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A.

AMw. <WjW<y»ct tmm the sennn PinuR, C97

Abal&QB trlAtum, its treatiuent. ;0:i

Aeaeto, « work on, aimuiuiced, 1*8 1 cause of its ftc&rclty, 4^6

;

nm treatment, 049, dps* f«f ^ pUtrptcra, 2; i -, armaU, adv., aoi ^

/.-MMMMa lon^iiora, adv., Moantjoy, 9i; notes an, 176, Mfi
I>c<iunca1ata, 45S; frtindlflora, d#7i adT., Mountjoy, 785; to

Aoovaa. iaataniorphn«ed from learea, 707; to aow, 7i&; their

frrniination In WKtrr. 7SS
Aflra»*^^htiin aurettUi, d^j

^•^•renisettientsrciiiarVHon. U3( ipanieneni', fi5
.et Brookil, Sft9 } critpum. 71

1

/itaiiiiitan, ita tc^eUtion, 0tS, 6&4
Afapanibuft, an aquatic, 469
Afmrirus flammiila, tit
A^tve amerlaana, 4:* , at Salcombe.TM ; to prcsenre In winter,

AgTirnltaral cdnratinn, adv., tm , fund, 'In Scotland, adT.»

laAir^nrr ranarkft on, 807
Ar^^ultnrp, pracCicaU elements of, adv., S66; prize aaaay1 , adv .

,

«)''
; in Bansada. 318 ; in Alfricm, 671 ; in Italy, 679

tpoat, S73 ; adv., Clarke, u& -, noticed, 081
A cplHa8,6ai
A b«nrn, renifirki on, 679; analysia of, 839
A\0m atud, to sow, s4i
AVpR, bait works on, 331
A 1^0, iu prograai in agricullurc, C71
AinallBior plants, 34
Aiicu^, Mr., hlBfarden noticed. 271, «S»
A.mKt« J., Saq.« hSs rarden noticed, 90
MhoHmmt ayatem, remarks on, 867 ; benefi ial effects <^, 869
Aloe, carioos mcfnTnorptaiia of, 455; American, at Salcombe,
Ttt ( to prearrre In winter, 990, 657

Alpaca, adv., tat
Alptaiia raecmoaa, 96s
AistPoemcria neraoroaa, 559
ABsaryllis Banksiana, W^ ; BeUaUonna, its treatment, 822 j for-
iHlma, to flower, 089

Aaal .r"s stores, new method of heating:, 267 ; see also 348, 380,

A«**» r1an^>. Waterpf, adv., 281 ; to tranapUnt, 69a 5 border,
ptaaca tar, OM ; to prepare, 6*9 ; healing plant, 497

iiqtmr, quantity ed per acre, 1 :.J ^ its application,
I, las. '"\i experiments with, 221; upon slu^s, 470;

vapoar, its effect on Vines, 725, 761
tBawBKtoAx, 51, 251,257, 712, ft55; as a manUTC, 919, 236;
adv., Eyton, au; substances nscd in flxiilt, 604: hydrosul-
paaret o*. hyrflciai to plants, 635 ; test for, 742. 776. 853, 9f9 jinad to the atmosphere, 774 ; not contained in sugrar,

breath, 879
aivnta, i^rdr, 494

adv.. Groom, 49; treatment of seed, 113; nemoroaa,
)4» ; nruLariS. 207- ita trnatmr^nf at\a

Artkm

Anteal
water, 8$8

^^^'«r ^"Sli^ * •*^'**^^"^ ^^' »*• ^^3, 772 ;
cause oim^^ 'J^

bordars, 219, 772.. ereenhonse. 225; to sup-

teTiVTli 5,^'»"r;^«"^.3^= to ^avc ..cds of. 492; list of""^^y.^ ^,2: to bloom in autumn. 604
At .^ on at Brighton, at

. ^,.
^

Lhi ,,.ca, iU treatment, 495 ; cunonia, 577Antimano aylrestris, monfttroas, 143
Anti«r Rose Saw -fly, described. 604

r^.!y^; '^. '"iphur on, ^9, 558 ; to dislodge, 34)2, 56I
-i-rtbcd^; to destroy, 57. 193, 321, 409. 756;

AimiM ^ w»ll-tre«», 996; on Rosea, 777

^t^ •^'Jl^fc?*"^ ^^
' Diliistone, 201 ; advanta^ of root-

^»»«. M ,;
T6 tmin^ 41, 804, 899; for a lawn, 57 5 treatment

«dwarf. - a^lecHon of, 25, 113, 321, 756; treatment before
Cram»r, 16!

; itoaWe-bearing, 3195 dwarf, to ^raft, 453; to
, , to protect from rabbits, 605 ; to re-

-mm W^ * '^^21}^ * ^""' ^^"
i ^^ a pit, 697 > weight of, 669.

1 /»• /4i, 820; gathered when wet, ^0; to r*BSt, 693;f^er oTKent, 664; Swaeney KonpareU, 694 ; will not crow
^^wngraiiMwi^h Pears, 697} to pnmc, 7095 stocks for, 77^
"jy^ ^'^

- Maaters, 18 » to prune, 305; to plant in summer,
•f*

- oaMae of their unfruitfulnc-'- 577A#n*, m^van of heat m, 1Q9

A*HeplastnT>frriiss. trratr ' % 71
Ashea. soap-hoitrrs*. To n^e, 997
Anh. value nf tlic aeves, aa«»aat ; dtoesnr nf, Ii9^ Sli, 4&S( for

ooppioa wood. 2«5, ;*• i to rmorate. 4Sft} or** *^ -^f wasps on.
»^J I littaata injuhoaa tio, 4M i remarks on Um *rTr«i, iu

Asparaaus. tT*Httm#iit of, 97, ia9» . 9l9. MI. »77. «•». T «W,
•A7( tocut,3u.,. Ji5(lts traai it*f Ntre,s3i. 947 I inh(»uiea9
•19, asa^ larf«, 47;, fro. ,.., tfl-^i of aalL up^^n, 4- 10
pick the fruit froas4 4a7( rruwn In Un tn».«a, 471 i i<j i^^^i
waM 4o» 798, T"^^ 1 a^l^M of hosa^^aJr^tM on, . ^g

AfiphaltaoovaHnfs at the TTr^rt %r^. <*»nsssi« at adv., rn>|rr<>n.

18; walks. 379; layer of, a»fM it 1 u\ of r< 1.4./S;

Berssel, adv., Farrvlt, 988
A«phodelooaaplanta, 478
Aaaam Tea, lu flmt di—^vegy, S5. «7, T*. 155, lf.7, 6or ; remartrs
on, 7*'^^'

i Coaapany, fts report, 797
AaaocUtioa, BHUsh. i^ Uaocheater, 419
Aster secd,SMiv., lUsre, 49
Atmcnphere, aeOon of plaots on* I71
Auriculas, a selalMnn of, 4i : proparttas oC, 119. t7l ; adv..
Hronm, 9i8t Clcn* iMi cul»"re of, wm

Australian ColflHtes, narrative of a v«al» to, adv. Backhf^use, 8:0
Azalea ln<lini. treafment of, 984* 441. T^i I0 eaust a if^^d

n.iv .
rsTT; it, 4i; I questions on, 541} ai9l8*a,iit|WertrtM«

h"'V*

t of,
I ijeanf^ws 4w , aa a

bloom of. altarl

Cpta, 425f t»4i , adv.» Rii-ara, 801
) doiiMt rctj.

I to pt-

B.

nd crop, 9*8 s a preventive to the
;(' *

d. 821; kidney, ffood kinds, 886

-4" - -

to

Babinftonia camph
Raastal Park, nntleod, 191
Baini^Tfrtr^''' Gnide to the Con^'-^vatory, adv. 814
Halantinm rnlrita, 252
nalaams, to-ffrow, 209. 968, 513 ; cxperiMants on, 7^1
Bamford HaU, noti^*"* *-"2

Hank farm, noticed, 2og

Barkcria apectabilis, 455
Barometer, improved, 254 ; yrice of, 873
Baryta, sulphaf of, 257
Bassano Beet, remarks on, 787 ; where procured, 825

Bateman, Mr., hSa garden noticed, 304; Orchidacese c^ Mexico
and Guatemala, rev., r,]^

Baxter's British Flowering Planta, rev., 256
Bayfordbury, noticed, ^49
Beans, to produce a -

attacks of Caterpillars,

Becium bicolor, 438

Beck, Mr., his garden n
Beds for lawna, 236
Beech-trees, thcireffect upon planta, 253, SSt ; not Injarions, 5iO

Beechwood Melon, 989
Bees, to feed, 173, 223 ; habits of, 381 1 hives, adv., Nnit, 234

;

neglect of, 908 ; to take their boner, 42? 'V, 493 'oy,545, 558;
their mieration, 640 ; cause of notWaraslnrf 654 ^ to preserra

in winter, 837, 854 ; query rai^acting, 837 ; theU treatment In

Kashmir, 478 j to cure the sting of, 509, 542 ; to hire, 895, 670

;

to &tupify, 599; leafcuttcr, dMerfl»ed, 573 » bybernatory for,

837; letters on. adv.. Cotton, ^%»
Beetles, black, not injurious ia gardm*. 558 ; to daatror, 621

Beet, sugar, 6S4; its r^ose aa a manure, 749; BaHario, re-

marks on, 7^7 ; where procarad, 8W
Begonia craaascaulis, '.43

Belladonna Lily, poiiwjnotis, 209
BencTolent Institution for Gardenr^ .

s'l^ , 968

Berberis nmbeilata, 438
intended wfnterjra^'^'*^ »*. 791

318; advantage of emigratteg to, 507>

1.1

Tweed

*^iaiia ftfcinuBfl,

propagate, 641 ; account of, 289. 4

k'oueU, 198; VkkviDg, 377 f Brazilien
]^»^ 457. 470 ; hardr

•^fa^satiwt of, 193
. ciwUiaii for, 885, 836
s, Ueatment of ands« U5

^ja^U tr«to«»t, aa9
i giga8.7Sa

^ojeSf^onfit for foartng^ 888 ; traatiBCnt

A-wif*^ forcing. 673

^«j8fce, ccntaias gaUk add, 8$7
239»5U

V "
-

Berlin Royal Garden, 351

Bermuda, agriculture in.

Remarks on, rev., 8O7
Bertha's JoTimal, rev. gia
Beurre, Sj^nce, remarks on, 713 ; Boac, daacrfbed,. 8iB
Bevan, Mr., his garden aoticod, 9"*^

Bicton, noticed, 24, 128

Bignonia radicans, to make it Slower, <:/, , , - la, 88|

iana. Its culture, 593
Birch-seed, to sow, 561

. , ^
Birds, frightened from seeds, 190; Itaair habits, 297 j arrival of,

454; theirnataralhistln V "1
Blschoff's History ofW !lcn Manafacturcs, rev., 99©

Bistort, to destroy, 321

Blackwood's Quarterly Journal of AgrioiUttre. rev.,

Blctting.itoderivation, 88ft, 888, 854 ^
Blight, on plants, cause of, 454 ; AoMsicasu to core, , &9i / 4l,88«

Blood, as a manure, 692, 755
Bodmin, earlineas of ve«^Ation th©-e, 888

Bog-earth, adv.,f>aviay800 ^ . • ^
BoilK, adv.. Stephenson, 1; Shewen.iS; ttopara'a, espenmaBW
on fuel for, 96; s!cphcn»on'«. dwapibed, 175, 654; shape of

Rogers's, 681 j remarks cm. 888, fj^i weight and prte* Of

Shewen's smsdlest, 729
Bokhara Clover, 188, 318. s69. 76l _^ .^^
Bonc-du£t, effects of, 126, 158; to pr«p8re, for aasMire, 435, 659,

668; to detect adulteration in, 641 ; anatraed, 868; machine

for crushing, 886
Bookfc. »' prkaa at Hmt.exli^'^QaHi, a» » for cottagers, 94

gmrdener, 145; for studying botany, l6l« Wl,6$^r.M
ftirmcrs, 761, <?25; <m fruit and vegetaM'^^ 841 :

on Arithm \

857; ontteCdcmnb^, 873; on dntwing plans, 873

B<^(^8 for treea, to pcai^ra, 719
Boronia anemonatfoUa, W8

* .# »/^
Bota&ical namfff, l&iglish, remarks 0% 487 , confasi03a oft, ftw

Botanic Garden, adr^ 981 « _^
Botany lOwuid be »4l8*4ir gardaww, 37; Intom wi^ks on.

Bov c^" —fc. la » -i'. J"* trt^

maimre, 740
Urarbr'^ottr ueaimeni of -.

. Jn, 148, vnr. 9l8« il^

Biead* pb«H^ r uucsl. Asnciibcd, .-.^

nr>!»r. «WS»«. i f** erf. ifM

10 i (lufcl . 1< .fti in. T48

Br li« adv.. Farrirs I t H«n.ia<wad, 185; 6M fn.

14S ' ^ »•—nre asaccawi <i(, 198, 888. aoiti WBl*-*^, tlt^

tl7( ii^ • "t »>f. 8884 I • 's iBarty WJ •^. agoodaor* '''^

BroiifH 4aaa, iMOaad* •««#

Ilritrmanalt* £M«uiuida, lip* tii * inam erf
, 3

l..uus%tgla, trcatiwrnl of, 145, i.-

Ui i "V, deat •**« ^
BucW»» '1, lt» ' '«»infi\:,,^ Irt^afafiHii. 4

ButMing, *t nluri. MO. 451. <-v, 9^, i\ t

BiiK, t t>jMioi, f

BmV It. J *hl<^

sortii, :hp7, #88, fi7Si "''v , \ i. s»7j l^^bra'^ *!»5 j Mamfw-k,
'^anrr, 88' FDrrefct.8Mi tallM,6<9: ' '-«Mi.7&»

Biiimti^-^ itn ilapreiii'**^^s,t2i •

Huneh. d'-^ribed, 85
Bnadlr. dewcHhed, 9ft

Buinas* Narrow. fl of ( ** , rcv^ ^'i^

Bn^bai-slevp, itsconlrtnu. 7m
liiittrr, l»«*l. IS; tOln' - e,

m, 6(1!!, 82t

tn*A

for a

, 82ft : for

41
)

t.

8^^ #>

..^C^._^ii,

r^^ Ml

'- r H * £

•*.»»* I

Culila^ . 8WiW»n for nr. 37, 'i ; ra»8d? far rt^. 17" '''*

2:'7. M8t cfr.etaof aBBp-aaa^ . 471*; to^watar, »U
.

flirti. to fte'.tf , 657 ; tO boU, 889
ra«alia artirnlata, tr- tmeiit of, 88»
Cadi.tbrir etilMvaUofl. 35,241,39*. KT. «5« fa gnrft, 49>» 7i-

*

m jif!^v,fca84 r^*iway*s G;ant,*4*7, ad^., 72*. "«*•
Calamn«. or Sweet Cane, remwrk* ofi«;

Calceolarias, treatroem o{. r-* i6i. 173

981 I Ms^, 233 ' ;. - $ Stand
Calcutta Bots"^'* Qaruca, ^g^

Calico, "^'ed. ,
epBPatiofi. 177

Calla s^H. .rirft. its traaft» , 888
C»n^Hin'ii S<^npi«ire Meraal, n v., ;<s

Calu'r ,
' m

Cambridge J * Ctairfen. Mas^t. nsetta, 568

Car adv., »i«*rart, 185 ; P^^-tla, !2» r^hnoA^^^ 1

vt, i ^..u 1 25. ii^ M». 497. 7m. 8S7 ; «atMK '-z not fl

to propagala, ^'^ »«9

Campanula pna^i^^^i** 995, 2t9, spacnlflffli* 332 ;
lui

grand in, 43.°! I » flrflfnr'ti, 59t

CandUlaa I'^^randra, 423

Canker, can^c of, 7% §85 -, to Aaak , in frt^t4i«H, aj
Car"'tbnTy BelU, rtnubip. 4,-*

Cape Buitw. lh* n^nt, ! m < * ^_ ^_
Cfi 'im«, V irtsHs' ntat€ni -oa,4Ms todrf*/i.

Car^fwtc actd,*eoTni 1 by jriwits, 4ft4. 498^ a8r*«^"ated by

i5: itseffr^* m vagefatsoni 887

CaVd », * oookarr, 148 : Purls, 9^
Carnatinns,adv.. Gro* - iWi Tw«t»i,65; T-/ 't,8lrTrs«*

ir- v^^oa,S5.i^ Orson, 96 i r'-.»9;WT»—
An^-M,889; liatof, 545, 558; areatment^lBPM !»»*•» 5 *" :

.

In Farm, 198; TwitcheU's Doa ^^bn d«8Wrtfcrtj^j fj
**!^*

t«fisuc* of the best, 556* 0on JoHn r. Martaa'a8|p8»0*» *89»

621, tt8; soil for, Sitf

Carrot, adv ., Fames, 1 ; majQures f •
,

' "
. tn ur "^^'^^^^^ff*

Belp"^". ^^•^fl'*^ o« •''5«^-" "^ '" ^softaroft,

a65 , topi re. 69s • frrtrn sMfr. wrr>rnis ""'
_
early »«8*»

Cart for di«fr]»i ; g Uqnid roaourr, r^8
Casawbaaielrtn.aeaa

C^- .eiorptamts.aaH8iM4tn a'sl ng-rnoas, 65/

Oas' i aia? *« cniturc of, jfi*j

b " rum, 352

Cat* rjuiiara, to destroy. 161 i Kegro, «^
Cstinw's Topuiar CoficbologT* '^^
CBtn,in^"^^caltob«dgeb"?ft»8«li whitr

C;;'"" T»r. Pia>is*ir'« iecturet on fe,

their food,89 -

Cattlera granalo«a, 86 > aoperba, tee raHe*- ->f. 5/«

Cauliflower, to pr<>ditee earlv, 54 ; fritters, u» j-repare,**-,

Ccaorrfbn* arur w .f ' .0 Tarta»#arU of ^«»
Ccilar. of \s\ n. diaaaM »., to r*^n 49a

prntiC, 845; Br?muda.to r^Se. 599j »tWai8 '^J

ihetr- .4«oloaKm,8&5
v««_^it9 treB--ent, IIS. 196 ^ ^ . ^ ,.. ^-^ a
Cimy, adv.. ta«e, a»; ^g^*^ «^|f''J^treataacnt of. 174. IH9, «ttt 5!W ; l«»'e«' w*| «?

0^"r J

rii m, &l^

^ *

S.- '

IS; aoft'* ^

tlw

«11

application of salt, 4(9 ; refutei^

Cea^st f'>r lining open r
'

patent, ^.1

its U^«:ment, 761

Cf^pf^l to v&mmti into mamirr
Ch^.ky soil, ptaMiaaiMia !«** -

- / A '
. to

0mmM 8irw*•»

*»8e Krenc'8

rfir



IV INDEX.

collector for, sig

Chamber-ley, to prepare for use, 409
Chanioraile, restorative to sickly plants, 349, -^3^1 6o6j to destroy

Bcali» insects, 743, 8o5
Chandler's Nuisery, noticed, 72, 192, 823
Charcoal dost, a preventive to grubs, 173; to grow' plants in,

591, 605, 7*1 ; injurious to bum in forcing-houses, 711
Chatswonh, described, 3, 20,51, 67, I07, 187i notes on, U3, 807;

nearest railroad station to, 481
Chatwin's Catalogue of Potatoes, rev., 424
Cheese. Schabziguer, to flavour, 369, 3S1
Chemistry, its object. 40 ; lectures on, 219, 286, 302, 318, 35Q, 363 •

adv., 267, 283; Liebig*s Organic, rev., 403, 422, 438 j rural,
good works on, 425, 577 i applied to agriculture, 493 : horticul-
tural, 6355 its advance in Scotland, 867

Chermes Pear, described, 156
Cherries, adv., Masters, 18 j alos*: variety, 70, 143: a selection of

157. 772; grafted on a Laurel, 237; Laurel grafted on, 253 '

Chcsnots, Horse, to sow, 529; Spanish, adv., Cattel, 121 : singular
growth of, 557 ^

' J e

Chess, good work 00, 72y
Chickens, to cure crop in, 365
Chicory described, 1)3
Chiraaphilas. medicinal properties of, 873
China, effects of the late peace with. 803

^
Chiror.ia decassata, its treatment, 761
Chlora^as, habit of, 304
Chorozrma varium, treatment of, 2S9
Chou Pomme d'Hiver. 207
Christmas Rose, its duration in water, 205
Ci'rysalids of silkworms as a manure, 755
Chrysanthemirms. good sorts. 221, 804, 8o5 ; adv.. Chandler, 314:

Salter, 8;i3; trea-iment of, 436, 524; dark, 841: to force, 527;
cause of kaves diopping, 825

Chrjseis compacta, 425
Chrysosplenium as an edging. 23
Chunk stoves, unfit for forcing, 305
Cicada iuterrupta, account of, 542
Cider, to make. 71. 7^7,823,855; ropiness in, 641 j refuse, as a
manure, 740, 856

Cinder-ashes, as a manure, 441
Cint;rarid,VVebberiana. 511; adv.,Webber.665 ; Ivery, fi33 ; Ward,

705 i.
t<» s »w seeds of, 593 ; cause of their leaves spotting, S41

Cirrhoi-etaliiin Medusae. 223; cliiuense, 382
Cisterns, slate, adv., Beck, 3
Citrus, remarks on, ^0
Clareniont ^aruens. noticed, 255, 775, 791
Clay, to improve. 25,71.1; to plant trees on, 126, 713: burnt, for
8trikingcuttingsin,8u6

Cleanliness, remarks on, 571
CkmaUs, azurea, not a subject for exhibition, 28g ; to propagate,
457

ClerodendroD splendens, 507; speciosum, cause of leaves spotting,
70

1

Cley Pippin noticed, 225
CJianthus, grown on the open wall, 259; to protect, 825
Climate, artificial, 367 ; mildness of, 870
Climbers, hothouse, a list of, 57; to train, 70, 7^Q; foraconser-
vatury, 73; (or a south aspect, 1 61 ; sweet. 273; account of
399; hardy, S36 ; good greenhouse, 441, 681, 873; for a ve-
randah. 577; trellises for, 651, 667, 692, 707, 756, 772, 788, 804,
869; for verandahs, 8^9; stovfe, 873

Cliniooia pulciieila, its treatment, 529
Cloth, for protection, 17a
Chiudbetry, Tasinanniau, IpS
Clover, new kinds. 239; Bokhara, 288,318; Affghan, 3/9Clubbing in cabbages, to prevent, 173, 205
Coal, shale as a manure, 6; iu constituents, 385; animal, as amanure, 707

'

Cobaea scandens, hardy, 172
Cockroaches, to destroy. 317, 332. 347, 350, 606
Cocksfoot Grass, unfit for lawns, 305
Ccelogynetesitacea, 352
Cce-ia hir^uta, 439
Colchirum autumnale, 640
^oUector, adv.. 797
Colours rule of, 97; of flowers, supposed cftfile of change in,

555 ; auv., Ni.XL-y, -s66 ; to match, in planting, 30I
Colisfoor, tr. eradtcate, 645, JTH
Columnen Schiedeana, igi
Con.bretum purpureum, propagation of, 129; grandiflorUm, 6hCommehna ccelestis, iU treatment, 545
Compost, to form, 540, 572. 587
Concrete foundations, to form, 571
Conferva fluviatilis. 759
Coniferjc, notes on rare kinds. 52, BSJ j to raise seeds, 83 ; select,

82o; to propagate, 2i9; new,3l9;0f New Zealand 477 ; adv.
Mai.ters.1,0; Lawson.769j Himslayao, to procure seeds of, 857

Conservative wall, described, 331,6^
Conservatories, cooling of, isg ; soil for, 305

; plants for, 305, 841

3

Bainbndge's Gtude to, adv., 834 ' '

^^6^834?
870^^^'''' ^*' ^^^' ®^^

'
P'^^^^"^ «°' 822

;
solution of.

Cooley's Figures of Euclid, adv.. 235
Copenhagen Botanic Garden, 727
Coppice-wood, to cut, 753, 739
Coprosma microphylla, 192
Correa Harrisit 209
Corrosive sublimate, destructive to plants 257

''°j6srm^^t?7r.9^'''''
'''' '^'''''''^ "«' ''''^ ^'^^^'^'^

Cottagers, hints for. 56, 838 ; prizes, remarks on, 83. 86, 453; calen-dar.^, 4a3;book8tor,94; recommended to keep rabbits 143Cotton. Its trearment m IndU, 454; oiled its nrenftj^Hnn Wk
Cotton's My Bee Book, rev., 44O ; kdv. 352

P"P^^^°°* ^^^

Couch Grass, to destroy. 873 .
*

Country Shows, remarks on, 525, 542
Cranberries, to cultivate, in England 780
Crane-fly, to destroy, 869
Crataegus, the most oinaraentai kinds. 4, 493
Crawshay, Mr., his treatment of the Vine, 603 759
Creepers for verandahs, 869
Cre*e Hall, remarkable Cactns at, 406
Crickets, to destroy, 422, 437
Crinum Capense, a hardy aquatic, 589
Qrucubcs, treatment of, 30S ; autumnal, 640
Crops, rotation of, 160^ 437
Crypsis acuteata, 268
Cryptngamic plants, adv., Gardiner, 314 »

Cucuujbers, adv., Nutting. 1 ; Cuthill, 17; Watkinaon, 786; Wild,
802; to pack, 805; Allen^s Victory. 52; e^ihibition. fo^ for,"?
boxes, adv., Watts, dl ; reason of becoming deformed gr'
Smith on, adv.. 122 ; management of, 158, 253. 441 1 ferUlizal
tion of. 172, 204, 237. 253; frame described, 172 : Green's bed
177; to strengthen 363; grown from cuttings, 455 ; for winter
forcing, 593 ; singular instance of growth, 653 : effects of nitrate
of soda upon them,65i; grown in turf pits, 710 - nitrate ofsoda for. 745 ; to preserve, 825 ; Mills' Treatise on, adv. 834

Cunninghamia lanctoiata, hardy, 457
Canninghani's Designs for Farm CotUges, rev., 350
Cineata nucum, described, 2*8; tenebricosus, to destroy *>^3

Curcnfio, to destroy, 337 ; abietis, le destroy. 409
"'

Currant-fly, 2*8
Currant, red, it* improvement, 21 ; biacl^. to prune, *5- adv

Cattell. 12! I Black Naples, 380; May^s \^ctor1a. late, 6*7 ":'

whjre 11m, cause of its turniag red, 625; good kinds of. 85?;wUise and red on the same branch, 873
CtirtJs. Mr., pensKin to, 774
Cuttings to prepare for India, 558, 6o5; to strike in!>rfek daat.
742; m burnt ciay, 80S; their treatment, 873

Cyclamens Euroj-ean species, 8Wj tolT., ImottS, 849
CympsuBkbinkcalua. 852

Cynoglossum anchusoides, 223
Cypripedium, calceolus,'38i ; treatment Of the genus, 492,542;
barbatum, 223 ; insigue, 253

Cyrtanthus, its treatment, 729, 873
Cyrtopodiums, treatment of, 18S, 409
Cytisus Weldenii, 382
Cytoblaats, definedj 759

Dahlias, to keep striped clean, 8; treatment of, 113, 305; selection

of, 113, 239i 793; Satirist, 155, 172; of 1841, notes on, 155;
^ fancy, in Paris, 19O ; new sorts, 237 J

to grow in pots, 353 ; de-
stroyed by wire-worm, 365, 381 ; stand for, 457; triple bloom,
526; to graft, 621 ; kept in pits as Potatoes, 657; to preserve,

726; two colours upon one stem, 759; adv.. Low, 1 ; Edwards,
1 ; Appleby, 17; Bates, J7; Pamplin, 17; Keynes, ly ; Girling,

17; Whale, 17: Jackson, 33; Watts, 33; Neville, 65 ; Smith, 65;
Wheeler, 60; Carter, 65; Essex Triumph, Brown, 801, Jeffries,

217; Harrison, 217; Dnimmond, 249; Stein, 265; Spary, 297;
Bragg,8i75 Dodds,8i7; Whale, 721; Meade, 737; Langelier, 65

j

Mountjoy,82; Gaines, 82; Headly, 82; Joues,?137; Mortlock,
137; Brown. 154; Catleugh, 201; Mitchell, 201; Hillier, 329;
Wildman, 217; Evans, 753; Smith, 77O; Yan Houtte, 849;
shade, adv.. buffett, 153

Dicdalea quercina, 252

DaiJbdil. described, 172
Dandelion for salad, 321

Danieil's manure, remarks on, 139. 17I1 IsPi *206, 286, 633, 807
Daphne, three new species, 206; treatment of 225 ; Indica, 273
Deakin's Florigraphia Britannica, adv., is6
DeCandolIe's Prodromus, noticed, 95
Decay of fruit, its cause explained, 739; remarks on, 771
Decomposition, the manner in which it is caused, 283
Dendrobium, scopa, 691; sanguinolentum, 639; speciosum, its
treatment, 641 ; macranthum, 743

Deodar from cuttings, 159
Dial of Flora, 711
Dickson's Nursery, noticed, 352

, Messsrs., Chester, their model-room noticed, 512
Digitalis, new sp., adv., Gaines, 666
Doronicum plantagineum. 8O7
Downing's Cottage Residences, rev., 679
Doyle's Cyclopaedia of Practical Husbandry, rev., 424, S76, 7U
Drabaveroa, described, 124
Drainage, effects of, 5Q, 144 ; iniportance of, 789, 835
Draining, machine described, 159. tiles, made of peat. 382; cost

of, 839
Drains, to form, 724
Drawing plans, best works upon, for young beginners, 529
Dropmore gardens, noticed. 406
Dryas octopetala, on its varieties, 143
Drymonia punctata, 639
Dung, stable, as- a manure. 321; its proportionate value, when

taiixed with ammoniacal liquor, 739 ; from inns In the Sotath of
France, 755

Echeveria rosea, 239; acutifolia, 382
Echites, suberecta, to flower, 41 ; atropurpurea, 743j splendens,

671
Edgings, turf to make, 7; plants for. 37, a, 1^5, 333; of brick, 14i
Education, general remarks on, 539
Elseodendron Argan, 332
Elder seeds, their v-tality, 24 *

Elements of nutrition, 822; of respiration, 822
Elms, gigantic, 205
Embankments, to prevent slipping, 70
Encyclop2edia,Britanaica,adv.,266; rev.,283; I^rmers\adv«.362
Endive, its treatment at Guipuscoa, 452; French method of cook-

ing, 872
Engines, hydraulic, adv., 298 ; forcing, adv., Jones, 346
English cottage, 367
Entomology, best works on, 23
Epacris coccinea, adv.. Low, 6ig; collection of, adv., Fairbaim,

609
Epidendrura latilabrum, 24; cinnabarinum, 367: phceoiceum,
423 ; raniferum, 511 ; Grahami, 527 i lancifollum, 63g

"

Epiphytes, defined, 841
Ergot, action of, 478 ; experiments with, 855
Eria acutifolia, 382; paoiculata. 382; pdlynra. 477; pannea, 63Q
Erica, echiiflora, adv.. Story, 417 ; NeilUi,7U j select kinds, adv.,

Fairbairn, 569; Jackson, 721
*

Erinus alpinus, as an edging, 125
Eriobotrya japonica. its treatment, 756
Erophila vulgaris, described, 124
Erythrina, its treatment. 209; to bloom In the open air, 742Eucomts nana, hardy. 621
Euraerus aeneus, described. 252
Euphorbia splendens, its treatment, 7fil
Evergreens, to transplant, 7. 87, 125, 175,204,223; in summer, 638
Exhibition, horticultural, at Chlswick, commenU on, 305, 651,803
Exhibitors, remarks on their misconduct, 691

' * ' »

Exotics, at Woodhaii, adv., sg*

F.
Fairbaim's nursery, noticed, 96, 711
Fairy rings, how produced, 825, 873
Falling stars, 793 » 80©
Fall of the leaf, 631 ; its cause, 724
Farmers' and Gardeners'. Hail-storm ffifitirance Company, tdv..

noti^e^^S^iO^^^"*'^"^'*''"'
Magazine, ret., 424fcid;ndar;

Farming implements, where figured, 423
Felt, natural, 759
Fence, iron, ady Baker, 33; on raising Qoick, 142; Whitethornrecommended 793

'»"**t.uuiu

Fence, the, notes on, 191
Fermentation, how produced, 139
Fernando Po, vegetation of, 318
Ferns, in a parlom: case. 9j torais^ from seed, 124- their dis

^TT' ZV ^'T ^'»«^^'^«r' 305; of New Ze'allid', 477 fo^ ^

i^Biem^tt'
^'^''" ^''"^P^^"' ^^''' °«t^k in their wooSy

Fertilization of plants. 681
Fertilizer, Count Hompesch's patent, 0^9
Ficus australis, grown without soli, 653

Kru?e?ad"°°Ca'«'e/.'°,Sr'=r'' '^' 'treatment of. 793. «5

Fjax, Iriab, iu Improvement. 40
Fleas, to destroy, 694
Flora's Cabinet, adv.. 266; dial, 711KoHcuitnre, state of. in FVance. in ; in Paris 100Komt and Amateur's Guide, re;.. 256 ' ^

jwaiiiff»,m 5 ran, Dickaon, on, 55 j a wiectloii of, ffs ^ «rty.

Flower-seeds, adv., Nutting, l ; Hadge, 49 ; Masters, 65 ; Kernan,
65; Warner, 81 ; Brown, 105 ; Fames, 105; Sutton, 105; Lu.
combe, 137; Charhvood, 17<>! Carter, 521; Lockhart, 721 -

pots, dimensions of, 577; double-sided, 803 ; adv., Brown, 78fl

Flower-stand described, 19O, 457
Flue for a propagating pit, 793
Fly, common, remarks on, 470 ; disease among, 641 ; green, see
Aphides

Food, economical, 286; analysis of various kinds, 823

Forcing, necessity of light in, 86; plants for, 209, 337; early, re.

marks on, 744
Foreign parts, transmission of trees to, 539
Foresting, its importance, 3; remarks on, 19, ^M, 86; good works
on, 625

Forest trees, to prune, 110. 205. 301, 332, 363, 365, 380, 397, 436,
451, 453,470, 5;'.3, 526, 557, S88, 76i, 793; Rdv., Rogers, 705;
Smith, 706

Forking Land, remarks on, 869
Foundations, to form concrete, 571
Fountain in St. James's Park, strictures on, 379, 396
Fowling-piece, new, 655

Foxglove in November, 37
Frames, suited to the growth of greenhouse plants, 588
Frogs, musical, 728
Franciscea latifolia, 366; treatment of, 873
Froth-fly described, 508
Fruit, set without pollen, 171 ; classical, 254 ; to protect, 299; to
preserve. 821 ; brought from France, 496; the metamorphosis of
a leaf, 587r 653 ; cheap, 561 ; cause of its decay explained, 739

Fruit-room and ice-house combined, 141 ; necessity of cleanli-
ness in the former, 771

Fruit-trees, formation of borders for. 22, 142,745; their treat-
ment, 57, 873; aselection of, 93, 161, 481, 641, 657, 681, 857.
873; cause ot canker in, 605; seedling, 620; pruning, remarks
on, 741

Fuchsia, treatment of seeds, 73; radicans, 127; adv., Mamock,
138; Cripps, 153; Todd, 153; Youell, 185, 393; Catleugh, 201

;

fulgens. time to disroot, l6l; to preserve, 222, 239; affiuis,225j
corymbiflora, 225, 529 ; select surts of, 273, 353, 497, 841 ; ady,.
May, 281, account of, 337; for planting out, 305 ; treatment of,

773; rosea alba, 423 ; integrifolia, 423 ; to cJe^ns* their seeds,
425 ; to preserve in winter, 435, 680 ; adv.. Smith, 345 : Bellana,

43/; new, 509 ; racemiflora elegans, adv., Maule. 537 ; St. Clare,
adv., Youell, 633; fulgens, cause of its dropping its blooms,
457, 470, 509. 526; in Scotland, 773 i Riccartonla, 713, 726; La,
neii, adv. 833

Fuel, Grant's patent, 40
Fumigation, how performed, ft

Fungi, to preserve, 726
Furze seed, quantity per acre, I93

G.

Galium aparine, monstrous, 143, 332
Galvanic Protector, to make, 7
Galvanism, its effect on plants, 160
Gardeiicr and Practical Florist, adv. SCO
Gardeners, and Masters, 7, S3 ; and weeds, 6M, 019; privileges of,

142; advertisements, 206; thelrlaws. 221 ; education, Kttt mm-
nual. adv., B8; life of, 21, 6S; effects of disaipation on, 778$ of
the Hall, a poem, 791 ; imposed on, 333; at exhibitions, 399. 44]

Gardenias, their treatment, 209. ft4l, 761
Gardening in France, 95 ; in mines, 205 j West Indian, »W j

prac-
tised by the fair sex, 725, 742

Garden, on laying out and plantinir, P» 6*f UOp 8»9 j Berlin Royal,
351 ; new forcing and kitchen at \\ iuciaor, 299

Garrya eUiptica, sexes of, 873
Gas, from grapes, 760
Gastrochilus pulcherrimus. 27

1

Gas-water to apply, 273; tar for walks, 318 j
prejndlti^il tO plants,

321; water for grass, 321,623; iU eflfccts on Spinach, 397; ©a
wheat, 655 i mixed with leaves, 6«l

Gaultheria hispida. 193
Geine, to prepare, 303
Gentiana, acauMs, soU for, BfT; to sow ieed Of, JV^
Geodorum nutans, lap
Geographical Society's Journal nr., 57

1

Geology, lectures on, adv., 265
Geometra hirtaria, described, 787
Geranium, gee Pelargonium; puslllum, tnt)nstrOtt»> 113; en-
anthum, 6m

Gesnera elongata, a greenhouse plant, B! ; Its treatment, 70;
• stove plant, 143; situation for, 174, icbrlua, 23; to winter,
41; Sottoni. while, 423; loagifolia, Sll

Guipuscoa, horticulture of. S84, 493
Gladiolus, culUvation of, 171, «•». wa, »BS, <9f^. ftMi t-- '= nails,

209 1 adv., Mackenzte, 70a ; hardy kind.*. 7«i , cuiiw**.^, a68
Glas^w, New Botanic Garden, opened, S19
Glass, adv., Drake. 1; violet, promote^ rminatlon,l7i t

power of, 174 ; to patty laps ©f, 177 1 (iMtroyM tiky f^os
Glasses, propag^tinjr. adv.. PeUatt, Vt6
Glftzed flower.potB, renaurlis ott, M7» $W9» Ul
OlossocoAla orata, sA
Gloxinia, spcciosa, var. macrophylla variefmta

352 ; tubiflora, 743 ; to sow «Mil or, 70t
Glue, refuse, as a manure, 70; ; water, to destroy
Glycme HarrUonii, reiuaxks on, SM
Goat's milk, remarks on, 7*2
Godetia albescens, 223 ; prandiflora, 78g
Goldfussia isophylla, 287; Its treatment, «7
Goldham*8 nursery, noUccd, mf
Gooseberry, caterpiDars, their destruction, 7, »«, lfl<J, lift* ^U

626. 821 ; Klv„ Matters, 18 ; BkAsou, 480 1 CatuU, ISI j treat-
ment of, 68, 84 ; to pre*icrve the firuit • :' to force, 589 ; welii*
of, 758 ; good sorts, ytV, 7fii j ttwa, nnrSy-planttd, to \^?
moist, 286; Growers* Register, rev., 775

Gourd, the largest, 681
Govenia lageuophora. Its trtatment, }9$
Government Currency Pamphleta, f»r.. ati
Graftmg. some absurdities connected with , 1i ; wax d' n\^^

71, 285; descriJ^d. 87 j stui^«a tfiooU, 9f9 ; t^^u^a ott«m
Grafts, treatment of, 185
Grant's patent fuel, 40
Grapes, adv., Mast«n, 18, in hothoiaes, to c^.->ur «T. lt», ^''

grow In pi^,is8, on shrivellinir »f. im t^,»sr. 2t)7, 569, «fc
<MII,31/, MI,«'=n; reason for decaviiiK. I t^j; f^w waHipii*, »•'
tust on, 8«9, 349, 8©», ^4^ ikoC s %bla for waUs la yo»4s«hi**t,
497; aaosa nf their bursting, 4«l , of not colmirinf. <

/25, 741, 757, 773; mmmtd. «^ , remarks on vanou
>ei

\ effect of ammnf>iarftl va; v., jt& 1 Escholata

ill ; weight or, m. >4l, »•; PmmaA, 7l« | Altwrt, describtdr
742 1 K«e from, 760

# r
#

,

^^1^ **?"^ ^ **• ^y^ ^^^^ *^««"» *^
; nitrate of soda far, B

sewi, adv., Sutton, 83- ammontaeal Uquor for, «•; for *«»d.
254; cocksfoot, aw , to remedy its coarscncse, rOl ; forUv ,

y/O ; effect of guano on, 77B
Gray's Botauicai Text-Book, rev., 6#5
Greaves, as a manure, 7*7
Green-fly. gga A|*ide9
Greengage-trees, to renew. AM

"% 7<lj fbraawtwr*.
jRr-n for. »45 f for teat* ^

^. floor for. 7!^7-ii;^r;;^','S;«:3^:«5l

^S Bo^ ' \ u,'
'•?*' •*'' *^«» »°r* lipomas} s-

cession, 697 ; portable |d«nta lo l
-»^~t

regory, Or., his critique upon Dr. tMiMr»»n ^^
room's N«rwry, l»oUi»d.^l»7rSi '

irquivweat for, lu-, 4tmai\)ei, 161, kS| (dm oL 7761 bow i»



INDEX. V

appUcc^o

plants. 422, 607; on Potatoes, 693, no, 8O6 ; on Balsams, r^.i 5

on Turnips, 789, 806^ for Camellias, SoQ, 853; wteu to apply,
745; its value, 755; adv., 784; liquid^ to prepare, 775, 809,
«40, 956 J

weight of, Sj-S ; Potter's artificiiaj iav., 690
Guara, its treatment, 96
Guernsey Lily, itjs treatment, 641, 841
Guiilemin, M., his death, 67

Gum on fruit-trees, cause of, 825

Gunter, R., Esq., his garden noticed, 112
Gymnogramma pcdata, 25^
Gypsum, its preparation as a manure, 41 ; machine to distribute,
207; t>f "What composed, 2/3; how used, 289^ 305, 321; where
procured, 441

§al)rauthus pratensls^437
aCon's Pear, its origin, 28S

Hsemanthus, its treatment, 873
Hair-dust, 273; as a manure, 707^ adv. Cl^k^. 345
Half- sieve, its dimensions, 78S
Hampton Court, forcing: garden, noticed, 113
Handboqjts for the People, adv., 86^
Hand, described, 25
Hardenbergria macrophylla, 39 j adv., Marnock, 133
Haricots, sorts of, 236
Harrison's Garden Almanac, adv., 66
Hartweg:, Mr., account of, 367, 623, 823
Hawk-moth, Privet, 513; Hummii>g-bird, 529
Hawthorn, the most ornantental, 4j fences, formation of, 158
Hay, to prevent heating", 383
Healthian, adv., 538
Heartsease, adv., Maule, 49; May, 49^1 Henchman, iSl ; JShep-
pard, 121; Brown, 154; Catleugh, 201; J. May, 281; Buxton,
314; Mellon, 345; Pearson's Black Prince, 331; adv., 36l j

Major, 602; Buxton, 666-, new, 353; treatment of, 177,513;
good sojts, 289, 793

Heathery, its construction and management^ ai6
Heaths, Cape, management of, HO, 398, 657 i in summer, 574 ; in
winter, 641; greatest growers near London, 793; best work
on, 793 ; for a border, 820

Heating by hot air, 723; remarks on, 741, 757, 771 ; Penn's
system, adv., Hill, 7s6: by hot-water, 174> 421; remarks on,
776, 824, 857; new methods, 348, 380, 422, 654

Heat, instances of, in May, U2; in Maixh and April, l6u ; in
autumn. 383

Heddon House, garden noticed, 143
Hedgehog, notice of, 95 ; attacked by cats, 303
Hedges, to prune, 253
Hedychium coronarium, 252; Gardnerianum, its treatment, 729
Helichrysum retortum, adv.. Backhouse, 153
Heliotropium europseum, 332; peruviauum, its treatment, 556
Hellebore, powder, its effect on caterpillars, 349, 365.381. 397:
Eastern, 477 ; Olympian, 711

Helonias, treatment of, 209
Hemerocallis, treatment of, 2a
Henderson's nursery, noticed, 40, 223, 624
Hesperantha longiflora, its treatment, 873
Hexton House noticed, 872
Herbarium, paper for, 457
Hibiscus Cameroni, 254 ; esculentus, 257
Hippophae rhamnoides, its use m fixing loose soils, 437
Hirundines, their use, 791
Hoddesdon Hall, noticed, 607
Hollies, to plant, 5, 97; size of, 205 ; berries, treatment of, 97
Hollyhock, treatment of, 113

j gigantic, 711 ; adv., May, 737
Hompesch*s patent fertiliser, 6o3
Honey-dew, its apparent cause, 422
Honey, effect of plants on, 350, 558; to take, 423, 48", 493, 509,

545, 558
Hooker's London Journal of Botany, adv.,2 ; Icones Plantarum,

adv., 202; rev., 676; British t'iora, rev., 728; adv., 689
Hopean apparatus, described, 315
Hop-refuse as a manure, 740
Horn, as a manure, 692 ; shavings, their effect on Potatoes, 8O8
Horse Chestnuts, to sow, 529; their use, 745; food for cattle. 773
Horses, cheap food for, 655 .

"

'

Horticultural Society's garden noticed, 239,512,640; means of
admission as a member^ 609, 857; exhibitions, remarks on,
t)5l, 803 807 ; Catalogue of Fruits, adv., 803; ror. 872; privi-
leges of the members, ^3 ,

^

Horticulture of Guipuscoa, 284, 452
'

Hot-air stove, 723 741, 737; fuel conkumed by, 77^Hotbed at Knight's nursery, 25

^^Q^'^'L'r'
on the ventilation of, 188; mode of heating, 348, 880,

42^ 5
advv, W att, 722 ; regulators for, 761 ; building, remarks on!

^?L"v^^*^^a*^^.?^^^"''
^**''" ^^'^^y^ ^ 5

^"^^^^^ I i Stephenson, 1

5

^er, 33; Vjalker. 154; Davis, 186; Shewcn, 586; Corbett^

Hnn?iif^'^^-®..'^i'^'°"^i° ^^^ ^°«^s o*" Vines, 529, 56lHoulletia vittata, 40 ; Brocklehurstiana, 366
xjovea racemuiosa, 382
Howitt's Domestic and Rural Life in Germany, revd 859Humus and humic acid, remarks on, 6ig

^' *

1 07 adv ^yZ'^J^ S".'^-"^^''' '. ' management after flittering,

^Uo^/i^^^^
'-''

^ '""'^ cultivation, 740, 75!;

Hybemia brumata, 254

667i sporting of, 806 gog^^ °^'"''^' ^^* ' «xpe"fiieiit8 with,

Hylurguspiniperda, remarks on, 85/

I.

''coSed??« "'''°" ''' '^ '"^ «»• ''' ". 653 i Ibid fruit-room

lcoul° HantanJ^^V'^' ' ,^° ^^'» ""^t °f door,. 838 ;

T!?i^'^^^^"°"
of Cucumbers, 204, 237 253

Jn&?e^aXS"<?9f ''° Agri-hortlcultural Societr, rev., BU
Indigo of Africa, 639
Ink for zinc labels, igg

'^h'^tre^" «f l"
^PP^^« ^"-J Roses, 332, to trees. 381 j to

on their ^nnpUo"
'^^^^^°^ ^^^ boiling-water, 509 ; remarks

effect of S^^^^«'73««9 > NuriouB to^the Ptne teibe, 709j

''KpeS 'slo^^dT"^'
'

I
^^"' '*^ t«atment. 161, 775; in

the open a r' 5m '
'fit

P»-«'l«ced by, 605. 621 ; QuamocUt, in

Iris, its trf.aA;f^l'
'^ubro-ceeruleai to flower, 713

kinds 500 .rwnj. "^-^ fimbriata. its treatJnent. 573; good

tuberous io^d --'I' 'll ^F^f'^^^^. 681
; bulbous, to plMl.^i

looetcB lacus^Ws^Vs^ '
^^""^ treatment, m

{soporon rosem[ 382

iS rst^l""'/'^'^
Association. i99

IW iir^ °^ agrnculture In.

W

JJ«a virginica, 332

aadw-iL^^""'^*'! yellow-berried, 301 J its eflfect dfi tfees

fe ^^^ir^^^^ ?^«^ T7^ ^
on w.ter, 8^

Wi^'''''''^^' ^^ treatment, 481

Jo^W^T"^^^'''?•
^^

' ^ Increase,m f to phxn^,m ^ ,
Agn>aiht«f^^'' ^. Ei^cyclopaedia, rev., 8, 60 j BlemenH of
-Hjncmtural cheaaistry, rev*, 373

55

Jonquils, their treatment, 809
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, rev., 456, 544
Judges, remarks on their awards, r^(^9

Junipets, to raise from seed, 5^ ^ notes on rare kinds, 658

ICale, Buda, to blanch, 113
Kalmia latifolia, poisonous, 83g
Kashmir, floating gardens, 367 j fruit-trees and plants of, 479
JCennedyas, soil for, 73
Kenrlck*s New America Orchaidist, rev., 24
Kensington Gardens, to improve, 3S0, 420
Kew Botanic Gardens, remarks on, 123 j notes on, 175, 529, G
Khelat Lucerne, 379, 481

Kidney-beans, sorts of, 236 ; synonyms of, 284
Kingston Gardens, noticed, 743
Kirby and Spence's Entomology, rev., 808
Kittens, dead, a manure, 5

Knapp*s British Grasses, adv., 538
Knight's nursery, hotbed at, 25 ; noticed, 160
Knight's (T. A.), horticultural papers, adv., S2
itotschy, M., his death, 8^3
Kyan's patent, its value in presen-ing wood, 839

Labels for pots, &7
Labourers, to employ, 819, 835, 851, 868
Laburnum, adv., Parkes, 705; should not be pruned, 776 j de-

scribed, 347j new, 365; poisonous, 385, 421, 510, 70Ui Cpn-
sidered harmless, 470, 558 j purple, sporting of, 3P73 rejected

by animals, 437> 453
Ladakh, climate of, 382 ; Apricots of, 3^3 ; treatment of Rhubarb

there, 575
Ladies turned gardeners, 7^2, 750
Lselia superbiens, about to flower, 679 j flava, 77*
Lalag-e Hoveaefolia, 654
Lambert, Mr. A. B., his death, 35; his library, 255, 271 } herba-
rium, sale of, 439

*

Lammas "Wheat, its produce, 010
Land, to inoculate, I61 j to crop, 729 s necessity of its being
broken up, 739 ; to restore neglected, 776 j importance of

draining, 789; to double dig, 806; to fork, S69
Lane's Catalogue of Roses, rev., 728
Larch, extraordinary vitality of, 365 ; its value for timber, 619
Lathyrus grandiflorus, to propagate, 457
Lauder's Essay on Taste, rev., 320
Lauuceston ^Van Diemen's Land), remarks on the weather, 454

Laurel, common, described, 452; destruction of its leaves, 381;

berries, to sow, 681 ; leaves, bruised, to destroy insects, 425;

to prune, 73, 129,467; treatment of, 161 j adv., Cattell, 121 j

Rendle, 121 ; Cherry grafted on, 237; Portugal, treatment of

seed, 145 ; eaten by cattle, 574 j curious growth of, 453

Law of gardens, 126, 681

Lawns, beds for, 336; to prepare, 305, 349 j
grass for, 776; to

improve, 353
Layering, described, 90
Lead, its solubility in water containing carbonic acid, 791
Leather, Russia, its preparation, 838
Leaves transformed into fruit, 587 i their value as a manure, 739 j

their germination, 821
Lee's nursery, noticed, 112; Botanical Looker-out, rev., 456

Leicester, monument to the Earl of, 511
Lemon-trees, cause of ill health, 257
Leonotis Leonur«s, its culture, 4, 85 ; to flower, 545
Leschenaultiabiloba, 05; to strike from cuttings, 841
Lettuce, adv., Farnea, 1; Lane, 521; artichoke-leaved, 283;
treatment of, at Guipuscoa, 432 j best winter kinds, with their

treatment, 557 ; drowsiness produced by, 839
Leycesteria formosa, for game, 713
Library, gardener's foreign, 543, 56o, 575, 591, 607, 623, 639
Lichens described, 84; on trees, 177; to destroy, 273, 321

Liebig, critique on, 395 ; his Agricultural Chemistry, adv., S t fd
edit., rev., 40; Organic Chemistry, rev. by Dr. Schleiden, 403,

423, 438 ; remarks on, 469
Light, tendency of plants to seek, 6; its cflfecta on plants, 471

Lilium lancifolium, 225 ; distinct from L. speciosum, 656 ; adv.,

Groom, 36 1 5 album, to increase, 497 5 by bulbs from the axils

of the leaves, 526
Lily, of the Valley, situation for, 158, 76l j of Scripture, remarks
on, 744, 854 ; Water, to multiply, 385

Lime, water, to mis, 273, 712, 8O9 ; dry, its value upon land, 382 ^

kilns, their formation, 435 j its effect on the Gooseberry-catft*-

pillar^ 494; rubbish as a manure, 545; its application, 620
^

water, in tanks, 620 ; not injurious to the growth of the Pota*

toe, 651, 853 ; Aberthaw, 726; ash floor, to make, 605 j and salt,

to preserve, 856
Lingard on the Decay of Timber, rev., 760
Literary Fund, adv., 249
Lobelia gracilis, hardy, 580 ; pyramidalis, 24

Locust-tree, its treatment, 668
Locusts in England, 807
Loddiges' nru-sery, noticed, 66, 508

Lodoicea sechellarum, 423, 870

Lonicera flexuosa, its treatment, 697
Logwood as a maniu-e, 840

Lophospermum erubescente-scandens, 854
Loquat, its treatment, 756
Loudon's (Mrs.) Ladies' Flower-garden of Ornamental Annuals,

adv., 2; Botany for Ladies, rev., 424; (Mr*) Year-book of Nat.

History, rev., 223 ; Hortus Lignosus, and Arboretum Bri-

tannicum, rev., 352; Encyclopsedia of Cottage Architecture,

rev., 407 i
Suburbaai Horticulturist, rev., 775 ; Encycldpcedia of

Trees and Shrubs, adv., 800; complete works, adv., 832 j Sub-

urban Gardener, adv., 722
Low's nursery, noticed, 240
Lucombe's nursery, noticed, 176 *

Luculia gratissima, its treatment, 41 ; to propagate, 793

Lupintis Hartwegii, an annual, 729; albus, as a green manure,

867
Lysimachialobelioides, 10!

H

M'Intosh's Flower- Garden, adv., 34 ; Orchard and Fruit-Garden,

adv., 34; Greenhouse, Hothouse, and Stove, adv., 34

Macleauia angulata, 871
Madia sativa, account of, 255; Us value as a green manure, 7'JO

Magazin Botanique, 510
Magazine of Domestic Economy, rev., 456

Magnolia in the open air, 337
». ^ '

Mahonias, their treatment, 385; aquifoHum, hardf, 825

Maize, sugar extracted from, 651

Malacca, vegetation of, 638, 790
Manettia bicolor, adv., Veitch, 440

Manganese, black oxide of, for paint, 441

Mango, its treatment, 142

Mangel Wurzel, to dibble in the seed, 100 ; to preserve, #26, 758

;

for cattle, 758, 8O6
Manufacturers, to relieve the distressed, 500, 541

Manure, a new kind, 1 ; effect of Dauiell's, 67, S07 • some kinds

described, 92, 303; Daniell's, remarks on, 139, i/l, 189» 206,

382, 454, 638; not beneficial, 851 j of great value, 869; de-

scribed, 159, 271, 286; adv., ChatA^in, IH; Potter, 720 i re-

marks on, 161; its preparation, 187, 219, S4l, 267, 808; in

AUace, 101; ftmrnoniacal, 221; Chinese, 256 ; green, 335

;

liquid, to make, 177, 332. 808; its value, 379, 654, 856 5 to

apply, 545, 654
J
injurious to Vine-borders, 373 1 to waste, 283,

S51; to improve, 451,510} besttime to apply, 793; for Potatoes,

455 ; cflTects on Fuchsias, 470 ; organic-inincria, 50", 534, 840,

57«, 587; Hquid, to apply, 545, 654« animal, 63fl, 651, 668, 602»
707, 724 ; green, 803, 820 ; Boussingault's memoir on, 724, 738,
755; for cottagers, 838 ; Dutch, 755; table showing the value
of various kinds, 756; experiments upon, 771, 839, ^53 ; liqiud*

cart for di&urlbatiug, 7^9; adv., Crojahkill, 786; pumps, adv..
Fowler, 786

Manuring \s ith green crops, 803, 620, 867
Marchand de Bouquets, 471
March, instances of heat in, 160
Margan, noticed, 679
Marl, its use, 286, 456 ; to bum, 712
Marmalade, to boil, 870
Marrow, VegeUble, its treatment, 353
Marryatt, Mrs., her garden, noticed, 4o6
Martagon, its derivation, 777, 790
Martynia tragi ans, 423 ; adv., Marnock, 13«
Massachusetts, climate of, 95
Masters* nursery, noticed, 24
Mathews, Mr. A., his death, 319
Matter, organic, decomposed, 347
Maund's Botanic Garden, adv., 833
Maxillaria acuHpetala, 654

Maybew's How to Teach, rev., 208
May, instances of heat in, 112
Measures, of capacity, 669, 691 ; in the London markets, 788
Medical Life Assurance, adv., 266 *

Medlars, to ripen, 76I

Megachile ceutuncularis, destructive to the flowera of l*«l»rgo-
niums, 422; described, 573

Itlelon, adv., Ferguson, I ; CuthiU, 17 ; the Ispahan, 32 ; CuthiU's
Early, 23; from cuttings, 38; boxes, adv., WatU, 81 \ Smith
on, adv„ 122; cultivation of, 124, 285; to save ^ed, 177 ; Ca-
sawba, 209 ; Bccchwood, 289 ; cause of fruit dropping, 409,
776; disease of, 437, 457 : grovm In open-sided frames, 656 ;

Cantaloupe, adv.. Carter, 784; Beechwood, 811
Menzies, Mr., his death, 123

Mercury, how used, 257
Merodon Narcissi, described, 203
Merulius lachrymans, 252
Mescmbryantliemum a^quilatcrale, 19a ; for {Wanting out> 360;

tricolor, 807
Mice, their destruction, 7, 237, SJ*
Microscope for botanical purposes, 729
Mignonette, cause of its dying, 441 ; remarks on, 6^3
Mildew in Peas, 333, 365, 47i, 526, 777; to prw.wut, on Peacli-

trees, 558

Milk, analysis of, 838
Mills's Treatise on the Cucumber, adv., 754; adv. 834 ; rev. 872
Mimetes hirta, 331
Mimulus roseus, 271 ; Maclainanus, 607
Mina lobata, 23, 366
Mines, gardening in, 505
Misconduct at exhibitions, remarks on, 601
Misfortune, great, 478

,

Mi:3tlctoe, to gi^aft, 304 ; remarks on, 854
MitchcUa repens, 332
Mites, not formed by electrical action, 793
Model Mapping, 855
Moles, to destroy, 56o
Monster, vegetable, 711
Montreuil, Peaches of, 870
Monument to the Earl of Leicester, 511, 543
Monea trijietala, 225
Morraodes lineatum, 57B; luxatum, 591

Mortar, asphalte, to prevent the descent of roots, 423 ; for walks,

379
Morton's Nature and Property of Soils, rev. 336

Moss, on gravel-walks, its destruction, 57,503; on lawns, 129,

825 ; on ^rees, 273, 321 ; spontaneous combustion of, bjQ
Moth, Honeycomb, its destruction, 103; large, to kill, 657, 604,

806 ; Brindled Beauty, described, 787
Mould, remarks on, 507
Mount Ophir, its botanical productioiis, 70
Mouse-trap, described, 126, 237
Mowing-machine, price of, 161 ; new, 3l6
Mud from ponds as a manure, 545
Mulberry, to prevei^t the fruit from dropping, 65? ; trees, a<iv.j

Dennis, 7^7
Mule plants sometimes seed, 16

1

Muriatic acid beneficial to vegetation, 667
Musa Cavendishii, its usual size, 825

Museum, Lambert's botanical, adv., 329
Mushrooms, good properties of, 385 j remarkable growth of, 425,

beds for, 513; spawn, to prepare, 604; cause of failure, 712;
821, 853, 869; their treatment^ ;^3

Myatt's Pine Strawberry, its treatment, 491, 510, 625, 520, 542

Myrtle, its treatment, 8/3

Names of plants, confusion created by altering, 401 1 botanjca
542

Naming plants, remarks on, 7T7 $ fruit, 77?
Narcissus-fly, dfescribed, 203
Naturalist's Comer, 623, 640, 655, 7ift 7^U 833
Nature, her works, 640, 791
Neapolitan Violets, culture of, 294, 253
Nectarines, adv., Masters, 18; protection of, 69 i to prune in

summer, 495 j Newington, 625
Negro caterpillar, remarks on, 638
Nelumbium, to raise from seed, 745
Nematiis trimaculatus, time to kill, 9S9
Nerim, its treatment, 873
Netherlands, cultivation of, 27O
Netting, adv., Richardson, 202 ; as a protection for fruit, 299i 332

News, botanical, 239, 367, 76o, 774 ; Indian, 759
New Zealand Comp., adv., 234; Hort. Society formed, 267 ;

«*-

niferous plants and ferns of, 477; prosperous state of the

colony, 523 ; works on, adv., 784
Niger, model farm there. 111

Night-soil, to prepare, 305, 425, 755, 76O
Nikita, letter from, 206
Niphsea oblonga, 101

Nitrate, of soda, Lymburn on, 7 ; its action, 38, 2^5 ; its effects,

70, 123, 160, 494, 667, 821 J on Onions, 725; for Pine-apples,

193; Potatoes, 8O6; when applied, 225; to Cedars, 577; to

Firs, 254, 289; to use, 257. 30^ JS5 ; where procured, 973, 32l ;

on Strawberries, 437; on Roses, 456, 461 ; destructive to rings,

456; its adulteration, 603 ;
quantity to apply. 624 ; on Potatoes,

710 ; on Cucumbers, 654 ; on Seakale, 655; on Onions, 712,

775 ; on Balsams, 741 ; on corn, 830; of potash, as a manure,

693 ; test for, g53

Nitre, as a manure for com, 83#
Nitrogen essential to plants, 241

Norfolk Island, its vegetation, 4/1

Normandy Cress, its treatment, 625

Nuthatch, its habits, 270 . , ^^ ,
, ^

Nuts, to preserve, 657; adv.. Masters, 18; weevil, described, u^
Nyctanthes arbor tristiia, 268

Nymphsea Lotus, its stems edible, 495

O.

Oak. British, remarks on, fi; ^t
^f^'^'^'^l^^''^S'^d^^^^

described, 36; effect of rapid jT^^^ ^\^l' Sn. l^^
described. 84s FUlham,no1Aced, Ml; to rr-novate. 4^; cause

of di^genemcy In, 723 ;' Darma^,.*^^ ; 'TTi^Z.^V^^
in autonn, ri6 ; to raise. 776 ; span^es e^en bj phewantB, , 77 J

evergreen, adv. Lan^elier, 833

Oat-tea, 55

<E«att« «oc«tm pol^ormB,m
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Q:noth#ra, Weuuis, u forage, 8 ) lerotina, 33^

Oit cakp, as a nMmare. 740
OUad ctHton, its prr-'^ratloTi, 145
Oleimder, it» tmtmrnt, m9 ; canse of not ^owciing, 30n

<tocidiam Insleayli, 23; iongifolium, 93; naimrn, 382; sphace-

iHtufQi 3»4; oTophynam, f5 ' bartMitrtm. fS39

OntoiT^, treatment of, 145, 937, '•53; seed per acre, l6l i remedy
for frab, 173, 574* **»9. 72a» «••• 853 ; Nocera, 223 ; Druse. ?

described, , to destroy, 385; their treatment at (iuipascoa,

453 ; to transplant, 4*7 ? to bend down their tops, 491 ; Lisbon,

its treatment, 542; thieir necked, 713; underground, to plant,"

Orange, remarks on some varieties, 5; viriparous, 70; treat-

ment of, 9tj, 257. 577; adv., Marsano, 217 i King, 34* ; to re-

novate, 1*^0

Orchard, to plant, 177 i select tree* for, 641, Cst

Orchidae««e, alistof, &7; treat'^^nt of, when imported 575 tem-
i>crature for, 204 ( for ifrowing in stoves, 235 ; treatment of,

MO, 47«, OM; noticed, t7l, 49#; adv., Harrison. 330 j Stevens,

449; Winatanley, 489 j Stevens, 537; Sage, 7B4
Organic matter converted into manure, M7

^

Organic miru-ral manures, 307, M4, 540, 672, ZQJ
Orgyia autitpia, described, 540
Omltho^liim rtivaricatum, 393
Osborne's nursery, noticed, 240
Otiorynciiua tcnebricosus, described, 31

C

Cnochitus fuscBSt SM
Oxalis crcnata, its CJtccncncp, 22 ; its properties. 125; laaiopetala,

37i; acetosetla as an edging, aaj, 422; rubro-cincta, 7^9;
sensitlva, h lu

Oxiip, notes on, 171
Orygen neoMoary to <fc«da, 309
O"nnni0B»e,denned, 759

P.

Prconia, tree, treatment of, 156, 193s best sorts of. 241, 589

Paint, to soften. 7*5* ; for out-door buildings, 825

Pansy, are Heactsease
Papaver bracteata cocdnca, adv., Foster, 233

Faraaol (ialUfty. described, Noa

Paris, ^"TbibiUon at, 094, 774
Park,bt. Jamc»*s, imurovements in, 347
parloriT-CBse, ptfints for, 73
I'arneU's (trasses of Scotland, rev., 79i

Parsley, fine plant of, 709
Farsncps for fattening pigs, B37
Pnssiflora fragrans, adv., MamocV, 138; MMdletoniana, 2M
Londonf, 809; coccinea, a stove plant, 545

Pasture, (Jrasses for, 161 ; to renovate, 177
Paulovnia imperially, adv., Buuxnann, 6j ^ at Paris, 471 ; hardy, 681

Paul's Catah'>:uc of Rosos, rev., 624
Paxton's Magazine of Botany, adv., 2; Pocket Botanical Dic-

tionary, adv., a

Peaches, adv.. Masters, 18; protection of, 69; cause of the leaves
blistering, 289, 33.1. 349; treatment at Naples, 301; manage-
ment of. 317 ; to graft, 512 ; good forcing kinds, 745 ; canse of
fruit dropping, 513, 657 ; a preventive of mildew on, 558; untit

lorgrowiu;,'- with Vines, 657; hardy kind, 681; to wash the
trees, 857 ; of Montrenil, 870

Peach-house, management of, 494
Pear, adv.. Masters, 18 : Harrison, 185; Laogclier, 786 ; Rivers,

bOl i
MoUet s Guernsey Beurre described, ad, 85; in Stiriing

Castle gardens, ^7; King Charles's, 40; to renovate, .'57, 337;
Dniimore, described, 85 ; Knight's Monarch, described, 109,

143, 177 ; to train en quenouiile, 145; Cbermes described, 156;
Beckel, 7O8; Hacon'* Incomparable, 172, 189; its origin, 869 ;

efi'c'ct'i of a bell-glass on its setting, 253; to summer prime, 36Q.

44 1 , 637, 709 ; to train as pyramids, 453 ; to prepare soil for, 577 ;

prolific branch, 543 ; to ripen late kinds, 588 ; effects of root-

pruning, 6i7t weight of, 669, 670, 7O8, 741, b20; espalier, 697;
effect oif c*nker on, 707; losing its flavour from root-pruning,
825 ; stewing, remarks on, 84 1 , 870 ; a selection of, 25, 1 1 3, 145,

157, 161, 577- 593, 772, 77& ; best late kinds, 12\ 841 ; tree, pro-
Utic, 760 ; kinds for espaUors, 76; ; to train, 804, p^'> ; Althorpe
Crassane, SoO j Figtie do Naples, 909; ^'an Mous. Leon le

Clcrc, BOO; remarks on various kinds, 852; to graft on the
Q»iino«, «73 ^

Peas, adv., Faroes, 1 ; their germination at various temperatures,
S3; to raise early, 22, 70 ; pre-^crvation from mice, 173;
reshied, 189; canse of mildew, 333, "., 471, 526, 621

;
green,

to preserve. 558, 574; Russian method, 574; select dwarf, 620;
difference in their boiling, 654, 8O6; PrUice Albert, adv., Cor-
mack, &is

Peat, improvement of, 144, 873 ; useful in promoting thevegetation
o( seeds, 358 ; house for preserving plants, 620

Pedicularis megalantha, 607
Pelargoniums, to bloom in autumn, Q; notes on some new, 36,
68,140; adv.. Groom, 49 ; Stewart, 105; Conway, 137; Pamp-
lln, 153; Catleugh, 201; Rogers, 201; Adams, 249; Rendle,
361 > Pontey, 569; Fuller, 585 ; Jeffries, 689; Hancock, 705;
Gaines, 737; Lawton, 737; treatment of, 161, 177, 469, 636,
761 ; hints on, 235; Enchantress, 177; good kinds, 257, 441,
697» 761 , 776, 873 ; cause of their leaves spotting, 257, 273 ; of
petals d Topping, 425 ; definition of the terra, 425; their treat-
ment after flowering, 457 ; cause of their seed not swelling
off, 4f^l ; new, 509; to house, 545; to cut back, 557; scarlet,
to propagate, 6o5; experiments on, 655; cannot be pre-
«erved n the open border, 656 ; to preserve in winter, 656

;

ardens, to flower, 657; to apply nitrate of soda to, 697; for
exhibition, 825

Pencarrow, noticed, 56o
Pentstemon speciosum, 209; good kinds of, 491; geiltianoides

var. splendens, 711 ; select kinds, 841
Pcreira's Materia Medica, 3:^0

Perennials, a selection of, 94; hardy, 225, S07
Perianth, its designation. 641
PetrophUa diversifoUa, 268
Petunias, propagation of. 129; adv., Wood, 2S1; its cultivation.
31o

Phjecfon vitellina, on Willows, 6
Pnaljena brumata, 337
Phalangium cancroides, to destroy, 337
Pharbitis ostrina. 639
Fhiladelphus Mexicanus, 527
Phillips, air., his garden noticed, 624
Phlox stolonifera flowered twice, 95 ; DrtimmoTifti for the green-
house, 527; adv.. Wood, 666; picta, adv., Mountjoy, 689; Van
Houtte's adv., Si9.

Phytologist. adv., Voorst, 362
Picea orientalis, its habit, 206
Pickles, ancient, 711
Picotee, its variability, 5 ; adv., Groom, 49; Youell, 65 j Tvso.

105 ; Wilson, 153; Ely, 619 ; list of, 545, 572
' ' >

Pies, to make, 873
I^gs, to improve, 351 ; to feed on Parsneps, 837
Pines, to destroy the scale on, 793, 805; at Thornfield, 86, 805.
838; external air upon, 209; growing, 222, 253, 654; large,
624; adv., WTialley, 36l ; cause of leaves spotting, 441: of
turning yellow. 593 ; weight of, 669, 708. 725, 741, 789. 820

Pinks, adv., Willmer, 393 : Brown, 602 ; treatment of, 396; pro-
pagation, 420,509; select kinds, 713

Pinas, a distinct genus from Abies, 697
Pipes, hot-water, their radiating power, 22
I^Ltcamia bromelircfolia, treatment of, 139
Pitch for the inside of boxes, 513
Pit, construction of, 53; MiU's improved, 349, 453 j for growing
planUin» 497 ; covering for, 840, 857; at Heckfield, described, 742

Pitol plant, 561
Plane tree, hist<»y of, 109
Plaatam, to destroy, 625; tree, remarks on, 65$

Plantas Hartwegianas imprimis Mexicanis, adv., Pamplin, 417

Plantations, thinning of, 110

Planting, remarks on, 107, 109, 139, 174; effect of trenchmg
before, 126

Plant-i. their tendency to seek light, 6; agricultural improve-

ment of, 54 ; for a parlour case, 73 ; for vases, 9»; for windows,

92; to dry, iCl, 'o27; edible, of Tasmannia, 192; for forcmg,

209; for market, 209; for a north aspect, 225; to water, 273,

4«l adapted for a chalky soil, 273; indigenous, 333; new.

adv., Veitch. 298, 468; fossU,335; luminous, 351 ;
greenhouse.

In the open air, 364 ; chemical analysis of, 364, 391 ;
nutnment

of, 423; for a S.W. wall, 425, 776; for a S.W. border, 425

;

their excrettons. 439 ; for borders, 604 ; Asphodeleous, 47a

;

for trailing on the ground, 481 ; old, sold under new names,

491 to flower in autumn, 605 ; their action on the atmosphere,

571; ornamental border kinds, 589, 604; for the edgings of

walks, Sffp ; their growth in charcoal, 605 ; not benefited by

Vatering in dry weather, 619 ; to preserve in winter, 620, 609,

- 670, 708, 713, 728 ; for an American border, 625; greenhouse,

autumnal, 625; do they breathe? 636; their fertilization, 681;

window, their treatment in winter. 681. 804; not injured by

758 i to rest in winter. 808 ; to prepare for microscopical exa-

mination, 825 ; carbonic acid disengaged by, 855 ; for shady

banks, 857; food of, 857; growth of, 857; loss of colour in,

873 ; Stages for, 873

Playfair, Dr., his lectures noticed, 819; reported, 822, 938

Ploughs, their draught, 544

Plums, adv.. Masters, 18; management of, 3o, 337, 745; selection

of, 157, 772; Ickworth Imperatrice, described, 176; to preserve,

638, 821 ; new American. 639
PUisIa gamma, described, 52

Podotheca gnaphalioides, 367
Poinsettia, its treatment, 25

Poison, dangerous to strew' about, 364 ; mineral, certain kinds

not injurious to plants, 670
polyanthus, its culture, 20, 39; select sorts, 841

Pond.mud for manure, 545 ^

Pontederia crassipes, cause of ilsnot flowering,48l ; to flower, 493

Poor, to employ, 819. 835, 851,868; laws, deficiency of, 315

Poplar, its treatment in Ladakh, 59I

Port Nicholson Horticultural Society, 267 ; flourishing condition

of, 267
Portugal Cabbage, its treatment, 257
Potash, nitrate of. as a manure, 670
Potato, to raise an early crop, 38 ; Chapman's new, 40, 221 ; rot

in, 54, 110; adv., Laing, 63; a monstrous, 85; good kinds of,

Q7; to prevent becoming waxy, 97 ; adv., Chatwin, 105 ; Beck,
137 ; to plant, 110, 155, 253, 638 ; on producing new, 125, 221,

301 ; on ripening, 143; Chapman's, remarks on. 15fi, 173, 189,

235,238; the Shaw, 1/3; salad, described, 173; Kidney-bean,
191 ; to obtain, 193; experiments upon, 221, 710, 8O6, 838i to
prevent failure, 254; cause of failure, 269; to protect early,

286 : manure for, 455 ; good early, 513, 593 ; in the East, G07

;

iu India, 621; e fleets of Guano on, 693; not injured by lime,

651 ; to cook for cattle, 654, 710 ; salt as manure for, 6:ij ; to
cook in the Lyons fashion, 727 ; its value, 728 ; injured by
hiirmng the eyes, "42 ; for seed, their treatment, 777} to pre-
serve, /Sg ; raw, for cattle, 789 ; to boil, 791 ; for clayey soils,

8fl6 ; heavy crop of, S06, 821 ; quantity to plant per acre, 841

;

seed adv., 849.

Potentillas, hybrids produce seed, 5; to separate. 593
Pots, glazed, 23, 507
Potter*s Word or Two on Guano, rev., 368
Pottle, its contents, 25 •
Poultry, weight of, 8O7, 822, 837, 870 ; to feed, 239
Prangos, described, 351 ; to introduce, 365
Price, Sir Uvedale, on the Picturesque, rev, 320
Primrose, Chinese, soil for, 129, 825; to obtain fringed, 129; its

habitat, 206; its landing in Australia, 63G; Shakespeare's pale,
remarks on, 789, 822, 854

Primula, notes on, 143 ; denticulata, 591
Prize men, Botanical, 655
Privet, Cbiuese, to progagate, 624
Proceedings of the Geological Society of YorksMre, rev., 240 ; of
the Horticultural Society, rev., 655

Produce, average agricultural, 513
Propagation, as practised in Paris, 238 ; in England and France
compared, 285, 317

Prophets, vegetable weather, 207
Props, flower, adv., Trudell, 345
Proteas. their treatment, 353
Protecting houses, materials for, 7.S7

Pruning, described, 91, no, 205 ; forest-trees, 332, 451, 453, 470,
523, 526, 557, 588 ; advantage of summer, 437

Prussian-blue, its refuse, as a manure, 755
Pumpkin, its treatment at Guipuscoa, 4 52
Punch, revd., 872

^
-

Punnet, its contents, 25, 788
' '

Puppies, dead, a manure, 5

Putteridge Bury, noticed, 695
Pyros domestica, in Italy, 301

rev,, 128; of Agriculture,

Q.

Quarterly Journal of Meteorology,
rev., 223, 6O8, 824

Quick fences, to raise, 86
Quince, to propagate, 825

R.

Rabbits, to protect trees from, 605
Radish, adv.. Fames, 1 ; FuUer's Hybrid Winter, adv.. May, 521

;

seed, to clean, 625
Rags, woollen, as annanure, 425 ; to apply, 656
Railroad embankments, to prevent slipping, 70 ; to embellish, 349
Rain, prognostic of, 8O7 ; water, to construct tanks for, 653
Rampion, its uses, 120; treatment of, 364
Ranunculus, adv.. Groom, 49 ; Tysd, 105; selection of, 97 ; its
culture, 420, 469, 509, 809; aqnatilis, 300

Raspberries, adv., Masters, 18; double-bearing, 1Q3 ; neat mode
of training. 836 ; Fastolff adv., Youell, 849 ; Royal Victoria, 853

Rats, to destroy, 821, 8j3 ; new mode of catching, 79a
Read's Hydraulic Machines, adv., 82 .

Red spider, to destroy, 321, 508, 773, 777; by sulphur, 493, 557,
625; by turpentine, 574 ; effect of sulphur on, 838

Redstart, Us habits, 127
Reid's Elements of Astronomy, rev., 424
Rhodanthe, treatment of seeds, 145
Rhodochiton volubile, its treatment, 161
Rhododendron, to flower arboreum at Christmas, ^6; treat-
ment of, 177; to prune, 353 ; Smithii aureum. 352, soil for,
397,652; adv.. Rivers, 801: barbatum, 825; hardy sorts of, 873

Rhubarb, adv., Myatt, l ; Youell. 801 ; its treatment. 57, 126.
I91t 353 ; in Ladakh, 575 ; Tobolsk, remarks on, 869

Ribes, new variety, 288; described, 301
Rib-grass, to destroy, 625
Ricanti's Rustic Architecture, adv., 138 : rev., I60
Riddle, 854.

> . * »

Ridging land, described, 724
Rigidella immaculata, 10, 494
Rivcrs's nursery, notes on, 192, 439; Catalogue of Roses, rev.,

Rivers, on their wearing, 159, 17s
Roads, formation of, 523
Robinia pseud-acacia, unsuitable for planting largely, 606 : its
treatment, 668 9 o jt

>

Rock Lily, 941

Rockwork, to form, 869

6
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Roella ciliata, its treatment, 7^1 %
Rogers's boiler, experiments on fuel for, 90

Rollison's nursery, noticed, 288

Rondeletia longiflora, 774
Rookery, to establish, 188, 232, 257

^ , . , .- „««
Rooks, their use in destroying slugs, 478 ; to frighten, 222

Root, absorption by, 638 ; carbonic acid disengaged by, 855

Root-pruning, Hayward on, 6; remarks on, 21, I89, 332, 775

Kilmers on, noticed, 86; its value. 142, 821; its eflect on the

flavour of fruit, 825
. „ . «* \

Roses double yellow, cause of not flowermg, 23; to strike

cuttings of, 41; at Monaltria, 86; treatment of, 205, 353;

stocks for, 57; Banksian, 333; to prune, 57, 305, 419, 453, 67O;

treatment of, 73 ; Christmas, 205 ; in pots, treatment of, 123;

to bloom early, 125; manure for,l6l,841; to prune, 161, 305,

691, 7O8; a selection of, 193, 577; as standards, 225; good

forcing 270, 857 ; lecture on, 304 ; for a hedge, 305 ; for a wall,

369 i
everiasting, 363, 873 ; hardy, G97 ; adv., Paul, 377 ; Rivers,

377 ; Lane, 377 ; Wood, 378 ; Denyer, 786 ; autumnal, 457, 481,

492; yellow Banksian, to flower, 385 ; improvements in ex-

hibiting, 396; qualities of, 397 ; malformation of, 397 ; increase

by cuttings, 409, 457 ; to check mildew on, 409 ; Messrs. Lane's,

424- Mr. Rivers, 439; Mr. Denyer's, 440; Moss, 452; to bud,

452; curious instance of vitality, 453 ; their loss of Moss, 453;

Smith's yellow, 481 ; to entrap injurious insects, 51S; stocks

for, 742; excrescences upon their branches. 677; good China,

625- double yellow Persian, 729; Devoniensis, adv., HaUy,

753; for exhibition, 826; to protect, 836; treatment of seed,

836; to manure, 841

Rosmarinus officinalis, 268

Rove-beetle, fetid, described, 740

Rowland, Mr., his garden noticed, 455

Rucker, Mr., his garden noticed, 496

Russelia juncea, its treatment, 841, 873

Russia leather, its preparation, 838

Rust on Grapes, remarks on, 805, 853

Rye, horned or spurred, 478

S. /

Salsify, its treatment, 528 ; to boil, 77^

Salt, Evelyn's opinion of it as a manure, 383 ; its application,

620 ; to Potatoes. 657, 792, 853 ; to Celery, 693, 725 ; to kUl weeds,

712 ;
quantity used for Asparagus, 729» 760 ; as a manure, 806,

869 ; cake, as a manure, 222 ; water, to apply, 225, 241 , 273 ; pro-

portion of, 353 ; of the alum works, for fixing ammonia, 809

;

and lime, to prepare, 806
Saltpetre, its effects. 385

Salvia, fulgens, its management, 33 ; patens, its treatment, 39,

143 ; not hardy, 254 ; cause of its destruction, 285 ; preserved,

301, 318, 680; cause of its withering in the open ground. 529;

dropping its flowers, 558 ; to preserve in winter, 787

Sap, its course in the stem, 707> 7*^1

Sarcinula, notes on, 143

Sashes, to preserve, 205

Saussurea pulchella, 223

Savoy, Yellow, a good sort, 853

Saw-dust as a manure, 824
Saw-fly, antler Rose, described, 604 ; Turnip, 620 ^^^h
Saxifrage, three-fingered, 252 ^P
ScECVola scandens, 332
Scald, cure for, 70, 189

Scale, its destruction, 145, 353, 529, 553, 697, 793; on trees, to

destroy 713, 841 ; cured by chamomile 743, 8i)5 ; on Pines, to

destroy, 793
Scarecrow, 759, 790
Schleiden, Dr., criticised by Dr. Gregory, 435
Scions, their treatment, 305
Scotch Farming in the Lothians, rev., 76O j agricultural fund,^
remarks on, 867 "

*"

Screens for trees, adv., Hulme, 122 -^
Seakale, treatment of, 385, 745 *ip
Seasons, remarks on, 187; effects of, 709; mildness of, 854
Seamud, to convert into monure, 594 "

Seaweed, to convert into manure, 409, 745, 755, 776
Secale cornutum. 726
Sedum Sieboldii, treatment of, 177
Seeds, examples of their vitality. 38, 471 ; their preservation, 70,

454.574; American, adv., Whalley, 153; to germinate, I61,

558; treatment of, 161 ; oxygen necessary to, 269 j Brazilian,

to raise, 321, 349 ; vitality of, 525, 626,541 ; Turnip, to preserve
from the attacks of insects, 541 ; Cabbage, to preserve, 742; of

fruit, to sow, 745 i of vegetables, adv., Fames. 818 : of flowers,

Lockhart, 737 ; average quantity required for agricultural pur-

poses, 513; Australian, best time to sow, 793
Selby's British Forest-trees, rev., 480, 711 ; adv., 738
Sepal, its definition, 529
Service-tree, Italian, 301

Shakespeare's foresting, 38, 125; paragraph, remarks on, 7S9,

822, 854
Shale, a manure, 159, 190
Shallots, to check their decay, 409 ; to preserve, 793 ; cause of

their shrivelling, 821

Shetland, its botanical productions, 790
Shows, country, remarks on, 125
Shrubberies, management of, 69, 319; plants for, 857
Shrubs, hardy, to propagate, 97; a selection of, 161 ; adv,,

Masters, 170 ; to transplant, 208; evergreen, adv. Ogden, Si9

Sierra Leone, its products, 494
Sieve, its contents, 25, 783
Signatures, remarks on, 35
Signs of the times, 439
Silkworm chrysalids as a manure, 755
Sinhara used as food, 495
Sinningia, treatment of, 873
Siphocampylus bicolor, 273; betulsefolius, 759
Sistotrema confiuens, 252
Slate, adv.. Beck, 250
Slugs, to prevent their attacks, 5 ; their prevalence on corn, 56;

to destroy, 129,205, 456,470, 545, 653, 821
Slug-worm described, 692 ; to destroy, 69a
Smith on Cucumbers, adv., 122
Soapsuds as a manure, 385 ; their effects on Cabbages, 47^*
Whale-oil, useful in destroying vermin, 575 ; best mode d
applying, 792

Sobralia macrantha, 591
Societies.—Aberdeen, 474, 606; Adelaide Agri -horticultural.
439; Agricultural, 39. 55, 71. ni, 127, 143, 15Q, I75, 190t 207t
222, 254, 27', 286, 302. 318, 335, 350. 365, 3^1, 400, 422, 437,

"
527.559,759,774.807,822,838.855 ; Journal,rev.. 144, 840^ I?erby
meetmg, adv., 297, 754, 769. 785; meetinj; at Bristol. 474,495 ?

Alnwick,590; Anglesea, 672 ; of Arts, 175; Aylesbury, 672
Bath, 400, 474, 575, 672, 694 ; Battle and Hastings, 59O, 67^

;

Benevolent Institution for Indigent Gardeners, 39; BeulahSpa,
adv.,36l ; Beverley, 672; Birmingham, 303, 3G6. 43S, 475, 55y,
590,726, 871 ; Birm. Midland, 474; Bolton, 401 ; Botanical, 351,
382, 455,559,606, 694, 759, 870; Brighton, 694; Bristol and
Chiton, adv., 377» 672 ; British Association at Manchester, 454,
471 ; Bromley, adv., 577
Caledonian. 191, 400, 476,511, 559. 638,671, 871; Cambridge

303, 366, 401, 542, 575. 672; Cheltenham, 559; Chiches-
ter, 475 ; Chowbent, 673 ; Cork, 287, 401, 475; Cornwall, 401.
495, 695 ; Crieff, ^90 ; Croydon, adv., 377 ;Devon, 401, 575, 590, 676, 695 ; Dumfries, 606, 673, 871 ; ^ar-
ham, 695 > f 4 f

Eccleston, 673; Edinburgh, 113, 206,351.790,871; Ever-
ton and Kirkdale, 401, 673, 695 ; Exeter. 402, 807

Fellon Florists', 335, 402, 475, 69O, 7IO ; Floricultural, 23. SQf

ll'n^\\?.W^^*J^K^^^' '^^' 286,335, 351, 382, 423, 455,495,510,
627, 559, 600. 622, 639, 655. 67I, 823
Glasgow, 366, 673; Guernsey, 475, 575, 726; Guildford

'',

it
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INDEX. VI

1

Hanimersmith Cucumber, 222; Ham. Heartsease, 402 j Hamp-

Exhibition, adv., as, 203. 219, :^3/. 32p, 363, 393, 521, 783;

Anniversary Meeting^, adr., 2^1; Exhibitions at the Gardens,

333,399,4725 remarks on, 841; award of medals, 329, 333,455;

terms of admission to, 841 : Hull Floral, 335, C07

India A^ricult. and Hort., r^.i; Tnrcrncss, 4"5, 674 ; Ipswich

Cucumber, 127, 402; adv., 7Gg ; Ireland, Practical Hort. Soc.

of, 501 ; Isle of Man, 402

Kelso. 607, 6^4; Kendal, 674; Kenili;rorth, 49-> ; Kent and
Canterbury, 27T, 335, G74 ; King-Bton, 674; Kirkby Lons-

dale, 67G
Labourer's Friend, 503 ; Lancaster. 335, 475, 674; L^un-

ceston (Van Dieinen's Land) Hort., Soc, 319, 455 ; Leaming:toni

607; Lejland, 71O; Limerick, Practical Hort., 23. 319.511,622;

LiiineaT),8, 65, 9'», 127, ir>9, 190.239.270.302.350,382,422,743,

774.823, flrj5; on the librarianship of, 19i r>l ; Louth, 6/5;

Luton, 675
Maidenhead, 675 ; Maidstone, C75 ; ^Xanchci-tcr Cucumber,

223; adv. 819; Hort., adv.. 377; Microscopical, 12", 191, 774,

870; Moruingsidc, 402, T;90, 675, 759
Newby Wiske Cottagers', 543 3 Newcastle on Tyne, 574,

672; NevT Holland Hort. Soc, 31 9; North British Prof. 287.475,

710, 807 ; North Devon, 475, 675 ; Northern Dahlia. 675 ; North
of England, 675; Norwich, 475, 559, 675^ 871; Nottingham,
402, 476, 676 ; Nnneham, 476
Oxford, 402, 476. 759, 79\ ; Ox. Pink Show, 473
Paris Royal Horticultural, 302, 318; Departementde la Seine,

C94 ; Pelargonium, 363; adv., 393; Port Nichoison, New
Zealand, 743 ; Practical Soc of Ireland, 677
Ratho Hort., 303, 403, G76 ; Reffent's Park M^utual Instruction,

fi55; Reig:ate Cottagers', 511 ; Roxburghshire, 676, 871 ; Royal
Hort. SoC; of Ireland, 476, 6765 Royal Hort. Soc. of Perthshire,

C76; Royal South London Hort. 270, 335, 400, 510, 622; adv.,

249; Royal Botanic, Exhibitions, adv., 849
'Salt-hill Dahlia, 632 J

Sandback, 476; Sheffield, 335; Shrews-
bury, 319; Sbrivenham. 676; Slou^b, 476; Smithfield Cattle

Show, 823; South Essex, 403,477,623; Stamford, 677; St.

Andrew's, 319. 677; Sudbury, 477; Sunderland, 403, 590, 607,

727; Sutton, 677
Tamwortb, 366, 455, 543, 710; Thanet, adv., 377, 511, G77

;

Thornbury, 4/7
Vale of Evesham, 319
Walton le Dale, 677; Warrington, 403, 74=3; Warwick,

n03; adv., 361,678; Wecm, 678; West London Gardeners'
Association, 56, 303 ; grand Horticultural Exhibition, adv., 281,

345; West Renfrewshire, 678 ; Whitcfield, 711 ; Whitehaven,
403, 477; Winchester Polyanthus, 271 ; Winj^-hara, 403,527,
6^9; Wisbeach. 622, 678; Worcester, 477 ; Wrexham, 727
Yetholra, 678; York adv., 465; Yorkshire N. Riding, 403;

Youghall, 673

Soda, nitrate of, its action, 33, 205, 383; sulphate of, 222, 409
Soil, treatment of stiff, 73 : importance of knowing its chemical
properties, 471 ; its influence in changing the colour of Hy-
drangeas, C54 : on Peas, 806; its proper condition at the time
of sowing seeds, 542; to prepare, 573

Solamimlaciniatum, 192
Sollyaheterophvlla, its treatment, 593
Solly, Mr., his lectures on chemistry, 283, 2S6, 302, 318, 350, 363

Sonnets, rural, 304, 7^9
Soot, its adulteration, 641,742,7/3,790; its effect on Potatoes, 853

Sophronites gianditlora, 711
Sorrel. Snow, 191
Sparrows, to frighten, 206 ; their value, 206
Specimens of plants, substances best adapted for presen'iug,
454 , to prepare, S27

Sperg«la arvensis as green manure, 820
Spider, red, to destroy, 321, 337
Spinach, effects of gas-water on, 397
Spiraea arieefolia, 492 ; Lindleyana. adv., 521
Spiral vessels, their peculiar form in the Vegetable Marrow, 774
Spirits of tar on Carrots, 222, 289, 3G5 '

Spode's tallies, to write upon, 593
236
572, 587 ; on

animal ditto, 636, 652. 66s, 692, 707, 724; on green manuring.
803, 820, 867 : on mould, 507 ; its analysis, 508 ; on the rand of
ponds, 524 ; on sea-mud, 524 ; on the mud from streets, 524 ; on
rubbish from farm-yards, 524; on the formation of compost,
540, 572 J to apply, 587; his remarks on patent manures, 517 ;

I on animal oflfal. 636; carcasses of dead animals, analysis of,

636 ; entrails, 636 ; on bones. 652 ; analysis of, 668 ; plants
most benefited by their application, 669 j ou blood, 692; on
horn-shavings, 692; on hair and wool, 707 ; on the rctiise of
glue, 707; on greaves, 707; on animal coal, 707, on refuse sugar,
707; on fi^h, 70S; on feathers. 724; ou May-flies, 724; on
chrysaliris, 724; on cockchafers, 724; on Spurry as a green
nure, 820; on Lupines, 867.

Sproule's Tieatisc on Agriculture, rev., 288
Sqnin-els, carniverous, 404
Stages for plants, their construction, 635
Standish's nursery, noticed, 528
Staphylinus olens described, 74O
Stars, falling, 809
Statice monopetala, var. denudata, 71 1 ; arborca, its treatment,

745 '
,

'

Stehs argrentata, 639
Stephens' Book of the Farm, rev., 72, 256, 456, 775, 824
Stewing Pears, remarks on, 841
Sticta pulmonaria, described, 84
Stocks, seed, adv.. Haage, 49 ; German, treatment of, 145 : cause

or their decay, 337

6

. . o, —, , ..w for Orchi-
dacere, 285; small, to heat, 380; Chunk and Arnott. injurious in
forcing, 305; Vesta for a greenhouse, 385,857; Arnott'
mended for forcing plants, 573

Stratiotes aloides, 4.') 3
fcitrawherries, adv., Masters, 18; Wyatt, 217; Brewer. 601 . treat-
ment of, 25: grown in a pit, 317; Kwainstone scarlet. 437;

Spooner's Compendium of the Veterinary Art^ rev.,

!

Sprcngcl on organic mhicral manures, 507, S24, 540,

ma-

Stocks, affecteti by the scion, 54 ; effect of on fruit, 12
Moves, Amateur's, new method of heating, 267* fit

s recom

-

529, 542; Eliza, 593; for succession, 513, 541,857; Emperor,
adv., 705 ; to render fruitful, 541 ; Hautbois, to fertilise with the
Russian Alpine, 853

Stylidiumciliatum, pilosam, 527
Siicculeht=i, their culture, 4 ; for a greenhouse, 825
Su^ar from the Asphodel 331 ; from Maize, 651 : from Figs. 051

;

refuse, as a manure, 707. 74O
Sulphate of copper, its action on weeds, 6^20; iron, to fix am-
m .nia, 62^; of ammonia, for Corn, 839; of soda, its effect on
Potat tes, 710 ; on balsams, 741 of lime, adv., Carter, 752

Sulphuric acid, to fix ammonia, 273. 497, 712
Sulphur, its effect on plants, 222 ; on ants. 269. 2^6, 558 ; on red

spider, 493, 557 ; its apphcation, 557 : found In plants, 710
Summer, proof of its extraordinary heat, 691 ; its effect upon re-

getation, 742
Sunflower, its treatment, 255; remarks on, 623; following the

sun, 637
Swallows, their departure, C33, 790 ; their use, 791
Sweet-cane of Scripture, remarks on, 757
Sweetmeats, to boil, 870

T.
TabanuR bovinus, 641
Tanks, to line, 605 ; to construct, 653
Tan, unsuitable for manure, 543, 808 ; for pits, 824
Tape, used tnstead of bast in buddint?, 542
Tariff, as it effects agricultural and horticultural produce, 479
Tar, repulsive to rabbits, 470 ; spirits ot, for Carrots, 222, 289
Tasmannian Journal of Natural Science, &c., rev., 192
Taylor's Inquiries on Foreign Corn, rev., 208
Tefi, Assam, its first discovery, 55, 67, 70» 1^5, 157, 607 ; of
Thibet, 455 •

Tendril, its definition, 421 ; remarks on, 821
Tenthredo Cerasi, to destroy, 692
Tettagonia spumaria, described, 508 ; to destroy, 541
Theory, its nature, 220
Thermometers, on placin g, 1 23, 869 ; at Chiswick, f.93 ; test for, 84

1

Thibet, tea of, 455 ; plums of, 4S0
Thrips, to destroy, 425, 625 ; to drive from Dahlias, 593 ; from

Calceolarias, 67]
Tiirush, remarkable tameness of, 709
Thuja filiformis, 239
Thunbergia cocciuea, to flower, 41 ; aurantlaca, a greenhouse

plant, 70 ; alata, its treatment, 6si, 745
Thya or Thyon, noticed, 223
Tillandsia lubida, 759
Timber, its growth, irj, 758; effect of soil on, 37; effect of rapid
growth on, 51, 67, 83 ; shrinkage of, 110; to preserve from the
white ant, 223 ; quality of, 317

Tinakori Cottage, New Zealand, 710
Tipula oleracea, remarks on, 821
Titness, garden, noticed, 304
Toads, inimical to bees, 538
Tobacco, treatment of. 3i3; efToct on Vines, 369 ; its abuse, 637
Tomatoes, prepared like figs, 95 ; ketchup, to prepare, 6^7, 713
Transplanting, season for, 593; evergreens in sunimer, 633; re-
marks on, 805

Travellers, Botanical works for, 385
Trees, barked, to heal, 545 ; to fell for timber, 5p3 ; flowering,

593 ; planted by her Majesty, 612 ; for a steep bank, 657 ; orna-
mental deciduous, 741 ; their gradual decay in England, 77^;
to plant, 789; increase of timber in, 789; large, to remove, 792;
to prevent their being barked, 8C6, 857; overhanging law of,

126; a selection of, 129, iGl ; for walls, 825 ; adv.. Masters, I/O ;

remedy for lichen, on, J77; to transplant, 203, .593, 805 ; to

prune, 253, 36l; variations of, 317; wall, to summer prune,
396, 470 ; to stop their bleeding, 421 ; their transmission to

foreign countries, 539. 7">5
; guards for, 857

Trellises for creepers, 631, 667, 692, 736, 772, 78S, 804 ; to secure
to fiower-pots, 7^?

Trenching, descdbed,6; necessity of, 739
Trevirana coccinea, treatment of, 145

Trichosma saavis, 287
Trifolium, new kinds, 239
TrilUums, hardy, 7D3
Trimmer's Practical Chemistry, rev., 367
Triptilion splnasum, treatment of, 455

TroUius acaulis, 607
Tropoeolum, tricolorum, its treatment, 9 ; aznreum. 591,671: adv.,

Veitch, 665 ; new species of, 301 ; edule, 349, 493 ; tuberosum,
blooming freely at Holme House, 759

Tropical seeds, to raise, 319
Truffies, their propagation, 22. 287; ^iiere found, SO9
Tuberose, its treatment, 129 ; adv., Marsaoo, 801

Tullpa Clusiana, 209
Tulip, fancy in Paris, I90 ; good qualities described, 23S, 271

;

adv., Macefield, 297; Lawrence, 297; Groom, 3U ; Tyso, GOI

;

Pope, 770 ; new sorts, 351 ; monstrous price of, 791
Turf, to obtain, 97; to make? green, 237; edgings, to make , 7;

plis for plan's, 710
Turnip, adv., Haines, 1 ; Purdie, 121 ; gigantic, 40, 821 ; purple-

topped Aberdeen, 96; saw-fly, remedies for, U4,406; described,

621; its culture, 289; to preserve in winter, 365, 745 ; fly, to
' eradicate, 422, 453, 495, 56fl ; seeds, to preserve Irom insects,

541 ; to preserve from the fl.ea, 574 ; effect of guano on, 7^9;
cause of their running to seed, 873

Turpentine, its effects upon the led spider, 574; upon wasps,

637; upon cockroaches, S06
Tussilago alpina, a? an edging, 125

Tu£sock-raotb, brown, described, 540

U.

Urate, its effect en Potato e?, 710; on balsams, 7-41

;

772
T'rinc, human, as a manure, 75G, 824

Utricularia vulgaris, C(l5

V.

Vallisneria spiralis, in the open air, 694

Vallota purpurea, its trLiitnienfe, S09

Vandatiistata, 139, 5y I

Vanilla, account of, 2S3 ;
palmarnm, 639

Varieties of plants, remarks on, 825

Vases for Coitnge Grrden.^, P2 ,. i- e -,„

Vcgctable-mnnow, to raise seeds of, 5S9; pecuhar form of Us

spiral vc-cN. 774 ;-ivory, remarks on, 836
„,„^»%.e^

VcKctables, a selection of. 93,840,841; cookery of, 94 ;
weather

prophets, 207 j monsters, 471^; self-combustion of, 669 ; refuse,

to convert into manure, 745; to save seed of, 7?9

Vegetation, effect of sulphur on, 286; of Affgnanistan, ();,4

on Vv'heat,

Veitch's Nursery, noticed, 208
Verandahs, Creepers for, 869
Verbenas, adv., Stewart, 105 ; Ivery, 153 ; Catleugh; 201 ; Diili-

fitone, 201 ; Knight, 265; Girling, 601 ; treatment of, 145;
good sorts, 273, 583

Veronica hedereefolia, described, 230; oflicinalis, 2G8 ; nivea, 4^
Vines, effect of root-prunin?, 33, 142 ; for out-door growth, 657;

to step, 173, 321 ; adv., Hoare, 753; Buck, 201 : Hoareon, adv.,

237 ; Verjus, 209 ; leaves, cause of diseased, 241, 457 ; to pre-
vent bleeding, 2S6.317, 333, 712; management of, 3l6, 353, 421,
425,510, 55?; exposure to external temperature unnecessary,
321 ; to syringe, 589 ; hot-water pipes, injurious to their roots,

561 ; treatise on, adv., Roberts, 586; their treatment by Mr.
Crawshay, 603, 739 ; brought into bearing by sawing the stem,
606; to train, 792; benefited by autumn pruning, 691 ; to reno-
vate, 697. SlO; supposed cause of their failure, 709; borders

wash for, 841 ; to water, 857
Vinery, angle of roof, 22

Violets, Russian, treatment of, 73; Neapolitan, their culture. 204,

253, 632. 823 : change of colour in, 382 ; cause of failure in, 841
Vipers, 313 ; to catch, 3u5, 381

Vitality of seeds, 525, 526
Vitriol, green, to apply, 385 ; as a manure, 577 ; blue, different

from green, 657
Vogel. Dr., his death, 319
Voorst's Heraldry of Fish, rev. 320

W.
Wagtail, its habits, 205
Wakeling's Florists' Guide, rev., 259
Walks, to keep clean, 313; asphalte, to make, 379; plants for

#edsing3 of, 37. 44, 125, 3.33. 589
Wallflower, seed, adv., 49; night-smelling, 337

Wall, south east, trees for, 97; remarks on coloured, 16!, 177

;

conservative, described, 331 ; stone, for fruit trees, 369; a pro-

tection to plantations, 419; trees, to train neatly, 491 ; to prune
in summer, 470, 491, 550, 572 ; fruit, to protect from wasps,

545,553,741; trees for, 637, 825 ; their management, by Mr.
Ayres. 556, 572, 621 ; to prepare borders for, 712; remarks on,

741 ; naked, to hide, 776 ; cause of damp on, 857
Walnuts, to raise, 113 ; to preserve, 693
Ward, Mr., his glass cases adverted to, 299 ; described, 852 ; plants

for, 852 ; where procured, 873
Warpur, its vegetation, 6O6
Wasps, on Ash trees, 332 ;. nest, immense, 543 ; to cure the sting

of, 470, 653, 694; to protect fruit from, 545, 558; their de-

struction, 545, 589; nests, to take, 56o, 574,637,837; their

sting, not cured by Battley's preparation of Opium, 621 ; utility

of destroying them in spring, 750; their use, 857

Water cup, described, 300
Waterer's nursery, noticed, 352, 367
Watering in the open air daringsammer, 421 ;

pot, improved, 470

Water, to keep pure, 745; effect of animalcules on, 633 ; rain, for

greenhouse plants, 1/7; from iron tanks, not injurious, 193

Wax, for grafting, 286

Weather, statement of, 558, 871 ; prophets, animal, 123 ; vegetable,

207, 351

Weeds, to extirpate, 409, 555, 537 ; to destroy their seeds, 593 ;

action of sulphate of copper-on i520

Weevil, nut, -described, u>8 ; red-legged, described, 3l6

Weights, of horticultural productions, 669, 70S, 741, 820; in the

London markets, 78S
Wellington, New Zealand, remarks on, 710

West's Remarks on the Mismanagement of Timber, rev,, 592

Whale-oil soap, useful in destroying insects, 575

Wheat, its cultute in the West Indies, 20, 36, 53, 238; prevention

of smut in, 127 ; utility of cutting before fully ripe, 6O8; experi-

ment with, 771 i
Lammas, its produce, 710 ; quantity grown lu

867
856

England and Wales, 857 ; great crop of. 1

White's Natural History of Selborne, rev.,

Whitethorn, its treatment for a hedge, 35 ; raised from roots, 5J ;

treatment of, 83, 110, 159, 174

Whitlow Grass, described, 124

Whitmore Lodge, noticed, 575

Widgeon, its habits, 254

Wiers. Mr. Brinsden's, l43

Wighton on Bees, rev., 256
Willow, dedicated to grief, 6;;3; its treatment in Ladakh, 055 ;

new weeping kind, 7'^6

Windows, cultivation of plants in, 92, 348, 804

W^indsor, polluted by the efl[luvia of sewers, 851

Wine, new, 207; of bad qnality when made from unripe fruit, 745

Winter weed, described, 220

Wire protector for fruit, 577; leaden, its effect on plants, 825

Wire work, adv., Thompson, 154 : Baker, 266

Wireworms, destructive to Dahlias, 365, 381 ; remedy for, 3gs,

457, 545,777. 3-'l

W'istaria Backhousiana, 793, 825

Wither's Treatise on the Acacia, rev., 496

Woodhall, noticed, 711

Wood, kyanised, its effects on plants, 96, 17*^; its preservation,

207; rendered incombustible, 381,419; to collect specimens of,

492 ; to season, 641

Woodlice. to destroy, 273, 425, 777. 841

Wood's Catalogue of Roses, rev., 76O
Woodsorrel, as an edging, 23

W'ool, as a manure, 707
W^ords, meaning altered by Act of Parliament, 393

Worm casts, to get rid of, 809, 841, 870
Wrest Park gardens, noticed, 679
Wright's Popular Cyclopsedia of Science, rev., 320

X
Xanthorrhsea arborea, 192

Xylography, hints on, 492

Yeast, artificial, to make, 823;
Vows, Irish, adv., FaiTell, 737

Young's nursery, noticed, 607

Y.

as a manure, 824

Z.

Zinc labels, ink for, 189

Zingiber ofticinaUs, 263

Zoological Society, terms of admission to, 609

Zoologist, adv., &(;6; rev., 872
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LIST OF WOODCUTS IN THE PRESENT VOLUME
H

Acorn, rrowJnff in water, ?65

Antler KoM mw (1 ^, flo 4

Aphific"!, 4> uppamtos to destroy, '"Hl

B««n^, support for,
nets, bjrb«ni«tory for, sn/
Bryony, !it6

BudOlnr, diagram to illustrate, 80

Cart for distributing liquid manure, 7fl»
Chermcg Paar, 156
Climbers, tralnia^ iUustratcd. 70
Conscrvativa wall, 33|
Cottages, plana cf, la?, 468
Cacomber flramc, 173
Cyiupn umbraculu«» 8M

^ ^ns for crcepcri, «5I, W;, 693, 707. rs

yarmhnuse. in QQipuacoa, aw
Flowerpot, double aided, iitti itaad, 190

ficometra liirtaria, TIB
<?rftfUng, diagrun tu ill*i<tUat^ I7
tiretnhotta^ J^rUble, »>-•

IlawUioru fence, 158
ileating ^^)paratu!l, 4 diagrams, 793
I?o|»ean apparatua for flowers, 31 j

Hothouses, 3 diagrams to iUustrate the ventilation of, I8«i 2 dia-
grams to illustrate the heating- of, 348

Hyacinths, pots for, SOS

Icehooae, 6; and fruit-room combined, lil

w

Layering, diagram to illustrate, 90
Lime-kilns, 3 diagrams, 435

Megachile centuncularis, .^73

Melon pit, section of, 124
Moth, Gamma, 62; brown tussock, 541 ; briuUled beauty, 76S
Mousetrap, 126

^''

Narcissus fly, 204
Nut weevil, 108

t

Oak of Harreshausen, 36; lungs 84
Onion-fly, 252

Parasol Gall-tly, 8&3
Pear, Mullet's Guernsey Beurre, 36; the Dunmore, 85 ; Knights.
Monarch. 109 ; Chermes, 156; Hacon's Incomparable, 172*
Seckel, 708, Beurre Bosc, 868 ; trained in the pyramidal form
45J ; 2 diagrams of, in a state of metamorphosis, 587

Pit. transyersc section of, 53
Potato, a monstrous, 85
Pot for cuttings, 238 ; double sided. S03
Preparation of laud, diagram of, 739

Ranuncnlas aqoatilis, 300
Raspberry, 2 diagrams to iUobtrate traiuinE-. 836 '

Saw-fly, antler Rose, 604 ; Turnip 620
Saxifrage, three-fingered, 252
Shrubbery, diagram to illustrate planting, 69
Slug worm, 692

r e».

Stages, diagram of, G35
Staphylinus olens, 740
Sticta pulmonaria, 84

Tettagonia spumaria, 508
Timber, section bf, 19
Training fruit trees. 10 diagrams. 820
Trees, 9 diagrams to illustrate the pruning of, 363-4 i
Trellis, for fruit trees, 421 ; for plants, 60 1, 6^7, 69-2, 70;, 756, 77^

/Bbj 804^ ouQ
Trenching, diagram of,

Turnip fly, 620 ; machine 'to destroy, 454
Tussock moth, brown, 541

i

Vase, a rustic, 92
Veronica hederaefolia, 220
Vinery, section of, 22
Vines, to show the system of training, 753

'x

Wall, stone, to piotect plantations, 41^
Ward's Case, 852
Watering pot, improved, 470
Weevil, nut, 108
Whitethorn, hedges, diagrapa to illustrate the pruning
Whitlow grass, 124

«-
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONIC!
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFF^^OR DULY

Xo. !• SATURDAY. JANUARY ], 1842. Price 6if.

-pRUITS.—A CATALOGUE of the FRUITS culti-
A Tftt^d in the Garden of the,Horticultiina Society, Second
L . . Price ;*-6rf-

Ridpway, PSceadlHy, and td\ JkfcikmMen.

D FERGUSON, Aylesbury Nursery, respectfully in-
• foiTM the public, that he has still Seeds of l.ii> I^arly

Gzcen-nntaAMELOK^ laps : f Six Seeds, 7s. 6d. Mcney
returned or AaiBCted Ifi^ * *' factory, iiker a kaih trial.

MVATT*:5 VICTORIA KHimAKU.

J AND W. MYATThuNing m good Stock of Strong
• Hoots fAised by offsets from the orig'inal Sc«<llingr. can

topi>iy th«ni at 10/. per hundred.— N. O. As rariuus spurious sorts
have H^cn sold and arc now sellinf; under the name of" Myatt*s
Victoria," porch uld do well to require them warraiilcd.
—Manor Farm, P :*ford, Oct. 23, 1841.

SPLENDID SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS.—An Am a
tenr in the neic-ltbourhuoU of l^etcr has a fine Colleetlnn

of CAMELLIAS, which he intends to dibj w^e of iu one lot,

liavtuc uo longer cunvciiiLnce to cultivate them. It cnnitUts of
fine Ufgre spt. linens of all the bcht kinds in the hi^hc&t LcWth,
finely Mt with flower buds; many of them arc (iuite unlqne, and
will te ao) ' i barKiiin.— rai'tlcu!ars n. ^ ting tbetu may be Ji^^d

on uplicatiun to Luc r^ \ Tim B, aiul Co., T tcr Nursery.
nrc. 29th, IMl.

Ft)R

J AMES EDWARD, Florij^t, L VKaiuoRn:, Yorr,
b«f» m- • rHpsctfuIly to inviTe the itlLiiiion of Cultirstdrs

of the n^^ 'ia to the foUowi^ThreeSeediiiL' VftriL ^ ?;.! '^din
1840, and folly proved Jra lasi), V -h aj , u- ui.-niiLi nmn any
hitherto prodn- ' "^ very superior baMCaod con?* it in firo.
ducinp ^ooA tthow Flowers throuciiout t» mt^ ui p f of
which J. £. bepi to state that ite Iim tibovu above -oo^ta^nf
the three, durinr thea^a^on. at varkma Ui'Ml^nns open to all
Engiand, and has bad nine Sccdline- Pritm aw»i..i*d for tttein,
nau.vly,—four 1st prizes, lUree aef :i», and twD liiiio ,

*

they baTe al^o been ^own in the 1= .H*i.^wi«..,.np tmvs:—...•-..
xray of 24 at tkm Horticuitural Scict), ^w^Jc.'Aug. la.

CHAPPELL*S CREAM BROCCOLI.

CII.\RLES FARNES, Seedsman, No. 12R, St. John-
atrw^, Ixindon, begs to inform the ruhlie that he hss pnr-

chased (»t Mr. Luavvhui., Market-jr«rdeu«r, Eanionltm, the whole
of the fcLjbl) saved by hiin ihis yrar ot tlmt *pienu*.* variety of
BROCCOLI, which for bize aud Uavour is aot surpassed by any
kind frown. Also now i 1y to ^enil out—
Tames* superior first tarly^ca. L«lB*aEarlvWaldK..unn>ccoli.
Flack's new Ijirge Victory do. Fine Early Frame Radish.
1 t*.iuc's do. do. Marrowfat do. Ady's ' e larRx; Coa Lettuce.
Kii.fcht's Dwarf Green do. do. | i rue Bright')n da. do.

Black-sccd Bath do. do.
Imported Early Dutch Turnip.

2d
1st

2d
3d
Ist

iKt

ut
l6t

ut
1st

li»t

1st

1st

9d

#1

»»

tf

ft

«f

Vfl

t»

H
tv

»t

ft

992i
19
3d at the Botanical
It
S4 at the Hortictil.

IS

lyANTs ftSlTT'MlON as SHOPMAN rr TRA-
'J^ ^ i^i-> ^'t to a \N i*«4a«ale Saad ai»d r OTtnan, ar et.

"i^"< ^ Uom hm t on could nirmaiio the *—itiiiaw
of his I. / .

r. TOiC V ^-^ ttttftnoi^'^ rAti^dlbe
jrSren Lett* i 1 u. 1. ,^ ^i^ o«ec of the ggy^wfty*

**

••

HuU,Sci*t.td|
»f

tearb
41

• t 99 ft

ad
36
94
43
43
34

the Vnr1r^hir« PJuioortilral «oc**
I*

•I

9*

lep.<nh;
]»'>tsmral GarOflS Sheffield. Srpt. iMh;
llofUcultural iiot, UarnHU> . ^-^u 3)iet;

L
• •

»M»*I

II

iuu':d Gaidti*, I,' u, scj.t

. cuilural b ticlj , V ui k, .Sej>, liU* i

\\ ANTED by a first rfttf (lar^Mvand Fon ' r. aaitu-
' * ation as GARi >iH.\u take ttw tmuhv ui of the

Garden. Pleasure pround, 1 ::, ^ a^c. T\ . vt lm> I

hlcOT'-'jiu. jjradicv ((.r UMiiihrt. tdyaara, aiaa liai aaw < aJlv
»«orr--* '1 jti hruit a«d P'^w^r frir-^'-if | and. tn adrt.tum i i

above, has ranlTw ou an ertrns^Te UaJrn :. n rtnav -^ d
riorlst, and n ,. intends to lumhltk.^v.. • o 1 he 1«T+n- -^t

' -'-<.. tort.- vale i^ui \iju.,v->, J K'ita« . ^. ..jw* in l^f»
^*

'

the timaof pLawmiu j>'i ,, \. c *.^uliT!#^»ry
lrftpr<j\A iiu !it in niodmi rjuih tiiiijr. 1 an ^

".I. u^^
trst ha

Apph ,prer.?iT<1^ fr. Mr. Jih». litaai'iciN Swict»_ to tte
noiuetiltiirai ^

t-*r.N k.

*• I* •«

Pea.
American Dwarf do.
Cha]»pcll'sEarJv\Vlii1 Imported Dutch Horn Carrot.

BRACHVCOMi: lOERIDIFOLIA SEED in small
pacVcU at 6»., to be 1

'. of W. J. NUmxu, Seedsman 46
Cheaiielde. Usianthus Rn ' nus, 2j». «d. ; Piuk, from fine
named flowers, Ss. od. j CalcenlariaR, from 30 varieties, 3s W •

Pansi«a» selected from a few flrsl-rato flow . -*. ; do., from a
auperior collection, a«. 6d. ; Dnhlia Scapljrnra Mexieanm, it .

l...ttonia pulchelln, l.f.; StiMiopetalon Walkcril, it.. PIjiJt
DrumniODdii, It. i «cc. ftc.— Packets of the followlnfc Ciieumbcrs
fttSt. dd.: Man of Kent (Barnch*;, Victory of Suffolk (Altai's)
Prize-fighter, Wecdon's Frame, Roman Emperor, and Whid^Jr
Priza.

t^ A Csitalociie of Seeds to be had on aonlication.
1

J.
\ LAING nnd C. M. MMNTOSH beg to announce
-»- • that they have made arrangements to carry on bnsiness
^cii. *wiMK,>. .^x-tDSMEX, and FLORISTS generally, and

Uuftt that by attention, and the opportunity they have of nrocuri^ their Stock of Seeds, Fruit-trr
. Shrubs, &c. from the

ro^t rtapectaWe growers, and the facihty the situation afTords
/bein« wiihm nine miles of Hnli) of transmitting such orders aa

i^7fil!frnnH ?'''"*^l'T'^^
^"^ **^ ^'^'^'' ^^ ^^^ ^^"^*^'» Kingdomand the Contmrul, will iuiijca irentlemeT^ to favr.nr tK«^ ...:^^ .

abarcof
LAINUwHi la-ii^toaii Dcjf leave to sar that

poBctually attasftdBdto, and forwarded wiL ut
Beverley. Yorkshire. iRt Vnv ic* i

i

ay

habit, flow
v.ni appear in tVe M«."".If

^\^oliage, height fivf feet Tfig^e

*KJr*l!r.^?^gg^^^^ ^^LL> Jlosy Ruby, fine habit, well up in

B^udki witrt?/«T5''^i^^* ^^^^^ properties of Le Grand

iTt^^thlro:^^;;'^^ - morliinnin;

_ ''i^.^?5f".^^^b>*»cir orders as tn their way of doin^ busi-

il- jrip.

nrstdes havlna t«k«n other Vihcs in rn! !*' w to tin- ah(.\ c.
PRKMiaa. — Fine bronre salmon, vary r (< iin, <tj i\cd-

lent hR^* throwina its blooms? well above hi. ini ,d aiwsys
to be depended ui>on In producing goof' *how ui is. i iiYs

variti> obUJned the ftrst pri/c, in iU ciasi at the Vrrk Aim. nt
llofiiiU* Society, Brj-*r^f^*>fT mth, and hadUwo tlic ]»remirr pn/o
awarded, as the bast D-iUUa of any colour- 11 r*"^!! 4 to 6 irct —
Plants lut. 6d.
Mary .Ta?«k.—WLiL. .d. MXf dmp\ lipped and editedwith

inu\ ^ d carmine- coui>laut throu|^iaut tlnaeaaon, well i]]> in tiie
rcntrc, of cxcdlent habit, and nc^ ct fas in pioducioif gotwi
flowers. This rari^ \ obtalHad tte firs aiid aveoud piite at
Scarborough, as the b-- * Hifht-g-round flwri-i ti(, i ur vOx^-il
and bas 3ti<;tly been pronotmced the nioj-tdi-tnici and alliuclue
Dahlia ever produced in its class.— Heir' * n\t. — Platita ifit. dd*.
Dt'BB or RicHMONo.— fine Hpht pinV and }rli(,w, «Mmr>

beautifully blended l*)getlicr, witii a li^htyellow tip kt the rmj
of each petal, similar to the Duchess oi Rrlunond, but qnite <

tinct from that variety ; very Mii>erior h , always constant,
and will prove a noble aud excellent biiow lower.—Uciala 5 feet
—Plants \Qs, 6d.
C ' troiiK plants will be tcut out tht Irst wctk in May | and

for the convenience oC|Mi'' s at a d' '
. . orders will Ije ix

erf vcd, and]'- ' upphed. by Mr.Ge. . :wc .s^.^.^.^an.
Covcnt Garden. Londf -

. aod MsMTa. Hi n. Sn nrtiuu.
Ill echin, Scotland. No allowance to t* r trait ' lu plantMan
ordered, nnd a reniiltanceor raapectsblcr' ' - Mill l>i icijuirtd
from unknown correspondent". J. E< «;ana»w»opply p^ nolall
tilc best Dahlias in culu.»v«i^u, of whirha lataloattaia annually
printed, and can be had on api^ <u.

We the undersigned, memLe.o of the C»mn.luce of the Vui*
Horticultural Society, do altebt the coirectK of Mr. Ku^ard*s
description of the above Daldiasi and wcsuouifly recomniend
them as distinct vai' *' from any yet scntoul. uiid ^\ cil worth a
place in the mostlimitt-d collecti'.n.

Jamcf^ Kiehardson Kicliard Land
John Roper John Walker
J. Hci^eltine Edward Uaarpark
Henry HeUerby KoI>ert Demps^
William Dove
Report of the York Anxatcur FloriU HociUy^ held on M

August 9th, 1641.—The Judges and Afembeira of UusSocicl,
sidcr it their duty to notice a seedlinlMbaKUa nf last \ii^x (sent for
Inspection^ raised by Mr. Edward, Nurseryinan, of this city. The
colour is pure white, with a dark tip of pui^ ; .d carioiae- the
form, depth of petal, and above all, a«ad e>e, require nocon-
sideration to pronounce it one of the best PahliaH yrt Man of its
class; and from the evident superiority of tlis dJftJiict variety
over such flowers as Glory ot Plymouth, Beauty of the Plain, Jvc,
there is no doubt but the year l>-i2will cause these flfiupfK to
fall in the rear when broug^ht into competiti( r Wiiu the For ' ng
exhibited this day, aa it may safely be pronounced a g^m of the
first water, and vvUl reflect thes^eatest credi: on the fortunate
raiser, forao long as Xhthlias- remain in cultSvation this flower
must form a prominent feature in a^and of six-—»om the York
Courant.

rO CARDENrRS and OTI]ErvS.~TO LET, in the
A C'<»unty of K. .„, m niMen from Unm, a 1. <i not «»^ and

(;ARD1£N,>v)>i, :buut Twelve Aeiaa
mudcrate. - t nn: ._^ paru^olais
Hail Itin. Hi' u ^ . Ki lit

\^M * ti K'f

^H") MAi<KF;T.c;Arvr)iM.Ksati<i ki.okim^—to
LK.r, on I I ^'-F r- napham, ^llrTf v, 4 mliesiji-ui Ixjndon,

a Ini^.. liAUDKN ai Hi i i I I I) f*f e\c< llent rj. , ahoui 1 ^wi .

on wij" '' wc 3 i» ' ! !* '•% aitu ^ i -"^rew wall* 1 oti iwu
sides, and thereat e!"M' pallnir, Vk*«* *.., iriutiK..^. Apply tt»

view the p* J
vity at Lvanh*s ColtafV* 1 le **l liedfor*! i<*ad.

Clapham, and itUers to S. W. c., at :.4, Cc ^*-i^ I h
rl J

'O NUJl!-'En\MKN. SFFDSMl'N. and FJDH-
ISTR.-Ti '_ diufw'sc. ..f, a h\\< *.KV fc srKD Bt'Sl-

KKSS, with an un* , U lease oK ih^ Y^s. p-

wards oi 1^ acrc'N t4 LMid. wr)i atockc-d wiih iiutt aBA>#lkar
'I1-' , ^c. Xr.,^Biali DwfilH ,^ • Khop, c " e. three
•" ^^nhousea and la^ well atot k«d wiin saleable pteast*. at a
moderate rent, Theab<fM •^iirseryisaitr-'adiiotmorc Uisn Ave
ininnlcs* walk from the principal s<)nares in the West aud
mftv i>r iftVeti, With iTntncdiatt ^tom- >«., > . prftatea»U-* t or
by vahia* -a.

\\ji lurlher pariir*'>r*, iM»ply t-^ Mr. Matt^.w^s, buiJUlcr, N«- U

'rO IU-: SOLD for /lOias. 27 SPKCIMKN
X PLANTS, all well.frOxM^ anci in exaiitod h«aa^ Tba

'•tiral ftoriri.. hiivede*

John Koi th
Jaa. Lancelot F
M " m West
Jehn Kobiuhon,

stands

thaiab^.!d thL . "^I'V/."'"
t»^«satisfact„.„ u. s.rani

U^^n fi?^
two Dahl.Pc now ..cred not answer

wlof ™^^/'iHr"'^ ^^ ^'> rleduetthem.

c-^^applfeTJi^.^^
"'' *^^''"^ ^-

^ ^' -' ''^ "'«>- '^^ ^^ O"
Clapton Nurserv. Nov. 9ifh laji

T'^r ^^-^'^'^'AL DINNER of the SUBSCRIRERS
INSTITLTIOX, the MEMBF"S rf t' - FI ORIf ri Ti « * i

*-Ri>, and AMATEUR ILORISTS nf GR- \T BRITAIV vdll

Sf'Tm^"AAV t'v.''".?^^ ^''r
^-^'-"^^ TAVERN. ./kAND

T T^^ GENERAL MEETING of the GAROlilERS' BFXFVO-
ii^vTJv^'^^''^^'^^^^' **^^ FLORICULTT-RAL SOCll^ ofl^ONDON, and ANNUAL MEETING of the TRADE, at Oneo Clock the same dav^.
Oumer Tick^.0 lis 6d, each (including a bottle ofv.-inc\may^ °J^uiea of the foUowing Members of the Committee :

-'

I .
^^^-^ .®^A'r<»''» Shrublands, near Ipsw'-h ; Bkistow,

ndge; CHANni.BR, Vauxhall ; CnAftLwoon, Covcnt-^rtjen; Gaivb*. Battersca, GasfiORv, Cirencester; Kkvoe*.
1»*^' 2f Appe-plaoc; Low, Clapton j Mocntjot, EaliagigOBL», Ficct-fitrcet: O^ ;ixk, Fulhum; Rogkbs, Eaton- snnart..
?"»«H, partiener t) Lord Tcntcrden, Ilcn*: .i; TaoM-r^^, Ivcr;

BaTLJ^lP'w^*,"^^"^^
to H. R. H. the Ducht . of Gloucester,"^^W Park; WARVKfT ai;d Wakver, ComhUl i WAXBRjta,

A*^?^**^- Atkins, Northampton; Dav, Oxford; Pirasoy,Acre-Une, Bnxton ; Ft . - .^x, Mansion-ho«K •
. a j Gar-

*2*T *'»'l Co., Bristol; GiKi.i •-. StowmarVct: Mmckaj,^^meton; NL-mxr^. i\ Che^ dej Ocoev, CovenUy?
tho*^^

.•
'

^"Ko row, Kennir>^ton
; Wood .^ ..v-s. Mare?fidd ; at

^ *^'*«f"f«VnAZKTTK Otiice, _v, otrandj of Mr. Wildmax,
;*ec.of the i-ioricultnml Soootv. Grove place, S-vf^i^mpto*,.
t«nl>erweH: and c-i Mr Hov j?a, Uga.Sec. ofthefifcita.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS^ DWELLING-HOF'^FS

CHURCHKS. and MANUFAfTORlE«, upon imi.ru. vrt prin'
ciples, and at very mr ^ harre*, l. 1 hyDAMliLand
ii.i>WARD BAILKV, 272, IIOL^
D. andE. Bailbv haMitfUevota* much tfr ' *\- ;: ^,

Uon of this subject, and had n h cxpmm e in the e .on of
apparatus for ti.v. above-mentioned purpoaw, have, by ti^
mrnts --negested in their practice, rendered ti.^ ,r mo<le u/ ' .'

ing: not only very eaicient, h"» vrry Mmi>Je, and have c - biiH <l

durability m the apgyatoa wtth economy in the charp-e. They
have ^^Md ^imimm In Enaland, Scotland, and irciaisd, for
many noblemen at»l ccntlemen. and have }jad the tonour to be
employed by the UoriicuH »r letyofLond n. m executing the
wcrks of their splendid Coni?emaBry, latilP^vataSlvt CliiKwirk
D and E, Bailkt also c»nstr t in metei ail desciip ^ of

Horticultural Building and ttasbea^ and i te noblemen, trwaMc-
men, and the public to an iospection o* their va us dr«v r^
and models, at ^, Holbom, where they have the «ff**wnity ol
rTbibitinp. arr. ..^ ,t Other metal ^'"rka.an extrcmclyill!l|>li ' • •

;

-mem kitchen apparatus, crranr-^ adayiled for f^^ coutinucd
supply of hot wala4inBB4 an arrangement erf the oren more < ti.
plete than has hitherto iMHSbrou^t before the j. / :.c.

I), and E. Hauey were the fir-t to introdm hmMAic . li-

near h('Ur>es to horticnlturkts, aiMl« rtfer to th ^ .tory
attached to the Pantheon as one of the^ woc^ beidHea mamv
others in this country and on th*^ r*-ntinent.
D.andE.BAiLsrhavc prei«*''Macjuar*^*yof thefialTaoicnant

Protectors, which arc now ready for iiiimt-i. *• •^'^Hvcrys tbr^
ber to introduce ' public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daccouK or other \\> wb ««pour i^ co^^tantly, or at inter-
vala, requ'- d, and which naf4nwM»«l ^hrn maiuafactory.

BRITLSH SHEET-GLASS for liOHTK ULTl RAL PI hPO s
X'OHLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and HORTICUL-
J-^ ItRISTS acneraliy, are re«^ecUt...> jiuonned that thev
n.ay be furnished with Li^ts of Prices, and e¥cr> pariicuJar re-
rardinjT the above article, which has been ar^.^^itd sosorrc^f,.
fully at Chataworth, tipoa application to J. DRAKE, Plate andCrown Oleaa Warchouae, 8, Jermyn-str€et,st. Jaioes's, and ioo.
Ed i^cware road. ' '

Orders for sm^ll or larre qnanHties of Glass for Lights or
iloosee acciuatcly cut to the rrquired uttc, and pui*. loaJly exe-
cuted upon the kiwcstv^ V- ^-^. ^,^1^ K g^^lrtg-r

Patty, Prc4^MedCe*i«jt,aiid«farri 9iutQt^..^.:.^i£is\

J^gv' 1 the r-"'*'*' o( the M..I'

nominated aooir » : tb< m tiic most jhi t *il ^*mi kiu'*" that

bikii yet beeni. J), and as snch they have had m* .'r^isaww^a.^ Lu

Uictu.

a^>iauUof Uu«Mniajuncea.Terylarae> sofPi""' »f«ata;

myitiloU&i 8 K» ^'-Uyi* m*>noph)4.«, i Brach^ .a Irtilolia t I

LpacrislaUfuUai 1 Epacns'nifHMai I llovca laiK >
'\; \ Km-

iicdyaMaiTjattacj I Amftr>UiH purpurea ; 1 li^*M*» ^plft^**''"^j

iCorraca special I Krica H ' Ui Ho . l>...cwtieai

Do. avUata^ Do. lu aat Do.. Do. cr- -it., es.

Apply ata4, Wyrh Street, Strand, L *vju.

A NNUltlEiJ.—In the AUSTRALASIAN, COLn-
.^ NIAL. andGi *^*L LIFE ASbLRANCE m^ AVKtJiY
COMPANY, AnnuiUiiiU p«'t,H|iatein the PiofiU of the t .anyt

and receive a rate ofAMM 11 Vw»cft more favourable tb;ai can

be granted by any Con, y i ^ il.^ '» _ Iv in

Euirl^nd. The C .ijiany IS eoabltd mmmllf^ K'ajit tb»M fa*

vourai ' *—ni? frnin the advantaae it p pamus oi lavwunf *

portion of its l-onds at a hip-h rau- of Interest.

DrascToas.
Esq., F.R.S.

I
C. E. Matifri*^. Kaq.
J. B. Montctiorc, E^q.

J. IL Ka.v....liaw. Esq.

Capt. Sir Jas. Si na. R^-
William Walker. Esq.
rata, Meven», d Co.
sof PropoNalforthepurehMeof

ery teCormal^oa,
Cotapany* Ko.

Henry Buchic, Esq.
John ilcnry Capper, £«q.
(>, > u CciU^uhoun, juti., Esq.

John Ldvsardes L>ail« Baq.
fioi.u iToaa.—

M

Prnspvctnw&m^ with T 1 3

inty or for znakinR-Btt Ahhv.rtmoe, an
obtained by aimticati<m at the iM'^' v.i.i

I2fl, P*'hopaa**«- street, C^^j.
By order of the Board*

CHRISTOPHER COUSINS, Ac

n

I

HKATING BY JiUl WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OP
ATMOfc.rilLRlC AIR.

J^VJ^ KS &^ ' o . ArchiUcU, &c., GlouctJilcr-place,

• hinff's-fwuJ. ( hr!^ea, Hothouse Builder*, and H. w»tfr
' r>parBt?' *''"' ui *^ r , b^ leave to inform the N -«.ty and

( "^ that Ua.i buainesst which hat been exUnuave Uuc.^I. at

the ciji"*^ ' . many years, is entirrH- f*r»nflijed to tfceWILL-
ING 01 H*>RTI* ("LTLRAL ERLCl U)N.^ "f eTcr> f^' / n.

and ti>P HEATING of tbun by HOTWAiER; awtbeBrdaiid
nrth Numbers u{ V (,ar4mm/m* C If,

F ^

'

may be had, aod ihttr wi .1 ks aaaii» at Mr. Pcrry*^ Nar-
y,H&ni)ury 5 Uj

'
" .' -.vr m 1-^ ;.tn: Mai.*vrs. HendeTBOii's,

Fir apr
1 ^

y ; M ^nlli- urserv
txrsery, i. bcisea; Itleavs. Low's, Ch

Chelsea -. Mr. Gaitiea'sery; M.r. tat'^^ngti's Nursery, Cl

J'-^tcrseaj Mr. Buck's, Portland Nursery
i
Mr. Vouna's, MiMed

Nuriseo f Mr. Smithes Nursery, ncdseem; Mr. WoodtoCs Nnr-
ketn', Kensall Greeo; Mr. Hopaoo'*'« Nuraery, Ba)f-w»*er; Mr.
\\iiimcr*8 N'>rs«7, Chelswii aikU h.i moit ot the Nobiiity and
G^./.IcmcnV atain the country.
F^ cry paiw. ..lar to lie bad at f TTorticuItxiral Mannla^lory,

GlouG«Bi»-iilacc, Cht a. nwir !: .we.

.,-** f^

HOT.WATER APPARATUS, upon tie
pruned and Ecoix»nical princi^^lcs, for Hqi^e

other Buildings.-: TLPHKNSON J^ CO., IV ^
Pork Lwt.-.i(TkH, and Manuli*^ * arers, 6i,4f^r

London, annex the ft41o>«inK Bet of pric^ **f ^^0%^9s

the best de^niplion, to asito pert^ons desirff^ '* ..

mode of heat,. ^ in l...;r calcujat*.- ^ «^f tl0
fi'Hl res^- ' fully sulicif an (^jpporiunltv oi

the roraj " >n of any work rei^uiriU, S-

of two, three, and t r mrh " ' r, aJ

4«. ' pti yard. ^
Ditto, with Troughs U

&*. 6ff. and ^. per yard.

The much-apj -^ ved Conical Bmlcrs as^r
j>er,and whir^ ro-uire no fuma*ee '^r setdig^

&/. 5*. tipwards. -. ^v€^ vv..cr desci.^^

m"*^+ nppri^veU ctfji^uuctioti.

Kij(fth«»r parti^'iilars may be nhtained at
_

rhnrch^tr -\ icre a mav tot ^^'.wty ' »'»*tet»s»f

( ^

ctfltt^ ^%™ip'

^
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SLATE CISTERNS, SHELVES. TROLGHR, &c..

for Hurticultural parp«-i.-EDWARI> BECK. Manufac-

turer, Uleworth. near Brentford. Orden. Workiuj mawmja,
&c., forwarded by post. wiU receive due attention.

Slate Edguigrs lor Mower
"

*** &c.

TO SEEDSMJEN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS.

MF.SSnS. PROTHKROE and MORRIS are ia-

atructedby Mr. HevryClarkb. of tb« Hign-atreet, Bo-

rough (in conwnaPn*^ of his deciininif a part of
t^|f,

Country

Trartc^ In «-ibmit to PuMie Auction «n the Prtmises, White Hart

Jan Yard, nigh-.treel. Borough, on Thursday. Jan. 6th, 184*2, at 11

o'clrck the ^urp!' - Stock of Garden and Flower Seeds, cou-

• istinr of Onion, f ettuce. Cabbage, Broccoli, Cucumber. Cauli-

flower. Carrot. Mangel Warzel, Maw Seed. &c. Also a quantity

of HcrbB, .N.^^ of cxct-Uent Seed-drawers, and other effects.

May be viewe<I two days prcvionsly to »ale. Catalogues may be

kad of the principal Seedsmen and Nurserymen j ou the Pre^

mlscs; and of the Auctioneers, American Nar:>ery, Leytoustone

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE of BOTANY, No. xcti.

for January, wiich completes the Eighth Volume, contains

the 'following lUusWitions-l. Oncklium I'nsleayii; 2. Harden-

tk^rKiamacrophVIla; 3. Beauf6rtia decussAta j 4. Gesnciaze-

brlna; the usrial Cperations for the Month; and a copious

Index, 9ic*
i. th *O Arrangementshave been made for executing the Hlustra-

tions for the new voume in a very superior manner, and also for

introducing other pdnts of general interest ai*d attraction.

London : V. S. Orr and Co. Paternoster Row.

IT'OK CHTLDRUN CUTIING THEIR TEETH.
ftlhr.DMAN'S SOOTHING FUWUERS.—The good effects

Of tb««« Howders in preserving a healthy state of Uie conatitu-

tlnn durii.gthe p«»i«« *'f teethiaf have oow had 20 years' «jc-

peru iice, (the prii rieiur fir ^t gave them to hi** own children with

freat b**nefltj during which time thuusanda of children have

bet^n nlleved annually from ail those distressing symptoms
which ch»h(r»»n suffer while cutting their teeth; viz —FEVEHISII J

HK^rS, Firs. CONVClSIONii, SICKNESS OF STOMACH,
ami t'KintlTV, accompanied w»th Relaxation of the Boweis and

Inflammation of the GuniM— Prepared and aold in packe'.a at

|j. i*d. by J. Stb«d»av. Cbcmist, Walworth. S'lrrcy, and sold

by an Chemi-^tK ai»d MiUicine Vender* In the United Kingdom ;

or any lady wishing to try thnn, by enchwing a shdhng in a

]p*.^r 10 the piopnctor, will receive a packet by return of post,

free ul expense.

On the Firiit of January, No. I., price 2s. 6d.,

^ynv: lauiiiS' flower-garden of orna.
Jl mental perennials. By M«9. Lottiov. Each Num-
hir will CI nrnlii Thri-e Plati-^. demy 4to titt, COi , Isingfrom 15

t' ! ^.lire's a y coloured Irom IVatnre.

London : i'utilislicd by William Smith. 113, Fleet Street.

Jii*>t |iub]i>Ut.(U cloth boards, gilf. price 4s, 6<^., dedicated by
itpeei'I (H rmissTon to II. K. M. Prince Albert.

''rilK HOUSE OF LO.M.MON^, ns eleaed to the
-i loiiiteenth Parliament. By William AraiwtON Wahw/ck.
Opiiii »he Pfr*>s t

—"This arcount of ihe House of Commons
will : r'>*c n vflhiibFc rompanion to every i^essirnt of Parlinment,

of which the iircent members t>f the lower flonse shall form a

part, it cnmnicricrs with a brii( introductory historjr of the

i;rJi;in of the Mo*»4r, and gives the date of each Parliatnenf . with

the itan ' f the .*^|)rakt'r-. fron) ti:e eaiiie&t time, and the
numb*'rnJF-tlj«mentsheId In each reign. After giving the names
and tille.s. the following inforinatiiin as to ainiotit every member
is ouppSit d :-lii> poillicp, whether Tory or Liberal, \\i»i tliur lie

tofcd for or ag.tinst the Sugar QutsTifjn, and for ' r against the

hmt '^'nfstry ; and tt e narfle of ihe place Un whinh every
member hi^lds his sc.it, with its populatitm. Then follow the

|wrrnTaj:e, ninrri»t;e, and ^t.ife of ihe family, with the family
8. a*"*. 9cc.t &r., I varii n« lltite piece f pergonal history, very
p1ea*«Hi»t to »ho!-c to \vhf>m they relate, inasmuch as they affi>rrt

proofs* of a hucce^sful and honourable ambition, either in the
present t. nhcrs or their ances'ora. As far as we have been
mbte to T ' the work from i nr <^xn kuovvled^e, it is »ery accO-
Wte; and in fhe forthcoming ses?Jon, hn«y and excited as thft'^

will probably l>e, lh» details which it affoids will prove, we doubt
not, iJChcraily acceptab;c "— 'J'At Justire of thf. Peace.

**Thto is a most useful f dition.'*— ^j^p/ri* Flying Pout,
•* Contains murh master of general iotereftt,"— A'writvfA ,1/er.

"There is a good deal of useful miscellaneous information in
thU work, which is comprehei'Sive and accurate, without being

** Uf »he many puhhcailcms proicp-sinT to give a true and par-
ticular aceiMint of the i^ew Kou^e of Commons, this apv-ears
to us to be, both in vUn a*d execution, the most complete.mc rtfsl-n of tW pvrblicatif^n Is to give, at en.. -la;,ce. wrth-
out any sec*, .i reference, every important Oetail connected
with tii€ public and priv^ite history of the Meml>ers of the
House of Co- : ns. In addition to tliis inforniation, which is
much morp full and complete than in any rival vtoxM, Mr. War-
wick has given every particular relative to each coIl^titllencv •

the results ot the two general elections, the names of the unsu'c-
ccssfal candidate* j th# official s'ate of the poll ; the population -

and many other siatisttcal and political facts. We have looked
to the names of tho^c Members with whose political and private
movements we aie be&t acquainted, anti are able to retort fa
vonrabyof the noti which are attached to them. We may
therefore veotarft to pronounce this the most correct and useful
Utile manual of its class which has fallen oAder our aotiee du-
ring the present j^s^T."—Vmte4 Service Gtusette.
«This rs a very useful manual, embracing more of the personal

and pom^cal histc ry of the Member* of the Lower Mouse thanany simrlar wor^ that has come nnder our notice."—TAe IlaUwav

Vu* *T'^ J" ^J^'^h the per- nal and historical details connected
with each Member of the present floMe of Commons are more«lens.ve than m any a,m,lar pnbiitation we are acquainted
With. —C'tftfhrtdge thrttntcie.

•^'Tl^is Is thi- most cnmpTere gnidc to the present House ofCwnmons whreh hns yet appeared.- Briwt^i uJcurv
" Mr. Warwick baaconlcrred a service on the British mblic bvthe issue Of this valuable Httle mano«K It presents in a imaUftompass e^ery infoimation connerted with the public and privatehistory of the Memb, rs of the present House of Commons Sucha work wa.. much wanted, for th^uph several ParliameniaryG.udes are before :h. public, we are n«t aware that any has vetapprare . whTch comprises all the features of that before us f"

- A very useful manual; and as party Mas does not appearwe may -afely recomu*end it to the attention of all clashes ofreader., the wrangtment bemj irreproachable."-

••Containing a larp:e amount of useful information in a w-Il
armi.jjtd form, atd is one of the best books of reference for nar"ticulars connected with the constitution of the present Pailia'ment rhat ^e have yet ^een. If ,^m es much more than the u^uaiiDtorn.at.on wuh respect to the person^tie of the House of Corn-inoBs. We bfg to recommend the work totho-e parties to whomiBlormati. n touching eiectioncennff and Parliamentary marrersmpe.eral ts usefuL // hns the ment of imp.Hiulity, and u
p^d^!T

^'^"*^^'^'^'^^*<'«* '/ «^^ Oi^inium-SBampIlre Indl

"The b«rt manual which has hitherto been published n aFarlmmentary G.ude Book, or a work of reference.^IXr^ic'*
If' orcenter JuurntU, ^c/uw*
-Itwoneof the most perfect and accurate Parliameiitarv ana-lyses thathas yet bee. puhlisheri.-G^>tcc«^^ Journal -

•• Contains every ir.formation which ta necessary to enable thereader to comprehend the componeoU of the present Parilament."~ LtnaUmfHre Cnranicie.
present rarlia-

" Mr. Warwick N work dispmys much perspicuity of arrange-

r^r;y;.l";^^ ^^ *^"^^^ *«compilat.on..Lc..,r4e

Jo^ct^m^r'"'
"*'''''''' ^<^^-feurjh :#. Xtit, Dublin

:

T/ie Archte-

w

To appear on the Isl of Januarj- and to be ponHnued monthly,

8vo, containiujSO pages of Letter-press and 2 Plates,

No. 1, price 2*. 6rf., of

ri^HE LONDOs JOURNAL OF BOTANY; being

X a NEW SERUS of the "JOURNAL OF BOTANY." By

Sir William Jacks»n Hooker, K.L., LL.D., F.R.A., and L.S.,

and Director of the loyal Botanic Garden of Kew.
- H. Baiiiicre, 219 Regent- street, Foreign Bookseller to the

Royal Society and tie Royal College of Surgeons, London.

LIEBIG'S AGRICLTURAL CHEMISTRY.-NEW EDITION.

Thiii day U pubfehed, a much-improved and cheap edition,

confaaing a new chapter on Soils, of

/^IIEMISTR'V, initsAP^LlCAT10^btoAGRICUL-
"->' Tl'RE and 'HYSIOLOGY. By Justus Liebio, M.D..

F R S.. Professor -f Chemistry m the University of Giessen.

Edited from the Mnuscript of the Author, by LYON PLAY-
FAIR. Ph. D. Smil 8VO, 93. 6d. cloth. Printed for Taylor and

Walton. Tipper Go*cr- street.
"

PEOPLE'S EDITPN OF SIR WALTER SCOri'S NOVELS.
On Saturday, 1st Jnuary. 1842. and to be continued each Satur^

day till the whle is completed, No. 1. Price Two-pence,

containing 0>e Sheet Royal 8vo.. double columns, of

AVERLEY OR. 'TIS SIXTY YEARS SINCE.
With all th< Author's Intioductions and Notes. To be

immei»hite!y followd by GUY MANNERING, The ANTIQUARY,
and all the other Nt?els and Romances of Sir Walter Scott.

The proprietors ai: anxious to meet the wishes of many intel-

ligent corrc^vi-adcns among the Working Classes, who represent

that nolwithstandig the great circulation and unparalleled

celebrity of THE \WVERLEY NOVELS, thousands upon thou-

sands of our indastnus connfr>'mcri have yet to form acquaint-

ance with the Barn Bradwardines and Fergus M 'Ivors, the

Meg Merilees and L^raiuic Sampsons, the Kdie Ochiltrecs, Old

Mortalities, Di. Verons, Rob Roys, Jeanie Deanses, and num-
berless other immortl creations of the Prince of Novelists., The
Edition now aimotJiced will, it is hoped, be allowed to put

these marvellous peiurmances within the reach of the masses.

It to expected tha the entire Novels will comprise about 260

Sheets J
and, besidesthe Wet-kly Issue, a Monthly stitched Part,

price Ninepcnce, wilbe delivered with the Magazines.

Robert Cade ll. Edtiburgh; Houlston & Stoneman. London.

''PHE NONCOiFORMlST, a Weekly Metropolitan
-i Newspaper,—Tis Paper -commenced on the 14th April,

1841. containing a fill digest of News clearly arranged, and more
Original Matter thai any similar Journal—has already takcji the

position of an estahished organ of Liberal principles both Poli-

tical and Eccleslastiol. The numerous quotations from it by the
contemporary pressof all parties- its rapidly increasing circa-

lation—and the uns>Iicited testimony to its character fuiiushcd

by several of tlie tading men of the day, have stamped the
NONCONFORMIST as a paper worthy the support of all classes

interested in promo<ng the cause of civil and religious liberty.

The NONCONFQIMIST contains l6 pages (
" Spectator size),

Price 6*i. Poblishet every Wednesday afternoon at the Office, 4,

Crane Court, Fket- street,' and may be had of all News Agents.

THIS DAY. PRICE FOURPEXCE,
{Stamped, to go free bt/ post, FU'epencct)

Tic first Number for 1842, ofHE ATHENiEU M.—
COXTKN'TS :

RBViB^'fl—of Botta's Travels in Arabia— Frederick the Great
and his Times, edited by Thomas Campbell— Fragments of the
Greek Historians, includin;; an Account of the Paiian Marbles and
the Ro?etta Stone—Literature of the Toilette— Mechanics of
Engineering, by Prof, Whewell— Principles of Mechanics, by
Prof. Willis—Capt. Jesse's Notes ou Russia, Circassia, the Cri-
mea, $ic.

OriOinal Poetry,—a Voice of the Birthday—A New Year's
Carol.
FoRKtON CoftRBSPONDExcK.— Letter from Dresden—Note from

Berlin announciiigthat the contemplated piracy of the Afhen^um,
&c,. has been forbidden by tlie Government.
Rkports of Proceedings at the Geological, the Astronomical,

the Statistical, and other London Societies; of the Ashmolean
Society of Oxford and the Academy at Paris—with Abstracts of
Profcs.'^or Owen's Paper on Marine Turtle found in the London
Clay—Mr. Porter's Examination of Facts deduced from the late
Census — Dr. Twiss ou the Sepulchral Circles in Sliga — Mr.
Drach on Shooting-Stars and Comets. &c., and of the Meteoro-
logical Observations continued for 62 consecutive hours by
order of the President m\d Council of the Royal Society 'and
furnished exclusively to the Athenaeum—Notices of c^-ntemporary
Musical Composers, Chopin- Opening of Drury-Lane — Panto
mimes — Home and Foreign Gossip—Announcements of pub'
lished and forthcoming Works, &c.
The Athftuetim of this day is enlarged to 3G pages, to include

the index for the past year.

On the 1st of January will be published, the FIRST NUMBER
for 1842 of

T^HE ATHENAEUM JOURNAL OF LITERAA TURE, SCIENCE, and ART, Price FOURPENCE [Stamned
to go Free by Post, Fivepence).

l^tdmpea

THE ATHEN^UM is the largest Literary Journal published.
It IS printed m Large Quftrto, sixteen pages of three columns
each, and Double Numbers are given as often as reouired 9^
were given in the yeai 1840, and 22 in 1841.)

'

IT CONTAINS

Published every Saturday, price Threepence,

PUNCH; or. the LONDON CHARIVARI! A
weekly budget of Wit and Whim, political and satirical,

with Cuts and Caricatures.
^^ ^- ^^r ,

On the First of January will be published, bemg the First Number
of the New Volume,

PUNCH'S ALMANACK;
Illustrated with upwards of Fifty Humorous Ciits of the -World

as it is to be in 1842. It will also be enriched with FI\ E HUN-
DRED ORIGINAL JOKES! at the irresistibly Comic Charge of

THREE PENCE ! Published in Weekly Numbers and Monthly

Parts, at the Office, 13, W^eUington-street, SUand. and sold by

all Booksellers.

In one small volume, price 15s.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be. called an age of C>clopredias, "when the cofti-

its value will be at once apparent; since it couibines the more

essential features of a Botanical Catalogue, an Horticultural

Guide, and a Technical Glossary.

Besides being of this coinprthensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur or Floricultunstj who may, by carry-

ing it in his pocket, examine all tiie plants that are at any tinse

submitted to his inspection, and immediately derive evtry intel-

ligence respecting the peculiarities or affinities of particnlRr spe-

cies which could reasonably be wished for. This is ar. advantage

that can only be sufficiently estimated by those who have felt

the want of such an assistant; and to all such individuals, as

well as to every agent or friend or horticulture, the Pocket Bota-

nical Dictionary is decidedly indi^penFable.

London: J. Andrews, Bond-street j Orr & Co., Patemoster-row

Handsomely bound in cloth, with 93Wood Engravings, price ^s.^d,

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
JL FIHMATiONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor. LL.D.
From tha British iMagnzine.—"'V\\'i^ is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject."

From the Birmingham Herald.—" A valuableand indispensable

accession to the library of every Biblical studettt."

From the Hev. Thomas Hartweli Homa^s Introduction to the

CriticallStudyofthe Scripturca.—'* l^Garly three hundrt-d texts of

Scripture are more or less explained in this elegantly-executed

volume, and in a manner equally curious and interesting."

Post Svo, price 6a.,

LETTERS FROM PALE&TINE, written during a residence

there in the years 183G-7-8. By tlie Rev. J. D. Paxton.
The more important places in reierence to Scripture History,

visited by the a.uthor, were
Damascus,
Jerusalem,
Beer,
Beyrout.
Mount Olivet,
Nazareth,
Baalbeck,

Mount Tabor,
Mount Carmel,
Jericho,
Tiberias,

TheFlainofSharoB
The Dead Sea.

Bethlehem,
Samaria,
Mount Lebanon,
Hebron,
The Plain of Esdralon,
J affa.

The Valley cf the Jordan,
Also may be had, price "s. Gd. cloth.

THE HISTORY OF FRANCE FROM THE EARLIEST PE
RIOD. ByE.DK Bonnecko^si;

This History has been adopted by the Royal Council of Public
Instruction for the use of tlie Norma] Schools of Fiance. The
French Minister of War has also just subscribed for a large num-
ber of copies for distribution amnngst the Regiments in the
French service. The Eiglish translation of this popular worlt
maybehjtd of all Booksellers, price /a, Grf, the two volumes of the
French edition being comi rised in the one of the English.

Price 5s. 6rf. cloth,

THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
By John Fhost, of Philadelphia.

London : Tilt and Bogue, Fleet street.
mt,

In cr. Svo. 4s. 6d. bd.with 220 Diagrams engraved for the work.

P^UCLID'S ELEMENTS OF PLANE GEOME-
^ TRY ; with Explanatory Appendix, and Supplementary

Propositions for Exercise, Adapted lor the Use of Schools, of
for Self-instruction. By W. D. CooLt.v, A.B., author of the
" History of Maritime and Inland Discovery."
"This is the best edition of the Elements which has yet ap-

pcared."—JfAcnaium, "For brevity, clearness, and discerning
attention to the wants of learners, cannot be easily surpas&ed."
—Dublin Univerutij Mug,

II.

Uniform with the "Elements.'* price 3s. 6rf.

COOLER'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS
DEMONSTRATED} or a Supplement to Euclid : being*

KEY to the Exercises appended to the "Elements," for the u£6
of Teachers and private Students. Upwards of 120 Propositiop£_
deduced from the first Six Books of Euclid, are illustrated in ifl*i|

by new diagrams, , ;:r^

" Will be found of considerable value as an aid to Teachers d
the Mathematics."—iVfw Monthly Mag.

III.

In foolscap 8vo, price 1*. M,
pOOLEY'S FIGURES OF EUCLID; being the
V^ Diagrams Illustrating the "Elements," with the Enuncia.
tions. printed separately for use in the Class-room.

*4* Orders received by all Booksellers.

IV-

Reviews, with copious Extracts, of all important New Works
both English and Foreign. *

Reports of all that is interesting in the proceedings of the Learned
andScienUfic Societies; with abstracts of the more imoortant
papers Also, the Meteorological Table kept by order of theRojal Society, and furnished e^tclmirfly to this Journal

Aiithentic Accounts of all Scientific Voyages and Expeditions—
Critici^^ms on Art- Critical Notic^es of Exhibitions. New PrintsNevy Music, the Opera. Concerts, Theatres, ^c -Biogranhical
Notices of distinguished Men-Original Papers and Poems^Foreign Correspondence. With Miscellanea, including ail that
IS hkely to interest the informed and inteUigent

*,* The ATHCNJBtM is published on Saturdays, but is re-issupd
each Month, stitched in a wrapper

On the 5th of January wni be published, with TiUe-uae-e and
Index, bonnd in Cloth. Price l^

^

The Volume for 184I of the ATHEN^UM, consisting of OneThousand and Eight Pages, and containing a completf H st5^of the Literature of rhe Period^ an Abstract of the many vaiuable
Papers read before the Learned and Scientific SocieUes- Reportofthe Proceedings of the British Association-Authentic Accountsof Scientific Expeditions, and of the Progress of DiiSver^ generally- Forei^ Correspouatacc. relating to the state of Litetiturc

^''^kI ^? ^^"^ Contment-Biographicai Notices of the distin!
guished Men deceased during the year. Ac. Ac. aud will b^ a

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE I!

Bound in cloth, price 55. fi^.,TOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK^ A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such ouk^I r

and alterations only having been made as were rt (quired by th
greater delicacy observed in modern conversation- But that th
volume might have some substance, and be a good table o
travelling bock, copious additions have been made from othe
old volumes of Facetise.

Extractfrom the Preface,
" Another strange circumstance connected with this work v-

that everybody presumes that he himself, and everybody elr^e,

.

perfectly familiar with its contents .... and yet if the leadc
Will ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not one in ti*

hundred ever set eyes on a copy. It is inconsequence of !ik

questions that this edition is published,"

VrTOne Volume, price 7*.6rf.,HE LIFE AND TIMES OF RIENZ
"Not less interesting than Sir E. Lytton Bulv^er's el

1
qoent Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is this historic

f record of the Conspiracy of Q^\^xim."-Monthly Repository.
ToaUwhohPve read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer'jj ' Kienzi,'

i

perusal is, in a measure, a 6uty."~ Spectator.

»iJ.i .f
""°*^^

^^.^M?^^^^^ ^"^""^«» ^^^^ f«" of matter Of hl&t
ncal Character and illustration."- L./^.ary Gazette.

* The publication of this work is weU timed .... The Life
Rieiizi IS to us full of interest."-^M<-n««m.

Those that \vuh to become acquainted with the true hi
' '

ilJi^^^Z '^^^'^'^ '"?"^ *^"' *^« Napoleon of hlBOV^nH^.

r^fi^^r.^^'Tf^J^'^'^.Z^^ '^ <=«^s"lt the extraordinary m
rative of the ' Ijfe and 110168 of Ri.nzi.' "-T«a», Maga0ine.

Whut*ker aAd Co., AYe-Maria-liui*, Londoa?

'^
V
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\\7 ANTED, a GARDENER for the Bahama Wands.
f » He must be a steady, well-informed man, who may be

married, acquainted with the management of Oranges and tropi-

cal fruit-trees generally. Wages 50/. a year, a house, and gar-

den produce. The expense of his voyagre will be paid out. The
climate of the Bahamas is good and very healthy.—Apply, by letter

only, to Dr. Lindley{ 21, Regent street, London.

s:i)e CffarHencriS' <s:f)vonkU

SATURDAY, JANUARY 1, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE E\SUING M'EEK.
Hlonday . . • " • Entomolugical , . , . 8 r. u.

Tuesday . . . • ' Florieultnral 7 ?• v.

AVednesday . • . Geulo^ical ...•*. 8^ p. m.

Friday ..... Botanical S f. m.

Saturday Kojal Butanic . . . . 4 p. m.

fTFARHiNG or agriculture is, according to Liebig,

beyond all comparison the most important of human
pursuits. This may be, because it produces fdod. In

ihe opinion of the world, Gardening, or Horticulture,

stands next among the arts of cultivation; and Fo-
Here we do notresting, or Arboriculture, last,

with the world. It may be that Gardening produces

directly more etijo^ ment than Foresting, ministering, as

it does, to our senses of vision, taste, and smell ; but Fo-

resting is the science which a money-getting man
should prefer, because it produces wealth, with which
all the rest may be procured, and which the public

should best lo^ e, because it furnishes the setting, with-

out which a diamond is but glass, and a country of

gardens but a wilderness.

\\4iat is the use of our pretty flo^vers if we are to

wander among their mazes without shade .^ of what
avail our forcing-houses if they are to be mere oases in

a desert ? and where the beauty of a palace if, like

that of Buckingham, its adjuncts are but dirty walls

and dnigy rov/s of fireburnt clay, dignified by the

name of streets ? It is to trees that the great features of

natural beauty will be traceable in every country, and
which form the difference between the rich and de-

licious scenery of South AVale^j as compared with the

craggy savageness of Llanberis.

Wliere, too, lies the natural wealth of a country,

after counting the flocks and herds, the corn-fields and
meadows, but in its forests, the source of naval

force, of manufacturing power, of all domestic comfort ?

People talk of the mines of coal and iron, of the ver-

dant fields and the hardy sons of Britain, as the secret

of her preeminence among nations; but are her woods
as nothing? And people distract themselves about the

importance of not having to depend on foreign coun-
tries for our corn, as if the preservation of our native

till ber were not as important a subject of consideration.

To be sure, we hear of vast sums expended in

planting ; of the thousands of acres covered with forest

by the patriotism of one man, or the munificence of
another, or the provident investments in wood of the
careful trustees of a third, "We know that these things
are happening daily; bitt what then? Is our home
supply of timber increased thereby?
should be ; but certainly it is not to anything like the
extent that ought to be expected from the outlay in-
curred ; for this simple reason, that to plant is not
necessarily to create timber.
An excellent correspondent, whose letters have been

too long on our table unused, has stated this in forcible
terms. A very great proportion, he truly says, of what
are called plantations cannot ever come to maturity,
that is, to the noble timber which the original planter,
we must suppose, intended. One man buys an estate,
reads a book about the patriotism of planting, lays out
a good round sura with his nurseryman, sacrifices the
rental of his broad acres, and then

Doubtless it

1 n'

!*<

leaves the trees to
take care of themselves, which the v do by fighting like
the Kilkenny cats, till each is eaten by the other. Another
man takes care of his trees, that is to say, follows \?r.
Pontey's directions; strips off all the branches ; turns
his goodly Oal^s and Ashes into hop poks, whip-handles,
fishing-rods, or whatever else of that sort the reader
may please to imagine—under the Sc:ge idea that the
more trees he has on a given piece of ground, the more
timber he will have. And thus, between ignorant
neglect and ignorant solicitude, the natural wealth of
the country is frittered away, till we must look to any
country rather than our own for supplies of timber.

It may be supposed that these are exaggerated
statements, and that no such cases as we have referred
to really exist. Alas for those who think so! They
know little of the Foresting of England. W e have no
desire to hurt the feeUngs of any man, and therefore
we shall not point to those spots where all that w^e
nave described is to l>e witnessed. The majority of
our readers u ill, we doubt not, remember such cases
withm their own vicinity. Certainly some country
gentlemen manage their woods extremely well; but
m^t certainly also a large proportion are by no means
sutticienUy alive to their own interests, whether they
consider the acquisition of money, or the beauty of
JJH^ir residences. We will engage to say that, between
prejudice.and ignorance, a large part of the woodland
Pronerty of Great Britain is utterly wasted.
How; strange^ it is that 'while ."gentlemen will be

guided by the men engaged by them ^n other occupa-

tions—as gardeners, land-agents, mining agents, &c.

—

yet when woo<lland property is in question, they will not

listen to reason, and even allow their ladies to interfere

with the sensible observation that they cannot bear to

see a tree cut down.
So few there be

That choose the narrow path, or seek the right

:

All keep the broad highway, and take delight
With many rather for to go astray.

And be partakers of their evil plight.

Than with a few to walk the lightest way :

O foolish men ! why haste ye to your own decay?

We know how dangerous it is to condemn general

practices, and how large a share of odium is likely to

be incurred by him w^ho, with whatever motives, shall

set about exposing ignorance; nevertheless in this

great national object we are content to run these risks,

and therefore we shall address ourselves in future Num-
bers to some at least of the points in which it is most
important that common practices in plantations should

be corrected^n doing which we must crave the

countenance and assistance of our experienced foresting

friends, to some of whom, particularly Mr. Ilbmerton

of Hellifield Peel, and Mr. Billington, we are already

under obligation.

"We owe ^our 'readers some apology for having so

long delayed to renew the subject of cultivatingBuLBs.

Now that a new year is begun, we hope to recleem all

our promises. For the present we shall confine our-

selves to general principles.

One of the commonest questions asked l)y gar-

deners, as well as amateurs, is what they aie to do

with bulbs they have just received from abroad,

That they do not treat them rightly is suBciently

shown by the miserable healtli of those wHch are

saved from the general loss that so often atteiiJs upon

all such importations. To this point, then, we first

address ourselves.

When a bulb has only lain dormant in the earth

during its natural period, it is ready to spring into

renewed life upon the application of warm:h and
moisture ; and it matters little whether it is si^ddenly

transferred from dryness to moisture, or whetier the

change takes place gradually ; because its powers of life

areunimpaired, and like the stomach which has recently

digested one meal, it is ready to commence the "mme-
diate digestion of another. Not that in nature such

same

sudden changes actually occur; on the contrary; when
rain begins to fall, it soaks but slowdy into the earth

;

and when it does reach the bulb, it is still arrested in

its action by the numerous dry coats with which tliis

body is invested, and through which it must gradu-

ally filter,
I

But when a bulb has been long out of the earth, its

vital energies are much diminished, and it cannot bear

even that slow supply of moisture—its food—w^hich

is furnished by wet soil, whose humidity penetrates

the bulb coats, and is absorbed by the living tissue.

To continue the analogy—the bulb is then, like the

stomach of a famished man, enfeebled by the pro-

longed cessation of its natural action, and unable to

bear any food whatever except by very slow degrees.

If a weakened bulb is suddenly brought in contact

with water, it will absorb it, but will be una'jie to

digest it. Then the water will become stagnant and

putrid, and destroy the bulb ; although, if the bnlb

could have digested it, it would ha\e been converted

into new elements, and have proved its proper ali-

ment.

The rule, therefore, to observe with newly-imported

bulbs is, to place them where they absorb moisture

very slowly. The driest earth is full of water, which

can only be driven off by the application of intense

heat. A bulb, therefore, should be planted in what is

called dry soil, and placed in a shady part of a green-

house until it has become plump and begini to shoot

;

if it has begun to shoot when received, still the same

treatment should he observed, and the driest soil used

to plant it in. It is only when decisive signs of natu-

ral grow^th can be detected that a very little water

should be given, while the temperature is at the

time slightly increased; and no considerable quantity

of water should be administered until the leaves are

an inch or two above ground, and evidently disposed

to grow rapidly. If these precautions are taken, no

failures are ever likely to occur; if neglected, no suc-

cess can be anticipated. 'We once saw dm bulbs of

one of the rarest and finest of all plants destroyed by

an unskilful gardener, who planted them in. the wet

earth of an open border immediately after their arri

val from a fifteen months voyage every bulb of which

would have grown had he known what we have now
stated.

more indebted to art ! Nowhere have I beheld a place so

thoroughly consistent as Chatswortb. Here one is never
tiisgusted by an offensive display of wealth in one quarter,

nor pained by an out-peeping of poverty in another. Here
is nothing gaudy, nothing shabby ; the work is all well
done, and the materials good throughout. Here is no ar-

tificial stone, no fictitious marble, no imitative wood, no
Brummagem plate— nothing, in short, that tends to

weaken the legitimate effect, or to lead you to suspect that

pomp is produced by illegitimate means. All the magni-
ficence on which you gaze has a sort of reality and dignity

about it which makes you feel at once that there is nothing
of arrogance or pretension in the case, and that what you
see is no more than the natural and becoming exposition
of the rank, affluence, and taste of the proprietor. You
feel, in fact, a rtfspect for him, and thus is attained the
only true and proper object which can be supposed to

induce the display of an individuars taste or resources

an object, by the way, which never fails to defeat itself

when anything spurious is suffered to enter into the com-
position.

Chatsworth has been called the Palace of the Peak^—

a

very offensive and cockneyfied appellation truly; yet, dis-

daining '* alliteration's artful aid/' this noble manMon es-

pecially recommends itself, not as a palace indeed, but as

the betitting habitation of a British Peer, where the re-

quirements of comfort are never sacrificed to a morbid
love of show, and where splendour is in no wise suffered

to interfere with the propriety that pervad'es'the w)»ole.

To the guide-books I must refer you for an enunieratiou

of the treasures that are to be found within the walls—
merely remarking, that art, both ancient and modern, and
in ull its branches, would seem to be appreciated by the

Duke of Devonshire, as the galleries of painting and
sculpture, the libraries, the mosaic pavements (just laid

down), the oak-room (just completed), the Egyptian an-

tiquities, &c. abundantly testify. In his love, however,

for the fine arts,, the Duke has rivals not a few ; but in

uniting a keen perception of the various beauties of na»

tare with a high relish for the creations of art. hestancs

pre-eminent, or rather, he stands alone. There are books

at Akliorpe; at Dropmore tliere is a noble Pinetum ; at

Highclere there are beautiful grounds ; the Duke of

Northumberland has a rich collection of tropical plants

;

tlie Duke of Sutherland boasts his pictures, the Duke of

Rutland his sumptuous plate, and Lord ^Ve5tmiu^te^ his

fine house; but at Chatsworth there are all these, and

more. In fact, all the diverse materials which go to

m:\ke up the separate celebrities of the places 1 have enu-

merated, and of others aUo that 1 could name, are to be

found concentrated here. It is Wnly, however, with the

gardens and their couLeuts that I have now to deal ; and

among these likewise I have good choice of subjects : the

water-works, terraces, the great conservatory, tiiC conser-

vative wall, the collection of Orchidacece, &.C., are all fea-

tures of great interest, and most of them peculiar to the

I
place. Let me tnke them seriatim.

First, then, the water-works ; and of these—first, the je/*

Of all forms in which waterd'eau, or upright fountains.

can be spouted, this is unquestionably, under ordinary cir-.

cumstance:*, the worst ; for it has no formal architectural

effect to compensate for the violence it does to the laws of

gravitation. This objection, however, applies solely to

these Jets when of insufficient altitude; fur water, which

when thrown only to the height of 20 or 30 feet falls back

in heavy and lumpish masses, is dissolved into the most

exquidte spray when projected to the height of 60, 70, or

even SO feet, as we see it in the great fountains at Chats-

worth. To enjoy these in perfection, a person ought to

station himself in the park, a quarter of a mile or more
from the scene of action ; for thus only can a full view be

caught of the beautiful effect of fleecy light produced bj
the agitated column of water. If the sun shines, so much
the better. Another fountain there is, which, I was told,

greatly delights the good folks of Manchester and its vi«

cinity when lionising Chatworth; but which, neverthe-

less, 'if it weremhie, should soon spout ita la^ 1 mean
the weeping Willow (as by courtesy it is called), made up

of copper tubes, from the extremity of which water issues.

The idea is unquestionably poetical—a tree in tean.

When first named to me, it charmed me much ; but the

execution is stiff and awkward, and reminds one more of

some of the monstrosities that vegetate upon the

China cups and saucers than of the graceful tree it it

This dendritic fountain, when first

afjproached, does not appearia melting mood, nevertheless it

is ever ready to surprise the unwary visiter by a ihowerof

spray, and in this its charm consists ; in fact, it is a
mere toy, and therefore unworthy of the dignity that r«ign»

around.

—

Argus.
(To be continued.)

designed to imitate.

i^

CHATSWORTH.
I HAVK visited in my time nearly all the noted *' resi-

dences"" on this side of the Tweed, but not one of the en-

tire set—Abbeys, Courts. Castles, Priories. Parks* Hails,

or Palacesr— lives in my memory like Chatsworth. No-

where have I found so much to admire, nowhere so little

to condemn, as at Chatsworth. Nowhere have I seen a

place more favoured by nature, nor, at the same time,
j
s

ENTOMOLOGY.^No. XXIL
Aphides, or Plaxt-lice.—It is quite unnecessary to

dilate upon the mischief done to the gardener and agri-

culturist by this extensive tribe of insects ; not a tree,

shrub, or flower seems to be entirely free from their at-

tacks. We therefore will confine ourselves princii>ally to

an elucidation of their economy, which will not prove the

less interesting from the valuable observations that have

recently appeared in thi-- Journal. There is no family of

iuhects which deviates in its habits more from the general

laws of nature than the Aphides ; for whilst it is almost

a universal rule that this cla«s of animals should progress

through the various transformations of ecg, Urva, pupa,

and imago, the Aphdes have the power of evading three of

these states by the faculty they possess of producing

young; tor, influenced by natural causes, they are both vi-

viparous and oviparous, bringing forth young at mild sea-

j when the temperature is not injurious to their tender
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offspring, and laying eggs in autumn, which are better cal-
j

culaled to resiit the cold of winter. But this ib not the

most cnrious anomaly in their history; for a succr -*on of

yonng Aphides can be produced without the presence of

the male insects. For instance, as soon as an Aphis is

born, if it be taken away and placed npon a plant under a

glaaa where nothing can possibly gain access to it, it will

notwithstanding produce young, one of which beiiig also

removed, and treated with the same care, will possess the

tame prolific faculty ; and ihns Bonnet succeeded in ob-

taining offspring for many generations, and be believed that

the experiment might have been successfully pushed to

thirty. The countless myriads therefore that nppear in our

hop-gardens and grecnhou^ * may be easily accounted

fbr, without having recourse to miraculous causes. Rc'au-

ttiur has calculated that in five generations one female

might become the progenitor of 5,1)04,900,000 descendants.

With such an inexhaustible power of fecundity, it is fortu-

Hate for man that no insects are subject to the attacks of

tdch a variety of enemies. First, there arc the Lady-birds,

which feed upon the Aphides both in their larva and per-

fect states ; 2dly, the aphidivorous Syrphidae, the maggots

of which, as we have shown in a former paper*, are ex-

ceedingly useful in diminisliing the numbers of the Plant-

Jlce. Then there are the llcmerobii, or Golden-eyes,

whose larviB are called Aplus-liona, a ferocious family

nearly related to the Ant-lions. Another set of insects are

par-^.^^itic, and <leposit minute eggs in the old Aphides, which

then change to dull ochreous, horny objects, sticking to the

leaves on which they had fed, frecpieutly exhibiting a bole

in tbeir sides, from whence the parasitic little ichneumon
called Aphidius+ h«d issued. 1 find also several other ge-

nera of insects whicli assist in keeping in check thpse pests

of tlie greenhouse and garden; and even the troublesome

Farwigs in some measure make com]>ensation for the mis-

chief they do to our flowers by feeding upon the Aphides
In the leaves, distorted and curled by their attacks, in

tvLlch the Earwigs seek retirement frooi the light after

their nocturnal depredations. The soft-billed birds are

likewise eminently serviceable in the spring in clearing oflF

the Aphides, as they hatch from the eggs which had been

laid on the buds the preceding autunm.
The mischief that follows the presence of the Aphides

arises from their thrusting a hollow proboscis into the

leaf or stalk of a plant, through which they imbibe the

juices, thus supporting themselves at the expense of the

plant ; and by thus draining it of its due nourishment, it

soon becomes exhausted, droops, and often dies, when the

number of the Aphides is very great.

There are three genera of these Plant-Iice, Eriosoma of

Leach, of which the Apple Aphis, E. lanigera (111.), and
the Poplar Plant-louse, E. Bursaria (Linn.), belong; and
Aphis and Cinara^;, the former genus comprising the Rose
and Cabbage Aphides, A. Rosee (Linn.) and A. Brassicse

SLinn.), and the latter the Oak and Pine Plant-lice, A:c.

shfill conclude these remarks by recording anew =i)ecies.

On the Ist of last May a very fine variety of Indian Corn
was sown in a garden where probably the Maize had never
grown before ; and I am not aware that it has ever been
cultivated in the neighbourhood. 7". plants grew very
luxuriantly, until one reached the height of eight feet; and
in August I discovered clusters of a pretty Ajihis beneath
the leaves, which struck me as being difFerent from any that

I had seen before. I watched them until about the middle
of September, when they all disappeared, although the
Aphis Ros« was neither affected by the wet nor by the
colder nights which might occasionally intervene. I have
since examined the specimens very carefully, and feel con-
TTinced that they belong to a species with which I am quite
unacquainted. I have no doubt that it is confined to the
Maize ; but how it could find its way to the plants in this
locality is very unaccountable. The seed I took from the
spike or ear, which was not left in the garden ; I sowed
the seeds myself; and I freely confess that I am at a loss

to account for the sudden appearance of this species, which
I 3hsll name Aphis Ztx. The females first attracted my
notice. This sex is distinguished by a pale ochraceous
head and thorax; the back was dark green, curiously
marbled with a palish greeu, and the portion beyond the
middle was rosy ; the tubes were moderately long, and very
remote; the legs ochreous and pubescent, the tips of the
shanks and the feet being brown; the antennro blackish,
ochreous at -the base (fig. 4), These females were sur-
rounded by little groups of young ones, generally of a
blackish-grecn colour, and eventually a few males made
their appearance- They were of a pale rose colour ; the
head^ portions of ihe thorax, and back of the abdomen,
were pale green ; the tubes were pale, long, and slender

;

the aiitennce and legs were very pale ochreous ; the wings
were like those of the true Aphides, with very pale ner-
vureSj but in some specimens they were rather darker,

with the stigmatic spot pale green (fig. 2). The natural

sizes of the sexes are shown at figs. 1 and 3.

As numerous remedies for the destruction of these in-

sects in the various departments of the garden have been

frequently published in this Journal, it does not seem to

be necessary to repeat them upon the present occasion,

liuricola, _^
ON THE CULTIVATION OF LEONOTIS

LEONURUS.
1 HAVE for several years grown this without obtaining

satisfactory specimens, the plants having sometimes flow-

ered badry, and always lost all their lower leaves before

the flowtrs expauded, so as to leave bare unsightly stems.

I hive this year succeeded in producing several fine plants,

and one in particular, which is not yet out of bloom. It

is about 8ft, high and 12ft. in circumference, and ten days

ago wai well covered with leaves, and bore on each branch

from tfcree to four full and perfect whorls, forming a really

splendid sight. This plant was struck from a cutting in

May 18-10, kept in a 48 pot during the winter; in the

beginniag of April put into a pot 13in. in diameter, and

ll^in. kigh, and placed in a forcing frame, heated by hot-

water pipes covered with sand, and kept at a temperature

varying from 75*' to 50", the fire being lighted in general

only every other evening for four or five hours ; here it

remained for about seven weeks, when the branches

touchinj the glass, it was removed to the greenhouse-

After tic end of June, when the other plants were taken

out and the stage removed, it was forced as much as pos-

sible by keeping the house shut up during the day, so as

to concentrate all the heat which could be obtained from

the sun, but no fire was lighted except for about four

nights ki September and October. The thermometer

often stDod at 120", but no heat seemed too great for it,

providcc it had plenty of writer, and in this respect only

my trea;ment has differed from that of previous years ; I

never sifTercd the surface of the earth to become dry, and

generally kept about an inch of water in the pan. The
quantit) required in hot weather was nearly three gallons

daily. After Nov. 5th a number of other plants being

placed in the greenhouse, it was kept quite cool and ven-

tilated, and on the 22d the Leonotis was removed into a

room Without a fire, as the stage was then required for the

rest of the Pelargoniums, &c. Notwithstanding this check,

several whorls have expanded in the last three weeks, and

very fev leaves fell till within the last ten days. Had the

weather been ordinarily fine and warm in October, I have

no douit the blossom would have been a month earlier,

but in iome respects it is preferable to have it at a season

when nost other flowers are gone.

—

P. IF, J,
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-GREENHOUSE SUCCULENTS.
You requested me a few days ago to give your corre-

spondent //. L. some practical directions for the manage-

ment of Succulent Plants. In his letter to you he says

that he has a collection of about r->00 plants, consisting of

Cactem, Fiooideie, Crassulee, Aloes, &c. ; that they are

kept iu a small greenhouoc, which is heated by a common
Bmoke-flue ; and he tlierefore wishes to know at what

temperature the house should be kept—how often the

different kinds should be watered—when they should be

shifted— and what kind of soil should be used. As I have

no doubt the subject may be generally interesting to your
readers, I shall endeavour to give a few directions as

plainly and concisely as possible.

Succulent plants are very dilferent in their structure

and habits from the majority of others which compose the
vegetable kingdom. The Almighty Creator, who doeth all

things well, has created plants upon the same grand plan
which may be observed throughout the whole of animated
nature, and by which each individual is fitted for the pe-
culiar circumstances in which it is destined to exist.

Thus Ferns delight to grow on our damp walls, in our
woods and shaded glens ; other plants, having large thin
leaves full of evaporating pores, either grow in an atmo-
sphere saturated with moisture, or if they are placed in
dry air and exposed situations, have numerous root-
lets extending in all directions, capable of supplying the
leaves with moisture as quickly as it is extracted from
them. But succulents are formed to exist in countries
and situations where they are often exposed to intense
light and dryness; their skins are thick, they have few
evaporating pores, and they have likewise few roots to
gorge their tissue with food during the rainy season.
Tlierefore we find the dry sandy plains of the Cape abound-
ing in Aloes and Mescmbryanthemums, and the bare vol-
canic rocks of Mount Etna covered in many places with
the common prickly Pear. In Mexico, also, and in many
other parts of Central and South America, the extensive
race of Cacti, with thtir curious uuvegetable-like forms,
are at home, and flourish even in those dry and parched
seasons when the whole face of nature besides seems
withered and destroyed. I wish particularly to draw at-
tention to the natural circumstances in which these plants
are found, because if these are once known, they are sure
and certain guides in cultivation.

To be grown well, the whole race of what are called suc-
culent plants requires to be kept in the lightest possible
situation in the greenhouse. It is true they may be grown
in heavy shaded greenhouses, but their leaves will never
acquire that beautful colour which is seen in light situa-
tions, nor will they flower so freely. The colouring matter
la the leaves of some of these plants, the Echeveria gibbi-
flora for example, is delicate and beautiful, but this is never
seen in perfection unless a light situation is attended to.

In an extensive family of this kind it is diflicult to point
out the proper soil which ought to be used, as some
of the species require it much richer than others. I
have generally found the free-growing kinds of Aloe,

Crassula, Mesembryanthemum, and plants of like habits,

do best in a rich free soil, such as equal portions of light

sandy loam, and peat or lenf-mould, with a small quantity

of bruised bricks. For the free-growing Cacti, such as

Cereus speciosissimus, the soil ought to be made lighter

and richer by using less loam, and more peat, leaf-mould

and dung ; but for the slow-growing Mammillarias and

the very succulent Mesembryanthemums, such as M.
tigrinum, it is best to use about one-third light loam, one

of peat or leaf-mould, and one of bruised bricks and lime-

rubbish. As a general rule, to which I believe very few

exceptions will be found, I would advise all persons not

acquainted with the particular habits of these plants, to

use soil richer or poorer according to the quantity of roots

which they produce, at the same time taking care that the

poor soil is also loose and open, to prevent the plants from

damping. In every case the pots must be well drained.

The best season for shifting is the month of February or

March, Once a year will in general be quite suflScient for

the free-growing kinds ; and although many of the others

will not require it so often, yet it will be found the beat

plan to go over the whole at this time, examining their

roots and adding a little fresh soil, taking care not to pot

them too deep, nor to overpot them, as they are safest in

small pots.

Water should be given to the slow-growing kinds at all

times with a judicious hand, but particularly during winter,

as more plants are killed by over-watering than by any

other cause. At this time once in ten days or a fortnight

will generally be found sufficient ; but as this depends

upon the situation of the weather, much must be left to

the good sense of those who attend them. Those kinds

which are more luxuriant in growth and not so succulent

require more water, and are not so easily injnred by it.

A great deal of, misapprehension exists in the minds of

many persons concerning the temperature which many of

these plants require. The whole race of Mammillarias in

books on gardening are generally consigned to the dry

stove, and thus many persons are prevented from growing

them who would do so if they knew the plants would

succeed in the greenhouse. By far the greatest number
succeed perfectly there, where the temperature is merely

high enough to exclude frost—that is, anywhere betweeen

35 and 45 deg., as may be most agreeable to the cultivator.

If my memory does not deceive me, several plants of this

kind lived out of doors for several winters in the Edin-

burgh Botanic Garden some years ago. When Cacti are

either very young, or old and sickly, there is nothing better

for their health than growing them in a common dung

frame during summer, but they must always be removed

to a dryer atmosphere before the approach of winter.

Succulents are generally easily multiplied either by seeds

or cuttings. If the cutting is very soft and liable to

damp, it ought to be dried a little before it is put into the

sand. Sometimes a little quicklime is useful for prevent-

ing decay, and can be either used for the base of the cut-

ting, or applied to any part of the plant from which a

damping piece has been removed.
Mesembryanthemums are very ornamental when planted

in beds in the open garden during summer, but the free-

blooming kinds alone should be chosen for this purpose.

In some parts of the Continent where they excel in the

cultivation of Cacti, it is common enough to see groups of

these plants growing in the Open air amongst rocks and

stones in summer, where they not only produce a curious

exotic effect, but also grow much faster than they do in

pots. But if this system is practised in England, it must

only be in our sunny spots in front of walls or hothouses,

where they can be protected from continued rains.

—

U'

Fortune, HorticidtJiral Society's Garden,

m

THE MOST ORNAMENTAL SPECIES OF
CRAT^GUS, OR HAWTHORN.

Aro'kia.—This is the most showy species of all .-

the autumn ; it has very large bright yellow fruit, which

are produced in great abundance.
Tanacetifo'lia.—This is an upright-growing kind,

with finely-cut leaves, and bears the largest fruit of all;

they are yellow, but not produced in such abundance as

those of Aronia.

OnoRATi's.siMA.—This species forms a spreading tree

;

it has downy leaves, and numerous large bright red fruit

in the autumn ; and with
Orie'ktalts, which has large dark-red fruit, should be

in every collection.

Cocci'nea.—This species and its varieties are verj

showy ; they have rather large and numerous bunches ol

bright-red fruit in the autumn. The variety called max-
ima is the most deserving of nDtioe,

Glandulosa—This kind has numerous sraall twi^
with large spines, forming a dense hush, and is ornamenU
in the autumn, when it is covered with an abundance o

rather large red fruit.

Punctata.—Of this there are three varieties well worth
of notice; one with red fruit, another with yellow, and
third with an upright or fastigiate habit of growth. Ail C

them have very large showy fruit in the autumn.
Oltveriana.—This kind has small, deeply-cu'

woolly leaves, and small black fruit, which are very nume
ous, and ornamental in the autumn.

_
Dougla'sii.—This is a very distinct kind, with v.

nous-shaped leaves and black fruit, which ripen early i

the autumn, and contrast well with the bright shinii
leaves and strong spines.
Nigra.—This is a strong-growing kind, with blat

fruit and deeply- divided leaves, fiowerihg rather early.
HiiTEuoPHYLLA,—This is a beautiful species, on a

count of its profusion of fiowers in the snring, and t'

numerous small red fruit in the autumn. *

MACftACAjiTHA, W.A jRiuiivdttr kind, ^ith liumw
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spines, and small, shining, yellowish-red fruit, produced in

large bunches early in the autumn.

Pyrifo'lia. — This is a free-flowering kind, with

rather small but very numerous yellowish- red fruit, which

ripen very late in the autumn,

Crus-Galli.—This species and its varieties are desir-

able on account of their bright-shining green leaves and

numerous bunches of dark-red fruit, which ripen very late

in the autumn. The most desirable is the variety called

salicifdlia, which has horizontal branches, forming a flat

table-shaped head. ^
^

Prunifo'lia. — This is a desirable kind, forming

a close bush; it has rather large, shining leaves, and nu-

merous bunches of dark-red fruit, which ripen late in the

autumn.
Flava.—This is very distinct ; it has a rough-barked

stem and straggling branches; it produces small greenish-

yellow fruit, winch ripen late in the autumn.

ViRGiNiANA.—This is a dwarf kind, with numerous

green fruit, which ripen late in the autumn. It is very

desirable, as it retains its fruit nearly all the winter.

CoRDATA.— This is the latest in flower, and bears the

smallest fruit ; it has bright-shining angular leaves and

bright-red berries.

OxYACANTHA ROSEA suFERBA.—This IS the most bril-

liant of all when in flower ; it bears bright crimson blos-

soms in May. The double variety of it has also flowers

nearly as intense in colour, and quite double. Both these

should have a place in the most select collection.

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. I.

In" commencing the Amateur's Calendar of weekly ope-

rations, it may be as well to point out its objects, and the

particular class of gardens for which it is intended.

Among the readers of the" Chronicle there is a large

number who possess small gardens, and who manage them
themselves. These gardens, in many instances, do not

exceed two acres in extent, consisting of pleasure-ground,

flower-beds, a greenhouse, and some pits and frames. It

is to the management of such, therefore, that my remarks
will chiefly apply 3 but I propose occasionally to advert to

particular kitchen-garden operations, and to the treat-

ment of plants in rooms ; and also to introduce from time

to time short accounts of any pretty plants which may
seem deserving of notice, with practical directions for

their cultivation. The objects will be to make such in-

formation practical and useful, as well as popular and in-

teresting.

In these holiday times, it is of little use to recommend
out-door operations, as people are more inclined to mirth
and gaiety than to gardening ; besides, the weather is so un-

settled, that nothing can be done with any degree of plea-

sure, Greenhouseorhalf-hardy plants, however, mustnotbe
neglected ; they require very little water at this season, but

must have plenty of air when the days are fine and mild.

T^he hard-wooded kinds in particular should have very

little artificial heat, not more than is necessary to dry off

th^ damp and keep out tEe frost. Take care that the

w^e&ther does not deceive you, as we frequently have it

mild at night and get several degrees of frost before the
morning ; if the wind is northerly, and the tiiermometer
below 40^ and falling, it is time to look after fires in the
greenhouse. All dead and damping leaves should be care-
fully removed from the plants in cold pits or frames, when
they are open on fine days. Mat them well up at night.
Examine Dahlia roots, and see that they are not mould-

ing, as it will be provoking for you to find them a month
or two hence with all their buds destroyed. If you are
fond of Roses and of budding them, you ought now to get
in as many Stocks as are likely to be wanted, and plant
them in any spare corner of the garden.
Window-plants require very little water, but the quan-

tity ought to be regulated by the habits of the kinds ; Pe-
largoniums, for example, ought to have more than succu-
lents; Fuchsias genemlly have lost their leaves, and
therefore need very little* The principal attendance
which is necessary consists in preserving them from the
frost, and taking care not to force them into groft-th by
keeping them in a room which is too warm. Hyacinths
in glasses may have a little fresh water occasionally.—^. F.

HOME CORRESrONDENCE.
What to do with Kittens and Puppies,— The Spanish

plan, named in your Paper (p. 815, 1041), of assassinating
stray dogs for the benefit of sick Orange-trees, does not
quite agree with English tastes, and I would beg to sug-
gest that the little kittens and puppies generally thrown
into the river when larger litters are born than required,

would be a good substitute, and the gamekeeper may often

lielp the gardener in this way. Spoiled game I have found
a great help at the root of an old ^loss-rose tree.

—

Salopi-
ensis.

Holly Planting,—I doubt not you will think the sub-

ject of Holly- planting and pruning well-nigh exhausted,
after the appearance of at least three sensible articles on
that subject. But my own experience leads me to point
out to your correspondents the necessity there is for stat-

ing the localities to which their remarks refer, or, if anony-
BQOus writers, the latitude and longitude. They forget
that your Paper circulates in districts and counties far

distant from those in which they live ; and yet even at a
^ast distance and in a different climate their remarks
^ould be equally profitable if the county, at least, to which
they refer is stated, and so the discreet reader be enabled
to make all due allowance for difference of situation. To
show the connexion of this remark with Holly-planting, I

«ave no doubt whatever that in a large, perhaps by far the
largest part of England, spring-planting is the best, and
yet my own experience, in S5*? latitude and longitude;

gives the preference to autumn-planting. In the year

1,837, 1 planted a Holly-hedge of more than eighty yards

in length, in a double line, after the way recommended by
Cobbett in his " English Gardener," page 21 , i. e., ** one

row eighteen inches from the other—the plants in each

row fifteen inches apart, and placed opposite the middle

of the intervals of the other row." Thus you will find

I planted in all 384 plants ; the soil low, wet, and peaty.

I first planted these in the month of June, and they ap-

peared to be going on most prosperously, till a cutting

N. E. wind, near the close of the month, blackened them
all and killed nearly half! I carefully supplied the places

of the dead ones in the October following, of which 1 lost

forty plants; but you will remember the extreme rigour of

that winter. I again supplied their places in the spring

of 1838, and again more than half died ; the October of

the same year I filled the vacant places, and not one died
;

and at this moment, I have every plant, as intended, rooted

and settled, 384 in number, as originally. Thus you see,

on the N, E, coast, three miles from the sea, the cutting

winds which prevail in spring would seem to render au-

tumn the preferable season for planting Hollies. After

all, I am fully convinced that if trouble is taken in water-

ing and puddling the roots at the time of planting, there

is no time for evergreens like Midsummer. I have large

Portugal Laurels, several Laurnstini, and a few Hollies,

all transplanted at Midsummer, and somewhat later this

very year, all alive, with new shoots, and the Laurustini

in full flower. I intend next Midsummer, in spite of the

warning voices of two of your very clever correspondents,

to cut down my Holly-hedge within sir inches of the

ground. Midsummer is the time to prune evergreens

safely. I am glad to find that some notice is likely to be

taken of the proper methods of warming, ventilating, &c.,

the common domestic greenhouses—as they are attached

to dwelling-houses, and would venture to suggest, as an

invaluable article in itself and one that would at once

answer a host of inquirers, that the whole plan and proper

directions be given for a good average-sized greenhouse,

attached to the house, in which a few Vines might also be

allowed, divided under the following six heads :— 1. Size

(say 30 by 15 feet) ; 2. Inclination of roof (say 45*);

3, Glazing ; 4. Height in front (which when a greenhouse

is attached to a dwelling-house should not be less than

five and a half feet) ; 4. Best way of heating ; 5. Vines,

how many in number and what sorts best ; and 6, Best

arrangement of the stages for plants ; perhaps, 7, A cata-

logue of plants easy to keep and cheap to purchase.

Cepophilus (Lat. and Long. 35°). [The latter part of

our correspondent's letter describes very nearly the plan

of the forthcoming articles on Domestic Greenhouses.]

The Fig.— It would be of great service to those who
are not well acquainted with the real culture of the Fig-

tree, if some experienced gardeners would give informa-

tion upon its management in pots and tubs, in Grape-

houses, Peach-houses, and pits ; on the back walls of

Vineries with a prepared border, in a pit with border and

a table trellis of wire, in a Grape-bouse with the Vines up

the rafters only, and also in a Fig-house. The writers

should name the most proper sorts for all the above me-
thods of growing Figs.

—

Ficus,

Run-Flowers.—Now that the subject of run-flowers is

occupying the attention of the skilful in horticulture, you

may, perhaps, think the following worth a place in the

Gardeners* Chronicle, regardini; a Picotee which flowered

iu my garden this summer. The plant is an old one of

two or three years' growth, consequently of considerable

size in the stem, which, after rising a few inches, throws

out two branches right and left, having an equal quantity

of layers on each, or nearly so, and possessing an equal

luxuriance of growth. It bloomed freely; one branch

producing self-coloured flowers, the other variegated.

E. C, Hants.
Hyacinths.—1 have read in the Chronicle what has

,been considered a new mode of growing Hyacinths; but it

is not a new mode, for I grew them myself last year in

London nearly in a similar manner in Beet-roots ; my
father told me how to do it more than twelve years ago,

and I believe he knew the method twenty years before. 1

think it wrong to put them in the roots immediately after

the root is scooped out ; but the proper way would be to

hollow the roots, as your correspondent says, then to fill

them with water, and suspend the roots inverted in some

dark place, until the leaves are long enough to hide the

roots ; they will grow up, not down. The bulbs intended

for the Beet-roots should be set in glasses, at the same

time the Beet is filled wich water and suspended in a dark

place ; then they may be taken out of the glasses when

roots and bulbs are suiTiciently forward, and they look very

curious. I do not think they receive any nourishment

from the Beet,—J. C. [Another correspondent speaks

of the Hyacinth succeeding equally well in Turnips and

Carrots. He also recommends the dark varieties to be

placed in Turnips, and the light ones in Beet-root, when
the contrast of colour is striking and beautiful.]

rolcniiUas,—On reading the Gardeners^ Chronicle of

Dect^mber 11, page 817, in answer to an inquirer on Po-

tentillas, I find the remark that hybrid Potentillas never

produce seed, at least perfect seed, and several varieties

are mentioned as having this peculiarity j now I beg to

dissent from the above assertion, having, in 183fi, saved

seed from P. Hopwoodiana, which produced plants in 1S37

and bloomed the year following. I also saved seed last

year from P. Garneriana, which have this year produced

a pot of healthy plants, which I expect to bloom next

summer ; and I am informed by a respectable gardener

that he has succeeded in raising plants from seed of P.

Russelliana, so that the above remark must be an error of

the press, or a lapsus of the pen, which I have considered

it my duty to correct. •<«- T, S^ [We wish our corre-

s

spondent had informed us whether the seeds of the hybrid.

Potentillas reproduced the varieties from which they were
aved.]

Slugs t\ Sand,—There is in p. 766, (1841,) a recom-
mendation of sea-sand as a preventive of the attacks of

slugs. I have tried it, and am able to say little in its

favour ; for a short time it may do, but after that it is of
no more use than if it had not been there, for I have
caught them crawling on it in less than one week after it

has been taken from the shore. Lime has been recom-
mended, but, unless it is thrown over the plants often, it

will not keep them off, for as soon as tire dampness of the
ground has slacked the lime, they are on it as much as

ever; if the lime falls on the slugs in its unslacked state

it is sure to kill them. As a proof that lime is of little

value, I planted out about 250 Lettuces, and sprinkled
them well with lime, and now I have not a single plant

left. The best thing that I have found to keep off slugs

is soot ; I sowed two crops of Lettuce this year, one after

the other—they were both eaten off, but the third time I
sprinkled them with soot, and after that I never lost one,

A Constant Header, Ryde,
British Oaks.—Under this title there is an article, at

p. 3, (1841,) that brought to recollection a paper read

before the Horticultural Society, January 15th, 1833, by
the late William Atkinson, Esq,, of Silvermere, not less

celebrated for his talents as an architect, than for his

knowledge of all relating to the vegetable kingdom,
but above all for h*s modest, unassuming manners and
general amiability of character- As many of your readers

may not possess the Proceedings of the Horticultural So-

ciety to refer to, subjoined is an extract of his valuable

paper—other parts chiefly relate to Oak of foreign growth,

also very interesting, but omitted, not to swell this article

beyond a fair proportion of space in your Journal

:

** There are only two species of Oak that are consi-

dered natives of Great Britain and Ireland, the Quercus
pedunculata and Quercus sessiliflora. The Q. pedunculata

is called by some Q, Robur ; and by others Q. sessiliflora

is called Q. Robur ; to prevent mistakes I think it better

to adopt the name Q. pedunculata. This kind is easily

known by the Acorns having long stalks and the leaves

very short foot-stalks, or in some specimens hardly any.

In the Q, sessiliflora, the leaves have footstalks from a

quarter to one inch inleuglh, and the Acorns sit close to

the branch, having hardly any stalks. With respect to

the qualities of our two native Oaks, the Q. pedunculata

contains a great quantity of the silver grain which shows

when the wood is planed—what workmen call the flower

in the wood. In consequence of this, the wood splits

clean and easy, and is best adapted for split paling and

laths. It is also stiffer wood, and though it may be

broken with a less weight than the Q. sessiliflora, yet it

requires a much greater weight to bend it, and is, there*

fore, best calculated for beams, or to bear the greatest

weight without bending. The Q. sessiliflora contains so

small a portion of the silver grain or flower, that wood of

that kind from old buildings has generally been mistakea

for Sweet Chestnut (Castanea vesca) : during the hat
thirty years I have taken every opportunity of procuring

specimens of wood from old buildings, and particularly

what the carpenters called Chestnut; but I have never, in

a single instance, seen a piece of Chestnut from an old

building : what has been taken for that wood, I have al-

ways found to be the Q. sessihflora, mistaken for Chest-

nut from its defici.ency of the flower or silver grain. The
roof of Westminster Hall has been said to be Chestnut;

while it was under repair, I procured various specimens

from diff'erent parts of the roof; the whole of them were

Oak, and chiefly the Q. sessiliflora. Most of the black

Oak, from trees dug out of the ground, I have found to

be of the same kind. From finding the wood from the

oldest buildings about London to be chiefly the Q- fiessi-

liflora, I should suppose that some centuries ago the chief

part of the natural woods were of that kind *
; at present

the greater part of the Oak grown in the south of England

is Q. pedunculata. Specimens of Oaks that I have pro-

cured from diff*erent parts of Yorkshire and the county of

Durham have been all Q. les&iliflora, which is very scarce

in the south. There are some trees of it at Caen-wuod, the

Earl of Mansfield's, near Highgate, which I believe to be

one of the oldest woods near London, and a greater part

of the Q. sessiliflora appear to be trees from old stools.

Q. sessiliflora appears to grow equally well with Q. pedun-

culata ; it is a handsomer tree in the foliage, and from

finding so much of it sound in old buildings, I suspect it

may be the most durable. It bends from a weight much
sooner than the Q. pedunculata, but requires a much
greater weight to break it; from its toughness I consi-

der it best calculated for ship-timber. The old Sove^

reign of the Seas was broken up after forty-seven years'

service, much longer than the general durability of ships,

and as the wood the ship was built of was had from the

north of England, it is very probable it was the Q. sessi-

liflora.''_iW^. D. P.
Genus Citrus The author of some remarks on

Oranges, in your Number of Saturday, Dec. 11th, 1841,

page 814, has made some few mistakes, which 1 hope he

will allow me to correct ; and although correction and re-

proof are not often well received from any one, and much

less from strangers, I am willing to hope that the excuse

on my part of having been rather a successful cultivator

of what is commonly called the Orange will induce bim

to pardon me and look over the impertinence.

first place, there is no such word as Aurantia ;
Arrancio is

the vulgar name for the Orange in Italy- ""''*^ '
'

In the

Aurantium

• " Mr. Atkinson's opinion upon this ««^^^i!f.f"^™5,^1^^^
rc-markable manner by the discovery that the Oak n an extensive

sub-marine forest at Ha.^tipgs is Q* ^essiMow. ^^oi& bp the

Secretary,
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(Citrus Aurantium) U the proper botanical name for the

Sweet or China Orange. Your readers may not be aware

that Citrus is the generic name of all that large class and
variety of fruits which are called Oranges, Lemons, Ci-

trons, Limes, &c. Citrus Aurantium is the sweet Orange,
Citrus Bigaradia the bitter Oran^ (^ulg^rly called Se-

Tilk, from its having originally conae from Spain), Citrus

Limoaum the Lemon, Citrus Medica the Citron, Citrus

Bei^fliia the Bergamotte, Citrus Limetta the Lime,

Citrus Pompeimos decumanns the Pompoleon and Shad-
dock, &c. Ac. &c. Of all these there are Tarieties

as abundant as the Apples of our own country*.
Mclangolo, Arrancio, and Portogallo, arc the vulgar

names for Orange in Italy ; the latter, as having been
introdaced from Portugal. In Rome the Orange-sellers

call their fruit Portogalli ; in Florence the name is not
known, and there you must apply for Arrancio. The Chi-
Botto, and Ninino da China, large and small myrtle-leaved,

are Bigarades, or bitter Oranges—Citrus Bigaradia si-

nensis and myrtifolia. The Mandarin, Citrus Aurantium
nohilia, so miieh cultivated in Malta, of the merits of

which your correspondent justly speaks so highly, was, I

believe, originally introduced into that island from China
direct, whence, and from its superior flavour, is derived

the sprrific of Mandarin, par excellence. The Tangerine
I suspect to be only a variety of it, having changed its

nature and form, in a degree, by cultivation on the coast

of Africa, to which country it very probably mny have
beefi exported. I have both kinds ; they vary in the

form of the leaves and blossoms, but to no great exttut.

The fruit and peel (which should be eaten together) are in

one, the Tangerine, finer in the grain, but the Havour,
w!i!rh is excellent, is perfectly alike in both. They are

asncU more tender, and require consequently a warmer
climate, than all others, and may almost be considered
stove plants. The Portogallo commune of your corre-
spondent is the common sweet or Chiaa Orange, Citrus
Aurantium sinensis. The Portogallo di Malta is the same
pl;int grown in Malta, of which, and many others, there
are varieties with red juice; the chief being denomiaated
Citrus Aurantium Ilierochunticum fructu sauguineo. The
Otaietie is Citrus Aurantium otaitensis, as supposed com-
ing firom Otaheite. The Peretta di San Domingo is a
Lemon, Citrus Limonum domingensis ; Peretta is pear-
shaped. By Pomarosa mast be meant Mellarosa, of
which there are Citrus Bergamia mellarosa and Citrus
Limonnm mellarosa. I have cultivated the Citrus tribe

for some years, and have had, and I believe have now,
more than 70 varieties, I have from the first adopted
the classification of Messrs. Risso and Poiteau, to whose
splendid volume, '* L*Histotre Naturelle des Grangers," I

beg to refer all such of your readers as may wish for fur-
ther information on tlie cultivation of this ** Tree of the
Hcspcrides." The true Tangerine has nothing curious or
remarkable in the scent of its foliage. The plants men-
tioned by your correspondent must belong either to the
Lemons, Citrons, or Bergamottei, where highly-scented
leaves are alone to be found, and of which the Citrus Me-
dica odoratissimus is the chief. The shrivelling and fall-

ing of the embryo fruit arises, no doubt, from some evil

at the root. The soil is evidently not congenial, and
perhaps too much water, and that not rain, may he the
cause. The small-fruited plants of the Citrus tribe re-
quire lighter and less rich soil than the larger fruited
sorts; they require also less water and more warmth. It
is a great mistake to suppose that Citrus Bigaradia myrti-
folia will bear exposure on terraces; most of our collec-
tions in this country are greatly injured by the old-
fashioned and perverse habit of putting them out of doors
during the summer. I cannot conclude these remarks
and not say, what indeed may appear unkind to a respect-
able class of persons, viz., the Italian nurserymen, that
no reliance whatever can be placed upon their nomencla-
ture; for they scarcely ever send oat the real and true
kinds required of them : few of them have any scien-
tific knowledge, and they are, one and all of them, at
least a hundred years behind the intelligent men of our
o^n dear land. Were proof wanting of this, it might be
seeu in the clumsily-budded trees annually sent over
from Nice, Genoa, Malta, Ac. It is, however, to these
men that we are chiefly indebted for our collections, and

.
it is not fair, therefore, to abuse them ; but it is by Bri-
tish science and British zeal that we can show the now
rapidly-increasing and well-managed collections around us—C. A. F. A,, E. II,, Dec. 21, 1841.
Phadon Vitellina on Willows.—\Yg have been much

troubled for a few years past with a small beetle, the
Phfedon vitellina, on our Willows ; it increases yeariy,
and bids fair to destroy the whole. Can any of your
readers inform us how to get rid of it? We think it

would be best destroyed in its winter quarters. We have
found it clnstering in the clefts of trees near at hand, but
only partially, and have sought for it in vain among the
Willow stools.

—

R, Lymbum.
Tendency of Plants to seek Light.~We are of opinion

with^., p. 749 (1841). that most of the drawing of plants

is to be ascribed to expansion by heat, and'removal of atmo-

ypherical pressore. In a glass receiver subject to the ac-

tion of light all around, plants are found to spindle ex-

cessively. The light will shorten the side exposed to it,

by deposition of carbon, and thus cause plants to bend

towards the light; but this is different from attraction,

and acting from above, should rather depress than extend.

^R. Lyfnburn.

Ice-houses.—I send you the plan of an ice-well which

has succeeded perfectly. It is far less expensive than

those in general use, and will be found to succeed either

in clay or chalk. In porous soils, or where water is found

near the surface, nothing will answer but a well above

ground, with double walls.

Swiail Wtll uith

grating to let

the water

run out

well known that ice should be broken as thin as possible

previously to placing it in the house ; 2nd, because we
think an entrance from the top objectionable, for the
reason given in p. 797 ; 3rd, because we do not think

a few single trees about a house are of much conse-

quence; and 4th, because a tank at the bottom is, we
think, injudicious ; for a house in the situation described

ought to be entirely above ground, and covered up with
soil something like a potato-pit].

Fumigation,— Having experienced some difficulty in
effectually fumigating places in which a man could not
conveniently operate, such as low pits and frames

; and
having had plants injured in such places where coal cinders

have been used in the operation, from the dust, when bel-

lows have been used ; besides, the process being disagreeable

—I have adopted the following system, which has answered
admirably. According to the size of the place to be fumi-

gated, one or more pieces of cast-iron, one inch thick and
three inches over, are made red-hot (pieces of old tiles

such as are used for covering smoke flues, would probably
answer equally well) ; one of these is placed in a twenty,

four sized pot, on which is put the quantity of tobacco

considered necessary to charge the structure with smoke
iufficient to destroy insect life. To fumigate an ordinary-

sized eight-light house, I use three heaters and three

twenty-four sized pots, which I have placed on the front

flue or walk ; one pound of strong tobacco is put on the

three heaters in equal jiarts, and this I find sufficient to

fill the house, so as to destroy all the kinds of insects

that perish by fumigation. The system has these ad-

vantages : the tobacco is so quickly consumed, that the

liouse is completely filled in a' very short time, and but
little smoke can escape before the insects are destroyed

;

the pure heat from the iron heaters prevents injury from
gas, and as no blowing is required there is no dust, it being
only necessary to put the tobacco on the heaters and leave

the house. I have had Cucumber and Melon plants in-

jured by fumigation when I used coal cinders to consume
the tobacco; hut since I have adopted cast-iron heaters no
injury has been done to plants of any kind by fumigation,
from which I infer that the mischief was caused by ga»
from the coal cinders.

—

Geo, Mills.

Trenching. ^lii No. 27 of the Chronicle, for 1841,
in the article of weekly operations, Mr. Paxton has given
some salutary hints to his brethren on the necessity of

trenching vacant ground in the winter season. I believe

there are few gardeners but what are fully sensible of the

beneficial effects resulting from such operations. But by
the old method of ridging or trenching, we do not obtain
such a thorough pulverisation of the soil as may be desir-

able. During my twelve years' service at Cannon Hall,
where I had to contend with a stubborn and clayey soil,

I found the method (which the annexed diagram may
serve to explain) answer my wishes better than any other

fro

* Hyhridiziny of the Citrus tribe is as prevalent in the warm
climates, as it is with us in the Apple countries : and fancy names
are given to the same extent. I possess now a Pompoleon-
looking- plant called Risso. another Gordon, and a third Are-
thusaj Riaao from the author of the work mentioned above
Gordon from Lord Aberdeen Arethusa? The most curious
apd mterestmg: of hybrids is now to be seen at Versailles, under
the name of Le Grand Bourbon : it is a Bigarade of -Teat size
and far advanced in years. It is said that it sprang from a pip
sown by a queen of Xavarrc, in the vear U2i, at Pampeluna- it
passed by succession to France, and for some time rested at
tJjantiliy, In the year 1532 Francis I. had it conveyed to Fon-
tatnebieau, and subsequently Louis XIV. transported it at great
C(»t to Versailles, where It i:i doomed, we will hope, to pass the rest
of Hb days in that magT^ificent abode of the sovereigns of I'rance
I p<^S8eM a young: plant of it: the foliag-e is large, and of a re-
imarkabiy deep green-such a green as only th« cultlvatckrs of the
tiU:u4toB« know well how to appreciate.

Boiling water must be poured on each layer to harden it,
and It must be well beaten. If the soil should not be a stiff
clay or chalk, the sides of this well should be brick or con-
crete, and weU wattled before the ice is put in. Small
door, opposite the large one, 2\ feet square : this door,
and the small one of 18 inches in the large one, to be
opened gvery evening, and shut before daylight. Price of
such a well from U/. to l^L—Forester, Ringwood,

Ice-houses,~^\Ve have received a letter on this subject
)m ** J \V.," who states that he knows an instance

where ice has been kept for two years in a small house
only holding between 50 and fiO cart-loads. During the
winter, when the house was filled, there had been but little
frost to the middle of March, and at this time the ice was
not more than lin. thick ; and as there seemed but little
chance of obtaining any thicker, this was taken, broken
into pieces about the size of walnuts, and closely packed
in the house. Two years after this the house was opened,
and found to contain a considerable body of ice. This
house is situated on a slope, and has a few trees round it •

It IS built of freestone, and has a door level with the
ground. *' W. J.'* thinks it is best for ice-houses to be
quite under ground, and to have perpendicular entrances,
as they keep ont the air much better than side ones.
He also objects to trees being near ice-houses, as their
foliage creates a coolness, and the motion of their leaves
and branches causes the air to be constantly changed
which must be injurious, he says, to houses half above
ground. He recomramends a swan's-neck pipe to be
placed below the centre of every ice*house, and to keep
water continually in its neck, to prevent the admission of
air through the drain. He also says that a drain should
be carried round the building like a corkscrew, which
will keep the walls drj. Where there is no declivity
to carry off the water, he recommends a large tank
to 1^ made, 6 feet square, by 4^ feet in depth, below
the base of the building, and a pipe placed in it,
with a pump fixed upon it to pump up the water,
which only requires to be done onre a month, unless the
ground IS naturally wet ; stones in this instaiice will be
necessary to be packed all round it, in which case the
building will be kept as dry as one upon a sloping bank.
The ice IS taken out, by having two upright pieces of
wood fixed in the side, with hinges to turn them, 3ft.
above the ground, a cross piece to fix on spikes, and a
pulley on its centre for a man below to pull up the ice

o't^*
t^^^ *^o not publish more than the substance of

*' J. W.'a" communication, thinking his recommendations
iiijudicious^ for the following reasons:— Jst, because it is

that I could hit upon. Let abed represent a section of
the ground to be trenched, two feet deep. Jn the first

place, the ground is measured out in longitudinal beds, 4
feet wide ; this done, the top spit of the bed e is laid on the
bed ^, and the second spit of the bed e is laid on A. The
first or top spit of the bed /is then laid on the bed i, and
the second spit from the bed /is laid ou h, so that the top
soil and subsoil are kept on separate and alternate beds»
and may be mixed, reversed, or returned as taken out, at

the will of the operator. By thife method, the advantages
are, a much greater exposure of surface to the action of
the weather; the opportunity of incorporating with the
soil any desirable or obtainable manures, and at any de-
sired depth

; a thorough blending •f the soil to the depth
of two or three feet ; and it also facilitates the operation of
draining where necessary. It is needless to add, that when
the first thrown-out beds are sufficiently pulverised, they
are levelled down, and the others thrown out in the same
manner.— r. Parkins, Oii-ston, near Doncasler. [P.S.
g h t represents the ridges thrown out and left as rough as
possible.]

Coal-shale a Maiiure.^khont 12 years since there ap-
peared in a provincial paper a paragraph tending to throw

"T-^u
^'^^^*^ "^°" *^® vegetative qualities of Coal-shale,

which your correspondent, Mr. Mackenzie, West Plean,
from his proximity to the locality to be named can easily
verify, and upon due inquiry possibly be able to furnish
more valuable facts in confirmation of one or other of the
hypotheses advanced in the Gardeners' Cluomcle, at'

p. 764. It happened that a few Potatoes were thrown
aside m one of the Duke of Hamilton's coal-pits at the
Keddmg, three miles east of Falkirk, which soon became
covered with the refuse shale, and there at the depth of
some thirty or forty fathoms vegetated most vigorously
and in perfect darkness. In due time the roots were ex-
amined by the pitmen, and the tubers found to be of the
full size, and of excellent quality ; and further, which is
particularly deserving of attention, at the time of the
writer makmg known the circumstance, the men had for
three months successively resorted to the same shaws for
successive supplies of the Potatoe. Wastheprolonged period
of production to be attributed to the virtues of the coaU
shale as a manure, or to the total absence of light, or to
both ?--///. 5 [We insert this, as our correspondent
is knov. n to us, but we confess the statement seeajs to
require confirmation.]

Theory and Practice, and Ilooi-prunxng.~l( the writer
Of the observations onTheorvand PmnH,^^ ,„ xr^ ot «f
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this Journal Lad read and admitted my definition of the

term science in No. 26, he might have summed up all lie

had to say in the few following words:—" No gardener can

be master of his art if he is ignorant of the science." A
great value of late seems to be attached to root-pruning,

and many appear to claim the merit of its discovery ; but,

to whomsoever this may be due, it is pretty clear that this,

like all other operations in gardening, can only be benefi-

cial under certain circumstances ; and unless the causes

of the effects—it may be desired either to produce or to

prevent—be understood, even these operations may be ai

likely to work evil as good. And as those causes do not

appear to be fully described in this journal, the following

explanations are offered. In the ** Science of Horticul-

ture," published by me in 1820, I have said, '* The office

of the roots is to collect and supply the food, which forms

and determines the growth and productions of a plant or

tree ; and the constitution and habit of the roots deter-

mine those of the branches. If the roots grow luxuriantly,

the branches will also : and the reverse. ' From hence it

must be concluded that in planting trees, two essential

objects present themselves for consideration : first, to

ascertain the soil best adapted to afford a sufficient and
accommodating body, bed, or space, for the roots to re-

pope and range freely in, and induce and support such
habits as are mo»t desired ; and next, that it contains, or

will admit the application of, a due supply of food of a

proper quality/' &c» ** In preparing beds or borders due
attention must be paid both to the soil and subsoil, as

each equally affects the health and fruitfulness of trees,

and i^rincipally as It retains or discharges water, stagnant

water being at all times partlc^larIy detrimental to the

fructification of trees." ** When trees are found to grow
too luxuriant, and to exceed their bounds, the better way
to clieck their growth is to open the earth two or three

feet round the stem, and cut through one or more of those

roots that grow the strongest and that run the deepest
into the soil ; by these means^ the form and regularity of
the tree will not be altered, as they would be by shortening
and cutting out the branches." *' When old trees are

very subject to canker, the cause will generally be found
either in the soil or subsoil, from its being too retentive

of moisture, or from water stagnating from other causes :

in the first case, therefore, the soil must be carefully re-

moved from the surface so as to uncover the roots to their

full length, or as nearly so as practicable, and then cut off

such roots as appear to run downwards, or grow deep ; or
if some extend beyond the good soil into bad, they must
be shortened ; then mix with the soil some coarse sand,
fine gravel, or brick rubbish—or in case these are not at

hand, some coal-ashes, in a proportion sufficient to break
its tenacity, or to make it open and free. If the subsoil

only be in fault, or water stagnating from other causes,
the cutting off the downright roots and making proper
drains will be found efficicnu'* I have also stated it to be
a law of nature, that ** Whether the supply of food be
great or small, tlie fluids taken up must flow or spread
over a proportionate surface of trunk, branches, and
leaves, and be duly exposed to the action of light, heat,

and air, before a tree can attain a perfect fructiferous

state." Then if a plant or tree does not fructify because
its surface of branches and leaves is not proportionally as
large as the supply of food, it must be obvious that al-

though nothing but time will produce a sufficient enlarge-
ment of the surface, we can, by cutting off and curtailing the
organs of the supply of food, which are the roots, thus adjust
the supply of food to the existing surface, as immediately
to produce fructification. Then if the effect desired to be
produced be fructification, or the effect to be prevented
be a too extended growth of wood— diseases consequent
Oil great repletion or unwholesome food—the causes as
here described being established or removed, the desired
object will be obtained.—/o^. Hayward, Lyme. Regis.

Traiisplanthig Evergreens,—iinch. has been said, pro
and con., for both autumn and spring planting of ever-
greens, and yet the question must appear to amateurs
and beginners anything but settled. I, therefore, beg to
offer a few hints founded on considerable and successful
practice. I have invariably found autumn the best for
the following reasons :— 1st, the atmosphere of autumn is

by far less dry and capricious than that of spring ; 2ndly,
evergreens have then the greatest number of healthy leaves
in full action whereby to produce roots; Srdly, the sur-
face of the soil possesses, in an eminent degree, the re-
maining heat of the past summer ; 4thly, as spring always
brings its own business, and that by no means trifling, it

is folly to delay that until spring which may be done at
least equally well in autumn; 5thly, ''first come first

served"—an old maxim, for in the case of purchasers
from a nursery, those who come first get the choice, a cir-

cumstance by no means to be lost sight of. I will now
endeavour to explain the points that I have assumed :

Iflt, "the atmosphere of autumn." Compare the ordi-
nary state of the atmosphere in March, April, and May,
with that of October, November, and December; the
first is as an arid or parching state of air, as the latter is

the reverse. A tree newly removed, more especially
an evergreen, requires the same state of atmosphere (only
"Varied in degree) as a cutting; the variation in degre*
dependent on the ball of earth and the condition of the
fibres at the time of removal, together with a due regard
to the atmosphere.—2ndly, ** the number of leaves."

* Leaves make roots, and roots make leaves," a truism
^hich I conceive needs no disputation. It will be granted,
I think, that an evergreen has a greater number of active
agents, in the shape of leaves, in the months of September
and October than at any other period. Now. although
those leaves are in full exercise of their functions at a
pauch earlier period, yet it not unfrequently happens, that
lu hot and dry periods, occumng through July and August^

! they become of a leathery textuie, or, in other words, the
secreting power -is in advance of the absorbing, rausing
thereby a tendency to fructification in the wood more than
renewal of the roots. This, I conceive, is for a time a kind
of stagnation of the growing or woody principle, which is

somewhat restored by the autumnal rains.— Srdly, ** the

bottom heat," if I may so term it. The utility of bottom
heat is well known : I mean, of course, as related to the

heat of the atmosphere, and the degree of solar light at

any given period. This is an important affair, and not
sufficiently understood. It has, in fact^ to do, less or

more, with nine tenths of our gardening operations, in

many of which it is a matter of greater importance than is

commonly imagined. I conceive it to be an argument of

no small weight in the case in hand.—4thly, "spring
brings its own business." Who more busy than a gar-

dener in March, April, and May?

—

5thly,*' the advantages
of an early purchase." Everybody knows, or should
know, that the best of the nurseryman's stock is taken
first ; therefore, I say, in the case of a purchase be early

in the market. Some of your correspondents, I perceive,

recommend July for planting Hollies; now 1 have re-

moved large Hollies at that period, but it has been a mat-
ter of necessity. I did so in the past summer, one of

which was eleven feet high and bulky in proportion, and
it did well ; but the past summer has proved an exception

to the rule. The rains here have been almost incessant

from that period until the middle of September. I have
also known Holly-hedges planted, by farmers in this

country, in April and May answer well, but it has been in

cases in which I had advised them to skreen the young
plants with long litter from the dunghill; this litter was
thrown on loosely and thinly the moment they were
planted ; and I directed thtm to form the surface of the

ground into a channel or basin to retain water, and ad-

vised also a slight sprinkling overhead twice a week, at

least, done in the morning. Some of your correspondents,

whose opinions cannot be lightly esteemed, recommend
puddle planting, though I cannot see its utility. What
would he thought of puddle potting ? Your recommend-
ation of raking the tree leaves into the bottom of the holes

for planting is good ; I have made it an invariable prac-

tice for some years, and no small benefits have followed

that course. I hope the question, as to the time of plant-

ing, is not finally closed, and that some of those who have
*' grown grey in the service" will give their experience on
this subject, and say something about the removal of de-

ciduous trees. — Robert Errington^ Oulion^ near Tar

•

porley.

Neatness in Turf Edgings—Having to renew some
turf edgings this spring, I sunk pieces of thin tile between
the gravel and turf about an inch high, and the edging
has been particularly neat all the summer. The tile (slate

would do as well) prevents the grass from growing or

spreading orer the gravel, so that it does not require cut-

ting every year; but when the grass has grown over the

Bide, merely clipping with the shears. Care must be taken

not to raise the tiles above the turf, so as to catch the

scythes in mowing it. Nothing looks so bad in a walk as

a high raw edge, as though a plough had cut it ; the lower

the edge, the neater it looks.— IFm. TUlery,

Nitrate of Soda.—In compliance with the request in

p, 749, I send the following remarks on the nitrate. It

is not at all likely, I think, that the roots will escape in-

jury more than the leaves ; and the difference of effect

must arise from that spread on the ground finding its

way to the roots, by degrees only, in smaller quantities

and in a more diluted state, as washed down by the

rain. If the spongioles of the roots were presented to

the direct action of the nitrate, they would probably suffer

in the same way; perhaps, however, the upper surface of

the leaf, from its deficiency of absorbing powers, may
may retain the nitrate longer at the surface, in connexion

with the skin, and be more apt to be injured than the

spongiole of the root, which passes it through more freely.

Substances the most nutritive are found to produce

disease and death when in excess, as pointed out by Sir

H, Davy in his experiments narrated in "Agricultural

Chemistry;" and it is probably from this cause that

urine and other powerful manures produce death of the

leaves when administered in small quantities, and death

of the whole plant when applied in large quantities, not

properly diluted, to the roots. It is not at all likely that

any chemical alteration will take place on any quantity

of the nitrates before absorption. It is on the nitrogen

they contain, in the form of nitric acid, that the benefits

of the nitrate of soda principally depend. Muriate of

soda or chloride of sodium (common salt), and sulphate

of soda (Glauber's salts), containing the same base of

soda as the nitrate, are found to produce little effect. If

the nitrate were thus acted on chemically before absorp-

tion, the nitric acid would most likely be lost. The

nitrate absorbed into the system of the plant is then de-

composed, the soda separated and excreted ;
probably to

be again united to carbonic acid, absorbed and decomposed,

and again excreted ; unless the plant be one of the few

which prefer soda to potash as a c<;instituent. The nitric

acid will be decomposed also; part of the nitrogen will

go to form the gluten, albumen, and diastase of the plant,

and thus be assimilated as a constituent; but a great

proportion will unite to the free hydrogen of the plant,

and form ammonia, which circulating in the cortex of the

plant, more especially as here life is most active, will

greatly increase the vigour and growth of the plant ; by its

powers of transformation hastening the compositions and

decompositions going on in the plant, to supply the ne-

cessary substances as wanted by the different organs; and

by its action on the walls of the tissue as it circulates,

stimulating their vital actions. In accordance with the

above opimoixs, it will be found that the fijgt effect observed

on plants subjected to mainires containing nitrogen or

ammonia, is to cause extension of the stem and growth,
a deeper colour in the leaves, and greater breadth of
foliage. If the weather is light and clear, greater benefit

will be derived from them, in the greater action of the
light on the extended surface of the foliage. In dull

cloudy weather, however, we may have much more in-

crease of stem than of grain or roots.— R. Lymburn^
Kilmarnock. [TVe do not agree with our correspondent
on several points regarding the action of nitrate of soda,
and think the subject still much involved m obscurity. We
believe that in some cases sulphate of soda produces si-

milar and equally beneficial tifects on plants to the nitrate.

And again, there is no proof that the nitrate does suffer

decomposition after it has been absorbed. We shall be
very glad to hear accounts of experimenta of all kinds in

the use of this curious and powerful manure.]
Gooseberry Caterpillars and Mice.—lu aiy last com-

munication on the Gooseberry caterpillar, there was a
mistake made in substituting the word one man, in place
of our men. We were at the lime the experiment was
made of the same opinion as W. R. of St Ives, that the
best way was to pick off the caterpillars ; but we had
employed our men 8 or 10 days in picking, at a cost of

3/. or 4/., as we were anxious to get the plot cleared,

being a few hundreds of the best new Lancashire sorts, and
indispensable to us for cuttings. At the end of that time
and expense, they were not, however, half cleared ; and
the remainder were cleared at an expense of is. 3r/. for

hellebore powder, and a uiorning's work of two men.
Most people seem of the same opinion as kV. B.^ that it

is better to exhibit the powder mixed among water, than
in a dry state: we, however, as stated before, prefer the
powder to be thrown on the caterpillar dry. We do not
think it is necessary that the caterpillar should eat tie

Hellebore, as stated by Mr. Groom. Most of the appli-

cations to kill Insects are external, and act on the delicate

absorbing skins of insects. \\ hen the hellebore pow-
der is mixed among the water, it is held in suspension, not
infusion ; and when it falls on the upper surface of the

leaf, it falls on a surface that does not absorb, and will

lie there till the water is evaporated, and the powder re-

mains. All the benefits of the water are therefore con-

fined to spreading the powder more evenly, and fixing it

on the leaf till eat through, when it will fall on the cater-

pillar. The close hairy surface of the caterpillar will not

admit water so easily as the minute dry powder ; and we
cannot doubt of its effects on the tender skin of the insect

wherever it penetrates, when we perceive the spasms it

causes in the nostrils. Mr. Henderson of Leadhall, a

reader of the Chronicle, from whom we gut the receipt

for the caterpillars, we believe still applies it dry. He
has one of the best Gooseberry gardens we have seen any-

where, the crop always excessive in quantity and quality ;

and a description of his particular mode of culture we
have no doubt would be interesting. His receipt for pre-

venting the attacks of mice on early-sown Peas, is to

pound about a halfpennyworth of rosin to powder, and
roll the Peas amongst the powder, which will suffice for

21bs. ; and he says he has never found it to fail. The
chopped whins long ago recommended in the Gardeners*

Magazxney he has found effectual too, but not so easily

R. Lymburn.
Galvanic Protectors.—As most likely many of tho?e

who have supplied themselves with the zinc and copper

protectors have found them to retain their repulsive power*

but a short time, the information that if they remove

the oxide of the metals, by cleaning with brickdust or

sand, the repulsive power will be restored, and if the pro-

tector be bent like a dog-collar, with a catch at each end,

they may be readily removed and replaced—may not be

unacceptable.

—

Jos. Ilaytvard,

Gardeners, — Whilst the Gardeners' Chronicle is a

channel through which we, as gardeners, often have con-

veyed to us useful hints, and which I hope we shall always

receive in the best feeling, it is also open for courteous

remarks from us to proprietors, which I hope may be ac-

cepted in the same spirit. A short time back, a little dis-

cussion upon the subject of proprietorship in plants, which

was decided in the only way it could be, left an opening

for a hint or two which I hoped would have been contri-

buted by an abler pen than mine ; but such not being the

case, I am induced respectfully to advocate the cause of

my brother green-aprons. I often hear persons say to my
master, when walking round, '* Well, I do not know how-

it is, but my man has nothing like this ; where did you get

such a thing ?" I am appealed to, to know where it came

from. "That, sir, was given to me by Mr. so and so's

gardener; 1 gave him two or three Columbines last season,

and he has sent us two or three bulbs/' •* That is it,'"

aays my master's friend ; " my man tiever gets anything sent

him." Now, if that gentleman were to go to the bottom

of the thing, he would find that my master paid Mr. Cat-

leugh several pounds for the Columbines ; 1 increased the

itock and had to spare. My friend's master paid some

pounds for a collection of bulbs, and they increased with

him ; and here is not unfrequently the secret of the beau-

tiful variety found in many collections. Sometimes when

I come home from a visit to some establishment^ which I

have visited for information, I bring a plant in my hand,

which I show my employer. The first question is, Can wc

do anything for them ? and so the stock of good-will and

friendly feeling goes on increasing. And let it not be sap-

posed this hurts the florist's trade—just the reverse ;
giw

a man six plants of a kind, sufficiently good for him to

become interested in their growth and bloom, and he will

not stop there-he wiU be found to buy new vanetie^

Gentlemen who do not buy, or cannot with propriety

affprd to do 80, should aot compare their collections with

those Who iQ. Bttildiag% v .: ^^ suitable, do aot make

got.
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collertions, nny more thnn a steam engine iritliout fuel con-

stitutes poirer. and I would rt-, tfully submit to masters

whether tliey can, on retltctioQ, like their gardeners to get

collections by begging instead of by their buying. 1 be-

lieve it only wants the attention of employers to be di.

rected to the subject to correct what has been found a

source of humiliation to many good servants, and to have

it fully understood that we cannot be expected to obtain

plants from our acqnaintances unless we have something

to offer in return; it would be injustice to our friend's

employer

—

P. G.

rilOCEEDIXGS OF SOCIETIES.
LINNEAN SOCIKTV.

D^c. 91. 1841.— Eilw. ForHtcr, Eaq., in the chair. The secretary
announci'tl the death of the lihrarinn of the BOcietjr, Professor
Pavjil I>i>ii. The society, he saiU, in his death had sustained a
great lo>s. lii^ proAciency as a DaturalUt. and hia excellence as
a man. had >ccurcd Jfor him the respect and esteem uf aliwiio
knew hiin —An extract from a letter of Mr. Gri^ths wm read,

contaimiiic a summary of the result of his ohservations on the
development of the emhryo In Santalum, Viscum, Osyris, and
lx»ranthu»$ also some remarks on the reproductive organs of
Isoetes. A pipiPVBore fully detniDng the hiithor*B vit . to on
its way irnm Tndia to the society.—A paper frncn Mr. Myers,
F.L.S., wa.4 rend, grtvingr • <*" ;ip*'"'i of some new plants. 1.

Solenofnetm chlnet' , a plant he had formerly published with
the name of C'ruik :, akia, but thia name had been ^vezi to
another fenti*, a. Two . fa new monocotyledonous
l^nns, which the author calleti i^i.^trepta— D. vaginata and D.

oblita.—A Letter from Mr. Bidwell of Sydney was read, describing
a new species of Araucaria. It attained the height of 300 feet,

and was fr« , etitty teBichless for the first 100 feet of the stem.
A description wa"( also rriven of Knightia ftorihunda, which was
growing in the botanic garden at Sydney, and in the embryo of
which the writer had di*cove»d Uiree cotyledons. The sccrctaiy
railed the att*n^' 1 of the society to a commm ' *" n from the
Spanish nattan!' '^ at IJarcclonfi, inviting the scientific men
of Koropc to jo.a ihcm in pa>i..^ some permanent tribute of
respect to tiulr ilhiwtriotts couutryman La Gasca. The date of
this document waauct. i, lfl39 ; and it stated that su' riptions
would be received by the secretary of the linncan Society in

London.

MISCELI.ANEOUS.
Ru)^-Flowers.-^kccoxiWtxg to a writer in Ilovey's " Ma-

gazine of Horticulture/' ^tripp'I Dahlias will be best kept
clean by planting in poor soil, while rich soil invariubiy

runs them* He relates the following experiment with a

variety called Striata forniosissima, in which he is con-

firmed by Mr. Hovey, who says he lias had the same re-

sults. No, 1, planted tii poor, gravelly soil, in an open si-

tnation ; all fhe flowrrs but two were beautifully mottled.

No. 2, planted upon a rich, cool, sandy loam ; not one-
half of the lowers were mottled. No. 3. Three plants,

ery highly enriched ; every bloom but one was self-co-

loured.

(Enofhera biennis (Ona^re, French).—The roots of this

weU-tnown plant are eaten in Germany, like those of Scor-
zonera, and the points of the shoots may be used in s^ilads.

The herbage would form a good forage for cattle, which
are very fond of it* This use is of very old date. For-
merly the roots were eaten ad a relish fur wine ; and hence
the name CEnothera, which being interpreted appears to

mean ** wine-hunter" (ofj'ot and GijpdcJ),

Asphnltc ProUrling MnferiaL—Wc find this material
has btcn employed in the garden of the Horticultural So-
ciety of London in the construction of boxes to protect
tender plants. The cnses are made like little sentry-
boxes, with a door opening lo Ihe north, and have a very
neat appearance. It is expected that they will prove an
ample protection to Camellias, hybrid Rhododendrons, and
inch plants, in the open air. The same boxes will do well
at a later season as screens against spring frosts*

Lobelia cardhialis,—A specimen is mentioned in an
American paper, which consisted of fourteen stems arising

from one root, each covered with fine blossoms. This
unusual number was in consequence of some injury whirh
occurred to the main stem after it had pushed up for flow-
ering. The number of individual blossoms was upwards
of 3r>0 ; and it being of the white variety, presented a most
beautiful appearance. Another variety, in which a dis-
tinct pale stripe is perceptible on each of the lower petals,
contrasting with the usual scarlet, was also a pretty ob-
ject. The first-mentioned had been cultivated in a large
pot, with rich earth and abundance of water; the latter
in the open border.

lUbiclus,
The Farmer^s EncycloptEdm avd Dictionary of Jlural
Affairs, liy C. W. Johnson, Esq. Longman & Co.
8vo, To be completed in ten monthly parts. Parts I.

to IV.
One of the most useful books we have on Agricultural
affairs is that «' On Fertilizers,^' h} the author of the work
now before us, who has also contributed much valuable
information on similar subjects in a variety of publica-
tions. When, therefore, the " Farmer's Encyclopaidia"
was announced as about to appear from the same hand, we
anticipated a work which would prove of great interest to
farmers. The author's name and fame, and the respect-
ability of the publishers, seemed to offer a guarantee that,
whatever the Encyclopaedia might contain would be such
as could be safely a])pealed to as a standard of accuracy.
l*"is only in this respect indeed that it could be of any
real service ; for the newspapers and the pages of Agri-
cultural and Horticultural magnzines contain an abun-
dance of information, although not always of good quality,
upon current topics of interest. Accurate inform-
ation in such a work was the more indispensable, consi-
dering the badness of the education in our country schools,
and the total absence in them of all that has any direct
bearing upon the future pursuits of the farmer, who must
either get up his science and knowledge of the nature of
the material objects that surround him after he has quitted
his country school, or must be conteuted; as many c^re^ to
remain in utt«r igupraQce 9f them,

^

Upon the appearance of the first Number, the work was

received with unanimous approbation by all the newspaper

critics, except perhaps ourselves, who did not feel justi-

fied, by what we there found, in joining in the exaggerated

encomiums which were bestowed upon it in all directions.

An examination of the succeeding Numbers, in our opi-

nion, fully justifies our caution.

We regret that we cannot agree with our contempora-

ries in considering this a standard book of reference, or

even a very good work ; and as we have the misfortune to

differ from them, we shall, without further preface, pro-

ceed to state our reasons.

The work professes to contain articles upon all the

plants of which the farmer takes cognisance, and includes

notices of Agaric, Agrostis, Aira, Azalea, Celandine. Cedar

of Lebanon, Festuca, Fir-tree, and the like. Now, if

these plants are worthy of a place in the Dictionary, upon
what principle, let us ask, are JEcidium, or the Berberry

blight—Alaternus, one of the commonest of evergreen

shrubs—Carpinus, the Hornbeam, and a thousand more
omitted? Surely some kind of consistency should be ob-

served upon a point of this kind. If it is intended to in-

troduce such subjects in other parts of the work, they

should have been referred to, as is done in some in-

stances. Nor is it among plants alone that we find important

omi.ssions. Under acids, not a word is said ofany other than

vegetable acids, which is very strange ; and what is said

is not true, for vegetable acids do not abound in most

plants, as is stated ; on the contrary, they are found but

in a very limited number of plants in any quantity.

But if many things are omitted which ought, for consist-

ency's sake in one place, and from their importance in

another, to have been introduced, there Is no end to un-

innportnnt matter that should have been left out. What
possible object, for instance, can be attained by the intro-

duction of trifling varieties of Agrostis, of no sort of use

to a farmer?—of Alvearium, the Latin nabae for a bee-

hive ; of Amaryllis— wliich, by the way, is not an Ama-
ryllis ; of Azorean Fennel, which cannot be cultivated in

England ; of the species of Elymus, of no value as fodder

;

of Epacris nivalis, a greenhouse plant; of Festuca uni-

glumis ; of Fishing-net, if we are to learn no more than that

it is a contrivance of a reticular texture, with two or three

varieties? It can scarcely be denied that all this shows

very unskilful arrangement of materials.

The grand complaint, however, we have to make con-
cerning this Encyclopsedia is, its numerous and incom-
prehensible errors in matters of the most every-day occur-

rence. As regards the plants, the compiler of that part

has sometimes taken the old, forgotten names of herbal-

ists as those of science, and sometimes those of modern
botanists. Abutilon is said to be ** the yellow Marsh-mal-
low," while it is, in fact, the name of a genus of tropical

Malvaceous plants, and ought not to have been found in

the book ; Acorus is defined to be a plant of the Thistle

kind, which is something like describing a horse to be an
animal of the hedgehog kind ; Adonis is said to be xVdonis

annua, instead of Adonis autumnalis. Alburnum is called
*^ an integument composed of a soft white substance,

scarrely perceptible in some sorts of trees, situated between
the libtr and the wood,"—a most absurd definition, which
seems to have been intended for Cambium, which, by the

way, is left out ; Alexanders are called Hipposelinura, the

name by which they are described in Geratde's Herbal ! in-

stead of Smyrnium Olcsatrum : this, again, is like calling

England, Brittia ; and Finger-grass Cock'sfoot, is named
Dactylis sanguinalis, instead of Cynodon Dactylon. In
short, what with incessant blunders of this sort, and
very reprehensible typographical errors, the whole of the
botany is little better than waste paper. The chemistry is

not much more deserving of praise : the authorities that
have been consulted are often obsolete, and not uncom-
monly misunderstood. Take the following memoranda as
a sample of this department

:

Aeration is said to be *' the process by which the soil is

exposed to the air, and imbued therewith ;^' a very bad
definition, as aeration is the general term applied to the
absorption or condensation of air by any substance : thus
the *'aeration of the blood," "of water," **ofearth,"orany
other matters, are common expressions. Under this head,
carbonic acid ought to have been mentioned ; but here, as
under the head ** Acid,*' it is quite left out. Alabaster :

we are here told that it is sulphate of lime, which is right

;

but directly following, the author says, ** it differs from
marble in being easier to cut, and less durable ; the basis
being a calcareous earth, which is soluble in 500 limes its

weight of water." This is absurd ; for carbonate of lime,
as well as the sulphate, have a calcareous base, and the
durability of a substance does not depend on the solubility
or insolubihty of its base. Albumen is said to be the
*' impure liquid which constitutes the white of an eggi*'
this is not albumen, but a solution of it. AlcaVies

:

here we are minutely given the derivation of the
name, but hardly anything about the nature and pro-
perties of the substances. Ammonia \s said not to be
produced by plants (it is), and therefore nothing is said
about it in this place. Alumina x—ih^ earthy smell
which clay gives out when breathed on is said to be 'due
to the presence of iron. This is a strange story, and not
true : the smell is due to the presence of ammonia. Am.
monia

:

—the use of decimal proportions is very objection-
able (for farmers), and might easily be avoided. At
p. 95 ammonia is said to be composed of hydrogen 0*125,
azote^l*75, whilst at p. 154 it is said to consist of hydro-
gen 74, azote 26 : this will quite confuse any ordinary
reader.

But we are weary of this ungrateful ta,sk. It is appa-
rent from the evidence now produced, that whatever merit
particular articles in Mr, Johnson's Encyclopaidia may
have—aad s^^me we exccllcnt,~written, we presume; by

himself—yet that in other respects the matter is of so bad

a quality, that the book can never be regarded as aa

authority of any value. We may, however, add, that it is

cheap and well printed, with some good woodcuts.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or /A^ ensuing WeeJc.

In the Weekly Calendar of Operations for the ensuing year, no
deviation will be made from the plan adopted by Mr. Paxton,

which, it Is conceived, cannot be materiall)' improved. In the
details it is hoped that some additional useful hints will be found
by the young cultivator, although, from the very nature of the
subject, much repetition is unavoidable.

Neatness in all operations, and general cleanliness, cannot
be too rigidly enforced by the master upon his men j discipline in

these matters benefits not only the gardener but those employed
under him, by making them good workmen, and conseciueutly

more valuable ser\'ants.

I.^iilTCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Vcjiurtmenf.

FivERv.—Great care is necessary in the watering of Pine-
plants at this season of the year, when their vegetation is neces-
sarily languid ; the soil in the pots ought rather to be prevented
from getting dry than be made wet. For this purpose it is an ex-
cellent plan to fill the houses with steam occasionally ; but where
this cannot be done, slight syringings through a very fine rose
should be given, daily if strong fires are required ; and shallow
vessels of water, to supply moisture by evaporation, should be
placed upon the flues or pipes. As the chief object to be aimed
at in the winter management of fruiting Pines is the preservation
of their roots in a healthy state, without exciting the plants into

an uimatnral growth, an atmospheric temperature of eo"^, with a
bottom heat of about 90°, is amply sufficient. Plants that are in
fruit ought, if possible, to have a house or a pit to themselves,
where the temperature might be eight or ten degrees higherj
where there is no such convenience, they should be placed at the
warmest end of the fruiting-house. Succession plants intended
to be disrooted at the spring-potting must not be forced into
growth ; a temperature of 5b° is sufficiently high. Let them have
all the light possible by uncovering as early in the morning as the
state of the weather will permit.
ViNKRY.—Vines which are in motion will now require careful

nursing. If two or more buds break at each eye, remove all ex-
cept the strongest one. When the roots are outside of the house»
they must be carefully protected from the influence of frost by a
suflicient mulching of leaves or litter laid over the whole of the
border. A good thick covering of fermenting horse-dung
might be used with advantage for this purpose. Keep a moist
atmosphere in the house, and avoid sudden depression of tempe-
rature by the injudicious admission of cold air. If the young
bunches are visible, the temperature ought not to vary much from
65° by fire-heat. Where Grapes are grown on the rafters of Pine-
stoves, a few Vines might now be introduced ; these, if tolerably
early sorts, will ripen their fruit from the middle to the end of May.
Peach-house.—Do not attempt to hurry Peach-trees at this

season ; a crop is often lost by this error. If the blossoms are not
beginning to expand, syringe the trees morning and evening with
luke-warm water, and keep open vessels of water on the warmest
end of the heating apparatus. Protect the roots from frost, as
directed for Vines,
Cherry-housb,—If early fruit is required, gentle fires may

now be lighted, by way of preparing the trqesi or a few trees in
pots might be put into the Peach-house.
Figs.—A few plants in pots might be introduced into a gentle

heat, in any house where there is room.
Cucumbers must be carefully attended to. If grown in pits,

the stems should not be suffered to trail over the soil, but be
trsuned to a moveable trellis, leaving sufficient space between it

and the soil to allow the fruit to hang perpendicularly. An arti-

ficial temperature between 65° and 70*^ is suitable, with a moist
atmosphere. A seed-bed might now be made of well- prepared
dung, for a one-light box, in case there is no pit or stove at work
in which young i)lants can be raised. Look shjirply afterwoodlice,
or all your labour may be lost in a single night.

Mklons.—Sow for an early crop; a small green-flcshcd sort,

called ** Moaulipatama,** is very good for this purpose.
StrawbArries.—Some plants might be put into the early

Pcach-hnusc, on shelves near the glass. These arc intended for
removal to a warmer house after the fruit is set, and to be re-

placed by others which have been forwarded a little in any con-
venient place. Top-dress them with rich earth before they are
taken into the house.
Kidney Beans which are in bearing should be frequently sy-

ringed, and not be stinted with water. Sow a successional crop.
" Fulmer's Early" is an excellent sort for forcing.
Asparagus.— If the first made bed has done bearing, it might

be again planted with fresh roots, renewing the heat by linings,
if necessary.
Sea-kale and Rhubarb Roots, where there is no other con-

venience, may be forced beneath the trellis of the early Peach-
house, or on the Vinery floor.

Ash-leaved Kii>NEy Potatoes, if planted now in small pots
and placed in heat, will be fit to turn out by the end of the moiith
into the pits or frames prepared for them.
Pot Tarragon and Mint, and sow small salading. If it is wished

to have early Carrots, sow the Scarlet Horn on a slight hotbed,
in alternate drills w^ith Radishes of various sorts.

Out-door Department.
Continue to trench, manure, and dig vacant ground, if the

weather permits. If frosty, see to the covering of Endive, Ce-
lery, young Lettuces, or any other crop liable to injury from cold.
If not already done, protect Artichokes by a mulching of half-
rotten leaves ; these might be dug in when no longer necessary.
Should severe frost set in, top and house Turnips. Broccoli
which is showing flower should also be taken up with a ball, and
put into a shed, or other place of shelter.

OrcAarrf.—Pruning and nailing should be persevered in when-
ever the weather is favourable. Prune dwarf and standard fruit-
trees of all kinds, and head down any trees which it is proposed
to graft in spring ; but leave the branches sufficiently long to
allow an inch or two more to be taken off at tbe time of grafting,
when a clean cut should be made.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY,
Indoor Department

.

Stove.—Devote all spare time to the eradication of insects ; at
this season of the year they are less formidable in number, there-
fore try to prevent their increase. Continue to re-pot Orchida-
ceous plants, and go over all those that hang up, making them
firm to the blocks with copper wire, and adding some fresh turff
peat or sphagnum for them to root in and retain moisture. Many
of the Catasetums and Cycnoches are now resting, and ought to
be kept rather dry. Those which are in pots and growing may
be watered freely at the roots, but seldom over the leaves; the
others which hang up may be frequently syrin»,ed. Use every
means to destroy snails and slugs

;
young Cabbage-leaves are

excellent decoys for them. Several of the Mexican kinds may
now be expected to be in flower, such as Oncldium oruithor-
hynchum, Lae'lia albida, and some Stanhopeas.
Greenhocse.—Little water is required unless severe weather

compels frequent fires, in which case a more liberal supply must
be given

; look pai'Ucularly to Heaths and similar plants in this
matter, for if these once get thoroughly dry, they often perish in
consequence. Give air at every opportunity.
CoNSKRVATORY.—Camellias growing in the open border will

now be advancing their ftowcr-buds ; see, therefore, that the
plants do not want water, or the buds will probably fall off.
Prune and train cUmbers. Piauts in cold pits, intended for bed-
ding out, should be well protected from frost, but exposed to the
air at every favourable opportunity. Introduce a succession of
RngacacttOrops, LUacs, J^inks, an4 otHQt f9rcipff y\s^ te^o »
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pciitle heat. Hyacinths and otlicr bulbs shouIU be fciNvaitlcd

slowly.
Oxtf-door Dcpnrtmait,

Beds of Fuchsias, Salvia patens, and similar plants, should be
covered two or three inches thick with rotten leaves, if not al-

ready done. Mice often make great havoc among beds of Tulips,

Anemones, and othei* choice bulbs, therefore they ought to be
strictly watched. Protect young trees and shrubs of which the

hardiness is doubtful by some kind of covering. Planting might
be proceeded with if the weather is open and the ground sulhci-

ently dry. Avoid planting when the ground is very wet.
NURSERY AND FQREST DEPARTMENT.

Nluskbv.—Take up young trees which require removal; prune,

arid replant in rows, the largest at increased distances, 'rrcnch

and otherwise prepare ground on which it is intended to sow
seeds of forest-trees.

Forest and Coppice Wooits.—Continue to fell, prune, and
thin as required. Also plant and prepare for planting at every
favourable opportunity. In planting, suit the kind of tree to the

nature of the soil and situation as far as practicable; too little

attention is generally paid to this important point.—J. U. \J'?iithig,

The Dtepdcne, ^

State of the Weather near London between the 23d and 30th

Dec, 1841, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Dec.
Thursday" 23

Friday »*
Saturday 25
Sunday 26
Mondaf _ S7
Tuesday „ 88
Wednesday ff9

Thursday 30

Averag^e

Habomkter.

JVIax.

29.854
30.016

29.944
30.121
30.0fi3

30.07 it

30. 1 66

Min.
29. 793
29.9(12

29-657
29.755
3o.oai
30.051
30.035
29.927

30.001 j 29.901

1 Thermomhtkr-
1_^ ^ , — ..—. • W-,

1 Wind.
Mhx. ml I tn t A T fi rk arh

i>i 1n

«

J,>1.CA.J(*

46 27 36 5 S.W.
60 42 46.0 s.w.
49 2JS 35.5 S.W.
39 £4 31.5 N.W.
3S 25 30.5 AV. ^
44 37 \ 40.5 N.W.
45 39 42.0 N.W.
43

43.9

31 3*1.5

37-4

S.E.
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Rain

.06

.13

.06

.01

.02

.02

.05

.34

Dec. 23. Hazy j dnzzlyj cloudy and fine at night.
24. Overcast in the morning; rain; slight frost at night.

Rain in the morning; showers and fine throughout the
very clear in the evening; frosty.
Overcast ; fine with light clouds ; frosty at night.
Frosty and foggy ; hazy; thickly overcast.
Cloudy and ifine; slight rain at night.
Drizzly; dense fog; overcast; close drizzling rain at night.
Hazy throughout the day ; calm and overcast.

25.

day;
26.

27.
28.

29.

30.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Jan. 8, 1942.

Jan.

Sun.
Mon.
TTies.
Wed,
Thuri. 6
Fri. 7
Sat.: 8

8
4
b

Aver. Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

IVfean
No. of

Years in
Highest
Temp.

42.5

Temp which it

Rained.

32.1 37.3 7
42-5 30.6 36.6 8
41 !

31.0 ' 36.4 4
39.7 30.7 35.2 4
39.6 28.9 34 .S 5
38. R 28.1 33.4 3
37.1 29.4 33.2 ff

Greatest
quantity
of Kain.

0.21 in.

0.30
0.35
a06
1..S3

0.13
O.S0

FrevailinR Winds.

I

I

3
5
1

1

8

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 8th in 1827, and 6th in 1839—thermometer 53°; and the lowest
on the 7th and 8th in 1841—thermometer 6^.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending December 31, 1841.

The market has been, generally speakhig, well supplied during
the week, though many articles are of dull sale.—Fr?/??, Pines
are tolerably plentiful and of excellent quality ; the kinds are
Queens, with a few Providence. Foreign Grapes are excellent,
particularly some samples of Alraeria ; a few good hothouse may
still be obtained. Apples of good quality are abundant; among
the kinds are Nonpareil, Ribston Pippin, and Blenheim Orange.
Pears of various kinds are plentiful, and among others we noticed
Beurre Ranee, Easter Beurre, and Nclis d'hixer.— Vegetables,
White Broccoli is becoming rather scarce. Brussels Sprouts are
plentiful, and of good quality. Forced French Beans are ex-
cellent and tolerably plentiful. The supply of Asparagus and
Sca-kalc is increasing, and the quality is excellent. Lettuce,
Endive, and most other kinds of salading are plentiful. Some
of the Lettuces arc shghtly frosted. Many excellent samples of
Celery are offered. A good supjily of excellent Rhubaib has made
its appearance. A few Tomatoes may still be obtained. Mush-
rooms and Tniffles are tolerably plentiful.—F/oiir^-s. Among cut
flowers were Stenorhynchus speciosus, Thunbergia alata and
aurantfaca, Amarj-Uis aulica, Bignt'mia vcnusta, and Jasminum
grandiflorum. A few pots of forced Tulips and Crocuses have
made their appearance.

PRICES, SATtTRDAY, Jan. 1, 1342.—FRUITS:—
Apple?, Kitchen, p^rbushel, 3*6dto 7* Lemons, per 100, 6< to H*
Z. — Dessert, per bushel, 4«6d to 12*
Fean, dessert, per hf.-sieve, 3* 6(/ to 12j
Pine Apple, perlb. 5i to8#
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 3j to 8*— Spanish, per lb., 1* to U Zd

*— Portugal, per lb., U to 3t ^

Oranges, per dnz.> dd to 2m

__ — per 100, 4j to U*
— — IBitier, per 100, 8* to Ml
Leinoai> per doz. U to 2

Savoys, per dozen, €d to 1*

|

Cabbage, White, per dozen, Wto 1*— Red, torpicltlinjf, 2* lo4i
Cabbage Plants, per doz, 2* to ."?#

Brussels Sprouts, p. hf. sve-, I« 6Jto2«
German Greens, or Kale, per doz., 6d
Broccoli, WJiite,p. bnuh, 2*.to4«— Cape, 1* to 2*
Kidney Beans, forced, per 100,3ito3*6J
Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 05*— per uwt.2«6<Z to 4ie£2— perbushe],ili 6d to 3*

— Kidney, per bushel, 2< to 3#
ArtiehokM, Jerusalem, pr half uere,
Bd to U 6d

Turnips, pr. doz.bunLhes, Iiedto2#C</
Carrots, per doz. bunches, St to Sa
Partneps, per dozen, 6d to 1»
Red Beet, per dozen, 6rf to U 6J
Rcorzonera, per bundle, I* to la 3J
Salsify, per bundle, 1» to 1* 3d
Horse Radish, per bundle, 2* to 5*
Radibh, p. doz. hands t24to30each) U
Spinach, per sieve, 3j to 3$ 6d
Leeks.^per dozen bunches, 9rf toT»
uarlic, perlb., OJ

i\lmonds, per peck, 7* to 8*
Sweet Aluionds, per pound, 3*
Chesnutfi, per peck, 5s to 10«
>Valniits, per bushel, iia to S4t3 ^

Filberts, English, pr.IOO lbs. ISOito 130*

Cobbs, per peck, 3* to 3*6d
Nuts, perbushel—
— Brazil, so*

.— Spanish, IC*^*"
— Barcelona, 20* to 2^^ "»

VEGETABLES.
Shallots, per lb-, 1*

Onions, per bushel, 2* to 2t€d '^

— forpick., perhf.-siex-e, 2#to4#]— Green, per bunch, 4(/

— Spanish, per dozen, 2x to 6*

Asparngu^, per KfO, laiKP, 9$ to 1 1* ,— Second or Aliddling, 4$
— Sprue, or Small, 3* to 3* Gd

Sea-kale, per punnet, 1* to 3*
Lettuce, Cabbage, pr. seore, Gd to 9d
— Cos, per score, 1*

Endive, per$core, W to 4*

Celery, Red, p.bdle (IS to 15) 6d tnUSif
— While, pr- bund., Odxo la

WatercreM,p.di!.8Tnall bunch. 6d to Qd
Parsley, per half sieve, 3s to 4*

Tarragon, perdozen bunches, 6*
Thjme, per doz, hunches, 2*

Sage, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*

Mint, per dot. bunches, 2* to 3*

Savory, per dozen bunches,©*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, 1* to 2*
Chilis, per lOO, 2* 6d to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* to la Zd
TrufSes, per pound, 2* to 3*

Notices to Correspondents.
To CoRRKSPONDKNTS.—Our rulc is to refuse to receive all par-

cels which are not carriage-paid. We will, therefore, beg those
of our correspondents who for any reason send packets without
pajingthe carriage, to apprise us by post of their having done so,
in order that they may not be refused.

If T. C, or any other correspondent, did send a parcel to the
Office without paying the carriage, it was, as a matter of course,
not taken in.
John Head will find an answer to his question in the advertise-

meuts of to-day.
/. C. L.—Your flowers having been placed in dry cotton wool,

without having been previously wrapped in tissue-paper, were
nearly ruined. The Zygopetalura is unknown to us, and the Oh-
cidium was crushed; it looked like O. Suttoni. "We are sorry
ye cannot adopt your recommendations, but there arc many con-
siderations, of which you areziot aware, that prevent us,

Jtfr, Gardner^g Manettia seems to be new; but in so difficult a
&enus a positive opinion cannot be formed upon such a small
specimen. As our artist is not in town now, it will be better to
lorward specimens hereafter.
A, Z,. il/,~xhe blue and pink Hydrangeas are the same ; the dif-

W^t-colouxed flowers being caustU by different soils. In grene-

ral a strong loamy soil produces the blue flowers, and any com-
mon garden soil the red ones. By cutthig back some of the
strong-growing Pelargoniums at various times during the sum-
mer, so as to keep them from flowering, you may make them
bloom late in the autumn, and particularly the scarlet and Ivy-
leaved kinds. Gas-tar and the ammoniacal liquor of the gas-
works are quite diiferent; you will hear of this in a leading arti-

cle in a week or two.
Mr. W, Hurst, of Cheshvnt, says he remembers to have seen,

about the year 1S18, at the garden belonging to the Castle-inn,

Salt Hill, an immense quantity of a sort of semi- double Ranun-
culus, wh[ch grew very strong and much branched, producing
flowers of all colours, continuing in flower a long time, and seed-
ing abundantly. He has never seen anythirg of the kind culti-

vated elsewhere, and asks if any of our readers can inform him
where he can procure some roots.

R, ^.— Garrya elliptica is a hardy shrub well known about
London, where it flowers every year in abundance. Pray give
us the descriptions of trees-

T. D.—The "Botanical Register" contains the greatest num-
ber of new plants, with coloured plates; and as it comes out
monthly, it exactly answers your purpose. With the year 1838 a
jicw scries was commenced, and* that part is quite mdcpendent of
what precedes it.

A Biitoninn.—Do you take us for the wondrous Michael Scott,

or for Lord Cranstoun*s goblin page, that you send us such
puzzles? One leaf like a Dolichos, another like a Mallow, and a
sprig like a Leptospermum, crushed in dry cotton wool, without
being protected by tissue-paper, with the information that they
were raised from seeds, would puzzle the greatest master of
" Gramarye " that ever lived. I'xias, W'atsonias, and Gladioli arc

from the Cape of Good Hope, not Brazil. You will find some in-

formation about them in the leading article of to-day. Keep
Gloxinias dry and cool in winter.
The douMe yeUoic Jlo^e has produced us some further corre-

spondence, to which we shall advert in a short time.

T, C.^s plant is Maxillaria Harrist'iniie.

M. D.'s accouifct of the Bokhara Melon has already been pub-
lished in the Chronicle, p. 003 (1841). The seed can only be had from
Bokhara, through the Court of Directors of the E. I. Company,
A Beginncr^s plant is the MeliaAzedarach, or Azadirachta^ they

arc the same thing.
Salopxemis.~T\\G Fear is the Chaumontel j the Apple is proba-

bly Coe*s Golden Drop, and if so you will observe ferruginous
specks on the surface of the fruit occasionally, a characteristic

which is wanting in the specimen received.

iC.—Perhaps we were wrong. We have forgotten all about it

now. Another time we will try to be more critical.

T. D,—A thousand thanks,
Mr, Towers soon.
ir. D/s plant is Fuchsia th>mif6lia. We doubt whether the

bog- earth of salt marshes will suit any kind of tree; perhaps
** W. D." will try the experiment, and let us know.

S. S.—Your information is too slight to enable us to judge why
the blossom-buds of your Pear-trees are cankered ;

probably the
soil wants under- draining. The Belladonna Lily will live under
a Bouth wall in the open air, and flower beautifully, if kept dry
in winter. You had better pot the bulbs you have just received
and turn them out next May.

T. 5.—The plan of a snow-seraper is to us unintelligible. We
have already given as much space to communications concerning
icehouses as we can find room for.

B. K.^ToT so small a bouse a Rogers' boiler, if set reverber-
atory, will answer your purpose well. It should have a flow and
return-pipe carried along the front and both ends of your house;
or one end may be without pipes, if that is an important point.

We dare not offer an opinion as to what a house should cost.

PAi7o-/ern.—Procure your Ferns in; the summer; a little peat

will do to grow them in ; and if the air is once made damp in a
parlour-case, it will not again become dry unless it is often

opened; in which'casc the plants must be watered. Ferns like a
y^xy damp atmosphere, without water. They love the tempera-
ture of oO'^ or 60"^, or more, and prefer shade. The mode of culti-

Tating Ferns has already been given at p. 519. for 1841.

C. Z>.—Iporacca stans is a greenhouse herbaceous plant ; it dies

down in autumn, and ought now to be kept perfectly dry until

spring, when the roots should be examined, and the plant repotted

if necessary. Gardeners as yet have not been able to make it

flower freely, probably from the plants not being strong enough
;

or perhaps it may require a warmer situation than is commonly
given to it. We would advise you to start a plant of it very early

in spring and grow it in a warm greenhouse near the light. Be
sure to check the red spider if it makes its appearance upon the

leaves, of which it is remarkably forid. The Gesnera is elongata,

not oblongata. The Linnean system is abandoned by all botanists

of any reputation, except for local floras. Endlicher's " Enchi-

ridion" only gives the names of the genera of plants; their

detailed characters are to be found in his ** Genera Piantaa-um," a
most excellent work. Another, also very useful, but not yet

completed, is Meisner's " Genera Plantarum Vascularium," in

which the genera are all analysed as far as the middle of Apeta-
lous Exogens.

r. Gayman^s plants arc— 1, Oncldium ranifernm ; 2, Rodrigud-

zia recurva j 3, Maxilldria, very near M. vitellina, but difl^crcnt,

aiid probably new; the specimen is not in a state for full examina-

tion; 4, a Smilax. These plants arrived in bad order, in conse-

quence of having been packed in dry cotton wool without the

protection of tissue-paper,
Ceci/iff.—Lamps may be used in greenhouses to keep out frost;

but they should be of the Argand construction, and so contrived

as to consume all their smoke. There is little probability of arti-

ficial light being employed in Horticulture during winter; nor
would it be useful except in a very few cases. We are obliged

by the books, which, notwithstanding their strange titles, we will

read.
Timothy Cor/r/i^ni.—Passifiora incamata may be had in any of

the great nurseries. Oxalis Bowiei has only to be potted in light

rich soil, and placed in a greenhouse, exposed to light, and it wUl
not fail to flower.

W. T. C—The Pinus excclsa and Abies Khutrow are certainly

difl"erent plants, and perfectly hardy. The question about fruit

will be answered next week,
A Bruther.—The scaly root- like stems of Trevirana are called

" scaly rhizomata."
G. B. K. next week.
M. W. A". -All the questions you ask about growing Hyacinths

in Beet-roots are immaterial. The roots are not put in water, but
are suspended in an inverted position by wire attached in any
way that will make them steady. Repot Fuchsia cor>'mbiaora.

White Lilies, if forced, need only be taken out of the ground at

the time it is desired to start them ; they like moderate heat. It

is as well to cover over the Hepaticas with a handglass in a
frosty night. Lilium longiflorum should be allowed to die down,
and should not be cut down,' You will find, to-day, a paper on
the cultivation of Leonotis Leonurus. We never supply copies

of the Chronicle ; you should insist upon your newsmaii prccuriug
what you want.
A Snbscriber,—To gire instructions as to laying out a garden is

beyond the means of a newspaper, and can only be done by
actual inspection. Either common Thrift or Box maybe used
for the edgings ; the former is very pretty, but takes more room
than the latter, and requires to be fretiucutly renewed. You will

find in some of our late Numbers some lists of ornamental shrubs
which will suit you; but as you say your garden is very limited,

we would particularly recommend such things as Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, Kalmia latifolia, the common Strawberry-tree and its

varieties, and Laurnstinus. If you fill your beds with the follow-
ing plants, they will make your garden very g;ay : Heartsease,
Roses. Ranunculuses, Hyacinths, Gladiolus psiltacinus, hardy
annuals— such as Nemophila insignis, CoUinsia bicolor, and Ery-
timun) Perofskitu^um > or if you Uave the meau3 of preseryi^ig

' tender jilants in winter, you nay plant Verbenas, Salvia patens
and others, scarlet Pclai'goniums, Petunias, and Anagallises.

You have done quite right in slanting your ground; but if you
could drain it, it would be all the better.

Totty asks how to grow Tropreolum tricolorum and pentaphyl-
lum well. They both require a light sandy soil, such as equal
parts of peat and leaf mould well mixed with sand. They should
be potted as soon as they show any signs of growth, and placed
in a light and airy part of the greenhouse, and by no means
forced to grow rapidly during the dull winter months, as they

I will certainly lose their leaves afterwaids if this is not attended
to. Trellises, such as "Totty" has often seen at Horticultural
exhibitions, should be fixed to the pots, and the plants carefully
trained over them. The latter makes the most handsome plant
when started early in spring, and turned out against a wall ; in
this situation it grows to a great size, and flowers freely during-
the summer and autumn long after Pelargoniums are killed by
the frost.

Dr. Harrises suggestion will be taken into consideration, but,
not at present.
Mr. Kmchant will have full information about Pine seeds in a

short time. There is plenty of time; nothing can be done with
them for some weeks to come.

iVii7o-/;'rn.—Yourwishcs concerning a paper on the cultivation
of Ferns shall be attended to. In the mean time, wc would ad-
vise you not to send for the collection for your case until there
is no danger of its being frozen by the way.
A Constant Jieudtr must never use fires except to exclude the

frost, otherwibc he wiUi>tart his Vmea, If they are greenhouse
plants which he keeps in this house, a temperature of 35°, cr from
that to 40°, will be high enough. Vineries of this kind should
always be constructed so that the Vines can be taken oat during
winter, and then any degree of temperature can be kept up which
may be required.
Nemo.—Nothing will be gained by binding your hot-water pipes

with canvas. l{ you cannot reduce the heat without casing them
over, you had better enclose them in a brick or tiled flue, open at
both extremities; the one end passing through the west end into
the open air, and the other stopping half-way along the back
wall; this will produce a strong current of air, and will cool the
greenhouse. In that case, your flue may be m.ade hollow at the
top for water, hut it must on no account be so used at this season-
We, however, would suggest to you that the casing must be un-
necessary if your fire were well managed. We presume it is

overheated, and can hardly be furnished with proper dampers.
If it were, the temperature of the water ought to be capable of
being maintained at too low a point for the pipes to overheat the
house.
A SIug-Lunier,—" BonnycsiSiWs Introduction to Mensuration

and Practical Geometry," and ** Crocker's I,and Surveying,'* will
answer your purposes. When Professor Henslow's ideas on ro-
tation are pubhshed, we will report on them.

JJea/fCT",—The blistered or swollen state of the leaves of your
Peach-trees is the disease which the French call '* La Cloque,'*
and is solely owing to cold; this you can partly g^uard against by-

woollen netting in the spring, which, however, must be gradu-
ally withdrawn as the heat ot the season increases.

Mr, Bell's plants are,™l, Marchautia ciSnica; the other, M.
polyraorpha. Either will, in all probability, do as well as M. he-
misphaerica.

Mediciis will find instructions for the cultivation of Sea-kale at
p. 263 (1841), If two-years old roots are carefully taken up, they
will answer for the purpose of being once forced ; but he had
better procure one- year old plants for his more permanent plan-
tation. Night-soil will form very good manure for trees, but it

should be mixed with a large proportion of any common soil, or
still better with gypsum.

G. S. v.—The annual meeting of the Institution for the Relief
of Aged and Indigent Gardeners will take place on the 13th of
January, of which a full report will be given in the Chronicle,
B. F.— On the side of a steep hill, facing the south, and shel-

tered from cold quarters, Filberts will succeed. Provided the
weather is not frosty, they may be moved at this period of the
season. As your soil is not over rich, the Kentish mode of dwarf-
pruning will be proper. Sorts most deserving of cultivation arc
the Cosford, Downton large square nut, Cob Nut, Red Filbert,

Euid White Filbert, The plant is apparently Acacia melanoxylon.
As usual, maiiv letters have arrived much too late for answers

this week. •

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The new year opens nnder circumBtances of consider-

able interest to the political world, both as bearing evi-

dence of the increasing desire of the Great Powers for the

maintenance of peace, and as proving that the questions

which have agitated Europe during the past year are at

length advancing towards a settlement. The French

Chamters were opened on Monday hj a Speech from the

throne, which is characterised by its pacific expressions

towards other Powers, and by its uncompromising tone in

relation to domestic affairs. It alludes with satisfaction

to the Convention of July, which restored France to her

position in the rank of nations, and consolidated the Otto-

man Empire under the protection of the Allies. It di-

rects the attention of the Chamber to the establishment

of a balance between the expenditure and the rerenue^

and to the construction of a national system of railroads^

as measures which honour peaccj and render it perma-
nent- It concludes by a powerful appeal against the re-

volutionary party, denouncing its intrigues agahist the

dynasty and person of the King, ss obstructing the ener-

gies of France, and retarding the development of her

legal and pacific liberty. For the future it declares, in

language not to be mistaken, that the King and Govern-

ment will do its duty, and maintain the authority of the

laws. On the following day the Chamber of Deputies

met for the election of a President, when the result gave

a large majority in favour of the Ministerial candidate.

The Court of Peers has made Icnown its sentences on the

prisoners foimd guilty at the recent trials ; Qu^nisset and

two others are condemned to death ; and the remainder,

including M. Dupoty, are sentenced to different terms of

imprisonment* Recent advices state that the King has

consented, at the request of the Duke d'Auraale, to spare

the lives of the condemned prisoners; but little interest

appears to be felt in the affair beyond that connected with

the fate of M. Dupoty. The entire press, with only one

exception, are unanimous in reprobating the conviction of

this gentleman ; and declarations have been published by

the leading journals and by the committee of the Literary

Society, protesting against his sentence as an attempt

to fetter Ui§ liberty gt the tres^f The fiubjcct| it ii
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rise to serious discussion in t]ietil gilt, will give

Chambers, and is expected to add consiiderably to

difBcalties of the ^liutstry during the present session

The affairs of Spain have been Bomewhat complicated by

a dilTtrtnce which has arisen between the GoTernment

end the French Ambassador, on a question of court pri-

vilege, connected with the presentation of bis credenliuU ;

but although the Ambassador has threatened to leave

Madrid, it is not expected that the dispute will lead to

any serious rupture of diplomatic relations. The Cortes

were to be opened on the 26th ult., and the speech of

the Regent was looked for with some interest. The Pre-

sidpncy of the Chamber of Deputies was to be made a

party question by the opposition ; and the republicans,

entertaining hopes, it is said, of obtaining power, have

published their political programme, avowing their plan

to be the overthrow of the constitution, the throne and
the regency, and the establishment of a onion between
Spain and Portugal under a federal republican govern-

ment-—Our news from Germany oimonncei that the

king of Prussia ia preparing for a visit to this country,

in compliance with an autograph letter of the Queen, con-

veying her Majesty's request that, as the great Protestant

sovereign of continental Europe, he would officiate as one
of the bpoudors at the christening of the Prince of Wales.

By the Levant mail we have recent intelli^tnLC from Con-
itantinople, from which we learn tliat an important change
in the Ministry has taken place ; a new Grand Vizier has

been appointed, and further changes arc expected to fol-

low. The Ottoman troops still continue their movements
toward** the Greek frontier ; and new causes of conij)laint

against the governmcut; of King Otho are said to have been
discovered. Advices from IV

, receivt d through the
Turkish capital, mention that our nmbassador has had an
intervitw with the Schah, and that the treaty of commerce
with Persia has been signed, and is now on its way to Lon-
don for ratification.—From the United States we have re-

ceived thempssnge of President Tyler on the opening of
Congress. It considerably exceeds the ordinary limits of
these documents, and embraces a minute review of every
Circumstance connected with the foreign relations and do-
mestic affairs of the Union. It refers of course to the re-

cent trial of Mr. M*Leod, and praises the independent
action of the Justiciary, although it admits the necessity
of giving more power to the Federal Government in inter-

ational questions involving the suspension of diplomatic
intercourse. In regard to the Slave Trade, the message
explicitly professes hostility to the traffic, hut insists on
the exemption of American ships from the right of search

ablishcd by the great European treaty. The Boundary
question is declared to have made no progress, although
BOthing has occurred to diminish the probability of an
amicable adjustment.

At home, the chief point of public interest is the mission
of Lord Ashburtou on a special embassy •to the United
States, for the purpose of facilitating the speedy and finnl
settlement of all points now at issue between the two
countries. The christening of the Prince of Wales is said
to be fixed for the 25th inst., iinic . any circumstances
should arise to retard the arrival of the King of Prussia
previously to that day.

tha

ii?ome Xrhis.
CotTRT.--IIer Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Pnncess Royal, are all well, and continue
at Windsor. Her Majesty has taken her accustomed rides
and walkmg exercise during the week, and on Wednesday
was present at a stag-hunt in the Great Park.^It is stated
in the Court Circular that Tuesday the 25th inst. is now
positively fixed for the christening of the Prince of Wales •

dependent, however, on the arrival of the Kine of Prussia
for whom preparations are already making among Minis-
terial and diplomatic personages. Ilk Majesty, as ^ ill be
seen under our Foreign intelligence, is expected to leaveIkrhn for London, with a numerous suite, on the ITth orloth inst.

The Queen /).m-^^fr.-T!je latest intelligence received
with respect to the health oi her .Majesty the QueenDowager informs us th.t it progressively improveT, and

t her Majesty still continues in a convalescent state.
Diplomalic ArrangemenU.^M has been announced by

the Mimsterial papers that Lord Ashburfon, at the re-
quest of Government, is about to proceed to the United
States on a special mission, with the object of settling allMisting differences between that country and our own
It IS further stated, that his Lordship, who will sail in afew weeks, had been a.ked to undertake this service, andhad consented to do so, before tb. President's Messagehad been received,-^and that the mission in question hasbeen had recourse to wholly irrespective of anvthing con-
tained or omitted in that document.

_
Parliamentary MoicmenU.^X vacancy has occurred

in the reprc^eatutiou of Forfarshire by the death of Lord
Douglas Gordon IJalljbnrton, who died on the evening of
Chnstmrts day.-The death of Mr. West, which took place
on Monday, has occasioned a vacancy in the representation
of the City of Dublin. Mr. Vance, a manufacturer of
i.eea» 18 proposed as the Conservative candidate

; and, ont^ Liberal aide, it is reported that Lord Morpeth will be

jpom'aiu
France.— The Kinp'g Speech,— On Monday, the

Chambers were opened with the usual ceremonies- The
King proceeded from the Tuileries in a close carriage

frtrongly guarded, precautions having been taken to pre-

vent the approach of any persons within musket-shot of

the line of march, except the military on duty ; and even

the terraces of the Tuileries gardens were closed. On his

arrival at the Chambers, the King delivered the Speech

from the throne. The opening paragraph alludes to the

Convention of July 13, which restored France to her posi-

tion in the rank of nations, and announces that the settle-

ment of that question " consecrates the common intention

of the powers to maintain the peace of Europe, and con-

solidate the repose of the Ottoman empire." The re-

mainder of the Speech is on domestic affairs, and the tone

I
is firm and uncompromising, indicating considerable con-

fidence in the stability of the existing order of things.

The King directs the attention of the Chambers to the

establishment of a balance between the expenditure and

the revenues of the State, and to the construction of a

national system of railroads, as labours \\hich "honour
peace, and render it stable and fruitful ;

" and at the

same time he assures them that he is endeavouring, by

negotiations prudently conducted, to extend the commer-
cial relations, and to open new markets for the production

of the soil and arts of France. In a paragraph referring

to Africa, h.e says, ** I have taken measures to prevent

any external complication from disturbing the security of

our African possessions. Our brave soldiers are pursuing

on that land, henceforth and for ever French, the course

of their noble labours, in which I am happy that my sons

have bad the honour of concurring. Our perseverance

shall complete the work undertaken by our courageous

army, and France will introduce into Algeria her civiliza-

tion as tlic consequence of her glory." He then concludes

by noticing the disaffection of the revolutionary party

towards his person and dynasty. " Whatever," says his

Majesty, *' may be the burdens of our situation, France

would support them without difficulty, if faction did not

unceasingly obstruct the course of her powerful activity.

I will not dwell upon the intrigues and crimes of the fac-

tious, but let us not forget, gentlemen, that it is that which

debars our country from fully enjoying all the blessings

which Providence has conferred upon it, and which retards

the development of that legal and pacific liberty which
France has at last achieved, and of which I make it my
glory to ensure her the possession. We shall follow up
this task, gentlemen. My government will do its duty.

It will maintain everywhere and constantly the authority

of the laws, and cause them to be respected, as it will re-

spect them itself. Your loyal support will aid me." The
members of the Royal family were in the tribune, and the
King's four sons sat at his side ; Lord Cowley and Mr. H.
Bulwer were also present. Immediately after the delivery

of the Speech, the King returned to the Tuileries ; no dis-

turbance whatever took place, and perfect order reigned
throughout the capital. The effect of the Speech on the
Bourse, however, was a full in the funds of J per cent.

Election of President of ike Chamber,—On Tuesday,
the Chamber of Deputies met, and after the usual routine
business proceeded to the election of a President. This
question, it will be remembered, has for tome time occu-
pied much attention, and has been looked for with consi-
derable interest, as one likely to show, by its result, the
comparative strength of opposing parties in the Chamber.
The result has been favourable to the Government, The

309:whole number of voters present was 309 ; thus making
155 votes necessary to constitute an absolute majority.
The numbers on the division were:—M. Sauzet, 191 •

M. de Lamartine, 64 ; M. Odillou Parrot (about) 57.'

M. Sauzet was accordingly declared duly elected. Our
accounts add that the nominations and elections of Presi-
dents and Secretaries of bureaus "Vere also proceeding in
favour of the I^Iiuistry.

Qicenisset and his Co-accused,—The Court of Peer.s
made known on Thursday its sentences on Quenisset and
the other persons implicated with him in the late con-
spiracy, and in the attempt on the Princes. They are,
however, almost the same as given by anticipation in our
last Number. Quenisset, Colombier, and Just, alias
Brazier, are condemned to death ; the former, it is said,
will be pardoned in consequence of the important revela-
tions made by him with respect to the conspiracy ; but it
IS supposed that the other two will be executed, although
there appears to be an impression, in some quarters, that
all their hves will be spared by the King. The other pri-
soners are sentenced to different periods of imprisonment

;

of these M. Dupoty's case is the only one that occupies
attention, which it does to an extraordinary extent. He
has been condemned to five years' imprisonment, with loss
during that time of civil rights, and condemnation for all
tbe rest of his life to be under the surveillance of the
pohce

; that is to say, he is never to live in Paris, but to
remain m some frontier town under the eye of a police
commissary, M. Dupoty, witJi some of the prisoners

if
f

c. '.T?'.'*
'^ Doulens, and the remainder toMount St Michel. The three condemned prisoners re-mam in the Luxen.bour^, anJ uwaii the decision of Go-vernment as to tl.eir fate.

,

Proceedings of the Press,~The erdire press, with thesmg e exception of the - Journal des D^bats- the org.n
of he Court, have been unanimous in their reprobation
of the conviction and punishment of M. Dupoty editor ofthe^Vo..„./ du Peuple- They have discussed thrsub^^t
with considerable earnestness, arguing against the legality
ofthejudgment,andthe principle therein laid down ofmoral complicity; and their general tone is that of firm
retolre to resist what u rA»...^..i .. ^...« .,

*•

liberty of the press. On Thursday night, immediately
after the sentence was made known, several editors of the

Paris papers, with a few directors of provincial journals,

to the number of fourteen in all, held a meeting to deli,

berate on the subject. A committee was appointed to

investigate and report upon it, and they again met oa
Sunday. The result of their deliberations was, that on
Monday an important declaration in reference to this

subject appeared in the Paris papers, signed by sixteen

journals of the capital, the publication of which has pro-^

duced considerable sensation, not only in Paris, hut
throughout the country. The declaration is an energetic

protest against the sentence passed on M. Dupoty, on
the principle of moral complicity ; it deprecates the power
assumed by the Court of Peers to act as a judicial body
for the trial of such cases, whichj it maintains, ought only
to be tried by juries ; it calls for some modification of the
September laws, which bear so stringently on the freedom:

of discussion, and concludes by expressing, in a firm but
moderate tone, their determination to resist, by every
constitutional means in their power, such an attempt, as
it is termed, to fetter the liberty of the press. A some-
what similar declaration, expressing in strong terms its

condemnation of the sentence jjassedl^y the Court of Peers
on M. Dupoty, has been published by the committee of
the Literary Society in Paris. Government had not
thought proper to seize the papers in which these declara-
tions had appeared. The subject, it is thought, will give
rise to serious discussion in the Chamber of Deputies, and
is expected to add materially to the difficulties of the ex-
isting Ministry. It is said that the press, which signed
the declaration, have agreed not to report the debates or
proceedings of the Peers.

^New Peers.—By individual ordonnances, dated Dec.
2jth, the King has raised to the dignity of Peer of France—Vice Admiral Bergeret, Count Arthur Beugnot, Vis-
count de Bondy; M. Baillet, First President of the Royal
Court of Amiens ; Barou de Bourgoing, Baron Edmond
de Bussiere, Lieut.-Gen. Count Charbonnel; M. de Chas-
tellier, formerly Deputy and ex-Mayor of Nismes ; Baron
Dufour, Mayor of Metz ; M. Ferrier, President of the
Council General of the Department of the North ; Viscount
de Flarigny; M.Frank Carre, First President of the Royal
Court of Rouen; M. de Gascq, President of the Court of
Accounts; Lieut.-Gen. Baron Gourgaud, Chevalier Jau-
bert ; Lesergeant de Bayenghen, formerly Deputy Presi-
dent of the Council General of the Fas de Calais ; Count
Murat, Baron d'Oberlin, Lieut.-Gen. Viscount Pellepoit,
and Count Alexis de St. Priest. Of these twenty creations
private accounts state that nine have been Royalists.

The Fortifications,—Tht journals state that Govern-
ment is not content with the number of detached forts
contemplated by the Chambers, and that the Minister of
War has advertised to receive contracts for the ere;;tion of
a new fort at Charentou. The amount to be expended oa
this construction, they add, is estimated at 3,000,000
francs; and the bail to be provided by the contractor ia
fixed at 50,000 francs. The fort is to have five bastions^
connected by casemated curtains. The fort of Charenton^
it is said, did not figure on the map delivered to the depu-
ties when the law permitting Paris to be surrounded by
fortifications was voted. This fort is one of those com-
menced in 1833, but which the opposition raised by the
National^ Guard caused to be abandoned, as well as the
fort I'Epine, upon the foundation of which magazines for
the artillery have been erected, The hill of TEpine com-
mands the north of the Faubourg St. Antoine, as the fort
of Charenton will command the south. The continuous,
vrall will pass within 500 or GOO yards of the bastions of
this fort and of works that are about to be erected on the
hill of I'Epine to protect the ariillery magazines.

The Provinces Accounts continue to be received
from the Provinces, of fresh damage done by the inunda--
tions. A letter from Nice states that, a few days ago, the
bridge of the Var was carried away for the second time;
withiu three months. The engineer-in-chief of Nice was
engaged, with several workmen, clearing away the trees
which obstructed the passage of the water through the
arches, when the bridge gave way, and they were swept
off by the cin-rent. The engineer and one of the wurkmea
were drowned, and the others were saved with great diffi-

o^V' ^^^P^*^*^^^^^ f»'om Avignon announce that on xYie
1.3d ult. the Rhone again overflowed its baolis,. and that
several quarters of the town were agaia iooded. The
Marseilles journals represent the Rhone to be very high,
the lands near Aries, Boulbon, and Tarascon being s^tilt
under water. The road between the latter place a»d St.
Kemi IS from three to four feet under water, bul putee
carnages continue to run on it, A severe storm occurred
on the night of the IGth ult., in the neighbourhood of St.
Jean de Luz when lightning fell on the steeple of Ciboure,
and nearly destroyed it. The chateau of Jolimont was
also set on fire at the same time by the lightning, and to-
gether with a farm situated near it was burnt down. The.
eouncil-beneral of the Meuse has voted 1,000,000 francs
towards the formation of the Paris and Strasburg rail-
road

;
and the Municipal Councils of Bar-le-Duc and

Commercy have voted 200,000f. and 30,000f., respectively.,
for the same purpose. On Sunday morning, the I9th
uit the Custom House at Lisle suddt^nly burst into flames,,
and beihg built of light materials, was in less than an hour
reduced to ashes. The cause of the fire is not stated.

J he Ca^i/a/.-^Private letters refer to the still-increas-

f frT^'^'n ?^ ^^''l'^^
"^ "-^^ ^«P*^^^> a^d which, it is

^ared, will shortly bring about another commercial crisis.A comparative statement of the number of lodging-houses

rn^'">' T •?
^^^^^* ^""^ ^^^" V^h\x.h^A by the journals,

ur^«S''i.''
appear* that, in that year, there were 3,U7

inmo^.^^^^ S9.6iy lodgers;
JQ 1859, there were 4^67, with 82^1W lodgers; aid ^
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present there are 5,065, having / 5,500 lodgers. The
Municipal Council has decided upon constructing two

fountains in the Place de la Bourse, and one on the pro-

menade behind the church of Notre Dame. The latter is

to be of a Gothic style, to correspond with the cathedral,

and the other similar to that in the Place Richelieu. A
sum of 32, OOOf. has already been voted towards the ex-

pense of that near Notre Dame- The King, it is said,

has resolved to restore the chapel of Henry IV., at the

Louvre, in the tower of the gateway towards theTuileries,

to the same state in which it was in the time of that mon-
:h, and has given orders to the Royal Manufactory at

Sevres for painted glass to fill the windows.

Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid, which are to the

21st ult., inform us that serious difficulties have arisen

between the Ministry and M. de Salvandy, the French
ambassador, on the subject of the presentation of his cre-

dentials. The question, it is said, involves the necessity

of sending some couriers to Paris before it can be settled,

and threatens a schism between the two Governments.

The question at issue appears to be as follows. M. de

Salvandy claims to deliver his credentials to the Queen in

person, in a private audience, while on the other hand the

Ministry insist that, as her Majesty is a minor, they must

be presented to the Regent, as the actual Sovereign. M,
de Salvandy, it is added, threatened to demand his pass-

ports, and the reply of Senor Gonzales, Minister for Foreign

Affairs, was, that his Excellency might have them if he

thought proper, M. de Salvandy appears to have dis-

played much feeling on the subject; but the Ministry was
firm in maintaining the etiquette of the Spanish Court.

Up to the 18th ult. his Excellency had been a week in

Madrid, and had not presented his credentials to the Re-
gent, Ministers had held frequent meetings for the pur-

pose of preparing the speech to be delivered by the Regent
at the opening of the approaching session, which was to

take place on the 26th ult.—The question of the Presi-

dency of the Chamber of Deputies continued to be dis-

cussed with much warmth by the journals. The Minis-

terial Deputies, it is said, intended to give their support

to M. Arguelles, the guardian of the Queen. The Oppo-
sition seemed to be divided on that question, one party

proposing for its candidate M. Vadillo, former Minister

and deputy of Cadiz, end the other, M- Acuna, Yice-

President of the Assembly during the session of 1841.

The latter, it is thought, will obtain the votes of the de-

puties who have turned against M. Arguelles since his

acceptance of the guardianship. The republicans, in the

mean time, are represented as entertaining hopes of re-

suming the direction of affairs. They openly proclaim

their intentions, and their organ, the Huracan of the

17th ult., declares, in an article which is regarded as their

political programme, that ** their plan is to overturn the

Constitution of 1837, the Throne, th6 Regency, and the

Rjegent Espartero ; that they wish to realise the union of

Spain with Portugal, and to establish for both countries a

federal republican Government.—The Military Commission
had been suppressed by a decree of the Regent, and the

political offenders remaining to be tried were placed at the

disposal of the Capt.-General of the province. The jour-

nals state that the widow of Gen. Diego Leon, who was
shot for the October attempt, had been allowed a pension
by Government. The Infante Don Francisco de Paula
and family would, it was believed, spend the winter in

Burgos. Rubini sang for the last time at Madrid on the
21st ult., for the benefit of the religious orders and hos-
pitals of the capital. The Duke of Ossuna had presented
him with a magnificent pin, in the centre of which was a
splendid brilliant, surrounded by rubies. Some riots had
taken place at Alicant, in connexion with the municipal
elections : the assistance of troops from Valencia had been
demanded, and a number of persons had been arrested.

Government, it is added, has ordered the authorities to

prosecute the parties connected with the disturbance with
all the severity of the law. The territorial tribunal of
Toledo has acquitted 43 clergymen who had been arrested
in the convent of Gelitos, and tried for disobeying the
orders of Government, by whom they had been enjoined
to cease their clerical duties. Accoufts received from
Gibraltar, dated the 10th ult., inform us that the English
Levant packet, the Great Liverpool, had arrived in that

harbour in so damaged a condition that she was unable to

proceed on her journey- There were upwards of 100
pag«engers on board, and another steamer was to be
freighted for the purpose of conveying them and the mail
to Malta. It is feared that in consequence of this accident

to the Great Liverpool^ our receipt of the next overland
India mail will be delayed.—Our latest advices from the

capital, which are to the 23d ult., inform us, that at that

lime M. Salvandy had somewhat modified his pretensions.

He had addressed a new note to the President of the

Council, demanding permission to deliver his credentials

into the Queen*s hands, in presence of the Regent. It

was believed that the Cabinet would not accede to this

demand. Advices from Barcelona, to the 20th ult., state

that the majority of the members of the municipality re-

turned for 1842 was favourable to the Government of the

liegent. The members of the Junta of Vigilance, who
had gone into voluntary exile, had been authorised to re-

t«rn. Accounts received from St, Sebastian, dated the

25th ult., announce the arrival of three Frt-nch ships of

war and a tender at the port of Passages, which had given

n&e to some speculations.

Germany.—Our German intelligence this week is not
of much imporrance. It is stated by the Frankfort papers
that the Austrian and Prussian Governments have come
to an agreement, in virtue of which the two grand lines of

railroads in Prussia and Saxony will be united with those

^ Bohemia and Hungary* Letters from Vienna state,

*iiat Sir %, Canning has gone from th«it capital to Atbeas,

previously to going to Constantinople, in order to commu- I have seen the affairs of Luxembourg decided upon
nicate the result of his conferences with Prince Metternich Berlin without his bavins even a vote. His Maiestv
to the Greek Government. His Excellency, these letters
add, is to recommend the Purte to follow altogether a
pacific and moderate line of pohcy. The same accounts,
dated the loth ult., inform us that the Duke de Bordeaux
had been allowed to get up the day before, and had re-

mained in the company of the persons of his household.
On the next day his Royal Highness received the Papal
Nuucio, and was shortly to be visited by the other mem-
bers of the diplomatic body. The journals state that for

some time past the Austrian Government has entertained

the project of lowering the duties of the last tariflP, in order
to render trade with the other German States more easy,

and to remove certain prohibitions. Princess Paskiewitsch
has passed through Vienna, on her return to Warsaw from
Rome—Letters from Berlin of the 19th ult. announce,
that in consequence of an autograph letter of invitation of

Queen Victoria, received by the King of Prussia, his Ma-
jesty will be present at the christening of the Prince of

Wales as one of the sponsors. His Majesty was to leave Ber-
lin on the I'th or 18th Jan., and was expected to proceed to

Cologne, and thence by the Belgian railroads to Calais, on
his way to London, a Government steamer conveying his

Majesty up the River. The Royal suite will be numerous,
occupying 14 carriages, and will comprise Gens, de Natz-
mer, de Neumann, and Boeder, Baron Alexandre de Hum-
boldt, Count de Stollberg, and Bishop Koender. Accounts
from Berlin, dated 21st ult., mention that the last number
of the collected Prussian laws contains tlie treaty between
Prussia, the Zollverein States, and Lippe, relative to the

accession of the principality of Lippe to the existing Zoll

system ; and also the treaty between Prussia, the Zoll-

verein States, and Brunswick, relative to the accession

of the dukedom of Brunswick to the same system These
accounts also state that the conference of the States of

the Germanic Customs' Union on the sugar question are

terminated, and the diplomatic commissioners are prepar-

ing to leave Berlin. The duty on lump sugar is raised

from 5 1- to 10 thalers ; but this augmentation is not to

begin until the 16th March, until which day the treaty

with Holland will consequently remain in force.— In the

sitting of the Chamber of Deputies of Wurtemberg on the

18th ult., a motion was made by M. Knapp, one of its

members, having for its object to call on the Ministry to

demand of the Germanic Confederation the re-establish-

ment of the Hanoverian Constitution of 1833. The House,
after some discussion, adopted the motion by unanimous
acclamation. According to the Frankfort Journal of the

23d, the Municipal Council of Osnabruck has also ad-

dressed a memorial to the Legislative Body, praying the

assembly to urge the King of Hanover to restore the Con-
stitution of 1833.

H The Chambers, as announced in our last,NOVER.
have adopted the address proposed in reply to the speech

from the throne without any amendment. The minority

in the Chambers proposed to insert in the address a para-

graph relative to the ordinance requiring the Deputies to

declare in writing that they do not acknowledge any other

Constitution than that of 1837 ; but the amendment was

rejected, and the address was presented to the King. It

commences by expressing their deep regret inspired by the

lamented death of the Queen, and their sympathy with his

Majesty in this loss as well to the country as to himself.

Presuming that matters of the highest importance must
have induced his Majesty to call them so suddenly together,

they have hastened to assemble round the throne. They
thank his Majesty for calling on them to exercise their

constitutional right on concerns of such importance, and

promise to devote their earnest attention to them. They
conclude with fervent wishes that his Majesty may be

permitted for many years to promote the welfare of his

faithful subjects, promising on their part the most con-

scientious exercise of their important duties. The Cham-
ber of Deputies also announces in the address that they

will devote particular attention to the execution of rail-

roads, and a committee has been appointed for that pur-

pose. It is said that Government intends to demand from

the States a guarantee of interest for a capital of 4,040,000

thalers, to be destined to the construction of railways.

The individual accused of having attempted to assassinate

the Privy Councillor Lutken remains in" prison. In the

sitting of the Second Chamber of the States on the IGth

ult. a debate was opened on a bill for regulating the posi-

tion of the Jews of the kingdom ; this people being at

present excluded from all participation in political rights.

A Deputy proposed an amendment granting the right of

voting at elections, but it was negatived.

Holland.—Letters from the Hague mention that MM.
Simons and Pescatare, members of the States of Luxem-
bourg, are in that city. They have been received by the

King, who has confided to them a mission to Berlin, for

which place they were to set out in a few days. The mis-

sion, it is said, is principally for the purpose of making
the Court of Berlin comprehend that the King Grand
Duke could not act otherwise with respect to the non-rati-

fication of the treaty of Aug. 8 than he has done. It appears

that the exchange of diplomatic notes between the Cabinets

of Berlin and the Hague has not succeeded in restoring har-

mony ; and it is stated that the King of Prussia is so dis-

satisfied with the replies of the King Grand Duke, as to

have threatened to refer the difference to the Germanic
Diet, according to the fundamental law which declares

that in the event of any difference between States of the

Confederation which cannot be amicably settled, the

points in dispute shall be referred to the Diet. Messrs.

Simons and Pescatare are to represent to the Court of Ber-

lin that the King Grand Duke owed it to his independence

to refuse to ratify the treaty, as, by his accession to theGer-

mm Customs Uaiop^ according to ^^% treatyi b? must

at

g even a vote, iiis Majesty has
appointed a commission, consisting of three members^ to

examine into the administration and the manufacturing and
agricultural proceedings of the Benevolent Society and its

colonial establishments. We learn that the Count of
Nassau, ex-King of Holland, has contributed a thousand
florins towards the subscription for the erection of a statue
in honour of Rembrandt. It is also said that the Count is

endeavouring to get the domain of Neuland, which he has
purchased for his wife, the Countess d^Oultremont, created
a principality-

Belgium.—On the 23d ult, the Chamber of Eepresen-
latives appointed a deputation to congratulate his JIajesty
on New Year's Day. The Chamber has voted a credit of
two millions for the War departments ; and has agreed to
the law fixing the amount of the army at 80,000 men, and
the contingent for 1842 at 10,000. The fetes at Mons on the
occasion of opening the railway have passed off with great
^clat. One circumstance, however, occurred which threat-
ened for an instant the general harmony. A men rushed
from the crowd, and endeavoured, by laying hold of the
bridle of one of the horses, to stop the Hoyal carriage

;

but he was immediately seized, and found to be a poor
person who has sometimes exhibited signs of mental alie-

nation, and who wished to present a petition to the King.
Russia.—Intelligence has been received, by way of

Trebizond, announcing a victory gained by the Circassians

over the Russians, the most signal and deci.^ive, it is said,

that has occurred since the beginning of the war ; but as

no further details have been received, the account may be
considered to require confirmation. A large expedition,

this account states, consisting of 30,000 men, had been
disembarked on the coast, with a view of destroying the
grain which had been collected by the Circassians after the

harvest, when a storm having suddenly arisen, drove tha
ships from their anchorage. The Circassians, availing^

themselves of the opportunity, assailed them vigorously on
every side, and the Russians, separated from their stores,

which had been carried out to sea, were compelled to com-
mence a disastrous retreat through a country consisting

entirely of mountain, forest, and defile. With the excep-

tion of 2,000 who escaped to Anapa, the whole of the

30,000 were killed or made prisoners- Such are the aC'

counts received from Trebizond.—Letters from St. Peters-

burgh state that the Emperor, in further commemoration
of the events of 1812, has erected at Smolensk© a column
similar to that which stands on the field of the battle of

Borodino. It is 36 archines in height, including the pe-

destal, and 13 archines and a half in circumference, and
placed in front of the King's Bastion, which was the prin-

cipal point of attack, and forms a fine ornament to the pa-

rade. It was inaugurated Nov. 17, the day on which the

French retreated before the troops of the garrison, in the

presence of all the nobles of Smolensko, with their mar-
shal at their head, and also of the veterans who took V
share in the battle. The Emperor has granted various

presents, pensions, and additions to former pensions, to

several widows and orphans of persons who fell in opposing

the insurrection at Warsaw in 1830, on occasion of the

recent inauguration of a monument to their memory.
Italy.—Letters from Rome of the 14th ult. state that

the authorities have published the list of the foreign jour-

nals allowed to circulate in the States of the Church. The
De'batSj French Ministerial paper, does not appear in this

list, and is therefore considered to be prohibited. Among
the papers to which permission is given are the Commerce
and the Mode, Prince Frederic of Prussia arrived at Rome
on the 10th ult,, under the in cof^nito of Count of Kheinstein^

and immediately visited his uncle. Prince Henry of Prussia,

who has resided many years in the Pontifical capital. The
young Spanish Princes, sons of Don Carlos, hare had
their audience of the Pope, to take leave previously to going

to Naples. The Diario di Roma says that a fresh perse-

cution of Catholic missionaries has taken place in China,

and that the Vicar Apostolic, M. Ignace Dalgado, has been

put to death under torture. Upwards of twenty other

Christians are also said to liave been put to death.

Greece.—By intelligence received from Athens, of the

10th ult., we learn that the arrangements for establishing

the bank were completed; and that M, George Stavros

was sppointed President, The answer of the Turkish
Minister for Foreign Affairs (Rifaat Pacha), to the note of

the Government demanding eiplanations of the warlike

preparations in progress in Constantinople, was deemfd
unsatisfactory ; and war with Turkey appeared to he re-

garded as unavoidable, unless the protecting Powers should

interfere-

TuRKEY.—By the arrival of the Levant mail, which by
some irregularity, it is said, in the arrangement of the

French post-office authorities, was delayed several days in

its delivery, we have intelligence from Constantinople to

the 7th ult., from which we learn that a change has taken

place in the Ministry, and that much surprise has been

created by the appointment of Mehemed Izzed Pacha,

friend of Redschid Pacha, as Grand Vizier. Izzed Pacha

was in the Syrian campaign, and was removed for incapa-

city. No other changes had as yet taken place; hwilh^^ Echo
de r Orient of the 10th ult., the Ottoman organ at Smyrna,

announces that they will soon follow. The hatti-scheriff, or

imperialrescript, nominating Mehemed izzed Pacha, is dated

Dec. 4, and it states that the age of Raouf Pacha, the late

Vizier, was the cause of his being replaced. The document

terms the Grand Vizier •absolute lieutenant of the empire.'

A private letter states that the Turkish troops stiil conti-

nue their movements towards the frontier of Greece, and

that the Porte having discovered a ramification of the

Philorthodox Society in Thessaly, had founded on xt some

new subjects of complaint against Greece- An envoy from

the Syrian ]Maroiut€« bad arrived fr«>« Bcyrout to com-
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plain of Ihc conduct i>( the Dru^ . Wc also learn from

the tame commtinication that Rifaat Bey. Minister fur Fo-

reign Affairs, and Tahir Pacha, Grand Admiral of the fleet,

vere at issue respecting • permission granted by the for-

mer to the Aastrians to enter the Turkish arsenal to repair

their frigate the Venere, and tliat the Capitan Tacha had

po«5tlvely ref d to acquiesce in the permission. The

Turkish squadron had tailed with troops on board for Sa-

lonica- The Porte had also ordered transport vesbels to

convey two regiments to Varna.

Egypt. By the Levant mail we have intelligence from

Alexandria to the 9th ult., but it is not of much import-

The Pacha was still in Upper Egypt, laying up the

grain. The Turkish treaty of commerce was put in force

at Alexandria. Under the old duty British goods paid

less than three per cent. ; but now, it appeara, they will

have to pay eight per cent.—Soliman Pacha bad left

Alexandria for Suez under the pretence of ascertaining the

practicability of re-establishing a canal between that point

and Cairo, but the real object of his journey was under-

stood to be for the purpose of fortifying Sut^.

Pkrsia.— Intelligence has been receired, through the

medium of private correspondence from Constantinople,

that theSchah has given an interview to Sir JohnM^Niel,

our ambassador, and that the treaty of commerce with

Persia has been signed, and is now on its way to this

Country, Major Farrant having been expected daily in the

Turkish capital, the bearer of the document for its ratifi-

cation in London. Tt is also said that the Schah was going

to make an expfdition against the predatory Turcomans.

Umied Statbs.—Bythepackct-ship Independence and

the Acadin Bteam-nhip, which have arrived at Liverpool

this week, we have received New York Papers to the 1.5th

ult. They contaia the President's racsssge, a document

of much interest, and which, from the state of the rela*

tions between this country and the United States, and the

flevaval important questions still remaining unadjusted, has

been looki;d for with some an:;icty. The message adverts

to all the subjects at present under discussion between the

two governments. After some preliminary congratulations

npon the happy md prosperous condition of the country

daring the last 12 months, the subject of Mr. M*Leod's
recent trial is referred to. '^ Since the last adjournment

of Congress,'' says the President, ** Alexander M'Leod, a

British subject, who had been indicted for the murder of

an American citizen, has been acquitted by the verdict of

an intelligent and impartial jury, and has, under the judg-

ment of the court, been regularly discharged." He then

says that " Great Britain, whose Government had tD.Ven

upon itself the responsibility of M*Leod's act, has thus

been answered in the only way in which she could be
answered by a Government, the powers of which are dis-

tribi;* 1 among its several departments by the funda-

mental law ; that happily for the people of Great Britain,

as well as those of ihe United States, the only mode by
which an individual arraigned for a criminal offence before

the courts of either can obtain his discharge, is by the in-

depeudent action of the judiciary, and by proceedings
equally familiar to the courts of both countries ; but that

the precise stnge of the proceedings at which such order
may be made is a matter of municipal regulation exclu-
sively, and not to be complained of by any other Govern-
ment." In concluding this subject the President admits
the necessity of giving more power to the federal Go-
vernment, to act in international questions like Mr.
M Leod's, without feeling itself fettered by the laws
of individual States ; Jie promises that the corre-
spondence relating to it shall be laid before Congress,
and adds a hope that ** the British Government will

see the propriety of renouncing, as a rule of future
action, the precedent which has been set in the affair of
Schh er." Of the boundary question all that we learn
from the Message is that its discussion has made no pro-
gress, and that this has arisen from cicumstances, alluding,
it is supposed, to the change of administration in Great
Britain, which are not calculated to diminish the proba-
bility of an amicable and satisfactory adjustment. As far
as concerns the slave trade, which the Message, among
other condemnatory terms, designates '* that wicked
traffic," the President's professions in hostility to it are
very explicit ; every possible device, he says, that Ame-
rican ingenuity can discover has been put into operation
to suppress it among the United States vessels frequenting

But as the "^'ashington Governmeut has
not been a party to the general European treaty, in virtue
of which the right of search is exercised, President Tyler
is of opinion that to board and detain delinquent ships
Bailing under the American flag is both an outrage which
cannot be endured, and when promiscuously committed,
involves such an injury to American commerce as demands
the most ample compensation. This question, indeed.
appears to be one of much delicacy, and is treated of in
the Message with great earnestness. The remarks of the
President on this subject acquire an additional interest
from the circumstance that it is contemporaneous with the
conclusion of the treaty by the Five Great Powers of
Europe noticed in our last, having for its object the entire
suppression of the slave traffic. The other portions of the
Message apply to domestic topics of little interest to the
general reader. The Grand Jury of Philadelphia have
found true bills against Me. .3. Biddlc. Jaudon. and
others, for a conspiracy to defraud the United States
Bank uf 400,000 dollars in 1836.
West Indies.—The Captain of the brig Elizalcih

Wood, arrived at Liverpool, reports that the brig Creole,
of Pvichmond, Yirgluia, bound to New Orleans, arrived at
Kassau in the Bahamas on the 9th Nov., with about 150
Begro slaves on board. In a mutinous state ; they had taken
ossesaion of the vessel, and demanded to be landed at a
ntish colony, and compelled a shipmaster; wlio was on

the African Seas.

board as passenger, to steer the vessel to Nassau. Capt.

Orkin, who had commanded the Creole, was severely

wounded, and considered dead ; the mate and several of

the crew were also much injured. A Mr. Heuell, who

was part owner of the slaves on board, was murdered, and

afterwards thrown overboard. Several ringleaders of the

negroes were lodged in prison at Nassau, and the rest were

set at liberty. It was reported that the American Consul

had protested against thtir being allowed to land. The

Creole had sailed again for New Orleans in charge of the

mate.—By private letters from Dominica, dated the 9th

Nov., it appears the yellow fever and black vomit had pre-

vailed to a great extent, and that the 92d Reg. of Gordon

Highlanders has lost several officers and a number of its

best men. Two officers of two companies, and three

Serjeants of one company, who had been in the habit of

paying it, all fell victims in the course of one week. 39

rank and file had died previously to the 18th Oct., and

there were upwards of 30 men in the hospital at that date.

The disease having somewhat abated, it was hoped it

would have ceased entirely ; but about the end of the

month it returned with increased severity, and no less than

52 men of the garrison became its victims, and there were

a great many hopeless cases in the hospital at the date of

the latest letters. The following description of this dread-

ful disease is from a non-commissioned officer belonging

to the detachment of Capt. Morgan's company, Royal

Artillery, at present serving in Dominica: "No sooner

does the black vomit commence than you may consider

yourself a sure victim ; there is no remedy, no cure ; you
linger for about the space of 12 or 14 hours in all the

agonies of death, raving mad, and sometimes it takes three

or four men to hold those who are attacked with it down
in their bed. I do not know what will be done, if the

sickness lasts, for duty men. There are only two sentries

at present, and should the sickness continue, there will be
'

but few to mount guard. Our men (the Royal Artillery)

are all in the enjoyment of good health, which, 1 think, is

on account of our having so little duty to do, and no ex-

posure to the night air. With the exception of the death

of one of our non-commissioned officers, who died the 1 5th

Sept., and one gunner and driver, who died on the 28th of

the same month, we have had no other casualties. The
disease has committed great havoc in the island.^ The
Fort Adjutant died first, the Governor's lady and the Pre-

sident of the House of Assembly were the next; it then

became general, and carried oflf a great number of the re-

spectable inhabitants and the military,"

CITY.
Money Market, Friday,—Consols for the Account

closed 89 J, ^; Three per Cents. Reduced, 89^, |; Three-
and-a-Half per Cents. Reduced, 99^- \ ; India Bonds, Is.

to 3s, premium ; and Bank Stock, 166 to 7.

iWetropoIfs anb its Fumftp.
House of Lords,—For some days past, workmen, by

direction of the Earl of Lincoln, First Commissioner of
Woods and Forests, have been engaged in decorating the
interior of the House of Lords. The old dark-coloured
flock paper has been removed from the walls, and they are
now painted a light buff colour, which is thought greatly
to improve the appearance of the house. The seats of
Peers are ordered to be re-covered with scarlet cloth, and
ihe other alterations in progress are expected to add ma-
terially to the splendour of their lordships' house. It is

generally thought that his Majesty the King of Prussia,
the King of the Belgians, and many distinguished foreigners
will be present at the opening of the ensuing session of
Parliament on the 3d Feb.

Metropolitan Improvements,—An improvement has
just been completed at the north entrance to St. Paul's
Cathedral, by the erection of additional doors on the out-
side of the large ones that are under the portico. The
addition has been made to prevent the continual opening
and shutting of the original doors, which are very heavy,
every time a visitor required admission when divine ser-
vice was not being performed. The new doors are but a
few inches from the old ones : they open outwards and
close with a spring, and there are two panes of glass in
each door, so that the doorkeeper may see the approach
of persons desirous of being admitted.

Public Insiitutions.—The number of persons who have
visited the diifi^rent public buildings in the Metropolis,
during the past week, has been unusually great : no less
than 14,rG3 visited the British Museum on Monday,
being a much larger number than on any '^boxing.day ''

since that institution has been open on public holidays.
On the same day last year, Christmas*day falling on Fri-
day, and the Museum being closed on Saturday, the num-
her of visitors was 2,531, whilst last Whit Monday they
were 9,031. Notwithstanding the large concourse of
persons, consisting chiefly of holiday folks, three only
were^ refused admission on the ground of intoxication

;and in consequence of the precautions taken by the police'
no robbery or damage of any kind was committed. There
was, however, much confusion, and many parties were
refused admission on account of having children under
eight years of age, who are not, by the regulations, ad-
mitted into the Museum. The numbers which have visited
other places of amusement, viz., the Tower, National
Gallery, Polytechnic Institution, and more particularly
the theatres, have been equally large ; and the good order
of the City has been little disturbed. In confirmation of
this, it is stated that although, in consequence of Saturday
being Christmas-day, the reports brought by the police
under the notice of the City magistrates on Monday em-
braced two days and two nights, no more than five
charges of intoxication and disorder appeared in the

charge-sheets for their adjudication. This unusual event

appears to be ascribed by the aldermen to the efficacy of

the Police Bill, particularly to that clause which closes

public-houses from 12 at night till one nest day, and

includes in the same regulation Christmas-day and Good

Friday, and the night preceding each of those great

holidays.

Metropolitan Po.s/.—The following is the statement

of London letters for the four weeks ending Decern-

ber 27, compared with the corresponding period in

the years lii39—40 : — Through the General Post

:

Four weeks ending Dec. 25, 1841, 5,338,639; corre-

sponding period of 1840, 4,318,790; ditto, as neariy as

can be given, of 1839, 1,682.012. Increase since 1840

on the four weeks' letters, 1,019,849; ditto since 1839

on the four weeks' letters, 3,655,727. Through the dis-

trict post : Four weeks ending Dec. 25, 1841, 1,785.125
;

corresponding period of 1840, 1,507,835 ; ditto, before

the reduction of postage, as neariy as can be given, of

1839, 1.021,3iJ6. Increase since 1840 on the four weeks'

letters, 217.290 ; ditto since 1839 on the four weeks' let-

ters, 763,739.

New Boyal Exchange,—The Gresham Committee have

held a meeting for the purpose of receiving the report of

the sub-committee appointed to make the requisite ar-

rangements for the ceremony of laying the first stone of

the new Royal Exchange. The arrangements have been

completed, and the following are said to be the correct

particulars :—The ceremony is to take place on Monday,

the 17th Jan., that day having been appointed by Prince

Albert, who, as already announced, has consented to lay

the first stone of the building. The site appointed by the

committee is the foundation of one of the columns of the

merchants' area on the north side of the ambulatory, the

particular column being the one which is to be west of the

centre opening or interval. This spot, it seems, has been

fixed upon as being relatively the same as that adopted

when Charles II. laid the first stone of the old Exchange,

and is said to be very near the actual site. Round the

stone the architect has constructed a large amphitheatre,

which will contain seats for 1,200 visitors, the whole of

which is io be roofed and decorated, so as to appear like a

large tent, the roof being supported by a pillar in the

centre. The access to the arena will be from Cornhill, by
a covered way, descending gradually from the level of the

street to the level of the platform; and the company are

to assemble between the hours of 12 and 2—Prince Albert

being expected to arrive about the latter hour. The Lord
Mayor will give a banquet in the evening at the Mansion-
house, in honour of the occasion ; at which are expected

to be present, besides Prince Albert, all her Majesty's

Ministers, the Judges, officers of state, the principal mer-
chants of London, the aldermen, some of the members of

the Court of Common Council,: the Gresham Committee,
and private friends of the Lord Mayor.

Meiropolitayi Statistics,—The following is a general

statement of the christenings and burials within the City

of Loudon and Bills of Mortality, from Dec. 15, 1840, to

Dec. 14, 1841 :—In the 97 parishes within the walls;
christenedj G78 ; buried, 582. In the 17 parishes with^

out the walls : christened, 2,654 ; buried. 2,419, la the ,

24 out-parishes in Middlesex and Surrey ; christened,

10,132 ; buried, 9,096. In the 10 parishes in the city and
liberties of W^estminster : christened, 1,670; buried,

1,902. Total christened: Males, 7,505 ; Females. 7,629;
total, 15.134, Total buried: Males, 7,193; Females,
7,^06 ; total, 14,599. Of the number buried, were—un-
der 2 years of age, 3,749 ; 2 and under 5, 1,499 ; 5 and
under 10, 611 ; 10 and under 20, 536; 20 and under 30,

1,065; 30 and under 40, 1,230; 40 and under 50, 1,347;
50 and under GO, 1,293; 60 and under 70, 1,474; 70
and under 80, 1,255 ; 80 and under 90, 4^3 ; 90 and un-
der 100, 59; 100, 1. Buried, 777 still-born children,
not included in the foregoing.

Public Meetings,—On Thursday the annual meeting
of the proprietors of the Bolivar Mining Association was
held in Throgmorlon-street. The report was read by the
Secretary, from v^Jaich it appeared that the illness of the
company's agent had retarded operations at the mines

;

and the quantity of oie supplied having been so much less

than was anticipated from the statement of Capt. Mat-
thews, the produce of the mine was insufl^cient to meet
the expenditure. Under these circumstances, the trui-
tees had ordered that the expenditure of the mine be sus-
pended and the affairs closed, till the opinion of the whole
proprietors was taken on the eligibility of a further con-
tinuance of the company. The receipts for the year
amounted to 24,385/.. in which was an item for sale of
«88 tons of copper ore, 14,095/. ; and advanced on ore not
yet arrived, 2,500/. The expenses at the mine were
17,266/., and the half-yearly rental of the mine at Aroa
(belonging to Miss Dent) was 1,462/., which, together
with other items of expenditure, left a balance of 834/. in
favour of the company. The report was adopted. A
proprietor expressed himself in favour of a longer conti-
nuance of the works, in hopes of finding some method of
raising the ore at a gre^atcr per-centage, and spoke of the
advantage of a wooden railway, which might be made for
5,000 dollars a mile. Mr. Thomas said it might be dona
for that in the United States, hut not in Columbia. He
had found that their working on the reverbatory system
would not answer, but with good blast furnaces he had no
doubt tliat fortunes were to be realised from the mines.
A proprietor said that other companies had failed for the
same reason, and it was to be regretted that our miners
-re so Ignorant of the rudiments of chemistry.
H^ood ravernent,~K meeting of the inhabitants of

Oxford-street and its vicinity was held on Thursday, for
tne purpose of taking measures to oppose the proposition
at present before the Marylebone vestry, noticed in our

were
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last that tLe further employinent of the wooden payc-

ment in Oxford-street should be postponed for three'

years. Mr. Underwood, the chairman^ opened the busi-

ness of the meeting by animadverting upon the conduct of

the vestry in reference to this subject, and said that the

test which the wooden pavement had undergone was quite

sufficient to prove its advantages over granite; and he

could not conceive how the vestry, after their former de-

claration, that a year, would be sufficient to test the

wooden pavement, could now for a moment entertain the

proposition of extending the probationary period over

three years. A series of resolutions were then passed ex-

pressing the belief of the meeting in the success of the

experiments already tried ; deprecating any further delay

in continuing the wooden pavement, and condemning the

conduct of the vestry, in entertaining the proposition in

question, as one directly opposed to the interests and the

repeatedly expressed wislies of the inhabitants of Oxford-

street, Lord Nugent, in defending the conduct of the

Vestry, of which he was a member, expressed himself

strongly in favour of wooden pavement, and stated that

he believed the majority of the vestry thought with him.

Several gentlemen spoke in strong condemnatory terms of

the conduct of the vestry, as being extraordinary and in-

comprehensible. It was then resolved that as many of

the inhabitants of the parish as could malce it convenient,

would on Saturday (this day) attend the vestry and urge

the propriety of continuing the wooden pavement in

Oxford-street ; and that all the vestrymen should likewise

be invited to attend,

Kensington^—At a recent meeting of the vestry in this

parish the following resolution was adopted :
** That it is

the opinion of this vestry that the guardians be earnestly

requested to apply to the Poor Law Commissioners to

dissolve the Kensington union as far as regards this

parish, the union being too large for the proper and effi-

cient management of the poor of the several parishes,

Kensington alone being large enough for any parochial

management/' A poll was in consequence opened, which
continued for three days. At its close another meeting
was held, when the respective numbers were as follows :

for the resolution 503, against it 8 ; being a majority

against the union of 495. The result was announced
amid loud cheering. Mr. Hanson then moved that a

copy of the resolution adopted by the vestry by the result

of the poll, and also of a former resolution that the vestry

do not approve of the projected erection of a union work-

house, should be sent by the vestry clerk to the Poor Law
Commissioners, the board of guardians of the Kensington

union, and individually to each of the guardians for the

parish. The motion was put by the chairman, Archdea-

con Pott, and carried unanimously. Mr. Percivai then

moved, " That the vestry-clerk be likewise instructed to

make known to the Poor Law Commissioners, to the

board of guardians, and to the guardians of this parish,

the almost unanimous opinion of the parishioners that

the building of a union workhouse would be an impolitic

and unnecessary expense.'' This resolution was also

unanimously adopted.

Spiialfields, — We referred, in a previous Number,
to a meeting held on the subject of the existing dis-

tress of the weavers of Spitalfields and its vicinity,

and the application made on the subject to the Lord
Mayor, On Wednesday a deputation of the weavers
again appeared at the Mansion-house, for the purpose of
applying to the Lord Mayor for his immediate interference
to procure a distribution of the funds already subscribed for
their relief, amounting, as they said they did, with their
families, to 24,000 individuals. Alderman Wilson re-
ceived the deputation in the absence of the Lord Mayor,
with whom he had communicated on the subject. One of
the deputation stated, that by the desire of a numerous
meeting, they waited upon the Lord Mayor for the pur-
pose of calling his Lordship's attention to certain resolu-
tions which had been passed upon the subject of the ex-
isting distress, which was extreme, and entreating that his
Lordship would exercise his great influence to alleviate it.

The resolutions referred to were then read, which entered
at length into some startling details of the privations
under which the weavers were suffering ; and the deputa-
tion concluded their address by handing a card to the
Alderman, showing the mode of distributing relief when
Queen Adelaide interfered a few years ago in their behalf.
Alderman Wilson said, that but a short time since a state-
ment on the subject was made to the Lord JMayor, who
felt deeply for the multitudes who were reduced to sncli a
deplorable condition. His Lordship was, however, in dif-

ficulty with respect to the distribution of the funds at his
disposal, but he was convinced that immediate measures
^"ould be adopted to distribute the funds already in hand,
and that a public meeting would be called in consequence
of the increasing distress. The men expressed themselves
grateful for the sympathy shown ; and it was understood
that some steps would be at once taken to facihtate the
distribution of the funds in hand.

Robberies.—A few days since the following robbery was
committed at Westmoreland-place, City-road. It appears
that about nine in the evening, as Mrs. Gooch, an elderly
lady, vras sitting alone in her parlour, she was startled by
the sudden entrance of two strange men, one of whom,
before she could call for assistance, thrust a handkerchief
itito her mouth, whilst the other pinioned her arms, and
With a rope bound her to the chair. They then told her
that if she remained quiet, and gave up wliat money she
possessed, they would not hurt her ; but if she attempted
to move or give the least alarm, they would murder her,
Having rifled her pockets, they took her keys and un-
locked a writing-desk, from which they stole gold and
uver to the amount of 10/., and several articles of value,.

^n^henring footctept qu the »t*ir», hgw«ver> they v.^r^

alarmed and took to flight, knocking down in the passage
the servant, who attempted to oppose their retreat. It is

supposed that they gained an entrance to the house by the
servant having left the street-door open while she went on
an errand to a shop in the neighbourhood. The police

have hitherto been unable to trace them,—On Sunday
evening a man dressed as a porter knocked at the house
of Mrs- IVIaddox, Bridporfc-place, Hoxton, and requested
the servant to deliver a letter, and he >vould wait for an
answer. On taking it to her mistress, it was discovered

to be a hoax, being nothing more than a blank sheet of

paper, folded in the form of a letter. Upon the servant's

return the man was nowhere to be seen, and supposing him
to be gone, she closed the door. Shortly afterwards Mrs.
Maddox hearing footsteps on the stairs, went into the
passage, and discovered a man with a large bundle in his

hand, who knocked her down with a severe blow on the

head, and immediately ran off. Mrs, Maddox afterwards

found that her bedroom had been entered and robbed of a

quantity of wearing apparel, jewellery, and a variety of

other articles. The thief has not been apprehended.

—

On Wednesday information was received at the Metropo-
litan police stations of the following extensive robberies of
Bank of England notes, &c., to the amount of 1,202/.,

viz. from a gentleman, on Slonday, while travelling by
the London and Birmingham night train to Manchester,
the sum of .930/., consisting of one 500/. note, one 300/.,

one 100/., and one 50/. note. A reward of 50/. has been
offered for their recovery. On Sunday evening there was
also stolen from the dwelling-house of Mr. Grant, of

Bingham, Notts, the sum of 252/. in notes an4 sovereigns.

The house was broken open, and the mopey taken from
an old oak chest. A reward of 50/. is offered for the ap-

prehension of the thieves.—On Wednesday a man in the

dress, and assuming the manner of a gentleman's coach-

man, called with a letter addressed to the lady who is the

secretary of the Friendly Female Benevolent Society, and
which purported to be from Lady Emily Farmer, of Clan-

vill-park» Petworth, announcing herself and three daugh-

ters as subscribers of two guineas per year each. It stated

that, haying occasion to send her coachman to town, he
would take the receipts and the difference of 10/., the

amount of the check enclosed. The letter was in the first

style of writing and address. * The lady to whom it was
addressed not being at home, the change was about to be

handed to the man, when, in recollection of similar at-

tempted frauds, a note to her ladyship, promising re-

ceipt, &c., by post, was substituted ; and it was afterwards

found, on presenting the check at Messrs. Weston and
Co.*s, that it was a forgery.

Fires.—No less than eight fires occurred in the Metro-

polis on Christmas-day, some of which were attended

with great loss of property. Three of these occurred in

the southern and western suburbs. The first was in the

house of Mr, Lavell, High-street, CamGerwel]. The
family, it seems, retired to rest about twelve, and shorily

after one the house was discovered to be in flames. The
Several en-

\

tliere was
tlis whole

adjoinino"

at 1000/.

inmates made their escape with difficulty,

gines were soon on the spot, but unfortunatel}'

a bad supply of water, and in a short time

building was reduced to ruins, and several

houses much injured. The loss is estimated

The engines had scarcely left, when they were summoned
to a ^re in the manufactory of Messrs. Bryan, patent

leather-dressers, Dacre-street, Westminster, and which,

from the thickly populated neighbourhood, excited great

alarm. The fire commenced in that portion of the pre-

mises where the process of varnishing the leatlier is car-

ried on, and so violent were the flames, that this portion

of the building was soon reduced to ruins. By the ex-

ertions of the firemen, however, the other portion of the

building was saved. The loss is said to amount to nearly

2000/.—Shortly after, information was recjeived that the

Eagle saw-mills, at Old Brompton, were on fire. Here,

also, there was a scarcity of water, and the fire "burnt

itself out, destroying the whole of the mills and stock in

trade. The damage is said to amount to several thou-

sand pounds.— Five other fires occurred in the course of

the day, by which much damage was occasioned. They

took place severally at the premises of Messrs. ^Martinez

and Co., wine-merchants, 77, Mark-lane ; at Mr. Sabine's,

card-maker and hot-presser, Lovell-court, Paternoster-

row ; at a house in Charles-street, Bethnal-green ; at

Limehouse ; and at Stepney-causeway. Nearly the whole

of these originated, it is "stated, from the overheating of

stoves in cooking their Christmas dinners. It appears

that the occurrence of numerous fires on Christmas-daj

has been observed for many years past.

Jierwick^on-Twecd.—The failure of the banking-house

of Messrs. Batson, Berry, and Co., has led to a meeting of

the inhabitants of this town, to consider the best means of

supplying the wants of the district, when it was resolved

that an application should be made to the Bank of England,

through the medium of one of the sitting members, to-es-

tabhsh a branch bank in this town. An answer has been

received from the Directors, declining, it is understood,

the proposal, but intimating that every encouragement

should be given to a joint-stock bank, should it be esta-

blished, and the circulation conducted with Bank of Eng-

land paper. With this object in view, a prospectus for a

new bank has been issued ; and it is said to be the intention

of the parties concerned in its formation to call a public

meeting shortly on the subject. A meeting of the creditors

of the late bank has been held, when assignees were de-

clared; the claims proved against the estate are said to be

upward8>f 250,000/. .The;^entirc liabiliticB of the firm are

aid to be nearly 350,000/,, of which the cluimaof depoei-

toff ia th« town and immediate neighbourhaod arf

160,000/.; similar claims in Alnwick and south of th

town, 50,000/. ; and notes in circulation, 40,000/.

Blackburn.—A few days since, two young men, namd
David Fisher and Robert Horsman, were summoned before
the magistrates at the petty sessions, to answer the charge
of not attending church on Sunday the 5th Dec, in accord-
ance with a law still retained upon the statute-book, im-
posing a fine of five shillings upon those who do not attend
a place of worship on the Sabbath-day. The constable
who preferred the charge said, that on the day in question
he accompanied the churchwardens of Clayton-le-Moors
in their perambulations in search of disorderly characters,
when they met the defendants in their working-clothes*
The churchwardens asked them why they were not at

church, bat they made no reply, and walked away. The
wardens then ordered the constable to summon the parties
for non-attendance at church, and accordingly the young men
were brought before the magistrates. The bench however dis-

missed the case ; and the superintendent of police said that
the summons had been taken out without his sanction, and
as it was contrary to rule, the constable must answer for

his misconduct-
Brighion.—A man, who gave his name Thomas Adams,

has undergone an examination before the magistrates of

this town on a charge of forgery. The checks which he
had forged purported to be those of Mr. Serj, Adams,
whose son prisoner had represented himself, under the

name of Charles Adams. The police-officer said he had
reason to believe his name was George Thomas Davies,

and prayed a remand, as he expected a warrant to convey
him to Kent, where several charges were likely to be
brought against him. The prisoner was^ accordingly re-

manded.
Bristol.—It is reported that Sir C. Wetherell, the re-

corder of this city, is about to resign that office.—An ac-

cident of a severe nature occurred to Mrs. Monck, the

lady of the Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, on Sa-

turday. It appears that while passing down some steps

which lead from the hall-door of the palace, her foot

slipped, and she fell, dislocating her collar bone by the

accident. The latest accounts, however, state that she is

going on favourably, and that her recovery may be soon
expected.

Carnarvon A local paper (the Herald) states that a

correspondent has communicated some interesting parti-

culars of a storm of thunder and lightning, accompanied

by hail, that passed over the peninsula of Lleyn on the

morning of the 17th ult. In' its 2)assage over tlie park at

Madryn, it was of a very serious character, and did consi-

derable damage to a long range of glasshouses, pits, and
frames, that are used for forcing, besides endangering a

large collection of valuable plants. Some of the hailstones

measured, it is stated, 3 inches and one-eighth round the

base, all of them being of a conical shape. The writer

adds, that he cannot find that any hail of the same magni-

tude and Cjuantity has fallen in that part of the country

within the memory of the present age.

Ch0lms/ord,—A serious fire occurred on the premises

of Mr. Zurhorst, at Pilgrim's Hatch, in this county,

Friday the 24th ult. The bouse was burned to the

Mr. Zur-
the

on
ground, and nearly all the furniture dtstroyed.

horst, it seems, has also incurred a serious loss by

burning of a cabinet, in vihich he had deposited 250/, in

bank notes, 16 sovereigns, a check for 19/., and a bill for

89/. ; the furniture being the only part of the property in-

sured. It is not yet known how the fire originated.

Derby,—On Monday addresses from this town were

presented by a deputation of gentlemen and tradesmen to

Lord Melbourne at Melbourne IlalL The address con-

tained a summary of the leading measures of the ministry

of which his Lordship was the head, and adverting to the

measures proposed by them for meeting the deficiency of

the revenue by an amendmeut of the general tariff, it ex-

pressed a conviction that though that attempt had been for

a time defeated, it could not long be resisted by any party in

power, and conveyed the hope that either the present mi-

nisters would be compelled to pursue the same hue of con-

duct as their predecessors, or else that his Lordship, toge-

ther with his late colleagues in office, would again ere long

be called to her Majesty's councils. Lord Melbourne in

his reply alluded to the language he held in the same place

in the autumn of 1C34, when he pressed upon the gentle-

men whom he had then the honour of receiving, the ne-

cessity of union and concord, without which, from the

natural strength and compact array of the adversary, there

was no hope of success. Discord had succeeded to union,

and the natural and necessary consequence, defeat and

failure, followed. "Union alone," observed his lordship,

''is irresistible; and union can only be insured by the

choice of defined objects, not doubtful, speculative, andha-

rardous, but dictated by reason, approved by experience,

and of a practicable character." His lordship having com-
plimented the inhabitants of Derby on their consistency,

and adverted to the expressions in the' addresses of kindly

feeling towards himself i>ersonaUy, concluded his answer

by animadverting on the conduct of his political oppo-

nents* He referred to the measures for the supply of the

pecuniary deficiency, and the relief cf the commercial em-
barrassment, proposed, he said, in gcod faith, and in the

hope that they would have received the sanction of Parlia-

ment, but which were met by a vote of want of confidence,

•« It Will now be," said his lordship, "for her Majeatj'tf

present advisers to bring forward upon their part such plans

as they may think better suited to the circumstances of the

times ; and it will be for your representatives to consider

those plans with reference to and in coaiparison with the

measures «hich we submitted to the last Pariiameut. I can

only say that for myself they shall receive a full and fait

consideration, and that, ai far aa in me lies, 1 wiil no to

QtherMttatjuatiee which I h<?W tgharebttu dcm^dtemf

*n
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ftDd my collragncB, and in being denied to «8, to have also

been denied to the coontry."—We are informed by a local

paper that the only cotton factory that was working at

Chapel-en-!e-Frith stopped last week. This factory, it

•eems belong* to Mi Ashton and Co., of Hyde, who
have been obliged, it ii Mid, through depression of trade

and other inconveniences, to stop alt their works, both at

llyTr ind Chapel-en-lc- Frith ; whereby upwards of a hun-

dred and fifty hmds have been thrown out of employment

at Chapcl-en-Ie-Fritb, who were altogether depending upon

Messrs. Ashton for support.

J/uIL— On Christmas night about twelve o'clock, a

person on board a stean^-'T then on her passage from

London to this port caused a serious alarm among the

pMsengers, of whom there were several of both sexes, by

•tamping on the deck over the fore-cabin, and crying out

that the ship was on fire. The conseqvience was a general

confuijioa among the fore-cabin passengers, during which
a man, jumping from an upper berth, fell upon a woman
beneath and serioosly hort her. All rnshed to the ladder

;

but it was soon discovered to be a hoax, and that there

waa no cause for alarm. The author of the mischief, on

being told he sboutd be given into custody on arrival

at this placej threatenrd to stab any one who dared to lay

bauds on lioi ; and this deterred the summary punish-

ment which many of the passengers, it is said, were dis-

posed to inflict on him. The law, it seemSf does not

apply to such a case.

//>.v!t7t'A.—A local paper Informs us f!iat one of the

iteamersfrom tliis port conveyed no less than ten tons of

ttirkeys from the Suffolk const during the last week; ei^ht

tons of the same description of Christm is faro having been

previously forwarded by the same steamer for the Loudon
market.

Lannceston,—A local p^per stales that this county is so

extensively undermined, that churches and churchyards,

nisnsion-houses and hostelries, are many of them suh-

pcntled over a yawning gulpli, and in constant dani^er of

falling upon the miners below. The Comwaii Gazette of

last week gives the following account of a narrow escape

which occurred at Illogan : As the wife of a labourer called

X)unstone was crossing her kitchen, the ground suddenly

gave way, and she was left snspended by her arm over a

shaft, hilt fortunately was rescued from her perilous situa-

tion without any injury,''

Manchester,—The property recently destroyed by fire

in this town has since been the scene of a still more serious

calamity. The particulars of the fire alluded to were de-

tailed in our la&t Number, the building destroyed being a

large warehouse in Piccadilly, in the occupation of the

Union Carrying Company. The ruins, which had re-

mained uuJiaturbed since the fire, were about to be re-

moved on Friday, Christmas-eve, when another accident

occurred. Though the building had been completely gut-

ted by the fire, two of the entire walls were left standing,

and that at the back of the v.'arehouse was about f)0 feet

high by iOO in length, aiid was carried by means of two
•tone arches over the Rochdale Canal. This wall was
about to be removed by a number cf men, who were erect-

ing some scaffolding against it, when the stone of one
of the arches, which had become rotten and nearly pul-

verfsed by the action of the fire, givmg way^ the arch col-

Lpsed, and the wall dividiug into tv^o portions, fella heap
of rnins upon the men below. There were upwards of a

hundred labourers about the building when the accident
occurred, of whom five were killed on the spot, and ten
others seriously wounded, two of whom afterwards died :

ill the rest escaped uninjured. Great excitement imme-
diately prevailed throughout the whole town, and all the
thoroughfares leading to the scene of the accident became
densely thronged ^ith thousands of persons ; and it re-
quired great exertions on the part of the police to keep
them from the ruins, and thus prevent the danger of further
accidents. A considerable time elapsed before all the bodies
were dug out, and general alarm was for some time felt from

, It report that all the men who were in the building at the time
had been buried. This, however, proved incorrect, and
the extent of the calamity was found to be as stated above.
An inquest has been held, and after a lengthened investi-
gation the jury expressed themselves satisfied that the un-
fortunate event was the result of mere accident, and that
no bl imc or want of precaution attached to any of the par-
ties connected with the removal of the ruins. They ac-
cordingly returned a verdict of *• Accidental death'' in all

the cases. With the exception of one young man, who
still lies at the Infirmary in a precarious state, all the
others who were injured are doing favourably, and likely
to recover.—On Monday the inmates in the house of Mr.
Carman, Faulkner-street, St. Peter's, were thrown into a
state ofalatm, caused by the sudden indisposition of nine
individuals, shortly after dinner on that day. It seems
that Mr. and Mrs. Baker, of the Theatre Royal, and two
daughters, and Mr. and Mrs. H. Holl, have apartments at
Mr. Carman's; and that, oa Monday, at dinner, they, as
well as Mr. Carman and his two daughters, partook of
aome mutton broth. Shortly afterwards they were seized
with severe illness, attended by all the symptoms of hav-
ing taken poison, ^ledical assistance being called in,

active remedial measures were adopted, and they were all

restored; though some of them continued for scTeral

days greatly indisposed. There appears to be some mys-
tery connected with the affair ; no suspicion attaching to

any of the inmates, though it is supposed that arsenic

must have been mixed vrith the oatmeal used in the

broth, and which had been some time in the house. The
inspected substance Is in the hands of some chemists, who
are to exanoine and report upon it*—Some surprise has
been expressed in this town, during the last week, by the

report that a confidential clerk in the employ of the Man-
ch^^itTf Bplton, and Bury Canal^aad Railway Company

had absconded with a large amount of property in his

possession. It appears that bis name is Samuel Hayward,

and that he held the situation of book-keeper and collecting

clerk, in which capacity large amounts of cash were con-

tinually passing through his hands. On the 4th ult. he

paid over a balance of 80/. to the cashier, requesting per-

mission to go into the country by the next coach, and re-

turn on the succeeding Monday. The permission was

granted, and he left the town, but not being heard of for

some time, search was made after him by the police, sup-

posing that he ujight have been murdered, and finally his

private desk was broken open, when two letters were dis-

covered in his hand-writing, one directed io his wife, and

the other to the cashier, in both of which he said that he

had left the country for ever, and that he had remained as

long as he could without being discovered and punished.

A policeman was immediately despatched to Liverpool to

see if he could trace him, and succeeded in apprehending

him on board a packet in that port which was on the point

of sailing for America. The prisoner was brought back to

this town, and has undergone an examination before the

magistrates, when four cases of embezzlement exceeding

lOOO/. were proved against him, and he was committed

to take his trial. The prisoner is 27 years of age, re-

spectably connected, and has a wife and family. His

salary was 200/. per annum, and he states that the vessel

in which he intended to have taken his departure had

only sailed from Liverpool two hours before his arrival in

thttt town. It is feared that he will be found a defaulter to

a much larger amount than that already discovered.

Neiccaslle'Upon.Ty7xe.—Mr. William Gibb, the agent,

at Alnwick, of Messrs. Lambton and Co., bankers of this

town, has absconded ; and since his departure it has been

discovered that forged bills to a considerable extent have

passed through his hands, but to what amount is not yet

publicly known. It is stated that the Messrs, Lambton
possess security from Mr. Gibb to the amount of 3,000/.,

and that four persons residing in Alnwick are bis sureties

to that extent. This circumstance, coming so soon after

the failure of the Tweed Bank, has created additional alarm

in Alnwick, where there are several instances of loss oc-

casioned by the latter event. It seems Mr. Gibb left his

home about three weeks since, but it is only a few days

iince it was suspected that he had absconded.

Shrewsbury,—An inquest has been held on Emma
Evans, the woman who was murdered at Chirk, the cir-

cumstances connected with which were detailed in our

last. The magistrates did not wish the coroner to enter

into any subject beyond the immediate cause of death,

fearing the ends of justice might be defeated, and the jury

consequently returned a verdict of *' Wilful murder against

some person or persons unknown.'' The two men, Wil-
liams and Lawson, from whom the bundle of goods was
taken, which belonged to deceased, were not at first appre-

hended, although they were supposed to be lying secreted

somewhere in the neighbourhood. They have since been
captured at Coventry ; and were discovered on Monday in

consequence of their endeavouring to dispone cf some silver

spoons at a pawnbroker's, who suspecting they were the

parties concerned in the murder, forwarded information to

the police of this town, who immediately proceeded there

and succeeded in apprehending them. Their arrival in this

place produced considerable excitement, and great numbers
of persons assembled to meet them, but by the arrange-
ments of the police they were safely secured in the gaol,

without any interruption or violence being used towards
them by the mob. Tliey have since undergone an exami-
nation before the magistrates, which did not elicit any
fresh facts of importance, and was adjourned for a few days.—Another murder has v/ithin the last few days been
committed in this county, at Whexall near Wem.
It seems that a wife, with the assistance
band, has administered poison to both
whereby the mother has lost her life

escaped ; but a third party unconnected with the transac-
tion has since died from the effects of the food of which he
had also been a partaker. The perpetrators of the crime are
named Thomas and Mary Harries, living in the same cot-
tage with the father, Arthur Williams, and his deceased
wife. It seea.s that deceased had been in the habit of
correcting two children which Harries had by a former
wife, and that he had threatened her for so doing, and this
is supposed to be the motive that led to the commission

T

of her hus-
her parents,

the father

un-of the crime. The circumstances are as follows :—On S_.,
day deceased partook of an apple-dumpling at dinner, and
was immediately taken ill, and died the same evening. Her
husband did not eat any, being too ill, from having taken
a small portion of poisoned food on the previous night

;

and the third party was the son of a neighbour to whom
the female prisoner had given the remainder of the dump-
hng. An inquest has been held, and after the conclusion
of the evidence the male prisoner made a statement to the
effect that he had told his wife on Saturday that something
was the matter with the meat, to make the old man so ill.
He said he had purchased the poison some months a<'0 for
the purpose of destroying rats ; and hinted that hi^ wife
must have administered the poison, if deceased really was
poisoned. The female ])risoncr said that if any one knew
about it, it was hei husband. The jury returned a verdict
that deceased's death was occasioned by poison administered
by Thomas Harries, and that he was assisted bv his wife-
and they were both committed to take their trial
Stamford.—A. serious accident, attended by loss of life

has occurred at a coal-pit belonging to Messrs. Job and
1 ^e Taylor, at Darlaston. It appears that three men and
a boy were descending to their work, when the skip on
which they were standing, before their heads were lower
than the mouth of the pit, got detached from the rope
and they fell a depth of more than thirty yards. One of
the men was killed on the spot, and the other two have

f
since died. The boy lies in a dangerous state and is not

expected to recover. It was at first feared that the rope

had been burnt nearly through designedly, as the end wai

charred, but on inquiry it appeared most probable that the

loose end of the knot tied in the rope to secure a riag and

hook, which carries the skip, had caught fire accidentally,

as the men were in the habit of sticking a lighted candW

to the bow of the skip, and that it smouldered till it got

to the tight part of the knot, when it was extinguished.

In consequence of this, it is thought that the weight of the

men untied the knot, or slipped it through the ling^ a^l

thus caused the accident.

Siockton.^A local paper states that a singular evident*

of the effects of railways upon the growth of towns is to

be found at Middlcsborough, a shipping port, on a branch

of the railway from Darlington to this place. This little

town at the terminus of the railway, from which there ii

a branch to it, has, it seems, been entirely formed in the

course often years ; and now numbers about 5,000 inha-

bitants, with a church, market, and all the accompaniments

of a town of active industry and business. Many of its

houses bear the appearance of being occupied by persons

in comfortable circumstances, and the town looks more
like one of settled and matured habits than of recent

growth,
Stoke-upon- Trent,—A meeting of the ratepayers of

this parish, pursuant to public notice, has been held to

take into consideration the propriety of granting a church-

rate. The vestry was crowded, nearly 1000 persons, it is

said, being present, and many being unable to gain admis-

sion. The rector took the chair after considerable oppo-

sition, when Mr. Tomkinson, the churchwarden, read aa

estimate for the coming year ; which for the two churches,

he said, was 345/. 55. \d. He therefore proposed that a

rate of \%d. in the pound, for the repairs and other^"ex-

penses of Stoke and Shelton churches, be ordered, Mr.
Robinson, a Chartist, then addressed the meeting, oppos-

ing the rate with considerable warmth ; and ccncloded by

proposing as an amendment, '* That the meeting was of

opinion that the church-rates were unjust in principle,

and ought to be resistedj and that the meeting do adjourn

for twelve months." The amendment having been

seconded, the chairnaan stated that he should not put it

to the meeting. Some warm and angry discussion en-

sued, during which one of the speakers, Mr. James Hol-

den, said that the 10,930,000/. wliich the tithes produced

ought to be appropriated to the support of the church,

the clergy, and the poor, as it was before the time of the

Protestant reformation. A gentleman of the name <^

Ridgway then spoke at considerable lengtli, arguing

against the imposition of church-rates on the ground of the

existing distress among all classes ; and after enumerating

the difficulties in which the manufacturers are at the pre-

sent time placed, the hardships of the shopkeepers, and

the distress of all, he proposed to make use of the words^

'^that this meeling therefore do adjourn to Easter Monday."

That, hesaidjwouldbelegal, and then the rate payers could

come again and do likewise. Mr. Robinson [then with-

drew his amendment in favour of Mr. Ridgway's, amid

loud cheers. The chairman called for a show of hands

for the rate, when a few only were held up, and a great

number against it, A poll was then demanded, which

the ^chairman said should open immediately ; and after-

wards be adjourned to Friday. He declined to put the

amendment, and left the room amid great confusion.

After his departure the chair was taken by one of the

opposite party, and the amendment of Mr. Ridgway was

carried unanimously.
Sutton in AshfieUL—We have noticed in previous Num-

bers the frequent recurrence of incendiary lires in this

place and neighbourliood, without any clue being disco-

vered to the authors of them. On Sunday an attempt

was made to set fire to the church. It appears that when

the sexton went to ring the bell, he discovered that some

pitch, cotton, and sticks had been inserted in one of the

pews through a window, where a pane of glass had been

estracted. No mischief, bowever, was done, the combus-

tibles having fortunately fallen upon a part of the floor of

the pew, which is old oak; otherwise, it is thought, the

consequences might have been serious, as even the oak it-

self was partly burnt. No clue has yet been discovered to

the author of this or the other numerous fiies that have

occurred in this neighbourhood.
Wakejield,—K public meeting, whicli waa numerously

attended, has been held in this town, to consider the pro-

priety of forming a diocesan board of education, in ac-

cordance with the principles of the Established Church.

The meeting was called by the Bishop of Ripon, in com-

pliance with a numerously-signed requisition. The pro-

posed rules were agreed to, and ujany speeches were made?
but the most important feature of the meeting was the ad-

dress of the chairman, Lord Wharncliffe, the substance of

which was as follows ;
—'^ Government could not do much.

It could not provide and support those schools ; it could

only aid and encourage them. Government could not pro-

vide the funds necessary for the education of the people

;

for, as a Government, it had no power to do that, even u
willing. It depended entirely on the representatives of the

people in the Hou=e of Commons. They had appropri-

ated asmall sum for the purpose ; but before any govern-

ment could go to Parliament with a proposition to increase

that grant to any extent, it would be necessary to sho*
that the laity, the clergy, and all ranks of the people were
ready to contribute liberally to the object. He hud sodb*

knowledge on the subject, and he was happy to say there

was a disposition to contribute liberally. When that was
done, then Parliament would give further aid. He had
given the matter the most anxious consideration, and he

believed all who had given attention to it would, with him.

deprecate strongly that the charge of educating the peo-

r-J
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pie should be taken out of the hands of those v.ho were
willing voluntarily to superintend it."

irt;ic?5or.—On Wednesday, the Queen, accompanied
:by Prince Albert, several members of the Royal suite, and
a select party of sixty, proceeded to the Great Park, about
:a mile from the Castle, to be present at a meeting of the
Royal buckhounds, and to witness a stag-bunt. Her
Majesty was in a carriage and four, attended by outriders.
The Dinham stag, which had been hunted during the past
two seasons, and let out to rove at liberty during the sum-

selected from the herd, and the hounds laid on

15

mer, was

at Bishopsgate, whither her Majesty and the Court pro-
ceeded to witness the sport. The stag, after a run of an
hour, was taken close to Cumberland-lodge. The Queen,
in her carriage, traversed the Park in various directions,
and had a good view of the whole of the run, with which
her Majesty, who was looking very well, appeared much
pleased. Not only were the whole company comprisi;ig
the field in at the take, but her Majesty also, who arrived
at the Lodge at the moment of the capture. The stag, by
the Queen's command, was immediately afterwards brought
to her Majesty's carriage, by the keepers, for the Queen's
inspection, the Prince, Lord Rosslyn, Master of the
hi^ckhounds, and the members of the Court, forming a
circle. The Royal party then returned to the Castle.
The equestrian statue of the late King George the Fourth,
in brouse, by Sir F. Chantrey, nine feet high, is, it is said,
likely to be placed in the Long Walk.

Worcester,—The spirit of incendiarism appears to
lia^'^ manifested itself on the borders of this county, two
fires having occurred about the same time a few nights
.•since, which, it is said, there is every reason to suppose
were occasioned wilfully. In one case a blacksmith's
:shop and adjoining premises at Spcrnal, belonging to a
-widow named Blackburn, were burned to the ground ; and
in the other a rick belonging to Mr. Bennett, farmer, re-
siding at Studley Holt. They occurred within half a mile
of each other, and in Mr. Bennett's case, but for great
exertions, two other stacks^ it is thought, must have been
consumed.

-

Railways,—An accident, which produced considerable
alarm at the time and has since occasioned much excite-
n>ent, took place on the line of the Great Western Rail-
way, the day before Christmas-day, whereby eight persons
^ere killed on the spot, and many others seriously injured.
It appears that a luggage-train, with a number of passen-
gers of the labouring class, left the Paddington terminus
at 4 A.M., and had proceeded as far as the Sunning-hill
cutting, near Reading, when it suddenly came into con-
tact with a slip of earth that had fallen from the embank-
ment, and covered the rails. It was quite dark at the
time, and the immediate consequence was that the engine
-was forced off the line, and the heavily-laden luggage-
trains (which were placed behind the passengers) in con-
sequence of the momentum they had acquired, and the
sudden check they thus received, were thrown on the car-
nages of the passengers, crushing eight to death and se-
verely wounding twelve others. The sufferers were chiefly
mechamcs, and among the killed were several stonemasons
from the New Houses of Parliament, who were goinj^down into the country to spend the Christmas holiday
witli their friends An inquest, which lasted two days,
fcas been held and a lengthened investigation gone into as
to the cause of the accident. Two questions more parti-
cv|larly occupied Jhe attention of the jurv, the first ofwhich was the practice of placing the passengers in trucks
before the luggage, and to which in a great measure is at.
tr Luted so extensively fatal a result ; and the second
whether the slip had been sudden and without notice, orwhetherithad taken place after a previous indication,
which ought to have demanded the attention of the com-pany. As related to the first inquiry, the position of the
passengers trucks, Mr. Brunei, the engineer of the line,
stated that the plan was adopted because it was deemed
xtie safest. The reasons he gave for this opinion were,
Tliat the luggage trains were uncertain in the time they
Kept, that they proceeded more slowlv than the other
trams, and hence there was always risk of their beine
overtaken and run into by a faster train, in which caee, if
the passengers were placed behind, they would necessarily
be exposed to the greatest danger. With regard to the
second inquiry, whether proper precautions had been
taken by the directors for the security of the embankment,
It appeared m evidence that the part where the accident
took place had been observed for some time previous to
oe in an insecure state, so much so as to attract the notice
ot persons living in the neighbourhood, some of whom had
expressed their apprehensions to servants of the Railway
v^ompany

; that partial shps had taken place some short
time before^ and had been repaired under the direction of
one of the assistant engineers, Mr. Berthram, and although
this witness and his foreman deposed that everything was
«one which was thought necessary, and expressed them-
selves quite sure that the particular slip which led to the
lata! catastrophe was new, and without any previous indi-
cation of danger, another witness, Mr. Gosling, jun.,
stated that he had perceived the ground bulging, where it
afterwards fell in, on the very day before the accident hap-
pened. It further appeared that there was no watchman
J^earer the spot than half a mile, and he, not being aware
or the obstruction, made the signal of safety for the train
^ proceed- Some evidence, which however did not ap-

Pt^ar satisfactory to the jury, was adduced to show that
^e slip took place at the moment the train was passing,
^d under circumstances against which tfie presence of a
^atchman could have afforded no security. The state-
.*^nt of the engine driver, however, who with the stoker

singularly escaped uninjured, went to disprove this, for he
ated that the engine ran into some loose earth which
aa shpped from the side of the cutting on to the rails.

engine and tender
; their reasons, which the coroner how>

ever refused to give, being understood to be that the pas-
sengers' trucks, in the lirst place, were not placed in the
safest position ; and secondly, that due precautions had
not been taken for the security of the embankment, after
the recent slips that had occurred near the spot. The last
accounts report that the wounded persons, who had been
received into the Reading Infirmary, were proceeding
favourably, and that they are all likely to recover.—

A

fatal accident has occurred on the line of the Grand Junc-
tion Railway, to one of the down-trains, within two or
three miles of Leeds. It appears that one of the whtels
of the engine suddenly broke, whereby the rail was cut in
two, and the engine twice overturned on a slight elevation
at the side of the line. The engine driver was so seriously
injured that he has since died, but the stoker, by keeping
on the tender, escaped with only a few slight cuts. The
carriage next to the tender was overthrown by the shock,
but fortunately none of the passengers were injured.—An
inquest has been held on John Clagg, aged 34, a labourer
on the London and Brighton Railway. It appeared by
the evidence of a fellow workmen, that he had left him on
the line about six in the evening, walking towards his
home, and shortly after he learned that he had been run
over "by one of the trains. Deceased had been taking a
little beer, but was not intoxicated. The engine driver of
the train which ran over deceased deposed that he never
saw him, and not being aware of the accident, did not
stop the train. Deceased was picked up a few minutes
after by a railway labourer, but though he did not die for
some days, he could give no explanation how the accident
occurred. A surgeon deposed, that when deceased was
brought to him to the hospital he found that he was seri-
ously injured, and appeared under the effects of drink.
His right hand and three of his ribs were broken, and he
was labouring under a pulmonary affection at the time.
Deceased appeared to have been injured by the fire-box

;

and witness was of opinion that the wheels did not go
over any part of him, or he must have been killed on the
spot. The only conclusion witness could come to was
that deceased lay down on the line; and he could not
positively say whether the cause of death was the result
of the accident or the previous disease. Some of the
jury proposed an adjournment, in order Ihixid^post-morlem
examination might take place, but after some consultation
it was overruled, and a verdict returned of '* Death from
natural causes, accelerated by the accident."—A special
general meeting of proprietors of the Manchester and
Leeds Railway has been held at Manchester, for the pur-
pose of taking into consideration a proposal '*to unite the
company with certain other railway companies in taking
a lease of a railway proposed to be made from Darlington
to the Durham Junction Railway, and also for the pur-
pose of considering the propriety of proceeding with the
formation of the projected extension of the Manchester
and Leeds Railway to HuntVbank, under the powers ob-
tained by Act of Parliament for the purpose." There was
a numerous attendance of the proprietary, and after some
discussion resolutions were adopted, authorising the direc-
tors to proceed with the undertaking to Hunt's-hank, and
also to unite with other companies for the extension of
railway conveyance in the north.—An accident, attended
with very serious consequences, occurred on Monday, on
the line of the Bristol and Gloucester Railway, about 15
miles from the former city, whereby three men were killed
on the spot, and five other persons severely injured.
From the accounts received, it appears that the men were
engaged in the formation of a tunnel, two miles from
^Vickwar; and on Saturday, a barrel of gunpowder, in-
tended to be used in blowing up the rocks, had been
placed for safety in a neighbouring shed, used as a black-
smith's shop. On Monday, whilst the blacksmith was
sharpening the men's tools, a spark of fire fell from the
anvil on the powder, which imntediately exploded, and
the men were blown in different directions. The shock,
which was heard at the distance of six or seven miles, pro-
duced great alarm in the surrounding hamlets ; and as
soon as the extent of the mischief was ascertained, the
dead bodies were removed to a neighbouring shed to await
an inquest, and the five wounded men were conveyed to
the Bristol Infirmary, where four of them continue in a
dangerous state.

The jury ultimately returned a verdict of Accidental death [progress, its gradual decline, and ultimately its faU ; andm all the eight cases, with a deodand of lOOO/. on the he confessed it struck him with something-he hop;d of
superstition—which led him to think that the pride of
England's greatness had passed away, and that her decUne
and fall were coming on. He ref!ected upon the subject
with horror, although he felt that England had inflicted
much bitter injury upon his country, and that a greater
enemy his country never had had. 'But he wept over the
miseries of the British people, and he was ready to struggle
with them to maintain that superiority which he feared
they were losing. His whole thought was engrossed in
contemplating the coming misery of England, and be
shuddered with horror at what might be its results-
Hunger, it was said, would break through stone walls, and
no political institution was strong enough to stand against
the clamouring of a starving people. He prayed, how*
ever, that in saying this he might not turn out to be a true
prophet. The Lord Mayor then announced Mr. Bright,
of Rochdale, as the first speaker, who addressed the meet-
ing at great length. Having adverted to the difficulties
thrown in the way of Catholic Emancipation, and of the
Negro Emancipation Acts, he proceeded to contend that
the objections to the repeal of the Corn-laws were equally
unjust, and would prove equally futile. Having given
some instances of the injurious effects of restrictions on

IRELAND.
DulVui, A meeting for the purpose of taking into

consideration the repeal of the Corn-laws has been held
at the MansioQ-house. The Lord Mavor, who presided,
began his speech by stating that the effect of the present
Corn-laws was actual starvation, and that the pressure of
the Corn-law was grossly unequal. The quantity of bread
consumed by the wealthier classes, he said, was insignifi-
cant compared with their wealth, while that consumed by
the poor man amounted to nine-tenths of the value of his
productive powers. The Corn^law tax was unjust in that
respect, but it was also grossly unjust that one class of
the people should derive an income from the food made
use of by another. After some further remarks in the same
strain, Mr, O'Connell added that when he looked at the
recent accounts of the manufacturing interests of En^^land
he found the quantity of manufactured goods diminLhin^
d.iy by day, the number of employers likewise diminishing
mercantile men failing, banks broken, manufactories shut
up artisans turned out, and starvation spreading far and
wjde

;
he found this progressive scale of deterioration,

lasting and augmenting for six years, accompanied by
serious accounts of the melancholy condition of the people.AU nations of the earth had had their great revolutions.

the import of foreign corn, the speaker appealed to the
assembly to record their assent to a repeal of these laws,
not merely, he said, on account of tlieir English brethren,
who were rapidly coming down to the low standard of food
of the Irish peasantry, but on account of the e^nfferings of
their own countrymen in England, in consequence of the
ruinous operations of these destruclive laws. After some
further observations, Mr. Bright was succeeded by Mr.
G. Thompson and several other speakers, who addressed
the meeting at considerable length. The meeting termi-
nated by the adoption of the following resolution, pro-
posed by the Lord Mayor :

—" That a total and immediate
repeal of the Corn-laws is necessary for the revival of
trade and manufacture, and that it is ej;pedient that all

Ireland should petition for their immediate repeal, and
that measures be taken immediately for doing so,

—

The weekly meeting of the Repeal Association was held
on Tuesday. The Lord Mayor, in handing in some money,
congratulated the Association on the circumstance of a
great demonstration in favour of Repeal having been made
the previous day at Kclis, county Mealh ; nhen from
10,000 to 20,000 persons he said attended, and came to
thedetcrmin.ition to post up in a conspicuous part of their
dwellings '* There is nothing for Ireland but the Repeal.''
A hatband with the same inscription was to be generally
worn by the people of that district, and he had no doubt
it would become universal in Ireland, lie cautioned the
people against being deluded, he said, by gangs of. spies
that were going through the country, trying to induce
them to join illegal societies, for the very purpose of after-
wards betraying them. His Lordship stated with great
gratification that the Right Rev. Dr. Cantwell, the Catholic
bishop of Meath, and neariy all his clergy were thorough
Repealers, and concluded his remarks by moving the
thanks of the association to Dr. Cantwell, his clergy, and
the people of the county Meath, for the noble demonstra-
tion in favour of repeal made on the previous day. The
resolution was passed. After several subscriptions had
been acknowledged, the Lord Mayor alluded to the death
of Mr. West, late member for this city, who died on Mon-
day, for whose private character he expressed high admi-
ration. He wished it to be known that he could take no
part in the approaching election ; the law had made him
returning oflScer, and unless be resigned his oflSce he could
not conscientiously take part one way, or another. In
short, he was determined that during his year of oflBce he
would act with strict impartiality, and, according to his
best exertions, with equal justice to alL
Bel/ast.—A public meeting of persons interested in the

linen trade of Ireland has been held in this town, for the
purpose of adopting some measure to relieve the existing
pressure on that department of trade. After some discus-
sion it was unanimously resolved—'* That a memorial be
forwarded to the Board of Trade, embodying a statement
of the present position of the linen njanufacture." This
document was signed by all the banking companies of thi^
town, and by a large portion of the merchants and capital
ists of the neighbourhood; the whole of the signatures-
representing. It is said, neariy three millions of capital.
The memorial, which extended to some length, stated that
the manufacturers had for some time been suffering from
the seriously depressed state of the linen trade, on the
prosperity of which depends the welfare of almost the
entire province of Ulster; this staple trade giving sup-
port, directly or indirectly, to one-half of its population.
That from the improvement of manufactures in othet
countries, more particularly in Gern any, and the restrictive
measures lately adopted on the continent with respect to
British goods, the memorialists are unable to find a suf-
ficient market for their productions, and their trade, they
fear, will ultimately be annihiiated. They therefore
suggest whether it would not be the interest of the country
generally, as it would be their own particularly, to remodel
our commercial relations, and, by a principle of conces-
sion, induce other countries to receive, en a more extended
scale, our manufactures. The memorial was forwarded to
Lord Ripon, President of the Board of Trade, who has
replied to it, stating that he is fully sensible of the great
importance of the matter to which it relates ; and the me-
morialists may rely upon his readiness to consider every
practicable means of endeavouring to meet the exfgcnciei

of the case.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,'—The committee <^ the General Assembly

lately published a statement of their views, as to the set*

If -
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tlement of the questions at present affecting tLe church.

It was extensWely circulated, and a copy, it is said, was

sent to ercry Cabinet Slinister. On Tuesday, the 21st

Dec, a meeting of the committee was held, for the i>iir-

poM of approving of the statement, when one of the mem.
bcra protest. '

.^. lust it in sfrong terms. He said that ail

the Imitation against ^iiroi ,^e kid proceeded on the

ground of supporting the rights of the Christian people,

by prerenting ministtrs from being improperly thrust

upon them; but that the statement proved that this was a

mere pretence ; that the tights of the people were to be

thrown aside, and the whole power, both of the patrons

tfnd of the people, vested in the clergy. Any such mea-

sure he should oppose to the utmost, as estEblieliing a

clerical dominatiun^ which, he Ci...-u1ered, must he at-

tended w'nh fatal ct>n?»eqnence8 to the liberties of the

country, and never would be submitted to- A Jong dis-

cuBsiou followed. Dr. Gordon, Messrs. Caudlish and

Cunningham, &c,, TOted an approval of the statement, the

member alluded to alone dissenting—It is announced that

Mr. T. Carlyle has declined becoming a candidate for the

Chair of History. nowTacantin this lldiversity ; and that

he has communicated this determination to the students,

wlio, as mentioned in a previous Number, were petting up

a requisition to the Faculty of Advocates in his favour.

rerlh,—The Scottish bishops have published a synod-

ical letter on the subject of the proposed university in

the neighbourhood of this city. It is to be called ** The
Colltge of the Holy and Undivided Trinity ;'' and is in-

tended to receive and board from IjO to 200 of youths

from eight to eighteen years of age. 6,000/. have been

Iready privately contributed ; and. when the sum result-

ing from a public Bubscrij^tion amounts to 20,000/,, the

edifice, it is said, will be commenced. Accordirifr to a

prospectus of the institution, which nccompanius thesy-

nodical letter, the purposes to which the funds will be

devoted, comprise the providing of a chnpel, with halls

and other suitable building?, the salaries of a warden, pro-

fessors, and teachers, and the foundation of bursaries.

Subscribers to the amount of one hundred guineas, and

upwards are to have a perpetual right of nomination of

young men to the college, with a deduction of 10 per

cent, in their favour, from the current rate of annual pay-

ment for board and education.

Pai$ky.—Thenumerous banl^ruptcies which have lately

occurred in this town, and which have seriously added to the

existing distress, have now been followed by the bank-

ruptcy of the Corporation itself. It is stated that on ac-

count of the great depression of trade, and partly on ac-

count of a run raised by the circulatioaof some statements

regarding the affairs of the Corporation, the Town Coun-

cil, at a meeting on Wednesday, 22d Dec, ordered the

cbflmbcrlain to suspend receipt or payment of deposits in

the mean time, but to proceed with all possible despatch

in realising the outstanding debts due to tlie community
for the regular payment of the interest on the money bor-

rowed, and other current engagements of the burgh. It

appears with respect to the finances of the Corporation,

that there is a deficiency of income to meet the expendi-

ture by at least 700/. annually ; that the income is about

3,300/., and the unavoidable expenditure not under

4,000/. This unfortunate occurrence, it is feared, will

greatly add to the distress of the working classes in this

town ; the more so, as it is stated that the whole of a local

savings fund, amounting to 10,000/., has been thus sunk
;

that sum, it seems, having, been lent to the trustees of the

Cart (River) Improvement, connected with the Corpora-
tion. The Council having established two savings funds,

part of their system, some confusiou appears to have
arisen in connexion with these and the National Savings
Bank ; but it is positively announced that the latter has
nothing whatever to do with the corporation.

THEATRICALS.
DRtJRy-L\NE.—On Monday evening this theatre was

re-opened for dramatic representations under the manage-
ment of Mr.Macready. The house was filled throughout,
and after the national anthem had been suncr bv the whole
Btrength of the company, an attempt was made to com-
mence the play, which, however, was unanimously resisted

until Mr. Macready had obeyed the call for his appear-
ance, when the whole audience rose, and greeted him with
long-continned acclamations. The performance selected

for the occasion was Siiiikiipeare's Men^hani of Venice,
which was finely illustrated as regards scenery and cos-
tume, and as strongly cast as the force of the company
woukl admit. Mr, Macready took the part of Shylock,
Mr. Phelps played Antonio, Mr. Anderson Bassanio^ Mr.
Hudson from Dublin made his ffcbitt successfully as Gra-
tiano, Lorenzo was personated by Mr. Eiton, and Gobho
by Mr. Compton. Among the lady performers were, Mrs.
Warner as Portia, Mrs. Keeley as Nerissa, Miss E.
Phillips a-s Jessica^ and Miss Poole and Miss Gould as
Portia's "minstrels fair." The play was throughout
well sustained, and the acting of Mr. Macready was more
especially well received. The play was followed by a
pantomime, the usual entertainment at this season of the

year, under the title of Harlequin and Duke Humphrey's
Dinner, or Jack Cade Lord of London Stone. It con-
tained the usual quantity of merriment, and began and
ended with considerable spirit and attraction. There
was vcvj loud applause at its conclusion, accompanied
however with a few hisses, Mr. Macready has carried out
several reforms ia the general management of the houi

and some important changes and improvements in the

embeHishmcnts and fitting! up of the interior have been
effected.

CovENT Garden.—The subject of the pantomime at

this lhe?itre is the old and popnlar stfiry of Guy Earl of
IVarmck, or Harlequin and ihc Dun C. -Tht^advcu-

iiltstellancous.
Lo7ifjevift/.~^Jxi our last obituary we recorded the

death of Mr. George Smart, a gardener, who died lately
at the age of 102. We learn from an article in the Mont-
rose Review that this patriarchal gardener was born in
the parish of Methlick, Aberdeenshire, in November 1739
In the troubles of 1745 he removed with his father to the
parish of

^
Fyvie, thence to the parish of Echt, then to the

county of Montrose, when he uiarried at the Whiteriggs,
in 1777, and went to Stonehaven in 17^1 ; when, after
having numbered his 102d year, he, on the 2(;th Nov.,
lUli, at iui ** crossed that bourne from ^beuet no tra-

tures of the knight are represented in a very attractive

form, and the moving panorama of the beauties of land

and sea*, tky and night, and day and twilight; the princely

hall, battled tower, magic wood, and fairy palace, were

all beautiful, and receive^d with great approbation by the

audience. In the scenery, indeed, appears to lie the chief

strength of the pantomime at this theatre, containing a

fine combination of lovely views. The material of the

pantomime, however, appeared to want life and energy ;

the tricks were neither new nor comical, and, if not pro-

nounced a failure, it appeared to be regarded as bearing

no comparison to the adjuncts with which it was put on

the stage. Some good transformations, however, were

made, and the changing of the ** Cannon Brewery" into

"Prince Albert's Gate," and that of Harris's far-seeing.

telescope into a view of the "past and future *' showing a

series of medallion portraits of the Kembles, from " the

noblest Roman of them all" to Miss Adelaide—were those

which drew down the greatest approbation. The launch

of the Trafalgar was also a fine coup d'ceil, and was

loudly cheered. Altogether the pantomime was successful,

and the house was well filled.

Haymarket.—The performances at this theatre have

been the play of Pizarro^ and a new afterpiece, as a sub-

stitute for a pantomime, entitled, The World of Dreams,

or the Man in tike Moon, The former piece was got up

with spirit, and its chief characters were well supported :

the only novelty, however, was the performance of IMr.

Wallack ns Pizarro, and Mrs. Stirling as Cora, Both

gave Mtisfaction to the audience, and Mr. Wallack was

called for at the fall of the curtain. The World of Dreams

is rather a complicated piece. Violctte (Mdile. Celeste),

the daughter of an aged, blind woman, falls asleep under

the Elfin Oak tree, on a night in the merry month of May ;

and, according to the legend, is transferred in body as

well as sj)irit to the moon. Here she inspires the "man
in the moon" with the tender passion ; and after she has

received all manner of civilities at his hands, is sent down

again to earth, under convoy of Andc/rim (Mr. Mitchen-

son), the spirit of troubled dreams. On her arrival, how-

ever, she finds a sale in her mother's cottage, who is her-

self on the point of being ejected by Hans Braiimtng

(Mr. Strickland), a rich old miser of the village ; but the

proceedings are stopped on her agreeing to become his

wife, which she does to save her mother. The night of the

marriage, however, is marked by a catastrophe. The

bridegroom is led across moss and moor by an ignis fatuus,

while Violette, separated from him, is safely reconducted

to her mother's cottage. Old Braiinwig falls asleep at

the close of the night, just under the Elfiil oak, and is

tormented by the spirit of troubled dreams. The piece

concludes with the abrogation of the contract of marriage

between Violette and Hans Braunwig^ the acceptance of

the '*man in the moon " by the betrothed bride, and her

apotheosis after death. The man in the moon turns out

to be a certain Prince Fazenheim (Mr. J.Webster), who
has been compelled to carry the well-known ** bundle of

sticks" by a potent enchanter ivlth w^hom he was at en-

mity, and all ends happily. The piece was well got up,

and was favourably received by a numerous audience.

Olympic.—After the first piece, entitled AVjr/^^n-.sfr{7i^

Jack,—being the history of a highway robber, which has

for some time been successfully performed at this theatre,

a new pantomime was produced, entitled liiddlc-dee

Riddle-dee Riddle- Dum-ree, It eontained a number of

devices as to passing events, but the jokes, which were of

an ordinary character, were but poorly received. There
are few really comic expressions throughout the whole
piece ; but the superior singing and comic powers of the

Clown (Mr. T. Mathews) carried it through successfully.

There was also some pretty dancing during the Clowri's

feats, which tended to soften the effect of the amusing
antics which he played. The pantomime was announced
for repetition.

Adelphi.—After the performance ot Barnahy Rudge,
and Norma burlesqued, which hare been given for some
time at this theatre with considerable success, a pantomime
of unusual length was produced, entitled The Little Old
Woman and her Pig ; or^ Harleqinn Pedlar and the
Magic Petticoat* This entertainment, purported, by the
bills to be selected from *' the most approved nursery bal-
lads," and its plot appears to consist in the amalgamation
of three of these old rhymes, relatmg respectively to the
" Little Old Woman and Tier Pig/' as recited in its title;

to the adventures of the old lady whose petticoats were
"cut round about*' on her way from market ; and to the
successful destruction of a magic duck upon a magic lake,
and by a magic gun, A plot u framed in which a great
variety of views are introduced ; and with the aid of well-
managed scenery, the pantomime, properly so called, is

brought forward. Miss Culliu was a pretty and agile
Columbine, Mr. Frampton made a good Harkquiny and
Mr. Wieland and Mr. Sanders rendered their respective
characters of Clown and Pantaloon effectively. Some
disapprobation, however, was exhibited at the close of the
performance, by a very full houst', whose patience seemed
to have been wearied by the protracted entertainment*

veller returns." Until within 24 hours of his dissolution

he retained all his faculties. He had 1 1 children, 53 grand-

childrpu, and 8 great-grandchildren, making a family of 72,

Domestic Servants in France.—Bunng a recent trial

before the Correctional Tribunal at Verdun, it was shown

tiiat out of the 700 domestic servants employed within the

town 500 were under suspicion of the police, as being

dishonest or immoral. In consequence of this state of

things, it has been recommended to bring into force the

old law enjoining every servant to be the bearer of a book

containing a certificate of character, signed by every eru^

ployer, without which no servant could obtain a place.

This regulation is in force at Bordeaux, and, it is said,

works well.

A7itignitJes.—The French journals inform us that there

has been recently found, in a loft at the Ministry of Com-
merce, a table given by the King of Spain to Henry IV.,

on occasion of his marriage, nnd on which the nuptial

bcmquet was served. As soon as the genuineness of this

piece of furniture was proved, M, Cunin Gridaijie gave

orders for its being repaired with the utmost care, in order

that it might be placed in the Museum of the Louvre.

Chinese Curiosities,—A singular collection of Chinese

curiosities, made by a Mr. Dunn, of Philadelphia, has just

arrived in this country, having, by a treasury order, been

admitted free. Mr. Dunn, it is stated, has spent consi-

derable time and spared no expense in forming it ; and,

ns giving some estimate of its value, it is added that the

French Government have offered 65,000/. for it* It is

said to present a complete epitome of the various trades

and occupations, as well as the progress which the arts

and sciences have made in China; and that in every in-

stance where it has been possible, the reality has been ob-

tained ; but when that could not be done, an accurate

model was procured. A building, near Hyde Park-corner,

is in the course of erection, and will be completed in about

six weeks, when the collection will be opened to the pub-

lic for inspection,

MARK LANE, Friday, Dec. 31.—Of English "Wheat there is

but little offering; prices may be considered nominally the same
as last Monday. There has been less business doing in Foreign

than we have noticed for some tin^e, winch we may attribute ia

some measure to the holidays, "We did not hear of any transac-

tions in Bonded Wheat.—Barley is a slow sale at our quotations.

—Peas and Beans are unaltered in value.—Oats are almost un-

saleable, although offered at a further reduction,
BKITlSJI,per Imperial Quarter. «. «.

Wheat, Essex, Keni, and Suffolk . . . White 66 to 72
Norfolkj Lincolnshire and Yoilishire . . ,

Barley • • . IVIalting and distilling

Data, Lincolnshire andjYorkahire . . _.. . I'olands

Norchumberiand and Scutuh .... Feed
Irish FceA

Hye
Beans, Bfaieagan, old and new . S6 to 38 Tick
. Pipeon, Heligoland . .. 36 to 44 \\'inds.

Peas, White 86 to 38 Maple

«. 9.

Ked 5b t(iM

Mhite 6ot(';et

Grind. £4 toss
Fefd SO to 24

I'cuitia 22 loss
Potato 20 to n

64 10 C6
so H>31
20 to 25
84 to 25
16 to 22
36 to 43
B8 to 40 Harrow ?0 to 41

46 to 50 I.on^pod 'd2 iciC

32 to 34 Grey ao.to ^3

WEEXiLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Nov.

Dec. I

19
26
8;

10
17
S4

S Tfeeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties - .

W lie at. Barlty. < ) a is. Rye. Beani.
65 II 33 4 S3 6 40 a 40 4

i

61 9 32 4 22 6 44 7 41 "2

6:j 6 31 9 22 2 44 fi 39 4

62 7 30 9 22 2 44 8 »9
62 9 30 5

,

2\ 5 39 5 37 9

62 10 1

63 9

23 a

30 2

1 81 6

21 1

22

13 9

li 8
1

37

43
1

39 1
i

11
i 1$ 4 5

Peu
40
40
3&
39
38
36

3

7
4

6

39 3

11

TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—The betting proved hut an m-

differentwind-up to the year, there beiii^ only three engagements;

viz., 1,250 to 50 agst Lord Verulam's Robert de Gorham, 1,300 to

50 agst Mr. Gregory's two (Barrier and Defier), and 1'5 to l,to 35/.

agst Lord George Bentinck's Topsail, the latter for the Oaks. It

is not thought probable that there will be any improvement pre-

viously to the meeting- of Parliament.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS.—R. Wateis, Newport, Monmouthshire, iron and tin-plata

mauutaoturer—T. Wonster, jun., late of Newra8t!e-npnn-Tyne,*Northunib«r-
land, but now of Peikham Kye-terrace, Surrey, raerthant—T. Forty, lalfj*

the Royal Hotel, Richmond, Surrey, hotel keeper—J. H. Kobberds and a.

Day, Taverham, Suffolk, paper makers.
BANKRUl'TCY ANNULLED—C J. Carttar, Greenwich, banker.

BANKKUrXS.—F. T. West, Lambeth, coal-inerchftnt—K Kiihards, J.

Briani, and J. Cnker, Shad well, Middlesex, ropemakers—W. HorinaiH,

Dover, cari'enter—J. Fowkes, Beeston, Xotiinghamihire, jrrocer—T. Benrotei

Spalding, Lincolnshire, grocer—A. Vhiliips and J. Phillipi, window glass

cutters—J. Ford, Bristol, cooper—T. Berriman, Montague-cottage, Camo«-
well, builder—C. Robottom, Black Bull Inn, Holborn-hill, tavern-keeper—T-

Barnsley, Tipton, Staffordshire, engine maker—H. Clark, F]eet-ilre«t, bniitt

manufacturer—T- F- E;»ll$, Vassal-road, Brixton, and of Vaiixball-road, Lam-

beth, coach proprietor—J. Stevent, I, JaTne»-»tr«et> Limehouse, briikmftker—

J. Gardiner, Cathay, Bristol, common brewer—M. Mars^hall, Chew Magna,

Somersetshire, money scrivener— S. Shingler, Liverpnjol, linendi^pfr— J.

Close, Worcester, glove manufacturer—A. Frucier and K. Vrocter, Kingston-

upiin-HulI, co:ich propricturh— E. Whitney, Liverpool, soap boiler—J. Bedtoro,

Hunslet Moorside, Yorkshire, cudbcar-manufacturer^W. Biddle, Holborn-

hill, tishmonger— S. Shinj-lt^r and S. T. Jamea, Liverpool, silk mercers—J- J-

Lock, Northampton, tea dealer—W. Swift and 11. Cramptun, Manchester,

drapers—G. Carpenter^ Chelmsford, chemist—W. Goodwin, Dronfield, De^r.)y-

shire, maltster— W. K. Fouten, Ludgate-hiU, chemi.-t—T. Ilumfrey, Jlll^»

Great Stanmore, Middlcesr, buiider—J. Stevens and U. H. W- Druinmond,

Mile-end, road-contractors—J. Thompson, Blackburn, Lancashire, P^*fJ"
loom ctoth manufacturer—J. Newsiiiad and J. Iltxtall, Kegent-strcet, Mid-

dlesex, lareinen—J. Fisher and E Fisher, Mcgbtill, Lamaahire, spint mer-

chants—C. H. Weigall, Conduit-street, Ilegeiit-atreet, tailor—C. Hilton, Man-

chester, cotton manufacturer.
SCOTCH SKUUE-STRATIONS—W. Johni-tone, Edinburgh, baker- B-Ui-

sell, Macnish, and Co., and Russell and Mat:nish, Glasgow ; Arthur, StraclMn,

and Co., London; and Murray, Greic, and Co., Adelaide, South AmMica,

merchant*— F. Henderson, Perth, coal meruhant—A. iitmnatyne, Glajgow'j

grain merchant— P. Lowson, I>undee, s-Mpmaster.

BlRTHS._On the 23d ult., ai U uUvui ib, .>Irs. H. Groom, of aion—On ^e
I7th tilt., at He. Thoma»'8, >^outhwark, the lady of the Kev. \V. Deey, ot »

daughter—On the i.'3d uU., the wife of W. H. Cary, Esq , of Woodford, vt a

tlaiightcr^On the UOth ult., at Brighton, the lady of J. II. Lousada, E?q f ^
Oakfieid-Iodge, Suiiex.of aion—AtSydenham, on the aoth u!t., the wife «
E. D. Colvine, jun., Esq., of a son-On the auh ult., Mr?. W. F. Hodg"' "-

Stockweli, of a son—On the 23d ult., at Maida Vale, Edgware-road.j t*i»J ^^'^'^

of A. A. Mackey, Esq., of a daughter—On Christmas-day, ia Old UurUng'-n-
street, the lady of Dr. Aldis, of a daufrhlor-Un Chrii^tmas day, at the rar-

sonage, Daresby, Cheshire, the lady of the Rev. CharlesDodg»on,of adaughfcr.

MARi;iEU.-On the Hth ult., at Fetcham, Surrey. T. E. Eden, Esq., of 6,

[<angham-plRce, to Elizabeth, second daughter of the late W. li Cnti
^.

Esq., of Askexv-villa, Shepherd's bush—On the 22d ult., A. J- Gnl^ton, 'i

Llandiiofawr, Carmarthenshire, Esq., to Augusta Catherine, only daugMer
of the late Capt. Giveen, 10th Hussars_At Edinburgh, on the 27th uU., i-ti" '

Fenion, E?q., youngest son oi the late J. Fenton, Esq., of L^versall, Jn
*"J*

county oi " "

tenham
Wicklow.

, jc.?q., youngest son ot the late J. tenton, Esq., ot LwernAih '" '"'

oi York, to Grorgiana, the only d.iughter of Col. J. Camac, os
*>^^f

park, in the county cf Suffolk, and of Woodville, in the county o*

w.
DIED.—At Constantinople, on the 1st ult, J. Fonsonby, the only «on ^ »•

M'Guffoy, Esq., M.D., physician to the British Embassy in ihM city, aged »
monihs-On the 15th ult., at Malta, E.Jacob, Esq., M.A., Fellow oi t^ ^

College, Cambridge, and one of her Majesty's Cnimsel-On the J8th ult.,i?i !:;«

ih ypar. -M. Dyer, Esq., of Eden-place, Old Kent-road, WJd formerly^ ^ _ _^
of

Knigfitsbridge—On I'haiUd ult., at the Rectory, Everijrgham, Yorkibue, th«

lUv, \V. Marwlen, M.A., aged 33.

rtittted by Me«»rs. BRAnw rv and Evans, Lombard-itreet. V'
the I'rt>clnctof Whiteirlar-. ^n the City ot London, and Pubiii-'^'
lt>e Ori— *^. CHARi.M-CTJwiiT, CovKitr C i.KW, io iLt County •

sfcieet.

t>H >'V the!

iC

where ftii /id\m nti wid (,
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TAND C. LOCKHART, SEEDSMEN, &c. 156,
• CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, beg: to announce that their

LIST OF SEEDS, &:c. is now published, and will be forwarded

post-paid on application.—5th Jan.. 1842.

MELONS AND CUCUMBERS.
/-^UTfllLL'S EARLY IMPROVED MELON,
Vy Snow's Horticultural Prize Cucumber, and Cuthill's Black

<;pine rucumber. The above at 2jf. ^d. per Packet each. Lisian-

thiis RusseUianus, 2«. 6(/.— James Cuthill, Love-walk, Cam-

berwelVLondon^
'

MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by offsets from the original Seedling, can

supply them at lo/. per hundred.— N. B. As various spurious sorts

have been sold and are now selling under the name of " Myatt's

Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted.

—Manor Farm. Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.^ r ™ 1 H H ^"^^^^^^^^^.^*^^^^^"^^^'

CPLENDID SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS.—An Ama-
i^ tear in the neig:l>bourhood of Exeter has a fine Collection

of CAMELLIAS, which he intends to dispose of in one lot,

having no longer convenience to cul'ivate them. It consists of

tine largre specimens of all the best kinds in the highest health,

finely set with tlower-buds; many of them arc quite unique, and

will be sold a bargain.- Particulars respecting them may be had

on application to Lucombe, Pixce, and Co., Exeter Nursery.

Dec 29th, 1841.

APPLEBY'S •* QUEEN OF LILACS/'—This Dalilia

has been pronounced to be in reality the " Queen of

Lilacs," by every grower who has seen it, and is sure to give

see advertisement in the 47th

nicle.- N.C. If the above Dahlia does not answer to the descrip-

tion given of it, the price will be deducted.

CHAPPELL*S CREAM BROCCOLI.

CHARLES FAK^ES, Seed^^man, No. 128, St. Jobn-
street, London, begs to inform the Public that he has pur-

chased of Mr. Chappell, Market- gardener, Edmonton, the whole

of the SEED saved by him this year of that splendid variety of

BROCCOLI, which for size and flavour is not surpassed by any
kind grown. Also now ready to send out—
Fames* superior first Early Pea. \ Legg'sEarlyAValchcrenBroccoll.

Flack*s new large Victory do.

Young's do. do. Marrowfat do.

Knight's Dwarf Green do. do.

New Auvergne Pea.
American Dwarf do.

ChappeU'sEarly White Broccoli.

Fine Early Frame Radish.
Ady's fine large Cos Lettuce.
True Brightoii do. do.
Black-seed Bath do do.
Imported Early Dutch Turnip.
Imported Dutch Horn Carrot.

BRACHYCOME IBERIDIFOIJA iSEED in small

packets at 55., to be had of W. J. NUTTING, Seedsman, 46.

Cheapside. Lisianthus RusseUianus, 2*. 6d. ; Pink, from fine

named flowers, %t. 6d. ; Calceolarias, from 30 varieties, 2.?. 6d,
;

Pansies, selected from a few first-rate flowers, 5s. ; do., from a

superior collection, 2s. 6rf. j Dahlia Scapigura Mexicana, is.;

Clintonia pulchella, U. ; Schizopetalon Walkerii, is.; Phlox
Drummondii, U. j &c. &c.— Packets of the following Cucumbers
at 2*. 6<f. : Man of Kent fBarne*.*), Victory of Suffolk (Allen's),

Prize-fighter, Wecdon's Frame, Roman Emperor, and Wuidsor
Prize.

A Catalogue of See<ls to be had on application.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS.

J BATES,. Nurseryman and Florist, Oxford,
• begs to inform his friends and the public that he has the

following New Varieties to send out in dry root immediately, and
in plants the first week in Mav, 1842.

BATES' OXFORD CHAMPION, a secdhng of 1840, shaded,
claret and purple flower, good depth of petals, and a first rate
show flower ; height, 4ft. Stock, 8 roots, 5/. 55., or 10*. 6d. per
plant.
BATES' LADY JULIA LANGSTON, a seedling of 1840 3 fine

large pure white flower, rather low in the centre, but superior
to any flower in the class already out; height, 5ft. Stock,
16 roots, 4^ 45., or 8*. 6d. per plant.

BATES' ALBA PURPUREA SUPERBA, a seedling of 1840,
\^ith a dark purple ground, edged and tipped with white, acknow-
ledged by all who have seen it as the best in that character, very
constant, always fills and throws its flowers above the foliage,

rendering it a most desirable border variety ; height, 5 ft. Stock,
15 roots, 3/. 3s., or 7* ^d. per plant.

COOPER'S MAID OF LANGOTHLIN, a seedling of 2839, but
almost lofet last year, light rosy crimson flower, fills well in the
centre, very constant, a superior show flower; 4 to 5 ft. in height.
Stock, 10 joots, 3/. 3s . or 7*. 6rf. per plant.

lAMES DICKSON iSt SONS, NURSERY SEEDS-O MEN and FLORISTS, in returning their sincere thanks
for the liberal patronage they have enjoyed from the Nobility,
Gentry, and Public at large, both in this country, England, and
Ireland, beg respectfully to intimate that they have received their
full supply of SEEDS, in fine condition, for SPRING SOWING,
of first-rate quality.

From the arrangements they have recently made with some of
the first Growers, their Customers may depend on receiving Fresh
Seeds of all descriptions, carefully selected for J. D. & S.'s sales,

J. D. & Sons beg to call the attention of their Friends to their
Stock of EVERGREENS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES, in their
Nurseries of Inverleith and Broughton Park, which will be found
equal in quality and extent to any in Scotland.

J. D. & Sons beg further respectfully to intimate that they have
considerably extended the Floral Branch of their Business; and
they assure their numen-us Customers and the Public at large
that no pains or expense will be spared by which the efiiciency of
every department of the concern shall be secured, so as to ensure
«. first-rate article at the lowest figure.
N.B.—Noblemen and Gentlemen provided with experienced

Gardeners, Land Stewards, and Wood Foresters, whose charac-
ter and abilities may be depended on.

_32, South Hanover-street, Edinburgh, Dec. 31, 1841.

JOHN PAMPLIN and SON, Nurserymen, Hornsey
^ Road, Islington, begs to acquaint the Dahlia 1 rade that they
have purchased the entire Stock of '* The Marq^iis ot Camden "

Dahlia, that was raised by Mr. Garratt, of Hampstead, and
shown Sept. 7th, 1841, by Mr.AnseU. at the Horticultural Booms,
Regent- street, where it was much admired ; and the same even-
ing six Blooms were shown at the. Meeting of the Floricultural
Society of London, Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand. (See the
Report in the Gardeners^ Gazeitet 1 ith Sept ) Four Blooms gained
the first prize at the Hampstead Floricultural Society in Sept.—
Dark crimson, first-rate, cupped petals, throwing all blooms out
of the foUaKe, with a long, stiff stalk ; always to be depended on
'or a show flower. Five ground roots to be parted with, at 5/. 5«.

!^h , Plantii in May, \Ots. 6d, each. The Stock is only Sux Ground
Roots and Two Pot do. Early orders, to prevent dJaappoijitmcnt.
Ready Moaey from uiiknown correspondents.

DAHLL\S.—J. KEY'NES, on aDiioundng his Cata-
logue (Tf Seedling Dahlias for 1S42, most respectfully begs

to offer his acknowledgments to his Friends whom he had the
honour to supply with Plants last season, J. Keyxes begs to
assure them it shall be his study to send out nothing but First-

rate Show Flowers, in accordance to which the new Flowers
advertised by him are all warranted as such. Catalogues con-
taining all the best varieties which were exhibited by J. Kkynks
at nearly all the principal Shows in the Kingdom, obtaining
Sixteen Prizes, Eleven of which were First, may be had on appli-

cation. Amateurs intiubting to liim their orders, either for the
old or new sorts coming out, may depend en nothing being sent
them but Show Flowers ancj extra fine Plants, such as they may
depend on for Blooming.

Plants in May as usuaL
DODD'S PRINCE OF WALES.

Clear bright circular IW/ow, most decidedly the best ever
offered to the Public, combining every quality necessary to con-
stitute a first-rate Show Flower. Great depth of petal, form un-
rivalled and not to be surpassed, fine centre always full, never
showing the eye, most certain, and open to show Twelve Blooms
against any yellow in the world > obtained the foll^ wing Prizes :

—

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Middle-
' ^ aged Married Man, without incumbrance, who perfectly

understands his business in every department — as Forcing. Fram-
ing» Kitchen Garden. Pleasure Ground, Farming, Ac.; his wife
could take care of the Dairy, Poultrj- See. The Advertiser has
lived in his last place eight years, and can be highly recommended.
—Direct to G. C, at the Post Oflfice, < hurch-street, Chelsea.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER in a No-
bleman or Gentleman's family, a i^ingle middle-ag^d man,

master of his business in all iis various branches, who can l>e

well recommended from the last situation he has just left. Direct
to A. B., at Mr, Grimes', post-office, Hornsey, Middlesex.
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Salisbury Plahi,
Bath, • . ,

Salisbury Plain,
Chippenham, . .

Bath (Victoria Park),
Calne, •

Bath (Sidney Gardens),
Salisbury,
Salt Hill, .

Plants in May, His. 6rf, Warranted by J. Keynes.
KEYNES' PRINCESS ROYAL.

Blush deeply tipped with Purple; quite a new variety,

first-rate, was exhibited only at Bath, where it obtained
Second Prize. There being but Two roots of this variety, early

orders only will insure Plants,
Plants in May, 10s. 6d, Warranted by J. Keynes.

YOUNG'S TWYFORD PERFECTION.
Dark Puce shaded with deep Crim&ou; perfectly round full

centre well up, one of the most perfect shell-petals ever seen.

This beautiful variety was raised from Egyptian King by Mr.
Peter Young, of Twyford, near Winchester, who is well known as

an established Florist.

Plants in T.iay, 10*. 6d. Warranted bv J. Keynes.
ADAMS' PRINCE ALBERT.

Fine shaded Bronze ; quite distinct variety : most perfect petal,

and first-rate noble show flower. Second prize Salisbury Plain.

Wairanted first-rate : 4 ft.
;
plants, 10-v. 6</.

HALL'S WESTBURV RIVAL.
Fine bright Puce j very constant ; full high centre j decided

improvement on President of the West , one of the finest selfs of

the season ; new colour. Warranted first-rate, 4 ft. ;
plants, 10« 6rf.

Pot and Ground-roots of all the fine varieties of last year at

moderate prices, on application. SalisbuTv, Nov idtli, 1841.^ ——

^

'^~ — —— —•'- --— — ^m.^tm^i^m^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^t^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^

DANECROFT NURSERY, STOWMARRET.—
SAMUEL GIRLING, impressed with gratitude to his nu-

merous friends, both British and Foreign, begs to return his sin-

cere thauVs for the distinguished patronage he has been so libe-

rally favoured with, having sold at least 2000 more Dahlia plants

this than in the previous year j it will be his constantstudy to do

all in his power to merit a continuance of their support. Having
made arrangements for a supply of plants from distant growers of

neai'ly all the leading sorts in new flowers coming out next May,
except from uiiseen accident or loss of stocfe. he can engage to

supply all orders committed to his care without disappohitment.

S. G. has 10 superior SEEDLINGS coming out in May next, in

some points, perhaps, considered a little shoit of first-rate, but

every one of them will be found serviceable to all growers for

coraiietition, however lindtcd the number shown. The prices at

which they are advertised may, in the opinion of some people,

condemn them, but he confidently recommends them, not wishing

payment till blooming season ; and should any one fall short of

the description given, it will be deducted from the account en-

tirely; the price separately, 7s6d. per plant. Any Amateur taking

the set of 10 will be charged 3^ or for 6 selected plants, ]/. 18s.

Thankful for past, and solicitous for future support, I am, gen-

tlemen, your obedient servant, SAMUEL GIRLING.
No. 242. CAPTIVATOR—Bright Pink, finely shaded with

dark Crimson, well up in the centre, excellent habit, and s. d.

fine show flower j four feet
;,
^ ^

169. LOUIS.\—Dark Nankeen, very constant, well cupped,

and good show flower ; three feet 7

52. PLOUGHBOY- line Purple Rose, free bloomer, beauti-

fully up in the centre, colour of Amato, constant, and

desirable show flower j has taken two first Seedling prizes ;

fo u r feet ' • V'
36. GIPSY MAID—Bright Purple, shaded and striped with

Crimson, profuse bloomer, a little pointed, but a desirable

6

7 6

and useful show flower ; three feet 7 6

6

6

5

7 6

6

29. FAVOURITE— Buflr, fine round cupped petal, well up in

the centre, rather uncertain, new us colour, when caught,

the best flower of its class > three feet . • ' , *
''

9. LIBERTY— Bright Lilac, large and well-formed, free

bloomer, good centre, and fine back-row show flower; four

to five feet , . . . *•;»:, ^' '.7

PRINCE OF WHALES — Dark Purple, finely ahaded, well

cupped, short round pet al, superior form, and most desurable

show flower ; four feet • •
'

ANNA MINERVA- A BrightRose, free-bloomer, weU cupped

and constant, good show flower. Seedling prize at Bury

and Stowmarket; three to four feet . . - • • -^

NANETTE- Buff, shaded with Pink, good habit, well cupped

petals, free-bloomer, flowers well up, a superior show

variety : three to four feet
,

*
v

'•.

SAMBO-Very dark, well cupped, good habit, and constant^

show variety ; four feet . . . / .
* ,' * \ a

Ihe four last are Seedlings of 1840, bought m and warranted

by the raisers to be superior show flowersj have been seen and

approved by manv growers in the neighbourhood, and highly

deserving a place 'in every collection. The first six are selected

from many thousand Seedlings of 1840. and raised by «• Gjjlmg.

The stock of nearly aU being Umited, early orders are sohcited to

prevent disj-ppointment.
. ». « r-,- i- 1 * t««^

The fancy seedling varieties, sent out by S. Giriing last May,

as superior border flowers, will, in May next, be sent out, addmg

two varieties of fancy kinds, for 18«. the dozen, or Vis. for the

best six, Everj^ kind of Dahlia worthy of cultivation will be sent

out at moderate prices in May 1842. S. G. has a few of the

leading kinds in dry roots to part with, at moderate prices, Hm
Catalogue of Geraniums, Pansies, and Verbenas can now be had,

on pre-paid application. Foreign orders faithfully executed.

Robinson's Northern Beauty Dahlia. S. Giriing having pur-

chased the entire Stock of the above Dahlia, plants will be seut

out in May next at |0«. 6rf. each ; admitted to be one of the most

distinct and beautiful Dahlias to be sent out next season. I-or

particolai^ refer to the " Floricultural Cabinet" of January next.

It took the 5th Prize at Salt HiB open Show m September last

aad was genendly admired

.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a FINE STRONG PLANT of ARAU*

CARIA IMBRICATA, from 18in. to 3ft. high. Any one
having such to dispose of, may hear of a purchaser by stating

the height in inches and theprice.— Direct to W, Bassett, Weston-
birt , Tetbury, Gloucestershire.

DAHLIAS.

WR. "WHALE begs to announce to the Floricultural
• World in general, that he intends to send out the next

approaching season three varieties of New and Splendid Seedling;

DAHLIAS, which he trusts will give general satisfaction, equal to

his three former Flowers, which he has had the honour of send-

ing out to his numerous friends— viz. President of the West,
Phenomenon, and Royal Standard. W. R. W. had not an oppor-

tunity of exhibiting them at the diflfercnt shows of last season, In

consetiucnce of a heavy family aflSiction ; but those friends who
saw thein growing can vouch for their superiority.

ist—Attila : A Lilac, shaded with bright Rose, a decided im-

provement on LartyToopcr, being possessed of a full centre and

a greater depth of petals, an abundant bloomer and good habit,

took the first prize at Mariborough and first at Andover in 1840,

the only places ever exhibited at. Height 4 to 5 feet. Piice, 10«. 6d.

2nd-CHANCKLLOR: A rlch glossy Crimson, shape of Springfield

Purple, full centre, and a fine-cupped Shell Flower. Height 4 to

& feet; I OS. 6d. ^. J
3rd-MAncHi0NB88 OF Aylesburv; A clear white ground,

beautifully tipped with bright scarlet, good centre, a most pleasing

variety, and an abundant bloomer, a good back-row flower. In

consequence of the Stock of Roots being small, and orders already

numerous, this variety will not be sent out before the third week

in May. Height 4 to 5 feet ; 10«. fid.

Eltco, Newbury, Berks, December 1841.

^I^HE ANNUAL DINNER of the SUBSCRIBERS
to. and FRIENDS of, the GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT

INSTITUTION, the MEMBERS of the FLORICULTLKAL
SOCIETY of LONDON, and the NURSERYMEN, GARDEN-
ERS, and AMATEUR FLORISTS of GREAT BRITAIN, will

take place at the CROWN and ANCHOR TAVERN, STRAND,
on THURSDAY, the lath of January, 1842, at Four o'clock.

Profkssional Singkrs will attend. „„^t^,.^-J
The GENERAL MEETING of the OARDENERS' BENE\ O-

LENT INSTITUTION, the FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY of

LONDON, and ANNUAL MEETING of the TRADE, at One

o'clock the same day,
i-

- >

Dhuier Tickets 12*, 6d. each (including a botUe ofwme), may

be obtained of the following Members of the Committee :-

Messrs. Bkatov, Shrublands, near Ipswieh ; Bristow,

Knightsbridge; Chavuler, Vauxhall j Cbarlwood, Covent-

garden: Gainbiv Battersca; Giiic<;oR3f, Cirencester ; Hi ndkr-

soN, Pine Apple-place; Low, Clapton; Mountjov, Ealing;

NoBLK, Fleet-^lreeti Osborne, FulUani; Rogers, Eaton square;

Smith, gardener to Lord Tcnterdcn, Hcndon; Thomson, Iver;

Toward, gardener to H. R. H. the Duchess of Gloucester,

Bdgshot Park; Warnkb and Wakner, CornhUli Watisrer,

Knapp-hill, Bagshot. ^ , , «
Of Messrs. Atkins, Northampton; Day, Oxford j Dicksox.

Acre-lane, Brixton; Flanagan, Mansion-house- street ;
Gar-

rawav and Co., Bristol; Girling, Stowmarket; Mackav,

Badmingtonj Nuttinc, 45, Cheapside: Oguex, Coventry;

Orson, Orange row, Kennington; Wood & Sons, Maresfield; at

the Gardeners* Gazette Office, 320, Strand; of Mr. ^ilpman,

Hon. Sec, of the Floricultural Society, Grove place, Southampton-

street, CamberwcU; and bf Mr Bowler. Hon. Sec. of the Bene-

volent Society, Albany-road, Kent-road.
^

.ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
Jj NO. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Establi-shed 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 \Suliam IV.

Lower ratks of phk.mium than those of any other oppick

that entitle the assured to participate in t he profits, as follows :

40
I

45 1 50

1 10 8 1 14 r 1 19 02 4 3 2 10 1L2 19 93 11 ©14 8
Annual
Premium
per cent.

,

""the Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16L

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in l8o9 a second

Bonis was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, l&ailing, or steam-vessel; from any one

Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers not being sea.

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duellmg, ot

by the hands of justice are not void as respects the mterests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be cfTected on any and ever>' day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell JAsit* Downer, Secretary.

ri£ATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,

. King^s-road, Chelsea, Hothouse ^P^^e^^v^i ^^.V*^^,*^
Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to mfcrm the Nobili^ and

gK that their bushiesa, which has been
^^^VT^^th/BmLD

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the ^V^}±'
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description.

Lid the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd and

srth Numbers of the Gardeners' <^'*'-*'«'^^^-

^ ^. ,. pp.rv'sNur-
References may be had. and then-

^V'^^^^^i,*^^^' ^*^'h^^^^^^^^
serv,Bai>bury ; Mr. Greens, Lower CheamjMes^.HenU^^^

PiTie-apple Nursery ; Messrs. RolUsson's Nurscj, T<^^^^

Knight's Exotic Nurserj-, ^'^^l^^^t k/. Mr Gi^n
sery; Mr. Catleugb's Nursery, Chelsea

; ^f; ™f^^fs, MiJf^rd
Battersea; Mr. Buck^s, Portland Nnrsery; Mr. )^'^g^^ ^^^
Nursery; Mr. Smith's Nursery, l^^^f^^J,^' g^^er; Mr.
eery. Keiisall Green; Mr. Hopgoodja

>;^f^'t£^^^^biUly and
WUlmer's Nnrsery, Chelsea; and at most ci w« j

^^EvSS^cu!^ to 'l!^'hrKelr Hcrti^tural Manufactory,

GiouStlrSace. Chelsea, B«ar Sloaiie-s^uaca.
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Important to thk ^()U1L1T\^ gentry, akd landed
PROFHIKTORS IN GENERAL.

DON\LD and SON, (Goidworth Nursery, Wolcmg,

near Ripley. Surrt v, have to dispose of from 2000 to 300O

bandsomc ENGLISH OAn.S, from 9ft. to l6ft. high, and from

Sin to Sin. in circumference^ at U. 6d. each, if taken one with

Um other I
or, if not. at is. to 2*. 6<i, each. They were large whcu

quartered, and have excellent spreading roots.

mXOTIC Nl'RSERY, CANTERBt'RY.
A\7ILLIAM MASTERS having for many years cultU

VV Tftted upwards of THIRTY ACBES of Land as Nursery

Car^lcns, bep^ to submit to the public the following List of Fruit*

:

PKAttiJ.— VV. M. having collected in the first instance, through

the kindness of the late J. Braddick, E<q., and snb-equently from

hia own pwscmal visits to the Netherlands, a larjre collection of

the celebrated FLEMISH PEARS, as weU as many others from

-various sourcea, planted a specimen of each variety In his

Knr^cry, and they having for several years produced fruit, he is

enabled to pronounce with certainty that many are wholly worth-

?c=''s—ftotne arc too tender for oar cxposnre- and that many are of

the utmost importance on account of their proUdc and early

tearing, as well as of their deiicioiw flavour- Out of a vcrj- large

collection W. M. confidently recommends the following, which

become ftt fnr nm nearly in the order in which the) ?.tand:—

fitSSERT PEARS,— '^''^'^'**'*uie. Jargonelle, Williams* liouchr*'-

ticn, Fkmish Beauty, Kouppc. Capiaumout, Beurre Diel, Autumn
Bergamot, White Doyinn'. Marie Louise. Princess of Orange,
Reekie, Mnnsienr le tuit'-. Al thorp Crasaane, Beiy dc la Motte,

Kapolenn, Duchess of AngoulOmc, Loaise bonne de Jersey.Knight's

Monarch, Rouse Lench, Swan's Egg, Beurre d'^Vrcmberg. Nut-

met?, Ne plus Mama, Pmm Colmar, Winter Nells, Hacon*s In

comparable, T^rnrri- Ranee, ittrter Brurrd. ' BAKING PKARS.—
Hoyal Oirrlr*(«. Double de Guerre, tvedale** St. Germain. Calillac.

Many other sorts are still cultured, but a gardeu lunusbed with

tbeee will produce fine fruit for every iHHon.
APPLEH -W. M. having been a Fellow of the Hoit. Society

AeaHy from its commencement, has availed himself of the pri-

yi^,.^,. ,f "fleeting from that liberal establishment such sorts of

Apples as appealed to merit particular notice, and which, added to

Iho seJaetionH frf>m the famed Kentish orchard'^ and elsewhere,

have produced a number far exceeding the point of usefulness.

The whole have been fiuited. and the following condensed list is

|)«rticularly rcconimended. The sorts arc arranged aa nearly as

iKMMible in the olMMite which they become fit for use:— Juneat-
fng, Hnrowitflkl. Kerry Pippfn,QTmrrenrten,Hftwthomdcn, Keswick
Codlni, 1- rank lin*s Golden Pippin, Summer Nonpareil, King of the

Flpp^ns, Beauty of Kent, ( .. Tia Mundi, Downton Pippin, Hughes'
Golden Pippin. Rihston PiMpin, Blenheim Orange, Marg-il, Sam
TnUng, Scarlet Pearmain, I)umclow*s SeedJln^. i*'ormanN Crewe,
tfeachflmwe»l Seedling, Dr. Harvey, Lemon Apple, Pile's Russet,
Scrcivton Goldeik Pippin, Cornish Gillidower, IScarlct Nonpareil,
Knight's Ganges, Court of Wick, London Pippin, W'almer Court,
Canadian Reinette. Alfriston, Court Pendu, Cockle Pippin, Hub-
bard's Pearmain, Old Nonpareil, Downtnn Nonpareil, firaddick*s

Wmter Nonpareil,, Collins' Russet, Golden Harvey, Dutch Mi-
tnonne. Hunt"'* Green Newtown, Norfolk Btaufin, trench Crab.
With the above selection, fruit for all pnrposes and all seasons
May be obtained.
CHERRIES. -Purple Griotte, Early Black, Masters' White

Heart* Elton, Black Eagle, May Duke, Kentiah, Black Tarta-
rian, Canterhury Black, Bi^arreau, Late Duke, Florence, Small
MoreUo, ijirge Morello. The above have proved the most valu-
able out of a larpe number of sorts.

PLUMS.— Lawrence's Karly, Early Orleans, Hative- Royal,
Orleans. Denyer's Victoria, Greengage, Nectarine, W tshiuKtoii,
Black Griffin, Catherine, Coc*s Golden Drop, Imperatrice, "Wine-
•onr» Large BiiUacc, Damson, Small Bullace.
Of P£ACH£S the following have given most satisfaction:—

Karly Ann, Grossc Mignonne, Early Newington, Noblcbse, Red
Magdalen, Old Newington, Admirable, Royal.
Of NECTARINES-The Widte, Elruge, Roman, Newington^

Violet native.
Of APRrrOTS-The Hemskirke, Large Early, Moorpark,

Bred*. Orati»rc,

Of STRAW HE RRI HS -Orove-end Scsrlet, Rnscberry, Old Pine,
Keen's Seidlini;, M)atl'i> Pine, Downton, Elton.
Of CU.VPEvS Millers Bui^undy, >weet water. Muscadine,

RK..k .St. Petii, Wlati- CI . r. K, - .e, llaukbuigh, Kroii-
tignan, Muscat of AlexanUria, VerdeUio, Hor>Iorth Seedling,
Bteck Da n-rn?).

Of GOOSEUKRRIES, selected out of 80 kinds-Early Green,
Early Red Rough, Queen of Sbeha. Lady Delamore, Warrington
Red, Rookwood, Roaring I ion, Gunner, Duke of York, Crown
Bob, Woodward's Whitesmith, Heart of Oak.
Of NCTS-Co«ford, Frizzled. Dwarf Prolific, Knight's Large.
Of RASPBERRIES Red Antwerp, White Antwerp, Barnet.
Of FIGS— Lee's Prolific, Brunswick, Common Purple, Browu

Kaples, Black Ischia, French Prolific.

W Masters offers the above List of Fruits, all of which are
jrown, and ncuxly the whole of which have been proved in his
Korsery, as a more complete one than those usually submitted
to public notice.

*»* Early Commissions will insure immediate attention.

QLATE CISTERNS, SHELVES, TROUGHS, &c.,•^ for Horticultoral purposes—EDWARO BECK, Manufac-
tnrer Fsiewortb, near Brentford. Orders, Working DrawiOE--^Ac, forwarded by post, willreceiTe due attention. ^ '

** Slate Edgings for Flower Borders, &c.

AUSTRALASIAN, COLONIAL, AND GENERAL
LIFE ASSURANCE AND ANNUITY COMPANY

Capital ^aoo,000-ix 2,&eo Shawss.
DIRECTOAS.

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, £aq.
John Henry Capper, fNfx.

Gideon Coltiuhoun.jun, Esq.
John Edwardea Lyall, Est^.

C. E. Mangles, F.*r\.

J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
J. H. Kavcnshaw, Esq.
Capt. Sir James Stirling, R.N.
W'illiam W alker, Esq.

TROSTBB8.

AJEW ZEALAND COM PANY.—TERMS of

i.^ PURCHASE of PRELIMINARY LANDS in the SETTLE-
MENT of NELSOK, NEW ZEALAND.

GOVERNOR.
JOSEPH SOMES, Esq.

DEPUTY- GO VERN'OR.
Hon. FRANCIS BARING.

DIRKCTORS.
VISCOUNT INGESTRE, M.P.
LORD PETRE.
HENRY A. AGLIONBY, Esq.. M.P.
JOHN ELLERKER BOULCOTT, Esq,

JOHN WILLIAM BUCKLE, Esq.

CHARLES BULLER, EiSq.. M.P.
WILLIAM TAYLOR COPELaND, Esq., Aid., M.P.

RUSSELL ELLICE, Esq.
JAMES ROBERT GOWEN, Esq.

JOHN HINE. Esq.
WII-MAM HUTT, Esq., M.P.
BOSS DONNELLY MANGLES, Esq., M.P.
STEWART MARJORlBANK,Esq.. M.P.
SIR WILLIAM MOLESWORTH, Bart.

ALEXANDER NAIRNE, Esq.
THE LORD MAYOR.
SIR GEORGE SINCLAIR, Bart.

JOHN ABEL SMITH, Esq., M.P.
WILLIAM THOMPSON. E«q.. Aid., M.P.
HON. FREDERICK JAMES TOLLEMACHE, M.P.

ARTHUR WILLIS, Esq.
GEORGE FREDERICK YOUNG, Esq.

1

.

The Court of Directors of the New Zealand Company hereby

give notice, that a limited nnmber of allotments of preUminary

Lands, each of which consists of three sections, viz., one acre of

Town Land, fifty acres of Suburban Land, and one hundred and

fifty acres of Country Land, are still open for Sale in their second

Settlement of Nelson. The price of each allotment is 300/,

2. These allotments were unsold when the general ballot for

priority of choice was held on the 30th August last ;
nevertheless

the numbcrii which represent them in the original Registry of

applications were placed in the wheel with all the other numbers,

and the unsold numbers were drawn promiscuously with those

which had been previously disposed of > consequently, to each of

the unsold numbers definite rights of priority of choice (distinct

in respert to each of the sections above describcdj have been at-

tached by the ballot.

3. Until further notice, any party, or his agent, attending at

the New Zealand House on any Thursday at three o'clock p.m.,

and producing the receipt of the Company's Bankers, Messrs.

Smith, Payne, and Smiths, for 300^, will be entitled to draw in

the presence of the Court of Directors, from a wheel in which the

registry numbers of all unsold allotments have been deposited,

with special precautions for their security and for the fairness

of the proceeding. The register of the orie:inal ballot will then
show to the party drawing- any number, to what rights of priority

of choice he is entitled.

4. Applicants, therefore, will obtain preliminary allotments,

on precisely the same terms, with respect to price and the chances
of priority of choice, as original piirchascrs.

5. A list of the registry numbers, with the rights of choice
which were attached to each by the original ballot may be seen
at the New Zealand House, on application to the Secretary.

6. Present purchasers will he entitled to the same privileges, in

respect to an allo'W'ance for cabin passengers {not exceeding 25 per
cent, on the purciiase-money), as those who bought allotments
before the general ballot.

7- Purchasers not proceeding to New Zealand will be entitled

to delegate their rights of choice to any agent whom they may
nominate j or, if they should prefer it, such choice will be exer-
cised on their behalf by the officers of the Company.

By order of the Court,
New Zealand House, JOHN WARD,

Broad-street-bunding-s, I*t Jan., 1842. Secretary.

1
HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
by J. RooERS, Esq., may be obtained to any size of JOHN

SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.
J. Shkwkv hctving lu.d every oppoituuiiy hflTorded him by an

extensive practice to bring- this appantns to perfection, begs to
otter it as most etlicient and econonucal : it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons* Nursery, Vauxhall j Mebors. Lodniges',
Hackney ; Mcs-^rs. Henderson*s, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knigiit's,
King's road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
th6 Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

Bnnkrr.f, The Union Bank of London.
rhifSiaan^K. D. Thomson, Esq., M.D., 20, Gower-st., Bedford-sa*

Manager, Major J. A. Willows, E.LC. Service.
Secretary^ Edward Ryley, Esq.

The following are ^ :cimens of the low rates of Premiums for
the Assurance of 100/.. which the method of Investment in Aus
tralaaia adopted by this Company enables It tooflfer to the pubUc.

Age

Annual Premiums

To EMIGRANTS to the AustraJa«*ian Cokmies, the ComJ^
oflTers the permission to proceed to and reside in any of thoseCoiomes Without extra Premium, and to pay their Premiums and
Obtaiii a Se tlement of their aaim in the same. For Residence
In New Zealand a moderate extra Premium is charged.
To ALL PERSONS the Company offers the adTantages of the

gnar-^ntee of an ample subscribed Capital,-of permiaaion to retM one-third of the Premium ia their own hands (the portion so
Ittained. with interest upon it, being deducted from the PoUcyWhea it becomes a claim,; -of Ascending. Descending, and other
»<^|^of Premiums, and of Participation in Profttd.
PT^p^tiaiij and full ParUculars amy be had ftt the Offices oftiw Comjany,No. 123, Bishopsgate-street. By order of the Board

CHRISTOPHER COUSINS, Accountant.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailkt having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection oi their various drawings
and models, at 2;2, Holbom. where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.
D. and E. Bailbt were the first to introduce metaUic curviU-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others m this country and on the Continent.
D. and E. Bailbt have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery- they
\ beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

^^^]^^7^^^ ^^ ^^^^^E ^^ SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.
ro Noblemen and Gentlemen. PubUc Companies, Nurserymen,

M Gardeners, and others,
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and ,MORRIS have re-
ceived instructions from Messrs. Buchanan and Co. toaiinounce for Sale by Auction eariy in February the valuable

T^^^l^'S"^:^^^'' \^^^ P*'^^''^ ^'^ *^^^ N«rsery situated inWrndham Road, Camberwell, the lease thereof having expired,and being required for boUdiug purposes. The stock will b^

^Jlt^ tt ^^'^^'^f^iy thriving and healthy, consisting of the
greatest variety of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Evergreens

Kbt^SI^/^^^^^' ^^ ^^-^^r^-' ever offered^o the

Noblemen and gentlemen, and the proprietors of public gar-
dens, will find this a most desirable opportunity of enriching
their coUections with many scarce and valuable hardy trees and
shruba. There are several splendid specimens of Crataegus andother ornamental trees; also fine Beech hedges. A consider-
able portion of the stock will be lotted, to suit those genUemen
J^ho have only a limited space adapted for horticultural purposes.
Catalogues and farther particulars wlU be aimotmced in 1 few

Won to Messrs. Buchaoan and Co.

BRITISH SHEET-GLASS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES

TOBLEMEN, GENTLEIVIEN, and HORTICUL.*
^

1 URISTS generally, are respectfully informed that they

may be furnished with Lists of Prices, and ever> particular re.

garding the above article, which has been adopted so success.

fuUv at Chatsworth, upon application to J. DRAKE, Plate antf

Crown Glass Warehouse, 8,Jermyn-street,St. James's, and loo,

Eflgeware-road.
Orders for small or large quantities of Glass for Lights or

Houses accurately cut to the required size, and punctually exe*

cuted upon the lowest wholesale terms. Window Lead, Solder^

Putty, Prepared Cement, and every requisite for Garden Glazinp'.

PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING MATERIAL.
—Extract from Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 23. 1841, p. 843

" In the midst of frost it will not be unseasonable to warn all

our Readers of the great importance of preventing their more
tender Plants that may have been frozen from being thawed
suddenly by the sun. All Gardeners know how often Peas frozea

below a south wall are killed, and that if any contrivance to pre-

verjt their being suddenly thawed is made use of, they recover,

What is true of Peas is, to a great extent, true of other things.

A few weeks ago we had a severe frost, 1 6^ ; at that time young
Araucarias exposed to the south died, while others within a few
yards, but screened from the sun by stone, did not suffer at all.

We .may remark by the way that CROGGON'S ASPHALTE
ROOFING forms a most excellent material for such screens.'*

In page 8 of same Journal, Jan. I, 1842, is fully described the

purposes to which it is applied by the Royal Horticultural So.

ciety. Being a non-conductor it effectually protects from heat

or cold.—Thomas John Croggox, 8, Ingram-court, Fenchurch*
street, London.

•'PHE NONCONFORMIST, a Weekly Metropolitan
JL Newspaper.—This Paper—commenced on the I4th April,

1341, contahiing a full digest of News clearly arranged, and more
Original Matter than any similar Journal— has already taken the

position of an established organ of Liberal principles both PolU
tical and Ecclesiastical. The numerous quotations from it by the

contemporary press of all parties- its rapidly increasing circu-

lation— and the unsolicited testimony to its character furnished

by several of the leading men of the day, have stamped the

NONCONFORMIST as a paper worthy the support of all classes

interested in promoting the cause of civil and religious liberty.

The NONCONFORMIST contains l6 pages ( '* Spectator size],

Price ^d. Published every W^ednesday afternoon at the OfBce, 4,

Crane Court, Fleet-street, and may be had of all News Agents.

In one small volume, price 15*.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the com-
pression of a great variety ol information into one volume, in

order to bring it within the m« ans of persons of all ranks, is so

universally sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener,
and those connected with his profession, should be as well ac-

commodated as other classes in this particuJar, No such work
existing, however, prior t(» the issue of the present publication,

its value will be at once apparent; since it cooibines the more
essential features of a Botanical Catalogue, an Horticultural
Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
Besides being of this compiehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur or Floriculturist j who may, by carry-

ing it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time

submitted to his inspection, and immediately derive evtry intel-

ligence respecting the peculiarities or afiinities of particular spe-

cies which could reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage
that can only be sufficiently estimated by those who have ttit

the want of such an assistant; and to all such individuals, as

well as to every agent or friend oi horticulture, the Pocket Bota-
nical Dictionary is decidedly indi>pen>able.
Londin: J. Andrews, bona-t-treet ; Oir & Co., Paternoster-row.

in cr. Svo. 4s. bd. bn.with 220 diagrams tnMraveo lor the work.

T^UCLID'S ELEMENTS OF PLANE GEOME-
*-^ IKY; with ExplHuaiiiry Aipendix. nnd suppi* n^entiiry

Prop' siiiouh lor Excrci>e. Auapted lor the Use 01 fechoils, or

for Seit-instructiun, By W. D. Coolky, A.B., author of th»
•' History of Maritime and Inland Di'^covery,"
"This is the best edition ot the Elements which has yet ap-

peared."

—

Jthenaum. " For brevity, clearness, and discerning
attention to the wants of learners, cannot be easily surpassed."
—Dublin Vniverdty Mug,

II.

Uniform with the " Elements," price 35, 6rf.

COOLEY'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS
DEMONSTRATED ; or a Supplement to Euclid : being a

KEY to the Exercises appended to the "Elements," for the os«

of Teachers and private Sfuaents. Upwards of 120 Propositions
deduced from the first Six Books of Euclid^ are illustrated in It

by new diagrams.
'* Will be found of considerable value as an aid to Teachers of

the Mathematics."—iVca; Monthly Mag,
III.

In foolscap 8vo, price \s. 6d,

r^OOLEY'S FIGURES OF EUCLID; beiog tic

Diagrams Illustrating tbe "Elements," with the Enuncift-V^
tions, printed separaiely lor use in the Class-room.

*jf* Orders received by all Booksellers.

IVr

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE II

Bound in cloth, price 5^. 6d., •

TOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.^ A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omisMoD»
and alterations only having been made as were required by the

greater delicacy obseived in modern conversation. But that the

volume might have some substanre, and be a good table or

travelling bock, copious additions have been made from otb«
old volumes of Facetiae.

Extractfrom ike Preface,
" Another stiange circumstance connected with this work %

that everybody presumes that he himaeir, and everybody else,Ji

perfectly familiar with its contents .... and yet if the reader

will ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not one in fl«
hundredever set eyeson a copy. It is inconsequence of U»«
questions that this edition is published/'

T.
r

One Volume, price /*.6rf.,

'T'HE LIFE AND TIMES OF RIENZL
-*- " Not less interesting than Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's elo-

quent Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is this historical
record of the Conspiracy of Gabiini."— Jtfon^A/^ Repository.

•• To all who hpve read Sir E. Lytton Balwer*5 • Rienri,' >«
perusal is, in a measure, a ^M\yr— Speftator.

^

" A curious and pleasing volume, and full of matter of hisw-

'^IfJL^^^^*^^^'' ^^ iHustration."—Z.i7cr«ri/ Gazette. -
" The publication of this work is well timed .... The Life ol

Rienzi la to us full of Interest."—ilfAffw^rom.
Those that wish to become acquainted wi^h the true histoff

of a man who was, in some sort, the iVapo/wn of his own a^
and country, would do well to consult the extraordinary a«f-

Irative of tha • Lift mA Times of Rianii/ **-*TaiV$ Magwrinu
WhitUker aad Co., ATt-Maria-lace, London.
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This day is published, price 6s. cloth,

THE HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; with a

complete Index of reference- By G- H. Gaunter, Esq,

London ; W- S. Orr & Co. j and W. & R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

^f)t QSraviimtt^' m)vonklt.

SATURDAY, JAN. 8, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
TueFtiay Zoological 8j P. m.

Wednesday .... Medico-Botanical . . * 8 P- x.
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Without entering into the entangled and vexed

question of Corn-Laws—which, fortunately, is not

our vocation—we may be permitted to express a de-

cided opinion that some more efficient means of in-

crtasing the produce of land than we at present em-
ploy must be introduced. To this we will also add,

that no reasonable doubt can be entertained that it mi?//

be introduced. The extravagant manner in which
the substances fitted for this purpose are wasted, and
the rude mode of preparing that which is principally

employed, can only be tolerated where food is more
abundant than the demand for it, and cannot possibly

go on in a densely-populated country like England
unless half the inhabitants are famished.

This is evidently also the conviction of the farmers

themselves, and their landlords; and hence the eager-

ness with which the important works of Liebig, Spren-

gel, Cuthbert Johnson, and others have been read,

in the hope of discovering some method of augment-
ing the efficacy of those manuring substances we pos-

sess : hence, too, the unexampled demand for nitrate

of soda, guano, and other powerful foreign sub-

stances.

We have now to announce to our readers the result

of the application of science to the art of manuring, in

the form of a report made to the Bath and West of

England Agricultural Society, by Mr. G.Webb Hall, as

given in the Baih Chronicle, The substance of this

report is as follows :

—

In 1827, a piece of land (from whicti four successive

crops of wheat have since been taken) was sown with
barley after being manured with ashes obtained by burning
the weeds from the gronnd : the produce did not amount
to four sacks of barley per acre. In 1838, 1839, and
1840, it was sowed with spring wheat, manured only with
a new manure, and lime and ashes procured as above. The
crop after the first year was 5 1 sacks ; in the next, 6

;

the next also 6, averaging 64 lbs. per bushel ; and in

1841, the crop while in straw was calculated at seven
sacks per acre. The crop of straw in each year was ex.
ceedingly heavy, quite equal alone in value to any one en-
tire crop of grain or other produce grown on the land dur-
ing the previous nine years. The last time, prijor to 1838,
this piece of land was sown with wheat, was about eight
years ago, after a summer fallow, and then it did not pro-
duce four bushels per acre ; in fact, the crop was so bad
that the farmer who rented it did not think it worth reap-
ing, and had it cut with a scythe. There has been no
stable or farm-yard manure put on this piece of land
since that time ; there has been no manure on it of any
description that could have produced this improvement,
excepting that which is referred to, and that only in small
quantities, and imperfectly got up ; and notwithstanding
these successive crops, the land on which they grew is so
increased in productive value as to be worth double at
least that immediately adjoining. In 1836 the value
of this land was taken by Mr. Armstrong, of Bristol, an
eminent land-surveyor, at 15s. 6d. per acre."
Such was the statement read by Mr. Webb Hall, a

gentleman of unquestionable veracity ; who added,
that he had himself verified a part of it, and that
others present at the meeting would testify to the re-
mainder. There could be no doubt, that by the ap-
pUcaiion of the manure in question, land valued at
las. 6d. an acre hadbetn ma(k to carry vheatfour years
succemvcly, and that the last year it bore more than
the first; and this, too, by sowin/j three pec/a and a
pmt of seed, instead often pecks an acre. Samples of
the straw and the corn were produced, and appeared
of the best quality.

^^

^
It did not transpire how the manure was made ; but

it was mentioned that a Mr. Daniel, of Twenton, had
prepared it; that it was a carbonate of ammonia;
that It could be manufactured at so cheap a rate, that
^s. worth would suffice for an acre, and that it could
oe obtained to an extent almost unlimited.
Here then, almost at the outset of a scientific in-

quiry mto the preparation of manures, is a discovery
Dy which, upon the best and most disinterested testi-
niony, the produce of wheat is capable of beinc in-
creased sixfold!

^

It would seem that, in this instance, the manure is
a combination of carbonic acid and ammonia ; but we
are inuch inclined to suppose that a mixture of sul-
pnunc acid and ammonia would be as energetic ; andwe Have some reason to believe that reports upon the
extraordinary efficiency of this kind of manure,
jormed by the mixture of gypsum and urine, will,
oetore many months, be made by at least one practi-
cal agriculturist-

^

At all events; the fact that we now lav before our

with regard to manure is immeasurably inferior to that

which must be very soon universally adopted.

The death of the late Professor Don has created a

vacancy in the Librarianship of the Linnean Society,

and in the Professorship of Botany at King's Col-

lege. It is rumoured that Mr. Babington, of Cam-
bridge, has offered himself for the latter office, and
we know that two candidates for the former are

recognised by the Council, -namely, Mr. Kippist, who
was Mr. Don's assistant, and Dr. Leman, a gentleman
of education, and considerable scientific knowledge as

a botanist. We also learn that the C^ouncil of the

Linnean Society are divided in their views as to the

eligibility of the twO' candidates. Upon this subject,

then, we beg to make a few remarks.

The Linnean Society is one of the most respectable

of the scientific bodies of London, whether we regard

the members who constitute it, or the proceedings

which it has published. It is entitled to the support

of all Naturalists, as being the repository of the papers

and books of Linnaeus. But we regret to add that its

finances are by no means flourishing, and that it re-

quires more than all the support which its friends can

give it. We shall not enter at present into the cause

of this, the first Natural History Society of the country,

declining, at a time when all branches of Natural
History are cultivated in an unprecedented degree.

We shall for the moment onlv ask the Fellows of

the Society to consider well what they are doing in

the election of Mr. Don*s successor.

We have stated who the two candidates are ; let us
add a few words concerning their respective fitn

for the office they seek. Mr. Kippist is acquainted

with the business of the Society, is diligent, zealous,

but he is a mere lad. Dr.

For this there are two reasons. Inreaders ought to show them that our present practice rupted to the last.

the first place, the soil can only yield a certain quantity
of food to the plants that occupy it ; the food may
be enough for ten individuals, but not for a hundred,
and may therefore prove an abundance in the one case,

and cause a famine in the other.

and very respectable,

Leman, on tne other hand, is a travelled Naturalist,

an experienced Botanist, a man of education, and a

gentleman. Can any member of the Linnean Society

doubt which it is the interest of the Society to elect?

We think not. If any one supposes that the failing

fortunes of the Society are to be supported by the

election to the most responsible office it has of a mere
boy, however respectable, he must have a strange idea

of human nature. With what satisfaction, let us ask,

can any Fellow of the Society consult the library if

he learns that all his inquiries are to he addressed

to a lad without experience? What kind of appear-

ance will it have with foreigners who visit England^ to

find the representative of the Linnean Society such a

youth as one of *the candidates ? And yet some per-

sons—well-meaning but unwise friends of the Society

—are bestirring themselves in favour of Mr. Kippist, at

the election, which is expected to come on at the next
meeting, on January 18th. We, therefore, as sincere

well-wishers to the Society, would call on all persons

who possess votes to record them for Dr. Leman.
We wish Mr. Kippist well, we have not a word to

say against him as the Assistant, and some years hence
he will be eligible as hbrarian ; but if he is wise, he
will hot now persevere in a contest which, if successful,

can only injure the Society under which he would
have to act.

In a treatise upon Foresting, the most logical mode
of proceeding would be to begin wdth the beginning,

when the seed is sown, and to end with the end, when
the forest-tree is fully grown. But as the observations

we at present propose to offer are not of so formal a

character, we may be permitted to treat the subject in

a more desultory manner, and to commence with the

very important question of thinning plantations—an

operation best performed at the present season.

To look at the plantations in some parts of the

country, it seems evident that their owners are not

aware that crowding trees together ruins them; for

acres of land may be found in which the trees of all

kinds have run up to the state of hop-poles. In some
instances this has been done under the impression that

the first thing to secure is a straight stem, and that

when that has been gained, by compelling the trees to

maintain a crow^ded growth, they can then be thinned

at any time—a most fatal error. ^

Let any one take a handful of mustard-seed, and
with it sow two contiguous patches of ground, very

thickly, so that when the seedlings come up they may
be excessively crowded. Leave the plants in one

without thinning, and from the other patch continu-

ally remove so many as Avill allow the remainder of

the plants to touch without crowding each other. At
first both patches will present the appearance of green-

ness and vigour; but by degrees tne crowded plants

will become more crowded, their green will change to

yellow, their growth will be arrested, and in no great

time a large proportion will die; or if, when this yel-

low state has been brought on, they are then thinned,

the plants that remain will never lose their ori-

ginal feebleness of habit. None of these symptoms
of disease will, however, present themselves among the

plants in the patch regularly thinned, where, on the

contrary, the vegetation will be healthy and uninter-

In the next place,

the life of a plant cannot be maintained unless the
leaves are fully exposed to li^ht and air, wliich will

happen when plants are sufficiently separated, but
will be prevented when they crowd each other.

Now what is true of the Mustard plants is equally
so of any other plant, whether herb or tree, and ex-
plains in a manner familiar to every one the disad-
vantage of allowing trees in plantations to be drawn
up by crowding each othef.

The object of a planter is either the decoration of
Ids estate, or the profitable investment of capital, to be
repaid by the production of timber. In the majority
of cases both ends are sought for ; and they are never
incompatible. As there is no disputing about taste,

we shall drop that part of the argument, lest corre-

spondents should be produced who rnay maintain that

a tree loaded with all the foliage intended for it is less

beautiful than one in which the greatest possible quan-
tify is abstracted consistent with the maintenance of
life. We shall confine ourselves to the question of
profit.

That the quantity of timber found in a tree is in di-

rect proportion to tne breadth of its foliage, is what no
one acquainted with the nature of vegetable life will

dispute. That a crowded tree has less foliage than one
fully exposed to light and air is self-evident. There-
fore a crowded tree must form less timber than a tree

freely exposed to light and air. But this is not a
question dependent upon reason alone; it is capable of
being reduced to the plainest evidence.

Seg:nius irritant animos dcmissa \itx aures
Quam quae sunt oculis subjecta ddelibus.

A memorandum from Mr. Hamerton, of Hellifield

Peel, furnishes it:—The two following transverse

sections as nearly as possible resemble the originals,

one of which is taken from a tree of my own growth,

and the other from a crowded plantation of abou€
1000 acres, which it gave me very great pain to view.

The one is progressively advancing to maturity ; the

other retrograding, dying year by year—the dimi-
nution of its concentric rings proving to demonstra-
tion that it has not room to grow.

In this case it is sufficiently evident, that in the

right-hand specimen the growth was at first, when the

trees did- not choke each other, fully as rapid as in

that on the left, when they continued to be properly

thinned ; hut after the third year, the formation of

timber in the former case be^an to be arrested, and

was immediately after reduced to a minimum quan-

tity ; while in the latter it continued to form, with

little variation, year by year.

In the east of Yorkshire there are some thousands of

acres of plantations going to ruin for want of thinning,

and a great deal of it is gone already. The same

friendly hand which sent us the sketch above given,

has also furnished us with a specimen of Spruce fir

from this estate.

exhibited

this specimen

:

In the first five years the tree grew 26-lOths of^ an

[in. diam.Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

24
20
12
8
6
10

:\

Here, in 35 years, the tree only acquired a diameter of

ten inches and a half, the annual formation of timlier

beginning to diminish after the 6di year, and rapidly

after the 1 Sth, as the trees became more and more

crowded together; and it was only after the 30th year,

at which time the increase in diameter had been re-

duced from more than 5-lOths to little more than

1-lOth of an inch annually, that the formation of tim-

^ n to be restored, and this, which was appar

rently'owing to some accidental clearing, only in a

slight and very unequal degree ; for, from the section

before us, it appears that, although on one side aa

inch of increase in diameter took place in five years,

yet over the principal part of the circumference not

more than Iwo-tentlu oftimber wereformedin^vem^
Now, had this tree been nroperly treated, it ought, bf

the end of 35 years, to have been eighteen inch^ m
diameter, instead of ten inches and a half.

But, bad as are the consequences of a crowded

CTowth to the formation of timber-and, let us also add,

fo its quality, it is not the only eviL Plantations which

have been allowed to remain crowded for many years

cannot afterwards b^ thinned success The trees
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bark-bound and rootless, so that th^' are blown can anything be more beautiful than its appearance as it

becomt
over by the first storm-

,

Roots, like timber, are formed in proportion to the

quantity of foliage, and to the space a tree has to grow

in. A tree whose trunk is divided into limbs, loaded

with healthy leaves, fixes itself to the soil by gigantic

roots, which hold it immoveably, and help it to defy

the storm. But a tree drawn up to a pole, with a few

limbs at the summit, has neither die means of form-

ing roots, nor the space in which to develop them. A
few fibres are all that it produces, bearing no due pro-

portion to the head ; and the moment the prorection

of the trees around it is withdrawn, it necessarily falls

over. Not to go further in illustration of this, our

readers have only to look now at Kensington Gardens,

and some years hence to plantations not a hundred

miles from \\ indsor.

It may now be expected that we should offer some

directions as to the manner of thinning plantations.

It does not, however, appear to us possible to give par-

ticular rules for such an operation. Instead, iherefore,

of saying that when a tree is of such a height it ought

to be at such a distance from those around it, we
think it far better to state the general rule, uhich is,

that no one tree should be allowed to touch another,

but that iliey should be allowed to remain as close as

drcumstances will permit, provided they do not touch.

Practically, it will be impossible to ai^just the thinning

of a plantation with much exactness ; and in the an-

nual removal of such trees as are touching others,

spaces much larger than ate actually requisite, accord-

ing to this rule, will be formed. 1 his is, however, a

great advantage, Wcau.^c it will allow the wind to find

its way freely among the trees, and will give them suf-

ficient room to spread their roots about. But this

part of thfc subject is connected with the subject

of pruning plantations, to which we shall advert on a

future occasion.

We shall only add that the planter should be care-

ful to mark durmg summer the trees that are to be re-

moved in winter ; because it is onl^ at that season,

when the trees are covered with leaves, that it is possi-

ble to ascertain in what d^ee deciduous trees really

interfere with each other.

CIIATSWORTH.
{Continued from page 3.)

And now a word about the *' Grand Cascade," of

which the merits have been freely canvassed of late, by
many Damea deep in the myflteries of the picturesque, with
Mr. Loudon at their head. This cascade, as all the world
knows, consists of an almost interminable flight of broad
atepSt with a water-temple at the summit, from whence
foaming torrents of water hurst forth, and afterwards im-
petuously descend the stairs. The grandeur of this vast

iight of water-stairs is undeniable, but it has been objected
that its terminatiou is meagre (the water escaping into

underground culverts), and its commencement -ewkward.
As regards the "meagre termination,*' the dissentients

are right as to the fact, but completely at fault as to the
Bieaas of remedying it. This, however, may safely be
left in the hands that have already with wonderful skill

overcome the far greater difficulties that beset the "awk-
ward commencement," before alluded to, of this famous
cascade. The awkwardness complained of was this : that
at the back of the watcr-tempie rose a steep and lofty hill,

down a portion of which leaped a quasi-natural cataract,
which was seen bounding from rock to rock, until it lost
ttaMf for a nioment behind trees, to reappear in foam and
spray, on the roof of the temple ; the transition from the
supposed natural to the avowedly artificial, as seen from
the grounds below, being peculiarly abrupt and offensive
to the critical eye. But how was the blemish to be reme-
died? A more difficult task could scarcely be imagined,
and therefore the having completely accomplished it is no
puny triumph. Returning from Italy, where the Duke's
keen eye had become familiar with \\% noble aqueducts, it
occurred to him that a similar structure abutting against
the mountain side, and sustained on a long series of arches,
niight with perfect propriety be placed in a position where
its original intention having apparently been to cross the
valley, nevertheless, either through the lapse of time or
'the abandonment of the design, the range of arches should
be suddenly interrupted, and the water which had been
carried smoothly along the summit of the aqueduct, be
precipitated with tremendous violence from the point of
its termination. This grand and most original idea has
been nobly worked out ; a long range of arches is seen issu-
ing from the declivities at the back of the cascade, and pro-
ceeding in a direct line towards it until they have attained
the height of nearly a hundred feet, when they abruptly
cease, and the water pours down in a magnificent volume,
apparently close in the rear of, though in reality at a con-
siderable distance behind, the water-temple, which is thus
worthily supported, and an air of completeness given to
the whole scene. When viewed in profile, this unfinished
aqueduct has also a noble effect. The present is, so far as I

aware, the only instance in which any structure of the
d has been impressed into the service of purely orna-
ntal scenery. But, however successful the experiment,
Jknot probable that it will be frequently repeated—its

ss amounting to almost a prohibition,
we must now hurry on to the Great Conservatory,
^h glimpses may have been already caught from
f the higher points in the park and grounds ; nor

IS seen,
•' Gleaming like a silver shield,"

above the level ol the woods by which it is surrounded.

And here let me remark on the peculiarly judicious selec-

tion of the site, at such a distance from the mansion as in no

respectto interfere with theeffect of the latter, and yet within

five minutes' walk of it. There never was» and there never

will be, an instance of a structure suited to the habitation of

plants being tacked on to abuilding adapted to the habita-

tion of civilised man without the effect of both being de-

stroyed. Each has a beauty and propriety of its own ; but let

none attempt to unite the twain. "What a horrid excrescence

is the Conservatory at ! (anyone will fill up the blank

a hundredfold.)-But to return to the matter in hand. The

approach to the great Cbatsworth Stove winds through a

wood, and is excavated to a considerable depth, the banks

being sprinkled with masses of evergreens, &c., and studded

with huge fragments of rock. As you come closer to the sa-

cred territory, a massive arch, of a peculiar character, and

which it would be vain to range under any of the five or-

ders, spans the road. This passed," a scene the most ex-

traordinary and peculiar presents itself, and which has

certainly no paralleHn the world. You are in the midst

of an extensive clearing, in the form of a parallelogram,

that has been cut in a wood of *' old patrician trees."

This again has been surrounded by tall embankments or

terraces, or I would rather call them ramparts, which pro-

tect a level area, and from which the wondrous Conserva-

tory rises in all its majesty. The effect of the clearing is

good, as impressing the beholder with an un-English sensa-

tion ; while the ramparts, as 1 style them, are quite in keep-

ing, inasmuch as they afford a sort of security to the fragile

edifice within their pale, and which may well be supposed

to stand in need of some protection of the kind. Terrace-

walks are carried along thJ ramparts, and flights of steps

descend to the plateau at their angles and centres.

—

Argus,

{To be continued,)

CULTURE OF WHEAT IN THE WEST INDIES.
I HAVE read with much interest the article on the cul-

ture of wheat in the West Indies, which appeared in the

Gfirdeners" Chronicle for the 10th of July last, and con-

ceiving that a short historical sketch of the attempts which

have been made to introduce this valuable grain into gene-

ral cultivation there may not be without utility in promot-

ing it, or unacceptable to such of your readers as feel de-

sirous of advancing the prosperity of our West Indian

colonies, I venture to solicit a short space in your columns

for the purpose of contributing all the information which

I have been able to collect upon the subject, abridged fn m.

a " Memoir on the Cnltivation of Wheat within the Tro-

pics," which I printed for circulation in our colonies last

year, bu^of which the impression was so small, that few

if any copies can at present be obtained.

It is now upwards of 347 years since the first attempt

was made to cultivate wheat in the Antilles by one of the

companions of the adventurous Columbus, whose experi-

ment was made with the most satisfactory results at the

settlement of Isabella, on the north side of St. Domingo,
about 10 leagues to the eastward of Monte Christ, in lat.

19'' 58' N. nearly. Of this experiment, the only record

which I have been able to procure is the brief notice con-

tained in the following extract from Washington Irving's

Life of Columbus, vol, 2, ch- xi.,p, 129.
** The appearance of everything in the vicinity of the

harbour was calculated to increase his anticipations of fu-

ture prosperity. The plants and fruits of the Old World,
which he was endeavouring to introduce into the islands,

gave promise of rapid Increase. The orchards, fields, and
gardens were in a state of great forwardness. The seeds

of various fruits had produced young plants. The sugar-
cane had prospered exceedingly in the soil ; a native vine,

trimmed with care, had yielded grapes of tolerable flavour

;

and cuttings from European vines already began to form
their clusters. On the 30th March, 1494, a husbandman
brought to Columbus ears of wheat which had been sown
in the latter part of January. The smaller kind of garden
herbs came to maturity in sixteen days; and the larger
kind, such as Melons, Gourds, Pumpkins, and Cucumbers,
were fit for table within a month after the seed had been
put into the ground. The soil, moistened by brooks and
rivers, and frequent showers, and stimulated by an ardent
sun, possessed those principles of fecundity which surprise
the stranger accustomed to less vigorous climateSj by the
promptness and prodigality of vegetation,"

Here we have a striking instance of the successful cul-
ture of wheat introduced at once, and without any inter-

mediate acclimatisation, from Europe—a fact which ap-
pears to be somewhat at variance with the opinion
expressed in your Paper as to the probable failure of Eng-
lish red or white wheat, if suddenly transferred to th^ soil
of an abandoned sugar plantation, English wheats have,
I must admit, been the subject of many unsuccessful expe-
riments, made at my request in various parts of the West
Indies, especially in the Bahamas, Antigua, and Barbados

;

but as failure to an equal extent was the result of experi-
ments with wheat the growth of warmer climates, as
Sicily, Poonah, &c., and as the temperature of the cycle
of wheat varies Httle from the mean temperature of the
cooler months in the West Indies, I should be inclined to
look for some other cause of failure than the mere abrupt-
ness of introduction

; and I should wish to know why the
experiment of 1494 made with wheat introduced directly
from the western parts of Spain should have succeeded so
fully, while even Talavcra wheat, the produce of the same
part of Spain, and Poonah wheat, the produce of the ele-
vated but hot district adjoining to Bombay, should have
wholly or partially failed in 1840. The Victoria wheat
produced from Caracas seed sown in Endand. rpfininpHif.

,in planitie paulum supra mare elevata." And ia

urth volume of his " Personal Narrative," published

native properties imaltered by the change of climate, and

succeeded in the West Indies as well as that introduced

directly from the region adjoining to La Victoria and San

Mateo.
To return, however, to matter of history :--No record

which has come within my reach throws the faintest ray of

light upon the subsequent history of the culture of wheat

in the Antilles, or explains the causes which led to its dis-

continuance, with the exception of the short and unsatis-

factory notice taken of its existence in Cuba by Humboldt,

who, in his valuable dissertation •' De Distributione Geo-

graphica Plantarum," published at Pairis in 1817, sayg,

somewhat perhaps too dogmatically, at page 161, that

" Frumenti quodcunque genus calores plagae sequinoctialia

legr^ tolerat, ideoque in universum Cerealia Europsea in

Orbe novo, lat 0^^—10^, ea altitudine coli incipiunt, qua in

zonatemperata, lat. 42^—46° fere crescere desinunt. Ta-

men ob certas causas, locis proprias, nee satis erutas, in

Provincia Caracasan^, Triticum colitur propter VictorJam,

alt, 270 hexapodarum ; et, quod magis mirandum, in parte

interiori Insulie Cubae, lat. 23*, propter Las Quatro

Villas

the fourth

in London in 1819, he admits, at page HI, that the fine

harvests of Egypt and of the kingdom of Algiers, those of

the valleys of Aragua and the interior of the island of

Cuba, sufficiently prove that the augmentation of heat is

not prejudicial to the harvest of wheat, unless it is attended

with an excess of drought or moisture. To this circum-

stance, no doubt, we must attribute the apparent anomaUes

that are sometimes observed between the tropics in the in-

ferior limit of corn. "We are astonished," he continues,

** to see to the east of the Havannah, in the famous district

of Quatro Villas, this limit descend almost to the level of

the ocean ; while to the west of the H avannah, on the slope

of the mountains of Mexico and Xalapa, at677toises of

height, the luxuriance of vegetation is such that wheat

does not form ears."

Struck with the facts furnished by this distinguished

traveller, but unconvinced by the reasoning adopted for

their explanation, 1 resolved to apply myself to the solu-

tion of the problem, not by the delusive light of theory,

but by the direct interrogation of nature. Accordingly,

having through the kindness of Sir R, K. Porter obtained

a supply of seed from Caracas, I transmitted a portion to

Dr. Bancroft in August 1834, for trial in Jamaica, 340

years after its first introduction into the neighbouring

island of Haiti. The wheat thus sent was distributed

among some of the more intelligent and enterprising

planters, by whom it was tried on the mountains of St,

Ann's and those of St. Andrew's, with the most satisfac-

tory results, having been planted in both cases in the

latter part of January, and been reaped in the latter part

of April, On one of the estates in the mountains of St.

Andrew's, called Fair Hill, 2000 feet above the level of the

sea, a single grain produced 28 ears, yielding altogether

1500 grains ; notwithstanding which success, the owner of

the estate informed Dr. Bancroft that he thought it ** un-

likely that the planters would grow the Victoria wheat in

prelerence to the Great Corn," Zea Mays. On another

estate in the same mountains, called Charlottenberg, the

property of the Hon, W. B. King, an assistant judge of

Assize, at an altitude of about 4000 feet above the sea,

*'the seed," as Dr. Bancroft informed me, *' was sown

early in March, and received a top-dressing ; in the course

of a few days it had sprung up three inches above the

ground ; and as favourable and moderate rains continued

to fall subsequently, the corn throve, and ripened in the

early part of June, producing abundantly grain of a larger

size than the parent seed, the ears being large and full.

Six of these, for instance, yielded 336 grains, weighing

half an ounce to each ear." From the success of this

trial Mr. King was fully satisfied of the practicability and

advantage of this new culture.— W, Hamilton^ M^D.^
Plymouth.

{To he continued,)

ON TH:E CULTURE OF THE POLYANTHUS.
This beautiful flower has had bestowed upon it a most

appropriate name, derived from the Greek words iroXWi

many, and avBos, a flower—many-flowered. It is of the

natural order Primulacece, and must be considered as but

a variety of, and derived from, the Primula vulgaris, or

common Primrose, though some Botanists rather suppose

it to be the more immediate offspring of the Primula

elatior,orOxlip, thisagainbeingthought by SirJames Smith

and others to be a hybrid between the Primrose and the

Primula veris, or Cowslip. The great difference between

the Polyanthus and Primrose is, that while the former

bears its umbel of flowers on an elevated scape or stem,

the latter possesses only a sessile stem, the flowers being sup-

ported on peduncles. By cultivation, however, the Prim-

rose not unfrequently throws up a stem, bearing ^
umbel of flowers of different colours, as light crimson,

purple, brown, &c. ; while, on the other hand, the seed of

the Polyanthus will often produce plants which are sessile,

or without elevated stems. With these facts before us,

therefore, and taking into consideration other points of

more exact resemblance, as of foliage, &c., lam induced

to consider the Polyanthus as immediately derived from

the Primrose itself. Its rich and variegated colours pre-

sent, of course, no difficulties to this derivation of its origin*

as the effects of cultivation in it are not more remarkabl*

than in the Pansy, Pink, Carnation, &c.
There are, perhaps, none of the peculiar favourites of

the florist which really require so little care and trouble as

this flower ; and yet its cultivation is, for the most part, so

greatly misunderstood and mismanaged, that it is fre-

quently left cither to pine in comparative neglect, or is

entirely thrown aside as being of difficult and unsati»fa<?-

%
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tory culture. The grand mistake is in the attempt, the

fruitless attempt, of growing it in pots. So thoroughly

am I convinced, both by reason and experience, of the

futility of this mode of culture, that I shall not speak of it

further than to state, that it differs but little from the

treatment proper for the Auricula, which I fully detailed in

a previous Numbei* of the Chronicle, It is true that the

Polyanthus may be made to exist in pots ; but its poor,

stunted growth, when so treated, presents but a miserable

contrast with the luxuriant large green foliage, bold stem,

and noble head of flowers, which are invariably obtained

by the simple means I shall now point out.

Situation and SoiL—A free and pure air is necessary

for its vigorous growth ; hence it never does well in con-

fined situations, or in the immediate vicinity of large and

smoky towns. It should always be grown in a bed or

open border, and in one which has an eastern aspect. It

is most impatient of heat and drought, but delights in a

cool, or rather moist, and shaded locality, where it can

enjoy about two bours of the morning sun. Light or

rich compost are quite unsuitable ; it thrives best in a re-

tentive soil, from a rich old pasture, to which has been

added about the sixth part of cow-manure, two or three

years old, and the same quantity of leaf-mould. The
natural soil of the garden should be da^ out to tbe depth

of a foot, and the space filled up with the above, three

months previously to planting them, that the bed may
have become settled before it is required for the plants.

Planting.—The proper time is at tbe end of July, not

later, for it is important that the plants should get well

established in the soil before the approach of winter. The
operation should be thus proceeded with. Shorten the

main or tap-root, as it is called, to within about half an

inch of the leaves, that a few of the vigorous young fibrous

roots only may be retained ; with a small trowel make a

hole in the soil sufficiently deep that the plant, when once

set therein, may have the very crown of the main root

covered at least one inch with th^ soil. It is of the

utmost importance that the Polyanthus should be thus

deep set, for the young roots always emanate from the very

top of the main root, and throw themselves out for the

most part in a somewhat curved or horizontal manner,
and it is essential that they should at once meet with

support, which they cannot do when a superficial method
of planting is adopted : hence, how frequently do we see

the common Polyanthus in the borders exhibiting bunches

of bare curly roots above the soil ! Having well watered

the bed, the plants require no more care whatever, except

being kept clean ; they should be left entirely without

covering or protection in the winter.

Blooming^ Ifc,—In spring, as soon as they have thrown
up their bold stems, and just when the pips (corollas) are

about to expand, if they are wanted for the purpose of

exhibition, or to ornament the stage or cool greenhouse,
they may be taken up with a moderately-si^ed ball of

earth, and put into common Auricula pots, for they bear

this removal without the slightest injury or apparent check.

Water must now be supplied rather freely, and should occa-

sionally be sprinkled over the foliage also favoiding the
flowers), for this is invigorating to the Polyanthus, When
in bloom, whether they have been removed into the cold
frame, &c., or have been suffered to remain in the bed,
they must be entirely protected from the sun and rain, or
the richness and beauty of their flowers will be injured ;

and, as is the practice with Auriculas, the smaller and
central pips should be thinned out. that the truss or
umbel of flowers may have a uniform and uncrowded
appearance. When the bloom is over, the plants should
be turned out of their pots into the border from whence
they were taken ; here they must remain, without further
care, except an occasional watering, till the end of July,
when they should be taken up, the soil crumbled
from their roots, and those which present two or
more heads, divided gently with tbe fingers, and pre-
pared and planted as before described. The properties
which constitute a perfect flower have already, together
vith a plate, been most accurately given in the Chronicle,
No one who has not seen an extensive^collection of the

finest varieties of Polyanthuses can form an adequate idea
of their extraordinary beauty and loveliness, when treated
in the above manner. And let not these instructions be
thought the less of because they are uncomplicated and
without mystery ; for it is even with floriculture as it is

with the arts and sciences themselves, that those dis-
coveries and processes approach the nearest to perfection,
which are the most simple and devoid of intricacy.
Let us then, in conclusion, hope that this good old-
fashioned, old English flower, one of the first and loveliest
daughters of spring, associated and endeared as it is,

together with its parent the Primrose and its twin sis-
ters the Oxlip and Cowslip, with all the mild, pure, and
innocent delights of our earliest childhood, may obtain in
the estimation of the florist that consideration to which its

peculiar beauties so eminently entitle it.—/'. R. Horner,
M.D,, Hull.

SCRAPS FROM THE LIFE OF A GARDENER.
Under this title we propose to introduce occasionally

some papers bg a Gardener^ which a correspondent has
put into our hands, in the hope that they may tend to
«now the real feelings and true condition of this important
«las9 of men, in whose welfare we take a lively interest.
As genuine pictures of a gardener's life, they cannot but
nave their value, however humble the subject to which
they relate.

NO. I.—IfT FIRST ADVEWTITRE.
troia my earliest infancy I entertained a great love for

«owers-^whi!e the dance and the game had attractions
lor my play-fellows, they bad none for me ; I always
oveg tl^ fields and the green woods bevond everything

else, and ever found a peculiar happiness in the place
where Nature finds a home. I loved flowers for their
beauty. I was one day busy among my flowers, watering
and tying them up, for I always like neatness, vihen a
person came in ; he had been a gardener, and a fortunate
one. He admired my garden and my flowers ; he talked
with energy on the subject ; he took hold of them ten-
derly to examine their class and order ; he showed me
and told me that they were arranged in families, and he
produced such a thirst for Floricultural information that I

was resolved to make gardening my trade. My parents
gave consent, and a place was sought for and found many
miles from home, I was taken from my kindred, but I

had one cheering hope, that I should live amongst the
fairest a»d brightest of created beings.

It was night, in the latter end of October, w^hen I arrived

at the Hall, which was situated in the immediate vicinity of
dark and long woods and plantations ; the night was dark,
and as I entered the gateway of the paved court-yard all

w^as silent and lonely ; no sound was heard but the echo of
my footsteps. The ancient turi'ets appeared dim ini utlines

still darker than the cloudy heavens ; I never felt such a
sense of loneliness ; the thoughts of my happy, merry home
and the dear friends I left there came over me, and I was
sorrowful for the change I had made- There were no
lights visible in the house, and such an awful stillness

reigned around that I was chilled inio feai-fulness : of all

the lonely places to be found there is not one to compare
with a large house in the country, when the family has
left. With Hallerton Hall, where I then was, this was
particularly the case. At last 1 saw a light glimmering
in the distance, and to it I repaired, passing through
solemn arches, until I arrived before a small house, I

stood at the door a little whiht' considering what to do ; at

last I knocked, and was bid to come in by a voice any-
thing but remarkable for its sweetness. I did so, and in

a chair opposite a comfortable fire sat an old man ; his

hair was grey, and his forehead was wrinkled with fur-

rows of thought ; his table was covered with dried spe-
cimens of plants, and living ones were scattered about in

confusion, in the midst of which a microscope was stand-
ing. It required no telling, but I at once knew that this

was to be my future master. I inquired if Mr. Hartley
lived there—his answer was, *^ Yes, I am he/' I then
handed him my letter of introduction—he told me to sit

down, and broke the seal of the letter and read it through.
I watched his features during the time, as if to read my
future fate in his countenance, but it w^as rigid and fixed

like a statue. I took advantage to look about me while he
was engaged ; his room w^as hung round with shelves, on
which rested rows of books and piles of dried specimens
bound and tied in their cases, together with many papers
of his own ; he was happy in the midst of his own books
and the pursuance of the study he loved. After reading the

letter, he eyed me with a glance so keen and penetrating,

that my eyes fell in the struggle to I'eturn his scrutiny,and I

felt my own littleness and incapability. He said, " So you
are come to receive instructions from me, young man V
'*Yes, sir," was my rejoinder. " Well,"he said, '*}ou must
be attentive and industrious at your trade, you must be
obliging and friendly to your fellow-workmen, for your
success depends upon the good fellowship existing between
you and your companions in labour—for they will have it

in their power to show you more than I can ; be indus-

trious and obliging, and you will succeed—but be pre-

sumptuous and saucv, or impertinent, and you will rue
it."— ir. p.

(To be contitiued.)

THE AMATEURS' GARDEN.—No. II.

The directions which were given last week concerning

the protection of greenhouse and half-hardy plants ought

to be carefully attended to. Amateurs should always hear

in mind that the beauty of the greenhouse and flower-gar-

den in summer depends upon a little attention being paid

to these things now. All that is required, is to protect

them and keep them alive, but not to force them into

growth with a high temperature ; they will grow fast

enough when the season is more advanced.

Half-hardy plants in the lawn or borders ought to have

been protected long ago; but if in any cases this has not

been done, it may not yet be too late to do so. Decidu-

ous shrubs, such as Fuchsias, may be tied up and thatched

over with dry fern-leaves or straw, in a conical form, to

throw off the wet. The asphalte roofing described by Mr.

MMntosh will be found very useful for evergreens, such

as Rhododendrons and Camellias ; or frames made with

stakes and hoops, and covered with mats, may be used

for the same purpose : in both cases, however, they should

be made with sloping roofs to carry off the rain, and each

should have a door on the north side, which can be opened

when the weather is favourable. Many things may be

used for covering tender herbaceous plants or bulbs, such

as leaves, ferns, straw, or old tan; ashes will do if no-

thing else can be had.

As many of our friends have little fruit-gardens as well

as pleasure-ground and flower-beds, it may be proper to

remind them that the season is at hand for making any
additions to their collections of fruit-trees, and also for

getting those into a good bearing state which they now
possess. If trees degenerate from a healthy or fruitful

state, the cause will generally be found in the depth of the

roots or in the wetness of the soil; the remedy in these

cases is a most simple one, which any amateur may easily

perform. The trees should be taken up with care, and

all the roots preserved except the more perpendicular

ones ; the latter should be cot clos^ off, and those hori-

zontal ones which extend to an inconvenient length may
be shortened. If the soil is cold and wet, it ought to be

taken out to the depth of two feet six inches, aud the bot-

tom paved with stones or bricks, and well drained with
brick rubbish, the object being to prevent the roots from
running too deep and getting into a cold and wet subsoil.

The 'drainage may be about a foot in depth, and then co-
vered over with another foot of soil, upon wLxh the roots
are spread out and fastened down if necessary. The
whole may then be covered over, the trees pruned, and, if

large, supported with stout stakes until the roots get suffi-

cient hold ot the ground. Where the bottom is dry, the
drainage will not be required ; the only thing necessary
in this case will be to raise the roots. This operation
will generally be a sufficient check to the luxuriance of
the tree; if not, a trench can be cut round it the following
autumn, about three or four feet from the stem : the dis-
tance, however, should be regulated by the luxuriance of
the tree, the object being not to kill, but to check and to
cure. Much useful information will be found on this

subject in the former volume of the Gardeners^ Chroni*
cle,—R. F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Gesnera Elongata a Greenhouse Plant—This being a

very desirable plant, from its flowering at the present sea-

son when little else is to be had, perhaps it may be accept-

able to some to know that I have found it succeed better

in a greenhouse than in the stove* Having two plants,

one was this summer placed out of doors and removed to

the greenhouse in the autumn ; it is now at a temperature

of 55**, loaded with bloom and in the highest health. The
other was kept in the greenhouse and afterwards in the

stove ; it is much more weakly, the flowers are paler, and
not half so abundant as those of the former.— C. D.

Improvemeyit of the Red Cnrratit,— I wish I could

persuade some influential individual in South Lancashire

to endeavour to prevail upon the growers of the Goose-

berry, to grow the Red Currant instead, with a view to

Srizes. They who are acquainted with the writings of

[r. Knight will know that he paid some attention to the

improvement of this fruit, and raised two or three im-

proved varieties. He had arrived at the conclusion, from

his extensive experience, that fruits which in their unim-
proved state are acid, first become sweet and then insipid

by improved culture and successive generations, and on
that account he considers that the Apple and Gooseberry

alone, of our fruits, have been shown in the greatest state

of perfection, nearly what they have the power of acquir-

ing in our climate. Mr. Knight, in a letter written a very

short time before his death, laments that the improvers of

the Gooseberry did not in preference select the Red Cur-

rant. Culture, he observes, has a tendency to render

fruits less acid, and, to some extent, more tasteless ; and
the Currant, on that account, promised a wider extent of

improvement than the Gooseberry. And he thought it

not improbable that the Red Currant might be made, by
successive generations and improved culture, a sweet,

perhaps a very sweet fruit. Many varieties of the Goose-

berry which we now have, are grown to three times the

size they were when the workmen of Lancashire first

grew them for prizes; and the best of the Red Currants

we have are not much larger than the wild fruit of the

plant. If only one energetic and influential individual ia

the Gooseberry districts would take the matter in hand,

the object would, I think, be readily accomplished. Let

It only be explained to the men why it is desirable that

they should substitute the Red Currant for the Goose-

berry, supply them with cuttings or plants of the best

known varieties, and let them have a printed account of

the mode of cross-breeding, with a plain statement of its

objects and eff'ects. As their object in cultivating the

Gooseberry is principally amusement, I think it is advis-

able that, at the shows amongst themselves, size should

slill be the test of merit. I question if we should have

had so many good varieties of the Gooseberry if flavour

as well as size had been taken into consideration at their

shows. About the mere size of a fruit there can be no

mistake—no room for unpleasant disputes about the sup-

posed unfairness of tbe awards of the judges : but if gen-

tlemen connected with the Horticultural Societies in theae

parts would offer a medal or some other prize worth con-

tending for each year for the best-flavoured Red Currants,

the prize to be accessible to all without the payment of

any subscription, then, I think, it is probable that they

might be induced to endeavour to raise varieties uniting

excellence of quality with large size* And if, in addition

to this, two trees ot each of the best seedlings were sent

to the garden of the Horticultaral Society of London,

there to be grown, and if another and more valuable

medal was awarded by that society—say once in three

years— for the seedling which was proved to be the best,

it would act as a further stimulus- The thoughts of their

exertions and amusements being thus recognised and ap-

preciated by such a powerful society, would, I consider,

have a very beneficial effect ; and I think that such a pro-

ceeding would be in accordance with the objects of the

society, and well worthy of its attention.

—

John Townleg^

Root-pruning,—Root-pruning and the benefits to be

derived from it cannot be too clearly pointed out to the

readers of the Chronicle. Its application to Hollies,

Yews, Junipers, Portugal Laurels, and evergreens gene-

rally, in the nursery, where they are taken up at leatt

every two years, root-pruned, and replanted, furnishes the

plants with a mass of roots that wiU ensure their safe re-

moval with as much certainty as many other trees and

shrubs, provided their roots are not allowed to get over-

dry in transmission from the nurseries. A litti« research

will prove that neither Mr. BiUiugton, Mr. Emnftoti. or

Mr. Rivers can lay claim to the merit of having been the

fifst to publish the root-pruning system. U they will

refer to the Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticu tnrd

Society, vol. i. page 84, pubUshed in IBll, they will fiad
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an essay on the cultivation of French Peara, by Mr. J.

Smith, gardener to the Earl of Hopttoun, where root-

pruuiug is hinted at ; and at page 104 is a short account of

the state of the fruit-trees on the garden-walls at Loan-

wells, near Kirkaldy, by Mr, Sang, where he says, '* I had

formerly experienced the good effects of cuttiug the

ruots of fruit-trees which were too luxuriant in growth.

I foand it oecessary to shorten them, not only to stop the

lambling growth complained of above, but tu furniah the

tree with proper feeders, in order to render it fruitful."

Had Mr. Sang considered the system new, be would no

doubt have entered more intb particulars ^ to bow the

operation should have been performed. The above gives

f priority of publication before Mr. Billington of 1 1 years.

The priority of practising the system may also be traced

back to earlier than IBOO, the date of the commencement

by Mr. Billington ; the trees that were the subject of the

above-quoted paper having been planted by Mr. Sang in

1732^ who before that date, and before he resided at Loan-

wells, 1 know had been witness to the good effects of

fOOt-pruning wall-trees as practised by a gardener in

Fifcahire. both to render them fruitful and to check their

further growth when they bad nearly covt* J the wall,

^u doubt hundreds of gardeners have both invented and

practised root-prunini:, whenever the necessity for doing

ao presented itself, without ever considering that they had

tnade any wonderful discovery.—D. Cumcrorit Botanic

Garden, Birmingham*
Temperature qf Germination.—In respect to the time

•f geruiiaatioQ of Feas at various temperatures (page 832,

1841), I observe that it is omitted to state whcthtr the

temperature be that of the air or the earth. At Meerot,

Iju the East Indies, Peas sown in Decemberi when the

ttmperattire of the air is about 7(P in the day, and bume-

times as low n% 40** in the night, appear above ground in

about five dajrt- The temperature, occasionally, is below
'

iLc freeziog point at Meerut about a quarter of an hour

before sunrise, at the end of December and beginning of

January. Id 1818 and 1819, the thermometer fell as low

; 10* on the I4th and 15th of February ; the Whpat and

Barley crop.s then in ear were all cut off, and a famine

The Radiating Power of Hot-water Pipes,—Amongst all

tiut has been said yet on the beating of houses, we have

seen no notice taken of the radiating power of the sub-

stances employed as pipes. When the radiating power of

lamp-black is 100, polished irnn is estimated at 15; and

though rough cast-iroa, and oxidated on the surface, will

be much more, still ic would add greatly to the effect, to

have them coated with lamp-black. One of the greatest

benefits to be derived from Mr. Corbett's open gutter

System, will be the radiating power of water, which is

equal to lamp-black. The new improvement lately sug-

g«stf*d in steam-boilers, to connect the iire and water by

Sins of iron passing from the fire through the bottom of

iie boiler into the water, thus conducting the heat {it

oace to the water, should be useful, especially when speedy
ffffCt is wanted.— J?. Lyrnhurn,

Oxatis Crenata,—I have no doubt that the writer in

tikO New Farmer s Journal speaks of Oxalis crenata and
knows nothing of the Dcppei, and I am glad you noticed

bis letter, as 1 hope your observations may lead to further

remarks from some of your correapouJeuts on the respec-

tive merits of these two new vegetable products. I know
nothing of Oxalis Deppei as a vegetable, but I am glad to

aay that T am pretty well acquainted with O. crenata,

having grown it in my kitchen-garden I beHeve upwards
of eight years, and consider the stems when young far

Bapcrior in tarts to either Rhubarb, Apples, or Gooseber-
ries. I cannot say, however, so much for its tubers, which
I have xiven up dressing, finding no one likes them ; but
some of my neighbours who also cultivate the Crenata tell

me that its acid leaves are a great addition to a bowl of
salad, but of this I am no judge, never eating salads my-
asif. 1 think it, therefore, very probable, that while
Oxalis crenaU is valuable for its leaves and stems, Oxalis
Deppei may be more so for its tubers—but I cannot con-
ceive that the latter is as superior to the former as " a
Crab Apple to a Brown Beurre Pear" for tarts and pud-
dings.— a- $• y,

TruMes,—I am not aware that any mode has hitherto
been devised of propagating Uiat culinary luxury the
Truffle in gardens, aa in the case of the Mushroom, now
so successfaUy euitivated ; but ! apprehend that indivi-
duals possessing parks where it grows naturally, may, by
a sim|^ process, greatly extend its produce. Many years
1^, when residing at llighclere, I had much amusement
in watching the operations of the Truffle-hunter and his
dog, a pair of originals, who occasionally came from the

ighbourhood of Winterslow, and obtained pcrmissiou to
pursue their professional avocations in the park, 1 could
not help observing that the old man confined his attentions
principally to certain old and umbrageous Beech-trees,
whilst others of much younger i^-inding were passed by
unviaited ; and a little inquiry elicited the fact that he
had become practically acquainted with every individual
tree, and consequently spared himself the trouble of in-
t*8tigating those which experience had shown him to be

productive. Reflecting npon this matter, it seemed to
me that the sterility of these younger trees in Truffles ad-
mitted of explanation. They were thinly interspersed
among the older trees, and they had been brought 30 years
previously from a distant grove, where no Truffles existed,

to their present locality, differing in soil, which was on a
substratum of chalk. Now it was not easy to apprehend
kk what manner the seeds of this subterraneous plant
could transfer themselves from one tree to another, at a
considerable distance. It was clear that the process must
^ways be slow and accidental. Might it not be assisted

by art? Sadi was the train ot thought which led me to

propose to the old Truffle.hunter to bury at the proper

depth some of his Truffles that were in a state of decay

and unfit for the tJ-Ie, under one of the unproductive

trees sufficient in stature and in umbrageous develop-

ment. At the beginning of the next winter, when his

visit was repeated, he sought for me, and told with great

satisfaction that my scheme had answered, for he had

found two or three pounds of excellent Truffles beneath

the hitherto barren tree under which we had experimented.

I urged him never to thro* away an unserviceable Truffle,

butalwa)a to dispose of it in a similar manner; and I

know that he did so for two or three years. By following

this example, proprietors of places adapted to Truffles,

and where the proper trees have been planted, may in a

short period do that which a lapse of years unassisted

would :
*: effect I may here observe, that of all trees

the Cedar of Lebanon is the most favourable to the growth

of the Truffle.—J. R. Gowen.
Root-priming,—When I first came to my last place, the

orchard had been planted 12 years, without one bushel of

fruit per year having been obtained, and yet the trees

looked well. When they were first planted, the ground

was trenched to the depth of three feet, the soil being a

moist brick earth ; however, I caused three or four of the

largest roots to be cut off each tree ; in the autumn and

the following spring the benefit was vibible, for the trees

were coveret} with blossom, and in the autumn I gathered

above 20 bushels of Apples, and from that time there has

been on an average 30 or 40 bushels per year. The wall-

trees were also pruned at the roots in the same manner as

the orchard, and for the last nine years there has been a

full crop. After the orchard had been planted some years,

another piece of ground was added to it ; this was merely

turned up with the plough, and the trees were planted ; but

though the trees never grew quite so strong as those on the

other part, they always bore well, even the firat year after

planting.

—

A Constant Reader, Rt/de.

Icehouse Filling.~k it^ years back I had the charge

of an icehouse built on the declivity of a large pit; it wa^

egg-shaped, had double walls, with a cavity of six inches

between the walls closely filled with pounded charcoal,

the dome being well secured and thatched over, and the

outer walls protected as far as possible from the influence

of the weather; the drainage was good, and the house was

surrounded by a close plantation of tall trees on the S. W.
and north ; but this seemingly well-constructed house pre-

served ice indifferently, and some seasons barely until the

end of August. As this was the case, when filling the

house I used salt and boiling water with complete success.

The diameter of the house was 14 feet, and on every layer

two feet deep of well-broken ice I poured 14 gallons of

boiling water, having as many pounds of salt dissolved in

it, and finished at the top with a double quantity. This

solidified and cemented the mass so closely that the house

contained about 15 tons more than in any previous year

;

and when required for use, the force of a strong pickaxe

was always necessary to break it up. At the time of re-

filling there was a quantity of the old store remaining.

This was unprecedented in the history of the house, and
showed the benefit of salt and water, for in every other

respect the house was filled as usual. Where there is a

small house and a bad preserver, I think it would be ad-

visable, when filled and about to be closed up, to have a
few loads of well-broken ice thrown into the passage,

covered with dry wheat-straw— and this will give an early

supply for several weeks; and whenever the house is

open the ice should be regularly taken from the sides and
a few days' supply placed in the passage \ this saves open-
ing the house daily, and the consequent waste of much
ice,—//. Bowers, Laleham,

Fruit-tree Borders, — Several interesting articles on
Root-pruning fruit-trees have appeared lately in the
Chronicle^ but though it is a subject of importance, yet I

think the necessity of making properly-prepared bottoms
to fruit-tree borders cannot be too strongly advocated, be-
cause even root-pruning and shallow planting will only he
a temporary relief from the evils complained of, unless a
properly-prepared bottom is made the whole width of the
border. This will keep the root near the surface, and in

great measure prevent the necessity of root-pruning, and the
want of fruit for one or two years after that process. It

is of little consequence what sort of materials the bottom
is made of, so that it is impervious to the roots ; perhaps
in a wet or swampy soil, about a foot of small stones or
brick-bats well blended on the surface would be equal to
anything else that could be used, as the surface would be
impervious to the roots, while the bottom would act as a
drain. We have lately made a bottom to a Peach-wall
border in the garden here at a trifling expense, as the
stones were near at hand, and the work was done by the
garden labourers. Some of the trees on this wall had
been planted about 20 years, and I am informed that they
produced excellent crops of fruit for several years after
they came int<^ bearing, but the roots having penetrated
into the subsoil, the trees became less fruitful, and were
annually attacked with mildew. The leaves were curled
and diseased, and they never ripened their young shoots
in the autumn to form blossom-buds for the following sea-
son, Conaidering that nothing but making a bottom the
whole width of the border would be of permanent benefit,
I commenced at one end of the border by digging out a
trench two feet deep, nine feet wide, the whole width of
the border

; this being half the space allowed for each
tree, enabled me to get the rooU carefully taken up ; they
were then pruned more or less as it was found necessary.
The whole of the trench was then paved with stones of
any sort or siae that eame in the way, from two to nine or
ten inches thick ; they were laid to a level 20 ins. below
the surface of the border, and sloped a little towards the
iralk

i the joints were filled with small pieces of stones

;

then new slacked lime and gravel, such as is generally uses

for garden-walks, were mixed with water, and made similar

to mortar ; it was then mixed with more water, and when

it was laid on the pavement it partly ran into the joints,

and the rest was worked in with a broom until every

crevice was full. The soil of the next trench was thrown

upon the one finished, and so on until the whole border

was done.—J. Alexander, Carton Gardens,

Cucumbers and Metofis,—In pp.814, 815, (1841,) there

are some remarks respecting the advertisements of new
Cucumbers and Melons, and I think the fairest way to test

them is for gardeners to speak of them as they find. I

am a fancier of Cucumbers and Melons myself, and gene-

rally succeed pretty well. Amongst other things last

spring, 1 bad a little seed of Allen's Victory Cucumber;

but having supplied myself with plants of other sorts be-

fore, I did not give it the attention it should have had. I

grew one plant in a pot in which Carnations had been

flowered, and it produced eight fruit at one time, three of

these upon one stem ; one measured twenty-six and a

half inches long, another twenty-six, and the third

twenty-four and a hal& The form and colour of Allen's

Victory are all that could be wished ; my fruit were as

straight as a line, and regularly swelled from top to bottom

;

but what pleased me was its prolific disposition. I only

suffered my plants to rpature eight fruit, and these I kept

for seed, as I intend to grow the kind again, for I believe

it to be the best for a house, though perhaps Kenyon is

the best adapted for early frame forcing, at least I have

found it so. I know about 30 varieties of Melons, and \
have grown most of them, but both for crop and flavour

I have never found any equal to the Ispahan. Last yea^

I cut ripe fruit on the 26th of May ; the worst fault ijt Jias

is the difficulty of getting a second crop, for it is apt to

rot off at the main stem, if the grower is not cautious in

watering. I always put a wire trellis all over my beds,

six or eight inches above the soil, and train the plants over

it, I water without a rose, and never pour the water

within a foot of the stem. I grew the Pine-apple Melon
last year from seed procured from the Horticultural

Society ; it is an excellently-flavoured fruit, but I found it a

shy bearer. The Beechwood Melon also sent out by the

Horticultural Society I grew last year, and found every

way worthy of cultivation ; but there appears to be little

difference between it and the Ispahan, except that the

former is netted, and the latter smooth ; but this is not

always the case.

—

Robert Towers^ Gr^ to D, Waterhouse^

Esq,^ Aigburth, Liverpool,

Vineries,—The accompanying section of a Vinery is of

the form, in my opinion, best suited for keeping late

grapes. I was struck on seeing it towards the end of

November with grapes in as good a state of preservation

as they are generally seen during the summer months,

and that without lighting a single fire. My attention was

more particularly called to this subject from the fact of

my having ha4 a late house of grapes under my care, an4
in which, although I had the command of fire-heat to the

fullest extent, I was unable to keep the fruit. I may,

however, remark that my house was in a much more unr

favourable situation than the one here alluded to. The

great superiority whichahouse of this construction has over

the old form is, first, that by the nearly upright positioa

of the glass, scarcely any of the rays of the sua are lost

;

while, for the same reason, scarcely a drop of wet can

find its way into the house. Another recommendation
for this plan is, the small space to be heated ; conse-

quently the temperature can the more readily be raised to

any degree required. This kind of house would also be

the very best for early forcing, as from the small space to

be heated, one boiler placed in the centre would be quite

sufficient for heating a house of 150 feet in length. This

kind of structure differ^ very little from that recommended
by the late Mr, Atkinson, except in the more upright

position of the sashes ; and probably the method of venr

tilation adopted by Mr. Atkinson would be found the

best. The upper sashes could, however, be made to slide

up and down if necessary.

—

A. Saul^ Castle Hill,

A, back wall
J
B, rafters; C, treUis upon which the Vines arS ,

trained which are planted inside
i D, parapet wall upon which

the sashes rest at bottom; E, ground level.

Peas in Pots,~-l have found the following method very

successful for having early peas ready by the 1st of Majf
and I think it may be advantageous for gardeners who
have extensive Vineries under their care. The Peas are

supposed to be ready for transplanting by the 1st rf

February ; so that the same sowing does for the first out

of doors as well as for those I am about to mention. The
seedlings are removed from the boxes or pots where they ^
have been thickly sown, when about four inches in height, j|
and are planted thinly into large pots (twelves) whi<*
have b?en fine4 witk good soU, not too rich.. Xhey are
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staked with moderately strong willows, and run round at

distances of six inches with small twine, which has a

neater appearance, and does not shade so much as com-

mon pea-sticks. The situation I have found quite suit-

able is the back walls of the late vineries. The pots so

filled and staked are placed on the top of the back flues,

elevated to the glass as near as the stakes will permit ;

where they are to remain till the crop is gathered, which

will be from the 1st to the 15th of May. It will

readily be seen that the Peas are certainly kept from the

frost and severe weather, and have always plenty of air

when the weather is fine. They are watered rather

sparingly at first, but plentifully as they advance into

bloomr The following is the result of two years' expe-

rience on the above method

$, peck of Peas on the 1st

last May, above two pecks
;

and 25th davs of the same

H

In 1839 and 40 I gathered

day of May ; on the 1 1th of

and a peck on the 15th. 20th,

month* The whole was ga-

thered from pots standing on the back flues of two vine-

ries each 40 feet in length. I have tried the early-frame

Pea, the Warwick, and Thompson's early dwarf; but I

have found very little difference as to earliness or pro-

duce. I have tried to force Peas in pits and various ways,

and have found that they will not bear forcing till they are

out of bloom, and the pod set ; then they will bear it, and

be forwarded admirably. I have tried them in the autumn
on the same principle, but could not get them after the

20tb of Nov.—i\r. Wiison, GopsalL

. Bad Butter,—In reply to ** R." I have to say that the

cause of the butter being bad, was nothing of the kind

supposed by those who noticed my inquiry, and conse-

quently Mrs. M.'s directions were nothing new, as every-

tiiing about the dairy was perfectly clean. The only cause

seems to be the cows having eaten the tuberous-rooted

Ranunculus ; for when that plant died down in the autumn,

the butter improved. To get rid of such a nuisance, it

would appear necessary to pare and burn the sod, paring

80 thick as to take up the roots. As the field I com-
plain of is not my own property, I cannot attempt this

process. The curious thing is, that it is only after the

butter is made that the bad taste comes out, the milk and

the cream being perfectly sweet.

—

A. B»
CuthilVs Early Melon,—I was last year struck with

the advertisement in the Chronicle respecting ** Cuthiirs

Early Melon," and I was induced to buy a packet of his

seed. As he has been alluded to by a correspondent, in

p. 781, (1841,) who, it appears, has made an unsuccessful

attempt to grow it, I am sure you will consider it justice

to Mr. Cnthill that I should state that it proved with me
fully equal to the character given of it. It was early, a

great bearer, it continued to bear for a long time ; the fruit

was well shaped, of a rich colour, with a sweet and high

flavour—its rind so thin and its flesh so deep, that though

1^ small-sized Melon, there was more to eat of it than in

some Qthpr kinds of double its size. 1 have, for a number
of years, successfully grown a variety of Melons ; but this

season, in our part' of the country, was so wet and cold,

that I should have had little fruit, had I not sown CuthilFs

seed, A nurseryman, near me, grew it with similar re-

sults ; and has informed me that other persons in this

country have found it equally good.—C A, Walker, Bel-
montf Wexford,

Cepophilus — of the Home Correspondence of the
Chronicle of the 1st of Jan., describes himself as garden-
ing in " Lat. and Long. 35t>." 1 beg to ask where that
may be? Is it in N. or S. Lat., in E. or W. Long. > I

have looked on a map for the position of the spots on the
earth's surface corresponding with that described by your
said correspondent, but not finding any spot suitable for

such pursuit, I am at a loss to guess at his "whereabout,"
and trouble you with this line of inquiry.

—

A. B. oj Wood-
bridge —[We overlooked the absurdity of '* Cepophilus"
dating from a place where, as another correspondent truly
says, " his Hollies were not likely to want water for some
years to come/']

Ice,—Your Hull correspondent has, 1 fearj given you
an over-safe plan for the keeping of ice ; as it would be
impossible to get it out at the bottom of the house, for
this reason—the whole of the ice, when put into the house,
Would^ of course very soon form one entire solid mass

:

consequently, when ice is wanted, it is necessary to use a
pickaxe to break it up, which could not be effected with
the aperture at the bottom. I have been in the habit of
filling icehouses for the past fourteen years, and invariably
have found the ice to keep better when I was able to be
present myself to superintend the well pounding and pack-
ing of the ice ; and upon these two points, I consider,
rests the principal secret in keeping ice.— T. Parkvis.

Edgings,—In the Gardeners^ Chronicle^ Oxalis ace-
tosella, Vinca minor, and Omphalodes verna, are all

three recommended to form ed^iDgs to shady walks: allow
me to add to the above the two species of the genus Cliry-
iosplenium, C. oppositif6lium. and C. alternifolium ; they
are both suitable plants for an edging to a shady walk,
and I strongly recommend theqn as they are not particular
to a shade. Should it be a dark one, they will grow in
cither a wet or dry situation, and form a low and compact
edgings not more than four inches high, always green;
and in the months of March and April, they send up their
^mhers of small yellow flowers in abundance.— T, Fuller^
Braytiham Park. [This is very good when the plants can
D« had, but that is not often.]
Double Yellow Base.— 1 have just finished reading your

article in the CAromc/cregarding the Double Yellow Rose,

JQ
which you say you have not heard of one north of

V'heshire. Having had one for some years in this conniy
(near Bala), MerionetJ^tihire, North Wales, perhaps you
'fould like to hear the result of its growth. About seven
years ago it was planted in a light, rich aoil, in an eastern
•pect, where it grew yery luxuriantly; but neyer lAowcd a

iinele flower. Afterwards it was moved to a due southern
aspect (a brick wall, as before), where it has several times
made attempts to blossom ; but the buds have always burst

on one side, and decayed, only one ever having reached a

yellow colour. I am now quite at a loss what to do with it,

whether to try it on a north wall, or train it on moss and
itones pegged down to the ground, as 1 am in the habit of

training moss roses, which flourish remarkably well here.

I shall not touch it until I see by the Chronicle, what you
advise me to do,

—

An Original Subscriber, [In this case

it is evidently want of vigour that prevents the flowering.

It would be worth trying (he effect of placing a glazed sash

from a cucumber pit over it early, in a slanting direction, so

as to keep it dry, and to raise the temperature of the soil

and air.]

Edgings for Walks,— I am not sorry that I troubled you
[

with a short notice respecting Woodsorrel, recommending
it as an edging for shady walks, as it has been the means
of bringing into notice plants apparently better adapted

for that purpose than the one I recommended. Several

plants have been recommended in the Chronicle as fit

for planting in shady places : these lowly flowers will

make little noise whatever way the opinion of the world

may take, for or against them ; and although I am far

from believing that the prize would be awarded to the

Wooodsorrel, for the other plants appear to have superior

qualities which the Woodsorrel does not possess, yet I

still think it is not without its charms, and might come
in for a small share of patronage. There is a Rose
known by the name of Lancaster and York—the one half

is white and the other red ; it may not rank high in the

estimation of the dealer in Roses, and yet to others it may
be very interesting. It recalls to their minds the *' wars

of the Roses." It conjures up before them Margaret of

Anjou, the Battle of Wakefield, and the field of Bosworth ;

and when the ''land of red heather" u mentioned, many
a thrilling emotion is produced in the hearts of others :

and setting aside the beauty of the leaves and flowers of

the Woodsorrel, numbers may find pleasure in looking

upon it as the Shamrock of Ireland.

—

Peter Mackenzie,
Entomology,—One of your correspondents asked what

were the best works on British Entomology, and I confess,

as a ci-devant entomologist, I did not think your answer

satisfactory. If his object be to learn something of the

general habits and arrangement of insects, Kirby and

Spence's ** Introduction to Entomology," 4 vols. 8vo, with

Mr, Westwood's admirable ''Classification of Insects,"

2 vols. 8vo, are by far the best works for the purpose. If

the expense (about 6/- 65.) is an object, then some of the

vols, of the " Library of Entertaining Knowledge," and

Burmeister's ** Manual of Entomology,'* translated by

Shuckard, 1 vol. 8vo, and Newman's *' Grammar of En-
tomology." I vol. small 8vo. might sufRce. If he wishes

to study the genera and species, and to *' make out " the

insects themselves, Stephens' '* Illustrations of British

Entomology," though incomplete, is indispensable. The
cost is somewhere about 20/. Should that be (ieemed too

Glazed Pols,— I was reading M'Nab's Treatise on
Heaihs the other day ; and I met with an observation in

that work which seems to support my suggestion, that the
diff'erence in the value of the pots may be owing to the

temperature and moisture of the soil. It is as follows :

—

" In an oaken tub, with three good coats of paint on the

outside, and a thick coat of pitch or coal-tar inside, whea^
to all appearance, it is as impervious to moisture as even a
glazed earthenware pot; in such a tub I have seen no
instance in which Heaths did not grow as freely as in ordi-

nary flower-pots ; and yet, though I have repeatedly made
the experiment, 1 have seen no instance ofa Heath thriv-

ing in a hard-burnt earthenware pot."

—

3rN. on Heathi^
p. 24. Is it not probable that this is owing to the wood
being a much worse conductor of heat than the pot? Sup»
posing a small Heath was planted in a large hard-baked
pot, and onein anothersoft-baked potof the samesize, would
the growth of the two be the same until the roots reached
the sides of the Pots?

—

J, Townley.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Jan, Ath.—yir. Wrench in the Chair. The accounts of the past
ar were audited, preparatory to their being read at the Annual
eeting on January 13th.

much, the Coleoptera, or Beetles, will be found succinctly

described by Mr, Stephens in a single small 8vo. vol. pub-

lished by Murray. The bees, by Mr. Kirby, in his '* Apum
AngUae Monographia," 2 vols. 8vo, or by Mr. Shuckard, in

a similar work, which I believe he published in 1 vol. 8vo,

and the ** Fossorial Hymenoptera," by the same author, in

IvoKSvo. The pigmy, but highlv-interesting*'Chalcididae,"

by Mr. Walker, in 1 vol. 8vo. The " Lepidoptera," or But-

terflies and Moths, in a *' scissors and paste" translation

of the specific characters of Stephens' larger work, in a

small 8vo vol. by an unknown hand. For the numerous, and

to a gardener very important race of Ichneumons, Gra-

venhorst's *' Ichneumonologia Europea," in three large

8vo vols., is the only work ; and for the Diptera (Flies)

recourse must be had to Meigen's "European Diptera/'

6 vols. 8vo, and Macquart's ** Dipteres du Nord de la

France," in 6 parts, 8vo. For the other orders, various

papers in periodical works and many Continental works

must be consulted, with whose titles an entomologist will

soon become acquainted. If the minute anatomy of

the genera of British insects forms his study, then Curtis'

"British Entomology" ought at least to be consulted (its

cost is above 40/.) ; or so far as the beetles, the most

difficult portion of Entomology in this respect, are con-

cerned, Spry and Shuckard's '' British Col*optera deline-

ated," and Shuckard's '* Elements of British Entomology,"

will afford a cheap substitute. I must not forget Sa-

mouelle's " Entomologist's Compendium," I vol. 8yo, |

which gives a very good idea of the arrangement of British

insects, according to the views of the celebrated Dr. Leach,

and is especially useful to a beginner, for its calendar of

insects and the times and places of their appearance. I

would observe that, like most other works, many of the

above are to be met with at very reduced prices in the

catalogues of the various second-hand booksellers in

London.

—

S,

Masters and Gardeners,~Yo\xT remarks, in p, 731,

on the relation between masters and gardeners, are very

proper and very much needed. Still there are proprietors,

though you are unaware of it, who though willing to see

their gardens admired by others for their beauty as well as

utility, yet grudge the expense of plants. The beauty of

the garden is no doubt a source of graiification, as well as

the ornamenting of the person; but it has not been cus-

tomary in some places to pay so freely for it. If the poor

gardener in such situations, rather than be behind his

neighbours, should purchase plants to help his credit,

while his master, if he gave the time, enjoyed the pleasure

of showing them, it would certainly be hard, though it

might be legal, to lose them at the end of the year.

—

B, Lymhurn, [In our opinion this is not to the purpose.

The gardener should not have purchased them
J
having

don« BO, they are his master*? property.]

Limerick Practical Horficiiltural SooiV/^/.—At a numerous meet-
ing of the Society, held Ist January, the Rig-ht Hon. Lord Claiina

in the chair, a full report of the proceedings for the past year was
read by Mr. Bevan, the treasurer, showing the improvement and
progress of the Society, and submitting the treasurer's account,
all which was considered highly satisfactory. It appeared that

220 prizes, amounting to 50/., were obtained, awarded, and distri-

buted amongst the different gardeners, in the several classes of

fruits, flowers, and vegetables t and after arrangements were
made for the three exhibitions for the new year, the meeting sepa-
rated, much pleased, and returned a vote of thanks to the chair-

man for his continued patronage and support, and to the trea-

surer and secretaries for their management and attention to th#

interests of so useful a society.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARK
EITHER USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Onci'diim I'nsleayiu Mr.Tnsleay'a Oncidium. (SiovcEpip^yteh

—The number of species in the genus Oncidium, which hnve floweri

only varying slightly in the combination of their brown and yellow

tints, seems to render each acquisition in which the colours of th«

blossoms are in any degree similar, of comparatively small ralu«.

Such, however, is the extreme richness of hue in the flowers of tha

O. Inslea^ii, that, connected with their great size and pleasingarrange-

ment, this property places the species in the first rank of Orchida-

ceous plants. It is a native of Oazaca, in Mexico, whence it appeam

to have been introduced by Oeorge Barker, Esq., of BuTningbam

;

this gentleman hanng succeeded in blooming it two or three yean
back, named it after his gardener, Mr. Insleay. Messrs, Loddiget

also imported it from the -Jume district, and it tiowered in their

nursery in the autumn of \M0, In the ** Botanical Register," Mr.

Jiarker's plant U described as producing a rigid, erect raceme of

flowers ; but the specimen which flowered at Messrs. Loddiges bore

raceme of a half-drooping character. The flower-stalk isftuas in -

graceful cur\e, and depends In nn elegant flowing manner. Tli»

species was originallv thought to be identical with Odontoglossum

grande. on account of ffie partial resemblance of their pseudo-bulbs ;

but even in this particular a practised eye will easily detect a differ-

ence between the two plants, if both are in a perfect and fully de-

veloped state. The pseudo-bulbs of O. grande are larger, and with a

greater tendency to roundness ; while those of O. Insleavii are more

concave on one side, and with sharper edges. In the flowers^ the

latter plant is far inferior to O. grande, except in the colours of the

labellum, where it hns a manifest pre-eminence. The colours, the

forms of the Things of the column, of the tubercles and appendage of

the labelhim, and of the latter organ itself, are essenti^y remote ;

and O. Insleayii comes much nearer to 0. papHio, with which, again,

it can never be confounded, from the peculianties of ^ch. Mesws-

Loddiges cultivate it on a block of wood, keeping it in the warm

Orchidaceous house, during summer, and removing it to a cooler ana

drier place when its new pseudo-bulbs are perfect^, >s^hich toU be

towards the month of November. Here it will most likely Aowct

about February or March ; at least, that is the period at whidi it

blossomed with Mr. Barker.— 3/rta. df Botany,

Gesnera Zbbrima. Zebra-leaved Gesnera. (Stove Herhaceom

p/aM^;-Gesnera zebrina may properly be accounted one of the most

meritorious plants which have developed themselves in the yeer jiMt

closed; for. not only does it arrest the attention dujrmii the time at

which its blossoms are unfolded, hut, by the diversified niarkia^ of lU

leaves, at everv season when these are in perfection And wHether,

on further experiment, it wiU prove an evergreen sub-shrubby plant,

or will lose its stems and foliage in the later winter months, we are at

present unable to say. The probability is that it will be found an

herbaceous perennial, flowering in October, November, and Decem-

ber, and dving down, like some other species, after the mflore$cenw

has aU withered ; though it is possible that it will partalie more (rf the

character of G. mollis, and acquire a woodinesa of stem at the bwe.

A plant flowered finely at Mr. Low's, Clapton, in October a^oNo-

yeraber last, and on which there is yet a considerable number of

fiower-buds. if the season would permit their expansion. It waa ob-

tained by Mr. Low from Mr. Doncklaer, director of the ^^^""^ M^*
den of Ghent, and is doubtless from some district of South AmerK».

The species produces stout, succulent stems, which mostly gr(^to

six or nine inches in height before they protrude a flower-spike trom

their summit ; but we have seen plants not more than three inches

high beginning to show flower. The tlower-stem ns^ perpendicu-

larly from the top of the general stem tliree or four inches, where the

lovely blossoms are spread out on long, slender stalks, and continue

tobethrowTi out, indefinitely, till the height of a foot or eighteen

inches is attained, when there still seems an equal numberof buds at

the top, and lateral flower-bearing shoots are, moreover, UberaUj oe-

reloped from near the base. The colour of the blooms is <« ^ ncli

orange red on the upper part, and a hght yellowish orange &^««^
with a quantitv of bright red spots in the throat Being P^^aulww,

they are, when the pUnt is ele\Tited on an ordinary stage, f*""^^
to ^eat advantage. But the leaves are, perhapa, the ^^s*^"*^^^?.^f;

beSiuse the most permanent»featiires. They »e of a "f^^f^^^^^J^
green, with numerous and irregular streaks and bands of a P«n>am

tint, and the whole has a remaricably velvety appe^u-ance. It hag

hitherto been managed aa a stove plant, and 5*^ept ma moduleh^
with proper supplies of moisture. As it blooms m '^^ autumn ana

does not\ on the approach of winter, it wzD be »d^^^®^*^/^*
watering it till it shows natural si^s of decay, when m ^^?^^ ^^l
be fullv ascertained. A rather rich compost will be ap^opnate .

an4

it would seem capable of ready increase by cuttings, beetis, too, wm
most likely be perfected. Mag. nfBot, rhnrh^ 1—
MiXA r,oEATA. Lobe-leaved Mina. {Gremhouse

f/^^; ^

Tliis is a Convolvulaceous plant of much beau^- and "^^^^^^^^
for which we are indebted to O. F. Dickson, Esq., ^^^.^"^^^^
seeds to the Eari of Burlington. Under the care^^^^^nd

"f

quite

n^Tidcil nre of a pal

^f fnii i^ r^ar-
lemon colour. By all modem authors thfe ^^^ ^^^ arisen from
the same with Exogdnium an «"'<'^„'*^ifj^X^mv quite a distinct
the plant itself not having f>e«>af«^°--.A,'!J^^^^ ttie Mexicaal
form of the CoavoIvuUceous order. It w cairmtw py m^ »w«iut
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for the bttato of th« flow«rs. It wiU no doubt he a greenhouse plant

;

but it U ftt pr««t in no coUwrtion except th»t of the Horticultural

Bo^^\ to which it WM presented by the Earl of Burlington.—B<rf.

LoBK'LiA PVRAMiDALis. Pyramidal lobelia. (Hardt/ Ilerba-

ceouM /'^<j»M—An beibaceous plant fiom the Himalayas, of no
beauty. It has narrow, lanceolate, finely serrated leaves, and
freenUh-violct flowers, so embo>omed among long green leafy

bracu. that they are hardly distinguishable by a passer-by. The
tube of the atauien^ stands back aloof from the corolla, and of

the latter the two dorsal petals are quite free down to their baae.

EpinRynRL'M LATiLAflaru. Broad-lahellumcd Epidendrum.
{Sioce Epiphyte.)—A Brazilian plant, allied to Epidendrura um-
bellatum, of which !t has the habit. But Us lip, which Is fear

times broarfer than long, and cuived downwards on each side, so

as to bear no little resemblance to a stiffly-starched lady*8 apron,
It has lately tiuwered atgiTet it a n]ost lingular appearance

Jkbsrs. Loddjgca*.— Bo^ Heg,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The VilalUy of Seeds.—The following remarlcnble in-

stance of the tenacity of life in the seeils of the common
Elder is mentioned in the *' Aunals and Magazine of Na-
tural History" for the present month. The seeds in

qaestion were derived from the dregs of gome Elder wine,

%hich was strew n as manure over a flower-border, where

hundred* of them grew. The lady with whum it hap-

pened says that thej bad been twice boiled in making
wine; had been present during the fermentation; after

wbicli the wine was drawn off, and the dregs were bunged

up for 20 nionihs, in the cask wLere the seeds remained

without injury.

Instinct // Plants,—A rather remarkable instance of

the inbiiuct of plants in searching out food and support

for theniscUcs, is now to be seen in the woods of Comrlc,

An Oak-tree, hi*;h perched upon the point of a compara-

tively bare rock in the face of Dunmore Ilill, finding its

hoaie supplies of soil and hold rather stinted, and ob^^erv.

ing (one is almost inclined to think) a more fertile spot

below, has sent off a foraging party, in the shape of a

large " root-trunk," for several yards directly down the

precipice on which it standi. This root-trunk, after

reaching a projecting point of the rock, bends horizon-

tally onwards, clinging firmly to the rock in all its course,

till it reaches another face, down which it again descends,

until it eventually seizes^ in its many-fingered grasp, the

object it travelled so far in search of,

—

Stirling Advertiser,

Alkaline Substances of Plants,—M . Fr. Gobel haa

Ifken a \ctj Tsiuable chemical examination of the princi-

pal Ilalophytes of the Caspian steppe with regard to the

quantity of potash and soda they contain. The research

was nndertakeni partly in order to learn whether tlie

quantities of potash and. loda yary with the age of the

plants, and partly to settle the question whether plants

are capable of converting the one aikaH into the other.

The principal results arc as follows :—The young plants

give a much larger quantity of impure soda than the old

fully developed ones, but the substances soluble in water
contained in the rough .soda do not differ much from one
another in quantity. In the case of Ilalimocnemis cras-

sifolu it appears that duriug growth a part of the chloride

of sodium is converted into carbonate and sulphate of

sodfl, as IS seen by analysis. The young plants of Salsola

clavifofia contain no chloride of sodium, but considerable

quantities of chloride of potassium ; while in the old plants

th<;re is less chloride of potassium, but a nearly equivalent
quantity of chloride of sodium. The quantity of carbon-
ate of soda is nearly equal ia both young and old plants.

Tlie young plants of Salsola brachiata also contain less

chloride of sodium than the old ones, while the quantity
of carbonate of soda remains the same, M. Gobel thinks
it 18 perfectly immaterial whether young or old plants arc
used for procuring soda, for tiie quantity of carbonate of
soda is the same in both cases. The plants might there-

fore be burnt at any time, and the value of the impure
soda would not materially differ. The analyses of Hali-
mocnemis crassifolia, Salsola clavifoliaand brachiata, both
in their young and old state, show " that the quantity of
soda has remained nearly, constant in all." The quantity
of potash is always greater in the young plants than in
the old ones, and strikingly so in Salsola clavifolii ; so
that one might really be led to believe, "that in the course
of the vegetative process potash is metamorphosed into
soda, or, at least, is got rid of in some manner or other."
If this were correct, it would certainly be a wonderful
discovery, but I may be allowed to propose a question
which is not answered in M. Gubers treatise; Were the
old specimens of the three aj^ove-mentioned plants (which
M. Gobel did not collect him?;elf) from exactly the same
spot as tliat from which, in the same manner, M. G^fbel
gathered the young ones I Probably this was not the
case, and as all these salts are extracted from the soil, a
difference therein will of course make a change in the re-
sults of the analyses. We must therefore consider this
metamorphosis of one substance into the other as yet un-
proved. M.Gubelalso states, that in other plants the
quantity of potash is larger in the young than in the old
ones. With respect to the relative value of the Halophytes
for the fabrication of soda, M. Gobel gives the following
list;— 1. Salsola clavifolia, young dried individuals, 42
per cent.; 2. Halimocnemis caspica, young specimens,
22-9 per cent. ; 3. Salsola Kali, young specimens, 25 per
cent. ; 4. Kochia sedoides, old specimens, 9 16 per cent.

;

5. Salsola brachiata, young specimens, 33 per cent. ; 6.
Halimocnerais crassifolia, young sperimeos, 30 per cent,;
7. Tamarii laxa, young specimens. 33-6 per cent. ; Ana-'
basis aphylla. young specimens, 19 percent., Uc.-^Annals
of Natural Iliaton/.

GARDEN MKiVJOKANDA.
M<uttTt: ISxotic Nurtrry, Canterbury.-The most attractive

house at present is the one devoted to succalents. as well for the
Hrangeness of the forms of some as for the beanty of the flowers
of ot^iers. Hw Soccotrine Aloes weie particularly conspicuous.

I for their large size and the number of handsome spiVes of scarlet

I flowers; and plants of the Ram's-hom Aloe, Pachydendron afri-

caimm, were flowering abundantly, young as well as old. The
soil used for succulents here consists chiefly of sand, peat, loam,

and broken bricks, which, judging from the vigorous growth they

maTic. suits them well. From the roof of the house plants of

Epiphyllum truncatum and various kinds of Cereus are suspended,

which add to the picturesqueness of the scene. In the hothouse

we observed a handsome Bauhlnia, received from Dr. Wallich,

under the name of piperiftSlia ; it has curious hinate leaves, which,

when young, arc of a delicate pink colour. Among the Orchida-

ceae were several Zygopetalums, Cypripediuras. and the lively

Ornithldium cocctneum, which has been in constant flower for

many months. In a large conservatory devoted to Camellias and

Oranges, is a handsome tree, which has probably numbered a

hundred years, full of ripe fruit, some of which are shaped like

Oranges aiid others like Lemons ; near it is a fine Seville Orange,

with fruit as large as any foreign ones we ever sa\v. The most

remarkable plant out of doors is a handsome specimen of Garrya

elllptica, which \s between six and seven feet high, and is at pre-

sent covered with elegant long, pendulous catkins, which look

at a distance like locks of hair. Owing to the e-Ttreme humidity

of the autumn we found many of the hybrid Rhododendrons ex-

panding their flowers, though, from want of light, they are not

to brllhant as they would have been in May.— itfc. 27/A.

BfWon, the seat of lord RolU.—Ki Bicton the houses are superb ;

they are well constructed, and admirably adapted for the various

purposes intended, and all in the best possible repair. Portland stone

being cheap and easily obtained, is much used in the various build-

tags about the estate. Benches, pits, and paving, both within and

without the houses, are of this niateriiil, which has a neat and sub-

stantial appearance. Although Bicton is rather elevated, water of

excfllf^tit quality for every purpose abounds; there are beautiful

rtrtani.n of flne soft water running in various directions, brought

from the neighbouring hills, supplying the whole of the houses, sheda,

and cver>* part of the premises, there being water-taps in nearly every

cornerof each building, and the fountains are constantly at play in

different parts of the flower-garden. The whole of the houses are

heated by hot water, on various principles ; so that hot-water taps

are plawd In each house as well as cola. Tlie convenience of sheds

for growing Mushrooms, and other purposes, surpasses anything I

ever saw, there being flne roomy ones at the back of all the houses,

lo constructed that large plants may be shifted in them without

trouble or inconvenience, fTere are some of the largest specfmenS of

the ractuf* tribe I ever saw ; those I have seen exhibited at Chiswick,

at various times, are flnely grown, but there is no comparison between

them ; one remarkably fine bush of Epiphyllum speciosum, grafted on
Ctreu-s hexdgonus, when in flower must be magnificent ; and another
on Its Own bottom measures five feet in diameter. A plant of C^reus

specioaifisimu^ growing in a tub is eight feet high, and finely propor-

tioned. Jenkins^nii and the varieties of Ackennanni arc equally as

good. The collection, altogether, if brought Into flower and exhibited

at one of the Chiswick fetes, would surprise the growers of this tribe

in the neighbourhood of London, There is a fine colltiction of Ca-
mellias, aU in good health, in the house, although they grow and
flower well in the open air. I saw some clumps of Camellias growing
as large and vigorous as Portugal Laurels, well set for bloom. The
Jleaths and New Holland and stove plants were clean and healthy,

and among them were many new and good ones. A little distance to

the left of the greenhouses is a beautiful Palm-house, the inmates of
which consist of many good kinds, which are healthy. The roof of
this house lias been considerably heightened this summer, to give
more head-room io some of the plants, which were growing too lofty.

Near this house, In the open air, stands the stem or trunk of the
beautiful Acacia affinis, measuring in several places 3.^ feet in circum-
ference, it is now nearly lifeless, having suffered greatly from the
severity of last winter, which seems to have been felt more here than
the severe frost of 1837-38, for the Acdcfa withstood that winter and
many previous ones, and flowered beautifully every autumn. A.
dealhata, annata, and several other kinds are growing in great
luxuriance in the open air, as well as many other half-hardy trees and
shrubs. Here was also a fine specimen of Arauc^ria imbricata up-
wards of 13 feet high and well proportioned, a Deodar Pine from 12
to 13 feet in height, and, in fact, all the kinds of Pines. An avenue
of Araucaria imbric^ita is contemplated in the park fronting the first

range of houses. The flower-beds for planting out tender plants in
summer, are capable of containing all the best and prettiest ; the
terrace-walks, which are well kept, the ornamental water, the foun-
tains playing in all directions, the slopes, and the American ground,
with banks of Magnolias, and clusters of all the finest hybrid Rho-
dodendrons and Azaleas, must certainly produce a delightful appear-
ance—/. R. S. , Dec. 27th.

The New American Orchardist ; or an Account of the
most valuable varieties of Fruity of all climates, adapted
to cultivation in the Untied States. By William Ken-
rick. 3d Edition ; 8vo. Boston. U. S., 1841.

This is an 8vo volume of between 400 and 500 pages,
written upon the plan of Lindley's " Guide to the Orchard
and Kitchen-garden." It contains an account of a large
number of fruits, both European and American, and is

the best guide we possess to those of the United States.
Those, however, who may read the work must bear in
mind that the descriptions apply to the climate of North
America, where the summers are very hot, and that, con-
sequently, it by no means follows that a fruit will be good
in England because it is so in the United States. Some
allowance must also be made for the difference between
American and English tastes; this is particularly apparent
in the chapter about the Vine, where a great deal is said
of the excellence of American Grape?. With us, how-
ever, their foiy flavour and mucilaginous pulp will always
prevent their being esteemed.
An appendix contains some useful information con-

cerning vegetables, flowers, and other matters related to
gardening. The following vegetables, or their uses, will
probably prove new to our readers :

—

'^Bitter- Root. Racine Amere —A new plant, found
growing in the valley of the Columbia River, in form re-
sembling a Carrot. It is used as an article of food by
the Indians and hunters, and although not very pleasant
to the taste, its use as food is considered by them as being
conducive to health.

^ " Dread-Root. Psoralea esculenta.—A southern peren-
nial plant, a native of Missouri. Its roots are eaten like
those of the Potatoe, and with cultivation produce abun-
dant crops.

Camnww.- A new species of plant, found growing in the
valley of the Columbia River ; a truncated root, which
grows m moist, rich land, in the form of an Onion. It is
first roasted, then pounded, and made into loaves, like
bread, and has a liquorice taste. An article of food of
great importance to the Indians. (Probably Camaasia
esculenta.)

-' Cowish,~k new species of plant, or biscuit-root,
found growing oa dry land iu the valley of the Columbia

River; its size that of a walnut, but sometimes larger. In

taste it resembles the Sweet Potatoe, and is prepared for

food by the same process as the Caramas, in which state

it is a tolerable substitute tor bread.

" Wappatoo, Sagittaria.—A bulbous root ; a new
species of the Arrowhead, which is found only in the

valley of the Columbia River, below the cascades. It

grows in shallow lakes, and in marshes covered with water.

When roasted, it becomes soft, and is then both a palatable

and nourishing food, and is much used by the Indians as

an article of trade. The Indians search for the roots with

their feet, and these being extracted by their toes, rise to

the surface of the water,
^* Martynia, Martynia.—An annual plant, with coa.

showy flowers. The green pods are fine for

pickling. Sow in May ; the plants may remain two feet

asunder."

spicuons

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensui7i(f Week.
At this season of the year there ought tq be little left undone in

the way of manuring and digging ; if, however, a press of other im-
portant work has suspended these operations, advantage should now
be taken of every suitable day to resume them The benefit that

ground, particularly if of a clayey texture, derives from exposure to

frost, is well known ; but besides this, the more perfect incorporation

of the manure witn the soil, which will be efl'ected by the necessary

processes of ridging, levelling, &c., is advantageous to the ensuing

crop ; therefore, as a general rule, all vacant ground ought to be
manured and dug as early in winter as practicable. Should the

weather be frosty, sufficient employment might be found in getting

together a quantity of leaves for hotbeds, in turning and mixing
composts, pointing and dressing flower-stakes, &c. &c.

KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In (foor Department.

Pinery.—Tt is desirable, in a gentleman's family, to obtain ripe

Pine-apples at different periods, in preference to having a great num-
ber ripe at one time; therefore, where there is convenience, and
a sufficient stock, some plants should now be encouraged to start, by
raising the temperature live degrees in as many days ; the bottom-
heat should also be increased if below OO'^. To effect this, only the
front row of plants need be removed, when a trench three feet wide,
and the same in depth, is to he taken out along the front of the bark-
bed, and the space tilled up with new bark, not recent from the tan-
pits, but such as is already warm. This method of increasing or re-

newing the bottom-heat might often be adopted in preference to dis-

turbing the plants, which is always injurious to them in some degree.

In very cold weather it will be necessary to cover the linings of dung-
heated succession -pits with long litter, fern, or any similar material,
to prevent their being suddenly chilled ; and if, notwithstanding this

precaution, a decline of temperature should occur, the coverings had
better be kept upon the lights, except for a short time in the middle
of the day, until means can be taken for renewing the heat.
Vinery.—Especial care must be taken to prevent the access of

frost to the roots of growing Vines ; for if they are once paralysed by
this cause, there wiU be very little chance of obtaining fruit. As the
young shoots advance in growth they should be carefully tied to the
wires, by no means too tightly at first, for fear of breaking them ; to

prevent this mishap, it will be advisable to go over the Vines every
morning, tieing and loosening as may be required, untU all the young
shoots are gradually brought into their proper position. Stop all the
shoots (except the leader), one clear joint above the bunch, and
pinch clean out all the laterals below the hunch. Vines recently

introduced should be syringed every morning and evening with luke-
warm water {by this term water heated to about 70° is meant) up to
the period of their breaking. In case of severe frost, any Vines which
have been turned out of Pine-stoves, or other hothouses, should be
protected ; if they are tied in a bundle along the front of the house,
close to the glass , a double covering of mats will secure them from
injury.

l*EACH-HorsE.—Trees which blossom excessively would be greatly

benefited, particularly if weak, by pulling off the half or more of their

flowers, leaving, of course, those for fruit which are best situated.

The night temperature should range within a few degrees of 50.

Where a succession of Peaches is required, a second house should
now be shut up, but no fires made unless necessarj' for the exclusion
of frost. The fruit in this house, if moderately"^ forced, will ripen
from the middle of June to the middle of July, according to the
earliness of the sorts and the propitiousness of the season.
CHERRY-HorsK.—If forciug was begun in December, the tempera-

ture by fire-heat should not even now exceed 45^ for any length of

time; but if a continuance of duU, cold weather occurs, it might
occasionally be increa:sed lO or l2 degrees by day, for the sake of ad-
mitting fresh air ; merely keep the frost out of the house if forcing

has been commenced since Christmas.
Cucumbers.—Guard against sudden variations of temperature.

The tender leaves are exceedingly liable to injurj- at this season of the

year, and upon their health and vigour the productiveness of the

plant depends. Mix a good portion of the leaves with the dung in-

tended for Cucumber and Melon beds ; they wiU moderate, and con-
sequently prolong, the fermentative process.
KrnNKY Beans that have been sown in pots half filled with soil,

must have their stems gradually earthed up as they advance in growth,
and not more than five plants suffered to remain in a 24-sized pot.

If thrips appear upon the older plants, they should be repeatedly
fumigated, and no other plants brought into contact with them.
Sea-kale is best forced in beds in the open ground ; for this pur-

pose leaves should be used, because there is not much danger of their

overheating; a light covering of litter will, however, be requisite, to

prevent them from being blown about. Wooden boxes with hinged
lids are better than earthen pots, and more economical in the end.
Rhubarb might also be forced in a similar wav, and very little

heat IS auflicient to induce vegetation,
MUSHROO.M-HOUSK.—Keep the temperature between 55° and 60%

and the atmosphere humid. Bearing-beds ought not to be watered
unless absolutely necessary. Turn fresh horse- droppings frequently.

Out- door Bepartmeyit.
If severe weather is apprehended, Ptias and Beans, as they make

their appearance above ground, should be kept covered with rotten
leaves or tan

; or in ease these materials are not at hand, a little soil

might be drawn over them. If the ground ia in a fit state, a few
more rows might be sown across a south border ; a better plan, how-
ever, is to sow in pots or boxes, and afterwards transplant. '* Mar-
shall 3 Early Prolific " is the best Bean for early cropping, butA
<^unot always be procured true. If not already done, advant^ige
should be taken of a fine day to earth up the late crop of Celeiy*
Take up and house Jerusalem Artichokes, and make every prepara-
tmn agamst severe frost. In mild days look over Cauliflower and
Lettuce plants under walla, to see that no slugs harbour amongthem.

• SJ?l^^ v*^^*"*^
Spinach is in great demand at this season a few rows

might be sheltered from cold by a covering of Fern, or by some Fir
branches laid over it ; the same also of Parsley.
buccoBY is sometimes used as a substitute for Endive in s:i!;ids, in

which case the roots are now to be taken up, planted in boxes or
other conveniences, and stowed away in a cellar or any dark place
where there is a little warmth.
Orchard —Where there are any wall-trees yet to remove no tin»-

should be lost, particularly if the aspect is south, in which situation
vegetation commences somewhat earlier than in any other.

>. i5 K "^' <-'urrant, and Raspberry trees, if not vet pruned.
Should be no longer delayed provided the weather wiU permit it to be
none. In pruning Raspberries, take care not to leave too uiany bear-
ing canes, which weaken the stools without a corresponding increa«>

«LIfi 4. TT ^^^' support for Raspberry plants is a row of stakes
placed at intervals of eight or ten feet, with a strong wire fixed along

•?.!» ?^!u. ^^ stakes, between four and five feet from the ground

;

ana to thii wire the tops of the canes an to b« fastened by a si»^ ;
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tie of matting ; the plants will thus be regularly arranged in single

rows, whereby each will enjoy its share of light. Dig lightly between

the rows.
II._FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.

Stove.—The operations in the Orchidaceous house recommended
last week mar still be carried on. Some of the plants in pots which

are growing rapidly, such as Phdius grandifolius, ought to be liberally

supplied with water, but the greater part ought to be kept rather dry

%t this season ; those which hang up, however, must be frequently

syringed. The night temperature ought always to be kept from five

to ten degrees lower than usual during the winter months.
Grkenhol'se.—Tropae olum=! , Kennedias, and other twining or

climbing plants, should be frequently tied to their supporting frames ;

for if the shoots are suffered to entwine with each other, they cannot

be separated without injury, nor a;n the plants be so neatly and
symmetrically trained. Chinese Primroses will now be coming into

flower, and will requue rather more water in con?iequence ; but take

care not to give them too much, and do not water over the tops.

Conservatory.—Apply no more fire than is just sufficient to ex-

clude frost ; unless Roses, Lilacs, and other forced plants in bloom
are placed there, in which case the house should be kept a little

warmer. ^

Out-door Department,
Proceed with the digging of shrubber)" borders, and similar rough

places. Hardy Rose-trees might now be pruned, but the more choice

sorts had better be deferred till all danger from frost is over. In

frosty weather, wheel rotten leaves, or other manure, on to the flower-

borders,
NtJRSERV ANO FOREST BEPARTMENT.

The directions given for last week are equally applicable to this ;

or, should bad weather prevent their being carried on, seeds of all

kinds should be got ready for sowing ; number-sticks and layering-

pegs made ; axes and other tools ground and repaired, and every-

thing got in readiness against the return of open weather, so that no
time may then be lost.

—

J. B, Whiting, The Deepdcne.

State of the "Weather near London for the Week ending January 6,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Dec.
Friday

Jjia.

Saturday
Siindav
Monday
Tue(*day
Wednesday
Thursday

Averap

Dec. 31.

Barombti^r. Thermomkirr. Wind.
Max. 51 in. Max. ^LV 1 VI n,f n1 nm in* ivt cniia

11 30.21!
,

30.107 40 33 3G5 S.E.

1 30.19/ 30. 1 7 i S8 27 32.5 S.E.
s ' 30. '70 3i ',053 37 25 31.0 N.W.
8 30.013 29.947 37 32 29.5 N.W.
4 30 W5 29 929 34 S9 B1.5 N.
5 30.051 30.003 36 • 30 33,0 N.
6

1

30.3U
30. 1 37

30.1^8 37

' 37.0

23

27

30.0

32.0

N.E.
30.063

Ruin.

.01

.01

Very fine throughout ; overcast at night.

Jan. 1. Fine; slightly overcast ; cloudy; slight frost at night.

2. Overcast ; cloudy ; snow-flakes ; overcast.

Frosty and overcast ; clear and dry ; sharp frost.

Frosty and cloudy ; clear; slight frost at night.
Frosty ; calm, overcast and fine ; very slight frost.

Showers of broad snow-flakes in the morning ; cloudy and fine

;

densely overcast at night.—The deposition denoted by the small frac-

tion in the rain column is melted snow.

3.

4.

6.

State Of the Weather at Chiswick iiurin^ the last l6 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Jan. 15, 1^42.

Jan.

Sun. 9
Mon, 10
Tiiei. 11

Wed. 13
Thurn,13
PH. U
Sat. ifl

Vpars in
Greatest

which
Kaine

it
quantity
of Rain.

4 0.20 in.

5 0.40

7 1 0.83
6

1

om
8 1 0.29
8 080
6 0.54

PrevailioK Windf.

3
1

a
4
2

*

2.
3
5
3
2
1

3

2

» ft

X

1

2
2

2i

2
3
2

31 1

1

X

3
3

4
4

4
3
1

*

2
1

9
3
2
1

2

^

3
1

I

2

3
I

3

1

2
2

J

1

S
3

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the
15th, in 1834—thermometer 56° ; and the lowest on the i^th, in 1838—thermometer 4*=*.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET.
For the week endinffJan, 7th, 1842.

CoMsiDERiXG the season the market has been well supplied during
the week, and many articles have advanced in price. Fruit. Pines
of the kinds noticed last week are plentiful, A few good hothouse
Grapes may still be obtained

; foreign are generally excellent. Ap-
ples of the kinds mentioned in our last report are abundant, and dif-
fer but bttle in price. Pears of the varieties mentioned last week are
plentiful. There are many excellent samples of Oranges and Lemons.
Vegetables.—The frost has rendered manv of the vegetables indif-

-^x-^}'
^'^ consequently the better samples have advanced in price.

IVlute Broccoli is rather scarce. Brussels Sprouts of good qualitv
are plentiful. Good forced French Beans may be obtained from
3j. to a?. 6d. per hundred. The supply of Asparagus and Sea-kale
IS weU kept up

, and the quality of both is generally speaking e.^cel-
lent. Lettuces are injured by the frost, and good ones are difhcult to
be obtained.; other kmds of Salading are pretty good for the sea-
son. Excellent forced Rhubarb abounds. Mushrooms and Truffles
are plentiful.^ Flowers.—Xmong Cut Flowers we obser%-ed some ex-
cellent Gardenias, large-flowered and yellow Jasmine, Epacrises and
Reaths of several kmds, some beautiful Chinese Primroses, and forced
Tulips and Roses.

. , „. r^lCES. SATr»DAv, Jan. 8, iB^S.-FMriT^:—
Applei, Kitchen, perbushej, 3# to 7» Lemons, per 100» 6* to 14*

Pear«,dps.'ieit»perhf.-&ieve,3«64i to \U
Pine Apple, pcrlb. 5j to n«
Grape*, hothouse, per lb., 3i to 8i— Spanish, per lb., 9d tn \» zd

.. Portuifal.per lb., I* to 3»
Otan«e«, per dm., Qd to 2*

__ — per 100, 5$ to Mf
^ — Bitter, per 100, 7« to \ta
Lcmuni, per doz. U lo 2j

VEGETABLES.

Almooda, per peck» 7* to 8#
Sweet Alnnrnds. per pound, 3«
Chesnuts, per peck, 5# to 10*
VVHlmits, per bushel, 12« to 2Ai ^
Filbert*, Engliih, pr.IOOlbi. J20j toiao*
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 2o«— Spanish, \St
— Barcelona, 20t to S4t

SkToys, per doxen.Sd tol*
Cabbh)fe, White, per di.xen, 8dl« it— Red. fnr pitklin^r, 2j tn4*
CabbH^e PJant*,per doz . 2* ed to 4«
Brussels »iprnuti, p. hf.fve., I« 6J to SjCJ
Broccoli, White, p. bim.h, 2# to 4*— Purple, U to 3j
Kidney Beans, forced, per 100, 3#to3*5rf
I'otatoes, pertDn, 5^ to 80*— p»r cwt. 3jto 4i6f2— per bushel, \t io2iQd
— Kidney, p. bush, 8* 6tf to 3*

Artich*fce«, Jerusalem, prhalf iicTe.
Sd to l< 6rf

Turnip*, pr doz-bunihe*, S* to3« 6*1
Carrots, p*T dnz. bunvhea, 3j co&t
Farsneps, perdoz^n, Gd to \a
Red Beet, pi-r doaen, OJ to I« Gd
Scorionpra, per bundle, Ij to U2d
SaJ*ity, per bundle, Uto W 3rf
Wnrge Radish, per bundle, 2* to U
Spm;«-h, per iieve, 3* 6d
Leek*, per dn7en bunche*. 9d tol*
^ric,perlb.,8rf
Shallot*, per lb., U

Onions, per biuhel, 2» to 3t— forpick., perhf..»ieve, 3ito3j CJ— Green, perbuni'h,4r2
— SpanUli, per dozen, 2t to 6*

Asparagus, per 100, larjie, 9* to 1 1«— Sei'ond or Middling, 4*— Sprue, or Small, 3j to 3* Gd
Sea-kale, per punnet. 1* 6J to 3*
Lettuce, Cabbage, pr. score, 4d to I*— Cos, per si-ore, 1* Gd
Endive, per*core. U 6d to 4«
Celery, Red, per bundle 6rf tol*6i— AVhite, per bundle, b'rfto 1* 3*f

I
Small Salads, per punnet, 3d
Wateri!resi,p.di.Bmall bunch. 6d to W
Par5»]ey, per half sieve, UCJ to2*6d
Tarra^oa* per dozen bunches, 6d '

Thyme, per dnz, hunches, U
Sfi^e, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3»
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2» lo 3/
Savory, per do2en bunche*. 2< to S«
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, 1* to 2*
Mutihrooms, per potile, U to ]< 6^1
Truffles, per pound, 2* to 3*

^^ Notices to Correspondents.

Tlf,L^i' *^^ ^^ ^^"^ CORRKSPONDE.VTS FAVOUR US WITH A DK-

ViIk ?
\"^^'^'r «^ M^- Cbawshay'8 mode of managing TH£

r n fiiV
^^^^ ^^^^^ INQUIRTHS ABOIT IT.

Kumb;« h^^ "^^f
^-^ '*" complete his set for binding, must order tliew umbers he wants rnimediately, as we are nearly out.

CoTe^«"f.^'"''Ty^''''.^^^^*^^ ^^^y ^^ t;aissy, often sold invorem-garaen market under t!ie name of the Nutmeg Pear.

eommoSl .^i^.-?^?* V*?"^ ?^ P^ ^^^ Algaroba, or Ceratoni* SiUqua

;

SSTt WM ^i^w-?^
^"'^liah St, John's Bread, upon the suppoirition«»« « WW the WUd Locust that supported him in the WUdenxeai.

The pods are eaten for the sake of the sweet nutritive substance they
contain. Such pods are often sold in London by the foreign fruiterers.
A Suhscrihcr,~T\ie generality of American plants thrive l>est in

damp places, especially Rhododendrons ; but if too much sluded.
they will not flower so well as if they are fully exposed to the sun. If
grown in dry places, the ground should be screened from the sun by
the plants tht>msflves, which must therefore be placed close together.

i?. R.—Thanks for the hint. Your wishes shall be complied with.
Ctareinch.—Upon looking back to the obser\-ations made by us on

the rights of property in plants, we find nothing to alter or retract.
W. P. had better not go on till we have made some progress with

what he has sent

ir. ir. P.—Cryptogamic plants are not subjects of Horticulture,
except Ferns, and we cannot undertake to name them.

Inq^iisitor.—The pipes in the hotbed at Knight's Nursen." are
arranged horizontally, and are not more than six inches aparti To
prevent the pots from slipping down between them, boards are
placed on them, and over these about six inches of old tan, in which
the pots are plunged. Copper pipes are sooner heated than iron, but
they do not retain the heat so long ; the latter are in every respect
preferable. The asphalte roofing would, with proper care. last, in all
probability, for many years. It is advertised at p. 825 (1841).
Omt^?-OM.—Your loam and leaf mould, mixed with a little river or

bank sand, will be found a good substitute for peat. Grafting Rho-
dodendrons is not of niucli value to you, as any of the stronger-
growing varieties may easily be trained as standards.
W. Bassett.—You will be able to procure young Gooseberries, cor-

rectly named, from any resijectable nurseryman.
J/rtn/.—Poinscttia pulcherrima is a native of ^fexico ; in the early

part of summer it may be kept in the greenhouse, but when it begins
to show flower it should be removed to the stove. During the season
of growth, and also when in flower, it may be freely supplied with
water, but at other times rather sparingly. Tlie best' method of im-
proving your clay soil is to dig in sand or coal ashes, or lime rubbish,
which will render it more open and friable, reihaps you can burn it.

J. Marshall,—A sieve contains about 5 pecks ; a Currant-sieve,

2i pecks. A punnet is a round flat basket that holds from 12 to 18
good-sized riums. A pottle is a long tapering basket t\iat holds
about a pint and a half, ' Hand ' applies to a bunch of Radishes, which
contains from V2 to 30, according to the season. A bundle contains
6 to 20 heads of liroccoU, Celei-y, &c., and in the case of Asparagus
from 100 to 150, A bunch is ajjplied to herbs, and \;uies much in
size, according to the Season.
A Young Gardener.—T\\^ best method of pruning the black Cur-

rant is to thin out the branches where they are too thick, and not
shorten, unless where a shoot or branch requires to be cut Tiack, in
order to produce one or more additional to fill up an adjoining
opening.

G. S, had better send his newsman a post-oflEice order for 13f. (the
half-year's subscrij>tion) in advance, and then there can be no diffi*

culty about price.

W. T. C.—The following varieties of Pears and Apples will improva
any deficient collection :

—

Pkars—Dunmore, Louise Bonne (of Jer-
sey), Beurre Bosc, Althorp Crassane, Passe Colmar, Winter Nelia,
Hacon's Incomparable, and Knight's Monarch. Apples—Wormsley
Pippin, Hughes's Golden Pippin, Court of Wick, Herefordshire
Pearmain, Ilubbard's Peannain, Scarlet Nonpareil, Boston Russet,
Court-pendu Plat, Beinette du Canada, Stunner Pippin, Bedford-
shire Foundling.

J- ir.—Wilmot*s Xew Hamburgh Grape can still be procured from
Mr, Wilmot, of Isleworth. See Advertisement in this Chronicle,
p. 465 (1841).—Cooker>-hy-and-bye.

Inqtiisiiur and A Yorkshire Gardener.—The following dessert and
kitchen Apj>les are proper for dwarf training in the open ground :

—

De.'ssert—Karly IJanest, Oslin, Summer Golden Pippin, Golden
Reinette, Maclean's Favourite, Golden IIar\'ey, Braddick's Non-
pareil, Pearson's Plate, Old Nonpareil, Boston Russet, and, though
last, none more suitable than the Court-pendu Plat. As Kifehen-
Applesj the Hawthomden, Itoyal Russet, and Alfriston may be men-
tioned ; but as most kitchen varieties are strong-growers, it is best to
keep tliem within proper limits by pinching or otherwise shortening
the shoots in summer. Kitchen-Apples for Standards—Dutch Cod-
lin, Bedfordshire Foundling, Keswick Codliu, Wormsley Pippin,
Waltham Abbey Seedling, Yorkshire Greening, Dumelow's Seed-
ling, Brabant Bellefieur, Northern Greening, Mere de Menage, and
the three above-mentioned.
A Subse^'tber.—Your plan is a very pood one,

A'. X. X,—It is the Minorca Honeysuckle, Caprifolium balearicum,
or implexum, two names for the same species.

J. M,—We are endeavouring to procure some seeds for you of the
Trifolium giganteum, which is a true Clover, and not one of the
worthless Melilots. If we can get them, they shall be sent hy post.

P. P.—We had by no means put away your Stat, but have delayed
it for a short time ; we will, however, take advantage of your per-
mission to shorten it. Many thanks for your kind remembrances.
A. B. and C. will find their questions fullp ansicered in Mr. Ain-

ger's excellent papers upon heating with hot water, already published
in our columns.
Mr, Bainhridge.—We can form no opinion of the value of your

prevention of mildew from the specimen sent. All we can see is that
the shoot was covered with fungus, w-hich seems dead ; but for any-
thing in the nature of evidence before us, the shoots may be killed by
the mixture, or the mildew may all revive. If you will send us a
bottle of the preparation, we will try its effects and report upon them.

J^., Berks, and another, will have a reply concerning Quicks next
week. In the mean wliile nothing can be' done with the Haws, except
to break them up with sand and throw them in a heap.
Z—??.—If your Strawberry plants have not set their fniit, it is in

all probabihty owing to your having forced them too quickly ;
68° to

76° is far beyond the temperature they will bear. You should have
placed them elose to the light, have kept them thoroughly ventilated,

if possible, so that the leaves were actually in motion, and the tem-
perature should have been raised very slowly. Consider how slowly

the heat of the spring is increased which brings the Strawberry to

maturity in the open ground. Have you not also kept them as warm
at night as in the day ? . Read our Calendar for last spring.

Linime?ms.—The different species of Hemerocallis require to be
planted in a rich loamy soil, kept rather dry in winter, but freely

supplied with moisture in the growing season. They are also the
better if planted in a situation where they are partially screened
from the mid-day sun, Tlie Japan species,* now called I'unkias, are

more delicate and are apt to suffer from superabundant moisture
during the winter ; they should be protected either with a handglass

or a large flower-pot inverted to keep them dry. If your Pentstemon
seeds are from the colder parts of North America, sow them as soon

as they are ripe in the autumn ; but if they are from the warmer parts

(such as Mexico and Texas), do not sow tliem before the spring.

As usual, many letters have arrived much too late for answers thia

week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
H

By the arrival of the Overland Mail, we have received

intelligence of considerable importance from India and

China, The Chinese news comes down to the lOlh Oct.,

and brings an account of the capture of the great fortress

of Amoy. It appeal's from the detailed particulars of

the operations adopted by the new Plenipotentiary, Sir

Henry Pottinger, that finding the trade at Canton com-

paratively uninterrupted, he determined to coast the

Chinese shore with the fleet and troops under Admiral

Parker and Sir Hugh Gough, and to destroy the fortifi-

cations met with in his progress, until, in the event of his

failing to obtain justice from the Emperor by his previ-

ous measures, he should renew his demand under the

walls of Pekin itself. As the first fruits of this poUcy,

the large city of Amoy, with its extensive lines of formid

able fortresses, protected by about 500 pieces of cannon,

was carried by storm on the 26th Aug., after consider-

able firing, but without the loss of a single man belong-

ing to the British forces. The particulars of this event
will be read with considerable interest, as an assurance

that the main objects of the Expedition are no longer

likely to be thwarted by Chinese diplomacy. At Canton,

also, there have been some operations of a hostile cha-
racter ; the Chinese having broken the truce by repair-

ing their batteries and placing barriers to obstruct tlie

navigation, Capt. Nias, of H.M.S. Ileraif, proceeded up
the river, destroyed the fort of Wangtong, and issued a
proclamation to ~the Chinese, intimating that any fur-

ther breach of faith would be immediately followed

by a renewal of hostilities. — Our Indian news relates

chiefly to Burmah and Cabul. We learn that tho
Calcutta Government has assembled a considerable

force on the Burmese frontier, in order to resist the ap-
prehended attack on our possessions ; that the King of

Burmah was at Rangoon, but it was believed that the

warlike preparations of Government and the recent suc-

cesses in China would deter him from any act of aggres-

A battle has taken place between our localsion. battle has taken place between our

mountain tribetroops and the Ghilzies, a mountain tribe holding

the passes from Cabul to Jellalabad, in consequence

of the suspension of an allowance for their services in

keeping open the roads ; the British forces were suc-

cessful in carrying the disputed defiles, but at a sacrifice

of life which has given rise to severe comments In the

Indian journals. The Governor-General has published an
order from the Directors, authorising the payment of a
further portion of the booty captured in the late Bur-

mese war, the amount of which is said to be not less than

nine lacs of rupees.—Our European news is likewise in-

teresting : In France, the leading topic of attention is the

dispute which has arisen between the Spanish Cabinet

and the French Ambassador, in consequence of bis refu-

sal to deliver his credentials to the Regent ; the question

begins to assume an appearance of much difficulty, and
it is formally announced that the Ambassador has re-

ceived instructions to leave Madrid, if the Spanish Go-
vernment does not modify its pretensions. The addresses

presented to the King by the diplomatic body, by the

legislature, and by the clergy, in accordance with the

annual custom on New Year's day, are regarded by the

Paris journals as an additional assurance of pacific in-

tentions on the part of the European Powers, and as a

proof of the determination of the Chambers to support

the King in enforcing his authority at home.—From
Spain we have received the Speech of the Regent on the

opening of the Cortes ; it entered at great length into

the foreign and domestic affairs of the kingdom. alluding

with satisfaction to the complete suppression of the late

revolt, and to the favourable relations now exist-

wlth those European Powers which had al-ing

ready recognised the Queen ; while it announced tliat

those Governments which had not acknowledged her

authority regarded the political condition of the country

without hostility, and were likely at no distant day to

give their sanction to the triumph of the national cause.

It takes a lengthened review of domestic subjects, and
concludes by recommending a reform in the administra-

tion of justice, the modification of the Basque ft4eros, the

restoi'ation of the navy to its ancient character, and the

necessity of preserving faith with foreign creditors. The

Senate and the Chamber of Deputies have since assem-

bled for the election of officers ; but the appointments

made by both houses are considered unfavourable to the

Cabinet, in which several changes are already antici-

pated.—The accounts received from Germany in relation

to the accession of Austria to the Customs' Union are

Boniewhat contradictory, although it is still urged that

by a modification of duties the conmiercial relations be-

tween the Austrian States and the remainder of Germany
will be consideraldv extended. From Berlin we learn

that the departure of the King of Prussia for London is

now definitively fixed for the IGth lust., and that his

Majesty may be expected to reach London on the 2Ist.

—Recent advices from Turkey announce some new
changes in the Ministry, and the organization of two

militai*y divisions in the neighbourhood of the capital

;

the one being intended for the frontiei*s of Greece, and

the other as a corps of observation to keep in check the

northern provinces of the empire.

At home, active preparations are making for the

christening of the Prince of Wales, which will take place

on the 25th inst. in St. George's Cbapel, Windsor. It

is rumoured that her Majesty has intimated her inten-

tion of opening Parliament in person, and that additional

interest will be given to that ceremony by the presence of

the Kings of Prussia and Belgium. The navai and mili-

tary services will receive with satisfaction the announce-

ment in tho Ministerial papers that a iai^e portion of

the sum received by Government as the ransom of Can-

ton has been appropriated as prize-money to the officers

and men engaged in the operations against that city. .

v.
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CbuaT.—Her Majeirty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, ftnd the Princess RoyaJ ftwi »U well, and coutiiiuc

at WlndMr. H« Mnjes^ b»M w^^^cd as u-sual \n the

grounds adjuhiiijg the Castle, and taken her accustomed

exercise during the week. Lord Byron has succeeded

Viscount Sydney as the Lord la Waiting on her Majesty,

and Sir F. Stovm has succeeded Admiral Sir R. Otway

a.i the Groom in Waiting on her Majesty. Lord C.

Wellcsley < Clerk Mareiha!) has sucL__ded CuL Arluthnot

as the E«4uerry in Waiting on the Queen, and Col. Bou-

Ttrie baa iucceoded Major- Gen. Sir E. Bowater as the

Equtrry in Waiting on Prince Albert. Active prepara-

tions have already comineuced at St. George's Jlall and

Chapel for the ceremony of the christening of the Prince

of Wales. The prc5?ence of the Earl of Delawarr, Lord

Chamberlain, and the Earl of Jersey, Master of the Horse,

lin*«, it is said^ been coniiaanded at the Castle, to make
further arrangoments in their respective departments of

tlie household for the i^ame occasion. It is stated that

Die reigning Duke of Saxe Colurg, uncle of Prince Al-

bert, and the Dowager DucliCTs of Saxe CoLurg-Guthu,

will unavoidably be absent ; but that bis Excellency Baron

Gersdorff, tlh_ Saxon Minister, will officiatf^ as represen-

tative of his Serene Highness, at one of the sponsors ;

and that tlie Duchess of Kent will act for tlie Duwug.r

Duoheftl.

Thi' Queen Dowager,--T^q latest accotints from Sud-

bury-Hall iiiroriu us that her Majesty tb« Queen Dow-

ag>'r continuea to improve, but that sho is still too w^ak

to undergo the fatigue of the jouniey to town,

PaTl\ami:ntary Moii'ments.^Mv, Vance, mentioned in

our Uat as the proposed ConservatiTe candidate for the

City of Dublin, has retirt"! ; and a deputation hai» waited

on Mr. Wofvcrloy Attwood, to rcfjuest his ncrmission to

put him in nomination ; and In the event of his declining,

the kajue proposition, it is said, will be made to Mr. Col-

Suhoun, Lord Mor^Hith is tiow positively announced as

le Liberal Candidate.—Viscount Jocelyn has accepted

the invitation of the Couaervative electors of King's L^-nn

to come forward to represent that borough in the place of

Sir S. Canning, appointed Ambass;idor to Constantinople.

Annij and Nary,—A Ministerial Paper states that

the Queen has been pleased to grant to the forces em-
ployed at the capture of the outworks of Canton, out of

the sum received under the Convention, a donation equal

to one year's atnount of the Indian allowance known by
the name of " Batta.*' The shares of colonels will be

JOO/. each ; of lieutenant-colonels, 720/. ; of majors,

540/. ; of captains, 1\^^L ; of lieutenants, 144/., &c. ; the

officers of the navy sharing according to their relative

rank with those of the array. Those who Avere not pre-

sent at the operations against Canton, but who were
engaged at the other operations of the war, such as the

taking of Chusan, are to rn^eive six months' Batta.

Tha Ilevenue —The official talks of the Revenue for

the years and quarters ended 5th Jan., 1841 aud 184*2,

have just been published, and appear to be on the

whole of a satisfactory character. On the general re-

Teuue for the year ended the 5th inst., as compared with

that of last year, there is an increase of 50*J,0i)5/. ; and
on the revenue for the quarter an increase of 338,549/.

On the year there is an increase in the Customs of

145,246/. ; in the Excise, of 6,356/. ; in the Taxes, of

136.467/. ; in the Post-office, of 14,000/. ; Miscellaneous,

19,62J/ : and there is a decrease in the Stamps of 26,456/.;

and in the Crown Lands of 5,500/. On the quarter tliere

is an increase in the Customs of 414,368/. ; in the Stamps,
«f 21,871/. ; in the Taxes, of 123,239/. ; in the Post-office,

of 29,000/. ; in the Crown Lands, of 9»000/. ; and ^Ilscella-

neous, of 2,61 5/. ; while there is a decrease in the Excise
of 277,056/, The total ordinary Revenue for the year is

44,387^598/. ; or including imprest and other moneys
and repajinentft of advances, not specified in the ordinary
receipts, 45;262,4y5/.

Po*^0#c<.—The following is an official table, just
published, of the number of letters delivered in the
United Kingdom, for the year ended the 5th inst., com-
pared with those of the two previous years. It is, how-
ever, premised that the numbers given are, in some
degree, the result of estimate, more especially those pre-
vious to the reduction in the rates.

f.BTTCRS tBNT TUROtTGH THE LONDON OENKEAL POST.
Year immediately preceding reduction, viz.,

that ending Dec. 4, 1839 (chargeable letters

<>n'j') • • • 1 ' . t . 21,088.000
J840 .,..,,. 49;309,000
1811 • • • . . , . . 68,671,000

Church Pritfirmeni.'- The death of the Bishop of

Ofiflory, against whom a commission of lunacy was re-

tenance of repose and the development of her prosperity^

which could only be effected by a firm execution of the

bishop

The Rirdit lion. H. llubhouse.
as the probahle candidate!

Official Appointments.

~

^

formerly Under-Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment, has been appointed on the commission of inquiry

into the Exchequer Bill fraud, in the room of Lord Ash-

burton, who is about to leave on a special mission to the

United States.

-fForeiQii.

Incroase'in the last yearns letters since 1840
Ditto, since reduction . . . . .

19,362.000

47,583,000
aUBTTEES SENT THROUGH THS tOXDON DISTRICT POST.
Year immediately preceding reduction, viz.,

that ending Dec. 4, 183» , , . 13,278,000
1840 4- ...,., . 20,306.000
1841 22,820,000

Increase in the last year's lettei-s since 1840
Ditto since reduction . . . . .

2^14,000
9,540.000

LETTEHS MIIVERED lit THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The letters sent out of the United Kingdom are ex-

eluded from this account.

Year immediately preceding reduction, viz.,

that^nding Dec. 4, 1839 (exclusive offranks,

which are estimated at 7,000,000) . . 75.469,000
ia40 *•.....» 168.768,000
1841 196,500,000

Increa««lBtfae last year's letters aince 1840 27,732,000
Ditto, ^ince reduction , • -• • • 121,031,000

TR\ycK,~Iielations with Spaui.—The leading topic

wh!rh appears to occupy the attention of the journals is

the difference which it is apprehended may arise between

France and Spain, on the question of etiquette at the latter

court, already known to our readers. The Opposition

prints impute the blame of the whole transaction to the

French Cabinet; whilst on the other hand the Ministerial

papers contend that the Government is altogether in the

right, and the Regent of Spain is alone responsible. The

question has given rise to a great deal of discussion ; and

on the ministerial side it is urged that M. Salvandy never

presumed to conceal himself from the Regent ; that he

never pretended to the right of speaking to the Queen

without witnesses ; and that the letters he took with him

were 80 far from containing any mysterious matter, that

M. Salvandy offered to give the Regent authenticated co-

piei of them. They further urge, that the Spanish Go-

vernment had a minister at Paris, who was beforehand

perfectly aware that M. Salvandy would be accredited to

the Queen ; and argue, from diplomatic precedents, that it

is to the Queen in person that the ambassadors' letters

should be delivered, and refer to the Spanish ambassador,

Cellamare, during the minority of Louis XV., and the

ambassadors of the European Powers to the Emperor of

the Brazils, who refused to deliver their credentials in each

case to a Regent. They conclude by saying that they should

much regret that an unexpected difficulty should suspend

the good effects which both countries had aright to expect

from M. Salvandy's mission, and which they maintain was

purely one of peace and amity. Though the question has

assumed an appearance of much difficulty, it is hoped that

the new instructions sent to the British and French Minis-

ters at Madrid will prove of a nature calculated to effect

an arrangement, unless the Spanish Government should ma-

nifest obstinacy, in which latter case M. de Salvandy will,

it is positively stated, withdraw. The retirement of M.
Gonzales, Spanish Foreign Minister, from office would, it

is added, be a consequence, if not a preliminary, of the

amicable adjustment of this affair.

Addresses to the King.—On New Year's day, the diplo-

matic body in Paris, the Chamber of Peers, the Chamber
of Deputies, and other great functionaries, presented to the

King, according to custom, their several congratulatory

addresses. That of the diplomatic body was spoken by
the Marquis Brignole-Sale, ambassador of Sardinia, as

the senior member, and'was marked by pacific assurances.

He congratulated his Majesty on the providential escape

of the young princes from the attempt of the assassins,

and on the adhesion of France to the treaty of July,

which, he said, had drawn closer the bonds of union be-

tween the great Cabinets— a union so necessary to the re-

pose of nations, and to the preservation of general peace.

The King, after returning thanks for the expressions of
sympathy thus conveyed to himself and family, observed,

that the year 1841 had been productive of happy results,

since the great Cabinets had given in that year, by their

accord, a new guarantee to the general peace, which his

Majesty trusted the Powers would continue to maintain
unimpaired. The speeches of the Duke de Broglie, Vice
President of the Chamber of Peers, in the absence of
Baron Pasquier, the Chaucellor, from indisposition—of M.
Sauzet, President of the Lower Chamber, and the Minister
of Justice, conveyed to his Majesty their several congra-
tulations for the protection displayed towards the Royal
Family by Providence, whose goodness, they said, had pre-

served his Majesty's life for them, and his children for
theirs. They desired to express their admiration of the
noble example offered by his Majesty and the Royal Fa-
mily, whose lives were devoted to the practice of every vir-

tue and the dispensation of favours. They expressed their
belief that there was nothing in the aspect of events that
seemed to forebode new storms, and nothing to dim their
joy and their hopes on that auspicious day ; and concluded
by assuring his Majesty that they would devote their atten-

tion to the several interests they represented, and that
whatever difference of opinion might be expressed in the
approaching debates in the Chambers oir other subjects,
on this occasion all parties coalesced in assuring his Ma-
jesty thtt they were the sincere defenders of his person.
The King in reply thanked them for himself, and in the
name of his family : he said that it was for the sake of
saving the country *' that he had undertaken the fearful
task of conjuring the hurricane which was gathering round
France ; and that he was happy to find that, thanks to the
progress of public tranquillity, the institutions were daily
acquiring additional strength. It was, as they remarked,"
added his Majesty, '^alaborious undertaking to found in
France a free and regular Government ; but the support
which he had ever found in the Chamber of Peers was one
of the great means of attaining that end." His Majesty
concluded by saying that there were parties who would
deprive the country of the blessings of tranquillity by ex-
citing alarm, and making those incessant attacks against
property which were calculated to shake society to its very
foundation ; but with their assistance ho tru|ted to triumph
over aU such attacks^ and guarantee to France the main-

— V

was a formal act of submission, on the part of the clergy^

to ** the Royal power, so clearly recommended by^he pre«

cepts of Christianity." The papers remark, that not only

was the Russian minister, and all belonging to the Russian

embassy, absent from the reception on New Year's day,

but also that no Russians were presented to the King,

which they suppose to be owing to orders from the Emperor,

Meeting of the Chambers,—The Chamber of Deputies

met on Monday, to nominate the commission to draw up

the replv to the Speech from the Throne, when more than

320 members were present. The discussions in the bu^

reaux were long and animated, and a speech of the Mi-

nister for Foreign Affairs, M Guizot, appeared to produce

a great sensation. The Ministry obtained the advantage

in the whole nine bureaux, as all the members chosen

are Conservatives. M. Passy—and this is looked upon as

important, as proving his party to be with the Cabinet

warmly defended the Ministry on the Eastern question.

He stated that the system of isolation was impracticable

for France. M. Carne, who has joined M. de Lamartine^

severely attacked the Ministry for the treaty respecting

the right of search; and M- Thiers, who declared himself

in favour of the treaty with Belgium, said that he was for

the infusion of the two people, and the disappearance of

the custom-house lines. M. Fould, the banker, formerly

an ally of M. Thiers, approved of the policy of the

Ministry. It is now expected that the address of the

Commission will be a mere echo of the Speech.

Quenisset and his Co-accused,— Quenisset, together

with his two accomplices, Colombier and Brazier, who

were condemned to death by the Court of Peers, have re-

ceived their respite. They still, however, remain at the.

Luxembourg, and their removal will not, it is said, take

place until after the termination of the new trial of the

persons arrested in consequence of their disclosures, since

they will have to appear as principal witnesses for the

prosecution. The number of new political prisoners U
stated to be eleven—they have been conveyed to the Lux-

embourg, and most of them are represented to have the

appearance of persons in easy circumstances. Some im-

portant papers, it is said, have been seized at their resi-

dences, and numerous other warrants are still out in

different parts of the capitah

Proceedings of the Press.—Nothing of importance has

occurred since our last relating to the proceedings of the

press, with respect to the sentence on M. Dupoty, which

excited at the time so much alarm and indignation. The

provincial papers, however, continue to send in their ad-

hesion to the declaration, noticed in our last, protestmg

against the sentence, and the implied attack on the liberty

of the press. The Cour Royale of Limoges has just con-

demned, without the intervention of a jury, two journals

for libel upon M. Bourdeau, Peer of France, One of

them is sentenced to pay 6,000f., and the other l,500f.

damages and costs. The prosecution was, in the first in-

stance, brought before the Tribunal Civil of Limoges,

which declared itself incompetent ; but on the appeal of

M. Bonrdeau to the Cour Royale, that Court declared it*

self competent, and gave the above decision. M. Gaugain,

the editor and proprietor of another provincial paper, baa

been sentenced by the Police Court of Caen to pay a fine

of 500f., and to imprisonment for one month, for having

published in his journal an account of the deliberations

of the Court of Peers.

Spain.—We have received the Speech of the Regent,

on the opening of the session of the Cortes, on the 26th

ult. On the arrival of the procession at the Palace of the

Senate, her Majesty, the Regent, and her Royal Highness

the Infanta, were received by deputations from the two

Chambers. Her Majesty took her seat on the throne,

with her sister on her left, and the Regent upon her right,

one step lower than the throne, which was surrounded by

the ministers and officers of the palace. The President

of the Council then delivered the. Speech to her Majesty,

who placed it in the hands of the Regent, by whom it was

read to the assembled Cortes. It was of considerable

length, and commenced with the assurance that the rH«-

tions of the country with friendly Powers continued to

gather strength by the bonds of strict harmony and good

intelligence; that those nations which had recognised the

Queen preserved those sentiments of justice which die-

tilted that recognition ; and that the Governments which

had not taken that step contemplated them without hos-

tility, made continued inquiries respecting their political

situation, and as it became more stable, the day, it said,

was not far distant when reason would triumph, and the

national cause complete its victory. No allusion is made

in the Speech to the present difference between M. Sal-

vandy the French Ambassador, and the Governroent-

The Speech then alludes to **the revolt which broke out

in October, disturbed the public tranquillity, and obliged

Government to proceed with activity and energy to crush

it in its origin. The Constitution," it says, '* as well as the

precious lives of our innocent Queen and her august sis-

ter, were menaced by an armed conspiracy. But Provi-

dence enabled loyal Spaniards to save those dear objects

of our hopes. All the means at our disposal were em-

ployed to repress this horrible attempt, and the hand of

justice chastised the principal delinquents; their criminal

attempt failed against the firm attitude of the nation, and

the energy of Government. The public vengeance onc«

satisfied, Government deemed that it might exercise

clemency, and spare the lives of some of the rebels. ^

^Musion is sdso made to the disturbances that took pla^^e

1.
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at Barcelona, " obliging Government to declare that rich

and populous city in a state of siege. This measure,

which had for its object to avoid the effusion of blood,

produced neither violence nor punishments, and the tran-

quillity of the city had again been happily re-established.

Since those events peace had been restored throughout

the ^vhole monarchy by the triumph of the laws, and

every cause of new disturbance had disappeared." The
remainder of the Speech is occupied with domestic sub-

jects ; the administration of justice, the regulation of the

finances, and the proposal of various reforms in different

civil and military departments. It recommends some
modification of the Basque fueros

;
proposes to renovate

the navy, and restore it to its ancient character ; and

advises measures to be adopted to promote the interests

of the trans-marine provinces of the empire. The neces-

sity of preserving faith with foreign creditors is also en-

forcedj and a plan is proposed for securing this desirable

end. The Regent concluded in the following words :

—

**The eyes of the nation are fixed upon you ; its hopes

repose on your integrity and your patriotism. Rely upon

my exertions, and upon the honest heart of a soldier, who
has always fought for the liberty and glory of his country.

For myself, I have no ambition; my life belongs to my
country; and the glory of having served it in good faith

will form my patrimony- May the existing Constitution,

the throne of the young Isabella, the national independ-

ence, and the Government created by the will of the

people, be the objects of our fidelity, and guide us in our

legislative labours for the consolidation of a strong

and just Government, which, avoiding the snares laid

for it by ambitious factions, shall for ever assure the

prosperity and the happiness of the nation !
" The

Senate and the Chamber of Deputies met on the fol-

lowing day, and proceeded with the election of officers.

The appointments made by both houses were considered

to be hostile to the Cabinet. The difference between the

Government and M» Salvandy has not been arranged

;

end some sensation was produced in the capital on the

25th ult. by the departure of that ambassador to visit

Aranjuez and Toledo, in order, it is said, to avoid assist-

ing at the meeting of the Cortes, where " his position

could not be clearly defined." He was, however,, ex-

pected to return toTVIadrid the day after the ceremonial.

Nothing new had transpired relating to the subject in dis-

pute ; and M. Salvandy was, it is said, awaiting instruc-

tions from his Government before taking any further

steps. The definitive convention for the capitalization of

the coupons, signed by the Spanish Minister of Fin^ance

on the ^3d ult, was despatched on the same day for Lon-

don by a cabinet courier. M. Salamanca, as one of the

contractors, and M. Borrajo, a chief of division of the

Financial Department, were to leave Madrid in a few

days for Paris and London. A change of Cabinet, with

Cortina as the Premier, was one of the rumours of the

day. Senor Arguelles, it is said, will not be re-elected

President of the Chamber of Deputies; and Don Pedro

Acuna, First Vice-President of the first session, is spoken

of as his successor. Accounts received from Barcelona

inform us that the manufacturers in that city had burnt a

large quantity of foreign goods.—Subsequent accounts, to

the 29th ult., inform us that up to that date M. Salvandy
had not left Madrid ; but Paris letters state that he was
expected to demand his passports, so as to be in that

capital by the 14th or 15th inst,, to take part in the de-

bates on the address in the Chamber of Deputies. In
the sitting of the Cortes on the 29th ult., the bureau of
the Chamber of Deputies was formed; and the organiza-
tion of the standing committee is said to prove a decided
advantage over the ejcaltado, or democratic portion of the

Chamber. The debates on the address were expected to

be of a stormy character.

Portugal.—We have received, by the Tagus steamer,
intelligence from Lisbon to the 27th ult. The critical

and embarrassing state of financial affairs still appears to

absorb public attention. The diflBculty of raising the

ways and means on the terms deemed eligible by Senhor
Avila, Minister of Finance, appears to have nearly occa-
Bioned that gentleman's resignation ; but it is now
thought that Government will be able to carry its views
into effect on its own terms. The election of the corpo-
ration of the capital had terminated in favour of the Go-
vernment candidates by considerable majorities. The
municipal election at Oporto was also proceeding favour-
ably to Government. It was expected that the Cortes,
en their meeting j)ro formd this month, would be ad-

journed for the despatch of business till March. Lord
Howard de Walden, the British Ambassador, had, it was
understood, in consequence of the abolition of the Portu-
guese differential duties, recommended his Government
to revoke the orders in council, establishing retaliatory

duties against Portuguese shipping, and thus prevent
the imposition of additional duties on goods imported in
British shipping, which would otherwise take place on
and after the 19th inst. The change about to take
place in the Spanish mission seems to be looked npon
With satisfaction; and it is thought that in consequence of a
declaration which has been made by Lord Aberdeen on the
subject, the demand as to the giving up the political re-

fugees will be abandoned. Ooe of these. Gen. Oribe,
Was on the point of sailing for England. The Prince de
Joinville had arrived at Lisbon from New York, and was
expected to make a stay of some days.
Germany.—The journals state, that hopes are enter-

tained that Austria will join the Prussian Customs' Union,
and that by a modification of duties the commercial rela-
tions between the Austrian States and the remainder of
Germany will be extended. Private accounts, on the
contrary, said to have been received from the Swiss Mi-
fuiter at Ykzi&a^ declare that Austriti has decide4 ^on sot

joining the German Customs' Union ; and a letter from
the Rhine, published in a French paper, states that Prince
Metternich is opposed to the junction, and that even if

Austria were inclined to effect such a measure, many of
the smaller States of Germany would strenuously oppose
the admission of that Power into the Union, Accounts
received from Pesth, of the 19th ult., inform us that the

deputation of the Hungarian Diet has displayed great ac-

tivity. A small majority had decided against the esta-

blishment of trial by jury. The minority, however, was
about to publish the reasons of its vote, and in the ensu-

ing session the proposition was expected to be renewed.

The deputation on the 19th ult. was engaged in the adop-

tion of some new plan of publicity for judicial proceedings.
—From Berlin we leai"n that the departure of the King
for London, to be present at the christening of the Prince

of Wales, is now definitively fixed for the 16th inst. These
accounts add that he will stop the first night in Magdeburg,
from thence proceed to Hagen, and arrive on the i9th,

by way of Aix-la-Chapelle, at Liege. On the 20th he
will reach Ostend, where a Government steamer will be

in readiness to receive him, and he will reach London on

the 21st. The journals, speaking of the autograph letter

sent by Queen Victoria to the King on this occasion, say

that it was written in German, and that it contained the

following passage : " I shall indeed regard it as a favour-

able augury of the happiness of my child, if my beloved

cousin would be so kind as to be godfather in person at

the christening/' Some of the papers state that the well-

known theologian, Bishop Neander, will also accompany
the King for the purpose of conferring with certain of the

English clergy on measures hereafter to be adopted in the

ecclesiastical concerns of Prussia ; but this seems to be

unauthenticated. They also express the possibility of an

approximation being made between the churches of Prussia

and England, and associate with this view of the case the

recent departure of two clergymen from Berlin for London.

The object of their mission is, however, said to arise out

of the necessity of increased church accommodation at

Berlin, and they are sent to England in order to ascertain

the plan adopted in this country under similar circum-

stances. Accounts from Frankfort of the 1st inst. state,

that unexpected difficulties had impeded the conclusion of

the arrangements agreed on between the King of Prussia

and the Holy See relative to the Archbishop of Cologne.

It would appear that the Chapter of Cologne refused to

grant M. Geysell, the coadjutor, the rights of succession ;

nor would the Archbishop sign the manifesto which the

Prussian Government proposed to publish relative to the

origin and conclusion of the affair. Government, it seems,

have just prohibited the sale, within the kingdom of Prus-

sia, of all works published by Messrs. Hoffmann and

Campe of Hamburg. This firm, it seems, has for some

years published most of the works of the ultra Liberal

party in Germany, as well as a great number of school-

books in general use, and also many works of a miscel-

laneous character. This extreme measure will, it is said,

be imitated by other German Governments. '— Prince

Piickler Muskau had a narrow escape from being killed a

short time since. He was riding in his park at night,

when his horse fell into a deep fosse, and was nearly killed

;

but the Prince escaped without injury.

Russia. — Accounts received from St. Petersburgh,

dated the 19th ult., state that the winter this year ia that

capital is the most extraordinary ever experienced ; that

at the same period last year the cold was very severe, and

the frost continued without intermission all the winter

through. In one of the journals the following description

is given by a correspondent of the state of the weather

during the last month t
" In our city gardens no trace of

winter is to be seen. The grass-plots are all green, and

the flowers are budding out. To-day, Dec. 1 (13th), I

gathered in a garden at Wassili-O&truw a nosegay, con-

sisting of daisies, half-blown primroses, auriculas, and

various other flowers, which I carried to an invalid lady

residing on the English Quay. T rowed across the Neva

in a little boat, the river being as free of ice as in the

month of May."—We learn from the papers that on the

1st inst. the first number of an English periodical was to

appear in the Russian capital, under the title of the St.

Petersburgh Eriglish Review, The work was to appear

twice every month, each number consisting of five or six

sheets, and composed chiefly of extracts from English

publications. The Empress, it appears, takes the under-

taking under her immediate patronage. The editor 3s

Mr. S. Warrand, teacher of English to the Emperor's

children.— Savings banks have been established at St.

Petersburgh and Moscow. Private letters from the banks

of the Memen state that, in consequence of the treaty of

London closing the Dardanelles, the tribes of the Caucasus

who revolted no longer receive assistance so regularly as

formerly, and no doubt was entertained but that they

would be obliged to submit, and recognise the rights of

sovereignty acquired by Russia in consequence of the

treaty concluded with the Sultan.

Italy.—Intelligence has been received from Rome,

under date the 16th uU.j announcing the assembling of

the Consistory in the course of the present mouth, when

it was expected that four or five prelates would be raised

to the rank of Cardinal. Private letters state that official

notice had been communicated to the Auditor-General,

Monsignore Acton, and the Governor of Rome, Monsi-

gnore Casoni, that they were to be immediately created

Cardinals. Cardinal della Porta, Vicar-General to the

Pope, died at Rome on the I8ih ult., after a short illness.

His Eminence was in the 60th year of his age. and had been

invested with the purple by the reigning Pope in 1835.

The following persons are reported among the distin-

guished foreigners who have lately had the honour of being

presented to the Pope : Lord Somerset and family^ Sir ^\

.

W. Wynn, Sir J. Hope, Mrs. Trollope, and Mr. Siventon

It is said that the Abbe Drach, librarian to the Propa-
ganda, had been invited to Paris by Louis-Philippe, with
the intention of conferring on him the functions of librarian

at the Palace of Versailles, to replace M, de Valery, who
was obliged to retire in consequence of ophthy'^nia*

Greece.—Private letters, received through Ancona, in-

form us the Government had proposed to M. Mussurur,
the Ottoman Chargd d'Aff'aires, to refer to arbitration the
territorial question and the indemnity due to Turkish sub-
jects : but that M. Mussurur had refused this proposition.
Government had not yet formally replied to the note of
the Ambassadors, Trieste letters, however, of the 22nd
ult., assert that the dispute with the Porte will be amica-
bly arranged.

Turkey—Private letters from Constantinople, of the
8th ult., pubhshed in the German papers, state that the
Sultan intended to appoint Husheiu Pacha, Seraskier ; and
Hafiz Pacha, Minister of Finance. Zekeria Pacha had
been recalled from the pachalic of Diabekir to take the
command of the Roumelian division amounting to 50,000
men, to which 15,000 Albanians, 2000 Spahis, and 3000
Baschi Boruk were to be joined as the irregular corps.

This large force, it is said, was to be divided into a corps

of observation and a corps of operation ; the first, 30,000
strong, to be concentrated at Adrianople, Philippopolis,

Sophia, Varna, Silistria, and Shumla, for the purpose of
watching Bulgaria; and the second, 40^000 strong, to take up
positions near Salonica and the provinces on the frontiers.

If the differences with Greece were not arranged, this

army, it is said, woqld take the offensive. In the capital an
army of 50,000 men was organising. The fleet was to be
divided into two squadrons, each of six ships of the line,

one destined for the Gulf of Volo, and the other for Can-
dia. Tahir Pacha, the Grand Admiral, and Walker Pacha,

had received the command of the two expeditions. The
Porte's avowed intentions as to these armaments were to

keejp the Christian populations in d eck in Roumelia, and
to thwart the nlans of the Phil-orthodox societies of Greece;

but the accounts add, it is generally thought that a divi-

sion of this fleet is intended for Tunis, to replace the pre-

sent Bey by a Turkish Pacha, and to submit this pachalick

to a more rigorous subjection to the authority of the Porte*

India.—By extraordinary express, in anticipation of

the overland mail, which arrived on Thursday morning,

we have received intelligence from Bombay to tbe 30th

Nov, The news of chief interest relates to Burmah and
Cabul. From Burmah we learn that the extraordinary

activity of the Calcutta Government had surprised Tha-
rawaddie ; and that within a very short space of time ft

considerable force had made its appearance ready to resist

his contemplated attack on the British possessions. This

force consisted of 8000 men, several vessels of war, and
some steamers ; and it is thought that there is now little

chance of his beginning a war, particularly as he has been

made aware of the British Accesses in China. There has

been some fighting between the Ghilzies, a tribe of hardy

mountaineers, who hold the mastery over the passes lead-

ing from Cabul to Jellalabad and Peshawar, It appears

that a tribute, or blackmail, paid to them for liberty to

pass through their defiles having been reduced or not paid

by Shah Soojah, they stopped the mails coming from Cal-

cutta and through the Sikh country. There were orders

issued to clear the passes, and a force under Sir R. Sale

proceeded from Cabul for the purpose. This force encoun*

tered considerable obstacles : the mountaineers, being fully

acquainted with the ground, chose such positions as enabled

them with their long matchlocks to do great executioa

among the British. Of the officers, three were killed

;

Capt. Wyndham and Lieut. Jenkins, Bengal 35th N. L,
and Lieut. Edward King, I3th Queen's Light Infantry;

and ten wounded, among whom was Sir Robert Sale, Ihis

fighting in the defiles, with an enemy almost unseen, is

much commented on by the Indian journals, and the uti-

lity of forming an effective Rifle Corps is also urged. Sir

W. H. SPNaghten was expected in Bombay some time ia

January, but the date was not positively known. He was
coming, it was said, by the Bolan pass, which through the

management of the new political agent, Major Outram, is

represented as being in a fair state of becoming a safe

communication : the conciliatory arrangements adopted

by Major Outram appearing to be highly acceptable to ihe

neighbouring tribes. In the Sikh districts tranquillity is

stated to prevail : and nothing ia said of their expedition

in Thibet. The trials of the Arab revolters on the frontiers

of the Nizam's country are over : one of them has been

executed, several ordered to be transported, and tranquil-

lity has been entirely restored to those districts. There

were some apprehensions of a famine in some districts of

Bengal, where the rice crop had failed.

Egypt.—By the overland mail we have recent intelli-

gence from Alexandria, but it brings no political news.

The Pacha had returned from Esneh, within 24 hours^ dis-

tance qf Cairo. The new tariff had been put in force for

imports, which was found to weigh heavily on trade; but

the freedom of trade in exports remained yet to be finally

settled.—Accounts received from Syria stated that that

country was a little more tranquil. The evacuation had

taken place, all the British officers and soldiers, artillery

and stores on service there, having embarked. A Russian

Envoy had arrived at Alexandria on a mission to Mehe-

met Ali. The Divan, it is said, has insisted that the

Pacha shall introduce the free commercial system imme-

diately, the Pacha, it seems, having proposed to the

Porte to do it in three years.

China.—Our intelligence from Canton brought by the

overland mail reaches to the lOih Oct, and brings the

account of the taking of the great Chinese furtress of Amoy,

on the 27th Aug., after considerable firing, but without the

iQSS of a matt on the side of the BnUsli. Ttc foUowmf
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"ap't

ere detailed particuUri of the naoTements of the squadron

fter leaving Cantuo, and the circumitaDces connected

with thialast achieTemcntof the Britiah forces :—The fleet,

consiating of 34 sail, including ateamers and transports,

baling left Hong Kong Buy on the 2let Aug., arrived at

noon on th* 2'»th within 40 miles of Auioy, As the fleet

neared the harbour, the Admiral made the signal for the

Druid and Blonde frigates, to run ahead and report the

foundinjs; the reroainaer of the fleet following at a mo-

derate distance. The Chinese from the batteries on the

islands immediately opened their fire on the leading ships.

Of this, however, no notice was taken, the shot either fall-

ing short or passing over the vessels. At daylight of the

29th all the boats were hoisted out, and the two Com-
manders-in-Chief proceeded in a steamer to reconnoitre.

At 8 A. M. they returned to the flag-ship. Shortly

afterwards a mandarin came on board the Wtlksky
with a flag of tmce. Thr* ostensible purpose of his mis-

sion was to inquire why so many ships bad come there

to trade at one time, and what commodities they required.

11^' was, however, soon dismissed by the Plenipotentiary ;

it having been clearly explainpd to him that the visit of

the fleet to Amoy was not of a commercial nature. In

consequence of ica continaing calm during the whole

ft..cnoon* nothing farther was done until about half-past

twelve, when a breeie having sprung up, the signal was

made to weigh. The steamers Sesotfru and Queen first

got into action, and were engaged half an hour before the

other ships joined against a long battery mounting 76 guns,

on thr right-hand side of the harbour. The liionde, closely

followed by the DmU and Modesle, ted the larboard

division ; and about twenty minutes before two these

threp vessels were cloacly engaged with the Latteiies on
the left-hand shore. At the same time, the centre division,

consisting of two line-of-battle ships, WrUe^lry and

JiUnheim, followed by the Coiutndiuf, Pylade$, Cruucr,

and Algerinti stood across the harbour to relieve the
' mrrs, running along shore at the distance of about

400 yard* from the beach and OOO from the fortifications.

The line-of-battle ships anchored by the stern, and com-
menced a heavy cannonade, in which they were aided by

the smaller sailing vessels ; the Qmen and SesoslrU having

been despatched to aid the larboard division. The can*

nonade lasted about two hours, by which time H, M. lOth

and \ti)ih Reg., with parties of seamen and marines, had

been landed at various points. Sir H. Gough put himself

at the head of the flrst-naiued corps, and took possession

of one end of the long battery. About the same time, the

26th Reg., with the sailors and marines, attacked and
carried the batteries on the island of Koolangsu. Shortly

afterwards the end of the long battery furthest from the

point held by the Major-General was seized by the sea-

men and marines of the Wetlesfey, The fortifications

were now entirely in the hands of the Rrilish ; the Chinese
having fled in all directions wi^iout oflt*ring any resistance

worth mentioning to the 'storming parties ; so that very
few lives were lost by the enemy,, ana none by the victors.

The fortifications of Amoy were found to be of immense
thickness, composed of huge blocks of granite faced with
mud. Scurcely any impression was made on them by the
ahips' g'lns ; and h id not recourse been had to storming,
the Chinese might have remained uninjured under shelter

of their ramparts for an indefinite period. On the morn-
ing of the 27th Aug Sir H. Gough marched into the city

at the head of the troops. He met with no oj^position,

all the mandarins and soldiers having quitted the place.
Eighteen war-junks and a few gun-boats were captured.
The treasure found in the city did not exceed 5,000
dollars, everything valuable having been removed prior to
the ent.-y of the British. The future movements of the
expedition being too important to allow of its being
weakened by leaving a sufficient number of troops to retain
possession of the town of Amoy, the Guards were with-
drawn from the fortifications on the evening of the 30th
of August. It was, however, determined to garrison the
island of Koolangsu with .500 of the 18th and 26th Regts.,
together with a few artillerymen. The rest of the troops
were embarked in the squadron which sailed to the north-
ward on the 5th Sept. H. M. ahips Druxd, Pylades,
and Algerine remain at Amoy. to keep the provincial
authorities in check, and afford assisUnce, if necessary, to
the garrison on the island. The Chinese in the neigh-
bourhood of Canton having broken the truc4;, by repairing
their batteries, and placing stakes and stones to obstruct
the navigation of the river, CapU Nias, of H.M. ship
Herald, senior officer at iiongkong, proceeded up the
river, and destroyed the fort of VVangtong. He also
issued a proclamation to the Chiiiese, intimating that
any further breach of faith ou their part would be imme-
diately followed by a renewal of hostilities. No other
event of importance has occurred near Canton. Trade is

going on in the usual style, the Chinese offering no oppo-
sition to British ships taking in cargoes. The merchants
at Macao, however, consider the duration of this state of
affairs to be very uncertain.

United States.—By the steam-slip Acadia, which left

Halifax on the lOtb, and whose arrival we noticed in our
last, we have New York papers to the 16th ult. With the
exception of the presentment, submitted by the Grand
Jury of Philadelphia, charging Messrs. Biddle, Cow-
perthwaite, Jaudon, and several of the late directors of
the Bank of the United States with conspiracy and mis-
management, as relates to the funds of that insritution,

these papers are almost filled with the correspondence be-
tween Mr. Stevenson, the American Minister at London,
and Lords Palmerston and Aberdeen, on the subject of the
right of search. The matter discussed between the two
Gnvernments, as far as the question of facts is concerned,
does notappearto be a long or complex one. Mr. Steven-
son, it seems, complains of certain proceedings of British J

! cruisers towards American merchantmen in the African

seas. Lord Palmcrston justifies these proceedings, by re-

ferring Mr. Stevenson to an agreement entered into be-

tween the English and American commanding officers on

that coast. To this defence no exception appears to have

been taken by Mr. Stevenson, and even the Journals ap-

pear to regard Lord Falmerston's explanation as satisfac-

tory. Mr. Stevenson, however, says that Lieut. Payne,

the American officer on the African coast, was not author-

ised to enter into such an agreement ; but this disclaimer,

it is urged, only affects any case of detention or search

that might occur after it was made ; and that such is not

likely to take place appears from Lord Paimerston's reply

on that occasion, which stated that "Such cases could

not happen again, because positive orders were sent by the

AdmiraTty, in February last, to all her Majesty's cruisers

employed for the suppression of the slave trade, not again

to detain or meddle with the United States vessels engaged

in the slave trade. These orders have been sent by her

Majesty's (Government with great pain and regret, but as

an act due by them to the rights of the United States."

In a subsequent correspondence with Lord Aberdeen,

Mr. Stevenson claims the exemption of all ships carrying

the American flag from search by the ships of war of other

nations, under all circumstances whatever; but Lord

Aberdeen contends that the admission of this doctrine

would virtually offer a premium to the pirates and slavers

of all countries to evade detection by sailing under Ameri-

can colours ; and his Lordship claims, not only for Eng-

land, but for the whole civilised world, the right of vessels

of \var to satisfy themselves by an inspection of the ship's

papers, when reason for suspicion exists, that the vessel is

entitled to carry the flag under which she professes to sail.

This question, which appears still to be regarded as one of

great difficulty, will however, it is thought, be satisfac-

torily arranged, without giving rise to any misunderstand-

ing between the two Governments; and it is hoped that

the mission of Lord AshI urton will be successful in this

as well as the other points which are to be the subjects of

his negotiation —The New York papers notice with strong

approval the appointment of Mr. John Quincy Adams as

Chairman of the Committee of Congress on Foreign Re-

lations, in the room of Mr- Gushing, and the change is

regarded as one of considerable importance by the friends

of peace.

CITY.

Money Marvel, Friday.—-Consols for money left off,

89J J ex div. ; do., account, S9i, ex div. ; Bank Stock,

167, 168 ; Three per Cents. Reduced, 89i f ; Three and

a Half per Cents. Reduced, 99i ^ ; New Three and a

Half per Cents , 98^ 99 ; India Stock, 247 ex div.

JWeUopoIis anti its IT'icmity.

The Weather,—The weather has again become cold

and severe; and the frost, which set in on Sunday, has
continued without interruption during the week. The
weather, however, has been fine and dry ; and the Parks,

where the waters have again become fit for skaiting on,

have attracted, as usual, a great number of visitors.

Metropolitan Improvements, — It is stated that his

Grace the Duke of Bedford has finally arranged with Go-
vernment respecting his claims for compensation for cer-

tain land in the neighbourhood of Covent-gaiden, where
the intended improvements are projected ; and that in lieu

of money his Giace has agreed to take the Crown lands in

the Regent's Park.

Wood Pavement,— On Saturday, a meeting of the
Marylebone vestry was held, at which a deputation of the
inhabitants of Oxford-street, amounting to nearly 200
persons, waited upon the board, for the purpose of pre-
senting a memorial, agreed to at a public meeting, and
which set forth the feeluig of surprise and regret which
the inhabitants of Oxford-street entertained on hearing
that a proposition was in contemplation by the vestry to
postpone the further use of wood-paving for three years,
although one year had been assigned by them as a suffi-

cient trial ; that after the repeated memorials and deputa-
tions to the vestry upon the subject, it was hoped, if they
were disposed to meet the wishes and welfare of their con-
stifuents, that they would complete wood-paving through-
out the whole street without delay. After detailing the
advantages to be derived from this description of paving,
and stating that a trial of eighteen months had proved its

success beyond the most sanguine expectations, the me-'
morialists expressed a difficulty of comprehending on what
grounds the proposal for so long a postponement rested

;

and concluded by praying the vestry to reject such a pro-
position, and carry out the motion before them for paving
the entire street with wood forthwith. The deputation
having withdrawn, a long discussion ensued, after which a
division was demanded, and there appeared for the amend-
ment of Mr. Biers, proposed at the previous meeting—
**That the sum of 3,000^. having already been expended
upon experiments in Oxford -street, the vestry deem it in-
expedient to entertain the question of wood-paving within
a period of three years from the present time," 21 ; and
for the original motion proposed by Mr. Cochrane on the
same occasion— "That the wood-paving be laid down
throughout the whole of Oxford-street at the earliest pos-
sible convenience," 19.—Majority for postponing the fur-
ther consideration of the question for three years, 2.

The Tower,-~ThQ number of persons who paid for ad-
mission to view the ruins of the armouries during the
week ending Saturday last was 2,494 ; viz. on Mondav
828; Tuesday 519, Wednesday 1:^6, Thursday ^.49 Fri^
day 350, and Saturday 312. The sale of the relics of the
fire still continues; and most of the visitors, it is aaid
make a purchase of some article. The new jewel-office

! still remains closed, although it is stated to have been some

time ready for the reception of the regalia; and this cir-

cumstance occasions considerable disappointment to the

numerous persons who *'isit the ruins.

Late Forgery of Exchequer Bills,—A notice was issued

from the Treasury on Wednesday, stating, that applica-

tions having been made to the Exchequer Office by

holders of unstamped Exchequer-bills, who had hitherto

omitted or been prevented from sending them in for eia.

mination, all such bills as should be presented on Friday

(yesterday), under the regulations previously in force,

should be examined, and where found genuine, stamped

and returned to the owners. Exchequer bills have during

the week suddenly risen considerably in value ; and this

has been endeavoured to be accounted for by a report

that Government have it in contemplation to make an al-

teration in the character of these securities ; and that

instead of being payable for duties at stated periods onlj^

they will be continually payable, and bear interest from

the day of their date to the day of such payment.

The Convict Smith.—On Monday, an order from the

Secretary for the Home Department was received by the

Governor of Newgate, for the immediate removal of Edsr,

Beaumont Smith, recently sentenced to be transported for

life for being concerned in the Exchequer-bill forgery, to

the hulks at Woolwich. It is not yet known whether this

is merely the preparatory step to his final removal from

the country altogether by the next convict-ship that sails,

or whether Government has given orders that he shall be

kept at the hulks.

Public Meetings.—On Tuesday, was held the half-

yearly meeting of the London Dock Company. The Se-

cretary, Mr. J. D. Powles, read the report, from which it

appeared that the number of loaded ships that had entered

the docks from foreign parts in the six months ending the

30th Nov. was 602, of the aggregate burden of 131,893

tons. In the corresponding period of 1840, there had

entered the docks 581 ships, of the tonnage of 124,627

tons, showing an increase in the last half-year of 7,266

tons. The stock of good^ in the warehouses of the docks

on the 30th Nov. was 94,345 tons, and at the correspond-

ing period of 1840 it was 87,127 tons. The income of

the* company in the last six months had exceeded tiie ex-

penditure by 81,589/. 17^. lOf/. ; and the. directors, in

consequence of this prosperous state of affairs, recommend
that the half-yearly dividend upon the stock should be

raised to !/ los, per cent. After paying interest and

providing for the liquidation of the debt incurred for new
works, there would remain a large surplus to the credit of

the company. The report also stated, as has been already

announced, that additional warehouses for the accommo-
dation of the importers of East and West India produce

were to be erected, which would cause an outlay of 23,000/.

The report was adopted, as well as the proposal for an

augmented dividend.—On Tuesday, a half-yearly general

court of proprietors of the Colonial Bank was held, for the

purpose of receiving the report of the directors, and for

other business. The report, which was read by the Se-

cretary, stated that the total debts of the bank during the

hiilf-year ending the 30th June were 1,578,653/., com-

prising 183,180/. as its circulation, 847,000/. deposits and

other liabilities, 500,000/, paid-up capital, 24,000/. re-

served fund, and 24,000/. profit. Its assets were, specie

266,437/., other assets 1,299,710/., and balance of preli-

minary expenses 12,500/. The Bank had sustained losses

by the money crisis in the West Indies, but the directors

were nevertheless in a situation to declare with confidence

a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum. The re-

port, after some discussion, was adopted.—On Wednes-
day a meeting of the proprietors of stock in the South Sea

House Corporation was held, to declare a dividend, and

for the transaction of other business. The Secretary

read letters from the Secretary for the Home Depart-

ment, and also one from the Secretary to Prince Albert,

acknowledging the receipt of addresses voted by the cor-

poration on the birth of a Prince. The accoun'ts of the

corporation for the half-year were then read : after

which, the Governor proposed that a dividend of
cent, for the half-year should be paid, which was
to unanimously.

Spitalficlds.—On Saturday, a general meeting
Spitalfields silk-weavers was held at Bethnal-green, for the

purpose of receiving the report of the acting committee
appointed to investigate the state and condition of the

silk-weavers in that district. Mr. Britten having been

appointed to the chair, said that he was sorry he was un-

der the necessity of again having to address them on the

subject of their present state of distress; which be de-

scribed as still seriously increasing. He then animad-
verted on the conduct adopted by the guardians, under
the New Poor Law, towards the^distressed weavers who
applied for relief, which was, he said, refused unless the

applicant employed himself at stone-breaking, a work for

which he was not quaHfied, and which had the effect of

rendering him unfit to resume his former occupation for

some time, in consequence of its effect on his hands. Mr.
Fox said that, as had been stated at the previous meeting*
three of the committee had paid a visit to the district, and

visited nearly 800 families in three days, and they had
found that their previous account as to the state of the

distress was not at all exaggerated. He then entered into

some details of the privations to which the weavers and
their families were reduced, and added that an early meet-
ing of the committee would take place to make arrunge-
ments for the distribution of the funds raised for their

rehef. He then made some observations on the subject
of employing the poor on stone-breaking, and on other
practices adopted in workhouses under the present sys-

*™> *^"ch he characterised as cruel in the extreme.
After some further discussion the report was received, ana
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the following resolutions were carried unanimously :

** That this meeting, from the various accounts given by

the several victims of stone-breaking, are disgusted with

the practice, and further are of opinion that it is unconsti-

tutional and unchristian ; and from the knowledge of the

effect that it has on the hands of the silk-weaver, by dis-

abling him from working, do pledge themselves to oppose

this horrible system to its utmost. That copies of this

resolution be forwarded to the Poor Law Commissioners,

and the Board of Guardians of the Union."
Kensington.—On Tuesday, a numerous meeting of the

inhabitants of St. Mary Abbott's was held, to take into

consideration the working of the union, and the steps ne-

cessary to be taken by the authorities to obtain the sepa-

ration of Kensington therefrom. After some discussion

the following resolutions were passed:— ** 1. That an as-

sociation of the ratepayers of the parish be formed to aid

the parochial authorities in their endeavours to obtain a

separation of Kensington parish from the Kensington

nnion, and to prevent by all legal and constitutional means

in their power the erection of a new union workhouse

;

and further to watch the progress of the New Poor Law
Amendment Act in the forthcoming Parliament. 2. That

a subscription be entered into for defraying the expenses

of the association.— On Thursday a numerous meeting of

the inhabitants of the Brompton district of the parish of

St. Mary Abbott's was held, for the purpose of taking the

same subject into consideration ; and after several gentle-

men had spoken in deprecation of the introduction of the

New Poor Law into that parish, where, it was stated, the

poor-rates had increased 2,000/. on the present half-year,

resolutions similar to those passed at the meeting held on
Monday, were unanimously adopted.

Robberies,—We noticed in previous Numbers that se-

veral frauds have been committed on different charitable

institutions in the Metropolis by means of forged cheques,

among which have been the Magdalen Hospiinl, the Lon-
don Asylum for the Protection of Young Females, the

Foundling Hospital, and the Seamen's' Hospital. On
Monday, a man named William Yates, advanced in years,

was examined before the magistrate at Union Hali, charged

with this offence. It seems that several letters and
cheques which had been thus used were taken by a police-

man, who had directions to search for the guilty party, to

the Secretary of the Mendicity Society, who on examin-

ing them immediately recognised the handwriting to be

that of the prisoner, a well-known begging-letter writer,

who had been frequently before convicted of that offence,

and bad scarcely been one week out of gaol. The magis-

trate asked the prisoner if he had anything to say in an-

swer to the charge, and whether he denied being the

writer of the letters produced ? The prisoner said, that

at present he did not wish to say anything on the subject

of the accusation. He was then remanded for a week, to

give the secretaries of the institutions he has defrauded

an opportunity of attending.—On Sunday evening an ex-

tensive robbery of jewellery was committed at the resi-

dence of Mr. Pedder, 7., Great Cumberland-street, Hyde
Park. From the examination of the premises made by
the police immediately after, it was ascertained that the
thieves had effected their entrance into the house through
the back yard, but they have not yet been apprehended.
The value of the property stolen is stated to be 200/.

—A few nights since several vessels lying at the Scotch
wharfs on the north side of the River, in the vicinity of
the docks, were boarded by thieves from the River, and
had the copper tops of their cabin funnels carried off.

It is reported that no fewer than fourteen were stolen

in one night. The Thames police have been unable to

detect the thieves.—A few days since a man of respect-
able appearance called at the Colonial Office and inquired
for Lord Stanley. He was informed that his Lordship
and Lady Stanley were at the time on a visit to her Ma-
jesty at Windsor, and were not expected to return for

some days. He then said that he was commissioned by
the principal officers of the Custom-house to deliver to
Lord Stanley a box which he had with him, and which
contained a costly chandelier, intended as a Christmas
present to Lady Stanley from some of the foreign Courts,
and added, that 35 cases of wine had been received as a
present for his Lordship, which would be delivered on the
following morning. He then showed what appeared to
be regular Custom-house certificates, signed ''George
Lamb," and stated that he was to receive 3/. 5s. 4d,, the
amount of the regular dues. The office-keeper gave him
the money, for wrhich he wrote a receipt and Itft. The box
was removed to the residence of the Colonial Secretary;
and on his Lordship's return from Windsor, was opened
in his and Lady Stanley's presence, and found to consist
of a few brickbats. The wine spoken of was, of course,
never received. Information was immediately given to
the police, and after a short time the individual, whose
name is William Esworthy, was apprehended in the
neighbonrhood of the Custom-house, and on Wednesday
underwent an examination before the magistrate at Bow-
street. The facts above stated wefe proved in evidence ;

and the prisoner being called on for his defence, denied
that he was the party who committed the fraud, and said
that he could call several witnesses to prove he was in the
City at the hour it was alleged he was in Downing street.
On being called, however, none of them answered, except
the prisoner's brother-in-law, who, on being asked if he
could identify the prisoner's handwriting, said that he
could write six or seven different hands ; but on looking
at the receipt he thought it was the writing of the pri-
soner.^ Witness went on to say that the prisoner once
sent him with a similar parcel, for which he was tried at
the Old Bailey and nearly transported. The prisoner was
then committed to take his trial.

^ir^ff,—.Qji Tuesday monung a &:e broke out on board

a schooner in the London Dock. One of the dock police
|

observed smoke issuing from the forecastle, and having
procured assistance, they broke open a bulkhead, leading

to that part of the ship, which they found on fire ; but by

active exertions they soon succeeded in subduing the flames.

The fire is supposed to have been caused by the ignition

of a box of lucifer-matches which a boy who slept in the

forecastle placed under his bed to keep them dry. The
boy narrowly escaped with his life.—On Wednesday morn-
ing a fire was discovered by the police in the rear of

Luwndes'-square» Pimlico, in some premises belonging to

Mr. Cubitt, the builder, and which were used by the ca-

binet-makers in his employ. Before it could be got under,

the fire had destroyed the whole range of buildings in

which it originated, but it fortunately did not extend fur-

ther. It is supposed to have been occasioned by a spark

falling among the shavings at the time the men left work.

The loss is stated to be oOO/.

frobintial Xrfos.
Bradford ( IVUis).—A daring burglary was committed

a few nights since at South Wraxhall, in this county, in

the house of Mr. Awdvey, It appears that after having

forced their way into the house, several of the robbers

remained below to keep watch, while three others pro-

ceeded upstairs, entered the rooms of the two daught€i*s,

and compelled them, under threats of murdering them,

to give up all their money and jewellery. The ladies

also fearful that their father, if he met the robbers, might

resist, and lose his life, wxnt into his bed-room and pre-

vailed on him to give up all the money in the house.

The rohbei*s then demanded the surrender of the silver

plate, and all the other portable valuables, which they

took to the extent of half a sackful, carefully selecting

the solid silver articles and leaving the plated behind.

They next demanded wine and brandy, of which they

drank a quantity, and finally left about four in the morn-
ing, having remained in the house between four and five

hours. The plunder, in addition to 30/. in money, is said

to have been very great in plate, jewellery, and other valu-

able articles. The daring character of the outrage has

alanned all the neighbourhood, more especially those

inhabiting solitary houses. 25/. was immediately offered

as a reward for the detection of the robbers, who were

thought to be London thieves. A man named Koberte, a

clock and watch maker, of Bath, has been apprehended

with part of the stolen plate in his possession ; and eleven

other men have since been taken into custody charged

with being concerned in the robbery. Their apprehen-

sion, it seems, was the result of information received by

the police at Bath, in consequence of which they went

over to a house at Twerton, well known, it would appear,

to the officers, where they found concealed a large quan-

tity of the stolen plate, the crest upon which had, in some

instances, been obliterated, whilst upon others traces of

it were left ; they also found a number of articles used

by thieves. On Saturday all the prisoners were examined

before the magistrateK. The examination was strictly

private, but it is understood that they are eleven in

number, eight men and three women. Miss Awdrey
gave her evidence at considerable length, from which it

appeared that two men, called Burge and Milsom, were

the parties more immedintely concerned in the robbery,

aud those who made her give them money and every-

thing else of value in the house, as the condition on

which thQ lives of the whole household were to be saved.

Bri(/Iilon,—A vestry meeting of the mhabitants of this

town has been held for the purpose of taking into con-

sideration a prohibitory order issued by the Poor-

law Commissioners relating to some alterations of the

workhouse, aud the correspondence of the Poor-law

Commissioners thereon ; and also a report on the said

order and correspondence adopted at a special meeting.

The committee in their report complained of the inter-

Terence of the Poor-law Commissioners in the contem-

plated outlay at the workhouse, and recommended that

they should be resisted to the utmost, and that prompt

steps should be taken to remove the order issued by

them to this parish by certiorari into the Court of Queen's

Bench ; but first recommending that the matter should

be submitted to the inhabitants at large in vestry assem-

bled. The Rev. J. Anderson, Chaplain to the Queen

Dowager, addressed the meeting at considerable length,

aud said he conceived the occasion which had summoned

them together was a most important one, and that every

step which they took would be pregnant with conse-

quences to^ the best interests aud welfare of the parish.

He did not come forward to oppose the law. If the pro-

hibitory order of the Poor-law Commissioners were law,

it would become them as good citizens to obey it ;
but

the question was whether they were justified in opposing

that prohibitory order, and he thought they were. Sirailax'

orders on three or four metropolitan paribhes had been

quashed ; and at all events, if a doubt existed, it might

be cleared up. Mr. Anderson proceeded to comment on

several clauses in the New Poor-law Bill, which he cou-

sidered objectii^nable ; more pai'tiedai'ly the work-house

test, and the uniform plan of refusing relief to out-door

paupers : and concluded by moving the first resolution,

expressive of the entire concurrence of the meeting in

the sentimcuts contained in the report of the directors

and guardians with reference to the introduction of the

Poor-law Comraiseioners into this town. This resolution

ed that
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the mittter be referred back to the directors and guar-

dians to be carried into effect, and for them to take such

steps thereupon as might be advisable ; which was also

caiTied unanimously.
Canterburf/,~At the borough sessions on Monday, the

appeal of Sii' E. KnatchbuU against a hte conviction by

the magistt*ates for refusing to pay a toll, was brought on
for hearing. The case excited great interest, from the

character of the party couceriiea, and the importance of

the question involved. Mr. Deedes stated that he ap-

peared to support the conviction made by the justices ;

and as all the facts were admitted, it would be simply for

the court to decide upon the merits of the case. He
then briefly detailed all the circumstances connected with
it, which ai-e already well known, and added that it was
unnecessary for him to detain the court with any length-
ened remarks, until he saw what cases were adduced in

support of the appeal. Mr, Bodkin, M.P., for the appel-
lant, contended that the clause in the act under which
his client had been convicted, was simply directed against
those who, in defiance of Lw, wilfully and unlawfully
drove through the gate at which such toll was set up,

in order to avoid pajTment ; but that the hon. baronet
had refused, upon his belief that he was exenq>ted, and
had claimed it at the time of passing through the gate.

It would be seen, he said, by the conviction itself, that

those who passed this act felt it necessary to intro-

duce the very argument he was now Ubing, for it applied

to those who passed through the gate refusing to pay
the toll demanded without any supposed ground of ex-

emption. It was absurd to suppose that any one passing

through on this belief, and with the intention of paying

the next day, if he was wrong, was to be subjected to the

penalty of 10/. The appellant lived at a distance of 20

miles from the place of election, and it being necessary that

he should be at the nomination at an early hour, he pre-

pared himself by leaving home on the Saturday previous ;

and not liking to travel on Sunday, he proposed to spend

the intermediate time at a relative's house, Sir B. Bridges,

at Goodwestone Park, which w as only three miles from

the place of election, in order to be i^eady for it on the next

Monday. Sir B. Bridges and the Rev. C. H. Hallett;

were here called to depose to the fact of Sir E, Kuatch-

bull's paying a visit to their residences entirely unsoli-

cited, as they supposed that he might be ready for the

election, and that Lady KnatchbuU accompanied him,

Mr. Deedes replied at some length, and cited several

cases to prove that "Privilege of Court" w*as not

allowed to extend to instances in which parties had de-

viated from the direct line of their course, as in the pix^sent

instance ; and fuiiher urged that if the right hon. baronet

claimed the privilege for himself, he could not for his

lady, who could in no v\iy be considered as going to

the* election. He contended that the conviction came
witliin the Act of Parliament provided for such cases,

and therefore that the court must confirm it. The
Recorder gave an elaborate decision confirmatory of the

conviction, but recommended that the appellant, if dis-

satisfied with his view of the case, should obtain the

decision of the Court of Queen's Bench. Mr. Deedes

applied for costs, but these were allowed to be settled in

the usual way.
Carlisle.—\ public meeting was recently held for the

purpose of inquiriug into the distressed state of the poor

in this city, at whicli a committee was appointed for that

purpose, A public meeting has agaiu been held, at

which the report of the committee was read, which in its

details presented a serious statement of suffering and

distress. « The number of fiimilies without any means

of subsistence, beyond a dependence on casual charity,

was found to he 309, and the individuals belonging to

these families, amounted to 1,146. Exclusive of those

who have no visible resources, the number of pei^ons

whose weekly means of maintenance do not exceed Is,

per head is j,465 ; of those who have more than Is.,

but not above Is. 6<^ per head, the number is 1,623 ;

above 1*. 6'c/., but not more than 2^,, 69-2
; and more

than 2s., but below 3^, 6^5." It hence appears that

there are no less than 5,561 individuals, in a population

of 22,000, reduced t^ such a state of suffering, that im-

mediate relief has become necessary to save them from

A serious fire has occunrcd at Panfield
stai-vation.

Chelmsford. __

Hall Farm, belonging to Messrs. J. and R. Lambert, near

Braintree, in this county. It broke out in the middle of

the night, but by greut exertions, and the timely aiTival

of the engine from Braintree, the neighboui-s succeeded in

saving thi-ee large stacks of barley and beans, closely

adjoining the bain where the fire commenced ;
but the

latter, together with its contents, about 200 quarters of

barley, beans, aud peas, was entirely destroyed. It is

feared that the fire was the act of an incendiary.

Chichester.—At the Sessions held iu this city on Mon-

day, William Styles Goodeve, and William ^^ ilhams, late

cashiers of the old Bank, were tried on a charge of em-

hezzlement. It will be remembered that this b:aik r^ently

stopped payment ; and this charge was made by the

principals of the finu against the prisoners of having,

shortly befoi-e the bank closed, embezzled a considerable

Bura of money. The trial, which lasted ten hours, excited

considerable interest, and the Court was much crowded.

The prisoner Williams was tried first. The ca^e for the

prosecution having heeu stated, the Messrs. Ridge, part-

ners in the firm, were examined at great length ;
nna

from their evidence it appeared that the prisoners had

almost the uncontrolled management of the cash accounts

of the firm, which had not been balanced for 20 yeai^.

The method yi which the business of the
l>«"Vr,.T'fj

ducted was minutely explained, and it
^f"^^;; ^^'^^

day before the bank stopped, an inauiry mU. the sta^o^j

books was made, and a"balance struck, when
^^-- f«^^^

that there was a deficiency to ^^^^^r^^d the
cash account m^^-^^^^^.^^^^ ^^posed' that cm

Uiams tnth the fraud, he ad-

tt and Hwd ho would expwo
notes

wroi^;
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eTpnthiiisf • that he then proceeded to show the actual I spect of success. A few days since one of the boats be-

longing to this place, being the first on the southern

coast, put off to fish, and succeeded in catching 200,

wliich readily sold at the price of 4/. IO5. per 100.

Hertford,—The following unusual circumstances oc-

curred at the Quarter Sessions of this county, on Mon-

A man named Godfrey, \^as charged with stealing

state of the cash unfc, and the fictitious entries that

had been made, but even after this there ^till appeared to

Ik ii deficiency, 84/. Us. 4c/. Mr. Eidge said he asked

the prisoner Whether he Iiad taken the general deficiency

in cash or notes ; and that he replied in both, and that he

had taken it Bome years since, when his family were in

dktress. Tliis having closed the case for the proeecution,

the counsr! for the defence addressed the jury at con-

Biderable length for the prisoner- He commented in

severe itrnis on the management of the bank, and called

the attention of the jury to the fact that for twenty years

the accounts bad never been balanced, nor the cash

counted by any member of the finn to ice that it agreed

with the Looks. A number of wituesacR were then called

who gave the prisoner a good character, after which the

Recorder summed up, explaining the law, and reading the

evidence. The jury roturned a vcTvlict of " Not GuHty,"
which was received wiili marks of approbation by nume-
rons persons in Court. The other prisoner \\a.s then ar-

gnedonthe same charge, hut no evid^'nce being offered

for the prr cutlon he was acquitted.

Dorchester.—Sii- Jaines Graham has paid a visit to

Ikis constituents in tliis town, on which occasion a public

dinner was given to him. After dinner the customary

toiu : were given» and on the health »jf the Princo of

Wales being proposed, Sir J. Graham roue and siild, that

within the last week he had the satisfaction to hear from the

lips of h'T Maj ty, :it Windsor, a pledge which he had
much pride in repeating oa that occasion. lie heard

her Majesty tell the civil and religious authorities of the

realm assembled within the walls of the Palace of Wind-
iPtnr, that it should he- luu* carc to train up her Royal son

in tlio path^ of virtue uud religion^ and to iixstil iitto his

znind a respeet and veneration for the civil and religious

liberties of the cotmtry—a pledge whidi, he was sure,

her Majesty would fulfil. On his own In ahh being pro-

posed. Sir J, Gxahain addrc^^sed the conn^any at consi-

derable lengtli. After alluding to the recent treaty con-
cluded hetwcf^n the five great powers of Europe, for the

total sappi -lion of the slave-trade, effected by a Go-
vernment uhich, he added, he wius proud tu belong to,

iie said that nothing of much importance had occurred
since he last saw thorn. At a period of great public

difficulty the present nunibters came into power, and
they asked f.u- a email space of time to arrange and pre-

pare their measures Their opponents said that their

recpcst was unreasonable ; but the people of England were
^Borc reasonable, and were r_.. ly to grant what was asked.

It would uot be expected, and would, indeed, be improper
m him to enter into detail on any measures whielj

fovernment might have it in contemplation to propose
;

ut this he might say, that every feeling of gratitude
would prompt them to use every exertion to meet the
reaaunable expectations of the best portion of the com-
munity, and so to form their measures as to meet the
Wishes of the public. The Right Ilun. JJaronct then
allude<l at some length to the speech recently nu^de by
Lord John Russell in answer to the adtlress presented him
by the inhahitanta of I'iymouth ; and remarked 'Mbat
certainly in the West of Jbngluud the sun had gtme down,
the sua of Lord J. Russell had gone down amid a
lowering and angry sky, probably foreboding a stormy
rising in February ; but assuredly he did not anticipate
with much apprehension any measures for displacing the
present ministei-s." He then alluded to the assertion
made by tlie noble Lord on that occ:ision, that the former
Ministry had left to the present Government "an easy
task," This lie endeavoured to prove untrue by entering
at kngth into the state of the country, its relations
abroad, and its conditions at home, which was such^ be
said, as threw on present Ministers anything but an '^ easy
task." He shoald say nothing of the particular course
they should pui-sue ; but that haviSg looked steadily at
the difficulties of the countrv, it would be their duty
manfully to meet those difficulties. The Right Hon.
Baronet then animadverted on the conduct and measures
of the late Ministry, and said that it was not a combina-
tion of mouopolists that overthrew them, but the loss of
the confidence of the people : and that loss of confidence
preceded, and did not follow the loss of the confidence of
rarlument. He concluded by assuring the company that
speakmg for himself, and he was sure that he might
speak also for the head of the administration, Sir R.
reel, they would never consent to drag out a miserable

day.

a quantity of wheat, the property of his mistress, and

convicted on satisfactory evidence. The verdict, how-

ever, had scarcely been recorded, when the counsel for

the pi'isoner moved for an arrest of judgment, on the

ground that an improper affirmation had been adminis-

tered to one of the jurors, a Quaker, or rather that this

juror had made no affirmation at all. The affirmation

repeated to him by the clerk began with, " You being

one of the people called Quakers do solemnly affirm," and

ended with **So help you God." In addition to this in-

formality, the clerk had neglected to require the Quaker

juror to repeat the words of the affinnation after him.

The Court admitted the objection of the counsel, and

ordered the prisoner to be discharged. Shortly after this

occurrence the jury returfied a verdict, in the case of a

young girl charged with shoplifting of " Guilty of stealing,

but without a felonious intention.'' The counsel for the

prisoner submitted that such a verdict was a verdict of

acquittal. The Court also admitted the objection, and

ordered the prisoner to be forthwith discharged.

—

official existence, like the late administration, from year to
year, when the public confidence was forfeited ; but rely.
ing on that confidence so long as they possessed it, they
would proceed hi the fearless disclm-ge of what they
considered to be their duty.
Durham.—We learn from Barnard Castle, in this

county, that the carpet-weavers and others in that town
amountmgto upwards of 120 families, are reduced to
great distress owing to the want of employ, most of the
manufactories having stopped working. Tlie town, it is
added, has been divided into districts, and the habita-
tions of the poor visited to ascertain the nature of each
case of distress ; and the result luis shown that for the
last six or seven weeks the average mcomes of the above
fanillies liave been at the rate of Is. 2id. per head per
week, and that now it will not be more than Is., many
having no employment whatever. A subscription is

making amongst tiic neiglibouring gentry and inhabitants
of the town, and it is proposed, as far as it is practicable
to give employment to those able to work in improving
footpatlis, roads, &c., and also to afford some relief by
supplying corn at a reduced price, in those urgent cases
vhere the parties cannot be employed at outdoor work.

Hastings,—Accounts from this port inform us that the
Madkerel fishery ha^ already commcBced with some pro-

A serious fire has occurred at Tring, in this county,

in the silk factory of Mr. Evans, which is situate at

New-niill-end. Several engines were soon on the spot,

and the fire was speedily subdued, but not before damage
had been done to the amount, it is said, of from 3,000/.

to 4,00"/. The fire appeal's to have originated in the

engiiic-room, A number of operatives will, it is said, be

thrown out of employment in consequence.

Ipswich,—On the night of Friday the 31st nit., a fire

snpj>osed to have been the act of an incendiary, broke

out iu the stack-yard of the Rev, 11. Owen, of Havemng-
ham, in this county ; and but for the active exertions of

the neighbour?, it is thought that not only the stack-yard

which contained 7 corn and hay-stacks, but the barn,
stables, and farming-buildings adjoining, must have been
burnt to the ground. The loss was confined to two
stacks, which were quite consumed. The police hare
be^n active in their endeavours to discover the author of

the fire, and a young man of bad character living in a
neiglibouring parish, who it seems has been twice com-
mitted by Mr. Owen, in his official capacity as magis-
trate, was apprehended on Saturday on suspicion, and
will undergo an examination before the magistrates.

LiverpooL— AXoc^l paper, the Journnl^ gives an ac-
count of the arrival in this city of three Canadian Indians
from Quebec. They are, it seems, on their way to tlie

Colonial Office, bearing with them letters from*^ Colonel
O'llailoran, of the C8th Reg., who has lately, it is said,

been elected great White Chief of the Jlicmacs. They
are described as well-dressed, respectable-looking men
of strong Indian features. One of them is cliief of
the tribe, and the other two have been deputed to accom-
pany him. The chief writes and understands English
pretty well; and the other two,aUliougii they understand
the language, find it rather difficult to speak it."" It does
not appear to be known what is their object in coming to
this country, but one part of it is said to be to solicit the
aid of Government in completing the erection of a Catholic
chapel, which the tribe have commenced, but for want
of funds have not been able to complete,

Manchester,—On Friday night, the 31st ult., another
serious fire occurred in this town, in a large warehouse

g part of Bateman's-buildings, in Blackfriars'-
The premises, which are in the occupation of Mr.

Finch, calenderer and maker-up, and Mr. Thorp, calico-
printer, are situate close to the Jrwell,on the Manchester
side, and consist of a building six stories high. The fire
was first discovered hy a casual passer-by, and it is
thought from the retired situation of the building, that it
must have been burning for some time before it was ob-
scr\-ed. Before the engines could arrive the whole build-
ing was in flames, and there being little hope of saving it,

active exertions were used to preserve the adjoining pro-
perty, for which serious apprehensions we^e for some time
entertained. Ultimately, however, the fire was got under,
without destroying more than the building where it ori-
gmated. The entire loss is estimated at 5000/. Theorit^In
of the fire is not known, the premises having appeared^to
be safe when the workmen quitted them a short time
before.—We noticed in our last the circumstance that
several persons in this town hud been suddenly taken ill
after partaking of sonic mutton broth, which it was con*
eluded must have been poisoned. An analysis, both of

I 1 I u
^""^ '^^^ oatmeal, has since been made, and in

both the presence of arsenic has been clearly detected
Ihe whole affair, however, still continues to be involvedm mystery, although it is said that suspicion has fallen
on some individuals who. some short time since, were in-
mates of the house. No judicial investigation, however
has taken place. All the pnrties who partook of the
poisoned food have sine- recovered from its effects
AV/in^A^m.-Tlie village of Mansfield near this "town

has been thrown mto a state of alarm by the discovery of
another murder. The perpetrator of the crime is ayoung man aged 24, named John Jones, a shoemaker in
the town

; and deceased was a young girl aged 19, namedMary Allen. It appears that the prisoner had some time
since paid his addresses to deceased, which were at first
admitted b^ her parents, but the prisoner becoming dis-
solute in his habits, ihi^y had broken off the connexion
Ibe prisoner, it seems, was much attached to deceasedwho possessed considerable personal attractions : and this
interruptiou to their intercourse is supposed to have led

formm
street.

him to the commission el the crime. Deceased had gone

out on Thursday evening, the 30th ult., induced it would

seem to do so by the prisoner, and not returning for 4
considerable time,|her parents became alarmed, and the

father went in search of her ; but not finding her, he

thought at last of looking in through the window of pri-

soner's room, and there he saw his daughter lying on the

floor quite dead, with her throat cut. The prisoner was

not in the room, but had, it seems, after the commission

of the crime gone to a neighbouring public-house, where

he continued drinking some time. On being apprehended,

he confessed that he had murdered the girl ; that he had

first asked her if she would marry him, and on her statiuj

that her parents would not give their permission, he sail

that she should marry no one else, and murdered her.

He expressed no regret at what he had done, but said

that he had intended to have murdered himself, but that

he was afraid of the responsibility of two murders. He
wished to be hanged, and hoped his example might prove

a warning to others. An ^inquest has been held, and a

verdict returned of " Wilful Murder" against the pri-

soner, who has been committed to take his trial.

Ojford,---We learn from a local paper. The Herald^

that the election of a Professor of Poetry for this Univer-

sity, which 1]^ already given rise to so much discussion,

and created such general interest, is fixed to take place

on Wednesday, the 26th inst.

Shrewsbury/.—John Williams and Joseph Slawson* the

two men apprehended on suspicion of having murdered

Emma Evans at Chirk, have undergone a final examina-

tion before the magistrates. The evidence adduced

against them was only circumstantial and has already

been before our readers. The strongest circumstance

against them was the possession of the bundle containing

articles which have since been identified as belonging to

deceased. The two prisoners concurred, though their

statements were taken separately, in saying that they

found the parcel lying in the road, along which they hap-

pened to be walking together— that they knew nothing as

to whom it belonged, and that they were innocent of all

knowledge of the murder. They were committed to take

their trial.

Southampton.— Intelligence Las been received that

Springfield House, the f^n^ mansion of K. Digby, Esq.,

was on Tuesday entirely destroyed by fire. It seems

that it was first discovered about two in the morning by

a man-servant, who slept over the kitchen apartments,

and who made his escape through a window, and alarmed

the family iu another part of the house, just in time to

save their lives. Mr. Digby, it is stated, has lost by the

fire some very valuable manuscripts,

Stockport,—A meeting was recently held at the Court-

house, to adopt means of relieving the distresses of the

working classes. The rector, seconded by the Rev. J,

W^addington, moved that the meeting regarded with deep

sympathy the present suffering of the working classes m
the borough ; and that to assist in relieving their distress

a public subscription be entered into. Several gentlemen

addressed the meeting, and resolutions were adopted for

carrying their intentions into effect. A general committee

was appointed ; several sums of 50/. and 100/. were im-

mediately subscinbed, and a donation of 500/. was an-

nounced from the Manufacturers' Relief Committee in

London. From statements made by different speakers

during the meeting, it appeared that of 15,823 individuals,

inhabiting 2,065 houses, lately visited under the direction

of a committee appointed for the purpose, 1,204 only were

found to be fully employed, 2,866 partially employed, and

4,148 able to work were wholly without employment.

The remaining 7,405 persons were unable to work.
Windsor.—The morning papers announce, on the au-

thority of a con-espondent, that preparations have already

commenced for enclosing the land intended for the Royal

Gardens at Frogmore. The ground has been set out

under the directions of a surveyor from the office of

Woods and Forests, and comprises about twenty acres Qi

the finest arable land on the Frogmore estate. The soil

consists of a rich sandy loam upwards of three feet in

depth, and is, it is said, in every respect calculated for the

purposes required. The range of glass will extend up-

wards of eight hundred feet in a direct line ; and in tm

centre of this will be erected a cottage, for the residence

of the head gardener. On each side of the cottage there

will be a handsome conservatory, and corresponding
houses throughout the whole line for the production of

pines, grapes, peaches, and other forced fruit. The di-

mensions of these lionscs, however, have not yet been

finally determined upon. At the back of the range of

glass a number of sheds will be constructed for the culti-

\ation of mushrooms, stowage of fruit, potting, toob

houses, &c. ; and this part of the garden will also be ap-

portioned for tlie forcing-pits. There will be a terracb

upwards of twenty feet wide in front of the hothouses,
and the garden will be intersected with bold and uniform
walks. The forcing department will be heated by hot-

water pipes, upon a new and improved principle. Th6
whole will be surrounded by a brick wall twelve feet high,

and the garden, when complete, is expected to be one of

the most perfect in the khigdom. The present gardener's
residence, with the forcing and other houses and buildings
in the Maestricht gardens, which are now to be observed
from the north terrace, will, it is added, be pulled down,
and the garden thrown into the park immediately the
new gardens can be brought into a state of cultivation.

^
Ra\lu:Qys,~^Wt learn from the " Railway Magazine

that the receipts of the railways for the last week are aS

follows
: — Birmingham, 16,907/. ; Great Western,

12,428/.
; Midland Counties, 2,633/. ; North Midland,

3,975/.; York and North Midland, 1,577/.; HuU and
Selby, 810/, ; Northern aod Eastern, 1,121/. ;

Great

le
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Korth of England, 1,200/.; Eastern Counties, 799/,;
Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,767/. ; South Western,
4.449/.; Birmingham and Derby, 1,145/.; Manchester
and Birmingham, 400/.; Manchester and Leeds, 4,004/.

;

Blackwall, b8'M.—Sir F, Smith on Saturday retired from
the office of Inspector-General of Railways, and was suc-

ceeded by Major-Gen. Pasley—An inquest has been held

at Reading on Richard Woolley, another of the passengers

by the luggage train which met with the serious accident

on the Great Western Railway noticed in our last, and
who has died since the previous inquest was held. The
investigation lasted upwards often hours, and excited con-
siderable interest. Nothing new, however, was elicited,

and the only evidence of any importance was that of the
engineer, Mr. Brunei, who was again examined at great

length. That gentleman stated that he arrived at the spot
shortly after the accident occurred, and before the earth

had been removed from the rails ; that he examined the

site carefully and particularly, because he was surprised at

so much mischief having been produced by the compara-
tively small quantity of ground which had slipped, and he
found some large stones which had slipped down with the

clay, being part of a bed of stones, which lies a considera-
ble height up the cutting. One of these stones, probably
two feet square, appeared to have been on the rail just at

the point where he thought the engine first left the line,

and he had no doubt that these stones were the cause of
the accident, as the engine, he considered, would have run
through the clay, and the train have been stopped much
more gradually. He thought that the stones and part of

the slip were still moving at the time of the arrival of the
train, but were nearly all down when the engine ran into

it. In reply to some questions from the jury, he said that

if the passengers had been in the last carriages they would
have escaped of course ; but, generally speaking, it was
not a safe position for them, as they would there be ex-

posed to more danger than in front. Mr. Brunei gave
the same reasons for forming this opinion which were
given by him when asked a similar question at the previous
inquest, namely, that there was more danger of their being
ran into by the fast trains which followed them. He
begged also to add, with respect to the relative safety of
the pas§enger trucks, that he had frequently travelled by
them himself, and at one period generally went by them
once a week to Bristol, as being the last train out of Lon-
don at night ; and taking the speed of travelling into con-
sideration, he considered them rather a safe train than
otherwise. He concluded by saying that the whole line

vas particularly well watched, and that there was no rail-

road in the kingdom which had a stronger body of police
engaged. After some further evidence of no importance,
the jury returned a verdict that '* Richard Woolley came by
his death from a fracture on. the skul>, caused by the en-
gine called the Hecia coming into collision with a mass of
earth, having fallen from the slope of a cutting on the
Great Western Railway, at Sonning, and they are of opi-
nion that the accident might have been avoided had there
been a night police or watch in the cutting. They there-
fore place a deodand on the engine and train of carriages
of the sum of one hundred pounds. And further, they
recommend that the passenger trucks be in future placed
further i'roux the engine."—An inquest has been lield on the
three men killed by the explosion of gunpowder on the
Bristol and Gloucester railway, noticed in our last; and
on Henry Williams, the blacksmith, who has since died of
the mjuries he received. From the evidence of one of
the labourers present at the accident, it appeared that little
precaution was taken for the security of the powder ; that
It was placed in the blacksmith's shop, because there was
DO other place for it, and to keep it dry ; that there were.
at the time two barrels of gunpowder in the shop, one
containing a hundred. weight, for the use of the miners, and
the other several pounds of wet powder placed there to
dry. No precautions were taken to prevent the powder
frocn exploding. When it was opened, a small hole was
made in the head of the barrel with a knife, and that was
sometimes stopped up with a cork or some clay. Any
person that worked at the shafts went for the powder,
sometimes one. and sometimes another ; and it was never
locked up. This evidence having been corroborated by
another of the men who suffered by the accident, the Co-
roner addressed the jury, and expressed his regret that they
had no power to mark in an effectual manner the negli-
gence displayed by those who had the charge of the pow-
der. Verdict, "Accidental death, in consequence of a
large quantity ofgunpowderhaving been improperly placedm the smith's shop ; and the jury regret they had it notm their power to lay a heavy deodand, and wish to express
Iheir strong feeling of the improper management on this
railway. —On Wednesday night, the 22d ult., some ill-
msposed person, as stated by the ** Devizes Gazette,'^
placed a number of large stones on the Great Western
rails, between Box and Bath, just before the approach of

K^^^^
^^^^o- Fortunately the guard-iron of the train,

^hich was bent double by coming into contact with them,m some measure cleared the largest stones, and the wheels
crushing others, no injury was sustained.~On Thursday,
a special general meeting of the Northern and Eastern
naUft-ay Company was held, for the purpose of confirming
ine forfeiture of certain shares on which the calls due

Tw ""P^^*^- The chairman. W. Crawshay, Esq., stated
inat the number of shares to be forfeited had been re-
auced to 50, the calls on the rest having been paid prior
^0 the meeting

; and that of the sum of 240.000/. ordered

^ •^^^'^^'''^'^» 68,000/. had been obtained. The re-
mainder would go towards the Hertford and Ware branch,M the proprietors should so determine, as a dispute had
«i««n with the road trustees. A proprietor suggested the
V^cuxg of an empty carriage before and after those con-
^^^^^^S passengers, for the sake of safety ; in reply to i

which it was stated that there was frequently one heavy
|

carriage so placed, and sometimes two. Mr. Peto.thel
builder, thought the line would be opened to Bishop's
Stortford by 1st April Some conversation followed, and
before the meeting adjourned a check was handed to the
chairman for the calls on 40 of the above shares.

Dublin,
IRELAND. \

The weekly meeting of the Repeal Associa-
tion was held on Wednesday, w hen the Lord Mayor began
the day's proceedings by handing in 11/. 1^., 3flf.|being his
own subscription for the present year; 71. from his seven
sons, as members, and 1/. 1^. from his twenty-one grand-
children, as associate members. The Secretary read a
letter from the managers of the New York Repeal Asso-
ciation, inclosing an extract from the will of Felix O'Neill,
deceased, who bequeathed 500 dollars to Mr. O'Connell,
towards forwarding the Repeal of the Union. The Lord
Mayor said that he received this bequest in the spirit in

which it was offered. IF he had given up the repeal ques-
tion previously to this bequest, he should have been guilty
of political dishonesty; but if he abandoned it now, he
should be guilty of knavery. This was his retaining fee

in the cause of Ireland against her oppressors, and while
he had the power it should bind him to her service. He
concluded by calling on the Association to join him in an
expression of gratitude to the memory of the donor; and
the Americans generally, for their sympathy and support.
An address was also read from the Repeal Association of
Norfolk, Connecticut, to the Lord Mayor, congratulating
him on his election to the mayoralty, and inclosing 20/.

towards the association. The Lord Mayor again spoke
at considerable length on the subject of American sym-
pathy, and proceeded to deliver his usual weekly address
on the subject of Repeal, but no new topic of any interest

w^as introduced.

Louth.—A repeal meeting was held at Dundalk, in this

county, on Saturday, at which Mr. O'Connell was pre-
sent. It was numerously attended, and Mr. O'Connell'
delivered an address at great length on the ordinary topics

connected with the subject of Repeal. He said that he
struggled for repeal because it would enable Ireland to

get rid of a hostile Ministry, and every other grievance,

now called a rent-charge, but which he hated under one
name just as much as under another : and there was, he
added, that abominable tithe rent-charge, the very reflec-

tion on which prevented him from sleeping on his bed,
'* The Repeal of the Union," concluded Mr. O'Connell,
" would cause the exclusion from Ireland of everything

that was not of Irish manufacture. It would revive and
extend the manufactures of the country ; it would enlarge

her commerce, and give fair play to all ; it would confer

upon every man 2 1 years of age a right to vote, protect

him by the introduction of the ballot, and would restore

Ireland to the full noontide of justice. Every man,
woman, and child, must enrol themselves in the Repeal
Associtition. It was the easiest thing in the world- He
asked only a farthing a week, a penny a month, or a shil-

ling a year. Let them grant his request, and he pledged

himself that in six months after he had obtained 3,000,000

of Repealers he would have a Parliament in College-green.

It was not the shilling, but the man at the back of it, that

produced the effect ; and that was the way in which he

wanted his exertions to operate and to tell.'' After the

meeting there was a public dinner, at which a great num-
ber of persons were present.

Sligo.—The following murder was committed a few days

ago near Grunge, in this county :—Two labouring men
went into a whisky-shop to drink, and after sitting some
time talking, one of them palled a knife from his breast,

and stabbed his companion to the heart. He then walked

out as if intending to return in a few moments; but not

doing so, the landlord went into the room to see what the

other man was about, when he found him lying on the

ground insensible, bleeding profusely, and the knife still

in the wound. The murderer has not yet been appre-

hended, nor is the cause of quarrel known which led to

the perpetration of the deed*

Waterford,-'Oxk Wednesday, the 29th ult., the Marquis

of Waterford had several of his hounds destroyed by poison,

which had been laid for them while hunting in the covert

of Dungan. The gentlemen who hunt with his Lordship

are to hold a meeting for the purpose of trying to discover

the authors of the outrage.—The following singular scene

took place on Sunday, the 26th ult., in the Protestant

Cathedral of this city. A member of the Society of

Friends, named Joshua Jacob, accompanied by a female

friend, both attired in white garments, entered the church

during Divine service, and remained standing in silence

close by the stalls of the dean and chapter till the service

had concluded, and the congregation vere preparing to

depart. Mr. Jacob and his friend then advanced a few

paces in front, when the former proceeded to address the

congregation. After looking around the church and the

persons assembled in it with an expression of concern and

pity, he cried out with a loud voice—"This is not the

house of the Lord Jesus Christ; this is the house of

Babylon." The deep and firm tone in which this was
uttered, and the singular appearance and manner of the

parties, produced considerable sensation among the con-

gregation- On being requested by the clergyman to leave

the church, Mr. Jacob remonstrated, and said the Lord
had sent and inspired him to raise his voice against the

abominations practised there. The two friends, however,

quietly retired from the church on being further urged.

Limerick.—This city was a few days since thrown into

a state of considerable alarm by the report of a serious

accident said to have occurred ia the Shannon to the

steamer plying between Portumna and this city, which

was istated to have foundered with 36 persons on board.

It was afterwards ascertained that she struck during the
night upon Cow Island, but the flyboat and passengers
escaped, having, however, suffered great privations from
want of food.—A local paper, the Chronicle, states that
this city will shortly be raised by the Customs Departmant
to a first-class port.

King*s Countf/.—An account appeared in some of the
papers last week of a serious outrage committed at Phi-
lipstown on a poor idiot, by a number of gentlemen, the
majority of whom, it is said, were officers. The circum-
stances attending the outrage, which terminated in the
man's death, were so extraordinary that the report was not
at first credited. It has. however, been since confirmed,
and there appears to be little doubt of the truth of the
main facts, which are briefly as follows. The man.
who, as before stated, was an idiot, after being subjected
to various acts of outrage, was finally smeared over
with oil and turpentine, and then, in order it is said to
make him run, set fire to, whereby he was burnt to death.
An inquest was held, when the jury returned a simple
verdict of ** Accidental death." The parties concerned
were said to be oiEcers, on a visit in the vicinity of the
town. An inquiry is expected to be instituted into the
affair.

SCOTLAND.
EdtJihurgh.'^HhG directors of the railway from thii

city to Glasgow have made an experimental trip along the
line, preparatory to its opening to the public, which, it Is

stated, will take place on the 1st of February,
Glasf/otv,—Two large establishments in this city, one

that of a corn-meichant, Messrs. Bannaiyne, and the
other, Messrs. Wingatc and Co., wholesale wareliousemen,
both in extensive business, have stopped payment. The
debts of the two are said to exceed 400,000/.' These fail*

ures. it is feared, will seriously affect the town of Paisley,

and add to the already depressed state of the trade in that
place. We also learn that an old and respectable ship-
building firm in Leith has become insolvent, in conse-
quence, it is said, of an unfortunate law-suit.

Grcejioch,—An accident of a serious nature has oc-
curred in this town, at the ship-building yard of Messrs.
Scott and Co. It appears that a large vessel^ intended
for the East India trade, was launching in the presence of
a number of spectators, the deck of the ship being
crowded with boys to the number of from 150 to 200.
While she was gliding down the slips the ballast suddenly
shifted, when she fell to one side, and sunk gradually till

her masts were covered, and the water was within two feet

of the hatch^ Immediate assistance was afforded, by
means of boats, to the lads, who were carried with the
vessel into the stream, hanging on by the side which was
uppermost ; and fortunately the whole of them were
saved without any lives being lost.

Renfrew.—W« noticed in our last a public meeting
which had been held by the noblemen and gentry of this

county, to inquire into and propose some measure of re-

lief for the existing distress so extensively experienced ia
ail parts of the county, and at which it was resolved that
a memorial on the subject should be forwarded to Govern-
ment. Sir R. Peel has since acknowledged the receipt of
this memorial, which, he says, he has read with great at-

tention and with painful interest, conveying as it does so
serious a statement of the distress which prevails in the
town of Paisley and the neighbouring villages, and that

he will not fail to avail himself of an early opportunity of
bringing it under the notice of his colleagues. The Right
Hon. Baronet adds, that he cannot close his acknowledg-
ment of their communication without expressing his sin-

cere satisfaction at learning that the privations to which
the labouring classes have been necessarily exposed have
affected the general health in a less degree than might
have been expected, and without at the same time record-

ing, as the head of her Majesty's Government, his grate-

ful sense of those local exertions which have been made
with so much perseverance, liberality, and sound judg-

ment, for the mitigation of the sufferings of the unem-
ployed in the neighbourhood of Paisley,

Ross-shire,—A severe shock of an earthquake was ex-

perienced at Kintail, and several of the neighbouring
parishes in this county, on the 20th ult-, at 4 p.m. It it

said that there was nothing peculiar in the state of the

weather, or the appearance of the day, excepting a calm-

ness in the atmosphere, not uncommon even at this sea-

son of the year. There was no recurnnce of the shock.

The noise which usually accompanies such visitations, like

the rushing of water or the rattling of a carriage, is repre-

sented as very distinct. It appears that there has been an
unusual prevalence of lightning with occasional thunder in

the west and north Highlands this winter, but this seems

to be the only case of earthquake ia the same districts

which has been experienced. ^

iilfscdlancous.
The Niger E^rpedilion,—We are informed by the

Shipping Gazelle, that further accounts have been re-

ceived of this expedition, derived from a private letter,

which states that " the Alberi alone remains ia the

river ; that she has but twelve white men remaining, be-

sides the captain, surg«on, and three or four other offi-

cers.'' Two of the twelve men spoken of by the writer,

it is added, were taken ill before his letter was closed, and

an early departure from the coast was anxiously looked

for. In confirmation of the facts contained in tWs letter,

another correspondent writes, that '' iotelJigence has beea

received that the expedition has become dispirited ; that

the whole of the steamers would reodeavoaa at Ascensioa

on the 1st Jan., and that the Wilberforce, which waaio-

tended to r«fiain in tb** Tsiger until the next season, had

ah-eady arrived at Aaceniuon, ?1ie expeditiQn, however.
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was reported to have left colotiics up the>'iger; but what

^\l\\ be their fate without any establiaiment to comujuui-

cate with outaitle, it is perhaps not difficult to foretelL

Neiopapers in C/li/m.—^Ve learn from a recent num-

ber of the Asiatic Journal, that there exists throughout

China only a single oewspaper, which is publuhed at

Pekin, and bears the title of *' King-paoit;' or *' Mes-

senger of the Imperial Residence/' Neither in its form,

which is that of a pamphlet, nor its contents, does it bear

a resemblance to the political journals of Europe or Ame-

rica. The supreme council of the empire, in which the

niinisters have seats, asbemble in the Imperial Palace at

Pckin. Every day, at an early hour, copious extracts on

the subjfcrs decided or examined on the previous evening

by the Emperor are stuck upon a board in one of the

courts of the palace. A collection of these extracts com-

poses the annals of the Government, in which are to be

found the materials for the history of the Chinese em-

pire; hence all the government boards and public esta-

blishments arc required to have copies made daily of all

proceedings which have been under consideration, that

they maybe prr-t-rved in the archives. The provincial

bokirds receive these records through their post servants,

whom ihey maintain in the capital for this sole object;

but, in order that all the people of the empire may obtain

» certain decree of ^ juaintance with the state and pro-

gress of public affairs, the extract* placarded are, with the

•I

permission of government, printed at Pekiu totire, with-

out changing a single word, or omitting a single article.

This is iho Pchin Gazette, or newspaper of China, which

comprises all the orders that have been submitte<l to the

approbation or ^examination nf the Emperor by hi:* niirtis-

teraat Ptkin» and by the different provincial authorities,

as well as by the commanders of military corps. Appoiot-

ments to posts, piomolions, sentences, puuij^hments, re-

ports from the different departments of the public ser-

vice, are, consrc]uently, the principal matters contained in

tils publication ; and the reports made by the Imperial

officers upon particular occurrences are thus brought to

the knowledge of tlie Wiirld. Occasionally, the provincial

reports contain interesting notices of physical phenomena.

This Gazette may be subscribed for by the year, or for an

indefinite period, and it ceases to be forwarded as soon as

notice is given that it is no longer desired. The amount

of the subscription is a leang, or tacl, a quarter, being

about 8j. id, per annum. Those only who reside iu the

capital have the advantage of receiving the Gazette every

day ut a certain hour; but as there is no regularly esta-

blished post in China, the paper does not reach distant

parts of the empire till very lt»ng after publication.

Hhhofiric of Jerusalem.—An official statement, which

may be interesting to < ur readers, with reference to the

recently-established bishopric of the United Church of

England and Ireland at Jerusalem, has just been pub-

lished by dulhority. We are ioformcJ by it that the King

of Prussia, who originated this design, had in view not

only tlie great advantages to be derived from its adoption,

with reference to the conversion of the Jews, but also the

spiritual superintendence and care of such of his own sub-

jects as might be disposed to lake up their abode in Pales-

tine, and to join themselves to the church so formed at

Jerusalem ; and that there is reason to expect that a con-

siderable number of German as well as English Christians

will be attracted to the Holy Land by the influence of

strong religious feelings. The principal object, therefore,

to which the consecration of Bishop Alexander appears

to be intended as subsidiary, is the settlement of a new
religious colony, consisting partly of Knglishmen and
partly of Geru;ans, in the Holy Land. The Archbishop

of Canterbury, having first consulted the Bishops who
attended the Convocation in August last, assented to the

King of Prussia's proposal, and obtained power, as our
readers are aware, to carry it into effect. The practical

arrangements made, and the plan laid down for the per-

formance of the functions of the new Bishop, are detailed

as follows :—The endowment of the see is to be 1,200/,

per annum. Half of this sum consists of the interest of

15,000/. given by the King of Prussia ; the other half is

to arise from an equal amouat which it is expected will

be raised by voluntary contributions in England. This
capital is to be invested, upon the first advantageous
opportunity, in land situate in Palestine, whence it appears
that the institution is to be permanent ; and that the
Bishop is to be independent, in point of income, of his

spiritual superiors in this country. The Bishop is to be
nominated alternately by the two Crowns of England and
Prussia ; the Archbishop of Canterbury having an abso-
lute right of veto upon the Prussian nominations. The
Bishop will be subject to the Archbishop of Canterbury
as his Metropolitan, and his spiritual jurisdiction will ex-

tend over the English clergy and congregations, and over

those who may join his church, and place themselves
under his episcopal authodty, in Palestine, and. for the

present, in the rest of Syria, Chaldea, Egypt, and Abys-
sinia ; such jurisdiciion being exercised, as nearly as may
be, according to the laws and customs of the Church of
England. The statement goes on to explain the several

duties of the Bishop, and the institutions which are to be
established under him at Jerusalem ; the more important

of which are that his chief missionary, care is to be di-

rected to tlie conversion of the Jews, to their protection,

and to their useful empHoyment ; and that a college is to

bt' established for the purpose of educating, in strict con-

formity with the doctrines of the United Church of Eng-
land and Ireland, Jewish converts, Druses, and other

Gentile converts, and, if the funds of the college should be

sufficient, the large body denominated Oriental Christians.

Statistics of Great Britain,—An interesting report has

been published by the Registrar-General, containing a

detailed account of the causea of death in England and

2,! 39 in spring,

Mr. Farr ob-

Wales ; from which the following abstract, embodying the

chief points of interest in it. is taken. The report com-

mences with a statement of the number of murders regis-

tered in 1838 and 1839. These were 156, of which 103

were male, and 53 females. An analysis is also given of

the ages and other particulars; but the table extends to

a greater length than our space will afford. Much tabular

evidence is given with reference to the influence of tem-

perature on the rate of mortality ; from which it appears,

by the experiments of iMr. Farr. that the degree down to

which the mean monthly temperature falls in Dec, Jan.,

and Feb. determines to a great extent the mortality during

the winter season. Of diseases affecting the organs of

respiration 12,1 10 died in winter. 9,890 in spring, 3,433

in summer, and 11.008 in autumn. Of diseases of the

organs of digestion^ 1,982 died in winter,
"

2,97a in summer, and 2,2GJ in autumn

serves, that meteorologists have remarked that the mean

temperature of Oct. represents very nearly the mean tem-

perature of the year and the place; and that facts show

that the oiortality lises progressively as the mean temper-

ature falls below the mean temperature of Lon-

don (50 deg. 5); the deaths in the week rising to

1.000 and upwards, when the temperature of night

falls below the freezing-point of wnter, and to 1,200 when

the mean temperature of day and night descends a degree

or two lower than 32 deg. The rise in the mortality is

iumiediate, but the effects of the low temperature go on

acrumulating, and continue to be felt '^0 or 40 days after

the extremities of the cold have passed away. A long list

then follows of the cases included under the term

" Violent deaths ;** from which it appears that there were

953 uicides, of whom C3G were males, and 307 females.

Persons poisoned, 24 ; overlaid by mother, 32 ; and va-

rious other lists, from accidents and otherwise, of less in-

terest. A valuable table is also given, representing a view

of all the diseases which have proved fatal in England and

Wales, classified according to their pathological characters.

The following selection gives the more general affectionSj

with the number of persons who died of them. It appears

that 18.151 died of inflammation of the lungs, of which

10.000 were males, and 8,151 females. Consumption

killed 59,559, of whom 28,106 were males, and 31,453

females. 25,408 died of convulsions ; 14,245 males, and

11,163 females. Typhus fever was fatal to 15,666; 7,643

males and 8,023 females, 15.143 deaths were attributed

to debility; 6,524 to inflammation of the stomach and

bowels conjoined; 9,131 to smallpox, 10,537 to measles,

10,329 to scarlet fever. 8,165 to hooping-cough, 5,183 to

asthma, 4.1''2 to croup, 394 to cholera, 215 to gout,

4,9-iO to inflammation, the part not stated; 1,151 to

scrofula, 5,293 to apoplexy, 4,910 to paralysis, sudden
death 3,693, 299 to the stone, 130 were starved to death,

218 died of intemperance, 424 of insanity, and 35,063

of old age. There appears to be a great disparity be-

tween tlie numbers of violent deaths which took place in

1839 in the mining districts, and those which occurred in

the agricultural parts of the country. In the former
they amounted, from all descriptions of accidents, to

1,164, among a population, according to the census of

1831, of 864,934 persons ; whereas, in the latter districts

(Noi-folkand Suffolk), the agricultural, there werebut 511
violent deaths in a population of 682,788 persons. In

1839 the deaths in the London hospitals, including St.

George's, Charing Cross, Middlesex, London Fever, the

Small-Pox, North London, Westminster, St. Bartholo-
mew, London, Guy's, St. Thomas's, Greenwich, and the
Dreadnought, were as follows :— Epidemic, endemic, and
contagious diseases, 438 ; total deaths from these affec-

tions in the Metropolis, 9j588 ; of the nervous system in

the hospitals, 161 ; in the Metropolis, 7,480; of the re-

spiratory organs. 584 in the hospitals, and 13,198 in the
Metropolis ; of the organs of cii'culatiou, 112 and 933 ; of
the digestive organs, 134 and 2,989 ; of the urinary or-
gan?, 87 and 212 ; of the oi'gans of locomotion, 58 and
257 ; of the skin, 20 and 55 ; of uncertain seat, 386 and
5,172 ; old age, 56 and 3,428 ; violent deaths in the hos-
pitals, 390 ; causes not specified, 50 in the hospitals, and
403 in the Metropolis. Total deaths in the Metropolitan
hospitals in 1830, 2,491 ; in the Metropolis, 45,441. A
very large proportion of the deaths in the Metropolis oc-
curred to infants within a year old ; 8,839 died at that
time of life ; 6,988 at one year; 3,<>77 at three ; 2,349 at

!

five; 8G0 at ten; 1,034 at fifteen; 3,0(;0 at twenty

;

3,665 at

166 ut

The re-

3,6'i5 at thirty ; 3,772 at forty; 3,412 at lifty

sixty ; 3,161 at seventy ; 1,257 at eighty

;

ninety ; and 3 at one hundred years of age.

mainlng portions of the report consists of tables, showino-
the extent to which various diseases have prevailed
through the agricultural and manufacturing districts of
England and Wales ; but they are of less interest to the
general reader, and too voluminous to be given hero.

Bank-note Circulation. -^A statement has been pub-
lished in the Gazette containing the monthly circulation of
the Bank of England and the county banks, embracing the
period of four weeks preceding the 11th Dec. From this
return it appears that the total circulation in England
during the above period was 25,228,023/., showing a de-
crease, as compared with the preceding four weeks ending
the 13th Nov., of 1,546,835/. Of this diminution in the
amount of the circulation, 773,000/. is the decrease in the
circulation of the Bank of England; 570.612/. is the de-
crease in the issues of the private banks ; and 203,323/. is
the decrease in the notes of the joint-stock banks. The
returns frum Scotland show a slight increase, and those
from Ireland a slight decrease, but in both cases the dif-
ference is inconsiderable. As compared with the four
weeks preceding the 24th July the decrease in the total
circulation of England is 2,074.460/., of which amount
1,684,000/. h the diminution of the circulation of the Bank

of England. The average amount of bullion in the Bank

of England during the four weeks preceding the Uth
Dec. was 5,031,000/.. being an increase as compared witk

the former return of 813,000/. ; and as compared with the

return at the end of July the increase is 20,000/.

Hab,
Pbkbogativk Col-rt.—In the Goodie of Ellen Leslk.—ThU was an

important case, affecting the validity of a will, not attested according

to the forms of the new law. The deceased, a -widow, died at

Brighton on the l4th Nov. , leaving personal property of the value of

ahout 5,000/. A wiU of deceased, dated the 1st Oct., purported to

have been executed in the presence of Mr. Gurdon, of Assington-

hall, Suffolk, and ?ir Matthew Tiemey, Bart. From the joint affi-

davit of these two gentlemen it appeared that deceased, on thedaj

the paper bore date, produced the same to Mr. Gurdon, declaring it to

be her will, and requested him to sign his name thereto as a witness,

which he did in her presence (the will having been previously signed

by her) ; thnt within a day or two after she produced the paper to Sir

Matthew Tieruey, and acknowledged her signature thereto, going over

the same with a dry pen, and declared it to be her will, requesting

him to sign his name thereto as a witness, which he accordingly did.

Deceased, however, did not sign or acknowledge her signature to the

paper in the presence of the witnesses when ** present at the same

time/' as required by the act.—Dr. Bayford moved for probate of the

paper ; but Dr. Daubeny (who presided for Sir H. Jenner) rejected

the motion.—Several other motions were disposed of, principally cases

of neglect by testators and attesting witnesses of the simple pro-

visions of the late act, whereby the intentions of the framers appear

to be constantly defeated. «„„^
TATTERSALL'S—Thursuay.

OERBV.
The following were the only bets Uid —

BOO to 50 agst Attila and Chatham I 400 to 10 agst Auckland
625 S5 Barrier and Oefier | IWO 16 Joanna c (taken aeve-

270 iO Robert de (Jorham I ral times)

400 10 AVilliamde Fortibus I

OAKS.
35 to 1 agst Colonel Westcnra's Rapture (taken to 50/.)

»

MARK LANE, Friday, Jax. 7.—The Wheat trade continues

exceedingly flat, and several parcels of English are left unsold, for

which Monday's prices are asked. Foreign is completely neglected,

and scarcely a transaction has taken place. There is some inquiry for

Bonded, but the holders will not give way in prices, consequently

nothing has been sold.—Barley is unaltered in value.— I'eas and Beans

go off slowly at our quotations,—The great decline in Oats has pro-

duced a better demand, and the trade has recovered the heaviness of

Wednesday, and in some instances a trifling advance has been realised.

BRITISH, per Imperial Quarter.

Wheat, Esses, Kent, and Suffolk . , , White
____ Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yuik^liire . . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, I.incolnshire and Yorkshire . , , .

-^— Northumberland and Scotch . . . ,

—— Irish ..••
Rvs. .•».•••« »••••
Beani, Mazagan, old and new . $6 to 38

Pigeon, Heligoland . . . S6 to 44
Whtte ?6 m 38Peai,

Pol !i rids

Feed
Feed

* Tiik
Windj.
Maple

«. #
56 to 7S
64 10 efi

26 lr>32

18toS3
£2 to aa
1 4 to to
SI) to 42
£7 to 40
46 to 50

32 to 34

«• *.

Red 66 tofi4

U hite fOio.64

Grind. £4 tnsg
Feed IBtoJj
FnLiitu SO toM
Fuftito 18 to a

Hairow 30 to U
Lonppod ?2 to 40

G rey ao CO i3

WKEKl-Y IMPERIAL AVEHAGES

Nov.
Dec.

se
a
10
17
S4
31

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver,

Duties

1

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. Iseant.

64 9 3S 4 22 6 44 7 ;

41 S

63 6 31 9 22 2 44 & BB 4

63 7
1

30 9 22 2 44 8 39

63 9 30 5 21 fi 99 S 37 9
1

1 62 10 30 2 21 1 44 8 87

63 L Sd 9 10 7^ 43 6 36

4

63 3
h

30 ID 21 8

15 3

43 C

6

SG 5

IS 6
• S3 8 ! 16 to

Peai
40 9
39 7
39 i

39
36 6

37 2

38 9

12 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS H. A. Baber, Lindrield, Sussex, mhUster—J. Biukett,

Great Bourtnn, OxibrdBhire, sheep-deaIer_G. Barnard, Portsea, fORl mtTchaBt

—B. Ward, Charlotte lerrace, Neiviut, Lambeth, boot and shoe niaUer—W.
H Apsey, Globe Wharf, Knthcrhithe, ship breaker,
BAXKIIUPTCIES SUPERtiEDED_J Hey, jun, Halifax, carpenter-C.

Ewhank. I^iverpool, merfhyijt. "

BANKRUPTS _R. Collin^on and W. Brown Oxford-sireet. upholsterer*—

T. H Furd. Roirhford, EsaffK. vigtualltT—G. D. Clark, ^irand, newspaper

vendor—J. J. Sihenek, Addle-street, City, merchant—J- Bisshopp, Wesibui-

ton,hu.«5ex,infiiket ^'Hrdcner—J. Lusionabe, Plymouth, maltiter— \V. Wtliianis,

Cowarne, Hertfordshire torn dealer—W. Gibb, Alnwick, NorlhumbfrUmd,
currier— W- Swift, Manchester, mercer—G. Gillard, Plymouth, tea dealer—

T. WiK)d, jim., HeathHelds, Yorkshire, merchant—W. William?, Moon-street,

Briainl, builder-W Barntield, Mark lane.. City, wine meichant- W. I>urrant,

Brinhtun, \\harf^nKcr—G. Swift, Manchester. tiiilnr-J. Shard, Liverpoolf

victualler-M. Paikes, Goldt-n-square, piintEcller-Samuel Tarboitou, Leeds,

chemist.
SCOTCH SE(2UESTRATIONS.-J. Wilson, Dundee, butcher—D- Chrystie,

GlaPffow, iranutacturer—J. M'Millan, NewbiKKinR. Musselburgh, jtrov"—'^

M'Gibbtm, Inverai-y, writer—A. Milne, Aberdei^n, inerihant— A. Keith ano

Co., PaiBley, manufacturers—Wallace, Mwuro, and Co., GIa^Kow, merchaDts—
A- M'Phail, Lawriestnn, Glaajfow, provision merchant—J. Koiburffh and A.

Roxburgh, Pai^ley, manufacturers—D Lister, Edinburgh, corn dealer-

BIRTHS—On the 6th inst., in (Jn^svenoz-street, the Lady Mary Farqufcir,

of a son—On the 6th inst., at 45, Cambridge-terrace, Hyde Park, the lady of ^.

Murray, Esq., Jnn„ of Phitiphaugh, ot a son and beir—On the 4lh in»t., at 1»

Chcsti-r plate, ReKent's Park, the lady of F. V. Lee, Esq., of a dauf^ter—UB

the 4th inst., at Crabbett, SuMex, the lady of F. S. Hunt, Esq., of a danBhter—
On the fith inst.. at Sompting, SuBtex, the lady of S. R- PartridKe* E»q,ot »

son-On the 6th inst., the lady of A- Beck, Esq., of a danKhter—At BarnataiNft

iJevonshire, on the 5th inst , the lady of Major C A. Munro, of a ^auebfer—
On the.^lst ult ,at Merivale ball, in the county of Warwick, the lady of W. »•

Du^dale, Esq , M-P., of a daughter. ,, , ,MARRIKD—On Wednesday, at Fulham Church, the Rev. J. H. Ma**;
- — . _ ^ . . -iideK

€th inst., at St. Mark's Church, Kennington. R- C. Barton, E^l-
*»'"='.^'^J'

Lambeth, to Sophia, Jetoad daughter of the laie F. M'Gowran, Esq, of spriag*

field, 5urr*'y. « , r tt.t.
DIED.-On the 29th ult.. at Tre^rothnan, the Rj^ht Hon. the Earl of !»>

mouth—Suddenly, of apoplexy, on the 30th ult., Edward Howard, Esq .s'^t'™

of " Kaitlin the Reefer • and other navnl tales—On the I'Sth ult., at Merwjun.

ly ol the t^AAt India Uompany * *^m".—j - . ,

a^ed 7a-At EdinburKh, on the 3oih ult., H. S. Wedderburn, Esq.,*'* V V:'.

derbu—Onthe7th in»t„ Lieut-Col. Basset, Governor of the Militiiry Knignu
ot Windsor, agtd 85.
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SATURDAY. JANUARY 15, 1842. Prick 6d.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN for the year 1842. The Ex-
hibitions will take place in the months of May, June, and July,

upon Saturdays, under the following reg-ulatious.

EXHIBITORS.
All persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at

liberty to send subjects for exhibition.

DELIVERY OF OBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION".
Exhibitors are earnestly requested to notify in writing", previ-

ously to the day of meeting, what plants they intend to supply, in

order that due provision may be made for the proper distribution

of the specimens, &c. on the exhibition tables. The best places

will be secured for those who comply with this request. .

L As it is necessary that the judges should proceed to consider

the respective merits of the exhibitions by 10 a. m., and as it is

absolutely indispensable that the tables should be arranged by
that time, it has been determined that no subject for exhibition

shall be admitted into the Garden after half-past 8 o'clock in the

morning; and if the owners of any locked-up boxes, or other

cases, should not be in the Exhibition-tent at the said hour, such
cases or boxes must be excl uded from competition for medals.

All specimens, whether of fruit or flowers, will remain un-
touched until after 6 o'clock, when they will be delivered into

the bands of the Exhibitors, who are most particularly requested
not to give away their cut flowers in the tents, as much confusion
has been found to arise from that practice.

ADMISSION OF EXHIBITORS.
Exhibitors, or other persons required to assist in bringing in

the objects for exhibition, will be admitted before half past 8 in

the morning at the Carter's-yard entrance gate.
Every principal exhibitor of subjects for which medals arc

specifically offered will be furnished with one pass-ticket, which
is not transferable, for which he is requested to apply before 10

o'clock, at which hour the Garden will be cleared of all persons
not officially detained there.

Exhibitors may re enter the Garden after 1 o'clock, when they
will be required to give up their pass-tickets at tJie Carter*s-yard
gate.

FLOWER- STANDS.
No box or stand shall exceed eight inches in height at the

back, or eighteen inches in depth from front to back. The lids

of all boxes must either be loose or made to unhinge. No box
with a fixed lid will, on any pretence, be allowed to stand upon
the tables. If a box not constructed of the dimensions above
given is sent in, it may be placed on the tables, if there is room
ifor it, but it is liable to exclusion.

MEDALS AND REWARDS.
The Society distributes the following Medals and Rewards;

namely, ^ s. d.

C. The Certificate . . , value 10

SB. Silver Banksian Medal 10
SK. Silver Knightian ditto ... • . .150
LS. Large Silver ditto . • . . . , 1 15 o
SG. Large Silver Gilt ditto . , • • .40.0
GB. Gold Banksian ditto . . . - 7
GK. Gold Knightian ditto . , • . . 10
LG. Large Gold ditto 20 o
Exhibitors to whom any of these shall be aw*arded can exchange

them one for another, or may receive their value in money, or in
plate. If within one month after the Third Exhibition of the year
no intimation shall have been received from au exhibitor of the
manner in which he desires bis medals to be disposed of,' all the
medals due to him will be prepared and transmitted to him

;

through the usual public conveyances, without further notice.
[

In ca^e an exhibitor shall receive a first prize in any one letter,
I he shall not be entitled to receive any other medal in the same
\ letter.

SUBJECTS OF EXHIBITION.
These will be divided into Classes, as explained further on.

.
No articles not of horticultural produce will be allowed to be

• placed upon the tables.

I

Exhibitors will do well to make themselves acquainted with
the arrangements described in the following list, as they will in
all cases be required to sign a declaration stating under what let-
ter their plants are to be shown; and they are particularly re-
quested to take notice, that if errors in the awards of the judges

^

should occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of exhi-
bitors in filling up such declarations, the Society cannot under-
take to rectify such errors afterwards.

.
^
To enable the officers of the Society to attach names to the ob-

[
jects exhibited, it is requested that correct lists may be delivered

I

to the clerk as soon as the exhibitor reaches the Garden.
> Class I.—Flowers for which Nurserymen and Private Growers

exhibit independently of each other.

J

A. Greenhouse Azaleas, to be shown in numbers not exceeding
12, GB, LS, SK. ^

I
B. Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
C. Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
D. Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB,

I
E. Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 species, GK, SG, LS, SK,
F. Cape Heaths, in collections of six species, GB, LS, SK.-—

N.B. No person who shows in E will be allowed to exhibit
i

also in F,

p
G. Exotic Orchidaceje, in collections of not fewer than six spe-

cies, GB, LS, SK, ^

;
II. Exotic Orchidaceie, in single specimens, LS, SK, SB.
I. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots, not ex-

it
ceeding 12 to a cast, GB, LS, SK, SB.

K. Pelargoniums, in collections of six varieties, in pots, not ex-
i ceeding eight to a cast, SG. LS^ SB.
L. Rhododendrons, in pots, not fewer than 12 plants, in 12 va-

) neties, LS, SK, SB.
M. Moss Roses, SK, SB.
N. Common Garden Roses, exclusive of aU Chinese or Chinese

Hybrids. LS, SB. SK.
O. Chmese or Hybrid Roses, such as Bourbon, Noisette, Tea-

scented, and similar varieties, LS, SB, SK.—N.B. No ex-
hibitor of Roses can be allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.
ran of tables for all his Roses, which, being double, is
equal to 30ft. of boxes. If any Exhibitor gains the first
medals in M, N, and in O, he will be entiUed to a Gold
Banksian medal instead of the three Silver ones,

,

^' Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of from
plants, GK. GB, SG, LS.

W- htoye or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of from 15 to 20
j

plants. GB, LS, SK.
,

«•• btovc or Greenhouse Plants, in collectiona of six distinct spe-
cies, LS, SK.— N.B. Persons exhibiting in P and Q will not
be allowed to compete iu R also.

2; Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.
i-5shrubby Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK. SB.

f^f^^'^^lt-^^'"^^^^^^^ ^^^ which aU persons arc admitted to equal

^
^ompetition :— ^

'' ^"^^^ections of Stove or Greenhouse Climbers, GK. CB. LS,
i

fr'lv.-N.B. The Gold Knightian medal is not to be awarded
5 V T ^^' f̂ewer than 12 distinct kinds.
; ^ ™1 Cacti in flower, LS, SK.

'^ • Single specimens of Ornamental Plants LS, SK, SB, C.

50 to 60

X. Miscellaneous Flowers, SK, SB, C— N.B. Cockscombs,
Hydrangeas, and cut flowers are altogether excluded from
prizes.

Y. Seedling Florists' Flowers, SK, SB, C.—N.B. Every seedling
must be shown singly, and must be marked with the name
it is to bear. The same seedling cannot gain a prize more
than once in the season. Pelargoniums are to be shown
in single trusses, with a single leaf, so far below the flowers
as not to support them ; and they are not to be dressed
with cotton or wool, or any similar substance, but must be
shown exactly as they grow on the bush.

Class III.— Fruit, for which market-frnrdcners, or persons in
the habit of regularly supplying the market, and private growers,
exhibit independently of each other.—N.B. All Fruit must be ripe
and well-coloured ; if the contrary, it will be disqualified.
Z, Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consisting of at least

three different kinds. Peaches and Nectarines being con-
sidered as only one kind, GK, GB, LS.—N.B. Cucumbers
Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar kitchen-garden produce,
are excluded from this letter.

AA. Grapes. SG, LS, SK, SB.
BB. Pine-apples, SO, LS, SK, SB.
CC. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens, SK, SB.
DD. Miscellaneous Fruit, SK, SB, C.

JUDGES.
The Judges hai^e the power of increasing or diminishing the

number and value of the Silver Medals offered by the Society for

particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals or Certi-

ficates in cases not contemplated iu these regulations, if they
think it necessary to do so.

The Judges are also required to bear in mind that the Society's
Medals are offered, less for new and curious objects, than for fine

specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the Council in

instituting these meeting's being not so much to encourage the
Collector, as to reward the skilful Gardener : they are also not to
make any award in cases where the objects exhibited do not ap-
pear worthy of a Medal; otherwise a bad single exhibition may
obtain a prize, merely because there is no better exhibition of
the same class to oppose it.

ANNUAL GARDENERS' ENTERTAINMENT,

J WEEKS, JUN., and CO. beg to aiiiiounce that
• their annual Entertainment to the West London Gardeners'

Association, and their numerous friends and supporters In the
Horticultural profession, will take place on Wednesday next,
the 19th inst.

.

q^ AND C. LOCKHART, SEEDSMEN, &c. 156,
-L • CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, beg to announce that their

LIST OF SEEDS, &c. is now published, and wiU be forwarded
PoSt-paid on application.—5th Jan., 1842^

MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by offsets from the original Seedling, can

supply them at 10/. per hundred.— N.B. As various spurious sorts

have been sold and are now selling under the name of " Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warrajated.

—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

BRACHYCOME IBERlDirOLIA SEED in small
packets at 5s., to be had of W. J. NUTTING, Seedsman, 46,

Cheapside. Lisianthus Jlussellianus, 'i.«. W.-i Pink, from fine

named tiow^ers, 25. 6^.5 Calceolarias, from 30 varieties, 2«. 6rf.;

Pansies. selected from a few firs^-rate flowers, 55.; do, from a
superior collection, 25. 6d. ; Dahlia Scapigura Mexicana, is.

5

Clintonia pulchella, }s.; Schizopetalon AValkerii, Js. ; Phlox
Drummondii, Is. ; &c. &c.—Packets of the following Cucumbers
at2s.6rf. : Man of Kent (Barnes*), Victory of Suffolk fAllen's).

Prize-fighter, Weedon's Frame, Roman Emperor, and Windsor
Prize.

$y A Catalogue of Seeds to be had on application.

CHAPPELL*S CREAM BROCCOLI.
CHARLES FARNES, Seedsman, No. 128, St. John-

street, London, begs to mform the Public that he has pur-

. chased of Mr. Chatpell, Market-g;\nicucT, Edmonton, the whole
of the SEED saved by him this year cf that splendid variety of

BROCCOLI, which for size and flavour is not surpassed by any
kind grown. Also now ready to send out—
Fames' superior first Early Pea. Legg'sEariyWalcherenBroccoli.

Flack's new large Victory do
Young's do. do. Marrowfat do.

Knight's Dwarf Green do. do.

New Auvergne Pea.
American Dwarf do.

Fine Early Frame Radish.
Ady's fine large Cos Lettuce.

True Brighton do. do.

Black-seed Bath do. do.

Imported Early Dutch Turnip.

J-

ChappelPs Early White Broccoli. ' Imported Dutch Horn Carrot.

HUGH LOW & CO. have much pleasure in sub-

mitting to the attention of their Friends and the Public

the two under-named first-rate DAHLIAS. Strong Plants will

be ready for delivery the first week in May at lOs. 6d. each.

WINTERTON RIVAL (Nelson), Primrose, good form, fine

habit, flowers well above the foliage, height five feet. A figure

will appear in the March number of the Florists^ Journnl,

DUKE OF CORNWALL, Rosy Ruby, fine habit, well up in

the centre, very constant, has all the properties of Le Grand
Baudin, with the additional recommendation of being of much
dwarfcr habit ; height four and a half feet.

The last-named was raised by the person who obtained Le
Grand Baudin and Conservative, acknowledged to be two of the

best Dahlias of 1840, and exhibited in more winning stands than

any two of the same season.
H. L. &Co. think it needless to inform those who have hitherto

favoinred them with their orders as to their way of doing busi-

ness J but think it right, for the satisfaction of strangers, to state

that should the two Dahlias now offered not answer the descrip-

tion given, they will most willingly deduct them.
Roots of most of the leading sorts of last year may be had on

early application,

Clapton Nursery, Nov. 24th, 1841.

1^ JACKSON, Nursery Seedsman, &c., Kingston,
• Surrey, begs to offer the undermentioned Dahlias in

Ground Roots, guaranteed correct to name, at the following

prices, viz.: at 42s. each—Jackson's Dowager Lady Cooper; at

31s. 6d. each-Bridesmaid (Brown's) ; at2ls. each— King of Roses
(Thomson's), Enterprise (Langley's) ; at 15s. each—EcIipsc
(Catleugh's), Fanny Keynes, Maid of Bath ; at lOs. 6d. each-
Beauty (Parsons'), Constancy, Invincible (Smith's), Little

Wonder (Parsons'), Rosaperfecta (Whale's), Scarlet Defiance j at

;s. each—Admiral Elliott, Bronze Unique, Brilliant (Whale's),

Eclipse (King's), Flora (Stanford's), Marquis of Waterford, Re-
venge ;Cox's).

A collection of 100 Dahlias, of 100 different sorts, in small

compact dry roots, well suitedfor exporting, withnames attached,

5/. A collection of 200 do., 200 different do., containing many
new and choict? kinds, 10/.

A general Catalogue of Stove, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous
Plants, may be obtained on application.

Kingston Nursery, Jan. \2, I^H2.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a
» ' Married Man, aged 35, who understands his business,

and can be highly recommended by the gentleman he is now about
to leave. He is a native of Scotland. Direct to W. W., Post-
office, Gravesend.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as GARDENER, or
GARDENER and COACHMAN, a married man, aged 37*

who has no objection to the care of stock or land, and can have
a good character from his last place, which he has just left.

—

Direct to A. B., Harper-strcct Dafry, New Kent-road.

ANTED, a SITUATION as BAILIFF, to have
the management of a Farm or Estate, a respectable and

steady young married man, who perfectly understands Farming
in all its branches, also the management of Timber Trees and
Planting in general. Can give the most satisfactory references as

to ability, and his character will bear the strictest investigation.

Letters addressed to A. M., at the Gardtners* Chronicle Office,

will be attended to. '_

\YANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER in a
V T Nobleman or Gentleman's Family, a married man, about

43 years of age, with one son j has lived i; years in a nobleman's

family, and left at the death of bis lord, and since lived five years

in a respectable family.— Direct J. B., Mr. Palmer's. Nurseryman,

Derby. Further reference can be had by applying to Mr. Stafford,

Richard Ark Wright's, Esq., Willersly Castle, Derbyshire. ^

\\; ANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, a married
* V man ; 36 years of age; can be well recommended by his

present employer, whom he has ser\'ed 10 years as Gardener, and
Gardener and Bailiff; would not object to the niauagemeut of »
small Farm. Wages, 75/., cottage, and coals,—Apply, if by letter

prepaid, for A. B. C, Mr. Kernaai, Seedsman, 4, Great RusseU-

fctreet, Covcut-garden.

'\^0 NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.—William
-I- Cornelius, late Fofeman to Mr. Lee's Nursery, at Ham-
mersmith, w^hcre he has been for many years, having left that

establishment, will be happy to engage with any nobleman or

gentleman as his GARDENER; and as he perfectly understands

the whole routine of a garden from the hothouse to the kitchen-

garden, he flatters himself that he will be found seiviceablein all

the departments of horticultural business. He is a married man,

and without any encumbrance. Every information as to capa-

city can be had from Messrs. Lee, where all letters, pre-paid, will

be received and answered^ ^ ^

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.

WANTED, a FINE STRONG PLANT of ARAU-
CARIA IMBRICATA. from 18in. to 3ft. high. Any one

having such to dispose of, may hear of a purchaser by btatmg

the height in inches and the price.— Direct to \Y. Bassett, ^^ eston-

birt, Tetbury, Gloucestershire^ .

YELLOW SEEDLING DAHLIA-WATTS' '*SOL."

W WATTS, Nurseryman and Florist, Cam-
• den Nursery, CamberweB, begs to inform his friends and

the public that he intends sending out early in May next, sUonff

plants of the above SEEDLING DAHLIA, bright yellow, round

cupped petal, well forfned, and superior show.variety j has been

^secn and appreciated by Mr. Ne\ii'e and several other emineat

"jud ges. Price /s. 6d. pe r plan t

^

SEYMOUR'S SUPERB SOLID WHITE CELERY\

HLANE and SON, Great Berkbampstead, Herts,
• having received the most flattering testimonials of the

great estimation in which the above celebrated CELERY is held,

and of the general satisfaction experienced by those to whom they

supplied the seed last year, are happy in being enabled again to

offer it for sale in packets at -Is. 6d, each, postage included.

N.B.—The usual allowance to the Trade.
^ ^

ROSES.—I^ L. and S, take this opportunity of acquaintrnff

Ladies and (ienLlemen who have not yet supplied thenhsclves

with Roses, that notwithstandhig the v^st quantity they sent out

during the autumn, they can still execute any orders with which

they may be favoured to a considerable extent, by an early ap-

plication.--Catalogues sent free by post.

OllN DUNCAN. Author of Two Works on the

Melon and Cucumber, and al^o a comprehensix-ely Prac-

tical TreaUse on Vines, in progress of publication, is at hberty to

ENGAGE with any Nobleman or Gentleman requirmg a GAR-
DENER, skilled in the higher and practical departments of his

business; in confirmation of which he has testimonials from the

first authorities, and from his esteemed and venerable employer,

Thos. Daniel, Esq., whom he has served nearly eight years. He
is married, and iu the 3ith year of his age.—Apfly, Henbury,

near Bristol.

MR, KERNAN informs the friends of Henry Sp
that the appeal in his behalf, and that of his suffering family

has been benevolently responded to by numerous benefactions,

which with any others following will be acknowledged ni the

aardeiiers' Magazine of the ist of Feb., and hi the Gardeners

Chronicle and Gazette of the 5th.— Jan. 14.

WIRE -WORK, HOT -WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

ST. THOMAS BAKER. Manor House. Manor Place,

King's Road, Chelsea, Manufacturer of INViSIBLE WIRE
FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered Rabbit-proof.

WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks, Bordering. Flower

Stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Green and Hothouses. Consen'atorics, &c.; .The same heated by

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and econonncal prin-

ciplcs*

Parlies waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

ANNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALASIAN, COLO-
NIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY

COMPANY, Annuitants participatein the Profits of the Company,

and receive a rate of ANNUITY much more favourable than cau

be granted by any Company making its investments wholly m
England The Company is enabled securely to grant these fa-

vourable terms from the advantage it possesses of investmg a

portion of its Funds at a bi^rh rate of intereist.

Directors.

i
C. E. Manxes, Esq.

J. B. Montefiore, Esq.

J. 11. Ravenshaw. Esq.

Capt. Sir Jas. Stirling. R^-
William Walker, ^^(i.

aui.ir> I ..K-->.-.«c.,..=.. i>wain. Steven^, and Co.

Prospectuses, with Tables, Fom^s of
^^^''"^yj^Tinio^^^^

an Annuity or for making an A^nrwtce, a»d e>erWomation,
mav be obtained by application at the Oflice of the Company. No.

i,^!^' .^J?!?^r.r.'^.l^^.^V'l^k'L^TOPHEK COUSINS. Accountant

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.

Ileary Buckle, Esq.
John Henrj' Capper, Esq.

Gideon Colqnhonn. jun., Esq.

John Edwardos Lyall, Esq.
iiOl^irTTORS.
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NEW AND SUPERIOR SEEDtlVG DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

TAMFS EDWARD, Florist. Layerthorpe, York,
O bert roost re^pectfuUy to invite the attention of Cnltivatop

Of the Dahlia to the following Three Seedling \ arietics 'laised m
1840, and fully proved in 1840. ^hich are quite di-stinct from any

hitherto produo ' of very superior habit, and co0*taut iu pro-

<!adn? good Shov. i .awers throughout the season j In proof of

which J E bers to slate that he has shovm above UOO blooms of

the three, during the season, at various Exhibitions open to all

Kiiifiana an* ha* had nine Seedling Prizes awarded for them,

namely -foar 1st prizes, thrtc ^cccnd ditto, and two third ditto;

they hare also bcenshuwn iu the foUowing winning trays :—

In Uie i4it Xtiiy of 2 i at the Ilorticultiiral Society, York, Aug. 19,

:!d

1st

3d
2d

1st
1st

l8t
1st

1st
1st

1st

ut
Sd

It

>l

»V

f*

»
If

*r

t*

r*

»»

ft

«t

ft

t* ft

i» »t

S4
18
80 at the Botauical Gardens, Hull, Sept. ?d;

12 »» »• ti

34 at the Horticul.Soc., Scarborough, Sept.3dj

13

48 at the Yorltsbire Philosophical SocV. Sep. pthj

36
36
24 .i •» "
48
48
t> t .. tt

rt

tt

Botanical Gardens, Shemeld, Sept. l.Hh;

norticLiltural Soc., Bamsley, Sept. fist;

t*

tt

ISotanical G U.S. U. '
. Sept. 22d

;

Horticultural Society,York, Sep. 2 ith

;

Besides having taken other Prizes in addition to the above.

|>arMisR.-Fine bronze salmon, ery superior furm. of excel-

lent habit, throwin^c its blooms uvU above the foliage, and always

to he dcpcn<le<l ufM in producing good show flowers. This

variety ohtaii> * the first prize, in its class, at tlic York Aucieut

Ttori^tn' h..cicty, > ptemhcr I'Uth. and had also the premier prize

awarded, as the beat Dahlia of any colour.— ncight 4 to 5 feet,—

Plants I0«. 6rf. ,...,,11 -n.
Mary J.wK.-AVhltc ground, vrry deeply tipped and edged with

piirptcd carmine- constant throughout the season, well up lu the

centre, of cxcellcut habit, and never fails in producing good

flowers. This variety obtained the first and second pnxe at

Scarborough, as tfee best light-ground flower li|)ped or edged,

and has justly hern pronounced tlve most dibtiucl and attractive

Dahlia ever producer ^ clafiS.-Height 4 feet.-Plants lP.v. Gd.

Dvmu OK KiCHwo.Ny.-fine light pink and yellow, colours

beautifully blcntle<l together, with a light-yellow tip at the end

of h
I

* ^'Himil&rtothe DucheM of Richmond, but quite dis-

tinct JHMu that variety^ very superior habit, always constant,

and will prove a noble and excellent show flower.—Height 5 feet.

—Plants U)ft.6d.
, ^ ,'. „ .

Good strong plants Will be sent out the first week in May ;
and

for the convenience of parties at a dii,tance. orderb will be re-

ceived, and plants supplied, by Mr. George Chariwood, Seedsman.

Covent Garden, London ; and Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen,

Brechin, Scotland. No allowance to the trade unless 12 plants are

ordered, nnd a remittance or respectable reference will be required

from unknown correspondents. J . E. can al?o supply plants ol all

the best Ualilias in cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually

printed, and can be had on application.
^ ^. ,. ,

We the undcrslpicd, members of the Committee of the lork

Horticultural Society, do attest the correctness of Mr. Edward's

description of the above Dahlias; and we strongrly recommend

tliem as distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and well worth a

place in the most limited collection.

James Richardson
John Roper
J. Heseillnc
ITctiry BcUcrhy
William Dove

John North
Jas. Lancelot Foster
William West
John Robinson.

\ Richard Land
I Jolm Walker

J
Edward Bearpark

I Robert Dcmpsey

Heport of the Ytfrk Amateur florist Socict^^ held on Tilouday,

Augu:.t 9th, ib^l.— The Judges andMtm'^^crs of this Society con-

sider it their duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year (sent for

Inspection^ raised by Mr. Edward, Nurseryman, of this city. The
co!"'^r is pure white, with a dark tip of purpled carmine ; the

form, depth of petal, and. above all, good eye, require no con-

sideration to pronounce it one of the best Dahlias yet seen of its

c^-^; and from the evident superiority of this distinct variety

over such flowers as Glory of Plymouth, Beauty of the Plain, &c.,

there is no doubt but the year 1812 will ca ^ these flowers to

fall in the rear when brought into competition with the seedling

exhibited this day, as it may safely be pronounced a gem of the

flrst water, and will retlect the greatest credit on the fortunate

raiser, for so long as Ualilias remain in cultivation this flower

must form a prominent feature in a stand of six.—From the York

Ccurant,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR ' HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS. DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBOKN.

D. and E. Bailbv having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected'apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Cou-^crvatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and ^. Bailrt also eonstrwct in metal all desciiptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and mvite noblemen, gentlc-

Boen, and the public to an inspection ot their various drawing'f

and models, at 273, Holboni, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other raetal works, an extremely complete ajid

convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement <rf tlie oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bam.bv were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E , B a I lb v have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
bcp to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi.
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

Tals, required, and isiiich may be seen at their manufactory.

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,
• King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nohihty and
Gentry that their business, which has been extensive throughout

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd and
S/th Numbers of the Gardeners* Chronicle,

References may be had, and theirworks seen, at Mr. Perry'sNar-

aery, Banbury; Mr. Green's, Lower Cheam; Messrs. Henderson's,

Pine-apple Nursery; Messrs. RoUisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr.

Knight's Exotic Nursery, Chelsea ; Messrs. Low*ff, Clapton Nur-

sery Mr. Catieugh's Nursery, Chelsea; Mr. Gaines's Nursery,

Batter^ica; Mr. Bnck*s, Portlantl Nursery ; Mr. Young's. Milford

Nursery; Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalstou; Mr. Woodrors Nur-
•cry, Kensall Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nursery. Bayswater; Mr.
WiUmer's Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobility and
Gentlemen*s Seats in the country.
jevery particular to be had at their Horticultural Mwiofactgry,

EXOTIC NURSERY, CANTERBURY. ,

WILLIAM MASTERS having for many years culti-

vated upwards of THIRTY ACRES of Land as Nursery

Gardens, begs to submit to the pablic the following List of I ruits

:

PEARS -W. M. having collected in the ftrst instance, througn

the kindness of the late J. Braddick. Esq., and subsequently from

his own personal viiiu to the Netheriands, a large collection ol

the celebrated FLEMISH PEARS, as well as many others from

various sources, planted a specimen of each variety ui his

Nursery, and they having for several years produced fruit, he is

enabled to pronounce with certainty that many arc wholly worth-

less—some are too tender for our exposure- and that many areoi

the utmost importance on account of their prolific and early

bearing, as well as of their delicious flavour. Out of a very large

collection W. M. confidently recommends the foUowmg, which

become fit for use nearly in the order in which they stand:—

DESSERT PEARS.-Madeleine, Jargonelle. WiUiams Bonchre-

tien. Flemish Beauty, Rouppe. Capiaumont. Beurre Diel Autumn

Berffamot, White Do}cnnt:-, Marie Louise. Princess of Orange,

Seckle. Monsieur le Cure, Althorp Crassane, Bezy de la Motte,

comparable. Beurre Ranee, Easter Beurre. BAKING PEARS.

Royal Coreless, Double de Guerre, Uvedale's St. Germain, CatiUac.

Msuiy other sorts are still cultured, but a garden furnished with

these will produce fine fruit for every season.
^ ^^ ,, ^ „ . ,

APPLES.—W. M. having been a FeUow of the Hort. Society

nearly from its commencement, has availed himself of the pri-

vilege cf selecUug from that liberal establishment such sorts of

A pples as appeared to merit particular notice, and which, added to

the selections from the famed Kentish orchards and elsewhere,

have produced a number far exceeding the point of usefulness.

The whole have been fruited, and the following condensed list is

particularly recommended. The sorts are arranged as nearly as

possible in the order in which they become fit for use :—Juneat-

ing, Borowitski, Kerry Pippin,Quarrenden,nawthoraden. Keswick

Codlin, franklin's Golden Pippin, Summer Nonpareil. King of the

Pippins, Beauty of Kent, Gloria Mundi. Downton Fippm, Hughes^

Golden Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Blenheim Orange, Margil, Sam
Young, Scarlet Pearmain, Dumelow's Seedling. Forman^s Crewe,

Bcachamweil Seedling. Dr. Harvey, Lemon Apple, Pile's Russet.

Screivton Golden Pippin. Cornish Gilllflower, Scadct Nonpareil,

Kni'-hl*a Ganges. Court of Wick, London Pippin, Walmer Court.

Canadian Reinctte, Alfriston. Court Pendu, Cockle Pippin, Hub-

bard's Pearmain, Old Nonpareil, Downton Nonpareil, Braddick's

Winter Nonpareil, Collins* Russet. Golden Harvey, Dutch Mi-

pnonne. Hunt's Green Newtown, Norfolk Beaufin, French Crab.

With the above selection, fruit for all purposes and all seasons

may be obtained. ,-.,,,,,*, x^^i -*.

CHERRIES.-Purple Griotte, Early Black, Masters' ^hite

Heart, Elton, Black Eagle, May Duke. Kentish, Black Tarta-

rian, Canterbury Black, Bigarreau, Late Duke, Florence, Small

Morello, Large Morello. The above have proved the most valu-

able out of a large number of sorts.

PLUMS.— Lawrence's Early, Early Orleans, Hative Royal,

Orleans. Denyer's Victoria, Greengage, Nectarine, W?ishine:ton,

Black Griffin, Catherine. Coe*s Golden Drop. Iraperatricc, Wine-

sour, Large Bullace, Damson, Small BuUace.

Of PEACHES the following have given most satisfaction:—

Eariy Ann, Grosse Migiionnc, Early Newiugton, Noblesse, Jled

Magdalen, Old Newington, Admirable, Royal.

Of NECTARINES-The White, Elruge, Roman, Newington,

Violet Hative.
Of APRICOTS—The Hemskirke, Large Early, Moorpark,

Bred?, Orange.
Of STRAWBERRIES—Grove-end Scarlet, Roseberry, Old Pine,

Keen's Seedling, Myatt's Pine, Downton, Elton.

Of GRAPES—Miller's Burgundy, Sweet- water, Muscadine,

Black St. Peter, White Cluster, Esperione, Hamburgh, Fron-

tignan, Muscat of ^Uexandria, Verdclho, Horsforth Seedling,

Black Damascus.
Of GOOSEBERRIES, selected out of SO kinds—Early Green,

Early Red Rough, Queen of Sheba, Lady Delamore, Wairingtoa
Red, Rookwood, Roaring Lion, Gunner, Duke of York, Crown
Bob. Woodward's Whitesmith. Heart of Oak.
Of NUTS-Cosford. Frizzled, Dwarf Prolific, Knight's Large.

Of RASPBERRIES-Red Antwerp, White Antwerp, Earnet,

Of FIGS— Lee's Prolific, Brunswick, Common Purple, Brown
Naples, Black Ischia, French Prolific.

W. Masters offers the above List of Fruits, all of which are

grown, and nearly the whole of which have been proved in his

Nursery, as a more complete one than those usually submitted
to public notice.

*#* Early Commissions will insure immediate attention.

SLATE CISTERNS, SHELVES, TROUGHS, &c.,
for Horticultural purposes^EDWARD BECK, Manufac-

turer, Isleworth, near Brentford. Orders, Working Drawings^
&c., forwarded by post, will receive due attention.

. %* Slate Edgings for Flower Borders, &c-

ATENTASPHALTE PROTECTING MATERIAL
— Extract from Gardeners' Chronicle^ Dec. 25, 1841, p. 843.

—

** In the midst of frost it will not be unseasonable to warn all

our Readers of the grreat importance of preventing their more
tender Plants that may have been frozen from being thawed
suddenly by the sun. All Gardeners know how often Peas frozen
below a south wall are killed, and that if any contrivance to pre-
vent their being suddenly thawed is made use of, they recover.
What is true of Peas is, to a great extent, true of other things.
A fesv weeks ago we had a severe frost, 1 6° ; at that time young
Araucarias exposed to the south died, while others within a few
yards, but screened from the sun by stone, did not suffer at all.

We may remark by the way that CROGGON'S .ASPHALTE
ROOFING forms a most exeeUent material for such screens."
In page 8 of same Journal, Jan. 1, 1842. is fully described the
purposes to which it is applied by the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety. Being a non-conductor it effectually protects from heat
or cold.—Thomas John Croggon, 8, Ingrani-court, Fenchurch-
street, London.

This Day, in 8vo,

THE JOURNAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND. VoL II., Part iii.

CONTENTS.
F

On Drainage of Land. By J. French Burkb.
Comparative Feeding Properties of Mangold-Wurzel and Swedish

Turnips. By Earl Spkncbr.
Cultivation of Mangold-Wurzel. By William Miles, M.P.
On Guano. By Professor Johnstox.
Cottage Gardening. By James Main, A.L.S.
Hopetoun Wheat, and on Comparative Trials of Wheat, By
Patrick Shirrbff.

Report of Results in Thorough- Draining and Subsoil-Ploughing,
By RiCHARo White,

Practical Instructions for Improving Turnpike and Parish Roads
upon the Mile System. By Colonbl Challoner.

Natural History and Economy of the Turnip Saw-Fly. By John
Curtis, F.L.S,

Improvement of Peat Soils. By Ccthbert W. Johnson.
Practice of English Farmers in Improvement of Peaty Ground/
By PaiLip PvsKV, M.P.

Marine Peat in Carnarvonshire as Manure. By Rev. J.V,Vincent.
On Compounding Minerid Manures. By F. Falrner.
Comparative Quality of Milk from Aidcmey and Kerry (Irish)

Cows. )^y RicHARn Whitk.
^

Description of a New Subsoil Plough. By Charles Gabbll.
AppcndU, Jtc. &c.
John Murray, Albemarle^streetf Puhlisher to the Roysil Agri-

cttltonU Society pf Zi^g^lsmd.

ATEW ZEALAND COM PANY.—TERMS of

1^ PURCHASE Of PRELIMINARY LANDS m the SETTU,
MENT of NELSON, NEW ZEALAND.

GOVERNOR.
JOSEPH SOMES, Esq.

DEPtJTy-GOVERNOR.
Hon, FRANCIS BARING.

DIRECTORS.
VISCOUNT INGESTRE, M.P.
LORD PETRE.
HENRY A. AGLIONBY, Esq., M.P.
JOHN ELLERKER BOULCOTT, Esq.

JOHN WILLIAM BUCKLE, Esq,

CHARLES DULLER, Esq., M.P.
WILLIAM TAYLOR COPELAND, Esq., Aid., M.P.
RUSSELL ELLICE, Esq.

JAMES ROBERT GOWEN, Esq.

JOHN HINE, Esq.
WILLIAM IIUTT, Esq., M.P.
BOSS DONNELLY MANGLES, Esq., M.P.
STEWART MARJORIBANK, Esq., M.P.
SIR WILLIAM MOLESWORTH, Bart.

ALEXANDER NAIRNE, Esq.
THE LORD MAYOR.
SIR GEORGE SINCLAIR, Bart.

JOHN ABEL SMITH, Esq., M.P.
WILLIAM THOMPSON, Esq., Aid.. M.P.
HON. FREDERICK JAMES TOLLEMACHE.M.P.
ARTHUR WILLIS, Esq.
GEORGE FREDERICK YOUNG, Esq.

1. The Court of Directors of the New Zealand Company hereby

give notice, that a limited number of allotments of preliminary

^Lands, each of which consists of three sections, viz., one acre ii

Town Land, fifty acres of Suburban Land, and one hundred and

fifty acres of Country Land, are still open for Sale in their secoad

Settlement of Nelson. The price of each allotment is 300/.

2. These allotments were unsold when the general ballot for

priority of choice was held on the 30th August last; nevertheless

the numbers which represent them In the original Registry of

applications were placed in the wheel with all the other Jiumbers,

and the unsold numbers were drawn promiscuously with those

which had been previously disposed of; consequently, to each of

the unsold numbers definite rights of priority of choice (distinct

in respect to each of the sections above described) have been at-

tached by the ballot.

3. Until further notice, any party, or his agent, attendmg at

the New Zealand House on any Thursday at three o*clock p.m.,

and producing the receipt of the Company's Bankers, Messis.

Smith, Payne, and Smiths, for 300/., will be entitled to draw in

the presence of the Court of Directors, from a wheel in which the

registry numbers of all unsold allotments have been deposited,

with special precautions for their security and for the fairness

of the proceeding. The register of the original ballot will then

show to the party drawing any numbef, to what rights of priority

of choice he is entitled.

4. Applicants, therefore, will obtain preliminary allotmeats,

on precisely the same terms, with respect to price and the chances

of priority of choice, as original purchasers.

5. A list of the registry numbers, with the rights of choice

which were attached to each by the original ballot, may be seen

at the New Zealand House, on application to the Secretary.

6. Present purchasers will be entitled to the same privileges, in

respect to an allowance for cabin passengers (notexeeeding25 per

cent, on the purchase-money), as those who bought allotmeuts

before the general ballot.

7. Purchasers not proceeding to New Zealand will be entitled

to delegate their rights of choice to any agent whom they may

nominate j or, if they should prefer it, such choice will be exer-

cised on their behalf by the officers of the Company.
By order of the Court,

New Zealand House, JOHN WARD,
Eroad-street-buiidings, 1st Jan., 1842. Secretary.

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE of BOTANY. No. xcvi.

for January, which completes the Eighth Volume, contos

the following Illustrations- 1. Oncldiuni I'nsleayii; 2. Harden-

bergiamacrophylla; 3. Beauf6rtia dccuss^ta; 4. Gesneraze-

brina; the usual Operations for the Month; and a copious

Index, &c. ^. _ ^,, ^^
3- Arrangements have been made for executing the lllustra.

tions for the new volume in a very superior manner, and also for

introducing other points of general interest and attraction.

London : W. S. Orr and Co. Paternoster Row.

THE GARDENER'S LIBRARY.

THE FLOWER-GARDEN—its cultivation and gene-

ral anangement, with select Lists of the most desirable

Annual, Biennial, and Perennial Flowering Plants, ari^anged ^-
cording to their height, colour, and time of fiowemig.withhioK

and plans for laying out and arranging Garden Grounds. Fncc

6j. 6d. cloth, gilt edges ; and 10s. 6rf. with plates.

Uniform with the above in size and price,

THE ORCHARD and FRUIT GARDEN ;
Including

the management of all Wall, Standard, and Espalier Fruit-trees,

and the forcing-pit, with select lists of the most choice vaiieue%

and their synonymes. By Charles M'Intosh, F. C. H. S,

Uniform with the above in size and price,

THE GREENHOUSE, HOTHOUSE, and STOVE ;

including directions for the cultivation and management 0^^°^
Flowering Plants, the erection and management of Greenhouse*

and Conservatories, and the most approved mode of warmmg ana

ventilating, with lists of the most choice species. By Charles

M'Intosh, F. C. H.S. ^ ^
London : Wm. Orr and Co., Amen-corner, Paternoster-row.

Sold by all Booksellers.

In one small volume, price 15*.

PAX TON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopsedias, when the com-

pression of a great variety ot information into one volume* »
order to bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is «>

universally sought, it is evidently desirable that the G^''^^^^'

and those connected with his profession, should be as weu at.-

commodated as other classes in this particular. No such wo«
existing, however, prior to the issue of the present P^^o'^^^'^Xre

its value wiU be at once apparent; since it combines \ne more

essential features of a Botanical Catalogue, an Horticuiturdi

Guide, and a Technical Glossary, . «-
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it Isespeciauj

adapted for the Amateur or Floriculturist; who may, by <=^"
ing it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time

submitted to his inspection, and immediately derive every lotw-

ligence respecting the peculiarities or affinities of particular spe-

cies which could reasonably be wished for. This is an advant^
that can only be sufficiently estimated by those who have x^
the want of such an assistant j and to all such individuals. »»

well as to every agent or friend of horticulture, the Pocket uowt-

nical Dictionary is decidedly indispensable,
London: J. Andrews, Bond-sfreeti Orr & Co., Patemoster-roW'

In foolscap 8vo, price Is. tid. ,

COOLEY'S FIGURES OF EUCLID; being the

Diagrams Illustratingthe "Elements." with the EuuflCia-

tions, printed separately for use in the Class-room.
%* Orders received by all Booksellers.

Whittaltcx and Co*. Aye-Marift-liuie London.
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This day is pnblished, price 6*. cloth,

THE HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; with a

complete Index of reference. By G, H. Gaunter, E^q.

London : W. S. Orr 5c Co. j and W. & R. Chambers, Edinbargh.

QS^eittftmt^' (Kftronicle.

SATURDAY, JAN. 15, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEIC
Monday , * . . • Medico-Botanical (Ann.) 6 p. ic

r Horticultural , , , , S p. m.

Tuciday < Floricultural , , , ,7 r. u.

t Linnean tip. m.

Wednesday • . . . Geolopiiral . . . . . , bJ p. m.

Friday Botanu-al 8 p. Ji.

Saturday Hoy al Botanic • « • • 4 p>u.

Our remarks on Fohesting will be resumed next

^eek, with some considerations upon the rate of

growth of trees,

The Whitethorn is by far the best plant for

fences, in land which it likes ; but it does not always

answer the expectation of its planters. It will grow
freely in any land that is not very poor or wet. It

does not dislike heavy clay, and it succeeds admi-

rably in rich light soils; but in marshy situations, or

in sterile sands and heathy land, it is not worth
planting.

The mode of multiplying it is by sowing the stones

found in the haws, the preparation of wdnch is the

first subject to be considered. The haws may be

gathered at any time after they are ripe. They should

be beaten to pieces, and mixed with twice their quan-
tity of sand ; after which they should be formed into

a cone, 3ft. or 4ft. high, and well covered over with a

thick layer of soil ; this must be made in a dry place.

In March they may be unpacked, sifted from the sand,

and sown broadcast in beds 4ft. wide, being covered

about an inch with light soil. Further care they re-

quire none. Some of them will come up the first

year, some the second, many the third, and some the

fourth; so that the seeds need not be sown very thin
;

for the successive thinnings, as the plants are removed,
will form room for the new seedlings, or 'Mayer," as

it is technically called.

The layer should be used when two years old, at

which time, if well managed, it will be nine inches
high. It is customary to pull it up with the hands,
guarded by stout leathern gloves, and to shorten the

roots by removing all the tap-root up to the bunch of
fibres which springs from the crown. In this state it

is fit for planting.

Many persons prefer to use transplanted quidc in
hedge-making; but we doubt whether anything is

really gained by doing so; and for large operations
the latter is too expensive. If, however, it is wished
to prepare quick for such a purpose, it is only neces-
sary to plant the layer, root-pruned as above de-
Bcnbed, in rows a foot apart, and to lift it partially
every year, by introducing the spade on one side,
until the plants are as large as. is required. They
must be lifted annually, or they will form coarse roots
without fibres, and it will become difficult to trans-
plant them with any certainty.

^
^Vhen the quick is ready for making a hedge, it is

' either planted on the ground level (in which case it

must be guarded by hurdles), or upon the top of a
.
bank- The latter is a bad plan, because in the sum-
mer the bank becomes very dry, and the young quick
being deprived of the moisture required for its nou-

.
rishment, becomes stunted and stops growing. It is

i

far better to plant it on the level of the ground.
I But the necessity of ditching estates, and the conve-
nience of banks as separations of fields, will probably

I

always cause the preference to be given to planting

J

upon them. In this case the quick should be placed
,
on the top, and on no account at the sides, as is com-
nnonly practised in some of our counties. \

'

^
The best way of planting is to put in the layer 12

! inches apart, in double rows, a foot asunder, taking
,
care that the plants in one row alternate with those in
the other. They should not be cut back when planted,

' but left at full length.
The second year after planting* one row should be

^
cut down to within five or six inches of the ground,
and the other row left untouched. The next year the
latter should be cut down in like manner. After this

;
the hedge will require no other care than to cut back

f the leading shoots every year whenever they are be-

J
coming too strong, so as to keep the mass a compact
thicket of entangled branches. y

J

These are, in our opinion, the essential points to
observe; if we are wrong, we shall be glad of the

^ ?^^^^*^'^^"s^^®^^ correspondents. In addition, it should
r| be borne in mind that the Whitethorn is greedy of
e
xnanure, and that the better the soil the sooner a fence

]* Will be made. The plants, of course, should 1^ kept
^ quite clean by frequent hoeing and loosening the sur-
ji »ce-soiL

" e know that many persons will prefer layer more
than two years old. We doubt, however, whether

*
J?^

^vantage of employing large quicks is equal to
«ie great additional expense j at least there is no

doubt that if the Whitethorn is not allowed to become
dry, but is root-pruned and planted in the autumn
immediately after being taken out of the ground, a
very respectable fence will be formed in four years.

We find that the election of the Librarian of the

Linnean Society will not take place on Tuesday next,

as was expected, but that special summonses will be
issued to the Fellows whenever the day of election is

appointed. In the meanwhile, it is gratifying to find,

from the comraimications we receive, that the bring-
ing forward Mr. Kippist on this occasion is generally

regretted by the friends of the Society.

It is with sorrow that we announce the decease

of Mr. Aylmer Bourke Lambert, F. R. S., one of

the Vice-Presidents of the Linnean Society, who died

at his residence at Kew, on Monday last, at an
advanced age. The liberality of this gentleman in all

that related to Botany, and the unreserved manner in

which he placed his library and herbarium^the latter

at one time the richest in this country in Siberian and
South American plants—at the disposal of men of

science of all nations, would have identified his name
with the history of Botany for nearly half a century,

even although hismagnificent work on the genus Pinus,

and other useful publications, had never appeared.

A CORRESPONDENT has scnt us the following extract

from a periodical of high reputation, published in No-
vember last:

—

*' The yellow Rose, so rarely seen in England, is

common here (at Macerata), and, we find, is easily pro-

pagated by grafting the red Rose on the common
Broom T'

We all know the extreme difficulty of removing
popular errors ; but we must confess we were not pre-

pared for such a statement as this in the year 1841.

The Rose grafted on the Broom ! We wonder the

writer did not add that in Sicily the Orange grows on
the Thistle, and the Grape on Groundsel. One would
be just as possible as the other.

It is a universal law of nature that no plants will

engraft on each other which do not belong to the same
natural order ; and it not unfrequently occurs that,

even in the same natural order, species which are dis-

tantly related cannot be united to each other. For

instance, the Rosaceous order is a small one, compared
with many others ; and yet who can graft an Apple
on a Plum, or a Rose upon a Whitethorn? For any

organic union to be effected between different species,

there must be a great similarity in the organisation

and secretions of the species to be united. That simi-

larity exists between the Apple and the Crab, and be-

tween the Peach and the Plum ; consequently they

*Hake*' on each other. It does not exist between the

Apple and the Plum, or the Rose and the Whitethorn

;

and consequently they cannot be made to take. If,

then, there is this physical impossibility of uniting

plants of the same natural order, the belonging to

which necessarily implies a' great similarity of struc-

ture and constitution, how can we conceive it possible

in the case of plants of different natural orders, which

necessarily implies a great dissimilarity of structure

and constitution? "Doves mate not with kites, nor

dogs with wild foxes;" and what is true of animals is

quite as true of plants.

To be sure, we are told by sundry veracious authors

that Roses become black by bein^ grafted on a Black

Currant bush, and that the blood-red Oranges derive

their colour from growing on Pomegranates ; but

these statements are of the same class as that quoted at

the head of these remarks. How old such stories may be

we have not learning enough to tell ; but every school-

boy knows that Virgil gossips of Plum-trees bearing

Cornels, and Apples Pears ; and we think it is in

Columella that is to be found the assertion that the

Vine may be grafted on the Fig—a declaration that

had its believers down to a very late period, when its

impossibility was formally proved in the Garden of

Plants by the late M, Thouin.

What a pity it is that the nature of an English edu-

cation should be such as to leave the minds of even

educated men impressed with a belief in the possibi-

lity of such absurdities

!

OcjR readers will have occasionally remarked in our

columns letters from correspondents who urge the

authors of all communications to sign them with their

real names. We have already given our own opinion

upon this subject, and we now repeat that in many
cases there is no kind of necessity for such a course.

If a man indeed has a fact to state, then it is no doubt

desirable that he should be known to us ; but it is not

requisite that he should declare himself to all the

world. Diffidence, a feeling we should like to see

more common, is in itself the principal cause ofmany
writers preserving the anonymous ; and we submit to

our readers that it is by itself a sufficient reason. As

to all other subjects, such as discussions about matters

of taste, and opinions upon modes of cultivation, there

is no pretence fox calling upon a writer to ayow him-

self ; indeed, in many cases an argument will be con-

ducted better when the parties to it are unacquainted
wiih each other.

If, however, we had any doubt about the propriety

of the course we have taken, it would be removed by
the following letter from our excellent correspondent,
"P. P.":—

** Slat noviinis nmhra. If you have not done it

already, you have ample means and full power of
yourself to justify your practice of giving insertion to

anonymous contributions; whether of the amateur or
professional character; whether strictly horticultural
and practical, or merely of that discursive kind which,
without departing entirely from the principal object
you have in view, are at least innocent in themselves,
or serve to give grace and expansion to the views of
men engaged in one of the most intellectual of phy-
sical pursuits, and diversity to your agreeable miscel-

lany. A little consideration will, I am sure, convince

your correspondent * J, U.S.,' and some others who have
gone before him in the same line of objection, of their

mistake, and of the better taste you show, and the

politer course you take in not attempting to disturb

the privacy of your friends, so long as they avoid per-

sonal nppeals, or a line of argument in which personal

authority was necessary to give w^eight to their dis-

cussions. 'J. H. S.' has doubtless made himself

known to you by other means than the lioly initials

(they are real initials) by which he has revealed him-
self to your readers. But is it possible he can suppose

that your memory is to be burthcncd with the names,

habitats, and distinctions of all the ' men of letters'

wlio crowd into your weekly correspondence?
" For myself, 1 am not too old or too cold not to

rejoice in the little private gossips I have with you, or

not to be rather proud of your recorded good opinion.

But I am too chary of your disposable leisure to think

of encouraging you with a name which would con-

vey no definite sense of intellectual superiority, or

artistica! skill; and so perfectly unkijown to fame as

to be of no manner of use to your Chronicle,—where,

indeed, it would be astonished to find itself for the

first time in its life in such good company.

"U I were to declare my 'P. V! to mean * Peter

Pratt,' the father of the pretty ' Lonicera,' or to an-

nounce myself as the lineal descendant of 'P.P.,
Clerk of this Parish,' it would add no weight of proof

to my assertions that Hollies arc best moved when they

are prepared to make the spring-shoot; or that frost-

bitten Bays, being dead, go the way of all flesh, or,

being not so far gone, take the same course in their

revival as other evergreens ; or that Shakspeare was

not a professional gardener—no more than it would

give point to a dibble or an epigram."

CACTACEOUS PLANTS.
A KNOWLEDGE of their natural climate is essential to the

cultivation of most plants, but many Cacti are exceptions
;

for instance, Ccreus speciosissimus is a native of South

America, and was for many years, and is by some still,

treated as a stove plant, grown in old lime, brick rubbish,

and the poorest of soil, and, of course, kept constantly ex-

cited with heat and moisture ; in this case, departure from

the treatment that their natural localities would suggest,

has rendered it a desirable plant to every person that pos-

sesses a common greenhouse. The soil that I grow the

young plants in is one-half peat, with equal quantities of

strong yellow loam, pigeons* or sheep's dung, and river-

sand, that has been at least exposed twelve months to the

weather, and frequently turned- I never mix the soil be-

fore it is wanted for use, when it is well sifted and the

lumps placed over the potsherds for drainage. When tho

plants have attained a proper size for blooming, I add

more of the loam in repotting them, particularly to C.

speciosissimus, and in all cases give plenty of drainage.

The best time for propagating by cuttings is when the

plants are growing freely. I make them of whatever size

can best be spared from the plants ; and those that are of

young and unripe shoots I lay on a dry shelf in the green-

house for a fortnight, to dry up the sap, which prevents

them from rotting and causes them to emit roots much
gooner. I plant them singly in small pots, and place

them in a moderate hotbed frame ; when they have filled

the pots with roots, tbey are repotted and placed in an in-

termediate or Pelargonium house, where they remain for

the summer and receive a good supply of water. In the

autumn they are allowed to get quite dry, and they are

wintered in a dry, airy part of the greenhouse. In spring

they are again removed to the Pelargonium house, and a

very Uttle water is given them, which is increased as the

season advances. By the end of the second summer they

will have grown to the size of good blooming plants ; and

in the auturaa they should be placed out in a warm, airy

part of the garden to ripen the shooU thoroughly. About

the usual time of housing other greenhouse plants, they

should be again dried and put, as before, in the green-

house. I place the first for forcing in the i^temedia^

stove about Feb. 1, and continue a succession nil "ley

bloom in the greenhouse, which is ^^^^j/^^^' ^^JJJ
plants will bear the greatest extremes

^^^./^^^t^^^J^
moisture, and without proper attenUon is paid «t the sea^

son of rest to keep Oiem quite cool and dry, they never

wiU bloom properly. Thl forcing must be commenced

rt alow temperiSre, and water at fir-t given sparmgly:

when they life beg^ to grP^ tt^^l and the Woom-bud»

\
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are we».. „ Jl .tarted, ihey mu&t be watered, not by a continual

dripping, hut by copious applications, and at internals of

a fortaight during the growing season, with liquid ma-

nure. When the bloom-bads arc snfficiently advanced, 1

thin ont all thoae which are large and smalU leaving them

aanear one tiic ai possible, and at proper distances to al-

low the blooms to expand. When they have flowered. I

keep the plants rather dry for a short time, and place

them in a cool shady part of the greenhouse, or under a

north wall. In a few weeka they will again assume their

usual firm and healthy appearance, and begin to grow ; and

then I clear off all the decayed blooms and aced-pocls.and

place the plants for the autumn in the garden in • south

pcct, where there is a free circulation of air. glfing Ibem

a good supply of ^^ater; after this they arc moved to the

greenhouse and treated as before. I train them to iron

stakes, made to fit the outside of the pota or tubs, and

iuten them with wire. Attention should be paid to early

training, and to stopi)ing all shoots as soon as they attain

the required hci^jht ; all useless side and bottom shoots 1

rub off, and ocraMonally some of the old shoots are cut out

and replaced with young ones- I have raised many beau-

tiful hybrids, some striped, with the habit of Cereus Mal-

lissonii, and others intermediate, between Epiphyllum

•peciosissimum and K. Ackermanii grandiflorum, which is

a strong grower and bears large scarlet blooms, with the

purple lint of C. -^>eciosls8imu8.--./oAr»Gr<rfn, Gardener

to Sir IL Anlrobui, BarL, Lowc'r Cfuam.

DIE HOllE EICFIE,

DUCHY OF Itri^fl^ nARMSTADT.
THE TAIL OAK

Harrcshausb>- is a small vilhige of the Grand Duchy

of lltn% Darmstodt, about "25 English miles from Frank-

fort, and two from Babcnhausen- A coni^iderable tract

of forest lies on the west side of these two villages, and

till within the last 20 years encompassed the remarkable

tree of which a sketch ia auncAcd.

This tree stands about a quarter of a mile from the vil-

lage, and about one hundred yards in front of the wood.

It is BO Ouk, but of what species I am unable to deter-

mine, not having seen the acorns. It is deciduous, but

retains its leaves very much later than the spreading Oaks

of the forest; so much so, that at this season it is still

perfectly green, while the othersjire yellow with the tints

of Hutumn. From its bhape and colour, it is a conspicuous

object at a considerable distance, and might be taken for

a Spruce Fir until the upvrard tendency of its branches

is discovered*

The total height of thi« singular Oak is estimated by

the people at 00 Hessian feet, one third of which is a

clean bare stem of perfect symmetry and straightness.

The form of the head, the compactness of the branches,

and the density and dark colour of the foliage, contribute

to give to the tree the figure and appearance of a very

fine Cypress, rather than of a Poplar, to which it has

been compared- Much care is taken of it, a wnlled

enclosure, with a locked door, having been built round it,

to preserve it, according to the worthy forester's account,

from the depredations of superstitious people, who used

to come and cut pieces out of the bark and stem, as a

charm—against what evil he was unable to say.

CULTURE OF WHEAT IN THE WEST INDIES.
(CwMamed from p. 20.;

,

Such were the results of the first attempt, with the ex-

ception of Cuba, made to produce wheat in the Antilles,

since the year 14^4, with which I am acquainted, btill

howeTcr, these trials threw little light on the important

problem which I was desirous of solving, namely the

minimnm of latitude and elevation at which this culture

could be carried on with advantage between the tropics.

To the solution of this I next endeavoured to apply my-

self, and with this view I sent some original Caracas seed,

some the produce of Caracas seed planted in a garden in

this town, and some English red or white Wheat, to he

Hon. J, C. Lees, Chief Justice of the Bahamas, and the

enlightened and energetic Secretary of the Bahama Society

fur the Diffusion of Knowledge, accompanied by a request

that he would use his influence in obtaining a fair trial of

them by some of the members of the Society, and cona-

municate the results to me. From the reports thus ob-,

taincd it appears that the success of experiments made at

an elevation of not more than four feet above the sea was

most complete, and subsequent experiments were suc-

cessful in a still more striking degree. The numbej of

ears produced by each grain, planted at an interval or li

inches between each, wai from 50 to 60, each ear contain-

ing from 60 to 70 grains.

Sir William Colebroke,under whose auspices the Bahama

experiincats were made, having been removed to the

government of the Leeward Islands. I availed myself of

that opportunity to extend my experiments in that quarter,

but could only succeed in partially overcoming the preju-

dices of the planters in Antigua and Dominica. In the

former, from causes connected probably with the nature of

the soil, the neglect of dressing, and the character of the

season, the results were by no means such as I could have

wished, tlie grain being small and defective, and contain-

ing an undue proportion of bran and gluten. In Dominica,

however, though nearer to the line, 15 grains planted by

the Rev. G. Clarke, Rector of Roseau, on the east side of

his garden at an elevation of not more than 30 feet above

the level of the sea, came up on the 20th of Not-, 1^33,

three days after sowing, and produced 165 plants, yielding

3,030 grains of wheat, or 242 for 1, which came to

maturity in about 104 days from the date of sowing, and

exceeded the weight of the parent seed in tlie proportion

of I to 1.03. or 132 to 13G.

In St. Kitt's, three grains of English white wheat

which were planted by the late Mr. Olpherts, at an eleva-

tion of 1200 feet in the neighbourhood of Brimstone-

hill, yielded, notwithstanding the continued drought,

four ears averaging 40 grains each, which were cut on the

94th day from the date of sowing. The unfortunate death

of this amiable and kind-hearted individual, which took

place soon after, deprived me of my only auxiliary in that

quarter, and prevented the farther prosecution of these

experiments. I am inclined to suspect the existence of a

mistake in Mr. Olphert's report, and that the three grains

which vegetated were Victoria, not English wheat, as 1

cannot otherwise account for the singular change of habit

evinced in the acceleration of the period of arriving at

maturity.

About the same time that these experiments were pro-

ceeding in the Leeward Islands, further trials were in

There is a tradition that when the country was occupied progress in Jamaica, which furnished a complete solution

by the belligerents in the ScTenYears' War, this tree was on ]
"^ }^^ problem which had so long engaged my attention,

the point of being cut down for fire-wood, when a General,

whose name is unfortunately not preserved, but who hap-

pened to be an amateur of fine trees, saved it from de-

struction by ordering his tent to be pitched at its foot.

This Oak is usually propagated by grafting, the acorns
not being sure to produce plants of the same strict habit

;

some, however, turn out the same as the parent tree. The
fineiit I have seen are on the lawn at AYilhelmshohe, near
Cassel, and in Mr. Wild's garden in Caesel ; they some-
times assume a round bushy form, but will probably end
by shooting upwards. A similar Oak is said to exist

in the South of France, and is known in gardens under
the name of Quercus fastigiata, or pyramidalis.—5.

October ZQlh, 1841.

OO Hessian feet total

height.

la Hessian feet circum.

Hessian feet to the
first branch.

N, B, 1 Hessian foot equal to n J Englisli inches.

and demonstrated the practicability of cultivating wheat
with advantage at the level of the ocean, as well as in the

elevated regions of the Blue Mountains at elevations of

from 2,000 to -i.OOO feet. From the address of the Pre-

sident of the Agricultural Association we learn that the

Victoria wheat succeeded equally well in the arid plains

of Vere, and the humid mountains of Clarendon and
St. Ann's.

** The wheat produced in Vere was planted,'* as the
president acquaints us in his address, ** at Hill-side Eitate,

on the 22d of March ; it came up on the 27th ; the first

ears came out on the 0th of May (58th day) ; it began to

ripen on the 6th of June (76th day) ; and was cut on the
2()th (90th day), and might have been cut a day or two
earlier, but for the frequent rain, which made it too wet
to be taken in. The portion sown in Clarendon was on
Mount Moses plantation; it was planted in March and
reaped in June.

"In St. Ann's, Mr. King planted it on the 30th of
March ; on the 2d of April it was up, and continued to
grow very fa^t. In about two months from the time of
sowing it began to show head, and blossom and improve

;

on the 30th of June (the 92d day), it was quite ripe and
full, and decidedly equal, if not superior, to the sample
sown. The only attention it received was once weeding
between the drills, which proved quite sufl5cient."— IF.
Hamilton, M.D,, Plymouth.

{ To be continued.)^
ON THE MANAGEMENT OF PLUM-TREES.
A CORRESPONDENT, " F. G- Z.," wHtcs as follows :—

I have got a Magnum-bonum Plum-tree with spurs pro-
jecting a considerable distance from the stem, and naked
at the bottom. Can these be profitably shortened ? and
if not, must they be cut close to the stem ? In pruning
Plums, what mode should be pursued to keep the shoots
short and fruitful ? We suspect the cause of " F. G. Z.'s"
Plum-tree being naked at the bottom is owing to the
branches not having been properly feguiated at first, so as
to check the flow of sap. and prevent Its being expendedm the production of useless shoots, either in the middle or
towards the upper part of the tree. It is, perhaps, too late
now to remedy this defect, or to thin-out and shorten the
projecting spurs with advantage. The latter, however, may
sonoetimes be done successfully wherever a sound, healthy
bud can be discovered near the base of the spur ; but when

this is not the case, the result of shortening to within an

inch or two of the stem will be the same as ** F. G. Z."

has already experienced—the whole of the spur will die

without throwing out new. shoots. Under the circum.

stances above stated, we think the better plan for '^ F. G.

Z.*' to adopt would be, to cut down his Plum-tree alto-

gether in the beginning of February, and let it spring

With regard to the mode of pruning Plums, the same

directions will nearly apply to them when trained against

a wall, as those already given for the management of

Espalier Apples and Pears in the Gardeners^ Chronicle^

1841, page 797. The principal thing to attend to in either

case, whether the trees are trained in the fan method, or

with horizontal branches from an erect central stem, is

the selection of the shoots which are best situated for re-

taining as bearers, and afterwards laying them in at proper

distances so as to balance the tree as equally as possible

without allowing those on one side to obtain an undue

advantage oyer those on the other. This is to be done

very easily in the growing season, by elevating the weaker

branches a little, and depressing in the same proportion

such as are strong. It is also necessary to go over the

trees at least twice in the course of the summer, for the

purpose of cutting out all superfluous wood, and pinching

off the lateral shoots, which are to form the future fruit-

spurs, to within three or four eyes of their base. This

may be done in June, and again in the latter end of July,

unless in the case of strong-growing trees, when it is better

to defer the operation to a little later in the season. Any

shoots which the spurs may throw out from time to time

must also be shortened, or pruned off altogether, if they

are vigorous and likely to injure the fruitfuluess of the

spur. If ** F. G. Z." will pursue this mode of treat-

ment, we think he will find it successful in maintaining aa

abundance of fruit-spurs, and in keeping them within

proper limits. By pinching the shoots in summer, it ii

obvious little pruning will be required in winter, and the

danger of the trees becoming diseased from using the knife

too freely will thereby be avoided.—M. £. H.

MOLLET'S GUERNSEY BEURRE' PEAR.
This is a new Pear of great excellence, raised by

Hilary 01. Carre, Esq., Valnord, Guernsey.^ Fruit middle-

sized, obovate, or somewhat pyramidal, with a remark-

ably fleshy extension of about half an inch at the insertion

of the footstalk, in addition to which the footstalk is about

an inch in length, of medium thickness, and yellow. The

eye is in a shallow depression, quite open, the segments

of the calyx closely reclining on the fruit. The surface

of the fruit is somewhat uneven; the ground-coloup

yellow, but this is in a great measure obscured by ferru-

ginous russet, sometimes equally scattered, hut often dis-

posed in broad longitudinal stripes. Flesh inclining to

yellow, very melting and buttery, with a very rich Chau-

montel flavour. December and January may be stated

as its season. Nothing is at present known of ite suit-

ability to England.

\

NOTES UPON SOME OF THE NEW PELAR-
/^ ^~\ IWT T TT mff^ C?GONIUMS. ,

These elegant flowers are become objects of so much
interest^ and are now so generally cultivated, that we are

glad to publish the following memoranda upon some of

the leading varieties, in the hope that they will prove

accej)table to our readers, especially to those who, resid-

ing at a distance from town, have no opportunity

of personally inspecting the « new candidates for pubhc

favour/* and are therefore in doubt and diflicuUy as ^
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which, out of the numerous lists that are published.

they shall select in order to improve their collectious. The

remarks were all made when the plants were in bloom ;

no doubt many other new varieties which have not come

under our notice may possess fine qualities, but we have

strictly confined our remarks to those we have seen.

j^ Xhe most decided novelty among the new flowers

is the Queen of the Fairies ; this beautiful variety was

niised by the Rev. R. Garthi and is remarkable for hav-

ing a continuous well-defined rim of pure white surround-

ing the upper petals ; in tins' peculiarity it is superior to

any Pelargonium at present known ; the spot is a deep

rich bright maroon, with the under petals pure white ; in

its habit, free manner of blooming, and general cliaracter,

it bears a strong resemblance to Garth's Victory ; the

foliage is of a deep green, which contrasting with the

gaiety of the flowers, gives it a very lively and animated

appearance.

2, As a most profuse bloomer the Prince of Waterloo

m conspicuous ; the flowers, which are full-sized,

are produced in large and numerous trusses. The

upper petals are of a deep rich orange crimson, with fine

dark spots ; the under petals are'of a deep rose colour ; it

bears some resemblance to the Jewess—the colour is

brighter, and it is a superior variety ; the general form

of the flower is fine, but the petals have a slight inclina-

tion to curl. The habit is good, and it is" a free grower.

3. Lord Mayor. * The habit of this flow^er is peculiar

from being so remarkably compact ; the trusses rising but

little ab6ve the foliage, are seen to great advantage, from

the green leaves forminga background to the flowers ; the

trusses are numerous and compact ; the under petals are

rose-coloured, with a slight marking in each ; the upper

petals have a large spot, surrounded by an edge the same
colour as the under petals ; from the compact habit of its

growth, this flower requires no tying and but little training.

4, Lady Mayoress, The ground colour is a clear

rose, in all the petals alike, with a well-defined spot ; this

is a beautiful variety, but it has an objectionable quality

as a show- flower, that of not having more than two flowers

expanded at the same time upon a truss ; this is in some
degree compensated for by the trusses being very nume-
rous, but they look small, and the bloom appears to be

too scattered ; the trusses rise well above the foliage, and
the habit is compact, in the style of Lord Mayor.
\ 5.—The ground colour of the petals of Britannia is a

very delicate pink, getting gradually lighter as it ap-

proaches the centre, with a rich dark well-defined spot in

the upper petals, from which bright crimson veins radiate;

the form of the flower is good,and it is a very free bloomer.
6.—Jubilee has under petals of a bright pink ; the upper

petals are very rich, having a large dark spot softening

into crimson, leaving but a narrow margin ; the trusses

ai'o remarkably fine and large ; it is a distinct and desir-

able variety, and will prove an excellent show-flower.

7, 8, 9.—The three following varieties have each a
delicate French white ground. Annette is a well-formed
flower with a good dark blotch in the upper petals ; it is a
very free bloomer, and one of the best of its class. Leila
is -"also a good form, and is I'emarkable for having the
petals perfectly even on the edge ; the spot is rather
smaller and lighter than Annette. The spot in the Witch
is large, having a lighter-veined edge surrounding it ; this
is afine flower, of good habit, and forms a very desirable
variety.

10.—Coronation has been a favourite at the shows
during the last season ; it is a free bloomer, and the large
trusses of flowers have a very imposing appearance ; the
lower petals are delicately veined, and the upper ones are
furnished with a good dark spot ; we consider the flower
rather coarse, and prefer Corona, which we consider an
improvement upon it ; the lower petals are rose, with a
dash of crimson surrounding the spot at the upper petals

;

this is also a very free bloomer, and the flower is of a
more delicate texture than Coronation.

1' -—Wonder throws up a fine head of bloom ; the upper
petals of light crimson, have a fine dark spot gradually
softening to the edge ; the under petals are of a warm
rosy tmt

; in form and colour it is very fine, and will
doubtless prove an excellent show-flower.

(To be continued.)

,f'

THE AMATEURS' GARDEN.-No. III.
If the greenhouse contains shrubby plants, such as

Acacias and Heaths, the night tempei-ature with artificial
heat should never be raised higher than 40° nor allowed
to sink lower than 32^ Any degree above the freezing
pomt would be high fnough for such plants ; but it is
better when tlie fire is made up for the night to leave the
temperature a few degrees higher than is actually neces-
sary. It the house is filled with such plants as Pelargo-
niunis, the thermometer may range from 40° to 45°.
rits or frames which are not heated must be carefully
covered up at night ; dry hay, straw, or fern leaves are
excellent materials for packiug round the sides of the^mes and over the mats ofi the top. Continue tomove al daniping leaves from the plants, and give

Wh''^' Ti
" weather is mild, or when the sun shines.

kI r "^ ! I
f^^f"^ouse becomes damp, a good fire should

oe ugiited during the day, and all the ventilatore opened
;inis dnes off tlie moisture, and seuds it out of the house

vpm"w-' ,
^ '"^'^ temperature is kept up Vithoutwnia ion, the damp merely condenses upon the glass,and falls down again when the house gets ^oo\.

tPin.^"'^ f^i'^
always a feature in the garden of the ama-

adv f f

therefore I consider it quite unnecessary to

Inu-^ 1 ^"f*
subjects as cutting hedges, sweeping

own
""oll'iig and weeding walks ; these are their

^^n^remembraucers, and every one knows how to do
X

re-

air

ines.

When the weather is favourable for out-door opera-
tions, shrubberies may be dug, if not already done ; new
walks cut out, and any alterations made which may seem
desirable ; frosty days should be taken advantage of for

wheeling and carting the gravel or manure which may be
required. In making alterations in the shrubbery any
time from autumn to spring, evergreens of a lai-ge size

may be lifted and ti-ansplanted with success, thus giving

at pn.ce. to the^altered parts the appe'arance of having

been planted for many years. It is done successfully in

the following manner :—A trench is opened all round the

shrub, about two feet from the stem, or as far as the

greater part of the roots extend, and the ball of earth is

afterwards reduced with a fork to a more convenient size,

taking care to preserve the fibrous ro<fts. The spade is

then worked round the bottom of the ball, and as much
of the soil cut away as is possible without throwing it

over, and afterwards the whole is bound firmly round
with mats and ropes, A short board is then put down
mider the ball on each side, and some pieces of old mats
packed in between the boards and the ball. The only

thing to be done now is to draw two ropes under the

short boax'ds, fixing them to a lever on each ^Idc, and the

whole is I'cady for liftinn^. If the. ball has'been much re-

duced,^ two meii may lift it arid walk awriy with it to its

destination in the same manner as they carry a Ifand-

barrow, but of course the number of men required

depends upon its size. It is now replanted with the same
care ; the ropes and mats arc drawn gently out, and the

sides round the ball filled in with loose soil. A large

basin is then made I'ound the shrub to hold three" or four

tubs of water, which carries the loose soil down round

the roots, and makes the plant uuicli firmer than if the

soil had been trod upon. When the soil gets firm, which

is not the case until the day after the watering, the basin

is then levelled down, and the operation is completed.

' n

HOME CORRESrONDENCE.;
Mr. Caie^s Substitutes for Turf and Box Edgings,

Mr. Caie has not given to what he recommends the con-

side^'ation which the subject deserves. Surely he has shown
little taste in his selection of plants for edgings for walks.

If he thinks thatCerastiums, Myoso_tises,Corydalises,Chei-.

ranthuses, or Fumarias will make good edgings for walks, I

think that few will be found to agree with him. Why
does he not name the beautiful and enlivening variety of

Armerias, Bellises, Primulas, and Gentians as a substitute

for turf; and for the Box edgings, those plants which

would have, in some situations, a most tasteful effect,

such as the varieties of the Erica cinerea. carnea, and

even vulgaris; these would stand dressing, and when kept

dwarf would make good edgings for walks : so would the

varieties of dwarf Thyme. Plants to be used for edgings

for walks should be dwarf, close growers, and such as

retain their leaves.

—

Clarelnch.

The Foxglove —One evening in November I found iu

an open part of a wood a Digitalis purpurea in full bloom.

Although it was a November night, I could not help slay-

ing to admire such a beautiful flower at such a season.

Around it were many of the dead stalks of those that had

bloomed in June and July, and although there had been

several nights of frost auil snow, yet there it was grow-

ing, at an altitude of 400 feet above the level of the

Forth, with its green capsules, and between 20 and 30 ex-

panded blooms, as beautilul as those at Midsummer ; with

as many unexpanded ones as would keep it in flower until

Christmas, if the weather kept moderate. At this season

of the year every flower is welcome, when the green of the

meadow is exchanged for brown, and the soft gales of

summer for the sleety blasts of winter. From the hint

thus given by nature, surely the art of the gardener could

prolong the smiles of Flora, so that the lover of flowers

may enjoy a treat even in a winter's day.— Peter

JMackenzie,

Ancient Castle Gardens at Stirling,—When Stirling,

like Windsor at the present day, was the seat of royalty,

it appears from history and tradition that the kings of

Scotland at that period were not without their royal gar-

dens. Their pleasure-ground appears to have been on

the south side of the castle, and there is a piece of ground

on the north-east side of the town still poiuted out as

forming part of the orchard and kitchen-garden that be-

longed to the palace. About three acres still remain as

an orchard, and are occupied by Mr. Allan, nursery and

seedsman, Stirling. A few mouths ago there was grow-

ing in it a Pear-tree, said to have been planted by King

James the First of England ; it was named the King^s

Pear or Carnock Pear. For a number of years past it

was rapidly decaying, one branch falling ofl" after another;

the trunk was also mouldering away : but it was still

respected, and it was surrounded with props to keep it

from failing, but it could not le preserved ; and a short time

ago the tree that was planted by that ''most high and

mighty prince" lay prostrate on the ground, Mr. Allan

preserved what was sound of it, in order to give it away

to those persons who have a desire to preserve such relics.

Pefer MackeuziPy West Pkan.

Effect of Soil on theqnaWyof Tim^^rr.—With whatever

eclat root-pruning has recently been brought before the

public, ]Mr. Thompson in his quotation from Switzer has

quite settled the question that it is no **new thing in the

earth," had it not been settled so completely by others.

My first instructor in these matters (alas ! 'tis 40 years

ago!) was a root-pruner ; although there was in those

days no Gardeners' Chronicle nor Horticultural Society's

Transactions, in which to chronicle his practice or ils

results. Mr. BiUington has, in p. 796, given some sensible

observations connected with the subject; I shall, how-

ever, at present only notice what Mr* BiUington says in

p. P30 about the qualities of timber, as affected by soil,

climate, altitude, &c. \Vhen I offered my views about

forest-tree pruning, in p. 213, I hazarded an opinion

'•that time was Cisential to quality." On giving the

subject more consideration, I think that opinion ought to

be in some measure qualified. I infitanced the Scotch
Fir, as of little value when grown rapidly; so I think still

in regard to that and to Firs generally : but such an opi-

nion will not hold with regard to our more valuable deci-

dtious trees, such as Oak, Chestnut, and Beech. Mr.
Billington's article, is confirmatory of what I expressed
respecting the qualities of Scotch Fir I had seen cut in

Fifeshire grown upon poor gravelly soil ; but w^^^ the

rapid-growing Scotch Firs of some of our modern plan-

tations in fertile soils to stand for a thousand years, I

question if age would much, if at all, improve their qua-
lity, and I should be glad to have an opinion from Mr-
Billingtori on the subject. Whatever I advanced in

p. 181 was connected with the propriety or impropriety,

advantage or disadvantage, of forest-pruning ; my reasons

for disapproving of. which', as -a* general practice, I have
stated ; and as this is the tmie for such operations, and
none' of yoiir correspondents have m'ooted the subject, I

begin to hope it has fallen into desuetude. You ^uted in

a former Number, that Mr. Billington's writings had never

fallen in your, way ; nor have they in mine : but some
vague notion recurring to mind that I had seen something

of his reviewed, I presume he was, if not still, a forest-

pruner ; and further, that he was an advocate for what

he termed " fore-shm*tening/' instead of cutting close,

or snagging. Now if this conjecture is right, I hope Mr.
BiUington will not be angry if I cannot subscribe to his

views, although preferable in practice to cither close-

cutting or snagging. My objections to these may be

stated in few words : that, with some exceptions, they

all tend to frustrate the object they profess to promote;

aiid 1 have formed such an opinion of Mr. BiUington's

experience and sense as to anticipate his concurrence,

and the use of his pen and influence to put an end to so

injurious a practice

—

Qucrcus,

Celery.—''^: C." a'grees with '*D. R./' at p. 781,

(18-41,) that Celery'should be .planted at such a distance

as to allow the earth to be thrown^ up 'roughly, and thiat

Seymour's Superb White CelerVis'^dtrthyoflJeiDg recom-

mended. In January last *' R. C." had a trench dug two

feet wide and one foot deep, and on the ridges he grew-

his early Peas, The trench being prepared, the Celery

was planted out in the first week in June, and the Pea*

shade the plants from the sun, *' R. C." beheves that the

reasons why early Celery does not always succeed is the

check it receives when transplanted, and in being fully

exposed to the sun, and also in not having sulficient

moisture at the root. At the first earthing-up '• R. C."

ties the leaves of the Celery together with matting, and

places fine soil firmly round the plant, taking care not to

let any get between the leaves. He earths up frequently,

for he finds that if the heart is too deeply buried, the plant

is sure to rot. On September the 2d " R. C." exhibited

at the Hull Botanic Gardens four heads of Seymour's

Superb White Celery, weighing 181b. 8oz., the heaviest

weighing 5 lb. 10 oz. ; and on Sept. 22d he dug up two

. heads that weighed 18 lbs. 4 oz-

Thonghts on Botany,—In my opinion Botany should

be studied by all Gardeners ; but 1 am sorry to say that I

have found that five out of six know no more of the clas-

sification of flowers than they do. .of steering a ship. 1

believe, howeverrit is only requisite to put young men in

the right way, anJ give them some leisure time, and they

will feel as much pleasure in ascending a lofty mountain to

seek for Saxifragra oppositifolia, or to the beautiful lakes

in Westmoreland for Lob^^ia Dortmanni, as they do in

visiting places of amusement, I have walked with prac-

tical gardeners through fields filled with Orchis morio

(Meadow Orchis), and have seen them trod down un-

beeded, while I have felt the greatest anxiety for their

safety, I have watched with pleasure the gradual unfold-

ing, day after day, of the stamens of Parn 'issia palustris^,

and I ha^ gone over a patch of ground near Liverpool

where the pretty CaUistegia soldauella, one of the rarest

British plants, has been growing, and seen it passed by

unnoticed. Many gardeners will, no doubt, maintain that

^Botany does not constitute any part of their profession ;

but even admitting that a man may be a good gardener

without any knowledge of Botany, yet there is something

so pleasing in it, independent of its utility in determining

the families of plants, that I recommend it to all gardeners,

more especially the young, who will themselves become

masters, and some day will take as lively an interest in the

subject as I do.—J?. Toivers, Gr. to D. Waterhouse, Esq.,

Aighurih, Liverpool [To know what he might to know,

and to know no more than he can make shift with, is one

of the marks that distinguish a good gardener from a bad

The Season for sowing Cnbhage,--ln p. 7G4 (1H41),

yon have given :VIr. Paxton's opinion of "Price's Mo-

dern Gardening," a book which the reviewer has shown

to be unworthy of the title it assumes. Howe^-er desenr-

inff it may be of the account which Mr. Paxton baa

given of it, it nevertheless has son^e claims to origmahty J

for who was ever told before that ten or eleven sowmgs

of Cubbage were necessary to ensure a succession!

Surely there is something modern in this.

Calb»gc is a vegetable that b atoo.t »«i"""']-;;';;^S

Though tiw
enied,
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.,ake aoalendnrfor him^eJf, for the sys ein r^nd "lies

adhered to in one place cannot be expected to suit every

other, especially in a country hke this, where there is so

much difference in the eliamte I ^"^^^.^ *o^^" ^^'^^^^^

markets are well stocked with Cabbage, Green Peas, and

Su-awherries full a fortnight before^ I can. produce any

one of these things, although the dLStancc ts no more

than twelve miles. We gardeners living near the Men-

dip Ilin^ are obliged to sow our Cabbage about the ^2nd

of July for onr spring and early summer crop ;
and if we

deferred it till August, which Mr. Paxton says is the time

that every one sows their spriug Cabbage, it would be

nearly Midsummer before we had any fit for use,— W, S,

Cepophflus.—l have excited, and with plenty of rea-

son, no small astonishment among your correspondents,

at the latitude and longitude given of the place from

which I wrote. To yourself more especially I owe some

apology for such an error. It arose from my referring

to a companion in the same room in which I was writmg

to look at a map for me, and tell me the latitude and

longitude. The map being merely a county one, pre-

sented, I buppose, more minutes than degroofl, for the

former wore all that were ^iveu to me ; and stupidly

enough did I write it down without any reflection, lour

overlooking the .l^urdlty your 'f, lessens, in some de-

gr--, my vexation at domg the same. On readmg the

article in print, the blunder at once struck mo ; but as I

liad sufficH^ntly indicafod my "whereabout" by saying

I was within a few miles of the north-cast coa^'t, I did

not think the orror sufficient to invalidate the article

itself, and therefore of importance enough to require an

immediate explanation. Having made the amende ho-

norable, I have only to inform « A. B,, of Woodbridge,"

that the locality, as it should have been given, la lat.

52** N., long, l® ; compnsinff, as he will see, the whole

of the N. E. coast of Norfolk and Suffolk, May I take

advantage of this opportunity of inquiring whether the

Paw!6nia imperialis is hanly enough to stand our win-

ters, and where it can bo pnrcha.sod ? 1 have applied to

aereral nurserymen in vain.— C^pop/jj7«*.— [P. impe-

rialis is believed to be quite hardy ; but Mr. Paxton

doubts it, in p. 71 R {\%\\). It is at present extremely

rare and dear, We do not know who has it for sale.]

Shakspere's Foresting.—CdSi any reader of the Gar-

deners* Chronicle say precisely what Shakspere had in hji

mind when he wrote the following lines, which have been

before quoted in this Paper :

—

As knots, by the conflux of meeting sap.

Infect the sound Pine and divert his grain,

Tortive and errant from the course of growth.

Troilus and Cresstda,

As there can be no doubt that these words were intended

to explain some popular notionjor some phenomenon which

had come under the poet's own observation, it must be

interesting to find their true meaning, and particularly so

jatt now, when we are promised two new editions of the

plays. The Gardeners' Chronicle is the best place to

discuss these questions, not only because the poet has been

there shown to be a gardener, but because the Chronicle

takes precedence of Mr. Collier in publishing ** Reasons

for a New Edition of Shakspere."—^.
Melons from Cuilings.—T^e ;Masulipatam Melon is

an excellent small green-fleshed variety, but, like others of

its class, I have found it a shy bearer unless propagated

from cuttings. Plants raised in this manner produce fruit

abundantly, require little room, and not much attention.

From experience I believe that all the shy-bearing Melons

would be more productive, and fruit in less time, if pro-

pagated from cuttings instead of seed

—

JV. Kerr,

Tq liaise Early Potatoes,—Last year I succeeded in

raising an early crop of Potatoes, in open ground, in the

following manner :— I first dug a trench sLx inches deep

by two feet wide, and into this put a layer four inches thick

of dung from a Melon bed, composed of half leaves and
half horse-dung. On this I planted the Potatoes, covering

them over with four niches of soil ; i bent sticks over the

bed, and in frosty weather I covered them with mats, and
the result was that 1 had a tolerable dish of young Pota-

toes by the 14th of May. I planted them on the 12th of

Harch ; the kind was the American Early.— Q, F, U,
VilalUy of Seeds.—This is the heading of the first of

your Miscellaneous articles of last week ; and to the in-

Btanco of tenacity of life there adduced, I offer you the
following ad'litional ones ;—No. 1. Several years ago, in

the progress of some improvements about my premises,
wo had occasion to remove an old privy, with its cesspool.

After the removal of the soil from the cistern of the lat-

ter, a ladling or dipping-hole was discovered at one cor-
ner, completely filled with Gooseberry, Currant, and
Grape seeds, and a few Cherry-stones ; in all, about half-

a-bushel. It was evident that these seeds had been the

eontributions of many summers, and that after resisting

the decomposing powers of human digestion, and then of

the putrid mass in which they had lain so long, they had
made their way, by their superior gravity, into the hole
in question, to the exclusion of all the more soluble ma-
terials. The cesspool and its superstructure were known
lo be at least 50 years old ; and although it was occasion-

ally cleared out, it had never been thought w^orth while

to make the clearance so complete as to empty the hole

in which this curious ** depot" had been made. The
brickwork being grubbed up, and the soil and seed

thrown into a compost, little more was thought of the

matter till the next year, wlien, and for three or four

years after, seedling Gooseberries, Cherries, and Currants

were found springing in great numbers all about my
garden, in various parts of which the manure of this

compost had been distributed,—No. 2. In a particular

locality m my neighbourhood (a sandy common and
t^bit-warren) whenever the turf is disturbed| a&d par-

ticularly when embankments are thrown up, tne J^*^^"^^

Stramonium springs up on the loose earth abundantly.

And that the seed had been living in the ground many

years, perhaps ages, and had not been recentlv imported,

is evident from the fact of its springmg immediately the

earth is so moved. By-the-bye, this is one.of the plants

of our « Flora" which Sir J, E. Smith doubts of being

indigenous. As the wast^ T speak of is of considerable

extelit, away from any gardens likely to grow the plant

as an ornamental one, and the locality over winch it pre-

vails at least 10 or 20 acres, and the seed, as I have

said above, always present in the soil, I have no doubt of

ita hein- native to it.-No. 3. The Yerbascum Ihap-
hedges but

sus and V. nigrum grow m all our

there are only fwo localities in which I liave ^een able

to find another species— the pulverulenturn. At the

distance of two miles from the nearest of these, and with-

out any appearance of the plant before or suice in any

part of the vicinUy, on treuch-digging some waste of

k congenial soil, to make a plantation of Firs, several

fine pTauts of the last-named species made their appear-

ance the first year after the ground was dug. The turt

here had not, apparently, ever been moved before ; and

unless, in remote times, for turf fuel, certainly had never

been disturbed. Birds may have imported the seed

after the soil was turned up ; but the plant is not always

to be found in the places I have indicated, and itisevery-

wluTc a rare one.—These cases might be easily multi-

plied, as every one knows ; and the knowledge of the

wonderful power of living matter to resist the ordinary

agents of decomposition is not without its uses in a prac-

tical view. But they have still more interest when con-

sidered in illustration of that point in vegetable physiology

which relates to the change of passive into active vitality.

We are not warranted in supposing that any animal ovum

can exist for years, much less centuries, unchanged,

under the mo^ favourable circumstances we cat! have

any conception of, resistive of external agencies. But,

setting aside the doubtful stories of the vegetation of

mummy-seeds, of Herculanian and Pompeian Wheat,

and the like ; such instances as the above, and that of

the boiled Eider-seed of your extract from the « Maga-

zine of Natural History,*' would incline one to believe

that in a lower order of created beings certain tnolecular

attractions may subsist for an indefinite period conserva-

tive of the predisposition to vegetative action. This can

hardly be called life ; it must be merely chemical combi-

nation, with aptitude for life,—Instinct of Plants is the

title of your next paragraph,—an extract from the Stir-

ling Advertiser. We find here given a very good descrip-

tion of a phenomenon by no means uncommon, though

not always exhibited in such prominent characters as in

the Comrie Oak, in situations where cliffs and hollow ways

abound ; where trees standing on the verge of precipi-

tous and rocky banks seem to have sent down foraging

parties, or perhaps one single large root-trunk, into the

softer and moister parts below,—a taluSt perhaps, formed

by the crumbling down of the parts from above. The
fact is undoubted, and the appearances there exhibited

have much of the air of an instinctive intelligence. But
such an expression as "instmct of plants " must not go

forth to your readers without qualification, especially as

coupled with the natural operation above mentioned,

which is to be explained on the simplest principles of

vegetable growth. You can best tell how much affinity

exists between the instinct of animals and the percep-

tivity of plants. Surely instinct implies volition, or is at

least mtimately mixed up with that quality, and some
degree of intellectuality—which must be denied to plants.

Sensibility to cei-tain stimuli when presented to the parts

capable of excitement, and their enlargement and exten-

sion in the direction in which these stimuli exert their

influence, are no proof of intelligence, even of the low^est

kind. I have studied many of these instances of subsi-

diary growth, and I observe that there are two natural

operations at work in their formation. One is the luxuri-

ant growth of the subsidising root, and the other the

destruction,by meteoric action and other abrading causes,

of the surrounding materials. A plant finds scanty

rooting on the top of a wall, or at the edge of a precipice

;

one of its fibrils chances to creep into a depression or a
crevice into wliich water percolates and rotten leaves dis-

charge their soakage. This gives it growth and vigour,

and if the crevice extends to the softer and moister parts

below the root, insinuates itself in the course of the
drainage, or rather obeys the impulse thus given just as

it would in the perfect mould. By-and-bye, by its expan-
sive power, and the natural decay of the rock around or
behind It, it begins to protrude, and, as it grows, gradu-
ally acquires higher and higher relief till it stands alone
aud independent of the fissure or furrow that fostered it.

This also is the history of all the bare roots that are
seen creeping and twining in such grotesque shapes and
picturesque arrangements about disintegi-ating rocks, and
especially where veins and crevices of softer materials are
Interspersed. And very much on the same principle we
account for the appearance of our^Ashes and Beeches that

Wreath their old fantastic roots so hish.

—P. P.
Nitrate of Soda.—In the essay on Nitrate of Soda,

in p. 7, the word "cortex" should have been "latex."
If there is no proof that the nitrate does suffer decompo-
sition after being absorbed, how does it happen that in
Wheat grown on soil dressed with the nitrate there is

found a greater proportion of gluten than in soil not so
dressed I Is it not because the greater quantity of nitro-

gen furnished by the nitric acid, supplies the nitrogen
wanted for the additional quantity of gluten I What
more convincing proof have jwe of water being decom-
posed in the plait, than finding that hydrogen and oxygen

are fixed constituents of plants ? Neither sulphuric acid

nor soda is the proper food of plants, and cannot so hn,

mediately benefit plants as nitrates which contain nltro-

een—an essential i-equisite in food. They may uUimately

be of benefit m the soil, when the sulphate of soda is

decomposed, by becoming solvents of other substances

that are food. In any experiments, however, that we

have seen, no immediate perceptible benefit has beeu

found. At Roselle, liear Ayr, the seat of A. Hamilton,

Esq., of Carcluie, where so many agricultural experi.

ments are made, the sulphate of soda was found last

season to produce no effect in several different trials on

Potatoes, &c., when the nitrates on the rows next them,

and in trials the year before, had a perceptible effect.

Common salt also was found to have no efi'ect the year

before.— 72, Lymburn.—[The exact mode in which the ni-

trates act as manui'es is unknown, and all the explana-

tions yet proposed are imperfect, because it is not certam

that in all cases the nitrogen which they contain is the

most important element. Under some circumstances,

other salts, not containing nitrogen, produce as good, or

even better effects than the nitrates of potash or soda.

Besides, it has yet to be proved that plants which, have

been manured with nitrate do really decompose them,

and that their nitrogen is employed in the formation of

gluten. Some plants absorb nitrates, and grow very

well, though the nitrates are not decomposed, but may

be found in the plant unaltered. If the nitrates assist in

retaining plants in a healthy state, and contribute to the

due performance of their functions, they may increase

the formation of gluten, without directly contributing

nitrogen themselves.]

Boot-pruning of Vines.—In p. 780, (1841,) mentionwas

made of shortening the roots of plants ; and it has beea

adopted here with Vines, with perfect success. The Vinei

were in the 10th year of their age, growing in a border

outside a range of Vineries, and were in a most pitiable

condition. To restore them to health and vigour, without

removal or the destruction of the crop in the subsequent

year, was the real design of the following operations. To

effect this purpose, it was supposed necessary to remove

the whole of the soil surrounding the roots exterior to a

bank of four feet close to their stems, which was left en-

tire. The whole soil beyond that distance was removed

and new added, good drainage being made at the same

time. The roots extending beyond the distance tnen-

tioned were cut off smooth, leaving the Vine with merely

short stumps of roots outward ; but those emitted in a

lateral direction, which, so far as could^ be ascertained,

were more numerous than usual were not disturbed. It was

found in a majority of the Vines, that each one had put

out a leading root immediately following the foundation

of the wall of the house, and some of them one on each

side. These roots contributed, no doubt, to afford the

proper aliment until new ones were emitted into the new

soil provided for them in front. It is worthy of remark,

that the business occupied the spare intervals included

between autumn and spring, portions being begun and

ended in one interval of time ; those which were done in

the autumn were much better ripened and more vigorous

than those done at a later period. Some of the Vines

were cut down within the house, and some were permitted

to remain as usual with single canes spurred, and others

with the young wood they have made in the preceding

year. Those cut down developed beautiful canes, remark-

able for closeness of texture and a multiplicity of buds,

and for being well ripened ; those not cut down hore

some excellent Grapes, and made some good wood for the

ensuing year, which they had never done before. All of

them exhibited symptoms of weakness by flagging in the

spring, when the sua shone strongly upon the foliage.

Those Vines in the portions of the border not done until

spring, were obliged to be cut down in consequence of

the lateness of the operation, and the severity of the

process, rendering a new development of roots necessary

subsequently to the development of the foliage; the others

not having a supply of that kind, protruded new roots into

the new soil immediately the sap commenced flowing ;
the

others did not, and were not so good. I regard this ei-

periment as interesting to prove the soundness of the

practice of root-pruning the Vine, and the season wbea

it is most proper to do so ; besides the evidence offered to

prove the possibility of recovering Vines to health ana

fertility without removal, or the necessity of adopting

more expensive or extensive methods to do it. 1 ^^

saw a case tried with Vines much older than these, o«ti

was in^a less extensive way, which, in a certain depeCt

succeeded ; but I am not satisfied how far similar opera-

tions could be effected with Vines much older than these,

or whether it could be done at all with old Vines. ^^'^^^^

some of your correspondents may be able to offer so

satisfactory additipn to these statements.
^

The ti

will come when the roots of trees and Vines will be P^""^
;

if not so regularly, quite as systematically as ^^®.^''*
p f^'

I have frequently done so to vigorous-growing "^ '

Peaches, and Plums, by tracing out the leading roots m
fed luxuriant branches ; but I have not been able ^^ P^^^

feet my views in regard to trees of old standing, nor na

I seen any remarks yet to elucidate that part of the pr

cess.

—

John Duncan^ Henlury Gardens, , ,

Salvia fulgens.Solvld. fulgens may be propagated oj

cuttings in the early part of June, and after being pott

a short time, should be shifted into pots five or six inc^e

across, filled with a soil composed of peat-loam ^""^^^'
mould. They should be grown out of doors until the la"

part of September, and then removed into the greenboo«^

where they form a striking contrast with the Chrysant^-

mums in flower. From its tendency to bloom ^*t* T|^jj

propagated in this way, Salvia fulgens is a great acquisitw

to the grc^nhouie at this sesBon,—G. G. iFatson.
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Polyanthus.—I beg to add my approval of the treatise

on the Polyanthus in p. 20 : nothing is more easily

grownjthan 'the Polyanthus, and it succeeds where no-

fliiD*^ else will, on a northern border. When a Polyan-

thus ceases to throw out fine leaves and rises above the

surface, it becomes pipy, and each shoot must be broken

off and replanted, I recommend all young growers

to watch that particular period of growth, as piping

is a disease which causes the plant to degenerate, and

in an early stage is easily checked ; but if allowed to

go on too long, the young offsets seldom recover, and
they become knobby. In that case I recommend their

being broken off as near to the leaves as possible, and
planted in a bed with a little lime-rubbish mixed with

the mould, which is liked by all the Polyanthus tribe.

—

G. R- G. E. '

Salvia patens,—Salvia patens can hardly be too ex-

tensively cultivated for turning out into the flower-garden

in the summer, and is by no means unworthy of being

grown in pots. The following mode of treating it has

been successfully adopted :—A plant was raised from a

cutting in ^f ay 1840, it bloomed in September in the same
year, and in nearly a dried state, was removed from the

greenhouse where it had stood during the winter into a

Tinery, where forcing had just commenced in the early part

'of Marcel 1841. The soil in the pot was stirred up at the

same time and watered in such a manner as to thoroughly

soak it, and in a short time a strong shoot was percep-

tible. As soon as this shoot was four or five inches long,

the plant was taken out of the pot. the soil carefully

removed from its tubers, the small fibres being injured as

little as possible ; it was then placed in a pot eleven

inches in width, with at least two inches of broken pot-

sherds at the bottom, covered with a thin layer of moss to

prevent the soil from settling, and rendering the drainage

imperfect. The soil was for the most part mixed with a.

little turfy loam and sand, and over the drainage was laid

an inch of rotten dung two years old. After potting, the

{)tant was replaced in the Vinery, and when about a foot

ong a flower-stem appeared which was carefully pinched

out. The plant soon made strong lateral shoots, which
were also stopped as soon as their flower-stems became
visible. It was removed to the greenhouse in the first week
in May; at that time the second laterals were growing
vigorously, and were stopped in the same manner as the

-iSrst. Water was always regularly applied, but no more
was given than the plant could absorb from the soil. On
the 27th of July the plant had 20 flower-stems, some of

which were in blossom, forming one beautiful mass of

bright blue- The dimensions of the plant were :—Height
from the surface of the pot, five feet three inches ; breadth
of the head as it hung in one direction, four feet nine

inches—on the opposite, three feet four inches.

—

G, G.
Watson^ Stockioii-on'Tees,

Salvia Patens from Seed.—When so much is said about
Silvia patens, perhaps it would not be uninteresting to
know that it ripens seeds perfectly in the open air. In
the autumn of 1840, I had a plant in an exposed situation
near the sea, from which I saved some seed. I sowed it

in pots at the time, but the plants not appearing before
the frost set in, the pots were placed in a cool frame, pro-
tected from frost, where they remained during the winter.
In the spring the pots were placed in the greenhouse,
where the seedlings came up; and in the early part of
May I made a bed of them along with some cuttings

;

here they have bloomed beautifully during the summer
and autumn. For beds, they are superior to cuttings, as
they grow dwarf and more bushy ; when they are in
bloom they form a splendid mass of brilliant blue, not to
be surpassed by any other plants. I intend to have an-
other bed of seedlings next year, and I think that if some
of the dwarfer scarlet sorts were mixed with them at the
time of planting, when they bloomed they would have a
prettier effect,—^ Constant Reader, Ryde.

Prizes for Horticultural Exhibitions.—Having fre-
quently heard ladies and gentlemen observe that it is
rather beneath them to contend at horticultural exhibi-
tions for money, I beg to recommend that books be sub-
tituted, and the following appear to me suitable ones :—
Illustrations of Botany, by Dr. Royle, IIZ. Us. ; Dr. Lind-
ley 8 works ; De Candolle's Vegetable Organography, trans-
lated by Bonghton Kingdon, Esq., 15*.. or handsomely
bound 1/. 1*. OJ. :

*^ - - ^

curing a first-class prize at a society such as the Horticul-
tural Society of London, to say nothing of the pecuniary
advantage afterwards derivable from it, are adequate to

any moderately high pecuniary reward that could be
offered. Besides wiiich, I think the public will get no
more justice done them, and the premium itself will be a

greater incentive to deception and fraud than an honorary
mark of approval and distinction. In addition to which,
if the observation I make be not true, and the competition
be for 30/. or 40/., as the case may be, and not for merit,

it is obvious that the uncertainty attending a yearly col-

lection for this object would of itself be a great draw-
back, I am deceived if that would not alone defeat the

object of your correspondent ; and I am led to think that

unless any society offering premiums has actually at its

disposal the amount of such rewards, either by its own
funds or by the voluntary premiums of members and
others, it acts injudiciously in holding them out for com-
petition, if it were only for this reason, that if such

society were once unable to meet the just calls at the pro-

per period, the offers of sixch premiums would fail to have

the desired eifect at the ensuing season, to which incon-

venient risk a subscription list would, I apjjrehend, be

always liable. But even supposing these objections are

not good ones, the partiality of Mr. Bowly's system would
be of great disadvantage to the encouragement of horticul-

ture in general. How many premiums (first and second

together 50/.) could a fioricultural society of moderate

means ofier in the same year—even with the addition of

the subscription-list suggested 1 If they could afford to

give two, it would be to the exclusion of other produc-

tions ; and how often, in the course of a few years, by
this plan, would it come to the turn of each fancy flower to

be rewarded ? We must not stand still in floriculture

now. Every corner of the kingdom echoes a desire to

promote this pursuit ; and it would be unseemly in any
fioricultural society to recognise so partial a system as to

reward one or two flowers in each year so bountifully at

the expense of so many others. The tastes of florists

differ so much in their choice of favourite flowers, each

one seeking for his protege the same promotion and encou-

ragement, that I think this exclusive system would occa-

sion much discontent and dissatisfaction even among
those most desirous to avoid it ; and I feel confident that

the pride and ambition among florists in general are such,

that you would have no stronger competition in conse-

quence of these high subscription premiums than at pre-

sent- I am a strong advocate for offering premiums,

whether they be honorary marks of distinction or pecu-

niary rewards ; but I as strenuously advocate a fair and

equal distribution of such premiums as far as possible. I,

as an amateur, take more delight in the cultivation of two

or three particular flowers than others; but at the same

time, as a lover of floriculture, I desire to see the others

progressing equally in their cultivation, and approaching

nearer perfection every season ; and this, I fear, would

not be the case if the exclusive system recommended by your

correspondent were carried out, as it would be three or

four seasons before it came to the turn of each kind of

production to be rewarded. If Mr, Bowly is so desirous

of offering a premium for Pelargoniums, or Calceolarias,

or anything else, let him, like others, signify his intention

of doing so, to any extent he is disposed, to the Fioricul-

tural Society of London, if he approves of it as a tribunal,

and many will, in all probability, follow him. I would

also suggest, that if your correspondent is really anxious

to offer a higher premium than is convenient to hi6, from

the conviction that the cause will be better served, might

he not make the subscription he advocates among his

friends—promoters of floriculture— that it might not be

ent before the Society in the form of a subscription, nor

the Society itself be supposed to give rise to it ?—5. D.

. Paxton's Pocket Botanical Dictionary,
15s,, or handsomely bound 1/. is. ; the Gardeners' Chro-
mcle forthe last year, 1/. 6s. ; the London Journal of Bo-
tany for the last year ; Mr. and Mrs. Loudotfs works;
Vegetable Cultivator, by Rogers, 6s. ; the Handbook of
Jxardening, 2s. ; the Florists' Journal for the last year, 6s,

;

the Entomologist for the last year, 6s. An appropriate
motto may be written in the prize-books—such as <' Pal-
aam qui meruit ferat,"—Let him bear the palm who

the

deserves it ; or, *' In tenui labor ; at tenuis non gloria,"
V^''S^'')—The labour was bestowed on a small object, but

glory is not the less. Probably the presidents and
ccretaries of horticultural societies may think of more
suitable mottoes, but theie are mentioned in default of
better.—if. B. G.
Prizes for Seedling Florists' Flowers.—The earnest-

ness evmced by Mr. Bowly, at p. 845, (1841,) and my con-
carrence with the general spirit (though not entirely with
ibe principle) of his communication, induces me to offer a
rew remarks on his system of offering premiums, I have
«ways been an advocate for offering large premiums,

**J*^^^^^y
i» societies where the contention for them is

th' w
^ith much expense to the competitors ; and I

^»nk that to a certain extent high premiums would havfc
much of the desired effect iu fioricultural societies ; but I
Pprehend that in general the expenses of raising a Pelar-
fiOmum, a Calceolaria, or any similar flower, ^e ^ot soVm but what the honour and merit attached to the pro-

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Jan. Slh.—The Buke of Richmond in the Chair. Twenty-one

gentlemen were elected.—Col. Challoner presented to the Council the

report of the Finance Committee, announcing the current cash

l>n!ance in favour of the Society, on the 3l8t of December, 1841, as

1 028/. 12s. 2d., and the amount of invested capital as 5,700/. stock,

in the Three and a Half per Cent. Reduced Annuities.—On the

motion of the Rev. W. L. Jiham, seconded hy D. Barclay, Esq.,

M.r., it was ordered '* That an account be laid before the Council of

all sums paid to members of the Council for any services performed

for the society, from the year 1839 to the present time.—The Duke of

Richmond laid before the Council a further report of the proceedings

of the General Bristol Committee.—Tlie Council lia>1ng revived the

former House Committee appointed in June last, and hanng added

to it the meml>er3 of the fienerai Bristol Committee, it was refeired

to the United Bouse Committee to report to the CouncU the best

arrangements to be made in reference to an ealablished residence for

the Society.—On the motion of the Duke of Richmond a committee

was appointed to prepare and lay before the Council a design for the

great seal of the Society, to be attached to all documents in vvluch

the Societv by their charter contract under a common seal "> their

indiN-iduarand corporate capacity, consisting of ^^^^ ^^*'^^?^ 'j^^"

mond, Mr. Fusev, M.P., Mr. D. Barclay, M.P., and Mr. K Glbte.

—The Duke of Rutland, as President of the Leicestershire A^iciil-

tural Society, transmitted to the Council a memonal. signed by the

Hon. H. W. Wilson, their chairman, in the name and on the behalf

of the committee of that societv, inviting the Society to hold ita great

a^icultural anniversar\- of 1843 at the town of Leioister ; and enume-

rating in detail the virions topics of information required by the

resolution of the Council of the Sth of December last ; enclosing a

sketch of the Leicester cricket-ground, as the site recommended as

most suitable for the erection of the pavilion for the dinner, and the

general purposes of the show, and a plan of the street leadin:: ^o the

ground from the railway station. The Duke of Rutland concluded

the communication hv assuring the Council that should they consider

favom-ably this request of the Leicestershire Committee, there was no

town in the north-eastern district where the endeavour would be more

strenuous to afford evorv accommodation to the visitors, and to ad-

vance both the interests'of the show and the general welf:ire of agn-

culture. The thanks of the Council were voted to the Duke of Hut-

land and the Leicestershire Committee for their ition to the

Society, and their wishes to promote its objects ; and the secretary

was directed to inform the Duke of Rutland that the memonal and

plan had been received bv the Council, and would have the b^
consideration at the time when the subject of the town at whreh tfis

Society T^ould hold ita aimu^ county jaeetiDg of 1543 should com©

under their consideration for final decision.— U. liullen, Esq., secre-

tary of the Roval Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland,

transmitted to the Council the second report of the proceedings of
that society, along with a list of suggestions to the local agricultural

societies throughout Ireland, of such regulations as appear to the
general society most ' ilated to perfect thfir organisjition and
ensure a uniform system of action and similarity of princij>le and
de^ in their establishment. Mr. Rullen stated that the Metroi>olitaa
society had been su( ul in its efforts to organise these societleB
and effect their correspondence with themaelves, no less than 50 local
societies being in comumnic;ttu>n with them already ; that the society**
annual show in the country would probably be lield at KiUienny, and
in the month of August ; and that it W»s the earnest hope of the
Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland that such an interchange of
communication would by that time have been effected brt^rren them-
selves and the Royal Agricultural ^ tr of Kv-^and as would result
in that connexion between the mu*„....a'of the two nadomd societies
ha%ing a common object of usefulness to the couutn- at large, which
would lead to the attendance at their meeting on that occasion of
lome of the principal agriculturists aiid br ler« of EiV nd. with
their prime stock.—The Earl of Ducie prr-nted to the Society a
model of his Uley cultivator, one of the priie impler—nts of the
Liverpool show. The Rev. J. Heysham communicated a report of
the epidemic ; Mr. Champion transmitted a note relative to tb«
question agitated by the Thanet Farmers* Club of the best kind of
Swedish Turnip ; and various presents of books were annoui^.-d.

BEMuVOLEXT INSTITUTION 1 OH THE AGED AND IN-
DIGENT GARDENERS AND TllElU WIDOAVH.

Jiui. 13.—The anniversary- meeting was held this day at the Crown
and Anchor Tavern ; Mr. lini^^ter in the Chair. Mr. Hosier read
au abstract of the accounts for the past ye;ir, from which it appean
that the society is in a most flourishing condition ; for in addition to
paying all exi>ense3, 200^ of the current year's subscriptions have
been funded, which is as much as has been in the three preceding
years. The sum paid for pensions for the last yaar Ip ^3/. 8*. lOd.,

which there ia every reason to believe, from the growing importance
of the society, will soon be yery much increased. Messrs Nutting,
Fairbairn. Mills, Dickson, Eraser, Gray. Sadler, and Fames, were
placed on the Committee, in the room of Messrs. Brown, Buchanan,
Low, Mountjoy, Toward, and Warner. The thanks of the meeting
were then voted to Rf r. Bowler, for his services as honorary secretary,

Poon after five o'clock, a large number of gentlemen, including

most of the members of the Fioricultural Society of London, sat

down to dinner. Mr, Groom took the chair. After " The Q,ueen,"
** Prince Albert," ** The Queen Dowager and other branches of the
Royal Family," and "The I'rebident and Vice-Presidents of the

Institution," had been given. Earl Duciu's health, as President of
the Fioricultural Society of London, was drunk. The next toastvas,
** Success to the Institution ;" and Mr. Keman, in proposing it, re-

marked that it wag a great gratification to obsen-e how progressively

the institution was increasing in importance ; the number of perBons
whom he saw around bore sufficient testimony to its value ; and in

concluding, he wished it might ever prosper, and prove a benefit and
comfort to many of its poorer members. Mr. Bowler returned
thanks, and congratulated the meeting on the udvance<i i Ition of
the institution, owing to the cordial support which all bad given to

it. He alluded to the increase made in the funded property, and ha
had now but little doubt of the well-doing of the Society for the

future. He said the committee luid detennined to recommend that

two more pensioners should be elected about next June. '* tiueeess

to the Horticultural and Fioricultural Societiea of London, the

Country Florists, the Continental Nurserj-men, and the Press,"
haring been given, the meeting separated.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jat}. IX—The annual general Meeting took place this day; Mr.

Edmonds in the chair. An abstract of the accoimts was read and
ordered to be printed. It appears that the total sum recdTed is 52/.

17.T., out of which 31/. 10/. has been paid for prizes at the shows, and
upwards of SI. for periodical works on Gardening, to form the

nucleus of a library. Mr. Groom proposed, and Mr. Shears seconded,

that tlianks be given to Earl Ducie, for having accepted the office of
President. Mr. Shears was elected treasurer for the ensuing year, and
Messrs. Fox, Masters, Charhvood, and Palmer were elected on the

committee, in the place of Messrs. CUrk, Verity, Mamock. and
Rogers; Messrs. Gaines and Mountjoy were re-elected. Messrs.

"VVrench, Burmp, and Barnard were elected auditors fOr the ne\t

year. It having been found that a 10/. subscription was not suffident

to carry out all the objects of the society, it was after some discussion

proposed that in future the annual subscription should be 1/. Thankt
were then given to the Secretary, the Committee of the past year, and
the Chairman, and the meeting broke up well pleased at the success

of the first year's enterprise.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE
EITHER USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Aq,viLE'cix SKi'ssiZRu Mr. Skinner's Colmnbine. {Hardjf
fferbax. (s Perennial).—This fine Aquilegia yrtM mnt to Wobura
Abbey by G. U. Skinner, Tsq., fi-om Gu^*~mala, a country much to
the south of any which had previously been supposed to produce a
species of Columbine. A. SkJnneri proves to be perfectly hardy,
having survived the severe winter of 1840- u, in the open ground at
Woburn, and flowering in great beauty during the summer and
autumn of 181 1. Its nearest affinity is with A. canadenaia. The
flowers are drooping, yellowish green at the lower part, and prolonged

into a nearly straight spur, almost two inches in length, of % lively

red colour.

—

BoL Mag,
HAnDEN'BR'RGiA MACROPHVLLA. Broad-leavfid Hardenbergia,

(Greenhouse Climber}.—This most beautiful and >-aluable climbing

shrub IS one of the numerous interesting products of the Swan River

Colony, the introduction of which to our gardens was effected by Sir

J. Stirling, wlio sent seeds to England in 1835. These were raised

at the seat «f R. Mangles, Esq., Sunninghill, Berks, and probably at

other places. In habit Hardenb^rgia macrophylla is remarkably

luxuriant, growing to a considerable height, branching widely, and
being well covered with its handsome foliage. The racemes of flowers,

too, are particularly abundant, and often diverge into three or four

branches, thus forming a large cluster. Their colour ia a brilliant

purple, which does not fade by dr>ing. Its culture, though assim ilating

for the moat part to that of H. Comptoniana, should be varied m one
important particular ; for, while that species seems to thrive ^nd
flower best when kept in a pot, H. macrophylla is more suitable tot-

planting in the border of a conservatory, where it can be allowed to

cling to the pillars, or to chains or wire placed purposely for the sup-

port of climbers, and spread out its branches in all directions, without

having them materially shortened. So managed, it constitutes «
l>eautiful object, with the combined appearance of a shrub and ft

climbing plant. It may, nevertheless, be grown in a pot, and eithet

trained in asimilar way-, or fastened to any kind of trellis of adequate

dimensions. We must mention, however, tliat when its growth ia

stunted and contracted by confinement at the roots, it never exhibit*

that vigour and l>eauty which are common to it under more congeniai

and natural treatment. The soil in which it flourishes best is a fresl^

light loam, to which about a third as much heath-mould and sand ij

added, and the whole well reduced and incorporated, but not divested

of its fibrous or decayed vegetable matttr by sifting. It flowefS in

the principal summer months. Cuttings, ordinarUy treated, root

M-ith the usual facility ; and, as it produces seeds abundantly, it may

be extensively propagated by them.—3frt/;. of Bot.

Catasetlu FrLiGiNOsrM. Sooty Cataaetum. {St^m mp^
pAtf/<?.)"This singular plant has lately aowered at Sion, mt&e

possession of His Grace the Duke of Korthumberla^. m t^b^

is quite that of C, tridentatum, but its flowers
^;^^^«^,*^,*';^'?'f_|fc7^

raceme, and of a deep green colour. «P"^:^^*^ ,^*^^^"4e^U
purple, so as to look as if they were soiled ^^^^

*°f*;^^ I^fo^^
knd petals are spotted, oblong, acute, and ^^^^^r^^^ ^^^^^
downwards. The lip, on the other hand, i-* t.v ^nr, nooaea,

stalled wUh paTe 'purple, and either --^^-^^%Tr^^^^ ZZ
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of which is placed a smaU and imperfect anther. In this masqum^^

genus it is impossible to say what is a ^P^""i= = nnUP ri 'twi
Judrinir bv rules found ffood iii other genera, this is quite distinct

froS sjecit previously described, jud|riug
f'°°L'd'vfride' w^

we possess concerning C. tridentatura, cnstatunl, and viride, we

rhould suspect it to be a mere form of C. atratum, or some such

RiGioi^LLAlMUACVLATA. SpoUess Stiff.talk. {Halfliardy Bulb,)

^Bulbsof Ri^idella immaculala were sent to the Horticultural

Society from Guatemala by Mr. Hartweg. It differs from R. flam-

mea in having much smaller flowers, not spotted, and narrower

leaves • otherwise they are nearly the same, except that this is

the more -^lender and dwarf of the two. Both are half-hardy

bulbs requiring exactly the same management as the Tigndia, to

which they are very nearly allied.-- Bo^fleff. „ . , ,

HouLLBTXA TJTTATA. Stnpcd Houllctia. {Stove Epiphyte.—

This verj- carious plant was received by Messrs. Loddiges from

Mr. Schomburgk. It has the erect raceme of HouUetia Biockle-

hurstiana, but the flowers are much smaller, form a pyramidal

mass, and are yellow, streaked with so much deep chocolate-

colour that the former is hardly seen except on the lip. From

the similarity in habit between these plants and Maxillaria War-

reana, one would have thought they muat have belonged to the

•ame genus, but an examination of the fructificaaon does not

confirm that opinion.—Bo?. Reg.

\

MISCELLANEOUS.
King Charles's Pear Tree.—A venerable object of

some curiosity in Doncaater, known to several of our

readers, has lately been doomed to fall under the stroke

of the axe, and thus to share the fate of that unfortunate

monarch, by whose hands, local tradition informs us, it

was placed in the earth.

—

Doncasler Gazette.

Grant's Patent Fuel.—The patent fuel of Mr. Grant is

composed only of coal-dust and a preparation of coal-tar,

or other bituminous material, which is converted by the

influence of heat into a substance resembling pitch; two

gallons or 20 lbs. weight of this pitch (or bituminous ma-

terial), when reduced to a liquid, are combined with

one hundred weight of coal-dust; the composition is then

moulded into the form of bricks, which constitutes the

article patented by Mr. Grant, and patronised by Go-

Ternment.

—

Herts Reformer.

Improvement of Irish Flaa^.—The following extract

of a letter (says the Northern Whig) from an extensive

English flax-spinning house to a respected Ixish house

has just been handed to us ; and we publish it, in the

Lope that it may serve to encourage the Northern Flax

Society to persevere in their exertions, and stimulate

growers to turn their attention, earnestly, to the most

improved methods of treating the article, in preparing it

for market ;—" We are glad to see, by the Belfast papers,

the exertions making to improve the Irish flax.
^
We

shall be rery glad to come to ypur market, and be inde-

pendent of the Continent. We see a great improvement

in the twenty bags you sent as samples, upon that sent

last year ; but, even yet, though very strong, it has a

tow-like appearance, when in thread, which prevents our

using it, except by mixing a small proportion of it with

Dutch, to make it take a good gloss in finishing. This,

which is the only defect, arises, we believe, solely from

the improper treatment of the flax after it is pulled."

—

Londonderry Standard,

GigatUic Turnip.-
Drummond's Agricultural Museum, a white globe Tur-

nip, which weighs "iSlbs.j and measures 3 feet 8 inches

round. This fine root was grown by Mr. D. M'Laren,

on Bruce Castle farm, Caruock, Stirlingshire, and is be-

Jieved to be the largest grown In this district for many
years.

—

Stirling Observer*

New Potato.—We have recently tasted a potato, sold

"by Messrs. C. and T. Chapman, market gardeners, Brent-

ford, which seems to deserve to be made more generally

known. In size and quality it bears much resemblance

to young Potatoes of the best description ; and, accord-

ing to the vendors, "no more trouble is necessary than

in growing an ordinary crop of Potatoes
;
glass is not re-

quired to force them under ; and they will produce

as good a crop as any border Potato known." There
are two kinds—^a round one and a kidney. It is the

latter of which we are speaking as having proved excel-

lent when cooked. In appeai-ance it is very like what
the Germans call the " Moren " Potato, and we are not

prepared to state in what respect it differs from that va-

riety, which is scarcely known in England.

There is^ exhibiting, in Messrs.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Metsrg. Ilciiderson'Sy Pine Appk -place.—In the Orchidaceous-house

Houlletia Rrocklehurstiana has t>een in fine flower ; the plant, which
is not a Urge one, has throv*n up a very strong stem bearing six large
blossoms of a rich brovm colour. The singuLar and pretty Tricho-
pilia tortiUa was also in fiuwer, as well as a Maxillaria, apparently a
variety of, or nearly related to, aroraitica : it was dull yellow, with
the labellum bright orange beautifully marked with crimson. The
Btove was greatly enlivened by eome plants of Dracaena terminalis,
whose bright crimson leaves form a good substitute for flowers at this
season. The broad crimson bracts of Poins^ttia, the pretty scar-

let star-like dowers of Euphorbia fulgens, and the brilliant blue of
Erauthemum pulchellum made a display that at tiiis season would
BOt have been expected a few years since.

—

.Tan, U.^—.———.—_^^^

Hcfairto.

Chemistry^ in its application to Agriculture and Phy-
siology, By Professor Liebig. Translated from the
German hy Lyon Pla\'fair, Ph. D, 2d Edition. 8vo.

pp. 409. Taylor and Walton, 1842.

Having in the commencement of last year given a review

of the fi^atK^mion of this valuable work, accompanied by
CQ^^&l&i^^xfcriKTtSfc and a sketch of the view which the

antheip'fiaartalffifl ^C the subiect* it mierht perhans appear

v^v:?^"^^ SBary to iiQdl^e any further observations upon it,

i». cveiftthough this i^^s^ted to be an improved edition, fur-

^Q- 'ther than U> i?epea* ^at it is a w^ork of very great value,

lVlii*iervinaf most care
"

"
^

. .^ - -

^\^3re- interested in Agriculture, and likely to lead to most

r_.-^^ - -wii resiiifia^ fo\drawing the attention of practical

mr toi&fi t& the sc^ce^ Chemistry, and pointing out to

"^Hjijeawftt^l'^hitbcfte -luucli neglected, but nevertheless

extensive and most fruitful field of inquiry. The rela-

tion of chemistry to agriculture is, however, so new and

so full of interest, that we shall take the opportunity of

the publication of a second edition of Liebig's book to say

a few words on the subject. Previously to the appear-

ance of Liebig's ' Organic Chemistry," there w^as no

recently-written book on the subject which could be put

into the hands of a practical Agriculturist that would

cive him much information of value. On the appearance

of Liebig's book this deficiency was to some extent sup-

plied, and it was accordingly received with the most

-eneral approbation, and eagerly read by a large number

of intelligent practical men. There were some, it is

true, who, averse to all alteration, whether improvement

or not, set themselves against the whole subject of agri-

cultural chemistry, and cried out against it as useless

because it could not teach them everything. With these

we have no sympathy. ^

Such persons have an erroneous idea of chemistry

—they seem to consider it as a mere theoretical science,

consisting of crude and uncertain speculations, and there-

fore unworthy of any confidence, and not to be put in

competition with the experience of practical men. Now

the fact is, the object of the chemist is to collect and

arrange facts and observations, and by these means he is

in time led to generalise or find out the laws which

govern the processes he has been studying. Chemistry

IS by no means a theoretical science ; iu fact it is the

least so of all the sciences, for in it nothing can be pre-

dicted, but in every step it must be the result of careful

and repeated observation, and therefore leads to nothing

but practical conclusions.

The object of chemistry, therefore, is not merely to

theorise and suggest impracticable plans for improving

the processes of the farmer, but to collect, methodise, and,

as far as possible, explain those processes, and the facts

observed by practical men, on sound and rational prin-

ciples, not according to new and uncertain theories, but

in accordance with simple rules deduced from attentive

study and comparison of the results of a great multitude

of similar operations. In doing this, the chemist or

chemical argriculturist is led to make new experi-

ments and observations, which, if properly conducted, well

selected, and accurately recorded, are always valuable.

In these experiments he cannot foretel or predict with

certainty the results, but he can, by comparing his expe-

riment with similar ones previously made, form some idea

of the probable result. In so doing he theorises, or reasons

by analogy : tlie result may prove the correctness or show

the falla'cy of his view, but till proved it must always be

regarded as a mere supposition, and never for a moment

considered as an established fact. The use of theory in

this, as in all other sciences, is merely to assist in devising

and making experiments. It is true that by making

experiments at random we shall at last arrive at the truth;

but if we for a time take up the most probable explanation

of any subject, and then endeavour by a few appropriate

experiments to ascertain whether or not it be correct, we

shall certainly attain a satisfactory conclusion in a much
shorter time, and with much less trouble.

When Liebig's book was published about a year and a

half ago iu the form of a report addressed to the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, and intended

chiefly for the use of scientific men, its appearance was

eagerly hailed by practical agriculturists, who expected to

find in it a clear and distinct account of the great leading

facts of agricultural chemistry, so arranged that they

could easily understand and apply them to practical uses.

For this purpose, however, the book was not well adapted,

and consequently many were disappointed in their expec-

tations. Some believe everything in it implicitly ; while

others, going to the opposite extreme, doubt everything,

and place no faith at all in the statements of its author.

The right course to have pursued would have been some,

where between the two ; but this, few except those who
had already devoted a good deal of attention to the sub-

ject would have taken.

One of the great faults of the book is, that the author

does not sufficiently separate those certain and well-esta-

blished facts which are the results of experience—whether
deduced from the daily practice of the farmer, or from

the smaller trials of the chemist—from the theoretical

opinions of his own which he has advanced ; but gives to

both the same weight and appearance of authority.

Hence, as some of his views, which are apparently stated

as facts, are unsupported by good evidence, and arc, there-

fore, questionable, or evidently erroneous, readers aVe

led to doubt othex-s of his statements ; and the value of

the whole book is proportionably diminished. If we
read it without carefully following up each train of argu-

ment, but witli a fixed conviction that everything in It is

unquestionably true, we shall greatly mislead ourselves,

and in place of deriving benefit from its perusal, acquire an
imperfect and unsatisfactory knowledge of the subject :

whilst if it is read with attention, the arguments weighed
and examined, and the statements reviewed with caution,

wG cannot fail to be instructed and satisfied.

It is this unfortunate style of the author which renders
his book far less valuable than it would otherwise be to

general readers. Those who have paid great attention to

the subject, and are familar with the details of science,

will readily separate the theoretical from the practical

statements ; but the ordinary reader will be unable to

do this, and will accordingly be led into unlimited

belief or unlimited -cepticism.

Although we have the highest possible opinion of

Liebig both as a chemist and likewise as a philosopher,

and although ready to receive his views respecting the
nourishment and growth of plants with all the respect

due to his talents and research, we are by no means

disposed to receive them blindly or believe them implicitly,

and we regret that it is so much the fashion at present

amongst scientific men to follow Liebig in all things,

adopting his views undoubted, and unquestioned. It will

be far better to examine them practically and experi-

mentally ; for those which are correct will thou stand

confirmed, whilst the- sooner that any which are not

correct are disproved,the better for the progress of science.

It would be impossible to give a condensed account of

a book like Liebig's, because the matter of which it treats •

cannot be discussed in a cursory manner : if we were to go

into the subject at all, we should be led into writing a

pommentary and taking up each head one by one—and we

have already, in the early part of last year, given a general

account of the work. In the second edition some attempts

have been made to render the book more accessible to

unlearned readers by a few exi)lanatory and introductory

observations, but still several parts are much in need of

being simplified. In many respects the work is consi.

derably improved by additions and alterations, but we

regret still to see many of those things which appeared

objectionable in the previous edition. Thus in the

commencement of the book it was stated that vegetable

physiologists had *' without any apparent reason" assumed

certain positions regarding the use of Humus, and the

oflSce which it performs in the grow^th and nutrition of

plants. Now, this statement, however it may be ap-

plieable to German physiologists, is false when applied

to those of this country ; and as the book was written in

the form of a report to a British society, it would have

been better if the author ascertained the views of British

physiologists before he made so sweeping an accusation.

We were both surprised and sorry to find the same

passage unaltered by the author in the second edition.

A note by the translator, it is true, is added, explaining

that the statement is more applicable to German than to

English physiologists ; but as we are not the translator,

we shall at once say, what is perfectly true, that this as-

sertion, and some others, are pieces of mere gratuitous

impertinence.

Amongst the additions to the book, the most consider-

able are the new observations on Manures, and the sup-

plementary chapter on Soils ; the latter principally from

the works of Sprengel, a laborious and zealous German

chemist, whose writings are but little known as yet in

this country. In the chapter on Manures much highly

interesting matter will be found. Speaking of nitrate of

soda, he observes, " The experiments which have hitherto

been instituted with this manure do not warrant us in

concluding with positive certainty, that it is the nitrogen

alone to which it owes its efficacy ; but they certainly

render tljis a plausible explanation of its virtues." We
are glad to observe this doubt expressed, because we

have always thought the action of this manure unper-

fectly understood, and that the theories of chemists were*

somewhat questionable. Aa we liave already said, a

broad line of distinction must be drawn between facts

and theories, or all will be confusion and uncertainty.

Chemists may do much to improve Agriculture, but as

yet they know too little of the processes of vegetation to

enable them to explain with certainty the phenomena

attendant on these processes ; and therefore their views

must be brought forivard as theories to be confirmed, or

rejected by the results of experiment.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or /^^^mt/m/yTF^^^.

This wiutr>* weather which haa prov.iilod since our last will have

prevented many of the operations therein recommended from being

carried on ; nevertheless, time may have been proJltably occupied out-

of-doors in one or other of the departments of a large establishment,

for a gardener will find it good poUcy to employ all his available

strength in doing everything now which can be done to forward bis

•ut-work, rather than to wait for the return of more suitable weather.

Puring frost, all heaps of compost should be turned, laying the frozen

lumps at the bottom ; and if the middle of the heaji is tolerably di>',

a good quantity might he wheeled into the potting-sheds, to be m
readiness when wanted for use. Any rough ground-work, too, mi^ins

be executed ; for if a little time be lost by the difficulty of breaking up

the frozen surface, it wiU be amply redeemed by the faclhty of

wheeling. „
KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In door Department.
»,•««

Pinery.—The heat of the house containing the plants ^hich too

are desirous of starting into fruit should be gradually raised to 7tr.

«

the course of the ensuing week, and the plants will most ^i^J^^^"''*

require a little water at their roots. Take care that the plaaW^
treated do not get too much bottom-heat. If the new lining cfiusw

the heat at the bottom of tlie pots to rine above 95^, a«4 procautionaiy

measure it will be advisable to draw the ten partially away f«>So h»
pots, and also to continue the temperature of the house at w »J

fire-heat. The plants in aU the houses had better be now ex^*^^*
for as strong fires have been necessary to keep up the required tem-

perature, some of the plants, especially those near the heating aftpa-

ratus, will probably be dry. In succession-pits heated by dung onij^

the plants should neither be watered nor syringed at this ^^°' -^j.

Vjn£ry. — Four or five de|[rees of uninterrupted frost, wii

scarcely a gleam of sunshine to brighten or warm the atmosphere^

most unpropitlous weather for forcing, and all the skiUand en«W
of the gardener is requisite to counteract iU withering influence, i™
most critical period of Vine forcing is when the embo'o ^"»<:^^j"
just beginniuit to develop their j>edicles. and to assume the app^^'

ance of fioweSng OT^fans. A sudden check or insufficient excitement

at that stage will frequently cause abortlveness, and the young ouncn,

instead of expanding into blos&oms, dwindles into a barren tenonx.

\Vhen signs of this are visible, the temperature should be Kepj

steadily up to 70°, allowing it to rise 10 or 15 degrees by ^^^'^^
rather than admit tbe external air. if cold and frosty: "»

'^^'^^J^^'Jl

there is a considerable heat in the flues or pipes, a Utile air ni"si uo

cautiously given ia bright sunshine, and at aU times the ^^T^^P"^
of the house must be kept aufflciently humid to prevent rapm evapu-

ration by the leaves,
^

|^„f

Pkach-house.—Do not wet the blossoms of Peach-treai ;
o

,

after the petals have faUen, the trees wjft be greatly b^netite<i d} »

sprinkling ever>- morning with tepid water ; or if the weather ^Ji^
and open, twice a day wUl do them good. WTiUe the trees w «»

bloom, a night temperature l>etween ^P and 55" should be ^™7.*5.'
with air every day, more or le«s accordiiw; to the state of tbe w^^ ;

In very cold nights the thermometer might be permitted to ta^ *^^
in preference to wasting fuel by extraordinary ftres. Now ** » 8

time, if not ah^dy done, to dress the trees in the late houses «nu

tlie composition mentioned in p. 648 (1841).
^

Cherry-hoksk.—-Treei which have been nioderately excitea

the le^imMg of Dec«Bi)wr wSft Smve b«fiua to «xpaod tUeU w
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and at this stage of their progress a supply of fresh air is indispensable.

While the trees are in bloom, do not allow the temperature by arti-
•
ficial heat greatly to exceed that recommended laiit week. Although
the trees would probably bear a greater heat, it would be attended

with some ribli, and it is best to keep on the safe side. Syringing

must now be discontinued for a time.

. Figs.—Any pots that stand over the heating npparatus should

have pans placed beneath them to protect the roots from too great

heat. A better situation is the bed of fermenting dung which has

been recommended (p. 7()y, 1841) to be introduced into the early

Vinery ; and if the heat of this bed does not exceed 100°, the pot's

may be partly plunged into it.

CucuMBKfis.—If the seed-^ed already made maintains a tempera-
ture between KMP nnd 120° in the body of the dung, it should be
prepared for sowing by covering the surface regularly over with turf

. or slates, upon which six or eight inches of fine sand should be laid.

Sow the seeds thinly in pots or pans ; or, if preferred, one seed only
might be put into a small pot. l^lants already bedded out will i)ro-

hably require the assistance of strong linings of hot dung, in which
case they will be liable to injury by the steam finding its way into

the frame when tlie lights are raised to admit air. To prevent this,

one of the upper squares might be taken out of each light, and a
moveable piece of wood titted into its place, which can be opened or
closed as necessary.

Strawberry I^lants in bloom must have all the air possible.

This is esential to perfect impregnation, without which the flowers

become what is techuicully called *' blind." The plants should also

be regularly watered, but not over the flowers. The temperature of

the early I*each-house, at this season, is suitable for the Strawberry
plant.

Asparagus.—Make a succession bed to succeed that jilanted in

the beginning of the month : for this and other purposes, it is ad-

visable always to have, at this season of the year, a substantial heap
of dung and leaves ready mixed and prepared for immediate use.

Peas and Beans for transplanting had better now be sown in

boxes, pots, or any convenient substitute. They can afterwards be
advanced or retarded as found necessarj\

Celery.—Sow a small quantity in heat for an early crop. The
Celeri Violette, introduced from France by the Horticultural Society,

and the Flat-stemmed Wliite, are among the best.

Mustard and C'ress should be sown once or twice a-week, accord-

ing to the consumption.
Out-door Dc'paitmotl.

It will be better to suspend digging and trenching, should the
occurrence of a thaw make such work practicable, until the frost is

fairly out of the ground, and the surface in some degree dried. Ce-
lery ground might, however, be levelled and manured ; and every
vacant comer not yet dug should have its allowance of dung wheeled
out and spread. Fea and Kidney-bean sticks should be procured
and pointed, tying them up in bundles according to their sizes, wliich
will greatly expedite their use Avhen wanted. See that the frost does
not get into the fruit-room ; and examine Onions, Carrots, Beet, and
smiilar stored articles.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SURUBBEKY,
In-door DepartmoiL

Stove.—If the thermometer indicates G0° in the morning, it will be
quite high enough ; or in very severe nights the temperature might be
suifered to fallal few degrees lower without inconvenience, provided it

is increased to fi5° or 70° during the day. During cold, sunless

weather, the temperature should be kept as low as is consistent with
the safety of the plants. Keep the atmosphere from getting too dry
with so much fire-heat ; give air on tine days ; use every means to

eradicate Insects, and make preparations for potting. Euphorbia
jacquiniflora is one of the most beautiful stove pUnts which flower at
this season.

Oreexhoi'se and Conskrvatory.—Cinerarias and similar plants
which require more pot-room might now be shifted, using plenty of
drainage. Verbenas, Heliotropes, and other plants which it is in-

tended to propagate for bedding out, should now be encouraged to
grow, so that a plentiful supply of healthy cuttings might be obtained.
See to the watering of Camellias and Orange-trees in the borders, at
the constant fire required of late may have dried the goil.

Pits and Frames.—Every precaution must be used to keep out
intense frost. If a remission should occur, take advantage of it to
remove a succession of forcing plants to a warmer habitation.

Out-door Department,
Little can now be done with advantage in this department. Any

condemned trees or shrubs might be felled, the stumps grubbed, and
the tops fagotted. New beds or alterations in the form of old ones
can be made if the frost be not too severe,

KURSERY Ai\D FOREST DEPAliTMENT.
NURSERV.—Take care that tender seedlings are sufficiently pro-

tected from frost. Guard also against the depredations of hares,
which frequently commit great mischief during snow,
Forest aitd Coppicb Woods.—Felling and thinning might now

be earned on where there is much to be done, leaving, of course,
those trees which produce valuable bark till later in the spring. New
ditches and drains might be dug, and dead fences made.—/. B.
Whxitng, The Deepdene,
Erratl-m.—In p. 8, in the Calendar of Operations, in the artidt
Pinery, for with a bottom-heat of about 90°,'* read. •• with a

bottom-heat of about R0°." •

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jan. 13,
1842, as observed at the Ilnrtru lurai Garden, Chiswick.

Jan.
Friday
.Saturday
Sunday
Monday 10
Tae^day 11

Wednesday 12

Thursday 13

Avera^fe

Baruurtkr. Thkruomktrr
Max.
30.450

an .233
so. 125
30.007
30.050
2D. 873

30.1 ©4

Min.
30.445
30.316
30.140
3t'.027

29 084
W.989
g9.9Cl

30.lS3~

Ma:
3^

" 34
ae
81

34
36
33

Win,

88
27
S5
80
34

33.B «7.f

Mean.
31.6
31.0
S8.5
£8.0
SS.O
80.0
31.0"

ao.a~

Wind. Rxin.

N.E.
E.

N.E.
s.£:.

s,
b.

.10

Jau 7 Sharp frost; cleat; cloudy; overcast; snow.
8. Sbghtsnow; overcast; dry air and fro&ty.

Te?; SatfL Sr"'''''^ '

""^''^ ^^^^'^ *^'"^^'^ overcast, and

10. Frosty
J dry cold haze; overcast.

3* ^wfS^i ?^""?/i
sunshine; sUprhtly overcast at iiight.

^JJ\ T ^ ^^^ clay with wind from south, changing to south-

See ^^^''""^"- S*^^^' «^^^y t^^^^<= *"che8 deep all over the

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last l6 years, for
the ensuing Wrck ending Jan. 22, H42.

~Prevai i in^ AVJndi.
""

' ' J:in.

Sun. 10
JWtun. 17
Tuei. la
Wed. 19
Thujt.ao
Fri. »i

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

89. (7~

41.1

41 4
40.8
40.1
43,0

43.0

Aver.
Lowest ,.,.

Temp. ^^^'P

Mean

80.0
30.1

80. a

£8.6
?9.3
33.4

24.3

S4.8
85.S
8S.1

34.7
34.7

iiH.2

38.B

No. of
Vear* in

which it

Rained.
_

9
8
4

7
8

Greatest
quantity
ot Rain.

0.34 in.

O.U
0.34
037
0.65
034
0,57

I
I

3
8
2

Z
5
4

3
8
9
a
1

'a
s

3
a

H .!

US

^^ -•
^M. 1

3 1

8 3
S

1 8
3 8
3 «

u

s
8

J!

4
8j-3
8
8
6

8
8
1

1

1

1

I

1

1

8

the 23d hi^«^/''?;^^*''^'"'^^^
the above period occurrld on

oftiv{Qth!f.!r^^^ and the lowest on the night

below zero
^""""^ «f the 20th, in 1833 -thermometer Ij-

REPORT OX COVKAT GARDEA MARKET.
^or the week ending Jan, Uth, 1842.

occurrinTttillf ^°""S ^1^*2 ^veek ha* prevented any great difference

qS^ftm^ ^''^^'''^
^^f^""'^^ '

*"^">' ""'^^^"^ *™ «f ^"^'^^'' indifferent

T^ced'in i^w "^T'^V^^JL^be better samples huve somewhat ad-

^Sartfrf'"'^'^"^- ^"^' ^^S^^ 'l^^***^' ^«^ plentiful, andSmUi nu^.® P"^^''^ ^'* ''^^- '^^'^ different kStds of foreign•wrep^ ftr§ plenuful, aud geaeraliy speaking pretty good. Apples of

most of the kinds in season are abundant ; many good samples of
American New To^vn Pippins have arrived. Many excellent samples
of Pears are offered, hut the kinds do not differ from those mentioned
in a former Report. The supply of Chesnuts is by no means large,
though pretty good,— Vegetables. Savoys and other kinds of Cabbage
are tolerably plentiful. Broccoli, especially white, is scarce. Brussels
Sprouts are good and abundant. Forced French Beans are excellent.
Asparagus and Sea-Iiale are good, and considering the season the
supply has been well kept up. Most of the Lettuce are injured by the
frost, nnd good ones are scarcely to be had. Good forced Rhubarb
is plentiful. Mushrooms and Truffles are excellent and tolerably
abundant.—i^/ow^r* differ but little from last week.

THICKS, SAruKi>Ai, Jan. 15. 1842 FRUITS:—
Apple*, Kitclifn» pertushcl, 2f to 7*— Dessert, per bushel, 4«'tB \6t
"ean, detsfit, per hulf-tiese, 5i to

15*
Pine Applp. perlb. 5$ to 8*
Grapes, Spanish, per lb., U tn U 3(2— Port«jfaI,per lb., 1* to 3f
Oiangei, per doz„ Oti to 2*— per 100, 3j 6d tn U*— Bitter, per 100, 6i to 12«
Lemoni, per doz. Is to 2j

^

t'oyg, per dozen, 6J to l*'3/f

Cabbajf*^, White, per dozen, 8J to U— Hed, for pickling, 2x to 4j
Cabbage Plants, per doz. ,3* to 5*
Brusseli Sprouts, p. hf.sve.. Is 6d to34
Broccoli, White, p. bunch, 2«6d to&s— Purple, It to 2#6d
Potatuei, per ton, 55i to 80t

per ewt. 3* to 4s
er bushel. Ix6d to 2t 6d
idney, p. bush. 2$ Gd to 3s

Artichokes, Jerusalem, prhalf sievef
Sd to Is 6d

Turnips, pr. doz.buntliei, 2s to5s
Carrots, per doz. bnnche!i, 4» to 6s
ParsnepB, per dozen, Gd to Is (id

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to Is 6d
Scorzonera, per bundle, Is^o Is 3^
Salsify, per bundle, U tn Is ZJ
Horse Radish, per bundle, 2s to 5#
Spinach, per half sieve, 2s to 3s
Onions, per bushtl, 2s to 34 fid— forpick., per hf. -sieve, 3s to 3* 6J— Spanishjpeidu2en,2s to 6s

Lemons, per 100, 6* in 12s
Almonds, per peck, 7' to 8s
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3s
Chesnuts, per peck, 5s to 10s
Walnuts, per bushel, 12s to 24s
Filberts, English, pr.100 lbs. I20stol30s
Cobba, per lOOlbs. 150* to 160j
Nuts, perhushel

—

— Brazil, SO'— Npanish, 16s— BarLelona,j20s to 24t

VKGETABLES.
T.eeks, per dozen buncliei, UtoU €d
Garlic, perlb., Qd
Shcillnts, per lb.. Is
Asparagus, per 100. larpc, 9$ toll* ^
— Second or Middling, 4s— Sprue, or Small, 3*Sd

Sea-kale, per punnet. Is to 3/
Lettuce, Cabbage, per score, 9d to Is

— Co9, per score, 2t •
Endive, perscore, 2* in 3j fid

Celery, Red, p. bdle {12 to 15) 6J to 1 j fij

— White, per bundle, «dto Is

Small Salads, per punnet, Zd
Watercress, p. dz. small bunch. €dto9d
Parsley, per half sieve, 2s to3s
Tarragon, per dozen bunches, 6s
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 4s to Ct
Thyme, per doz. buncheii, 2s
Sa^'e, per doz. bunches. 3s
Mint, per doz. bunchet,l4s to Os
Savory, per dozen bunches, 2t
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, Is to ls9d
Mushrooms, per pottle. Is Z4 to Ss
Truffles, per pound, 2s to 3s

Notices to Correspondents,
Thk Publisher will be liappy to give half-price for any copies of

No. 9, Feb. 27, 1841.
A Gardener writes thus :

—" Everybody must have obsen-ed how
much trees of all sorts, particularly Beech-trees, are apt to destroy
the vegetation below their boughs ; and the more so if their bough's
are sufl'ered to trail on or near the ground. Indeed, at this season
of the year the beauty of our gardens is very much impaired by the
large bare spots which disfigure them ; sometimes a little moss grows,
but oftener nothing at all. la there any remedy for this ? 1 remem-
ber to have seen, some years ago, in an horticultural publication, this
subject treated, and wood-ashes were recommended to be scattered
under the trees. Has this ever been tried—and with what success ?
or is tliere any plan that you would recommend as likely to obviate
this defect ? [The cause of (frass perishing under trees is partiv be-
cause the soil is e.\hausted by the roots of the trees, so as to be
unable to bear herbage, and partly because of the obstruction of light,
without which Grass cannot thrive. AVe are not aware what the
effect would be of wood-ashes ; but, as they are a powerful manure,
they would doubtless repair the evil to a certain extent. They, how-
ever, like nitrate of soda and similar agents, ain only renovate the
soil. The injury derived from want of light can only be repaired by
remo^'ing the cause ; that is, by cutting away the branches that
obscure the Grass.]

3f E,R, will forward us a post-office order for 2(>5., we will take
care he has tlie l*aper for twelve months without further charge.

L. T, E.—We really do not see how the method of growing Hya-
cinths in Beet-roots can be made clearer. The apex of the root is to
be cut off, and the bulb is to be inserted in a hollow scooped in the
section. The leaves will then be downwards, the root being inverted

;

and Avhen they push, they will turn upwards.—See Mr. M*Nab'a
curious paper on inverted plants in the Chroniele for 1841, p. 5:V2.

* if. *, Leicester.—Tliis has been accidentally overlooked.—M'e do
not approve of removing Gesneras to a cool greenhouse when they
are resting during winter. It is much the best plan to put them out
of the way on a shelf in the dry stove and to keep them dry. Gene-
rally they will not grow much in this situation until spring, when tliey
can be taken down, repotted, and hberally supplied with water. Vour
Ipomtra Learii blooms late ; it ought to be resting now and started
as early in spring as possible. It is a chance if your Tpomcea Ilors-
fallise ever forms buds

;
you should graft it. AVe confess we are not

very sanguine about success attending keeping either stove or green-
house plants planted out in the border of a house which is kept very
cold during niuter and then used for forcing Vines afterwards. Any
plants you may use for this purpose should be only things which you
can afford to throw away every year or two. To those you have you
may add Abutllon striatum, "Fuchsia corymbiflora, Amphicome ar-

guta, Geissomeria longiflora, Aphelandra cristata, Clim nobilis,

t^trelitzia humiUs ; but we do not say you will succeed.
A, r.—The Apple with the remarkably knobby, rugged, and

thickly russeted surface is in the collection of the llorticultural So-
ciety, under the name of Winter Apple. A fruit of the same sort
was received from a place eight miles east of Graveseud, where it was
called by the natives '* Old Maids."
A Constant Reader,—Your Tears are—Xo. 1, Jean de Witte ; 2,

Bishop's Thumb ; 3, a crisp-fleshed Pear, unknown ; 4, Bezi de
Caissoy. Apples—No. 5, Pearson's Plate; 6, Coe's Golden Drop;
7, Court of Wick ; 8, Orange Pippin.
An Amateur, York.—Presuming that the wood of your Vines is

sufficiently ripened, there is no danger of its being injured'from ex-
posure to the cold of any ordinary winter in tliis cliiiiate. Previously
to forcing, however, you cannot be too careful in protecting the stemi
and roots. Strawberry pots do not require to be placed In saucers.

A, H,—Your Apple is the Blenheim Pippin.
No Steel Pen will change his name if he UAM Charles Knight's,

which are the best that are manufactured, although odd-looking;
they can be liad at 22, Ludgatc-street, Loudon. The ouly bulbs that
will blossom in August and September are such as the varieties of

Colclncum and Gladiolus, the Autumnal Squill, the Yellow Ama-
ryllis, the Saffron Crocus, and the Tigridia ; of these the tender
kinds may be planted in the spring Ifehen the frost? are gone, and tha
others as soon as the present frost is broken up. If jx>u now plant
those which should have been in the ground two months ago, they
will blossom, but not quite so well. All Kosea will strike from
cuttings ; but the varieties of Gallicn, l*rovin8, Damask, and Hun-
dred-leaved not so well as otliers. If cuttings of them are placed
under handglasses in September, and left there all winter, many will

strike in the ensuing spring. The Chrysosplcnium is the Golden
Saxifrage^ a little plant found in damp places and by riUs, common
in some i>art3 of England, but not found in others.

If 3/r. Forbes will send us the garden-pot he speaks of a? an
effectual protection against slugs and snails, we shall be happy to pub-
lish an account of it.

Flora.—We fear your plan No. 1 will not answer. Very little

bottom-heat is required for a consen'atory, and, even if you did not
drj- yoiir soil by the underground pipes you propose to employ, you
would certainly force your plants into growth at a jjeriod when yom
should only maintain a sufficient temperature to exclude frost. We
prefer your plan No. 2, with the pipes next the wall; they will do
the plants no harm, for we presume you do not intend to maintain a
high temperature, and they will secure the warming of the air next
the glass walls, which is important. Probably, however. No. 3 would
do if you prefer the arrangement of pipes under the walks.

W. B. a>k<i why Cereus grandiflorua only flowers during night. We
will answer him by inquiring why pheasantn roost at night and owls
by day ? or why Cherries ftre red and Medlars brown ? AVho knows ?

C. S. C—It would be well that the coping should overhang the wall

two inches oir ther«about8| aad tlmt it ghoulU have a groore ];>araU«l

with the edge ; otherwise the rain will run down the face of the
wall. There is no advantage in building a wall hollow, except the
cheapness of it. Your spaces are well calculated,

T. S. P.—Good gardeners will produce excellent fruit upon dwarf
Apples by various kinds of management, ^^'e dislike the espalier
because of the expense of stalies, and prefer the common dwarf.
Although a tree bos been prepared for an espalier for a year or two,
we should alter it again, which may be easily done by judicious
pmning and by tying the shoots to a hoop. The largest growing
Apples may be kept in bounds by summer pruning, that is, by pinch-
ing the shoots in the summer when three-quarters grown. IleUotropea
should be headed back just wheu they are beginning to grow.
A Subscriber, Vevoiiport, who asks us to publish some sketches

of the manner of pruning and training fruit-trees, is informed that
our exceUent contributor " M. E. H." has undertaken to furnish theni,
*- ^—We anticipate little success in sending cuttings of fruit-

trees to South Australia ; the voyage is too long for them to survive.
If It is to be done at all, they should be despatched in October, packed
in slightly damp Moss in a box buried in charcoal cased over. But
there is in truth no object in sending cuttings of fruit-trees to distaut
colonies. The seeds will go safely, and without expense, and they
will, if carefully selected, produce excellent >-arieties. though not
exactly the same as the original. What does it matter whether a
Peach is a Royal George, or something a Uttle different, but just as
good ?

72. B, next week,
A. ir.—In London, gj'psumis sold by drysalters. If you saturate

it with the ammoniacal liquor of the gas-works, you will, no doubt,
form a valuable manure ; but it will be very different from saturating
it with urine. The latter would certainly be the most efficient. In
either case, the only direction to be given will be to use plenty of gjp-
sum, and not to discontinue adding it till the fluid matter ceases to
exhale all odour of ammonia. AVe shall soon take this subject up
more formally.

A. 3f,— The following Auriculas will suit your purpose ; they may
be obtained at very moderate prices, and the list contnins a good
variety. The other request in your letter shall receive attention.

Green-€d<^ed,
Pearson's Badajoz
Beerle*s Superb
Smith's Waterioo
Thomicroft*s Invincible
AV'arris*s Blucher
Page's Duchess of Oldenburg

Gret/- edged.
Grimes' Privateer
Metcalfe's Lancashire Hero
Kenyon's Ringleader
Oliver's Lovely Ann
Taylor's Ploughboy
Page's Lord HiU

White edged,
Hughes' Pillar of Beauty
Leigh's Bright Venus
Popplewell's Conqueror
Taylor's Glory

Incomparable
Simson'a Lord of Ilailamshire

Seif.

Bury's Lord Primate
Grimes' Flora's Flag
TATiittaker's Tnie Blue
Scholes' Ned Lud

C 1>.\? plant seems only Gesnei-a bulbosa. It appears ver\' healthy;
we see no sign of the blight mentioned in our correspondent's letter,

John Kyle's phints are—1, Podolobium staurophyllura ; 2, ilici-

f6lium; 3, trilobatum.
A Lad}/ of Fortnne.-The last edition of Sweet's "Botanical Cul-

tivator" will best suit your purpose.
•A. G.—You had better return your plant of Luculia gratissima to

the house from whence you took it, unless your greenhouse is kept
warmer than such places genemlly are. A temperature from 4o^ to
50° would suit it. It will grow luxuriantly in a very cold conser\-a-
tor}' if planted out, but it does not seem to like such a dry, cold
jdace, if grown in a pot. It is best propagated by layers, but it will
also strike from cuttings. Tlfey should be taken off "in summer, put
out in the usual way, and covered with a bell-glass. Keep them in a
phice which is rather cool.

A Young Ladg,—Thunbergia coccinea in many places does not
bloom freely, and it is rather difficult to give a reason for it. If your
plant Is growing luxuriantly, you may try what effect would be pro-
duced upon it by root-pruning, Ikhites suberecta is more easily
managed. Plant it in a large pot or box amongst free soil, and keep
it in the lightest part of tbe stove ; or if you have convenience, you
may plant it out in the corner of a tan-pit* and train it up the rafters
near the glass. It hkes bottom heat,
Mr. Xewman''s letter was received too late for this week.
Flora.—yVe have seen a few seeds upon both Ipomoea Learii and

Sellowii, but neither produces them freely.

As usual, many letters liave arrived much too Late for answers this
week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The foreign relations of France, and particularly the

questions of diplomatic etiquette, which have ai'lsen with

the Courts of Madrid and St, Petersburg, are still the

leading subjects of interest in our news from Paris. The
dispute with Spain has assumed so serious an aspect, that

the French ambassador is said to have left Madrid, not-

withstanding the conciHatory instructions of his Govern-

ment ; his departure has given rise to much apprehension,

and although it is not regarded as indicating the proba-

bility of a war, it is expected to suspend the diplomatic

relations between the two countries during the minority

of the Queen. The differences with the Cabinet of St.

Petei'sburg arise out of the alleged withdrawal of the

Russian Ambassador from Paris, in order that he should

not be the organ of the diplomatic body in compli-

menting the King ou New Year's day ; and they have

since been aggravated by the absence of the French
Minister from the Russian Court, under circumstances so

similar, as to suggest the idea of a I'eprisal. These diplo-

matic quarrels are regarded with dissatisfaction by the

leading journals, even of the Court party, and are descinbed

as unworthy the dignity of two powerful nations ; while the

Opposition papers receive them as additional proofs of the

unfriendly feelings with which France is still regarded by

the Great Powers, notwithstanding the convention which

restored her to the European alliance. At the recent

sittings of the Court of Peei*s, the commutation of the

sentence on'Quenisset and his accomplices has been for-

mally announced, and the debates on the address in reply

to the King's Speech have been carried on without much
show of oppositiuu. The release of the Abbe de Lamenais

after a year's hnprisonment fcl- sedition, has been made

the grounds of a public manifestation against the Govern-

ment ; several of the ringleaders vrete arrested during

the procession, but the populace appear to have evinced

no sympathy with the movement, and order was soon

restored,— Our intelligence from Spain confirms the

announcement of the French papers that the Government

have refused the demands of the French Ambas=>ador

:

the Madrid Journals state that every concession consistent

with the national dignity baa keen made, but that the Am-

bassador peraist^d in his retrmk to deHrer hiji cre^MtfuUf
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From Portugal we learn that the

bv commission. The

to the Regent, because the latter represented the Govern- '

tuent, and not the majesty of the Throne. The Committee

charged with drawing up the address in answer to the

Regent's speech are still occupied with that duty ; and the

Chamber of Deputies liavebeen engaged in the consider-

ation of the various decrees issued by tlic Government

during the late recess.

G)rte3 were opened on the 2d

roval speech, read by the President of the Council, recom-

mended to the Chambers the discussion of the budget,

the organisation of the public finances, and the adoption

of new measures fur promoting the prosperity of the co-

lonies, after which the Chambers were adjourned till the

21st Feb.— Letters from Vienna state that Prince Met-

ternich has announced to the Porte that the great Powers

will not allow the contemplated attack of the Turkish

Government upon Greece. Advices from Athens inform

Ufi that the king has not yet returned a reply to the note

addressed to him by the representatives of the three

protecting Powers respecting the complaints of Tur-

key against his Government ; and recent despatches from

Constantinople, which have reached us through Vienna,

announce that the Porte has given notice to the Ambas.

sadors that if w^ithin fourteen days the Greek Government

did not comply with all their just demands, the Sultan

was determined to have satisfaction by force of arms.

We learn, also, that the Divan contemplates the appro-

priation of the church property by the state, for the pur-

pose of being sold or let on lease to purchasers or tenants

without distinction of creed,—a scheme originating with

the late Sultan, and requixing as much energy as his other

great reforms, which constitute so remarkable an epoch

in the history of the empire.—The news from the United

States is chiefly confined to the proceedings of Congress,

and to matters of domestic interest. The recent affair of

Ae Creole slaver which the skives after murdering their

owner carried into one of the West India Islands, where

ihey were allowed to go at liberty—and the question of

tEe right of search, form the' leading topics of discussion ;

the journals are unanimous in maintaining that the

Federal Government must never concede that right to

Great Britain or to any other maritime Power.

At home, the only subject requiring especial notice is

the approaching christening of the Prince of ^^'ale^.

The Lord Chamberlain has iiiued invitations, to those

personages who will be present at the ceremony, for Tues-

day, the 25th inst. ; and the King of Prussia is expected

to arrive at Windsor Castle in the course

week,"-In anticipation of the meeting of Parliament on

Thursday, the 3d Feb., Sir R. Peel has issued the usual

Ministerial Circular to the Conservative Members, re-

questing their attendance on that day, and announcing
that ** public business of importance will be immediately
proceeded with."

r

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince All^.L, the IVince of
Wadc», and the Princess RoyaU all continue well. The
Queen and Prince Albert left Windsor Castle for Clare-
tnont on Tuesday, where her Majesty has remained a few
days, and was to return to Windsor a^in this day. The
Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal did not accom-
pany her Majesty, but continued at the Castle. The
Coart Circular announceis that the Lord Chamberlain
kas, by her Mige^'s command, issued cards of invita-

tion to the leading nobility for the approaching so-
lemnity of the christening of the Prince of Wales at
St George's Hall. The day of the christening is now
announced to be definitively fixed for the 25th inst.

;

and the King of PruMia will embark at Ostend for thii
country on the evening of Thursday next- His Excel-
lency the Chevalier Bunsen will repair to Oitend to
Meive his Sorercign. His Majesty will proceed to
Windsor immediately on his landing, which may be ex-
pected to take place in the course of Friday.

The Queen Dowager.—The accounts received rcipect-
iag the health of her Majesty the Queen Dowager con-
tinue to be favourable. The latest intelligence from Sud-
bury Hall announces that her Majesty is so much better,
tT^at she contemplates returning to London at a very early
period ; that orders have already been i^sned for making
preparations for her Majeaty^s departure ; and that the
2lBt inst. is the day fixed, according: to present arrange-

»nts, for her Majesty's return to Marlborough-houic.
Parliamentary M^wmsnU,—Mr. Wolveriey Attw

«Bd Mr. Colquhoun having declined coming forward to
contest the representation of the City of Dublin, ilr,
Gregory basannonnced himself as the Candidate on the
Conservatire interest.— A requisition, it is said, is in
coarse of signature, inviting Sir R. R. Vyvyan, Bart.,
tii« present member for Helston, to become a candidate
on the Conservative interest for the western dirision of
Cornwall, rmm&t by Lord Boscawen Rose's accession to
the peerage on the death of his father, the Earl of Fal-
moath ; and it is also stated that Sir Charles Lemon,
]^rt», the late mensber, will (»}aie forward to contest the
county on the Liberal interest—The decease of the late

Earl of Elgin, by which Lord Brnce, M.F. for South-
smptOQ, succeeds to the Scottish peerage, having occa-
sioned a Tacancy in the representation of that town, Mr.
K- Mildmsr. son-JT V ^ of Lord Ashburton, has an-

t:<.i

tere^t. — The local papers contain a leuer irom i»ii.

Dawson to the electors of Devonport, resigning any

future claim to the representation of that borough.

Church Preferment.—The death of Dr. Shuttleworth.

Bishop of Chichester, which took place after a short ill-

ness on Friday, the Tth inst., has occasioned a vacnncy in

that see, Mr. Anderson and Dr. French are spoken of

as likely to fill the vacant bishopric—Tlie Archbishop of

Dublin has committed the care of the united dioceses of

Ferns and Ossory, until the appointment of a bishop, to

the Rev. n. Newland, D.D., Dr. Pack, and Archdeacon

Stopford. The latter is mentioned as iiktly to be the

new bishop. , »,

OffidarAppointments.—U is stated that the Marqnis

of Exeter will be appointed Lord-lieutenaut of the county

of Northampton, in the place of the late Earl of \\ cst-

morland ; and that Mr. G. Finch will be the new Lord-

lieutenant of Rutlandshire, vacant by the Marquis of

Exeter's new appointment.—Mr. Justice Bosanquet, in

consequence of continued ill health, has sent in his re-

signation to the Lord Chancellor. His Lorship's suc-

cessor, as one of the Judges of the Common Fleas, is not

yctjtnown; but Mr. Serj. Merewether, Mr, Law, Re-

corder of London, and Mn Serj. Goulburn, are mentioned

as likely to be raised to the bench.

iF orcfgn.

France.—Foreign RrJatxons.—The foreign relations

of the country, more especially with the Courts of Madrid

and St. Petersburg, continue to be the leading topics of

interest discussed by the journals. With respect to the

first, viz., the difference that has arisen on the point of

etiquette between the French Ambassador and the Spanish

Cabinet, there appeared to be an impression in Paris on

Monday that the matter in dispute would be amicably ad-

justed ; and the Journal des Debats^ in a long article on

the subject, announced that a courier had been despatched

from the Foreign OflSce, with conciliatory instructions to

M. de Salvandy, adding that it was believed that the Am-
bassador would not leave Madrid. The actual itate of the

question, howercr, does not appear to be considered satis-

factory by the Opposition papers ; not, they say, that a wsr

between the two countriei is to be regarded ss probable,

but because the withdrawal of the French Minister on
such a ground would, they fear, suspend, during the mi-

nority of Queen Isabella at least, the diplomatic relation!

between the two countries* The differences with the

Court of St. Petersburg, already referred to, also con-

tinue to occupy attention, and appear to be generally at-

tributed to the withdrawal of Count Pahlen, the Russian

Ambassador) from Pans ; in order, as it is stated, that he

ihould not be the organ of the diplomatic body in compli-

menting the King on New Year's day ; and also to tbe

absence of his representative from the Tuileries on tha

same occasion. The Journal des Debate^ in an article on
this subject, expresses a hope that the French Charge
d'Affaires at St. Petersburgh had not. as stated, purpottiy
absented himself from Court on the Emperor's birthdayy

in reprisal for the withdrawal of Count Pahlea from
Paris, and proceeds to say that it " cannot understand a

war of such a kind between two powerful nations. If

France deems herself affronted by the proceedings of the
Russian Cabinet, she can. as is competent to her, withdraw
her agents from Russia ; but two great Governments never
engage in a struggle of this irriuiing and illnatured sort.

If they do not wish to plunge into a war and exchsni^
canoon shots, they m\\\ not engage in a conflict of eiiqoet^ .

and will not contend by atUcks and retort" as ridiculous
as impotent." The article concludes by '* recommending
that if tbe diplomatic relations between the two countries
cannot be preserved on terms of reciprocal murlesy, it

would be better to break them off altogether, as an open
rupture would be less dangerous for peace than envenomed
diplomacy.'' The Opposition papers also recommend
Government to Uke high ground in this dispute, and en-
deavour to draw as a conclusion from the affair^ that not-
withsUndim^ the Convention of the 13th July, restoring
France to the European concert, she is still regarded with
anfriendly feelings by the other great Powers.

The Chamben.—Tht Court of Peers assembled on
Saturday, when the President read a letter from the Mi-
nister of Justice, announcing, as anticipated in our last,
that the King had been pleased to commute the sentence
of death, pronounced by the Court against QuentsMt,
Colombier, and Just Brazier ; and that the first was to
be banished for ever, and the two others condemned to
hard labour for hfe. Th

Regent of Spain, who was the preseut depository of the

Royal power in a country with which France was at peace!

M Roissy then withdrew the words. M. Dnmon, said

to be a friend of M. Ouizot. has bcca appointed reporter

of the Commission of the Address m the Chamber of De.

i>nties. It was expected that the Address would he ready

by about Friday (yesterday), and that the debate would

begin on Monday next.
, ^ , .

The CapitaL—On Friday mornings the 4ih inst.^ se-

veral manuscript placarj:, nm re afBsed to the walls of the

Schools of Mt dicine and Law, calling on the studenU to

make a manifestation on the Abbt!- de Lamcnais coming out

of prison after a year's confinement for sedition. These

placards were removed by !er of the authorities
; but

about one o'clock, from mO to 500 atutlmis assembled in

a body, and marching four abreast, proceeded first to the

Foreign Office, where they cxbibitfd considerable feeling

against the Foreign Minister, uttering cries of •' Down
with Guizot!" and singing the Marseillaise Hymn. They

then proceeded to the house of M. de Lamenals, where «

deputation was sent in to congratulate him on hi» release,

after which M. de Lamenais made his appearance at the

balcony, and was loudly cheered. At this moment a detach-

ment of troops of the line, headed by two Commissaries

of Police, made its appearance, and the mob resumed its

march on its return to the neighbourhood of the schools.

Some demonstration of hostility was again displayed on

passing the Foreign Office and Chamber of Peers ; and

on arriving at the office of the Juurnal du Peupie, they

stopped some time, shouting in favour of M. Dupoty.

it commissioners appointed to
3lr to the King's Speech met ondraw up the address in rep

the same day to hear the explanations of the" Ministers of
Commerce and Marine, who, i( is stated, arc not di<pos^
to second the views of Government in its objecU of inter*
sal improvement. On Tuesday, the debate commenced
on the Address, which contains one passage relative to
commercial relational, in thet fnrm nf an ^t^^^A^^^^ ^

The Prince of Moskwa, Marshal ey

sc htmi "w -1, Cooserrative

opened the debate. He entered, at length, into the East-
ern Question and the Convention of the Uth July, con-
tendmg that the isolation of France, from which in conse-
quence of that Convention she had dejwrted was an ah-
solute necessity for her national honour and intcrcsU, and
that some stnkmg reparation ought to have been obtained
before that isolation was abandoned. Upon these grounds
he opposed the Address. The Marquis Boissy spoke in
^vonr of It, and attacked the conduct of Spain towards
France, accusing the former of ingratitude, in tbe courwt
of his speech be madew of strong terms in reference to

ngmmt the irord*ex€cationer'' bcimr a«n!i-J t« »k.

Having returned to the Place du PanthAon, they appeared

inclined to remain there, and began again to sing tbe

Marseillaise ; but a detachment of the Municipal Guard,

headed by a CommiMvy of Police^ C4M up and dispersed

them. ScTcral persons, itndenti snd workmen, who had

msde themselves prominent by their shouts and turbu-

lence, were arrested at various points, and conveyed to

prL^ii- The population, throughool the entire line tra-

versed by the proceuion, seem to have evinced no sym-

pathy with this demonstration, and In t* " evening every-

thing was again quiet in the Capital—The weather in

Paris has become very serere, and the latest accounts in-

form us thst the intensity of the cold wss increasing. Tlie

Seine wss nesrly covered OT«r with floAtiag ice, and would,

it was exp^^ted, should tl^r frost eoutinuc, be .on con-

plrtely froxen over. Tbe rials of St. TivuU and St

Martin arc entirely froien. andskaiting has begun on them.

The thermometer (Centigrade) marlid '> degrees below

zero on Friday nigfat, tiM 7th iast« ; on the following night

it was still lower ; and on Sunday the temperature ii said

to have been so low m 18 degree* of Fahr., or II below

the freczinf point. Tlie sky, howercr, was clear, with

little or no wind. Meet of the msll-coerhes had been de-

tained coniiderably a/ter Iheir usual tise, tn conseqseeee

of heavy falls of snow m the provinces-— It is ramouitd

that the King of Prtissta will stop in Paris a sbor| time on

his return to Berlin from London.—It has just been de-

cided by one of the Parisian tribvosls that the twant of a

house with a gardm attached to it can demand the v .
i*

celling of his Imm if, the trees in the said garden beieg

planted too near the property of iIm next-ifta»r ncighboaTj

the latter should order them to be cut dowa» and that iw

can ctnim damsgrs as wclL
The ^ni^«—HMJovMblMvc recently made firaqr.^nt

[
reports irf K* r^nital conviGtioa of soldiers by Court

Martial in Paris, for Maanits on their superiors— facts

which a] ^ ^ar to be t ^ '
1 by them ee indicating astote

of int,..asing disorganisation in the army. On Snndayift

appcari, aecotdieg to an art ^^e in the «Vii^'uimr/, that a

pfrchrd hattla ioM pit e or at the Champa dr M i^<. be-

tween the - jidicrs of two regiments, r>rming p^rt ot the

garrison of the cspital. Tbe combatauta are said to have

been 2.000 m number* and mitrm armrd for the greater

pirt with sabres, the mm with aCake r Uadpai^ni, and

not only resisted and treated with contempt their o

who threw th*—s-Wes between them to induce ihcm to

desist, but di^tarrocd the piiiiets of troops emt to restore

order, and continaed their conflict until eompelW to lesie

off by sheer fatigoe. A great number were severely

wounded, and the affair easaed lively alarm in the oeigh-

Umrhood of the fight. The janrnal by which *ia ac-

count is given* adds that rheenBtirt waa kmwed « ^
two faUirwfng days ; but its final reMriC If not lUted.

Poiittcal rriais.^M. Lenormand, ex-commaaary of

police at Toulouse, who was triedsAds'^qnitted <mi a charge

of perticipatinjt in the Imtm noCa of that city, bee be« c/'

dend to be 7
'

\ forrormption and msUprr •'""»»»

the discharge of bis fanctions. The charr"*' sgainst bio*

however, are saidja-et t» he kmrj. Tlw CMti of As^'^es

of the Bo««iMa do Rhone h4« just dc ' \ without ti>i

intervention of a jnrr that all the per#«*.a imyh
the late repubUeaA lawssosMt «i 1^ Villette, ft^r

Setiies* who have r
' nrl^red tkrm«rhei for trisi,

i ahall be liable to dej . ,^„^u. One of these indt^i '
'ds,

»ipd Deschamp*. who hea been pointed out as the chief

of the plot, has be«i recmxlj ml at T>i*hi. One of

thccompaninn« of p / , numcd Boufiifi. condemned to

' ^m; _fit by the Coart of Peers in the fo«t of St.

:

Michel, has becoase iassne, and hmen removed ta the Li^j

[
nstic Asylum of ronturson. TLl^^U se«m«, is the third

esse of ioaniiy, besides one of snid ^^ that !» orcuned
among the p'^waers convicted with Barbea for the attcii»p«

on the King, in tiie spw of 13 monthi ; end all, it »«

sUtwi, hai^ been hronght about by the iaflirtion of tb«

solitary regimen. It is sMd ikU the iadividaAb lately «^
rested on the d snM«i , «| * iombier snd Br^sier will

mi be tned by the Court of Peers . thst scTcral ha^e bfcn
or were inertly to be irlcsMd ; Md that tbe others ^»
stud their tnal before ttot^r.inary trib«T>^ls. A **•*

oaker, awsed CiifuiB, vaa ftcmted« Bitftrdayw^^ »

ta
*
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warrant from the Chancellor, and conducted to the prison

oftheLuxembourg,supposedtobe implicated in the attempt

ofQuenisset. The members of the bar of Colmar have

entered a protest against the sentence pronounced by the

Court of Peers in the case of M. Dupoty, and forwarded it

to the chairman of the bar of Paris.

Spain.—The quarrel of etiquette between M. Salvandy

and the Cabinet still continues. The latter, according to

the Madrid journals, had made every concession consist-

ent with the national dignity, in order to accommodate
matters, but was still determined not to concede the point

claimed by the French Anibassador, Private letters state

that a last expedient, proposed by M. Gonzalez, Minister

for Foreign Affairs, and which confiisted in M. f^alvandy's

presenting his credentials by duplicates — one to the

Regent, and the other tot he Queen in presence of the

Regent—had been rejected ; and Government refusing to

give up the principle, the plan had been abandoned. M,
Salvandy, it is added, insisted on delivering his letters to

the Queen ia presence of the Regent, because the latter

represents the Government, and not the Majesty of the

throne. It was deemed probable that M. Salvandy, on

receipt of the new instructions, forwarded to him from Pa-

ris, which he was expected to receive on the 10th inst.,

would address an ultimatum to the Spanish Cabinet, and

fct out for France, leaving a mere Charge d'AfTaires in his

place. Notwithstanding, however, this impression pre-

vailed in Madrid, it will be seen, under our French

intelligence, that in Paris hopes were entertained that

the dispute would be amicably arranged ; at the same
time it appears that in the latter capital, the reason for

these hopes was grounded on the expectation that the Re-
gent would give way ; while, in Madrid, the impression

was equally strong that no arrangement would be come
to, unless the French Ambassador made the conces*

sion. The Committee charged with drawing up the Ad-
dress in answer to the Kegent^s Speech met, under the

presidency of M. Olozaga, on the 2d inst., and came to an

understanding upon every paragraph of that document*
The article relative to the events of Barcelona slightly

blames the conduct and acts of Government on that occa-

sion ; but as Ministers were yet to be heard, the Commit-
tee was not expected to terminate its labours for seven or

eight days longer. The Chamber of Deputies sat on the

3d, and had fairly entered into business, three decrees

having been formally laid before them for their consider-

ation. The first, declaring the coast of Cantabria in a

state of blockade during the insurrection of the Basque
provinces, is now out of date; the second, declaring all

the officials who recognised the rebel Government esta-

blished in Vittoria to be set aside, was expected to give

rise to considerable discussion, in consequence of the pre-

tensions of numbers of the dismissed to be considered in-

nocent. The third is regarded as the most interesting of

all—viz. ** the suspension of the payment of the dowry of

the Queen-Mother, Maria Christina,*' The question of

the confirmation of this decree will, it is thoughti bring
to light all the yet hidden documents connected with the

subject, and afford the Ministry an opportunity of vindi-

cating the policy which they are now pledged to pursue
with respect to her Majesty. The greater part of the
sitting wag occupied inthe discussion of the report on the
individual naembers subject tore-election, in consequence of
having received employment or honours from GoTcrnment.
An order had been seat by the Regent to Ferrol for a
frigate to put to sea without delay. Her destination
was said to be Havannah, but she was previously to call
at Cadiz to take troops on board. Advices from Alicant
state that tranquillity had been completely restored in that
city, and that the municipal elections, having been re-
sumed on the 27lh ult., were quietly proceeding *' under
the protection of a body of 300 infantry and 30 cavalry."
Two individuals implicated in the recent riots had been
apprehended ; and an oil-vendor, who had entered the
Political Chiefs house with the intention of murdering
him, had likewise been arrested. Accounts from Bay-
onne, of the 3rd inst., state that Don Antonio Galiano,
who had been obliged to fly from Bilboa after the repres-
sion of the Christino revolt in Navarre and the Basque
provinces, had arrived on the French territory, after wan-
dering for two months in the mountains of Biscav and
Guipuzcoa.—We learn, by subsequent intelligence 'from
Madrid of the 6th inst., that M. de Salvandy had made
all his preparations to quit that city on the following day
with all the attach^ of the embassy, and that he would
leave only a person to sign passports. It is added, that
Mr. Aston, the British Minister, had eierted all hia in-
fluence to effect an arrangement of the differences be-
tween M. de Salvandy and the Spanish Governmcat. but
inefTectually.

Portugal.—We have received intelligence from Lisbon

Tk*^ ^^ ^"s^-» which ia of more than ordinary interest.
A he Cortes were opened, pro forma, on the 2d inst., by
commission, but with a Royal Speech, which was read by
the President of the Council. The chief points recom-
toended by it to the Chambers for their especial consider-
ation, are the discussion of the budget, and the organisa-
tion of the public finances ; and new measures for pro-
^oung the prosperity of the Colonies are also stated to
De urgently required. After the Speech had been read,
tne Chambers were adjourned till the 21st Feb. Govern-
Jnent had concluded an important financial transaction, to
•°**^^/<^liich the Bank of Lisbon, the tobacco contractors,
•nd the Confianga company of capitalists had joined in
lOrmmg a new aaaociation, under the name of *' Company

? AA^***^°*^
Credit/' This company was to advance

^000 contos of reis (230,000/.) in money, viz. 600 in the
Mxt three months, and 500 more in three months after-
^^ds, m case the Cortes should have previously author-
»ea the present operation, Goyemmait, it is aaid, would

also virtually receive another advance of 600 conto*s, as
the bank had discounted to that amount for officers' pay,
&c., which Government was liable to repay the bank out
of the current revenues, and for which the latter will now
receive inscriptions. The company was further to pur-

chase the outstanding arrears, to the amount of 4,100
contos of reis ; and also to purchaie 2,000 contos of the

foreign Five per Cent. Stock, with the corresponding
coupons, and to receive for all these amounts inscriptions

at 5 per cent, interest, according to a scale mentioned in

the contract, payable by the Board of Public Credit, by
fundb bct aside from the revenues derived from the tobacco

contract. The total amount of inscriptions to be issued

would amount to 7,520 contos of reis. government was
to commence cash payments to all classes of officials from
the 1st Jan. The Prince de Joinville had left Lisbon for

Toulon. There had been a review of the garrison during

the Prince's stay, who had been with the King to Cintra

and Mafra, and the French Minister gave a ball on the

eve of the Prince's departure.

Germany,—We have received German'papers of recent
dates, but they contain little of importance ; the Stutt-

gardt journals announce that the Count de Medem, Rus-
sian Ambassador to the Court of Wfrtemberg, has been
appointed Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary to the Court of Austria, and is to be replaced at

Stuttgardt by Count Gortschakoff. It is stated that Prince

Metternich has forwarded to the Turkish Minister for

Foreign Affairs at Constantinople a strong note, in which
he states that the Powers of Europe will not permit any
attack upon Greece by Turkey.—The local news at preient

attracting attention in the diplomatic circles of Vienna is

a duel lately fought in the suburbs of tlie city, between
Prince Felix Licbuowsky and the Spaniard Montenegro,
son of the celebrated Carlist General of that name, in con-

sequence of some observations reflecting on the character

of his father and brother, which appeared in th^ second

volume of the Prince's *^ Reminiscences from Spain/'

Montenegro was seconded by Prince Schwartzenbergp who
likewise served in Spain, and Count Blacas. The Prince

was attended by Col. Rachden, formerly in Cabrera's ser-

vice. Montenegro was wounded in the arm ; and Prince

Lichnowsky received a ball in his side, which however has

been extracted, and both combatants are now said to be

out of danger.—M. de Mieg, Bavarian Minister Plenipo-

tentiary to the Germanic Diet, died at Frankfort on the

7th inst.

—

The. Prussian Siote Gazette of the 1st instant

publishes the treaty concluded between Prussia, the Duchy
of Brunswick, Hanover, and Oldenburg, for the accession

of those states to the German Customs' Union, The
journals also add that a manifest tendency is observed

among the German cantons of Switzerland to join the

Union, and that such an accession would confer consider-

able advantages upon the Duchy of Baden, which exports

a considerable quantity of Rhenish wine to Switzerland.

The north German papers say that the King of Prussia

has cancelled the decree, sending Dr. Jacobi to be tried

for his pamphlet before the criminal senate of Berlin, and

that he will be tried by the Chamber of Justice. Ac-

counts from Berlin inform us that while the King is absent

on his visit to London, the Queen will go to Dresden on a

visit to her august sister. Many decorations of the order

of the Red Eagle have been commanded by the King of

the Court jeweller to be taken to London, and a decora-

tion of the Black Eagle, in diamonds, valued at 10,000

crowns (nearly 2,000/.) is also making; but it is not

known for whom it is intended by his Majesty. Three

commissioners who were some time since sent by the Prus-

sian Government to England, to inquire into the prison

system of this country, have made their reports to the

Minister of the Interior and police. Two of them, it is

stated^ have formally declared against the system of soli-

tary confinement called the Pennsylvania system $ the

third, Dr. Julius, recommends his Government to adopt

it, but the Ministry, it is added, do not seem disposed to

agree with him: the opinion of the King on the subject

is not yet known. It is said that Prussia is about to

fortify Luelt on iu eastern frontier.— It is stated by the

journals that a modification of the present laws respecting

the Jews in Prussia is much spoken of, and that not only

will they be permitted to enjoy the worship of their reli-

gion to the fullest extent, but that they will be restored to

the poaaession of several civil rights of which they were

heretofore deprived.

B&iiOiuM.—Iu a previous Number we referred to the

fact that extensive frauds had been committed on » Bel-

gian bank, and that forged notes were in circulation to a

large amount, both in England and in all parts of the Con-

tinent. Within the laat few days some important dis-

coveries have been made relative to this affair ; and two

of the parties concerned in it have been arrested in Paris

;

but a third, of the numc of Theodore Romanzow, who is

supposed to be the principal in the fraud, has not yetbeen

apprehended, though the police of Paris have, it is said, in-

formation respecting his movements, and expect shortly to

Brrest him. The two prisoners who are in custody are a

woman, named Madame Danelle, and a young man, called

Pressel. The latter, it seems, has not made any confes-

sions ; but those of Madame Danelle are understood to be

very complete. All the particulars of the case are not yet

made known, lest the ends ofjustice should be defeated. It

is understood however that the prisoners form part of a very

extensive body of Continental forgers and swindlers, who
have been carrying on their operations for some time.

Holland,—Accounts received from the Hague inform

us that the King will again visit Luxembourg in the

course of this month, in order to make himself acquainted

with the real state of afiTaira in that country. In the course

of last year one hnndred and ninety-acven ahips arrived in

the port of Ghent, <tf vrhich nine came dimt from tlie

*

Havannah and other distant ports, laden with raw sugaTp

cotton, and rice. The weather is represented as having

become very cold and severe, and the navigation of the canal

of Charleroi and Willebroeck has been interrupted by
the frost. Alfred du Rosset, a foreigner, has just been con-

demned to a year's imprisonment and costs for having
altered his passport, which was originally authentic, or,

at least, of having made use of an altered passport.

Italy,—Intelligence has been received from Naples
that Sir W. Parish and Mr. Sulivan, the British Commis-
sioners in the affair of the sulphur monopoly, have suc-

ceeded in the settlement of the various questions arising

out of that matter; and that they have done so without
having had to appeal to the French arbiter.—Private letters

from Florence state that the new line of road in Tuscany,
and the proposed branches to Civita Vecchia and Leghorn,
will be a re-establishment of the old Roman roads, the
" Via Aurelia'' and "Via Emilia," which afforded easy
communication between Rome and the Gauls. The new
roads, it is said, will touch Corneto and Montalto in the
Papal States, and Orbitello, Grosseto, FoUonica, and St.

Vincenzio in Tuscany. At Cecina, it divides into two
branches—one leading direct to Pisa, the other running
along the seashore to Leghorn. The Grand Duke of Tus-
cany while at Follonica visited the foundries, which, it

appears, have within the last few years been considerably

extended and improved.

Russia.—Private accounts from St. Petersburg, of the

27th ult.j state that the question of etiquette that haa
arisen between the French and Russian Governments was
expected to be soon arranged, and that the French
Charg^ d'Affaires in that capital, and his attaches, purposed
attending the Court festivities on New Year's day, but

some doubts appeared to be entertained whether they

would be invited. The same accounts state that the abrupt
manner in which M. Pe'rier, the French Charge d'Affaires

in the absence of M. de Barante, absented himself from
the ftte day of the Emperor, had caused a great sensation,

and the effect of it had been to exclude M. P^rier from all

invitations in society which had taken part with the

Czar. It is also said that M. Nesselrode, on getting into

his carriage to attend the levee, received a brief and stiff

note from AL Perier, accounting for his absence : that the

Emperor was much moved at this, and was at first disposed

to order the passports for M. Perier and suite; but that,

on the representations of Count Nesselrode and others,

the retaliation was confined for the present to the instruc-

tions sent to M, Kisseleff, in Paris, not to attend the

Tuileries on New Year's day, and which our readers are

aware have been acted on.—On the 21st ult., an ukase was
published addressed by the Emperor to the directing senate

on the 28th Nov., announcing that the Minister of Finance

had prepared, by his directions, a new edition of the

tariffs for regulating the trade carried on along the fron-

tier of Europe and that of Kiakhta, which had received his

imperial sanction. The tariff on the European frontier

was to have come into operation on the Istinst., and the

other on the 1st Nov., 1812. The ukase does not men-
tion the changes introduced in the former tariff. The
duties on wood and wooden articles, as well as .those levied

in the Asiatic and Transcaucasian provinces of the empire,

had undergone no modification. The goods deposited in the

customs stores at the above-mentioned periods were to be
liable to the duties stipulated in the former regulations.

No alterations are made by this ukase in the customs laws

and regulations of the kingdom of Poland and of the Grand
Duchy of Fmland. The papers state that the annual pro-

duce of the private gold mines and gold works in Siberia

has increased, since 1829, from 100 to 212 pounds; or
nearly 8,5001bs. English.—The navigation of the port of

Riga was closed for the season on the 3d ult. At Cron-
stadt on the 18th the floating ice had appeared in the

western channel, and the sea between that fort, Orianem-
burg, and St. Petersburg was covered with solid ice.

Private accounts received from Teflis inform us that not-

withstanding the bad season, by which all the difficulties

of the campaign are increased, the expedition against the

Circassians continues, and that a serious affair has taken

place between the mountaineers and the Russians, in which
about forty officers and from six to seven hundred soldiers

were killed, and great numbers wounded ; the losses of the

mountaineers were notknowm After this engagement the

Russian troops, it is stated, took possession of about five

leagues of territory, and occupied a valley situated between
two small forts.

Grkece.'—Accounts received from Athens, dated the

20th ult., inform us that the King had not yet returned

reply to the collective note addressed to him by the repre-

sentatives of the three protecting Powers respecting com-
plaints of the Turks against his Government. The latter,

it appears, had declared its readiness to settle amicably

the portion of the claims which referred to Turkish pro-

perty retained by the state or subjects of Greece, and had
accordingly proposed, 1st, to refund to the Greeks who
purchased nme years ago from the Turks property illegally

disposed of by the latter, and which belonged to the

mosques of Thebes, the price of their acquisition, together

with 8 per cent, interest on the sums they had actually

paid ; 2d, to pay to the Turks of Zeitouni or Isden the

remainder of the balance due lo them by Government on

the acquisition of their lands, together with 8 per cent.

on the capital ; and 3d, to place at the dispr^i[ ^^^j^^

Ottoman Government a sum of 500,000 piasters (5,000/.;,

being the amount of the indemnity claimed by the VacouU

of Euboea, in virtue of the protocols. The point respect-

ing the ill-treatment compUined of hj the Turks hvxngin

the Grecian tcrritiwy still remained to be adjusted.~The

editor of a journal who ha*i been brought to trial for an

article entitled *^The French MiUion and Coltettisin/'

had been acquitted by tie Court, Th^ ChJrhitidei Ad--
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t
ministration w«i considered to have been greatly shaken

by this tcrdict; anJ the Kin^, it ia aaid, had written to

Theocarii to return in al! haste from Germany, his Ma-
jesty deaigning htm a« successor to Christides.

TuaKKY.—By the arrival of the Levant mail we have

recent iottlligence from Constantinople, from which we

Jearn that Barou dc Bourqueney, the French envoy, ar-

rived on the 1 7th ult. in that captal. in a *teamer, which

aaloted the Seraglio by 21 guns, which was responded to

from the batteries of Tophan^.— Maalapha Pacha, the

Seraakier. and Muhtar Bey, as CouociUor, were about to

leave for Syria, to put an end to the existing troubles.

Tahir Pacha, Grand Admiral, wot to be the Commander-
in-Chief of the Army during Mustapha's absence, and

Jahoub Pacha, Governor of Adrianople, was aUo to go to

Syria. The Porte has not yet decided who shall be named

to command the troops recently tent into Roumelia.

—

Private lettera give an account ^if a rumou.\.J project of

the Government, which, if carried into effect, will, it is

thought, constitute one of the most remarkable epochs in

the history of the empire. It is the appropriation by the

fttate of the church property, or wakoufs, to be sold or

let on long leases to purchasers, or tenants, without dis-

tiaction of creed or condition. The scheme, it appears,

origtnarcd with the late Sultan Mahmoud, but no authentic

particuUrjt relating to the subject are yet known.—The
diplomatic cirrlcs of Pera are said to have been surprised

at several religious conversions which have lately occurred

in that quarter A Frenchman, it teems, bat turued

Turk: and the ladiet of the Rusftian Minister, Madame
Tithotf, who W!i^ a Protestant, and of the Russian first

dragomau, Prince 11 ujtclu rly, who was a Catholic, have

sunultaitcously recanted and become Grtcka.—Subsequent

advices, received through Vienna, announce that on the

15th Dec. the Porte forwarded a note to the representa-

tives of the five great Powers, apprising them, that if

within fourteen days the Greek Government did not com-
ply with all iheir just demands, the Sultan was determined

to have satisfaction by force of arras. The period pre-

scribed by the Divan in this communication consequently

expired on the 1st of this month ; but from the intimation

given by Prince MetCernich as to the intentions of the

great Powers, no fear of an actual collision is entertained.

United Si ates.—By the packet-ship yeu- York^ ar-

rived at Liverpool on Tuesday, we have received papers 7

days later than those brought by the Acadia, The pro-

ceedings of Congress are reported to the*20thu!t., inclusive;

but they are generally aninteresting to the English reader.

The tariff (question had been under discussion, and it seemed
likely to give rise to long and animated debates. The
main point was, whether it should be framed for protection

or for revenue, and on it the discnssions were expected to

turn. The report of the Secretary to the Navy had been
laid before Congress :\nd printed. It is a long document,
but the \y ^ ts dtscribe it as an able and satiiafactory one.

The report of the Secretary to the Trea:$ury had also been
presented and printed. To meet the deticiency in the

revenue for 18 Ti, tlie Secretary recommends to Congress
to authorise an extension of the term of the portion of the

12,000,000 dollars loan not yet taken, and a re-issue of

the Treasury notes heretofore authorised by law, amount-
ing to 5,000,000 dollars ; the bahince of the deficit in the
ways and means, together with 2,000,000 dollars (a surplus

deemed necessary to be in the Treasury to meet emer-
fencies in the public service), to be supplied from imposts
npon such forei^ articles imported into the United States
" as may be selected with a due regard to a rigid restric-

tion, in amount, to the actual wants of Government, and
a proper economy in its administration." The report
then goes into an argument as to the principles which
ought to govern the adjustment of the tariff to the wants
of Government. — Tiie question of the right of search
forms the leading topic of discussion in all the journals ;

which are unanimous in approving the conduct of Mr.
StCTcn^on, late ambassador to the Court of London, in

reference to that question ; as well as in maintaining that
the United States must never concede that right to Great
Britain, or to any other maritime Power.—The Patent-
office, at Washington, had been entered by false keys,
and three valuable articles, to the amount of 12,000 dol-
lars, stolen. The articles were, a snuff-box presented by
the Emperor Alexander of Russia to Mr. Harris, the
Charge d'Affaires, valued at G,000 dollars ; a peari neck-
lace, presented by the Imaum of Muscat to the late Presi-
dent, Mr. Van Buren, valued at 3,600 dollars ; and a gold
scabbard, presented by the Viceroy of Peru to Mr. Riddle,
and valued at 2.600 dollars. A reward of 1,000 dollars
has been offered by the Commissioner of Patents for the
recovery of the articles. The theft, it appears, was one
of a very daring character ; the time of iu occurrence be-
ing known within 10 minutes, as the person having charge
of the room containing the articles had visited it within
that time.—The papers contain further particulars of the
revolt of the slaves on board the Creole, which we have
before noticed. This vessel, an American one, was, it

will be recollected, on her voyage from Hampton-roads to
New Orleans, with 135 slaves on board. On the vovn^e
the slaved mutinied, murdered a passenger and part owner
of themselves, wounded the captain and some of the crew,
and compelled the remainder to navigate the brig to
Nassau, New Providence, where the Governor, considering
them as passengers, allowed them, contrary to the protest
of the United States Consul, to go at liberty.

Canada.—The invasion of the frontier by bands of
men, who burn and destroy agricultural buildings and pro-
duce, has been aga n renewed this winter, and has produced,
it is said, great heart-burnings and exasperations. The
Fapen recommend a system of retaliation to be practised
by the Canadians ; but it fortunately does not appear that
thk tagge^tioQ baa y€( b«ea acted oa. .

CITY.
There has been a further

Consols for money

1

89| to J

MoYXPy Marketf Friday.-

rise in the Government securities,

closed at 89 to J ; ditto for the Account in Feb.,

New Three.aud-a-Half per Cents., 98 to 9 ;
Three per

Cents. Reduced, 89| to i ; Three-and-a-Half

Rednccd, 99J ; Bank Stock, IGtJi to 167^;

nuities (expiring Jan. 5, 1860), 12-11-16.

per Cents

Long Au-

institutious of the Metropolis has been much greater thi
season than the last, notwithstanding it has as yet beei
less severe.

iHetropoIfs nntf its Ficmily.

Weather.—The weather still remains cold and severe ;

and, with the exception of one or two partial thaws, the

frost has contimied throughout the week with consider-

able severity. On Thursday there was the heaviest fall

of snow that has occurix-d in the Metropolis this winter.

It commenced in the morning and continued throughout

the day, covering the streets and neighbourhood of town,

in many places, it is stated, to the depth of ten inches ;

and where it had drifted, travelling has been much im-

peded. Several of the mails and stage-coaches have

since been considerably beyond time, owing to the heavy

state of the roads. The masters of several coasting ves-

sels, aiTivcd in the River yesterday, report having expe-

rienced for several days heavy falls of snow, accompanied

witli strong variable winds and squalls. In the Parks,

thu waters have been viHitcd bygreat numbei^s of skaters

and promenaders ; and a variety of accidents, several

unfortunately attended with fatal results, have occurred

during the week.
MetropoUtan Improvements.—It is stated that a great

improvement is about to be made in the appearance of

Piccadilly consequent upon the removal of the ranger's

house in the Grcon Park, which will be taken down early

in the spring. The plan, which, it is added, has been

suggested by Sir R. Peel, is to consist of a terrace and
public walk from the gate into the Palace-gardens at Hyde
Park-comer to the junction of the houses at the lower

end of tlie basin ; the form of the ground on this line

being considered favourable to picturesque effect in lay-

ing out and planting, and to architectural beauty of de-

sign in the esplanade. Fountains and statues, it is said,

will also be hitrodueed to add to the beauty of the plan.

—

On Monday tlie Bude light was for the fii-st time applied

to street illumination at the top of the Obelisk, in Water-
loo-place, PalLmall, opposite Carltun-gardens, in the pre-

sence of several of the parochial authorities of St. James's.

On that occasion, and on the two succeednig evenings,

the experiment was successful, and the light, it is stated,

will be kept burning in future every night till 12 o'clock.

Wood Pavement.—On Saturday a meeting of the

Marylebonc vestry was held, when the motion carried

on the previous Saturday, for postponing for thi^ee y
the further extension of wood paving in that parish, was
again discussed. A numerous deputation presented a
memorial, signed by 58 inhabitants of Oxford-street, who
had already the wood paving before their doors, detail-

ing the advantages accruing to themselves and the public
since its introduction, and praying the vestry not only not
to confirm the minute, but togive thepavingto their neigh-
bours throughout the entire street. The deputation
liavlng withdrawn, Mr. Joseph moved the non-confirma-
tion of the minute, delaring that the proposition was not
only most absurd, but that it was illegal for a fluctuat-
ing body like the vestry to make a prospective resolution
for three yeai-s. This motion having been seconded, a
long and boisterous discussion ensued, in which Lord
Nugent aud several other gentlemen took part ; after
which the chairman put the question, and amidst con-
siderable confusion declared the non-confirmation to be
carried. A division was then demanded, and a scene of
great uproar followed, occasioned principally by the
endeavours made by both parties to secure the vote of a
wavering vestryman of the name of Abbott, who appears
to have been pulled about with little ceremony. The chair-
man ultimately succeeded in restoring some order, and on
the division taking place there appeared—for the non-
con firrna t ion of the minute, 27 ; for the confirmation, 26

;
majority against postponing the question of wood paving
for three yeai-s, 1

.

Distress in the xMeiropolls,—it is stated that the num-
rl^.:?L^P^^'^*l*I?°^/^^, ^'^^¥ ?* ^*^ principal charitable

is

ng It nas as yet been
Up to Sunday night the number of appli-

cations from persons completely destitute, at the Refu^^e
for the^ Houseless, in Playhouse-yard, Whitecross-street,
was 1,/ 62, being 457 more than during the correspond-
ing number of nights last year. On the fii^st night of last
y-ear the number admitted was 40, whilst on the first of
the present season it was 1V2. The nightly averase
number of inmates has been about 360, aud on the lit
day of the year they were 393. The great majority of
applicants, it is said, are strangers to London, havin.T no
ckim upon any parish. At the Western Refuge foi^the
Houseless, in Market-street, Edgware-road, where ad-
mission is obtained only by tickets from subscribers the
number of applicants is also said to have been more
numerous than in previous years ; and althoudi uightlv
accommodation is only provided for 100, on one ni^rht
last week no less than 136 were admitted. The applica
tions, however, at the Destitute Sailors' Asylum Well
close-square, the other remaining institution for the
reception of the houseless, have been less this season
than ior some years past, on account, it is supposed, of
tae great demand for seamen for the navy and commer-
cial service.

Royal Mini.

assignee

11. t A, .
^^^ Monday a portion of the ransom

paid by the Chmese for the evacuation of Canton arrivedm London, and wag tr^J^erred to the Royal Mint, The

treasure was landed at Portsmouth from H. M. frigate

Conway, and thence conveyed to Gosport, where a spe-

cial train was engaged to bring it by the Southampton

Railway to London, under an escort of the 32d Reg.

On the arrival of the train at V^auxhall, the boxes of

silver, about one hundred in numbex', were transfen-ed

to a number of vans and carts, guarded by the soldiers.

The procession attracted much notice in the streets

through which it passed ; and upon its ai-rival on Tower-

liill, the mob was so great that the guard on duty at the

Mint was ordered under arms to clear a way for the

carts to advance, and the treasure entered the gates of

the 3Iiiit amidst the loud cheers of the populace. Its

value is stated to be 550,000/., sterling ; and it consists

of small bars and lumps of sycee silver, tlie whole of

which, it is understood, will be melted down and refined

previously to its being converted into the cui'rent coin of

the realm.

Fuhlic Meetings,—On Tuesday a meeting was held of

the committee of management and of the defence fund
committee of the Marylebone Joint-Stock Bank, Mr,
Parnell in the chair. Mr. Abrahams entered into a
lengthened statement of the af!:iirs of the bank, and of

the disputes between the directors and the shareholdeh.

He also stated that the public creditors Avould be fully

paid if the shareholders paid an additional advance of 5/.

on their shares, and if Mr, Hannay's estate paid hut a
fourth of what it had been estimated at by the official

; who, it seems, has announced that it woiild

return 20^. in the pound. The solicitor for the share-

holdei*s read a series of letters l^between liim and the

solicitor for the directors, in which the latter did not

appear to evince mucli anxiety for an amicable arrange-

ment. Letters were also read from country share-

holders of 40, 20, and 10 shares, expressive of theu?

desire to pay their hi. on each share towards liquidating

the claims of the public creditor, which were averaged at

16,000/. It was ultimately resolved that a 5/. call should

be made, that Sir C. Scott be banker for the fund, and

that Messrs. Parnell, Dukes, Robinson, Jackson, and

Christmas be appointed trustees. It was also resolved

to pay all bondfide debts, and that nine members of the

Defence Fund should form a quorum to adjudicate the

claims. ^—On Tuesday the half-yearly general meeting of

the Royal Humane Society was held, when the report

was read by the secretary, from which it appeared that

during the past year the I'cceipts amounted altogether to

2,5()9/. 7s. \d. ; and the sum expended for rewards, sala-

ries, apparatus, &:c. was 1,479/. IO5. 3rf. ; the expenses

in Hyde-park, hML 19i\ IM. ; aud the stock purchased

498/. 2s. 6J., leaving a balance in hand of G/. 145. 5J.

During the year 214 cases had been brought under the

notice of the society, 200 of whicli were successful

;

1 1 were beyond recovery ; and 3 were cases of suicide.

Sixteen honorary silver and tw^enty-seven bronze medal-

lions had been awarded for cases of extraordinary

courage; and the thanks of the Society, inscribed ou

vellum, had been presented to nine individuals, and

pecuniary rew^ards had been presented to 106 claimants.

It Avas also announced that Prince Albert had lately en-

rolled his name as an honorary member, and that several

handsome legacies had been received.—On Wednesday
the half-yearly general meeting of the shareholders of the

London Joint Stock Bank was held. The chairman, G.

Scliolefieid, Esq., read the report, from which it appeared

that the paid-up capital now is 589,700/., and that the

directors have thought it advisable to complete the issue

of the whole 60,000 shares, the remaining 1,030 of which

were to be sold in the market. The accounts showed a net

profit on the half-year, ending the 31st Dec, of 25,9'23/.

14s. 3rf., from which a dividend for the half-year, after

the rate of 6/. per cent, per annum, was rccommendetlj

which would amount to 17,691/., leaving 8,232/. 14s. Zd.

to be carried to the profit of the guarantee fund, which

now amounts to 81,731/. 1^. Sd?. The report was unaiii-

mously adopted.

Accidents and Inquests,—On Saturday evening, as

Mr. Aldridge, a builder residing at Shepherd*s-bush, wM
driving on his way home, in the neighbouihood of Ham-

mersmith, in consequence of its being very dark, and the

road not being lighted, he unfortunately drove against a

post, which caused him to be thrown out with great vio-

lence on his head, producing severe concussion of the

brain. He was conveyed to a neighbouring house and

medical assistance procured ; but, it is said, he still con-

tinues iu a very dangerous state.—On Monday, a fatal

accident, attended by the loss of three lives, occurred on«

piece of frozen water on Clapham -common. Deceased

were a brother and two sisters, of the name of Dunce, of

the respective ages of 17, 19, and 21. It seems that at

the time of the accident the ice of the pond was much

crowded with skaters, sliders, and promenaders, and the

three deceased being together, the ice gave way beneath

them. One of the sisters succeeded in getting out of toe

water, but returned to the spot and extended her hand to

her struggling sister; the consequence of which was. that

she was again drawn under water and perished. An in-

quest has been held, anda verdict returned of ^'Accidental

death." It appears that a fatal accident occurred to a boy

a few days since on the same water.—On Monday, an in-

quest was held at Camden -town, on William Burke, aged

98, said to have been formeriy a gentleman of independent

fortune, and companion of his Majesty George the Fourth,

when Prince of Wales, but late an inmate of St. PancraJ

workhouse. There was nothing of interest in the case

beyond the singular reverse of fortune referred to. nnd the

fact that deceased's father died at the age of 102 years,

his grandfather at the age of 104, aud that there ia no^ ^

brother living in the country at the advanced age of Ivi

years. From the evidence o| deceased's wife, it appe^w
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that deceased having gone out of the Tvorkhouse by per-

mission to visit sonae friends, was suddenly seized with an
affection of the chest, and shortly after returning to the

workhouse, expired. Verdict, "Natural death."
Robberies.—A burglary and extensive robbery has been

committed on the premises of Messrs. Griffin and Co.,
Ironmonger-lane, Chcapside, when a large quantity of

silks, satins, liosiery, and goods of a similar character were
gtolen. Information was forwarded to the police, but the
thieves have not been traced.—On Wednesday a serious

chai'ge, showing in some measure the distress existing

amongst the poor in the Metropolis, came before the ma-
gistrate at tlie Mansion-Louse. A baker, living in Cannon-
street, stated that on the previous evening 10 or 12 young
men, some of whom were at the bar, came into his shop,
seized a quantity of bread, and then returned to the
street and divided what they had stolen amongst SO or 40
others waiting outside for them. The prisoners, in their

defence, said that they were in a state of starvation ; that

they had applied at difTerent workhouses and charitable

institutions, without procuring any relief ; and that, not
knowing what to do, they were obliged to take some
bread. The prisoners were remanded, and expressed
great satisfaction at being removed to the lock-np house.
where they expected, at least, to get food and shelter.

On the following day, a similar charge was made against

several other men and boys, who had been guilty of a
like offence in the shop of another baker, in Bow-lane.
After a long inquiry, the result of which was the same as
the one on the previous day, Sir P. Laurie said that an
example must be made, and committed the prisoners to

Newgate. The other prisoners, against whom there was
no evidence as to stealing the bread, but who had been
seen dividing it outside, were then put to the bar and in-

formed that sixteen had just been committed to Newgate,
and that in all probability many of that number would
be transported. The crowd of young men and boys who
had been brought up as participators in the plunder out-
side the shops of the two, prosecutors Avere then dis-

charged, with an assurance that if they joined in any fu-

ture criminal act of the kind, they might calculate upon
the most severe infliction of punishment for the offence. It

is stated that the City magistrates have under their
sei-ious consideration a suggestion, that when offenders
are prosecuted for depredations committed under the
impulse of hunger, after having been refused relief by the
parochial authorities, although such offenders should not
be permitted to escape punishment, the respective parishes
should be compelled to defray the expenses of the prose-
cutions.

Fires.—From the annual report of Mr, Braidwood,
superintendent of the London Fire EstabUshment, it ap-
pears that the total number of fires which have occurred
in the Metropolis and its vicinity during the last year
have been 855, being an increase of 15 over those of 1840.
Out of this number, however, only 24 total destructions
have happened; but of houses and buildings considerably
damaged, there have been 234; and of those slightly da-
maged, 438 : false alarms and chimneys on fire are stated
to have been 159; of fires which happened at private
houses there were 213 ; lodging-houses, 61; carpenters',
37 ; licensed victuallers', 34; drapers', 21 ; bakers', 18

;

sale-shops, 25; stables, 14; steam-mills, 6; churches, 3;
wmeandspirit merchants', 37; and of other trades and
occupations the numbers vary from 1 to 9.—On Monday
night, a serious fire broke out on the premises occupied
by Mrs. Kennedy, milliner, of Stangate-street, near
Astleys late Theatre. Some time elapsed before any
engnies arrived, and the entire destruction of the house
where the fire originated being found inevitable, the .^
ertions of the firemen were directed to save the adjacent
iiouses, which they succeeded in doing.^On Wednesday
a serious fire broke out in Myrtle-court, Bermondsey-street,
a place densely populated by the lower orders of Irish. It
occurred in the room of a poor woman, and was occasioned
by the accidental falling of a spark on her bed, which was
composed of shavings

; she was so seriously burnt, that
she was taken to the hospital, where she continues in a
dangerous state. The fire, which at first created great
aiarm among the neighbouring poor, was soon subdued
on the arrival of the engines, and the injury done was not
great.—Un Wednesday evening a fire occurred in the
manufactory of Mr. Bartrum, coach and omnibus builder,
vviutechapel. la consequence of the building being en-
tirely composed of wood, and the materials contained in
ic of a very inflammable nature, the flames spread with
great rapidity, and the manufactory was soon entirely
aestroyed. The fire, however, was prevented from ex.tending further.—On Tuesday a serious fire broke out in

Iff .v^ 4^ ^^ ^ foreign vessel moored in a tier of shipping
off the Tower. Mr. Childs, fruiterer, and who is thi
lower-lnll beadle, happened fortunately to be near the
spot at the time, from which he engaged a wherry, and
proceeded on board the vessel, where he found her crew,an toreigners, in great confusion, and afraid to enter the
cabin which was filled Avith smoke,
aiately went below, when he discovered that the bulk-

^lyT^^ ^" ^'*^
^ ^^^ ^^^^^"^"g ^^^n furnished with a

\h I ^"PP'y "f water, he succeeded in extinguishing
fne names before they had communicated with the cargo
in the hold. ^

Woolwich.—,\ circular has just been received at this
A^ock-yard from the Ordnance Department, with particular
instructions that it should be read in all departments of

AT ,
"^"*^'^ service, stating that the attention of the

• Aas.er-General and the Board having been drawn to the
^^t as disclosed by the evidence t akeu before the com-

«ee appointed to investigate the circumstances con-

^^ t
^^^^ '^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ Tower, that if the witness

*^o first saw a light in the building where the fire broke

ex-

out had given an immediate alarm, the disastrous result
might, in all probabihty, have been prevented, or, at least,
greatly lessened, they desire to express lo the several per-
sons resident within the Tower and other garrisons, and
in the Ordnance establishments generally in the British
dominions, their hope that, in the event of any unusual
appearance of fire or light, however trivial it may seem,
instant notice will be given by the party witnessing it to
the proper authorities, so as to guard as much as possible
against any recurrence of the calamity that has recently
taken place. The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty
have also issued instructions that all the fire engines in
this Dock-yard shall be examined every ten days, to as-
certain that every part of them continues in proper work-

order, and be on such occasions exercised by the
police force with water, to insure their eflficiency in cast
of their services being required. One of the inspectors of
police to be present when the engines are examined, and
be responsible that they are in good working order.

Mortality of the Metropolis.---Tho following is the
number of deaths in the Metropolis, from all causes, re-
gistered in the week ending Saturday, the 1st inst. :

Males, 523 ; Females, 514. Weekly average 1838-9-40
Males, 475 ; Females, 461.

ins:

Mr. Childs inime-

l^robmcial Xrtos*
Abingdon,—A serious fire, which there is reason to

think was the act of an incendiary, has occurred in the
village of East Hanney, near this town. It commenced
early in the evening, and though immediate assistance was
procured, the flames were not got under until a barn,
containing about 12 quarters of barley, a stable, and large
barley-rick, were consumed. All the cattle, it seems, had
been previousl}' turned out of the rick-yard, as it is sup-
posed, by the author of the fire, or several, it is thought,
would have been burned to death. No clue, however, has
yet been obtained to the discovery of the incendiary. .

Bradford, Wilts.—The parties apprehended on juspi-
cion of being concerned in the daring burglary committed
at South Wraxhall, which we noticed in our last, have
undergone another examination before the magistrates.
The evidence of the two Misses Awdrey and their servants
was given at great length ; they idejitified three of the
prisoners as those most actively concerned in the robbery,
and other witnesses deposed to finding various portions
of the stolen property in the possession of the other pri-

soners. After along inquiry, the magistrates committed
the following persons to take their trial for the offence :

Nathaniel Burge, John Milsom, and Jonas Penny, as
principals; George Hart, as an accessory after the fact;
and John Roberts and Selina, his wife, for receiving the
goods, well knowing them to have been stolen.

Birmingham.—A serious accident, attended with loss
of life, resulting from the incatitious use of fire-arms, has
occurred in this town. It seems that a man, named Ezra
Steapenhill, about a month ago found a gun, as he stated,
and a few days after was showing it to a friend, stating
that it was unloaded ; his wife happened to be present,
and, in joke, pulled the trigger over his shoulder, when it

went off, breaking the clock-case to pieces, A few even-
ings since, he was cleaning the same gun, although it was
heavily loaded and capped. His wife was sitting at the
end of the table on which the gun rested, and when in the
act of rubbing the lock it went off, and the contents en-
tered her chest, and killed her on the spot. This appears
to be the husband's statement, who is under the surveil-

lance of the police.

Chelmsford.—A general feeling, to which we have
before referred, appears to be gaining ground in the great

agricultural districts, against the continuance of the pre-

sent rural police, on the ground of its inefficiency and
great expense. At the quarter-sessions in this town on
Tuesday several petitions were presented to the magis-

trates against the system ; one of which stated that
** although the police had made a considerable addition to

the burdens of the parishes, it had not answered the pur-

pose for which it was instituted, and the petitioners there-

fore prayed the justices to take into their serious considera-

tion, whether it was not expedient forthwith to report it

as their opinion to the Secretary of State that the rural

police force is unnecessary, and should be discontinued in

this county." Another stated—•* The petitioners humbly
hope that the magistrates will neither suffer the present

force to be increased nor continued, but that they may be

allowed to appoint their own local constables, whereby
they can reduce their present expenses, and at the same
time detect as well as deter depredators." Some discus-

sion having taken place, it was finally agreed that a regular

notice should be given, in order that the question of aug-

menting the force or abolishing it might be debated and

decided upon at the next session.

Derby.—An address to H.R.H, Prince Albert has

withm the last few days been forwarded from the silk

stocking makers of this county and those of Nottingham-
ehire, deploring the depressed condition of their trade,

and praying his Royal Highness to adopt silk stockuigs in

ordinary wear. His Royal Highness has acknowledged,
through his treasurer, the receipt of this address, adding
" that it woiild give him much pleasure to be able to re-

lieve a trade which is stated by so many respectable per-

sons to be in so distressed a state. Since the accesbion

of her present Majesty long silk stockings have been in-

variably worn at Court, so that no new order on that

score can tend to give a lift to the trade." Two 2>atterns

of silk trousers and stockings were at the same time en-

closed, which tlie letter stated had been made in England,
and which his Royal Highness always wears, directing six

pairs of each pattern to be made for hia Royal Highnesses

use ; which fashion^ the letter ^adds, if people gene-

i-ally could be prevailed on to adopt it, would be far more
advantageous to their trade than tlie stockings.

Devizes.—Another daring burglary has been committed
in this county. A few days since the house of Mr. Gum,
of the tithing of Seend, ^as broken into by three thieves,
and robbed of property amounting to between 30/, and 40/.

.^' p^°^t it appears, is advanced in years, and lives with
bis sister in a lonely house, a short distance from the turn-
pike road between this town and Malmesbury. The thieves,
it is stated, first endeavoured to effect an entrance at the
back part of the house by making a hole in the wall, but
here they were unsuccessful. They thtn went round to
the front door, which they burst open, and entered the
house, after an ineffectual resistance by Mr. Gum, who,
hearing the noise, had got up. They then told him that
if he did not give them what he bad, they would murder
both him and his sister, and commenced ransacking the
house, from which they took all the money and valuables
they could find- Although they said they had plenty of
assistance, Mr, Gum states that he is sure they were but
three in number, as he afterwards traced iheir steps to-
wards Melksham. The face of each was blackened. Two
men, named Townsbend and Clarke, have since been appre-
hended and committed for trial; and two others, named
Aust and Townsbend, the latter a brother of the prisoner,
have been remanded for further examination.

Gloucester.—At a recent meeting of magistrates in this

city, Mr. C. Bathurst, the chairman, stated, that after the
present quarter-sessions he could not, from the impaired
state of his health, any longer perform the duties of that
office. It is expected that he will be succeeded by Lord
Redesdale.

Hertford.—It has been announqed that Government
has ordered the reward of lOO/. offered for the apprehen-
sion of the murderer Blakesley to be paid to the two con-
stables, Dunn and Filgate, stationed at Hitchin, in this

county, by whom, it will be remembered, he was taken
into custody.

LivrrpooL— A. serious accident has happened in this

city to one of the sons of the Rev. Hugh M'Neil. It
seems that he was practising a pislol in the neighbourhood,
when, by some inadvertency, it went off accidentally, and
the ball passed obliquely through the loner part of hit

stomach, inflicting a dangerous wound. Some hopes,
however, appear to be entertained of his recovery.

Lyiin.—The Yarmouth and Birmingham mail was over-
turned on Saturday night within a mile and a half of this

town. The passengers escaped unhurt, but the coachman
had his ankle fractured. It seems that the horses took
fright at a drover's dog, whose master had been banging
on behind without the knowledge of the coachman.

Maidstone.—On Monday a serious fire occurred in the
farm-yard of Mr. Jacki^on, a county magistrate, residing at

Orpington, in this county. In consequence of its break-

ing out early in the morning, assistance could not for some
time be procured, and the result was that three stacks of
wheat, one of hay, three barns, and a large quantity of
agricultural implements, were totally consumed, and four

other stacks of wheat and hay much damaged- The fire

is supposed to have been the act of an incendiary ; and it

is stated as a somewhat remarkable coincidence, that the

first of the incendiary fires which took place in Kent in

1836 commenced in the same village.

Alanchesler,—The following Post-office robbery has
recently been committed in this town. It seems that an
individual, whose name is not yet known, went to the

Post-oflSce, and succeeded in obtaining the letters then in

the box for delivery to Messrs. Joseph Rylands and Sons,

cotton-spinners and manufacturers, Kew High-street, of

which it is ascertained there certainly were two at least,

each containing a remittance, viz,, one a cash order for

20/. 17^., and the other a draft for a larger amount on the

Provincial Bank of England, and the first halves of two
Bank of England notes of 10/. each. It has been ascer-

tained that on the same day a man went to the Manchester
and Liverpool District Bank in the town, where"'he pre-

sented the cash order. As, however, it was not indorsed,

the bankers declined paying it, and, detaining it, gave him
a check drawn for the same amount, to bring them signed

by Messrs. Ryland and Sons, when they said they would
cash it. The man, however, never returned, and on the

following day a person went to the Provincial Bank of

England, Mosley-street, where he made a similar attempt
to get the draft cashed, but unsuccessfully, the bankers
discovering in it some discrepancy with respect to the en-

dorsement which induced them to decline paying it ; they,

however, did not detain the prisoner, but suffered him to

depart, and take the draft with him. A day'or two since,

Messrs. Rylands and Sons received through the Post-

office a letter bearing the Manchester post-mark, consist*

ing of a blank sheet of papei", inclosing the draft and the

two half 10/. notes which had been sent with it in the

intercepted letter of their correspondents- The super-

scription of this blank letter was, it is said, in the same
hand-writing as that of the forged endorsement on the

draft. The author of the theft, however, has not yet been

detected.—Another serious fire has occurred in this town,

in a machine manufactory on the south side of Store-

street, near the viaduct of the Birmingham Railway. The
building is one of large dimensions—being seven stories

high, and about 40 yards by 25 in extent. The fire ori-

ginated in the upper story, in the occupation of 3!essrs.

Curtis, Parr, and Walton, patent card manufacturers ;
but

having been discovered early, and several engines being

soon on the spot, the flames were prevented from com-

municating to the other portions of the building, in which,

it is stated, was about 15,000/. or 20,000/. worth of pro-

perty, chicflv cards, ready finished for sale. The whole

of the machines, however, with the exception of six or

seTcn that were got out before the flames had caught them,
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vere totally destroyed, and the loss is estimated at about

8.000/. The origin of the fire is not known, as all appeared

to be ftafe when the workmen left the premises a few hours

Ne'rcastle.—k local paper, the '* Journal," informs u»

that the qaantiCf of coals carried coastwise from the rWer

Tyae exceeds 2,500.000 tons, and that the quantily ex-

ported to foreign parts exceeds 1,500,000 tons annually,^

Norwich. — A petition having for the laat six

months been in circulation throughout this county for

the abolition of the rural police, and notice hating been

given by the Earl of Orford that he would present it, a

general meeting has been held in this city, at which seve-

ral magistrates and nearly all the great hnded gentry of

the county were present—among whom were the Earl of

Orford, Lords Bayning, Walpole, Wodchouse, the Dean

of Norwich, and many others. The usual routine of

huainess having been disposed of, the Clerk of the Peace

read the report of the Chief Constable, Col. Oakes. It

stated that the force was in such an efficient state as to repay

every expense the county incurred, and that the conviction

of offenders was but a small part of the benefit derived

from it. The regulations insured a (]uick return of every

occurrence from every part of tiie county, and an accurate

aeeount was kept of every public-house and beer-shop,

with the characters of all who frequented them. The report

went on to state at great length the benefits derived by the

county from the force; and after it had been read, the

Earl of Orford rose, and said he bad to present a petitioo,

prayincj for exemption, in certain districts, fronn the oper-

ation of the new rural police, or for its entire abolition.

The noble carl procee^led to say that he entertained strong

hopes that the growing dislike to the measure, the general

public feeling of its non-necessity, and the great expense

of the whole force, would prcaa the matter upon the atten-

tion of Parliament, which would result in the adoption of

some means of modifying the Act. " Was there," his lord-

ship said, ** no other plan that could he adopted, without

going so suddenly into one of the most unconstitutional

methods ever proposed by a despotic administration, which

had taken away from the inhabitants of the county their

ancient righr, and the most beneficial one—that of self-

government? The measure had placed an armed and dis-

ciplined force at the disposal of the Secretary of State,

robbing the public of the means they formerly had to pro-

vide for their own security. The petitioners hoped that the

memorial of so large a body of ratepayers, 1,400 in num-

ber, occupiers and owners of land to a great extent in the

county, would receive due consideration, and that the re-

solution for the establishment of the new rural police would

be rescinded, and the system of parochial constables again

adopted." The noble earl concluded by laying the petition

before the Court, expressing his intention to call for a de-

finitive resolution respecting it at the next sessions. Other

petitions to the same effect from different parts of the

county having been read, Mr. Jermy, the Recorder of this

city, addressed the meetins^ at considerable length against

the further continuance of the force, which, he contended,

was unconstitutional, and said that something must be

done towards an alteration. The Hon, and Rev. R.

"Wilson then rose, and at great length defended the new-

rural police; answering ^eraa^im all the objections made
by the preceding speakers. He said, after what had been

urged by them, it was necessary that some opinion should

be expressed by the Court ; aad he concluded his address

by moving a vote of approval of the force, and of thanks

to the chief constable, Col. Oakes. The meeting con-

curred in this suggestion, and the motion was agreed to*

Oxford,—X requisition has been published, signed by
244 non-resident members of Convocation, headed by the

High Steward, the Bishop of Oxford, and five other

bishops of the Church, urging upon the Committees of

Iklr. Garbett and Mr. Williams, the iwo candidates for the

vacant Professorship of Poetry, that they should endea-

vour to procure the consent of both candidates, and of

their respective colleges, to the withdrawal of their names ;

and that they will appoint a deputation from both com-
mittees, to confer upon arrangements to that effect, in or-

der that an opportunity may thus be afforded for a fresh

nomination to the va^nt chair. In reply to this requisi-

tion, Lord Ashley, on behalf of the London committee of

Mr. Garbett, has declined ac<»ding to this proposal, stat-

ing that the ccunmittee see no mode ofavoidin^ an election

in the nsual course, unless the Oxford committees of both
candidates could agree on some plan by which the senti-

ments of Convocation could be so clearly ascertained as to

decide the contest and supersede the necessity of a poll.

The committee of Mr. Williams, however, have been au-
thorised by the president and fellows of Trinity College to

take steps for carrying into effect on their part the objects

of the requisition, and have appointed a deputation for

that purpose—at the same time announcing that they feel

it due to themselves and to Mr. Williams to state, that

they understand the objects of the requisition to be, peace

for the University and for the Church, without the sacri-

fice of principles or censure of persona.

Salisbury.—At the late quarter-sessions in this county

a motion was carried by a majority of 19 to 17, '* for a

committee to inquire into the operation of the rural police

force, with a view to consider whether any alterations can

be made in the system, so as to effect a reduction of the

S
resent large expenditure." An amendment was moved

y Lord Radnor that all the words after the word ** any "

be omitted, and the following substituted, " improvement

can be made in the direction and administration of the

forcCj so as to render it more effective." After some dis-

cussion his lordship's amendment was negatived,

Sevenoaks,—We noticed some time since the detaik of

an inquiry instituted into the working of the system pur-

,h, Ne» Po...,.w. .l», i. .ill be re.»be„.., »eve„I
|
Wjij. ZTiJLK'SuX^^X^^'rS^

to the

serious facts, relative to the accommodation and attend-

ance on the poor, came out in evidence. The affair has

since been under the consideration of the Poor-law Com-

missioners, who have just made public their ofticia

deciiiion on the subject. The Commissioners statethat

they "feel themselves called on to pronounce an opinion

as to the parties who are to blame for this state of things;

and, painful as the duty is, they cannot shrink /ron> its

performance. They regret that when Mr. Tufnell, the

Assistant- Commissioner, became acquainted with tHe

state of the house, on the 11th Feb., 1841, he did not

make a special communication on the subject to the Com-

missioners, and that he should have advised the post-

ponement of building on account of the probable erection

of district schools. They, however, conclude that he

acted with the best intentions." W^ith regard

Board of Guardians generally, the Commissioners observe

that they must have known that the total number of

the inmates of the workhouse exceeded that which they

considered it as capable of containing ;
consequently

their attention ought to have been directed to the m-

crcasod numbers,and they would then naturallyhavemade

such inquiries of the officers of the workhouse as must

have elicited tlie painful facts for the first time disclosed

iu the late investigation. The Commissioners proceed

to say that they cannot acquit the visiting committee of

blame in omitting to make a sufficiently dose examination

of all parts of the house ; and they see great reason to

regret that no representation was made to the Board of

Guardians by the visiting committee sufficiently strong to

have pressed on the former body the absolute necessity

which existed for hiring another building, or providing in

some manner additional accommodation. The Commis-

sioners, however, impute the principal share of blame to

David and Elizabeth Gain, the late master and matron

of the Sevenoaks Union workhouse, who, it is added,

resigned their situations iu Septeoiher, and do not at

present hold any office connected with the Poor-laws,

Mr. Adams also, the medical officer, is pronounced to

be guilty of very great neglect, and receives a severer

censure than any other person mentioned ia the judg-

ment, because he made no written report of the state of

disease in the workhouse before Jan. 1841.

This town has been the scene of a serious

It seems that
Sheffield.

attempt at murder, followed by suicide,

three sisters, named Hannah, Sarah, and Harriet Poole,

dressmakers, residing at Pye-bank, had for some time

been persecuted by a young man named Yaughan, a table-

knife manufacturer, who paid his addresses to the second

sister, but who, in consequence of his dissolute habits,

had been rejected by her. Having tried for some time to

induce her to revoke her determination without effect, he

adopted threatening language, saying he would destroy

her, and in a variety of ways continued to persecute and

annoy her. The girls at length found it necessary to apply

to the magistrates to bind Vaughan over to keep the peace.

He was summoned to the police-office, at which he made
his appearance, hut without remaining to answer to his

name. A day or two after this occurrence, the sisters

were alarmed by deceased rushing into the house where

they were sitting, when closing the door after him, he drew

two pistols, declaring that he would be revenged. He
immediately fired one of the pistols at the second sister,

Sarah, which just grazed her forehead, but she made her

escape without receiving any serious injury. Vaughan
then fired a second pistol at the youngest, Harriet, who,
in attempting to save her sister, had shut herself in the

room with the murderer ; but fortunately, though the ball

struck her shoulder and grazed her cheek, it caused only
a slight wound, and she succeeded in making her escape

through the window. The neighbours, being by this time
alarmed, hastened to the spot, and endeavoured to force

the door open, when Vaughan fired a third pistol through
the pannel, wounding one of the men in the thighs The
police, however, having arrived, the door was burst open ;

but in the mean time two other shots were heard, and on
entering the house Vaughan was found dead, having, with
the last pistol; shot himself. An inquest was held on Sa-
turday, when a verdict of Felo-de-se was returned. The
affair has created considerable excitement in the cown.—

A

daring robbery has been committed in one of the suburbs
of this town, at the Mount, the residence of Mr. Mont-
gomery, the poet. It appears that on Sunday evening,
while all the inmates, except a maid-servant, were 9t

church, two well-dressed men called, and saying thev
wished to write a note and leave it for Mr, Montgomery,
succeeded in getting into the house, when, having bound
the servant hand and foot, and shut her up in the cellar,

they proceeded to ransack the house, which they robbed
of money, plate, and other valuables to a large amount.
On Mr. Montgomery's return home, he was surprised to
find the street-door wide open, and the servant crying for

assistance in the cellar. The thieves, however, had dis-

appeared with their plunder, and no traces of them have
since been discovered. Among the articles stolen was a
massive silver inkstand, presented to Mr. Montgomery by
friends, principally ladies of Sheffield, as a public com-
pliment, several years since.

IVindsor.—Active preparations are now making, both
at the Castle and in St, George's Chapel, for the approach-
ing christening of the Prince of Wales, on the 2Gth inst.
A great number of workmen have, since Monday, heen
occupied in the chapel, making the necessary alterations,
and on Saturday the first rehearsal of the music to be
performed on the occasion took place in the presence of
Prince Albert, by whom, it is said, the selection of the
pieces has been made. It consists entirely of Handel's
compositions-, viz.^ the overture to ** Sampson," occasional

state carriages, with upwards of seventy horses, including

the Hanoverian black and cream-coloured horses, have

arrived from town ; and it is expected that there will

be nearly one hundred carriages m tha procession

from the Castle to the chapel. During the cbristea-

ing week, it is stated, there will be a grand review in

the Great Park, when several regiments, in addition to

the Royal Horse Guards (Blue) and the 72d Highlanders,

are expected from the neighbourhood of London ; and it

is rumoured that a park of artillery will arrive from

Woolwich, in order that the military display in the pre-

sence of the King of Prussia, &c., may be upon a grand

and extensive scale. On the same day, it is reported,

new colours will be presented to the 72d Highlanders;bat

it does not appear to be yet known whether that ceremony

will be performed by Prince Albert or the Duke of Wel-

lington.

Railways.—Another serious slip took place on Friday

the 7th inst. on the line of the London and Croydon Rail-

way, near a place called Finch's Bridge, and immediately

contiguous to the slip which took place a short time since.

The quantity of earth which fell in was considerable, co-

vering the rails on both sides for a distance of nearly 50

vards, and to a depth of nine feet. It seems that the dowa-

train had not long passed when the slip occurred, which

was fortunately attended by no accident. A careful watch,

it is stated, has been kept near this spot for the last two

months, in consequence of several flakes of earth having

fallen at various times, from which a slip was anticipated,

though not of so serious a character as it has proved. Mr.

Gregory, the resident engineer, at once repaired to the

spot, accompanied by Mr. Wilkinson, the chairman, and

Mr, Cuhitt, consulting engineer of the company, and six

hundred men were set to work to remove the soil to a

place near New Cross. In the course of the day, the num-

ber of men was increased to one thousand, and a platform

was erected, covered with an awning, for the purpose of

conveying the passengers over the slip to the trains on

that part of the line which is still free from obstruction,

and the object of which is to prevent the closing of the

hne, and enable passengers to proceed on their journey

without being detained longer than ten minutes. It is

expected that the line will not be properly cleared for up-

wards of a month. The accident is supposed to have been

occasioned by the recent suddenvariations in the weather,—

An accident has happened on the branch of the St. Helen's

and Runcorn Gap Railway, on the line of the London and

Birmingham Railway. It appears, that as a train of coal-

waggons was proceeding by the Union Plate-glass Works,

at Pocket Nook, the swing bridge by which it should have

crossed the Sankey canal was withdrawn, to allow a flat to

pass, and, it is stated, without making the usual signal.

The steam was immediately throvvn off the engine, and the

break applied ; but, finding that an accident was inevit-

able, the engineer and stoker jumped off without receiving

any injury, and the engine, with the tender and two of the

waggons/were precipitated into the canaL With the ex-

ception of the damage done to the engine, the accident

was productive of no further mischief.—We are informed

by the " Railway Times" that the shareholders of

London and Birmingham Railway have recently presented

to their chairman, G. C. Glyn, Esq., a piece of plate, of

the value of upwards of sixteen hundred pounds, as a token

of their approbation of the manner in which he has pre-

sided over the .affairs' of the railway during the last five

years.—Another accident has happened on the line of the

Great Western Railway in the Sunning cutting, near the

spot where the late serious catastrophe occurred to ^ne

luggage train, whereby a policeman of the name of Duoo

has lost his life. It appears that he was on the railwar,

signalling theup-train, when the down-train approached,

unperceived by him, and killed him on the spot.—An ac-

cident occurred on the Manchester and Leeds Railway on

Monday, owing to a collision of a luggage train and wx

engine and tender, by which an engineer was dangerously

injured. It was stated at the time that this accident wai

followed by a second of a more fatal nature, occaiioned by

the rushing of the early passenger train amongst the broken

carriages and overturned goods ; but the report was found to

be without foundation—the train, though delayed in con-

sequence of the accident, having met with no injury.

the

sued ia tbQ Uaioa at tlua pl^e, wicir the operatiw of
j
©yerturcs; a grand march from " Hercules/' and the Hal

IRELAND.
DulVm,—It has been intimated, in obedience to an

order from the Lord Lieutenant and the Countess

«

Grey, to the gentlemen who intend appearing at *"^*P'

proaching drawing-rooms, that they may adopt gold of

silver tissue pophn for waistcoats, to be of any colour o

pattern, only the usual cut or shape of Court waistcoats.

This intimation, it is said, has been given in accordance

with a suggestion made to the Viceroy and Lady de "j"^3^^

that it would be the means of greatly promoting ^'^P^^I

ment amongst the operatives of this city. It is s^^*- ^ . *

Sir J. Burgoyne and Mr. Pym are about to proceed from

this city to be present at some experiments on the Atmo*

spheric Railway, with Sir F. Smith and Professor BarloWj

at Wormwood Scrubbs, the object of which is said to W
to ascertain whether there is sufficient likelihood of succew

to justify the directors of the Dublin and Kingstown Iw^'

way in extending their line to Dalkey upon the atmo-

spheric principle, and whether the Commissioners of "^ '

lie Works in Ireland would be justified in lending money

to the directors for this purpose.—On Sunday high m^
was performed for the first time in the Mansion-house,

Dr. M. Doyle, chaplain to the Lord Mayor, and ArcU-

deacoa of Glendalagh, officiating. His lordship, and seve-

ral members of his lordship's family and hottsehoia

assembledi oa the occaaoa*—The papers state that
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far towards

that the lire

of mind of

curious will case is likely to occupy the attention of the
legal profession this term, the particulars of which are as
follows : An old lady, a Roman Catholic, named Whe-
lan, after leaving various sums to Catholic charities,

directed that in case of failure of issue on the part of her
SOD, a sum of 10,000/. to which he was entitled, should go
to the ** Archbishop of Dublin," meaning Dr. Murray,
the Catholic bishop, whose name was mentioned in an-
other part of the will, to be disposed of in charity as he
might think proper. The son has died, and the money
is claimed by the Commissioners of Charitable Bequests,
on the part of the Protestant archbishop, inasmuch as the
law-Joes not recognise any other,—Intelligence was re-

ceived on Monday that Howth Castle, the seat of the
Earl of Howth, situate about nine miles north of this

city, had taken fire, and that its destruction appeared
inevitable. Before, however, the engines had proceeded

the spot, a second account reached, stating
had been got under, owing to the presence
the Countess of Howth, (his lordship being

absent,) who^ with the assistance of the domestics, threw
wet blankets over the parts ignited, and thus extinguished
the fire before it had done much damage. The accident
is said to have been caused by the bursting of the flue of
an over-heated Arnott*s stove,

_
King's County.—^o official inquiry, beyond what was

given in our last, has been instituted into the circum-
stances connected with the death of the man Flanagan,
pear Philipstown, in this county. From communications,
however, which have appeared in the papers, it appears
that the affair was much exaggerated ; that deceased,
who was at the time greatly intoxicated, accidentally set
his own clothes on fire with a candle, and thus received
the injuries from the effects of which he afterwards
died. It is also announced, that Mr. Magan, at whose
house the alleged murder was perpetrated, is about to
vindicate himself to his friends by an appeal in the
shape

^

of a criminal information to the Court of
Queen's Bench.—A serious outrage was committed on
the 28th ult, on a man named Patrick Morcan, his wife,
daughter, and three sons, near MoneygalI,in this county, by
a party of persons from the parish of Toom, county Tippe-
rary. The father died on the 1st inst,, from the effects of
the injuries he received ; the eldest son's life, it is said, is
despaired of; and all the others appear to have been se-
riously injured. An inquest has been held, and, after a
lengthened uivestigation, a verdict was returned of *' Wil-
ful murder" against Michael Shannahan, Thady Gleeson,
John Kennedy, and William Kennedy, who have been
Uken mto custody, and committed to take their trial.
Ihere are other parties, it is said, implicated in the affair,
but they have not yet been apprehended.

Tipperary^—Tht gentry of this county have held a
meeting m Clonmel, to give expression to their regret at
the late wanton act of poisoning the Marquis of Water-
lord s hounds, noticed in our last Number. The Chair-
man, Mr. Moon, of Barr, said he would not be a party to
ouering a reward,, as that might stimulate other ill-dis-
posed persons to commit alike offence ; but he would sug-

;gest that an address be presented to the noble marquis,
expressing indignation at the outrage.

^ The proposal wasagreed to, and an address drawn up, which, it is said, re-ceived several hundreds of signatures.

cli^ZZ'^V^
•^'"'^ ^''^'}''^^ ^^^^ produced, general ex-

an accident occurred on the Wishaw and Coltness Railway
by which two lives were lost. The particulars appear to
be as follows : the railway runs on an inclined plane as far
as the village of Motherwell, and the waggoners, before
starting from the top of the line at New Mains, are in the
habit of placing the horses in a carriage or basket, when
the tram moves down the rails by its own momentum. On
this occasion the waggoner followed the usual custom, and
at the same time gave a man and woman a drive in one of
the waggons. The train had proceeded to about half a
mile from Wishaw when the first waggon entered a "]ye"
—the tongue having been left open—and being thus di-
verted from the straight course at the moment it was mov-
ing with great speed, it was overturned, and killed the two
passengers on the spot. The accident is said to have
been occasioned in a great measure by the carelessness
of the driver. Each waggoner, it appears, has a large
block between the wheels of the waggons that can be im-
mediately put into operation, and restrain the speed, by
simply moving a handle at the side of the vehicle. It is
further said to be the driver's duty to go slowly when ap.
proaching lyes on the line, but that none of these precau-
tions were observed on this occasion.

Sdrlijiff.—It appears that trade in this town and the
surrounding district has been for some time, and still con-
tinues, in a depressed and discouraging condition. The
local journals announce that three failures of houses con-
nected with the wcollen trade have taken place in the
town within the last few days, and that it is feared these
are merely the forerunners of a series of similar calami-
ties. A great number of working people have been thrown
out of employment in consequence, and general distress
begins to prevail among the operative classes.
Paisley,—It is stated that the Lord Advocate has re-

quested the Procurator Fiscal for the district to forward
an official report regarding the recent stoppage of pay-
ments by this town, and the Jnstitution of the savings'
fund by the corporation.

Greenock—The half-yearly meeting of the Glasgow and
Greenock Railway Company has been held in this town,
at which it was unanimously resolved that a dividend of

course with men, and drove away from their territories all
who approached with matrimonial intentions. This anti-
social settlement is now supposed to be on the decUnc

;
at least, no more recruits are made from the disappointed
or the love-crossed, and the members of the population
are rapidly decreasing. These women arc nearly all Ma-
hometans.'* ^

four per cent,

shareholders.
for the past six months be paid to the

Hato.

rnfjjr^ThU^J.''''''™^'-"^''^''"'^*^'-^^ r^ Corporation ^ Ply.

of the^c^t conlZ^^^^ ^T ^^^ ^^^"t^'^^e bequest, the possession

iLt^ a Inf^, ^'^^^^^ ^^^ celebrated drcumna^igator SlT Fraud.

suppjjing part of the houses >^\\h water. The corporation alecedthat It .va. he wa^te ^ater only ,vhich belonged t^Xe charity Todetermme thia point, inspection of the original gr^tjmdoth"^^^^^became necessary. The Master of the l?oUs, howevef refusedK
rhl 1

' ,"'-'^i^^^.?^^^ ** preparing the amendments. The LordChanceUorlmefly intimated his opinion that no unrea&onahlV ddS
]r^rT^^ '

^'*"*^

l^'.'^^^"
^^« application to amend must he grant^^in re r«r/irr.— Ihis was an application for conlirmation of thereport in this ca^e. The Lord Chnncdlor said that there ^a. a refc^

.

ouglit to he. The better way, to save e^^pense, vould be to put inthe original deeds, and verify them by affidavit before the officerThe report nilglit then pass without further application to the Court.
\ iCE-CHA>-cKLLOR's CouRT.-5a/Mfci/r// Y. Mt>n-ic^J.-Thi» suit,wluch was heard at great length in Michaelmas term, was instituted

by Mrs. Salisbury, daughter of the late Mr, F. ANebb, who fonueriyearned on an extensive business as land-agent and surveyor, in part-nership wUh his nejdiew. Mr. Itiohard Webb, and Mr. Attwood! at

f M S' ?,^ 1
?® ^^ pr-Jyed an account against the reprcsentatiTes

01 iVir.it. Webb, of those sums of money whicli, but for his wilful

«!I?Vt
"^^^^ 1?^;:^.^^° received by him in his alleged character ofagent for Mrs. Salisbury in respect of her being executrix of .Mr. F.

\> ebb s personal estate, and also aa land-agent for her in the manage-
meiitof the extensive real estate of which she was devisee for lifeunder Mr. F. A\'ebb's will. A cross-suit was instituted by the repre-

i^fliscellancous.

Emigration
is still proceeding
from the United

Emigraiion.—The following return 'which has been
lately published, shows that emigration
upon an extensive scale.

Kingdom :

Ejigland. Scotland. Ireland.
To North American

Colonies , . .

United States . •

Other parts ofAme-
rica . . .

West Indies . .

The Cape * . .

Australia and New
Zealand . . .

5,305

44
745
315

3,053

1,246
23,935

4,087

Ireland] ^.i.k'T"/ P"^J.^"^
whereby all marriages in

ioS nLf
^*''^

l^
Presbyterian ministers, whereK ffwr' ""' ^f?«^J'*^rians, are declared invalid.

up^^rdl^^^^^^^^
th.s county, it is stated, amount to

cfleSon J * ^' ^"*l
^''^^'^^^^ it appears that the

SmWsn^^ and the

Z't::;^i:^^^^^^ ^^ Presbjtenan ministers

14,495

C87
8

C17

159

Total.

32,293

40,642

44
1,591

353

538 15,850

The Idle Census.
56,213 5,811 28,719 .00,743

EdinhurgJi.
SCOTLAND.

^
asgow, with 1,000/. a year to defray the annualenlarge of management in both^

J. ,
-"K. vj-.asgow

• given to thi. «„r l^^^^"
^^^' information having been

cieacies to thee' tent 0/20"^; f'..'"'^
transactions defi-

into custody • anS th5 /^u'"' ^^f
gentleman was taken

docum^enrs of i «,f
?''.^"'°«^' there were found numerous

«.erarb nk cheSir%?""'='"' and, among others,

1 000/ r.^ A-w f
^^^ various sums, from 300/ to

Wishart wine S' '-'"'^^ on which was the nam e of Mn
appears 'that nnhJ-^'"

n^erchant. High-street. It also

second Beaumont Smith "
port. In

'

From the recent population returns
there appears to be an almost exact uniformity in the
proportion of males to females in England, for the last
three out of the five censuses taken during the present
century. The disproportion is greater in the two first

periods, Tvhich is supposed to have been occasioned by
the extensive draughts of the population requisite to carry
on the war. In England, in 1801, there were 47-86
males to 52*14 females ; and in ISll, the proportion was
47-9/ to 52-03. In 1821 there were 42*69 males to 5 1-31

females; in 1831 there were 43-71 to 51-29; and in
1841 the proportion was 48'82 to 5M8. No distinction
ofseiwas made in the published returns earlier than
1821, except for England. For the whole of Great Bri-
tain, in 1821, there were 48*44 males to 51-56 females

;

in 1831,48-49 to 51-51; and in 1841, the proportion
was 48-64 to 51*36.

—
"We also learn from the report of the

registrar-general, that selecting the Metropolis and twenty-
four of the principal town and city districts, and com-
paring the registration returns from these districts with
similar returns obtained from counties containing a less

dense population, in which the inhabitants are chiefly en-
gaged in agriculture, Mr. Farr has ascertained that the
mean duration of life in the tao classes of districts differs

nearly seventeen years, the average of life between fifty-five

years in the country and only thirty-eight in the towns.
The density of the population in the country districts

referred to, compared to that in the towns, is as 10 to

245: the mortality as 100 to 144. The returns also

ng that he was "a
or expressions of a similar im-

cove iesabo,r3'''M'^..*^^l'^
expressions, and the dis-

tody • and Im^ t^^^'i^^^'*^"''^
^^« ^^«<^ t^l^en into cug-

cient must Se to a '"^\'T
^^e belief that the sum defi-

Ported/reachin^^-,'?'''t
larger amount than at first re-

•^d th; Sa^;,^'.f, ^\7?1^^, to upwards of 10,000/.
;

an^ountof 6 000/ Tk ""^^"""^^ *^^'^ ^'^"^ Smith to the

fraud was ei^M.A /^ ^^^^^"^ ^^ "^^^'^»« °f ^^'^^^ this
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.^^""^ ^^"^^ ^^^« transpired, and are
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*- -v«, iQ await a further exaxnmatioa,

; the mortality as

show an increase in the number of habitable housea
within the last 40 years of no less than 89 per cent.,

whilst the population has only increased during the same
period in the average of 78 per cent- In 1811 the actual
increase of inhabited houses was 2^U,121, in 1821 it was
328,033, in 1831 there were 421,307, and in 1841 it was
not less than 593,911. With respect to empty habitable
houses, however, it seems that in 1801 they were 3'45 per
cent, in 1811 as low as 288 ; in 1821 they were 3'27, in
1831 they were 4*44, and in 1841 no fewer than 5'41 per
cent It appears, therefore thatjuthe present year there
are nearly one-fourth more houses empty than in 1831.
A Female Village,—The following account appears in

the Augsburg Gazette :—*^ 'Ihe village of Madana, which
is about sixty English miles from Rustchuk, in Walla-
chia, offers at the present moment a curious ethnogra-
phical singularity, having been inhabited by women only
for the last thirty .years. At one period this feminine po-
pulation amounted to 2,000. The ladies did not live as

Oa yaturday warriors; like the Amazon* of old, but ftToided aU mt«r-

K — "j *
-""^'--^ «" i^uii^iu lijiu several pomis, wnicn ne said must

be considered witli regard to the form in which the decree should bemade, and conduded by saying that he thought, on all the evidence
taken together, Mr. It AVebh was a man of great probity, though it
>Nas shown m the correspondence, as early as I8l7, complaints weremaoe by .Mrs. Salisbury- of his not recei\ing the rents, and his back-
wardness was also referred to by Lord Fitzharris and other persotii •

but his Honour supposed the fact to be, that his talents were such,
tnat he was employed by more people than allowed him time to
execute all his business, and that a faU which he received rendered
mni, m some degree, physically unable to get through the load of
business that was thrust upon hhn. His character appeared, in a
moral point of view, to have been quite irreproachable, but he was
certainly negligent in making out those accounts which, as agent, it
was his duty to have made out from time to time. He should' there-
fore pronounce one decree in both suits for an account to be taken,
and in that account he was of opinion that U, \Vebb*s estate ought
to be charged with what lie might have received but for wilful default.
^
APIhiff V. Ihfdc and ^i/iothrr.^Thi^ was a motion ex-parte for an

injunction on behalf of the plaintiff, who wai* an officer in the British
Auxiliary Legion in t>i>aiu, to restrain the defendant, Hvde, from

1 f^*^^^^'^?S
any further instalments on a tiUao,OT certiiicate, 'given him

in ?pam for the amount due to him for his services. The injunction
was also asked against the Spanish agent authorised to pay tho
money. His Honour thought it a case for an injunction.
Cockbum V. Si7tgkto/i,~T:he substance of this case, whidi now

stood for judgment, and which had ab-eady occupied the Court seve-
ral days in the sittings after last Michaelmas tenn, was as follows :—
In Uie year J833, the Dean of York, the plaintiff, entered into %
treaty or contract with VViUiam Henry Thompson, for the purchase
of a reversionary lease for lives of property in the county of York,
being the farm at Kilham, containing about 570 acres, certain money
payments at Kilham, amounting to 102/., in lieu of rectorial tithes,
and also a moiety of the rectorial tithes of the pariiih of S^athorpe.
in the same county. The beneficial interest in the lease was vested
in an elderly lady of the name of Anne Thompson, for life, and it

subsequently became vested in William Henry Thompson. Th«
farm at the time was in the occupation of the defendant Milner, and
had been so for some years. He held it as a yearly tenant under
Anne Thompson, at a rent of between four and five hundred a-vear.
A passage had been read from one of the answers—from that of the
defendant Singleton—showing that in the year 1824, the Dean, who
thought the rent too low, was told by John Singleton, the vounger,
who^.was a suneyor or land agent, that he thought it was a fair rent.
In April 1833, the treaty with William Henry Thompson was
broui^bt to a conclusion by a >vritten agreement between him and the
Dean, by which it was agreed that in consideration of 400/. j>aid
dovm, and f»,000;. to be x>aid in the course of six months, the lease
subject to Anne Thompson's life estate should be conveyed to the
Dean. The Dean gave his bond for the Gin'Ol. It was in' proof be^
tween the parties that Singleton was consulted by the Dean on the
subject of this purchase, and that he was to find the 6000/. for the
Dean when the purchase-money became payable, and agreeing to
give him the preference in purchasing the lease when the reversion
should come into possession. Milner, in his answer, stated hU
belief that the plaintiff had, for some years previously to 1835, em-
ployed the defendant Singleton as his agent in the management of
his affairs ; but he did not find in the answer any distinct statement
whether, in April 1835, Milner had or had not such belief, nor
was he an are that such a question was put to him by the bilL Ilia
Honour Yice-Chancellor Bruce, in giving judgment, said it wa»
necessarj- to see how far the parties stood in the same situation aa
they did at the close of 1835, It appeared that m 1836 Milner filed
a bill for the pnrpose of establishing the agency of Singleton in the
agreement of April, and to obtain a conveyance of the property in
question. Singleton denied the agency and defended the suit, and
both parties went into evidence. The Dean and others were ex-
amined, and in July 1840 a decree was made, directing an iss&ue to
trj' the agency, which wa^ found, at York, in favour of Milner. Sin-
gleton afterwards moved unsuccessfully for a new trial, and on the
21st July, 1S41, a decree was made /or a conveyance. The Dean
was no party to the suit of Milner, nor was it necessary, for the legal
estate had passed out of the Dean, and was vested in Singleton
by the agreement of August 1835. Milner's suit was instituted
within five months after the lease was granted ; but it was not until
three years after the commencement of Milner's suit that the jHre-

sent bill was tiled : and now the Court was asked to undo or to rea-
der fruitless aU that the verdict and the decree had done by taiozi;

back this property, to which >lilner had been declared entitled after
80 much anxious and exnensive litigation. His Honour, therefore,
was of opinion that the plaintiff's own delay and conduct since May
1835 precluded him relief as far as Milner was concerned. Con-
sidering that the plaintiff himself did not put his case higher than
inquiry—considering, too, the manner in which he had brought be-

fore the Court the main question in the cause, and, moreover, con-

sidering his delay—he felt that he must dismiss the bill against

Singleton as well as against Milner ; but he should not give axijcasU,

Waiker v. Jrjfrei/s.—In 17fil, John Head, being the owner of cer-

tain tenements and parcels of arable, meadow, and paeture land,

consisting of about 47 acres, situate at Tibbington, in t^ county of

Stafford, which was subject to a mortfflJ^ to At niham Cocfeer, and

being also oHner of the mines and minerals under the same land,

was d^irous of working such mines, for the bene^t of him&elf and

partners, "\V. Bancks and J. Dumaresq ; and f<xt that puipow
CockerjoinedwiUihim (Head) in convening the premises to John

Carpenter, in fee, to enable Carpenter io^^t a lease of the same
premises to Read smd bis partnea. The lease waa accordir-*-
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Surface and a royalty for the mineral, ; aad it contained .. covenant j Snother jtistice, an(l therefore te l^^^^lorjuteuni'}^^^^^
for the

that the lessor woiid grant ^ renewed le^ of the premiaea for a

term of 21 rears, to commeiwe from the expiration of the hrst lease

The defendiiiit refused to mske a further leaso, and the present bUl

mm filed two vears and upwards af*' - the refusal for a speaUc per-

formance of the covenant to gr;.- i new lease. Ilis Honour A ice

«TianceUor Wigram, after enterini,' .- length into the menla of the

case, said he should direct an issne to tr>' the question, whether the

nines were drowned out by reason of any default in the lessees in

not fullv getting and regulikriy woi "

'

g the same mines, according to

the covenanto la the lease ? He did not intend that these should be

the e:cact words of the issue. It would be better to have the form of

the is«ae discussed, so that the real question in tliis respect might be

properiy sent to trial, and at the same time the opinion of a court of

law obtained upon the construction of the covenant.

Morrisy. Vivian and others.—This was an application for an injunc-

tion to restrain the defendants, who constitute the Swansea Coal

Companv, from continuing open the pit or shaft on the \\'emfield

Colliery," which is situate in Olamorgansbire, or any pit or shaft, not

being sufficiently secure and nuule water-tight ; and from continuing

or using anv pit or shaft, whereby the surface or crop-water should

be drained "into the plaintiff's colliery and works, 'llie Vice-Chan-

eellor did not think it wad a case for an injunction, which was ac-

cordingly refused.
Faith and Another V* Aguilnr and Gihbs and <^o.—Tliis was an

application to the Court made on behalf of the defendants, Messrs.

Gibbb and Crawley, to dissolve an injunction which was awarded hy

this Court on the 4th July, 1838, restraining the defendant Agiiilar

and his agents from getting-in any part of the outstanding personal

estate of Dorainigo Muttey, in England, and restraining the defend-

ants, Messrs. Gibba and Co., from paying over to Aguilar, or to any

I>erson, save under the direction of the Court, any sum or sums of

monev due from them to the same estate, until tlie said defendant

Aguilar had answered the plaintiff's bill ; and the present notice of

motion also asked that in case the Court should not deem it fit to

absolutely dissolve the injunction, that it wouhi at least dissolve so

much of the injunction as r<'^*rained the Messrs. Gibbs from proceed-

ing in Un action at Uw wliich they had brought against the i)Inintiffs

upon certain bills of exchange in their possession. His Honour Sir

L. Shadwell. derided that the Injunction should remain in force

against the parties, except as to that portion of it which restrained

Messrs. tiibbs and Co. from jjroceeding in their action at law upon the

bills of exchange, and which action at law his Honour thought the

defendants, Mr ^'-3. (Sibhs and Co., might have, under the circum-

stances of the case, they being merely tnisteei of the bills, and not

the agenU of Aguilar, who have hitherto prosecuted notwithstanding

the injunction which in this case has been obtained against them.

ThompaoHV. Dcrhum and others,—His Honour, Vice- Chancellor

Wigram.gave judgment In this case, which had been heard in his

private room on the aist Dec. and the 4th iust. it had been brought

on as a motion for an injunction to restrain the defendants, who were

assignees, from paying any dividend which might be declared upon
debts which had been, or hereafter might be proved against the

Joint and sepanite estate of the bankrupts until the further order

of the Court, or, at all events, without rcser\iug so much as would

insure 40,W*J/., with interest, to which the plaintiff claimed to be

entitled under the wUI of a Mr. W. Hind, who had during his life

become a partner with the bankrupts, in the trade of worsted-

fipinnera and woolstax>lers. Hid Honour, after reading through the

articles of partnership, and the wIH of the testator, and also referring

to the proceedings which had already taken place in the Court of

Keview, the detaUs of which were wholly uninteresting, stated that

be should refuse the motion.

Rolls Court.—Thorp v, Ow^n and oUt^rs,—In this case the plain-

tiff moved for liberty to make an entry in the Sis Clerks' otfice of a
memorandum of the service of the copy of the plaintiffs' bill, which
was a supplemental one, omitting the interrogating part thereof, upon
John \\ illis Crane, one of the defendants.—Order granted.

Jn the matter ofBrowne*s Charity.—This was a petition presented

by Walter Hunter, John Trulock, and Walter Candy, praying that

the Kev. Hamlet Hamion, rector of St. Mary, ijtratford, How, and
William Hofle, might be compelled to transfer a snm of 1 ,4<K)/., so as

to vest the same in the Kev. H. Harrison and William Hoile, jointly

with Walter Hunter, who had been appointed a trustee. No ob-

jection, it appears, was made by the defendants to the transferring-

the fund, but they claimed exemption from the costs of the petition.

Lord Langdale said that the costs which had been incurred had been
occasioned by the rector ; and therefore he must pay, not only the

costs of the petitioner, but also those of Mr. Hoile.

CoLRT OF QrEENb BENCH.— TAf QuccH V Jvku KcatlU Chiipman, *

Pr'infer and PnbUskcr of the " Sttnda^ Times."—This was au appli-

cation on the part of Mr. Grove, the police Tiiagistrate of Greenwich,
for a rule calling upon defendant to show cause why a criminal in-

formation should not be filed against him for a libel on Mr. Grove,
which had appeared in the ^inddy Times newspaper of the Ist Nov.

,

1841, The article complained of was headed, "Heartless Conduct
of Mr. Grove, the magistrate," and contained some severe animad-
Tersions on Mr. CJrove's conduct as a magistrate.—Kule granted.

The Qtteen v, thii London and Greenmch Railway Company.—^T\\\t
was an application for a rule calling upon defendants to show cause
why a nuindatnus should not issue, commanding them to direct a
precept to the sheriff of Surrey to empannel a jury for the purpose of
assessing the amount of compensation which ought to be awarded to
lltisrs. Payne and Slee, \inegar-merchants, in Church-street, Ber-
mondsey, for the injury wliich they had sustained in consequence of
the construction of the railway.—Rule granted.

The Q*te€n v. thf Rn: Ilcnnj Cievelatid.—Tiiis was an application
on the part of Earl FitKhardinge for a nde calling upon the defendant
to show cause why a criminal information should not be filed against
him for a libel on the noble Lord The libel complained of consisted
in a letter signed "Jmiius," addressed to her Majesty, which ap-
penred in the Morning Herald on the 27th Aug., in which the writer
went on to tell a story of a certain person who had seduced and
carried off by force a young Lidy from Clifton, in the neighbourhood
of BristoL Allusions were made in the letter of such a character
that the noble Enrl felt sjitisfied he was the party referred to, and on
instituting inquiries he had ascertainetl that the defendant was the
author of the letter.^Kule granted.

The Qft-'tHv, the Pottwnsf.r^G' -rt^—This v a motion for a
nde to show cause why a mnndamifs should not wsne to the Poat-
master-General, or the proper officer under him, commanding him to
deliver up to the interim factor (so called in tlie Scotch law, but who
acts in the character of an English aggignee) of Arthur Stralmn and
Go. *s bankrupt estate, all the letters which might come to the post-
office addressed to the bankrupts. Tlie Postmaster-General, ik

seems, had intimated that he could not comply with the wish of the
factor. Lord Donnian said that the case was one of perfect novelty.
If the learned counsel could find any case requiring the court to act
on the future conduct of the Postmaster-General, he might renew the
application, otherwise it mu^it now be considered as refused.

The Queen v. Thomas Kotrlep.—This was an application for a.rule
calling upon the defendant to show cause why an information in the
nature of a t/vo tcarraiUo should not issue commanding him to show
by what authority he e.tercised the office of town-councillor of Lich-
fteld.—Hule granted.

Jnnes V. (rurdon.—This was an action for trespass. The defendant
was a justice of the peiice in the county of Suffolk, and had con-
victed plaintiff under the game laws, for ha\inff unlawfully hud a
hare in his posses-ion, not being licensed for that purpose. The in-

formation on which the defendant adjudicated had been originally

laid before another justice. The plaintiff brought this action for

false imjiHsonment, alleging that, undtr these circumstances, tlie

conviction wn*^ fllegal. At the trial, the jury assessed the dam , s at

K)/. ; but the judge nonsuited the piafntiff on some technical objec-

tions, Piving him, however, leave to move the court to enter the verdict

in his favour for the amount of the damages adseoied. A rule had
since been obtainefl, according to the l&kxe resened. uid the case waa
nnnted in the course of last term. Lord Hennian now delivered

judgment, and said that the Court was clearly of opinion that under
the game acts it was not comi^etent for one justic^^ to hear and de-

toiuine a coiopUiat wh^ had pieviously b««a exhibited before

plaintiff for the damages found at the tnal must be 5;bsolute

The Queen v. ro7^/»t>^.-This was a case m which a rule had been

obtained to file a cri^nal information against the defendant for the

tn{^o^. in a Hull newspaper, of a libel upon the
J-f^^^;^

^.s^^^^

bled at the Hull sessions, in which certain slanderous imputatioTis

were c'st bv him upon them with relati^i to the matter of granting

iTcenc^ The couSsel for the defendant, ^^wever having s^udtha^

he was instructed by his client to apologize for the Ubel, the rule was

%l7ony. Rosscr.^TUs wa^ an action for ^ j>^^a<^^^?f P;;^^J,^« ^^

marriage tried hist term, when the jury returned a verdict for pla n-

tTff, with 1 ,600^. damages. An abstract of the trial was fc'iven in tlm

paner nt the time. An application was now made for a nt e to show
An abstract of the trial was given in this

ni ti.c WW... ..» ....i^iication was now made for a rule to 1

cause why the verdict shouldnot be ^^t aside and a new trial shouM

This was an in

not be bad, on the ground that the damages were e.xcessue.

. .lj.«ied that it would be as weU for the parties to have time

to consider whether they could not agree to fix some rensonnble

amount of damages, and therefore gave leave to the learned counsel

to mention the case again in a week's time.
, » ».

Brune V. Thompson.-Thh was an application for a rule to show

cause whv a nonsuit entered in this case should not be set aside, and

a new trial granted.—Kule granted.

The Queen v. Kenrick the elder and ijottnger.
, ^. w

dictment against the two defendants for conspiracy to defraud G. W.

Featherstonhaugh of a sum of lt>8/. by falsely representmg a phaeton

and a pair of ponies to be the property of a ladv. The case was tned

before Lord Denman, when a verdict of gnlty was pronounced.

Application waa now made to set aside that verdict on several

grounds.—Rule to show cause granted.

Bail CotRT.~i>of dem. Sfurt v. J/ofeft*.— This was a motion for

a rule to show cause why the plaintiff should not be at liberty to

issue an execution on the judgment obtained m the cause, notwith-

standing a writ of error.—Kule granted.
,. ^ -^ ,

Kxparte Bernard Cava fingh.—This was a motion for a writ of

habeas corpus, directed to the Keeper of Reading gaol, to bring up

the bodv of Bernard Cavanagh, who had been committed to Read-

ing gaolunder a warrant wliich it was submitted was lUegaL The

details of this case have already appeared in this paper. Mr. Justice

Williauis said, that he would grant a rule to show cause why a wnt

of hnheafi eorpns should not issue. He did so on the ground that it

was doubtful whether the defendant had been guilty of an offence

that l)roiight him within the provisions of the Vagrant Act. He did

not think there was anvthing in the objection taken by the counsel

of the defendant, that the false pretence that he could fast five years

and a half had not been negatived.

Court of Common VhV^xs.—Avelelt v. Goddord.—T\\\?, waa an

nppUcation for a rule to show cause why the verdict found by the ar-

bitrator in this case should not stand, and the issues be entered gene-

rally for tbe plaintiff- The action waa for a debt of 300^., and de-

fendant pleaded, in the first place, the general issue ; secondly, pay-

ment ; and thirdly, a set-off to a greater amount than the sum claimed

in the declaration.—Rule granted.

Harrison and others v. HeoVtorn and others.—This was an applica-

tion for a rule to show cause why the verdict which had been found

for the plaintiffs should not be set aside, and a verdict be entered for

the defendants. The action was tried before the Lord Chief Justice

at the London sitting after last term, and was brought to recover a

sum of money from the defendants, as the shareholders and directors

of the Anglo-American Gold Mining Association. Several objections

were made during the trial, but overruled ; and his Lordship directed

the jurj' to find a verdict for the plaintiffs, givingthe defendants leave

to move.^—Rule granted.

Crawshaij v. Thompson and others.—Thi^ action, it will be remem-
bered, was tried at the London sittings after hist term, before the

Lord Chief Justice, and was brought by Mr. Crawshay, the iron-

master, agamst the defendants, Alderman Thompson and Messrs.

Foreman, his partners, on the ground that they had improperly

marked their iron with the letters " W. 0.,'* in an oval, in order

that it might be taken in the Turkey market for the iron of Mr.

Crawsbay, which bore the mark of ** W. C." in an oval. Applica-

tion was now made for a rule to show cause why that verdict should

not be set aside and a new triid liad^ on the ground of misdirection,

and of its being against evidence.—Rule granted..

Btilmer and another v. Gillinafi.—This was a motion for a rule to

shoAv cause why the verdict which had been found for the plaintiff

should not be set aside and a new trial had. The cause was tried

before the Lord Chief Justice at the Middlesex sittings after last

term, and was brought by the plaintiffs to recover a sum of money for

work and labour done as parliamentary agents in carrying a bill

through the House of Lords for improving the city of Norwich. The
motion was made on the ground of misdirection. The Court gi-anted

the rule.

Court of Exchequer.—The Attorney General v. Pearson.—The
Attorney-General said he was anxious to obtain tbe opinion of the

Court on a question of very great importance touching the jurisdiction

of the Court. Their Lordships were aware that by a late Act of l*ar-

liainent the equity jirovince of theCourt inordinary cases between sub-

ject and .subject was abolished, and all proceedings then pending at the
equity side of the Court were transferred to the Court of Chancery.
The question which he wished to submit to their Lordships was,
whetherthe equity jurisdiction of the Court in revenue causes, as well
as in cases between subject and subject, had been transferred to the
Court of Chancery ? He admitted that the language of the Act of
Parliament left the matter in some doubt, but he believed that the
opinion of persons best acquainted with tlie subject was, that the
framers of the Act did not intend the equity jurisdiction of the Court
in revenue causes to be transferred. Lord Abinger said that the
Court would give no definite opinion on the point, but tbey thought
it better that the matter should be argued in the first instance before
the Lord Chancellor.

Ifeilxon v. Harford.—This was an action for the infringement of a
patent which was tried before liaron Parke, and a verdict found for
the plaintiff, with one shilling damages. An application was now
made on the part of the defendant for a rule calling on the plaintiff to
show cause why the Master should not be directed to review his tax-
ation.—Rule granted.

Hutchinson v. Huf^hes,—Tliis wan an application to set aside a
judgment in an action on scire facias against the defendant as the
public officer of a banking company.—Rule to show cause granted.

Sheriff's CovRT.—The Queen v. the late Theodore //ocA.—The
( ourt sat specially on Monday for the purpose of executing a writ of
extent which had been sued out at the instance of the Crown, to in-
quire what property the late Theodore Hook was possessed of and
entitled to at the time of his death. Mr. Howe, who appeared for
the Crown, in stating the facts of the case to the jury, said that in
1813 Mr. Hook obtained an appointment under government in the
Mauritius, which he continued to fill till 1818, when it was found
there was a certain deficiency in his accounts, and a commission waa
appointed to inquire into them, the result of which was that he waa
found to be indebted to the Crown in the sum of I2,.5a5/. 14*. 6rf.

The Crown issued an extent against him at the time, but on the peti-
tion of liimself and some friends it was superseded. Still, however,
if the Court should be of opinion that :^Ir. Hook was a Crown debtor,
his property would be liable to be seized by the Crown, inasmuch as
his other debts and liabilities were incurred at a subsequent period.
It apjteared that before his death, Mr. Hook, who had been in difti-
culties, borrowed 4a0Of. of a Mr. Joel Edwards, as security for which
Mr. Hook made over to that gentleman a quarter share of the profits
and stock in trade cf the '' John Buir* newspaper, of which he was
r< -^ssed at tVv time, and further promised to insure his life for
2000/. This, however, he failed to do, and Mr. Edwards had donp it
for hira to the amount of lOWO?. The premium Mr. Edwards \v.A
paid uut of a Sinn of UK,'?. a.ye;ir, which he received from the " John
Bull" office, upon the order of Mr. Hook, who as editor of that pub-
lication received hiMH. a year. Hn tbe whole, Mr. Edwards adrnitted
he had received «...J/. in this way, and on the death of Mr. Hook had
been paid the Mm\L from the insurance office, Mr. Rowe said that
the Crown was anxious to do justice ; but if Mr. Edwards insiHtetl
upon the course he had adopted, the Crown would take the high
ground of asserting its priority of claim, and the mortgage deed held
OB jHr. Hooks iDt«rest in the ** Joha Uull" wcuid b« thereby ren-

dered as valueless as a piece of waste paper. \V itnesses were then

•ailed bv Mr. Rowe, and their testimony established the truth of the

above statement. Mr. Edwards also underwent a lengthened exami-

nation, during which he admitted the facts as ^^a\od by Mr. Rowe,

but added that Mr. Hook altogether owed him 8000 . at the time of

his death, and he had applied the 4000/. towards liquidating that

amount. Mr. Hopkinson addressed the court on behalf of Mr. Ed-

wards and contended that he was justified m what he had done; and

after considerable discussion, the jury returned a verdict setting forth

the facts as they appeared in evidence, and leaving the parties to

contest the matter hereafter in tbe Court of E.xchequer.

TATTERSALL'S—Tnt'RsnAY.
Thf- Dekbv.—The only bets laid were 1,000 to 25 agst Mr. G.

Clark's Meteor, 1,000 to 25 ngst Lord M'estminster's Auckland,

2 000 to 40 agst Lord Chesterfield's Joanna colt, and 2,500 to 50

agst Mr. Pettit's Espartero. >'o others mentioned.

MARK LANE, Frid.w, Jan. H.-Tbe new Wheat sold on
Monday comes in bad condition, consequently several refusals

have taken place, from which cause the market is exceedingly

flat. In free Foreign there has been scarcely any business doing:,

but there is some inquiry for floating cargoes of yellow Polish at

505.; freight and insurance included.—Barley, Peas and JtJeans

remain as on Monday.—The Oat trade is in a state of stagnation.

BRITISH, per Iinperiiil Quarter. *. <

Wheat, Essex, Kens, and -Suffolk . . . WMte 66 to 72

,-, Norfolk, Lintrolnsliireand Yoikihire

Barley ....••-• Malting and distilling

Oaia, Lincolnshire an(i,Y"»^k»h^" .... i'olands

Northumberland iind Scotch

Irish •

Itve -,...
Beans, Mazagan, old and ne»r . Sff to 36

Pigeon, Heligoland . . , 36 to 44

Whit 32 to 36

WEEKI^Y IMPERIAL

Feed
Feed

64 to 66
£6 to 30
18 to 23
S3 to S3
14 to ^0

.3^ to 4*
27 to 40

Red setoM
^\ hite 60to61
Grind. 24 to 28
Feed 18 toa
Potato 24 to 2S
Potato 18 to 83

Pcaa.

Tick
Winda.
Maple
AVKKAGES.

Harrow 30 to 41

46 to 50 Lunxpod 32 to 40

30 to 33 Grey 30.lo i

Dec.

Jan.

3
10
17
Si
81

7

Wheat. Barley. 1

63 6 31 9
63 7 30 9
9-2 9 30 &
62 10 30 2
63 1 89 9
61 29 7

Oatfl.

S3 2
22
fll

£1

SO
SO

2
5

1

7
7

Kye.
44 5

44
39
44
43
39

8
5
a

9

6 weekj' Aggregate Aver.' 62 ll 30 5 SI 4

Outlet 24 S J6 10 I 15 3

43 9

Beaias.
39 4
38 n

37 9
37
36
36

37 6

Pem.
39 7
39 4
3!>

S7 1
35 10

37 U

6 G \ 14 . 14

GAZEITE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS J. Neltletcn, Old Hnt Inn, Ealir^', Middlesex, licensed

victualler—J. Coles, Victoria. Monmouthshire, Furg.on and apothecary—T.

He«lop, Ripley, Yorkshire, srhonlmaiter- J G. Smith, Bath, common brewer

J. Cuisset. BlackfrJars-roail, Surrey, jeweller. ,,-,.,
BANKRUPTS.—T. Kiti hener, Arundel street, Coventry-street, Middlesex,

^.iHraver—J. Goodwin, Bishop's Storttord. He^lford^hire, innkeeper—S. Moore,

Kina William street, London-bridge, draper—D. Stevenson, sen., B5,Conipion.

street, Bninswick-squaie, patent safety paper maker—T. Bartram, Sevpnoak^

enft

KM
Kent/line'ndraper—W- Nu-hnlls, AdanVs'-niewf, Ed-jware-road, Middlesex,

livery stable keeper— J. F. Buisjon, Brabant-court, Philpot-lane, London,

merchant—A. Strarhan, Friday-siieet, Cheapside, warehouseman — D. B.

Smith and J. W. Smith, Alton, Staffordshire, paper manufacturrrs-R. I urner,

N
M
Halifax, Yorkshire, bm now of Todniorden, Lancashire, corn dealer— w. tt.

Apsey, Globe Wharf, Rotherhithe, ship breaker—G. Novra, Red Lion-5q'>a«»

Middlesex, impitrter of foreign goods—J. Dennis?, sen., nnd J. Denniss, jun.,

Tooley street, Siirrey, linfndrapars— B- Ward, Charlotte-terrace, New cut,

Lambeth, boot and shoe manufacturer—W- Povey, Ashton-undei-Lyne, grwer

er—J.Ellison, Leeds, nail manufacturer—W. Car-— ~ ....
gjj.

mithand J. W. Smith, Alton, Staffordshire, paper manufacturrrs-K. J urner,

\'orihampt(in, shoe mjinufacturer—D. Davies, jun., GlsnchywedoK Llamdlwi,

tlontgomerv shire, flannel manufacturer—W. Rubens, Rawnmrsh, \orkshire,

Toccr—J Stephens, Menhenlot, Cornwall, irontounder—G. Howanh, late of

—J. SutcJiffe, HalilHx, groter—J. fcmson, LeeflS.naii manuiHci-u.r.— .» . ^r,.-

penter, Chippenham, Wiltshire, innkeeper—E. Evans and A. Evans, Bit-

minjrham. painters—A. Spoor, sen., and A. Spoor, jun-, Newcastlftupon-Tyn*.

builder*—H. Tuirwell, Fawley, Souihamptonshire, farmer—J. Lane, sen-,

Stockpi>rt, cotton mantifacturer—S. Clotigh and W. T. Clou^fh, Ecclenon,

Lancasliire. alkali manufacturers— R. Wikock, Allethwaite, Cartmel, Lan-

cash! re, bank«r. _ ... . ™ t.

SCOTCH SEQT'ESTRATIONS.—J. Dtffcns, Peacockbank. and T. Deans,

Dia£fea, carpet 'manufacturrrs_A. Steel, jjtrliny, merchant — D. MiUar,

GlasK-^w, builder—W. Douglas, Glasgow, mPRjfiicturer and dyer—J Kendj.

low, Kiikaldv. innkeeper—A. M'Kinlny, Gla^fiuw, cloth merchant—D.bmith,

inn , Airdriei ironmonger—R. Camphell, Dunterinline. iron and braes launder

—W. Arbuckle, Ayr, flesher—J. Lindsay, Glaspnw, victualler.

BIRTHS—On the 3d insl , nt Neuf. hatel, in Switreiland, Mrs- F. \ ulharay,

of a son-On the 5<h inst., at 56, Hunter-street. Mrs. Mardon, of a son-On

The 6th inst.,'ac Siraitou Strawless, in Norfolk, .Airs- Arnold KeppeJ.olft

dauu'hter-On tbe rthinst-, in the Strand, Mrs. Halst, of a ton stillborn_oa

the^aih inst.,atG. Bynx's, Esq, M,r , Sr. James's-square, the Lady J. Thynne,

ofadauRhier—OntheBth inst., Mrs. J. F. Bin«on, of a d«ugbter—On the 8tJ

inn, Mrs. Taylor, of MecklenburKh-square, of a ton—On the 8ih inst., al

Windsor, the wife of J. Fra«er, Esq., of Aichnaj<airn, of a daughter—At hfns-

worth, Herts, on the 6th inst., the ladr of F. Hamilton, Esq , of a son—Uii tie

9th inst. the lady of W. Haigh, Esq., of a daupbter-On the 9th inst., «
Lower Clapton, Mrs. K. Munt, of a son—At 13, Great Coram street, Russell-

square, on the 9ih inst., thi? Jady of Lieut.-CoLkC. Smyth, C.B., of a son-Un

the 9th inst., at the St. K&therin* Dock house, the widow of tbe late t. Carter,

Esq., of a son. ,. %» i ij
MARRIED.—On the IGthXor. last, at B;inKalnre. East Indies, Msjnr H.

Prior, commanding the 2M Light Infantry, to:Georpiana Gifford, eldest dauxn-

ter of MajorGencral James Allan, C. B-. commnndinn the Mysore divi-Mim «
that army—On the 6th inst., at St. Thomas's Church, Portsmouth, the «*f-**

P. Pre-scott. eldest «m of Capt. Pref^ott, C.B., R.N , to Caroline Mary, ei«l«

dauKhtcr of the late Capt. Paike, R.M— On tbe Gth inst., at RouKham. tM

Rer. E. J. Aih, re.tor of KnsTey rnmGately, Nnrfolk. to •'*»«,^*'*?'^''"*'

third daughter of Coi. Ray, of Eld« House, near Bury St. Kdmunda-Uo ifl«

eiii instant, at Lee Church, William Atkins, Esq-, surgeon, to Matilda JiUM-
v-.i_ __.__ i___ 1^ »^.r r _ t-^_ -l;_u':ij?_ v^.v -f T\D«*f.rr^ _ Kent—Oil

of Hamburgh. ,,

DIED—At Kew Green, on the »Oih inst., Aylmer Bourke I^inbert, t,sq-f

the eminent botanist, in the 81st year of his age—At Vienna, on the i« ""»••

Sir Samuel Hannay, Bart At Eail't Court-terrace, Old Brompton, on »ne

nth inst., Walter Henry Walts. E«^., Iiged 64—At H —pton Court, on mb

lull inst., the Dnintess of Erne, mother to Lady VVharncliile, and grandmotner

to the Hon. J. 8. Wortley, M.P. for Vorkshire-At Cowei, on the 11th insu,

Lieutenant-General Maiiuvariair, aged BO years—At Harley. near U enio^

the Rev. R. Rateliffc, in the 70ih year of his age—Al Fernando Fo, '"^.^*~
year of his age, Horatio Collman, assistant-surjienn in the Niger expw'"'^
and late surgeon, of 41, Old Broad-street, City— On the 20th Oct. last, in n»

33d year, a. Davidson, Esq., of the Hon, East India Company's Madras t-iT"

Service, Hfth son of James Davidson, Esq., of Sayes-court. In
^^^^'^p^^^J r

Surrey—Oa the 29th Oct., in action, betvrei-n Cabul and JclUlabad, \'^^.y^'

Wvndham, of the 36th ReHimen:, British Native Infantrv, aged 34, »"'" '"

of G. Wyndbam, of Roundhill-grange, near Wincanton. and cousm or wm.

Wyndhani, of Dinion, Wills.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN for the year 1842. The Ex-
hibitions will take place in the months of May, June, and July,

upon Saturdays, under the fullowiDg regulations,

EXHIBITORS.
All persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at

Jibert>' to send subjects for exhibition.

. DELIVERY OF OBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION.
Exhibitors are earnestly requested to notify in writing, previ-

ously to the day of meeting, what plants they intend to supply, in

order that due provision may be made for the proper distribution

of the specimens, &c. on the exhibition tables. The best i^laces

wiU be secured for those who comply with this request.

As it is necessary that the judges should proceed to consider

the respective merits of the exhibitions by 10 a, m., and as it is

absolutely indispensable that the tables should be arranged by
tbattime, it has been determined that no subject for exhibition
shall be admitted into the Garden after half-past 8 o'clock in the
morning- J and if the owners of any locked-up boxes, or other
cases, should not be in the Exhibition-tent at the said hour, such
cases or boxes must be excluded from competition for medals.

All specimens, whether of fruit or flowers, will remain un-
touched until after 6 o'clock, when they will be delivered into
the hands of the Exhibitors, who arc most particularly requested
not to giveaway their cut flowers in the tents, as much confusion
has been found to arise from that practice.

ADMISSION OF EXHIBITORS.
Exhibitors, or other persons required to assist in bringing in

the objects for exhibition, will be admitted before half-past 8 in
the morning at the Carter's-yard entrance gate.
Every principal exhibitor of subjects for which medals are

specifically offered will be furnished with one pass-ticket, which
is not transferable, for which he is requested to apply before 10
o'clock, at which hour the Garden will be cleared of all persons
not officially detained there.
Exhibitors may re enter tlie Garden after 1 o'clock, when they

will be required to give up their pass-tickets at the Carter's-yard
gate.

FLOWER-STANDS.
No box or stand shall exceed eight inches in height at the

back, or eighteen inches in depth from front to back. The lids
of all boxes must either be loose or made to unhinge. No box
with a fixed lid will, on any pretence, be allowed to stand upon
the tables. If a box not constructed of the dimensions above
given is sent in, it may be placed on the tables, if there is room
for it, but it is liable to exclusion,

MEDALS AND REWARDS.
The Society distributes the following Medals and Rew^ards;

C. The Certificate . • . . value 10 o
SB. Silver Banksian Medal 1

Silver Knightian ditto 1

Lar;>c Silver ditto ...,, l

Large Silver Gilt ditto 4
Gold Banksian ditto '7

Gold Knightian ditto 10
Large Gold ditto . . . . ... 20

Exhibitors to whom any of these shall be awarded can exchange
them one for another, or may receive their value in monev, or in
plate.

_
If within one month after the Third Exhibition of tl\e year

no intimation shall have been received from an exhibitor of the
manner in which he desires his medals to be disposed of, all the
medals due to him will be prepared and transmitted to him
through the usual public conveyances, without further notice.
In ca^e an exhibitor shall receive a first prize in any one letter,

he shaU not be entitled to receive any other medal in the same
letter.

SUBJECTS OF EXHIBITION.
1 hese will be divided into Classes, as explained further on.
^oa^tlclesnot of horticultural produce wdl be allowed to be

placed upon the tables.
Exhibitors will do well to make themselves acquainted with

the arrangements described in the following list, as they will in
all cases be required to sign a declaration stating under w^hat Ict-

^n^v!L!l^^^",^^^^^*^
be shown; and they are particularly re-qncs ed to take notice, that if errors in the awards of the jud-essnould occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of cxhi-

tni n
"'

l'?^
up such declarations, the Society cannot under-take to rectify such errors afterwards.

u^c *^"k-k-**
t tic officers of the Society to attach names to the ob-

jects exhibited, It IS requested that correct lists may be deliveredto the clerk as soon as the exhibitor reaches the Garden.

«l1i;-;~
}°^'^^^ ^°^ "•''^'''^ Nurserymen and Private Growers

cxnibit independently of each other.

^^^^^'r n^'f^'^.Ti*'^-'
^"^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^" numbers not exceeding

J J, liB, i.l>, Slv. °

Carnations, in pans of 2 A blooms, LS. SK, SB.
Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Pmks, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB-
Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 species. GK SG T «? «?k-
Cape Heaths, in coUections of six speJies. GB, Lsf'sK -N.B. No person who shows in E wUl be allowed to exhibit

^"Ses, GB^^it,lK ^ ^°^^^^^^°^® °^ ^°t fewer than six spe-

Exotic Orchidacese, in single specimens, LS, SK, SB
Pelargoniurns in collections of 12 varieties, in pots, not ex-cceding 12 to a cast, GB, LS. SK, SB.

' ^ '

nfS^'^^'^^^^Ji'
collections of six varieties, in pots, not ex.ceeding eight to a cast. SG, LS, SB. ' ^ '

Moss Roses,*SK,'sB.'

^°hSs.^S SB*^SK ''
^'''^^"^'^*^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ o*" Clii^ese

^^ceT^t^7n"^i'"?V^ ^"^^ as Bourbon, Noisette. Tea-

hihinrAfS^
similar varieties, LS. SB. SK.-N.B. No ex-

r.,n^r /S'^^*^^*'^" ^^ allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.

^Lf J%n^fl
for all his Roses, which, being double, is

med«ut ^.V^ ^2'^^"- ^^ ^"y Exhibitor gains the first

R.nw ^ ^^^//.^'iti m O, he will be entitled to a GoldBanksian medal instead of the three Silver ones.

niftt^f ^1?^?^^"'-^ Vl^^ds, in coUections of from oO to 6oPlants, GK, GB, SG. LS.

IJL^I r p^T^^^f^^
*'*^*^^^' ^^ collections of from 15 to 20pianrs. OB, LS, SK.

ri? °ri^^lt"^0"SG Plants, in collections of six distinct spc
hP «n!^

' SK.-N.B. Persons exhibiting in P and Q will not
t>e allowed to compete in R also.

Sh/ii'i^v r""^! ^H'^^?^*'"^^'' "^ ^i^^^' LS, SK. SB.

Cla.« i/ Calceolarins, in sixes. LS. SK. SB.

^mpetitiori"-!
^"^^^"^^ ^^' ^vhichall persons are admitted to equal

'

^^^K^'^^v^n'^^
^*^^^^ "^ Greenhouse Climbers, GK, CB. LS,

fn^V« ^;/ *i*^ <^oW Knightian medal is not to be awarded
TuunV- ^^'^" ^'^ distinct kinds.
iRll Cacti m flower. LS. SK.
^^«ie specimens of Ornamental Plants LS, SK, SB, C,

B.
C.
D.
E.

G.

H.
I.

K,

L.

M.
N.

0.

X.

Y.

AA.
BB.
CC.
DD.

Miscellaneous Flowers. SK, SB, C— I-.B. Cockscombs,
Hydrangeas, and cut flowers are altogetlier excluded from
prizes.

Seedling Florists' Flowers, SK, SB, C—N.t Every seedling
must be shown singly, and must be market with the name
it is to bear. The same seedling cannot gon a prize more
than once in the season. Pelargoniums a-e to be shown

' in single trusses, with a single leaf, so far blow the flowers
as not to support them j and they are no to be dressed
with cotton or wool, or any similar substance, but must be
shown exactly as they grow on the bush.

C^ASs III.— Fruit, for which market-gardeners or persons in
the habit of regularly supplying the market, and pivate growers,
exhibit independently of each other.—N.B. All Fnit must be ripe
and well- coloured

i if the contrary, it will be distualified.
Z. Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consistng of at least

three different kinds. Peaches and Nectarhes being con-
sidered as only one kind, GK, GB, LS.—NB. Cucumbers
Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar kitchen girden produce,
are excluded from this letter.

Grapes. SG, LS, SK. SB.
Pine-apples. SG, LS. SK. SB.
Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of siit- spccimms, SK, SB.
MisceUancous Fruit, SK, SB, C.
'^ JUDGES.

The Judges have the power of increasing or dininishing the
number and value of the Silver Medals ofl'ered by tie Society for
particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Mecals or Certi-
ficates in cases not contemplated in these rcgulatbns, if they
thnik it necessary to do so.
The Judges are also required to bear in mind that tie Society's

Medals arc offered, less for new and curious objects, tlan for fine
specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the Council in
nistituting these meetings being not so much to encoirage the
Collector, as to reward the skilful Gardener: they are aho not to
make any award in cases where the objects exhibited dcnot ap-
pear worthy of a Medal; otherwise a bad single exhibiton may
obtain a prize, merely because there is no better exhibtion of
the same class to oppose it.

IPSWICH CUCUMBER SOCIETY.
T^IIE FIRST GRAND SHOW, OPEN TO iLL
-- ENGLAND, will be held hi the Lecture-Room o* the
IpswrcH Mkchanics' Institution, on Tuesuav, 8th Februvrv.
The Committee respectfully requests Exhibitors who have not
already given notice, to do so by the 1st Feb., or thcj/ nmiiot
Exhibit for the Prizes. The productions will be returned tc the
growers. Further particulars may be had on application to

3» Tavern- street, Ipswich. THOS. WILD, Hon. Sec.

'P AND C. LOCKUART, SEEDSMEN, #tc. 156,
-^ • CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, beg to announce that their
LIST OF SEEDS, &c. is now pubhshed, and will be forwarded
Post-paid on application.—5th Jan., 1842.

ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS.—To be sold, the pre
perty of a Gentleman, a splendid collection of the best varie-

ties of Orchidaceous plants in full flowering condition and luxu-
rious growth. Applications to be made to X.Y.Z. (post-paid), at
36, St. James's Street, London.

A PPLEBY^S *^ QUEEN OF LILACS/'—By an un-
-^"^ foreseen event, the whole remaining stock of Ground Roots
of the above Dahlia are destroyed. Fortunately, however, some
fine healthy Pot Moots are saved, a few of which vs'ill be sujjpUed
to the first applicants at 50s. each; and as the supply will now be
very hmited, those parties who wish to secure plants in May had
better make immediate application for fear of disappointment,
as the plants, so far as they will go, will be supplied to the first

applicants at lOs. 6d. each.

MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by oflfsets from the original Seedling, can

supply them at 10/. per hundred.—N.B. As various spurious sorts

have been sold and are now selling under the name of " Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted.
—Manor Farm. Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841,

BRACHYCOME IBERIDIFOLIA SEED in small
packets at 5s., to be had of W. J. NUTTING, Seedsman, 16,

Cheapside. Lisianthus Russellianus, 2s. 6d. ; Pink, from fine

named flowers, 2«. Gd.; Calceolarias, from 30 varieties, 2«. 6f/.

;

Pansies, selected from a few first-rate flowers, 5s. ; do., from a
superior collection, 2*. 6d. * Dahlia Scapigera Mexicana, Is.,

Clintonia puJchella, Is..; ischizopetalon Walkerii, is,'. Phlox
Drummondii, 15. ; Sec, &c.—Packets of the following Cucumbers
at 2.S. 6d, : Man of Kent (Barnes'), Victoiy of Suffolk (Allen's),

Prize-fighter, Weedon's Frame, Roman Emperor, and Windsor
Prize.

A Catalogue of Seeds to be had on application.

s.

ROBINSON'S NORTHERN BEAUTY DAHLIA.
GIRLING having purchased the entire Stock of

the above DAHLIA, plants will be sent out in May next at

lOs. 6d. each; admitted to be one of the most distinct aiid beau-

tiful Dahlias to be sent out next season. For particulars, refer to

the FloricuHurul Cahinct of January. It took the 5th Pilze

at Salt-hill Open Show in Sept. last, and was generally admired.

Tl/M- MAULE and Co., Nurserymen, Bristol, Alex.

Jas. MAtJLE begs to call the attention of the Floricultural

world to one of the best PANSIES ever ofl'ered in the West of

England — PRINCE OF WALES, warranted first-rate. Price

7s. 6d. each. Usual discount to Uade. Post-office orders willbe

required from unknown correspondents. Forwarded free of car-

riage to all parts of the United Kingdom.

Price 6rf,

T.
P. s

Q.

R,

T.

V.

JACKSON, Nursery Seedsman, &c., Kingston,

Surrey, begs to offer the undermentioned Dahlias in

Ground Roots, guaranteed correct to name, at the following

prices, viz.: at 42s. each- Jackson's Dowager Lady Cooper; at

31S, 6d. each—Bridesmaid (Brown's) ; at 2ls. each- King of Roses

(Thomson's), Enterprise (Langley's) ; at 15s. each—Eclipse
(CatlcngVs), Fanny Keynes, Maid of Bath; at lOs. 6d. each-
Beauty (Parsons'), Constancy, Invincible (Smith's), Little

Wonder tParsons'), Rosa perfecta (Whale's), Scarlet Defiance; at

7%, each—Admiral EUiott, Bronze Unique, Brilliant (Whale's),

Eclipse (King's;, Flora (Stanford's), Marquis of Waterford, Re-

venge (Cox's).

A collection of 100 Dahlias, of 100 diflfcrcnt sorts, in small

compact dry roots, well suited for exporting, with names attached,

5/. A collection of 200 do., 200 different do., containing many
new and choice kinds, 10/.

A general Catalogue of 'Stove, Grccnhousf, and Herbaceous
Plants, may be obtained on application.

Kingston Nursery, Jan, la, 1842.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a inar-
» ned man without familv. aged 28. Can produce satisfac-

tory testimonials as to abilitv and character. Letters to be ad-
dressed to B. Y., at Messrs. Warner's, seedsmen, Cornhill,
London.

\\/ANTS A SITUATION at Lady-day, a Young
_

' » Man, 18 Years of Age, who has had four years' practice
in the Propagating and Floral Department, in a respectable
Nursery; and who now wishes to engage himself under the
tuition of a Gentleman's Gardener in the I orcing and general
routine of a Kitchen- garden, in order to qualify hiniself for a
Situation as a Gentleman's Gardener. Wages not bo much an
object as a comfortable situation. He can he well Tecommendcd
for sobriety and industry. Letters addressed to S. Ghling,
Nurseryman, Stowmarkct, will meet with immediate attention.

P. S. If a situation offers in the intermediate time he would
come at a short notice.

^yO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.— Wants a
-- situation as GARDENER, a steady, active Married Man, 40
years of age, who has a thorough practical knowledge of alt the
various branches of IloilicuUure, having had upwards of as
years* experience in the growth of Pines, Grapes, Peaches*
Cherries, Kitchen and Flower Garden, and well understands the
growth of Cape and all other exotic plants. Can produce the
most satisfactory testimonials as to moral crnrtnct and alnlity as
a Gardener. Address, prepaid, to A. B., 7, Albany Place, Homscy
Road, Islington, Middlesex,

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMUiXES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS.
PICOTEES, AND GERANIUMS.

H GROOM, of WALWORTH and CLAPHAM
• RISE, near LONDON, by Appointment Florist to Ilcr

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry', and the
Public, that he has a fine Selection of the above Flowers, which
he can offer at the following very moderate Prices :—

RAXUNCt/LUSiCS. £ X.

100 Roots in 100 superb sorts, with their names .50
100 ditto very fine sorts, ditto . . 2 10

Superfine Mixtures, from ;«. to 2\g. per hundred.
ANJiMOXhS.

100 Roots in 100 superfine sorts, with their names . 3 lO

100 ditto in so ditto ditto . . 9 10
Superfine Mixtures, from lO^.^/f. to 21-^. per hundred.

ArniClTLAS.
25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 plant of each 3 12 6

CARNATIONS.
25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each

PICOTKKS.
25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each

7KLL0W PlCOTJiJiS.

12 superfine scris, with their names, 1 pair of each
CKRAMt-MS.

25 superfine sorts, with their nnmcs, 1 plant of each 3 10

^liOS. D. WATKINSON, Seedsman, Florist, &c,,
begs to inform his Friends and the I'ublic that he has re-

niSvcd from No. 24, Market-place, omiositc the Fishmarket, to
the more commodious premises lift; ^ two doors from Marke*"-

strect, and latterly in the occupfition of Messrs. Blackherd and
Co., whcic all articles connected with Horticulture and Floricul-
ture can be had, of the first (luality, and upon most reasonable
te^rms.

Catalogues on application.
Ag-ent for Myatt's true Victoria Rhubarb roots, "Walker's

Prize-fighter, and other Cucumbers ; Howard's Giant Salmon-
coloured, Manchester Red Solid, and Seymour's superb White
Celery, &c. &c.

6, Market-place, near the Exchange, Manchester.

JAMES MAY begs to inform liis Patrons and Friends

that his new descriptive List of Pansies with a list of Fuchsias,

is now ready, and may be had on applicaticu at the Pansy
Nursery, Edmonton. At the same time he begs to say he has still a
small quantity of his superior PANSY SEED left, which may be
had at the following places, viz. :—Messrs. "Warner's, 28, Corn-
hill ; Messrs. Flanagan and Co.'s, Mansion -house -street,

London: Mr. Watkinson's. Market-place, Manchester ; Mr. Ed-
ward's, York ; Mr. Parsons's, Pri^hton : Mr. Win. May's, Hope
Nursery, near Bedale; or at the Pan sf^Nursery, Edmonton; at

the following prices:— 2.5. 6rf., 5s., to iojs. per packet. None
warranted genuine unless they bear JM.'s seal andsignaturc. A
remittance respectfully requcitcd from unknown correspondents.

— Pansy Nursery, Edmonton, January 1812.

3 10

2 10

2 2

FREDERICK ADOLPIIE HAAGE, JUN., FLO-
RiSTand SEEDSMAN, ERFURT. PRUSSIA, bc&s to in-

form the Horticultural World, that he has for Sale the following

FLOWER SEEDS, harvested last summer. "Wholesale orders,

sent to the above address, will be duly forwarded ; or small

orders from Amateurs, &c., to Samubl Giri.ixg, Nurser>'man,

Stowmarkct, to both of which attention will be given,

GERMAN ASTERS, tubulous double superfine, in 30 sorts,

1 ounce, 10«.

Ditto ditto, dwarf superfine, 24 sorts, 1 ounce, 105.

Ditto, pyramidal and tall, 12 sorts, 1 ounce, 10*.

GERMAN' STOCKS, dwarf, 34 sorts, 1 ounce, 1C5,

Ditto, wall-leaved, 1 6 sorts, 1 ounce, K'.s.

Ditto, high, 24 sorts. I ounce, 10«.

Ditto, autumn-fiowering, 1 2 sorts, 1 ounce, 155.

Ditto, perennial, 12 sorts, 1 ounce, 10«.

GERMAN WALLFLOWER, dark brown, double superfine,

1 ounce, 15.?.

F. H. also recommends his collection of fine Annual and
Perennial Flower Seeds in a great choice. .

TURSERY.—Mr, John King gives notice that he
^ is instructed to SELL BY AUCTION on the premises,

CAMDEN NURSERY, Southampton-street, Camber well, on

TcKSDAT, 1st February, 1842, and two following days, at ten

o*clock each day, on accoiint of the number of Lots. The pro-

perty comprises a fine coUtctiouof Standard and Dwarf, trained

and untrained Peach, Nectarine, Pears; Plums, Cherry, Apples,

and Mulberries; Vines, Gooseberries^ Currants, 'a collection of

Evergreens and Deciduous Shrubs, a large quantity of Forest-

trees. Box-edging, Yews, Hollies, ^c. he, ^o be viewed until

the sale. Catalogues to be had on the premises, of M- r>^,

Warner & Co., Seedsmen, Cornhill; and of. the Auctioneer.

Hacknev-road.
^

' —
HE CONICAL HOT-WATiTlfe feDILERS invented

bj- J. RoGKRS, Esq., may be obtain^ *"«!'. ^ "f JOH.n

SHEWEK, Ironmonger. &c.. S«-enoa^s, Went.
_^^^^ ^ ^^^^^

J.V.A.
J. Shkwev having had every opportiun^;

extensive practice to bring this appara'

offer it as most efficient and econonncafas

Messrs. Chandler .-v Sons' Nursery, Vauxha^^

Hackney; Ak rs, Hendci 1% Fineappjc^l

King^s road, Ch.iscas Messrs, VeitcU
f»^.-- ,^ ._-

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society ci homiof.

^

*
\
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QLATK CISTERNS. SHELVES, TROUGHS, &c.,

tnrer.lhleworth, wMir Brentforil. Orders, WorldnR Drawtng.,

ice, forwarded by post, nill receive daeattetition.

*»• SlatcEdgings for Flower BordWB, &c.

OTWVTER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
IIOBTlcrLTURAL BUILUlNCiS, DWELUNG-HOCSES,

CHT'KCH"'^' nnd M-\NUFACTORIES. upon imiirovrd pnn-

ciules. auu at very moderate chargrcs, creeled by DANIEL and

Em\AllDBAn.E\%272, HOLBOH.V.
D, and K. Bailbv having devoted mtich time to the considera-

tion of thi* subject, and had much experience in tbe erection of

auuartttuj for the above-luciitiuucd purposes, have» by improve-

^nts rtir«r*«ted 1" ^^^^^ practice, rendered their mode of heat-

jiig M* only very cfflcicnl, but very simple, and have combined

durability \n the apparatus with economy in the cbargr*. They

have erected apparatus In Enrla^tl. Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noiiUmt-n and gentlemen, aud have had the honour to be

employcil by the Hortirultnral Society of London, in executing the

wnrks of their splendid Conservmtory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailkv aiso cr>n-.trnct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildln^^^ and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the vuhlic to an Inspection of their various drawingn

and model*, at 27^. Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

ex' *^=*JnB[,among»l other metal works, an citrcroelycorai.Ictc and

convcuii;nt kitchen apparutus, or range, adapted for the continued

Bupply of hot water, and an arransremcnt of the oven more com-

I
^

*c than bas hitbertn been brought before the public.

4), attd E. Rau-kv were the first to UiUoduce metallic curvdi-

near h^-'^^es to horlicultortaU, and can refer to the Conservatory

d to the Piinthcon ai one of their works, beside* many
othr in ttna country and on the Continent.

, „. *

U. uixi E. Uaii.kt have prepared a (juantity of the Galvanic i'lant

i'rotcctors, which are now ready for Immediate delivery; they

bet t<» introduce to public notit icw Trough Pipe, for OrchL

da »us or ollwir Mouses where vap'-ior is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

IlFATlh'C; iiV HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPUKRIC AIR.

JWEPK9 k CO., ArchitectB, &c., Gloucester-place,

• Klnr's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Ai.i^.*.-tus Manufuaurer*. hep leave to Inform the Nfbdity and

Gentry that their bu-^iiucss, winch has been extensive thronphout

the country fnr many years, ia entirely conftned to thclitJLO-

INfi OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HiLU'INCi of them by HOT WATER; tec the 3rd and

;i,th Kumbenof the Gardenera* Chnmirftf.

Rcfere g may he had, and theirworks j^een, at Mr. Perry & Nur-

sery. Banbury j Mr. Green's, Lower Chcam; Messrs. Henderson's,

I'iue-apple Nurser>' ; Messrs. RolUsson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr.

Nursery
J
Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalstonj Mr. WoodrolTs Nur-

seo, Kcnsall Green: Mr. Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswatcr; Mr.

WiUmcr'3 Nursery. Chelsea ; and at most of the Nobility and

Centtcmen's Scats in the country.

Every particular to be had at their Horticultural iranufactor}',

GlouccBtcr place, Chelsea, near Sloane-squarc.

I[ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
^ No. 31, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.

Establi 'diss:?. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 William IV.

I^Ovrsa BATtS or FaSMIUM THANTHOSK OC ANVOTHEaorFlCK,
that entitle the assured to itariivipain in the profitB, as foUaws :—

Age 15

10 R

30 25 35 40 t 45 ftA

I 14 71 10 01^

I

4 3 21011 2 ig P :^ il 1

) I \
\

8
Annual
Premiumll
per cent.

I

The \^i)\\:^ declared in I8ai amounted upon an average to 16;.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1833 a second

UuNus was awarded, amounting nn the average to 31/. per cent.

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or stcam-vewcl^ frum ajiy one
Port thereof to another durmg peace, to A^^urers not being sea-

faring men by profession, l.ieeiises are grrantedto go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or

by the hands of justice are not void ad re;?pcets the interests of

pftitics to whom they may have be^m legally as?:igncd.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

lly order of the Board of Directors,

CA.UFBELL JAisas DowNER, Secretary.

PLANTING SEASON.-EXPIRATION OF LEASE AND SALE
OF NURSERY STOCK.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen, Public Companies, Nurserymen,
Builders, Gardeners, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have re-

ceived instructions from M^i^srs. Buchanan and Co., to sell

by auction, on Monday the 14tb of Feb., and following days, at

eleven o^clock preciaeiy, on the premises, Wyndhara Road, Cam-
berwcll, the leaseof that portion of their Nursery having expired,

and beinj refimtred for building purposes— the whole of the

Stock now growuiu; in tht utl Nursery, comprf?;ing the greatest
variety of ornamental Trees, ilowcring Shrubs, Evergreens, Ame-
r'.cau plants, Standard and Dwarf Roacs, Fruit-trees of all descrip-

tions, tine Standard Mulberries, Splendid Specimens of Crataegus
and other ornamental Trees, fine Beech Hedges, A:c., ever offered

to the notice of the Public, by Auction, and worthy the attention

of Noblemen and (tcntlemen, the Propiictors of Public Gardens,
and all those who may wish to enrich their collections with many
Boarcc and valuable hardy Trcct and Shrubs, To suit the cou-
veuience of llicse persons who have only a limited space adapted
for Horticultural purposes, a portion of the Stock will be lotted
with a suitable variety for furnisihiug small gardens. Small col-

lectiouN of dift'ercnt kinds of Fruit Tn. ,
;ittn Evergreens and

Shrubs, collections of 109 distiuet kin<U <if <»ruameiital Trees in

one lot. named ; smaller collections of 50 kinds, and similar collec-

tions of Shrubs and Evergreens, American Plants, &c. Catalogues
may be had after the 7th of Feb., of the Auctioneers, Ley ton-
stone ; Messrs. Buchanan and Co., Cam^:crweU, and of all the
principal Seedsmen in the Metropolis.

^M
PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING MATERIAL.

—Extract from Gardener^ Chrrmidet Dec. 25, 1841, p. 843.—
'^(Waithcmidbt of fro»t it will not l>e unseasonable to w^am all

«

-*• ^
-^-

e

the great importance of preventing their more
that may have been frozen from being tliawcd
sun. All Gardeners know how often Peas frozen

are killed, and that if any contrivance to prc-

idenly thawed is made use of, they recover.

. ,vs is, to a great extent, true of other things.

we had a severe frost, iC^; at ,that time young
. I to the nth died, while others within a few
td frrrn the sun by stone, did not suffer at ail.

, by the way that CROGGON'S ASPHALTE
tT* a most excellent material for such screens."

cf same Journal, J^. I, 1842, is fully described the

o wiiich it is applied by the itoyal H^uticultural So.

'|fl|eMig a non-conductor it cfTectuaUy protects from heat
inZ-'iiioMAs JohnCroggo.Vj B, Ingram-couxt, I'enchurch-

ryO NOBIEMEN and GENTLEMEN. JAMES
JL TINLAY, tpwards of five years gardener and steward to the

Right Hon. Vlcount Beresford, at Bedgebury Park. Kent, wishw

to meet with airimUar cngarement. Bedgebury M^^^sion having

been rebuilt aal enlarged, ^"^ '^e pleasure-grounds and kd^^^^

gardens entire^- remndelled and widely eitended, man> "illcs ot

foads and dri^s formed and completed, and the woodlands and

farm greatly inprovcd by plaiitiiig, draunng. &c., has &>ven J
.

t

.

an^p^rtunit- seldom to'be met with of gaining a general aiid

p"acKknotledgeof estate work. J. ^» %"^^^^^,,°.^^^^^^^^

is in the prin£ of life, will be disengaged m a few weeks, and can

have the mo* satisfactory tesUmouials from his noble employer.

—Address. J Einlay. Bedgeburj- Park. Gaudhurst.

EXOTIC NURSERY, CANTERBURY.

WILLL\M MASTERS having for many years culti-

vate, upwards of THIRTY ACRES of Land as Nursery

Gardens, b«3 to submit to the public the following List of Fruits:

PF\RS -W. M. having collected in the first instance, through

the vindncfi of the late J. Braddick. Esq., and subsequently from

his owM pcsonal visits to the Netherlands, a large collection of

thecelebracd ELEMISH PEARS, as well as many others from

vSs sarc ,
planted a specimen of each variety ni his

N^ rv aid they having for several years produced fnnt, he is

enabled to pronounce with certainty that many arc wholly worth-

lesb-somtfire too tender for our exposure- -and that many are of

the utmos imofirtance on account of their prolific and early

bcarinir a'well as of their delicious flavour. Out of a very large

collection rV. M. confidently recommends the following, which

become fiifor use neaxly in the order in w'hicb they stand ;-

DEiSFia PEARS.-Madeleine. Jargonelle, Williams' Bouchre-

tien.Fiemsh Beauty, Rouppe.Capiaumont, Be urrc Diel Autumn
_^"'

*

ii„.,«,.„^ M..rio T f»iii«p- Prinress of OranETC.

mer N.plui Meuris, Passe Colmar, winter i^ ens, iiacun^ iii-

ror^panblc. Beurre Hance, Easter Beurrd BAKING PEARS.-

Royal (oreless. Double de Guerre, Uvedale's St. Germam, CatiUac.

Manyithcr sorts are itUI cultured, but a garden furnished with

thcaetill produce fine fruit for every season.
^, ^ c?

. »

AP/LES -W. M. having been a Fellow of the Hpit. Society

nearV from its coranicncement, has availed himself of the pri-

vilege of selecting from that liberal establishment such sorts of

Anucs as appeared to merit particular notice, and which, added to

thesclections from the famed Kentish orchards and elsewhere,

ha'e produced a number far exceeding the point of usefulness.

Tie whole have been fruited, and the following condensed list is

pffticularly recommended. The sorts are arranged as nearly as

ujssiblc in tbe order in which they become fit for use :-Juncat-

iTg.Borowitski, Kerry Pippin.Quarrenden.Hawtliunulen, Keswick
M^Aii- T7 i,i:„K. r:^i,i.Ti Pinr^in Snmmpr Xonnarcll.Kinsr of the

toUlen Pippin, Ribston Pippin, liienneim v^rajigc, i>i*u6". '^«'"

Vouiig, Scarlet Pearmain, Dumelow's Seedling, Forman's Crewe,

3eachamwell Seedling, Dr. Harvey. Lemon Apple. Pile's Russet.

Dard's Pearmain, Old Nonpareil, Downton Nonpareil, Braddick s

Whiter Nonpareil, Collins* Russet, Golden Harvey, Dutch Mi-

jnionne. Hunt's Green Newtown, Norfolk Beaufin, French Crab,

With the above selection, fruit for aU purposes and aU seasons

may be obtained. _ , «, , „ ^ • ,,rv..

CHERRIES.—Purple Griotte, Early Black, Masters* White

Heart, Elton, Black Eagle. May Duke, Kentish, Black Tarta-

rian, Canterbury Black, Bigarrcan, Late Duke, Florence, SmaU
Morello. I^rge Morello. The above have proved the most valu-

able out of a large number of sorts.

PLUMS.— I>awrence*s Early, Early Orleans, Hative Royal,

Orleans. Denycr's Victoria, Greengage, Nectarine, Washington,

Black Griffin. Catherine, Coe's Golden Drop, Imperatrice, Wine-

sour, Large Bullace, Damson, Small BuUace.

Of PEACHES the following have given most satisfaction:—

Early Ann, Grosse Mignonne, Early Newington, Noblesse, Red
Magdalen, Old Newington, Admirable, Royal.

Of NECTARINES—The White, Elrugc, Roman, Newingtoii,

Violet Hative.

Of APRICOTS—The Hcmskirke, Large Early, Moorpark,

Brcdp, Orange.
Of STRAWBERRIES—Grove-endScadet, Roseberry, Old Pine,

Keen's Seedling, Myatt^s Pine, Downton, Elton.

Of GRAPES—Miller's Buigundy, Sweetwater, Muscadine,

Black St. Peter, White Cluster, Esperionc, Hamburgh, Fron-

tignan. Muscat of Alexandria, Verdelho, Horsforth Seedling,

Of GOOSEBERRIES, selected cut of 80 kinds—Early Green,
Early Red Rough, Queen of Sheba, Lady Delamorc, Warrington
Red, Rookwood, Roaring Lion, Gunner, Duke of York, Crown
Bob, Woodward's Whitesmith, Heart of Oak.
Of NUTS—Coi^ford, Frizzled, Dwarf Prolific, Knight's Large.
Of RASPBEKUiES-Red Antwerp, White Antwerp, Baruet.
Of FIGS— Lee's Prolific, Brunswick, Common Purple, Brown

Naples, Black Ischia, French Prolific.

W- Masters offers the above List of Fruits, all of which are
grown, and nearly the whole of which have been proved in his

Nursery, as a more complete one than those usually submitted
to public notice.

%* Early Commissions will insure immediate attention.

In one small volume, price 15s,

AXTON'S POCKET iiOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In wbat may be called an age of Cyclopccdias, when the com-
pression of a prreat variety ot iiif( rmation into one volume, in
order to hrinf; it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so
universally sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener,
and those connected with his pmfession, should be as well ac-
coinnioda^ed as other classes in this particular. No such work
cxistiiig, however, prior to tbe issue of the present publication,
its value will be at once apparent} since it combines the more
essential features of a Botanical Catalugue, an Horticultural
Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur or Floriculturist; whomay, by carry-
ing it in his pocket, e^ianiine all the plants that are at any time
sabmitted to his inspection, and immediately derive every iutel-
ligence respecting the peculiarities or affinities of particular spe-
cies which could reasonably be wished for. This is anadvantaga
that can only be sufficiently estimated by thc-^e who have felt
tbe want of such an assistant^ and to all such individuals, as
well as to every agent or friend of horticulture, the Pocket Bota-
nical Dictionary is decidedly indispensable.
London: J. Andrews, Bond-sfreet; Orr & Co., Paternoster-row.

or col

street, London*

Price 7»f illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.,

A NEW EDITION OF THE
T^ATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS; their
-L^ Manasemeot, Habits, Food, Diseases, Treatment, Breeding,
and the Methods of Catching them. By J. M. BECHSTEIN, M.D.
"A very delightful book of its kind. ...... It seems

to UH an ii;di5pensahie btok for the bird-fancier."— S/j/'r^i/nr.
'* It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-

rooai taijlc. It is superbly got mp, with an immense number of
vignettes ; an«t" in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals."

—

Weekly DispnUh.
LoEdon: W. S. Orr & Co. j and W. & K. Chambers, Edinburgh.

R

Damascus,
Jerusalemj
Beer,
Beyrout.
Mount Olivet,

Nazareth

,

Baalbeckj.

Mount Tabor,
Mount Carruel,

Jericho,
Tiberias,

The Plain of SharoB,

The Dead Sea.

Lately published,OUPELL ON TYPHUS.
Cloth, boards, price a?. 6rf.

Wright, ^0, Pall Mall.

PubUshing Monthly, price 2*. ^<^*J''^^\^^'';,^[''^I'S^ ^"f^^,
OAXTON'S MAGAZINE of BOTANY.-The ^'o,

J- for Fbbrl'ARV 1342, will contain beautifully-coloured

figures of Cattleya Aclavdite, Brvgmansm fiortbundu, Mah
amnfolwm, and 'Lofls« Pcntlatidiva, with the history and m.
rections for the culture of each: also comprehensive Papers on
the science of Gardening, including the phenomena of impreg.

nation and germination in the feed of plants 5 the Culture of

Gesnera rupcptris; on Arranging and Planting Specimens in

Conservatories; the Propagation of TropKolum tricolorurn;

Notices of Plants figured in the floral periodicals for December and

Januarv, and of those flowering in the suburban nurseries; with

a copious Calendar of Operations for the month.

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty.four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

J. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse.

Quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are aU done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed on zinc by the same individual,

and, being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and

elegance, and much of the finish, of the origirral drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

it may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commences with this Number, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Amen-corner, Paternoster-row.

Handsomely bound in cloth, with 93Wood Engravings, price da.firf,

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
J- FIKMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, -from the Menu.

ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.

From the British Magazine.— ''This is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject."

From the Birmingham Herald.— ** A valuable and indispensable

accession to the library of every Biblical student."

From the Rev. Thomas llariwcU Home's Introduction to tkt

Critical ^tudy of the Striptures.—" ti€Ar\y three hundred texts of

Scripture are more or less explained in this elegantly-executed

volume, and in a manner equally curious and interesting."

postavo, price 6^.,

LETTERS FROM PALESTINE, written during a residenct

there in the years 1836-7-8. By the Rev. J. D. Paxton.

The more important places in reierence to Scripture History,

visited by the author, were—
Bethlehem,
Samaria,
Mount Lebanon,
Hebron,
The Plain of Esdralon,
Jaffa,

The Valley of the Jordan,

Also may be had. price 7s. Qd, cloth,

THE HISTORY OF FRANCE FROM THE EARLIEST PE-

RIOD. ByE.DE BONNBCBOSK.
This History has been adopted by the Royal Council of Pubnc

Instruction fur the use of the Normal Schools of France. The

French Minister of War has also just subscribed for a large num-

ber of copies for distribution amongst the Regiments in th^

French service. The English translation of this popular vort

may be hi^d of all Booksellers, price 7*- 6^-. ^^e two volumes of the

French edition being comid&cd in the one of the English.

Price 5s. 6r/. cloth.

THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
By John Frost, of Philadelphia.

London : Tilt and Bogue, Fleet street. _

In cr. 8VD. 4s. Crf. bd.with 220 Diagrams engraved for the work.

TJ^UCLID'S ELEMENTS OF PLANE GEOME-
J-^ TRY i

with Explanatory Appendix, and Supplementary

Propositions for Exercise. Adapted for the Use of Schools, or

for Self-instruction. By W. D. Cooi.fcY, A.B., author of th«

" History of Maritime and Inland Discovery."

**This is the best edition of the Elements which has yet ap-

pcared."—Ji/iena,'«m. "For brevity, clearness, and discermng

attention to the wants of learners, cannot be easily surpassed.

—Dublin University Mag,
Uniform with the "Elements," price 3s. orf.

COOLEY ' S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS
DEMONSTRATED; cr a Supplement to Euclid :

bemffft

KEY to the Exercises appended to the "Elements." for theow

of Teachers and private Students. Upwards of 120 Propcsitions

deduced from the first Six Books of Euclid, arc illustrated m 11

by new diagrams. . /

'* Will be found of considerable value as an aid to Teacncra u

the Mathematics."—A>w Monthly Mag,
In foolscap 8vo, price U. 6^. , ,

pOOLEY'S FIGURES OF EUCLID; being the

y^ Diagrams Illustrating the "Elements," with the Ehudcib- -

tions, printed separately for ufc in the Class-room.
*4* Orders received by all Booksellers.

FUN FOR THE FIRESUiE!!
Bound in cloth, price bs, 6(1., « ^ ^ rTOE MILLER'S JEST-B OK.

" AKcpriutfiomthefirstand genuine edition, such omii._iy

and alterations only having been made as were '^*i'^'*f\, ^the '*

greater delicacy obseivcd in modern conversation, lint lu
^^

volume might have some substance, and be ^^ f*^";;^ **
' thw

travelling book, copious additions have been made from uu.

old volumes of Facetiae.

Extractfrom the Preface, ^ ^
Another strange circumstance connected with i^^'ir^^, p is

that everybody presumes that he himself, and ^^^^y^" /. .eacer
perfectly familiar with its contents .... and yet it inc * ^^ =,

will ask his acquaintance, it will appear 1^^^* "«*^
^"^„f hit

hundred ever set eyes on a copy. It is inconsequence ui

questions that this edition is published."
One Volume, price 7s^Qd., rTS!?},THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ^}^X2l

-i- "Not less interesting than Sir E. Lylton
^^^YLtQn<^

quent Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is ^uis »»

record of the Conspiracy of Ga.hunV*-Monihty ^^/'f'^j^;: 1 ^a

"ToaUwhohf^ve read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer s Kien^^.

perusal is, in a measure, a dnty,^^^ Spectator, nfhi^ >

" A curious and pleasing volume, and full of malter u

rical character and illustration."— /.i/cnir^ Gazette,
-tjied

" The publication of this work is well timed . . . -
^^^

Rienzi is to us full of interest."

—

Athenantm,

n

enamm, histOlT
•' Those that wi^h to becoinc acquainted with ttic trne '

-

of a man who was, in some sort, tbe NnpoUon of nis o
in a man wno was, in some son, mu i 11 «/>"»'-" " -

^^
and country, would do well to consult the ^''^^^^"If, ,,;-*.

raUve oX the * Life and Times of Rienzi.' "^T<i^r* il/«tf^»»»-

Wliittakcr and Co., Ave-Maria-lane London.
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It is our intention next Saturday to present our readers,

{n a double Number, with a complete »* Cottager's Calen-

dar," by ?Ir. Paxtox. U Y^iH comprehend full details

relating to all the gardening operations in which a cottager

can have occasion to engage, and will be illustrated with

woodcuts. Those who wish to secure additional copies,

ill be so good as to order them immediately, as we shall

aot print a larger number than are ordered.

ffi^aiOcncr;^' Cflioiiicle

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2% 1842.

i

Mond«r

MEETINGS IN THE EN'SUING WEEK.
West London- Garden.-"]
era Asiouiation . , j 7 P- M,

Entoniologicai (Ann.) . R r. M-
Tueiday Zowlogical bJ ^ m.

fMcdko-Hotanica! . . . 8 p. m.
M'«dne»day . . . '1 Microicopical . . . .' 8 r. u

AVhile the melancholy tidings just received from

the Niger expedition are painfully occupying the pub-

lic mind, it is a great consolation to us to be able to

gute, that when the last advices left Fernando Po,

Dr. Vogel and Mr. Ansell, the botanist and gardener

to the expedition, were convalescent.

A coKUESPQMJENT last wee^ proposed that the

Gardeners Chronicle for the past year should be given

as a prize at the Horticultural Shows. It did not at

the moment occur tons that the project was not feasible

for the conclusive reason, that not a single volume
remains unsold. This is indeed a flattering testimony

that our labours have been appreciated by the public,

?nd a strong stimulant to future exertion. At the

same time, we should mention that particular Num-
bers may still be had, and that our publishci is mak-
ing every exertion to complete a few sets, and with
that view is wiUing to give Is. a-piece for Nos, 9, 10,

4-t, and o\.

Touching the election of a Librarian to the Lin-
nean Society, we stated a fortnight since that Mr.
Kippist, one of the candidates, is a mere boy. In
this it appears, from a letter sen^; us by Mr. Newman,
we were in error. Mr, Newman says that Mr, Kip-
pist completed his 29th year in June last, and has been
nearly twelve years employed as Mr. Don's assistant,
having entered the service of the Linnean Society as
Assistant Librarian on the 1st Feb., 1830.. We re-
gret very much that we should have fallen into this
mistake, and we hasten to correct it; for nothing
could be farther from our intention than to say one
word that should he unfair towards Mr, Kippist—as
is, we trust, sufficiently apparent from the manner in
which we introduced the subject into our pages. In
all that we have done, we have only had the good of
the Linnean Society in view, and to that all other
considerations ought to give way.
But while we hasten to correct an unintentional

error, let it not be supposed that we in the smallest
degree alter our opinion of the relative pretensions of
the two candidates. One person at eighteen will be
a man m manner, appearance, and knowledge of the
world; another at thirty will remain a boy in these
respects.

A corRESPONDENT, Signing himself Clericun, asks
the quantity of sulphuric, muriatic acids, and gypsum
required to fix the ammonia in a given quantity of
urine. This is a rather difficult question, because the
composition of that fluid is, as may be supposed, vari-
able. Upon an average, urine evolves about 4 per
cent ofammonia when in a state of putrefaction. This
would require about 12 per cent, of ordinary strong sul-
phuric acid, or about 34 per cent, of strong muriatic
acid, to neutralise it and prevent its escape. About 15J
parts by weight of gypsum are equivalent to 12 parts
of sulphuric acid. Therefore 12 pounds of sulphuric
acid, 34 of muriatic acid, or 15^ of sulphate of lime
are required to fix the same quantity of ammonia. AVe
give this with some hesitation, feeling sure that it will
hardly be found accurate in all cases. It is, however,
an approximation, and may serve as a guide until il^e

best working proportions may have been ascertained.
When urine undergoes decomposition, the organic mat-
ters which it contains evolve ammonia, and this, so
long as it continues to lie given off, is rendered very
evident by its strong pungent snaell. If sulphuric acid
is added, this ammonia, which woidd otherwise be lost,

is neutralised and fixed by the acid; if too litde acid
is added, the strong smell of ammonia will continue to

be given off. If, on the other hand, more acid than is

required be added, no harm will be done, as the excess
of acid can always be removed by throwing in a little

chalk. We should expect that sulphuric acul will pre-
sent some advantages over gypsum in fixing ammonia,
because when the latter is used in a tank—fox ex-
ample, when fresh urine is constantly being added—the
sulphate of lime would form a mass at the bottom, and
frequently require agitation or stirring up, which
would not be the case with sulphuric acid. In some
cases the sulphate and carbonate of lime contained
in a mixture of urine and gypsum would no doubt be
highly advantageous to the land, and might be mixed
with the urine and sulphuric acid with goodeflfect;
but, for the] above reasons, w^e are inclined to think
sulphuric acid will be found better than gypsum, ex-
cept in soils not naturally containing lime.

We hare gone into this question rather fully, be-
cause we have similar inquiries from other corre-
spondents.

Wk have reason to believe that Mr. Eabington is no
longer a candidate for the Professorship of Botany at

King's College. This we regret, for the sale of the
College ; for it will be difficult to find so good a man.
Various persons are reported to have offered them-
selves, but nothing has yet reached us sufficiently de-

finite to deserve to be repeated.

call to mind the Oak fore>ts formerly covering at lea&t

a part of Inverness shire—the size of whicli, as re-

ported by Dr. >\'alker and Sir T. 1). Lauder, indicates

I anything rather than slow growth. In ghort, such
loose statements as those we have quoted are a sample
of the manner in which this great subject is treated
by some writers on foresting, and cannot be regarded
of any value whatever.
But the author from whom we are now quoting

undertakes to prove, upon physiological principles,
that fast-grown timber must necessarily be bad. lie
says that tbe effect of an improved soil, climate, and
situation, is to f^7ja«f/ the parts of the whole v^^etable;
that cutting oil part of the vegetable above the"ground
will expand those parts that remain ; and he illustrates
this notion of his about tind)er by reference to Lettuces,
Cabbages, Spinage, and other esculents, which he says
are softer the faster they grow% and also to A\illows,
Poplars, Raspberries, &:c., which he says arc the faf^tcst-

growing of all woody plants, and the softest- wooded.
Therefore, he continues, " whatever tends to increase
the growth of a tree tends likewise to expand the ve^e-
tabic fibre; and whenever^ the vegetable fibre is ex-
pandcdy ttio timber must l)e less bard, and more
permeable by air, &c., and of course inferior for all

of tinil)cr.''purposes ot tun her."' As avc find these speculations
described by another writer as "interesting, ingeni-

ous, and philosophical," we must suppose Uiat they
have carried conviction to some readers ; to us,

however, they appear a mere tissue of absurdity,

evincing a total ignorance of the nature of vegetable
organisation. Since, however, they have Uieir be-
li 3, w^e must endeavour to explain wherefore they

deserve the harsh terms we have ajiplied to them. To
do this we must ot a little into particulars, which we
will do next week.

A CORRESPONDENT objects to our assertion at p. 19,

that a crowded plantation deteriorates the quality of
timber, as well as diminishes its rate of formation;
and he gays this is opposed to every-day experience.

He moreover insists upon our having over-stated the

disadvantages of leaving the trees in a plantation to

we con-^

Whatever some may think of this matter, r.. ....-
sider It a question affecting the very existence of the
^mnean Society. When the Fellows subscribed
largely for the purchase of the herbarium and library
ol Linnsus, and when the magnificent oriental herba-mmof the Last India Company was presented by the
Court of Directors to the Linnean Society (to say no-
hmgofother gifts), it was upon the express under-sanding that these valuable collections should be

tSl^'T^nl'
all times to men of science, and

that they should bem the custody of the most efficient
officer that could be procured. The Council of the

t^n.?c 1 ^r^^^
are bound to regard these as sacred

Stn '^'T"'^^'"^^^^
,,ith, or made subser-

n^\^\l^'^''}'^^ ''^'^^^^^^ we know that

hi in r^'r ''V" '^}^' ^'^^-^^i^^ by some of

TtlL^ lV''""'*^*''
^^"'^ ^P5"5^" th^ Fellows

at large would pay the greatest deference. Should

facTut?irw?r'?'\^\""'.^'"
^^^^ ^^^" ^'i'^^^i^h the

^ cnnffiri
''

r'^r I^'
herbarium and library can

^ consuhed, or if of the candidates who are proposed

most m^S'"''^ ^""P"' ^^ *^^^^ P^^^^^^^ ^*^^ords the

no4il tn L^'"'""/ ^t'""'
^''^^ proceedings will

^Jsf In^ '^'""'^ whosegood opinion is

Stll^ • .
'^''1^?'.^? "^^^^ disastrous'to the welfare

risk nf .
'

^'i"^^''^'
'^ ""^ ^» ^ condition to bear the

^ana^^^^^^
-periments in the mode of

of ^ueh'Tr
''^^'' ^^^' \^'^ °^ Librarian was regarded

per ofii.J^^^'^^^^^^^ ^^^^ '' ''^' filled by no less a

Ked IvT ^r
^'^'' ^^^^^"- When he was sue.

to r^erin ;^ ^'' '^^ appointment was given

PellowRnf.v. c ^^ botanical reputation. Do the

Heparanff n ^u'^^^ ?PP^'^ ^^'' ^^ ^^ ^he time for

60. we ifviT ^''^'^ '^^^ ^^^^^^""^^ observed ? If

them misfortune to differ very widely with

run up with what he is pleased to call fine clean stems

as straight as ramrods.

If the object of a planter is to obtain scaffold-poles,

or hop-poles, or poles of any other kind, wc admit at

once the advantage of allowing trees to crowd each

other ; but it was to those who plant for the sake of

timber that we addressed ourselves, and upon that

important point we must continue to insist.

No doubt there is an opinion that the slowest-grown

timber is the best ; we continually hear people saying

that wood cannot be good because it has been grown
so fast, and we find writers on foresting following in

the same line of assertion. In one place wc observe

the following passage:—" It is well known that the

common Oak in Italy, where it yroivs faster than in (his

countryy is comparatively of short duration; and that

the Oak which grows on the mountains of the High-

lands of Scotland is viuch harder and closer than awf
produced in England, though on these mountains it

seldom attains one-tenth part of the size of English

trees." Now, we are not aware of any such facts

as those collected together in this short paragraph.

In the first place. Oaks do not grow faster in Italy than

in England ; the reverse appears to be the truth, as

will be seen by reference to a succeeding table, where

the greatest rate of growth in Italian Oak is shown to

be only 2'72-lOths per annum ; some of it not more

than 0*76 of a tenth, while in English Oak the growth

is in one case as much as an inch a year. Secondly,

if it were true that Italian Oak grows faster than

English Oak, it would not prove that fast-grown Oak
is bad j because some Itahan, or at least SardiniaiT Oak,

is of excellent quality, and because, moreover, we
neither know what is meant by the words "common
Oak," nor are we informed under what circumstances

of soil, t^c., that which is said to be bad may have

been produced. A great deal of Italian Oak is Q.
pubescens, and of this, whether fast-growa or blow-

grown, we find no evidence as to quality. Then as

to Highland Oak : in the absence of more precise

scover, we must express our doubt

of the facts alk„.d concerning it; especially when we

CllATSWORTH.
(Continued from page 20,)

But the Great Conservatory itself,—ho^v shall J de-
scribe it ! Its out^'ard aspect has something of the sob-
liine and supernatural, well fitted, to sustain those feelings

of wonder and veneration with which all sincere worship-
pers of the Lady Flora approach her mystic precincts. No
trarel-tojled Mussulman at the sacred postern of Mecca
uo Christian pilgrim at the foot of the Holy Sepulchre
not Jlr. Beckford in view of St. Peter's, ^nor Capt.
Harris gazing on three hundred wild Elephant's in South-
ern Africa—not Bruce at tbe source of the Nile, nor Iau-
der at the termination of the Niger,—no, nor even

" Paris at Uie top,
Of Ida panted strouKcr,"

than did the writer of these notes when the portals of
the mighty plant-house at Chatsworth were thrown open
to receive him* But before we enter let us look at it

again from without. Let none suppose that by uiagni-

f)iug indefinitely (in their mind's eye) an ordinary hot'

house, or even some of the largest curvilinear structure,

they will be enabled to form an adequate notion, or

rather any notion at all, of the wondrous thing we are

now attempting to describe. The intfoductioa of the

ridge and furrow roof, and the glazing with sheet glass,

together with the vast scale of the fabric, give it an
ajspect unlike anything that I have erer seen. There is

an indescribable air of luxury, and smoothness, and deli-

cacy about it which harmonises perfectly with one's

notions of the purposes to which it is devoted, and the

gay company one may expect to meet there. Is^either

does it glare like hothouses in general ; but, on the con-

trary, there is a sort of neutral tint ia its exterior hue on
which the eye may rest with pleasure, and however fasti-

dious, satisfy itself that, outside at least, all is right, and
that there are in fact no harsh and prominent angleSi and

no ungraceful curves ; the two heads under which all

horticultural deformities may be classed.

Before we come to criticise the interior, the reader will

excuse my reminding him that at the time (1836) when
this conservatory was first projected, the railway mania
was at its zenith* and the price of iron, in consequence,

enormously high ; wood was therefore adopted as the

preferable material, not for the sashes mjerely (which are

best as they are), but for the rafters also, for which metal

might be substituted with advantage, as a becoming de**

gree of lightness might then be combined with the requi-

iite strength^ The^se remarks will pave the way for a

certain amount of disappointment which the viiitor of

discrimination will scarcely fail to experience when first

introduced into the interior of the Chatsworth conserva-

tory. The effect is certainly most extraordinary, hut it is

not altogether pleasing ; a circumstance, in my opinion,

to be attributed almost entirely to the wooden rafters,

which in order to support an arching roof 70 feet high,

and of proportionate span, are necessarily strong ; and as

a consequence of that again, are heavy, and out of keep-

ing with the light, airy, and sprightly character that

such a structure as this ought to maintain. Although,

as 1 have elsewhere obscnred, it would he unfair to judge

horticultural buildings by the ordinary laws of architecture,

stiil there are certain properties of style and form that can

never be violated without the loss of effect—properly so

called. Now this building has heen likened in us mteriar to

a Gothic cathedral, to which, in its centre ^nd ''^^^/^^^^

as ^^M as the general form of its arches ana rooMt bear5

certainly no inconsiderable resemblance ;
hut then light-

ness and elegance eambined with subHrnUj ^'«
f^^J^^^

essential features of the Gothic style; and thus we haye

another reason why the pond^ous rafters suspeuded m
i>
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mid air do violence to the (eeVmgn of a just and critical

taste. A itill further objectioa may be fouad in the ob-

vious fact that heavy timbers overhead will necessarily

have the effect of dwindling, by conriparison, the stems and

trunks of the trees below, which it were surely desirable

should appear as stout and portly as possible. How much

more beautiful, as respects the roof, was that luckless

edifice the Brighton Anthaeum, in which there ^ . nothing

like weight above or support below to destroy the enchant-

ment of the scene !—But to return to the rafters. These

arc covered, it is true, with trellis-work, and are intended

to be "mantled o'er" with creepers; but even then

heavy opaque lines will still remain, which will attract

the eya to the roof instead of permitting it to rest at once,

and without raoleatation, on the exquisite forms of tropi-

cal vegetation which are already uprearing themselves

liuder its shade.

—

Argus,

(To be continued*)

CONIFEROUS PLANTS.—No. III.

(Continued from p. 5(54.)

Section IV,

—

Asiatic Species.

In this section, like the preceding, few rare or new

species occur, but still some of them arc well worthy of

notice, for to it belongs the Himalaya Cedar (Abies Deo-

dara), one of the most valuable of forest-trees ; it bas,

however, been so fully described in former Numbers that

I shall only here notice it for the sake of atating that I have

never found any variation in the species ; and I think that

those persons who saw what they supposed a variety or

nearly allied species in the native forests, were misled by

trees In different situations and of various ages, for this

kind, like the Cedar of Lebanon, presents different appear-

ances at various* stages of its growth.

\st nivuion.—The robust two-leaved Pines, or those

resembling the Cluster Pine (P- Pinaster)*

35. Pinus taurica; a dense, robust, two-leaved species,

Tery much resembling the Cluster Piue in habit, but with

resinous buds. It differs from the P. Pallasiana, a species

from the Crimea, in the shape and growth of its branches,

which in the former are fastigiate from the ground, with

all the leaves pointing to the apex ; and in the old trees the

bottom branches are nearly equal in size to the trunk,

while the branches of the latter are horizontal, greater in

number, curving, and wider apart, with the mature leaves

nearly horizontal and the cones double the size. P. t^u-

rica constitutes entire forests on the western uplands of

the Crimea, sometimes even descending to the shores, but

never passing over to the northern declivity. It forms a

handsome hardy tree, attaining the same size as P. syl-

vestris.

2d DivUlon,—The slender or long-leaved Pines-

36. P. sinensis, or the Chinese Pine-—A handsome
specie»7"^ith the leaves mostly in threes, but sometimes

in pairs, and (which may in some way account for the

great confusion respecting it) with dense bright-green

leaves, very much resembling P, insignis. It is the P-

Khasiya of Dr. Royle, which is found on the Khasiya

mountains, and of which some cones (but no leaves)

were brought home by his Grace the Duke of Devon-
shire's collector from that portion of the Himalayas
bordering on Assam, and from which young plants were

raised, and are to be found in a few collections, under
the name of P. Cavendishiana. It is also the P. nepa-

lensis of the Pinetum Woburnense, as quoted in "An-
toine's Monograph der Coniferen, Wien, 1840-1,*' on that

authority. The P. nepalensis of Don is only a slight

variety of the Pinaster, which is frequently found in col-

lections under that name ; and the P. Massoniana of Lam-
bert is certainly nothing else than the true P, sinensis,

drawn from an imperfect specimen. This species attains

in China, and the northern parts of India, about the same
size as P. sylvestris in Europe ; it is very tender and
requires protection in winter. P. Massoniana of Don is

only the Himalayan form of the Cluster Pine, which is

common both to India and China, and certainly not the

plant described by Abel, which belongs to the halepensis
tion.

37. P. excelsa, or the lofty Bhotan Pine. This fine

Pine very much resembles the Weymouth, but has the
leaves nearly as long again, and the cones are double the
size ; it is found growing plentifully in many parts of the
Himalayas, and at very high elevations (11,000 feet),

forming a large tree, from 100 to 120 feet high. By the
hill people, it is known under the names of Kuai, Chylla,
or Weeping Pine, and in some collections in England by
that of P. Dickaonii. The timber is white, hke that of
P. Strobus, very straight, and well suitgd for masts

;

the tree is quite hardy, and one of the most ornamental
of the genus.

38. Vj. longifolia. This species is so well known that I

only mention it here for the sake of pointing out two
varieties or nearly allied kinds which of late seem very
much confounded. In the ** Arboretum Britannicum " a
good figure of the true P. longifolia is given, which differs

from Chilghoza, which has more elevated or hooked scales,

and sessile cones very much resembling those of P. Gerar-
diana, but only one-half the size; the seeds are also longer
than those of the true longifolia, (a good figure of this cone
is given in " Antoine's Monograph der Coniferen" under
the name of P. longifolia, but with seeds of that species,)

wliicli may account for the supposition that Chilghoza and
Gerardiana are the same. The youag plants of Chilghoza
appear much hardier than those of longifolia, and shorter

in the seed-leaves. The leaves are in threes.— \_Xote hj

Dr. Royle.—The Chilghoza, if different from P. Gtrirdi-

9Li\n, must be more allied to it than to P. longifolia. P.

loiigifulia is found on the southern face of the Himalaya,
at low elevations, but aLiO at considerable heights. There
may be yarieties of it; and I believe ar§, The Chilghoza

The seeds sent
is 80 called in Cabool and Affghanistan.

by Mr. Griffith from Cabool under the name of Chilghoza

are identical in form and size with those of the Neoza sent

by Dr. Falconer. I was led to infer this identity before

1 had seen the seeds of the Chilghoza. as both have edible

seeds which form articles of commerce, and grow m much

the same kind of climate,— J". F. -/?.]

39. P. Gerardiana, or Neoza Pine.—A three-leaved spe-

cies, lolTg confounded with P. longif6lia, but very distinct

from it, having the leaves not more than half the length,

and cones more than double the size. It was first intro-

duced by Lord Auckland, who transmitted seeds to l!>ng.

land shortly after his arrival in India, his Lordship being

awaie before he left England that the plants in nurseries

or private collections were nothing more than P. longi-

folia. The seeds are much longer than those of P. longi-

f(5lia, but not so broad, and form an article of food as well

as a considerable trade for the hill people of India. Dr.

Royle in his Illustrations mentions that it is entirely con-

fined to the northern and drier face of the Himalayas ;
it

is also found in Kunawur at an elevation of from 5 QUO to

10,000 feet. The young plants grow slowly, and have

much the habit of young Spruce Firs, with the poi^^s of

the young shoots recurved towards the ground. This

species is quite hardy, but probably, like the Stone Pine,

will not attain any great size.

3(/ Division.—TYiQ Silver or Spruce Firs-

40. 4bies Webbiana, or the purple-coned Silver Fir.—

This is one of the most beautiful of all Firs ; it is found

growing in the Himalayas, but at lower elevations than P.

eicdsa, in Gossainthan and other northern parts of India;

and Capt. Webb, who first discovered it, states that it is

called Oumar (purple-coned), and that it grows from 80 to

DO feet high, with a trunk three or four feet in diameter,

and that the wood equals, in the texture of its grain and

in its odour, the Bermuda Cedar (Juniperus Bermudiana),

or Pencil-wood. The young cones are said to produce by

expression a purple pigment, or indigo. This species is

to be found in some collections under the name of P.

spectabilis, and in the Himalayas it is known by that of

CTiilrow. The tree is hardy, but suffers from the late

spring frosts, which destroy the young shoots, which is

also frequently the case with the common Silver Fir,

41. Abies Pindrow, or Royle's Silver.—This very much

resembles the preceding, but differs from it in the follow-

ing particulars ; the leaves are narrower, much longer,

and linear, sharply bidentate, and nearly of the same

colour on both sides ; the cones are also shorter and

broader, with trapezoid-shaped scales and round notched

bracteoles. It is hardier than P. Webbiana, and is found

growing from 80 to 100 feet high in the mountains of

Choor and Kedarkanta at elevations of from 10,000 to

12,000 feet. Its properties are the same as those of P.

Webbiana. An excellent figure of this Fir is given in Dr.

Royle's Illustrations, Table 86. It is sometimes con-

founded with the preceding when in a young state ; it is

very rare at present.

42. Abies Pichta, or Sibirica; the Pitch, or Siberian Sil-

ver.—This is one of the dwarfest of the Silver Fir section,

not growing more than 30 or 40 feet high, and differing

from the others in its darker and denser leaves, and rather

small, oblong, bractless cones. It forms whole forests on

the Altai mountains at an elevation of 4,000 feet, is quite

hardy, but suffers from drought in most places during

summer. The timber is hard and durable.

43. Abies Brunoniana ; the Indian Hemlock Spruce.

—This" resembles the common Hemlock Spruce, but has

the leaves from twice to three times the length, more
glaucous on the under sides, and linear (those of the Ca-
nadian Hemlock Spruce being more oblong, broadest

towards the base), and the cones rather larger, the scales

also being much broader and nearly double the size of

the Canadian Spruce. Tt is only found, according to Dr.-

Royle, in Nepal, on the northern descent from Sheopore,
in Gossainthan and Kamaon, where it is called Than-
shing. It is the Abies dumosa or Bnsh Spruce of Lam-
bert, and Abies dccidua of Dr. Wallich ; it is said to

attain in favourable situations in Nepal the height of 70
or 80 feet, and is quite hardy.

44. A. Khutrow ; the largc-coned Indian Spruce.—An
Indian Spruce resembling the common one, but with
coarser leaves, and large, oblong cones» of which a very
good figure is given in the " Pinetum Woburnense," under
the name of A. Smithiana, a name published by Dr. W^al-
lich, and of which there seems a great confusion and
doubt. It attains as large a size in the northern parts of
India, such as Kamaon and Sirmore, as the common
Spruce, and is called by the hill people Khutrow, the

name adopted by Dr. Royle for the species. It is quite
hardy,

45. Abies Morinda ; the small-coned Indian Spruce.

—

This is another Spruce Fir found in the northern parts of
India, with much smaller cones and of slenderer growth
than the preceding ; -the cones are not half the size of it,

but more conical, and resemble those of the common
Spruce; the scales are cuneated and much divided, while
those of the preceding are bluntly oblong, rounded, and
nearly entire, much thicker and larger in proportion. It
probfeuty may be only a distinct variety of the preceding,
and is quite hardy.

46.^ Abies orientalis.—This pretty Spruce resembles the
American rather than the Norway Spruces, but it is much
slenderer, with the leaves about half the length, and
nearly all of the same size on the branches. It is found on
the loftiest mountains of Imerctia, forming whole forests
between Guriel and the Adshar mountains. It is a lofty
tree frequently planted in the neighbourhood of churches,
and quite hardy. I suspect Abies obovata of Professor
Don to be the same as this, and certainly not a silver Fir,

aa described by Dr. Ledebgur, or a variety of Abies

Smithiana (Khutrow) as supposed by Mr. Don; the cones

certainly are like those of that species in shape, hut not

one-sixth the size.—G. Gordon.

No. XXllL>^ ENTOMOLOGY.
Plusia Gamma, the Common Y-moth, is so abundant

and extensively dispersed over this country, that it is sur-

prising our gardens do not suffer from its destructive ca-

terpillars, especially as it is well known on one occasioa

to have done immense mischief in France. We learn from

Reaumur that, in 1735, the devastation these larvw made

in the market-gardens in the neighbourhood of Paris was

almost incredible, and that during the month of July they

ate up all the leguminous vegetables, leaving nothing but

the stalks and a few scattered fragments : at that period

their ravages were not limited to one district, for they were

equally numerous at Tours, and likewise in Auvergne and

Burgundy, where, after consuming tlie Cos Lettuces,

they attacked the Peas, Broad-Beans, and Kidney-Beans,

scarcely sparing any esculent plants ; and even fields of

Peas of vast extent exhibited only the stalks and pods, the

leaves having been all devoured by the caterpillars. At

that time they were absolutely swarming in the public

roads, as they passed over from the fields which were laid

waste, in search of others which promised them better

subsistence. In the country they neither refused CloFer

nor Grasses, and Thistles, Wormwood, Burdock, and Sage

afforded them a dainty repast. In some departments they

destroyed the young crops of Hemp, and in Alsace they

devoured the Tobacco-plants. It was remarkable, that,

accommodating as their appetites were, they would

scarcely touch the Lentils, even when they grew inter-

mixed with Broad and Kidney Beans, which were so

stripped that they produced no pods ; and it was scarcely

less singular, and far more fortunate, that they left un-

touched the corn-crops, as Wheat, Rye, and Barley, al-

though, at a more advanced period, the produce of the

Oat-crops was greatly diminished in various places.

Towards the end of autumn in 1816, the Y-mothswere

again in such multitudes in the North of France, that they

rose in swarms in the fields when disturbed ; yet no mis-

chief resulted from their excess in the following summer

that I am aware of; but whether that was attributable to

a severe winter, frosts in the spring, or other local causes,

I have no means of ascertaining. As a single moth will

lay several hundreds of eggs, it might become the proge-

nitor of 16,000,000 of caterpillars in little more thaa

twelve months, were it not for casualties ; it is, therefore,

surprising that we do not frequently suffer from an inva-

sion of these voracious animals ; and it can only be from

the timely aid of numerous parasite Ichneumon flies and

birds, that they are prevented from increasing to a fear-

ful extent.

There are two broods of this motb annually, and from

their frequently faded and tattered condition, I expect

that they are long-lived, and possibly the October speci-

mens may hybernatc ; they fly by day as well as by night,

are very common about fields and heaths, and frequently

visit our gardens, where they hover around plants and

creep over the flowers in the sunshine, searching every

nectary with their fine spiral proboscis, to extract the

honey ; and when it becomes dark they rove about after

their companions. They first make their appearance

about April, and do not entirely leave us until the ap-

proach of winter- It has been ascertained that this spe-

cies of moth is not only found in every country in Europe,

hut even on the frontiers of Siberia and China ; and it is

equally abundant in North America.

The Y-moth, or Noctua Gamma of Linnseus, now called

Plusia Gamma,* is a beautiful creature if we examine it

soon after it has emerged from the chrysalis ; the upp«f

wings have then a fine glossy surface like silk, beautifully

variegated with blossom-colour and brown, having a sligat

coppery shade, and on the centre of each is a very good

Greek 7, like pale gold ; the head and thorax, which are

crested with long scales, are brown with a purplish tint;

the under wings are fuscous, with a broad dark-bro^

border, and often pale across the centre ; the fringe is

whitish, and there are a few dark tufts of scales down

the back of the abdomen (fig. 3 represents the mota

at rest).

1

The female is calculated to lay about 400 eggs, almost

of an hemispherical shape, and beautifully sculptured an

reticulated when viewed through a microscope ;
they a

^

deposited, I believe, pretty regularly in masses on the un-

der sides of the leaves of plants (fig. I). The caterpdla^

when full-grown, is green, with numerous short hairs

its body ; there are five whitish lines down the ^^^^^ *^
a broader yellow stripe extending along each side at

base of the legs (fig. 2) ; these larvae are furnished w^
six pectoral, four abdominal, and two anal feet, and w
termed semiloopers, from their curious mode of walki^l'

when, by bringing the hinder portion of the body nesny

up to the fore legs, they assume somewhat the figure

imperfect loop ; having aiTived at maturity, they sp»a^^

thin white web in some secure spot amongst thcjeaves^^

* Cartis'3 Brit, Ent., fol. and pi. 731.
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ftalks of the plant on which they had fed, and then

change to a pitch-coloured chrysalis.

The tint of these caterpillars so greatly accords with

that of the plants which support them, that they pass

unnoticed until their ravages lead to their detection.

They soon fall down if disturbed, and may, therefore, be
easily shaken off; and by placing a net or cloth under the

infested plants, it is not difficult to collect and destroy

them*

—

Suricola,

DOMESTIC GREENHOUSES, NO. IL
I EiPtAiNED in a former letter, (p. 763, 1841,) what I

conceived to be the most proper situation in which the
amateur's greenhouse should be placed, and entered into
various details which ought to be considered before the
commencement of the building- I send you now a trans-
verse section of a PIT, which cannot be recommended too
highly either to the amateur or to the more experienced
gardener. There is nothing new in its form ; but as it is

easily constructed, not expensive, and most efficient, a
notice of it may probably be of use to those for whom
these papers are more particularly written.

o Stages and back and front shelf, c Proposed tank.
i Passage along: the middle. d Proposed ventilators.

The width of the pit is 9 feet ; and as the sketch is

drawn from measurement, any one may easily ascertain
the different proportions. The two stages are made of
wood, having cross-bars, as seen at a, and upright
bearers on each side of 5 ; the small shelf in front is sup-
ported by a bracket, which also supports the hot-water
pipes ; and the back shelf might be supported in the same
manner, although in this instance it is formed out of the
thickness of the baric wall. The only improvement in itt
construction which I would suggest is to have a large tank
in some convenient place in front, as at c, to receive the
rain which falls on the roof; and also some wooden venti-
lators in the back and front walls at d, which could be
opened at those times when it is not prudent to draw down
the sashes. By having the door in the back wall, and the
passage along the middle, a person can go in at any time
without pushing down the sashes, and reaching from the
back to the front, he can water or do anything else the
plants may require.

This pit is extremely useful for raising seeds or for
growing small greenhouse-plants, and keeping such things
as \ erbenas, Petunias, and scarlet Pelargoniums, for turn-
ing out into the flower-garden during the summer months :

or, by dividmg it into two parts by a partition having a
door m It, one-half may be used for striking cuttings,
raismg seeds or keeping plants which have been newl^
potted off, and he other filled with well-established plants
requiring more light and air--so that, with a little contriv-
ance, It is astonishing how many things the amateur maydo in a small place like this.

^

nJ^^
&^'^^"'^o^ses which I consider best for the amateur

ThPvV.^TT'
*^' ^''y ^'^ '^^^^^ ^i'l ^^s^^ribe them.

whiclT^Vt f^
'"'^ '"^ '""'^ '"^"^^ nursery.garden, a factwhich IS a sufficient guarantee for their utility. The most

ouX tn\
^^ ''

'^u'^ ^ 'P"" ^°^^- I^ l>^th cases theyought to have upright moveable windows in front, and

Tt ni'/ ?^ ""^^^^ ^"Sht to be fitted to take off andput on as easily as a common pit or frame.

front of^th."rn'^
tot water pipes generally run along the

vent lators in r;-i'
'" r? '^^^"^'^^ P'*^" ^^ ^^'^ -««^-^

Ifrw^^^^^^^^
wall, by which means the

befoTe it
'"'^ '" ^^^^ ^^^ther gets slightly heatedbefore it comes m contact with the plants.

^

letfer tMnL'?r?°"^'"' .f'^"^^ "^ '^^t^^^^S my last

nde of Se ronf' ^^ ,<^^°^^<^eration should be the proper

bel eve w n :i

^^^^^ "^^ ^^*^^' ^^^^ ^t. Few persons, I

retoni^rl'^^^^^
the justice of the late Mr. Knighfsreasoning when he pointed out the proper angle for the

hesf,?3tT^-^?f ^^ 7'''"^^' the^gre'atest Quantity of

te conceit t^^'^
^^ ^'^' ^^""^^^^ ^' ^^^^^« times when

or TeacTt ees I.r^
''''' ^^^^^^^^- ^^t forcing vines

differpnf ^ ^ g'^O'^ing greenhouse plants, are very

fruit an/P''^^ ^^ '^' ""^ '^''^ theVipening of the

SsolCd'wT^^^^ '\' pr^^p^^ ^'j^^*
^
'^ ''' -«-

Periencrwhich
7"-'^"^^^ P^^«^« ^^^ required. Any ex-

^nglerthlti fr.^n '^ P'^^" that houses with high

hind,Ve ,^J' t ' !?
^ t^''^f ^P^"'"*^^' ^^'^^« ^ ^^" bt

and makeSL ^^^^ ^?^ P'^°^' *^° ™"^^ to the front,

houses of Si^a^^^ .'^^ ^"^ ^^'' ^^^^^"> I Pr^fe^

other hand 1.
^'^^"P'^on with rather flat roofs. On the

the rain ^' ^^^^ correspondent Senea: justly observes,

kind a',"a1r:n??o h" M^""H^ ^"^"^^^ ^^ ^ '''' -' 'S
«*Ie. However tr^

bW^through the laps into the in-

one if the w! '•
i'"

objection will not be a very serious

puttied In ' '' ^ ''' ^^^*^ "'"P"^''' ^^^ '^ ^^^^^V' ^'^

l^oase3;fthis^fn^Ti?'''l!j ^^^'^^^l^'
the angle for small

accordin ' t« tK ' '^°;*^^ '^"Se from 20 to 28 degrees,

•bove wfll K /'' 7'^'^' ^^"^ '^^"^^'^ *>f the pit given

convenience arises from the wet; however, it ought to be
remembered that it is only nine feet wide. The span-
roofed greenhouse is not so liable to draw the plants to
one side, and therefore these remarks do not apply to it.

Where it ^is desirable to have a wide house, the span-
roofed, or some one of its various modifications, is the best
which can be employed.

Various contrivances have been invented and recom-
mended for heating small greenhouses of this kind.
Flues, Arnott's or Joyce's stove, and several others
have had their advocates : but many of them, although
dating their discovery from a very recent period, are
already among the things that
is nothing at present in use
hot-water apparatus, and that
economical for a small house is

Iwere. 1 believe there
preferable to a good
the cheapest and most
Rogers's conical boiler.

It is simple in its construction, and easily managed;
it can be regulated by the stoker so as to burn the
whole night without any attention, and what renders it

economical to many persons is the facility with which it

burns common cinders, and other refuse from the kitchen-
grate. A 10-inch boiler, having a flow and return pipe
along the front, would be quite sufficient for the pit which
I have described, or for a small greenhouse ; the cost of
the boiler would be about 51. 10^., the fittings 1/. IS^,,
and two-inch pipe about 3s. per yard. — if. Fortune,
Horticultural Garden,

the fiaixumuo^ wlu«k

CULTURE OF WHEAT IN THE WEST INDIES.
{Continued from p. 36.)

Such is the report of the enlightened president of the
Agricultural Association,—the more valuable from its pre-
senting something like a precision of dates, which enables
us to follow the experiments with more ease and satisfac-

tion through their several stages ; from its furnishing the
first recorded instance of the successful cultivation of
wheat at so low a level, and in so low a latitude, since the
days of Columbus i and from its exhibiting a retardation
of two days in the ripening of the crop at St. Ann^s, re-
sulting either from the difference of elevation or the period
of sowing.

As early as November 1835 I had embraced a favour-
able opportutiity which presented itself of transmitting a
supply of Caracas seed to Sir Lionel Smith, then Governor
of Barbados, accompanied by a letter explanatory of my
views, and the probabilities of success. But, from causes
yet to be explained, no notice was taken of the supply;
and it was not till 1839 that the first experiments, of which
any account has reached me, were made in that island with
the most satisfactory results. These experiments were
made by Mr. B. T. Young, with seed obtained by Capt.
Joseph Hamilton, R.N., from Mr. J. Phillips, of Dominica.
Mr, Young planted his wheat with a dibble, in holes an
inch deep, and 12 inches apart, on the 15th of January,
1839, at a distance of about 2^ miles from the shore, and
at an elevation but a few feet above the level of the sea.
He put two grains into each hole, but is satisfied he would
have had an equal return had the holes been single-seeded

;

by which means he would have effected a saving of one-
half his seed, as every grain appeared to have vegetated,
and the plants tillered profusely. The spot selected for
the experiment was a cane piece trenched throughout, in

which canes had been planted the previous month in the
trenches, and the wheat dibbled in on the top of the
bank between the trenches. Notwithstanding the general
prevalence of dry weather, with sultry suns and calms,
highly unfavourable to vegetation, the crop throve well,

and was reaped on the 15th of the following April, the
90th day from that of planting. The ears were in general

plump and well filled, containing in many instances from
50 to 60 grains each. The soil was a good loam, and no
manure was employed ; but as the ground must have been
well dressed for the reception of the canes, this omission
could not have been material. '* This experience," as Mr.
Young observes in his letter of the 13th of May, 1839,
inserted in the Barbadian of the 15th of the same month,
** exemplifies the fallacy of the idea generally prevailing,

that Cerealia will not succeed in low situations correspond-
ing to the level of the sea within the tropics." And far-

ther on he adds, "When its productiveness is taken into

consideration, and the short interval required for its growth
and maturation, it will be found as valuable a plant to pro-

pagate as even the staple of sugar, and with half—nay, a
fourth, part of the manual labour required for canes. It

is now evident, from causes not necessary to be detailed

or entered upon here, in an article of this kind, but which
are too palpable and obvious to the most superficial ob-

server of human events, that the staple of sugar is likely

to retrograde, and it behoves the planters thus early to

look abroad for other objects of cultivation, requiring the

least manual labour." Mr. Young has since repeated his

experiments with almost unvarying success, notwithstand-

ing the unfavourable character of the seasons, which even
the cane has been unable wholly to resist. Mr. Young
has since issued a prospectus for the formation of a com-
pany for the cultivation of this wheat on an extensive

scale throughout the West Indies, in 20,000 shares of 1/.

currency each, which merits the support of every one in-

terested in the prosperity of our West Indian possessions.

In St. Vincent the same experiments were repeated
with the same success at various elevations, commencing
with the level of the sea. In one instance 2 grains planted
in the latter end of June produced 12 as fine ears as

could be desired, which were ripe on the IGth of October,
In another, some planted in the mountains near the town
on the 24th of July, 1839, was ripe by the 1st of November.
But besides these instances of success at considerable ele-

vations, the editor of the St. Vincent Gazette states in

hiB paper of the 16th of November, 1839, that he had
at thftt date a^ fine ^a car Qf wbeat m smy vf the forner^

growing in an enclosure before his office in the town, only
a few yards from the sea, furnishing a farther confirraatioa
of the results previously obtained in Jamaica and Barbados.
At the suggestion of Sir William Colebrookc, I trans-

mitted a few grains of Caracas wheat for trial in the is-
land of Grenada, by the Sheldrake Packet, in a letter of
the date of the 30th of December, 1839, but have as yet
obtained no report from that quarter.

Such, with the exception of the communications lately
received from Trinidad and Cura9ao, the latter of which
has a ready been noticed ia your CAroniW^ for the 10th-
of July, IS the history of the attempts now making to add
wheat to the other staple productions of our West-Indian
settlements; attempts, the success of which will be pro-
ductive of the most important results both to the inha-
bitants of these quarters, and also to the mother country.
From the absence of everything like an attempt at a
rotation of crops, and from an injudicious perseverance vear
after year in the culture of the cane on the same ground
for above three centuries, the ground in most of our
older colonies has either become wholly unfit for its pro-
duction, or only capable of yielding diminished crops at
a continually increasing expenditure of labour and money;
and a perseverance in the same system for some yeara
longer will end in the total abandonment of cane cultiva-
tion in the British colonies : for as the cost of production
must progressively increase, it will be impossible for them
to compete successfully with the cultivators of new and
undeteriorated soils in other parts of the tropics, without
the protection of such a monopoly as the inhabitants of
this country will not much longer submit to. From this
dilemma the introduction of wheat and the adoption of a
judicious system of rotation will extricate them, and be
the means of restoring to profitable cultivation hundreds
of acres which have for years past been suffered to relapse
into their primitive wildness. Wheat will probably be'
found an injudicious crop to alternate directly with the
cane, which belongs to the same extensive family of Grasses

;

but the interposition of the Dioscorea or Yam, the Cala-
dium esculentum or Eddoe, and other tuberous-rooted
plants ; or the Janipha Manihot and Loeflingii, or Bitter
and Sweet Cassada, and other fusiform-rooted plants; or
leguminous plants, as the Arachis hypogea, Earth Nuti
or Finders, the Yoandesia subterranea or Surinam Earth
Nut ; the Lablab purpureus or Caripe Kidney Bean ; the
Dolichossphffirospermos or Calavances, with a multitude of
other plants indigenous to the climate, and valuable for
their productions, may enable the culture both of wheat and
the cane to be carried on in endless succession with ad-
vantage to the cultivator and benefit to the community.
But I have extended this letter to an unreasonable length,
and must hasten to a conclusion. First, however, permit
me to offer one or two remarks on the information from
Bermuda contained in your Chronicle for the 10th of
last July. From the result of my trials of the average
weight of the Caracas seed, 15,867 grains weigh 1 lb.

avoirdupois, and a bushel, or 512 pints, weighs 49J lbs.

equal to about 785,400 grains of wheat, at which rate

about 2,301 grains would measure a pint. Had these
been planted in single-seeded holes 12 inches apart, in place
of only 2 or 3 tillers from each hole, which appears from
]Mr. rox*s account to have been the produce at Bermuda,
we might have expected from tolerably-manured ground
at least an average of 55, as at New Providence; and
with an average of Go grains to each ear, the produce of
grain when threshed out should have been 8,226,000, mea-
suring, at 785,400 to the bushel, about 10,474 bushels.
What the actual return was he does not inform us ; but
assuming the contents of a pint and a half to have been
2,301 seeds, and each of these to have yielded 3 ears con-
taining an average of 52 grains, the return could not have
exceeded 358,932 grains, measuring but the '457031 part,

orless than halfabushel, in place of about lU^bushels,which
it might, I think, have been possihle for him to have ob-
tained by a different course. The retardation of the
ripening by no less than 43 days, may have been the re-

sult of the greater cold of the winter months in that lati-

tude, checking vegetation ; and it is probable that had the
sowing been deferred for six weeks, the harvest would
have ripened as soon. There can be no doubt from the
calcareous nature of the soil, and the fineness of the cli-

mate, that wheat may be cultivated to great advantage in

every part of the Bermuda Islands, and that the inhabit-
ants may successfully compete with the inhabitanrs of
the United States in the supply of flour to our West
Indian Islands, should the inhabitants unhappily for

themselves continue to retain their present insane predi-
lection for their accustomed staples-

But independently of this, as a source of domestic sup-
ply placed beyond the reach of those casualties which
attend agriculture in less favourable climates, and even
as a subsidiary source of supply for the mother-country
in seasons of scarcity, the culture of wheat in Bermuda is

an object worthy the most serious consideration, aud one
which cannot fail to yield an ample reward to the first

speculators. To whom these islands are indebted for the

boon I know not, but his name deserves to be handed
down to the gratitude of posterity.— William Hamilton,
14, OclagoUy Plymouth,

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—Xo. IV.
Those who have not much convenience for gardening

are naturally anxious to make the most of what they pos-

sess, and hence we continually hear of amateura attempt-

ing to grow \oo many things in one house, ^to^^ ^^^

greenhouse plants, for example, will not succeed under

the same treatment ; their natures are entirely different ;

and although both require protection in winter, yet a

temperature which will protect the one and keep them

iQ bigU health is mucb toa (old far £h$ oth«r. Oa tlu«
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account, therefore, no person should attempt togrow thefle

thmft toftther ; if they do, they will most certainly fail

with cither the one or the other, aiid perhaps with both.

Of course I tllude to genuine stove plants, and not to

those kinds which we sometimes see in some stoves. But

if there are any two things which the amatcar is desirous

of cultivating whose habits are similar, or if one of them

is hardy enough to endure the open air in winter, and

only wants a glass-house to ripen the fruit and wood dur-

ing summer, then there is no reason why theS^S may Aot be

grown successfully in the same bouse. This is the case

with Tines and greenhoaae plants; and if the house is

properly constructed, a most excellent crop of Grapes

might be gathered out of it every autumn. As this is the

time for making alterations and improvements, it may

not be uninteresting to many of the amatcar readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle tolearu how this may be successfully

done.

In building the greenhouse, the front wall or sashes

stoold be constructed so that the stems of the vines, being

planted in the outside bjrder, can be taken ihto the house

and out again at p'-'^^urc- The border should be well

drained and carefully made ; fnr if the roots of the rines

are allowed to go deep into the cold and wet subsoil, no

kind of after management, however good, will produce

fine crops of Grapes : fnll directions will be found in the

Tolumc for 1841. Having raised the border rather higher

than the surrounding ground, the vines must then be

planted in it, one nearly opposite to each rafter, and as

the buds begin to swell they may be brought through

into the house. Tliey must then be trained and pruned

upon the spur system, and always taken down and drawn

out of the house after the wood has been ripened in

autumn.
It will thus be evident that any degree of heat can be

kept up in the house, during the winter and early spring,

which may be desirable for the safety of the greenhouse

plants, without there being any danger of starting the

vines. lu the month of May, as soon as the frosts are

over, all the hard-wooded plants can be removed from,

the house to their station out of doors, as the shade of

the vines would now be Injurious to them ; but their places

can be filled with tender annuals, such as Balsams and

Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and other flowering things that

are cut down in the autumn. It will be advisable to assist

tievlaes with a little fire-heat, particularly during the day,

in autumn, to enable them to ripen their wood j but this

of course will depend upon the kind of season.

If the amateur wishes to be successful, he must be care-

fiil to keep the viaes perfectly clean ; if the red spider is

allowed to cover the leaves, it will also get upon the

greenhouse plants when they are brought in, and soon

render them very unhealthy. In houses where there are

BO means of takmg out the vines during winter, a collec-

tion of Chrysantheiiiums may easily be kept, which could

be brought in, and would produce flowers, and make the

bouse gay during the autumn ^nd winter. With regard

to the weekly operations, a few Pelargoniums, Calceolarias,

and Chinese Primroses may be shifted and more liberally

watered, if the green fly appears, the house must be

fumigated with tobacco. Much of the out-door work
recommended formerly of course remains to be done.

Ji. F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Stocks affected by the Scion,—Allow me to ask how far

the flavour of fruit is affected by the stock on which the

scioujhas been grafted. I have heard of a gentleman pos-

sessing a Nonp.ireil superior to any other in the neighbour-

hood ; his neighbours begged grafts of it, which produced

fruit no better than their own. They then concluded that

it was the soil which made the difference, but I think it is

the stock. Some nurserymen are now selling pretty fruit-

trees of low growth, which will be ornamental when co-

vered with fruit ; for example, Fear-trees no larger than
Gooseberry-bushes. Such are seen in the little gardens
before the cottages in the Netherlands. I presume that

these pretty liule shrubs arc Pears on a Quince stock.

But will not this stock, the natural fruit of which is so
gritty, render the engrafted Pears gritty, and roughen the
flavour? If I wish to improve the flavour of fruit, I sow
the seeds of any cultivated sort, and pick out the best ia-

dividuals produced, which, tnough not good enough to
bear fruit themselves, are yet much better to graft scions
on than a perfectly wild stock. Dr. McLean, of Colches-
ter, could give us some interesting accounts of his theory
and experiments on this subject; and not having the
pleasure of his acquaintance, I have no other way of re-
questing information from him than this. Tlie report of
his endeavours to get rid of the wild stock as a mother to
Ac cultivated scion lirat led me to try experiments on this

•abject ; but my knowledge being imperfect, I should like

more information from him.

—

A Suffolk Gardener [We
<*n give no satisfactory information upon this subject be-
yond what is to be found in the "Theory of Horticul-
ture," p. 242, Further evidence is greatly needed.]

Agricultural Vegetables.—Amongst the many excellent

•fticles which I read in your Chronicle with much pleasure,

I am gratified to find that you advocate a cause which I

have earnestly espoused for several years, though with but
little success. I allude to tbe paying more attention by
our English and Scotch National Agricultural Societies to

that subject which is the foundation of all agricultural

wealth—grain and roots—or, as mauy would term it, ve-

getable produce, I had the honour—no pleasure, as it

has turned out a fruitless duty—to be named president of

&e root and seed committees for the Highland Society in

1839-40 ; and in our report of 1839 I specially alluded to

tte absurdity of allowing so trifling a sum, only five pounds
I think, far the discovenr of new and superior kiads of

graih or roots, whilst hundreds of pounds were voted as

premiums for animals whose very existence and superi-

ority depended entirely on the quality and quantity of the

neglected roots and grain. Little attention was, however,

paid to that report, and I determined that if again named

president of that committee—which I wa»—that I would

propose some names of authority to act with me, who

might have more weight with our society's committee of

manageraeut than I found allowed to my own opinions.

Accordingly, I got the names of my two friends, Co!. Le

Couteur and W. Gibbs, added to our committee, and they

both very kindly attended our Aberdeen meeting, and

cordially agreed with me in drawing up our report, which

expressed more strongly than that of the former year our

opiuion of the absurdity of giving 20/. or 30/. as premium

to one bull or other animal, whose blood and good quali-

ties could not be spread over any great extent of country,

whilst a more perfect or earlier kind of Wheat, Barley, or

other grain—or a superior Turnip, Potato, or Carrot—was

almost totally neglected ; though, were its merits made

known by a handsome premium, it would be introduced

in a short time over the whole country, benefiting thou-

sands of our agriculturists, and through them the nation.

Can such be said of prize bulls, rams, boars, or stallions,

except after the lapse of a great many years ? And what

has been the result of our report to the Highland Society?

That a larger premium was offered for a short-horned

bull, 100 guineas, than had ever been given before—whilst

the despicable seeds and roots were left in their former

pauper condition, and the opinions of such men as Le

Couteur and Gtbbs cast away to the winds, because they

had not the good fortune to be approved by the committee,

who, of course, knew better than the sub-committee what

was most valuable to the country. Will you have the kind-

ness to admit the above statement into your columns ? and

pray do not let the subject sleep, as some societies do

who shall be nameless. The hitherto fashion of setting

a high value on animals alone would subside, and not

constitute the sole object of our societies; but the public

money entrusted to their care would be devoted to those

subjects really of greatest value, which I consider to be

our •* vegetable kingdom." It is my intention this year

to propose that both our Royal and Highland Societies

hall devote at least as large a sum yearly in future to the

discoveries of early Wheats and other improved kinds of

grain—to superior Turnips, Potatoes, and other roots, ai

to animals; and I hope forthesupportof every well-wisher

to our rich and prosperous Isle. I am not daunted at

the reception my opinions received from the Highland

Society, for I doubt not but common sense will, in Britain

at least, ever prevail. The sad stiJte to which our crops

in many parts of the United Kingdom were last season

reduced by a late harvest will, I trust, tint be forgotten,

and will call the attention of our societies earnestly to the

value of discovering earlier and better kinds of grain

than those now common to Britain,—F. A. Mackenzie^

Chateau de Talhouet, Brittany,

Cucumber Ej:hibiiions—We have received from Mr,
Wild, of Ipswich, the following form, which it is the in-

tention of the Ipswich Cucumber Society to fill up on the

occasion of their next show. It appears to be judiciously

contrived, but would be improved if a column were intro-

duced for the weight of the specimens.

THE JUDGES' DESCRIPTION OF TIIEiFRUIT.
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Substitutes for Turf and Box Edgings,—I beg to state

for the information of your correspondent ** Clareinch,"
in p. 37, that I do not know two plants more alike in

habit of growth than Myoaotis arvensis alba and Armeria
vulgaris, with this difference, that each is typical of the
genus to which it belongs. So, also, is Cer^stium tomen-
tosum as compared with dwarf Thymes. John Caie.

The Season for Sowing Cabbage,—In corroboration of
** W. S,, near the Mendip Hills," at p. 37, sowing Cab-
bage-seed for spring Cabbage about the 22d of July, T.
Poynter, who published the " Cottage Gardener " in 1833,
and who was a market-gardener at North End, Fulham^
stated. '* It has been an old practice among the market-
gardeners of Fulham, perhaps for many generations, and
it is continued to this time, to sow their Cabbage on or
as near the 25th of July as possible. It is not supersti-
tion, it is not whim; it is the result of experience tradi-
tionally delivered in this parish from a successive body
of careful and observant growers."- He further adds, "On
cold lands I would sow in the middle of July." I beg to
add that for many years I have sown as near that day as
circumstances would admit, and produced as eariy Cab-
bages as come to the London market R, G. Old
Brompton,.

'

A Simple Method of Producing Early Cauliftower$.^
I have read in some work on gardening thkt the acres of

,

grooud uear JLoudoa which are conred with hand-glasses

fbr protecting Cauliflower plants, give strangers a forcible

idea of the wealth and luxury of the Metropolis. Every

one knows that hand-glasses are useful for this purpose

when they can be had ; but as all are not so wealthy as yoa

in the South are, and therefore cannot afford so many
hand glasses, it may be of s6me use to notice a method by

which, without these aids, I have produced Cauliflowers, fit

for table, somewhat earlier than others which were sown

at the usual time and protected in that way. The seed

was sown in the month of January under a hand-glass, and

as soon as the plants were of suflScient size, they were

pricked out into a piece of ground, with which a large

proportion of sand had been incorporated, for the purpose

of inducing them to root well. When fit for final trans-

planting, thfey wet-e carefully lifted with good balls, which

is easily done when the ground is not tbo wet, in conse-

quence of the numerous rootlets which they form in the

sand, and they were planted in the usual way. By this treat-

ment they were fit for use some time before those which were

sown in August ; I cannot exactly say how long, but they

virere generally getting over before the latter came in. It

is true they came into flower prematurely, and the heads

were consequently small ; but they are quite fit for use,

and of that size which is prized in many families and pre-

ferred to those which are larger. These are not the re-

sults of one year, but of a number of years in which the

same effects were invariably produced. I write these

facts, thinkirig that they may be useful to those who have

not much convenience for gardening on a large scale. As
soil, situation, and particularly climatemay make a differ-

ence, it may be as well to state that it was on the Borders

that these effects were produced and the fact verllfied. All

your readers of cqurse know something of the Borders,

for who has not read the Border history or heard of the

Border wars ? The people once so famed for their bravery

and warlike spirit have now converted their spears into

pruning-hooks, and are amongst the most successful cul-

tivators of the soil.—Wm, Falla^ Lisswood House,
Whitethorn.—I observe your Leading Article of the

loth is devoted to the subject of the Whitethorn for fences,

and the mode of raising them from seed ; but there Is a

much better and quicker mode as stated below. A gentle-

man resident in this neighbourhood, about 35 years ago,

communicated to some society in London (I forget which)

his mode of raising Whitethorns, and received from the

society a valuable medal for his communication. His

fences (all made with plants so raised) are the best I ever

saw in any district. They appear as if you could not find

a space, even near the ground, where a small dog could

get through. They have been regularly cut every year

with shears to about three feet high. One fence, which

had been planted 40 years, and had become too wide and

strong, has been cut down to within a foot of the ground,

and is now as good a fence again as it ever wa^. All his

fences were planted in single rows, and the plants 8in,or9in.

apart. Having observed that wherever the root of the

Whitethorn was exposed to the light and air it threw out

branches, he discovered that all the roots of the White-

thorn were full of eyes : he therefore dug up an old plant

early in the spring, cut all its roots, which were from three

quarters of an inch diameter, downwards to the smallest,

into short lengths, of from six to nine inches, accordiag

to the thickness of the root, and planted them in a nursery-

bed, with the heads not more than half an inch out of the

ground, taking care to water them if the season was dry.

In the autumn they had made good roots, and each had

thrown out from six to ten good shoots or stems just

above the ground, and was then ready to plant out into

fences. By this mode you will have a good strong fence in

less than one third the time in which you can get it from

seed.—^ Friend to Improvement^ Manchester,— [We do

not know the writer of this, and therefore cannot answer

for its authenticity.]

Rot in Potatoes^—A correspondent has favoured us

with the following extract from the letter of a gentleman

resident at St. Helena :— *' Our Potatoes, which are the

great staple article of produce, and which realise so good

and profitable a return for their cultivation, have of late

years been visited by what is called ' the rot,' a disease,

I believe, well known in England, for which we can find

no remedy. This is a serious evil, and causes great

misery and distress among our poor farmers, who chiefly

depend upon the crop for their support. If any success-

ful remedy has been discovered in England for the disease

in question, it would be bestowing a great blessing oa

this people to make them acquainted with it."—[We very

particularly beg to call attention to this note. Corre-

spondents will greatly oblige iis by information upon the

Potatoe-rot.]

Foresting,—YoM are now engaged in a most excelleaj

work, and I hope the most ignorant and prejudiced wilt

pay some attention to your observations, and induce tue

owners of estates to attend more to their own interests.

You state in your last, that some are impressed with only

the consideration of compelling their trees to maintain »

crowded growth ; supposing they m ay be thinned at any time

—a most fatal error. To confirm what you have said, I W"*

mention a circumstance which happened in my own plan-

tation, or young wood. My men were employed in cutting

down trees which I had marked, when the agent o| a

neighbouring gentleman came up and remarked that i

was cutting away a great many trees ; and placing »is

hand against those which remained, was surprised to una

that they were firm ; and further added, that he began to

thin a plantation when the trees which it was determinea

should remain got loose at the root: he, therefore, o^

sisted from doing any more work. These trees ca^
necessarily get worse and worse, and at length be pl^
at all angles with the ground except right angles. 1»

above illustrates your observaUon; that ptotatioua wW^fl
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have been allowed to remain crowded for many years can-
not afterwards be thinned successfully. We have an agri-
cultural meeting in this count]', which has been formed
three years, and at the beginning, when I became a mem-
ber, I suggested this as a subject worthy of their considera-
tion ; and they allowed arboriculture in all branches to be
discussed. This last year they did offer a premium, but
they never appointed a judge to determine the claims of
the competitors for'the premium. It is not easy to find
one competent to judge on this subject ; and as we have
our agricultural societies as well as horticultural, why
should we not have our arboricultural also? Should
you karn that any others are of my opinion, I am willing
to assist in forming one at any time, to be held in each
county in England in succession. Because I have ven-
tured to cut down fine young trees, I have been termed
a madman by some people. Two fine trees are too near
each other: I order one to be taken out; and at my
sale this last month, there were above 1,000 of as fine

trees as could be seen : but there are some who think a
fine tree should not ever be cut away. As well might a
grazier say that all his cattle were fine ones, and he would
not part with one, but let them all get fat,—a thing im-
possible. However some may in ignorance have disagreed
with me, there are not any even of my common labourers,
who have for these last five years assisted me, but are
quite converts, as they say, to the principle of "cut wood
and have wood." They have, year after year, observed
how much more a tree increases in bulk when it has room
to grow. There are some who have observed to me, that
they have heard it said that one tree draws up another,
and that it is good to plant thick. I admit it to a certain
extent when first planting, and for some years after; but
then it becomes most destructive.

—

J, Hamertoyi.
Oat Tea.—I have found that black tea, thickened with

oatmeal, brought to the consistence of chocolate, and
sweetened accordingly, is an excellent nutritious diet,
cheap and easily made, and calculated to be a -valuable ad-
dition to a breakfast-table for all classes of persons. I think
that If the ** Oat-tea" were generally adopted, it would
be the means of promoting the health, and adding to the
welfare and happiness of our fellow-creatures T. G.
Peiin^ Margate.

Ice.—\vi p. 817, (1841,) there is a recommendation to
mix salt with ice on filling a house. Having, some years
ago, seen in a gardening periodical a similar recommend-
ation, I adopted it, and, to my great annoyance, I found
my ice all gone by the month of August. On considering
the matter, which I should have done in the first place, I
had no doubt this suggestion was not the result of experi-
ment, but of the mere well-known fact, that adding salt to
ice'produces a considerable fall in the thermometer, arising,
no doubt, from heat being more rapidly disengaged by the
chemical action. This is, however, but of brief duration,
and Ihe ice dissolves much more rapidly. To satisfy my-
self on the point, I filled two ice-buckets of exactly equal
8126, having holes at the bottom, to convey away the water
as the ice dissolves, the one with ice mixed with salt, and
the other with ice alone; and the former disappeared
many hours before the latter. I hope this may be in time
to prevent any of your readers adopting the use of salt, ex-
ceptmg for the purpose of producing a greater degree of
cold when the ice is taken from the house for immediate
\x%t,~Lharles Lawrence, Cirencester,—[As the mixing
salt IS a very common practice, we should be glad of
further mformation upon that point.]

T.nn'"''r^Q'i% ^fo^.\V'
'"^ speaking of my plan of an ice-

house (p. 814, 1841), says. -The whole of the ice, when
put mto the house, would of course soon form a solid mass •

consequent y, when the ice is wanted, it will be necessar;
to use a pickaxe to break it up, which could not be eflfected
%vuh the aperture at the bottom,'^ These remarks deserve

; but it

florist
;
and in my previous remarks upon it, I stated that I

do not attribute the flushing of the Carnation to the com-
post in whhich it was grown; that the nature of the defect
appears capricious and uncertain ; and that the greatest
vigilance a florist can exercise in the selection of his soil is
not sufficient to prevent it. To corroborate my opinion,
I instanced that layers from the same clean flower would
come, part of them clean, and part foul, even when sub-
jected to precisely the same treatment, and planted in the
same soil ; and that frequently one flower only upon a
plant appears influenced by the taint, the remainder
coming perfectly clean. These instances of foulness could
not, in my opinion, be satisfactorily accounted for by at-
tributing the mischief to soil, and I therefore sought for
the origin of the evil in another source. Both from expe-
riment and observation, I come to the conclusion that the
flushing of florists' flowers proceeds from some property
inherent in the constitution or organisation of the plant,
where, the progress towards a parti-coloured state not bting
sufficiently complete, there remains a tendency each season
of its flowering to return to its original condition, and
that constant parti-coloured flowers can only be produced
by along improvement of their race, viz., by perpetually
breeding from the best parti-coloured sorts, so as to re-
move the seedlings as far as possible from the original
self-coloured state. I beliere that if this system were pur-
sued, the result would be, that the further a parti-coloured
flower was removed from its original state, the more con-
stant it would become, and that in time constant flowers
might be produced with certainty, upon which the richest
soils would have but a temporary influence, and which, if
flushed, would return to their clean state, when the stimu-
lating power of the manure became exhausted. If these
opinions are formed upon reasonable grounds, it will ap-
pear that the sporting of an inconstant flower is from some
quality existing in the plant iself, which can only be cor-
rected by carrying the race onward by a succession of
seedlings. As a strong instance in support of this opinion,
I will notice the improved condition of the Tulip-beds in
the neighbourhood of London, in which the decrease in the
quantity of run flowers is very manifest. The cause of this
change is not to be sought in any improved mode of cul-
tivation, or in the use of better compost than formerly;
but it arises solely from the improvement in the present
race of seedlings : for so long as the cultivators resorted
to the self-coloured Dutch breeders, inconstancy was the
^oc»i*-

. but by raising their own seedlings from broken or

also a plant of Laslia anceiw, wiUi several spikes of flowers
remarkable for the flrie violet tint on their labeliums. The
cut flowers con^i^tcd of Luculia gratlssjma from the conser-
vatory, where it has heeii flowering: profusely since last Xovember,
and two varieties of Chimonanthus fragrans from the open wall,

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETV.
Jan. 18.—Mr. Groom In the chair. Mr. Shackle was elected,

borne conversation occurred relative to the aj)i)ointment of
censors, and other points connected with the greneral management
oi tue socjety, and the committee was requested to meet at 3 p.m.,
on hQh. 1st, to take them into consideration,

,^ „ ,
LINXEAN SOCIETY.

^^^'IL T;;
^ ^"^ Brown, Esq., hi the chair. The Secretary

read the address of cong;ratulaUon that had been presented to theQueen and Prince Albert, on the birth of the Prince of Wales,

^Ir^iZ"^. i^fl'
^^"^ ^^\ ^^'- Hawkes, and Dr. Henry Browiiwere e ected Fellows of the Society. The resolutions of the

.^ tTo rlfnin r f
PPOiutmcnt of a librarian, clerk, and housekeeper,

i^nof/J^^
"'^

H-:?
Professor David Don. were laid before the

nr T£Jn H ^^^"''l5?.^*^.'
5^"

i^.^
^'^"^^^^t office were, announced.

Dr. Lcman and .Mr. Kippist. The election will take place on the
Of l-eb.. and the ballot will he open from half past seven

15th

result

parti-coloured flowers (thus carrying the race forward), per-
manency has in a great degree been established. The
cause of flowers breaking, and the mode by which the
change is effected, are'impcnetrable mysteries, which defy
our researches ; all we can do is to note the changes that
occur toguide us in our operations ; and if by our observa-
tions and experience we find that constancy can be ensured
by the system I have mentioned, viz., by a succession of re-
moves from the original stock, a termination to this imper-
fection may in time be anticipated. To effect this desir-
able^object, great care must be taken to save seed from none
but the most constant flowers, to reject even those where
the original ground colour predominates, otherwise the de-
fect we deprecate will in part be perpetuated, and only to
select those flowers for seed in which the colours are
equally distributed. If this is duly attended to, and the
race is carried forward in the manner I have explained, I

feel assured that permanently variegated flowers will be
obtained.

—

James Dickson, Acre Lane.

consideration, and to a certain extent may be true
does not follow as a matter of course that the pieces of ice
Teill become frozen into a solid mass. They may be frozen
at their points of adhesion, that is, where they touch or

be Cr' '"'i'lf'
^^^ ^"^y ^" ^ ^^*S^^ ^^g^^^- It must
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designing my plan was to provide
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are n^Z ! ^TlXu'^'"''''
^^^ ''^^^ quantities, (and there

r4er3r'r; ^^^^^^^^^^ ^ matter of importance how to

Sure 'fr
'^-^ ^' '^^"^^^- ^' "^^y P^^^^ i^ i" '<^^^^

Sc L P''fl ' "^ '^' principles, it may be difficult to

men?s i!//^ if;;y^ ^^^^P^ by direct e.peri-

to^the ff'^^'^^'-My attention has long been drawn

thecoL?^'^' .""l
""^^ ^^^'^'' f^^^ observing that^ne collections of the most skilful cultivators are not freefro

Srni?i«f''^^''^'*^^^
^^^^ the evil prevails, notwithstandin

ivei^r.T "^^^^^e^t, and the use of the most carefullyprepared compost. The subject i» fuU of intcrert to the

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Ja?i. 18.—R. \V. Barchard, Esq, in the chair. A paper on the
cultivation of Grapes on flued wails in the open air in Scotland,
by Mr. G. Shiells, gr. to Lord Blantj-re, was read. This paper
was written at the request of the Horticultural Society, in con-
sequence of Mr. ShieU*s sending:, in October last (see p. 663, 1841),
some perfectly ripened and wcII-coloured Black Hamburgh
Grapes. W. H. Storey, Esq., exhibited two seedling" Epacrises;
both were beautiful specimens, particularly one named Camam-
brata (?), to which a Banksian medal was awarded. Four seed-
ling Epacrises were also sent by Mr. Mackett, gardener to E.
Smith, Esq., of Sittingbourne, Mr. B. Fielder, gardener to W.
Linwood, Esq., exhibited cut specimens of Dendr<3bium spe-
ciosum (Showy Dendrobium) ; the fluvvers were in great beauty,
and had no doubt been produced by keeping the plant during
the summer in a cool greenhouse, and afterwards placing it in a
liigh temperature : a Banksian medal was given for this. J.
Batcman, Esq., sent a spike of a new Oncldium related to Ca-
vendishianum ; the flowers are very large and yellow, and have
a brown mark on their margins, which probably, if the blossoms
were produced in the summer, would be richer and more con-
spicuous : a Banksian medal was awarded for it. From C. B.
Warner, Esq., was a single blossom of a new Habranthus from
South America; it was of a rich vermilion colour, more brilliant
and larger than any of its congeners: a Banksian nicdal was
given for it, Mr. Todd, of Newnham Paddox, Lutterworth, sent
some bunches of Charlesworth's Tokay Grape, which he says
he finds better, as a late variety, than the Muscat of Alexandria

:

he describes the kind as a free gnrower and a good bearer j and
he has no doubt but he shall have a good supply of them till the
latter end of February. There were two good Pines, one, a Pro-
vidence, weighing 5lbs. 2oz., and the other, an Envilie, weighing
41bs. 7oz.,from Mr. Bisset, gardener to Sir T. Williams, of Bur-
wood House, Cobham : to these a Banksian medal was awarded.
A certificate was given for three from Mr. Hatch, gr, to P.J. Miles,
Esq., LeighCourt, Bristol; one was aQueen, weighing 3lb.8oz,,and
the others were Envilles, weighing respectively 31bs. 9oz. and
3lbs. 40Z. From Mr. Ross, of Penrhyn Castle, was a Melon called
*• Barker's Forcing;'' it was stated to be a good variety both for
an early and a late crop, Messrs. C. and T. Chapman sent a
sample of their new spring Potatoe, described at p. 40, where,
by mistake, it is said to be like the " Moren *' Potatoe, instead of
resembling the "Mouse " Potatoe, Mr. E. Beck exhibited an ex-
cpllent kind of slate tub for large Orange-trees, which, from the
durability of the material, is a great improvement upon wooden
boxes ; and also some slate pots, which he thinks for some
plants, such as Pelargoniums, will answer better than porous
ones, as there will be no evaporation from the sides; a Pelar-
gonium and a Calceolaria, growing in slate pots, were exhibited,
and they seemed to thrive in them exceedingly. From the
garden of the Society there were Oncidium orni'thorhynchum,
with numerous clusters of delicate lilac blossoms; O. leuco-
chilum, with pretty white, and green and brown flowers, and
O. Cfcyendishianujn, ^ith Ittrge yellow blossoms, Haerc was

o clock to nnie in the evenmg. The chairman announced the
loss the society had sustained in the death of Mr. Lambert, one
of the founders of the society. In consequence of this occurrence
the meeting was adjourned, and no further business was trans-
acted during the evening.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
JflM. 12.—The Duke of Richmond in the chair. St. John C.

Charlton. Esq., was elected a governor, and 63 gentlemen momi
hers.—The Duke of Richniond presented the Pifth Report of the
General Bristol Committee, which was received and adopted by
the Council. The report detailed the progress made in the pre-
paration of the certificate and regulation sheet, for the use of
competitors sending stock, implements, ^c, to the meeting; the
prehminary steps taken for the arrangement of the programme
for the use of the members of the society j the chairman's appoint^
ment of a committee to be held on Mondav,the 24th instant., for
the purpose of taking into consideration the best mode of dis-
tributing the total amount of 300/. voted for agricultural imple-
ments into distinct prizes for the several classes of implements
most required to be introduced in the counties of Somerset, Dor-
set, Devon, and Cornwall, as the district in which the meeting at
Bristol would be held; the appointment of Mr. W. Miles, M.P.,
and Mr. Marmont. as stewards of the implement-yard, and of
Mr. Webb Hall, Mr. Shaw, and Mr. R. W. Baker, as stewards of
the trial of implements ; the recommendation of the judges shall
have power to order out of the show- yard, for trial, at the ex-
pense of the society, any of the implements exhibited at the
meeting

J
and the stewards of the yard to allow the servants of

exhibitors immedate access to their respective cattle as soon as
the judges have completed their award ; and the stewards of the
trial of implements, in conjunction with the local committee, to
be requested to make arrani:ements for keeping the ground.—
Tliat ail persons who enter stock for sale by auction shall not be
allowed to withdraw them from the auction, unless giving due
notice to the honorar>' director of the yard, and at the same time
paying a penalty of 5*. on account of every such entry.—That the
medals or premiums for prize essays should be given at the general
meeting, to be held at twelve o'clock on Friday the loth of July

j
and the cheques for the amount of the prizes gained by competi-
tors' at the show should be drawn in London at the monthly
council on the first Wednesday in August, and transmitted as
usual to the various parishes by post, or delivered on personal
application to the secretary ; and that the implement-yard should
be open on the first day, on Wednesday, at eight in the morning,,
and close at six in the evening j the general show of cattle and
implements bemg open on the second (or prmcipal) day of the
show, from six in the mornuig, at an admission of half-a-crown
each person, till two o'clock in the afternoon, and at one shilling
from that hour till six in the evening, when the show would close.
— Mr. H. Manning, the honorary distributor of the society's
Journal for Australia, submitted to the council the various prizes
he was about to send out foi the York Agricultural Society, in
that colony, as a proof of the progress of agricultural interest in
that part of the world j and with an assurance he was authorised
to state of the society's desire to enter as fully as possible into
commuuication with the great breeders of stock in the mother
country. The Council returned their thanks to Mr. Manning for
this information, with an expression of the satisfaction it gave
them to hear of the successful establishment of this and similar
colonial associations for the advancement of agricultural im-
provement.—J. Cawley, Esq., ofWinwick, nearWarrington, trans-
mitted to the Council a communication on the injudicious prhi-
ciples on which the present system of constructing cart-wheels
was founded, and the evils arising from the use of the bearing- reiix

for horses.

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
INDIA.

Attg, 1 1 .—Among the presentations to the society were four speci-
mens of Flax grown in India, and prepared in Calcutta.—No. 1 : A
sample oflast yearns growth from English seednot acclimated. Six
hundred pounds of this quality were sent to London, and were
valued at 50/. per ton.—No. 2 : A sample from EntaUy, from
acclimated English seed sown in November, and the plant
gathered in February; this was considered superior to No. L

—

No. 3 : A sample from the same seed and growth as No. 2, but
picked portions of plants and superior to No. 2 j this was thought
equal to the best produced in Belgium, and much surpassing the
ordinary Belgian qualities. No, 4 was a sample from seed grown
and prepared at Bowsing Factory, District of Burdwan. It was
tated that the objtcts uf the Flax Experimental Society were at
present not to produce large quantities, but rather to ascertain
how good a quality can readily be obtained in India.
Some fresh stalks of TJemp raised from the Russian seed sent

out last year by the E. I. Company; also corresponding specimens
of the Bengal indigenous Hemp plant—the former very superior
in texture. A few Apple plants raised from the seeds of American
Apples sent out to Calcutta in the ice-ships. Apples from Nepaul

:

—Mr. Hodgton mentions that the Apple crop in the Nepanl
valley was this year a very favourable one ; he also adds that the
English garden seeds transmitted by Dr. Roylc have produced
excellent vegetables. Ten seers of American Maize acclimated
at Allhabad. A large collection of fruit-seeds from Afghanistan.
The first discovert/ of the Tea Plant in Jsiv^j/j. —At a previous

meeting of the society, Captain Charlton had solicited the so-
ciety to determine to whom the first discovery of the Tea-plant in
Assam was due, as it had been ascribed to Mr. Bruce, and in
England the Society of Arts had therefore voted him one of their
(old medals. Captain Charlton stated tliat he resided in Upper
Assam from May 1830 to October 1831, when he quitted the i-...-

vince, and brought away with him the Tea-plant for presentation
to the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India; of this

notice is found in the Proceedings of the Society of 2!st Jan.,

1832; also in Vol. ix., p. 153, of their Transactions, which was not
published till 1836. On Capt. C.'s return to Assam in May l^Si, in

a letter to Capt. Jenkins be again brought the subject forward, and
transmitted specimens of leaves and fruit, which led to the Assam
plant being at last admitted to be the genuine Tea-plant, and for

which important fact he received the thanks of the Tea Committee

in a letter dated (ithDec., 1834, stating that they felt no hesOation

in lookmg upon the fact of the genuine Tea-shrub beiag » native

of Upper Assam, asiucontrnvertiblyproved, and in pronouncing tne

discovery which is entirely due to the indefatigable zeal and re-

search of Capt. Jenkins and Lieut. Chariton, as most important

and vaiaable. '

, 1.1.^
At the present meeting documents ai^ letters on the subject

were brought forward hy JDr. Wailich, by which it appears that

the existence of the Tea-plant in Assam was known to the

Messrs. Bruce, Mr, ^cott, and Maj<>r BUcox m 1825, Amongst
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.Esq., to Dn Wallich:

Ideasure to forward some leaves and **^^«
.*^/,.^

l^^^^"^
w dTeL -

l^urmese and Chinese at thUpUce concur in statiiiK to be v.

^^
Jea

in another dated GowahattT/i6th July. I8a7. he savs, •' I »»»^^ the

Measure to forward by this day's dak a s.naU box containine seeds

Said o4 thSeoftheWl^l ami whichhavelately been rece ved

from a Chief residing on the borders of Yannan. About ay tar

»eo 1 had the pleasure of addressing you on the subji.'ct of the

Assamese Tea plant, and at the same tuue forwarded some seeds

^reserved for in-spectloo. You will probably have met with the

aame plawt ux Sm^. territory, where I understand it h m preat

abundaiice, and known by the name of Up-v'hip-pm." Letters

were then read showing the connexiua of the Messrs. Bruce with

the discovery of the Tca-plant iu Assam, and that the late Major

R Bruce, and hi^ brother thc'pr ~"nt Mr. C. Bruce, had fur-

nished Mr. Scott and others with both Tea-plants and seeds.

Two Tea - plants moreover hail been received at the Cal-

cutta Botanic Garden iii May 1827, for the Countess of Am-

herst, while Dr. WaUich v iuBurmah. Major Wilcox also, in a

urvey of Assam, executed from lb25-28. and published in Calcutta

in I832.atp. -448 of the 17th vol., mentioned that a Tea plant was

brought to him during his stay near the head of the Irrawaddy to

the eajit of Suddeya; and in a letter dated 2^d July. 1841, states

that theexistence of the Tea-plant was known to Mr. Scott, to Mr.

Bruce, and to himself and others. In 1826 ; though this he says in

no wise detracts from the merit of those genUemeu who turned

the discovery to valuable account or made it a second time.

The avidenceatthattlme obtained was not considered of a sufh-

cientlv satisfactory nature by Dr. WaUich. as until ripe capsules

were 'obtained the plant could not be distinguished from a

Camellia • and this was done by means of the specimens sent by-

Captain Charltcn. After the reading: of the documents Mr.

Corbyn gave the following notice of a motion to be discussed at

the next meeting: "That Captain Charlton being the first to es-

tablish to the satisfaction of the Tea Committee and Its Secretary

that the Tea-tree was indigenous in Assam, which fact this

society brought forward in its proceedings, published in the

Government Gazette in 1932, that a gold medal be awarded to that

officer in acknowledgment of the same."

WEST LONDON GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION FOR MUTUAL
INSTRUCTION.

Jan. 19.—The annual diiiuer given by Mr. J. Weets to the

members of this society took place at the White Hart, CheUea.

luid wa=; numerously attended. Mr. Weeks took the chair ; Mr.

Kernan officiated as deputy. The chairman having given the

health of the Queen aud other branches of the Royal family, Mr,

Keman proposed the health of Mr. J. Weeks, and in doing so

mlluded to the improvements in heating plant structures by hot

water, which that gentleman had effected. After several other

toasts had beeu given, the chairman proposed " Success to theWest

London Gardener^' Aaociation for Mutual Instruction." Mr.

Caie rthe Secretary) in acknowledging the toast adverted to the

origiri of the society, and said that he hoped the example, whicli

the few had set, aud which had been ultimately so well followed

up by the gardeners iu the neiijhbourhood of London, would

excite his country brethren to tread in the same steiM*. and he

doubted not that the day would come wiicn every village should

have its "Gardeners' Association for Mutual Instruction." "lh«
Press "and several other toasts having been given, the meeting

aparitrrl at a late hour, much pleased at tb» bo&^it8d>le mauuier

In which they bai been entertained.

NOTICES OF NEW PL.VNTS WHICH ARE
EITHER USEFUL QR ORNAMENTAL,

Ca'ttlita oh\'ui.o^a. Roa^h- lipped Cattleya. (Stove Epi-

phyte.) Orchidace.-e. 5 Epdendreae. Gynandria Monandria.—Of
thi*. at pres«it the rarest of the genus, a single small specimen

s in the garden of the Horticultural Society, when^ it was
by Mr. Hartweg from Guatemala, without any intimafciga

I its native habits. It has a slender stem, terminated by two
narrow leaves, something like those of C. bicolor, but shorter.

When it flowered, only one btoaaom was formed ; but it will pro-

bably bear a larger number when in health. The sepals were
two inebes and a half long* oU4m^» uitve green, mottled with
rich brown spots. The petals were obovatc, very much louudeU
at the point, and narrowed to the base ; wavy at the ,^*n, and
of the same colour a^ f^- rtals. Strongly contraatotf with the
dingy colours of those pttrt& is the tip, of a pure white at the side*

and point, aud of a glowing ora^.^-. ^potted with crimson iu the
middle, its lateral lobes cnrve over the dOlamn. bat arc divided

very #H|ily from the middle lobe by a wide slit ; the middle lobe
itself has its surface broken up into uumeroup -^ranulatiaaAv

something in the way of C. guttata. The high temperature ami
exces^vc moisture which •*nit so well the Indian DefNtoi as
are most iix; r oos to ttus Cattieya. A nigtit t* . rature ofil^ to
wiatrr andfio^ in summer is quite high enough for it: and by
planting it in well-draii.od turfy peat, and keeping U rather dry
when not growing, it will be found one of the tfHIcst to manage.

Oloshoco'mia ovata. ^ ate PoacIibiU. ^TTmnfy Pwrr
Campanulacese. Pt^wv^Hiwi Monng)U4a.—There ex- *"% u* the
north of L....a a race of r^Ti-i^bing or half rUmbing, I-..J. soft,

milky plants, with ea;

of an Acropa, anu tvi. ;

-

have the habit of Cana;...^

hardy peren^ii, with
than G. larida* but nut ir

and seldnm growing more
floarisbes well iu any goc^
Is easily increased from ?

,te f1>)w«T4, dull ( ' ured like those
' riiigmg Ihe ^ itpaiut! t d

^ '''intact. They may be said to
-i a small scale. G. ovata is a pretty
.lle-shapCil roots ; mnrh slenderer

'-'''-'
'1 t>"i twine ii'iN-' triat iparitai^

than one foot and a half iu^h. It
,-. „.u s<jU, and flowers iii July. It
Is, treated like those of Cam oanula

but likewise to the roots of the plants themsclvci ;
for

Saussure and Sir H. Davy hate proved thBtoxygcnandcar-

bonic acid arc absorbed by the roota ; which gases, however,

especially the former, caa be cuuvcyid to them only bj

the air. 2. An excess of water injures soil by dimiimhing

its teniperaturein summer and inc.cusing it mwiutcr

transnosition of nature most hurtful to perennuiU. hcc .u^e

the vigour of a plant in spring depends greatly ^V-'^^
lownessof temperature to which it has been subjected

during winter (within certain limits of course), as the dif-

ference of temperirture between winter and spring is the

exciting ciuse of the ascent of the ssp. 3. The pr^ ^-nce or

a large quantity of water in soil niters the r«sult of putre-

factioa, by which some substances are lormed which arc

in aU probability u.Jess to plauts,—such, for example, as

carburetted hydrogen,—and dimiui:,hea the proportion of

more useful ingredients, as ulmic acid. 4. Aa lucrt. ?

in the proportiou of fluid in loil has a most powerful effect

upon its saiiatf constituents, by which many change- -'-

produced diametrically opposite to those that take

in soil where the water is in much less quantity; and m
this manner the good effects of many valuable constitu-

ents are greatly diminished, as for instance the action of

carbonate of ammonia upon humus, and of gypsum upon

carbonate of ammonia, 5. The directions of the currents

which occur in wet soil are entirely altered by drainage ;

for whereas in undrained soil the correnta are altogether

from below upwards, being produced by the force of eira-

potation at the surface, and conscqueniiy the apwiiHoles

of the plants are supplied with exhausted subsoil water,

when land is drained the currents are from the anrface to

the drains, and the roots are consequently in tbis manner

supplied ftith fresh aerated water. Lastly, an excess of

water in soil produces a constant dampness of the atmo-

sphere, which we bate shown to be injunous lo

plants in three distinct ways: 1. By diminishing crapo-

ration, and thus rendering the prooe» of aaelBiiiation

slower ; 2. By diminishing the abiorption of the carbo-

nic acid, and thus Icaacning the atmospheric supply of

food; 3. By creating a tendency in the plant to produce

leafes possc Jug a different structare from those w» =-h

the same plant producer io, dry situation** Thus we have

six distinct methods in which an excess of water in soil

Las beeu proved to be greatly injurious to the |iUaUcifti-

tivated by the farmer ; and ii hence follows as a necessary

consequence, that the adoption of any method capable of

affording a certain and ready means of escape for the an*

perabui^laQt moisture must be accompanied by tiM noal

beneficial results. That ilrainage has this power the ex-

perience of many years has moit abuudantiy tcsUiicJ.—

Dr. MadderiB Frizt Fisaf,

A JVVrii to CoUagtrs.—QoKi^gtn who keep COWS and

pigs are not aware of the loss they fftcnr from allowing

these animals to live in an uncleanly manner. &ome
people think they do quite enoagh for their cows or pij;s

if they only gife them food and shclUr ; but be*' )'*^ thUv

it IS certain that both require to be kept rery cleanly,

though seldom indulged in that luxury. The cow should

be curried daily like a horse ; its hide &bouId be freed

froB ail impurities, and relieved from cverj thing that

caoHB : When yuu see a cow rttb^*'^? itself

agalust a poat, you may '

^ nd upon it that the auiami is

ill kept, and requires a good scrubbing. If well curried,

the health is improved, and that improves ti>« quality of

the Bilk, besi ' « increasing the qt ~tity« A ooitagrr

night eaaiiy make two or thr hUiiogs more of his row
weekly by attention to thi^ point ; and if he at the

same tinr>e took pains to preserve all Um ii^utd refuae of

the conIbsi \j^t double HhI •» nt. How strange

to reject that many dcccut and well-meaning, btti IfWA-

rant and rather Uudy-disposed |»eople, areau^-*ng
loss of four or five sbiutn^s weekly from • ether

than this ! it is long, howe . . before old habits are

dicated, aud new and better ones introdoeed. In some
parts of Jtagland the quality of pigs has beea greeAly in*
proved by attention to eie ;i n ilaaas . The p)g is oSaaiK*
rally a dirty aaimal. No animal is naturally dirty. The
whole of the inferior animals possess sa instinctive lovt of

clennli

t

carpauca» and the moie sit^nder of that h^

.

neg.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Ejpiraordinary Pnvaknee of Slugs ttpori Corn.

The following mode of V troying these iu,,.,i, from
whose ravages the young ears receive much ii.^ .ry, m»j
Interest our agricultural readers. Mr. Tillier, <» iarmer of
great respectability, living at Harmondsworth, finding a
prodigious number of sIq^ on his Wheat land, haa em-
ployed 40 women three weeks in destroying them. The
plan he has adopted is to scatter cart-loads of Turnip-
leaves over the land, and in the morning to shake the

slugs off* those leaves : they have been <ihaken off into bas-

kets; and however astonishing it may appear, no l^^^* Ih^n

HO bushels of slugs ha^e been thns destroyed upon il
acres m the three weeks. These destructive little vermis
but for this

I
;ntion would have so tL^Ji injured the

seed in its early stage of vegetation, that there would at

the most have been only half a crop, unless the land had
been sown a nd time—a plan at all tiroes bad, inde-

pendent of the expense.— Merth^r Cunrdian.

The E^^'U of Dt flange,—We &Lall briefly rccapi^-a-

kale the various had effects produced by an excess of water

^

ail which are of course removed by having recourse to

drainage. !• One great evil produced by an excess of

wattr in soil, is the consequent diminution in the quantity

Of aif within it : which sir we have f—^ed to beof A«
greates. , -^..je, tot only in promoting the chemical

eliAttfes reauAs^ fer tht pr«psratio& af ti» food nf plaatif

and will keep themselves clean, accordingly, if

left to pursue their own way ; they are red^ _d to sewt-
tude, i^wUt up in coutined houses, and have not rpportu-
nities for pursuing their iucli^^Mon. The pigt if let

alone, wallows in the mire ; some pa^pis oali th^

ptom of dirtiness ; it is BQ such thing. The animal takes

tL.d mimaa of cleaning its skin. The mire being dried on
its body, is afterwards rubbed, and with it theas impuri-
ties which it IS desirable should be removed. Under
man's dominion, the process of cle^niog can be much more
effeetuaUy performed by meana of a bnah aad water. The
pig never offers any objection lo thMNIgreaiihte

and the benefit derivable from it ts rpnnarkabk in lue iVk*

creased comfort and growth of the animal. A littla kss
ioauging aiwL saM>kiot<f a li^**'* lass driakiag, a little

expenditure^ ti hton matters of bo pn
would Inive ample iaisure for performing the useful d^^^
we h^ve Uken the Uherty of poiuting out.—dsmi^
Edmhmgh Jomtim/.

I

GARDEN MKMUUANDA.
Lmidk^mT Vartrry, //«MMnMy.—In the Or. \ re

are several fine Deodr^biunis iu flower ; a iatga ?n of n
n*Sh(>. covered Wfith fioweis erf a U«^u ^^liffc, rtiwyttd by % 4m\
Toax^ m the eentre. wu paiticularlj- .^.isylewo^; near %^m
stood a platkt of D. cuerataacens, very maak Uke It, twt haTH^ tibe
^ywets l^atf m ecHomr j D. a^imMBy thoiijjn not so abowr
Ia.it named, was not to be paaaea vrithoot m^ce^n
of the powcrfal scAtt ^.f vir^p*^ which the Sowers five owt j aad
the «M D, Fiervdi and its vaneties dipHa^^ \ ffom the roof in a
graceM nMuaer. Two kiada oi I ispliiUs, BJ—aMSMl h(coler,
iMd yioaaced AumetDua Urelr white flovrwa, wilk • gtrH «f
purple on the isMlam. We otw^f-rprt i;pt^«Mi#t»». rf«.>^^^|,-|^ av««4$d ft fWty rosy lu^ lli«S». in4 ti4« curwus Ite^

atropurpartum had perftoeied a spike of flowers, which

anucarea as If they were golug oT. rattier ihiin in p^rfr. ,„.

There wrre In Uowor two varUtic* of Cyrt ^itlum macuutum
i

one w«. iuuch larter than the othrr and was rcnrtered mors eon.

spicuous hy a bright pr!mroas «»»'^ *^|' \^*- >»tHaium. In t^
Imu^i*' ' J t- t ameU.aa, several of the larf* •!-rt.n.«, we,*

iua openlur their hWsasoW) the slntfte and U»i»b uips, au4

the y^v^r, ...wcrtd varivt y. wera m greatj>cr f Mon.Wan. 19.

lAcbiflos.

rk^ J'armcr'i EnCfoi^^ ?i«.—At p. ^ of the prfi.'ut

volume we frit obliged to give i^.. .a fa v u arable character

of this work, "we did ao with much regret, but we

had no alternative* We have sin-- received the 5ih

Part, and we are happy to find that It Is fiir auperlor lo

those which preceded it. We observe no gross crruu to

correct ; and some of the articles, such, for eismple, u
those on Gasworks, Crass, 1! 4, Grains, are juu what

aiw required in a book of this sort, which, if it docs not

go deeply into any branch of Inquiry, ought lo bs correet

.n.l tfuitworthf in whaSsvcr it states.
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moved without a great risk of breaking glass, and the plants must
consequently remain in darkness for days together. Tnless the pits
— heated by tire, the plants need not have any water while the frost
continues.

Out door Department
In addition to the work pointed out last week, we would advise

the preparing of holes for trees in shrubbery borders, or other places
where the tui-f is not of consequence. Shrubs of all kinds that pro-
ject hevond their proper bounds might be cut in.

' NUKSKllY AND FOUKST DEPARTMENT.
Forest axd Coppick Woods.—^\1le^e much planting remains to

be done, all practicable work, such as felling and thinning, should be
hastened, that after the breaking up of the frost there miglit be no-
thing to prevent the important business of planting from being carried
on iu earnest.—/. B. Whittng, The Decidenc,

Sl^te of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jan. 20
1942. US observed at the Horticullural Garden, Cliiswick. '

Jan.
Friday
Saturdaj
Suodaf
Sfnnday
Tut'^day
Wednesday 19

Thursday 20

Average

H
15
16

17
IS

Barumbter.

Max. Min.
29.704 29..S58

2a 953 2y.919
29.900 29.681

30.207 3".0i2
30.39{> 30.353
30.4J2 30.197

30. 0^3 30:.O28

30.10S 8U.yj5

1 HKRMOUKTRR.
Wind. Rain.

S.W.
s. \V. .02
s. .08

N.W.
N.W.
s.w.
N.E.

.04

Jan. 14. Overcast i cloudy and fine; cloudy; frosty at lUKht.
15. Frosty and overcast ; fine; sharp frost.
16. Overcast; rain with brisk wind ; fine; cloudy at night.
17. Clear i fine with sunshine; clear and frosty at night.
18. Thick hoar frost with haze; frosty and foggy throughout

the day ; slight thaw at night.
39. Fog continuing all day,
20. Hazy; Slight fog, with change of wind to north-east.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last I6 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Jan. 29, 1S42.

cannot with
Diusiua ere-

A Constant lUader's plants
certainty tell what species sor
Data ; Ao. 3 is Polypodium pL^.,^..v-.v.ua,

r. J3.—Xo. 1, Bupleurum rotundifulium : 4 !g the common Fly
Honeysuckle

; 3 is Uonesty ; G, *M.vriophyllum spicatum ; 8, Eleo-
Chans crespitosa

; 9 seems a morsel of Aspl^nium septentrionale : 1(1
is some Vemonia. The rest are not determinable. AVe do not
understand the question about tubera. Does *' T, B." mean TrufHes
or Potiitoes ?

'

A Constant Reader ha.s an old friend, a fine standard Jargonelle
Pear-tree, about 50 years old, that he is anxious to renovate. The
circumference of the extent of the branches is about 40 yards, and
that of the stem nearly six feet. It produced, IG or 18 vears ago
about 50 or 60 pecks annually ; but during,' the hist eight or ten years
It has regularly produced less and less, and in the last season not
two pecks ; the blossoms being less abundant, and the fruit generally
dropping off when about the size of a bean. The circumstance of the
fnut droppmg off may be partly attributable to the series of ungenia!
seasons with Ute frosts in spring, which have of late been experiencLnl.
As the branches are of so great extent, the roots must also have
spread far and wide, and the soil within their range must be irreativ
exhausted. ••A Constant Reader '^ alludes to root-i>runing ; but
neither this operation nor any other recommended for inducing fruit-
fulness m young and vigorous subjects is, in the same way, applicable
to the case of a tree that has long arrived at, and is now declining
from a fruitful state. If it is advisable to use root -pruning in the
hitter case

,
it must be done with a view to obt;iin young feecJers nearer

pentod shortening of the tbootft. Whatc\or proceeding tends to
countersMit tJie growth of wood dispoiw to fruitfulness, pronded it is
not c^nrried so fiir ns to cause a degree of weakness incomi *ble with
Buffioient nourishment. In this n^ppect summer pruning, judScJouily
performed, Is more aJHcacious than winter pruninp-, inasmuch as a
shoot cut back in winter will produce one much stronger from itsDMe than could i.^^iblyhave been obtained if the shoot had been
i^i.ortened m summer, Dwarf-tPsw are best ui;maijed hv a summer
pruning; with a little reguLition of ll;o branch.^, dr 'ing of the
spurs, and of late-produced wood, in winter. Summer prucing

^.^l! *i^'*;
c-jmrnenurd iK-fore, and continued after Midsummer, in

r.^lr.Li \ 1° pm-ation of foliage mav b«, not suddenlv and in-
juriously, but gradually effected. If the ultimate WL4fare of the troe

inm.nir
""" ^^2^<^^ ^ lU lm..._..„. produce. it is advi^ble in tlie

!"!''_!''!' .'""-^^^f'"^"^ ^0 ^c^ve some shooU at full length, some
one
hen
unis

fn

oung
genemlly. AVe consider the Purple-gage enualto the G

Jan.

Mon. 84
Tii»;». 25
Wed. 90
Thur«.«7
Fri. 28
Sat.

Aver.
I

Aver.
Hi^heitj Lowest
Temp,

j

Temp.

U.O
43.1

4? 1

43.6

42.7

43.0
43.3

34.0

33.1

31.2
33.3
31.

a

32 9
31.1

Mean
Ttiiip

30.0
83.1
3tl.6

38.4
37-2

38.0
37.2

Na of
ypars in
which it

K}i!ned.

A
e

5
9
7
4

Greateit
qiiKntity
of Kain.

Prevailing Windi.

0. ] 2 in.

0.51

O.&O
34

0.21
0.17

0.3ji

a
1

I

2

9
2

*

J

8
a
4
3

a

"2

2
S
1

X
1

'K

X

3
1

1

2

2
S

I

1 ]

4
4
I

6
5

7
2

1

2
4
1

2

3
3

3
1

2
1

I

Thehiifhest temperature tlurii.gr the above period occurred onthe 23dy in 1834
in

i 23d, m 1 834 -thermometer SS"^; and the lowest on the 20th
1 839 -thermometer 1/^ '

KEPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET.
For the week endino Jan. 2\st^ 1842

Little difference has talten place either in the supplv or the mice
of articles smce our last Report. Considering the time of vear how
^ZlUi^^

uiarket has been well supplied.-Z'r^//. Good IMnes are
plentiful. A few tolerable hothouse Grapes may still be obtiinedmany of the samples of foreign are excellent. Apples are abundant'

feii wf^p''
rather dull; the better kinds, however, command afair price. Pears are plentiful, and pretty good. Chesnuts are scarceand consequently fetching a high price.— r^^efa^^.v^. The supply of^avoys and other kinds of Cabbage is pretty well kept up ; but t^.atof Broccoli has become much shorter, which has enhanced the priceof the best samples. Forced French Beans are good and weWnever seen better Sea-kale at tlus time of vear than thn^l^YJ^

been this week oitered. The supply orL^ptrafu^i "^^^^^
creasing, and the quahty is excellent. Lettuci.s and Endive arTrnther

^n^^'^^^ ^^'"'^ ^^"^^'^ '' ^^«^ ^"^ abundant iSi^omsand TrufHes are plentiful and cheap. -^ Flowers Amonrthp ^itflowers we observed Tassiflora racenioL, and CvpripediZl^^^^^^

— per 100, 4* to I^J— Bitter, per 100, G« to 16«
Letnoni, per doz. \t to 2#

^*T?T«» per dozen, «J to l*3rf
Cabbage, White, ^er dozen, 8J 10 J*

5#
Gd to 2*6

J

N Ills, per hnshel
Brazil, 20*
Spanish, I6#
Barcelona, fiOAo Um

VKGETABhKS.

Shallots, per lb., U
AspHra^u,,

perloo.larfie, U, to 15*

urple, U to 3*
to 4* Gd

Kidney Beana, forced, per !00, 3s 6dfotatoe*, per ion, 55* lo 80*
per c*«t.3ito 4s
per bushel, iiCd to 2* 6d
Kidney, p. bush- 2» to 3*

Second or Middling, 4*e<i- Sprue, or Small, 3, ei

i-eitute. Cabbage, per score, Gd to
l^os, per score, 1*

6J
9d

Endi ve, pRricorcljgJ to 3*

-flrtuhoke*. JermaJem, prhalf lieve Qn.ITi c ,?''«* per bundle, erf to It^dtoMGH '^ ai-ieve. Small Salads, per punnet, si
Turn.p,,pr. doi.bunche8,2,to4,Ccf P,rlu''""'l!^^.^*""«"»»^l *>'»'ichM,6rf
Carrol,, per doz. bunches, 3, to 5a

"^^y* P*'^ half sieve, 2$ to 2* 6d
J-ar»nepg, per dozen, 6d tol* rp

-*- P«r aozan bunches, 4*Hed Ucet, per dozen. 9d to 1* ed jf-*"*'?""' P^^^zen bunches, 6*
Scorjonera, pt-r bundle, J, to \s3J

*enne],per dozen bunchea, 4*
Sal.ify per bundle, Uxn l, 3J

Thyme per doz. bunche., 2,
^"rt« Radish, prrbundle. UtoAj c "~ ^-*''"'^"» P" doz. bunches, 2*8piQa.:h, p^r half ,ieve, U Gd to sm ^^'' P" ^''^ *>'inche*, 3,

'

Oo.anj, per bu.hel, 2, ^ 37^7°
*' M.nt, per doz. bunches. 6, lo 8*— torpick., p«rhf..,icve.3j t^^flj uu ^*'\P" "^"^**" bnncliei.3*

-- Green, per hunch. 4d''^^^'' ^^^-^^^^^ ^^taik,, per bundle. U toUGd" Spani.h.pex duz.n,2. to 6, Tr^ffll?"*"'
^'^ *"\"^^' '* e*' ^0 2*

i ruffles, per iiouad, 2# to3#

•^Voiices to Correspondents.
jnq'^i', a'^^^^^ TPonnel..r.^ra..y other
^y Mr. Duniel, of Tn^rton o,;",^^^^^

*^ ^^'^ "^^«^^re emplo:jed
upon the report given In one o^thott'^^^

^'^^^ founded partly
Pnvate mteUigenSe. llis to b^ nh^L ^'^t,^?^'''"'

^'^^ p.irtly upon
bouate of ammonik. iV •o*^.?^!^*^]^'^?^^ ^^^^ if the manure is car-
much of7ts\":rer^^^^^^^^ r^ahV ..ry ,.pure, and^r It may not be a caffite ^t an hnt .

^^^ ""^"^^^ "^^-^^^ ^'^^^ ^t-
?mmonia. What ^..JT^}^.^} ^J:^ ^"l^ «»^^e mixture of carbon and

home, and must be done gradually. •* It were good; therefore, thatmen m their mnovations would follow the example of time itself "
is

an expression of Lord Bacon's, which it is as well to remembeV in
other thmgs than gardening. Only a few hirge roots should be cut iuany one season

; such as are may be cut within six feet of the stem,
a rich compost of loam and cow-dung beini,' introduced fnr the vouiix
hhres to extend in. liuUocka" blood, diluted, or mixed with soil, ii a
iuitnble manure ; as are aNo cows' or horses' dung, ana night-soil
mixed with gjpsum. The Celeri Violet, a French sort, is both solid
and hne. We should be greatly obliged by your mode of growing

3c-//^.—Nitrate of soda is best applied to meadow-grouud when
the Grass is about to commence its spring growth : and the same is
true of garden-plants. The quantity varies from 1 to -2 ci^i. pur acre
All the drysalters sell it ; we buy it of Fotliergill and Co., of Thames-
street. Take oif all scions now, and lay them with their lower endsm the ground under a north wall till wanted. Grafting-wax next
week. Are you sure you are right about the law of advertisement

r nr
confess we have a sort of Somerset-house-phobia.

J. }r.—We have no i>ersonal experience on tlie subject of A'and\ke
roofs

; but we incline to think them an improvement upon the old
fiat roofs, because they catch the first ravs of sun in the morning
and the last of the evening.

***

T. 3/. L.—li is of no use to apply for foreign books to English
Dooksellers. As your letter bears the postmark of Hammersmith
you can have no difficulty in calling on Black and Armstrontr, Wei'
hngton-street North, or Mr. Nutt, in Fleet-street. Either will get
the book, °

^'^' ^^ strongly recommend to read. We dare f^av he is what is
called a practical gardener ; that is to say, he can hoe and rake and
dig, and knows how to tuck a blue apron round him in the most

??^J-*^v^*^
fasliion

; and we have some reason to think lie can make
Kadishes grow if he wUl but sow their seeds less than four inches
under-ground, which some authors recommend. Butreallv when he,
a gardener, asks us to tell him whether Cucumbers ought or ought
not to be impregnated, we do not know what answer to ;:ivc except
that '* to be sure they must be."

J- Skinner.—T\\Q word is cord/folia, not cordufolia.
Anti-Sltp-slop.—Vs'iWyoM allow us to defer your criticism till we

can enter into the whole subject of nomenclature ? wliich we have for
some time been intending. It is full of difficultv, and very different
opmiona are entertained respecting it by weU-informed and sensible
people. In return for this we will comply with your wishes about the
I.mnean classitication, although we do not agree with you at all uuon
the subject.

^

A Subscriber /ro}7i the Begi7i7un^.—Oj\e ounce of sulphate of cop-
-per dissolved in a gallon of water is strong enough to kill Moss on
gravel-walks.

J,Bristo.~~\f you thoroughly fumigate your Cucumber and Melon
pits with Tobacco-smoke once or twice, we have no doubt that vou
will destroy the aphides.

r. Hughes, and Olitor Stocktonensis.—^Q should think any re-
spectable seedsman would stipply you with seed of the Cucumbers

;and if he did not possess the variety himself, he could no doubt
procure it.

C. and O.—We do not know where you can procure the white
Verbena exhibited at the Surrey Zoological Gardens in tSeptemberlast.
A Comtant iS^a/f^r.—Rhubarb requires soil as rich as that for

Asparagus, prepared in the following way :—In an open situation,
make a trench three or four feet wide and" two feet deep, if the good
soil will admit of it. Then place at the bottom of the trench about
six inches of good rotten dung ; fill up the trench with the soil which
had been previously taken out ; or, if the %ofi is not rich, mix with
it a little rotten dung before filUng up the trench ; it will then form a
bed some inches higher than the common level of the ground. As
early in the j-ear as possible, procure pieces of the old roots with onlv
a single crowTi on each, and plant them in the centre of the bed at
inter^'als of five or sLx feet, and cover the crown about two inches deep

;

when planted, throw a little long dung over each plant, to protect it

from the severity of the weather. No furtlier care is required, except
to keep the plants free from weeds for some years. None of the
leaves should be used the first season ; and wlienever they are after-
wards gathered, they should always be pulled off, and not cut, as is
sometimes done.
Z, T.—U the roots of your Vines that have become unfruitful are

in good condition, you had probably best cut back the wood, so as to
obtain new shoots from near the base. With regard to the best
treatise on growing Vines in pots, before giving an opinion we would

Onudlta.—lrom your statements we have no douU that there iasomething wrong in your management of Camellias, m they ar- 'Ivvery easily grown if the right method is foUow^^ " " '
with your request and put you into the ri^ht ^\ay.

Clivia.—\ou will find ample dIrectioi:> fu^the

^V« win com
J

V

management of Lu-

painted over, are as good as any we know for plants in pots, hut
fancy hiis much to do with things of this descrii)tion. We advfft» vr»u, ^ „. ings or this description. We advteeyou

heat your \mory with hot-Mater pipes, pbcing them along the
to

front and ends
In our

nu entis
; some remarks on this subject which will be published

articles on '* UomesUc Greenhouse*," will probably meet vour
views. Some of the be^t greenhouse Liliums are, L. japonicm, Thun-
bergianum eximium, atrosimguineum, and L. speciosum and punc-
latum. I he two last are the only expensive kinds.
Ajnateur has a hothouse 20 ft. by 12ft, ; tuni>erature not quite,

but almost that of a stove ; has 12 light columns about 12 ft. in heiftht
each; and wanU the names of 12 climbers for ditto—six to grow in
bottom-heat and six without bottom -beat. Wants also the names of
half-a-dozen Orchidaceous plants, wliich would do to su- iid in
wire baskets over the back walk. In same house, Iiaving a pit 14 ft.
by .> m the centre, with bottuui-heat; wanted to know wliat plants
would be most ornamental and handi,omc to grow thfrein ?—t'i.,..c..T*
Jor bottom-hmti—Uignonla venu^Ua. Combretum purpureum. i'er-
guhvna odoratissimn, Qui.^qualis indica, Echitcs suberetta, and
Allamanda cathartica. Without bottom hcot :—Mancttia cordifolia
ipomoea Learn and tyrianthina, i^as.sidora alata and Ki-rmelina and
Hq.hanotcs folhcularis. OrcA/(/.;rfrt-: — Odontoglossum grandc.
Oncidium Caveudi^hianum and i'upilio. Stanhopea marubtn, J..v!ia
anceps, and Cattleya Ilarrisonia?. The following wUI be ornamentalm the pit :—Euphorbia splendens and jacyuiniflora, Aplielandra
cnstata, Clerodendron squamatum, Goldfussia glomeraU, Jlihi^cus
hhfiorusand sjdendens, Hondeletin speciosa, Uussellia juucea. Jus-
ticiaspeciosa, ^treht^ia reginae.and llt'liconiabrasilicr, '

. Weshall
feel obliged to *» Amateur'" if he wiU send us the pUn which h«
promises,

A mbblcrin Gavil^ning.—ln pruning theUosaliaiiksia?you ought
ones.

. . . , - , . . , „ ^ roteClion in
wmier, particularly if you live in a cold part of the country. It

-i^?"^r'"
^'^*^'\*^.P^'*fection when planted in a light conser\'atorj'. The

our

is to take it up carefully, and replant uV adding,"' at 'the same time, a
quantity of fn^h soil.

'

p. i).—Your question require? a longer answer than we cau «iva
this week. *

Mary next week.
T, S.^ClerieuSy^wH some other correspondents, are anawerod In

one of the leading articles of to-dav. M'q adnse the first to regard
the draimug from hh yard as being urine.
A Constant Reader.^lpotiiatvi HorsfalUa? grows and flowers well

enough on its own root, but it does not sirike readilv from cuttings ;

''r^
'?*'!?' ^,^^^ '^^ ^^ ^"^ of the free-striking kinds, such as I. insignis.

1 he following Orchidaceous plants will succeed well if hung up in
baskets or on wooden blocks :—Dendr6bium pulcheUum,cucuUatum,
and iimbnatum

; LEclia anceps ; 8tanh6pea tigrina and ocuhita ; On-
cidium Cavendishianum, ampliatum (large var.) and bifolium ;

Udontoglossum grande ; Aerides odoratura, and Saccoldbium gutta-
tura. To grow in pots on the tm-pit, take lirassia maculata, Mil-
tonia cnndnla

; Oncfdium PapUio and Lanceanum ; Zygopetalum
intennedium; C-ittleya hibiata, Mossia^, IZarrissonise, and crispa;
J>endrobium nobile, and Acanthophfppium bicolor. All these are or-
namental and free-flowering kinds. You see what our corresj)ondent
6ays_ about nitrate of soda at page 734 (1H41}, but we advise you to
use it with the greatest caution ; as the different statements are at
variance, you had better satisfy yourself.

A I luual, many letters liave arrived much too lat# for answtn thU
we«k.

to removL-all the very strong shoots, and nail in the Muall
(iive It as much light as you possibly can, and a slight protecti
winter, particularly if you live in a cold part of the couutr
blooms m great perfection when planted in a light conser\'atorj'.' \
roots of your BiKarreau Cherr>'-tree have possiblv gone through v
hallow soil into the gravel. In this case tlie onlv thing vou can

^at would be the effect of

am-
will

thrown away at the monriT nV
""

*^",*'^^f^
"^i^'°g coal-dross, such as is

f
onlacal liquor o| thr^s Lrl^^v^^ x^^'^ ^^°^^ ^' ^'^^^ the

a<l^Wise his manure forE^P^Li^^ ^'^J?^^ ^^^' Daniel
J, ^.^The road .P^w * P.

^^ ^^ a sufficient stock
^Ployed in the'r^a Sf^^ ridtt'^ ^""^ ^^^^ *^^ -^^^^^-^ ^^e
hea.>- land

; but wherP^rnrTu.^ t ^/*^ * ^^^^ material for mixing with
*je Of Uttl. Value^7Tot%Tsf^^^^^^^ -^"^^ '^^' roads,thesc^1)i5

^ ^^1 rc^iier^^^^^^^^

, ':*^ '/. L, favour u^ wm. fT -, ' "^J" ^® added.

wy t'z^? describe!
^^ "luch interested by the mode of

^^ciaVerticill'iaf 10 ^^'n ^fL^/''"^^ ' ?' Velthelmia glaura
; 4,

^Apparently Chorozema varfu^ TnV«^' ^^^^^^^ abrotanif6Ua

&^^ ^?\^i^^^^^ ^or C^^^^ 5^0^ ^^^ 5>-^ter dress^^U ©f i3 busheli of «^ mTJ!l ^^^ ^^ «^* ^° equal parts, at

Speechley s i reause on tne \ ine
IS, m general, good. Oil-cake is not a suitable manure for Vine
borders.
A Siibscriber,~lt is preferable to graft rather than bud Filberts ;

and as they push early, 7iow is n proper time to cut the scions, which
may consist of either one or two year old wood. The latter is best.

Ii. B.—The common Dog-llose (R. canina) is the best of all the
wild Roses for stocks; but much depends on the age and state of
growth they have made previously to being taken from the wild state.
Those taken from poor soil are stunted and bad, whUe those from a
more favourable situation are vigorous and best R. anensis is
sometimes mixed with the smaller stocks by those who sell them, and
it is certainly of bad quality, being apt to throw up suckers. This is
often the case with the standard Hoses imported from France, par-
ticularly the more tender kinds , and those which are half-dwarfs. In
the North of France the hairj--leaved variety of Ii, canina, called K.
dumetorum, is most esteemed as a stock.
A Constant Subscriber^ who wishes to know the best method of

colouring Grapes in a hothouse, is recommended to dispose of the
foliage so as to leave openings for the light ; give plent>- of air, and
at the same time maintiun a sufficiently high temperature, when tlie
berries begin to clumge colour.
Cn>.— Alt the Pears in your list are adapted for standards ; but

If you wish to plant some of them against a wall, the following are
suitable :—Glout Morceau, Hacon*s Incomparable, Nelis d'lliver
Beurre Ranee, and Passe Cohnar. •' Maclean's Favourite" is an
Apple.
A Domestic Gardeno'.—The natural disposition of fruit-trees is to

grow to wood, rather than produce fruit, till they approach their
natur^ stature. Therefore, whilst young trvat are in a ^igorous
state, they are apt to push shoots from the bases of those shortened
at the winter pruning, instead of forming fruit-buds or spurs there.
iJut as the tree gets older this disposition is less evinced, and eventu-

u^

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The foreign relations of France still continue in a state

of serious embarrassment. The expectations expressed
in our last Number that M. Salvandy, the French Minis-
ter at Madrid, would withdraw from that capital, have
been realised

; and little hope appears to be entertained
that diplomatic relations with Spain will be restored during
the continuance of the Regency. With respect to the
differences with the Russian Court, nothing of an official

character has yet transpired ; but it is said by the Oppo-
sition journals that the Government is .endeavouring to
propitiate the Emperor by every means in its power.
The recent prosecutions of the press, and particularly the
trial and condemnation of the leading organ of the Liberal
party by the House of Peers, for a breach of privilege,
have occasioned great excitement in the political circles

of Paris. Much apprehension prevails lest the liberty
of the press be ultimately compromised ; but the
guarded tone in which the Opposition papers express
their indignation, is a proof that even the most violent
of them have been intimidated by the unusual severity

of these meisures. The Address of the Chamber of Peers,

in answer to the Speech from the Throne, has been

presented to his Majesty; in his reply, the King ad-

verted to the confidence he felt in the salutary union of all

the Powers of the State, which he described as constituting

the strength of the National Institutions, and as proving

the impotence of the disaffected party, which still aims at

their destruction. In the Chamber of Deputies the de-

bates on the Address still continae; the foreign policy of

the G^Twament U th^ ^biJ^^^'Ji^^^ 9fopmiii9n, but \h*
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diicassioa has not yet presented any feature of general

interest.—Advices from Madrid state that perfect unani- 1
yet mentioned

mity prevail amoug all classes, with respect to the con-

dttct of the Spanish Government in their contest with the

French A mhassador. In the Chamber of Deputies, the

in the representation of Liverpool, but no candidates are

The Dublin election is fixed for Monday.

jporttgn
The chief

s

leader of the Opposition and Members of every shade of

political opinion were eager to manifest their approval of

the conduct of the Cabinet ; the Senate also, iu a no less

decided manner, has given expression to the same feelings.

It appears, however, that the Opposition, although sup-

porting the Government in this affair> have resolved on

making a vigorous attack on their domestic and^foreign

policy in the debate on the Address •, but the firmness

with which the Cabinet has resisted the pretensions of

France is said to have sufficiently increased their strength

to ensure them a majority.—Our German news informs us

that the Prussian Cabinet has Issued an important circu-

lar relative to the Censorship of the Press, defining the

duties of the Censors, prohibiting any narrow interpreta-

tion of their instructions, and permitting a free discussion

of all that regards the circumstances of the country, and

all fair Criticism on the administration. An official pro-

clamation, announcing the settlement of the affairs of Co-

logne, has just been pubhahed, together with a letter from

the King, ejioncrating the Archbishop from the charge

of being implicated, either directly or indirectly, in the

late revolutionary intrigues. — From Switzerland we

karn that the late political movement at Geneva

has given ft complete ascendency to "the popular

party in the canton ; the Constituent Assembly has

appointei! a Commission to draw up a plan of a new

constitution, founded upon the two general principles of a

universal suffrage and the public election of municipal

councils. — Advices from Egypt mention the renewed

desire of Mehemet AH to establish a communication

between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, and announce

the departure of Suleyman Pacha for the purpose of ascer-

taining the practicability of constructing a canal or rail-

road across the isthmus of Suez.—From the United States

wc learn tliat the recent liberation of American slaves in

British ports has been the subject of much angry discus-

sion in Congress- The Senate has been occupied with the

consideration of a series of amendments in the Consti-

tution, for the purpose of reducing the Executive Power

within safe and proper limits; and the House of Repre-

sentatives has been exclusively engaged in the discussion

of the Tariff question

»

At home, the ceremony of laying the foundation stone

of the Royal Exchange, and the preparations for the

christening of the Prince of Wales, are the chief topics of

public interest. The Kings of Prussia and of Belgium

arc expected to arrive this day at Greenwich, where

H.R.H. Prince Albert,[and the principal memhers of the

Cabinet, will be in attendance to receive them. The so-

lemnity will take place on Tuesday, in St. George's Cha-

pel, Windsor, and every arrangement has been made to

do honour to the presence of the Sovereigns, and to give

additional dignity and splendour to an occasion so inter-

esting to the country as the Christening of the Heir-appa-

rent to the throne.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert returned on
Saturday from Claremont to Windsor, where they still re-

main. The Queen has walked as usual in the gardens
and neighbourhood of the Castle during the week, and on
Wednesday her Majesty took equestrian exercise in the
new Riding-school for the first time. Their Royal High-
nesses the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal con-
tinue in excellent health. On Monday Prince Albert left

Windsor for town, to perform the ceremony of laying the
first atone of the New Royal Exchange : his Royal High-
ness returned to the Castle the same evening. The Prince
came to town yesterday by a special train, and proceeded
to Greenwich ; but as the King of Prussia did not arrive,

the Prince returned to Windsor, It is stated by a Minis-
terial paper that the Prince of Wales will be named Albert
Edward. It is announced that Prince Albert is to be created
a Knight of St. Patrick. Lord Ormonde and Lady Lyt-
teltonhave succeeded T,nrd Byron and the CountessofSand-
wichas the Lord and Lady in Waiting. Col. the Hon Nel-
son Hood has succeeded Sir F. Stovin as Groom inWaiting.
t The Queen Dotcager.—^The health of the Queen Dow-
ager continues to improve, though it appeared uncertain
during the week whether her Majesty would be suflSciently

convalescent to leave Sudbury Hall for town, according
to the arrangements made for the reception of her Ma-
jesty at ^larlborough House, and which, as stated in our
last, was fixed for yesterday. Her Majesty, however, left

Sudbury Hall yesterday morning, and arrived in town at

5 o'clock, by the Birmingham Railway, accompanied by
Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar, and her suite.

Official Appointments.— It is announced that the new
Judgeship, vacant by the retirement of Sir J, Bosanquet,
has been accepted by Mr. Creswelh A Ministerial

paper announces that Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Cochrane
has been selected by the Lords of the Admiralty to hoist

his flag, and procepd immediately to China, •

ParliamentaTy Afovements.—Sir C. Lemon, Bart., has

announced himself a candidate for West Cornwall, in op-

position to Mr. Bassett, the Conservative candidate. The
of Mr, CresweU to the beach creates a ncaacy

\

France.— Proceedings against the Press.-
_

topic that now absorbs the attention of the journals is

the policy of Government with respect to the press;

and the leading articles of the Liberal papers display the

increased fears f.lt by that party lest the liberty of the

press be on the point of being destroyed as elfectually by

the system adopted against it by the present Government,

as if coups d'ecaU had been attempted, similar to the

Royal ordonnances of 1830. The severe condemnation

passed on the Charivari, and the trial of the Siecle, form

the princii>al theme of discussion in Pans. The former

paper was tried on Saturday, at the Seine Court of As-

sizes for a libel on the Attorney-General, and convicted ;

the editor being sentenced to two years' imprisonment

and a fine of 4,000f., and the printer to six months' con-

finement and a fine of 2,000f. The latter, it appears,

prints nine journals, several of which are Ministerial ones,

and is the owner and conductor of a large printing esta-

blishment, which, it is thought, will suffer severely by his

confinement. The Chamber of Peers also decided on pro-

secuting the Sxtcle^ the great organ of the Liberal party,

fur an article in it, reflecting on a member of their house,

and which they have declared to be a breach of privilege.

The affair seemed to have assumed a new appearance on

Saturday, in consequence of a letter addressed to the Pre-

sident of the Chamber of Peers from M. Chambolle, prin-

cipal editor of the Siicle, who is also a member of the

Chamber of Deputies, declaring that the article termed a

breach of privilege was written by him. The consequence

of this, it was thought, would have been that the Peers

would either feel obliged to take no notice of this avowal,

and proceed against the publisher, or else involve them-

selves in a question of privilege with the Deputies, with-

out whose permission no member of that Chamber can be

prosecuted during the session. It was understood that

the Cabinet had expressed their determination to support

with all its strength in the Chamber of Deputies any pro-

position from the Peers demanding that M. de Chambolle

should be put in accusation ; but the Peers decided that

M. Chambolle's avowal should not be taken into consi-

deration, and that the proceedings should be confined to

the responsible editor alone. The Opposition prints anim-

adverted severely on this decision, contending that it

was the result of conspiracy. They stated that thtSiecley

which has 20,000 subscribers, was directed by two editors,

MM, Perce and Dutacq—the latter on Ministerial in-

terests ; that by imprisoning and ruining the former, the

journal will fall into the hands of a new editor, probably

M. Dutacq ; and that thus the most widely-spread organ

of dynastic opposition would be neutralised or cancelled.

On Tuesday, M. Perce appeared before the Chamber of

Peers to answer to the charge. He stated in his defence

that he had no intention to attack the prerogative of the

Chamber, but he was condemned by a majority of 181 to

144 to a month's imprisonment, and a fine of ten thou-

sand francs (400/.).

Foreign Relations.—The contest on the point of eti-

quette with the Spanish Government has ended by the

withdrawal of the French Ambassador from that capital.

M. Salvandy reached Paris on Monday ; he was to attend

the Chamber of Deputies the following day, to take part

in the discussion on the Address ; it being thought that

M. Thiers and the Opposition would make the Spanish

Question the principal object of their attack, and take

little notice of Eastern affairs. The liberal prints state

that the despatches of M. Salvandy in relation to this

subject have been, throughout, bombastic and absurd, in

proof of which they give the following extract from one
of them ;

— ** The King's Embassy in Spain, after having

had an obstinate and desperate combat, has remained
master of the field of battle. I bring back with me the

body of France," With respect to the differences with
the Court of St. Petersburg, nothing further of an official

nature has transpired ; but it is said that Government is

endeavouring once more to propitiate the Emperor. The
Opposition journals state that M. de BouteniefF, the Rus-
sian Minister, is the object of particular attention at the

Tuileries ; that he was invited to a grand concert given,

a few days since, by the Duke of Orleans to his private

friends, and add that on Thursday the King intended
going to Versailles to do the honours of the Historical
Museum to the Russian diplomatist. These proceedings,

both witli respect to the Spanish and Russian Govern-
ments, draw forth severe comments from the Liberal
press ; and the Con.stiiutionnel declares that ** to be proud
with the weak, humble with the strong, inflexible towards
the Regent Espartero, but ready to bear every insult from
the Emperor Nicholas, constitutes the whole policy of the
present Cabinet."

The Chambers.—On Saturday, the Duke de Broglie,
Vice President of the Chamber of Peers, read to the King
the address which had been voted by that House in an-
swer to his Majesty's Speech, to which his Majesty briefly
replied in the following words :

—** You know the value I
set on the sentiments which ycu have just expressed.
They form a new pledge, added to the many you have
already given to France, of the confidence which the na-
tion has a right to place in that safntary un!on of all the
power* of the state, which constitutes the strength of our
institutions, and demonstrates the impotence of those who
may still dream of their overthrow. With that union
with your local co-operation, we shall continue to follow
the line pointed out to us by our duties and our oaths,
and thereby secure to our country the peaceable enjoy-
ment of all the blessings and advantages which Providence
has bestowed on iU" He affair of the 5tccfe, which will

be found noticed above, is the only other subject which

has occupied the attention of the Peers. In the Chamber

of Deputies, the President having read the report of the

Committee on the Address, the discussion on it com-

menced, with a speech from M, Bechard, a royalist, who

condemned both the foreign and domestic policy of Go-

vernment, particularly the treaty concluded by it for the

right of search. He was followed by M. de Carne, also a

royalist, who blamed all the foreign acts of the Ministry,

more particularly in relation ;to the Eastern Question,

though he expressed himself in favour of their Home
policy and their vigbrbus proceedings against the factions.

M. Berville, one of M. Thiers' party, next occupied the

tribune and spoke against the Address. France, he said,

had been insulted and oflended, and had submitted to the

offenders. The debate, which still continues, offers, how-

ever, no feature worthy of particular comment.

^/^m'ff-—Intelhgence has been received from this pro-

vince to the 2d inst. It brings a long report of Gen,

Negrier on the situation of the province of Constantine,

announcing that perfect tranquillity prevailed in that part

of the Regency. The contributions were regularly paid by

the natives ; seven tribes had lately made their submission

;

the entire country round Constantine was in a state of

high cultivation, and Gen. Negrier expected that the army

of occupation would subsist this year on the produce of

the soil ; the extensive plains of Temlouka, Talergma,

Ouled-Abdelnours, which had remained waste for four

years, were fast covering with farm-houses, and land had

been distributed for tillage to the garrison of Constantine

in the neighbourhood of that city. Works of every de-

scription were prosecuting with the utmost activity ; and

a barrack sufficiently spacious to accommodate 900 or

1,000 cavalry, situate at the Bardeau, together with an-

other at El Azouch, were neariy terminated.—A private

letter from Oran states, that Abd-el-Kader being aware

of the importance of the events passing in the eastern

provinces of the Regency, had marched towards the Tafua

at the head of his regular troops, and the contingent

forces of the Hachem, the Bordjas, and other tribes who

remained faithful to his cause- In consequence of this

intelligence, which brings Abd-el-Kader into collision

with the French troops, Col. Temponire hastily collected

the disposable force at Oran, and marched out at the head

of a column of from 1,600 to 1,800 men, and four pieces

of field artillery.—Private letters from Algiers of the 5th

inst. announce that all the tribes in the province of Oraa

had submitted to the French, except that at Tlemcen. It

was even rumoured that Abd-el-Kader had been deposed

by his own troops, and had fled to the Morocco territory.

It is added that the division of Gen. Lamoriciure, joined

by the Tafna tribes, had pursued the Emir to the frontiers,

and that this result had arisen from the revolt of the Arabs.

This intelligence, however, has not yet been officially an-

nounced, and seems to require confirmation.

Spain.—M, Salvandy quitted Madrid on the Gth inst.,

the communications which had passed between him and

the Government having led to nothing satisfactory. He

had taken with him M. Pageot, hitherto the Charge d' Af-

faires, and had left behind, merely, however, for the pur-

pose of signing passports, his second secretary of lega-

tion, the Due de Glucksberg, son of the Due Decazes.

The arms of France have not been taken down from the

hotel of the late Charge d'Affaires, as reported to be the

case. Perfect unanimity appears to prevail among all

classes of every shade of political opinion, with respect

to the conduct of Government in this affair. The Minister

for Foreign Affairs had given to the Committee appointed

to draw up the address in answer to the Regent's Speech

satisfactory information relative to the subject. M. Lopez,

the chief of the Opposition, had given his name, support,

and praise to Government; and a proposition, approving

of their conduct in this aff'air, had been carried almost

unanimously. During the debate M. Arguelles declared

that, as guardian to the minor Queen, he would not aVove

M. Salvandy to set his foot in the royal palace as ambas-

sador, till he had been recognised as such by the Govern-

ment of the Regent. Thegrouads upon which the Cortes

have approved of the conduct of the Ministry in this

affair are founded on the 59th article of the Constitution,

according to which they contend that the Regent could

not do otherwise than refuse the demand of the French

Ambassador. The Senate also, in a no less decided man-

ner, have approved of the conduct of Government, so that

the feeling of the country may be regarded as unanimous

on the subject. It was reported in Madrid that Mr-

Aston, the British Ambassador, was shortly to leave ff

London ; but this appears to require confirmation. It is

said that although the Opposition has been unanimous la

its approval of the conduct of the Cabinet in respect to

the affair of M. de Salvaudy's credentials, it intended not

the less to attack the Ministry on its internal policy, i^e

address was not expected to be ready before the 13th or

14th inst., and it was rumoured that the Ministry would

endeavour to procure the insertion of a paragraph to di-

minish, if possible, the effect on France and the rest oi

Europe of the circumstances which have attended the de-

parture of the French Ambassador. The committee ap-

pointed to draw up the address had, it is stated, come to

an understanding upon the paragraph relative to ^^^^^'t

iona, which, it was expected, would be one of the chie

points of the attack contemplated by the Opposition. A

would, it was believed, blame the Ministry for declaring

the city in a state of blockade, and exhibiting such w^eaK-

ness towards the members of the Junta of Vigilance.
>>»^

respect to the insurrection of October, the committee, i

is also Said, intended to censure the want of foresight an

pusillanimity which the Cabinet had shown during
^^

night of the 7th of that month. It was rumoured that tj^

Regent's escort was to be increased from 260 to 500 men*
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-The journals state that while Rubini was in Madrid he

suDg ill a concert given by a society for the relief of dis-
tressed religious sisters and military invalids.- The re-
ceipts amounted to more than 16,000 reals (4,000f,), and
Gen. Palafos announced, in the name of the invalids that
with the genuine spirit of Spanish gallantry, they gave up
all share of the profits in favour of the religious sisters.
Portugal.—By the arrival of the Neptune steamer at

Falmouth we have received intelligence from Lisbon to
the 10th inst. The new finance project occupied public
attention. Considerable opposition was preparing ao^ainst

it for the next meeting of the Chambers, but it appears
that the Lisbon capitalists were entering largely into it.

The advantage to Government, independent of 'the cash
advance, consists in its being enabled, by capitalising the
arrears, and commencing cash payments to its civil and
military servants, to realise the new tax of ten per cent,
on salaries, &c., the levy of which was made contingent
on prompt payment by Government, and which tax will,

it is stated, produce a larger amount than the whole in-
terest of the inscriptions to be created by this operation.
Lord Howard de Walden had, it is said, succeeded in get-
ting the increased duty which, it seems, the custom-house
wished to impose upon some cotton articles which they
classed as linens, taken off; and a petition from the mer-
chants for extending the time of despatching goods, im-
ported in Portuguese shipping previously to the 19th inst.,
so as to get the remission of 15 per cent, under the dif-
ferential duties* decree, which expires at the above date,
was also understood to have been conceded.—The returns
of wine exported from Oporto last year give 2G,355 pipes,
out of which 21,505 pipes were sent to Great Britain and
British possessions.

Germany.—Accounts from Vienna dated the 7th inst.
inform us that Sir R. Gordon has had an audience of the
Emperor to notify to his Majesty the birth of the Prince
of Wales. His Excellency on the same occasion expressed
to the Emperor, in the name of the Queen of Great Britain,
the great satisfaction felt by her Majesty on the concluding-
of the treaty between England, Austria, Russia, Prussia,and
France, for the abolition of the slave-trade. The same ac-
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counts state that Prince Paul Esterhazy was, in the course
of the week, to leave for London. The Vienna jour-
nals state that the new Bank-notes which made their ap-
pearance with the new year are of a very finished charac-
ter, resembhng tlie steel-plate engravings in the English
Annuals, and increasingin beauty and elegance in proportion
to the magnitude of the sums they represent. They appear
to have created quite a sensation in the capital ; and for
several days after they were issued, the national bank was
besieged by persons anxious to obtain them. They are for

Vnnn'"'.!'*'.^^
^''""'' ^^ ^°™3' ^^ fl"""^' 1^0 florins, and

1000 florins
; and the principal artists in Vienna are stated

to bavebeen employed in preparing the designs and exe-
cuting the engravings. The paper employed for them is
01 a superior kmd, manufactured for the purpose, and is
said to be so strong, that a stripe of it half a yard long will

»l,!''n?u
.P«"''^^^eight. Private letters from Goritz of

the 5th inst inform us that the Duke d'Angoul^me, who

veLl""'' ri'Tf^J""" '^""^ ^'^«' ^^« tl^en quite reco-

were in ^. Y .'^^ ^.T^'"''^
^"^'^ Mademoiselle de Rosny,

The «Zp H
' '"' ^^''^^' ^'^""'^^ letter from Vienna, of

out thT^
"' ''^^ "^'^ *^^ ^""^^ ^^ Bordeaux had been

sSrs foP '" ^- "'"'"S"' t^"**^ l>e ^^s able to walk down

aU resn..f
'""'^^ supported by two attendants, and in

one of h, T, ^T^ °° ^^"' The Emperor had sent

New Y..1
,^>des-de-camp to compliment the Prince on

celvpj frnm R ^,"~ ^^^'^^'S^^'^e of recent date has been re-

antcLZ ll""-
^}^ *^^^'"«t has issued an import-

Kovince, J^^f
''''^ *° ^^" '"P^"«^ Presidents in the

Prel Th- f'"'"
^° *'^^ d»'ies «f the Censors of the

seriou, i '^^'^'i^^ent forbids the Censors to oppose any

Srce?oTf fr'''""^'«^*° '^'-^ any inconvenien^t

edict of l?l5\*'"l'^l.?
^°°^«- ^t reminds them of the

the commni A 't ^\^' "^^"^ " '^P''^^^ ^» that outsteps

and Sod S.ir"'^1,
°/ ''^''»^'''^' ^I^5ch is against morals

politics and al 1 ll .

^''''^'''^^ introduction of religion into

and that of thi r
^^ ""^^ "^'^' the security of the State

•tructioL Ii'^
u?'':'?,"'^'« Confederation." The new in-

narrowir I f
^""'^'^ ^^'' ^^°^°'- 1« construe these orders

cumstan^c'es of tf.
'^P'"'^^^^^" «f ^^^ that respects the dr-

ill fair critlil r""]''^ '^ '° ^" permitted, as well as

tion is ! i!" °V^* administration, while proper atten-

dence of M. Vandersmissen, merchant, at Etterbeck. indomiciliary Tifiit made by the pohce relative to thi late
plot they found the memorial written by the ex-General
\ andersmissen at the time of the revoluti6n of 1830, and
that this memorial has been added to the other documents
Ihe ex-Lolonel Borremans, accused as an accomplice in
the plot against the safety of the State, has taken refuee
at Rotterdam. It is said that he has written to a person
at Brussels that he has fled from justice only for the pre-
sent, to avoid being imprisoned ; but that, as soon as the
affair comes to be tried, he will present himself, being cer-
tain that he has no cause to fear a condemnation.
Holland.—The Dutch papers state that the Princess

Maria Sophia Louisa of Orange, who was born on the
3d Apnl, 1824. will shortly be married to the reignin
Duke of Nassau, Prince Adolphus. The accounts of the
state of the rivers received at the Hague on the 12th inst
announce that the water in the Upper Rhine had fallen!
and that the Dutch rivers were full of floating ice. In
some places the ice was f.rm and passable by persons on
foot, but not by carriages.—The members of the Second
Chamber have received notice to resume their sittings
by the 9th of Feb., or, according to some accounts, the 2d
of tliat raonth-

Switzerland.—The Constituent Assembly of Geneva
has named a commission to draw up the plan of the new
Constitution. Two general principles have been laid down
for the guidance of the members, that of universal sufl-rac^e,
and that of the public election of municipal councils.—
The Geneva papers state that the Sardinian police autho-
nties are now very strict in requiring passports from all
persons crossing the Genevese frontier, even when they
are going only a short distance into Savoy.— It is stated
that the late political events in Switzerland have given such
activity to the press that compositors are now wanted.
Russia.—The Malta Times, brought by the Levant

mail, states that authentic intelligence has at length been
received with respect to the proceedings of the Russians in
Circassia, and gives the following details of the engage-
ment reported some time since to have taken place in
favour of the Circassians, but which, as we then stated, was
considered to require confirmation. The particulars are
as follows : " '

Jytiope, had arrived at Constantinople trith 4,000 men.
Intelligence had been received of tlic arrival of five French
sail-of-the-lineatSmyrna;andthismovementwasattributed
to the state of relations between the Porte and the king-
dom of Greece.

f ^^If^'""^"'" "^^^^o^n^s received by the Levant mail
from Alexandria extend to the 2(;th ult. The intelligence
IS not of great importance, Mehemet All had arrived atiayoum on his return from Upper Egypt, and had sent
for his horses to Cairo, in order to make an excursion into

k^n K "n •
^^"''»s expected at Cdro for the festival

kourbauBairam which takes place in the latter end of
his month M Krahmer, the Ru..iau Consul, continued

Rni M ' p .?M
V'''°^', ^''^ '^'^ Government. Mr.

Barnet, .he Entish Consu, was still waiting an answer to
Ihree notes which he had addressed to the Pacha on the
introduction of the new tariff, which ought to have been
put in force simultaneously with the abolition of the mono-

'Ir ;-
^^^o<'^»°^^.<=^ J'^d been issued by Government,

abuhshiug Constantinople coins, which had caused %
general stoppage to sales of manufactures. The French
Consul was still expecting satisfaction, which he had not
yet obtained, for the blow given to the consular agent by
an Arab. A serious disturbance took place at the Italian
theatre of Alexandria on the 23d ult, during the repre-
sentation of Lucia di Lammermoor, in consequence
of a dispute between some Italians, who were vociferously
applauding the prijna donna, and some Englishmen, who
wished to hear the performance. The Italians were
severely beaten by the Englishmen and forced to fly.
Ladies fainted, and the performance was concluded with
the first act, every one having left the theatre. The Ma-
hometans who were present were, it is said, much scan-
dalised, and exclaimed, '' These are the Europeans, who
have come here to civilise the Turks l"" This affair pro-
duced an unpleasant result on the morning of the 2Cth u!h
Dr. Grassi, accompanied by M. Ceruti, the Sardinian
Consul-General, and a M. Clere, were, it appears, walking
on the square, when they were met by a Mr. Brooke, ac-
companied by some other Englishman. Mr, Brooke,
addressing the :Doctor in Italian, asked him if he had
called him an ill-behaved person ?—to which the Doctor

•
^ r —"^ "'*- V.IA14..V* iiiiu tin Jti-ucuavcu person :—to wnicu the UoctorA great battle ^^s m reality fought be- replied that he had, because he had disturbed public ordertween the mountaineers and the Russians in the middle of

October. It commenced in the pass of Harnish, only
about six miles from the castle of Sotcha. The Russians
had about 8,000 Georgian and Mingrelian cavalry, with
10,000 or 12,000 of their infantry. The former led the
van, and were attacked in the pass so vigorously that they
were put completely to the rout. They fell back upon the
infantry, to whom their own panic was communicated, and
the whole fled €7i vmsse to the coast, closely pursued l)y

the victors. The slaughter was very great, no less than
3,500 of the Russians being left dead npon the field.
Some escaped to the ships, which, 49 in number, were
lying within gunshot of the shore ; others were drowned in
an attempt to swim off"; and the rest of the survivors made
good their retreat in great confusion to Sotcha, where they
collected, and entrenched themselves. Few prisoners were
made, the Circassians being less than 0,000 in number,
and therefore they put to the sword nearly all who fell into
their hands^ All the horses, and a large quantity of arms
and baggage^ were taken by the mountaineers, whose loss
did not, according to their own accounts, exceed 450 men
killed and wounded. After this defeat the Russians sued
for peace, and were answered that the Circassians would
make peace if the Russians would first evacuate the for-

tresses on the coast—but they would not treat without
intervention. They proposed that after the evacuation a
delegate from the Russian General, and another from the
Circassians, should be sent to Constantinople, where a
treaty should be made with the concurrence and under
the guarantee of the Porte and great European Powers.
This proposal not meeting with the approbation of the
Russians, they, after remaining before Sotcha about 20
days, embarked in their ships and sailed away, leaving the
accustomed garrison in that place. The Circassians intend
to attack all the castles on the coast (Anafa excepted)
during the winter. The harvest having been fine, they have
abundance of supplies, and expect to be very successful;
since last winter, though suffering severely from the dearth
of provisions, they managed to sack fi\e castles.

Ionian Islands. — Some serious disturbances took

in the theatre. Mr. Brooke then struck the Doctor with
his first on the face, upon which Dr. Grassi placed his
hand on his sabre, but M. Clere prevented him from using
it. Mr. Brooke then snatched the sword from M. Clere,
and broke it into pieces. M. Ceruti then declared that he
considered this a personal insult, when another English-
man replied that he was ready to give him satisfaction on
the spot. The Italians then withdrew, but it was feared
that the affair might lead to more serious consequences.—Private letters from Cairo state that the object of
Soliman Pacha (Col. Selves), in going to Suez, is not to
fortify that place, as reported, but to survey the traces of
the canal, attempted to be made in ancient times, from
the Red Sea to the Mediterranean, with a view to discover
whether it can be again made available for purposes of
communication. He is accompanied by the French
engineer, Col. Gallice, and Kakyn Bey. It is further said
that if the idea of a canal should be judged impracticable,
it is then to be discussed whether a railroad cannot be
established along the same line.

United States.—The Columbia steamer arrived at
Liverpool on Saturday, having made the passage from
Halifax in eleven days. She brings New York papers to
the 31st ult. They contain a great deal of angry discus,
sion on the subject of the liberation of American slaves in
British ports ; a question which appears to have been
more particularly raised just now, in consequence of the
liberation of the cargo of the Creole, the facts of which
appeared in our last* Another case of the same kind has
also been a subject of discussion in Congress. A Mr*
Barrow presented a memorial from the New Orleans In-
surance Company, setting forth that it had insured one
portion of 38 slaves, who h:id been taken by wreckers,
carried into Nassau, and there liberated. The memorial
asked for the interference of Government to obtain redress.
In the course of a long discussion which upon the
presentation of this memorial, some severe remarks were
made on the conduct of this country ; and Mr. Calhoun,
adverting to the case of the Creole, characterised it as
" the most atrocious insult yet off"ered to the nation," and"on is to be naid .r, ;""""""> "^""^P^^P^^ atten- Ionian islands. — some serious disturbances took " the most atrocious insult yet off"ered to the nation " an.

writings.*' The censorVhi-nh .
^'^^^7' ^°"^.' ^^^ form of place at Corfu on Christmas day, in consequence of the talked of '^ making reprisals " if redress were refused

sense honf^« «^^
urbnip pemg conducted m this liberal zeal of an American missionarv. who it seems interrnnted Another mpmViPr nf Prtncrr*.c« ,.«f«».^;r^^. f^ *!,„ ..,-u

the d^ily pre.rjnf
>P'^'''^ "^^^ ^^'^ P^^^^^^^^ literature of

and personllif^r . f
^"?Proved. and raised above cavilling

n«wESa?.\'^^^ ""''^ '^''^ ^^^^ it i« -^«« stated that

a^ent has a Ip wi K^ ^^^<^l^^*^ged.-An official announce-

affairs of th. A^S-H'^^
published of the settlement of the

I^ngof P tLt '^^^^ ^^^^g"^- ^ letterfrom the

return to Pni
^^^""'^ ^^'^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ l^^d promised not to

»nd that thf W-^"^'
^ P'""^^'^ ^^^^^ ^'^ ^^« faithfully kept,

K.r,_.^:^.^^ ^'»S now relieves him from thwnrnrv,;^;. w^e is noVt7.rTf"^n°r
^^^^^^^^^ 1^™ from this promise ; but

stall have h.
•^''^''^"^ ^'^^ ^^^"^- tJeissel, his coadjutor.

His Maiesf/^ 1^
""^"^ ^^'^ ^'^^^ ^^ f^^^"tv *o the King.

l>i«hop nefe^r ?^t''^^
^'^^''•^^ ''' ^i« I^tt^^' that the Arch-

^e^olutionl^^^^
P^rt, directly or indirectly, in the

^g€ them ^' '*^^^'' ^"^ that he did nothing to encou-
^tate that r. ?XT^,^^"^^^ ^"^"^ ^^''^*"- of the 10th inst.,

^^i been forr ^^,^^^^^*^"' Minister for Foreign Affairs,

l^«t htUe 1
"^^^' attacked with brain fever, and that

^untis;n v^^^.I^f^ entertained of h^s recovery. The
^<«^posinir thi' .. ^f^'"'

°^ the 10th, several persons.
'' i»S Vf^

''''^",^f the King, left for London, bearers,

Belg/it*! y ^^egant presents in china and amber.

^rm u^ IZ,'^''^^ f''^^ Brussels, of the 13th inst,
tt« luat anigng th« papers seized i^ the resi-

zeal of an American missionary, who it seems interrupted
some religious ceremony, performing by the inhabitants.

This person has been ient off to Greece. On the 26th
and 27th there was a renewal of these disorders, when a

soldier was killed and 12 others wounded. An order of

the High Commissioner was Issued, enjoining the soldiers

to quit the town in the evening and keep within their

barracks, and entreating the inhabitants to remain tran-
quil, if they would avoid the proclamation of martial law.
This intelligence, however, is not noticed in the Malta
papers, but was brought to Trieste on the 3d inst. by the
Austrian steamer from the Levant. No further particulars
are given.

Turkey.—By the Lerant mail we have received intelli-

gence from Constantinople to the 27th ult M. de Bour-
queney, the French Minister, presented his credentials to
the Sultan on that day. His Excellency, it is said, was
received with marks of the highest drstinction by the
Sultan, 1?pho expressed a hope that the friendship and
good harmony which his predecessors had ever studied to
maintain with France would not be disturbed during his

reign. AH Effendi and Akif Effendt, who had been ap-
pointed, the first Minister Plenipotentiary in London, and
the other in Vienna, had taken leave of the Sultan, and
were ta set out after the Kourban Bairam. On the
ISth ult. the Sultan's second wife died, Aiunet Pa^ha. of

Another member of Congress, referring to the same sub-
ject, said, that it was the lawless attempts of this country
in her ambitious graspings at universal donfiination which
would render war inevitable, unless she retraced her steps,
and did what was just between nation and nation. The
subject ifas ultimately referred to the Committee on
Foreign Affairs.—On the 2yth ult., Mr. Clay, in pursu-
ance of a notice he had given, laid before the Senate three
joint resolutions, proposing certain amendments in the
Constitution of the United States. The first of the reso-
lutioos proposed to amend the Constitution by restricting

the veto power ; the second, by vesting in Congress the
appointment of the Secretary of the Treasury and the

Treasurer of the United States ; and the third, by prohi-

biting the appointment to office of any member of Con-
gress during the terra for which he was elected* Each
resolution appears to have in tiew the same object

—

th^

curtailment of Executive power and influence, and its re-

duction within safe and proper limits. A long debate fol-

lowed, the conclusion of which had not beeu received at

New York when the Columbia left—The House of Re-

presentatives had been almost exclusively engaged in dis-

cussing the tariif scheme ; and the debates were expected

to occupy another week. They turned on the point whe-

ther duties should be imposed for protection or revenue.

The Seeretary of the Tirewuty had submitted to Coxigreii
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his reports, describing the President's phm for a new na-

tional currency. anJ for a final adjustment of that ques.

tioa. The report extends to great length, and is not of

intereit to the general reader.-Lord >Iorpeth had re- M
turned to New York.—A justice named ^\ iley had been '

convicted of having been connected with thieves and bank

robbers, for whom he had negotiated rewards on the re-

storation of their plunder.—The Judges of the Courts at

Philadelphia, to whom the grand jury had made a present-

ment against ^'icholas Biddle and others, on the alleged

ground of their having defrauded the Bank of the United

Slates, had unanimoubiy decided against entertaining the

Bubject. Tt was rnmoured that the officers of the Bank

would be indicted in some wav.

great enthusiasm, his Royal Highness rose, and replied in

the following words :-" My Lord Mayor, Ladies, and Gen-

tlemen, I return my most sincere thanks for this toast

and beg to express to you my hvely satisfaction at the kind

and flattering manner in which you have received me. It

ust ever be a gratifving recollection to me to have, by «

CITY.
Money Market, Friday,—Consols for money closed

at 89| ; for the Account, 89| to i ; Bank Stock, 1C7 to

168; India Stuck, 240^ to247i; Exchequer Bills, IGs.

to 188- premium ; Three per Cents, Reduced, 80J ; Tbree-

and-a-llalf per Cents. Reduced, 98^; New Three-and-

a-Ualf per Cents., 98^ ; Long Annuities (expiring Jan. 5,

1860), 12|.

illctropolis nub its F(cfnf(y.

The Weather,^The weather since our last" has been

somewhat variable ; at the early part of the week the frost

WAS severe, but several partial thaws have since taken

place, and the weather has become a little milder. On
Wednesday a thick fog enveloped the Metropolis, which

towards night became so dense that it was with difficulty

the most experienced persons were enabled to pursue their

route. This difficulty, however, appears to have been

still greater in the environs, particuhirly on those roads

where the lights have been withdrawn, the stages and om-

nibuses being compelled to proceed by torchlight. In

the Parks the ice has been rendered rather dangerous by

the thaws ; but althou^'h many thousand persons have

frequented them during the week, no accident of a fatal

nature has occurred.

New Royal Exchange,—On Monday the ceremony of

laying the first stone of the new Royal Exchange was

performed by IK R. H. Prince Albert. The City pre-

sented a very animated scene, great preparations having

been made for the event; and, the weather being favour-

able^ a large assemblage of persons was collected together to

witness the arrival of the Prince and the other distinguished

individuals who were to be present on the occasion, A
few minutes before two his Royal Highness arrived at the

Mansion House, and was received by the Lord Mayor and

by several members of the Cabinet. The procession then

left the Mansion House, and advanced, amid the cheering

of the assembled crowds, to the site of the new Royal

Exchange, where a pavilion had been erected for the occa-

sion. The pavilion was of considerable size, handsomely

decorated in the interior, which was lit up with gas, and

afforded accommodation for about 1500 persons, among
whom were the Duke of Wellington, Sir R. Peel, Lord

Stanley, and other members of the Administration, toge-

ther with many distinguished individuals, the officers of

the Corporation, and a numerous assemblage of ladies.

The Prince having taken his place near the stone, first

deposited in it a bottle containing the diSTerent coins of the

realm, together with a medal, having t.hehead of her Majesty
on the obverse, and an inscription on the reverse, A
glass brick, having on it an appropriate inscription, and
four glass pillars, were likewise deposited in the same
manner by his Royal Highness. A zinc plate, containing

Latin inscription composed for the occasion by the

Bishop of London, with an English translation, was then

placed inj the stone, and over the whole another rough
plate of the same metal. After a suitable address from the

chairman of the Gresham Committee, Prince Albert re-

ceived the trowel, which was silver gilt and of very hand-
some workmanship, and spread some mortar along the

surface of the stone. A large block of granite, five tons

in weight, which had been kept suspended by machinery,
was then accurately lowered upon it, after which his Royal
Highness, with an oaken mallet formed out of a portion of a
beam of the old Exchange, that had beenrescued from the fire,

struck the stone 12 times, thrice at each corner, and after-

wards proved it to be correctly laid by means of a level and
plumb-rule, which were handed lo him. All the necessary
formalities having tbus been gone through, during the per-
formance of which the Prince was greatly cheered, the Lord
Mayor's chaplain, the Rev, 11. Thomas, offered up a form
of prayer suitable to the occasion. The national anthem
was then sung : and thus concluded the ceremony, which,
considtring the important purpose for which the new
building is intended, the pomp which attended its found-
ation, and the distinguished personages present at the ce-

remoDj, must be regarded as an event of general interest

to the country at large.

The Banquet at ike Mansion House Immediately
after the conclusion of the ceremony. Prince Albert and
the procession again returned to the Mansion House,
where a sumptuous entertainment had been prepared for

his Royal Highness and a select number of distinguished

giiests. After dinner the health of her Majesty was first

proposed, which was followed by that of the Queen Dow-
ager. The Lord Mayor in a brief speech then proposed
the health of his distinguished guest, Prince Albert ; he
•aid he felt highly honoured by his presence, and added,

that though his Royal llighness's residence in England
bad not yet been long, it had been sufficiently so to enable

Lim to declare, that while his Rojal Highness would at all

timet have been received with honour as the consort of their

beloved Queen, he was now received with affectioa and

it will become the heart of the commerce of this great

country-a country to which I feel myself attached by the

dearest ties-a country in which I daily fie' myself more

at home—a country whose kindness I daily more ap-

preciate. Again thanking you for the honour you have

done me, I beg to propose * The health of the Lord Mayor,

v^-hose guest I aw this day, and the Corporation of the

City of London."' The Lord Mayor briefly returned

thanks, and proposed the health of the Pnuce of \\ ales,

which was received with loud applause, after which *• Ihe

Bishop of London and the Established Church" was given,

which the Biphop acknowledged in a short speech. The

health of Sir R. Peel and the other Cabinet Ministers came

next ; upon which Sir R. Peel rose, and, for himself and his

colleagues, returned thanks for the favourable manner in

which their healths had been received. The right hon.

baronet said that it was most gratifying to them to have

the opportunity of witnessing the important ceremony of

that tlay. It was impossible not to feel that that contracted

spot on which they had stood was again destined to be. as

it had been before, the centre of attraction to which the

commerce of the world would gravitate. It was impossible

not to feel that it was the spot to which the traffickers of

all nations would resort, where they would obliterate na-

tional antipathies and national jealousies, and would form

those engagements which constitute new guarantees for

the general tranquillity of the world. His Royal Highness

that day had laid the foundation not merely of an edifice

dedicated to commerce, he had laid the foundation of a

temple of peace ; and it was the earnest wish of her Ma-

jesty's Government that the future progress and destiny

of that edifice might correspond with the favourable aus-

pices under which that day its foundations had been laid.

The health of the Earl of Ripon was then drunk, and the

honour having been acknowledged by his Lordship, was

followed by that of the Duke of Wellington and the House

of Peers. His Grace, who replied at some length, said

that he was.much pleased at having been invited on that

occasion. They had met there, he said, that day to cele-

brate, promote, and perpetuate the arts and advantages of

peace ; and he trusted that he should never again hear in

his time of the celebration of the arts of war. For his col-

leagues, the other members of the House of Lords, he also

begged to return thanks, and added, that that house was

in his opinion essentially the Conservative branch of the con-

stitution of the country ; andhe hoped that, in modern times

at least, it had fulfilled the objects of its institution. Sir R,

Peel proposed the health of the Lady Mayoress, and in the

course of his speech paid a high compliment to Mrs. Fry,

who was bitting on his left hand. The Lord Mayor briefly

responded to it. and then gave the Representatives of the

people in the House of Commons, aud in connexion with

them the came of the noble Lord the Secretary for the

Colonies. Lord Stanley spoke at considerable length in

acknowledgment of the toast, and was loudly cheered at

different parts of his'speech, which our space will not enable

us to give. He felt proud at finding las name selected as the

organ of an assembly which is itself the representative of the

most povFerful and most important body the world ever be-

held—the commonalty of the United Empire. H e would ven-

ture to say that it was impossible for anyone returning from
the imposing ceremony of that day to have witnessed, as

they had done, the countless multitudes thronging the
streets of that great Metropolis, orderly, peaceably, and
well-disposed in their demeanour—a scene which no other
country could have exhibited in such a mass, coerced by
no force except that of moral feeling and interest— it was
impossible to have witnessed such a combination, beauti-

fully graduated from the Prince-Consort of the Queen to
the lowest and humblest artisan in the iletropolis, all

united in doing honour to the great object of the day—the
promotion and establishment of that which was the em-
blem, as it would be the harbour, of the commercial in-

terests of this great country ;—it was impossible to have
witnessed what they had that day seen, and not return to
the discharge of their public duties with an increased sense
of the awful responsibilities committed to their trust, the
important interests with which they had to deal, the re-

verence with which they should touch, the caution and
love with which they should guard the institutions which
in their results had produced such a prosperous and happy
combination of all orders of society in the Metropolis. It
was impossible to have returned without an increased

fitiem In hii.QWM salc^i XbeJoMt bftvisg beca cUtuik with muii brokf up

sense of the magnitude of that commercial interest which
spreading from one end of the world to the other, carries
with it, not only the commercial greatness of this empire,
but also, under the auspices of the principal merchants of
London, carries in its train the arts of civilization, the
blessings of peace, and the promotion of religion. He
trusted that the House of Commons would never be for-
getful of the great duties intrusted to its charo*e

; and
would always feel that the best security for the* perma-
nence and liberties of the people was the maintenance of
the present harmony of the Constitution, which, in all its
branches, formed that happy combination which he trusted
would be perpetual, the envy of the world, the constitution
of the United Empire* Several other toasts were drunk
and about 9 o'clock Prince Albert left the Mansion House'
amidst the enthusiastic cheers of the crowds assembled
outside, and the r«mwidw of the ^Oflipany shortly after-

Metropolitan Improvements,—ThQ Commissioners of

Woods and Forests have given orders to their architects

and surveyors to commence the projected improvements

at the West-end at Lady- day, or as soon after that period

as possible. The line of Coventry-street, through Cran-

bourne-alley, will then be continued, and a large number

of houses on the Marquis of Salisbury s estate will be

pulled down. The line of the intended new street will, it

is said, be commenced in Castle-street, where the houses

will be first removed.—The sale of the external materials

and internal fittings, hothouses, ice-well, &c., of the Ran-

ger's Lodge, Green Park, has taken place on the premises,

by order of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, the

site being wanted for the intended improvements in the

Park. The lodge itself, it is said, will be pulled down iu

the course of a month.

Marylehonc—K.i the usual weekly meeting of the vestry

on Saturdav, it was agreed, on the motion of Mr. Gomm,

that the poor in the workhouse should, on the day of the

christening of the Prince of Wales, be treated to the same

luxuries as on Christmas-day. Mr. Joseph moved, that

the out-door poor, upwards of 6,000 in number, be also

on that day of general rejoicing supplied with the means

of enjoyment. The motion was opposed by Messrs.

Gomm and Kirlyon, on the ground of the want of prece-

dent, but was eventually carried. It was also agreed, on

the motion of Mr. Foster, that a holiday should, on the

same occasion, be allowed to all the poor persons in the

employ of the parish, without any deduction being made

from their wages. Mr. Clapp then moved, that all the

poor-rate payers who had distress-warrants in their houses

for the non-payment of rates should be exempted from

the payment of these rates ; but the motion was lost by a

majority of 17 to II.

Fublic Meetings,—On Saturday, a numerous meeting

of the Spitalfields weavers was held to receive the answer

of the Poor-law Commissioners, in reference to a commu-

nication to them, conformable to a resolution of the trade,

passed at a meeting held on the 1st Jan., as reported in

this Paper at the time, requesting that they would take

measures to exempt the Spitalfields weavers from the

employment of stone-breaking at the workhouse, and for

other business connected with the destitution at present

existing in that district. The answer of the commissioner! ^

was read, acknowledging the receipt of the resolution for-

warded to them, and promising that inquiry should he

made as to the alleged injurious effects of such a mode of

providing labour for paupers. Several statements were

then made relative to the existing distress in this neigh-

bourhood, which appears still to prevail to a serious ex-

tent; and several speakers animadverted severely on the

conduct adopted by the Board of Guardians of the parish

in withholding relief from applicants. Several weaveri

stated that they had not been relieved at all, and Mr. Fox

said that the numbers of the visiting committee were not

sufficient ; but he believed that, at the next meeting of

the central committee, more visitors would be appointed,

when he hoped that the relief would be generah A vote

of thanks was then carried to The Times and Morning

Herald for the kind assistance they had afforded to the

distressed weavers, and for the manner their cause had

been advocated by those journals, and also to all those

other journals which have stood forward in their behalf.

Sfixures by the Excise, ^It is stated that a seizure hai

just been made of an illicit distiUery, on a large scale, carried

on by one of the leading wine and spirit merchants at the

East end of the town. There were, it appears, 20 vats,

each capable of holding 700 gallons, and about 20 tons of

molasses in a state of preparation for distillation, and 9U0

gallons of molasses' wash. It is said that it required

14 vans to remove all the articles to her Majesty s

itores* Thirty-three tons of sugar made from
^

pota-

toes have also been lately seized in some premises in

Princes-square, St. George's-in-the East, where more than

twenty men were at work in the manufacture of that ar-

ticle, which, it is stated, is sold by the grocers with a mix-

ture of the East India produce. All the men, it seemi,

asserted their ignorance as to who was their employer.

Robberies,—Several robberies were committed on Mon-

day, during the bustle and confusion in the City attendant

on the procession going to the New Royal Exchange. A
young lady was robbed iu Cornhill of a sum of money,

the thieves having contrived to cut her pocket from her

side. A gentleman, whilst walking along Cheapside, was

hustled and robbed of a silver watch, gold pencil-case, and

four sovereigns ; and the thieves, it seems, cut away part

of liis trousers in taking the articles. Another gentleman,

while standing on Cornhill, was hustled and robbed of a

valuable gold pin; and notwithstanding the vigilance of the

police, several other robberies of a similar kind were com-

mitted without the parties being apprehended.—On Tues-

day, a well-dressed young man was detected in the act of

picking a gentleman's pocket in the Court of Queen*

Bench, Perceiving that he was discovered, he rushed out,

and made his way to Westminster-bridge, where besought

refuge in a coal-barge. A policeman, however, had pur-

sued him so closely from the court, that he was instantly

•ecured and taken to the station-house.—At one of the

police-offices on Monday, two men, named Deeks and Roe,

apparently farmers' labourers, and who seemed to be lu

great destitution, were examined on a charge somewhat

•imilar to those reported in our last, of stealing bread

from a baker's shop. The baker in whose shop the thetc

had been committed said that the prisoners came mto

his shop, when one of them asked for a big loaf, and a

quartern one being handed to him, he immediately broke

it in two and handed a portion to Deeks, when hoth w
them commenced eating it. They were asked "^^ tp
money, to which they replied that they had none. «tid^^
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given in charge. On being asked what they had to say,
they merely stated that they were very hungry, and could
get no employment or relief. The magistrate remanded
them for further examination.—William Yates, the. indi-
vidual charged with committing a great number of suc-
cessful frauds on the different charitable institutions of the
Metropolis, has undergone a final examination. Two
cases were brought against him ; one by the Secretary to
the Society for the Protection of Young Females, who
stated that the prisoner called on him, representing himself
to be the steward of Sir H. W. Fletcher, of Ashley Park,
Surrey ; who, he added, had sent his cheque for the
amount of subscription to the Society, and it being 16^.
beyond the amount of subscription, the prisoner had re-
ceived the difference. The cheque was found to be a
forgery. A policeman stated that he was the prisoner's
brother-in-law, and on being shown the letter and cheque,
said that they were in the prisoner's handwriting. The
Secretary of the Mendicity Society stated that he had seen
upwards of one hundred begging-letters written by the
prisoner to the nobility and gentry; that he had been
transported in the year 1828 ; and that since his return
from transportation the Society had obtained six convic
tions against him. He added that the prisoner was one
of the most notorious begging-letter writers in the king-
dom, and that the tact and ingenuity he exhibited in
that species of imposition were astonishing. A similar
charge was also brought against the prisoner by the Secre-
tary of the Foundling Hospital. On being called on for
his defence, he replied that at present he was not disposed
to say anything on the subject, and that he should reserve
his defence until his trial, if it was intended to commit

He was thenhim, instead of summarily convicting him.
committed.—A daring attempt at burglary was committed
at Maida-hill, on Wednesday, in the house of a Mr. An-
derson, near the Paddington Canal. It appears that the
thieves ascended the top of the house, and in attempting
to get down the chimney, dropped a dark lantern into Mr.
Anderson's bedroom. Being awoke by the noise, he gave
an alarm; but the robbers made their escape. The next
day Mr. Anderson gave information at the station-house
of the circumstance, when he was assured attention should
be paid to his communication ; it seems, however, that
no additional policeman was put on the beat, and the
thieves again made their appearance the following even-
ing, attacked the policeman stationed there, and nearly
murdered him. Half an hour, it is said, elapsed before
any other constables made their appearance, and when
they did arrive the thieves had got off. Several serious
robberies, it appears, have lately been committed in this
vicinity; and at one house, it »s said, the whole of the
plate, worth nearly 100/., was stolen and carried off.

Fires.—On Tuesday, a serious fire, attended with loss
ofhfe, occurred in the Harrow-road. It broke out in a
public-house, called the Bee-hive, which at the time wa«
full of lodgers, principally navigators, most of whom slept
at the top of the house. The fire commenced in the lower
apartments, and spread with such rapidity that all the
inmates were prevented from going down stairs, and, but
for the lire-escape, the whole of them must have perished.
Senous fears were at one time entertained lest the whole
neighbourhood should become involved in the conflagra-
tion

;
but on the arrival of several engines from town, the

?h?''T^^T^'^"?^'''
^"^ ^^" adjoiniug houses sa^ed:the Bee-hive/' however, was entirely destroyed. After

all danger was over, an inquiry as to what had become of

It ha since been discovered that he perished in the flames

MrAXCn^^ ^^ ^^^ residence ofMr. A. A.Goldsmid. Cavendish-square.

held, when doubts were entertained of the husband s
statement

; and a surgeon, who had examined the bodv
said It was a literal impossibility for such a wound and its'
consequences to be produced by a gun. The other princi-
pal facts adduced in evidence against the prisoner were,
that he had frequently quarrelled with and beat deceased*,
and that she had repeatedly expressed a dread of being
murdered by her husband, from having found, as she al-
leged, a carving-knife and pistol concealed by him under
the mattress of their bed. The jury ultimately brought in
averdict of <* Wilful murder^' against the husband, Ezra
Steapenhill, who was accordingly committed to take his trial.

^
Brighton,—On Monday, a solicitor applied to the ma-

gistrates at the Town-hall, for a summons against the Rev.
J. M. Wagner, the vicar of this town, on the following sin-
gular charge. It appears that for some time past an ill

feeling has existed in the town against certain parties for
stopping St. Peter's clock, occasioned by a dispute re-
specting the churchwarden's accounts, and the making of a
new church-rate. On Saturday, as the vicar was proceeding
on horseback up North-street, two boys, about eight years of
age, called out, •*Who stopped the clock?" This, it seems,
so incensed Mr, Wagner, that he dismounted, and pursued
the boys, who rushed into their houses. The vicar, how.
ever, still followed one, who succeeded in bolting himself
in an inner room ; and having refused admission to the
vicar, the latter broke open the door, and severely horse-
whipped him,

^
A mob soon collected, and would, it is

thought, have inflicted summary punishment on Mr.Wag-
ner, had he not mounted his horse and escaped. The
above facts having been sworn to, the magistrates granted
a summons.—On Thursday Mr, Wagner was examined
before the magistrates. The Court was greatly crowded,

I

and considerable excitement prevailed, in consequence of
the singular nature of the charge. The child and its mo-
ther were examined, and the facts of the case were proved
in evidence to be as above stated. During the inquiry
some angry recrimination passed between the solicitors for
the two parties. The magistrates retired to consider their
decision, and during their absence the Court presented a
scene of great uproar. On their
M.P., the senior magistrate, said

conclusion that the defendant was

she considered she had a right ; and the jury, by the chair-
man's direction, supposing she might consider such to be
the case, found her not guilty ; after which the chairman
seriously cautioned the prisoner against acting so in
future : and trusted that all persons would be warned
from such a proceeding, as they would otherwise cer-
tainly expose themselves to the risk of conviction, and
consequent punishment.

Iluddersfield.— ?^ meeting has been held of the rate-
payers of the parish of Kirkheaton, comprising the follow-

w^ -
^^^^s^i»Ps— Kirkheaton, Lepton, Dalton, and

^hitby, for the purpose of petitioning against the New
Foor Law. One of the churchwardens was in the chair,
and after some discussion the following resolutions were
passed unanimously :^- 3. That it is the just and inalien-
able right of the ratepayers of England to appoint the
distribution of the money arising from their parish-rates,
whether for the use of the poor or otherwice. 2 That

and must be fined 40s. and costs.

f\r^rr\r^^¥^A ^ 1. .1 ,
* ^^ appcars that it

originated through the over-heating of a stove in the studv.M^T ^ r'^ ^'^l
^^' ^°^""S ^^d been burned com-

iW o/h
^^"^-^' '"^ '^' ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^'^^^ the wainscot-

Tole d ffi. r^'^^rV^ ^'^ "^ ^'^"^*^ ^he firemen had«ome difficulty, and the fire was not extinguished until
considerable damage had been done.-On Tuesday n gha fire, attended with loss of life, occurred in a house inthe Horseferry-road. It originated in the second floor

b o?;ihe'.:'lfK"^^
'^".^*^' "'^^ "^^ *^--t to Jeath

ftre b.oke out on the premises of Mr. Ashby, blind-maker

h2TZi''""^ ' "".^ '"'% ^'^'' ^'' compSely destroyed

in ^he r1! rf1^?^ "nder.-Yesterday a fire broke out

Iportil ;^f K
Club.house andwas not extinguished untila portion of the roof was burnt through.

occuSYnl-°'iT^""^l^/ ^^^^^^^°S ^ «^"0"» *<=<^i^entoccurred to Sir Henry Webster, residing in Dorset-

n 5 bv hS"'"''"'"'
^' "^"" '''^' «- Heiy, accompa-

jlmes^: P f''^'"' ^as proceeding from Timlico into St.James s Park, in a cabriolet, drawn by a hifrh-sniritedW ^t^nr 'r^^'T^^^^^
'^^^^ thewielovVrThgh

£r sT/r ''^^^^'^^' ^^^"^'" *^"t ^^^h great vio-S but w.? '^,'
'i

'' ''\1' sustained some severe inju-nes, but was enabled to walk home.

numt?/f'^i
'

u '\ ^^^^ropolis.^T},^ following is the

S^^^ ^T, occurred in the Metropolis,

tKth in. \rf'''"'/-i
^" '^^ ^''^ ^"^^"^ Saturda;

wLJi '~^^''*^^' ^^*^' Females, 521
^ eekly average, 1838-9-10.1 "

Total, 912.

return, Mr, Wigney,
they had come to the

guilty of the assault,

He thought the words
that had been used by the professional gentlemen had
been done so inadvertently, and hoped they would both
recall their offensive expressions. He considered it a
great act of indignity to the bench when such language
was used. The two solicitors then apologised to each other.—An address to the Archbishop of Canterbury has been
forwarded to his Grace from this town, praying his Grace
to discountenance as much as possible the doctrines pro-
pounded in the " Tracts for the Times."—The mackarel-
boats from this port have been very successful in their take
of fish ; some of them, it is said, having caught as many
as 1400 at one time. Most of them are at once despatched
to the London market by the Southampton Railway;
but a quantity have also been sold in this town at from
6fif. to 9(/. each.

^
Bristol,—Considerable excitement prevailed in this

city during the latter part of last week, in consequence of
its being known that a person named Charies Southwell,
late one of the principal '* Social Missionaries," was to
take his trial for a series of blasphemous articles pub-
lished in a periodical. The trial terminated on Saturday,
having occupied the whole of that and the preceding day,
t!:e defendant's address to the jury alone occupying ten
hours. The indictment contained the extracts from the
defendant's works which formed the subject of the charge.
The publication of the articles having been brought home
to the prisoner, the jury returned a verdict of ** Guilty,"
and he was, after an impressive address from Sir C. We-
therell, the recorder, sentenced to 12 months' imprison-
ment and a fine of 100/,

Chellenham,—On Saturday a man of the name of Edw.
Keerser, who represented himselfto be a butler in theservice
of Capt, Oakland, camejnto this town and hired Gloucester
Lodge, in the Promenade, in the name of his master, who,
he said, was a gentleman possessed of 35,000/, a-year.

His next step was to dispense his orders on his master's
account liberally among the various tradesmen; but the

suspicions of one of these being excited, the impostor
was defeated in his designs, and made a hasty retreat

from the town.

o t^iAi-i^i v^ay
I

Total, 971.
Males, 467 ; Females, 445 :

_ robmtml Xtlus.

toljaTe'^'fit^ uTT" '^'^r^ *" ^^"^ ^^'^ «^ ^^^!d««^ said

whercbv a w.
"^

^IT '^^ ^^'^^'^^ns use of fire.;rms,

ThTcl^.L.r"''
""^ *^''

r""'^
"^ Steapenhill lost her life!

on thp nnT ?'"' ^' "^^^ ^^'^'^^d ^^^e simply given

son nr. '?'' \'^ ^^ ^^'^ ^^^^^^^*i «^ deceased, the onl/per-

i^est, protracted throughout four days, has eince been

Chester,—On Saturday night, a young man employed
in the gardens at Northwick, the seat of the noble Lord of
that name, and who sleeps on the premises, was returning
home from Blockley, when he perceived an unusual smoke
issuing from a building which encloses an apparatus for

airing his Lordship*s picture-gallery. He gave the alarm,
and by great exertions on the part of the household the
fire was subdued without the neighbourhood being
alarmed ; althoughit seems that when the servants reached
the burning edifice the roof was falling in. His Lordship
was at Cheltenham at the time of the accident. The
damage done is inconsiderable.

Chichester,—Several meetings have been held in this

ci(y before the commissioners for the examination of the
bankrupts Messrs. Ridge of the Old Bank, and for pr^of
of debts against that firm. After a long inquiry, which
however elicited no facts of general interest, the proceed-
ings were adjourned to the IGth Feb. The total amount
of debts proved is 122,646/. 15s. Ud,

Gloucester,—At the last sessions in this city the fol-

lowing prosecution for felony took place, brought by a
person named Samuel Raisher against Sarah Taylor, of
Kingstanlcy, in this county. It appeared that the pri-

soner persisted in gleaning or leazing before the field of
wheat had been cleared, thus, it seems, in law committing
a felony. At the trial the prisoner set up a defence that

the New Poor Law Amendment Act has taken away that
right, andjplaced the expenditure of the rates in the
hands of persons non-resident, who consequently cannot
be proper judges of the real necessities of the poor, and
who have also much increased the expenditure of the
rates by the many salaries paid to clerks, relieving-oflSceri,
auditors, &c.,,which ofiices were formeriy performed by
the rate-payers themselves. 3, That tliis meeting is of
opinion that persons living at a distance cannot be proper
judges of the wants and requirements of the poor in their
several localities ; and therefore deem the three commis-
sioners of Somerset-house an unnecessary incubus, and
their salaries and expenses a wanton waste of the taxes of
the^ country, 4. That the whole system of union of
parishes is bad in itself, both for the guardians and poor,
the former having to leave their homes at great di.^tance
and expense, and the latter often fail in the very attempt
to obtain relief, having to tell their tale to strangers, who
cannot possibly be acquainted with their case, 5. That
the Poor Law Amendment Act is unjust and oppressive
in its nature, and contrary to the true spirit of Christianity
and the constitution of our country, and therefore ought
immediately to be repealed, and the 43d of Elizabeth re-
turned to. 6. That a petition be sent to Parliament
requiriog the immediate repeal of the New Poor Law
Amendment Act, and embodying the above resolutions.
7. That the ])etition be sent to the West Riding repre-
sentatives, to be presented to Pariiament by them, and
requesting their support to tlie prayer thereof." The
above townships form a considerable jportion of the Hud-
dersfield Union ; and it is expected that the whole of the
parishes constituting this union will soon follow the above
example.

Leeds.—K numerous meeting of the working-men of
this town has been hehl, to hear the statements of a de-
putation lately appointed by the Short Time Committee
to lay their views and feelings before her Majesty's Go-
vernment, The chairman, Mr. Hobson, in introducing
the business of the meeting, said that it was necessary for
him to premise that on the 10th Oct, last, the Leeds Short
Time Conamittee received a communication from their
friends in London, engaged in watching over and promot-
ing the interests of the factory workers, recommending
that deputations from the Short Time Committees of York-
shire should be appointed to proceed to London, and there
seek interviews with the ministry, particularly Sir R.
Peel, and lay before him or them the state of public feeling
generally throughout the country with reference to the
short-time measure. On the 13th Oct. the Leeds com-
mittee met to take this letter into consideration ; the result
was, that himself and Mr. Fleming were appointed as the
deputation from this town, and they accordingly ^ent to
London- He should, however, leave to Mr. Fleming to
state to the meeting how the deputation had been received.
Mr. Fleming then addressed the company at considerable
length, detailing the conversation they had had with Sir
R, Peel and the other members of the cabinet on the sub-
ject, and speaking in high terms of the manner in which
they^had been received. He concluded by saying that the
report of the committee would soon be published, and
that it had been thus long delayed only in order that it

might appear just before the opening of Parliament, when
it was expected to excite more attention, and produce a
greater effect, A resolution was then moved, proposing
a vote of thanks to the Short Time Committee, and the
deputation sent by them, for their exertions in behalf of
the working classes. A Mr. Jones proposed an amend-
ment, " That the deputation, not having been appointed by
the people themselves, could not be considered as ex-
pressing the views of the working classes ; and, therefore,
the meeting is of opinion that no countenance should be
given to that deputation, and that rather they are entitled
to censure for not having pressed the subject of the
people's charter upon the Ministers." This having been
seconded, the chairman put the two propositions to the
meeting, when the original motion was carried almost
unanimously, there appearing only about -0 hands ia
favour of the amendment.

Liverpool.—The accident which we reported in our
last as having occurred to one of the sons of the Kev.
Hugh ^PNeil, of this city, has terminated fatally. An
inquest has been held, when two youths who were with

deceased at the time of the accident were examined at

length ; after which the jury returned a verdict '* That

deceased came to his death by misadventure/' declaring

the pistol to be forfeited to the Crown, further adding,

* that they cannot separate without expressing their earn-

Ciithope, that this melancholy event will operate as an im-

pressive lesson to parents and guardians against entrusting

firearms to persons too young to use them with safety.''

—

A serious fire has occurred on board one of the ships lying

in the King'$ dock. She was laden with grain, rags, tallow,
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ind furnitare ; ind the &ua«t tpretd «o rapidly the wind

blowing with tome tiolenct it tU time, that greatapprehea-

•ioat were felt for wifcrml Urare tesseUljing not far off, Uden

wilb ipiriti »nd cottoo. Had tht. ships taken fire, the

conacqaenccs woulil have been Tery serious. By the great

•lertioM of the firemen, howeTer, there being no less than

aioe enfinea on ibe spot, the ffimca were nltimatcly sub-

dued, after continuing three or four houia ; and no further

damaf^e was done.

ijynn, A aerioaa accident has occurred to the mail

eoach running between this town and T .don, vhlch was

OTcrtnrned between Melbourn ».id Royston, and the

coachman killed upon the spot. The cause of

the accident appears to have been a quantity of mad
which had been scraped to the side of the road, and being

•orered with snow, was not perceived by the coachman.

There were four inside paaaengcrs and one outside, all of

whom, as well as the guard, escaped without injury.

MaifUtone,—^A numerous meeting of the farmers and

gentry of the netghb<»urhood hu been held at Orpington,

la L incnce of the late incendt*iry fire wliich occurred

Ift that village. The cbairinan, Mr. M osier, midc a few

remarks pxpreaaiTe of the indignation felt by the meeting

at the act whirh hnd l>een the reason of calling them

together, after which the following reJ'oluHonswcrc nnani-

mously adopted:—** After mature consideration of sH the

circamstanrei conner'^d with the late event which his

destroyed the barns, stacks of corn, hay, and other pro-

yarty, in the Gravel Pit Farm, in the occupation of Mr.

n4#ph J I -kson, this meeting is of opinion that it was the

art of an incendiary. This meeting, thereft)re, cannot

sufficiently express iU utter abhorrence of Mich a wicked

act, the mora ao when the sufferings which it must inflict

upon the labouring po|iulation, many of whom will neces-

sarily be thrown (»ut of employ, is contemplated. That a

rrward of 100/. be «tTered for the apprrhension and con-

viction of the offender or offniilers, and that a subscription

be entered into for the purpose." The above resolution

was accompanied with another to tlie effect, ''That the

ilome Secretary be requested, Ihrongh the Police Com-
missiooers, to offer a further reward, together with

pnnlon to any accomplice," It was mentioned that, so

far from its being likely that the act had originated witli

any poor person or others in distress, that in the parish

•f Orpington the lower classes were in full employment,

ery few instances of persons applying for relief being

Imown. The extent of damage done is under 2,000/. The
event appears to have created considerable excitement in

the county.

M^ewcasde.—On Sunday the master of a ship, the

Commodore ^apiffr,arriTed at North Shields from Dundee,
reported that when off the Cof[uet, during Tcry foggy

Weather, his vessel came into collision with a vessel be-
longing to Southampton, the crew of which took to the

rigging, but before any asiistnnce could be rendered, they

all 4)eri:ihcd, with the exception of the mate, who fortu-

nately SQceeeded in gettiug on board his vessel, and has

since been landed at North Shields.

Oxford,—At a meeting hrld on Thursday before the

Ticc-Chancellor, for the purpose of asrertainmg the num-
ber of vot&a respectively promised to the candidates, it ap-

peared that there were for Mr. Garbctt,9'21 ; for Mr, Wil-

liams, 6'2,1 ; upon which the friends of the latter gentleman
Immediately withdrew him from tbccontcat.—A few nights

since, as a gentleman named Travers, of this town, was re-

turning from dining with a friend, he was struck with a stone

or stick, close to Triford-heath, whereby he wns for a time
rendered insensible. On recovering himself, he discovered

that two or three men were engaged riAiug his pockets,

and being unarmed, he pretended to be unconscious of

what was going forward. The thieves having, as they

supposed got all the booty they could, ran off, leaving him
on the ground. Mr. Travers then found that he had been
fobbed of his purse, containing two or three pounds, and
a pencil-case ; his gold watch and a guard-chain, which he
found broken, having escaped the attention of the robbers,

uf whom no traces have been discovered.
South ShicMs.~k lire has occurred in the Trinity

Church, in this town, in consequence of one of the flues

having become heated, and igniting the bj)ard3 above it.

Fortunately it was discovered about the time the congre-
gation were assemhUn^Jfor Divine Service, and, by prompt
Mslstance, was speedily got under without much damage.

fVindsor.—Tlie preparations at the Castle and in St.

George's Chapel for the imporUnt ceremony which \\ ill

take place on Tuesday are nearly completed ; her Majesty,
accompanied by Prince Albert, having during the week

It is reported

Christening, to be in attendance upon her Majesty during

the day as a guard of honour. They will, J»owever, it is

stated, return to London the same evening. Wednesday,

the day succci-ding the Christening, has been fixed on for

the consecration and presentation of new colours to he

72J lliehlanders. The colours will be presented by the

Duke of U eilington in the Quadrangle, in the presence of

her Majesty and Prince Albert, and the whole of the

Royul and illustrious visitors at the Castle.
, , . ,

amone the best-informed circles that his Prussian Majesty

during his visit will be invested as a Knight Companion

of the order of the Garter. Her Majesty has invited the

Lord :^rayor and Sheriffs of London to be present at the

ceremony and at the banquet in tl»e evening Sleeping

apartments at the Palace have been commanded to be pre-

pared for the civic functionaries. On Thursday after the

Royal dinner-party had broken up at the Castle, a re-

hearsal of the sncred music to be performed during the

The carriage and occupant were then conveyed to Brighton,

where they arrived soon after the train.—On Thursday

the half-yearly meeting of the shareholders of this com-

pany was held, J. Harman, Esq. in the chair. The
directors' report, and that of Mr. Rastrick, the engineer,

were read, from which it appeared that in the second

week after the opening of the line to Brighton, the traffic

amounted to 3,(19001. Us. Bd., and for the half-year end-

ing the 31st Dec, 34,182/. 2^/., against which there was

an expenditure of 24,400/. 3s. id,, which left a balance

of iJ,78U. IG5. lOJ. The passengers conveyed on the

main line were 00,539. At the last meeting it was stated

that the line would be completed for 2,289,031/., but the

accounts showed that the gross expenditure had reached

to 2,269,359/. already, and the company had become

liable since to the extent of 371,318/., which was for the

railway 186,318/.; for extra workshops, wharfs, &c.,

100,000/.; and the London-bridge station, 85,000/.; which

ceremony of the christening took place in the music-room sums it was proposed to raise by loan-notes payable at

S command and in the presence of her Majesty, for the " the end of five years giving the holders the option at the

firs trmTby the Queen'i^privnte band. The pieces per- end of three years, to convert them into quarter shares of
nrsc imie, oy tnc ^ k , . . . , .^1 ___

^^ic company under the powers of an Act to be obtained.

In concluding their report, the directors alluded with

regret to the obstructions that had occurred on their owu
line, and the slip on the Croydon Railway, which had

been a great interruption to the Brighton traffic; but

they were still of opinion that the traffic will ultimately

realise the most sanguine expectations. A, long discus-

sion took place among the proprietors respecting the

necessity of the further demands made on them, which

led to a motion by Mr. Parsons, seconded by Sir I. L.

Goldsmid, Bart., for an adjournment of the question till

the accounts could be examined by a committee. Several

Ex-

taken much interest in the proceedings, and personally
directed several of the arrangementa. A portion of the suite

of the King of Prussia arrived at the Castle at an early part
of the week, hi^i IMajesty himself being ejtpected to arrive
this afternoon. The line of the procession from the Castle
to St. George's Chapel has been determined upon as fol-

lows :—The Royal carriages, eight in number, will leave
the grand quadrangle through George the Fourth's gate-

way, entering the Park opposite the Long Walk ; thence
down Castle-hill, pass by the top of Castle-street, into the
Lower Ward by Henry the Eighth's gateway. It is feared

that the late wet and unfavourable weather, rendering the

park unfit for a military display, will cause the grand
review, which bad been decided upon, to be postponed

;

or should it take place, that it will not be on so

extensive a scale as had been contemplated. It is

not believed that any troops will be ordered here from
the neighbourhood of London, Ipswich, and Hounslow,
na rumoured; but that the ujilitary upon the occa-

sion win consist only of the Royal Horse Guards
(Blue) and the 72d Highlanders. The 1st Regiment
of Foot Guards, of which the Duke of Wellington is

Coloacli win arriye from town oa the morning of the

formed were a march from the oratorio of Joseph, pre-

ceded by a martial symphony from the oratorio of Bel-

s/wt-^ar.and" llaudel's Occasional Overture." A change

in these compositions has since been determined upon by

Prince Albert, and a grand march from the oratorio of

Judas Maccabeus has been commanded to be substituted

for the martial symphony and the march in Joseph,^

tensive prepnrations are in progress for a general illumi-

nation throughout the town on the evening of the chris-

tening. Numerous flags, banners, and other appropriate

devices, will be displayed by the Inhabitants during the

day, which is expected to he one of universal rrjoicing and

festivity.

IVobnrn,— Oil the evening of the 13th Inst., a fire was

discovered in one of the servants' rooms at the Abbey. The

floor was much burnt, but the fire having been early dis-

covered, and every exertion used to subdue it, the flames

were fortunately extinguished before any considerable

damage was done.

j^jjrA'.—Afcwdaysago, asMr.Hntler, a farmer, residing

near Whitwell, was returning home from this city, in a

spring cart, he was accosted by an apparently well-dressed

lady, who wore a mufF, veil, &c., and who desired him to

let her have a ride, as she was benighted. Mr. Butler

agreed to do so, and after they had proceeded some dis-

tance, and had arrived at rather a secluded spot, the lady

desired him to get out, as she had lost her glove. The

farmer, however, declined, being suspicious that all was

not right. His companion then alighted from the vehicle,

and Mr. Butler at once put his horse into a gallop,

when immediately several shots were fired after him, but

without taking effect. On arriving home, he found the

muff in his cart, and discovered within it a brace of loaded

pistols and a clasp-knife,

RaUtcai/s.'~-T\\Q following is said to be the correct ac-

count of the accident noticed in our last as having occurred

on the Leeds and Manchester Railway, which we copied

from the local papers, and respecting vrhich there appeared

to be at the time several conflicting reports. It seems

that as one of the luggage-trains was passing between the

Sowerby-bridge and Elland stations, a spark fell upon and

set fire to a portion of the goods, when the engine-driver,

in order to extinguish it, exhausted the whole of tlie

water which he had to supply the boiler, whereby the fire

was put out ; and on attempting to proceed, he found that

all the steam was gone, in consequence of which the train

stopped. At that moment another luggage-train came up
at great speed, when a collision took place, and one of

[
the engines and tender was much damaged, as was also a

quantity of the goods. "No lives, however, were lost, al-

though one mai\ had his thigh severely fractured. The
damage is supposed to be nearly 1,000/.—An inquest has
been held on John Dixon, the policeman who was killed

on the line of the Great Western Railway, in the Sunning
cutting, whilst signalising one of the up-trains, as stated

in our last. The jury returned S verdict of " Accidental
death ;" at the same time adding, that they entirely ex-

onerated the company, and those in their employ, from
the least share of blame in connexion with the occurrence.
—A man named Jupp, who kept the Star public-house at

Reigate, threw himself under the Brighton train, at Red-
hill, on Monday, and was killed on the spot. The cause
of this determined suicide is not yet known.—It is stated
that the survey of the contemplated line of railway between
Lancaster and Carlisle is proceeding rapidly ; and on
Monday the survey of the portion of
Carlisle and Glasgow was commenced.

-

ern Railway Company have resolved

second-class carriages, by boarding up
several compartments, so as to render them more comfort-
able than they have hitherto been.—On Tuesday the fol-
lowing accident occurred to one of the passenger- trains
on the London and Brighton Railway: It appears that a
gentleman engaged for the conveyance of his carriage to
Brighton, and the truck on which it was placed was the
last in the train. The owner, although advised to the
contrary, persisted in riding in his own carriage. On
the train reaching Balcombe tunnel, by some means the
truck became disengaged, and left the carriage in the mid-
dle of the tunnel. The gentleman perceiving the train
leaving him, called after the:o, but in vain

a man
named

under

in the

the line between
The Great West-
on altering their

the backs of the

" - , — — — . , and, finding
they proceeded on their journey, became seriously alarmed
being afraid to alight, and not knowing whether iu a few
minutes he might not be dashed to pieces by the next
train. He had not been long in this suspense when an
engine entered the tunnel, and the gentleman thought
his fate meritable ; but fortunately it proved (o be a pilot
one, sent to look after him, the truck and carriage having
been missed on the train arriving at the next staUon

gentlemen having expressed a wish fur an inspection of

the accounts, a committee of fiSQ shareholders was ap-

pointed for tliat purpose.

IRELAND.
JDuLIin.—A trial has taken place in this city of

named John Delahunt, for the murder of a boy

Thomas Patrick Maguire, which was committed

circumstances of unusual atrocity. It appeared

course of the evidence, that the boy, who was only nine

years of age, was decoyed away from some companions

with whom he was playing, by the prisoner, who took hitn

about to different places, where they were seen together

by several of the prisoner's own relations, who were the

principal witnesses against him. Shortly afterwards the

body of the boy was found dead near one of these spots,

with his throat cut; and a knife, belonging to the pri-

soner's brother, and which the prisoner had been seen

sharpening the previous day, was found near the place.

Under these circumstances, the prisoner was arrested: the

evidence against him was entirely circumstantial ; it does

not appear that he was actuated by any feeling of hatred

or revenge, and iiis motive for committing the crime ap-

pears to be wrapt in mystery ; the only one suggested by

the counsel for the prosecution being the hope that a

reward might be offered for the apprehension of the mur-

derer. The crime of the prisoner was still further aggra-

vated by his subsequent conduct, as by the minute account

he gave at the station-house of the transaction, which he

alleged he had only witnessed, he had nearly caused the

mother of the boy to be arrested upon a charge of being

the murderer of her own child. It was, however, satis-

factorily proved that this could not have been the case;

as, on the evening the murder was committed, she was

eonfined at ibe Lying-in IIospitaL After a long anti

patient investigation, the jury found the prisoner guilty,

and sentence of death was passed upon him, the Judge

informing him that he must not hope for any mitigation

of the sentence.—A serious fire, attended with loss of life,

has occurred in this city. It broke out in the house of a

cabinet maker iu Bride's Alley, and was so rapid in its

progress that, out of eleven inmates, nine only succeeded

in making their escape : the other two, both of whom were

women, one 60 and the other 19 years of age, were burnt

to death.—The usual weekly meeting of the Repeal Asso-

ciation was held on Monday. The Secretary announced

the receipt of 19/. 5^, from' the repealers of Manchester

and Salford, Mr. J. O'Connell, M.P., apologised to the

meeting for his father's absence, and addressed the meet-

ing in an harangue of some length on the prospects of the

country under the present Government. Shortly after-

wards the Lord Mayor arrived, and handed in 100/. from

Albany, in the State of New York, and also 20/. from

New York, He directed the letters and addresses, ac-

companying these remittances, to be read, and observe

that if every individual present had a hundred pair of ears

he could not think he hud one too many to listen to these

sweet sounds of hberty coming from America. The le

ters professed a deep interest in the struggle ^^^
,

Repeal of the Union. His Lordship then addressed tue

meeting at great length, lie postponed detailing hisp^a^

for the agitation of repeal this year, and occupied the re-

mainder of his speech with observations on the approve
-

ing election for the city. The whole rent for the ^^j^

was announced to be 20GL 16s. 6rf.—The Queen's Advo-

cate has received directions from the Attorney-Generait

prepare forthwith the draft of a bill to legalise aU t^^

marriages solemnised by a Presbyterian clergyman betw

an Episcopalian Protestant and a Presbyterian,
^^^f .^

was declared last week to be invalid by a m:ijority ot i

twelve judges. This measure, it is thought, will
f!^^,

allay the alarm which appears to have been raised iQ

north of Ireland by the decision of the judges. ^

Belfast A serious fire has occurred in ^"^^/vj/
whereby the extensive provision stores, belonging to i

•

Duffield, in JamesVstreet, have been entirely
^^^^Y^J^^,

The building, it seems, was 150 feet in length and icrc

i

the
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Btories in height; and the whole of it being in a short
time one mass of fiame, presented, it is said, a very im-
posing spectacle. Crowds of persons, though it was
night, and the weather very inclement, were assembled to
witness the conflagration, which it was some considerable
time before the engines succeeded in getting under. The
extent of the damage done is not yet accurately ki^wn,
but it is supposed to be very great.

Londonderry,—A few days since, a dispute arose be-
tween two men of the names of Mackinteggart and Winny^
both neighbours, at Derrymacrow, near Crom, about the
right of pass through part of the lands of Derryraharty,
which they agreed to decide by a boxing-match, out of
which arose the following serious affray. Several personal
friends of either party, to the number of forty, assembled,
armed with spade-shafts and other weapons, and a general
fight ensued, when a man named Daniel Maguire received
a blow on the temple, of which he died a few hours after

;

two others, named Maguire and Mackinteggart, were dan-
gerously wounded, and several more received severe con-
tusions. An inquest has been held, and after a long in-
vestigation the jury returned a verdict of '* Wilful murder"
against certain of the parties, who however have fled, and
have not yet been apprehended.

Limerick.—A murder has been committed in this county
on the person of Mr, Shine, a wealthy farmer, of Carrig-
parson. It seems his house was broken into by four men,
who had their faces blackened, whilst several others re-
mained outside. Mr, Shine offered resistance, and was
knocked down with a blunderbuss by one of the robbers

;

and on his saying that he knew who they were, one of them
deliberately put a gun to his side, and killed him on the
spot ; after which they went off. Several persons in the
neighbourhood, it being about eight in the evening, were
alarmed by the shot, and hastening to the scene, at once
pursued the murderers, but were unable to overtake them.
The police, also, have since been actively in search of
them, but no traces of them have yet been found. The
only cause assigned for the murder is, that Mr. Shine had
lately taken a farm, from which the former tenant had
been ejected. — Another attack has been made on the
house of a farmer named Quane, at Tullavin, in this county,
by several armed men. One of them broke in the door,
and was immediately seized by Mr. Quane, who succeeded
in shutting the door before the others entered, and wrest-
ing the gun from the rohber ; the party outside, hearing
the struggle, appear to have thought that the police were
inside, and ran off, leaving their comrade a prisoner. He
has since been committed to take his trial.

Ulster,—The local papers inform us that active pre-
parations are making in this province for emigration in
the spring on a large scale, and that numbers of the Pro-
testant yeomanry of the north are about to adopt Australia
as the future scene of their industry.- . In Monaghan,
Cavan, and Louth several respectable and wealthy farmers,
it is added, are preparing to take this step.

SCOTLAND.
EdmhurgJi.—kn Anti-Corn-law conference has been

held in this city, at which the speakers were chiefly the
ministers of dissenting congregations, of whom, it is said
712 had promised to attend ; namely, 384 of the Seces-
sion, 130 of the Relief, 110 Independents, 52 Baptists
and 36 of smaller sects; and it is supposed that there
were nearly this number present. The statements made
by these gentlemen referred to the distressed state of the

^?""!'^:. ^^.^ "'^'^'y ^/ ^¥. P?^**' ^"*^ *^e depressed con-
.

, - . , ^j^^ results, as they con-

T-
- - Corn-laws. The RevMr Marshall, of Cupar Angus, affirmed, " that the peace

of the country would with difficulty be preserved Thevhad met, he said, in order, if possible, to avert the direful
consequences of a continuance of the evils that afflicted
ihem. These consequences he would not pourtrav ; buthe would ask, was it to be imagined that the masses of

G/a^^ott^.-Messrs. Smith and Wishart, the prisoners
in custody on a charge of having committed extensive
frauds on the Bank in this city, the circumstances of
which were given at length in our last, have undergone
their final examination, and have been commitled to take
their trial for the offence.—An Anti-Corn -law demonstration
which had been announced to takeplace for some time past,
has also been held in thiscity. It commenced its sittings on
Friday, the I4th inst., in the Trades' Hall, where it bad
been arranged to receive the reports of the deputies from
various parts of the country, as to the condition of trade,
and the operation of the corn and provision laws upon the
state of the country. The reports of the different depu-
ties from the manufacturing towns all contained state-
ments of the most serious distress, more especially that
of Provost Henderson, from Paisley, who said *'the inju-
ries inflicted on that town by the Corn Laws were beyond
description

; to say it had suffered, to say it was ruined,
were but inadequate terms ; it had literally been martyred
by the Corn Laws." Somewhat similar reports were
read by the deputies from Dundee, Aberdeen, and all the
manufacturing districts ; detailing the distressed condition
of the poor, the number of establishments that had stopped
work, and the general depression that prevailed among all

classes and in all departments. A number of speeches
were also delivered, the object of which was to prove that
the mass of the working population of the kingdom have
reached that point in depression, and that trade and credit
are in that disorganised position, which must call for an
immediate remedy

; otherwise anarchy, ruin, and national
bankruptcy will be the certain result. Resolutions embo-
dying the feelings of the meeting on the subject of the
Corn Laws were adopted unanimously. In the evening
there was a banquet, at which, it is said, upwards of two
thousand persons were present.

Perth.—The college about to be formed in connexion
with the Episcopal Church in this county, to which we
have before referred, will,it is said, be established without
delay. The site will be north of the Frith of Forth, and,
it is thought, in the neighbourhood of this city, it being
proposed that the students shall become boarders in the
establishm.ent. The purposes to which the funds will be
devoted are said to be the erection of a chapel, with halls,

and other suitable buildings. It is also intended to found
a number of bursaries, or scholarships ; and it is proposed
that subscribers to the amount of 100 guineas and up-
wards shall have a perpetual right to nomination in favour
of young men, a deduction of 10 per cent, being allowed
in such cases from the current rate of annual payments
for board and education. Committees have been appointed
to carry the object into effect, and the bishops, it is stated,
have given their consent to the plan. At the last meeting
of the members of the Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge a grant of 1,000/. was voted in furtherance of
the design.

Linliihgotv,—At a meeting of the town council, held
on Monday, the Provost moved, that the council commu-
nicate to the Directors of the Edinburgh and Glasgow
Railway Company their approval of running mail trains
on Sunday, morning and evening, care being taken in

doing so to give as little hurt to public feeling as possible.
The motion being seconded, was carried by a majority of
fourteen to four, two declining to vote ; the minority of
four being of opinion that the council should not interfere

in the raatter-

dition of every branch of trade , ...^ ^vouits i

sidered, of the present state of the Corn-Iaws.'

to

our population would always submit to the injustice and
oppression of which they considered themselves the vic-tims and the-bitterness of which they were at present .okeenly feeling ? Ought they always to submit to them =

Ts-as a second question ; and a third was, if they did notattam speedy and effectual relief by constitutional and
peaceful means, what would be the consequence of their
resorting to other means of attaining them? He would

im.wr^ l^'"'"
q"e^tions, but his answer to them wouldimply that he considered the peace of the country, andthe safety of its institutions, to be in imminent peril.

Several other speakers expressed
. themselves in similar

language
;
and one of them, the Rev. J. R. M'Gavin, c

^

JJundee, affirmed that the people were sternly applyinthe measuring line of justice to all the institutions of thecountry, so that they looked scornfully at sundry ap-
pliances, and breathed a purpose of extensive changes.He had shuduered at hearing the fearful truths which heliad often been told by them; but he would not follow
titese statements to their conclusion : he would not utter^Uat men m.ight dream when they are rendered reckless

pLT'"-^''^' I

^^ '^'''^^^ ^'^'' ^^^ « country safe which
conta,ned elements like these ? Most of the other speeches
v^ere of a similar character ; and resoIutionB, expressive of

1 ;L r'^'^'J'^ ^^'f "^^^^'"S on the subject of the distress
revaihng throughout the country, and of a determina-

i on to effect, by every means in their power, some altera-^oa in the present state of the Corn-laws, were unanl-
n^ously adopted.-At a meeting of the Highland and Agri-

^i)^ aT^^^ ^^ Scotland, held on the llth inst., the

for an""'^

^'^^^
T''^'^ '"* ^^- ^'^^^°"' *^^^-' ^^ London,

THEATRICALS. ?^"'

Covent-Garden—On Saturday Miss Adelaide Kem-
ble, after her long-continued success in Norma, made her
appearance in another character, namely, that of Elem
Uberli, in an opera so called and composed by Merca-
dante. The opera is entirely new to this country ; and its

plot is founded upon a passage in one of those revolutions

of power in the Italian sovereignties which marked the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, with the factious con-
tests of the Guelphs and Ghibelines. The heroine is a

high-born damsel, whose father is imprisoned by a tyrant,

in whose power she also is. She loves and is beloved by
a faithful knight, but is compelled, for the sake of her fa-

ther's life, to accept the hand of the tyrant's minion, on
which her lover, enraged at being thus jilted, as he thinks,

[

marries another lady. The poor heroine, white gazing in

a corner at the wedding procession going to church, and
forlornly listening to the distant music which accompanies
her lover's marriage ceremony, is told that the faith-

less tyrant, instead of liberating her father according to

promise, has just cut off his head; whereupon she runs

mad and stabs herself at the moment when the bridal

party reappear on the stage, which they do in order that

they may join their voices to the general finale* Such is

a brief outline of the plot. The opera, on the whole, was
iuccessful ; and at the fall of the curtain Miss Kemble wa«
called for and enthusiastically cheered. The other per-

formers, especially Messrs. Harrison, Stretton, and Leff-

ler, sustained their parts well ; and the scenery, with all

the different appointments of the stage, were, as usual at

this theatre, of a superior description. The opera wat
announced for repetition, amid the applause of a very
crowded house.

Capture of Slave Vessels.—The following is an extract
of a letter from the Cape of Good Hope, dated Nov. 9,
1841 :

—
'* H.M.S, Fanfome returned to Simon's-bay on

the 24th ult, after a six months' cruise on the coast of
Angola, for the suppression of the slave-trade, having had
the Brisk and Waterintch under her orders, during which
period they have captured Z'6 slave vessels, and liberated
3,427 negroes— viz., Fantome, 16 vessels, and 1,340
negroes; /^ru^i-, 10 vessels, and 1,136 negroes ; and JVa-
terxvMch, 9 vesfels, and 957 negroes.
^e^ lloyal Exchange,—l:hz{o\\o^\r^^ is the English

translation of the Latin inscription composed by the Bishop
of London, and deposited in the foundation-stone of the
new Royal Exchange, which was kid by Prince Albert on
Monday, and the perusal of which may be interesting to
our readers :

—

Sir Thomas Gresham, Knight,
erected at his own charge
a building and Colonnade,

for the convenience of those persons
who in this renowned mart

might carry on the commerce of the world,
adding thereto, for the relief of

Indigence,
and for the advancement of Literature

and Science,
an Almshouse and a College of Lecturers

;

the City of London aiding him,
Queen Elizabeth favouring the design,

and when the work was complete,
opening it in person with a solemn

procession.

Having been reduced to ashes,
together with almost the entire city,

by a calamitous and widely-spreading
conflagration,

tliey were rebuilt in a more splendid form
by the City of London

and the ancient Company of Mercers,
King Charles the Second commencing the

building

on the 23d October, a.d. 1G67
;

and when they had been again destroyed
by fire

on the 10th January, a.d. 1S38,
the same bodies undertaking the work

determined to restore them at their own cost
on an enlarged and more ornamentKl plan,
the munificence of Parliament providing

the means of extending the site

and of widening the approaches and crooked
streets in every direction,

in order that there might at length arise,

under the auspices of Queen Victoria,

built a third time from the ground,
an Exchange

worthy of this great nation and city,

and suited to the vastness of a commerce
extended to the circumference

of the habitable globe-

His Royal Highness
Prince Albert of Sase-Coburg and Gotha,

Consort of her Sacred Majesty,
laid the first stone,

on the ITth January, 1812,
in the mayoralty of the right hon. John Pirie.

Architect, William Tite, F.R.S.

May God our Preserver
ward off destruction

from this building

and from the whole city.

Consumption of Tea—The Bombay papers contain a
statistical account of the quantities of tea exported to
Great Britain from China since the opening of the trade
in 1834 to the present time, and al«o of the quantities of
tea exported to the United States from China from the
1st July, 18J3, to June 1841. The tea exported to Great
Britain from the 31st March, 1834, to the 30th Sept. of
tlie same year, amounted to 3,383,263 lbs. ; in the season
1833-35, it had increased to 47,690,928 lbs. ; in that of
1835-36, it declined to 45,860,195 lbs. ; in 1C36.37, it fur-
ther declined to 37,828,791 lbs.; in 1837-38, itincrcased to
42,545,951 lbs.; in 1838-30, it decreased again to

; in 1839-40 it further decreased to

; but
32,697,370 lbs.

;

29.116,140 lbs.;

30,280,218 lbs.

United States in

i^isctllantous.
The Niger E^rpediiion,—We have received some fur-

ther intelligence respecting this expedition by the ship

Lady Coynbermere^ which arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday
from the coast of Africa, She sailed from Bonny on the

19th Oct., and from Clarence, Fernando Po, 26th Oct,

;

and reports that she left her Majesty's steam-slips Albert
and Soudan at Clarence, returned from the expedition,

with all hands sick ; and that Capt Bird Allen, R.N.,
died at Clarence on the 25th Oct.

m 18i0-ll, increased again to

The quantity of tea exported to the
1833-34 was 18,851,403 lbs.; in 1834-

35, 14,122,906 lbs.; in 1835-36, 17,511,912 lbs. ; in
183G-37, 16,581,403 lbs. ; in 1837-38, 16,615,729 lbs.

;

in 1838-30, 15.184,066 lbs/; in 1839-40, 1 0,333,597 lbs.

;

and in 1840-41, 9,07y,424 lbs. The great falling off ob-
servable in the last three seasons is attributed to the re-

stricted state of trade, consequent on the present charac-

ter of our relations with China.

Vick-Chaxcellor's Court.-— TAi? Corporation of Dnrtmonth
V. HoI'dswortfi.—The bill in this case was orig^inaUj filed by the

Corporation of Dartmouth, prayinj^ to be lelievcd ag-aiust tie

payment of a bond for \,2iQi,, which had been given to the dc^

fentlant, Mr. Holtlsworth, in May 1S3J, \y the governing hodf of

the Corjjoratiou. Tlie Vice-Chaiicenor b-tvingr considered aJlthe

circumstances of the case, felt bound to dismiss the ptaintifls' hiil

with costs. _^ .

Perkins v. Bradley,—lUs Honour Vice-ChanceP-r vt igxam de-

livered judgment in this case, which reiated to c Tff claims

to a small amonnt of stock, which had been assigned by a pn-

soaer whUst in custody, and prcvinnsJy to his conviction for

lelony. He thought that the defer:
" t, an attorney, had a charge

of 50/. on the fund, being formoney bonnfide advanced, and also

for Other costs j but as to the greater som, ic belonged to the
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^r'^'^' ::r7'^^ V. r -Thisw a MU by the

T ord \Uv .>r and CoirfJratioi. of I 1"t>. »nd the rocmbwrs of the

I«i>inr r^ ?^ersTf nilliBg.e»te, .p.i"^t Mes»r». Combe ai>d

cT bliiS*. of CMtov-.trecN Lon^-acre, prftyl»r that It mijtit

hT'^ "ircdUrtt the fxtcD»ite TiKht of porteinfe and carriage of

»ll rr»r . and other •rticle^ lanclcU irom or cwrrfed into any re«!«el

in th?^rt^ L' :ulMn. teii -p<l and conveyed from any such

ImI^I K ain within the limits of that port, was Tested to

JjTT^;, V
-

' -. K« exfrr:«*d hi their txehalf and for their bciicflt

;

tSt M flrfonnt might be tak n of all the malt bclon^jcto the

drfendai.H which had ' n laii^ ' by workmen not members of

theTiU«w»hip ^rters, at the Savoy-wharf, in Middlesex; and

that an account mi^ht be taken of the sums of money due to the

Fcnow^hip P.-. .en in respect of such malt landed and delivered.

After the case had bci-u argued by the respectirc coun<(el. hw

Honour Vice-chancellor Wi^nram said that be should direct four

mmm. First, whether the Orporation was entitled to the full

cxtei't which they claimed ; scv .i<tiy, whetht^r t!icy were entitled

except as to inctaire or mea^uragej and, thirdly and J^"rthly.

whether the aumn charged wt reawnable; and if lu the third

or fourth, or In cither of them, the jury found the amounts

thrrfin suted to be reasonnM-, let ihc jury be called to state

what were the reasonable ainount:^ in th. respecta, and let the

ume he indorsed in the ^.<i*f<f« with any other ipedal circum-

rtanc«»r Th»*i—B^ to beWt at Winchester, at the Midaummer

^n'^^.'r»raT.-J/«««v. X,Wac;/.-This suit was instituted

to obtain an account, with a view to a .'* olotion of partnership.

It appeared that the plaintiff and defm.Uu.t carried on the huM-

ucasof corn chandlers, at No. gti, ConnauRht-tcrracc, under the

iJrm of Tlmewfll and Co., and in Dec. Uio entered hito a ver-

bal aifrf.incnl that the profits ;«hould be divided in equal moie-

ties. The defendant subacqucnlly became entitled to certain

Mvmises in Stan* e-terrare, Uxhridtre road, and an agreement

Was entrrrd Into that the plamtifr should carry on buhmcbs upon

tho^r premlsea, and hi>ld them for M years at 65/. aycar rent,

untd the hu4nes» lu Cunnaufht L rrac« was disponed of, when it

was to be Ui*"r^Kd to xxM. a-year. The dctenfiitnt. however, had

brouirht an nrtuni agHuiRt Mr. Munn for IM. rent due in respect

of the prriT'-"^ in Si^.ihope-terrace. Mr. Munn had pleaded

the central iM-M*% lie iiuvinic been advised that hts only means of

defeiicc was lu equity. In con-^equrnce of this the present bill

waa flit d hut in the moantimc Mr. TimcwcU had obtained a

jrirfgmcnt in the action ; and the object of the present application

was to restrain him from suing out execution, which, unless tnc

iuiuuction now a.^kcd for was Rrnntcd. would Is^nc the followinp

day. Lord Langdftle Raid that the plaintiff, after he was aware

that the que-dirtn could not be tried at law, had delayed to apply

to thin Court ; he must, therefore, refuse the motion, with costs.

iiHgAl V. J/««nrffr.-This suit was instituted to compel the

•peciflc performance of an grecment which the defendant had

entered into for the purchase of certain premises .situate in lliyh-

itrcet. Chatham, in the county of Kent. These premises, it ap-

peared, formed part of the estate of Stephen Hu-hes, who, in tlie

year 18 lO. became insolvent j the plaintiff was appointed his as-

sicnee, airi upon Its heinj? determined to dispose of the premises,

ameclinr of the creditors was held, at which a resolution was

Tftun^ that the premi:>es in tiUc-.Tinn slmuld not be disposed of for

less than 3-2a^, but at the auction they were knocked down to the

defendant for 310/. He subsequently, however, refused to com-

plete the purchase, on the plea that a good Ulle could not be

nnwlcout, as the rcaolu;. -nof lUe crcdifor^ had not hern com-

piled with. Lord lAugdale, after advcnmg to the facts, said that

it was i
' 'i'd that the sale wscs Invalid, and ought not to be car-

ried into ntVct, as It was contrary to the resoluliou of the cre-

ditor* ^ that was the only tiue^tion. The Act of Parli^uimt did

not iiiVrtUdate the rontraet i hut if the .^nce acted contrary

to his directions, he reniamcd responsible, and the creditors would

be enMtlcrt to relief for any Injury they U^d ftustained. Consider-

ing therefore, what had taken place, he considered the clause in

the Act to be only a directory clan and he could not think that

m slight devia i frnm the resolution was to invalidate the sale;

if that were ^n, the parties* would have a right to call upon the

iMnttff to prove that all the minute directions ^veii had been

complied with. In the present case there was no collusion bc-

twccji any of th. ^ irties, and the contract was valid and must

he perfnrmcd; hut as the question was entirely new, the decree

must be made without costs.

Court of Ql-kkn's Btisi.n. — Ejc-parte WiWam SL Thomfis

C/arittf.—This was an application for a rule to show can«e why a

writ of hahfna corpm§ should not issue to the Warden of the Fleet,

to hrin^ up the body of the applicant, that he might be discharged

from custody. The applicaat had been a party to a suit in Chan-

cery, and not having put in an answer in proper time, i-vas de-

clared to have been guilty of contempt of Court, and ordered to

be committed to the Fleet. There were certain circumstances,

however, connected with the case which, it was urged, rendered

the applicant's further detention illegal, and the Court granted

the rule.

The Qx^fn v. Anderson.—'iAr. Justice Williams delivered judg-

ment in this case. He said that this was a motion for a quo
warratUo, calling on the defendant to show by what authority he
claimed to huvv; lib name on the burgess mil of the borough of

LufUow. Under all the cireumstanees of the case he thought
that the rule must be dischars:ed.

Howard V. Oos4eU and 0/A«i*a.—This was an action of trespass

in which the plaintiff complained of the defendants breaking into

his dwelltng-houae and disturbing his family there, under a pre-

tence of searching for the plaintiff to arrest him, for which were
laid damages of lO.OOOi. The defendants pleaded, first, not guilty;

tjid secondly, that at the time Parliament was sitting, and on the
Syth Jan., IB in, it was resolved by the House of Commons that
the plaintiff should forthwith attend the said house on the charge
of having been guilty of a contempt and breach of the privileges

of the said house. Thp speaker issued his warrant to Sir W,
Gossett, the then Ser, nt-at-Arnis, who proceeded to act upon
it ; and it was contended that they were thus lawfully entitled to
break into and enter the hoa£e as they had done. The Court
considered there was some force in an objection made by the
plaintiff's ecu I to the plea urged by the defendants, namely,
that the entry was jnstified, on the ground that the party would
return to his dwelling house, and might be there arrested. Was
It to be contended that a trcspasi like this could be justified on a
mere expectation of this kind t The Attorney-General said that

if the Court felt a stronsj doubt ol the goodness of the plea on
that point, lie should at once propose to amend. After some con-
versation, thi.-4 was allowed, but it wa:» understood that the
amendment was to he made within a week : and the amendmeot
was to he made on the usual terms of payment of costs.

The Qtteen v. (';*•*''•?(/.—In this case a rule had been obtained for

a fjfio urarrmUo^ calling on the defendant to show by what
authority he claimed to exercise the otSce of town-counciUor of

the borough of Lichfield. The relator in the case was Mr. Bras-

sington, r/ i a town-councillor of the same borough. The ground
ofohjection was, that the defendant was a trustee of one of the
I)aving-boards of the borough, and that he was, besides, a part-

ner ia a banking house which was the bank of the corporation.

Acaasc was now shown against the rule. The Court expressed

a clear opinion that this rule must be discharged. The net of

Mr. Brassiugton must be considered as a voluntary act of con-

currence on his part in the election of the present defendant as a

town-councillor. The act of admini-t ratine* the declaration might

have been performed by any other tovim-councillor, and he cotild

not have been compencd by a rnartdfimus to administer it. This

V nr^t like the ca»e in Lord Kcnyon's time, for there the

election of mayor was absolutely necessary to preserve the

existence of the corporation i antl Lord Keiiyou had, thcrefoif

,

treated it as an act of public necessity and ^^^^^
.^^^^^^^^^^^ "^*^^

any way affect the rights of those who jomed in it. Such ^vs^ not

the case here, and therefore the present rule must be discharged^

CoL-ax or Zx€Bf^<,vv.n.-Watlin^r.
^fL"TBntiff'^fo*r "5

to iihnw cause whv a verdict obtamed for the plaintiff, for /5^,

Ihnuld^ot be srt B-kle, and a nonsuit entered, on the ground

rSaTnorti'lTo^d"*^ maintained "P- ^he circumsU^^^^

Sl?^°*^ffli:Vh^t^kplace^^^^^^^^"^ *7 nJnfnn^We tt^^^^ between the plaintiff and

tedlrirno^'nec^T^"^^^^^ thought the verdict ought

not to be disturbed.-Rule discharged.
u.i^.irnffhP

Biltonr C/ap«i»ii.-Thlswa8an application on behalf of the

defenda';; to 1^^^ a writ of cpias, on the ground of irregu-

^^^;-7/v"'^ST^i-This was an action tried at the la.

t

a.M-^es for Yorkshire, when there was a verdict for the P amt ff,

for the value of some furniture alleged to have been iilegall>

wized by the defendant as sheriflT of Yorkshire, under a writ of

Mccution A^^^^ having been obtained to set aside the verdict

Snd for anewTrial; the counsel for the plaintiff now showed

?a«se why a new trialshould not l>e granted.
,
The Co'ut. how-

ever was of opinioTi that the verdict was against evidence, and

the rule for a new trial must be made absolute.

Cot'RT OF COMMON' PiKAS.-Inate V. il/««n.—This case related

toariffhtofcommonintheparish of Brampton, in Cambndge-

jihire and in which a rule nisi for a new trial had been granted.

The details were uninteresting. The Court saw no ground to

di:iturb the verdict which had been found for the defendant, and,

therefore, discharged the rule.
^, , , *

BaMrr v. Grat, mtd Others,-This, was a motion for a rule to

«liow cause why the verdict found for the plaintiff should not be

set aside, and a new trial had. on the ground of misdirection.

The cause had been tried before the Lord Chief Justice, and was

brought by the plaintiff, a surgeon, to recover the sum of 500/.,

for niedical attendance on an old lady named Bostock, of whom
the defendants were the executrrs. The jury found a verdict for

the plaintiff- Damages, 217/. The Court saw no reason to dis-

approve of the manner in which the case had been left by the

Lord Chief Justice, and therefore refused the rule.

Emuis v. Pratt.— \x\ this case cause was shown against a rule

nUi to set aside the verdict which had been found for the plain-

tiff", and to enter a nonsuit, or to arrest the judgment. The

cause was tried before Mr. Justice CoUman, at the last Shrews-

bury A!5sizcs, and was brought to recover 100/., the amount of a

wager r>n a mare named Matilda, in a steeple-chase. The tnal

was given in a former Number of this Paper. The Court was of

opinion that it was unnecessary to determine upon the legahty

of steeple-chasing, as the state of the record in this case did not

call upon it to decide that this race was a steeple-chase. The

rule must, therefore, be discharged.

BwhQov^r.-WeadoH v. Lord Huntingtoxver.—This was an ac-

tion on a bill of exchange for 1,000/.. accepted by Lord Huntmg-

tower. The only plea set up for the defence was non-acceptance;

to prove which a witness was called, who swore that he had fre-

quently seen Lord Huntingtower write, and that the acceptance

to this bill was in his hand. Verdict for the plaintiff.

The Queen v. O'Connor and White. ^TAr. Justice Williams

stated that in this case the Court would grant the rule to show
cause why a criminal information should not be filed against the

defendants for a libel on the Rev. B. Anstey, which had appeared

in the Northern Star newspaper.
The Queen v. the Magistrates sf Middlese.r.—y[r. Addison

moved tlic court for a mfindnmus^ directed to the magistrates of

Middlesex, commanding them to amend their return to a ctr-

fiorrtri. issued for the purpose of having the proceedings in the

case of a licensed victualler, named Long, who had been refused

a liccn tt quarter sessions, removed into this court. The Court

was of opinion tlvat a mandamtts was not necessary ; it would be

sufficient to grant a role calling on the magistrates to show( cause

why their return to the certiorari should not be amended.

The Quren v. Arrowsmith and Knight^ Proprietors o/the** Wor-
cestershire CAronic/ff."—This was an application for a rule calling

on the defendants tQ show cause why a criminal information
should not be filed against them, as proprietors of the " Worces-
tershire Chronicle," for a libel which had appeared in that news-
paper on the character of Mr. Elms, a magistrate in that part of

the country, accusing him of the most gross and disgraceful job-

bing in his official capacity, in regard to the erection of a police

station-house, advantages connected with which be was alleged

to have thrown into the hands of a relative of his own, and cer-

tain other persons of his political party, to the utter prejudice of

the public interests.' Rule granted.
pRSROOATivB Court.— Dawes v. the Baron Fcur7i^res.—Th\s

was a business of granting letters of administration to the effects

of the late Baroness de feuchcres, who died on the loth Dec.,
1840. intestate, leaving a brother and two sisters, who are enti-

tled to her property, and who are parties in the cause. The
other party is Adricn Victor Baron de Feuch^res, late the hus-
band of deceased, and who opposes the interest of the brother
and two sisters of deceased. The question before the Court was
the admissibility of an allegation offered on behalf of the brother
and sisters of deceased, settint: up their right to have the admi-
nistration jfrantcd to them. The allegation was of great length,
corvsisting of 38 articles, pleading the relationship of the parties to
deceased, &c. The Court directed the allegation to be reformed,
'and then admitted to proof. An appearance was also given for
the Queen In this case, but Sir J. Dodson said all opposition by
her Majesty's proctor would be withdrawn on the fact of next of
kin being established.
CoLRT OF Bankruptcy.—in re the hajikruptcif of William

7f?7rAcofA-.—The e.^amination of this bankrupt's case, the well-
known draper of Regent- street, was commenced a few weeks
since, and excited much attention at the time ; but having been
brought to an abrupt termination before any satisfactory conclu-
sion could be arrived at by the Court, we delayed our notice of
the subject, and of the extraordinary disclosures that came out
during the inquiry, until the ca«e should again come before the
commissioners, and the real sUte of the transactions be more
satisfactorily determined. On Monday the examination of the
bankrupt was resumed. The principal feature in the previous
examination wan the fact, as stated by the bankrupt, of a coL
lu.sion having been practised between him and a large firm in
the same trade, of the name of Cook and Gladstone, to secure
themselves at the expense of the other creditors of the estate.
It was stated that the bankrupt was indebted to the firm in ques-
tion, for goods advanced, upwards of 20,000/.; that on discover-
ing the embarrassed state of his affairs this firm refused to give
hira further credit, and in order to secure themselves, and liqui-
date their debt, induced the bankrupt to endeavour to obtain
goods on credit from other large houses, who, if they required
any references, were to be referred to them ; that having in this
manner obtained the requisite credit with the houses applied to,
the bankrupt succeeded in getting goods to a large extent, which
he disposed of at once for cash, under invoice price, and appro-
priated the proceeds to the liquidation of the debt of the said firm.
These and other facts which were stated in evidence by the
bankrupt produced considerable excitement at the time. The
statemont. however, appears at present only to rest on the asser-
tion of the banlcrupt; but as two of the assignees appointed by
the Court to the estatehavc petitioned for leave to bring an action
agamst Messrs. Cook and Glad>^tone for the amount of goods
said to have been thus fraudulently obtained, and as the petition
has been granted, the defendants, it is said, being themselves
anxious to have the case tiled for the vindicatiou of their own
characters, the public, it is expected, will soon be put in posses
«ion of the real facts of the case. The remainder of the exami
nation was occupied with less interesting inquiries into the affairs
of the bankrupt, and into the circumsUnce of his having kept
back some property, not specified ia his sclieduic, The inquiry,

lasted a long time, was again adjourned without the Court
having come to any decision.

Secondaries Court.— TA^ Queen v. TA^orforffHooft.—This was
a writ of inquiry issued on the part of the Crown for the purpose

of ascertaining the amount of property the late Mr. Theodore
Hook was possessed of within the city of London at the period of

his death. As similar proceedings have already been instituted m
the Sheriffs Court, and an account of them given at length incur
laft,itwiUbe unnecessaryto repeat them. The Court, after hearing

the evidence, summed up at considerable length, and thejury found
for the Crown, subject to the debt due from the deceased to the

remaining proprietors in the John Bull newspaper, amountuig to

between 1,500/. and 1,600/.
_ - — - ^^^^^^^ ^ ^—~ r

TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.— TAe i>erAj^.— Several offers to

back Auckland had the effect of springing him to 2? to l, any ad-

vance upon which would have been taken by two or three parLiea

;

the only bet laid against him w^s at 30 to 1
1 , and that to a very

small amount. Wiseacre also rose half-a-dozen points, and is

likely to become a better favourite. Some other horses were
mentioned, and a few scores, &c., laid out, but without causing

any material change in the quotations. Latest odds :—
DERBY.

7 to 1 agst Attila (lake 15 to 2) 1 60

ji 1 Hobert de Gorham
S7 I Aiii-ktand

1000 35 Wiseacre (taVen)

40 I Joanna colt (taken)

45 1 Moss TrfKiper (taken)

Sporting EHraordinary.—^omc gentlemen who were enjoying

the customary festivities during the past Christmas at the hofi-

pitable mansions of Warren's Court and Warren's Grove, in this

county, shot in the space of three days 195 head of game, in-

cludhig 52 brace of woodcocks. The weather was most auspi-

cious, and everything conduced to render the time peculiarly

attractive alike to the lovers of the field sports and of social iu-

tercourse.— CorA Constittition,
_

to 1 agst Tharuld (taken aid
afterwards offered)

60 1 Palinurus (taltm)
20eO 30 Curator (taken)
1000 15 The Antui Dodirer

(talcen)
**

MARK LANE, Friday, Jax. 21.—There were several runs of.

English Wheat left over from Monday, and our currency of that

day was with difficulty maintained. In Foreign there M'as a very

limited business transacted, and the same prices are demanded.

We did not hear of any sale of Bonded.— Fine Barley wasiu better

demand : other descriptions sell slowly.—White Peas improve in

value ; in Maple and Grey there is no alteration, neither is there

any improvement in the price of Beans,—The Oat trade is flat at

Monday's quotations.
BRITISH, per Imperial Quarter.

_ ^^
* »

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffollc . . . White!r54 to 72

. Norfolk, Lincolniliireand Yorkshire . . .

Barley * Malting and dislJUmg

Oats, Linyi>Inshire and.Yorkshire ....
Northumberland and Scotch • . .

Irish

Beans, j\razagati. old and new . 26 to 36

Pigeon, HeIi>5oiand . . . 3f> tn 44

Peas, White £2 to 3G

Polands
Feed
Feed

*

Tick
Winds.
Maple

64 to 66
26 to 30
18to 33
22 to 23

1 4 to iO

*. t.

Red &etDH
AVhite 60loff4

Grind. S4 to 28

Feed (8 ion
Potato SO ton
Potato 18 to S3

36 to 43
27to 40 Harrow 30 to 41

46to5n Lon^podSStD^Q
28 to 32 Urey 2) 10 »

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES

Dec.

Jan.

10

17
24
SI

7
u

«

m

I

Wheat. Barley. Oats.

I 1 62 7 : 30 9 22 2

f
63 9 30 h 21 5

62 10 30 2 SI 1
1

• 63 I SO 9 20 7

* 61 29 7 20 7

« 62 5 29 1 20 4

Rve.
44 8

39 5

41 S
43 6
39 9

40 11

Beftni.I Feu

6 weeks' Aggregate Arer. 63 9

Duties 24 a

30

16 iO

21 1 43 2

15 3 ' 6 6

39 39 i

37 9 39

37 m s

36 37 f

36 35 10

34 li 35 1

36 9 37 f

15 6 14

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS.—W. H. Wells, Goldswortliy-place, Rntherhithr, Siirrtf,

builder- E. Mallan, late of Great Ru««ll-street, «l"«"»^J"7'^f"Hf TokeD-BANKRUPTS.-G. BJslmp, St. Warv-axe. meroliant_J. Burn,e, 10K«

house-yard, mor.hant_C. G. English, St. James;* street, \"'''7' ' *^^
ke"p«r_B. Brad.haw and G. Rithardson, Worileylane, near Lee^ds c.mi«*.

t_C. Sanderson, Sheffield, fork^mfU

.alterP—J. S*-ott and H- Cnker, Cbeapjide, wnollpn wiirehtnisemen.

SCOTCH SEQUKSTRAT10NS._A. Gib«on, Gl«»;ow. t«;J^!"" ^^^^^
manufacluref—A. LsiiTiont, Sanquhar, inim

Joliniton, (llaeji^iv, ttraw hat man liia^ffuw.

friMhire.sipIrit denler-D, Sharp, Greenock, ^'^^^^}'^''^-^'^^^^

Derfumer-J. Colqiihoun, Airdrie, spirit denier- J- and J. Fi.her, Spjjngt^^^

NeiUtoe, birat

rope and skiI m
j'in., Inverness
eotton-spinncr,

._0n the Iflth inst,, at Bri^rThlil, MrTTlX H. Durand, 6f a^HJfl^^

On the 16th inU-, in CKmherweU-gTOve, Mrrr. F. Besley. of a d^w^V^.-^V.,?
ifeof J. T. Fry, E.q-, of a dan*;hi«

Purvis, of a snn.
, ,^ , , -r R Roberts,

MARRIED—On the lath inst.. at St. Mark's, Kennington, b- **
j^ jj^

of Moorgate-street, to Elizabeth Winifred, yminKest daughter ottne i^^^^^^^

inst , at the parish church, J. Dodson, E«q . of Tottenham, toj»iarj

widt.w of the late T. Williaiiis, Esq., White Hart-lane. Totteabaio.

DIED.-Onthe 7th inst-, at Pau, the Viscountess /*^«J7'^.*V"Vi„ ,he
Oct. last., at Calcutta, aged 61, A. Sime, Esq., formerly ot Le'^^-^^S

ih«
New York, W. S. Cheyne, MD., late of Mexico, ^'''"V^""

**

rne, merchant, Edinburj^h—On the 8lh inn., dt "a-^^'"^'

of the late G. W. Hutton, of Carlton on-Trent, ^^"^ P
"

«, E-q-,

inst., in Blackheath-park, Catherine, the infant dau^'hter *>!'';"
dauehtir

Ken^inKton, aged two monlhs_On the 10th iuPt., at Jersey,
^.^^J,''";' ..atS

of W. Iludlcston, Esq.. late of the Madras Civil Service, ajred three j«.

ult., at
S. Cheyn
widtjir

lOth

of the late

FranfeSf

the l8t>i
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A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

'^^^ HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 29, 1842.

N
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

1
OTICE is hereby given that the EXHIBITIONS in

Price 6d

the GARDEN of the SOCIETY wUl this year take place on
the following Saturdays, viz. May 14, j June ll ; aadjuly 9.

CARNATIONS AND PlCOTEES.
MESSRS. W. and F. YOUELL have a few pairs to

spare of that most beautiful Rose Flake, Wilson's Harriet,
which is considered by the first judges in the king-dom to be
decidedly the most perfect flower of its class ever raised. Also
that splendid Red Picotee, Anacreon. The above will be forwarded
per post, free, to any part of the kingdom by inclosing a post-
omce order for I8s.—For their extensive Collection see Cata-
logue, which can be obtained by inclosing two post-stamps.
Great Yarmouth Nursery.

XfEVILLE'S CYCLOPS DAHLIA,—Bright Crimson
-L^ Petals {margined with fierj' crimson, imparting to the
Flower a most brilliaiit appearance), stout, cupped, close, and of
first-rate form, with fine rising centre, filled with petals before
the first tier are expanded, and constant show flower j war.
ranted equal to the description. A few Ground Roots, with two
or more crowns, in fine condition, at 21, I2s. 6d. each. Plants
may be had of the Trade in Spring.—Peckham, Jan. 26, 1842.

MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND W, MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by ofi"sets from the original Seedling, can

supply them at 10/. per hundred.—N. B. As various spurious sorts
have been sold and are now selling under the name of " Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted.
—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

ROBINSON'S NORTHERN BEAUTY DAHLIA.

S GIRLING having purchased the entire Stock of
• the above DAHLIA, plants will be sent out in May nextJif

10s, 6d. each
J
admitted to be one of the most distinct and beau-

tiful Dahlias to be sent out next season, P'or particulars, refer to
the Florivultural Cahinet of January. It took the 5th Prize
atSalt-iiill Open Show in Sept. last, and was generally admired

"ORACHYCOME IBERIDIFOLIA SEED in small
-L' packets at 5s., to be had of W, J. NUTTING. Seedsman, 46,
Cheapside. Lisianthus Russellianus, 25. M. ; Pink, from fine
named flowers, 2«. 6rf. ; Calceolarias, from 30 varieties, 25. Grf.

:

Pansies, selected from a few first-rate flowers, 5*.; do., from a
superior collection, 2s. 6<f. ; Dahlia Scapigera Mexicana, is.;
Clintonia pulchclia, is.; Schizopetalon Walkerii, is.; Phlox
Drummondii, Is.; &c. &c.— Packets of the following Cucumbers
at 2s. 6rf.: Man of Kent (Barnes'), Victory of Sufl^olk (Allen's),
Pnze-fiijhter, Weedon's Frame, Roman Emperor, and Windsor
Prize.

ta- A Catalogue of Seeds to be had on application.

NEW WHITE DAHLIA-BLVNCA (AYILDMAN'S).
AjESSRS F. and A. SMITH and Co. beg respect^
-L'-» fully to announce to the Floricultural Public that they have
purchased the above splendid Dahlia, and, should the root break
well, mtend sending out plants on the 24th of May next, at 2is.
each.
The constant qualities of this variety need no comment, being

well known as the best white of last season, having obtained the
following awards -.-It was placed as a first-class flower, Aug. 3,
1841 Floricultural Society of London; 2d prize. Sept. U, 1841,

7ol\\^'"J*^'';i
Floricultural Society of London y 1st do., Sept. 23,

1 841, Floricultural Socitty of London, Grand Show
Orders executed in rotation as received. -A general Catalogue

Of Dahlias &c. (containing nearly every variety worth cultivation)
will be ready carlyinFebruary.-Hackney, London, Jan. 27, 1842

G.
r.

,,^TROOD NURSERY, ROCHESTER.

J.

C, MASTERS begs to offer his choice, showy,
; • and carefully-selected assortment of FLOWER SEEDS

chiefly saved on his own ground, at the following prices :-

100 distinct kinds, by name
50 Newer do. ....
50 Newest and tender Annuals . . 1 «i n

val^ln- of ^s^> r'lf^^^

Quicksets, Horse.Chesnnts, and a greatvariet} of Shrubs, Trees, and Evergreens.

JOHN BETHAM, Custom-House and General For-^ warding Ageiit, Cox and Hammond's Quays. Lower Thames-
street.—J. B. having been established many years, begs to offer
his services to Nurserymen, and others connected with Agricul-
tural and Botanical pursuits, assuring them of every attention
being paid, and prompt despatch given to their consignments,
combined with moderate charges.
Every information, upon addressing above, given as to the

arrival and departure of Steam and Sailing Vessels to or from
Hamburgh, Rotterdam, Ostend. Antwerp, Calais, Havre, or
Boulogne; also the United States, &c. &c.—London, Jan. 1842.

LANGELIER'S WHITE DEFIANCE DAHLIA.
T3ENE' LANGELIER, Nurseryman and Florist, Cla--L^ rendon Nursery, St. Hclicr»s, Jersey, has the honour to
inform the trade and amateurs, that there are only a very few
Ground Roots of the above Splendid AVhite DAHLIA to dispose
of, at 10/. Plants in May, 15s. Jersey Maid, a Splendid Blush,
can only be sent out in May, there being but two roots: it
is also a most splendid Dahlia, first-rate Show Flawcr, always
constant and well-cupped; plants, IDs. 6(f. R. L. has also th«
honour to niform the trade that he has a smaU quantity of fine
Quince Stock well rooted, fit for budding Pears next season, at
7s. Od. per 100, an opportunity not often met vFith. Also a splendid
collection of Pears. The trade supplied with great advantage.
Apply as above. Remittance or reference from unknown cor-
respondents^—24thJ^^

TOSEPU BAUMANN, Horticulturist at his Grace^ the Duke of Devonshire's Garden at Chatsworth, has much
pleasure to announce that Messieurs Joseph Baumann, at Fils
de BoIliviUer, Poste restante, Seultz, Haut Rhiu, P'rance, have
Plants of PauHovnia Imperialis for sale. This most hardv, splen-
did ornaraentaTTree was propagated from the Tree wliich was
the last autumn in splendid flower at the Jardin des Plantes, at
Paris. It is also used as an Esculent Vegetable, as well as by
Druggists.
Good strong Plants will be sent out the first week in May;

last year's Plants from Four to Five Guineas each; this season's
Plants, from Two to Three Guineas each. Remittance or re-
spectable reference will be required from unknown Correspond-
ents.—Chatsworth, Jan. 20, 1842,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-
J. f

^*- ^^>\ without family, aged 28. Can produce satisfac-
tor> testimonials as to ability and character. Letters to be ad.
oressea to B. Y., at Messrs. Warner's, eeedsmen, ComhiU,I-ondon. ' '

Tl/ ANTED immediately, in a large Provincial Nnraery,

PRAPArT^nD "Jii
i^ndon, a steady, active Young Man, asPROPAGATOR. The most unexceptionable reference wiU be

required.-Apply by letter, prepaid, to M rs. Wm. Wood and
Son, Nurserymen, \\oodlands, Maresfield. near Uckfield, Sussex.

\\/ ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a resnect-
» » able unmarried Man, about 38 years of age ; U of indus.

tnous habits
; has a perfect knowledge of, and has had extensive

practice in every department of his profession, and has recenUy
left the service of a Nobleman. The most satisfactory reference!
as to character and abUity. Appiv, prepaid, to Mr. CutUill
Florist, Denmark Hill. Camberwell.

\17ANTED, by a midaie-aged Man, a SITUATION
^ ' as SHOPMAN or FOREMAN to a Nurseryman or Seeds-

man, who has had considerable experience in the above capaci-
ties, havhig had the management of a large and extensive
Nursery and Seed Business for the past twenty years. Reference
can be given as to character and ability. Apply by letter, pre.
paid, to A. B.. Messrs. Henderson and Co.'s, Pine -apple Nursery,
Edgeware-road.

FLORICULTURAL SEEDS, DAHLIAS, &c.
HTHE Undersigned begs leave to inform the Nobility,
-*- Gentry, and his customers in general, that his new Catalogue
of FLOWER SEEDS lor 1842 is now readv, and may be had on
application. Also the foUowing DAHLIAS in Pot Roots

:

Amato. Dandy*s, Purple 10
Argo, Widnall*s, yellow 10
Andrew Hofer, crimson 10
Beauty of the Plain, white-edged . . -.20
Constancy, Keynes', fine purple . . , .26
Countess of Pembroke, peach | a
Duchess of Richmond, bronze . , , .10
Egyptian King, shaded bronze 16
Fanny Keynes, shaded rose 50
Grace Darling, rose . . , , . . • 1 6
Le Grand Baudine, rosy bronze • • , .16
Lewisham Rival, white 10
Maria, Wheeler*s, fine rose i 6
Maid of Bath, light, edged with purple . ..36
Nicholas Nickleby, bronze shaded with pink . .10
President of the West, crimson . . , . 1 6
Queen, Widnall's, peach . . , • . ..30
Scarlet Defiance, light scarlet '

. . . .36
Uxbridge Magnet, mottled purple . 1 . ..26
Unique, Anseii's, yellow 9
One of each of the above - 35
Fined mixed sorts, Pot-roots, per dozen . , 10

James Carter^ Seedsman and Florist, 233, High Ilolborn,
London.—Jan. 29, 1842.

Tl/ANTED a SITUATION as PRINCIPAL GAR-
* » DENER by a Mariied Man without incumbrance, who is

thoroughly acquainted with Gardening in all its branches. He
can manage a farm if required, and understands Accounts : lived
in his last place 5 years ; left on account of the decease of his
employer.—Address F. D., at Mrs. Gunn*s opposite the World's-
End, Old Road, Stepney.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
* * Man, aged 28, who understands Hothouse, Greenhouse,

Early Forcing, and Kitchen Garden, and the management of
Cattle and Meadow land, if required. He can have a good cha-
racter, of neaily two years, from the place he has just left ; also
a recommendation of nine years from his previous situation in
the country.—Direct to J. D., Mr. SawteU*s, grocer. Ball's Pond,
Islington,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER a Middle-
^ ^ aged Married Man, who understands hi:i business in all it'

branches. He has had considerable practice in laying ou^
Pleasure Grounds, arranging Fruiteries, Greenhouses, &c. ; is
about leaving an extensive place, where he has lived 12 years,
and is desirous of obtaining a first-rate situation. He would
have no objection to the management of a little land in conjunc-

"

tion with the garden, if required. The highest references can be
given. The Advertiser requires a good salarv, with a house.
Address to P. P., Post Oflice, Plymouth.

A/TTANTS a SITUATION, a Young Man who has been
* ^ brought up to the Seed Trade, and who has taken for the

last three years an important part in the management of one of
the first businesses out of London. His character will bear the
strictest investigation. Letters addressed W, S., Gardeners*
Chronicle office, London, will have immediate attention.—^26th

Jan., 1842-

. ?6
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rf.
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riiitni^nn ^ A . %
'''^*^'^ woere oraers are to be sent to aSo Cc.r"S" " "«""' " "•"• "'" "« Siv» to con,"

G T^^T.^ ^'^W DAHLIAS.

^ s^.^^.^n^\^^^^^^'
Nurseryman, &c., Warmin-

ster, \^ nts, begs to announce the foUovvinff for the ensninc-

Keanv\T.^r'"r"' IFV'^'^'^' ^ ^^^'^""^ °f list year coru?
obfanPrt th„' ,^'i^l^-

^^^ '"""''l "* ^''™'" "ch velvet petal:

SaU V^m l^ ^^\ ^ou^ *^ ^''^^' 1^* ^t Chippenham, and 4th at

the confi'i^*' °n '^ ^^°''l ** ^^"^'' i^ was exhibited
; and from

offerJ^fhu'^''
'^"^ ''^''" ^^^ °^ "« *'«'»g * first-rate flower, it kOffered this season at 10*. 6d. per Plant. Ail orders to be exe

by Mr'
n™"'"*"^^ '''"'' "^*= '''^''^ ^^^^-^- ^his flower was rafed

been?h!.'^
."'^^>'**"'^'"'^^''^''''*' G«««= is shown to have

hibUed fn"7
""^''^''^"^ °^^"^ °f ^^^^ ^'^^*'^"' ^'^''"'S been ex 1

c|rni^ "itiT^^yfhafn^^r^b^^r^
'^^ "^^' ^" ^°^"^ °^—

«

varim-''mo4''nP^Ji^^*'"^?V
fine shaded bronze, quite a distinct

show flower ^1 fonVp.f*?'' ^?^ •
'^'^?='^ther a noble, first-rate

WKSTBn„;
*=t' one Plants early m May, lOs. 6rf. each.

fall h?/h centr."'^ Hi"^*"?^
^'^^ ^''^^^ P""^^' ""^"y "constant, a

West'^.""*"^^;^^
decided improvement on "President of the

show flower J^^ *^?.f^
^^^^' °^ the season, and a first-rate

G W 'Tr -f f
^'™^ ?^^°*^ ^^ly ^" M^J'' "*- 6d. each,

be ready and °^{|V ^'^t-rate Show Dahlias wiU very shortly

G. W emhrrn.c^^-
^'^ foi-^^arded, post-paid, on application.-

the publk: fn
" *'"^, opportunity of acquainting his friends and

the ?aisfr n?.f°^'k''
^^^^ ^y t^^ kindness of the Rev. Mr. Rous,

each T^„^ 'If^",*^^^Ato offer good Plants of each kind at 5s.

superior long-
each Tv,„ * , ,

''^ "uer gooQ fianis oi ea

frame rw., ^u''^ °^ ^""^^ of that fine and very

admired bvlho""
'^'^^'ivated by xMr. Hamlett, and universaUy

P" -sesrtoZ and wn?l?"',f'l"'Zl!r?°
*^"' '^^ f™**' >«^ G. W.'s

>

i<

T Ali^^"'^^^'^^'^^ KIDNEY rOTATOES.
^* P^f r ^^^ ^ great qaantity of the above-named

*'otatoes to dispose of atgood. a low price. arranted

I'Dchsi^^^^^nf "k''^
Standard and Dwarf Roses, Geraniums, and

ofNurserv^f^ 1

newest varieties, and a general assortmentJ;^sery stock, always on sale.

JKERNAN begs to inform his Friends that he has
• now completed his selection of FLOWER-SEEDS, among

which will be found every novelty worthy of cultivation recently
introduced, as well as the seeds from first-rate collections of Cal-
ceolarias, Mimulus, Ipomoeas, Stocks, Asters, Balsams, Zinnias,
Thunbergias, Sec. Sec. ; as also all the better and more esteemed
Vegetable Seeds : Grainge's Early White Broccoli, Mercer's Cau-
liflower, Brussels Sprouts (foreign seed;, Seymour's superb Giant
Celery: Kerrison's Hothouse, Syon House, Roman Emperor, Hor-
ticultural, and Windsor prize Cucumbers ; as well as Seeds of the
very choicest Melons, all the better caily aud succession Peas,
principally saved by the most select growers, who supply this
unequalled market,

4, Great Russell-street, Covent Garden,
All the better icinds of Agricultural Grasses, separate or mixed.

Selected Field Turnips, White Carrot, Winter and Spring: Tares,
Ash-leaved and Early Frame Potatoes, New Globe Mangold Wur-
zel, &c. &c.. Mats, and Mushroom Spawn ; Pruning and Budding:
Knives.

I ^i^^^M ^-_^ ™ ' — i— ^^m^^^^ i '!«

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS,
PlCOTEES, AKD GERANIUMS.

H GROOM, of WALWORTH and CLAPHAM
• RISE, near LONDON, by Appointment Florist to Her

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and the
Public, that he has a fine Selection of the above Flowers, which
he can offer at the following very moderate Prices :

—
RAVUNCULL'SKS. ' j£ S, d,

100 Roots in 100 superb sorts, with their names .500
100 ditto very tine sorts, ditto • • 2 10

Superfine Mixtures, from Js. to 2)s. per hundred.
» ANEMONES.

100 Roots in 100 superfine sorts, with their names . 3 10

100 ditto in .50 ditto ditto . . 2 10

Superfine Mixtures, from l0j.6rf. to2U. per hundred.
AURICULAS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 plant of each 3 U 6
CARNATIONS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each
PICOTEKS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each
YKLLOW PICOTJSES.

12 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each
GERANIUMS.

25 suoerfinc sorts, with their names, i plant of each

I

\

3 10

2 la

2 3

3 10

FOUNTAIN NURSERY, CAMBERWELL GROVE.
MESSRS. PROTliEROE ^ MORRIS are instructed

by the Trustees of Mr. Ferry to offer to public auction on
the premises, early in March, if not previously disposed cfby
private contract, the valuable Lease; also the Stock, consistini? of
three newly- built Greenhouses, Pits, Frames, &c. ; about 8000
Greenhouse Plants, comprising Geraniums of the first class. Ca-
mellias, Fuchsias. Verbenas, &c. May be viewed, and particular*

had on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Lcytoofitone.

'T^HOS. D. WATKINSON, Seedsman, Florist, &c.,
-*^ bc6:s to inform his Friends and the Public that he has re-
moved from No. 2-4, Market-place, opposite the Fiahmarket, to
the more commodious premises No. 6, two doors from Market-
street, and latterly in the occupation of Messrs. Blackberd and
Co., where ail articles connected with Horticulture and Floricul-
ture can be had, of the first quality, and upon most reasonable
terms.
Catalogues on application.
Agent for Myatt's true Victoria Rhubarb roots, Walker'i

Prize-fig-hter, and other Cucumbers i Howard's Giant Salmon-
coloured, Manchester Red Solid, and Seymour's superb White
Celery, &c. &c.

6, Market-place, near the Exchange, Manchester.

JAMES MAY begs to inform his Patrons and Friends
that his new descriptive List of Pansies with a list of Fuchsias,

is now ready, and may be had on application at the Pansy
Nursery, Edmonton. At the same time he begs to say he has still a
small quantity of his superior PANSY S££D left, which may be
had at the following places, viz. :—Messrs. Warner's, 28, Corn-
hill ; Messrs. Flanagan and Co.'s. Mansion-house - street,

London : Mr. Watkinson's, Market-place, Manchester ; Mr. Ed-
ward's, York ; Mr. Parsons's, Brighton ; Mr. Wm. May's, Hope
Nursery, near Bedale; or at the Pansy Nurscrj^ Edmonton; at

the following prices:— 25, fid, , 5s., to 10s. per packet. None
warranted genuine unless they bear J.M.'s seal and signature. A
remittance respectfully requested from unknown correspondents.
— Pansy Nurser>-, Edmonton, .Tanuary 1842.

REDERICK ADOLPHE HAAGE, JUN., FLO-
RISTand SEEDSMAN, ERFURT, PRUSSIA, begs to in-

form the Horticultural World, that he has for Sale the following
FLOWER SEEDS, harvested last summer. Wholesale orders,

sent to the above address, wall be duly forwarded; or small
orders from Amateurs, &c., to Samubl Gihung, Nurseryman,
Stowmarket, to both of which attention will be given.

GERMAN ASTERS, tubulotts double superfine, in 30 sorts,

1 ounce, I OS.

Ditto ditto, dwarf superfine, 24 sorts, 1 ounce, 10*.

Ditto, pjTamidal and tall, 12 sorts, 1 ounce, 10*.

GERMAN STOCKS, dwarf. 34 sorts, 1 ounce, lOs.

Ditto, wall-leaved, l6 sorts, l ounce, 10s.

Ditto, high, 24 sorts, 1 oimce, 10s.

Ditto, autumn- flowering, 12 sorts, 1 ounce, 15s.

Ditto, pereimial, 12 sorts, l ounce, lOs.

GERMAN WALLFLOWER, dark brown, double -superfine,

1 ounce, 15s.

F. H. also recommends his collection of fine Annual and
Perennial Flower Seeds in a great choice.
_ _ _ ^

^ I ni -__-. [J ^. ••. -----
I I

~ "

—

^M^M*—

NURSERY.—Mr. John King gives notice that he
i„ ;^^t ». I A„ CTT T 1>"V A rr/^T'Tri'W ^iT-ithrmf r<>spn,'e. &9

Southampton-street, ^«ww..^. ,,,.«, ^« ..„--, -- -

1842, and two following days, at ten o»clock each ^^j, on ac-

count of the number of Lots. The property compn ^ « ^
collection of Standard and Dwarf, trained a^^^

«"^™^^f Vines
Nectarine, Pears, Plums, Cherry. Apples, and

^"J^J^^^Vidtious
Gooseberries. Currants, a collection of Erergreens^ ^cianous

Shrubs, a large quantity of ^orenUtr^e^ ^fj.Snn^^i
Hollies, Sea-kale, Asparagus, Ac *c. lo

rpMessrs Warner*
.ale. Catalogues to be had on ^be

P'-f^i^f^'^^SaeV^
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NKW ANU SUPERIOR fiJ&£DLING PAHLIAS FOR 1313.

JAMES EDWAKD, Florist, Layerthorpe, York,
1

'
: $pectfdllr to Invite the atuution of CnmratoTS

of the Dahlia to the folIowiDg Three Seedling Varietiefl ndstd in

1840, anil fully prored in Itwi), which are quite dibtmct from any
hithertu produced; of very superior habit, and constant in pro-

«|«ciu^.good^ow Flowers throaghout the season ; in proof of

Sbkh J. E. beg"' to state that he has shown above 200 blooms of

ethfM* during the season, at various Exhibitions open to all

I^IiTbiiiI Kfld bas had nine Se€dUn|; Prizes awarded for them,

wwiely,—four ibt prizes, three second ditto, and two third ditto j

thv\ have also been shown in the following winning trays:

—

fu the ist Tray of 24 at the Horticuiturai Society, York, Aag. 18,

34
18
36 at the Botanical Gardens, Hnll, Sept. td

;

1* »» »i tt

34 at the llorticol. Soc., Scarborough, Sept. 3d;

13

6
48 at the Yorkshire Philosophical Soc., Sep. t»tb;

TT ENRY SPARE much regretsnot being able to acknow-

JlX ledge the kindness of those Benefactors who have relieved

bis family's distress, in the next Gardiner'* Magazine, from not

having made out his list hi time for the printer.

•2il

1st
3d
2d
Ihfc

1st

1st

tst

1st

1st

l»t

1st
1st

3d

ft

11

ft

)»

»t

II

M
>t

It

*t

tt

•t tt

99

f»

t»

»t

»t

tt

34
4S
48
34

Botanical CJardeus, Sheffield, Sept. 1 6th;

Horticultural Soc.Banislry, Sept, 2lbt;

'Botanical Gardens, Lecrl**. Sept. 22d

;

Horticultural Society, York, 8ep.84thj

»• f» »
Uciides having taken other Pri/e-i in addition to the above.

PaBMiaa.- Tine bronze salmon, very superior form, of excel-

Itnt habit, throwing Its blooms well above the foliage, and always

to he depended upon in producing good show flowers. This

var^^v obtained the first prize, iu its claaa, at the York Ancient
Florists' Society, September iflth, and had al-io the premier prize

; !, a * the best Dahlia of any colour.— Height 4 to 5 feet.—
JPlaiiC.H 104. fM.

Marv Jans.—White ground, vrry deeply tipped aiid edged with

pui,-.- ^. . anniue— constant iliroughout the aaon, well up iu the

centrt', of excellent habit, and never faUs in producing good
flowers. This variety obtained the first and second prize at
Scarborough, as the best light-ground flower lipped or edged,
and has Justly been pronuuiiced the moiiit distinct and attractive

Dahlia ever produced In Its cla.ss.— Height 4 feet.— Plants \0s. 6d,

DuKK or R(( iiMoNo.— tine light pink and yellow, colours
beautifully blended together, with a light- yellow tip at the end
of each petal, similar tu the Duchess of Richmond, hut tiuite dis-

tinct fri.un that variety > very superior habit» always constant,
ajul will prove a noble and excellent show flower.— Height 5 feet.

—Plants lO.T. 6rf.

Good btruiig planti will be sent out the f!rst week in May ; and
for the convenience of parties at a distance, orders will be re-
ceived, and plants supplied, hy Mr. George CharTwood, Seedsman,
Covent Garden, London j and Messrs, Henderson, Nurserymen,
Brechin, Scotland. No allowance to the trade unless 12 plants are
ordered, and a remittauee or respectable reference will be required
from unknown currcapondents, J. E. can also supply plants of all

the best Dahlia-s !n cultivation, of which a catalogue Is annually
printed, and can be had on application.
We the umlerbipned, members of the Committee of the York

Horticultural Society, do attest the correctness of Mr. Edward's
description of the above Dahlias; and we strongly recommend
tiiem as distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and well worth a
place in the most limited collection.

James Richardson
John Roper
J. Heseltine
Henry BeUerby
Wiillam Dove

Richard Land
John Walker
Edward Bcarpark ,

Robert Dempsey

John North
Jas. lAncelot Foster
William West
[John Robinson.

Jl , ? 0/ the Yorls Amateur Fltyrist Society, held onTloncTay'i
August Sth, 1B41.—The Judges ami Members of this Society con-
sider it their duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year (sent for
inspection} raised by Mr. Edward, Nurseryman, of this city. The
t ' ur is pure white, with a dark tip of purpled carmine j the
form, depth of petal, and above all, good eye, rctiuirc no con-
sideration to pronounce it one of the best Dahlias yet seen of Its
class ; and from the evident superiority of this distinct variety
over such flowcrr> as Glory of Plymouth, iieauty of the Plain, «cc.,
there is no d.nibt but the year 1843 will cause these flowers to
ftdlin the rear when brought Into^oompetitton with the seedling
cj£.hibited this day, as it may safely be pronounced a gem of the
first water, and will reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
rni^cr, for so loniJf.aa Dahlias remain in cultivation this flower
must form a prominent feature in a stand of six.

—

From the York
CouratU,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBOKN.
D, and E. Bailkt having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy iu the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailrv also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the pubUc to an Inspection of their various drawings
*"A"f*^*^^' ^* ^^' Holbom, where they have the opportonlty of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, ad^ted for the continued
•upply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailbt were the first to introduce metallic cun^ili
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides manv
others iu this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bai lbv have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchl
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter"
vals, requured. and which may be seen at their manufactory

EXOTIC NUfiSERY, CANTERBURY.

"WILLIAM MASTERS having for many years culti-

VV vated upwards of THIRTY ACRES of Land as Nursery

Gardens, begs to submit to the public the following List of Fruits

:

PEARS —W M. having collected in the first instance, through

the kindness of the late J. Braddick, Esq., and subscquenUy froni

bis own personal visits to the Netherlands, a large collection of

the celebrated FLEMISH FEARS, as weU as many others from

various sources, planted a specimen of each variety in his

Nursery, and they having for several years produced fruit, he is

enabled to pronounce with certainty that many are whoUy worth-

less—some are too tender for our exposure—and that many are of

the utmost importonce on account of their prolific and early

bearing, as well as of their delicious flavour. Out of a very large

collection W. M. confidently recommends the following, which

become fit for use nearly in the order in which they stand :-^

DESSERT PEARS.-Madeleine, Jargonelle. Williams' Boncbre-

tien. Flemish Beauty. Roupp6, Capiaumont, Beurre Diel. Autumn

Bcrgamot, White Doyenne, Marie Louise, Princess of Orange,

Seckle. Monsieur le Cure, Althorp Crassane, Bezy de la Motte,

Napoleon Duchees of AngoulCme, Louise bonne de Jersey, Knight's

Mormrch. Rouse Lench, Swan's Egg. Beurr^ d'Aremberg, Nut-

meg, Ne plus Meuris, Passe Colmar, Winter Nelis, Hacon's In-

comparable, Beurr^ Ranee. Easter Beurre. BAKING PEARS.—
Royal Coreless. Double de Guerre, Uvedale's St. Germain, CatiUac.

Many other sorts are still cultured, but a garden furnished with

these will jjroducc fine fruit for every season.

APPLES.—W. M. having been a Fellow of the Hort. Society

nearly from its commencement, has availed himself of the pri-

vilege of selecting from that liberal establishment such sorts of

Apples as appeared to merit particular notice, and which, added to

the selections from the famed Kentish orchards and elsewhere,

have produced a number far exceeding the point of usefulness.

The whole have been fruited, and the following condensed list is

particularly recommended. The sorts are arranged as nearly as

possible in the order in which they income fit for use:-*Juneat-

ing, Borowitski. Kerry Pippin,Quarrenden,Hawthornden, Keswick

Codlin. Franklin's Golden Pippin, Summer Noupafeil, Iving of the

Pippins. Beauty of Kent, Gloria Mundi, Downton Pippin, Hughes'

Golden Pippin, Bibston Pippin. Blenheim Orange, Margil, Sam
Young, Scarlet Pcarmain, Dumelow's Seedling, Forman's Crewe,
Bcachamwell Seedling. Dr. Harvey, Lemon Apple, Pile's Russet,

Screivton Golden Pippin, Cornish GilUflower, Scarlet Nonpareil,

Knight's Ganges, Court of Wick, London Pippin, Walmer Court,

Canadian Reinettc, Alfriston, Court Pendu, Cockle Pippin, Hub-
bard's Pearmain, Old Nonpareil, Downton NonpareU, Braddick's

Winter Nonpareil. Collins' Russet, Golden Harvxy, Dutch Mi-
gnonne, Hunt's Green Newtown, Norfolk Beaufin, French Crab.

With the above selection, fruit for all purposes and all seasons

may be obtained.
CHERRIES.—Purple Griotte, Early Black, Masters' White

Heart, Elton, Black Eagle, May Duke, Kentish, Black Tarta-

rian, Canterbury Black, Bigarreau, Late Duke, Florence, Small
Morello, Large Morello. The above have proved the most valu-

able out of a Targe number of sorts.

PLUMS.—Lawrence's Early, Early Orleans, Hative Royal,

Orleaiis, Denyer's Victoria, Greengage, Nectarine, Washineton,
Black GriMn. Catherine, Coe's Golden Drop, Imperatrice, Wine-
sour, Large Bullace, Damson, Small BiiUace.

Of PEACHES the following have given most satisfaction :—
Early Ann, Grosse Mignonne, Early Newington, Noblesse, Red
Magdalen, Old Newington, Admirable, Royal.
Of NECTARINES—The White, Elruge, Roman, Newington,

Violet Hative.
Of APRICOTS—The Hemskirke, Large Early, Moorpark,

Bred?, Orange.
Of STRAWBERRIES—Grove-end Scarlet. Roseberry, OldPine,

Keen's Seedling, Myatt's Pine. Downton, Elton.
Of GRAPES—Miller's Burgundy, Sweet- water. Muscadine,

Black St. Peter, White Cluster, Esperione, Hamburgh, Fron-
tignau, Muscat of Alexandria, Verdelho, Horsforth Seedling,
Black Damascus.
Of GOOSEBERRIES, selected out of 80 kinds-Early Green,

Early Red Rough, Queen of Sheba, Lady Delamore, Warrington
Red, Rookwood, Roaring Lion, Gunner, Duke of York, Crown
Bob, Woodward's Whitesmith, Heart of Oak.
Of NUTS—Cosford, Frizzled, Dwarf Prolific, Knight's Large.
Of RASPBERRIES-Red Antwerp, White Antwerp, Bamet.
Of FIGS— Lee's Prolific, Brunswick, Common Purple, Brown

Naples, Black Ischia, French Prolific.

W. Masters offers the above List of Fruits, all of which are
grown, and nearly the whole of which have been proved in his
Nursery, as a more complete one than those usually submitted
to public notice.

*»* Early Commissions will insure immediate attention.

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

WEEKS & CO., Arcbitecta, &c., Gloucester-place,
• King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, heg leave to inform the Nobility and
Gentry that their business, which has been extensive throughout
the couutr>- for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-
ING OF HORTICULTUR.U, ERECTIONS of ever>' descripUon
and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER j see the 3rd and
37th Numbers of the Oftrttenrrx^ Chronicle.

References may be had, and theirworksseen.atMr. Perry'sNur-
sery, Banbury; ifr. Green's, Lower Cheam; Messrs. Henderson's
Piue-apple Nursery; Messrs. RoUisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr
Knight's Exotic Nursery, Chelsea; Messrs. Low's, Chipton Nur-
sery j Mr. Catlengh's Nursery, Chelsea j Mr. Gaines's Nursery,
Battersea; Mr. Buck's, Portland Nursery j Mr. Young's. Milford
Nursery; Mr. Smith's Nursery, Daistonj Mr. Woodroff's Nur-
ser), Kcnsall Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswater; Mr.
WiUmcr's Nursery, Chelsea ; and at most of the Nobility and
Gentlemen's Seats ia the country.
BVery particular to be had at their Horticolttxral Maaufftctory

Gloucester- place, Chfli^ acac Sloant-sQuarc.

TT OT-WATER APPARATUS, upon the most im-AA proved and economical principles, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old
Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6l, Gracechurch- street,
London, annex the following list of prices of Hot-water Pipes of
the best description, to assist persons desirous of adopting this
mode of heating in their calcnlations of the probable expense,
and respectfully solicit an opportunity of tendering their price
for the completion of any work Required. Socket-pipe for Hot
Water, of two, three, and four inches diameter, at 2s, 3</., 35. 3(f.,

and u, 3d. per yard. Ditto, with Troughs for Orchidaceous-
houses, three and four inches diameter, at 4s. 9rf. and 6s. gd. per
yard.
The much-approved Conical Boilers made of strong plate-

copper, and which require no furnace or setting in brickwork,
from 5/. 5s. upwards. Also, every other description of Boilers
of the most approved construction. Further particulars may be
obtained at the Warehouses, Gracechurch-street, where also may
be seen a variety of patterns of Iron and Strained-wire Fencing
Hurdles, Brass and Iron Bedsteads, &c. &c.

PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING MATERIAL.
-- —Extract from Gardeners* Chronicle, Dec. 25, 1841, p. 843.—
" In the midst of frost It will not be unseasonable to warn all
our Readers of the great importance of preventing' their more
tender Plants that may have been frozen from being thawed
suddenly by the sun. AU Gardeners know how often Peas frozen
below a south wall are killed, and that if anv contrivance to pre
vent their being suddenly thawed is made use of. they recoverWhat IS true of Peas is, to a great extent, true of other thines'A few weeks ago we had a severe frost, 16° ; at that time voungArancanas exposed to the south died, while others withm a few
yards, but screened from the sun by stone, did not suffer at all

^nr^flnT^""^ ^^ ^^^ "^^^ ^^^^ CROGGON'S ASPHALTEROOFI^G forms a most eiceUcnt material for such screens"
-n page 8 of same Journal, Jan. 1, 1942, is fully described the
purposes to which it is applied by the Royal Horticultural So!
ciety, Lemg a non-conductor it effectually protects from heator coM.-Thomas Joan CaooGox, 8, Ingram-court, Fenchurch-
street, London.

ThU day is published, price 6*. cloth,

T^HE HAND-BOOK OF CHExMISTRY; with a^ complete Index of reference. By G. H. Cauntkr, Esq
Ixmdoa; W.S.Orr&Co.i wi4 W» & K, QiamberB, Edinburgh

1 NEW GARDEN ALMANACK.
Just published, in foolscap 8vo, price U.,

HARRISON S GARDEN ALMANACK, or Floral
Calendar for 1842. By Joskph Harrisox, Editor of the

Floricultural Cabinet.

I^ndon : Frederick Lover, Aldine Chambers, Paternoster-row

UNCH; or the LONDON CHARIVARlTIZoa
Saturday, January 29, will be published Part Vfl. of this

popular work. It contains "Punch's Almavack" complete-
forty pages of closely-printed matter, full of Wit, Satire, and
Jokes ; and upwards of One Hundred and Fifty Wood-cut Ulua.
trations. Price Sixteenpence, stitched in a Wrapper.

A Number is published every Saturday, price Threepence
Office, 13, Wellington-street, Strand; and sold by all Booksellers
and Newsmen.

Now ready, No. II. (February 18423, price 2s. 6rf., to be continued
monthly, containing 56 pages of letterpress and 2 plates en-
graved,

1
HOOKER, K.L., LL.D-, F.R.A. and L.S., and Director of the
Royal Botanic Garden of Kew.
London : H. Bailli^re, Foreign Bookseller to the Royal Society

and the Royal College of Surgeons, 219, Regent-street.

Now ready, price 45. 6(/., neatly half-bound (with mimeroua
Woodcuts,

ri^HE COTTAGER'S MONTHLY VISITOR, for
-L the year 1 841.—This Work is continued in Numbers, price

4d. each, and forms a Manual of Religous Instruction and
Domestic Economy, suited to Family Reading, the Parochial

Library, and the Servants' Hall. Its contents include Scriptural

Exposition. Instructive Tales, Hints on Gardening and Agricul-

ture, short Extracts from the best Authors, and occasionally from

the Public News. The volumes are included iu the List of Books
recommended by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Rivingtons, St, Paul's Churchyard, and Waterloo -place.

COTTON'S NEW TRACTS FOR COTTAGERS.

In 12mo., price 6rf., or 5s. per dozen (with Wood-cuts),

HE VILLAGE SCHOOL. Parti. (For Boys and
Girls who go to School.) By the Rev. W. C. COTTON,

Rf.A., Student of Christ Church, Oxford; author of '•My Bee-

Book."
Lately published, by the same Author,

THE VILLAGE. Price 6c?. Also, in the press,

THE VILLAGE SCHOOL. Part II. (To Parents.)

Rivingtons, St. Paul's Chixrchyard, and Waterlco-place,

Handsomely Dound in cloth, with 93Wood Engravings, price Ss.^d

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
X FIKMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Modu-

ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.

From the British Magazine.—*"i\ii^ is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject."

From the Binaingham Herald.—'* A valuable and indispensable

accession to the library of every Biblical student.'*

From the Rev, Thomas Hartwell Home's Introduction to the

Critical Study o^ the Scriptures.— ** iie^Tiy three hundred texts of

Scripture are more or less explained in this elegantly-executed

volume, and in a manner equally curious and interesting."

Post 8vo, price 6s.,

LETTERS FROM PALESTINE, written during a residence

there in the years 1836-7-8. By the Rev. J. D. Paxton.

The more important places in rererence to Scripture History,

visited by the author, were
Damascus,
Jerusalem^
Beer,
Bey rout.
Mount Olivet,
Nazareth,
Baalbeck,

Mount Tabor,
Mount Carmel,
Jericho,
Tiberias,

The Plain ofSharon,
The Dead Sea.

Bethlehem,
Samaria,
Mount Lebanon.
Hebron,
The Plain of Esdralon,
Jaffa,

The Valley of the Jordan,
Also may be had, price 7s. td. cloth,

THE HISTORY OF FRANCE FROM THE EARLIEST PE-

RIOD. ByE.DB BoNXEcnosji.
This History has been adopted by the Royal Council of Public

Instruction for the use of the Normal Schools of Fiance. The

French Minister of War has also just subscribed for a large num-

ber of copies for distribution amongst the Regiments in the

French service. The English trauslation of this popular work

may be had of all BookseUers, price /s- 6d.,the two volumes of the

French edition being comprised in the one of the English.

Price 5s. 6rf. cloth,

THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
By John FaosT, of Philadelphia.

Loudon : Tilt and Bogue, Fleet street.

In one small volume, price I5s,

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY,

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the com-

pression of a great variety ot information into one volume, m
order to bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so

universally sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener,

and those connected with his profession, should be as well ac-

commodated as other classes in this particular. No sucb worlt

existing, however, prior to the issue of the present publication,

its value will be at once apparent; since it combines the more

essential features of a Botanical Catalogue, an Horticultural

Guide, and a iechnical GJ.ossary, . ,.

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur or Floriculturist; whomay, by ^^^^
ing it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any^'™
submitted to his inspection, and immediately derive every intel-

ligence respecting the peculiarities or affinities of particular spe-

cies which could reasonably be wished for. This is an advant^rfS

that can only be sufficiently estimated by those who have lere

the want of such an assistant; and to all such individuals, a»

well as to every agent or friend of horticulture, the Pocket Bota-

nical Dictionary is decidedly indispeuhable.
London : J. Andrews, Bond-street ; Orr & Co., Paternoster-row.

In cr. 8vo, 4s. Gd. bd. with 220 Diagrams engraved for the work,

T^UCLID'S ELEMENTS OF PLANE GEOME-
-L* TRY ; with Explanatory Appendix, and SupplementwT
Propositions for Exercise. Adapted for the Use of Schools, "

for Self-instruction. By W. D- Cooley, A.B., author ot "*•

" History of Maritime and Inland Discovery."
"This is the best edition of the Elements which has yet &r

peared."—JMew^ww. "For brevity, clearness, and disceminB

attention to the wants of learners, cannot be easily surpassea.

^Dublin University Mag,
Uniform with the "Elements," price 3». 6d* ^, .^c

COOLEY ' S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITION^
DEMONSTRATED; or a Supplement to Euclid: being »

KEY to the Exercises appended to the "Elements," for theuse

of Teachers and private Students. Upwards of 12O Propositrouj

deduced from the first Six Booka of KucUd, are iUustrated m i"-

by new diagrams. ^ ^ M" Will be found of considerable value as an aid to Teachers w
the Mathematics."—JVcto Monthly Mag,

Whittaktr and Co., ATe-Marla-Ianf London.

»
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T^M^.P^SoJi^lLlSe^'ii^o?^^ rl&„ has^__been ^ascerUined by actual experience.
\ of it to Dr. ^V'allich, ^vith seed-vessels CcaUed by him

3
n Saturday next (Feb. 5). This Calendar will comprehend" full

etails relating to all the Garden Operations which concern a
cottager. It will be illustrated with woodcuts, and will be printed

in this cheap form, that every gentleman may, if he pleases, dis-

tribute copies among his cottage neighbours and dependants.
The EXTRA copies must be ordered at once either of the regular
News Agents, or direct from the office (3, Charles-street, Covent-
tarden, London), by forwarding a post-office order for the Num-
bers required. The GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of the 5th of
Febniary will be enlarged, to include the Cottager's Calendar,
bnt will still go free by post, being stamped, and may be ordered
of all Newsvendors, price 6^;. each.

Cfje ffi^ar&enerjS' ®i&ronicle.

SATURDAY, JAN. 29, 1842,

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Horticultural . . . .« fl p. x.

Tuesday -i Floricultural . . . . 7 p. m.
thinnean , , ... . « p. m.

Wednesday .... Geological
8J p. m.

Friday ..... Butaaiual .,,».. 8 P. h.

We resume the subject of the effect of rapid growth
on timber.

All plants consist of one or other of two substances

the one cellular, the other fibro-vascular. Tlie former
is composed of little bladders, the latter of long tubes

;

both are termed tissue by physiologists. The cellular

tissue, or substance, is brittle, has little force of adhe-
sion, and gives to the parts in which it occurs the
texture of a mushroom, or of the pith in an Elder busli.

On the other hand, fibro-vascular tissue is tough
and strong in various degrees, but in all cases much
more tough and strong than the cellular ; its nature, in
a separate state, may be compared to that of hemp,
flax, or other vegetable fibres, which are always com-
posed of this fibro-vascular substance.

Timber consists of these two different tissues inter-
mixed ; when it grows fast, it produces a large quan-
tity of fibro-vascular tissue, and but Httle cellular;
when it grows slowly, it is more cellular than fibro-
vascular. There is never any expansion of the fibro-
vascular parts; all that happens is that the aggregate
number of tliem is increased ; thus, suppose a stick
an inch in diameter contains 500 tubes ; if you
make it grow twice as fast, it will not expand those
tubes, but it will add 500 more to its original number.
As regards the cells, they may possibly be somewhat
larger in plants of a very soft texture when highly
cultivated, than when wild, but this is doubtful, and
the difference between wild and cultivated esculents
principally depends upon the greater quantity of the
cells, and especially of the fluid matter contained in
them. Expansion, in the sense in which the writer
j^bove-mentioned uses the word, has no existence
Now, the difference be'tween esculent herbs' and

woody plants consists mainly in this, that the former
are composed principally of cellular substance, and the

itf f f
bro.vascular. Any addition to, not expan-

sionof, the cellular tissue,_renders plants more brittleand more succulent and therefore more fit to eat.But It IS mos absurd to say that, therefore, any aug-
mentation of the quantity of fibro-vascular issue wfl
also render plants more brittle

; on the contrary, as it

h^ 'l ^"".^^il'^^l
of toughness and flexibility,

Im hi^tn ^T^"^'^^^ augmentation can have
will be to render timber yet stronger than beforeWith regard to Willo(vs, Poplfrs, and oth

arises

.al-^. ^n T "'"' "ley grow slowlv,

?ifm .>, -'"u
"^^"^ of strength and durabilit;

tJc If -^^ ^^'"S unable to consolidate theirtissue by depositing within it matter of UgnificatioJfhe sap-wood of the Oak is as soft and Shab e ^s

thaT';rf
'"^ ^'' '^^^^""^ ^-^«"^ narSely because

fssue^an^h'v'"."''' ^ "^^ '^' ^^^ ^epoSts in itstissue, and which gives its heartwood stren-th is notseparated and deposited in the sapwood! ^'
ahlp fn T '"'

^^c^- '?. ^^^ ^' vegetable physiology is

subject, it would lead to the conclusion that fast-

Sfor"!^ " ''"Sher than slow-grown, and su-penor lor all purposes of utility.
JSefore proceeding further, we will beg the reader

ttmrtn^r' '"t "''^l^S
^hese remarlfs we intt

d

them to apply only to the same kind of wood under

Tl % I
""" ,^'"'' ^^^^ ^^'^^'^ grown slowly in

onlfu'"
' ^"'- '^'^' '' * ^^^^^^i™ to be consideredon another occasion.

maldL^^t
"*"*' ^^^^^r. disposed to imitate others inmakiig these statements without adducing eyidence

fn/ifl"i^'*" '^?\ accuracy; nor is it necessary;

gallon for the opportunity of examining them ; and the
result of that examination is given in the following
table, which shows the annual rate of growth of 23
samples of timber, given in tenths of an inch for the
sake^ of comparison, together with their respective
qualities, as ascertained in Her ]Majesty's dockyards:

—

N'ame or Locality.

Duke of Wellington's estate
English • . . .

Out of Ship " GibraltEu: " .

Do. do.
Sardinian . . , .

French • . . . .

Styrian, 1st class ,

Dantzic, 1st class
Tuscan, Q, ischia i

Istrian, 1st class . .

Polish . . . . .

American Live Oak ,

Eng-liRh, seasoned
American White Oak .

Russian , , , »

Hainault . . , .

Circassian . . , ,

Tuscan .....
East Prussian
Podolian . . .

**
.

Canadian , . , .

Crimea . . , . ,

Tuscan, Q. Farnia

Annual rate of
Gro^vth com-
puted In tenths

of an inch

.

10.

6.66

6.44
4.61

4.28
4;

3.33

2.85

272
2.57
2.50

2.39
2.37

2.15

2.07
2.

179
1.33

1.17
1.17

1.07

0.96
0.76

Ascertained Quality

Verj' good for Plank.

I
Good for Plank.
Good.
Very g'ood.

Good.
Bad.
Indifferent and light.

Tolerable for Plank.
Good for Plank.
Bad.
Indifferent.

Good.
Good.
Bad.
Bad.
Bad.
indifferent.

Good.
Indifferent-

Bad.
Bad.
Tolerable.
Bad.

We also find, upon looking to evidence of another
kind, that the following are the rates of growth of

various other specimens of Oak which we have else-

where examined :

—

Name or Locality.

Ruins of York Minster

Arundel

Annual rate of
Growth^ com-
puted in tenths
of an inch.

Apparent Quality.

7.78

3.33

Peixrhyn, N.W., White Oak 2.50
Do. do. Ked Oak . 2.35

Wainscot « « 2.0
Northumberland .

1

1 1.81
Arundel 9 V 1.48
Yorkshire « 1.43
W^ainscot V m 1.25

Moss Oak, Ayrshire • B 0-99
Wainscot « m o.so

Excellent, hard and
heavy.

Best qnality on the
Duke of Norfolk'*

. Estate.
Inferior.

Very good.
Good.
Good.
Inferior.

Tolerably good.
Average of several

specimens, inclu-

ding good and bad.

Light and bad.
Brittle and bad.

Want of space compels us to break off for the pre-

sent. We shall next week proceed to comment upon
this evidence.

Mr. Webb Hall, in a letter to the Editor of the

Tiwc!^, has formally^ in the following words, repeated
his statement respecting the produce of Mr. DaniePs
land, alluded to in p. 19:—" 1 am just returned from
inspecting the first manufactured portion, for sale, of
a manure that has enabled Wheat to be grown on a

poor soil four successive years on the same land, and
of superior quality of grain—the history of which I

have communicated already to the agricultural world."

This important fact has nov? receiyed the direct testi-

mony of a gentleman

Jor evidence enough is to be found by those who lookw> facts mstead of books, and we
sent, conclude with what we

shall, for the pre-
regard as conclusive

plants and seeds before the Burmese War.Kn ''f
^^^' f^ ^^^^> ^^ ^st when fastest grown,and worst when slowe:

n the highly inter*
I cJi has been form t

aa ahiin/io^
' 7'" ^" Somerset-House, there eadsts I and no one"seems Id^'fispute it*u aounUance of specimens of '^ ' ' ' - *

- f

interesting collection of naval woodsTthi/.K V f -^ *"*^^^^»""{s uuiicLHiou oi navai wo<

5fp A il'li!!^^?"^^^^^ by Sir Maiham Symond., ftt

whose known acquaintance

with agricultural affairs and high position in society

place his evidence beyond the reach of doubt.
• .... _. . .

Now that the Assam Tea trade promises to become
of great commercial importance, a difficulty has been

found in determining to whom is due the honour of

first discovering the shrub in the dominions of the

East India Company ; and in India, where men's

tempers seem to be as peppery as their sauces, an

acrimonious dispute upon this subject has been en-

gendered. In another column we pubUsh a letter

from Mr. Griffith, a most distinguished botanist, and
one of the tea deputation, who maintains the claims

of Captain Charlton ; while, on the other hand, these

claims are disputed by Dr. "M^allich and his friends,

who allege that the merit really belongs to others.

Although this is hardly a home question, yet, as we
doubt not the several claimants of the honour have

their friends in England, we may be permitted for

once to state our own view of the case, especially since

we maybe regarded as impartial judges standing aloof

from the disputes that have taken place in India,

It may be assumed that all the positive information

that exists upon the subject is to be found in the Pro-

ceedings of the Agri-Horticultural Society of India

—

the documentary evidence that has been produced in

which, leaves Uttle to desire. Judging from that

evidence, we can come to no other conclusion than

that the real discoverers of the Tea-plant were Mn C,
Bruce, and his brother the late Major R. Bruce.

These gentlemen were among tlie earliest residents in

Assam, and are said to have obtained a canoe full of

Unfor-
tunately no precise evidence appears to exist upon
that point, the statement depending upon the assertion

of Mr. Bruce; but it is confirnaed by Dr. Wallich,

But so long ago as

Oak-timber whose ! June i82S, the hte Mx, i)ayid Sco^ sent m accauut

seeds) and leaves, and also a drawing of a seed-vessel,

a copy of which drawing has been published. Dn
Wallich did not, however, consider this,information
sufficient to prove the newly-discovered plant to be
Tea

; and as he returned to Europe in 1828, the sub-
ject seems to have been almost forgotten,—although
in May 1827, two living Tea-plants from Chinese
Shawn were actually received at tlie Botanic Garden,
Calcutta, for the Countess of Amherst, during Dr,
Wallich*s absence in Burmah.

It is not till October 1831 that Captain Charlton's

I

name appears connected with the discovery of Tea.
At that time this officer is proved to have brought
live plants to the Agri- Horticultural Society of India,
and to have written with them in these explicit terms

:

" The Tea-tree grows in the vicinity of Suddiya, the
most remote of the Briti.-ih provinces towards the east
in Assam. Some of the natives are in the habit of
drinking an infusion of the dried leaves, but they do
not prepare them in any particular manner* Although
the leaves are devoid of fragrance in their green state,

they acquire the smell and taste of Chinese Tea when
dried." And again, in November 183 i, he sent leave*

and ripe fruit, which Dr. Wallich then (Dec. 1831)
officially informed the chairman of the Tea Committee
had removed his doubts about the Assam plant being
viost imqucsfiojiahlif the real Tea, adding, that *'a more
interesting, a more valuable fact has i\e\er been
bronght to light in Indian agriculture than has thus
been establislied beyond dispute by Lieut. Charlton."
Further than this it seems useless to trace tlie evidence.

To us it appears that the facts we have adduced
prove that the Assam Tea was first discovered by the
Messrs. Bruce; that Mr. David Scott soon afterwards
sent home leaves, seed-vessels, and a drawing of the
latter, which, however. Dr. Wallicli did not consider

satisfactory evidence upon the point; that in 18-27

the same gentleman sent live plants to Calcutta, still,

however, without producing conviction that they were
Tea; and, finally, that in 1831-, Captain Charltoa
sent home evidence which was regarded for the first

time as conclusive. •

To whom under these circumstances should be
assigned the honour of having established the import-
ant fact of j.he Tea-tree growing wild in British terri-

tory, will na.turally be disputed, "\\^e should give it

to Mr. Scott, who first furnished evidence of its ex-

istence, but was not fortunute enough to obtain cre-

dence. Had his proofs been regarded as satisfactory,

it is quite clear that no opportunity could have been
afforded Captain Charlton for again inquiring into the

matter. But as Mr. Scott's investigations produced
no result, we think that Captain Charlton, whose
information at last produced conviction upon the

authorities deputed to judge of its value, must be
considered, in fairness, as deserving the same credit as

would have attached to him if Mr. Scott's proceedings,

of which he was unaware, had had no existence; and
that, therefpre, he ia entitled to the gold medal which
has been awarded him.

In all these questions it is well to bear in mind the
following sensible observations made by a writer io
the last Qtiarterly Review ;

"A philosophical inquirer into the history of a
science would inquire, not by whom, or at what time,

an apple was seen to drop to the ground, or steam to

issue from boihng Avater, or sand to melt into glass,

or hard bodies to produce corresponding impressions

upon soft ; but under what circumstances these simple

facts, dropped like seeds into a suitable soil, became
for the first time prolific, and brought forth the

theory of germination, and the steam-engin^.and the

telescope, and the printing-press."

It is too often the custom to neglect this view of

such questions, and to require for a mere accidental

observation, the credit which only attaches to the man
who connects a fact, valueless in itself, with other facts^

so as to give them some great practical application.

If our correspondents about root-pruning will weigh
them well, they will see how idle is the controversy

they seek to raise upon that subject. The first person

who took the necessary means to bring that practice

into use, and to give it a general application, is in our

minds the man to whom attaches any credit connected

with it. If antiquity is to be looked to, it is absurd to

talk of Hitt or Switzer, for a little consideration will

take us back far beyond them and their contemporaries.

As our Paper was going to press, we received the

mournful news of the death, at Jlontpeher, of M.
Guillemin, a zealous and amiable French BotanisL

whose loss will be deeply lamented by those who had

the happiness of his acquainUnce. His Report upon

the cultivation of Tea in Brazil, to which countryJi^

was specially sent bv the French Government, is one

of the latest acts of his useful hfe.

CHATSWO^TH.
(Conmmdfrvm page &Sj

^

Having now advened to what m periiaps an irremed^
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express my humble but tincerc gratitode to the noble

owner of this giant store for the inestimable boon he has

conferred upon the botanical world in causing its^crection.

*• Quae regio m terris nostri oon plena laboru !*' if tnie

in auy case, is eminently so as regards the labours of the

botanical collector ; and yet the fruit of all his researches,

carried on for centuries, and pushed into every quarter of

tbe earth, may be seen concentrated here. Yes, here are

the ^lite of all the great vegetable tribes from East to West,
" from China to Peru," ^.-ociated for the first time under

shelter of the same roof. Can the imagination picture to

itself a sight more perfectly loTely that such a combination

of beautiful forms may in due M»son be expected to pro-

duce? Nor is their time so far distant as some may sup-

pose, for the plants are eridently quite at their ease, and

giving promise of luxuriant growth ; nay, already some of

our old hothouse familiars can scarcely be recognised in

their new domains, plenty of space for their roots and

branches having in a few months effected a complete

metamorphosis. The scene in this world most nearly

akin to enchantment will, I venture to predict, be enjoyed

—aay ten years hence— from the gallery which is carried

r^imd the entire of this conservatory, and from which the

spectator will look down upon a tropical grove in all its

wild magnificence. Uow can the botanist, chained by

domestic ties to bis native Innd and its humble Flora, suffi«

ciently expn-n^ his seflM oi the spirit, taste, and munifi-

cence which have brought to his own door, as it were, a

field of enjoyment so rich and rare, and enabled him to

realise scenes whirh sounded in his ears until lately like

fables of fairy-land ?

The view of the interior as presented to me last autumn
was somewhat desolate, for the mass of the plants were

!?mnl! nnd only just recovering from the effects of removal,

and to add to the bleakness two giant Pilms (Phoenix

daetylifera, and Sabal Blackburniana), which were carried

thither with such prodigious labour from Lord Tanker-
tillers {\idc the newspapers, pa$siin)j were completely

ensconced in enormous canvas screens to preserve them
firom the excessive action of light and snn until they

had somewhat recovered from their journey and trans-

plantation. These arc the most magnificent specimens of

their kinds that this country Contains, and when the cau-

Tas awning is withdrawn, as was intended to be done
this winter, they could of themselves give quite a tropical

air to their present habi^tat. But although the general

effect is still of course somewhat meagre, there are parti-

cular points of interest that even now astonish and delight

the beholder as he wends his way round tlie house. An
aquarium of which the banks are formed of a picturesque
species of limestone rock, known in Derbyshire by the
&ame of tufa, is a gem ih its way, and seems to answer
admirably. In a cooler quarter (for here are various
climates), a grove of Orange-lrecs is vastly luxuriant and
effective. But nothing took my fancy more than an
avenue of Bananas^ which crosses the centre of the house,
and is already most imposing ; indeed all the Scltamineje
are growing separate, which soon promises to banish all

semblance of bleakneas and barrenness from the Eiysiun
fields. No * aching void' can long exist amid such tropical
Yigour of vegetation. A compact clump of Musa Caven-
dishiana occupies a corner of the house, and is a charming
object, with the fruit, flowers, 8cc., in every stage of matu-
rity and development.

1 have before alluded to a gallery mnniag round the
Louse. This is reached by a flight of stone steps carried
tip through a pile of artificial rockwork, over which various
Ferns, Lichens, Aracese, and other Epiphytes arc pro-
fusely scattered ; this strikes me as an excellent idea.

Into the world of boilers and pipes, fire and [coals,

which exists underneath the fair flowering world we have
been describing I have no desire to descend, especially as
the miles of iron piping have already been accurately
measured for the edification and astonishment of the
public ; suffice it to say that the arrangement for supplying
heat and air, and water, appeared to be admirable and to
answer perfectly.

That no disappointment may be experienced by an ordi-
nary visitor, it may be well to inform him that after entering
the conservatory at the north entrance and enjoying a
coup d ceil of the novel scene within, his progress into the
intenor will be obstructed by certain rails beyond which he
will not be permitted to pass. This arrangement, though
deemed arbitrary by the unreflecting, is obviously indis-
pensable, unless the comfort of the noble proprietor and
his friends is to be sacrificed, and the operations of the
girdeners to be impeded in order to gratify ignorant
curiosity, I lay stress upon the word » ignorant,* for to a
person of any standing in the world of science or horti-
culture everything is most freely and liberally shown.

\Tq he continued,}

NOTES UPON SOME OF THE NEW PELAR-
GONIUMS.

(Continuedfrom p. 37.)
12.—Erectum

; and 13, Comte de Paris. These are

ns^ff

.n

^Hb'pt >lieht-«i^ffi&wuse-

/ ci^:,io^aka if^^ii^^Ie to grow both, and they wilfde-
'^^rve.al^aee id evert jJ^Uection. Our remarks were made

'> fine specimens beside each other. The
beacltfnl clear orange crimson, the ground-

-^ colour being nearly the/same in aU the pcUls. In general
appearaijce, Comte-Ai Paria appears the more showy,

^owcra beihg more expanded; which advantage

^t^Hlt^y the general form of the flower in

W-iiUitf!J^
4^6^^7 better, and the spot more defined.

T&e &6tt^*ft;ej)Uae difference to a casual observer con-
foliMfl of erectom ieins smooth, and of a deen

bright green, which shows the flowers off to the greatest

advantage. They both throw up a fine head of bloom, and

are two of the best Pelargoniums we know, admirably

adapted either to ornament the conservatory, or for the

purposes of exhibition, the rich colour of the flowers form-

ing an agreeable variety with the white and rose-coloured

sorts, which are more common.
14.—Cyrus has delicate pink under petals, with a fine

spot in the upper part of the flower, gradually shading to

the edge. The upper petals are a little too pointed in their

form, but we consider it superior to Garth's Victory,

which it resembles. The habit is good ; it blooms freely,

and the trusses are large. It is well adapted for shows.

15.—Vulcan. Ground-colour purplish rose, with a fine

spot; the form is good, and the colour renders it a desirable

variety for a collection.

16.—Modesty. This is compact in habit, and every one

who sees it will wish the blossoms had been larger. The

trusses are too small, as well as the individual flowers, to

make it available for the purposes of exhibition. The

ground- colour, which is a delicate pink, is alike in all the

petals ; the centre is white, with a good dark spot in the

upper petals:

17,—Tournament. This, from its colour, forms a distinct

variety ; the lower petals are bright rose with a tint of

purple, the upper petals are of a deeper hue with a good

spot : the form of the flower, however, is not first-rate.

18.—Albion has a tinge of purple in the pink of the

under petals, the centre white, and a good dark spot in the

upper petals, changing to deep rose. It is a finely-formed

flower, the under petals being round, broad, and even on

the edges.

19.—The Nymph was sent out last season, and was

considered to possess properties of a superior order. The
near approach to roundness in the form of the flower, vrith

its fine broad stiff petals, was a great improvement in these

qualities. The ground-colour being a bright rose, the under

petals terminating in white, with a fine dark spot in the

upper' part of the flower, gives it a refined character : we
doubt its being a free bloomer, and there is a slight inclina-

tion to twisting in the petals; this quality in one specimen

we saw was nearly obliterated, probably from having grown

very near the glass. It is considered to be one of the best

flowers of its class.

20.—Evadne is a delicate representation of the Nymph,
being neither so deep nor so bright in colour, with the

advantage of blooming more freely.

2J _—Mabel is another flower of this class, being a faint

copy of the Nymph; it has a fine dark spot in the upper
petals, surrounded by a dash of crimson, and blooms
freely.

22,—Gaines' Rising Sun was a flower that attracted a
good deal of notice last season at the different exhibitions
near town ; it is characterised by great brilliancy of colour

;

it flowers freely, and displays its numerous trusses of bloom,
amid foliage of a deep green, which contributes, by a con-
trast of colour, to heighten the brightness of the flowers.
The colour is a rosy vermilion, and it has a feathery spot
on the upper petals, which wants intensity. It is a distinct
and desirable variety.

23.— Prince Albert (Gaines'). The general appearance
of this flower is similar to Joan of Arc, with the advantage
of being much superior in form ; it is a showy variety,
and blooms freely.

(To be continued,)

SCRAPS FROM THE LIFE OF A GARDENER.
^

(Conliniud/iom page 21.)

NO. H.—MY FIRST PLACE.
My master put on a rough coat and a well-wora hat,

and left his comfortable room to conduct me to the place
where the foreman and another gardener slept. We en-
tered the garden by a little wicket, and walked along se-
veral winding walks, till at last a light was discernible.
I do not know what the thoughts of my master were at the
moment, but he sighed deeply several times. On other
occasions and with other men I should have felt for his
grievance, and inquired into the cause of his sorrow ; but
there was such a distance in his manner, and such a cold-
ness in his speech, that it prevented me from feeling any
sympathy. By this time we were near the garden-house,
and, indeed, it was diiferent from those fanciful ones that
I had drawn in my mind ; I had pictured to myself a
little Gothic cottage with abundance of monthly Roses
and Honeysuckles growing round it, and with a pretty
garden outside ; but alas ! how different was the one be-
fore me ! 1 thought I saw the light shine through the
chinks of the walls, and as we turned the walk it appeared
a long, low shed, not built with bricks, nor painted, norm the warmest situation, for it was at the back of a dark
high wall which shut out the sun from the south, render-
ing it exposed to the keen north wind and the driving
shower. We halted for a moment at the corner, and I
had time to make these observations before my master
spoke. He called « James " in a sharp, quick voice ; there
was a short bustle, and then out came a man "Here
is this lad," said my master; " can he remain with you to-
mght?' "Yes, sir, we'll try," said James, " although
there is little room for any one but ourselves.*' •• He
must stop here to-night ; to-morrow I will find another
place for him." This he said as he was walking away •

and he was so far off when he finished the sentence, that
I could scarcely hear the last word. James uttered a
discontented growl, and, without saying more, turned into
the shed. The feeling that crept across my mind at this
time was anything but pleasant, and from the unkind man-
ner of my future master, and the surly voice of the fore-
man, I fancied I was among savages rather than men. I
entered the shed, which was divided into two departments
in gue roared a fixe wlii<?h heated a conservatory ^t the

back, and the other was the bed-room, the sitting-room

and the kitchen! Yes, reader, they were all in one place,'

about ten feet long by eight square : the foot of the bed
reached to the fireplace, opposite which there was a deal
table ; the other articles were a chair, a box, a candle-

stick, and a frying-pan. " Man wants but little here be-
low, nor wants that little long! '* truly this is correct. The
shed, or hovel as I may call it, was made of boards nailed

slightly together ; they were rotten in many places, and
some were removed all together ; the rats and mice had
made burrows through and through, and when the rain

fell in torrents, or the winter blast blew, there were these

two beings obliged to sleep in a dismal shed. The win-
dows were pasted with paper, and several places ia the

boards stuffed with moss to keep the wind from disturb-

ing the light of the candle ; for although misery seemed
around him, and his voice was hoarse with cold, still he
loved and admired every blossom that opened. Upon the

table were several publications connected with his busi-

ness, and some blotting-paper. When we sat down, he
eyed me attentively for a few minutes, and I dared not look
up, for I felt my heart swell, and a tear fell upon my hand.

He started from his seat and caught my hand in his own,
which was hard ; but it was made so by labouring for an
honest subsistence, and I reverenced it on that account.

I looked up at him, and in despite of the hard buffets and
the sharp struggles, and the scars that fortune had marked
him with, I still could see that the milk of human kindness

was there, and I felt that a kind heart beat within his

manly chest. *'Young man," he said, "you must not fret. I

know 'tis hard to leave home and friends ; but we must part

sooner or later* Look over the wide field of nature, and you
will not find two things that always remain in one state. Kow
you'll feel grieved for your home ; but in time you'll for-

get it, and those who love you at home will forget you—
for life is ever changing, like clouds passing over the face

of thesiin." I said, "Yes, sir," and dried my tears, inwardly

satisfied that I had found one friend ; for when one is dis-

tant from home, and young in (he world, and with a heart

tender and uninured to the buffets of life, any kind word
sinks deeply into the mind, and makes the heart yearn with

fondness towards the adviser. So was it with me ; for I

recollect his words as well as if they were spoken yesterday.

As he spoke so kindly, I ventured to ask him a few ques-

tions. '* What a miserable hut you are doomed to live in I"

I said ; " do you reside here summer and winter ?" " Ob,
yes ; and we are thankful for such a place, for it is not so

bad as a prison," he smilingly said :
" and as for a little

air, I believe it is a very good thing." ** It is a wonder
you do not die with cold here." ** Oh, there is little fear

of that," he said :
" if we nursed ourselves up and made

ourselves tender, then perhaps we might ; but we do not

do so !" "Tis a wonder Lord George Hallerton allows

such a place to stand, particularly in his garden," I said,

" Perhaps he never noticed it ; and if he did, perhaps he

don't know what it is used for," said James. '* We must

not repine nor be discontented, for this is better than none,

you will allow." "Well," I said, '*if you can be con-

tented in it, so be it." " Yes, young man, contentment is

a noble blessing. What recks it though the king have his

palace, his retinue, and his servants ? If he has not con-

tentment, he will not be happy ; and I am one of those

men who could be happy anywhere, always believing that

Providence designed me to be there. I was not happy

when I first came here ; but I was young and proud theni

like many more ; and as long as I live, if they only let mc
have my books and my room here, I will die happy- I

have lived here so long, that the ways of the place have

grown on me, and I feel as if I love every spot about the

neighbourhood. Every tree is as familiar to me as an old

friend ; and every breath of wind that whistles through the

chinks and cracks of our old Abothy* brings back the re-

membrance of occurrences in days gone by. I could not

leave it. The very gravel and the smallest bit of moss

about here I admire and respect, because they exist with

me. My dreams by night, and my thoughts by day, are

about this old place, and the many friends that I have

around here and in this neighbourhood. It would he like

death for me to leave it." ** And how long have you been

here, sir ?" I said. '* Twenty-nine years,'' was his reply-

'* I came here when I was about twenty-two, and I have

been here ever since. I liked the appearance of the old

building when I saw it, and vowed to stick to it ; and so

have 1 done." «* And were you young when youleftyo^r

home?" ** ru tell you, young man, as soon as I light

my pipe,'' he said. He looked at his watch, and said,

*\My companion will not be home yet. I'll give yoTi ari

outline of my life, to pass the time until he comes." W^.P-

(To be continued,)

the

}

ON THE CULTURE AND IMPROVED VARIE-
TIES OF THE GOOSEBERRY.

Two or three notices have already appeared in

Chronicle on the culture and improved varieties of the

Gooseberry, and anything further on the subject may pos-

sibly be considered uncalled for. But as many individuals

seem^ yet to be prejudiced against what are called the Lan-

cashire varieties, I am desirous of saying a word or two m
favour of some of them. The remarks of several worki on

Gardening which still continue to be sold have a tendency ^^

foster these prejudices, by saying that the large varieties

are thick-skinned, and possess so many other bad proper-

ties that size is considered to be their only or principal

recommendation.
Cobbett says that big Gooseberries are nearly all skin,

and the pulp is of a very mean flavour. Size, I beheve,

has been the only criterion of merit at the shows of those to

whom we are indebted for these large varieties ; and if ^*
onlyconaider that there is a much greater probability of^'

* The usual name for a gardener's shed.
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taining new varieties of fruit from seed of large size only,

than of large size united with excellence of quality, we shall

be led to conclude that many varieties of Gooseberries must

be cultivated, which in point of flavour are worthless, and

to which the above objectioni would apply. To show how
exclusively the efforts of the genuine Gooseberry-growers

are directed to mere size, I may mention a ludicrous cir-

cumstance which once occurred to Mr. Knight, When on

a visit to a connexion in Cheshire, he went to the garden

of a celebrated improver of Gooseberries, or, more pro-

perly, to a grower of Gooseberries of enormous size. He
was much pleased with the fruit, which was very large and

of great beauty, and being engaged in attempts to improve

other fruits, Mr. Knight and kis new acquaintance seemed

much to please each other ; when the former suddenly sunk
to nothing in his esteem by unfortunately asking him whe-

ther his Gooseberries were good to eat. He repeated the

word "eat" with nearly as much surprise as a florist

would have repeated it if he had asked him whether one

of his Tulips or Carnations was good to eat. Size, bow-
ever, as Mn Knight justly observes, with other points is

desirable; and if a union of size, quality, and productive-

ness be taken into consideration, I am satisfied that many
of the Lancashire varieties are unrivalled. The variety

which is considered to be the most profitable, and which is

most extensively cultivated by market-gardeners in Lan-
cashire, is the Crown Bob ; it is a most abundant bearer,

and ought, in my opinion, to supersede the variety called

Aston's seedling, or the Red Warrington of some. It will

produce a greater crop, it is of better quality, and superior

for all culinary purposes. The Lion must be well known,
owing to the prodigious size to which it has been fre-

S[uently grown. It is a good bearer and one of the best

or preserving, but it is an old variety, and I think there

are some proofs that the vigour of the tree is declining.

The Rockwood, Gunner, and Teaser are the three best
yellow varieties I know ; they all bear well, and are of good
quality ; the first is a very old sort, the last is a compara-
tively new one and very beautiful. The Fleur de Lis, a
comparatively new white variety, is of first-rate quality,

and valuable on account of its very early ripening. The
Peacock, one of the newer sorts, is the best large green
Gooseberry I know, but it does not bear well. There is no
Gooseberry, however small, I believe, which has a thinner
fikin than the one called Wellington's Glory ; it is so clear
and transparent when ripe that the whole of the seeds
may be counted with ease ; it is, moreover, a tolerable
bearer, and of excellent quality. The White Eagle is a good
bearer, and if allowed to become quite ripe it is one of the
best. When well grown, it is, I think, the most beautiful
Gooseberry we have ; it is also one of the latest ripe. The
best-flavoured Gooseberry preserves I ever tasted were
made exclusively of this variety. I caused them to be
preserved separately two years, supposing the quality the
first year might be owing to some extra good management
or good luck in the culinary process, but on both occasions
their superiority over others was evident. It may not be
generally known that some of the best of the large varie-
ties, such as I have mentioned above, make much richer,
more jelly-like, and better flavoured preserves than the
Aston seedling, and other smaller sorts generally grown
for that purpose, but such is undoubtedly the fact. This
1 have mentioned to several of my friends, who have tried
them separately, and all have been satisfied of their value
in that respect. Many cottagers even in Lancashire have
yet to earn this. I have known individuals who have hadtwo or three trees of the improved varieties, and who seemed
to grow them more as curiosities than aught else. But^ey could not do otherwise than see that the trees weremore productive, and that the fruit attained a marketable
size earlier in spring than the smaller sorts, and thus from
tue tact of their reserving the principal part of the crop to

tw h!''
""
"Pf •

"^^ "^'^^^ suppose they were of opinion

KhM K^ ^T. ?' H^"'' ^^^l^^y ^^'^
' y^t when fresh treesnad to be obtained they seemed never to have considered

rmmfnf fl ^*"^^^^s they grew would afford the greatestamount of the most valuable produce, but have purchasedmore trees of the old sorts, and when asked why they did

effe^f^'fi 'o'^'
^*? "^^ otl^ers, the answer has been to this

tw"7 *u
^'^'^^^'*™^ ""^ ^^^*e** ^e^e ^0^ preserving,

otW T T^^ ^^''^y^ grown for that purpose—the

nrP^Ir.^ ?{!^
^""^ ^^""S' ^^'^ly y<>^ ^o^ld never think of

preserving them.
In addition to the above, I am'informed by a respectable

market.gardener in Lancashire that the following are de-
sirable new varieties, viz :—Ostrich, Wonderful, Com-
panion, and London. Although I recommend a more ex-

T cK i^'' V
''^*'^'' ""^ '^'"^ ^f ^^e best of the large kinds,

il^?"" ri
'''''''y *^ ^^^ ^^°s^ old favourites the red and

JiVc^^ri u "?P^^"^ eradicated
; two or three trees of them

Sf u^
i^/very collection, and there is another small

an^ f/ f • r
^ **^'°^ e^en surpasses them in excellence,

i;.la •!.^^^^ Pitmaston Green Gage, raised by Mr. WU-hams
: it is truly delicious.—J-^^n ToivnleT/.

{To be contimied,)

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. V.
IHE Structure of the leaves of plants is extremely beau-

Tir.fr
^^ *^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^^y perform are very ira-

L^ f II f
'^'^^y^^s covered over with a thin skin, which

^
luu of small pores called stomates, by which plants

nla t
*j^ perspire. Daring the winter, greenhouse

P ants, and more particularly such as are grown in rooms,
g« covered with small particles of dust, by which these

nrn^' *f
^ ^^*^** ^P' ^"'^ prevented from performing their

proper functions. At this season of the year, therefore,

rafJ^^
?''^ morning may be chosen when the plants arewner dry, and the whole should be well syringed with

Ski! ^*^^"^ater ; afterwards as much ventilation as pos-

evening. Room-plants may be taken out on the lawn for
this purpose, and left there until the leaves are drj. The
syringing will be particularly beneficial to those having
large broad leaves, such as Pelargoniums and Camellias,
and the amateur will soon be convinced of the utility of
the plan by the health and freshness of his plants. The
green-fly, which is so common on Rose-bushes and Peach-
trees during summer, will soon begin to appear ontheyoung
shoots of tender plants, particularly on such things as Ver-
benas and Petunias, intended for planting out in the flower-

beds. Of all the gardener's enemies there are none more
completely in his power, for although they are as nume-
rous as the Chinese, yet they are quite as easily conquered.

A little tobacco-water to syringe them with, or what is

better, tobacco-smoke, very soon destroys the whole of

them. There is a kind of paper sold in all the tobacco-

warehouses, which has been used for packing with, that
answers the purpose extremely well ; but common shag or
any other kind will do ; or the amateur may even grow a

few plants in his own garden which he can cure and use
for this purpose. A calm evening being chosen when the
leaves are dry, the house should be completely filled with
smoke, and the same operation should be repeated the
next night, which will generally be sufficient. A common
garden-pot, having a hole in its side, may be used, but
there are fumigating bellows sold for the purpose. If the

former is used, all that is necessary is to put some fire in

the bottom, and fill it up with alternate layers of tobacco
and damp moss, and then blow gently with a pair of com-
mon bellows at the hole in the side of the pot, taking care

not to produce flame. The plan described by Mr. Mills

in a former Number is also very good, particularly for

small pits or frames. Room-plants can be taken into a
small close shed, and treated in the same manner ; or if

only one or two are infested, a person accustomed to

smoke can easily destroy them with a common pipe.

If the weather is tempting enough for the amateur to

engage in out-door operations, the pruning of fruit-trees

and bushes may now be done, any whole unhealthy ever-

greens dug up, and soils got ready for potting,

—

R^ F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
The Protection of Peaches and Neciarines,-^It was

well observed in p. 7i>5(1841), that the site for the kitchen-

garden was formerly often chosen in a valley in preference

to higher ground, and I am induced to make these remarks
because the conclusions to be inferred from those obser-

vations might have a tendency to lead gentlemen who
have gardens so situated, to believe that plenty of fruit

may be obtained by root-pruning and bringing the roots

of the trees near the surface, and by well draining the

borders. I have had the management of a garden of this

description for upwards of 20 years, where there is nearly

one mile of wall. It consists of eight acres, situated in

a valley ; and when I first went, in 1819, I thought it an
cxcellentsituation, although the appearance of the Peaches
and Nectarines was anything but cheering; and I con-

cluded that nothing was wanting but new trees and well-

prepared borders to ensure future success. In the

autumn of that year I began by removing all the old soil

in which the decayed trees were growing, to the depth of

three feet, and formed a hard bottom with one foot of

brick rubbish, and filled up the remaining two feet with

the best turf loam. The young trees rooted finely, and
made good wood for five or six years : but after that,

unless well protected from spring frosts, they began to

show symptoms of decay. In such situations I am con-

vinced the fault is not at the roots, but it is the humid
atmosphere in the spring months that causes the mischief,

I have often seen a thick fog cover the valley and garden,

while the higher ground was quite clear. If precautions

were not taken to cover the Peach and Nectarine trees in

the spring month, disappointments were sure to follow,

unless the seasons were very favourable. It is well known
that frosts take quicker effect in valleys than on higher

ground ; I have often had French Beans and Dahlias

killed by frosts in the months of May and October, while

in the flower-garden the latter have bloomed till Novem-
ber, and not half a mile distant, I have invariably found,

on removing decayed trees, that the roots were not at all

affected, but in good order. The same kind of turf and

loam was used in making the borders as was employed

for the trees in the Peach-houses, in which they grew and
j

bore excellent crops of fruit every year. Those trees

have been planted 22 years, and had, when I left them in

1839, the appearance of young and healthy trees. The

humidity of the atmosphere in the months of April and

May, and the tendency to freeze in such situations, is the

real cause of premature decay in Peaches and Nectarines.

It appears, therefore, that not only well-prepared and

well-drained borders and good management are requisite,

but that protection from spring frosts is also necessary.

The covering with mats at night, or bunting (on an ex-

tensive scale and where only a limited number of hands

are kept), and removing them in the day-time when
favourable weather permits, requires additional labour,

which ought to be allowed by every gentleman who
wishes to see his trees healthy. One of the best modes

of protection with which I am acquainted is practised

here every year, and consists in covering the trees with

mats. Stakes are driven into the ground three feet from

the wall at the bottom, and about six feet apart ; they

project one foot above the coping, to which they are

fastened, and when the mats are rolled up in the morning,

they are secured to the ends of the stakes, and lie on the

top of the wall. It requires two men to let them down at

night, and the same to roll them up in the morning ; but

they are an effectual preventive against frost. When the

trees are in bloom, it is also necessary to continue cover-

ing them, till after the fruit is swelling, as the young

shoots are easily injured, and on their prtservation the

main health of the tree depends. I have been particular

on this subject, because it is one that has not had that

attention paid to it which it deserves. It is no uncommon
complaint to hear of the premature decay of Peach and
Nectarine trees in the open air ; whereas if covering at

nights in the spring had been practised, the trees might
have continued healthy and borne good crops.

—

J. Browftf
Gardener to Lord Southampton^ Whitilehury Lodge.

Shrubberies.—I agree with the article on the shrub-
bery in p, 763 (1841), that the leaves of the trees, after

they have become useless to the branches, should be re-

turned to the roots; but I differ from it in regard to the
manner of returning them. I would have convenient re-

cesses formed with groups of evergreens behind the
banks or borders of the shrubberies; and if they are
backed with forest-trees, eligible spots will be found for

this purpose. I would never allow the leaves to accumu-
late in great quantities in the autumn, but would have
them raked from time to time from the borders, walks,

and lawns, and laid up in the recesses along with the
prunings of the shrubs, &.c. The thick branches of the

latter I would burn, and mix up the ashes with the leaves

and spray, adding a quantity of hot lime, and have the

mass turned over two or three times before using. Once
in two or three years I would give the shrubbery borders

a good top-dressing with the decomposed leaves from the

recesses ; and if a quantity of road-scrapings or any other

stiff compost could be added, it would be better. I do
not like the practice of digging among shrubs, except-

ing a few years after planting- When digging in leaves,

it is often requisite to make large holes to get them
buried, and whenever the leaves rot the ground falls in,

leaving an uneven surface ; and besides, the roots of the

shrubs are apt to be.injured. The nearer the surface the

roots of any plant can be kept, the better; and the leaf-

mould when laid on the surface without being dug in will

have a tendency to draw the roots to the surface, and to

increase their number at the same time. The top-dressing

should be put on in the beginning of winter, and it will

both protect the roots from frost and give the mould time

to consolidate before the dry weather sets in. If the bor-

ders are hoed and raked two or three times during sum-

mer, it will be sufficient to keep them clear of weeds

;

but instead of keeping the borders hoed and raked, I

think a better method, and one more pleasing to the eye,

would be to have the shrubs well thinned out a few years

after planting, and the borders or banks sown with grass,

which must afterwards be kept short and clean by raoV-

ing and sweeping. The top-dressing could be laid on,

nevertheless, but it would require to be better decom-

posed and riddled, and perhaps put on thinner and more

frequently. When the banks or borders of a shrubbery

are of considerable breadth and of little elevation above

the w^alk, it often happens, although the shrubs are regu-

larly thinned out, and standing in quincunx order, that

some of the fine specimens in the rear become worse than

a jewel in a casket, on account of the shrub or shrubs in

front overtopping them. The jewel in the casket can be

exposed to view at pleasure, but the fine specimen in the

rear of the shrubbery can be exhibited from the walk, only

at the expense of transplanting to a more exposed situa-

tion, or that of heading down those in front of it. To
remedy this fevil, I would have the shrubs planted in wavy

groups along the banks or borders, and arranged in tribes

so far as practicable, each tribe or genus to form a group of

itself; or if the genus only contains two or three species

fit for the shrubbery, I would fill up the group with two or

three genera. Herbaceous plants being in my idea unfit

for the shrubbery, I would never have them introduced ;

but a few patches of any bulbous plant, such as Snow-

drops, Crocuses, and Narcissus pumilus and minor, may

be planted with good effect among the grass in the open

spaces. The annexed figure

represents a border or shrub-

bery bank from 20 to 25 yards

wide, with a winding walk, 1,

in front ; 2 may be a group of

Phillyreas, the dwarfest beinfe

next the walk, and the tallest

behind the rest ; 3, a group

containing Ligustrum lucidum,

L. vulgare, and their varieties
;

4, a group of Ilex aquifolium ;

5, Syringa vulgaris, chinensis,

and p^rsica, with their varieties

;

6, Catalpa syringifoUa, Ornus
europaeus, O. roiundifolia, El-

agnus angustifolia, E. arg^ntea,

and Cephalanthus occidenta-

lis ; 7, different sorts of Rham-
nus, Eudnymus, Lonicera, and
Caprifdlium ; 8, a detached

clump of hardy Azaleas ; 9,

Viburnum tinus, V.lficidum, V.

opulus, and their varieties ; 10,

a detached plant of Ribes san-

guineum ; 11, different sorts

of hardy Heaths ; 12, Laurus

n6bilis, L, undulata, L- salici-

fdlia, with the different sorts of

K.-lImias in front; 13, Daphnes,

Ledums. The hardy species and varieties of i''""^"^f

Pyrus, Amygdalus, Crataegus. Cyddnia,
«"^j^^""£*;J,^

form a fine group with a detached clump of ^^"^'^^^^^

them and the walk. The different f'^^^^^^^^
Taxus, and Ephedra, will form

^^^'}l^'J"^^^^^^^
Nos 14 are blink ^F-J^^^^^

Rhododendrons, and
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T^lk be planted with »bnib», thfy may be arranfcd ia 12

JMancr with groapa of other species and varieties ; but

if it ift oaly a narrow strip of lawn between the walk and

the park, thprc may be a few tree Koees planted bingly,

omatncntal ihmbs, or small patches of dwarf Roses,

Heathsy dwarf Rhododendrons, and Scarlet Pelargoniums.

Whea plants io a shrabbery are arranged in. this mannerp

th»re 8hoa!d be sereral plants of each species or variety

placed together ; the nnmber to be proportioned accord-

fng to the extent of the shrubbery : and some Bays, as

'Bnrsefl, interspersed throughout the whole. These may
~ be headed down and tal^en ont at the final thinning, an.

I

planted as underwood r ong the forest-trcea behind the

shrabbery; a cousiderable breadth of which, with such
underwood, will benefit the shrubbery by sheltering it.

A shrubbery of half a mile or a mile in length, conipris-

log all or most of the hardy ornamental shrubs inlro-

doeed into Britain, and planted in wavy groups, would
form a scene at onoe striking and amusing, and which
would be greatly heightened by the extent of surface ex-

- posed to the eye by the undulations ; and by having the

shrubs grouped in tribes, new objects \souId be seeu at

pvery step.—./. />., B. D. G.
Prizes for Setdliiiy FltmsU* F!ower$.'—W, C, of

Cork, recommends that under the direction of the Flori-

cuttural Society, members and others should subscribe a

•Urn amounting to the value of th^ idling, including the

stOw'^ to which a prize was awarded, and that the raiser,

who gained the prize, should deliver the entire stock to

the Society. The stock should then be ratted or drawn
for by the subscribefSii in the same way as i^ done with
pictures by the Art Unions. U\ C. believes that this

method would insure a prize to the best flower, as the de-

cision would be made by those who would have a chance
of winning the stock. Suppose 100/. to have been sub-
scribed for iVlargoniuins, a twelvemonth previously to

showing, what a stimulus it would give to the growers !

The amoant might be increased by each competitor pay-
ing entrance money, and this might produce enough for a
pTi7#* for the second-best seedling,

Vimparout Orange.—On opening an Orange which
had hung on a tree iu a vinery for the last eighteen months,
leverai of the seeds were found to have germinated. The
radicle of one had grown about one inch and a half, and
taken firm hold of the spongy tissue lining the rind

;

whilst its pliimule was two inches long, of a beautiful green
colour. The rind of the Orange was quite perfect, and
to the naked eye no crevice was perceptible through which
Hght could penetrate. The Orange was thirteen inches
in circumference. Whence its green colour, and why
should the plumule be green and the radicle of its usual
yellowish white colour, both being in the same circum-
stances with regard to light?— TFii/iam Btfrron, Holker
Hail Gardens.

To Hau€ an Early Crop of Peaa—The following plan
I adopt for raising early Pcaa to insure a good crop to
precede that aowu in November. In the last week of
January I make a hotbed about two feet high of leaves
and cow-<lang, on which I p!ace a frame, and wheu the
heat has declined to 50** or 55°, I cover the bed with an
inch of light mould ; 1 th*'n cut some tnrf iu strips of
three inclies iu width, the length depending on the width
of the frame

;
I prefer two lengths, as being more con-

venient to move the Pea3 with wlien grown. I lay the
plccos of turf in the frftme, gT^us downwards, close toge-
ther ; 1 then make in the centre of each piece of turf,l>y
pressing it with the edge of a board, a drill, ui which I
BOW the Pea8» and afterwards cover them over with three
ixiches of eardi ; I tlien place tlie lights on, leaving them
open a quarter of an inch to allow the damp to pass off.
The Peas soon come up, and then I take the lights en-
tirely off ia the daytime, imless very cold, and shut them
down at night, I keep thera cloSe in the. beginning of
March, and have Peas healthitr and finer than those
80%^ in the hothouse ia pots ; they also produce a
greater crop, and are hai-dier. \\lien the Peas are to be
planted in tlie border, I lift the box entirely off, and tiike
the strips of turf, in which the Peas will be well rooted,
and place them on a hand-barrow, and take them to the
l)order for planting ; which I do in a drill cut so deep that
they flhall be about an inch lower than they were iu the
box. It may be necessary to protect Uiem from frost
and cold winds at first, and this mav be done by putting
some short sticks along the rows and laying some lone
litter or cuttings of evergreens oyer them.—J. Jones,
Gardener, C. Baldwin, Esq.X Grave Hill, CamberivcIL
tuaure of Figs under Glas^s.—Yonr correspondent

Ficus IS desiroua of protiting by the experience of othersm the cultivation of the Fig. I have tried them by four
modea—one against the back wall of a vinery, planted in
a prepared border, with Vines trained to the rafters •

they grew vigorously, but scarcely rit^ened a fig ; I tried
to confine the roots, but had no better success ; on the
back wall of a pinery, similarly treated, they succeeded
not much better. But in large pots, placed up the front
flue of the pmerj-, having only ghiss above, and at the end
of a greenhouse, in a raised border against the fire-end
of the flue, they produced abundance of fruit and of the
most luscious description ; they entirely lost their nature
of being deciduous, and generally- had fruit hi three stages
of growth upon thera. I ceased to grow them, fi-oni the
few pez-soiid I could find who liked Figs ; the kind wag a
Bmali white Fig ; all others cast th. ir fruit except just in
the summer, the above kind never.

—

Flora,
Climbing Plants,—The way I train these plants has a

good effect with little trouble; their rambling habits
prevent many persons from arrowing theia. I have a
wire trellis, about five feet high, fixmly fixed in the pot
•m^ a string close io the side of the plant, the other end
iwfcened to the top of the house ; I first train the piax^

I do not

op the string, and as soon as it has grown to the top, be-

%\n to coil it altogether round the trellis, and so go on

till the flower.buds show themselves ; as soon as this is

the case, the plant \6 arranged so as to cover the trellis,

and the additional growth is easily kept iu a newt state.

They are most ornamental—the sketch may, perhaps^

make me more intelligible.

Ipomcea insignia and Sellowii,

after flowering, I cut down
and keep in a warm cellar till

wanted iu the spring; this plan

succeeded admirably with me
last year, I have a few of the

OrchiJaccie (would that the

gren^ price did not pi'event

mo from increasing the num-
Ijer !)—when I repotted them
last, with some I used pieces

of charcoal instead of broken

pots or crocks for draining

them, and am quite certain

they are much sstrouger, and
of a darker, richer green than

those not so treated. Sollya

heterophylla and some others

I have planted in large pots,

which, in the summer, are

sunk in the garden ; in the

winter, in the border of a

greenhouse ; the i-oots pro-

trude through the hole, and
at every removal are considerably shortened,

find the plants at all injured by this treatment, and
my specimen is now many feet high, covered with its

pretty blue bells. I occasionally give fresh soil to the

top of the pot with li<[uid manure.

—

X, II, X., Leicester.

The Orange.—Can your correspondent C, A. F. A,^
E, IL, in p. 5, tell me by what other name the Citrus

Aurantium, called "Pomine d'Adam," is recognised!
I have an Orange from Italy under this name, as well

as one under the name Bigaradier, intended, no doubt,

for thg C. Bigaradia, or Bitter Orange. Tiiis last has
remained with mo entirely leafless until now, though
ceiHainly alive ; verifying, so far, a curious article on
the torpidity of the Orange in your former pages.

—

J.

Murray.
Preservation of Seeds.—To preserve seeds intact from

moisture, or being affected 'by surrounding damp, and
by which they are so soon decomposed and destroyed,
seems a desideratum. Now, the seed of the Lj'copodium
clavatum, called *' Lycopodium powder," will effect the
purpose, if the seeds be rolled in it, or it be rubbed upon
them. Let the Lycopodium be applied to the hand, or
dusted over any substance, and either may be immersed
in water without beuig wet. In the case of seeds sent
abroadj or imported from a tropical or other clime, thourrh
they must be preserved from damp, they should also be
excluded from atmospheric influence, by being hermeti-
cally sealed, and, at the same time, insulated in refer-
ence to the mutations of electricity and temperature
vwhich last may be easily effected by the judicious appli-
cation of nonconducting materials.—J, Murrag, [We
must beg to observe that these opinions are very differ-
ent from our own. See Gardeners' Chronicle, pp. 715
731,(1811.)] ^ '

Railroad Emhankments.—The recent slip of the em-
bankment on the Great Western Railway might have
been prevented by studding the embankment thickly over
with cuttings of the Balsam Poplar. The penetrating-
and i-amifying roots would have formed a compact and
firm mass—in fact, a complete " saule-en-herbe ;" rains
would have had uo iiiipression on the mass. Tlie im-
practicability of any successful attempt at fonninc' a
canal acx-oss the Isthmus of Suez, from the loose and
moving sand, must be obvious, as well as in the case of
thus connecting the Nile and the Red Sea. I think it was
Sir Sydney Smith who proposed to plant there lines of
Acacias hy the matted roots of which the embankments
of the canal M'ould rem^ compact, and not crumble
down to fiU up the bed of the canal. This interestuj^
Buggestion, if acted on, would render canals and even
raih-oads practicable in the Desert itself.—J. Murray
An old Welchwoman's Cure for a Scald,—Take thin

greeuturf, sufficient to cover the place scalded- lay the
green part on, without removing any of the cloths • there
let It remam for two hours, and the scald will be cured
I have proved thisia my own family and on others seve-
ral times, even on those scalded with boiling water out of
the furnace.

—

R. Arnoit.

well as those that were regularly kept in the stove, where
the temperature in winter ranges from 50" to 55o,

j
have now in the stove a plant growing in a tub ; it isfo^r
feet high, and about five and a half in diameter, and
loaded with clusters of bright scarlet blooms. It'coia-
menced flowering in September, and has every appear-
ance of lasting much longer. This plant has always re-
ceived stove treatment, and it is two years and a half old
Afcer flowering, it is cut back pretty close. A neighbour
of mine, a short time since, told me he grew and fiowered
Euphorbia splendens, Brdnnii, and Jacquiniflora in
greenhouse. I did not see the plants, but I was inclined
to doubt the fact ; and I afterwards learned that big green-.
house was used during autumn and winter for forcing
flowers, aud he grew a few other stove-plants with toler-
able success.

—

S. Barnes, Gardener to J. B. Hankev
Esq. Fetcham Park^ Surrey,

'

Nitrate of Soda,—About the middle of April advantage
was taken of the wet weather, and nitrate of soda was an-
plied at the rate of one cwt. per acre on a grass field in-
tended for hay the ensuing summer. The eflfect of this
application was an abundant crop of grass, and still fur-
ther to test the nutritious quality of the nitrate another
experiment was tried in the beginning of July, The two
bags which contained the nitrate of soda had a quantity
crystallised on theirjnsides, they were put into a cask con-
taining about 20 gallons of water and washed clean. The
solution was applied on several parts of the field, and in a
fortnight or three weeks those parts were easily distin-

guishable, from the grass being of a dark green colour, and
nearly as long again as in the other part of the field, where
it had become rather yellow than otherwise. I think from
this farmers would do well'to give nitrate of soda a fair

trial, on grass-land particularly.— G. G. JVatson,
Genus Citrus,—I assure '* C. A. F. A.,E. H." in p. 5,

that the only fault I find with him is that he has not told

us his * whereabout ;' as, decidedly, if he would oblige your
readers, or me privately, with his address, I should {Deo
volcnte) make a pilgrimage to his Orangery when the
cuckoo and swallow bring back to us the smiles of summer,
and so become the happy witness of his successful culture

of the genus Citrus. The names in error which he cites

were put down simply from the nomenclature given me
by Signore Mottaro, from whose nurserj at Nervi I

selected all the plants enumerated, and by winch names
alone orders can be successfully given by parties who write

for plants. As for " G. A. F. A.. E. H.'s" remark that the

Citrus bigaradia myrtifolia is not adapted to terraces, I

must still differ from his opinion, having witnessed so much
successful application of that sort to such a purpose iu Italy.

And again also, when he says, that '* the genus Citrus is

greatly injured by the perverse habit of putting it out of .

doors during summer," I think with submission I can

put a decided negative by proof on that matter, by quoting

the splendid plants of a worthy Baronet's, near Cobham
in Surrey, whose Orange-trees always dignify and adorn

the mowed lawn by their noble, healthy, and inviting

appearance "all summer long—(Sir R. Frederick.) The
difference arises from the different mode of wintering the

tree. If wintered, as in France and Italy, in opaque, dry,

and well-aired house?, and kept from excitement all

winter by not having a particle of fire given thera, they

will rejoice in after liberty in the open air, and thrive.

If wintered in well-glazed light-houses and secured from

frost by fire, the tree ought never to breathe air but

through the sashes. I would that " C, A. F. A.,E.H/'
would try this treatment on a few trees, and I have no

doubt that he would conclude opinions by an ** ergo

cadunt qusestio et aigumentum*' on my side of the busi-

ness,— W. Mason, Necton Hall.
Lost Cherry.— Ritt, in his work on fruit-trees, mentions

a Cherry that he found near Sleaford, in Lincolnshire,

called the Baramdam, as growing wild and producing good

fruit, but a dwarf tree, and bearing well on moist spongy

soil ; and he found it a good stock for the Duke Cherry,

which, when grafted thereon, was freer from blight than

those grafted on the Wild Cherry.— Totly, [Endeavours
to find this Cherry in latter times have been unsuccessful.

What Totty adds we fehall address to our readers ;—"Is
anything known of this variety ? It seems valuable, both

as a fruit-tree bearing where other Cherries do not, and

as a dwarfing stock.'']

-455am Tea.—" Palmam, qui meruit, ferat."— Certain

subjects connected with the Tea-plant of Assam having

been lately much agitated here, and the decision of the

last meeting of the Agricultural Society of India being

in some measure opposed to that which had so triumph-
antly been carried at a previous meeting in favour of Capt

Thunbergia 'a^/rawijaco.— ThunberP-ifl nnF«*.f
Charlton, I am induced to address you, as the editor of a

pears to be much hardier than Leuca^^^^^^^ oJS^it^X "^ '"^^^^'^''''^^''^ i*^"*'"^!, and as one - having authority;'

continues to flower much later; and even at this time in a
cool greenhoiree, after it is cut down the lateral shoots
coatiuue growing,—G. G. Watson,

Gesnera Elongata.~ln p. 21, there is a paragraph byCD., who says that Gesnera elongata succeeds betterwith greenhouse treatoient than with that of a stove 1
differ alittle from him, as I consider 55", which he says theplants m bloom are m at the present time, quite sufficient
for the stove plants during autumn and winter. Eraelongata will stand out of doors during the rummlr
months, but it will make little progress in IraJh a
if it is brovight into the greenh'ousre'irin^rltt^m^^
when the temperature varies from oQo to 55*» it will e^.

'

become a pretty object. I think this the m^ t SS'lu
o the Gesneras, for its shrubby habit, andrr the S
mue ejse lb seen. I have hardened off youne nlant« f«
prepare them for the open air during summer^ tl% ^for the greenhouse

j but none of them hare succeed Jo

m the hopes that the English public may generally become

acquainted with the true state of the case. It having been

found that the Tea cultivation in Assam promises a good

deal of success, the merits of the person who first esta-

blished "beyond doubt" that it existed in Assam, and

who, consequently, was the pure *' fons et origo" of the

extensive cultivation now carried on in that province, have

become proportionately increased; so that though in the

mfancy of the experiment there was only one candidate,

Captain (then Lieut.) Charlton, in the supposed present

state of maturity of the scheme there have been no less

thaa three, and there are now two. You will have been

aware of the fact, that although Dr. Walhch has attri-

buted the merits to three different persons, at three differ-

ent times, yet the unanimous voice of society at large, and

a large majority of his own Society, ''the Agricultural ot

India," has decided, that- to Captain Charlton is due the

entire merit of having determined, and given the means ot

determination to others, that the Tea-plant of China eiii^

"I Assam ; and for tliis the A^ricuituria Society Mi
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granted, by a large majority, a gold medal to Captain

Charlton. But though it was impossible to overthrow,

means have been taken to weaken the claims of Captain

Charlton, Although he Las been established as the first

establisher of the fact, he may have had a coadjutor.

Upon this point the whole ingenuity of Dn Wallich's

party, the whole weight of the president, the entire ac-

tivity of the secretary have been concentrated, and they

have fixed upon a coadjutor, and they have given him a

medal by a majority'of one. In Dr. Wallich's announce-

ment of the'glorious discovery that the Tea-plant was indi-

genous to Assam, he attributes the merit to Captain

Jenkins and Lieut. Charlton ; and the coadjutor to whom
they have awarded the medal is Capt. Jenkins, But it is

to be remembered that the annexation of Captain Jenkins's

name to that of Lieut Charlton, in the letter of the Tea-
committee to Government, Dec. 1834, was a mere matter

of form, due to his high place as Commissioner of the

Province, And if we examine the relative situations of

these two officers, the last grant of the Society will be

found to be indiscriminate—to be merely the grant of a

party ; for Capt. Jenkins, as Cofnmissioner, presides over

the prosperity of the province ; he is bound to develop its

resources with the utmost zeal and perseverance, and to

the best of his ability and judgment. He does so; but,

nevertheless, without detraction, it may be said, that it is

a matter of duty. When Lieut. Charlton settled the point,

when he persuaded even Dr. Wallich, he was second in

command of the Assam Light Infantry Battalion ; it did

not enter into his duty to pay attention to, or to go to any
expense in developing the resources of the country; he re-

ceived no instructions, oral or written, to do so ; and yet

he did so, because he would not limit his sphere of useful-

ness within the narrow circle of official duty ; because he
has a natural turn for such inquiries; and because he was
determined to prove the truth of his information in 1831,
that the Tea-plant did exist in Assam ; and that the plants

he sent to Dr. John Tytler of Calcutta, in February 1832,
were genuine Tea-plants. In January 1835, the Tea-com-
mittee write thus to Government :— *' We have at length
obtained the fruit of the Sudddya plant from Lieutenant
Charlton, and we are now enabled to state, with certainty,

that not only is it a genuine Tea, but that no doubt can be
entertained of its being the identical Tea of China," &c.
They received these doubt-removing seeds through Capt.
Jenkins, the oflScial organ of communication. Lieutenant
Charlton achieved the victory—Captain Jenkins bore the
despatches, I confidently anticipate, that, by all right-think-
ing persons, the setting up of a coadjutor will not be consi-
dered as in any way subtracting from the indivisible rights
of Capt. Charlton; and, for the satisfaction of all the rest,

I hope, as a friend and admirer of Captain Jenkins, that
he will decline the award, which a majority of one so evi-
dently shows to be a matter of party. It may be repeated,
that to Captain Charlton belongs the merit "of having
Bohed a doubtful point of great importance ; and that by so
doing, he called into existence, in Assam, a novel and most
important branch of cultivation.

the Secretary read the foUowing rule, which had been proiwsedttthe general MccUng on Jan. I3th. " That no seedlKnVf^
the opinion of the Society be received, uule&s accompanied by thegrower's name and residence, the year when raised, and the namemtended to be ^iven to the flower, in order that its identity may
be preserved, and a complete record made in the books of the
Society." It was unanimously adopted.

I

And it maj be added,
with equal truth, that he was the first who made a nursery
of Assam Tea-plants, and that he was the first who manu-
factured drinkable tea from Assam Tea-plants. In every
aense the m^it appears to be his, and I am sure that, in a
question of national importance, the generous public of
l«.ngland will not allow it to be weakened by addition ; be-
cause Captain Charlton was severely wounded in the exe-
cution of his military duty, and was, consequently, obliged
to quit Assam when his s'ervices to the deputation mi^ht
have been most valuable. For it was during his long ab-
sence that those statements were made, which, it was feared
by Captain Charlton's friends, would succeed in depriving
him of all merit, and which has, perhaps, partly succeeded

Grafting Wax,~K gooA composition for grafting wax,
as descrx^^ed by David Powell, Esq., in the Transactions
of the Horticultural Society, consists of four proportions
by weight of pitch, four of resin, two of bees' wax, one of
nogs lard, and one of turpentine, melted and well mixed.
v>iien this, or some similar composition, is spread on
brown paper, it forms grafting paper, as it is sometimes
termed. Being cut into slips, it can be easily applied by
the amateur

; but practical gardeners and nurserymen ge-
nerally prefer using grafting clay—and they are right,

?riT -.f^'l^P'^'^'*^ that shoots thrive best when en-cased with adhesive substances totally preventing trans-

nf?.I V
^^^^^^y. substances may be applied to the bark

mVnff f / ^ *=ojisiderabIe time, without bad effects being
ttamfested on the removal of such substances ; but whenc osely sealed up, the bark is apt to canker on exposure to«r and moisture.

—
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Jnn ^a m -^ AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

were elec7pH ^u ^"^^J;;^
^'^- *^ ^^^ c^^^- 'thirteen gentlemen

bi^dL cal ed'th^.^^.'"'' ^^^'V l'^:^- ^^ Bealiugs. i.elr Wood-
»oinf cSl^H «m ^•'^?'' ""^ ^^"^ ^*^"^*=^^ ^« ^^'^ desirableness of

^eSiorof Ra^l ^^T'^l
«^ode being made known for the con-

for theVresent7vr^'^-''^^%"'^f^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^*"' ^^^ a substitute

Cottesmorfn^t^^' '"^^ oiLcake for cattle ; Mr. R. W. Baker, of

^o^horrn^^''i^''f'''^ ^^^ ^^^^lt« «f liis experiments on Ihe

^omy in man,^. •
of Newbury, transmitted his remarks on eco-

Hayls c^r^"" n?.i,^!!^
^^- ^- "- Newman, of Court Farm, near

theadoSnnTf "^^ results obtained by him in

•o great ^p°L^^ '>?^^"V °^ sub-soil drainage he employed to
of whkh rni^^ Mid with SO much advantage on his faim ; all

t^tt^ \^rV^^'''''.f''>^/
^ere referred to the Journal Com-

the So^ietv nf fi,
'*^'

u?-^
Raydyr Court, Glamorgan, informed

•»id M^ sL^---^ estabUshmcnt of a Farmers' Club at Cardiff;
» sam Die nf.™ J^^ Commercial-road, Lambeth, presented
Which Mr rihhc ^,^^ spring Wheat from Spain, the merits of

^7 proper tr^lu^fatton'*' ^^ ^® ^^^''^^* ^^ ^^^ Council, to test

Ih our I««f . ^LORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
"St report, p. 65, we acteidentaUy omitted to state that

MISCELLANEOUS.
On Making Cider.—The following paper, on malting

Cider, written by Mr. Pritchard, for the Ross Farmers'
Club, has appeared in the Hereford JoumaL "The
production of good cider must depend upon the descrip-
tion of fruit of which it is made, the season and
state of the Apples when they are crushed, and the
management of the juice whilst it is fermenting. It
will therefore be proper to consider the subject under
these three heads separately i—The kind ofApple uhich
makes ihe best Cider : The acid which gives the peculiar
quick and sharp feeling upon the palate in good cider hav-
ing been first noticed in the Apple, although it exists in
many other fruits, has been termed the malic acid. It may
not be too much to say, that it is the due combination of
this acid with saccharine matter ; namely, the sugar of the
Apple properly fermented, which are the objects to be
aimed at in the manufacture of cider. On the selection of
the fruit will depend the proportion of malic acid contained
in the liquor. The Crab has a much greater quantity of this
acid than the cultivated fruit ; and generally speaking, in
proportion as we obtain sweetness by culture, we deprive
the Apple of its malic acid. He^ce it follows that some
delicious table fruits will not mate good cider ; this rule,
however, is not invariable, as the Golden Pippin, and some
other fine Apples, appear to contain the proper admixture
of acid and sweetness which is desirable in the liquor.
Mr. Knight recommends that the different sorts of fruit be
kept separate, and considers that only those Apples which
are yellow or mixed with red make good cider ; and that
the fruit of which the flesh or rind is green, are very iu-
ferior. He recommends that the Apples should be per-
fectly ripe, even mellow, but never decayed, befote they
are crushed. There was a curious manuscript written by
Dr. John Beale, a Fellow of the Royal Society, in 1657,
upon the subject, from which the following are extracts :

' Crabs and wild Pears, such as grow in the wildest and
barren clifts, and on hills, make the richest, strongest,
the most pleasant, and lasting wines that England yet
yields or is ever likely to yield. I have so well proved it

already by 90 many hundred experiments in Hereford-
shii'e, that wise men tell mc that these parts of England
are some hundred thousand pounds sterling the better for
the knowledge of it.' He mentions of these kinds of
austere fruit the Bromsbury Crab, the Barland Pear; and
intimates, ' that though the discovery of them was then
but lately made, yet they had gotten a great reputation.'
He adds, * the soft Crab and white or red Horse Pear
excel them and all others known or spoken of in other
countries.' Of the red Horse Pear of Felton or Longland,
he says, ' that it has a pleasant masculine rigour, espe*

Bax-sham a hopshcad was filled with crab-juice, intend-
ing to keep it till it became vine^r ; but the cask was
tapped by mistake, and supposed to be cider until it was
all drunk, which in fact it was. Crab-juice ferments much
more slowly than the juice of the Apple, probably owing
to there not being enough sugar already formed m the
hquor ; but I am of opinion that if some of the heading

in a state of fermentation were added
to the Crab juice,

clear itself u

:

cially iu dry grounds, and has a peculiar property to

overcome all blasts.' Of the quality of the fruit he ob-

serves, ' such is the effect which the austerity has on the
mouth on tasting the liquor, that the rustics declare it is

as if the roof were filed away ; and that neither man nor
beast care to touch one of these Pears, though ever so

ripe.' Of the Pear called Imny-winter Pear, which grows
about Rosse, in that county, he observes,* that it is of no
use but for cider ; that if a thief steal it, he would incur

a speedy vengeance, it being a furious purger ; but being

joined with well-chosen Crabs, and reserved to a due ma-
turity, becomes richer than good French wine ; but if

drank before the time, it stupifies the roof of the mouth,
assaults the brain, and purges more violently than a Ga-
lenist/ Of the quality of the liquor, he says, * according

as it is managed, it proves strong Rhenish, Barrack

—

yeHg

pleasant Canary, sugared of itself, or as rough as the

fiercest Greek wine—opening or binding, holding one, two

three, or more years, so that no mortal can yet say at

what age it is past the best. This we can say, that we
have kept it until it burns as quickly as sack, draws the

flame like naphtha, and fires the stomach like aqua \itw.'

Thus there appears a great difi^erence between tlie opi-

nions of the two men, who probably paid more attention

to the subject than any other ; and the question naturally

arises, is the cider and perry of the county as good, or

better than they used to be, after greater attention having

been paid to the orchards? I am decidedly of opinion

that they are inferior ; and it was this impression which

caused me to venture to call your attention to the sub-

ject. If such be the case, it is a great object to ascer-

tain what has caused the deterioration in the liquor, I

believe that it is for want of a due proportion of the pe-

culiar acid which is found in the greatest quantity in the

wild fruit, and beg to suggest whetlier it would not be
worth while to try back, and mix a certain quantity of

Crabs with the fruit before it is crushed. We have many
of us tasted and all heard of the Stire and Hagloe Crab
cider, both of which were so celebrated for their rich

quality ; and these fruits differed little from wild Apples.

It is known that the juice of Crabs, if kept long enough,

will make excellent vinegar : every housewife knows,

that however sour the liquor may be at first, it will not

answer for pickling ; but that if kept a sufficient time,

there is no better for the purpose. It cannot be supposed

that one acid is changed into another without passing

through an intermediate stage, and this must be the

malic acid having been converted Into sugar, which it ap-

peal's in the ripening of fruit it has a natural tendency to

do. The object in making cider of such fruit is to pre-

vent the sugar when fonned pacing on to the acetous

fermentation. A Bingular circunistance occun-ed at

it would ferment as readily and
soon as the juice ^of the Apple. Owing to

the slowness of its fermentation, it takes a great deal of
time to convei-t the juice of Cra]>s into vinegar : but if is
found that if, after crushing them, the juioe is put into a
cask for some daystfll it heats considerably, and thnf if
the hquor afterwards be ground with this must and
pressed again, it will pass into vinegar immediately. I
therefore strongly recommend a mixture of the most aus-
tere and liardiest Apples which can be procured with the
soft and mellow fruit before it is crushtd. The best time
of ihe pear for making Cider: It has been before ob-
served, that Mr. Knight recommends the fruit to be per-
fectly ripe, even mellow, before it is cruslied

; and this
can only happen late in the autumn. As it is known to
be more difficult to manage the fermentation of the liquor
in warm weather, it is usual to defer making cider till

November and December ; if, however, the liquor can bo
put into a cold cellar after the first fermentation is over
I am of opinion that it might be commenced earlier. The
juice of unripe fruit ferments more quickly than of that
which is ripe, and contains more malic acid. Where there
is the convenience of a good underground cellar, the dif-

ference of temperature between that and the outward air
is greater in moderately warm weather than in Novem-
ber ; so that, if the liquor were fermented under shedg,
as Mr. Knight recommends (and his instructions as to the
management of the cider whilst fermenting are excellent),
and as soon as fine removed into the cold cellar, the
change of temperature would be greater at the end of
September than in November, and this would probably
tend greatly to prevent the liquor fermenting again. If
the new cider cannot be removed from the warmth of the
atmosphere, there can be no question that it is better to
defer the making till the weather becomes cooL Fer-
mentation ofthe Juke: The researches of scientific men,
although very elaborate, liave done very little in throw-
ing light upon the nature of fermentation ; it appears to
partake in a measiu'c of the vital principle, of the phenon
mena attending which we know nothing. Many curious
and interesting facts have been discovered during the in-

vestigation, but none of which appear likely to be of much
use iu the making of cider. There are three kinds of
fermentation—or rather, there are some products which
pass regularly through three stages of fermentation, viz.

the vinous, the acetous, and the putrescent. Other suIh
stances pass at once to one or other of the latter stages ;

gum and water turning to vinegar without forming any
spirit, and meat at once putrifying. It is not desirable

that the vinous fermentation should be complete in the
manufacture of cider, in which case all the sugar of the
Apple would be converted into spirit ; this never does
happen without a portion of vinegar being also formed,
the acetous fermentation going on jointly with the vinous

;

as when cider frets a great deal , it may be very strong^

but is comparatively of little value, having lost all its

richness and become sour. The vinous fermentation
stops naturally before it has run its course, and it is the

object of the maker to avail himself of this property in

the liquor, and to endeavour to prevent any secondaiy
fermentation taking place ; the number of schemes which
have been suggested to prevent which, showing that it ^
the most important point to be attended to in the manu-
facture of good cider. I am of opinion that the lOQ'-

gallon cask is much better than larger. End that tlic

liquor is not only more easily managed, but more likely

to be good ; it may be tliat cider in large casks becomes
stronger, but not so frequently rich, as in single hogs-

heads. Although it may not be apparent, fermentation

commences as soon as the juice is expressed from the

fruit ; and the sooner the cask is filled and allowed to re-

main quiet, the more regular and certain will be t^ pro-

\^'hat should we think of a brewer who, whilst his

beer was working, brewed another quantity, and added
the raw wort to the first \ Yet this is constantly done in

filling a large cask with cider ; or even worse, for the

Apple-juice is added cold, where^ the wort might be
mixed with the beer whilst warm. It would be greatly

better to keep the liquor in open tubs till enough be ob-
tained to fill the cask, and then put it together at once.

If I may be allowed to suggest an experiment, there is one
use to which I should be very glad to see a large cask

applied ; that is, to fill it partly With fresh must, and the

remainder with boiling water ; the probable result would

be a very pleasant and useful liquor- Temperature ha3

much to do with fermentation ; audit would be of ad^^-an-

tage to have two cellars, one much colder than the other*

If the liquor, upon pitching fine, were racked into a clean

cask, and put into a cold cellar, there would be much 1

risk of its ferinenting again. I should recommend *iv

other liquor to' be added to it ; but in order to prevent

ullage, that it should be racked into a smaller cask : the

less air admitted the better ; and if ihe cask be sound and

iron-bound, it may be better to close it altogether at thts

time. The application of cold will check fermentatinn

immediately. I have seen liquor in a state of frorh boil-

ing out of a large jar suddenly reduced to » «^^.r ^^^
escence by pumping upon the side of the j;tr. I

^f
tact

induced me to cause an experiment to be Ined at H.iyton

during a very bad season for dder-malong, the^ weather

being very warm : a cask of juice waa rolled from the

mill lato a brook of eold v .t^, ft^d mik by stones at^

cess.
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tached to it ;

^ ^
made

there that year, that Mr. Newman obtained doul!_ the

Since for that hogshead he d'u\ for any of tho rc^t* Per-

ect stillness ia very desirable, as motion is found to ex-

cite the acetous fermentation. A, bottle of winf attache<l

to the sail ofa windmill in motion \^us, after three days,

converted into vinegar, ahhough closely corkud. When a

second fermentation does take place in cider, there is

very little hope of its beinc rich and good, lu such case

I should recommend its being drawn out into tube, ex-

to the cold as much M possible ; and after being
thus flattened, put back into the cask, at the same time
well stirring up the whites of fifteen or twenty sfgs pre-
viously mixed up with a portion of the liquor ; if this suc-
ceeds in fining it, which prol^bly it will, it may then be
racked into a clean cask, and closed as much as possible
from the air. It is probable that a great deal of miikihaf
is caused by some principle of fermentation remaining ia

tiM cask; this might be prevented by well seaaiing before
the oadu are filled ; or what I think would be better, by
washing out the casks with clear lime-water : one large
piece of lime put into a hogshead uf water, and allowed to

settle, would answer the purpose. Some brimstone
matches burned in the ca^k would have a gre. ' ^nibr.cy

to prevent fermentation. I shall not say much upon the
mode of crushing the Apples and presmng out the juice,

having had so little practical experience ; but I hare
a'-- -; - thought that if the fruit were crtished between
wooden rollers, and allowed to drain before being put
under the stone, the process would be mnch expe-
dited, as the Apples sometimes roll before the stone a long
time before they are broken. In Ireland they use a
press formed by a lever, which might be made atleM ex-
pense than with » screw, and be more qntckfy worked.
It is impossible the preasnre can be too light at first, shI
it should be incrosMd gradually a ^e liquor runs from
the most. Two sets of bags, allowing one to drain for
some time without piessnn, woald be aa ondonbted ad-
vantage."

position till nearly for the culture of the plunts, and the tfcatuicnt of the

variouB animals usually foond on a farm, IiwtructioDS

arc given for the proper practical manogcmrnt of the

various crops, sad the live stock on a farm ; and rsasoas
~

' • • t«d,iu
given

Practice

theories su^^.^lare stated, explanations onereu, ami

order to show that the particniar »

are better than any other that can be followed.

and theory arc thus preicutcJ tugclUer ; but the su^ i-

tions and narratives renrding each are studiuuaty krpt

separate. The third andf conclurffng portioji seeompamr^

the young farme^into the wl^rld, wiiers It acquaints Uim

how to look about fur a proper farm for \i%mm\f- The
qqalifications of a good DBS are neit pointed eeC, and the

•rviiinnt i)f franital reonirfd to furnUh and conduct it- The

II.—rtOWEa-OAROrv wo SHKI UMItRT.

Srovt.—•« a trm t«n ^iM ' ^ f^mlti^tt Sewer
wat«fllw^eBei^iii<'aaaltlM»« «teee«iitj

.
will bii^asi e*^!/- ' il*i«eo^- nu »tui ..; t^

watered wiia srsai eaullo^a* ease kind*. kuvIk » U4M»iAft inr
eaassule, are r^ry Sf« «« ai^fce ^™ » <»' J^** dou

agn P-^

11m te«p—i' re ef mm-^^m <uvm^^
, wfcert um

»4 ' aMcxlcoaadfniaissRaittM«kef«. oeg^' ** ^
^^

OB«eweot*«B.—ni»« ••» %rfv f vMW le Sn« ^^n ^^
httt fit* nat t *e th ^ i» Si»«seaBBMir to aSBS -M ',.4 ««C^

IM toffewn la p<s ^^'^•KJ^ afciHei^^jpe ttier st^r* i ,

Of lea

To avoid prohiity of description, numeroea eagrsTiiifS

and woodcuts of implements, and of particular practices of

husbandry, hivc been introduced ; and portraits iyf anl*

uls of acknowledged celebrity have been given, as «UIh
out re^rence to figures the diftv.»^aisbtTig points ofsnimab
cannot be sstisfactoHYy described. The portraits of the

animals, selected by the author from unei^^ ,

' ibie

cimens of atock of their rei, „:iTe kinds, wese paiaied ia

oil, from the life, by Mr. John Sheriff, and engraving*

from them ezecntedby Mr. Thomas Landseer. The draw-

ings of the implen. uts of hoibandrj bate h&m mA4e by

Mr. G. Slight, and the detailed JcMrriptions of these have

been famished by %f r. J. Slight, whose knoeledgn of the

prtacIplMand practice of the aci e of machanics is now
well appreciated by the agricultural intcrast of tootland.

In order to render the work still more sreef^tatlc by the

spplication of the principles ef chemi«trj and vogctaUe
physiotogyt ozplanauons of the phoHonrna dev * ipnd ia

the operations of hosbandry have been aflbriicd by Or.
Madden

.

T\tm AMU r«A*ili»-— ertib alt dfttteaeeplann ol eU
ref«f;i»

and te diiTf m
Asia

ll«»rv. may be
elan*

>icw ««.« i^x <iae^ JBSiaed

;«.,A4Bav — leeeaa^aa

of all aon«, _^
lAlbs

DVAmSKNT

a t^'*'^ oepctenA^
taU0e**liat

CALENDAR OP OPERATIONS /or /Ae

Tas break '•^ep uf ^h« fteet wfll eeeeaaafUjr
dflnv opexat. OS So he mmmmimm nntU tte

t ^ t. f

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Chandler*t Nmrtmm Tmmsha!S.'-\n a abort time the CamciU

here will make a fine disptaf ; aina#. in addition to the
AmMe-wlute «nd the variegated, are noticed D.)nrkelaert la Ml
Oow«'. Alfh^iSors ami GUMI were also JeeS rikialiii ; the totSv
is somewbet iiAe the lomnrr. except that it la darker In coi.iu*.
aad frc^aentlr roarkeff with white. A sfni
>ad just eapaeda4 » it ia a rather «mall sen - •

-,
ing a white groea^ auffuaed witli it|rht ateik. rm whkk
of evp T^m, Near It itood ffpannirn "Is, a dark red, r

te its ronnd fir; -tai. ui which tke rvintoe Is rerr
saoBK other ylaats now in Sower, were eoane eeetfTmc K
one oTwhidi. caUed loipeeaaa atba. aeeaMd to fee rtia^sal from
the other?; Itpr> ^MSlong spikeeoT fon4-rfaee Soww
at flrtt are qaite waoa, tiot when ftitawrir ch^^nre tfk a
pina. There t» now In Sower a Mwiiina: Rh * " wlron : it is
dwarf and compact in habit, and the ** *«ra are roee» e ^
fee white a« the bottom, and beaeHVuUr epotted with hrtywe _
the throat. It U hardy, snSIBM flowered witiheat feeinc at
aU forced.—iee. ai>.

•

irr#i.

la

wtu a« m(

terthoroeahly claaaiirsae lalsrini nS leleftaerfnf asasea
idhsis which wmf ra^ake It. as wr ? a« Um easda* Ar.,

•aesskealdfee rtsarsi of soot, n**i
e«)^a

4iLa

carefilTv Vh X

a«lphnr. ase aUn
per reeaiur. aad kt every
Smarhiisg bnay sesoa.

ie
Pi^sar.—Any

hy a MEtiv MUHHm- watav |

ral slnek, wfli re^elre water aave
mvt

trwMHBs : r rtLun* tea
iaee a. t4 aMiaMaa a staaSy aeaa ewt esgaar lianas
SMVi^erkc teaaprrature aMIg^' be hefd ep la Ti^
Bfeistt ^mm ai;„.,iflaal heal Mae te ladase llM slaau to

McbtctD*
The PartBeeik of A* Farm. By Henry

Blackwood. 1842.
Ir tt is poesibte to jodge of a work hy the first nnmhv,

we should say that this promises to be really a Hsful book
for yonng farmers. The author, Mr. Stephens, has had
great experience in agricultaral literature, and is, therelore,
well able to judge what it is that farmers are likely to want.
The work is haocboaMly printed, -^ % iUastrated by
excell«it engrav;

When we first saw aa extract £rom It in one of the
papers, we were appreheasivp that we should line

aathor attacking the asodem attempts to apply science.
particularly eiMaHsal science^ to practiraJ purposes; bat
«e are glad to see, opea reading the wark» itself that no
such intention is spperent. On the eoatrary, we find him
•teadiiy and soberly adreMting the application of ^..cnce
to agriculture, and it la only by scparatiog particular pas-
agea from their coaUat that a eoatrary design ran be
^ ..bed to Uo^ We sbeaU say thst the moderate maa*
1.^.- in whaek the subject ia treated is quite as hkely to
stimnlsftaiAsiToers teeequlre sosae knowledgeof sctmeevSe
florid deU-.™^,.^Q, which, if it eieites in Ite first instance,
only prwkces Uk onfavoaiabie MKtion by the disap-
E»intment that mast attend eaaggerated expecUtiaas.

at while we Mate this in justice to the withor for the
purpoM of resaoTiag a prejudice to his disad^nnUgc which
we ftad has been crealed by such garUed extracts as hare
been aUadsd to, we must also in justice to cheznisU aild,
that while the importaoce of chemistry is folly admuied*
yet the advance actually saede ia the practical \

of tki^^Sfciien---. since the time of Davy, has net Men salE
ciently appreeur I.

The following; is the fdaa
aolhor hisaseif

:

* .

*< The Book <rf the Farm is Intended as a guide to those
who wiah ^o leimi heabanJry with the pnrpoae
ing prtKtie&l farmers. Its author is of opiMon, that a
work havrng that decided object ia fww is yet wanting in
the agnculcsral ?itf "ire ef this country; and to supply
this ABsideratem b l,.^ aim. all his infereaees having beea
draws from prmeikml experienoe. The b^ter to «mem-
pHak this, ^e h^ divided it Into three pertions* is ike
]^r$t, thepapil m i^own tbe difficulties which he has to
eacoenter in a^p^ac a competent koowledge of farmiag
as a profession, and the most easy ^nd Rectos! mf '' m^
•f oTercoraing these* The i p«^ion J. tails the

^ariaos kind^ of farml^ practised in this country^ and
paiara eat that which t)u» mitk^ reekeas the best for
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Agents, and have no means, therefore, of knowing by whom par-
ticular subscribers are supplied. But the Publisher will undertake
that copies of the Calendar shall be sent to all who may transmit
to him money, or a post-office order.

/. A., Limerick.—The Amott stove will do. The plant is Helidn-
themum algarvense. Cow-dung- and water will prove the best
kind of hquid manure for the Tree Heath. &c.
Cynyr can obtain seed of the Scotch Fir of any great seedsman.
A Correspondeiit asks for information respecting the planting,

formation, and treatment of Osier-bkds. WiU any one favour
us with his experience on this subject?
The Publisher is still willing to give \s. each for Nos. 9 and 44,
B. B.—lt is difficult to prevent, and stil! more so to cure, canker

ill Apple-trees. Many of those varieties introduced from America
are peculiarly subject to it, as are also some from the Continent
of Europe ; and although it is true that among the vast number
that have originated in this country many are also affected, yet
the proportion is not so great as in the case of foreign varieties.
Ijisects may increase the evil, but they do not seem to be the
primary cause, as may be inferred from the following considera-
tions :— Insects that would inhabit, and prey upon the old bark,
could not find anything like similar means of existence in the
young bud. If such bud is, however, taken and worked on a clean
stock, no signs of canker are exhibited for several years, or a
longer period than insects could lie dormant, supposing they had
existed in the bud at the time of its separation from the tree ; but
after an indefinite number of years, according to circumstances,
canker does break out, characteristic of the variety, among hun-
dreds of others that remain healthy under the same circumstances
of soil and climate. The variety disposed to cauker has, more-
over, its period of sanity influenced by the nature of the soil and
climate. An old Colmar Pear-tree will long remain healthy
against a wall ; but the same variety soon cankers as a standard.
It is reasonable to conclude from the above that the causes of
canker in fruit-trees are attributable to peculiarities in the con-
stitution of the variety which render it susceptible to inimical
qualities in the soil and climate. As it is your choice sorts from
Holland that are chiefly affected, you must ascribe their being so
to the nature of the variety, and the most effective remedy will he
to graft the trees with other sorts ; but as you much esteem the
Apple, if you remove the trees and plant them almost on the sur-
face of the soil, they will continue to bear well for a good many
years, and in the mean time you can cultivate young trees to re-
place the old as these last decay. Do not prune late in spring.
A Friend in the Bahamas Snquii*es whether any reasons can be

given why Jonquils, Hyacinths, Tulips, Guernsey Lilies, and many
other bulbous plants, some of which even require heat in Eng-
land, will not blossom there, though producing leaves and roots ia
abundance. He has tried them in every way, in sand, in rich and
poor soil, in water, in the sun, in shade, in and out of doors, but
without success. He also asks why Cauliflowers and Broccoli
vill not flower there, although growing generally well and often
vigorously, and whether any remedy founded on general princi-
ples can be suggested. We fear not. The cause in both cases is
the heat of the climate, which is too great for the Cauliflower and
Broccoli under any circumstances, and for the bulbs if they are
exposed to it all the year round. In both instances the plants
are so much stimulated as to produce nothing but foliage at the
expense of their flowers. The only course to take would be to
gradually dry the bulbs as soon as their growth is complete, and
when their leaves have begun to wither, to pull them up and lay
them in the sun till they are quite dry, in which state they must
he kept for five or six months. Possibly the same process might
throw the Cauliflower into flower ; but in that case a stoppage of
growth for a month would be as long as would be advisable.
CAT.—To have RussianVioletsinflower during winter, youmust

treat them in the following manner :—As soon as they have done
flowering, about March, sift a little rich light soil over them, and
encomage their growth as much as possible, as the principal thing
is to obtain as early as possible strong-rooted runners from the
old plants, which, if properly managed, will be about the end of
May. Transplant the young runners into a nursery-bed, in a
rather shaded but not confined situation. The soil should be
composed of fresh sandy loam and peat, with a small portion of
leaf-mould, butbyno means made rich with dung, as that causes
the plants to grow too vigorously. About the beginning of
August prepare a place for their final reception ; an old Cucumber
or Me on bed wjU do well, taking away the soil from the frame
and filhng the place with a mixture of good loam and sandy peat,addmg about one quarter of well-rotted cow-dung to it- well
water the whole, and let it remain for a few days to settle. After
tnis remove the young plants from the nursery-bed with good
Dails, and plant them in rows about six or nine inches apart,

f^^M 7l^^\
^"'^ afterwards place the lights on (for a few days)

until the plants recover the shift. They will afterwards requireno further trouble except watering and keeping free from slugsand weeds, which must be attended to. When the weather be-comes cold m the autumn, the lights must be put on during the
night, and m rough wet weather; and finally, the Violets must bewell protected from frost during winter by covering them with
either mats, fern, or straw, giving little water and plenty of air

fnc. iff
™^®' when the weather will permit, to prevent their damp-

Si? t * l^^
^"^ ^^^^ ""^^y^ ^^^y ^^'ili then flower freely fromHecember to February. They may also be potted and cultivated

in tne same inanner. and when in flower may be planted in thegreenhouse
; but they will not bloom during the winter if exposedto the inclemency of the weather, or if in a damp situation.

^fr/o;>i«« -The best way to treat the more delicate varieties of
):^ll ''"'^-?°"^5°" ^*^s^s after a long journey, is immediately to

73
rest

J for although Sea- kale and Rhubarb are early excited hvforcmg It must be recoUected that the shoots and leaves are allremoved, and the plants robbed of a great part of theh- vitalityand all the fresh supply for the next season must come from adebilitated system. 2d: Forcing so* eariy in the open ground
CUtli Aov.) must destroy anv plants, let them and the soil beever so good

;
and if done, it is better to destrov the plants after

forcing, and procure a succession for another vear. for nothing ismore injurious to plants than continual excitement. .Sd : Sea.
Icale and Rhubarb like a strong and rather moist soU, particularly
the former, and consequently your sandy soil may become too
dry m summer when the plants have to make their growth, for
It must be remembered that forced plants have to gain fresh matter
from weakly shoots and leaves. 4th : The difl^ereiice in the time
of excitmg the first and second crops t2lst Dec.) and the latter
being m a heavy retentive clay, will grow much slower at first
than those in the sandy soil, and consequently will not be ex-
hausted so soon, and also the plants will have sufticient time
before forcing to mature their buds and ripen ; for to commence
forcing a plant before it has become torpid is destructive to its
health; but there maybe other reasons, such as whether the
forcing was commenced gently or suddenly, the degree of heat
applied, whether the plants were sufllciently established, and the
soil properly prepared before planting.]

PAi7o-CA/-ok/£^/(?.— Asclepias tuberosa requires to be grown in a
light, sandy soil, and in a situation that is well drained and par-
tially shaded; for in its wild state it is found either in stony fields
or in dry woods. It is perfectly hardy, but always sufl-'ers from
wet m autumn and winter, when it should be vi-ell protected with
a handglass and kept quite dry. When it has done flowering,
the tops should be partly cut ofl^, which will cause the roots to
form fresh buds. If grown in pots, the plants should be allowed
to get dry during the winter j or they may be taken out of the
pots, and kept in dry sand.

D. /.—Your Apples are-Nos. 2, 4, 25, King of the Pippins
; 7,Orange Pippin; 8, Hollandbury; 12. Winter Queening; 13, Old

English Codlin ; 14, 23. Pompion; 16. Nonesuch; 17. Wormsley
Pippm; 18. Northern Greening; 19, Lewis's Incomparable; 20,
Gravenstein; 2!, Api Grosi 24. Marmalade Pippin. The Pears
are not known, nor do they appear to be worth growing.

C, il.—Your Apples arc-No. I, Dutch Mignonne; 3, Lamb
Abbey Pearmam; 4, Winter Queening; 5, Winter Nonesuch: 7,
Baxter's Pearmain ; 8, Reinette Grise ; 12, Bersdorffer; 13,
Bnngewood; 15, Rhode Island Greening; 16, Red Winter Col-
viUe; 18. Court of W^ick; 19, London Pippin.
p. Aineto.—RossL clinophylla, one of the reputed paients of R.

Hdrdii. is a single- flowered species, of no beauty, allied to the
Macartney, and now difficult to find. The nurserymen do not
grow it, because it is unsaleable. The best book is Rivers' Rose
Amateurs' Guide.
J.C. /..—Your plant is a Catasetum ; and if its flowers are

always as small, with the same short labellum, it is new. It is
allied to C. cristatum.
A Subscndei\^NitrAtG of soda should be applied to the roots

only. W' hen we gave the rate of 2 cwt. per acre, we did not sup-
pose our correspondents would call upon us to calculate for them
the quantity per square yard. Nothing can be done for the Hya-
cinths. We consider Mr. Shearer right. Sow Nemophila insignis
seed as soon as ripe.

P. ^.—Cucumbers will not come to perfection unless they are
carefully set, as it is called. To let the air blow among the plants
is not enough.
H, /).—Gladiolus signifies 'small sword,' and has its name in

allusion to the form of its leaves. Gladius, a sword, gives Gla-
diaius for its diminutive, not Gladiolus. The Pelargonium list is
going on,

O, Fry, if he is wise, w^iU not attempt experiments of a doubt-
ful issue as to the right of property in plants. There is no
analogy between a pruning-Vnife and a thermometer and a living
plant. The former require neither soil nor air, nor attendance;
the latter, all these. We do not regard the question of right of
property in plants open to further discussion, except some quite
new light is to be thrown upon it, which is not likely. Our co-

our
er of

innr^ ! .
""^^1^ ^ ^^^ ^^^' composed of an equal mixture of

T.^^^ M ^^^.
'
shortening the tops at the same time, and thenplacing them in a moderate hotbed, which must be kept close fora tew days

; they will then, if not too far gone, begin to grow in

ht «?. V/?^^'
^"^^ *^^y ^^y ^^^'^ so«ie water and be hardened

a «fplv -i"^ ^11- ^^ ^'^^^ "°* ^^ *o Pl^c^ t^eir roots in water for

RnHHo^i' If
^\^^^ receiving too much moisture, and that too

cuhfrw ^' ^^^"^ ^^'"^ ^° ^"""Sr dried up by the journey, and parti-

tal-Pn .,1\^\^''*-''^"* ^^'^*^*' *^^ P^^"^^ ^^^ ^>^ a so^t state, when
ktndc n?'^^^ "'J^'^^ "'*-'™- ^^^^ ^^*t way to graft the smaller

heari« L ^^^^l '^^^ rmd.grafting; that is, after taking off the

h^t\ ^^^""^ ^^^^'^^ ^^^"^^ ^^ young), make a slit in theoai-K on one sirie, and then with the knife remove the bark a

the rh.^^^*^^ l\?^
^"^ ^^"^^^ ^^^ &^®^^' ^'^i<^^ ^'i^ then be between

arrtT.^t.^%./^^^''''*^'*^"'^:
as usual in grafting pretty tight,and put a little grafting.wax over the whole. The strong shoots

,,L?°^5.^^^ not_proper for grafts; the weaker ones should be

o^n fir« ^5 ^ '^'^^^ °^ '^^^<^- Your making a hotbed over an

therPril! I'^.^^'^'.V^^'^
'^^^'^ "Gard. Mag." is not practical as

nelthnll "^^^'^.7'''" ^'^^ better have a small chamber under-

hot w^w"^ ^^'^^ ^""'^^ ^^ ^^^ toj*' ^^ ^^^^^^ by a smaU due orMoc-water apparatus.

wheri^i.^^'^^^?^
^^^^ ^® ^^^ ^^^ management of two gardens

sandvint^^^ ^"** Rhubarb are grown. One garden is a rich

feet frl?^
"^^ ^^^^} ^^^Ptb' *^^^ ^^^^ "^ Kale, &c., arc planted 12

Bhadirt iV ^y.^'^}> ^'^^^"B: a S. and S.W. aspect, but partially

distam^o f
*b'\,t^"^e of year by a belt of Firs in front, 20 vards'

the h^n! i "^.*^! ^^'^^^ '^^c second is a heavy retentive 'clay
j

in fronf %l^'^'^^''^>'
planted, but have no wall at back nor trees

in thp fircf A
in both instances has been treated alike ; but

and hpw ^Yu " ^^ ^*® commenced forcing on the 17th Nov..

in thP^p^ ^t^^^'f*^ a small quantity, but weak and small; while

forcinir tm l\
^^'^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^y ^1^>'' ^^0 he did not commence

Kale anH D^^\^*^*^
^^*^-' ^"^ ^^s gathered a quantity of exceUent

both ^l^'^^^^ ^" t^^ 1^*^ Jan. The plants, he says, are in

--{Thl^^u^^f^ strong. The Rhubarb is Elford and Tobolsk,

i)V L.rV^l"^ 5*"^®^ ^^y niakethe difference described by
ftfcroni^ dll •J ** forcing the first so early is against its producing

*•** 9nootg ana leave*, having so short a period of time to

lumns are so filled with matters of practical value, that we have
no room for dull speculations about what we regard as a settled
question.
Cabbage y?\shQ^ to know on what extent of Vineries Mr. John

Duncan practised his successful experiment with root-pruniiig?
B. T.—The Pear with the musky flavour, which some prefer

and many dislike, is the Bezi de Montigny.
O, fK.—Your Pear is the Winter Orange, only fit for stewing

j

the Apple appears to be Parry's Pearmain. Tn order to induce
the old Magu61ia to flower, its roots had better be pruned.

Ed-a7iiiner,—Ta}i.e the nursery first.

F, L,— It is very difficult to advise without seeing the land, and
knowing what kind of soil it is. If it is so high above the Ouse
as to be dry, it would be better to inoculate it with good pasture
turf, provided it can carry it; but if it is subject to marine inun-
dations, it would probably be most useful to inoculate it with
salt-marsh.
Johannes.—Tnchsm cordifolia is in the hands of the principal

nurserymen, and may be had through the Fellows of the Horti-
cultural Society. Cinerarias would receive a prize at the Horti-
cultural Society's meetings, if good enough ; the others not.
W, i>.—Your letter has been unanswered imtil we could give

you a plan of a Melon-pit. This is now in the engraver's hands,
and we hope to publish it next week, or at latest the week after.

A Young Gardener, ~V,'e do not remember your letter. Take
Ayrcs's "Treatise on the Cucumber'* for your guidej Lindley's
'* Guide to the Orchard " for fruit; and for Kitchen-garden work,
Rogers' ** Vegetable Cultivator." You must look over the An-
swers to Correspondents of last year for the list you want.
Many such are to be found, and we have not room for another
just now.

B. -P.—We are sorry we cannot oblige you. The plants. &c.,
in the garden of the Horticultural Society are for the Fellows
of the Society, and can be only had through their good offices.

A Subscriber, who cannot procure a plant of the Verdelho
Grape from the London nurserymen, had better obtain cuttings
through application to a Fellow of the Horticultural Society.
Pauper says—" A, possesses duplicates of rare plants; B. like-

wise possesses duplicates of rare plants: A. wishes for B.'s du-
plicates ; B. wishes for A.'s duplicates. Both would be very glad
to exchange; they are strangers to each other; consequently
neither kuows the wants of the other, or their ability to accom-
modate : neither are rich enough to purchase. Can you suggest
any mode to assist in this matter ?— [The ready, and, indeed, only
way is to communicate by means of advertisements.]

C. B. ^.—The Roses which are sold by the hawkers in the streets
are forced for the purpose in close pits, and, consequently, soon
suffer when afterwards exposed to a colder and drier atmosphere.
The only remedy is to keep them in as close a situation as pos-
sible until the tiowers are past their beauty, which is not very

I
long, and then partially cut them back, and place them in a cold
frame or pit, giving them plenty of air in fine weather, and but a
moderate supply of water at first. They will then, if China, hybrid
China, and Tea-sceutcd, soon recover and flower freely again.
This is the treatment which the growers themselves resort to, if

they cannot dispose of the plants when in flower. If, when pur-
chased, they are kept in a rather warm and close place, they will
keep on flowering for some time without suffering much injury.
It is the sudden change that injures them. They do not want
shifting.

If (j. G. will turn to the Index of our volume for 1841, he will
find several references to methods for destroying Woodiice.
A Constant Beader,—The fuilowing six climbers are suitable

for aconservatory :—Hardenbergiamacrophylia, BigutiniaTweed-
iana, Ipomcea Leirii, Tacs<5n5a pinnatistlpiUa, Mimosa margi-
nata, and Passiflora caeruleo-racemosa.

J. M., HiipertQn,^Your letter is an advertisement.
Two Young Gardm^s may select the foUowiJiff pUnts to grow

in the parlour-frame described in the Chronicle for Dec. -C :—Lyco-
p6dium denticulatum, to cover the under part; Venus's Fly-trap,
to be planted near the front ; the Fairy Rose; D<ktdia caudata;
Gymnogrammachrysophylla; F6chsJa macrophylla, and Eche-
y^ria secunda. Several species of Mammillaria and Mesembry-
amhemum tigrinum may be hung from the top. The Pitcher-
plant, when young, has also a pretty appearance when planted
among the Moss.
W^ U., St«irj,—You have no doubt given your Canna toomucM water at a season when it required rest. Your insect is

tne py^PTj.fly or aphis j and methods of destroying it are given at

^'^ii^^
^'' and many other pages in our volume for 1841.

Z' \v'''^'''~~ "^^^'^^^"^^ ^° ^'^''"s «^sts 10A-. Gd.

T fH,;,« 1/ % ^ *^'^^^ y^"^ ^'^^ succeed very well in growing

n^it^^H '?^""; !" ^ window. The soil which suits it best is

p!.. ^f?. 7-^^ '" potting observe that^he drainage is perfect.

Tr'tLle^Tr^ft^^^^^^
recommend Tou to peruse Mr. Groom's

«nt7ir^i;Tc^\'^.'''''''t2-'^^?>
^^'"^^^ ^" advising you to bum y

hPonm; I^fJT^^t '' ^? P**;? '^* ^'^*^ ^<* l*=t t^>e turf pared offbecome quite dry
; then to collect it m heaps, and set fire to it

either by means of the Grass and other vege^Ue nltfL Wong^^mgtoit. or with furze or any coarse herbage; the heaps wiU

be spread quickly, and shghtly turned in with the spade.
Neither this, however, nor lime-rubbish, nor any other apulicatiou
will he of service unless the land is drained well ; to efftrt which
the best mode will be to form bush-drains, all sloping towards a
ditch as much lower than themselves as possible. Any farmer or
gardener will tell you how to make them. Wc have already ex-
plained the manner at p. 800 fi841).
A Cornish Co//«^fr.—Dwarf Apjde-trces intended to be brought

into a bearing state as early as possible may be planted at the
distance of lO feet each way. whether for training in a conical
form, or concave, like a goblet ; by either mode good produce can
be obtained. The open dwarfs are, however, more liable to be
injured by frost m spring, and therefore there will be propriety in
training portions according to both modes. You had better pro-
cure Rivers' "Treatise on Root-pruiung/* which only costs l.v.
The Hawthomden and Alfriston arc good kitchen Apples, coming
eariymto bearing and suitable for dwarf training; as are also
the following dessert Apples :-Court-pendu Plat, Scariet Non-
paieil, Braddick's Nonpareil. King of the Pippins, and Ribston
Pippin. Hacon*s Incomparable Pear will succeed on a south
wall, but it docs not require one. The Passans du Portugal bears
early. ^

^

RosnUnda,~\st
:
Roses ifproperly pruned and manured will^row

for many years in the same place, provided the soU and situation
are suitable, but much also depends on the kinds, as well as
whether they are worked on stocks or on their own bottoms ; and
if worked, on what kinds of stock ; also if they arc of the more
tender sorts which may be injured by the severity of the winter.
2d

:
Roses certainly will do much better if removed to a fresh

soil about every five or six years, and have their roots partially
pruned, and the old plants reduced in size when on their own
bottoms, particularly the Scotch and garden Roses. 3d: When
the natural soil is stiff, mix a good quantity of fine sand with it;
if poor, well-rotted dung also. 4th : In root-grafting, any portion
of the root will do, provided it is large enough ; but the grafted
part must be buried below the surface of the soil in the pot,-
which must then be placed in a hotbed or close warm pit. to
cause immediate union, otherwise both are apt to perish. 5th;
The best time to prune Portugal and common Laurels is from
April to Junej but they may be pruned at almost any time if it is
judiciously done.

ni(sticiis,—\\hQniQT it is really of service to add acids to bone-
dust, we do not know; it certainly cannot be done if tlie dust
is to be drilled. We doubt the advantage of doing so under any
circumstances. The plant is Berberis aquif61ium. The other
question will be answered next week.
We have unpacked with admiration thebeautifullv-saved seeds

of some of our finest border-flowers, which Mr. Sheepshanks has
been so kind as to send us. We doubt whether samples so per-
fect, and so free from all impurity, were ever saved by any other
grower. He has our best thanks.

If Mr, Mack will look again at the article on Pelargoniums, he
will see that we have not stated the Queen of the Fairies to be
superior to any Pelargonium known. If he will wait till the
whole of the paper is printed, he will find the remainder of his
criticism equally groundless.

/. L. 5.—The plan which you have sent to us for heating your
small frame would, perhaps, answer your purpose, but we think
it liable to some objections. You would not be able to clean
your fines without taking down some part of your walls; and
the under flue is too far from the beds. We think a better plan
would be to carry the flue from the back to the front, along the
front, and then up to the back again on the other side, keeping it
about a foot lower at the fire-place than where it enters the
chimney. You can then pack the bottom, sides, and top of the
flues with brick-bats, as shown in your plan, and likewise cover
some part^ with evaporating tanks. Hot-water pipes would be
by far the cleanest and best, but for a small frame like this they
would be more expensive. It is the object of the articles under
the head of " The Amateurs' Garden," to teach the amateur
how, as well as when, to perform gardening operations ; so that
your suggestions concerning fermenting material, &c., will meet
with attention.

ir. H, G., Claphani.—Tht small quantity of sulphur which
necessarily falls upon the soil in the pot will not injure the roots
of your Heaths, but it is always better and cleaner to remove as
much of it as possible from the surface before watering. For lists
of greenhouse plants we bog to refer you to pp. S9,6iy, IjI (1841);
for stove, to the Answers to Correspondents in our last Number.
A Subscriber.—The trough in Mr. Green*s Cucumber -pit, de-

scribed at p. .S6(I841), is an open one.
Hibemia may sow the Fuchsia seeds in about a month, in pots

filled with any light earth, and place them on a shelf near the
glass in the greenhouse, or in a moderate hotbed frame. Fuchsias
growing in boxes, which cannot be readily shifted, may have the
sui'face-soil removed, and fresh added. Kenuedyas may be propa-
gated either by cuttings or seeds > a mixture of loam, peat, and
sand is a good compost for them. Speechley'a " Treatise on the
Vine " is one of the best.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this

week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The christening of tlie Prince of Wales, and the State

ceremonies which have attended the solemnity, will natu-

rally be regarded in every part of the kingdom as the most
interesting intelligence of tlie week. Our Home News
contains all those details which are likely to proye accept-

able to our readers, and it is therefore unnecessary in this

place to do more than advert to the peculiar circumstances

under which the event has taken place. Tiie performance

of the ceremony—not as heretofore ia a private apartment

of the palace—but in an edifice consecrated to Divine

worship, and the appearance of the King of Prussia as one

of the sponsors, at a time when the establishment of the

Protestant Bishopric at Jerusalem promises to perpctudte

an alliance between the two nations on religious grounds,

loay perhaps be considered a»amo2i| tlie moat gratifying of
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thesi; tircumstancet . Its occurrence also at a moment when

the world iseDJoying aimo.t universal peace, and the adop-

tion of the name of Albert Edward, in which the recoUections

of his fathcr*s Tirtues will be associated with those of the

greatest Sovereigns of England, can hardly be regarded

.Jns propitious- Thete wnsiderations appear to cotnb.uv.

In giving an auspiciooB character to the solemnity, and in

increasing the confidence of the nation, that when at some

future, and, as we hope, most distant day, the yoong heir of

Great Britain shall be called to the throne of his ancestors,

he may give additional glory to his name, and prove the

defender of the constitutional liberties and religion of this

united Empire.—The reception of the King of Prussia

in this country has been in every way worthy of the orra-

Jon. His Majesty's progress has been marked by cordial

demonstrations of popular respect, and during his visits to

our national instUutions, the people haxe lost no oppor-

tunity to do him honour. The preparations for the

opening of Parliament on Thursday next are now com-

pleted : it is officially announced that the Queen will

open the session in person, and that the King of Prussia

will be present.

Our news from France relates chiefly to the proceedings

in the Chambers during the debates on the Address, which

have been carried on with considerable warmth. The

affairs of the East, and the convention which restored

France to the Europcnn compact, were the first subjects

of discussion; but the paragraphs relating to them,

*«lth< —h opposed by M. Thiers, were carried without a

division. The convention relative to the right of search,

for the more efft^ctutil ^nppresirfon of the slave-trade, has

been more lucceisfully opposed ; the Chambers were all

but unanimoua In regarding the right of search as com-

'promising the independence of the national flag; and con-

sequently an ameudiucnt has been carried, which may pos-

sibly prevent the ratification of the treaty. The dispute with

Spain has since been the subject of discussion ; the amend-

ment of the opposition was rejected by a large majority, and

during tlie debate M. Gulzot emphatically declared that

the demand of the Ambassador at Madrid was entirely

supported by the Great Powers, and by the whole diplo-

matic body ; and that the French Government, so far from

abetting the movement of Queen Christina, actually ap-

prised the Regent of the intended insurrection.—From
Spain we learn that public attention is directed to the ap-

proaching debate on the Address in reply to the Speech of

the Regent, and it is generally believed that the Address

of both Chambers will pass without much opposition.

Advices from Turkey announce the suspension of the

threatened hostilities against Greece, in order to give

time to the Government uf King Otho to make the re-

quired reparation ; and hopes are entertained that the

English and French Ambassadors will succeed in effecting

a speedy adjustment of these differenc^t.—The news re-

ceived during the week from the United States, relates

chiefly to the deficiency in the Treasury, and to the new
fiscal scheme of the Government, which is expected to

meet with severe opposition. Sir Charles Bagot, the new
Governor-General of Canada, arrived at New York on
ihe 29th ult., and intended to remain there for a few days

previously to bis departure for Montreal,

Court.—ller Majestj, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princess Royal are in the enjoyment of
excellent health, and continue at Windsor. On Saturday
evening the King of Prussia arrived at the Castle, attended
by Prince Albert, who had proceeded to Greenwicli to
receive his Majesty on his arrival from the Continent. On
Sunday the Duke Ferdinand of Saxe Cobourg, accompanied
by the Princes Augustus and Leopold of Saxe Cobourg,
arrived at the Castle, having lauded at Woolwich from
the Continent, to be present at the Christening of the
Prince of Wales. The proceedings at Court consequent
on the arrival of the King of Prussia and the other illus-
trious visitors, and the ceremony of the Christening of the
Prince of Wales, will be found in detail below. On Thurs-
day thr King honoured Sir Robert Peel withhia company
at luncheon, and visited the National Gallery and White-
halL The King of Prussia will leave Windsor Castle for
London on Monday, with the intention of passing the
remainder of his sojourn in this country in town, apart-
ments having been prepared for his Majesty's reception
in Buckingham Palace. The Queen and Court are ex-
pected to arrive in town on Wednesday ; and on Thurs-
day it is announced that her Majesty will open Parlia-
ment in person, when the King of Prassia will also be
present at the ceremony. To-morrow, Sunday, it Is

expected that the King of Prussia will attend divine ser-
vice at St. Paul's.—The Countess of Dalhousie has been
appointed one of the ladies* of the Bedchamber in ordi-
nary to her Majesty, in the room of the Countess of
Sandwich, resigned. •

T/^e Queen Dowager.—The accounts published during
the week of the health of her Majesty the Queen Dowager
State that her Majesty has suffered no inconvenience fiom
her journey to town, and that her restoration to a con-

firmed state of health is proceeding favourably. On
Monday her Majesty received m visit from the King of
Fmssia, who came to town for this purpose from Windsor,
and stayed some time at Marlborough House, where his

Majttity partook of a d^je&ni.

L,.flst€7ixng of the Prince of Wales.-^Tht Christening

of the Prince of Wales, the anticipation of which has so
J

long occupied the attention of the public, took place on

Tuesday, in St. George's Chapel. Windsor under every

circumstance that could give interest and brilliancy to the

ceremony. The day, at its eariy part, was ^et and un-

propilious ; but shortly before noon the weather cleared

up, the sun shone out brightly, and the remainder of the

day continued fine, affording to the assembled multitudes

an opportunity of witnessing the spectacle under most

favourable circumstances. The public were only admitted

to the interior of the Castle by means of tickets ;
and as

these were limited in number, there was neither pressure

nor anything like disturbance during any part of the pro-

ceedings. The Eton boys were also admitted, and the

Round Tower was appropriated to them. A battalion of

the Grenadiers from London were drawn up in the Grand

Quadrangle, and the 72d Reg. of Highlanders in the Lower

Ward opposite the Chapel ; and their bands playing milu

tery airs throughout the day added much to the festivity

of the scene. A battery of flying artillery was stationed

in the Long W^alk of the Park, and was discharged at

different parts of the ceremony, while a body of Horse

Guards patrolled the roads in the vicinity of the Castle,

The distinguished visitors honoured with invitations to

the Christening began to assemble in the Waterloo Gal-

lery at eleven o'clock, being set down at the portico lead-

ing to the grand staircase, which, as well as the entrance-

hall, was lined by the Yeomen of the Guard in their Coro-

nation costume. At half-past eleven the Foreign Ministers,

ladies, Knights of the Garter, Cabinet Ministers, and

other visitors, left the Castle in Royal carriages for Wolsey's

Hall, fiiUowed by the Archbishops of Canterbury and

York, ami the Bishops of London, W^inchester, Oxford,

and Norwich- Shortly after, the King of Prussia, the

Queen, and Prince Albert, with the Prince of Wales, left

the Castle for the Chapel, accompanied by the Duke of

Sussex and Prince George of Cambridge. The procession

advanced to the Chapel in the order of the programme

that had been previously arranged. Due military honours

were paid to the Foreign Ambassadors, but no cheering

was given until the carriage containing the Infant Prince

came in sight. The Duchess of Bucclauc^t, to whose care

the charge was intrusted, held him in such a manner as

enabled the assembled company to obtain an excellent

view of the young Prince, which caused the cheering to be

redoubled. The coritge moved on, and shortly afterwards

another of the state carriages came in view, in which sat

the King of Prussia, who was loudly cheered. The mili-

tary presented arms, and the colours were lowered to him
as he passed towards the Chapel. When her Majesty and

Prince Albert approached, their presence was welcomed
by loud and long-continued cheering on the part of the

spectators, and by the usual military honours on the part

of the assembled soldiery. The interior of St. George's

Chapel had been fitted up with great splendour for the oc-

casion. The banners of the Knights Companions of the

Garter, suspended above the sword, scarf, and arms of

eacii, also served to heighten the gaiety of the scene ; and
when the knights themselves took their stalls, habited in

the full costume of the order, and the Ministers of

State and the Ambassadors had taken their seats—when
the King of Prussia and his suite, and the Queen, Prince

Albert, and their attendants appeared on the platform,

the whole presented a magnificent and animating spec-

tacle. Among the few ladies who were present, were the

Duchess of Sutherland, the Duchess of Hamilton, the

Duchess ofBuccIeuch, andMrs.Harcourt,of St.LeonardV
hill. Such accommodation as the space would afford was
also provided in the shape of galleries for the public, who
were only admitted by tickets, which were very limited in

number. After leaving Wolsey's Hall, and on entering
the passage leading to the aisles, the Royal cortege sepa-
rated ; the Queen with Prince Albert and their attendants
filing off and entering the choir by the north door to the
right J while the King of Prussia and his suite turning to

the left, approached the platform by a corresponding
aperture on the left in the south aisle. His Majesty, who
was dressed in a field-marshars uniform, entered first and
took his seat nearest the font. The Duchess of Kent,
who was led by the King of Prussia, took her seat on his
Majesty's right hand ; next came the Duchess of Cam-
bridge, the Duke of Cambridge, and the Princess Augusta
of Cambridge. The Queen, in a few seconds after, made
her appearance, conducted by Prince Albert in the cos-
tume of the Order of the Garter, and preceded by the
Lord Chamberlain and Master of the Household. The
whole company then Immediately rose and remainded
standing, while the band played the march from Joseph,
Her Majesty was dressed in the robes of Sovereign of the
Order of the Garter, and wore a circlet, earrings, and
necklace of diamonds. Her Majesty was supported on
the left, beyond Prince Albert, by the Duke of Sussex,
Prince George of Cambridge, and the Princes Ferdinand
and Leopold of Sase Cobourg. The Duke of W^ellington
stood behind her Majesty's chair supporting the sword of
State, and upon more than one occasion during the cere-
mony was observed, notwithstanding the considerable
weight he supported, adjusting, with obvious pleasureahe
tram of her Majesty's robe, which, placed over the back
of the chair, was liable to become entangled when theQueen had risen from her devotions. The other distin-
guisbea visitors were each stationed in their appointed
stalls. Tiie " March " having been concluded, the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, sUnding behind the font, and sun-
ported by the Archbishop of York and the Bishops ofNorwich and London, commenced reading the usual ban-
tismal service. The sponsors, asW already been an-
nounced, were the King of Prussia and the Duke of Cam-
bridge, the Pnchesa of Cambridge as proxy for the

Princess of Saxe Coburg, and the Princess Augusta of
Cambridge as proxy for the Poncess Sophia ; and when
the Infant Prince was brought in and given into the hands
of the Archbishop, the King of Prussia gave the usual re-

sponses, and named him ALBERT EDWARD, by which
names he was accordingly christened by his Grace. The
Infant Prince, who remained perfectly quiet during the
whole of the ceremony, was then delivered by the Arch-
bishop into the hands of the lady who had brought Lis

Royal Highness to the font, and who carried him to the

door of the Chapter-room, where his nurse was in waiting

to receive him. At the conclusion of the service, the

Hallelujah Chorus was chaunted by the full choir with

great effect ; after which, the Royal procession departed

in the same order in which they had entered the chapel-

and thus concluded this important national solemnity,

which will be hailed by all classes throughout the country

with the satisfaction which so interesting an event, con-

summated under every auspicious circumstance, is calcu-

lated to convey.

The Chapter of the Garter, -^On the return of the

Queen and Prince Albert, the King of Prussia, and the

remainder of the procession, a Chapter of the Order of the

Garter was held in the Throne-room, and nearly all the

visitors assembled in the Waterloo Gallery. Her Majesty

being seated on a chair of state, and the Knights and

officers having being introduced and taken their places,

the Sovereign's pleasure that a lineal descendant of King

George L should be elected into the Order, in pursuance

of a statute to that effect, was notified by the Bishop of

Oxford. The election was then proceeded with, and his

Majesty the King of Prussia was declared elected a

Knight of the Order of the Garter. The King was then

introduced, and the Garter was buckled on his left leg,

and her Majesty, assisted by Prince Albert and the Duke
of Sussex, afterwards passed the Ribbon and George over

his left shoulder. Her Majesty then gave the accolade to

the King, who received the congratulations of the Knights

Companions present. After this ceremony had been con-

cluded, a dejeunk was served to the visitors in the Queen's

presence chamber, the Queen's audience chamber, and the

Vandyke gallery.

The Banquet^^Jn the evening, a state banquet was

given in St. George's Hall, which presented a magnificent

appearance. At each end beaufets had been erected, co-

vered with crimson, and encased in light Gothic screens.

On these beaufets, the finest gold shields, salvers, vases,

tankards, and cups, of the Royal collection, were displayed

among candelabra and sconces of silver-gilt, filled with

wax lights. The table for the banquet, which was laid

between, had a succession of gold candelabras and epergnes,

reaching from one extremity to the other, together with a

great variety of vases and other ornaments of gold plate.

Covers were laid for 140 persons, and the tables, it is

stated, groaned under the weight of the gilt silver plates

deposited upon them. For each guest ^a servant in the

Royal State livery was in waiting, and the Hall presented

a scene full of animation and splendour. The dinner,

which commenced at half-past seven, was sumptuous, and

the dessert contained every delicacy both in and out of

season. Several pieces -of exquisitely prepared confec-

tionary were served up, and from the profusion of flowers

with which they were decorated, it seemed as if a garden

had suddenly sprung up among the other illusions of the

scene. After dinner a succession of toasts was given,

commencing with the Prince of Wales ; which was fol-

lowed by that of the King of Prussia. Her Majesty's

health was then drunk, and was succeeded by that of

Prince Albert. The toasts were all drunk in silence, fol-

lowed by appropriate tunes from the bands which were m
attendance. Her Majesty, accompanied by the ladies,

left the table about ten. The rest of the Royal guests re-

mained a short time, when the King of Prussia, the

Princes, Ambassadors, and other guests, joined her Ma-

jesty, and this terminated the banquet, which, altogether,

as respects the rank of those who attended it, the splen-

dour of their dresses, the magnificence of the tables aod

the apartments, has, it is said, never before been equalled.

The doors of the Waterloo Gallery were then thrown open

for the reception of the company, and a grand musical

performance took place, which concluded the festivities

of the evening. During the concert, her Majesty took a

glass of punch from a colossal punch-bowl, prepared for

the occasion, and drank to the health of the Prince of

Wales, an example which was immediately followed by all

present. A christening cake, of very large dimensions,

was also displayed among the other refreshments in the

saloon, and elicited general admiration. At half-past

eleven the Queen took her leave of her guests, to whom

she made repeated obeisances, and, placing her arm i^

that of the King of Prussia, retired from the apartment,

which was speedily afterwards vacated by the visitors.

Opening of ParHament~^Lord Willoughby d'Eresbfj

the Lord High Chamberlain, has received the usual official

notice of the intention of her Majesty to open the ensuing

sessionofParliament,onThursday next, in person, andMr.

Puiman,the deputy black-rod, is daily engaged at the House

of Lords in directing the necessary preparations, as the cere-

mony is expected to derive unusual splendour from the

circumstance of the visit of the King of Pruisia, who^iU

be present. The state chair for his Majesty will d|

placed on the right of the Queen ; and on the left ox

these, sea^ts will be provided for the Duchess of Kent,

Gloucester, and Cambridge, and the Princess AugusU oi

Cambridge. The King of Prussia will go in separate

state to the House, and will be received with the usasi

honours paid to crowned heads.
Parliamentary Movements.—A Cornwall paperinfornil

ua that it has beenauthorised to announce that circumstances

hare occurred which oblige Mr. Basset to decUBe €<«^
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-testiiig the western division of that county. Sir Howard
Douglas and the Rt. Hon. J. C. Herries have come for-
ward on the Conservative interest for the representation
of Liverpool, vacant by the elevation of Mr. Creswell to
the bench

;
no Liberal candidate has yet been announced

The Hon. Col. Abercromby has resigned the represeiita"
tion of the united counties of Clackmannan and Kinross
on account of ill-health, and Gen. Morison has started
in the Liberal interest. The election for the city of
Dublin commenced on Tuesday, and at the' close of the
polIonThursday the numbers were, for Mr. Gregory 2149-
for Lord Morpeth, 1840 ; the election is not yet concluded'

Church Preferment.—Br. Gilbert, principal of Erasen-
nose College, Oxford, and late Vice-Chancellor of the
University, has been selected to fill the vacant see of
Chichester.

France.— The Chambers—The journals are occupied
exclusively with reports of the speeches delivered in the
Chamber oF Deputies during the debates on the Address,
which continue to be carried on with considerable warmth!
After a long discussion, the first paragraph of the Address!
which related to the affairs of the East, passed without a
division- The most remarkable speeches delivered in this
part of the debate were those by M. Thiers and M. Guizot.
The latter, in a very long speech, vindicated the course
pursued by Government, and laboured to show that he
had exerted himself for the Pacha, and obtained more
Tavourable conditions than he would otherwise have been
allowed. In the latter part of his speech M. Guizot

• alluded to the Convention of the Straits^ and to the return
of France to the European Concert. "This Concer/,''
said M. Guizot, "is no Holy Alliance, no coalition, no
abdication of policy or independence on any side. It is
merely an understanding that previously to having recourse
to any war on any political question, the Powers will always
endeavour to come to a common and amicable understand-
ing." He then declared that there were but three systems of
policy possible : the policy of dose alliance with one or two
powers, the policy of isolation, and the policy of close al-
liance with none, but of good intelligence with all. The
time for the first, he said, had passed, and was no longer
possible

;
the second was imprudent, as it bound the four

Powers against France, and therefore the last was the only
prudent course left for him, and this he had adopted. M.
Guizot, at the close of his speech, read an extract from a
letter of Lord Aberdeen, in which that minister states,
with respect to the French colony in Algiers, that his views
on the subject had changed since he was foreign miuister in
18.30

; and that regarding the position of France in Africa
as a fact accomplished, he had no longer any objections to
raise against it. M. Thiers replied to this speech at great
length, and hinted that had he been left in office he would
have kept at least half Syria, and accused M. Guizot of
ceding everything and gaining nothing. He went on to
give a long statement of his political views and condemned
the policy of the present Cabinet ; during which he stated
several times that the European Powers do not and didnot medi ate any war or invasion against France ; but that

also the confidence that in granting ita assistance to thesuppression of a criminal traffic, your Government wellknow how to prevent all attempts against the interests ofour trade and the independence of our flag." The
adoption of this amendment, which was carried unani-
mously with the exception of the votes of the five
Ministers who are deputies, appears to be regarded
in consequence of the tone of the debate, as a serious
check to M. Guizot's policy. MM. Billault and Lacrosse
withdrew their amendments, declaring that they adopted
M. Lefebvre's because they considered it as a censure
passed upon the treaty of 1841. and a wish that this treaty
should not be ratified. M. Lefebvre and his friends de-
clared that their object in proposing their amendment was
to oppose, as far as the prerogative of the Chamber could

X? !^' ^"^y ^^t^'isJO" of the treaties of 1831 and 1833.
M. Dupin, a member of the committee which prepared
the address, was even more explicit. He declared that
the object of his vote vras to hasten the period when those
treaties should no longer have any effect. The Ministry,
on their part, did not conceal the fact that they attached
the utmost importance to the rejection of any amendment
tending to disappro\'e of the treaty of 1841 ; and M.
Guizot, It IS said, with a view to alarm the Centres, ex-
plained to them, that if they declared an opinion contrary
to the negotiations concluded by his Cabinet, they would
place the Government in a false position. The papers
state that, by this amendment, the Chamber has formally
and positively separated from tlft English policy, and
given Government an opportunity of concluding an alli-
ance with the minor maritime Powers at some future
period.—The Chamber then proceeded to the considera-
tion of that paragraph in the speech which refers to the
foreign relations of the country, on which M. Gustave de
Beaumont proposed the following amendment:—"The
Chamber hopes that the differences which have unfortu-
nately arisen between the Governments of France and
Spain will not seriously disturb the friendly relations ex-
isting between the two countries; and that, mindful of the
great interests which unite them, and of the common prin-
ciple of their institutions, they will speedily terminate a
difference without any well-founded and national cause."
M. G. de Beaumont having spoken at length in support
of

^>f
amendment, M. Guizot rose and defended the course

Government, he

inst. It appeared to be the general opinion that the Ad-
dress would pass. The reply of the Chamber of Deputies
to the speech of the Regent has appeared in the shape of
a rough draught from the hands of the committee ap-
pointed for the purpose, and of which Seiiors Olozaga and
Cortina are, it is stated, virtually the chiefs. It is said to
be more criticalthan that of the Senate, more particularlym reference to the want of precautions to prevent the out-
break of the 7th Oct.. and to the "illegar' treatment of
the Barcelonese in proclaiming the state of siege in that
city, but on the whole preserves the character of a digni-
fied State paper, and does not attempt to criticise the fo-

In^ .? r -^^^
^f'^f^' f:""

"Sarded a. tacitly approving
and confirming all that Govemtnent has done in referenc!
to M. Salvandy. The subject of the lute difference, with
this Ambassador continues to be still the principal tonic
of public discussion

; and in spite of the decisive vote ofthe Cortes upon the matter, some of the journals now
state that the Cabinet failed to comprehend the affair in
Its proper light, and interpreted the letter but not the
spirit of the article of the constitution which had formed
the basis of the vote of the Cortes. The opinion in the
diplomatic circles, it is said, was in favour of the views of
the French Cabinet; and, it is added, that thelast despatches
received from the several Governments were all to that
effect. It also appears, that since the departure of M. de
Salvandy, the Duke of Gluckbui g, Chargt d'Affaires of the
nench Embassy, and not Charge d'Affaires of France

.\^?li
^ome difficulty in coming to an understanding

with M. Gonzales, foreign Minister, and Government, with
respect to the difference between these two titles and their
respective duties. In the Senate, on the 13th inst., a mo-
tion was made by one of the members for the production
of the documents connected with the of M. Salvandy

;but on the declaration of Sefior Gonzales that it would be

that had been adopted by the Ministry,
said, could not expect that the presentation of M. Sal-
vandy's credentials would have led to any unpleasant con-
sequences. The claims of the Ambassador were conform-
able to the practice observed in every monarchy, to the
public law of Europe, and to all the precedents. In Greece
and the Brazils, during the minority of the Sovereigns,
the same pretensions had been raised by the Regents,
and all the Powers had declared against them. The pre-
sentation by an ambassador of his credentials to the real
Sovereign was a European right, and the moment the
affair became known, the Governments, both absolute and

.
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constitutional, and Great Britain amongst the rest, sup-
ported the demand of Prance. Government could not
have foreseen the objection arising out of the 59th article
of the Constitution of 1837, which was no law for foreign
nations ; and Spain, by her conduct, had not compre-
hended her own interests, the intentions of the French
Government, and the advantages which she would have
derived from a closer intimacy with France. M. Guizot,
in conclusion, said that M. de Beaumont had not calcu-
lated the consequences of his amendment, and that it

could not be the intention of a French Chamber to impede,
by its adoption, important negotiations impending between
France and a foreign country. M. Odillon Barrot rose
next, and addressed the House at considerable length

;

after which the Chamber divided, and rejected the amend-
ment by a large majority. M. de Salvandy was at his seat,

and Queen Christina was placed in the Ambassador*s
tribune.

T/ie Capita!.~The *^ Journal des Debats'* informs us that
the King of Prussia will not visit Paris, as rumoured, hut
will return to Berlin without passing through France. The
Prince de Joinville returned to the capital on Friday, from
his voyage to the United States, and has since been made
rear-admiral. His Royal Highness was in perfect health.

The report of the commissioners at Paris, appointed to

inquire into the project for erecting a monument to the

memory of the late Emperor Napoleon, states that it

should be **a sarcophagus of granite or porphyry, of a
noble and rigid style of sculpture, and erected on an im-
perishable basis ;" and that besides the tomb and crypt to

be erected in the Invalides, there should also be an eques-

trian statue of the Emperor on some spot near the hospi-

tal, on the outside. The reasons for this plan are thus

expressed :
—** Inside the Church, the tomb—outside, the

statue ! Nothingness in the sight of God ! Glory in the sight

of men!"
The Press.—Sixty Journals of departments have given

in their adhesion to the ** declaration " published a si

time since by the Paris Opposition papers in regard to the

^conviction of M, Dupoty. The responsible editor and
printer of the ••Journal du Bourbonnais,*' a legitimist

journal of Moulins, were, a few days ago, brought before

the Court of Assizes of the Aliier for a libel against the
King, published on the 8th inst., in a critique on an exhi-

bition of paintings, in which was a portrait of his Majesty
in full length, presented by Lim to the town of Moulins.
The editor was found guilty by the jury, and sentenced to

six months* imprisonment, and a fine of 4000f. The
printer was acquitted. The '^ Mode"" was seized on Satur-
day by the police for an article reflecting on Government.

Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid are to the 15th
instant, but there is nothing of interest in the political

news, as public attention waa directed to the approaching
debate oa the Address, which was to come on on the 17tL

short

inconvenient to lay them before the public until the nego-
tiations now pending were terminated, the proposition was
withdrawn. Itwas rumoured tlatall the French employes
still remaining in Madrid would immediately be with-
drawn, and the natives of France resident in the capital
be placed under the care of the Charge d'Affaires of Bel-
gium. The journals state that all parties are agreed upon
the advantages held out in the Royal speech, of pursuin^r
the path of practical improvement; and the Senate de^
Clares '* the pleasure with which it beholds Government,m spite of the wants and difficulties by which it is sur-
rounded, dedicating its attention to the improvement of
all those branches which advance the happiness of society,
means of communication which are so much wanted ; agril
cultural, manufacturing, and mining pursuits, susceptible
of so many degrees of increase and improvement ; the or-
ganisation of the army, the increase of the navy, the civil
administration, legislation, public instruction, the revenue,
public credit, c\c. Various slight suggestions are olTered
in the Address of the Senate, in respect to some of these
important items ; but the conclusion is said to be highly
complimentary to Government, and expresses great confi-
dence and respect for the character of the Regent.—On
the 15th, the Minister of War informed the Senate that
the Duke de Castro Terreno, implicated in the outbreak of
October, liad, in virtue of a decree of the Regent, been
permitted to reside in Madrid on parole. Count Requena,
lately sentenced to transportation for the part which he
had taken In the same revolt, was embarked at Cadiz for
Porto Rico on the Tth inst. It is supposed that no less
than 680 officers have been placed on half-pay in conse-
quence ofthe lateChristinoevents. Recentaccounts from the
Havannah describe the prosperity of that islaiid as gradu-
ally increasing, and state that the exports of copper ore
alone, during one week of November, were 755 tons weight.
A guerilla of 14 men have made their appearance at Santa
Cruz de la Za^ra^ in the province of La Mancha, under the
command of one Marrajo.
Portugal,—"We have received intelligence from Lisbon

to the 17th inst., brought by the Ta^iis steamer. Mon-
signor Capuccini, the Papal nuncio, arrived in that capi-
tal on the 1 7th inst., and was expected to be presented to
the Queen the following day. The journals are still occu-
pied with discussing the merits of the new finance opera-
tions. Some excitement appears to prevail among the
Chartists at Oporto, who have been celebrating their mu-
nicipal triumph with much warmth ; and it seems that the
ardour with which Don Pedro's hymn had been sung there
had induced the opposite party to suppose that a revolu-
tion, in a Chartist sense, was about to take place ; an im-
pression which seems to have been increased by the in-
formation that the Minister of Justice was about to proceed
there. Thevisitof thelatter, however, who left Lisbon on the
1 7 th for Oporto.by steamer, was believed, in the capital, to be
only on private matters ; and no fears, it is said, are en-
tertained that this attempt to disturb the present state of
things will be encouraged or tolerated by Government. A
royal order, conceding to the petition of the merchants the
privilege of getting the fifteen percent, reduction of duties
on goods imported in Portuguese shipping, up to the pe-
riod assigned by the new law abolishing the differential
duties, although not despatched for consumption till after-
wards, had been officially published. Hopes were enter-
tained that the treaty with England would soon be com-
pleted, and that it would be accompanied, or soon fol-
lowed, by propositions for an extensive and reciprocal
reduction of duties,

Germany.—We have German papers and letters to a
recent date, but their contents are uninteresting. They
mention that important reductions are about to take place
In the Austrian as well as the Russian armies, and that
200,000 men, disbanded from the Austrian army, are to
be employed as workmen on the great railways. Count
Medem has been appoiatecl Rusdan Envoj ExtraordimarT
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aud Miaister Plenipotentiary to the Coart of Vienna,

where he ia expected to arrive about the begmumg of next

month. Private ktters from Vienna, dated the 16th inst.,

mention that some alarmists had appeared at the Bourse

of that city, and had aocceeded in putting a atop to all

busineia. by asserting that the Gr.eW Government had as-

lembled a corps of 30.000 men on the frontiers of

Thessaly and that hostilities had even commenced. These

report* had, it seems, so completely paralysed the great

capitalists that they are said to have demanded the inter-

ference of Government to put an end to this period of

aaxiety. The journals state that all the parties concerned

in the late duel of Prince F. Lichnowsky with M. de Mon-

tenegro» noticed In our latt, have left Vienna, in order to

avoid the action of the law against duelliata. The Prince,

it is added, is mnch better, and can go out of doors.—In-

telligence from Berlin of the 17th inst, informs us that hi«

Majesty on the 16th inst., before leaving that capital for

England, had publis!»ed an urder, giving the supreme di-

rection of political affairs during his absence to II. U. H.

the Prince of Prussia. Private letters state that on the

13th inst. Baron dc MeycndorfF, the Russian minister

at Berlin* gave a grand bail, at which Comte Bresson, the

French Ambaaaador, was present; and that on the follow-

in*'- day the latter diplomatist gave a grand dinner, T^aron

de^Meyendorif being one of the guests. It is inferred from

this that the temporarv misunderstanding between the

Cabinets of St. Peieraburgh aud Paris has been arranged.

The states of Rhenisii Pi Uiisia have petitioned his Majesty

to protect the nightingales of the country ; and the Police

Minister has accordingly issued an edict, prohibiting to

rob a nightingale** nest, or keep one in a cage, under a

penalty of five dollars.—A sharp shock of earthquake was

felt at Biberich on the Rhine, on the night of the 13th

inst. The oscillation* are said to have lasted several se-

coud$.—ThcSuaLian Mercury of the '20th inst. states that

at the opening of the session of the Chamber of Deputies

at CarLruU, on the 18th inst, one of the members

brought forward a motion relative to the liberty of the

press* 111
Belgium.—Intelligence received from Brussels, dated

21st inst., informs us that the principal persons accused of

talcing part in the late Belgian conspiracy, namely, Major-

Gen. Van der Meeren, ex-Gen. Van der Smissen, Jean

Pierre Parys. and six others, have been found guilty by

the Court of Appeal in that city, in confirmation of the

previous judgment of the Court of Assizes of Brabant.

Tlie rest of the prisoners have been acquitted. It is stated

that an individual has been arrested at Thionville, the

bearer of a iroluminous correspondence said to relateto

thw conspiracy. Brussels papers of the 21st inst give

the following account of the King of Prussia on his route

through Belgium to England :—It seems that on the 19th

the King of the Belgians set out for Ostendto have an

interview with the King of Prussia, who sltpt that night

at Aixla-Chapelle, whence be set out the next day for

Liege. Uis Majesty's suite consisted of fourteen carriages

and twentv servants. The King of Prussia, on his arrival

at Malinca, was met at the railway station by M. de

Brouckere, Governor of the province of Antwerp, with

whom he had some conversation. M. de Brouckere

having said that the city of Antwerp would be glad to

have the honour of seeing his Majesty on his return from

London, the King replied— ** 1 thank you. Sir, but that

will not be possible, for if I do not return to Prussia by

way of Holland, I wish to leave Ostend very early, in order

to arrive the same ejening before dark at Aix-la-Chapelle,

where I have not been able to stop this lime." The King

did not arrive at Ostend till half-past four on "^'ednesday

afternoon, and this delay is said to have been caused by

the long speeches addressed to his Majesty at Ghent and

Bruges, by the Governors of East and West Flanders.
^

Holland.— Intelligence received <rom the Hague in-

forms us that their majesties the King and Queen received

on the 21st inst. the congratulations of the Court and the

principal public functionaries in that city on the occasion

of the official announcement of the approaching marriage

of their daughter, the Princess Sophia of the Netherlands,

with the Hereditary Grand Duke of Saxe Weimar Eysenach.
Hanovkr,—Letters from Hanover to the I4th inst.

inform us, that the Crown Prince had been indisposed for

some days, and is visited every day by the King. Though
the mourning for the Queen expired on the 31st ult.,

neither the King nor the Crown Prince has, it seems, yet

visited the theatre, or any other place of public amuse-

ment. The Second Chamber of Hanover rejected, on the

13tli inst., a proposition having for its object to permit

the marriage of Jews with Christians, on condition that

the children should be brought up in the Christian reli-

gion—or, at least, to declare valid marriages contracted be-

tween Jews and Christians in foreign countries, without

any intention on their part of evading the Hanoverian laws.

SwiTZERLAXD.—The Swiss journals of the 1 8th inst,

state under date Locarno 13th, that the Grand Council of

Ticino decreed, on the 11th, that the foreign monks who
bad lately settled in the canton should demand an author-

isation to that effect from Government. ^

Italy —According to letters from Naples of the 5th

inst., the doty on sugar exported from that kingdom has

been fixed, since the 1st inst., at eigbt tari per cantaro.

The Prince of Capua, it is said, has demanded the media-

tion of Lord Aberdeen to reconcile him with his brother,

the King of Naples ; and some reports have appeared in

the journals stating that Queen Christina and Queen
Victoria have frequently relieved his Royal Highness with

pecuniary assistance. This latter statement, however,

has been contradicted on the authority of the prince, who
declares that he has never received any assistance of the

kind, or even the allowance from his brother to which he

Is kwfuiiy satitkdi The joaroaU inform u* that deUek*

ments of Austrian staff-oiEcers are now stationed in the

Pontifical and Neapolitan States, to make accurate surveys

of them for the large maps which are to be constructed for

the Austrian government.—The journals state that acom-

pany has been formed at Lucca, for the purpose of con-

Btructing a railroad from that city to Pisa. As the ground

is favourable, if the Tuscan Government sanction the un-

dertaking it is thought that it will be completed in the

course of the ensuing summer, and as the rai road from

Pisa to Leghorn will be finished at that period, the jour-

ney from Lucca to Leghorn wUl consecLuently be made in

a few hours- „ , ^ i,i q*u
Russia.—Accounts from St. Petersburg to the 8th

inst. positively affirm that the army will be considerably

reduced immediately after the new year. They add that some

steps preliminary to the measure have already been taken;

that the places of commandants in several fortresses have

been abolished ; and that the battalions of the reserve m
the regiments of infantry are to be broken up. These

accounts also state that at length confirmed winter

ther had set in, and that there was sufficient depth of snow

for good sledge roads. The cold was already 27 degrees

below freezing point by Fahrenheit.

Turkey.—We have received, by way of Vienna, letters

from Constantinople to the 29th ult. They state that

lince the Porte sent its late threatening message, announ-

cing that the Sultan was determined to take satisfaction of

the Greek government, the Divan had again resolved to

wait the result of an application made by the Greek Am-

bassador to his government in the beginning of the present

month, requiring further instructions. It appears to be

the general opinion, from the firm and decided character

of Izzet Mehemet, that he will, if the great Powers do

not interfere, compel the Greek government by force of

arms to comply with his wishes. Hopes, however, were

entertained, that Sir S- Canning would, on his arrival,

unite with Baron de Bourquaiey, the French ambassador,

iu bringing about aspeedy adjustment of these differences.

Reports were in circulation in the capital of intended

sacrifices of salary on the part of the Grand Vizier and

Tahir Pacha. The income of the first is 10.000/. a-year,

which, it is said, will be reduced to 7500/. ; and that

of the latter, 7500/., which, it is understood, will,

by his own consent, be diminished to 5000/. It

seems, however, that there had been no official commu-

nication yet made on the subject to the Porte. _
It is stated

that Baron de Bourqueney has had a long" conference

with Izzet Mehemet Pacha relative to the establishment of

the new Protestant bishop at Jerusalem. The ambassador

is said to have complained that the King of France had not

been consulted on the subject ; from which it is inferred

that the proposed establishment inspires the French Go-

vernment with distrust. The Grand Vizier is reported

to ha^e replied in the most flattering terms to M. de

Bourqueney. Schekib Effendi, late ambassador to the

Court of St. James, had been appointed Councillor of

State, and Osman Be/ had been promoted to the rank of

Iftissar Nasiri. The sanatory state of the capital was

satisfactory as to the plague, but the small-pox prevailed

to a serious extent, and had proved particularly fatal.

The Austrian Admiral Eandeira, commanding the Austrian

squadron in the Levant, paid his farewell visit to the

Grand Vizier on the 27th ult., and sailed for Smyrna on

the following day,—According to intelligence received

from Bosnia a considerable body of cavalry had been sent

for from Constantinople. The administration of the

finances had been restored to the Pacha of Bosnia. In
the Herzegowina the Christian population, it is said, had
been driven from their habitations, and were wandering
in the woods, while anarchy, it is added, universally

prevailed.

Egypt.—Private correspondence from Alexandria, dated
the 6th inst., announces the arrival of the French Consul,
Baron de Billing, in that city on the 4th inst., accom-
panied by M. Latour Maubourg, attache to the Con-
sulate. Accounts had been received at Alexandria from
Sennaar, stating that Ahmet Pacha was about to make
war upon the tribe of Bishari, who had been employed in

the ijazowa, or hunting negroes, for the purpose of re-

ducing them to slavery, and had been in consequence
exempt from the payment of tribute to Government,
Ahmet Pacha, however, wishing to compel them to pay
the capitation tax, they had revolted, and the Pacha de-
manded reinforcements, in consequence of which demand
a body of Albanians had been despatched from Cairo
for Abyssinia. The term for which the appalle^ or ex-
clusive right to deal in wine and spirituous liquors, wag
leased having expired, Government had taken this branch
of commerce into its own hands. Europeans, it is said
are to have the privilege of receiving wine and spirituous
liquors for their private use duty free, but are forbidden
to trade in them. Monsignor Perpetuo di Solero was
preparing to leave Alexandria for Jerusalem, in order to
be there on the arrival of the Protestant bishop. It is

said that the Porte had not yet granted any firman for the
English prelate.

United States.—The packet-ship Cambridge arrived
at Liverpool on Siiturday, bringing papers of three days'
later date than those brought by the Columbia last week.
Theydonotyhowever, contain any intelligenceof importance'
The Treasury of the United States was bankrupt, owing, it
is stated, to the failure of the loan, to which the capitalists
would not subscribe to the full amount. The members of
Congress, it is added, '* could not get their vrages, the
judges of the courts their salaries, nor the functionaries
their pay.*' The deficiency in the Treasury was esti.
mated at more than 600,000 dollars- The Senate had had
the new fiscal scheme of the Executive under considera-
tion.

^
It would, it was expected, encounter a determined

oppowuon, which it was thought would nrove fabl in fh«

measure. The House of Representatives was still de-

bating on the new tariff. Sir C. Bagot, the new Governor-

General of Canada, landed on the 29th ult., and was still

at New York. He was expected in a day or two to leave

for Montreal or Kingston. Lord Morpeth was about to

quit New York for the south. A large meeting had been

held on the 30th ult., in the County Court-house, Phila,

delphia, on the subject of taxation and repudiation. Som^
opposition was made to the proceedings, but the repu-

diators seem to have prevailed. Resolutions and a

declaration were agreed to, the latter distinctly denyiog

that the State was under any obligation to pay debts

which had been illegally and unconstitutionally con-

tracted. Two new schooners, built and armed at New
York for the Mexican Government, had been seized in

that port by the Collector. The opening of a new railroad

from Boston to Albany had taken place on the 28th ult,

which is said to be the most perfect of the railroads of

the United States. The inhabitants of New York seem to

fear it may draw a large portion of their western cus-

tomers to their rival, Boston ; and a new line direct from

New York to Albany is talked of.
'

Buenos Ayres.—In the Buenos Ayres papers received

on Thursday, which come down to the 18th of November,

the death of Lavalle is confirmed ; with the dispersion of

his troops and the slaughter of many of his leading men.

The announcement had been made through tlie usual

official channel, the Gazette, but, what is somewhat sin-

gular, the manner in wliich the great leader of the Uni-

tarians came to his end is not given ; all is left to conjec-

ture on that head, but that he is dead there is no reason

to doubt. Respecting the fate of La Madrid nothing cer-

tain was known. Two Indians, who had lately come over

the Cordilleras, stated that before their departure from

Chili, a body of about twenty men had reached the first

post-house in great distress, and that on their passage

across they discovered nearly 100 dead, upon some of

whom they found considerable sums in gold. From Cor-

rientes, the quarter to which is now directed the attention

of the Argentine forces as the stronghold of the Unita-

rians, the last accounts stated that Generals Pas and Ferri

had retreated across the river, upon the north bank of

which General Echague had encamped. In the Banda

Oriental, the Rivera Government, as one means of pre-

serving the integrity of the state, had ordered a general

enrolment of slaves, Rosas' company at Santos Luguiiei

was about to break up, in consequence of the frequent de-

sertions of his troops to Don Frutos. The attempt of the

Montevidean Government to open the navigation of the

Uruguay is said to have failed. The British brig Nautilus

had made the experiment, but was sent back by the com-

mandant of the island of St. Martin Garcia. As the na-

tural result of the receipt of the intelligence of the death

of Lavalle, there had been the most joyous festivities at

Buenos Ayres ; and Rosas, who is described as the '* en-

lightened genius, the illustrious restorer of the laws," had

had laid at his feet the most flattering addresses on the

success attending the operations of the troops in the

interior.

CITY.
Money MarJcet, Friday,—Consols for money left off

at 89X, ^ ; ditto Account, 8D|, i ; Three per Cents. Re-

duced, 89f, f ; Three-and-a-Half per Cents. Reduced,

99|, I ; New Three-and-a-Half per Cents., 98^, |; Long

Annuities (expiring Jan. 5,1860), 12|; India Stock, ^48|;

Bank Stock, 168 J.

JWiEtropod's antr its Ficmtty.
Arrivalofthe Kinrr o/Prw^Wa.—OnSaturday the King

of Prussia landed at Greenwich Hospital, on his arrival in

thi» country, to be present as one of the sponsors at the

christening of the Prince of Wales. From an early hour

the town was a scene of great bustle and excitement, and

thousands of persons, who had been disappointed by the

non-arrival of his Majesty on the previous day as ex-

pected, assembled in the quadrangle and neighbourhood,

and every available spot where a view could be had of the

ceremonial of the disembarkation. The River also pre-

sented a gay and animated appearance. About half-p^

one Prince Albert arrived from Windsor, and was receives

by the governor, Sir R. Stopford, the Duke of Wellington,

and several other members of the Cabinet There were

also assembled at the governor's house a number of other

distinguished individuals, among whom were the Princess

Sophia Matilda and the members of the Prussian em-

bassy. About two, one of the steamers arrived, bringing

the retinue and luggage of the King; and shortly after,

the steamer having his Majesty on board hove in sight*

bearing the Prussian flag at the main, and at a quarter

past two dropped anchor opposite the stairs. Great ex-

citement now prevailed among the assembled multituae;

and notwithstanding the extreme inclemency of
*^^

weather, a heavy fall of snow and sleet continuing tne

whole afternoon, even ladies persisted in braving it* ^

order to have a view of his Majesty on landing. P^^^^

Albert, it is said, also evinced great anxiety to leave tne

governor's house, even before it became necessary ;/>»

on Sir R. Stopford's representing that his Royal High-

ness would risk taking cold, he observed, '' I do not care

for the weather ; I shall not catch cold ; it is a o^aum*

sight." The Admiralty barge, under the command ot »"

G. Cockburn, now put off in order to receive his ^iaJ!^J[^

and Prince Albert, followed by the Governor, the yu

of Wellington, and the other distinguished V^j!^^^^ ^\;^
sent, descended to the stairs and received the King

^^^

landing
; the moment of which was the signal for a sa

of 21 guns from the Royal Artillery, while a f^'^^r^^
discharged from the steamer. The King and rr

Albert bating v^armly greeted each other, his Royai » »

t

L
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ness introduced the Duke of WelliDgton, Lord Aberdeen
and Sir R. Stopford ; after which the Royal party pro-
ceeded to the governor's house, his Majesty on his way
being enthusiastically cheered both by the numerous com-
pany assembled, and by the whole body of pensioners and
boys of the hospital schools, who had been drawn up in
order along the quadrangle. A guard of honour com-
posed of the Royal Marines, on his Majesty reaching the
gateway, presented arms, the colours were lowered, and
the band struck up the national anthem. Notwithstand-
ing the unpropitious state of the weather, the whole scene
was enlivening and brilliant, and the reception of the
King most hearty. His Majesty, who acknowledged by
repeatedly bowing the .'cheers of the company, appeared
gratified at his cordial reception. In person he is de-
scribed as being about 5 feet 8 inches in height ; and his
figure is somewhat full, but well made. He is of fair
completion with blue eyes ; the form of his face being
round, and the expression good-humoured and benevo-
lent. He was dressed in plain clothes, and wore a large
cloak. Having remained about a quarter of an hour in
the governor's house, where a dejeune had been prepared,
his Majesty and Prince Albert entered their carriage, and
accompanied by a guard of honour, composed of the Life
Guards, and followed by four other carriages containing
the royal suite, started for Windsor, amid the loud and
long-continued cheering of the multitudes, who had
assembled along the streets to greet his Majesty as he
passed. The Royal corjege proceeded by Wandsworth,
Kingston, Hammersmith, and Staines, at each of which
places, and along the whole line of road, great anxiety
was evinced by numbers of persons who had assembled
to gain a view of his Majesty, who was enthusiastically
cheered by them, and who repeatedly bowed in acknow-
ledgment, seeming much pleased with the interest and
warm feeling universally manifested towards him.

Visit of the King to the Metropolis, — On Monday
the King of Prussia left AVindsor, and arrived in town by
a special train by the Great Western Railway. On arriv-
ing at Paddington, his Majesty and suite proceeded in
three of the Queen Dowager's carriages to Westminster
Abbey

;
and having spent some time in viewing that edifice,

proceeded to the House of Peers, and after inspecting both
Houses of Parliament, entered Westminster Hall, and
from thence proceeded to Buckingham Palace. The King
appeared to be much pleased with the different objects of
interest submitted to his notice ; more particularly with
the interior of the Abbey, and the paraphernalia connected
with the coronation, which, it is said, his Majesty ex-
pressed a particular wish to inspect. His Majesty also
expressed admiration at the grand scale on which the new
Houses of Parliament are preparing, and with the spacious
interior of Westminster Hall. After leaving Buckingham
Palace, his Majesty and suite paid a visit to the Queen
Dowager at Marlborough-house, where a dejeune was
served to the illustrious party. Before leaving town, his
Majesty also visited the Senior United Service Club in
1 all-mall, m consequence of a resolution of the Committee
of that club soliciting his Majesty to become a permanent
honorary member of the club. In place of a written an-
swer, his Majesty personally replied by his royal presence,
unexpected, it is said, by the Committee and members!His Majesty was received by the Committee of Manage-

JS'^ v^^i""' °l'^ ^^^
r^embers of the club. It appears^at h,s Majesty's father, the late King, was an honorarymember, and that the Kings of France, the Netherlands,

Hanover, and Belgium are the other sovereigns who aremembers of this club. His Majesty's route Snhis return

Pnrflf. f^ ^'";^""' Waterloo-place, Regent-street,

ft pS^^ '''' \"^'^!'. ^'""-'oad, to the railway terminu
at Paddmgton which his Majesty again quitted by a spe-

Ca Mr^\''r''^-Pn' ^"^^> ^^ ^'^' ^^turn to Windsor
Castle.— A Court of Common

shnw^7'
^^' *?' P"'P^'^ ^^ ^^opting measures toshow the respect entertained by the XJorporation of Lon-S f V ^'i

^'^"'^^ '^^ ^^"S ^^ Prussia.
*^ A long discus^

sion took place as to the propriety of giving a banquet to

overruled and it was resolved that a suitable address,

.17.7^ '^l^- ""ij;}".'"
^""^ emblazoned, should be pre^.ented to his Majesty instead. On Thursday, by theKings appomtment the Lord Mayor and civic autho-

He was glad to have had this opportunity of expressing
these his feelings to the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, andCommons of the City of London. The Aldermen and
officers of the Corporation having been presented to his
Majesty, the deputation retired. The King, after holding
a Court for the reception of the foreign diplomatic body,
and having partaken of a dijeuni, left town for Hampton
Court Palace to view '* the Cartoons.*'

divided profit. The result of the foregoing statement
enabled the Directors to declare a dividend of 25^. per
share on the original shares, and in the second series IO5.
per share, which was after the rate of 10 per cent, per an-
num. The reserve fund balance to the end of Dec. was
15,198/. 6s, Grf. The report was adopted unanimously. A
discussion took place between the Directors and several of
the^ Proprietors, during which the chairman said it was
their intention to apply for an Act of Incorporation.— On
Saturday a meeting of the Spitalfields weavers was held,
when it appeared from the statements made that great dis-
tress still exists amongst that class of operatives, and that
It will be necessary to call for additional subscriptions toam in supportnig them.

Losses at Sea.

Rejoicings in the Metropolis,—Twesisij being the day
appointed for the christening of the Prince of Wales, the
heads of the leading mercantile establishments in the City
made known their intention to abstain from business on
that day ; and the Lord Mayor directed the Guildhall
and other City offices to be shut, and recommended that
the day should be made a general holiday, to give an op-
portunity to all classes for celebrating the event in a
manner suitable to the occasion. In consequence of
these arrangements little business was transacted in any
part of London on Tuesday, which was made a day of
general rejoicing; most of the public companies giving
dinners, and the numerous poor in the Metropolis being
supplied with food and other means of enjoying them-
selves. In the evening there was a general illumination, I of the w7eXrbut7lirremainder,"consf^^^ ofmore particularly west of Temple-bar ; the different

' ' ^
club-houses in the neighbourhood of Pall-mall present-
ing several brilliant devices. Great crowds of persons
thronged the streets as usual on these occasions, to wit-
ness the display, but no accidents or disturbance of the
peace occurred.

The Weather.— The weather still continues variable
and unsettled. On Sunday and Monday the frost was
very severe, and during Monday night there was a slight
fall of snow. A general thaw, however, took place the
following day, the result of which was that the streets of
the Metropolis were greatly obstructed with half-thawed
snow and dirt. On Wednesday there was a severe storm
of wind that lasted 24 hours, and seems to have extended
all over the country, and occasioned much damage to the
shipping; the temperature, however, became much milder,
and continued so until yesterday, when the wind shifting,
it again became cold, and the frost returned. In the
Parks the ice since Tuesday has been in a sloppy and dan-
gerous condition, and few skaters have been bold enough
to venture on it since that time. There have been a few
immersions, but no accident of a serious nature occurred.

The Tower.

a se-

On Saturday accounts were received at
Lloyd s of the wreck of the ship Sophia, of this port, which
happened on the night of the 2d Oct., attended with
rious loss of life. She was on her voyage from New Zea-
land to Kiapara, having on board a rich cargo; when it
seems she encountered a heavy gale of wind off the Bay of
Islands. The master, Capt. Harrison, and ten Ecamcn
saved themselves by clinging to the rigging nnd portioni

, „ -- 28 seamen
and passengers, and two women, were all drowned. On
Saturday other accounts were received respecting the lost
of three other ships, the schooner Montagnaise, of Eel-
fast, which will be found noticed under our Irish intelli-
gence

; the Glengarry, from St. Thomas's, and a brig un-
known. The Gl€7igarry was wrecked on the 13th Dec, on
the Turk Islands, and the unknown brig is supposed to
have gone down off the Gravelines Lights, with the whole
of the crew.

Council was held on

An official return has just been made to
the Board of Ordnance of the exact amount of military
and naval stores destroyed in the great armoury during
the late fire. From this it appears that, at the period of
the fire, the number of arms in the armoury was consider-
ably below the average amount, which is 600,000 stand.
The number of percussion muskets destroyed was 11,000,
with bayonets 26,000. Flint locks 22,000, percussion
locks 7,000 ; 12,158 pistols, 75 double-barrelled pistols
with moveable butts, 1,378 swords, 2,271 sword-blades,
2,026 plug bayonets, 192 spears, 95 pikes, 210 mus-
quetoons, 709 carbinei, 3 wall-pieces, 279 cuirasses, 276
helmets, and 52 drums. Amongst the relics destroyed
was a military trophy, only erected, under the direction of
Mr. Stacey, the keeper of the stores in the armoury, two
days prior to the fire—consisting of Chinese arms, &c.,
taken by the British troops at the capture of Chusan.
Several of the large pieces of ordnance still remain in the
ruins; and in the south-west portion some have become
so amalgamated with the other metal, by the fire, as to
form a mass of such magnitude as to render its removal
next to an impossibility. The west-end wall of the ar-

moury is razed to the ground. The Board of Ordnance
have determined on preserving to the public most of the
large cannon and other trophies which are in any way
whole, and orders have been issued that those which are
injured or broken shall be sent to Woolwich,^where models
will be taken, and the same metal recast into their original

form- The loss sustained by the fire is now estimated to
be a quarter of a million of money. The Crown jewels
have not yet left the custody of Messrs. Rundle and
Bridge, nor will they, it is understood, be removed untif
some decision is come to by Parliament as to whether the
remains of the armoury shall be pulled down, or a new
erection take place.

Public Meetings. — On Wednesday the half-yearly

meeting of the proprietors of the United Me:£ican Mining

i, ,
J
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ham PaW J^ ^^^'^^ ^'^^ ^^^ ^^^'^^^ «* Bucking- Association took place, Sir J, Easthope in the chair. The
1L1:_ I'^T'®^^ .^^r^ graciously received. The first part of the Report alluded to the Mine Rayas, on

which the amount of outlay was 169,970 dollars, and the
amount of returns lG4,lfiO dollars, leaving a loss of
5,510 dollars to the 30th June, 1841. The amount spent
on the mine in the three subsequent months was 105,88-4

c^pUars, and the returns 94,378 dollars, leaving a loss of

11,506 dollars, The value of ore then in hand was
29,777 dollars. No improvement in the mine was ex-

pected till it was thoroughly investigated, which would be
when the new contracts are obtained. Since the last

meeting, Mr, Shoolbred had remitted 2,920/, 18^. 4J., in

dollars ; and on the 16th Oct., his assets were 23.865 dol-

lars, and a claim on Government for 9,054 dollars. The
finances in London to the 31st Dec. were—assets,

10,1 1 SI. 1 Is. 5c?., from which deduct liabilities,

2,032/. 10^., there remained a balance of 8,806/. Is. bd.

at the bankers'. After some conversation, the report was
unanimously adopted. — On Tuesday a special general
meeting was held of the proprietors of the Union Bank of
Australia, J. B. Smith, Esq., in the chair. It appeared
from the Report that the accounts received from New
South Wales and Van Diemen's Land since June were
highly satisfactory. The amount of undivided profits to
that date was 4C,2C0/. Ss. 6d.^ to which add the profit of
the last half-year, less the expenses of the branches, and
in London, amounting to 33,564/. I6s. Id,, which left a
balance, after further deductions, of 54.785/. 5s. Id. of un-

The wreck was discovered by the crew of
H.M. steamer Widgeon, who endeavoured to trace out
her name, but were unable.

Metropolitan Post,—The following is a statement of
the letters which have passed through the General and
district Metropolitan posts during the four weeks ending
the 22d inst., as compared with the corresponding periods
in 1841-1839: Through the General post—four weeks
ending Jan. 22, 1842, 5,266,339; corresponding period
of 1841, 4,063,353; do., as nearly as can be given, of
1839, 1,543,375. Increase since ItUO on the four weeks'
letters, 602,986; do., since 1839, 3,722,964. Through
the District post, four weeks ending Jan. 22, 1842,
1,890,898; corresponding period of 1841, 1,789,104 ; do.,
as nearly as can be given, of 1839, 1,067,358. Increase
since 1841 on the four weeks' letters, 101,714 ; do., since
1839, 823.540. '

' ' .

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the num-
ber of deaths in the Metropolis, from all causes, registered
in the week ending Saturday, the I5th inst. :—males,
522; females, 520; total, 1,042. Weekly average,
1838-9-40-1-males. 467 ; females, 445; total, 912.

Fires.— On Sunday a fire broke out at the King's
Arms public-house, Rotherhithe. It was first discovered
under the flooring over the spirit-room, and the flames
were not subdued before considerable damage was done to
the building and stock. During the fire Mr. Morley was
robbed of a quantity of silver plate.—On Saturday even-
ing a serious fire broke out on the premises of Mr.
Sowerby, hairdresser, High-street, Southwark, and was
not extinguished before much damage was done to the
stock and furniture.—On the same evening another fire
was discovered in the house of Mr. Macartie, baker.
Great Windmill-street, Haymarket. It is supposed to
have been caused by some clothes catching fire from a
candle, and was soon got under.—On Monday a fire was
discovered in the Holborn Union Workhouse. It origi-
nated from a wooden beam that crossed the flue of the
kitchen fire, and on the arrival of the engines it was got
under without difficulty, and before any damage was done.

Robbery,—A burglary of a daring description was
committed during Saturday night in the house of Mr.
Chandler, Ship Tavern, Milbank. The thieves appear
to have effected their entrance into the house by wrench-
ing up the cellar-flap in the street, and dropping into the
vault; they had then broken the cellar-door open and
ascended the kitchen stairs to the bar, when they forced
down the shutters and broke open sixteen drawers, a
desk, and the whole of the cupboards. A large box belong-
ing to a benefit society held at the house, and having
three locks on it, was broken to pieces, and the whole
amount of its contents taken. Although great daniage
has been done to the premises, the amount of property
stolen was not considerable, being only a small quantity
of plate, and a few articles of wearing apparel. The
thieves have not been traced.

Kensington.—A meeting has been held in this parish
pursuant to public notice, '* further to consider the best
means to be adopted to obtain a dissolution of the Ken-
sington Union, &c." Archdeacon Pott in the chair. In
reply to a question from Mr, Davies, the vestry-clerk
stated that no answer had been received from the board
of guardians of the union to the official copy of the reso-
lution passed at a previous vestry, urging on the consi-
deration of the board the necessity of the separation of
the parish of St. Mary Abbotts from the Union. Several
gentlemen having expressed their disapprobation at this

mark of disrespect on the part of the board to the parish,

it was proposed that a petition on the subject should be

drawn up, to be ready for presentation to Parliament, as

soon as the Speaker took the chair. Mr. Hutcbins, v^ho

proposed this resolution, thought, under all the circum-

stances, that this course would be best, as Kensington v^nB

not a parish that would be lightly looked upon by either

the Poor-law Commissioners or the Parliament. Mr.

Perchal said he attended as the representative of a large

I body of the rate-payers, who had formed themselves mto
*

died *' The Rate-payera' iLssociation,' for

aidiug the parochial authorities ia pbtaia-
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*iig a dia«>lution of the «ntoD, to suggwt to the Testry the

propHety of not «ljanming beyond a fortnight, and m the

mwn lime .f appointioj a committee to draw up the

reasons why a diisdution of the union had become of

such tital importance to the pansh. A discnssion of

ome hoor«* duration en«tted, durmg which it was re-

loked, **Tbat the tnistc«»s of the national school be

rnioet'ted to allow the osc of that room for the general

incftingsof the Rate-payers' Association ; that the thanks

of the vestry be giren to the guardians for Kensington, for

their opposition at ihe board to a continuance of the uoion ;"

and a committee was appointed to
' '' -•^'--- -

Parliament.

}
s- up the petition to

3r.

^ lobiucial Nttos.

Wb hate received from a number oif proTincial towns

and villages reports of the rejoicings which toolc place on

Tuesday, the day of the Christeaing of H.R.Il. the IViuce

of Wales. These have been of the ordinary character

usual on similar occasions, viz. public meetings, dinners,

balU. and illuminations, and need not be repeated. In

Laucaster, and in most of ihe large towns aod manufac-

taring districts, charitable contributions were collected for

the relief of the distressed poor; and a plentiful supply

of food, and the other necessaries of life, were distributed

to the lower classes, wiio were thus afforded the means of

enjoying themselves, and of celebrating the day in a man-

ner suitable to the happy occasion.

Dt-rhy.^k serious fire has occurred on the premises of

Mr. Carrington, of Cri>xden Abbey. The alarm, it seems,

was first given by a watch -dog, but before the inmates

were rouse-d, of assistance could be procured, the flames

bad gained so serious a height that the whole of a large
j

Uaru, with a quantity of fodder, and some barley, together

with nn adjoining cattle-shed, were entirely consumed.

In the cattle-shed 21 cows perished, and others were

much injured. By the exertions of the neighbours, the

remainder of the buildings, and several large stacks of hay,

though frequently in great peril, were fortunately saved.

It IS said that there is no doubt that the origin of the fire

was entirely accidental.—A fire, supposed to be the work

of an incendiary, broke out a few days since on the pre-

mkes of Mr. Meakin, of Borrowash, at an early hour in

the evening. It a^ipears that Mr. Meakin was at the time

in hii stack-yard, when he perceived a fire in the bam,

but which had gained such a height as to defy all efforts

to extinguish it. The barn, it seems, is within a few yards

of the turnplke-roadj and it is thought that whoever had

been guilty of the act came from thence, as footmarks

were visible iu the snow from the highway to the building.

The barn contained a quantity of wheat, barley, and a

irariety of farming implements, all of which were entirely

consumed.
Durham,— h. meeting of delegates from numerous

parishes in this county has been recently held, when it

was unanimously resolved to petition Parliament, imnie-

diately on its re-assemhliug, against the rural police sys-

tem, A similar d^-^onstralion of public feeling against

the continuance of this force has lately been exhibited in

several other counties, particularly in Gloucestershire and

Wiltshire.

Ilowden.—A few days since a fire was discovered in a

flax house, upon the premises of Mr. Singleton, farmer in

this town, which iu a short time completely destroyed the

building, together with its contents ; a large stack of

beans was also considerably damaged. It is supposed

that the fire was occasioned by some of the men employed

in dressing the flax going into the place to smoke a pipe

of tobacco.

Liverpool,—The town-council having declined to pur-

chase land for the purpose of forming a park for the use

and recreation of the public, Mr. R, V. Yates has pur-

chased from the Earl of Sefton a spot of ground of the

extent of 43 acres, two-thirds of which arc to be laid out

for a park for the use of the public, and the remaining
third to be appropriated to sites for villas. Lord Sefton,

t is said, receives 1100/. per acre ; so that the purchase-

money for the whole will exceed 47,000/. The land

abuts, on the south, to Ullet*lane, which runs from the

Park Chapel past the end of the Aigburth-road, and on
the east, to Lodge-lane, which joins Ullet-lane. There is

no doubt that the comfort and recreation of the inhabit-

ants of this Urge city will be greatly promoted by the

formation of a public park in the immediate vicinity of

the town.—On Tuesday a numerous meeting of ship-

masters, captains, and mates of vessels engaged in the
merchant-service, was held in this city, Mr. \V. Potter in

the ch?iir, for the purpose of taking into consideration the

propriety of memorialising tlie Government to appoint

boards of examinatiou for captains and mates of vessels

previous to their being inducted into those responsible si-

tuations. The meeting was addressed by several speakers,

who endeavoured to show the necessity of such examina-

tions, and stated that under the present irregular system

of appointing ignorant persons to the command of ships at

sea a serious loss both of life and property had occurred,

which might have been avoided if the commanders of the

Tessels had been skilful navigators. Several resolutions

were passed, and the following memorial to the Earl of

RipoQ, as President of the Board of Trade, was finally

adopted :
—"The memorialists begged to call the attention

of the Board of Trade to the lamentable loss of life and

property annually occurriog by shipwreck, and to the in-

disputable fact that many of such disasters at sea were

attributable to the incompetency of those placed in charge

of merchant-vessels ; and the object of the memorialists

was to submit to the Board of Trade the necessity of re-

Quiring that all masters and mates should have passed an

examination, and been found duly qualified, before it is per-

mitted that life and property be placed ia their charge.

England.

The memorialists believed that if Boards existed in the chief

ports of the United Kingdom, by whom such examinations

might be made and diplomas granted, the evil referred to

would be removed, and the standing and character of the

merchant-service raised, and a deplorable amount of loss

prevented. The memorialists further suggested that such

board should have power to investigate all cases of ship-

wreck, and to grant or withhold renewed certificates ac-

cording to the circumstances of the case. Similar regu-

lations to those desired existed in France, Denmark, Hol-

land, and other countries of Europe, and the attention of

the hon. board is aUo called to the fact that in this coun-

try in other professions, such examinations were deemed

absolutely requisite, whilst in the merchant-service, an

arduous and responsible one, they had hitherto been en-

tirely neglected. The memorialists did not deem it neces-

Bary' to advert to the constitution and working of such

boards of examination, but if desired were ready to place

such plans and information as they rossessed at the dis-

posal of the Board of Trade." During the meeting nu-

merous instances were given where ships had been lost,

and lives sacrificed, through the ignorance of captains.

NewcatiU.^k patdic meeting of the ship-owners of

the ports of Newcastle, Sunderiand, and Stockton, has

been held in this town, at which a resolution was moved,

affirming the existence of differences of opinion among

ship-owners, and desiring an inquiry by Parliament into

the distress of the shipping interest, and Us causes. This

was met by an amendment, declaring the cause of the dis-

tress to be the nlteration made in the Navigation Laws by

the Reciprocity Act, and calling for an inquiry mto the

operation of that abandonment of the previous policy of

" ' " The majority decided in favour of the amend-

ment. . -

A'oriricA.—Afew days since a serious accident occurred

to the Magnet coach, running between this city and Lon-

don. It seems that there being a thick fog, the coachman

had been driving gently, and perceiving a waggon approach

when near Bournbridge, he pulled up as near the proper

side of the road as possible ; the waggoner, however, is

supposed to have been asleep, and his horses proceeding

unchecked, the wheels of the waggon caught those of the

coach, and overturned it. The coachman and the guard

were severely injured, and one of the coach-horses so

much hurt that it has since been killed ; the passengers,

however, escaped with only slight bruises.

Notlingham.—k\oc^\ paper, the Mercury, informs us

that a deputation from this town and Leicester has waited

on SirR. Peel at the Home-office, on the subject of the

Corn-laws. The deputation were courteously received by

the Premier, who, at the close of their statements,

expressed a desire to be furnished with information

and suggestions. The deputation then gave it as their

opinion that the ** sliding scale/' under almost any mo-

dification, would be unfair towards distant countries, and

more especially injurious to the trade with the United

States; and, therefore, urged upon the attention of the

Rt, Hon. Baronet the adoption of a moderate fixed duty,

whereby, they said, the importation of grain from Ame-

rica might be rendered a safe operation for the merchant.

They proceeded to show that if such fixed duty were

adopted, this country would furnish the Americans with

the means of paying for an increased amount of British

goods, and thus accomplish two important objects—obtain

a supply of food for our operatives, and the employment

of their labour in purchasing it. Sir R. Peel, after cau-

tioning the members of the deputation against drawing

any other inference from such questions as he might put,

than that he was desirous of obtaining every possible in-

formation on the subject, asked them whether an improved

mode of taking the averages, and such a modification of the

slidingscaleaswouldlessenmateriallythe extent andsudden-

nessofthe fluctuations, would not meet the case? Thedeputa-

tion, in reply, said that it was the almost unanimous convic-

tion of those engaged in commerce, that a fluctuating duty

was essentially mischievous; but at the same time suggested

that if Government were determined to adhere to a fluc-

tuating duty, its effects might to some extent be counter-

acted, if time were allowed to exporters from distant

countries to bring their corn inlo the British market
without being subjected to any higher rate of duty than

that charged on the earlier importations from the Conti-

nent of Europe. Sir Robert observed that such an
arrangement might be a contravention of existing treaties

with Continental Powers, with whom—as, for instance,

with Deumark—it had been stipulated ** that no other

duty should be charged on their grain than was charged

on that coming from the most favoured nation." The
deputation replied, that such a stipulation was certainly ji

very conclusive argument in favour of a moderate fixed

duty- Sir Robert, in conclusion, gave expression to his

strong desire to encourage our trade with the United
States, promised to give his attention to the statements
the deputation had then made, as well as to any sugges-
tions theJ might hereafter think proper to make to him.
—An attempt has recently been made to set fire to Bunny

I church. It seems that one of the pew-doors had been
smeared with oil and turpentine or some other combus-
tible liquid, and underneatli it had been kindled a fire

with some shavings, which had blazed up and blackened
the pew-door, but had fortunately gone out without
doing any further damage. The incendiary is supposed
to have made his entrance through a casement of the
church, out of which one of the panes hud been removed.
The back wall of a line of houses, it seems, forms the
boundary of the churchyard, so that, had the attempt
succeeded, it is thought that it would have been some time
before the fire would have been discovered, which might,
in consequence, have attained a serious height.

Portsmouth.^On Thursday considerable excitement

and alarm was created in this town by the report that

H. M. frigate Findiciive, Capt. T. Nicholas, C.B„ had
been driven on shore on the Dean Bank, during the

heavy gale of wind that blew the whole of that day

from the Westward. It seems that she remained in a

perilous situation through the greater part of the night,

during which time she was lying on her broadside, with

the sea beating over her ; and it is thought that had the

wind veered at all to the south, she must have been en-

tirely wrecked, and all on board have perished. She suc-

ceeded, however, at length in getting off by cutting away

her mizenmast and otherwise lightening herself, and by

the aid tff a steamer sent to her assistance. Besides the

loss of her mizenmast, she has sustained other injuries,

being much strained and making a considerable quantity

of water ; and she will, it seems, require being at once

taken into dock to be repaired. It is announced that

Sir Thomas Cochrane will hoist his flag in the Ilastingij

74, as the flag-ship in the East Indies, and that the Win-

chesterj b2, now expected from North America, will be

re-commissioned for the flag of Sir Jocelyn Percy as com-

mander-in-chief at the Cape.—A few days since a message,

it is said, was received in this town from the Home-office,

to ascertain if accommodation could be found in the Isa-

bella Convict-ship, lying at Spithead, and bound to Hobart

Town, for Mr. Beaumont Smith's passage to his place of

transportation, keeping in view that he was to be placed

separate and apart, during the passage, from the other

felons. The answer was at first thought to be in the affirm-

ative, as it was supposed that Mr. Smith was the following

day brought down by the railway to SoutharaptoUj and

conveyed on board the ship ; but the report appears to be

without foundation, as he still remains at Woolwich.

Southam-pton,—k special general meeting of the share-

holders of the Southampton Dock Company has been held,

to consider the propriety of applying to Pariiament for

power to raise an additional 100,000/. for completing the

docks ; for converting the present share list of 250,000/,

into the same amount of stock (as also the 100,000/.), and

to extinguish 2000 shares, on which the calls could not

be obtained. The chairman, Mr. J. Liggins, entered fully

into the nature of the undertaking, and the advantages it

would hold out to the proprietors when completed. Mr.

Hill said 100,000/. would not be sufficient, and objected

to the manner in which the concern had been managed?

and was followed by Mr. Richards, who entered fully into

the items of the estimate, and concluded by pressing for

an adjournment of a fortnight to consider the subject.

Mr. Giles, the engineer, then went into particulars re-

specting the state of the docks, one of which, it was ex-

pected, would be opened by midsummer. After a long

discussion between the proprietors and the directors, the

resolution, embodying the objects of the meeting, was

carried by a large majority,

Stockport.—The overseers of the poor of this township

not being able to meet the call of the Board of Guardians

in consequence of the large amount and frequency of the

calls, and the great number of ratepayers in arrear, have

been driven to the necessity of summoning the defaulters

before the magistrates, who amount to about 3000 persons.

The overseers themselves, it seems, were summoned before

the magistrates at the recent county petty sessions for two

calls, amounting together to upwards of 900/., and orders

were made upon them for payment.
,

'

Tiverton,—k few days since this town was thrown mto

a state of excitement by the intelligence that nine prison-

ers had escaped from the borough bridewell- They have,

however, been all re-captured except one. It appears that

they broke through the wall with a small chisel, and the

building not being a strong one they soon got through

without the keeper's hearing them. This, it seems, is the

second escape from this jail within a short time. All the

men recai)tured have been re-sentenced at the sessions

which have just been held.

IVindsor.—Wis Majesty the King of Prussia, accom-

panied by Prince Albert in one of her Majesty's travelling-

carriages, and attended by a guard of honour of the llta

Hussars, arrived in this town about seven on Saturday

evening, after his landing at Greenwich. The King w«
loudly cheered by numbers of persona who, notwithstand-

ing its being dark and the weather very inclement, haa

assembled to witness his arrival; and on his reaching tlie

grand entrance in the quadrangle of the Castle,
^Jl/^^^

jesty was received by the Queen, the Duchess of Kenw

and all the great ofEcers of the household. The wng

had a ghort interview with her Majesty, after whicti nc

was conducted to the apartments allotted for his recep-

tion. On Tuesday, the day appointed for the christeuing

of the Prince of Wales, this town presented a scene o

great gaiety and rejoicing ; and the streets were crowoeo

with persons who had been attracted from London an

the neighbourhood, with the hope of obtaining a view
^

the interesting ceremony, an account of which ^1

found in another part of our paper. In the e^|°^^=
.

public dinner, at which the Mayor presided and aoo^

150 persons were present, took place at the Town-nai
, ^

honour of the great event of the day ;
which was a =

^

celebrated by general illuminations, and every ^^^^^

monstration of joy. On Wednesday new colours wc

presented by the Duke of Wellbgton, in the ^^J^^ .^

Prince Albert, to the 72d Reg. of Highlanders, m ^
quadrangle of the Castle, In consequence, howeye,^

the unfavourable state of the weather, and *:»^!y
*^fe^

admission to the public except by means
^j^

^^*^*^,^
]!g ^

persons were present on the occasion. The
^ ^

presenting the colours, complimented the regimeni o

high character it had always maintained, and on us f

sent efficient state; and expressed his c^^^^f^f^ueir
the colours now given to them by t^^^ ^^^^'^

,^«^*
Sovereign, and ia the presence of one of the most pvf
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ful roonarchs of Europe, would never be tarnished whilst
in their possession. Col. Arbuthnot briefly returned
thanks for the honour conferred on the regiment. The
regiment, which had formed a square whilst the ceremony
was taking place, was then drawn up in line, and the
King of Prussia, in the dress of a Prussian field-marshal,
Prince Albert, in the uniform of his regiment, and the
Duke of Wellington in a British field-marshal's uniform,
inspected the men ; and his Prussian Majesty expressed
himself much pleased with their soldier-like appearance^
The regiment then went through several evolutions, and
retired from the ground. Her Majesty witnessed the
ceremony from one of the windows of St. George's Hall.
In the course of the day the King of Prussia visited Eton
ColIegCj with which, it is said, he was highly gratified.
Railways—A few days since a man named Blanchard,

the guard of the luggage-train from Selby to Hull, in at-
tempting to alight at the Staddlethorp station before the
train had quite stopped, owing to the slippery state of the
ground fell between the platform and the rails, and several
waggons passed over him, whereby he was so much injured
as to occasion his death the same evening. An inquest
has been held on the body, when the jury returned a ver-
dict of ''Accidental death, in consequence of deceased
having stepped incautiously from the step of the tender
whilst the train was in motion.*' A deodand of Is. was
laid on the tender.—The works on the upper portion of
the line of the London and Dover Railway are said to be
drawing fast to a conclusion, and the line is expected to be
opened in May. Between Tonbridge and Ashford the
works are in active progress at every point, and the coun-
try in this district of the line seems to be very favourable.
There are no works of any importance, and for many miles
the way is little .more than the thickness of the ballast
above the natural surface. The ** Railway Times'' in-
forms us that the proceedings in the French Chambers as
to ' '

' '

asked. Let them remember that each shilling signified a
man, that it signified one stout heart and two stout arms.
Now, he knew that the readiness to enrol was checked by
th« want of opjiortuni^y to enrol, and he would therefore
propose a new plan for more effectively carrying out the
objects of Repeal by dividing the whole country into dis-
tricts, and appointing certain wardens in each, for the
enrolment of members. Mr. 0*Connell concluded a long
address by moving that his proposed plan be submitted to
the consideration of the association at their next meeting.—The Lord Lieutenant held a levee on Tuesday, which
was numerously attended.—On Monday the nomination
took place of the candidates for the representation of this
city. The Hon. Mr. Caulfield proposed Lord Morpeth,
who^was seconded in a long speech by Mr. OXonnell. Sir
J. K. James then rose and proposed Mr. Gregory, whose
nomination was seconded by Mr, G. O. Moore. A show
of hands having been called for, it was declared to be in
favour of Lord Morpeth. A poll was. then demanded,
which commenced on Tuesday, and has been proceeding

ifliscfUniuous.
The Niger Expedition.—Letters were received in town

on Thursday from Liverpool, announcing the arrival in
that port, on tlie previous evening, of Capt, Trotter, Com-
mander of the Niger Expedition. He was brought home
by the Warree from Africa, and is accompanied by the
Kev. Mr. M' Shane and Dr. Stranger, with four invalids,
one of the men belonging to the expedition having died
on the passage home. The following statement of facta
respecting this unfortunate expedition is chiefly de-
rived from Capt. Trotter'ft official report to the Board of
Admiralty, and will be read with interest, as giving A
summary of all the events that have transpired in cort^
nexion with it. On the 20th Aug. the vessels of the
expedition commenced the ascent of the river, having
passed safely over the bar six days preTiouily. On the
26th they anchored opposite to Eboe, a place situate at
the upper angle of the Delta, and distant 120 miles from
the sea : and un to this timp rsn csa&t '^^ -i-'-^ t^-j

With great vigour on both sides, producing much excite-
^^^^u*"^^^ amongst the Europeans which did not immedi-

nient, but without occasioning any disturbance of the r^ ^'^^'^ ^^ medical treatment. The weather was very

the formation of railways in France have given a
favourable impetus to the -Dover line. The Anglo-Belgian
line, as it is termed, is intended to connect Paris with
Belgium by way of Lille, and the two with Calais, by a
branch from Arras. The report sent in to the Chambers
places this line as the foremost in point of importance
and first to be executed ; and it is added that since the
opening of the Chambers, Government engineers have com-
pleted their surveys and detailed estimates for this work,
which have been within the last week laid before the Mi-
nisters. The French authorities, it is stated, are prepared
to expedite the matter, the subject being popular among
all classes in France. Hopes, therefore, are entertained
that this nnion between England and France will soon
be earned into effect, whereby the three capitals of
i!.ngland, France, and Belgium will, it is said, be brought
nearer to each other in point of time than London, Bath,
and Birmingham were six years ago.

Dublin.
IRELAND.

He has acknowledged

An

w«, riHin. ti , P ''"'=^' ""^"^ ^^'^ Lord Lieutenant

de camn ^.ST^ ^/''' '.''''^'' accompanied by an '.\de.

horse rnd«.v?''T?'y' foom was thrown from hishorse and severely hurt. Lord de Grey at once dismounted, sent his aide-de-camp for surgial assis an e"

?he 'carY'o7 t^fff '" ^"" ^"'^ *'- S-°-'^ J^--To
car and sunnorf.jT^^'

^"* "" ^ '^°'"'"«^ ^^^^ jaunting-

celkncv Z^Hf **"" ^'°°" *° '^^ Castle, where his eI-miency himself saw every attention paid to him that his

Du?, n/rj^^r/^^^r' 'f Lady^emrma ElloMe
whose trid and1 ^/"' ^^^^on—The convict Delahunt,

made a fin Z ^ .'^''^^f^on we noticed in our last, hai

helmmiUed^tbeTT''''^ 5" '^^ transaction, and "that

a reward bvh J "i""" '°'^^y^'"h the view of obtaining

hr^tuZe'sentJTT- '"^ ^"'"'^ awaiting his execution,

that someS ° ^' '" '" ""'"^ ^"^ debilitated a state

hf/r/.f!r,t/5„« entertained whether he will live until

nflr
'^^"y/he sentence into execution.-

on Saiurdav-fTr fL°^
^''' ^'/^'^ Association was h.ld

an oppStv of LT^^'v ^^ ^^''^'"S Mr. O'Connell
for the current year M ^ o"^" ^jf

&"" ^^ operations

by saying thathe \^^ ^ O'Connell began his address

tlie year, and su^iAi" '"''^P"'" ^"^ mode of action for
.,.„:f.^'^'^nd suggest those means which might increase

"^"ure their sue
to say by one
1 were entitl

then proceeded"J ""'"^'^^y
*,^.^^ P'^^'^^' •^^^- O'Connell

ing to^how tha T-?^'n 'V'
P^^P^^'^ion by endeavour-

injury and los^^^^^^^^
"^^^ ^^-P^^ anything but

ttatitwasa^fJnr-Ki". ^^"""^^^^^ ^^th England, and
thing JeTullomC& ?p 1" ^^"^^ '''' ^^^-^ '^y
^alamity, he said^ wK" » ^t

'^ ^ff^'ameut. There was no
»^<»ur of tranauTl ;r7 l^

^"^ "^^ ^^^^^-^^
J but her

joicing haTvet o ^r^^ Tf' approaching
; her day of re-

Catholic cwl*^","^^ «^^^^d four-fifths of the Roman

the universal i^ ^f "1 '"^ = ^^^ ^^ knew that he had
however cons^^^^^^^^

^'''^ ^^^' They must,

consent to be J -^ ^"*'"^^' ^° ^^ ^ "»tion ought to

peace of the city.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh—The election of a representative peer of

Scotland, in the room of the late Earl of Elgin, has taken
place m the Palace of Holyrood ; and, there being no
contest, the Earl of Home was unanimously elected.
Ft/e,—Some excitement has prevailed within the few

last days in the town and neighbourhood of St. Clairtown,
Perth-head, in this county, in consequence of a report
that the body of Janet Forret, an aged woman, who lived
With one Fergus Wilson, teacher and repairer of watches,
of that place, had been found buried in Wilson's garden.
As far as has yet been made public, the following appear
to be the particulars of this affair. Deceased had lived
with the prisoner many, years, and, though both had
formerly been in easy circumstances; they had latterly be-
come much reduced; so much so, that at last deceased,
with the permission of the prisoner, had been in the habit
of going about the streets begging. For some months
past, however, she had been unable from weakness toper-
form this task, and had been confined to her apartment.
Wilson a few weeks ago applied to the Dysart Kirk Ses-
sion for relief, which for some reason, not specified, that
body refused to grant. In consequence of this refusal he
entered the case with the Court of Session, where it is still
pending. Deceased having about this time beeu missed
for several days by the neighbours, the prisoner was called
on, and inquiries made respecting her ; but he always gave
evasive answers, stating that she was not in, or that she
was ill and could not be seen. Suspicions being at last
raised that all was not right, an enCrance was demanded by
the police, and the house examined, but deceased was no-
where to be found. On searching the garden, however,
where the prisoner had been seen digging a few days pre-
viously, the body of deceased was at length found buried
some feet below the surface. It was removed, and a me-
dical examination made, the result of which was that the
surgeons unanimously agreed that the woman had died of
starvation, there being nothing in the shape of food in
the stomach, and the body being reduced to the merest
skeleton. Wilson has since been removed to the jail, and
his declaration taken. He asserts that he has done no
wrong, that the woman died a natural death, and that the
session having refused aliment, he did not apply to them
for[burial. The case has been taken up by the proper au-
thorities, and will be duly inquired into.

Glasgow.—A few days since, two men, named JPCinty
and M'Culley, two pugilists from Glasgow, were tried be-

favourable, the thermometer ranging from 74 to 84
degrees, with a clear sky and occasional refreshing showers.
After receiving a visit from Obi, the King of Eboe, on.
which occasion a treaty was concluded with him for the
total abolition of the slave trade and human sacrifices, the
expedition proceeded on its course, arriving at Iddah, 100
miles higher up, on the 2d Sept. Here, for the first time,
the African fever broke out amongst the crew with vio-
lence, commencing on board the Albert, and rapidly
spreading to the Wilberforce and the Soudan. Capti
Trotter, however, considered it his duty still to perseverci
in which resolve the oilier ofl^cers of the squadron fully
concurred. Accordingly, after the ratification of a treaty
similar to the one already described, with the Attah
(King) of Iddah, and the purchase from him of a piece
of land, to be chosen higher up the stream, for the esta-
blishment of a model farm, the vessels ascended to the
confluence of the Niger and the Chadda, 270 miles above
the sea, which they reached on the 11th Sept. A tract of
land having been fixed on, not far from- this point, for the
farm, and having been duly made over by accredited
agents of the Attah, the stores were landed, and the per-
sons originally appointed to the office \t(t in charge of
them. In the mean time disease continued its ravages

;

and to such an extent did it spread, that on the 19th it
was resolved to put the sick, now amounting to 16, on
board the Soudan, and to despatch her to the sea. Lieut.
Fishbouruc, of the Albert, was placed in charge of her,
whtle her Commander, Capt. Bird Allen, removed on
board the Albert. The Soudan haj>pily fell in with H.M.
steamer Dolphin, to which the sufferers were transferred,
and which proceeded with them direct to the Island of
Ascension, while the Soudan continued her course to Fer-
nando Po. Meanwhile it was determined by the Com-
manders of the vessels still up the river to prosecute their
voyage, the Wilberforce ascending the Chadda, and the
Albert the Niger. The particulars thus far recounted
have, by scraps, been already given in this Paper at dif-
ferent times. It seems necessary, however, briefly to
recapitulate them, in order perfectly to unaerstand the
remainder of the narrative. By sunset on the evening
of the I9th (the day on which the Soudan sailed from the
confluence) several entirely new cases of fever had broken
out on board the Wilberforce ; amongst which were her
Commander, Capt. William Allen, her Master, and Purser;
and the botanist and mineralogist attached to the expedi-
tion. It being now considered out of the question either
to proceed or remain where they were, it was determined
to follow the Soudan ; and accordingly on the morning of

foreSheriffCampbellforabreachof the peace, iu fighting the 2Ist the Wilberforce began her downward voyage.

M • t ' " suggest t
tiieir hopes and tend to
n^ightant cipate an V'.T' 'H'^

^^^^^^^- "^ «^id he

could obt^T^u I'-^l^^d were entitled to repeal, and
fV.^ ^^^^^^. 1^ whenever thev nleaspd. Mr- c^^n'.u

}o be a province.

H

a pitched battle at Logan's well, in the county of Ren-
frew, last month. They pleaded " Guilty," and were sen-
tenced both to 40 days* confinement and hard labour in
Paisley prison, and to find caution to keep the peace for a
limited period, under the pain of further imprisonment.
The Sheriff remarked that this was a case that could not
be visited with fine, as the probability was, that the equally
guilty instigators of the fight might pay the fine, and en-
able the prisoners to escape without any punishment at all.

—A local paper, the Chronicle^ states that an amended
account of the population of Scotland has just been pub-
lished by authority. It appears that the population of six

counties was stated erroneously in the previous account,
in consequence of the haste with which it was prepared,
in order that it might be laid as soon as possible befiore

Parliament. The following are the counties, with the
correct returns of the total number of inhabitants in 1 841:
Forfar, 170,400; Nairn, 9,218; Orkney and Shetland,
60,796; Ross and Cromarty, 78,980 ; Roxburgh, 46,003

;

and Wigtown, 39,179. The population of Glasgow was
stated incorrectly to be 257,592, whereas it amounts to
267,463. There is a slight error also in the return of the
population of Great Britain, and the islands in the British
Seas. The correct number, including the array, navy, and
merchant seamen on shore at the time of the census is

said to be 18,656,414.
Paisleg.—It is stated that the Queen continues to en-

tertain deep sympathy for the sufferings of the distressed
operatives in this town, which are represented as still on
the increase ; and that it was with a view to relieve this
distress that her Majesty resolved to appear at the Christ-
ening festivities this week in a shawl of Paisley manufac-
ture. In furtherance of this resolution, it seems that an
order, by special direction of her Majesty, was received a
few days previously to the christening, from the Office of
Robes by Provost Henderson, requesting him to select
and forward immediately to Windsor Castle samples of

c^^uldnotbedenil^'fu'"- ?\^^ ^^^y '^^^ ^^« strength,

^^^ they should I ' ?' ^^iT
^^^°^ '^ ^^ considered was

to ascertdn how manv T • J^' ^''' '''^ '^ ^' '^^'^ -^
^^t^ manifest rha^lr^,v^'^'^,°'f^IT ^""^ ^^P^^'' ^^ ^^»
'^ould brcarried t

8^000,000 were for it, it
once. Let

having previously taken on board several fresh patients
from the Albert- Owing, however, to various stoppages,
she did not reach the open sea until the 29th; but on the
morning of the 3d Oct. she anchored safely in the port of
Clarence, Fernando Po. During her passage to the mouth
of the river she lost her Purser, Mr, Wakeham, and after

her arrival at Clarence, Mr, Harvey, the Master of the
Albert, and Mr. Collman, ^slstant-Surgeonof the Soudan.
On the 9th the Wilberforce again set sail for Ascension,
where she arrived after a tedious passage of more than
five weeks, on the 17th Nov. The last accounts received
from the Wilberforce convey the gratifying intelligence

that the fever appeared to have been almost subdued, and
that no serious case of illness remained on board. Re-
turning now to the Albert, we learn that on the 21st Sept.
she commenced her ascent up the Niger, and on the 28th
arrived at Egga, situate between 50 and 60 miles above
the junction of the Chadda, and 320 from the sea. During
this short passage she lost two of her seamen, whilst
several others were taken ill. Capt. Bird Allen was also

attacked within four hours after the departure of the Wil-
berforce, and Capt. Trotter himself whilst the vessel lay at

Egga, At this place the Kroomen were employed in

taking a large quantity of firewood; and as soon as this

duty was completed, Capt. Trotter, who now saw the

necessity of abandoning the enterprise, and whose judg-

ment was confirmed by that of the surgeon, Dr. M* Wil-

liam, gave the necessary orders for returning down the

river ; and on the 4th Oct. the Albert followed her con-

sorts to the sea. Her condition at this period may be

judged of by the fact that she had but a shigie officer and

two or three European seamen capable of perform ing their

duty. The confluence was passed upon the 9th, and

immediately afterwards the model farm, where, finding

the Europeans all ill of the fever, Capt. Trotter took them

on board, and continued to purmxe his voyage. On the

12th the vessel anchored o^ Eboe, and was supplied by

King Obi with a quantity ©f wood, which he had pre-

ng^j got v^f for her; aad which with great kindaesi
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^e put on board with the ka«t possible delay. Here Mr.

Kingdon. the clerk of the Soudan, died. He had re-

mained adiore at the farm during the Albert's absence at

Egga, and was dangerously iH nt the period of his re-

embarkation. Thus far the A!' rt bad made her way in

gafety ; but her suffering r.rcvv could not forget the

dangerous bar which was stiil to be passed^ before they

could leave the region of pestilence and death behind

them. Happily, their anxieties on this head were soon

relieve^-!, for in ehe afternoon of the 13tb they fell in with

the Ethiope steamer, which had been sent after her, and

whose Commander, Capt. Becroft, tit once put his first

engineer on board the Albert, and by great exertions both

vessels crossed the bar soon after sunrise on the 16th, and

cast anchor in Clarence Cove late in the evening of the

following day. Next morning 28 patients were taken

ashore, and kindly received into various private houses.

Amongst the sufferers were Captains Trotter and Bird

Allen ; the former w«s then happily convalescent ; the

latter, as our readers are aware, died shortly afterwards.

The following passage from Capt. Trotter*s report de-

scribes the results of the voyage :
'* I have no exact re-

turn of the number taken ill in the "Wllberforec, but I

believe it may be stated that only five white persons es-

caped the fever in that vessel, whilst there are only four

who have not been attacked in the Albert up to the pre-

sent time, and no white person in the Soudan escaped it

;

and when 1 add that Dr. M'William is of opinion that few,

if any, will be fit to return to the coast of Africa who have

had the fever, and that every Lieutenant excepting Mr.
Strange, all the medical officers but Dr. Pritchett and Mr.
Thompson (it is doubtful yet whether Dr. M*WiiIiam has

the river fever or not), all the mates, masters, second mas-

ters, and clerks, the whole of the engineers and stokers of

the expedition, and the gunner of the Albert (the only ves-

sel that has an officer of that rank), have been attacked,

their Lordships will be able to form an idea of the para-

lysed state of the steum-vessels." From these reports it

appears that the Albert remained in the river about 45

days ; the Wilberforce 23 days ; and the Soudan "21 days.

The mortality among the oificers of these vessels, so far as

it was ascertained when Capt. Trotter left Fernando Po, is

as follows :—17 deaths on board the Albert ; 4 on board

the Wilberforce ; and 9 on board the Soudan ; making
altogether thirty deaths already ascertainjed—including

those of Lieut. Stenhouse ; Mr. Woodhouse, assistant-

surgeon ; Mr. Wilmot, clerk ; one seaman, and a marine of

the Albert, and one seaman of the Soudan, all of whom
died subsequently to their arrival at Fernando Po,

Hab).
Court of Chavcery.— R'«?A(?r v. Aston.—Thi& was an appeal

from the Vlce-Chaucellor. The bill was filed for the administra-
tion of the estate of the late Mr, Harvey Aston ; and the peti-

tioners, Messrs. Storr aud Mortimer, conceiving that the pro-
ceeUiiigs in the Master's office w ere goiag ou too slowly, applied,
as creditors of the estate, to have the conduct of the cause. The
Master refused to report in favour of such a change, and theVice-
Chancellor dismissed their petition with costs. The Lord Chan-
cellor thought the order of the Vice-Chancellor must be confirmed,
and the appeal dismissed with costs.

The AUornpi/- General V. Whnhnvim Minster.— In this case an
information had been filed against the governors of the school
at Wimbuum, which is regulated by a cliarter granted in the
fifth of Elizabeth, and its prayer was, that the governors, Mr,
Henry Bankes and others, be compelled to make good out of their
estates all losses sustained by the charity from imperfect valua-
tions of the tithes which form the principal part of its income.
The Master of the Roils decreed iu favour of the relators, and
directed the defendants to pay all deficiencies from the year J 836,
when the information was filed, such deficiencies to be calculated
on the last valuation of the tithes. The relators now appealed
against that part of the decree which fixed the commencement of
the calculation at so recent a period as the year 1836. After the
case had been argued, it was finally arranged that the defendants
should pay a sum of 4,000/. to the charity, and an additional
l,ftOO/. if the new valuation of the tithes should prove higher than
the last. It was also agreed that there should be a reference to
the Master for a new scheme to admioister the charity property.

Walker v. Fletcher.-~T\m was a motion to discharge an order
of the Vice-Chancellor. it was a case where a ship of defendants
had been run down at sea by a vessel belonging to the plaintiff,
the consefjuetice of which was that both were lost, and cross-
actions have been commenced by the parties to recover damage
for the loss. The Lord Chancellor said the motion must be
dismissed with costs.
Vice Cjian-cellor's CoviKT.—CocMurny, RaphaeL—T\\e ob-

ject of this petition was to bring nifter the notice of the Court an
alleged misapplication of the dividends of a fund of upwards of
46,000^, which is annually transmitted, with the approbation of
the court, to the abbot of the cjnveut of St. Lazaru.-, and Arme-
nian Archbishop at Venice, under a direction contained in the
will of the late Edward Raphael, for the foundation and mam-
tcnance of a school for poor Armenian boys, known as the
" Raphael CoUege." The Vice-ChancL-llurthought thattheabbot
had not misapplied the funds, and the petition was dismisbed with
costs.

Walker r. Jefferyn.—ms Honour Vice-Chancellor Wigram
finally disposed of this case, which has been noticed in a previous
Nnraber. He had on a former day expressed himself disposed to
direct two issues as to the drowning out of a mine. The parties,
however, hart concurred in asking the court to decide the ca^;e \and after carefully considering the evidence, he felt himself comi
pelled to say that the plaintiff's bill must be dismissed, and with
costs.

Wilkinson v. Vage.—ln this case the question related to the
validity of an award in certain matters of dispute between the
plaintiff, lately partner with Mr. Charles Pearson, the city solici-
tor, and the defendant, who had agreed to purchase Mr. Pearson'

a

interest, and to join the plaintiff. His Honour Vice-Chancellor
Wigram thought that the award was bad. He said it was with
great regret that he refused the defendant's motion and acceded
to that of the plaintiff. He gave no costs on either motion.
Jonen v. // ,. Vvv—^This was a motion for an interim injunction

to restrain proceedings at law in ejectment to recover a leasehold
property, which had been taken in execution under a Jl.fa., and
•which, it w^as contended, was not properly delivered over to the
defendant at law without the proper formal assignment. His
Honour granted the injunction.

Rolls QovKT.—UobifiSQn v. Sawi/on.—The object of the present
application was to restrain the defendant from receiving certain
sums of money which it was aUcged by the plaintiff he had poa-
Besaed himself of contrary to the pro'.-isions of a will of which
pOaintiffand defendant were both executors.—Order granted.
Bass/ord v. Blakeslep.—This was an application on behalf of

the pliuatiff, Joseph Bassford, for aa order to compel tto defend.

ant, John Blakesley, his nephew, to produce various deeds and

other documents relating to the transfer of some property.

Order grantfed. .^, ,„,.

Wilson V. Ttnda//.—This was an application to commitW imam
Tindall for the breach of an injunction which had been granted

to restrain him from making stearine and elaine out of cocoa-nut

oil, but in consequence of his manufacturing the same substances

out of the cocoa-nut, the plaintiffs complained that it was a

breach of the injunction. The Court considered there had been

no wilful breach of the injunction, but directed that the defend-

ant should pay the costs.
. ^ r^^ ^

Court of Qceex's BEScn.— Watersv.the Earl of Thanet,—

This was an action on two biUs of exchange for 658/. and 46sl, 1 0*.

drawn by the defendant, then Mr. II.Tufton, in 1802,who in that

year went to France, and was among the prisoners detained there

*l>y Buonaparte. Applicatioi .s at this time made to him for

the money, and being unable to pay it, he entered into the follow-

ing agreement:—" I hereby debar myself the plea of the statute

of limitations, in case of being sued; and I promise to pay the full

amount, with legal interest, whenever my circumstances enable

me to do so, and that I am called on for that purpose." The

bills were not put in suit till 1838, when the defendant denied his

handwriting to the agreement, and pleaded the statute of limita-

tions as to the bills. A verdict was taken for the plaintiff at the

trial, but a rule had since been obtained to set aside the verdict

and have a new trial, on the ground that the claim was barred

by the statute of limitations. The question was argued at great

length some time since, and the Court having taken time to con*

bider it, now delivered an elaborate judgment, deciduig in favour

of the defendant.
Green v. Murray.—This was an action to recover the value of

a share in the Metropolitan Wood Pavement Company. The
action was founded on a promise, in which the defendant en-

gaged to deliver the share when demanded by the plaintiff. There

were circumstances, however, connected with the case that led

the Court to decide in favour of the defendants.

Milward v. Hibbert.—T\\i^ was an action to recover, as on an
average loss, from the defendant (representing the Mutual Ma-
rine Insurance Company) who had insured the steam-boat Kil-

kenn!^ in a sum of money which the proprietors had been obliged

to pay to the owner of a number of pigs which had been put on
board the vessel for a voyage from Waterford to Loudon. The
pigs had been thrown overboard to fighten the vessel in a gale of

wind, and the plaintiff having been compelled to pay their owner
for them, now sought to be reimbursed by the insurers. The
Court granted the rule. v

The Queen v. the Inhabitants of Rishworih.—ln this case the ^

j ustices had grated an order for the removal of Elizabeth Bothom-
ley, from Rishworth to Stayley, on the ground of a settlement by
birth, which was proved by her evidence alone. An appeal had
been entered against this order and the sessions had quashed it.

The court expressed a clear opinion that the evidence was totally

inadmissible. The orderof the justices founded on such evidence

was bad ; and the decision of the sessions quashing it must be
confirmed.

The Queen v. Macnamara and others,—An indictment against

the defendants for conspiracy to procure the return of a particular

person as Bridgemaster of the City of London, by means of
falsely representing themselves entitled to vote at the election.

A jury had convicted some of the defendants on proof that they
had actually voted, having no right to vote. Application was
now made lor a rule to show cause why the judgment should not
be arrested, or a new trial granted, on the ground that the verdict

could not he supported by the evidence given at the trial.—The
court granted the rule.

Brown v. Chapmun.—An action against the defendant, the
Marshal of the Queen's Bench prison, for allowing the escape of
a prisoner, who had been arrested by the plaintiff, and committed
to the charge of defendant. It appeared, however, that whilst in

such custody an indictment w^as preferred against the prisoner for
perjury. On this he was taken by a habeas corpus to Newgate.
He was at first imprisoned there, but was afterwards bailed, and
was then taken back to the Queen's Bench prison, and delivered
by the keeper of Newgate to the custody of the marshal. The
marshal's officer at first refused tojreceive him, but at last con-
sented. The prisoner afterwards escaped, and this action was
brought. The question under these circumstances was, whether
this action would be against the marshal. The Court gave judg-
ment in favour of the defendant.

Ej:part€ Somerville.—Axi application ou the part of the plaintiff,

a naval officer of Plymouth, for a rule to show cause why a cri-
minal information should not be filed against a Devonport news-
paper for a slanderous attack upon his character. Rule granted.
Exparte Roper, Esq.—An application for a rule to show cause

why leave should not be granted to file a criminal information
against a gentleman named Parr>% for making statements injuri-
ous to the character of Mr. Roper as a magistrate of the county
of FUnt. Rule granted.
In the matter of the Brighton Gazette.^Aw application on the

part of the magistrates, hoWing the police court at Brighton, for
a rnle to show cause why a criminal Information should not be
filed against the editor of the *' Brighton Gazette," for a libel pub-
lished in that paper on these magistrates. The alleged libel
stated that by their decisions they had ceased to command the
respect of the public, with other imputations and remarks of a
similar kind. The Court was of opinion that the characters of the
gentlemen thus impeached would amply protect them against at-
tacks of this kind, without filing a criminal information, and re-
fused the rule.

The Queen v. The Inhabitants of Whipendine, in the County of
Rutland.-ThQ question in this case was whether a pauper who
had gained a settlement by apprenticeship in the parish of St.
Martin, Leicester, and had afterwards gained a settlement by
estate in the parish of Whipendine, in the county of Rutland, had
been deprived of the latter settlement by being removed as a lu-
natic to the County Asylum at Leicester, more than lo miles
from the parish in which his estate lay. The Recorder at the
sessions had decided in the affirmative. The Court, however, now
said that although it felt strongly that serious inconvenience
might arise from its decision, and that most probably the legisla-
ture did not contemplate the case of lunatics when the Poor-law
Amendmeut Act was passed j still it thought that the words in
that Act were too strong to be got over, and that the decision of
the sessions must be reversed.
The Queen v. The Poor-law CommminnerM^ln ike matter of

the Greenwich 6^»zon.—This was an application for a rule upon
her Majesty's Poor-law Commissioners to show cause why a writ
of certiorari should not issue to bring up two orders made by
them respectively, bearing date the I2th Oct., 1840, and the 12th
Nov., 1840, for the purpose of being quashed. Riile granted.
The Queen v. The Mayor of LichfieM.—ln this case the rule

which had been obtained on a former day. calling upon the Mayor
of the borough of Lichfield to show cause why a mandamus
should not issue, to insert on the buigess-roU of that city thename of George Alsop, who claimed to be placed upon that roll
as being entitled to vote at the election of corporate officers wasmade absolute by the Court.

The Queen v. Mitchell and Another.-The defendants in this
case, who were constables of Stamford, had been found guilty by
a jury at the sessions of an assault preferred against them, buthad since obtained a rule to show cause why a new trial should
not be granted, on the -ground of the former one havmg been
mistrred. The Court made the rule absolute.
Court OK ExcuEacER.—Peppercorn v. IJo_fman. ^This was an

action of trespass to recover compensation in damages, for an
Illegal distress for poor*s.rates. Application was now madr. pur-
suant to the leave reserved by the judge at the trial that hadUken place, for a rule to show cause why the nonsuit directed to
be entered should not be set aside and a verdict entered for the

ll^uV'^l^L't^}'''''^^ ^i;^
^'^^® °^ ^^« goods of the plaintiff

th*t ha4 beea totnOacd. RulegiwiteU.

Bail Court.—The case of Bernard Cavanagh.—This was the
case of the fasting man, which our readers will remember. Cause
was now shown against the rule for granting the habeas corpus
The court, however, decided that the conviction was bad, and
that therefore the rule must be made absolute; the prisoner was
discharged accordingly on being brought up before the Queea's
Bench in the usual manner.
The Queen v. the Proprietor of the Hampshire Independent,^

This was an application for a rule to show cause why a criminal
information should not be filed against the proprietor of the
" Hampshire Independent," for a libel upon Mr. Dickson, the
mayor of Southampton, accusing him of being a " disgustiu?
political partisan," and stigmatising his conduct. Rule granted
Eaton V. .Tohns.—This was an action for a libel, contained in a

printed placard, entitled. "A Statement of Facts," relating to
the plaintiff as the vendor or proprietor of a certain hair dye*
The alleged libel stated that the plaintiff was "a man of straw "
which, it was alleged, by way of innuendo, meant a man iniuso'l-

vent circumstances. The declaration was demurred to, on the
ground that the expression, " a man of straw," did not necessary
convey any imputation on the solvency of the plaintiff. The
Court was of opinion that taking the expression, " a man of
straw,'' with other allegations in the printed statement, it was
properly said to convey that the plaintiff was in insolvent cir-

cumstances. The defendant was allowed to amend, however, by
pleading **Not guilty " to the declaration.

TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—The betting touched upon the
Chester Cup as well as the Derby, and, towards the close, Mas
tolerably brisk ; but, except that it established Lanercost as pre-

mier for the first event, and confirmed the advance of Auckland
to 20 to 1, nothing of any importance w^as transacted. The final

averages were thus :

—

CHESTER CUP.
5 to 4 on Lanercost ag&t any other

(offered)

15 to 1 Agst Rnry O'More
17 to I agst Jolly Tv

DERBY.
26 to 1 agat Mr. Gregory's lot (tak.)

1000 to 20 agst Georjye (taten)
50 even between Kory O'More and

Jolly Tar (taken)

7
10
20

S3
37
35

1

1

1

I

1

1

Atiila (taken)
Chatham
Auckland (taken and

afterwards offered)

WiseatTe
Robert de Gorham (ta.)

Joanna colt_

40 to I ag*t Moss Trooper
50
50

60
5000
J 000
666G

1

1

1

75
15
£00

Meteor (taken)
Uefiei (taken and afier-

warda otfered)
The Artful Dodger (ta.)

William le Grod(iaken)
Curattir (taken)
All the marea (taken)

OAKS.
26 to'l agst Colunel Westenra'i Rapture (taken)

MARK LANE, FainAv, Jan. 28.— "SVe do not observe any
alteration in the value of dry Wheat since Monday, hut the samples

out of condition are yery unsaleable. There has been a fair retail

trade in free Foreign ; but although there is still some uiquiry for

Bonded, the buyers will not pay the rates demanded.—Barley,

Peas and Beans are unaltered in valuo, hut good boilers arc in

demand.— Fine Oats find buyers, but the lower Irish are very un-

saleable.
BRITISH, per Imperial Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
— Nurfoik, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oftts, I'intolnshire and.Vork?hire . . . Polands
_„. Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed

Irish Feed
Rvc ...........
Beans, Bfa/agan, old and new . S6 to Sfl Tick

Pigeon, Heligoland . . .3(110 44 blinds.

Peas, White 22to30 Myple

«. <<

54 to 73
64 to 66
£6 t(i SO
latn 23

22 to 2d
14 to iO
36 tu 42
r7to 40 Harrow 30 to 41

46 to 50 lon^pod 99 te40

28 to 38 Grey 20.to ^

Red 63 10 64

A\'hjte ^tofii
Grind. 2i to S8
Feed ]8tott
Potato 20 tDS6
Potato IS to ^

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES-

Dec.

Jan.

17
24
81

7
14

21

Wheat., Barley.
62
62
63
61
62
61

9
10

1

5
5

80
30

S9

6
2
9
7
1

Uatfl.

SI 5

£8 10

£1

«0
£0
£0
£0

1

7
7
4
1

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver. 62 7| 29 8

Duties

£0 8

24 8 I 18 4 ' 16 9

Rye- Bean*.
89 5 37 »
44 B 37
43 6 36

39 9 30
40 11 34 11

43 33 9

41 10
F

35 11

1 8 : 16 9

Ve&s
39
36 6

S7 £
35 10

35 I

35 10

36 3

i& 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS.—W. Curli«, Kinjf's Lyiin, Norfolk, common brewer-T.

Townshend, jun.. North Pethertnn, Srmer?etfliire, builder—J. ParsonSjiMans-

field, Nottinghamshire, maltster— C. A. Cantor, Ule ot Calcutta, but now ot 6,

Upper Mnntag^ie-MTeei, MonlajEU^-square, London, merchant.
BANKKUl'TCV SUPERSEDED—B. Aarunt. Doctois'-commons, fumer,

BANKRUPTS E. T. Murray, Chnrch-»tie«t, St- Mary, Newin^-ton,

iirrey, leather-jeller—J- Cuisset, Blaoktriars-road, jeweller—W. Christie,

10, New Noith-street, Red Lion square, b"nkblnder_J. Burnie, Tokenhotue-

yard, mi-rchant—W. WiIco<k5, BraiknelJ, Berkshire, laddler—G O. bpeare,

21, Fleet street, London, laceuiaii— J. Laycock, Colne. Lnmashire, tallow-

chandler—C. Chrislelow, York, woollen draper-A. Webb, Liverpool, carpet-

Ludgate-hill, maker of playing-fards-A. Colics and A. Thomson, BriKhton,

auKHf manufacturer*— G. Barnard, Portsea, coal n.erchant—T- Arthur and V-

Arthur, Neath, ti»auu>rfianshire, ironmaster*—S. K. George, I.ond^m wall,

victualler— R. Davie?, Mallwyd, Merionelhshlre, flannel manufacturer-f^

Stephennon, Manchester, mercer—J. Thompson, NencastleiUiion-Tvne.Joincr

— R. Wilson, Blythe Tile Shed«, Northumberland, brickmaker-J. tanders,

King-8-n»ad, Chelsea, baker— \V. K Buyle, Neath, Glaniorijanshire, plumWr^
W. Chapman, Oxford, organ btiUder.
SCOTCH SECiUESTRATlONS,—J. Kibble, Gla-igow, zebra thawl manu-

facturer—J. Munro and I) Miinro, Tullich, Ho5«-»hir«, builders—D. ""S"'"
the Farm of Kirkton of Clova, CortAchy and Clova, wool-merchant—J. AJJM

and W- IVatscn, Johnstone, corton-si'inners-W. Mpenve, Edinburgh, s'l*

mercer—J. Maiheson, A. W. Forbes, and W. Kelly, (Jlapgow, and ot t^re-

neze, Renfrewshire, calico printers—T. Leithhead, J. Henderson, and A. n.

Hunter, of Glasgow, coach builders*

still-born.
i-i I T FMARRIED—On the 20th inst-, at St. Clement's, Cornwall, Lieut. Col. J. r.

P»lmer, of the Madras army, to Catherine, eldest datiflhter of ****'"*^® ,;'»,'

Andrew, Esq., of Bodreau, near Trurcx-On the 26th insC, at St- Ii"n»an i.

Stepney. Mr. R. Iremon^er, of Mortimer, Hants, to M^ry «»"'«•-•'*"?"
,,..1.

Mr. E. ThornhilL of Stepney-greea—On the 27th Inst., at St. <J*'"''^'^':'ji*;"

or«r-»qnare, H. P. Andrew, Ei-q., nf Rr^dreaii. CoinwalJ, to El>«a OoA""'

niece of Mrs. Godden, of St. George 's-teirace, Hyde Park. ^ v.
DIED—A few dava ago, at Kendal, Mr. John Orier, Ha/^'P^'' ^'^^i.' 'Jlief
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THE GARDENERS 9 CH ONICLE
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

6. SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 5, 1842.

Jan. l> was published, price 6rf., stamped to go free by post,
THE FIRST NUMBER FOR 1812 OF

nPHE GARDE NERS' CHRONICLE;
-1 A WBEKLV RECORD OF RURAL ECONOMV AKD OENKRAL NEWS,

The Horticultural Part Edited by Professor Lindley,
TwELVK >jovTns Rince, the Proprietors of Thk Gardkxers*

Chronicle annonnced their objects in undertaking- this Journal,
and if the support they have received may he considered as a test
of the satisfaction of the Public, they have every reason to believe
Uiat their exertions have been appreciate*!, for it has already at-
tained a sale far beyond any coritcniporary of a like character—

a

sale which has gone on progressively increasing: from January to
the present moment, and has so far exceeded their own sanguine
expectations that xo less tjian tiirke editions of the
BARtlKR NUMBKRS HAVE BEEN' REQUIRED TO MEBT THE CONTI-
NUED DEMAND, AND YET NOT A TERFECT SET OP LAST YEAR
REMAINS FOR SALE. Thcy DOW, therefore, need only refer to the
past as an earnest of the future, and announce, for the Informa-
tion of the public generally, the nature of the publication.
The plan followed is, in the first place, to make The Gar-

DBNERs' Chronicle a weekly record of everything that bears
upon Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, or Garden Botan3%
and to introduce such Natural History as has a relation to Gar-
dening, with Notices nnd Criticisms of every new work of im-
portance on these subjects. Connected with ,this part are
WEEKLY CALENDARS OF GARDENING OPERATIONS, given
in great detail, and adapted to the objects of persons in every
station of life, so that the Cottager, with a few rods of ground
before his door, the Amateur who has only a greenhouse, and ttie
Manager of extensive gardens, are alike informed each week of
the routine of operations which the varying seasons render neces.
sary—Foreign and Domestic Correspondence upon Horticultural
subjects, M'ith illustrative wood-cuts ( 112 have already been given}
—Reports of Horticultural Exhibitions and Proceedings at home
and abroad—Notices of Novelties and Improvements in short
eveo thing that can tend to advance the profession, benefit the
condition of the workman, or conduce to the pleasure of his em-^
ployer. Replies to all questions connected with the object of the
Paper are also given weekly.in great detail. And although the
Paper is not, strictly speaking, an Agricultural Journal, yet it
contains full reports of the proceedings of the Royal Agricultural
Society, and much valuable information upon the more interesting
Bubjects of discussion in this branch of inquiry.
In the second plack, that description of domestic and poli-^

tical News is introduced which is usually found in a Weekly
Newspaper. It is unnecessary to dwell on this head further than
to say, that the Pr^iprictors do not range themselves under the
banners of any party; their earnest endeavours are to make The
Gardexkrs* Chronicle a full and comprehensive Record of
Facts only—a Newspaper in the true sense of the word—leaving
the reader to form his own conclusion and opinions^ their object
being the elucidfttion and discussion of the laws of Nature not
of man. The reader is thus furnished, in ADDiTroN to the pe-
cuLiA a FEATURE OF T!i K JOURNAL, With such a Variety ofinforma-
tion concerning the events of the day, as supersedes the Deccssity
of his providing liimself with any other Weekly Paper.
The Proprietors arc happy to announce that they have received

the support of the most distinguished Botanists, Florists, and
practical Gardeners, amongst whom the following may be more
particularly mentioned, as having already enriched the pages ofThe Gardeners* Chronicle with their communications:

Profespor Ilen^hiw, Caiiibrifl(;e

Professor Daubenv, Oxfoid
VrofeEsor Ro) le, King's College, London •
Pn^fesso^ Giaham, Kdinburgh
Professor IMorren, Liege
The Hon. and Very Rev. W. Herbert, Dean of Manchester
Tlie Hun. and llev, Charles Baihurst
Hon. Algernon Herbert
Sir (Jeor^e Mackenzie, Bart.
Sir Charlea Wolseley, BarL
Sir 0?ivald IMosUy, Bart.
Sir W. J. Hooker, Koyal Gardens, Kew
Dr. Bevar, Lhtnferry
Dr. Talfoner, Saharuo^ur
Dr. Hamilton
Dr. Harris
Dr Horner, Hull
Dr. Ir;cram» President of Tiinity College*, Oxford
Dr. Lankester> F.L.S.
Dr, Neil, Canon Mills
Dr. Wight, Madras
Dr. Winn, Truro
Colonel MaFon, Nectnn Hall, Swaffham
Captain S. E. Widdrington
Allied Ainger, Egq.
J. Bateman, Esq , Knypersley
Rev. J. M. Berkeley
Mr. W. BiUington, Ofiwestry
George Barker, Esq., Birmingham
G. Bentham, gsq., late Secretary of the Horticultural SocietyJohn Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.
C. Darwin, Esq.

h',y>-
I>i'^"'y". E?q., Sketty Hall

Wiliiara Griffith, Esq . Calcutta
C. Lawrence, E?q., uirenceater
Johu Murray, E-q., F-L.S.
John Kngers, Esq.
E. hollY, Esq., Junior
G. Wailes, E?q., Secretary to the
H. Lemaire Witham, Esq.
Mr. Cameron Botanic Garden, Birmingham
i, ^1^^}}^°* ^<^^^^OJiiRn Horticultural Society'sMr. \Villiam,on, Botanic Garden, Sheffield
Mr. Campbell, Botanic Garden, Atancheater

.!?.''"^'A^"*^"^^'^^»"!?.Z'»A"'f'*^»l Gardenii. Leedi
5or

Price 6d,

T DAVIS, of OAK-HILL GARDENS, EAST^ • BARNET, HERTS, has for sale Thirty Fruiting: PROVI-
DENCE PINE PLANTS, m No. 6 and 12-size Pots, which for
health, strength, and vigour ofgrowth, he invites to he inspected.

• LISIANTHUS, MELONS. AND CUCUMBElis!
T CUTHILL begs most respectfully to announce,
^' • that Packets of his celebrated earlv, prolific, and very
hardy MELON SEED, with printed Directions for growing it,

are now^ ready. Also Snow's horticultural prize CUCUMBER
and LISIANTHUS RUSSELLIANUS SEED. The above, 2«. 6rf.
per packet each. Address to J. Cuthill, Florist and Horticul-
turist, Love-walk, Camherwell, Loudon,

WAMS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-
f^. f ^l-^

man v.*ithout famUy, aged 28. Can produce satisfac-

dro^A ; rT^'S ^^ *° ^^^^'^y ^"d character. Letters to be ad.

London
^^ Messrs. Warner's, seedsmen, ComhiH,

JOSEPH HEADLAND, Florist, &c., London Road,^ Cambridge, begs to inform the Growers of DAHLIAS, that a
coloured Plate of Headly's Phrenix has appeared in '* Wakeling*s

' Florist's and Amateur^s Guide," for December last, published
by Steill, 20, Paternoster Row, London.

T^WITCHETT'S DON JOHN CARNATION.—(The
-L Finest Scarlet Bizarre in England.)—A few pairs of this
Unrivalled CARNATION remain for sale, at two guineas per
pair. They will be sent by post, prepaid, and carefully papkod.
A Post-office order for the cash must accompany each order.
(Upwards of lOO orders have failed in this respect.) For character
and coloured figure of DON JOHN, see *' Wakeling's Florist's
Guide for August and September last. Twelve blooms of DON
JOHN can be backed against any other Scarlet Bizaire in the
world.—No. 2, Coronation-street, Cambridge.

]VrEVILLE'S CYCLOPS DAllLIA.^Bright Crimson
-1-^ Petals (margined with fiery crimson, imparting to the
Flower a most brilliant appearance), stout, cupped, close, and of
first-rate form, with fine rising centre, filled with petals before
the first tier are expanded, and constant show flower; war-
ranted equal to the description. A few Ground Roots, with two
or more crowns, in fine cojjdition, at 2L 12*. 6d. each. Plants
may be had of the Trade in Spring.—Pectham, Jan. 26, 1842.

MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by offsets from the original Seedlmg, can

supply them at 10/. per hundred.—N. B. As various spurious sorts
have been sold and are now selling nndcr tlie name of " Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted,
—Manor Fann, Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

\T/ ANTED, a GARDENER, in the country' (a few-

/^.'*l
^'"^'"^ Leicester!

.
^vhere a few Pines, Vines, Cucumbers,

and Melons are grown, and wltere also there is a small Kitchen
Garden. AH the houses and pits are heated by hot-water pipe*.A Married Man would be preferred. Wages lbs. per week, and a
house (rent free). Apply (if by letter, pre-paid 1, to Mr. Fowler.
Printer and Eookseiler, Atlas Office, Leicester.

^o^ier.

VyANlS a Situation as GARDENER, in a Noble-
* * man's or Gentleman's Family, a Married Man, about 43

years of age, with one son: has lived 17 years in a Nobleman^s
Family, and left at the death of his Lordship, and has since lived
five years in a respectable family. Can give the most satisfactory
references as to ability and character. Direct to J. B., Mr.
Palmer*s, Nurseryman, Derby. Further reference can be iiad by
applying to Mr. Staftord, Richard Arkwrlght's, Esq., WiUursly
Castle, Derbyshire.

WANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a steady
rlan, aged 34, who has had a very extensive practice

in all the pursuits of Gardening, having lived in families of distinc-
tion, and is now about to leave a most practical place, from which
he can have foui- years' character, which will enable him to obtain
any situation that may suit his wishes ; his wife is fully com-
petent iu the .dairy or laundry. Direct to N. K., Post Office,
Little Randolph- street, Camden Town.

D FERGUSON, Stowe, Buckingham, will feel great
• pleasure in recommending to any Nohleman or Gentleman

in want of a Gardener, a middle-aged Single Man, of long and
great practical experience,—2d Februiiry, 1642.

Hortictdiural Society, Newcastle

Garden

Mr. Iniffttm, Gardener to Uer Majesty at WIn.U.Mr. Bail^y, Garrlenf r to the Archbishop of York
ir ii**V'"' Gardener to the DuKe of Devonshir,Mr. Macintosh, (iar.lener to the Duke of Buccl«uchMr. Alex-mder, Gardoner to the Duke of I.einsttr
Jur. Moffatt, Gardener to the Duke of NewL-astle«'

J,^n*^"''""/,
Gardener to the Duke of nutkiriRhamMr. liikry, G.irdener to the Duke of PortlandMr. Patterson A^ent to the Dnk f HamiltonMr. Caie, Gi.rdener to the Duchess, Dowft^er nt BedfordMr. ^pencer Gardener to the Marqni. of hansdowne

Sr ^^^^^' ^'^""'lener to the Karl Fitzwilliam
Mr. kAlwii, Gardener to the Earl of Tyrconnell , IMr. I uwem, Cardmer to tlie l^arl of tucan

xl'' J!**?.^^*'''"' hardener to Lord Middlet
- V;'^'

Halhday, Gardener to Lord SundMr,
A!M M-ir°V.^^T^^"" *« ^""^^ SouthamptonMr. Mills, Gardener to the Baroness RothschildMr. Stree., Gardener to the Hon. Mr*. H. N. FcrguaoaMr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. ^ntrobu., Bart'

^

Mr' ^," "g'^"-f"^rdener to Sir V. E^ferton BartMr. Booth, Gaidener to Sir C. Lemon. Bart.

Mr n. . I

' ""-^""^r wi the Hon. Coioiiei HoH-a:Mr. Butcher, late Gardener at Ealing Park
Mr' IVT^ ^'^f^^^"*^"- ^(^ H. Hairiion, Esq.

Mr* viFJl] ?i'
^/^dener to T, Bro*;klehuf5t, E.^q.Mr. Wella, Gardener at Redleaf ' ^

Chiiwick
Th.imr.-;v- f '""^—r'"»"-v.it, «<uii.i^u4t.urai Garden, (jhiswick

Tnv n ^^'"'"P'*'"' ^'"*' Department. Horticultural Garden, CM.wi^k

mLV(\A '^''''.^''''^^^ Chromci.e is published every SaturdayPnce Grf., and may be ordered ol aU NewsYeauers,
^ ^*^"'"^5

'

ROBINSON'S NORTHERN BEAUTY DAFILIA,
Q GIRLING having purchased the entire Stock of
^v-?» the above DAHLIA, plants will be sent out in May next at
10s. 6d. each; admitted to be one of the most distinct and beau-
tiful Dahlias to be sent out next season. P'or particulars, refer to
the FloricuUural Cabinet of Januar>^ It took the 5th Prize
at Salt-hill Open Show in Sept. last, and was generally admired.

RACHYCOME IBERIDIFOLIA SEED in small
packets at 55., to be had of W. J. NUTTING. Seedsman, 46,

Chcapside. Lisianthus Russellianus, 2s. 6rf. j Pink, from fine
named flowers, 2s. 6i. j Calceolarias; from 30 varieties, 2s. firf.

;

Pansics, selected from a few first-rate flowers, 5.9. j do, from a
superior collection, 2.s. (Trf. j Dahlia Scapigera Mexicana. is.

;

Clintonia pulchelU, .is.; Schizopetalon Walkcrn,' is.; Phiox
Drummondif, Is.; &c, ^e.~Packcts of the foUowing Cucumbers
at2s. 6rf. : Man of Kent fBarnes'}, Victory of Suffolk 'Allen's},
Prize-fighter, Wccdon's FramCj Roman Emperor, and Windsor
Prize.

Kt A Catalogue of Seeds to be had on application.

NEW WHITE DAHLIA—BIANCA (WILDMAN'»).
"]\T ESSRS F. and A. SMITH and Co. beg respect-
±f-L fully to announce to the Floricultural Public that they have
purchased the above splendid Dahlia, and, should the root break
well, intend sending out plants on the 24th of May next, at 21-5.

each.
The constant qualities of this variety need no comment, being;

well known as the best white of last season, having obtained the
following awards :— It was placed as a first-class flower, Aug. 3,

1841, Floricultural Society of London ; 2d prize, Sept. H, 1841,

South London Floricultural Society of London; 1st do., Sept. 23,

1341, Floricultural Society of London, Grand Show,
Orders executed in rotation as received.—A general Catalogue

of Dahlias, &c. (containing nearly every variety worth cultivation)
will be ready earlyin February.—Hackney, London, Jan. 27, 1842

NEW^ DAHLIAS.
GEORGE "WHEELER, Nurseryman, c^c, Warmin-

ster, Wilts, begs to announce the following for the ensuing
Season:— AsMooEus (Davis's), a Seedling of last year, colour
nearly black, shape "the mould of form," rich velvet petal;

obtained the 1st Prize at Bath, 1st at Chippenham, and 4th at
Salt Hill, the only Shows at which it was exhibited ; and from
the confidence the raiser has of its being a first-rate iiower, it is

offered this season at lOs. 6d. per Plant, AH orders to be exe-
cuted immediately after the 20th of May. This flower was raised

by Mr. Davis, whose " Maid of Bath" is so well known to all

growers, and which by the Cardener*s Gazette is shown to have
been the most successful Dahlia of last season, havuig been ex-

hibited in 51 winning stands, whereas the next in point of success
came not within 20 of that number.
PrixckAlbeut (Adams's), fine shaded bronze, quite a distinct

variety, most perfect in petal, and altogetiier a noble, first-rate

show flower. Strong Plants early in May, lOs. 6d. each.
Wkstbury Rival (HalPs), fine bright puce, very constant, a

full high centre ; a decided improvement on " President of the
West;** one of the finest selfs of the season, euid a first-rate

show iiower. Strong Plants early in May, 10s. 6d, each.

G. W.'s Catalogue of first-rate Show Dalilias will very shortly

be ready, and will be forwarded, post-paid, on application.

—

G. W. embraces this opportunity of acquainting his friends and
the public in general, that by the kindness of the Rev. Mr. Rous,
the raiser of those bcantiful Cinerarias, Prince Albert, andLaver-
tonense, h(»is enabled to offer good Plants of each kind at 5s.

each. The stock of Seed of that fine and very superior long-
frame Cucumber cultivated by Mr. Hamlett, and universally
admired by the numerous growers w ho saw the fruit, is iuG. W.*s
possession, and will be sold at 6s. per dozen seeds; warranted to
be all good, and of the gcnnine khid.

pUCUMBERand MELON BOXES and LIGHTS.
^-^ For SALE, one, two, and three Light BOXES and LIGHTS,
of all sizes, ready for immediate use, warranted of the best mate-
rials, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom ; two Light
Boxes and Lights complete, from I/. 8*. Garden Lights made,
glazed and paiiitciE fmn Is. per foot. Sashes and Frames made,
glazed, and hiv.:;- r'^inplete. Is. 8rf. per foot.—At JAMES W'ATTS*
Sash Manufacti-: . c7,Claremont Place, Old Kent-road,

>> Vujt Apprentice vrauted,

JAMES STRACIIAN, Gardener to the late William
Hobson, Esq., of Markfield House, Stamford Hil!, is disen-

gaged, on account of the death of his master, where he has li^ed
twelve years. He had the superintendancc of the meadow Hind,
aiid understands getting up Hay on an extensive scale. He M'ill

be happy to meet with a similar situation,

Letters addressed J- S., at the Nursery of Wm. Rollisson and
Sons, Tooting, Surrey, will he punctually attended to.

SVENABLES, Gardener to the lateW. Harrison, Esq.,
• of Cheshunt, Herts, in conserjuence of that gentleman's

death wishes to obtain a SITUATION as GARDENER. He is well
acquainted with all the departments of his business, and can
have an excellent character from Thos. Harrison, Esq., of Ches-
hunt, to whom reference may be made for abilities, character,

&c. He is a Married Mao. Address, with particnlars, to S.

Yenables, Wafer-lane, Chesjiunt, Herts. ^

JAMES MAY begs to inform his Patrons and Friends
that bis new descriptive List of Pansies with alist of Fuchsias,

is now ready, and may be had on application at the Pansy
Nursery, Edmonton. At the same time he bbgs to say he has still a
small quantity of his superior PANSY SEED left, which may be
had at the following places, viz. :—Messrs. Warner's, SB, Corn-
hill ; Messrs. Flanagan and Co.*s, Mansion -house -street,

London: Mr. W^atkinson'«, Market-place, Manchester 5 Mr. Ed-
ward's, York ; Mr. Parsons*s, Brighton ; Mr. Wm. May's, Hope
Nursery, near Bedale; or at the Pansy Nursery, Edmonton; at

the following prices :
— 2s. 6rf., 5s., to IQs. per packet. None

warranted genuine unless they bear J.M,*s seal and signature. A
remittance respectfully requested from unknown correspondents.
— Pansy Nursery, Edmonton, January 1842.

TT7ARNER & WARNER, SEEDSMEN, 28, CORN-
T T HILL, LONDON, beg respectfully to call the attention

of their Friends and the Public to their List of New and Choice
Flower-Seeds inserted in •' HARRISON'S FLORICULTURAL
CABINET" for the present Month, and for March, embracing

all that is new and rare, and worthy of cultivation, among which
will be found

—

BRACHYCOME IBERIDIFOLIA, at 3«. 9«^. per packet.

GERANIUM, from fine varieties, ?s. to 2s. 6tL ditto.

HEARTSEASE, from the best kinds, is. to 2s. 6d, ditto.

And the folldwing at is. per packet

:

Alstroemerias, of sorts
j
Lobelias

AnagalUs, ditto Lnpinus Hartweg"'

Asters, imported German, mis- Mimulus
ed colours

Auricula
Calceolaria, shrubby and her-

baceous
Camfetion, from stage flowers

Cinerarias
Clintonia pulchella
Centaurca anicricana
Dahlia, from choice varieties

Ehchrysums, new varieties •

ipomcea rubro-cncrulea
Ipomoca Quamoclit
Ipomopsis

Pentstemons
Petunia
Phlox Drummondii
Picotee, imported
Pink, from a choice collection

Primulas
Ranunculus, saved from superb

varieties

Schizanthus
Stocks, imported GennMa, mix-

ed colours
Verbenas
Zinnia elegans—&c.

Also a few choice Vegetable Seeds, including the following

kinds of Frame Cucumber, at 1*. per packet:—Barnes' Man of

Iteut, Farmer Allen's Victory of Sntfolk, Walker's improved
Manchester, Wecdon's Superb, Windsor Prize, Prize Fighter,

and Perkins' Victoria. Greave's Prince Albert Melon, 2*. per

packet. Lalte's New Superb White Roman Broccoli, and Mct-
calf's New Pink Cape ditto, at 1^. per packet. Imported Brus-

sels Sprouts, &c. &c.
Martin's superior Frame Potatoes, 35. per peck. New Bok-

hara Clover, Is, per packet. Myatt's British Queen Strawberries

5/. per hundred ; Myatt's Eliza ditto, IL per hundred; Myatt's

Victoria Rhubarbs, 2s. each.
General Catalogues can be had on application.

Cornhill, Fe6, 4, iS42.

H
SEYMOUR^S SUPERB SOLID WHITE CELERY.

LANE and SON, Great Berkhampstead, Herts,

^^^ having received the most flattering testimonials of ^»
g^eat estimation in which the above celebrated CELERY is UeM^

and of the general satisfaction experienced by ^*^*^^, f*'.^^
they supplied the seed last year, are happy in hemg ^^^X,!^^
to offer it for sale in packets at 2s. 6d, each, postage mclucw-

N.B.-The usual allowance to ^^«J™/- .^^aintinc
ROSES.-H. L. and Son take this opportoiuty^ hSivJ

Indies and GenUemen who have not yet -^"J^P^^.^f^^S
with Roses, that notwithstanding the va.t^^^^^^^^^

during the autumn, they can ^tdj/^if'^'^cteat. by afi early appli^
they may he favoured to a considerable exteat, u> ««4 v*ii^ a^^i^i*

cation.-Catalogucb seat f^ec W P^*^-
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BLUE TREVIRANA, OR ACHIMENES LONGIFLORA.

MESSRS. MOUNTJOY AND SON have much
pleasure in informing their Friends and the Public, that

they can supply good Bulbs of the above most beautiful Plant, at

2ls., which, before they vegetate, might be transmitted by Post.

M. & Son take this opportunity of mentioning that they will

have Plants in May, price 105. 6rf., of their fine Seedling DAHLIA
" Horace," the colour of which is a very rich and extremely

dark plum. From its erect habit, it is a beautiful border variety,

as well as being a first rate Show Flower.

A remittance or reference is respectfully requested from un-

known correspondents.— Ealing, Middlesex, Feb. 1, 1842.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS to'be sent out in May next,

by N. GAIXES, FLORIST. SURRY-LANE, BATTERSEA.
Genes' ORANGE PERFECTION j beautiful orange, at times

shaded. This flower was sent for the opinion of the Horticul-

tural and Floricultural Societies of London; at both places con-
sidered first-rate. It is a fine grower, throwing its flowers well
above its foliage. A good show flower. 4 feet. 105. 6d.

Gaines' EMPEROR; beautiful rosy crimson, ver>- superior
petal, with great depth of flower, and well up in the centre. A
constant good show flower. 3 feet. 105. 6d,

Gaines' COMPACTA; fine purple, very superior form, of ex-

cellent habit, throwing its blooms well above its foliage; its centre
well up. A good show flower. 5 feet. lOs. 6rf.

N.B. The above were considered first-rate flowers by those
that saw them growing. Plates of them will appear in *" Wake*
ling's Amateur Guide," in April and May next.

N. Gaines' extensive List of first-rate Dahlias, Geraniums,
Pansies, Calceolarias, Sec. may be obtained by post-paid applica-

tion as above,

HUGH LOW & CO, have much pleasure in sub-
mitting to the attention of their Friends and the Public

the two under-named first-rate DAHLIAS. Strong Plants will

be readv for delivery the first week in May at 105. 6d. each.
WINTERTON RIVAL (Nelson), Primrose, good form, fine

habit, flowers well above the foliage, height five feet. A figure
will appear in the March number of the Florists* Journal,
DUKE OF CORNWALL, Rosy Ruby, fine habit, well up in

the centre, very constant, has all the properties of Le Grand
Baudln, with the additional recommendation of being of much
dwarfer habit j height four and a half feet.

The last-named was raised by the person who obtained Le
Grand Baudin and Conservative, acknowledged to be two of the
best Dahlias of 1S40, and exhibited in more winning stands than
any two of the same season.
H. L. & Co. think it needless to inform those who have hitherto

favoured them with their orders as to their way of doing busi-
ness ; but thhik it right, for the satisfaction of strangers, to state
that should the two Dahlias now offered not answer the descrip.
tion given, they will most willingly deduct them.
Roots of most of the leading sorts of last year may be had on

early application.— Clapton Nursery, Nov. 24th, 1841.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURICULAS. CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND GERANIUMS.

H- GROOM, of WALWORTH and CLAPHAM
• RISE, near LONDON, by Appointment Florist to Her

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and the
J^ublic, that he has a fine Selection of the above Flowers, which
he can ofi'er at the following very moderate Prices :—

RAKUNCL'LUSES. * jS S. d,
100 Roots in TOO superb sorts, with their names .500
100 ditto verj- fine sorts, ditto . < 2 10

Superfine Mixtures, from 7s. to 2)5. per hnndred.
AN'EMOXES.

100 Roots in 100 superfine sorts, with their names . 3 10
100 ditto in 50 ditto ditto , . 3 10

Superfine Mixtures, from lOs. M. to 2l3. per hundred,
AVRICU1.AS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 plant of each 3 la 6
CARNATIONS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each
PICOTEKS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each
VELLOW PICOTJSES.

12 superfine sorts, with their names, i pair of each
GERAVIL'MS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, I plant of each 3 10

JKERNAN begs to inform his Friends that he has
• now completed his selection of FLOWER-SEEDS, among

which will be found every noveltj worthy of cultivation recently
introduced, as well as the seeds from first-rate collections of Cal-
ceolarias, Mimulus, Ipomceas, Stocks, Asters, Balsams, Zinnias,
Thunbergias, &c. &c. ; as also %11 the better and more esteemed
Vegetable 8eeds : Grainge's Early White Broccoli, Mercer's Cau-
liflower, Brussels Sprouts (foreignseed), Seymour's superb Giant
Celery^ Kerrison's Hothouse, Syon House, Roman Emperor, Hor-
ticuUural, and Windsor prize Cucumbers ^ as well as Seeds of the
very choicest Jfelona, all the better early and succession Peas,
princip«aiy saved by the most select growers, who supply this
uneciualied market.—4, Great Ru5?cU- street, Covent Garden.

All the better kinds of Agricultural Grasses, separate or mixed.
Selected Field Turnips, Wiiite Carrot, Winter and Spring Tares,
Ash-leaveU and Early Frame Potatoes, New Globe Mangold Wur-
zel, &c. &c.. Mats, audMoahroom Spawn ; Prtming and Budding
Knives.

3 10

2 10

2 2

FLORICULTURAL SEEDS, DAHLIAS, &c.n rIE Undersigned begs leave to inform the Nobility,

"rx,^'^«r7;.^*l^'''
customers in general, that his new Catalogue

of FLOWER feEEDS for 1842 is now ready, and may be had on
application. Also the following DAHLIAS in Pot Roots

Amato. Dandy's, purple
Ar^o, Widnall's, yellow
Andrew Hofer, crimson .

Beauty of the Plain, white-edged
Constancy, Keynes', fine purple
Counti ' f Pembroke, peach
Duchess of Richmond, bronze
Egyptian King, shaded bronze

1

I

I

2
2
I

1

1

Fanny Keynes, shaded rose 5

6

6

6
€

6

6
5
6
6
9

Grace Darling, rose X
l»e Grand Baudin, rosy bronze . . , , i

J-ewisham Rival, white -. , , . . . i

Maria, Wheeler's, fine rose ..... i

Maid of Bath, light, edged with purple . .' , 3
Nicholas Nicklcby. bronze shaded with pink . , j

President of the West, crimson . . . , 1

Queen, WidnalPs, peach 3
Scarlet Defiance, light scarlet * . • • 3
C-x bridge Magnet, mottled purple , . . . 2
Unique, Anseil's, yeUow...... o
One of each of the above . . . • . . 35
Fine mixed sorts. Pot-roots, per dozen , , ,10

James Carter, Seedsman and Florist, 238, High Uolbom,
London.—Jan. 29, 1842.

n^HE CONICAL liOT-%YATER BOILEES invented
-» by J. RoGsiRS, Esq., may be obteined to any size of JOHN
SHEWEX, Ironmonger, &c., Setenoaka, Kent.

J. Shkwkv having hail every opportunity afforded him by an
extBBKive practice to bring this apparatus to pcTfection, begs to
offet it as mo»£ e&cient and economical : It may be seen at
Messrs. Chimdler & Stms' Nurswy, VauxhaU ; Meaars. JLoddigcsV
Hackney^-, .\h '-^. Henderson's, FLueapple-iAw^ ; Mr. Knight's,
Kind's- road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son'«» Exeter j im4 at
the ii^^mm of the Hortlcaituna Svciet7 of ion4on.

1 NATURAL GRASSES.

MESSRS. SUTTON having been engaged many years

in growingandcollecting Permanent GaAssKsfor emhient

Agriculturists in Berkshire and the surrounding counties, have
great confidence in soliciting the commands of the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle in anypartof the United Kingdom, to whom
will be given references to Noblemen and others who have ex-

pressed themselves desirous of recoramendiiig Messrs. Sutton*s

It is necessary that the nature of the soil should be described,

when the most proper sorts and proportions will be supplied
;

the names of which and other relative information may be pre-

viously obtained by application.— Reading Nursery, Feb. 1st.

""
DAHLIAS.

Ii^ HEDLEY aad SON, Rose Hill Nursery, Yarm,
-J • York, beg to call the attention of the Trade and the Culti-

vators of the DAHLIA to the two following SeedUngs, raised in

1840, and proved in 184*2 :—Beeswing, Hedky's beautiful creamy
blush, tipped with bright primrose and cherry, four feet, quite a

distinct and novel variety, exquisite shape, bcantifully cupped,

full and rising centre, showing its blooms well above the foliage j

the above is a faithful description of this superb flower. E. Hedley

and Son will warrant the above Dahlia to give entire satisfaction,

or the price will be deducted. Plants in May at 10.?. 6rf.. Nkgro
Pkx.vce, large, dark, bold back-row flower, darker than any Dahlia

yet known, four to live feet. Plants in May, 10*. 6rf. Both the

above Plants gained first-class prizes in September last, at the

Sunderland Show—open to all England.
Rose H ill Nursery, Yarm, York, Feb. 1st, 1842.

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,
• ,King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility and
Gentry that their business, which has been extensive throughout

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd and
37th Numbers of the Gardeners* Chronicle,

References may be had, and their works seen, at Mr. Perry's Nur-
sery, Banbury J Mr. Green's, Lower Cheam^ Messrs. Henderson's,
Pine-apple Nursery; Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr.
Knight's Exotic Nursery, Chelsea ; Messrs. Low's, Clapton Nur-
sery ; Mr. Catleugh*s Nursery, Chelsea; Mr. Gaines's Nurserj-,

Batterseaj Mr. Buck^s^Portland Nursery ; Mr. Young's, Milford

Nursery i Mr. Smith's Nurserj-, Dalston; Mr. WoodrofTs Nur-
ser), Kensall Green; Mr, Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswater; Mr.
Willmer's Nursery, Chelsea ; and at*most of the Nobility and
Gentlemen's Seats in the country.
Every particular to be had at their Horticultural Manufactory,

Gloucester place. Chelsea, near Sloane-sqnarc.

OT-WATER APPARATUS, upon the most im-
proved and economical princiidcs, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.- STEPHEN.SON and CO., Agents for the Old
Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6l, Graccchurch-street,
London, annex the following list of prices of Hot-water Pipes of
the best description, to assist persons desirous of adopting this

mode of li(;ating in their calculations of the probable e:^pcnsc,

and respectfully solicit an opportunity of tendering their price

for the completion of any work .required. Socket-pipe for Hot
Water, of two, three, and four inches diameter, at 2m. 3<f., 0*. 3rf.,

and is. 3d. per yard. Ditto, with Troughs fur Orchidaceous-
houses, three and four inches diameter, at is. 9rf, and 6*. Qd. per
yard.
The much-approved Conical Boilers made of strong plate-

copper, and which require no furnace or setting in brickwork,
from 5/. 5«. upwards. Also, every other description of Boilers
of the most approved construction. Further particulars may bq
obtained at the Warehouses, Gracechurch-street, where also may
be seen a variety of patterns of Iron and Strained-wire Fencing,
Hurdles, Brass and Iron Bedsteads, &c. &c.

ATExNTASPHALTE PROTECTING MATERIAL.
—Extract from Gardeners' Chronidc, Dec. 25, ia4l, p. 8 43.—

•* In the midst of frost it will not be unseasonable to warn all
our Readers of the great importance -of preventing their more
tender Plants that may have been frozen from being thawed
suddenly by the sun. All Gardeners know how often Peas frozen
below a south wall are killed, and that if any contrivance to pre-
vent their being suddenly thawed is made use of, they recover.
What is true of Peas is, to a great extent, true of other things.
A few weeks ago wc ha<l a severe frost, 1 6^; at that time young
Araucarias exposed to the e:f»uth <!icd, while others within a few
yards, but screened from the sun by stcnc, did not snITer at all.

We may remark by the way that CROGGON'S ASPHAT-TE
ROOriNG forms a most excellent material for such screens."
In page 8 of same Journal, Jan. I, 1812, ia fully described the
purposes to which it is applied by the Royal U-rticultural 3o.
cicty. Being a non-conductor It cffcctnally protects from hmt
or cold.—Thomas John Cboooox, 8, Ingram-court, Fcnchurch*
street^ London.

ANNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALASIAN, COLO-
NIALand GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY

COMPANY, Annuitants participate in the Profits of the Company,
and receive a rate of ANNUITY much more favourable than can
be granted by any Company making its investments wholly in
England. The Company is enabled securely to grant these fa-
voura^e terms from the advantage it possesses of investing a
portion of its lunds at a high rate of Interest,

Directors.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S. C. E. Mangles, Esq.
Henry Buckle, Esq. J. B. Montcfiore, E^q.
John Henry Capper, Esq, J. H. Ravcnshaw, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq. | Capt. Sir Jas. Stirling, R.N.
John Edwardes Lyall, Esq- ,| William Walker, Esq.

SriLiciTORS.—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, and Co-
Prospectuaes, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for the purchase of

an Aimuity or for mi^ng an Assurance, and every information,
may be obtained by application at the Ofl&ce of the Company, No.
126, Blshopsgate.street. City.
By order of the Board, CHRISTOPHER COUSI__, Accountant.

FOUNTAIN NURSERY, CAMBERWELL GROVE.
IVT ESSRS. PROTIIEUOE & MORRIS are instructed
-IfA by the Trustees of Mr. Ferry to offer to p ' lie auction on
the premises, early in March, if not previously disposed ofbt
private contract, the valuable Lease ; also the Stock, consisting of
three newly-bulU Greenhou , Pita, Frames, Ate. ; about sooo
Greenhouse Plants, comprising Geraniums of the first class, Ca-
roeUias, I uchsiaa. Verbenas, &c. May be viewed, and particulirs
had on the premises, and of the Auctioneers. JUeytonstonc.

f

Publishing Monthly, with Four coloured Engravings,
Price '2s. 6rf.

AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for Fkbruarv contains boantifuny-coloured

figures of Cnttleya Arlanditp, Brv^mansia Jioribvndfi, Muhmia
aquifoUumy and Loasa Penthntdica, with the history and di-
rections for the culture of each : also comprehensive Papers on
the science of Gardening, including the phenomena of impreg-
nation and germination in tlie seed of plants ; the Culture of
Gesnera rupestrisj on Arranging and Plaxiting Specimens in
Conservatories ; the Propagation of Tropa;olum tricolorum -

Notices of Plants figured in the doral periodicals for December and
January, and of those flowering in the suburban nurseries> viith
a copious Calendar of Operations for the month.
This work comprises, monthly, four adniiraldy-coloured plates

and twenty-four pages of iuterc^ting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

J. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-
quently made from plants which liavc llowcred in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,
whose abilities arc of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants arc in flower.

3. That they are lithographed on zinc by the same individual
and, being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and
elegance, and much of the tinish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one- half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-
senting the mostpopnlarnovcltics, as well as the more neglected,
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
fiowcr-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this
work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commences with this Number, and as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W, S, Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

On the I2th instant, price 3d.UNCH'S VALENTINES!
With Twelve large lUnstrations of

TnE PoLirrriAV,
— Drawivg-room Captain",
— Mav abolt Town,
— Milli\£r,

POSTHAV,

The Litbrarv Mav,
— Footman,
— ACCOMFLISRED LADT,— MEDICAL SXLnJiXT,
— Fasuion'able Parsox,— Spkcitlative Mamma.~~ Lawyer,

Engraved from Designs by I^ech, Phiz, Kenny Meadows,
Crowfjuil, HcTming, Newman, SiC,

The above will be the 3lsl Numlicrof Pi/vrn; or, thk Lonpov
Charivari. Published every Saturday. Office, 13, Wellington-st.

THE NKWEST WORK ON FARM .MANAGEMENT.
Lately published, in a thick 8vo Volume, of nearly 700 pag:es,

iIIu:!>trHtL'd with numerous Cuts and Platen, the Seventh KditioD,

Revised, Enlarged, and greatly Improved, by a Member of the
Enirli-ih Agricultural Society, price 17*. cloth.

TMIE CO.MPLETE GRAZIER; or. Farmer's and
Cattle Breeder's, and Dealcr*a A-.:,i«tant, Cnmprising

everything useful to the Farmer, the Country Gentleman, the

Land Steward, and all interested In the Management of Land.

Hor&cs, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Poultry, 9cc., being a " Complete
Body of British Husbandry," \n ita present improved practice*

By a Vkrv Eauxk.nt Actuubitv.
London : printed for Cradock and Co. ^latc Baldwin and Cra-

dock:, 48, Pntcrno^tcr row. ^

THE FLOWER, FRIIT, AND KITCHEN GARDEN, *:c.

Lately published, in a neat pocket volnme of nearly 200 pages.

price ?«. cloth.

'^r II E GARDENER'S .MANUAL;
•^ contaiuinf P^^ctica] InstrucUoos for the Cultivation and
Management of the Flower, the Fruit, and the Kitchen Garden—
the ITnthoQse, Greenhouse, and Conservatory; adapted either

for small or large gnrdrn^, Al«o tl sire, price 2s, cloth,

The UOUiiEKEEPER'S MANUAL j containing Practical Direc-

tions in English Cookery, Preserving, Pickling, Confectionery,

Pastry. Cakca, JeUies, and Bread-fliokinL:, Domestic Brcwini:,

and British Wine-making of every de:;cription, for the use of

small or large fnmlTIr^.

London: Cradock and Co. ;late Baldwin and Cradock), 48,

:r- row.

KNIUIITS HORTlCULTITRAL PAPERS. .

Just puhli::hcd, in royal Hvo, with PorUall and Seven other

PllrtM, tS«. cloth.

A SELECTION FROM THE mYSIOLOGICAL
and nORTICULTL'RAL PAPERS pubhshcd in the Trans-

actions (if the Royal and H-rticultnral Sorictie^. by the late

Thomas ANOaaw K\ronT. Eiiq., Prr ''-
• nf the norticultural

Society of London, Ac. Ace, To wh*i.u »» jureiUcd, a SKETCH
OF UlS LilE.

London ; LoDinsian, Brown, and Co.

ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
I No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET. BLACKS RiARS, LONDON.

Established 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 ^UUamlv,
lX)WRR RATES OP PREMiLil THAN TUOBM Of ANT OXasR OFFirK,

that entitle the a^snred to pnrfiHpate in fhf pr^^fs, as followa >--

A^.
I

IS j 20 j
« ' •« * •

~^ ^" ' *^ f 50»5 30 .i.t 40

Annual
Premium
per cent.

•

\

I 10

Y
U ,-1 19

t

0J3
4 3

TTO GENTLEMEN AND AMATEUR FLORISTS.
O BE PARTED WITH, a few Hundred Roots of
that choice and beautiful Flower the RANUNCULUS

at 42*. per hundred, with Names. Planting-time, February and
March. Apply, pre-paid, Mr. Eyre, Famham. Surrey. Also he

?.^«1i5t^1fl*^'' y*^"^ ^^^^ ^^^ of ^^^ superb SeedlingGERANILT4 Lavuma," at 40*. per plant (no ab«ement;
j mmLwhich gave so much sahafactlon to every genUeman who saw it

in his house.

aioii a ifi 9.3 11 9,^ 8 *

The BovLs declared in J834 amounted upon an avci«f?e to 16/.

per cent, on the prem»«ft» then pwi ; ' In i«-^9 * iecaua

Bosun was awarded, amnanting on the average to 31/. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five year*.
No extra charge for resiUunce in any part of Europe, nor lor

proceeiling (in a decked, iidlinp. or •^ve^nen from any one

Port thereof to another dnrin^ i-ra c, to A trers not bcinff s'p*-

faring men by profession. Liommcs are grar''-! to go to any p»rt

of the world upon tcrmit proportiunate to the ri«kft.

Policies on the lives of per«ni« dying by suicide. diielUnf. or

by thehandsof Jnili»an: \. t void •• rc5pect» the intere»t« oi

parties to whom they may hav ' n legally aligned.
Assuraace* may be effected on any and every clay.

By order of the Board of Directors,

QLATE CISTERNS, SHELVES, TROUGHS. «c.
*-^ for Horticultural purposes.-EDWARD BECK, Mannfac-
torer. !**leworth, near Brentford, Orders, Working DraWines
&c., foxwarded by post, will receive due attention.

%* Stote Edgings for Flower Borders, &c.

READ'S New Patent HYDRAULIC MACHINES'
-*' or Portable Garden Enpi- ^ by which a Lady raa> .njoy tlic

picnMireof watering her plants and llowers without the leas.'

fatigue. Water may be Uirown in various deusiti». ^^"f^*.powerful current to a gentle shower or dewfalL The working
cyUnder %a sturoowlad by an air-% r-sel which protecU it from m-
jary. so that it cannot get out of repair. Made aUo of larger oi^

raenFions, the be*tt^ »-laptcd for ail Uorticultural purposes of W
engines now in use, which the Patentee can warrant from thirty-

one years' practical ext>erience in that Science, in all Its branches.
Also Fu-e-Engines on the same principle, with Ooublc-A^ _^'
''nmp, adapted for Villages, Mansw^^ Factories, Ac '^r ^^l ^l
portation. May be seen aad proved at 36, Regent Circus. Picca-

dilly.

.»*^jr^^°*^ *^ genuiiie cjtcci^t stamped with the word»f

»
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Wb find from tfce New* Afcntt that so many of our

Su-- s HaTff ordered Extra copies^ that should ihtj

Bot rrceifc them at the same time^ at their rwular copy,

tbej wiii hire thefoodness to wait orer MoDdaj^s pott,

as it L« more than probable that we shall Dot be able

t9 drlirer thf extra copies to the Agents iHl too late an

liour to admit of their being all posted to-night. We have

loade arrangements with Uie Printers to keep the Paper in

trpe till Friday morning ; this will enable such of our

Ssbieribers as may wish to cUstribute further copies to

TTiey can either haYC them of their regular

Agents, or direct from the office hj forwarding money
MSt-oflfre order.

Zi)t ffl^artciiecjS' Cljronicle*

SATURDAY, FFBRUAIiY o, 1843.

INX- IN THE B: - JING WEEK
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We to (lay redeem our promise of praacnting our

rmrfers with a complete Calendar of tlie c:arden-work

r—tnat is a labouruluch A cottager—tnat is to say

can hare occasion to perform in the course of the year.

liein^ written by Mr. Paxton, whose great experience

in all such matters is well known, we trust that this,

tof:ether with tlie excellent papers on Cottage nr^^n-
ing puhlislu-tl in the eourse of last yen, will enable

our country friends to give their poor neighbours tliat

really umuiI aaaialance which the most benevolent in-

tentions cannot administer unless properly «lirected.

Now that the subject is once more before us, wc
seize the opportunity of making a few observations on
the piizes whicl) are offered at cottagers' exhibitions.

'I'lic first point is to obtain fuuds to defray tlie ex-

penses of tlie prizes. We should hone there are no
neiulibourhoous where the gentry will be found unwill-

ing to subscribe the small amount of money required
for such a purpose. The means, however, adopted at

llaughton-ie-ISkcrne, near Darlington, deserve to be es-

pecially noticed. The kind-hearted rector there allows

theoverseersasmall portion ofhis glebe for the purpose
of affording aid to such poor labourers as have fami-
lies ; the overseers divide the land into ten allotments,

and let it to ten poor families at a small rent, which,
afiLT any x*wv^«oary expenses are deducted, is given as
irixe-money amon^t them, the rector taking no rent.

Ve greatly wish this excellent system was adopted in
every parish, citherby the clcrgymanor the landlords, or
both, lo none of these can the expense be a matter
of importance ; and it is certainly a great benefit to the
inrlustrious labourer—much better than letting him
hve rent-free. A system of this nature is already in
existence in other parts of the country, and was long
since practiced by Sir John Sebright, one of the wisest
and most liberal of our great country gentlemen.
The funds for prizes having been obtained, the

next question is, how to dispose of them. Many per-
sons prefer the distribution of books; and for their
convenience we have noted at the end of our Calendar
a few of those which seem to us best adopted for the
purpose. But we do not ourselves consider books the
be-^t incentives to a poor man's industry. It is always
to be remembered that he is poor, and that the most
usefulm^^t^nce to be afforded him is what will increase
his personal comforts. Books will not do that. The body
niust be cared for in the first instance ; the improvement
ji the mmd by education can only follow. Give a
poor man comforts, let him know the advantage of
them, and they will speedily become absolute wants.
Only make them necessary, and he will strive of him-

\ V^^ ^ ^^^ energy to procure them. Squalidness
and brutality once removed, he who was formerly un-
^' 10U3 of them, or indifferent to them, looks^k with shame and disgust upon his early habits.
buA^s wiU not effect this end—raonev, or money's
worth, will; for with wliat heart can a" poor man sit
aown to read-~if he can read—when cold and hunger,

wll
^^^^^^^"^^ children, are around him? With

wnat iieart could ire read under such circumstances.^
> e say then to our noble and wealthy country friends,

«Jive your poor cottagers, who have the spirit and
«^rage to strive against their lot, money, or money's
worth as the reward of their industry and skill; give
t^em clothes for a Sunday, tools, household imple-
Jjents, plants or seeds, a pig, a spade, a jacket, tea-

mf^^^" apple-tree; anything />f that sort will sti-
miiate them more than all the books in the world, for

an^ ®*"^?^^ reasons—that the one is virtually an
augmentation of the labourer's wages, and helps him
^0^

procure comforts and necessaries, without which
^s but a bitter lot, and that he clearly understands
«se of the one, while it is doubtful if he wiU

-^;« *^^
•

^^** ^^® ^*^^ «>f *^^ o^J^er ^hen he has ob^
^'ned It.

he

T *

tmt *'iP^^'
^ inferred from this that we object to

|«iuing books into cottagers* hands j far from it: if

n £* **^ ^hp^»" condition in life, they are most useful.
^*' we object to is, giving them books for prices.

Upon this subject we reoonmend to tliote who kz
inta:.,tedin tliis subject—and what ri^ht- minded man
is not ?—the following letter from a labourer, Uie sjj.*

ling and language only corrected

:

Many wfll-meaoiDg people recommend books to be gircn

for cottagers' prizes instead of tnoney, and undoubtedly thii

idea is g^ood and benerolent ; bat \ wonld be; thete per-

sons to consider the very little portion of time that a
cottager p<^«Qtses. ThU time be p^nerally contiivet to

turn into something ralusble—soEDCihing that will brinf
immediate interest Many of the books which have bren
recop:imended arc undoubtedly good books for practical

men,' but they become worthl«K when they get into the

hands of the unlearned, and would, I think, often lie un-

opened on the shelf. If choice fruit-trees, choice roots, or

first-rata seeds were given, I think they wonld be generally

appreciated, for they wonld in time yield fruit, and en-

courage the cottager to persevere in industry ; and when
looking at a tree richly laden with fruit, he might point to

it and say to his children, 'Throagh industry T obtained

that tree/

We are unwilling to cloge theM observations, which
must be the last we can make u[>on the subject for

tome time to come, without adverting to a circnm-
stancc connected with gardcnera' prizae which de-

serves to be generally known. There are many who
object to money-prizes beinp given even to gentlemen's

gardeners; but if euch prizes were often applied as

they are by our corrcipondent Afr. Hendernon, Gar-

dener to Lord Fitzwilliam at Jlilton, they wo\dd ^..jc

to be regarded as objectionable. The money this

excellent gardener obtains for horticultural anj flori-

cultural prizes he applies to tlic purchase of maps,
books, tVe., for the promotion of knowledge among
his gardeners, many of whom can bear witneit to the

advantage they have derived from tlxis liberal system.

We trust the evidence now produced will satisftr

tlie most sceptical person that fast-grown Oak is, both

in theory and in fact, greatly superior to that crown
slowly. In the first of the tables we last week pro-

duced, the best in quality was from Strathfieldsaye,

an inch in dia*and grew as much on an average

*meter annually ; and all those uthers which grew
above four-tenths In diameter were of good quality-

On the other hand, all the slowest-grown timber in

both tair.t.^ was bad or indifflreut. It is true that

some of the Nary Oak of bad quality wat fast-grown,

as the French, Siyrian, and Istrian; but this may
have been caused oy soil, or have been owing to the

species. We have reason to beUeve that some kinds

of soil will grow Oak fast without furnishing the mat-

ter required for hardening the timber, and that some

species common in the South and East of Europe,

particularly Q. pubescens, the Downy Oak, are never

of value as timber. The specimen of wood marked

French, from the dockyards, was very like that of the

Downy species.

Where so much erroneous opinion prevails, we
thdught it better to produce positive evidence of our

own to prove our case. But zf we had looked to pub-

lished evidence of incontestable value, we could have

brought forward what ought to satisfy any reasonable

man ; to say nothing of the declared opinions of per-

sons of great authority, both as regards practice and

theory.

If the reader will turn to a pamphlet published in

the year 1829 by Mr. Withers, of Holt, in Norfolk, a

planter of great experience, he will find a considerable

body of evidence in support of the statement that fast-

Eown Oak is the best. The pamphlet was called a

etter to Sir Henry Steuart, and was written for the

purpose of doing away with any impression which

might have been made by that gentleman when he

stated that slow-grown timber is the best. By the

evidence of timber-merchants, and other persons fa-

mihar with the subject, Mr, Withers proved that the

very reverse was the case. Mr, John Stenning,of East

Grinstead, expresses himself thus :

—

" Another very desirable quality which quick-grow-

ing timber possesses is, that it is much stronger and

tougher than that which grows slow. The one would

bend where the other would break. I am convinced

that a ship built exclusively of quick-growing timber,

and strikmg against a rock, would be in safety, whetj

' ' * timber would

and toughness

and the latter.

one exclusively built of slow-growm

fall to pieces: the former, from stren

of the wood, would yield and clear o

from the shortness of Uie grain of ine wutm, ^uu iu»

consequent tenderness, would break without reaction.

I contend, in contradiction to Sir Henry Steiiart, that

the heart of such timber is very superior, that it is con-

sidTerably heavier, and must consequently con tain more

virtue and condition than that which he recommends

to the public as the best,

" Independent of the advanUge which the quick-

n^s in growth givesto the quality of Oak timber, the

bark from the same"cause possesses an equal if not

greater superiority ; as the very highest price is given

by the London tanners for bark from this county,

where the growth, as I have before mentioned, is wry
rapid compared with ita progress in many parts, The

bark from such timber is very thick and fleshy,

whu^^from t!iat which gn>irs slowly It is thin and
droMV.

*• Tlkc only induc^nwit I have to fall ia with Sir
Henry ?tcuMt*a notions on the quality of timber is,

Oie cousideratioa * that thf -'^^ng^ of work is the de-
tay of trade.*

'* Ikfore concluding my remarks, I beg to state that
my obanvatio&s arr ^e n-Fult of ihirtv vnrs' cxperi*
ence; during that pcrl.^ I have aupenntended ih«
management and growth of Oak timber, have pur-
cliaM no inconsiderable quantity, and have been a
good deal engaged in the emn
of it fur different pu
fear of contradiction

and I oaa
and tfplication

Without
rom any experienced individual,

that the (juichrr Oak timber u produttd^ i/ar letUr t*e
qualUfjf Will he*

"

The opinion of Mr. Andrew Knight, the Uta Pre*
bident of the Ilurticuhural Socu ly, war to the saroa
efTect :—That gentleman a answer to the query put by
Lord Glcnbcrvic—* \MiethcrOaks whiA grow in pcmr
«oiW, nnd slowly, arP of a firmer nature and more du-
rable (imlx-r (ban when |^wn ui rich^land f
follows :— ' No ; their timber is more ; 'u*, Hghttr^
and less duruhU, Tlie heaviest and beat Oaks for ail

purposes grow in strong, <!tep, red loaina, where the
Oak frequently incraaaM annually more than an inch
in diameter. A layer of very porous wood marks tlie

commencement of each year a growtli; and when the

growth ia email, tlieae porew k^frs touch mak Mher.
'rhc superior value oLtlu 1-ngIish Oak ^rpmtU 0h lU
vigorous and rapid growik, which frequently exceeds
that of Uie Oak imported from the North of Europe
in the rr/th often fottne*^

And finalfv, the cxpcrimenta of Profiosor Barlow^
at Woolwicn, quoted by Mr. M'ithcrs, all prove
exactly the aame fact In one instance, two specimeni

of Oak were selected ; one (No. I) from a fa&t-grown
tree, and the other (No. 2) from a *"1ow growing tree.

''The former Was grown, Mr. Boome informs me,
upon a very stnmg^gQod &oiL Itsagewae, he suppoaec^

about sixty years, and it contained from 38 to 40
cubic feet of timber. The oiher (No. 2) was about 120
years old, an<i was git)wn upon a Kght soil with gravel

abfflit two feet below the surface. This tree contained

about «^ cubic Art : but Mr. Boorne contJdera that

if No* I had Ktood to attain the aamr age as No- % it

would have made at l<*ast 40 feet nwre than tl^ IrettJ*

Profc^^jr Barlow gave the following as the rcjjult of
his examination :

—

" The two pieces were squared down each to two
inches. They were broken on props 50 inches asun*
der. Their specific gravity, elasticity, and ultimate

and comparative strength, were as below:

Spec. srrsT.

No. I. 003

No. 2. 85(5

Deflected
l-60tli of
its length
with

660 lbs.

414 lbs.

Broken witb

999 lbs.

«77Ibs

Coxnparatit c
strtngth.

1561
1058

"No, 1, it appears, is therefore about of medium
strength, my mean number beina; for English Oak
1 i70. No. 2 is very weak, ray weakest specimen being

1205 {sec Essay on Strength of TirtJ^er),

We uied, liesides your two pieoea, two very choice

specimens of English Oak which had

in store, and the numbers were,

peflected t-Wth Broirm with

with
1447 lbs.

*:^.m/%

flpec. atav.

rery Jong

CSocnp' 1^-

748
756

896 Ibt.

180 lbs. 1304 Ibt.

2261
2037

" These again, compared with your wwlccst piece,

show that your No. I i« about the common run rf

English Oak."

Aaother experiment upon strength gave exactly the

same result. But it is needless to pursue the subject

further. We regard it as proved that the fastest grovm

Oak is the best ; and as the rale of ^owth de-

pends partly upon soil, and partly upon sufficient thin-

ning, we are entitled to add, that attention to thinning

is of the most eaiential consequence to the planter,

We may also add, that all evidence goes to show

that what is true of the Oak is true of other trees.

ON RAISING CONIFEROUS PLANTS FROM
SEED.

TH E Pine and Fir tribe can only be increaaed oo a laiTge

scale by seeds, which are produced in great abundince

when the plants attain a certain ago, and which arc ge-

nerally ripe in the antximn, the cones taking from lo to 18

months before they come to maturity. The cones ^nW
be gathered at the beginning of winter; th«y should

be placed in some cool bat dry place gnbl the ead

of March, at which time the seeda should be ^altm "^ '*

the cones, which in some ewes it diffi<nilt, wnh»«

injuring them, particularly if t^^X/^t l^S^
the «eda are easUy damaged by fire.hwt. J»^
of some kinds arc so bard_of Ow».

f^,*^^
Ike weeks on the ^^^1.,:^^
safest way ia to bore •^ * -

alterwaras u> uhtc b ivhu« !»»•« *'%^« ^th « ^iK-l to

the hole, which wiU split tlw ^^J„^ s»»oaiM at th«
eommence taking-«^*^^X^^!^Uym.
base of the coae. Uw ^••^ *^"

would open. The

the centre, beginning at the
ismA
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out injtiry ; this, of course, only applies to tlie more rare

cues, all tlie others are easily opened by drying, and par-

ticularly the Silver, Sprace, and Bahn of Gilead Firs ; the

Cedar, Weymouth, Larch, auJ Scotch Phie, also part with

their seeds freely;

The next operation is that of sowing the seeds, which

IS best done in the foUowiDg manner :—If the kinds are

lie* or rare, they should be sown in pans filled with dry,

sand/'Ioam, and without any mixture of either peat, leaf-

raould or rotten dung, all of which are injurious, and

cause the young plants to damp off when they first come
up, more especially if it should be damp weather at t!ie

time tiiey appear above ground. If the loam is a little stiff,

a small portioti of sand may be used ; but this must be
avoided aS much as possible, because the more sand there

h in the soil the weaker the plants come up. If they

are in a doubtful condition, sow the seeds in pans filled

with very dry loam, and place them iu some dry situa-

tion, out of the reach of damp, they will then not be

injured ; whereas, if they were not placed in dry soil,

they would be sure to perish, or if sown in damp soil

the like destruction would attend them. "When spring

advances, place the pans in gentle, but by no means in a

damp heat, taking care, however, to remove them to a

much cooler place before the young plants are fairly above
ground, and afterwards harden them off by degrees,

giving them but little water at first ; for much depends upon
the use made of water at this period, and the treatment
given to them when in this state (that is, when the young
plant has exhausted the nourishment supplied by the seed,

and has to seek subsistence from its own roots) after which
there is little danger of their dampuag off, except they are

over-watered- When the plants are fairly up, and a little

hardened, they may be potted off singly into small pots,

,
filled with a mixture of loam and sandy peat ; if the loam
is rather poor or stiff, a httie leaf-mould may be added,
lot the bad effects of the two latter substances seem
<)nly to occur during the time the young plant re-

ceives its support from the seed, ' When potted, they
should be placed in a close pit or frame for a few days,
until they recover the effects of the shift, and afterwards
air must be freely" admitted, but water given rather spar-
ingly at first. They will require little trouble afterwards,
hut probably may want shitting into larger pots in the
autumn (particularly the strong-growing kinds) as it is

injurious to their future growth to allow their roots to get
pot-bound when young. The more rare or tender kinds
should not be planted out before the third season, but the
commoner ones may be planted out after the first year.
The common kijids, such as the Scotch Fir, Larch,

Spruce, and Silver Firs; Pinaster, Stone, and Weymouth
Pines—and, in fact, all^ those kinds with hard-shelled
seeds, and even the Deodar and Ced^r of Lebanon, may he
sown in the open border with great advantage in the
following manner : select a good fresh loamy soil which
is not stiff, but rather sandy, and about the end of March
dig and break the surface rather finely ; then mark the
ground oat into beds about 4 fc. wide, leaving an alley of
a foot wide between each bed ; and on some fine dry day
sow the seeds broadcast rather thickly, covering them
over from a ^ to'i an inch deep, according to the size of
the seeds ; then smooth the surface by gently beating it

with the back of the spade (this must only be done if the
soil is dry and rather light). They will then require no
other care, except keeping them from weeds and the at-
tacks of birds, mice, and slugs, which are very destructive
to them when they first make thei r appearance aboveground.
Ey placing some small branches thickly over the beds
until the young planta have thrown off the old seed-coat,
they may be protected from the ravages of birds ; if at-
tacked by mice, traps must be set for catching them, as
the only safe mode of preventing such pest« : and if
subject to be eaten hj slugs, some wood-ashes should be
TOwn over the beds, just as the young plants are making
their appearance.

^
The seeds of the greater part of the Pine tribe come upm about six weeks after sowing in the open border, and

the most of thetn will be fit for transplanting into nur-
Bcry rows the first year after sowing; afterwards theymay be treated in the same way as other forest-trees.—
tr^ Gordon,

renders it so unpalatable, that it is desirable to remove a

portion of the bitterness in the process of preparing it for

the sick. For this purpose the lungs of the Oak should

be steeped for some hours in cold water, to which carbo-

nate of potash has been added in the proportion of a tea-

spoonful to a quart; it may then be boiled in water or

milk and flavoured with sugar and leraon-peel, to which

a little white wine may be added. The plant, thus pre-

pared, is used iu hooping-cough and in consumption ; it

also communicates a fast brown colour to linen. In the

North of Europe, where Hops will not succeed, it is cm-
ployed in making beer as a substitute for Hops, for which

its excessive bitterness, in the unprepared state, renders

it well adapted.
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FAMILIAR BOTANY.-^No. L

nf .r^Af '^^ OaA-.-On the trunks of trees, especially
of the Oak, m many counties of England, h found a
plint, spreading flat over the branches, and forming broadpatches with many lobes. Its colour is olive green when
fresh, bnt it becomes a li^ht brown when oldjiu surface
IS marked with shallow pfts, which look as if a small fin«rhad been pressed into the plant when soft. On the under

^L u^u •

*" '"^''y '^'''^^y ^^'^^^ ^y '^^^ch it adheres tothe bark it grows on. Here and there upon its edge are
httie pale warts, made of powder as it were, and aUo darkbrown oval or roundish cups, with a thick border. These
last are the shields, as botanists call them, and form the
fructification, that is to say, the part which stands for
fiower fruit, and seed in this plant. Flower, fruit, and
seed, however, there is none of the nature of those parUm more conspicuous species ; but these shields contain,
embedded in their hard, horny substance, many atoms in-
rvsibie to the naked eye, called spores, which multiplv
the race, and whicb^ although not seeds, have the same
property of increase-

The peasants of England call this " the lungs of the
Ua.., and find it useful as a nourishing diet when persona
are weak, and unable to bear more stimulating food " in^ they wc it for the same purpose as the rich employ
ti« iceiaiid >Tosa," gold in the druggists' shops. It isT^ ftttter as well as nutritious, and that circumstance*a<^ m 4oabr, to it« ralue as a medicine : it. howevpr.

Useful properties are to be found in many more of the

Lichenaceous order, as well as in the Sticta ; for these,

although among the meanest and humblest parts of the
creation, have manifold important purposes to which they
may be applied, as we shall show in due time.

The proper name of this plant is Si^ta pulmondria ;

it belongs to the order of Lichens, of which Iceland
Moss is another species, and many of which have similar
properties. Nothing can be more varied than the appear-
ance of Lichens, which are extremely numerous in this
country. If the grey, and yellow, and brown stains upon
old walls, ancient churches, and other buildings are care-
fully examined, those appearances will always be found to
arise from minute Lichens having taken possession of the
surface of the stones, to which they adhere, drawing their
food from the atmosphere j small shields arc scattered
over their surface, sometimes round, but not unfrcquently
like dark clefts or lines, giving the Lichen the appearance
of being covered with broken letters. Others arc found on
trees and pales, forming broad patches of various colours,
one being of the richestgoidcn yellow ; some spread upon
the ground in plantations and heaths—these have usually
a much larger growth ; some again hang from the branches
of venerable trees, which they cbthe with a long and
shaggy beard of grey ; and, finally, a few sUrt up upon
the heath, grey and deformed, but eventually fashioning
themselves into fairy goblets, the horder of which h stud-
ded with crimson specks or shields.

It is by the shields that these humble plants are known.
Mosses have leaves and seed-vessels covered by a cap.
Fungi have a soft brittle texture, no leaves, and their spores
buried in a soft substance. Lichens alone have shields,
which grow upon a tough or hard expansion, composed
of leaves and stem all blended together, into what is called
a frond.

—

R. E,

ON THE CULTURE VXD IMPROVED VARIE-
TIES OF THE GOOSEBERRY.

{Continued from p. 69-)

I WILL now proceed to notice one or two points in the
culture of the Gooseberry which I think should bt attended
to m order to have a healthy and profitable plant. In the
first place, I think it is of great importance that the roots
should spring as nearly as possible from one common
centre

;
I mean, there should not be one tier or whorl of

roots above another ; and this will not be the case, or at
least not to an injurious extent, if the cuttings have not
been planted more than about three inches deep. When
selecting the plants, if it is found to be the practice of the
ISarsery to plant the cuttings at a nearly equal depth,
tuen select the best-shaped and most vigorous plants,
because they are sure to have the best rooU. But I have
sometimes found, where there is an abnndancc of cuttings.
that many have been planted to six inches deep and
upwards, and roots are generally emitted the whole lengUi
of the part inserted

; and as the ground has generally been

cattings tliemaelves contain a much greater quantity of
pre-orgamsed sap than the smaller ones, they grow with
great vigour the first year or two, and soon become sale-
able plants. But i have had fhree or four trees of this
description, and I never could make them paw well, nor
produce fine fruit. 1 sec by an observalion of Hsr-
risons m his •* Treatise on Fruit-trees,'* that be has
aaticed the uatJuifty chwacUr of AnDle.treea with root.

I
like these. These trees arc also grnurally very troublesome
on account of suckers. It would be good economy to
throw these trees away rather than plant them with such
roots, because after they were four or ^\t years old, I ant
satisfied that twice the original cost of the tree at feast
would be lost anTiually by the difference in the value of
tlie produce. But instead of throwing them away, the
stems may be cut oflf below the nppcrmoist tier of roots
and the branches cat back in pro]}ortion, and so planted
again as cuttings.

I believe too nuu-h can hardly ho said in praise of shallow
planting. Both naturalists and practical gardeners agree
on the advantaL'ps of attending to this. The health and
productiveness of the tree and the quality of the fruit
arc much iuiluenced by the depth at which the tree is
planted.

Of a lot of trees which I onre cultivated with a view t<»

competition, the one which was the shallowest planted
was the most succmsful. The main roots wciti so near
the surface that I had much diUiLiilty each year in
paring off a sufficient quantity of earth to apply manure
without coiuiug in contact with them. It was the size of
the fruit of this tree which first induced mc to subfrribe
to a Horticultural Society. I showed a plate of twenty of
this variety (the Lion] in three successive years. In the
first and third years I obtained the first prises for them
and they were all the produce of this tree. In the second
year 15 were the produce of this tree and dxt of another,
and not one of these was under one ounce weight. It was
the heaviest plate of Gooseberries ever produced at the
shows of that society; but to this and to the plate of
White Eagles aecond prizes were awarded, for the reason
before mentioned.

Anyone who knows aught of Gardening does not need
to be told of the advai\tagcs of mutilating the roots as little

as possible in transplanting, of preventing them from being
injured by exposure to any winds, and of selecting a moist
rainy day for the operation, and 1 suj^pMe all will Inow
of the advantages of spreading the roots over as great a

as possible. Independent of the benrficial effects

which the son and air are said to have on the roots aesr
the surface, it is evident, what with iht descent of r{\u \a

wet weather, and the aecfnt of moisture to supply evapo-
ration in dry weather, that there most be a oontinuri

motion in the fluids of the soil, by means of which a fi^
supply of food must be continnnUy presented to the roots.

This will probably be one cause why plants with roots

spring! og from one common centre like the spokes of a
wheel arc more vigorous than planta with three or four

tiers of roots one above another. By the time the planU
were five or six years old, the roots of one would be

spread over a circle of at least three yards in diameter,

whilst the roots of the other would probably not ritend

to half that distance. In planting, after I had J^prrad tte

roots, I omI to scatter some .soil over them, aud then a

layer of manure : I then applied the water and levelled Ike

ground with dry mould.
In training. I think it is deurable that the tree shoidd

grow somewhat In the shape of a cup, because the

branches will not then shade each other, a greater breadth

of foliage will be ex; I to the light, and the fruit

may be more readily gathered. The tree may be easily

noade to grow this shape by attention tn pruning: all

shoots whtrh grow where ibey are not wanted •should be

c«t clean out ; and it should be borne in mind tn pruning

^thst it is the end bud< whirh ernrrally produce shoots,

and consequently you may make e shoot grow In any

direction yon pleiee by cutting the wood back to a bed
which points in that direction.

It is cuafom^ry to mrinurr GeMiharrj-treii^ g^'^^^ ^^'

ordinary purposes, c^ ., other year; but 1 consider it

more advisable to apply 'manure every year, if it be oalj

half the quantity. I would i*ut apply the same nortofoM-
nure two years together, if I could avoid it* It is not a

profitable practice to allow the whole of a crop of fruit to

remain on the tree to ripen. It should he gathered at

three or four different uiaae ; for if half of the crop is oaly

ripened, owing to the superior size of the fruit there will

be nearly an equal bulk -or weight when ripe as th««e

would have been if the whole had remained.
Ai there msy be some readers of the Chronicle el«>

may wish, to grow Uie Gooeebwry with a view to compe-
tition, I will briefly notM^ke^MSie of culture I should

now adopt if that was my object. If I had trees of Ite

varieties I intended to cultivate, I would rai»e my o»o

trees. In the bfffnning of August I would remove a ring

o^bark from the lower part of scveml shoots which I in-

******* for cuttings; a callus would soon '^ formed, ana

by appiyinfc wet smhm or soil to the part, rooU would be

readily emitt^. In ' ptetnber, when nearly all l^
Wmm had fallen, 1 wou^d cut ih--^ from the trees ana

plant them; and es aoon as all the leaves had fallenJ
would cut them down to the thrrr fawr buds whi n

I intended to form the branches, aud of course all butU

below these must be cere/ally picVed out. I wonld pre-

pare otlier cuttings by ringing ih \ in September ;
but

instead of rwting Ihem nn the tree, I would ] Unt thcoa m
the same bed with the others to see if there would be snj

difference in the growth, and if so. which were the b«t.

I would prepare a bed for the cuttings by removing the

soil to the depth of three inches ; I woahl then put on a

Uyer of compost two inches thick, composed principallj !»*

decayed leaves, and on W an \nc\k deep of tJ HI of tW
garden. The fibrous rooU of planU are stimulated W
grw, more or less, in that direction in which they ^f
with most food ; and whet with the ringing of the cut-

tings, and preparation of the bed, 1 expect I should hate

plants with the.sort of rooU t had found to be the l^^
*ix., sprip-'ng from a €<>mmon centre, and spreadm
horuontoily, , la tlus Ml they shoMl4 remain two years \
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aad instead of planting the trees in the common soil,

and placing the manure over the roots, as was my
former practice, I would now remove the soil to the

depth of one foot or eighteen inches, to be replaced with

a mixture of the soil of the garden if good, old stable

manure, broken bones, and a considerable proportion of

decayed leaves. At the back or north side of the bed in

which I grew my trees, I had a row of the taller-growing

common Gooseberries, and two plants of the same at each

end ; there were then two rows of the prize trees in front,

then a walk or alley about a yard wide, and by the side of

this a row of Scarlet-runners on common pea-sticks, so

that my trees were effectually sheltered from the adverse

influence of strong winds, while at the same time they

were fully exposed to the sun—and this I consider a point

of some importance.

I used to apply water only in spring, ^nd liquid manure
in summer, and this I should do again ; but I should now
use pigeons' dung to make the manure water with, instead

of the old manure from the previous year's hotbed, which
I formerly used. The branches I would train nearly hori-

zontally as before, and I would not now allow the trees

to bear fruit until they were four years old, unless it was
one or two in the third year. In consequence of this

treatment, I expect the plants would grow with great

vigour, and when four years old would contain great store

of elaborated sap ; and the size of the fruit would doubt-
less be increased in proportion. I would also try what
on the size of a single fruit would be the effects of ringing
a branch. It is in vain, I think, to expect very large

fruit from trees after the seventh or eighth year. I have
noticed several trees which have been grown with a view
to competition by nurserymen, as well as gardeners,
yclept amateurs, which have been too old ; and the older
they grew the harder they seemed to prune them, so that
when a tree was seven or eight years old, there did not
appear to be a greater amount of foliage than there
would have been when it was four years old ; but at eight
years old there will be about twice the extent of branches
and roots, and if a layer of wood is to be formed annually
on them of nearly the same thickness as in the fourth

)

year, together with the further extension of roots and
branches, it will be seen that under these circumstances
it is impossible for the tree to |»roduce fine large fruit
John Townley.

THE DUNMORE PEAR.
The following sketch of this excellent Pear, from a

fruit grown on a standard, will not be uninteresting to
those who have been induced to procure it from the cha-
racter given of it in pp. 671, 702, 717, 816 (1841), as it

will enable them to ascertain, when their trees fruit,

whether they are correct.

Ground Colour,

Ci'ceniah-jjellow

SpecMed wilh

SmootJi Brown

H assets 1

•THE POTATO.
One would as soon expect a man to doubt his own

identity as believe a Potato not to be a root. It grows
under ground ; everybody has called it a root from time
unknown, and in botanical books it is to be found set
down as a kind of root ; how then can it be anything else ?

How indeed ! A friend of ours regards it as a serious
reproach to Naturalists of the present day that they never
will let alone the name of anything, but are perpetually
turning all established notions topsy-turvy. To be sure
it is very wrong to doubt the infallibility of our forefathers,
or to believe that the times which have gone by were not
the perfection of human knowledge as well of human
morals ; and far be it from us to range on the side of the
innovating theory. Nevertheless " a fact 's a fact for all

that^' and we fear that some few instances may really be
found in which our venerated ancestors were mistaken,
and that amongst them we must place the Potato.
A few weeks since, an acquaintance brought us a Potato

plant, such as is represented below, which had thought
proper to grow beneath an inverted flower-pot in a dark
cellar, where, being starved for lack of food, it had formed
itself into a very perfect abortion, in which everything was
present that a Potato should have, but nothing of due
size and fair proportion.

In fact, it had formed a complete miniatare Potato
plant, such as would have grown irregularly under ground
had it been surrounded by soil, but which, branching
in the air only, and meeting with no resistance, had grown
with the same regularity as an ordinary plant above the

ground. The set was shrivelled up, and formed a wrinkled
knob, out of which grew many branches and branchlets.

Of the latter, some, thickening at the points, became
small Potatoes ; others, having no power of lengthening,

swelled close to the parent stem ; and all were covered
with tiny scales, the rudiments of leaves- Roots, the

plants seemed at first sight to have none, for the set had
furnished all the food the branches required ; but upon

j
looking carefully over the specimen, it became evident

that little roots were in reality just beginning to appear on
the surface of them, singly or in clusters.

We fear, then, we must now admit that Potatoes are not

roots, but underground swollen branchlets. and that

the eyes are the places where the scale-like leaves have

appeared, in imitation of the real leaves that grow upon

those other branchlets which are formed above ground
under the influence of light and air. So that the modern
botanists for once are right.

—

Asior^

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN,~Xo. VI.

In laying out small gardens, so much depends upon

local circumstances and the peculiar objects the proprie-

tors have in view, that thi^ can only be done wey by actual .

inspection. There are a few points, however, to which it

may be useful to advert at this season of the year, when
many persons are either making new gardens or altering

those already made; and for this purpose it will be most
convenient to divide them into two classes : first, where

general eflfect only is studied ; and secondly, where this

gives way to the cultivation of fruits or vegetables for the

table, or to the taste for florists' flowers. All who have

been in the habit of visiting gardens of the first descrip-

tion, must have remarked that in some the taste displayed

was of a much higher order than in others. In the former

a kind of harmony prevails in all their parts: the dwelling-

house, lawn, borders, walks, shrubs, and trees, are all in

unison with each other, thus forming a beautiful whole on
which the eye rests with pleasure and satisfaction ; in the

latter, a sort of jarring effect is produced, rendered more
so by the conviction that the desired end has not been ac-

Icomplished. If it is evident that the end in view has been

attaiiiedj the wbole^may be very beautiful; aitboush ao

!

picturesque effect has been produced—indeed the latter
can scarcely be expected in very small gardens—but where
no arrangement is apparent, where the shrubs and trees
have been thrown together, as if the only object of the
planter had been io get clear of them, it cannot be beau-
tiful as a work of art, and it is much too clumsy to be
mistaken for natural scenery, A few examples may be
given of a bad style, which will enable the amateur to
avoid them in laying out his garden. Curving walksmade to the side of straight walls or hedges, and vice
«er5a, supposing the wall or hedge is seen from the walk,
never look well. ParaUel walks are also objectionable,-
particularly when both can easily be seen '

at the same
time

;
and the bad effect produced is greater or less in

proportion to the length of the walks. " A walk broader
than the others, which does not lead to some particular
object, creates disappomtment in the mind of the stranger •

curves in walks without any apparent reason, are also
bad. Artihcial rockwork, built on the middle of a level
lawn, or having the latter cut out into numerous small
irregular figures, resembling hearts, tadpoles, and all sorts
of gingerbread forms, pretending to represent a natural
style of gardening, cannot be recommended where general
effect is the object. Confused masses of trees and shrubs
in the middle of small gardens, or in front of the dwelling-
house, are generally objectionable*.

I will take another opportunity of adverting to what I
consider to be the beauties of this style of laying out
small gardens ; in the mean time the amateur may exa-
mine the exanaples now brought forward, which are not dif-
ficult to find, and judge for himself. If the weather con-
tinues open and fine, the various out-door operations for-
merly recommended can now be done,

—

R, F,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
The Treatment of Leonoiis Leonurus, — Having suc-

cessfully grown Leonotis Leonurus some years, I have
been induced to make these remarks from seeing in the
Gardeners^ Chronicle of Jan. 1st, a paper by P. Jr. J,
which, with all deference to his motives, I believe calcu-
lated to discourage the cultivation of this desirable autumn
flower. You have also referred another correspondent to
the paper in question, thus giving it an importance it did
not otherwise possesis. It is, in the first place, to be ob-
served that no plant, requiring a minimum temperature of
from 50° to 75° in the early part of the season, say from
April to June, and from that time till Sept. or Oct. a tem-
perature of 120°, is likely to have many growers. I have,
however, found it one of the most accommodating inha-
bitants of the greenhouse, being quite as hardy as any of
the Fuchsias and as easily cultivated. The following is
the method which I have so successfully adopted :—About
the beginning of March, plants of Leonotis struck from
cuttings last summer will have begun to grow; they should
then be shifted into 32 pots, filled with any good loamy
soil, with plenty of drainage, consisting of chopped turf
and weii-rotted manure in lumps, about equal partsf The
plants should be placed in a light part of the greenhouse,
where they will get plenty of air, and they must have but
little water for the first two or three weeks, i^fter which
they may be set in pans, but they must not stand con-
stantly in water. By the 1st of May they should be
shifted into the pots they are intended to flower in, No.
4's ; about the middle of the month, when all danger
from frost is over, plunge the pots up to the rim in a
south border and supply them plentifully with water; and
once in eight or ten days give them some liquid manure.
They will require nothing else but tying up and occasion^
ally turning the pots round to prevent the roots from run*
ning into the border till the end of September or begin-
ning of October, when they should be removed into the
greenhouse, where they will flower for eight or ten weeks;
after this they may be cut down and put under the green-
house stage, and kept nearly dry till the following grow-
ing season. Treated in this manner, Leonotis forms hand-
some plants of from five to six feet in height, and from
eight to ten in circumference, clothed with foliage from
bottom to top.

—

J,

MoUefs Guernsey Beurre Pear (p. 36).—I beg to cor-
rect an error respecting the origin of this fruit into which
you have probably been led through imperfect information.
The merit of raising this very excellent variety from seed
belongs to the late Charles Mollet, Esq., of this island,
a gentleman much attached to horticultural pursuits, who
died about twenty-three years ago. This is but one, and
that not the most esteemed, of several new fruits raised by
him. Two of his seedling Apples and one of his Pears
have long been pretty generally cultivated in these islands,

where they are highly valued ; while this Pear, though
known to exist, has been almost entirely neglected up \o
the present time—probably because few persons, if any,

were aware that it required a wall to bring it to perfec*

tion. The specimens I sent were gathered from a young
tree grafted on a Quince stock, and planted against a soutk

wall. Under these circumstances it appears disposed to

bear abundantly. I should think it likely to succeed vrt9.

in a good exposition—at least as far north as London^
especially as it parts very early from the tree. Even ift

such a cold season as the last it began to drop naturally at

the end of September ; and I think the best fruit was that

gathered a week before that time. There is nothing to

add to the description you have given, except that when

tasted immediately after a Chaumontel its flavour is founa

very distinct: it is, besides, more ^cid and less sag^rj.

These qualities give it additional merit w a ranetj among

the midwinter Pears, which generally possets a cloying

sweetness unrelieved by the slightest perceptible acidity.

Wh
Guernscv, «/^^* ^'*

'T,- .fni-^rtient made by your M«iclx«t«r

f,
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correspondent, m page 84, concerning the Whitethora,

which he says succeeds so much better by division of the

roots than by seeds, I bare proved to be correct ; for last

Februarr, having » great many Thorns to plant, T pre-

served the small roots^ which were cut off for the conve-

nience of plantingr and set them in rows in the same way

&i seedling Qaick. just leaving the ends an inch or two

out of the ground ; and they had no further care during

the snminer. They grew from a foot to a foot and a half

high, and are now quite iit for planting fences. I have

propagated (Enotheras, Campan\da pyramidalis, and Pe-

Urgonxums, in the same manner.—^oAa Hick^ Scar'

On Raising Quick Fences.—Having marked out with

fhe Hne the whole length of the intended ditch, and
also the breadth ; say 2 feet 18 inches of that breadth

are dug out a spit deep in square turf, which is placed

grass-aide downwards in a straight line along the margin

of the ditch on that side intended for the hedge ; the top

is levelled with the spade, and the crumbs are spread on

the surface behind, on which is placed the quick, leaning

against the turf; the remaining breadth of turf is then

brought from the ditch aUd placed neatly and firmly

against it* The quick is headed down, and ail that is

nsed Is three years old. The bottom of the ditch is com-
pleted i the soil from which is laid in a ridge all along,

and behind the last-placed turf; if a little of the soil falls

down over the quick, it will do it no harm. Nothing more
la required than to keep it free from weeds, to stir the

•urface-soil occasionally for three or four years, and to

cnt back the strongest leaders every year. If the soil is

poor, a little rotten dung may be spread on each side the

hedge* This was the method adopted by my employer,

the late Thos. Knowlton, Esq., of Darley Dale, Derby-
shire, whose success in this, as well as other horticultural

pursuits, I was for upwards of fifteen years witness to.

The number of beautiful hedges on the estates of the Duke
of Devonshire, in this and the Sister Kingdom, planted by
liiaoi during the time he was agent to his Grace, give

abundant proof of the value of this system,

—

J. M,
BramUey, West Leake Rectory. [We decidedly object

to the practice of heading back the quick the first year.]

Gentis Citrus^— If T could have foreseen that my
treatise on the Genus Citrus would have entailed upon
your pages so much encumbrance, in drawing forth the
remarks and questions of your two correspondents in the
Tfumber of Jan. 29, I certainly never would have written
it. To Mr. Murray I say, there are, I think, three of the
Genus Citrus, nicknamed Adam's Apple. There is also
one, a Pompoleon (Citrus Pompelmus), named Forbidden
Fruit, but which of them is supposed to be the real Tree
of Knowledge I cannot pretend to say. They are all

« pleasant to the eye," but neither of them •* good for
food." In fact the names for the varieties are endless, but
not so much so or so absurd as the fancy names now given
to Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Carnations, Pansies, Calceo-
larias, el hoc genus omnc, Tlie BJgarailler of the French
and Italian nurserymen is, as he supposes, the Citrus
Bigaradia, or Bitter Orange, of which the varieties are
infinite.

been enough said on the question. I do not think, how- has often been compared to a well-cultivated garden on am *- -w^fl « 9 11 1 ^i*si • _-• 1. i_ 1 •! II ^«r^l,»M»^^A!.*^Jl^^i. -•
barren soil, according as it has received instruction or cul-

tivation. It is beautifully described by Bowring, in his
poem entitled " Instruction." After delineating a delight.

ful landscape reclaimed from a desert, he says

ever, Mr. Rivers has in all cases had full justice done to

him ; hardly one of your correspondents quits the subject

without some notice, that the subject is "as old as the

hills," and that Mr. Rivers is "not the inventor," &c.

Now Mr. Rivers never assumed to be the discoverer of

Root-pruning ; all he did was to give his own experiences,

and to state the train of reasoning which led him to adopt

root-pruning to young Pear-trees. Hear what he says,

which shows he was aware the practice was old : " Irre-

gular amputation of the roots of fruit-trees too vigorous,

is, I am aware, an old practice ; but the regular annual or

biennial pruning of them, so as to keep a tree full of youth

and vigour in a stationary and prolific state, has not, that

I am aware of, been recommended by any known author,

although it may have been practised.*' And in this sen-

tence is comprised all the merit which Mr. Rivers is

entitled to, and all he claipis. Although he may not be an

inventor in one sense of the word, in its true spirit he is,

just as much (to compare small with great) as Davy was

the inventor of the safety-lamp, &c. As has been ob-

served on a more important subject, *' a simple fact in

nature may lie for ages, which to common men means
nothing, and to the eye of genius alone contains a multi-

tude of applications and deductions only brought out when
it comes into contact with certain others, and then be-

comes as it were fecundated and^productive-^' There is one

part of Mr. Rivers's instructions which must not be for-

gotten—viz. the keeping up the vigour of the plant by
the application of strong manure, so as to ensure full

power during the process of setting the fruit and ripening

it: otherwise the result will be a mere stunted unprolific

shrub. As regards my own experience, I root-pruned

some large vigorously-growing common Pears which had

been planted 15 years, and were abottt 20 feet high, in the.

autumn of 1840, and this year every branch is covered

from top to bottom with bloom-buds ; whereas, in former

years, some 40 or 50 bunches of bloom were all 1 got in a

season. I put in the trench made in pruning an ample
layer of Skinner's scutch.— Totty.

Hot Water,—Mr. Hood, in his Treatise on Heating
Buildings, has given the necessary directions for calculat-

ing the quantity of pipes and coals required for keeping
up any given temperature in a hothouse ; and I find, by
comparing the results of such calculations with actual ex-
periments, that they coincide in a remarkable degree. But
the rules given by Mr. Hood only apply to such houses as

are not protected from the cold air by a covering. Suppose
a house \& covered with any protecting material, such as

boards, straw, Russia mats, &c., with or without an inter-

" Aud sucli is man—a soil which breeds.
Or sweetest flowers, or vilest weeds

;

Flowers lovely as the morning's light.

Weeds deadly as the aconite

;

Just as his heart is trainM to bear
The poisonous weed, or floweret fair."

Certainly it would be a desirable thing to behold well-

cultivated gardens in every district of our country ; but if

the minds of the great mass of the population remain in

ignorance, it is more melancholy to look upon than what
was once " a paradise of mysteries," now covered with
Hemlock and Henbane. Well-selected books given for

prizes might be of great benefit both to gardeners and cot-

tagers. The plan adopted by the committee of the horti-

cultural society of this place was, first to supply the mem-
bers with prizes, consisting of spades, rakes, drain-hoes,

Dutch hoes, garden-lines, weeding-irons, pruning-knives,

also small works on gardening ; also some books on gar-

dening were got for the circulating library, so that all the

members might have an opportunity of reading them if

they had a mind to do so. For some years past, the suc-

cessful competitors have received for prizes useful house-

hold articles, and books treating on a great variety of sub-

jects ; they appear to be very well pleased with them. If

those that receive them give them a careful perusal, it is

not to be doubted but that they will become more enlight-

ened members of the community.— Peter Mackenzie^

West Piean.

Foresting,—Your correspondent (see p. 51, 1842) who
objects to your assertion that a crowded plantation dete-

riorates the quality of the timber, as well as diminishes

its rate of formation, seems to have founded his hypo-

thesis on data opposed to general experience. In llere-

fordshire, especially on the northern and eastern sides,

Oak timber abounds ; and in many of the woods it is

usual to have felling at periods varying from sixteen to

twenty years ; the straightest and handsomest trees are

left for timber, or, as it is called, groved ; and they are from

time to time thinned, and a regular distance kept between

them. The effect produced on these groved trees is, that

from being exposed to air and sun, tlie rapidity of their

growth is increased in bulk, height, and quality ; and in

sixty or eighty years they become valuable timber. Oa
the other hand, those woods which have been left to them-

selves present, at the expiration of the same period, a

mass of weedy, drawn-up poles of great length, but of no

vening space of air ; this will prevent the escape of a great I size, with little heart, as it is termed : they are very tough.

quantity of heated air ; and as nothing is mentioned about
these substances in any work with which I am acquainted,
I should be obliged to you or any of your correspondents
who could furnish the necessary data for calculating the
effect of any of the above-mentioned materials. It would
likewise be interesting to know the difference of the cool-
ing effect of glass under different angles to the horizon, as
a sloping roof must radiate much more than upright sashes
in the front oi a house.—-4. JT.

To Col. Maaon I take the liberty of remarking
that if I had wished my Orangery to become the shrine at
which any other pilgrims than swallows and cuckoos
should worship, I should not have adopted a fictitious m j ^i. . --

.

,-..,-
signature. My Uterary subscription is easily construed ^"^ Produce that intense degree of cold being the object of

ite friends ; but to those with whom I cannot
c^^^^^ectioners they add salt to accelerate that process ; and

Ice and Salt.—Avoid the foul fiend—Salt. An intense
degree of cold is given otft by ice in the process of thawing.

by my intimate

boast the honour of acquaintance, it is, what I had in-
tended it should be, a strict incognito, and so will it

remain. To the other remarks of Col. Mason, I cannot
suppose that any answer, except perhaps a reference to
ay former paper, can be required or expected.—C A^ F,
A, E* Urn

Forcing,—To prove how true the theory is as to the
necessity of light as well as heat in the forwarding fiowers,
I have two conservatories about the same size, one facing
the north, the other the south ; in the former there has
been heat applied since the beginning of November, and I
see by the register that on one sunny day (for it is a
double-spanned roof, and so receives some of the sun's
i^ys, though of course partiaUy,) the thermometer has
been as high as 70 at one o'clock p.m. ; in the other.
only as much heat has been appUed as to keep out the
JSt>st ; and the plants are neariy as forward in the southern
Bs the northern house. I have endeavoured to follow

^fo'.,^^"''!*'',''/ ^"^Z
^^^^"^ P^""^) P^*^ given in p. 99

(1841), and although it tries one"^ patience a litUe, the
plants are all breaking as if they were out of doors in Aoril
and May.—-T.X X. ^

_
The Double Yellow Rose grows and flowers most luxu^

riantly, both on a wall and as standards in the garden, at
Monaltrie -house, near Ballater, on Deeside, in Aberdeen-
shire. The standards are large bushes, fully 6 feet high
and produce a great number of flowers,

—

Frutexn
'

The Anihmum at Brighton,—The remarks of your cor-
respondent '* Argus "on this subject are perhaps liable to
mislead. It would appear that he attributes the fall of
that building to the lightness of its roof, whereas there can
be, I believe, no doubt that the catastrophe was owing to
the great weight of the rafters or ribs. One half the iron,
and a few feet more elevation in the centre of the dome,
would probably have produced a building which might
Jiave stood for centuries- The great fault of the Anthaum
was too much daring : it was an immense space to cover
with so flat a roof. If, nevertheless, the difficulty had
been m%t hyform or construction, instead of quantity of
material, the most splendid conservatory ever imagined
would now possibly have been in existence,

—

A^
Riveru on Root-pruning,—U I had not been the first of

your correspondents to call attention to Mr. Rivers's

^^^^r ^^^toot-jpruning, I should not trouble you on the
nnject, having nothing new to add, and there has already

to continue it, salt would be an excellent thing to add in
packing an ice-honse, if the process of thawing could be
confined to such a portion only of it as would make the
entire a solid body; but as the process must continue so
long as any of the salt remains in the ice, it of course be-
comes an antidote to the preservation of it. One of your
correspondents recommends occasionally pouring boiling
water on the ice ; this would be troublesome, as such a
large quantity would be required. The process I adopt is,

the ice is thrown into the well, and there pounded with
wooden pounders as small and compact as possible ; when
about 18 inches of ice is so settled, it is well watered with
lukewarm water from a watering-pot with a large rose ; it

becomes a solid mass in a few seconds. This is repeated
on every 18 inches thick of ice, "When required for use
in summer, it is necessary to break the mass with a pick-
axe, it is so solid. Snow, if well managed as above, and
made a solid body, will answer remarkably well, is much
cheaper to collect than ice, and can frequently be procured
when ice cannot. 1 have used it three seasons, and found
it nearly as good.

—

Anon*
Ice and S'a^^—When ice or snow and salt are mixed

together, they unite and pass to the liquid state of salt
water. Solids, in becoming liquids, abstract heat from
surrounding objects. Hence pastrycooks plunge their
vessels of flavoured cream into mixtures of ice and salt

;

which mixtures, dissolving rapidly, abstract the heat from
the cream, &c., producing an intense degree of cold which
freezes the cream, but is not sufficient to freeze salt water.
Nothing could possibly be more erroneous than to add
salt to the ice in an icehouse. Its effect is to dissolve the
ice. and the result is so much salt water.—J^. S. Henshw,

Exhibition of Roses.—The council of the Nottingham
iioral and Horticultural Society having determined to
give an exhibition of Roses this year, they wonld be par-
ticularly obliged by the opinion of any of your correspond-
enta as to the best manner of exhibiting the numerous
famUies of this fLoy^er,—Samuel and Richard Parr, Shil-

[If some of our Rose* friends will
favour us with their ideas upon this subject, -we will will-
ingly publish them.]

Cottagers^ PriMS,

ton, Nottingham,

-I beUeve much good might be done
to members of horticultural societies by means of prices,
if the plan recommended by " W\ U, il,,

(1841,) were more widely acted upon*
page 813,

The mind of man

but with so much sap as to render them unfit for anything

—the commonest purposes. I think your correspondent

will find that an acre of Oak trees that has been groved

and attended to, will, at the expiration of a few years, if

felled, produce at least four times the value of a planta-

tion, of the same size, that has been suffered to grow as

they could ; also, that the timber of the groved Oak would

be firmer and riper than the other. It is unreasonaVie tq

suppose that Oak trees, or timber of any sort, should de*

viate from natural principles, those of seeking light and

moisture ; the close-planted trees seek these by growing

upwards, whilst the effects produced on those which have

ample room is a general and uniform expansion ; this is

evidently the reason why the largest, straightest, and best-

conditioned forest trees are those growing separately in

hedge-rows, in avenues, or as single trees. So completely

was the late Sir Uvedale Price convinced of the necessity

of giving ample room for the growth of timber, that be

never went into his woods surrounding Foxley without

taking with him pieces of card and nails to mark those

treeswhich he considered to be in the way of other grow-

ing timber ; and these woods will now show the happy re-

sult of his care. Timber trees require space to thrive

in, and a soil that suits them, and-I will undertake to

say that let them grow as rapidly as they may, the wood

will ripen sooner and be of a finer quality in those thinned

than in those left in masses Walter Henry Hill, Rec-

tory, Pemhridge,

Gooseberry Caterpillars.—I have been much annoyed

for years by Gooseberry caterpillars, and I destroy them

in a simple manner, with little trouble and no expense. I

take a roll of brimstone and place it in an iron pot, about

fiy^ inches over, with a perforated tin cover to fit exactly

the top; the brimstone is melted, and afterwards a suffi-

cient quantity of hemp is mixed with it to make it thick j

when it is wanted for use, a piece of lighted paper may be

put on the brimstone. The handle of the pot should h?

hollow, so as to admit a stick about three feot in lePgth,

In fumigating the bush, take great care not to place the

pot so near as to damage the leaves ; by this means I have

always been successful in destroying the caterpillars, with-

out injury to the crop George Jennings, ShrubherU

House, Ruchland^ Dovor,
Large Pines,~\t p. 764 (1841), I gave some particu-

lars of the manner in which Pines were grown at Thorn-

field nearStockport ; andacorrespondent at p. 84G (1841)?

questions the correctness of my account. I have since

visited the place*, and find that I committed a small error,

but it is on my side, viz.—that instead of cutting fru"

from suckers in from seven to twelve months, I ought to

have said from six to twelve months. That 200 lbs. ot

fruit were cut out of one pit is proved by Mr. Hamilton,

who, on referring to his garden-book, found that ten Pmes

weighed 791bs. lloz., or 1275 oz. ; so that if they were aU

anything like these, it would only require the pit to hold

24 plants to make the weight ; but these being his larger

sorts, of course he Ihid more than 21 plants in the pit

A Manchester Gardener,
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THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS.

BY JOSEPH PA XT ON,
Gardener to His Grace the Ditfce of Devonshire.

JANUARY.
TriE operations in this month will be but trifling, and

the weather may prevent them altogether ; but should it

be open, refer back to November, and endeavour to bring
up any arrears. The protection of choice plants will now
require particular care ; as the sun gains power there is
more danger of their serious injury by frost, but not so
much from damp. Any creepers trained on the cottage,
as a Vine, Roses, Pyracantha, Clematis, or Honeysuckle,
may be neatly trained, if it has not been done before,
^Vater plants in pots sparingly, and never at the decline
of day.

VEGETABLES,
Beaxs.—If none were sown in autumn, or have perished, some

should now be sown, as recommended in November, for trans-
planting in March. Early Mazagan is the hardiest and most

' early kind.
Cabbage.—Towards the end of the month, if the weather is

open and mild, vacancies in theautumn-planted may be made up •

and ^ few of the largest plants of Early York set one foot
apart, for earbest use.
Peas.—A sowing: of double-blossomed Frame or Early Charltonmay be made on a sheltered border, which should have been

ridged crosswise
> draw the drills within two inches of the bot-

tom, on the warmest side of the ridge 3 this keeps the seed drier
than if sown in the bottom. The seeds for this early crup should
be sown thick. If the whole of the border is intended for Peas, a
yard between each row will be room enougrh ; but if it is pur-
posed to crop between thena with early Potatoes, Celery, Cauli-
flower, or dwarf Kidney-Beans, which is the better plan, then
double the distance may be left between the rows. It used for-
merly to be the plan, even in gentlemen's gardens, to sow Peasm a plot by themselves, as is now too often the case in small
ones; tins should never be done, as experience has taught thattwo rows at a good distance apart, will yield as much as three

m nch loamy soil; draw neat drills al>out two Snche* deen lifplanted 111 a bed) and five inches apart ; choose the' roots for h-ivinc
lull, prominent buds, m preference to size ; phint the first week in
the month, if possible; and as in their early state of growth thev^•e extremely susceptible of frost, some covering should be Kiveia
them if It occur.
Roses.—Chinese kinds, and those of robust growth , should now be

pruned; but do not shorten strong-growing varieties much, except
those shoots intended to produce wood for next season, Roses may
also be planted, and the soil for them cannot be too rich.
Thorn or Privet hedges nuy be cut.

MARCH.
This most important month for getting in main crops of

several kinds is proverbial for boisterous weather, but with
fine intervals, of which advantage must be taken, for
upon Onions, Carrots, and Parsneps being sown whilst the
ground is in a good state, and the weather favourable, a
great deal of their after success depends. We will pre-
sume that the soil has been prepared as we have recom-
mended, or as circumstances seemed to dictate ; but there
yet remains a subject not spoken of, which is equally im-
portant in every garden—namely, a proper rotation of
crops

; for although the same plot may produce for
several successive years good crops of Onions, for instance,
by being well manured, it is, notwithstanding, a bad prac-
tice

; and the plan of successive planting of many other >

kinds upon one piece of ground will ultimately so ex-
haust it, that no amount of manuring will again fit it for
the

near together besides the seed saved, and ground gained, by
being enabled to crop close to them ; and their place can always
be occupied the moment they come off. Defer sowmg if the
weather is not favourable.

w»iii„

^^ ,
FLOWERS.

Shouldanybulbs,as Narcissus, Anemones, or Tulips, remainunplanted, choose the first interval of open weather to get them
n. plan ing the dwarfest nearest the walk; those bulbs put inm October will probably be showing through the ground- themore choice sorts should be protected from severe frosts' andheavy rains to ensure good bloom; a layer of Fern or Sprucebranches wdl be found suitable. The digging of flower-borders

^p?ir.'.T^ ^^^-S'
"^ ^"^ ^onipieted early last month, had better be

^nr^cff
T^"^

T^^^
^]^'''^' ^^'^"^^ ^^^ ^'^'^^^

5
it can then he donemore safely In watering Auriculas, take care that none entersthe heart of the plant. Carnations Stocks, and otSe? siSplants contained in the pit, must receive the same treatment asrecommended last month.

FEBRUARY.
if frost or snow has prevented the operations recom-

mended last month from being completed, take advantage
ot the earliest opportunity to make up the delay j the sow-
ings are not of so much consequence, but avail yourself
of the first ope-n weather to get seeds in. No vacant
ground should be left undug until this time

; yet that which
produced the main crop of Potatoes is too often seen in
pottage-gardens, throughout the winter, in the same weedy
rough state as left when the crop was taken off; this ou^-ht
never to be the case; should the season be too far ad-
vanced to crop It with winter greens, then dig or ridge it
immediately. A great dpal more harm will be done than
a short delay will occasion if the ground is trod or worked
when in a wet state; and short delays from weather are
always readily made up by taking advantage of the first
favourable interval after. If pruning has been deferred it
should he finished now; the Grape-vine especially should
not be delayed if it was not cut in the autumn ; also any
transplanting, for wjnch see November. It will be well
to look at next month, which is, perhaps, the most im-
ortant one, that every preparation may be made before-
and. Any creepers on the cottage should not be delayed

ing and training neatly; drooping flowered plants
should be trained horizontally

5 Roses and others upright,
at regular distances, and spurred in,

*- fc
;

VEGETABLES.

plant until a system of rotation cropping has
been followed. It is unnecessary here to enter into the

for this, and we therefore give the best general
rule for avoiding this sterility. After early Potatoes any
of the Cabbage tribe may be planlfd ; all tap-rooted vege-
tables, as Carrots and Parsneps, for which it is wrong to
manure at the time of sowing, should be succeeded by dis-
similar kinds which require dung at the time of planting,
as Celery, Potatoes, and the Cabbage tribe. Let this be
thought of now, that after arrangements may not compel
you to occupy the same piece with a similar crop this year
as the last. Where the ground has been ridged, the great
advantage of the practice over flat digging willnowbe seen
by the facility with which it is levelled in a fine pulverised
state, enabling you to sow it immediately whenever a short
period of fine weather ftay happen, whilst soil of a similar
texture dug flat will be quite wet and unfit for working.

VEGETABLES.
BfiAxs.—The first favourable weather, the'plnnts from theantumn-

sown beds may be transplanted in rows, across a warm border, about
two feet apart ; but if it is intended to crop between them, which is
the best plan, with early Caulillower or Celery, they shoidd tlien be
set at greater distances.
BRorroLi.—The early purple sprouting and dwarf late purple may

be sown in the last week of the month ; these are the most profitable
kinds, as they yield an abnndance of sprouts, aifd being of dwarf
growth may be planted close ; otherwise Broccoli is not a profltiible
crop for small gardens, the late kinds occupviug the ground twelve
months, besides being great impoverish ers. The earlv puriile sprout-
ing %ovn\ now, will come into use about Michaelmas", and the dwarf
late purple in the March foUowing, when they ^e valuable.
Cabkaoe.—In the Hrst or second week, sow on a warm border a few

for summer and autumn supply ; thev must be protected whilst
young if severe weather occur ; either Fulham, Early Rrompton, or
Large York will be found suitable kinds ; water the seed beds if
necessary. A few Red Dutch may be sown at the same time if those
put in in autumn have failed.

Carrots.—The first open weather, a few Early Ilornmay be sown
in a warm situation for use before the main crop is ready ; at the
latter end of the month the main crop should be sown ; a calm day
must be chosen for the purpose, and the seed be previously separated
by being rubbed between the hands with sand, dry soil, or ashes.
The land should have been well prepared in : utumn at least one foot
and a half deep ; for strong soil, the scrapings of roads, when drv, will
be found an excellent dressing ; if it is well . corporated in dil^idng,

PA&&LKV should be sown the first favourable opportunitv—the
seed usuaUy takes sii or seven weeks before it makes its appearance
^ e-ground ; it may be sown as an edging to the walks, or on a
border. AMien put in for an edging, the drills should be drawn with
great care and regularity about an inch deep, and three from the
edge of the walk ; if in a plot, six or eight inohH apart. In covering
lei iiie sou be weU broken. "When the plants are full-grown, anyoeamg uncurled leaves should be drawn out, and as soon as the
earnest leaves begin to turn yellow a portion may be cut o\-er close
TO rne ground in succession ; this wUl cause the plants to produce
finer lea>-es, and stand the winter better- .

?r.inU.^^''^!!*^T^^*^^^^^^^^ ^"^ ^' t^e same time and on an ad^

Si^r1w .h.'x^\ ^ ^^>' '^^ «*°^^ treatment
;
the

sWd ?Wfo2^1^^^
extremely nutritious a^d profitable ^op, and

t^t^Zh^^^S''^'^^^^ ^^ ^''^^ ^o^^S^^ : honed and ^aten

w th thpm xild Zl\ '""a^^
'^1°^' *^ =^^ deUci^s, and cows fedwith them yield an abundance of milk ; in sowinc them three or fourseeds may be dropt in the drills, six or ti^ht iLc>^-

'"^^
holluw croinTi Farsnep is tlie best.

^ ^

Pkas.—A succession may be sown of Dwarf BlupTmnprini nr rIim*
Prusaian-they both grow about three feerhiS an^^ot. fTrmore prolific Peas can be sown at this season.^ E^h-up and'stickthe early kinds as soon as they are hi^h enout^T^ o/c- n o^^sticked too soon at this season, as they act as protec^i^ In draw-
ing drills, either make one ^ide at the bottom, or draw doubk drills

I'oTATOEs.—This is by far the most importont plant wo ^^K^ tospeak of ; and although the season for the main crops has not arrived
there needs no excuse for introducing the subject, that 9ome of the
features In its successful culture may be impressed on the mind
Various interesting experiments have been made upon the manner of
growing this root, which we might detail, but we will content ourselves

prum

fbTcKf'. fl'' f ^-t^o?. ^nd does well planted as

tarfv in\^l.-ni ^"7 ^i""^*-^^
^^^ ^ purposes for whicli

and cropi>ed between, are the best.

be fh,^?K-''fi~?^¥
^"pst-so^A-n, which were pricked out, may now

Cmym may be divided for increase. This useful little plant will

an edging to

riy iu spring. y<\(.n h^^^^ZC^ ^"^' '"' ^^"^'^ O'^'o^^ ^^^

tmwZ Hr-;^"T "' ^rr""'"' »"" exceed them .^^oint of crop
wto, If I I?' '\^^ '\' "'« "^""""i' »»d spread the seld reffufariV

riu>,ViH K
•**!" *^V huddling tliem together in narrow (JriT this

bmSitS'^v^''"""*^"'^ ^'' '" ^"«'"S Marrowfats ad other

earlv n.f,fiK'"~^!v°''' ^ **'"'' ""^^ «'»eltered situation for a sowin- of

A^^^t: ihe liesT ™l^irrf "^ ^^^ ^^^-^^^ weather^r
must be S^v!. 1 ^?

Material, but any light litter wiU do; hev
S'liort-top feihe Le iini ^^^V^'-iMe oppoj^unity. The Scarlet

f^W Batli or Greengptian Cos Lettuc^amay be sown at the'sanfe tin^ie.

to cause\hLTa!?ly |fo"5h!"---^-''!*-^i''"
*°"'"'' ""^ ^^"^'^^"''S now,

If

See 5Iarch,
FRLIT,

AuKti^t*'ti,«'^''^"?"* "' Strawberries were not made in Julv

lia ^..„ x.:.^ ^^ "^" sod and duna: nix.nl if in r^«-« tt.^^ .»,^..i^
2p *^"g betw
For a
^Slewed

mixed
; if in rows, they should

citS-i^ ""T '^ '"^^ ''^^ ^^^' «^^^--^ -- ^he plants.

-™i«a as aw! n^H ' ^^^K^
Seedlings, in four-feet beds, top-

^o,tpro^ucS 5^f.,^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ the
^oto/if required

^""^ *^® Raspberries, and make fresh planta-

Itlf; FLOWERS.
yingB of viu-ious kinds may be planted, ^T,

., , ^^^ London Pride. Auri-
'^^weathS- na«" ^}^^^ pl^intn, should have free exposure in

^^^' Raaunculu4 root^ must be pUiitea in mUd weather,

it will keep the earth open and enrich it also ; this may be done just
previously to sowin!,^ l)ut manure should never be added at that time.
The ground intended for Carrots and other tap -rooted vegetables
should be prepared in the autumn, as the addition of fresh dung now
would encourage tlie roots to fork, and become canlcered ; shallow
drills an inch deep, and nine inches apart, are preferable to broail-
cast sowing, as the seeds are difficult to rake in, and the earth for
covering the seed should be broken very tine ; sowing in drills admits
of the hoe being used much more expeditiously, besides a more re-
gularly-disposed crop and a sa\ing of seed ; old roots may now be
planted to produce seeds.
Cauliflower.—Sow in a wann situation for the summer supply to

succeed the August-sown ; choose a piece of the lightest and richest
ground for this purpose ; cover the seed lightlv and evenly, and do
not sow thick. In the last week the autumn-raised plants should be
planted out in rich ground and attended to with \vater if necessarj-,
Cblerv.—Where there is a desire to have early or large Cplery for

exhibitjop, and plants cannot be procured from "some large ganlen,
and in the abf^ence of a dung-bed, sow seed in a shallow box fiUed
with rich spil, and cover it li^'htly with mould ; it may be either pro-
tected in the Cucumber-pit in April, or with hoops and a mat, or
taken into the house at night, exposing it in fine weather,
1Jor9B-Radish.—To grow fine roots, plant about two inches of

the crowns in a deep trench, and cover them with sifted coal-
ashes, or drop the sets into deep holes made with a large dibble, and
till them up with light earth ; choose any out-of-the-way situatiop, as
it is rather an unsightly plant, and not easily eradicat^4 except by
constant hoeing over for a season,

*

Leeks.—Sow the broad-loaved Londpp hi a warm situation the
first favDurablo opportunity, fhe seed should be scattered thinly
over a small bed, and covered lightly from the alley, beating it in
with the head of the rake when levelling the surfece.
LErrucK.—A few seeds may be scattered thinly amongst the

Onions and Carrots, or on a small bed by themselves ; the Green or
White Cos are the best; and if Cabbage Lettuce is desired, the Iiut
perii4 or^Gra^jd Admiral may be sown ; they must be protected from
birds, Kiukayour to obtaiA a fe**- Cus Lettuce plants which have
been wintered in frames to'set now in a warm rich plot.
Mint.—Roots may be divided, and new plantations made.
Onions should be sown about the middle of the month, or before,

if the weather permits ; the ground should have been bastard-
trenched and ridged in autumn, and manured at the same time ;

therefore ^otJung but levelling down the ridges wiU be necessary now.
For light soil, clav and pig, or cow-dung mlKed, will lie found the
best dressing ; a piece of the best ground in the garden should always
be devoted to Onions. Sowing in drills is preferable to broadcast, as
it ensures a more regular crop, which ia easier kept clean. After the
ground has been levelled, mark it off in beds four feet and a half wide,
with fourteen Inch alleys ; then draw drills an inch deep along the
beds about six or eight rnches apart, sow the seed immediately, and
after covering tread it in regularly ; if the ground should be iu such
a state as not to admit this without binding the surface, it will he
hardly prudent to sow ; but if it baa been ridged, this will scarcely
hapoen. After the plants are lairly above-ground, nothing is sa bene-
ficml to their well-doing as having the soil about them frequently
stured, and being kept free from weeds. The best kind is the new
white Globe—it is extremely handsome, a good keeper, and 2>eing qf
a globular shape, a muchgreat«? welgbt ^ produced upofi tlie &Wify
spa^ than by anjr aWa&x kLad.

from the end of February to the same time in June, yet either very
early or late planting ought to be avoided : we shaU, however, detail a
method which in light soil and warm situations wOl amply repav the
trouble either for home consumption, or with a view to protil^^this
plan IS practised in Lancashire, Devonshire, and many parts of Ire-
^nd, and is termed the " lazy-bed" planting ; it is performed as
foUows :—Mark out the ground, four feet and a half for the beds, and
tuo feet for the alleys ; then remove about four inches off the surface
of the beds into the alleys, afterwards digging the beds ; and if the soil
is not in good heart, manure must be added under the Potatoes if at
all heavy, but if veiy light place it above them. By putting manure
under early Potatoes on strong soil, it acta as drainage. The sets
which should be good-sized Potatoes of "the Ash-leaved Kidney
Early Frame, Fox's Seedling, or anv other dwarf-growing early
kind, must then be planted about eight inches apart aU ever the
surface, placing them carefully with their crown-eves upwards ; they
will then rise stronger than if Laid on their sides, as the cro>^Ti-eves of
a Potatoe bear the same reference to those at the sides, as tlie ter-
minal buds of trees do to the lower ones ; should the Potatoes l>e so
large as to make two good sets, keep the crown separate and , :..nt;

each by themselves, and they wiU form a succ ion. Small Potiitoea
should not be used for planting at this or indeed anv r; -on, for
reasons which shall be explained hereafter. As the plants appear
upon the surface, a httle soil must be added to keep off frost ; in vei*y
small gardens this plan may be adopted with good success at a later
period with dwarf-growing kinds.
BAnisH.—Some seed of the Scarlet Short-top and Turnip-rooted

kinds may be scattered with the main crops of Carrots, ^c. ; they
wiU be fit for use before the crops can be damaged by them ; but if
room is no object, sow them by themselves, and cover as before.
RuuB-VRii.—This valuable plant should occ\ipv a comer iu every

garden, however limited; and thp cottager wiU tind Jt iis-^fnl and
wholcaomc foi liiuiseif anrt childpen, from Its cooling properties.
Independent of the cheap pies and tarts which are made of the stalks^
they may be boiled and eaten with bread; bv blanching the stalks*
which is readily done, they are not only improved in flavour and
come to perfection eariier, but one-half the quantitv onlv of sugar !*

required, to accomplish this, it is but uecessarv to 'exclude the
light; a large flower-pot or old butter-firkin will 'do this, or a few
hazel-rods or rails covered with fern or straw, or anv similar mtar?*?
as circumstances may dictate. If the croivns have" been mulched
during winter, they will he forwarded.
Spinach may be sown between Peas or Beans, or bv it^olf, but is

not a crop to be recommended at this season in a cotiage-garden
being neither nourishing as food, or durable as a crop.

*

Turnips.—In warm situations a few of the Six Weeks Turnip may
be sown upon a s^uth border with a view to profit, as thev are usuallv
ver>- scarce

;
the border should be dug ia a sloping form and the

plants attended to regularly wfth water.

FROT.
About the middle of the month, a little earlier or later acoordinff

to the season , is the proper time to conuuence graftin Apples Pears
Plums, or Cherries ; the grafts should have t>e^ taken on' a month
previous, as grafting alwa>-3 succeeds best when the stock is in a

'

greater state of activity than the scion. "H^e will endeavour to de-
scribe the operation; but seeing it once performed would toarh it
bt'tter. Cut oven the stocks at the points where it seems the most
desirable to fix the ^raft [see ftgurel, then with a sharp knife make
a smooth cut ia) upwards
of the same width as the
diameter of the Icion, ancl

about an inch and a half
long, just penetrating to
the wood ; then make a
ali{ downwards from the
top across the cut, a quar-
ter of an inch deep (6) ; cut
the Mion about four inches
long, and cut the lower
end obliquely at one cut,
to fit that made in the
stoek, making ^ similar
slit at c as that in the
stoek ; then fix the two to-
gether, making one or both
the outer edges fit neatly,
according to the size of the
branch grafted {d). ^o-
thing more rem:\ins to be
done but to tie them to-
gether securely without
shiftingth^ position with
bast or tape, and cover the
union with adhesive clay
which has been weU beaten
np with some short hay, to
prevent its cracking;* if a
little Moss is tied over the clay, and kept damp, it will ass-.st the
union. There are many different methods of grafting, but this is
the one most practised, and all are on the same principle.
Any wall-trees or dwarf Pears coming into blossom mav ho pro-

tected from frost with branches of Spruce Fir or fronds of ]fem tied

amongst the shoots.

lloe about the stems of Gooseberries and Curranti,

FLOWERS.
A^fNUALa.-^Towards the end of the month, in light soiL>, .^ few of

the ha^KUw* annuals mav be put in, and some of the aBt«mn-«own
thinned t(ut tmd phinted. Sow ia unaU pato&«, and cover ^^th a

Utile dry soU; if a garden-pot is tumeii over the p^teh, ft mU protect

the seeds from birds or fro^ ; before sow^, aKertaln their iinhvidual

heights and colour, and attend to wiiat fe m^ ^P^ *^ subject a*

tiie head of the list of annuals.
Anemones,—If aaymM wew laft otw i^he auluam-plauting, th€^

tDBy b« put in jiow lorJOWMsfcn,
At'^SJ<Ji;4*4s.—As Boen m the pants throw up their trusses of

Uma, pia&b mm sS off put Qi^^tfoiii^ qu^i imd if asj pi^t
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.ve them free wipo0&v« -JuHiig ttw d«_ md allow them the

uiT cenUe raim M^ ' tho end nf the month ; but, aJ»ove

Mwnri to rMulre top ilrfMniiig or pottiuv, it uIU bo .1 ^ imnu

duUeb . ^vb them fr^ ^v-^^^amw .inrini; th« ds ma allow them the

b«n«6t of any genUe -_— , . , . x . *l. . *

aXi tht«]« jrurvrT MllBil &v»t. fur if Um buds become in the luast

tniuiid, tli« will nol come op 1«vb1 In the tm-;* ; when the buds xn
forawd, thin out the wwllwrt or mi.Mlc one*, leaving only as many
aaouiwpanil without fwing crowded. Sow teeda of Auriculas and

V ^^wthuH In ehiilknr pant or boxe^i, and preae them down only with

» piece of tut btferd, sprinUiug a little larnl over them ; place tlicm

wideran eael aiiwctfftBdprotect them from ht^avy rahu.

HuFJkOK. Sow In the neighbourhood of beci, for which no plant

Is more raiuabto ; it doen not require transplanting.

C'ARWArioMS.—Last year's layers aiiuuld, towards the end of the

nmilh, be either pJante*! out in the bonlL'n or in abcl, to flower ;

m^oy ^To^vt:t» pot theni in lar^c pots and Hower them npoo a stage ;

they dii^iglit in rich mjiI, comiHised of loam, dung, and sand.
Cui.vKSB CifHY^ANTueyiua ir^v now t>e divi^Uti and poHed in

gnall jM>tj* ur (iliBtt 4 <uit on a ricti MSMlL-r. aiul iruiued, taking theni

up cart'fuUy, auit pottui^ t! ;, liuriag wet weather, for flowering fn

August*
ItANtxcrtrB.— As early as th#* weather will permit, Hanunculusee

•houM be pLintt-d ; th tit )«hould t>e loamy, and prepar^.d ia Nu-
T- :t.' : , by i>^'in*i Iiju ''-in' 4 deep, and having a good drewlnfj

of fowduncc- I'he beii shouM not be dijfturl>ed now, except in

}«veUtng. VIan t the ruut* an iiicli and a half deep, choo^^.^ them
lor thuir pruminunt buds, in pn-ftT^. t' ^'uc. .'^•t thciu in ryws
•ii In '

-i ;ipart, and four incht ' r In the row.
riower-bordor^ containing hardy bulbs should be dreisfld as soon

aa they tnalco their app(-:iraii(*u above-ground; if June before, tlicru

Is danger of injuring tu«ui.

AIMUL.
It oftcuLappcnd for want of opportunity, or from un-

favourable ireather» manj of the operations recommended
last month remain undone the beginning of this, but tiiey

must no longer be <!tlayed. Tlii-^ h a month of shower

and sunshine, the one noon cha^ini; the other away; atid

all vegetation is making rapid progress, therefore erery

•p«re moment may and shouhl he profitably employed
;

weeds, specially if ucglert .d, will gpec<lily fluwer and

thed their seeds, ensurini^ a numerous oiTsprini;, that will

take years to eradicate. As a mntter of first importance,

thrri, never ftllow weeds to flow^fp or let the hoe, dur-

lag showery weather, remuiii idle, as it will not only

and insects

els, hut encourage a rapid growth of the crops ; j
dillerence : the large VoU

, like weeds, may be rendered compnrntively undiinini.licd in tlic secti.

lilisrence and adontiw prompt measures for 1'''^^^''^:'^!^^:'^^^^^^^^

of doing more

perfect loaves, to
suwu in an open

scarce by diligence and adopting prompt
their destruction the mumcut they are detected ; for, like

them, if neglected they multiply bevond credibility. All

planting in the kitehcn-;^arden in spring and summer
should be done in drills, becau^ie the plants are more
effectually watered ; and the first hoeins^, by billing in the
drills, acts aa an eurthing-up also. Some frosty nights

usually occur, the effects of which on fruit-blossoms,

young seedlings, auJ early growths of even hardy ]}Iant3,

mast be carefully guarded against, as the fluids of plants

are now active ; a slight frost is capable
mischief than a severe one iu winter, when the plants are
dormant.

VEGETAULES.
Bk.vn* "Wlicn the last-sown " ,(w their first

etiBurp ji rp(nilnrimeeeseion, Hi/mo »w>i T^ould l>e

situation— i'larl^ Long^>d is the must proUHc kina : let lUu lows
tiin^e north and rnuth if \

" '
, and do not sow to^ilar iu a plot,

but in detarhed rows, ami cTop Itetweon—the produce will be in arly
doul'U' ; and Dm space thmy v« cupy am be planted with Colcwort or
Other greens iu July and Auj^^u^t.

Bo»B4 in.a, Oft ScoTf n OHRSNs.~Thi<^ valiiahU' and hardy vegetable
thmild Ik» «nwn about th*» "^nronil week, if tw» anwinxs are made ;

but. Ktneraliy sjM-riKifi-. for Sinaii gardens one will \h> fouml suffiripnt.
If tht! smallest j*Utit» are pricked out to strengtlicn in name open
sjH.t ahmit three Mielies ap;trt, they will make stout plants, and by
fc^inif p^-^' ted out later will form asurcpssion, Tlie sowlnt? may he
made in any TBcant part of ilie garden, but if sown rattier thin in an
epeu situation they will rise stnmgi^r.

BftiM^r- SpRoT-Ts.—This deservedly-esteei T ve^ot4ibIe \n seldom
seen in cotLi^t? garden;*, although no kind of greens merits more ex-
t^^n-Hive cultivation, it bein^ verylumly and productive and when
cooked h extremely delicate and whcl^^^^e. It should be sown at
Uw same time and in the same manner as Borecole.
Cabback.—The seeil-beds of last month must be watered in dry

weather, iloe between, or earth-up, those advancing.
CmtERV.—The main crop should now be sown in a warm situa-

tion and light rich soil ; the seed being small, shoidd be covered
!i|rhtiy and carefully with well-broken earth : do not sowit ver>' thick,
or the plants will rise feebly. The bed should receive some slight
protection fnjui hea\7 rains or cold ni.<Iits; if a hiind-Kla3s is pos-
sessed. It may be placed over it for a short time. The Alancliester
Bed and Solid White are the beat kinds ; the Red is the largest and
most hardy one.
Cress avo Mistard may now be so^*^ under a south wall or fence.
CixiJMBKRs.—To grow this vegetiible, and for other purposes

which shall be mentioned, we would recommend the following pro-
»eding in aome dry sheltered comer of the garden facing the south.
To form a pit

:
mark out a suiUble spot six feet wide, of any re-

quired length, and drive down stout stakes at the comets ; then pro-
cure a atiantity of gnia* sods cut square about three inches thick, and
buUd with them a back wall two feet three inches high, and a front
eoe tifteen inches : the walls may be a foot or hfteen inches thick tor^m frost In winter. The stekc'i should be driven to the exact
Kt'iglit of tlie wails on the inside; and when hiiished, astriit of woud
way be nailed along tlteir tope to make a level surface for the lichts
to rest upon ; these mii>t b« formed by nailing four light pieces of
wood together, the side pieces six feet six inches long, and the end
ones three feet six inches. These frames should be cfos.sed with
twine to support a covering of oiled calico or paper, as a substitute
fdr glass. If turvea eaiinot reatUly be obtained, a numl>er of stakes
tnajpbe driven down, and wattled with rods, or lined inside with
slabs, anil a wall of earth, as above, built Bgi4nst the^e. This simple
erection may be speedily made by any person, and will prove of great
me. The surface surroundinar the pit should be somewhat lower
than the interior, to preserve it tiry. In this hon: \ pit any kind of

; or two can be
wiU save some

truu.)te ; oiner-viye. ariout the middle of this month, throw into one
eonier of the pit two or thrte barrow-loads of dung, wliich will com-
munie'ite a litiW warmth ; then sow in a pot, half tilled with HiJit
rich soi'I, the reriuiretl number of seeds of the South^te or long
prickly Cucumber, covering; them lightly, and place over the month
of tlie pot a piece of flat gla^ • . ^t-tting the pot upon the dung. When
the plants .ire deveinpir - ^hp first ronj^ leaf, they may be potted off
two or three In a pot, rui>l.iring them on the dune:, and keeping the
lightii doee fxa a day or t«o. As soon as they have perfected the
flwt rough leaf, stop tlicui—that is, pinch off their top close to that
lei^; and prepare for jilanting them out in a few days after, by lay-
ing some Jon:< litter or turfy soil, about three inches thick, as
drainage ,* then along the centre of the pit form n ri(%e of rich light
soil one foot thick, aiid plant a pot of plants under each iii^ht. The

weak or »(W'!ii crowded, ai.l p. ^!n^ out the remainder without con-

fusion, ftiaie floT "
, and leaves, when too numerous, must be

thinned, and regular supplies of rain er soft water given to the

plants. By these means abuntlance of Cucumbers may be had until

latti in the season, liy soaie they are considered a delicacy, but it

should be remembMii that they are attended with a good deal of

trouble, and afford little or no nutriment : the pit, however, should

be built*

Lkttlce.—A succession of these should always be kept by sowing

a few at a time once a month, as they arc cooling hi summer, and

excellent for r"-jing thirst- Sow the same kinds as recommended

last month, and never n^kct watering them whenever dry weather

occurs : this rule holds good for all plants used as aalading, and if

neglft-tcd they lose thtir crispneys and flavour.

Oxr ^. — If the main crop was not got in last month, it must not

be delayed after the beginning of this ; or if sown last, they will be

up this", and will probably require hand-weeding, accompanied with

caxeful 1. - - Ing afttr a shower.

j»K\s.—"Wl; n a SU' ^on Is required n-ithout intervals, a fresh

sowing should be.made when the list-sown are fairly through the

ground. In large gardens it is the practice to sow. as above, two
ifciiuls at one time which will follow each other ; but this is not

n : y iu small ones : neither do we recommend tall sorts, on
account of the space tliey require. No better kinds than those re-

commended lor Uu>t month can be ; but Knight's Marrowa, esjiecially

the dwarf green, are ilelicious Teas, and very prolitic. They may
be sown thinner than other sorts, in double drills ; being robust
growers, they requiiu .stout sticks. The dwarf sorts grow from throe

to four foet high, and tho tidl kind from five to six.

i'oTATOis.—The second early crop should be planted the flrat fort-

night, and the main crop In the latter end of the month. Tt is nearly

useless to mention any particuhir kinds, as even body has his favourite

Tnrii.wts ; but for small gardens those proilucing the dwarfest haulm
should be chosen for the second crop, if the lary-bed plan spoken of

last month has l)een adopted. Choose good-siy.ed, well-ripened Po-
tatoes, and lay them in a warm, dry place until the eyes sprout a
little; when they have done this, cut them carefully, and, as recom-
mended, before the crown slI^, may be kept and planted by them-
selves ; as they ci ' iiii the strongest and best-matured eyes, they
aTway=> rise stronger and more regular than those from the sides ; sets

cut from large tubers, eacb«ontaining one good strong eye, have by
numerous experiments been proved superior to cither whole small
I'i-tatut,'s, or sets containing sevend smaller eyes; but we will give
T>r. I.indlcy's own words for the reason of this, which we are sure
will convince every one capable of thinking for a moment. Dr. L.

says—** Large tubers cut into sets, each containing a single eye, are
preferable to small Potiitoes with the eyes cut out excepting one, even
supposing the weight to be the same in both cases. Here lies the

tatoe has a large eye or bud. which remains
section composing the set ; on the contrary, the

" eye or bud, from which, in the first instance,
only a weakly shoot proceeds ; whereas the other starts vii,orou3ly,
producing early an extensive breadth of foliage, supported on a stem
capable of bearing it up in the li^ht, and hence producing better
tubers tluiu either one weak stem or jwmultitude of such." The
extra weight or quantity of Potatoes reqmred for sets, if large ones
are used, boars but a sr'nall proportion to the increase and qualify of
produce which the same space would yield if planted with weakei*
sets ; liry weather nuiat be chosen for planting, also a dry situation
and light soil, in preference to hea^y land. In phinting, oiicu good
wide drills with the spade, from 18 inches to two feet apart, accoiding |

to the height the kinds grow ; six inches wider apart than the
height the tops attain may be taken as a guide. The drills must
be from three to four inches deep, along the bottom of which place
the sets about eight inchci apart, with the eye upwards ; this is of
more importance than many suppose, the plants rising then stronger
and quicker than when the sets are reversed. If the land requires
iluntr—which it usually does unless the soil is fresh maiden loam,
the - t-^ had better have some light mixture spread over them'
as decayed tree-leaves, littery dung, with ashes, or any like
uitttttrial which will act as drainage ; it should at all times be of an
open nature; fruhh horae, cow, or pig dung Is improper, but may
be usG^l when well rotted and mixed with either of the above-
nameil open materials. By planting with dung, the ground in tlie
nutuum will be found in a line pulverised state for receiving the suc-
Ci'eding crop. Potatoes for seed should never be kept in a great bulk
together, as the fermentation, or sweating, which they undergo often
destroys their vegetating power—and to this we have traced the
failure of many crops ; they should be placed where they can be fre-
quently tnrnoil, to prevent tluir early growth and coiisequent ex-
haustion. For late phtnti^v observe the same rules, and choose kinds
which do not grow very tall or produce abundance of flowers. A goo<l
motliod of planting to prevent the ground from being trod is to dig
tltLin iu as follows :—Take out a trench, as for digging, and having a
stick at each side uf the piece of the exact length the rows are to be
apart to measure with, when the trench is brmight parallel to these
slicks a line must be stretched between them, and the drill formed
then i^ant the sets and cover them with dung ; after which shift the
two sticks their length backwards and dig on to them As before
covering the planted row carefully as you proceed ; this will be found'
especially iu strong soils, worthy of adoption, as the ground is left
neat and level, and a.s loose as possible.

J{ADTsnf:s.—A succession of Short-top, Salmon, or Turnip-rooted
kinds should now be sown in a moist situation, which should always
be chosen for the summer crops of salading, as it saves watering and
renders them uaturaUy more crisp and juicy. Radishes sown'on a
dry soil soon become woody and hot.
RnirBARB.—Seed for young plants should be now thinly sown in

drills, where they are to stand until autumn. Choose alight rich
spot of ground, and draw shallow drills a foot or 18 inches apart
and drop in the seeds in patches six inches from each other it is •!

good pUn to raise young plnnts for planting in bo.ve^, to be placed ina warm cellar, or a closet where they will receive moderate warmth
and no light; by some simple contrivance of this sort bhmched
stalks may be obtained, when they axe considered a luxury even bv
the great.

^ ^

Savoys.—Tlie Pwarf Green Savoy should be sown and treated in
the same manner as IJorecole or Itnissels Sprouts. The merits ofSavoys are well known ; their hardiness, ease of culture and greatproduce are sufficient to recommend them in every family.
bK \-KALK.—AVo have seldom or never seen this vegetable in a cot-

tage-garden ; why it should be excluded we do not know unless its
being considered one of the luxuries of large gardens should unfit it
for humbler ones. It is not only extremely wholesome, nutritious
and of easy culture, but, planted on a north border, which is little
esteemetl for other crops, It comes into use when vegetables of all
kinils are usually scarce, and is always a saleable commodity ifgrown
as a source of profit. It may be raised by sowing seed early in themonth, or by slips of the root, or ?niall crowns planted in February
or early m March. For seeds, draw drills two inches deep, in li^htnch soil, an<l let the seed be dropped about three inches apart in theroi«^, winch should be one foot wide ; seedlings are preferable toroot shps The first season they will only require to be kept freefrom weeds, and in the following spring they should be planted outpermanently

; the ground for them should be weU manured and

3.—The main sowing of hardy kinds should be sown this
irccted in March. The half-lianly kinds may be nut in at

natural sweetener of the blood in spring, and may render the nag of
medicine or doctors' visits unnecessarj'.

Shps of Sage, Thyme, Rue, Hyssop, Lavender, and other herbs
may be planted in a shady place.

*

FUriT.
Remove foreright or ill-placed shoots from any trained trees-

grafting may still be performed early in the month. Clear fruit-trees
and bushes from suckers, and keep the ground about them frequently
loosened by the hoe; destroy slugs and snails, likewise caterjiiliara

as soon as they appear. This is a proper season to layer vines*
which is readily done by loosening a convenient and healthy shoot*
and making a slit half through the shoot under the eye which it is
intended should be the bottom of the future plant upwards two or
three inches ; then bend it into a pot or iu the ground, securing it there
witli & hooked peg, and tying it upright to a stake to prevent itsbeinff
broken ; it will be well rooted by November, when it may be ptrma,
nently transplanted.

FLOA\'ERS,
A.\.VUAL3.

month asdirccieu m iuarcu. ine naii-uaniy Kmus may be put in at
the end of the month in the same manner as the hardy ones.

AuRiciTLAs wiien iu Hower should be protected from the sun or
rains, but allow them all the air possible ; they should receive regular
supplies of water; if manure-water is given alternately, they will be
much benefited ; but never water them over the leaves. Polyanthuses
in pots may be treated in a similar manner.
Biennials, as Wallflowers, Bromptou and Giant Stocks, HoIIt-

hocks, Campanulas, bweet Williams, tScc, should be planted oiit
early in the month, if not done in autumn ; and towards the end the
same kinds may be sown to procure them strong for another season.
CrxTiNGS of Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Salvias, Verbenas, and Pe-

tunias may be planted iu pots half filled with soil, and plunged in a
warm situation, placing over the pot a flat piece of glass to exclude
air, or th^ pot may be placed in the window of a dwelling-room •

many plants rather diflicult to root may be struck this way, the aides
of the pots acting as a sufficient shade ; the piece of glass should be
wiped or occasionally turned during damp weather ; the eariiest
shoots of China Roses taken off close to the old w^ood when about
four inches long and treated thus, will make blooming plants by
autumn.
Dahlias.—The old roots should be started to grow before dividinr

or planting them ; they may be placed in a box of light soil or de-
cayed leaves, and kept moist, setting them out in the sun during the
day, and taking them in, or efiectually securing them from frost at
night, bysomeAVillows and a covering of Ferns. As soon as the shoots
are three or four inches long, they may all except one be taken off
close to the old tuber, and struck either as recommended for other
cuttings, or in phials of water, or iu damp moss ; it is important to
preserve the lowermost eyes in plants intended to store away for
another season, although cuttings taken off higher up the stem" will
make equally good flowering plants for the present year. It is unne-
cessary to strike cuttings if the roots can be divided into as many
pieces, each containing an eye as there are plants required ; the buds
should be allowed to shoot an inch or two before they are divided ; by
large cultivators artificial beat is usually employed to start the Dahlia
earlier in the year, but plants started towards the end of this month
under a south wjdl or in a box, as above, will make stronger and
shorter jointed gro^vths, and usually flower the best.
Carnations.—The planting out or potting in large pots must not

be delayed.
MitiNONETTH should be sown in the open border and in pots or

boxes for flowering in the window in July ; let the soil be mixed with
one-half well-rotted dung, in which the plants will grow strong and

' become less liable to suffer from the effects of heat and drv weather.
TiGBiDTA Pavonia bulbs should now be planted two inches deep.
Watch the advancing buds of Roses, and if thu leaves appear

curled search for a ^b whose presence this indicates, or the bloom
will be destroyed by it. Window plants should be re^^tted. and the
branches trained or thinned out if necessary ; put sticks'to any ad-
vancing flower-stems ; choice Tulips should be protected from heavy
rains or frost if possible ; where this cannot be done, shade tlieni

from the sun, and water the leaves when frozen early in the day.
Clip box-edgings

;
turn the wallcs if of gravel, and ^hke down the beda

or borders smooth and neat.

MAY.

reason for first SoTimn$ a ridge of soil ah)ug the centre, is to allow
frequent earthings to the phints as Uieir roo£ appear on t!ie :iurface,
by which means they grow faster than when planted at first in a
great body of soil. All that .s.ll be required after, besides these

| so good as the other method for blanrhin7"ThI':.«,-3'
''"'"''

"x?

S»4a^ ^ ^itAitt number .of bvaxii^'sljwts, maoviog all that Are

K«~i ;:
" •^'^'' "-^1" liniKu tu patcu. Alter son

S- -*''®i
^" planted out in row. to strengthen, they may be placed

memled l^r ?M^i^ 7 ^^''' '" ^^^'.^^l^^^' ^^^ trelted^as rS
TrhWh L ^ "''^'' ''"^ t»"e ^""ng winter, or early in spring.

wUhIw in 1

^^P*" ^^^^".^^^^ tl'e ^^^^^ or cro^vns must be coveredwith clear sand about two inches thick, and then have placed over

awTtld^ ^- M *"T*"*'
"^^ '^^^^^ or ha.upers, or any ^theravau!

a?)lo thing uh wdl prevent them l>eing broken when thev arecovered wth long dung fern or leaves, sufficiently thick to e/chide

fw 'o?
^'^ may l>e planted one foot apart, and covered with saw!d mt old tmners bark or sand one foot thick above their crowns,and allowed to grow to the top at their natural season

; but thi? h not

otherwJse,^inJts naturaK^eason, the exclusion of light is only necea-

Towards the middle of this month all kinds of tender
plants may be placed or planted out of doors j and for cut^
tings or seedlings which have been housed, either morn-
ing or evening in showery weather is the best time.
No plant should be planted out without first ascertaining
its habit, height, and colour of the flower, so that the most
proper situation may be determined for it. Half-hardy
plants/ as Fuchsias, Hydrangeas, and Agapanthuses, or
African Lilies, may now have their winter coverings re-

moved-^ In dry weather water becomes necessary to many
plants in the open ground ; but it should not be used un-
less positively required, as the benefits arising from arti-

ficial watering are but temporary, and it has the effect of
exciting the roots, thereby rendering them more suscepti-
ble of drought after the water given them has been evapo-
rated- When, however, it becomes really necessary to

water, it should be given morning and evening, much
more abundantly than is usually done, and never disconti-
nued after its commencement, until a change in the wea-
ther renders it no longer necessary. A proper discrimi-
nation in the selection of objects for watering should be

made, preferring seed-beds and crops which can be regu-
larly and thoroughly watered, as Radishes, Lettuce, or

newly-set plants. In the case of Strawberries or fresh-

planted trees, mulching with straw or grass, to prevent
the rapid evaporation of moisture from the soil, should be

adopted,

_ ^
* VKGETABLES.

Hoe between and thin out the Onions where thev are too thick, au^l

ml up the vacancies, in wet weather. Iloe and thin Carrots, leaving
them about six inches apart, and Parsneps nine inches. Strew soot
or lime over any seedlings infested with insects. Keep the hoe indus-
triously employed between all advancing crops ; any phints intended
for seed should have stakes placed to them to prevent them from
being broken. Never attempt to save seeds of two varieties of the •

same kmd of vegetable at one time; as, for instance, Cabbage and
Cauliflower, or Broccoli, it being impossible to prevent them from
being miied by insects ; and instead of producing the true kinds, a
race of worthless mules will be the consequence; therefore, if seed-
saving 13 adopted, which is not to be recommended except in a few
instances, only save one of a kind—as, one Lettuce, one Bean,
Curied Parsley, Celerj-, &c.
Beans.—Sow as recommended last month ; tlie Long-pod is the

most prohtable. Should the weather prove dr>-, the seed may be
soaked 2-4 hours before phinting, and the open drills watered. Top
iJie early crops as soon as they are in full flower, or when the black
ny makes its appearance, which it always docs upon the tops. Pinch-
ing them oflt IS the best and surest remedy : draw earth to the stem*
wbon about sue inches high.
lioREroLK.—Tf sufficient were not raised from the sowing made last

month, some more should be put iu immediately.

Borec'f
'^^^ ^'"'louTb.—The same treatment may be given aa for

Broccoli.^Another small sowing of the Early Purple Sprouting
may be made to succeed the first: also White Broccoli for spring, w
room is no object*

Caiibaok,™Sow. about the third or last week, some quick-headlnS

i
5

m pia.t. mur^f^^mr^ !z^Lzr^it^^^^^
^^^ n^,r

?
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B&ttersea, or fiimilar quick kinds should be chosen. Some of the

Etouteat plants of the March so^ng should now be planted out one

foot apart, leading the smaller plants for succession. Cabbages

should have dung given them at planting, unless the land Is strong.

Tie up the leaves of some of the earliest to assist their hearting.

Carrots.— The Early Horn may be thinned to about three inches

mpart ; and when they get too thick again , every other one may be
drawn for immediate use.

Caulifi-o\^'ERS.—In the second or third week, the crop to come
into use in October should be sown , and those raised in March should

be finally planted out ; choose for them an open spot of deep, well-

enriched soil, and supply them copiously with water if the weather
renders it necessary, as they delight in moisture. They may be wa-
tered with manure-water from the cesspool occasionally.

Celery.— Early this month the first plants will probably be sufH-

deutly advanced to prick out in a warm sheltered situation to

jrtrengthen. The best plan is to choose a perfectly hard surface ; and
upon this, spread a layer of rotten dung about three inches thick,

beating it tolerably firm with the head of a rake. Upon this spread
a thin coating of soil, say half an inch thick, and into this prick the
plants three inches apart. The advautages of this method are, that
the plants root better in dung than soil, and are much easier kept
moist, which is essential to them ; and by havipg a hard surface be-
neath, they are prevented from forming tap-roots, and rendered less

likely to nm to seed prematurely ; and on removing them to plant in

the trenches, they may be cut out with balls of matted fibres, and
being then well watered, will scarcely flag at all. Shade them for a
few days after they are pricked out, and guard them from slugs.

Cress may be sown every month for a succession in a moist situa-

tion. Mustard must be sown every fortnlglit. The seeds do not re-

quire covering, but the ground should be made quite level, and
watered; then strew the seed thicldy on the surface, and press it in
with a flat piece of board, or the back of tlxe spade.
Kldxey-Beans.—This delicious vegetable may be eaten freely by

the most delicate person ; the ground intended for lieans should never
be manured at the time of sowing ; but if fresh soil has been trenclied
up in a suitable place, sow them in it. Fulmer's luirly, or Xegro,
may be sown, for the first crop, the first or second week ; for a suc-
cession, sow according to the demand, once a month; the ci'eam-
coloured is the best for a main crop ; the rows should be 18 inches or
two feet apart, and the drills two inches deep. In drv' weather,
water tlie drills before iaowing the seeds, which should be dropped in
two inches apart.

ScABLET-KrxXER Eeaxs.—This prolific and important crop to the
cottager should also be sown the first or second week this montii. For
a plant so familiar as this, particular circumstances will always point
out the most desirable situation either in the garden to form an ar-
bour, to hide something unsightly, or to cover the cottage-porch.
Ko creeper is more suitable, or has more claims for such situations.
Scarlet Jf^uuners will grow in nearly any soil ; but if sown in the open
part of the garden, the rows should range north and south ; draw the
drills from two to three inches deep, and drop the seeds the same
distance apart. To ensure good crops, detached or single rows are pre-
ferahle to sowing them in a plot, even if a good width be left betiveen,
which should never be less than throe feet. They are sometimes
grown witliout stakes, and kept dwarf by having their tops frequently
pinched off; one important matter id, never to leave pods for seed
over the whole piece, but gather clean, and leave sufficient for seed
ungathered in one place, as most plants after they have matured a
few seeds cease to be so prolific as hefore.
Lkeks.—The young plants will probably be ready by tlie end of the

month, or as soon as they are six inches high, for ^transplanting out
permanently. A piece of the strongest land should be chosen for
them, which lias been deeply dug and well manured. They may be
planted in drills a foot apart, and about nine inches in the row ; "or a
large dibber may be used for each to make a wide liole, about four
inches deep, into which the plants must be dropped, and fixed by
pouring sorte water from the spout of a v.atering-pot into the holes ;make some puddle, in which the roots muistbe dipped before i^lanting.
Lettuce.—A succession may again be sown ; let the surface of the

ground be freshened up, if it has not been recently dug, and sow
thinly upon a piece sufiiciently large to hold plants for a fortnight*s
supply

; and let the thinnings he planted on an adjoining piece of the
same size. If the ground is moderately dry, tread the seeds in, and
cover them lightly with soil from the alleys,
iVlARjoKAM."The sweet or knotted kind may now be sq-rti in awarm situation,

MAniGOLC-Those who like the flavour of the flowers in soups
should sow now ; they wUl grow in any soil or situation.
Nasturtium, or Ixdiax Cress, is not only usefu^but exceedingly

ornamental
;

it should, therefore, be sown eai-ly, where it will cUmh,
to hide any unsightly object, or cover an arbour ; the dark flowering
kinds produce fruit as plentifully as the light one, and make a beau
tiiul variety. The seeds pickled resemble capers, and bv some per-sons are prefen-ed. If not used by the cottager, they will find a ready

1^.^ ^^Vr^"."^
pomts of the side shoots and the flowers may be

Ztn^l
Afustard and Cress, and are considered highly beneficial topei^ons subject to_ flatulency and weakness of the bowels. Sow the

.f!n%"! •
]"^ ?^ x"^^

^'''^ ^ ^^ ^^^P' "^ ""^y situation. There is ad>varf kmd, which is more an object for the flo>ver-gardeu—it pos-
sesses the same properties

; also a double-flowered varietv, worthy aplace in the wmdow or flower-border.
"

\^?1'J?T' ~ 7}i^
surface-soil about them cannot be too often

^Z^l- I M
autumn-sown ones must be planted out during the

andm plantmgtake great care not to bury the bulb of the Onion

iS'tf i':
'''^' '" '^'^'''^ \1*^"^ ^* ^^-^^ them by a copiotis

fre^ rn^n « l.t'Tf^^' ""^'^^ ™?'^ ^'^ Continued until it has nmde

adfrncin"^^^''' ^ ^^^''^*' ^'''' succession
;
and earth -up and stick those

add^'I^^w
'"''^' '^^-^.^^ P^^^^^^ ^^ ^'^^""^^^ ^'-ist ™onth. Draw or

Xntlt^LT.fir^^^^^^^ ^^^-^^y 'o those

lUnisHEs.—Sow as recommended last month.
|AVov.—bee Borecole.
Summer Savory may be sown the first week ; it is an excellent

^t t'll^frt'.^r'?^
other similar vegetables, and fs^sai'/Ltr

see^d'''''^'l?J.?nS'/''''''i j^ ^ ^'^^^^ situation, but will soon run to

a profit^^i: irme^Jrop'"' ^ ^"^^'^ *^ ^^^ ^^"- ^'^'"^^^ '^ "^^

TruNiPs.—About the middle of the month a moderate sowins !

?n^ve^ft'^'
^' ^'''^^ ^'"'^^

'
t^'« mowing will not st^ndW Tf

foml andTf T""''
'^ """'* ^^ ^^^^^"^- '^"'^''i^^ ^^'^ nourifhing

iidembly ^ "^'''' ^'^^^ ^"""^ ^""'^ *^^^ ^^ ^hcy enrich it con-

V ^
FRUIT.

bcarinfti. w ""^
v'^ ^^^^ ""^ *^^ ^^nth, or as soon as the fniit-

iS^nn. ',f^ ^1 distinguished, should have th^ weak and ill-

rods^ffh. .?.''"'''
''T^'''

^""^ prevents the fruit and the bearing-

Sie.Vrl w* ^'^""^ ^^T "P^"^"g- ^^'^^en the runners of Straw-

dr^w LnL^^^v?'^""'^^.^?''
propagation, cut them off, as they with-

larlv n^H. ''^'? nourishment from the plants ; water them regu-

removei^?^^^^^
^^^ are growing freely, mavhavethfclay

Ct wm Innn ^"J
'"^ ^""^ weather, and the union newly tied, as thi

feet a i ttl?^
^""^^^- ^" removhig the cUiy. U the union is not per-

tliein nlJ^""^ T^^ ™''^' ^^ ^'^'^ on in Its place, and stakes put to

!a^.Z^ l"v''*'T
^"^ '^""ong growths from the middle of (ioose-

»a L-urrant bushes, and stop the shoots where Urge ftuit is de-Anm out the suckers of Uaspberries to four or six of tlie

nave become a good Icrgih, some may be layered, by making an In-
cision on the upper side, Ac, as recommended for CamatloM In
July ; they will soon root, and make fine plant* for fiowtrini late in
autumn In pots.
Ax.vfALs may be sown for late autumn-flowering.
Auriculas.—Unless seed is wanted, cut doTs-n the flower-stems as

soon as the bloom is over; they should then be potted, using plenty
of drainage, with the following compost :—One-half rich turfy loam ;

one-fourth well-rotted cow-dung, or prepared night-soil ; and one-
fourth sharp river-sand : these should have been well mixed, and fre-
quently turned in winter ; if a few half-decayed tree-leaves are added
at the thne of. potting, they will assist in keeping the soil opem After
they are potted, set them on a stage of boards facing the east. Poly-
anthuses, when done flowering, may be planted out under an east
fence or wall.

Dahlias, about the middle of the month, or as soon after as the
plants can be ready, may be planted out permanently ; a fresh loamy
soil smts them best, when it can be had ; but if circumstances render
it necessary to plant year after year in the same situation, some of
the old soil should be taken away, and fresh brought to replace it. The
holes for them should be broken up 18 inches deep ; where the soil is
of a light texture, loam should be added, and the crowns of the roots
placed so deep as to admit of their being mulched, and then made
level with the border with a thin covering of soil, which will not only
obviate the unsightly appearance of mulching, but prevent insects
harbouring in it, which they otherwise would do. If Dalilias are
planted in straight lines, adhere to the following arrangement of co-
lours as near as possible, without, at the same time, losing sight of
the importance of re^?idating them according to the height they grow,
which is also necessary in creating a good effect :—white, orange.
purple, yellow; white, lilac, purple, scarlet. We do not suppose that
in many cottage-gardens all tliese colours, with tlieir shades, will be
possessed ; but this arrangement will show the mixture of colours in
themanner that the best judges consider the most harmonious. Orange
should alwaj^ be separated from yellow or red, blue from violet, and
so on, AVhite will harmonise with any colour.
Heartsease.—Propagate by cuttings in a shadv place for autumn-

flowering; young plants always produce the largest and finest flowers.
Hvdranueas,—Thin out the shoots wheu too thick, leainng only

the strongest ; some of the points may be put in as cuttings. Many
methods of turning the flowers blue have been recoimuended

; plant-
ing them in peat-earth will generally nccomi^lishit.
Marvel of Peru roots may noiy be planted out in a warm place,

as recommended for Dahlias.
Pelargoniums (Scarlet) which have been kept in the cellar may

now be i>lanted out ; also Fuchsiiis,
PiN-KS of choice kinds should have their weak flower-stems re-

moved, leaving only the centre one, and the hlooms on each plant
should be reduced to four or five to have them fine ; water them
with manure water. Tn tying up the stems, do not tie over a joint,
or in growing they are liable to be broken.

Propagate hy cuttings, as recommended in April, Douhle AVall-
flowers, Uockets, Double Lychnis, &c.
Stocks.—Sow C;iaut and'l3rompton, covering the seeds lightly.

JUNE.
Watering out of doors is more or less necessary during

this month, for newly-plauted vegetables and flowers, and
from drought. After watering, the ground round the
plants becomes hard upon the surface, if not loosened with
the hoe. Gather herbs for drying just before they are in
full flower, as they then contain their essential oils in
greater abundance than at any o'ther time. Gather them in

dry weather, and spread them in the shade to dry, as if

placed in the sun it destroys their colour and aroma. Re-
move Cabbage-stalks not required for sprouts, and all

kinds of decaying crops.

VEGETABLES.
. Bbans.—The last crop may now be sovm of Early Longpod or
aia/.iigan

; if the veather is dry, soak the seeds and water the drills
as before. Top any in full bloom, and draw earth to those advancing.
BoREcojvE.—Towards the end of the month some of the stoutest

The roots had better he puddled

fiired.

H^ovinfforpri^^f ^'i^r, '^•'J»««^
^<^s, nnd regidate the shoots by re-

destroy themf
Ill-placed ones. Watch naiTowly for insects, and

Cree against widla
FLOWERS.

flower st^n.t"' f^^'V^I ^f^*^^
^^^>' ^^'^ ^^^^°^- ^^P ^1 advancing

ftfter cli^ wiU - I ^^
'
^^""?^' neglected too lon^^; no amount of^* care wui make them looktiMt. wii^^^i tho ct^Tr.. ^r T.-„..i,»t„

15 inches if in drills two feet apart,
before planting,

Brussels Sprouts.—Treat precisely as the above.
Broccoli.—Some plants of Purple Sprouting will now be ready for

planting out in a similar manner to Borecole. A well-prepared plot
of strong ground should he chosen in an open situation for aU these
winter crops ; but if there is a scarcity of room, some may be planted
between the potatoes and the haulm kept from smothering them. If
it is wished^to gi'ow the Spring kinds of Broccoli, they must be sown
early this month.
Cabbage.—A few more of the March-sown may be planted out,

to succeed those planted last month. About the ?5th of the month
sow a few of the Early York for a first crop of Coleworts : these are
much neglected in cottage-gardens, although the circumstance of
their occupying the ground so short a time, and being equal to young
spring Cal)bage, from growing so quick no crop cau be more profita-

ble. The main sowing is made next month.
Carrots, if not permanently thinned, should be now, hoeing

deeply among them at the same time.
Celery.— As soon as the earliest plants have become pretty

strong, prepare a bed for them as follows :—Take out the earth from
a deeply-dug piece of ground, wiiere the soil is rich and light, about
six indies deep and four feet wide, hiying it in a ridge along the side

of the opening ; then add to the surface of the bed a layer of well-

rotted dung three inches thick ; turn this in carefully, bringing about
two inches of soil to the top ; then plant in rows crosswise 15 inches

apart and six inches plant from plant, reducing the tops slightly.

By this method a great number of plants are raised upon a small

piece of ground, and it answers equally well for single rows for early

use. In earthing up, two pieces of board are used of the same
length as the width of the bed. placing one along each row, and
filling between them, lifting the boards out carefully and proceeding
with the next row, always taking care not to add too much soil at a
time. Do not allow the x)lants to want water at any time, nor earth

too soon, as the object of earthing is merely to blanch for use ; and a
fortnight or three weeks wiil accomplish this. After the plants are

earthed they cease to grow fast.

Cress and Mustard may again be sown as before. •

KiDXEY Beans.—Sow cream-coloured. See the direction? given

in May, If the weather is dry, soak the seeds before sowing for 24
hours, and water the drills.

Leeks.—Plant, if not preriously done, as recommended last

month.
Lettuce.—Towards the end of the month sow for succession as

recommended in May.
Onions.—Hoe between and keep free from weeds.
Peas.—In the first week the last sowing for the season may he

uiade, for which choose Knight's Dwarf Green Marrow, as it is

better able to withstand drought than many other kinds. In dry
soils, if a narrow trench be t^en out, and some rotten dung put in

it, sowing the Peas above it, they will not be so liable to mildew. These
late Peas must he sown thinner than the early kinds, as they branch
a good deal : they also require stronger sticks. Water them in the
rows If dry weather occur ; draw- earth to the stems and stick those
advancing.
Potatoes.—Earth-up after rain, when the surface soil is tolerably

dry ; leave the ridges rather wide at top than otherwise.

Badish.—Sow any of the kinds upon a north border or other moist
situation.

Scarlet Beavs may yet be sown. Draw earth to those sown last

month, and stop any intended to be grown without sticks.

Turnips.—A main sowing may now be made. If space be an
object, sow White Stone ; but otherwise Yellow Dutch or Swedish
will b© found to keep longer and more solid ; and any roots left in

j

the ground will produce an abundance of delicious and whole»om©
yrMns early In iprfng. Tread the saed tn lightly, and water it -ffhea
neceMary, When the plants come up, sprinkle them -wtth soot ex
UXBft.

FUriT,
Cherrj'-trees on walls usually become infested with black fly at thi«

season, which, if not checked^ will extend to the fruit. An effectual
and simple remedy is, immediatelv they are perceived mix some
clayey soU with water in such proportions as will form a thin puddle,

?*? ^I^^^ ^*P ^^* infested points, tearing them to dry in the sun.
After the enclosed insects have perished, the clay may readilv be^3hed off

; but it will do no harm in remaining. Roses and manv
other plants may be cleans in the same manner. Vines trained
against the house or walls must now be looked over weekly, and all
weak and superfluous shoots removed. The earlier this is attended
to the better, and more likely to forward the ripening of the fruitA common fault committed in the mana^imicnt of Vinw. is learing fn
too much wood, which not only hinders the fruit of the current vear
from receiving the greatest nourishment, but prevents the fruiting
wood for next season from maturing Its buds, to assist which aU thi
sun and air possible should be permitted to penetrate. This should
be borne m mmd when thinning out young and usekH shooU ; do
not allow one spur to support two bunches of grapes, but reiJjove
the smallest or uppermost one. and stop the shoots at an eye aboTa
the fruit. Continue to water Strawberries, if necesaarv' Keen
newly-grafted shoots securely tied, and the suuuner shoots of trained
trees fastened in. •

FLOWERS,
Small pkinta of Telargoniums or Fuchsuis intended for the windowsm autumn will make fine specimens for that purpose, if planted out

early this month
; or they mny be potted at once into their ^\iu;ci

pots, and plunged out of doorS, taking cure that thev have good
drainage, and using precautions against their rootini' "through the
bottoms or over the tops of the pots.
Ann u^u.s.—Some of the quick-flowering kinds mav vet be sown, as

% irglman Stock, Venus 's Loolcing-glass, CUrkia, Colli'nsia,(;Uia. &c.
Some of those thinned out from the border may be potted for flower-
ing in the window, or be placed in a shady place» to form u succession.
They wiU require pleiity of water. Some of the more tender kinds
which were sown in pots, and raised in the cucumber-pit, mav be
planted in the open borders, as French and African Man: "Is, ten-
week Stocks, China Asters, Zinnias, and Phlox Drummondii,
Btlbs of Ranunculus, Hyacinths, Anemones, nnd Tulips, as soon

as the foliage has turned yellow, must be taken up, if thev are choice
kinds, and stored away when dry in paper-bags until the plauting
season. If suffered to remain in the ground, they shoot a^iiiiu iu the
autumn, which weakens the bulbs, and spoils their blooming at the
proper season ; and Tulips, when left in the ground, become run in
their colours. The soil should be carefully cleansed from them, hut
none of the bklua removed. Care must be taken iu handling Kanun-
culuses and Anemones, not to break their claws.
CAKN'ATroNS ^hould have neat sticks placed to tie their fiowor-stems

to. This should be done loosely, to admit Ihi-ir elongating \rithout
breaking. If aphides infest the young buds, which is apt to be the
case, they may be brushed off with a stiff feather, or dusted in themom-
ing, when damp, with Scotch snuff. Pale-coloured kinds will be much
benefited by applications of liquid manure once or twice a week. Li-
quid manure will be found of great advantage to other florists'
flowers when putting forth their flower-stems—namely. Pinks, Ra-
nunculuses, Polyanthuses, and Hyacinths.
Dahlias.—Keep them neatly and secure!)- tied up, and water them

if necessary.

FrcHSiAs, A'erbenas, Heliotropes, and similar plants, readily strike
by cuttings now.
Roses may be budded towards the end of the month. This oper-

ation is performed as follows :—Select a healthy, free-giown shoot,
and at an eligible position for a bud make a cross cut through the
bark, as is shown in the figure at a ; then from the centre of this, by

passing the knife downwards,
make the longitudinal incision 6,
taking care that the knife does
not penetrate deeper than the
inner hark. If the stock is in a
properstateforbuddiug,the edges
of this T-$haped wound may be
readily raised. Then from the kind
to be budded choose a healthy,
full-grown bud, and with a very
sharp knife pare it off with a
small portion of the wood, in the

form of a shield, as at c. This,
after tlie *rood has been carefully

separated from it without injuring

the base of the luid, is pushed
below the bark by introducing its

lower end at the cross-cut a.

AMien it has been pushed down
nearly its length, the up|>er end
of the biid must be cut off, d, so
as to fit the ux*per side of the
cross-cut a exactly. The bud is

then secured by tying it closely with bast or worsted ; and some re-

commend A coating of clay and cow-dung, to exclude air- Un-
less the bark rises freely from the stock, it is not iu a good state for

budding. Hoses which are not readily raised from cuttings ^ould
be layered early in this month. Tlie operation is precisely similar to

that descri1>ed for Carnations.—See July.
pBRKyNiAf-.s and BiEN'NiAi.s, raised from seed, maybe pricked

out, to strengthen hefore their tinal transplantation.

Pinks.—Many kinds of choice Pinks, in expanding, are liable to

burst their calyx, either from robust ^; wth, or a naturally short ca-

lyx. To prevent this, a narrow strip of parchment or bladder may be
passed round them, and secured with a little gum-water ; or if blad-
der is used wben moist, it will adhere of itself, and can be readily re-

moved before exhibition. Some circular pieces of card should also

be cut of the same width as the flower, to arrange the petals upon ;

for although the guard petals of a iirst-rate pink should expand even
and level, it is better secured by this contrivance. Slit the card to

the centre on one side, and in the centre make two or three cross-

cuts, to admit its being fixed upon the calyx without bruising it. As
the flowers expand, the small or irregular petals must be extracted,
and the others laid out horizontally, so as not to interrupt the cir-

cular lacings. Some short-calyxed Pinks will bur-^t in defiance of

these precautions. To prevent this being done irregularly, it is better

to slit the calyx of such kinds a short distance dovi-u at each of their

segments before placing the ligature round them. Expanded flowers

nmst be shaded from the sun if it be wished to retain their beautyany
length of time. Various means in the ab&ence of an awning will sug-

gest themselves for this, as caps of stout paper, painted, and sup-

ported above them with a stick, like a miniature umbrella or square

pieces of thin board, about six inches wide, fixed upon a stick. The
best time for piping is when the plants are in full bloom ; if delayed

much longer, the shoots get hard, and do not root so readily. Tley
should be taken off when about two inches long, and have the leaves

from the two lowermost joints strippedoff. 00 not shorten the remain-

ing leaves, as is frequently practised. Then in a shady part of the

garden prepare some light soil, by digging it fine and level, watering

It mitil it becomes a puddle. "Wliflst in this state plant the pipii^»

but do not water them after they are planted. To ensure success, a

hand-glass should be placed over them ; or they may be P^^^ P
wide-mouthed pots with a piece of flat glass over, «« recoramenc^m

April ; or place them at the front of the Cucumber-pit. ^®**fj^
pipings make handiiomcr and stronger plants than later ones, mamiv

therefore much to he preferred.

Ad

au plants m {A7i.s, ««'*Vl'"*"'"'~ "^~
.tJIU- |Ka

in the evenings. Gather aU decayed flower«. as„«J'„JS^^^
Water copioush* all tilants in pots, newly-planted

?d flowers, asj* - ^^^
flowering 8««fien of such plants as CakreoUriit*. <^^^J:rr!l^""'

See.

ren. Destroy-
ed is, besides, a nice ^x^^^P^^^ j^^^,^ ^rfod : forifaUowed
lie «p aU advancing ^^"^^'^^^^J^^^^nT-Su make them look
togrow stwgghng at first no<^««^«^,

j,j,,t, infested with
neat. Examme the ^dsofl^^^' -^^^ f.^^,^^^^^
worms may be deanaed Qt »«« ^ wurvriu^
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JULY.
Remove all crops of Peas, Beans, &c., the moment tliey

cease to be useful, as they not only continue to exhaust

the ground, but encoura^ snails and slugs. The Pea-

haulm may be dried in the sun for bedding a pig or cow,

and some lengths of the stoutest Bean-stalks saved for ear-

wig traps ; sow the ground where they have grown with

»oot or quicklime to destroy slugs, and immediately pre-

pare it for winter Greens or Colewort ; preserve ripening

seeds from birds, by stretching some dark-coloured

worsted over them, and gather auy that are ripe. Cut
herbs in flower for drying. The principal crops of winter

Greens should be planted this month ; any plants

found to be diseased with clubs should have the callosities

pared off, and their roots and stems dipped in a puddle of

earth and soot, or a little lime should be sprinkled in the

holes at planting ; discard any plants which are blind,

that is, when their heart has been destroyed by an insect

and grown over by the footalks ; they require examination
to detect the faulty ones. Advantage should be taken of

rainy weather for planting, othertvis^ copious waterings

Trill be necessary ; dipping the roots in puddle before
planting is beneticial in dry weather.

VEGETABLES.
' Beans.—Jfaxagan Eeans may be sown, but they cease to be pro-
fitable at thia late season ; earth-up and top those advanriny.
Borecole.—The main plantation must be made as soon as the

plants are fit and the weather favourable.—See last month.
Brussels' Si'RouTS asd Savoys.—Treat as Borecole.
BnorcoLi.—Plant out the main crop of the Purple Sprouting, fpr

which choose the strongest ground the garden affords ; or it may be
planted beside Borecole, and treated in a similar manner.
Cabbage.—Some of those sown in May may now be planted for

autumn and early winter use, a foot apart. A few more se- " for

Colewort should be sown as before, about the middle of the month,
and in late cold situations Large York, Xonpareil, Vanack, or any
fovourite kind, may be sown in the last week, for the principal spring
and summer crop ; in early situations next month will do for thia.

A:, opeo spot of light soil should be chosen forthe seed-bed, and sow
rather thin, which will cause the plants to rise stronger; the t>ed3

must be kept watered in dry weather and shaded mitU the seeda
regetate.

CAtTLiFLOWEB.—If any were sown in Jfay, they will be readv for
transplanting this month ; choose for them a moist situation, and kt
the ground be rich and well dug ; plant them in driUa two feet apart,
and give them copioussuppliesof water whenever dry weather occurs.
CKiEHy,—The main crop should now be planted the first favour-

able weather, in shallow trenches, 15 inches \vide» into which plenty
of welX-rotted dung has been dug; »tretch a line along the bottom,
and plant a row on each side of the line ; the trenche» mav be about
three feet apart, when more than one is required ; if it is intended to
grow a few pLints of an extra size for cxhiT.Uion, thov should be
planted in detached holes exprea«ly prepared for them, by breaking
them up deep and adding plenty of gooti dung ;- set the plants upon
the sorfftee, and supply them regularly and copiou^ih with water when
neeemry. To blanch them, the Teavos n\'ky be tied together loosely,
and wound round with straw or hay-bands, a little at a time—or four
wurrow pieces of wood may be nidled together, ftvrmmg a square tube
ftbo»t one foot long and eight inches ifBlu^, and sh'pjjed over them,
filling up the sides with dry sand or gravel : when the ftrct leiwth
becomes filled up, another may be added. Earthing-up Celery with
a great mass of soil prerents its becoming very large, particularly in
dry seaaoie, as it precludes the roots of the pOauts from receiving
much moisture, which is of the greatest teijwrtance to them.

Ctct^iBBHs wiU require the bearing-shoots to be regnlarly dis-
tributed, and all weakly ones remored, and bad leaves or dcloniied
fruit ; and they must be supplied regiilarly with w-at«r.
Kidney-Beaxs.—The last crop should be sown the first week ;

none will be found more profitable than the cream-coloured ; draw a
IIt*le earth to ttie stems of those advancing.

Iettvce.—A few more may he sown for succession (see May). In
dry weather never neglect the watering of Lettuce, both In the sced-
betl and when fit for use. and stir the soil frequently about them.

Ovioys.—Pota!oe-<>nions may be taken upas soon as ihe stems
have withered : leave them exposed root upwards a few days in the
ton before they are stared by ; presen-e sufficient to replant in TH-
eember. Large bulbs pi_ j*^ the greatest weight, but small bulbs
form the handsomest Onions ; these should be used before the spring
or autumn-sown.
Peas.—Earth-up and stick as they may require. Put sticks to

them immediately after they are high enou^ to be earthf^d.
Potatoes.— I>r3w earth up to their stems, in a rounded ridge, but

not to a pointed one : pick off the bIosson» a* soon as they berfn to
expaud; children can perform this, and it has bam proved to inrreasa
the weight of produce over others where blossoms had been left.
RAmsH.—A few of the Turnip-rooted kinda may be sown in a

shaded place.

ScAaLST-IlEAN-.s will now require staking, which mr* not be
•glected, or their growths become entangled. The stakes should be
about SIX feet hi^, and thrn>;t firmly in the ground; shftut miiiway
up two smaller rods may be wieathed hetw^rt) th^m : or if the rods

S? '^^ t^
**^^* ^^ ^^y ^ iwured to each oti^r lo lorm a bower

;

Uiis wiB. Iiowever, |«eiNBi tlie inner s.. ,..4 of the rows l>einsr so pro-
ductive ; remei^>^ what was said in ilaj re^>eeti»gleftviiig I'odi for

FRTIT.
It it b Intended to aake new phintation^ of Strawberries, selectnow some of the strongest runners for tl:.it purpose ; by planting cutdunng showeiy weather at thia season, thr - ^

^^
^^{ estJMiiPd

before winter, and MWOly produce a few Hne fruit the ttAiowmmMMOB, which «au hardly be tho wm . jyed untilsnriML
Cherries i>each^, or Plunu may now be bu*lKl in the ^amemU^
a. ..scrihedfor Roses last .. nth ; examine ^afts. and remove anv
shoots or suckers that may withdraw nourishmput from r] . ' rf
and ke«p »t secure from iniur> by winds. Tramcd Pears PIubis*ApplfS, or themes, should have aU the summer erowths exeuntthoM intended to be trained in, shortened back to twToTufi^e"^^
to encourage the for ' n of fruit-bnds. Vines mufet }m ret

'

riv
looked over, and have all weak, aaetawB^BoU ft:njoved tm Wmonth : if the smallest berries are thinneu «ut re^Hr 'y and c
with a pair of sdssors, the remaining berries wUi swefl nMifc«^,.r
and in favoi;;n?.!e seasons he hk

. "Wteguishabie from
Iniit. < urrantsand rr<K>seberriea shouid tM« ativof their summer
wooil that may shade the fndt cut out. 6eQeeu..rnt3 intended rr^-
exhibition -t have no rain upon them: many growvr^ i

s,uu» r of water bencith each fruit, of wbkh o:.:^
: ^r rr hveare left

upon a young vigorous tree, wl '\ is either ntulc? wirh wHl-r©tted
dung or watered with man— water whilst the fruit is ^ Oino.

FLOWERS. *
AsrirrAlA. dnrinu; showtry weather, may be tlunned out. and the

ihinnfngs pian^ '

Bi^».—C<mtin«e to take v.v as their fWbtage '
, and supl^r ^aees with annuals ^'- other plants.

" "''

Cabwat ^a.—Tows. .: :d*Ue or end of the month Is the mort
I -

, r tiOiB teiayer these, for which chc dry weather, as the shoofe
are tfae& ixu^hk^ lia^ t© aMip off when bending thf.m after the in-
t^.i^n is made. The of^eration is performed as f'

" ws:~Ffaat
move the leaves from the part of the stem to be buried in the soil a
about aa fnch of the extPHHPpointeolthe terminal leaves - thenV
a s^rp knife »ake an i- on a s^ -t distance below the m.
«ligU»te joint to be found within about two or three of the iop •

\

c^^wmld paa^ hj^U tlix^^jjh the ^em, ard then opward?. n^rij
tfte joint «taB, ttsd cut the small portion of «u=ia noMauaa^ !««• iir-^tely Mw the ^J^ %nr«> , thenhendUw^M^ down fio Ike Mil. vbieti hm 1mm U ^m^ fnr \u re
«§«»&» a&d secure it there with a uaaU l^i

"

cit, covering it

I with some finely-broken soil, an inch deep, i / /.erably firm about
it; after this, a watering rendei-s the opera. mpletc. AU com-
mon layering is managed on the same principle, a layer being *' a

cutting "not separated from the parent plant until it has emitted roots

for its own support." In layering many kinds of brittle plants it will

be found a good plan to make the cut upon the upper side, Instead of

the lower one, for this reason : when the layer is bent down, after

the incision is made at top, the strain Is upon the stem, which will

stretch a little without breaking ; but when made at the under side,

the strain is on the flat-sided wound, which readily snap?. Where

'

the Carnation stems are v»y numerous it maybe worth while to pu'
some in as pipings. In the same manner as recommended for Pinks,
about the 1st of the month ; these are mnch le^s certain than layers]
hut are said to make healthier and stouter plants when they do strike

;

a gentle bottom-heat would be of advantage to them. The opening
flowers must be protected from sun and rain^ tlieealyx tied or secured,
and the petals arranged as htm been recommended fcr Ptatei If
seedUags were raised last year, they will now be m tlower; nriect
those worth keeping.

i DAHLfAs.—Thin out weak branches, nnd keep the plants neatly

\ and securely tied ; cutti ^ - : now he struck, for pmamk^^
I
during winter. *

UxaiiTsMA&B.—Plant out send! iup, and propagate cholet kiadi
by cutf s inash tdsitu;
HvDRAvoMAM may be incieasei! nt tl' nbf nittin>w. as re-

commended in April, or by lavers, making the tongoeat the ortgm of
tills scaeon's young wood, ami shorteiHng the top.

PBLAFioo.vr , wMch have flowered mnvbecutdown^andcuttinge
of the best kinds put Tn : th* y will read t Mir.

PrxfCH.'-Pip.^,^ naay be atiU put in, and the deca- * flo
Boved.
RosKs E

^
buddeilif tlie twirk rieii ft»e»» The st«i» vhidi

have fiewesed shaald be cut down to a gari « succession ol
flowers will bethas encouraged ; ttumlne th -••t

ties are not pinching.
S- Its. — In leaving riiMrV fiAwrrcd plants to prodMt seed

chooK ihoeecontiiniug the - Duml>er of pMs.
••««>«» pi«nu are 9*wo«laf flowvr

tbcy will be a 'H- found in the fittest slate for i

eds^n^s—atoo &etj^^ hedges. Keep creepen neatly truMI
aadaUow no weeds to be ssen.

Oip I

AUG I >T-
During this month the hues of autumn will be§in to

rnalce their appearance ; but its spproacbci in the flower-
borders may be deferred by regulariy remoTing dermjed
flowers of such plants as throw up a su^. :ision. CbintM
Chrjeantheniums should have tbeir top* taken off now at
different heights, so that the flowers may ranire abotf - h
other, and the plants become furnished with nntnerous
flowering branches instead of onp; som** of tba atronifest
of the top-shoots remoTcd may be imiuecitately r^^nlc-l
into Bmall pots at cuttings—they will f,oon root end make
dwarf flowering plants. The bandages round buJt at
lategrafta will by this time require Iwaening, and retv-
ing If thpy ere not firmly united. Plant. intencicH for
late flowenng m the window, a» Caiceolariai or Fuchtiaa,
ahould be kept free from flowers now ; »nd, for the tawa
purpose, a few of the best Utc ennus'- may be potted and
placed in a shady situation. Ezam.i.e bulbs thnt tber are
not damp, or they will woon become mouldy ai.d injured.
Destroy weeda and insects whenever deUcted GatWr
herbs m flower fr>r ^fr)ing,and i._cles for pickling. Keep
the 8oU about winter crops regularly I

-
neil.

Vi.uKTAIILT'^'
Fe \v-,._Earth up and top when in full Ueom

CTopa Of fireens, shonM be frequently heart T a!«i^^ iw

til s will not be f
^
ami ..> soon wheretLy bar« faeea^Mi.

drills, as tbey become Sim up in ho^in. bitwn
"^ "**'"

toe fiazne purpose.
'

Bi >ir.—Plant out tl- lost crop nf S, -n^ or »n* i
BroccoU, an mn d in -Time ; r >•"<«« theatfi '

t ^
CA«fcfc«._ln tte mmm at latr^^i «rond wmM

'

open spvt a bed for mwinn (
'

' f.>r t^ mS'^p . ^^«^;;r^pply
; the Batt..,.-a, r--.y Br

"^ T^V^.^J^best m^^t «ow th.-m ra r thin, ss it ». .|M>r» tii !I1

1

^<«ad rise wun nr mm^ a IfttJe i^ oi^Z He.\T
'

be «r-^ at the same iu.e and in the m^Z liLrf ^ ,

regular;, ^-aUredif n«»iiary.al^ th.; w.:;T.'Tf^^

sufflncTjUy stroagfortranM>Ia„tn,. in dnUs a fooTarirtTlWsht 1 r,.^ dipped m a put!-"- if t^
^

•
, ^1^^.

* -i*" ,
tarn

w^^t - }.^
--' ofliarly Horn m.. '

Cuupt^VKa—Thosewh. -
J ™Te ^^^

r

'Tl,

m

1 nn ^ Kano

t^

tUa, for the nme reasons aa ^ ;r>n«l ^
**'^»*'^ '

'^" sew *' J (

1

m t^i

d.

beenwel]
hnf r";;^--^^»^is«eP the eaiiHl r^VrvmStt not
^!„."'^.. ^'"^^ ^" '^^wmmenced until auer Am
?*^x^*^ ^' -'"'^^ ^^^^ i...airaily w arUttaativnot De»ii^iata fta i\\ ^ ^^^ti«. <.<* .

•«*»i»j»uy

nMtwIr^wT^^ ^"uy afterwards, wiihimt wnw-n tb— mm
osHP^ mirfhPii Tip too Mion. as it net only r^ U itn ^-T**?^*
ir; Mtsk. , agthrm^^b the winter"tl^i^ ^^ '^growlh Wt

r^.^I^^^J^'"^-'"*' Woi^Tearth..
''^*^

jt w^-^ may be acronipusnea in ihr*.e weeks or a mofiU, iHi»«.add much earth at a taae, «Hlmmmmmm^Un S^h^^

late plants may be planted nut in dou»>ledi!lU about two feet antpt.
the«e will be found exirLtiieJy useful for broths or soups aftsrthe
earlier has been used or destroyed by frost.

•

CixiMBaRb.—Protect them f^m hoavy rain«. Bv closlnir down
the lights early In the afternf^on, mlk\"yv will not attack them in
soon. Hemovc from them aU diseased fruit or Iratel, and stop youna
weakly shoots. "

LxcKs.—Those Intended for earliest use If thev were not planted
deep, should have $r -^V Uruwn to thoir lower N ly hWh
them.

"*

l.BTTmt.—About the middle of tli© month bow for standing throath
the wlntor. Brown Cm, BrownDutcU,C r^w.*. H!a. i .^^o^^i Cireen
Cos, and H, lUriiy fireen, are tiK'

I

t khids.
Oviov** »houKi iiuw ii**tw ihefr nf^ks bent down horiiii, tally with-

out brenkiiiK them ; thoee lAiih thin necks, as soon as thoy b.-i ume
weak, iihuuld be drawn up aiid tnrwed raol iiDwerdt in dry wsather*
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over them, as much to keep them dry ag to preserve them

from suddea frost.
VEGETABLES.

Two hoeinffs while weeds ai-e small will more effectually extirpate

them andbefoundfarbetterfor the crops, than a deferred hoeing,

wliich will require raking off. Any spot well cleaned now will remain

so but the hoe should be employed between the advancing winter

crops whether there are weeds or not. Thin out to about six inches

apzurt'thc winter Spinach, and Turnips to double that distance. Con-

tinue to gather articles for piciding, and remove aU failing crops as

soon as they cease to yield profit.

Cabbagk.—Continue to plant out for Coleworts until sufficient

grouud is occupied, reserving plenty of room for the August-isown

plants ; as soon as they are suthciently advanced they must be pricked

out about throa inches apart : it is important to do this, as it checks

their quick growth, aud renders them both stouter and hardier for

winter.
Callifi.ower.—Some of the Au.^st-sown, when they have made

two perfect leaves, should be pricked out in tlie most sheltered place

;

they may sur\ive if a nii!d winter ensue, particularly if some Fern is

spread over them during frost ; some otliers may either be pricked

out in pots or in a bo^, and placed in the turf pit ; or ^ portion of one

light mnv be prepared for their reception, that is, by levelling the

Cucumber soil, and planting them in it at three inches apart.

Celery.—Embrace fine opportunities for earthiug-up, adding hut

little at a time.
Lettlxe may be planted out to stand the winter under fences or

in other sheltered situations.

0??ioxs will be ready to draw, if it has not been done. In storing,

any thick-necked oues should be separated from the otliers and used
first ; never peel off any of the coatings, or bruise them, if possible.

As soon as they are jierfectly dry, they should be tied up in ropes or
bundles, and suspended in a dry airy place.

PoTATOKS.—Take up as soon as ripe, that is, when the haulm or

tops are decayed. Any intended for seed should lie exposed to the
sun for some days previously to storing away. The best way of pre-
ser\ing them is that which will keep them most effectually dry and
exclude frost ; if a dry cellar is possessed, notliing more will be re-

quired ; if pitted out of doors, choose a dry situation ; and when the
Potatoes are dry, lay them iu a narrow ridge, then cover them with
straw, and upon this place a layer of soil, taken from the edge of the
ridge, which will form a drain for the water below the surface where
tlie roots are laid.

Spinach.—The winter crop may be sown in the tirst week, if it has
been delayed.

—

{See last moidh.)
1 RUIT.

Gather, during dry weather, any kinds of Apples or Pears which
may ripeu this month ; to ascertain whether they are ready for ga-
thering, raise them gently, and if they part readily from the tree, or
if, on cutting one tlirough the middle, tbe seeds are becoming brown,
they may be taken. Early fruit had better be gatliered a little before
they are quite ripe than after. Strawberry runners may yet be
planted. Examine Vines, its recommended last month,

FLOWERS.
Anni'ALS.—Various hardy kinds if sown now will stand ordinary

winters without lu-otection. The Californian kinds, introduced by
the London Horticultural Society, and through the liberality of that
body now common, arc very beautiful, and well suited for this pur-
pose ; they will flower in great profusion, making the garden gay at a
usually dull time, that is, betv.een the decline of the early-flowering
hulbs and the summer flo^vers. A poor soil, in a sheltered situation,
should be chosen for them. The following are some of the best i—
Clarkias, t^vo sorts, pmk and white; Collfnsia^, blue and white;
<F-nothera bifrons, pink and crimson ; Nemophilas, two kinds, beau-
tiful blue and white ; Gilias, blue and various -coloured ; Leptosi-
phons, &c.
Auriculas.—Towards the end of the month, sooner or later, ac-

ooTaiing to the state of the weather, these must be placed in their
winter- quarters, but they nuist receive all the air and light possible,
only protecting them from heavy rains and frost ; the turf-pit will be
found the best place for tlicm.

Cactus.—Early in the month any which have stood out after flow-
«ring must be taken iu, and receive but little water.

CHRVS-\NTHE3iuais.—Keep their shoots neatly lied, and do not
allow them to suffer for water.
CinxA HosKS.—Cuttings taken oflT now, and' treated as recom-

mended last month for cuttings, will make blooming phmts early nei.t
siunmer.

Calceolarias.—Offsets of the herbaceous kinds mavnowbe taken
cff and potted in small pots, using turfy loam for them^
Carxatioxs.—See last month.
I>AHT.TAs will require constant attention; children may catch the

cindgs, search for caterpillars, and remove decaying flowers. After
the seeds are ripe, they should be taken out directly, or thev are ant
to rot if left iu the flower.

^ ^

Edgikgs of Rox, Thrift or Sea-Daisy, Oentianella, and Saxifrage
may be siade new or repaired ; beat the edging of soil they are to be

fiung andhme-ruhbish, six inches thick; the bed should be raised
about SIX mches above the surrounding surface, to throw off wet.
Choose plants for possessing an upright strong leader and few side
shoots, m preference to larger pbnts havh.g numerous leaders ; as to
Obtain hue flowers, one leader to a plant must only be aUowed to re-
turn for flowering. Set them about nine inches apart ; the remain-
an5:^p]ants may be put in the flower-borders.
Propagate by cuttings early in the month, as recommended for

August.
^NowDRops. Crocuses, Persian Tris,T>og's-toothViolets,CrownTmpe-

!2>^ ^A ^^^'<^^sus—any that aro out of the ground must be plantedwuhout delay; they may be set from two to three inches deep, ac-cording to the size and strength of the bulbs. In many kinds, asyocus thenw bulbs are formed every year above the old one. whichOnngs them annually nearer the surface, and renders their replautinff
iiecessary every three or four years.

•heW S2h^
rAvoN-rA.-The roots may now be taken up, and. afteroemg dried, stored by in bags.

^
?KEDs.---G;ither any desirable kin43 immediatelv they are ripe or

>in many plants tlie most perfect and best seeds wiUbe lost

^nv.>tPo 7 if
'^"'^ borders as ueat as possible, and allow no disorderly£ro\Uhs for the want of early tying. -

OCTOBER.
^

-The principal operations of this month consist in stor-

^^^*iu
^"^^ Pears, and various vegetable roots, plant-

Migt>nibs, and sheltering tender plants. The best criterion
«or galliering late fruit is the ease ^ith which they leave
tlie tr*^^ ' m gathering keep each kind separate, and handle
tuem wKh the greatest care, as upon this their keeping
very much depends. Codlins and other kitchen sorts
liable to shrivel had better be laid carefully iu small heapsand covered with straw ; they will thus keep longer and
plumper, retaining their weight. The best materiaUo lay
^ppies or Pears upon is Fern, or Straw perfectly dry and I

nee trom mouldiness ; a dry room, a cellar, or any other
IHace u It can be found less influenced by the weather, is

In.M r
^^^}^^^'^^ to keep thtm in ; but for the most va.

iuaoie late-keeping Apples or Pears, the following plan
^aniiot be too strongly recommended :— Get some tine

falii
^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^'^^' ^^ "^'^ ^^ ^"^ destroy any vege-

f remams it contains ; then procure some large jars or

«^ 5^"*^^^' ^^^ ^ ^i"^« sa°d ^'hen cool in the bottom.

ing up between them with the^and until the vessels are
full, when they may be placed in the bottom of a cupboard,
or any other place where they will be safe from frost and
kept dry. The best aud most perfect fruit should be se-
lected for this purpose, which may be ascertained after
they have been gathered a short time. Any choice or late-
keeping kind intended for exhibition should be preserved
in this manner.

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage.—Towards the end of the month some of the stoutest

August-sown may be phinted out permanently in light rich soil. It
will be found a good plan in digging the ground to leave it in shallow
ridges 18 mches or two feet apart, with some dung placed under the
hollows, in which the plants must be set. A few may also be planted
in rows one foot apart; and: before they become large enough to
crowd each other in spring, every intermedia'te one may be drawn
for present use, leaving the others for cabbaging. The remaining
ones should be pricked out from the seed-bed, three inches apart, on
a sheltered border, either to plant in spring or fill up vacancies.
Caulifloweu.—A^^atch for slugs on the litst sown, or they will

soon destroy many plants.
Lkttitce.—The August-sown will now be fit for transplanting

under the shelter of a hedge, at the foot of a wall, or fence, or in any
situation where they will be partially protected, and have light dry
soil.

Onxoxs.—Keep seed-beds free from weetls.
Parsn'efs and Carrots should be taken up when their tops have

turned yellow, and the roots must not be injured in lifting. The
better way is to open a wide trench on one side of the piece aud
trench them out.

Potatoes.—Continue to take up in favourable weather ; those
intended for seed should be kept where they can be occasionally
turned, to prevent their growing as much as possible.
Spinach.—Hand-weed and loosen the surface-soil about them.
Earth-up Celery during fine dry weather, and ridge or dig^any

ground as soon as vacant, preparing it in*the best manner for the
crop next intended, unless the land is verj' light and porous, in
which case manure added now would be in a great measure tilterod

away before spring.

FRUIT.
Commence pruning Gooseberry and Currant bushes ; towards the

end of the month they may also be transplanted. The best soil for
them is a rich deep loam, on a dry bottom, although they will grow
in any soil. They should have some well-rotted manure Atg in about
them every second tr third year. In pruning Goosebenies those
intended to produce large fruit for exhibition must have their young
wood cut out very thin, and be shortened back about half its length

;

but others intended to produce heavy crojts should have the youug
wood left its whole length, only thinning out the middle of tlie tree,

and removing any branches that cross close to each other. Few
private growei*s produce, such fine Currants as market-gardeners,
which is attributable, in a great measure, to the inferior methods of
pruning pursued. The beat plan is, after the head of the bush is

formed, by allowing several main branches to rise at regular dis

tances of six or eight inches from each other, to prune the laterals or
side branches produced every year back to one or two eyes ; the
spurs, if they become verj- thick, should be thinned out, and the
leaders shortened about half their length, first obsen-ing the direction
of the bud you intend to cut to, which should point outwards ; this
is of consequence, as it will keep the heart of the bushes open, and
must be attended to when shortening back Gposeberrics. Those of
a pendulous habit must be cut to a bud on the upper side of the
branch ; and, indeed, in every kind of pruning tlie direction of the
terminal eye is of great hnpoi'tanee. Currants can scarcely be pruned
too close. As soon as the prunings are collected, bum them, and
spread the ashes beneath the bushes. A thin coating of hot lime dug
in about the stems is of service against the caterpillars. The branches
of Black Currants may be thinned out, hut not shortened. Lay in

by the heels some of the strongest shoots, if required, for propagation.
Top-dress Strawberry-beds with well-rotted dung. »

FLOWERS.
All plants which require protection should l>e placed in the turf-

pit this month, which, by judicious management, will shelter a great
number. The pots should stand on a layer of coal-ashes, and if they
are plunged the roots will -he less affected by the weather ; worms
will not get in. and water will be seldom ueco&saiy ; whetlier this be
done or not, water must be given very s])ariiigly, and always on fine

mornings, bearing in mind that many plants are sooner injured by
damp than by frost, if kept dry. Remove dead leaves from tl:em.

and give them all the exposure possible, only excluding frost, rain,

and cold winds. Covers of the same si/e «as those used in summer
(which must now be stored by) should be prepared to be thatched
with straw, over which a layer of fern or long litter may be spread in

severe weather.
HrLns of any kind intended for flowering in the windows during

the early spring months, should now be potted. Let the soil be dn-,

and place the bulbs just deep enough in the pots to admit of their

tops being covered. They should be placed in the pit, or plunged in

a warm dry situation, and covered six inches deep with sawdust,

ashes, or sand. Any beds intended for Tulij^s. Hyacinths, \'C.

should be prepared early now. or sufficient time for their settling be-

fore planting-time will not be allowed. The beds should be 18 inches

deep and well drained.

Chrvsaxthkmums trained against the cottage should be neatly

spread out : those f6r flowering in the window must have plenty of

water.
Herbaceous Perk.vxials, as Pa-onias, Iris, Phlox, and Lychnis,

may now be divided for increase : in replanting them arrange the

kinds according to their height, colour, and time of flowering.

Flower-borders, where this is attended to, vrWl assume an appearance

of reguhirity, and present a constant succession of flowers throughout

this season. This is of paramount imi>ortance. although sadly

neglected in all gardens.

Hollyhocks and other biennials should now be planted in

preference to spring, attending to the last paragraph respecting

arrangement.
LocELiAS.—As Cardinalis and Fulgens PometimeR rot during the

winter when left out, to avoid this they may now be divided and kept

in small pots, or planted thick in larger ones, and protected like

Carnations.
RosKS.— The garden kinds may now be pruned and the suckers

removed. Iu pruning, cut back to a good eye two or three inclics

from the origin of. the young wood. Robust-growing kinds should

not be pruned so severe as weaker ones : strong shoots pegged down

on the surface at nearly their full length, of the Moss Rose for in-

stance, will throw numerous tlonoring shoots all the way up.

Thrift and other edgings may stiU be planted. Pestroy weeds, and

keep the walks and other parts of the garden neat and clean. Pro-

tect any choice flowers, as Carnations and Heartsease, from heavy

raius.

KOVEMBER.
Tfiis 13 the best month in the year for pruning or trans-

planting. The pruning of fruit-trees and bushes is sadly

neglected in most cottage-gardens, the trees often present-

ing a complete wilderness of crowded branches, producing

in some seasons great numbers of small, worthless fruit,

and in others failing entirely; besides, by their impene-

trable shade, permitting nothing to gro^v beneath them.

One great cause of these evils is want of pruning ; there-

fore, those who do not understand the principles of prun.

ing will do well to thin out yearly, at this season, the weak

spray wood, and removing all branches that cross each

other, leaving the trees and bushes regular and uniform,

and keeping them open in the centre ; for although they

do not cut so judiciously as a practised gardener would,
J

they will find, nevertheless, that they have done a grei^
deal of good, which will be apparent in the increased
health and fruitfulness of their trees. After standards have
become old, this thinning and regulating is all that is re*
quired ; but pruning should be commenced in the early
stage of a tree's growth, for if it becomes necessary to re-
move large branches the tree sufi'ers by it, aud it tells of
previous bad management; therefore do not suffer any
branches to remain in your youug trees which you know
it will be necessary to remove hereafter. In pruning
dwarf standard Apple-trees. cut[bnck until sufficient shoots
are produced to form main branches, which mav be trained
out to the proper form by placing two hoops of'the desired
width m the centre of the tree, training the young mala
branches over on their outside ; in the early career of the
tree, these young vigorous shoots sh-)uld not be much
pruned back, but only their uuripeaed points removed,
always looking at the direction of the eye before the cut is
made^ as the form of the tree will depend upon this. If
this is neglected, perhaps the shoot may grow sideways,
or, what is worse, inwardly ; therefore, always prune to a
bud that points outwardly ; this should be attended to in
every species of pruning. When your trees have arrived
at the desired height, nothing more will be requiud than
to prune the top shoots clos-e off eve r}^ year, and the side
ones to one or two eyes ; by which means an abundance
of fruit-spurs will soon be formed; and from trees kept
thin in this manner the finest fruit is obtained, besides
the great advantage of their occupying little room. Dwarf
Pears, of some of the best kinds, should also be procured
to be trained like pyramids, that is, one straight stem made
to throw out numerous side branches up its whole length
by yearly heading it back ; which side branches are tied

down to each other, making them assume a pendent or
weeping form ; by this means some of the choicer Pears
may be grown to great perfection without occupying much
space. Fears do not become fruitful if severely pruned,
which should, therefore, be confined to thinning out the
young branches in July, leaving little to be done now,
shortening only in cases where a supply of young shoots
is required ; but the things on which fruitfulness most
depends are their first planting, and after root-pruning
when necessary. * First, then, in planting, the roots must
by no means le buried deeply, and in wet situations, or
retenlive clayey Si}ils, they should be rather raised into a
little mound above the surrounding surface ; the holes

sIiouIJ be dug wide, say four feet, and deep enough to

admit being paitly filled up witli stones, brickbats, or

some material that will prevent the roots penetrating deep
into the subsoil and serve as draining at the same time ;

two feet will be sufficient depth of soil. This precaution
will contribute to the health of the trees, bring them to

a bearing state at a much earlier age, and materially im-

prove the quality of the fruit. The strong tap-roots, if any,

should be prui^ed off at the time of planting, and the others

laid out carefully ; if, after this, there may seem any dis^

position in the trees to grow too strong, the roots must be
cut off with a sharp spade all round at about a yard from
the stem ; and any established unfruitful trees may be

treated iu the same manner, which will cause them imme-
diately to form fruit-buds : by this system a mass of

healthy fibrous roots are produced near the stem, enabling

you to dig and crop near tiie trees without injuring them

;

and any mulching with dung, or watering when necessary,

is sure to have the desired effect, from the certainty of tha

range of the roots- It cannot be too strongly borne in

mind in lifting trees, that it is the small roots which chiefly

supply nourishment to the plant; too much care pannot,

therefore, be taken to preserve them frorn injury in the

removal; and the little additiofial labour this may cost

over removing them carelessly, will probably be repaid by
a crop of fruit a season earlier, or, at all events, by suc»

cess in the operation. Unless the tree is too thick with

wood, there is no necessity for removing branches on ac-

count of transplanting, or, at least, only as many 4s may-

seem equivalent to the loss of roots, which, with care, will

be little or nothing. When the trees have begun to grow
again, they may be regulated, taking out, or shortening

only, the weakest shoots. Now is the most proper time,

also, for planting or pruning the Vine : if a young layeij

is to be planted, the soil should be light and rich, end
precautions taken as recommended before to prevei^t the

roots penetrating deep, beyond the snn's influence ; for

this and badly-drained soil is the main reason of Grapes

so often failing to come to maturity out of doors in this

climate ; tlie bottom of the border should, therefore, be

well drained wiih broken stones, and about two feet of

soil above thein, well enriched, for the plant to grow in ;

crushed bones, or pounded oyster-shells, are lasting n-a-

nures, and the light scrapings from a high road will bs

found an excellent addition. Many authors recommend
exciting manures, as bullocks' blood, pigeons' dung, ike,

which cause a robust growth ; but this is not so valuable

as firm, round, short-jointed wood of a moderate strength.

What is termed" spur-pruning is the best systcqi for outr

door Grapes, that is, leaving only one or two eyes of the

last year*s wood on the main branches, and a few shor|

rods, four or five eves each, in situations where it may
seem expedient to replace an old shoot frotHj or cut down

to at some future lime, wliich should always be consi-

dered, as by this means your Vine may be kept furnished

with young, healthy, fruit-bearing branches, even '^i^'^'!

the space intended to be covered is considerable. Th^

vounK wood at the end of the main stems should not ba

left too long, as some are apt to leave them, thinking to

gain time ; or the consequence will be th^' 'h«^
^Ir/Z'

of the Vine will beconTe Veakened, and its regti;"'
^ ^^I

stroyed by the upper eyes
l^/^^/j^'Xra^^gdar dh
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ana best plan for training
»J^^^^^ ^ b^ ^owed to

.pntally near tbc ground into ^^ich it y
^^^^.^^^^^^

dip and root, ^ ">«
j^^ J^^ „^t:^visTerp^ ">->'»

Uking up from It. at «g°';;^^^ «trai,htest. and best-

*'''°'^?';ntHo« of Gooiberries and Currant, may be
ripened

':^«\°f
.
°' "

^ ;„„ out all the eyes quite clean

e^ 'c^ ,fth^r^o "f^ur'^f t"hl terminal ones^ tbey .nay be

Sed to about a foot long ; by removing a portion of

fberuoHpenea points^ and
_
by picking ont_tbe eye,,^tbe

^nTZeli^t I in making rustic flower-vases or sUges ;
yo^ng

^^f^^ f";

ON MANURES.
in maKing rusuc nower-*aBca .^^ -~.o-- ' •'--""

. , „.„ i »ri„_ ,iiffirultv of obtaining a sufficient supply of manure
otber rods may be pointed and tied up m bandies to keep T^e difficulty o g^ ^^^ indifferent gar-

them straight for flovver-sticks, sbades, labels, hooks fo^r
|
'^^^^?^«;"^f,°"'^^,„y substances of a most enriching Ind

beneficial nature and of easy attainment are overlooked.

In the first place, for strong retentive soils or light sandy

bushet are prevented from throwing up sucVers
^ ^

wih about one foot of stem look much best, besides, in

ron!e measure, assisting to prevent the frmt becoming

dirtied by heavy rains. Neither prime nor transp ant dur-

ing frostj weather ; dull, mild weather is best. All vacant

eround, unless it is Tcry light, should be immediately pre-

pared for future crops ; the only objection^ to preparmg

Shtlandis, if dung is added in autumn it filters away

before spring with the heavy rains ; but to other soils au-

tumn preparation is of the greatest benefit. For the

nain crops of Onions. Carrots, and Parsneps, the ground

fhonld always be prepared in autumn or winter, and the

increase of produce and other advantages that are gained

by having the soil broken up two spits deep for most ve-

getables are very great over common digging; of this, np-

Ihing will be so convincing as a trial ; the best plan to do

it. and one which we would strongly recommend m all

.mall gardens, is to bastard-trench the ground, which is

performed as follows :—open a trench two feet and a half

wide, one full spit and the shovellings deep, and wheel

this soil to where it is intended to finish the piece ;
then

dig the bottom spit in the trench, in upon which the dung

and surface of the next trench must be shovelled; then

filling up this trench with the top spit. &c., of the second

(laying the surface in a ridge) and digging its bottom as

before, and so on until the piece of ground is completed :

some of the advantages of this plan arc, it allows the ram

to pass quicker off the surface and the roots to penetrate

deeper ; and if weeds have been allowed to get large, by

paring the surface into each trench first they are effectually

buried; the top spit of good soil is also retained upper-

most, which, if turned down in some land, years must

elapse before that replacing it would equal it ; for all

crops it amply repays the little additional labour over dig-

ging ; from the roots penetrating deeper, the crops seldom

suffer from drought in summer ; strong soils are rendered

capable of absorbing more moisture and remaining drier

at the surface, and it insures a thorough shifting of the

earth. The surface of all strong land should be laid up

ia ridges during the winter, as the action of frost, by ex-

panding the moisture in it, leaves it, when thawed, in a

fiqe, pulverised, friable, or loosened state, by which it is

rendered fertile and ready immediately after levelling in

favourable weather to receive the intended crop*
VEGKTABLES.

Bea.vs.—A sinall sowing of early Mazagan may ha made in Ught

earth and a sheltered situation. They should be sown thick, in a

small lied, and covef«4Jt about two inches. After they rise, they must
be protected in severe wtather by Fern or litter,

Bm :^__ Srnoirrs. Savoys, and other winter crops, should have
the dead leaves gathered off them* and he cleaned between.

Caclifloh-krs, Lettucb, Cabe^\gk, and other young crops,

should btj kept clean, aad free from slugs.

Teas.—Poiible-blossomed Frame may be sown close under a
fence or wall ; cohering the surface above the drili with a layer of sand
six inches wide has been practised with success against the attacks of

jnice.

Rhcbarb avd Se^v-Kai-e should have the old leaves cleared from
them, and the crown covered with a layer of dung, sand, or some
protecting materiaL

FRUIT.
Mukhany newly-planted trees with dung or litter ; and, if neces-

sary, put stakes to tnem. Prune and nail any fruit-trees on walls.

In pruning Cherries do not shorten the young wood, unless a supply
is wanted to iill up a vacancy ; but where the shoots are too thick,

^ortea them back to within an eye or two of their origin.

FLOM'ERS.
Keep the plants in the pit, or window, constantly free from dead

leaves or any monldiness ; for this, if allowed, will prove to many
plants more fatal than sevei^ cold. Give water spaiHngly, if required
at alL Window-plants may be placed out during the middle of fine

da3S, and the pit fully exposed. Any choice herbaceous plants, as
Calceolarias or Heartsease, may still be taken up.
Dahlias abould btt taken up verj- carefully on a fine morning, fix-

ing the labels securely to them ; these should either have their merits
written upon them, or, what is safer, bear a number referring to a
memorandum of their heights, colours, ifec. Let them dry gradually,
and become perfectly so before they are stored away. The roots may
be pkced in a shallow box, and covered with dry earth or sand, and
put under the stairs, or in any situation which is not damp, and out
of the reach of frost. Even in the absence of this convenience, with
li!*fnty of dry straw or Fern about them, they may be placed at one
end of the Fotatoe-pit; the roots of Marvel of Peru may be treated
In a similar manner.
Hyacinths should be planted the first week, if possible ; set them

four !ncl deep, and six apart. Tli^y should be protectedfrom heavy
rains until they have rooted, with thin turvHi» graaa-side downwardij,
or fern or straw secured with willows. Surround each bulb with a
layer of sand ; it acts aa drainage, and preserves its coats from de-
«s>ing.

RosjBS.—Stocks of the wild Rose should now be obtained from
Jiedges ; choosia^ those with straight stems for budding at any re-
quired height next season.

Tulips must be pL-mted in the first w6ek, if the weather will per-
Bsit. They are nsiiany planted in seven rows, six inches apart, along
a four-foot bed. They should be set from three to four inch^ deep,
and surrounded with sand, in the sanse manner and lor the same
reason as recommended for Hyacinths.

This Is the proper season for procuring and planting any choice
flowering shrubs. The following are a few of the most suitable and
showy for small gardens: Scarlet and Vellow-fiowering Currants,
Jted Pyms japonica , Persian Lilacs, Mock Urange, or Phlludelphus
coronarius ; China Roses, Laurustinus, Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Oueldrcs Rose, Climbing Roses for training ^see litt},C6rchyrus ja-

ponicus ; all these may be obtained at little expense.

DECEMDER.
The general operations recommended for November

apply also to this month, when the weather permits

;

trenching, digging, and ridging, may proceed if the

ground is not too wet; in mild weather transplanting and

be performed, and in frosty weather dung

layering, andnumerons other little mattersofthis kmd,which

if made ready, will save time at a busier season. The

store plants in the pit must be kept <^nr,
-"^^^^^.^^^J^^

exposure whenever the weather is fair and not frosty

,

keep them free from dead leaves or damp ^t^er and loosen

the surface soil in the pots, if it becomes hard or greea

take care that all the plants have perfect ^.ramage. If any

of the Dahha tubers appear damp, they should be kept m
the dwelling-room for a few days.

VEGETABLES. , ,v ir

Keep all winter crop* free from dead leaves by gathering them off

on^^ootanaA'a a light rich.soil, anytime during the month, ^heu

the ground is dry.
fruit

The roots of a Tine. Peach, or Apricot, had better be mulched

with du^ if not pre^iouslv done, to protect them, as mtense frost

o/ttinjif/es their roots, to the loss of a crop the next season, besides

causing weakly and sickly developments.

FLOWERS.
Cut down anv decayed flowers, and dig the borders, takmg care

notto injure any bulbs. Plants whose hardiness there is anv doubt

abourn have some mulching of light litter or leaves l^^d round

above their roots : if the latter, cover them lightly with soil, to pre-

vent them beSig blown ^ Hydrangeas. Fuchsia.s. Salvuis,

lender R^es. and many others, may be preserved in this manner.

ON RUSTIC VASES SUITABLE FOR COTTAGE
• GARDENS.

The introduction of vases even of a rustic character

into cottage-gardens will by many be considered a

startling proposition ; but we can conceive nothing which

would so alter the appearance of a cottage front, or that

would tend to give it so elevated a character and so at-

tractive an appearance, as a rustic vase sftailar to the one

represented in the woodcut, if judiciously filled with

•Pelargoniums. Fuchsias, or Hoses in the centre, and sur-

rounded by plants of a drooping habit, allowed to hang

over the sides. The vase itself, as the sketch will show,

is of the most simple construction, composed entirely ot

rough sticks, requiring only a little skill to put them to-

gether ; and if the square shape, which we give as being the

simplest, be not approved of, any other may be substi-

tuted to suit the taste and fancy of the designer. ^"^ ^^^

of the form represented, the same length as the width of

the window, and placed some distance in front, when
filled, would forma beautiful natural screen to the interior

of the room, at a time when the window-plants would be

out of doors. In November it might be filled with any
spare bulbs of similar kinds to those recommended for

spring-flowering in the window, and these could be re-

moved before it would be prudent to trust choice plants

outside. A layer of moss in the inside will render any

further lining unnecessary ; and as it parts with moisture

slowly, the plants would be less liable to suffer in dry

weather ; they will, however, require regular and copious
waterings- The kind of soil which will be found most
suitable is three parts of good turfy yellow loam and one
of perfectly rotted dung mixed together.

The following are a few of the Plants of a dwarf or pendulous
most suitable plants for filling habit, suitable for the sides :

the centre of such a vase :

—

Verbena melindrea,
Pelargoniums of any kinds, ,, Tweediana,

A • - -^ ^ ^
pruning may
may be got on the' ground. The evenings may be occupied

Calceolarias, shrubby kinds.
Fuchsias,
Hydringea,
Petiiniaa,

Cineririas,

China Hoses.
Eutoca viscida.

Nemophila insignis,

Mignonette,
Maurandia Barclayana,
Anagidlis, all the kinds,
Petunias,
Noldna paradoTa,
Mlmulus moschatufl.

Many more might be mentioned, although the plants
possessed may be the guide when their heights and habits
are known. Any of the more interesting Annuals maybe
placed round the sides, and such as Schizanthus or Bal-
sam may occupy a portion of the centre.

porous ones, the materials which jv-^il/^^^^^/^^^^'- texture.

and permanently improve them should be the first consi,

dered, and these are generally to be obtained if sought

after For strong soils the following will be found very

suitable, rendering them easier to work, and the dung

which had little or no effect before will then become

doubly beneficial. Some of these substances may be mixed

with the dung, as road-scrapings, sandy soil, ditch-bottoms,

paring of hedge^banks, &c.
,. . .

Road Scrapings from great thoroughfares, when gathered dry;

no dressing equals this for strong land intended to grow Carrots and

"^LniTwhen readily obtained, is exceedingly valuable, sweetening

the lind, and rendering it more fi^^bk, and consequently fertile;

but animal manure should not be added at the same time
^

Oyster Shells, pounded, are excellent, bemg similar m their

effects to lime, of ^hich they are chiefly composed.

Sand, Burnt Clay, Bitch Bottoms, and any loose vegetable

substances, wUl be found useful. .... .
-ii i. ^ j

For very light or sandy soils the following will be found

Marl or Clay, which has been previously mixed >vith dung.^ Tliis

win render the soil adhesive, and prevent the manure being so

soon washed do^vn. For such soils cow and pig dung are preferable,

thev beine less readilv washed away, retaining their moisture a

considerably longer time than most other manures.

Many of the following substances are easily obtained,

and are all of great service as manures.

Night SoiL.-This is a powerful manure. It should be laid in al-

ternate layers, with double its bulk of soil, mixmg a little quicklime

with each layer, which removes its oifensiveness. By being turned

either in winter or in dry weather, it soon becomes pulverised and

mav then be spread on the ground, or mixed with the composts for

choice tiowers, as Auriculas and Carnations. If some is sown in the

drills with Onions, its effects wiU be very conspicuous. This sub-

stance enters largely into the composition of inany patent mamiros.

Fowl Dung is powerful, lUve the last. It should be used m a fresh

state mixed with soil, and spread thinly. Rabbits dung is similar.

Soot is another powerful manure, and one whose effects become

almost immediately visible if kept dry, and_ sown with the crops of

Onions or Turnips, besides being dislikei^by insects.

Puke Dung, as that of hoi-ses, which fs often gathered from public

roads bv cottagers, should always be mixed with a considerable

q^ianti y^Sor the parings of hedge-banl^. These, by becoming

impregnated with the ammonia from the dung, are equally valuab e.

besides increasing the bulk. Using the pure dung without doing this

would in many cases produce disease; therefore al«.iys add a cons

-

derable portion of turfy soil to the dung-heap, and let it be >^ell

incorporated together before spreading on the ground.

mTnurb wIter WiU be found most beneficial if judiciously ap-

pHed For collecting this, a tank or old barrel should be sunk near

the dung^heap, that its drainings may run into it .If sheep or deer

dung be added, its strength will be increased ;
^>*^ ?* f«"^

«.^^^^^^^^^

Administered moderately, being so very P^o-'^rf*^] t^^J; ^°"^^^^^^^^^^

plants may be destroyed by overdoses. For out-door crops moi^t

Ser^hould be chosin for administenng it
^Y^^^i^^^X'.^/.^^^.j^f,

is kept, a channel should be made for their uxme to ^^ ^^l^^^^^^^^^^

tank The effects of this wiU be surprising if admimstered to fion.ts

flowers, prize Gooseberries, root-pruned fruit-trees, or indeed to any

plantfAhose range of roots can be ascertained . and where assistance

or robust ero^vth is desirable. . , ,.™«

DEAB ANIMALS. Offal, &c., should have ^-t portion of qui»
I added to them, and be covered witli a thick layer of s^^l.

J*"^^^;^^
become impregnateil with soluble matter, and after a season ma^ be

spread on the soil. .. .

Bones and HoRX.—These are both powerful and lasting sub-

stances when crushed. The former has been used unbroken in tne

soil for a Vine with wonderful effect. They decompose and part

with their animal matter so slowly, that they are exceedingly valuaDia

in the formation of rich borders or composts required as permanencies.

Fish.—In some counties these may be obtained m abundance, anu

are excellent as manure in any state, but are best when dug m m a

fresh state, or covered with soil and spread after a time.

Vegetables, as refuse Turnips, Cabbage, and other green cro^

which can be readilv dug in , should not be allowed to decompose t.m,

but be dug in in a g'reen state. They tlien commence a gradual ae-

composition, becoming immediate food for the succeeding crop.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF FLOWERS IN

WINDOWS.
The cultivation of flowers ia of all the amusements

mankind the one to be selected and approved as the most

innocent in itself, and most perfectly devoid of injury or

annoyance to others. The employment is not only con-

ducive to health and peace of mind, but probably more

good-will has arisen and friendships been founded by me

intercourse and communication connected with this pur-

suit than by any other. The pleasures arising from the

culture of flowers are harmless and pure ; a streak, a tm .

a shade, becomes a triumph, which, though often obtaine

by a chance, is secured alone by morning care, by even-

ing caution, and the vigilance of days. It is an employ wbica

in its various grades excludes neither the opulent nor

indigent, teems with boundless variety, and affords an

unceasing excitement to emulation without contention

ill-will. There is no other pursuit alike calculated lor

peer and peasant in which the distinctions are so ^^^^^^^

for the cottager may possess and enjoy the same ?^^r^^^

Rose or fragrant Mignonette in his little
P^^J^^^^'^^^'^Jj^Kere

that occupies a place in the garden of the richest, i ^

are few surer tests of a happy home within than

flower-decorated window and neat-kept garden ; ^^" "
.^

is no occupation for the leisure hours more calculated

keep it so, or to soothe the mind. It yields pieasar^

without surfeit : the more we advance, the more eager

become. And how nnhke this is to ""<>st of our worimy

engagements ! To those parents blessed with *^^"^^ {
how delightful it is to bend their young minds'to a P^?^ ,

BO fuU of utility and intellectual instruction, comom^^

with the advantages usually accompanying industry -

in children carefulness and thought about their plants ^

lead to the same feelings respecting other matters.

Let me endeavour, therefore, by laying down a

simple rules for the management of flowers m ro
^^

windows, to turn the cottager's attention, or that of

female portion of his family, to this pleasing
»^^.^""^^ch

employment ; for it is a subject calculated to S*^^ T^
^^^^

more real enjoyment at a far less expense than what

of

d

usually termed amusements.
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The first thing to be attended to is procuring proper

plants for the purpose, as there are many which would
defy the skill of the most experienced gardener to keep

any length of time in health in such situations ; therefore

a list of plants is given, the most suitable for the purpose

being easily obtained and not difficult to manage. The
three principal things requiring consideration are air,

light, and moisture.

Plants kept in windows naturally extend their branches
and leaves to the light, and they thereby become one-
sided ; and it is wrong to endeavour to make them other-
wise by frequently turning them, as the plants will as

constantly turn their growth to follow the light, which
not only weakens them, but spoils their appearance. As
for plants receiving no perpendicular light, it is more
natural to spread them out, forming one good face or tier

of healthy foliage to the window ; for well-balanced heads
under such circumstances are almost out of the question.

Place them* as near the glass as possible ; of course windows
having a south aspect possess the greatest advantaf^e.

Judicious watering of plants in rooms is perhaps the
most important feature in their management, and it is

unfortunately in most cases ill understood, being too often
given mechanically as it were at stated times, whether
required by the plants or not Tand by a too eager desire
for their welfare, they are frequently surfeited to death
with water, which is justly termed " killing by kindness,"
and is practised with success, especially by ladies, from a
false apprehension of their wants. In summer this can-
not be easily accomplished, unless the plants are allowed
to stand in saucers constantly filled with water, which, by
overloading them with juices, will soon engender sickly
soft growths, unsuited for the production of flowers or
healthy foliage. An exception to this rule is the growth
of annual! in pots during summer; they, if well drained,
may stand in feeders ; but these, whenever used, should be
half-filled with fine gravel or sand, which may be kept in
any state of moisture. The best and only general rules
that can be adopted is, in winter keep plants not then
growing fast rather dry ; in spring increase the quantity
with their activity, and the sun's power, keeping them in a
medium state of moisture ; in summer water daily, and in
autumn decrease with the length of day and the returning
torpidity of the plants until the dry state of winter is

again reached. All this resolves in the following :—Plants
when growing fast may have free supplies of water, which
must be lessened as their growths approach maturity, and
cease or nearly so when that is attained until the return of
their growing season. As regards air, similar rules to
those given for watering may be followed ; and indeed
they are analogous. In winter , when the plants are not
growing, large supplies of air are not so important, enough
being usually given by the room - door. As spring
advances increase the quantity, carefully guarding against
the cold of mornings and evenings, or cutting winds ; and
if the plants are placed out in the middle of fine days,
take care to bring them in before the chill of evening
comes on. After the first or second week in May they
may be set outside for the summer, and towards the end
of September, or as soon as heavy cold rains occur, they
should be placed again in their 'quarters for the winter,
setting them out of doors when fine, or supplying them
with plenty of air by the window, until the cold weather
and decrease of moisture at their roots bring them to a
state of comparative rest. It should be remembered in
spring and autumn that the plants must not go out to-day
because they were placed out yesterday, but the weather
alone must determine

: sudden changes must at all times
be avoided. The leaves of plants act as lungs, by which
they breathe

; if they become dirty, their respiration is
impeded

; therefore an occasional careful sponging will be
useful to them. In spring and summer allow them the
lull benefit of genial showers, which will do them more
good than any artificial watering. Never use spring-
wateMf soft or rain water can be had ; and always let it
be about the same temperature as the air in which the I

plants are growing. It should hardly be necessary to
mention the removal of decaying leaves and flowers : the
last are exhausting as well as unsightly.
Judgment is required in stopping some plants at proper

"^^l
to induce bushy growths and increase the flowers,

which will be gathered from the various plants treated in
the Monthly Calendar.
One principal potting is usually required (see Calendars

tor April and June), and afterwards as often as the plants
may fill their pots with roots or seem to require it. The
most important thing is good soil, which if composed of
three parts loam of a fibrous open texture, with a fourth
aung, most plants will thrive in, using plenty of drainage
to allow water to pass off readily. Never suffer the surface-
soil in the pots to become hard or^oss-grown, but let it
ne loosened occasionally with a piece of stick.
Although a long list of suitable plants is given, we

would not advise too many to be attempted, as nothing
looks much worse than, a great quantity of crowded
unhappy.looking plants, which must be the case if too
maxiy are grown, although the turf-built pit recommended
tor Lucumbers will in a great measure relieve the windows,
enabhng many to be grown through the winter, which wiU
omy occupy them when in flower. The whole of those
mentioned for spring are of fhis class.

^succulents are well suited for growing in rooms, as they
are not so impatient of either air or water as *most other
panU; and the abundance of tl>eir beautiful flowers
renders them objects of interest. Cactus speciosus, Jen-
^msonu, flagelUformis and speciosissimus, Mesembry-
anthemums, and flowering Aloes, deserve especial notice.

.
,^^^^/^fy

is apt to infest the young shoots or under
«aes of the leaves ; to destroy them, moisten the infected
parts, and dust with Scotch snuff or brush them off aft

soon as detected with a feather, or dip them in tobacco-
water. Fumigation with tobacco will also destroy them.

FLOAVERS IN POTS.
For Spring,

Snowdrops,
Russian Violets,

Early Tulips,

Crocus,
Narcissus,
Hyacinths,
Heartsease,
Mignonette,
Mimulus nioschatu^,
Ranunculus,
Anemone,
Myrtle.

For Autumn,
Pelargoniums,
Lobelias,
Campanulas,
Sahias,
Hydrangea,
Verbena,
Fuchsias,
Petunias,
Calceolarias,

My rtles

,

For Sttmnier,
Pelargoniums,
Mignonette,
Ten-week Stocks,
Cliina Roses,
Double Wallflowers,
Pinks,
Carnations,
Cactus,
Aloes,
Annuals, as Xemophila,

Schizanthus, ColUusia,
&c.

Myrtles, TTeliotrope.

For TTijitcr,

Clirysinthemums,
Pelargoniums,.
Heliotrope,
Myrtles,
Fuchsias,
Aloes,
Cactus.

Heliotrope.

Creepers mitable for trai7\h\g round the onfstde of Wlndoirs :

Rhodochiton voliiblle, i Conv61vulus major,
Maurdndya Barclayana, I Tropffi'olum atrosanguineum,
Lophospermum scandens, I

SELECT VEGETABLES AND FRUITS.
In the following list of vegetables and fruits their order

in succession may be taken as a guide to their respective

merits, yvben the contrary ia not expressed.

VEGETABLES,
Bean».

1. Early Mazagan, for earliest crops.

2. Early Long-pod^ The most ptoUfic kind,
BOHECOLK.

1, Tall Green, or Seoteh Kale, \ Of equal merit, their difference

2. Dwarf Green, or Canada Kale S beingthe height they grow, and
the consequent difference in the space required between them.

Brussels Sprouts.—There is only one kind. The best and truest

seed is imported ; therefore, apply to a resi^ectable seedsman
for it.

Bboccoli,
1. Early Purple Sprouting. For first crop. *

2. Dwarf Late Purple, A more hardy kind than the last, and tak-
ing longer time to come to perfection.

3. Knights Protecting, \ If room can be spared, these may be
4. Late J^warf Tarton, } gxovfn,

CaBRtVGB.
1, Early York. Dwarf and early, very suitable for a small garden

on account of the little distuuce apart it requires to be planted,
2, Vanack, A \'aluable spring cabbage ; not the e;irliest, but

one of the best.

3. Early Brompton
4. Early

Brompton "I

,

Battersea >
'

Nonpareil )
^

are about equal in merit, being early, head-
ing quick, and delicate.

5. Red Dutch y for pickling.

Carhot.
1, Early Horn, for first crop.
2. AUringham, or LoJig Orange, for main crops.

CAULIFIX)WER.
Cklery.

1. Red Solid, or Mancliester. Large and hardy.
2. White Solid, Similar to the above in quality, but neither so

large nor hardy. May be sown for a first crop.
Cress.

Curled-leaved. Lasts longer in perfection than the plain-leaved.

CUCUMBEH. »n

SouthijatCy or Long Green prickly, will be found easier to ma-
nage than newer kinds.

KiDNKv Bean.
1. NegrOj for an early crop, as they come in very quickly, but

do not last long.

2. FuUner^s Early^ Suitable also for an early crop, and uicre

prolific than the last.

3. Cream-coloured, The best, and should be sown largely.

4. Scarlet-Runjiei- Bean. The seeds should be carefully selected,

choosing the darkest marbled ones.
Lekk. t

Broad-leaved London,
Lettuck.

1. Black-seeded Green Cos is an excellent kind, and does not rea-

dily run to seed. It is also very hardy.
2. Bath Cos is the best to stand the winter in the open ground.
3. Broini Dutch Cabbage is a very hardy good kind.

4. Grand Admiral is a very fine Lettuce, and continues a long
time without running to seed.

Hamniersfnith JIardy Green is the most hardy kind for winter.

Mustard, White,
Oxiox.

1. New White Globe is the best for main crops.

2, White Spanish and Brown Portugal are large kinds for autiunn-
sowing,

Potatoe or Under-ground Onion is very mild for eating raW; and
very early.

Parsley.-
Best Curled,

pAnsNKP.
Hollow Crou'ncd is large, hardy, and tender-fleshed*

Pka.
1. Double'hiOSsoVied Frame or CJiarlton for first crop.

2. DtcarfBIne Imperial is a productive kind.

3. Dwarf Blue Prussian is of equal merit with the last, but rather

later.

KnighVs Dwarf Green Marrowfat, an unequalled Pea in every
respect, should be sown for late crops.

PotATO B,

1. Ash leaved Kidney, Very early, prolific, and fine-flavoured.

2. Early Manley. An exccflent and prolific kind.

3. Early Shaw, Similar to the last. These three are peculiarly
adapted to garden-culture, requiring a shorter distance apart
than most kinds.

—

4. Bread Fruit, An excellent white dry potatoe.

5. Lancashire Pink-eyed. A mealy good-keeping kind, and very
profitable,

Radi.sh.
1. Early Scarlet Short-top is the best kind.

RHXrBARB.
1. Elfo}'d for early ; it has scarlet stalks. *

2. Hybrid is a strong-growing tender-leaved kind.
SpinAC IT.

1. Round-seeded Spinach for summer.
2. FUmders for the winter or main crop. The common Winter

Spinach has prickly seeds, but this valmible kind has smooth
ones.

TURXIP.
1. Early Dutch, if an early crop is desirable.
2. White Stane, for autumn and early winter.
3. Scoteh Tellotc, for winter.

4. Swedish is a good iioM Turnip, and the tops produce ex<^ent
early greena.

FR FIT.
Apples.

1. Hawthornd " This Apple has many claims upon the atten-
tion of the cottager ; it is of a good size, bears at an early age,
and so abundantly as to require thinning in some seasons.

The tree is not subject to disease, and thrives in almost any
situation. It ripens in Octob^, and keeps imtU Christmas, or
longer,

2. Manx Codlin in n cottage-garden is a most sen-iceable fruit,
being an abundant bearer ; and it mav be thinned out for use
before the fruit is ripe. Like Hawthomden, it is a hardy
healthy tree, thri\-ing in almu.^t anv soil, and keeps tiU No-
vember.

3. ^dch Miguonne, A delicious, hirge, and handsome kind.
1 he tree is a good bearer, and the fruit keeps well untU IMarch.

A rr
^^ ^superior Apple to Golden Keinette. which it resembles.

4. Aerry Pipjnn. An excellent Apple of middle size : the tree 13
of dwarf growth, and a great bearer. The flesh is yeHow,
meltmg, and rich.

^

5 King of the P:^ , V is. This beautiful Apple is verv hardy and a
great bearer : fruit middle size.

6. Ribston Pippin is not sur^ .ed by any, where the sofl and
Situation are suitable. ItJs subject to canker in stiff wet soils
and low situations : it is a good bearer, and continues in per-
fection until Mnrch.

7. Feanrs Pippin. This is sverj- handsome fruit and good bearer,
and worthy of a place in any collection. The tree is very
hardy. It keeps a long time if packed in sand.

•

'

8. Old Nonpareil, ibis excellent table-fruit should fiud a place
in every collection : its dwarf habit renders it suitable for small
gardens, AVhen well ripened and packed away in dn- sand.
they may be kept until they are \^uable.

9. Scarlet Nonpareil, If a fine loamy soil, with a gravelly subsoiT;
is possessed, then no Apple becomes so valuable aa this. It ia
a beautiful regular fruit, of a fine red colour next the sun, and
almost equals the old kind in flavour, but does not keep quite
so long.

10. Cockle: Pij>pln makes a handsome dwai'f tree, and is a good
bearer. The fruit is of a middle size, and frequentlv keeps tiU
Midsummer. The tree is very hardy.

Pkars—for framing un walls, or as dwarf standards.
1. Jargonelle is so woU known as to require little said of it ; it ia

^
an eariy bearer, easily managed, and a delicious fruit. Ona
tree will, however, be enoutrh, unless it be grown for profit.
The tree should not be allowed to over-bear.

2. Marie Louise will succeed the above, and is in i>erfection fn
October. It is somewhat of the same size and shape, very
handsome, and the best Pear of its season.

3. Brurr^Dielis a most hardy tree, and good bearer. Tlie fruit
is large, becoming of a nissety yellow when ripe, through
Kovember and December.

4. Passe Colmar is a most prolific bearer, and an excellent Pear,
It is hardier than theol4 Colmar, and in perfection from De-
cember to February.

5. Gloitf Moreeau is extremelyhardy and prolific. It is a good-sized
pale-green fruit, in perfection from December until March.

6. Faster Beurriin, perhaps, the best of late Pears. It is a late
bloomer, and therefore not so liable to !>ufl*er from spring frosts.

It bears whilst the trees are quite young, and is in use from
J.-muary to April or May. It should bepacked in dry saad.

Plitms.

1. Green Gage needs no comment, as it lias always stood in the
highest repute, and is well known.

2. PinpleGage. An excellent Plum, resembling the Green Gago
except in colour. It bears well as a standard.

3. Coe's Golden Drop. A splendid Plum and excellent bearer. It
has the good quality of hanging a long time on the tree, be-
coming almost dried, sugary, and delicious.

4. Early Orleans h an excellent bearer, aud au improvement upon
the well-kno^vn old kind.

6. Blue Tm})eratrice is well known in gardens, "a good bearer, be-
comes shrivelled and exceedingly rich ; may be kept until No-
vember.

Chkrriks-
1. May Duke, Its merits are well known; it bears the knife well,

and produces fruit^freely on dwarfs.
• 2. Mordlo is a valuable fruit. It may be trained against a shady

wall, or as a dwarf stiindiud; is an abundant btarer, la
pruning, the branches, being slender, are apt to be left too
thick, which is a great fault. The fruit is borne from the
young wood of the last year, which should be remembered at

* the time of pruning.
3. Late Duke, An excellent late Cherry as a standard.
4. Bigah'cau. AVell known for its merits, but requires space; and

its large foliage iuid drooping branches render it impossible to
grow anything under it.

GOOSKRERRIES. *

I. Red WarHftgton, Keeps late ; a groat bearer ; of a good size
and rich flavour. It is a strong grower.

2 Romhidlioii is the best and most profitable for preserving, or for
wine-making.

3. Pitmaston Green Gage is a late variety surpassed by none.
4. Red Champagne, an upright-growing bush, producing middle-

sized fi*uit, unequalled in point of flavour.

5. Yellow CJutrnpagnCt similar to the last, except in colour.

The following are a few oftJie largest prize Berries

:

6. Massey's Heart of Oak is a prize lierry, but not of the largest

;

its other merits, however, entitle it to a first place.

7. iroodward's Whitesmith is an upright grower, a good bearer,
and of excellent flavour.

8. Taylor's Bright Venns desen'es a place equally with the latter.

9. Fa^iner's Roaring Lion. One of the largest and latest ; it is of

a drooping habit, often requiring to be supported by forked
sticks.

10. Brotherton's Huntsman, A large globular rich fruit. IS'hen
grown as a prize fruit it ia apt to crack in wet weather, whicli

is its only fault.

Currants. ^

Red Dutch ^ White Dutch, and Bktck Naples are tbe best.
Raspberriks.

1. Red Atdiverp,
2. 'Yellow Antwerp,

Strawrehriks.
1. Keen's Seedling is, perhaps, the best for a cottager, being a most

prolific handsome fruit, although there are some others supe-
rior in flavour.

2. Old Fine, If the sull is loamy and rich, this kind is not sur-

passed ; being a strong grower. It requires more room than the

fast.

3. Elton is a fine late kind, and a free bearer ; raised and approved

by Mr. Knight, the greatest modem horticulturist, which is ft

suflicient gnaiuntee of its merit.
Grapes.

,

1. Miller's Burgundy, A liardy Mack Grape, easily distinguisbeo

from other Idnds by its mealy-looking leaves.

2. New White Sweettcuter, An excellent early white Gx*ape.

3. Esperionc* A ftne early,- large black Grape.

SELECT FLOWERS.
In the following alphabetical list of ^wen, ire Bare

given in the first column the Engh'sh or popuior

name; in the second column, the height they gw

|

ia the third column, the colour of their flower* J
aim

in the fourth, their season of flowering, ^f fl'lT
flower should be sown, nor any Pl""*,^™'"!?^
placdi. without fif,-<=-^-^^„fry'b; :t e^ptet^
which something hke arrangement laay 'f , / . .

3 ^r. ^-:fr^«r. r-^ach in the ooruew or oeas*
r^^ards the proper pcmuon ^v ^ ^»<'« *** *^''
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Oi height notbiiiff need be said, except that the dwarfest

iihonld be placed nearest the edges; but respecting colour,

the simple fact that soioe colours being placed near each

otbcr Lave a better aiid more liarmonious eflect than

others, will at once be admitted ; and we recommend par-

ticular attention to this. The principal things to be

•toided are— the placing of rose-colouied or red flowers

»eit scarlet or orange, or orange next yellow, blue next

•violet, or rose next violet ; on the contrary^ the following

colours harmonise:—white will relieve any colour, but

should not be placed next yellow, crange with light blue,

yellow with viokt, dark blue with orai'igc yellow, ^h'lie

with pink or rose, lilac with yellow; by oL^.rving the^e

rules the cottager may have Lis flower-borders \ie in

beauty and arrangement v.ilh those nf greater pretensions,

and even surpass many of thtm. The season of flowering

witli annuals will, of course, vary accordingly as ihey are

sown, but the earUest period of their flowering is given if

they are sown out of doors.

ANNUALS, PT.AXT.-. OF
s

ONE YEAR'S T>URATION.

Kfti^iin/t Xfntif.

rhlnc>;e A • r , . .

Princess- Feather .

Love Uos Ulecihji?

Swct-t Suttuu . . •

Yellow StiltRn »

torn flower or niue-hcttlc .

Oardcn Clirysauthcin'itu

Fraiy Claikiih

White
Two-co^oitrcd CoUinsla
l.ftrfce-flowcrcit Uo. •

T*»n do
Two colourrd Coreopsis*
Rocket Larkspur . • •

Maiiiniy Eutocu* . . •

Threc-coIourcd (""i* ,

Milft>il- leaved do.* . •

llcadud do.* . • .
'•

Pfvlty Oodt tta • ,^

Elegant GypsopliUa
African Hiljiscus • • .

Candy.tuft . • . .

AmcUus-iike Kaulfu !a •

CahfominTi Lastlienia . •

Sweet Pea . . , . .

Audro3»«Lce-iikc Leptosiphon
Clubtcr-fiowcrcd do,

DouGrlas's iJmnauthcs . •

Two coloured Lupine .

Large Rose do. . . •

YeUow do. . . , •

jAfgc-flowercd Malopc
Tcn-wpcV Stock . .

Showy Nemophila* .

Sijeckled d«j *

Two-faced Kvciiiiig Primrose
Rett and whiti: do.

Four winged do. . . •

Poppy . . . . .

Calif(»rniau Platyiitcmon
liignoiiette . . . *

SchizautUuft . . * .

GrouiidHcl • • . .

I'reuGh Marigold . . .

f.i.

3

2

1

1

3

2

1

I

I

1

Coiour,
Sf*rt9f)n of

,
V'arioua

t wriMson
Criui -.x

6 r.lTnc »

fi YcUow .

a Blue & var. .

OiYell. & white
C Reddish pink
White .

6 Blue & Willie

oiBlae
Oi Various

13 (Blue . .|Jui;c to Oct.
* ii Yell. & bloodijuly to Oct.

July to Sept.

J line to Sept.

JunctoScpt.
July to Oct.

July to Oct.
JuuctoScpt.
July to Oct.

May to Oct.

May to Oct.

May to Oct.

May to Oct.

.June to Oct.

I

I

1

I

D

U

n

Vuriou^
Blue
l.ilac, purple,

and white,
i^urple •

niue
i^nV

Oi White ^pink
Cj White &purp.

Divers .

6 Blue ",

(WYeJIow .

d 1 Divers .

Cj Various.
6 Purple .

1 Yell. & white
i> 6 Blue & white
2 6 Hose

Yellow .

Crimson
1 (jj Divers .

f) 6 liliic

I

1

I0
I

2 6
i

July to Oct.

June to Oct.

May to Oct.
May to Oct.
May to Oct.
May to Sept.

May to Sept.

July to Sept.

July to Sept.

July to Sept.
May to Scjft.

M.iy to Oct.
May to Oct.
May to Oct.
May to Oct
May to Sept.
JunctoSi^iit.
JunetoSejjt.
June to Sept.
JunetoStpt.
May to Sept.

J 6i White & spot. May to Sept.
I tjpurp. i^ prim. JMay to Sept.
1 ni Hcd & white I May to Sept.
I c White . .! June to Sept.

Various .IJur.e.

Yellow . .'Mav.
2
I

6 Straw-colrd. | All the year.
X OlLilac-purpIc .

1 Purple .

I 6'Striped, yel-

low & red .

African do

June.
June.

July.
I 6|YelI -orange .(July.

Those marked with an asterisk hi the above li^t will, if

«own in September, stand the winter, nnless very severe,

and Tffill then flower earlier and stronger thau when sown
in the spring, Ti»e following list comprises some of the

most suitable and showy permanent plants for a small

garden ; those marked witli an asterisk should be tx'eated

8s directed for biennials ; all may be increased by division

of the roots or seet!5, which can be procured for a tri-

fling sura

which other kinds maybe budded, any sorts of Jasmine or

Honeysuckle, Glycine sinensis, or the Blue Passion-flower;

bnt for a north or damp wnll nothing equals Ivy, which is

not only always green, but will soon dry the Trail.

VEGETABLE COOKERY.
In preparing vegetables for cooking, care should be taken

first to thoroughly wash them. Cauliflower, Cabbage,

Spinach, &c.. should remain some lime in cold water, m
which a handful of salt has been dissolved ;

this will cause

irsccts to leave them, bowever clo^e their hearts may be ;

rain-water should be used to boil them if it can be pro-

cured, as roanv kinds of hard water will spoil the colour

of o-reens ; another important thing is to have the water

boiling when they are put in, and remove them from the

fire the moment they are done, draining the water well

from them.
Bro

they arc

the" colour

chopw *! ami r"n'e"d in thcrr'sfiuce. which is coi^iposed of a little flour

and water, ^ith a bit of butter, boned together.

KrDNKV Ueaxs.—First string them, that is, remove the tough

thread-UUe part that unites the hacks and fronts of the poili
;
then

cut them in four, Ien?rthwise» and put them into the water, which

must he boiiinjr, uith a little wilt.

ScAnLET Bkans lire cooUhI precisely as the flhovo. .

BnoccoLr.—A\'heu the Ptalks appear han!, the tough outer skin

.should hepeMcd off. If the sniaU sprouts or shoots are tied in a

buncli thev are quicker removed from the water when done ;
they

rcquiri particular %\atching, as they vill fall in pieces if over-boded.

bJonie salt must be put info the water with them,

Cu-LiFT.owErt should lie in salt-and-watcr an hour before it is

put in to boil. They then require to be watched closely, and boiled

like Jiroccoli ; the water thev are boiled in should he skmiined of any

impurities previously to taking the heads out, or their appearance

will be spoiled. , , , ^ a
Ckx-ehv is usually eaten raw with bread and cheese, or to finvonr

soups -but if a few in add are cleaned and cut into pieces fonr or five

Inches long, and stu\sed tender, sening them with a little inuA,

flour, and butter, scasonini^ them with pepper and salt, they are

delicious. , . . i xt.

Carrots are u.suallv boiled wiih salt beef or pork, and in broths

or soups ; in either case they require a good ileal of hoihng, and

shoidd be first scrr.pcd. -
, . , ^^ ,

Lkeks are exceedingly wholesome, ana used m broths and soups

in the same manner as Unions,

Omoxs, ni5 is well known, arc not only savoury but exceedingly

nutritious, and used in wavs two numerous to mention here; but

wcaklv persons should never eat them raw or fried. I^arre ones

stewed for two hours gently in a little broth, having been hrst fried

brown and dusted with flour, when Reasoned with salt and pepper,

are nouri*hiii|? : large ones are al^o very nice when roasted with their

skins on, and eaten with salt and butter,

PARHNrr'8.— This vegetable is not esteemed by the cottager as its

value entitles it, being exceedingly nutritious and profitable. After

thev are scraped cut them down the middle, and boil them tender.

Tliey may either be sen-ed whole, or mashed with a little milk and

butter, addine pepper and salt.

Pk\s.—This popular vegetable is considered nourishing. Ihey

should not be boiled in too much water, but just enough to cover

them, taking care not to overdo Uiem. A bunch of Mint or Savory

should be boiled with them, and afterwards chopped and stirred with

n piece of blotter ainoiu? them. This is said to remove their tendency

to create natulence. If gatiiorod green and dried , they are much bet-

ter for boup than when left to become ripe.

PoTATOKs.—it is well known that a good Potatoc may be spoiled

bvbad cooking.and hygood management a bad one may be rendered

con.parativvlv good. In fact, no vegetable depends more on the

cooking than a I'otatoe. In the first place, if the skin is taken off

them before builing, it should not be peeled, but scraped, for the

following reason : if peeled, it is reduced in size considerably; be-

sides, the outMde removed is the very best portion of the root. An
iron saucepan is prefenible to a tin one for cooking them, as it pre-

vents their boiling so fast ; but the best way is, first, to wash them

very clean, then put them on the tiro with just cold water enough to

cover thcui ; when it has begun to boil, throw in a handful of salt,

and add a pint of cold water, which checks their boiling, and gives

tlieiu time to he done through without allowing them to crack ; as

soon aa done rather under than over, which may be ascertained with
for

im-

PIGS.

disposed .- _ . , - ^.. .

most proiitable, because there is growth and fatting going on at the

same time. I'iga at the above ages will eat Cabbage-leavea, Itfnngel-

wurzel, fewedl'.h Tunnps, the refuse of the gardcr.>&c.. and until

tley aio put up to fat, thev should have plenty of clean fresh water,

at least thrice a day (in hot weather) and at the same time a few

Beans strewed amongst the litter in the yard, which should be kept

very clean by frequently adding small quantities of frefih straw, if

colour deserves consideration, the light sandy and yellow spotted are

to 1)6 preferred, as their skins appear the most dehcate when dead.

AVlien vou first begin to feed in the sty (obtain a trough called *' a

witch*") 'do it bv degrees, introducing into their food for the iirst five

or ^ix diyg as nuich powdered sulphur and as much powdered anti-

mony as will lio on a shilUug (for each pigj wiiich will effectually

cleanse them ; but if you feed high all at once, the pig or hog is apt

to surfeit, and then a great loss of food takes place. .Put up two

toirether for they feed best in company; and they should b(i

i-une when first put up, otherwise they will not be quiut. Peas or

IJ'U-lov-nieal is the best food ; the former certainly for a baconer, but

[nu in' mud and mire, yet it is a great mistake not to keep them acru-

Duiously clean, for uncle.inlincss will he almost certain to bring on

one or other of the ^kin-disorders to which they aro so liable, and the

irritation thence produced wiU injure their appetite, and prevent them

from improving in condition. S^hould any eniption appear, a little

put up Six lUgS . . ,
4. r 1 A lU^ *

treated them in every respect tlie same as to food and litter for seven

weelxs. Three of them were left to shift for themselves as to cleanli-

nebs the others were kept as clean as possible with comb and hard

bni'^ht The last consumed in seven weeks fewer peas by five bushels

th-in the other three, vet weighed more when killed by two stone and

tw'o pounds upon the'average. Pi^ shoidd be regularly fed at least

thrice a dav and their troughs should be well cleaned eadi tune,

^^'hy thev should be so fed is that they may be constantly in a state

of rest, as iu that case they fat .in a more expeditious luanntr. It is

constantly asserted that thev will fat faster on dry food, giving them

water hal'f an hour afterwards. Corn-fed pork is the best, Peas,

Barley orOata. The Bean andAcorn-fcd porkare both hard, and the

Potpto-fed (iu the usual way) is very loose (a v.a^te of about :?ozb.

in the pound). A porker will eat four or five pecks of common meal

per week in fatting ; and a baconer (in proportion to its size) up-

wards of a bushel per week ; by all means make the latter quite fat,

bccau<=e lean bacon is the most wretched unpiotitable thing which any

family can use. A porker shoidd be fatted in the course of a month

or six weeks at the longest, and a baconer in ten or twelve weeks. A
pi- or hog should have no food the day before killing. It is frequently

olServcd in fatting hogs, that they pay better for their keep in the

English Same, 'S Colour,
Reason of

Yellow Madwort . , .

HoUyhock* ....
Garland Poppy vVind-flower
l.aree Snap-dragon . *

Amellus-Uke Stirwort .

Pyramidal Uelbtlower .

'"Canterbury bells* .

Cardin Wallrtower

Cftlifoniian Chryscis* .

Oraoi^e-c I'.o cd do.
Showy Cineiaria .

Bee Larkspur
l,arj;e-tlowcrcd do. . . .

Superb Pini*.* . . , ,

Sweet William do.*
Carnation do, . . •

Many.flowered Eutoca*
Two-coloured Gaillardia

Large-flowered Aveus .

Pouble Purple Rocket .

Double White do, , . .

Scarlet Lobelia
Many-leaved Lupine .

White-flowered -

Shining Lychnis .

Brompton Stock .

Musk-scented Monkcy-liowcr
Scarlet do. , • . :

Grand-fiowcrcd do.

Haudsome Evening Pnnarose
Missouri do
Oriental Poppy* .

Dark Red Peutstemon .

Beautiful Cinqucfoil

JDark Bloody Cio^ .

Heartsease . . .

Li.
6

8
6

I

Vcllow
Vatioua
Various

'2 u Various
2 Blue

1

May & June
July to Oct.
May to Sept.

June to Oct.
July, Sept.

,. 5 Cjiiiue & white! July, Sept.
2 Blue & white! June.Sept.
2 Orange and

brown
Yellow .1

a fork, pour the water off them, and replace the pan on the fire

a short time, until the remaining moisture is evaporated. If not i

mcdiatfclv wanted, do not place the lid upou them, or the steam will

be confined, hut cover them with a cloth ; new Potatoes require great

1 caution not to overboil them, or they will be tasteless and watery.

Potatoes to Mash should be boiled fast as above, then peeled ;

afterwards break them smooth, adding a little milk and salt ; a piece

of butter or beef- dripping will improve them greatly.

Potatoes to Koast should be of the largest size, and be first half

boiled, then have the thiu skin peeled off, and afterwards be roasted

of a liue brown colour.

Potatoes, when loft cold, may bo fried in a little thin batter or

dripping, and are excellent.

j^ea-Kale.—The heads should be tied togetlier and lie in cold

water an hour, then be put in boiling water, adding a little salt, and
well boiled, and afterwards drained dry. A slice of toasted bread is

usuallv placed on the dish under them, and a sauce made of a little

milk , llour, and butter, jwured over them.

Shixach, though not very nutritious, ts cooling and wholesome,

and may be eaten when other vegetables would be improper food ; it

requires no water to boil in, except what remains attached to tb.e

leaves after rinsing, adding a little salt when done ; and the water

drained oft', a little butter may be beaten with it.

I a Orange .

J2 P

&

May to Oct.
.iMay to Oct.

White ^purp.;June & Sept.

June to Oct.
JuiietoSept.
.June to Sept.
, JuncloKtpt.
•|jnly to Sept.
JauetoScpt.

3

Clue
3 oiBlue
1 Vario\i
2 olVarions
2 1 Various
J 6'phik
l 0, Vcllow .Sc rcd.JunctoAug.

12 olscarlet
1

1 Purple
1 tt, White
3 Scarlet
3 9
2

Clue
White

Yellow

rah

.2-0 Scarlet
„ 2 Various
.0 6

. 2 Scarlet
; I Spotted .

J3 White .

jl fi, Yellow .

'I ^ Scarlet .

j 1 e Park red
J I Puri)Ie .

.i
1 Olpurplc •

6i Various

..'ulytoSept,

.'June to Aug.

.Ijuncto Aug.

..Jane toSept.

.^Juneto Oct.

.'June to Oct.
,!junetoSept.
June to Aug.
May to Sept.
May to Sept.
May to Sept.

July to Sept.

June to Sept.

Juno toSept.
June to Sept.

June to Aug.
June to Aug,
May to June

The uicsfe suitable plants for covering a cottage, after a

Tine, are climbing Roses, as Boursault or de Lisle, upon

ON PREPARING ARTICLES FOR EXHIBITION.
The most important things to be attended to in pre-

paring florists' flowers for exliibition, are to shade them
from violent sunsliiue, and protect them also from heavy

rains ; in the absence of a canvass awning, the readiest

means ofaccomplishing this will suggest themseh-es accord-

ing to tlie circumstances of the possessor. Easy methods
have been described for Dahlias and Pinks, or Carnations,

and for Heartsease similar means may be adopted. Pro-

tectiug them from the ravages of insects is Lest accom-
plished by watchfulness and diligence in destroying them.
Beds of Ffeartsease and other dwarf flowers may also have
an occasional watering with clear lime-water. What is

termed the dressing of flowers for exhibition, except the

withdrawal of a blemished or run petal in a Pink or Car-
nation, is only a species of trickery, and unworthy of
notice.

T.ot KVKUYTHiN-u be pcrfcctly clean.
\'f:oi:TAai-i:s, n^ Tahhage, CauliHov.er, &c., should he sent with

all their leaves, except any ilamai^eil or decaying oups.

KouTS, as Carrots, Turnips, or I'aryneps, should not have their tops
removed or roots shortened, hut be shown eulirc, and washed very
clean ; Celery the same.
For Fruit nothin^i? is requu'ed except placing the requisite numher

to make a dish neatly upon plates. Apples and Pears may he wiped
with a soft ilannel ; but any artificial blooming of riuniy, Cucumbers,
or Grapes, h unworthy, and generally detected.

like to th:it used by Oatmeal-seltcra for drying their Onts. Xhe dif-

ference in expense between roasting and boiling the I'otatoes is pro-

disTOUs, wiih regard to both labour aud tire. A kiln costs only

:V and will roast Potatoes enough for more than 20 hogs, fhe^hre,

hy dissipathig juices that are contained in raw Potatoes, reuuces

them to a state bi^dily wholesome and nutritious ; boihnfe' docs tais in

part, but not so effectually. , . i. *.

Wlicn the hog h.is been killed, the first thing to be done is to got

the hair otf. Scaldins and shaving is the coniuicn method: but as it

makes the meat loose and fiabby, singeing, as practised in lluUip-

shire, is much preferable. .^wi-
lt must be admitted that the hog is altogether a most capital thing

in a poor mnn^s cottage ; inasmuch as bacon, either cold or hot, goes

to the field or conpice conveniently. In harvest and other busy-

times it demands to be boiled only once a week, has twice as mucj

strength in it as any other meat of the same weight, .and in slioix,

has in it every good quality which tends to make a labourer s family

able to work and be well off. One pound of bacon, such as here

described, is, in such a family, worth at least two pounds of ordimiry

beef or mutton (which they usually buy), a gi-eat part of whKii la

bone, and, in short, is gone in a few minutes ; but recollect, that gooa

fat hacon is the very beat of aU animal food for the labourer.

-j'he hog shoidd be purchased in the month of March, four montns

old, which can then be generally done for about I5.v. The cost tiiL

fatting time is next to nothing to a cottager; and then the cost! at

the pri^scnt price of corn) would, for a hog of 20 to 25 stone, not ex-

ceed perhaps 60^., and in the whole from SOs. to 84x. Let the poor

man recollect that a pot of poison a week bought at a pubUc house

comes to 2fijr. of the money ; and more than three times the remamaer

is generally flung away upon miserable tea, which, if hud aside, xne

lahourer might supply his family well with beer all the year rounu,

and have a hog of the above weight for the cost.

N.B. If a pig or hog is ill, give it a strong dose of Olauher sai s

and jalap in warm giuel ; repeating it every three hours till it w

restored. *

AVhen the hams have lain three days, rub them with .in ounce ui

saltpetre each; and when tbey have lain a week from the time oi

killing the pig, lay them in the following pickle :— lib. of hay s^i,

lib. of coarse sugar, one handful of common salt, boiled i" /-^^^ ;*

pint of vinegar ; pour it over them boding hot, mbbmg it weu >^ua

the hand. Let them lie a month , turning them daily. ^

Tkxants should apply to their landlords to assist them m ^I'^yJ'^
into effect this laudable "proposal by building suitable pig-sties lur

the purpose; and in the monUi of March the tenants shouui assi^w

each two of their lahourers (working constantly on his premises)

the purchase of a pig, and let

miscs until it is fit to put u
feed it upon l*ea and Barley uiuai i-m lu ti^.o.w ,

during alt which time the tenants should keep a stiict account oi
j"^

cost^ and weekly detain out of each such poor ^Jan's wages
^'

amount thereof and of the feeding, for which the tenants loru^i-i

outlay, kindness, and trouble should liave the full beneht oi i

manure of these animals. When each hog is killed,
^J^ f."°"^^,

"

equally divided between each two such hibourcrs, who shall theieuini

he prepared to pay the amount of the balance for keep, ^*^j\};\?„

have the tendency to keep up the intercourse aiul good '^**^^*°^
|^

tween the fanners and their labourers, which cannot be too in

encouraged, and as the hearts of the fanners are always alive lo v

^
impuUes of humanity, and as they are the friends of l^^^'V'*^-^' „„ j^

can hut know of the imperious deuiaiuls upou them, to assist in
^^

save theii- poor neighbours from distress, and to give tnein, oy
^

stiuction and support, a chance for happiness; and oh . ^'*' »

pleasing reflection it must be to such men to think that, by ft

directed bounty to such poor objects, they at once become »-

** friends of the poor."—^IfcriJwd from a Pamphlet hy J. ^' •'

Norxrich,

LIST OF J^OOKS ADAPTED FOR COTTAGERS.
Thk following works may be obtained at any resi)ectiihle boo^

seller's , and the cost of none exceeds lO.^-. fit?-
:—

, ^-n-veA llible. A Prayer-book. A Catechism of CJardening, for > ; ^

Schools. Bagster on Bees. Burn's Popular Guide toUeaiOu^J^"^

* A witchTs a trough haying a hanging lid. which the anfea^

presses open when it eats, and which falls back wheu it witliJr-i>^»

head, and thus keeps the food from being defiled. ,

t If not combed and brushed, a post should be placed m me ^^i%

for the animal to rub and cl^an itself against.

W



1S42. THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.
bepft* Domestic Economy and CookpiT. Clianning'a Lecture on
Self-Culture. Clay's Geological Sketches. Dotisley'a Economy of
Human Life. Doyle'3 Flower- Gardener and Monthly Calendar
En^' -id's Happiness Improved. Gardener's Manual. Gardener's
^'ew Compr.nion : on Bees. Gentleman Farmer, or Observations
on the Husbandry of Flanders. Hartley's Geogi-nphv for Youth.
Henslow s J^otnny in Lardner's Cyclopaedia. Ilowitt's Book of the
Seasons. Jackson's Treatise on Agi'iculture. Lindley's School
Botany. Loudon's (Mrs,) Ladies' Companion to the Flower-Garden.
Loudon's (Mrs.) Instruction in Gardening. Macldntosh's Orchard
and Fruit Garden. Main's Domestic Poultry. Mason's EnLlish
Garden. More's Flower-Garden. Morton on Soils. NeiU's Fruit

95

from the French of Jonas de Gclini. The Handbook of Fruit-tree's
"VVaterton's Essays on Natural History.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Feb. U/.—R.AV. Bai chard, Esq., in the chair. Mr. Finney was
elected. A description of the method practised at Cocolan, in
Chili, for the extraction of syrup from the JCibea spectabilis, was
read, from Mr. Lucas. The Palm, it was stated, grew in great
abundance on the estate, particularly in moist, sandy soil, through
Which a rivulet runs. It is in the dry season that the sirop is
made J and in order to do this the tree is cut near the root with a
hatchet, and a rope bein^ attached to the branches, itisgraiuallv
pulled down to the ground. The leaves ore then stripped off, and
a piece of the stem is cut out, when the juice begins to run from
the wound; when it ceases, another incision is made higher up,
and so on till cuts have been made nearly to the top of the tree!
It is said that in the top there is a pith which when cooked is u.\-
cellent, and much esteemed by the natives. Jiib^a spectabilis
blooms in October, and that is the proper season to collect the
juice, which as soon as it is obtained is put into copper vessels,
and subjected to a considerable heat till it attains the necessary
consistence. In flavour and appearance the sirop is like mo-
lasses, and it may be refined, and by distillation good rum it is
expected, will be produced. The most remarkable plant ex-
hibited was a handsome specimen of Denditjbium ctsrulesccns
with between 200 and 300 flowers on it : they are v.'hite and

most powerful odour ; and a specimen of the singular Cyprip(5dium
instgne. A silver Knightian medal was awaided for the Dendr6-
biam. From J. Allnutt. Esq., there was a fiower of Camellia
Doncklaerij in its true character. Mr. Mills sent a brace of Cu-
cumbers, grown according to the system recommended in his
treatise. The plants from the garden included Cymbldium si-
iiense, with several spikes of dingy yellow fiowei-s • the chief
merit of this plant is the length of time it will remain in a drawiur--
room without theflowerseither falling off or losing their delicious
scent; Oucidiuni Cavendishianum, with a fine yellow mass of
bloom; O. pergameneum, with yellow and brown flow^ers and
curious leaves, feeling like parchment; and Zygopetalum rostra-
turn, remarkable for its flowers lasting mjiuy weeks. There was
also a singular prostrate variety of the Moditerraneiin Heath
found in Ireland, and the pretty Acacia longif('>lia, with spikes of
yellow flowers. The cut flowers consisted of two varieties of
Chimoiianthus fragians.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Peb, Ut.—lslT. C. Palmer in the chair. Messrs. Chapman.

Whale, and Spory were elected. Five shows were appointed for
the ensuing season, and will take place as follows:—For Auri-
culas and Polyanthuses, April 26th; for Tulips and Heartseases,
May 24th; for Pinks, Pelargoniums, Ranunculuses, and Roses,
June 2lst; for Carnations and Picotees, July igth; and for
Dahhas, Sept. 20th.

'

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
Feb. 1.—The Bishop of Norwich in the chair. Mr. J. W. Grifi[ithM as elected a Fellow of the Society. A paper was read on the de-

velopment of the embryo in Tropceolum majus, by Dr. Jcrrold. Aminute account of the changes undergone by the ovule and the
embryo from the first appearance of the former, when the flower
IS in bud, to the perfect formation of the latter, was given The

tn Xfff^n ^l
Bi-ogmart and others. 3. The pollen tubes are not

In,, i i-h
\° »'e .micropyle, and never reach the embr>-onic

'
let 'on Af t^^ r'^if

""' ""^
l\'^

^'"'''>'° ^'^^"ff^ f'-O'" a dynamic

nosed thJi s=r Iv
^ TT"" independent of it. The President pro-

of thew , /'^•^^f^-
-Jacl^son Ilnoke^bc appointed a vice-president

of ibmrKn I -f
^"^ "'"''' f ^^'- Laml^ert, deceased. The electionOf

] bi a: lan was announced to take place on the evcniuE: of Feb
15, between tlie hours of half-past 7 and 9 o'clock

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH AREEITHER USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.
Ovci-DiuM LOXGiFo'tiuM. Longr-l^eaved Oncidiuin. (Stove^.piphyte.) Orchidaceae, § Vandese. Gynandria Monandria.iJnder the name of Oneidium Cebolleta many very different

r^um whiU" °^,^ gardens, among which the Lesll O Tong .
i..lium, \\hich, although it has the foliage of that soecics is

y^\:r^I^5'T'' '''T'^
''"'"' P"'"^^^^' three feet^fonff^: ofvery large and showy yellow and brown flowers. Its leaves arcoften three feet long, and hang down or spread upon the Iroundinstead of standing stiff and erect. It hd been inportea abZ

irlfCl
"'^,".-''<^'\'t'^-l society from Mexico TJ has flow-"ered both m their garden and with Messrs. Loddiges. It is verv

k dfc •' ^",'^ ""'"^ '^?"'' growing. Fom all the allied spcciel

forri o it,"i.H n^"'*' *="°^" °^ *''' ^vhiplike leaves, and in the

wfiL ^-n J ^"""V ? ""f^
'^^'^'"^^ '°^«' ^''^ something like bird's^nigs m shape, while the niterinediate lobe has an nnnsuallv

'",\l"3'i'^>"-"""^"y <I»ating into a two-lobed extremity I,^cultivation it requires a warm
extremity

BW?rf"MH, ""'""r''^K
'"^'''™ '''"'"l* atmosphere, where such

?a?^^
as t-atHeyas, L.-e'lias, and Stanh.'.peas flourish. A tempe-

sufficfent I"?"-""- -^ -*° ' " '"' ""ftcial heat, wiU be quite

but we

HnrtT.^;u ?'J,
''"•'^ ^°"'' °^ Exeter. Who exhibited it befoie theHorticnltural Soaety, and obtained the large silver medal for itIt IS a hardy greenhouse plant, and as easily managed as ,he oML. formosa Cittings root freely in spring and "umrner ifcovered with a bell-glass and plunged in a mild bottom h^aThe young plants ought to have their shoots carefully stoppedto enable them to send out nnmeious branches and form com'

pact bushes. It grows well in a mixture of peat and vegetable
mould, and would succeed well if planted out in the border of aconservatory.—Bo?. Reg.

It. It will grow very well among'^t turfy peat in a pot •

inn- th^f'^'^^';
^"«Pe"<'i"8: it in a forked block of wood, andaUow-Jn^ the long loaves to hang gracefully down, as they do in its

^^Zto^ttJ'r"''? '» «''^-->-' '^- cultivator^mustfix i?

or^nL^ ^'"*',''* ""'* P^*^'' "'° "^o^" »" round With turfy peat

wh/n iP-"™' ^""^ ^^^"^ '^^'*^ '^"' '' '« ^'''"^y watered, particularlv

we i?Qt 1 ffr'"'|.-
^'^"*^ '"'^'^^ '^'^ ^""K "I' in this mar.ner

thn . ^ ^° ^"'^'^'' ^'""^ too nmcli water. It is propagated inthe usual way, by division.-Uoi. lli-g.

op^=.itea

pUntsImvo f
-^ Goodeniucere. Pentandria Monogynia.-Few-

than t
,- '''r°''l,*''V^P"'"* "^ travellers. e.xcited more interest

deredt Pm
the beauty of the old Leschenaultias has ren-

with Iar^nV^""'«^''^^^
favourites, and a new species of the genus

tal amnt "^"?*"^''°**^'*"°* ^^'1 to be still mote ornamen-
raUd fnl ,'"f^ "^"^ scaicely be said to have been exngge-
n„«":,!°':?'=^tcau be more lovely tlian its deep azure fiovvers

If it should prove to be
nn «r.rtir-

"'^'^'^^'i "« more ioveiy nu
n^n.J ^''^^^ ^»*^ bicath-like a foliage >

not tn .1^
.""•"'- »ii t-uiiL-bpuautuce wicii v\ estern Australia

hlueLri^^V *l^*^^"^^ there are other species, one too with

Flora .\-'^t'
"'*" ^- &randif!ora of the Sketch of the iiwan River

bloqfn^? .
^^P^^*" ^'^"^ ^*^^ ^"^*^ specimens to be loaded with

Mp«^I^t °^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ®>26 t^«" t^^s. It is believed that

rJ^tJt'h?'^^ f"*^ ^^^ °^ t^^e Clapton Nursery, had the honour of*"*Ang this plant first : it was, however, earliest flowered by

not yet know wliether' tliey' succeeded.

seldom apply steadily to anything ; novelty attracts them
for tlie moment, but it is not the national characteristic

to persevere after first excitement has abated. Were the

numbers of talented and well-informed persons in France
to be compared with the amount of the population, it

would be found smaller than in almost any other part of

Europe, Turkey excepted. Yet we are indebted to the

French for many brilliant discoveries in science and art.

Our climate forces «« to be watchful; and it is probably

the climate of Scotland that has caused the operative gar-

deners of that country to be held in such great esteem.

MISCELLANEOUS.
I?ecGlIectio7is of French Gardening.—Although we are

mvich indebted to our neighbours of France for many ar-
ticles which we now cultivate with success, it docs not
appear that either agriculture or horticulture has made
such progress in that kingdom as we might be led to ex-
pect from the talent we find displayed in various works
issuing from the French press. The truth of the matter
seems to be, that as Paris is the focus of opinion, or wc
should rather say, tlie point from which opinion diverges,
in order to be dispersed and adopted everywhere else, so
it is the centre of rural science ; but there is tliis differ-
ence, that while Parisian politics are adopted, and revolu-
tionary impulses at once obeyed, there is yet little ten-
dency in the rural population to adopt improvements,
even when they are suggested and made known. The
education of the people has only begun, and it is only of
late we find able Frenchmen travelling over Britain to ob-
tain insight into our methods of proceeding. There is

scarcely a town in France in which there is not an ngri-
cultural and horticultural society ; but, unless something
occurs to excite attention by the prospect of instant profit,
such as the cultivation of plants yielding dyes, the know-
ledge thrit such societies may obtain seems to accumulate
within the walls in which the meetings are held, and to
be unknown beyond them. For example:—iu the district
called the Garden of France, alias the Touraine, they have
a society which has been long established ; but a traveller
can see nothing to induce him to imagine that the kindred
arts of agriculture and horticulture are less than two cen-
turies beliind their progress in other countries. Here and
there we do see improvement. The noble proprietor of
that singular chateau, Chenon^eaux, bas a Flemiah coach-
man, of strong good sense and observation, who has in-
duced his master to cultivate much waste land, after the
Belgian system, and we have ^tQXi it carrying excellent
crops ; but the gardens of the chateau are somewhnt be-
hind, though better than in other places of the district.
There is one very zealous horticulturist at Tours, Dr.
Bretonneau, who is taking much trouble to collect good
fruits; and his chief hobby is the Cherry, of which he
possesses an extraordinary collection. He is experiment-
ing, also, with new sorts of Stocks for the finer fruits ; and
as he is a very liberal man, we need not doubt of benefit-
ing by his experience. There are several amateurs who
have collections, but not much variety of flowering plants.
The climate is admirable, and there is considerable variety

'

of soil resting on the lower cbalk. But art does litcie,

and tliere are no good operatives to be found ; this last
deficiency cannot be easily supplied until education shall
spread more among the lower orders. On expressing
pleasure at seeing the garden of Dr. Bretonneau in good
order, he said his gardener was a blockhead, and caused
him much trouble- Agriculture is retarded by the sub-
division of property and the smallness of the farms. The
vineyards are treated in the ancient manner, and are well

manured, but not well cleaned. The best fruit is got by
the Restaurateurs from Paris, and it is often very batl.

Theonlyfine Apple met with was the Pepin Keinette,

which retains its plumpness and flavour in May. The
Potatoes in this quarter are excellent, and many other

culinary vegetables ; the market-gardens being rather well

attended to. Walnut-trees abound; and from the nut an
oil is extracted which is used for burning. The Almond
trees are splendid ; and also i\\t Robiuias, or Acacias.

TlieriJ is a street named from an avenue of them that runs

its whole length in the western part of the town ; close to

a church, the name of whicli has for the moment escajied

me, there are some beautiful specimens of the Platanus

growing luxuriantly, and cf a great height and thickness.

The nursery-gardens are not kept with such neatness as

in England, and they do not contain any great show.
They keep a good many plants to furnish nosegays for the

ladies, who never appear at parties without them ; but

there is nothing attractive. In such a climate, a person

of taste and horticultural skill might form a paradise.

The winters are, however, sometimes severe ; and straw

and mats are not to be dispensed with. Dr. Bretonneau
pointed out to us the result of an experiment, which was
certainly very remarkable. He had Awg round every al-

ternate bush in a row of Red Currants, and filled up the

spaces with a yellow ferruginous clay found in the vici-

nity ; the quantity of fruit on the bushes so treated, com-
pared with that on the others, was immense. Melons
arc cultivated in the 0|>en air, after having been raised

under hand-glasses. They are planted on narrow ridges

of horse-litter, nearly level with the ground ; but the plants

v.-fcre stunted and the fruit small. Some of the best Ene-
lish varieties were left with some cultivators, but we do

The French

J/.—[We particularly recommend the curious fact about
Currants, above mentioned, to the attention of Mr
Townley.] *

Botanical Informatfon,—We are glad to be able to
announce, upon the best authority, that the next volume
ot Ue Candolle's Prodromus is in such a state of progress
that Its appearance may be confidently expected during the

h !''m^?''- ^^' Alphonse De Candolle has completed
the difficult orders of Myrsinace^ and Sa])otaceffi ; and the

l\hZl ?h r"/'^^
'^^ '^'^ ^^*^^^^^ "P '^ Boraginnce^e, in-cluding the Asclepiadaceje and Apocvnnces.

an-anged by M. D^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ the'intenti.. u. ......
plionse De Candolle to complete this immense under-

stofonTf.fr^l K fJ'''''''-^
f^^^^<5 specimen of Phlor.tolomfera, which blossomed freely in winter, made a se-cond flowering in the month of June, after being turnedout into the border.—i/or^-y. ^ lurnca

11JfT^ 1

Fi^^.-A new mode of preparing the Tomato-
like Figs has been suirgested. A sample depoMted in the
Patent Office in the United States is slid toTe^f'Lpe icrquah.y From th. taste, it is supposed all the good qua-
litiesof the fruit are retained. '

, which will be
tion of M. AI-

f », ,
, ,

^^^ appearance, tlie drum
ot lomatoes resembles one of figs very nearly. The fol-
lowing recipe is given for the preparation :—Take SIX
pounds of sugar to one peck (sixteen pounds) of the fruit
scald and remove the skin of the fruit in the usual way •

cook them over a fire, their own juice being sufficient,
without the aduitlou of water, until the sugar penetrates
and they are clarified. They are then taken out, spread
on dishes, flattened, and dried in the sun. A small quan-
tity of the sjrup should be occasionally sprinkled over
them whilst drying

; after which, pack them down in
boxes, treating each layer with powdered sugar. The sy-
rup is afterwards coiu-entrated. and bottled for use. They
keep well from year to year, and retain surprisingly their
flavour, which is nearly that of the best quality of fresh
figs. The pear-shaped or single Tomatoes answer the
purpose best,

Cihnafe of MassachuseUs^-^The following table, show,
n.g the periods of flowering of some common plants, will
serve to convey to the English reader some idea of the
spring climate of this part of the United States. It is
taken from a paper by Mr. W. Oakes, in Hovey's « ^fa-
gazine of Horticulture :"

—

Karnes of Species.

Alnus

Times of beginning to flower m the
most favourable situations.

Mean.

1

April 4

April 15

April 21

American Alder.
serrnlata . , , ,

WLia Swamp Willow, Sa
lix conifcra . , .

Red Maple. Acer rubrum
Rue - leaved Anemone.
Anemone thalic-
troirics

Blue Houstonia, Ho^^5-
tonia crerulea , . .

Field Horsetail, Equise-
tum arvense . . .

Early cudwced,Gnapha-
lium plantag^inenm .

Earliest Sed^je, Carcx
varia . ... J

Meadow Cowslip, Caltha
palustris .....

Early Violet, Viola ovata
Wood Anemone
Early Potent

tilla canadeusi
Yellow Dog*s-toothVio-
Ict

rican
DandeJion
Juncberry,orShad flower,
Fyrus botryapium , .

English Cherry
Plum-tree

perial G
Pear-tree ,.,.,. .1 May I2

Apple tree . ..... May 14

Earliest Latest.

March 22 Feb. 21, 1828 April 8, 1329

Mar. 2fi, 1828 Aprinr,1829
AprU 1, 182b April22,.1832

Aprils, 3327 May 3, 1S41

April 22
April 23

3ne . ,
."J

iiIa,Poten-}. April

April 8, 18-27

April 11, 1827

iViay 3,

May 3,

1841
1841

24 April 11, 162;, May 4, 1841

lowDog's-toothv 10- "^

, Erythroniuin ame- f

annul C
ideJion /

April 26 Aprrin, 1827 May 3* 1841

May 5

cherry . .
."J

e, Prince*slm- M May 7
^a^e . . . .i

Aprll25,lS4i>,Mayap, 1638

April26.1S4o|May 20, 1837

Mav 1, 1830 May 21, 183/
fMay 2, 1830iMay23, 1837

Hedgehogs.—One of the most iuteresting facts in the

natural history of th? hedgehog is that announced in 1831

by M. Lenz, and which is now confirmed by Professor

Buckland. This is, that the most violent animal poisons

have no effect upon it ; a fact which renders it of peculiar

value in forests, where it appears to destroy a great number
of noxious reptiles. M. Lenz says that he had in hi^

house a female hedgehog, which he kept in a large box,

and v»hich soon became very mild and familiar. lie oftea

put into the box some adders, which it attacked with

avidit)^ seizing them indifferently by the headj the body,

or the tail, aud did not appear alarmed or embarrassed

when they coiled themselves around its body. On one

occasion M, Lenz witnessed a fight between the hedgehog

and a viper. When the hedgehog came near and smelied

the snake, for with these animals the sense of sight is very

obtuse, she seized it by the head, and held it fast be-

tween her teeth, but without appearing to do it much
harm ; for having disengaged its head, it assumed a furious

and menacing attitude, and hissing rehemently, inflicted

several severe bites on the hedgehog. The little animal,

however, did not recoil from the bites of the viper, or

indeed seem to care much about them. At last, when the

reptile was fatigued by its efforts, she again seized it by

the head, which she ground between her teeth, compress-

ing the fangs and glands of poison, and then devourmg

every ]>art of the bod v. M. Lenz says that battles of this

sort often occurred 'in the presence of many P^*"*^^^

and sometimes the hedgehog has received
^f

^^/*

wounds on the ears, the snout, and even ^^1^'^^^^°^'
without appearing to experience any of the

.^^^^^

symptoms produced by the venom of the ^^F^[;-
«^pmpd

herself nor the young which sL v . *hen suckhng seemed

ito suffer from it. This o&serratiaa i^rees with that of
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rullan. who assures us that the hedgehog can eat about

hundreci cantharides, without expenencing any of the

effecta which this insect taken inwardly Pro^aces on men

dogs, and cats. A German physician who made the

hedgehog a particular object of study, gave it a strong

dam of prussic acid, of arsenic, of opiutn. and of corrosive

sublimate, none of which did it any harm. The hedge-

hoe in its natural state only feeds on pears, apples, and

other fruits, when it can get nothing it likes better. Its

ordinary food consists of worms, slugs, snails, frogs, ad-

ders and sometimes rats and m\ce,~Penny 3fagazme.

Turuips.—VrWli^m Hunter, Esq., of Dunmurry, has

this season tested the produce of a portion of field Tur-

nips (the purple-topped Aberdeen) on his grounds, and

hfu found it to be at the extraordinary rate of 60 tons

per Irish acre.— Wexford Independent,

GATIDEN MEMORANDA.
J. Uinurt. f>rf., CJnpham.^ThQ coUectioii *^f Camellias here is

extensive, and incliTdcs many fine «^c''l'»^- ^™7^*^?.]^i^„,t
now in flower is a handsome specimen of Reticulata. >»avun,

seven or eight of its gorgeous crim«^on blossoms m ^^S\\f^^l^'
tvnx. We noticed a single white variety, bcarmgr much larger

flowrr^ than the old one; and as it makes a handsome appear-

ance, it is worthy a plac^ in mo.t collections. It is known here

as the I^rcnrU White. Amon^ the seedlinff^ now in power is one

tailed Huperba ; It h has a good deal of the cl^aractcr f^f ^*j-
;

bnt differs from it in colour. Honeklacrii s flowering- here i

jcreat beauty ; and a large specimen of the «»^,'J°«^\^:^'*''\*'„'*,^;

in a short time, rival .now In whiteness, ^n
'^'i'*^^^"

^° ,V ,t

CamelUas, a choice coUectinn of Heattwis colUvated heic. au I

amon-thrmwe observed pood specimens of deprcBsa Miv-oni,

cxfmia, and picta. With the Heaths are some Epacrises, and

of tiiese grandifiura. iuipressa, and pangrens were m flower.—

''sifssrs. rmrhfihr^, C/rt/j/i/rm.-The most choice thing^s now in

flower are a few fine specimens of ilcaths. amon- ^h^ch we ob-

lierved tlie yellow-flowered variety of Scbann the singular white

Bankttiana.a.id the lively pink dle^ans. Lechcnaultia formosa,

covi-red with oranffe-fiowerB, formed a good coaipainon to tnc

Heaths, and with i'imelca U...t61ia» which had produced many

heads of white Uowers, made the greenhouse quite gay.—Jnw. 31.

ting, which Hboot, when T left the country, bad attained

nearly the length of fire inches. Whether or not roots had

been formed, I have not ascertained ; for I was unwiUing

to dUturb the cuttings so soon after their apparent vege-

tation ; but it is difficult to suppose that such strong shoots

should be pushed forward and sustained by nourishment

derived only from absorption by the bark and wood A

cutting bearing a flower-bud was at the same t;n.e placed

in the aboTe-mentioned tank. In about a month it began

to swell ; and at the end of a fortnight afterwards, it ex-

panded most beautifully. Thus I had an opportunity of

seeing the blossoms of my own Rhododendron arborenm

at a season of the year when I am usually at home and

when flowers for decoration are much in request. As the

plants of Rhododendron aiboreum are greatly improved by

such pruning, I intend to 'repeat the experiment on a

larger scale neit season, and shall be happy if what I now

write will enable others to partake of the pleasure of see-

ing the June flowers of Rhododendron arboreum in abun-

dance soon after Christmas,"

iMarch 1. 1841. Garden Committee.—Mr, Fortune

Procfedings of the Horticnllumi Society of London^

1841. No. XIV.

The following extracts will interest many of our readers

:

Jan. 1.0, 1841.—Mr. William Tillery, gardener to his

Grace the Duke of Portland, gave the following account

of the circuDiatances under which Citrons and Oranges are

produced at Wortsop :—'The plant that produced them

is trained at the back of a large conservatory here, and has

been planted about eight years; it has ripened ten of its

noble fruit this year, the two I send being the average size.

1 find it likes plenty of bottom-heat, as the tub it is planted

in is behind the hot-water apparatus that beats the house-

Tlie specimens of oranges and lemons are fror^ trees planted

out in the borders of the same bouse. Two lemon-trees

here have produced more^than 400 fruit, and are preferred

to the foreign at table. *The Guava, trained on the back

of the same house, has ripened two or three dishes weekly

all through the winter, and is preferred here for the dessert

to any fruit. When well ripened, the berrie* become as

black as sloes, and arc really delicious, resembling a straw-

berry in flavour ; wc find no difficulty in their setting, as

we have always to thin them out to get them fine.'

Garden Committee, Feb. l, 1841.— Mr. Thompson

reported from the Fruit Department, that keeping fruit in

kiln-dried Straw had been found to answer very well.
^
It

does not acquire the dampness, nor the mustiness, which

straw does when not deprived of its natural moisture.

Feb. 16, 1841.-A paper was read by Mr. Fortune, the

iraperiatendent of ^he hothouse department in the Society's

garden, upon the effect of mercurial vapour on vegetation.

5'he author stated that in consequence of reports that wood
prepared with corrosive sublimate under Kyan's patent was

injurious to vegetation, a seriesofexperimentshad been tried

in the garden for the purpose of ascertaining how far these

opinions were well founded. In one experiment a small

^rtable greenhouse wtis prepared with Kyanised wood,

and, thus pickled, was introduced into the atmospliere of

presented, from the Hothouse Department^ the following

• Results of some comparative experiments with Coke and

Anthracite, consumed in the conical hot-water boilers in-

vented by J- Rogers, Esq.' ,,,.,, u :«
The experiments are now ended which have been in

progress throughout the winter to test the efficiency of the

improved conical boiler, and to ascertain whether coke or

anthracite is the cheapest and best fuel to burn in it. So

far as the boiler is concerned, the results have been per-

fectly satisfactory. When the apparatus connected with

it is strongly constructed and well built in, as it has been

in this case, it is easily managed, and as economical as any

boiler with which I am acquainted. I think, however,

its chief recommendation is the kind of fuel which it wi 1

burn—coke or common cinders—and the certainty with

which it may be left without any attention for 10 or 12 hours

to keep a stove to GO degrees in the midst of winter with

the external atmosphere so low as 6 degrees, or even zero

of Fahrenheit, This is owing to the manner in which

the fuel falls down into the fire, to the great quantity of air

which is continually rushing through the bars, and to the

complete power of regulating the supply of this, when the

apparatus is as it ought to be. The fuel was tried m the

following manner :— In the months of October and Decem-

ber we burned coke ; in November and January an thra-

.cite, and in February coke and anthracite every alternate

night. By referring to the quantity burned, and taking

coke at an average price of 20s. a chaldron, and anthracite

at 323. per ton, we will find that the expense of heating

the Orchidaceous house in October last with coke was about

1/. 3s. lOd.. and the expense of heating it in November

with anthracite was 2L ; or, if we take the alternate days

of February, 14 against 14, we find the expense of heating

with 28 bushels of coke 15s, 6d., and l(i cwt. of anthracite

1/. 5s- 7d. If we take the two months in which coke Vas

burned, against the two in which anthracite was burned,

which, will not be fair, owing to the nature of the weather,

the following are the results^oke, 3 chaldrons *27 bushels,

3/. 15s. ; anthracite, 3 tons 1 cwt. 2 St., 4/. 18s.

" * These results speak for themselves so far as economy is

concerned, and therefore the only thing to be considered

beyond this is, which is most preferable with regard to

management. A measure of anthracite will last much

longer than one of coke, but the quantity of heat given out

by each will be nearly the same. In the month of Decem-

ber last, when the weather was very cold, it was not possible

to keep the Orchidaceous house to 60 degrees with one

boiler filled with the best anthracite ; but this could be'

done when coke broken into small pieces was used instead.

When both boilers were filled with anthracite this temper-

ature could easily be maintained, and they would last twice

as long as one filled with coke. So that it comes to this :

equaljbulk produces an equal quantity of heat, or, at

least, a chaldron of coke will give out as much as a ton of

anthracite, the one being 20s., the other 32s. But as

anthracile does not bum so fierce as coke, it lasts longer,

This property may make it

to encouraee their rooting; but the atmospheric temperature

ougM notto be raUed beyond 6o° until the plants show signs of

renewed erowth ; for increased excitement suddei^y applied

would probably cause them to start prematurely. The weather

beinff now mUder, the pits may be uncovered earlier m the

^VivERY —The buds of the Vines which were started in the

heeinninff of January will now be rapidly lengthening mto shoots,

and wiU consequeiitiy require to be kept warmer :
65^, by a gra-

dual increase, wiU be sufficiently high until the bunches begin to

develop themselves, and even up to the time of flowermg, when

the Vines are strong and the young bunches healthy. In this

week another house may be set in motion, to succeed the one

above aUuded to. If a mass of fermenting dung can be taken

into the house, fires will not be necessary the first week.

Peach house —After the fruit m the early house is all firmly

set the night temperature should range between 65° and 6o^

allowing it to rise a few degrees in sunshine, but always admitting

fresh air, if possible, at some part of the day. Tne syrmge or the

ene-ine should he used regularly. especiaUy if the least sign of

red spider is perceived. When the trees root only within the

house they wdl be benefited by taking three or four inches of the

surface-soU off the border, and replacing it with fresh compost;

this might yet be done in the late houses.

Chkrrv-hovsk.— Syringe daily with tepid water those trees

which are not yet in blossom. The water given to the roots also

should always be chilled. ^ , .. *t, t.

Fig-house.—If the sashes have been kept upon the house aU

winter (which ought invariably to be done) the border will pro-

bably be dry, in which case a good supply of manure-water

should be given. Increase the night temperature now to about

50^ and sprhikle the trees daily.

STRAWBERitiES.—Do uot allow rumiers to grow upon the

plants. Take in succession-pots as required, but never directly

into a high temperature, if it can be avoided.

Cucumbers a\i> Melons.—Keep a good store of young plants

of different ages, for fear of accident. Common dung-beds should,

when practicable, be placed upon a thick layer of fagots, which

mi^'ht be made of prunings of shrubs, or any wood of little

vafue ; then, when linings become necessary, a ready channel is

afforded for the passage of the heat beneath the bed.

Asparagus.—Let tlie lights be drawn off the beds in line

sunny days j this will Improve -the flavour of the grass.

Potatoes.—If pptted as recommended in the beginning of last

month, they will now be ready for planting out ; and at the samo

time some tubers which are just beginning to sprout may be

planted upon a similarly prepared bed. which will furnish a suc-

cessional crop.
it, -,•

Celerv.—Sow a larger q.uantity; that sown last month will

most likely run.
'

*.,-*.
Lettuce.—To succeed the autumn crops, sow some sorts which

soon become fit for use, on a slight hotbed. Of Cos Lettuce,

Atkins's Imperial is one of the earliest and best j it is also sold

under the name of *' Kernan's Acme Cos.*'

Out'door Department.

Radishes.—Where there is the advantage of a very warm

situation, some seeds may now be sown, and thickly covered

with fern or dry litter j these, if the \veather be tolerably favour-

able, will come into use soon after those in frames are over.

Turnips.—A small bed of Early Dutch should be sown on a

south border. An equal space might be sown every week during

this mouth, which will be a safer course than sowing a large

breadth at one time. .,

Pkas.—The Frame, or whatever early kind maybe preierrea

and a later sort, such as the Blue Prussian, to succeed it, should

now be sown on a south border. These will succeed the latest

transplanted crop. _ , _ ^.-^ „
Beans.—Sow Marshairs Dwarf Prolific (not " Early Prohac,

plants under handglasses, but without injurious eOects m ^q^i gives a very steady heat.

•nch cases* But when Kyanised wood, or shavings moist- desirable for greenhouses where the expense is not consi-

dered ; but in a stove with a well-regulated conical boiler,

for everything depends upon this, coke is not only the

cheaper Jof the two, but is much the easier to manage,

requires less stoking, and burns clearer, as maybe seen by

referring to the quantity of ashes left by each. A mixture

of the two kinds in equal proportions answers very well,

with, of course, intermediate results.'
"

ened with corrosive sublimate, or crude mercury, or salts

of that metal, were introduced into vessels containing

plants exposed to the dampness and high temperature of a

bothouac, in every such case the plants became sickly, re-

covered when removed from the influence of the mercurial

vapour, and sickened again when s^aln exposed to it.

The followine; coramuni(*ation, on a means of produ-

cing flowers of Rhododendron arboreum soon after Christ-

mas, was alao read from Sir Charles Lemon, Bart. V.I*.

** Tiie circumstance which I am about to relate is of

trining importance, biit may, nevertheless, interest those

who, like me, cultivate the Rhododendron arboreum, and

have seldom an opportunity ofseeing its beautiful blossoms.

I have for some years been in the habit of pruning the

several varieties or sub-species of thisplmt as trees ; and I

find that they bear the knife well, and i: -:!ily assume the

character which I wish to give them. Last November,

while engaged in this operation, it occurred to me that 1

might make some use of tiie branches which I had cut off,

cither by ripening the seed-vessels left from the flowers of

last year, or by forcing into early blossom the buds already

formed. With a view of accomplishing the first object, I

placed some of the branches bearing seed-vessels in the dry

hto\e ; but they soon withered and came to nothing. Others

w«?re placed in the romi of a tank in the damp stove, in

which were growing Limnocharis Humboldtii and other

aquatic?. This was done about the end of November.

The leaves, however, drooped, and the cuttings remained

unchanged for above a month; when, to my surprise, I

found that the capsules were becoming turgid and full of

9ftp, ftod that a strong shoot was coming from each cut-

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or /A^ en&umgWeek,
Thb weather now promises to be more favourable for carrying

on out-door operations, ^vhich should therefore be forwarded
with all possible despatch. Whenever the ground becomes dry
enoug-h to work kindly, such vegetables as are indicated under
the proper head, may be sown for au early crop. But, for the most
part, this preliminary sowiug cannot be conildently depended
upon for a supply, and the greater part of the produce will pro-
bably soon run to flower, or be cut off by cold when very young.
In heavy, wet soils, however, it will be useless to attempt putting
seeds into the open ground at this early seison ; little or no
time would be gained by such a proceeding, at the risk of wasting
both seed aud labour.
As fruit-tree^ will shortly begm to swell their buds, no time

should be lost in completing their pruning, and the usual digging
of the ground. Much harm is often done by deep digging be-
tween the rows of fruit-trees, which, besides being a loss of
time, is a positive inji^- to the trees, by destroying the most
important portion of their roots, and forcing those which are left
to seek their subsistence in a wetor otherwise inappropriate sub-
soil. In digging among fruit-trees, therefore, the ground, unless
intended to he cropped, ought not to lie stirred deeper than suf-
fices for theburvluK of the weeds.

KITCHKN-f^ARDEN AND ORCHARD.
.In-door Department,

Pinery.— Strong succession- plants intended for late fruiters
might now he shifted into larger pots, if they require it, selecting
for this purpose those only which have plenty of healthy roots.
After shifting, a slight increase of bottom-heat should be given

as erroneously written at p. 24>
Spi VACH may be sown on a warm border, hut not a large crop,

as it will most likely soon run to flower.

CAftKOTs are in some soils a dubious crop. To remedy mis,

trench the ground two spits deep, mixing some rotteu ma»"re

with the shovellings in the bottom of each trench. No niariure

is to be put upon the surface, which should remain rouga uii

wanted for sowing. A piece of ground prepared m this vvay

every year (autumn is the preferable time) will scarcely lau w
produce sound Carrots. „ .

OreAard.-Prune and naU Vines against walls. Do not covec

too much bearing-wood. Peaches, Apricots, and other trees

which face the south ought to be first done. Any large wouiias

should be covered with paint, or some other adhesive substance.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBKRY.
In-door Department.

Stovk.— Gloxinias and Gesueras should he watered over the

leaves now and then, aud not exposed to direct sunshine. AS

the dried tubers vegetate, th^y should be shaken out of the ow

soil and repotted. ,

GREENHousji.—As tlic davs increase in light and warmtn a

more liberal supply of water will be required by the plants,

bearing iii mind that small au^ntities frequently applied are mucii

better than an overdose at once. Repot any plants that aie

likely to suffer for want of that operation. .

CoNSERVAToaY.—Climbers had better be dressed and set m
order before growth commences.

Pits and Frames.—Annuals of various kinds for fiowering

in pots should be sown. The tenderest kinds, as Cockscomos

and Balsams, can be forwarded in the Cucumber- pits, to -wnicu

place, also, a few Gardenias might be removed. Bulbs of my-
anthus tuberosa will also require a w^arm situation ; these oug

not to be watered till they begin to grow.
Out'door Department. .

If not already done, all vacant beds must be manured ana ous

without delay. Tulips, Anemones, and other bulbs and tuoei

not planted in autumn, ought to be immediately put mto vi

ground, ^
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

Nursery.— Plant stocks of wild Roses for budding. Pa* ™
cuttmgs of choice Gooseberries aud Currants, after taking^"

all the buds except the four uppermost. If the ground is m a ut

state, sow seeds of all sorts of Forest-trees.
. itpava

FoRKST AVD Coppice Woods.—Persevere in plantmg^aiwjty

finishing the driest ground first. Thinning and felling, antt ot»

business of less importance, might be discontinued for a tune,

the purpose of accelerating the planting of dry sous. J'

W7iUinff, The Dt^epdeiie. . ,t A«y
Ebratitm.—Page 69, col. 2, line 39 from the top, reaa, ^

old unhealthy evergreens, &c."

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. %
1842. as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chisw^c*^

Jan.
Friday-
Saturday
Siiaday
Monday

Feb.
IVieffaa.7

WednesdayK*
Thuiaday B

Average

BAROaiBTER.

Ma,r. Min.
SB e9.907 . £9.831
S» 30.075 S9.9fll

SO 30.219 i&.aoG
31 30.Ui 29.930

! 30.130
a0.24l

30.409

30.158

30.100

30.059
30.377

30.018

Jan. 29. Slight frost, clear > fine ; cloudy : sharp frost at uigbt^

39* Sleet in the morning j overcast and calm.
*

30. Cloudf. very fine ; mild and overcast. . .

31. Hazy throughout ; thickly overcast, heavy ram atmgi^Jj.j
Feb. u Overcastj exceedingly fine: clear at night, vrttn s* s

frost.

2

3
. Slightly overcast 5 very fine; slight rain in the eveninff-

• Mad withsUght haze ; vmxd veering east, and ha/e mcre»3»%»
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State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 15 years, for

the ensuiug Week ending Feb. 12, nJ2.

Feb.

V

Sun. 6
MuB. 7
Tue«. 8
Wed. 9
Thura.IO
Fri. II

Sat. IS

A vor.

Temp.

A ver.

Temp.

4fi.7

47-8
46.6
4G.G
45.9
45.2
4G.a

Afean
No. of

Vfars in
Greatest

' Prevai
*

lin

Temp n'hu-Ii it

Kaiur'd.

qiL'intity

;
vi Kain.

f ^
40.1 8 O.S.S in.

1t— 1 111
41.4 8 p.ea '

; a'.l
41.4 9 -•0.67 I ] lU
40.0 5 ~0 30 •^^

1
1< 11 ll

39.3 R O.fS 2: 2; !' ll

40.0 8 034 2 2-U.
40.0 10 0.28 3' 2

1

—
1

I

y.

1*
3|

3
31

2

— ' ^^ *

X
3i

6

7

S
5

5
6

2

3
1

3
1

2

2

I

2
1

2
I

2
1

II

The hitrhest temperature durhif*: the above period occurred on
the I0th,in 1831—thermometer 65° ; and the lowest on the 12th
and 13th, in 1839—thermometer 14^.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending February A, 1842.

ScARCKLY any difference has occurred in the market since our
last Report; the supplies of most articles have been tolerably
well kept up. The sale lias been unusually dull.

—

Fruit. Excel-
lent Phics are plentiful; the kinds are chiefly Envilles and Queens.
A few bunches of new hothouse drapes, grown on plants in pots,
have been offered at fiom 20*. to 25s. per lb. ; Spanish are be-
coming very scarce. Apples are plentiful, and the kinds are the
same as those mentioned last week. Pears are tolerably abund-
ant, and the best samples fetch g-ood prices. Pummeloes and
Shaddocks have made their appearance. Chesnats are scarce. A
few Cucnmbers have been offered duTlng the week^— Vegetables.
The remarks made on the Cabbage tribe. in our last Report apply
to the present. Some excellent Turnip.tops have been brought
to market this week. Kidney Beans are scarce. The supply of
Asparagus and Sea-kale is by no means large, and consequently
the prices are pretty high. Lettuce, Endive, and other Salading
are scarce and indifferent. Good Celery is hardly to be obtained.
Rhubarb is plentiful and good. Mushrooms are not abundant
Flowers. The different kinds of forced Hyacinths^ Tulips, and
Narcissus have rendered the market gay during the week.

PRICES, Satuhday,
Applcsj Kitchen, perbusheb3« to 7'— De!isert, per bushel, 5« to I0«

Pears, des^ei t, per half-sievej 4i to 16*
Pine Apple, perlb. 5* to«#
Grapeii hothouse, new, p, lb., 20< to 25i« Spanish, per lb.. It to I« 6d

~~ Purtti>^Hl, per lb., U to 3i Gd
Oianj^eif per dnz., 9d to 2t— per 100, 4j to \C,»— fiitt«r, per ]00,CjtoI6<
Lemonif per duz. ^d to 2i i

VEGETABLKS.
Savoys, per dozen, Cd to U €rf

Ckbba^e, White, per dozen, Uto3«
— Ked, for picklinf^, 2i to4t

Cahbaj?e Plants, per doz., 2* Gd to i$
Brussels Sprouts, p.hf.sve.. It Cdto3*6rf
Brocuuli, WhitCj p- bunch, 2j to6f— Purple, 1* to lt6d
Turnip Tops, per bushel, U toIj3J
Kidney Beans, forced, per 100, b* to \G$
Potatoes, pet ton, 45j to 80*^ per cwt.2j6(2 to 4«

5. 1842._FRUITS:—
Lemons, per 100, 5* to \4m
Almonds, per peik. 7< to 8#
Chesnuts, pei peck, 5# to IOj
Walnuts, per biisheJ, 16« to S4#
Filberts, English, pr.lOO lbs. I20*tol40*
Cobbs, per luOlhs. 140* to 160*
Nuts, per bushel—
— Urazll, 20f
— Spanish, 16#— Barcelona. £0* to 24i '

Turkey, \Q§

— per bushel, 1*6^ to 2$ 6J
— Kidney, per bush. 2f to 3«

Artithokes, Jerusalem, jjr half sieve,
9d to l« 6ii

Turnips, pr. doz.buncTiea, li6Jto4*
Carrots, perdoz. bunches, 3« to 5«
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to U Gd
Scorzonera, per bundle, \tto\*Zd
Salsafy, per bundle, l*to U 3

J

Horse Radish, per bundle, U to 5#
Spinach, per half sieve, Ej to 3*
Onions, per bushel, 2j to3*6J— for pick., per hf. -sieve, \t 6d,to 4i— Green, per bunch, Ad

•— Spanish, per dozen, 2« to 6*

Leekf, per dozen buncbet, 1# lo1«0rf
Garlic, perlb., Hd
Shallots, per lb., 1«
Asparagus, per loo, large, 8i toIO#— Second or Middling, 4«to5<«— Sprue, oi Small, 3* to4«
Sea-kale, per punnet, l* Gd to 5«
Lettuce,Cabbage, p.hf. sve., UGdu>2»— Cos, per score, 2*
Endive, peracore, 4«
Celery, Red, p. bdle (12 to 15) 6Jtoli9J— White, per bundle, Gd to l«
Small Salads, per punnet, 3d
\\'alercresi>, per doz. small bunoheSySfi
Parsley, per half sieve, 2* to2t Gd
— per dozen bunches, 2i to4«

Tarragon, perd<.zen bimches, 4« to6«
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 3*
Thyme, per doz. bunchesi, £«
Sag-e, per doz. buncl»ea, 3«
Mint, per doz. bunches, 6i to 12*
Savory, per dozen bunches, 2j to 3*
Rhubarb Stalks, perbundle, 9rf toli3J
^Mushrooms, per putile, ii tid to 3j
Truffles, per pound, 2# to3#

\. T.
Notices to Correspondents,

-One of the best early Potatoes is the Manly, a round
White one of moderate size, very prolific, and equal in size. One
of the hest late kinds is the Bread-fruit Potato, a rather large
round, xvhite one, which is a good bearer, and keeps well.
A Sitbscrtber.~~'RoeQTS*s Conical Boiler can be obtained fromany respectable ironmonger.
G.S.—Green's pit, described at p. 36 (1841), is an excellent one

for growmg Cucumbers and Melons in. In a short time another
paper on the subject will appear, which may perhaps answeryour purpose better.

jr. D. B. Z?.—Received, with thanks. The plan will be pub-
lished as soon as the woodcuts can be got ready,
,.^ ^.'^•~'^? ^s hardly fair to reproach us with not giving imme-
diate insertion to letters. Yours was in type last week, but wehad not room for it. Caprifoliuras are twiners with long flowers -

Lomceras are bushes with short flowers. The Honeysuckle left isCapnfuhum longitlorum.
A Huntingdonshire Subscriber,

the smaller. Passe Colmar.
A Young Beginner.

2, Downton :

The large Pear is Bearr6 Diel;

'Your Apples are,—No. 1, Reinette Grise;

P^nr xr« ,:• ' h ^^'?"c^ ^'a^'s 4, White Nonpareil
i and thePear, No. 5, is the Chaumontel.

CT,?7'^^*"^)^\^^!
^^^ acquainted with a good forester: betterapply to Mr. Paxton, at Chatsworth.

bnri nw rt^
^'"'''^

t^
^^'"^ ^^^ ^^^^5 t° &''ow in the spring,

tw ^^ holes near the root into the sapwood, not deeper : fill

will soon d^.'^"'""'
""^ ''^'"™' ''' ^^^^".^^^'^ sublimate, and the tree

durahlP inrf ^l^ ""^"^ ''''*" ^^'^ conservatories. Iron is most^Sh ^'C should employ it ior everything that did not re^
^ir^ l!* ^V^^^'^^' Formoveable sashes it is not suited.

NomberlTln^r
Stephens's Book of the Farm," of which the first

fo mn/h v^ ^""i- ,
^^ "^''^^ °"^y ^^^' ^^'- Jf y"^ cannot afford

book^ Tv?o »i^^
be ter confine your purchases to the otheroooKs. The "Farmer's Encyclopedia" is what we meant- itimproves ver>' much as it goes on.

nieant, it

raUw'rn ""v
°^^^''' 7^"" ^^''^ ^^^""'^ ^°'' information concerningramng Coniferous plants from seeds are answered to-day

KnffiMn!^f
^'"^«i- w-ui find our leading articles on foresting asufficient answer to his letter.

^
in AiS^^th^'' ^r^ turf in a few months by sowing his ground

commend. Crested Dog's-taU, Meadow Poa. Hard Fescue Black

lor^"''^^,'^^^^^^
^"^ ^^ ^ good'supp?y for fine urf*orty shUlmgs' worth per acre will be enough, or le<^s wiU dobut the lawu will in that case be formed more slowly.

'

d^rfpn^TH
'® ^^'*i^nj: that if a succession of wet weather can be

D^flrnnf"^''"' "^"l^'
^^5^^*= transplanted at any time. We

Eudd^ fh'" ^*?^ '^f
^^''^- '^^^y ^^" ^««* ^nicker when

to th« n
^-''' ^^.^,sP"»ff. biit if you have a drv north-easter woe

that se^.?*"''^^"*/
/"^^^^ P^^"^-^ may, no doubt, be secured at

wi^d anH h^T'^nl "^'^^ ^'e?ther, by a screen against the sun and

tWive work
P^'^^'^^-P^^^"*^' hnt this cannot be applied to ex-

id^e^Mn'^c:""^^''"^!^^
^^^'^^ Februao' shift your Rose, and

When thlnl. ?K™ ?'^ ""^ greenhouse for a week or ten days, and

must w5?h» K ^V'^.*''*'' ^''^"^^ P"""^& into the frame, you

Im 8uit7nr o i?-^'
^^'^"^ three- parts round, at such lengths as

Z^\h^:.l
^"ttings. In about a week callosities will be formed

c^ off «,T' ""1^^^°^ ^^^^ ^"^^' and then the cutting musTbe
L thP nrH^

inserted either In light sandy soil or sand, and treated

S^c^T .*?
^eU-glass, they wiU soon root. For Asparagus«ioos« a raUiw saady soil; give it a gooa coat of Hmg. treuctol

the dung in. If the ground is not sandy, procure aome fine river
or bank sand, and mix it with the soil, particularly round the
plants

; then mark your ground out into beds four feet wide and
allow about two feet six inches for the alley

j plant two rows in
each bed early in spring, with two-years old plants. Thtrc is lit-
tie variation in sorts, the great difference being caused by soil
and cultivation.

i?ujfici/jf.—Your wall of fioft. in length, facing a point to the
east of south, may be planted with Hacon's Incomparable. Passe
Colmar, and Easter Beurr6 Pears, and the Royal Aprictit. These
will ultimately fill the wall. With regard to Peaches and Necta-
rines, as you are doubtful of their succeeding in vour locality, the
Wolds of the northern district of Uncolnshire. you had best
allot the intervals for their trial. The sorts mav be the Acton
^cot and Bellegarde Peaches, and the Violette Hutive Nectarine.
If you plant them on a prepared bottom, and so as their roots
may be above the general level of your garden, they ought to
succeed. The Green-gage and the Purple-gage will prove more
suitable than the Tmperatrice Plum for your southeast aspect.

.^n i4?«rt^ewr.—The rule about colours is this:—There arc two
series, one called xanthic, or yellow, and the other cyanic, or
blue ; and if a species belongs to one it will not vary to the other.
To the xanthic belong all fiowers in which yellow exists, either
pure or mixed with other colours ; a Oahlia is of that nature, and
therefore a blue Dahlia is not to be expected. On the other hand,
the Hyacinth being of the cyanic series, a yeUow Hyacinth will not
occur, for the so-called yellow Hyacinths are bad greens, a colour
to be found in most flowering plants. Sometimes whole genera
will belong to one or other of such series ; and the TTvacinth and
Squill are of that nature. The Iris, however, comprehends both
scries in different species. 1. germanica and that race is of the
cyanic series ^ while Pseudacorus and halophila are of the
xanthic.
//.C—Waxy, or what arc termed wet Potatoes, generally become

so by being grown in soil with a cold retentive subsoil ; and there
is httle chance of growing them better in such situations. Thla
seems to be the case with yours, as by salting the ground your
Potatoes became worse, salt always having a great affinity for
moisture. The only remedy which is at all likely to effect your
purpose (for although your top soil may be tolerably free, the
subsoil must be damp and cold> is to add a large portion of lime-
rubbish or fine sand or road-drift, in a dr>' state, to lighten the
subsoil. Potatoes grown in light sandy land are always mealy.
Cadwallader.—GnthQr the Holly berries when ripe; bruise and

mix them with double their bulk of fine sand; then dig a hole
about three feet deep, and as large as you may require, to hold
sufficient berries when placed from nine to twelve inches thick;
then put a piece of old mat over them, to prevent the soil from
mixing with them, and afterwards fill up the hole, and lay some
long litter over the top, to prevent the wet from penetrating. In
February or March take the berries out and sow them either in
drills or broadcast, in any good loamy soU, covering them about'
half an inch deep ; they will then require no further care, except
keeping clean, until the second season, when the largest may be
transplanted. Afterv,-ards transplant every year while in the
nursery.
A Subscriber.^The fruit of Cucumbers generally becomes de-

formed for want of sufficient bottom-hcat, and particularly if
freely watered in dull or cold weather; it also often occurs
if a few cold or wet days succeed very warm ones in the early
part of summer, when the beat of the bed has become exhaubted

;

not unfrequently the bad effects tnay be observed for some time
after the check, or rather the chill, has happened. It is also
caused by their not being properly impregnated. Keeping them
warm and vigorous, and from sudden checks, is the best pre.
veutive; but insufficient light or water, and improper soil,
cause deformity in the early part of the year. Cucunibera require
a rich soil, plenty of heat and moisture at all seasons, particularly
the long-fruited kinds.

n. iV.—We are sorry to have been so slow. The following list
contains some of the best varieties of Ranunculus in cultivation.
They have been carefully selected as to colour, in order to form a
pleasing variety :

—
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Carmine Perfection
Aust*s plana

Victoria
Adeline
Mirabelle
Milo
Nelson
Wonder

Alexander's Phenomenon
Aurora
Duke of Wellington
Unique

„ Rienzi
Lightbody*s Demosthenes »

Emancipator
Marmion -

Lord Durham
Rob Roy
Ten Pounder
William Pcnu
Neptune
TViton
Talisman
Mrs. Hemans
Sir J. Moore
Euripides
Antiquary
Clansman
Huron
Sir John de Graeme
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Lightbody's Herald
Challenger
Demosthenes
Spheroid
Bonny Jean
James Watt
Conqueror
Gem
Conquering Hero
Achilles
Dazzler
Nelson
Marshal Soult
Coriolanus

Andrews' Mary
„ Maggie

Waterton's Robert Bums'
Barry
Tarn O'Shanter
Sir H. Raebum
Apeiles
Gainsborough
Wallace
Shakespeare
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Tyso's Herbert
Luna
Dr. Horner
Felix
Pauline
Selectus
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The following are some of the finest of the old varieties
Viola do Vrai Noir
Naxara
a:il Noir
Quixos
Nonpareil
Dion
Chaibonnicr
Dr. Franklin

Grand Bravura
Trajan
Newton
Fontenoy
Garicola
Cora
Pass Niobe
Gun's Crimson

Nonpareil
Othello
Beroth
Marmara
Domitian
Hannibal
La Favorite
MaDelice, orlaSia•

^ guliere.

C. F. TT.—The Whitethorn described in the last two Numbers
is the common Quickset,

Olitor Stoektonensis next week.
H. A. and M. next week j if possible personally.
Zt/orrt/i*.—Callist^gia SoldancUa is the Convolvulus of that

name. Much obliged, but want of room prevents our accepting
your obliging offer. We shall do what we can with the local
horticultural shows,
J. C—Nitrate of soda and of potash act much in the same

way ; the latter will not go further than the former. The practice
about prizes is various; most commonly they go to the gardeners,
be they what they may ; sometimes the master takes them to him-
self ; if medals, the master sometimes give their value to his
gardener, and keeps the medals himself. Such things are always
matters of private ariangement.
An Amateur at Mile-end is umeasonable ; both are good books,

and we sometimes recommend the cue, sometimes the other,
iI/eWi«.—Much depends upon the strength of your Vines and

the state of the soil they are now growing in ; if it is hard or cx-
haustedr shift the Vines, before putting them into heat, first into
the smaller-sized pots you mention, and afterwards repotthem hito
larger pot<*. Water them freely with diluted manure-water,
which will never injure the Vines if the pots are wcl! drained.
. J. T., J^mowM.—When Orchidaceous plants are received from
abroad, a little experience is necessary tn enable you to know
whether they will do best in pots or on blocks of wood. Cattleyas
generally do best in pots ; Stanhopeas wiU do well in either way

:

h9 stroiig-growuiff Deadiobiucia should be potted; the weaker

pendent kinds, such as pnlcbelhira and cucuUatum, suspended on
blocks or in '--^kcts. We prefer baskets and forked blocks to
pots with holes in them. It is not advisable to remove the back
bulbs too soon, unless you are anxious to propagate; as soon,
however, as they begin to decay, remove them immediately. In
some cases it may be advisable to thin the bulbs, but only when
there Is not room for the young shoots. They must be shaded
from the direct rays of the sun during summer, and require \cjy
httle air, because this dries the atmosphere rapidly. There Ss no
book on the cultivation of Orchidaceous plants.
K. n. z— It would be difficult to give you any advice upon pre-

serving your bank without actual inspection; you had better
consult some respectable architect. You will find various li^ts
of ornamental shrubs and evergreens in our former Numbers
which will suit you. but for winter or early spring flowering we
recommend the foUowing:-Garr>'a eUiptit*a ; the different ra-
rieties of Laurustinus ; the common Strawberrv-tree (Arbutus
unedo), the fruit of which is extremely beautiful ; Pyrus japonica,
both varieties

; Daphne Mczcreon. Chimonanthus fragrans and
grandiflora, if you can rIvc them a wall ; Erica camea and hiber-
nica; and if you are near the sea you might also try E. australis
and mediterranea. It is beyond our means to assist you in
laying out your ground

; you will, however, find some remarks
on this subject in the *' Amateur's Garden '• of to-day.
M. 2?. — Before commencing the propagation of the hardy

shrubs which you mention, it is requisite to procure a few large
handglasses, and some fine sand ; then, if your ground is not
shaded, cither with a wall or \*oodcn fence, you must make a
temporary screen, so that yon can have the north side of it for
planting your cuttings on. It is troublesome to have to water
and shade the cuttings every day, which they require if not
planted in a north aspect. When once put in in a good situation,
they require no more trouble except watering during very dry
weather. Having provided a suitable situation, dig the ground,
and, if it is stiff, mix a good portion of either sandy peat or bank-
sand with it, and about the end of July or beginning of August,
when the wood is half-ripe, that is, when the current year's
shoots begin to harden, select some of the weaker or small .side-
shoots, cut them at a joint, and insert them in the usual way;
then give them a copious watering, nnd, if they require it, place
the handglass over them. This is only necessary for those kinds
you mention that do not strike freely, such as Cistuses, Philly-
rcas, Clematises, and Hydrangeas; tlic others will do very well
without a handglass, if properly shaded, for more depends on
selecting the cutting in a fit state, and on shading, than on any*
thing else. The cuttings will then require little trouble beyond
watering in very dr>- weather, until the following spring, whe^
they will be ready for planting out. Some of the kmds that you
mention, such as Junipers, Arbor-vit«, Cypre«:s, and Escallonias*
will not strike from cuttings without artificial heat ; and some of
the others, such as Broom, Privet, and Gorse, seed so freely that
it is not worth while to strike them.
The observation alluded to by Justus is of course applicabU

only to legitimate Viucrles, in which the Vines have been kept
perfectly dormant up to the time of applying artificial beat, and
then brought forward by slow degrees, as advised in the Calendar.
Under such circumstances, the buds will not usually break in
less time than three weeks ; although Vines that have been forced
at an early period for several successive years, and through that
treatment have acquired an early habit of vegetating, may pro-
bably begin to grow partially in a fortnight in a temperature of
55 degrees. When a Vinery is made a general receptacle for all
kinds of plants, by which practice a necessity will be incurred for
its being kept much warmer th;in is proper for the Vines during
their state of rest, no dependence whatever can be placed upon
their breaking regularly; they will, in fact, break at all times.—
If Justus has a fair crop of fruit in his house, it ought to be a
matter of httle importance to him whether the shoots have grown
one foot or one yard in length.—J. B. Whiting.

C. B—t.—The Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. What can we do ?

We can only recommend plants ; If the possessors will not adver-
tise them, they must be content to go without their sale.
As usual, many letters have arrived too Lnte for answers this week.

N E W S OF THE^V E E K.
The new Session of Parliament was opened on Thurs-

day by her Majesty in person. The Speech, which was
more than usually explanatory, commenced with an ex-
pression of her Majesty's desire to make a public acknow-
ledgment of her gratitude to Divine Providence for the
birth of an heir-apparent, which had completed the mea-
sure of her domestic happiness. After a complimentanf
allusion to the visit of the King of Prussia, it proceeded
to take a general review of our foreign relations. It an-
nounced that all Princes and States manifest an earnest

desire to maintain a friendly understanding with this

country; that diplomatic relations with Persia hare been
re-established, and that treaties have been concluded with

the great Continental Powers for the more effectual sup-

pression of the Slave-trade, and for the settlement of the

Turkish empire. It also expressed confidence that the

differences with China will be brought to an early termi-

nation. It then proceeded to call attention to the

finuncial condition of the country ; and after adverting

to the e:iccss of expenditure over income, it condensed

into a few sentences an intimation of seteral spe-

which will be introduced

sentences an

cific measures of reform

during the present session- The principal of these are

the alteration of the Corn Laws, the amendment of the

law of bankruptcy, the improvement of the jurisdiction

of the Ecclesiastical Courts, and the revision of the Regis-

tration laws. The Speech next contained an expression

of deep regret at the continued distress in the manufac-

turing districts, and concluded by expressing a conviction

that the deliberations of the Legislature will be directed by

a comprehensive regard for the interests and permanent

welfare of all classes of her Majesty's subjects. The
delivery of the speech was followed by the usual Ministe-

rial announcements, the most important of which was the

notice given by Sir Robert Peel that the development of

the Government measure for the alteration of the Corn

Laws will take place on Wednesday next. In the subse-

quent debate, the Address was agreed to by both Houses

without opposition ; In the Lords, the only poifit w the

discussion which calls for special remark was the explan-

ation given by the Duke of Backingb-m in regard to

his retirement from office, which was caused, he said,

solely by bis difference oi opinion with the other members

of the Cabinet on thdr propwed measure fwr the altm.
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tion of the Corn Laws, and that on all other points thej

wouitl hate his cordial sapport.—The King of Prawia

took Lis dr rture last evening for Berlin. During his

brief sojourn in this country all classes in the Metropolis

wmm ' to have been influenced with a unaiiimuus desire

to do honoar to his visit; and his Maj *y will no

doubt long remember the respectful cordiality of bis truly

Knij'lishTrelcome*

Our Foreign News presents many points of interest.

—

In France, the debates on the Address have terminated in

favoar oi Ministers by a large majority, although the en-

forcement of the census and the recent prosecutions of the

Pres.s were the subjects of much angry discussion.—In

Spain, the Legislature has also been occupied with the

Con>ideration of the Address ; the Senate agreed to the

;d measure without a division, but the debates in

the Chamber of Deputies were prolonged for several suc-

cessive days, and it is believed that the Opposition will

sucrcfd in introducing a clause condemnatory of Govern-

ment in declaring Hnrcclona in a state of siege, in which

case a prorogation or dissolution is anticipated. The new

kiw for reguLiting the disputes with Rome has been sub-

mitted to the Chamber ; it directly asserts the independ-

ence of Spain, and prohibits all correspondence with the

Holy Sec fur the purpoie of procuring indulgences, dis-

pensatioDSy or other Ecck_! stica! concessions. Great

cxcifrmrnt appcirs to have been occasioned by this

measure, which in expected to compromise the Ministry

more lU^n a Parliamentary defeat,—Letters from the

Levant annouace that the Greek Government has finally

I

proiixjov

cJcd to the demands of the Porte, as embodied in the

note addressed by it to the Five Great Powers, and there

U therefore no longer any doubt that the questions at issue

between the two countries will be satisfactorily adjusted.

CorRT.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
"\V ! ^ anil the Princess Royal, continue well. The
Queen left Windsor and arrived at Buckingham Palace on
Wednesday, on which day her Majesty held a Privy Coun-
cil, and afterwards paid a visit to the Queen Dowager at

Jlarlhorough House. On Thursday, her Majesty opened
both Houses of Parliament in person, with a speech from
the throne. Their Royal Highnesses the Prince of Wales
and the Princ - Royal did not accompany the Queen to

town, but remained at Windsor Castle under the superin-
tendence of the Dowager Lady Lyttelton and Lady-Isa-
bella Wemyss, during her Majesty^'s absence. The Court
is expected to return to Windsor this day; and on Tues-
day, it is stated, her Majesty, with Prince Albert, tfte

Pnnce of Wales, and the Princess Royal, will proceed to

Brighton. His Majesty the King of Prussia, whosemove.
ments during the week will bf found in another part of
our Paper, took his leave of Windsor on ^Monday, and
ilviring the remainder of the week occupied npartments,
^repr.r ' for hh reception, in Buckingham Palace. His

sty accompanied the Queen in state to the Houses of
parliament on Thursday, and embarked yesterday after-
noon at Woolwich for Ostend, on his return to bis own
dominion-!.

The Queen Dowar^er,—According to the latest accounts,
the answer to inquiries at Marlborough House is, that her
Majesty the Queen Dowager continues to improve in
health and s])irits. On Wednesday, her Majesty received
a visit from the Queen and Prince Albert, who partook
of a rituuneai Marlborough House.

Mini>l>rial Movemerils.—At the Privy Council held
by the Queen at Buckingham Palace on Wednesday, the
puke of Buckingham resigned to her Majesty the Privy
Beal, which her Majesty was pleased to deliver to the cus-
tody of the Duke of Buccleuch;

Official Appointments.— 'Hie Ministerial papers an-
iiouuce that Mr. Backhouse, Under SecreUry of State for
Foreign Atfairs, has resigned his situation on account of
the ill)

I

bury h

it is

ed state of his health. The Marquis of Salis-

*i.*.^i.
^^^"^^^^''^^"^^'^ ^*^'"*^ Lieutenant of the county

pf Middlesex; and the Marquis of Exeter, Lord-Lieute-
7 mt of the counfy of Northampton,

Ord^r ofihc QaHer.-^y^o blue ribands bavin? lately
become vacant by the deaths of the Duke of Cleveland
and the Earl of Westmoreland, one of them has been con-
ferred on the Duke of Buckingham, and the other
stated, will be presented to the Duke of Beaufort

ParUameutarij Movements,— n^o. City of Dublin elec-
tion terminated on Saturday, by the return of Mr Gre-
ory by a majority of 590 ; the numbers at the close of

tlje poH beinij for Mr, Gregory 3,825, and for Lord M
petli .1,435. Sir Ilv^ward Doug}a§ |g hqw positively an-
nounced as the Conservative Candidate for the representa-
tion of Liverpool

; Colonel Torrens has offered himself on
JMr. Bainbrid^e has retired from

the representation of Taunton ; Sir Edward Colebrooke,
Bart, Jias offered himself as the Liberal candidate ; and
it is announrfd that he will be opposed by Mr. Hall on
the Conservative interest.

'

to tbe census. M. Humann, the Minister of Finance,

defended the acts of his department at great length, and

was answered by several members of the opposition. The

most important speech, however, at this stage of the de.

bate was that of M. Dupin, who, though a member of the

Commission oftheAddress,stated that he did not altogether

approve of the Minister's conduct. An uproar ensued,

and endeavours were made, but in vain, to prevent M.
Dupin being heard. He persisted in declaring that be

would never be the blind and obsequious follower of any

Govei nn»ent, that he would vote against the amendment,

but that when the question came before the Chamber in

the shape of a new law, he would then speak his mind

fully. The amendment was then rejected. The last para-

graph of the address being read, an animated debate

ensued on the conduct of Government with respect to the

press, file jury, and the encroachment of the Peers. M,
Martin (du Nord). the Minister of Justice, defended the

acts of his administration, contending that it had kept

strictly within the pale of the law. He also stated, that

his circular of Sept. 22 last year, to induce magistrates to

cause the law to be respected, was highly necessary, in

order that the constitution should be respected. He pro*

tested against the attacks on the Court of Peers, and

explained that the charge brought against the Cabinet of

packing juries to insure convictions was unfounded. This

called up M. Isambert, who stated, that as Counsellor at

the Court of Cassatipn, be had accidentally become ac-

quainted with a letter, addressed by the Procureur-General

of the Royal Court of Riom, to the Minister of Justice, in

which the former recommended the postponement of the

trial of the rioters engaged in the Clermont Ferrand

^meuies, till the month of Feb., as the Prefect would then

guarantee that the jury should be composed in such a

manner as to insure a conviction. This statement ciused

the greatest astonishment and excitement in the Chamber,

and for the rest of the sitting no other subject occupied

it. The Minister of Justice charged M. Isambert with

calumny, and declared that if he had seen the letter he

would have suppressed it. M, Isambert limited his state-

ment to his having seen the letter. Several members spoke

on the subject ; and the debate was again warmly resumed

the following day, when the Minister of Justice gave the

fullest contradiction to the existence of the letter which

M. Isambert liad spoken of, and denied that the letter was
written on the occasion referred to. He also denied the

words of it as they had been cited; and said, that he had
consulted the judge and the lawyer on the occasion, and
neither recollected agything about such a letter. He con-

cluded by saying, that another letter had been written,

and he would not say how M. Isambert had procured it.

The debate on this question gave rise to a scene of unusual

uproar and tumult, at the conclusion of which the Cham-
ber proceeded to the vote on the ensemble of the address,

when the result was as follows :—Number of votes, 396.
For the address, 240; against it, 156: majority for the

address, 84. This termination of the debate is said to

have given much satisfaction in ministerial circles. On
Monday the Deputies met in their monthly bureaux to

examine three propositions of importance, the first of
which was to increase tbe number of disqualifications for

. Deputies sitting in the Chamber j the second, to add a se-

cond jury-list to the electoral colleges; and the third, to
have a journal printed by the Chamber itself, containing
an authentic report of its proceedings—this journal to be
edited by the secretaries of the permanent or sessional
bureau, the object of which is said to be to prevent the
practice of Ministers and Deputies cou-ecting, or rather
altering, their speeches in the official '*Moniteur," as it

is stated is now the custom. The Ministers, in their re-
spective committees, declared that they would uot oppose
the reading of these propositions at the tribune, but that
they would reserve their opposition for the public debates.
This declaration insures, therefore, the hearing of these
three motions, the first two of which are regarded as of
vital importance.

The King's Reply to the Address.-^6a Sunday M.
Sauzet, the President, and a deputation of the Chamber of
Deputies, waited on his Majesty to present the address of
the Chamber in answer to the speech from tl^e throne
The King's reply was as follows :^'*

(J U very agreeable
to me to hear a testimonial MU this, and it is with plea-
sure that I receive it. Yes, gentlemen, it is to the happy
concordance of all the powers of the State that we owe
the preservation of public order, and that of our national
liberties, protected by the vigour and wisdom of our insti-
tutions. With your loyal concurrence, France will assume

f

I^

or-

iverj

the Liberal interest.

. , , - - "- may have
been Urawn m to associate themselves with such schemes
from illusions as to the chances of success, and the system
of terror by which they are surrounded. I am profoundly
touched by the sentiments which the Chamber of Deputies
has just expressed to me in this address."
Budget for 1843.^0n Monday, M. Humann, Minister

oflinance, presented to the Chamber

provided for to tbe amount of 480,O0O,O00f. He then
proceeded to state, that the excess of expenditure over the
receipts was reduced at the conclusion of the last session

as far as regarded those departments, to 3!>o,000,000f.

and he was in expectation that before the end of the year
1842 the deficit would be provided for.

Political rrta/s.—The journals state that great activity

prevails at Riom in making preparations for the approach-

ing assizes, to try the persons accused of opposing the
taking the census at Clermont. The greater number of
the prisoners had arrived in cellular carriages, escorted bv
a strong military and police force, and the trial was ex-

pected to last 12 days. The category of Chauriat would
follow next, and then St. Germain. The assizes wouUl
terminate by the trial of the editor of the •* Gazette

d'Auvergne," accused of a libellous publication relative to

the events which occurred in Sept. Private letters state»

that M, Berryer, who is counsel for this journal, after Fri-

day's sitting in the Chamber of Deputies, addressed a
formal application to the Court of Cassation, founded on the

minutes of the Chamber of Deputies to remove the venue
into another department after the statement of the Riom
Procureur-Gentral as to the packing of the juries in Puy
de Dome. This motion is expected to come before the

Court for discussion in a few days.—M. Dupoty, editor of

the "Journal du Peuple," lately tried and convicted by
the Court of Peers, has been re-elected Lieutenant of one
of the companies of the third legion of National Guards.

It seems he obtained 53 votes out of SR, being 20 more
than his opponent, and 10 more than when he was for-

merly elected. The consequence of this has been, that,

this company of the National Guard has been dissolved.

by a Royal ordinance.—The responsible publisher and the-

printer of the Royalist publication called the "Mode,
the seizure of which was noticed in our last, were tried

before the Seine Court of Assizes on Monday. The ia*

dictment was against tliree articles, which appeared in the

number of Jan, 22 ; the first of which was an invitation

to the Royalists, as the last hope of the country, ts> stick

to each other. The second was a violent attack on Louis-

Philippe, as the son of Philippe Egalite, upon the DukeS
of Orleans and Nemours, the Duke d'Aumale, for inherit-

ing the Conde property, and the Queen and the Duchess,

of Orleans. This article alluded also to the celebrated

letters of the Duke of Orleans fnow King), in 180S and.

1809. The third article was a defence of the insurrection

in La Vendee by the Duchess de Berry for her son, Henrv
Cinq, The jury found both the publisher and printer

guilty on all the counts, and the Court sentenced the

former to two years' imprisonment and a fine of 6000f.

(240^.), and the latter to three months' confinement and a

fine of 2000f. (80/.) Tbe destruction of the copies of the
*' Mode*' containing the libels, and the insertion of the

judgment in its columns, were also ordered, and the de-

fendants condemned to the costs. In default of the fines

being paid, two years' additional imprisonment was imposed.
Algeria.—The journals inform us tlftit despatches have

been received from Africa by the Minister of War, an-

nouncing that several more tribes of the west mads ^^^^[^

submission on the approach of the expedition oia i^'^j Quar-
ter, and that if the route had not hecQnfte

^'ui practicable
from the heavy rains which had faJbo- Clemcen A^-ould
have been again occupied. The ea^'.y of the troops into
that place, however, would not, Vc was supposed, be long
delajjd, and the Avab chkf ^vho had been chosen to com-
mand that baylick was expected to be soon installed.
Abd-el-Ivader, ^ho was said to have taken refuge in the
territory of the Emperor of Morocco, \ras, on the contrary,
shut up m Clemeen, with only 600 of his regular troops,
and, convmced of the danger of his position, had, it is

stated, sent his family and his most valuable property un-
der escort to some more secure spot.

Spaix.—The address in reply to the speech of the
Regent has passed the Senate, and was presented to the
Regent by the deputation on the 21 st ult. The Senate
had subsequently been occupied discussing their standing
orders. On the 20th ult. the discussion on the Adthcss
b^gan in the Chamber of Deputies, and was opened by
Count de las Navas, who opposed the Cabinet, and who
was followed on the same side by Senor Munoz Bueno.
Serior Gonzalez, the Prime Minister, spoke at great length
in vindication of the foreign and domestic policy of minis*
ters, and warmly defended the Cabinet from the charge
of having been taken by surprise at the moment of th&

insurrection at Madrid in Oct. He likewise declared it

was falsely asserted that Great Britain had demanded the

emancipation of the slaves in the Spanish colonies,. The

France.
orcigii.

The Chambers.—-The journals are still ex-
clusively occuj)icd with the proceedings in the Chamber of
Deputit^^. After the decision of the Chamber on tbe
subject of the Spanish questi jn, a long debate ensued on
the ninth paragraj>h of the address, relative to the financial
bills; npon which an amendment had been moved, Con-
v*i>Hig a censure on the Cabinet for its conduct in respect

budget far the year 1843. He commenced by statins

S th
"«:''

^"r^r"'^"^
complications hacj bcenlrSS;

arid the peace of Europe consolidated, the equilibrium inthe finances of the country which had been deranged could
not be immediately restored, but that the present appear-
ance was favourable for that purpose. He then stated that
at the close of the last session the sum to be provided for

%.m(sTf^f'^
amounted to 896,000,000f. of which

1840, 1811, and 1642, and 501,000,000f.. the amount of
credits voted for public works. The army estimates were

Address, then rose amidst tbe most profound silence, and
stated that he had not intended to speak at so earlj u
period of the debate, bu^ that he felt himself called upoa
to repel an unjust attacks He considered GoverJtM^^ent
ought to ho satisfied with defending itself, and rx.^% attack
others. Speaking of the army, he said the Uoops were

P ^ .
,

. W^l. and the officers alone were traitors. Tb^ Minister
or deputies his of War retracted the expression relative to the committee.

The debate continued with considerable warmth up to

the 24th ult., when M. Gonzalea Bravo admitted the pa-

triotism, probity, and inte^igeace of Government, but
opposed Us political system. He complained of the decla-
ration of the Ministry at the opening of the session, tbat^

It had taken steps to solicit the recognition of the Queea
by certam po.wesfs ;and reproached the Cabinet with having
wanted foresight in the events of Oct.^ for which he con-
a^uered it responsible. The Minister of the Interior re-
plied in defence of the Government, and nothing else of
mterest had occurred dujrixig the debate* which still couti*
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nued. It was reported that M. Olozaga would speak on
the 25tli ult. In public the greatest impatience appeared
to prevail for the termination of the discussion, which was
expected to last several days longer. It was still thought
that ministers would have a small majority ; and though
some of the journals seem to consider that the moral vic-

tory will be to the opposition, a prorogation or dissolution

is regarded by them as the most probable event, and not
the retirement of the Cabinet.—In the sitting of the
Chamber on the 23rd ult. the Minister of Grace and of
Justice presented a project of law relative to the differences
tetween Spain and the Holy See. It consists of three
articles. Ttie first, in the name of the Spanish people,
refuses to acknowledge the attributes claimed by the
Apostolic See relative to the power of the bishops. The
second, in consequence, prohibits any correspondence with
intent to obtain from Rome indulgences and dispensations,
or ecclesiastical concessions of any kind: defaulters to be
liable to the penalties specified by law. The third prohi-
bits the observance of any bulls or ordinances obtained
from Rome without the direct concurrence of Spain : and
those who have thus obtained them are not to keep them
in their possession longer than twenty-four hours. It was
reported at Madrid that the Archbishop of Toledo, ar pre-
late of liberal opinions, had protested against this bill,

declaring that he would emigrate rather than act in oppo-
sition to the Court of Rome : and it appeared by many to
be thought that the measure would do Government more
injury than even a Parliamentary check. Numerous
addresses from various provincial municipalities had been
received, approving of the conduct of the Cortes, and of
the Regent, in respect to the recent affair of M. de Sal-
vandy's credentials. Mr. Aston, the British Minister at
Madrid, gave his first ball for the season on the 20th ult.,

,

which was attended by all the rank and fashion in the
capital. The Duke of Victoria was prevented from being
present by indisposition, but the Duchess of Victoria end
other distinguished ladies graced the assembly with their
presence. The Duke de Ossuna, and several of the most
distinguished political characters, with a large number of
diplomatists, were among the guests. An ordonnance had
been issued, dated the 12th ult., granting to the two
daughters of the late Gen. Don Diego Leon the pay of
lieut.-col. of Lancers, which their late father enjoyed, as a
special favour granted by the Cortes by a decree of the
31st March, 1837.—Private letters from Barcelona dated
the 2l3t ult. state that the members who composed the
junta of vigilance during the late disturbances, . had
returned to that city on the 19th, and had addressed a
petition to the municipality to be permitted to render an
account of their acts, and of the sums received by them
during the existence of the junta. The society of opera-
tives who had*been dissolved had remonstrated against the
measure, and had addressed a representation to the Regent
on the subject. Abdon Terradas, the principal leader of
the republican party at Barcelona, who had been elected
first magistrate of the city of Figineres, has been arrested
and committed to prison by order of the Political Chief of
Girona, as author of a pamphlet derogatory to Espartero's
Jlegcncy. According to the author of the pamphlet, the
0QQstij;uent Cortes alone were privileged to elect Espartero
m Regent; and as that form was not complied with, the
writer announcefl };}i^t )ie would not obey the existing
Government.
PoRxroAL.—We have received intelligence from J^isbop

by the Bragahza steamer to the 24th ult. The principal
news thus brought is the excitement which appeared to
exist in favour of the Charter at Oporto, which according
to some letters might be expected soon to be proclaimed,
and according to other accounts had actually been pro-
claimed on the 21st ult. It appears, however, from the
most authentic statements to be no more than a petition
from the Municipal Chamber to the Qnppn ^n fjivmir nf
the Charter-

railroads in Wurtemberg are soon about to be commenced
—From Berlin we learn that Count Maltzahn is so far re-
covered from his dangerous illness, that the physicians do
not issue any more bulletins. The journals seem to con-
sider it uncertain on what day the King may be expected
to return to his capital from his visit to London ; but it

was thought probable that his Majesty would be induced
to accede to the wish of Queen Victoria to be present at
the opening of Parliament and the first sitting, fn which
case his Majesty, they expected, would not set out on his
return till the 8th inst, and not arrive at Berlin before
the^lSth. After the King's return, the papers state that
their Majesties will remain at Berlin till July, when the
King and some of The Princes will go to Petersburg, to be
present at the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the
marriage of the Emperor and Empress of Russia. After
this family fele, their Majesties will visit the Rhenish
provinces, where they will remain till Nov. During this
time, it is said^ there will be a grand review of the 7th and
8th corps of the army, at which many princes and other
persons of distinction will be present,—We are informed
that Lieut. Col. Eberle, who had been to Frankfort to
confer with the Federal Military Commission as to the
fortifications of Rastadt, had returned on the 23rd ult.

from his mission, specially charged with the direction of
the works ; and as the Grand Duke had appointed the
officers to assist him, it was thought they would soon be
commenced. This announcement is regarded as of some
importance, as it had been asserted that the Germanic
Confederation had abandoned the notion of fortifying
Rastadt, which is the chief town in the circle of the Miilel
Rhein in the Grand Duchy of Baden ; and which had
been chosen as the preferable spot to strengthen against
French invasion. Other accounts state that Col. de
Radowitz had gone to Vienna to receive fresh instructions
relative to these fortifications, and that from thence he
would proceed to Munich, Stuttgard, and Carlsrulie.
Belgium.—Accounts from Brussels of the 27th ult.

the military authorities and garrison refusing
to take any part till the Queen's pleasure should be known
through her responsible ministers. The conduct of Senhor
Costa Cabral, the Minister of Justice, who was at Oporto,
18 regarded as suspicious by some of the journals, who de-
nounce him as an accomplice, and call for his dismissal.
The Government press, with the exception of an Oporto
journal, had declared its sentiments as decidedly opposed
to any change of the Constitution effected in such a way as
a popular or military movement. The new laws respect-
ing shipping came into effect on the 19th ult., and as our
Orders in Council had not yet been, repealed, it was
expected that British shipping would be immediately liable

fft additional duties of 20 per cent, which Lord Howard
(l_e W^ldefi Jiad, however, endeavoured to prevent. Mon-
eignor Capuccini, the fapal nuncio, had not yet been pre-
sented to the Queei^.

t • •

Gejimanv.—The- - papers and letters received from
Vienna, ^bough of rpcent date, contain little intelligence
of interest. Jt i^ stated that Count Colloredo, the Aus-
trian Ambassador at thp Cpurt of Munich, is destined to
replace at London Prince Paul Esterha^y. Jt is reported
that t|ie Archduke Frederick will jn tjie pDurge of th^
•pring visit France and England, for the purpose pf imr
proving himself in naval tactics. Friyate letters from
Vienna state that Prince Leopold, the youngest son of the
Duke Ferdinand of Saie Coburg, who with his father is at
present in London, having attended the christening of the
Prince of Wales, has for the last six months applied him-
self with great ardour to the study of the Spanish language,
bemg designed as a rival to the son of the Infante Don
Francisco de Paula for the hand of the young Queen of
Spain. It appears that the preparatory works for the
railroadJ)etween Warsaw and the Austrian frontiers arem rapid progress, government, it is said, having advanced
Jl,000,000 Polish florins for that purpose. It seems al&o
»jr letters from Stuttgard, thatj the works for a series o

state that the affair of the late plot will not come before
the Court of Assize till some time in the month of March.
The papers inform us that the owner of the Hotel des
Bains, at Ostend, charged the King of Prussia, while on
his journey to London, for stopping one night, and break-
fasting, with his suite of 20 persons, in that house, 5,000f.
(200/.) They add, that the King could not, of course,
stoop to bargain about the matter, and therefore sub-
mitted to the extortion.

Holland.—Intelligence has been received from the
Hague, dated the 24th ult., stating that the King will
again visit Luxemburg in March. The ostensible motive
of this journey is said to be the King's desire to open in
person the first assembly of the Estate of the Grand
Duchy ; and it is thought that his intention is to examine
more accurately than he was able to do on his first visit
into the real wants of the country j for which reason no
definitive resolution with regard to the commercial and
other relations of the Grand Duchy will be taken till after
this second visit. Other accounts state that the purpose
of the King*s journey is to instal Prince Alexander at
Luxemburg, as his Lieutenant-general ; but in well-in-
formed circles, it is reported that the young Prince mani-
fests great reluctance to leave the Hague. The British
Minister, Sir Cromwell Disbrowe, gave a splendid ball
in honour of the baptism of the Prince of Wales. Their
Majesties the King and Queen, and all the mpmber^ of
the Royal Family, honoured the Ambassador with their
presence on the occasion.

Hanoter—Accounts to the 27th ult, inform us that
governmenthas addressed acircular to the local authorities,

announcing that the secqnd resolution of the Germanic
Diet, dated the 30th July, 1832, against political assem-
blies, applies likewise to meetings of electors, when they
tend to disturb public tranquillity, and to violate the
fourth article of the electoral law. It also states that all

assemblies of electors should confine themselves witbin
the terms of this article, and abstain from any act not
connected ^Ith the ejection, The electors are foibiddea
to assemble either before or after the electoral operations.
Private letters state that there has been a general meeting
at the Exchange of the merchants of the capital, to con-
sider whether a petition should be presented to the Cabi-
net, expressing their wishes for or against an accession to
the German Customs Union. Of 140 persons present,
only two, it is said, were in favour of the accession; all

the others voting for a petition against it; which has
already been forwarded to government.
Switzerland.—A letter from Locarno, of the 18th

nit., states that the Grand Council of Tessino has decreed,
almost unanimously, the revision of tho. existing consti-

tution, and granted an amnesty to several citizens who
were compromised in the recent political events, and who
had not been included in the preceding amnesties.—Re-
ports have appeared in some of the journals, stating that
the monastery of the Great St. Bernard was lately attacked
during the night by 14 brigands; and that the monks
defended themselves with great courage, let loose their
dogs, and killed five pf their assailants. They suffered,

ho^^ever, according to these accounts, the loss of their
prior, with three of their servants, and several dogs.
Russia.—The ukase of the Emperor for' reducing the

army now on active service is dated the 5th ult., and
orders the following corps to be disbanded :—In the
infantry ,'one battalion of each regiment ; in the cavalry,
52 squadrons of reserve ; in the gendarmes, one division
and one pompany. In the artillery, all the unmounted
batteries of the guard, the grenadiers, and six corps of
infantry, and all the batteries of horse artillery ; and in
the sappers and miners, one battalion of reserve.—Private
yletten from St. Petersburg state that a dancing- master in

fthat clipital, by onern a Dutchman, has sXv^n notice that

he will give a ball in the snow, intending to take advan-
tage of the first snow which falls for that purpose ; that
he has proposed to bet with any lady or gentleman he will
dance out in the snow their names at full, in legible cha-
racters

; that he will not once miss time; and that each
of his steps shall form part of a regular dance. Several
persons of distinction, it is added, have accepted the bet.

^
Denmark.—^\'e learn from Copenhagen that some

noting took place in that city, on the 19th and 20th nit.,
in consequence of the trial and condemnation of a M. Leh-
mann, who it seems, had been prosecuted for having en-
deavoured, in a speech made by him at a meeting of the
electors of the eighteenth district, to excite dissatisfac-
tiou and hatred at the Constitution. He was sentenced to
pay 500 dollars to the fund of the poor at Copenhagen,
and all the costs, and to three months' imprisonment. He
was conveyed to prison on the 21st ult., when a notice
was issued by the police, warning the people against taking
any part in tumultuous asssemblagea. It does not appear
from the accounts that the populace did anything but
make a great noii^e, and assemble in considerable numbers,
vociferating " Lehraann for ever !

' even before the Royal
Palace of Amalienburg. By subsequent accounts, to the
evening of the 22nd ult., no further disturbance had taken
place.

Italy.—Intelligence has been received from Naples,
announcing that the king has issued a decree, declaring
that the proprietors of any coupons of Government stock
which may have been destroyed will be permitted to
demand payment of them on depositing Government
stocks to the amount of 50 per cent- more than that
claimed, which deposit will be returned to them in five
years. The Duke de Montebello^ the French ambassador
at Naples, had, it is stated, for some time demanded this
favour on the part of a French merchant, who lost a large
sum by coupons, which were burned in the port of Naples
in the year 1834. This decision is regarded as likely to
give increased value to Neapolitan Government Stock.
GuEECE.—Sir Stratford Canning arrived at Athens on

the 1st ult., and was expected to remain until the 16th.
Accourits to the 10th ult. state that his Excellency's pre-
sence in that capital continued to excite much curiosity

;

and hopes appeared to be entertained by many, that the
report which it was understood he intended to make to the
three protecting Powers on the situation of the country
would induce the latter to insist on the- introduction of
some changes in the Government, which is said at present
to have no other rule than the caprice of the Sovereign,
Private letters state, that Government had placed at
the disposal of the Ottoman ,Porte sufficient funds to in-
demnify the JIussulman subjects who owned lands in the
Greek territory, and who had been dispossessed of them.
Four French ships of the line had been in sight for some
days, but, on being informed that Admiral Lassusse was
still at Smyrna, they stood off for that harbour.
Turkey.—By the arrival of the Levant mail we have

intelligence from Constantinople to the 8th ult. Thenew^
thus brought is of some importance. It is stated that the
Porte had been informed by Mr. Eankhead, the British
Charge d'Afltaires, that he had received from $\^ gi
Lyons, our Minister at Athens, intimation that tj^e Gree^
Government had formally acceded tfl the demands of
the Porte, as embodied in the note "addressed by it to
the European powers. The gultan was to be pre-
sent on the 8th ult. at a grand council at the Porte, the
obj.3ct of which was reported to be to substitute a new
ordinance, in lieu of the hatti scheriff of Gulhane. Mus-
tapha Pacha had landed in Syria, the condition of which
was much improved, according to the official fisporli
received at Constantinople. Mustapha \^^^ been weU
received at Beyrout, and it was expected the mountain
tribes would soon obey his mandate to lay down th^J^
arms. The weather had been very bad at Constantinople,
and some losses had occurred in the Black Sea,
Egypt.—The Levant mail brings no intelligenoQ of

interest from Alexandria, The dates of our accounts arc
to the Cth ult. Various changes were making in the cur-
rency, which were enforced with rigour, to the great incon^
venience^and loss of the merchants. Public health appeared
to be improving, and the 'daily mortality had lessened.
The total of burials for 1841 wa,g, it seems, above sevei^
thousand among a population at no time exceeding 70,^09
souls. Some changes in the public service at pairoare
reported, of which reduction of expenditure appears to b«
the object. It is stated that thq Papha' proposes procur.
ing negroes to fill up the v^-ant of Arab sailors in his navy;
a resolution which ia regarded as an infraction of the pro-
mises made by him to Dr. Bowring and Col. Campbell of
his purposing to put a stop to the slave-trade in those -

parts. The excuse given for this determination q?> thp
part of the Pacha is that the time has not yet pppae, that
the Egyptians are not civilised sufficiently t? permit such
an act being carried into force, and t|iat he must first ask
the pleasure of his master the Sulta;i.'

United Stater.—Sy the packet'Ships Roecoc and
?forth Carolina, which arrived at Liverpool, the former on
Saturday, and the latter on Tuesday, we have papers
six days later than those last received by the Columbia
The proceedings in Congress reported in the jourpak

comedown to the Gth ult. The Senate had been P'^g^E^^

during six days in debating the President's plan of finance,

and the debate was expected to opcupy several days more.

The House of Representatives had not closed the dtbtxt^

o;i the new tariff, which had alreaJj extended over 14

davs, and was expected to continue iooie time linger.

The messages of the Governors of the states of ^ew \ ork

and Pennsylvania occupy a largB portion of the papers*

The message of the former is long and verbose, and ita

topics have a liKial rather thm a general mter^t. That
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from the doubts which have been cntertamed as to

the inability or the unwilliDgat^ss of that state to meet the

inter * on it-; public debt. It gifca a comprehensive

^iew of tht; actual condition of the finances of the com-

monwealth. So far as the *' indebtedness " of the state is

concerned, the GoTtrnor emphatically declares that *

^

tunc for concealment, eraaion, and deception on this point

Is at an end ; the contract has been made ; the faith of the

atate ia pledged, and every consideration of duty and of

honour requires of us to knu.r our tiue condition, and to

and to

at the

no lites had been lost in the attempted recovery of pro-

perty. Trade in the colony was better, and gradually im-

proving.

^9arliamcnt.

TUunday.

HOUSE OF LORDS.

The business of the present Session of Parliament

funded debt ot the state is JU,^-^u,zov auuara, < o cents.

The means for the payment of the interest due on the Ist

Inst, were already in'thc Treastiry. The resources of the

state are stated to be very great, and the people have

evinced a willingness to submit to whatever taxes may be

nec^sary to meet its engagements. Of canals and rail-

luads there are already completed 7i\S miles, besides which

canals of the aggregate length of 16j miles are in progress.

His Excellency recommends the sale of the Columbia

railroad and the Delaware division of tlie iVnnsylvania

Canal. He alio recuumends « repeal of the " Relief

Laiw-." paiicdat the last session, and a return of the mo-

ney which, agreeably to its provisions, was furnished to

tbe state by sundry banks. This being done, he would

take away from them the privilege granted by the said act

to issue a certain amount of bills, redeemable only in

jitate stocks, and rrquire them, one and all, to resume

Bptcic payments. The interest due on the litult. on state

atocks had'been paid in every case except Maryland, In-

diana, Illinois, and Michigan.—On the Cth ult., Messrs.

Diddle, Jaudon, Cowperthwaite, Andrews, and Dunlop,

were arrested on a chatge of conspiracy to defraud the

ftockholdersof the United States Bank, and carried before

the Recorder of Philadelphia for examination. On the

1 3th, this extraordinary examination took place, and they

were liberated on a bail of 10,000 dollars each .—The defi-

ciency in the Treasury of the United States was increas-

ing. Its amount was estimated at 14,000,000 dollars,

between two and three millions sterling. A bill was be-

fore Congress for supplying the deficiency.—^The New
York papers give an account of the Massachusetts Aboli-

tion Fair, at which Lord Morpeth was present. They

add, that his lordship expressed himself highly pleased

with the exhibition, attended freqnently, made some pre-

icnts to the fair, and purchased several articles. lie con-

Teratd freely on the subject of anti-slavery, and in reply

to some questions respecting the case of the Creole, Is re-

ported to have said. ''There cannot be the slightest pro-

bability that Great "Tiritain would be so inconsistent with

hericlf as to restore those slaves to bondage ; even with

regard to the nineteen concerned in the mutiny, it is my
opinion that England would not be required to surrender

them by the law of ndtions : and certain it is, she would

bave no disposition to do so.'* Sir C. Bagot had arrived

at Albany, on his way to the seat of his government in

Canada, Intelligence had been received at New York,

announcing that the port of Carthagena was xio longer

blockaded.
Brazils.—By the arrival at Liverpool on Wednesday

of the Rosalie packet-ship, which sailed from Paraiba on

tbe 2Bth Dec, we learn that a steamer had arrived at

that port on the 20th of that month from the northern

provinces, bringing intelligence that the province of Ceara

was in a state of rebellion, that the rebels had assassi-

nated the Vice-President in his own house, and that all

those provinces were in a disturbed state.

Capb of Good Hopk,—An arrival from the Cape of

Good Hope brings us news from that colony to the 8th

Dec. The chief feature of interest in the intelligence thus

brought, is a proclamation which had been issued by Sir

George Napier, refusing, in the name of her Majesty, to

recognise the independence of Port Natal. From the de-

tached accounts which have appeared in the late Cape pa-

pers, it appears that for some months past, communica-
tions have been made between the two Governments, with

% view to bring about amicable relations ; but that these

have been unavailing, inconsequence of the determination
of the emigrant farmers of Nr\tal not to be recognised but
as a distinct and independent state. It had been proposed
by our Government to put it on the footing of a trading
port of a British possession. The proclamation of Sir G.
l**apier alluded to, and which was published on the 3d
pec, directs an immediate military occupation of the new
ftettlement, declaring that the emigrant farmers have no
right or claim to be recognised as an independent state or
people. The issuing of this proclamation had caused va-

rious opinions to be expressed as to the course the emi-
grant farmers would now pursue. By some this declara-

tion is held to be the most politic course to bring the

.

*• boers," as they are termed, to allegiance, it being

atated that there has long existed in the Volksroad a deci-

sion as to the necessity of subjecting themselves to British

government and legislation. It is also said, that the Kafir

tribes in the neighbourhood have been very cruelly treated

by these new-comers, and that they have been unceremo-
niously expelled the land which they have been allowed to

occupy beyond the bounds of British territory, and as-

signed by Government for their use. For tliese reasons it

is not thought probable that the emigrants will obtain

liiccour from those quarters. On the other hand, it is

illeged that the Kafir tribes, who have at all times proved

troublesome and dangerous allies, would be the first to

take advantage of any struggle that might follow; and

bence it is inferred, that the measure adopted by Govern-

ment to reduce the pretensions of the Volksroad of Natal

will eventually lead to a fresh outbreak among the abori-

gines, to the discomfiture of the colonists in general. The
thefts ou tbe frontier had decreased for the present^aad

commcnccU on Thursday, in .the presence of
^^f^ffi^^^j^^V^^*;!^^^^

fhTtWe. on xTr^^tof^^k ^^ -^'^^^^^f^^^^^^
of crimson velvet, richly embroidered with the Pnnce oM^ ales s

plumcTsilTer her Majesty desired the Peers to be seated and

S r Auffostus ciifford. Usher of the Black Rod, suranioned the

SommoM to the b^. Her Majesty then read the following

Speech:

—

My Lords amp Gentlemev,

I cannot meet you in Parliament assembled without

making a public acknowledgment of my gratitude to

Almighty God. on account of the birth of the Prince, my

son—an event which has completed the measure of my

domestic happiness, and has been hailed with every de-

monstration of affectionate attachment to my person and

Government, by my faithful and loyal people.

I am confident that you will participate in the satisfac-

tion which I have derived from the presence in this coun-

try of my good brother and ally the King of Prussia,

who, at my request, undertook the oflSce of sponsor at the

christening of the Prince of Wales.

I receive from all Princes and States the continued

assurance of their earnest desire to maintain^the most

friendly relations with this country. It is with great

satisfaction I inform you that I have concluded, with the

Emperor of Austria, the King of the French, the King of

Prussia, and the Emperor of Russia, a treaty for the

more effectual suppression of the Slave-trade, which,

when the ratifications shall have been exchanged, will be

communicated to Parliament-* There shall also be laid

before you a Treaty which I have concluded with the

same Powers, together with the Sultan, having for its

object the security of the Turkish Empire, and the main-

tenance of the general tranquillity. The restoration of my
diplomatic and friendly intercourse with the Court of

Teheran has been followed by the completion of a Com-

mercial Treaty with i\i^ King of Persia, which I have

directed to be laid before you. I arO engaged in negotia-

tions with several Powers, which, I trust, by leading to

conventions, founded on the just principle of mutual

advantage, may extend the trade and commerce of the

country. I regret that I am not enabled to announce to

you the re-establishment of peaceful relations with the

Government of China. The uniform success which has

attended the hostile operations against that Power, and

ray confidence in the skill and gallantry of my Naval and

Military Forces, encourage the hope on my part that our

differences with the Government of China will be brought

to an early termination, and -our commercial relations with

that country placed on a satisfactory basis.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
The estimates of the year have been prepared, and will

be laid before you. 1 rely, with entire confidence, on
your disposition, while you enforce the principles of a

wise economy, to make that provision for the service of

the country which the public exigencies require. You
will have seen with regret that, for several years past, the

annual income has been inadequate to bear the public

charges ; and I feel confident that, fully sensible of the

evil which must resxilt from a continued deficiency of this

nature during peace, you will carefully consider the best

means of averting it.

My Lords and Gentlemen,
I recommend to your immediate attention the state o

the Finances and of the Expenditure of the country. I

recommend also to your consideration the state of the

Laws which affect the Import of Corn, and of other
Articles, the produce of foreign countries. Measures will

be submitted for your consideration for the amend-
ment of the Law of Bankruptcy, and for the improvement
of the jurisdiction exercised by the Ecclesiastical Courts
in England and Wales. It will also be desirable that you
should consider, with a view to their revision, the Laws
which regulate the Registration of Electors of Members
to serve in Parliament. I have observed with deep regret

the continued distress in the manufacturing districts of
the country. The sufferings and privations which have
resulted from it have been borne with exemplary patience
and fortitude. I feel assured that your deliberations on
the various important matters which will occupy your
attention, will be directed by a comprehensive regard for
the interests and permanent welfare of all classes of my
subjects; and I fervently pray that they may tend in
their result to improve the national resources, and to
encourage the industry and promote the happiness of my
people. .

The House havingr adjourned on the departure of her Majesty,
resumed at five o'clock, and after the usual preliminary business,
the Marqnis of Ahk )r>j moved the Address. After alluding to
the first topic in the Royal Speech, the birth of the Prince of
vV ales, the noble Lord reviewed the state of oar relations vrith
Foreign Powers, and then adverted to the subject of the Com-
Uws. It was most desirable, he said, thatsuch aqueation should
be approached with caution, and that no experiment should be
hazarded which had not received full consideration. He did not
consider that the due protection of the farmer was incontpatible
witn the mteresu of the manufacturer. The distress which pre-vaikd Hi the manufacturing districts was a subject of sincere rc-

F ill *?!? ^ *^y"iing were required to iucrea-e the desire to al-
leviate the sufferiiigg of the people, it would be found in the

Ur^^}V r^*Jf"?^« *^th Which those suffering had been borne.But he hoped that no Ul- considered chaiiges, no raih and hazardous expenments. would be ventured on, la any measwswhich might be adopted for the relief of the countrj-
"^'^^"^^s

The Earl of Dalhocsi* seconded the Address.

promise held out in the Speech with respectto the Corn-laws was
similar to that contained in the Speech made at the opennjg: of

the new Parliament; and he hoped thatMmisters would givethe

fHiiir*- ^ralp _*.t««.*in.n Th** l^niisprvative nartv h»H rr^M

mitted the f

no mending of'the sliding scale would be wortn anyiuni^ in the

way of improvement-nothing could be done with it but to get

rid of it. He did not. however, consider that an alteration of the

Corn-laws xvould cure all the evils which afflicted the country,

neither could he advocate any scheme which affected to be a j:er-

raaneut cure for all distress. He did not think that the existence

01 distress was to be used as a plea lor organic changes in the

constitution of the country. Great disappointment had followed

extravagant expectations from such great changes as those of the
Catholic Uelief Bill and the Keform Bill; and he hoped, whatever

other changes might now be made, that no extravagant expecta-

Uons would be indulged, as otherwise similar disappointment

would follow.

Earl Beai'mont denied that anything more than a shgbt modi-
fication of the present Corn-laws was required.

LordBRorcuAM, after adverting to the distress which pre-

vailed in the country, gave it as his opinion, in common with a
noble fnend (Lord Spencer), who was abseutfrom illness, that the

best thing that could be done with the Corn-laws was to repeal

them. He then touched on the subject of the capture of the

American ship Creole, and the carrying it into the Bahamas
j

and from thence proceeded to review the present state ofour own
country as compared with former periods j and contended that

that could not be a safe state of things which appeared to place

all the owners of property on one side, and ail the rest of the

people on tiie othcr.-

Earl FiTzvviLMAM expressed his fear that but little would
after all be effected, although the Duke of Buckingham had in

consequence of the intentions of his colleagues felt himself com-
pelled to retire from the Cabinet. If the measure to be brought
forward embraced the sliding scale— if it were not large and efl5-

cient in its operation, it, he was conviiiced. would prove a failure.

After a few words from the Duke of Wellington, the Duke
of Buckingham declared that his opinions upon the Corn Laws
had undergone no alteration ; that a measure had been proposed
by his late colleagues on the subject which he found it impossible

to support, and that as an honest man he had no alternative but
to retire from the Ministry. On no other question had there

been the slightest difference of opinion, and although upon that

one point they were opposed, yet every other measure which Her
Majesty's Goveranient m?ght bring forward, and which would
conduce to the interests of the country, should have his cordial

support. The motion for the Address was then agreed to.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Thursday.—XnxxmhQX of writs were moved for, and various

notices given.
Sir Robert Peel then rose and said—"I beg to give notice

that on Wednesday next it is my intention to move that the

House do resolve itself into a committee of the whole house, for

the purpose of taking into consideration the laws which affect

the importation of foreign corn into this country," The right

hon. Baronet said he would even have fixed so early a day as

Monday for this important subject, but some papers relating to it

would require to be read by hon. members preparatory to the

discussion, and he thought that sufficient time ought to be allowed

with that view.
^

The Speaker having read a copy of the Queen's Speech, Lord
March then rose to move an address in answer to it. Head-
verted briefly to most of its topics, and took a decided tone upon
those two which are at ,this moment of the most immediate in-

terest—the Finances and the Corn-laws. He urged the necessity

of providing a revenue which should be equal to our necessary
expenditure, and protested against the false and foolish economy
of crippling the nation in its means of defence. He thought that

ships of war ought not to be risked upon service without thehr

due comptements of men, nor regiments on foreign stations

exposed to mortality for want of a sufficient force to furnish the

necessary relief. At the same time he was anxious that the tax-

ation which might be necessary for the establishments of the
country should be of such a nature as would not preps J^eavily

upon the poorer classes. On the subject of the Corn Laws, he
must say that he preferred to see their revision undertaken by
those who would give a just protection to agriculture (and the
landed interests desired no more^ than by a party, some of whom
were for a fixed duty of 8s., and some for the removal of all pro-
tection whatever. He concluded by reading the address wliicji

he had to propose, and which, as usual, closely followed the
tenour of the Speech.
Mr. Beckktt seconded the Address, and dwelt with some en-

thusiasm on the birth and baptism of an heir to the throne ; trust-

ing that theintroduction of the youthful Prince within the pale

of the Church would strengthen it by another pillar from the

same family which had already furnished so many to its support.

He touched lightly ou foreign affairs, but felt it his painful daty
to declare that at liome distress had widely increased; insomuch
that some, who not long since had been the dispensers of charity
to their neighbours, were now reduced to seek it for themselves.
Hewas persuaded that prosperity could never be reached and
maintainedin this country without some provision for the regu-
lar employment of the poor.—Mr. Ewart spoke at some length
on the subject of commercial reform.
Lord J. Russell expressed his satisfaction with the Address.

After adverting to the presence of the King of Prussia in this

country, on the interesting occasion of the birth of the Prince of
Wales., and reviewing the state of our foreign relations, he
turned to the condition of the country. He expressed his surprise

that the scheme of emigration, which had been so generally
talked about as being likely to be proposed by Government,
should now turn out to be an unfounded notion j and also re-

ferred to the " dramatic exhibitions" of the delegates of the advo-
cates of a Ten Hours' BUI in tl.eirinterviews with Sir R. Peel and
other Members of Government, After some remark s on the agi-

tation about the Poor-law, he proceeded to the subject of the
Corn- laws

; and expressed a hope that Sir R. Peel would propose
an alteration based on sound principles, and which would hav«
the eflectof aUayingthe agitation instead of merely stimulatinif
U. Should he do so, he would receive his cordial support ;

ana
m any measures which he might propose, he would have that jus-

tice from the Liberal party wliicU was denied to the Government
of Lord Melbourne.

, ^}^J^'
^^'^^ replied to Lord J. Russell. He confessed that he

had been deceived by the delegates on the subject of the Ten
Hours BiU, and denied that he was any party to the publication
of the report of their interview with him. He entirely disapproved

ord

on
his

a»

_„, ,. prevail between parti—
public men. He was surprised that Lord J. RusseU, vrith 1

experience of public affairs, should have thought, because it v
reported ma newspaper paragraph, that Government were con-
sidennga scheme of emigration, that, therefore. Government w-ere
bound to entertain such a project. As to the Corn-laws. he had
already g.yen notice of a' day next week, vi^hen he would faHy
explam his intentions. ~ "'Mr. ViLLiERs and Mr. Estorr both
addressed the House; "after which the Address was agreed to

CITY.

Lord Mhlbourv. was Klad to ftml that her Majesty's Ministerswere now disponed to take a different view of the state of thecountry ffoia iffhat ^^y wies§c4 oa aith gf Aug, last, The
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JfWftropolfe anb its Uicinftji. -

Opening ofParliament.—On Thursday the Queen went

in state to the House of Lords, to open the session pf

Parliament with a speech from the throne. At half-past

one the Royal procession formed at Buckingham Palace

with the usual state ceremonies. Her Majesty ^vcre her

splendid diamond circlet, and her state robe was borne

hy the P^ges of Honour in Waiting. Prince Albert ap-

peared in a fjcld-marshal's uniform, and wore the collars

and other ensigns of different orders of knighthood. A
short time previously to the departure of the royal cortcgey

his Majesty the King of Prussia, and the Princes Ferdi-

nand, Augustus, and Leopold of Saxe-Cobourg, in royal

carriages, and escorted by a party of the Life Guards, left

the palace for the House of Peers. The band of the Foot
Guards composing the Queen's Guard was on the palace

lawn, receiving his Majesty on his appearance with a

Prussian march, and playing ** God save the Queen" on
his departure. On his arrival at the House the King of

Prussia was received with loud cheers : he appeared to pay
great attention to the brilliant scene, and received with

marked courtesy the various noblemen who were presented

to him. The King wore the same uniform as at the

christening of the Prince ofWales, but with the addition of

tbe collar of the Order of the Garter. A few minutes after

two. the firing of the usual salute announced the approach
of her Majesty, who almost immediately appeared, led by
Prince Albert, and attended by the members of the Royal
Household and the great officers of state. The Duke of
Wellington bore the sword of state, the Duke of Rutland
the crown, and the Earl of Shaftesbury the cap of main-
tenance. Her Majesty looked well, and appeared in good
spirits. An unusual number of persons had assembled
along the whole line of road taken by the procession; and
her Majesty was received with every demonstratiou of
attachment and respect-

VisUs of the King of Prussia,—On Saturday morning
bis Majesty the King of Prussia, and the leading members
of the Royal suite, arrived in Town by a special train from
Windsor, with the intention of honouring his Excellency
Chevalier Bunsen, the Prussian Minister, with his com-
pany to a dcjeu?ie. A select party had been invited to
meet his Majesty, and the repast consisted of the choicest
delicacies of the season. The table was ornamented by
a profusion of fruit and flowers, and, arranged along the
centre, were several beautiful trophies. At the conclu-
sion of the luncheon, his Majesty rose, and, without any
prefatory remarks, gave the health of '*Her Majesty, the
Queen;" and then, with marked emphasis, said, "may
God bless her !" Lord Ashley shortly afterwards gave
** His Majesty the King of Prussia, may God bless him
in time and eternity," Every respect having been ob-
served by the assembled guests to this toast, his Majesty,
who appeared moved by the cordiality of the company
present, proposed the health of *^his Excellency Cheva-
lier Bunsen, and his amiable wife and family/' The
King, it seems, intended visiting the Tower, the Mint,
and the Thames Tunnel; but, in consequence of his pro-
tracted stay with Chevalier Bunsen, was compelled to
postpone these visits, and after luncheon immediately
proceeded ^to Paddington,' and from thence, bj a special
train, to Windsor.—On Sunday morning at nine o'clock
his Majesty arrived in Town from Windsor by a special
train,, and immediately proceeded to Buckingham Palace.
Here he was joined by the Duke of Cambridge ; and after
a short interval his Slajesty proceeded to St. Paul's
cathedral, where he arrived a few minutes before ten. On

I

alighting at the western entrance, he was received by the
prebendaries of the cathedral, the Lord Mayor, and
Sheriffs, and conducted to a ^tall fitted up expressly for
the occasion. The Dean and Chapter had ordered that
no curtailment of accommodation should take place in
that portion of the cathedral usually thrown open during
divine service

; and the consequence was that the interior
of the cathedral was thronged by persons anxious to avail
themselves of this opportunity to obtain a view of his
Majesty, A sermon appropriate to the occasion was
preached by the Bishop of London ; and after divine ser-
^ce the King accompanied the Lord Mayor to the
Mansion-house, and having partaken of a dcjcnne, pro-
ceeded to St. James's Palace, where the King of Hano-
ver s apartments had been prepared for his reception. In
the afternoon his Majesty attended divine worship in the
^ojal German Chapel, after which he paid a visit to the
i^uchess of Gloucester, and at five o'clock returned by a
special train to Windsor.—On Monday the King took his
departure from Windsor Castle, and arrived in Town by a
special train about one o'clock. 'His Mnjesty first visited
the model prison in Copenhaf^en-fields, the diflecent parts
of which he appeared to examine with much interest,
aiid on taking leave expressed his ajiprobation of the
arrangfments. The King then proceeded to visit New-
gate prison, where his Majesty was received by the Lady

I

Jayorec-s, Mrs. Fry, and several other ladies, as well as

\r if^^^^^
officers connected with the establishment.

n\s Majesty, conducting Mrs. Frv, and followed by the
jrnamdcr of the company, proceeded to the female ward,

![^
^^^' ^^^ explained at some length the system pur-

eed la this prison with respect to the females. In reply
^0

an inquiry from the King, whether they received any
^eiigious instruction, Mrs. Fry stated that religious duties
ere observed every night and morning ; and added, that

uiough formerly this part of the prison had been unsafe
jen tor her to enter, now, through the blessing of

had h^
'*'"^^' ^^'^ exertions of her and lier friends

left tl

^^ ^^'owned with success, and many of the prisoners

^j Ij
^ ^alls of the gaol in perfect penitence, and even-

Aif!J
^^^^^ useful and honourable members of society,

iver going through the usual rclii^'.ous duties, Mrs. Fry

offered up an extemporaneous prayer, invoking a blessing
on his Christian Majesty, his^ beloved consort, and his
prosperous country. On .commencing the prayer ]\lrs.

Fry knelt, an example which was immediately followed
by the King and all present. The King then retired,
in company with Sirs. Fry, to whom his Majesty offered
his arm; and having conducted her to the carriage,
accompanied that lady to her villa at Upton, near Bark-
ing, where his Majesty partook of a dtjeiiuL His Ma-
jesty returned to St.^ James's Palace at a quarter past
five, and afterwards, attended by his suite, proceeded to
Drury-lane Theatre. After leaving the theatre, his Ma-
jesty, at half-past eight, proceeded to Stafford-house, to
honour the Duke and Duchess of Sutherland with his
company at dinner. The entertainment, on this occasion,
is said to have been one of the most magnificent ever
given in this or any other country- Several members of
the Royal Family, and a select party, were invited to
meet his Majesty. On leaving Stafford-house, the King
returned to Buckingham Palace, where his Majesty and
suite slept that night.—On Tuesday morning the King,
attended by his suite, left Buckingham Palace before ten
o'clock, and proceeded to Somerset-house, to be admitted
a Fellow of the Royal Society. That body had assembled
in considerable numbers at a special meeting held at nine
o*clock, for the purpose of the election. His Majesty
was received by the Council and Sir John Lubbock, Bart.
Vice-president. In the absence of the President, the
Marquis of Northampton, Sir John Lubbock expressed to
his Majesty •* the great gratification with wliich the
society would see the august name of his Majesty, who
was venerated as the encourager of art, of literature, and
science, enrolled in their charter-book, in the same page
with those of their beloved Sovereign and her illustrious
consort ; and they begged leave, accordingly, to present
the charter-book to his Majesty for that purpose." His
Majesty then signed his name in the charter-bookj and
expressed his gratification at having his name enrolled
among the fellows of the society. Baron Alexander von
Humboldt, formerly elected a foreign member, was also
duly admitted a fellow. Mr. Murchison, president of the
Geological Society, then addressed the King to the effect
that the society of which he was the president requested
that his Majesty would become an honorary member of
their body, as they would feel a peculiar pride in having
the name of a monarch whose dominions abounded with
objects of geological interest inscribed in the book of the
society. His Majesty acceded to the request, and, accom-
panied by the president, the Earl of Aberdeen, and ether
gentlemen, went to the apartments of the Geological
Society, where a rare collection of fossils was submitted
for the King's inspection. Having taken a cordial leave
of the members of these learned institutions, his Majesty
proceeded to the British Museum, visiting, on his way,
the house of Mr. Solly, in Bedford-row, to inspect that
gentleman's collection of paintings of the school of Ra-
phael. It was of that gentleman that the late King of
Prussia bought the valuable collection which now adorns
the gallery of the Museum at Berlin, His Jlajesty
arrived at the British Museum a kw minutes after eleven,
and was received by Sir Henry Ellis, principal libra-

rian, the Bishop of London, Sir Robert Inglls, and
different oflBcers of the establishment. His Majesty re-
mained three hours, inspecting the various objects of
interest, from which he appeared to derive considerable
gratification, more particularly in the manuscript depart-
ment and the saloon of the Elgin marbles. In the former
of these, after inspecting all the most rare and valuable
MSS., an original manuscript, in the hand-writing of
his ancestor Frederick the Great, was submitted to him.
The MS. contained Frederick's reflections on the military

character of Charles XI L of Sweden, in which he gives it

as his decided opinion that Charles XIL was not a sound
tactician ; for if he had been such, he would never have
thought of carrying an army over a barbarous country to

Moskow. His Majesty appeared highly interested with
this letter. Before leaving, the King expressed his de-

sire of again seeing the Magna Charta, his Majesty having
seen it previously on his visit to this country with his

father, the late King of Prussia, in 1814. Having in-

spected everything of interest in the institution, his Ma-
jesty expressed astonishment at the great additions which
had been made to the museum since 1814, and left about
two for Buckingham Palace, to dress previously to honour-
ing the Duke of Sussex with his company to luncheon at

Kensington Palace. In the evening the Duke of Wel-
lington gave a grand banquet to the King at Apsley-house,

where a select and distinguished circle of guests, includ-

ing the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, and the

Princess Augusta of Cambridge, were invited to meet his

Majesty.—On "Wednesday morning the King again quitted

Buckingham Palace at an early hour to visit the remain-

ing objects of interest in the Metropolis which his jNlajesty

had not yet inspected. At half-past eight his Majesty
embarked on board a steam-packet at Hungerford wharf,
and went down the river to visit the Thames Tunnel. On
his arrival, he was received by the chairman, Mr. B.
llawes, M.P., several of the Directors, and by Sir Isam-
bard Brunei, the engineer. Aiihough the hour was early,

a number of visitors Lad also assembled to welcome his

Majesty. On being ccnducLed through the tunnel by Sir

I. Brunei, who explained the dififerent parts of it, the King
expressed great admiration at the stupendous nature of the

undertaking, and exclaimed, •* It surpasses all I have
heard of it before. I thought the accounts had been ex-

aggerated; but now that I see it, the statements respecting

it are short of reality.'* The King inquired what depth
of water there was above them, and was informed from 30

to 36 feet at highest tides. His Majesty a])peared to be

much gratified with the details of thewpric as described to

him by Sir I. Brunei, and on taking his leave was loudly
cheered by the workmen and visitors assembled. The
King then proceeded to the Tower, where, it seems, hi»
arrival had not been anticipated. It being low water, his
Majesty was unable to proceed alongside the Tower-stairs
in the steamer, and landed in one of the watermen's boats
hailed from the stairs for the purpose. His Majesiy
seemed amused at the evident consternation his unexpected
arrival had created amongst the officers connected with the
fortress, and laughed heartily at the bustle that ensued.
Having inspected the horse armoury, and other places of
interest in theTower,his Majesty was met by Major Elring-
ton, the Governor, and the Commanding Officer of the
Guards, who expressed their regret that the usual honours
were not observed on his Majesty's anivah The ruins of
the Grand Storehouse were the part lust visited by tbe
King, who greatly admired the J,Ialte5=e gun which was
saved from the hre, and immediately after returned to
Buckingham Palace for the purpose of receiving addresses
from several public bodies. Among the most interesting-
of these was one presented by Archdeacon Hare, who at-
tended with the clergy of the Archdeaconry of Lewes to
congratulate his Majesty on his arrival in this country,
and his having undertaken the responsible office of god-
father to the Prince of Wales, together whh his munifi-
cent donation towards the establishment of a bishopric at
Jerusalem. After listening to the Address with deep at-

*

tention, his Majesty rej'lied, *' My reverend gentlemen
The expression of Christian sympathy from so respectable
a portion of the National Clergy of this country is highly
gratifying to me, and I say ' Amen' to all the prayers and
wishes you express." A deputation also waited on his
Majesty from the Society for promoting Christianity
amongst the Jews, and presenteil a congratulatory Ad-
dress to his Majesty on his many virtues, and the invalu-
able services he had performed in the cause of Christianity

;
particularly expressing their admiration of the Catholic
zeal and Scriptural wisdom displayed by his Majesty in the
conception and execution of the j>bn for the erection of a
Protestantbishopricin the Holy City, The deputation con-
cluded by offering for his Majesty'sacceptancc a copy of the
Scriptures, which they stated had been bound by the hands
of Jewish converts, trained and supported in honest industry
within the precincts of an institution founded by the Soci-
ety for that especial purpose. His Majesty replied in the
following words: "Jly Lords and Gentlemen, In what
you have been pleased to say respecting my person, I can
only acknowledge the effects of a very warm affection, 1
am conscious of having simply wished to make your
nascent establishment on Mount Zion available for all Con-
tinental Protestant churches, and I rejoice in the spirit and
success of the efforts of the venerable prelates who are at;

the head of your church in realising my wish. I shall con-
tinue to look upon your society as prominently instru-
mental in the execution of 'this plan. Accept my thanks
for the valuable present you cfl'er me. Finally, I thank
you for all your Christian aspirations; and I wish to you,
both as a body and individually, every prosperity and

After receiving several
other Additsses, and giving an audience to the Prince of
Cnpua, his Majesty and suite honoured the Archbishop of
Canterbury and Mrs. Howley with his company at lunch-
eon in Lambeth Palace. At four the King returned to

Buckingham Palace, and in the evening dined with the
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge at Cambridge House,
and in the latter part of the evening honoured Covent
Garden theatre by his presence.—On Thursday the Kinr,
after his return from the House of Lords, received depu-
tations from Protestant Dissenting ministers, after which
his Majesty visited the Queen Dowager, and honoured
the Earl and Countess of Jersey, and the Duchess Dow-
ager of Richmond, with visits at their respective resi-

dences. His Majesty also went to Cambridge House, to

visit their Royal nij;hncs?es the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge, and, before returning to Buckingham Palace,

proceeded to Apsley House, to pay a visit to the Duke of
Wellington.

Public Meetings,—A public meeting has been held at

the London Tavern, of merchants, land-owners, and
others interested .in the prosperity of the colony of the

Cape of Good Hope, for the purpose of adopting measures
to prevent that colony from being overlooked in any
Government scheme of emigration, in consequence of a
despatch from the governor, Sir G. Napier, dated ]March

15, 1841, and addressed to Lord J. Russell, wherein his

Excellency disputes the facts mentioned in the memorial
of 1,000 of the principal inhabitants, which points out

the advantages likely to accrue to the colcny by Govern-
ment setting apart 1'2,CC0/. annually from quit-rents on
Government lands, in order to provide free passage for

mechanics and labourers from Europe. The meeting was
numerously attended, D. C. Guthrie, Esq., in the chair.

Mr. Borrodaile first addressed the meeting, and entered

into the various objections of the despatch, which he
endeavoured to controvert by facts of his own experience,

and the present statistics of the colony, and concluded by

moving the first resolution,
—'*That Cape Colony labours

under great disadvantages from the want of a sufficient

number of eteady and industrious labourers, for the j)ro-

fitable employm'ent of whcm, ns well as for additional

capital, there is a wide field in the colony." I^!r. May-

blessing from Almighty God. if

pital

nard, in seconding the motion, said he knew a property m
Albany, only twenty years ago a wilderness, whrcb was

bought for 3,600/. He also mentioned that ^^ P«^^J«

tenders ca

that shej

per annum, with food and lodging, x-- • ^*;-—

o

the second resolution,-" That it was iht opmion of the

meeting that the 5iate of the eofonv was truly se forth in

the statement of the memonalists. Mr. liorradaile reaa

for 3,600/. lie also meniionea u-ai. i" |'»..«v.

carpenters were put down at lOs.Gd, a-daj, and

.herds' assistants were receivin- from loL to oOh

1

p

1

Mr. Tenninff moved

I'

H

f
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a long memorial to Lord J. Russell, «ignedl,y 250 land- visit of her ^I^iestJ and Prin^^^^^^^^^

owners aad merclianls resident ia this country, to which

his lorUhip returned an answer, "That he did not con-

tider the Cape an unfit place for emigration, but only

objected to making Government bankrupt for the pur-

pose*" The meeting was addressed by several other gen-

tlemen, and finally a deputation was appointed to wait on

Lord Stanley, Secretary for the Colonies, in support of

the aUteraents of the two memoriaLs* O ne of the speakers

amid that in his esUtc of 5,000 acres, only 300 were under

plough for want of labourers, and that there were

7,500^000 acres of good laud uncultivated. Mr. Burnie,

in moving a vote of thanks to the chairman, commented

on the absurdity of sending rmigrants 17,000 miles,

when the Cape was so near, and its climate so suitable

to the English constitution. The resolutiona were all

carried unanimously.—On Monday a public meeting was

kcU, pursuant to public notice, for the purpose of receiv-

ing the report of the tradea' delegates relative to the pre-

set position of the masons, who, it seems, arc still on

atrike at the llousca of Parliament and Woolwich dock-

yard. The meeting was numerously attended. The chair-

man, who waa a Mr. Dnnning. bookbinder, stated that

this was the twentieth week of the strike, which when it

eommenced embraced 375 individuals, of whom only five

had proved falac to the cause. They were compelled now

to apply to the othrr trades for assistance, because at this

time of the year most of the stonrmasons were out of em-

ployment; but get them once over the aesson of frost,

there were plenty of works requiring hands, and if they

cuu!d once he carried over the winter season, they must

triumph. Mr. Goultou, a painter, moved the first reso-

lution, commendatory of the *' steady, manly, nnd straight-

forward'' conduct of the masons during the strike ; which

Laving been acconded, was carred unanimously. Several

other resolutions were aha carried, expressing the feeling

entertained by the meeting of the conduct of the quarry-

men o( Devonshire in refusing to quarry stone for the

works of Messrs. Grissell and Peto; condemning the con-

^«ct of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, and the

Lords of the Admiralty, in supporting those gentlemen,

and pledging the meeting to support the masons in their

strike so Jong as it shall last. The meeting wa^ addressed

hj Messrs, \rakley and Feargus O'Connor at some length,

to whom votes of thanks were passed.

MeiropoHlan Improvements,— It is stated that, in addi-

tion to Kingston-house, the Half^vay-house on the Knights-

bridge-road is to come down, in order to widen the road

from Hyde-park corner. The Commissioners of Woods
and Forests, &c,, have purchased the houses at Kensing-

ton, in order to form an appropriate entrance into the

town ; whilst at Bayswater, it is said, the villas will be

again continued along the line of road.—A meeting was
l^d on Saturday in the Adelphi, for the purpose of form-

ing an association for the purpose of watching, on the

part of the public, the plans and improvements now pro-

ceeding in the Metropolis. The Chairman, C. W. Diike,

Esq., having stated the proposed objects, the meeung was
iddressed by Mr. Fowler and i^everal other gentlemen, who
pointed out the many serious mistakes and failures of plans

which have recently taken place owing to the incompe-
tence of Committees of the House and other parties.—The
first stone of the New Houses of Parliament will be laid

)y her Majesty early in the summer.—It is intended by
.he Court of Common Council to petition Government for

^hc removal of the old houses in Postern-row. Tower-hill,

to make way for e.Ttensive improvements in the City, the
cost of which, i$ carried out, will, it is said, be about
lOfiQOL

Accidents and Inquests,—Great alarm was created on
Thursday morning in Charles- street, Drury-Iane, by the
sadden falling in of three houses, whereby two persons
were killed, and many others wounded. It appears that
these houses, aa well as several others adjoining, have long
>cen in a dilapidated state ; and at the inquest which is to be
acid a strict investigation into the circumstances connected
with the accident is expected to toke place.—On Satur-
day an inquest was held on Jacob Simms, Esq., one of
the magistrates for the county of Essex, who destroyed
him.sidf bv rntHncr l.l. >...-* P^om the evidence it

««- Considerable ac-

t\vitVW"eVaiirirthe"Pavriionrwhere a great number of

workmen have, for several days, been engaged m paintmg

and decorating the interior ; and several alteratmns are

making? for the accommodation of the nursery, as it is un-

derstood that the Prince of Wales and the Pnncess Royal

wiU accompany her Majesty during her visit, which, it is

rumoured, vviU be continued for six weeks. On Monday,

a numerous meeting of the P^i^^^^P^^^ ^?^^!.^"^ ^.^

town was held at the Town Hall, the High Constable m
the chair, for the purpose of considering what steps should

be taken to receive her Majesty and Prince Albert ;
but

as tlie precise period of her Majesty^s intended visit is not

yet fixed, nothing more was done than the appointment of

a committee. ,

Bristol—It is stated that in consequence of a number

of valuable letters, containing money, having lately been

stolen from the post-offices in this city, and a representa-

tion to that effect having been made to the Postmaster-

General, Mr. Ramsay, one of the examiners, was sent

down to investigate the matter, and, if possible, to dis-

cover the parties. With the assistance of the police, in-

formation, it seems, was obtained which caused suspicion

to fall on two of the clerks, one of whom has been in the

office many years. The result is, that the two clerks

have been suspended, and Mr. Ramsay, it is understood,

is gone to lay the circumstances before the Postmaster-

General, and to receive instructions as to ulterior pro-

ceedings.
, ^ ,

Bitry.^K local paper, the Herald^ states that there is

not a single person confined for debt in the gaol of this

town; a circumstance which, it is added, has never before

occurred during a period of forty-four years.

Falmouth,—Accounts have been received of the follow-

ing alleged act of piracy, which was committed in this

harbour on the night of the 2-5th ult. It appears that

Capt. Williams, of the schooner Brisk, belonging to

Bristol, which was at the time lying in this harbour, hav-

ing business to attend to in the t<jwn, left the vessel early

in the evening, and on getting ashore gave directions to

his men to be in attendance for him at eleven o'clock.

Capt. Williams was in waiting at the time appointed, but

there being no boat he engaged a pilot to put him on

board his vessel, but had not proceeded far when it was

discovered that the vessel had sailed, and had got out of

the harbour. The coast guard were immediately apprised

of the affair, and several ** clippers" were set afloat in

chase of the vessel ; but a heavy gale of wind coming on

at the time rendered egress from the harbour impossible-

On Tuesday, intelligence was received that the vessel had

arrived at Bristol, when the mate and crew were taken

into custody, and examined before the magistrate. The
Captain in his charge stated that he had never given any

person permission to sail without him, and that the crew

by so doins; had revolted against his authority. The crew

being called on for their defence, the mate said that the

cajitain went on shore under the pretence of buying a

Bniall quantity of canvass, and remained on shore the

whole of the day. There were a great many of the vessels

in port getting under weigh, on seeing which he said to

the men, that he supposed they should have the captain

on board presently, and told them to set the foresail and
make ready. Shortly after, finding that the captain did

not come on board, he got the vessel under weigh and
sailed, as otherwise the vessel would have drowned herself

in half an hour. He further added, ** that the men were
paid by tlie run, and they were not going to be detained

there while the captain chose to be taking his pleasure on
shore." The owner also, he said, had told him that if

the captain was incompetent, he was to take the com-
mand- This was denied by both the captain and the
owner. The magistrate said it was a case of piracy, for

which in law they were all liable to be hanged, and they
must be taken to Falmouth and tried for the offence,

JIulme.—A serious accident, attended with loss of life,

has occurred in this town, in the boiler-house attached to
the cotton-mill of Messrs. John Pooley and Son, Clarence-
street, near the Cavalry Barracks. It was caused by the
rent and collapse of an internal boiler flue, which imme-
diately caused the steam, hot water, fire, burning coals,
&c., to be driven out of the fire-doors with great force,
scalding four men so seriously that three of them died the

um^cli by cutting his throat.
ippeared thac deceased had lately been subject to low
spirits and occasional fits of mental aberration; but no
specific cause was stated for the commission of the act.
The jury returned a verdict of " Temporary insanity."

SpUaijield^.—The Xords Commissioners of the Trea-
sury, in compliance with an application, have requested the
Board of Ordnance to give directions that the following
articles—viz. 673 blankets. 173 palliasses, 1.000 sheets,
500 bolster-cases, and 471 flannel shirts, may be imme- l P^^^* ^" ^^^^*"^ ^^® "^*S^^^°^^^^"g»»anufacturing districts,
diately supplied to the Committee for the relief of the

""^^.^t^^® ^o a Bill to be proposed to Parliament for short-
ening the time of labour in tlie factories; and in for-
warding which, it will be remembered that Lord Ashley

Yesterday the King of Prussia and Prince 1
^"' ^^^ ^ ^^°S time, shown himself a strenuous and per-

' "
" severing advocate. During the past week, a letter has

actions ;. if this course be approved, no consideration

shall detach me from your cause—if not, you must se-

lect another advocate. I know that, in resolving on this

step, I exclude myself altogether from the tenure of office;

I rejoice in the sacrifice, happy to devote the remainder

of my days, be they many or be they few, as God in his

wisdom shall determine, to an effort, however laborious,

to ameliorate your moral and social condition."

Portsmouth.—U. M. S. Vindictive, which was driven

ashore during the heavy gale of last week, has been taken

into dock, and, on examination, has been found to have

sustained extensive injury. All the damage, however,

appears to be in the fore part of the ship, and not abaft, as

was supposed from her mizen-mast having been cut away.

It appears that nearly the whole of her false keel is gone,

and that about thirty feet of her main keel forward are

destroyed, her gripe is gone, the stern about seven feet up

destroyed, her frame greatly shaken, her copper much ruf-

fled and the oakum for about three streaks from the gar-

board started fore and aft. It is said that it will be ne-

cessary to take out her guns and all her stores before

she can be repaired, and that it will be a month or

six weeks before she can again be ready for sea. It is

understood that there will be a court-martial to inves-

tigate the matter.— The Wolverine, 16, Commander

Johnson, arrived in this port on Sunday from the east-

ward ; and it is said, that after completing her stores

and ship's company, she will proceed to China.

Sheffield,—k local paper, the '* Independent," states

that it is enabled to announce, on authority, that an offi-

cial communication has been received from Lord Wharn-

cliffe, President of the Council, stating that the Privy

Council have decided to advise her Majesty to grant a

Charter of Incorporation to this borough.—On Monday a

serious accident occurred in this town by the bursting of a

steam-boiler at the Philadelphia Works, whereby consi-

derable damage was done, and two men engaged near the

spot at the time were so seriously injured that the reco-

very of one is considered hopeless, and the other remains

at the infirmary in a dangerous state. The cause of the

accident is not yet precisely known.
Southampton,—On Saturday a vestry meeting was held

in the parish of Lyndhurst, in this county, in consequence

of a resolution moved at a previous meeting " that in con-

sequence of the great increase of the poor-rates since the

incorporation In the New Forest Union, it was desirable to

detach the parish therefrom." Mr, Sturgeon, of Pond-

head Lodge, addressed the meeting at considerable length,

and expressed the disappointment of himself and his fellow-

parishioners at the result of the introduction of the New
Poor Law system into that district. The parish accounts,

he said, showed that during six years previously to the

formation of the union the annual sura levied had gradu-

ally decreased, and that in the year 1836, the last previously

to the incorporation, the rates only amounted to 321/. In

1837, however, there was a levy of 344^. ; in 1838, 409/.

;

in 1839, 453/. ; in 1840. 501/. ; in 1841, S86/. ; and this

was exclusive of expenses incurred in building the union

workhouse, which had been defrayed by the sale of parish

property. After some further observations condemnatory

of the whole system of the New Poor Law, he concluded

by moving that a petition to the Legislature be prepared,

praying that the parish of Lyndhurst might be disunited

from the New Forest Union, or that the New Poor Law
might be altogether repealed. This resolution having been

seconded, Mr. Lainson moved an amendment for post-

poning all further consideration of the matter for six

months, as he had an impression that 300/. had been saved

in the last six years ; had it been otherwise, the motion

should have had his support. No one being found willing

to second the amendment, the original motion was carried

with only one dissentient voice, and a day named for pre-

paring the petition.

Weymouth,—A memorial addressed to the Archbishop
of Canterbury against the prevailing aoctrines of Popery
and Puseyism is now in progress of signature by the in-

habitants and visitors of this town and Melcombe Regis.

Windsor,—On Saturday morning an inspection of the

72d Highlanders, under the command of Col. Arbuthnot,
took place in the Home-park. The Queen, the King of

Prussia, and Prince Albert witnessed the spectacle from
the southern windows of the Queen's boudoir. The various

same day, and the fourth remains m a very prccanous evolutions were performed with great dexterity and preci
state.

^
An mquest has been held, and after a lengthened .sion, and their Majesties and Prince Albert expressed their

igation a verdict of ** Accidental death" was re- unqualified approbation of the soldier-like appearance ofmvcsti

turned, unaccompanied by a deodand.
Leeds,—We have noticed, in previous Numbers, some

public meetings and other proceedings that have taken

Spitalfields, to be applied to thedistressed weavers in

purpose intended.

Woolwich ,

Albert arrived at an early hour, atFended by his Majesty's
suite and a number of distingnished individuals, and visited
the Royal Arsenal and the various objects of interest it

contains. A large body of troops were then assembled
on the Common, and a review tookphcein presence ofhis
Majesty, who also witnessed a display of the ricochet, ball,

and rocket practice in the marshes, and mortar and howit-
zer practice on tha common. His Majesty and the dis-

tinguished party by whom he was attended afterwards
partook of an elegant dejeuni in the mess-room of the

Artillery, and at 2 o'clock embarked for Ostend under a
Royal salute, and with all the honours which have marked
bis progress during his visit to England.

^robnuiai Nftos,
Brighton.—This town has been during the last week in

a state of sofQe excitein^t, in cpaaequejace of the expected

been addressed by his Lordship to the Short-time Com-
mitteesof Cheshire, Lancashire, and Yorkshire, announ-
cmg that vSir Robert Peel has definitively made known his
intention to oppose the Bill. His Lordship, after an-
nouncing this determination of the Premier, which, he
says he mxist conclude is to be regarded as the reply
of the whole Government on this important question
concludes with the following words :-«Though painfuU;
disappointed, I am. not disheartened, nor am I at a loss
either what course to take, or what advice to gire-^I
shall persevere unto my last hour, and so must you • wemust exhaust every legitimate means that the Constitu-
tion affords, in petitions to Parliament, in public meet-mgs, and in friendly conferences with your employers-but you must infnnge no law, and offend no proprie-
ties

;
we muat all work together as responsible men.who wxU one day give an account of their motiyea and

appearance of

the regiment, and the manner in which they performed
the different exercises. The day being unusually fine,

rendered the scene brilliant and interesting, and a great

number of persons assembled in the Park at an eariy hour
to witness'the review. Her Majesty and the Prince, the

King of Prussia, and the Dukeof Wellington, were loudly
cheered as they left the Terrace. Her Majesty and Prince
Albert afterwards appeared at their private drawing-
room window, where they remained during the time
the regiments were marching from the Park. Immediately
«ter the inspection, Prince Albert, accompanied by his

Majesty the King of Prussia and attendants, drove in the

pony phaetons up the Long-walk.—On Monday the King
of Prussia took his departure from the Castle, and on his way
to blough was enthusiastically cheered by crowds of per-

sons, who lined the various thoroughfares through which
the royal cortege passed to the railway station. Before ^*«

departure, his Majesty left the sum of 100/. to be di
butcd among the poor of the town.
MaUwat/s.~The half-yearly meeting of the proprietors

or the Liverpool and Manchester Railway has been held
at Liverpool, Mr. C. Lawrance, chairman of the board of

directors, presiding. The secretary read the report, which

commenced by alluding to the existing distress and em-
barrassment, and to the influence which they had on the

ttairs of the company. It appeared that the receipt* for

his

distri-
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the half-year were, in the coaching department, 80,549/.

14* 7d ' merchandise department, 53,974/. 19*^ llrf.

;

coal department, 3,006/. 3*. 4d, ; total, 137,530/. IT*. Wd.

The gross expenditure for the same period was 70,080/.

55. 7(/., leaving a net profit for the half-year ending the

3lsi Dec, 1841, of 67,450/. \2s. 4d. Add to the profit

the surplus from the half-year ending June, 1841, and the

disposable fund is 74,182/. 9s, 7d, The number of shares

entitled to a dividend is 12,090 hundred pound shares.

The directors recommend a dividend of 5/. per share,

amounting to 60,450/. : also the payment of a third in-

ctalment of the reserved interest on 5,100 original 100/.

shares, 1/. per share, 5,100/. ; and on the 5,100 first quar-

ter shares 25. per share, 510/. ; total, 66,060/., which,

being deducted from the available fund, as above stated,

will leave a balance of 8,122/. 95. 7d. to be carried to the

next half-year's account. We are informed by the *' Rail-

way Times " that the number of passengers carried on

the Great Western Railway on Tuesday, the 25th ult. (the

dav of the christening of the Prince of Wales) was 6,375.

A few days since the passenger train from Haswell to

Ha'rtlepool was proceeding towards Castle Eden, when a

Tail was sprung in such a manner as to enter the fore part

of the coach, passing through diagonally, and lodging in

the higher corner of the opposite part of the roof. The

coach was full of passengers, but no one, fortunately, re-

ceived any injury. The bar, however, it seems, touched

one gentleman's hat, and another was thrown from his

seat by the shock, to which circumstance his preservation

is attributed, as the rail struck through the part where he

TTas sitting, and, had he retained that position, would, it is

thought, inevitably have killed him on the spot.—On
Tuesday some alarm was occasioned by a report that an

accident had occurred by the fall of the buildings at the

Cowlairs station on the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway.

The accounts were much exaggerated, a portion only of

the building having fallen, by which five men were injured,

but no lives were lost.

IRELAND.
BabliJi.—The contested election for this city, which

terminated on Saturday, passed over without much ex-

citement or any disturbance of the peace; and on the an-

aoouncement being officially made by the sheriffs, that Mr.
Gregory was returned by a large majority, all parties re-

turned to their homes without any great demonstration of

public fefling,—Serious accounts have been received from

the provinces, detailing the effects of the hurricane on the

26th ult,, from which it appears that loss of life and pro-

perty to a great extent has been the consequence. The
injury done to Wellesley-bridge, Limerick, is said to

amount to upwards of two thousand pounds. The manors

and demesnes of Lords Waterford, Carew, and Duncan-
non, have suffered greatly ; the finest timber being de-

stroyed and all the beautiful seats in the covmty of Water-
ford being more or less damaged. In some parts of the

south, it seems, large quantities of potatoes have been
swept away ; and the demesnes in the county Limerick
have lost some of their finest timber trees. Several ves-

sels were wrecked on the coasts of Kerry and about Lime-
rick. A Galway paper communicates the intelligence of

the loss of thirty-five fishing boats during the night of the

hurricane, with crews of from five to six persons in each
boat, making a total loss of life of 170 to 180 persons.

This event took place to the north of Sline head. Several

other wrecks, attended with serious loss of life, are also

detailed in the provincial papers.—The members of the

Society of Friends have, it is said, been strenuously ex-

erting themselves to save the life of the murderer Dela-
hunt, on the ground that he is a monomaniac. His exe-
cution is appointed to take place this day.—A meeting of
the Repeal Association was held on Tuesday, when, after

some preliminary business, Mr. 0*Connell rose, and hav-
ing made some allusions to a repeal meeting that had been
recently held in Dundalk, referred to the recent election

for this city, observing that they could no longer measure
swords with the Tories. They had, he said, an overwhelm-
ing majority to support them in England, and in Ireland
one or two additional triumphs were not so much a mat-
ter of importance to them as that they should unfurl the
repeal flag. The late election was the last at which he
should ever vote for any man not a Repealer. Win or
lose, he would never again vote for any but a Repealer in

Dubhn. He had courted the Orangemen, he proceeded
to say, for years, and had made the experiment of the
Precursor Society to ascertain whether an Imperial Par-
liament would render justice to Ireland, and the utter in-

utility of both attempts had been demonstrated. Yet, he
^ould ask, had they deserved the contempt and injustice
^ith which they had been treated ? He trusted, however,
that the contrast between jfchem and their enemies would
be maintained. He wanted nothing to sustain his own
creed except its own innate strength. He asked no bay-
onets or force of any description in its defence, and he
conceded to every man what he demanded for himself

—

perfect political rights. Mr. O'Connell then proceeded,
at some considerable length, to comment on a letter that
had been published some time since by the Earl of Shrews-
*^"ry, in reference to the Roman Catholic religion ; after
which, some subscriptions were announced, and the se-
cretary informed the meeting that the signatures to peti-
tions for repeal received syice last day of meeting amounted
to 55,000. Mr. Fitzpatrick, a town councillor, then ad-

seised the meeting, alluding with considerable warmth to
the recent election.for this city, and calling on bis fellow*
citizens to work for repeal. If Mr. O'Connell should
^ie, the repeal banner would be pulled down ; and
though they might answer him with cries of »*No," he
«tiU said ** Yes." They might, he said, take up arms,
they might and yery likely would be driven by Tory
persecution to fight, wid if they fought they would be

defeated. At all events, let them come forward now
with their money, get a Parliament of their own, and
then they need fear nothing, ilr. O'Connell said in the

first place, he did not intend to die until repeal was

obtained; and in the next, he felt satisfied that the

people of Ireland were sufficiently well instructed, were

too sober and temperate, and knew too well their duty

to the higher powers, to do anything calculated to pro-

duce a revolutionary convulsion. Several other subjects

of little interest were discussed, and Mr- OXonnell
continued his address to a great length. On tl\p even-

ing of the same day he left Dublin for London, to be

present at the opening of Parliament on Thursday.

Cork,—A local paper states that the old adage ** It is

a bad wind that blows nobody good '* has Just been veri-

fied at Doneraile, inasmuch as the late storm, which blew

down nearly 1,000 trees on the estate of Lord Viscount

Doneraile, has brought comfort to the poor of that town

and neighbourhood; his lordship having ordered that

they should be permitted to take away for their own use

the tops and branches of all the trees so blown down.

THEATRICALS.
Drury-Lane. On Monday his Majesty the King of

Prussia honoured this theatre with his presence* The
performance commenced at six instead of seven, at the

King^s request, to admit of his Majesty's dining at Staf-

ford House, with the Duke and Duchess of Sutherland,

at half-past eight. The play selected for the occasion by

the King was "The Two Gentlemen of Verona." His

Majesty, who arrived at the theatre punctually at six, was

received by Mr. Macready with the formalities observed

on such occasions, and conducted to the Queen's private

box, on entering which he was greeted with loud cheers

from every part of the house, which he acknowledged by

bowing repeatedly both to the boxes and the pit. The
house, though full, was not crowded, owing, it is supposed,

to the fact that his Majesty's visit had not been made

known by previous announcement. The national anthem

was first sung by the whole strength of the company, and

drew forth loud and long- continued applause from all

parts of the House, in which the King joined. The co-

medy then followed, and was throughout well performed;

the acting, though not received with general enthusiasm,

appearing to give considerable gratification to his Majesty,

who was more frequent in the applause he gave than any

one else in the house, and appeared perfectly to understand

its different merits. The King was furnished, on entering

the box, with a book containing the play, and paid great

attention to every scene. Immediately on its conclusion,

or rather before the last scene was quite over, his JIajesty

retired from the box amidst the cheers of the house ; and

on entering the carriage in waiting for him, was also much
cheered by the multitude without.

Covent-Gauden.—On Wednesday the King of Prus-

sia honoured this theatre with his presence, where a

crowded audience had assembled to welcome him. His

Majesty had dined with the Duke of Cambridge, and for

his accommodation the hour of performance was post-

poned till eight, and the pantomime played as the first

piece, to allow of his witnessing the whole play selected by

his Majesty for the occasion, which was the '* Merry

Wives of Windsor." The King entered the theatre

shortly after ten, and his appearance was the signal for the

same gratifying demonstrations as have marked his pro-

gress among every class of the English public. The

audience rose to receive him, and cheered again and again,

whilst his- Majesty presenting himself in front of the box,

and repeatedly bowing to the dift'erent parts of the house,

seemed fully to appreciate this kindness. The whole

vocal strength of the company then appeared on the stage,

to sing the Prussian national anthem of " Der Landes

Vater,'* harmonised for this occasion by the Chevalier

Neukomm, and the words arranged by M. Benedict.

•* God Save the Queen *' was then sung, after which fol-

lowed the drama, which was throughout well performed.

The ballads introduced were cleverly sung, more par-

ticulariy the duet *' I know a bank," by Madame Vestris

and Miss Rainforth, which was encored by his Majesty

and the whole audience. Throughout the entire play the

King paid marked attention to the acting, and was fre-

quent in his plaudits. His JIajesty and suite stayed till

the middle of the fourth act, when he retired privately,

and consequently without calling for any farther demon-

stration of respect. A large assemblage of persons had

collected outside the theatre, who loudly cheered his

Majesty on his departure. -

, ^ ,t,-

Haymarket.—A new comedy was produced at this

theatre on Saturday under the title of ''Marriage." The

following is an outline of the plot •-Mr.Worlky, an

elderly gentleman of fortune (played by Mr. H. A\ allackj,

arrives in London at the height of the fashionable season,

with his ward, Adelaide Temple (Mrs. C. Pettingall), on

a visit to Lady Belgrave. It appears that Miss Temple

has at heart no disinclination to receive the addresses of

Sir Harry Vivid {Mr. Wallack), a gay and some^vrhat

fickle man of fasluon. But there is a certain Mr. Bald-

u-m (Mr. Stuart), a mysterious and gloomy personage,

fatally addicted to gambhng, who has fixed his affections

uponi»/w5 Tew/)?^, tut suspecting her predisposilionin

favour of Sir Harry, he deems it impossible to ge.in the

lady unless he can succeed in estranging her regard from

the baronet. Toeifectthis, he devises a two-fold scbemem

concert with a gambling associate; Dronk (Mr. ^V ebster)

;

thefirstofwhichistointroduceSirJ/flrrytoabeautifulgirl,

Clara Irvine (Mrs. E. Yarnold), in the hope that her at-

tractions may wean him from his attachment to Mus
Temple, and that the latter lady, high-born an* proud,

with something of the coquette in her disposition, may rc-

fcora wii€fl she bears of this ney attach-

ment. The second part of the scheme is, as Sir HarrV
has not yet taken any decided part in politics,^ to entangle

him into a connexion with a Radical Association called

the Pro Bono Publico Society, in the assurance that no
step would more effectually injure him in the esteem of the

haughty and aristocratic girl. The first of these plans suc-

ceeds, SirHarry falling in love with Clara, whom he sees

at a fancy fair, which is introduced on the stage wilh some
effect. He receives a letter from Clara, making an ap-

pointment, when he writes a note accepting it ; but before

it is sent, a deputation from the Pro Bono Publico So-
ciety wait on him to request that he will take the chair at

one of their meetings, which he indignantly rejects. They,
however, require his refusal in writing, to which he con-
sents ; but in mistake gives them the note he had written
for Claray and sends to the latter the answer meant for

the deputation. This brings about an idaircisiicmad,
Clara in an interview with Vivid discloses the plot which
is working against his happiness; andA/us T^^mp/c, who,
in revenge for Sir Harry\ fickleness, had employed J3a/(i-

ivin to spread a counter report of her intended marriage

with him, becomes reconciled to Sir Harry ; whilst ilfr.

Baldwin suddenly renounces the error of his ways, and

gives his hand and heart to Clara, who, it seems, had long

been iQ secret devoted to him. The acting of the performers

was good, and well sustained ; more especially that of Mr.
Wallack, Mrs. Pettingall, and Mrs. Yarnold, The piece

appeared to be regarded by the audience as too long, and

in many parts tedious, the performance occupying more

than four hours : but on the whole it was w ell received,

and announced for repetition every night, amid consider-

able applause.

i^fsccUnncous.
Capture of Slavers.—By intelligence received at Ports-

mouth, we learn that II.M» brig Waterwitcli, Lieut.

Matson, captured on the 20th Oct. the slave-vessel Don
Francisco, fitted for receiving slaves. On the 2fUh of the

same month she captured the notorious slaver the Erma-
linda, with a cargo valued at upwards of 4000/., including

a London-built carriage that cost 400/., and a pair of

handsome greys, intended as a bribe from tlie slave-mer-

chant (owner of the prize) for the purchase of slaves. The
prize was sent to Sierra Leone for condemnation.

Newspaper Statistics.—A morning paper gives the fol-

lowing list of the numberof newspapers at present published

in different parts of the world :— In Spain there arc 1 2 news-

papers ; in Portugal, 17; in Switzerland, 36; in Russia

and Poland, 84 ; in Holland, 150 ; in Great Britain,

neariy 300 ; in Prussia, 288 ; in the other Germanic

states, 305 ; in Australia, 9 ; in Asia, 27 ; in Africa, 12 ;

and in America, 1,138. The total number of newspapers

published in Europe is 2,148»

Red Crab of India,—An Indian correspondent of tho

Times recently gave a long account of a species of crab,

which he appears to think has hitherto been unnoticed ;

the following extracts from his letter may be interesting

to our readers ;
— ^* Within a short distance of Point Pal-

myra, on the Coroniandel coast, and on the road leading.

by the sea-side to the far famed Black Pagodn, is to be

met with, at certain seasons of the year, a peculiar species

of crab, which it would appear has hitherto escaped tho

notice of naturalists. As myself and a friend were walk-

ing, during the month of May, from the lighthouse to-

wards PatamoonJie, the sands before us assumed a

uniform red hue, as if they had been covered with a

scarlet cloth, ^Nhich extended as far nearly as the eye

could reach. The ground over which we were i^^-i^ig

was composed of the burrows of myriads of minute red

crabs, which tlie moment they became sensible of our

approach scuttled away into their ludlug-placc^, leaving

the sand at a short distance, both before and behind us, in

its natural state. On tailing one and examining it

minutely we found it difiered materially from the common

marine crab, being divested of the caudicle peculiar to

thelatter, and in lieu of it being furnished with an acicular

spike, which it seemed to possess the power of erecting

or depressing at will as a weapon of defence. The scutum

also, instead of being hard and calcareous, was very soft

.ind compressible, and filled with a red fluid approaching

the colour of vermilion. At some short distance from us

we noticed a flamingo busily engaged in feeding on these

creatures, and the plumage of this bird being of a bright

scarlet probably enables it the more easily to steal among

its watchful prey unheeded, and without alarming them.

In about a month afterwards tho periodical rains set in,

and we . lost sight of this marine phalanx altogether.

There is an aquatic dwarf shrub, which prevails to some

extent hereabout, called by the natives of the neighbour-

hood *Sal-Balu,' or 'Sand-Saul,' the root of vhich,

when properly handled, is capable of impai-ting beautiful

and permanent crimson dye to cottons, little if at all in-

ferior to that received imder the name of Adrianople or

Turkey red. No known acid or alkali has yet b_ i dis-

covered that will discharge the ' Sal-Bakulye.' The same

is procured only on this immediate part of the coast, and

a large quantity of cotton twist is stained with it, m Inch

finds its way into all the bazaars in the southern districts

of Ilindostan. A salookd^- (a small freeholder) poss- cs

the above monopoly, and retains the secret of the a.: .->

himself, by which means he derives annually a very c. »^

siderabie revenue.^^ The red crab feeds upon tho rout of

tliis raai-ine shrub." , AU^^narr.
Punch Duei.-We learn from Gahpnam

^J^f^f^^:
that , duel^th -ords took place aj^^ day

^^^^ .^

tween two lad.ea of Pans.
^^^^^^^°Z^ /ashioa, quar-

i, sa«l, are known for
f^l^^f'J^fi.^e meetingwa.

relied about an affair of 1°"'
•"Jdie, was wounded, but

I
the consequence. One of "lo i^^^

I not dangerously*

i
f
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COL-RT orCu.KScmtiY.— Tro* * tr.i?fnniVAr,— An appeal from
a decree of the Master of the Hulls. The question was, whether
tiM r^ir«»ent fttires oi a person who died before a power of ap.

pointment wa« cxercisetl were excladeil from all benefit. It vraa

coiitcDdcd that the will which ^vc the power, conferred also a
|?r_ -^nt grift, which the person excrdsing'the power could not talce

away. The Master of the Rolls tJecided that the rcpre<:entatives

cfrntd not fake. The Lord (JhanceUor confirmed the decision of
the lower Court.

R«tt9 CovHT.—nr/tnJfU v. Br^if^-'e*.—An injunction had been
granted to restrain John \Vm. Egerton Brydges, who is a lunatic,
»hd tenant for fife of an estate called Lee Priory, near Canterbury,
and Frederick Dashwood Swann, his committee, from cutting
timber upon the estate. Oa the 24th Jan., 1839, an order of
rcffrcncc had been made in the cause, in pursuance of which the
Master made a report, sigiiert in An^. 18-10, as of the l-ith Feb.,
1840, and thereby certified that certain trees therein ennmerated
were fit to be felled. The present application now asked that this
report might be reviewud. and that the M;;^ti;r might prosecute
so much of the order as directed him to iuquire whether it would
be proper to fell any trees ou account of decay, or because the
felling would improve the prowth of others planted or left staud-
iaj,-, for ornament or shelter. Lord Lan^jdale said he sliould
therefore refer it to the Master to inquire teuerally what timber
oog-ht to be cut, with liberty for the Master to adopt the evidence
taken on the former occasiDn, and to state special circamstanccs.
If the bill did not seek the object of the reference, it would be
better to amend it.

IhHfitsfin V. 5c/ui"n.—Harriet Towncs, a witness in the cause,
had been committed to the Fleet for not attending to give her
evidence; ihe was now willing to ffive that evidence, and the
object of the present application was for a habeas corpus to the
Warden of the Fleet, directing him to bring tip the prisoner before
the examiner for the purpose of being examined from time to
Wme. Lord Lanprdflle made the order.
Court of Qt'KEN-Vs Ubnth.— TA* Queen y, Tenrgus 0*Ccnnor

mnd 1%'hite.—A criminal information had been moved, as reported
Jn a previous Number, ag^ainst Mr. OHVmnor the proprietor, and
Mr. White the printer, of the " Northern Star" newspaper, for a
libel on the character of Mr. Anfetey, a master of Rugby
School. Counsel now appeared for the defendants, not to nhow
cause n:ftini»t the rule, but, by oflTcring an apology, and by the
fullest recantation of the alleged libel, to request that the rule
miirht not be pressed. Mr. Anstey's counsel said that his client
had no desire except to viiulicate his own character, and to place
himself in his proper situation before the public, and cftpccially in
reference to the school, and had no objection that the rule should
now be discharged. Rule discharged upon payment of costs,
MxpftrU Diniel Lnnff, a Durness of the Borough of Bridpttrt,

—An application for a rule to show cause whr a criminal inform-
ation should not be filed against Alexander niindas Ross Wishart
Bi^iUle Cochrane, Esq., for an attempt to bribe one Joseph
Xeach. a burgess of the borough, at the last election which took
place there. Rule granted.
In re AiUn.— ln this case two rnles had been obtained, one

calling on an attorney to answer the matters contained in certain
tfRdavits, and another to take oft the file one of the affidavits
Which had been filed in answer to the first rule. The ground of
the application was, that the deponent, a person named Rose,
Imd been convicted of subornation of perjury. Cause was nowwown against the two rules. At the end ot the arguments the
Court decided that the rule, calling ou the attorney to answer the
matters of the affidavits, must be discharged, but with9ut costs.
The other rule fur taking the affidavit ofl- the file was declared to
have bwsn made absoUie, likewise without costs.

The Queen v. the Jtutiret of the West Riding of Yorkithire.-Xn
apphcalion for a rule to.show cause why a certiryrmH shouUl not
issue to bring up cert^n depositions that had been taken before
the Josticcs agamat a man named R. Dee, on a charge of admi-
nlstering poison to five young women. The poisou thus adminU-
tcrcd waa stated to be cantharldea. The Court reiused the
application.

The Queen v. the /feu. JUnrp Ciereland.~~\ rule had been ob-
tained, as noticed in a previous Number, for filing a criminal in.
formation acrafnst the defendant, who was rector of Barkslone, in
the county and diocese of Lhicoln, for having written a libellous
letter concerning Karl Fitzhardinge. The defendant by his
counsel now expressed the greatest regret for what he hart done,
•nd admitted that there was not to his knowledge the slightest
foundation for any of the Imputations conveyed in the letter he
had written, and he threw himself entfrcly on the forbearance
and Biercy of the noble iCarl. He stated too that the noble Earlhad behaved to hjm in the most forgiving and generous manner.
and only required that the rule for a criminal information should
be absolute With costs, but had expressed his intention not to act

^X^i ^^^^
"^^^"u

^^*"^ '"^^^ absolute. To these terms feeling

!IlnL<f f« """"i^
shadow of defence, the defenrlrint was perfectly

^11J *<^ccde, and submitted to have the rule made absolute

-S
"'^"'^^^ *^*^- 5^«'e made absolute with cosu.

rJDi Z^^ ^*
'*K ^IZ^"^

'"^ Corporation nf Sandwich.~lu thiscaw a mandamus had been applied for, to command the defendants

form^rtv Sn«^ ^^"^ « compensation to Mr. Moarclyan, who had
»^rT^Ifill^J^^''^*'^ °^ *^^" ^^^'*= *>f ^^« borough of Sand-

Z^n ^n 1^*^ ^^ removed from office by the new corpor-

^^*inV t^To^f i'^Ti"^
been granted, cause was shown against

™iVf.,.o Z'
''^^^'"'^^rn Crmnties Railway. --In this case a

^«. reLTrnt?;r;il"^
^^^^

t'^^^^" '^ command t^ director^ortms company to raise an arch to the height of l(j feet above a^ only "; VrSh^ i'^a^r^^' ^^^P^^^' ^ ' -''^^ ^^^^-^
Th? road tie other ^^^^

had proposed to lower

taken before tho c n^r fnrRrrirfT.Il; *?^ ^ inquisition
winUrvTr^ „ . Ji * ^ Berkshire, on the hnrfv - f CharlrQwiiliams, one vf the oersans ltili#*rt Kv »i,« t-,. - .

^"arics

O^-^tJVlc^tern lUllwayri^rder Ih^

first place it dni not set forth the cause of r-^-^h wilw «
certainty; in the next plare. that irnnwhereap,Tc^^^^^^

i^ -i^^
"iquisitlon that the coroner before whom iTwas aken

^. r.J?/j'"^^T^^^'^°"'
'^"^ *^«« *hat the deodancTof 1000/wa-. levied on the engme. tender, and carriagc-in fact nn t5^«whole of the train, whereas that part only of tl^u^^r. from whl^^deceased fell was liable to a deodand. A variety of othS- techmeal objections were also urged. Role granted

Johnsfm r MatJtews.~A writ of distringas had been obtainedagamst the defendant in this case, on the gi^,nnd that the p^a n^ff'sattoniey's clerk, after repeated calls at the dcfendS housearid also at Covcnt Gardc^n Theatre, had not l^een ab?e to meeiwith him 8o a.s to serve the process cf the Court upon him. aTplication wns now marie for a rule to show cause why the writ of
rf/r^n;!^'^* should not be set a..ide on the plea that the aUcgations
of the plaintjfi^ were entfrcly without truth. Role rrAnted
Court pr Coji.uo.v VLKAS,^I^orradnile v. IhmUr und'oth^s—An application for a rule to show cause why the x erdict foiuul

for the defendants should not be set aside, and the verdict entered
fortheplfiinfifrs. The action was tried at the* Londui Sittirsrs
after last Term, before Mr. Justice KrsViiie and a special jtn y as
reported in tlu^ l^aper at the time, and wa<^ hrmight by the widow
of the Rev. Mr. BoxisuX^ile, the late Vicar of Wandsworth to
recover lOOO/., the amount of a policy of insurance effected on
the hfe of the Rev. Gentlemaji. The claim was resisted on the
groo&a that the msuxqd haU coj^mittcU suicide bv throwinE- him-

self into the Thames, and had thereby vitiated the policy, one
of the conditions of which was, that it should be void if the

insured died by " his own hand." On the part of the plaintiffs

St Mas contended that deceased had not died By '* his own hand,"

with the intent destroy life, being unable at the time to

tinguish right ! i wrong." It was then arranged that on that

finding the vr-. ?*--ild be entered for the defendants, leave

being given to . ntiff to move to enter the verdict for her,

In order that the Court might decide whether the finding of the

jury wa» tantamount to a verdict of insanity. Application was
now accordini^Iy made for a rule mV, which the Court granted.

Shoobridge v. Ward;_Clerk—Weld, Cterk.v. Ward, C/er/c—These
were issues directed by this court under the TKhe Commutation
Act, in which the questions raised for the jury were, first, whe-
ther there was a certain known portion of the parish of Tentcrdcn,

consisting nf lands called uplands, and whether there was an im-

memorial district modus or customary payment of 4d. per acre in

lieu of the vicarial tithes of these lands > and secondly, a similar

question as to lands called tov/n lands, and a district modus or

customary payment of 6rf. per acr« in respect of these tithes. The
jury found on both issues for the defendants, and an applicatioa

was afterwards marie for new trials on the ground of misdirection,

and of the verdicts being against the evidence. The Court were
of opinion that the precise merits of the case had not been suh-

mitted to the attention of the jur>', and it thought that the plain-

tiffs in both cases were entitled to have the opinion of a jury on
all the issues. The rules for new trials must therefore be made
absolute.
Wright V. JiTm^.—Tliis action was brought by the plaintiff, who

had been cook in the house of defendant, to rccoTer compensa-
tion in damages from the defendant for a malicious arrest and
false imprisunment, to which she had been subjected on the
charge of having stolen several pounds of suet, which plaintiff

maintained she had a right to as part of her prrfiuisites of " fat
and;kitchcn stuff,'' Verdict for the plaintiff—damages W,
Couar OF Excheqckr.—O/fcry v. Ortenwood and Broxrn.~~

A case in which it was charged that a conspiracy had been
entered into by various parties to obtain a fraudulent judgment
against the defendant Brown, upon a bill of exchange for a large
amount. The case was referred to one of the Masters of the
Court to investigate all the facts, and he now made his report,
from which it appeared that the charges were, in a great degree,
well founded. The Court considered that the facts as reported by
the Master were extremely suspicious as regarded the plaintiff's

attorney, who under all the circutnstances thought they must
pay all the coats of the proceedings.
Doe, on the demise of AUis, v. Owen.— A case in which the

plamtiff had been admitted by an order of Baron Alderson, made
durrhg the pendency of the suit, to sue i« forma pauperis, in
"Lovewell and Curtis," 5 Mees. and Wels., 158. This Court
having expressed some doubt whether an order to sue in forma
pauperis made after the commencement of the suit was valid, a
rule was obtained to rescind the Judge's order admitting the
plaintiff. Cause was now shown against the rule. The Court
adopted the decision of the Court of Common Pleas in the case
referred to, and discharged the rule with costs.

Jettison X. Vif son,—An application for a new trial in a case
touching the power of the Crown to appoint a coroner for a por-
tion of the County of York, in right of the Duchy of Lancaster.
The plaintiff claimed as the appointee of the Crown, and the de-
fendant as the coroner elected by the freeholders for the West
Riding. The verdict (after a trial of two days at the summer
assizes for Yorkshire} was found for the plaintiff, and in the next
term a rule was obtained to set aside that verdict. The Court
discharged the rule.

Rodwell v. PAi«ip5.—This was an action tried by Lord Ahingcr
at GoUdhHll. to recover upon a contract for the sale of growing
fruit and yc^'etables. The plaintiff was nonsuited, on the ground
that the contract declared [on was in writing, and required a
stamp to render it admissible in evidence. A rule having been
obtained to set aside the nonsuit, on the ground that the evidence
tendered by the plaii:tiffwas improperly rejected, counsel was
heard last term in support of &nd against the rule, and the court
took lime to consider the question. Lord Abiiiger now delivered
the judgment of the court, to the effect that the contract declared
on this case could not be considered as a contract for the sale of
goods and merchandise, and did not fall within the exception in
the Stamp Act. The court therefore held that the evidence was
properly rejected, and discharged the rule to set aside the nonsuit.

nhitehcad and others. Assignees, V. Atiderson.—Mr, Earon Parke
pronounced the judgment in this, the facts of which were turned
into a special case. It appeared that the defendant, who was the
vendor of a cargo of timber at Quebec, sought to exercise the
right of stoppage m transitu, on the ground that notice had been
given to the shipowner, who had not the custody of the goods
tlie ship being on the high seas, and the principal resident inEngland. Lnder these circumstances, the court thought the
notice to the shipowner was insufficient, and gave judgment forthe plaintiffs. - o

Itourichauli V. JTarf.- This was an issue to try whether the
plaintiff was an infant at the time certain legal proceedings were
instituted against Inm, which terminated in a judgment It wasin the nature of a writ of error for error in fact, and is technically

thi nUirt?^""^
*'"'''

''^r "''*?• ^^^^ error assigned being thatthe plamtiff was an mfant when the action was commencedWitnesses havmg satisfactorily proved that the plaintiffwas under

fo^r%hc pUinUff!''"
""' commenced, the jury returned a verdict

Hir^'f^^tr'/*r'"T*^'~T^^^^** ^"^ ^*=tion on an api^enticedeed, and the defendant, who was the master of the apprenticewas charged with neglecting to teach the plaintiff's son thebusiness of an artist's brush and tool maker, andtolodg" an!board hiin accordu.gto the terms of the indenture. Verdict forthe plaintiff; damages, 10/.
i-^uictiur

Bishop y Wimams^-This was an action to recover 28/. 17* 6dformoney lent and money paid by the plaintiff for the use of thedefendant The defendant pleaded a set-off of a larger sum tha^the plaintiff claimed. Verdict for the defendant
•

^?^^^^'/";"*^i/;C^'"^'-"? V. XAomojr.-This was' an informationinstitMcd by the Customs department, to itcover Sti^^K^amst Robert Thomas, for illegally unshipping 383 gLloiis offoreign brandy which had not paid the duty. TCtransaSon tL?kpla.e near Newport, South Wales, and the value of the ba,^^^seized with the duty was stated to be 400^ The defence was
'X^.:::^''^^'^^!^ '^^^i-^ the ui:^4?ppin"

""' ^"^'""«o, vMjiuu was
Q,.r..«..«iu mslances to the former case wa*
tI^u^^ ^«"«^"t on the same terms without trial.

'

The Attorney
~
General v. l?e/.'o«.-This was also an information

Gainst Jht h"^ ?^ 'K^
^^^^^ "^ C"«t""^^ *^ recove?TeSs

Eo' .L /u?^^^^^
barbouring a quantity of tobLco whkh

defence" 4t un wi« /J.^ IK"^""}^'
"^^ ^^^^*^ amounted to 700/. The

wa. o^^tp^r^.^^^^ ^''^ «^^tinow the tobacco
the Cro^ n,^'^^^**^'

**icre it was found concealed. Verdict for

inrdc?ra;^5c^l^""VaUha^^^ ^'^''^ '^^^-

account c-f which h«aIi?.H^^*^^^^tions "^ ***^ Metropolis, an
tripfl fnr ,K« ;^.l^?*^_^^L^^^y ^een given in this Paner: wn.

— —The case ofhas already appeared in this

:aminj
r^, and on
Cooke and

I
Gladstone by the asignees of the estate, Mr. Commissioner Hoi
royd entered into an elaborate review of the leading points in the
case, and said there was no doubt that the bankrupt had been
guilty of fraud in the admitted concealment of large portions of
the property of the creditors, while he certainly could not com
mend the conduct of Messrs. Cooke and Gladstone. Their con"
duct as to the references must be disapproved of by every one"
particularly in regard to Mr. Wheeler. They might, perhaps be
liable in a civil suit for that, but he could not say that it would
subject them to any criminal proceedings. He could not believe
the bankrupt's statements when he said that his concealments
were all urged upon him by Cooke and Gladstone, for it lu^
abundantly appeared in the course of these proceedings that they
had made large payments to many persons, those payments
being the proceeds of the sale of goods sent from his premises in
Kegeut-street. It was saitl, however, that two of the assignees
were satisfied in this case that tlie bankrupt had made as full
disclosures as it was in his power to make, and that at last he had
spoken the truth, and if this were an ordinary case he would no
hesitate in passing his final examination. But this was indeed a
very extraordinary case, and he was sorry to say his duty was n
to consider their satisfaction alone, but from what had come o
here the law said that he was the person to decide. Many of the
items in his balance sheet were unvonched, pHrticularly that as
to his profits, and under all the cirt;umstances of this ease, he
was bound to say that the final examination of the bankruptmust
be adjourned AiVie die.

^

MARK LANE, FaiDAv, Feb. 4.-Of English "Wheat there is
little left over from Monday, and that consists ofinferior qualities •

prices may be considered the same as on that day. Offree Foreign
there has been a pretty good sale during the week lor consump-
tion, and of Bonded there are buyers at reduced rates, but holders
will not give way.—Barley, Peas and Beans are a dull sale biitnot
cheaper, and the Oat trade continues flat.—The discussion of the
Corn Laws, and the probability of less restrictive measures being
introduced, has not produced any sensation here, but parties are
waiting quietly the result of Sir Robert Peel's determination oa
Wednesday next.

BHITISir, per Imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Esiei, Kent, and Suffolk , . . White—

—

— Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . ,

Barley ........ IMiillinis aad distilling
Oais, Lincolnshire and,Vorkshire .... iVIanris

Northumberland and Scotch .... Vi-ed
Irish *>ed

tfi

Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . » 26 to 30 Tick

Pigeon, ireligoland , . , 36 to 44 Winds.
Peas, Whn 32 to 36 Alaple

WKEKI-Y IMPERIAL AVEKAGZiS

54 to 72
64 to ee
26 to ,10

IB to 23
22 to 23
1 4 10 10
30 to 42
27 to 40

' *
Red 52 to 64
While 60iot;4
(irind. 24 tog^k^'
Fei-d iRtommmi
i^olato 20 to W
Potato 18 to S3

i»

Harrow 30 to 4|
46 to 50 Longpod 32 10 4d
3QiuS2 Grey 20 to dft^|

Dec.

Tan.

£4
SI

7
14

21
SB

Wheat.
62 10

6 week*' Aggregate Aver.

^•3

63
62
61
60

1

O
S
5
.7

Duties

€2 3

24 8

Barley. Oats. Kye. Boana.
30 2 21 1 44 8 37
29 9 ! £0 7 43 6 36
29 7 20 7 31J 9 36
29 1

1

2U 4 40 11 34 11

2S 10 20 1 43 33 9
88 3 SO 1 37 4 33 4

35 2

18 9

29 4 20 6

10 9

41 6
1

818 4

ARRIVALS IN THE RlVEn LAST WEKK,

English
Irish •

VuTtlgn

|F]our.
6739 Bk3. - Brls,

ft

2289 9f

^yht. ^arl.
4176 10165

11733

Malt. I Oats.
4497
AO

3030
i3;is

Kye. Ens.
9"3

Peftt

36 a
37 3

35 10
35 1

33 10

34 a

35 5

16

80S

ITi

.f^*jaM

m m

TATTERSALL^S, TnuRsnAr.—Owing to the absence of s—

.

ral members at the opening of Parliament, the attendance was
smaller than on Monday, and the betting: much less animated.
In one instance, however, it was interesting, inasmuch as abet
of 11 to 1 a^st Chatham to 25/., served in some measure to calra
the fears of his backers, excited by his decline on Monday, and a
reirortthat, in consequence of sickness in the stable, he had been
sent to Marsons. Auckland was backed for about !50/. at 23 to 1,

and amongst others the Dirce colt and the Artful Dodger wore m
frequent demand. The Chester Cup betting was confined to
Lancrcost, who was backed for upwards of 100/. at 10 to J.

TvcnTT^x^v^^u
GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.

1I\SUL\LNTS.-J.S. Lennard, Half Mocn-crei-cent, White Conduit- fields,

hat man"S^nr
'°"^ ' Cambridge, ironmonger—-W. Thun.pson^Spitalfieldi.

Sl!^l T i?"'^^"i
Oxford, iheep dcaler-T. Seddon, Gray's-ino-road,

ipholsterer-_J. Hayward, Mdverton, <Vanvickahire. nnlJer-R. Irwin and J. ^
M'Jl.n ^ "'"u^'^^'.-.'^'^P"*—^' ^^''^' ^"'l ^^- -L. Na.h. Bristol, brt;vvers-E.

hlr 1 P-^'V" 'V"^^^?^"*^' Bloom«bury, dentist-.T. Roberts and VV. Ko-

,

7'hl^f n i?^"^'
Lanca.hire, cntton-spinners_J. C. Clarke. Water lane, me-

n r^rT" P wr'"'"*''^?-'^^"'* ^•^«vie8,jun., Glandywcdog, flannel-manufiw-

SCOTCH feLQUESlRATIONS._G. Law, Morton, Edinburgh, farmer-

r.L.^r^ '-^^'^'^K' ff^ocer-A. Black, Gla^trow. meuhant-J. Wishart,

Son. Drde":mer"ha7t^'
''^'''«^"' Wuha.vtoivn, wood mer.ha*t-C. m

aLtVuU .f?h-*»*
^'^ "'*•' '*^« ^i^e of S. Lovpjoy, Esq., of a son-On the

of a dauBhr^r^ n^^^T^* ^u^"*'"' ^"^"^I^' '^6 bdy of the^Kev. Harry E<!ffe]!.

lambeth^.t J^^""/^'" ^l^ ""t., Mrs. J. L. Brownsmith, of 0, York r-ad,

lisq,nf a*i;!n
'**''"-'^*^*^^^'«*'<>" ^^« 3'^th uU., the lady of E.Power,

R^'lWni^^'T'*^ Bramdean, Hants, on Tuesday, the 25th lilt-, the Rev. J.

daughter of HW^^^^'"'"*' ^"'^ **"«« I>^an,^o Margaret Sophia, eldrtC

Sa d's ri?' n*^f H^'*-'
**^ B^smdean HoiJe-On the y9th ult.. at ^t-

«q*raie to'sl?^ ?'*^'i
^'••,1'-«- «HkiieIJ, of 64. Co.,dnit-«treet, Hanorer.

thJ /«M "f*
daughter of H. Elvery, E.q.. of Deal, Kenr-At Naple^t «

C Romur E.'i
''"'

^y'l***
Minister, oV Th.V^day, The 13th of J.nuar'y !«W

U.f.TdIr,!;7''"? f '.?" ^''^ ^'^ Samuel Itomilly, to the Lady Georg-aBi^

M^cJ'ktn'^^^,',r/, ^^^i!f¥rf,f
^ «^ Bedford-At 'iiublin. on Sunday l^,

.?_^*^^-f ^l»''l»ra since, a/ced .VI, Mr. Aldridpe, the Royal Gardener in

,-J

J

23d ult (' .nf f V- r M "r»*^s, j!.sq., oi Stowmarket, toultom—ai ^"»«',' "'

-On the ^^.b nt^*'*^^"^-^" »»^«^^h ult.,atC..Hei.,C. Day. E.o, aK^d ^
TWp,o„ of3 V-: ^^^'.'' ,"« .^><^"ce, is. south Lambeth, .^-ed 3.^..

Mr. /-

theTommi^J- I
' f*\}^ '"d.nili-,treel-On the ecth ult , at hia residence. «»

the Commercial-road, Mr. H. Taicr. ^u^Keun.in his 4ath year.

INDEX OF THE PRINCIPA

^)mateur-s Garden . .
Apples dirart, their treatment

"

c;;:t;jl';^^?-7'— on •

Cherry, a ]Mt variety '
" '

Cider, to make . ' .

Ctnis, remarks pn . ,
* '

LUmbuntor a tonserTatory ,'

_. — to tr;ii„ . .
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MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by offsets from the original Seedling, can

enpply them at 10/. per hundred.—N. B. As various spurious sorts
have been sold and are now sellinp: under the name of* Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted.
^Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.
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ROBINSON'S NORTHERN BEAUTY DAHLIA. ^ -

S GIRLING having purchased the entire Stock of
• ^the above DAHLIA, plants will be sent out in May next at

lOs. Od. each ; admitted to be one of the most distinct and beau-
tifal Dahlias to be sent out next season. For particulars, refer to
the Floricttftural Cabinet of January. It took the 5th Prize
at Salt-hUl Open Show in Sept. last, and was generally admired.^ "^ " n^ _ ^ 1-*^ _^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_ ^^

T^^LOWER-SEEDS.—Thirty-Six Packets of the most
J- approved Annual, or Hardy Biennial and Perennial Flower-
Seeds, for 10*., or Eighteen Jackets 5*., forwarded, postage free, to
any part. Apply to Mr. Brown, Curator, Botanic Garden, Col-
chester ; and to prevent disappointment, any preferred species should
Z>e specified in the order.—Jan. 1st, 1842.

BRACHYCOME IBErFdIFOLI seed in small
packets at 5*.. to be had of AV, J. NUTTING, Seedsman, 46,

Cheapside. Lisianthus Russellianus, 25. 6d.
i Pink, from fine

Earned flowers, 2^. 6d. -, Calceolarias, from 30 varieties. 25. 6rf. •

Fansies, selected from a few first-rate flowers, 55. j do., from a
superMT collection, 2s. 6d. ; Dahlia Scapigera Mexicana, i^.
CUntonia pulchella. is.; Schizopetalon Walkerii, ]*.j Phlox
Prummondii, 2s.; &c. &c.— Packets of the following Cucumbers
«t3U.6rf.: Man of Kent fBarnes'), Victory of Suffolk (Allen's),
prize-fighter, Weedon's Frame, Roman Emperor, and Windsor
Prize, '

.

$y A Catalogixe of Seeds to be had on appiication.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
MESSRS. W, and F. YOUELL have a few pairs to

spare of that most beautiful Rose Flake, Wilson's Harriet,
which is considered by the first judges in the kingdom to be
decidedly the most perfect flower of its class ever raised. Also
that splendid RedPicotee, Anacreon. The above will be forwarded
per post, free, to any part of the kingdom by inclosing a post-
office order for 18s.—For their extensive Collection see Cata-
logue, which can be obtained by inclosing two post-stamps.
Great Yarmouth Nursery.

BLUE TREVIRANIA, OR ACHIMENES LONGIFLORA:
TV/TESSRS. MOUNTJOY and son have much
-L'J- pleasure in informing their Friends and the Public, that
they can supply good Bulbs of the above most beautiful Plant, at
21s., which, before they vegetate, might be transmitted by Post.
M. & Son take this opportunity of mentioning that they will
have Plants in May,, price 10s. 6d., of their fine Seedling DAHLIA
*' Horace," the colour of which is a vei-y rich and extremely
dark plum. From its erect habit, it is abeaUtifol border variety,
as well as being a first rate Show Flower.
A remittance or reference is respectfully requested from un-

known correspondents.— Ealing, Middlesex, Feb. 1, 1842.

A RAU(-ARIA IMBRICATA— Fine strong Plants one
-^-*- year from seed.—The most noble, hardy, and splendid ORNA-MENTAL EVPniGREEN TREES ever introduced into the
British empire are now seUing at Messrs. "W. and l\ VOUELL'SNURSERY, GREAT YARMOUTIJ, at 3^ 3^. per dozen, or 25/.
per 100. Specimens may be seen, and orders taken at their Agents',
Messrs. Flanagan and Co., No. 9. Mansion-house-street; and at
Mes^s. Gibbs and Co's., Seedsmen, Piccadilly, London.

PRICE 6d.

_*

e.,

- (-

Icssaaff-

pHARLES FARNES, 128. St. JOHN-STREET,^ LONDON, begs respectfully to call the attention of his
Friends to the foUoMJng select List of Annual Flower-Seeds, dec.
A general Catalogue of which may be had on application. Also his
Catalogue of all the new sorts of Vegetable and Agricultural Seeds dec

mk)

htlttt--
.*^'.•»'..

^i^

f—iV "

Alstroemerias, in sorts , 1
Antirrhinum, superb var.
Auricula, from named flow, 1
Asters, irupoHed seed, 36 var.
Aquilegias, in sorts . .0
Balsam, import, seed, lOvar.O
Brachj-come iberidifoUa . 5
Calceolaria , fromnamed flow. 1
Cami^nula, many varieties

^_ ^ lanthemum yibthorpii
*n::i£tus guttatus .

CUanthus puniceus .

Cockscomb, fine dwarf
Dahlia, prized sorts . . ,

Dahlia glabrata
Dianthus, of sorts .

Galardias, ditto .
*

. '
.

Heartsease, from named
flowers , . . , 1

Hollyhock, 16 varieties .

IpoirioEa rubro ca^rulea . 5
Ipomopsis picta . , 1

Per Packet.

6

6
6
6

6
6

6

6
6
6

Per Packet.
s. d.

a
1

1

6

Leptosiphon, of sorts

Lupinus Ifartwegii .

Lupinus nanus , • , -

Mallow, New Zebra .

Pceonia, 18 varieties .

Papaver, in sorts

Pentstemons, in sorts
Platystemon californicum .

Khodanthe Manglesii ;

Salvia patens
Schyzanthus retusus
Stock, Branching German,

70 varieties— Dwarf, ditto
Autumn Nosegay
Biennial German
Tall Emperor, fine

Tropffiolum tricolorum
Verbena, in sorts
Wallflower, new dble. dark
White Everlasting Pea
Zinnias, mixed varieties .

1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6

6

«J

1
5

6
1

6
6

-^t
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»
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Gr-^^^
NEW DAHLIAS.

EORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, &c., Warmin-
Ster, "V\ Uts. begs to announce the following for the ensuine

n!^f^lT^^^**^f^''® (Bavib'B). a SeedUng of last year, coloui
nearly black, shape "the mould of form," rich velvet petal;

fia't Hm l^^ ^^\ ^i^^ *^ ^^^^' ^»^ ^t Chippenham, and 4th at

fhl\S:t^k}^^ ^^^' ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^as exhibited j and from
rfrt *^i^S?.e»c€

the raiser has of its being a first-rate fiower, it is

rS^f! -^^1-^^^™ *^ 1*^*- ^'^- per Plant. AH orders to be exe-

hv tr.''?/^^.^'^^!^^
^^^^^ *^^ 20th of May. This flower was raisedoy Mr, Davis, wh«se '• Maid of Bath " is so well known to allowers, and which by the Gardiner's Gazette is shown to haveoeen the most successful Dahlia of last season, having been ex-mmtea m 5i winning stands, whereas the next in point of successcame not within 20 of that number.

^RiNCE Albert (Adams's), fine shaded bronze, quite a distinct
J^ety, most perfect in petal, and altogether a noble, first-rateBHov^ flower. Strong Plants eariy in May, lOs. 6d. each.

fnii v^^l^^^^'^^^'^^ (Hall's), fine bright puce, very constant, aiuu nign centre; a decided improvement on "President of the

ihTS'^
°^^® ""^ *^^ ^''^''^ ^^^^ of the season, and a first-rate

r w^'^^f"
Strong Plants early in May, IOa. 6c/. each.

hfi T ^' ^ ^^t^^oguc of first-rate Show Dahlias will very shortly

n
(^,aay» and will be for\^*arded, post-paid, on application.™

th^l:^i-
-^^^^^^^^ opportunity of acuuainting his friends and

joe pubhc in general, that by the kindness of the Rev. Mr. Rous.tue raiser of those beautiful Cinerarias, Prince Albert, andLaver-

iarh ^^^> ^^ enabled to ofl"er good Plants of each kind at 5*.wen. ihe stock of Seed of that fine and verj- superior long-

ad • i'"^'^^^^r cultivafed by Mr. HamJett, and universally
umnred by the numerous growers who saw the fruit, isiuG. W.'s

possession, and will be sold at 6s, per dozen seeds : warranted to

gl^[j_600d, and of the genuine kind.

J KERNAN begs to inform his Friends that be has

'tt:>irv,^^°-Ti*^^^P^^*^^ ^^s selection of FLOWER-SEEDS, among
men Will be found every noveltj- worthy of cultivation recently

rini '
^^

*
a-s well as the seeds from fir«t-rate collections of Cal-

M-oianas. Munulus, Ipomoeas, Gloxinia rubra, Stocks, Asters,
^aisams, Zinnias, Thunbcrgias, &c. &c. ; as also aU the better

Rr^
"^

v^^
esteemed Vegetable Seeds : Grainge's Early T\^ite

oroccoh, Mercer's CauUflower, Brussels Sprouts (foreign 9eed\
J^^^*^"^J.ssuperb GiantCelerv; Kerrison's Hothouse. Syon House,
^^"^ ^^Peror, Horticultural, and Windsor prize Cucumbers;
^>^'eu as Seeds of the very choicest Melons, all the better early
«|na succession Peas, principally saved by the most select growers,
rvUT^l^PP^y this unequaUed market.— 4, Great Russell-street,
^o\ent Garden.

Pwiil'lf^.^^^^^ ^^^<J» ofAgricultural Grasses, separate or mixed,
^wfctcrt Field Turnips «^<-*— * o^^^.t^**. A*h i^a^-Ajr**..^
g^iy Frame Potatoes,

Field Turnips^ Winter and Spring Tares. Ash4eaved and
New Globe Mtogold Wurzcl, &c, &Ci,

Bfftwn ; PruixLDff and Budtoy Xolrti.

:c. ; viz.—Duchessc d'Orleans, Ileni^- Faixe,
deXewYork, Saccoi Nova, Cocquettii, Pal-

A J. STEWART, SALT-HILL NURSERY, near
-i.X» 'WINDSOR, begs to innte the attention of the Nobility,
Gentry, &c. to his superb collection of- CAMELLIAS. Having
recently increased his Stock on pecuharly advantageous terms, he is
enabled to off'er the foUowing Twenty New-and First-xlass Varieties,
in fine healthy condition, for the very moderate sum of Ten Guineas,
to include baskets, ^c. '

—"- ^ --^— ^^^ < — -
TumbuUii, Amabihs
mer's Perfection, Alba Londonensis, Emilie Grandiflora, Be^llii,
Easciculata Alba, Ochroleuca, Cooperii, Eliza, Dahlifpflora Ignea,
Spectabilis Maculata, Frederic le Grand, Lady Henrietta, Frank-,
fortiensis, and Hendersonii. Nearly evers other approved kind in
cultivation can also be had at the same reasonable rate,
A. J. S, respectfully informs the Floral Pubhc that his two Seedling

PELARGONIUMS are nowready; viz.—Prince Albert, an extremely
delicate pink, with white centre, and dark crimson spot ; the trusses
are remarkably large, the flowers firm and perfectly round, and the
habit very compact. Price 42*. Duke of Wellington has under
petals of pure white ; the upper petals are covered with rich maroon,
excepting a slight margin ; the trusses are fine, and rise well above
the foliage. Price 42j, \ '\ m s .

A. J. S. still possesses a good Stock of his splendid 'Seedling"
"^'ERBENAS. Stewartia and Rosea Magnifiorai described in No.'
42 of the **.Gardeners' Chronicle;" they, are warranted flrst-ratem every respect, and decidedly distinct from any hitherto produced.
Stone Pots, 3 strong plants in each, 15j., with usual allowance to
the trade.

WArsTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-
f.-rJ *I\-

"^^^ without family, aged 28. Can produce satisfac-

rt.^AHf'™ ^^ ^^ ^° ^^^'^y ^^'^ character. Letters to be aid-
aresseci to B. Y., at Messrs. Warner's, seedsmen. CornhiU,London. ••

..,^
WA^'iS a SITUATION as G\RDENER. a
f

•
, 1

^^P?^"^"^^]^
?^t*''®.

^'"Sle Man
,
aged 30 ye»n, having a prac^

tical knowledge of Ins business in all its various branches. Can huvatwo years character from liis late employer ; also can have reference
from a family of distinction. His entire studv would be the welfare
of his employer. Direct to T, F., Elm-lodge, Camden Town.

^i; ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Youn^
»/ Man, aged r6, who thoroughly undeibUnUs his business

in all Its departments; can be well recommended from his last
situation. Address, J.C, Rogers' Nursery, Eaton Square, PuuUco.

^\^ANTED by a Married Man who has had great cx-
^^ perience in every branch of Horticulture and Foresting, a
SITUATION as GARDENER. Any Landed Proprietor wishing
to embellish his estate, would find tlie Advertiser capable of con-
ducting any improvements, let them be ever so extensive. Keferencea
of the greatest respectability can be given. Address, pre-paid, to
T. M., 29, Market-place, Cambridge.

ESSRS.
NEW GARDEN-SEEDS.

SUTTON and SON respectfully 3nti-

6

of

M-L'J- mate to the Readers of '* The Gardeners* Chronicle," that
tliey devote a great portion of their Nursery.-grounds to the growth of
Garden-Seeds, including the best of the new kinds of Vegetable and
Flower-Seeds^as soon as introduced, The.grounds being at consi-
derable distances from each other, and of diff"erent soils, are very
favourable for preserving Seeds true to thejr'sorta. AVith these ad-
vantages, Messrs. Sutton supply all kinds of Garden-Seeds warranted
New ^nd True, catalogues of which are published annually. A
.complete collection of Kitchen-garden Seeds, including all the most
esteemed kinds, 3^. 10^. A similar assortment in quantities suited
for a smaller establishment, 21. 2s.

;An assortment of Hardy Flower-Seeds, 50 most showj- sorts 4^1 1
JDitto ditto 3b sorts . . . 12
Ditto ditto (the best » 30 new sorts . . 15A full collection of 150 sorts . . . . * .33

Fifty choice Ranunculuses by name . . . . , 15
For the accommodation of Customers residing in diMact parts

England, goods are delivered Free of Expense to the liailwaj
Stations and Packet AVharfs in London. * '

Messrs. Sutton having had nAich experience in packing Seeds for
exportation, have confidence in soliciting orders for that purpose,
for which 10 per cent, will be charged upon the above sums for
packing.- Readiog Nui'sery, Feb. 8. ,

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARE5FIELD, NEAR UCK-
FIELD, SUSSEX.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have the pleasure of
ofiering to their numerous Friends and the Public, the under-

mentioned Roses, all warranted most splendid Varieties, at tlje fol-

lowing reduced prices :^-
' Per doz.

Fine Standard Roses , . . . ' 30j. or
Half-standard, ditto . . . .' 125.
Tine'Half-standard ditto . . . lEs.
Estra Fine, Half-standard ditto .' . 2-i*.

fine D-R-arf Roses . ." . .12*.
' Extra Fine Dwarf ditto .

'

. , , ig*.

'^ Climbing ditto, very strong
_

.'
g«. to ^2s.

W. W. and TSon also beg to recommend the present season, as well
adapted for transplanting Roses. " Plants will be presented GRATIS
with each order. Amateiu-s are still ihvitedto appiv for Rose Cata-
logues, and Lists of general Nursery Stock.—Wood^nds, Feb. 9th.

"

93

Jf

t*

Per 100.

10/. 0*.

5/. Cj.

61, 0«.

71. lOj.

3/. 15s,

51, Os,

21. 105.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, aged 28. who understands Hothouse, GreenhousCj and

Early Forcing, Kitchen Garden, and Propagation of PLints. Also
the management of Cattle and Meadow Land, if required. Can have
neariy two years* good character from the gentleman he has just left,

.

and a recommendation of nine years from his previous place in the
country." Direct to A. B., Mr. Trotman's, 9, Lower Road, Islington.

Y^ANTlilD by a young Man, who has been for some
* » time in one of the first Establishments in Belgium, a Situa-

tion as PROPAGATOR. He perfectly understands the Propagation
of Camellias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Ac, and can, if required,
undertake the management of Pines, and general forcing. A situation
near London would be preferred. Address by letter, post paid, to
A.Z., Gardeners* Chronicle Oftice,3, Charles-street. Covent Garden.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
» » ^lan, age 41, who has acquired with twenty years' practice, a

thorough knowledge of Pines, Vines, Framing, and other branches
of Forcing ; Kitchen Gardening, Exotic and hardy I'lants. Can have
11 years' unexceptionable character from the family he has just left,
which was on account of the breaking up of the establishment. Please
direct or ap]jly to G. W., Mr. Chandler^s, Nurser\-man, "\\ andsworth-
road, Surrey.

T^/ANTED as Servant in a Small Family at Kensing-
* * ton, a Young Man from the Country, about 21 ; one that hat

not been in service will not be objected to, provided he is active, in-
dustrious, and willing to learn and make himself useful. He will be
required to work in a small'gardea about half the day, under the di-
rection of the principal, and to wait at table, and be otherwise em-
ployed in the house during the other part. Wages 12f. One suit
of liverj-, and one of garden clothes. Letters only (post-paid) to be
addressed A. B. Z., Post office, Kensington Gravel pits, slating age,
height, and reference.

H HAMMOND begs to return thanks to his utnerous
• friends and the Public for their liberal orders for his new-

White Cape Broccoli, as advertised in the CArowjWflof not i6;
an^ t > inform those that are uotaujpiicLJ v^ntb that valuable article
that he has a few packets left whicl ca ^ ' d of M s. Flana-
gan, Seedsmen, Manaion-House Street, j-uitdon, who kxiow the
stock.—Mundford Nurseiy, Feb. 10. .

NATURAL GRASSES.
"" "

MESSRS. SUTTON having been engaged many years
in growingandcollecting Permanent Grasses for eminent

Agriculturists in Berkshire and the surrounding counties, have
great confidence in soliciting the commands ot the readers <if the
Gardeners* CArowc/# in any part of the United Kingdom, to whom
will be given references to Noblemen and others who have ex-
pressed theniselves desirous of recommending Messrs. Sutton *s

Seeds. *

It is necessary that the nature of the soil should be described,
when the most proper sorts and proportions will be supplied

;

the names of which and other relative information may be pre-
viously obtained by application.— Reading Nursery, Feb. 1st.

-:

^r mm

MESSRS. TYSO and SON, Wallin^ford. 'Berks,
respectfully invite the attention of the Cultivators of RA NTTN-

CULUSES to their extensive collection of this deservedly admired
Flower, which they offer in assortments as under:—
* 100 Different superb named sorts, one root of each ' - 6
* 50 ditto ditto . . . . . 2 10
* 100 ditto, fine sorts, ditto 2 10
« 100 Extra fine mimed Mixtures . . ". \ "..100
100 Selected Seedling Mixtures, strong grower . . 10
lUO Fine Semi-doubles, free bloomers . . .,040

Seedling- Ranr/ncuhfses.
* 50 Splendid new show Varieties, one root of each . . 10
* 60 Very tine named Varieties, ditto . . . -600
* Seed saved by impregnation from the above flowers, per

paper 5*. and lO^.
*^* The end of Febniarj^ is the best season for planting.

Carnations and Picotees.

25 Sujyerb named sorts, one pair of ea^h ... .300
The articles marked thus *, weighing less than 16 ounces, can now

be transmitled by post, and will he sent, carefaDy packed, and pre-
paid, without additional charge, to gentlemen forwarding the cash
with the order.

Messrs. X. and Son's General Descriptive Priced Catalogue, for
1812, may be had gratis^ on pre-paid application, enclosing a two^
penny postage label.

KENS^^'GTON >'UE5ERY.
Under tl^e Patronage of the Queen.

RICHARD FORREST and CO. beg respectfully

to direct attention to their extensive Nursery stock in general,
which uevcr'was finer than this year. The collection ot Haidy
Evergreens, and American Plants, Hybrid Azaleas and Rhodo-
dendrons, Pinus, &c., are extensive and select; and printed Cata-
lo^aes may be had on application. Thrift. Fruit-tree department,
in particular, consists of everything worth cultivating, correct to
name; and the trees of all ages were never so tine as they are
this season. ,

Their collection of Camelfias, Rhododendrons, Ar-
borea. Erica, Eastern Azaleas, and other interesting Greenhouse
Plants, will well repay a timely inspection; and Catalogues ofthem
also may be had on application.

TO GE^TLEMEN AND AMATEUR FLORISTS,

TO BE PARTED WITH, a few Hundred Roots of
.that choice and beautiful Flower the RANUNCULUS,

at 42s. per hundred, with Names. Planting-time, February and
March. Apply, pre-paid, Mr. Eyre, Farnham, Surrey. Also he
has a few healthy young Plants left of his superb Seedling"
GERANIUM ** Lavinia," at AQs. per plant (no abatement; j and
which gave so much satisfaction to every geatlemaa who saw it

in his

HUNDRliD-FOLD POTATOES.—A New SEED-
HKG, selected for cultivation by the grower of 250 kinds

from the Seed, as the most abundant and the best flavoured, is
for SALE, iu peck bags, at 5s. each, at Messrs. Flanagan & Co.'s,
Mansion House- street; Mr. Gibbs's, 26, Down-street, Piccadilly;
Messrs. Warner and Co/s, 28, Comhillj Mr. James Carter's,
388, Holbomj Mc^^i<. Mmier, Adams, and Co.'»»«8, Strand; Mr.
F. Chatwln'ft, 6, I Unvgerford market i and ftt th» "Gu:d«a»tfl^
Q«2Ctt«** OAce> zi^, KtranO*

H Of-WATER APPARATUS, upon the most im-
proved ajid economical principles, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.- STEPHENsON and CO., Agents for the Old
Park Iron-worjKS, and Manufacturers, €l, Gracechurch- street,

London, annex the following list of prices of Hot-water Pipes of
the best description, to assist persons desirous of adopting this

mode of heating in their calculations of the probable expense,

and respectfully solicit an opportunity of tendering their price

for the completion of any work .required. Socket-pipe for Hot

Water, of two, three, and four inches diameter^ a' Zs. 3d., 3s. 3rf.,

and is, 3d. per yard. Ditto, with Troughs for Orchidaceous-

houses, three and four inches diameter, at 4*. gd. and 6«. Sw- P^

^^hc much-ajjproved Conical Boilers made ol .«trOT^£^.^

copper, and which refiulre no fomace or settmg jn ^^^^[^
from &i, 5*. upwards. Also, every other <3e»cn^<>n ^ ff^ h«
of tte mo«t approved construction. ^»f*:;S^,^,|fo Ly
obtained at the Warehouses, Gracechurch^^^^*^ fm^L
t^e seen a variety of patterns of jit>n a^^^«i»»-'^^ *encinr,

Hunllw, Braw and Iron B*iMmfi»f «Cf «Nf.

A
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NEW AND SlTfRIOB SKKVLlSG DAHLTAS FOR 1842.

TAMES Eu.*AKD, PtORIST, LAYERTHORrB.lORK,
•J b^ m,,st fMpf-*^^r toinrUe the attcnuon of Cultivators

1840 and luU, ^f^^*** *" '^*^' *^*^** *^^ *'""* distinct from *ny

hitheftt. rr.Hi,!(tdi oi very saperior habit, and con&taitt m pro-

d, g- E i MJ»m ^iowers th/oughout the season; in proof of

which J. K ber* to state that he has shown above 200 blooms of

ttie three, chini*K the «e««on, at various Exbibitiona open to all

XnglaiMlf and iiaa bad cine SecdUof Frizes ttwmrded for tbem,
l^m^rjf — fr>tir 1st prizes, three second ditto> and two third ditto;

they ha^e also been shown in the following winning: trays :f—.

In tHe I9t Tray ofM at the Horticultural Society, York, Au£. IS,

HENRY SPARE acknowledges with heartfelt grati-

tude the foUowingr CONTRIBUTIONS, but for
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1st
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iBt
1st

1st
1st

3d
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Si t» t» y»

85 at the Botanical Gardens, UuU, Sept. 2il}

12 ,» ff p0

S4 at the HorticulaSoc*, Scarboxough, Sept. 3d;

12

48 at the Yorkshire Philosophical Soc, Sep. Qth;

30 »i Botanical Gardens* Sheffield^ Sept. l^th;

36 „ llurticultural Soc.»Barn^ky» SepU 2lstj

ft

$9

ft »f

J*

himself and family must have suffered the greatest distress and

privation. He is also deeply impressed with the kindness of his

late 2<oble Employer towards his two eldest children; and he

begs to add and return his special thanks to Mr. Loudon for his

gratuitous and prompt appeal on his behalf, to the Editors of the

Gftrdfners' Chnmicie and Gardeners* Gazette for their notice of

his cast, to Mr. Munro and the other gentleman who kindly re-

ceived and forwarded the various sums collected to himself, and

to Mr. Ktruan, who has been most zealous and indefatigable, and

has truly proved himself a Gardeners' friend.

"Messrs.

Ackers, Heath House,
Ludlow . . . 1

Adamson, Claremont .

Allen, auBfunford,
LiuUow . . •

Aldridgre, Kew . .

Anderson, Jew's Harp
Baker, Delbury, Ludlow 10

1*

»t

24
48
4»
34

Pt

It

f» ft »i

Botanical Gardens, Leeds, Sept. 22d;
Horticultural Society, York» Sep. 24th;

> i»

Besides hartn^ taken other Prires in Edition to the above.
PRKMiica. - Fine brnnie salmon, very saperior form, of excel-

lent habit, throwing its blooms well above the foliage, and always
to be depended upon tn produclnfir good show fiower^i. Thia
arlety obraiucd the first prize, In its class, at the York Ancient
Fl*>*t»* 8<H*!cty, September aoth, and bad also the premier prize
•warticd, as the bc^t Dahlia of any colour.— Height 4 to 5 feet.—
Plants 10#.(U.
Mabv Jan* —White ground, vrry deeply tipped and edpcdwith

pnr\iU-ii canniiic— constant throughout the season, well up in the
centre, of •scellent liablt, and never falls in producing good
flowara. This variety obtafned the first and Mcond prize at
Scarborough, as the bent light-ground flower tipped or edged,
fend has Justly been prouounced the most distinct and attractive
OahliA ever prodmed in its class,—Height 4 feel.— Plants \0s. 6cf.

Dl-sk Of HicH>J<i\n.— tine light pink and yellow, colours
beautlfiiiiy blended together, with a light-yellow tip at the end
of each petal, similar to the Duchess of Richmond, but quite dis-
tinct from that variety ; rtty superior habit, always constant,
and wiJi prove a noble and excellent show flower.—Height 5 feet.—Plants ro*. flrf.

Good strong plants will be sent out the first week in May ; and
for the convenience of parties at a distance, orders will be rc-
t V ind plants supplied, by Mr. George Charlwood, Seedsman,
Covt-nt Garden, London; and Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen,
Biechiu. Scotland. No allowanccto the trade tinless 12 plants are
ordered, »nd a remittance or respectable reference will be required
frum unknown correspondents. J. E. can also Supply plants of all
the best Dahlias in cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually
prirvtetl. and can be had on application.
We the undersigned, members of the Committee of the York

H' rticuUural Society, do attest the correctness of Mr. Kdward's
description of the above Dahliasj and we strongly recommend
them BM distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and wcU worth a
place in the nMwt limited collection.

6

10 6
5

5

7

7 6

»
5

10

«
5
5

5
2
1

James Picriardson
Jotni Roper
J' Heatrlti:.

Henry lipUerby
WiiUam Dove

! Richard Land

I
John Walker

I
Edward uearpark

John North
Jaa. Lancelot Foster
William West
Johu Robinson.I Kofeat Dempsey

Bfpi^rt of the Ymrk AmnUuryioHst So^ _ _ . _
Anijust 9th, 'H4l.-ThejQdsceR and Members of this Society con-
sider It their duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year (sent for

-fy, held on Monday,

sideratton to pronounce it one of the best Dahlias yet seen <rf its
clasH- mnd from the t-vidcnt supi riorHy of thi«4 distinct variety
cr*«:r MM^ a^^warft r^ Olorf of Plymouih. Beauty of the Plain, Ac,
there !s no tloubt but the year 1843 will cause these flowers to
fail \n the rear when brourtt into competition witli the seedling
eahibiteU thi« day, as it may &aitly he pronounced a gem of the
nr^t water, and wQl reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
raiM^r. forso long as DahUas remain in cultivation this flower
must form a prominent feature in a stand of six.—i^>vro the York
tijurarit.

pRODUCTIVK LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
AW Jl^to «^^^l^^^ rvyu empowered by Acts of Parliament.
Offices, 29, Moorgate ..eet. Bank, Loudon.

Board »/ JJirf"'*fyr9,

John Blogg, Esq., Goildford-st.,
, OeorgeRoselnnes. Esq.,Biiiiter-

Ru!»^ell square.
, gtreet Citv

'^ ^ .
*^""'-«r

Donald Grasrick, Esq., Bedford- J. LinnU. Esq., ArgjU-streetplace Kent-road. R^ent-krS^
'

Hyam Hyams, Esq. , CoruhiU. 1 W. T. Smith, Ejq., PubUc Office
^ouUuunptdH'buildings.

'

(With pow^ to add fco their nuaaiw.)
TrisoMurer.^ Hyam Hyams, Esq.

Auditon,

Charles Coml>ton, Esq.
| Peter Ellis, Esq.

John Tidd I^tt, Eaq
»&«w^'^ .^^^anAv

'
*,—The Bank of EnalandThff^mt.^Wmhm iir.w«r, M.D., F.R.ij.7K, 21, G

^ Hanorer-SQoare
5«r^e.«.-DavM U^s. I-.,.. ^, Anilirj-pUca West. Fin.buiy

Balls, BalFs Park . 4
Barnes, Warwick , 5

Balnea. Arbury Hall . 5
Bateman, Ashbridge . 5

Banks, Regent's Park . 1

Beaton, hhrubland ,0 5

Beckjisleworth • . 10

Beris, Regent's Park . 2
Berry, Huckfield-place 5

Binder, Wicknor Park 10

Bird, Covent Uarden . 2

Blair . . . .01
Boughton. Worcester . ]

Bowers, Laleham , &
Browidea, Uemel Hcmp-

bted . • .0
Button . . .0
Bnrchet, Isleworth ,

Brown and friendSjStone-
leigh Abbey . . 3

Brisco and friends, Alton 13 6
Broarihurst (Mrs.) . 10

Campbell, Manchester 10

Cariy, Schidy Park, Truro
Carter, Holborn . . l

Cartooi Syon . . I

Catton, Regent's Park
Clive, Hon. R. H. . S
Charlwood, Covt. Gar.
Corbet, Pencarrow . 2
Corbet, Downton,Ludlowo
Crogan, Shobden Court
Crogan, Sir T. Ayres .

Croydon Gardeners* Soc. 1

Crulckfihank, Penritii . 1

Cullis, Leamington . I

Dakin and friends, East-
nor Castle . . 4

Davison, Weston, Shifnall
Davidson, Swallowdeld
Davidson, Culzean
Davis, Pershore .

Dick sons, Chester . ,

Dodds, Galloway House
Dodds' Assistants
Dillon, Lady, Ken5ing;ton
Domyer, Walworth .

Donald and Son,Woking
Ea^ton . . .0
Flood, Regent's Park . g
Forsyth, Alton Towers
Forrest, Kensington . 1

Flood, W., Regent's Park
Fowler, Hotwater Kngur 2
Forbes, Woburn Abbey
Fuller,Uramham,TodcstrO
Gardner, Folkstone . o
Gibbs . . • •,

Goode, Ealing , . o
Goswell, Twickenham o
Godwin, Barrow Hill
Gray, Bromfield, Ludlow o
Green, Walham Cross

Park ...
Grub, Ludlow . . o
Haycock, Crow Wood o
Harvey, Camden Town o
Hallorgan,Regent'sPark
Hoad, — LeaTs, Esq. . o
Harbom.TattenallWood 1

Hendy, Hampstead . o
Hurst, ComhiU . . o
Jackson, Kingston . o
Johnson, Higbfield Park

Messrs-
Lloyd, W., Esq.. Ludlow 2 12 6

1 Lempus, Isleworth .050
2 6 Lines, Newport- Pagnel 10

Mabon, Broughton-hall 5

7 6 MaUison, Oaremont . 10

5 McDonald, Swindon .10
5 M'Konald, Isleworth .026
DO Marlow.Blythe.ColeshillO 3 6

6 Mamock, Regent's-park 7 6

M'Ewcn,Col.AVyndhara'sO 5

M'Pherson, Knapp-hill
Merrick, Buscott-park

j Morris, Bamet
j Milne, Drayton Fazely
Milliner, Isleworth

6 Middleton, Sir W. Bart.

Publishing Monthly, with Four colouredE^^i^
Price 5.9. firf

^^Kratnngt,Price ^5. 6d,

MAGAZINE OP

Moore, Regent's-park
Munro, Horticultural So-

I

2

5

1

5

5

2

6

6

ciety's Garden

12 6

6

5

10

6 6
3 6

Murry, Oalcly-park
M'Gregor, Meastoke .

Morrison, Kensington
Nickson, Hale-hall
Nieman, Hawkstou
Oliver, Combe Abbey ,

Orver, Isleworth •

Paxton, Chatsworth . 1

Pemberton, Rev.—, Milli-

chope . • . 1

Perkins, Packington « -0

Picken, Dunham . .

Pinkertons,SirA.Cooper'sO
Filler, Ludlow , ,

Pyper, Col. Wyndham's
Price,Bringwood,LudlowO
Rivers . . . , o
Rowland and friends,

Petersham . . 2
Ronalds, Brentford , 1

Ross, Penrhyn Castle .

Roberts, Bircher, Ludlow
Sanders, Shustocke ,

Sanders, Syon . .

Seldon, Hams-hall .

Sleigh, Coleshill . . i

Sibben,Green-hilI,BarnetO
Shuttleworth, Pantheon 1

5

1

10

10

10

10

10

10

1

1

5
5

2

5

2
5

10

6

6

T> AXTO N'S ivi n.\j Az. 1 INK OF BOTax^v
J- The Kumber for Februarv contains beautifniiv ni^

^'
figures of Cattlet/a Aclandice, Brugmansia fioHbufdl^^ ^''^
aquifulium, and Loasa Pentiuudica, with the hist

™''^°"'«

rections for the culture of each: also comprehpnsiv«^D
^"^'^^ ***'

the science of Gardening, including the phenomena of
^^^""^ ^'^

nation and germination in the seed of plants the r ,7°'*'^^'

Gesnera rupestris; on Arranging and Plantine
V̂"""'^^ of

Conservatories; the Propagation of TropEeolum fn^^I?^"*'
*"

Notices ofPlants figured in the floral periodicals for Dec!.mh
^""* ^

January, and of those flowering in the^suburbannur4rip<. ^'Ju
a copious Calendar of Operations for the month. ^

'

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured nlflt«
and twenty.four pages of interesting and useful letter-press S
admirers of flowers are requested to observe— ^' *-u&

3 .That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are rnnc«
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain

a. That with few exceptions they are all done by one artistwhose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels hirn^if
to the places where the plants are in flower.

»»»»eu

3. That they are lithographed on zinc by the same mdfviduai
and, being coloured m a superior manner, have all the soirit and
elegance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants whioh
have never before been figured in this country, the rest xeore
senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more ncR-lected"
though sometimes far handsomer, old species j the majoritv
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessine a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents thiswork IS well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening -

and as the improved system of having the plates Uthogranhed
commences with this Number, and as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.
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1

Sharp, Lincoln
Smith, Barnet
Smith, Garnstone
Smith, Norwood ,

Smith, Dalston
Smith, Ludlow

2 6
;
Smith, Isleworth .

I

10

5

2 6
5

2 fi

2 6

5

1

10

1 6

5

5

5
2 6

I
Stacey and friends, Rich-

mond . . . 1

Stackhouse (Mrs.), Acton
Thorapson(Mrs.),Ludlow
Tavemor, Coleshill , 1

Taylor, late of Ingestrie
Valentine , .

Vare, Bodargen "

,

Walters, Heath-house,

10

5

3
2

2
2

10

10

6
6

6

6
10

2 a

10

10

15

In one small volume, price 15».

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may bewailed an age of Cyclopsedias, when the com-
pression of a grearvariety of information into one volume, in
order to bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, jg go
universally sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener,
and those connected with his profession, should be as well ac-
commodated as other classes in this particular. No such work
existing, however, prior to the issue of the present publication,
its value will be at once apparent; since it combines the more
essential features of a Botanical Catalogue, an Horticultural
Guide, and a 1 echnical Glossary,
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur or Floriculturist j whomay, by carry-
ing it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any tia;e

submitted to his inspection, and immediately derive evtrj' intel-

ligence respecting the peculiarities or affinities of particular spt.

cies which could reasonably be wished for. This is an advantagt
that can only be sufficiently estimated by those who have felt

the want of such an assistant j and to all such individuals, a»
well as to every agent or friend of horticulture, the Pocket Bota^
nical Dictionary is decidedly indi5X}ensable.-
London: J. Andrews, Bond-sfreet^ Orr & Co., Patcmoster-rcw.
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Ludlow
Wills, Leamington
Wedge, Badmenton .

Weatherstone, Boult-
brook

Wilson, Dorking ,

Wea^cr, Croft Castle .

Whiting, Deepdene
Wheeler, Bamet
Wilmot, Isleworth

. Wilson, Gospel
4

George- Street,

SolicUt,rs.--:,imgn^ Chatfield; ^Vin^~/a5Jliart"u,mMu'

Ch.e/ A,.nt M Me Mnr.t.n.. r.nd.-X^^'u^^^
Esq., W.Miuones, London. ^' V

ThisSodety i^ established on the princinles of Mut^aT t -r a

'

wacc, with a ^,^^u of ihe v^ *«nS^fJ .r.«'"^i-^^® ^'•

Johnson. Strathfieldsay 1

Jones, Cleen, Ludlow \ ^
Jones, Mariow, Ludlow •

Kcal, Eaton Square . 1

Ker, Fairford Park .

Kinghom, Twickenham
Knight, Chelsea . . i

Lambert, Langford, Bland-
ford . . .

X^ne , . , ,0
Lauder,Downton,LudIowO
Lee, Hammersmith . 2
Legget, from Ludlow . l

Loder, Syon...
Low, Clapton . ,

Lumsden, Cambridge
House . • . - .0

5

5

h

2
5

10

1

5

0-

6

; Wilson, MilUchope, Lud-
;

low . . .

6
;
WUson*s Assistants .

Wood and Son . ,

Worth . . . ,

Wright, Langton, Bland-
ford . . .

Wright, Wanstead .

•WombweU (Mrs.), Lyd-
yard-park . . 1

A Friend, Regent's-park
Some Friends, Clungun-

ford . . .0
Some Friends, Heath-

house . . ..

A Friend, Shobden-court
A Well-wisher, Stanage,

Ludlow . . .0
Friends, Downton Castle

f An Old Friend. Rugeley l

c. B. w. . . :

5 I Three Friends.Worcester
10

I

A Friend,' Covent-gardeno
j
A Friend ...

5 \ Some Friends, Isleworth

5

10

sou
5

10

5

S

5

2
10

10

10

10

2

10

17
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Uniform with the "Elements," price 3s. 6rf,

COOLEY'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS
DEMONSTRATED

J or a Supplement to Euclid: being a
KEY to the Exercises appended to the "Elements," for the use

of Teachers and private Students, Upwards of 120 Propositions

deduced from the first Six Books of Euclid, are illustrated in it

by new diagrams. •
.

" Will be found of considerable value as an aid to Teachers of

the Mathematics."—A''e«i Monthly Maff.
Whittakcr and Co., Avc-Maria-lane London.
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what I

Iry aw>i,fa^ to Mr, Bull,
», MoorgatMtraet

ft «» on a particular voyage) IrilTi^^.id!^f^ *fio^he be lost

Jon«a3 she fi^ii: in projj^l^

0£OliG« B. SCOTT,

HKATX^a BX HOT WAXIER. WITH T^^S^UHif^F^,

J ^\
EEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucesfer-place,

*.« ^'8 *",""*'*; Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot"water

^^h N^e^rtll't^e 1^.^^^^^^ -^ ^^^ -^ -^

fir^^^T^at^K
*"' ""^^ ^""^"^^ ^*^ theirworks seen, at Mr. Perry'sNnr

^^: l^^^7.L^y:^'^f^^^^ ^wer Cheam , Messrs. H%n?ers^n^-

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY. 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time t6 the considera"

tioa of this subject, and had much experience in the erectioa of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in theii* practice, rendered theij mode of hcatr

ing not only very eflacie»t, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to oe

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservator>^ lately erected at Chiswicr.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions oi

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen. geiiUe-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawing^

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity oi

exhibiting, amongst other metalworks, an extremely complete^a
convenient kitchen apparatus, gr range, adapted for the continuea

supply of hot Water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metalhc curviu-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and on the' Continent. . ^.^
D.and E.BAiLKvhave preparedaquantity of theGalvatncFisni

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate ^^^^""J^'L^Xi
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, ^^^ V^I^'
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at miw-

vals. required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &Cm ^\^^^

and Fixed complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One, w,
and three-hght Cucumber and Melon Boxes and Lights ^V^^ f^Jg
kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts ui

Kingdom : warranted best material. Two-light Boxes and i>^

complete from 1?. 8#. Garden Lights Made and Glazed, ^''jTl:^.
At JAS. WATT'S Sash Manufactory, Claremont-place^ Via i^eu

road. Reference given.

EXPIRATfOX of LEASE «.d SALE of >'UR6EilT STOCKjy|£S6RS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS be.to rf-i;^X mind those peraona who may wish to fumiVh th^uV /
vaJnabte and exi^uaive Nurserv Stock «wi»L ™„Tf ."T « ^^

Battersea

;

«k precis^. Mmm7F^StMrS^^^S'^^^^^*^

PATENT ASPHALTEPROTECTINGMATLRIAL.
-Extract from Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 25. l84i, p. » -^

" In the midst of frost it will not be unseasonable toj^^T -^
our Readers of the great importance of pr^ventuig tneiJ

*^^.^

, tender Plants that may have been frozen f^om beingt
^^^
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON
FFKMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Moda

ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.
From the British Magazine.—"This is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on anaost interesting subject."
London : Tilt and Bogue, Fleet street.
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MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.

Tuesday <

Wednesday

Friday . •

I*
Horticultural . ,

*| Linnean ....
V Microscopical (Ano.)
Microscopical

9
7

8
8

8
{Geolofficai (Anu.) . , 1

Botanical fi

r. K.
r. M.
r. H.
F. U.

P. U.

P.M.

•A FEW weeks ago we directed attention to the man-
ner in which Hyacinths should be treated ; and the

directions then given (p. 763 and 779, 1841) were
sufficient to enable our readers to carry the manage-
ment of this plant up to the time when it flowers. As
the season is advancing, we conclude our extracts from
the valuable practical memoranda with which we have
been furnished by the skilful friend who supplied us

with the others.

After planting, Hyacinths- and Tulips do not re-

quire much attention until they begin to show above
ground in the spring; at that time it is necessary, as

they appear, to loosen the earth round them close to

the surface, for it is apt to bind close round the stems ;

one inch below the surface is sufficient.

In general, Hyacinths require no further care until

they flower, except in a vay dry seasouy when it

improves their beauty if water is occasionally given
to assist their flowers to expand freely—in which case

they appear to differ from Tulips, w^hich are better

M'ithout it.

As soon as their beauty of flower is over, I always
cut oflf*the flower-stems just below the lowest flower,

and for this reason : the Hyacinth and Tulip both
seed freely, particularly the latter ; if the bulb is form-
ing seed; its strength is wasted in great measure by
that process; whereas, if the flower-stem is cut off*, the
bulb has nothing to do but to prepare itself with
vigour for blossoming in the ensuing year.

I pay great attention to the protection of the leaves
of my Hyacinths and Tulips, and never allow them to

he interfered with until nature indicates, by the decay
of their points, that the bulb is preparing for rest. I then
follow a course with both Hyacinths and Tulips that I

believe many do not ; which is, to take them up before
the leaves are quite decayed, and for this reason—

I

believe that both of them, after the bulb has attained
this period of growth, are only weakened by remain-
ing in tlie ground, because the offsets are living upon
the parent bulb, and consequently weakening it for
the flower of the following year. If a Florist wishes
for slock, he should let his bulb remain until the
leaves are quite decayed. If he wants his bulbs to
flower in beauty again, he should follow the practice
above mentioned.
When taken up, the bulbs should be removed to a

shed sheltered from the sun but free to the air, and
any earth adhering to the fibres of roots should remain
for some little time; ^fter two or three days they
should be looked over and loose earth shaken from
them, and as the leaves decay they should be occa-
sionally removed. I have generally placed my bulbs
at first on the ground, in the tool-shed, and as they
got dry removed them to an airy shelf. When the
leaves are nearly decayed, I place them in very shallow
baskets, and allow as much

ground, cut thera off to enable tlie bulb to make its
giowth. The reason for this has been already ex-
plained. I think it better to let the stem get up to
some height than to cut it off so early as to cause it

to decay before it is quite clear of the bulb itself.

When the lowest pips begin to separate is perhaps
the best time,

In another column will be found some remarks by
a correspondent (Rhsecus) upon cheap planting, in
which we cordially concur. In most things it is ad-
mitted that what is best done is best ; but in planting,
a contrary opinion is often entertained, and that which
is worst done is often considered best. Some writers
seem to think that when a plant is torn out of the
ground and again stuck into it, all that is requisite to
make it grow is performed; and this they call plant-
ing.. We, however, entertain a widely different bpinion.

It is to be remembered that a plant is an organised
being, with powers of life adapted to its peculiar
nature, which require to be maintained in full vigour,
if the individual is to do all that Providence has made
it capable of. To secure this, it must feed, for which*
purpose its roots must be preserved, and subsistence
must be provided in the soil it springs from ; it must

timber

!

does
expense appear when compared with such results!''—^i

a

the one case, fine thrifty woods regularly filled with
well-grown noble timber, producing wealth to the pro-
prietor and beauty to the country ; in the other,
ragged moss-grown scrubs, some erect, others prostrate
—a few tall and stately, more thin and gatmt, the
pictures of vegetable famine—

And aU about old stocks and stubs of trees

A
^^^^ ^^^ '^^* *^or l^af was ever seen.We do not consider it any answer to these remarks

to point to smgle trees growing in rocky places, or to
plantations successfully made with care and skill in
stony mountainous ground, not capable of beinir
trenched. Plantations may doubtless be established
wherever there is soil enough for a tree to fix its
roots m ; but in such places no return can be obtained
equal either in amount or speed to that which will be
derived from land well broken and thoroughly pre-
pared at the outset. ^ j r

CHATSWORTII.
(Continued from page 68.J

The drive by which you approach the great conserva-

, - .- .... * ^ .
I

tory passes directly through it, so that persons having the
also breathe, which it can only do when freely exposed privilege of the entrie may enjoy a peep at iu coritent«
to the air and to light. Its health", and consequently
its rate of growth, will be in proportion to the food it

receives, and to its unimpeded respiration, without
which its food cannot be digested. With roots half
torn away, their fragments buried in a hole chopped
out of hard unbroken land, a soil containing a scanty

whilst lolling in their carriages and without let or hindrance
of any kind. Leaving the conservatory, the drive con-
ducts through the Arboretum, which is yet too much la
its infancy to require more than a passing notice. The
Pines are thriving remarkably well, and are in many in-
stances judiciously planted on the sides of rocky dells or
steep ravines, where their 'sable arms' will speedily pro-supply of nourishment, and the foliage (or breathinjr ^»^. o r v i •. j l

or£) ..„,he,«i an,oW weed, andUse herbage^ SS.';"eS„1nTti" ^g 'o^-f^rSJ^IZt
from the Black Hole of Calcutta, and afterwards be-
came personages of eminence; but would any one
prescribe the pestilent air of a dungeon as the means
of a man's rising to distinction ? Even so it is with
plants ; they may be mutilated, starved, smothered,
and yet some one among thera may survive, and in
time become a goodly tree. But how many perish

!

and what loss of time is incurred ! This is what is

forgotten by those who advocate cheap planting.
If a plant is to do all that nature has given it the

power of doing, it must be carefully removed, skilfully

replaced in the soil, and furnished with all the food it

is capable of consuming ; to which end the earth
should be broken up by trenching or deep-ploughing,
and kept perfectly clear of weeds till the plant is able
of itself to overmaster them. The land should even
be manured, if naturally sterile.

"N^'e know that planters take alarm at these" recom-
mendations, and say

—

'^ It is very well to tell us we
ought to do this and,we must do that, but where is

the money to come from for all this? We plant for
profit, and it would be ruinous to undertake extensive

The answer to this is not

-_ .-„ as practicable to be
between each root to harden them, turning them every
two or three days. By this treatment, and rubbing
off any portion of mould attached to the bottom and
sides, they are in a fit state to be placed for the sum-
mer in a dry room, and by a little occasional attention
the rough and outside coat will, by a gentle side pres-
sure of the thumb, be effectually removed, and exhibit
the appearance of the bulb clean, smooth, and in good
condition. This latter process I generally do in the
latter part of August, and at that time remove the
remains of such part of the root of the former year,
as may not have dropped off previously to this time.

It is hardly necessary to state that any bulb in an
unsound state, either from appearance of decay, or from
having been injured in taking up, should not be put
^ith those intended for future planting.

vV hen Hyacinths in water have done blooming, j^

place them in by the heels on a north border with
plenty of sand round the bulbs, and give them a good
)vatering, then leave them until the leaves decay ; but
in this case I let the leaves decay altogether before I

harvest them, for bulbs in water seldom show any
disposition to make offsets, and they require more
time to recover the change and become hardened after
"^^^ffect of the water upon their coats.
The only remaining point that I recollect is the

«ianagement of offsets. Take those that are round
^nd well-shaped, plant thera in the usual manner, but
^^so deep as the stronger bulbs, and when the flower-
«*€ms begin to throw up nome distance' from the

operations upon such a plan.

difficult. Whatever is done, should be done well

;

if not worth doing well, it is not worth doing at all.

It has already been shown in our columns that the
fastest-grown timber is the best ; and we do not be-

lieve that any proof to the contrary can be brought
forward ; the precautions w^e recommend in plant-

ing will have the effect of causing trees to grow at the

greatest rate of which they are capable; the reverse

is to reduce their rate of growth to its minimum. The
result is good timber in one case, and bad in the other.

We admit that this question must be looked at as

one of profit ; and there is no necessity for considering

it in any other point of view. Some years since it

was fully discussed by Mr. Withers in a letter to Sir

Walter Scott, which appeared in the form of a pam-
phlet. In this letter the difference between the pro-

duce of an acre of land planted cheaply for 3/. 10^.,

and of an acre planted expensively for 15/., was shown
to be enormously in favour of the latter. Mr. Withers
states that in the former case,' after 64 years the

profit on the acre would not amount to more than

three or four hundred pounds, while in the latter it

might be fairly taken at one thousand three hundred
pounds, or upwards of twenty pounds a-year during

the whole period. In this calculation he assumed
that in both instances the tnoney was borrowed to pur-

chase, fence, and plant the land, and also to pay the

annual interest, so that it was a complete compound
1 interest account on both sides. Admitting that the

difference was exaggerated, still no doubt can be en-

tertained of its being very great.

In these cases, one set of trees must have grown
slowly, and the other fast ; the first would have
formed timber of little value, the latter of the best
qualiry ; but admitting that' the quality of timber was
equal, the difference in quantity must be enormous, as
the reader will at once perceive when he considers

that *^ a tree which increases annually eighteen inches
in height and two inches in circumference, will make
six times as much timber as a tree that increases only
twelve inches in height and one inch ip circumfe*

rence."
** How important, then/' adds Mr.Withers, " is it, in

a profitable point of view, to accderate the growth of

can
scarcely be less than 25ft. high. Here too, as elsewhere,
that grandest of all hardy trees, Arauc^ria imbricata, is

perfectly at home. To add variety and piquancy to the
walk through the Arboretum, an artificial brook has been
introduced, which murmurs and meanders as prettily as if

it were running in its hereditary course. An additional
rock here and there would, however, improve it. Quitting
the region of Pines, you enter the American ground, where
the coUection of Rhododendrons and Azaleas, especially
the latter, is very extensive, and in the mos^ prosperous
state, owing in a great measure to the humidity of the
climate. When Mr. Paxton came to Chatsworth he found
two Rhododendrons—they now muster forty thousand !

Among the many bold experiments of which Chats-
worth has been the theatre, the '* Conservative Wall," as
it is called, deserves particular notice, as having opened
quite a new field of Horticultural enjoyment** The
name of this wall is no misnomer, it being strictly ^' con-
servative" of all the rare plants committed to its care, aa
effect which is accomplished by means of flues, and cur-
tains and other coverings for the outside in severe weather.
Many plants which will neither bear exposure to the open
air, nor confinement in a greenhouse, are here made com-
pletely comfortable, and flourish with extraordinary luxu-
riance. Several compartments are occupied by Fuchsias,
which have spread themselves over a space of perhaps 15
feet in diameter, and are quite in a glow with flowers,

Brugmansia sanguine|, blooming as I saw it, was hkewise
a most superb object. This wall terminates against the
east fiide of the mansion, .and opposite to an extensive
Orangery ; the latter forming, as it does, part of the facade
of the house, comes rather within the province of the
architect than the gardener ; nevertheless it is cleverly

arranged, and the Orange-trees, together with some nohle
specimens of Rhododendron arboreum and its varieties,

are in excellent health ; the same may be said of a fine

plant of Araucaria excelsa, which faces the entrance, and is

there seen to great advantage* How perfectly graceful is

this species !

Scattered through the park and grounds are a variety

of objects which in a basty sketch like this it were impos-
sible to notice ; e.g. the Swiss cottage, the Hunting Tower
and its prospect^ Queen Mary's Bower, the Column
transported from the classic shores of Greece, and bearing

an inscription (by Lord Morpeth), &c., &c. This list

might be swelled almost indefinitely, and jet—and herein
is the forte of Chatsworth—the eye is never oppressed with
an unme&hing profusion of towers, obelisks, grottoes,

temples, pillars, pagodas, ei id geniLs omne^ as is the case
at Alton and Stowe. There is a place for everything, and
everything is in its place, instead of the huddling together
of ornament which one is so frequently condemned to

witness, and which,always mars the illusion it was intended
to produce.

Before we leave Chatsworth, we must direct our steps

to the kitchen-gardens, which, in addition to endless

forcing-houses, contain the principal coHections of Orchi-

daceee, Cacti, &c. The Cacti occupy a long narrow house

with an east aspect ; but although in good health, they are

not yet, as regards the number or stature of the plants,

equal to those at Woburn. The Orchrdacese are dis-

persed through three or more different houses, not anyone

of which seems to be exactly what these most perverse

and lovely plants would wish. Unfortunately there is as

vet no perfect model for an Epiphyte-house, and cultiva-

tors are therefore compelled to have recourse to experi-

ments without end : great progress has, however, (>een

made, and I have no doubt that in a year or t«:o i:^f«-

phyte-honses will be as well understood, ^t^d as reamiy

built, as Vineries or Pine-pits. The

London has Riven *^ P^*'5J^*i:^.^' ^.^¥.^^'i^£
ic, of this waU. in his " G^^'^l'^^«to^
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ttftceeo at Chatswt)rth is immense, and in the number and I

rarity of the plants ifl surpassed only by that of the

Metisra. Lodtliges. It is eminently rich in East Indiah

•pecicft, thanks to the labours of Mr. Gibson; who was

employed some years since by the Duke to ransack the

foreBtt of Nepal in quest of novelties in this charming tribe.

il'^ is laid to have almost freighted a vessel with Ihe

results of his labours, and certes the masses of rarious

kinds of Coeldgyne, Dendrdbium, Sec. attest his diligence

and zeal. To the latter genus (Dendrobium), perhaps
the most charming in the whole range of Orchidaceoe,

Mr. Gibson has made numerous and most important ad-
ditions ; and it is doubtful whether it can number in its

ranks any species more lierfectly beautiful than D. Dcvon-
lanum, D. Dalhoufeianum, D. Paxtoni, and D. sulcatum,
for all of which we are indebted to him. Among the
toaii^natfes of the collection En.ust be noticed a gigantic
specimen of Dendrobium f.peciosum, formerly in the col-

iection of the Rev.^ J, 7, Huntley, and \Nhich, report says,
that gentleman io/i^ced to flower by making it free of his
atudy for som;^ months in the spring. The habit of this

j>rant is C«peciaUy noble, but the beauty of the flowers is

^^^^ faunlcd, as they certainly do not entitle the plant to

jpank higher than a second-rate species in the cultivator's

acceptation of the term. Another grand specimen, and
alio from Mr, Huntley's collection, was Angrtecum ebur-
neum, the fitkt in point of Imposing appearance of all

the East Indian Epiphytes that have hitherto reached us.

It was flowering profusely, and appeared to me superior
in stature and beauty even to the Original plant in the
Horticultural Society's garden at Chiswick. In plants of
this description— I mean the true Air-plant section—Mr.
Gibson's mission does not appear to have been so success-
/mI ; for although small species of Sarcanthus and Sacco-

,
labium were added to our knowledge, yet none of them
are plants of any consideration. It would seem that we

and sand, ia e^ual proportions. When the roots come m
contact with the sides of the pots, at least before they get

taatted, it will be timfe to shift them into i4.pots filled

with a mixture of half-decomposed brown tiirf, broken

into small pieces, leaf-mould, and fresh sheep's- dung, in

equal parte, with a little sand. If the season is not far

enough'advanced to allow tbe plants to be put out before

the roots get matted, they may again be shifted into

No. 18s or 12ves ; but none of the mould should be shaken

from the roots in shifting. The frame in which they are

placed should have plenty of air during the day, and be

covered with mats during the night. After the last

shift they should be put into a cold frame with plenty of

head-room, or in the greenhouse, to harden before plant-

ing out, and be watered twice a-week with liquid manure,

made in the following way : into a large tub, or cistern,

put a barrowful or two (according to the size of the

vessel) of fresh sheep's*dung; to each barrowful add

4lbs. of salt, lib. black soap, and six large panfuls of soft

water, and stir the ingredients well. This manure should

not be used till eight or ten days after it is made. When
any is' taken out, six or eight panfuls of water may be

added, and the whole again stirred well together ; it

should only be used in a liquid state.
'''* ' **'^" "" "^

cellent liquid manure for Vine borders. **— «w w«w —.«

die of May the plants may be taken out of the frame or

greenhouse, ajid planted in the open border* Large pits

should be dug in the preceding November, where the

plants are intended to be put ; a barrowful of fresh cow-
dung, and another of leaf-mould, rotten turf, and sand in

equal parts should be thrown into each pit, and mixed
well with a little of the soil; and in this state the pits are

left till the time of planting. The compost in the pits

should be well stirred up before planting, and the ball of

earth about the roots of the plant should be kept entire,

only spreading out those roots that may be matted, A

It is also an ex-

About the mid-

Oh
must go to the islands in the Indian seas for handsome j good watering may be given after planting, and each plant

__ 1 . .. ^ .. .
_ ^. ^^^ should be covered with a hand-glass with a moveable

cover ; and in case of froit, a mat may be thrown over the
hand-glass during night. The glass may be left on till

all danger from frost is over ; but air should be given

Air-plants, and to the Continent for good Dendrobia,
;that captains of veasds would bear this truth in mind ! at
.
kast the former part of it ; for even to this day we have
Bot a tithe of even the known Air-plants. It is some-
thing, however, to have received, thanks to Mr. Gumming,
Phalseoopsis acnabilis, and Aerides quinquevulnera ; the
latter, perhaps the loveliest of its lovely tribe at Chats-
worth. The former has had a narrow escape of flowering
Itself to death, ^hich plants of this species will infallibly
do li not checked m their blossoming propensities ; for
from tte flower-stem first produced sprouts, after a
lime, a second, and this again gives birth to others ; the
plant the while having no power to produce fresh leaves,
and to meet the pressure on its resources. In the East,

^^^""Til ^^^ ^"""^^ *''^'''®* frequently lead to the destruc-
tioft of the plant; but ^Aer^ the loss U supplied by seed,

.

Which of course is not to be done in England ; and there-
fore cultivators, agam 1 say, beware. Among other notables
in this endless collection, some splendid plants of the
different Nepal CcBlogynes, especially C. Gafdneriana,
deserve particular notice ;. as also do several profuse spe-
cimens of the charming Dendrobium ndbile. Scattered
through the houses, the wondrous flowers of various spe-
cies of StanhJpea, Coryantbes, and Cycnoches were in
tolerable plenty, and passing strange to gaze upon.

«ini'"'^K ^^^ f*^.^*^\"g-liouses is the plant of Amherstia

S«;. ^''-^r-nP''^ ^^^^"^ ^^ ^^^- Gibson's Indian

Sorwl '\T '"''"' ^"' ^'T^
^'" high health and

Rigour, wUi not long remain so. ^This plant, too, had a

Xc^^ ^'""^'
^A^^'^'"''''^ ^"^ '° ^l^^^h it ^a^ once

fTo be continued.)

during the day. The plants may have a good watering of

liquid manure every three or four weeks during the sum-
mer and autumn. With this treatment the Castor-oil

J

plant will, in a favourable sSason, attain the height of 15
or 20 feet, if the border in which it is planted be well
sheltered. Indian Corn may also be grown in the same
manner, and with as much success.

—

J. Drummond,
Blair-Drummond Gardens.

•^

"^

Vr^C.^SS-'St"; *^L^"^ J'^LMA CHRISTI,
STTV^*^^^l^'^"°^^

^^^^'^ (RICINUS COM-MUMS) FOR FLOWER-BORDERS.

teSlr ^^^\'f S^*"' " genially cultivated in Britain as a

Snftr? !,^ '*^*'°'"^'^ ^^'= greenhouse during summer,

rSoi' WhU rf.'^f&rfhouse plants are fumed ou

of not'room JiV "f'*°''
'^^ ^''='"^'^- "'^^'i ^""''ed plenty

keijht «d b^r„V"'' '°fP*'*'' *"' »"am a considerable

plS 'on f ,^.,r/ '""f
"'y ^"^^8*^ «"«°ns '^^ rest of the

grandeur which few have an ide'a It ^ho ha e not seen f

mifhf",' T-^ 'V*'^"
inclement selin' f£T2'1841), has already reached the height of 10 feet and hll13 Whes, most of which are ffom 3 feet 6 inches^

4 feet long
;
some of the I^ret are 2 feet 6 inches fromthe base to the apex, and 2 feet 9 inches across from 2pomt of one lobe to that of the other; and the rtL ^7 inches m circumference. To obt^n fine Ldmenthe following ,s the treatment I would recommenTaS

ManJffl^'
'"^

uT'J'^]''^
"'''^ '^""^y ««•'• *'"i "^^ pot' ^^^' or «ls« thatplunged o a m.ld hotbed, a» free from steam as possible, l»«l« *lnrh are foias the plants when in the seed-leaf are apt to dimp offThe young plants should be shaded from tbe mid-dayten till they haw got two or three rough leayes, whenth.y W.U require shifting into 48.pot. fild with 4 mil

««rf 9t dccoaipoeed turf, leaf-mould, ratun «,«.-?„„„

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXIV.
Ctjrculio NrcuM, ihe Nut-weevil.— The maggots,

which so frequently disappoint and even disgust us when
we are cracking nuts, are the offspring of a beetle sp pe-
culiarly formed, that it will be readily recognised when
we are once made acquainted with its figure and appear-
ance. Although so few persons have seen the living beetles,
they are far from uncommon upon the Hazel and Filbert
bushes, from the end of May to the end of August, but
they are most abundant in the month of June, when the
inales are seen roving over the leaves and even flying
about nut-groves in search of their mates, but the female
is generally engaged in selecting little green tender nuts to
deposit her eggs in ; is^hen thus employed she will not
unfrequently abandon one after a minute investigation,
from which it may fairly be presumed that it was either
an abortive bud, or it had previously been inoculated with
an egg. Having discovered a young nut which suits her
taste, she commences by boring a little hole with her mi-
nute jaws, which are placed at the extremity of her lone
slender rostrum, and wEen it is sufficiently deep she turns
round and lays a sbgle egg in the litUe cavity. The
growth of the nut is not retarded or in any way changed
by this operation, as is generally the case whare fruits or
living Tegetable substances are penetrated by insects, to
form a nidus for their future young ; but every part in-
creases m size as the season advances, so. that at the ex-
piration of eight or ten days, when the egg hatches, the
kernel supplies abundance of food for the young maggot-
thus they progress together, both increasing in bulk, until
half the kernel or more is consumed, when the fine fat
larva having attained its full size, employs its strong jawsm eating a hole in the shell, large enough to admit of
Its head, and by repeated efforts it soon manages to wrieele
out, sometimes whilst the nut is still hanging on the bush,but oftener, I beheve, after it has fallen upon the groundfrom having ripened prematurely, which ig frequently thecase with the infected fruit. Having made ite exit themaggot buries itself, and forming an oval cell in the earth
It frequently rests there through the winter, and onlvchanges in the following spring, or even later, to a whitish
sensitive chrysalis, through whose skin the 'member of

Al l^''
'"'^^'^ "° ^* "^'=^**' " exhibited in the punaof the Vme-weevil ». Many of the beetles are sa d no?^o«st off their exuvi« until the end of July or August. wheS

l\r"""*-^' "r '° *'"**" ""'^ <^*""te that It requireseight or nine days more to acquire their colour and hard

their way up to the surface of the earth in the shape andcolour of perfect beeUes. If this part of their Snom^

Ts^^^t 't^T^ITXl.^^^L^^^':}^^ young

ceeding ^a^nien-'Th^; ^vS™i,'^^^ --
n almonds

; and there «,ems ,o iJ gSr^o„7 X^'Ikving that they, or a specie, nearly rST^.t °v^"
Wise hn.d in acorns, i^ev^^t^h^^

s

4i«

:ii
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being found in either plant in England, hut of Acorns from
foreign countries I have more than once heen shown sp™
cimens containing the maggots of a Curculio. The nuu
maggot (fig, 2) is fat, and of an ochreous white ; the head
is horny aiid of a chesnut colour, with small but stron?
black jaws ; the first thoracic segment is large, and tinged
with chesnut, and the rest of the body is wrinkled with
numerous convex muscles, which assist it to move, esne-
cially when it escapes from its cell, for it has no feet hut
short rusty hairs are scattered over it, forming transverse
series on its back, and there are little breathing-holes or
spiracles down each side (fig. 3, magnified).

The Nut- weevil is the Curculio nucum of Linnecus
but is now more generally known as Balaninus nucum *
of Germar ; it is of a tawny-brown colour, densely clothed
with short depressed hairs. The head, which is short
is furnished with a very long curved rostrum, esJ3eciallyin

the female, polished and bright chesnut ; the base
sometimes black as well as the extremity where tlie

mouth is situated, which is furnished with two jaws like

claws, and other organs f ; ou each side, a little more than
one- third of its length from the base, but nearer the
middle in the male, are inserted the horns, which are ex-
tremely slender; the first joint is long, with a little club
at the apex, and in repose this joint is received into a
groove cut down each side of the base of the rostrum.
The seven following joints gradually decrease in length,
and project in an elbow at their union with the first joint.

The four apical ones form a small velvety ovate-conic club •

the eyes are black ; the thorax is semi-ovate and cylindric,

the hairs being combed to a ridge down the centre, and
there is a pale stripe down each side ; the scutum is small

sunk, and oval ; the elytra are much broader than the

thorax at the. base, the shoulders being prominent and
rounded—they rapidly narrow to the apex so as to form
an elongate triangle—they are clouded or variegated with
ochreous and reddish-brown transverse marks, and there

are ten punctured strise on each, which are rather obscure ;

wings ample ; the Ipgs are strong; the thighs clavate, and
each has a sharp trigonate tooth beneath ; the shanlcs are

fiinuated, with a brush of hairs at the apex on the outside;

the feet are composed of four joints—the two first are

trigonate, the third bilobed, fourth slender clavate and
terminated by two strong claws, with a sharp tooth on the

inside of each (fig. 4 magnified) ; the line shows the length

of the female, including the rostrum.
It is very remarkable that one seldom finds two larvje

in the same nut. Can this arise from the female beetle,,

instructed by instinct, knowing that one nut is not suffi-

cient for the support of more than one maggot ? How-
ever this may be, it cannot be denied that the fine per-

ception of this little animal in distinguishing those nuts*'*^
which have been punctured, is a proof of the perfection of

that sagacity which is so eminently conspicuous in the -«-*

insect race. 1 have often observed in nuts approaching

maturity muiute dots (fig. 1), which are probably the spots

where the eggs were inserted, and they are said to be cer-

tain signs that tliey are inhabited by maggots ; if this be

true, it ought not to be lost sight of by dealers in nuts, as _*
it would be an excellent test of their condition,

—

Rnricola. ^afn
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THE PLANE TREE.
^
From an early period in the history of bofany two spe-

cies of Plane have been universally recognised, vi2., the

Oriental, inhabiting the east of Europe and west of Asia,

and the Occidental, produced in the NewWorld exclusively-

Linnaeus, in his reform of Systematical Botany, adopted

these species, and no attempt was made to augment their

number tiU the appearance of Willdenow's "Species Planta-

nim," when that botanist raised to the degree of species

two other Planes, which had been previously regarded as

varieties of the Oriental, calling one the Sycamore-leaved
(l. acerifolia), and the other the Wedged (P. cuneata).
Up to this period, no difficulty had been experienced m
f/'^^°g^'sliing the Occidental and Oriental species ;

hut

the addition of two more seems to have created confiision,

and we accordingly find the Occidental Plane not uncom-
njonly confounded with the Sycamore-leaved plant of the

^ast. Moreover, it would seem, from the practice that

nas obtained of planting the Occidental Plane, where or-

nament is desired, that an idea exists of one kind of Plane

•Ifl
^^ ^^°^ ^^ another. As this is a great mistake, it

will be as well to explain to our readers what the pecuhar
qualities are of each species, and how they are to be known
from each other.
The old writers distinguished the Oriental Plane by Us

}arge fruit (pilule majores), and the Occidental Plane by

f
sai^I fruit (pilule minores), to which was added the

;?™°'^^e leaves, the Oriental Plane having pahnated,
tiie occidental angular foliage ; that is to say, in the former

:r ^|["ions of the leaf were described as deep, ^hUe m
the other they were shallow. These are solid differences,
Which time has not shaken; and they must always l^

P5f5;^^^;ed^ma^ in the genus, whetiier sueH

t ViA^ -a 14. ^ * ^"^^is'« Guide Gen., 355, 1.

»*^i «c., of« frWed a-enui.
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divisions iDdicate species, as was formerly thought, or

groups of species, as seems to be the modern opinion-

Division I. Oriental Planes; with leaves deeply-

divided into five coarsely-toothed lobes, which are usually

narrower at the base than the middle. Balls of fruit large.

The true Oriental Plane (P. orientalis) is regdily

distinguished from all others by its noble shining leaves

being divided into lobes, reaching more than half way
down to the base, and divided at thfe margin into many
very deep and coarse indentations. These lobes are evi-

dently narrower at the base than in the middle, so that

they have a somewhat lozenge-shaped outline. At the

part where they join the stalk, the leaves are almost

always extended into a wedge-shaped figure, which some-
times becomes so considerable as to connect the leaf-stalk

and the lower lobes of the leaves. Its balls of fruit are

from three-quarters of an inch to an inch in diameter.

This is unquestionably the PlatanuSj concerning which so

much has been said by the writers of antiquity, for the

history of which the reader will do well to consult Lou-
don's *' Arboretum Britannicum." It is perfectly hatdy,

and in all respects a most noble tree.

But it appears that in the East there exists another

species with much broader leaves, whose lobes are less

lacerated, and, from having a broader base, possess less

the figure of a rhomb, This plant has been called by Will-

denow the Sycamore-leaved (P. acerifolia), and is some-
times named in this country the Spanish Plane, though
it is not found in Spain in either a wild or cultivated state.

It has fruit in all respects like that of the Oriental Plane,

and its leaves are much less wedge-shaped at the base

;

often, indeed, not so in any degree, but almost heart-

shaped, or, at least, so straight at the base that the mar-
gin of the leaf and the leaf-stalk are at right angles to each
other. Because of its broad leaves, many persons mistake

it for the Occidental Plane, which is a great error. Al-
though we are assured by all authorities that this is an
Eastern tree, yet we do not find any exact locality assigned

to it. It occurs, however, among the dried plants brought
from Cashmere by Dr. Royle, and is, in all probability,

regarded by travellers as the Oriental Plane itself. It is

perfectly hardy and a majestic tree.

Besides these two Oriental species, the distinctions be-
tween which are clearly marked, a third has been added
to our list by Willdenow, under the name of the Wedge-
leaved (P. cuneata). He tells us that it is the same as
the Wave-leaved Plane of our gardens, and if so, is pro-
bably a mere variety of the Oriental Plane. It forms a
scrubby bush^ which often retains its leaves half the winter.
The latter are shaped like those of the true Oriental Plane,
but are smaller, more wavy at the edge, and sometimes
very much wedge-shaped at the base. ^It appears to be a
stunted variety of the Oriental species, found in situa-

tions too cold for that plant to grow with its natural
luxuriance. To the planter it is of no importance.

Division II. Occidental Planes; with the leaves
more or less divided into three or five slightly-toothed
lobes, which are broadest at the base. Balls of fruit
Email.—N,B. In these plants the leaves on young seed-
lings are often nearly round and very slightly lobed, or are
even lozenge-shaped.

"

The true Occidental Plane (P. occidentalis) inhabits
the United States, and is unknown in a wild state in the
Old World. In its native forests, it is represented as
forming a magnificent tree, and bears the name of ''But-
ton Wood," Once seen, there is no mistaking this spe-
cies. Its leaves never have the numerous secondary lacera-
tions universally found in the Oriental Planes. Often
they are scarcely more than angular, and, in all cases, the
lobes taper to a fine point ; in a word, they are well de-
scribed in the language of the old botanists, as resembling
bat's wings, an expression that will not apply to any form
of the Oriental Plane. A greater distinction however, if

possible, than that supplied by the leaves is to be found
in the fruit of the Occidental Plane, whose balls are not
one half the size of those of the Oriental, nor spiny in
anything like the same degree. This dii not escape the
observation of the old writers, who called the Occidental
Plane *' Platanus pilulis minoribus." It is the species
which has been so unwisely allowed to usurp the place of
the Orientals in our plantations and parks. Nine-tenths
of the Planes in the country belong to it. But it is so
tender that it is rare to see a really handsome specimen

;

the leaves being half killed by spring frosts, and the foliage,
at the best, thin and bare, compared with that of the Ori-
ental Plane. We find from our correspondent Mr. Rivers,
that he doubts whether the common park Plane is really
the Occidental ; because the seedlings raised from the
fieed, called Platanus occidentalis, imported from the
United States, are not the same. He says it differs so
widely from that planted in Hyde Park and other places
near London, which we say is' the true Occidental Plane,
that he is at a loss to know who is correct, ourselve? or the
American nurserymen. The above variety is exceedingly
delicate, and in wet, clayey soils will not make a tree
more than five or six feet in height, as its shoots canker
and die after a wet suramer-

tion'of the history of these plants, it appears not to be
distinguished by botanists from the common Occidental
sort. It is, however, in the French nurseries as the Occi-
dental Plane ; but no description to be found in books will

entirely correspond with it. It cannot be the P. cuneata
of Willdenow ; for that author says his plant came from
the East, and distinctly states it to be the same as the

P. orientalis undulata of our English nurseries, as has
been already shown ; a plant which has nothing to do

with that now under consideration. It may, indeed, be
included in the Platanus vulgaris fiabellifolia of Spach, a

modern writer upon this subject ; but it is hardly worth
speculating upon the meaning of an author who first gives

a definition which corresponds with the plant before us,

then quotes Willdenow's cuneata as a synonyme, although

the definition will not correspond with it, and, finally, as-

sures us that it is found in America and ^'everywhere else

where Planes occur." Prom the evidence that really

exists regarding this plant, it is possible that it is a mere
variety of the Occidental Plane, for it has the same small

fruit. Nevertheless, it is desirable that it should be dis-

tinguished, and the name of the various-leaved, (P. hete-

rophylla,) may be conveniently applied to it ; for it has
leaves of more different forms than any other, some being
lozenge*shaped, others nearly round and entire, others three-

lobed, especially when the plant becomes old. Its nearest

approach is to the Mexican Plane, but that species has

the old leaves covered beneath with a close pile, and is very

distinct ; it is, perhaps, the same as a woolly species found
by Douglas in California ; but that is not certain.

The conclusion that we wish our readers to draw from
these remarks is, that they should on no account buy any
of the Occidental Planes, which are all, more or less,

tender, but confine themselves to the true Oriental and
Sycamore-leaved species, which alone are hardy, and ca-

pable of rewarding the hopes of the planter by producing
noble timber trees. We are satisfied that in all those

cases where the Occidental Plane is said to become a fine

tree, it is the Sycamore-leaved species iha't is really

intended.

KNIGHT'S MONARCH PEAR.
Knight's Monarch Pear was raised by the late Thomas

Andrew Knight, Esq., who stated, in his account of this

excellent variety, in Vol. 1, p. 106, 2d series of the "Trans-
actions of the Horticultural Society/' that he named it

the Monarch "under conviction that, for the climate of

England, it stands without an equal ; and because it ap-

peared in the first year of the reign of our most excellent

Monarch" (William the Fourth). The accompanying
outline of a fruit, selected of medium size from those pro-

duced in the last season on a standard in the garden of

the Horticultural Society, represents its size and form.

The stalk is, in all cases, remarkably short and thick;. the

eye is open, in a shallow depression; the general colour is

yellowish-brown, tinged with red next the sun, and every-

where interspersed with roundish pale-grey flecks ; flesh

yellowish, melting, buttery, and rich ; slightly musky, but
not disagreeably so, and this is less perceptible in a

drier season than the past, being then almost lost in

the highly saccharine quality of the fruit. The tree

grows vigorously, and is a most abundant bearer as a

standard ; the fruit from which is much higher flavoured

than from a wall. January is its season of becoming
fit for use.

TiJiged

mth

russet

w

Interspersed

thrmtghout

tHth roundish

Bently.
To this we shall advert pre*

In the mean while we can state that we have ex-
amined, in Sir W. Hooker's herbarium, wild specimens
from West Chester, in Pennsylvania, and from other
localities in the United States, and they leave no doubt
about the common Plane of the parks and shrubberies
Dear London being that species. Although it is very
badly represented in Michaux's work on "American
Forest Trees," yet there is even there sufficient to show
that the same plant is what was intended by that author
for Platanus occidentalis.

But if the Plane of our parks is almost universally the
true Occidental Plane, what is that which Mr. Rivers re-
<^civea from America^ so different from the Planes of our
F%rkf

, Aud 10 te&^ i Aft^ tli6 noit sareM tayesUiM I hms$ ersaaiycd beii^gt^ capftbic ia aWh

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. VIL
The dull, short days of winter are nearly past ; now and

then the sun shines brightly ; the air is mild, and many
other indications present themselves of the coming spring.

No time ought, therefore to be lost in finishing the pruning

of Gooteberry»bughes, fruit-trees, and Vines upon walls.

Roses may also be pruned now. The amateur should

never cut out a siugle branch unless he can give a sound

practical reason for what he does. Shrubs and trees arc

made subservient to the purposes of man ; the question,
therefore, should always be, what are the objects to be at-

tained by pruning? The forester prunes to get fine timber,
the hedger to make strong and dense fences, and the gar-
dener that his trees may bear an abundant crop of fine
fruit ; and all these effects are produced in different ways,
and are the results of natural laws. Now it will be evi*
dent to the most inexperienced in the art, that if the gar-
dener prunes upon the plan of either of the two forrper,
failure less or more is sure to be the result Our hardy
fruit-trees generally bear best when they are allowed to
grow to their natural size, as they ar^ seen in the orchards
of the market-gardener; but as this would be in many
£ases inconvenient in small gardens, various modes of
training are practised by which the trees are made to grow
and fruit in a very limited space. Where they are allowed
to gsow. to their fall size, the only pruning required is the
thinning out of the branches, so that they may have the
full benefit of the sun and air. It may also be necessary,
in some instances, to shorten some of the overgrown
branches. In all cases where the trees arp dwarfed, either
by training them as espaliers or in any of the forms so
common in all horticultural gardens, it is not a good
plan to allow them to send out a number of strong shoots
every summer, which are only to be cut away in winter ; a
much better method is to prune the roots, which will have
a tendency to make the branches form fruit-buds, and
thus check their luxuriance. Sometimes continued prun-
ing will produce the desired effect; and trees may often
be seen, which, after struggling for several years to form
wood of which they are always deprived by the knife, give
up, as it were, this opposition to the will of the gardeneri
and quietly set about spending their strength in the form-
ation of fruit-buds.

Amateurs who have been successful thus far in the pro-
tection of tenderout-doorplants,mustnotbedeceived with a
few fine days, and leave them uncovered ; we may still ex«
pect sharp frosts and cutting winds for some time to
come. Plants in the greenhouse and frames ought to have
abundance of air every fine day by opening the sashes or
ventilators in the morning and closing them early in the
afternoon. Those intended for bedding out should be in-

duced to grow, so that good cuttings can be got from
them. If the soil has been got ready and is in proper
order, greenhouse plants may be repotted ; but this ought
not to be done if the soil is wet. The health of the plants
depends much upon the bottoms of the pots being properly
drained, and worms kept out of the soil.

—

R. F»

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
0» Planting,—The root-pruning of Mr. Rivers has

given the lie to the horticultural distich of
Plant Pears
for your heirs,

and the octogenarian may now "order his rows" with
fair hope of reaping a goodly crop in his own lifetime

;

and the selfish, the " Apres moi le deluge " men may be
induced to plant from the hope of immediate profit. I

wish, however, to add a word of encouragement to all, not
merely to plant Pear-trees, but to plant shrubberies^

hedgerows, and woods, to profit by old Dumbiedikes*
advice to his son, every now and then to be sticking in a

tree when he had nothing else to do. Ibelieveit is some very

learned Grecian who says—" Never stop to consider about

planting a tree, but think twice before you build a house."

How often are selfish people deterred by the '* Ah, it is too

late now ; I shall never live to see them come to anything.'*

Although I have no doubt, Mr. Editor, that you will do
much good by your horticultural apophthegms and instruc-

tions, yet one of the best services you can confer on the

public will be the converting the non-planter into the

planter. Let anyone but begin, and the delight of seeing

a thriving plantation, or a brilliant shrubbery of ever-

greens, or a hedgerow of fine young saplings, will be so great

that he will be sure to go on, and he who plants well one

acre this year, will, if his means admit, plant two the

next. It would seem that planting should be essentially

the pursuit of the young, yet it is rarely taken up tiU

middle life, and it appears one never plants till one baa

got wise. It would be well if some of your readers were
to communicate their success and their pleasures as

planters ; their difficulties, their almost hopelessness at

the beginning, and all the consequent enjoyment and the'

profit. The fame, as well as the success of the Duke of

Athora large Larch plantations ought to stimulate all; as

a patriot it put him in the same class as the Cokes and

the Russells. Whilst, however, you call on your readers

to plant, stimulate them Jo plant well: there are few

things done well that are aone cheaply, but of all thing?

least successful is cheap planting. The digging a fe-.v

holes here and there, and trampling in some hundreds ot

drawn poles covered with moss, the refuse of some old

nursery quarter, sent perhaps 100 miles to save some
5s. or 105. per 1000, is not planting, and such plantations

are (as is always the case) deservedly left to be choked by

weeds and eaten up by rabbits. Tell your readers this is

waste of time and labour. This, indeed, is the only really

dear planting. Amongst my planting acquaintance, it is

curious to observe how many there are who consider that

if the tree survives all the rough usage of being torn out

out of the ground at 2d. a thousand, and sent by land or

steam some 200 miles, and then planted at 1000 per dj&Y*

they are successful planters ; one ia ten with them is a

good average of life and death, I saw some belts mt
autumn, in Sussez, which I have watched daring the last

ix years ; holes had been dug-a clodhopper J^^V*"^^^^^^

the unhappy tree with his heel
; «if ^^^h ^'nd ff si? v^^^

where one would have sufficed, and at ^^^ ff,f."fJ^™
one stunted scrub remained where three

^^^^l}"^,^^^^^
well ; they had been left to their

^^^^^.^^.^^Jj^
pnzi and weedi, « to hsep mm ml mi m poiuMl
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I III a crop aa from cuts.

. - !, i> * * i.
''^* ?°^ request iaformation on the

rot m the Potato for the benefit of the people in St He
leaa, it may be of advantage A them to know what has
hi en said on the same anbject ia Scotland. A. few years
1^0. the failures were so excessive in Scotland as to attract
general attention and spread great alarm. A good many
ye irs ago an alarm was created about the curl in the leaf
of the Potato, which bad caused great deficiency in the
ere p. Mr. Dickson pointed out that this was owing to
the Potatoes being too ripe ; he selected the dry end of the
long kidney Potato, the end nearest the root, in which
there are fewest buds ; and he found all the cuts selected
from that end to produce curled foliage, while the others
did not. This has been ascribed to the food deposited at
that end being too much ripened. Before the food can
becooje available^ to the young embryo or bud in the

Bp^ff^^^^"^yfeimed to the original state of iiuid
ajJ^troru-^to* it w^ prepared. In grains and other
t^ the fbQ4i''whm ji« deposited, is found to be in a
iffiy 8ohrae%ttte» wliich'ripens into starch as the ripen-
:proce«i pr^wreeda : an^ the more ripe the seed, it keeps
f better* but rcc^oires more action again to reduce it to
soluble state, VViietf fte seed is deposited in the ground^

"is f^i^id to bfe iVduced to the same milky soluble

and tiie ^ame tlu^ takes place in ikQ tuber of the

filth

moist.'* I was, howerer, rcry triumphantly remmded of

the falsehood of my prophecieSp as some of the most hardy

were at last beginning to grow, and having survived the

roQgh usage of their youth, were struggling into trees.

You have two duties to perforin : advise all to plant ; to

trench deeply, to weed carefally, to bring young and
Imlthy trees from the nearest spot ; to plant with the

Catestcare, not at 1000 per day, but rather at 100 or

r; and, above all, to thin in time—or, what is better

still, to plant so far apart as to make thinning for some
years unnecessary ; and last of all, never to plant after

December.— Rhacus*
Frizes for Seedling Flon&U^ Flowers,—I cannot allow

the remark of *' S, D.," in p. 39, in reply to my
letter on the subject of prizes for seedling <!owers, to pass
nunoticed, as he has misunderstood me in supposing that

1 intended to confine the offer of handsome premiums to

one or two sorts of flower in each year. My idea was,
that subscription lista should be simultaneously opened
for every kind of flower usually shown for seed-prizes, and
considering that such prizes would be open to the compe-
tition of the whole kingdom, I did not think it was un-
reasonable to expect that each flower would find sufficient

admirers to make up every year a premium somewhat on
the scale I suggested for Pelargoniums. That larger pre-
miums in money would prove an additional stimulus to
oompecition is admitted by " S. D./* as he thinks it would
prove ** a greafer incentive to deception and fraud." If,

Jiowever* the judges are liable to be thus deceived and
cheated, I should not consider them competent to their

office. Attempts at deception, however, will always depend
more on the character of the exhibitor than on the value
of the prize. No amount of premium would tempt the
honourable man, whiJiit a trifle would awaken the cupidity
of the unprincipled one, I agree with " S. D." as to the
impropriety of any society holding out expectations which
would be uncertain of rcaiisation ; but " S, D." must be
aware that the funds of almost all such societies are
made up of subscriptions, and I cannot see why the sub-
criptions I propose for definite objects should be more
uncertain than those contributed for the general purposes
of the society. I may have overrated the number and the
liberality of the lovers of flowers ; but surely, after what
we have been told in p. 39, of «* ladies and gentlemen
thinking it rather beneath them to contend for money,"
we shall find no difficulty in getting subscriptions. I re-
joice to hear that the science of Horticulture so far exalts the
minds of its votaries above the ordinary level, as to make
them not only regardless of pelf, but actually opposed to
the receipt of money as a premium for merit. Let us
biar in mind, however, that the growers and the admirers
of flowers arc not all "ladies and gentlemen,'* but that
there Is a large class who professedly cultivate for profit
as well as for honour and for pleasure. There may be
some difficulty, 1 admit, in carrying out my plan ; and I
do not think it right to occupy the columns of the CAro-
nkk with discussions on minor details, which can only be
ettled by the Committee of the society in question. My
only object in writing was to call the public attention to
the importance of supporting a thoroughly competent and
impartial tribunal for testing the merits of new varieties of
flowers, aud at the same time to suggest a plan for increas-
ing the fnnds of that society which appears most likely to
become the recognised arbiter of Floricultural msrit. 1
am quite willing however to place my subscription at the
disposal of the society without any limitation,- if the com-
mittee prefer it

—

Samuel Boivley, Gloucester.
Fotaio Flanting,~~J always plant Potatoes early in

^ovcmbe^, choosing a dry day, and have found them suc-
ceed erceediDgly well. I cut my sets in the usual way a
week before planting, draw the drills about two feet asun-
der, then put in some good rotten dung, and plant the
sets about one foot apart, and put some dung on them.
Ihe early sorts I plant D inches apart, in rows 18 inches
asunder, taking care to earth the drills up to a ridge, which
Will keep the sets dry and prevent the frost from hurting
ti^m. By this method 1 have Potatoes quite ripe the
^cginmng of September, and have had a most excellent crop.
I can recommend the above for small gardens.—Gtrorje
^enmngs. Shrubbery, Buckland, Dovor.

Rot in Potatoes.~~l have snffered as much from the
TOt m Potatoes as most farmers have done. I know ofhut one cure. Plant whole Potatoes about the size of
Walnuts- Yon will have as g_
and never hear of a blank,—J/^*,

Rot in Potatoes.

Potato. It is generally found that Corn and Potatoes, &c.,

spring much quicker and more vigorously when not fully

ripe- Potatoes from the cold moorland districts have been

always found to produce the best crops of Potatoes ; and
it has been said that it is because these districts are late,

and the Potatoes do not ripen so well : there is, however,

found to be a vigour in Potatoes grown in a peat-soil or

leaf-mould that unripe Potatoes from clay soil seldom pos-

sess ; and here the stock is generally annually removed

from the upland peat-soil. Unripeness has been also

found often to be carried to excess, and from the food

being too apt to decompose, rot takes place. It will also

take place from carelessness in letting the Potatoes, after

being cut, lie in heaps, or be sacked, when rot will take

place. It has been found to add greatly to the vigour of

the Potato to spread them on the ground a few days after

they are lifted, before pitting ; they get green in the skin,

more of the nature of the stem, and have more vigour. If

intended for domestic use, however, this will make them
bitter. It has also been found that dusting the sets with
quicklime and watering causes them to grow more vigor-

ously. The alkali furnished, and the carbonic acid ex-

tracted, are both useful in germination. Nitrogen is also

needed in the decomposition of the food, and this is gene-

rally found in the form of diastase around the buds ; but
where deficiency is apprehended, as at the dry end of the

Potato, substances containing nitrogen might be useful.

The rot has also been ascribed to the varieties failing from
the want of renewal from the seed or plum, and there is

perhaps more in this than generally believed ; any seed-

lings we have raised are far more vigorous in the foliage

than the old varieties ; but this would take place by de-

grees, and will not account for great deficiencies in one
year as compared with the preceding. In the year in which
the grcHtest failure took place in Scotland, there were
long-continued droughts for weeks together at the time of
planting ; and as germination will not go on without mois-
ture, it was generally believed this was the greatest cause
of failure. In the last year and the. year before, the
droughts were not long-continued atplanting-time>and the
failures have been very few as compared with the years be-
fore. As corroborative of drought being the cause, we
may mention that in the Nursery-grounds here, where our
Potatoes were planted with the spade, and the ground well
broken, we neverhad any failures ; whereas, from the same
Potatoes planted at the same time in Mr. Fowlds's park
with the plough, the whole was a complete failure one
year. It will be obvious from the above that many differ-

ent causes may be at different times in operation ; but the
pulverising of the ground well, exposing the drills as short
a time as possible to the drought, and using well-rotted ma-
nure in dry weather, should be a great means of preventing
failure. In wet seasons in spring, strawy dung may be
best. If the Potatoes are once germinated and grown a
little, they will stand a good deal of dry weather.

—

R.
Lymburn, Kilmarnock,

Frii?ung Forest-irees.^WxW you allow me to give the
public, through the medium of your pages, a short and
simple receipt for pruning, which will be better understood
thanjf I wrote a treatise of one hundred pages on the sub-
ject, and treated it learnedly ? It is this : always look at
the top of a tree to be pruned—and every tree requires
pruning every eight or ten years at least—and observe if it

be double or roundheaded. If double-topped, cut away the
worst and most crooked, leaving only one leading shoot

;

then look down the stem, and if the tree be vigorous, cut
away the strongest branches, say two, three, or four of them,
according to its vigour. If weakly, take only one of the
thickest away ; and on no account touch the smaller and
lower branches, which aid the growth of the stem, whilst
the large branches are perfect robbers of sap. If the head
be round and without a straight good leading top-shoot,
better cut the head completely away, where it will make a
fresh straight shoot : or if it be of the Pine tribe, cut it
down altogether ; it can never reach a valuable size, or be
ornamental. I gave this short receipt for pruning trees
lately to the Zoological Society, ofwhich I am an original
member, and it was highly approved of, and ere now I
doubt not, put in practice. The thinning of woods is'of
the greatest importance

; though planting thickly makes
for the first few years, a quicker growth by the shelter thus
given

; all thinning must be gradual and judicious
There is nothing which proves the advantages of thinnin?
so clearly as segments of trees of the same age and on the
same soil, but the one well thinned, and the other allowed
to remain in its original crowded state. At 10 years of
age, the former will show double the girth of the latter.
The Belgians understand the management of woods better
than any other nation.—F. A, Mackenzie^ Chat.de Talk
Brittany. '

TF^t/^/Aom.—Perhaps, after the remarks in your
leader of the 15th inst., upon Whitethorn hedges, a hinton pruning them may not be ill-timed, particularly as the
subject concerns so many of your readers, both farmersand gardeners. The common practice in cut'ting Hawthorn hedges is to make the sides as neariy as possible
perpendicular, or with a very trifling contraction towardsthe summit, leaving this last of a square or partiallv
rounded form. The usual tendency of the planho grow

The simple difference between the two is that the latter is
always cut so as to assume when viewed from the end a
conical figure. By thus repassing the inclination of the
bush to spread out laterally to a great distance at the ton
it is induced to form branches close down to the ground
and gaps, flaws, or other imperfections, never occur'
except from accidental causes. The plan carries with it
its own commendation, and need not be further lauded

£. jr.
'

in a tree-hke manner is thus insufficiently checked • nnrlhence the hedge is exceedingly dense at the top, but bareof branches and very much broken towards the base. Tnhe neighbourhood of Chiswick a system of pruning appear.to prevail, by which the above most seriourdefecfHZnletely avoided
; and as the method cannot be too JneranCknown or strongly recommended, I annex two rudeSchlsBhowmg its peculiarities. Figure a i, a section nfriTi

T^t w '
^^^--^-y^ - wi^-i"hV:furofis:

at the bottom IS made apparent PSgnre 6 is TsSr•ectioaofa hedge, pruned in the modi h.r. J'^l^^I

Shrinkage of TiwiSffr.—Having accidentally observed
that Oak timber shrank in drying very much more in the
direction of the circumference of the tree, or of the annual
rings, than in the direction of the radius or of the medul-
lary rays, I fancied that I had made a discovery which
might be useful in many of the arts. Making, however
some references before I ventured to trouble you with a
communication on the subject, I found that I had been
anticipated by the late president of the Horticultural
Society, whom nothing seems to have escaped. I think
nevertheless, that the fact is not as well and as extensively
known as it ought to be, and I believe that the difference
in question is greater in Oak than in the Ash and Beech, to
which the experiments of Mr. Knight were limited. There
is this further reason for noticing the phenomenon, that
the paper containing the results of Mr. Knight's inquiries,
though given in the Philosophical Transactions for 181?'
is omittqd in the recently-published selection from his
communications to the Royal and Horticultural Societies;
an omission which is due, probably, to the circumstance
that the paper contains speculations on the cause of the
ascent of the sap which subsequent investigations have
shown to be erroneous. Mr. Knight's paper, while it

describes the fact, and gives the relative quantities of the
shrinkage in;the two directions, viz., 14 and 3J per cent.,
does not allude to the probable cause of the diflFerence,

which, it appears to me, may be found in the circumstance
that the medullary rays are, in effect, so much wood end-
ways of the grain ; and as these organs are more decided
in the Oak than in the Ash or Beech, they would account
for a greater disproportion in the shrinking of that than in
either of the two latter woods. If it should be asked how
the medullary rays can prevent the shrinking radially of
the woody vessels and fibres which cross them at right
angles, and which evidently shrink circumferentially, the
fact may be explained by the indentations which the ves-
sels of the medullary rays suffer in passing between the
longitudinal vessels, and which so fix the latter at certain
distances, that they cannot escape in obedience to the ten-
dency to shrink, unless the medullary vessels suffer a change
in length. While examining under the microscope por-
tions of Fir decayed by the dry rot, I have sometimes de-
tached a small portion of medullary tube which on two of
its sides was closely indented, corresponding apparently
to every fibre and vessel which it had passed, looking
as if it had moulded itself to the slightest irregularities
formed Isy the longitudinal organs of the tree. If this be
the case generally, it is quite clear that the inability to
shrink endways in the medullary rays would explain the
comparative permanence in the radial dimensions of the
tree, at the same time, perhaps, that the shrinking in the
direction of the circumference is increased, inasmuch as
the whole of the loss of bulk is compelled to exhaust itself

^°-n if^i^^^"
'^^"^* probably, the vessels in very dry wood

will be found to present a more oblong transverse section
than those in newly-cut timber. It may be mentioned
that wood, and especially coniferous wood, whose tenacity
is completely destroyed by dry rot, without any visible
derangement of its organic structure, is in a very favour-

•ft
*\^^® ^^^ naicroscopic examination. It can be broken

with the greatest ease across the fibres, and thus sections
lor viewing as opaque objects may be obtained, more per-
tect and less injured than when cut, even with the sharpest
Knife. By a transverse fracture of this kind a portion of
a medullary vessel will frequently be detached and lie

loosely on the surface of the wood. Returning to the ques-
tion of shrinkage, it is obvious from the fact, of their having
two directions in which timber alters its dimensions little

^l\ °°^SI"^' ^^ °P^^ '0 various useful applications in the
arts. These are drawing-boards, many rough drawing and
surveying instruments, and numerous others, together with
ail the cases in which wood is united with metal or with
Teneers. It had h^tn long known that planks cut in the
mrection of the radius, or so that the annual rings crossed
cne board nearly at right angles to its surface, were less

ITaV'^T^^'^ ^^^"^ ^^ose cut on either side of the centre,
and this first led Mr. Knight to investigate the matter ;

he
pomted out the probable importance of this quality in the
manufacture of musical instruments, and his views were
imher explained and illustrated by Mr. Tredgold in the

tht^ T''^ '" ^^« supplement to the sixth edition of
the Encyclopedia Britannica.-^//rerf Ainger.

i ninning of Plantations.—The notice of your intention
to enter into further particulars on the thinning of plan-
wions must give every one who takes an interest in the

nn^iM
7^,^'^^^r great satisfaction, fot it seems bardly

shruM .
.,*^^ principles you have already laid dow;i

who l u - ^ ^^'^ ^""S conviction to the minds of those
^no now an opposite doctrine. The heresy, for it seems
wacMJTve no milder term, into which the anti-thinaera

«
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have fallen, appears first to have been promulgated as a

principle by a celebrated man of his day, and in the earlier

process of timber-raising nol undeserving of the character

he held. The late Mr, Speechly is alluded to, whose
system will be found detailed in a note to Dr. Hunter's

(of York) edition of Evelyn's Sylva (page 86, vol. i.,

4to edition, 1786.) He had the management of the ex-

tensive woods on the Welbeck estate, Notts. His system,

as far as raising trees in the nursery is concerned, seems

to have been very judicious ; but when he gets out of the
* nursery and into the woods, his judgment seems to desert

him. His system was, however, persevered in as long as

he lived, and, it is to be feared, has outlived him even

to the present day. He begins by planting too thi^k

(page 92), and then sows acorns among the already too.

thickly-planted trees. If these plantations had been des-

tined to be regularly and freely thinned, the evil would

have been confined simply to an unnecessary expense in

plants and labour ; but his plan appears to have been to

take out occasionally some of the Oak and Birch till they

were about fifteen years' growth ; and then, as he says,

(page 94j) "each plant seems as it were in a state of

strife with its neighbour ; and in a strict sense they are

so, and on no other terms than life for life, and he whose

fate it is to be once overtopped is soon after compelled to

give up the contest for. ever." The plants that sprung

from the sown acorns must have perished at the first onset.

It does not seem to have occurred to him what a loss had
been incurred by leaving the trees to destroy each other.

After the first 15 or 20 years a profit might have been ob-

tained from the thinnings ; and as Oak seems to have been

the tree most encouraged, the bark from those thinned

out at and after 20 years would have produced no
inconsiderable sum. The loss too in the value of the

standard Oaks, the victors in the contest above de-

scribed, from the deficiency of top, lop, and bark,

must have been very great, bearing, as they do, a

great proportion to the value of the whole tree, for what
profit could arise from that source from the miserable

brooms, as described by Mr. Speechly (pp. 94, 95) ; his

words are,—** We are very cautious doing the former
(thinning), knowing well that if we can but once obtain

lengths of timber, time will bring it into thickness (?)
therefore we let them grow very close together for the first

fifty years" ! "Whether he lived to see the effect of his

experiment at the end of the first fifty years, does not
appear ; but by his description of the state of the woods,
he might have seen enough to convince him his system was
erroneous ; for i?fs a mistake to suppose that Oak timber
is alone valuable in proportion to its tallness and straight-

ness. Accompanied with size in circumference, it is no
doubt valuable as plank timber ; but every wood-forester
of experience knows that the best prices are obtained for

those Oaks that contain a fine crook, as it is technically

called, where the absence of straightness adds to the price.

In your forthcoming paper on this subject you will pro-
bably give some directions as to the managing woods, with
a view to under-wood ; for though your rule of thinning
trees when heads meet is an admirable one, where
under-wood is no object, or the trees are intended eventu-
ally to stand in open grove, yet the standards would require
to be left at much greater distances where coppice wood is

desired.—Ji/. D. P.^Jan, 27, 1842.

is that the public remains in ignorance, preferring sixe to
form, and colour before either ; and France, which might,
from her situation and eicellence of climate and diversity

of soil, be the first fioricolturai country in Europe, re-

mains indebted to her neighbours for all she possesses of

these delightful flowers. It must not, however, be sup-
posed that because French florists do not excel in these

that they are necessarily behind in others ; on the con-
trary, the great number and variety of beautiful Roses
sent out by them every year afford sufficient proof of
what might be accomplished, were their exertions also

directed to other florists' flowers. Auriculas, either green,

grey, or white-edged, are hardly ever to be seen ; and I

have never met with more than three or four small collec-

tions in Paris. In Normandy and the N6rth, there are

some few amateurs, but the price of sucji flowers as Col,

Taylor, Conqueror of Europe, Waterloo^ Britannia, Cham-
pion, Freedom, &c. 5cc., frightens them from forming first-

rate collections ; Alpines are extensively cultivated, prin-

cipally for ^market, and in such places I have often seen
very striking and beautiful varieties ; some few good
selfs are also to be met with, but not sufficiently fine to

be worth showing for a prize. Pinks (except the common
variety) are, if possible, less seen ; and I know of but

two growers in this neighbourhood ; it may be that they
are too small, or continue too short a time in flower, but
certain it is, that neither the superb powdering of the one,

nor delicatepencilling of the other, attracts much attention

;

they are to the generality of amateurs known by name,
but that is all. Heartsease were some four or five yean
since in the same lonesome state ; the only large varieties

then grown were Royal Blue, George IV., and King
of the Whites, and these were entirely for bouquets ; the

case is now altered, and a desire to possess the largest

English kinds of this interesting little flower has mani-
fested itself in all parts of France ; so that, at the present
time, it is regularly initiated into French gardens; but
the line of beauty with this is as little understood as with

the Dahlia or Picotee : a long, ill-shaped, showy variety

would, in nine cases out of ten, be preferred before
*' Thompson's Eclipse," such is the taste here ; and there

is no accounting for matters of taste, except upon the
very natural supposition of a defective education.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris, January 1842.—Floriculture in France, at the

present day, is but little advanced from what it was 20
years since^ and while England, Germany, Belgium, and
Holland are every year making rapid strides in this de-
lightful pursuit, the generality of florists and amateurs
here either believe, or aflect to believe, that *' La Belle
France " is perfect, or are too indolent to enter upon the
subject with that zeal which is so necessary to insure suc-
cess. I remember to have read in one of Mr. Hogg's
works, of a person who walked 50 miles to see a new flower,

80^ strong was the flower fever upon him ; were such a
thing to happen here, ninety-nine out of a hundred would
consider him fit for a maison de sanle (madhouse). No

;

floriculture, that is the study and culture of what in Eng-
land are called florists' flowers, is almost literally unknown
here

; and, strange as suck an assertion may appear, it is

easy of proof: I may appeal to those nurserymen who are
in the habit of visiting this country, or to others who, in
the simplicity of their hearts, have written to Parisian
florists for novelties in Tulips, Ranunculuses, Picotees, or
Dahlias

; and what has been the result? Disappointment.
Allow me tlien to inform your readers the cause of this,
for by pointing out the difference of taste on the two sides
of the Channel, much vexation and useless expense may
be avoided. It will, I think, be readily conceded, that to
her numerous floricultural societies and public exhibitions,
England is chiefly indebted for the great progress which
has taken place during the last ten years, especially when
It is considered that these are generally regulated by po-
pular and well-defined laws, with judges chosen from
amongst the most expert in their several departments,
vrho know their duty too well and have too much regard
to their reputation wilfully to misplace a stand ; thus the
characteristics of a well and badly formed flower at once
become known and duly appreciated. Here, however,
the case is widely different; there is not, that I am aware
of, one floricultural association or eichibition in France ;

and even the horticultural societies are but few in num-
ber, and so defective as to aflford but very little assistance
in developing the properties of a fine Carnation, Auricula,
Dahlia, Tulip, or Pink, Can it,tben, beany wonder that
Judges often place a bad collection for a prize and leave
the best unnoticed, when they themselves are unacquainted
Jaot oDly with the naaigs of many of the flovrers, but With
tt« very jiilea w^Hch should guide thw dcciaioa I Tkv it

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
AGRICU^-TURAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 2.—H. Handley, Esq., President, in the chair; 13 gentlemen
w6re elected. Colonel Challoner laid before the Council the Re-
port of the Finance Committee, exhibiting: the receipts und ex-
penditure during the past month j and having announced the
current cash balance in the bankers* hands on Jan. 31 as

2,135^. 8s. 8d., he proceeded to inrorra the Council the recom-
mendation ofthe Committee, that a further investment of capital

should ta'fee place in the purchase of 1,000/ stock in the New
Three-and-a-Half per Cents. On the motion of the DuVe of Rich-
mond, this Report was received and confirmed, and its recom-
mendation directed to be carried into effect. The President read
to the Council Professor SeweU's Report on the satisfactory pro-

gress of the Cattle Infirmary established by him, and adopted by
theVeterinary College at Islington, from which it appeared that

an outlay bad been made of between 500/. and 6oo/. in placmg the

institution on a permanent basis, and adapting it to tlie wants of

the pupils who daily attended the cases of cattle diseases brought
under their notice, and discussed and explained to them by the

resident veterinary surgeon, A discussion then took place as to

the precise nature and numberof the lectures delivered on these

diseases to the pupils in the ordinary routine of instruction given
to them by the professors at the college, which was concluded by

Mr. H. S.Thompson moving, and the Duke t : Richmond second-

ing, the following resolution, which was agr :d to by the Coun-
cil: "ThatthegrantofSOO/.becontinuedlotht Veterinary College,

and that a Report of the proceedings of the College, with refer-

ence to the number of cattle lectures and demonstrations, and
also the number of pupils receiving certificates, be aimuaily sub-

mitted to the Council.'* The return moved for by the Rev. Mr.
Rham, at the ;ast monthly Council, of aU sums paid to members
of the Council for any services performed for the society since the

year 1839, beinglaid on the table, it appeared that an amount of

S3/. had been paid to members of the Council duringthat period.

Mr. R. Barker then-moved the resolution of which he had given

due notice, and it was carried unanimously, viz.—" That an in-

struction be given to the bye-law committee to prepare a bye-law

restraining the future payment of any sum from the funds of the

society to any member of the Council for ser\^ices of any descrip-

tion, executed by him in f^irtherance of the objects ol the society."

The Duke of Richmond reported the progress of the arrange-

ments for the meeting at Bristol, which were now in so forward

a state as to be nearly completed. Numerous memorials, accom-
panied with plans and other documents, inviting the society to

hold its Annual Country Meeting of 1S43 at Leicester, Derby, or

on points beyond their reach, and also beyond the m^ms of their
local associations; and being aware the situations you now occupy
with the Society are possessed by you on account of your indivi-
dual desire to promote the welfare of the agricultural world, I

have ventured to address you on a subject which concerns every
farmer and every grazier of the United Kingdom, and which I feel

sure will receive the consideration at your hands it deserves.
The following remarks will directly apply to sheep, but the prin-
ciple will embrace all animals that convert vegetable into animal
food. You are weU aware that every farmer has his own opinion
as to which description of sheep will produce him the greatest
profit, which must be interpreted here as that sum of money left
after the sheep have paid for their food consumed, out of the amount
produced by their wool and mutton. In every county the farmers
usmg short or long-wooHed sheep, as the case may be,
are divided in their opinions as to which are the best kinds of their
respective sorts, and they look to you to determine the questioa
for them. Difl'er^nt soils require various descriptions of animals,
and on different soils this experiment requires a trial, and in cli-
mates as well. And as some animals of the same age and kind
consume more food than others of the same age and kind, the
value of the food consumed tested by weight, compared with the
value of the produce realised tested by the same power, would pro-
duce results, ifconducted under your management, that might be
depended oa by all, and which would enable the best sorts !or the
different districts to be stated without fear of contradiction, and
to the satisfaction of the most prejudiced. As this experiment
would embrace numerous lots of sheep aild other animals In many
situations, the attendant expenses could be met by no agricul-
tural association but the Agricultural Society ; I have tht refore
addressed you on the subject, aiid beg to be excufied for the liberty
I have taken."—Mr. T. Umbers, of Weppenbury, in Warwickshire,
addressed the following communication to the President and
Council:— ** Therp are established in almost every county in
England, Agricultural Societies for the exhibition of live stock,
and J believe it is admitted that great good arises from them. I

think that as there are great varieties of soil and variation of cli-

mate, so there may be selected varion*; sorts of animals best
adapted respectively to them. The Smithfield tlub Cattle Show
is the grand emporium at Christmas, where meet the best animals
of their respective kinds in competition. The important questioa
to which it is my object to draw your attention is a practical

test of the comparative value of animals. It is no unfre-
quent occurrence amongst breeders of two or more distinct

sorts of animals, to make matches, and show publicly : the
one defeats the others ; but who ean now tell whether the
animals which lose might not be the most valuable for gene-
ral purposes ? Large animaU, be their kind what it may, are
generally preferred by the majority ; and provided the weight
produced be greater, after compensating for the value of food
consumed, they are preferable. I know persons who occupy
similar soils, located withiaa few miles, breeding four different

kinds of cattle ; and it is quite clear that these cannot all be the
best calculated for the situation. Our great abn, if I mistake not,

should be to cause the surface of England to be covered with the
best stock of their kinds, for the purpose of feeding the population
at the cheapest rate. I look upon this questioa to be of greater

importance to the breeders and feeders of stock, and to the com-
munity at large, than any of those subjects that remain to

occupy the attention of the Agricultural Society. I feel per-

suaded that, with practical data, based tf^on such authority as

that of this society, we should see the weight of shambles' meat
increased, and consequently the price to the consumers reduced, at

the same time paying the producers better. However strong may
now be the bias of any of us, as breeders in favour of the sort of

cattle or stock we may keep, we should, from motives peculiar to

our individual interest, abandon those which have been proved
inferior, and persevere only with those which have been ascer-

tained to be superior. Mr. Pusey communicated three papers for

the Journal, by ^arl Spencer, on the improvements which have
taken place fn West Norfolk j by Sir R. Peel on draining, subsoil

ploughing, and Potato culture ; and by Col. Le Coutcur on his

Jersey Trench Plough. Mr. Kimberiey presented specimens of

Sunflower oil, and a new kind of economical oil-cake for cattle;

an:i Mr. S. Brittain, jun., a copy of the*'Farmer's Herald," pub-
lished by Mr. Evaus, of Chester.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fulham Oaks,—The magnificent sub-evergreen Oak,

growing in the nursery of Messrs. Whitley and Osborn, at

Fuiham, and known as the Quercus Cerris fulhamensis,

was supposed to be a seedling tree, and the original one of

the variety ; but, about two years since, it emitted a small

twig an inch above the ground, proving that it had been

grafted, or budded on one of the native species. It is a

free-growing tree, and not so much planted as it deserves

to be. The Quercus Cerris Lucombeana criapa, of the Ful-

*ham Nursery, is another desirable variety of the Turkey

Oak* being an evergreen, and by no means a slow grower.

— W. K.
The Model Farm at the Confluence of the Niger and

the Chadda.—Those who have taken an interest in the

Niger Expedition are aware that the establishment and

cultivation of " a model farm " constituted, from the very

first, one of the objects to which the attention of the friendi

of African civilization was most strongly directed. In "The

council, on the 4th of May, and reported to the aniuversary mcet-

ingto beheld ou 23d of the same month.
Mr. Shaw gave notice, that he should move the adop^on of the

fc^lowinff resolutioii at the next monthly council, to be held on

the 2nd of March :—" That a committee be appointed to consider

and report upon the expediency of this society's contributing: a

sum equal to any sum which may be raised by subscription in

any district in which the society may hereafter meet; such whole

sum to be given in prizes within the district for catUe and imple-

ments especially required in that district, and to promote any

other object consistent with the object of this society which m
the opinion of the councU may be calculated to benefit that par-

ticular district, rpon the propriety of offering a prize for the

best- cultivated farm in the district in which the society may
meet, sufficient notice to be ^ven to enable the competitors to

go through the rotation ; as, for example, that, m 18-»2, a prize

be offered for the best-cultivated farm in the district in which the

society may meet in the year 1846. in 1843 for 1847, in 1844 for

X 48, and so on. That competitors be required to give a state-

ment of the course of management Mid cropping during the two
years previous to the commencement of the rotation, embracing

the period of competition; to render a detailed account of the

whole system df management as regards cattle and sheep tillage,

manure, produce, ex|«nses and proceeds during the rotation,

with the value of the land and stock at the commencement and
conclusion of the rotation. Upon the propriety of offering prizes

or medals, or both, for the best ploughing and the best perfomiy

ance in any other branches of agricultural labour, as sheep-

shearing, hedging and ditching, drilling grain, rick^aaking,

thatching, &c., improvement in which may be most needed in

any district; such prizes or medals to be given in the y«ar in

which the society may meet in that district ;
general good conduct

to betaken into consideration in awarding the j^izes."

Mr. J. Oakley, of Frindsbury, near Boch^ter, addr<»8»d the

following communication to the President and CouncU

:

. ^
.. ^- •. ^ A Friend of Africa" we find an account of the proceedings

Notline-ham, w^ere laid before the Council, when it was resolved
j . ,. *i • «v:«^i. „r «i :„i, tu^ r^ii^„;„„ :^ „„ ^\T^

that thf decision of this question should be made at the monthly la relation to this object, of which the following is an ab^-
' tract;—The Attah, "or Kmg of Iddah» assented to the

proposal made to him by the government commissioners

to dispose of a portion of his territory, the selection of

wliich he agreed to leave to themgelves. 'When opposite

to the point of junction of the Niger and Chadda, atten-

tion was directed to a low hill with extensive plains oa
either side of it- The appearance of this spot, called

Mount Stirling, waa inviting, and upon examination the

soil was found equal, and that of the plains little inferior,

to that already ctiltlTated by the natives. Here, accord-

ingly, Mr. Carr, the superintendent, resolved that the ia-

tended farm should be formed, and on the morning of the

14th of September the frame-work of a farm-house was

landed. Mr. Carr and his awisUnts landed with a quan-

tity of promions, and implements suitable for agricultural

purposes. Captain Tratt^r further supplied them w«tb a

tent to serrc as a place of temporary abode, until the farm-

house should be erected. On the 17th, all necessary pre-

parations having been made for commencing operational

Mr. Carr finally left the Wtlherjorce, and took np his

abode at the farm! His conduct on this iateresting oc^

sion we leave him to describe in his own words. ^^""^

retiring to rest, I called all ^7 P|°P^^*^^f-^tSi
turned thanks to Almighty God for his ^^^^^^ ^

ess

important
ameulture and Christian prmCiple*

^ _. ^^ . ^„^^
I^ed they woidd ^ tHek ^o.* «^ertioi« to co-ope

Into Central Africa.
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T»te with me in fttlfilUnfif the duties imposed on us all, re-

minding them tliat most of thena had already felt the hor-

ror* oi slavery, from which they were redeemed ty British

arms, and brouijht to enjoy the blessings of liberty and

Christianity/ Early on the following morning (the I8th),

Mr. Carr commenced the work of levelling the ground,

digging a trench around the tent, and placing under its

shelter such articles as must have snstained danaage if too

long exposed in the open air. At the same time bis car-

penters, natives of Sierra Leone, were employed in assort-

ing the various pieces composing the wooden frame of the

house; a work of some perpleiity, owing to unavoidable

injuries which the packages had received in landing.

While these operations were in progress, a number of na-

tive young men noade their appearance, and stood ga2ing

with astonishment at the strange spectacle before them.

One of them was taken into the superintendent's employ
AS porter, and four others were set to work at a place

overgrown with rank gr and brushwood. These they

quickly commenced to clear away, exertin;; themselves vi-

gorously and well, cutting down the bush, and ))ulling up

the Uxig grass by the root. * Ttui?*/ says Mr. Carr, '* T

obtained, on the morrow after my sleeping here, one native

porter, and four native labourers, to work for wages, which

at once proved the fallacy of the assertion, th^it these

people will not work without coercion.' On Monday and
Tuesday (the 20tb and 21st), the settlement continued to

naake steady progress, and Mr. Carr was enabled to fix

the rate of wages to the satisfaction of ail employed^ viz.,

100 cowries for a day's labour, that is, from six in the

morning to six in the evening, allowing one hour for

breakfaiit and two for dinner—eighty cowries when the

labour commenced after breakfast, and so on in propor-

tIon«— lo a few days he had as many hands as he could
give employrnfnt to, not only men, but women and boys
also. Of their readiness to'ohey his orders, he bears the
very highest testimony, and adds, that he had been the
means of saving some families from starvation and death.

Tbis last particular is explained by the following interest.

ing fticis. The labourers had travelled from a town in

the interior, which had been sacked and burntby a hostile

nation (probably the Filatahs), For some time previ-
ly to the settlement at Mount Stirling they had been

supported by the generosity of the inhabitants of Pandaiki,
village in the immediate neighbourhood of the Conflu-

ence ; but this source of supply soon failing them, they
were literally in a state of starvation when ^Tr. Carr and
his companions made their appearance. Besides this,

they had contracted heavy debts to some of the people
amongst whom they had taken refuge, and were threat-
ened with being sold as slaves if thfy did not quickly sa-
tisfy their creditors. Of the favourable change produced
in their health and circumstances by Mr. Carr's opportune
interference, the following extract from his journal atiords
evidence not a little gratifying :—• At first I objected to
employ them, seeing them nothing but skin and bone. I
soon found, however, that they worked well, and in a short
time I had nut only the satisfaction to find them gettim^
fat, but to hear from themselves that they had nearly
completed the payment of their debts. They said it was
the Good Spirit that had sent me to relieve them.' In
a few days the farm-house was built, but it proved far
from secure against the violence of tropical tornados. On
the night of the 27th it was so seriously damaged by a
furious gust, that Mr. Carr determined to inclose it with
a strong stone wall, the materials for which, with the ex-
ception of lime for mortar, abounded in the neighbour-
hood. In order to supply the deficiency, he made a visit
to an old cliief who lived at no great distance, hoping to
learn from him the method of preparing the cement used
by the natives in the construction of their buildings. In
this excursion he appears to have attained his object, as
we find him on the following day engaged upon the wall,
while a number of natives were employed in making and
carrying cement. On the 1st of October, Mr. Carr, whose
health had been for some time past in a precarious state
experienced a decided attack of fever. Unhappily the
medicine-chest intended for the use of the settlement had
fallen mto the water in getting it ashore. The consequence
was that although the bottles reached their destination,
the labels had been washed away, and the various medi-
cines could no longer be distinguished. In these circum-
•tances they became of but little service, with the excep-
tion of one or two of a plain and simple nature To the
timely use of these, however, it is probable that the su-
penntendent owed his life. On the return of the Albert
he embarked on board of her, his condition being such as
to require an immediate change to a healthier climate
Within less than a mouth after landing at Fernando Po
he had recovered, and resolved to return to liis duties at
the farm. In a letter dated * Ffroando Po, October 24th '

imn: ediately before setting out, he says, ' I have proposed
to Captain Trotter to hire a small vessel which belongs
to a gentleman here, in order to my return to the farm
The hire of this boat wiH be 16/. I have left the head
overseer (a black man) in charge of the farm durinrr my

I had above eight acres of land cleared for
planting cotton, and I hope by this time part of it is
planted. The natives, when I left, were working very
well. '^'- *^-'- ^ .1

. -

was
of wages. I found^ provisions abundant and cheap. I
^xed the price of some of them, vix. : 1 cwt. of yams,
400 cowries ; ] sheep, 1,000 do. ; I goat, 1,000 do. ; 1
fowJj 100 do. ; ducks, 150 to 200 do. ; eggs, 60 do. per
dozen.' "—We may add that the fruit-trees aent out by
the Horticultural Society arrived safely ; but Mr. Alksell

the gardener, having been attacked by fever two days after
landing at the farm, we have no information as to their fate.

Umommon Ileai in May^

premature summer beats/we find that the year 1807 pro-

duced one. On the 24th and 25th of May in that year,

the thermometer was about 85° in these parts,—On May
16th, 1808, it was again an early excess of heat ; thermo-

meter 8 G" at Ipswich.—On May 26th, 1811, and near that

time, it was very nearly as hot; but the month of May
1833 was, perhaps, the most remarkable for continued

heat and brightness. On the 4th, 12th, 14th, 15th, 16th,

17th, and 25th of that month, the temperature was ex-

tremely high ; and on the 16th and 17th I noted it at 84^

and 85 -S*^ respectively. This weather was brought in by

a gale at S.S.W. on 2d, just like that of April 25th, 1841.

Meteorologkal JonrnaL
—

I
— ^—

^

GxVRDEX MEMORANDA.
Hampton Court Forcing Gardens.—The large early Vinery looks

more like the lattertend of March than the 1st of Fehruary. A
fine crop^of black Hambro' Grapes is changing colour in all parts

of the house, and several hunches next the fire end are fit for

table. This Vinery has been forced for a number of years, but
never was known to be so early before ; it appears that the latter

end of last September the Vines which were then exposed to the
weather made a regular and sudden push, their eyes swelling
and beinp: ready to burst, so that Mr. Tyrrell found it was too
late to have them cut, but ordered the sashes to be put on the
housc» and had it regularly forced, deferring the pruning till the
leaves expanded sufBcicntly to take the sap and prevent bleeding.
The Pines look tolerably well ; a number of them have shown
fruit. The early Cherry-house is in full blossom and promising
—From a Correspondent^ Feb. lat.

R, Gunter, Esg., Kenaingtun. — The most remarliable feature
here i\ some Pines, which were planted out in the open soil of a
pit last March, as suckers ; they were potted in September, and are
now nearly all throwing up their fruit. They are in the most perfect
health, and out of 300 plants in one pit, that have been thus treated,
we did 1k>i observe one tbat would not fruit. In other pits heated by
hot water, beds of light earth have been made in the centre, and
Strawberries are planted in them for forcing. Whether this will

succeed as wtll as the old system of growing them in pots, remains
yet to be tested,~Fei. 7th.

Lee*8 Nursery, TJammersmith.^-Jn a short time the Heaths here
will be gay; a few are in flower, among which are Vemix, with
orange wax -like ilowera ; pubescens minor, with numerous small
purplish rose blos-ioms, and colorans, with white tubes changing to
pink as they die off. In company with the Heaths were many Epa-
crises, and Corrspa speciosa, whose flowers though rather dingy in
colour are valuable at this season. In a stove, Crinum erubescens had
developed a fine head of its dark crimson and white flowers, and near
it stood a specimen of CHvia n6biH3, which, from want of light,
was much paler than usual. Lse 11a anceps, with its beautiful lilac
and Tiiolet blosaoms. enlivened the Orchidaceous house ; and the sin-
gular growih of many Cacti renders the house devoted to them always
interesting. Among the latter was a large specimen of Cactus
monatrosus, presenting a most grotesque appearance ;and several fine
plants of Cereus senilis, from two to three feet high, hoary as it were
with age, formed a singular contrast to the round Echinocacti.—
February 7th.

.

absence.

.w^-. *„^ ««cv..«,», «.itfci i icii, were worKing very

. The greatest number that I employed in one day
thirty-four. They were quite satisfied with their rate

CALENDAR OF OVY.^KTID'SS for the ensuing Weei.
As the return of frost and snow has most likely prevented the

sowing and planting recommended in last week's Calendar from
being performed, advantage must be taken of the first favourable
weather and condition of the soil to follow out the directions
there given -, bearing in mind, however, that the success of very
early sowings in the open ground cannot always be calculated
upon, as it is dependent in a great measure upon the state of the
weather at the time the young plants appear above ground, and
during: the earlier stages of their growth: aU main crops should
therefore, be deferred till the middle or the end of next month
At the same time, as it is highly desirable that no hiatus should
occur m supplying the table, these early sowmgs ought never to
be omitted, always choosing for that purpose the driest and
M-armest situation the garden affords.
Whenever bad weather occurs to prevent out-door business

from bcin^r carried ou with advantage, house-work, as the pot-
ting, training and cleaning of plants, the tying and dressing of
fruit-trees in forcing-houses, and similar jobs, should be resorted
to. In fine weather such work might often be suffered to stand
over for a time without doing any harm; and by a little judicious
contrivance of this kind, considerable time could be saved in
places (and such arc too numerous; where the gardener is kent
short-handed. ^

I.-KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department*

Pinery.—Upon the first certain indications of the rising of the
flower.stem of any fruiting plants, water must be more liberally
given at the root, but take care not to overdo it. Youne fruit
that do not sweU off well immediately after flowering mav eene
rally be improved by taking the plants out of tlic pots, cirefullvremoving all the exhausted soil, and repotting them in tarfvloam enriched with good manure. These should, if practicablebe kept verj- close and warm tiU they have made new roots Forthe gener^ stock, the temperature should remain as for'merlvrecommended. *wAx*.c*iy

ViKERV.-Thosewho have Grapes far enough advanced to show^'1^ ^11 *^.^ i^^/V^^t berries, which will be when they havereached the size of large shot, should thin them without loss oftime, leavmg ni preference those that are largest and outermoston the bunches Much valuable sap is often wasted by fXw^ngthe rule gencraUy given m books, to " thin out the berries whefthey are the size of Peas." Vines ought never to be suffered toexhaust their strength in the production of useless parts, such a^fruit not intended to remain till mature, shoots not wanted fSbearing wood, and unstopped laterals. Where there is a We
b"S^'t7oi^ard^

^"^^^' "^^^^^^ ^^^ '' ^'-- ^^^^^ ^w
f>,r''*M!!i"'*yf^;~'^''t^*^^^^*''

"^^^^^ heat was applied aboutthe middle of last month will now be in blossom, partLuy S" notwholly, and the night temperature ought not to exceed so" in

^^^^Al""^^^"*^ ^^'^ ^°^^^ ™^>' ^^ permitted to rise to 70° but airshould be given every day, more or less. For a succession eron

j J?j;f^°
'^ August, another house should be shut up about This

^^^^^''f^\-^'>^^^--^^^^^^^^^t\s aU set, which will be the case

rhprlhS''''''^^**^^"''fv^^y^!^
D^*^ember,lt can be se^ X!ther the crop is greater than the trees have strength to mature

ItLlvl^^'f
^f,^' thin out with a scissors all deforced and shortstalked fruit. The trees should now be frenuentlv bnc t!;;roughly syringed, and liquid manure occasiSy X^^^^ S?*

\'^%\lllT^^\l''''''^
^^^

^^r^^' ^ temperatureK o^'to

KiDNBT-BfiANS vrill continue longer in bearing as the season
advances; therefore once in four weeks will be often enouehtrt
sow. Always pinch off the first shoot above the first mir of
leaves, which will cause the plants to branch j and as they srow
they should be supported by short brushy sticks, and not iowed
to hang about in all directions.

.

*

SEA-KALB.—Keep up a constant succession. Very little heaf
is necessary to start it at this time of year. The same also of
Asparagus.
Peas avd Beavs which have been raised in heat must be

freely exposed to air and light j they merely require protection
from frost now.

Out-door Department. ,
If the weather be fine, any sowings omitted last week should

be brought up. In addition sow on an open quarter two or three
sorts of Peas, to succeed those sown on the south borders. For
this purpose there are perhaps none better than the Green Im
perial (by some called Blue Imperial), Knight's Dwarf Green
M&rrow, and the Milford Marrow. This last is a fine large Pea
and comes into use a fortnight sooner than any of the tall*
growing Marrows, but it does not continue so long in bearing"
and the Peas sooner become hard, ^*

Beans should also be sown in a similar situation. The green
kinds are generally preferred, because they look best when cooked
Cabbagks.— Sow a little seed of some early sort, and likewise

of the red, in a warm corner ; and if the weather is open, a planta-
tion should be made of autumn-sown plants from the nursery-beds
Savovs grow large when sown early; therefore a little seed

might be put in.

Parslky sown now will be found useful when the autumn
crop begins to fail.

Carrots.—Sow a few rows of Early Horn in a warm place to
come in for use before the principal crop.
Garlic ano Shallots.— If these were not planted in autumn

it must now be Hone. They are less liable to be attacked by the
grub on newly-trenched ground.

Orchard,—O^^n dwarf Apple and Pear trees will require prun-
ing and regulating. In pruning such trees the knife ought not
to be too liberally used, but the brajiches allowed to be well
feathered wdth young spray. Trees are sometimes pruned till
they produce nothing but shoots. Wall Pear-trees that have
become sterile might be restored to fertility by taking them up
and replanting them, laying the roots nearly in a horizontal
position, near the surface of the border, which had better be pre-
viously trenched.

U,—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stovb.—Keep the temperature of the Orchidaceous-housea little
higher now, particularly during the day—say 70*^ for the warmest
house, and 6o° for that which contains the kinds from Mexico
and Guatemala. Dendr6biums may now be expected to flower
in great beauty.
Greenhousb and Conservatory,—Examine the soil about

the roots of Heaths, as it is likely to be dried at bottom by the
fires which have been recently necessary, while at the same tune
the top may appear moist. In such a case, numerous small holes
should be made tlorough the mass, to admit the water to the
bottom of the ball, otherwise the first sunny day will most likely
destroy the plants. Give air liberally in fine days, and close
early, in preference to making fires.

Pits and Frames,—Bulbs of O'xalis, I'xia, Trit^inia, and simi-
lar plants, which have been kept dry through the winter, should
now be potted j and by varying the planting ^iej' may be made to
fiower at different seasons. Some bulbs of Tigridla may also be
potted, to fiower earlv- Dahlias for propagating should now be
placed in heat. Pot tubers of Marvel of Peru.

Out- door Department.
The late partial remission of frofet has possibly tempted some

choice bulbs and tubers to show themselves, in which case they
had better be protected from the changeable weather by hoops
and mats, or some other available covering. Prune and nail
Jasmines, Honeysuckles, and all other climbers.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT. .

Nursery.—Continue to put seeds of forest-trees into the
ground at favourable opportunities, sowing those kinds first

which require the longest time to vegetate. All seedling plants
that are large enough should be transplanted in rows.
Forest and Coppice Woods.—When the ground is in an unfit

condition for planting, pruning should be proceeded with. AU
timber is much better in quality when cut previously to the rising-

of the sap
J therefore felling ought to be finished as soon as pos-

sible.—/. B. Whiting, The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. 10,

1842. as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.
Bakohetsr.

Feb.
Fridaj ~"4

Saturday 6
Sunday 6
Monday 7
Tuesday 8
Wednesday 9
Thuriday 10

Average

Max.

S0.267
30.109
29.7 8(J

39816
29.795
S9.986

30.038

A!in.
SO. 351
30.177
29.892
29.6y7
29786
89.512
29.895

29.901

Rata-

Feb. 4. Hazy in the morning ; light haze and calm ; slight frost
5. Hazy ; cloudy ; overcast ; slight fog at night.
6. Dry haze ; very fine ; . clear.
7. Sleet in very broad flakes, instantaneously melting on touchiDg

the ground
; hazy ; overcast at night.

8. Foggyj exceedingly damp ; mild with fog at night.

?X
^^^^-"Sntly overcast ; fine with sun ; evening clear and mild.

10. MUd with slight haze ; densely overcast at night

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 15 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Feb. 19, 1342.

Feb.

Sun.(~ia
Mon. 'u
Tuet. 15
Wed. 1«
Thtiri.l7
FH. IB
^%t. Id

Aver.
[ Aver.

Ui^heic Loweit
Temp, Temp.

Afean
Temp

46.3 33.8
45.8 82.8
4«.0 83.0
4«.5 32.5
45. S 81.8
u.a 8S:0
45.0 81.6

Naof
Years in
which it

Raioed,

Greatest
quantity

40.1 9
sg.e 6
39.5

, «
89.5 8
38.5 9
38.2 7
39.3 6

1

tK^ u'^ll5^'
temperature daring the above period occurred oa

A \\: ' ™ *®^^» ^^^ ifith and i;th in 1837—thermometer 55"

and the coldest on the I3th in 1838—thermometer 14^

O ^

l.".^!Lr„^i"^.!^«^^ J?? Kood turfy/but unmanured, loam.

Among other instances of
1 cTe^not tS'KWtSi^lS^^^^^^

encumbers similar soil, miied w th a thi/n^ ^?7 ."^^ ^""^
equal to anything. kUo nnV''l,*'Kr.'*£^^^

REPORT ON COVENT GARPEN MARKET.
^or the week ending Feb. Uth, 1842.

u^^^^^^^^ speaking the market has not much altered since our
iasE Keport

; the suppUes have been weU kept up, and trade has beea
mher brisker. Fruit.-The remarks made on Pines in our last

R»i^- u ^^^^ .^^^^y *o *bis. A few hothouse Grapes are oifered;

^S!fi, 1 ^^^i*'^"^
s*^^"*' Apples are plentiful; Nonpareils are

^orth from &i. to 20*., and Ribston Pippins from 5*. to lOx. per

l^nffJ^^^^^^ ^^ *^e quality- Many excellent samples of Pears

nf!« il ' among which are •ome Easter Beurrds and Passe Col-

>^^ ^mmeloes and Shaddocks are abundant. A few Cucum-

.

a^T^w f^® ^'iJ^ brought. Vegetables,-Cahht^es and Savoy*

n^t C?^"^-, ^^^^^ Broccoli is rather scarce. Kmdey-Beana have

rrum, !«^^
Plentiful as usual at this season. The supplies of Aspa-

fXn 5?,i
^*^® ^''^ increased, and consequeiitly the prices have

iW JL ; ^^£ *^^^^^ Lettuces, Endive, and other kinds of salad-

J.f r!?J ?^P* '* ^^ *^e same may be said of most of the samples

M,iri.rf?^'
^^^^^ '^ ^ abundant supply of excellent Rhubarb,

dmiti m"^ "^ "'"^ plentiful. FlowerM.~-ihe cut flowers l»ve in-

d^^^^""/^ **^^***^» "^^ amofis tfaem were handsome 6P«-

..if

M.

M

-'Jt>

t1

Ife

'»
H

^.

iH'
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XppUt, Kitclien, pfrbufhc!,3f to 5* 6«< |Almondf, per peok, 7# "

Desseri, perbuihel,3/6*f to 14j Sweet Almonda, per pound, 3#

ipean, dMsett, per ha]f-*ieve,4# 10 JC# Chesnuts, per peeked* to 10*

Fine Apple, per lb- 5j to «j

Grape*, spwiish, per lb., \t U> \m 6d
J. rortiigal, per It)., 2* to 4*

OraBJFCi, pef dor^ S**' 'o 2*

. _ . per 100,3* to 14*

_ Bitter, per lt>0,6«tO]6#

Walnut*, per biiaheJ, iO* to S4*
Filberts, English, per lOOlbt. ]30#
Nut*, per bushel

—

— Brazil, So*— Spanish, 16*— Biiroelona, SOg *^
-^ Cobba, 14*per doz. 1* to ?«

per 100, 6i to 13*

VEGETABLKS.
Shallot!, per lb., 1*
Onions, per buthel, 2* to 3$6d

Smvoyt, pet dozen, 6d to 1*

Csbbage, While, per doien, l*to3*
< ^ Ced, for picklinff, S* to4*

Cabbajee Plants, per doz., S* to 4*J
BruwlaSproTits, p.hf. sve., J* ed^ 2$Sd

Brocooli, White, p. bunch, 2* to 4*
— Cape, 2* to 3* ;

_ Brown, 2* to?*erf

Tornip Tops, per bushel, 1* tol* 6d
Kidney Beans, forced, per 100, 5*

Potatoes, per ton, S5* to 80*

per civt.3* to 4*
per bushel, S* io 2s'€d
Kidney, per bush. 2* to 2* 6d

Artichoke*, Jeruialem, pr half aieve,
^9dtolt]6d
Turnipi.pr. doz.bunches, 1* 6d to'.3*'

Carrotv, per dox. biinches, 3* to 5*

Parsneps, per dozfn,'6J to Im 3d,

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1* 6d
SciJrzonera, per bundle, 1* to \s3d
SaUafy^, per bundle, 1* to I* 3d
Horse Radish, per bundle, I* to 5*

Baiiiah, p. doz. hands (24 to30each)2*6J
Spinach, per sieve, 4*

— , per half sieve, 3* Gd
Leeks, per dozen bunches, 1*

Garlic, per lb., M

for pick., perhf.-«eve,3iflJ— Green, per doz. bunches, 3j to4*— Spanish, per dozen, 2* to fi/
Aiparagui, per 100, lar«e.|5« toB*— Second or Middling, 3*BWio4j— Sprue, or Small, S*6dto3* 6d
Sea-kal€,lbest,*per punnet, 2* 6d to 4*— Seconds, I* to 2*
Lettuce.Cabbage, p. hf. sve., f*— Cos, per score, 2*
Endive, persuore, 2j to4»
Celery, Red, p. bdle (12 to 15) flJ toU 6d— White, per bundle, 6dto UZd
Small Salads, per punnet, 3J
Watercress, p. dz.sniall bnnch,»6dto84i
Parsley, per half sieve, 2* to 4*

.— per dozen bunches, 4*
Tarrag^on, per dozen bunches, 4*
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 3* to 6*
Thv me, per doz. bunches, 2*
Sftf^e, per doz. bunches, 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches,'4* to fi*

Savory, per dozen bunches, 3*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, 9d to 9t
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* 6d to 2c
Truffles, per pound, 2* to3*

Notices to Correspondents,
Wi LL any of our correspondents favour us with their eaperience

in growing the Mango in this country ?

The Publisher will be happy to give is. each for Nos. 9, 38,
44, and 5!.

- i/ejr.—Your present collection of Pears is capable of being
greatly enriched, even in a latitude not far remote from 37^,
especially as your Peaches ripen on the open walls ; and if your
BoU and subsoil are of that warm nature which characterises
vaiious localities along the banks of the Dee, then the following
varieties of Pears, duly sheltered, may be expected to succeed as
Standards :

—
Dunmore
Hessel
Fondaute d'Automne
Seckle
Flemish Beauty
Louise Bonne (of Jersey)
Aston Town
Marie Louise
Beurre Bosc
Althorp Crassane

Beurre Diel
Winter Crassane
Hacon's Incomparable
Winter Nelis
Thompson's
Passe Colmar
Knight's Monarch
Ne plus Meuris
Easter Beurr€
Beurrd Ranee

A Constant Subscriber requires a long answer, which he shallnave next week.

rA?'
^' ^•-^'our Rhododendron is not Nobleanum punctatumro^m, but one of the numerous varieties allied to Russellianum,

H^. J. IS answered in the leading article of to-day.
J, Croofife.—Nitrate of soda should be sown dry at the rate of

plants
' ^^' ^^^^' taking care that none touches the leaves of the

«T.^n?* ^'T"^""
^'^'^^ find lists of the best Pinks by referring to

pp. 400and 672, (1841.)
' 6 «-

4e-^yo/a.-You will find lists of the best Carnations and Pico-
• ^ l^l'

555 and 601, and of Pinks at pp. 400 and 6;2, (1841.)

.-r.l'J
"^^ "^^^^ publish nonsense if we know it. Writecommon sense, and we will give you the best advice we can.

it ZL^'Z °
v^ ^^J7

liighly-coloured oblate Apple is not known :

Oa^^f/ /"IV^^^
*^^ ^^^^^'^ Crofton. The statement about the

*^fnr.^
Pe'-fectly correct, and the fact is ifct so uncommon as yousuppose

J a.s we shall show you in a leading article soon.

VLt^fT^Z -^ ^^^ P^*^"** of your good opinion, and wish we could

thediffin u-'^T!'. J'^
"^^^^^^ however, be a long story to explain

SeS •

'^^ ^^^-^ ^^^^^ *^^ P^»^ y'^^ recommend. Rely upon it

irinttd h^''\'^'*^ iu^
^^^^^"^ 5^^"'' P^P^*"- As the Chronicle is

?Se l^Qf tLl^t"""' 5*i^ ^^''JP^^^ "*"^*^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ to margin.
J;

t^st time to cut down Rhododendrons is now.
JT ' u^~" «?^^^?^^'^ ^® ^ Sood one. We wiU make use of it some day

'•m^ihC ^^f "°^ ^^^^ ^^^ paragraph you allude to, but^wia recommend you not to depart from the general practice of

SS^ilf*^V°"^ Dahlias in a generous compost. Those that are^^ed to be coarse, as Lee's Bloomsbury, Beauty of the Plain,^^ger I^dy Cooper, &c., should not be thinned out, as thatwwttu tend to increase their coarseness ; but by aUowlng them
tLRl ^'*^e growth, part of the nourishment that would go to

SAH.^Tri'^ diverted toother purposes, and the blooms are con-

pf- ^' ^^^ ^^ quality.

duTvi^f^^''^^'"""^'^ "^^ "ot believe that good wine" can be pro-

fOr^ r^r...
Orapes that do not ripen perfectly, and would there-

whl^h 3 ?^?.V^'^
*''"® ^^^^^ Burgundy and Miller's Burgundy,

€rn parts of ^\l^y^^^^^^y
situated, wiU ripen weU in the south-

kinriT^^^'T-'^^^^^ ^® ^^^^^^ difference between the early and late

sort \^L ;-^^ ^^^'^'' *^ everything depends on the quality of the

sion. Al^™^^ sowing, and the soil and situation, for succes-

sea^nna -n ,
Asiatic or Ley den varieties, if sown at different

^A u D ^^^^>^ S»ve a good succession both early and iate.

ikin^ ,T.v
^^ longif6Ua is not hardy, and wiU only live out-of-

Sm«r Y'"^'^***^ protection, in ComwaU or Devonshire. P. ChiU

»tatP K ^^^*^^*y niuch hardier than P. longSfSUa in a seedUng
ton»/* *

whether itia sufficiently hardy to stand a severe winter

^ yet!
''emaina to be tesUd; the planu are too amaU to

* IF. if, 4, Mk9| witb refermct to^ aricommcnaatiw of iiTiioc

plenty of heat and air at the time of Crapes changing colour
what decree of temperature is recommended, and ^so if by
plenty of air, both top and front ventilation are to be understood
thereby causing a current?—We reply that the temperature for
Grapes at that stage should not be lower than 75°, and may range
between that and 85°. As to a moderate current of air, it is not
objectionable if at its ingress its temperature were the same as
that of the house, or nearly so; but as this uniformity can rarely
happen, it is advisable, whilst giving abundance of air, to avoid
draughts.
A Buteonian, being anxious to compete for prizes at Dahlia

Shows, must procure the following sorts, which are the best
flowers for his purpose ; possessing these, his success will de-
pend upon his own skill. Those marked with a * are new and
valuable flowers for showing

:

Jackson's Lady Cooper
Queen of Beauties
Jeffries' LadyHarland

Scarlet and Red.
Lee's Bloomsbury
W^idnall's Eclipse
Cozens* Scarlet Defiance
Catleugh'a Tournament
Girling*s Danecroft Rival
*Hedley's Phoenix

Crvnson, Purple, ^e,
WTiale's President of the West
Lyme's Springfield Rival
Low's Conservative
Holmes's Andrew Hofer
Low's Le Grand Bandin
Cormack's Pickwick
Church's Burnham Hero
Keynes' Constancy
Ansell's Rouge et Noir
Girling's Suffolk Hero
Begbie's Mctclla
Stein's Highgate Rival
Stanford's Egyptian Prince
WidnaU's Ne plus Ultra

Do. Conductor
Ward»s Euclid
Sorrell'a Essex Rival
Spary's Conqueror of the

Plain
Ansell's Marquis of Camden
Girling's Indispensable

White.
Lewisham Rival
*Wildman*s Bianca

White Grounds, edged with Lilac,
Tiuse, or Crimson,

Spary's Beauty of the Plain
Davis's Maid of Bath
Whale's Phenomenon
Brown's Bridesmaid
Headley's Penelope
*Catleugh's I^dy Ann Murray
Dodds' Queen of Sarum

Yellow and Buff shaded,
W^idnall's Argo
Cox's Defiance %
Anseil's Unique
*Dodds' Yellow
Pamplin's Bloomsbury
Nicholas Nickleby
*WidnairsPrincessRoyal,bright

buff tipped
Fowler's Duchess of Richmond

Rose,
Catleugh's Eclipse
Neville's Hope
Wheeler's Maria
Dodds' Grace Darling
Spary's Admirable

Lilac and Rosy Lilac*

Widnall's Queen
Countess of Pembroke

L. i/.—You had better add the following four Pears to your
collection:— Passe Colmar, Glout Morceau, Ne plus Meuris, and
Easter Beurre. "

.

J* M,—ViC know nothing of the Royal Albert Grape.
Col. Mason.—The Jasmine that you brought from Genoa under

the name of Jasminura Grand Duco, is J. Sambac.
J. M., Stamford Hill.—The Orchidaceous' plant is Catasetiim

tridentatum.* aud the other is a species of Eurvbia, from New
Holland, ..

A Constant Reader.—Six of the best sorts of Dessert Pears for
Standards are the Dunmore, .Marie Louise, Hacon's Incompara-
ble, Passe Colmar, Knight's Monarch, and Beurre Ranee ; and
six very fine Dessert Apples are the Ribston Pippin^ Court of
Wick, Pearson's Plate, Golden Harvey, Scarlet Nonpareil, and
Court-pendu Plat.
H, iC. Jt/.— •* Lindley's School Botany" for a beginner ; to be

succeeded by the same author's •* Natural System of Botany"
and •* Ladies' Botany."
„/•' ^'~:^P *i^^e eiven the names of"the best Pelargoniums and
cnrysanthemums in former Numbers, to which we must beg you
i**ift- r*. }^ ^'^"^ attentively study the Calendar erf Mr. Paxton,
published last year, or that by Mr. Whiting, now in progress, or
the papers by Mr. Appleby, you will find all the information you
ought to want about forcing. The Louise Bonne (of Jersey)
succeeds m your northern climate, and is one of the many that
npenbetvveeh the Jargonelle and Swan's-egg: but neither this
nor any other variety will remam fit for use during the whole of
the above mterval. The Mayduke will be well succeeded by the

*=ni^>?'"'*"^'''7~P^*^^^5^ ^® ^ P^^^*^ ^^^»c^ is forced in the dark for
fiaiading. and then resembles Endive, but is much more bitter.
VV e do not know what Thistle you mean.

^f H.t*^^"!?^';
answer Alba or A Scribe at Woodend about the price

01 the " Book of the Farm." -

aTTioy,—The following Roses will succeed against a trellis with
a north aspect, if the situation is not damp. Much depends on
the height of the trellis. If high, the following may be taken :—
Boursault, red

|
Rosa ruga, blush

Champneyana, blush; [ Rosa Blairii, rosy purple
Rose de Lisle, blush with dark Jaune Desprez, buff

centre 1 Wells' Noisette
Marie Leonida, white f
—If the trellis is low, then plant the following :—
Common China, blush I Microphylla, blush with dark
Indica sanguinea^ dark red | centre
White China I Charles X., rosy purple
Watts' China, deep rose

|

—The following deciduous flowering shrubs are handsome and
easily procured, and they will produce a succession of flowers :—
Ribes sangulneura
Do. a6reum
Pas(juia Moutan
Crataegus, different species
Berberis sinensis
Prunus ]ap<5ntca

Calycanthus fldridus

Colutea cruenta
Cytisus purp6reus
Do. Laburnum
Do. multiflorus '

Daphne Mezereon
Philadelphus Gordonianus
Dei'itzia scabra
Eu^nymus latif61ius

Hibiscus syriacus
A Young Cottage Gardener.

Lonicera tatirica
Magn6lia consplcua

Do. purpiirea
Amelanchier botryapium
Spiraea ar5xf61ia
Do. bella

Do. grandiflora
Pyrus spectabilis
Cyd6nia jap6nica
Robiuia hlspida
Spartium multiflorum
Syringa p^rsica
Viburnum dpulus
These, with a few Garden and

China Roses, will produce a
good effect.

We do not think Silvia fulgens

I

could be pegged down in a bed with much advantage, as the lateral

branches aie readily torn from the main stem, and could hardly
be pulled down in a direction contrary to their growth. The
lowermost branches might perhaps be trained along the ground.
Plants of the yellow Calceolaria raised from seed this spring will

most likely flower in the autumn, if they are repotted several

times, and' grown in rich soil. Hollyhock may be sown in light

soil in the border, in April j when the young plants come up, they
should be thinned out, and the rest may be left.till the autumn,
or the following spring, when they may be removed to the

situation where they are to flower. It will be necessary for you
to make up a bed of light rich earth for the Anemone seed, in any
situation not very damp, and thin the young plants out when
they come up. We do not think you will be able to procure the

Volume of the G«r^(?ners'CAromWff for 1841 ; we have not one left.

J. Hamerton.—Hr. Madden's Prize Essay on the Effects of

Drainage is printed in the " Quarterly Journal of Agriculture."

. C, B, t, and a Townsman will find an excellent selection of

Roses popularly described by Mr, Rivers at p. 681, (1841).

/grtorami/5.—Your Carnation seed may be sown in a bed out-

of doors in the early part of April; the soil should be rich loam,

mixed with a little sandy peat and rotten manure; the surface

should be finely pulverised, and the bed raised somewhat above
the level of the adjoining ground. The seed may be scattered

broadcast over the bed, and afterwards lightly pressed in with the

back of a rake. Orchis seed will not grow. We think all evidence

goes to show that the club in Broccoli is exclusively caused by
insects. If you have any proo/ to the contrary, we shall be glad

to receive it.

Lampj/ris.—U is our intention, as soon as we have space, to

publish some articles on the art of drawing and colouring flowers.

Glendinning's Treatise on Pines is one of the best. Your Clero-

dendron is covered with some parasitic fungus, probably arising

from the dampness of the house where it is growing, and from
insufficient ventilation.

Ti^ro.—The plant that you found in the shrubberj- is*Antirrhi-

num speciosum, and No. 2 is Mesembryanthemum barbatum.

The others it is not possible to name from the smaU pieces sent.

S, 5.—It is nonsense to say that Melons cannot be grown by

fire-heat ; but they ought to have bottom-heat. The reason why
flues prevent the growth of Melons is, that they render the air

too dry : the remedy for that inconvenience is, evaporating pans
placed over the flues, and kept well sappUed with water. With
such a pit as yours wc should have no fear of success, if the bed
on which the Melons are grown was raised above the level of the
ground, so as to be hollow, and allow the heated air of the pit to

warm the earth. Next week we hope to give a plan of Mr.
Green's Melon- pit.

A Townsman.—VTe will publish yonr letter, for the chance of

some one suggesting a mode of satisfying your desires; but we
have little hope of success. At least, we hardly see how the
plan of deferring the flowering of spring flowers is to be accom-
plished except by the old method of an icehouse.

Crpptogamia.—KeTmedyB. monophylla is a Hardcnbergia; K.
splendens we do not know : the rest are right,

Totty wishes for information respecting the time and manner
of blanchjng Buda Kale. The following communication from J.

Wedgwood, Esq., is published in the Horticultural Transactions,
First series, vol. 4, p. 570 j and the process therein detailed may
b« immediately commenced by those wishing to practise it. " I

bays be«a Ui'mg la esperiz&eat rfi& fi&<U Km^ w^^ tei

answered completely : this is, blanching it as you do Sea-kale*
by turning a pot over it, and letting it remain covered till it la
quite blanched. When cut and dressed in that state, it is excel-
lent; and one advantage will be that the same plant will furnish
two cuttings, for the sprouts are even more delicate than the
original heart of the plant. I n^^cd no dung to force it ; but this
might be applied with great advantage ; and I think it would be
an excellent «ubsUtute for Sea-kale." As Totty says, his plants
are like the common garden Kale ; he must endeavour to procure
seed of the true sort, and console himself for the loss of a season.
Others may profit from the notice.
£ssex.—You may insert several Walnuts where you wish to

raise a tree without transplanting, to the depth of two inches,
and when the plants come up leave the best one. There must be
some chemical principle in the soil that proves inimical to Apple-
trees, otherwise they ought to have succeeded better than they
are stated to have done after loosening the soil to the depth of
three feet, and mixing it with maumre and lime-rubbibh. We are
aware that there is soil in ErpcX that becomes quite red by
burning, and that in such Anples do not thrive ; yet Oaks and
coniferous trees grow exceedingly well in it.

W. H, H.—To grow and bloom English and Spanish Tri-^rs the
following directions must be attended to:-About August pre-
pare a bed two feet deep, the soil of which must be cumuos^ed of
equal parts of rich loam, sandy peat, aud either well-rutted dunr
or leaf-mould. all well incorporated together, Tlie begiimiug of
September, plant the bulbs about three inches deep, placing a
little fine sand round each, and afterwards cover and level the
surface ; nothing else will be required except stirring the surface
of the soil in the spring. The Irises will bloom about the middle
6f June, and the seeds will ripen in the beginning of August*
when, if it is required, the bulbs should be taken up ; but it mu&t
be observed that when they are removed they seldom flower wcU
the following Peason, and therefore should not be replanted m<»e
than once in five or six years. When the bulbs are taken up. they
should he placed in dry sand for about a month, and afterwards
planted in the manner before mentioned. Seeds of Irises should
be sown in drills in September, in light sandy soil ; they will
come up the following spring; but the young bulbs should re-
main for two or three years before they are removed. The best
way to treat the Persian Iris is to place the roots, in October, in
pots filled with a mixture of either sandy loam well drained, and
leaf-mould, or sandy peat and well-rotted dung, and set them in
some dry pit for the winter, and give but little water until the
spring; and when they begin to show their blooms plant them in
the open bed. If this is carefully done, they will be gay during
April and the beginnuig of May; but they must be protected
from the spring frost when in bloom, or they will not last long ia
flower. Persian Irises are tender, and will not survive the winter
in the open border unless the situation is dry, for they suffer
more from the effects of damp than cold. They may also be
grown like Hyacinths in glasses filled with water in the windows
of sitting-rooms, and are desirable for such a situation, as two or
three plants will scent a room. They also succeed in pure sand,
if the roots are strong. The roots must be taken up in the open
beds every season, and either potted or preserved in sand during
the winter: but if not potted before the spring, they become ex-
hausted, and do not flower well ; whereas, if planted in the open
bed in autumn they are almost sure to perish.

C.—You arc much too fastidious when you complain of our
allowing " Punches Valentines" to be advertised. If you will
buy the book, you will find them great fun, written in good taste,
and flt for the perusal of evert/body ; besides which, they are
illustrated by the cleverest woodcuts possible.
W, J. H.—Cobhctt's Locust-tree is the common Acacia, Ro-

blnia Pseud-acdcLa. An account of it will be found in Loudon's
"Arboretum Britannicum," and ia Mr. Solby's "British Forest-
trees." There is no difference whatever between Cobbett's Locust-
tree and £lie common Acacia. This tree will grow in any land
that is well drained, but does not like stagnant water.
We are unable to inform H. i>. what insect it is that he com-

plains of; but if he will watch its progress and forward some
fresh leaves to Mr. Curtis in the spring, he may probably be able
to give him a satisfactory answer.
An Amateur.—\<G prefer the small edition of "English Bo-

tany " to the large one. "Tuberose" next week.
A Lover of Justice.—How can you suppose we can interfere

with people's private affairs ? Do you imagine you have a right
to quarrel with a man because he will not give you the wages
you want? Surely a master has a right to judge for himself
what he will pay either for a man or a horse; if he will not pay
a fair price he will get a bad horse, and that is his own loss.

3\ S. iV.—Pinus excelsa is like a Weymouth Pine; P. Gerar-
diana, more like a Stone Pine : both are fine things.
P. i*.—** Tripe de Roche " is a Lichen, found wUd in this coun-

try. It will form a subject for another article on "Familiar Bo-
tany," which will now be continued every second or third week.
A Constant Reader''s advertisement can be inserted upon pay-

ment of 4*.

L. /. E.—Celeriac is turnip-rooted Celery, the Celeri-rave ot the
French. The seed, vhich may be obtained from any respectable
seedsman, should be sown from the end of February to the end of
March In light rich i^oil, in a hotbed ; when the j-crnig plants are an
inch or two high, they should be pricked out an inch npart on another
hotbed. In June they shoidd be planted into a flat bed about IS
inches ap.irt ; they must be freely supplied with waiter, aud be but
httle earthed up.

0/i7or Stocktonensis.—Allen's Victory of Suffolk Cucumber and
Allen's Victory are the same. Vou may put netting over your
Apricot trees in the course of this month ; and if you think the
blossoms and Iruit require more protection than a single ne* will

afford, add another, or atliird; though we think that one will be
enough.
A Subscriber is answered thus by Mr. Green :

—•* The temperature
that I grow Calceolarias in at this season ranges from, 50° to 55' of
Fahrenheit, giving as mtich air as the weather will permit, early in
the day, and closing the house early in the afternoon. If a succes-
sion of blooming plants is required, such plants should be kept on a
shelf near the glass in a commou greenhouse ; such plants will bloom
in July and August. In every other respect I treat my plants the
same as Mr. Catleugh, as described at page 341 of 1841.

As U2ual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week*

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The new Government measure in reference to the

amendment and modiiication of the Corn-laws, which Las

been so long expected by the country, was submitted to

the House of Commons by Sir R. Peel on Wednesday.

Like the existing law, it is founded on the principle of

protection to the agriculturist ; but it admits that the

present scale of duties is excessive, and calculated to lead

to capricious fluctuatious. The main feature of the new

measure is an adherence to the sliding scale, and to the

Bjitem of averages ; the alterations proposed being simply

a new adjustment and redaction of the scale, and an ex-

tension of the range of the returns for the averages, so ««

to include aU such towns in England as have a corn

market, and may be considered proper to he added to the

list. The more minute details are given as copiously a*

our limits will aUow under our Fariiaiaenttry ^ ews ;
the

discussion on the principle of the measure wiU begmoa

0"
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ihat be will more a resolution affirmiiig tie ineipediency

of adhering to ft slidtcg scale. The attention of Parlia-

ment baa been io much abwrbed by the Corn-law ques-

tion, that HttJc beyond the usual routine business, and

ft few unimportant. njotions, has been transacted. Two

new bilif hare been introduced—one by Mr. Gladstone,

on tbc Colonial Import Duties ; and the otber by Mr.

Emerson Tennent, respecting copyright in works ofdesign.

By the arrival of the overland mail, we hare received

intelligence of great importance from India and China.

The Indian news U of a more disastrous character than

any which has been received for many years : an insorrcc

tion has broken out in AETghanistan ; Sir Alexander Burnes

and several otber ofl&cera have been massacred in the very

pretence of ^«h Soojah ; and tbc few troops which suc-

ceeded in making good their retreat were obliged to cut

their way through an overwhelming force. The rebellion

first broke out at Cabul, and spread uith a rapidity which

denotes the existence of a powerful confederacy, to the re-

motest quarters of tlie country. At the date of the last

Itdviccs, Ghuzuee was besieged by the insurgents ; the de-

tachments in the Kobistan bad been dispersed, and two

of their officers murdered. No offensive movement could

be taken until naa/orcenteiita had arrived, which the con-

tinuance of winter would render extremely diflficult, and

great anxiety conaeqnentiy prcrailfd in Bombay for the

safety of the remaining troops.—The news from China

continues to be satiafactory ; the expedition has ftg»in

taken possession of Chusan, without much opposition
;

the large city of Nlngpoo has since surrendered, and con-

dderable quantitiea of arms and ammunition^ together

lib the Government stores of grain, have been captured

by our troops. The Chiaeae have not yet proposed any

terms of accommodation ; and it fa believed tha

follows :—Her Majesty the Queen, Adelaide the Queen

Dowager, the Prince Albert, Albert Prince of Wales, and

all the Royal Family."

Parliamentary Movements,—Sir Howard Douglas has

been elected without opposition for the borough of Liver-

pool.—Mr. George Arkwright has. been elected for the

borough of Leominster without a contest, Mr. Nicholson,

who had stated his intention of opposing him, having

withdrawn on the day of nomination.—It is reported that

no new writ will at present be moved for the borough of

Southampton, in the room of Lord Bruce, now Earl of

Elgin, as it is said that his Lordship has given notice of

legally trying the question whether or not, under the

existing laws, a member of the House of Commons va-

cates hi? seat on succeeding to a Scotch peerage.—The

election at Taunton has terminated in the return of Mr.

Colebrook, the Liberal candidate, the numbers at the

close of the poll being for Mr. Colebrook, 382 ; for Mr,

Hall, 334 ; majority 48.

The Revenue,—A parliamentary paper was issued on

Wednesday by order of the House of Commons : the first

part contains the balance sheet of the net public income

and expenditure of the country for the year ended the

5th Jan., 1842, from which it appear* that the excess

of expenditure over income was 2,101,369/. 2s. Id^
;

the net income being 48,084,359/. IBs. 4J., and the ex-

penditure 50,185,729^ Os* hd. The second part gives

an account of the balance of public money, and shows

that the balances in the Exchequer on the 5th Jan.,

1841, y>tmre 3,058,465/. 19*. SJi., and that the balances

on the 5th Jan., 1842, were 3,653,810/. 13s. ^d.

VrAr

Sir iltnry Pottinger intends to proceed to Teensing

and Fekin, as soon as the season will permit.— Our
European news also is unusually interesting* In Por-

tugal a chartist insurrection has broken out at Oporto

;

Signor Costa Cabrai, the Minister of Justice, together

with the military commander and civil governor of that

city, have formed theraaelvea into a provisional govern-

aamt for the purpose of promoting the restoration of Don
*> Charttr, which waa proclaimed on the 27th u!t.

The Duke of Terceira has signified his disinclination to

take any hostile step against the movement ; and although

it is strongly resisted by the Government, it is believed

that it will extend to Lisbon. Rumours of a ohange of

Ministry are abroad, and the whole country appears to be

ftt a slate of complete disorganisation.—Uur intelligence

from Spain meutions that a combined Christino and Car-

liat outbreak, which is said to be actively organising on

Vbt French frontier, Is L^Wy anticipated. The Chamber
of Deputies have held a secret sitting, chiefly in refer-

ttte« to i\Ai subject ; and papers are said to have

been discovered which leave no doubt of the exist-

ence of the scheme* The discussions on the address

arc not yet concluded ; but iu spite of their protracted

length they present few points of interest. The new ordi-

nances respecting the communications witJj Rome continue
to produce much eicftement In the Church, and have
already led to the resignation of three archbishops, which
fhc Government have refused to accept.—In France the
wain point of interest to English readers is the general
belief that, in consequence of the division of the Chambers
in regard to the Right of Search, the Ministers will be
vnabk to ratify the Convention of the five great Powers
for the more effectual suppression of the Slave Trade.
—From the L'nited States we learn that a violent debate
has occurred in Congress on the sciaure of the " Creole,"
end that a resolution calling for information respecting
what it terms the *' insult to the American flag/' has been
tBuauaeuslv carried.

CoriiT.^Her Majesty Prince Albert, and the Prince
ofWales are weU. The Princess Royal ia aaid to be suf-
fcrmg slightly from the effects of teething, which has
rendered it advisable to try a change of air. and Brighton
bas consequently been recommended. On Saturday theQueen held a Court at Buckingham Palace for the rccen
tton of addresses from both Houses of Parliament, after
which her Majesty left town and returned to Windsor
Castle. On Thursday her Majesty, accompanied bvPrmce A.oert, the Prince of Wales, and the Princess
Koyal, left W mdsor for Brighton, where the Court will
continue a short time. Lady Jocelyn has succeeded Ladv
Lyttelton as the Lady-in-Waiting, ^

^
The Queen Dowager.—The reports of the health of

her Majesty the Queen Dowager continue to be of a fa-
vourable character. Her Majesty has received several
isits from members of the Koyal Family during the week
but has not ventured to leave Marlborough-house, It is
Btated that it is not her Majesty^s intention to reside
again at Sudbury-hall ; and that the furniture belonging
to her Majesty will shortly be remoTcd to Bushy or Mari-
borough-house.
' i >v« Liturgy.—kt a Prify CouncU held by her Majesty
on the 2d Inst., it waa ordered that the form of prayer for
tiie aaembera of the Royal Family uaed in the Church, bothmmmmg and evening prayera^ In tho Uimf. and all , ^-, ...^ .r^nu^ua- ox x-u
Other parti of the Churcii jwrrkf; itottl4 be iltm4 », \mm ffk for ir^jJS

jjorefgn.

France.—The Journals contain little intelligence of

domestic interest, and are occupied almost exclusively

with comments on the affairs of this country. The
Queen's Speech on opening Parliament is generally tlie

subject of discussion ; more particularly that paragraph
in it which refere to the treaty entered into by the

Five Great Powers, for the more effectual suppression of

the Slave trade. The Paris prints appear to regard the

passage inher Majesty's Speech as so confidently assuming
that the treaty will be ratified, th:it they again repeat all

the arguments lately used in debating the question in the
Chamber of Deputies, and it is generally asserted that

Ministers dare not advise the ratification of the treaty.

The most important comments on this subject, are those
of the *' Journal des Debats,*' which also seems to infer

that M. Guizot will be unable to ratify this treaty, " We
do not hesitate to state," says that journal, " that the
spirit, if not the text of the parliamentary system, re-

quires that the opinion of the majority be respected, and
it is not to be concealed that the Chamber has clearly
declared itself ap:ain8t the ratification of the treaty in its

actual tenor, \V e have very strong reasons to believe
that the King's Government will deem it more proper on
this occasion not to make use of the prerogative which
the Charter exclusively attributes to the Royal power."

The Chambers.—In the sitting of the Cham^ber of De-
puties on Thursday, the 3d hist., the following unusual
incident took place :—M, Sauzet, the President, read a
letter of M. Dussolier's, a member of the Chamber, in
which the latter referred to an allegation he had made a
(c\y days before at the Tribune, that a sum of 500f., given
by Government to the charities at Nontron (Dor-
dogne), under the impression that the municipality had
declared in favour of the census, ha^ been subsequently
withdrawn, because the Ministry found that it had voted
against its legality. M. Dussolier then stated that upon
further inquiry he ascertained that his assertion had been
unfounded

; aud he thou-ht it was his duty to withdraw
the statement he had advanced. In taking this course
he was following the dictates of his conscience ; but after
tbe debates that had ensued from his assertions, he felt
it to be his duty to resign his post as Deputy. This
letter produced a great sensation, and a number of De-
puties cried out •* No, no." The President then ob-
served that he perfectly comprehended the feeling of the
Chamber, and he should propose the insertion of M.
Dussolier's letter in the minutes, and that a copy should
be sent to the Minister of the Interior. M, Dupin a^^reed
with the President's suggestion ; but moved that in the
minutes mention should be made of the spontaneous
feeling of the Chamber on the letter of M. Dussolier
Tins mcideut suspended the sitting for some time the
Deputies crowding round M. Dussolier and the Minister
of the Interior. In connexion with this public with-
di-awal of a cliarge brought by the Opposition against the
Mmistrj\ the journals add tliat it turns out that M
Isamberf, who at a previous sitting read a private letter
at.the tribune, noticed in our last, had perused the com-
munication referred to, whUe he was at the Ministry of
J ustice, talkmg with his cousin, who is Secretary-General
of that department, and that the hitter being called out
ot the room for a moment to speak to the Minister M
isambert during his absence took up the private ^m-
Trl'T '^'

'n
*i^^''*''' ^''^ ^^*^ ^*' Three propositions-

n I ¥; ^^""^^o» '•e^ative to the functionaries, an-

or- ?^
^^- ^«;^^g relative to the publication of anofficial report of the debates by the Chamber itself-wereread on Saturday, and orderedi to be discussed on Thur^day, xn the order spedfied.

i?ai^roa<f.._It is stated that the Ministry is in ereat

??^!:"i'/ f!^""'^. ^^^^ questions,: from the colS^

areexecuted immediately, at the expense of the State
those between Paris and Brussels, by Lille, with branches
to Calais, Avignon, and Marseilles—and Elle, Paris to
Nantes, by Tours and Orleans, Chalons and Dijon to
Strasbu rg.

The Pre*^.—The late prosecutions of the journals and
the heavy sentences inflicted on them appear to have in-
timidated the printers ; the " Quotidienne" appeared on
Saturday with two blank columns, the editor stating that
the printer had refused to publish the leading atticle
entitled " the Heresies of M. Hej;)ert.'* In order to un,
derstaud this it is perhaps necessary for the English
reader to be informed that the majority of the French
newspapers are printed at public printing offices. In the
Chamber of Deputies on Monday, Baron Chapnevs a
Deputy of the Extreme Left, gave notice of a motion'for a
Bill tending to except printers from the responsibility of
articles published in journals, thus leaving the respon-
sible publisher alone liable.

Spain.—Our intelligence from Madrid consists almost
exclusively of reports of the continued discussion iu the
Chamber, on the address to the Regent. On the 28th ult.

the adjourned debate was resumed ou the second para-
graph relative to the foreign policy of the Cabinet. The
first speaker, Don Joaquin Maria Lopez made a violent

attack on the King of the French, He spoke of the war
of independence, of the invasion of 1823, and of the
Carlist war. ^ The pi'olongation of the latter he attributed

to the conduct of the French Government in favouring
Don Carlos, while he affirmed that the October insuirec-

tion was concocted in Paris. * At this very moment,"
concluded Seiior Lopez, ^* there is a conspii^acy against
us in Paris ; the hostility of France is notorious, and it

ought to be made known to all the world." The speech
of Senor Lopez, who was several times interrupted and
reprimanded, not only by the President, but by the
majority of the Chamber, and also M. Olozaga, whom he
had attacked for placing himself at the head of the Oppo-
sition after being the Ambassador at Paris, had created
considerable sensation. On the 29th Count do las Narvas
resumed the debate, opposing the Ministry, to whom
Seiior Gonzales replied. The second paragraph then
passed, as did also the third, relative to the treaties with
the South American Republics. On the following day
the discussion w^as commenced on the fourth paragraph,
upon the subject of the insurrection of the 7th Oct., when
Seiior Mata moved an amendment, in which the Ministry

was more strongly censured than in the project of the

commission. The amendment, however^ was rejected by
the Chamber. M. Lujan then proposed another amend-
ment, w'hich, by a slight alteration in the wording of

the paragraph, conveyed a direct expression of approba-
tion on the course pursued by Government Curing the

events of October, and which, after a w^arm debate, was
ordered to be taken into consideration by a majority of

84 votes against 55. A spirited debate on this amend-
ment ensued, which lasted two days, and terminated on
the 1st inst., by its being adopted by a majority of 85 to

50. After this approval of the policy of Government,
the question of the Barcelona atate of siege was con-

sidered ; but the discussion on this subject, which still

continued, presents as yet no feature of interest, A
secret sitting of the Deputies took place on the 30th ult,

which is said to have had reference io the affairs of

Portugal, and to certain precautionary measures to hb

adopted in expectation of a combined Carlist and Chris-

tino insurrection in the ensuing spring, which, thejournals

state, is actively organising on the French frontier. It is

stated that the resignation of the Archbishop of Toledo, in

consequence of the late ordinances respecting the com-
munications with Rome, which both the Regent and M,
Alonzo had refused to accept, had been followed by those

of the Archbishop of Valencia and M. Ortigosa, liot only

as Archbishop of Burgos, but also as Governor of the

diocese of Malaga. Seiior Poi'sent had ai'rived in Madrid,

with the view, it was said, to induce the Regent to allow

Don Francisco de Paulo and his family, now^ at Burgos,

to reside in the capital ; hut it was not known what suc-

I

cess had attended his mission. Senor Salamanca left

Madrid on the 28th for London, bearer, it is stated, o(

the requisite credits for effecting the capitalisation of the

debt, and paying the first dividends. It is said that a

regular steam communication is about te be established

between the port of La Teste, near Bordeaux, and that

of Corunna, as well as the principal intermediate ports.

Subsequent intelligence informs us that the debate on the

fourth paragraph of the Address still continues, but with-

out offering any feature of interest. The '^ Eco del

Comercio" announces the arrest of a certain Baron

Pelichez, a Frenchman, and the seizure of liis papei-s,

which were said to contain revelations of importance and

proofs of a deeply-schemed conspiracy against the liher-

ties of tlie country. The other journals, however, con-

tain no details relative to this affair.

PoRTUGAt.—By the usual weekly steamer, arrived at

Falmouth on Sunday, we have news from Portugal to

the 3l6t ult. It brings the important intelligence from

Oporto that the Minister of Justice, Costa Cabrai, toge-

ther with the military commander and adminisU-ator-

general of that city, had formed themselves into a pro-

visional goverament, in the name of the Queen, f^^ *"®

avowed purpose of promoting tlie restoration of Don

Pedro's Ch^er, which was procLoInied at Oporto, m
the presence of the authorities, tlie municipal chamber,

the troops in garrison, &c., on the 27th ult, and the news

transmitted hy telegraph to Lisbon the same niormng.

It had aUo become known there that the military com-
nety of interest Between the northern aoA soXrndepartments, sad the anxiety of every deDartiii^tT K»
particularly favoured. Inle ChaSlr Ktn^ui onMondavythe Minister of Public Work/r^lS^Sr ......... ^„...„.... -..-, „ __^^

" i'"'I'Oi«a » w I tgt jjjQ cbM^^j ^gai4 ultimately be pwclauaed there.

manders in the provinces of Minho and Tras-os-Mont^

had adhered to the movement. Everything was stiu
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Up to the date of our advices, however, Gorernment had
appeared determined to resist the change. Costa Cabral
and the civil governor of Opoi-to had been dismissed. A
roya! proclamation had been issued against the move-
ment, and a majority of the deputies in Lisbon had pro-
tested against it. It appears, however, that 22 deputies,
among whom were three colonels, commanding regiments
in the garrison, had refused to sign the protest. The
Duke of Terceira had also signified his disinclination to
take any hostile step;igainst the re-establishment of the
Charter ; and the senators, assembled for the same pur-
pose as the deputies, had broken up without any result,
notwithstanding the strong declaration of the Duke of

.
Palraella against the revolt. There were rumours of a
change of ministry. The Duke of Palmella and Viscount
Sa da Bandeira had been at the palace, and a coalition
was talked of, but up to the hour of the mail's leaving
nothing positive on the subject was known. A meeting
of the general officers in Lisbon had been summoned at
the palace, at Avhicli they were addressed by the King in
a moderate speech, stating that the Queen relied on their
obedience, and wished that nothing in the least degree
illegal should take place. The Pope's Nuncio had not
yet been presented to the Queen, which was attributed
to some undue demands on his part,

Germaxy.—The German papers Contain no intelligence
of political interest. Private letters of the 28th ult.

state that the Germanic Diet was about to take into con-
sideration the affairs of Luxemburg, and more especially
the system that it would seem was about to be introduced
there for suppressing the German language. This adop-
tion of the French system in a Germanic province, the
Diet intended to resist.—The journals of the 4th inst.

mention the official announcement in the Baden Chamber
of Deputies on that day of the marriage of the Princess
Alexandrina, daughter of the Grand Duke, to the Here-
ditary Prince of Saxe Coburg. The <« Augsburg Ga-
zette" informs us that in reply to the protest of the
Poiie against the establishment of a Protestant bishop
at Jerusalem, the Prussian Government had stated
that the Porte ought to address itself to England, since
it was the English Government that nominated and

[

salaried the bishop, the Prussian Cabinet having only
acceded to the matter by supplying a sum of money.
This proceeding had been regarded as very unsatisfac-
tory ; and it was generally considered that the English
and Prussian Governments were about, in this instance,
to give up the matter, leaving it to the decision of the
Porte. The reply of the English Cabinet, it is added,
was anxiously looked for by the Catholic powers. We
learn from the same authority that the growing intunacy
between Prussia and England becomes daily the subject
of increasing interest ; and that although the nimiber of
resident EngHsh in Berlin is not great, a church has
lately been erected, in which English service is per-
formed, and which is also attended by many inhabitants
of the capital—We learn from Weimar that in the
coui-se of this month a collection is to be made m all the
Protestant churches in the Prussian Rhenish provinces,
for the purpose of founding at Jerusalem an hospital for
.poor Protestant travellers, and also for a school. Both
these institutions, it is said, are to be connected with the
Protestant bishop's see lately established at Jerusalem.
Similar collections, it is added, are to be made for the same
purpose, by the king's command, in the other provinces ofthe
Prussian monarchy.—On the 1st inst. the Princess Albert
was safely delivered of a daughter. The Princess and
the infant were doing perfectly well. Prince Albert im-
mediately sent his Aide-de-camp, Major Count Von Wes-
torp, to Belgium, to convey this agreeable news to the
King, as soon as his Majesty should land from England,
ihe journals pubUsh the following table of the increase
of the population in the capitals of the German states,
between 1B21 and 1841 :—Vienna, from 273,242 to

r^Ao
''' ^^^li°>fi'OHil^2,217to315,5ll

; Muiiich,from
bU,024 to 106,H51 ; Dresden, from 52,000 to 80,989 ;Hanover, from 24,000 to 29,000; Stutgard, from 27,^00

no J;'^^^^
Carlsruhe, from 16,021 to 23,484 ; Cassel, from

23,692 to 31,349 "

the Order of Priests, Mgr. Prince Celestin de Schwart-
zemberg and Mgr. Corsi, Auditor of the Rota. On the
same day the five new cardinals received the berrctta
from the hands of the Pope ; and the sacred college, the
diplomatic body, the prelacy, the commanders of the
civic guard and the troops of the line, and the nobility of
Rome, ^went to offer their congratulations. Cai'dinal
Acton is a younger son of the late Minister at Naples,"
and is related to one of the 6ldest families in Shropshire.
His eminence was educated at Magdalen College, Cam-
bridge ; he is the youngest cardinal, and has long lived at
Rome with his mother. Lady Acton.

Russia.—Px-ivate accounts from St. Petersburgh of
the 22nd ult. state that Count Pahlen will not return as
Ambassador to Paris, and that the Emperor has resolved
for the future to have no more Ambassadors to the
European powers, but simply Ministers Plenipotentiary
charged with a special mission. These accounts add,
that M. de Boutenieff m\is expected to aiTange the dif-
ference as to etiquette between the French and Rus-
sian Cabinets, which had arisen from the former,
and not from the latter, it being denied that Count
Pahlen's recal arose from political motives The nlcase
lately issued in St. Petersburgh for the .reduction of the
army, noticed in our last, the first disarming measure
taken in Russia for many years past, has been followed
by another ordonnance of the Emperor fur the reduction
of the church and monastic property of both Catholics
and Greeks in the empu-e, and their union with the do-
mains of the state, in compensation for which the clergy
and monks are to have a moderate salary allowed them.
The large estates which in the western provinces of the
empire, and more particularly in Poland, belong to the
clergy and monastic institutions, are in future to belong
to the state, and the ecclesiastics, who till now derived
their revenues from them, are to be dependent for their
support upon the Emperor.
Sweden.—Accounts received from Stockholm of the

24th ult, inform us that the great manufactorj' of cotton
yarn of Messrs. Bergmann and Bohnstedt, in that city,

has been destroyed by fire. Considering that several
hundred workmen were thereby thrown out of employ-
ment, the King immediately called the Council of State,
to signify that on this occasion Government would, if

necessary, intervene to assist so many sufferers. The
Governor of Stockholm was then applied to for informa-
tion : he, however, declared that one of the owners had
assured him that they did not intend to apply for any
assistance to Government.

procured supplies of food ; and though badly off for am-
munition, there appeared little doubt, according to the
last advices, that he v,ould be able to hold out till the
relief expected from Peshawar should reach him. In the
mean time, whilst Gen. Sale's force was at Gundamuck,
on the 2d Nov., a serious insurrection broke out at Cabul,
which appears to hare been so wholly unexpected, that
letters written on the preceding day by the Envoy and
.Minister speak of affairs being in a prosperous condition,
aiid everythmg quiet and peaceful in the capital. Sir W.
H. Macnaghten himself was about to leave Cabul at the
very tmie of the outbreak, to proceed to Bombay, io
assume the governorship of that presidency. No particu-
lars of the attack on the city have been received, and it
is therefore not known in what manner, whether by stra-
tagem or regular assault, the insurgents gained possession
of It. It seems, however, that the first manifestation of
the popular anger consisted in a determined assault on a
party of British officers, who were then leaving the Dur-
bar. Sir A. Bnrnes, his brother, Lieut. C. Bumes and
Lieut. Broadfoot, of the European Regiment^ were mas-
sacred

; and another officer, Lieut. Sturt, of tlie Eii-ineers
cut down in the very presence of Shah Soojah himself!
The whole city was soon up in arms, the bazaars were
plundered, the houses of our officers ransacked and their
property destroyed, the Treasury pillaged, and other de-
predations committed in the town, whilst another large
party, chiefly Kuzzilbashes, it is said,'^attacked the British
cantonments, situated about two miles from the town. The
rebels arc said to have declared one of Shah Zem"aun*8
sons king

; but whether the outbreak originated in the
mtrlgues of this party, or whether it was a religious
movement having for its end the extermination of the
British, does not appear to be clearly k-nown. There appears
no doubt, however, that the rcbelHon was of a very ..vrious
character, for the whole population were up in arms, and
the British troops being divided—a portion of them in the
cantonments, ^ portion of them in the Balah Hissar— and
the enemy holding the town, which lies between these two
positions, our forces could make but little stand against
the insurgents. The rebellion, at the date of the last ad-
vices received from Cabul-

- „^ .
- . Darmstadt, from 15.450 to 2.9,007 ;

and Weimar, from 8,917 to 11,485.
Belgium.—A royal ordonnance has been published

hxing at 10,000 men the levy for the militia m 1842,
assigmng the number to be furnished by each province
according to its population. It appears that the entire
population of the kingdom is 4,066,347. The royal car-
nages were sent on the 4th inst. to Ostend, whither the^mg also proceeded to receive his Majesty the King of

" ^^^^%V^^^^^
arrived about seven on the following morn-

ing. The two monarcha afterwards proceeded to^rether
to the palace of Lacken.
Holland.—The journals state that the King has sud-

denly consented to ratify the treaty for the junction of
AAixemburg with the German Customs^ Union ; and that
^1. de Rochussen carried this ratification to the King of
i-russia at London. The following, it adds, are the
lerms of the ratification :—« The treaty is concluded for

D ^h^^\ • V' ^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^ *^^^* y^^^' *^® ^^S Grand
J^uke thinks fit to rescind the engagement, he shall not
^ave the power of making a treatv on another side under
a aeiay of four years from the date of renunciation."
SWITZERLAND.—The joumals of the 4th inst. contra-

uicc the reported attack on the Convent of the Great St.
Bernard by robbers, noticed m our last.
ITALY.—"The Diario di Roma" of the 2oth ult. an-

nounces that the Pope, in the Secret Consistory of the^tn Ult., proclaimed the following Cardinals :—Order of

n^^°"%* 5?^' Massimo, Prefect of the Apostolic Palace.

ViT^ri!*
Priests

: Mgr. Acton and Mgr. Vanniscelli,
'ice-charaberlain and Director-General of the Police.
' ^ Holiness also created aad proclmnied Cardm^fa q:

I

Greece.— Private letters from Athens dated the 20th
ult. announce that a change of Ministry was confidently
spoken of, and that it was generally asserted that [the
Greek Ambassador at London would be appointed Pre-
sident of the Council.—A murder had taken place in
Athens of a M. Negropont, a merchant, for many years
established at Manchester, which caused a great sensa-
tion in the city. The circumstances connected with it,

however, are not given.
Turkey,—The Overland Mail, which arrived on Mon-

day, brings no intelligence of any interest either from
Constantinople or Alexandria. Private letters from the
Turkish frontiers of the 22d ult, state that the Servian
senate hadunanimously resolved to reject the demand made
by the Porte for 500,000 piastres indemnity for the expenses
incurred for the emigrants. A senator, declared in the
Chamber, that although grieved that an affair of money
should occasion new difficulties between Servia and the
Porte, he would rather put himself at the head of the
people to combat than yield to so unjust a claim,—Private
correspondence from Constantinople, dated the 17th ult,,

states that a note had been addressed by M. de Bour-
queney, the French Ambassador in that capital, to the
Porte, the object of which was to impress upon the
Turkish Government the necessity for moderation in

their negotiations with the Greek Government ; to re-

commend lenient measures towards the Maronites of

Syria ; and to declare at the same time that any armed
demonstration against Tunis would be considered as an
act of hostility against France. The answer of the Porte,
it is said, was perfectly evasive, every dangerous topic

being avoided ; but a general disarming of the fleet ap-

pears to have been the consequence, Beyrout letters

state that tl>e Druses expected that a Turkish Governor
would be appointed in Lebanon.

India.—By the overland mail, which arrived in town
by express on Monday, we have received intelligence from
the several Presidencies of India—from Calcutta to Dec,

22, and Bombay, Jan. I. The news thus brought, as far

as Affghanistan is concerned, is of a disastrous and me-
lancholy character. The following is an outline of the

untoward events which have occurred in that pai-t of our
Indian possessions since the date of our last intelligence.

It will be remembered that we were then informed that,

in consequence of certain reductions made in the tribute

paid to the Eastern Ghilzie tribes, for keeping open the
passes between Cabul and Jellalabad, the people rose and
took possession of those passes ; and that thereupon Gen,
Sale's brigade, which had been under orders for the pro-
vinces, was sent out to drive them from their position, and
to re-open the communication. This, however, seems to
liave been an arduous duty, and attended with serious
loss on our side. The brigade fought its way to Gunda-
muck, much harassed by the enemy from the high ground
on either side of the passes, and after 18 days, during
which our men were almost incessantly engaged, they
rea<5hed the above place, much reduced and exhausted,
and thence, after further annoyances from the enemy,
moved upon Jellalabad. Here, though Gen. Sale had
afterwarifc several times been attacked, he had succeeded
on every occasion in vanquisling the insurgents | h*d

for, although the communica-
tions generally have been interrupted, one or two Cossids
had made good their way to Pesliawar—had raged during
17 days, but the force of it was still unbroken. The
British troops were weak, and the enemy very numerous.
Several engagements had taken place, and our troops had
distinguished themselves on various occasions, but to little
purpose. It seems that the enemy, unfortunately, at an
early stage, got possession of the Commissariat godowns

;
for^ although two horse artillery guns had been sent to
their defence, the ammunition had failed, and the stoi-es
were captured. Two of the Shah's guns were also taken
by the enemy, and turned against our troops, and one of
our magazines destroyed. On the 1 8th Nov., the date of the
latest intelligence, the insun-ection, in spite of a partial
victory achieved by the British a few days before, was at
its height, and, though there seemed at one time some
little hope of the Ghilzie portion of the confederacy being
bix)ught over, affairs were still weai'in^ a very serious as-
pect. The rebellion had not been confined to this move-
ment at Cabul, but had spread into the Kohistan, where
a detachment of Goorkhas, stationed at Cherekair, have
been cut up, and two officers, Lieutenants Wheeler and
Maule, murdered by the enemy. A party of invalids who
were proceeding from Ghuziiie, under the command of
Capt, Woodburn, have also been massacred, with their
leader ; and Ghuznie itself, which is fortunately strongly
garrisoned and well provisioned, is reported to be in a state

of siege. Reinforcemejits were stated to be badly wanted,
and no offensive movement could be undertaken without
them. When these, however, could reach, it was impossible

to say, as the regiments which had left Candaliarhad only
made three marches. The snow was some feet deep on
th^gi'ound in all the higher parts, while the whole coun-
try was up in arms and every tenable post manned by
hundreds of the enemy. The accounts which we have
received of this serious insurrection are confused and un-
connected ; but there appears to be no reason to doubt
the truth of the above statement of facts ; and up to the
latest advices, the general position of affairs in this terri-

tory, so recently subjected to British sway, excited great
and general anxiety for further information.—The intel-

ligence from the other parts of India is on the whole satis-

factory. Tharawaddy still remained peaceably at Rangoon,
superintending the fortification of a new town which his
workmen had built, and constructing a flotilla of gun-boats.
A plenipotentiary had arrived at jNIoulmein from Ran-
goon, to assure the British authorities that the King had
no warlike designs-

China.—The intelligence received by the overland
mail from Cliina is important, and continues to be satis-
factory. The dates of our accounts are from Ningpoo to
the 20th Oct., from Chusan to the 25th of that month,
from Amoy to the 5th Nov., and from Macao to the 15th
Nov. The expedition had sailed northwards from Amoy
on the 1st Sept., and on the 1st of the ensuing month,
Chusan, which had been very strongly fortified by the
Chinese, was re-occupied without any serious opposition,

and Ningpoo, a city described as two-thirds the size of
Canton, surrendered immediately afterwards without re-

sistance. The loss of the Chiuese, both at Chusan and

Chinhae, is stated to have been considerable ; iliat of the

British very small, considering the extensive nature of

the operations, and the determined opposition offered.

Large collections of ordnance, matchloekB, swords, ana

other weapons of war, and great quantities of ammuni-

tion, were captured, together wiUi the whole of the Go*

vernment stores of gra'in- The utmost teanqnUlity pre-

vailed ftt Amoy t hntj^^ CmUmf fdmu^ the tOM ims
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proceeding quietly, an iinpreaaion seemed to prevail that

further hostile mcftsuivo would be necessary, and the

Cui.Jitioiison which business was carried on were unfa-

vourable to the British merchants. Ilong Kong had Leen

prououncod by a medical committee as " utterly unfit for

tlie residence of Engliiili troops/' A Canton paper states

that expectations had been entertained by llie English

authorities, that the Chinese Government was about to

nja^L : ine overtures. None, however, had, at the latest

date, been made ; audit was then believed that the Ple-

nipotentiary, finding that the demonstrations already

made had not led to any tei-ms of accommodation, had
applied fur further reiaforcemeuts. witli the view of pro-
ceeding next season to Teensin and Ptking ; and the ge-

neral impression appeared to be, that until the Court
becomes alarmed from the prosecution of hostilities in

the neighbourhood of the capital itself, there can be little

hope of any amicable settlement.

Febsia.—From the Bombajr papers, brought by tlie

Overland Mail, we learn that the Schah having conceded
all tlie deiuandij made by Sir J. M'Neil, prellniinary

to the restoration of friendly relations between Persia

and Great Britain, it had been resolved by the Indian

Government immediately to evacuate the island of Kar-
rack ; and it Is added that a steani-frij^ate and other ves-

sels were immediately to proceed to the Persian Gulf to

convey the troops to Bombay,
Unitkd States.—By the packet ship Southerner, which

arrived at Liverpool on Sunday night, we have j^npers

from New York to the 15th nit, A violent debate on the
question of the Creole had taken place in Congress on the
10th ult., in which Mr. Calhoun proposed a resolution,

calling for infurmatiun in regard to the case of murder
and mutiny on board that vessel, aiid asking what steps

the Fxpcutive had taken in reference to the transaction,
having for its object the punishment of the guilty, the re-
dress of the wrung done to' American citizens, and the
insult offered to the American flag. On the 11th the
resolution was taken up for consideration- Some debate
iuiving arisen on the proposal of an amendment to sub-
stitute "pei-sons*' for "iilaves," Mr, Calhoun condemned
publications which had applauded and justified the mu-
tiny and murder, the tendency and object of which, he
said, were to fortify the pretensions of Great Britain in

hostility to the rights of the United States. He warned
the South to awaken from their letliargy, and to guard
against combinations ever menacing their institutions.

Several gentlemen having delivered their sentiments on
^e subject, ^Ir. Clay rose to deliver his. He had, he
said, witnessed the occutrence on board the Creole with
deep regret, because It added infinitely to existing difR-

cultiea with Great Britain, A case had occun-ed, in
which by mutiny and murder a vessel was thrown in the
power of Great Britjun—were thr v to give up the mur-
derers, or to indemnify the United S*tates or not \ If not,
then Americans were deuied the freedom of their own
coasting trade, and no vessels could ssul from one port to
another in the Southern Atlantic border witliout hicui-
rin^ the risk of seizure. He hoped that Great Britain
would see the necessity of douig America justice in this
case. Mr. Calhoun's resolution was adopted unanimously,
—The latest advices from Wasliington state, that the
Bankrupt Act would not be repealed "at present." A
draught, drawn by Mr. Everett, the American Minister
at the Court of St. James's, for 12,000 dolkxrs, negotiated
in London, had been protested at ^"ashington for non-
payment, the department having nothing to offer but
treasury notes, aud not feeling at liberty to pay them ex-
cept at par. Resolutions were before the Legislature of
the State of New York strongly condemning the doctrine
of repudiation of debts, as sanctioned and acted upon
by several States. The Legislature of Pennsylvania had
also agreed to resolutions strongly condemnatory of the
repudiation doctrine.

I be brought into the House of Commons to remedr the inconve- whether the treaty of the Five Powers for the suppression of the
niences Fesulting from the late decision of the Judges in Ireland, -i-^^- 't.^.,. i..h ,,.ri.ro-nnP =..wm.t«..oi .u™..- . .

iie

relating to the marriages between Episcopalians and Presbyte-

rians. Whether the measure should be prospective ornot was
still under the consideration of Goveriiment.

T«wif«^.—Viscount Dlncan'von moved for certain returns

Slave Trade had undergone any material alterations, and wheti^r
ations had been exchanged? Sir R. Peel an

relative to the appointments and removals of stipendiary^ magis

trates in Ireland.

The Marquis of Nohmanbv moved for a return of the names of

Vl masi&trates of boroughs in Great Britain on the 1st Feb., 1S4I,

and the names and dates of all subsequently appointed.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
SatiHTrfajf.—Their lordships assembled at half-past eleven for

the purpose of going up with the address to her Majesty. The
Lord Chancellor look Us seat upon the wooIsacV in his state
robes; and those of the Peers who are officers or members of
yeomanry corps w<w;c their uniforms. At a quarter past twelve
the names of the Peeis were called over by Mr Pulman the
Beputy Usher of the BUck Rod, and their lordships proc^^ed i^tate to Bue1<ingham Palace. ' y y ^

^i, ^
Mondat/.—The MfirqnU of Noumanby, -with a view he said

to redeem the pledge he gave last year, moved fur leave to brini
iu two liills-one for regulating buildings, and the other for the
Sraprovement of boroughs. Both BiUs were respectively read a
first time, and the second reading fixed for Thursday
The Lord Chancellor read her Majcstv's answer to their

lordsbipb' address, which was in th« following words —" Mv
Lords-this affecUonate and loyal address gives me the DureM:
satisfaction.

.
I thanlc you for it .sincerely, as well for vonr

congratulations on the birth of the Prirce my son, as for the
regard which you express on this occasion for my person and
Governnient. My wi^h is, and ever wiU be, to promote the pro-
sperity end happiness of my faithful people."
Lord CoLviLLE then read Prince Albert's reply to the address

from the House :—" My Lords—This instance of your Icind atten-
tion to me, and your loyal affection to the Queen, calls f<H* my
hearty thanks. The happiness and prosperity, of this great king-
dom, to which this event more closely unites me, will always
have my earnest wishes and my earnest prayer." It was urdtrcd
that both answers be entered on the minutes.
The Duke of-WjEi.LiNoTo.v suggested to Lord Monteagle the

propriety ofpostpdning fhe motion of wbich he had given notice,
on the subject of the*latc Exchequer bill fraud, until the result
of the in<7tirries already instituted should be in the hands of noble
Lords. His Grace said that it wouI<i;also be advisable to see
what course might be taken in the other Hou^e of Parliament,
to which the cognisance of such matters especially belonged.
Lord MoNTKAGLE observed that hJ« motion stood for the l^th.

and not the 7th ; and that he would be determined In bringhig
it on upon the former day or not by what might be suggested by
the noble Duke. His only object had been to submit the qHies-

tion as early as possible to the consideration of their lordships.
In answer to questions by the Marquis of Clanrlcarde,

Thi Pukd 9i Wjii.ilK0T9K fUt«4 tliat » £U1 Wfts A?nb7^Ui to

with a converiation upon some Anti-Corn-law petitions, pre-

sented by Lord Broucham, Lord Mklbournb, and the Marquis

of LANsnowvEi but there was no novelty in the topics intro-

duced.
Lord MoNTEAGLK moved for copies of the appointments of Mr.

Percival and Mr. Eden as Assistant-Comptrollers of the Exche-
quer Bill Office.

Lord Clifford (of Chudleigh) put some questions to the Pre-

sident of the Board of Control in reference to Portuguese mis-

sionaries iji India. Lord Fitzceralo promised an answer as

M soon as he should have carefully read the despatches that had
that day reached him.

ThurjiiUty.—The Marquis of Nobmanby moved the second readin g
of the Borough Improvement Bill, lie stated, that having more
leisure now than when in office, he had taken the opportunity of

personally insjivcting some of the most densely-crowded and poorest

districts of the metropolis ; and he would ask such noble Lords as

opposed his measure for improving such districts, to visit those

places themselves, and form their own judgments. The noble Lord
said he had visited crowded districts in "Whitechapel and Ilethnal

Oreen ; and that in the latter there were 75.UOO persons living in

all degrees of wretchedness, 50,000 of whom resided where there was
no drainage of any kind.

The Marquis of Sax-isblhv, while admitting the necessity of some
measure to promote better dminage, was disposed to oppose this

measure, as he thought it would have a tendency to increase the cost
of buildings in poor vicinities, and thereby to raise rents. In Man-
chester, he said, no fewer than 15,UU0 persons lived in cellars ; and,
as one of the provisions of the bill went to abolish the use of these
places as human labitutions, what was to become of these 15,000
individuals?
The Duke of "Wellington said that having supported the Bill

before, he should feel it hia duty to support it on the present occa-
sion. The bill was then read a second time, without a division.
Several petitions were presented, after -which the Duke of "Well-
ington moved the second reading of the Appropriation Acts Amend-
ment Bill. Two Appropriation Acts, he said, were necessarily
passed in the year 1841, in consequence of which some httle
confusion had occurred, and the third object of this bill was to save
expense, and make one account instead of two. After some observa-
tions from Lord Mo.vTiSAGL£, the bill was read a second time and
ordered to be committed on Friday.

"d I

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Saturday.—The Speaker took the chair soon after twelve, when

Lord SrAVLET, who, like the other ministers present, wore the
usual official uniform, appeared at the bar, and informed the
House that as one of the privy councillors who had attended her
Majesty, he was commanded to state that the Queen would be
pleased to receive the address of the House at one o'clock. The
Speaker, followed by the members present, then proceeded in
procession to Buckingham-palace.
Monday.—X great many petitions were presented, and notices

of motions given; after which the Speaker read the following
answer by her Majesty to the address presented by the House ;—
" Gentlemen— I return you my most hearty thanks for your duti-
ful and affectionate address. Your congratulations npon the
birth of the Prince of "Wales are cordially received by me as a
proof of your loyal attachment to my person and House. The
happiness of my people is the first object of my care, and you
niay rely on my co-operation in every measure for the promotion
of their welfare." •

Lord Lincoln- then appeared at the bar, and read Prince
Albert's reply to the congratillatory address of the House. It
rauthus:—"Gentlemen— I return you my warmest thanks for
this gratifying instance of your attention to me and of your duty
to the Queen. 1 thank you for yoiir cordial congratulation on the
birth of our son. and I beg to assure you that the prosperity ofmy country is the first object of my wishes."
Mr. S. WoRTLKv asked what was the course intended by Go-

vernment to be pursued in reference to the Poor-law and to
labourers in factories ?-Sir J. Graham said that Ministers meant
to propose the renewal of the Poor-law Act, with such alterations
and amendments as they might think necessary and prudent-
and that a measure, originally proposed by Mr. Fox Maule, would
be introduced for the purpose of amending the law regulating
the employment m factories of yoimg chUdren between the ases
of nine and thirteen. ^

In reply to a question by Capt. PKcuF.r.L, Sir R. Peil said hemust decline entering into any details on the subject of the pro-
^?*^? BiU relating to Ecclesiastical Courts.-To an inquiry by
Mr. J. O'Coxvell, Lord Eliot replied that he feared some evUhad arisen from the system pursued in Ireland, of affi.rding sun-
port and protection to wituesses in criminal cases ; but when the
difficulty of procuring evidence in such cases was considered, hesaw httle chance of bcuig able to forego the existing practice.He would, however, give his most anxious attention U) the sub-ject.-Mr, C. Bullkr inquired what were the intentions of Go-

V^SlA^' ^w\ 'l^^^^ %^\^ ^I'^^^^i*^
department of the Privy

nn^^^;ZL f *
^'''''' ^!?^'^**' '^^' '^ ^'^^ »*>t the intention ofGovernment to propose the appointment of a new judicial officer

It was hoped that the Vice-Chancellors might be ible to devotemore of their time to assisting in the judicial department of thePrivy Council, and that, with the present system, the accumulation of arrears might be diminished. '
accurauia-

In answer to a question by Mr. Hawis, Sir R In-clis stafpri
that it was his intention to caU attention to\equestfon of^urchextensiQumthe course of the present sessioS Sevxr^other unimportant questions were asked and answe^edT afterwhich Mr. Wallace, pnrsuant to notice, proceeded to ^11
attention to the resolution of the House prohibiting debate on the
presentation of petitions. The hon. Member concluded hisspeech by moving that the resolution in question he rescinded-Sir R iNCLis showed the physical impossibility of doing anyJ
!!!-?*L*'^'^^"^

'^^''^"^^ petitions, if discussion were again perlmitted, as the number of petitions during the last two ye^s hadaveraged I7,000.-Mr. Roe8i;ck spoke in favour ofthi Motionas consistent with ancient practice; and Mr. Br^her?ov on'posed It. on the ground taken by Sir R. Ixotis. M^ (?Covxe?l
^t"^ tli^" \"^J"n*^S?-"" ^ ^"-.^P^^ one for the consideration cf a

«^ pre eutSrnf'^li''''''""'^^^^^^ ^" ^^^« ^lel^atinLto

Commons.

» AKLKY praised the cor
petitions, as contrasted

to 50. The only oUier mattpr nf niiM;« i^ T^
^rjctucu uy jj^

troductionof Mr. E TennSfrs bill r^^^^ Y^ ^^« ^«-

of design. TheilouLTaTiU'^^^^^
was given to bring in the bilh a^ « f™ IllLi 'S.^ if^^e
RISC and Mr.uAk Philips. ^ * ^^ "^""^^^ ^^^ ^'- ^ow-
Tuesday.—Aittx the House had rtmp (-hrrk»«.v - , .

any of the ratifications

swered both questions in the negative, and said that'the time "for
the exchange of the ratifications would not expire until the 20th

Sir R. Pkel, on a question from Mr. Berkeley, declared his in
tention of making a financial statement as soon as the most im'
mediately urgent votes of supply should have been taken tSs
postponement was with reference not at all to his own person^
convenience, but solely to the public interest.

Lord Stanley obtained leave to introduce abill for altering the
di&tribution of the ecclesiastical establishments in the West
Indies, where the circumstances of thelast few years, he said had
much increased the demand for spiritual instruction. Tlie Bishon
of Barbadoes, who had now ser\-ed sixteen years, had claimed
the benefit of the act, of being allowed to retire on a pension •

and it was now proposed to divide the diocese of Barbadoes and
the Leeward Islands into three dioceses, and so to re-distribute
the sums now allotted to the bishops arid archdeacons, &c., that
without any additional expense to the country, the great object
of more effective ecclesiastical supervision would be obtained.
The House having resolved itself into committee on colonial

import duties, Mr. Glaustone stated that the measure he had to
introduce was substantially the same with that which had last
year been proposed by Mr. Labouchere, and generally welcomed.
He did not, however, regret that Mr. Labouchere's measure had
been unsuccessful, because it gave the colonists time to preiare
for changes which, they m.ust now be aware, were generally
sanctioned by Parliament. In adopting the principles laid down
by Mr. Labouchere, he was not aware that any changes which
might have been made in the details, as adopted by the present
Government, would have any other eflTect than that of extending
the application of those principles. After dwelling on the import-
ance and necessity of the change proposed to be made Mr.
Gladstone read at length the scries of resolutions, repealing the
whole duties, and establishing the proposed new ones; and theu
read the schedules of duties, as divided into classes, with the dif-
ferent rates proposed4:o be levied.

Mr. Labouchere expressed his satisfaction at the measure of
Government, admitting that the alterations it had undergone
since he himself had brought it forward last year were improve-
ments. After the advantages bestow^ed on the East Indies, it was
but common justice to give this relief to the West. He felt, too
that this measure greatly advanced another object of the late
Ministers— the reform of the duties levied in this country on
colonial produce, especially sugar and coffee. If the present
scheme were resisted, he would gladly aid in combating any
opposition to it.—Mr. G. Palmer desired to reserve his opinion
Lord J. Russell objected only to that part of the plan which

went to introduce a doty upon com imported from the United
States into the Canadas. The consequence, he thought, would
he the formation ofa Canadian free-trade party, which it would be
difficult to deal with. As to the rest, he was glad to see the assent
of the present Ministers to the policy of their predeces'^org

Sir R Peel desired that rap premature inferences as to the com-
mercial policy of Ministers might be drawn from their adoption
of this measure, which they were as fully prepared to supportlast
year as now. After some further conversation the resolutions
were agreed to. and the House resumed.
Mr. Gladstonb then moved for leave to bring in a biU for the

regulation of railways. He did not, he said, propose to license the
drivers, a class of officers which oflate hadmuch improved ; but he
would ask for a grant of power to the Board of Trade to postpone
the openmg of railways not sufficiently prcpared-to enforce the
production of retur^is of accidents-to close the gates on roads
crossed by railways-to refer certain classes of disputes-to
Check branch communications by individuals-and to take land
for widening embankments.-The provisions of the measure were
discussed by several Members. Sir R. Pekl disapproved vf any
mmute interference by Government. It would, he thought, re-
m?r the caution of the companies, who would then feel the respon-
sibility to be removed from themselves.— Mr. Labouchere con-
curred in the general principle of non-interference ; and leave
was then given to introduce the bill.
Mr. Wallace moved, pursuant to notice, that an address be

presented to the Queen, praying her Majesty to institute an in-
quiry into tbe nature and extent of the destitution existing m'
Paisley and its neighbourhood.

Sir J. Graham deeply lamented the distress in Paisley, which,
ne was sorry to say, had not been at all exaggerated ; but, at the
sanie time, he hoped the present motion might be withdrawn, as
tending to excite hopes that could not by possibility be realised.
It It were persisted in, he should be obliged, however reluctantly,
cp give It Lis opposition. After a debate of some length, in the
course of which Lord Stanley stated that no general plan of
emigration was contemplated by Government, Mr. Wallace
consented to withdraw his motion.
Mr. Godson requested leave to bring in a biU for the protec-

?r^^«r '^^^Pyr^&lit, which was granted after a few words from
Mr. Waklky.
Leave was given to the Attorxey.Genkral to introduce two

biJls-one for amending the Municipal Regulation Act, which
subjects corporation lessees to penalties on becoming Common
counciimenj the other, for allowing a writ of error in cases of
mandamus.
_^pon the motion of Sir G. Clerk, the House went into Com-

h^^ ^('
Supply. An irregular discussion followed, introduced

Dy Mr. \v aklky, on the subject of the framing of Royal speeches^
alter which the resolution, that a supply be granted to her Ma-
J^/i>''

"^as agreed to. The House having resumed, the report
01 tne committee was brought up, and ordered to be read on
\\ednesday.
Wednesday.—The House presented an animated appearance

from the time of Ihe Speaker's taking the chair, there being a
very full attendance of Members, and the galleries appropriated
to the use of strangers being crowded with persons anxious to

i^f" f^
P'"°P"^®'^ Pla" of Government respecting the Corn-laws.

Alter the presentation of a great number of petitions on this
subject, and the transaction of some unimportant business. Sir
H. I'EKL rose at 5 o'clock, amidst the most profound silence, to
tmng forward, according to notice, the Ministerial plan for al-
tering the Corn-laws ; and the Speaker having left the chair, the
Hou.e resolved itself into committee under the presidency of

h!!.;l'^*^^5^*.
^'^^ ^' ^"^'-'s statement occupied nearly three

nours in delivery: after some preliminary observations as to the
paramount importance of the subject, and the spirit and temper

rjuli i^ *' *^"^^^ ^« entered on. and alter admitting the

h^l f i*^*^^*^*^ throughout the country, he disclaimed the
nope of etfecting for the present any material mitigation of them.

wnriT."'' ^}'tc'
^^ ^^^^' 'n *^*s judgment at all attributable to the

worsing of the Corn-laws. Still he saw no reasou to despair of
the resources of the country. They had been deprcsf etf of late

^i^o It^l^-J
^^ concurrent but temporary causes j by the cxces-

wJL^ '^ afforded from joint-stock hanks, whose directors

Ternf^^
"*^ ''* ^'*^*^ ^^^ manufacturing interests, and the con-

m fsrn^-^'^"^'*'^^
^^ buildings and other establishments for nia-

affair.r.f'.'F'i^'"^^'^^' ^'y ^^'^ derangeu^ent *f the monetary

T^\l\?n^l 1^.}'^1^^^ ^'^^^5
; ^y the interruiUion of onr amicable

Dolit^r » H^ R^'"*J a"*i by tl'e uncertain 'state of European

ihe^xPJ^ ^'
^I*^

^^^^ ^»^^"^« ^f ^ar. But. whatever might l;e

woniri ^rV r'
""' ^"^«ea commerce, there might, and often

tT^ in^'nv'tf '^'I'^^-^^'^^^^e ^i^h general prosperity severe dis.

m^t r^ ^o
'**^"^^'" ^"*tf»<^ts. A new invention in machmerf

^ thP?L! ^.II"'?*^'S^^*«^e the labour of hundreds of hands, as

nseut^hi!. r
*'* »»and-loom weairera. This hard condition wb*

Sn^^^.V'^"" *^*^ ^^^'^ of a manufacturing country j
and the

wiL thp?.r
*''^^'. privation and suffering in particular quarter^

^r^win!.
"""^ impeachment of any commercial system, and

that mA» f*?" ^""^ ^^y attempt to check the improvement of

S st^oJ^h°!*^l.^*«^ ^^^^*^ ^ad proved so important a source
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tendency to despond on any temporary check to commercial ad-
• vance— on any decline of one year's commerce as compared wilh

that of the year immediately preceding.^ But alternations of

prosperity and depression had occurred in ail periods of our
commercial history. The right hon. Baronet then entered into

»ame statistical accounts showing the variation in the exports

of the country for several years past, and said that from the
evfdcrcehe had procured on the subject, he could not chargre

•the Corn-laws with the present depression of trade. With respect

to these laws there were various opinions. One party, he be-

lieved a small one, was adverse to all change. Others would
hear of no change, but a total repeal, making their comparisons
between the cheapness of food in this and some other countries.

The trae question, however, he thought, was not what miglit be
the price of food in any country, but what was the command
which its people possessed of the necessaries and enjoyments of

life,. He then proceeded to show, from the evidence given by
Dr. Bowring before the committee on import duties, that the
English consume, per head, very much more of all the necessa-
ries of hfe (the only items at all excepted being butter and to-

baccoj than the inhabitants of Prussia, where grain scarcely
rxcccfts half the English piice. In Belginffi, also, though corn
was cheaper than in England, he showed by statistical details

that the woiking man had less command over tlie enjoyments of
lite than here. He was persuaded that a total repeal of the
Corn-laws, instead of mitigating the present distress, would su-
peradd to it severe disappointment. Another portion of the
house, he said, desireS, not a total repeal, but a fixed;^duty.

He had anxiously recimsidered the subject, and had he come to
a conclusion that his former objections to a fixed duty were iJl-

fonnded, he hoped he should not have wanted the moral courage
to change his course. But he did not think it possible to devise
such a fixed duty lor average years as would suit every year.
"He was not prepared to admit that this country could not raise a
sufficient supply for her own population. He should therefore
propose, in couformify -with the principle of the existing law, a
variable dnty, rising and falling inversely as the price of corn in
the home market. To the present scale there were these objec-
tions: that it was injurhnis to the consumer, by keeping tip

'prices; to the agriculturists, by inducing them to withhold
•their corn until they were at last defeated by the low duty; to
the revenue, because it was thus at the low duty that the chief
part of the importation came in ^ and to the dealer, whose ar-

ranE:ements were defeated by tlie suddenness of the fluctuations.
Much injury, too, was sustained by the farmers (especially in the
north of Kngland, wliere the harvests are late) from the season
of the year at which the foreign corn was poured in. This hap-
pened chiefly about September, just as the farmer wae thrashing
out his corn to meet his rent. There was much difficulty, how-

« ever, in making an alteration in the duties upon the principle of
. just prottction, the adequacy of any given protection depending
much upon varying circumstances. For the last three years the
average price of wheat had been 56s-. llrf., a higher price than
any one would wish to sec continued. He believed that from
fi45. to S2s. would be a fair range for the oscillation of prices,
leaving an average of 56s. Government would now propose a
maximum duty of 20*. when the price should be under 5U.; a
duty of \Qs. when the price should reach 5U. ; a stationary duty
of \Ss. at the prices of 525., 53*., and 5is, ; then a fall of one
shilling for every shilling of advance in price up to 665. ; and
then a stationary duty of 6^. at the prices of 66s., 67«., and 68*.

;

at the price of 6g/?,a duty of 5s., and a further fall of one shil-
ling lor each shilling of advance in price up to 74s., at which
point the duty should wholly cease. This scale would remove

. the temptation to fraudulent combinations for the fabrication of
averages. He should also propose that the averages continue to
he taken as at present, but that the range be widened, by adding
other towns in England and Wales to the 130 from which returns

.
are now ob^ned ; and that the collecting of the returns should
devolve on We officers of excise in the respective towns. Upon
this alteration in the sliding scale he should chiefly rely (cr
checking the unjust tampering with the averag^es, by removing
the ten^ptation for so doing. Sir R. Peel then explained the
detail of the duties intended to affect other kinds of grain, and
proceeded to observe that the proposed reductions of duty on
these as well as on wheat, though very considerable, were not
greater than he deemed compatible with that just protection to
the agiicultural interests, which he still proposed to retain, not
fur the sake of any particular class, but for the general welfare
of all classes. It was fitting to impose such a restriction on the
importation of foreign corn as would countervail any especial
burdens borne by the agriculturist; and it was legitimate to
pay some small tax upon produce, for the purpose of insuring a
home growth, and guarding against a total dependence on
foreign supply ; since it was only in years of scarcity that the
country onght to look for assistance from foreign countries.
This, then, was the proposal of Government; and it was made
at a time wheu there was no alarming amount of foreign corn
available to the supply of this country, and when, notwithstand-
ing some attempts to create excitement, there was a general dis-
position to view with calmness and moderation a proposal for
adjustment.

_
Lord J. Russell desired to have a list of the towns from

^hich It was proposed to take the averages; which list Sir R.
Feel promised to nty before the Houseon Friday.—Mr. CosnEx,m a few sentences, denounced the plan as a measure contrived
lor the benefit of the landed aristocracy: after which the chair-
man reported progress.

Thifrsdaj/.—Earl Jer.myx appeared at the bar, and acquainted
the House that her Majesty had i,dven directions that the estimates
and returns named in the address voted bv the House should be pre-
pared, and presented with as little delav as possible.

1 1
r^P^y to a question from Mr. Shaw relating to railroads in Ire-

land, Lord Ejliot said that certain plans had been submitted to Go-
vernment, but they had not determined upon any one. He also
stated

,
US his own impression, that Government would not be disposed

to sanction any outlay of the public money for such a purpose, or be
responsible for any amount that might be so applied.
^i^^*-Pb' to a question from Lord J. Ftssell, Lord Eliot said

.
that the number of stipendiary magistrates reduced in Ireland was
eignt-^-Lord J. Rlssell gave notice that on Monday he should move
a resolution that in any contemplated alteration of the Corn laws it
would be unadA-isable to adopt the principle of a shding scale.—Mr.
ViLLJEHs gave notice that he should take the sense of the House as
to the propriety of the imposition of any duty whatever on the im-
portation of corn or food.

+>, L"^'
-P^^r- said that with respect to the relations existing between

tne State of Texas and this country, he had no^v to say that of the
three treaties—the treaty of commerce, the treaty of debt, and the
treaty referring to slavery—two of them had received the sanction of

• tlie senate of Texas, hut the treaty respecting the slave trade, not
navmg arrived hefoiB the senate had" broken up, it had not received
Its sanction

; and, therefore, neither of the treaties had been ratified,
**

Y ^*i^
desirable they should be ratified simultnneously.

On the motion of Dr. Bowring, it was ordered that copies be laid
wfore the House of all communications addressed from Bolton to

• ^^,*^**"^^-offi<^e» during the late recess, on the subject of the report
oi Mr, Mott, who had been sent down last autumn specially to inves-
tigate the extent of distress jn that town.—Lord J. Manners, having
personally visited Bolton, and witnessed the condition of the inh^i-
tants bore testimony to the fact of the distressed condition of 'the

_
people, and hoped that some measure of relief would be devised.
Mr. BnoTHERTON brought forward his motion, that no oppofted

ousmess be discussed in the House after twelve o'clock at night,
unieas a hundred members were present.—The motion was opposed

9fi M ^^^-^^ ^^^ negatived on a division by a majority of 200 to
^p.—Mr. EwAJtT usked whether it was the intention of the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests to throw open Richmond and Kew
i^arks to the puhlic—The K:irl of Lincoln replied tlmt there waa no

,
'^tention ot making any alteration -^^ith regard to those parks.

t iw
^^^^ returns relating to the pubHc teP«Uditur« w^r? eiitei^j on

Lord J. RiTssKLL moved for copies of the letters accompanving the
resignations of the late Lord Chief Justice of the Court of Queen's
Bench in Ireland and the late Lord President of the Court of Session
in Scotland. An impression, he said, prevailed that they had with-
held their resignations until the political party to which they were
attached had come into power ; and as such an idea was calculated to
diminish the respect due to the independence and integrity of the
bench, he wished to have it set at rest by the production of the corre-
spondence.— Sir J. Graham, in resisting the motion, attacked the
conduct of the late "Whig ministry, and accused them of having tam-
pered with the Judt»i both in Scotland and in Ireland, by entering
into negotiations to effect the retirement of particular individuals.

He alluded p.nrticu!arly to the cases of Lora Corehouse and Lord
Plunkett.— Sir F. Mauls supported, and the Lord Advocate op-
posed the motion.

Mr. OX'oNNELL, who had been appealed to by Sir J. Graham, for
his testimony to the merits of Lord Chief Justice Bushe, declared that
he considered him to have been amongst the foremost men at the Irish
bar— an admirable orator, an excellent lawyer, and an accomplished
gentleman. But he had become the mere wreck of what he was ; and
he thought there was no doubt that he had lingered on the bench
when incapacitated for his duties, until his political friends came into
power. I<ord J. Russell, he considered, was quite justified in bring-
ing forward his motion on the ground of constitutional jealousy, and
care for the integrity and independence of the bench.

—

^Ix. Shaw
said that Lord Chief Justice Bushe, after the summer circuit of last
year, when for the first time he felt himself unequal to his duties,
had declared his intention to take his scat for the last time in the
then next term, without reference to what might be the political cha-
racter of the Government then to hold oftice. If report Spoke true,
it was by the late ministry that overtures were made, not only to
Lord Plunkett but to Lord Chief Justice Bushe himself, and to Judg^
Johnston. And certainly under no Government had there been such
a cle.irance of public offices.

Mr. Waklky said, that in looking over the list of notices, he had
marked this particular notice of Lord J. Kussell's with the word
** suicide," thinking he himself might be wanted as coroner. He
trusted that in the future appointments to the bench the politics of
the candidates would not be the consideration.

Sir R. Vr.SL was glad to have the opportunity of justifying his own
conduct as to judicial appointments. He had placed Mr. Cranstoun
on the bench in Scotland without reference to political claims. The
appointment of Mr. Cresswell to the English bench had been uni-
versally approved. "When two Vice-Cliancellors were to >)e appointed,
the first ofler had been made to Lord Cottenham. That noble Lord
was not to be blamed for declining the office in his particular
position; but at least Government had shown itself anxious not to
forego the chance of obtaining his valuable senices for the Court of
Chancery, The present ministers had neither solicited Lord Chief
Justice Bushe 's resignation of his office since their own accession,
nor his retention of it under the Government preceding. Equally
pure hid been the arrangements for the retirement of Lord President
Hope, and for the appointment of his son as his successor. The
right horn Baronet proceeded to say that Mr. "VValJey had stated tliat

when he came to the notice of the noble Lord, he marked the word
"suicide" against it. ^Notwithstanding all the horror which the
crime of suicide was calculated to inspire, there were sometimes cir-

cumstances connected with it, such as those in the CAse of Curtius,
which in some measure entitled it to sj-mpathy, when it was com-
mitted with a view to proinote great public interests. To that species
of sympathy, and to all the praise which such conduct was calculated
to excite, the noble Lord who brought forward the present motion
was entitled. The noble Lord, in his zealous and anxious desire to

support the constitutional appointment of the Judges, having failed

to establish a case against others, with an heroic devotion seldom
paralleled, sacrificed himself by the exposure which he made of the
practices of his own party.

Lord J. KvssELL, in reply, contended that both the retired judges
had been conscious of their intimiities long before their resignations.

He defended the arrangement for the secession of Lord Plunkett,
who, he thought, had held his office too long, and reminded the
House that the succeeding Chancellor, Lord Campbell, had agreed to

take that office without a pension. He could not but retain his

ox>inion, that the resignations in this instance had been managed for

the purpose of favouring a particular party.— The House then
divided, and the motion was negatived by a majority of 148 to 75.

Friday.—Mr, Chbistophsr gave notice that he intended to pro-

pose a higher scale of duty on foreign com than that of Government,
and Lord J, Russell stated the exact terms of his motion for Mon-
day. Mr. Fox Maulk moved for a return specifying in what jury

cases the Lord President had presided, and in what cases other

judges had performed his duties. On a division, it was negatived by
a majority of 26.

891 to i ;

CITY.
Money Marlet^ Friday,— Consols closed at

tlie price for the account, 89} to ^ ; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 89| ; New Three and a Half per Cents. 98^ ;

India Stock, 244 to 215 ; Bank Stock, 168.

ittttropolis an^ \\% irfcinitp.

MetropoUian ImprovemeiiU,—It is said to he m con-

templation to widen and improve the streets and lanes in

the neighbourhood of Shadwell and Wapping on the com-

pletion of the Thames Tunnel, which may be soon ex-

pected. It seems that the approaches to the Tunnel on

the north side are narrow and inconvenient ; the streets

being often obstructed and rendered impassable by the

carts and waggons proceeding to and from the wharfs

and dock warehouses ; and it is thought that when the

thoroughfare under the Thames is opened, there will be

a great increase of vehicles and passengers, and conse-

quently a greater necessity for widening the narrow

street;, in tlie neighboui'hood, particularly the gi-eat

thoroughfares, High-£treet, Shadwell, and High-street,

Wappmg ; in the latter of which there is only room in

many places for one vehicle to passr—An order has re-

cently been issued by the Commissioners of Woods and

Forests fur the formation of a gravel footpath across

Hyde Park, extending from the gate opening into the

Bayswater-road, by Albany-street to Apsley House.

This is expected to be a great accommodation to the in-

habitants living in that part of the town, in the vicinity

o! St.. John's Church, Taddington, which has become

within the last few years greatly populated. The path is

to be nine feet in width, and a large quantity of gravel is

already lying along the whole line across the |^irk, ready

to be formed into the road in rtuestion.

Puhlic Meetings.—A public meeting has been held at

Lambeth, consisting principally of tradesmen, for the

purpose of presenting a silver snuff-box to 5Ir.JAllen,the

superintendent of the works at the new Houses of Parlia-

ment. Mr. Downey, hghterman, was called to the chain

and stated tliat the testimonial of respect which they had

met to present to Mr. Allen was hot giveu from interested

motives, such as beiaff connected with the firm of Gxia*

lell Md Peto, irhioh ttey trei^ act ; but wm prwi m ft

mark of respect for the integrity and firmness digplayed

by him during the protracted strike of the masons.—On
Wednesday the Committee of Merchants and Bankers,
appointed to consider the best means of testifying the
public feeling towards the proprietors and conductors
of " The Times,*' for their conduct in the case of Bogle
r. Lawson, assembled at the Mansion-house to adopt re-
solutions with respect to the disposal of the money sub-
scribed. The Lord Mayor in the chair. Mr. Hughes,
the hon. secretary, reported the amount of sulscriptions
to the present time to be 2,612/. \As, Several letters
were read, among which was one from Mr. Ashurst, the
solicitor employed by the Committee, declining any pecu-
niary recompense for his services. After several plaii»

' for the dispoeal of the funds in hand had been suggested,
and after a long ar.d desultory conversatiou/the followuig-
resolutions were ultimately adopted : " L That, with Iho
permission of the Gresham Committee, a tablet, not ex-
ceeding 100 guineas in value, with a suitable inscription,

be placed, in the Royal Exchange ; and that a similar
tablet, not exceeding 50 guineas in value, be placed in
some conspicuous part of ' The Times' printing esta-

blishment. 2. Tliat the surplus of the fund raised be iru

vested in Government securities, in the names of the fol-

lowing trustees ; the Lord Mayor, the Bishop of London,
the Governor of the Bank of England, and the Chamber-
lain of London, all for the time being, the dividends to be
applied to the support of two schoIai"Rhips, to be calle^J

* The Times Scholarships.' 3. That ^ The Times' scholar-

ships be established in connexion with Christ's Hospital
and the City of London School, for the benefit of pupils

proceeding from those institutions respectively to the
Universities of Oxford.and Cambridge, 4. That Christ's

Hospital and the City of London School be required to

place in tlieir respective institutions a tablet commemo-
rative of the establishment of such scholarships."

Anti-Corri'law Conference.—On Wednesday, the dele-

gates of the Anti-Corn-law Conference, at present assem-
bled in London, collected in a body, to the number of
600, and walked in procession to the House of Commons j

only 100, however, succeeded in gaining admittance.

Those who had gained admission waited till the close of
Sir R, Peel's speech, and then adjourned to Brown''*

Coffeehouse, where after a long deliberation they came
to the conclusion that they ought to express their opi-

nion as follows :
—" That, in the opinion of this meeting,

the measure just announced by her Majesty's Govern-
ment, on the subject of the Corn-laws, &o far from hold-
ing out the slightest prospect of any relief of the distre&=s

of the country, is an insult to a patient and suffering

people ; and tlie deputies view such a proposal as an in-

dication that the landed aristocracy of this country aro
destitute of all sympathy for the poor, and are resolved,

if permitted by an outraged people, to pemist in a course

of selfish policy, whieh will involve the destruction of
every interest in the country," This resolution was
adopted unanimously. The meeting then adjourned, and
re-assembled at nine in the evening, when the deputies

again took into consideration the course wliich should be
pursued in the present state of the question, and unani-

mously adopted a variety of resolutions, again recording

their emphatic condemnation of the proposition of Go-
vernment on the subject of the Corn-laws, that evening
announced in the House of Commons, and their solemn
protest against it as ^^ a total denial of the just demand of
the people of this country, and as evincing a determina-
tion to perpetuate an 02->pre6sive and unrighteous system,
together with all the essential evils which have hitherto

resulted from the operation of the existing Corn-laws."
Resolutions were also passed, calling on all the Anti-

Corn-law associations throughout the Kingdom " to take

measures for expressing, without delay, in every con-

stitutional manner, their hostility to the proposed mea-
sure, and their fixed and unalterable determination not

to relax in their exertions until a measure of complete

justice is obtained."

British Museum.—On Saturday, a young man was ex-

amined before one of the magistrates, charged by Sir

Henry Ellis with stealing a valuable book, from the

library of the British Museum. It appeared that on
the previous day the prisoner entered the reading-room,
with a regular order, and after consulting the catalogue,

requested an inspection of Garrick's Collection of Old
Plays of the year 1C05, valued at 200 guineas, which wai
handed to him by one of the assistant librarians. Shortly

afterwards the young man and the book were missed

;

and a messenger Avas despatched to his lodgings, where it

was ascertained that he was an articled clerk to a firm

in Essex-street, Strand, in whose <;hambers he was found
with the book, which he was then reading. He at

once gave it up without hesitation, and expressed his will-

ingness to go before Sir II. Ellis, who, notwithstanding

the prisonet*'s explanation satisfied him that he had no
felonious intention, considered it his duty to refer tlie

matter to a magistrate. The prisoner declared that he
had taken the book through ignorance of the rules of the

institution ; and several respectable .witnesses, who ap-

peared iu his behalf, were of tliat opinion. The magis-

trate discharged the prisoner, but told him he had had a

narrow escape. A per?on, he said, was at present under-

going an imprisonment of twelve months for a pimilar

offence. The magistrate added that an application ought

to be made to Parliament about the British Mui^eum, md
he hoped that a clause would be introduced mto the Act,

making it a highly penal offence against aiiy one i^mov-

ing from the institution property so valuable bir i^^n^T

eaid be should certainly draw the attention of
^.C^^E^

lature to so important a mibject, and he
..^Jf^^^^P^

sent inquiiy ^ould har. iti» *ff^* <^ ^ ^«^^^» ^ *^»
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Thame$ Tunnel.—It 10 a

erection of thectrcularstalrcaMS for foot p«wenger» in the

Thames tunnel, anr! alao the carriage-ways, hasbeen taken,

and will be commenced forthwith. The labours of Sir

Io;4inbarJ Brunei, as regards the tunnel itself, arc com-
pleted ; the key brick of the last inch on the Middlesex

ttiie waa inserted by the King of Prussia, on his Majesty's

visit last week, and the workmen have for the last month
passed under the I'ivt r from RotherliiUie to Wapping, as
wel! as many visitors, by special orders from the
Directors and Secretary. It appc.ir5«, howevrr, to be
shortly intended to cloaa the tunnel for a few weeks, to
prevent any interruptions to the operations of tlic work.
Hien while forming the circular staircases ; and about the
econd or third week in April the tunnol, it is said, will'

be finally opened to the public, who will be enabled to
pass from one side of the river to the other on payment
of a small toll, which has not yet been fixf^l. The shield

baa b«?en rornoved in coinpartnionts, and is now lying on
the wharf adjoining the shaft on the Middlesex side. It

is computed that about 3,000 passengers cross the ferry

daily, between Wapj^ing and Rotherhithe, in thu small

LuatSy and the number of persons who will avail thciu-

Siilves of the now line of communicatiun under water
Tvhcn the tunnel is opened is expected to be groafly in-

creased. The arch :ireaaid to be very dry, and since

bolh ends of the tunnel have been opened, and the work-
men hav« been enaM-d to enter Loth shafts, the ventila-

tion has been improved, and the comforts of th*^ visitor,

who were formerly inconvenienced by (he confii^cd atmo-
sphere of the pl«ve. are much incruiiied,

Fir0$,—On Saturday, a serious fire broke out on (he
prrmi^ies of Mr. Bowra, hatter, Oraccchurch-strcet, and
before It was "liseovercd !iad gained such an a^icendaney
that it wab uith diflicuity gut uudtr, and not before the
interior of the building was entirely destroyed. The
neighbouring promises were also much dam;iir**d.— On
Saturday morning considerable alarm was created in the
neighbourhood of Lambeth and Vauxlmll, by a report
that the extensive distillery belonging to Mesar.s. Hodges,
situate near the Archbishop of Cajiterbury's Palace, was
on fire. Fortunately, however, by the timely discovery

id that the contract for the [ bustle prevailed in this ton-n, on the occasion of the ar-

rival of her JIajesty and the Court from Windsor, for

whose recej>tion great preparations Lave for. some time

been making. Great numbers of persons assembled along

the line of road through which the Royal cortege was

expected to pass ; all the sliops Mere closed at an early

hour, and the whole town presented a gay and animated

appearance. A numerous deputation, consisting of the

borough members, the magistrates and other gentlemen,

assembled at the north gate of the pavilion, and took up

their station to welcome her Majesty and Prince Albert.

The Royal standard and the town colours were also

brought to the spot, and at the same time a detachment

of tlie 2d Scotch Greys, accompanied by their bands, ar-

[
rived, and lined the road from the Palace, the band

their station at the entrance, and playingtaking up
^ . _ ., _

several airs. Her Majesty, accompanied by Prince

Albert, and followed by five other carriages, containing

the Prince of Wales, the Princess Royal, and the several

members of the Court, anived about three in the after-

noon ; they were received with loud cheers and every

demonstration of attachment and respect ; the crowds

that thronged the line, greeting the Royal party by the

.waving of hats and handkerchiefs. Her Majesty and
Prince Albert, who looked well, repeatedly bowed to the

multitude. The numerous spectators were also gratified

with a sight of the Princess Royal and the Prince of

Wales, their nurses holding them up to the windows of

the carriages as they passed up the line ; they were also

loudly cheered. Detachments of the 11th Hussars

escorted the party the whole distance ; and as her Majesty

approached the Pavilion the band struck up the national

anthem, and the guns both at the Royal battery and the

Cliaiu pier fired a salute. The Royal party having entered

the palace, the crowds at once separated. There was a
general illumination throughout the town in the evening,

I

and other manifestations of joy in honour of the event.

I

—Information was received in this town on Monday,
tliat a serious fire had broken out at a farm-house
near the Hassocks station on the Loudon and

the flames were got under before they had conmiunicated
to the iiillammable materials contained on the premises

;

or the consequences, it is thought, would have been very
serious. It is not known how the fire originated On
Saturday, a fire broke out in Artillery-court, Finsbury-
square, on some premises occupied as a store by the Hon.
Artillery Company. It commenced on the ground-floor,
which was destroyed, together with the first-fioor, in which
was a quantity of leather and other stoi-es, valued at

Brighton Railway, and consumed a bam containing a
quantity of corn, together with the farm-house. It ap-
pears that the fire was first discovered about midnight by
some railway labourers, who found that tlie house was in
flames. They succeeded with some difficulty in alarming
the inmates, and the tenant of the farm, Mr. Avard, was
aroused from sleep, wliilst his curtains were actually in
flames, just in time to make his escape. It is supposed
to be the act of an incendiary, and the son of Mr. Avard
has been apprehended on suspicion of being concerned in
the act.—On Tuesday one 'of the horses in the mail be-
tween this town and London suddenly dropped down dead.

nearly 2,000/. Ou the same day a fire broke out at the I whereby the coach was upset. There" were''no passengers
;

cl,in Jermyn-street. It appears that on the coachmauj however, was seriously injured, but the
, took .__, _.

v'hich several engii. atto;vlcd, but the fii-emen were re-
fused admittance. Shortly afterwards the attics and roof
were found to be on fire, owing, it is stated, to some of
the timber running into the chimney. On the return of
the engines, however, the flames were soon subdued.—
la the evening of the same day two other fires occurred,
occasioned, it is said, by the foulness of the chinmeys, one
at the residence nf the Duke of Cleveland, St, James's-
equare, and the other at the residence of Sir F. Burdctt,
Bart., M.P., St. JaniesVplace ; but several engines were
soon in attendance, and the fires were without difficulty
extinguished.—On Monday a serious fire occui-redat the
Crow^ public-house, Rupert street, WJiitechapel. It
seems that before it was discovered the flames had in-
creased to such an extent, that the inmates with difficulty
saved themselves by escaping over the roof. The fire was
ultimately confined to the house, whicH^ however, was en-
tirely destroyed. It is supposed to have been occasioned
by an escape of gas.

Accident and Inguest.—An inquest has been held on^ two persons killed by the falling of the houses in
Charles-street, Drury-lane, noticed in our last. A wit-

stated that for several days previous to the accident
an tne poor m the parish were emploved in taking away^ woodwork of the houses, which no one owned, and lie
thought they had fallen in on account of so much of thewoouwork at their foundation having been stolen. Had
toe houses fallen m on the previous day, witn . thought
forty persons would probably have been killed so larire

T^r^S^nTii^^^"
ep^^aged in caiTying „.ay the wood.The beadle of t)i o parish said that the houses had beencondemned la^t May by a court-Ieet jury, and actini/under their precept, the churchwardens and overscei^gave notice to th- supposed owners, either to pull down

^os or place them in a safe state by repairing
I heir notice not having been attended to, the

l^^xioii »athonties caused the houses to be pulled down to
the first floor, and in that state they might have securelv
remained for a long time if they had been let alone Insumming up, tlie coroner observed that the parish could
do no more than they had done to make the hous^ se-
cure as far as regarded the public. They had not con-
templated the robberies of wood which had afterwards
taken place, and it was evident that the accident took
place in conpcquence of the wood having been felonioualv
taken away. If a man in the act of committmg a felony
caused loss of life he would be guilty of murder, but in
the present case there were so many pere6ns feloniousiv
engaged that it would b© ' r^ :-^ible to bring the causin'"
of the fatal occurrence' home to any particular person^

them.

B^ k

"

t

I
I^rwhion. I Thursday considerable

guard escaped with only a few bruises.

Birmingham,—A local paper, the" Advertiser," infoiTns
us that the loyalty of the inhabitants of this town was
manifested in a singular manner on the day of the christ-
ening of the Prince of Wales, at the parish-church, where
upwards of a hundred christenings took place, the majo-
rity of the names of the males being either Edward Albert
or Albert Edward.

ChelmsfouL—A few nights since the Rodney public-
house, at Little Baddow, in this county, was forcibly
entered by three men, who proceeded up stairs to the
landlady's bedroom, and, having demanded her money,
took all she had, after which they remained for some time
regaling themselves with spirits and biscuits, and smoking
cigars. Information of the robbery having been commu-
nicated to one of the rural police, he went in pursuit, and
found two railroad navigators at a public-house in Ilaze-
leigh,^ answering the description given of the thieves. He
contrived to put a pair of handcuffs on one of the wrists
of each prisoner, and then set out with them on foot for
this town, but had not proceeded far when they forced
hun into a ploughed field, at the same time commencing
a determined attack upon him, and, it is thought, would
have succeeded in murdering him but for the assistance
of two men who happened to come up at the time. After
a desperate resistance, the prisoners were again secured
and have since been lodged in the jail,

^

CAicAe*/cr.—On Saturday night a serious fire broke out
at a farm belonging to Mr. Cripps,at Ditchling, in this
county. It contmued with great violence for some time
and destroyed a barn, two ricks of wheat and oats'
and afterwards communicated to the dwellinp-house
which, notwitlistanding every exertion was made by a
large body of labourers, was totally consumed. The fire
is supposed to have been caused by an incendiary.
Chippenham.—ThQ following highway robbery has

been committed m the parish of Corsham, near this place
within the last few days, and has excited some alai-m in
Uie neighbourhood, from the circumstance of its havine
been effected in the high road, and in open day. It
seems that a man named Tylee, waywarden of Corsham
was proceeding to overlook the men in his emplov'
and pay them their wages, when he was stopped by fourmen havmg the appearance of railway labourers, whoknocked lam down, and robbed him of his watch and aOthe money he had about him. Several men have beenapprehended on suspicion by the police, and taken beforethe magistrates, but Tylee was unable to swear toand they were therefore again liberated.

i:>ea/.^On Monday, seven men were brought on shoreto appear before ;the magistrates, for refusing to Jo^ic voyage, or to navigate their ship farther than thenn«n« ..^ were committed to the treadmill for Siiy!Ihe foHowmg day four more were takin
also before the authoritia. ; but as the men manifS
contouon, the captiun refused to prosecute the^Slf

This practice is said to be frequent among the lower
class of seamen, who, after getting an advance of two
months' pay, and working their vessels into the Downs
refuse to go any farther. In such cases, it seems, the
captain is bound by Act of Parliament to bring them
before the nearest magisterial court, which happens to
be in this town, on wdiich all the expense necessarily falls,

Glossop.^=~A serious fire has occurred in the cotton-
mill occupied by Messrs. Wright and Hudson, spinners
and weavers. It was first discovered by a person casually
passing by about midnight ; but the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood being all asleep, it was some time before
any assistance could be procured ; and by the time the
engines arrived, the fire had gained so great an ascend-
ency that they were insufficient to arrest the progress of
the flames ; and in a short time the entire mill, with its

machinery, worthy it is said^ 2000/., Avas entirely destroyed*

Manchester.—At a recent meeting of the town-council.

Instructions were given to proceed against a young man
named J. P. Parker, late clerk in Mr. Heron's office, for
embezzling a sum of money with which he had been in-

trusted, amounting to about 50/. The young man was
apprehended, and has been brought up for examination
before the magistrates, when it appeared that sums of
money had been intrusted to him to pay counsel's fees,

which he had applied to his own purposes. There being
some difficulty, however, in proving the facts, the prisoner
was ultimately liberated, on finding securities to answer
the charge at the assizes.

Newport (Isle of Wight).—On Saturday this town was
thrown into considerable excitement by the sudden an-
nouncement of tlie stoppage of the bank of Messrs. Kirk-
patrick and Co., which created the greater surprise, as
there had been no previous run upon it. It is feared that

this failure will be productive of serious consequences to

many in the neighbourhood, the principal circulation of

the bank being in this town and Ryde. In order to pre-

vent the consequences of the panic occasioned by this

event, a notice has been posted, signed by a great num-
ber of the principal landowners, merchants, and trades-

men of the neighbourhood, expressing their cgnfidence

in the banking establishment of Sir R. Bassett and Co.,

the other bank in the town, and their willingness to take

their notes as cash. This measure, it was hoped, would
restore confidence ; but at present the public appear to be

so alarmed that they will be content "with nothing but

gold or Bank of England notes. Messrs. Kirkpatrick and
Co.'s liabilities in Cowes do not, it is said, exceed six

thousand pounds, but they are thought to be heavy in other

parts of the island.

Norwich*—On Saturday evening, as Mr. John Alse-

brooke, jun., of Worthing, was returning from this city,

he was stopped by four or five men about a mile and a
half from St. Augustine's gates, on the I^-ayton-road.

Two men seized the horse, and the others took from Iiim

a valuable gold watch. They then cut the reins of the

horse, and threatened to murder him with their knives.

Finding, however, that no cash was to be had, they
,

abused him, and striking the horse, set him off* at a gallopj

with Mr. Alsebrqoke in the gig, with no power to stop or

direct the animal. Fortunately no further injury oc-

curred. No trace of the robbers has been discovered,

Portsmouth.—On Thursday Lord Ashburton embarked
on board the "Warspite" frigate, at Spithead. He left

the harbour between two and three in the afternoon, ac-

companied by Lord John Hay, in the Admiral's tender,

.

and was saluted by the forts with nineteen guns as he
passed. When he arrived on board the " Warspite'* the

yards were manned, and he was received with another

salute of nineteen guns, shortly after which the frigate

got under weigh, and proceeded on her voyage to the

United States. ...

them,

one days.

Simderland.—On Saturday one of the steam tugs em-
ployed in this harbour was detected in^n attempt to land

a large quantity of smuggled goods. It seems that one

of the tide-surveyors went alongside her about day-break ;

and on attempting to board her, the crew put on her

steam, and set her off at a rapid pace, the customs' hoat

pursuing her to the high part of the harbour. The steamer
had just towed out to sea a Dutch vessel, from which it

appears she had taken on board and brought back into

the harbour six casks with foreign brandy and two with

tobacco, for the purpose of defrauding the revenue, those

articles having been, it is alleged, taken out as bonded
stores. The tide-surveyor was unable to reach the

steamer ; but the casks were stove 'in and thrown over-

board, and picked up by the customs' boat. The master

of the steamer has been taken befoi-c the magintrates,

and committed to jail, and the steamer has been aiTCSted.

Truro.—A few days since the following accident hap-

pened at North Towan Mine in this county. A young
man, named Mitchell, working in the mine, asked a man
near him if he had ever seen any person climb up by the

capstan rope. The man replied, No, nor did he wish it.

Mitchell then said that he should see him do it, and pro-

ceeded to ascend, suspending himself by the legs, head
downwai^ds, dh-ectly over the engine- shaft. On endea-

vourmg, however, to regain his proper position, he slipped

his hand and was precipitated to the bottom of the shaft,

m which there were five fathoms of water, and, though
taken up in a few minutes, he was found to bo quite dead.

IVeymoutL—On Tuesday a French fishing-boat, of

about 15 tons, from Cherbourg, was boarded hi this har-

bour by the chief mate of a revenue steamer ; and on
removing the ballast it was discovered that an ingenious
contrivance had been effected for carrying contraband
epunts, upwards of 60 gallons of pure spirits of French
brandy being found contained in 20 leaden tank^ con-

nected with each other by a small lead pipe. These tanks,

It seems, were placed between the floors, above whicbj t9
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prevent suspicion, was a false keelson floored over, so as

to form the vessel's ceiling, her build and depth of keel

assisting in the disguise. To draw off the spirits a small

tin tube spirit pump was introduced, which could be
worked without any noise, and in a short space of time
the whole drawn off. The tin pump was found concealed

at the bottom of a fishing net. The boat, as well as the
spirits, were conveyed to the stores of Her Majesty's
Customs.

Windsor.—On Tuesday Lieut. B. Proct^^r, of the Royal
Hoi^e Guards, narrowly escaped a serious accident. It

seems that as he was driving from the cavalry barracks

that he might not have done a similar deed again*—The
weekly meeting of the Repeal Association was held on
Monday, the Rev. Mr. Groves in the chair. The meeting,
wliich was thinly attended, was addressed by Messrs.
Reynolds, Steele, &c., on the customary topics. :Mr.
Steele commented in severe terms on the inactivity of the
Repeal Wardens throughout the country, and moved that
extracts from the Lord Mayor's reply to Earl Shrews-
bury be extensively circulated, in order to stimulate
them to renewed exertion. The sum of 40/. was an-
nounced as the Repeal rent from Waterford.

Drogheda,—The convict Delahunt, who was executed

t

with his servant in a gig, on turning out of the barrack- on Saturday, had been suspected of having been impli-
i_..i ^..1 . ,.1

. , <&ted in the murder of a man named Dolan, in this town,gate into the road leading to the town, his horse took
fright, and ran the chaise up a steep bank. Mr. Proctor
and his servant tlirew themselves out, which prevented
the carriage from being turned over upon them ; but Mr.
Pix)Ctor lost his hold of the reins, and the horse started
off towards the town at a great rate, and was not stopped
until he had reached the middle of Peascod-street, when
fortunately it was ascertained that, although he had
passed through a crowded neighbourhood at a rapid pace,
no injury had occurred to any one. The hetrse was un-
hurt, and the vehicle but slightly damaged.

Railways—We learn from the *' Railway Magazme'*
that the.following are the receipts of the railways for last

week :—Blackwall, 563/.-; Hull and Selby, 694/.; Man-
chester and Bii-mingliam, 306/. ; Eastern Counties, 641/.
Birmingham, 12,988; Northern and Eastern, 839/.;;
South-Western, 3,445/. ; North Midland, 3,727/, ; Mid-
land Counties, 2,156/. ; Great Western, 10,475/..; York
and North Midland, 1,281/. ; and Birmingham and Glou-
cester, J,477/.—OnWednesday, the half-yearly meeting of
the proprietors of the Eastern Counties Railway was held,
A. Bosanqiiet, Esq., in the chair. The report stated
that the works were progressing, and the whole line to
Colchester would be completed by the autumn of the pre-
sent year. During the winter the works stood well, ex-
cept the embankment between Romford and Brentwood,
which had caused much trouble and inconvenience.
Fruin the traffic account it appeared that the total re-
ceipts for the half-year endhig the 4th of January
amounted to 22,551/., which was an increase of 7,016/,
oyer tlie former half-year. By the valuation of the en-
gine and carriage stock of the company, the depreciation
was only 352/. for the half-year. The net profit- balance
for the half-year was 11,207/., which, with the net profit
on the 4 th of July last, gives 9jf. per share dividend, be-
ing about 5 per cent, on the present price of these shares,
which is more than was anticipated, as at present not 18
miles of the whole line are opened for traffic. The di-
rectors reminded the proprietors that there were now
56,000 of the company's shares and 56,000 of their de-
bentures, yielding jointly (at 33/. 6*. M. for each share
and each debenture) a capital of 1,866,666/., and in the
hands of solvent proprietors, while 8,000 shares paid, and
8,000 debentures were forfeited and to be issued, and in
the hands of the company ; also that the capital required
for entire completion of the railway, the stations, and the
whole of the working stock, is 2,300,000/. To provide a
lurther sum of 300,000/, for completing the enterprise,
the directors proposed to issue new shares, rateably to
all the share and debenture holders, ;at the price of
8/. 6^. M. each, for a similar share to those now existihg,
to be payable by instalments, in which case the 16,000
shares and debentures would not be issued without the
sanction of a general meeting. The dii^ectors hoped
that the Thames Haven RaUway might become a use-
ful tributary to their railway. The total receipts to
the 4th of January were 1,888,242/, 4*. lid., and the

fin ^^^'P?"^^^"^ 1,847,929/. 19^. 2d., leaving % balance
ot 40,312/. 5s. dd. The report after some discussion was
adopted. A proprietor spoke of the evil consequences of
the truck system adopted by some of the contractors at
Colchester, when the chairman replied, that it waa for-
bidden by a clause in the contract, but he was sorry to
say the law was so inefficient that parties guilty of it could
not be punished. On Thursday a serious accident occurred
on tlie London and Brighton Railway, to a man named
J-ewes, a policeman in the employ of the company. It
appears that he was on duty on the hne, about a mile anda halt from the station at Croydon, when he observed the
approach of the down train, and, hearing the x^me of atram commg up the line, he made the usual signals, and,
as soon as he saw the signals were observ^ed, attempted
to cross oi-cr the rails. Befpre, howevei-, he could reach
tne other side he was struck by the engine of the up-trainand knocked down, and the wheels of the engine passed
oyer him, and so seriously injured him, that, though not
^uiea on the spot, no hopes are entertained of hia recovery
xt does not appear that any blame is attributable to theengme driver, . , .

under circumstances of great atrocity. He, however,
denied it in his last confession, and it appears that a man
named James jrDaniel has been committed to gaol
under suspicious circumstances connected with the mur.
der, A warrant, it seems, had been out against him for
some time past, on hearing which he surrendered him-
self to the police authorities in Belfast, who forwarded
him to this place*

Limerick.—On the night of the 3rd inst., the mail,
while on its way from this town to Dublin, was attacked,
and several shots fired at the guard, in the neighbourhood
of MoneyguU, near Lord Bloomfield's demesne. The
guard was conveyed into the village, where he lies in a pre-
carious state, several slugs having been extracted from
various parts of his body. The assassin escaped in the
darkness of the nieht* and has not %\nc.e. been trapfid.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,—An accident of a serious nature has oc-

curred on the railway between this city and Glasgow,' It
appears that the line being now completed, short pleasure-
trips have taken place at both ends, and two of these
were undertaken on the same day, without previous con-
cert. The consequence was, that one train, on approach-
ing Glasgow, came violently into collision with another
train, a short distance from the terminus, by which se-
veral persons were seriously injured ; and though none
were killed on the spot, it is thought doubtful whether
one, if not more, of the passengers will not lose their
lives in consequence of the injuries received.

Paisley.—On Monday, a letter was received in this
town from Windsor, acknowledging the receipt of the
shawls sent to Court by the Queen's command, noticed
in a previous Number. Her Majesty, it is said, expressed
much gratification on witnessing such beautiful specimens
of manufacture, and made a selection from the several
parcels. As an indication that the choice of her Majesty
Mill not be without its effects, it is stated that applica-
tions, both from Glasgow and Edinburgh, have been re-
ceived during the week for shawls of the Queen's choice.

^ THEATRICALS.
Drcry-Lane.—On Saturday, Handel's opera of "Acia

and Galatea" was produced at this theatre, with extraor-
dinary success. It was got up with great 'completcneaa,
the different parts being well supported, and the scenery
and fittings up of the stage having been elaborately pre-
pared. The curtain fell amid loud and general applause

;

and Mr, Macready, being first called for, was received
with long-continued cheers, and announced the piece for
repetition. Misa Romer and Miis Horton, who distin-

guished themselves during the performance, were also

called for, and well received.— On Monday, after the se-
j

cond performance of *' Acis and Galatea/* a new comedy
was produced, entitled "The Prisoner of War," which wai
also successful.

Covent-Garden.—On Monday a new comedy in five

acts, entitled <* The Irish Heiress/' by JIi\ Bourcicault,
the author of ** London Assurance," was produced at this

theatre. The following is a brief outline of t£e plot :—
Sir William Stanmore (Mr. G. VandenhofF), -a young
spendthrift, who has dissipated what worldly goods he
has inherited of his equally wasteful forefathers, has be«n
indebted to the demise of a kinsman for his title and sun-

^ ,,. IRELAND.
Z)«6/i;K—Their Excellencies the Earl and Countess deureygave theb first state ball for the season on the 3rd

"1st It was numerously attended, nearly 900 of the no-my and gentry, it is said, being present.—The vacant
msnopric of Ossory ha^ been conferred on the Dean of
v^orK the Reverend Doctor O'Brien. — The convict
^eianunt was executed on Saturday, in the presence«i a great assemblage of persons, who evidenced their ab-
^oirence of the crime for which he suffered, by loud cries

J fnif^'^'^r'^""
^^^^^ h^« execution, the prisoner madea luii confession of the circumstances under which thecjime w-as perpetrated, which were of a revolting charac-

of tL r ^^' ^^,* *^® ^^f^ ^f 8®^^g »g^^ i^to the pay

dJi V^rf "^^^^^ ^*^°^« °i**^^^« ^or committing the^ea
;
that he thought he could fix it on some one in the

«9ttr»«^of tmie, and if he hud tfa«c««ded. hm did not know

dry estates annexed to it. His mother, it appears, has
locked up in a cabinet a packet of letters proving him
not to b« the son of her husband. In selling off the goods
to raise money, these letters fall into the hands of a
knavish lawyez-, Mr. Supple (Mr, Cooper), who in his
youth had deceived a Frenchwoman by an invalid mar-
riage, and had by her a daughter, whom he rears in the
Highlands, where she is deceived into a fictitious mar-
riage by the illegitimate Stanmore. Being in Scotland,
however, the illegality of the marriage is avoided by the
fact of avowal there by the parties. This discovery coun-
teracts the designs of the pseudo-baronet upon hia
cousm. Miss Merion (Madame Vestris), the heiress to
the property ; and this, with themutual jealousies of her
old guardian. Lord William Davenani (Mi\ Farren),
and his young wife (Mrs, Nisbett), caused by the expe-
dient of Percy Ardent's (Mr. C. ilathews) letter to MisM
Merion being handed to the one, and the forsaken wife's
letter to Sir Wilham Stanmore being handed to the
other, constitutes the plot of the piece. The performers
sustained their parts well, particularly Mr. Farren, who
was much applauded. The scenery throughout was in
the best taste ; and some portions of it elicited consider-
able approbation. The curtain fell amid general cheers,
and the piece w'as announced by Mr, Farrenforrepetition,

i^isrellanfous. .

^
Th$ Jffghan Insurrection.—The Bombay ptpert in

giving the detaila of the unfortunate Cfcntt that have taken
place in Affghaniatan, relate aeveral extraordinary initancea
of pcrional gallautrT, and »omo adrMttiref wWch, from

their daring character^ would, if not so antbenticatcd,betr
the appearance of romance. Our space will not allow of
our giving at length the details of all these, but the perusal
of the following may be interesting to our readers :—At
Peshboolak, Capt. Ferris, with a detachment of 250 men,
held out in a weak fort for lome days against repeated at-
tacks of from 2.000 to 3,000 men, and having at last only
2£^^*>^^^s of ammunition in pouch, he, with n'lx other
officers and the men, having been refused terms by the
Afghans, came to the resolution of cutting their way
through the enemy, and. having placed the two ladies
within their square (Mrs, Ferris and her Bister), effected
their retreat, providentially unharmed, although despe-
rately attacked on all sides, and exposed to some seTcre
fighting, to the stronghold of a friendly chief, who sent
them to Peshawur by mountain paths before unknown
disguised as natives, the ladies riding mountain ponies as
Affghan women

; but the insurrection had produced so
strong an influence among his people, that the chief had
great difficulty in preventing their attacking Capt. Ferris
and his party. The following are also the details of the
circumstances connected with the fate of Capt. Wood-
burn, alluded to under our Foreign news ;—He had pro-
ceeded from Ghuznce with about 130 men, going on leave
and sick details, and having been severely annoyed on the
march, the second from Ghuznce, he got into a fort, but
of which he was not allowed to occupy the bastions. At
night a party tried to get in, but were refused admittance,
and on this the insurgents on the bastions opened a cross
fire on the doomed party^ which becoming very severer
Capt. Woodburn made a sally in two divisions, one led
by himself and the other by a native officer, drove the
enemy back from the gate, and strove to fight his way on.
However, he was quickly surrounded by 4,000 or 5,000
men, it is said, and fell dead by a shot, the rest of his men
being cut to pieces. The other party, under the Native
officer, hearing of his fate, retired towards Ghuznee, fight-
ing all the while their ammunition lasted. The Native
officer was however shot, and in the end only five or six
men reached Ghuznee to tell the melancholy tale. Even
after the remnant had gained a pass leading to the city,
where some of the native soldiers, in the British service,
were stationed fpr its protection, they were fired upon by
these traitors, who killed some twenty of them, telling
them that the whole country was up in arms from Cabul
downwards, and that not a life would be spared.
New Corn-Law.~The following is a tabular statement

of the scale of duties on foreign grain proposed in Sir R,
Feel's speech :—

WHEAT.—-RATES OF DUTY.
Proposed New Sliding

Scale,

* • • Is* • • i

Price.

73s,

72s.

71s.

70s.

6J)s,

683,

67s.

GGs.

64s.

63s.

623.

61s.

60s.

59a.

58s.

57s.

56s.

55s.

5-ls.

53s.

52s.

51s.

18s,

19s.

20s. .

BARLEY.
Price.

At 25s. and under 2Gs.

27s.26s.

278.

283.

29s.

30s,

31s.

323.

333.

34s.

35s.

36s.

Present SUding,
Scale.

Is.

2s. 8d.

• 6s. 8d.

. 10s. 8d.

13s. 8d.

. 16s. 8d.
1 8s. 8d.

. 20s, 8d.

2l8. 8d.

. 22s. 8d.

23s. 8d.

. 24s. 8d.

25s, 8d.

- 26s. 8d.

. 2/8, 8d.

. 28s.. 8d,

29s, 8d.

. 30s. 8d^

3l8.8d.
. 32s. rd.

« 33?, 8d,

. 34s, 8d.

35s. 8d.

Proposed Duty,
lis.

. IDs.

28s,

29s,

30s-

31s.

32g.

33s,

343.

35s,

36s.

At

37s. .

37s. and upwards
OATS.

Price.

18s. and under 19«.

193. — 20t. .

203.

2l8.

22s.

23s. — 248,

248. ~ 25s.
25s. — 26a;.

26s. — 27».

27s. and upwards

8s.

7s.

• 6s.

5s.

• 43.

3s.

, 2s.

Is,

Proposed Duty,

6s,

5s.

4s,

3t.

25.

Is.

The duty on colonial wheat is to be 5s, when the price of

British wheat in the market is 55s-

The Tirhetta Bazaar of Calcutta—A correspondent

of "The Times " gives an interesting description of thin

bazaar, considered the largest market in the world, from

which the following are extracts .—" It » wpph- —*»•

almost erery neeessarr e^rtlcle of food thn

with throughout India. Thegrounc! upon which it atanda

comprehends an mxca of upw^$ ol tQV^ ^ ^^^t acrci, and

with

is to be met
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!s situate in the centre of Calcutta, A acropulous classu

ficatioa as to the different branches of trade ia observed in

this market ; the stalls of the butchers who retail beef,

teal, mutton, pork, ^c, being all fcpuratclj arranged, a

distinction arising oat of the difference of *' caste.' The
Uiual price for a sirloin of prime beef, weighing about

181b., is tworupe^ (•**•)> "'^ ^^** "^ ^ ^'^^ quarter of

choice fat mutton, one rupee (2*.) The poultry and wild-

fowl markets are also separate ; in the former may be

noticed some thousandii of live fowls of all sizes, besides

turkeys, cspons, ducks^ |,eeae» and pigeona. Sixteen good-
sized chickens are to be had for one rupee, whilst pigeons

are sold at id, per pair. The wild-fowl department con-
tains almost every species of live duck and teal, besides

snipe, moor-henSf and plovers ; a couple of wild ducks
may be purchased for four annas (6<i.), whilst fresh eggs
are procurable at eight for a penny. The fish-market is

well supplied every morning from the salt-water lake, and
is very cheap, being the only meat indulged in by the

Hindoos. The vegetable market is furnished abundantly
with potatoes, sweet ditto, artichokes, Jerusalem ditto,

turnips, carrots, cauliflowers, asparagus, peas, French
beans, lettuces, cucumbers, onions, celery, and a variety

of small saladin)^^. Fruit is in profusion. Pine-apples
are sold at the rate of two for a penny, mangoes 2s. per
kandred, and custard apples^ rare ditto, gaavahs, shut-
tocks, oranges, lechees (a delicious fruit resembling the
Fruntignac grape), besides numerous other horticultural

delicacies, at equally moderate prices. The butter and
.zn ilk bazaar is on an eiteunive scale, the native demand
for these commodities being very great. Here ar^also the
rice, grain, spice, and sweetmeat markets, all separated
from one another. About a quarter of an hour before
sunrise some thousands of natives of all classes may be
observed moving from every quarter of the town of Cal-

|

cutta towards the bazaar, from the turbaned Mogul to the
cloie-shorn bare-headed Cooly ; and in this spot are to be
met with persons of numerous nations, all of them pur-
chasing tije necessaries and luxuries of life—English,
French, Dutch, Americans, Portuguese, Danes, Swedes
.Norw^iana. Turks, Persians, Arabs, Chinese, Japanese
, Siamese, Jlalays, Jews, Ptirsees, Armenians, Greeks, 5tc.,

all of tbem attired in their national cosfumes, whilst the
incongruous expressions of the countless varieties of caste
among the Hindoos renders the Tirhetta Bazaar, alto-

gether, to the inquisitive beholder, one of the most inter-

esting marts for business in the world. The whole busi-
,nc8S of the market, which commences before daybreak, is

over by nine in the morning.

The Queen v. Chapman amd anoiher.-K mie caUing upon the
[

jerdictfor the plaintiffs, it being left to the defendants to apply to
defendants as printers and publisher, of the "Sunday Times," the court above hereafter ^_ _ ^ ^ ,

^^^^

ViC«-CnAN-tKi.Loa*a Court.— Camp6<ri/ v. Scott.—K motion
on behaU of Mr: CampheVl, the poet, ft r an injunction to restrain
Messrs. Scottand Geary,ihe »*ooTtseUers of Charterhousc-atittare,
from seUingr any more copies o( the sccon;! Toliune of a work
called "Tlie Rook of the Poets, containing the Modern Poets of
the l^h Century/* on the ground of pii'acy, ' His Honour said
that tbe primn farip right to an injanctlhitTras quiic clear, as
whole pofm& had been taltcn bodily aa they stand, mXXh. copina»
extracts from others. This coald not be rrnjUed as an abridge-
Tn«*nt. And he coulcf no» fhink the defendant's irork could be
i;. t i.tered as abook of rriticiem whrn he compared itw extent
^Kjth the space occupied by the greneral disfiuisition. Tkat there
waa injuria, ^therefore, ^as clearly sho^. Xhe oqly question
was, whether there was such a domrtum as to induce the court to
interfere. A pfcrty himselT wa^, gerteralljf speakfng:, tbe beat
jadgeof tbetejury-he was likely to sustain ; but the- safest mle
vijxs to foljow tUc iitftai rigJU, aud of ;;ours^ to put the party on
proof of the amount of damnum. He should, therefore, grant
the injunction, with liberty foi Mr. CarrTpbcIl to briiig such ac-
tion as he shouKi be advised, and for either party to apply to the
court. • . . . . . • .

fWps r. Wo^d.— CprpomH»H of Qlquct&tqr r. ^TToorf.— TheaC
«re ca^es arising* out of the codicil, or paper purporting to be a
codicil, to th'e will" of the late' Mr. WoOd, of Gloucester. The
present applications were upon motitm^ that the amont>t of the
legacies whiph pu/port^ to be given l^y tlie.codicji might be
paid into court by the executors, and secured pending litigation.
By arrangement it was settled that orders should bfe taken for the
payment into court cf two sums, amounting to about 70,000/. in
one suit, and I4ff,000/. in the other. ...

Salkeid T. Johvson.—This was a suit for the tithes in the pa-
rish of Crosby-niJon-Eden^ in the county of Cumberland, and the
principal ground of defence was, that the claim rf the vicar was
barred by the statute commonly called Lord Tenterden's Act.—
The Vice-chancellor, in delivering judgment, thought that the
act. the preamble of wk)ich. stated that it w^s expedient to
shorttathe time of prescription in modus derimnndi in certain
cases, codld nf.t b« coDstrut^d to apply to cases wliere the cxpi-
ratton of no length of tin.e wottld amoont to a defence to the
rigbtof the church tithes, and where, consequently, there wasno time t'^ be sh- rtened. His Honour stated the law with respect
to prescription, as it existed before l^rd Tenterden^s Act. and
tlieeftect'whjclrthe tegisIaEture must be supposed to have in-
tense-. I .at the act should produce, and said that to give the act
the o-ustrncti ;n wiiich had been contended for by the defendantwonld be tn hoUl that the Lcpislature intended by a side-wind
without any Sntunittion of such an object, lo sweep awav a laree
part of the revenues o* the church,

' *

Rolls Co^-rt.— W-i/A:i>i» v. H'ooif.—The plaintiff was the tenant
Ofa portion oftfae real estates of the 'ate Jaracs Wood, of Glou-
ceiter. llie defendant?* had applied to him for payment cf the
rent. This he stated his willingness to pdy, provided they would
consent to its being- paid into the Bank of England with the
privtty or the accountant gcjjerai ; but the defendants refused to
concede, and brought an action ajrainst him to recover the
amount, oi>on which the'prcsent bin was filed, and it was now
BSkcd that the plaintiff might be at liljerty to paj- the amount of
hi^ rent into court,-and that an injunction-might be granted to
restrain the defend^ints froqi any further praceediugs against
bim. Lord I>arg-dale made the order.
Court 01^ QuKBft'w BjSxch.— C?ooper v. S/icA.—An action br

R genileman who hadbL-en con weeded with "Aris's Birmingham
Gazette/' to recnvcr from the defemdaDt, the proprietor of that
paper, one qunrter of a year's baiary. The declaration all gcd
tliat the plaintiff had been engaged 00 the paper "to act as
editor and reporter at a certaiu salary, to wit, at the salary of
4001, a year." Defendaat paid 3*/, 10#. into conit; and at the
trial at the Warwickthire Assizes tJie question was as to the
amount to which the plaintiff was entitled, the defendant con-
tending that it was only l&Ql. a-year. A verdict was at that time
taken lor tbe plaintiff, sulject to a motion to incraiwc the amount
according to the view which the court ahonld take of the effect

of tbe videlicet In the decltration. A rale bad •Ince been ob*
taised for the purpoit of enterictf tht rerdict for an iocr«a4td
iiun. Th« conrt now d«cidi4 that tlif ral« au»t te lUacharftd.

Feai,
'
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to show cause why a criminal information should not be. filed

affainst them for a libel upon Mr. Grove, the police magistrate of

Greenwich. An outline of the circumstances of this case has

been given in a previooa Kumber, The couit decided that the

rule might be discharged by the defendant npon payment of

cosUj but unless the costs were paid, the rule would be made
absolute.

Coyie v. htadhurn.—Tti^ plaintiff in this case is the widow of

a Capt. Coyle, who composed one of the British Auxiliary Legion,

and who died in the lervice of the Queen of Spain. The plaintiff

obtained from the St. Sebastian Commissioner a certificate de-

claring her to be entitled to Ul/. 1«. from tlie Spanish Govern-
ment. The defendant is a person who undertook to act as an

•Srent in the settlement of the claims in qnestion, and in that

capacity had received tlte certificate, advancing on it 35/. odd,
j

and subsequently selling it for the same snm. The present

action was brought to recover the instrument, or itspre^^ent

value. The jury were of opinion tliat the defendant had not

authority to sell the document, and found a verdict for the plain-

tiff for 87^ odd, being the present value of the certificate, minus
the sum which had been actually paid by tbe defendant to the
plaintiff.

Somers . Whecte}.—An actioa of trespass and false imprison-
ment. The plaintiff wai a person who frequently attended auc-
tions, and got his living as a general dealer. The defendant
was an auctionrcr, and the circumstances out of which the

sction arose were th(^?e:—The defendant was engaged in selling

some goods, furniture, and books, when the plaintiff came into

the room, and made some biddings. The defendant, who liad

had some difference with him on a previous occasion, refused to
take his biddings: on which the plaintiff said that if his biddings
were not taVen, he would not suffer the sale to go on. Some
words ensued between the parties, and linaliy the defendant sent
for a police-constable, and the plaintiff was, at the defendant's
desire, taken into custody. It appeared that the plaintiff had
offered to pay for the lots for which he made biddings, and that,
in most instances, the purchasers of books did pay for the books
knocked down to them.—Verdict for the plaintiff: damages 1«.

Lennett y. Chaffer and Another,—This was an issue to try the
validity of aa execution, issued by the plaintiff (a creditor of Mr.
Hamlet, the jeweller, of Sydncy's-court, Leicester-square) against
the goods of his debtor, as opposed to the validity of a fiat of
bankruptcy issued against Hamlet. A verdict was taken for the
plaintiff, subject to revision by the coort above.
Bail Coi;rt.-tF«7cA v. iJuwWf.—An action brought by a

physician to recover the snm of lA?/., being the amount of his
fees for attending the brother of the defendant. For the defence
it was urged that a nonsuit must be entered against the plaintiff,
on the ground that a physician could act recover his fees ; that
no rigrht of action existed ; that there was no original contract

;

and that there was nothingon which acnntract could befounded.
—The jury returned a verdict for tbe defendant.
Pratt V. Horlock,—Au action brought to recover the sum of

fio guineas, the value of two fancy dresses, which were furnished
to the defendant by Messrs. Pratt, at Bond-street, for the Eglin-
toun tournament in 183P; and also to recover ig guineas for the
hire of an encampment. The dresses w«re delivered at Eglin.
toun. It did not a^jpear that any price fur the dresses had been
agreed upon, but that prices of different dresses had been po.^ted
up in the plaintifTs ?hop. On behalf of the defendant it was
urged that the charges were exorbitant, and that the dresses had
not been delivered to the defendant, as he waa not at Eglintoun.
No evidence was given of the hiring of the camp. The jury
found for the plaintiff, for 63/. 155. 6^.
CoVRT OF Common Plkas.— vSp^Tzcffr t. Hand^ey.—Kn action

brought by the plaintiff, as the representfttive of a Mr. Robinson,
to recover 300/., the amount of a bond given by a Dr. Earl, ofwhom the defendant was the executor. The jury found a verdict
for the plaintiff, for the amoutit of the bond, with interest.
Doyle V. O'Voghcrty.—A.a action for libel brought by Sir John

MUlcy Doyle, K.C.B., aguinst the defendant, formerly a captain
jn the British army, and more rtxenily a major in the service of
the Queen of Portugal during the civil war in that country. It
appears that the defendant had written a letter to the plaintiff
reflecting on hi.-* cjiaractcr. in consequence of which the plaintiff
applied for, and obtained from tiie Cuutt of Queen's Bench a
rule 'nt>i for a criminal Information against Major O'Doherty
npon the ground that the letter was intended to provoke him to
commit a breach of the peace. In the affidavits filed in support
of this rule, the plaintiff deposed, tliat he had been informed, and
believed, that the defendant had been dismissed the British
service, by a court martial, under circOmstances which would,
in the opinion of officers and gentlemen, disentitle Major
O'Doherty to attention iu regard to any appeal of honour. In
showing cause against the rule for a criminal information, an
affidavit of the defendant was relied upon, in which he replied to
this attack by stating that in his judgment it ill became Sir J.
Doyle to make any allusion whatever to the said court-martial"
because Sir J. Doyle was himself ignominiously dismissed the
service of his Inr^perial Majesty Don Pedro, upon tl»e complaint
of his fellow-ofllcers, who refused to sit down at the same table
with bimj in consequence of his having submitted to severe
personal chastisement at the hands of Gen. Bacon on several
occasions without resenting it. This constituted the libel for
which the present action vras brought. After hearing the coun-
sel on both sides, the judge directed the jury to (5nd their ver-
dict for the defendant, upon the plea of not guilty, and for the
plaintiff upon the plea of justification, the defeudai.rs counsel
offering no evidence upon that issue.

Kiipatrick v. The Great Western Railway Company.—An action
brought by the plaintiff to recover compensation in damages
from the defendants for false imprisonment, and the value of
certain clothes, which he alleged they had caused to be taken
from him. The defendants pleaded—first, not guilty and se
coudly, that the plaintiff had been guilty of felony, and that the
imprisQament arose inconsequence of an arrest on that charge
The jurj- found a verdict for the defendants on the two first
issues, and for the plaintiff on the third, holding that he had
not been guilty of felony.
CoLKT OK i^xcuK(iVHK,-'rhe Attorn^-General y. Shepherd -^

An information against the defendant, who is a maltster, carryinir
on business in the county of Suffolk, for making malt without
giving due notice of such intention to the cxcUe officers of the
district, in contravention of th£ excise laws. It appeared that
the defendant had intimated his intention of beginning business
to an officer, but added that he was disappointed in the farmers
not sending him barley. Upon searching the defendant's pre-
mises, however, sixteen bushels of malt, which had been recently
made, were found, the defendant himself being at this time at
Ipswich, attending the assizes. The jury returned a verdict for
the Crown, to secure payment of penalty of 200/.
Marshall v. Bickerton.—An action of trespass. The circum

stances of the case were uninteresting, the whole affair appearing
to have arisen out of a misuuderitauding. The jury found I
verdict for the defendant.

*

Brislow V. iV>(fd/iam.—An action of assumpsit to recover thpsum of a^.OOO/. lent by the plaintiff to the defendant, at the reqoest of the latter. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintifffor a2,350ries8730/., which Utteraiaountthe.piaintiff had V^^^

fenda^'
'" another action brought ag^nst hitn by the de-

TV Comit^9^mer» of the Land-tax for the City of London r u . - - «— . .the Commusii>n^rn of the Landtag for the FarUh of St. SaZxIr
^?^"^'"'^".^» ^-^'-i^ty, Proceed.

^outkwark,-.Th\n wks a feigned issue dtrected by this courTbl'
^' "*"^ '

twMn the atjove-njuned bodies, in order to asiertSn wheth^?*o«Uta premlits. ^ted at the south foot of t^^oX^^tlind welfknown as Fennlnri wharf, were or were not uTthe cft^

Luckie v. Huntingtoxver.—Kn action for a bill of exchange fnr
1000/.; to which the defendant had pleaded several matters sn.^
as fraud, want of consideration, and infancy, the issues raised
by which were cast upon him. There being no defence offerert
to the plaintifTs case, a verdict passed as a matter of coarse fw
1000/. upon proof of the defendant*s handwriting to the bill S
question. . .. -

> in

^ Perry and another \. Mitchell.—Am. ^ctxon brought by the pa
teutces of the steel-pens, in Red Lion-square, ag-airjst the de*
fendant, who is a steel-pen manufacturer residing at liirmiun-'
ham, to recover damages for the infringement of two separate
patents. Vwdict for defendant.

9
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K LA>rE, Fripay, FkB. 1 1th.—At the Market this morn^
ing the factors held free Wheat nt higher prices, but the huyers were
not disposed to pay an advance, ^^et 'th^e were purchasers at Moii^
day's quotations.—There did not appear to .be any tmnsnctiona in
bonded.—I:Sarley, Peas, and Beans remain unaltered in value and
Oats are a slow sale lit Monday*s currency. '

' ^

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suifolk . . * White 6l lo 72— Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yoiltshire . . . 64 to 66
Barley Malting and distillJn^ 20 to.-

Oats, Mncolnshire and^Vorkshire . , , . Polands 18 to j

Northumberland and Scutch ...»
II- Jri&Ii *«•«»«• >

Rye
Ueanit Maiagan, old atid new . S6 to 36 Tick S7to4u Harrow 30 to 41

Pijjeon, Heligoland . . . 36 to 44 AVinds. 46 to 50 Lnnpood 32 io40
White 32 to 36 Maple 28 to 33 Grey SO Co 80

WEEKLY rMPERIAL AVKRAGES.
Wheat.

23
Feed 22 to 23

s. g,
Re^ 52 to 64
^^ Iiile 60to6«
(i rind. 24 to*^
feed iSioSa
Potato 20 toflS

feed. 14 toiO- Potato 18 tola
. 36 to 42

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK,
Flour.

1

Wht. B«rl. srau. Oats, Rve. Bns.
Sks. _ Brls. saio 8^40 -— 8180

41

__

»f — » )
— ^—

i

** 2290 ^
99 ^ 1

I
8170

L

—P> —

Pea».

. XATTERSALL'S, Thukspay.— The betting was flat, and al-

though" it touched upon all the stakes now in the market, was without
any material effect on the prices :

—

CHKSTER CUP.
15 to 1 agst Alice Hawthorn
25 to I Bhodunthe f

DERBY.
&0
50

lOOrt

2000

1 ag^t The Artful Dodffer
1

25

Aleteor (taken)
Gunter -

Dr. Allen {taken twice)

OAKS.
9 to 1 ag3t Passion (taken) | 25 to 1 asst Belle Dame (taken)

S.9 1 Adela filly (taken) 1 •

The whole of the Duke of Clerclancrs thorough-bred horses will he
sold at Rahy Castle, on Saturday, the 26th inst.

GAZETTE OF THjE WEEK,
INSOLVENT—Henry Morland Jeens, Uley, Gloucestershire, clothier.
BANKHUPTCIKS SUPERSEDED—Siinuicl ShiiiKler, l-i^^erpoof,- linen-

draper—George U'inder,Hackney-road, jeweller.
BANKRUPTS—Richard Littledyke, Brudfnell place. New North-road,

linendraper—-Luke Whitby, Green Dragon-yard, Whitachapel.buDUer— M#.rii3

Schlesinger and. Miuhael S. SchlestnKer, BasinghitU street, fl^ty, merthants—
Johri Woodcock, Stratford, Essex, liuilder_\\'illiain Vale, Oxford-street, :\Ii'd-

dlesex, laceinan—George Thompson and James Forbes, Cnitched friars, cvf"
factors— Joseph Miller and (Jenrge Craddock, St^lkton•on-Tetp, Durham, pa-
tent sailcloth and rope manufacturers—John Buweis^ Chipsteftd', Kent, groctr

iiley,

^gins anrt jainea ^v^ttunock,

Dukinfield, Chi>shire, en^ineerB — John Gibbs. Great Yarnifiuih, Ncrft'lk,

tavern keeper—William Boww, Wimslcw, Cheshire, cotton spi»ner—Juhn R-

Willoufi^hbT, York, builder—Williarri Robirs, Stone, Siaffordnhire, iroiftnon^er

—Richiird Waters, ^'eivport, M<iniT.ouths>hjre, iron jnanuta*-tiirer—John J'to-

theroe. jun-, Bristol, iron men-hant'—Jospph Greenwell and Stepben Gre*n-
well, Shadfoid Mill, Durham, millers—Richard Blackniore and John Craven,
Wakefield, Yorkshire, coin wiiikrs—Thomas A ppleyard, NorthoHram, Halifax,

Yorkahire, stone mercharft—Charles Caswall, Woburn-place, Ruasell-sqtiare,
lodging-house keeper—John M. Gipps, Howland^itr'eet, Tot ten ha ifi -court-

road, wine merchant—John Fielding and Thomas Fieldinp, Blackburii, juiners

-Singer E.rHide.^Broadwater, Sussex, builder- G. Hallett, Kyde, Isle

Cornelius C. Mannin>ir> Aldgate, drapj>rs.
SCOTCH SEQUESTKAl10^S.—^fe?s'nl. Lloyd and DoijrIw, Leith. mff

chants—James M'Millan, Greenock, shipbuilder—James AHirdoch, CarhiMtcn
Byers, Coyhon,' grain merchant—R'LizarJ", Linlithgow, gliie-manut<iCtH«ri-
Daniei Campbell, i^asgow, spirit deafer—William Thomson; EdHnbiigh, baker
— iJugald Sinclair, Glasgow, hotelkeeper—William Wyiie, Noxih LecVawsyi
Forfarshire—John Y'aung, Edfnburgb, bootmaker. ^

_i. .1.1-1 I

^- m W ^

BIRTHS.—On the Ut inst:, at \Vaolwich, the lady of W. D'enne, E« .
»"-

geoo, of a son—On th« ^th in»t., at Oak-lawn, Weybridge, the lady of H. Keo-
dall, Esq., of a son—On the 4th inst., at 40, AMersgate-atreet, Mrs. £. Hernny
"«, /^l^^^^;^^= '^« *^b iast., at Lower TuUe-bill. Mr«. R. aiilbum, oi a f^.
/H^-^^^^^-r^" ^^'^ **^ i°"-' at *it- iU&'=, Limfhouse, G. E. Bird, trt-»

of Chfton, to Elua Loyd, second daughter (rf J. Kitz«erald,E6q.,Stepney-yn
the ath inst., at Halifax, Vorksh.irc, S. L- Curlewis, Esq.. of Tilba-Tiiba, New
?'»^.^^^"* '° Maria Anne, da-ighter of the late Mr. J Collin?, and niece

J*
S. Hall. E»q., of Halifax—On Tuesday his Highness Prince N- Esterbazy to

Lady Sarah Villiers, daughter of the Earl and Countess of Jersey.

Office—On the 9th inst-, Mr. R, Sioae, of PantLn-street, Haymarket, aged 49.
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J\o. ll«
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THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE•

A STAM EWS OF RURAL OMY AND GENERAL NEWS
THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

No. 8-—1842.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN for the year 1842.—The Ex-
liibitions will take place in the months of May, June, and July,

upon Saturdays, under the following regulations.

EXHIBITORS.
All persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at

libcrtj' to send subjects for exhibition.

DELIVERY OF OBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION,
Exhibitors are earnestly requested to notify in writing:, previ-

ously to the day of meeting-, what plants they intend to supply, in

order that due provision may be made for the proper distribution

of the specimens, &c. on the exhibition tables. The best places

wiU be secured for those who comply with this request.

As it is necessary that the judges should proceed to consider

the respective merits of the exhibitions by 10 a. m., and as it is

absolutely indispensable that the tables should he arranged by
that time, it has been determined that no subject for exhibition
shall be admitted into the Garden after half-past 8 o'clock in the
morning; and if the owners of any locked-up boxes, or other
cases, should not be in the Exhibition-tent at the said hour, such
cases or boxes must be excluded from competition for medals.

All specimens, whether ^of fruit or flowers, will remain un-
touched until Eifter 6 o'clock, when they will be delivered into
the hands of the Exhibitors, who are most particularly requested
not to give away their cut flowers in the tents, as much confusion
has been found to ari^^c from that practice.

ADMISSION OF EXHIBITORS.
Exhibitors, or other persons required to assist in bringing in

the objects for exhibition, will be admitted before half-past 8 in
the morning at the Carter's-yard eiitrance gate.

Every principal exhibitor of subjects for which medals are
specifically ofifcred will be furnished with one pass-ticket, which
is not transferable, for which he is requested to apply before 10

o'clock, at M'hich hour the Garden will be cleared of all persons
not oflicially detained there.

Exhibitors may re enter the Garden after 1 o'clock, when they
will be required to give up their pass-tickets at the Carter*s-yard
gate.

FLOWER-STANDS.
No box or stand shall exceed eight inches in height at the

hack, or eighteen inches in depth from front to back. The lids

of all boxes must either be loose or made to unhinge. No box
with a fixed lid will, on any pretence, be allowed to stand upon
the tables. If a box not constructed of the dimensions above
given is sent in, it may be placed on the tables, if there is room
for it, but it is liable to exclusion.

MEDALS AND REWARDS.
The Society distributes the following Medals and Rewards;

namely,
C. The Certificate ....

SB. Silver Banksian Medal . . •

value 10

• 1

SK. Silver Knightian ditto 1 5

15LS. Large Silver ditto 1

SG. Large Silver Gilt ditto ..... 4
GB. Gold Banksian ditto *«..-. 7
GK. Gold Knightian ditto 10

LG. Large Gold ditto 20
Exliibitors to whom any of these shall he awarded can exchange

them one for another, or may receive their value in money, or in

plate. If within one month after the Third Exhibition of the year
no intimation shall have been received from an exhibitor of the
manner in which he desires his medals to be disposed of, all the
medals due to him will be prepared and transmitted to him
through the usual public conveyances, without further notice.
In case an exhibitor shall receive a first prize in any one letter,

he shall not be entitled to receive any other medal in the same
letter.

SUBJECTS OF EXHIBITION.
These will be divided into Classes, as explained further on.
No articles not of horticultural produce will be allowed to be

placed upon the tables-
Exhibitors will do well to make themselves acquainted with

the arrangements described in the following list, as they will in
all cases he required to sign a declaration stating ujider what let-
ter their plants arc to he shown; and they are particularly re-
quested to take notice, that if errors in the awards of the judges
should occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of exhi-
bitors in filling up such declarations, the Society cannot under-
take to rectify such errors afterwards.
To enable the oflicers of the Society to attach names to the ob-

jects exhibited, it is requested that correct lists may be delivered
to the clerk as soon as the exhibitor reaches the Garden.
Class I.—Flowers for which Nurserymen and Private Growers
exhibit independently of eacli other.

A. Greenhouse Azaleas, to he shown in numbers not exceeding
12, GB, LS, SK.

Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB.
Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 species, GK, SG, LS, SK.
Cape Heaths, in collections of six species, GB, LS, SK.

—

N.B. No person who shows iu E will be allowed to exhibit
also in F,

Exotic Orchidaccne, in collections of not fewer than six spe-
cies. GB, LS, SK.

Exotic Orchidacese, in single specimens, LS, SK, SB.
Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots, not ex-

ceeding 12 to a cast, GB, LS, SK, SB.
Pelargoniums, in collections of six varieties, in pots, not ex-

ceeding eight to a cast, SG, LS, SB,
Rhofiodcndrons, in pots, not fewer than 12 plants, in 12 va-

rieties, LS, SK, SB.
Moss Roses, SK. SB.
Common Garden Rose?, exclusive of all Chinese or Chinese

Hybrids, LS. SB, SK.
Chinese or Hvljrid Roses, such as Bourbon, Noisette, Tea-

scented, and similar varieties. LS, SB, SK.—N.B. No ex-
hibitor of Roses can be allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.

run of tables for all his Roses, which, being double, is
eqnal to 30 ft. of boxes. If any Exhibitor gains the first

medals in M, N, and in O, he will he entitled to a Gold
Banksian medal instead of the three Silver ones.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in coUections of from 50 to 6o
plants. GK, GB, SG, LS.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of from 1 5 to 20
plants. GB, LS, SK.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of six distinct spe-
cies, LS, SK.—N.B. Persons exliibiting in P and Q will not
he allowed to compete in R also.

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.
Shrubby Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.

Class II.— Flowers, for which all persons are admitted to equal
competition ;—
U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse Climbers, GK, CB, LS,

SK.-N.B. The Gold Knightian medal is not to be awarded
for fewer than 12 distinct kinds.

Tall Cacti in flower, LS. SK.
Smgle specimens of Ornamental Plants LS, SK, SB, C.

B.
C.
D.
£.
F.

G.

H.
L

K.

L.

M.
N.

O.

P.

Q.

R.

S.

T.

V.

\
Ik

X. Miscellaneous Flowers, SK, SB, C— N.B, Cockscombs,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19. Prtck 6d.

Y.

AA.

Hydrangeas, and cut flowers are altogether excluded from
prizes.

Seedling Florists' Flowers, SK, SB, C—N.B. Ever>' seedling
must be shown singly, and must be marked with the name
it is to bear. The same seedling cannot gain a prize more
than once in the season. Pelargoniums are to be shown
in single trusses, with a single leaf, so far below the flowers
as not to support them ; and they are not to be dressed
with cotton or wool, or any similar substance, but must be
shown exactly as they grow on the bush.

Class IH.— Fruit, for which market-gardeners, or persons in
the habit of regularly supplying the market, and private growers,
exhibit independently of each other.—N.B. All Fruit must be ripe
and well-coloured

J if the contrary, it will be disqualified.
Z. Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consisting of at least

three diflTerent kinds. Peaches and Nectarines being con-
sidered as only one kind, GK, GB, LS.—N.B. Cucumbers
Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar kitchen- garden produce,
are excluded from this letter.

Grapes, SG, LS, SK, SB.
BB. Pine-apples, SG, LS, SK, SB,
CC. Peaches or Nectarhies, in dishes of six specimens, SK, SB,
DD, Miscellaneous Fruit, SK, SB, C.

JUDGES.
The Judges have the power of increasing or diminishing the

number and value of the Silver Medals ofl'ered by the Society for
particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals or Certi-
ficates in cases not contemplated in these regulations, if they
think it necessary to do so.
The Judges are also required to bear in mind that the Society's

Medals are ofl^ered, less for new and curious objects, than for fine
specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the Council in
instituting these meetings being net so much to encourage the
Collector, as to reward the skilful Gardener : they are also not to
make any award in cases where the objects exhibited do not ap-
pear worthy of a Medal ; otherwise a had single exhibition may
obtain a prize, merely because there is no better exhibition of
the same class to oppose it.

A N HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION will be held
-^"^ on a Grand Scale in the Grounds of the Yorkshire Philoso-
phical Society, YORK, on Thursday, August 4th, 1842.^

MYATT^S VICTORIA RHUBARB.'

J AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by oflTsets from the original Seedling, can

supply them at 10/. per hundred.—N, B. As various spurious sorts
have been sold and are now selling under the name of* Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted,
—Manor Farm. Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

A RAUCARIA IMBRICATA—Fine strong Plants one
-^^ year from seed.—The most noble, hardv, and splendid ORNA-
MENTAL EVERGREEN TREES ever introduced into the
British empire are now selling at Messrs. W. and F. iOUELL'S
NURSERY, GREAT Y^AUMOUTU, at 3^ 3*. per dozen, or 25/.

per 100. Specimens may be seen, and orders taken at their Agents',
Messrs. Flanagan nnd Co., No. 9, Manaion-house-street ; and at
Messrs. Gibbs and Co*s., Seedsmen, Piccadilly, London.

AMES MAY begs to inform all growers of PANSIES,
that his new Descriptive List of Pansies, with a Li»t of

FUCHSIAS, may be had on application as below ; at the same
time hehegs to call particular attention to his genuine imported
German STOCKS, ASTERS, and ZINNIAS, in great variety.
N.B.—A large collection of fine Show Pansies, including many

of last year's new varieties. 30 tine strong Tlants for '2ls.^ pack-
age included; all parcels delivered free in London.
Pansy Nursery, Edmonton.

STANDAltD ROSES.—A consignment of 1000 of the
choicest varieties ever offered to public competition has

heen intrusted to PROTHEROE and MORRIS, for Sale at the
Auction-Mart the first week in March. This selection consists of
Hybrids, Bourbons, Perpetuals, Tea- scented, Provence, and
others, both Standards and Dwarfs, of varieties too numerous to

mention, and of rare and diversified beauty. The day of sale

will be duly announced. __^_

]«wrURSERY STOCK at JOHN CATTELL'S, Wes-
-i-^ TKRHAM, Kent:— ^

10,000 Common Laurels, 2 to,4 feet.

10,000 Spruce Fir, do.

100,000 Seedling Spanish Chesnut.
10,000 Gooseberries and Currants.
The Gooseberries consist of 40 named varieties, including the

largest and most esteemed.
Also an extensive Stock of Lilacs, Laburnums, (lUeldres Roses,

Holhes, Sweet Briar, a ;.« Green and Variegated Box.

J. C. respectfully informs the Public, that nearly the whole of

the above stock is about to be taken up for trausplanting, and
will be offeredm large or small quantities, at very moderate and
cheap prices^ ^
WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARKSFIELD, NEAR UCK-

FiELD, sri^snx.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have tlie pleasure of

offering to their numerous Friends and the Public, the under-

mentioned Roses, all warranted most ?plendid Varieties, at the fol-

lowing reduced prices :—
Per dor.

Fine Standard Roses .... 30*. or

Half-standard, ditto ... - 12«.

Fine Half-standard ditto . . .18*.
Extra Fine, UaJf-»tandard ditto . . 24?.

Fine Dwarf Roses . ' . . 12*.

Extra Fine Dwarf ditto . . . . 18*.

Climbing ditto, very strong '. 95. to l2s.

AV. "N^'. and Son also beg to recommend the present season, as well

adapted for transplanting Roses. Plants will be presented GRATIS
with each order. Amateurs are still invited to apply for Rose Cata-

lognes, and Lists of general Nursery Stock.—AVoodlands, Feb. 9th, '

JKERNAN begs to inform his Friends that he has
• now completed his selection of FLOWER-SEEDS, among

which will be found every noveltj- worthy of cultivation recently

introduced, as well as the seeds from first-rate collections of Cal-

ceolarias, Miraulus, Ipomceas, Gloxinia rubra, Stocks, Asters,

Balsams, Zinnias, Thunbergias, &c. &c.; as also all the better

and more esteemed Vegetable Seeds : Grainge's Early White
Broccoli, Mercer's Cauliflower, Brussels Sprouts (foreign seed),

Seymour's superb GiantCelery j Kerrison's Hothouse, Syon House,

Roman Emperor, Horticultural, and Windsor prize Cucumbers ;

as well as Seeds of the very choicest Melons, all the better early

and succession Peas, principally saved by the most select growers,

who supply this unequalled market.— 4, Great Russell-street,

Covent Garden.
All the better kinds of Agricultural Grasses, separate or mixed.

Selected Field Turnips, Winter and Spring Tares, Ash-leaved and

Early Frame Potatoes, New Globs Mangold Wur^el, ^c. &c.,

MaU, and Mushroom Spawn > Pnininf and Budding KniTes.

Per lOO.

10^ 0*.

1*

6/.

6/.

71.

SI.

5/.

2/.

Oj.

105.

los.

0<.

105.

TX/^ANTED, ahout forty miles from London, as DAIRY-
* " MAID, a steady Single Woman, who understands her

business, and will not object to take part of the Housework, and
assist in the Laimdr>\ and can work well at her needle. Address
A.Z., Post-office, Maidstone.

T-yANTED, a GARDENER and COOK, in a small
» T family in the country ; the Gardener to undertake a smaU

kitchen-garden, with Cucumber and Melon Pits, and a small Con-
servatory, and to live in a cottage with garden near his work ; a
married man preferred. The Cook to be of middle age, sufficiently
qualified, and both to have such a character as to warrant con-
fidence being placed in them.— Letters addressed to F. X. X. P.,
prepaid, to Mr. Roberts, news-agent, Pimlico—the "Shrewsbury
Chronicle" Office, Shrewsbury— or to No. 135, Whitechapcl,
Liverpool, stating particulars, will have due attention.

w
tion as I'ROPAGATOR. He perfectly understands the Propngation
of Camellias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, <Scc., andean, if required,

undertake the management of Pines, and general forcing. A situation

near London would be preferred. Address by letter, post paid, to

A.Z., Gardeners* Chronicle Office, 3, Cliarlcs-strcct, Covent Garden.

TO THE NOBILITY AXD GENTRY,
TAMES MACDONALD, upwards of seven years
•J Gardener to Sir Rowland Hill, Bart., M.P,^ Hawkstonc Park,
Salop, and at present conducting the Horticultural department at

Dr. Kay*s Normal School, Battersea, will in a short time be dis-

engaged, and is therefore ready to treat with any lady or gentle-

man who may require the services of a thorough practical man
in that capacity. References as above, and all letters addressed

to James Macdonald, 3, Church-street, Battersea, Surrey, or

Messrs. Dickson, Chester, will be immediately attended to.

rj^O PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—A Ladv, who
-L intends remaining some months at BRIGHTON for the be-

nefit of her children, would be happy to TAKE CHARGE OF A
LITTLE GIRL OR BOY REQUIRING SEA AIR, and whose
friends may not find it convenient to remain "with them.

References can he given either in Brighton or -London.

For further particulars, apply by letter ^prepaid) to Y. Z., care

of Mr. Gates, organ-builder, 19, Norfolk-square, Brighton.

H HAMMOND begs to return thanks to his numerous
• friends and the Public for their liberal orders for his new

White Cape Broccoli, as advertised in the Chronicle of Oct. 16;

and to inform those that are not supplied with that valuable article

that he has a few packets left which can be had of Messrs. Flana-

gan, Seedsmen, Mansion-House Street, London, who know the

stock.—Mundford Nursery, Feb. 10.

FINE SEEDLING PANSIES.

J HENCHMAN begs to inform cultivators of the
• PANSY, that he has now ready for deliveiT healthy young

plants of Twelve Superior Seedlings, including the ** Prince of

Wales," at 425. the collection. These varieties will be found of

superior merit in point of shape, size, and colour.

J, H. can also supply the choicest of last year's varieties, by all

growers, at from \Ss, to 305. per dozen. 25 good named show-
flowers, including irftinyo'f last year's varieties, for I/.

A few packets of seed at 2s 6d. and 55. each.

A plant or two sent gratis for carriage.

N.B. A remittance requested from unknowu cnrrcspondents.

Edmonton, near London, Feb. I9f 1842.

THE MOSCO^' QUEEN FINE.

JWILMOT, Islewurth, has a Stock of this very
• superior Variety to dispose of at 10s. 6d, each, strong Succes-

sion Plaiits; smaller do., 7s. Gd. And as the season is coming on,

they can be forwarded without pots any distance (package in-

. eluded), by a Post-office order being remitted to his Forcing

Establishment , Isleworth. _

NE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SHEPPARD'S
"LAURA" PANSY, strong plant, price 5s.; Sheppard's

"Princess" Pansy, 7s. 6d. Also, a fine large Scarlet Seedling:

Kibes —Shcppard's Ribes Grandiflora, price 3*. 6d. May be

had immediately of James Sheppard, Nursery, Seedsman, and

Florist, Wuachester j or of Messrs. Warner and Co., 28, Comhill,

London. . ^~
PINE PLANTS.

W DAVIS, Gardener, Green-street, Marlborough-
• road, Chelsea, has several hundred Fruiting and Succes-

sion Pine Plants to dispose of, principally Ripley Queens. War-
ranted perfectly clean and healthy.
""

UNION-ROAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.
\XT E. RENDLE begs to inform the Trade that he
V\ . has a large Stock of FINE BEDDED LAUREL,
from 9 inches to 2 feet high, at such prices as would be highly

advantageous to the purchaser.
'

,. ^ ^ i.

Fine Maiden Peaches and Nectarines, Secdhng Larch, ScotcU

Spruce, Oaks, &c. at the lowest trade prices.—Feb. IC, 1842. _

TMPORTANT to PLANTERS, AGRICULTURISTS^
1 &C.-PURDIE and MERRILEES (Successors to Tliomas

Cleghorn and Co.), WHOLESALE NURSERYMEN, SEEDS-
MEN, and FLORlt-TS, STANWELL LODGE, BONNINGTON,
LEITH, beg to inform the Public that they have on hand a large

stock of fine two-years* transplanted LARCH, ij to 2 feet high,

at unusually low prices, samples of which may be had on appli-

cation. P. and M . also recommend their attention to their choice

collection of HYBRID RHODODENDRONS. CAMELLIAS,
HEATHS, &c., many of which are at present coming into bloom.

TURNIP SEEDS.—P. and M, have also on hand a fine stock

of Skirving's and Laing's new Purple-top Swedish Turnip Seed,

with all other approved varieties, of theii" own savmg, warranted

genuine J priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, tjpon the most im-

proved and economical principles, for Horticultural and

other BuUdings.-STEPHEN&ON and CO., Agents lor the Old

Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch street,

London, annex the following list of prices of Hot-water Pipes of

the best description, to assist persons desirous of adopting tnis

mode of heating iu their calculations of the probable expense.

and respectfully solicit an opportunity of *^"^;^"/'^. l^^'^Hot
for the completion of any work required. Socket-pjpe for Hot

Water, of two, three, and four inches
^^^^^t^^^' ^^^ittV^P^^

and 4I Zd. per yard. Ditto, with Troughs for ^f^^^f,%^
houses, three and four inches diameter, at 4$. gd, and e». J^ P

'
The much-approved Conical Boilers made of ^tn^f^^^^J-

copper, and which require J*" f«™^^,tji*^ /*"ri^^^^^ of Boi^^rs

from 5/. Ss. up^vards. Also, every
"'^^^f.^^i's^ucv^l^^ nsay he

of the most approved construction. tuHi.er^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
obtained at the Warehouses, Gf,^^„*^

"[,a St^ F«ndnff,
be seen a v ariety of patterns of ^^^^ '"Ic
Hurdles. Biasa and Iron Bedsteatai, &e, «v.
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\\;AI^M::K&\VARNi U, SEEDSMEN, tia. CORN-
^ ' HtLL, LONDON", bee: respectfully to call the atteution

of their Friends a»d the Fubhc to their i: . of New and Choice

Flow**r-8«eda( iascrted in "HAKIUSON'S FLORICULTURAL
CABIN t:T" for the p: it Month, and for March, embracing-

all thar '.v and rare, and worthy of cultivauwii, among which
will be foond—

J?if VCllvrOME IBERIDIFOUA, at %t,6d. per packet
CjBKAMI M. froffi fitie varieties, I*, to 2^. 6f/. ditto.

IIEAR'I - - ^ , from the beU kinds, U. to 2», 6if. ditto.

And the following at I *. per packet

:

Lobelias
Luijinus Haxlwegii
Mimulus
Pcnt:^temoD8
Petnnia
Phlr'T Ommmondii
Picotee, imported
riiiW, fnim a choice collection
Piiinu;.fv

Rnnnnculus, B*vcd from superb
vari ^'f^H

(

-.^^

/* 'rccmcrias, of sorts

Anag*^>*^i ditto

Asters, im^ d Gennan, mix-
ed colours

Auricula
Calceolaria shrubby and her-

l>ace-—

J

Carnation, from stage flowers
Cinerarias
Clintonia puIcheXIa
Ceutaurea amuricana
Dahlia, from choice vaxi^.

chrjium,^, new vari- '' s
Ipomrra rnbro cwrulea
Ipomcea Uuamoclit
Ipomopsis
Also a few r>>'^'^'- Vceretable Seeds, including the foUowinc^

Icinds of Ftanie Cncim\lit r, fit I*, jitr packet:

—

Barn'Bs' Mnn of
Kent, tiiinier Allen's \ wu _

'' SiifToIk, Walker's Improved
Manchf -^ter, Wccdon's Superb, \V mu^ur Prize, Prize Fis^htnr,

and Perk.MJi' Victoria. Ureave's Prince Albert Melon, I*, per
packet. Lake** ^,^w Superb White Konian Broccoli, and Met-
{ .iU*» New I'itik C-^pc ditto, at \s. per packcL Inipoitcd Brus-
sels Sprouts, J<ic, 4cc.

Martiii's superior Frame Potatoes, 3*. per peck. Ne\T Bok-
hara I lover. If. per packet. Myatt'^^ BritPsh Queen Strawberries,
5/. iicriiin* di Myatt'i EUia ditto, \l. per hundrrd : Myntt'a
Vjctima Kiiiii)4rtw, i*. each, bcymour'a Supcrfj VVaite boiid
Celery, 'Ja.

*'^

' :^r packet.

General Catalogues can be had on application.
CornluII, 1 •.'. I, lw»2.

Schizanthus
St' , iuip^rtcd German, mix-

ed colours
Verbenas
Zijuua elcgans— ^c. &c.

OLATE CJSTERNS. SHELVES. TROUGHS. &c.,O for Horticultural purposes.—EUWARD BECK, Manufac-
turer. Ulcwurth, ncax Brentford. Orders, Working* Drawings.
&c.» forwarded by post, will receive due attention.

*»* Slate Edj^ings for Mower Borderfe>, &c.

lI£ATiNG liV HOT WATER. WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMUiSPHEKIC AIR.

J "WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c.. Gloucester-place,
* King*s-road, Chelsea. Hothouse Builders, atul Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to iulorui the Nobility and
Gentry that their business, wtiitli lias been extensive throu^^hout
the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BIJILD-
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,
and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; seethe 3rd and
S7th Numbers of the Gnrdf ners* Chratnrh.

Relcrt'ucea may be had, and their works -een, at Mr, Perry's Nur-
sery, Banbury ; Mr. Grcc" *", Lower Cheani; Mp'-rs. Henderson's,
Pine-apple Nursery ; Messrs. RoUisson's Nursery, Tooting:; Mr.
JMugUt's Exotic Nursery, Ckeliiea ; Messrs. Low*s, Clapton Nur-
ifir>- ; Mr. CatleugU'8 Nursery, Chelsea; Mr. Gaiue^'s Nurserj',
Batt^—^ai Mr. BucVs, P' -";and Nur cry ; Mr. Young's. MiUord
Nurtcry-, Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalston; Mr. WoodroCTs Nur-
eer>, Kcusall Green; Mr. HoiiKood's Nursery, Bayswaterj Mr.
Willincr'-'^ N cry, Chelsea; and at moat of the Nobility and
G^^ntletutu's Scats in the country.

Every particular to be had at thtir Horticijltural Manufactory.
Glouce»t«r place, Chelsea, near Sloane.nquare.

1^^ CONOMir TJFE ASStiRANCE SOCIETY,
-^ No. a^. BRIDGE-STREET, ULACKFRt.\RS, LONDON.

EstahUshetl 1823. Empowered by Act of PurUament, :} William IV.
LOWBR KATKS Op fRfiMIUM TBA V TROSB OP ANV OTHER OFFICE,

that entitle the assured io pariicipatf! tn the projits, as follows :—

(\gC. 15
I 20 35 30 35 40

Annual
PrvMiium I 10

per cent.! Y
U 7^ 19 0,J 4 3 2101112 19 9

I f

45
1

50

3 II pU g

The BoM s declared in 1831 amounted upon an average to \GL
per cent, on the premiums tlien paid; and in 183p a second
Bo.vfs was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent,
on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.
No extra cliarge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding: [in a decked, sailhi-, or steam-vessel; from any one
Port tliercof to another during peace, to Assurers not being sea-
faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or
ny the hands of justice are not void as respects the iuterestd of
parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.
Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

^ CAMfB fc^LL Jaaiks 00 wvbr, Sccrctary.

ANNUiTlES.-^In the AUSTRALASIAN, COLO-
trk^vV^^^^^^^^^^ ^^™ ASSURANCE and ANNUITYCOMPANY. AnnuitaiU. , ... ..cipate in the Profits of the Company.
^trff»!.H^''^*'^''^^^'^'^"^^^'"^^^^^ ^°^^ favourable than can

^r.fL 'rf ^'r^ ^^^\?V'y "^^^i^g its investments whoUy inEngland lUcCompaiiy 13 enabled securely to grant these fa-TOwabiP terms fmn. the advantage it possesselof investL^ aportion of its Funds at a Li^^h rate^f Int.^.t.
^

^ .
. „ DlRBCTOnS.

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S. \ C. E. Mangles, Esn.Henry Buckle Esq.
|

j. b. Monteftoro^ Esq.

Gideon Colqnhoun, jun.. Esq, Capt. Sir Jas. Stirling R NJfoim Edvvardes LyaU,Ewi. 1 WiUiam Walker. Escf
SoLiciTORs.-Messra. Swain. S- ens, and Co.Prosprrtu.es, With Tabk.. For..a of Proposal for the purchase ofan Annuity or for makmg an A urance. and every informaUonmay be obtamed by application at the Office of the CompS^v No'12n, Bishopsgate- street. City.

vmiidii}
,
^q.

By order of the Board. CHRISTOPHER COUSINS. Accountant.

pATENTASPHALTE PROTECTING MATERIAL.
-- —Extract from Gardeners* Chronieir, Dec. 25 184 1 p 843 —
•• In the midst of frost it will not be unseasonable to warn "alloar Readers of the great imj^ortancc of preventing their more
tender Plants that may hnve been frozen from beinff thawed
suddenly by the sun. All Gardeners know how often Peas frozen
fcelow a south wall are killed, and that if any contrivance to pre-
Tent their being suddenly thawed is made use of. they recoverWhat Is true of Peas is, to a great extent, true of other things'A few weeks ago we had a severe frost, ifi^ at that time younff
Araucarias cxiKised to the'south died, while others within a few
yards, but screened irom the sun by stone, did not suffer at allWe may remark by the way that CROGGON'S ASPHALTE
ROOFING forms a most excellent material for such screens."
In page 8 of same Journal, Jan. I. 1942, is fully described the
purposes to which it is applied by the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, Being a non-conductor it effectually protects from heat
vt cold.—Thomas Jojin QmoQ^os, 9, Inj-ram-couit, Fwchurch-
•treet, LoiidoOt

J^IIE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

A by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained to any size of JOHN
SHEWEN, Iromnonger, Ac, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. SiTEWEx havmg had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

Publishing Monthly, tvith Four coloured Engratjinek

AX TON'S
Pnce '2s. 6d.

MAGAZINE OF BOTANY
The Number for Febrcarv contains beautifuUy-coloured

figures of Cattleifd Aclandice, Brugmansia fioribnnda, Mahon^
aquifolium, and Loasa Pentlandica, with the history and di

tlie Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

H ENRY SPARE acknowledges with heartfelt grati-

tude the foUowing CONTRIBUTIONS, but for which

himself and family must have suffered the greatest distress and

privation. He is also deeply impressed with the kindness of his

late Noble Employer towards his two eldest children ;
and he

begs to add and return his special thanks to Mr. Loudon for his

gratuitous inid prompt appeal on his behalf, to the Editors of the

Gardeners* Chronicle and Gardeners' Gazette for their notice of

his case, to Mr. Munro and the other gentleman who kindly re-

ceived and forwarded the various sums collected to himself, and

to Mr. Keman, who has been most zealous and indefatigable, and

bas truly proved himself a Gardeners* friend. -^
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Baker, Delbury. Ludlow 10

Balls, Ball's Park .

Barnes, Warwick .

Uuines, Arbury Hall .
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Catton, Regent's Park
Clive. Hon. R. H. .5
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Corbet. Pencarrow . 2

Corbet, Downton,LudlowO
Crogan, Shobden Court
Crogan, Sir T. Ayres .

Croydon Gardeners' Soc. 1

Cruickshank, Penrith . 1

Culiis, Leamington . I

Pakin and friends, East-
nor Castle . . 4

Davison, Weston, Shifnall
Davidson, Swallowfield
Davidson. Culzean
Davis, Pershore . .

Dicksons, Chester , . 1

Dodds, Galloway House
Dodds' Assistants . I

Dillon, Lady, Kensington
Domyer, Walworth .

Donald and Son,Woking
Kaston . . .0
Flood, Regent's Park .

Forsyth, Alton Towers
Forrest, Kensington . 1
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Fowler, Hotwater Engnr 2

Forbes, Wobum Abbey
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Gibbs , . • .

Goode, Ealing , .

Goswell. Twickenham
Godwin, Barrow Hill

Gray, Bromfield, Ludlow
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Park . .0
Grub. Ludlow • .

Haycock, Crow Wood
Harvey, Camden Town
Hallorgan.Regcnt'sPark
Hoad, — Leaps, Esq. •

Harborn.TattenallWood 1

Hendy, Hampstcad .

Hurst, Cornhill . ,

Jackson, Kingston ,

Johnson, Highfield Park
Johnson, Strathfieldsay i

Jones, Cleen, Ludlow .

Jones, Marlow, Ludlow
Keal, Eaton Square , I

Ker. Fairford Park .

Kinghcm, Twickenham
Knight, Chelsea . . 1

Lambert, Langford, Bland-
ford . , , Q

Lane ....
Lauder,Downton.LudlowO
Lee, Hammersmith . 2
Legget, from Ludlow . 1
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rections for the culture of each: also compreheiisive Papers on
the science of Gardening, including the phenomena of impreff
nation and germination in the seed of plants ; the Culture of
Gesnera rupcstris j on Arranging and Planting Specimens in
Conservatories ; the Propagation of Tropaeolum tricolorum .

Notices of Plants figured in the floral periodicals for December and
January, and of those flowering in the suburban nurseries* with
a copious Calendar of Operations for the month.

'

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates
and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. TUe
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and aie conae
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, 'With few exceptions, they are all done by one artist
whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed on zinc by the same individual
and, being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and
elegance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants whiclr
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-
senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this
work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardenmg*
and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commences with this Number, and as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternostcr-row.
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ciety*s Garden . 1

Murry, Oakly-park .

M'Grcgor, Meastoke ,

Morrison, Kensington
Nickson, Hale-hall . 1

Nieman, Hawkston ,

Oliver, Combe Abbey ,

Orver, Isleworth . .

Paxton, Chatsworth . I

Pcmbcrton, Rev.— , Milli-

chope . . .1
Perkins, Packington .

Pickeu, Dunham . .

Pinkertons,SirA.Cooper'sO
Filler, Ludlow . .

Pyper, Col. Wyndham's
Price,Bringwood, LudlowO
Rivers . . . ,

Rowland and friends.

Petersham . . 2
Ronalds, Brentford - 1

Ross, Penrhyn Castle .

Roberts, Bircher, Ludlow
Sanders, Shustocke .

Sanders, Syon . .

Seldon, Haras-hall •

Sleigh, ColeshUl . . l

Sibben,Green-hill,BarnetO
Shuttleworth, Pantheon 1

Sharp, Lincoln . .

Smith, Bamet . <

Smith, Gainstone . o
Smith, Norwood , ,

Smith, Dalston ...
Smith, Ludlow . .

Smith, Isleworth .

Stacey and friends, Rich-
mond , . ,1

Stackhouse(Mrs.), Acton
Thompson(Mrs.},Ludlow
Tavenior, Coleshill . i

Taylor, late of Ingestrie
Valentine . . . o
Vare. Bodargen . , o
Wentworth and friends,

Harlow . .17
Walters, Heath-h.ouse,

Ludlow . ,

Wills, Leamington .

Wedge, Eadmenton . 2
Weatherstone, Boult-
hrook ...

Wilson, Dorking . , o
Weaver, Croft Castle .

Whiting, Deepdene .

Wheeler, Earnet , •
Wilraot, Isleworth . 2
Wilson, Gospel . . o
Wilson, MUlichope, Lud-

low ...
V\'ilson*s Assistants ,

Wood and Sou . , o
Worth . . . ^ .

Wright, Langton, Bland-
ford ...

vS right, Wanstead . o
Wombwell (Mrs.;, Lyd-

yard-park . / i

A Friend, Regent's-park
Some Friends, Clungun-

ford . . .086
Some Friends, Heath-

house ...
A Friend, Shobden-court
A Well-wisher, Stanage,

Ludlow ...
Friends, Downton Castle
An Old Friend, Rugeley 1

C.B.W. . ."^ .

Three Friends,Worcester o
A Friend. Covent-garden
A Friend . . . q
Some Friends, Isleworth U 6

'yAIT'S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE is published
J- monthly, Price One Shilling; or 125. for a whole year. A
New Volume commences with the January Number.
Each Number of Tait's Magazine contains as much letter-press,

bya number of the ablest writers of the day, as at the rate charged
for New Novels would cost i^s. 6d. Each Volume would*, at the
same rate, cost Ten Guineas, instead of Twelve Shilliiigs.

Only about a fourth or fifth of each Number is devoted to
Politics; the rest to what Leigh Hunt called *'tho:3e admirable
Summaries of New Books," Original Tales. &c.
William Tait, Edinburgh j Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Loudon.

Now ready, post 8vo., price 8s., cloth, with Maps and Plates,

]V[EW ZEALAND, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, and
i-^ NEW SOUTH WALES

J a Record of recent Travels in these
Colonies, with especial reference to Emigration, and the advan-
tageous employment of labour and capital.

By R. U. Jamesox, Esq.
"Mr. Jameson is an intelligent and unprejudiced observer, and

has made good use of his faculties,"—Spectator.
Smith, Elder and Co., 65, Cornhill.

CMITH on the GROWTH of CUCUMBERS and
^^ MELONS, conjointly with Asparag\is, Mushrooms, Rhubarb,
&c. Fourth Edition; price 45. 6d.
"Our opinion is, that his mode is excellent."—i!.oz;£?07i'5 Gar-

dcner^s Magazine. •

" If the directions be followed there will be no disappointment."—Floricultural Cabinet. *

*jf* Orchidaceous plants are cultivated on this system with

great success.
London : Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin.

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDW^ARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailkv having devoted much time to the considera^

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very eflicient, but very simple, and have combined
durability iu the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England. Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in cxecutingthe
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. andE. Bailbt also construct in metal aU descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawing^
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvih-

ncar houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to tntrcduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, requhred, and which may be seen at their manufactory'.
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SCREENS for PROTECTING TREES in Blossom
and Fruit from injuries by Wasps and Flies, and for Shading

Hothouses and Conservatories, Pines and Melons, Tulip Beds,

&c. &c.
N. HULME, Paradisk Green, Knutsfoud, CuEsmriE, rna-

nufactures the following articles :—Canvas Nuttixg, of three

different textures, at bd,; of a stronger quality, at 7d.; ^J^ PJ-

Yarn doubled, at Sr7. per square yard. Woor.LEN Netting, ot dif-

ferent sorts, at hd., 7d., and lorf. per square yard. The above

articles are made from one to four yards in width, as may smi

the purchasers.—N. H. has for many years had the Iionour to

supply the Nobility, Gentry, and others in various parts oi tne

Kmgdom with the above articles, and has had the happiness 10

give general satisfaction. . .. ^n
N.B.—Patterns, with the prices annexed, sent (if desired, to

any persons wi-^hing to become purchasers.

nr^Lw^iH-S*^^^
thankful to be informed of contributions omitted

^NrbTr!i&^;j;r;^^S ^2.'^ -^-wledged in a future

POR SALE, at Mrs. Lambert's, Acton-on-the-
, J^^":^*

a va^^JCty of PLANTS. VINES. &c. ; together with

GR>f4hot4"''aT^
GHFEN.HOUSES; klso^a SmIlLGREENHOUSE. AU in gooa order.-^Apply to A. Russell the

IVfESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

^^-^ to public competition, at the Auction-Mart, Bartholomew-
I«Rne, on Thursday, 2^th Feb., 1842. and following day, at I^weive

o'clock, about 200 DOUBLE and SINGLE CAMELLIAS. ^^^^^
which will be found fine specimens, well furnished with "loom-

buds, of Double AVhite, Striped, Reticulata. Conspicua. Puno-

tata. Triumphans. &c. Also a fine collection of A^^^^/^Xiti
PLANTS, comprishig Hvbrid Rhododendrons, A/.alcas Kamn^.
Ledums, &c. About -JUU STANDARD and DWARF BOSE^'
which wUl include all the leading varieties; choice C^I^^'.Y*
(m dry Root*}, &c.-May be viewed the morning of each aaic.

Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of ttie Auctioneei»
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Handsomely bound in cloth, with 93Wood Eng:ravings, price 6s.6d.

T LLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
JL FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egvpt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D,

^rotn the British Magazine.—"This is an elegant and well-

executed little booV. on a most interesting: subject,"

London: Tilt and Bogue, Fleet-street.

HSr^tHmtv^' ©i&rouirte-

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tues^a-y Zoological ..>..,&

, J Geological 8
Wednesday • . . '\ Medico-Botanical ... 8
Saturday Hoyal Botanic .... 4

p. M.
P. M,
P. M.
P.M.

The Botanical Garden at Kew ivas once the pride

of England and the envy of Europe. It -was a centre

into which all the rare plants obtained from foreim

countries by the enterprise of our navijrators. or th

zeal of our merchants, were collected. Ui care

of the Alton s, and with the assistance of a Solander, a

Dryander, a Banks, and a Bauer, it became a Botani-

cal Garden worthy the regal name it was permitted to

bean But it gradually sunk in the estimation of the

world ; a character of exclusiveness and illiberality at-

tached to it, not without justice; and public distrust

being seconded by Government neglect, it fell into

such a state of decay, that when a few years since it

was reported on officially, it was little better than a

crowd of neglected ugly houses, containing some fine

specimens of hardy trees, and a forest of nameless

plantSj the value of which could hardly be estimated,

except by the eye of science.

Under such circumstances, it is not surprising that

gentlemen should have been found, even connected

with Government, anxious to break up an establish-

ment which cost the Crown above £2,000 a-year for

its maintenance, and the "Woods and Forests as large a

sum annually, on an average, for repairs ; and accord-

ingly an attempt to dismantle it was made in 1840. It,

however, failed, owing to the resistance made to the

project by those who considered the facility with

which the Garden might be rendered efficient, and
the improbability of its ever being replaced if once

abandoned. When, therefore, it was found that the

country would not tolerate the destruction ofthe Royal
Botanic Garden, it was wisely determined at once to

place it under the charge of some gentleman eminent
for his scientific acquirements, and to render it effective

as a public Botanical establishment. Happily it was
found possible to engage for this purpose the services

of Sir WilHam Jackson Hooker, at that time Regius
Professor of Botany at Glasgow, and the effects of so

fortunate a selection are already most striking. After
the lapse of only a few months, the Garden is assum-
ing quite a new appearance. Already some of "the
useless old boundary walls have disappeared, and four
acres of pleasure-ground have been added to the Gar-
den; the more ruinous houses are disappearing, or
have been altered ; new ones are in progress of con-
struction, others are under consideration ; walks have
been turned, thickets ofworthless bushes destroyed; and
it must be evident to all who visit the place, that the

William Hooker, assisted
by a judicious liberality on the part of the Commis-
sij)ners of Woods and Forests, will speedily place
Kew where it ought to be, and once was, at the head
of the Botanical establishments of Europe. Travellers
will no longer refuse to gather seeds for this national
estabUshment, under the conviction that to send them
there is to consign them to destruction ; private indi-
viduals will not hold aloof because what they give is

neglected, and nothing can be had in return; and
Government will have a Gardeji to which, and its
officer, it can on all occasions refer for such inform-
ation connected with Colonial or other pubhc purposes,
as a garden can supply. We have ourselves seen the
changes which are going on at Kew—we have studied
their effect—and we sincerely congratulate the country
upon its renovation.

Although we may not be able at present to state
with confidence in what way saline substances act as
manures, there can be no sort of doubt that they are
generally beneficial in this respect. We do not speak
of the evidence produced by farmers, but by gardeners.

J^
these salts, nitrate of soda, from its low price, has

been most extensively employed, and our readers will
be glad to know something more about it.

^ Urate of soda, like common salt (muriate of
soda) will destroy the leaves of the plants on which it
lalls, even if very much diluted, and therefore should
^%^^ 1^^ appHed overhead, unless in a dry state. It
WiU also entirely kill many kinds of plants, if given
in undue quantity ; but so will yeast, pigeons' dung,
guano, and many other energetic manures ; although
some plants, like Sea kale, seem able to consume any
quantity of it : we have known a pound of it given in
one dose to a Sea-kalc plant without injurious conse-
quences.

Farmers find from one to two hundredweight per
»cre a goQ^j dxeswDe: for their land ; and therefore this

quantity may be regarded for the present as a safe

proportion for ordinary crops. When used on a

smaller scale, we are much in want of information as

to its proper proportion if mixed with water. The
following, however, seem to be ascertained facts : Six

ounces in four gallons of water suits Lettuces and Ce-
lery, as has been shown by Mr. Wedgewood, Others

have found 1 lb. in 12 gallons a safe quantity for Dah-
lias. Strawberries are much improved by it in the

proportion of an ounce to the gallon. In other cases.

Onions are reported to have been much improved by
water holding the nitrate of soda in solution in the

proportion of one pound to eight gallons. Independ-

ently of these cases, Mr. Rivers has pointed out its

extremely active eftects on Coniferous plants, applied

as a top-dressing at the rate of IGO lbs. per acre.

About its action under favourable circumstances

there can be no doubt, Mr. Rivers found his Fir-

trees changing from yellow to deep green in a fort-

night from the time of the application. We have
seen similar effects upon common shrubs in a worn-
out gravelly soil; and the rapidity with wliich the

crops to which it has been apphed acquired a deep

green healthy colour is generally spoken of. Some-
times, however, it is stated to produce no effect. This

may have been owing to the land on which it has been

used already abounding in alkaline matter, so that any
further addition has been useless ; or it may h

arisen from the nitrate having been used at a bad sea-

son of the year.

There seems every reason to believe that its effects

are the most certain if it is applied when plants are just

beginning to grow, at which time it is readily taken

up into the system; and that it produces the smallest

effects if given to plants in a languid state of gi*owtli

or at rest. This is, perhaps, owing to the action of

rain, wliich may wash it away from the roots before

they can absorb it, if they are at rest, or nearly so;

while, on the contrary, it is seized by the roots, if in

a state of activity, as soon as it is presented to them.
We would, therefore, recommend those who intend to

try the effects of nitrate of soda, to apply it to Grass

land now; to their shrubberies when the sap is flow-

ing freely, and the young shoots are in the act of
lengthening; and to annual or herbaceous plants at

whatever season they may be the most freely in veg
tation. For most gardening purposes it is more con-

venient to dissolve it in water ; but as a top-dressing

for shrubberies, or lawns, or pastures, it must almost
of necessity be sown broadcast. In the latter case

choice should be made of rainy weather, when the

nitrate will be dissolved nearly as soon as it falls upon
the soil. Dry weather is, no doubt, the worst period

at which to use it.

In conclusion, although nitrate of soda is the most
common form in which this alkali is used, we would
strongly advise our readers to try the effects of the im-

pure sulphate of soda, called salt-cake, which we
have some reason to believe is as useful as the nitrate,

and which is certainly much cheaper.

We regret to announce the death, at a very advanced

age, of Mr. Menzies, the Nestor of Enghsh botanists,

one of the last, if not the very last survivor of "Van-

couver's voyage. His name appears continually among
the discoverers of Botanical novelties at the end of

the last century ; and to living naturalists his kind and

liberal disposition had greatly endeared him,

ON THE CULTURE OF THE CAMELLIA.
The soil best adapted to the growth of Camellias is a

mixture of peat-earth and loam, ia nearly equal propor-

tions ; where the loam is peculiarly light and sandy, a

less quantity of peat is requisite. The earth should be

well mixed and passed through a coarse sieve, reserving

the detached portions of peat and loam that will not pass

the sieve, to fill the bottom of the pots, thereby securing

a free drainage—a circumstance indispensable to the

success of the plants. The proper season for the general

shifting is when the young growth has hardened and the

blossom buds for next year can be detected at the ex-

tremity of the shoots. After shifting all those that re-

quire it, they may be placed in the open air, or retabed

in the greenhouse, according to the season they are

wanted to flower ; if kept in the greenhouse, as much air

as possible should be admitted, and occasionally sprin-

kling the foliage will improve the appearance as well as be

beneficial to the health of the plants. At all times atten-

tion must be paid to watermg them properly, the roots

being apt to become matted ia the pots, so as to render

the ball of earth impervious to moisture ; hence it is

necessary to see that the ball of earth is moistened by the

water poured upon it, instead of the web of fibres only.

This renders an examination of the lOots, or reducing and
replanting them, at least once a year, a measure almost

indispensable.

At the respective periods of growth and flowering, the

plants will require plentiful watering; during the latter,

if not regularly supplied, the bloom-buds will infallibly

fall off, instead of expanding into flower ; at othei^ times,

a regular moderate Ssupply is essential. The effect of

constant watering may be presumed to diminish or destroy

the fertility of the small quantity of earth allotted to each

plant ; therefore, when the annual repotting occurs, care-

fuUj take f^way ^ jawh q( the former ItmU q( e^rth m cw

be done without injuring or cutting the roots. The Ca-
mellia may be considered as a hardy greenhouse plant,

requiring only a slight protection in severe weather, hke

I

the Myrtle ; and if the plants are kept just above the

freezing-point, they will succeed much better than when
grown in a' high temperature. At the time they are
making their growth an increase of heat will be advan-
tageous.

The usual methods of propagation are by inarching or
grafting and budding on the single red Camellia, cuttings
of which are found to strike root more readily than of the
double varieties. The cuttings are taken in July and
August, or as soon as the young shoots arc sufficiently
ripe at the base. They are carefully prepared by being
cut smoothly over with a sharp knife at a joint, and
divested of one or two leaves at the bottom, and then
planted firmly about two inches deep, in pots half filled

with the Camellia compost before described, and the upper
half with fine white sand. They are then well watered
and the pots plunged in a tan-bed which gives out a gentle

warmth, and kept closely shaded for three or four months,
by which time short fibres, or a callus from which they
afterwards diverge, are produced. When sufficiently

rooted to bear removal they are potted singly in small

pots, the sand being then carefully removed; the pots

should be well drained and filled with the Camellia com-
post, with the addition of a little white sand. They
afterwards to be sprinkled with water, and placed in m
close frame or pit until they begin to root afresh, and by
degrees exposed to the air. The succeeding season they

may be potted in the same soil as the other Camellias and
similarly treated, and many of the plants will then have
attained sufficient size and strength for inarching or

budding, and all of them by the following reason. The
best time for inarching is early in the spring, just before

the plants begin to grow, and for budding as soon as the

new wood is sufficiently ripened, but it may be done at

almost any season of the year.

The following is a selection of some of the most desi-

rable varieties

:

White. Myrtifolia
Double "White PjEouiflora
Single do. Park sii

Allnfittii ' Palmerii
Alba seniiduplex Rosa sinensis

Anemouiflora alba Ri5sea (Le nianc*s)

Candidlssima Rose W^rrataU •

Candor Sasanqua nisea
Eburnca Triumphaiis
P'imbriata Vaiid^sla rdsea
llaylockii Woodsii
Hume's Blush or Buff
Imbricata alba lied and Crimson,
Myrtif61ia alba or Albicans AUhtciflor^
NobiHssima Bealeii

Ochroleuca Chandl^rU
Concinna

White, Stripedf and Spotted. CoralUua
Albertus Conspicua
ColvUhi Decora
— striata Exlmla

Delicatissima Francofurtensis
Fortt!uta Imbricata
Gray's Invincible Lefevrlana
King Minuta

r

Pompone R6ssii
Punctata major "* Reticulata
Picturata Regaiis
Press's Echpse Speciosa
Spofforthiana Splendens
Sabiniana Warratah
Swectii
Tricolor Hose, Red, and Crimson striped.

Dorsetii

Rose-coloiired, Donkelacrxi
Coronata Gilesiaua
ElaU Park sii

E'legans Queen Victoria or Pressleyil

Fdrdu Striped or variegated
Florida I

Serratif(51ia

[We have been avour.cd with the above comnmnicatioil by
Messrs. Chandler and Son, of Vauxhall.]

ON THE TREATMENT OF ROSES IN POTS.

I OBSERVED your directions for the treatment of China

and other Roses from pits in p. 73, which I fear will

occasion the destruction of many if followed. I have had

some experience in these matters, and have invariably

j
found that Roses subjected to close heat after being

packed, or even after being recently potted (unless the

cuttings have been raised in heat), have damped off, their

roots becoming black and rotten. The present great de-

mand for new Roses gives occasion for many small plants

to be sent out, and these, if not treated with great care,

often die and give disappointment to the purchaser. The
following directions for managing all such Roses, as Bour-

bons, China, Tea-scented, Hybrid perpetual, and Noi-

settes—in short, all Roses grown on their own roots, and

sent out in small pots^—may perhaps be acceptable to some

of your readers :—I will suppose Roses of this description

received in October or during the winter months in their

pots tied (^ver with moss as usual in packing : if intended

for planting in the borders in spring (they are very hable

to be killed by the whiter, if planted out in autumn), they

should be carefully cleared from the moss and the mould,

or the surface of the pots should be stirred; they maybe
plunged in sawdust or old tan in a brick pit or garden

frame, but never put the glasses over them in miid

weather, not even during blight frosts; in severe frost

only will they be necessary. About the end of Apnl thej

will have made some little growth, and they may then be

planted out yith safety ; the great object is U> kc^P ttem

in a backward state; if at all confined ^"^^^
*^^*^7fJ^

glass, their shoots become elongated and weak, they cnen

bear transplanting badly and often die.

If they Ire received at the before-mentioned season, ^d
are intended for blooming in the

^^^f^^^^ ZuZ
forcing, they should be taken from

^^'''.fl"^!^^^^^
*t, i^„.„«^^ -«^ ^^^t.raA to a &mm extent luaatnett

'ii
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repotted into pots a size larger than those in which they

are received; light sandy loam and weil-rotted dung or

leaf-mould in equal parts is the best compost that can be

used ; if they have been grown in pure peat they should

be potted in the same description of mould, or the

peat shaken clear from their roots before potting

into the above compost, as they do not strike readily

into loam from the ball of peat ; they may then be

placed in an airy greenhouse as near the glass as possible.

In a few days after being potted they should have

an abundant watering ; if intended for blooming in

the greenhouse, they may remain there till the end of

Bummer; they should be syringed in sunny weather twice

a day, morning and evening, with soft water, and occa-

sionally fumigated with tobacco, to kill the aphides,

which always infest roses under glass. If intended for

forcing they should be removed from the greenhouse to

the forcing-house early in January ; let them have a gentle

heat from 50 to 60*' in cloudy weather, admitting but

Tery little air, and that with great caution, during hot sun-

shine, as the spring advances. Syringing twice a day will

be necessary : this not only gives health and vigour to

the plants, but also serves to keep off the red spiders,

which are so apt to ensconce themselves snugly on the under
surface of the leaves. Thus far I Lave given instructions

as to the management of pot Roses, received in autumn
and winter; those received in April, May, and during

the summer months, in a growing state, should immedi-
ately after being unpacked be placed in a cold frame ; and
if sunny weather, shaded a few days, syringing them
occasionally, or giving them water from a pot with a fine

rose. The first three days keep them close, afterwards

admit air gradually, taking the lights ufT at night if still

weather and the nights are dewy. In eight or ten days
they may be planted out without any risk of their being
checked in their growth. Some little variation is

required in the treatment of plants received out of pots,
with their balls of earth enveloped in moss; these have
been grown in pots, but have been taken out for conve-
nience of packing. If in spring or summer they should
be placed in the cold frame with the moss tied round
them as they are received, treating them the same as if

they were in pots; the moss must be removed when
they are planted out. Plants received in autumn out of
pots in moss should be immediately potted and jilunged

«• before dii-ected. I have found the treatment here
recommended invariably successful with Roses received
in small pots on their own roots ; for such only is it in-

tended. Without these precautions they are exceedingly
apt to die after being packed in a close basket for a few-

days.— T, liiverSf jun.

A
•^ RAISING ¥ERNS FROM SEED.

COKRESPONDENT inli former Number of tlie Chro-
nicle having requested information on the subject of rais-
ing Ferns from seed, I beg to recommend to him the
following particulars of a method which I hare practised
for several years with tolerable success.

In the first place, let him procure a number of small
octagon-shaped hand-glasses about six inches in diameter
(more or less, according to the size of the pots be intends
to sow the seeds in), the side walls of each being high
enough to admit a pot to s^^'^^ underneath without touch-
ing the glass. These glasst^ inay be made by any glazier,
the frame being the common lead used in lattice-windows

;

they will cost about half-u jrown each.
Having procured the glasses and the corresponding

sized pots, the latter are to be about half filled with well-
^ broken potsherds, the finest at top ; then fill to within
half an inch of the rim with heath-mould sifted through a
fine sieve. Level the surface of the mould, and water it
freely with a very fine rose (the holes in which should be
opiy large enough to admit the point of a small pin) ; let
the pot stand a few minutes till the water is absorbed, and
then carry it to a dry part of the house. Place the papers
contidning the Fern-seed for a minute or two on the
flitc, or some other place where they will become tho-
roughly dry. Write the name of the Fern on a label, and
place It in the centre of the pot ; then open the paper and
carefully dust the spores (seed) over the surface of the moist
earth, takingxare not to sow too thick. The pot may
then be placed m a shady place, on a level surface of
wood or stone,, to prevent the intrusion of worms, and
covered with the hand-glass.
The period necessary for the germination of Ferns

differs in different species : some will require six weeks,
and some even more ; and if during that time the surface
of t^e earth m the pots should appear dry, a very slight
watering must be given with the fine rose. It will be
necessary to examine the surface of the earth frequently
with a pocket microscope, in order to discover any mouldi-
ness or minute Algse that may appear ; such appearances in-
dicate that too much water has been used, and in that case
the glasses should be taken off for a short time, and the
pots removed to the full light. If, after this, the mouldiness
or Alga continue to spread, a knife may be introduced be-
tween the pot and the earth, and the latter slightly raised
up so as to allow the moisture to drain ofF-

The first or primary frond of a Fern is usually, though
not uniformly, kidney-shaped, with a deep sinus on one
side, from which the second or perfect frond is produced.
When these first fronds of the seedlings have increased so
far in breadth that the position of the sinus can be dis-
tinguished, they will be able to bear the gradual admission
of air, by the tilting up of the glasses. As the seedlings
acquire strength, they may be removed from the shade to
places where they will have more light ; but they must
not be exposed to the full sun in summer, as long as they
are under the hand-glass. In winter, however, when the
sun is less powerful, all those seedlings that have perfected

or nearly perfected their first fronds may be exposed to

the full light ; this will prevent the spreading of mouldiness,

which the moist atmosphere under the glasses is so apt to

produce at this season of the year.

When it happens that, from too thick sowing, the seed-

lings are much crowded, they should be thinned out care-

fully with the point of a penknife, taking patches of from

six to a dozeu plants, and transferring them to another

pot, prepared in all respects as if for sowing spores. In

planting these, a slight depression should be made with

the point of the penknife on the surface of the mould in

the new pot, and the patch inserted, taking care not to

cover any part of the plants with the earth. They may

stand about a quarter of an inch from patch j;o patch;

and when the operation is completed, water the seedlings

and [)lace the pot under the glass.

These transplanted seedlings will frequently succeed

better than those in the seed-pots ; indeed with very slow

growing seedlings it is frequently advisable to transfer

the whole to another pot, as they will generally root better

in the fresh than in the old earth.

When the seedlings have fully developed their perfect

fronds (and not till then), the glasses may be withdrawn ;

the fiot with the seedlings should then be placed in a per-

fectly shaded place, and more frequently supplied with

water. They may remain in the seed-pots until three or

four fronds are produced, when it will be advisable

to shift them into other pots and place them at wider

distances.

Many Ferns grow very slowly while in the state of pri-

mary frond, and require many months before their per-

fect fronds are developed. It is chiefly for these slow-

growers that glasses are required. Others, such as most
of the Gymnogrammas, some species of Nephrodium,
Pteris, &.C., come up readily in open pots ; but with those

which require from nine to eighteeen months to produce

their second fronds, glasses are indispensable. I would,

however, recommend that with all spores not collected

from your own plants, glasses should be used, as affording

by far the greatest certainty of success.

In raising Ferns from seed under glasses, much of the

success will depend on the judicious application of water

while the seedlings are in the primary state, so delicate is

their structure at this time, consisting nearly throughout

of a single stratum of cells, that any considerable advance

to excess either of dryness or moistness is equally injurious.

If the water which is not absorbed by the seedlings does not

pass freely through the earth, minute Fungi or Algse will

be generated, and some of these are so destructive that

the extent of their progress may at once be traced by the

death of the seedlings. Proper attention must, therefore,

be given to the keeping up of a medium state of humidity,
and that state will be better understood by observation

than by any direction that can be given.

Great care must also be taken not to allow worms to

get into the pots, as they will in a very short time de-

stroy the whole crop. The only way to get rid of these
pests, is to place the pot with the glass over it on a
tolerably hot flue, or some other well-heated surface, when
the heat ascending through the earth in the pot will drive

the worms out. It may not be amiss to observe here that

in collecting spores for reproduction, it is better to select

a frond on which the thecse (seed vessels) have not opened. If

they have changed to a brown colour, and one or two have
opened, they will be in the best possible state for trans-

mission to a distance ; portions of the frond should then
be inclosed in the papers, which should be well secured
and kept perfectly dry. If this plan were followed it

would save much disappointinent to the Fern-grower, as
packets of open thecie seldom contain many spores.

—

J,
Henderson, Milton,

ON THE CULTIVATION OF MELONS.
Having appropriated three lights of the Cucumber

pit described by me at p. 35 (1841), for the growth of
Melons last year, I can confidently recommend it. 1 fill

the bed at first as full as it is intended with earth, and
then set two plants under each light, and stop their leading
shoots at the second leaf, allowing two only to grow to
about 18 inches in length; these are again stopped, and
this causes the plants to produce as many laterals as they
have bearers, and almost every lateral will show fruit-

blooms. The laterals are all stopped at the first leaf above
the fruit, and all young shoots are kept constantly pinched
oflTas they make their appearance. The fruit-blooms will

.<
i* yiteL
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expand nearly all at one time, and then I let the water out
ot the troughs, and keep a higher temperature. When theyoung fruit are about the size of pigeons' eggs, I thin them
out, leaving only 5 or 6 on a plant ; fill the troughs again

with water, giving the plants at the sam
, linie a goo

supply at the roots, and occasionally a sprinkling over the
leaves, when the lights are closed for the night. I train
the vines on a trellis similarly to Cucumbers, The kinds
that I generally grow are the scarlet and green flesh, and
the Canteloupe. In 1841 1 cut the first fruit the 2d May
and exhibited 8 others at the first May exhibition, at the
gardens of the London Horticultural Society; these*gained
the first prize, and were considered to be good-sized, and
of excellent flavour. The flavour is gained by allowing
the troughs to become dry during the ripening season
A great improvement in these pits would be to have the
pipes so arranged as to be able to shut out, or partly so
the heat from any of the compartments that might be
wanted for other purposes, and this can easily be effected

by Mess.Weekes' plan, described in p. 597 (1841), and also
by one of their atmospheric air pipes in the front of each
compartment. The annexed figure represents a section of
the pit described at p. 35 (1841). 1, 1 are the flow pipes*
2, 2, the return pipes and the water troughs ; 3, the pipe to*

fill the troughs ; 4, the pipe by which the water is let out
of the troughs ; 5, the bed for the plants ; and 6, the trellis

on which the shoots are trained.

—

John Greeiij gr, to Sir
E, Anlrobus, Bart., Lower Cheam.

^ FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No, IL
The Common Whitlow Grass,—Even now, on the top

of walls on the south side of plantations, and in warm si-

tuations, there is a little plant, with tiny, sharp-pointed,
hairy leaves, which is beginning to peep forth, endeavour-
ing to rival the Snowdrop and Crocus, It is, however, a
harbinger of spring which none but the botanist regards

;

for although its petals are white as the driven snow, and
its sepals like twin emeralds enclosing them, yet all is so
small as to escape the notice of the heedless crowd. At
present, its diminutive stem is hidden among the leaves,

which stand round it, and cover it over, protecting it from
the chill of night until the flowers are strong and full-

grown ; as soon as they are ready to unfold, it rises to

the height of two or three inches, divides into a few slender

arms, opens its blossoms, in a few weeks ripens its fruit

—yes, its fruit—for it bears fruit as perfect as that of an
Apple or a Peach, although so small—and then it falls be-

neath the dry winds and hot sun and perishes ; but its

seeds lie quietly amidst the moss and earth they fall on,

and when the sun moderates his power, and the evenings

of autumn become damp, these minute bodies sprout forth

and grow into new plants, which will be ready to flower

early in th^ succeeding spring.

The name of the plant now described is the common
Whitlow Grass. Botanists call it Draba verna ; or if

they distinguish it from a Draba, as some do, they name
it Erophila vulgaris (literally the common Love-spring).
The accompanying cut represents it rather larger than it

usually is ; but specimens may be found even larger than

these. If we examine its flowers, we shall find them com-

posed of four small outer leaves, or sepals, boat-shaped,

and sharp-pointed; within these are four white petals^

each of which is split into two divisions ; so that the flower

looks, when the sun is shining upon it, like a white star

of eight rays. W^i thin the petals are six threads or sta-

mens, two pairs of which are longer than the two single

stamens ; whenever such a number and arrangement of

the stamens is found, a flower is said to be tetradynamous
(that is to say, composed of four forces or powers, each

pair of stamens being regarded as one force, and each sin-

gle stamen as one force also).
As to the fruit of this plant, to which allusion was just

made, it is a small oval thin case, which, when ripe, drops

into two pieces (or valves), and allows some minute seeds

to fall out. It is not, indeed, like what are commonly
called fruits, because it is not fit to eat ; but in the lan-

guage of botanists everything is fruit which contains seed;

and although we speak of the fruit of one plant and the

seed-vessel of another, yet, in fact, those expressions both

have the same meaning. ...

If the leaves of the Whitlow Grass are chewed, they wiU

be found hot, like Mustard or Cress, In reality, although

so very different in appearance, our Draba is a "^ar rela-

tion of those common herbs ; and so it is of the ^'^^^^'

the Turnip, the Cabbage, of Honesty, Candytuft, A^all- •

flower, and a hundred others which fill the kitchen-gar-

(3en or enliven the parterre. The mark by which they are

all united is the flowers being tetradynamous, as before

explained
; in addition to which they always have four

sepals and four petals. Such plants form an assemblage

which bears the name of Cruciferous, because the four

petals resemble a Maltese cross, called in Latia crux

;

i*^

^'

^
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they are also styled the Brassicaceous order, from Bras-

Bica, the Latin name of the Cabbage and the'Cabbage

tribe.* We shall in time become acq^uainted with many
more of the same race.

—

Ji, B,

ON THE PRODUCTION OF NEW POTATOES.
Several persons have expressed a desire to know how

they can obtain new Potatoes during the winter and spring

months without the aid of forcing or glass.

In the Gardeners^ Chronicle for Jan. 15th, 1842, men-
tion is made of a Potato from Messrs. Chapman, of Brent-

ford; and from that notice, one would be led to suppose
that the production of new Potatoes during winter

was owing to some peculiarity in the kind ; while again,

according to Messrs. Chapman's circular, it seems more
depends on the manner of preparing the sets, &c. It is

also stated in the circular that these Potatoes possess the

following advantages : that those who grow them can have

new Potatoes from November to June, as fine in flavour

and as handsome in appearance as can be obtained at any
other season ; that not an inch of glass is required to

force them, and that no more trouble is necessary than in

growing an ordinary crop. But I think it should have
been added that this method of procuring new Potatoes

for winter and spring use is an old practice, of which an
excellent account was given in the '* Gardener's Maga-
zine," by Mr, Saul, of Castle Hill, Devonshire, in

August 1840, and which at once shows that it neither

depends on the particular sort of Potato, nor' on any
way of preparing the sets, but simply on retarding the

old Potatoes, and by planting them at a later season than
ordinary.

. This plan is practised by several market-gardeners,
who grow them for the London market, especially by
some in Devonshire and Cornwall ; and their produce is

frequently sent to the London market during February
and March, in wliat is termed four-pounds baskets, which
are generally sold at the rate of 6d. per pound. The fol-

lowing extract from the *^ Gardener's Magazine" will at

once explain the system:

'*To have the new Potatoes ready for use iu October,
they should be planted about the middle of July ; for the

principal crop, for winter use, the first week in August is

the best time. They should be planted on a good rich

border (the drier the better), in rows 2^ ft. apart, and
about 1 foot from plant to plant- Tt is necessary to place

the rows a good distance apart, in order to insure good
foliage by^freely admitting the rays of the sun, as well as

a good circulation of air ; as the quantity as well as qua-
lity of the crop depends much upon a proper attention to

this point ; and it probably might be better attained by
placing the rows still further apart.

** Potatoes planted in the above way, in August, will be
ready for the table in November, and will continue good
frona that time till April, when it is easy to Lave a suc-
cession from those planted in the spring. The only extra
trouble attending upon Potatoes when planted at this sea-
son (August), is to cover them in winter with leaves, or
any other material which will keep out the frost.
"When Potatoes are thus managed, any person may

insure a supply through the winter of almost as good a
quality as those grown during the sufnmer months ; the
only difference is, that those planted for the winter are
rather more waxy (and particularly so if the situation is
damp) than those raised during the sumi^er.

'* It is also necessary, Mr. Saul says, that the Potatoes
intended for the autumn planting should be of a late kind
and kept in a cool situation till the season of planting,
and also as clear as possible from sprouts during the sum-
mer,^ Much, however, depends (as regards the sorts) on
the situation and soil, as if the latter is stiff and the for-
mer cold an early kind is best suited ; but if the situation
IS a warm one and the soil light and dry, plant a late sort."

George Gordon,

tHE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. VIIL
There are many lovers of flowers who do not possess

dung frames and tan pits to force Roses, Lilacs, Hyacinths,
1-iIy of the Valley, and such things as are generally seen
in bloom during the winter and spring months. But there
are other flowers, equally beautiful, which are within the
reach of all who have a small greenhouse or pit to grow
them in. The Rose, the beautiful emblem of England, is
almost universally regarded as the most lovely of all
flowers

; and although such persons cannot have the com-
mon garden kinds in flower at this season, yet they may
easily have the Chinese and tea-scented varieties. All
that is required, is simply to strike the cuttings in the au-
tumn or early in the spring, and grow them strong in pots
tiiroughout the summer, at the sume time taking care to
pick out the flower-buds as soon as they appear. Bvthis
treatment they will not exhaust themselves, and wm'send
out flowers in a warm greenhouse or sitting-room, from
January to May. Camellias may also be made to bloom
ireeiy in January and February, without forcing; this is
done by keeping them in a warm greenhouse from the
time they begin torgrow until they ripen their wood and
lorm their flower-buds. There are also several varieties

^V i^^""^"^'
P^»"^>CQlar]y Waterhouseana and splendida,

wnich flower profusely all the winter, and make thegreen-
iiouse quite gay. These plants form a quantity of suckers

nnff j^- ^^^'^'^''^-'^ *^^" ^^ ^^^^^^ °^ ^'^th roots, and

inJ fT?
^^ ^"^ ^^^^ ^^^^

' *'*^y ^'eq^Jre very little care dur-

to I
s^«Q"ier and autumn, aud begin to flower in No-

vember and December.
ut amongst all our winter greenhouse flowers, none

are more beautiful than the Chinese Primrose. It reminds

tI^
^"5 P^'e'ty Oxlips and Cowslips, and common Prim-

^^^es^hich are so beautiful in the woods in early sum-

* Lindley's Elements of Botany, p. 9".

are

mer. The single white and pink varieties of this plant
ripen seeds in abundance every spring, particularly if a
few plants, from which seeds are wanted, are placed in a
warm situation. Those varieties having fringed edges
generally considered the most beautiful, and, therefore,
they should always be chosen, and the seed gathered from
them ; it may be sown any time from July to September,
and as more may vegetate than are wanted, the thick hairy-

leaved plants ought to be selected and potted, as they are

more likely to produce fringed flowers than the others.

Seed from fringed plants generally produces both plain

and fringed kinds. Two very beautiful double varieties

are now in many collections, but these are multiplied by
cuttingSj and are, therefore, not likely to be so common
as the single ones. The latter should be raised from seed

every year, and never kept beyond the second season. In
potting, use rich free soil, and sink the plants a little

deeper at every shifting. Several other plants might be
recommended for winter flowering, such as Heaths and
Epacrises for example ; hut many persons, unless they
have good houses, cannot succeed with them.

Dahlia roots should now be potted and put into heat if

cuttings are wanted from them
;

preparations should be
made for propagating tender summer flowering plants, and
the digging of all beds and borders, except where herba-
ceous plants are, should be finished if not done already.

n. F.

HOME CORRESPOXDENCE.
,

Shakspeare^s Foresting,—Under this head your corre-

spondent ' A.' reverts (at p. 38) to Shakspeare's familiarity

with rural affiiirs, and asks what is the precise meaning of

the following passage in " Troilus and Cressida ;"

'*As knots, by the confluence of.meeting sap,
Infect the sound Pine, and divert his grain
Tortive and errant from his course of growth,"

It gave me much pleasure to see our friend again dis-

porting himself in thepleasant fields of Shakspeare's genius,

and I have looked to see whether he did not intend to

answer his own question, which he is so well able to do, and
which he has done in a former instance, li he has already

done this, and you find in your portfolio any commentary
of your correspondent unravelling the knotty point he has
discovered, pray give it precedence of the one I here offer

you, or suppress it altogether. It would be idle to say
the *• commentators*' on Shakspeare have not done much
to illustrate the obscurity of their author, much in the

restoration of the original and true reading, and still more
for a critical and just appreciation of his excellences. It

is true also that in many instances their ignorance of the

natural phenomena with which he was familiar, and of the

material things which presented themselves to his mind,
illustrative of his moral conceptions, has led them into

error, and it as often happens that the habit of referring

to obscure originals and recondite sources of information

leads them astray from the true path of induction, where
it is plain and^uperficial ; for in this, as in many other

cases, while w^re groping for truth at the bottom of the

well, we often overlook her at the top. "A." will not

suspect me of a disposition to include him in this latter

too learned category ; he has himself placed a bar to this

supposition, in the conjecture that the author ''intended

to explain some popular notion, or some phenomenon
which had come under the poet's own observation." The
speech of Agamemnon of which the passage in question

fornis a part possesses all the imaginative redundancy of

Shakspeare's style, where figure follows figure, and one

noble image is scarcely comprehended by the mind of the

hearer before another is presented to it.

" Princes,
W hat grief has set the jaundice on your cheeks?"

" The ample proposition that hope makes
In all designs begun on earth below.
Fails in the promised larg^euess ; checks and disasters

Grow m the veins of actions highest rear'd

;

As knots," &c.

In the short space of eight lines here are half as many
distinct illustrations of the speaker's sentiments, from

moral or material objects, all highly appropriate to the

teeming imagination of the anxious Greek. The consider-

ation of the " checks and disasters that grow in the veins

of actions" suggests the idea cf the knots in timber-trees.

Now, I believe that instead of carrying him to the forest,

Shakspeare's thoughts immediately transported him to the

carpenter's shop, and that the appearances so often seen

on a fresh-planed deal-board suggested the idea of the

knotted Pine. When the Pine is left to prune itself, its

lower branches die and break off, and the stumps remain,

and are covered over by new wood cut into planks ; these

trees show in their most central parts their dead, or, more
properly, partly decayed stumps, which are sometimes

loose and fall out, but more frequently are held in their

places by the surrounding ligneous substance, forming

what the carpenters call ** doated" (dotted?) timber.

These knots in their original condition of stumps of

branches produce a swell in the trunk, and around them
the successive layers of new wood are deposited, a section

of which presents exactly the tortucus appearance spoken
of by the poet. The cross-grain of these knots and their

surrounding parts is abundantly proved by its operation

on the carpenter's tools, and the wavy lines aud eddying
courses of the layers of wood about these spots suggest
the additional thought of confluent sap. By the infection

of the sound Pine, the author means no more than its

tainted nature

—

its deterioration as good workable timber.

I may add that in Shakspeare's days, when less paint or

no paint at all was used in domestic architecture, these
*^ infected" deal-boards would everywhere present them-
selves, and he need hardly to have gone so far as the

timber-yard for his illustration. IFe choc ;.^ tha Fine too

because every one must have obseived that no other

timber presents the appearance ia qtiestion in such

marked characters, — P. S. A friend better versed
in etymology and verbal criticism than myself suggests
that the term dotted or doated timber used by our car-
penters and woodmen refers rather to the age and decayed
nature of the knots, or of the timber generally. I dare
say he is right, and that it is one of the good old Anglo-
Saxon words still to be found amongst the commonalty,
used in its true and original acceptation. We may follow
this out another day.—P. /'.—[What Shakspeare meant
was, 1 conceive, this: as the descending fibres from,
the leaf and leaf.buds (had they to encounter no knots
to obstruct and make them to grow "tortive and errant/'
which he has so naturally described,) would have gone
straight down iu direct lines, go would the Grecians
have accomplished their meditated conquest in less time,
as he (Agamemnon) thought, had matters gone on in a
straightforward course, as was anticipated when they were
first planned. Probably Shakspeare had in view something
of the tortive and errant growth of wood when obstructed
by branches or knots, when he was writing of the '* unwedge.
able and gnarled Oak'' of England, in Measure for
Pleasure, Act, ii., sc. ii.— W, Billington^l

Oralis crenata—I see the shoots of this plant recom-
mended for tarts. It is well to remind your readers of
delicate stomachs that the acid is, I believe, oxalic acid
(and so, I believe, is the acid of Rhubarb), and with many
produces derangement. I recollect Dr. Prout gaying he
considered a large tart of Rhubarb to contain enough of
acid to kill a very delicate patient. I think you might give a
classification of the different acids of fruits, showing that
their comparative wholesoqaeness depends on the acid they
contain. I believe tartaric acid is considered the one
which most generally agrees with delicate persons,and
hence the fact that Grapes are in general found the
most wholesome fruit.

—

Totty. [We fear that the com-
position of fruits is as yet too little known to enable us to
fulfil Totty^s request. Oxalis crenata, as well as most of
the species of Rheum, do certainly contain oxalic acid ; but
the quantity which plants contain of such acids is variable,

depending upon the weather and a variety of different

causes. It must be remembered, too, that constitutions

vary greatly, and that a scale of wholesomeness of fruits

would not be applicable to all. Totty*s suggestion shall

not be forgotten, and, if possible, shall be acted on.]

Transplanting Firs Although the answers of your
correspondents vary as to the best time of transplanting

Hollies, I am well content to have led to the discussion,

and I think all must admit that the discussion has led to

good. The same observation ap])lies to ice-houses. 1 now
wish to learn what is the experience of your readers as

regards the transplanting large Fir-trees, such as spruce

and Scotch Firs. I am very desirous of supplying the

place of some large trees, ten or twelve year^ old, that

have been destroyed, and should be glad to know if any
one has any experience on this subject, as to size, time of
planting, &:c.'

—

Totty,

Edgings.^yianj plants for walks in shady places have
been recommended as edgings, but only a few of them
are suitable, Tussilago alpina, however, makes a nice

compact edging; and I have also seen Eriuus alpinusform
a beautiful edging in a shady situation, and it is remark-
able for its beauty late in the spring.

—

J, R,^ N'orth^

ampt07i.

Country Shows,—In page 830 (1841) there is an ar-

ticle by IVir. Beck soliciting a correspondence on the sub-
ject of uniting those small liorticultural societies which
are contiguous to each other into one body, so as to enable
them to hire a place suitable for the exhibition of plants,

^c, and award exhibitors prices somewhat equal to their

merits. As your correspondent justly remarks, these so-

cieties as they now are have much to contend with ; and
I fear that, unless the managers of them bestir themselves

and act with that unanimity which ought to exist in such

associations, many of them must ultimately cease to exist.

Mr. Beck suggests a union of the Vrindsor, Sunbuiy, and
Staines societies, and that they should hold their meetings

at the latter place. I would, instead of recommending
Sunbury to join Staines, advise its committee to endeavour

to arrange with those of Kingston, Teddington, Wands-
worth, &c. ; and that they should hold their meetings at

Richmond. If arrangements could be entered into with

Mr. Ellis for his large concert-rooms at llie Castle Hotel,

surely the most fastidious could have no plea on the ground
of want of respectability and accommodation for withhold-

ing their patronage. It may be asked by those who have
an interest in these societies as they are at present con-
ducted, why Ij as an anonymous correspondent, should

endeavour to prevail upon the gentlemen forming their

committees, to concentrace them at Richmond- Should
there be any such, I would tell them the rooms I have

mentioned are, for such a purpose, second to few, if any, in

Britain : Richmond is a place of fashionable resort, and the

town and vicinity are more thickly peopled by those likely

to support such an institution than any other with, which

I am acquainted. I think all would be glad to see a

provincial society established near London of such a cha-

racter as would enable the exhibitors to attend without

the entailment of a dinner, as at present is too fre-

quently the case wliere shows are held at second and

third-rate public-houses,—J". B. L,

On Transplanting Evergreens.—The best time to

transplant Evergreens is, in England, from the middle to

the end of April ; and in Scotland, from the Ut to the

middle of May. The manv opportunities wbica I hu.enan

of witne«sin4r as^ „„ wfll as conducting sach operations, eu

n ^ = ^ ,- • ' „i TVhru therein Uti^e
ables me to come to t».j ck '"•

*'"* '

^«a„^ it-

to make preparation for transplanting largo L.< z^reens, it

will be found a.h_^ : u. to cut t.. roots wUu a sp.d..

from a foot to 1 ;..-^e. from the stem, and di^ a tvenc.i a

foot wide, and suffici^ntiy dcei^ to ^IIqw oi cutting hdo-^

s
i
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The trench should be made in tne oeg
— Clereinch.

1

•:>

r

I

the roots.

Of May, and remain open for ten days.

Edkngs —Mr. Calebs information respecting Edgings

is no improTemcnt; for who woald use Myosotis arvensis,

an annuil plant, as a ..Vtitute for turf-edgings-or any

of the Cerastiums (Mouse-ear Chickweed), instead of

Box, when they could get other plants that would answer

better?—6'/^^Y^.
Govinia laffejtSphora.—l have grown this very strong

Orchidaceoas plant by treating it-as a swamp plant in very

undy peat. Having tilled a '24 with about two inches of

erocks, I place oyer them a layer of spongy peat for two

or three inches more, and then fill it up with nearly equal

quantities of sharp sand and heath-mould, so that the sur-

face 18 nearly all sand. Place it near the light, in a cool

jpart of the stove, about CO deg., and keep it very wet as

long as it continues growing. It generally flowers in

April or May. Its roots run very near the surface, appa-

rently delighting in air and moisture. With me it has

been removed to the greenhouse after flowering, and kept

quite dry in the stove from Oct. to Feb.

—

J, R,
Planting Trees on Clay Soil—1 believe no one fond

of gardening suffers from a cold stiff clay more than, I do;

when I attempt to dig a hole to plant a tree, the very in-

sertion of the spade paddles the sides, and I make a water-

holding dish ; and even the most careful draining is una-

vailing. As I am planting a new orchard, I got the soil

and turf from an old hedge, and determined to dig no

holes at all, only to chop up the top of the grass, and

plant the trees above ground, heaping round the roots the

soil imported from the old hedge ; thus, at all events for

some time, being certain that I shall not want draining
;

and as regards the summer and spring droughts, I must
water and mnlch ; all which I am content to do so long

I keep away from the clay. But, alas! there is nothing

new under the san ; whilst I was contemplating a very

original communication to your Paper on this subject, my
old workman, to whom I was explaining my intentions,

said, *' I understand old Mr. — always planted his Apples

sa, and he had the best orchard hereabouts—I helped him

Slant one forty years ago 1 " However, though this be no
iscovery, the hint may be of use to some of your readers

who may live on the London blue clay

—

Totty,

Effects of different Stocks upon the Qnality of Fruit.

Having seen in several of the late Numbers of the Gar-
ifefter*' Chronicle observations on the effect of stocks upon
the quaUty of the fruit, wherein I believe you to be in error,

I beg to offer my experience and observations on the subject,

as they may be of service to some cultivators of fruit-trees.

In cue place you say, the stock has very little or no effect

upon the quality or size of the fruit, and that it only oc-
casions the tree to bear sooner when grafted on some
kinds than on others ; and xa another place you observe,

that it only gives the fruit a higher colour if grafted on
Paradise stocks. Many years ago I budded a Bergamot
and a Swan's-egg Pear npon a Jargonelle on a south wall.

I was surprised to find them produce fmit nearly as large

again as I had ever seen the kinds bear before on any tree or
aspect, and the flavour was much improved ; I could not
liave believed it had I not expt^rienced and seen it myself.

T have known and seen Apples grafted npon the old Eng-
lish Codlin, Gennet Moil, and other Apple stocks, in-

creased by burr knots, having a tendency to emit roots at

the joints above the ground ; I have several varieties of
these on which I am trying experiments* The effects on
the Apples worked upon these stocks which I have seen
were similar to the Pears I have mentioned ; the King of
the Pippins was one, and the best judge of Apples would
not have conceived it to be the same when grafted on one
of these stocks (a Burr knot), as when on a Crab stock,

the former being so much larger and better in every re-

spect than the latter. I have seen the Orange Pearmain
and others worked on the English Codlin, and besides
Improving their flavour and size it also made them more
prolific. I have budded Jargonelle and other Pears on
the common Hawthorn and Mountain Ash, on which they
took freely ; the Pears on the Hawthorn have borne fruit

three years, but the fruit is not half the common size and
scarcely eatable, being harsh and gritty, and having a hard
COTC; the effect produced was that it bore in about three
or four years from the working : my stocks of Hawthorn
were young shoots in the garden hedge. The Pears on the
Mountain Ash have not yet borne any fruit, as the stocks
were younger ; therefore I can say nothbg as to the size
or flavour, but I have done working upon such stocks, as
I expect no better fruit from the Mountain Ash than I
liare had from the Hawthorn ; and, indeed, the graft ap-
pears not to thrive so well on the former as on the latter.
Tiie conclusion I have come to is this—that independent
of the improved size and flavour upon such stocks as the
above-mentioned, I think a harsh, tart Apple will be
much improved in flavour if grafted npon a stock of a
milder sort, and a soft vapid one on a Crab, and a late
anstere Apple double-worked npon a luscious early Apple
wonld be improved both in flavour and earliness. The
liame will apply to Pears, as the late or gritty Pears might
•^e much impi'0*^^p«]^n flavour and time of ripening by
SSouble-working on \,ne Jargonelle and other early buttery
or- melting Pears. But these observations are not offered

from experience ;Jriftwe budded Peaches and Nectarines on
the Moorparfc^ ApriooJ* which greatly improved them in

mxe and flavour. Would not, then, some of the late

Peaches be mach^imj^ved and come earlier into season
b/ feeing frtfcked i^n Apricots ; and Apples, Pears, and
otblSr fruits be rerarded in their time of ripening, and
f^'^'^y^Se alfeci'^d J»y working upon later stocks?

—

fV,

JBUliii^il^^ Unda^ill,—[If an article at p. 307 of the

Chronica for last' year is referred to it will be seen that

muck of this has h^n anticipated by ourselves.]

SulphurUAM aTid Bone-dmt^-^AA to the question by

Ilustkus, in your last Paper, about applying acids to

bones, in the experiments by Mr. Fleming, of Barrochan,

near Paisley, as narrated in the Appendix to Professor

Johnston's Lectures, Mr. F. found that bones mixed with

snlphuric acid, and applied to a crop of Oats m peat-soil,

produced much more effect than where the bones were ap-

plied without add. Professor Liebig has advised the usmg

of vitriol with the bones. The phosphate of lime, which

is much needed for grain, is not soluble in water. There

is a superfluity of phosphoric acid in the bones themselves ;

and the phosphoric acid found in all soils, and the acetic

acid given off from the roots of trees, with the slow but

long-continued action of the carbonic acid on the soil, may

be sufficient when the bones are applied to Turnips, where

the phosphates are not so much needed, and the gelatine of

the bones is likely to be the most beneficial ; but when ap-

plied to grain crops, the mixture of vitriol will be useful

for immediate effect.—iJ. LymLurn, Kilmarnock.

Gooseberry Caterpillars,— ^^W. J.'* writes that some

years ago, the Gooseberry bushes in the garden of J.

Wedgewood, Esq., were very much injured by caterpillars,

and in order to destroy them some Foxgloves were boiled,

and the liquor strained from tbem mixed with pure water;

when it had cooled, it was thrown over the bushes in the

form of fine rain by means of a syringe, and the following

day all the caterpillars were lying dead under the bushes.

Vegetable Cookery,—Mr, Paxton, in his late valuable

Cottage-garden Calendar, tells us under this head, Carrots

are nsuajly boiled with salt beef and pork ; surely it Is con-

sidered better cooking to put Carrots and Parsneps in fresh

water without any other thing to preserve their flavour

and sweetness.— ^T. Mason. [Mr. Paxton's advice was

to the cottager only.]

Gejius Ci/rw^.—A novelty has broken in upon us: swal-

lows and cuckoos are, in some cases, we find, admitted fit

inmates of an orangery—and upon the same principle I

suppose that guano is considered an acquisition by the

farmer.^ I feel greatly obliged for your correspondent

with many letters' notice of the incumbrance we have en.

tailed upon the Gardeners* Chroyncle by our correspond-

ence. But people who live in glass houses must not throw

stones.— TV. Mason.
Law of Gardens ; Overhanging Trees.—As trees be-

come the frequent source of dispute between neighbours,

upon questions to whom they or their produce belong,

and when they may be cut if overhanging the land of

another, I trust a few explanatory remarks upon the point,

at this season, will not be considered ill-timed, more es-

pecially as it may be the means of preventing some of your

numerous readers from committing any act which might

entail upon them the expense and annoyance of an action

of trespass. It has been observed by a gentleman of high

legal attainments, that although the law on the present

subject is well defined by the French code, yet it is not

so distinctly laid down in our own ; and after a very care-

ful search of the books, I certainly coincide with this

opinion ; the authorities, nevertheless, ^ very meagre

indeed. The result, however, of the older cases; cited in

''Viner's Abridgement" is, that if the branches of a

neighbour's trees overhang a party's land, he is justified

in entering on the lands of his neighbour, and cutting off

such branches ; and although it is a general rule before

an individual can abate a private nuisance, not of com-
mission, but of mere omission, there must be a previous

request on the party himself to do it, 2 B. and C. 302

;

yet it seems there is a solitary exception in the case of

trees overhanging a public road, or the private property

of the person who cuts them, for it was observed by Best,

Chief Justice, in the case of the Earl of Lonsdale v. Nel-

son, ** tHat the permitting the branches of a tree to ex-

tend beyond the soil of the owner, is a most unequivocal

act of negligence, which distinguishes it from most of the

other cases that have occurred ; and that a party, under
such circumstances, would be perfectly justified in abat-

ing the nuisance, even without notice." Notwithstanding
the foregoing authority, I would always recommend in

every instance, where practicable, that a notice should be

given prior to entering upon the land of another and cut-

ting his trees. The few following questions, respectin^^

the right of property in trees, appear to me the principal

ones likely to occur in our daily intercourse with each

other ; and I shall, therefore, merely enumerate them,
without entering very deeply into the subject, which would

extend my communication to a useless and almost inter-

minable length. It has been held, that if a tree grows in

A.'s close and roots in B.'s, yet the body of the main part

of the tree being in the soil of A., all the residue of the

tree belongs to him also. Roll. Rep. 141 ; but if it

grows in a hedge which divides the lands of A. and B,,

and the roots took nourishment of both their lands, it was
adjudged they are tenants in common of it, Ibid. 355.

And it seems clear that if fruit falls from a tree into ano-
ther's grounds the owner may go in and take it, per

Doderidge, Justice, in the case of Millen v. Fandry.—C. JT.

Celeriac and Rampion.—As the discovery of a new and
valuable property in an old edible vegetable cannot be of
much less value than the discovery of a new one, I offer

the following to the notice of your readers :—I got some
of the large Turnip-rooted Celery seed from Paris, and
desirous of giving it full time to grow, I sowed it in a
hotbed early in January, and afterwards in due course
pricked it out, and planted it in the expectation of getting
a crop of the rrnts, but I was disappointed ; the plants
all ran up lu I-stalks : at first, as they appeared to
run, I drew them up, and threw them away ; but as I
drew up some of the last and largest, one of the stalks
broke off short, and having a solid heart or pith, I

peeled and ate it, and to my surprise I found it to be as
delightfully crisp and deliciously flavoured as the finest

blanched Celery ; thus whea too late I discovered its value

to be that of furnishing delicious Celery for salads two or
three months earlier than the common Celery can be
grown and blanched; not being aware that the Celeriac of
this country was the same, I have been some time without
it. It is probable, also, that many of your readers

may not be aware that the Campanula called the Hampion
affords a green that is most excellent, eaten raw as a salad

or boiled as Spinach, and the root makes an excellent sub-
stitute for Walnuts.— 5'. T. V.

Rhubarb,—For some years past I have grown my
Rhubarb in chimney-pots ; by placing a pot over the
crown of the plants early in the spring, the leaves are not
only made to grow more rapidly, but the stalks are drawn
up so much longer as to furnish double the quantity ia
weight, and the flavour is much superior to that grown in

an exposed manner ; it is more delicate, and free from the

medicinal taste. Perhaps an equally eflScient protector

might be made by bending one of Croggon's pieces of
asphalte covering of 5ft. 6in. long and 32in, wide, and
fixing it to a stake ; it would be less expensive, and less

liable to loss by breakage.

—

S. T. V.

Mouse-trap,—I have used the following kind of mouse-
trap for several years, and have seen none better when
placed in a good situation. It consists of a box, with two
sides, open at the ends, 15 inches long and 4 finches wide,
having a false bottom, which is in two lengths, hung by
pivots ; on each side a piece of tin iE nailed, having a hole
through which into the side-board a tin [tack is driven,

which suspends the bottom from the side. A brace across

the top, and one 'at each end at the bottom of the box, hold
the sides together. Each piece of board which forms the

swing bottom is made to taper at one end in the form of a
bridge, the thin end being placed inwards, fas at a in the fig.

I have a pan made about 14 inches long, the width of the

trap, and seven inches deep ; the inside is glazed, and
partly filled with water. It is plunged in the earth to its

rim, and the trap placed upon it. The mice when they

run along the bottom are precipitated into the water. The
best situation for the trap is close to a wall, wood-fence, or

a large stone, as it is the natural propensity of mice to

run close to a wall, &c., and in attempting to pass through

the trap, they are deposited in the pan of water beneath,

where they soon perish. A loose board is put on the top

of the trap, and projects a short distance over each end.

1 5 in.

I have caught by this means a whole family of nine In a

night. All the attention required, after being properly set,

is to see that it acts well, and to empty the pans occasion-

ally of the vermin caught. Any carpenter can make the

trap, and any potter the pan. I place traps of this de-

scription in different parts of the garden, where they are

most wanted, and I am sure not to'have a pea touched

throughout the winter Joseph Wellsy Gardener, Redleaf.

Leonotis Leonurus.—^' P. W. J." states that in refer-

ence to the remarks of "J." in p. 85, on his paper on the

cultivation of Leonotis Leonurus, in p. 4, he did not

say it required any particular temperature, but that the

thermometer occasionally stood at 120*^ in the heat of the

day in the house where it was placed.

Bees.—" A young bee-keeper " says, that he has been

feeding a hive of bees according to the modes recommended

by Dr. Bevan in his book on the Honey-bee (edition 18;i3)»

first in the trough mentioned in p. 199, and subsequently

in that described in p. 200, invented by Dr. Dunbar. He

was induced to try the latter from finding that a number

of bees fell into the grooves of the former, and were un-

able to extricate themselves. He gave his bees a good

supply of syrup early in December, in Dr. Dunbar s ves-

sel, and did not disturb them again till six days ago, when

on taking off the straw cover, he found many lying dead

on the top of the float ; these he removed, and this morn-

ing (Feb. 11) found -thirty-seven more dead on the float,

and he will be glad to know how this destruction of bees

is to be guarded against- -

Planting.—In the winter of 1834, 1 planted a border ot

trees and shrubs, about a hundred yards in length, to

shelter a cottage I was building from the adjoining turn-

pike road. The trees were principally Huntingdon Elms,

and at the time of being planted were about as thick as a

man's thumb ; several of these trees are now twenty-six

inches in circumference at a foot and a half from tne

ground. The land was trenched, and Potatoes were thmiy

planted amongst the trees during the first three years

without manure ; it has since been kept well hoed, ana

occasionally forked over. I mention this in confirmation

of the justice of your recommendation of trenching pre-

viously to planting trees.—G. J, T. ,

To grow Grapes in Pots,—Jn places where there is no

eariy vinery, Grapes in pots are invaluable. To oop|

them, I select some well-ripened shoots, and cut them mw
lengths of about an inch, leaving the wood at the hase

o

the eye the longest. I plant the eyes singly in t>u-p««

I
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filled with a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and road-sand,

and plunge them in coal ashes till wanted. About the

beginning of January I bring them into a temperature of

50 degrees, and keep them in it till the eyes have produced

shoots with three or four leaves, -R-hen they may be shifted

into 48 or 32-pots, and subjected to a stronger heat, such

as that of a Pinery, where they must be placed near the

glass. When the roots are near the outside of the pots,

the shoots are thinned and stopped, cutting the weakest
ones the farthest back, A short time after this, when the

pots are well filled with roots, the plants are repotted with-

out disturbing the roots, and when they require another
shift they are cut back to within 10 or 12 eyes of the point

where they were previously stopped. This system of pot-

ting and stopping is pursued till the plants are set in their

fruiting pots, and when the wood is well ripened, they are
plunged in the full sun, and afterwards placed under a

north wall, in order to let them rest. After this thev are

pruned to the required length, and taken to a'sheltered
situation, from whence they may be placed in moderate
heat as wanted, caution being observed in watering them
till the buds have' broken. By this metnod I have now
Vines showing fruit within G inches of the pot.

—

J, B,
The Redstart.— One great enjoyment I have in my

garden is found in the birds that frequent it. I have
holes in my wall purposely fitted for the occupation of
these charming little visitors, and I never allow a nest
to be disturbed. What if they do take a little of oilr

fruit?— they repay us with their song, and oblige us in-

finitely by the destruction of insects and their larvce.

Pven the poor persecuted sparrow lends us a helping
hand in clearing the caterpillar for the food of its young.
Many are the interesting facts that might be contributed
by gardeners if they would but learn to look on the fea-

thered creation with an eye of love instead of the usual
bitter hostility. In the year 1835 a pair of redstarts
built in my garden upon the ground in an inverl-ed garden-
pot, their only entrance through the hole. Just after

the young (7) were hatched, ray cat killed the hen. The
cock continued his attentions, and it was a touching sight
to witness his exertions to procure them food, particularly
at the time when ready to rty, a time delayed considerably
from the difficulty the young found in making their e-\it.

They accomplished it at last, to the. great delight of the
poor widower. Here was an instructive example. May
its relation induce others to communicate facts of a simi-
lar kind whicli they may have observed !

—

E, Becky Slate
JVorkSf Ishzvorth.— [\VQ wish most sincerely that it

may. Some simple papers on the ornithology of our
gardens might be very entertainiiig, if confined to the
habits of birds, and the services they render us.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Feb, 15.-T\\ H. Pepys, Esq. in the chair. Grafts of the foUow-
mg fruits were distributed: -Royal Hative Plum, aii excellent
purple variety resembling; the Reiue Claude Violette. but it
ripens earlier and has downy shoots : Knight's lar^e ^-rcen dry-mg Plum, a kind as large as the Washington, and hig:her fla-
voured; It also dries like a Prune: Blittner^s October Morellu

ll^'^^W^
variety that i-ctains its leaves much later than any

other Cherry
; the fruit may also be gathered from a standard in

October, and probably nmch later if &rown againit a wall: andHacon s Incomparable Pear, one of the best hardy varieties : the
xruit IS middle-sized, handsome, and very rich and buttery Itwas announced that a new Part of the Tran.^actions would be
ready for delivery in about a fortnight. Mrs. Lawrence exhibited
a fine specimen of Dendr.Sbium n6bi!e, bearing a profusion of
beautiful flowers, much more highly coloured than usual Incompany with this was one called I). WalHchii, apparently onlya variety, with smaller and less brUliant iiowera. With thesewere handsome specimens,of the Black-anthered and Willmore's

?if^ '
S^I^yrgia bromeIiref6Iia. with several crimson spikes, and

ciivia ni^bilis
; a Knightian medal was awarded for the D. nobiletrom J. AUnutt, Esq. was a specimen of Camellia Donckiaerii.with several of its handsome flowers In high perfection: with

this was a plant of C, reticulata, and a box contahiing cut flowersof several excellent varieties. A certificate was awarded to Mr.hdmonds, gr to the Duke of Devonshire, for a specimen of Mil-tonia Russelliana, with several fine spikes of flowers, which

wpTrnn';
P^"^^^,^y ^*"«"^ their being produced at this season,

rin?.^
Pi-operly expanded. Mr. Gaines exhibited a seedling

f^^ u ^I''^
^^^' ^'"^sett, gardener to T. Williams, Esq.. were

79^5 ^?u ^°i^^
^''''?^^^ P^"^ ^Vl^^s, weighing respectively 31hs.

th.^'' w ;/ ??'• a"^3lbs. 1 oz.; a certificate was awarded for

in lT;.n \*^' ^^yy^* ^^^-^ exhibited some Glont-morceau Pears
hlft^f! V ^°"^i?^^on ; they had been preserved on railed shelves.

^r:Z?T^l^l^J^''^
^^''^^ ^" ^ fruit-room. kept close. Mr. Charl-

nro°^,!^,
^^^'^ ®^"^^ preserved Tomato Figs, described in thepresent volume at p. 95. Mr. Chapman sent asample of his " new "

onn^^p' ?,'^^'''^ although old, possc.es the quality of a new
tur.*! W^?"" S*

^* ^>^"^''' ^-^^ **^^^^ ^'^^ ^ " Portable Horticnl.

Ttor^.M f,^"^'"^* The peculiarities of this instrument are a
i,n^H^ ^*^J*^f<^Pe branch, by which plants in an elevated

IhP cf^i.'^^^r^®
watered without difficulty, and a valve by which

frnm fh
^^^'^ter can be instantly shut ofT. Amon-thc plantsSJ Ti^""!^"

"'"''^^ Odontoglossum pulchellum, with a spike of

nerWff -^
^u""'^^^

^^ fragrant as Violets; this kind succeedsi^triecuy m a house where the temperature is moderate;—Bifre-

W^ aurantfaca, with orange and brown blossoms ; Oncidium
»omnw; I* rl

^^"^^^kable for its beautiful lip ; a Maxillaria.

^Ahn^ ,^^^^ aromatica, but not qxiite so sweet; Dendr6bium
Thn f«

cucullatum; and the curious Mormodes lineatum.

wftv 1-
^^^^.'^ ^^^^'"^ *^^'° varieties of Chimonanthus, and Gosnera

nprSI;i • ^,. ."^ "^^^'^y impoJ-ted from Guatemala, which growsperfectly well if treated like a Gloxinia.

p , LINNEAN SOCIETY.
Grp^f^i'*"""^?^^^'^

Brown. Esq., in the chair. This being the

thP Mfft?^?*"'"^^^ ^"^ t^e election of a Hi>rarian in the room of
att^ltnH K

^^^^'^ ^^"' '^^^ interest evinced on the occasion was
WPrn fl ^ an unusually lar^e attendance of Fellows. There
Pellnw ^ candidates for the vacant office-Dr. Lemann, M.I)..

Socie^ I ^\^%''^ ^'*'^^»e of Physicians, and a Pdlow of the

8omP Tir^""
^^-^ 5*PPist' the a^si:stant. This election has for

that thoT^f'''''^^^
''^''^ considerable interest, as it was known

quesHo^ A''^l"^*^^^^^'^^^«'"« "^^^'^y equally divided on the

scienHfi " ^^^ *^"^ *^^"^* ^^* Lomann was well known for his

Profe^<Hon^'^''i'".?'^^"*^
*"** honourable standing in the medical

for hif^Kr \^'^'if <^' on the other hand. Mr. Kippist was only known
Mt ir« i*^*'}!

^disposition, and as a useful servant to the Society.

» oVWt .l"^^^^'''
^^'^ Yarreil were appointed scrutineers. At

the ni. I
^ P^^^ ^^ closed, and the President announced that

AlthoiTh ^^^ were-For Mr. Kippist. 97 i for Dr. lemann, 6d,"*°"&« the latter gentleman was defeated, he has the consola-

I

tion of knowing that he had the sanction of the Bishop of Nor-
wich, the President, and Professor Hcuslow. who were absent,
and the votes of Mr. Robert Brown. Sir J. Barrow, Rev. Mr.
Barlow, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Bentham, Mr. De L^ Bcche, Dr. Boott,
Mr. Bennett the Secretaiy, Mr. Curtis, Mr. Children. Sir A.
Crichton, Dr. Fitton, Profc<:sor Grant, Sir W. Hooker, Dr. Lau-
kester. Professor Lindley. Mr. Loddiges, Mr. Micrs, Mr. Murch-
ison, Mr. Ogilby, Professor Owen, Professor Rovle, Sir G.t5taun.
ton, Sir James South. Mr. C. Stokes. Mr. Edward Solly, and many
other well-knowai friends of science.

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.
Felj. 10/A.—Professor Lindley, president, in the chair. Prof.

Rymer Jones, of King's College, London, and three otlars were
elected fellows. A paper was read by Mr. Wlrite upon the spe-
cies of Xanthldia occurring in flint. The author minutely de-
scribed 12 supposed species distinguished by the number and
termination of their tentacula, and illustrated them by highly-
magnified figures. At the conclusion of the paper the author
myited the attention of artists employed in making drawings of
microscopical objects, to the necessity of forming their ideas of
the structure to be represented, from a consideration and compa-
rison of numerous individuals, out of which a perfect specimen
might be constructed. This he regarded as a better method of
proceeding than by attempting to delineate from single indivi-
duals mutilated and distorted, whatever accuracy might be
brought to such a task. An interesting discussion followed, in
which Prof. Owen and Mr. Bowerbank took part. The members
then proceeded to examine the admirable achromatic microscope
made for the society by Mr. Powell.

Ipswich Cucumber Soeieti/.—The first show took place at the
Mechanics' Lecture-room, on Feb, sth, but was not so large as
expected, as several Cucumber-growers who had entered did not
exhibit

: one had not entered properly, and two brace arrived too
late— a circumstance much regretted by the committee. The
great attraction of the day was Mr. Mills's brace of fruit, which
won the first prize cup. After the show about twenty of the
members dined together. The Secretary stated that the funds
would enable the Society to offer several good prizes in May next.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Feb, 9fA.— 11. Handley. Esq.. president, in the chau-. Sixty-

five gentlemen w ere elected. Tlie Duke of Richmond, chairman
of the General Bristol Committee, laid before the council the
final report of the committee on the subject of the general regu-
lations for exhibitors at the show, and the distribution of the
prizes for agricultural implements to be aw-ardcd at the meeting
at Bristol; and this report was adopted bv the council.—Several
gentlemen requested to become subscribers to the cheap edirion

1 i^*!?^^"^'^
^^^^"^ ^° cottage gardening

; and the council de-
cided that the copies should be suppUed at the rate of one peimy
each, m order to ensure a wide distribution of the work amonff
the cottagers throxighout the kingdom.- S. Solly, Esq., F.R.S.,
expressed his wUlingness to translate for the societv numerous
uitcrestmg extracts on agricultural topics from a Swerfi'=h work
on rural economy m his possession ; a proposition which the
council acceded to.-J. Benett. Esq.. M.P.. and T. Ferris, Esq.,
presented their report of re>ults obtained on their farms in Wilt-
shire, m the modej experiment on the growth of Swedish turnips.
J. Sybray, Esq.. of Smtterton Hall, near BakewcU, presented the
results of his experience in the use of lime, and his niauagement
of farm horses.- J. Ellis, Esq., of Barming. Kent, informed the
council of the invariable prevention of smut in wheat, which had
for 30 years, and on a farm of from 200 to 350 acres, attended his
scalding the blackest wheat in boiling water, and afterwards
dr>'ing it with lime: the wheat placed on a colander, or in a
basket, being immersed in boiling water for a few seconds, just
long enough to completely wet it. then immediately dipped in
cold water ; and afterwards dried w ith lime, mixed with the other
wheat, and sown. By this means the wheat was alwavs found
to be cured of smut, while the vegetating principle was unin-
jured

j
great care being taken that the water was boiling, and

the wheat taken out of the water as soon as completely wetted.
Mr. Ellis tried an experiment on a bushel of the blackest wheat
he could procure, which he divided into sixteen equal parts,
sowing them all on the same day, but with different treatment.
The result at harvest was, that the wheat sown without prepara-
tion produced 33 black ears out of every lOft, while that dipped
in the boiling water and limed had not a black ear in several thou-
sands which were examined.—Communications were received
from Mr. Cabell of HoUyfield, on the propriety of ringing bulls,
with a yard and half of chain attached j from Mr. Gleneross, on
sheep-yards

; and from Mr. Fox, transmitting the reports of the
Huntingdonshire Agricultural Society. Mr. Hyett presented a
copy of his Lecture delivered before the Painswiok Farmers*
Club, " On the Chemical Effects of particular Manures on parti-
cular Crops;" and Professor Johnston, a copy of his Letter to
the Marquis of Northampton, on the question, " What can be
done for Enghsh Agriculture?"

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETW
Feb, 15.—Mr. Shears in the chair. Mr. Keynes was elected. It

was agreed that a lecture or paper on some subject connected
with Floriculture should be read on the first Tuesday in the
month, and that a discussion on it should take place at the next
meeting. The following gentlemen having consented to give
either a lecture or a paper at the undermentioned meetings, votes
of thanks were given theraj viz.—March 1st, Mr. Dickson on
the Auricula; April fith, Mr. Groom on the Tulip; and Mav 3d,
Mr. Fox on the Pelargonium, This resolution, if carried out to
its fullest extent, will, we think, raise the character of the Society
Ingher in public estimation, and be the means of introducing many
improvements into the science of Floriculture.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE
EITHER USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Fo'CHSiA ra'dicans. Rooting Fuchsia. ( Greenkotise Shrub

^

OnagrAceiE. "Octandria Monogynia.— ** A long trailing perennial
shrub, the stems of which, much branched, attain a length of
twenty feet and upwards : these main stems are about half an
inch in diameter, of a pale brown colour, and rough from the
irregular splitting of the several coats of bark : the younger
branches are purplish and smooth, and those which are florife-
rous present generally smaller leaves. The nodose axifs of the
branches, after the second year, throw out many stoloniferous
shoots, which frequently take root upon the trees on which the
plant clings for support. The root consists of a mass of long
slender fibrils, closely matted together. The leaves, sometimes
opposite, often three or four in each axil, are elliptic, roundish
at base, with an acuminate apex, three inches long by one and a
half broad, obsoletely denticulate, quite glabrous, except be-
neath on each side of the midrib, where a little pubescence is

seen. The petiole is half an inch long, fleshy, terete, channelled
above, glabrous, and purplish red, which colour also shows itself

on the thickened midrib and the under part of the young leaves.

I

The stipules are interj^tiolar, with a very acute reflected deci-
duous apex, and at the base forming thickened glands, which
give a remarkal)ly nodose appearance to the axils. The flowers,
equal in number to the leaves in each axil, and about two inches
iu length, are pendulous upon slender reddish peduncles of the
same length. The calyx is of a bright scarlet ; the tubular part*
which is about equal in length to the lobes, is slightly contracted
in the middle, where the petals and stamens are inserted, quite
glabrous outside, hut slightly pubescent within, the upper half
being funnel-shaped. The border, which is much expanded, is

divided into four equal, rather fleshy, lanceolate segments, sud--.

denly acute at the apex. The petals, convolutely embracing the
stamens, are cuneate, of a deep purple colour, and almost
wholly enclosed within the tubular part of the calyx. The sta-
mens, of a deep red colour, arc filiform, and of considerable
length; four being somewhat longer than the calychie segments,
the other alternate four being of still greater length. The style
is filiform, somewhat longer than the stamens ; the exserted por.
tion is deep red, polished and glabrous ; that within the calycine
tube is paler, and rather pubescent. The stigma is red. polished,
clavate. with a four-lobed apex. The berry is ovate, of a deep
reddish purple. I was greatly struck with this beautiful species
when I first met with it m the Organ Mountains in 1829, clinging
in long festoons from a very tall tree, and exhibiting abundance
of its brilliant flowers. It was also collected by Mr, Gardner,
when he first botanized in the same range ; and on my last visit

to those mountains I planted a cutting, which I succeeded in
bringing home, and which, although nearly four years old. has
only now shown its first blossom. The main stem has attained
a length of eighteen feet, and it has many accessory branches of
nearly equal length ; the older stems throughout their entire
length exhibit at each axil the peculiar stoloaiform shoots shown
in the drawing, and these are sometimes observed also in the in-

ternodes bursting through the bark. It appears to me quite a
novel species, approaching F. affinis of St. Hilaire, hut difTering"

in the proportions of its calyx, and in its general habit, in which
last respect it bears a greater approximation to F. ap^tala, and
F. simplicicaulis, of R. and P. whose branches are represented as
having similar radicant shoots. From its handsome flowers, and
trailing habit, this species is likely to become a favourite oma-
meut in greenhouses, where it will flourish well ; for though its

native place is just within the tropics, it grows at an elevation oi

3.000 feet, where it experiences daring the nights of the Brazilian

winter in tliose regions a temperature frequently as low as .--^

40° Fah."—The foregoing account is by J. Miers, E^q-, ^ ^^ -
troducedthis remarkable species to tkio country. *^**^^" *

native of Brazil, it seems to succeed perfectly in the ^^1^*^^^
or conservatory. It is a free grower, and requires ^f^^^
same treatment as the other ^«c^>^^^^, "^Jf'Sir of tjL^^
pendent trailing habit, and if planted in ^''^jf'fj^ P^-
servatorj- and trained to a pillar or sUU^

";""^L^;vera^d ge-
ticularly if it lowers freely. Frorn^^^^^^^^

ncral appearance we should ha. e
{^^^'J^^l j.^^ it not already

turned out such a free bl. - j
- "^^zr^ j^ cfrHti« easilv fmm

flowered on smaU plants at Birmingham, It strikes eaaiy irom

cuttings.—5o^ Meg,

m-
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MISCELLANEOUS.
—We understand tbat a work on theThe Acacia.- .. -

growth, qualities, and uses of this forest tree is about to

appear from the pen of Mr, Withers, of Ho!t, a planter

of great ex]>eri€nce, and the author of several important

meraoira on forestinc^.

Animal Weather Prophets. — Spiders generally alter

their webs onco. iu twenty-four hours ; and a rule Las been

deduced from this by an attentive obserier of these natural

prognostics, Tvhereby to foretel the coming change. If

they thus alter their web between six and seven in the

evening, there will be a ilne night ; if in the morning, a

tine day ; if they work during rain, expect fine weather;

and the more active and busy tlie spider is, the finer will

be the weather. If spiders' webs (gossamer) fly in the

autumn, with a south wind, expect an east wind and fine

weather. If garden spiders break off and destroy their

webs, and creep away, expect continued rain and showery
weather.—The leech also possesses the peculiar property

of indicating approaching changes of the weather in a most

eminent degree. In fair and frosty weather it remains

motionless ^^nUi rolled up in a spiral form at the bottom of

the vessel ; previous, however, to rain or suow, it will

creep to the top, where, should the rain be heavy, or of

lonsf continuance, it will remain for a considerable time,

— if trifling, it will descend. Should the rain or snow be

accompanied with wind, it will dart about with great velo-

city, and seldom cease its evolutions until it blows hard.

If u storm of thunder or lightning be approachlog, it will

be exceedingly agitated, and eiprcss its feelings in violent

convulsive starts at the top of the glass. It is remarkable,

that however fine and serene the weather may be, and to

our senses no indication of a coming change, either from
the sky, the barometer, or ^ny other cause, yet, if the

leech shifts its position, or moves about sluggishly, the

coincident results will undoubtedly occur within twenty-

six hours.

—

Meteorological Journal,

garden la very tasteluUy laia oui; m iruui ui, uj iaiuci- a* tjj^
|

back of the house, there is a beautiful grass lawn ;
in the middlt

of the garden among some trees there is a pretty rockwork, and

that part of it farthest from the house couUins numerous beds

flUed with florists* flowers, among which there are some fine

kinds of Tulips. These beds are surrounded with edgings,

consisting of long narrow pieces of strong slate, which costs

about 2d. per foot ; and although it would not look well near a

grass lawn, yet for beds where convenience is the principal

object, and where common bricks are someUmes used, it answers

the purpose extremely well. On observing some holes in an old

garden-wall, we were informed they were made for some favourite

birds which build their nests there every year.—ii. i/ , reh. 11.

[Fer. 19,

The Quarterly Journal of Meteorology and Physical

Science, No. I. Lumley.

Although the variations in weather are of all external

things those which interest us most and in the greatest de-

gree affect our personal comfort, and although man must

GARDEN M^^WORANDA.
Bieiortf the seat ofLord Itotte.'-T)\^hQQ.\xiU\x\ Doryauthes cxcelsa

is growing with the greatest luxuriance in the Palm -house, and
will, no doubt, bloom finely during next summer; and in a cold
pit there is Martyniafragrans, i^ith many of its finely-scented
dowers in perfection. The grounds and houses axe well sheltered
from the wind on all sides by belts of ornamental trees and
shrubs placed at snfficient distances to give the whole a light
and airy appearance. There is a fine rockery containing a good
collection of Alpine plants and Ferus; and in it is a water-pipe so
constructed, that by turning some taps the whole may be
watered at pleasure when requisite. Here are some remarkably
fine old common Laurels, the stems of some of them measuring
5, 6, and 7 feet in circumference : no frost has ever taken the
least effect on these ancient specimens. The Arboretum and
Phietum begin here, and extend over between 30 and 40 acres

;

these form one boundary ofthe park. A sunk wall of sea-stone
upwards of twelve feet deep, substantially built, runs several
miles round the park j and the inner fence to keep bff the incur-
sions of the deer, with \Yhich it abounds, is of strong wrought
iron 8 feet high, extending the same distance. All the kinds of
Pinus known are here, but the plaats are young» as the Plnetum
^aa only been formed a few years. There is a good collection of
trees« Loth native and foreign, and most of them seem to be
doingf well, so that \\\ a few years the Arboretum will become an
interesting object. The Rosary contains a fine collection, and
ia it there is a remarkable Portugal Laurel, nearly 40 feet high

;

the stem in several place* being 7 feet in circumference : it has a
fine busby top, and rooks build in it. On an elevated bank are
masses of the finest Hybrid Rhododendrons set well for bloom.
A lake is also here, about which quantities of beautiful foreign
aquatic birds aport; and in connexion with this is an extensive
menagerie and aviary. In front of the mansion there is another
lake many acres iu extent; this is a beautiful sheet of water,
affording a harbour for hundreds of birds. A model of a frigate
is floating about, and forms a pretty object from the house.
There is a lofty stoue tower buUt on a» elevated spot in the
plantations, commanding a fine view of the sea and surrounding
country; and in another part of the park, on an eminence, there
}» a neat stone obelisk of considerable height. Through the
plantaUous and the Arboretum is a drive which extends many
m\G^^ and Rhododendrons are growing on each side of it. The
kitchen-garden is near the mansion, and consists of about two
acres within walls

: it is in the best keeping, and the wall-trees
are all in fine bearing condition. There are excellent ranges of
wts and frames, a Pine stove, sheds, and in fact every conve-
nience.—J. H. S. V

Jfr.BtfcA'a.MPtt'orfn.-Wc visited this place to sea specimens
Qf slate, which Mr. Beck manufactures on a large scale, and
•4)pUe3 to Horticuitural purposes. There are two small ^een-
ljou9«, on« with a span-roof, filled with a collection of seed-Ung PeiMgomums, saved from the best new kinds ; they are in

^^^l^l^^^ extremely interesting. The other house contains

^?ntifni «^^ ^^*"^
,?^ ^^*^ "*^^ <^^*^» t^-^i^ed so as to form

^rc^^o^v"^^ ^r."^' T"^ "^' one-sided, as these thingsare commonly grown. Slate shelves are used in these housesWKl seem to answer the purpose extremely weU -some of thegates are eight feet long and four feet widef and whTnib^ut anIB^ la thickness are very strong. We also ohsei^ed s<X lon^narrow slate, like planks, whic^would anTwerw^Uwhe^e smallshelves were rerpnred
; these of courw need no pSV^dWith ordinary care would last a very long time Mr Beck ^ouses this material for Uie bottom of frames, wh^re he hlrson^Ptender plai^, and by laying it with a slieht iiiclinatinTi f?n^ f^!

front to the back, the framf i. kept perfec ly dr^^^and the plants preservedfrom damping. He is tryinrsomrexpenments with amall slatc.pots, as gardeners generally belTeve thatplants do not thrive when grown in any material whichll closeand hard. This is merely for his own satisfaction, as he is perfecUy aware that small slate- pob, would be too expeL^veto cSm^into general use. Some Calceolarias and Pelargoniums seemedto be doing admirably in these pots, and a fini plant of IricaLinna;oide« had been lately put into one of them, but some thSe

f Itf' ff^^""
^lor^^t Will be affected by this treatment. Lar^etubs of tte material, such as Mr. Beck exhibited at a late meetiLofthe Horticultural aiociety, the price of Which is about U 15* win

be fonnd useful for free-growing plants like Orange-trees Thev
are made with wheeto on the bottom, so that they can be"conve
nientiy moved from one place to another, and the sides can be
taken to pieces at pleasure by means of screw* and nuts Butwhat we admired most in the construction of the house*i andwhat we can most confidently recouiraend to the attention of
every one, is the use of slate tanks for the reception of rain-
water from the roof of the house. We have heard of persona
sinking deep ^eJls at a great expense, to enable them to get
water of the worst description—in so far as plan^^ ire concerned,
and at the aame time making gutters and drains ;o convey the
rain down into the bowels of the earth I Mr. Beck —and we triiiit
every other amateur and gardener—knows better how to value
rain-water. 1 hese tanks are placed under the stages in the most
convenient place ; in one of the houses the tank holds 36o gals..
Which i« quite sufficient for a small flreenhonse. The flnwpr-

from his creation have been occupied ia obser^in^

yet are we as much in the dark as ever as to the manner

of foretelling what the state ofthe weather will be on a given

day : if we can see 12 hours before us, we think we have

accomplished something'.

It is the object of the Meteorological Society, whose

proceedings we now notice, to gather together the data

which really exist relating to this intricate subject, and in

that way to contribute to the advancement of a branch of

knowledge which has been a fruitful source of profit to

quacks and impostors. We wish all success to their

laudable endeavours. The Number before us contains

some interesting matter,^ from among which we select

the following Observations^ by Mr. Lawsoa of Hereford,

I

\tpmi the manner of placing Thermometers *

*' 1 had often been led to doubt the accuracy of compa-
rative observations between thermometers that were placed

at a distance from each other, when the circumstances of

their^ exact positions, as to height from the ground, or

distance from the wall, or other localities, were unknown.
On conversing with my meteorological friends as to the

indications of their thermometers, and the situations they

occupied with regard to shade, &c., and often finding the

variations or differences between my thermometers and
theirs much greater than the circumstances ofthe day, &c.

seemed to warrant, I was led to inquire whether the tem-
perature ofthe shady places, or places so called, on which
the instruments had been fixed, were at all in unison with

each other. And I found, on inquiry, that scarcely any
two had been observed under exactly similar circumstances,

without which unity no deductions can be drawn with any
claim to accuracy. Some thermometers faced the North,
some the North-east, some the North-west, &c. &c. Some
were 3 to 5 feet from the ground ; some 10 to 20. Some
were embowered ; some placed in a box ; some sheltered

by a high house or wall ; some by a low wall, or by
palings ; some touching a wall, and others distant from it.

Some were in an angle of a high building (cool as a cellar)';

some exposed to the sun*s rays during either the morning
or the evening. It is plain, therefore, from the above facts,

that no comparative deductions can be drawn from instru-

ments so variously situated. I therefore sought for a plan
by which thermometers could be similarly placed, and thus
enable the meteorologist to draw correct deductions. To
obviate these discrepancies I employ a stand or frame,
which I have found to answer the purpose well, as it com-
bines the following requisites or excellences :—It can be
placed in any eligible spot that may suit the convenience
of its owner. Its four sides may face the cardinal points,
commanding, therefore, a true North and South aspect.
It can be visited on every 'side, and be free from all sur-
rounding objects. Tlie instruments uged can be read off

with the greatest facility, and be placed at a known dis-

tance from the ground. Those on the South face will

have the meridional sun, and those on the North will be
always in the shade, in consequence of the projecting
wings.

^
The stand I have in use is thus furnished:—On the South

side isplaced an index thermometer with ablackenedbulb, to
show the greatest solar heat of each day. On the Northern
face (at the top) is an index thermometer, to show the
greatest cold of the night. Immediately below are two
thermometers, each degree on which is divided into 5
parts ; the bulb of one constantly wetted by a syphon
cistern ; and beneath these is an index thermometer, which
gives the greatest daily heat of the air in the shade. To
the top of this stand a rain gauge could be easily and with
advantage affixed.

The stand is of deal painted white, and*of the most
simple construction, and can be formed by any country
carpenter. It consists of an oblong trunk, 11 inches by 8
inches, outside measure; to the opposite sides of which
are nailed boards at the distance of about three-quarters of
an inch,and projecting about six inches from the trunk. Out-
side these, again, are nailed other thin boards about half an
inch distant, and projecting two inches beyond. The shades
prevent the sun from heating the interior sides of the
boards, A pent board overhangs the night thermometer
by about three-quarters of an inch.. The legs of the stand
are merely the continuation of the sides of the trunk. The
boards are loaded, or fixed to the ground, to susUin the
force of the wind. The interior is blackened, to prevent
strong reflections of Ught. The stand now offered to the
notice of meteorologists has been in use for some months •

nh;l'Ja r w '

V^^"""^'" ^^ "" gravel-walk, remote from
objects liable to reflect or radiate heat; and it combines
(or IS intended to combine) the following requisites or ad-
vantages

:
and first, It can be employed%r used bv every

l?UlT»iT' ' ^}r""'i
'^''^''^- ^' '' ^'^ ^ determinate

L!lf ! > T' ^' "'"
^t'

P^*^^** ^^'^ ^"y ^P'^ «Pot that may
best suit lU owner. It may face Nortt and South, ac^cordiDg to the mendiaaof the nlac*^ wii^r- ;* :- *. t^I . 1

and in such a situation where reflected heat can be guarded
against or allowed for. The thermometers are placed at a
known height from the ground, and can be read off with
the greatest promptuess, so as to prevent or reduce errors
arising from the person of the observer being too long in
the vicinity of the instruments. It allows the addition
of other instruments, such as Daniel's hygrometer the
rain gauge, cScc. These instruments will ail therefore be
used under similar circumstances, and deductions there-
from be more correctly drawn than at present.''

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or /A^ ensuing Week.
As the season for the principal sowings of most garden produc'-

tions is now approaching, and as this is a matter of paramount
importance to every one who has the management of a garden
establishment, whether large or small, the yonng practitioner
will do well to refer to the Calendar foi the past year, at p. 1.20

and read with attention the jadicioua observations there given on
this subject. It might here be added, that it is not advisable to
be too sparing of seed in sowing early crops of vegetables, the
chances being that many plants will be taken off by insects or
bad weather ; and it is better to have two plants to take out than
one to put in. Timely thinning, however, should never be
omitted in any case.

I.-KITCIIEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiKERT.—Although usually deferred till next month, the shift-
ing of succession Pine-plants may, where convenient, be pro-
ceeded with immediately, without any risk of injury to the
plants J on the contrai7, some advantages will be gained by for-
ward shifting. In the first place, by being potted two or three
weeks earlier, the plants will sooner commence a new growth
and thereby gain time ; again, the work being out of hand, will
not interfere with the important out-door business which must
be attended to next month ; and finally, the sun being now less
powerful than he will be three or four wrecks hence, that close,
warm atmosphere so beneficial to recently potted Pine-plants
might be attained with less attention to shading. Much difference
of opinion exists as to the propriety of disrooting succession plants,
many good growers advocating adverse sides of the question.
We should shake out those only which are overpotted, soddened
with wet, or otherwise in bad condition^ and after shortenmg
any diseased roots, and taking off one or two of the lower leaves,
put them into comparatively small pots, using plenty of drainage
and rough turfy soil. When the roots are perfectly healthy, and
in sufficient abundance, we would remove the plants with entire
halls into pots just large enough to allow the turfy soil to be
pressed between the pot and the roots without injury to thelatter.
These plants, receiving little or no check, will begin to grow
almost immediately; and if fonnd necessary, they may be dis-

rooted at any future stage. Lumps of charcoal may be advan-
tageously used for drainage, with an oyster-shell to cover the
hole in the pot. Keep the plants near the glass, and in rephmg-
ing, only fill up the trenches about half their depth; the remain-
ing bark might be drawn round the pots when the heat begins to

decline.
VixERT.—Syringing must be resumed when the fruit is all set.

In applying water (which ought never to be colder than the at-

mosphere ofthe house), do not use unnecessary force. The un-
sightly appearance called "rust" on Grapes is in many cases
produced by the dashing of a strong stream of water against the
tender fruit, or by careless handling in thinning, by which its

delicate cuticle is ruptured. Keep this house to 70"^ at night, and
by sun-heat it may rise to 85^, with a sufficiently moist atmo-
sphere.
Peach-house.—In the early house, the removal of such shoots

as are not wanted for bearing wood, or to^ fill up vacancies, should
be completed. Thin the blossoms, or even the buds, of weak
trees, and give air liberally to those which are in bloom.
Cherrv-house.— Keep the foliage of the trees healthy by the

timely destruction of insects, or the fruit will be of little value.
Give air soon in the day to the trees that are in blossom.
FiG-nocsE.—Follow the directions given last week. Trees m

pots must not suffer for want of water, or most likely the loss of

the crop will be the result.
"> Cucumbers ANn Mklons.—The minimum temperature should
he 6.5*=, if 73'^ so much the better, because then fresh air might be

more frequently given, which in dung-beds, where, generally,

moisture is in excess, is indispensable to the well being of the

plants. Plants in houses should often be syringed now,
Khubahb.—Where there is no other available means, this plant

may be readily forced by potting the roots, inverting another pot

over the whole, and then stowing them away in any out-of the-

way comer of a forcing-house. For this method seedling roots
are best, of which several might be put into one large pot.
Sweet Basil, and any other tender herbs that are likely to be

wanted before their season in the open air, should be, sown in

heat. See also to successional sowings of Mustard and Cress.

Out-door Departmait,
Brussels Sprouts.—Those who are so fortunate as to possess

the true sort should try to keep it by saving their own seed, for

purchased leed of this useful and excellent vegetable cannot
always be depended upon. For this purpose, three or four of the

truest plants should be selected and left uncut.
Onions axd Red-Bket may also be planted for seed; but,

except in the case of a particularly choice sort, it is by no means
advisable for a gardener to raise his own vegetable seeds.
TuBN'iPs.—Sow every week, as before recommended. The

Early Dutch is chosen because it is less liable to run when sown
early than most other varieties.
Normandy Crbss.-Sow a bed for saladingj and likewise »

little Chervil and Lamb's Lettuce.
Spivach.— In gathering from the auturan-sown crops, instead

of despoUing all the plants of part of their leaves, thin out the

plants in the rows, which will greatly improve those that remain.
A single row between every two rows of Peas (when these are

put mat the usual distances), and sown at the same time, win
give a succession throughout the summer.
Potatoes.-A few rows of the Ash-leaved Kidney, or any other

favourite early variety, may now be planted in a well-sheltered
place. Whole tubers of uniform size are best. If cut sets are

used, be sure you do not lay them in large heaps after cutting, or

a considerable degree of fermentation wiU occur, which is one
cause of the rot so much complained of. , . _
Orchard,—\ small scale-like insect is frequently seen adhenn^

in great numbers to the bark of wall and other Pear and Apple-
trees ; this is the Coccus conchiformis, a species which js
scarcely, if at all, noticed in gardening books. When permitted
to remain unmolested, it spreads like a leprosy over the whoie
surface ofthe bark, causing the trees to become stunted and un-

healthy. Painting the trees all over with some adhesive sud-

stance, such as a mixture of lime, soot, and soap-suds, wiUstine
the insects ; or hoiling-water sprinkled over the tree wiU kill an
It touches without injury to the tree, if done when it is quite

dormant. Fruit-trees of other kinds that yearly suffer from tae

attacks of red spider or aphis wiU be greatly benehted by tn^

application of this or a similar wash,
lake off grafts of all kinds before the sap begins to move.

IL—FLOWHU-GARDEN AND SllRCBBERV-

re-o In-door I>epartiH*^nL
STovB.-Thewhole ofthe plants should now be gone over-

pottmg, top-dressing, pruning, and staking, where it is necessao^
Those which do not require to be shifted should be examined, to

see whether the drainage Is in good order. The air of the stove

ought to be kept more damp as the sun begins to be more power
iiih Commence the propagation of stove plants. . .

p.?/'="^^^^'^«--^'i^e air early on fine days. Some of tne

Pelargoniums wiU require to be shifted into their bloommgr

i

•-
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pots, at which time any shoots that need it should be tied out, so

as to make a large and symmetrical head. These and Calceo-

larias succeed best in a house by themselves, where a higher

temperature can be kept than is proper for mixed greenhouse
plants.

Pits axd Frames.—Sow half-hardy annuals for transplanting

in rows on a spent hotbed. Ten-week Stocks to flower early

might be sown in pots, half-a-dozen seeds in each 5 they can then

be planted out without a check. Also sow Dahlia seeds in heat.

Top-dress Aiu-iculas and Polyanthuses in pots.
Out-door Department,

It will be necessary to proceed with the digging of mixed flower-

borders as soon as the permanent bulbs show their foliay^c above-
ground, when robust-growing Asters, Phloxes, and other plants

which spread rapidly, should be reduced to a moderate-j^ized

patch, that they may not encroach upon and overpower their

more humble neighbours. Where a large mass of any species is

required, apiece might be dug out of the centre of the patch, and
the hole filled up with good soil. Herbaceous plants that have
been raised in nursery beds should be put out directly the borders

are dug.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

Xl-rsery.—Planting should, if possible, be completed before
the drying winds of March commence, and on this account many
other things might be suspended for a time. Take off and plant

all last year's layers that are sufficiently rooted; and if time can
be spared, proceed to put down another crop.

Forest and Coppice Woods.—Planting and pruning must be
carried on with all possible despatch. If tlie planting of light

dry soils still remains undone, it witi be much better to put it off

till autumn,— /. B. Whiting, The Deepdtne.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. 17,

J942, as observed at tlie Horticultural Garden, Chiswiok.

Barombter.

Feb. Max, Alin.

Friday U S9.985 29.970

Saturday 13 30.065 30.004

Sunday 13 30.J3d 80.020

Hondfty 14 30.459 30.390

"Tuesday 15 S0.44(j 30.424

Wednesda,yl« S0.43d 30.41S

Thursday 17 30. 37 3 30.252

Aver: 30.284 30.2U

Thekhomethk.

Max. Min. Mean.
52 47 49.5
54 30 42.0
52 23 40.0
52 37 44.5

54 40 47.0
53 33 43.0

49 S5

34 3

37.0

52.3 43.3

Wind. Rain.

S. .14

S.

s. .04

s.
s.w.
s.w.
s. 1

.18

Feb. 11. Heavy clouds with brisk south wind^ densely over-
cast j rain at night.

Overcast; cloudy; overcast and mild at night.
Clear and very fine ; overcast; showery; clear.
Exceedingly finethroaE^hout; overcast at night.
Very fine ; cloudy and fine in the evening.
Very fine ; cloudy.
Foggy; cloudy and fine; clear at night; frosty.

The above indicated height of the barometer, whilst the wind
was from S. and S.W., is remarkable : instead of being high, it is

usually low with wind from those points.

12.

Z3.

14.

15.

l5.

17.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the
the ensuing Week ending Feb. 2G

last 16 years, for

, 1942.

Feb.

Sun. SO
Mun. SI
Tues, 8a
Wed. S3
Thura.24
Fri. ^5
Sat. sfi

Aver.
Hii^hest
Temp.

45.7

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

i\rean

Temp

33.7 39.7
46.1 33.1 39.6
4.5 34.3 39.6
45.2 32.3 38.7
46.7 3^.9 40.U
43.3 34.1 41.2
47-0 36.0 41.5

No. of
Years in
nhioh it

Rained.

9
9
6
6

8
9

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

0.51 in.

0.20
0.29
0.33
0.29
0.24
0.46

Prevailinft Winds.

- U •

1 3 1

2
3
2 1

1

1

4 s
3 B

2

1

1 2

3
3

)

U3

3
2

« ^ (Si

1

.1

i —
2 4

4

2I 5

2j 4

S^ 2
- 3

3 3
l! 4

I

3
3

1

1

The highest temperature during the above
the 27th, in 1828—thermometer 6o°j and the
and 23d, in 1827—thermometer 20°.

period occurred on
lowest on the 22d

REPORT ON COVENT gArDEN MARKET,
^

For the Week ending February 18, 1842.
The last few fine days have improved the market a great deal.

Many of the articles offered are better in quality, and the supply
has somewhat increased. Fruit: Pines are not quite so plentiful
as they were. A few hothouse Grapes are offered at about 2f>s.

per pound. Apples are plentiiul ; among the kinds we observed
somcgoodRibstonand Cockle pippins. Among Pears. EasterBeurre
andBeurreRancearethebest; priceshavescai-cclyalteredsiuceour
last quotations. Pummeloes are abundant at from 6.?. to IO5. per
doz., and Shaddocks are offered at from 35. to 6s. each. Vegeta-
bles: Cabbages and Savoys are pretty good. Broccoli is much
better than it was last week, and more plentiful. Kidney Beans
are scarce, and y^ry small. The supplies of Asparagus and Sea-
kale are larger than they were, and the quality is better. Salad-
ing of all kinds is indifferent ; in fact good can hardly be obtahied.
Rhubarb is abundant and excellent ; a small quantity of Myatt's
Victoria has been offered. Mushrooms arenot plentiful. Flowers:
every day adds to the gaiety of the niarVet in this particular;
forced Hyacinths and Narcissus abound, as- do many beautiful
varieties of cut Camellias.

rniCKS. Satujidat, Feb. 19, 1842.—FKUITS:—
Apples, Kitchen, per bushel, 3«6d to 6* Almonds, per peck, 7#— Dessert, per bushel, (U to I4«
Peari, deseei t, per halt-sieve, 3j6J to i6#
Pine Apple, perlb. 5j to 8*
43rapei, Spanish, perlb., 1* to I* GJ
^ — Portugal, per lb., 2* to 5f
Oian/^et, per doz., Qd to 2*— per 100, 3x to U«— Bitter, per 100, 7« to 16*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to Si— per 100, e* to I4f

Svreet Almondi, per pound, Zt
Chesnuts, per peck, bs to IOj
Walnuts, per bushel, XGt to 24t
Filbfrts, English, per^lOOlba. 130<
Cobbs, per peck, Z* Qd \

Nut:*, per liiiahel—
— Brazil, so*— Spanish, 16*
— Barcelona, SO* to 24*

^'ta

VEGETABLES.
ctlh* '' Pir??""' ^•^ '** ^* 3^ Shallots, per lb., 1*cabbage. White, per duien, Ulo3«
n VL ^^«'** f^r P'l^klinff, 2« to4«
J^abbajce Pliiuis, per doz., S* to 4*
^ru5se]t jjprouts, p.hf sve., \m Bd to Sifld
"foccoli. White, p. bunch, 2j to3«0J
_ Cape, I«io Z» «d— Brown, \» to It^d

Turnip T.>p3, per bushel, ed to 1*
"

«.idney Beans, forced, p*?r 100, 3* to4#
Potatoes, pertoa, 56* lo 80*

-™ per cwt.Bj to 4*— per bushel, \a6d lo 2i_Gd
.** Kidney

, per buslu 2j to 2s 61
Aitjchokei, Jerusalem, prhalf lieve,

I* toil 3d
Turnips, pr. doz.bunches, 2#to3*
Carrots, per do7. bunches, 4» to 5*
Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to U 3d
tted Beet, per dozen, Gd to U 6d
^coraonerii, per bundle, 1< to l«3<i
Salsafy, per bundle, )*to 1$ 3d
Horse Radish, per bundle, !» to 5*
jadish, per punnet, ((J hand*) 6*
opinach, per sieve, 3* to 4*
Leekt, per dozen bunches,
Garhc,perlb.,8d

GJ to 1*

Unions, per bushel, 2* to 3i Gd— for pick., per hf.-»ieve, 3* rj
— Green, per doz. bunches, 3j to 4«

— Spanish, perd4>/.en,S* to 6*
AspHragus, per 100, large, 7* to 9*— Seconder Middling, 3tetfto4j
— Sprue, ox Small, 3* toSj 6d

Sea-kale, per punnet, I* to 3*
Lettuce,CHbba>ce> p.hf. sve., 2«

— Cog, per score, 1*6(1

Kndive, perscore, Sj to 4*

Celery, Red, p. bdle (ISto 15) eJto^t6d
— White, per bundle, Odio It ad

Small Salads, per punnet, ^Corn Salad, per half bieve, Is

Watercress, p. dz. small bunch , 7«?top4f

Parsi'Iey, per half siev«, 2* 6d to3x &d
Tarrag'on, perdozen bunches, 4*

Fennel, per dozen bunchea, 3* to 6*
Thyme, per doz. bunches, S*

Sa^e, per doz. bunched, 3*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 4* to 6*
Savory, per dozen bunches, 3*

Rhubarb Stalks, ptrbundle, «</ tols 6d
Mushrooms, per pottle, ii 3J to lt9d
Truffles, per pound, Ss to 3*

I^otices to Correspondents,
The Publisher -vvill be happy to give Is. each for Nos. 9, 10, 38,

antj 51,

i^hreu'Kbury can have more copies of the " Gardeners' Calendar."'
Ju oe wiU forward us a post-office order or money for as many as
he wishes, we will send them.
A Subscriber uith the present year^—M is doubtful if we shall

Nn A
supply you With a perfect set for last year, as we want

wp >,
^1^' '*'** ^^^ **' ^"^ *^^ willing to give l*. each for them

;we Should, therefore, recommend you to send and order them
^^ithout those Numbers.
u X, 0. P. wishes to acU liis volume for 35», he must advertise

«,we cannot for him
,

I

We must crave the indulgence of many correspondents for not
inserting their excellent communications, which are only waiting
till we can find an opportunity of bringing: them forward. May
we hope that this general acknowledgment will serve instead of
a separate notice of each which remains in hand ?

//.—Your plant is the Sweet Gale.
X, Y.—We do not know the proper proportion of nitrate of

soda to the water used for Heaths, never having seen it tried for
these plants. You must take care in using such a mi^tture not to
pour it overhead, or you will take off all the leaves. A very lit-

tle will suffice, no doubt. But why not use rain-water? Your
place must be very badly provided with tanks to be without rain-

water after such weather as we have had for the last six months.
J. Ross.— 'Vhe best book on Vegetable Physiology for a gar-

dener is '* Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.'*
G. Tf^—We prefer two-years old Asparagus plants, and see no

advantage in taking them younger. In no case should the Aspa-
ragus be cut till the roots have become well established.

F. TT^.— No. It is the best guide we have to the selection of
fruits, and may be thoroughly depended upon as far as it goes.

2'. G,—It will require more space than we can afford at present
to explain all the circumstances which should be attended to in

growing Melons, You had better consult some book on practi-
cal gardening, or trust to the information in our Caleritlar. The
best sort is the Beechwood Melon. Your fruit cracks inconse-
quence of receiving too much water, and too little sun and air.

Sempervirens Hibernicus.~-Jn cutting Laurels which have be-
come unhealthy, it is best to cut them to about 2ft. from the
ground, or to such a height as will preserve their lower leafy

shoots. AVhen Evergreens after having been cut down throw
out a number of shoots, if you thin them out it should be very
moderately. Tlie roots of fruit-trees should not be allowed to
penetrate more than 3ft. below the ground. A few simple in-

structions oh the pruning of wall-frnit trees, such as would
assist a youVig gnrdcner, will be found in the Cottage Gardens of
last year, and will be continued soon.

Litoralis.—Mncli obliged for your good opinion. The task you
set us is not at all difficult, but much too extensive for the pages
of a newspaper. To explain the why and the wherefore of all

the changes in botanical nomenclature which are occurring and
have occurred for only the last 20 years would occupy an amount
of space of which you have no idea. If you will ask for informa-
tion upon specific points touching this subject, we will answer you
with pleasure.

Bif a Subscriber from the First, some Cottage Dialogues, by
D. H. W. (Baisler, Oxford-street, 1340) have been strongly re-

commended as a book which it is desirable to recommend to

cottagers. Upon looking into it, we find it to consist of religious

dialogues founded on passages in the Gospels and illustrated

occasionally by reference to agricultural pursuits. They have,
however, no bearing upon the arts of cultivation, and are there-

fore beyond our province. We may, however, be permitted to

say that they are very simply written, and seem well adapted to

the communication of religious sentiments to the poor.

L/.—It is useless to tease us with complaints of not inserting

your letters. We ai'e the judges of what it is proper to print;

we will not give hisertion to accounts of bad methods of cultiva-

tion, or ignorant speculation about the causes of things, when
those causes are perfectly well known; and from this ground it

is useless to attempt to drive us. Discussion is a mere waste of
time, except about doubtful matters. If a man chooses to insist

that a Greengage Plum is sour, arc we to allow him to say so in

our columns ? Nonsense.
(?. B, a:.—The sweet-scented soft Grass, nicr6chloeborealis,is

very nutritious but extremely unproductive, and therefore not
worth growing. The fertile Meadow Grass, Poa fdrtilis, is both
nutritious and productive. All cattle eat both. The degrees of

comparative nxitritiousness we regard as more theoretical than
practical,

Mr. IngranVs plants arc Dendrobium cucullatum and a bad va-

riety of Epacris impressa.
P. Plants,—We cannot for the life of us understand the mean-

ing of your questions. *
*

A Country Amateur.—\Miere the stamens of a Tulip cannot be
removed {being in a friend's bed) and the seed-pod of that tlower

is dusted with farina from another, it is not likely such hybrid-

ising will be effectual. It is very uncertain. The effect of the

pollen is not to be judged of with certainty, hut it often affects

colour.

Primula,—If the seed of the fringed Chinese Primrose is care-

fully saved from fringed flowers, it will generally, though not
alw ays, produce young plants having the same character. We
advise you to procure a plant in flower, and save your own seed.

For further information we beg to refer you to " The Amateur's
Garden ** of to-day. Very little is known concerning the effects

of Guano manure upon such plants as you mention ; but if used

in moderation it will not do them any ^njury. SeveraUespectable

farmers give it a high character when applied to grass and corn
lands.

An Amateur. —In order to flower the Tuberose in the open air,

the bulbs should be started in a frame in spring, and then planted

out in a warm sheltered border. The bottom of the border

should be filled about a foot deep with rotten dung, and this

should be covered over with light sandy loam, in which the

bulbs are planted. Success will depend greatly upon having good
bulbs, and upon the nature of the season. In a room you must
keep them near the window, plant them in the same kind of soil,

and give them a liberal supply of water when growing. Both
varieties require t' e same treatnlent and are*like easily managed,
particularly in a greenhouse.
^. TK.—Manure-water is of most use to strong-growing plants,

such as Chrysanthemums and Pelargoniums. Primula sinensis

may be grown well either with or without manure mixed with

the soil J we prefer a loose rich soil made so by adding a portion

of leaf-mould or rotten dung. You must recollect that manure
acts mechanically on soils, that is, it keeps them open; as well

as affords nutriment to the roots of plants, and therefore in cer-

tain cases it might be more advantageous to manure thesoil than

to water with dung- water. *

An Original Subscriber.—WsiteY your linings, &c., with the

ammoniacal liquor of the gas-works ;or mix coal-ashes and coal-

tar together for a flooring ; or water the bed with lime-water

;

and you will probably destroy all your slugs.

J. C. L,—Your plant is Catasetum tridentatum. It came well

packed.
*

Cadicaliader.—There is no objection to your plan of trainmg

fruit-trees upon a trellis over the slate-roofs of your cattle-sheds,

provided you can secure the blossoms against spring frosts.

Make your preparations, and we will give you a list of trees next

week, if you will say in what county you live, and how many
trees you require. The best Grapes are the White Sweetwater
and the Esperioue.
Mr. FacUe must excuse us. If he has any objections to make

to the paper in question, let him do so civilly, and if we approve
oftherawewill print them'. The remarks he has sent us are

personal and unjustifiable on the part of an anonymous writer,

criticising one whose name is given.

B. F., Enjield.—Your Cyrtop<5diura seems to be punctatum.
Are the sepals spotted ? If they are, it is.

Cambrian.—At p. 83 of the present Volume you will find ample
directions for raising Coniferous plants from seed. We do not
know what Scarlet Indian Com is. The Palma Christl is in

England an annual, and m^iat be raised from seeds every year.

Cactophilos cannot do better than follow the directions given
in Mr. Green's paper on Cactaceous plants, in p. S5, for soil,

watering, and potting ; and for the general management, the

instruetions contained in the •* Cottage Calendar " for the culti-

vation of flowers in windows.
.4 iVoyictf.—Whenland is manured wuth nitrate of soda, cattle

may be allowed to graze upon it as soou as it is dissolved, or even

soonerj for it will 40 them ^q harm. Take the leaf-moaid off

your Ixias, and expose the soil to anything except frost and much
wet. which must be equally guarded against. Rosa sempervirens
if planted now will flower ihis next summer, if the plants are

strong. The species you name will live out-of-doors in summer,
but cannot bear frost; they arc, however, better treated as
greenhouse plants.
A Constant Subscriber.— "Poly^Q.\diCCX were accidentally omitted

in the list of orders given in the new distribution of the vege-
table kiugdom in the " Elements of Botany ;*' they should have
followed Tremaudraccse. Polygonaceae were in like manner
omitted by oversight; they should stand next Urticaceae. Ochna-
cene and Xanthoxylca: follow Rutaceae; j^sculaceae, Sapindaceae

;

Potaliaceae, Apocynacetc ; the station of Surianace^ is given at

p. 235. There is no direct sequence of orders from series to
series, but as far as it could be obtained they stand in their
due relation. Y'ou are rijrht in supposing the Albuminous series
to form a group analogous to, but indcpeudeut of the Exaibumi-
nous series.

An Original SMi.?rn'Aer.—The following trees are best suited for
planting in boggy land:—Salix alba, Russelliana, pcntandra, vi-
tellina, and baby 16nica; Alnus cordifolia, incana, and glutinosa;
and P6pulus dilatata, monillfera, cAndicans, alba, and nigra.
The following will do tolerably well if the place is not a swamp :

Turkey and American Oaks, deciduous Cypress, Tulip-tree, Lime

;

some of the Maples, Elms, the Be^ch, and the Quince. 1 he fol-
lowing trees and shrubs may live in sand, but few grow vigor-
ously :—The Tamarix, some of the species of Viburnum, Vac-
clnium, Spirpca, Sambucus, Salix, Rubus, Ribcs, Finus, Quercus,
Pyrus, Heath^, Lonicera, Ligustrum, Hippophae, Eu6nymuft,
Cornus, and A triplex. The following are suitable lor a clay soil;
— Oaks, Sweet Chestnut, Walnut, Ash, Pear, Thorn, Ailanthus,
Arbutus, Berberries, Birch, Robinias, Cypress, Arbor-vit2E, Pine
and Firs, Hollies, Portugal and common Laurels, and the Plane.
The cheapest and safest way to protect young trees from rabbits

is by tying, sufficiently high, round the stems, the tops of the
common Gorse or Furze, wliich will not injure the trunks, and
last a considerable time, if properly fastened on with Willows.
Gas-tar is injurious to tlie bark of young trees, and wuU not at

all times prevent their being damaged by rabbits.

L. S, /2.-Thc "I'lowcr-Gai-deu," by M'Intosh, would suityou,
we should think. There is an Apple called Coe's Golden Drop.
The sketches of pruning are forthcoming. It is the best way to
start Dahlias in heat, as they are more sure of growing.

//. L.— Ivery's Victoria, Eclipse, and Grandissima; Hender-
son's Splendida, Gaines's Victoria Regina, and VVaterhouseana
are good Cinerarias.

T.—Ammoniacal Uquor of the gas-works, diluted with water
in the proportion of I to 7» will kill Moss on lawns without
destroying the Grass.
A Subscriber.—We 'knovr nothing of the Muscat Florid Pear.
C/irjVi.—There is an excellent section of a Melon-pit given 5n

to-day's Number.
F, S., New Hampton.—Your Apple is Dumelow's Seedling.

/5flAe/.—The best directions for the treatment and cultivation

of the Auricula you will find in Dr. Horner's paper on the subject,

p. 396 (18-H), There is also much useful information in Wake-
ling's "Florist's Guide," a cheap monthly publication devoted
exclusively to florists' flowers, which contains, Sn addition to
directions for their cultivation, correct representations of the
newest and best flowers that arc raised. What arc we to do with
the shilling you have sent?
Inquirens.—\\e should hardly think it advisable to plant much

iu .front of a Peach-wall ; the herbaceous perennials should he
chielly low-growing kinds.

A Clerical Amateur.—There arc good directions for the cultiva-

tion of Clint6nia pulchella given at pp. 294 and 325 (184!). Pe-

tunias are readily propagated by cuttings planted round the
edges of pot* fllled with light rich earth, composed chiefly of

loam and leaf-mould, and plunged in a gentle hotbed. The rea-

son of your cuttings damping off is in consequence of their hav-
ing been over-watered. From the description you give of your
Picotees, we should think that they have been kept too close^

and consequently have become drawn. The seeds of Auagallis

require to be raised in heat,
Mafilda.—TTom the description you give of your bulbs they

appear to be in excellent condition; you must not expect im-

ported bulbs to flower the first year. You must be careful not

to pot your Griffinia too deep. You did right to remove the

offsets from the bulbs. Pitcarnia bromelia^foUa grows well in a

mixture of rich loam and sandy peat; it likes a plentiful supply

of water, and should he kept in the stove.

A Subscriber, /3o/A.—Salvia prunelloides flowers beautifuHy if

treated like the Scarlet Verbena. Combretum purpureum is best

raised by grafting on its own roots, but it may be increased by
cuttings or layers in the usual manner. The sizes of pots are

explained fully at p. 296 (1841). We know nothing of the merits

of Young's Champion Cucumber.
/. ^.—Berberis aquifolium, or Mahonia, as it is wrongly called,

may be had in any nurserj'. Steep calico in hot linseed oil and
w^ax, and it will become waterproof. "Lindley's Elements of

Botany" is the book we recommend for the anatomy of plants.

As to books that teach how to buy and sell, we know of nothing

so good as the book of experience.

X. X. A*.—We do not know what has attacked your leaves.

A, B.—The proper mk is usually sold with the zinc labels. AVe

were not aware that variegated Hollies transplant better than

common ones.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The ordinary business of Parliament at the commence-

ment of a new session lias given way for the moment to

the important question of the Corn-laws, ant! no other

measure of striking interest has yet been introduced. The

attention of the House of Commons has been occupied

during tlie week with the discussicn of the proposed

amendments to the new Ministerial measure. On Mon-

day the House proceeded to consider the amendment

moved by Lord John Russell^ affirming the inexpediency

of a sliding scale, and the comparative superiority of a

fixed duty. After a long debate, a division took place on

Wednesday, when the motion was negatived by a majority

of 123 in favour of Ministers. Last night the amendment

of Mr. Villiers for a tot::! repeal of the duty was brought

under consideration, but the House adjourned without a

division. In the House of Lords, a debate hm taken

place on the subject of the Creole slaver, in which all the

law Lords unanimously stated their opinion tbat no law

or authority exists by which the Government of this

country can comply with the demand of the United Stnm

to bring the crew and passengers of that vessel to trial for

mutiny and murder, still less to deliver them up, or

detain them in custody. We learn ^[^^^
['^f^^^^^^^^

rial papers that M. Guizot has communicaeed to Govern

menfthat the French Cabinet, acting upon the recent de-

bate in the Chambers on the right of search, ^^^^^^/^ ff
the treaty entered into by th« Fiv. Gr.at Paweri for tne
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and in 1041, 1,335 quarters ; making a total export from

Great Britain during the last 14 years of 8,737 quarters

of wheat. The total quantities of other grain exported

from Great Britain during the same period (from 1828 to

1B413 were as follows :—viz., barley, 8,768 quarters;

oats, 103,651 ; rye, 53; peas and beans, 20,4/6; and

malt, 7,91i5 quarters.

Font Office.—An order has just been issued from the

General Post-office, extending the time for posting letters

at the different branch offices until a quarter past six

o'clock, P.M. All letters, however, put into the box must,

after a quarter before six o'clock, bear an extra penny

stamp, over and above the stamp for postage, or they will

be detained till the next day's despatch.

1ll^»« effectnilstippmsion of the Slave TrAde,uuhoutcer- I of British corn and i;raln, and meal and flour, f^;j^*«/^

tain guarantees on tbe part of Great Britain ; and that in each year, from Great Britain to foreign parts, 828 o

Wd\benleen doe. notLlit his duty to consent to such 1
1«^1, inclusive, it appears, as regards wheat.^that m

ItipuUtions after the great sacrifices already made by this

country for thf abolition of slavery.

Our intelligence from France announces that the Cham-
bers have been exclusively occupied with the discu^,' ms
on the propositions for Parliamentary and Electoral Re-

form. The first uicasure, having for Us object the pre-

Tention of paid functionaries^ with certain exceptions,

from holding seats in the Chamber, was rejected by a ma-
jority of eight ; and the motion for extending the right of

voting by admitting to the electoral franchise the educated

classes, the half.pay officers, and the retired n-.^I^l^ates,

who are now disqualified on the score of property, was ne-

gatived by a majority of forty-one. Thi-s event is said to

have been unexpected by all parties, and to have contri-

buted ia a great degree to increase the stability and

influence of the Ministry.— Our news from Spain is con-

fined almost entirely to the reports of the protfacted dfs-

cu-uons on the Address, whiclx arc not yet concluded.

Seven different amendments have been moved, andastrong

opposition has been oflTured to each paragraph ; but not-

withstanding this demonstration of opinion, and a nume-

rous list of counter-amendments which have since been

moved, it is expected that the Ministry will have a small

majority. In regard to the rumoured insurrection for
[

the purpose of overthrowing the present Government, no-

thing further has yet transpired, beyond the rumour of

an alliance between the partisans of Don Carlos and
Queen Christina : In our Parliamentary Report it will be
seen that Sir liobcrt Peel has declared his belief that the

r nch Government are not parties to the projected re-

solution, and at the same lime expressed his hope that
the Spanish Government will be sufficiently powerful to
resist any attempt to overturn the existing Constitution.
From Portugal We learn that great confusion and uncer-

tainty prevails in all classes of society, in" consequence of
the recent movement at Oporto ; a Provisional Junta
has been established in that city, and many of the
leading civil and military authorities have given their

adhesion to the proclamation of the constitutional

charter. The Doke of Palmella has not succeeded in

forming an administration, and negotiations have been
act on foot on the part of her Majesty, for the purpose of
effecting a compromise among the moderate men of both

i .

' —The disputes between Holland and Prussia in
regard to the accession of Luxembui^ to the Cnstoms'
Union have been aatisfactorily arranged, and the treaty
has at length been ratified by the two sovereigns From
the United States we learn that the cottimercial and finaa-

dal affairs of the entire country continue to be greatly
embarrassed, and that the House of Repre«:entative3 has
had under consideration a petition from Massachusetts,
praying for the dissolution of the Union. The existing
difficulties have been much increased by the stoppage of
the two principal banks of Philadelphia; and in conse-
quence of the prevailing panic in the commercial circles,

the legislatures of several states have determined on en-
forcing the resumption of specie payments.

t
1^0me Kffos

^orRT.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
^ales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue at
Brighton. The Queen has taken daily exercise in the
town and neighbourhood, both on foot and on horseback.
The Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal have also
-been taken out daily for the beneht of the sea-air. On
^ednetday, Pnnce Albert, accompanied by the Princes
of Co^urg, reviewed the Scots Greys on the Downs.
Lord Rivers has succeeded the Eari of Morton as LordIn ^aitmg, and Capt. Meynell, R.N., has succeeded Capt.
Duncorjube as Groom in Waiting

Treaif^ m the Slave Trade.^'x Mmiaterial paper, theMorning Poii, states on the authority of a communica-

cf'th"t"7'K^""
'^"? '/ ^^^^^^^- '^^^ the'SSn

of the treaty between the five Great Powers of Europe, forthe suppression of the slave trade, which, according to theprevious arrangement, was to have been arromplished onthts day or Monday next, will be delayed, if not preventedby the French Government. It adds that - M, Guhot
feehng himself compelled to refuse, for the present tojoin, without reserve, in the name of France, in ratifvimr
the treaty m the precise terms in which it has been con!
eluded, proposed certain modifications. In these modifi.
cations Lord Aberdeen, it is understood, has declined to
acquiesce, being of opinion, that, as a British Minister

,

lie ought not to admit the necessity of any guarantee for
the disinterestedness and probity of Great Britain in re
pect to the abolition of the slave trade, these having been
already proved by sacrifices and efforts in that cause, to
which neither France nor any other country can prodace
a parallel."

'

^
rarliamentanj MovemcnU.—Mr. Jackson, Irisb Soli-

citor-General, has been elected without opposition for the
University of Dublin.—Lord Bernard has been elected
for the borough of Bandon, in Ireland, without any con-
teat.—Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., has been returned with-
tmt opposition for West Cornwall,

Exports of British Corn,—According to a return moved
for on the llth inst., by Mr. Gladstone, id the quantities

France.— The Chnmbers.—The journals are still al-

most exclusively occupied with reports of the discussions

in the Chamber of Deputies. The proposition of M.
G:iiineron, for Parliamentary Reform^ and for preventing

paid functionaries, with certain exceptions, from holding

seats in the Chamber, gave rise to a long and animated

debate, ?\hich terminated in the rejection of the proposi-

tion by a majority of eight—the numbers being, for it

190 ; against it 198« The closeness of the division, which

appears by many of the journals to be regarded as a serious

ministerial check, is explained by the circumstance of the

leaders of the middle party, MM. Fassy and Dufaure,

voting the one for, the other against it. The opposition

prints observe that independently of 26 placemen, who
voted in the majority, five ministers had also given their'

ballots, so that had those five not been received, the motion
would have been lost for the time, and a new ballot ren-

dered necessary, as the rules of the Chamber require that

there be not only a clear majority of the members voting,

but also one at least above a clear moiety of the members
present. On Monday, M. Ducos brought forward his

motion for the extension of the right of voting, and for

electoral reform. In introducing it, he beean by saying,

that the Restoration might Lave saved itself from ruin had
it made concessions in time. A former minister of the
present King, M. Mole', felt the necessity of concession,
and began by the amnesty. But a damp had been thrown
on liberal progress by events of foreign policy, which had
nothing to do with it. At any rate peace was now assured,
and the time was come to take some steps in the way of
reform previously to a dissolution. The present proposal
was no more than that made by Ministers themselves in

1831, and rejected by chance. The present motion was
not an innovation ; it was, on the contrary, going back to
old ideas. The educated, but not wealthy classes which
it was now proposed to admit to the electoral franchise,
and which had been hitherto excluded, were precisely those
who had made the revolution of July, or given the impulse
to it ; and to continue to exclude them would be as impo-
litic as unjust. M. Ducos was followed by the Home Mi-
nister, M. Duchatel ; who opposed the motion. He
alluded to the conduct of the Thiers Ministry, in 1841, in
rejecting the project of electoral reform, contending that
circumstances had not changed ; and proved by returns
that since 1832 the electors had increased in the colleges.
M. Dufaure followed, and made a long speech in favour of
M. Ducos's motion. He argued that the Chamber and
the electoral law sought guarantees for the good and wise
choice of electors too exclusively on their fortunes, and
that in fairness another kind ofguarantee, that of capacity,
might be demanded, and should suffice. The half-pay
officer, the retired magistrate, were more respected in the
provinces than thj farmer paying 200f. taxes, and there-
fore should not be excluded from the vote, which the for-
mer enjoyed. The grbat objection, however, he said, was
to granting the electoral franchise to lawyers without
business, who were considered to be peculiarly ultra-liberal
and turbulent. This he denied ; and maintained that
since 1830 the bar, and the Guizot members of it, had
been distinguished by decorum and by the absence of pe-
tulance. M. Dufaure ^(Macluded his speech by quoting an
expression of M. Guizot, recommending *' the cession of
what was just, in order to establish a fulcrum, to resist
what was unreasonable." Several other deputies spoke at
length for and against the motion ; and on Tuesday, M
Billaut, who supported it, bade the Chamber not be 'inti-
midated by the idea of the present being a cabinet question.
The Ministry, he said, would not resign, however left in a
minority. M. Guizot rose to answer this. He took a
cursory glance at the condition of the lower classes at the
present period, and concluded by declaring that they
could not derive any possible benefit from an electoral
reform. Ju the second portion of his speech M. Guizot
attacked what he denominated the two factions of Repub-
licans and Legitimists. He announced himself as the inflexi-
ble opponent of universal suffrage, which he considered asthe deathblow to liberty and democracy; and declared
that uuLversa suffrage would be the most fatal of all the

u^^*" 14 J 'i ^'f "*''' lowering over the United StatesHe added that m endeavouring to cure this cutaneousd^ea.e with which so many desperate characters areafflicted, the health of the patient was sacrificed. Afteran animated debate the motion wag rejected by theChamber by a majonty of 23i votes against 193 : a result
It IS said, unexi^cted both by the opposition and SGovernment, iifteen of the LegiUnuats, it is .da./.J^'

for the Ministry, on the ground that the capacites were
hostile to them; and seven of M. Passy's followers also
voted for the Ministry.

The Press.—The proceedings connected with the Press
still continue to occupy public attention ; and the journals
are much engaged in commenting on the action brouc^ht

by the ** Quotidienne '' and the '^Mode" newspapers
against ^I. Froux, their printer, for refusing to priut in
those journals several articles which the latter alleged
would subject hira to prosecution. On Saturday he refused
to sanction the publication of the leading article, forwhicli
the editor was obliged to substitute a literary notice. The
affair was brought before the Tribunal of Commerce, when
the counsel for the editors demanded that the printer
should be compelled to print the articles given him by the
editor. The President asked the printer whether his refu-

sal, in the case of the ^* Quotidienne," was not an affair

concerted between him and the editor ; but the printer re-

plied that the dispute about it having arisen at three in the
morning, the only thing that could be done was to leave

the article out. The tribunal ordered the case to he re-

ferred for consideration for a fortnight, and directed that
the articles not inserted should be submitted to it for

inspection. The printer of a Dijon paper, *' Le Courrier
de la C6te d'Or," having objected to the insertion of a
parallel between the Censorship of 1827 and that of 1812,
that journal appeared a few days since with two blank
columns. M. Lefranfois, responsible editor of the **Dix-
neuvieme Siecle," a Paris, paper, which had ceased to

appear during two months, was sentenced by the Court of
Correctional Police, on Saturday, to five months' impri-
sonment, and 2000f. fine, for publishing that paper with-
out having previously deposited in the Treasury the

100,000f. required as a security. In Riom, the " Gazette
d'Auvergne " appears to have attracted the displeasure of
Government, and no fewer than four prosecutions, it is

said, are to be carried on against it in the course of the ses-

sion of the assizes commencing on the 15th inst. The " Na-
tional " lately published an article alleging that the discon-

tent and rancour of the lower classes were now directed,

not against the aristocracy, but against the chiefs of the

middle class. For this the editor was tried on Monday,
and condemned to a year's imprisonment with fine. The
editor of the ** Gazette de France" has been sentenced
to a similar punishment for repeating the article.

The Fleet.—Private letters from Toulon, dated the 10th

inst., state that Government is completing the crews of

the fleet, whicli had been greatly diminished from a quan-
tity of men having been sent away ; and that besides the

levies ordered in the fifth maritime arrondissement, and
which have just been made, the ports of the Atlantic have
also sent several. Several vessels had arrived in that

port from Brest, having on board sailors for the squadron
of the Mediterranean,

Railroads.—The journals state that the Ministry ap-

pear determined to give the fullest development to the

plan of railroads presented by M. Teste, Minister for

Public Works ; that many of the opponents of the mea-
sure have been induced to withdraw their opposition, and
that at a council held at the Tuileries on Sunday it was

determined to apply to the Chamber for the necessary
funds to commence the line from Paris to Strasburg im-

mediately. This line is to be connected with the railroad

from Paris to Marseilles by Mulhausen, Dijon, Chalons*
and Lyons. On the same day, it is added, this fact was
almost oflficially announced, and all the deputies from the

eastern departments were informed of it. ^ It is also said,

that at the same council the execution of three other hnes

of railroad was determined on, viz., Bordeaux to Bayonne,
Vierzon to Orieans, and Criel to Compiegne. The con-

struction of these lines are to be conceded to public com-
panies, aided by Parliamentary grants.

Pjillic Education.—We learn from the Papers that the

amount of the expenses of primary instruction through-
out the country during 1840 was 14,775,660f., of which

9,884,420 f were for communal schools, and 1,763,823 f. for

normal schools. The communes contributed 8,617,378f.

towards the total, the departments 4,658,281 f., and the

state l,()00.000f.

w4/^^rta,—The journals publish the following statement
of the number of French troops in the Rorth of Africa at

the present tjme : in the provinces of Algiers and Tittery,

24,780 men; Oran, 18,940; and Constantina, 16,975:
total, 60,695.

S Our intelligence from Madrid consists almost

exclusively of the reports of the discussion in the Chamber
of Deputies on the Address, which still continues. On
the 4th inst. the debate opened on the 6th paragraph,

relative to the state of siege, and seven different amend-
ments were moved by Messrs, Lujay, Posada, Mendizabal,
Mata, &c. M. Gonzales, the Minister for Foreign Affairs,

justified Government for hiving declared Barcelona in a

state of siege, on the ground of the measure having been

regarded as indispensable for the safety of the country.

M. Lujan having withdrawn his amendment, M. Posada

rose to present his view of the conduct of the Cabinet

with respect to Barcelona. He deplored the proclamation
of martial law, and condemned it as antL-constitiitional|

but he thought that the events at Barcelona rendered it

imperative for Government to recur to that measure, it

being the only means of re-establishing the reign of the

laws and tranquillity in that populous and important city.

M. Olozaga followed in defence of the paragraph as drawn

«P by the committee, contending with great energy that

there never existed any necessity to resort to such an

extremity; and Government, he said, was so well aware

of the danger dnd inutility of the measure, that it had not

deemed it necessary, notwithstanding the gravity and ^erU

of circumstances,
J
to declare Madrid in a state of siege

during the night of the 7th Oct. After some observations

/
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in reply by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, and a desul-

tory debate that lasted some time, but was of no interest,

the consideration of the amendment of M. Posada -n-as

carried by a majority of 72 to 64. On the 5th inst, M.
Olero called on the Ministry to inform the Chamber if it

had adopted any measures of precaution, in consequence

of the movement at Oporto, to insure the tranquillity of

the Spanish provinces adjoining the Portuguese frontier.

M. Gonzales replied, that such measures being indispen-

sable to tranquillise not only the inhabitants of those

provinces, but of th« entire monarchy, against which many
enemies were conspiring both at home and abroad, Go-

vernment had lost no time in guarding against such a con-

tingency- M. Olonzo next rose, and invited the Ministry

to send arms to the National Guards of Galicia, to enable

them to repel any attempts that might be made against

liberty in that quarter. M. Almonaci, on his side, de-

clared that he would not grant a single real for diplomatic

purposes; **for,'' said he, ** the powers with whom we

entertain diplomatic relations, such as England, France,

and Portugal, are our enemies," M. Gonzales pronounced

this charge against the allies of Spain to be imprudent

and unfounded; and after this incident, the Chamber

again resumed the discussion on the Address. A variety

of amendments continued to be proposed and debated ;

and on the 8th, a resolution was moved by M. Olozaga,

slightly condemnatory of the conduct of Government ; on

which occasion Ministers declared, that if it^was adopted,

the Cabinet would resign. M. Olozaga expressed his

regret at so extreme a declaration, and a sub-amendment

was then proposed, doing away with the expressions of

which the Ministers complained; and the question of its

being taken into consideration was carried by 73 votes

against 64. In consequence of the late events in Portugal,

and the account of the plans of the conspirators, Govern-

ment had taken all necessary measures for preserving the

frontiers from disturbance. The Bayonne papers state

that several corps of Spanish troops had received orders

to march to the frontiers of Portugal. Accounts from

the provinces announced that the utmost tranquillity pre-

vailed throughout the kingdom,—Subsequent accounts to

the 9th inst. inform us that the debate on the sixth para-

graph of the address still continued. A division was

expected on the 10th, with a small majority for the Cabi-

net, but a Ministerial modification was strongly reported.

Portugal.—By the usual weekly steamer we have

intelligence from Lisbon to the 7th, and Oporto to the

8th insh Tt continues to be of considerable interest.

Affairs in the capital are reported to be in a state of con-

fusion and uncertainty. The Ministry, owing to a differ-

ence of opinion as to the mode of proceeding with respect

to the Oporto movement, had resigned ; and the Duke of

Palmella had been charged with forming an administration,

and had consulted with Viscount Sa da Bandeira, but the

demands of the latter were, it is said, inch as the Duke
would not accede to, and ultimately led to the breaking

off of the negotiations. They had not been renewed at

the time of the departure of the mail. After the import-
ant movement which took place at Oporto on the 27th
ult., reported in our last, a Provisional Junta was estab-

lished in that city ; and the first business entered on by it

was the nomination of a Committee of Finance, having
the public funds at their disposal. The appointment of

Baron Ponta de Santa Maria as Commander of the whole
of the operative forces, and the organisation of three pro-

visional battalions in Oporto and Villa Nova da Gaix, was
the next step. Circulars were then transmitted to the

chief civil and military authorities of the kingdom, invit-

ing them to follow the example of Oporto in proclaiming
the constitutional charter. Gens. Baron Vallorijo and
Baron de Vinhaes, commanders of the 4th and oth mili-

tary divisions, acquiesced in their proposals, and marched
to Oporto with the forces under their command, where
they were met by other bodies of troops who had alio

entered that city. The administrators or governors of
Brago, Vianria, Villa Real, Averio, and Coimbra had also

joined their cause, at which latter^place a battalion of
students of the University, amounting to 400, was imme-
diately raised. The whole of the forces were to concen-
trate in Oporto. The garrison of Lisbon was said to be
generally in favour of the same cause ; and there was no
force ou the way to resist them. M. Sarmenti, the King's
aide-de-camp, was at Oporto, on a mission to undeceive
the people there as to the Queen*s participation in the
movement, and also, if pos&ible, to find some mode of

compromise, which the moderate portion of the public, it

was said, were anxiously looking for. The Senators and
Deputies present In Lisbon had been convoked by the
Presidents of their respective Chambers, when represen-
tations were drawn up to her Majesty, holding forth in
strong terms their fii-m and faithful adherence to the con-
stitution of 1838. These representations were signed by
the greater part of the Members of both Chambers. The
uncertain and unsettled state of things is represented as a
great cause of discouragement both to business and
amusement at Lisbon, and the usual gaieties of the car-
nival were in a manner suspended in the capital 5 the
theatres continuing shut.
Gkkmany.—By intelligence from Berlin we learn that

the King of Prussia was expected in that capital on the
15th iust. His Majesty had taken cold during his jopr-
^ey, from the effects of which the latest accounts state
that he had quite recovered. He passed through Bel-
gium, Holland, and Hanover, on his return to his own
dominions. Private accounts from Berlin state, that so
inany orders for engraved and lithographic portraits of
the King had been received from England, that the print-
sellers wore making great profits, and that until fresh
copies could be struck off liis Majesty's portrait waa
aot to be ba4 foir several days. The accoimtg respect-

ing the health of the Princess Albert and the infant
Princess continue to be favourable. The journals in-

form us tliat the protest of the Porte against the instal-

lation of Bishop Alexander of Jerusalem, said to have
been caused by French intrigue, has been withdrawn,
in consequence of the united representations of the

Prussian and British Cabinets, through Lord Abei-deen,

who, it is stated, signified to the Porte, in the coprse

of last month, that it was not the intention of the British

Government that the Bishop of Jerusalem should enjoy

gi'eater privilege than any other subject of the Queen of

Great Britain. Thus the distrust which appears to have
been raised in the Sultan's mind by the remonstrances of

the Catholic Powers has been removed, and the changes,

of w hich the Bishop's appointment is but the commence-
ment, will, it is thought, proceed. It is reported that

Konigsburg is about to be made one of the strongest

fortresses in Prussia ; a measure which Is said to be
highly popular, as indicating a greater separation from
Russian interests.—The Duke of Modena has sold to the

Austrian Government for 54O;00O florins (2,350,000 fr.)

the fine palace which he possessed at Vienna. This

edifice has of late been inhabited by Prince Wasa of Sweden,
but his Royal Highness, it is said, intends in future to

live principally in Italy, on account of his health. The
palace, it is added, is to be used for the offices of the

state railroads.—The King of Bavaria has ordered a

triumphal arch, similar to the Arch of Constantine at

Rome, to be erected in Munich, at the entrance of the

Ludwig-strasse, A colossal statue representing Bavaria in

a quadrigal car, surrounded with eight allegorical figures,

all in bronze, is to be placed on the platform, at the sum-
mit of the arch ; and medallions and sculptured friezes are

to adorn the sides. jM. Goertner is to be the architect of this

monument, and M.Wagner is to undertake the sculptures.

•^A German paper contains the following information rela-

tive to the commercial movement of Cologne during the

years 1840 and 1841:—The arrivals and departures of

vessels and merchandise are constantly increasing, and the

commercial prosperity of Cologne has attained to a very

flourishing height—a fact 'proved by a comparison of the

results of the year 1841 with ttose of the year 1840. In

l840 there arrived by the Rhine, upwards, 1,508 vessels,

carrying 1,708,607 quintals of merchandise; and, down-

wards, 4,776 vessels, carrying 6,465,514 quintals. In 1841

there arrived 1,638 vessels, and 2.079,760 quintals, up-

wards ; and 5,133 vessels, and 1,573,002 quintals, down-
wards. Thus there appears an increase in 1841 over the

arrivals in 1840 of 487 vessels and 468,701 quintals of

merchandise. The departures have increased in the same
proportion. In 1840 there departed, upwards, 1,784

vessels, with 682,173 quintals of merchandise ; and down-
wards, 938 vessels, with 321,839 quintals. In 1841 there

departed, upwards, 1,927 vessels, with 880,705 quintals
;

and, downwards, .1,097 vessels, with 396,135 quintals.

This shows an increase over the departures of the year

1840 of 284 vessels, and 272,908 quintals of merchandise.

The total movement of the arrivals and departures was, in

1840, 9,005 vessels, and 4,178,133 quintals of merchandise
;

and in 1841, 9,777 vessels, and 4,917,742 quintals. The
steam-boat navigation has had a large share in this general

movement of the navigation of the Rhine to Cologne. Thus

in 1841 there were 3,210 arrivals and departures of steam-

vessels, which transported 676,462 quintals of merchandise.

Holland.—Letters from Amsterdam of the 9th inst.

bring the important intelligence that the dispute with the

Prussian Government relative to the ratification of the

treaty uniting Luxemburg to the German Customs

Union has been arranged. On the 8th inst., a treats-

was concluded at the Hague, for the accession of the

Grand Duchy to the Union : and stipulations, it is said,

have been made on this occasion which remove the

inconvenience which had hindered his Majesty the Grand

Duke from i-atifying the original treaty concluded on the

8th Aug., 1841. This convention was signed on the one

part by the Chancellor of the Grand Duchy, and on the

other by the Prussian Envoy at the Court of the Ne-

therlands ; and was ratified ou the same day by the two

sovereigns.

XxALY,—Accounts received front Rome mention the

conversion of M. Alphonse Ratisbonne, a wealthy Jew,

of Strasburgh, to tlie Roman Catholic faith, in that city,

where he received the Biacrament of baptism, confirniation,

and the cucharist, on the 31st Jan.—The Bmrio di Roma
announces the death, on the 1st inst. of the Princess Caro-

lina Louisa Maria, daughter of the reigning Grand Duke

of Mecklenburg Strelitz, in her 24th year. The Infantes

Don Juan and Don Ferdinand, sons of Don Carlos, have

returned to Rome from Naples.

Russia.—Intelligence received from St. Petersburgh

of the 22d ult. announces that the Emperor, by a ukase

of the 6th ult., has taken from the Catholic and Greek

clergy, as well as from all the convents situate m the

northern provinces of the empire, all the cultivated lands

which they possessed, a measure which we stated in

our last was in contemplation. This property was to be

annexed to the national domain, and the elerey of the

churches and convents were to obtain an annual provision

from the State. Private accounts to the 31st ult. state,

that the reduction in the army, ordered ou the 4 th inst.,

amounts, according to the stated number to be reduced,

to (30,000 men ; but, as the corps arc now complete, the

number to be discharged would be about 42,000, if the

greater part of the infantry would not have to be taken

to complete the infantry regiments, to 1,000 men per

battalion, so that the reduction will, it is thought, not

exceed 25,000 men in all. Count Pozzo di Borgo, the

celebrated diplomatist, died in Paris on the loth inst., in

tho 78th year of his age.
^ ^^ _^

Greece Private If^tt^ra ^nm Athens, dated

ult., inform us that the King appears little hiclined io

fulfil the promise^ which it was said he liad made to Sir

S. Canning, respecting the differences with Turkev, and
which it is feared will not now be adjusted without foreign

intervention. M. Mavrocordato, who haS been ap-

poiuted on a mission to Constantinople, had not yet taken
his departure ; and it was rumoured that his friends had
advised him not to proceed on his ml^^ion without having
previously obtained full powers to act, wliicli, tho same
accounts add, his Majesty was determined not to concede.
—A violent shock of an earthf^uake was felt at Pyrgos, in
the Peloponnesus, on the 31st ult. It lasted four seconds
and a half, and was followed by several otlier shocks, less

strong, during the night. The shock, the accounts state,

came as if fi-om the island of Zante, but ho particulai-s

arc given of any damage sustained.

TrRKEV.—By the Levant mail we have received
intelligence from Constantinople to the 27th ult. Sir
Stratford Canning reached that capital on the 21st
ult., and had his audience of the Sultan on the 27th,
On his Excellency's arrival at the Dardanelles, tho
honours paid to him are said to have been moro
than were ever paid before to an ambassador. Tho
nomination of il. Mavrocordato, as Minister of

Greece to the Porte, had given satisfaction in Constanti-

nople. The Cabinet, contrary to custom, had held coun-

cils during the four days of the Beiram.—The accounts

received from Syria were satisfactory. Cassim Bechir,

the present Prince of Libanon, had arrived in a steamer

at Constantinople, and would not, it was believed, return

to his post, it being the intention of the Sultan to place

the Government of the. mountains under the immediate
direction of the Porte. To that effect it was contemplated

to appoint two governors—the one civil, and the other

military. The civil administration was to be confided to

a council, composed of eight membei'S, four Druses and
four ^laronitcs, under the presidency of the governor.

Municipal councils, it is said, would also be organised

on the same principle, and the military power be vested

in Omar Pacha. The mai^ch of troops from Asia Minor
had been counter-ordered ; and forces have been assem-
bled at Erzeroum and in Trebizond.

Egypt.—The arrival of the Levant mail brings little

political intelligence from Alexandria, in consequence of

the absence of the Pacha, who was still at Esneh.
Private accounts are exclusively occupied with com-
ments on the state of trade, and the commercial regula-

tions of Government, but arc uiiiutercsting to the general

reader.

West T^'dies.—\Vehave received intelligence of recent

date from these islands ; but it is not of great importance.

The weather at St. Lucia had been very favourable for the

estates ; the crop had generally commenced under most
advantageous circumstances, the *' yield" from the canes

being large. The planters had as yet found no difficulty in

obtaining a sufficiency of labour, at a reduced rate of wages.

Tn Antigua a slight shock of an earthquake had been felt in

December. At Trinidad a numerous meeting of the pro-

prietors of estates had been convened, and resolutions

passed invoking the home government to separate and

make that colony independent of the government of Bar-

badoes. The important increase in the production and

commerce of that island, and the prominent position it

occupied compared with several of the other West India

possessJous having independent governments, were the

chief reasons advanced in support of the request of the

colonists.

United States.—By the arrival of the Royal mail

steamer Britannia at Liverpool on Tuesday, we have

papers from New York to the 31st ult. The proceedings

in Congress are reported to the 28th ult. The senato

had, by a vote of 23 to 22, refused to pass the Bankrupt

Law Repeal Bill. Mr. Clay voted iu the majority on
the question ; the bill was to come into operation on tho.

1st inst., the day fixed on its enactment. An extraor-

dinary petition from Massachusetts had been under con-

sideration of the House of Representatives, for the dis-

solution of the Union. Tho commercial and financial

affairs of the entire country ai'c reported to be in a bad
state, owing, in part, to the want of confidence in govern-

ment. The income of the state ditt not meet the expen-

diture, and authority was a^ked from Congress to resort

to Treasury notes. A bill for the issue of five millions

of dollars, rc-issuable at pleasure, provided that the

amount issued docs not at any time exceed five millions,

had passed both houses. The whole groundwork of

credit and currency in Pennsylvania appears to have
been destroyed by a panic, arising from want of confi-

dence in the banks. The run upon those of Philadelphia

had been very great, and the Girard Bank, and Bank of

Philadelphia, had been obliged to close their doors. In

^laryland the popular branch had, by a vote of 55 to 15,

passed a bill requiring the banks of that state to resume

specie payments within twenty days from the passing of

the act. In Ohio, also, both branches of the legislature

have passed a bill requiring the resumption of specie

payments by the banks, New^ Jersey, iu that portion of

it connected with New York, had maintained the specie

standard, and the legislature, it was believed, would

compel the bunks of the western portion of the state,

borderini? on Pennsylvania, to resume on or before the

4th Julvf The case of Nicholas Biddlc and others still

engaged the Philadelphia Sessions Court. ^^B f
pf^^a-

tion had been made, on the 19th ult., by tb^^.f*^^ ^^^-

General and Mr. F.E. Brewster, t<>t^^ J,^fl^.^d

the ground that a rule of the court prorui^
^^^^K'

should be bound over in aU ^/^^^ta /^^^^^ t* the
and that theae defeuibats were entitled to me

already prepared.

court

-
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benefit of that rule. Tiio sequel is not given iu the

paj '. A habeas corpus having been taken out for Mr,

T. Dunlap, late Prwrident of the United States Bank, as

well as one for Mr. S. JauJun> the hearing of the cases

was to take place about the 25th ult. The President of

tbe Senate laid before the body, on the 20th ult,,' a
meMiige from the Presidoiit of the United States, cover-

ing a communication from the Department of State, con-

taining the protetit of the officers and crew of the Ame-
T\c\xn bng Creole, and the correspondence between the
American consul at Nassau and the Britii,h authorities

in relation to that subject, sent in compliance with a
resolution offered hy Mr. Calhoun on the 11th ult. Lord
Morpeth was at Waslnugton, and attended the sittings

of Congress almost daily. Mr. Cliarles Dickens (Boz),
who had arrived from Fngland in the United States, had
been most flatteringly received. A public dinner was to

be given to him at Bo.itou, and Le had accepted an invi-

tation to a Lu.I to be held in honour of his visit at the
Park Theatre, New York.
Canada.—The intelligence brought hy the'Brilaimla

informs us that Sir C. Bagot luul been sworn in at AI-
wington-house, Kingston, in th-- presence of the jndgfs,
heads of departments, dec, and had a.ssumed t!ie functions
of Governor- General of Biiti.sh Nurth America. His
Uxoellency afterwards held a levee, which was numc-
ron<*lv attended. After the levee an address was pre-

'
„ Thefol-

g IS ft passage from hl.s Excellency's answer: —
" I thank you for your promirn .s of support, and I assure
you that in th" discharge of niy duties as Governor-
General of British Xorth Amcric;i, It will bo iny endea-
vour to pursue the course which will he most conducive
to the welfai'e of all her Majesty's subjects, and to the

. permanency of tfie connexion between this portion of her
Majesty's dominions and the mother country.*'—The
Governor-General had issued a proclamation, con\'oking
the provincial parliament for the iiJd ult., but not for
the despatch of public busiuL,-. It was, however, gene-
rally supposed tliat the legislatui-e would actually meet
in March.
Cape or Good Hon:.—We have received Cape of

Good Hope papers to the 1 1th Dec. Nothing was known
of the intention of Sir G, Napier with respect to the
marchingof troops for Port Natal, but it was presumed that

^ nCed to hiia by the inhabitants of Kingston,
lowlnff ia a passage from hl.s Excellency's k

Capt. Smith would receive immediate orders to advance
from the Umgazi camp. The wine-merchants and wine-
growers of the Cape were acting in concert in the endea-
vour to restore their trade by the production of wines of
superior quality. The wheat crops throughout the colony
were reported as being in a flourishing condition ; and it
was expected that about 50,000 muids would be exported.

I.ora WoNTBACLS, m consequence of the absence of the Duke

of Wellington, postponed hfs motion respecting: the Exchequer

biU fraud from the I8th to the 28th innt.
\

Thur4day.'—After the presentation of some petitions for a re-

peal of the Corn-laws, bj the Earl of Minto and Lord Croug;ham,

the Earl of Clancarty moved for returns relative to the ap-

pointment of chaplains in workhouses in Ireland, that then:

lordships miyht judge of the soundness of the principle which the

poor-law commissioners had adopted in making those appoint-

ments, and determine whether their practice had been in accord-

ance with the declared intention of the Leg:i8lature and the spirit

of the constitution-

The Duke of Wbllinctov opposed the motion, on the ground

that the noble Lord, from the matters ijitroduced in his speech,

ought to have given notice of his intention to move their lord-

ships to lay upon the table a bill to repeal the Irish Poor-law Act.

Knowing: the difficulty and the delicacy of the subject, he had
formerly recommended the noble Earl to leave it in the hands of

Government, that some inquiry might be made by the ministers.

The noble Lord, however, had thought proper to come there, and
though he had stated much for a repeal of the act, he had not

made out any ground for his present motion. He did not wish to

treat the motion with disrespect, but wheu he saw that it re-

qurred not only letters but minutes of conversation, he felt that

it could not be complied with, and that the better course was to

move the previous question.— The Earl of CLAN'CAftxy explained.

The Marquis of Normaxbv wished to say a few words, incon-
scquence of his former official connexion with the working of

the Irish Poor-law. He had heard with great satisfaction the
manner In which the noble Duke met the proposed motion. The
commissioners had delicate and difficult duties to perform, and if

the noble Earl had any direct charges to make he ought to bring

them forward in tliat shape, and not iu the form of the present
motion. The nature of it, considering the sort of information it

required, was without precedent.
Lord Brougham had examined the particular terms of the

notice, and expressed his determination to vote against it.

The Eail of Clancartv replied, and stated his readiness to
withdraw tht motion, though, considering the promise privately

transmitted from the noble Duke, he was surprised that it was
opposed. He had received a note from the noble Duke, stating

that he was ready to give any information he required.
The Duke of Wellington said that he had written that note,

never dreaming that such information as was now sought would
be required. He had only spoken of his individual willingness,
and had referred the noble Earl to the Irish Governn^ent. When
he saw tlic motion, and especially wheu he had heard the speech
of the noble Eailj he was sati^&ed that it must be met by the
previous question.
The Bishop of Exeter was of opinion that the noble mover had

made out a prima facie case, and had shown that the interests of
the Protestant established church had been disregarded, while
those of the Roman Catholie church had been advanced. He
understood that in nearly all cases the stipends of the Roman
Catholic clergymen attending workhouses were higher than
those of the clergymen of the church of England.
Lord WnARNCLiFPfi opposed the motion on the ground that it

caUed for information which could not be given.—The Earl of
Clax'cartv then withdrew his motion.

%)atliament.
nOL^£ OF LORDS.

^o»</ai/.—Alter the presentation of several petitions, the Build-
ings Regulations BiU, the Boroughs Improvement Bill, and the
Appropriation Acts Amendment nui, were severally read a third
time and pawed.

In reply to some remarks from Lord Campbell on the recent
declalon in Ireland affectijig the marriagca of dissenters, the Lord
Cbancklloh said ho had writtcu to the Judgea in Ireland to
••certain the grounds of their do ' ion. He had not yet got their
an*wer

;
but a« soon as he did receive it, he should take measures

to a;icertain what the law really was. so as to make it the found.
mtion for a Bill, whether enacting or declaratory.
Lord BROtroHAM brought the subject of the passengers by the

Creole, detained at Nassau by the British authoriUes; before the
House, and contended that the law of England in its present statedm not admit of their surrender.
The Earl of Abkrdkkv ^aid that Government had" given the

question their mostseriousand anxious attention, and after takineadvantage of aU the assistance which they thought desirable onthe subject, they had satisfied themselves that, by the laws of
this country, there was no machinery or authority for bringing
those persons to trial for mutiny and murder, still less for deliver-

^.ff r*"li''PA ?^ detalnhig them in custody. The Secretary ofSUte for the Colonial Department had therefore sent out orders
for releasmg those persons, unless It should be found that therewas some colonial law under which they might be tried
Lord Dbns! AN gave his opinion that there was no law, autho-

rity, or roachmery existing by which the Secretary of State forthe Colonies could deliver up these men to a foreign power, after

^fVhfJL ."A^
"• ""^^ dominions ;

and he declared, on the authorityof the mnst eminent lawyers, that the Secretary of State so delU

dan^frnfun^a^r"'^".^^ ' '^""^^^ State would be liable o the

ftn^T^nr/! r,^l?"''^^'7'*^^* ^""^ ^'^ imprisonment, and the

^^Ir^ /h. . '^^k'*"^!'
""^ **^"*"e a person upon his trial inacasewhere the punishment was death. It was perfectly clear he s^ithat an aUeu seized inthi. country for au alleged cnCcomSdn a foreign country might resist his apprehension .v^th foTcc and

if the resistance cost him his life, the •izh^^ n^V^f^hf^

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—A considerable number of petitions, chiefly on the

subject of the Corn-laws, were presented; and after the trans-
action of seme business of minor importance, the order of the
day was moved by Sir R. Peel that the House resolve itself into
a committee to consider the laws relating to the importation of
foreign corn.
Lord J. Russell said, that in the present position of the sub-

ject, with an almost universal assent to the proposition that some
alteration was desirable, the cry of ** No surrender" was at an
end, and the question came to be merely as to the terms of the
capitulation. The change, then, should be made on sound prin-
ciples—should be satisfactory, as far as possible, to the now suf-
fering portion of our community, and should be such as would
not probably be soon disturbed again. Trade in general, and par-
ticularly the trade in articles of food, was not a fit subject for
legislation. It was true that where the agricultural interests
bore peculiar burdens, it might be just to give them peculiar pro-
tections ; but Government was not professing now to act on that
prniciple. but on the principle of making England independent of
foreign countries for her supply of food. The noble Lord then
proceeded at great length to state ths principles on which he con-
sidered that Parliament should proceed in dealing with the ques-
tion. He maintained that we are not independent of foreign
nations

; that we cannot be; and that it is not essential that we
should be. Resting, said his lordship, as we do on commerce and
manufacture, we ought to have the produce of the whole worid
open to us ; and with our extensive commerce, the nursery of a
formidable navy, we had no occasion to fear the result, under any
combmaUon of cu-cumstances. He contended that the duties in
the higher part of the proposed scale were prohibitory, and that
no measure involving the principle of prohibition could be com-
patible with the welfare of this commercial country moreover
besides a prohibitory duty, ths plan maintained a system of
averages, and no amendment, he considered, of the average system
could check those frauds which have hitherto attended it. An-
other evil was, that the "sliding scale- gave us an irregular
lustead of a steady supply and demand, and under it we were ex.posed to a drain of bullion, and a contraction of the currency, in
addition to the evil of a deficient harvest at home ; thus, by bad
legislation, aggravating the difficulties produced by the operation
of natural causes. After stating at considerable length his ob ec"tionsto a sliding scale and a system of averages his Lord^in
declared that for his own part he was disposed tSadStthe'S

„n^ M,
-"'"•'- **"* **"!'.*"= •>''" ^"-aj-" entertained and actednpon the opinion expressed bjr the noble ar.dleamed lord andLord Cr-TTKN-HAM and the Lord CaANCKtLOR aho concurred""Lord Denman's atotement of the law. Lord BRoi-n«»„ »k^

rtated that Lords Wynford andAbing^r had^author^'Id hi™ ^oexpress tUeir a«se«t to the same opinion, thea withdrew his mo°

MWert.
I"'°''"'^''0" of the correspondence relaUng to the

ISidln^n'tmt '"''"' "" ^^^° '^ "'^ AppropriaUon

On the presentation of a petition from Hull for the repeal ofthecorn aws, by the Marquis of Nor^iaxbv, Lord BaoJonAMde!dared \m opinion that while the only lepitiraate object oluxttion was revenue, the worst mode of raising a revenue was by atax on food. He was far from approving a fijtcd duty on coLbut he did not therefore like a sliding scale. He asked LoTdRipon a question respecting the towns which were propose^l tobe added to those which now make the returns
P^^P^^ed to

The Earl of Ripov replied tliat the object in adding those

tw!!LT T^ K^"" .""^ disposition toleien the averages and

^"e^LZer "^ '°"'' ^"' '° *""*'" '^'^ averafes'in a

.™^!!°»f^M°L*''"'""l'°"'''*^''«''""*' *'"' proposed new aUding

Lw «nrf hf /If
""^^^

'''"°,«i'"''
"'"' oppressive than the presentlaw, and he therefore could not understand why the measure hadbeen introduced Preserved turtle, he said, had been admitted

ri^t te .n™^ c;,J?%*''m"*^''*'
"'^"'' *^« application of theprin-

^tt^-?r?' i^*^""^
(urtiier conversation on these topics followed,WK B afforded no poinu of interest,

"n i-u.

in favour of a fixeU duty, and amonrothes he adduced thonames of Husklsson. Maithus, M'CuUoch tc Lord InhTfh^^denounced the proposed measire of Sir R. Pe4l L^n/oMn^ «nthe mischief of innovation without the compeit^ktToi of pVacUcaimprovement. In attributing the distress to improvements in

tne Kigtit Hon. Baronet had given a very false view of the pxisting state of things. He did not himself considerThat the Co™"laws were the sole cause of our pre'=ent dist r^ .^r .iTtlu • ,.
ation would immediately reliev'e U f stilThe did' ?hialfthatrJreItrelaxation of our Corn -laws was necessary to renovate our t/adeand commerce. His Lordship concluded bymS the fo lov^tn^resolution r-" That this House, consideriugThe evtls wWcii h^lbeen caused by the present Corn-laws.and especiaUy by the fluetuations of the graduated or sliding scale, is not nrenared toadopt the measure of her Majestj-s Government, which isCded
rZll""'

"''^' P^'""^^"' ^^ '' "''^'y t" »>« at ended bysS
•^ **(* ^.t-^^s™*-'"* replied to the noble Lord in a speech of considerable length,^ defending tbe proposition of GovemL°L °^'H
conte, d ng tiiat the scale proposed was superior h aU3s to afixed duty. He endeavoured to prove by a compnrison of thenecessary operation of the proposed measure with that nfifiv.1
doty of eight shillings per q^uar^er, that.KeTytilginal le sUteo< circurnstances, and n reference to our intercourse wUh everynation, the former is the more advantageous to the inter«tfnf

that the 20s. rate of duty was a prohibitory one. he reminded theHouse that it was only levied when prices indicated an abimdan?supply at home; and if this were to be regarded as a urohi >Uor

v

duty, he hoped that we should always have the bTcssini^ of on/A uniform prot«cUou, he said, could not be givealo co^n ^ ii

could and was to other articles, because at high prices of
duty could be maintained; therefore at low prices it wa-^^'^t"*^
give a duty which would be an effectual protection He trusted
that the measure now to be introduced would work a o-^^ ..• - . .

"'" "'^**' a great im.

deprecate, and which, with reference to this particnlar siil!fp"t*
ImH hppn dpnoiinccd with neciiliar pmnhncic k« t „_.i ». .yoject.

provement, without that sort of total revolution which all*

had been denounced with peculiar emphasis by Lord Melhn.
himself in 1840. Between the opposite extremes of those w?!
thought with the Anti-corn Law Convention and those wh
thought with the Agricultural Association of Boston he hon^H
that the measure of Government was a fair medium • and that it
would give relief to consumers, steadiness to prices/an increl
to foreign trade, and a general improvement to the condition nf
the country. "'

Mr. C. Wood denied the possibility of rendering England indo
pendent of foreign supply. The question was merely as to the
terms on which foreign supply should be sought—whether under
a variable or a fixed duty. For the last ten years, no great onan
tity of corn had paid more than lOs., therefore any duty much
above that must be prohibitory. He recommended a fixed dutv
as likely to produce a steadier trade. The effect of the present
law was to give every advantage to foreigners against ourselves-
to give a profit to the holder of foreign corn, and transfer the
traffic to the foreign shipper. The distress of large districts called
upon the House to increase the means of consumption.— Mr
LiDDELL considered that the measure proposed by Goveniment
was not only acceptable to the agricultural interest, but would
satisfy a large portion of the commercial and manufacturing
community, *

Dr. BowRiNG referred to the quotations of Sir K. Peel on a former
night from his evidence before the Committee on Import Duties
complaining that they had been partially made ; and contendin*
that the proportion of comforts enjoyed by English labourers e^
compared vrith those of other countries was not so great as the Rt
lion. Baronet had stated it to be. He did not, he said, advocate'-
the principle of a fixed duty, for he was persuaded that nothing
short of a total repeal would now satisfy public opinion. As for
the proposed plan of Government, its operation would be more
stringent than the existing law. The only solution he considered
of this great question which would not be disposed of out of
doors as it would be in the House, was, that the bread of the
people should not be taxed.
Mr. Fekrand taunted Lord J. Russell with the result of liis

appeal to the people on the Corn-laws. Lord John, he said, had
stated that the hand-writing was on the wall. It had been legible
enough ; the West Riding had read it, and returned two Conser-
vatives. Mr. Ferrand then attacked the members of the Anti-
Corn-law League, whose object he represented as being to in.
crease their own profits by lowering the price of labour: and
concluded by an appeal to the landed interests, who, he trusted,
would relieve the labouring classes.—On the motion of Sir W.
Clay the debate was then adjourned.
Mr. Pkmbkrton obtained leave to bring in a bill to enable

H. R. H. the Prince of Wales to grant leases of the possessions of
the Duchy of Cornwall, and to enable her Majesty to exercise the
powers of his Royal Highness as Duke of Cornwall during his
minority. The bill was then brought in and read a first time.
Tuesday.—Seyeiixl petitions having been presented, the Speaker

informed the House that he had received a communication from
the agent of the Carlow petitioners, to the effect that the petition
against the return of Col. Bruen and Mr.T. Banbury would not be
presented.
Lord Stanley, in reply to Sir C. Napier, stated that the

places of residence of the three Leeward Islands Bishops would be
Barbadoes, Demerara, and Antigua.

In reply to a question from Col. Rawdon, on the subject of
Presbyterian marriages in Ireland, Lord Em ox stated that it was
the intention of Government to introduce a Bill without delay,

legalising the marriages referred to; but that they must take
time to consider the prospective measures to be adopted with re-

gard to such marriages for the future. <•

In reply to questions from Col. Fox, Sir B. Peel said that

Government had received no official information of the presence
or probable arrival of Cabrera in Paris; but that some reports had
reached Government similar to that mentioned by the gallant

Colonel, namely, that Cabrera was actually in Paris, or might
shortly be expected there. He could not let this opportunity
pass without expressing his earnest hope that the Government of
Spain, supported as it was by the great body of the Spanish peo-
ple, would have strength and energy sufficient to resist any revo-
lutionary machinations.

Sir C. Napter having said that it was by no means his wish to
insinuate that the present enlightened King of the French would
lend himself to any conspiracy of the kind. Sir R. Peel also dis-

claimed tlie insinuation that there was the smallest ground for

supposing that the French Government would give the slightest

countenance to any conspiracy against the Government of Spain.
The LoRn Abvocate, in reference to a former debate, stated,

upon the authority of the Loid Chief Justice Clerk and the Soli-

citor-General of Scotland, that the late Lord President of the
Court of Session had sat in every jury cause at which according
to law he ought to preside, with the exception of three causes.
The Corn law debate was then resumed in committee by Sir

W, Clay, who insisted that a sliding scale of duties had been

topic. It was, he said, within the power of Sir R. Peel and his

Government to pass their measure, but it was beyond the power
of any Government to settle the question by such measures.
The people of England had now taken up the subject, and they
would settle it in their own way,—Capt. Hamilton expressed
the opinion that the Goverumeut measure did not afford to the

agricultural interest the full protection they had a right to claim

:

yet still he should vote for it in opposition to the resolution of

Lord J, Russell.—Mr. Childers expressed his opinion in favour
of a fixed duty.- Capt. Rous supported the measure of the Admi-
nistration; and Mr. Williams spoke in favour of the resolution
of Lord J. Russell.
Mr. Ormsby Gore gave a calculation to show how small a

burden per head was imposed on the labouring classes by the

existing Corn-law. He read extracts from a letter addressed to

him by an operative cotton-printer, purporting that the Coiii-

laws had nothing to do with the distress of the working people,

which was stated to be caused solely by machinery. He re-

garded the proposal of a fixed duty as a deceitful suggestion.
Mr. WAuomadea long speech against the Government mea-

sure. Lord J. Russell, he said, had stated on the previous night,

that the amount of fixed duty which he would consent to, shouiu

be exactly proportioned to the peculiar burdens of the agricul-

tuial interest. He (Mr. Ward) intended to take an early oppor-

tunity of moving for a committee to inquire what were the nature

and amount of those burdens. As to even a fixed duty, the time

was fast passing away for its imposition. ^
Sir E. Knatchbcll defended the plan of Government, ana

contended that Lord J. Russell' could never have hoped for tnc

concurrence of the landed interest in his plan of a fixed dury.

He declared his own concurrence in the doctrine of a fixed duiy»

provided it were possible to maintain such a duty in t>mes 01

scarcity; but it could not be then maintained; ^"^ " ^'"f? .;„
moved, it would be gone for ever. He certainly would not nim-

self have concurred in Sir R. Peel's plan if he had not believea it

to furnish just and full protection to the landed interests, arm

security to them for their station in the community. He nati rcu

it his duty, however, to consider this subject v^-ith reference to

the interests, Miot of the agriculturists alone, but of ail classes,

and he was happy to find that his constituents concurred witu

him, and were prepared to support the plan now proposed.

,
Mr. Labocchere insisted, iu reply to the last speaker, t»»»-

the object of a Corn-law ought to be, not the maintenance o any

particular class, hut the advantage of the entire communuy*
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He would be sorry to see bVjwry done to the landed interest; but
to him the grand consideration was the welfare of the people at
large. The question, he considered, was, whether, in average
years, we grow enough for our population? Notwithstanding
the great increasing power of agriculture, returns, shaving our
annual increasing average importations of foreign grain, proved
that our population was rapidly outstripping the means of
supply. He then quoted an opinion given in 1828 by Lord
Stanley, in which that noble lord had expressed his approbation
of a fixed duty; and concluded by saying that he did not know
whether the policy of Government in other matters was to be
more liberal than in this. If it were not, all would be alike de-
lusive ;

hut if it were more liberal, there woultl be a suspicion
that the want of liberality on the Corn-law was owing to the
superior power of the parties interested.

Sir J. Graham said, that the agitation of this question had
been begun by the late Government, and it then became impos-
sible for their successors to avoid dealing with it. This measure
was produced by Ministers as the lowest duty which could be
taken consistently with the due protection of the agriculturists.
The fixed duty would not have conciliated the parties opposite;
to have adopted it, would have been, in Lord J. Russell's lan-
guage, to disturb without settling. After his own experience, he
had no faith in finality, and would never again recommend a
concession larger than he thought just, in the hope that it would
be conclusive. What he now tendered was, in his opinion,
equitable for the consumer on the one hand, and the producer on
the other. Lord John, he continued, had himself, in Lord Grey's
Government, supported the sliding scale. That scale had been
called slippery, but there seemed to be some lubricity even in
the fixed duty; for the noble lord himself had proposed on the
preceding night to relax it. He next entered into some calcula-
tions to show at what prices foreign com would come into com-
petition with British, and to evince the advantage conferred
upon the consumer mider the proposed scale; after which he
recurred to the inconvenience of the opposite plan, when hij^h
prices should call for remission of duties. He then quoted some
official reports, setting forth the operation of machinery in pro-
ducing goods and displacing labour, and concluded by a short
recapitulation of his arguments. The debate, on the motion of
Mr. C. BuLLKR, was then again adjourned.

Wednesday.— Several itetition^ were presented, and notices of
motions given. The Chancellor of the Excjikquer postponed
his motion on the Exchequer biil fraud until Tuesday,
In reply to a question from Mr. Evans, Sir J. Grauam said that

the subject of Local Courts had occupied the attention of Go-
vernment, and it was their intention to introduce a measure which
should provide for the recovery of debts not exceeding fifteen
pounds, by local tribunals; and the recovery of debts of that
amount would be provided for by quarterly trials.
The adjourned debate was then resumed by Mr. E. Bullkr,

who said he had diligently compared the operation of the present
sliding scale with what would probably be the operation of the
proposed scale, and he had come to the conscientious conclusion
that it would prove but a mitigated mischief.

Sir W. James opposed the resolution of Lord J. Russell, and
Mr. Bernal, jun., supported it. Mr. Scott (Roxburghshire)
representing a manufacturing as well as an agricultural constitu-
ency, considered himself returned to protect both interests,
and was happy to say, that by the generality of those who sent
him thither, the plan of Government was fully approved. Mr.
Hastie contended that the sliding scale had produced very
serious effects upon the currency of the country, and had mate-
rially injured our trade with the United States, Mr. Christmas
supported the Government measure, chiefly in reference to the
mterests of Ireland.
Mr. Roebuck wished that before the question upon Lord J.

Russell's amendment, which respected only the mode of the tax-
ation upon corn, a question should be put as to the fitness of any
com taxation at all. He disclaimed any argument on the religious
ground, thatof sinfulness in taxing bread; but the manufacturing
system, he said, had been created by the war, with the universal
consent of the nation ; and the population so created then must
be maintamed now. The working classes, he added, were watch-
ing the great experiment now going on with quiet yet intense in-
terest

;
they were waiting to see which of the two crreat classes.

the landed or the commercial body, had the wUi or the power to

S^ i^S'"-''^®*^*^^' ^^^ ^' ^^^^ "^^'^^ lag&iiig behind his age; and if
ne am not now meet the exigencies of his position with courage
and boldness, it would be said of him hereafter that he had failedm the practical sagacity of statesmanship.
Lord Saxuon said, that, important as was the commercial ele-ment of our greatness, it was not the only element. The people of

i^ivcrpool, whom he represented, continued to hold the old-
lashioned doctrine that England ought to be independent of
Joreigners for her supply of food. They considered the present
measure to be a most valuable boon.
Lord WoRSLEv could not assent to the proposition of Govern-

ment, neither could he agree to a fixed dulj^ as suggested by Lord
J. Russell. The great body of those who were now supporthig
Government had generally led their constituents to expect that
they would resist all change in the Corn-laws, and he called onthem now to join him in resisUng the Government measure,—
Mr. CHRiSToruER replied to Lord Worsley. and defended the
Government measure j and after a few words from Mr. G.Berkelky, who was in favour of a fixed duty.

Sir R. Perl rose and said that he was quite aware that he had
to contend with two classes of antagonists—one party led by
Lord J. Russell, who supported a fixed duty, and those led by
Mr. V iLLiERs, who repudiated all protection. How such parties,
ho^^ever, were made to range themselves under one banner, he
was somewhat at a loss to know. He agreed that the object
should be the welfare of the whole people ^ and he had adopted
hii present measure, because he thought it better for the whole
people's welfare than a fixed duty. Lord John himself seemed to
be quitting the fixed for the sliding duty, but made his slide all at
once, and dropped 8*. in the duty on a rise of 2s. in the price;
indeed, he thought that the only diflfcrence between them was
that the noble Lord would only slide on one leg. The right hon.
Baronet proceeded to say that he disclaimed all intention of in-
creasing protection by his proposed alteration of taking the
averages, and was quite open to conviction on the subject. Vast
pecuniary and social interests, he said, were involved in the con-
sideration of the great question of protection to agriculture;
and no sudden alteration, he thought, could be made without
producing a revulsion of the most serious character. The right
hou. Baronet concluded by saying that Government expected to 1

meet with dissatisfaction in some quarters, hut they looked to
find their ultimate reward in the approbation of moderate men,
and the benefit of all classes of the country.
Lord Palmerstox represented the measure as universally dis-

satisfactory : and the silence with which the first sUtement of it
had been received by the supporters of Government, he con-
sidered, was its condemnation. A more liberal measure might
not have received support from one quarter, but it would have
been compensated by support from other quarters, and such
a course would have been ultimately better for the Government
as well as the country. On general principles, the noble Lord
said he was averse to protection at all ; but he was disposed to
advocate a fixed duty, not for protection, but for revenue. But a
shdmg scale, modified as it might be, would neither benefit com-
merce nor the revenue; while, under a fixed duty, the trade in
corn would become a steady and expansive trade.—On the con-
clusion of Lord Palmerston's speech the House divided ; when
there appeared—For the original motion, 349: for the amend-
ment, 226. Majority for Ministers, 123.
Mr. ViLMKRs, after a short discussion, obtained leave to post-

pone his motion for a total repeal of the Corn-laws until Friday.
The House then went into committee, and immediately afterwards
regained, when the other orders of the day were disposed of.

Frirfffy,-«Mr. ViLLiERs proposed his motion for the abolition of
U duties on forei^ com. He be^n by reading the petxtioa of

the Conference assembled in London, which he considered as no
inappropriate introduction to his motion. It was, he said, uni-
versally admitted that the present law had worked badly; it had
only worked well for dishonest men: and seeing this, he did not
despair, at no very distant period, of being able to persuade the
house to abandon legislation on it altogether.
Mr. OsivALD seconded the motion. After some remarks by Lord

Maiiox and Mr. Elphi.vstone, Mr. Heathcote considered that
Sir R. Peel had produced stronger arguments for maintaining
the present law than for altering it.—Mr. Brothkrton opposed
the Corn-law, because he considered it essentially unjust j and
defended the manufacturers from the attack of Mr. Ferrand, who
had said they had made fortunes out of the sinews of workmen.—
Sir C. Napier advocated a fixed duty of 85., and deprecated vio-
lent changes, even of a bad law ; but expressed his intentiou of
voting for the motion, in which Capt. Berkeley joined.

CITY.
Monet/ MarJcei, Friday,—Consols for money and the

account closed at 89^ to f ; Three per Cents. Reduced,
:
Three-and-a-Half per Cents. Reduced, 99J ; Long

Annuities (expiring Jan. 5, 1860), 12 11-16; India Stock,
246 to 248; Bank Stock, 168^ to 1G9| ; and Exchequer.
bills, 23s. to 25s. premium.

89^

The
iiletvopolis anZi its i^fcinfUn

Ej:chequer-biil Forgery, — The report of the
commissioners appointed in consequence of the recent
discovery of forged Exchequer-bills, to inquire in what
manner those securities have been made out and issued,
has just been published. It is a voluminous document,
and contains, together with the report of the commission-
ers, the evidence of all the witnesses examined. No new
facts, however, of interest are brought to light. The
report admits that the frauds of the late senior clerk, Mr,
Beaumont Smith, were facilitated by the absence of suffi-

cient internal check, and the incompleteness of general
supervision. It states that the sole direction of the quan-
tity of paper to be manufactured and printed, of the jilates

to be engraved, and the custody of the moulds of the
plates—of the press seal and counterfoils, as well as the
entire preparation of the Exchequer-bills, were intrusted
to the uncontrolled discretion and integrity of the senior
clerk of the tfepartment in which the bills were prepared,
and, during his absence, of his assistant-clerks, unchecked
by any regular examination of the stores or of the trades-
men's bills, or by any regular periodical destruction of
surplus printed paper, worn-out plates, or counterfoils.

As regards the future management of this department,
and for prevention of frauds, the commissioners recom-
mend that the plates for the bills should be engraved in a
superior style to the present; that the best artists should
be employed in the engraving and workmanship of the
plates and dies, and of the stamp and seal ; and that me-
chanical means should be used for distinguishing the im-
pressions. They also recommend that the office of issue,

that is, the office of the Paymaster, should be removed
from Westminster to the vicinity of the Bank of England,
so as to afford convenient means of reference in order to

test the genuineness of any Exchequer-bill, and that the
bills should be countersigned at the office of the Paymaster
on receiving them from the office of the Comptroller-
General. Suggestions are also made to establish regula-

tions for the management of the business of the office of
the receipt of the Exchequer, with a view to the future
prevention of forgery and unauthorised issue.

Anii- Corn-law Conference.—A meeting of the delegates

of the Anti-Corn-law Conference has been held, for the

purpose of taking into consideration the proposed measure
of Government on the question of the Corn-laws, and to

draw up a memorial on the subject to the Queen ; Mr.
Taylor in the chair. The meeting, which lasted two days
and terminated on Saturday, yras numerouily attended,

A great many speeches, all condemning the proposed plan

of Sir R. Peel, and some of considerable length, were
delivered, the most remarkable of which were those by the

Chairman, Mr. Villiers, M.P., Mr. O'Connell, and several

other members of the House of Commons. The first re-

solution, which passed unanimously, was— *' That the dele-

gates assembled having denounced the corn and provision

laws of this country as a national sin, inflicting incalculable

suffering upon the industrious classes, and enormous evils

on the community at large, pledge themselves, and ear-

nestly recommend the constituency of the United King-
dom, not again to support any member of the House of

Commons \Yho does not vote, or any candidate who does

not pledge himself to vote, for the total and immediate
repeal of this obnoxious law.". The second resolution

was—** That this meeting, duly appreciating the efforts

of ministers of all denominations to impress the people

with the religious bearings of the anti-bread-tax move-
ment, would respectfully suggest that their success would
be considerably increased by simultaneous meetings of

their people all over the country, and that the standing

committees of the various ministerial conferences be re-

quested to take the same into their immediate considera-

tion." The last and principal resolution for which the

meeting had been especially convened,.was the adoption
of a memorial to the Queen to dismiss her Ministers. It

stated that the petitioners were ** wholly and grievously

dissatisfied with the measure proposed by her Majesty's

present advisers to the country for a modification of the

laws which obstruct the importation of food for the people,
a measure which the memorialists view as injurious to the

interests of the country, the peace of the nation, and the

honour of the Government; and they desired to express
their alarm at the consequences likely to arise from the

sufferings now endured by the people, and to avow their

utter want of confidence in her Majesty's present Minis-
ters, or in any Ministers who shall not propose to Parlia-

ment a measure for the total and immediate abolition of

the»corn and provision laws." The memorial having been
unanimously adopted, arrangements were made for its

ing prcisented to her Majesty^ at Brighton ; and the

general business of the Conference concluded by the ap-
pointment of an Executive Committee, which was to con-
tinue its sittings so long as it should consider it needful
for the promotion of the object they had in view.

The Tower,—It appears that the number of persons
who paid for admission to view the Horse Armoury and
the ruins of the small armouries, during the week ending
Saturday last, was only 524 ; the number of visiters during
the previous week having been 727. The sale of relics
of the fire is still carried on, but it appears to have now
lost much of its former interest, and purchasers are not at
all so numerous as they were. The new Jewel-office is
still without the regalia, which remain in the custody of
Messrs. Rundell and Bridge. The reason assigned for its
non-transference to the Tower is the damp state of the
new Jewel-office ; but as fires are daily kept in it, the
public, it is expected, will soon have an opportunity of
again viewing the regalia.

Marylebone,—On Saturday a meeting of the Maryle-
bone Vestry took place, for the purpose of receiving the
report of a committee appointed to consider a bill now
before Parliament forgiving to London and Westminster
a better and cheaper supply of pure and wholesome water.
Tlie following is the substance of the report:—The com-
mittee state, ** that they have investigated and highly ap-
prove of the plans of the London and Westminster Water
Cowipany ; and it being the intention of the company to
apply to Parliament this session for an Act of Incorporation,
they recommend to the Vestry to support so important a
measure, and by every means in their power, in order that
an abundant and pure supply of the first necessary of life

may be afforded to the inhabitants of this parish. They
further recommend that a deputation from i he Vestry be
appointed to wait upon the Home Secretary, to solicit the
support of Government in favour of the company, which,
the report proceeds to say, in accordance with Sir R, Peel's
prediction in 183D, makes a purer supply the basis of its

prospectus, and has proved by extensive experiments, made
by order of a committee of the House of Lords, that a
large supply of pure water can be obtained at a much
cheaper rate than that charged at present. The adoption
of the report, which was moved by Mr. Clapp and se-

conded by Lord Kenyon, was carried unanimously ; after

which a deputation was nominated to wait upon the Home
Secretary, to request the aid of Government in support
of the Bill,—On Thursday a numerous meeting was held
of the electors of the borough appointed from its various
districts, to wait upon Sir B. Hall and Sir C. Napier, the
borough members, upon the subject of the window duties.

Both the members attended. Mr. Cooke, at great length,

proceeded to call their attention to the great injury in-

flicted upon the nflddling classes by the impost of window
duties, and said the electors wished to impress upon their

representatives the necessity of a total repeal. Mr. Potter
said it was useless for them to expect that the government
of Sir R. Peel would give them any relief, and it had been
rumoured that he was about to bring forward as a measure
the house tax. He wished the members for the borough,
and government, to bear in mind that what the people of
this parish did ten years ago they would in a short time be
prepared again to adopt, namely, passive resistance to the
payment of the taxes. After several other electors had
spoken on the subject, Sir B. Hall observed that his opi-

nionp upon the subject of a repeal of the window duties

were well known, and he should have no hesitation when
the ministerial plan of finance was propounded, to move
for their entire repeal. Sir C. Napier said that the two great
things which involved the country in expense were the

maintenance of the army and navy. With regard to the

latter he candidly confessed that if the reduction of the
window duties would tend to diminish in any way its effi-

ciency, he would not support it. It was ultimately deter-

mined that when the question of the finances came before

the House of Commons, the endre repeal of the obnoxious
duties should be moved by Sir B. Hail.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of deaths, from all causes, registered in the week
ending Saturday, the 5th inst, :—Males, 526 ; females,

499: total, 1,025. Weekly average, 1838-9-40-1,—
Males, 467 ; females, 445,

Metropolitan Improvements,—In the House of Com-
mons, on the 11th inst., it was ordered "that there be
prepared copies of all memorials presented to the Lords
Commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury by Mr. Wason,
relating to the plan of improvement in the parishes of
St, John and St. Margaret, Westminster, which was re-

commended by the Select Committee of the House of
Commons on Metropolis Improvement in 1810, and to

effect which a certain sum of money was recouimended to

be allocated by the said cou^mittee ; and also of any pro-
ceedings tliereon." Copies also were ordered of any
correspondence relating to improvements in the same
parishes, between the Dean and Chapter of Westminster
with the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, upon the

subject of obtaining such sura of money for the benefit of

the private property of the Dean and Chapter of West-
minster, contrary to the public interests.—The projected

Nelson column in Trafalgar-square is not expected to be

completed during the present year, owing to the difficulty,

it is said, of procuring Haytor granite. It has been sug-

gested to have basins constructed in the square, for the

display of public fountains, similar to those on the Place

de la Concorde at Paris. A new fountain has been made

in Kensington Gardens, at the head oi the Serpentine

water. The Buckingham Palace conservatories at eacii

end of the garden front of the Falnce, which h&d been m
total disuse, have been fitted up and heated

.^^^/'J^f^'^fr-

tion of hothouse plant?, which has contributed to the

beauty of the garden facade. The proposed Tower Ham-

lets Park, for which an act of rarhament was obtained by

a
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the CommisMoiWrt of Woods and Forests last session, will

be laid out in the ensuing 5]>rin?.

JhiropoIUan PosL—The foiiowing is the Bt^tctnent of

the number oflettcrs that haTe passed through the general

post of the ^lefroDoIis, for the four weeks ending the I2th

inst,, and the district post for the four weeks ending the

2J>th ult., compared with the corresponding periods in the

1839 and 1811 :—
THUOUGH THB GF.NERAT. rOST.

yewra

Pour weeks ending Feb. 12, 1842 . . . .

Corresponding period of 1841

Ditto as nearly as can be given of 1B39 . .

Increase since 1841 on the four weeks* letters

Ditto I'^'M) ditto

5,429,071

4.808.0b2
1.543.;i75

c:o,989

3,885.096

THROUGH THK niSTRlCT VOST.

Four weeks ending Jan. 29, 1842 .... 1.918,556

Corresponding period of 1841 1,8 i 8^352

Ditto as nearly as can be given of 183y * . 1,106,421

Incre.ise since 1^41 on the four weeks' letters 100,204

Ditto 1S:^9 ditto 812,135

AccidenU,—On Sunday evening as the carriage of !^Ir-

llarland, of Chesterfield-street, May-fair, was proceeding

along llydt; park, the horses took fright near Cucoberland-

l^tc, and starting oil" at great speed, came in contact with

the carriage of tuc Duke of Norfolk, which was coming iu

an opi I site direction. His Grace's vehicle was much
damaged by the collision ; and the driver of Mr. Ilarland's

carriage was thrown from his seat, and the wheels of the

vehicle passed over him, without, however, inflicting any

serious injury. The horses in both carriages were also

much hurt ; but no one ciccpting the coachuinn received

any injury.—On Wednesday a waggoner in the employ-

ment of Mr. Gregory, of Freshgate, Essex, was on his

way to town with a waggon heavily hulcu with vegetables,

when he accidentally fell from the shaft, on which he was
riding, and both wheels of the vehicle passed over him.

lie wTs at once conveyed to the London Hospital, where
he died shortly after his admission frooi the injuries he
had received.

Fires.—On Saturday a seriotis fire broke out in the

premi i of Messrs. Cassel and Son, tar-raanufacturers,

in the neighbourhood of the Commercial Docks, which at

first created great alarm from the nature of the materials

on the premises ; but several engines being shortly on the

spot, the fiames were soon got under, without much in-

jury having been sustained.—On Monday a serious fire

occurred at the residence of Mr. Peyton, Kent-terrace,

Old Kent-road. All endeavours to save the building were
ineSectual, aad it was entirely destroyed ; so rapid was
the progress of the l^nmes, that the inmates with difhculty

succeeded in escaping with their lives^—Ou Thursday a
fire broke out in Whitecross-street prison, which at first

threatened to be of a serious character, but by prompt
assistance the flames were soon extinguished and the mis-
chief confined to the ward where the fire originated. The
governor, it is said, has endeavoured to discover the cause
of the accident, but without success,

Sheerj'^,—An accident of a serious nature, whereby
? al lives were lost, occurred in the river off the pier

at this place on Sunday. If apj>ears that a boat, belong-
ing to li.M.S- llawkc, 74, at present lying in the river,

had been on shore for provisions, aud while on their way
back to the ship, the weather being very boisterous, a
sudden squall caaght the boat's sail, whereby she was up-
set, and of nine persons in her, consiaiiag of the crew and
a warrant-officer's wife, six, including the female, unfor-
tunately perished. The accident occurred within sight of
the^ several men-of-war, whose boats put off to their
assistance ; but some time having elapsed before they
arrived at the^ spot, they
tip three of the crew, who
state, but by proper attentic

An inquest has been held.

only succeeded in picking
were in a very exhausted
a were afterwards restored,

and a lengthened investi-
gation instituted, as to thf cause of the accident. Evi-
dence was adduced as to

J the condition of the boat
when discovered, on which some discussion took place
in consequence of a report which had been circulated
that the boat was rotten ; but this was proved to be
incorrect. When picked up, the mast was found unshipped
from Its right position, and the heel of it protruding
through the timbers at the bottom of the boat. The sea-
urien who were saved were then examined. They stated
that they were all sober at the time of the accident, which
they attributed to a sudden gust of wind unshipping the
mast while under sail. The jury returned the following
verdict:^" That the deceased persons were accidentally
drowned m consequence of a boat capsizing, occasioned by

shp of the mast whilst under sail dorina a heavv
Equail."

° ^

the

Meetings have been held in several towns and boroughs
throughout the Kingdom, more particularly in the manu-
facturing districts, on the subject of the proposed plan of
Goverament with respect to the Corn-laws. It will, how-
ever, be unnecessary to repeat the proceedings at these
meetings, which in all have been nearly of the same cha-
racter as those at the Auti-Cora-hw Conference in Lon-
don, given in another part of our Paper ; and which con-
sisted in the adaption of resolutions expressive of the feel-

ings of the persons present in opposition to the plan of
Sir R. Peel, and pledging themselves to use every consti-

tutional means for effecting a total repeal of the Corn^
laws. Ill some of the large mauufacturing towns, as Man-
chester, Derby, Leicester, and Rochdale, some excitement
appears to have prevailed on the details of the Govera-
ment measure being made known ; and, among other ex-
pressions of hostility on the part of the lower classes, Sir

R» Peel has; ia several places; beet paraded about the

In no instance, however, has
streets and burnt in effigy-

there been any disturbance of the public peace.

nencivk.—On Saturday night, a collision took place off

this port between a small schooner and the General Steam

Navigation Company's ship :\loDarch, by which the

schooner was completely disabled. The Captain of the

Monarch rendered prompt assistance to the schooner, and

succeeded in taking on board his ship the whole of the

crew, consisting of the captain and three men. It does

not appear who were to blame, as the cause of this acci-

dent ; but it is said that the captain of the schooner ac

knowledges to have seen the lights of the Monarch some

time before she was struck, and that when he neared the

latter vessel he attempted to put his ship round, but was

struck afc before he could succeed in the attempt. Ihe

schooner had not sunk when the Monarch left her, but

from her shattered condition no hope was left that she

would continue long above water.
^

Birminyham A serious fire has occnrred on Blower s

Hill Farm, at Rowley Jlegis, near this town, occupied by

Mr. Edward AUsop. Several engines, both from this

place and Dudley, were soon on the spot;, but before they

arrived, one rick of wheat was entirely destroyed. There

were, it seems, at a short distance from this stack eight

more ricks of wheat and other grain, but these werefortu-

natelv saved. It is supposed to be the act of an incen-

diaryi from the circumstance of Mr. Allsop having lately

rendered himself obnoxions to certain bad characters in

the neighbourhood by defending his house against an at-

tempt at robbery ; in consequence of which it appears

that his property has been on more than one occasion

threatened with destruction. Active exertions are taking

to discover the authors of the attempt, and there is some

prospect of their being soon brought to justice.

Brighton,—Tht presence of the Court has caused this

town to be very full and gay; aud during the week, which

has been unusually fine, great numbers of persons have

frequented the cliffs and promenades to obtain a view of

her ZJajesty and Prince Albert, who have taken daily

exercise either on foot through the principal streets and

on the pier, or on horseback, or in carriages along the

cliffs and neighbouring drives. At the early part of the

week the anxiety of persons to obtain a view of the Queen
was very great, and occasioned her Majesty, it is said,

some inconvenience in consequence of the pressure of the

crowds that collected about her wherever she went. So

much, indeed, was this the case, that the chief resident

director and secretary of the Chain-pier Company waited

on the Lord Chamberlain for the^purpose of offering the

exclusive use of the pier for the Queen's private walk, at

any time her Majesty might deem it convenient to walk.

Her ^lajesty, it is said, declined to accept this offer, and
desired that her presence might not debar other persons

from the privilege of walking there at the s;ime time.

Notwithstanding, however, that notices were issued, and
every precaution taken to prevent any annoyance to th

Queen during her promen^ule, on Monday morning so

great a crowd had collected, that on her Majesty's arriving

at the entrance to the Pier the Royal party were com-
pelled to turn round, and take a carriage airing on the

Shoreham-road \ nnd even there, it is stated^ five or six

females pressed so rudely on her Majesty as to call for

the interference of the Princes of Coburg. A review
of the Scots Greys took place on Wednesday on the

Downs, by command of Prince Albert, His Royal High-
ness, accompanied by the three Princes of Saxe Coburg,
Colonel Grey, Colonel Wylde, and some foreign officers,

arrived on the ground about half-past one, when
the troops went through their exercises aud evolutions

with great precision, passing and re-passing several times
before the royal party. At the conclusion of the review,
Prince Albert expressed to the commanding-officer his

gratification at the general appearance and evolutions of
the regiment, and particularly at the trotting, and desired
that this expression of his satisfaction might be intimated
to the officers and men. The Princes and their attend-
ants then returned to the Palace. A great number of per-
sons had assembled on the Downs to obtain a view of the
royal party, and to witness the review,

Chelmsford,—An extensive fire has taken place on the
premises of Col. Brooks, of Harhngton House ; and al-

though seven engines were soon on the spot,/ and every
exertion was made to arrest the progress of the flames,
the fire continued with great violence during the whole
night. The consequence wag, that the entire range of
outbuildings, comprising the farmhouse, the dwelling in the
rear of the mansion, the numerous barns, stables, &c.,
and the left wing of the mansion, were entirely destroyed.
A quantity of grain contained in the barns, and three ex-
tensive wheat-stacks, with two of hay, were also consumed.
The live stock, however, was, by the exertions of a large
body of labouring men and neighbours, safely removed
from the premises. The origin of the fire is unknown

;
but it is thought that it arose through some carelessness
on the part of the men employed during the day in win-
nowing wheat in the barn. The process, it seems, was
continued after dark, and lanterns having been taken into
the barn to enable the men to finish their work, it is sup-
posed that a spark 'from the light communicated to the
contents of the building.

C/iard,—-An inquest has been held in this town on a
young lady, who died suddenly while walking in the street
from rupture of the blood-vessels of the lungs, occasioned
by a slight exertion while under the pressure of tight
lacing. A surgeon, who made a post-mortem examination
of the body, stated in evidence that the practice of tight
lacing was very injurious, and especially so when, in addi-
tion to the lacing, a large bone was placed against the
chest. The Jury returned the following verdict : *< Died

c

from the rupture of twcU ya XU Inngs ;" aad added

** The Jury wish to express their opinion, that the rupture

of vessels on the lungs of the deceased was occasioned by
the undue pressure of tight stays on the chest, and record

this opinion as a caution to the public of the injurious

tendency of tight lacing."

Ea-eier,—On Sunday the church at Oakhampton, in

this county, was entirely destroyed by fire. It appears

that it is situate on a hill, about half a mile from the town
;

and in less than a quarter of an hour after the congrega-

tion had left the church in the forenoon, it was disco-

vered to be in a bTaze, near the organ-loft. In half an
Lour the flames had extended from one end of the build-

ing to the other, and the roof soon fell in. The inhabitants

were prompt in their attendance, and every effort was used

to check the progress of the fire, but it had gained so great

an ascendancy before the engines could be brought into

efficient s^vice, that nothing but the bare walls and tower

remain. The fire is attributed to a stove which has lately

been erected in the church, the flue of which passed under

and near the organ gallery. Every monument in the

building has been destroyed ; but though fears were at on^

time entertained that the bells would be displaced, and

perhaps broken, by the fall among the ruins, the tower and

its contents were fortunately preserved.

Ilaiiley.—Some extensive depredations in China goods

from the Messrs. Ridgway's manufactory in this town

have been detected during the past week. The robbery,

it seems, was effected at different periods during the last

two months, by Titus Rutter, a young man about \S years

of age, who was in the employ of Mr. Ridgway 'some

time since, and who was detected a few days ago upon the

premises, by two persons appointed to watch, in conse-

quence of china having been missed. Rutter, it appears,

subsequently confessed that he had carried on the plunder

for two months, and that he had sold the principal part of

the property to Michael M*Cabe, a tailor, living at Burs-

lem, aud to a pot-seller and huckster, at Sneyd Green,

named Weatherby. He gained access to the premises by

means of a false key. The greater portion of the stolen

property has been recovered. Rutter has beei) committed

for trial charged with burglary, and M'Cabe and Wea-

therby with receiving the china, knowing it to have been

stolen.

Ipsirich.—The local papers mention a serious accident

which occurred on Monday to Capt. M'Forlane of this

town. It seems that he was driving a carriage through

the streets, when some dogs got between the horses' feet,

and so frightened Cliem that they became unmanageable,

and ultimately upset the carriage. The Misses M'For-

lane and the servants escaped with some bruises, but the

Captain himself sustained a fracture of the ribs, and the

carriage was broken to pieces.
J

Llanfair.—Considerable excitement has been occa-

sioned in this town and neighbourhood by the commission

of a murder of a serious description, the murderer being

the brother of deceased. The name of the former is Evan,

and the latter Robert Davies. The murderer was a young

man of dissolute habits, much addicted to intoxication,

and when in this state liable on slight provocation to vio-

lent fits of passion. It appears that on the evening in

question he had come home in this condition, and having

some words with his brother, who was taking his supper,

he snatched a knife from the table, and stabbed deceased

in the stomach, killing him on the spot, in the presence

of his mother and sister. He then made his escape, but

was apprehended two days after concealed in a neighbour-

ing haystack, in a state of great exliaustion, having taken

no food since the time of the murder. He has been com-

mitted to take his trial.

Margate,—A few nights since, the men of one of the

preventive stations near this harbour captured a consi-

derable quantity of contraband goods near the Clifton

Baths. The leader of the smugglers, a powerful rnan,

known upon the coast as '
' Long Will," made a determined

resistance, but being thrown with violence upon the rocks

during the fray, was severely hurt, and made prisoner, to-

gether with two of his comrades': the rest of the smug-

glers, favoured by the darkness of the night, escaped i

leaving the whole of the cargo in the hands of the Preven-

tive men.
Newport {Isle of Wiyht).^li is stated that the failure

of the old Bank, noticed in our last, is likely to involve

greater numbers than was at first anticipated. The liabi-

lities are now stated to be 100,000/. The accounts from

Ryde in connexion with this failure are said to be of a se-

rious character : few of the inhabitants appear to have es-

caped, and the number of notes and deposits in that town

is said to amount to between 25,000/. and 26,000/. A^

Cowes, also, the amount is stated to be much greater than'

was at first thought; and the result of this unfortunate

occurrence appears to have been generally to paralyse the

trade of the island. It is not yet known how much the

estate will pay, but it is feared that it will be very little.

Sudbnry—The local papers inform us that the crime

of sheep-stealing has been carried on in the neighbourhood

of this town, during the present winter, to an unusual ana

serious extent ; there being, it is said, scarcely a farmer

in the vicinity who has not lost one or more sheep. A
party of the thieves, however, have at length been appre-

hended. A few nights since, Mr. Freestone, steward to

Air. Pung, of Bulmer, and Mr. Sadler, steward to Mr.

Eaton Hall, of Somerton, both owners of land in tue

parish of Glemsford, having reason to suspect three men,

named Lindiey, Simpson, and Belchamp, who ^^re stray-

mg about in the neighbourhood, determined to watch their

proceedings. They consequently procured the ui4is|«»^®

of two constables, and secreted themselves in the pathway

leading from the farm ; and after waiting some time tuey

observed Lindiey and Simpson approach, each
^^^^^^'n

C«w« lit a sli^ep upott his shoulder. Tbey succcedea m

i
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capturing t^o out of the three, Belchamp at the time
effecting his escape, though he was afterwards takea into

custody, and all three have since been committed to take

their trial for the offence,

Wi^^sor,—A serious accident occurred a few days since

to T- R. Ward, Esq., of Engleiield Green, one of the ma-
gistrates for Berkshire, while hunting with the fox-hounds

in the neighbourhood of Croughton, Northamptonshire,

at which place he was on a visit. It appears that while

in the act of leaping a hedge from a field into a lane, he
shifted his seat at the moment for the purpose of avoiding

the projecting branch of a tree, whereby he lost his ba-

lance^ and fell on the road with great violence. On being
taken up, it was discovered that his collar bone was broken,
and his arm severely fractured. Mr. Ward, howeverj was
able to return to his seat at Englefield Green, by easy stages,

on Saturday, and is now reported to be doing well.

York.—A few days since, while the magistrates for

Sedberg, in the West Riding of this county, were occupied
in hearing a case of assault, which had excited general in-

terest in the neighbourhood, and had attracted a great
number of persons to the Court to hear the examination,
the middle portion of the floor of the office gave way, pre-
cipitating 150 individuals to a depth of 20 feet. Great
alarm and confusion immediately prevailed, and assistance
being afforded, the parties were extricated, when it was
found that no lives had been lost, though several were so
seriously injured that their lives are despaired of. A great
number were also more or less bruised. The part of the
office upon which the magistrates were sitting was sup-
ported by another beam, and did not fall ; consequently
they did not sustain any injury, although they were much
alarmed. Several other persons escaped, who had been
sitting upon the window-seats. The first report of the
accident produced great alarm and excitement in the
town, the consequences having been represented as much
more serious than they proved to be.

Dublin.
IRELAND.

The usual weekly meeting of the Repeal As-
sociation was held on Saturday. A letter was read from
Mr. 0*Connell, stating his intention to leave London on
Tuesday, so as to arrive in this city on Wednesday, in or-
der to preside at a meeting of the corporation on that day.
The debate on the Corn-laws^ Mr. O'Connell added, would
consume a week, but he would take care and be back in
London in time for the division. The letter then pro-
ceeded to comment in severe terms on the proposed plan
of Sir R. Peel, and concluded with the following words :

'* You perceive we allow Irish affairs to abide the great
national cause of English distress. Until their own great
battle is decided, they have not leisure to think of us.

They will awake by and by, and bestow their injustice on
us. In the mean time, surely there is no Irishman so
stupid as not to see even in the present English agitation
a glimpse of that posture of public affair^ which may make
the friendship of Ireland valuable, and her deliverance,
therefore, secure." The letter wua inserted on the mi-
nutes ; after which a communication was read from
Brooklyn, New York, enclosing 17/. for the association;
and another from Liverpool, enclosing 51, The amount
of the rent for the week was announced to be 41/. 8s, Cf/.

Limerick.—

crease

Railways.— \\q learn from the " Railway Magazine "

that the following are the receipts of the railways for last
week :—Brighton, 1,640/. ^ Blackwall, 710/. ; Manchester
and Birmingham, 362/.; Eastern Counties, 687/. ; Bir-
mingham, 14,582/.; Manchester and Leeds, 3,832/.;
Greenwich, 87^/. ; Northern and Eastern, 900/. ; South-
western, 3,835/. ; Great North of England, 1,241/.;
Midland Counties, 2,380/. ; York and North Midland,
1,314/.; and Great Western, 11,563.—The policeman,
Lewes, who met with the accident on ,the London and
Brighton Railway, noticed in our last, has since died of
the injuries he received, and an inquest having been held,
a verdict has been returned of " Accidental death." The
half-yearly general meeting of the proprietors of the Lon-
don and Birmingham Railway Company has been held at
Birmingham, for the purpose of receiving the Directors'
report, and for other business. The chairman, George
Carr Glyn, Esq., stated that the affairs of the company
vpere such, that they were enabled to declare an excellent
dividend on the capital subscribed. After referring to the
necessity that would exist, in order to meet the debentures
which would become due in July, for a call of 10/. on the
25/. shares, and a small call on the old 100/, shares, he
called upon the secretary to 'read the report, which set
forth that the directors hnd great pleasure in announcing,
during the last half-year, an increase in the receipts, a de-

ase in the expenditure. The traffic account had ex-
ceeded that of the corresponding half-year of 1840, to the
extent of 23,892/. The net profit of the half-year was
22/, 824/., which, added to the undivided residue balance
of the 30th June, 1841, of 4,117/., gave a total of 231,94!/.
applicable to a dividend at the rate of 4/. 155. per cent.,
which would amount to 227,967/., leaving a residue to be
earned to the current half-year of 3,973/. The directors
had also great satisfaction in reporting that the Birming-
ham and Gloucester Railway had been entirely completed
and opened, and that they had leased the Warwick and
Leamington Railway at 5 per cent, on the estimated cost,
which was not to exceed 130,000/. The report was una-
nimously adopted.—On Monday, the half-yearly meeting
of the proprietors of the London and Greenwich Railway
was held, Mr. W, Shadbolt in the chair. From the re'-
port. It appeared that the new works were progressing.
*uty-six carriages on the line were shortly to be replaced
oy others of a better construction. The raising of the
remaining 50,000/., by the issue of new shares or bonds,
was at present delayed. Compared with the former half-
year there was a saving in the expenditure of 1,376/. VZs.M.
itie balance of the traffic department was 1,160/., a sum
too small to warrant a dividend. The passenger traffic
Showed a decrease of 41,321, and in amount of l,G3o/.,
compared with the preceding half-year, but the Brighton
tolls had increased to 987/. 13^. 3i.. The directors, how-
ever, looked with confidence to the future, when the
Croydon. Brighton, and South-Eastern lines should be
"la state of completion. The fares had been reduced to

^\h '* ^^^ ^^ opinion could at present be formed
or the result of the experiment. From the balance sheet
« appeared that, up to the 31st Dec, the total cash re-
ceived had been 906,239/. 4^. 2d,, leaving a balance in

J^^^^J
*^353/. is. id. The receipts for the half-year

pp^^ t^V * ^^' ^^"> ^^ wJ"ch were the items—passen-

^()\oi ^'.'^"^^ I'^y^^g 22,524/. lU.; Croydon toll,

terP f i^'
^^'' ^^^ Brighton, 9G4/, \Ss. Sd. The in-

hJ. ^^ ^"^^ ^^^ ^h^r^s, and the expenses, reduced the
jalaace to 93

1 /. 9.. 2d. The report having been adopted,wng discussion took place on a resolution, proposed by

of th ^*^i!i^^^*
^" compel the directors to be holders of 200

toe old shares as a qualification, but it was eventually
^itnarawn under the consideration that the directors in

S^jsW*^^"*
each Qualify to the extent of lOOof thc_ori-

—On Saturday, a party of the police of this

city succeeded, after a long chase during the preceding
night, in arresting three men, who have been identified as
principals in the late inurder of Mr! Patrick Shine, at
Carrigparson, near this place. Rewards amounting to

above 600/. had been offered by the neighbouring gentry
and Government for the apprehension of the assassins.

>S'/i^o.—On the night of the 10th inst.. Col, White's
agent, Mr. David Cullen, of Cartickfad, within four miles
of this town, was shot in his bedroom. The assassin, it

seems, fired at him through a chink in the window-shut-
ter, and the ball entering under his shoulder, passed
througli his body, and was flattened against the opposite
wall. It appears that serious doubts are entertained of
his recovery. The police were immediately on the spot,

but no trace of the author of the attempt has yet been
discovered, although Government has offered 100/. for the
apprehension of the murderer. The occurrence has pro-
duced general alarm in this town and neighbourhood.

Watcrford,—A memorial has been drawn up by the in-

habitants of this city, who held a meeting on the subject,

requesting that a daily mail may be established between
this port and Bristol, the present post-office communica-
tion with Milford-haven being found inadequate. The
memorial consis,ts of arguments to show the preference of
Waterford to Cork; the advantageous-situation of the for-

mer, with respect to mauy important towns in the south
of Ireland, is pointed out, as well as its natural qualities

as a port compared with those of Cork.
Mayo,—A local paper, the Constitution^ informs us

that a few days since, an old man was found drowned in

a bog-hole, in the barony of Tyrawly, with a sheep tied

round his neck. It seems that he had been crossing the
bog at night, with the sheep, which he had stolen, on his
back, and that falliag'into a bog-hole, he was drowned be-
fore he could extricate himself. At the last assizes for

this county, deceased, it appears, v.as arraigned for sheep-
steahng, and pleaded guilty, but was allowed to withdraw
his plea, and was acquitted, by direction of the judge, a
flaw having been discovered in the indictment. After his

escape, he again took to the same practices, and at length*

met his death in the manner above related.

Coi^k.—The Royal mail steamer Caledonia^ which sailed

from Liverpool on the 4th ult. for IIa,lifax and Boston,

put into this harbour on Tuesday, disabled. She had in

lat. 49 20, long. 29, encountered very boisterous weather,
which lasted for three days, whereby her bulwarks had
been carried away, her paddle-boxes stove in, and her
decks swept. The rudder was completely twisted, and the

damage was so serious that she was unable to proceed on
her voyage, and returned to this port to repair.' No lives

fortunately have been lost.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,— h few days since the first public experi-

ment of the Bude light was made in this city with consi-

derable effect. It was brought into the lantern in front

of the premises of Messrs. Smith in Blair-street ; and al-

though the ring was only about an inch in diameter, it is said

to have illuminated the neighbourhood to a much greater

extent than a dozen of the gas jets burning in its vicinity.

Paisley,—It is stated that her Majesty's recent patron-

age of the manufactures of this town, noticed in previous

numbers of this Paper, has already given a considerable

stimulus to the trade, particularly in the richer description

of goods, which pay best both for the master aud the work-
man. Orders are now almost daily received by several of

the first houses, *'for goods of the same description as

those selected by the Queen ;" and as the season advances

it is thought that the royal patronage will be found still

more advantageous. As regards the kind of goods selected,

it seems that they were for the most part of the finest de-

scription of India imitation shawls ; but that there were
also some rich satins, merinos, velvets, and a tartan of a

rare and beautiful make.

Delamere, Lord, 75 ; Dinorben, Lord, 75 ; Donegal, Mar*
quis, 73; Dorset, Duke, 75; Dynevor, Lord, 77; Ferrers^

Earl, 82; Grafton, Duke, 82*; Grey, Earl, 77 ; Gray,
Lord, 78; Hamilton, Duke, 75; Harrowby, Earl, 80

;

Huntley, Marquis, 81 ; Leitrim, Earl, 74 ; Limerick, Earl,

84 ; Lonsdale, Ear|, So ; Ludlow, Earl, 84 ; Lyuedoch,
Lord, 92; Macclesfield, Earl, 87; Manchester, Duke,
74 ; Manners, Lord, CG ; Maryborough, Lord, 79; 3Iayo,
Earl, 76 ; Middleton, Lord, 73 ; Mostyn, Lord, 74 ; Nor-
folk, Duke, 77 ; Northwick, Lord, 7*2; Plunket, Lord,
78; Plymouth, Earl, 74; Ponsonby, Lord, 72; Portland,
Duke, 74; Rolle, Lord, 86; Rossmore, Earl, 17] Saye
and Sele, Lord, 73; Shaftesbury, Earl, 74; Sidmouth,
Lord, 85 ; Sinclair, Lord, 74 ; Stamford, Earl, 77 ; Stan-
ley, Lord, 76; St. Germain's, Earl, 75; Strathallan,
Lord, 75 ; St. Vincent, Lord, 70; Teynham, Lord, 74

;

Wellesley, Marquis, 82 ; Wellington, Duke. 72; Western,
Lord, 75 ; Westminster, Marquis, 75 ; Wynford, Lord,
75.

—

Times,

Neio Gold Coinage,—A fraudulent system has been car-
ried on for some time, of defrauding the public by plug-
ging the gold coin of the realm, which has been effected in

the following manner v—From the rim towards the centre
of a sovereign several holes are drilled with a very fine in-
strument, and the vacancies filled up with an inferior me-
tal, so as to deceive the most experienced judges. By
this process a sovereign is rendered, in many instances,

not worth more than 175,, and a half-sovereign not more
than ^s. 6d, or 9*. Goverament, it is added, has been
obliged, in order to put a stop to tliis fraud, to direct a
new coinage to be issued. For the last fortnight, the
Master of the Mint, Mr. Gladstone, and the assajer, have
been engaged in witnessing many experiments, with a view
to prevent the abstraction of the gold taking place with-
out immediate detection. On Wednesday, the workmen
commenced casting the new coinage, which will shortly be
issued to the public ; the expense will be very great, but
Government, it is said, has been obliged to incur it, ia
consequence of the system above alluded to having much
injured the credit and confidence in the value of our gold,

not only at home, but on the Continent.

The Hunting Antelope of India,— Mr. Fane, in his

**Five Years in India," states that the hunting-deer are
very curious ; and he does not remember to have seen
them in any other part of India. A large male antelope
is trained to walk quietly among a herd of wild ones, one
of the males of which comes immediately out to fight.

The tame one having ropes twisted in a partivular manner
among his horns, soon manages to entangle his antagonist;

and the moment he finds he has done so, he throws him-
self on the grouud and anchors the other until the people
come up and secure him. The buck with which he saw
it tried dashed immediately at his opponent; hut the other
perceiving that something was wrong about the tame one,
started off as fast as his legs could carry him. The natives
said this was rare, and that they generally managed to
secure the wild one.

TravcUiug Camp' in India,—Mr. Fane, in the same
work, gives a sketch of a travelling camp in India ; of
which the following is an extract :—All the principal tents,

that is, those of the Commandei*-in-chief, his personal and
general staflf, form a long street of about fifty feet widcj^

the General's always being in the centre ; the great dur-
bar, or dining-tents, on one side, and the sleeping-tents

on the opposite. This street the Quarter-master-general
takes care is always clear of trees, bushes, and other ob-
structions, and the holes filled up ; and that sentrie/ are
posted to prevent the intrusion of the common people,
and of wandering thieves. Behind the lines of great tents

are the routys (a smaller kind of second tent, for breakfast)

and servants' tents ; beyond which the saddle-horses

and other cattle stand picqueted in long lines in the open
air, in which way they do perfectly well in all weathers in,

this country. A few people think it better to have their

horses under tents ; but this is not by any means com-
mon. At some little distance in rear of the main camp
is that of the bazar, separate entirely from the other,

where all the rice and common articles of^every descrip-

tion used by the servants are bought and sold, and of
which a ncrric, or " price current," ia daily given out by
the commissary attached to head-quarters. Quite on the
outskirts of all are the elephants and camels, standing en-
joying themselves after a long morning's march—about
four or five hundred of the first, and seventy or eighty of
the last ; and near them the long-drilled lines of picqueted
dragoon-horses of the escort, with their masters* and offi-

cers' tents.

iWisanaiuous.
The Peerage,—The following are the names and ages

of some of the oldest Peers. Perhaps there is no public

body in the world, with the same limited numbers, which
can produce an equal number of men who have attained

to such venerable ages :—Abercromby, Lord, 72 ; Aber-
gavenny, Earl, 87 ; Ailsa, Marquis, 72 ; Anglesey, Mar-
quis, 74 ; Berners, Lord, 80 ; Besborough, Earl, 84 ; Bex-
ley, Lord, 76 ; Bristol, Marquis, 7J ; Carberry, Lord, 77

;

Cathcart; Lord; 87 i
Colvilie, Lgrd, 74^ Corkj Lord, 75;

The infantry are generally placed away from
the cavalry, at the opposite side of the camp. The whole,
what with escort and camp-followers of diflerent descrip-
tions, muster nearly 5,000 souls, and at times much more,
as the camp occasionally varies a good deal in population.

Singular JVager,—Abouta century ago. Lord Orford
made a large bet with another nobleman that a drove of
geese would beat an equal number of turkeys in a race from
Norwich to London. The event proved the justness of

his Lordship's expectations, for the geese kept on the

road with a steady pace, but the turkeys, as evening ap-

proached, flew to roost in the trees adjoining the road,

i from which the drivers found it difficult to dislodge them ;

in consequence of which the gttsQ arrived at their desti-

nation two days before the turkeys.—3/orm/i^ Paper,

Hato.
Court or CaAXCEav.—/?* re Thorpe, a lunatic,—A P^^^^^J^

confirm the Master's report, and had been argued at
f''«^f^^*^"f!*

some timt since. The Lord ClianccKor said he had looKea wita

attentiou into the accounts, and thought thcv di^clmt
.

^um-

stances which demanded further inquiry. Tbe ^%''^^J^^^l^ll^
peculiar, that he hardly knew how

^^^^^f̂ ^f^rear tocS
that the estate produced aa income o^^'^^'' *>/?/• ^^^l^^
although the lunatic tAd au aHowance of ^^ ^^,°,^^,^.^^^^

Y^ tliere wa* ft deficiCDcy tii^<?ri<ie« ^<?^' *^^ iuii«ag Yras oiuy
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tenant for life, antl thec<»ttinittec entitled to the reversion ; and

although th must be covenants of repair ui the tenant 8 leases*

yet that l,mt. were charged for repairs, which repairs were M
much for the benefit of the committee as of the lunatic. There

was also an item of account chargred twice over* that must be

inauiftdinto. On the whole, his lordship thought that the next

of lc!n mnsl be called on to take a part iu the proceedings in the

Master's office, and the order must be to t^t effect.

Vic*-CffAvcBLi.oa's CorRT.—Tfte Clarence Railu"v Company
r. the Greai North of Kttgiand, Clarence, and Hartlepool Junction

JimUaff Compnny.~\t appeared the Junction Railway Company
nropoeed cro~ '

;g the Sherboume branch of the Clarence Rail-

way in a manner to which the Clarence Company refused their

assent. In consequence of the dispute which this occasioned
this bill was filed, and an injuactiou was granted by his Honour
durhijf the last long vacation, restraining the Junction Railway
Company from doing their iritrnrted acts, the Clarence Company
being pat under terms to bring an action forthwith, for the pur-

pose of trying the question, which turned on the construction of

the Acts of Parllamcut in a Court of Law ; special liberty being
given to cither pnrty. In the mean time, to apply to this Court.

Umler this permi *on, the Junction Company now applied to

the Court, and repi cheated that the Clarence Company had se-

lected the C^art of Queen's iicnch ftir their action, tlie conse-

quence of which \ , that the action could not be tried sooner
than Trinity Terra next, at the very nearest. This delay, the

Company alleged, would he very injurious to them, and therefore

made the present application for liberty to go on with their

works, and offered an ujiderlakint; to restore matters to their

present position, and to make full compensation, should the

judgment nf the Court tie linally against them. His Honour
refused the motion.
Crawford v. SeoU,~K motion was made in this case for an in-

junction to restrain defendants from proctcding with an action

at law, on the gruiuidthat there wcri uits pending in equity

which would better and more properlv decide the question. His
honour said he thought that there were some questions which
might be better decided at law. The order that he would there-

fore make would be this :— Aii aijunction to stay execution if the

action brought should be in farour of the plaintifT, to bring the

•mount which should be recovered for debt and costs in the

action into court within a week after final judgment, and in de-

fault, the iiifoi mation to idll without further notice. The money,
if brought in. to be laid out, and directed to accumulate without
prrjiidict*, 'i'hc costs to be reserved.

Sirp/irn.fon r. F'>'riti.—This was a creditor*s suit, the hill sug-
gesting that the testator, by a will, had deviled his estate in a
particular manner. The personal reprcsrntative, Iheheir-atlaw,
and the widow were made defendants, the latter as a devisee.

Upon evidence being gone into to prove the will, one witness
stated that the attestation was not his handwriting, and denied
that he had ever attested the will ; the other witness admitted his

writing, but stated that the will had not been executed in his prc^
scncc; the third witness had died. The question having ulti-

mately resolved itself into a question of costs, his Honour dis-

missed the bill as against the widow, without costs, and directed

an amendment.

Rolls Covki.— Gardner V. ^VCrtitcheon and uthers.—Lord
Langdale gave judgment in this case, which related to some dis-

puted property consisting of a cargo of wool ; and said that tlie

injunction against the defendant, John M*Crutcheon, roust be
granted, and the injunction against Messrs. Magniac, Smith, and
Co., must be continued, preventing both parties from selling the
goods, and a receiver mubt be appointed : and it would be better
that some artangcment should be made to convert the property,
and bring the money into court.

Court or Q.VBaN*B Bexch,—FoM«fam v. Boodle and Wife.—
An action to recover dama^r^ f-^r a libel, brought by plaintiff
again.st the defendants. Plaintiff. It seems, had been a governess
in the family of defeudanta, and, according to her statement,
had been dismissed from her situation without any fault on her
own part, or any caitte Rpslgned on that of the defendants.
Having afterwards applied for a similar situation in another
family, application had been made to defendants on the subject
of her character and qualificatinns, the answer to which was
such that the family in question rcfa*;cd to take plaintiff into
their service, and this action was consequently brought to re-

cover damages. For the defence it was urged that there was
no proof of express malice on the part of defendants. The jury,
however, returned a verdict for plaintiff, damages 6o/.

The Queen v. A'lcAr/s.—A wire faciatt to repeal a patent ob-
tained by defendant for a new and improved mode of manufac-
turing clastic and inelastic web. The objection was that the
specification did not clearly set out the claim of the patentee, so
that it was impossible on the face of that document to distin-
guish between those parts of the old mode which were still

preserved, and those new means in respect of which the patentee
claimed the character of an inventor. Lord Denman thought
that tiie specification was defective in this respect. A bill of
exceptions was tendered to his Lordship's direction, and subject
to that the verdict was taken for the Crown.

Cooke V. Pearse.—An action for the infringement of a patent.
The patent was taken out for improvements in the making of
German blinds for carriages. Several objections were made to
the specification : first, that it did not describe with sufficient
accuracy the nature of the invention, for that the old and new
parts were not properly distinguisiied from each other j and next,
that In stating that the invention was applicable to carriages, the
patentee claimed too much, for that it was not applicable to
chariots and close carriages, and the patent having claimed more
than could be supported, the patent became void on that accouAt.
^erc were several other objections, but most of them were
given up

;
and it was finaUy admitted that plaintiff was entitled

to a verdict on them, and the rest were merely of a technical
nature. The Court having arranged the points admitted and
disputed, a verdict was taken subject to future discussion in the
Court above.

The Qfwenr. Sff^H-eU.'-A prr ntlon against the defendant,
well known as an informer, for having illegally attempted to
induce a female named Esther Stanley to refrain from appearingBsa wi^ess m a prf nation insUtn^-.! by her against a mannamed Wakellng, and another named VVUiiaras.whom she accused
of havmg robbed her in an omnibus. The attempt of StoweU was
ineffectual, and the persons in question were convicted The
prosecuUou was instituted by the Corporation of London The
defendant called witnesses for the purpose of proving an aliM
the defence, however, broke down, and the yjiy found a verdict

The Queen v. Pcarse.^A prosecution against defendant for-
merly a solicitor in great practice, and now a country gentleman
and magistrate, residing in Cornwall, charging him with havin^
commint-^ y::i\ry in the course of some proceeding in Chancery
in which he had been engaged. The case was opened, and
partly proceeded with j but Mr. Justice Wightman being clearly
of opinion that ti.e statements charged as untrue were wholly
immaterial, stopped the case and directed an acquittal.

SSops V. Vorock and iinafher.—An action against the defendant?,
who are coal-merchants, to recover compensation in damages
for an injury alleged to have been occasioned to plaintiff by the
negligence of defendants' servant, who m driving a waggon had
knocked dowTi a ladder on which plaintiff was standing, whereby
he was severely Injured and confined to his bed for some weeks.
Verdict for plaintiff—damages 30/.

Birmingham, Uristolt and ThameM Tlailu:nri Company v. Ball.—
An action for calls, and the question was, whether defendant had
become a member of the Company or had ceased to be so, and
was thus not liable to the action. There was a great struggle on
the question whether the skin of parchracct to which the signa-
tures were attached was or was not attached to the deed under

which the Company fonned itself. If attached, then defendant s

liability was contended to be established; ^^ separated, then the

verdict mustbe In his favour, as the legal proof, showuag him to

bea member of theCompany. was not complete. The Jury Hav-

ing been a considerable time before they could ^^llapree ulti-

mately returned a verdict for plaintiffs, finding that the deed and

signatures were attached to each other.

Addy v. Dillon and anolher.-An action in which plaintiff sued

infJ^id pauperis, for damages for an assault alleged to ha e

been committed to him by one of defendants. Plaintiff was toU-

keeper of the turnpikein the Hampstead-road; and hanng seized

the horses of defendant's carriage whilst driving along Mommg-
ton Crescent* and deman'^cd the toll, was informed that there was

none payable J
and on refusing to let go the horses, was sb-uck

with a whip by defendant's coachman. The Court being of opi-

nion that plaintiff must have a verdict, the Jury returned one ac-

cordingly, with U. damages.

CoiTRT OF CoMMOv Pleas.- Oit^n v. MauJe,—An action

brought by the plaintiff, claiming to be heir to certain property

which had fallen into the possession of the Crown, on a general

failure of the heirs of the last possessor. The question uivolved

was merely one of pedigree, and the detaUii were therefore unin-

teresting. Verdict for defendant i
thereby negativing the valid-

ity of plaintiff's claim.

Littier V. Bowles.—An action for assault and false impnson-

ment. Plaintiff was stated to be a gentleman, and defendant a

meat salesman in Newgate-market. It appeared that plaintiff and

defendant had made a wager, and defendant coming to demand

the amount—the wager, as he alleged, having been lost by plain-

tiff—the latter objected to paying without proof that he had made
the wager. Pefendant produced a small memorandum book, in

which he alleged the terms of the wager had been entered, and

plaintiff retained the book, alleging that a figure had been altered

with a view of deceiving him. Some altercr^tion then ensued,

• and plaintiff having refused to return the book, defendant as-

sanlted him and gave him in charge to a policeman for a felony.

Plaintiff was taken to Giltspur- street compter on this charge, but

liberated in about half an hour, defendant declining to follow up

the accusation. It was contended on behalf of defendant, that

although the facts did not furnish a legal justification, defendant

was morally excused after the provocation he received. Verdict

for plaintiff; damages U.
Ecuns v. Milroy.—An action brought by plaintiff to recover

comiicnsation in damages from defendant, for having given a

false rcprecentatinn as to the circumstances of two persons of

the name of Stuart, and another named Cock, by which he had
been induced to give them credit for 10 chests of tea. Verdict

for defendant.
Botihol V. ^Vih(}n.—An action of false imprisonment. It ap-

peared that plaintiff occupied with his sisters, who carry on the

business of dealers in feathers and artificial florists, the first floor

of the house of defendant, situate in Old 'Cliange. Several dis-

putes arose between the lodgers and their landlord, and ultimately

the latter took aw^iy the key of their door. Plaintiff then re-

moved the lock for the purpose of getting a new key made,
whereupon defendant caused him to be apprehended on the

charge ofhaving feloniously stolen the lock. The case was after-

wards heard at the Mansion House, where the Lord Mayor im-
mediately dismissed the charge, expressing an opinion that no
stigma attached to the character ofthe plaintiff. This action was
subsequently instituted. Verdict for plaintiff: damages 40*.

Harris v. Maclean and Larmnth.—An action for false imprison-
ment. Defendants were policemen who had taken plaintiff into
custody, and conveyed him to the slation-house on the charge of
being intoxicated. Vk'itnesses were brought to prove that plain-

tiff was at the time sober, aud the jury found a verdict for the
plaintiff— damages 25^

Court op 'ExcBna^vLn.—Atkins v. Bes.?eft.—Ai\ action to re-
cover the sum of 32/. 4s., the amount of a balance alleged to be
due to plaintiff on aii account arising out of the sale of a quantity
of champagne. It appeared that plaintiff had deposited the war-
rants for a quantity of champagne in the hands of defendant, as a
collateral security for an advance made upon a bill of exchange
for 53/. At the time the warrants were lodged with defendant,
plaintiff said the wine might be sold at 28*. per dozen, but it

turned out in course of time that he obtained -iO*. per dozen for
it, and that upon a settlement between the parties subse-
quently, defendant contended that, although l.c had sold it at
405., still he was liable only to plaintiff for the price which he
himself had named as that at which the wine might be disposed
of, namely, 2Ss. per dozen. Refusing to pay plaintiff the differ-

ence, he was compelled to bring his action for its recovery. The
quantity sold was proved to be 5/ dozen. Verdict for plaintiff:

damages 32/. 4^.

Wilkinson v, Gandcll and another.—An action of trover for a
bill of exchange, drawn by plaintiff upon, and accepted by, one
James Webber, for the sum of 1/5/. : to which defendants pleaded
that they were not guilty ; that the bill of exchange was not the
property of plaintiff; and lastly, leave and license. The verdict
passed for defendants on the first and second issues, and for
plaintiff upon the third. ^

Lenormnnd v. Spiller,—An action brought by Madanfe Lenor-
mand, a milliner of considerable reputation, residing in George-
street, Hanover square, to recover from defendant. Major Spil-
ler, the sum of 120/., for articles of millinery supplied by his
orders to his wife and daughter. It was admitted, however, by
plaintiff that a sum of 100/. out of the 120/. was, by an agreement
between them, to be taken out in millinery, in consideration of
that sum being owing from plaintiff to defendant for the premium
of the house in George- street, of which defendant was landlord

;

and defendant having paid 5/. into Court, the real contest be-
tween the parties was for the remaining 15/. For the defence it
was urged, that the articles of dress sent in had been charged ex-
travagantly high. Verdict for plaintiff, with 5/. damages.

Comlt'y v. Soar.—An action by a cabinet-maker at Hagsrerstone
to recover from defendant, who was described as holding the
office of *' master of the'house" in the brewery of Trueman,
Hanbury, and Co., the sum of 120/. for the board and lodging of
defendant's son for five years. Lord Abinger directed the Jury
to find for the defendant, as there was evidence of a written con-
tract relating to the subject matter of the action, which had not
been produced. Verdict for defendant accordingly.

AUrn V. Drew.—An action by a builder, residing at Dalston.
against a licensed victualler, to recover a balance alleged to be
du(j for the building and repairing of the Crooked Billet, a public-
house at Clapton. The defence was, that the whole sum to
which plaintiff was entitled had been paid i aud the jury ulti-
mately rettirned a verdict for defendant.
Gye V. Mitchell ajid another,~Ar\ action by Mr. Gye, who was

for many years one of the proprietors of Vauxhall' Gardens, to
recover from Messrs. Mitchell and Bunn a remuneration for his
services as acting manager of the Gardens, during the season of
1841, when defendants, with Mr. Andrews, of Bond-street, since
deceased, became lessees of Vauxhall for a limited pcrind under
the assignees of Messrs. Gye and Hughes, the former proprietors
Lord Abmgcr left it to the Jur>- to say if, under all the circum-
stances, the Jun- could imply any contract to compensate plain-
tiff for his services

; and the Jurj-, after an hour's liberation
returned a verdict for plaintiff: damages 100 guineas.

'

Evans and Co, v. MehoUon.—An action by Messrs. Evan=i and
i-oster. foreign merchants, to recover damages against Mr Nicholson, a shipowner, fnr the loss sMtaincd by the sale of e:qo(U
at Calcutta, which were alleged to have been delivered to defendant to he ronveyed to Canton in China, The plaintiffs claimed asum beyond the invoice price, for rhe probable profit which thevwould have obtained if the goods had been conveyed directlv toCanton, and by agreement this question was referred to a mer
t.oH ^'^K?*^^"11,-^''^*'''*'"°""^*"''"**^^^P^^^^^ were entU

lli't4
to^^'^^angement.thejury returned a verdictfor

TATTERSALL'S, Thursd.w. — Several Derby horses
backed in the course of the afternoon, and at odds. eTcent iiTn^f
instance, agreeing rather closely with those last reported. Th^

pcrtLcuij A«,v.^^^« V— --D-- c— « -^^w»t,. n.m;Kiana. it
will' be seen, has fallen back, a movement that might have been
expected from the feeling shown of late. Some outsiders were
touched upon, hut only one (William le Grosl backed to any
amount. The Chester Cup betting was of some little importance
as showing an improvement in Vulcan and Alice Hawthorn, and
the Oaks, as exhibiting a very different change in Lass of Leuton
who is now at double the odds at which she was introduced'
Closing averages :

-
^^^^^^_

lOoO to 30 agst all the mares (taken)

U
80

SO
30
33
60

g to
11

13

1 Chatham (taken)

1 Robert de Gorham (ta.

andaftet"ardaoffd.)

1 Wiseai-re (taken)

1 BaUinkeele
I Auckland
1 Joanna colt (tak. and

afterwards tjffered)

OAKS
1 agst Passion (taken) v

I Sister to YorksTiire

Lad (taken)
Adela Hlly

50 to
50
50

1000
1000
1000
1000
5000

1
2ft

15
15
10
30

1 agst Meteor (taken)
1 Defter (taken)

Artful Dodfi^er
Rover {taken)
"William le Gros (uk )

BnithertnPhcenixlta!)
TimoJeon (taken)
Observatory (taken)

20 to
20
20
20

1

1

1

1

agst Belle Dame (taken)
I^il har (taken)
ftyren (taken)
Laas of Louton. ^1

CHESTER CUP.
11 to 1 flgst VuTcan (taken)

[ 13 to 1 agst Jolly Tar (tal»en)

13 1 Alice Hauthorn (tak.) 25 1 RhodLinthe

MARK LAKE, FKinAV, Fkb. IS.—There was no fresh supply
of English Wheat at market this morning, and prices remain
nominally the same as on Monday. Free Foreign and Bonded
were not much inquired after, but the same rates arc demanded.
Barley and Peas are not altered in value j New Beans are lower,
and Oats are a dull sale.—The demand for Clover seed is increased,

but it is readily met by the sellers, without any advance being
realised.

BRITiSH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and SutTolk . , . AVliUe

. Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Voikshire . . .

Barley . JMalting and distilling-

Uats, Lincolnshire and,Yorkshire .... PolandG
Northumberland and Scotch • , , • Feed
Iriih i^'eed

Ryo . -

Beanaj IWa^agan, old and new
Pigeon, Heligoland .

Peas, White

. 24 to .^8 Tick
. , 36 to 44 Winda.
- , 22iooS Ulaple

WEEKLY IMrERTAL AA'ERAGES

s. s,

54 to 7i
64 to 66
2fi lo3l>

18 to 23
22 to 23
14 to iO
36 to 42
£4 to 40

S. S,

Red S2 to64
White eoto64
(Iri«d. 24 to 28
Fetd latoSS
Potato 30 to SS
Fotato 18 to S3

Jan.

Feb.

14
21
£8
4
U

3 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Dutlej

Wheat. Barley.! Oats. Rye. Beans.
6,1 29 7 20 7. 39 36

63 5 29 1 SO 4 40 11 34 11

61 6 £8 10 20 1 43 ; 33 9

60 7 28 3 20 1 37 4 33 4

60 6 £8 5 20 1 36 1 33 4

69 U

61 4
1

1

£8 2

28 9

SO 4

SO 8

16 :

36 32 ,9

sa 10

12 e
;

34

13 3£5 8 1 19 10

Harrow 29 to 41

46 to 50 Lonfirpod 32 to 40

28 to 31 Grey 24 to 30

Fefcs

35 10
3a 1

33 10

34 8
33 11

33

34 5

18 3

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
Flour.

English . 4402 Ska. —
Iriah . . — i, —
Foreign , 650 ,. S2&0

Brls.

Whl. BHrl,
«984

,
11367

9190
MaU.
6595

12

Oats.
51 «7
SOS5

Rye. Bns. I
Peas.

1370

170 I IJIO

631

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
IxVSOLVENTS._-J. Norris* Regent-street, Lhelaea, bricklayer—J- HiUton,

Feni.hurch Ptreet, City, ir.trthant— J. Cockburn, New Broad-street, Ciiy,

merchant— S. Jj. Lazarus, St. James's Middlesex, horse-dealer.
BANKRUPTCIES SUPEKSEDEI) T. King, Crotton, Northumberland,

shipowner—J. Ruston, St. Paul's Churt:hyard, tummission-agent.
BANKRUrXCV ENLARGED—G. Foriter, Nawcastle-uponTyne, wool-

len-draper.
BANKRUPTS—H. J. Canning, Wwd-street, Cheapside, Scotch n;aie

lusetnan—H. Fish, Prince's row, Pimljco, painter—J. S. Lennard, JVhiHho te

Conduit-fields, vit:tualler—W. Richards, Oxford-street, victualler—W. Morrw,

Long-lane, Bermondsey, leatlier-dresBer—J. Carron, St. George's Circus,

Blacktriaisruad, draptr—A. Jopp, Cornhill, ship and insuranco-hroker-T-

Sleeman» Tenby, Pembrokeshire, iwine-merchant

—

W. Grundy, Manchcater,

yarn^dealer—T. Statham, Huddeufield, Yorkshire, hosier—W. Sorby, Chorl-

ton-upon-IMedlock, Lancashire, chemiat—J. Lawiher, Newcastle-ijpm-Tyne,
timber-merchant_-J. Brookes, jun., Dewabnry, Y4>rk«hire, manuUctuier—J-

Sly, MeUombe Regis, Dorsetshire, draper—C. Gatehouse, Chichester, brewes

Hunnybun, Cambridge, ironmonger—H. Rogers and F. Rogers, Finch-l&ne,

London, spirit-merchants—W. Smith, St. Alban's, miller—J- Coles, Victoria

Iron Works, Bedwelty, Monmouthshire, apothecary— J. Thompson, Sunder-

land, chain and anchor-manufacturer—W. Burgoyne, Plymouth, ''"'|J=''r^'
Lane,Hoxion Old Town, Oldstreet-road. victualler—W. S. Goodeve, Chuhe*-

ter, brKkmak»^r_W. Fisher, Lincoln, nharfinger_J. A. Butler. Loddington,

Northamptonshire, machine-mak«r_^\V. Curtis, King's Lynn, l^'^^^p'
^f?"mon-brewer—W. Seholertcid, Oldham, Lancaster, machine-maker—E. llawoita,

Manchester, merchant—G- Brown, Carlisle, draper. . .

SCOTCH .SEQUESTRATIONS—E. Sutherland, Leith. dealer m ^^^.^'^
embroidery_\Vat5nn, Pellatt, and Co., Glasgow, flint-glass-makerf—A. ^"'^**

nal, Dundee, merchant—T. M'AIurtrie, Edinburgh, innkeoper—S. V^r-I^/
Glasgow, manufacturer—T. Thom,-on, Paisley, manufacturer—J- Cxaig» ^^^'

gO>v, provisiun merchant.

Hon. Lady Pearson, of a son. _ y,^MARRIED—On the !(fth inst., at St. Maurice's Church, York. J-
'^'^f^

gon, Esq., surgeon, of Tewkesbury, to Elizabeth, only dau^jhter ot tfte i»

Rev. J. Needham—On the 10th met., at St. John's the Evangelist, "• "'

OT we»t->;reen, Tottenham, to Charlotte Elizabeth, dauKhter oi /i-
•'"''' V-^f^:

of Queen-street, Cheapside—On th« I4th Inst., at St. Pancras Church, vbJ*"

Bone, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, bnrrisfer at-7aw, to Caroline Susanna, youii^

daUMhler of the late J. Henderson, Esq-, of Charlotte-street. Fitfroy-squari:—

r Church, H. C. JVIilford, Eeqj of i ruro, to

^ci> i»i.*a j^Auy v^iittuiuers, wire OI Bir namuei K^nsiuf^io, v*. *-.--,- t,^j^

the county of Kent. Her ladyship was the eldest daughter ot tne i^^c

Philip Roper, eon of Henry, lOth L<)rd Teynbam.
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^^^ HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.
1842.

SAMUEL GIRLING begs to inform his Friends and
the Public that his General CATALOGUE of DAHLIAS,

GERANIUMS, and PANSIES is now leady. and can be had on
pre-paid application.— Daiiecroft Nursery, Stowniarket.

JAMES JONES, Florist, &c., Ackworth, near Fonte-
iract, begs to inform his friends that he will let out his Seed-

ling DAHLIA of 1810 (named Stanley), a fine rose blush, good
form, constant and superior show Flower, four to five feet. The
above is jomtly in the possession of J. J., and Mr. AVidnall.
Hants sent out early in May, at Ts- 6d. each. Catalogues may be
had nn application.—Ackworth, Feb. 22.

RAUCARIA IMBRICATA—Fine strong Plants one
year from seed.—The most noble, hardy, and splendid ORNA-

MENTAL EVERGREEN TREES ever introduced into the
British empire are now selling at Messrs. "W. and F. VOUELL'S
NURSERY, GREAT YARMOUTH, at 3?. 3^. per dozen, or 25/.

per 10(1. Specimens may be seen, and orders taken at their Agents',
Messrs. Flanagan and Co., No. 9, Mansion-house-street j and at
Messrs. Gibbs and Co's., Seedsmen, Piccadilly, London,

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
MESSRS. W. and F. YOUELL have a few pairs to

spare of that most beautiful Rose Flake, Wilson's Harriet,
which is considered by the first judges in the kingdom to be
decidedly the most perfect flower of its class ever raised. Also
that splendid Red Picotee, Anacreon. The above will be forwarded
per post, free, to any part of the kingdom by inclosing a post-
office order for 18s.—For their extensive Collection see Cata-
logue, "which can be obtained by inclosing two post-stamps.
Great Yarmouth Nursery,

MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.
T AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
^ • Roots raised by offsets from the original Seedling, can
supply them at 10/. per hundred.—N. B. As various spnrions sorts
have been sold and are now selling under the name of '* Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted.
—Manor Farm. Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

JAMES MAY begs to inform all growers of PANSIES,
that his new Descriptive List of Pansies, with a List of

FUCHSIAS, may be had on application as below^ at the same
time he begs to call particular attciition to his genuine imported
German STOCKS, ASTERS, and ZINNIAS, in great variety,
N.B.—Alarge collection of fine Show Pansies, including many

of last year's new varieties. 30 fine strong Plants for 2ls.^ pack-
age included; all parcels delivered free in London.
Pansy Nursery, Edmonton.

KENSINGTON NURSERY.
Under the Patronage of the Queen.

EICHARD FORREST and CO. beg respectfully
to direct attention to their extensive Nursery stock in general,

which never was finer than this year. The collection of Haidy
Evergreens, and American Plants, Hybrid Azaleas and Rhodo-
dendrons, Pinus, &c., are extensive and select: and printed Cata-
logues may be had on application. Their Fruit-tree department,
in particular, consists of ever> thing worth cultivating, correct to
name ; and the trees of all ages M'ere never so fine as they are
this season. Their collection of Camellias, Rhododendrons, Ar-
borca. Erica. Eastern Azaleas, and other interesting Greenhouse
Plants, will well repay a timely inspection j and Catalogues ofthem
also may be had on application,

R. F. and Co. beg also to state that they have still a quantity of
remarkably fine Thorns, 2 years quaitered out, strong and well-
rooted. Packets of the choicest Flow^er- seeds, from 5s. upwards-
and packets of the Bokhara or Giant Clover, from 1 s. to '^s Gd each'

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
r UCOMBE, PINCE, & CO., having an extensive
-^ and well-selected Stock of all the newest and choicestFlower Seeds, to the cultivation of which they have paid con-
siderable attention, and the quality of which they can confidentlyrecommend, beg leave to offer them foi sale, delivered carriage
free to any part of the Kingdom, on the JcUowing teims —

25 packets of distinct-named sorts . . 2is
50 do. do. do. ... 30s!
130 do. do. do. . ^ .^ 42S.

T.nthpnf'^ '"^ are-Asters, Erachycome iberidifolia, Clintonia

^nl™ '•• ^/>'^i^"^„Perowsivianum, Godetia; WiUdenowii and
fho^ V'-^'5P'''"^J?^''^'''^S"' Martynia fragrans, Mesembryan-themum tricolor, Phlox Drumraondii, Stocks, Zinnias, &c. &c.Catalogues of which may be had on application to them.

£.\eter N ursery.

PTTTT^r.
SCARLET PELARGONIUMS.

HILIP CONWAY, Florist, Seedsman, &c., OldB rompton-road, near the West London Cemeterj- has the

vaHPfTn°/f^^'J"^
^""-^^^ Nobility and Gentry the following

vaiiety of the above, viz.-Frost»s Compactum, a very excellent^anety. raised at Dropmore, distinct from every other, having

liarlf^r.f.'''^'^-'."^
^^""^^'^ ^^ ^ globular form and a pec

u

^cIllJ f^'^ /'"' ' ^^°'^ P^^^'^^ ^^ 3** ^^- I^^"ff. a first-rate

If fi^
' ^""^ large truss, and free bloomer, 2^. Gd. Shrubiand,

fo2tk^ ^°^^y^^ Prc-Eminent, 2*. 6d. Scarlet Nosegay, very

bSol o'^'L^'^'J'''^^
°'' ^^*^^» excellent habit, and ver^^ free

«V/. V ' 2*. 6d. Frogmore, for bedding, {vide Gardeners* Chro-

fnr i.oH r'
^' P' ^31), 18a'. doz.. Or 2s. cach. Ingram's New Dwarf,

%^ ll^t'^^4^^ ^V"^^^^^
improvement on Frogmore, 30^. doz.. or

ia^f ^.
The dwarfishncss and brilliancy of colour of the twoicLvr-named will ever insure tliem a place in the flower-garden.

bona! y^°*o
^Pl^^oved varieties of Geraniums, Fuchsias, Vcr- !

^;;:
^s, g^c. 8cc., ou very moderate terms.

-m /»T^r.r. ^^^ GARDEN SEEDS.
j\/]ESSRS, SUTTON and SON respectfully inti-

thpv /I ^f^ ^ ^^® Readers of " The Gardeners' Chronicle," that

r f;^ c ? ^^'^^^ portion of their Nursery-grounds to the growth of

Pin« "c^T^* including the best of the new kinds of Vegetable and
dprLn ^^ ''^ ^^^^ ^ introduced. The grounds being at consi-

fav^ 1.1 i^^^*^®
^^^^^ ^^^^ other, and of different sods, are verv

v^nf!^^ \,
'^ preser\-ing Seeds true to their sorts. ^Vith these ad-

•kT^^a^^""^^- ®^"^^ ^^PPl>' •'^^^ ^^^s 0^ Garden-Seeds warranted

rrtn^T.1^ n ®.* <^''*^a^"gTie3 of wTiich are pubUshed annually. A
estpinl 1 i"!

?^*'*^? ""^ Kitchen -gnrden Seeds, including .nil the most

for^Tn. n ''''^I
?^/.^^*- ^ ^^'"^^•'^^ assortment in quantities suitedw a smaller estabhshment, 11. 2#.An assortment of Hardy Flo%ver-Seeda, 50 most showy sorts ^1 1

i^"^ 'into 30 sorts . \ ,0 12

A full . 11 .- . ^^^*^ f*^^^ ^est) 30 new sorts . .015A lull collection of 150 sorts . . . . . .33
TJ}^T^^^^^ 15

Pm^Wi '^"^^^P^'^o^^ition of Customers residing in distant T>art3 of

e\nlrtt^'
^"*^"^ Slaving hud much experience in packing Seeds for

^r whl.i?"i'n
^''^ confidence in soliciting orders for that purpose,

^^'^S— ReaOjuig ^ur§erj-, Fel?. 8,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY
NEW DAHLIA, "SATIRIST," MORTLOCK'S.

T> MORTLOCK begs respectfully to offer the above
-^ ^» with confidence, as a real good variety

J the colour is a lilac
purple, fine-cup petals, of first-rate form, fine habits, and very free
bloomer, large size, and constant. It obtained the second prize
at the South Essex Show in September last ; also the second prize
at Harapstead, and was pronounced first-rate by Dr. Lindley.
Height four feet. Plants in May IOa*. Grf. each. Orders thankfully
received by Messrs. Warner, 28, ComhiU; Smith and Co., Cam-
bridge Heath. Hackney; Green, Warner-place, Hackney-road
and of the raiser, Luton-place, Hyde Vale, Greenwich.

' *- ^M^^^M
. _ .

- -

NEW AND SUPERIOR SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1842.

J

___^ ^^ Prick 6^,

WANTED a SMALL COTTAGE, or HOUSE, nea^^

Zv. 1 e^^*?*^."'
^^^' ^ possible, near the Garden of the Horti"

^o h''';^^ ^''J^^^J
^'^^^ ^^''^ ^^^"^^ Garden to it.-Address, pre-

paid, " S.," Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

of the Dahlia to the following Three Seedling Varieties (raised in
1840, and fully proved in 184!), which are quite distinct from any
hitherto produced; of very superior habit, and constant in pro-
ducing good Show Flowers throughout the season; in proof of
which J. E. begs to state that he has shown above 200 blooms of
the three, during the season, at various Exhibitions open to all
England, and has had nine Seedling Prizes awarded for them,
namely,—four 1st prizes, three second ditto, and two third ditto •

they have also been shown in the following winning trays :—
'

In the i^st Tray of 24 at the Horticultural Society, York, Aug. IS,

18

36 at the Botanical Gardens, Hull, Sept. 2d;

24 at the Horticul. Soc., Scarborough, Sept. 3d;

48 at theYorkshirc^Phiibsophical Soc" Scpi gth;

36
24
48
48
24

2d
1st

2d
2d
1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

2 St

1st

1st

2d

ft

ff>

7»

ff

II

II

II

II

II

II

fi

W'^\^^^^ ^ Situation as GARDENER, by a Single
^ Man, aged 30, who has a thorough knowledge of his pro^s-

fo^'V^^r^l^l:^^
recommended by the gentleman he his just

left. Address M.A.C., Mr. Conway's Nursery, Old Brorapton-road.

TIT ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or Gar-
\ ^

Jiener and Bailiff, a Married Man, aged 30, who is com-
petent in the different branches of his profession, viz., Early
Forcing, New Ground Work, and the Management of Land and
Cattle. Can have five years' recommendation from the familv he
has just left. No single-handed place wiU be accepted. Direct
to A. R. Mr. Brown. Surveyor, Rickmansworth, Herts.

WANTS a Situation as GARDENER a Married Man,
* » age 30. He has had much experience in all branches of

Gardening, and culture of exotic Plants; his w^ife is accustomed
to the Laundry, and the care of Poultry. Address, paid, J.A.D.,
Mr. Wood's Nursery, Brampton, Hunts.

%9

9f

fV

»>

If

»
Botanical Gardens, Sheffield, Sept. I5thj
Horticultural Soc, Barnsley, Sept. 2ist:
i»

Botanical Gardens^ Leeds, Sept. 22d;
Horticultural Society, York, Sep. 24th

;

John North
Jas. Lancelot Foste
William West
John Robinson,

Besides having taken other Prizes in addition to the above.
Pkemier.—Fine bronze salmon, very superior form, of excel-

lent habit, throwing its blooms well above the foliage, and always
to be depended upon in producing good show flowers. This
variety obtained the first prize, in its class, at the York Ancient
Florists' Society, September 20th, and had also the premier prize
awarded, as the best Daldia of any colour.— Height 4 to 5 feet —
Plants 105. 6rf.

Marv Jane.—ANTiite ground, very deeply tipped and edged with
purpled carmine— constant throughout the season, well up in the
centre, of excellent habit, and never fails in producing good
flowers. This variety obtained the first and second prize at
Scarborough, as the best light- ground flower tipped or edged,
and has justly been pronounced the most distinct and attractive
Dahlia ever produced in its class.—Height 4 feet.—Plants 10*. 6rf.
Duke of Rich moxu.—Fine light pink and yellow, colours

beautifully- blended together, with a light-yellow tip at the end
of each pbtal, similar to the Duchess of Richmond, but quite dis-
tinct from that variety ; very superior habit, always constant,
and will prove a noble and excellent show flower.—Height 5 feet
—Plants 105. U,

. ,

b -

Good strong plants will be seat out the first week in May ; and
for the convenience of parties at a distance, orders will be re-
ceived, and plants supplied, by Mr. George C^arlwood, Seedsman,
Covent Garden, London; and Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen,
Brechin, Scotland. No allowance to the trade unless 12 plants are
ordered, and a remittance or respectable reference will be required
from unknown correspondents, J. E, canalsosnpply plants ofall
the best Dahlias in cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually
printed, and can be had on application.
We the undersigued, members of the Committee of the York

Horticultural Society, do attest the correctness cf Mr. Edward's
description of the above Dahlias ; and we strongly recommend
them as distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and well worth a
place in the most limited collection.
James Kichardson Richard Land
John Roper John Walker
J. Heseltine Edward Bearpark
Henry Eellerby Robert Dempsey
William Dove

|

Report of the York Amnfeur Florist Sociefi/, held on :Monday,
August 9th, 1841.—The Judges and Members of this Society con-
sider it their duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year (sent for
inspection) raised by Mr. Edward, Nurseryman, of this city. The
colour is pure w^hite, with a dark tip of purpled carmine; the
form, depth cf petal, and above all, good eye, require no con-
sideration to pronounce it one of the best Dahlias yet seen of its

class
J
and from the evident superiority of this distinct variety

over such flowers as Glory of Plymouth, Beauty of the Plain, t'tc,

there is no doubt but the year 1842 will cause these flowers to
fall in the rear when brought into competition with the seedling
exhibited this day, as it may safely be pronounced a gem of the
first water, and will reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
raiser, for so long as Dalilias remain in cultivalion this flower
mu st form a prominent feature in a stand of six.

—

York Courant.

UNDRKD-FOLD POTATOES.—A New SEED-
LING, selected for cultivation by the grower of 250 kinds

from tlie Seed, as the most abundant and the best flavoured, is

for SALE, in peck bags, at 5s. each, at Messrs. Flanagan $i Co.'s,
Mansion House- street; Mr. Gibbs's, 26, Down-street, Piccadilly;
Messrs. Warner and Co.'s, 28, Comhill; Mr. James Carter's,

(

238, Holborn; Messrs. Minier, Adams, and Co. 's, 63. Strand; Mr.
F. Chatwin's, 6, Hungerford market; and at th« "Gardeners'
Gazette" Ofl^ce, 320, Strand.

_, ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ r

SPLENDID NEW POTAT O—THE SWISS
KIDNEY. This exceUent Potato (the whole stock of which

is in the hands of the advertiser) is now oflTered for sale, it pro-
duces an abundant crop, is of an excellent flavour, and has ob-
tained several prizes at the Horticultural Shows as a superior
vegetable. It may be obtained on application to Messrs. Beck,
Henderson, Seedsmen, 67, Strand, London, in peck bags at 4s.

;

h alf-peck do., 2$ , 6d.

JOHN HARRISON, Nursery Seedsman and"Fbrist,
Clifton, and No. 19, Parliament-street, York, begs to inform

the Nobilitj', Gentr>% and the Public generally, that he has en-
tered on the above PREMISES, and trusts, from the long prac-
tice and experience he has had in the above line as Manager of
the business of E. Hedley and Son, Rosehill Nursery, Yarm, for
upwards of 20 years, and being well acquainted with all the lead-
ing houses hi the trade, both British and Foreign, and the quick
despatch of goods between Yarm and York by the Great North of
England Railway, rendors it ii\ the power of J. H. to commence
at once with an extensive Stock of every article in the Trade-
Forest and Fruit Trees, Evergreens, Deciduous and Flowering
Shrubs, Roses, Dahlias, Carnations, Geraniums, Pansies. and
every other variety of Florists' Flowers, ^c. ^-c. J. H. tm?t^. by
strict attention, punctuality, and reasonable charge >. to merit a
share of public patronage aud support, which it Mill ever be his
study to deserve.

WANTS a SITUATION as HEAD GARDENER
' * in a Nobleman or Gentleman's family, a single man, aged

34, who has a thorough and practical knowledge of his busi-
ness, and would not object to make himself useful to his employer,
as he has been accustomed to the management of woods and
plantations, and the general management of estates. Satisfac-
tory references maybe obtained from the nobleman he is just
leaving. Address A. B., " Gardeners' Chronicle" OflSce.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
TT/'ANTS a SITUATION, a Middle-aged xMarried Man,
» * without family, who is well acquainted with the difllerent

Departments of Gardening, the Rearing of Timber, the Making
and Management of Roads, and can undertake the superintend-
ence of any improvements required. The most respectable re-
ferences will be given.—Address *' A. 2.," Gardeners* Chronicle
Office.

TyANTED by a Gentleman about 20 miles from
^ » London, a Man as GARDENER, and a W'oman as COOK

;

the former to understand his business, and assist in looking
after a chaise, cows, &c., and make himself otherwise useful;
the latter to take charge of the house, poultry, and occasionally
a small dairj- and baking. Must be well recommended. Direct,
gp'ith particulars, p.-p., to A. B., Post-oflice, Edenbridge, Kent.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Middle-
^ » aged Single Man, master of his business in all its

branches, who can be well recommended from his late employer,
with whom he has lived 13 years. No objection to take the
management of a small farm, if required. Direct to R. K., at
Mr. Paync^s, near the Church, Homsey, Middlesex.

T\/^ P. AYRES, of the Place Gardens, Soham, Cam-
' T • bridgeshire, would be happy to recommend to any Gar-

dener in want of a FOREMAN, an active, steady, intelligent
YOUNG MAN, who h9& been living with him for several years
past. He has had consiffl^able practice in Forcing, and the pro-
pagation and culture of Plants according to the most modem
and approved principles.—Letters addressed to Soham "will be
duly attended to.

I^^DMUND BUTCHER, late Gardener at Ealing Park,
-^ wishes to obtain a SITUATION, and begs respectfully to

refer any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a
GARDENER, to the various Exhibitions of Flowers, &c., at the
Horticultural Society of London, where he has obtained many
Prizes for Plants exhibited there during the last five years. For
further particulars, please to address to the care of Messrs. J. A.
Henderson & Co., Nurserymen, Pine-Apple-place, Edgware-road.

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SHEPPARD'S
"LAURA" PANSY, strong plant, price 5s.; Sheppard's

"Princess" Pansy, 7s. 6d, Also, a fine large Scarlet Seedling
Ribes — Sheppard's Ribes Grandiflora, price 3«. 6rf. May be
had immediately of James Sheppard, Nursery, Seedsman, and
Florist, "Winchester i 01 o£ Messrs. Warner and Co., 28, Comhill,
London.

PINE PLANTS.WDAVIS, Gardener, Green-street, Marlborongli-
• road, Chelsea, has several hundred Fruiting and Succes-

sion Pine Plants to dispose of, principally Ripley Queens. 'War-
ranted nerfectiv clean and hcalthv.

H

Cistus guttatus
Clianthus punicens .

Cockscomb, fine dwarf .

Dahlia, prized sorts

Dahlia glabrata
Dianthus, of sorts . •

Galardias, ditto . .

Heartsease, from named
flowers

Hollyhock, iG varieties •

Ipomoea rubro-cterulea .

Ipomopsis picta

1

1

1

s
I

6

6
6
6

6

6
6

6

6
6
6

6

\

Leptosiphon, of sorts
Lupinus Hartwegii .

Lnpinus nanus ,

Mallow, New Zebra
Pa^onia, 18 varieties
Papaver, in sorts
Pentstemons, in sorts .

Piatystemon californicum
Rhodanthe Manglcsii
Salvia patens .

Schyzanthus retusus
Stock, Branching German,

70 varieties
— Dwarf, ditto
— Autumn Nosegay
— Biennial German
— Tall Emperor, fine

TropKoIum tricclorum -

Verbena, in sorts

Wallflower, new dble. dark

White Everlasting Pea .

Zinnias, mbced varieties .

Per Packet.

pHARLES FARNES, 128, St. JOHN-STREET.
V-y LONDON, begs respectfully to call the attention of his
Friends to the following select List of Annual Flower-seeds, &c,
a general Catalogue of which may be had on application. Also
his Catalogue of all the new sorts of Vegetable and Agricultiual
Seeds, &c.

Per Packet.
«. d,

Alstroemerias, in sorts . 1

Antirrhinum, superb var.
Auricula, from named flow, 1

Asters,imported seed,36var.O
Aquilegias, in sorts . .

Bal?ara,import, seed, 10 var.
Brachycome iberidilolia . 5
Calceolaria,fromnamedtlowl
Campanula,mauy varieties
Chrysanthemum Sibthorpii

a
1

6

6
6
6
6

6

6

1
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UNION-ROAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.
:. REInDLE begs to inform ^^^ Trade that he

r » . has a large Stock of FINE BEDDED t^fLREL

from p inches to 2 feet high, at such prices as would be highly

advantageous to tiie pur6hascr. ^^Hmr r^rr-h <5rn*Th
Fine Maiden Peaches and Nectarines, Seedimg larcl^ Scotch

Si^ruce, Oaks, &c. at Use lowest trade priccs^-icb. iC, 1812.
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MARNUCK and MaNBY beg to announce tkat their

I'ASSIFLOHA rRAUFvANS wUl bc ready to send out. in

Cbtablh!tr<l plants, the first wt-ek in May, at 2U. each. This new
. «nd oruaruental tpeciea m carceljr leaa remarltable for its beauty,

Uian for its delightful and powerful fraerancc ; the latter of these

qualities has scarcely been reco^sed in aiiy of the preriou*

species of Passion Flower, and it will therefore form a most dc-

akabla *#•. ' * "
-u tn climbing plants for con^erratorirs and

grccnhou-M:^. Also will be ready at the same time, plants of their

new and ^pltniiid Annual, MARTYM A ! RAGRANS, at 2lJ. each
(Sec fipjre and description iji the •'Botunical Register" for Ji*n.

j«4i, and in tht- " Florifuiturat M^?-Rzhie" for Feb. 184S)» The
(mo following new and beautiful ptauts are now ready to send
oat:—HAKI>t:Ai;£RGiA MACROPHYLLA.at 7«. 6U. each; this

Is a gxeenhouie cliuiher of ^cat beauty. (See tig-ure and descrip-
tiimin "PaxtfMrH Mazarine" of Botany for Jan. isttj. FUCHSIA
GLABRA MULTIFLORA, 7*. W. Cataiopue* of their new and
ch^^^e Flower SeeUa may be had on application.

\Vautcii iiumediately a steady, active Man, who ii experienced
in I'uddinjr. Rraftinfi;, &c., and who can undertake the general
Ii' uent ol outdoor Nursery Stuck.— Nuraery, Hackney*
Feb. 2i, 1842.

iJlKiH.ING DAHLIAS to be sent out in May next,^ by N. GAINES, FLORIST. SURRY-LANE. BATTERSFA.
Gainc«' ORANHiK PERFECTION; beautiful orangre, at times

-abadccL Thia flower was sent for the opinion of the Honicul-
t -l and noricultural Societies of London; at both places con-
auitTcd flr^t-rate. It Is a fine grower, throwing its flowers well
above its folia^re. A good show flower. Awarded first Prize at

KlnKstOHt and >Jud Pri^e at Teddingtun. 4 it. \^,6d»
Oaiuei' LMl'LRORj beautiful ruiy crim:><jn, very superior

palal, with great dcitth ot flower, and well up in the centre. A
.cflnslant good show flower. Awarded 2nd Priic at Kingston.

Gain««' CUM PACTA; fhie purple, rcry superior fonn, of ex-
cellent habit, thriwhigits blooms wellab ; itsfuliage; its centre
weii up. A K*^""! -how ilower. Awardcfl 2nd Prlre at Hammer-
arntth. 5 ii. in.^. 6</.

N.B. The above were considered flref.rate flowers hf thoae
that aaw tlicju growing. Plates of Oivm wiU appear in ** Wakt;.
ling's Amateur Huide," in April and May mttt,
N. fjauics* < ^ - Ire Uat of tiiitt rate PahltaB* Geraniums,

Pan ''•^, ralceolan.»>, Sec. may be obtained by pc»st-paid appJica-

tiuii a-^ Mbuvc. lii^ new Cineraria, Prince of Wales, will be ready
for lU'Uvu-y 1st of March.

TMPOKTANT^t^ PLANTERS, AGRICULTURISTS,
J ^-c.-PCRlKE and MERRiLEES (Successors to Thomas
Clcfi-horn and Co.). WHOLESALE NURSERYMEN, SKKOS-
MKN", and rLORl>TS. STANWELL LODHK, BONNIXGiON,
L.EITH, beg to inform the Public that they have on hand a large
stock of flne two-years' transplanted LARCH, 14 to 2 feet high,
at unusually low prices, samples of which may be had on appli-
cation. P. and M. also recommend their attention to their choice
coilcotion of HYBRID RHODODENDRONS, CAMELLIAS,
HEATHS, &c., many of which arc at present coming into bloom.
TURNIP SEEDS.—P. and M. have also on hand a fine stock

<rf Sklrvine-'s and Laing's new Purple-top Swedish Turnip Seed,
with all other approved varieties, of their own saving, warranted
geiniiue

; priced Catalogues of which may be had on application.

T> ENEYOLENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF of
J ^ AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS and their WIDOWS.
The Comnuttnc of this Institution hereby give notice that, in
ccmformlty -with the resoluti ui of the General Meeting of the
Subscribers, which was hoIdoTi at the Crnwn and Anchor Tavern,
Strand, on the Uth of January last, and in consequence of the
death of John Crier, that an elecUon of THREE PENSIONERS
will take place on Thursday, the 2d day of Joixe next, at the
Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand, at one o'clock precisely.

Feb. 1st, 1815. J. J. BOWLER, Hon. Sec.
The testiuionials of Candidates must be forwaracd to the Secre-

tary (at the latest; by Saturday, the 2il of April next. Copies of
the Rules and Lists of Subscribers may he (ihtained of all the
Members of the Committee j and of the Secretary, Albany-road,
Kent ruatU
** Subscri' uling Post-oflicc orders arc respectfully re-

quested to make them payable to the Secretary at the General
FtMt-officc, St. Martin's-le-Gr-md.

PDW'ARD HECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,—
' Islcworth, Middlesex, respecfuMy informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUi;:> for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Piant^ mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edg-inc' for garderj paths may be seen in use at his house
upon ai'pI,c<ition to the gardener.

TT Hammond begs to return thanks to his numeroua
-^A . friends and the Public for their liberal < rders for his new
WliiteCape KroccoU, as advertised in the Ckrvnirh oi Oct. 16;
msx^ to intorm those that are not supplied with that valuable article
that he has a fow packets left which can be had of Messrs. Flana-
gan, Secd<imcn, Mansion-House Street, London, who know the
stock.—Mimdford Nursery, Feb. 10.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
npO BUILDERS and OTHERS.—-The Koval Agri-
-^ culUiral Society of England having decided to erect a
rlnn\g Pavilion, and to Enclose a space of Ground, and build
Sheds tt'.ereon. for the exhibition of Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Pigs,
Seeda, Roots. Vegetables, and Fruits, at the Meeting of the So-
ciety in the city ctf Bristol, in July next, all parties wiUin- to
Tender for the Building of the Pavilion, or for the Erection of the
Fence and Sheds of the Exhibition Yard, or for both, may inspect
thi: Plans. ^vwtionH, and ^»cciflcatio«s, and receive further in-tomatmn. at No. 5, Cavendish-sqnare, Umdmt, or at the omoeof
James Mannont, E»q., No. 15. Corn-street, liristol.

Tenu^is m.i>t be delivered to the Secretary, in Cavendish-
a^uare. on or before the 28th day of March next.-The Society do
not bind Uicm.^elve» to accept the lowest Tender

«f Wderof thpCoutuU, j^mbs Hrn-^ov.
London, Feb. ifith. 1F42. Secretary.

H NRY SPARE'S BENEFACTORS
• Continued:—

Rev. Ashworth,DowntonO 10 T. Smith, RosehiU .

Sir W. Boughton, Bart, 1 T. CJark, Rosehill .

Mr. Burton, Ditton Park 5 Mr. Henderson, Hmckle/0 10

3 6
S 6

Mr. Rowan 026
Mr. Dick, Ballindean • 10

H. Ogle, Rosehill .036
II. S. will feel thankful to be informed of contribuUons not pub-

lished (if any), which shall then be acknowledged in a future

KiimhPr.—rjrf^tf'orM. Feb. S4M. 1842.

teurs,

since

R ORSON, FLORIST and FLORISTS' AGENT,
• in returning his sincere thanks to the Gentlemen Ama-

IlorisU, and others for the favours conferred upon him

5.u^« «is commencement, respectfully informs them that to the

ebove busineas he has added that of AUCTIONEER, &c.. and

Ukes this opportunity of soUciting their kind support m that

department, trusting by strict attention and punctuality to

merit a share of the public patronage.

ISL Hall-place, Kennington-lane.

HOT-WATER ATPARATUS, upon the most im-

proved and economical principles, for Horticulture and

other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old

Park iron-works, and Manufacturers, fli, Gracechurch- street,

London, annex the following Ust of prices of Hot-water Pipes of

the best description, to assist persons desirous of adopting this

mode of heating in their calculations of the probable expense,

and respectfully solicit an opportunity of tendering their price

for the completion of any work "required. Socket-pipe for Hot
Water, of two, three, and four inches diameter, at 2«. 3rf., 3*. 3<f.,

and At. 3rf. per yard. Ditto, with Troughs for Orchidaceous-

houses, three and four inches diameter, ftt 4s. ^d. and 6^. Sff. per

The MUch-approved Conical Boilers made of strong plate-

copper, and which require no furnace or setting in brickwork,

from 5/. i». upwards. Also, every other description of Boilers

of the most approved construction. Further particulars may be

obtained at the Warehouses, Graccchurch-street, where also may
be seen a earicty of patterns of Iron and Strained-wire Fencing,

Hurdles, Brass and Iron Bedsteads, &c. kc,
^m-^t—t . ~1~M ll ~l^^
HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF

ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,
• King*s-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility and

Gentry that their business, which has been extensive throuerhout

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HEATING of them by HOT VVATERj see the 3rd and
S7th Numbers of the Gardcjiers' Chronicle.

References may be had, and their work s seen, at Mr. Perry's Nar-
Ecry, Banbury ; Mr. Green's, Lower Cheam ; Messrs. Henderson's,

Piivc apple Nursery J
Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr.

Knight's Exotic Nursery, Chelsea j Messrs. Low's, Clapton Nur-

serj. Kcnsall Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswater; Mr,
Willmer's Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobility and
Gentlemen's Seats in the countiy.

Every particular to be had at thtir Horticultural Manufactory,
GlonctBter plar«, Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

SLOUGH, BUCKS.
To the yohititp. Gentry, and Pithlic in general,

TMPORTANT SALE OF PART OF THE SUPE-
-1 RIOR NURSERY STOCK of the hig^hly-respectable Firm
of Messrs. T. and E. Brown', dissolving Partnership,—To be Sold
by Auction, by Mr. TEBBOTT, upon the premises, within five

minutes* walk of the Great AVestcrn Station, on Tuesday, March
8th, 1842, and following days, each day at IS o'clock, in Lots
(without the least reservation) suitable to every description of
purchasers, a part of the superior Nursery Stock growing on 14
acres of ground, called the " Ilencroft Nursery," being part of
the land belonging to Mr. E. Brown (who is retiring from the bu-
siness), and which is required for other purposes, comprising
very fine and valuable plants, in healthy condition, and will move
well. The Ornamental Trees, varying from 6 to 10 feet, will con-
sist of Laburnums, Elms in collection. Scarlet and Turkey Oaks,
Pdplars in collection, Ailanthus glandulosa, lAquid Amber, De-
ciduous Cypress, Scarlet Maple, Sumach, Catalpa syringlfolla,

Fern-leaved Limes, Pinus Cembra, j'Esculus bicolor, rubra, and
parvifloi-a. Mountain Ash, Norway Maple, Planes, Spanish Ches-
nuts. Acacia, and Tulip Trees. ITie Ornamental Shrubs will in-
clude China Arbor Vitie, large variegated Hollies, GrecA Hollies
of si7.cs, Portugal Laurels, Common Laurels of sizes, from 1 to
4 feet, about 8OOO Evergreen and Yellow-berried Privet, Syringas,
Brooms, Dogwood, Judas Tree, variegated Box in quantity, Gum
Cistus, Striped Elders, Irish Yew, Spireas of sorts, Euonymus,
Gueldrcs Roses, Lilacs, Snowberries, Tartarian Honeysuckle,
Ribes sanguinea, Calycanthus florida, Rose Acacia, Daphne, &c.
5cc. A few Standard Pears ; 30u0 Currants, of sorts ; 600 Goose-
berries, under names ; Raspberries of sorts ; Walnuts ; Standard
Quinces. The Forest Trees consif^t of »bout 2000 English Oaks,
4 feet; 1000 Beech, 2 to 3 feet; 2000 Hazel, 2 to 3 feet; Ash, 2
feet ; 2000 Larch Fir, 3 feet ; 15,0e0 Spruce Firs, 1 to 3 feet ; lOOO
Scotch Firs, 4 feet; 1500 Silver iFirs, 1 foot; 2000 Berberries, 1

foot; 2000 Privet J 2000 Mountain Ash, 4 feet; 200 Sycamores, 4
feet; IWO Labamnms, 4 to 6 feet; 500 Snowberries; 400 Poplars,
3 feet ; 500 English Elms, 5. 6, and 7 feet ; Horse Chesa«t8, 4 feet.
About 2000 Dwarf Roses, in fine collection, under names.
May be viewed three days prior to the sale, when Catalogues

may be had on the premises ; Hatchett's Hotel, Piccadilly

;

George, Hounslow : Chequers, Uxbridge; White Hart, Beacons,
field; Crown, Marlow; Bear, Reading; Ro<;e, Wokingham;
King's Head, Egham ; Swan, Chertsey ; White Hart, Maiden-
head ; Crown, Slough ; and at tlie Auctioneer's Office, Windsor.

STANDARD ROSES._»A Consignment of 1000 of the
^^ choicest varieties ever olftred to pnbUc competition has 1been entrusted to PauXHKaoic & Moaais for SALE at the 1Aui' n-Mart, Thursday loth March, and foUowin- dav This
selection con»*iit» of Hybrids, Bourbons, Perpctuals, Tea-scented
Provence, and others, both Standards and Dwarfs, of varieties
too numerous to mention, and of rare ami diversified beabty
Catalogrnes can he obtained of the principal Nurfterymen, at the
place of Sale, and of the Auctioneers, Leyton^tone.

IMPORTANT SALE.
SPLENDID COLLECTION OF STANDARD AND

DWARF ROSES, n^ FUCHSIAS, an assortment of choice
DAHLIAS in Ro«t**, ftANU^JCULUSES, a superb collection of
mi-sceilaneous GREE^^HOL^E PJ.ANTS, &c. Ur. T, Anuki
Jun. has received in^iiciions to sell the above by Au(^w&, ^t
the^V ion Mart, BiCrthclomcj^-lane, on Tuesday the ut ^^arcb,
1842, at 12 o'clock. Ami.nyr th» Hoses will be found Harrisomi
(\yilow), Giohe VSrKite, WiiiS#^J|OB»» &c. Fach^iia Monvpenii,
Msi^nfbra,,Splen3i*tl^t'<lf Jf*«IWW^ and ottwr rare varieties.

Th«*' iSreenhou^e >i'inTil» comjf-ise a spleJidid collection of
Azalea "rn>(t^C^ W>>rHfeii, 1^^kd»ntha, Ceerulescens, Hibbertu,
Conbolor, &c. J^int- , . T^r^A-by-emas, Burtonia, New Corraeaa,

&c. kf^ :^ay tte'vi^w'fen tutj moming'of S^, and Catalogues
had atifecAi^oaiMailfcac^vf theAuttzgacw CsuiideB>'ur3cry.

T>EAD'S IMPROVED PATENT HYDRAULIC
-*-*' ENGINE, upon an entire new principle; the levers act by
parallel motion, the valves arc spherical solid metal, and can never
get out of repair ; if standing by for months, are ready to act in an
instant. May be worked by two men, discharges 20 gallons of
water per minute to a distance of 60 feet ; uul by four men may be
conttnued for any length of time. It is so portable it will pa«8
through a doorway, and may bc kept in a hall or passage, and ear-ned up or down stairs by two men. With a sufficient length of hosewater may be conveyed to any part of a mansion, factory, or pub-he building. This Engine, by shifting the fulcrum pin, is a most
powerful SaRDEN ENGINE, suid may be worked by on« m^
for aU Uorucultural pnrposea, which the Patentee from 31 year*'pracUce mtiiat scknce can aafely warrant. Likewise MacUiucl
Trucks, Paila, md Synngea,»ade of the beet materials and work-manship, which may be g^a aad prgve4 «t 35, Repeat Ciicui,

Just published, in royal 4to, price 1^ i5s. bound
USTIC ARCHITECTURE—Picturesque Decora
tions of Rural BuUdings in the use of Rouerh Wnr«i"

Thatch, &c. Illustrated by Forty-two Drawings; consistin^r
Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Perspective Views- the Dooni
Windows, Chimneys, Shafts, &c., drawn Geometricallv tnlt
large scale ; .with descriptions and estimated costs. By T i
RicAL'Ti, Architect. * / .J,

"We have repeatedly and strongly recommended this eleeanf
and useful work, and can safely Say that we think no gentleman
who purchases it will be disappointed.**—i:ourf(/n'* GardeneiU
Magaxine.

James Carpenter, Old Bond Street.

PtihUshing Monthli/j with Four coloured Engravines
Price -Is.M, ^ '

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for Fkbruarv contains beautifully-coloured

figures of Cattleya Aclandits, Brugmansm fioribunda, Stahonia
aquifoliunh and Loasa Pentlandica, with the history and di-
rections for the culture of each : also comprehensive Papers on
the science of Gardening, including the phenomena of impreg-
nation and germination in the seed of plants ; the Culture of
Gesnera rupestris ; on Arranging and Planting Specimens In
Conservatories; the Propagation of Tiopseolum tricolorum

;

Notices of Plants figured in the floral periodicals for December and
January, and of those flowering in the suburban nurseries; with
a copious Calendar of Operations for the month.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and arc conse-
quently made from plants w^hich have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they arc lithographed on zinc by the same individual,

and, being coloured in a superior manner, have ail the spirit and
elegance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plaiits which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-
senting the most popularnovelties, as well as the more neglected,
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by GXQry one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardenmg

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commences with this Number, and as it Ls intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wisb to become subscribers,

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Patcmoster-row.

Uniform with the "Elements," price 35. 6rf.

COOLEY'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS
DEMONSTRATED ; or a Supplement to Euchd: being a

KEY" to the Exercises appended to the "Elements," for the use

of Teachers and private Students, Upwards of 120 Propositions

deduced from the first Six Books of Euclid, are illustrated in it

by new diagrams.
" Will be found of considerable value as an aid to Teachers of

the Matiiematics,"

—

New Munthly Mag*
II.

In foolscap Svo, price Is. 6d,

COOLEY'S FIGURES OF EUCLID; being the

Diagrams Illustrating tlie "Elements," with the Euuncia-

tions, printed separately for use in the Class-room,

*»* Orders received by all Booksellers.

Whittaker and Co., Ave-Maria-Iane London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. . ^

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-^

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

mcnts suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of hcM-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many lioblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatorj', lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions^
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the pi^blic to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amoiig&t other metal works, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the contmuea
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. andE. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic car^
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now readv for immediate delivery; tn^
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, ^9^Ji^^^l'
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at mxei-

vals, required- and which mav be seen at their manufactory.

fO PARENTS and GUARDIANS,— A. Ladt, who
-«- intends remaining some months at BRIGHTON fot,!."^^ I

nefit of her children, would be happy to TAKE CHARGE u^^
LITTLE GIRL OR BOY REQUIRING SEA AIR, an^ ^^^^
friends may not find it convenient to remain with them.

References can be given either in Brighton or Londwi.
For further particulars, apply by letter (prepaid) to Y. ^-^ ^*"

PATENT ASPHALTS PROTECTING MATERIAL.
-*- —Extract from Gardenei-v' Chronicle, Dec. 25, 184), p- S^-^-T
** In the midst of frost it wiU not be unseasonable to wsJtJ^

our Rea<lers of the great importance of preventing their m^
tender Hants that may have been frozen from being

^J"^
suddenly by the sun. AU Gardeners know how often P«** ""_^^
below a south wall are killed, and that if any contrivance to pi

vent theirbeing suddenly thawed is made use of, they r^covc

\\hat is true of Peas is, to a great extent, true of other ^""'^
A few weeks ago we had a severe frost, 16°; at that fame yo»j^

Araucarias exposed to the south died, while others withm a u.

yards, but screened from the sun by stone, did not »"»£^„^YTi
^^a may r.mark by the way that CROGGON^S ASPHALi*

i ROOrmo fonn, a moit excellent material for such s^^'Wg
toumai, Jan. 1, 184}, is fuUy de»cribi4 ^c

I

In page s of »ame Journal, Jan. 1, »o**» ^ ',",';'' j:'^'„n-nral So-purpo«w to which it ig appUad by the Royal Hoririculturai^
ciety. Baing a non-conductor it eiTactuaUy P«^«*^J''^nrch,
or cold.-.THOUAS Joh:( Cjto«&Qy, 8, Xnjram-cottTt, rwca^v^.
*tr»ft, L9u4au,
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Handsomely bounfl in clnth, with 93Wood Engravings, price 6s.6d

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
X FIBMATIOXS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egypt. By \V. C. Taylor, LL.D,
from the British 3fagaxhie.~'* This is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject,"
London : Tilt and Bogue, Fleet street.

®^araener$' ^Ijroukle.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE EXSUING "WEEK,
CHorticuhural . , . , 3 p. ji.

Tueeday < Fiuricultural . . . . 7 f. m.
CLinnean 8 p. k.

Friday ...... Botanical 8 p. m.

We
by Mr. Daniels of Twerton^near Bath, contradicted or

doubted. It will be remembered that we, some time
since, gave an account of them (p. 19), and that on a
subsequent occasion (p. 67) we adverted to a confirm-

ation of their accuracy which had been published by
Mr. Webb Hall The substance of Mr. Daniels'

statements is this : land which would not yield more
than four sacks of Barley an acre, or four bushels of
"Wheat, in the ordinary course of husbandry, has been
made, by the application of a peculiar manure, to

carry 5 J, (>, and 7 sacks of Wheat an acre, in sticces-

me y€ar,% without resting^ or the application of any
farm-yard manure. Anonymous writers, who do not
profess to know anything of the facts, are, we see, at-

tempting to raise a disbelief of the statement ; but as

Jt is af;ain confirmed, even so lately as last week, by
Mr. Webb Hall, wdio is personally cognisant of the
experiments, and as our private information from a
known correspondent also corroborates the account,
we must leave those who choose to doubt to the conse-
quences of their distrust.

We can quite understand, however, why this incre-
dulity is entertained ; for we all know that in the eyes
of too many agriculturists, th^t which has been is that
which should have been. Men accustomed to waste
all the most powerful portion of their farm-yard ma-
nure, to husband only that which is comparatively
feeble in its action, and to estimate its value by its

bulk, will naturally disbelieve the possibility of con-
centrating it, or of separating its constituent parts, or
of forming it artificially. To these it is useless to say
that ammonia, phosphoric acid, or alkaline and other
substances hitherto heard of only in tlie laboratory of
the chemist, are the most indispensable portions of
manure, and that such ingredients will act as food for
crops, wliether formed by natural means in the stable
and farm-yard, or compounded in the manufactory.
If it were otherwise, they would sec no cause for tne
doubts they entertain.

Perhaps a fact will convince where reasoning has no
effect. It is not long since all the ammoniacal liquor
formed in the' process of generating the gas which
lights our streets was poured into the Thames, polluting
its waters, and killing its fish. At that time no one
dreamed that a substance thus offensive in smell and
destructive to animal life could be made to contribute
most powerfully to the production of corn ; and yet it
is probably the most vsduable of all the cheap agents
we have as yet discovered, both to the gardener and
farmei-. On the 3d of December, 1840, a square rod
of lawn in the Garden of the Horticultural Society
was watered with this ammoniacal liquor, diluted in
the proportion of 3 parts to 20 of water; in about
48 hours all the grass appeared scorched, and the moss
and annuals among it were found to be killetl; but in
SIX weeks the grass recovered, and soon became con-
spicuous among the surrounding lawn for its deep rich
green. On the Uth of April, 1841, this rod was
mowed, and produced 64 lbs. of grass ; in a fortnight
inore it was again cut, and yielded 17 lbs. At the
same time another square rotl, originally exactly the
same, was mowed, and produced on the first occasion
13 Ibs.^ and on the last 67 lbs. So diat the land treated
wuh ammoniacal liquor had formed more than 80 lbs.
of grass while the other was forming less than 20 lbs.A similar space of ground had been dressed with ni-
trate of soda, but the additional quantity obtained in
consequence was inconsiderable. Circumstances pre-
vented the experiment being carried any further ; but
there could be no doubt that had the grass been
ailowed to stand for hay, the crop would have been
enormous on the ammoniated ground.
Now let us ask why a similar effect should not be

produced on Wheat, which, like the herbage of a lawn,

^ grass, and has the same constituent elements as hay.
Ine farmer will say, perhaps, that to make Wheat
rank is oaly to render it liable to mUdew, and to be laid
oy ram and storms, which would be no advantage, but
ttie reverse. Nothing can be more true, and therefore

who, we know, drills in rows 20 inches apart In
fact, some intelligence which has lately reached us
leads us to believe that Mr. Daniels' manure consists
of minute fragments of vegetable matter, such as
stubble, sticks, weeds, and wood, mixed with nitrate
of soda, lime, ammoniacal liquor, and gas tar. We
have for some time been aware that the ammoniacal
hquor,^ 'Vvhich is very caustic, speedily destroys the
trimmings of shrubberies, grass-mowings, and similar
garden refuse, that it also decomposes sawdust very
rapidly, and that it thus forms a valuable manure ; and
we have litde doubt, that as soon as it can be so com-
bined with other substances as to form a dry dressing,

not another gallon of it will be wasted.

ammon
for Wheat; but why not combine it with other
agents—with alkaUes to consolidate the straw, and
render it stiff in proportion to its length, and with
phosphoric acid for its grain } This certainly viay be
Clone, and probably was done by Mr. Daniels, whc^
Btraw

*^ Ir," says a correspondent, "you plant at all, re-

member this above every other thing, that whatever
kinds of trees you plant, they cannot well be too thick,

as in a short time they become shelter to one another,
and materially assist oite another for eight or ten

years. I have invariably found the Oak thrive better

under the Larch than under any other tree." If
would be difficult to compress more bad advice into

the same compass ; and yet it is an advice often given,
and as frequently taken, by those whose interest it is to

know better.

If we ask why trees should be thus thickly planted,
we are told of many reasons. One is, that they keep
each other warm ; another, that casualties are thus
provided for ; and another, that the trees draw each
other up. Let us examine these reasons.

In a crowded plantation, the trees are said to keep
each other warm ; sometimes Scotch Firs are recom-
mended for such purposes, and souietimes Larches.
But how do they do this.^ Is the temperature raised

in the winter? Js^o evidence can show that, we sus-

pect ; and if it could be shown, what then ? The hardy
trees planted in our woods require no warmth in win-*

ter, and are the worse for it ; for every garden ap-

prentice know^s, that to keep hardy plants warm in

winter is to render them excessively susceptible of the
influence of hard frost when it comes. ^Vitness the
destruction among trees in warm valleys in the severe

winter of 1837-8, and their comparative escape on
bleak hills. Perhaps it will be said that they keep
off cold winds, acting as screens. We are far from un-
dervaluing screens; which are useful in mitigating the
caustic eftectsof sea-spray, and the withering influence

of dry north-east winds; and belts (o the windward
of plantations are doubtless often valuable ; but in no
other sense can the word protection be admitted. On
the contrary, we will engage that in every thickly-

planted w^ood the trees on the outskirts are the best, and
there the protection is the smallest. What injures trees

is the very low temperature of our nights in the spring,

wdien shoots are young and tender ; but as such cold

acts perpendicularly, not horizontally, the much-loved
nurses which keep trees warm are of no avail. The
truth is, that people fancy plantations are affected by
cold in the same way as human beings, which is ^
great mistake.

As to providing against casualties by close planting,

we would submit that much more efficient guards are

a good well-kept fence, and active keepers to destroy

hares and rabbits. In the absence of this sort of pro-

tection all the thick planting in the world will not en-

sure the success of a plantation, and with it close plant-

ing is superfluous.

That trees which are close planted draw each other

up, w^e admit; but^ for reasons given in previous arti-

cles, this, so far from being an advantage, is destructive

of plantations, if profit to the planter or ornament to

an estate are objects to be attained.

Having thus examined the reasons assigned by
others in favour of planting thick, we w^ill now give

our own reasons for planting thin.

We object to it on the score of expense. An acre of

land planted at two feet apart requires 10,890 trees;

at six feet apart, 1:210 are sufficient ; on good land, the

last number is ample. Now, supj>ose it were planted

entirely with Oak li to 2 feet high : an acre at two
feet apart will cost 27/. 10s. ; but at six feet it will

only cost 3^ 0^. 6rf. So that 2AL per acre would in

that case be wasted; if Larcli were taken, the differ-

ence would be as 13/, l/^s. to 1/. 10^., and with other

trees in similar proportions. Planting thick is there-

fore an enormous unnecessary expense.

We object to it on the ground of its diminishing the

rate of growth of the trees planted. An acre of ground
contains only a certain amount of oi^anisable matter,

say 100 lbs. If 10^000 trees occupy it, there will be
only i lb. of food for every 100 trees; .but if only

1200 are growing on it, there will be more than an
ounce and a half for each- It must be obvious that in

the latter case the trees will grow much the fastest.

Now, let us suppose that trees planted at two feet

apart are allowed to stand eight or ten years without

I

thimning can any one doubt that, if they grow at all,

they must be by that time in the condition of fishing-

rods I An Ash in fair land will grow two feet a-year ; I

let the reader imagine an acre of Ai^h-trces, 20 f^t

high^ at twp feet apart J Not Um wich a tM^ omH

occur, because Nature would long before have righted

herself, and the plantation would have disappeared,

unless a few straggling trees should hare remained to

tell the tale of the folly of the planter.
** But," says our correspondent above quoted, " Oaks

are found invariably to thrive better uiider the Larch
than under any other tree." This may be ; but who
ever saw an Oak thrive at all under any tree whatever?
or any one tree thrive under any other tree? Exposed
to such circumstances, trees may Hve, but thriving is

out of the question. A tree, to thrive, must have full

access to light, and air, and wind ; will it have such
access under another tree? It must have a soil to grow
in free from the roots of other trees ; will this be the
case where one tree grows on the roots of another?
These questions demand no answer.
We admit that we have stated this case more

strongly than our corresjjondent probably intended
;

but the reader can soften it down according to his own
peculiar views; and when he has done so, he must
still come to the conclusion that thick planting is one
of the many mistakes Avhich are daily committed in
foresting ; and that to leave a thickly-planted estate

eight or ten years without thinning, under the notion

that the trees will be keeping one another warm, and
nursing each other, all that time, is a tenfold greater

and more serious error.

ON FORCING THE CAMELLIA.
The Camellia may be had in blossom nine months out

of the year, though it is by no means so frequently or so
successfully forced as it ought to be. Most families are

in the country during the months of November, December,
and January; and such bemg the case, means should be
taken to have it in flower during that period ; as it is,

** full many a flower is born to blush unseen.'' I Lave a
Camellia-house under my care, in which the plants have
been in constant bloom since the first week in November^
and they will continue so until the beginning of March.
The house is only 24 feet long by IC wide, and at the end
of January I have counted not less than -iOO blossoms
expanded at once ; and the amount of blooms from the
1st of November cannot have been les« than 2,000 ; at

L Mst, reckoning those still unopened. The leaves are of
a t:ood dark colour, and the blossoms have opened freely,

and are as large and as good iu colour as those which
blo'jm in April.

Soil,—The soil I use is, two parts rich loamy turf,

ratiier tenacious ; one do. decomposed turfy-heath soil;

and to this I add a little sharp sand, and a little bone-
manure. I am aware that some persons use leaf-mould
and rotten dung ; but as the texture of these is not of a
permanent character, they are better left out, in my
opinion^ especially as liquid manure is used. The loam
should be about six months old, and should be broken, and
thoroughly blended with the other materials, but not
sifted; and small lumps of the sod should be introduced

occasionaUy while fiihng the pots with the compost^ which
will facilitate the escape of water.

Draviage and Potting,—In potting, I place three or
four potsherds first, the one overlapping the other, to in-

sure a certain and speedy passage for the water, in defiance

of the earth-worm ; then a sprinkling of pounded crocks,

the size of horse-beans ; and finally, another sprinkling

finer still : on this I put a thin layer of sphagnum which
has been dried but not decomposed* Many practitioners,

and good ones too, recommend repotting just before the

plants begin to -grow. I am indiiied to think this j^aa
better adapted for nurserymen, and those whose only

object is to make wood. The production of blossoms is

another a^air ; and in the case of luxuriant plants, this

can only be done by a temporary check of some kind, the

best of which is, in my opinion, limiting the aupply of

water at the root, and not calling a new series of fibres

into play until the blossom-buds are decidedly formed. I
repot Camellias soon after they Lave made their young
growth—as soon, in fact, as the young leaves are perfectly

developed, and the end of the young wood at the point of

junction with the wood of tlie former year begins to turn

a little brown* In potting, the soil should be rather

lumpy than otherwise, and tolerably dry, and should he
put round the ball in regular layers, and dressed tolerably

firm, but not Lard, as the layers are thrown in—preying
every layer a little, so that no crevice be left. The ball

of the plant ^ould be rather moist at shifting ; and when
it is in a pot-bound state, it should be immersed in tepid

water for an hour, about three days previous, allowing

a day or two for the superfluous water to drain away before

potting: \ place the ball immediately on the sphagnum.
Period of Growth.—The thermometer should be kej^

from 60** to 65^ by day, and .^0'^ to 55° by night. The treat-

ment should now be of a close and moist character, giving

air in moderation and with caution every morning, from
8 o'clock until noon, and then, unless very hot weather,

shutting close up. There should be a little fire-heat

every morning, from 7 o'clock until 11, when it should he

taken away until 4 o'clock, and then applied for the even-

ing. The pipes, flues, and floors should be watered abun-

dantly directly the air is taken away ; then a good sy-

ringing at 3 o'clock, and the flues, &c. 8cc.,

before, between 5 o'clock and 6, Watering at tlieroot

must be carefully attended to when neces^fj^ a^^ ^^

liquid manure.
Period 0/ Forrmng the Blo(S$0m-hid.- .

that the plants have been all rt^otff or eiammc^.

Shadmg wiU now be mdispensabJe, the ^^J*£^^^'
which Is coarse canvas. I kej»t mf^^ ^n ^J^-
mer, an4 mfmmm mm 0mi^^ * ^^^^^^ however.

tred aa

-*t—=

I shaH mi^m^
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advise those who are not too busy, to remore tt every

afternoon at 4 o'clocfc, and replaw; it at D in thejollowing

Themornmg
^T day, and from 55° to 60*^ by night, and be accompanied

with a free circulation of air, avoiding all catting winds.

state

The main business is the concentration of those principles

hich form the future blossom-bud, now in an incipient

strong action of the root, with free watering, and

an orermoist atmosphere, will readily convert the would-

be blossom-bud into a second shoot. The plants must,

therefore, be very sparingly watered ; in fact, a good

smart syringing every afternoon immediately the air is

taken away, say 4 o'clock, will be nearly sufficient. A
little fire should be made every afternoon, except on

warm sunny days, about 3 o'clock ; but it should be put

entirely out about 5 o'clock, as it is only requisite to warm

the pipes or flues sufficiently to produce a genial vapour

Tor the night; and half an hour after the fire is puiled

out, the whole of the flues, pipes, and floors should be

saturated with water, to be evaporated by the next day's

Tcntilation.

Period of Feeding tJie 2?U£/.—The fires may now be

dispensed with entirely, merely observing in the case of

sunny afternoons to make free use of sun-heat, by shut-

ting up the hoQse early in the afternoon, say from 3 to 4

o'clock, according to the weather. Air should be given

freely at all opportunities, and the plants should be sy-

ringed heavily at 7 o'clock in the mominr, and again at

4 o'clock in the afternoon, saturating the noors and flues,

or pipes, with water in the evening- The plants may be

w«U watered at the root whenever they require it, using

liquid manure from old dung, in the proportion of one

part liquid manure to four of clean water. If it be used

richer, alternate waterings of clean water will be neces-

sary, or the soil will become choked, and its texture de-

stroyed. The plants will now possess abundance of new
fibres, and their powerful action, assisted by liquid manure
occasionally^ will produce both a plump bud and a durk

leaf, and enable the plant to store up abundance of neces-

iary food for the expanding blossoms*

Period of Blooming.— This is an important period.

Three objects must be kept especially in view, viz.—the

complete development of the blossom-bud; the retaining

it on the plant as long as possible afterwards; and feeding

the later blossom -buds. Free watering, and the use of

liquid manure as before recommended, most be persisted

in, avoiding however excess. The plants require to be
kept decidedly moist at the root while in the flowering
state, rather more so indeed than at any other period ; and
if the pottiug and soil be right, and the drainage com-
plete, little harm will ensue from a liberal use of water ;

still any great extreme, either of drought or wet, will be
uca! to the bud. Syringing must be entirely dispensed
with, and in lieu thereof a deposit of dew should take
place every afternoon at 3 or 4 o'clock. My Camellias
luive been thus treated all the past winter ; and as it re-
quires a little nicety to produce this fine dew without at
the same time producing drip, I must state how 1 have
managed it. My fires, which are Bmouldered up in the
evening about 10 o'clock, burn but little all night, or at

least as slow as possible ; they are stirred up directly the
fire*manager comes to work every morning, and burn as
brisk as possible until 11 o'clock, when they are put en-
tirely out until 4 o'clock in the afternoon. During the
time the brisk fire is kept up, all the air possible is ad-
mitted consistent with the weather, so that all damp is

carried away, and the leaf and blossom made perfectly dry
for three hours. At 1 or 2 o'clock the pannels on the
hot water pipes, which have become about the warmth of
new milk, are filled full of water, and the floors are
flooded as well. This produces a genial steam, which,
instead of being forced immediately to the roof by a high
temperature, to be condensed and become drip, floats over
the plants, and is gradually condensed on the leaves and
flowers, or remains suspended in the atmosphere. The
pipes are watered again at 4 o'clock, and the plants being
now covered with dew, I find it expedient to give a little
back air at the ventUators, and Uiis remains all night. By
these means my Camellias have been covered every night
through the past winter with a dew exactly similar to thatm a fine mght in May out-of-doors. If, however, the
weather is so severe that I cannot give air at all, 1 in-

»^ lower my fires, and the house is kept at 50^ heat.

1, r ^i^""'^'"""^^^
temperature at this period should

he from 30o to ooo by day, and from 45« to 50° by ni^ht.
Ihis period ,s more artificial than any of the foregoing

;but a httlc attention here will not be thrown away. By
rest, I mean slow breaking of Oie wood-buds, as gardeners
term it

;
the necessary consequence of which is, to cause

• S»^ffer number of wood-buds to push than otherwise

!^- r.i." r*^ ^^"^ ^""^ '^ "^'^""^ *^« cxhausUon into^eh they have been thrown by blossoming, and renderthem more excitable when heat is applied- Nothing, how-
ever, IS necessary in addition to a lower temperature, but
synngmg, steaming, and regular watering, with a mode-
rate circulation of air.—/^oiert Errinalon. Onlfnrr j>^^v

a crimson hue ; this peculiarity is its principal attraction,

the flower being deficient in form.

Several attractive varieties of Pelargoninms were ex-

hibited by Mr. Pampliu during the past season ;
in de-

scribing these flowers it may be proper to remark that we

have never seen plants of them in a growing state—our

observations are consequently confined to the properties

of the individual flowers. The general appearance of the

plants and their manner of blooming we are unacquainted

with ; the following varieties are considered the best:—

27.—Enchantress is a large flower with a white ground ;

the dark mark in i\it npper petals nearly covers their entire

surface, leaving but a narrow border approaching to

white ; it resembles the Queen of the Fairies, but the

flowers are larger ; the margin round the upper petals is

not so broad, and it wants the purity and clearness of

edge which is the distinctive mark of that beautiful variety.

28.—Camilla is a large and finely-formed flower of good

substance; it has rich bright salmon-coloured under petals,

with a fine spot in the upper part of the flower ; the rich

colour in the petals, combined with the size of the blooms,

renders it an attractive variety.

29.—Alice Grey, and 30—Alice, are two flowers of good

form and pleasing appearance ; the former has clear rose-

coloured under petals, with a white centre and a well-de-

fined spot ; in the latter the ground colour is a delicate

pink, approximating to white ; they are both desirable

varieties.

31,»_Lyne's Circassian. This very much resembles

Climax, but is iti every respect an improvement upon that

favourite variety- The form of the flower is good ; the

bottom petals are bright pink, with a white centre, and an

intensely dark spot in the top petals. It is a very free

bloomer.
32.—Sirius is another flower of the same character-

3:;.—Grand Monarch (Kinghorne's). The lower pe-

tals are of a delicate pink ; there is a large spot in the

upper ones, which softens a little towards the^edge. The
flower is of a good substance, and finely formed : the

lower petals are unusually broad, filling up the spaces be-

tween, and leaving but slight indentations in the general

outline of the flower. This will prove an excellent variety

for show.
34.—Proserpine, The lower 'petals are pink, and the

spot in the upper ones is large and rich, leaving a slight

margin of the ground colour.

35—Flash ; and 26—Flamingo. These are two showy
varieties : the trusses are large and numerous. Flash has

the advantage in form ; the under petals are rose ; the

spot in the upper petals is large and dark, leaving a crim-

son margin around the edge. Flamingo is a deeper and
richer coloured flower, and rather coarse : the trusses are

not sufficiently compact, from the footstalks of the flowers

being too long.

37. Reward.—Mr. Russell has a seedlinp: nnder this

name, which appeared a promising flower. The colour is

brii^bt crimson, somewhat like Gaines's King ; the flower is

well formed, the petals even on the edge : the trusses are
large, the foliage handsome, and the habit seemed free.

38. Rambler also promised well. It resembles Con-
servative in colour ; it is a well-formed flower, and a good
trusser.

30,—Princess Sophia Matilda (Basket's). This is a
very singular flower. Those who are acquainted with
Jehu or Forster's Beauty will at once recognise its colour.
The blooms are superior in size to either of those varieties,

and the trusses arc fine and remarkably compact. The
upper petals are very dark, being nearly covered by the
spot, leaving a margin of /ose; the lower ones are rose,

with deeper rose-coloure'd spots. What constitutes the
singularity of this variety is the appearance which the
flowers present of being fringed, which arises from having
a superabundance of material in the petals, and this causes
a puckering at the edges. It is peculiar in appearance,
and though not calculated for the purposes of exhibition,
where floral properties are scrutinised, it will make a
pleasing variety for a general collection.

IsOTES UPON SOME OF THE NEW PELAR-
GONIUMS.

(Concluded from page 68.J

24.—Duchess of Kent has rose-coloured under petals,
terminating in white and a fine dark spot in the upper
petals.

25.—Cerito (Gaines). This is a fine free bloomer; the
trusses, which are large, rise well above the foliage ; the
form of the flower is good, and the spot clearly defined,
somewhat like the Sylph ; the ground colour is a delicate
pink in all the petals ; the flower is large.

2C.—Amurath possesses a singular combination of
ctlour, the Jo^er petals being lilac, ttc upper partaking of

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. IX.
Many tender plants, such as Verbenas and Anagallises,

which have been kept in pits all the winter, and which
are intended for the beds of the flower-garden next sum-
mer, should now be gone over and top-dressed with fresh
soil, or repotted where the roots are in bad condition.
Auriculas should also have a top-dressing of rich soil
well mixed with rotten cow-dung, removing at the same
time all damping leaves, and admitting plenty of air in
fine weather. If there are any hardy annuals in the beds
or borders of the flower-garden ^hich showed themselves
in the autumn and have hved throughout the winter, thin
them out, put a little fresh soil amongst them, and'leave
them to flower early. Sow a few favourite annuals in
pots, such as Sweet Peas, Stocks, Nemophila insignis, &c,
for planting out when the season is more advanced.
The weather is now favourable for going on with alter-

ations and improvements. In No. G, page 85, where
some remarks were made upon laying out small gardens,
the more common faults in style were pointed out in
order that the amateur might guard against them. Where
general effect is the object, nothing looks better than a
fine grass lawn in the middle of the garden open to the
house, and seen from the windows. If there are any
tlower-beds or clumps upon the lawn, they should be few
ana of considerable size, keeping them rather near the
sides

: their form must be regulated by surrounding ob-
jects. It the garden is a square or a parallelogram, and
IS bounded by straight walla or hedges, visible from the
walks-which we will suppose are made down each side
at a convenient distance from the boundary—tien these
Waiki must be made atraie-ht h«f .'r, .v,«.. -. _•

advisable to plant shrubberies round the borders to hide
the straight lines, and then the walks may be formed in
graceful curves. Too many turnings should be guarded
against, as they never look well, particularly if there is

no apparent reason for them. Much of the beauty is

produced by a judicious selection and arrangement of
trees and shrubs, planting those which have the most
symmetry in their general outline nearest the dwelling-

house. Every one must have admired the noble Cedar
of Lebanon, with its wide-spreading branches, when planted

in a situation of this kind. The Araucaria Dombeyi
which is now common, would form a fine object even in a
small garden, for it grows slowly, and would be a long
time before it got to an inconvenient size. A group of
Yuccas in some corner near the house gives a kind of
exotic character which is pleasing. At a little distance

from the house, and on one side of the lawn, a plant or
two of the Indian Cedar (Deodar), of which many thou-

sands are now in the nurseries, would look well ; then
groups of the ornamental kinds of Hawthorn might come
in : and if there is a pond or lake, some Birches, Weep-
ing Willows, and trees having that character might be
planted near it. The sides of the garden could be planted

with the more common ornamental trees, evergreens, and
flowering shrubs, and thus the eye would be gradually

led from art and symmetry to the more natural appearances

presented by wild scenery.

These are general principles which I think should be

always kept in view where effect is studied ; but the par-

ticular arrangement must be left entirely to the taste and
objects of the proprietor, because his garden is for his

own recreation and amusement, and therefore he should

satisfy himself. If he lives in a retired spot, he may wish

to have views of the surrounding country, and, by sunk
fences and other arrangements, make his garden appear

part of the fields and woods by which he is surrounded

;

or if near the noise and bustle of a town, seclusion and

retirement may be his object, and*he will therefore make
his arrangements accordingly. A tree or shrub may look

ill in a certain place to the eye of the garden artist, and yet

the proprietor, for reasons of his own, may prefer that

tree to all the others in his garden,

—

R, F,

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF CAPE HEATHS.
Many of your readers will doubtless remember how

much Cape Heaths were admired and valued in the neigh-

bourhood of London about twenty years ago. But at that

time it was only the more skilful nurseryman or gardener

who understood the art of keeping them alive, and as

soon as they got into the hands of many private individuals,

from some cause they became unhealthy and were soon lost.

As this happened frequently, the opinion became general

that they were most unmanageable plants, and people

gradually gave up all hopes of succeeding with them.

Several of ihe nurserymen, however, still kept up the col-

lection, and in the mean time it was proved by the splendid

specimens which were grown in some collections in Scot-

land, particularly at Edinburgh and Woodhall, that Heaths

were as willing to submit to artificial treatment as other

exotic plants, providing they were properly managed.

Subsequently, this has also been proved by the very fine

specimens which have been of late years brought to the

exhibitions of the Horticultural Society of London, where

they now form one of the principal objects of attraction.

And when we consider that they are not like our favourite

Pelargoniums and Calceolarias, which bloom only in per-

fection during the summer, when our gardens are gay with

many other flowers, but that with a judicious selection we

may have some of them in bloom at all seasons, and that

their waxy forms ''and flowers of all hues" are always

pleading to the eye, we cannot wonder that they are now
likely to be greater favourites than ever they were before.

Having at page 699 (1841) given some directions for

their propagation by seeds and cuttings, I will now de-

scribe their subsequent treatment, I Ought, however, to

have mentioned a quick mode of striking the free-growing

kinds, which is practised by some of the nurserymen who

grow them for the London market. A number of plants

are put into a warm bouse and induced to send out a

quantity of short young shoots, which are taken off as^soon

as they become a little firm at the base, prepared in the

usual way, and plunged in a gentle bottom-heat. But I

fear I am treading on dangerous ground here, and may as

well inform your unknown correspondent who attacked my
last paper, that Heaths are such perverse things, they ^iU

root by the thousand in this way notwithstanding all his

knowledge, and therefore if I recommend bottom-heat this

time he must blame them and not me. But if he had read

the former paper with that care with which critics should

always read, he would have seen nothing about bottom-

heat, because it is only when the cuttings are taken off in

a very young state and liable to damp that this is at all

necessary. W^hen the under part of the cutting is firm, »

shaded frame-in the spring or summer season is all that is

required. Asl have made the subject as plain as possible

this time, I hope he will not endeavour to misunderstapa

me. but that he will try both methods, and I am quite

certain he will report most favourably of each.

The best soil for the growth of Heaths is that rich brown

turfy peat commonly found on the surface of land where

the native Heather grows. Sometimes grass will be found

growing very strong on this soil, as at Shirley Conimon

;

but wherever the land is barren it is an indication of poor

soil, and should not be selected. It is always best to have

it dug and brought home to the compost-yard at least a

year before it is to be used. The fibrous matter will then

have time to decay, and will make excellent manure for

the roots of the plants. During the winter and spnng xc

should be several times turned over, and by this mcaa»
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the whole will get well mixed and exposed to tlie influence

of the frost. Peat-soil is generally found naturally well

mixed with fine white sand ; but where this is not the case,

a small quantity should be added to the soil before it is used.

As the young plants grow and fill the pots with roots,

they will require to be shifted into pots of a larger

size. I do not know any better rule than to follow the

different sizes of the pots commonly made in the potteries,

from ** thumbs" downwards to those of a larger size. Thus
theyoungcuttingsorseedlingsarefirstpotted in'* thumbs/'

then in 60s, then 48s, and so on. At every shifting the

neck of the plant ought to be kept a little higher than the

soil, and when large pots or tubs are used, Mr. M cNab's
plan of mixing small pieces of freestone with the soil is a

most excellent one ; of course it is necessary for the health

of the plants to have the pots properly drained, and tlie

worms kept out of them. Heaths will not bear their roots

being cut or destroyed, particularly after the plants attain

a certain age. This is no doubt one of the reasons why so

maijy of these plants die after being shifted by gardeners,

who, not being aware of this, subject them to the same
system of root-pruning as Acacias or Pelargoniums,

The shifting may be done at any season except winter

;

but this must be regulated in a great degree by the state of

the plants, as they flower and grow at so many different

times. Spring, however, is the time when the most of them
ought to be shifted, and if they are placed out of doors

during summer they will all require to be looked over again

before they are brought into the house in autumn. The
kind of water which is used for these plants is of the

greatest consequence in keeping them in a high state of

health. I know several kinds of spring-water which de-
stroy Heaths in a very short time. Wherever such
springs exist, rain or river water should always be used
instead. When the pots are properly drained, there is not
much danger to be apprehended from over- watering; but
the plants are sure to suffer if the ball is allowed to get too
dry, and hence the great use of small pieces of freestone
recommended by Mr. McNab. In the winter season,
when there is any danger from frost, Heaths and all other
hardy greenhouse plants should always be watered in the
early part of the day, as they are much more likely to be
injured if watered in the afternoon. It is the best plan
under these circumstances to keep them as dry as they
will bear without injury, for wet soil freezes much
sooner than dry. Frequent syruiging is also of great
use in fine weather ; but this must never be done when the
plants are likely to suffer from damp, or when the weather
is cold and frosty. The principal art of making fine

specimens of Heaths consists in dwarfing them, and form-
ing them into round green bubhes. This is done by pinch-
ing out the points of the shoots when the plants are
young, and continuing the practice whenever the stems
are inclined to grow long-jointed. It must, however, be
done in a judicious manner ; otherwise if done at the wrong
season, the flowering will be spoiled. The proper time is

after the flowering season is past, or when the plant is

growing freely, and before it has begun to form its

flower-buds*

As this paper is rather longer than I intended, I will

reserve for another some remarks upon the' construction
and management of the Heathery.—a, e^ i.

DESCRIPTION OF AN ICE-HOUSE AND FRUIT-ROOM COMBINED.

The annexed figure represents the ground-plan and
section of an ice-house and fruit-room combined. 1 is
the ice-house with a circular hole in the top for filling.

'. ^^ endless canvas, revolved by means of rollers turned
^»th a handle ; this is for conveying the ice from the
oottom of the bank to the hole in the top of the ice-house :

jne ice is prevented from falling back by means of
^ths of wood fixed across the canvas. 3 is one end of a
Dowling-green, surrounding the two rooms 4, 4, and en-
trance to the fruit-room 5, the ice-house 6, and part of
Wie circular mound covering the whole, 7. The farther

^^ of the bowling-green, should be convexly circu-

or fountain, from the waste-pipe of which the water may
be conveyed at pleasure into the bowling-green ; and

being by this means filled with w^ater to the depth of

2 feet or so, in frosty weather a fine sheet of ice will be

formed, and thus the bowling-greeu will serve for a

bowling-green, curling-pond, ice-house-pond, and skating-

pond. The method of tilling the ice-house may be as

follows :—an openin;^ is made in the ice at the corner

adjoining the stone flooring, 8, and increased in a

(jiagonal line to the far corner on the opposite side, in

which forms may be placed for the workmen to stand
j

upon when breaking and spearing the ice along to the

corner. Two men stand at the comer and drag the ice

on the flooring; two otherB with mallets break the ice into

small pieces, and two shovel it on the canvas ; another
one sprinkling it with salt*, while another turns round the
canvas by means of the handle and rollers : by this the
ice is conveyed to the top, and falls through the round
hole in the centre of the house, from which there should
be a bottomless sack of canvas suspended to prevent the
ice from falling on the workmen below, who by means of
wooden beaters should pound the ice as closely together
as possible, frequently pouring hot water over it with the
rose of a watering-pan. The door, 9, being shut, and a
layer of reeds, wheat-straw, or laths, laid against it to
prevent the ice from adhering to it, the house may be
firmly filled to a little above the spring of the arched roof,
when the packers may ascend through tjie hole in the top.^
The ice may then have an extrahreaking, and the remain-"
ing part of the house be packed full. The hole should then
be closed up with a circular board 9 inches or 1 foot in thick-
ness ; the space between this and the upper covering,
which should be of stone, should be stutFed up with sphag-
num, and the stone covered over with turf. It is not my
design to explain the principle by which ice is kept in a
congealed mass, as that has been already done in the first

volume of the Gardeners^ Chronicle; but I would state that

I disapprove of teving the ice insulated by means of
straw. If it is necessary to have any material between
the walls and the ice, strips of lath will be found the best,

I would not even put straw between the two doors in the
passage, but would, if space allowed, substitute a third

door.. The doors might be made nearly air-tight by
having their edges covered with soft leather, or some
such substance. There is a great waste of time in re-

moving the straw to get at the ice, and consequently a
great deal of air would be admitted into the interior of
the house, which I believe is the cause of so much com-
plaint about the speedy dissolution of ice. By means of
the air-tight doors, the person sent for a supply of ic^,

after having opened the first door, may shut himself
and pail in ; the second door may then be opened, and
should fold in the middle, so as to occupy little space

in opening ; the third door may open outwards, and to the

reverse side of the second, and be shut on entering the

house ; by this means very little air will be admitted on
entering, and far less on returning, and every sort of litter

being done away with, there will be little danger of

bonio acid gas accumulating inside the house. In the

above plan there may be a door at the foot of the stairs,

and two others on entering, through the wall. The inner

walls of both ice-house and fruit-room should be built with

brick, and bound to the outer walls with long bricks or

stones, reaching through the vacuity from the one wall to

the other. The fruit-room is liahted from above with

circular vents with glass tops, 10, and wooden shutters,

11, that may be opened and shut with cords and pulleys;

five of these vents may be sufficient to light the passage,

12, of the fruit-room all round. The shelves, 13, should

be supported on cast-iron pillars; they may be made of

stone, slate, or zinc, either material in my opinion being

preferable to wood, both for durability and for keeping

the fruit cool and plump. The fruit-room is 12 feet high,

8 feet wide, and contains about 3540 square feet of &helf-

ing. The passage between the shelves is 3 feet wide.

The height of the ice-house is 20 feet from top to bottom,

and 11 feet diameter at the spring of the arched roof, 14

is a layer of coal or gas tar, mixed up with sand to pre-

vent the wet getting down to the building. The swan-

necked pipe will exclude the air from below, as it will

always stand full of water. The drain below the passage

of the fruit-room will prevent an over-dampness in the

flooring. Heated air might be conducted from the back

of the fire-places, 15, into the vacuity in the frult-room

wall, and may be admitted into the interior of the room,

by turning valveSj in the inner wall. Cold air may have

ingress by a pipe or pip. s from outside the bank into the va-

cuity, and from thence through the valves into the interior,

and the egress may be by the vents attop. However,! am
of opinion, as far as my experience in keeping fruit goes, that

little air, heat, or light is necessary ; and that an atmosphere

inclining to a damp state rather than dry is essential. The
air-pipes of course will be useful in extraordinary cases.

The room 4, on the left-hand sfde of the passage to the

fruit-room and ice-house, is intended for the accommoda-
tion of bowlers ; and, as a dessert and sitting rooms, should

contain chairs, a table, and strong press of the bowls, curl-

ing-stones, &c. The room on the right hand is for pre-

paring the dessert in, and for keeping and ripening some
of the finer sorts of French and Flemish Pears, &c., and
should be fitted up with shelves and drawers for seeds, &c.

Ice-houses are frequently built in a very obscure coiner^

«nd sunk in the side of a north sloping bank, under the

shade of forest-trees, and often at a considerable distance

from the house and garden, and when passed at any time

present no peculiar attraction : whereas, if built on the

plan here described, they may occupy a place at one side, or

even in the middle of the flower-garden, and being of such

magnitude, would contain ice and fruit for the constant

supply of a large family. If the elevation of the rooms 4, 4,

was built in the form of a Grecian temple, the bank of

earth covering the ice-house and fruit-room planted with a

selection of dwarf ornamental flowering shrubs, and par-

tially shaded with trees on the south side, or studded over

with rockwork plknted with different species f^^^'
frames, Sedums, Primulas, and Ericas; a scroH-shapea

Aquarium encircled the far end of the bowling-green; ^na

if it was situated near the gardener's house the iu> -

houses, and fruit-garden, it would be an
^^Jff "^^^"^J

of peculiar attraction and elegance, but would affoi^ the

merns of recreation, and combine economy with uUlitj.

—J. Z>. B, D.

This is wronsr
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HOME CORRESrONDENCR.
Peaces —In the notices on plantinff and training quick

hedges, your correspondents repeatedly direct the shoots

to be cut back every year Tvith a new to thickening the

hedge. My eiperience has shown that such a practice

will effectually rear the object that it is wished to advance.

It is right to cat the Thorn within an inch of the root at

planting, for the purpose of making it throw out a number

of shoots at that point; and if the plant is pruned after-

wards at two or three feet from the ground, the same re-

sult follows, f. e. a number of shoots spring from just be-

low the cut. But these shoots soon steal the sap, and

nothing but a bare stem will, in a few years, remain below

that point : thus making the hedge hollow at the bottom.

My rule is this, and experience has proved it to be a good

one: never top a hedge till it has attained the required

height; when it has been planted three years, the sides

should be trimmed up with the shears or hook, to encou-

r"^" the laterals to multiply shoots, taking care not

to^injure the leading shoots. This will make a single

tow of Thorns, originally planted at 4 in. apart, so thick,

that a bird will not build in it. When the hedge has

reached its full height, trim it level at the top, and keep

the sides cut, so as to allow no part to overhang another.

The practice of ** laying" hedges, fo^erly so much in

Togiie, is now giving way to an improved plan, viz. after

five or six years, cut out single plants at intervals where

the bottom may be thinnest, at six, nine, or twelve inches

from the ground. Tlic hedge will thus be kept full at

bottom ; whereas, after 20 years, a ** laid*' hedge is good

for little.—/».

Kwffht's Monarch Pear,—T am inclined, by tlie figure

and description of the Monarch Pear given in p. 109, to

ask if this is the variety distributed by the Society eight

or ten yenrs since. At that time I received grafts from
which i ]>ropagated extensively ; but I was much disap-

pointed when the trees came into bearing to find the fruit

i hard, worthless, green Pear—keeping well, it is true,

even till May or June, but even then dry and valueless.

The trees were remarknble for their thorny and robust habit.

On Inquiring of Mr. Thompson some two or three years

since about it, he informed me that Mr. Knight had then

found put the mistake, his gardener having taken grafts

rem the wrong tree to give to the Society, but that grafts

of the true sort had since been received. Of this kind I

had one small graft, and the plants I have propagated

from it differ in habit from those before mentioned, not

growing so luxuriantly. If the circumstance that I have
stated occurred, 1 fear many of your readers will be de-

ceived in thinking they have the Monarch Pear, which
you describe so favourably, as many plants were propa-

Sated by different nurserymen, of that sort which was first

istribttted— W^ Mirers, Jnn.— [\t is quite true that, in

consequence of mistakes on the part of Mr. Knig]it*s peo-

fle, a wrf>ng Pear was for a long time distributed by the
lorticultural Society, and propagated by nurserymen,
who cannot be blamed for having done so. The error

could not be detected till the trees fruited.]

Cottir-rrs— t rnunot allow the stxbject of Cottage-gar-
dens to close without suggesting the expediency of a it^
rabbits, as well as ^ pig, being kept; for the former are,

under good niflnagement, very profitable stock, and their

dtmg extremely valuable for many purposes in horticul-

ture. The hutch may be made of an old tea-chest or box,
and wherever placed, it should be well ventilated— cleanli-

ness and fresh air being indispensable to the well-being of
rabbits, rnd the Y>T'\nc\i>SLl points to be attended to. They
may hehd upon Greens, Carrots, Lettuce, Lucerne, and
baked Potatoes ; and occasionally (always whilst being fat-

tened) either Oats, Peas, Beans, AVheat, Pollard, and
sometimes fresh Grains. A little Clover or meadow Hay
will also be found beneficial. A good doe will produce
from 20 to 25 young ones annually. This subject is, bow-
ever, too lengthy to treat upon in all its bearings ; and I

Jnerely throw out these hints for the consideration of the
cottager.— C. K,

Guano Manure.—That the manures in present use, and
the slovenly and expensive modes of applying them, are in-
efficient for the purposes required, no person, after read-
ing the !er.ding article in p. 19, can doubt ; and 1 trust the
time is not far distant when every agriculturist will coin-
cide with the opinion there expressed. If individuals
w;ould but discard from their minds all prejudice, all dread
o? innovations being made on the old system, and discon-
tinue th<?se practices which they have hitherto adhered to
merely because their forefathers did so, I feel confident
one fair trial of guano, bone dust, nitrate of soda, and
many other substances, would convince even the most
sceptical that it is to their interest to continue the use of
them, and that their lands never previously produced such
J^Tj crops. Numerous experiments have been made on
the guano, and the details given in various provincial
papers by gentlemen who have no motive in missUting
facts, and the result in every case appears to have been sa-
tisfactory. I can corroborate those statements in all es-
aential particulars, and assert, that as a general fertiliser
and in the growth of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Hops, Turnips,
Wurzel, and on grass lands, guano will be found one of
the most valuable manures of modem introduction. Seve-
jral of mj acquaintance have tried it in the cultivation of
JRines, Melons, Cucumbers, ^c, and many florists' flowers,

and all concur in giving it the highest character. The
quantity used for the latter purposes was about a quarter

i^a pint of manure to one barrowful of common garden
ioil, but probably these proportions may be improved
upon. From the experiments made, it would appear that

two hundred weight of guano Is sufficient for an acre of

Wheat, Barley, or Oats. lam myself going to use guano .

ia the^ cultivation of Dahlias, Carnations, Pinks, and Pan- I

fi^, and shall forward the result in due season.—C K.
j

The Treafrnpninf the 3TaTigo.—When I first came to

WalcDt. the seat of the Earl of Powis, there was a fine

stock of Mangoes, the largest plant that fruited annually

being 15 feet high ; and there were others which did not

fruit so freely. In the spring of 1839 the large plant had

eleven fine fruit, and there were also two fruit from a seed-

ling raised from the large plant in 1832. The conservatory

at Walcot was 400 feet long, from 30 to 40 wide, very

lofty, and had no division in it, so that there was a great

circulation of heated air. The temperature the Mango

appeared to thrive best in was 60^ Fahr., although it was

often exposed to a much lower one, which did not affect

the health of the plants. The conservatory was heated by

steam in the following manner : the steam pipe passed

through iron cisterns, and heated the water contained in

them ; and there were also brick cisterns, 2 feet wide,

lined with cement to the depth of 3 feet, with a steam-pipe

passing through water in them, which produced a pleasant

vapour. These pipes were generally heated of an evening,

after the hot days of summer, so that the conservatory was

filled with vapour for hours together ; and this, no doubt,

contributed to the health of the tropical plants. The

Mango does not require bottom heat ; but the plants were

here kept plunged in old tan to avoid any sudden changes

of temperature or moisture to the roots, as they are soon

injured, not being strong-rooting plants. The soil I used

for them was well-rotted turf and leaf-mould in equal parts,

with a little sand and rotten manure. The^)Iants, when

in a growing state, were watered with manure-water made
from sheep-droppings. The spike of flower of the large

Mango was II inches long, and the leaves were from 9 to

14 inches long ; and the fruit would set very thick, but they

always reduced gradually to two or three. Ihave seen 11

spikes of flowers on the large plant at the same time.

Mangoes will not bear prunxng^ as they bleed after the oper-

ation. The fruiting plants were seedlings, as imported

grafted IMangoes seldom produce any flowers, and are apt

to fail. They wither in a day, without showing any pre-

vious signs of ill health, owing, I think, to a portion of the

stock being in a decayed state where the scion was put,

by which the circulation of the sap is obstructed, I be-

lieve the success with which the Mango was grown here

may be attributed to the large conservatory, and the pecu-

liar mode by which it was heated. The Mango was not

the only tropical plant that fruited so well hera^ but many
others did as well, among which were Cockia punctata,

the Custard Apple, Guavas, Eugenia Jambos, and Grana-

dilla.

—

G. Bond^
Root-pruning Vines,—As no one has complied witli

Mr. Duncan's request at p. 38 (1842), I beg to give you

the result of my experience in root-pruning some old Vines

that had been planted about forty years. As it was my
intention to remove the whole of the old border, I had a

trench, five feet deep and three feet wide, dug out at one

end the entire length of the house; the mould was care-

fully thrown out with a fork, pegging the roots back as I

proceeded, till I came to the front wall, which is two feet

higher than the trench, which gives a good fall to the front

drain. When the border was wholly removed, the roots

of the Vines were tied together in old mats for two days,^

and kept constantly damp while the border fras being filled

up. When it was about half full, the roots were untied,

and a few of the bottom ones were laid out and pruned
;

then a layer of mould about eight inches thick placed on
them ;*then some more roots and mould, and so on, till

the border was completed. The Vines partially lost their

leaves, but produced a few lateral $hoots afterwards. The
operation was performed earlyin August, the Vines having

been forced and the fruit all cut, A few small roots ad-

hered to the foundation of the front wall of the house,

which probably assisted them while makingnew ones. The
house was kept close and damp for three weeks at least,

and shaded in hot days- The Vines were pruned in the

close-spurring method, and had not been cut down. The
following year the Vines were not forced, and there was
only a moderate crop ; but some of the bunches were finer

than I had ever seen them in the house before ; and since

that as fine crops have been produced as I could wish.

Some of your readers will be alarmed at the depth of dry
border; but after about eighteen inches of old bricks and
a foot of faggots, there will be nothing to fear on a dry
gravelly bottom; but I am rather in favour of moderately
deep borders for early forcing, as theroots are not so likely

to be affected by the alternations of the weather at an early

season, when the solar heat has no power on them. I
know places where as fine Grapes are grown as any in the
country, where the borders are considerably deeper ; but
this depends ou the situation.— Vitis.

Root'Pruning, and FruH-Tree Borders.—The utility

of root-pruning has been of late ably disctssed in the
Chroniclef and much light has been thrown on the subject

;

but no one with a knowledge of horticulture can think
the plan new. I believe it to be at least a hundred years
old. The late Mr. Beattie, gardener at Scone Palace,
Perthshire, in 1811, cut the roots of Peach and Apricot
trees, on a south wall, four hundred feet long, to within
two and three feet of the stems ; the result was satisfac-

toryj—over-luxuriance was checked, and fruitfulness pro-
duced. Beattie acted on the principle of depriving the
tree of the means of obtaining such a great quantity of
sap, thereby preventing it from growing so freely, and of
course inclining it to become fruitful. Nicol suggests the
same expedient, in his " Forcing and Fruit Gardener,''
4lh edition, p. 2f'> So much for the originality of the
system

; that n ia Usneficial in many cases, no one will
deny; I would suggest, in all cases practicable, the trees
be lifted at the time the pruning of the root takes place •

the operator will then see more clearly what he is doing-!
In large specimens, where this may be considered imprac
ticable, cutting all round so many feet from the stem, and

filling up with fresh soil, will check the vigour of the
tree, and tend to the formation of fruit-buds. However
plausible the doctrine, the system is founded on something
radicallywrong—namely, that of rich deep borders, and deep
planting ; instead of making borders from two to .three
feet deep, and that too with imperfect drainage, as is too
generally done, let them be made one foot deep on a
bottom previously prepared, rendered solid by some com-
bination of materials, it matters little of what, provided a
hard bottom is obtained, with a fall of one inch in the
foot from the wall to the walk, a drain to run parallel at
the extremity of the border, and, if the situation js wet
another about one foot from the wall, and cross ones at
^very fifteen or twenty feet. Instead of planting in the
soil, spread the roots on the top of the border, and cover
them from three to four inches ; this will form a small
mound round each tree : the roots will require protection
from frost ; some light litter is better for this than short
dung, as the dung may tend to produce over-luxuriance
especially in young trees. If the trees are properly ma-
naged, I warrant little root-cutting will -be required, and
rarely will gum or canker make its appearance. A
spade should not come within at least four feet of the
stems ; but break the surface of the soil, and this frequentiv,

with a three-pronged fork : for the free admission of heat
and air to the roots, this space of four feet should never
have any dung, except as mulching, to protect from frost

or drought. Supposing the generality of borders from
ten to fourteen feet wide, this will leave from six to ten

feet for cropping. But as the roots extend, care must be
taken in digging not to injure them, as it invariably pro-

duces canker in the part cut, and also tends to the pro-
duction of root-suckers. The surface cannot well be
stirred too often, as pulverization is necessary for the

improvement of all soils; in summer, by exposure of

soil to the air, the particles are separated by the evapora-

tion of the water in their interstices by heat; and by ex-

posing a soil to the frosts of winter, the particles are

separated, by the expansion of the water in the form of

ice : adhesive soils are most improved by exposure to the

atmosphere* A loose soil is also cooler in summer and

warmer in winter than a solid surface, as the sun's rays

act more powerfully on the hard surface ; in loose soils

the air is admitted among its particles, and confined there;

and hence it becomes a non-conductor of heat, conse-

quently warmer in winter and cooler in summer.—J". Fish,

Gardener to JI, H, Oddie, Esq., Colney House^ Barnet,

Effects of Snow on Scotch Firs.—In p. 3 you have ad-

verted to the importance of Arboriculture as a national

source of wealth, and the correction of the improper prac-

tices that are still persisted in in the management of many
of the plantations of this country. As you there invite

your correspondents to assist you, I send you the follow-

ing observations. One of the falls of snow which we had

last month fell very gently upon the trees and shrubs iu

this part of the country, which gave them an unusual ap-

pearance ; the Scotch firs in particular came in for a large

share of it, and their strength was pretty well tried with the

mantle in which they were enveloped. In a plantation about

eight years old, where there is a considerable number of

Scotch Firs, little or no damage was done; in another

fifteen years old, a few Firs had their heads broken over,

and some branches split off ; in a third plantation, between

thirty aud forty years old, scores of Fir-trees were broken

over, many of them half way down the stem; while the

old solitary trees, about eighty and ninety years old, had

scarcely any injury done them. There must be some rea-

son why the old and the young trees remained unbroken,

while those that may be considered in the prime of life

suffered so much
; perhaps the following explanation may

account for it :—The plantation not being thinned in time,

did not receive a sufficient share of solar influence to de-

compose the carbonic acid of vegetation, and of course

had not suflScient carbon to strengthen the tissue ^of the

timber. If this explanation be correct, we may learn that

the quality of timber is much deteriorated when grown

in a crowded state ; for when a stress comes, it snaps

asunder, while that which has had its full share of sun-

light is enabled to resist a greater pressure.

—

Peter Mac-

kenzie, JFe^/ P/ean.— [In addition to the cause assigned

by our correspondent, we must assign the want of a suf-

ficient quantity of earthy matter to solidify the wood, and

the imperfect decomposition of water, the only source of

hydrogen so necessary to resinous trees,]
^^

Substitutes for Turf and Boa; Edgings.—^' G. G. Te-

commends bricks set on edge, and stone as edgings, for

borders, and -he also advises that they should be lime-

washed every season. One great advantage of such an

edging, he says, is the few slugs it will harbour. [The

objection to this mode of edging is its ugliness.]
^

Gardeners and Masters Among other grievance^

which gardeners are subject to, is their being prevented

from exhibiting at Horticultural Shows. It often arises

from the gentlemen thinking that the labour bestowed i8

wasted, and the time spent in attending the show lost,

forgetting that these exhibitions have acted as stimu-

lants in exciting gardeners to activity, as is shewn by the

improvement that has taken place in garden produce.

Important as this result is, another more gratifying stiu

has been effected ; it is an improvement in the moral

habits of gardeners and cottagers. With this evidence,

what reason can a gentleman advance for prohibiting n

sober and industrious servant from attending and exliioit-

ing at shows, and partly or entirely paying his expenses,

receiving in return, as he does, the new information ac-

quired by the gardener? The following will show me

extent to which these prohibitions are sometimes carnea

.

—I had an interview with a gentleipan who dischargea ms

last gardener at an hour's notice without a character,

be deserved such treatment, as the place bore evidence o
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if nnworthiness. My character went through the severest

ttft and proved satisfactory. In due time I asked

permission to exhibit, and the reply was—" No, my last

tfiA tner behaved so badly that I cannot think of allowing

such a thing—you may go to see the show on these con-

ditions : That you must not exhibit anything, you must
defray all your own expenees, and sacrifice as little of my
time as possible." Now gardeners cannot afford to go 20

miles to see Horticultural Shows "and to pay the entrance-

money ; but the latter would he required if he took a dish

of fruit worthy of being placed on the table for compe-
tition ; if successful^ it would hardly cover his day's ex-

penditure.— Z). P. ' [No entrance-money is paid at the

exhibitions of the Horticultural Society of London.]
On Ripening Potatoes.—I found my late Potatoes,

auch as Yorkshire Kidneys and Devonshire Reds, which
generally come to table at this season, of very indifferent

quality. With the greatest care they boiled to watery

pulp, and were deficient in flavour ; it occurred to me
that this was owing to their not being ripened properly

;

I, therefore, had some taken from the Potato cellar, and
placed in a warm kitchen near the fire ; others in bags,

near one of Arnott's stoves ; in the course of a week their

quality was entirely changed—they now boil well to their

usual flowery consistence, and their flavour is quite equal

to those of favourable seasons.

—

R.
Club in Broccoli.—I have attempted to cure the club in

Broccoli with lime, but have not succeeded ; but the follow-

ing plan has anwered better* Previously to planting my
Broccoli, I make with a dibber large holes, which I fiH up
with finely-chopped dung j and to compare the effect, I also

had a row of limed holes« The plants in the former are

less affected by club and much finer than those in the

latter. — TV. Taylor^ Gardener to J. Coster, Esq,,

Streaiham,
Gesnera elongata,'—-On reading some observations by

"C. D." at p. 21 (1842), on Gesnera elongata, I was
truck with its being a greenhouse plant, as I have fre-

quently seen it fine in a stove ; but as ** C. D." keeps
hii greenhouse at from 50° to 55" in the autumn and win-

ter months, I should like to know what plants he subjects

to this temperature, and whether they are healthy. I find

most greenhouse kinds, such ag Pimeleas, Pulteneeas,

Ericas, Kennedyas, and even Pelargoniums, thrive well

where the temperature is about 38**, and in autumn and
winter in my greenhouse it never exceeds 44**, Last sea-

ion I had three fine plants of Gesnera elongata in a vinery ;

at the end of August they were treated as greenhouse

plants, and iniSeptember they began to flower, but not
having a stove they remained in the greenhouse, and by
the 1st of January they became unsightly ; the flowers

were pale and the leaves so spotted and rusty, that I found
it necessary to cut them over aiid place them in the vinery,

10 that, as a greenhouse plant, except we are to understand
that a greenhouse requires a temperature of 50^ or 55*^,

the Gesnera elongata will be useless.— T, W,
Lost Cherry,'—The Paramdam Cherry (not Baramdam)

grows, or did grow twenty years ago, at Rauceby (on the
Paramdam farm)^ a village about three miles from Sleaford,

on the way to Grantham, It was highly esteemed. The
general impression was that it would not succeed in any
other place.— O- W,^ Feb, 6.

Salvia patens,— Many papers have appeared In the
Gardeners' Chronicle on the culture of Salvia patens, but
in none has the method been described which I practise
yearly with success. In the autumn 1 dig up my roots
with the Dahlias, and after drying them they are
stored away in some dry and cool shed or cellar sufiici-

ently warm to keep them from freezing ; and they must
be occasionally examined. About the middle of February
(or earlier if required), I take a few roots to the Vinery,
or some other house where a moderate temperature is

maintained, and start them before potting, in the same
way as is generally practised with Dahlias. In the course
of a fortnight, the buds or crowns will be advanced from
i to 1 inch in length. I then divide the roots into as
many parts as there are young shoots, leaving one or
more tubers to each, I pot them in moderately rich soil,

and shift those to remain in pots as they require it, pinch-
ing the bloom from a portion of them as it appears, to
insure a succession. I find this method to answer much
better than striking cuttings, unless for a few late plants,
It being certain of success; and good plants are made
by the time cuttings would be fit to pot off—J Constant
Reader.

Gardeners^ Advertisements.—Nothing can well be
more injudicious than the manner in which some of the
gardeners who advertise for situations draw up their ac-
count of themselves ; and I think it would be a real
benefit to the advertisers if you would give insertion to
this letter. One man points out the place of his birth,
aa if that could have anything to do with his qualifications
aa a gardener ; another refers you to the number of
prizes he has taken in a given period at some exhibitions,
omitting to say how much his prize-winning depended on
the weight of his master's purse. It is well known that
ever since horticultural exhibitions (I take them in general)
have had existence, the prizes have seldom been awarded
to merit, as far as plants are concerned ; for everything
0€w, and coasequeotly high-priced, is sure to be favoured
with the leading prizes (see note at end), so that the
gardener who has been lucky enough to meet with a
ftiaster of unlimited means and a lover of plants may
Walk over the course with little interruption. I was
somewhat startled the other day at an advertisement of a
Mr. Somebody who calls himself a first-rate gardener,
find who is surely a conjuror in Grape-growing ; for he
says he **will undertake to get a crop of Grapes in 15
^nths from the time of planting young Vines." I would
K»% to aik this gar4l«n€r, mho ftayt tbat be <' can b« bigblr

recommended by the first horticulturists of the day," what
quantity of Grapes he considers a crop for a single Vine,
and what age his Vines are which he calls young. We all

know that Grapes may be produced from Vines raised
from single eyes in 15 months ; but would any experienced
gardener allow his permanent Vines to bear a crop of
fruit in that short period after planting? Surely there are

none of my acquaintance that would do so. Such adver-

tisements as this are calculated to do mischief; they create

discontent and disturb the good feeling which ought to

exist between gentlemen and their gardeners, the more
especially amongst those who are just commencing with
young vineries, and who may not wish to spoil their Vines
by letting them bear a crop of Grapes at 15 months.
JV, S,—[We have nothing to do with the statements
made by advertisers ; and we agree with this writer, that

those from gardeners are often injudiciously drawn up.

All that a seniible gardener in want of a place has to do,

is to name the wages he expects (which is never done,
but which is essential if he hopes for an answer to his

advertisements), to mention his age, whether or not he is

married, the number of children in the latter case, and to

describe the kind of places he has lived in and can take
charge of. No doubt places are obtained by advertise-

ments in which these points are not attended to ; but
gardeners may depend upon it, they would be far more suc-
cessful if they would take our advice. There is every
week a great many of the readers of such a Paper as this

who want gardeners, and who would gladly communicate
with advertisers, but who will not take the trouble of

writing to persona who do not say whether they expect

15 or 50 shillings a week. With respect to what **W. S."
says about prizes being given for rare plants without re-

gard to good cultivation, we beg he will observe that thii

custom is in direct OT)position to the practice of the Hor-
ticultural Society of London.]

By' 4. On certain Fungi found near Audley End, Essex, &c.
the Rev. J. E. Leefe.

5. Notice of additions to the Flora of Aberdeen. Bf Mr. G.
Dickie, lecturer on Botany, King's College, Aberdeen.—These
paper?, though important to the society, do not present so mvich
of interest for the g-eneral reader.

6. On the varieties of Dryas octopetala, by Mr. C, C. Babington,
M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., &c.—The characters distinguishing these
arc the proportional length and form of the tepals, the form of
the base of the calyx, the form of the leaves, and the pul>cscence
of the petioles. Two of these vanetiet are apparently confined to
Ireland, where Mr. Mackay first noticed the differences existing:
among: plants of this species j and the third is commonly found
in Alpine situations in England, Scotland, and on the continent
of Europe. The latter being tlxe best known form, may be con-
iriered as the type of the species, and in it the srpals are acute,
and three or four times as lonir u broad, the base of the calyx
being hemitphericalj in 3 the calyx Is ver>- nearly the same,
being only less acute j but in 7 the fcepals are
long as broad, and reiy blunt, and the base of
cated in a very remarkable manner.

scarcely twice am
the calyx is truu-

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 16/A.—The Duke of Richmond in the chair. Twenty-eight
gentlemen were elected.—Mr. Pusey, M.P.j gave notice that he
should move, at the next monthly council, the adoption of certain
regulations in leference to the particular conditions under which
implements and niachines should be exhibited at the meeting at
Bristol, and he qualified to obtain any prizes which the judges might
award to them on that occasion. Mr. Dean submitted to the council
the various plans and specifications for the erection of the dining
pavilion, and the encloiiure of the show-yards for stock and im-
plements, at Bristol, prepared, agreeably with the instructions of
the general Bristol committee, for the inspection of builders and
such other contractors as were disposed to tender for the works.
—The council directed that the house committee, appointed to
report on a suitable residence for the society, should hold its first

meeting on Feb. 24.—Mr. Hobbs presented a copy of the rules
and regulations of the East Essex Agricultural Society; Mr. C.
Howard^ a copy of the 4th Number of the Transactions of the
Yorkshire Agricultural Society, and of the prize- sheet for the
meeting of the Society at York, in August 1842; the Statistical

Society, the last part of their Journal; Mr. C. Johnson, the 6th
Part of the Farmer's EncyclopBertia ; and M. Jeppe, his printed
Report on the exhibition of Wool at the Dobcran meeting of
German agriculturists last autumn.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
This Society held its fourth monthly meeting: for the seaion on

Thursday last— Prof. Graham in the chair. Donations to the
library were presented from Dr. Johnston, Herwick-on-Tweed,
and the Leeds Philosophical Society ; and parcels of plants were
announced from the Marchioness Comwallis, and nine other
non-resident members. A letter was read from Sir J. Graham,
commuiiicating the presentation of the Society's address to the

Queen on the occasion of the birth of the Prince of Wales, and
stating that the same had been very graciously received by her
Majesty. The followint papers were read :—

I. Notices of several Vegetable Monstrosities, with specimens.

Transmitted by Mr. H. C. Watson and others.—Some of thes«

monstrosities were very interesting, particularly a Geranium
(pusillum ?) having: the branches terminated by heads or umbels
of flowers, through adhesions *nd excess of parts, the petals

being mostly green or obsolete, and the stamens imperfect; An-
tliriscua sylvestris, with th« nmbels proliferous, which was
gathered in the wet autumn of 1S39; Liniria repcns, varieties

growing together, and showing a gradual approach to L. vul-

garis ; Anemone nemorosa, having the pistils changed to leaves;

and Galium aparine, presenting a remarkable lusu^ naiurx, pro-

bably caused by insects, the quadrangular stem being twisted, so

that the stellate leaves have become acctmd-
J. Mr. Goodsir described the Sarclnula ventrtculi, a new vege-

table infusoria!, allied to the genus G(5ninm, which he had found
eiistlng in immense numbers in the fluid ejected for many weeks
from the stomach of a patient labouring under a particular form
of indigestion. This fluid was ejected in large quantitiea at a

time, and had an appearance similar to that of liquor iu a state

of fermentation. The plant is microscopic, of a square form,

and havinff the parts arranged in a beautifully symmetrical

manner in the square. The number of cells of which the plant

consists is 64. It propagates by the division of each of these 64

cells into four new ones, so as to consist of 256 cells— and simul-

taneously with this increase in the number of parts, divides spon-

taneously into four young plants. The author adverted to the

extremely rapid increase of the plant by such a mode of propa-

gation J and after some observations on the nature of the disease

in which it occurred, and of whicli it probably constituted the

causCf he concluded with remarks on the genera of plants and
animals to which the new plant Is allied.

S. On Primula Teris and allied species. By the Rev. J. E.

Leefe.—Mr. Leefe, after remarking that P. inflata Lehm. ap-

proaches very near to P. veris, say*, " In the woods at Audley
End, Essex, I find a good deal of what is commonly known as

P. elatior intermixed, but sparingly, with Primroses and Cows-
lips. It agrees with the character of P. eldtior Jacq., as de-

fined by Koch, but not with the figure in Eng-Tlsh Botany. The
calyx teeth are more ovate at the base, and the leaves are those
of a cowslip—indeed, the teeth are almost of preci«ely the same
form as those of the P. inflata before alluded to. The limb of the
corolla is, however, equal in breadth to more than half of the
tube, and is flat, or nearly so.*'— Prof. Henslow writes on this

subject :—" With respect to the three common Primulae, I con-
sider that no argument can be derived from their keeping dis-

tinct, in nature or under culture. It is purely a physiological
question, whether all of them may not originate from the seeds
of any one—a question which can only be decided by direct ex-

periment. Let a Cowslip be highly manured, and its seeds sown
in a shady, moist aspect, and I suspect the chances are in favour
of some of them coming up as Primroses, or at least as Oxlips.
I have had several independent testimonies to the fact of Cowslip
roots changing to Primroses j and until proof, by direct experi-

ment, contradict the experiments of Mr. Herbert and myself, I

cannot help believing that the three species (as they are thoaght;
ttid xha Polya&thui^ ure mcfvlf rte» of one spccifs,"

|

MISCELLANEOUS.
Horticultural Society/ of Ba^/i.—Wc learn from the

Bath Herald that the two Bath Horticultural Societies
kave been united ; the negotiations which have for some
time been pending between the two committees having
been brought to a close, and all sources of disagreement
removed. In a few days the neces'sary preliminary ar-

rangements will be completed, when the united committee
will enter with vigour on the duties of their oflicc Th«
horticultural shows of this city, although divided, would
not suffer by comparison with those of other places ; and
now that the entire horticultural strength of the neigh-
bourhood will be concentrated into one focus, we look for-

ward to great resultf.

JViers,—Mr. Brinsden, a civil engineer of Ballinasloe,

has invented an ingenious contrivance for preventing the

water of rivers^ stopped by wiers, from overflowing and
injuring the adjoining property. Hi« remedy is a self-

acting valve, with two arras of unequal length, which are

alternately opened or closed, according to the quantity of

water that impinges upon them.
Cardoons>~Thh excellent vegetable is well known in

France, but hardly cultivated here. As nothing can be
easier than its treatment in the garden, it is to be sup-
posed that the cause of its neglect is the difficulty of ma-
naging it in the kitchen. When a Cardoon is to be cooked,
its heart, and the soUd, not piped, stalks of the leaves are

to be cut into pieces, about six inches long, and boiled

like any other vegetable in pure water, not salt and water,

till they are tender. They are then to be carefully de-
prived of the slime and strings which will be found to

cover them ; and having thus been thoroughly cleaned, are

to be plunged in cold water, where they must remain Xill

they are wanted for the table ; they are then taken out
and heated with white sauce, marrow, or any other of the

adjuncts recommended in cookery-books. The process

just described is for the purpose of rendering them white^

and depriving them of a bitterness which is peculiar to

them ; if neglected, the Cardoons will be black, not white^

as well as disagreeable.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
W. ff. Siorp^i, Esq,, Htddon House, Isletcorth.—There is here

a roost excellent frame for keeping Auriculas and other florists*

flovrers vphich are liable to suffer frum damp in winter. It has
hinged shutters along the front and bacli, which can be opened
at pleasure. The ends below the level of the stage have also
ventilators of the same description, so that a perfect circulation
of air can be commanded at all times both among the plants and
the pots. There is also a good contrivance to protect choice
out-dour fio-Wfrs from slugs and snails, which conaiists in haying
a zinc gutter carried round the bed, and kept constantly full of
water. They may get over a galvanic band, but this, one would
think, they dare not cross. The mostattmctive part of this gar-

den is two well-constructed span-rooftd greenhouses filled with
Heaths, Epacriscs, and other hard-wooded plants. One of them
contains several hundred seedling Heaths, all in the highest
pos&ible Slate of healthy which when in flower will be extremely

"

interesting. The other is fiUed with fine Rpecimens of named
Heaths, Epacrises, and many aeedlings from Epacris grandiflora,

and others of much interest. Several of the latter are in flower,

and also a fine plant of Chorozcraa cordatnm. There are two
other houses, one of which is used for raising seedlings, striking

cuttings, and other propagating purposes. Mr. Story knows the
value of rain-water, and has excellent slate-tanks fixed below
his stages to receive it from the roof. Slate is also useil for

vaj-ioua other purposes in his garden, one of which is to try what
'

effects will be produced upon hard-wooded greenhouse plants^

such as Heaths, by growing them in slate-pots.— i?. F., Feb. \\.

Chatsu'or(h.—Jn the Orchidaceous house numerous specimens
.

are in fine flower, the most conspicuous being some splendid
I>endr<Sbiums—a plant of D. cserulescens having upwards of 46o
expanded flowers, some single stems producing thirty blossoms

;

we never saw anything more beautiful. Oua plant of Bendrobiuia
n6bile growing in a 12-inch pot, there are 170 flowers open. B-
Walhcliiaaa is also iu fine bloom; it resembling D. n6bile closely
in the shape of its flower, but is much deeper coloured, approach-
ing nearer to cserulescens in this reapect. The largest plant of
D. speciosum in the country is here, and is now flowering with
six spikes, each measuring about 22 inches long. D. densiflo-

rum has 14 spikes, each containing above 30 of rich orange
yellow flowers, and is perfectly dazzling when looked at. A large
plant of D. moniliforme is covered with beautiful delicate pink
blossoms. Stanh6pea \N~ardii, suspended in a wire basket, has
protruded tlirough its bottom a spike of nine large flowers. The
noble Angrxcumeburneum hashad a number of its ivory-looking

flowers open for several weeks j but the most astonishing bl<»-

soms for duration are those of the lovely FlialrcnopsLs amabilis*

nine of which have been expanded since the middle of November,
and are now very little faded; the flower-stem has since then
elongated beyond the flowers, upon which new buds are formed

to supply their place. Oncidium taveuuishii is in fine Ciowtr 5 »l»o

several pretty tcei6gynes : barbata has six strong spikes; iutcr-

Tupta has pretty white blossoms delicately marked with yel-

low; Gardneriana, has pendulous flowers almost hiding the

pot: Acanthophippium striatum, has M flowers; Cym^rftfinra

Gibs6nii is flowering most profusely ; Rodriguezia crispa, aithougn

its pale green flowers are not very- handsome, its P""!;!^
„,.u^^

delicious fragrance makes it deserving especial
''<'^'''''-J%^^^^^^

Leptotes Mcolor,Epidendrum Skinnerii Ok-
l^^n^l^^ni^^^^^^

blum PieranUi in wreaths of flowers; ^^^^'^^"'f, ,^S"
gopetaioi^s, and some others^ombine to maU. th..

>J^^.^^^f^*-;/|;^
"

ii.sly interesting and gay^ f^^':';i^^^[;^,t^^ aJt^ciereitse, with
flower, but all ^je fHpwd by a large pl«^<«

SO fine trusses of bloom. In *^/JjXds of flovrer*. lUiie
trees of ^hite Camellia, wito some n"*""*-

rl"

h'il
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are not many flowcrain tha great store; but a peculiarly intcrest-

Inf object it a tbk« plant of Poinstttia piUchcrrima^ having
huttt bunchea of beautiful scarUt bracta upon 30 of its terminal
points. AbCitn'>n trtotum ha<i made growths the last season 13
feet long, and these hare made side branches bearing a profusion
of pretty, grteeful flowers. A large tree of Sparminnla afri-

cana is covered with bloom; and Euphorbia fuIgcnSt which has
ffown venr strong, has its last growths wreathed with scarlet
flowers. That beautiful Palm, Elate sylrestris, is in flower, and
sereral are maUng new tiers of leares ; and from the appearance
of moat things planted out. the next growing season may be ex-
pected 10 show the astonishing rapidity of growth which many
tropical plants possess.—.¥.

Journal of ihe Royal Agricultural Society. Vol. II.
Part II L Murray,

This Number containa eleven original articles, all well
dcierring an attentive perusal. Tliose on Drainage of
l^^dy by Mr. Burke ; on Guano, by Profetsor Jolin^ton ;

OA the Turnip Saw Fly, by Mr. Curtis ; and on tbe Im-
provement of Peat Soils, by Mr. Cuthbert Johnson, are
of most general interest. There is also an essay on Cot-
tage Gardening, by Mr- Jas. Main, containing some good
general advice as to tbe management of Cottage Gardens.
Tbe following extracU will interest our readers. In the

paper on Draining, Mr. Burke names the following in-
ttances of improvement effected by that means :

'* One of these, lately published, contains the particu-
lars of a purchase made by Mr. Denison, of Kilnwick
Percy, of about 400 acres of rabbit-warren, of an appa-
rently sterile sand, with a heavy ferruginous subsoil, the
hills covered with heather, and the hollows a bed of
marshy aquatic plants. Tiie cultivation had been aban-
doned, as it was found, though pared and burnt, not to

£reduce more than 3 quarters an acre of oats, and the
ad was let at 2#. Qd. the acre. Mr. Denison then sub-

Boil-ploaghcd a portion of it, and tile-drained it with soles
atevcry 12^ard3 apart, at the cost of 5/. 4*. 8rf. the
acre, exclusive of the carriage of the tiles from the manu-
factory. The land, being afterwards manured in the
common way, has produced lOJ qrs. per acre of Tartarian
Oats, which fetched 26*. per qr., and now bears Wheat
and Oats ou a property which was previously considered
useless. In the same publication it Is also stated, that
some land belonging to the Rev. Mr. Crofc, of Hutten
Bushel, which was not thought worth 5«. an acre, is now
let at a guinea ;

* evidently from the effect of the drainage
by the breaking iip of the Moor- Pan.' Sir Jas. Graham
likewise mentions his having recently let a farm at 20.^. an
aare, after its having been subsoil-ploughed and drained,
wbichhad been valued before the operation took place at
4*. M. per acre. The cost of this improvement was
«x.^i»*.4tf. I have moreover the authority of the Mar-qms of Tweeddale for stating, that the increased product
of his home farm, at Yester, in Scotland, hasbeen nearly
two-thirds on most of the crops, and in some cases much
more, upon aU the land which has been subsoil-ploughed
and drained. One field, indeed, which his Lordship de-
Clares to Jiave formerly carried only 17 bushels of Oats
per acre, has given 67 bushels of Barley, after leaving been
trench.ploughed and drained."
And in another casa 4^:7 acres belonging to Lord Ila-

thcrton, in Staffordshire, have been increased in annual
Talue to the amount of I0i3/. 2*. 4d, by skilful drainage.

^f T^'l!
"' °^ •**"™^ ^^ ^^'^^"^ improvements are given.

^^Id'i)
recommends the foUowing mixture as an

equivalent for guano manure :

—

«i*^? K^'' ^T ^^*' ^^^'^ «"b^t«°^'e '« ^ niixture of

V^^^iT^'f^
compounds. It Is a natural mixture;bat an artificial miitnre maybe made which shall more

^ less completely imitate it. What would such a miS ecost at the present price of tbe several in-redients ofirhich ,t consists
?^ The phosphate of lime^ contains

exists abundantly in bones : the ammonia may be Sied
mon?a'^'^l^T."^*'^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ o^ of sTam
Si sutohal 1 "5^'^ ''^''^''^ P"*^^ = '^^ '-^^on salt

^nrlH ""^^ can be obtained at little cost; and

Wd a^^^^^^^^^

small in quantity, maybe eitherneg-

WofS/nS"'.^ ^^r "P'^^«*^ ^y ^ kittle dried

fv^ I? t^ ^^*^'^ (P<>^^evm's manure). A mixture ofthis kind» equal in Tirtup tn l /.«^*- *
"Hiiure oi

a* follows :-^ ' °^ ^^^^o, would cost

lbs ""Lf^^f
^f ^^°^oma, containing 34las. of ammonia^ •

5 lbs. of pearlash, . , \ * * •

100 lbs. of common salt, .
* ' ' *

10 lbs. of dry sulphate of soda.
f 4 Mm.

15

2
10

10

am-

530 lbs., equal to 4 cwt. of guano, ^l , , ,

,

, \7« "^r '' '">''' ""' -^^^^-W^ to add m b, ofxhalk to aid m gradually converting the »«rphate of

Kooks and swallows are verv servirmhtp ?t^ tx.- •

their rank., .the former feeding^n SeSSLrDUlSril'^
latter upoa the saw-flies. The cterpillfr? s^efml t'
nearly free from parasitic enemies!' ile TtZiZ o'fqu>ckiu.e, coal-aahej,, and K>ot ha, beea atSdTd |i"hTanoas succea., and generally with beneficial res^ltaEepeated rolling has killed and checked the cateruil a sbut Us effects nre partial. Hoeing an attacked crofu Jemost fatal expenoient, until aU the caterpillar, ha^e dig-appeared. Drawing: a cart-rope over the turnip, to .hakeoff the caterpillars has proved mdVe or less effective, most

.0 ^hen a brush made of elder- bough, has been fait^ed
to it. An ixletree with wheels, the former arined with

green furze, drawn along the rows, wounds and destroys

the larvae, as will also a bushed hurdle. Brushing the

larvse off with live twigs and stamping upon them, a man
following with a scuffler, has cleared a field of the larvge.

A trench judiciously cut will often preserve a portion of a

field, or an adjoining one. Hand-picking, when the larvae

are not excessively abundant, may be depended upon as a

certain remedy ; and when in great numbers, they may be

brushed Into sieves. Pigs will destroy the black cater-

pillars.. Ducks and poultry will devour them with avidity ;

and this seems to be the most easy and effectual method

of extirpating the blaclc caterpillars : the birds may either

be carried or driven into tbe field, according to the dis-

tance. Sheep driven over fields infested with the cater-

pillar have done essential service.''

Mr. Cuthbert Johnson's prize essay on the improve-

ment of Peat-soils is full of excellent practical advice.

How just are the following remarks !

—

** The most common delusion in which the possessors

of peat-soils are apt to indulge is the belief in the possi-

bility of rendering them permanently productive without
either previous drainage or the application of earth. The
melancholy attempts of this kind which I have witnessed
on the peat-land of various parts of England, especially in

timber-planting, can only excite the pity of those who
witness the effects of such misspent time and money. The
young trees too, which are most commonly employed in

these ill-judged attempts, are usually of tht Fir tribe, pre-
cisely the kind the least adapted to prosper in a bog of
water and peat. Common reflection would suggest that
if any kind of trees could be expected to vegetate with
even moderate vigour in soils such as these, composed as
they are often of merely a mass of hard, inert vegetable
matters, saturated with a weak solution of green vitriol if

any kind of plantations would progress, it would be the
Alder, the Willow tribe, or the Hardy Birch-trees, tena-
cious of life, which can endure more moisture and subsist
on poorer soils than most other plants. After the slightest
consideration, we should hard!y decide upon placing on
such swamps trees which delight in dry upland slopes, as
the Scotch Fir and the Larch ; yet we can hardly traverse
a single line of railway, driven as their constructors have
too often been to take for their line of country the most
trembling, dangerous bogs, the most worthless heaths,
without being struck with the ludicrous appearances of
bright yellow-topped larches and ragged sickly-looking
Scotch Firs, soaking in bog-water—and that too not in
mere patches, but over hundreds of acres. I do not con-
fine these observations to the north of England to Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire—but the remark 'applies to many
of the southern counties : for instance, by the road-side
between Wareham and Poole, in Dorsetshire, may be seen
similar wet peaty heath plantations of Scotch Firs."

Drainage and the application of well-burnt lime are
what Mr. Johnson more especially recommends ; not
however, slight surface-draining, which does little good'
but deep efficient channels which corapletelyclear of water
the land where the roots of plants are found.

**For it is not, let me again remind the farmer the
mere presence of too much water which renders the peat-moss sterile, but the noxious, astringent, irony quality of
that water. Some of the .richest water-meadows of the
valleys of the Kennett and the Itchen, in Berkshire and
Hampshire are formed on a deep stratum of peat, merely
covered with a shallow dressing of chalk mixed with bo/-
earth; and these are periodically flooded and kept formany days soaking in the bright rapid waters of the Ken
nett and the Itchen : but then the excellent managers of
those prolific meadows take especial care that no stagnant
mmeral waters shall be allowed to corrode the extreme
roots of their grasses; deep drains and lands laid in ele-
vated ridges carry off all these, and keep the surface-soil
clear of the red oxide of irOn and green vitriol, which are
sure to accumulate m situations where chalk mixed with
iron pyrites exists in the immediate neighbourhood. It
18 only necessary to observe the bright, irony, rusty in-
crustations of the deepest drams of niany of these celebratedmeads to be convmced of the nature of the mineral sub-
stance against which their skilful owners are so sedulouslyand successfully guarding. ^

J'J^^^f'\°^^'^^'T ^f^"
tl'e water has been drained

nfd tt / K "F ? ^I'P^y^' possible, by the commonand the subso. ploughs the surface of the peat ; and

.,rfW f^°,-
^'^"-b'^™' ''«>« <=a° be procured, there is no

«nd rL T y\r^l^ '"'' '" P^'^^f^l '" dissolvingand rendermg pliable the peat as this. A few ploughings,MS,8t,ng the combined operations of the atmosphere afdhe hme will m a few weeks bring the soil into such astate as to enable it to bear a first crop. The ouantitv of

then

^„ „„„»... fuw u» ouu Dusneis per acre- butthe quantity of necessity must vary with ^the read neswith which the ime « procurable /where it is very expensive, the cultivator is obliged either to reduce the qVantity or mix it thoroughly with a proportion of clay or mSbefore he spreads it over the surface of the peat/ wKhmestone ,s to be obtained in the immediai neighbour!hood d other fuel is not to be readily procured peatmay be employed in many cases in the process of limeburning without mnch difficulty, it chieflrrSrinVtha;

n".rV^':'i \' ''°'°"«'^iy
'"'^ previ'ousr its\ ing

soiUl if
^/'^' "'^P on the thus so far reclaimed peat

re bL^pTanr fn'^,'?;'^^'^ W'^'' '' ^^'^^-^ S«
be ca! l/keSt .t wo;w^"k-'^'

^'''^ hoe-plough can then

moter he dP^r! ^' ""^'"^ """^ »*"'? considerably pro-

"trod, ctio 'of^f°"''n
°f 'be peat, by faciUtatiuVthe

but th verVooi«tr"'^'5'
""•* «""» °^ '^' atmosphere,

and prSe^f^thil ,«1 M '"^ """'^"""^ '" 'be vigo«

plant'^lSSe'delgft • ^tlVX'sXrJ't. ""' ?'^^'

if

Mr. Cuthbert Johnson's paper is followed bv'atif^r
excellent communication on the same subject bv M
Pusey ; but our limits forbid our doing more tb;n recom'^
mending it to the attentive study of all practical men.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS>r/;i^ ensuina WeekThe time for a general repotting ofstove and other permanenfr^T'
plants beingnow at hand, it may be useful to drawattentimun^
points connected with that operation, upon which the well dZ^of the plants is in a considerable degree dependent, but whirh^f
the hurry of busmess are liable to be overlooked 1st • Thp 1-

to be used ought to be made quite cleaw. 2d : Effectual nil^must be provided, by efficient diamage, for the ready escamw^
superfluous water ; this is of great importance. 3d- The rnm
post must on no account be wet when used. If so ciammv tSlfr
its particles adhere.closely together upon moderate pressure in thehand, it is not ui a fit state for plants to grow in. 4th Whenevnr
practicable, let the compost be rough and lumpy, sth riup
water to the plants the day previously to potting, and not imrae^
diately afterwards, unless they have a large surface ot foUae-** nr
the roots have been much reduced. 6th : If possible, pot erAw
ing plants in duU weather, or keep them in the shade for aw
days afterwards. . * « icw

KITCHEN-GARDEX AND ORCHAItD.
hi door Department.

PiKKRY.—Do not much exceed a night temperature of 6o° for
fruiting plants that are not wanted to show sooner than Auril orMay. Fruit in all stages maybe kept at ;o° by fire and 15° or
20° higher by sun heat, with a humid atmosphere. These should
have a steady bottom-heat of 90° or 95°. If higher, draw the harVaway from the pots.
Vinery.— If the roots of the vines that have set their fruit are

inside the house, they will require occasional supplies of water
especially near the heatmg appaiatus. Rain-water collected into
a tank in the house should be used for this purpose- on no ac
count give cold hard water. When the long-rod system of train"
ing is adopted, the shoots intended for next year's bearing-wood
must be allowed to extend themselves, only stopping all laterals
and cutting off the tendrils as soon as they appear.
Peach-housb.—"VNTiere many more fruit are set and swellin?

than will be wanted for a crop, a portion of the superabundance
should be destroyed at once, and not suffered to exhaust the tree
by Uving upon it till after they are stoned, then to be pulled off.
It IS better, however, to leave a few extra as a provision against
contingencies. Give air early on fine days, but always close soon
in the afternoon.
CHERaY-HOusK.—Follow the directions given last week.
FiG-HOusK.— Gradually increase the temperature from ss'^ to

60 , with a liberal supply of air in fine weather, and do not neglect
syringing. • *"

Cucumbers and Mklovs.—Keep the plants stopped till they
throw out four strong shoots, one of which is to be tramed to-
wards each corner of the light they are under. Continue uddinr
proper soil to the lulls, a little at a time, as the roots make their
appearance on the outside. Pot off young plants before they be-
come weak and spindly, and keep them near, the glass. The
Masuhpatam Melon, although very good for an earlycrop, is not ashowy fruit

; therefore some larger variety, such as the Beech-
wood, should now be sown.
Mushrooms.— Where horse-drippings are scarce, the half-

spent material of an old Asparagus bed may be used as a substi-
tute, if some weU-prepared doppings can be procured for a sur-
face layer. Turfy loam chopped up and mixed with the droppings
is said to induce the spawn to run more freely. Frequently steam
the house, which wiU in a great degree supersede the watering
of the beds.
Potatoes that are planted out willbe strengthenedby exposure

to light and air at all suitable times.
Cauliflowers, Radishes, and Carrots, growing under glass,

should also be freely exposed, and not suffered to crowd each
other.

Succory.—House another crop in some dark place. This is an
exceedingly useful substitute for blanched Endive and Lettuce m
salads.

Out-door Department,
Peas.— Should the weather he tolerably fine, and the ground

not too wet, those first sown in boxes or pots may be planted out
across a south border. Branches of green Fir used in the way of
sticks will be a great protection to them afterwards. Likewise
transplant forwarded Beans.
Lettuck.—The autumn-sown plants, whether in frames or the

open ground, may now be transplanted, leaving every alternate
one to come in for early use. Plant a few at the foot of a south
wall.

Welsh On'ions should be sown, to be drawn for salading.
Also plant Potatoe-Onions, if such are used.
Horse-Radish.—Make a new plantation in tienched ground,

ihe top part of the root, divested of the crown, makes the best
sets, which should be planted deeply and covered with light soil.
Asparagus.— If not done in winter, the ground must imme-

mately be prepared upon which it is purposed to make a new
plantation. Trench three feet deep at least, and mix a large
quantity of good dung with every digging. Bones, and other

""y-/^lu
^"^stances which decay slowly. wiU be very beneficial;

^^A A f
^^^^^^ is heavy, a good portion of sand ought to be

aaaed. Asparagus being a durable plant, and not a mere sum-
mer crop, a httle extra expense in the preparation of the grcmnd
wiu be amply repaid by its future productiveness j for its quality,
irom sprue;* up to "Grayson's giant," essentiaUy depends
upon the soU it grows in.
OrcAarrf.—Pruning of every kind ought now to be finished.

i>ig between the rows of Strawberries, and top-dress with rotten

"^^^^A,^^^^ ^PP^^ ^o ^^ wearing out: this, however, is an
unprofitable system, and might be prevented by making a plan-
tanon every year, and destroying a portion of the old beds.
Alter gathenng the forced fruit, the plants should be put out in
rows, and they will bear abundantly the following vear.

U.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SIIRUBBERY.
„^^ ^ ^ . In-door Department.
&T0VK.--Seeds imported during the winter, or saved from the

plants last year, must now be sown; do not give them very much
water at first, particularly the imported kinds which are not in
good order. Continue the propagation by cuttings, as also the
potnng and dieasmg recommended last week. Use means to
eradicate insects, particularly the red-spider.
URKEVHousB AND CoxsKAVATORY.—PeUrgoniums should bc

gently syringed now and then on fine days; and those which
nave some time since received their final shift may have manure-
water once a week. Forced Camellias that have begun to make
woou ought not to be checked, but encouraged to complete their
^owth. for which purpose a Vinery in action is weU suited.

intt^iT-^^*^"^^^
^ ?ood time for propagating the best varieties by

m^ching or grafting. ^ ^ ^ &

nnh-P ^f^ Frames.—Be careful to keep forced flowers clear of
apniaes, for which purpose it will be advisable to fumigate the

ffnV^^^' I "f^ moderately once a week or ten days. In intro-

rn^r^ . ^?f^
^°^ ^ succession, bear in mind that they will now

l\^Z ^^ u^^^"^ ^ considerably less time than those of the same

flnrt fc K- ^u,
^'^^^ iorctd. in January. Deutzia scabra forces weU,

thn itil*5 J oj^"»ental. The Persian Cyclamen, also, is one of

r^ni > V*"!^
P^*"'^ i" cultivation, and a little extra heat will

tn movi T

^i°«som early. Divide and pot LobeUas. If intended

nlnrnfif*^?^ J**^"^^' P^*^ «>»« sucker only hito a small pot, and

^nw ;^? '" ^^^^* Take off and pot Dahlia cuttings before tiiey

V^Z^ "^^^ ^^^e' Peas. Convolvulus major, and Tropaolum

nrp »f. T i^^^ ^^ ^^^^ *" pots and forwarded a little before they

the tt'uSc'ulas'*"
""' '^^*' ^"'^^ '° ^'^^ "^ '^' ^'*'''

1/ nt- 1- ^ .
Out-door Department,

. , * j« Ulatbolus roots have been kept out of Uie ground, they hw
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better now be planted ; but the best mode of treatment is to let

them remain in the beds all -winter if the soil is not wet, pro-

tecting them from frost by a covering of rotten leaves. Ranun-
culuses to flower late should now be planted. The planting and
pruning of shrubs had better be completed as soon as possible

;

also the laying of turf. Protected shrubs may now be partially

uncovered

.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuBSERy.—As a week sooner or later is not of great conse-

quence in the sowing of seeds of arborescent plants, it will be ad-
visable first to get the principal part of the transplanting over, for

the reason given last week. Make a bed of peat-earth, or w^here

that is not accessible, of sandy-loam and leaf-mould, for seedling
Rhododendrons and Azaleas. These, with the Holly-leaved

Berberry, ought to be largely propagated.
Forest and Coppice Woods.—Persevere in planting, but

only on heavy land. Old hedges may be plashed, and new ones
planted. Finish the cutting of coppice-wood as speedily as pos-

sible.—J. i?. Whiting, The Deepdene.

State of the
1842. as

Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. 24,
observed at the Horticultural Gaiden, Chiswick.

""

Harosietkr, THKBMOMETFR. 1 *

Ral n.

Feb.
Friday IS

Saturday 19

Sunday 20

Monday 21

Tuesday 22

Wednesda>23
Thursday 24

Max.
30.367
30.377
30.030
29.813
29.753
29.444
29.171

29.851 '

1

Min.
30.316
30. 1 94
£9.881
89.771
29.616
29. i 67
29.115

TVT H TT TlTin 1 TLfdon
v n 1 mm w

47
49
40
43
50
50
47

24
30
31

27
34
40
33

A'* ^ 1 1 A

•

33.5
39. .5

35.5
! 37-5

42.0
43.0

40.0

89.3
1

1

N.W,
w.
S-W.

s,

s.
s.

.0^

.16

.11

.u
Average 29.723 47.3 31 3 .40

Feb. 18. Slightly overcast ; clear and fine; sharp frost at night.
19. Frosty and foggy ; hazy; faint sunshine; slight rain.

Drizzly ; overcast ; cloudy and cold.
Overcast; cloudy; heavy rain in afternoon; clear at night.
Drizzly ; cloudy and fine.

Thickly overcast; cloudy and fine; drizzling rain in the
evening.

24. Overcast; dense clouds; overcast with light haze at night
" •

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last l6 years, for
the ensuing Week ending March 5, 1342.

20.

81.

22.

23.

\Teh.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Sun. 27 48.51
Mon. 28 48-8

Mar.
Tues. I 46.9
Wed. a 49.3

"

Thurs. 3 50.1

Fri. 4 50.7
Sac. fi 49.3

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

34.6

36.3

S7.I
38.8
36.1
35.3

35.1

Afean
Temp

41.6
42.7

42.0
44.0

4.1.1

43.0
42.2

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

5

;?

9

6
7
6
6

Greatest
quantity
ot Rain.

0.40 in.

0.34

0.62
0.45
0.22
0.23
0.22

Pre Vai 1 io^j Winda^

^1 * « '
;^;

I

I

1

1

s

3
4

3
1

2
4

2

t

2

a

a
2 1

S

3
I

4
1

2
]

cn

4
2

S
6
8.

3
2

3
3

4
4
4
3
2

1

1

1

I

S

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 2rthFeb.,in 1828—thermometer Go^i and the lowest on the
5th March, 1840—thermometer 19*^.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Tehritary 25, 1842.

Little difference has occurred since our last Report; the sup-
plies of most articles have been w^ell kept up, and many of the
samples have improved. Trade has been rather dull.—F?^^IY.
Pines are not very plentiful, and the prices have somewhat ad-
vanced. Apples have not changed since the last Report. Good
samples of Easter Beurre and Beurre Ranee Pears are tolerably
abundant. Pummelocs and Shaddocks are plentiful, and remain
at the prices quoted in our Id^st.—Vegefahles. Cabbages and Sa-
voys are plentiful and pretty good. The supply of Broccoli has
increased, and the quality has improved. Kidney Beans still

continue, scarce. Asparagus and Seakale have become more
abundant, and the quaUty is generally good. Excellent Rhubarb
abounds ; Myatt's Victoria commands rather a higher price than
the common. Mushrooms are not very plentiful.— P/ti^e/'^,
Among the cut flowers this week we noticed beautiful specimens
of Amaryllis psittacina, and reticulata, and many forced Roses
and Pelargoniums.

PRICES. Saturhat, Feb 26, 1842—FRUITS:—
Apples, Kitchen, per bushel, Zt to 7<— Dessert, per bushel, 54 to 14*

Pears, des^ei t, per half-sieve, 34 Co \G»
Pine Apple, perlb. 8j tol2«
Cucumbers, per brace, 6f to 12j
Grapes, Spanish, per lb., U to 2*— Portugal, per lb., 1« to 5»
Oranges, per doz., 9d to 2*

— per IDO, 3< to U«— Bitter, per 100,7*to 16*
Lemons, per doz. Ix to 2»
— per 100, 5i to 14*

avoys, per dozen, 6JUo U
Cabbage, ^\'hite, per dozen, UtOliSd— Red, for picklinjr, 5* to6*
Cabbage Plants, per doz, 3*, to U],Gd
BrusselsSprouts, per half sieve, it to 2*
Brofcoli, M^hite, p. bunch, J*lto 3i6d

i,,
— Cape, If to 2*— Brown, 8rf to I*

Turnip Tops, per bushel, UM toI« M
Kidney Beans, forced, per 100, 3* XOU
Potatoes, per ton, 50i to 75*— per owt. 2j ^d to 4*— per bushel, ItGd to 2/6*?— Kidney, per bush. 25 to 2* Gd
Artichokes, Jerusalem, prhalf sieve,

\$ tol* Zd
Turnips, pr. doz.bunches, £# to3i firf

Carrots, per doz. bunches, 4sto£j
Parsneps, per dozen, Hd to 1*
Red Beet, per dozen, eJ to 1* 6rf
Scorzonera, per bundle, It to U Zd
Salsafy, per bundle, ]*to 1* 3.f
Hnrie Radish, per bundle, 1< to6#
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

3f to 4«
Spinach, per sieve, 3* to ?j ea
Leeki, per dozen bunches, flj;to U

Almonds, perpech, 7«Ji

Sweet Almonds, per puund, 2* Qd to 3*
Chesniits, per peck, 5* lo 8* 2
Walnuts, per bushel, 16i to 24*"

Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. 320*toUO#
Cobb Nuts, 140* lo 160*
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Messina Cobbs, 14j*ta|lS#— Rrazil, 2o*— Spanish, 16*_ Barcelona, 20* to 24*— Turkey, lo'*

VEGETABLES.
Garlic, perlb.,

M

Shallots, per lb., Ij
Onions, per bushel, ^* to 3* ^d— forpick., per hf. -sieve, 3j to 4*— Green, per doz. bunches, 3* to 4*
— Spanish, per dozen, 1* ti«< to 0*

Asparagus, per loo, large, 8* toll*— Second or Middling, 4*— Sprue, or Small, 3*
Sea-kale, per punnet, 1* to 2* ^
I.ettuce,Cabbage, p. hf, sve., \s\6dXoZ$
Kndive, peracore, 2^ to4(
Celery, Red, p. bdle (12 to 15) 6Jto2*
— White, per bundle, «d to J* 3*i

Small Salads, per punnet, 3d
Corn Salad, per half sieve, 9<f

Watercress, p. dz. small bTinch.,7dto9J
Parsley, per half si^ve, 3* to 4*
Tarrapon, per dozen bunches, 4*
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 3* to 6*
Thyme, per doz. bunches, 2*

Safce, per doz. bunches, 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 4* to 6*
Savory, per dozen huncht's, 3*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, 6il toll 6J
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* to l*3ff
Truffles, per pound, 2* to3*

Notices to Correspondciils.
The publisher is still willing to give Is. each for Numbers 0, 10,

and 38. .

"^ ^ *" '

tii^^
^""^ much obliged to Nemo^ but have calculated, and find

ine cost for reprinting as he suggests would amount to 800/.,
^

7>^V^ "^ore than could ever be hoped to be realised.
R. ^JinfTston.So. 1 is Helichrysum proUferum; 3 is not in

flower
; 2 is Hakea ruscif61ia. The Heaths we have not time to

determme.
H. O. C—"We are unacquainted with any mule between an

annual and perennial: that between Papaver orieutaie and som-
mferum must be curious.

Cryptofrnmia.^M^e cannot undcrtalte to name Cryptogamous
Plants, They are not objects of cultivation.A Constant Reader shall be answered in a leading article on the
i'otato next week.

ti ^- ^' G.—An extract in our paper of to-day, under the head of
Reviews," will direct you to an excellent account of the man-

^f\^ 7^"^^^"^ peat-land, in the last number of the Proccediugs
oi tne Agricultural Society. Drain first, then lime and cla)", and
then plant. This cannot be inverted.

p»vi?f
''""^^'"^^'"'^ f(frcing Melon had very little flavour when

^n > *^ ^^ ^^^ ^o^^^^cultural Society on the 18th January. Its

snmm
^^^^^^'"^ ^° ^^^'c been its productiveness during all the

Vohim'^**^^'?*^'*
has asked us as many questions as would fill a

in the n
"^ ^^^^^ answers, even if they could be given, which,

he litf ^^^^f"* state of our knowledge of ai'tificial manures, w*ould
« impossible. He had better consult " Johttsou on Fertilizers,"

and our columns from time to time, in which the subject is never
lost sight of.

*

S. N, r.—Your letter contains many different subjects, which,
with your permission, we will use singly, as opportunities arise.
See our leading article of to-day.

T. C—Many thanks. The subject of ice is no longer interest-
ing, because the season for collecting it is past. "We shall be
very glad to print the paper next year. A communication in our
columns of to-day is the last that can be inserted during the pre-
sent season.
A Solicitor.—Have we not kept our promise ? Surely we have.

What is the Amateiur's Garden ? and what the papers on cultiva.

tion every week since Christmas? Perhaps we do not clearly
understand your objects. - '

,

Amicus.Sow for your lawn, Crested Dog's-tail Grass, Meadow
Poa, Fertile Poa, Meadow Foxtail, and White Clover, at the rate
of 40«. worth per acre. The seedsmen will send them in proper
proportions. If you double the quantity, the Grass will be the
closer.

Tlpo3T6ir€Lpos.—In the autumn when the Portugal Laurel-
berries are ripe, collect a quantity, bruise and mix them with a
portion of dry sand sufficient to keep them from sticking toge-
ther; prepare a piece of ground, loamy, but not stiff, in rather a
dry situation, and level the surface, and draw some drills about
1 in. deep. The berries must be sown rather thin, and they will
come up the following season, and require no more trouble be-
yond keeping free from w«eds. The seeds of the A'rbutus should
be treated in the same way, but they must be sown in pans filled

with light sandy loam, and protected during winter from the wet.
Pone,~Aho\it the beginning of March sow German Stock seeds

thinly in pots filled with good rich soil, and place them either in
a cold pit or frame, which must be kept close. Water should be
sparingly given, as the plants are subject to damp off; when they
have two rough leaves, pot them off into small pots (6o's) filled

with rich soil, putting three or four plants round the sides of each
pot. About the beginning of May turn the plants out into the
borders or beds, and when planting put a portion of rotten dung
into each hole. German Stocks may be sown broadcast, on a
moderate hotbed, if the quantity required is large ; but if the
collection is numerous, and a little more trouble no object, sow-
ing in pots is the best and surest way. It should be observed
that the weakest plants are the most likely to be the double ones,
and should be preferred when potting.

Clericus, F. H. 5.—We fear you would not be able to succeed
with Orchidaceous plants in a greenhouse, even with a tempera-
ture of 50 deg. Those kinds imported from the high lands of
Mexico and Guatemala require a temperature of at least 55 deg,
in|winter; and the atmosphere of the house must be kept more
moist than a greenhouse. We will comply with your wishes, and
give^some practical directions for their management in " The
Amateur's Garden" by and by.
A We!Iwisher,— Give your Brunsvlgia gradually as much heat

and light as you can command, watering it in proportion to the
temperature it is kept in. It is very thirsty. On no account let

the enrf* of the leaves be injured. For your apprentice-gardener
who intends to spend 8/. on books now, and Is. weekly after-
wards, we recommend the following in addition to those he now
possesses: Murray's Geography; Sweet's Hotliouse and Green-
house Cultivator, last edition; Lindley's Elements of Botany, and
Theory of Horticulture; Loudon's Suburban Gardener; Paxton's
Botanical Dictionary ; Lindley*s Guide to the Orchard, Iec. ; Alison
on Taste. If he has any money to spare, he may add Dr. Reid's
Chemistry, which he will find a very useful book. With his Is.

weekly he can get the Gardener^s Chronicle, price 6(i., and save
the other Gd. to be spent on books which he may want afterwards.
H. G. B.~On your Peach-tree which covers J 00 square feet,

you may leave 10 dozens of fruit.

Clericvs.—You may remove the Comte de Lamy and the Seckle
Pears from your walls, and place them among your standards;
and entirely expel from your collection the Bon Chretiens, both
Winter and Summer, Buchanan's Spring Beurre (for it is not a
Beurre}, Green Yair, and Grey Achan. The Jargonelle and Poire
d'Auch require a wall. The Pear you have under the name of
•* Bondeniinensis" may probably be referred to Bonne de Ma-
lines, which is the same as Nelis d'lliver. By " Monsieur la

Cuse" has doubtless been intended Monsieur le Cure. In the
** Fonella " you will probably recognise, by its speckled appear-
ance, the Forelle, or Trout Pear, Your new wall may be filled

with Hacon's Incomparable, Glout Morceau, Jean de Witte,
Nelis d'Hiver, Knight's Winter Crassane, Ne plus Meuris, Easter
Beurr^, and Beurre Ranee. Good turfy loam, with amodeiate
quantity of cow-dung, which ought to be well mixed, will form
a proper composition for your Pear-border.
An Inquirer.—The general form of a tree trained 'enqucnouilie'

is that of a cone. In order to produce this form, it is best to

commence with a young tree having one vigorous upright shoot.
This shoot should be cut back to within 15 inches of the ground,
so as to cause it to push forth lateral branches. In summer these

laterals are trained horizontally, whilst only one central shoot is

allowed to grow upright, for the purpose of being cut back in

autumn to within 15 inches of its base, and thus furnish another
tier of lateral branches. In a similar manner successive stages

are annually produced, till the desired height, geuerally eight

feet, is attained. Four branches in each stage are a sufficient

number ; and, as will he inferred from the general form, the

branches composing each stage must be prevented from extend-

ing so far as those of the stage next below them. The mode is

rarely applied to any fruit-tree except the Pear ; and this cannot
be brought into a bearing state when the system is strictly fol-

lowed, unless recoTirse is had to removal or root-pruning. The
Auvergne Pea is advertised by Charles Fames, Seedsman, No.
128, St. John-street, London. The Dunniore Pear succeeds so

well as a standard, or rather dwarf, in the open groimd, that It is

not considered necessary to plant it against a wall.

J, T. Asfle,—Jf you can place your Cactus specioslssimus in a

window with a touth aspect, it will be more likely to flower. For
its general management we refer you to page 35. You should.

if possible, propagate your Verbenas from cuttings as soou as

I)ossible; repot the old plants now, and in May, after the frcsts

areover, plant the whole out in the open garden. Donotcutdown
Fuchsias until they begin to bud out, unless the stems are quite

dead. They grow well in equal parts of loam, peat, leaf-mould,

or rotten dung; but they will succeed in almost any free soil.

Examine the roots of your Hydrangeas ; repot them if they re-

quire it, and trj* again—they generally flower freely enough.
Henrietta is answered to-day in another part of our paper.

Podop—Such of your New Holland seeds as we can make out
are all of hardy greenhouse plants, and may be raised in a little

heat as soon as you please. As to those marked Heptandria, &c.,

such words convey no information of any use, and we can say
nothing about them.
A Doubtful Bird shall have some information about Cucumber-

beds next week.
Forester, ^/;i^uoo<f.—Would you have the kindness to send

your address to C. Castleman, Esq., Wimbome, Dorset, who is

desirous of consulting you about his ice-house?
W. D/s letter is sent to Mr. Green.
An Amateur must give us his name and address with the com-

munication he proposes to send. The mode of drawing up some
papers will be seen by examining similar articles already pub-
Ushed.

J. C.—Myosotis arvensis is certaudy an annual. If you have
a White Myosotis which is perennial, it is misnamed arvensis.

C/rtmnf'A.—A correspondent inquires, "if there are no excep-
tions to the rule you have laid down for planting Evergreens in
England, namely, in April; or whether it is a principle generally
applicable to all soils and situations ^ "

/, D, .;1.—Your plant is Briza maxima^
A. L. M. is answered in the leader of to-day.
&. ii. has seat Phylica plumo:»a<

|

J. C. i.—Your Catasetum is a variety of tridentatum, of which
there are many in the gardens,

X». C. Z,.-The soil in which Lime-trees grow to the largest size

is a moist sandy loam.
Messrs, Chapman.^Vve have several letters on the subject of

your Potato, which we shall notice next week. Your own is too
long for insertion literally ; but we shall give the substance of it.

W, and F. Y.—We see no particular merit in your Correa, whicli
was very badly packed.
A SMAicriAer.—We do not know whether th« Dahlia you refer

to will come out this year.
Ryall Hi«.— Full directions for the management of the seeds

of Coniferous plants are given in a paper in p. 83 of the present
volume.

5. J.. MiiRwell Hi?/,—Your seedling Epacrises are verj- pretty,
especially the one hke impressa in habit.
^.—Seeds of Brachycome and Rhodanthe should be sown n

pots of light rich earth, and plunged in a gentle hotbed. In order
to obtain blooming plants early, the seeds may be sown now ; but
if that is not an object, a fortnight or three weeks hence will be
better. As soon as the young plants are up, they should be put
into small pots, and shifted into larger ones as they require it.
H, P.—Nitrate of soda can be obtained at the drysalters'. We

never recommend any one.
A Constant Reader.—Trom the state in which vonr Cucumber-

leaf arrived, we could not determine the insect infesting it; there
appears to be two or three kinds feeding on the under side. We
recommend you frequently to water the imder side of the ieavea
with strong tobacco water, and after several applications the iu-
Bects will, no doubt, disappear.
A".—It is the best way to start Dahlias in heat, and afterwards

to plant them out ; it is not necessary' to divide the roots if you
are careful only to let one stem produce flowers ; all the others
should be cut away as they appear.
rutcntiUa.—Any respectable nurseryman will supply the Auri-

culas ; we cannot recommend one. If your Cape bulbs are be-
ginning to grow, you may pot them now ; after pottuig they
should be plunged in a gentle hotbed. Root-prune your Bank-
sian Rose, and then it will, no doubt, flower. If Trevirana coc-
clnea is beginning to grow, it may be repotted now in equal parts
of loam and peat, with a little sand and well-rotted manure or
vegetable mould. It must be watered tolerably freely, and sliifted
into larger pots as often as it requires. Your question respecting
Primula sinensis is answered in p. 120.

G. G.—Pinus halepensis and Pinaster, the OptaHo Poplar, the
Sycamore, and perhaps the Evergreen Oak, will succeed near the
sea. While the plants are young, we should recommend you to
have a border of Tamarisk set round them as a protection.

T. H.—Directiodl for destroying the scale were given at pp.
72, 105, 131, 165, 169. and 229 (1841). We believe the best method
is to wash the infested plants with gum or size, which will effec-
tually destroy the insects ; and when it cracks off, they will ad-
here to it, and thus the plants will be cleansed without trouble.

Inquisitive. — Strawberries in beds should not be allowed
to run together, but have their runners removed. You will find
upon referring to the aiticle '* Fruit " in the Cottage Calendar for
Feb., that I have recommended beds,—Onions sown in Sin. drills
may be left from 4 to Cin. apart, according to the nature of their
growth; if the ground will produce large Onions,6in.isnottoo wide.
There can be no objection to the growing of Shallots in a cottaga
garden; but I have met with none who will substitute them for
Onions. I am not prepared to say whether they will keep two
years, but should recommend a supply to he grown every year.
October is the best month for planting them in dry situations ; iu
w*et ones it is safer to defer it till February j when planted in au-
tumn they arc earlier and usually finer. They should be planted
in drills the depth of the bulb, and surrounded with sand.—
Potato- Onions should be planted their own depth, as Shallots.
The reason I prefer December-planting is that I have found the
roots much weakened by growing; when deferred late in the
spring, I have seldom been able to preserve them out of the
ground after February. An exceeding good plan is to half cover
them only in the soil, earthing them up afterwards with decayed
leaves, especially if the ground be at all stiff. — I do not
grow Groom's Dwarf Pea ; but as it is a branching kind, I should
consider single rows preferable. I do not recommend sowing
Peas, even of dwarf sorts, in a plot; but if they are grown so, I

should say their own height apart would be sufficient.—J. Paxton.
Z.. Z. will find excellent directions for growing Ferns, and for

the formation of a Fernery, in the review of Newman's book on
Ferns, in p. 359 (1841). Tulip-seed should be sown in the
autumn in sandy loam; the young plants should^not be removed
till the second year.
A Subscriber.— 9ricG on the Picturesque is, we believe, out of

print, but it may be obtained at the old book shops.
C. W. jP.—We are not aware of the cause of the excrescences

growing on your Pelargoniums ; they should be cut off when
they appear, as the stems of the plants are apt to become can-
kered, and break off at the point where the excrescences grow.
A Barrister.— Oiled cotton is prepared as follows :—Mix a snmU

quantity of bees'-wax with some linseed oil and boil them to-
gether; then steep the cotton in the mixture, and hang it up to
dry.
A A^oriVtf.—Soap-lees are a useful manure, but they will not

lighten the land, ^'e do not know their effect on fruit-trees and
Strawberries. Fuchsia fulgcns should be cut down close to the
ground.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this waek •

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The motion of Mr. Viiliers for the abolition of the

duty on foreign corn was negatived on Tnursday by a
majority of 303, after a debate of five nights, Mr." Chris-
topher last night brought forward a motion for a higher
scale of duties than that proposed by Ministers; after

a long discussion, the House divided on the Ministerial

measure, which, as a point of form, it was necessary to

put before Mr, Christopher's amendment could be pro-

posed ; when there appeared a majority of 202 for the

resolutions of Sir Robert Peel. On Monday Minis-

ters presented to both Houses of Parliament the treaty

for the more effectual suppression of the Slave Trade,

which had been ratified by the Plenipotentiaries of

Austria, Russia, and Prussia; and announced that the

French Government had officially communicated their

inability to ratify it under existing circumstances. The
ratifications, however, had been exchanged in the

presence of the French Ambassador, at whose re-

quest the treaty had been left open, in order to give

France an opportunity of ratifying it at a future time.

Lord Aberdeen explained, in reference to the operations

of this treaty, that although France had an uneacpected

difficulty in acceding to it, it was originally proposed by

her in concert with Great Britain to the other powers, and

that France is bound to every principle it involves by

previous treaties with this eountrj which sUlI remam m
full force.
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We learn from France that the decision of the Ministry

in witLhoIiling tha ratification of the treaty ia not al-

together the resnlt of the late discuaaion in the Cham-

bers, but ia in a great meaaure attributable to a formal

proteat rr.ade ngainnt It by Gan. Cass, the American mi-

jiLiterin Paris, and fully noticed under our Foreign News.

Considerable excitement preraila in the political coterlea of

Paris, In consequence of the conspiracy in that capital

for renewing civil war in Spain ; the existence of this

conspiracy ia no longer doubtful, and the main impedi-

ment which appears to have arisen to the open eiecution of

the scheme, ia the difficulty of reconciling the partisans of

Don Carlos to any union irith Queen Christina.—Our
miucen from S^^u.n are of a very serious character^ and

materially confirm the reported intriguea of the Paris

conspiracy. The Junta of Vigilance has been re-esta-

blished at Barcelona with the sanction of the Municipa-

lity, almost at the very moment when the Chamber of

Deputies at Madrid waa endeavouring to pass a vote of

censure on the G(jTcrnment for their vigorous measures
against the sameRepublicans in the insurrection of October*

The re-eatablishmcnt of this Junta is regarded aa the first

and Major-Gen. W. F. Napier replaces Lieut.-Gen. Sir

James Douglas as Lieut.-GoTernor and Colonel on the

Staff at Guernsey. Both these appointments are to take

effect from the let of April next.

France,— TAe Slave-trade Treaty.—The only matter

of interest or importance in the Paris papers is the con-

vention of the five Powers for the siippression of the

slave-trade. The ''Journal dea D^ats " confirms a

report current for some'days past in the French capital,

that the Government of the United States had declared

that it would not submit to the consequences of the right

of search, neither from England nor from France, nor, in

fact, from any other of the contracting parties. The
" Patric" is more explicit as to this note, and states,

'*that General Cass, Ambassador from the United States,

has placed in the hands of the Minister for Foreign

Affairs an official note, in which he energetically protests

One of the documents in support of

ftct of the conspirators, and as being designed to bring the

Republicans into immediate collision with the Regent.

The difBcuIties of the Government nre considerably in-

creased by this occurrence ; and the present aspect of af-

fairs is considered so grave and alarming, that the mode-
rate members of the Opposition have offered their support

to Miniaters during tlie impending crisis. The outbreak

of the conspiracy is evidently regarded as not far distant^

aince the Rtgcat has lost no time in calling out 50,000 na-

tional guards, and in taking other measures of precaution.

These important events have again been the subject of a

conversation in the House of ComtnonsJ^during which Sir

R- Peel renewed his expression of sympathy with the

Spanish Government ; he declared his belief, not
only that it has given repeated indications of ad-

Tancementf bat that it ia conducive to the civilisation

and prosperity of the country; and he concluded by assur-

ing the House that no exertion fthall be wanting on the

part of England to restore Spain to the station she used to

fill as one of the Powers of Europe.—An fexpress reached

town on Saturday from Lisbon, announcing the complete
tnccets of the Chartist nnovement in that capital. This
event waa not accomplished without a revolution—the
ninth which Portugal has seen since 1820 ; but although
the public arsenals were thrown open, and the City was
exposed during three days to the dangerous excitement of
a sudden political convulsion, the affair happily passed off

without bloodshed. The Queen, finding it useless to offer

further opposition* formally subscribed the Charter on the
Sth ; a new Ministry waa Immediately formed under the
Dukeof Terceira and other well known partisans of Don
Pedro, and the Cortes were summoned under the Charter for

*ht 10th of Junp.--Advices from Germany announce the
arrival of the King of Prussia at Berlin on the UJth, on
his return from England ; they also state that the Prus-
*wt clergy have expressed much dissatisfaction at the
rumour of a projected union between the Church of
Germany and that of England ; and they intend, it is

itated, to protest against the circular of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, in which their conversion 13 said to be
SMOtioned as a probable result of the establishment of the
Prot^tant bishopric of Jerusalem,

COUET.
I^oiju Xitos

-Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of^ nles. and the Princess Royal remain at Brighton and
continue in excellent health. Her Majesty and the Prince
have taken their usual airings on thcCliff during the week.
On ^\ ednesday, Prince Albert, the Princes of Saxe Cobufff,
and their suite honoured the Eari of Liverpool with a
visit at Buxted Parle, and returned to the Palace on the
ttmc evening :,t was expected that her Majesty would^accompanted the Prince, and great preparations wereceordmgly made at Lewes to do honour to her visit: but
ctrcumitances occurred to lead to it, postponement. Ac
!n?^! r

i^^*^"'*^, «""S«">«aU,the Queen, Prince Albert,and the Court wiU visit Portsmouth next Mondav, wherethe house of Sir Edward Codrington has been fitted up

S^VhTnnW^ '/'"'P^r • '^^'^ ^^^^^ -^^^ return to^ghton on Tuesday
; and it is believed that her MajestywlU take her departure fbr Buckingham Palace on Thurs-

t% w ;k ^^*^"^^2^i
^}'^ 24th, being the birthday ofH.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge, the members of the

royal famiy ,n town the foreign ambassadors, and a greatnumber ot the nobihty called at Cambridge House and
left their congratulations for his Royal Highness; and in
the evening the tradesmen of His Royal Highness illu-
minated their houses. .

FarliamentaT7j Mavrmertts,—i:\t Gazette announces
the return of Maj,-Gen. W. Monson, C.B. for the Coun-
tiM of Clackmannan and Kinross, in the room of the
lion. G. R. Aberrromby, who has accepted the Chiltern
Hundreds.

Official ^ppomtments.~Tht Marquis of Londonderry
lias accepted the appointment of Lord-Lieutenant and
Custos Rotulorum of the county of Durham, vacant by the
death of the late Duke of Cleveland. Major-Gen. the
Earl of Munster is to have the command of the western
district of England, in aaccesaion to Lieut.-Gen. Ellice *

against the treaty.

this note gives an exact account of the habitual commerce
carried on by the United States on the seas now divided

by the zones. It results from these returns that the ton-

nage forced to traverse them within the limits fixed by

the treaty amounts to £23,583, which will give, for out

and home, a movement of 1,()57,166 tonnage. In this

account the vessels of New Orleans and the ports of the

Gulf of Mexico trading with the north of Europe are not

comprised, and which may be estimated at 500,000 tons,

the total making 2,157,100. The note adds that, rather

than to abandon its commerce, war would he a thousand

times preferable, and that the American Government had
made up its mind on this subject, and could not for a

moment hesitate. Finally, it makes the observation, that

in case of rupture France would be, by obligation, a bel-

ligerent, and be forced to exercise the right of search

;

and can France decide to assist in the destruction of the

only naval power which could offer France suj)port in the

event of a conflict with England?". The '*Constitu-

tionnel*' noticet a rumour relative to the treaty, which
states that M. Guizot, immediately after the discussion in

the Chamber of Deputies, apjilied to Lord Aberdeen for

a prolongation of the period of delay granted for the ex-
change of ratifications of the treaty, and for the opening
of new negotiations, having for their principal objects the
modifications of the zones, and the limitation of the
number of warrants to be granted to cruisers. Lord
Aberdeen is reported to have replied, that the British

Government was ready to grant to France all the delay
that the recent discussion in the Chamber of Deputies
rendered necessary, but that it could not consent to the
slightest modilication of the treaty.

The Chambers,—The Chamber of Deputies assembled
in the standing committees on Saturday to appoint the
commission on M. Galbery's proposition concerning the
publication of an official report of the legislative proceed-
ings. It seemed to be the general opinion that the scheme
ia impracticable, and that it would entail a useless ex-
pense of 12 millions of francs per annum, without any
corresponding advantage. It is said that five members
of the committee are disposed to do something, but four
are opposed to the project, and it was expected it would
fail to the ground. In one of the discussions on the sub-
ject one gentleman proposed to turn the reporters out
altogether. After a variety of suggestions of a similar
kind, M. Barrot got up and moved gravely—that the
liberty of the press, the liberty of speaking in the Cham-
ber, and the revolution of July itself be declared null and
void. Some of those present are said to have mistaken
M. Barrot*s gravity for seriousness, and ^were about to
second the motion. In regard to the recent prosecutions
of the press, eight out of the nine committees into which
the Chamber of Deputies h divided have refused leave
that M. Montlavelle propose to introduce a measure for
relieving printers from the responsibility in printing matter
declared to be libellous or seditious.

Criminal Law.—The Minister of Justice has presented
a law modifying some parts of the criminal code. One
ia to remedy the defect which prevents French courts
from taking cognisance of a crime committed by a French-
man in a foreign territory. Another part of the project
modifies the law of arrest. In many cases it was not in
the power of a judge to set a prisoner at liberty, even
though he found nothing against him: the judge is now
to have discretionary power both for bail and liberation.
Another of the objects contemplated by this bill appears
to be to secure the more expeditious administration of
justice, and, above all, to shorten the period of what is
called preventive imprisonment—viz., imprisonment be-
fore trial, which in France is sometimes of four, five,
six, and even eight months' duration ; during which time
a man who may be innocent of the crime laid to his
charge is exposed to contact with thieves and assassins
whilst his interests m society, whatever they are. mav
be ruined. ''

' •'

T^«Cfl;)j/a/.— Considerable excitement prevails in
ians, m consequence of the known existence of a con-
spiracy m that capital for the purpose of renewing civilwar m Spain.

^
Most of the journals are silent on the

subject but private letters contain numerous circumstan-
tial details which would seem to prove that the attempt
to revolutionise Spain from the French frontier may bealmost daily anticipated. They dwell on the continued
confidential intercourse of Queen Christina, the head of

tLV3[7' ""^ '^ *""« ^^ '^^ ^^^^^^^- They allege
that, although earned on more secretly than hitherto theintercourse of the conspirators with the French Govern-
^!° 7K:11'1' !!!i?^^^°^"^°^* ^^ '¥' nothing an-

partisans of Queen Christina and the Cariists, but the
repugnance of Don Carlos and the elevated personages
in his interests to any connexion with the ex-Queen
Christina and her party. The latter are said to have pro-
posed a marriage between Queen Isabella and the son of
Don Carlos ; which is opposed by the Cariists, on the
ground that if the Queen dies without issue, the plan
will have turned out exclusively to the advantage of the
Orleans dynasty, as it is part of the scheme to marry the
sister of the Queen to the Due d'Aumale.—The funeral
of Count Pozzo di Borgo took place on Friday at St.
Thomas d'Aquin. His funeral was attended by the
Russian Charge d'AfFaires, the whole of the officers of
that embassy, and a great number of the diplomatic corps
many members of both Chambers, and other personages
of distinction. The King and Royal Princes were repre-
sented by two orderly ofBcers. Colonel Pozzo di Boreo
the late Count's nephew, appeared as chief mourner. This
eminent diplomatist is said to have left a fortune of five

millions of francs,—In consequence of some legal ques-
tion which had arisen respecting the manuscripts and
copyright of the works of M. de Chateaubriand, they were
sold by auction on Friday, and purchased by M. Delan-
dine de Saint Esprit for 153,000f.—Letters have reached
Paris from Montpellier, dated the 14th inst., which state
that the convict Marie Capelle (Madame Laifarge) is

dangerously ill, and that her physicians have given her
over. In fact, she has already received the last sacraments
of the church.

Algeria. — The Moniteur of Tuesday represents the
arms of the French as likely to achieve a solid triumph over
the Arab Emir, who had lost 14 pieces of cannon in the
recent expedition. Fifteen hostile tribes had made their

submission to Fiance- It is said that the fort of Lebdon,
the last fortress of the Emir's second line of defence, has
been taken and destroyed, and that Abd-el-Kader himself
has withdrawn within the territories of Morocco. The
despatch conveying this news was dated Telemsen, the
nth inst,

Spain,—Advices of a very serious and important cha-
racter have been received from Barcelona, dated the 1 5th
inst, announcing that the Junta of Vigilance has been
again re-established, with the assent of the Provincial
Deputation and of the Municipality, It is composed of
the same members as those of last year ; it holds secret

sittings, but is not yet officially installed. On the even-
ing of the I4th, in a sitting which was prolonged till late

at night, it was decided that the Moderados (Christinos),

as well as the French, who reside at Barcelona, should be
assassinated at the first signal. Several Carlist guerillas

have appeared in the environs of Berga, and it is affirmed

that one band consists of 700 well-armed men. This
Junta is the same which set at defiance the Madrid Go-
vernment, and was dissolved by a decree of the Regent,
who, in addition, declared Barcelona in a state of siege; a

decisive course of action which led to the opposition in

the Deputies against the present Gonzales Cabinet, which
only escaped a vote of censure on the 10th by a feeble

majority of 10. A Ministerial paper states that the
Madrid Government will be placed in a situation of ex-

treme difficulty by the acts of this Republican Junta, and
that it will have to overcome great embarrassments pro-

duced by its refractory allies and supporters, and its open
opponents the combined Cariists and Christinos. This

J-

re-establishment of the Barcelona Junta of Vigilance may
be regarded as the iirst act of conspiracy, namely, the

pushing of the Republicans in Spain to a demonstration
against Espa^tero." It appears indeed to be generally be-

lieved that if the Regent cannot resist them, he must
either throw himself into their party, or fall beneath their

coalition with the other factions. The Spanish Govern-
ment is said to have called out 50,000 National Guards.—
Subsequent advices have brought intelligence from Madrid
to the 16th inst. They give the details of the calling the
National Guards into actual service, if occasion require.

The Minister of the Interior, in presenting the project of
law, stated to the Chamber of Deputies, in the name of

the Regent and Council of Ministers, that Spain might be
in danger very shortly, as the consequences of the conspi-
racy preparing both in and out of Spain against all liberal

institutions. The bill was referred with urgency to the

Committee, which will report thereon, and no doubt was
entertained that it would be favourable to the measure.
A report was in circulation on the night of the 16th, that

the o])position Deputies would give a vote of support to

the Ministry In the impending crisis.

Portugal.—An express reached town on Saturday
from FaloQouth, announcing the arrival of the Lisbon
steamer, with intelligence of the complete success of the

Chartist movement in that capital. The revolution by
which this waa effected was happily unattended with blood-
shed. The particulars of the event present a series of
extraordinary incidents, which are without a parallel even
in the history of the eight previous revolutions which
Portugal has witnessed since 1820. The details are rather

those of a melo-dramatic representation than the sober

occurrences of political history. Three distinct ministries
have existed in Lisbon within a week ; the National Guard
has been called out, the populace has been armed, and
barricades have been erected in thd streets to resist the

introduction of that charter which has now been sub-

scribed by the Queen, and proclaimed aa the law of the

land. These occurrences have been crowded into a space
of little more than three days ; and from the multifarious
detaib which have reached us, the following abstract gives

all the leading facts :—It appears that on the failure of
the first attempt to form a Ministry, of which we were
'nformed by the last mail, the Queen acceded to the terms1

8^ nu «a«ea effort of tfie MinUtcr of War ander the Prerideacy
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palinella. The first act of tlie new Ministry was to dis-

place the Duke of Terceira, whose attachment to the

charter was well known, from the command of the troops,

and to appoint Count Bomfim, an adherent of the consti-

tution, in his place. Measures were organised for the

purpose of suppressing the Chartist movement wherever

it had appeared, and Count Das Antas was appointed to

command the force about to proceed against the Chartists

of Oporto. A proclamation was also issued, calling on
the friends of the constitution to take up arn^s to support
it^and orders were issued to give out arms from the arsenal

to all the Constitutionalists who might apply for them.
These proceedings took place upon the ?th inst. On the
following day, while the drums were beating to summon
the old National Guards to arms in defence of the consti-

tution, a salute from the castle of St. George announced
that the garrison of that fortress had declared for the

charter. Notwithstanding this indication that the troops

could not be relied upon to fight against the charter, the

Ministry determined on attacking the castle. On the

Queen's humane refusal, however, to sanction any proceed-

ings that might lead to bloodshed, it was determined, by
cutting oflf their supplies, to starve out the garrison. It

was found, however, that the pickets stationed in the

avenues leading to the castle were deserting so rapidly

that in the course of the day they were all called off, and
the friends of the charter sent in abundant supplies of pro-

Tifiions and wine to the garrison of the castle. Meantime
the friends of the constitution, or the Septembristas, as

they are termed in the political circles of Lisbon, had as-

Bembled a large force, and appointed a committee to

direct the measures to be taken for the reduction of the

castle. The National Guards were out; the arsenal was
thrown open, and the workmen and populace indiscrimi-

nately allowed to arm themselves. The streets were cut

up, trenches dug, and barricades of carts and other vehi-

cles formed &o as to impede any attack that might be made
on them from the Chartist troops at the palace. Great
anxiety prevailed throughout the city, and the regular

troops manifested much dissatisfaction at the proceeding.

The arming of thfe arsenal workmen and populace contri-

buted to increase this feeling, and alarmed the citizens

generally, very few of whom presented themselves. An
outbreak and a collision between the people and soldiery

appeared to be inevitable. On the 9th the alarm was in-

creasing when it became generally known amongst the

better informed classes, that Viscount Sa and his col-

leagues had resigned in despair of suppressing the revolt,

and that a new Ministry was formed, with the Duke da
Terceira at its head. Nothing was said at this moment
about the charter being proclaimed, as it was considered

politic not to make the fact public until the populace had
been disarmed. An order was issued to withdraw the

F

Arsenal workmen and the rest of the armed people, in

small bodies, and get them to surrender their arms. The
Count das Antas at this critical moment addressed the
people briefly, but effectively, not giving them the slightest

intimation that the Queen had declared for the charter,
but intimating that they must deliver up their arms, their
services not being further required at this period, and that
each should retire quietly and obediently to his own dwell-
ing, where, if his services were again required, he should
be called on.

^
This was successful. No less popular or

less distinguished man than the Count could probably
have succeeded in effecting so important an object. In
truth, the people little suspected the real issue, and the
general impression was. that the soldiery in the castle had
capitulated.

^
The Duke of Terceira lost no time in form-

ing a Chartist Ministry, including Mousinho d'Albu-
querque, the late governor of Madeira, and Colonel Lou-
reiro ; and on the 10th, the charter was formally pro-
claimed, the Cortes being summoned under it for the 10th
of June. Thus has passed over one of those periodical
convulsions that have become so frequent in the Peninsula
as to have lost even the character of novelty. Men of all

parties unite in congratulations that tha city was spared
the possible excesses of an armed wob ; and the unlimited
calling out so large a body of the worst classes in the
capital is openly denounced as the great blot on the brief
administration of the Duke of Palmella, and as a course
tvhich no motives of expediency could justify.

Holland.—Letters from the Hague state that the
report that M. Laurent is appointed apostolical Vicar for
Luxembourg seems to be confirmed. '* Rome," they add,
could not havfc chosen a more proper person for this

post
; for the zeal of M. Laurent in the cause of his

church has obtained for him the title of '* the fiery sword
of the Pope."^ The Journal of the Grand Duchy of Lux-
•nabourg publishes a resolution of his Majesty the Grand
Duke, of the 6th inet., revoking the tariff which was intro-
on the 12th Nov., and retaining that of the 24th July,
1840, as preparatory to the admission of the Grand Duchy
to the German Customs Union.
^Belgium.—The debate in the Chamber on the Minis-
terial demand for certain sums to enable the Government to
run tlie British Queen steamer between Antwerp and New
York, has terminated with a majority of 7 1 to I G in favour of
Ministers. The Brussels Papers state that the discussion
^as an amusing scene of recriminations and surmises as^to
the object of the English company in selling her. Some con-
tended that she must be good for nothing, or a people like
the English would not have parted with such a vessel;
others said that she was too long ; a third party insisted
that she was too broad ; a fourth insisted that she was not
seaworthy, and that it would be reckless to allow poor
emigrants from Germany to sail in her, as she was sure to
he lost, like the President. The opinions of the engineers
of the British Admiralty and of an eminent American
engineer were brought forward in reply to their specula-
™n8

i the latter smd that he knew the British Queen

well, having seen her many times in America, and since in
dock at Antwerp, and did not hesitate to declare that she
is a vessel of pei'fect construction, as good as new, and
possessing none of the defects for which she is denounced
to the public.

Germany.—The King of Prussia reached his capital,

on his return, on the afternoon of the 16th. It is ru-

moured that his Majesty has obtained from the King of

Holland the promise that no obstacles shall be henceforth
offered to the free navigation of the Rhine. '* The King,''

says the ' Presse,' ** during his stay in London, was
urgently pressed by the English clergy to consent to the

establishment of an English Bishop at Cologne, It was
proposed to his Majesty that the occupant of this see

should have jurisdiction not only over the English resident

at Cologne, but also over those who live in the south of

Germany, Wurtemburg, the Grand Duchy of Baden, and
other count! ies. The King is said to have received this

proposal with favour, and it is likely to be realised upon
the bases of the negotiation for the establishment of the

Protestant Bishop of Jerusalem.—The "Frankfort Post
Gazette" of the 19th inst. states, under date Berlin 13th,

that the Prussian clergy were much displeased with the
circular of the Archbishop of Canterbury respecting the

new Bishop of Jerusalem, and in which it is said that the

establishment of that episcopal see would greatly tend to

unite tho Church of Germany with that of England, and
induce the former to convert itself, ** Our clergy/' ob-
serves that journal, '*is op|iosed to such a conversion,

and intends, consequently, to address to the King a pro-

test against that circular.—A letter from Heidelberg of

the 9th Feb. says that a prohibition of duelling addressed

to the students has produced a great sensation there. The
students are forbidden to fight a duel on pain of expulsion

;

and those are threatened with the same punishment who
shall frequent a tavern near the town, on the right bank
of the Neckar, notorious for being the usual scene of these

single combats.—The Princess of Prussia has presented to

the celebrated pianist Liszt, who is at present in Berlin, a

manuscript musical composition of Frederick the Great,

the manuscript being written by the King himself, together

with all the musical works of Prince Louis Ferdinand of

Prussia. The concert given by LiBZt, at Berlin, in aid of

the funds required for the completion of the cathedral of

Cologne, is said to have produced 1,500 thalers.— The
Frankfort Papers of the 13th inst announce that Prince
Esterhazy had taken his departure from Ratisbon to re-

sume his duties as ambassador at this Court, but having
experienced a disposition to a relapse of his previous

malady on arriving at Nuremberg, his Highness determined
to return to Vienna, where he will remain until his health

be completely reitored.—-Letters from Munich announce
that the marriage of the Hereditary Prince of Modena
with the Princess Aldegonda of Bavaria is to be celebrated

in that capital on Easter Monday. Immediately after-

wards, the King of Bavaria will accompany the Prince and
Princess into Italy,

Italy.—Letters from Rome inform us that the Pope
has perfectly recovered from his late illness, and assisted

at the ceremonies of the church on the 2d Feb., when he

answered the allocution of the deacon of the holy college

with a firm and vigorous voice. These letters also an-

nounce that by a recent decree the French *' Journal des

D6bats " and the '* Commerce'' are not suffered to enter

the Papal States.—Advices from Turin state, that great

preparations are making in that capital for the marriage

of the Duke of Savoy with the Archduchess Adelaide

of Austria. After passing three days at the Chateau of

Stupinitz, the bride andbridegroom are to make their sojemn

entry into the capital, when a series of fetes will ensue.

The Municipality of Turin has voted 1,000.000 francs for

the expenses of the occasion, of which 200,000 are for

wedding presents to the young Princess. It is said that the

King will grant a political amnesty in commemoration of

the event, and will also concede a diminution of duty on

salt, for the benefit of agriculturists. A grand tournament

on the Piazza of San Carlo is talked of,—The same ad-

vices state that negotiations have been opened by the

court of Brazil for the marriage of the two young Prin-

cesses, sisters of the Emperor, with two Princes of the

house of Savoy.—We learn from Naples that the Cross

of Commander of the Legion of Honour has been con-

ferred on the King of Naples by the King of the French.

The "Giornale delle Due Sicilie'' of the 5th and 6th

inst. promulgates Royal decrees for the final abolition of

feudal rights, and the suppi»6sion of the Promiscuita, or

inter-communal rights, in domanial lands, between the

communes or ei-baronies, or churches. Private letters

state that the Castellam are railroad would certainly have

been finished for the spring, as intended, but that a large

and previously unknown lava current, of unusual width

and depth, and 1500ft. long, having been found running

across the line, the operation of blasting and cutting

through it will delay the completion of the line till au-

tumn.—Some interesting details, relative to the excava-

tions going on in different parts of the kingdom, with a

view to the discovery of antiquities, have just been pub-
lished. The year 1841 has been remarkable for the dis-

covery, in various parts of the kingdom, of numerous
Greek coins. Among them is an entire collection of gold

coins of Locri, the celebrated republic of Magna Grsecia
;

they are of a small form, and hitherto only a single example
of this kind had been found. The excavations at Pompeii
have not been productive of interesting results for the

last two years, probably because the locality is unfavour-

able; but important discoveries are expected from the

clearing of the ruins of the Amphitheatre of Pozauoli,

which has been ordered by the King. The work on this

point is going on with great activity, under the orders of

the minister St. Angelo* From the portion of the ruhw

r already cleared, it is to be presumed that the remains of

one of the most important monuments of architecture in

Italy will come to light, and that the Royal Museum of

Naples will be enriched by some fine fragments of anti-

quity.—Letters from Genoa sUte that Signor Isnardi, of

that city, has brought forward additional proofs that Co-
lumbus was bom in the commune of Cogoleto, and not in

Genoa. In addition to other facts in support of his

assertion, S. Isnardi has published four authentic docu-
ments, consisting of instructions from the Doge, Gover-
nors, and Procurators of the Republic of Genoa, issued
in 1586, 1590. 1595, and 1602, in which this great man is

styled " Columbus, of Cogoleto, so celebrated in Spain.''

RusstA.—A report is current that a marriage is likely

to take place between the Due de Bordeaux and the Grand
Duchess Olga. It is stated in the French papers that

"proposals to the above effect have been made by a lady
nearly related to Prince Talleyrand, and who waa for

some years a devoted partisan of the Orleans dynasty.
This lady, who now resides at Berlin, is said to have sug-

gested the scheme through the instrumentality of the
Queen of Prussia, sister of the Emperor, and they had
insured the support of the Empress of Austria. The Czar,

it is stated, did not oppose the projected alliance, but said

he was desirous that his daughter should be at liberty to

make her own choice, and that he agreed to the Dae de

Bordeaux's coming to St. Petersburgh, in order, if pos-

sible, to gain the affections of the young Princess. Ac-
cording to the report, it wu objected that if this plan

were adopted, the Due de Bordeaux would be exposed to

the risk of rejection, and a middle course was suggested,

viz.—that the Empress should pay a visit in the spring

to the waters of Ems, whither the young scion of the ex-

iled house of Bourbon is also to proceed, in order that the

interview may take place upon a neutral territory."—Let-

ters from St. Petersburgh state that Goethe's complete

works are to b« published in a Russian translation ; the 1st

part to appear shortly, at the small price of 75 silver kopeks.

Turkey.—Recent letters from Constantinople inform

us that M. de Bourqueney, the French Envoy, had re-

ceived a second note from the Forte, demanding that the

French squadron before Smyrna should receive orders to

retire, and declaring at the same time that no expedition

against the Pachalic of Tunis was contemplated- The
Beiram was at an end, and the greatest activity prevailed

in the supreme council, Tvhose principal attention was di-

rected to the abolition of useless employments and re-

trenchment of overpaid salaries. The same letters affirm

that Sir Stratford Canning was charged to offer to the

Porte, on the part of the Greek Government, an indem-

nity of a million of drachms, which had produced some
sensation in the Turkis^h councils, on account of the finan-

cial state of the Ottoman Government. In regard to the

affairs of Syria, it is asserted that the Porte intended to

put a stop to the quarrels in the mountains by adopting a

system of administration based on the municipal organi*

sation of the Druses and Maronites. A letter in the
** Augsburgb Gazette" affirms that the Porte would not

yield to the demand made on the 2Gth ult. to the Reis

Effendi, for a firman for the official recognition of the

English Bishop of Jerusalem. Sir Stratford Canning
landed on the 24th, and was to present his credentials to

the Sultan on the 27th.

West Indies.—The Alert packet, with the "West ludia

mail, brings advices from Jamaica to the 19th ult., De-
merara to the 9th, Trinidad to the 8th, Barbadoes to the

yth, and Antigua to the 18th. The Jamaica papers con-

firm a rumour which had previously readied us through

the United States, that a sanguinary collision had taken

place on Christmas day between the European inhabitants

of Jamaica and the negroes. It appears that the origin

of this occurrence was a desire on the part of the whites

to suppress the customs of the black population during

the Christmas holidays* These papers also confirm the

capture and destruction of the fleet of Carmona, the rebel

chief who had sej up his forces against Carthagetia. The
gallant conduct of Lieutenant de Courcy, of H.M.S. Cha-
rybdis, who, in repulsing an assault upon* an English mer-

chant vessel^ rendered valuable assistance to the Cartha-

gena cause, is alluded to in gratifying terms, while, as a
reward for his courage, the GoTemor had ceded, as hiB

prize, the enemy's brig Marcellino. Carmona was so in*

censed at the destruction of his fleet, mainly brought about

by the tact of Lieutenant de Courcy, that he had declared

war against England. The Trinidad agricultural report

for Dec. states that the month had proved unusually drj,

so that, in many places, there was great danger of the

plants failing. The canes for the ensuing crop looked

well ; they had the appearance of being very ripe, and it

was expected that they would make superior sugar. The
labouring [population was in every way improving, its ad-

vancement being especially observable since the abolition

of the allowance system, and the adoption of moderate

wages. At Barbadoes and at Antigua a want of rain had

also been eiperienced, but on the whole the prospects

of the crops were promising- Demerara at the latest date

was in an unsettled state, owing to the endeavour of the

planters to force the labourers into submission as regards

certain rules and regulations for the better working of the

estates, and which would tend to reduce the price of

labour in proportion to the market price of produce, but

without the ordinary course of having first consulted the

labourers, or .their ** headsmen." We also learn by tfes

arrival that Mr. George Bell, who acquired coc

celebrity by his connexion with the Fijem c*^' .

spirited enterprise in aiding the Cirmsians, die4 on me

28th Oct, at Acoyapa, a small town in Cen'rd A^^^^^^^

whither he had b<4n^arried as a e^ptije ^f^^'J^'j;' ^
a neigfabouring aUte, in revenge for them^^^ «^ ^
the Britisb,4

and hia
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Parlianunt,
HOt'SE OF LORDS.

M0ndny.~The Eftrl ojf AaKRDKKv la>d upon the table a copy of
thfi treaty aiireed to by the reprcsciitativcs of the five great

Powers for the axon effectnal abolition of the slave-trade. He
regretted that be wa? under the necessity- of informing their

l.ordship« that the ratification of his Majesty the King* of the
French bad not been exchanged with those of the other Powers

;

neither was he able to iufunn the Hou.^e of the precise time when
that ratification might be expected. Their Lordships, probably,
vr^Tc aware of the causes which had produced this rtectsion on
the part o/ the French Government, and wJiich his Majesty the
King of the Freiich had thought reason sufficient to suspend his
ratiffcition. Their Lordships might be aware of the nature of
tbcse reasons, and he felt that It was his first daty to say nothing
more, and to do notliing which could by any possibility increase
the difficulties which cxi.sted, or throw any efficient ubtttacle in
the way of their removaL The protocol, at the desire of the
French Plenipotentiary, had been left open for the accession of
bis Government. The noble Earl then proceeded to explain that
the two treaties which had been concluded between this country
and Fiance in 1831 and 1H33 were almost as extensive in their
operation as that which the French Government now declined to
ratiiy.

Lord Brougham expressed Ms deep ro^et that the ratification
of this most important treaty should have been even temporarily
postponed, aud vindicated the Government, as well as the people
ETnerally, from the Imputation of wiy roister iiiutive iii the
effort they were now making to abolish for ever the African
slave trade.
The treaties were then laid on the table, and their Lordships

shortly afterwards adjourned.
Thurtdap.—After the presentation of petitions for a repeal of

the Corn4awH.aiidresr>erting Presbyterian mnrriag^rs, on both of
which subjects conversations arose,

1 he Bishop of Kxstkr called the attention of the House to a
petition containing serious allegations against the poor law com-
mlsf^Innrrn. and the administration of the law in the Crcditon
unif'n. Two paupers had died in the worlchouse, under circum-
stances vvhich calledfor inquiry. It was alleged ttiat the inquiry
had not liHn fairly conducted, and that the poor-law commis-
sioners had 'idppreased the evidence. Lord WnARvrr.iKFK stated
the facts of the case at great length, which he consldei cd had been
got up by the petitioner for some reason which he was not called
upon to particuluribO. After a reply from the Bishop of Exbter,
In whfrh he stated that be did not consider any real answer had
been given to the char^fes made against the commissioners in the
petition, the iiuu.se adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
lifortfffts/.'^Ctt.pt. Bbrkklmt asked if the release of Mr. Elton,

late midshipman on board one of her Majesty's ships, who had
been dismi'^'^ed the service and imprisoned, for writinf;- a disTC-
S?ectfui letter to a superior officer, had arisen from dissatisfac-
on with the proceedings of the court-martial, or as an act of

clemency on the part of the Crown ?— Sir G. Cock Buaxvindicated
the court-martial and Captain Williams, and said that the release
Of Mr. Elton was an act of clemency, arising from thefeelingthat
the diaciphne of the service had been sufl&ciently vindicated by
the confinement he had already suffered.

Sir Jamks Gratiam stated, in answer to some questions from
Mr. Buncombe, that although t>ie several important qnestions
already be(ore the House, together with the financial measures,
which would as soon as possible be brought forward, would com-
pel the Government to postpone any measure on the subject of
the Poor-laws until after Easter, it was not then their intention
to blmlt the question, but to introduce a measure which should
not only continue the Poor-law Commission for a considerably
longer penod than one year, but incorporate such modifications

^ the exjstmg measure as might he deemed expedient. He de-
fined to enter mto explanations upon matters of detaiJ, hut
would be prepared to lay his bill before the House immediately
after the Easter recess.
Mr. CoBOBN asked Sir Robert Peel if the Government were

prepared to lay on the table of the House a particnlar specifica-'
f the peculiar burdens of taxation borne by the landed in-
?—bu- R. Pekl was not prepared to do so. It was matter

of controversy as to what constituted a peculiar burden.
Tlie adjourned debate on the Com laws wu begun by Mr.

HAftur, who vindicated a sliding scale, as opposed to a fixed
dnty, and contended that the protection given to agriculture was
for the benefit of the whole community. As a manufacturer
htm«p!f,and on behalf of many other manufacturers, he disclaimed
all participation in or sympathy with what he considered the im-
proper system of agitation adopted by the opponents of the Corn-laws—Col. Fox said he would have supported a gradual repeal
of the duty; but not being- prepared to concur in an immediate
abrogation of the whole impost, he should abstain from voting at
•a.—Mr. Li.vDSAT defended the landlords from the charge of
oppression. He would never act from party moUves upon a •sub-
ject so important as commerce ; but he thought the iuterests of
agriculture a stdi higher conslderation.-Captain Lavard could
m>t support Mr. Villiers's resolution, but was desirous of a fixed
duty. The land in this country paid a less proportion of the pub-
he burdens thanm several of the Continental states.—Mr. Smvthe
had no doubt that if the Anti-Corn-law principles were pushed
to tbe extreme, and corn put on the footing of tobacco, the re-
venue would be much increased; but was that a principle, he
asl^cd for a minister to act upon against such a body as the
agricultural mtcrest?-Mr. Macaulav controverted the opinion
expressed by fc>ir K. Pee.., that cheapness of food was not ^vvays
• biessmg to the people. It was alwavs a blessing to themthough not of itself alone suthcient to their happiness To show
wnt.^ftri'^i"^"

Prussia which, within Uving memo^! hadbeen so often and so widely the seat of war. the pSiple were in astote of less comfort than in this secure land! w^ noT a nJoo^that Prnssm had no advantage in the cheapness of^er food Hehimself might just as Well take the oppo.^te extreme bv^^^^^^cing Ohio, where cheap corn and high wages were co eristentAs to mdependence of foreign •^uddIy that w-. i r^rL-Iij^f •

country where, as in Englan*?. coWd^L^r^ha.rf^^^^^
bonring states. Sir R. Peel had declared his prefV^^ifcrof acasual over a constant dependence, but he himU pre^rred aconstant dependence to a casual one. for a constat Svlndtnclwould be mutual. Sir R. Peel's plan allowed ns access fn?hPyears of dependence, only to those places where it waLS^'Xc^S
that the harvests were likely to failsimultanS^^^fh^;^^^^^^^^
and excluded ns from commerce with America, where thes^Swere not thus comcident. Yet even when the Continent^ s^^afBonapartewasat,tsheight,wehad imported into EngW.froSthe very terr.tones under his control, a greater quantitTof comthan m any previous or sncceedinfe- period. He enlarged on theimpolicy of forcing the foreign growers of com to exchange thri?own ploughs for our looms, and wanted the ConsenVtiv^gainst the suspicious co-operation of the Chartists, who he wH
persuaded, songhtto keep up the price of food, in the' hope ofuU3matelydnvu)gthe people into the only rebellion reallv for
midable-a rebellion of the belly. He denied that there was anv
thing of principle in the GoTernment measure ; but he was not
rfIsi>osed now to take away, according to the tenour of Mr Vil
liers's resolution, all protection from agriculture, and should
therefore abstain from voting.
Mr. S. WoaTLKY combated the opinion that the labourers

would be materially benefited by the cheapening of com. He
quoted Adam Smith and Ricardo to show that wages are regu-
lated not solely by the proportion between the supply of labour
and the demand for it, but a!«?obythe price of the labourerVs food.
U thus the reduction of the price of com should occasion a pro-
poitionBte reduction in the wages of labour, the labourer would
be left on the whole with no greater cocmiand than before over
the ei^oymeuts of life. .

•

j

After some observations by Mr. Mitchell in favonr of the

Ministerial measure, Mr. C. Buller said the great objection to

the VMMnt Corn-law was Its manifest injustice. The landowners

disclaimed all selfish motives in maintaining this law; but at

least the fact was, that the law had the effect of raising their

rents, and so of throwhig suspicion upon their characters. He
did not know what was meant by overproduction; nothing had

been produced but by capital and labour, which were waiting for

that emplovment. Since 1821 there had been an increase of more

than 4,000,000 in the population, andfor no part ofthat increase had

our own agriculture furnished any provision ; their whole main-

tenance had been provided by our manufactures. Surely you

ought not to prevent these increasing multitudes from resorting

to the agriculture of foreign countries. He could not. however,

votewith Mr. Villiers for the total and immediate repeal ofthe duty.

He thought the agricultural interests did bear exclusively some
b\irdens,for which, being peculiar to themselves, they ought to be

compensated. But a still stronger argument against a total and

immediate repeal would be found in the vested interests which

such a repeal would instantaneously destroy—interests not of

landlords only, but of farmers and of labourers. The mischief

f itself would be most injurious ; the alarm consequent upon it

still more so. But these were not reasons for a sliding scale, for

they were not circumstances of a fluctuating character.

Mr. Hops defended the agriculturists j and Mr, Rice wished

tliat the fixed duty of the late Government had been accepted^ be
thought Mr. YilUers'p plan dangerous, and would therefore vote

against it.—Mr. Mir.vE^ remarked upon the incoj^sistency of Mr.
C. BuHer, in declaring the principle of the Corn-law to be unjust,

and yet proposing to postpone its abrogation. For his own part,

I he was convinced that no necessity now existed for the proposed
repeal; and if such a necessity should at some future time be
brought on, he was by no means satisfied that the country would
gain by the change. Tlie landholder might possibly be unable to

stand, but if he fell he would bring down the fundholder with him.

Mr. Waklet said it was only in the House of Commons that
this subject was treated as difficult to be understood j the people
out-of-doors understood it perfectly. Your protection was only
to the laudlurds ; the labourers had none ; they were left in a
state of deplorable destitution. Protection had been taken from
manufactures; you should have begun with food. The country
was now in actual insecurity, so feverish was the public mind on
this subject. He agreed with those who thought the true remedy
was to remodel the House of Commons.—Mr. Muntz doubted
whether Sir R. Peel was justified In taking the Government if he
had nothing better than this to produce ,: but he was so fettered
that he could not do the good he desired. The land was cer-
tainly entitled to protection, but not in this shape. Two- thirds of
the labourers of this country were well paid j but the remaining
third, who were employed in the manufacture of articles for ex-
port, were in a state of woful destitution. He then read some
extracts from a pamphlet against the Corn-laws, published some
years ago, and attributed to Sir J, Graham ; after which he en-
tered into some considerations upon the connexion of the Corn
question with the question of currency. The laws on currency
and on corn were both of them the work of the right hon. Bart.,
whom he apostrophised in a passage from Gray's "Bard.**
On the motion of Mr. S. Crawforo, the debate was then ad-

jounied.
Tuesdaj/.Sir R. Peel, in reply to a question from Mr. Hind-

ley, repeated, on the part of the Government, an expression of
strong sympathy with the present Government of Spain ; and
his conviction that, on the whole, it was conducive to the civili-
sation and prosperity of the country. " Our anxious wish," he
said, "is to see Spain a prosperous and perfectly independent
nation—independent of all foreign interference. No power which
»he can possess for her own just defence can, in the slightest de-
gree, be the object of our jealousy. It is our desire certainly to
give strength and stability, by our counsel and influence, to the
present Government of Spain, because we see under that Govern-
ment repeated indications of an advance towards civilisation and
prosperity, and we certainly have exercised such influence as we

the subject of turnpike trusts. Sir James Graham saidTh^Tv
was the intention of his hon. friend the Member for r^r^i -

.

to introduce a General Turnpike Bill.
'^amondge

^Tr, R. Wasox moved that Sir Thomas Cochrane he callPd ***
bar of the House to answer certain allegations in a nPf^Hn^
1 W. H. Ashurst, to the effect, that the irallant aHmr.! l..^.*^from

Bee Spaii^ restored to prosperity, and filling the station whicli she
used to fill as one of the Powers of Europe, and no exertion shall
be wanting on tlie part of England for the attainment of that
object."

The Ciian'cbllor of the Ejtcui;at£R stated that the Govern-
ment intended to take measures to remedy the deficiency in the
gold coinage.

The House went into committee on the Corn-laws ; and Mr.
Sharmav Crawford resumed the adjourned debate, expressing
himself strongly in favour of a repeal of protective duties.—Mr.
Martix entered into some statements involving calculations,
showing that the landed interest bore a larger share of the public
burdens than other classes of the community, such as the manu-
facturing.—Mr. F. Vi LLiERs explained, that Mr. Villiers's motion,
though, from the introduction of the word "now," it demanded
the immediate repeal of protective duties, vet, nevertheless, there
was no wish on the part of either the mover or its supporters to
injure the landed interest, by refusing proper time for the change.
A long discussion now ensued, in which several members stated

their opinions on the subject of the motion, but no facts were
brought forward which have not already been noticed in previous
discussions. Sir C. Buar.iiLL declared that the landlords' case
had never been answered ; Mr. Powell said that the landowners
must be prepared to enter into competition with the foreiirn pro-
ducer at no distant time. Mr. Gran by thought that a repeal of
the Com. laws would increase distress in the manufacturing dis-
tricts. Mr. M. OTo.vNELL said he should vote for the total re-
peal. Sir F. BuBnKTT vindicated the landed proprietors, and
contended that Sir R. PeePs measure had given great saUsfaction
to agriculturists. Lord Duncav aftirmed that the di85culties ofour circumstances were caused by the system of protection, and
reminded the House that unjust taxation lost us America Aftersome observations in favour of the working classes from Mr
Stanto.v, Mr. P. M. Strwart enlarged upon the existing dis'
tress J and said that the history of aU the successive Corn-laws
had proved that the pnnciple of them was a fraud on the landed
interests, and an injur>' to the commercial ones ; and he would
support it no longer in any shape.^Mr. Wodsuol-sb contended
that the landlords bore more than their proportion of the oublicburdens.-Dr. Bowrixo enlarged on the present distress, speci--
fying several employments in which wages are miserably low.Tns distress was leading to a demand for great political chanffes
Tlie feeiuig was, that in the House of Commons there were to(imany who represented the few, and too few who represented the

S^h"^**T^I^" H***^.*^^'
rejoiced in the admission now made on allsides that no legislation can be justified for the sakeof a particular class: yet it was for the ^ake of a particular clis thatthese laws were maintained; though that class were remarkably sensitive in denying it. They talked about independence

whf w^V r*P^"^' '
^"^ ^^ ^^** ^^^^ °^ "0 <^o«ntry in any agewhich failed to get supplies of food when it had the means of

tttrKS"%>.^' '^ '""-^ Corn-laws, the farmers had no
r^ts !^Mr^-^^^^^^

?^^ were imposed only for the maintenance of

s^tem^imdVr ^M ^ protested against the mad disturbance of a
which^so ml^v 1^? '° ^^^^'^^ *^''^^^''>' ^'^*^ ^«"> invested, and in

paJed befo^AJp r%'^\ ""T"
involved. Was the House pre

tS^i^^d^ to r"^^^^
^^'* agreement for tithe commuta-

mamXtim>VB LLli i"'!"'^
""^"^ «^°""^ ^^ *^« contract ? TheS ne^^e^^^^^

^>*^^ '^^ agriculturistswuiu iw\er owe lo the manufacturers—existence it^Pif rr«
Illustrated from Roman history tiie dan^^r nf r^u^^t !

moved an adjournment of the debate.
W*idne$dap,^In reply to a question from Mr. Fox Mav

Mr. EwAaT then

IK on

about to leave the country, although he had been served wirh
the Speaker's warrant to attend the committee on the Inswirh
election, and produce certain important correspondence in hi^
possession.—The motion was opposed by the Attorney Gevr
ral, the Solicitor-General, and Sir R. Peel, and suuDortert
by Mr. 0*Con'nell and Mr. Aghonby, after which it was with-
drawn.
Some'conversation then took placo as to the intended cour^p

of public business in the House, in consequence of a question
from Mr. Hawes.—Sir R. Peel declared his determination that
no other business should be introduced on the part of Govern
ment, until the resolutions of the committee upon the Corn law
had been disposed of.

"

On the motion of Mr. F. Matjlk, the Buildings Regulation
Bill and Borough Improvement Bill were ordered to be jead a
second time that day six months, on the ground that as they had
been passed by the Lords, they involved a violation of the pri
vileges of that House. The hon. member gave notice of his inl
tention to moA^e for leave to bring in two similar bills.
The House then resolved itself into committee upon the reso

unions of the Government relating to the importation of corn —
Mr. EwART resumed tlie debate, and spoke at considerable leneth
hi support of the resolution of Mr. Villiers. He gathered from
the language of ministers that they did not contemplate the per-
manence of their measure; there was not only a sliding scale*
but a sliding cabinet. He attributed the existing distress to
none of the causes assigned for it by Sir R. Peel, but to a cause
hitherto existing alike in all times, whether of prosperity or of
adversity — the present Corn-law.— Mr. F. Berkeley Mr
Thoknelv, Mr, Hastie, and Mr. 0*Conn-ell addressed the
House to the same effect.— Col. Con6lly supported the measure
of Government, and Mr. Hawes and Mr. M. Phillips advocated
a total repeal.

SirR. Pkel took a comprehensive view of the recent history of
British commerce with various countries, in order to show that
the present depression of the manufacturing interest has not
arisen from the operation of the Corn-law. The right, hon
Baronet appealed to the good sense of the House in deprecation
of any unnecessary prolongation of the discussion.
Lord John Russell argued against such precipitation as

would deprive any member of that House of the opportunity of
being heard upon the question. The question was one for Par-
liament to deliberate upon ; they, and not the Ministers, were
to decide it. Was the House to pass in a hurry a measure
which Ministers had taken so many months to consider? The
manufacturers were bound to ponder it well; and the agricul-
turists, who had given way, would expect that it should be so
well digested as to be permanent when once passed.

(
After a few words from Sir R. Pekl, Mr. Johnstone moved the

adjournment of the debate. The gallery was cleared for a di-
vision, but none took place, and the debate was therefore ad-
journed.

Thuriiday,—ls\T. O'CoXNELL renewed his question respecting
the outrages in Jamaica. Lord Stanley entered into some de-
tails respecting the history of the case, and stated that the matter
was still under investigation. The conduct of the Mayor of
Kingston had been disapproved of by the Governor of Jamaica.
Lord Eliot obtained leave to introduce a bill for the purpose

of legalising marriages in. Ireland between Presbyterians and
Episcopalians, when solemnised by a Presbyterian clergyman.
Mr. MuNTz brought forward his motion, that strangers in the

gallery should not be required to withdraw during a division,
unless on special motion. It was resisted by Sir Robert Peel,
and. lost by 187 to 51.

Colonel Sibthorp addressed the House at some length, in
moving for returns connected with the management of the Comp-
trollership of the Exchequer.—The Chancellor of the ExcHEorEn
had consulted Lord Monteagle on the subject of the returns, and
that noble Lord had expressed his anxiety that the motion should
be acceded to. Though, therefore, it was contrary to his own
sense of right and propriety, he (the Chancellor of the Exchequer)
consented, lest it should be thought that there was a wish to con-
ceal anything. The House then went into committee on the
Corn-laws at \ to 7, and the adjourned debate was resumed by
Mr, Johnstone, who expressed his regret that the Government

should have brought forward a measure to perpetuate class legis-
lation.—Mr. V. Stcart had attentively considered the subject,
and had come to a dispassionate conclusion, that agriculture
could not be injured by a repeal of the Corn-laws, while the con-
dition of the country imperatively called for a great change in
our policy.— Mr. Aglioxby said the extreme distress of the
country called for alleviation, while there was nothing in the
measure of her Majesty's Government which held out a prospect
of relief. A sliding scale was pernicious to the farmers and fatal
to the manufacturers. A moderate fixed duty, had it been
adopted, might have been beneficial.—Mr. Heneagk said that
the fundholder had, at former periods, been as much an object of
invective as was now the landowner; then the remedy for dis-

tress was the sponge, now it was a repeal of the Corn-laws. He
had voted against a fixed duty, and would now certainly vote
against this ruinous motion. -Mr. Horsman affirmed that the
whole of the existing laws were based on the false principle of
protection, which had been abandoned by Sir Robert Peel ; whUe
the new measure of Government unsettled everything, and settled
nothing.— Sir R. Bateson would support Sir R. Peel's measure,
though he feared, so far as Ireland was concerned, that the pro-
tection to home-grown oats was rated too low.—Mr. PaOTHERnK,
as the representative of a manufacturing constituency somewhat
peculiarly situated with respect to impartial judgment, gave
their opinion and his own, that the Corn-laws were the cause of
the existing distress. He should, therefore, vote for their repeal,
as the only means of giving relief to our people by extending
trade and commerce.— Sir Howaro Douglas spoke at some
length agaiubt the doetrnies of free trade, and declared that all

the Presidents of the United States, from Washington down-
wards, more or less repudiated them in their annual messages.—
Mr. CoBOKN had sat for seven nights listening to debates on
Corn-laws, but had not heard above two hours devoted to the
bread-tax. As to the hittuence of the price of food on wages,
where else was labour cheaper than in this country, when quan-
tity was compared with quality? The men of England were
treated by the landed interest worse than their dogs and horses,
which were fed in proportion to their toil.—Mr. Ferrand as-

serted that it was not the Corn-laws, but the master-manufac-
turers, who taxed the food and clothhig of the w^orkpeople by un-
just exactions. It was not, perhaps, known that they consumed
100,000 quarters of wheat annuaUy in defrauding the public by
bedaubing their calicoes with flour-paste. By this means they
gave a false appearance to their calicoes, and made that which
was really bad appear both beautiful and good ; but on washing,
the confiding purchaser became fully sensible of his loss.

Mr.Perrand's speech called up Mr. Broth krton and Mr. Cob-
DKN,m order to explain; and Mr. Hinolby censured the spirit

aiid temper evinced by the Member for Knarcsborough. Mr.
HiNnLEv also went into the general subject of the Corn laws,
out was greatly interrupted in the course of his speech by calls

aticnce.—

, ^„^ ^„ ^^^^^^ ^ „^ ^.„^„.. errand for
the unseemly speech which lie had made, and the Government

In ^^ "''^^*i for the way in which it had been received. HO
cnaiienged that gentleman to bring his reckless assertions to the
proof, and vindicate at once his own veracity and the dignity ol

f^P
"?.*?s«- As to the general argument on the Com-lawb, no-

tnnig Uke a reply had been attempted ; the Government measure
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itselfwas a concession to agitation, and an acknowledgment in
part of the justice of the repeal of the Corn-laws.

The House divided, when there appeared—For Mr. Villiers's

motion, 90 ; Against it. 393; Majority, 303.

Friday.— Mt. Christopher brought forward a motion for a
big"her scale of duties. He proposed^ that the maximum duty-

should be 55. higher than the maximum duty proposed by the
Government— namely, that at 50s., and under 51^., the duty
should be 25.9., gradually decreasing until at 7^s. the duty should
be is. His object was to show, that while considering the pro-
posed scale of the Government a decided improvement on the
present system, and however desirous he might be not to be
found opposing the administration, he thought that a higher
maximum duty aud graduated scale were required for the pro-
tection of agriculture. After a long debate, the House affirmed
the resolutions of Sir R. Peel by a majority of 306 to 1U4,

89t to f money, and 89

CITY.
I
Money Market, Friday,—Consols have advanced to

to 2 for the new account (April
14th.) Three per Cents. Reduced, 89| ; Three-and-

a-Half per Cents., 9D| to 100; New Three-and-a-Half

per Cents., 98X, to ; Bank Stock, 169^ to 70^; India

Stoc^;245 to 6; Exchequer-bills, 22s. to 24s. premium.

ittctvopolts nntr its iTicmttg.

The Weather.— On Saturday morning until twelve

o'clock, the whole of London was enveloped in a dense

fog, of so thick a description that it was almost impossible

to see from one side of the street to the other. The gas

was lighted in many of the streets and shops, and candles

were used in almost all the houses. It was so thick about
London-bridge that many of the steamers did not venture

to start until several hours after their appointed time. A
Margate boat was the first to maks the attempt, but was
obliged to drop her anchor opposite the Custom-house ;

she was speedily followed by one or two Gravesend boats,

but they were obliged to drop their anchors, and could

not proceed before the afternoon. Several accidents oc-

curred in difTerent parts of the River.

MctropolitaJi Improvements,—In the House of Com-
mons, on Thursday, the Sheriffs of London presented a

petition at the bar of the house from the lord mayor, alder-

men, aad common council, praying that some means
might be adopted to diminish the nuisance arising from
the smoke of steam-boats on the river, and also of the

manufactories in various parts of the metropolis.—Sir

Al. Wood also moved for the appointment of a select

committee, to take into consideration any plans for the

improvement of the metropolis which they may deem
wortliy of consideration; and also, the petitions pre-

sented to this house in the last parliament, for the pur-
chase of the interests of the proprietors of Waterloo,
Southwark, and Vauxhall Bridges, in order to their being
immediately opened to the use of the public free from toll

;

and to report their opinion as to the expediency of adopting
any of the said improvements, and also as to the best
means of carrying the same into effect.

The Metropolis Roads,—In the debate in the House
of Coran:ions on Friday, a conversation of some interest
to persons ri^siding in the suburbs took place between Mr.
Borthwick and Sir James Graham. Mr. Borthwick asked
of the right hon. baronet the Secretary for the Home De-
partment, what steps were likely to be taken in regard to
the lighting of the approaches to London. Up to a very
recent period these approaches had been lighted by means
of money collected as tolls. But during the present win-
ter, in consequence of the increase of communication by
railway, the tolls had so muchdecreajrcd, that the trustees
of the roads could no longer light those roads, and had, in
fact, refused to light them. The parishes, also, had de-
clined to light the roads. The consequence was, that per-
sons passing to and from the Metropolis by night were
exposed to much danger. He wished then to ask the
right honourable gentleman, whether he had any measure
in contemplation for the purpose of securing the safetv of
persons travelling by these roads, by compelling the'pa-
rishesj or some other authorities, to light them? Sir James
Graham said that the various parishes had power by law
to make rates for the lighting of the roads, if they should
think fit to do so, but the executive had no power to com-
pel them to do so. He had been applied to by some of
the inhabitants of the parish of Kensington on the sub-
ject, and he hud recommended that a vestry-meeting of
the rate-payers should be called, and that the propriety of
levying a rate for the purpose of lighting the roads should
be submitted to them. The vestry meeting was called,
and he regretted to say that a large majority decided against
levying any rate for that purpose. It was a question en-
tirely for the decision of the rate-payers of the different
parishes, and the executive had no power whatever to in-
terfere in a matter of local taxation for such a purpose.
MetropoHian Prisons,—Xk^x the adjourned debate on

the Corn-laws on Monday, Sir J. Graham obtained leave
to bring in a bill for consolidating the Queen's Bench,Fleet,
and Marshalsea prisons, and for regulating the Queen's
Bench prison. The right hon. baronet stated that the
Bill would have the effect of bringing all the prisoners in
these prisons within the walls of the Queen^s Bench, by
^hich a considerable saving would be effected to the
country, while a better discipline would be established
atnong them ; the size of the Queen's Bench prison was
fnaple for the purpose in view ; and it was proposed to
include certain regulations for its better government in
the BilL

^^^^J^^^c Meetings—A meeting of the friends of the late
^r. Sydney Taylor was held on Saturday in Exeter Hall,
tor the purpose of raising a subscription for paying some
tribute of respect to his memory. Sir John Chetwode,
Bait., M.P., presided. A letter, highly complimentary

f p
™.^«iory of the deceased, was read from the Duke

of Buckingham, and Mr. Thoraaa Clarkson also bore tri-
o^^^e to his zeal in the cause of philanthropy. It was ulti-
mately determtaed that the fundu raised shguld be appro-

priated to the erection of a monument to his memory, and
to the dissemination of his works. A committee was ap-
pointed to carry out the objects of the meeting.—Several
meetings have recently been held for the purpose of esta-
blishing an asylum for the destitute French in the Metro-
polis, at the expense of their more opulent countrymen.
The institution is now definitively established, and a com-
mittee of the oldest French inhabitants of London has
been formed to manage the charity. Count D'Orsay, to

whom the credit of this philanthropic estabhshment is due,

observed at the first meeting that it was essential to limit

the nature of the relief, so as not to offer a premium to

indolence or vice, and to avoid holding out any temptation
to the poor on the Continent to resort to London for the
purpose of availing themselves of its resources. He also

thought that no appeal for pecuniary assistance ought to

"be made to the English ; that England had her own poor
to take care of, and that at the present moment of distress

it was more becoming to refrain from soliciting that charity

for foreigners which, if solicited, would not be withheld.
The meeting afterwards adopted the proposed regulations

of the society. An asylum will be forthwith opened in

London for the reception of indigent French, and for the

supply of articles of primary necessity. No money relief

will be given to the objects of the charity. The manage-
ment of the asylum will be confided to a resident director,

under the inspection of a committee of subscribers^ If

the funds raised should admit of it, it is proposed to annex
to the establishment a gratuitous school for the children

of indigent French in London. Count D'Orsay has been
elected president of the society, and Count St- Aulaire,

the French Ambassador, has promised it his support and
patronage.—The Annual General Meeting of the propri-

etors of University College took place on Wednesday,
Mr. W^arburton in the chair. The only novelty in the

proceedings was the motion of Col. Leicester Stanhope
for introducing religious instruction ; the following were
the terms of this motion :

** That this meeting recommend
to the council the establishment of a Professorship of

Christian Divinity in the London University ; that prayers

and the scriptures be read, and at which the students be

invited, not compelled, to attend ; but those who from
conscientious motives object to this course of prayer, are

solicited to study according to the principles of their re-

spective pastors." The resolution having been seconded
by Mr. Pitt, and warmly discussed, was put to the vote,

when there appeared for it six, against it forty.

Ror/al Society,—At the last meeting, Sir John Lubbock,
vice-president of the Royal Society, at the request of the

council drew attention to the existence of a fund, called

the ** Donation Fund," which was very little known, and
the dividends of which are to be apjAied to promote expe-

rimental research, or rewarding those by whom such re-

searches arc made ; the same to be extended to individuals

of every country. This fund was instituted by the late

Dr. Wollaston, F.R.S., who contributed to it 2,000/. in

the three per cent, consols ; and it has since then rdheived

contributions of i,0()0/. from the late Mr, Davies Gilbert;

105/. from Mr. Warburton "; 105/. from Mr, Hatchett
;

105/. from Mr. Guillemard ; and a similar sum from the

late Sir Francis Chantrey. The dividends for the pre-

sent year thus available to scientific purposes amount to

140/. I6s. 6d,

Metropolitan Post.—The following is the weekly state-

ment of the letters which have passed through the Lon-
don office :

THROUGH THE GENERAL POST.

Four weeks ending Feb. 19, 1842

Corresponding period of 1841 • •

Ditto as nearly as can be given of 1839

Increase since 1841 on the four weeks' letters

Ditto 1839 ditto

5,459,385

4,955,579

1,557,880

503,800

3,901,505

1,959,984

1,854.559

1,106,421

105,425
853,563

THROUGH THE DISTRICT POST,

Four weeks ending Feb, 19, 1842

Corresponding period of 1841 . •

Ditto as nearly as can be given of li'39 •

Increase since 1841 on the four weeks' letters

Ditto 1839 ditto

Accident,—A serious accident occurred at the foundry

of Sir John Rennie on Saturday. It appears that several

men were employed in holding the rim of a pot, or ladle,

containing about six tons of melted mettle, which was car-

ried by a crane from the furnace to a mould prepared for

a diving-bell, when, owing to the ignorance of some of the

men, the ladle became top-heavy, and the whole of the

metal was capsized, and ran amongst the workmen, six of

whom were^so severely burned that it was necessary to

carry them immediately to Guy's Hospital. A part of the

wood-work about the premises was fired by the melted

metal, but was soon extinguished. One of the workmen

died in the hospital on the following day. At the inquest

held to inquire into the circumstances, it was proved that

the accident was caused by the fright of one of the work-

men, who ran away from the ladle, and thus caused it to

upset; The jury returned a verdict of *^\ccidental death,"

Robberies.—On Saturday,the magistrates of theThames-

street Police-office was engaged for some hours in the final

examhiation of six persons, charged with being concerned

in no less than fifteen burglaries in Mile End, the Com-
mercial-road, Bedford-square, and other places at the

eastern part of the Metropolis. The prisoners were Geot*ge

Femley, a fellowship porter, his two sons and sister, a

young man named Bennett, and Aby de Soiza, a Jewess.

The two principals in these robberies appear to have been

Elizabeth Ferntey and Bennett, who is well known to the

police as having been a thief from infancy. The houses

of the persons robbed were broken into during the last

four months, and wearing apparel, linen, plate, money,
and othei; valuables stolen to the amount of 700/. About

three weeks since, the police received information that

Eiixftbeth Fcral^y w»s in the Jiabit of pawiupg stglen prg-;

perty, and communicated with the pawnbrokers.. Oa
searching her dwelling in Bethnal-green, they found the

elder Fernley, his tvro sons, and the Jewess. The officers

discovered a complete set of housebreaking implements in

the house, together with about 80 china vases and other
chimney ornaments, a tortoiseshell box, a trinket bo:s:, and
several table-cloths, and other articles. On searching the
lodgings of the elder prisoner, in Whitechapel, a great-
coat and other stolen articles were found, many of which
were identified by some of the numerous householders
who thronged the office in support of the indictment.
Mr. Eallantine summed up the voluminous evidence he
had heard, and said all the family of the Fernleys appeared
to be connected with the robberies. They were all taken
out of the same house, three of them were in possessioa
of stolen property, and the fourth was found loitering
about the houses which had been burglariously entered.
The Jewess had also been disposing of stolen property,
and was found in the same house. As to Bennett, he was]
no doubt, the principal in the numerous burglaries com-
mitted, and had been engaged in a long career of crime.
He should now fully commit all the prisoners for trial.

They were then formally committed on nine diflferent

charges of burglary. There were ten or twelve other
cases of burglary ready to be preferred, bat it was consi-
dered unnecessary to accumulate more evidence.— On
Tuesday, a Russian, named Bowniski, was brought up
before the magistrates at Clerkenwell, charged with steal-

ing a gold watch chain and seals, valued at 50 guineas,
from the office of Mr. Tooke, solicitor, Bedford-row. On
being apprehended, the prisoner attempted to murder the
policeman, and had nearly succeeded in committing sui-

cide. The case was fully proved, and the prisoner waa
committed for trial. It was said that he has been a
writer of begging-letters, representing himself to be a Pole.
Another occurrence of a somewhat similar character

took place on Wednesday. A young man, named Rowen,
under-warehouseman at <the printing-office of Messrs.
Bradbury and Evans, Whitefriars, who had been appre-
hended on a charge of robbery and conveyed to Bow-street,
cut his throat with a razor while the officer was leading
him through the passage of the police-court. He was at
once conveyed to Charing-cross Hospital, with httle hope
of his recovery. *

Mortality of the Metropolis,—The following is the
number of deaths, from all causes, registered during the
week ending Feb. 12th ;— total number 1,042—weekly
average of 1841, i]\'2.

Cambcrwell.—It is said that the committee for oppos-
ing the proceedings of the vicar, churchwardens, and
church-building committee of St. Giles's, Camberwell, have
succeeded in putting a stop for the present to the plans
intended to be carried out. It is understood that the
Exchequer-bill loan commissioners, having taken the
opinion of the law-officers of the Crown, have refused to
grant a loan of 20,000/ of Exchequer-bills, on the ground
that the proceedings have not been in accordance with law.

Brentford,— On Saturday afternoon considerable ex-
citement was occasioned in the Metropolis by the circula-

tion of a report that one of the powder-mills on Hoimslow-
heath had 'blown up in the course of the forenoon, by
which several lives had been lost and persons wounded.
The following are the particulars of the occurrence:
The works at which the explosion occurred, are those be-
longing to Messrs. Curtis and Harvey. About seven a.m.,

two men, named Finch and Woolman, commenced their

duties as usual in a corning-mill, at which time there were
thirteen or fourteen barrels of dry powder, each contain,

ing lOOlbs. weight, in the mill. From the time of their

entering the mill they were not seen by any of the other

workmen, so that no clue can be obtained as to the cause

of the explosion, which occurred about ten o'clock. The
report occasioned by the explosion of so large a quantity

of powder was tremendous, and shook the houses, for

miles round, to their very foundations, to the great alarm

of the inhabitants, numbers of whom rushed out of their

dwellings, believing that it was an earthquake. The mill

was blown to pieces, and the remains were scattered to a

considerable distance, Mr, Harvey, one of the firm, was
speedily oa the spot, and by las directions the other work-
men began searching for the unfortunate sufferers, when
it was found that, iu addition to the two men, who were
ultimately discovered to have been blown across the stream,

where they were picked up quite dead, three other men,
who were accidentally passing the nail at the moment, had
received serious injuries, from which one of them shortly

after died. At the inquest held on the bodies of the three

men, the coroner said it was unfortunate that, at every in-

quiry into accidents of that nature, they got no nearer the
truth as to the cause, and he felt if the mills were his be
would never rest until he had found it out. With the evi-

dence before them, they could come to no other conclusion

than that the deaths of the unfortunate deceased had been
caused by accident, for there did not appear to be the

slightest blame attachable to any one. The jury expressed

their concurrence in the opinion of the coroner, and re-

turned a verdict that the deceased died from injuries

caused by the accidental explosion of gunpowder. It is

said that the other two injured men are likely to recover.

^rofamctal :&Cttos.

Brighton.—In consequence of the inconvenience to

which her Majesty was subjected on her arrival here hj

the crowd pressing around her when she made her ap-

pearance in the streets, the commissioners of the town

have issued a handbill, requesting the inhabitantg to re-

fraiufrora congregating about her Majesty. The notice

had the desired effect, and the Queen now walKS o^^Hh^

out being subject to molestation .uch as waa at hrstoffered,

eren by respectable ftmalei,—Arclide«con,\\ Uberforce at*
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tended a meeting at the Town Hall on Monday, in behail

of the Society for the Conversion of the Jews, and in the

course of his address announced that Prince Albert bad

given 100/. a» a donation to the society.

Bristol.—Advices have been received from the African

coast, announcinff the loss of the schooner Pitt, of this

port. It appears that on the 7th Oct. the vessel got ashore

Mon Cape Lopez, iu beating down the coast, from Gaboon

to Angobi, the^wiad being very light and the current strong.

The cre«' not being able to succeed in getting her off, sent

the krowmen ashore to the King of Cape Lopez for as«i»t-

^nct^ but he refused, and stopped the men. Two days after-

wards they ob«erved the nativesalongshoreintheircanoes, in

great numbers, preparing to come off and take possession.

The captain and crew fearing that they should be murdered,
resolved to abandon her, and embarked in the long-boat, tak-

ing only part of their clothes with them . Before leaving the

vessel, the captain set fire to her, in order that the natives

should reap no benefit by the loss. In about an hour she

blew up, and shortly afterwards a sea struck the long-boat

and swamped her. Capt. Autrobus, the mate, and ttvo of

the crew, were immediately drowned. The second mate
and four of the crew weresaved, after being in the water

twenty-four hours ; but only three have survived to reach

JEngland, viz. Mr. Knight, second mate, aud two seamen.
Cambridye.—The tine breezes and drying weather for

the last few days have proved beneficial to the fens. The
landjB which had previously been very wet or under water

are quickly getting dry, and in working order for the opera-

tions of spring. The wheat, where kept dry, is looking

healthy, and where wet or overflowed has sustained little

if any injury. Numerous flocks of sea-birds have lately

viaitcd the Meres, from which circumstance it is inferred

that the severe weather is not yet over.

Chatham,—One day last week an artilleryman belonging
to the East India Company met a countryman driving a

team of horses near the Star, on Chathatn-hill. They en-
tered into conversation, nnd the soldier persuaded his

companion to have something to drink. After drinking
sometime, the soldier induced tiie countryman to exchange
clothes, and sec how he would look in regimentals. The
soldier put on the countryman's clothes, and contrived to

slip out of the room, but fojgot to return, taking with him
a watch and 7s, It was some time before the countryman
found that his comrade had disappeared, and he was at

length obliged to drive his team iu full regimentals. As
he passed through Chatham, he was taken upas a deserter
and conveyed to the barracks, when the cause of his mili-
tary appearance became known. The deserter has not
been heard of since.

^
FalmQuth.—On Thursday morning, the I7th, a vibra-

tion of the earth, accompanied by a rumbling noise, sup-
posed to be the effecU of an earthquake, was felt in this
town, Penryn, Helston, ConsUutine, St. Mawes, in the
parish of St, Just, and in some other places. So great was
the motion, that doors in the houses are said to have
been thrown open. Great alarm was excited ; but no
aerious injury appears to have been sustained.

LeecU.^Tlit local papers state that on Wednesday, the
9th iust,, some evil-disposed perions entered the Free
Grammar School at Batley, and wilfully set fire to a large
quantity of school-books and other property, to the immi-
nent peril of the premises. Not satisfied with this, they
proceeded to the vicarage apd parish church, where they
left ample proof of their love of mischief. A reward has
been offered for the discovery of the parties, but no trace
of them has yet been found.

Zit'^r/^oo/.—The steam-ship Acadia left this port on Sa-
turday on her outward passage for Canada and the United
States. She took the mails from the Caledonia, the largest
ever despatched from this port, and an additional heavy one
made up since the return of that vessel. The Acadia, al-
though not intended to go to sea for some weeks, vras, in
the course of Friday, got out of dock into the river, pro-
visioned and equipped for sea in the most efficient manner.
All the passengers from the returned steamer embarked on
board the Acadia, with some others, and she steamed down '

the Mersey, a littk past two o'clock, firing her guns, in
sight of thousands who had assembled to witness her de-
parture. During the severe atorm which disabled the
Caledonm, her engines never faUed her, and an examina-
tion of them smce her return has shown that they sus-
tained no injury whatever.—A letter has been received
from the Cape of Good Hope, dated December 17, 1841
contaming the foUowing passage : *' The emigrant ship
Lloyds bound from London for New Zealand, has armed at Table Bay. During the passagefrom England no
fewer than o7 mfants and children, all under sixVears of
age, died from diarrhgea."_An account has appeared of
the interview between the depuUtion from the American«^ber of commerce of this port and Sir Robert Peel on
the select of the Corn Laws as they affect the trade be-
tween Great Eritaia and the United States. The deputa
tion, it is said, sUted, among other reasons, that the
southern states were anxious for au extension of the inter-
course with Great Britain, and the eastern states, the seat
of manufactures, were desirous that it should be limited •

the middle states were wavering on the subject, but ready
to throw their weight on the side from which they mi^ht
hope to derive the greatest advantage; that the settlement
of the corn-law question in this country would have a ma-
terial influence on the condition of things in the United
States ; if that settlement should lead to the regular im-
port of corn from abroad, and on terms on which the Ame-
rican grower could compete with the Continental grower,
then the middle states would in all probability side with
the southern, and thus greatly extend the market for Bri-
tish manufacture*, which was limited at present by the
state of the law, which practically prohibited the cxport-
i^ii of ** bread atuffa " in'rcturn for aur mtaufectures

;

j
that the system of taking the averages operated disadvan-

tageously for the United States, and that a longer period

than six weeks, perhaps eight or ten, would be requisite

to put the American merchant on an equal footing with

the Continental merchant in the supply of the British mar-

ket.—The local papers state that the shipowners of Bristol,

like those of London, have been compelled to admit that

Liverpool is the port of transit for passengers as well as

goods to the United States ; the proprietors of the Great

Western, after ninning their splendid steam- ship for seve-

ral seasons to and from New York, having resolved to run

her alternately from Bristol and Liverpool to New York,

and thence alternately to Liverpool and Bristol. By the

new arrangement, the Great Western will, during the sea-

son, sail twice from and thrice to this port; thus compe-

ting directly with the British and North American royal

mail steamers.

Manchester.—A special meeting of the Chamber of

Commerce has been held to consider the ministerial pro-

position for the modilication of the Corn Laws. The
following resolutions were siibmitted by the directors, and

unanimously adopted :—That, in the opinioa of this meet-

ing, the propositions for modifying the Corn Law which

have just been submitted to the House of Commons by

her Majesty's ministers are totally inadequate for every

beneficial purpose; that they are based upon unjust prhi-

ciples", and have been framed for the exclusive advantage

of a particular class, without reference to the wants aud
interests of the great body of the people, and ostentatiously

regardless of present distress, and of the ruin which im-

pends over the manufacturing and commercial commu-
nity. 2. That in expressing their opinions, this meeting
reiterates the declaration the chamber hag frequently put
forth, namely, that it denounces partial or class legislation

of every kind, and repudiating all protection whether of

manufactures or agriculture, claimsj as an indefeasible

right, the power of freely exchanging the products of our
industry for the food of other countries. 3. That these

resolutions be set forth in a petition to the House of Com-
mons, and be forwarded this day for presentation, with

a prayer that the measures proposed by her Majesty's mi-
nisters may be rejected by the house, and that no proposi-

tion may be entertained which has not for its basis an
entire repeal of all duties on the importation of food."

Merthyr.—The *• Carmarthen Journar' notices a pre-

valent report tliat the Chartists are again on the move,
and states that meetings are held every night, and that a club
is also in existence, where each member pays a certain sum
monthly, for buying muskets and ammunition. No less

than six hundred muskets, it says, arrived at Merthyr last

week, which were sold to the members of the club at 13s.

each. The same journal expresses apprehensions that
were a rise to take place, numbers would join the infatu-

ated people, as many are in actual want of food, and the
distress aud poverty existing in the neighbourhood is

extreme, ,

Oakhampton,—An inquiry has been instituted into the
cause of tlie recent deatru.g£ion of the parish church of
this town by fire. From a statement of the vicar, it ap-
pears that the fire originated wholly from accident, aud
not by incendiaries, as has l3een circulated. He says that
a short time since a stove on Dr. Arnott's principle was
erected in the organ-loft to keep the organ dry, and the
flue was carried through the ceiling, and out of the west-
em wall above the helfry in the tower. During the morn-
ing, the wind, which blew a gale from the westward,
caused an unusually great change in the stove, and the heat
in tjie organ being considerable, there is no doubt that the
iron plate placed between the stove and the frame of the
organ became red-hot, and set fire to the woodwork. On
the discovery having taken place, an attempt was made
to arrest the fire, the organ being the only part in
flames ; but the smoke was so dense that it was impossible
to remain inside, and in leas than an hour the roof had
fallen in. The fire continued during the whole after-
noon, and was not entirely extinguished till midnight. AU
that remains of the ancient fabric is the tower, which has
escaped with slight iajury. The loss is etitimated to be at
least 5,000/.

Oo/ort/.—The Rev. Mr. Garbett, the new professor of
poetry, delivered the first Bampton lecture for the present
year, at St. Mary's Church, on Sunday, The church was
crowded in every part Mr. Grant, commoner of St.
John's college, has announced his secession from the esta-
blishment, and has followed the example of Mr. Sibthorp,
who was ordained a priest of the Romish Church at Oscott
a few days since. It is rumoured that several junior mem-
bers of the university intend to join the Roman Catholic
communion shortly.

Portsmouth,—The court-martial held by order of the
Lords of the Admiralty on Capt. Toup Nicholas and the
officers of H. M. S. Vindictive, for their conduct on the
occasion of that ship running aground near the Nab light,
has at length been brought to a close. The particulars
of the accident were given by us at the time : it is there-
fore only necessary to state that it was proved by witnesses
on the part of Capt. Nicholas that the ship was at anchor
off the Nab on the 26th uit., and that stormy weather
coming on, Capt. Nicholas got her under weigh for the
purpose of proceeding to a better anchorage ; but bv some
accident not explained, the ship did not take the'course
intended, and struck on the Dean shoaL The evidence
further proved that Capt. Nicholas personally superin-
tended the working of the ship, and that his procee^ngs,
both before and after she struck, were considered to be
judicious and proper. Numerous technical detaUs were
adduced and witnesses were examined si 'great length on
various points of seamanship arising out of the peculiar
orcumstaaces of the caae. The trial, after ksUn/severd
«»y«i tWBQinRtCcl on SaturdaT. whM thi> rnnrt T^..»;*.-,j

-'

Capt. Nicholas, together with his officers and crew declar
ing that they could not decide with precision on the
causes which led to the disaster

; that the conduct of
Capt. Nicholas was marked by propriety and energy and
was such as to inspire confidence in those around him •

and that every possible exertion was made to save the
ship, and to prevent worse consequences than did occur
At the conclusion of the sentence there was some indical
tion of applause.—Much satisfaction has been caused in
the naval circles of this port by the intelligence that Sir.
Edmund Elton, late midshipman of the Cambridge, whose
case has excited a good deal of attention, in consequence
of his having been dismissed the service, and sentenced to
imprisonment for writing a disrespectful letter to a senior
officer, was released last week from the Marshalsea bv
order of the Lords of the Admiralty.

Sidmouth.—On Saturday night an enormous portion of
the Chit-rock cliff, at the western end of this town fell
with such violence as to cause great consternation to the
inhabitants in the vicinity, to whom it appeared as the
shock of an earthquake. A person in an adjacent cottage
asserts that he was thrown out of bed by the violence of
the concussion. It is described by the " Western Times"
as being not what may be termed a landslip from an in-
clined plane, but a vast section fallen from its perpendicular
preserving a well-defined outlineof its various stratifications

affording an ample field of research to geologists. There
are also detached masses in all shapes and positions, many
of them resembling" gigantic slabs of hewn marble, so even
are their surfaces. Numerous persons have been to visit

the place, many of them searching for fossils, and other
geological remains,

Southampton,—The local papers state that some excite-

ment has been caused by the practice of the Judges ia

Guernsey and Jersey to transport the convicted criminals

to this town. A highway robber recently convicted of four

distinct felonies in the former island js ordered to be
shipped for this port, where he will be let loose upon the

public. In the Jersey court, about a fortnight ago, another

offender was sentenced to be transported to England, on
the recommendation of the Attorney-General. Judge
Winter NicoUe is said to have protested against the

system, and maintained that criminals ought to be pu-

nished in the island. Judge Perrott, however, thought

differently; and as the bench was divided, the Chief

Justice, Sir John de Veulle, by his casting vote, sen-

tenced him to be trans^iorted to England, with his wife

and family, who had not participated in his crime.—Intelli-

gence has been received of the wreck of the Com-
mercial Company's steamer Kent, between Hurst Castle

and Christchurch Point, on her voyage from Torquay to this

town. It appears that she left Torquay on Friday evening

with about 50 passengers, and proceeded favourably until

the following morning, when a heavy fog came on, during

which she ran on shore. The shock is said to have been

so great that all those on deck were knocked down, and

two of the seamen thrown overboard ; but they fortunately

regained the deck. The greatest alarm prevailed among
the passengers, several of whom were females, and it was

fully anticipated that the vessel would go to pieces. Capt.

Lakeman lowered his boats, and in the course of an hour

all the passengers were safely placed on shore. In the

mean time assistance arrived from the Coast Guard
Service, when every exertion was made to get the vessel

off, but it was found impracticable : these attempts have

since been renewed, but without success, and the vessel has

become a total wreck. She is not insured.
Railways.—The traffic of the principal railway compa-

nies for last week is stated to be as follows : Blackwall

538/., Manchester and Birmingham 322/., Eastern Coun-
ties G56/., Birmingham 13,409/., Croydon 275/., Green-
wich 697/., Great Western 9,541/., Southampton 3,793/.,

North Midland 3,698/., Great North of England 1,341/.,

Midland Counties 2,503/., York and North Midland
1,468/., Birmingham and Gloucester 1,303/. —In the

House of Commons on Monday a conversation took place

in regard to accidents on railways. Mr. Ewart wished to

know whether it was the intention of her Majesty's Mi-
nisters to alter that anomaly in the law which gave com-
pensation to individuals who happened to be injured on

railways, but refused it to the relations of persons killed

on railways ? whether, in fact, it was intended to introduce

a reform with respect to the law of deodand ? The Attor-

ney-General said that at present he was not aware of any

such intention.—A special general meeting of the share-

holders of the Eastern Counties Railway Company has

been held at the station in Shoreditch, for the purpose of

raising a further sum of money by the issue of new shares,

and for declaring the forfeiture of certain shares on which

the calls y^tre, unpaid. The chair was taken by Mr, Bo-

sanquet, who submitted to the meeting the plan of the di-

rectors, which was embodied in a string of resolutions, and

suggested the creation of 36,000 new shares of 25/. each,

upon which the sum of 8/. Gs. OJ. only was to be payable

in the following manner: 21. 6* M. on the 5th Api-iii 2/-

on the 4ih June, 2/. on theSth August, and 2/. on the 5th

Oct. next ; one of such new shares (as nearly as practi-

cable) to be given for every three of the original shares, and

for every three of the convertible debentures, or as the

case may be, for every three of such shares and debentures

jointly, the new shares to be entitled on the 4th of next

Jan. to rank with the now existing shares in respect to the

traffic of the previous half-year, and from and after that

date, in regard to dividends and all other purposes, to be

considered as if 25/. had been paid thereon. The adop-
tion was carried unanimously- Mr. Hamilton thought the

debenture and the shareholder should be put on an equa-

lity
; the former had paid his 8/. ^s. 8d., but the latter

only 6/. 6j. Bd. The Chairman said the Birmingham did

not dcmaaa their last call, and tibe Great ^Vest6rn only
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65/. out of the first hundred, and still they went on creating

new stock. The Directors had only taken care of the old

fhareholders, and had endeavoured to keep faith with the

debenture-holder. A proprietor wished to know whether
the Directors meant to call for the 2/. instalment during

the time the new shares were being paid up. The Chair-

man hoped that would be left to the discretion of the Di-

rectors ; and, in reply to a proprietor, said that the ques-

tion of a reduction of their fourpence toll to twopence-
half-penny on the passengers of the Norihern and Eastern
Railway was at present broken off through that Company
not agreeing to their conditions. Two hundred and fifty-

seven shares were then declared to be forfeited.

—

The half-yearly meeting of the Gloucester and Birming-
ham Railway Company has recently been held at the

former city. There was an unusually large attendance of

the proprietors. From the report it appeared that the

total receipts of the company, for the half-year ending
Dec. 3lj were 50,114/. 5s. lOd., and the expenses, includ-

ing interest, 39,381/. Os. 8d., leaving a balance upon the
half-year of 10,733/. 5s. 2d., which, added to the balance
declared on the 30th June of 11.17U/. 6s. 3d., made a
total of 21,903/. !!» 5d., from which, however^ there were
to be deducted for wear and tear, depreciation of the car-

stock, &c., 5,120/., leaving a clear net profit ofriage

With this the directors were enabled16,783/. lis. 5d.

to declare a dividend of 1/, 10s. per share, which is the
first that has been declared. The total amount of passengers
Xhat have travelled upon the line during the sir months
ending Dec. 31, was 193,276, of which number 50,294
were first-class, and 117,666 second-class passengers.

—

Mr. Broome, book-keeper at the Manchester and Leeds
railway station, Oldham -road, was runover by an engine and
tender on the night of the 1 7th inst., as he was proceeding
along the viaduct to his residence in Cropper-street. His
left arm was completely severed from his body, and one of
his legs was broken, and he died on the following morning.—The half-yearly general meeting of the proprietors of
the Great Western Railway took place on Thuisday. The
report expressed the pleasure of the directors in laying be-
fore the proprietors the result of the first six months' busi-
ness on the entire line of the Great Western, together with
that on portions of tlie Bristol and Exeter, and of the
Cheltenham Railway between Swindon and Cirencester.
The gross receipts for six months, up to the 31st Decem-
ber, 1841, were 337,352/. 4s. 2d., of which sum 295,010/.
18s. was earned exclusively on the Great Western. The
number of passengers conveyed on the line between the
1st July and the 3Ist Dec, 1841, was 882,119. The ex-
penses on the traffic amounted to 125,910/. 6s., being in
the ratio of 37.323 per cent, on the receipts. The loco-
motive expenditure was 40,1 10/. 19s., of which 22,144/. 3s.
was paid for coke, but which would become much reduced,
arrangements having been made for procuring it at Bristol.
The number of miles run by the engines during the half-
year was 073,398, of which 013,616 miles were travelled

^^J%^^^^^ engines with trains of passengers and goods,
and 20,6o4 miles by the assistant engine upon the box in-
chne, and the sum^of 15,940/. 14s. lid, had been paid for
Government duty. The first charge upon the profit of
the half-year was tlie interest on the Company's debt, and
the rents payable under lease to the Bristol and Exeter
Rai way,and to the Cheltenham and Great Western Union
Railway, to the amount of 93,259/. 10s. lid., which, de-
ducted from 212,446/. I6s.,would leave a balance available
to the company of 119,187/. 5s. Id. The report, after re-
commendmg that the sum of 20,000/. per annum should be
appropriated for ten years to meet the first cost, and pro-
bable depreciation of stock, concluded by recommending
that a dividend of 6/. per cent, on the amount called up
should be declared for the last half-year.

Dub!in.

IRELAND.
.,

'^^^^ hitherto neglected streets and squares of
the city are completely occupied by numerous wealthy
tamilies from the most distant parts of the kingdom, at-
tracted by the unusual brilliancy of the Irish Court since
the arnval of Earl and Countess de Grey. The local pa-
pers repeat their statement, that the trade of Dublin, so^r as It IS susceptible of being benefited by the stimulus of
Viceregal expenditure, has not been in so a healthy a
state for the last 20 years. It is said to be the intention
01 tne Lord Lieutenant to take a marine villa for the sum-mer season at Kingstown, for the benefit of sea-bathin^
and sea-air. This will infuse fresh life into that delight-
ful place, which may now be called a suburb of Dublin, in
consequence of the quarter-hour facilities of access by
means of the Dublin and Kingstown railway. It is ex-
pected that a great source of employment for the poor in I

inat neighbourhood will be created by the extension of the
railway to Dalkey, on the principle of Clegg and Samuda's
atmospheric plan, which will, it is thought, be commenced

of fh n°^^^^^®
^^^^ ^^^^ time.—At the weekly meeting

oi ttie Kepeal Association, the proceedings were opened bytne announcement of additional donations from the gym-
patnisers of New York. The Lord Mayor then addressed
ae meeting on the usual topics. He denounced the

IR^n if^'
^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ be a rally against it. In

int.
P^°P^esied that, if the Union were not repealed

« len years, we would have a Poor-law. He was laughed

cami7t
^'1''"'^^ gentlemen refused to join him. His words

a saL. • ' ^°^ ^^ ^^s thoroughly convinced now, that

fore lft^n^'rr"'"^^^^^°" ^^^^ take place in Ireland be-

r.^.tf V^^ ^^^^ «w ^ere not repealed. He threw that

butin fi?T
''''^''' ^'^^^ t^ ^^^ prophecy being fulfilled,

aym^athl' ^^'^ ^^^' '^ ^'^^^^ ^' prevented: Let American

itsTrn ^' ^^'''' proceed
; let Irish enthusiasm glow into

thrt;,Vlf.^^
warmth, and the cry for •' Repeal" resound

h CoU r
^^"""^^^y- H^s monument would then be

scribed the present Parliament as sustained by the selfish-
ness of the landlord class, and by pecuniary bribery.
Never was there, he said, to corrupt a Parliament as the
present, or a Parliament brought together by such exten-
sive corruption. It was a Legislature of the selfish interest

adverse to Ireland, and founded upon pecuniary corrup-
tion. After expressing his hope that the Chartists and
Corn-law Repealers would form one body, he proceeded
to the subject of Repeal. No nation of nine millions, he
said, were ever yet slaves, except by their own fault. If

he had a roll on the table signed by five millions of re-

pealers, he would give them repeal. If he had the subscrip-

tions of five millions of repealers, they should have repeal.

If five millions of repealers would subscribe one farthing

per week, they should have repeal. Where was the man
who, when he (the Lord Mayor) should have five millions

of repealers, would tell him it would be impossible to get

it? He then moved that a committee prepare forthwith

a petition to Parliament for the furtherance of reform, to

embrace the following subjects : Manhood Suffrage, Vote
by Ballot, Short Parliaments, No Property Qualification,

and the Equalisation of Voting Districts. Ills Lordship an-

nounced the week's rent to be 243/. I3s. dd.—At one of the

late sessions in this country, a man was sentenced to death
for stealing a goat. On Friday, previous to the debate on
the Corn-law in the House of Commons, Mr. C. Buller

asked Lord Eliot whether in Ireland such a penalty existed

for such an offence? He did not suppose fur a moment
that the Government would inflict such a punishment in

such a case ; but he wished to know what course would be
taken, and what punishment this unhappy man would suf-

fer? Lord Eliot in reply expressed his belief that the

main fact was correct, as stated by his honourable and
learned friend ; but the man was trie*d, not at the assizes,

but at the sessions before an assistant barrister. On the

case being proceeded with, it appeared that an ancient sta-

tute, which had not been repealed, inflicted the punishment
of death in such case ; there was, therefore, no remedy to

the assistant-barrister but to pass the sentence. On the

case being communicated to the Government, they ordered

the instant release of the man, as he had undergone seve-

ral weeks' imprisonment. He (Lord Eliot) regretted that

such an Act continued to disgrace the statute-book, and
he might add that it was the intention of his learned friend

the Solicitor-Genera! for Ireland to bring in a bill to assi-

milate the criminal law of Ireland with that of this country,

SCOTLAND.
Edinhurgli,—A meeting of the General Assembly has

been summoned by the Moderator for the Dth of ^larch
. next, to take steps in the momentous questions of Presby-
terian marriages and the present critical position of the

Church of Scotland. The latest interesting case which has
been before the Court of Session at Edinburgh, is that

of the Marquis of Huntley's Aboyne Entail, in which the

printed opinions of the consulted judges were given in a

few days ago. Lord Moncrieff prepared his opinion at

great length, considering upon the whole the entail to be
good and sufficient, except as to that part of the estate

called Drumniochy, in Birse parish, which he did not
think was effectually entailed. The other judges, viz. Lords
Meadowbank, Medwyn, Murray, Cockburn, Cunningham,
and Ivory, have added a concurrence in opinion with Lord
Moncrieff. Lord Jeffrey adheres to his original opinion, as

Lord Ordinary, in favour of the sufficiency of the whole
entail.

Glasgoto.—The magnificent line of railway between this

city and Edinburgh was opened on Friday last. In the

afternoon a banquet took place in the passengers' shed ut

the Glasgow terminus, which formed a hall 230 feet in

length, and upwards of 80 feet in width. It was calculated

to hold 1,200 persons, and the effect is described as very

striking. No accident occurred on any part of the line,

although large numbers had assembled from yarious parts

to witness the ceremony. The proceedings altogether

formed an auspicious commencement to this great national

work. The distance, 46 miles, will be performed with ease

in about two hours.

Perth,—JThe salmon fishery has already made a satis-

factory beginning. For the last fortnight the take, though
not equal to the first few days, has upon the whole been

favourable, and far superior to what it has been at the

commencement of the season for some years past. Not
only in the Tay is the promise good ; almost every river in

Scotland is doing comparatively well, so much so, that the

supply already in the London market has produced a fall

in price, and the fishermen in the North are anticipating

a prosperous season.

Dalkeith.—The ''Caledonian Mercury'' states thatabout
a fortnight since, Mr. Williamson, the huntsman to the

Dukeof Buccleuch, had very nearly met the fate of Ac-
tion, in the kennel near Dalkeith Palace. He had gone
into the kennel with a whip in his hand, but without the

red coat, when a dog which had been recently added to the

pack approached him with a threatening growl, upon which
Williamson gave the animal a smart rap over the nose
with his whip. The dog instantly fastened on his arm,
and directly the whole kennel fiew at their master. Fortu-
nately two of the keepers, who were at hand, came to the
rescue, and whipped off the dogs, Williamson was consi-
derably lacerated, but is in no danger, as his wounds are
rapidly healing.

during the fourth and fifth, the period being in the reign

of Augustus Csefiar. Our space will not allow us to give

the details of the plot this week ; but we may state that it

is said to have been written when the author was only 20
years of age ; and that after being neglected and rejected

by previous managers, it has at length been rescued by the

appreciation of Mr. Macready, who has brought it forward
with%ll the appliances of scenic art and admirable acting.
The success of the play was so great that it was fta*

nounced for repetition three (imes a week.
Adelphi.—A drama in two acts, adapted from Scribe's

'' La Chaine," was produced on Monday, under the name
of The Breach of Promise of Marriage. The plot is

simple, but is complicated by the incidtnts, and the conti-
nual yet humorous contrelemps of one ot the Rgents, Tk«
piece was well acted, and was received with applause by a
crowded house.

IlAYMAaKET.—A little piece has been brought out
here by Mr. Bernard, entitled The Woman Hater, and
with some pretension designated in the bills a petite co«
medy. The character which it introduces is not a new
one ; nor has the author's treatment of it added much to
its usual stage characteristics. The whole interest of the
])lot consists in the successful endeavours of a nephew to
overcome the theories of a German Baron, who is repre-
sented as the woman-hater. The piece was well received,

although it developes the plot too soon, and is devoid of
that vai'iety of incident which marks the previous works of
this author, \

THEATRICALS.
Drury Lane.—A new play, in five acts, entitled Gu

sippus, was performed for the first time on Wednesday
night, with decided success. It is from the pen of the late

Mr. Gerald Griffin, author of ** The Collegians/' and
other compositions. The plot is taken from Boccaccio's
story of Tito and Gisippo, and the scene lies at Athens

illisccllanccus.
The Duke of Wellington and N'apoleon.-^ It is a sin-

gular fact as illustrating national character, that although
portraits of Napoleon have been extensively purchased in

Great Britain, there is no instance of a portrait of Wel-
lington having been sold in France. This statement ap-
pears almost incredible, but circumstances having directed
our inquiries to the subject, we ascertained that the lead*
ing publishers of London had never received a single order
from France for a print of the Duke, nor had they ever
disposed of one to a Frenchman.

—

Art Unioju
House of Commons.—In our last we gave a list of the

ages of several members of the House of Lords as a re-

markable instance of longevity. The followins; is a list of
members of the present House of Commons who claim to
be wholly excused from serving on election committees on
account of being more than CO years old— Col. BailUe (Ho-
niton), Sir R. Bateson, Mr. Benett, Mr. Bunbury, Sir F.
Burdett, Sir C. M. Burrell, Mr. Cartwright, Mr. Chapman
(Whitby), Sir J. Chetwode, Mr. Clements, Mr. Clive, Mr.
Crawford, Mr. Denison, Sir II. Douglas, Mr. Ficlden,
the Right Hon. Sir A. Grant, Mr. Gore, Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Irving, CoL Langton, Mr. Loch, Lord Manners, Mr.
Marjoribaiiks, Mr. Ord, Sir. Oswald, Mr. Palmer, Mr.
Pendarves, the Right Hon. SirW. Rae, Bart., Right Hon.
SirG. Rose, Col. Rushbrooke, l^Ir. Sheppard, Mr. Wal-
lace, Right Hon. C. W. W. Wynn, and Sir M. Wood,
Bart.; 43 in aU,

British Musewn,—The following is a return of the
number of persons admitted to visit this national institu-

tion :—Persons admitted to view the general collection

from Christmas 1835, to Christmas ISil : From 1835 to

1836,383,147; 1837, 321,151; 1838, 266,008; 1839,
280,850; 1840, 247,929; 1841,319,374. Number of
visiis made to the reading-rooms, for the purpose of study
or research : about 1,950 in IfJlO ; 4,300 in 1815 ; 8.820
in 1820; 22.800 in 1825; 31,200 in 1830; €3,466 In

1835; 62,360 in 1836; 6i),036 in 1837; .^4,843
in 1838^ 69,216 itt 1839; 67,542 in J840; 69^03
in 1811. Number of Tisits that were made by artista

and students to the Galleries of Sculpture, for the
purpose of study: 4,933 in 1S3I ; 4,740 in 1832;
4.490 in 1833 ; 5,645 in 1834 ; 6,081 in 1835 ; 7,052 in

1836; 5,570 in 1837; 5,015 in 1838; 4,841 in 1839;
6,354 in 1840 ; 5,655 ija 1S41. Number of visits made to

the Print Room: about 4,400 in 1832 ; 2,900 in 1833
;

2.204 in 1834 ; 1,065 in 1835 ; 2,916 in 1836 ; 4,429 in

1837; 5,017 in 1833; 5,937 in 1839; 6,717 in 1840
j

7,744 in 184L
The Law relating to Seedsmen,—A decision was lately

made by a barrister, which is of interest to the public, and
especially to persons who sell seeds. A small farmer pro-
cessed a shopkeeper residing in Westport, from whom he
purchased Cabbage-seeds, for the sam of 61., alleging that
he was at so much loss in consequence of the partial fail-

ure of the seed. The man who shook the seed deposed

j
that about one-third of it came up, that the land was pro-
perly prepared for it, and that the amount of loss sus-
tained by the plaintiff was about 2/. Ihe barrister gave
a decree for that sum. The defendant said be would
appeal, as he fave no engagement with the seed,

even if it were purchased from him at all, of which how-
ever there was no other proof than the swearing of the

plaintiff, and a witness who saw him come out of defend-

ants shop.

—

Exeter Post.

The Affghan Insurrection It is reported that prirate

letters have been received well authenticated, the contents

of which are calculated ^a some degree to reliere the

anxiety and alarm created in the minds of the public by

the disastrous intelligence mth respect to our aifairS™

in Afghanistan communicated io a recent Number. Dr,

Burnes has published a letter holding out a sligfet hope

that his brotlier Sir Alexander, has not perished, aud su^-

gesting that he may have escaped, and he in the keeping

and concealment of the Kussilbashes, who, it is tho^S^^^

are friends of Dost Mahomed, and may ^^^^ /j;^^^*^;^.

him. The oflicial accounU reach only ^o the 1 Jtii ^o^. .

but these private letters state thiit on -^
t ALtul

month the British troops shut up in the ^ff^^^^^S
cwtoam^ftts of Cabul tod laade a sacyefsfiu ^orfa^ Ptsni*
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aneoutly, had achlerea a signal victory over the insur.

genu, and bad recovered the city. The following ex-

tract from another letter alludes to the same fact, but in

such a manner as lo lessen rery considerably the hope

that Sir A. Burnes is still alive: "Two divisions of our

troops, under Col. EIphinstone> having joined near Cabul,

and the walls of that town being breached, the place was

carried by storm, and the 44th Regiment, enraged by the

marder of Bumes, were not to be restrained, and the con-

gequence wa^, that all the Kussilbashes and part of another

tribe were put to the sword." Advices through the

same channel represent Gen. Sale's brigade to be still

shut up at Jellalabad, butwith ammunition and provisions,

and in entrenchments sufRciently strong, to stand a siege

until relieved by auxiliary troops from the Punjaub.
IH- . .

Court of Ql*een's Bbntii.— Jn re Varbon v. i?<W»er.—In re-

ference to this case of a Breach of Promise of Marriage, which
has already heen rei>orte(l in our Paper, it will be recollected that

an application was made by Mr. Thesiger^ on the i^ait ( f the de-
fciulaiit last Term, to reduce the damages (l,6oo/.) a vd by a

lal jury who tried the cau>c, or that the Court of Queen's
Bench would be pleased to grant a new trial, when the Court
tugrgested that the parties should agree amougst themselves,
aud granted time for that purpose, which led to an arrangement
between Mr. Piatt. Mr. White, and Mr. Pearson, counsel for

plaintiff, and Mr. Thcsigfcr, counsel for defendant, who at last

agrreed that the verdict should be entered for the plaintiff-

damages Biju/. The costs in the cause have bceu bubscqucutly
taxed at &8fl/. ; making toother the sum of i, 133/.

Cot'HT or ExciiK(ic*KR.—r/i^ U'ltik of K/iglanrl v. Tumkins.—
Ejerh^qner bili Fraud.^ThiB ctae, which from its supposed con-
nexion with the fraud iu the issuing of Exchequer- bills appeared
to have excited mure thau ordiuury liitcrcst in the City, wa^ cu<
tcred upon at the sittings of the court. The facts of the case, as
state<l by Sir W. Follett, were simply these :— defendant Tomkins,
in September last, borrowed n,noo/. from the Bank on the secu-
rity of eleven Exchequer- bills for 1,000/. each, the advance bcin^
for a month uidy. At the end of the month the Bank called upuu
Tomkins to repay the advance, and take hack his Exchequer-
bills, and ^ave him a day beyond the time to which he was en-
titled for that purpose. The defendant took away three out of
the eleven bills before the credit had expired, but intimated to
the Bank that the state of the market, or some other matter,
rendered it inconvenient for him to take the remainder, and that
the Uank must realise the amount to secure themselves. The
bills wure accordingly sent into the luaikct by the Bank, and
"Were subsequently purchased for Coutta and Co., the bankers.
Thc-biHs lay for some days in the hands of Coutts, when rumours
prevailed that spurious E.xchequer-bills had found their way into
the Stock-market, and the bills in question were sent to the
office of the Comptroller of the Exchequer for examination, and
it was then ascertained that the bills were forgeries. Messrs.
Coutts claimed the amount from the party from whom their
broker purchased, and that party against his immediate vendor,
aud so on vmtil these eight forged bills were returned again to
the Bank of England, who claimed the amount from defendant,
wtio deposited the bills with them. After Sir W. Follett's ad-
dress. Lord Monteagle was examined, and stated at considerable
length, and in detail, the maimer in which Exchequer-bills were
signed and Issued. The only persons authorised to sign those
securities were the witness and Mr. Perceval, the deputy comp-
troller. The paper was made with a pecuHar water-mark. The
bills were engraved from plates, engraved for and kept in the
custody of the office, and there was an official seal attached.
The hiUs came in a series of 56o. which was called a book. Each
bill was numbered, and had a counterfoil containing the nnmber,
and the counterfoils were retained alter the bills were issued.
His lordship pronounced ttic eight bills produced, in his behalf,
to he forgeries. Mr. Pfrccval corroborated the tcstifiujiiy of Lord
Montaagie in every particular. Witness signed the series of hills

containing the numbeij> corresponding with the forged bills, on
the nth of -March, 1841. The numbers ran from 8,001 to 8,501,
and be slgiicd his name to the book to indicate that he had
attached his signature to that number of biUs. The hills corre.
spending with the alleged torged hills which were placed in wit-
ness*s hand, were signed by him on the llth of March j they
were genuine in every respect. The other bills produced, eight
in number, were forgeries. The name of the comptroller was
not in the hand-writing of the witness; it differed from his
hand- writing in many respects. Comparing the bills, now pro-
duced, with the counterfoils, he was convinced which were the
genuine bills and which the forgeries- Mr. Erie, for the defend-
ant, contended that the question the jury had to dispose of could
not be altogether separated from the claim which the holders of
the alleged forged Exchequer-hiils had on the Government.
The Bank of England claimed a retiurn of advances from defend-
ant, on the ground that the Government refused to pay the
amount of the Exchequer-bills, or acknowledge their validity.
The Government said those bills were forged, and Mr. Perceval
now proved that statement. He argued that it would be a
grievous hard.ship, if the defendant, who purchased those bills
fwrly in the market as genuine securities, having all the indica-
tions of bemg genuine, should now he told that the security in
which he had invested his property was worthless, and that the
Government would not acknowledge his claim. Lord Abinger
said the question as to the claims of the Exchequer- bill holders
upon the Government was quite tUstiuct from that which the
iury had now to consider. There were a thousand circnm5:tances
which might mdnce Government to pay bills which were forged,
wben those hills were clearly shown to be in the hands of inno-
cent holders, although such circumstances had uo bearing on
the present cai,e. He had no difficulty, however, in saymg, that
In his opinion there was no legal liabiUty on the Govcniment to
pay forged hills, although there were other considerations whichmight mduce the Government to pay such bills. He could con-
ceive that the Government might think it proper to pay Exche-
quer biUs though forged, when it was ascertained that tho^^e billswere in the hands of innocent holders who had come by them
fairly, and yet that they should refuse to pay other bUls which
the holders did not show had come fairiy into their hands He
certainly should not put it to the jury that the Government was
under any legal obligation to pay forged biUs- He did not seehow the Government could be obliged to pay forged Exchequer
bills, any more than the Bank of England could be compelled to
pay forged bajik notes, or any one of the jury to pay a well
imitated forged acceptance. The question in this case, however
was simply, whether the jury believed the- eight Exchequer-bills
held by the Bank of England, and deposited by the defendant
were forged 5 ajid not whethrr the Government ought or ought
not ,to pay. If they believed the Exchequer,bills were forged,
they must find for tlie plaintlfl'^ if they believed they were not
forged, thoy should find for the defendant. He might add. how-
ever, that if the Government w^ere bound to pay the bills ha
question, the verdict in this case would not prevent Mr. Tomkins
from recovering against the Government j nor would it interfere
with his claim in an equitable point of view, if he satisfied the
Government he was an innocent holder, indeed, iu no respect
could Mr. Tomkins's claim on the Government be prejudiced by
the verdict in thi.s action. The jury, without hesitation, returned
a verdict for plaintit^l's— dannages, 6,3i3/.

Thornton v. rortman and Another^—'Ihin was an action arising

out of the "Gumey affair," and notice having been duly given
that it wa3 expected to "come off" to-day, a great number of
the patrons of the turf were congrregated together, with others

of lesser note, so that the court was at a very early hour mcon-

vcniently crowded. The Solicitor-General stated that this \v^

an action to recover the sum of 1 ,250/. as money had and reqeiyed

by defendants for the use of plaintiff, an opulent merchant in the

City, but a gentleman who had ever taken a lively mterest m the

turf. In answer to this demand the defendants had placed two

special pleas on record, to the effect that they, together with

another gentleman named Clarke, had been appomted to collect

aU debts due to one ,Gumey, who had betted largely at the

Epsom meeting last year, and also to pay all his debts, and that

the money in question had been paid to them by the pl^tiff.

Besides this, the defendants had pleaded that they did not pro-

mise, and upon that plea it was that the plaintiff supposed the

case would turn, for it would appear abundantly that the money

had been paid to the defendants by the plaintiff, upon a condi-

tion which, not being performed by the defendants, the money

ought to be refunded to the plaintiff. The name of Gurney was
uo doubt familiar to the jury through the papers. If not, it

might shortly be stated that that person, who kept a pubhc-

house iu the Borough, was on the turf, that he betted largely in

anticipation of the Derby and Oaks races, and had been a de-

faulter at the settling-day in consequence of the defalcations of

other parties who had lost largely to him. It was a rule of the

Jockey Club tliat uo party was entitled to receive his winnings if

he did not pay his losings, and accordingly various persons who
had lost money to Mr. Gurney refused to pay him when the

rumour reached them that he did not intend to pay others.

Among these were Lord George Bentinck and the plaintiff, while

Mr. Portman, a brother of Lord Portman, Mr. Beales. a corn-

merchant at Cambridge, and Mr. Clarke, who had won from Gur-
ney, were naturally anxious to receive their winnings. In fur-

therance of this wish, they resorted to a plan which was of a
novel character on the turf, and took upon themselves the pay-

ment of all Gurney's losses, as a means of insuring his gains, so

that in the end they might receive their share. This was, in some
measure, sanctioned by the Jockey Club; but Lord George Ben-
tinck opposed it, unless it was understood that the winners

from Gurney should be paid in full with 20s. in the pound. The
defendants accordingly, together with Mr, Clarke, took upon
themselves the task of settling Gumey*s affairs, and lodged with
the Jockey Club an undertakuig to the effect demanded by his

Lordship, who thereupon paid his losses at a public mepthig at

Tattersall's, and recommended all others similarly situated to do
the same. The day within which the undertaking limited the
settlement by the trustees was the last day of the Houghton
meeting i and in order to enable them to comply with it, it was
of course necessary that they should call in all that person's
winnings. They accordingly required Mr. Thornton to pay his

loss, which was 1,350/.; bat that gentleman having heard that
certain parties had been settled with ou terms of composition at
various rates less than 20«. in the pound, demurred to meet the
demand, and refused to do so unless the defendants would give
him a personal guarantee to repay the sum due from him in the
event of their not having paid all Gumey's losings in full, with
2O5. in the pound, on or before the last day of the Houghton
meeting. This guarantee the defendants, atter some delay, gave
to the plaintiff, who thereupon paid 1,250/. through his bankers,
and gave them an order on one Atkins for 100/. There the
matter rested till the day named in the guarantee, which had
originally been left blank, as the day was not then known, but
was ultimately filled up with the 1st of November, 1841. After
that day, the plaintiff demanded back the 3,230/. (the 100/. never
having been "extracted" from Atkins, to use the expression of
Mr. Portman), on the ground that they had failed to fulfil the
condition under which alone it had been paid to them : a com-
pliance with this demand having been refused on the part of
the defendants, this action was brought to enforce the payment
of that sum, and various witnesses were called, among others
the clerks of the plaintiff, Lord George Bentinck, and Mr. Hyde,
who proved the above facts. Mr. Thesigcr then addressed the
jury, regretting that this, which was father a proper subject for
inquiry before a committee of the Jockey Club, had been sub-
mitted to a jury. It was a matter of regret that the plaintiff had
thought it proper to bring this ^ase into a court of justice, in
order to expose transactions to the keen scrutiny of the law
which ought only to be Jddgcd by those laws which axe techni-
cally called the "laws of honour." The jur>^ would not fail to
observe that the plaintiff, and those who acted with him in this
affair, had put themselves in a position which must appear rather
startling to commercial men, for they claimed, being debtors of
Gurney, to set up a rule of action by which the debtors would be
able to dictate to their creditor whether they should pay their
debts or not. This was an anomalous state of things, and how-
ever intelligible it might be to the sporting world, must create
some surprise among the trading community. At the same time
it must be said on the part of the defendants, that they were
taken quite by surprise by that portion of the evidence which
went to show that the guarantee prodiKCd by the plaintiff had
been signed by them under the circumstances detailed by the
clerks of the plaintiff. lie, however, did not at any time feel
inclined to make charges against witnesses without sufficient
evidence to support them, and he therefore would abstain from
mating any statement, and calling witnesses to set up any such
charges, as he was in a situation to do from his instructions.
He would, therefore, yield that to the pressure of the law which
he was confident his clients were not bound to pay by any law of
honour, and admit that the plaintiff was entitled to a verdict.—
Lord Abinger could not but congratulate the jury and himself, too,
that they had been spared the necessity of entering upon an in-
vestigation of the laws of the Jockey Club, or an inquiry as to
which construction was the more correct of the two which had
been alluded to to-day. As ajudge. he never could allow any such
system to influence any case. He was bound to try this cause,
as he would any other, by the laws of England; and whatever
the opinions might be of Lord George Bentinck or the noblemen
who had been named as having assented to the conduct of the
defendants, he (Lord Abingerl must decide according to the law
though he might say that he had the pleasure of knowing most
of those individuals in private life, and had no doubt of their
re^ectability. The law upon this matter, therefore, must guide
the jury, and it was very clear. There was no doubt whatever
that the plaintiff had paid this money, which he need not have
paid at all, on an express condition and understandmg that all
the winners from Gurney should be paid in full 205. in the pound
and, whatever the laws of the club might be, it was bevond all
question that by the laws of England a payment of 7s. or IO5 in
the pound was no compliance with that condition. The plaintiff
had protected himself as he might by the imposition of that con-
dition, an4. the defendants having adopted it, are bound by it
The evidence was very clear that they had adopted it; indeed itwas not disputed, for though Mr, Thesiger seemed to have been
vastructcd to deny that the guarantee produced by the plaintiff
had been signed by the defendauts, yet he had most properly
and m the exercise of his usual discretion, abstained from offer-
ing any tebtimony iu contracUction to that testimony. He was
quite nght, moreover, in that course, for no one could doubt oncomparing the signatures to the undertaking given to the stew-
ards of the club and those to the plaintiff's guarantee, that they

rj^l^ "l'^^^
^^ *^^ **™^ J'*^*^^ 5

and there was no question at ail

^}^ .^^e former one. The jury, therefore, would say whether
thedefcndants were not bound to pay back the money so receivedby them on a condition which had been infringed by them. The
iwt saTthrv'- ^' *^e pla1ntiff--l.-j50/.; ^-hereupon Sir w!
thil inrit •,

^** ^'^
*'H^''^*

^^^'"^ *^*«^ ""^ principle in enforcing
this demand, v ready to te^t his motives by publicly derLnri^^us mteution to present the sum in dispute to the govcnior^ rffChnhfs Hospital-a statement which elicited applause from theauditory, and a remark from his Lordship to the effectThat noone who knew Mr. Thornton could ever have imatrined that h^
resisted the payment of

^
his loss to Mr. Gu^'ey from any ack of

j
means wherewith to satisfy them.

^ «* j- irttn 01

TATTERSALL'S, TnuRSDAv.-The betting did n^T^^^^^ZZT
in earnest until ^ o'clock, and even then wis not remarW.^i"
either for its briskness or for its effect on the prices WiT^ '

observe, however, that 11 and 12 to I were laid outright aLinJ
Chatham, 10 to 1 m conjunction with other horses, and that tif
feeUng towards him was far from favourable. Wiseacre was ai«
in the shade, 30 and 33 to l having been betted thiee or fnn?
times, followed by offers to go on. Palinurus \s»as in highfavnni
at 1.000 to 15, taken two or three dozen times, but did not ad
vance. The Dirce colt, Mr. Batson's Acacia colt, and Mr Forth**
lot, were supported with some show of spirit, and may be looked
upon as rising favourites. Wc have no other changes to record

3
28

7
II

30
30
33
40

45
60

to 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

agst Scott's lot

Mr. Forth'8 lot (taken)
Aitila
Chatham
Ballinkeele (taken)
Dirce coll
Wiseacre
Auckland (taken and

afterwards offered)

Lasso (taken)
Joanna colt (taken and

afterwards offered)

DERBY.
fiO la, I agst Espartero:(talien and

atterwards offered)
SO

1000
1000
lOUO
10*J0

10

10

t

15
15
15

100

Policy (take 1000 10 15)
Palinui-us (taken)
William le Gro» (tak 1

Acacia colt (t^en)
Chatham and Arlfol
Dodger (taken)

Chatham and Bariier
(taken)

Chatham and Deiier
(taken)

3 to 1 agst Fassioa
OAKS.

I 15 to 1 ajfat Adela iilJy (taken)

MARK LANE, Friday, Fkb. 25.—In consequence of the
scarcity of fine dry^ English White Wheat it would fetch more
money, but this improvement does not apply to any other sorts.
The sale of free Foreign is exceedingly heavy, but prices remairi
the same, and we hear of no transactions in Eondid Wheat.—
Barley sells on the same terms as on Monday: and our quotations
are supported for Peas and Beans.—The Oat Trade continues in
the same depressed state.—The Clover Seed market is exceedingly
flat, and an increased desire evinced by the holders to press sales,

r.RITISH, PER I.-^II'ERIAL QUARTER. ff. 5.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White bh to 72
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yoikshire . . . 64 to 66

Barley Malting auddistitling-

Oats, I-ini'olnshire and^Yotkshire Folands
Feed
feed

Korthumberlnnd und Scotch . , . •

Irish
Ryo •

Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 33 to 36 Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland . . . ilS to 43 M'inds.
White 81 to S5 MHpIe

Red 68 to 64
While 60te64
Giind. 53 to 27
Feed I7to8i
Potato ]9 to 95
Potato 17 to S3

Peas,

S5 to £8
17 to 22
21 to 22

13 to 19
35, to 41

23 to 39 Hairow 27 to 40
45 to 49 Lun^podai toSg
27 to 30 Grey 23 to S»

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Jan.

Feb.

H
31

£8
4

11
J8

fl weeks* Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat. liarley. Oats. Rye. Beans.
€2 S 29 L SO 4 40 n 34 U
61 5 28 10 £0 1 43 O 33 8
60 7 23 3 SO 1 37 4 33 4
60 6 28 5 SO 1 36 1 33 4
59 U S8 2 «0 4 36 32 9
60 S8 5 19 8 87. 1 33 5

' 60 30 28 6 20 1 38 5
1

33 5

26 8 19 10 16 9 ; 12 6 19 9

Teas
35 1

33 10

34 S
33 11

33 9
33 II

;

34 I

AHniVALS IN THE KIVER LAST WEEK.

English
Irish •

Foreign

Flour.
7595 Sks. — Brls.

3C0 Ml 800

Wht.i Barl. i Malt.| Oats.
2934

38034

H!59il06Jr3 4397
£5 10669

Rye.

730

Bna.
1758

f

Peas.

W4

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS—E. Rawlinson, Lancaster, share-broker—W. Holmes, Fri-

day-street* Cheapside, siJk-gauze-manutaciurer— S. L. Lazarus, oi the Kent
and Sussex Tavern, Jermyn street, Westminster, coai'h proprietor—R. F.

Burton, Cainbridge-heath, coal- merchant—J. LorJiJey, Bilst<m, Staffords hi re,

plumber—W. Barnes, Shindiffo, Durham, tire brick-manufacturer—F. Pratt,

Saredan-mill.fi'affordshire, miller. ^

BANKliUFTCIKS SUFKHSEDED T.Scudamore, Birmingham, cbemUt
—J. S. Needham, Uilesthorpe, Leicestershire, bRnker.
BANKUUFTS—J. D. Gimdar, ot the Did Drury puMie-house, Brydftee-

slreet, Covent garden, victualler—J. Smith, Blenheim-street, Bond street,

milliner—.T. Cockburn, New Broad-street, City, merthant—G. Diinaldson, I2l,

Pall-mall, watchmaker—C. Vanderguchl, (Quadrant, Regent-street, silk-merfer

—J, P. Hope, Atherstpne, Warwickshire, builder—J. Banks and J. Burgess,

Manchester, dealers—J. Davies,. Liverpool, oil- merchant—.J. Parsons, Miins-

field, Nottinghamshire, maltster— J. m*Lean, Liverpool, mercb:tnt—S. Flit-

crnft. Liverpool, ironnionger—E. Harper, t.f Steeple Cia> don, Buckint;hani-

al-.ire, and of Bicester, Oxfordsiiire, grocer-J. Pilling, Laucaster, innkeeper—
J. Drover, Three Cranes-wharl, London, merchant—T. Hurrell, Waltham-
stuw, cattle dealer- J. Dakeyne, Edinburgh, lace-dealer— J. David, Laii^hHrne,

Carmarthenshire, maltster—J. Bate, Dudley, iron-merchant— K. LamprelJ,

Sherborne-lane, City, builder-H. (iouger.Greiit.Winchester. street. City, mer-

chant-G. Dodsnn, Boston, wool-dealer—V. Hare and J. Hare, Taunton, painteri

^J. liolrt>yd, W'heatly, York-shire. cotton-warp-niaker-
bCOTCH HEUUEhrKAXIONS—J. M. Kuesell, of Leiih, and of Balqu-

hatson, Stirlingshire, coal-merchant — T. Thomson, Bridgend, Perthshire,

near Ayr, farmer and cattle-dealer— \V- Morrison, Edinburgh, ironmonger-

AI. Miliar, Airdrie, wright and coal-miister.

of a son—On the 22d inst., at Ilighgate, Mrs. J. Beaumont, of a son—Un im«

B2d inst-, al the Lawn, South Lambeth, the lady uf P. I. Meugens, Esq., ot a

_. _ , . , 111 UICMJ1.I1 ^=«* " "

the 30th inst., Mr. J. Hayes, ut Milion-sireel, Cripplegate, aged 64—«Jn
2l5t ins.t.,in her«7th year, " " "

'

of the Hon. Enst India Com,
well, Essex-On the 2t;d inst., as ivensingion-uore, ifii. ^?. ^'" "' .. ^
Audlcy-Btreet, aged 54-On the 2id inst., in her iDth year, Mary Ann *'"«'"^'

ddest daughter of Mr. J. K. ^Ulen, of Siselane, Bucklersbury—On tne »»
inst., at his residence, M:kidavale> Mr. J. Wagner, agedTS
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SAMUEL GIRLING begs to inform his Friends and
the Public that his General CATALOGUE of DAHLIAS,

GERANIUMS, and PANSIES is now ready, and can be had on
pre-paid application.—Danecroft Nursery, Stowmarket. •

""^

MYATT'S VICTORIA RHUBARB.
"

J AND W. MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by offsets from the origrinal Seedling, can

snpply them at lO/. per hundred.—N. B. As various spurious sorts

have been sold and are now selling under the name of" Myatt's
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted.
—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

JAMES MAY begs to inform all growers of PANSIES,
that his new Descriptive List of Pansies, with a List of

FUCHSIAS, may be had on application as belowj at the same
time he begs to call particular attention to his genuine imported
German STOCKS, ASTERS, and ZINNIAS, in great Tariety.

N.B.—A large collection of fine Show Pansies, including many
of last year's new varieties. 30 fine strong Plants for SU., pack-
age included; all parcels delivered free in London,
Pansy Nursery, Edmonton.

WITCHETT'S DON JOHN CARNATION—the
finest Scarlet Bizarre in England. A few pairs of strong

and well-rooted layers of this unrivalled Carnation remain for

sale, price Two Guineas per pair. They will be sent by post,
pre-paid, and carefully packed.—Twelve blooms of Don John
will be exhibited against any other Scarlet Bizarre in the world.

2, Coronation-street, Cambridge.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, & CO., having an extensive

and well-selected Stock of all the newest and choicest
Flower Seeds, to the cultivation of which they have paid con-
siderable attention, and the quality of which they can confidently
recommend, beg leave to offer them for sale, delivered carriage
free to any part of the Kingdom, on the fcllowing terms :—

25 packets of distinct-named sorts . . 2is.
50 do. do, do, « . , 30s.
130 do. do. do. . • • 42s.

Amongst them are—Asters, Brachycome iberidifolia, Clintonia
pulchella. Erysimum Perowskianum, Godetia Willtlcnowii and
Schamanii, Lupinus Hartwegii, Martynia fragrans, Mesembryan-
themum tricolor. Phlox Drummondii, Stocks, Zinnias, &c. &c.
Catalogues of which may be had on application to them.
Exeter Nursery.

- _ _ . II I ^^^mm m iM^^M^ _ - -B^— .» - - _ n __

THOMAS WILSON, FLORIST, LAYERTHORPE,
the raiser of William the Fourth Scarlet-Flake Carnation,

Intends to sell out this season, at lo*. per Pair, his celebrated
Purple Picotee Patroculus, which is allowed by all competent
judges to be superior to any flower in the trade. Whenever
shown in condition, it has always taken the first prize. It has
every good property a flower requires, excepting being rather an
early bloomer. As the Stock is limited, an early application is
requisite, Thomas Wilson, Florist, Layerthorpe, York.

l^.B. No Plants will be sent without a remittance.

\\

QNE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SHEPPARD'SV^ "LAURA" PANSY, strong plant, price 5«.; Sheppard't
"Princess" Pansy. 7s. 6rf. Also, a fine large Scarlet Seedling
Ribes — Sheppard's Ribes Grandiflora, price 35. Grf. May be
liad immediately of James Sheppard, Nursery, Seedsman, and
Flonst, W mchester; or of Messrs. Warner and Co., 28. Comhill.
London, '

1

1

1

6
5

1

Leptosiphon, of sorts
Lupinus Hartwegii .

Lupinus nanus .

Mallow, New Zebra
Pseonia, 18 varieties ,

Papaver, in sorts
Pentstemons, in sorts
Platystemon califomicum
Rhodanthe ManglesU
Salvia patens .

Schyzanthus retusua
Stock, Branching German,

70 varieties
— Dwarf, ditto
—

" Autumn Nosegay— Biennial German— Tall Emperor, fine
Tropseolum tricolorum .

Verbena, in sorts
WaUfiower,newdble. dark
White Everlasting Pea ,

Zinnias, mixed varieties ,

Per Packet.

TTARDENBERGIA MACROPHYLLA.—This most--- splendid Climber, which is not to be excelled by any other
at the present, a figure of which appeared in Paxton's Mag. of
Botany m Jan., and Harrison's Floricultural Cabinet for Feb
is of free growth and a profuse bloomer. Plants to be had at
10k. (5d. at the following places, to wit :—Messrs. Loddiges, Hack-
ney

;
Low, Clapton j Smith, Dalston ; Eraser, Lea- Bridge Road •

Pamphn, do. ; Bunney, Stratford; Garvie, do.; Harrison, do.!
Henderson Pine-Apple Place; Wood, Maresfield ; Rollison
Tooting; Chandler, Vauxhallj Catleugh, Chelsea; Knight, King's
Road, do.; Games, Battersea; Paul, Cheshunt ; Fairbairn, Clap-ham

; Skirving. Liverpool; Lucombeand Pince, Exeter; Jackson,
Kingston; Stewart, Salt Hill, Windsor; Lee, Hammersmith.

C^nvnn^M J^^^^^^ 1^8, St. JOHN-STREET,
V^.J;i??nf?^} n^^'

respectfully to call the attention of hisFriends to the following select List of Annual Fiower-seeds. &ca general Catalogue of which may be had on application Also

sLedsX?''"
t^he new sorts of Vegetable^^d Agrrcaltural

Alstrcemerias, in sorts
Antirrhinum, superb var.
Auricula, from named flow, i

Asters,importedseed,36var.O
Aquilegias, in sorts . . o
Balsam,import, seed, lo var.
Brachycome iberidifolia . s
Calceolaria,from named flowi
Campanula.many varieties
Chrysanthemum Sibthorpii o
^stus guttatus . .

Chanthus puniceus .

Cockscomb, fine dwarf .

Dahlia, prized sorts
Dahlia glabrata
Dianthus. of sorts .

Galardias, ditto
Heartsease, from named

flowers
Hollyhock, 16 varieties .'

ipomoearubro-czerulea
.

ipomopsis picta

Per Packet.
JaOd
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N^Yr^.T"^'^^ FUCHSIA-VENUS VICTRIX-^
fuUv infnrmO? ^^-^^^f'

^OTist, Tunbridge WcUs, Kent, respect-

PuKphT^' ^'' Fnends, Amateurs, and the Trade, that having

he%rm if *J?,^
^^^' ^- Marriott, of Horsmonden, in this county,

MH^! ^'^^^^''*^*^^^spose of in Mayatats. each, with the

The fiow^^"^. Vl^^^
'^^^^^' '^ ^^'^^ <^r '"^'^^ ^^ taken at once!

tipped rrfhr/.^*® "-"l!^*'*'
variety are White, sepals delicately

J2i. T^^^.Green, with a superb bright Paple corolla: the sta-
' 'hite. '-

ut the i

this beantitV.;
V" "^"^\*^".'-u oe an acciaentai variety. In oflferingoeautiiul new Fuchsia to the Floricultural worid, J. C. feels

seUit ^f^^^^
^<i^\\cate Rose, and the pistil White. The plant it-

th s beauHf?.}
'^lieved to be an accidental variety. In ofi-eriuE-

assured of ^iT'^^
^""^^"^^ *^ t^^ Floricultural worid, J. C. f

him with tw^'''?^ ^"*'^^ satisfacUon to those who may favitiiiwitu their orders. Anv fii^u^r lT^fr.rr^of;^^ «.:n i,„/-.i_
tended to.

orders. Any further information will be freely at-

Tavis^cfe Rnw V''*'^'''^^ ^y ^^- Charlwood. Seedsman. &c., 14,

n^i«en^Marp.^'iS''''^''*^^''^*^°5 Messrs. Wood and Son, Niisc-
^an, Hi^h s^^^^^^^^

S^^^^'^J ^' Ashdowne, Seeda-
' «ign-street, Hastings; or addressed as above.

PINE PLANTS.
T DAVIS, Gardener, Green-street, Marlborough-

• road, Chelsea, has several hundred Fruiting and Succes-
sionPine Plants to dispose of, principally Ripley Queens. War-
ranted perfectly clean and healthy. .

TAMES PAMPLIN, NURSERYMAN, WALTHAM-O STOW, ESSEX, begs to inform the Public he has a few
strong plants of his following splendid PELARGONIUMS to dis-

pose of, viz.. Enchantress, Camilla, Anna. Van Amburgh,
Louisa, Alice, Superb, Prince Ernest, Fulgens, Duchess of
Sutherland, MucVle Wonder, Sec. &c. of which Catalogues may
be had on pre-paid application.
N.B. Strong plants of Hardenbergia Macrophylla, at 5«. each.

Walthamstow, March 2.

TO DAHLIA GROWERS.
JAMES DUFFETT, Jun., respectfully offers to the

PubUc his NEW SHADE, which wUl be found to be supe.
rior to^ any hitherto invented, from its being composed of Clay,
which is of a cool nature to the bloom, and so constructef^ as not
to be blown about by the strongest wind, protecting the Flower
from frost, insect, &c. ; and, from its simple construction, can be
shifted from one plant to another in a few seconds ; the top of
which may be removed or replaced without disturbing the bloom,
at the discretion of the grower. Reference as to the superiority
of the Shade may be had at Messrs. Maule & Co.*s, Stspleton-road
Nurseries, Bristol, who proved it last season, and pronounce it

the best amongst the numerous plans they have adopted. A
remittance or reference is respectfully recjuested from unknown

]

correspondents.
N.B. Carefully packed and forwarded to all parts of the kingdom.

Barton-hill Pottery, near Bristol, March 18^2.

FINE SEEDLING PANSIES.
HENCHMAN begs to inform caltivators of the
PANSY, that he has now ready for delivery healthy young

Plants of Twelve Superior Seedlings, including the " Prince of
Wales," at 42«. the collection. These varieties will be found of
superior merit in point of shape, size, and colour.

J. H. can also supply the choicest of last gear's varieties, by all

growers, at from ISs. to 30j?. per dozen. 25 good named show-
flowers, including many of last year's varieties, for U.
A few packets of seed at 2s. Gd. and 5s. each.
A plant or two sent gratis for carriage.
N.B. A remittance requested from unknown correspondents.
Edmonton, neai^ London, Feb. 19, 1842.

HELICHRYSUM RETORrUM.
n^ AND J. BACKHOUSE. Nurierymen, Seedsmen,
-*- • Florists, ^c., FiSHBROATK, York, beg to recommend to
the notice of the Nobility, Gentry, and Public in general, a rare
and beautiful HELICHRYSUM, lately introduced from South
Africa.

This elegant acquisition to our Floricultural stores is altoge-
ther different from any of this genus now in cultivation. The cen-
tre, a deep golden yellow, is surrounded by a profusion of bright
silvery petallike scales, the exterior of which are beautifully
tipped with purple. The whole plant is covered with a silvery
gloss, and when in full blossom it presents a very beautiful ap-
pearance. Like the other species of the genus Ilelichrysum, the
flowers retain their colour and form perfect in a dried state,
which renders them peculiarly adapted fof a winter nosegay.
Fine Plants of the above, in pots, at 2U. each, will be carefully

forwarded to any part of the kingdom on application.

SEED TRADE.
T\7^ANTED by a respectable Y^oungMan, aged 24, who
' ' has been accustomed to both Town and Country trade, a
SITUATION in a SEED-SHOP; unexceptionable references can
be given. Address Cpaid} G. W. D., Mr. E. P. Dixon's, Seeds-
man, Hull.

WANTED, a GARDENER who understands his busi-
» » ness, and who is capable of superintending the manage-

ment of about 20 Acres of Land.—Letters, sUting the amount of
salary required, to be directed A. B., Patriot Office, Bolt-court,
Fleet-street.

WANTED a SITUATION as UNDER GAR-
DENER by a young Man, aged 24, who wishes to place him-

self under an experienced Gardener. He will be found very
useful in the Flower and Kitchen Garden; and he has a practical
knowledge of pruning and nailing. He canbe well recommended.
Wages l6s. per week. Direct, post-paid, to W.T., at Mr. Dennis%
nurseryman, King^i Road, Chelsea, Middlesex.

ANTED a SITUATION as GARDENER or GAR-
DENER and FORESTER by a Married Man, aged 30, with-

out family. He has had great experience in every branch of Hor-
ticulture, Foresting, Laying out of Grounds, &c. He can have
four and a half years* character from the widow of his late

employer. Direct Beta, Gardeners* Chronicle Office, 3, Charles-
street,

J.

J.
KERNAN begs to inform his Friends that he has
now completed his selection of FLOWER-SEEDS, among

which will be found every novelty worthy of cultivation recently
introduced, as well as the seeds from first-rate collections of CaU
ceolarias, Mimulus, Ipomceas, Stocks, Asters, Balsams, Zinnias,
Thunbergias, &c, &c. ; as al^o all the better and more esteemed
Vegetable Seeds: Grainge's Early White Broccoli, Mercer's Can-
liflower, Brussels Sprouts (foreign seeds), Seymour's superb
Giant Celery ; Kerrison's Hothouse, Syon House, Roman Empe-
ror, Horticultural, and Windsor prizeCucumbers ; as well as Seeds
of the very choicest Melons, all the better early and succession
Peas, principally saved by the most select growers who supply
this unequaUed market.—!. Great Russell street, Covent Garden.

All the better kinds of Agricultural Grasses, separate or mixed.
Selected Field Turnips, White Carrot, Winter and Spring Tare*,
Ash leaved and Early Frame Potatoes, New Globe Mangold Wur-
zel, &c. &c.. Mats, and Mushroom Spawn; Pruning and Budding
Knives.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS to be sent out in May next,
by N. GAINES, FLORIST. SURRY-LANE. BATTERSEA.

Gaines' ORANGE PERFECTION; beautiful orange, at times
shaded. This flower was sent for the opinion of the Horticul-
tural and Floricultural Societies of London; at both places con-
sidered flrst-rate. It is a fine grower, throwing its flowers well
above its foliage. A good show flower. Awarded first Prize at
Kingston, and 2nd Prize at Teddington. 4 It. 10s. 6rf,

Gaines' EMPEROR; beautiful rosy crimson, very superior
petal, with great depth of flower, and well up in the centre. A
constant good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Kingston,
3 ft. 105. 6rf.

Gaines* COMPACTA ; fine purple, very superior form, of ex-
cellent habit, throwing its blooms well above its foliage; its centre
well up. A good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Hammer-
smith. 5 ft. lOs, Qd,

N.B. The above were considered first-rate flowers by those
that saw them growmg. Plates of them will appear in **Wake.
ling's Amateur Guide," in April and May next.
N. Gaines' extensive List of first rate Dahlias, Geraniums,

Pansies, Calceolarias, Sec. may be obtained by post-paid applica-
tion as above. His new Cineraria, Prince of Wales, is now reaiJy
for delivery.

VERBENA, "THE QUEEN;"
Flowers of a pure white, and sweet-scented.

WM. IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London, begs
most respectfully to oflTer this beautiful variety of Verbena,

which has the habit of V. Tweediana, blooming equally vigorous
and profuse : being, too, of a pure white, it produces a striking
contrast with the other kinds. It was exhibited, and obtained a
prize, at the Surrey Zoological Gardens last September, and at
the Crown and Anchor, Strand. London ; also at Salt Hill, where
it was greatly admired. Highly favourable notices of it have
been made too in the " Floricnitural Cabinet," " Gardeners* Chro-
nicle,'* and " Gardeners* Gazette."

Plants can be had after March 10 at "s. 6d. each. Agents in
London, Messrs. Warner and Warner, 28, Comhill. A remittance
or reference expected.

ENRY SPARE'S BENEFACTORS.
Continurd :

—

Mr. Caie, Bedford House 5 1 Mr. Cucknell, Kensington 5
Mr.Downie,ShackleweUo 5 o | Mr. Tate, Chelsea . . 10
H. S. will feel thankful to be informed of contributions omitted

or delayed, if any, wkich will then be acknowledged in a faturc
Number.

H

W' ANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a Single Man
aged a6, who thoroughly understands the management of

Pines and forcing in general, &c.. Kitchen and Flower Garden.
Would have no objection to take the management of the farm
(if not too extensive). Upwards of three years' character will be
given from the last place, and most respectable reference for

character and ability can be had from difl^erent families with whom
he served. Has no objtction to what country he goes. Apply
personally, or by letter, to — Grant, care of Messrs. Loddiges,
Nurserymen, Hackney, near London.

WTANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a Married Man,
Vf aged 28, who undc^tands Hothouse, Greenhouse, Early

Forcing, Kitchen-garden: also Meadow-land, and Cattle, if re-

quired. Can havenearly two years' good characterfrom thegentle-

manhe has just left. Also a recommendation ofnine years from hit

previous place in the country. Direct S.T., Mr. Cheshire's, No. 4,

Norfolk-place, Lower Road, Islington.

WANTS a Situation as GARDENER a Respectable
Single Man, betvt'een 30 and 40 years of age. It will be

found on Inquiry, that his practice from the earliest time in life

has been varied, extensive, and of the best description ; in every

respect satisfactory reason will be given for leaving his present

and former situations. Wages expected 40^ and Board. Address
R.B., at M r. Rayner's, Butcher, Shacklewell, Kingsland.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a middle,

aged married man,who understands Cucumbers, Melons, Sec,

No objection to milkacow, look after a horse and chaise, and drive

occasionally. Can have a good character from his last place,

where he has been four years. Wages, expected U. a week. Ad-
dress H. Forster, Mr. Whistle's Cottage, Twiclienham-Common .

TT;-ANTED by a Steady Young Single Man, aged 28,
Vt SITUATION as PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN in the

houses. He perfectly understands his business; he has been

employed in several first-rate establishments for these twelve

years, and can have a good character. No objection to go far

away. For further particulars apply by letter (post-paid; to

G. B.,29, Manchester-street, Manchester-square.

TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.
ANTED a SITUATION as GARDENER, by a

steady industrious Man, who understands Forcing in all

its branches, Cultivation of Plants, Management of Nursery
Stock, Planting and Treatment of Forest- trees. &c. The Adver-
tiser has for some years lived in the Channel Islands, where he
carried on business'as Nurseryman and Florist, and can be well

recommended. Letters addressed to H. W., at the OflSce of this

Paper, will be immediately attended to. .._^

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Mar-
ried Man, aged 41, who has been in practice 20 years in

all branches of Forcing, Kitchen-gardening, exotic and hardy

Plants and their culture; is able to manage a small farm, and
can have good recommendations : possessed of several years'

good character from his late employer, and has just left on ac-

count of a family arrangement. Direct to A. Z., Mr. Fairbaim'a,

Nurseryman, Clapham, Surrey.

w

SECRETARY or LAND-STEWARD.—A Gentleman
of literary and scientific attainments, who has had great

experience in correspondence and accounts, possessing consider-

able practical l^nowledge of husbandr>', and of the most improved
modes of fertilising land (derived from the study of agricultural

chemistry), and fully competent to the management of estates,

is desirous of obtaining the appointment of SECRETARY or

LAND-STEWARD (or to oflSciate in both capacities) to a noble-

man or gentleman. Letters, postpaid, addressed to W. M., to

the care of Mr. Durham, 9, Upper Berkeley-street, Portman-
sqnare, will meet with immediate attention.

CCHOICE AMERICAN TREE and SHRUB SEEDS.
^ J. and C. WHALLEY, SEED and NURSERYMEN, ST.

GEORGE'S CRESCENT, LIVERPOOL, beg to inform the
Trade, that they have just received a consignment of the above,
comprising, amongst many others, a quantity of that rare species

of Quercus, Q. MACROCARPA (true sort) ; also Andromedas
(of sorts); Bignonia radicans. Caipinus Americana, Ilex (of

sorts); Inglans (of sorts) ; Rhododendron maximum, &c., &c.,

a Catalogue of which, with prices attached, will be furnished on
application. _^
A SPLENDID NEW HYBRID FUCHSIA—MONYPENNU.
MORRIS TODD, RoLVENDEx, Kent, most respTct-

fuUy offers to the Public this very distinct and highly-

beantiful variety ; the blooms are half as big again as Standiahii

:

flowers in racemes in vast profusion ; of a most beautiful rosy-

carmine; it has been greatly admired by all who have seen it;

it is a strong and magnificent-habited plant. It obtained a nrst

Banksian Medal at the last Horticultural Society's Show, and a

prize was given to it at the Weald of Kent Show in J«nelast, and

pronounced by the judges to be the best of all ^^« ^^^^•
be thanl<fuUy received by Mr. G. Charlwood, Ij'

g-^nt j
Messrs. Willmott & Chaandy, K^^. %71 4-'

Strong Plants m,6d,eacb,carm^^

•wis

Ken

Downhan,. Norfolk. Tr"^-^i^ccVr Tefecnce from unknown

Mr. T.

Trinder, Forest-hill, Peckham, Kent > and Mr. Josepa n

correspondents. ^ ^ jg ^4 of its
« we Had specimens «^ '^^^\t"'^^es to be in every col-

superior qnahty than it merits. " "^ . ,^

le^onr-noricuiCurai Ca^if^t ofNot, last.
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HUGH LOW & Co.. NURSERYMEN, &c., UPPER
tl.VPTOK, LONOOX. beg to infoirn their Friends and

the VnU.c, that they will have Planti oC the ttfademaraed

©AHUAS ready for dcUven- in May, aU of which they beUeve

to be ftnt rate show flowers :—

Beauty of Wakefield (Barratt's}, white, laced with li^ht ft. A.

parple - • • , • . 5 '"

Candidate (Saverlock's), dark and rich par^e . . A

Duke of ConiwaU il-ow's), briffht rosy ruby . . 4

Bvtque de Taurnay, purple, tipped with white; one of
the best of its class , . , .

Hon. Miss Abbot (Smith's), brilliant Hlac
Marquis of Camden (Garrett's), dark crimson .

Prince Albert (Adams'), shaded bronic
Prince of Wales ^^Dodd's), clear yellow
Queen of Lilacs ^Vpr'cby's) . » • 4— !9

Twyford Perfection (Young's), puce, edged with crimson 3—10
\\ L'stbury Rival (Hall'B}, bright puce . , 4- !•

Wintcrton Rival (Nelaon*»), bright sulphur • 4 to 5—10
Admirable s^jary's), rosy parple • • ,3—3
Amato ^ Dandy's), rosy, purple • . . 4— 1

Amethyst (AttwelL*8)» lilac • » • < 5

Andrew Hofer (Holmes*), crimson • . .4
Annot Lisle (Bi^hie's), crlmaoii , . 4 to 5

Ar^OVidnall's], ycUow , • , .6
Ban(r-np ^tiirling's), rich purple . . .4
L^uuty (Paitiou*e), white, cdgtU with lavender . 4

Beauty of England ..Girling's), white, edged with crimson 4

l^eauty of the Plain (Spary's). white, edged with lavender 4
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Bedford Rival (Mayle's), light rosy purple
lli.shop of Salisbury (Squibb's), plum colour .

Uishop of Winchester iJackson's), liirht purple
Black-pyed Susan (Girlijig's), maroon
Bloorosbury (Lee'a>, scarlet • •

Bloomshnry (PampHn's), buff •

TlowUng green Rival (Law*s), dark claret, shaded
iiridesMiaid (Brown's), white, edged witti pai^lo

Bronze f'jii'iue (Oaines*) , . ^*
Jlumhani Hero (Church's), fine puce "

• ,

Cardinal (Oirling's), maroon . ' •

Cliarles the Twelfth (Pamplin's;, rosy purple »

Chef d'0:uvro (Girlinir's}, pur^^lc . .

Clim:tx vJeflories'), crimson . •

Conductor (Widnall's), purple . . .

Con(|ueror of the World (Stein's}, light sulphur, tipped
Mith i^ink . . . . 3 to 4

Con Ltive (Low's), light rosy purple • , 4
ConstRiicy 'Keynes'), fine ptirple . . ,4
Contender (Uirling's), shaded purplo , , 5

Coronal (Squibb's),/ed . . • ,4
Countess of Lincoln (Lee's), blush .

• ,4
Cowntess of Pembroke (Dodd's), peach blossom . 4

.Crichton (Brown's), shaded red . « .5
Curate (Brown's), lilac » » , .3
Danecroft Rival (Girling's), scarlet t .5
Defender (Squibb's), purple, shaded • . 4-

Defiance (Horwobd's), rosy purple • * . 5-

Dofiance (Squibh's), oran^ and yellow • » 4-

Diana (gykes'), white, tipped with lilac • . 6-

Diomcde ^JifTries), shaded crimson . . . 5-

t)o>vager Lady Cooper (Jackson's), delicate rosy lilac . 4-

Bachcss of Portland (Tillery's), white, tipped with purple 4-

Duchessof Richmond 'Fowler's), broniy pink
Duke of Richmoud i,Meredith's], shaded crimson
Eclipse (Catlcugh's), vermilion rose
Eclipse ;King'sj, fawn colour • •

Eclipse (Widnall's), srarlet , .

Edward (King's), bright crimson
Egyptian Vrince (Stanford's), rich |Aum colour
Elizabeth vl''0!:ter's), salmon orange
Emperor of China (Attwell's), purple
Enterprize l^ngley's^, white, deep carmine edge
S«ifipx Rivnl 5?orreir5;., bronzy purple
HacUd vWard'a), very light purple
Eva i v)ater'-\ rrfimy white, tipped with ptirpIc
Exquisite (Ilulmes'i, white, tipped with lavender
fanny Keyues (Keynes'), rosy puce .

ViSt Boy (Low's), purple
Frances (Jones's;, white, tipped with purple .

Glory of Plymouth (Rendle's), white and pink
Oraee Darling (Dodd's), shaded salmon
Grand Tournament ^Union'ss blusli, tipped with purple 4
Grand Turk (King's), very dark maroon . . 4
Grenadier (Jackson's;, bright orange . . 4

5
5

Hope ^Neville's), rose . , . .4
Homsey Surprise (Pamplin'a), bronzy crimsoa . 6
Hylas (Squibb's). cherry scarlet , . .4
Indispensable (GirlingVsj. violet purple . . 5
King of Roses (Thon;son's) . . ,4
Lady C. Jermyu (Girling's), crimson, tipped with white 4
Lady Middleton (Jeffries'j, fine lilac . . 5
Lady Mill vTaylOr's), scarlet . . ,4
Lady Rae Reiri ( Girling's) . bright purple, tipped with white 3
Lady W. Powlett (Widnairs). lilac , . . «
Lancashire Witch fSliirving's), white, edged with purple 4
Le Grand Baudum (Low's;, rosy purple, tinged with

yeUow . . ^ ^ 5 to gLewisham Rival CMeadCB), white . . ,4

wTth wVd^^^
^*^^'^* (CiirUng's), dark purple, tipped

Maid of Bath (Davte'). vrhitc, edged 4rith purple ^ ?4
X^fv???^?** *l^.^f^*^*">?«« ( Dodd's), White and claret 5

roses
bronze 3jnaiia . *> necier's), DeatUiiul rose . 4

Mary (Dod.Psj, white, tipped with purple . 4

Mm^ Goulburn ^hepherd's), shaded straw colour 4 to 5
^li^c. Johnston (Willistm's). shaded rose 4Mr. Neeld (Gregory's), rosy red . , 4^0

6

Mrs. B^cUy (WiUraer's). wMc. tipped with purpleMonarch (Brown's), orangy buff . . 4Mungo Park (Yoang's), maroon, shaded with purple \ 5Ke Plus Utxa (1^ idnall's), maroon, shaded with ptirple 3KicholM Nickleby (Corraack's), salmon, shaded with
crimson . , . . 4 to 5OpUme (Thurtell's), violet purple . . 4

Ort^ige Boven (CaUeugh's) . , 4 to 5Panued Lady (Girling's), blood red. tipped with white . 4
Penelope (Hcdley's), primrose, with purple . . 4
Perfection (M'Keiizie'a), red . . 3 to 4
Peruvian Chief Harrison's), rosy salmon
Phenomenon (Whale's), w*^-*^\ - !ged with rose
jpickwick (Cormack's>, fine purple .

Pompous (Cowan's), red . .

r*r -ident of the West (Whale's), crimson
Purpurea Alba (Harris';, purple and white
Queen (Ansell's), white, laced with pink t
Queen (Widnall's), peach blossom
Kegina (Gregory's), maroon ,
Revenge (Coa's), light yellow . ,

Ricnzi (WtdnairsJ, deep crimson, shaded •

Rival (Rannard's;, dark maroon, veined with rose
Rival Lilac (W^aiters'] . ,

Rival President (Elliott's), crimson .

Rirai Sussex (Stanford's), dark maroon
Roaa sBrce's), light rose ,

v%...«um«.. ^tfa^r%K-^jji o/y i'J 1^ Ui VA4IJ I^V .

Kaidee (Wildman's), bhish, tipped with pink -

Highgate Rival (Stein's;, fine crimson
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Rouge et Noir (AnseU's), Ank maroon, shaded w
light crimson

Ruby (Walters')
Scarlet Defiance Tonzens') •

Scariet le Grand (Winfield's), cheny colour .

Sir John AsUey (Squibb's), purple . *

Sir William Middleton (Gaines')

Springfield, Purple (Gaines')

Springfield Rival (Inwood's), crimson

Stnart Wortley (Barratt's), rosy purple

Suffolk Hero (Girling'sJ. maroon .

Susiana (GirUng's), scarlet, tipped with white

Tournameut (Catleugh's:, scarlet

Unique fAnscll's), yellow, tipped with bronze

Unique (Walters'), white, tipped with rose .

Uxbridge Magnet (Catieugh's), mottled purple

1 Viola (Harris' J, light purple

Wallace (Evans'), maroon, shaded with purple

wnil Watch (Girling's), claret, shaded .

Windmill-hill Rival (MitcheU's).white,tippcd with purple 5

Windsor Rival (Uegbie's), scarlet * . • ^

Vellow Climax (WilUman's) . - *

^
tellow Defiance (Cox's) • - - v*
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|\/f ARNOCK 3c MANLEY beg to announce that their

iV-L PASSIFtOKA FRAGRANS will be ready to send out, in

cstiblished plants, the first week in May, at 2U. each. This new
and ornamental s:pccies Is scarcely less remarkable for iU beauty,

than for its delightful and powerful fragrance ; the latter of these

qualiiies has scarcely been recognised in any of the previous

speciei of Passion Flower, and it will therefore form a most de-

sirable acquisition to climbing plants for conservatories and

greenhoises. Also win be ready at the same time, plants ol their

new and splendid Annual. MARTYKIA FRAGHANS, at 2l5. each

(Sec figur? and description in the " Botanical Register" for Jan.

18-11, and m the " Floricultural Magazine" for Feb. 1842). The
two follow'ng new and beftutlfnl plants are now ready to send

Ont:—HARDENBERGIA MACROPHYLLA.at Js- 6^- each; this

is a greenhouse climber of great beauty. (See figure and descrip-

tion in "Paxton's Magazine" of Botany for Jan. 1842). FUCHSIA
GLABRA MUU'IFLORA, 7«- ^d. Catalogues of their new and
choice Flower Seeds may he had on application.

Wanted immdiately a steady, active Man, who is experienced

in budding, graiting, &c., and who can undertake the general

management of eut-door ^'ursery Stock,—Nursery, Hackney,
Fcb.2t, 1812.

NKW DAHLIA, "SATIRIST," MOUTLOCK'S.
RMORTLOCK begs respectfully to offer the above

• with confidence, a-^ a real good variety ; the colour is alilac

purple, fine-cup petak, of first-rate form, fine habits, and very free

bloomer, large size, and constant. It obtained the second prize

at the South Essex S.iow in September last ; and also the second
prize at Hampstcad. Height four feet. Plants in May ids.M.
each. Orders thajikfuUy received by Mfessrs. Warner, 28, Com

-

hill; Smith and Co., Cambridge Heath, Hackney; Green, War-
ner-place, Hackney-road ; and of the raiser, Luton-place, Hyde
Vale, Greenwich.

I^DWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
-Li Islewortli, Middlesex, respecfuUy informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths may be seen in use at his house
upon application to ttie gardener.

H HAMMOND begs to return thanks to his n'umerous
• friends and the Public for their liberal orders for his new

White Cape Broccoli, as advertised in the Chronicle of Oct. 16;
and to inform those that are not supplied with that valuable article

that he has a few packets left which can be had of Messrs. Flana-
gan, Seedsmen, Mansion.House Street, London, who know the
stock.—Mundfprd Nursery, Feb. 10. «

UNDRED-FOLD POTATOES,—A New SEED-
LING, selected for cultivation by the grower of 250 kinds

from the Seed, as the most abundant and the best flavoured, is

for SALE, in peck bag?, at 5s. each, at Mc?;srs. Flanagan & Co.*s,
Mansion House-street; Mr. Gibbs's, 26, Down-street, Piccadilly;
Messrs. Warner and Co.'s, 28, Comhill; Mr. James Carter's,
238, Holbom; Messrs. Minicr, Adams, and Co. 's, 63, Strand; Mr.
F. Chatwin's, 6, Hungerford market> and at the "Gardeners'
Gazette" Office, 320, Strand.

SPLENDID NEW POT AT 0—THE SWISS
KIDNEY. This excellent Potato (the whole stock of which

is in the hands of the advertiser; 13 now offered for sale. It pro-
duces an abundant crop, is of an excellent flavour, and has ob-
tained several prizes at the Horticultural Shows as a superior
vegetable. It may be obtained on application to Messrs, Beck,
Henderson and Co., Seedsmen, 67, Strand, London, in peck bags
at 4s. ; half-peck do., 2s. fid.

OTATOES FOR PLANTING.—F. CHATWIN, 6,
HUNGERFORD MARKET, STRAND, respectfully informs

the Seed Trade. Gardeners, and the Public generally, that he has
for sale POTATOES of all the varieties in demand. Being him-
self a grower, all the sorts can be relied on. The Catalogue is
now ready, containing 138 varieties, which may be sent post free
upon a remittance of is. 4d.
ARTIFICIAL MANURES.-F. C. is sending out Manures, Nos.

1, 2, and 3, at U. per cvtrt. Two cwt. will dress an acre. No. 1

is recommended for heavy wet soils ; No. 2 for a medium ; and 3
for light sand or chalky lands. Guano. Rape Dust, Clarke's,
Lance's, and all other Manures procured to order. Correct ana-
lysations of soils made, one pound weight of which must be sent
Garden and Agricultural Seeds, Fruit-treeti, Shrubs, Flowers,

Sec, iSiC.

CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS—
For SALE, one, two, and three Light BOXES and LIGHTS

of all sizes, ready far immediate use, warranted of the best mate-
rials, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom ; two Light
Boxes and LighU complete, from \U 8s. Garden Lights made,
glazed and painted, from is. per foot. Sashes and Frames made,
glared, and hung complete, is.Sd.perfoot.—At JAMES WATTS'
Sash Manufactory, 8, Clarcmont-place, Old Kent-road.

'PHE CONICAL HOTAVATER BOILERS invented
by J. RooERs, Esq., may be obtained to any size of JOHNSHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevcnoaks, Kent.

J. Shewkn having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sous' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney. Messrs. Henderson's. Pineapple-place j Mr. Knight's,
King s road. Chelsea ; M^ rs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter: and at
ti^e Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London

ROWN's MARQUIS of LANSDOWNE DAHLU-
—This most essential Show Flower will be sent out in M*av

next. Colour, shaded salmon; fine cupped petals, which\re
beautifully arranged ; and one of the most constant and succes^
ful Dahlias of the season, having obtained Seven Seedling Prizes
three of which were first, and twice defeating " Conqueror of
the Plain." Also shown in three successful Stands of two 24's
and 12 blooms for three 20/. prizes. A drawing was made by
Wakeling, which will appear in the Florist's Guide, March I843
T. B. has a f«w strong Plants on hand of his much-admircd

Seedling PANSIES the *• Countess of Orkney" and " Jewess '»

at 7s. 6rf. each.
'

A CATALOGUE, containing a choice selection of DAHLIAB
and HEARTSEASE, is now ready, and may be had on pre-paid
application.— Slough, March 2d, 1842. ____^
SEA-SIDE.—MR. FURNER, of the Royal Hot«l

and Family Boardin-g-House, Havlino Island, Hamf-
SHIRK, begs leave to inform the Public, that he has a choice of
sitting-rooms commanding fine views of the Isle of Wight, Spit-

head, &c., with other necessary accommodations, that can be
taken for any period, and, if wished, upon teims including every
charge. Hot, Cold, or Shower Baths can be had in the Hotel.

Mr. F. can supply particulars of any houses to let fmnishcd or
unfurnished, having one or two detached residences with gar-
dens^tthistime^^^ _

QTANDARD ROSES—A Consignment of 1000 of the
lO choicest varieties ever offered to public competition has
been entrusted to Phothkrok ^ Morris for SALE at the
Auction-Mart, Thursday 10th March, and following day. This
selection consists of Hybrids, Bourbons, Perpetuals. Tea-scented,

Provence, and others, both Standards and Dwarfs, of varieties

too numerous to mention, and of rare and diversified beauty.

Catalogues can be obtained of the principal Nurserymen, at the

place of Sale, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone.

W^ARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.

'^PREGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND
-L MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET, and s;, GRACE-
CHURCH-STREET, City, beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on
Ward's principle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners'' Chronicle) with

plain and ornamental stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc Fanlights, Skylights, and Gothic

Frames for Conservatories, Hothouses, Forcing Frames, &c.

Garden- stand Frames, Engines, Watering pots. Flower Labels,

Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, ^c. &c. Experienced

workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zinc,

Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas. &c. &c.

ORNAMENTAL WiRE-WORK, &c., FOR THE GARDEN.
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock

• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortmentof

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower- Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for

the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise HortU

cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS,

TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN ARCHES,

SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility

stand unrivalled, ^.^,-l.^t^c

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGlhES,

FUMIGATORS, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT, With

every other Implement.
Gamk and Cattlk Fexcin'g in variety.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions,

and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most

improved and scientific methods.
t. ^ -i k *

W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester], neg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of importam

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticuiiu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous L on-

servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive ebtablishnients, with the mew

complete success. -

^^,,,. , n^fpnf
They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Fa.ent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrai)gcmema

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises a e^

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so mui-u

complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable icaiurc

in these Apparatus. ,.. , ^ -.^u

Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom vsica

punctuality and dispatch— 33, Brown-street, Manchester

TO BE DISPOSED OF, (in consequence of the death

of the late Proprietor.) an extensive and ^^etHy-respectaDie

NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, in one of the «^ost fcrtue ui

the Midland Counties, which has been established arid ^^^ P"

sessed a first-rate connexion for nearly 50 years. The
^^^^

ments for conducting the business are unusually af>;^°"J'\:„d
and complete.—For particulars apply to Messrs. Warner a"

Warner, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, London.

rpo BE SOLD BY PRIVATE CONTRACT, a most

X Desirable PROPERTY, situate in the delightful >il age «

CHARLTON KINGS, within a Mile-and-a-half of CHLi^ix.^

HAM. The Premises comprise a Substantial ^ ^i-^f ' ^ nine-
within the last five years ^ containing Entrance-hail. ^ " »

room, 18ft. by 14ft., Drawing-room same size, Small i-u./'

2 Bcd-rooras 16ft. by I2ft., 2 smaller do,, W'ater-closet, ana u

venient Domestic Offices. . . * cittmir-
AUo a good COTTAGE RESIDENCE j contammg 2 biunig

rooms, 5 Bed-rooms, Kitchen, Brcwhouse, Cellar, &c. ^
Both standing in a GARDEN, for many years ^^^^-^^JlTly ^

Ground, for which purpose it is pecviliarly adapted, or u 7^^^

converted into a Private Residence. An abundant suppiy

ceUent Water. There is a Hothouse and f^r^e^^^^^^^Vr?! ,aUon.
venient Pits, &c. The Stock-in-Trade to be taken at

^l^' q.

-For further particulars apply, free of Postage, to tne w

Mr. R. Arnott, as above. The Villa is let to 25th March, Ibw.

[This will not be repeated.]

yo NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN,
-*;• OTHERS.— Messrs, Puotujkiob and
ceived instrnctif^s to offer to VubiicTcmpeliStnVy Auction o'n

th. ^^iT'tL'^rJY^^^^Y' ^^^ ^'^ ^f April. )8«, it u o'dock^

I^!f^ if'*^^ 1*'**'*' S.f GREENHOUSE PLANTS, late the pro!perty of— Daubaaz, Esq., deceased, near the church at Leytoncomprism«|||e specimens of CameElas, Oranges, Hybrid Rhodo-dendronH, WCaj, Choice Geraniums, Acackk, Azalea ludica. Cac-
tus, Nenoroa, Myrtles, Eutaxia, ^c.

'

May be viewed by cards. Catalogues may b« had of the prin-
cipal Nurserymen and Seedameii, and of the AuctioneOT. Ameri-can Nursery, Lc7ton?tone,

wv«v«a, *»«!-

;

O GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND pTHER|
- Valuable LEASEHOLD PREMISES and NURbt^
GROUND. Three newly-erected GREENHOLSES |h^^,j^

PITS. FRAMES, LIGHTS, a few lots of HOUSLtiUi.w *

TURE, and sundry Utensils. _ ^^^-„ob and
To he SOLD by AUCTION, by Messrs. Prother"^

^^^^

Morris, if not previously disposed of by private <:^^^\^;^*. on
premises. FOUNTAIN NURSERY, CamberwellJ^ro>^ ^^^
THURSDAY, March 17th, 1842, at l»>;^J^^;Ji,J^[T4? plANTS,
Trustees of Mr. Ferry, about 8000 f^*^^^^,^- ^Lhsias. &c-
comprising Geraniums of the first class, Camellias, i-uci

^^^^^
Also the NURSERY STOCK, consisting of ^^,^^*^^,.. Portugal
Roses, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kahiiias. f"'^HS"!'* nearts-
Laurels, Laurestinus. Arborvilae, Yews, Choice rp^ • Qoi^cn
ease, a auautity of Bog-earth, Rotten Dung, Box-tagiut,

Pots, &c.
May be viewed prior to Sale.

^ , . _ rn-own, ^^n-t
Particulars and Catalogues nMiy be had °J ^r\!:Lvmen and

SoUcitor, 23, Wobum Place ; of the pnncipal >*
^^^f^^^jjcaa

Seedsnieii, on the premises, «n4 Of the Auctlon«€fe> ^^*

Narsery, Levtoartoue*
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
A NEW PART OF THE TRANSACTIONS OF
J\. THE SOCIETY, containing Figures of Achimenes longi-

flora, antl the Icltwortll Imperatrice Plum, forming tlie conclusion

of the Second Voinme of the New Series, is ready for delivery

to the FeUows of the Society.

I

©aclrener;5i' mivoiiitle

31ARCH

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
u

Afondav . . - ^ • Entomolocical » . > . 8 p. h»

P. M.
tueaico-ootanicai . • ,

Koyal Botanic • • • •

Tuesday

Wednesday
6&tuxda/ i

t • Zoolop-ical .

, rGeoIngical
8

B F. H,
4 r. M.

May we beg our readers to correct an important

error of the press which last week crept into our lead-

article? In line 24 from the bottom of the first111

column, *'67lbs." should have been " 7lbs./' as is in-

deed evident from the context. We may take this

opportunity of adding that other experiments upon
the effect of various chemical agents, used as a top-

dressing for Grass, are in progress in the Garden of

the Horticultural Society, and that the ammoniated
giound is already distinguishable from all the rest by
die much deeper green of the young herbage. As some
correspondents are desirous of knowing what quantity

of ammoniacal gas liquor is required for an acre of
ground, we will also observe that this is an uncertain

point ; if 160 gallons an acre can be afforded, such a

quantity mixed with 1000 gallons of water will bp
ample ; but we should anticipate great effects from
half the quantity applied to Grass land at this season
of the year. The farmer should consider what he can
afford, and apply that quantity by way of experiment.

The Potato is hardly second to ^Fheat in its im-
portance to man; and although it has been reviled as

the mother of pauperism, or stigmatised as the great
cause of Irish misery, it will always continue to con-
tribute to the nations of the earth a most essential part
of their daily bread. Its cultivation is generall;^ bet-
ter understood than it was ; and the skill of some per-
sons may probably enable them to 4o all that eVer will
be done in its management, whether in the garden or
the field. Nevertheless, there is so much bad manage-
ment still to be witnessed, especially in rural districts,

that we may be excused for devoting a small space to
its consideration at this season, when the time for
planting has arrived. I

Good sets with single eyes, taken from partially
ripe tubers, or small tubers undivided, furnish the best
means of multiplying the Potato. Large tubers have
been recommended, but it has been proved experi-
mentally that no advantage is derived from employino-
them, while there is a great disadvantage in conse^
quence of the large quantity required. It has been
found, too, that if the tubers are over-ripe, that is to
say, have acquired all the mealiness and solidity pos- ^

sible, they are apt to produce the curl. It is, there-
fore, the practice with some growers of Potatoes to
take up in the autumn what they Avant for *'seed" be-
fore the general crop is ripe, or to select for sets the
•worst-ripened Potatoes they can pick out.

- Theperiodofplantingshouldbeas soon after the Istof
March as circumstances will permit. '^I haveuniformly
found," says Mr. Knight, ^^ that to obtain crops of Po-
tatoes of great weight and excellence, the period of
planting should never be later than the beginning of
March.

'
This is in order to give the Potato aslon^ a

summer as possible. From experiments made sonie
years ago in the Garden of the Horticultural Society,
It appeared that a crop planted in the first week of
March exceeded that planted in the first week of
April by about a ton and a quarter per acre. It must
be obvious, however, that the propriety of planting
thus early wUl depend upon the nature of the soil, and
that It IS too early for wet, heavy land, although it is
the best season for light soils. "^ - - -*=

was the first to point out this common error, and to

show that there is a certain distance at which the sets

of each variety of Potato should be planted so as to

ensure the greatest produce. By planting too close,

the plants smother, and so injure eacK other; by plant-

ing at too great a distance, land is uselessly wasted.

Practice and well-conducted experiments demonstrate
what theory suggested, that the true distance at which
Potatoes should be set is to be determined by the aver-

age length of the haulm. One kind of Potato is dwarf,

and only grows six inches high ; its rows should

therefore be only six inches apart. Another kind

grows three feet high, and its rows should be three

feet asunder. The space frpm set to set in the rows
appears to be immaterial; six or eight inches are suf-

ficient for those which grow two feet high. An expe-

riment formerly conducted by the writer of these ob-

servations showed that when the Early Champion, a

sort whose stems are on an average 2 feet long, was
planted in rows 2 feet 6 inches apart, the produce
Avas 15 tons lf)cwt. 82 lbs net per annum; while bv re-

ducing the distance between the rows to 2 feet, the

produce was increased to 24 tons; but by diminishing

it still further to 1 foot G inches, the produce was re-

duced to 22 tons IG cwt. 102 lbs. ; and where the rows
were only six inches apart, the produce fell to IG tons

17 cwt. 110 lbs. Such an experiment seems conclusive.

The depth at which the Potato should be planted is

not ascertained with the same exactness, nor perhaps
can it be; for much will depend upon the nature of
the soil. In warm dry land, we regard rine inches as

not too deep; in cold, stiff soil, four inches would be
better. Six inches is a good depth for average land.

In one of the experiments above alluded to, different

depths were also inquired into, when the rates of pro-

duce were nearly as follows :—Three inches deep gave
13 tons; four in dies, 14 tons ; six inches, l4.j tons; and
nine inches, 13 tons. At so great a depth as nine
inches, sets are apt to perish, unless the soil is dry,

light, and warm. The deeper however the sets can
be safely inserted, the better, for the following reason

:

Potatoes are formed on under-ground branches, as we
the set. thehave lately shown! (p. 85) ; the deeper the set,

more branches wijl be formed before the shoots emerge
from the soil, and consequently the more ample will

be the means possessed by the Potato-plant of forming
tubers. The important practice of earthing up is to

effect the same end, by compelling the Potato-stem to

grow as much as possible under-ground.
The best method of increasing a crop of Potatoes is

to destroy all the flowers as they appear. The flowers
and fruit of plants are formed at the expense of the

secretions elaborated by the leaves ; if of those secre-

tions a part is consumed in the organisation of flowers

and fruit, there is so much the less to accumulate in

the tubers ; but if no such consumption is permitted,

the tubers will become the depositories of all the nu-
tritious matter which the plant is capable of producing.

By means of this kind the quantity of Potatoes

which has been obtained from good and p^^oductive

varieties on fair arable land has been enormous—for
such may six or seven hundred bushels per acre be
called—and we entertain no doubt that the expecta-

tions of the late President of the Horticultural Society

will ere long be realised,

the Potato he writes thus:

In one of his papers on

V , o— "-*-"• In reality, land cannot
oe advantageously cropped with Potatoes until all the
superfluous moisture has drained way or evaporated.

be

tato depends upon the quantity of^ starchy matter
Cmealiness) it contains. Now this starchy matter can
only be formed abundantly by the action of light upon
tne leaves, which are the natural laboratory in which
Guch lecretions take place, and .from which they are
conducted by sure, though hidden,channels to the tubers
Where they are storedup. Toplant Potatoes thenin plan-
tations or orchards, or under the shade of trees, is to
prevent the formation of the meahness which renders

and
"---7 «IIU. VVUitll

why field Potatoes
in c;ardens.

probably

are usually better than those raised

\^^ v^^
Potato may suffer by its own shade as much

JJ
^y the shade of other plants. When its sets are

Ia S
1^^^ close, the branches shoot up and choke

St>i^ f'
^^^ \^2^y^& of the one smothermg the leaves

iin^oif
^ » ' ^ ^^^ the more sets are planted, the

smauei: wiU be the crop gf this plant, Mr, Knight

*^ I stated, in a former communication two years

ago, that I obtained from a small plantation of the

early ash-leaved Kidney Potato a produce equivalent

to that of Q>Q6 bushels, of 82 pounds each, per acre ;

and my crop of that variety in the present year was to

a small extent greater. By a mistake of my workmen
I was prevented ascertaining with accuracy the pro-

duce per acre of a plantation of Lankman s Potato
;

but one of ray friends having made a plantation ojf

that variety precigely in conformity with the instruc-

tions given in ray former communication to this

society, I requested that he would send me an accurate

account of the produce ; which I have reason to believe

he did, for its amount very nearly ^eed with my
calculation upon viewing the growing crop about six

weeks before it was collected. The situation in which
this crop grew was high and cold, and the ground was
not rich, but the part where the Potatoes to be weighed
were selected was perfectly dry, and afforded a much
better crop than the remainder of the field ; which was
planted with several different varieties. I calculated

the produce of the jselected part to be COO bushels per
acre, and the report I received, and which I believe to

have been perfectly accurate, stated it to be 628, If
this produce be eaten by hogs, or cows, or sheep (for

all are equally fond of Potatoes), I entertain no doubt
whatever that it will afford twenty times as much
animal food as the same extent of the same ground
would have yielded in permanent pasture ; and Tam
Eerfectly satisfied upon the evidence of facts whidi I

ave recently ascertained that, if the whole of the
manure afforded by the crops of Potatoes above men-
tioned be returned to the field, it will be capable of
affording as good, and even a better, crop in the present

year than it did in the last ; and that as long a suc-

cessioa of at least equallygood crops might be obtained

I as die cultivator might choose, and with benefit to the

soil of the field. Should this conclusion prove cor-«

rect, a very interesting question arises, viz.—whether
the spade husbandry might not be introduced upon a
few acres of ground surrounding, on all sides, the cot-

tages of day-labourers, to and from every part of which
the manure and the produce might be conveyed with-
out the necessity of a horse being ever employed. A
single man might easily manage four statute acres
thus situated, with the assistance of his family; and
if nothing were taken away from the ground except
animal food, I feelfconfident that the ground might be
made to become gradually more and more productive,
with great benefit to the possessor of the soil, and to
the labouring classes, wherever the supply is found to
exceed the demand for labour.''

In our last Number, a Dahlia, called the Satirist,

was advertised as having been pronounced first-rate by
Dr. Lindley. Jfr, Mortlock, the advertiser, has been
requested to state when and where it was so character-

ised, but he has not yet done so. When he has sup-
plied the information required, we willpublisli it. la
the mean while, Dr. Lindley begs to disclaim all

knowledge of this Satirist Dahlia.

I\ another column will be found a communication
from the Rev. D. Jenkins upon the subject of his bro-
ther's (Major Jenkins) claims connected with the dis-

covery of the Tea-plant in Assam. It is accompanied
by some observations of our own upon the supposed
facts of die case, and we have only here to add the

strongest possible disclaimer of any bias on our part
for or against the various claimants. The important
public services rendered by Major Jenkins, both offi-

cially and privately, in all matters connected with
science, we should be among the first to recognise^ but
to whom the honour of first discovering the sponta-

neous existence of the Tea-plaijt within the British

territory attaches, is a question which, we think, may
j
be discussed without the faintest shadow of disrespect

to this gallant officer.

THE DAHLIAS OF 1841.

The following remarks upon the merits of the Dahlias

sent out last season are the result of experience; aix^

though tliey may differ partially from those of others,

we nevertheless pledge our credit upon their general ac-

curacy. The notes were made from an extensive collec-

tion, where the flowers received every advantage of good
cultivation, and -where in most cases more than one of

each kind was grown.
Admirable (Sparey). Rosy purple. This flower appears

rather too much quilled in the centre, from the petal

being a little too long; it is a useful show flower.

Achilles (Smith). Crimson j too coarse.

Agnes (Harrison). Blush white, tipped with purple;

useless.

Advocate (Brown). Buff, good petal, but too much sunk
ia the eye ; useless.

Amethyst (Atwell). Lilac ; worthless.

Aurantia variegata (Harris). Buff and white ; worthless.

Beaumont Rose (Begbie). Dehcate rose pink ; too small

for a show flower. From its dwarf habit, it makes a

very pretty border variety.

Bethnal-green Rival (Tyler). Rose ; useless.

Beauty (Gaines). White with purple edge; worthless.

Beauty (Parsons). White tipped with purple ; very un-

certain, but occasionally produces fine show flowers.

Bang-up (Girling), Purple ; worthless.

Brilliant (Whale). Scarlet ; very bad.

Britannia (King). Rose ; a second-rate flower of little use.

Bridesmaid (Brown). W^hite tipped with purple; a w^ell-

formed flower of good substance—a very useful and
desirable variety.

Blackeyed Susan (Girling). Crimson; worthless*

Bronze Unique (Gaines). Useless.

Burnham Hero (Church). Dark crimson ; a very con-
stant and desirable flower, of good symmetry and well

up in the centre : an excellent flower for exhibition.

Cardinal (Girling), Ruby; worthless.

Conservative (Low). Purple ; occasionally very fine.

Constance (Cox). White tipped with rose ; a constant

showy variety, but the petals are too crumpled for

showing.

Cicero (Girling) .Purple ; worthless.

Conqueror of the World (Stein). Primrose edged with

rosy purple ; a very pretty flower of good form ; uncer-

tain. We recommend it to be tried another season.

Constancy (Keynes). Purple ;
good second-rate flower.

Curate (Brown). Lilac; too coarse.

Cotswold Hero. Crimson purple; a second-rate flower,

Carno (Ansell). Scarlet ; worthless,^

Compacta perfecta (Gregory). Crimson

;

good flowers occasionally.

Capt. Reynolds (Woods)/ Scarlet crimson ; useleaf. ^

Colossus (Mortiboyfl)* Worthless.

Camoise (Bates). Worthless.

Defiance (Brown). Rosy purple ; worthies*.

Duchess of Northumberland (Newton). ^ bite BlighUy

tipped with purple ; a pretty variety, but u«ela» »» «

show flower from the petals being t0O narrow.

Duchess de Nemotirs (Gaines). BJ^-white
;^^f^^^

Dowager Lady Cooper (Jackson). A rerj ^^«/;^^^^^

coloured flower, being a ddicate ^'^
^^^2n^^ ^rZ

petal and form ; a liard-eyed flower, occasionaUy pro-

dacing nry fine nhow Wooms.^

uncertain

^
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a good and useful flower;

scrra

eason, ,

Eclip»e (Kin^-). Fa^n ; too coarse.

Eclipse (Catleugh). Vernailion-rosc ; this is a fine deep

flower, with petat of first-rate quality ; the centre is a

little depreaaed ; it is in the greatest perfectioa in the

bwrJnning of the season. The colour is very beautiful

anil distinct- It ia worthy of being grown by every

Dahlia-fancier, as it is a good show flower, and from its

dwarf habit it makes an excellent border variety.

Emperor of China (Atwell). Purple; too coarse.

Euclid (Ward), Shaded purple ; fine large and useful

show flower.

Fama (iViountjoy)* Dark shaded flower; petal too long

and narrow.

Shaded rose

;

Fanny Keynes,
flower.

Flora (Standens), Yellow-tipped

Garrick (Widnall). Crimson; a

useful second-class

; useless,

useful flower of good
properties.

Grand Tournnmcnt (Turviil). Plush white, faintly tipped

with purple; second-rate, and uncertain.

Ilaidee (Wildman). White, tipped with rose ; too coarse.

Ilighgate Rival (Stein). Crimson ; this flower resembles,

and is an improvement upon the Martjuis of Lothian

;

a useful second-rate variety.

Highgate Hero (Stein), Hosy lilac ; bad centre ; of no use
as a show-flower.

Hudibras(Caulier). Deep rose ; worthless.

Indispensable (Girling). Kosy purple ; good general

form, and fine petal ; a flower of excellent properties.

Invincible (Smith). Crimson, second-ratCi but occa-
sionally useful.

Ivanlioe (Ansell). Crimson, worthless.

King of Roses (Thomson). Petals rather too broad, but
a constant and useful second-rate flower.

Little Wonder (Parsons). Yellow ; very bad.
Little Wonder (Willmer). Orange-red ; too small, useless.

L .:.:eolot (Coudry). Dark ; small, and useless.

Liacca (Girling). Crimson ; worthless.
Lady Johnstone. Ulush ; useless.

Lady Flora Hastings (Willmer). Primrose ; flowers among
the foliage ; usel

rjadeline Bray (Atwell;. Primrose ; worthless.
Marchioness of Breadalbane (Dod). White tipped with

purple; too tMa of petals, and flowering among the fo-
liage.

Marquis of Waterford (Newton). Pale purple; worthless.
Maid of Bath (Davis). Frencli white laced with purple ;

the petals are rather too broad and shallow, and not suf-
ficient in quantity. It is, however, a very constant and
useful flower, and hns been a great favourite during the
past season, having been shown in moat of the winning
stands.

Magnet (Edwards). Dark ; worthless.
Mrs. Berkeley ^Willmer). White edged with purple^
.too small. I

Oxfordshire Hero, Blush ; useless.

Orange Boven. Uncertain, sometimes producing fine
show flowers-

Peruvian Chief (Harrison). Rosy salmon colour ; a flower
of good properties, and useful from its distmct colour :

but rather uncertain,

Poole's White (Poole). Worthless.
PoundhiU Rival. White tipped with purple ; uncertain.

' Queen (AnselJ). White iaced with pink; seedy eje;
worthless.

Queen (Wj'dnall). Colour peach-blossom ; very constant,
and occasionally very: beautiful

; general form of the
flower very^fine.

Queen Adelaide (Holmes). Scarlet; useless.
Regina (Gregory). Crimson ; a constant and very useful
show flower.

Kevenge (Cox), Sulphur; worthless.
Rival Revenge (Cox), Sulphur; worthless.
Rival Lilac (Walters). Rosy lilac ; a desirable flower, of

good properties.
Rival White (Whittaker). Worthless.
Rosa perfects (Whale). Too thin of petals.
Scarlet Defiance (Cousins). A desirable variety from the

distinctness of its colour, being a bright orange-scarlcf ;n 18 a well-formed and useful flower
Scarlet-le-grand (Wingfield). The petal of this flower is

ot tirst-rate form and quality; but it has a hard eye.
and IS never to be seen in showable condition ; useless.

Scariet Defiance (Coudry). Worthless.
Speedwell (Tyler). Primrose

; bad.
Sultana (Taylor). Lilac ; bad.
Tournament (Catleugh). Scarlet-red ; a flower of good

properties, rising well in the centre ; a very constant
and desirable variety.

Vesta (Hediey). Crimson ; a pretty flower in its early
state, but soon sho\T& it^ centre.

Tillage Maid (Gaines). Blush white; useless.

ful flU!^
'^* ^^^J^ite edged with lilac

; a very use-

'^tfF '^^''^'"'^ (patleagh). Purple ; a flower of good
substance; occasionally confused in the centre, butproducing at times fine show flowers.

Will \^ afch (Giriing). Shaded crimson; too coarse.
Xarifa (Oxer). Yellow ; of no use.
Veilow Climax (W^ildman). Fine colour ; uncertain ; oc-
casionally produces good show flowers.* The most constant and best of the fancy Border

Tarieties were the following:^
Butterfly (Giriing). Crimson tipped with white,^dy Catherine Jermyn (Girling). Scarlet and white.
Purpurea alba (Harris). Purple and white.

Modesta (Girling).

Lady Rac Reid (Girling).

tipped with white.

Crimson and white.

purple,Light beautifully

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXV.
The Pkar-tree Chermes.—There is a tribe of small

insects which so much resemble the Aphides in size,

colour, and mode of life, that the French have called them

Faux-Pucerons ; to the eye of a naturalist, however, they

present many differences, and although sluggish, they can

leap and fly away with a greater degree of activity than

the Plant-lice. By Linnaeus and the older school of ento-

mologists they were called Chermes, the name by which

they are generally designated in this country, but in sci-

entific works they form the genus Psylla. The different

species inhabit a great variety of trees and plants, flying

off'in little swarms when disturbed; in their first stage,

however, they are minute apterous beings, and after chang-

ing their skins once or twice, they become flattish pupse,

i!?ith rudimentary wings, as most of the Cimicidee or bugs

do ; and fixing upon a young shoot, they penetrate it with

their rostrums, or rather the fine bristles which pass

through them, and by pumping up the sap they cause the

same mischief as the Aphides ; when the pupse have ar-

rived *t their full size the skin bursts open at the back,

and the winged Psylla issues forth. The males have an

obtuse apex to the abdomen, with several horny lobes;

but that of the female is pointed, homy, and contains a

sharp oviduct, protected by an upper and under, and two

lateral sheiths.* Amongst the numerous species f of this

genus is on« which the late Mr. Knight considered so in-

jurious to Pear-trees that it ia well deserving of our atten-

tion : it is the Psylla Pyri, Linn. ; the pupa is brown and

depressed, the head large, subtrigonate, the base notched;

ejes very prominent ; antennee rather long, slender, and
ochreous, black at the apex, two basal joints globose, the

others elongated; thorax pale and membranous, with se-

veral dark horny icales on the back ; wings enclosed in

large pitchy hornr sheaths, forming two oval lobes on
each side, one lying over the other ; abdomen like a semi-

ovate scale, with tvo distinct segments at the base striped

with black, the margin producing a few long hairs (fig. 1,

nat. size, 2 magn.); green or ochreous beneath, with six

short stout legs, terminated by claws and a pulvillus. The
rostrum, like that of the Aphides, appears to arise be-

tween the base of :he anterior legs ; it is three-jointed,

and encloses four fine slender lancets, called setae or man-
dibles and maxillae. The female fly (fig. 3, magn., 4 the

nat. size) is of a bright rusty orange colour ; the head is

short and broad, with two lobes in front ; the eyes are

prominent, and the three ocelli form a large triangle ; the

antennae are slender and appear to be only nine-jointed ;

the two basal joints are stout and globose, the apical one
is black and a little clavate ; on the centre of the thorax
are four broad black stripes ; the body is velvety black,

with the edges of the segments more or less scarlet ; the
apex of the ovipositor is ochreous ; the wings, when at

rest, are deflexed ; the superior are much longer than the
body, elliptical and slightly ochreous, with a few longi-

tudinal nervures, three of them forked on the margins, and
there is a brown spot near the middle of the inferior edge;
the under wings are much smaller, ovate, and colourless

;

the nervures very indistinct, with a bcown spot on the
abdominal margin ; the legs are equal, hairy, and ochreous,
the thighs pitch colour ; the posterior coxae have a short
spine beneath ; the tibise have short black spines at the
apex; the tarsian composed of two equal joints, and ter-

minated by black claws ; the male is similar ; but speci-

mens vary greatly in colour according to their age, and
are sometimes of a Ywid green.

The perfect insects, which we often see paired late in
the autumn, live, no doubt, through the winter, and come
forth from their hiding-places when the warm sunny days
of April and May force the Pear-trees into flower ; at these
periods the young apterous larvae, which are similar in
colour to the pupie, are found on the under sides of the
leaves, immersed in a drop of honey ; and the winged and
perfect insects are collected round the base of the blossom-
buds ; and ns the humble-bees and wasps are then in
search of food, they resort to the punctured branches for
the honey which there stands in small drops, and it is very
probable that this saccharine matter, spreading itself over
the leaves and buds, causes them to appear black, as we
often see them in the vicinity of London, owing to the
smoky atmosphere adhering to the surface.

The female Psyllse are, I believe, only oviparous, depo-
siting vast numbers of elliptical eggs close to one another
upon the young leaves, blossoms, fruit, and shoots of the
Pear; being of a yellowish colour they look like the
pollen of the flowers, and hatch in a few days. From the
pigmy larvae to the perfect Payllaj, these insects are ex-
hausting the sap with their beaks, which are at first thrust
into the youngest and tenderest parts, preventing the de-
velopment of the flowers ; but as they increase in strength
they attack the last year's shoots ; if, therefore, the trees

a

be young, they soon become sickly, the growth is checked
the leaves curl and turn yellow, and the shoots wither. It
is the opinion of the most eminent horticulturists that'the
inferior quality oj the Pearg may often be attributed to
the loss of sap which this little insect causes; and at
Downton, many years since, it rendered the entire crop of
Pears worthless. They are the cause also of further mis-
chief to the fruit in gardens, by attracting wasps and ants
the latter being constant visitors to the infested trees • as
soon as the Psyllee become pupse, and aff'ord a copious
discharge of saccharine fluid from their bodies, and being
thus colonised, those destructive insects are ready at

later period to attack and injure the ripe fruit.

To get rid of the Psyllae or Chermes is by no means an
easy undertaking ; washing the Pear-trees in the spring
with an infusion of tobacco checked them for a time, but
they reappeared in great numbers, and the frequent use of
the engine did not prevent them from doing considerable

injury. Mr. Knight, however, was of opinion that an
infusion of the green leaves of Nicotiana tabacum or
N. rustica would have proved more destructive. On the

Continent they brush off the apterous Psyllse with a stiff

brush, using clay and water, or lime and soot ; but when
thus dislodged, unless they are caught in a cloth beneath

and destroyed, vast quantities must escape and recover

their stations ; and the winged parents are still more diffi-

cult to deal with.

—

Ruricola,

ON THE TREATMENT OF THE TREE-P^ONY,
WITH AN ACCOUNT OF ITS VARIETIES.
The shrubby Chinese Pseony and its varieties, of which

the Chinese are said to have above 300 varieties of all

colours, even black and yellow, are among the most

beautiful of hardy shrubs, and are great ornaments in a

flower-garden when in bloom, during the early part of

May. Like many other plants from the northern parts of

China, Siberia, and Tartary, Tree-Pseonies are excited too

early in the spring into a growing state; they are conse-

quently frequently injured by the late spring frosts in

England, which destroy the young shoots and flower-

buds, so that they are seldom seen in their greatest

beauty, and when planted in a conservatory or pit, where

they can be protected during the winter and spring, the

plants are excited still sooner, and consequently get

drawn, which renders the flowers of short duration, and

paler. in colour, which is not the case if planted in the

open border.

TheTrec-Pseony(P£eoniaMoutan), like all the shrubby

plants belonging to the natural order RanuncuUcepe, re-

quires a strong rich loamy soil, with plenty of moisture

during the growing season, but by no means a swampy

one ; for though many of the plants belonging to the order

flourish during the growing season in swampy situations,

they will soon perish if they are in one when in a dormant

state. A deep loamy or strong soil, with a dry subsoil,

I should be selected, for planting the Moutan Pseony, and a

light dry sandy or poor soil avoided, for in this they never

flower well, as they always suffer from drought ; but even

in such a situation they may be made to flower by adding

a quantity of well-rotted dung and a little fresh loam to

the soil. In planting them in the open border the best

time is the end of October, but they may be removed at

any time except when they are cither in flower or showing

, flower ; but they will be liable to lose their flower-buds if

they are transplanted after they commence growing. They

seldom suffer much from moving, if it is carefully per-

formed in the autumn—for they may then be taken up

from the open border, and potted for forcing ; but the for-

cing requires great caution as regards the heat applied

;

if not done gently and the plants allowed to make

fresh roots before they are subjected to much heat, they

will invariably lose their flower-buds during the time of

forcing, and they must only be subjected to a moderate

heat at any time (60 degrees), as they are very apt to get

drawn up weakly ; when properly treated they are beau-

tiful objects, and particularly the double varieties. When
the forced plants have done flowering, they should be again

planted in the open border, cutting the principal iboota

back at the same time ; they will then be ready by autumn

for repotting, and fit for forcing again the following spring;

when potted, they must be well protected in a cold pit from

the frost, but must not be placed where artificial heat is

used.

When planted permanently in the border, they should

have an open situation which is not in the least shaded

by other plants, and they will require little more trouble,

except shortening some of the longest of the shoots, be-

fore the spring, when they must be slightly protected to

preserve the young shoots from injury by the frost, whicU

is easily done by placing a single mat or canvas covering

over them at a sufficient distance from the plant, so as not

to hurt the young shoots by pressure. The covering

should be removed on all fine days, but replaced dariog

the night. If the plants are small, they may be co^^rea

with a handglass during the night ; they will then flower

freely during the early part of May, and the colours

will be more brilliant.

The Tree-P^ony is easily increased, and in several ways,

when the plants are rather large and old ; but '^^^'^/^^^

are small and young it is rather difficult, and shouia nu^

be attempted ; they should be rather encouraged oy

watering freely during dry weather in summer, ana j

mulching with a little rotten dung and covering wiui

hand-glass during the winter. When plantsare of a sum--

cient size and strength, they may be increased in the toi

« Cuitia's Brit. Ent. p^ 565, fig. a. Curt

in^ ways:
First.—Take up one of the largest plants about the «nd

of October, and after shaking all the soil from the roo
-^

separate each of the »teajs, which have got any iw

attached to.them, with a sharp knife ; then shortea
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-^

top of each and pot tbem in some good rich mould, placing

them afterwards in a cold pit where they are tolerably

secure from frost, and where they can be kept dry during

the winter. In the spring, place them whert a little arti-

ficlal heat is used ; they will then begin to grow and make
good plants fit for planting out in the autumn.
The second mode of increasing them is by layering,

which is performed in tlie following manner :—Select,

either in October or February, some of the bottom shoots
which are of the preceding year's growth ; tongue and
peg them down in the usual way, covering the layers about
three inches with a mixture of light sandy peat, leaf-mould

and a little loam ; they will then require no other care,

except a little water in dry weather ; but they must remain
for two years attached to the mother plant. There is

another way oflayering the Tree-Pseony, which is by select-

ing early in spring some of the bottom branches or stems,
ringing them with a sharp knife, about one inch above and
below each bud upon the stems ; every bud will then oc-

cupy two inches of the stem, which is obstructed above
and below. In ringing, remove iB the usual way a small
ring of the bark all round the item. The branches so
prepared are then laid in the same way as the preceding,

and the plants will be fit to separate in one year, hut they
will not be so strong as those raised in the preceding
manner. The Chinese are said to practise budding the
rarer ones on the more common kinds with great success,

but that statement seems rather doubtful.

The third mode of raising them is from seed ; but this

can only be done to increase the single ones, as the semi-
double ones do not produce perfect seeds, or at least very
seldom. When perfect seeds are obtained, shortly after

they are ripe they should be sown in pans filled with a
mixture of fresh loam, and a «mall portion of leaf-mould
and sand, which should be placed in a cold pit or frame,
and protected from wet until the following spring, when
the seeds will begin to vegetate. If the seeds are not sown
until the spring, they seldom grow before the following
year, and frequently many of the seeds perish before
that time arrives. The seedlings must be allowed to re-
main in the seed-pans the first season, and be trans-
planted the following spring, either into the open border, or
singly in pots ; and the time they are afterwards before they
flower depends upon the treatment they receive, but gene-
rally they require two or three years.
The fourth mode of increasing them is from single

eyes, which is done in the following manner:—Any time
when the plant is in a dormant state, cut off a branch of
the two or three-years old wood which has a quantity of
buds upon it, and cut it into pieces of about two inches in
length, leaving a single bud on each piece ; then pot and
treat them in the same manner as Grape Vines are when
raised from single eyes; that is, plant them about two
inches deep in pots filled with good rich soil, and place
them in a gentle moist heat. Plants raised in this way
are good, but small.

The fifth mode of propagating them is by grafting them
on the roots of the herbaceous kindi ; but it is uncer-
tain, and when it does succeed, the planti are generally
short-lived, except when the grafted part is placed suffi-
ciently under the soil, in which case it frequently emits
roots from the base of the graft, and becomes a healthy
plant supported by its own roots. The operation of
grafting is performed in the following ways :—Select some
good tubers of herbaceous Pieonies~the Chinese P. albi-
flora and its varieties are the best—any time early in
spring, before the plant commences growing ; then cut
off a small portion of the crown, and slit the tuber from
the top end downwards sufficiently deep to admit the scion
of the Moutan Pseony, which muit be of the last season's
wood, fitting the bark of both well together as in the ordi-
nary way of grafting, and bind them tightly with strong
matting

:
then pot them singly in pots, deep enough to

cover the graft about an inch with soil, and place them in
a cold pit or frame kept quite close, and give them but
little water at first. They may also be grafted about
the end of July or beginning of August, using the youn<^
wood of the current year in the same way as the preced-
ing

; but when they are grafted and potted, they must be
p aced in a strong moist heat, and kept close with a bell-
g ass, as the wood, being rather soft, would soon perish if
placed in a cold pit or frame.

There is but one species of Moutan or Tree-Pieony
known, but of this there are the following varieties :—

1. P. M. papaverdcea, Hort. Trans., vol. vi.—This
handsome plant is, no doubt, the wild form of the spe-
cies. It has large single white flowers, beautifully markedm the centre with rich purple, and forms a large bush.
it is the hardiest of all the Tree-Pseonies yet in cultiva-
tion.

^
The P. M. Rawesii of Mr. Sabine (see Hort- Trans.,

vol. VI. p. 479) does not differ from this plant, although
^^
o^^^^

in all catalogues and books on the subject.
2. P. M. ^Ibida plena, Hort. Trans,, vol. vi., p. 482;

^l ^^r^^ Papaveracea.—This desirable variety was raised
at Arlcy Hall, the seat of the Earl of Mountnorris, in
Worcestershire, from seed of the preceding kind, and
^ot from those of the P. M. Banksii, as stated by Mr.
Jabine m the Hort. Trans,, vol. vi., p. 482. It has very
Goub e white flowers stained at the base of the petals with
P«ri»Ie. and differs from the preceding in nothing except
in naving double flowers and being much dwarferin habit.

Knn'i
^' ^' ^ijo^sii, Hort. Trans., vol. vi. Sir Joseph^anks s Tree-Pieony.—This variety bears the largest and

nost double flowers of all, the flowers being eight or nine
inches across when fully expanded ; the petals are of a paleo ush colour towards the extremity and purplish-red at^le base when the blossoms are young, but becoming
l^imost white when fully expanded; they are also some-
""?!» jagged at the edges. The P- M. Humei of Mr.
oaDiue (Hort. Trans., vol. vi., p- 475,) is identical with

t
this variety. P. M. Bitnksii varies much according to
the soil and season, being in some years quite double and
in others semi-double, with some of the flower* even
single, which accounts for the difi'erent names applied to
this and the following variety. The P. M. cornea plena,
Hort. Trans., is not distinguishable from this variety.

4. P. M. rosea plena, Hort. Trans., vol. vi., p. 477.
This is a beautiful variety, with self-coloured flowers of a
deep rosy-pink colour, but becoming paler as they get
fully expanded. It is the tenderest of all the Moutan or
Tree-Paeonies, but one of the most" showy when in good
health. The P. M- rosea plena and P. M. rosea semi-
plena, Hort. Trans., vol. vi., p. 476-7, are the same
plant, the difference being entirely caused by the soil and
season ; and is not by any means permanent, as supposed
by Mr. Sabine when he published his account of them in
the Hort. Trans., but the error seems still to be retained
in more recent publications.

5. P. M. lacera, Bot. Reg., July 1835.—This hand^
some variety was raised by Mr. W. Highlands, gr. to
the Earl of Sandwich, near Huntingdon. It differs from
the others in the bright rosy red of the petals, the inner-
most of which are very much torn and curled ; they are
also distinctly bordered with a narrow edge of carmine,
which gives the whole flower a peculiar rich and finished
appearance.

6. P, M.Anneslei, Hort. Trans., voL vi., p. 482.—^This

distinct variety has rather small, single, rich puiplish-pink
flowers, with the petals slightly jagged at the margins. It
was raised at Arley Hall.

There are some other seedling varieties, such as P. M,
punicea, which is a handsome sort, differing from the pre-
ceding in little except in being semi-double and in the
petals being a little more jagged; and P. M. variegata
is another variety also raised at Arley Hall, with white
flowers, nearly single, stained with purple, particularly at
the base of the petals. It is rather dwarf in habit, and
evidently only a slight variety of the Moutan papaveracea.
There is also a Belgian variety with single flowers called
P. M. Rosa Gallica.

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. X.
Those who are fond of hardy fruit-trees should now

procure scions of the most desirable sorts for grafting.
In small gardens the space for the orchard is necessarily
limited, and therefore it would be useless to attempt
growing any more than a selection of the most approved
kinds. Any old trees which produce fruit of a worthless
character should therefore be headed down, and the good
kinds grafted upon them. The operation of grafting is

easily performed, and must be familiar to almost every
one; it is plainly described, and accompanied with wood-
cuts, in the "Cottager's Calendar,^ lately presented to
the readers of this Paper. Perhaps the easiest way to
learn to do it well is to see it done by a good gardener,
and always to bear in mind that success depends in a
great measure upon choosing healthy stocks and fitting

the stock and scion very nicely ; and at the same time sur-
rounding the whole with clay, which prevents the air from
drying the different parts*

Amongst hardy fruits there are several new kinds which
deserve a place in the most limited collection, and with
which the amateur may not be acquainted. The following
are the best new Pears :—The Dunmore—of which a
sketch and description has already appeared at page 85—is

a most excellent early variety, ripening before the Marie
Louise. The Suffolk Thorn is another excellent fruit,

which was raised from the Gansel's Bergamot, and ripens

about the same time, but has the valuable property of

bearing abundantly as a standard. Knight's Monarch is

also a new Pear, little known, but of excellent quality ; it

is fit for the table about January: a spurious worthless
variety under this name is now in many collections, but
the true sort has fruited in the garden of the Horticultural
Society, and grafts of it have been distributed to the

Fellows. Hacon's Incomparable is another Pear of firit-

rate quality, ripening generally from December to Janu-
ary; and the Althorp Crassane, of which a good plate

was published in the Horticultural Transactions, is

another good sort, very hardy, and fit for use in Oc-
tober and November. Besides these, there are some
others which are better known, and which should be in

every collection, such as the Beurre Rose, Winter Nelis,

Glout Morceau, and Beurre Ranee; the latter is by far

the best late-keeping Pear which we at present possess.

All these kinds succeed perfectly as standards in the

climate of London, and for the table are far preferable to

those of the same kinds when grown upon walls. In ad-

dition to the new kinds mentioned above, there are two
others which by many are highly prized, namely, the Van
Mons' Leon le Clerc and Monsieur le Cur6,
The new Plums most deserving of a place in a small

collection are, the Royale Hative, a fruit resembling the
Purple Gage, but quite distinct from it, and which ripens

amongst the earliest ; and the Ickworth Imperatrice, which
ripens in October, and is one of the best at this late sea-

son ; it keeps a long time after being gathered, and if

allowed to be in a dry place will ultimately become a
Prune. The purple Gage, or Reine ClaudeViolette, is also an
excellent Plum, and, like the others, does as well as a stand-
ard near London. Collections of Cherries may be much
improved by adding the Elton, Downton, and Knight's
early and late black. With regard to Apples, I believe

none are better than the old kinds which have been long
in cultivation and are now well known. Where the
amateur is making a general collection of fruit-trees, he
cannot do better than refer to the numerous lists given in

the answers to Correspondents in the last volume, where
he will find kinds suittd to almost every circumstance and
locality,—jy. ^\

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Assam Tea Plant.—My attention having been drawn to

a Leading Article in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Saturday,
Jan. 29th, and to a communication inserted in the same
Paper, from Mr. Griffith, on the subject of Assam Tea, I
feel myself called upon in behalf of my brother. Captain
(now Major) Jenkins, Commissioner of Assam, to offer you
the following remarks in contravention of your own conclu-
sion and that other gentleman's atatementa specting the
person entitled to the credit of having called into existence
the present manufacture of tea in that province. You
insert certain references to what you consider the facts of
the case, and thence draw a conclusion in favour of Capt.
Charlton's claims

; one of the references in question is as
follows :—" Dr. Wallich having had his doubts removed
about the Assam plant being most unqu»stionably the real
tea,' officially expressed himself (you say, Dec, 1834) in
these words :—

'
A more interesting, a more valuable fact

hai never been brought to hgbt iu Indian agriculture,
than has thus been established beyond dispute by Lieut.
Charlton.* Now, sir, it happens that I am in possession of
a copy of the original minute alluded to, sent me by Dr.
Wallich himself, and attested by his signatuve; it bears
date Dec. 1834, and is addressed by Dr. Walhch, as secre-
tary of the Tea Committee, to the Indian Government

;

after acknowledging the receipt of reports from Captain
Jenkins and Lieut. Charlton in the preceding months of
May (rth, 17th, and 29th) and Nov. (15th), it proceeds,
thus—* It is with feelings of the highest possible satisfaction'
that we are enabled to announce to his Lordship in
Council that the Tea-shrub is beyond all doubt indigenous
in Upper Assam ;' and then describing the localities, it con-
tinues—'We have no hesitation in declaring this dis-
covery, which is due to the indefatigable researches of
Captain Jenkins and Lieut. Charlton, to be by far the
most important and valuable that ever has been made in
matters connected with the agricultural or commercial re-
sources of this empire.' This is evidently the minute to
which you refer; but how comes it that my brother's
name is altogether omitted in the extract given in the
Gardejiers' Chronicle? I fear that you have either had
access only to imperfect copies of official documents, or
that interested parties have supplied you with garbled
portions of them ; and in either case I trust that you will
for a short time recal your decision, and invite the public
to suspend their judgment on the subject till further infor-
mation and evidence (which in the name of Major Jenkins
I will venture to promise) shall be submitted to your
consideration. In noticing the communication from Mr.
Griffith, I must confess I cannot see, because a medal ha3
been voted to Major Jenkins by so small a majority of
the Agri-Horticultural Society of Calcutta, by what pro-
cess of reasoning Mr. Griffith infers, that therefore it is

the work of a party. Is it not possible, I would ask, that
the cabal may be the other way ? Nay, is not this as pro-
bable as to beheve that Sir E. Ryan (the president), Dr.
Wallich, Mr. Spry, and others—the distinguished heads
and ornaments of the Society—should use their weight and
activity to accompHsh an unjustifiable purpose? Is it not
possible that the vote of the former medal to Captain
Charlton may have been carried by party intrigue, and that
the Society,findingitself surprised, as^it were, into € course
of which it did not thoroughly approve, had rallied its

strength to make reparation to my brother's services, and,
if I may add, to the condemnation of the former proceed-
ing ? You say truly there has been much excitement ia
Calcutta on the subject ; but during the whole commotion
Major Jenkins himself has remained perfectly passive and
silent—reluctant, it would seem, to thruat himself on the
public in a matter of so much private concernment, and
not unwilling, I infer, that Captain Charlton should be-
nefit himself by making the most of whatever service he
has been to the identification of Assam Tea ; but since
Captain Charlton, or his friends in his behalf, are now as-

serting that it was principally through Captain Charlton's
exertions that the Tea was brought to liglit, and iu pre-
sent cultivation and manufacture established, I am per-
suaded that Major Jenkins will feel that these assertions

are made at his expense, and at the expense of truth, and
will come forward in self-vin4ication, in justice to the
Society, and in justice to his friends in India and at home,
and show to the satisfaction of his government and the
public what are his claims to the award of this medal. I
would appeal, then, through you, for a short suspension of
opinion ; the question cannot now be allowed to rest
where it is, and my own conviction is that the facts will
be found to be these :—That Captain Charlton having
made the praiseworthy attempt referred to in 1831, bad in
fact on his part dropped all further exertion ; that my
brother being sent at the close of that year, 1 83 1 , to survey
the province of Assam, and engaged therein in the years
1S32-3, was finally appointed Commissioner there, and
having found the Tea-plant, as others had done before him,
growing naturally in various localities, resumed the dis-

cussion of that important question in 1834; that it was
then resximed was wholly owing to his own energy and
resolve ; that for some months the scientific and ether au-

thorities resisted, as they had previously done, his offered

proofs ; that he still persevered, and at length succeeded

in producing conviction of its being the genuine Tea-plant,

and that throughout the whole of this latter proceedhyg,

Captain Charlton's services were merely secondary

—

locally, if not officially, assistant—but not spontaneous.

With respect, therefore, to the practical application of this

discovery, 1 feel confident that the merits ot Major Jen-

kins's services will ultimately be fully recognised and duly

appreciated. I have to apologise for this dehy m noticing

the articles referred to, but my residence m an obscure

corner of the^and prevented my sedug them till a few days

sincG.--David Jenkins. {Happil/we ^re i^gt called upon
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to answer that part of the foregoing letter which relates to

Jlr. Griffith and the disputes which haie taken place m
India wIUi reference to AwamTea; no one can regret

more than ourselves the bad taste in which they have been

carried on. We need only advert to that which concerns

ourselves, and to the opinion we have formed from the evi-

dence before us—an opinion in no way shaken by ^Ir.

Jenkins's letter—for it is to be remembered that the ques-

tion at issue is not who first forced upon the Indian autho-

ritiea the ioTestigation of the facts connected with Assam

Tea, but who first satisfied them that the plant growing in

that province was really Tea, and not a Camellia, as had

been supposed. This can only be settled by dates. The

extract given by us at p. 67, and which our correspondent

supposes to be garbled, is from a letter signed ^^N. Wal-

lich/' Officiating Secretary to the Tea Committee, is dated

Dcr. 6, 1834, and has been published in the Proceedings

of the Agri-Horticultural Society of India for July 1841,

p. 14 ; it was addressed to the Chairman, &:c., of the Tea

Committee. The minute to which Mr. Jenkins refers is

tated iu the same place to bear date, not Dec. 1834, but

Jan. 7, 1835, being No. G, p. 32, of the Parliamentary Tea

Reports, and was auJressed by the members of the Tea

Committee to Government ; and it is a complaint on the

part of Captain Charlton that the original letter from Dr.

AVallich is not included among the documents supplied to

Government, We do not ourselves see the force of this

complaint, nor why Dr. Wallich should hare been hlamed

by Captain Chariton's friends, because if that officer's

claims depend upon the transactions of 1834, they cannot

be sustained. It is the having brought to Calcutta Tea-

plants inl831,aad the having at that time positively asserted

that they were Tt;a.plant3, that induced us to place him

before Major Jenkins ; but of course if the latter can show

that his discoveries go back beyond 1831, which has not

yet been done that we can find, our decision must be

reversed. Those who are disposed to institute a minute ex-

amination of the evidence relating to this subject, will find it

in the Farliameutary Reports, and iu the Proceedings of

the Agri-Horticultural Society for July and August 1841.]

Mr, Chapman's Potatoes,—In the Chronicle of the

19th, I find an article on the production of new Potatoes

signed '* George Gordon," in which the circular relative

to our new Potatoes is unfairly dealt by. The writer

puts a construction on the wording of it which it has no

right to bear, namely, that it is the mere treatment of the

sets, and not any peculiarity in the sort, which gives our I

Potatoes the properties they possess. We neither say so

in the circular nor mean so, and it is a gratuitous assump-
tion on hia part to say we do. What we mean is, the sets

irill be exposed to the ur, and, consequently, altered in

their appearance and flavour from those kept in pits and
covered with mould. If we had not stated this, a person
receiving a sample of the seta in the greened condition

might be disappointed at their appearance; but we pledge

ourselves, if our instructions are followed, that the pro-

dace will be the same as the sample. The assertion tliat

oar Potatoes are obtained in the same manner as is de-

scribed by Mr. Saul in the ** Gardener's Magazine,'' we
flatly contradict ; and it is evident that the writer of the

paper to which I am adverting knows nothing of the mat-
ter, although it might have been expected that he would
have made himself acquainted with our practice before he
Tentured to write upon it. As to the Potatoes obtained
upon iSIr. Saul's plan, they are soapy rather than waxy

;

and it is for this reason that the method, which, by the
way, in both old and well known, is never followed by good
gardeners. Now, to show that there is no analogy be-

tween the two systems, and that the kind has something
to do with the result, I will state what we did with ours
last season. The largest piece which we grew was be-
tween fiv^ and six acres, planted with spring-planted Cab-
bage, which, when cleared, we ploughed with two horses.

We then had the drills drawn by the horses as near toge-
ther as they could be, not more than eighteen inches
apart; the sets were planted from six to eight inches in
the rows ; when the Potatoes were high enough, we sent a
boy and a donkey, and hoed them ; when they were suffi-

ciently high, we earthed them with a horse ; and that was
all the trouble we had with them until taking-up time,
wlben, if the horses could have stood on the land, we
should have ploughed them out as well as in ; for a part
of the land on which they grew was last February a bog,
with the water lying on its surface all the year, and planted
with Willows of a hundred years' growth ; and at the
time the Potatoes were taken up, the water was within six
inches of the top. But still they are not waxy, but are
all we say of them,' and they will be so till July next. If
Mr. Gordon will come and sec me, I will show him how
to grow Potatoes, so that if ever he should be asked again
he may be able to tell. To convince him warm and dry
borders are not necessary to the cultivation of our new
spring Potatoes, we intend planting twenty acres of them
this year; and aa^ it would be rather too expensive and
troublesome to cover that area with leaves, and too foolish
to allow them to occupy any land that would grow an-
other crop, I shall take the liberty of putting them into
pits, in the same manner as any other Potato, and then
challenge Mr. Gordon to produce anything like them for
flavour, appearance, and crop, grown on Mr. Saul's plan.
Mr. Gordon ia likewise mistaken as to the growers of

supplying the London markets
ry and March—he should have

that arisea from their being

_ ^ ed to spring frosts as we are

:fee i^j^hbbai;hood of iondon. I beg to apologise to

ou fiNp^e leTigth.^^pttEfi. wter ; but as the letter of Mr.
ordos) waacalcuhtt^cl iojjff me a serious injury, I wished
^nj it» Kccumcf emp^^callj and fully in every par-

tknUi I Msd «i fom. iPap^t iM been the yehicle through

confidently expect you

—Charles Chap-
which we have been attacked,

will insert our defence in justice to us

man, Brentford End. [We have ^o"?f/,f^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^
this subject from persons who agree with Mr. Gord^3D

^^

stating that Messrs. Chapman's I'otatoes o^ the ^
^^^^

lity to the mode of treatment; but as tl^^^T"^^' ^^^

anonymous and do not seem to know anythmg of thei

t 1 1 « «^ /^inTint ffive them msertion. Uur

:Z oS:'o¥MrcS-n^s"otatoes La, already been

ZnTp 40,and we U now add that we bave never

am

ca

had

fet tasted any forced or retarded Potatoes anything like

lo good as theirs. It would, however, have beea more

satisfactory if Mr. Chapman had given some information

as to the manner in which he obtained his new Potato

originally, and also what the purchasers of his
f

eened- ets

are to do wiih their Potatoes when they wish to set them

acain next year.]
, _ , ^

^V«;^uJ.-Inp. 142 (1842), there are some remarks

on manures, and the use of guano, bone-dust, and nitrate

ofsoda is advocated; hut knowing from experience what

destruction may be committed by the application of the

former, even in small quantities, I would recommend par-

ties usin- it to be cautious. A friend of mine purchased

a collecti'on of Cinerarias of the best kinds twelve months

airo, and'the plants being small, he used every stimulant he

could think of, to get them into a blooming state ;
and

ongst other things, he used at the last shifting a little

guano ; the consequence was, in a few days the leaves he-

me quite brown, and the stems shrivelled up. After this

he took them all out of the pots, cut off the dead stems

shook the soil from their roots, and put them into small

pots with earth free from guano ; and they are now gra-

dually recovering. With respect to bone-dust, twelve

months ago we had a ton of it to mix along with the

earth in a Vine border. I took two or three barrowfuls

of the smallest, and mixed it with some compost in which

I was potting some Pelargoniums, and the result was, that

I lost every plant. I likewise tried it on some Chry^n-

themums, and they grew and bloomed splendidly The

remaining portion of the compost I united with soil which

I put to some Strawberries, and I had an excellent

crop. When I had filled up my Vine border, I

about two doz. barrowfuls of the compost left, which 1

put into my Celery trenches alongside some that were well

manured with cow-dung ; and the diflference was quite

visible all the time the plants grew ; and on taking them

up, and comparing the largest heads of each. I found that

those grown with bone-dust were the heaviest by two

pounds a head.-i?. Towers, Aighhurth. [These state-

ments do not show that such manures are unfit for use.

They only show that they are extremely strong, and re-

quire to be applied in very small quantities. Guanoacts

like pigeons^ dung and yeast. We should steep it m
water, and apply it in a liquid state when the plants are

growing.]
Hawthorn.

ment thrown up for the formation of a quickset-hedge,

would you object to planting the row of quicksets along the

bottom of the latter ? In light soils, this appears to be a

better line for putting in the plants than the top. I have

practised it in a small way, and have seen it successfully

performed in a larger by others. I prefer this mode of

procedure, first, because the roots are not so easily de-

nuded of earth by heavy rains in wet, and by high winds in

!ry weather, orby any other disturbing causes ; secondly, be-

cause the plants thereby enjoy more moisture, from the

drainage of the bank: above them, and are at the same
time sheltered from wind and weather ; and, thirdly, be-

cause when the hedge is grown stout enough to make a

fence of itself, the bank may be levelled, and the surface it

and the ditch occupied may be restored to tillage, which

cannot be done if the quicksets be planted on the top. I

agree with you that a hawthorn fence is soonest and
best grown on the level surface. But if a ditch is

wanted for a fence, it will in this way, and with the in-

tervening bank, prevent the necessity for any other pro-

tection to the young hedge on that side- On the other,

if cattle have access to it, some artificial defence is re-

quired ; and so it will be if the plants run along the top

of the bank. My meaning will be better explained,

perhaps, by this diagram.

•When a ditch is made and an embank-

(

Garden
or Field

The upright on the garden-side represents the post-and-

rail paling or fence, necessary if cattle have access on
that side, but otherwise not wanted at all. In wet soils

it may^^ best to plant along the top of the bank.
But in dry ones, I see no advantage in this method,
except that the plants are there not so liable to be

the very same reason that the

BO well there—its superior dry-

tRftionfeH^or «l«*

choked with weeds, for

quicksets do not thrive

ness,^

—

P. P,
Whileihorn, Fences.^

nicle of several methods
following I have

I have lately read in the Chro-
of producing a good fence ; the

seen practised with success. The
ground is double-trenched two spit deep, say 4 feet wide,
according to taste ; it is then planted with two rows of
quick a foot or 1^ foot apart, and 6 inches in the rows,
first trimming the tap-root, if any, and all long stragglers.
In the spring each plant is headed down with a knife to
within an inch or two of the ground, when each sends up
two or three shoots, 'which are again shortened with a
knife the following spring before they shoot. They then
have a summer clipping with the shears about the

according to their growth. The sides are seldom cut, ex-
cept a few long shoots which are shortened back : this

method is pursued till the hedge gets to the required
height, when you might actually walk along the top of it,

and so thick from bottom to top that you can scarcely see
through it.—^n Odd Fellow,

On the Manapemejit of Cucuinhers.—As the season for
Cucumber-growing is now approaching, I beg to offer a
few remarks on the subject, in the hope that they may be
useful to amateurs. The bed, the size of which must be
regulated by the frame, should be about six feet high. The
dung should be well decomposed, and before being used
should be frequently turned over and watered. In forming

the bed, the dung should be well beaten down with a fork-

but it should not be trod upon, or some portions will be
pressed firmer than others, and consequently there will

be an irregular heat thrown out. Horse-droppings or

leaves may be advantageously used, both to keep heat

longer and to make better manure. When the bed is thus

formed, the frame should be placed on it, and a stick or

two introduced into different parts of the dung, to ascertain

the heat. After the rank steam has gone, the lights must
be taken off, and the top of the dung well sodded, to pre-

vent steam from future linings entering. This must be

particulariy guarded against, as rank steam is certain death

to the plants. Cucumbers thrive best in a light, rich vege-

table mould. The seed should be sown about half an inch

deep, and covered over with a piece of glass, to prevent

them from growing long and weak. When the first rough

leaf appears, they should be potted as low down in the

pot as possible ; in fact, they should be earthed up to the

first leaves. In watering, be careful not to water over-

head, particulariy in the naorning, or the sun will be sure

to scorch the leaves, A few days before it is intended to

plant the Cucumbers out, there must be some hills made

in the frames : this is to warm the earth, so that the plants

may receive as little check as possible from shifting. They

must be .carefully knocked out, and planted in the centre

of the light and near the glass. This is indispensable to

success, for they should be kept as short-stemmed as pos-

sible. The temperature which Cucumbers thrive best in

is from 66 to 70 degrees ; and the more moist the heat is,

the better. Water the plants well after planting, and keep

them shaded, particularly if the days are inclined to be

sunny. Air must be given cautiously ; if too great a cur-

rent be allowed to enter, the plants are blown about and

loosened, and the leaves bent and sometimes broken.

Some more mould may now be introduced into the frame,

to warm. If the plants are growing well, the roots will

be seen pushing through the hills, and then a little earth

must be drawn round them, to induce the roots to keep

growing, until they are pretty well established, when the

rest of the soil may be put in, and the surface levelled for

pegging down the shoots. The soil should be placed in

the sunshine or some warm situation before being put into

the frame, for fear of a check being given to the plants.

In warm or sunny days the plants will be all the better for

being shaded. In pruning, never make any cuts with a

shears or knife, but always pinch off the shoots that require

to be taken out, and give the remaining part of the branch

80 pruned a good squeeze, to prevent the sap from flowing.

The large leaves should be thinned out as much as possi-

ble, and all mouldy or decayed pieces and misshapen fruit

should be destroyed. In pruning, always try to make

the plants fruit near the parent stem, and to accomplish

this they must be stopped continually a joint before the

fruit. All branches that leem unproductive must be cut

away, and the fruit should rest upon something, as they

are apt to gum if they lie on the soil. There are some

boxes made on purpose, which are very good, to cause

them to grow straight; but when all is said, there is no-

thing so good as trellises for training Cucumbers on. Can-

ker generally arises from cold or too much water. So the

plants may be treated accordingly. Dusting with sulphur

is, I believe, the best cure for mildew. In frames in-

fested with red spider, the following is a good remedy

:

Either mix with the paint sulphur, or wa«h the frame with

a decoction of one gallon of tobacco-water, 2 lbs. of sul-

phur, and about a half-bucket of lime, well mixed together.

The sun shining throughout the summer causes this to

evaporate continually, and produces an atmosphere so dis-

agreeable that no insect can live in it,^and does not injure

the plants. In matting down, care should be taken that

the mats do not overhang the lining ; for if so, they will be

sure to lead the fumes of the dung into the frame, and

thus to injure, if not destroy the plants. If the fruit is

required to seed, the stem leading to it may be bent, or a

piece of matting tied firmly round the fruit, which will inva-

riably cause seed to be produced. The best time for wa-

tering it in the afternoon or evening, say about two hours

before the sun is withdrawn from the frame. The souer

the water is, the better. Rain is preferable to any ottier

when it can be obtained ; but where it cannot, take se-

veral panfuls of the softest water, and let it stand tor

few hours in the sunshine, which will soften it, and maKc

it of a nice temperature. The plants should then be we

watereJ, particulariy round the outside of the frame, an^

then shaded from the sun ; and by this means a mg" >

beneficial steam is raised.— IF. Papne, Wentworu

Gardens,

a

middle of June on the top, only leamg 4 or nix incha the shade, and then complain that they don't blossom

;

at
Lilf/ of the Valley/.—Youv correspondent, Mr. Frost,

page 813 (1841), discredits my statement respecting i-n

of the Valley, though he cannot disprove it ;
for k u^^^

not appear that he ever tried growing the plant in

All that he says goes no farther than
^J

P'^^^^^gsun.

own skill, or the excellence of his compost. ---,«•- v^^

to call on an old lady some time ago w^VrS, X^rr-
garden, she pointed to some Lilies of the

V^^?' XTia
ing^" People generally plant tjieir Lilies oi^i^^J^^^,^

j

i

^

k

I

t.
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LaTC placed mine where they get plenty of sun, and they

alwavs blossom abundantly." I believe the fact to be,

that people are led astray by the word valley; and, natu-

rally enough, associate with it the ideas of coolness and

shade. I have said more on the subject than I otherwise

should, because the plant being a popular one, I think it

desirable to explode a popular error in the treatment of it.

A Salopian. •

Transplanting Firs.—As ''Totty" wishes for some
information relative to transplanting Fir-trees, perhaps

the following may be useful. I have had considerable

experience in transplanting Fir-trees, from 10 to 15 feet

high, but cannot recommend the practice, particularly

where handsome specimens are required. Firs trans-

planted at that size I have generally found to assume a

Bictly stunted appearance, and they probably lose a num-
ber of their lower branches. Of course a great deal must
depend upon local circumstances, such as a sheltered

situation for planting ; and if the trees can be procured

from a shallow moorland soil, they will remove with better

balls. Where the situation is exposed, or the plantation

of some extent, I should plant trees of a much smaller

size, say from 3 to 6 feet ; but where only a few trees

are required for immediate effect, and a little extra trouble

and expense are matters not to be considered, I have

found the following to be the most successful method :

Towards the end of March or beginning of April is

the season best suited for transplanting such, in this

country (North of Ireland). Great care must be taken

of the roots, and to retain as much earth as possible about

them, for the ball protects a number of small fibres that

might otherwise be destroyed. In planting, large pits are

necessary, and the roots sliould be regularly spread out

to their full extent : the soil should be light fresh loam.
After the roots are covered to the depth of 3 or 4 inches,

a temporary support should be given to the tree, and then

it may be watered abundantly ; but the earth must not be
trod firmly round it till the water has subsided. I gene-

rally allow the trees to remain till the following day before

finishing off, when they must be firmly supported to pre-

vent their being shaken by the wind. Some years ago I

planted a number of large Spruce Firs about 10 feet high
at about 12 or 15 feet apart ; in the intermediate spaces

I planted others about 4 feet high. In the course of a
few years the small plants had attained nearly the height

of the large ones, and were much the handsomest. This I

consider a good plan in an exposed situation, as the large

trees afford an excellent shelter, and can be thinned out
at pleasure.

—

Hortus,
Deodars*—I have now a glorious stock of Deodar cut-

tings only planted a month since, yet with callosities the
aize of a pea, and the roots bursting tlierefrom in great

abundance.

—

E,

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March Iff/.— Sir C. Lemon, Bart.. V.P., in the chair. Grafts of
the following fruits were distributed : Knight's Monarch Pear, an
exccUeut kind, raised at Wormsley Grange, near Hereford. By an
accident, iu which neither Mr. Knight nor his gardener -were
concerned, a spurious kind was propagated and distributed;
this has dark-coloured wood armed with strong: prickles, almost
as long as those on the Cockspur Thorn ; but the true variety has
shoots of a yellowish tingle: Althorp Crassane Pear, an excellent
autumn varitty, which succeeds well as a standard; Winter Cras-
Bane Pear, an abundant bearer as a standard, which has the fla-
vour of the Old Crassane; and the Ickworth Imperatrice Plum,
one of the best varieties yet raised—a plate and description of
which is given in the forthcomhig Part of the Transactions. A
paper from Capt. Churchill, R.N., on the cultivation of Aspara-
gus at San Sebastian, in the province of Guipuscoa, North Spain,
was read. The Asparagus is grow^n in beds about 5 feet wide, and
from 20 to 6o feet long ; the beds have no previous preparation be-
yond digging and raking; in March the seed is sown in drills l9
inches deep, and about 2 feet asunder. When the plants are 6
inches high, they are thinned to about 1 foot apart; the thinnings
are transplanted in similar beds and watered once a day by one of
the nevcr-failing rills that runs through the flat on which the
beds are formed. In the following March, a layer of night-soil a
few mches thick is laid on the bed, and dug in when the plants
f/^^'^/io'^e &i*owing in the autumn. The Asparagus is fit to cut
the third year after sowing; and in the spring, a layer of leaves.
about 8 incljcs deep, is laid over the bed; and when the
plants come through this, the cutting begins. By this treatment,
Capt. Churchill stated that he had seen Asparagus from 3 to 6
Inches, or even more, in circumference ; he also observed, that
at times the roots of the plants were at spring- tides under salt
water, which the growers considered beneficial. Mr. J. Goode,
gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, exhibited a large collection of plants,
«niong which the most remarkable was a specimen of Franciscea
Hopeana, covered with liighly fragrant blossoms, which on first
expanduig are violet, and gradually become aImo*?t white : the
others were Cineriria splendida, a showy purple variety ; Ccel6-
gynebarbata, with a pretty drooping spike of white blossoms;
iwaxilUtria tttragona; C^rbcra fruticosa, with long pink flowers,
resembhng the Madagascar Periwinkle; and a specimen of Uie
i'nvet-leaved Jasmine scrambling over some twigs at pUA Knightian medal was awarded for the Franciacea, and some
omers of the collection. S. Rucker. Esq., sent a specimen of anew kmd of Lae'lia, with bright yellow flowers; anew Dendr6-
Dium, with dingy-coloured blossoms of no beauty; and Odonto-
giossum stellatum : for the former of these a Knightian medalwas given. From J. Bateman, Esq., were cut flowers of Cce1(5-
&>*ne nitida, white with yeUowridges on the labellum ; Cyrtochilum
niaculatum, and an Epidendrum called C16wesii, which proves to
o€ a vanet>' of E. fuscatum : a certificate -was awaided for these,w. Green, gardener to Sir E. Antrobus,Bart., exhibited a speci-men of the beautiful vermilion- coloured Habranthus pratensis,
«na a brace of Cucumbers, grown in pots, as described in the Gar-
^^^rs Chronicle,^. 33 (1841} :forthe latter acertificatewaaone was also awarded to Mr. B. Fielder, gr, to W, Linwood,

W'' \ ^ ^^^ specimen of Cyrtop(5dium Anders6nii. Mr. Erring-
t-n, gardenerto Sir P. Egerton, exhibited some so-called Newtown
v'^*" -^PP^es. grown on a South wallj they were large ajid

tl«^°"'5' ""^ *'^^ "0* possess the fine high flavour peculiar to
Jfie Newtown Pippin ; and it wa
^^l ^Y^ t*ie Dumelow's seeiUing.

amnnrfTk^^ ^' Wollist, Esq.. for fourteen kinds of Potatoes;

w.^io.1 •
^^^ ^ Kidney, the produce from one seedling tuber,

brnrf,-.*!'^?
^ ^»" ^*"*«^ ** *^s- 2 ot.; and two tubers of another

samLi *15.^^'*^^- Messrs. Chapman, of Brentford, sent aample of their '* new" Potato. Among the plants from the Gar-

HarfT^^^
smgular Begonias sent from Guatemala by Mr,Armeg

J one named crassicaulis produces a number of flower-

thP rJJl
^^^ **^P ^^ ^^^ *^c^ stems before the leaves appear j

^ otuer, the vitifOUa, has singnlar-shaped leaves, but iUtoge-

as subsequently ascertained that
A Baiiksian medal waft

ther is not so desirable as the first-meutioned. The others most
worthy of notice were white and purple Chinese Primroses, with
flowers more double than usual. The pretty scarlet PeuUindia
miniata, and the beautiful puiple Mirbelia ledif61ia. There w^erc
cut specimens of Salvia pulchella from Guatemala; the flowers
are well suited for bouquets, but the plant, from its weedy
growth, can only be grown in large greenhouses or in conser-
vatories,

LTKXEAN SOCIETY.
March uf.—Dr. Horsfield in the chair. Mr. George Gar-

diner was elected a Fellow of the Society. Mr. Weatwood
exhibited a monstrous specimen of Chiosognathus Grantii,
which had its left antennae furcate j also sc;veral new species of
Tetralobus, sent to Mr. Hope from Paris, and a number of new
Goliathideous Cetonidaefrora India. The Secretary announced the
presentof a collection of plants, chiefly Carices and Eupatorite from
Dr. Barratt of America. A letter wabread from Mr. Borrer, offeruig
the Society his extensive collection of foreign phanerogamous
plants, consisting of European plants from Mertci^s, Woods,
Hooker, &C3 American plants of Drummond, Gardiner, &c.;
plants of the Unio Itineraria from Arabia, Abyssinia, the Cauca-
sus, Pyrenees, &cj and Lippoid'a plants from* Madeira. A paper
was read on some rare and beautiful insects from Siihet (the ma-
jor part of them belonghig to the collection of F. Paley, Esq., of
Cheltenham;, and described by the Rev. F. W. Hope, F.R.S.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 1 .—Mr. M auger in the chair, Mr. Sand ford was elected.

Mr. Dickson read a paper on th» Auricula, in which he remarked
that of late years it had been less cultivated than most other
Florist's flowers, which arose from the strong stimulants which
had been adopted at the recommendation of Emmcrton and others,
in consequence of which many collections had been entirely lost.
He could not at present enter into the details of his own practice,
but in the meantime directed the attention of growers to the sim-
ple method of cultivation, given by Dr. Horner in our p. 396 ;i841},
andin thesd. 4th, and 5th Numbcrsof'Wakcling's Florist's Guide.*
The object of the present paper was to have the properties of the
Auriculas defined, and with that view he submitted the following :

PiPS.— Should be of an average size, flat, round, and smooth on
the edge ; the divisions which form tht segments of the corolla
should be but slightly indented. Tl'de.—Should be round, of a
yellowish colour, and well filled with anthers. Paste.— Should
form a circle, with a dense, smooth, pure white. Colour.—
Violet, black, or any other ; should be rich and bright, circular
round the paste, of a proportionate breadth, and if possible equally
distributed round the margin. Edok.—Should be a good green,
grey, or white. Tarss.—Shonld consist of not less than seven
pips fullblown, without overlay hig each other. Stem.- Should be
strong, and lojig enough to carry the truss well above the foliage,
which should be healthy. Ckxsohs.— To give one mark to each
property, perhaps some of them may deserve two. Mr. Dickson
observed that the superiority of circular properties was so ap-
parent that it has only to be seen oiice to he appreciated, and, he
thought, it ought to take precedence of all others. He said that
Colonel Taylor, and Page's Champion, when well grown, possessed
more good properties than any other named kinds : the chief fault
of the first was the paste being too thin, the other was the
cracking of the paste, both of which could be remedied by good
cultivation. As a pattern of a well-formed truss, without any
art in dressing, he named Hedge's Britannia ; the best coloured
tube. Wood's Lord Lascelles, and Conqueror of Europe; paste,
for fineness of texture and pure white, Fletcher's Mary Ann, and
Scholes' Generalissimo." After the paper some conversation
took place on the proportions of the tube, paste, and ground-colour
necessary to form a first rate flower. A discussion on the sub-
ject will take place on the I5th inst.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Feb. 23.—The Duke of Richmond in the chair. Fourteen gen-

tlemen were elected. J. G. S. Lcfevie, Esq., F.R.S.
,
presented,

on the part of the Bocu-d of Trade, an American draining-machine,
invented by P. D. Henry, of New Orleans, United States. The
object of this machine is to raise water from a low place to a
higher onej and the inventor proposes to accomplish this pur-
pose by means of a hollow revolving hydraulic wheel, placed ver-
tically at one-third ltd depth in the water, and divided into scooped
compartments, provided with valves as the wheel turns round,
admit the water and retain it until a certain elevation above the
surface has been attained, when the enclosed water falls back
along radiating compartments towards the centre of the hollow
wheel, and is carried away by a cylinder in a continuous stream.
Mr. Henry enters into a detailed account of the particular ar-

rangements by which this effect is produced in the most economi-
cal and efticient manner, and claims as the peculiar merit of his

invention, the tangential manner in which the compartments of
the hollow wheel are arranged, in reference to the cyHndric con-
duit through its centre, and the contrivance of the spoons for

scooping up the water when the reservoir is low. Above the hy-
draulic wheel, when in use, is placed a man on a frame-work,
who causes the great wheel to revolve, by turning the handle of

cog-wheels acting on its circumference ; and the inventor states

that he found a wheel of six feet in diameter, constructed on this

principle, and worked by one man, capable of raising 200 gaUons
of water per minute. The council directed that their thanks
should be returned to Mr. S. Lefevre for this communication, and
that the papers should be referred to the consideration of the
journal committee.—T, Lawford, jun., Esq., of Peterstone Court,
Brecknockshire, brought before the notice of the council the im-
portance of inquiries connected with the wearing of rivers, and the

most eflacient modes of controlling their course, and of prevent-
ing, at the cheapest rate, their carrying away the land on their

banks. Mr. Lawford stated that the present expenses in remedy-
ing this evil on a single estate under his management amounted
to no less than lOO/. every year. The DuVe of Richmond in.

formed the council that on his estates' in the Highlands of Scot-

land, where many of the rivers were very rapid, and the banks
much injured by the strong and irregular currents, resulting

from obstructions met with in their course, the most essential

service had been derived from the use of incluied planes, or large

tables, 1, v'lc the two sujiports atone end lower than those atthe
other. sti4ici.tU in the river at those points where the banks re-

quired dcfendiitg against the action of the waters, or the currents
diverted in the impetuosity of their course. Mr. W. Page also

leasure.
j
stated that on the Continent, especially in the Low Countries, he

'' ^^^"'" had observed that it was the practice of the occupiers of land in-

tersected with winding streams, to defend their banks with
wicker-work, interwoven with reedsand rushes. Mr. Miles, M. P.,

then gave notice, that when the subjects for the prize essays of
1844 came under the consideration of the councH, he should
move, " Tliat a prize be offered for the best information for pre-
venting the wearing of the banks of rivers, whether affected
by tidal influences or streams, at the cheapest rate, and with the
most permanent effect."—Mr. Hayter, M,P., submitted to the
council a sample of the new manure for Wheat crops, discovered
by Mr. Daniel, and advocated by Mr, \V. Hall. The manure, on
being opened for inspection, presented at first s^ght the appear-
ance of a rich garden-mould, exhaling the disagreeable and strong
odour of coal-tar

J
being found, however, on a nearer examina-

tion, to be more similar to decayed stahle-manure, or a bitumi-
nous peaty mould, evidently containing a large proportion of
woody fibre penetrated with the tar, and which rendered it spe-
cifically light and porous to the touch. Mr. Hayter stated, that he
understood the price of this new manure was fixed at present at.
the rate of one shilling per bushel, and that the inventor recom-
mended the appUcation of 30 bushels per acre for Wheat and
Barley, and halt that quantity for Turnips; In the case of Wheat
it being an essential condition, that the manure should not be
brought into immediate contact with the seed.— C. Chamock,
Esq., of HolmScld House, near Ferrybridge, Yorkshire, commu-
nicated to the council the results of his application of burnt blue
shale, as a substitute for clay or marl on the hilly and thin soil oi

his farm. Mr, Charnock stated that in the coal districts a blue clay

was brought np, and accumulated so rapidly near the month ^th?

pits, as to become a great and inconvenient incumbrance to the
owners; that this clay wasbimilarto the**blueshale"of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, and was frequently burnt, and when drilled

aluug with crushed bones, way in this state found useful iu pro-
moting the growth of Turnips; but as tlje whole of the heated
mass reqxxired frequently to be turned Over before it could be
thoroughly burnt, the operation was found to be tedious and ex-
pensive. Mr. Charnock having had some years' experience of
the utility attending the application oi the blue shale to the gra-
Telly part of his own farm, was induced, from the success which
had attended his trials of it, to select from the numerous exi>eri-
mcnts he had made on tlils point, one average experiment to be
submitted to the coubideration of the society, and to show to its
members that even an article of Uiis refuse character, considered
by Its owners not merely useless but an absolute nuisance, may-
become of value if rightly applied to its proper purpose, and, as
in this instance, to soils of a gravelly and sandy nature. Mr.
Charnock*s expejimeut in quei>tion was tried upon a soil lyinff
upon the magnesian limestone—a substratum proverbial for its
natural poverty and Inability to re&it>t drought; and he enters
into a detailed sUtement of all the particulars relating to his
operations. The result of this experiment waa found to be in
favour of the system he had pursued, and that his Barley crop
gave an increase of 27 3-7 bushels, and his Wheat crop 17 3-8
bushels, per acre, besides savijig the expense of from 12 to 16
bushels of rape-dust crop. Mr. Charnock suggested that th«
society should publish correct aiialyses of bones (raw and boiled).
Rape-dust, and Guano ; and concludes his communication with.
the result he had obtained from a comparative trial of the merits
of nitrate of soda and soot, on a dry graps field. He applied on
one acre of the field a hundred weight of nitrate of soda i^nich
cost 22*.;, and on another acre of the same field 4 i^rs. of soot
(which cost l6*,)p 81'^^^ ^l^e result was found to be very much in
favour of the soot. This commiuiication was referred to the
journal committee, and the thanks of the council relumed to
Mr. Charnock for the favour of his statement.—His Grace the
Duke of Newcastle conveyed to the council, through E. W. Wil-
mot, Esq., of Worksop Manor, the offer of Nottingham Park for
the purposes of the annual meeting of 1843, should the society
decide to hold their meeting of next year in that jart of the
north-eastern district. Mr. Wilmot stated that his Grace had not
only great pleasure in making this offer, but that, should it be
accepted by the society, the park should be placed at their dis-

posal, free of all expense; Mr. AVilmot also placing his own per-
sonal services very handsomely at their disposal on the occasion.
The Mayor of Maidstone addressed alettcr to the council, inform-
ing them that the attention of the corporation of that borough
had been drawn to the circumstance that the annual meeting;^ of
the Koyal Agricultural Society of England would in the year
1844 be held at some place situated within the district compri&ing
the south-eastern counties of the kingdom; and that he was di-

rected by that body to ofTer the society every facility and assist-
ance in reference to the arrangements for that meeting. The
mayor assured the council that the corporation of Maidstone
were most anxious to obtain the assembly of the society to be
held at that town, which, both on account of its distance from
London, and its hourly communication by steam-boats on the
River, and good roads by land with the Metropolis, would have
strong claims on the attention of the council when this qucbtion
can) e before them for decision. The council directed their best
thanks to be sent to the mayor and corporation of Maidstone, for
this instance of their interest in the proceedings of the society^
and a copy to be enclosed of the information required by the re-
solution of Dec. bth, 1841, from all towns recommended as suit-

able for the occasion of the society's annual meeting in any par-
ticular year.—Mr, Theremin, of Berlin, informed the council of
the favourable reception of the society *s Journals by the Mecklen-
burgh Patriotic Union, and of their having deputed the Count
Ostensackcn, the principal director of their board, to take such
steps in communicating with the society as would insure a con-
tinued reception of the work by that body, M. Theremin pre-
sented to the society, on the part of the author, a copy of a
dissertation on the question of tlie education and proper training
adapted for young farmers; by M. Gumprccht, pruicipal farmer
at Oelse, near Fryburg, in Silesia.—Mr. Miles, M.P., presented
to the society, on the part of M. de Jenty, a collection of twenty-
two of the most important works connected with the agricultural
statistics of Belgium. Mr. E. F. Welles, of Hereford, presented
six portraits of the most distinguished prize cattle at the Smith-
field Show in 1841. The Rev. C.T.James, of Chelmsford, pre-
sented impressions of certificates of merit for labourers, awarded
by the Roding Labourers' Friend Society, and the Surrey Agri-
cultural Association.

as given

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE
EITHER USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Eri'cma'nsia FLoaiBUNDA. Many - flowered Brugmansia.
(Stove Shrnd.) Solanacese. Pentindria Monog^aia.— Brug-
mansia floribunda is a small evergreen shrub, seemmgly ranging'
from one to two feet in height, branching freely, having very
handsome foliage, and hearing a profusion of deep orange-coloured
blossoms, which continue perfect for many weeks. It is remark-
able for the smallness of its flowers as compared with those of B,
suaveolens,and hence it has obtained the appellation of B. parvi-
fiora at the Clapton Nursery. But besides this variation in the
size of its inflorescence, instead of protruding it singly, as in tha
allied species, it is collected into a long raceme, comprising six or
eight, or more blooms, which open in succession throughout a
considerable period. From this last circumstance it has received
the name of B. floribunda. Messrs. Young, though doubtful as
to the precise district it naturally inhabits, have reason for con-
Bidering that it is a South American plant. It was brought to
their nursery two or three years back, and flowered abundantly iu
a stove during the months of June and July 1841. "^Nhat renders
the flowers particularly showy is, that the large inflated calyx»
which 5s almost as long as the tube of the corolla, is of a similar
and equally rich colour. It has been treated as a stove plants
and potted in a tolerably rich compost of nutritive !oara and heath
mould. In the winter it is placed in a cooler stove, and, since it

retains its foliage, it has even then an ornamental aspect. It is

just possible that it will ultimately succeed in a close greenhouse
which is kept rather more confined and moist than such struc-
tures usually are. Cuttings of the young shoots placed in a sandy
soil under a hand-glass, and assisted by a little bottom-heat, soon
form rooted plants. The species, from the slow progress ft makes^
cannot be very largely increased ; nevertheless this tardiness of
growth renders it a most desirable plant for a shelf or stage.

—

Pa.rtOTi's Magazine of Botany*

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pharmaceutical Bread.—To make this kind of breacF^

talie flour, 31bs* imperial ; cold water,H p^»t imperial ; ees-

quicarbonate of soda, i oz. (Troy weight) ; hydrochloric

acid, 5 fluid drachms ; a small quantity of salt, if required.

Mix the soda perfectly with the flour, and the acid with

the water, then the whole intimately and speedily together,

using a flat piece of wood or spaddic for that purpose, m
preference to the hand. It may b« made into two loarcf^

andputixitoa quick oven immediatelr. It will requi-"

about one hour and a half to bake, FrecauHom,

soda be well mixed with the floor, ^^'^ ^^'^^^f/ fflf^*

lump of it is deposited nnnaixed, it is not
P^^^'^fl^t

upon by the acid, and causes a jellon spot m the l^f,

which, however, i^ more unsighUy th^n f^"^f^^^J;
^^ke

acid h the muriatic of commerce^ md should have a spe-

Let the
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of the water to*e cmpIoyeJ. The water should be as cold

«s 1 sible. Three pounds of flour require about a pint

and a half to make it into dough of proper consistence ;

but as the quality of fioar faries according to season and

other circnmstanceg, a little more or less water may be

used as occasion may require. The dough should not be

made stiff. The thinner it is, so that it may be conve-

niently handled, the lighter will be the bread. Much
kneading is detrimental. The largest quantity of flour

that can be conTcniently mixed at one time is about 12

lbs. ; where more is required, it is better accomplished by

mixing it separately. It requires a hotter oven and more

time to bake than fermented bread does. The advantages

to be derived from this process are important. In all cli-

mates and under all circumstances it may be adopted ; and

by it is entirely obviated all difficulty of procuring yeast or

ferment, which ig frequently of an inferior quality, vitiat-

ing the bread, and rendering it more or lesa unwholesome.

The bread being free of all yeasty particles, is more di-

gestible, and not so liable to create flatulence, or turn acid

on Weak stomachs, as fermented bread is apt to do, even

when of the finest quality. It is a great saving of time,

trouble, and litter, and may be enjityed at all seasons of

the year, without reference to temperature or atmospheric

variations. Economically, yeast may possibly have the

advantage when plentiful and good ; but when scarce and

bad, a common state of things during the summer mouths,

particularly in remote districts, the saving of time, trouble,

and risk is invaluable. Where much bread is made for a

family, as at some farm-houses, by purchasinsr the mate-

rials in large quantities, a considerable saving may be

etfected.— 7Vff raA'^i.—Flour, lib. ; sugar. !o«. ; butter, 1

oz.; hydrochloric acid, 100 minims ; sesquicarbonate of soda,

80 grains; milk, 7 fl. oz. ; water, 7 fl. oz. Rub the

butter with the flour. Dissolve the sugsir and soda in the

milk, and the acid in the water. First add the milk, &.C.,

to the flour, and partially mix ; then the water and acid,

and mix well together. Divide into three portions, and

bake twenty-five minutes. Flat round tins are the best to

bake them \n^— PharmaceuticaiJournaL

Effeot of Galvanism on Plants,—Last year T made ex-

periments upon two cuttings of the White Petunia. One

which was left to itself in water threw out abundant roots;

the other being placed in connexion with a slight "Voltaic

apparatus, lived as long as the first, about two months, but

made not a single root. There is much to be learned on

this subject.— L. Vernon Ilarcouri, IVest Dean House.

Agricullural ExperlmenL—X field, of a poor soil or

clay, adioiniag Hycemoor-school, and three acres in ex-

lent, belonging to Mr. Grice, of Milikolme, near Bootle,

was sown with Wheat in the autumn of 18-10. The nature

of the soil throughout the field was much the same, and

no difference in tillage was used previously to the seed being

sown. On the 2d of May following, one-third, or an acre

of the field, was sown with a hundred weight and a half of

nitrate of soda, and the produce of each is as follows :

St. lbs.

2 acres produced 47 2 per acre st. lbs.

I acre with the nitrate of soda 81 11 ** or 34 9 extra

The 34st. Dlba. at 1*. Ud. per aU £3 6 4

Cost and labour of sowing the nitrate 2 10
Leaving a profit of 15 4

Thus it appears that that portion of the field sown with

nitrate of soda produced 34 stones 9 lbs. more per acre of

Wheat than the other part which had not received the

same tillage ; the quality of the grain was also from eight-

ppnce to one shilling per stone better, besides giving an

extra quantity of straw. We may here observcj that as

soon as within eight days after the nitrate of soda had

been so^n, its effect was visible ; the blades assumed a

more healthy green, and continued to outstrip the other

parts of the crop in a manner that could scarcely have

been credited.—- Car/u/g Patriot, [The reader will observe

that the nitrate was never employed when: the Wheat wai

in ftdl growth.]

Instances of Extraordinary Heat in March and AprlL
—In 1807, soon after very cold weather and snow, a

«udden burst into summer weather occurred ; and on
April 2ath, the thermometer was 74'' in Suffolk. This
temporarily broke up on May 2d, when the tempera-
ture was 7y^ at Thwaite, wind E.; an ! at 4 J p.m. a dreadful

hailstorm came on from W.N.W., passing over the

northern portion of Suffolk, the hailstones measuring 4

inches in circumference, and breaking much glass.

Lightning and thunder attended it.^—March 31st, 1815,
thermometer 73 5** 1—-In April, 1821, on the 8th, 9th,

123rd, 24th, to 28th, the heat was more like summer
than spring. On *20th, night, and early on 27th, much
awful thunder and lightning. The temperature on 25th,

26th, and 28th, about 74" in the free air, on the plain,

in shade.—March 28th, 1822, thermometer about 70® in

many situations.

—

Oq April 10th, 1825, and April 9th.,

1826, a temperature of about 70** occurred; and on
March 10th, 1826, thermometer 66=* 1—April 30, 1827,

thermometer from 77^ to 79* with us. This was quickly

after frost and cold winds.—April 29th, 1828, a tempera-

ture of 75^ at Thwaite.—March 26th, 1830, with a soft

westerly wind, thermometer 71** !—In April 1840, a still

more extraordinary instance of continued heat and clear

skies. On the 15th and 16th, thermometer 72** and 73";

and on 25th, 26th, 28th, and 29th, from 79^* to 8O0!—In
March 1U41, on I5th, I6th,25th, and 26th, thermometer

6^"^ to 67° I And at the end of April 1S41, a sudden

increase of temperature, ushered in by a gale at S.S.W,,

thermometer 80" iu shade on 27th and 2ath days.—-^ff-

teorological JournaL

GARDEN AlfTiMOllANDA.
XmghV$ Xursery, King*s Road, rAf/««.—Besides a grreat num-

tet of Camellias, which are in blossom, we noticed a specimen of

Enkianthus quinqueflorus with a number of beautifal pink and

white bells of the most r^cefal form. In the stove the scwlet

Jatropha pandurscfblia was blooming with great freedom, and

had been during the greater part of the winter. ^^^^ it was

Rondel^tia speciosa, the fragrance of whose flowers, combined

with their fin* orange colour, renders it worthy a place m every

collecUon, however small. Franclscea latif6Ua. which has been

received here under the name of Paraguay Jasmine, has ex-

panded some lovely violet blossoms, which, like F. "opeana oe-

come almost white before they fall off> It is a handsome spe-

cies, but apparently does not flower so freely as the old kind

A nimber of Dacridiums imported last year from ^ ew Zealand

have been growing well, and have «o^ ^'^^^^^d very graceful

plants, having shoots which hang down almost to the pot. In the

Orchidaceous house w«re a number of the singular Sarractma

purpurea, purple Side-saddle flower, in bloom. The most show>

apecimen in the house, however, was Oncldiumaraphatum. with

a profusion of fine bright yellow flowers. Several rustic baskets

of rough Corkwood arc here, with Orchidacere planted in them;

the plants seemed to thrive quite as weU. if not better, than those

^own in moss in wire baskets.— TT". 3/., Fed. 28/A.

nnstiG Architecture. Picturesque Decorations of Rural

Buildings, in the Use of Rough Wood, Thatch, S;c.

Illustrated hy Forty-two Drawings. By T. L. Ricauti,

Architect. 4to. Carpenter, 1842.

This is a series of designs explanatory of the manner m
which what is called rustic architecture may be applied to

the construction of ornamental cottages. Each design is

accompanied by plans and sections, with other details of

building, so that a workman may execute it without fur-

ther information. The estimated expense of each design

is given, from which it appears that such cottages may be

constructed at from 120/. to 600/.

To country gentlemen, who wish to decorate^ their pro-

perty without the trouble of consulting an architect on all

occasions, such works as this are extremely useful ; and

we doubt not Mr. Ricauti's designs will suit the taste of

those wlio are to be pleased by a combination of boughs

of trees, rough poles, and thatch, with the wood and brick

walls still to be seen in the older villages and country

towns of England. For our own part, however, we must

confess that we have no mind to such a style of building ;

thatch is our aversion, crooked branches of trees we re-

gard as fit for nothing but the faggot heap ; and the things

called rustic tables, and rustic chairs, and rustic benches,

should, if they were our property, follow in the same di-

rection. Others, however, -will no doubt think differently ;

and, at all events, the work before us is not the less use-

ful because the author has taken the rustic style of archi-

tecture for his model- It is easy to substitute flat tiles

for thatch, and to knock off the fanciful decorations di-

rected to be raised on the gabels and cornices, when the

kernel of the work will remain behind, in the form of ex-

cellent ground plans and good directions for execution.

It is in internal disposition that Mr. Ricauti's talent is

most conspicuGus. The arrangements of design No. 6,

of a cottage for a small family, are particularly good ; and

we may add that the exterior of the house itself is very

agreeable, its superfluous rusticity being removed. We
do not, however, understand why the chimneys should be

collected into one central stack in the perspective view,

while they are scattered about the roof in the elevations.

The former is much the best arrangement, and we think

it would have been better if it had been kept in view in the

other designs also, by which means the heavy appearance

of the chimneys would have been diminished, and a more
satisfactory general effect produced, "We are of course

aware that practical difficulties exist in keeping the chim-

neys nearly in the centre of such buildings ; but we appre-

hend they are such as Mr- Ricauti's talent for arrange-

ment would readily enable him to overcome.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or /^e ensuing Week.
WnATKTKR may be the cause, the benefit of a rotation of crops

is unquestionable. Although no regular system, the result of

experience, by which alone the cultivator can be safely guided,

has yet been devised, some approximation to such a system might
be made in practice by never permitting two plants belonging to

the same natural family to follow each other on the same ground
without the intervention of some other crop not allied to them.
Neither ought plants similar in habit, but having no natural affi-

nity to each other, as Beet, Carrots, and Salsafy, to be grown suc-
cessively on the same quarter. In gardens where there is plenty
of ground, regularly subdivided iato compartments, no difficulty

win be found in carrying out this rule ; but in a small garden,
from which a large family is to be supplied, and which in conse-
quence must necessarily be what is technically caUed "hard-
cropped," some previous thought and calculation will be required.

It is not intended, however, to enlarge here upon this subject,

but merely to call attention to it before the principal crops are
put into the groaud.

I.—KITCHKN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiN-ERT.—Should the heat of the beds in which late fruiting

plants are plunged sink below 85", nieayires must be taken for

its renewal, either by a lining in the way described at p. 21, or by
a quantity of warm bark worked into the surface of the bed : either

method is better than disturbing the plants. Succession plants
that have been repotted must be kept close and warm until they
recover frc^ the check, A minimum temperature of 70'', a bot-

tom-heat of about 90°, a moist atmosphere, and partial shade in

sunshine will soon restore them. If the soil was dry in which
the plants were potted, they may have a very little water at the
root,

ViNERV.—The bunches that were first thinned should be again
looked over, as it may be necessary to takeout afew more berries.
If it be found that too much fruit has been left upon the vines, it

should be immediately reduced ; and in doing this the crop ought
not to be estimated by the number of bunches only, but their
size and the probable weight they wiU attain should be taken into
consideration. Support ail the largest shoulders with strips of
matting, not with the clnrasy pieces of wood which are sometimes
used. The temperature last mentioned may be continued.
pKACK'iiofsR.—As the shoots advance in growth, keep them

neatly tied to the trcUls, and do not retain more than are required.
When neceasary to take off any shoots that have fruit at their
base, two or three leaves should always be left on a short piece
of the lower part of the shoot, for the purpose of shading and
feeding the young fruit. The artificial temperature must on no
account exceed 60° at night, 55'' will be better. Open the top
sashes in good time on tine mominga, but never admit ft strong
draught of cold air. Give plenty of air likewise to the trees that
are in bLoom»

CHEnRT-HOUSE.—As soou as the fruit in the early housei
found to be stoned, fire-heat maybe increased, but it is better not
to do this hastily; one degree every night will not be an improper
rate of increase. Fresh air must be admitted every day, freely
when the sun has power to raise the thermometer to 70°.' Give
Uquid manure as the fruit swells off. Introduce another set of
trees ifa succession is required.
FiG-norsE.—The young wood, whether the trees are in pots or

in the borders, must not be tUlowed to grow into long unfruitful
shoots, but be stopped by pinching off the ends when from four to
six leaves are developed. By this practice the trees are kept full

of bearing spurs, and little or no winter pruning will be wanted.
CucuMBKRS Axn MELONS.—Where dung beds only are used

others should he made up for succession crops. If these beds are
made of dung and leaves, and sufficiently massive, they wUl not
require frequent linings. Uncover early on fine mornings, and
keep the glass free from dirt, that no light may be lost.

Strawberries.—Plants that are swelling off their fruit would
be assisted by waterings with moderately strong liquid manure
twice a week. If worms are in the pots, use lime-water. As the
fruit approaches maturity, admit all the air possible consistently

with a proper temperature of the house, or it will have little or no
flavour; at that period manure-water should also be withheld.
Asparagus, Sea-eals, and Rhubarb.—Keep up a succession,

and also of Mustard and Cress.

Celery.— The earliest crop should be pricked out as soon as
large enough, keeping the plaiits near the glass. Sow a larger

supply.

Cauliflowers and Lettuces raised in heat should be
thinned as required ; and if the protection of a frame or hand-

glasses can be afforded, the thinnings might be pricked out.

Gn'ions sown in boxes will require to be hardened by exposure

preparatory to transplanting.
Out'door Department.

If the ground is in good condition, the vegetables mentioned

below may be sown ; but in case the weather should be wet, it

wiU be much better to w^ait another week.

Ovrovs.—Sow in drills, wide enough to allow a hoe to be

worked between them. If the larger sorts have been sown in

autumn or in heat last month, this sowing should consist chiefly

of late-keepers, such as the Globes and James's.

Leeks.—Sow a bed thickly, for transplantmg.

RkoBeet, ScoRzoNERA, AND Salsafy.— Of thesc R fcw rows

for drawint^ in autumn might be put in, but not the main crop;

because, when sown early. Beet grows large and coarse, and the

other tv70 plants are apt to run. ^ . ^ ^ r, .

Carrots —Sow on an open quarterfor autumn use, and likewise

Parsueps ; but of these the principal crops had better be deferred

till the eTid of the month.
, ^ tt ,, t, v

Parsley -Both curled-leaved and Hamburgh may be sown

;

the first sort makes a neat edging for kitchen-garden quarters.

Lettuces.—Sow on a south border any preferred sorts.

Turnips.—A larger sowing of the Early Dutch and the Early

Stone may be made.
^ r* i-a

Of the Cabbage-tribe, sow m a warm place Cauliflowers,

Grange's Early Broccoli, Cape Broccoli, and a little BrusseU

Sprouts for an early supply.

Orchard.-As the weather is now favourable for nailing, Jt

should be completed without delay ; for if procrastinated ti 1 the

buds become prominent, many of the best wiU unavoidably be

destroyed. In rery warm situations the blossoms of Apncot-

trees are perhaps beginning to open; these should be protected

from frost by a screen of canvas or nettmg j or where such ma-

terials are not procurable, leafy branches of trees may be substi-

tuted. Do not uncover protected Fig-trees, which oftea suffer

from ill-ludged haste in this particular. „„„^^^___^
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.

Stove.—If it has been necessary to disroot any of the plants

m potting, keep the air of the house rather "^«>«
,«^^^f

. *^^
usual ; give a little air on fine days, but shut up early, and take

the benefit of the sun to warm the house. Bulbs which are now

beginning to grow should be liberally watered. Keep the sod m
which the tubers of such plants as Achimenes longiflora and coc-

cinea are rather moist, in order to start them. Many Orchida-

ceous plants will now be growing freely, and should therefore be

well syringed when the weather is fine, particularly those which

hang on blocks and in baskets ; the house wlU not require any

^G^RESNHOus* Axn CoxsKRVATORY.-Air must be freely given

now, especially to Heaths and other hard-wooded Pl^nts ^^T
courage Cinerarias and Petunias to make J^go^ous growth, by

supplying them with manure in a hquid state. Autumn-sown

planti of such tender annuals as Ipomopsis, T^^^hymene and

Schizanthus retusus. should be placed ^" ^ 1^?^\^J^.*^ ^'^^^^^ot
tion iu the house. Repot them as they requure it, taking care noi

to bury the base of the stem, or they will most like y damp (^.

Give manure- water to Chinese Primroses that are ^n^^o^som*^
sow more seed, to produce autumn-fiowenng plants. *»e -lap^

Lilies must have plenty of light and air as they grow, that tneu-

stems may not be drawn up weakly. Repot seedlmg Calceolarias,

and be cautious in watering them.
>,pdf1mP

Pits and FRAM^s.-Cuttings potted m autumn for bedrtmg

out should be separated, that the plants may &>*o^^f^^^.°"^r^

bushy before planting out. Spring-potted c"tti"gs would also^

better if potted off singly as soon as fit. Pot off sP^^Sj^o-wn

annuals, and keep them near the glass. Cockscombs and Bai^

sams should be kept in the Cucumber- pits, or some equally warm

place. Sow Globe Amaranthus and Browalia in neat.

Out-door Department. Anwi^rs

The digging of flower-borders and the removal oj^ ^ower

should be carried on with despatch xyhenever the /round^^/
enough. In rakingthe borders, stir the «?«" Pl^^f.S^Iould
it is intended to sow annuals. Overgrown ^^oj^-^^.^^^^li^^^^^^^^

be taken up, divided, and replanted Repair ^aps m ^dging

all kinds ; those which require much patching ^^d better

stroyed and new ones made i
Gentiana acaulis is weU suiiea

this purpo^e^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^g^ ^EP/^/^^Slne fruit, to

NuRSKRT.-Prepare clay for grafting. Seeds of stone-uui^^^

raise stocks, may be sown. Head down budded stocks, an
^^^^

maiden trees. If the ground is too wet to sow or plant, xn
^^^^

species of Conifers, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, &c., ma)

in pans or boxes. _ ^. . „ ^i-nf ns directed

Forest axd Coppice Woons.-Continue to plant as a

last week. The outlets of water-courses and ^^^'"^j' ^^f_/. 5.
open carefully, and new ones made when neces.ar>.

Whitings The Deepdtne.

e of the Weather near London for the ^ef „^^^^^^^

'

1842. as observed at the Hortlcultura[Garden^_tnis .

Raitt

State of the Weather near

25

»7

Fell.

Friday
Sfttufdar
Snadajr
Aiondajr

March
Tuesday 1

Wednesday 8
Thursday 3

ATerua

Bakumbtek.

M
2S2iO
S9.370
S9.470
SO.593

29.5e&
897615
20.324

2S.U4

Min.
29.180
£9.367
W.377
£9.388

29.701
g9.a39

29.419

45

44
61

SI

M
B7

Th»»momkthb.
Mean

49.7

Mill.
£3
30
36
42

' M
49
41

) 30.4

M-0
39-0
40.0

4ti.5

42.5

fiO.5

49.0

43.0

f Wind.

W.
w.
s.
s.

.07

.04

.05

Feb. 25 . Cold rain ; showery ; cloudy ; clearin & to frost at mg

26. Cold and showery j clear.

27. Stormy with rain i
densely overcast.

. ,. ^.^-cast; rain.

28. Fine -with sunshine in themommg; s"g""yoveic
^^^.^^^^^

March 1. Overcast; stormy showers; heavy rain; "t
^^^ _ ^^^

2. Overcast, boisterous with heavy and c^ntmueu ^^^^
mn*»rQMiro«r*hA dflv hphifi-nearlv mahitalned tX mK"" '

S.W. wind. ruin
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State of the Weather at Chiswiclc during the last l6 years, for

the ensuiDc: Week ending March \2, 1942.
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Temp
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6 1 9
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4 a 1

5 1 1

6 3
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—

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 9th, in 1826—thermometer 6ii° ; and the lowest on the fith in

1839, and 8th in 1840—thermometer 19°,

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET^
For the }f'eek ending March 4th, 1842,

The Market continues gradually improving: as the season ad-

vances J
there have been good supplies of most articles during

the week, and the prices have undergone no material alteration.

jTruit. Pines have been more plentiful this week than they were
last, consequently the price is rather lower. Apples, both kitchen

and dessert, fetch rather more than our last quotations. Pears

remain the same. We observed a few forced Strawberries. A
few Cucumbers are. offered at from :ts. 6d. to 4s. e$ich.— Vege-

tables. Savoys, Cabbages, and Broccoli, are all good, and the

supply is tolerably abundant. Kidney Beans still continue scarce,

but the quality has rather improved. The best Asparagus still

commands a high price. Sea-kale is plentiful and good. Lettuces

and other kinds of Salading is indifferent. Rhubarb of excellent

quality is abundant. Mushrooms are more abundant.
PR1CKS,1Satu«dat, March 5, IB42.—tKUlU> :—

Applei, Kitchen, perbush. 3«6i/to7*6d Lemons, per 100, 6* to 14« ^ |

_ Dessert, per bushel, 5# to 15« A!inoiidi«, per peck, 7«

Pears,dei»ert,perhalf-*ieve, 6* tolBi Sweet Almonds, per pound, 2< 6d to 3f

^Strawberries, forced, per ox., 3* to 6*

Pine Apple, perlb. B« to 10*

Cucumbers, each, 3i to 7<

Grapes, hothouse, per pound, I5x to 25i

Spanish, per lb., Is to 2*

Portugal, per lb.. Is to 5f

Oranges, prr doz., kH to 2*1

— peT 100,3i6<i to lit

— Bitter, per 100, C* to 1B»

L«moDfj per doz. Is to 2*

VEGETABLES.
SaToys, per dozen, 6J'to 1*

f

Shallots, per lb.,Ms
Cabbage, White, per do^en, Isto Is 3d

Ked, for pickling', 2s to 6*

Chesnuts, per peck, 5i to Ss

WnlnutB, per bushel, iCt lo 2is
Filbert*, Enf^lish, per 100 lbs., UOs
Cobb Nuts, per peck, 3s Cd
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, fio«— Spanish, |6s
— Barcelona, 20s to 24s— Turkey, ICs

s

CabbajfcPiants, per doz.,2s6</ to 4s Cd
Brussels Sprouts, per hf.sve., 1* to 2t Gd
Broccoli, White, p. bunch. Is to 3s
— Cape, GJto Is 3d
~ Brown, 8d to it

Turnip Tops, per busliel, 1*6'?

Kidney Beans, forced, p. 100, 2s Cd toSs
Potatoes, per ton, 40s to 80#
— per cwt. 2s to 4s

per bushel, \t6d to 2f Cd
— Kidney, per bush. 2« to 2* 6d

Artichokes, Jerusalein, pr half sieve,

lOd to 1

1

Turnips, pr. doz.bunches, 2i6d to3t]

Carrots, per doz. bunches, 4s to 5s

Farsnept, per dozen, id to Is

Scorzonera, per bundle. Is to Is 3d
Salsafy, p^r bundle, Isto Is 3d
Hor«eHftdish, per bundle. Is to 5s

Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 80 each)
3s to 4s

Spinach, persieve, 2s to 3s
Leijki, per dozen bunches, 9d to lA
Gallic, per lb., 8d I

Onions, Old,'per bushel, 2s to 3« Cd— lorpiilt., per ht.-Bieve, 3j to 4s
— Green , per doz. bunches, 3s to.it

— Spanish, per dozen. Is to6s
Asparagus, per loO, laige, 8s to I if— Second or Middling. 3s Ld to 4*Cd
— Sprue, or Small, 2s 6d to 3* t!d

Sea-kale, per punnet, Cd lo 2m 6d
LettuceyCabba^e, p.hf. sve., Is^Cdtofs
i^ndive, pencore, Is 6d to4s
Celery. Red, p. bdle ()S to 15) Cd to Is Cd
— M'hite, per bundle, fid tu Is 3d

Small Salads, per punnet, 3d
Corn Salad, per half slfve,9d
\Vatercri^sft, p. dx. small bunch., 6dto7d
Dandelions,,per punnet, Qd
Parsley, per half sieve, 3s toCs
Tarrap;<)n, per dozen bunches, 4s
Kennel, per dozen, bunches, 3s
Thyme, per dox. bunches, 2s
Sage, per doz. bunches, 3s

Mint, per doz. bunches, 4s lo Cs
Savory, per dozen bunches, 2s
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, Cd to Is 3d
Mushrooms, per poule, 9d to Is

Truffles, per pound, Ss to 3s

JVotices to Correspondents.
A tincoinjthire Clergyman.—Vie have copies remaining of Mr.

Paxton's ** Calendar j" if he will enclose us the money for as
many as he wishes to distribute, they shall be sent him,

.

A, B. can have the back Numbers she requires to complete her
last year's volume ; but pray order them at once, as we are nearly
out, having but two copies remaining of one of the Numbers she
wa«t«. This notice applies equally to all our other last year's
subscjjbers who may require Numbers to perfect their sets.

A^.—To explain the management of the great conskrvatort
in the Hoiticultural Garden would be to write a book on the art
of caltivation.

A Constant Subscriber.—To ivocui.ate laxd it is only nece»-
Eary to prepare it as if to be laid down with grass seeds; then to
scatter over it fragments of good fresh turf, and to pass a roller
over them so as to imbed them in the soil.

Xn. Cwi.-We know of no means of driving aw^ay the Caterpil-
lars from trees except lighting a large fire of weeds and damp
leaves, sticks, &c., to windward of the orchard, when the cater-
pillars are troublesome, choosing for the operation a time when
the wind sets steadily across it. Great numbers will then fall off
the branches, and may be Itilled with the spade before they can
crawl again upon the stems of the trees.

J. /).—Insuch a situation as the leads of a room at the back of
,Connaught-terrace, aGREEVHorsB may certainly be maintained
-with success, and your plans are good. We should train the
Vines across the rafters, planting them in wooden boxes with
movable sides. The Black. Hamburgh, the White Sweetwater,
the Esperione, and the Chasselas Musque are four of the best
varieties for such a place. It would, doubtless, be desirable to
enclose the cistern in the house, if only for the convenience of
always having a supply of warm rain-water. It will, however,
be necessary to have some shallow metal pane in addition, or
the air will become too dry in summer. If you glaze wnth large
pieces of sheet glass, so as to avoid laps, and will stretch canvas
screens before the places where air is admitted, if that is prac-
ticable, you will also exclude the soot of London, which other-
"wise will soil everything in the conservatory.
Hihemia,—'Yo\x will find the following climb cng plants suit-

able for a south aspect :—Any of the climbing Roses ; Wistaria
sinensis; Clematis Hendcrsoni, grata, and floribunda; Caprif6-
liura chinense

J
Jasminum revolutum and officinale^ Ccanothus

aziireus j Aristol6chia sipho ; Ampel(3psis quinquef6Ua, and Eccre-
mocarpus scaber, wliich, however, should be slightly protected
in winter. You will not be able to flower anything in your
northern porch, but any plants while in blossom may be placed
there. Riiouochiton' volubilk is readily propagated by cut-
tings of the young shoots, whenever they can be procured; they
should be set in light rich earth, round the edges of pots, which
should be plunged in a gentle hotbed.

Hu&ticxis eipectans,—Guano manure is the dung of sea-birds,
and^ it comes from the islands in the Pacific Ocean, It will be
advisable to use ammoniacal liquor on Grass-lands now in
the proportions mentioned in p. 139. We are not aware whether
ashes and sand mixed in would be as beneficial. W^en used for
Tuniips, soak sawdust in it, and add lime till it dries, and after-
'wards drill it in with the seed. The best Grasses you can sow
on an exhausted upland pasture on light soil are Crested Dog's
TaU, Sheep's Fescue, Hard Fescue, and Poa trivialis. W^e shall
be very much obliged to you for the Number, r
A, H.—We recommend you to apply nitrate of soda to your

Grass, or a small quantity of salt. If, however, it is so rank,
^hy manure it all?

r ^. '^^""^ou may sow your Calceolaria seed now in pots of
light earth

; as the seed is very small, it is better to mix it with a
little sand, and sow it on the surface of the mould. The pots
i^ay be placed on a warm greenhouse shelf close to the light, or
plunged in a gentle hotbed.
A Stw Subscriber will never obtain such gigantic Asparagus« IS sold in Covent-garden market, without strong plants, light

^oist land, and very strong manure in abundance. He will find
fonic information upon this subject in our report of the proceed-
*OK9 of the HorUcultural Society on Tuesday last.

An Odd'Felluu'.—K mowin'g-machink costs from 7'. to 9/., ac-
cording to its size ; it can only be used in dry weather, and when
grass is verj* short. Where a lawn is to be kept extremely short,
this machine is more effectual than a scythe, and it has also the
merit of not requiring any dexterity in using it. We, however,
prefer a scythe in the hands of a good mower.
A Londoner.—We apprehend all seeds will cermin'Atb most

readily if sown a little before they are quite ripe, for reasons ex-
plained in the Theory of Horticulture; but in practice this cannot
be done, because unless a plaiit is very hardy it would be killed

by the succeeding winter. The hardy species of Ceanothus is

C. americanus and its varieties ; the others are all more or less

tender j but C. aziireuB, montanus, and pallidus will live near
London through mild winters. Neither CobDca scandens nor
stipularis is hardy: they will only live out-of-doors during
summer. All the Chinese Chrysanthemums are hardy. We be-

lieve all soft plants, and many woody ones, will grow as well in

damp Moss as in soil; the Moss, in fact, soon becomes a good
soil rich in alkalies. Pelargoniums, bulbs, Roses, annuals. Ver-
benas, and such things, are well known to succeed under that
treatment. Have no fear of our being imposed on by quacks.
Arenarius.—'So doubt the Pear will be healthy on the White-

thorn, but its ftuit will be small and bad ; the cases you mention
are not to the contrary. Your Leeks are, perhaps, over-manured,
or else you have a bad sort; the latter is the more probable.

Your plan of forming .manure is excellent, and you will unques-
tionably find your account in the slate tank holding 500 gallons.
There is no doubt that it is best to prevent as much as possible

the loss of ammonia from liquid manure j any acid or gypsum
will fix the ammonia, and there is no reason to expect that the
value of the manure will be deteriorated by such additions, but
the contrary. The acid should be used in a very diluted state.

The objection to mixing caustic lime with animal manure is, that
it absorbs carbonic acid, and is converted into carbonate at the
expense of the manure. Now, as chalk, shells, &c,, contain car-

bonate of lime, and not the caustic earth, they can do no injury

by absorbing carbonic acid. Carbonate of lime when burnt loses

its carbonic acid, and is converted into quicklime ; whilst, on the
other hand, quicklime greedily absorbs carbonic acid from the
soil, manure, or air, and passes hack again into the state of car.

bonate of lime. The lime in sand is already in the state of car-

bonate; it may, therefore, be advantageously mixed with animal
manures and composts. Sea-sand will probably be sufficient

dressing for the Grass-land. Cut back the shoots of the standard
Roses, although only recently planted. As you do not .say in

what way your Onions are injuriously affected by liquid manure,
we cannot suggest the cause of the injury they sustain,

A. G. ilf,—The best manure for Roses, if the ground is poor,
is well-rotted dung, particularly cow-dung j but if the soil

is stiff and wet, it must be made friable, by adding either fine

sand or lime-rubbish. Nitrate of soda, applied at the rate of lib.

to the rod, when the Roses commence growing, will much im-
prove their vigour, and seems to prevent their being attacked by
the green-fly during the summer. You must take great care that
none of the nitrate lodge on the leaves or young shoots, as it will

destroy them, and particularly if applied in dry weather.
J. S. J.—Laurels may be pruned, or cut back, any time be-

tween October and April; but to cut the large branches of a
Laurel is very injurious, like cutting the top off any large tree;

therefore ip heading-down an over-grown Laurel hedge, cut part
of the larger branches back one season, and when they hai'e pro-

duced young shoots to )<eep the roots in action, remove the
others. By tliis means you may regenerate your Laurel hedge

;

but if you cut the whole top off at once, you will find that no
time of the year is suitable for such an operation, while if judi-

ciously done, it may be done at any time, except when the plants
are in full growth.
A Subscriber^ from the First,'-The quantity of seeh required

for any given space of irround varies very much ; it depends upon
the quality of the seed, the soil, and season of the year when
sown ; it is, therefore, impossible to state the exact quantity re-

quired; but the following may be taken as a medium:—O.mons,
if sown broadcast, about loz- to the rod, or lOlbs. to the acre

;

but if the seedl is new and good, Slbs. will do; while if old and
doubtful, better sow I2lbs. to the acre. If sown in drills, one-
sixth less seeds wJU do. For Carrots, about the same quantity,

if the seed is good and clean ; but it is better to sow plenty, as

it is easy to thin the crop.

A Subscriber, Limerick.—You can disroot your Fuchsia ful-
OENS, or any of the other kinds, in the way you mention, and pot
again in smaller pots. It will be rather beneficial than otherwise,

and should be done now, just before your plants start into

growth, Pelargoxiuais should be treated in this wa^' in the
autumn, shortly after they have been cut back ; but if the pots

in which you have yours are inconveniently large, you may re-

duce their balls of earth with perfect safety now. Keep the

house close and warm for a few days after the operation. We
do not think that any seed of the rarest kinds of Pelargoniums
has been advertised in our columns at 2s. 6d. or 5s. per packet.

Discipulus.—Your Apples, such as are known of them, are.

—

Nos. J, 8, New Golden Pippin; 2, Striped Holland Pippin ; 3, Ord
Apple; 7, Downton; 9, Margil; 10, Sam Young. The Breda
Apricot is the best for a Dwarf Standard, and next to it the
Brussels. Any of the cultivated Nuts or Filberts will succeed on
the common Hazel; there is no difficulty*in grafting them. We
would not advise you to disturb the loots of Apples intended to

be grafted this season ; the check in the first instance would ren-

der the success of the operation of grafting precarious. The
branches or stems of trees intended to be grafted should be cut

back before spring.

Scotus.-ThQ following Trkes and Shrubs are handsome, and
well suited for a place in the Lowlands of Scotland, between 800ft.

and 900ft. above the sea :—The different species of Maple, such as

A. macroph)llum, eriocarpum, platanoides, striatum. Various

Thorns, as Crataegus Ar6nia. odoratissima, Oliveriana, orieutalis,

tanacetif(5lia, Pouglasii, heteropbylla, prunifolia, punctata, pyri-

f61ia; Cotoneastcr frjgjda. nummularia, and rotundif6lia; ^'sculus
rubicunda; Berberis aquifOlium ; Spirsea ariief61ia and flexuosa;

Eu6nymus latlft'jlius; AInus cordataj Philadelphus speciosus and
Gordonianus; Pinus Beodara, cephalonica, Pinsapo, and tatirica;

Juniperus chinensis and oblonga; Quercus ambigua and coc-

cinea ; Magnolia purpurea : Pyrus spectabilis : TiUa rubra and
alba; Syringa Josikaea; Ribes aureum; Copper, Purple, and Cut-

leaved Beeches; and Ulmus vegeta and rubra.

J. K"., JCsse2\~lt is certain that with regard to gardbx-walls
the quantity of solar heat absorbed and reflected must together

be the same, whatever the colour of the materials may be, all

other circumstance* being equal. A dark-coloured wall absorbs

more, and reflects less, than a light-coloured one; but in the
case of either dark or light coloured, the amount of heating rays
impinged is the same. Reflected solar''rays, being of less in-

tensity than those that are direct, do not scorch the bark of trees;

and with still less reason can such an effect he attributed to the
gradual radiation of heat from your blackened wall. Direct so-
lar rays will raise a thermometer placed against a south wall as
much as 100° Fah. above the freezing point, and the exposed
parti only of naked stems are frequently injured. The parts of
such stems as are next the wall, and consequently most exposed
to its radiation, have not been noticed to be Injured, so far at
least as our observation has extended, nor is it likely, for the
heat from this source will rarely, if ever, be equal to 50° above
the freezing point, or half as much as that occasioned by direct

solar rays. The fact of your trees against the blackened wail
having declined in productiveness and vigour, must be referred to
other causes than colour; at the same time, by saying so we
would not wish to be understood as giving a preference to black-
ened walls.

CMrft/'rt//«rf<rr,—For training on the North aspect of your slate

roofs, you may plant the Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Flemish
Beauty, and Hacon's Incomparable Pears; and Morello Cherries.

For the South aspect,—Glout Morccau, Passe Cohnar, Ne plus

Meuria, Easter Beurr^, and Beurr^ Ranee Pears ; May-Duke
Cherries; and Green and Purple Gage Plums. East and West
aspects, — Beurre Die!, Hacon's Incomparable, Nelis d*Hi\er^

Thompson's and l^uise Bonue (of Jersey ^ Pears ; Ribston Pip-

pin, Blenheim Pippin, Adams's Pcarmain, Sturmer Pippin, and
Nonpareil Apples, and Coe's Golden Drop and Ickworth's Impe-
ratrice Pluma. Fruit-treks, particularly Pears, planted on the
north side of a wall, and trained downwards on the south, answer
very well, as was proved in Sir J. Banks's garden at Spring-
grove. It is, however, essential that the border in which the
trees are planted be made high and dry. Stout wire, well
stretched and secured by means of some small bars, will do for
training upon

; but slips of wood will be preferable as regards
the health of the trees, and we should use no more of these than

I

is necessary to conduct the young shoots in a proper direction

—

horizontally, ift. apart, in the case of Apples and Pears ; and for
the stone-fruit a fan form with a centre summer shoot retained
for several years for the purpose of behig annually shortened in
autumn, in order to furnish a supply of diverging branches.
Thin canvas will protect the blossoms from frost, if not very se-
vere. The effects of frost will also be partially counteracted by-
heat from the stock of cattle Inside.
Rauzf in rather a cold part of Staffordshire, mav plant on a

wall facing S.S.W. the following Paiars : Beurrt' Did, Marie
Louise, Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar, Ne plus Meuris, Easter
Beurr^, and Beurr<5 Ranee. Plums- Royale uaUve, Green gage,
Purple-gage, Kirke's and Coe»s Golden Drop: and Cherries—
the Mayduke, Elton, and Florence. On a N.W. aspect the Jai.
gonelle and Hacon's Incomparable Pears, Orleans Plum, :\nd
Morello Cherry. On this aspect, if a stewing Pear is required,
the Catillac will succeed.

L, Mc,—li\ ORYINO PLANTS, caTc mui»t be taken not to press
them so much as to crush them; succulents, and kinds that
drop their leaves, such as Heaths, should be dipped in hot w^ater
before they are pressed. Each specimen should be placed be-
tween a sheet of brown or blotting paper, and between each filled

sheet several empty ones should be placed; for the first day or
two the pressure should be only just sufficient to prevent the
leaves and flowers from shrivelling. When the papers are damp
the^plants should be placed in dry ones, increasing the pressure
after every shift till the specimens are perfectly dry.

Clarence Matilda,^ Of your seeds from the Himalayas all are
hardy but the Prinsepia utilis ; tliey may all be sown in pots or
pans of light vegetable earth, except the Rhododendron, which
should have peat, and they may be placed in a cool frame. The
Rhododendron seeds being very minute should be mixed with a
little sand and sown on the surface. AU seeds from the Hima*
lavas do not require the same management ; as the climate va-
ries exceedingly at different altitudes.

An Irish Subsrriber.-^Cms\ RosRS do not require much prun-
ing beyond cutting the longest shoots to strong eyes, which may
be done in the course of the present month. They like good rich
soil with plenty of manure, and form beautiful objects when
trained on three^stakes in a pyramidal form, or when growing
over a wall or trellis.

Jpomt£a.—As far as our own experience goes, wc believe that
so much docs not depend upon the kind, in the production of
large Aspairagus, as upon the cultivation. Ipomcea Leariz
will answer in a greenhouse, but it requires plenty of pot-room,
and should be planted in light, rich soil, and freely supplied with
water during the summer,
A Kentish Man.— It is not usual for mule plants to produce

good seed, though they sometimes will do so ; we had not before
he^,d of its occurring with Passifiora paeruleo-racemospu "^he
seedlings will, we presume, have a decided tendency to returi^ to
one of the parents \ but it is not improbable that some of them
may remain true ; if so, we should be curious to see whether, if

they seed, their offspring would be true also.

A,—The following are the best Books to commence studying
botany with : — Lindley's " Elements of Botany ;" Lindley's
"Ladies* Botany," abridged edition; and the same author's
"Synopsis of the British Flora."

Salopian.—'So. 1 is Erica tetralix; 2, Calluna (or Erica) vul-

garis
i 3, a species of Bryum, not Sphagnum ; 4, Sagina procum-

bens. So long as the w^ater in which a Hyacinth grows is sweet,

it is not necessary to change it. It should always have rain-

water.-
A Subscriber.—^Your Deodar Cedar, struck ftom a cutting, will

be as true as one raised from seed.

d Constant Reader.—The plants best suited for drawing off

electrical jnatfer from the atmosphere are Grasses, Fir-trees, ^d
all such others as have the foliage produced into sljarp points.

We must beg Mr. Cowan to give us the name of the island he
speaks of. Without it, his communication loses its value,

W. H.—A gallon of gas liquor was applied to a rod in the ex-
periment mentioned in p. 139. Now is a good time to use it.

CZ>.—We shall be happy to know your mode of growing the
Neapolitan Violet. We know no Arbutus named Ukraincnsis,

or Cleranensis.
Ciericus, F, V. 5.—Zatropha Curcas is Jatrcpha Curcas; and

Azadirata fndica is Melia Azedaracii, of which there is a notice

in p. 829 (1840.
A Young Botanist.— If your dried plants are in the mouldy

state you describe, you had best throw them away and dry others,

J. i4.—Your request, with inquiries from other correspondents
relative to the merits of the Dahlias sent out last year, have bccu
cojnplied with, and appear in another part of the Paper,

0. £.-Pooh!
Faversham.-Tiie small conical Apple, like a much-russeted

Cockle Pippin, is not known.
A Subscriber fropt the Beginning had better procure some ever-

greens in pots, such as Box, Aucuba, and Rhododendron, and
during the summer mix Pelargoniums, Senecios, Fuchsias, and
similar plants with them, for it is scarcely possible to flower any-
thing properly in a situation on which the sun scarcely ever shines.

A Subscriber.—Your peat seems excellent,

T. S., Bradfield.—We are much obliged for the Numbers. Your
question is answered in the leader of to-day.

/. C. jy.—You had better dispot your Cactuses, and repot them
in small pots in a mixture of peat and sand and brick-rubbish

;

place them in a warm part of the greenhouse, and supply them
but sparingly with water till they begin to grow, after which they
may receive a more plentiful supply. You should cut your
Fuchsia close to the ground.
A Constant Reader.—Mr. Masters advertises the Grapes ia p. 34.

.^Jam.— It is now too late to root-prune fruit-trees; and if it

was not, we do not think it would be of any service to yours.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answer! this week.
Erratum.—At the end of the paper upon Cape Heaths, in

p. 140, read "R. jP.," instead of "a, e. i."
:3"

NEWS O F TH E WEEK.
The arrival of an overland mail during the week hat

put us in possession of intelligence from India to the lOth

Jan. The accounts from Affghanistan. which come tJo^vn

to Dec. 15th, are still of a very discouraging character;

the forces in Cabul are said to have been reduced to great

extremities for want of provisions, and all attempts to re-

lieve them had failed, in consequence of the feventy of

the winter. Candahar was quiet; Sir R. Sale s division

had routed the enemy in two engagements, and was con-

sidered to be secure. The disastrous condition of the

troops had giten rise to -^ -anety of rumours, and it was

.. ..I .u-. .L- ^ ^«-f rrftbd. d«ated by the tearful
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OilJfi a^-n\nH them, had proposed terms of capitulation ;

but it appeari from the statCTnent of Sir R. Peel m Par-

liament, that GoTCrnment has received lio coafirmatioa

of the rumour, still len of an actual surrender. The

accounts from China by this arrival add little to the in-

formatioa brought hj the last maiL The Chinese had

made some show of a hostile movement at Atnoy, and were

actively cng^aged in restoring the fortificatioria of Canton.

It was said to be the intention of Sir 11. Pottinger to march

upon Pekia as soon as the south-west monsoon had set

in ; and in the meantime hostilities on the part of the

Chinese were considered probable.— From France we

learn that the Slave-Trade Treaty is still the subject of

much angry feeling towards this country, and the ques-

tion of the right of search has been discussed in the Cham*

bers at considerable length : during this debate, M. Guizot

declared that Ministers withheld the ratification solely

because they considered that the recent vote of the Cham-

ber called upon them to do so ; and that they bad pro-

posed to the other Powers such modifications as might

allow the accession of France, consistently with the ex-

pressed feeling of the Chambers. The press unanimously

approve of the conduct of the Government in withholding

the ratificatioDy but contend that the other Powers have

insulted France by signing the Treaty after her refusal to

be a party to it.-—Our news from Spain confirms the ac-

counts received last week relative to the republican move-

aaent at Barcelona, and to the assembling of the Christino

generals and other leading members of the October iniur-

rection on the French frontier. In conseanence of this

r to Cant. Meynell"; and Col. Berkeley has sue- 1
been concluded between France, England, Prussia, Auatria

:ol. Grer ar Equerry in Waiting on her Majesty, whose flag was icarcely known except in the Adriatic and

>

successor

ceeded Col. Grey as Equerry in waiting

Major-Gen. Sir E. Bowater has succeeded Col. Wylde as

Equerry in Waiting to Prince Albert.

Foreign Posia(/e. —Vi'iih the view to greater facility

of communication with Madeira and the Azores, the Post

Office authorities have adopted a new regulation, which

came into operation on Thursday, respecting the trans-

mission of the mails to those places. The West India

Contract Packets are fn future to touch at Madeira in

their outward voyage, so that letters intended to be deli-

vered either there or at the Azores will be forwarded by

that conreyancc, and not by the Brazil packets, unless

specially marked to be sent by other channels. The mails

will be made up on the 1st and 15th of every month, t,

-fForefan.

In consequence

demonstration, the Government has strengthened the for-

tresses on that frontier; and adopted measures of a pre-

cautionary nature in other parts of the kingdom, in order

to avoid being taken unprepared. Great excitement
|

prevails in the Basque provinces, In consequence of

the movement of troops and the conviction that a se-

rlouB struggle is near at hand. In the Chambers tlie

Government seems to have gained strength from recent

events ; the long-protracted debate on the Address has

terminated favourably to Ministers, and the Senators and

Deputies of all parties are said to evince a very general

desire to support the Regent in resisting the threatened

inturTeclion.—In Portugal everything is quiet ; the coun-
try appears to have acquieiced in the change from the
Cuufttltution to the Charter j and the only question of

public interest x.^.v unsettled is the composition of the
new ministry.—From Turkey we learn that there is every
prospect of a complete settlement of the dispute with
Greece, and that the treaty of commerce, which has
been for some time delayed, is now likely to be ra-

tified. The accounts from Syria are unsatisfactory;
the appointment of an Austrian renegade to the go-
•fernment of the Lebanon has created much discon-
tent among the people, and it it apprehended that

the mountaineers will lay aside their religious feuds and
unite In opposing the appointment. Advices have been
received from Jeruialem, announcing the arrival of Dr.
Alexander, the Protestant bishop, who made his entry
into the Holy City on the 21st ult., and was received with
marked demonstrations of respect on the part of the au-
thorities. The financial affairs of Egypt continue in a
M-y critical state ; the Pacha's tribute is largely in arrear,
the pay dae to the Syrians is unliquidated, and the Go-
Ternnoent servants are reduced to great distress in conse-
qnence of the non-payment of their salaries.
At home, several measures have been introduced in the

House of Lords for the better administration of justice.
In -the Commons, theMInisterial resolutions for the modi-
fication of the Corn-laws have been affirmed by large
majorities, and leave haa been given \o bring in a bill
founded on them. A commission has been appointed for
the purpose of inquiring iato the circumstances connected
with the recent issue of forged Exchequer-bills ; and a
InU has been introduced in reference to mixed marriagesA conversatloa of some interest has taken
place m both Houses on the affairs of Spain, and on
the alleged sanction given by the French Government to
the conspirators on the frontier. Lord Aucrdecn, in ex-
planation, sUted that he had received distinct a..urances
from M. Guizoc that the preparations on the frontier re-
ceived no encouragement from the authorities, who had
been instructed to intercept all persons against whom there
were grounds for suspicion. In regard to England, Lord
Aberdeen repeated his assurance that every assistance
should be given to the Regent to enable him to maintain
the existing Government.

in Ireland,

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and ctmtinue at
Brighton. The Queen, accompanied by Prince Albert
the Duke Ferdinand, and the Princes of Saxe Cobour^'

Trance.— The Slave Trade Treaiy^—The ratification

of the Treaty for the suppression of the slave trade conti-

nues to occupy the attention of the Paris journals, and is

made the subject for much angry discussion. The question

appears to have given rise to very general excitement in

Paris, and to renewed ill feelings towards this country.

The papers, however, do not appear to complain of the

self-isolation of France in this case, since they universally

agree as to the policy of the non-ratification on the part of

the Government ; but they regard it as a serious ground

of grievance, and represent the public indignation in con-

sequence aa great, that the other Powers should have

dared to sign it to the exclusion of France. Some of the

Opposition prints indeed go so far as to assert that there

is a casus beili in the conduct of the Great Powers. The
anger of the Liberal organs is expressed in a variety of

ways. Some of them maintain that M. Guizot's pacific

policy, and his resolve to re-enter the European concert,

have been a failure, because he is himself isolated on the

right of search treaty. The papers which represent M.
Thiers's opinion predict that M. Guizot will dissolve the

Chambers, and that when he has obtained a majority in the

general election, he will ratify the treaty. Against this

course, however, a Parliamentary intrigue, it is stated, has

been formed, to get if possible a vote of the Chambers
against this ratification, in addition to the vote which it

has already passed on the subject ; and consequently at

the close of Saturday's sitting of the Chamber of Depu-
ties, M. Mauguia announced that he should put some
questions to the Government, relative to the right of

search treaty. M, Guizot, the Minister for Foreign Af-

fairs, having assented, Monday was fixed for the interro-

gations. Considerable excitement prevailed in Paris re-

specting this debate, which will be found below in the pro-

ceedings of the Chambers. The Moniteur Paruien
publishes the following curious notice: *' It had been an-

nounced that * the French Association for the Abolition of
Slavery would hold on the 7th inst. a meeting at the Hotel
de Yille/ and that ' the English Abolitionists would be
invited to attend the meeting.' The planters of the
French West India Islands, alarmed for their interests,
assembled on Saturday at the house of M. Jollivet, the de-
legate for Martinique, who announced to them that * the
Government had taken measures to prevent the projected
meeting at the Hotel de Yille.'"

^
Affairs of Spain,—The impending attempt to rekindle

civil war in Spain, the plan of which is said to have been
matured in Paris, is the only question besides the slave-
trade treaty that at present engrosses the attention of the
journals, A variety of rumours on this subject arc cur-
rent, which are made the subject of comment by the pa-
pers ; but nothing authentic is known, and the only fact
of interest connected with the subject is contained in a pa-
ragraph published in an Orleans paper, which has been
copied by some of the Paris prints. The statement is
considered to prove the intentions of the conspirators, and
by the impunity with which those intentions have been
manifested, the apparent connivance of the Govern-
ment. The paragraph announces that the greater
number of the Christino Generals who were domiciled in
Orleans, such as Urbistondo, Piquero, Claveria, Campil-
lo, &c., have left for the frontiers of Spain, some for Bor-
deaux, some for Dax, and others for Bayonne.

The Chambers.—\n the Chamber of Deputies on Satur-
day the standing committees met to appoint the commis-
sion to report upon the Secret Service Money Bill, of a
million of francs, an extraordinary grant. ^The Opposi-
tion^obtained -2 members, and the Ministry got 7. The time
of the Chamber was afterwards occupied with a discussion
respecting the manner in which M. hambert obtained
possession of the famous letter of the Clermont Prefect,
referred to in a previous Number, and which related to
the packing of juries. M. Teste made a severe atUck
upon M. Isambert respecting the mode in which he ob-
tained the letter, and the various accounts which he gave
of that mode. M. Isambert declared that he had ob-
tamed cognizance of the letter in question by legitimate
means, and m his quality as Councillor of Cassation. He
took the opportunity also to complain that he had been
summoned before the Assize Court on account of the for-
mer letter which he had revealed. He would not obey
the summons but pleaded exemption as Deputy. Some
questujns and warm language were put in the bureaux byM. Billau^e and Jaubert relative to the right of search.M. Janbertsaid that France was a

day next, me XLoii or liardwickc success Lord Rivpr^ Af Ki. J«fl«f:^« ^
^,--- -™fe«.«, n^iu jiau given notice

a/Lord in Waiting
;
the Countess of Drmor,t.cceed, ters el," vftoX'^i f "^^ T^'S^"

'"^"'""y ^^ Mini.-
I.ady Portman as Ladj in Waiting j Mr. Ormsby Gore S Sat « evtfTf f^^

'^' »Iave-trade treaty. He
.«. «ri.d to take 1« Ltfes . G^U ia ^^ltZ\uA^lSS A Slt^ot tr„^ir«rS Li

the seas of Greece, and Russia ^hose vessels seldom quit-
ted the seasbywhichitsimmenseterritory was surrounded.
This treaty, he said, made England the magistrate of the'

ocean ; no one could traverse it without being subject to
her search. She might proscribe any nation at her will
and prevent her ships from navigating any sea she might
point out. Should France consent to such pretensions
she Would abandon every princi]ile and abandon herself!

He wished to call the attention of the Minister of Foreign
Affairs to the situation in which he was placed, and to the
serious difficulties with which he was surrounded. M.
Guizot replied in the following words : In the lengthened
discussion which has already taken place on the question
which is again brought before you, I maintained in all ita

constitutional freedom the prerogative of the Crown, viz,

its right to ratify t^e treaty which had been concluded *

but, at the same time, I acknowledged that the feeling

manifested by the Chamber was entitled to the serious

consideration of Government- I have acted upon this

principle. My language has formed the rule of my con-
duct. When the moment for ratification arrived, the
Crown, upon the advice of the Cabinet, and particularly

of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, instructed the Ambas-
sador in London to declare that the Crown felt that it

ought not to ratify the treaty* It declared, moreoverj
that it could not say at what period it might be able to do
so; and at the same time reserved to itself to propose
modifications in the treaty. The protocol remains open

;

France is not separated from the other Powers ; France is

not even upon this special question isolated from the rest

of Europe. Grave, legitimate, and constitutional motives
induced the Crown to refuse its ratification, as it had a
right to do. The state of things is perfectly simple, per-

fectly regular. The ratification has not been given ; a
new negotiation has been opened with the powers, with a

view to obtain modifications which would satisfy, as far as

the honour of the Chamber will permit, the feeling which
has been manifested by the Chamber and the public.

What the precise object of these negotiations is, and what
the result as to the proposed modifications may be, is a

question upon which my sense of duty does not p^mit me
to enter now. There is reason to believe that we shall

attain the double object which we have in view. Thi« is

all that I can «ay.—M. Ben-yer followed, and said that

the very simple and clear manner in which the Minister

for Foreign Affairs had placed the question did not, in his

opinion, permit them to prolong the discussion. The
question then dropped ; and an animated converiation

ensued relative to Spain, during which a deputy, M. Glais

Bizoin, said it had been declared, in the English Parlia-

ment, that a flagrant conspiracy was organising, and that

the day and hour of the explosion were agreed upon. The
Prime Minister of England, he added, had stated that the

chief of this conspiracy was in Paris, M. Guizot replied

with some warmLh, that the person alluded to, Cabrera,

for it was he who had been mentioned, had not come to

Paris. Permission was even refused to him to enter

France. The English Ministry was in complete error on
this subject. The discussion then dropped.

The Kavtj.—Accounts from Brest state that a man-
of-war and a frigate had been ordered to sail in all haste

for Lisbon. A brig of war left Toulon for Barcelona on

the 20th ult. The ^' Journal du Havre" announces that a

frigate and brig of war sailed from St. Thomas's on the

22d Jan. for Pqrt an Prince. It appears from the private

correspondence of that journal that those vessels formed

part of a naval division, commanded by Rear Admiral Ar-

noua, which wa« proceeding to St. Domingo, at the re-

quctt of the French Consul-General, M. Levasseur.

Spain.—Intelligence has been received from Barcelona
fully confirming the news given in our last, respecting the

serious aspect of affairs in that city, and the secret re-es-

tablishment of the Supreme Junta of Vigilance. Private

correspondence from San Sebastian, dated the 24th ult.

states that a strong conviction prevailed throughout the

Basque provinces that a struggle was at hand, and intel-

ligence received from Bayonne of the" arrival of the cele-

brated Carrequei'ri at that city on the 22d ult. had mate-
rially increased the anxiety which previously existed. Car-

requerri, it is added, travelled post from Bordeaux, and
did not make the slightest attempt at concealment or mys-
tery. Ribed, another capitalist, and native of Fampeluna,
who took an equal share in Gen. O'Donnell's insurrection

with Carrequerri, had likewise arrived at Bayonne. Gen.

Alcala was taking every precaution to prevent the possi-

bility of a surprise. The guns which had been removed
from the battlements of San Sebastian have been replaced,

and an additional quantity of every kind of ammunition
has been prepared and got in readiness. General Alcala

was to make in the first week of March a tour through

the province of Guipuscoa, with two regiments and a com-

pany of sappers and miners, for the purpose of inspecting

the few fortified places on the frontiers of France. A bat-

talion in garrison at Irun had been removed, in conse-

quence of the numerous desertions which had taken place

from it into France. The same advices state that several

Carlist chiefs, and amongst others Gen. Urbistondo, had

been permitted by the French Government to take up

their residence at Dax and Cambo, along the Pyrenean

frontiers; that Carlo-Christino agents continued to be

busily engaged, particularly about St. Jean de Luz and

Orogne, in preparing the way for a new outbreak ;
and

that they appeared to be plentifully supplied with money,
and received, it was said, every assistance from the French

authorities. Some serious disturbances had taken place

at Olot, a manufacturing town, in the circle of Girona.

The riot arose from the use of a ateam engine by a n^*^"-

focturer, whose place wag destroyed. In the affray, the

»
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populace was fired upon, and two per^ns were killed and

one wounded. "We learn from Bayonue, under date the

23rd ult., that Gen. Rodil, commanding the troops in the

Basque provinces, had ordered a movement towards the

French frontiers, and that the valley of the Bastan was

completely occupied. Irunta, Elisondo, Vera, Echalon,

Urdax, and Zugarramundi were all garrisoned. Tlie Re-

gent had prohibited the fabrication of gunpowder in the

Basque provinces until further orders. The Madrid cor-

respondence of the 21st ult. announces the conclusion of

the long-protracted debate on the Address in the Chamber
of Deputies. Seiior Gonzales, it is stated, had found him-

eelf so strong that he had refused to accede to a proposal

made to him by Seiior Lujah on the part of the Opposi-

tion. Private accounts add that there is a very general

desire manifested, both by senators and deputies of all

parties, to strengthen the hands of Government in resist-

ing the threatened insurrection, but that Senor Gonzales

defends the prerogative of Government, and resists the

pretensions of committees of both houses to dictate to

the executive. The official Gazelle contains a project of

law, to be presented to the Cortes, demanding that the

Minister of Finance may be authorised to issue Treasury-

bills to the amount of 160 millions of reals ; but as the

committee charged with the examination of this scheme

is composed of the Opposition, it is doubted whether it

will pass into a law. A committee which had been ap-

pointed to report on the calling into active service of

50,000 National Guards, was said to be in favour of the

measure ; and at a meeting of Deputies and Senators at a

secret sitting on the 20th, it was resolved to recommend
to Government the adoption of the most energetic mea-
sures to prevent the breaking out of any insurrection. At
the sitting of Congress on the 19th ult., Gen. Mendez
Vigo directed the attention of the Chamber to the affairs

of Portugal. He said " the situation of that country may
exercise a fatal influence on our cause. Our enemies are

there openly conspiring against our liberty, and find par-

tisans. It will require extraordinary exertions on our

part to obviate the danger. In France, also, the conspi-

racy is flagrant- Let us prove that we are neither Eng-
lish nor French, and that the nation is able to brave all

its enemies. I propose that auxiliary Juntas be established

in the provinces, and that Government resort to every

means calculated to show what our heroic nation is capa-

ble of." The President of the Council, in reply, said that

the plan suggested by the General would be productive of

general contusion. The Gazette of the 19ch ult. orders

several naval armaments- Troops were still marching
from all sides towards the frontiers of Portugal. The pro-

vincial regiment of Malaga left that city on the 14th ult.

for Badajoz, and a frigate had proceeded on a cruise along

the Portuguese coast. Orders had also been given for a

ship of the line to repair without delay from Ferol to

Cadiz. A small naval division, consisting of one steamer,
a brig, and a schooner, had been stationed at Santona, for

the purpose of guarding the coast between that harbour
and France ; Government, it is said, on this occasion being
determined not to be taken unprepared by events. ' Pre-
cautionary measures had been likewise adopted at Tarifa
and Algesiras. ^The garrisons of those two places had
been reinforced, and on;;;the 11th ult,, the British Go-
vernor of Gibraltar, accompanied by two 'of his aides-de-
camp, had an interview at Algesiras wiCh the Spanish
Genera], and concerted with him a plan for defending the
neighbouring coast. An English ship of the line was
lying off Tarifa on the 13th ult., and the "Corresponsal"
states that the Governor of Gibraltar had been instructed
to afford the Spanish authorities any aid they might re-
quire in the event of a landing. The Portuguese General,
Count Das Antas, had arrived at Cadiz, along with other
emigrants; and ^ the Duke de Palmella, Viscount Sa da
Bandeira, and others, were expected to arrive by the next
packet. A sum of 30,000/. sterling was transmitted from
Madrid on the ]9th ult. to London, on account of the in-
demnity bondholders.
Portugal. —We have received, by the Braganza

steamer, intelligence from Lisbon to the 21st ult. Every-
thing was again quiet in the Capital, and the country ap-
pears to have everywhere acquiesced in the change from
the Constitution to the Charter. The Ministry had not
been definitively arranged, and it was considered doubtful
whether Costa Cabral, the hero of the Oporto movement,
would form part of it or not. In the former case, Senhors
Mousiuho d'Albuquerque and Loureiro, it is said, would
retire. Costa Cabral, and his colleagues of the Oporto
Junta, arrived in Lisbon on the 19th ult., and had been
presented to the Queen, and it was reported at first that
the former, in conjunction with the Duke of Terceira,
would form the new Ministry ; but subsequently it was
said that the Duke would remain with his present col-
leagues, that Senhor Figueiras would join them as Minister
of Justice, and Count Lavradio was spoken of as Minister
^r Foreign Affairs, Costa Cabral being excluded. The
Pope's Nuncio was about to be presented to the Queen.
Ihe Duke of Palmella had been appointed to negotiate
With his Excellency, and some material concessions had
been made, M. Capuccini giving up any claim as to the
restoration of convent property. It does not, however,
appear what had been done as to the establishment of the
li-cclesiastical Court, which was said to be one of his de-
nianda. The Queen was expected to be confined in a few
weeks, and prayers were put up in the churches for her
safe delivery. Lisbon had been full of rejoicing for the
^atoration of the Charter. It was observed that Lord
Woward and Baron Mareachai were not present at the
Jfvee, which
Mmistew,

^^ Germ
tie

Esterhazy from the embassy at the Court of St. James's, I Danish gentlem:
—A letter from Berlin, of the 19th ult,, states that his " '

"

Majesty had -fixed for the 23d ult. the solemnity of the

betrothing of the Prince Royal of Bavaria to the Princess

Mary. The Queen has received an autograph letter from
Queen Victoria, written in the German language, in

which her Majesty expresses her joy and gratitude for the ,

visit which she has received from the King. Private

letters state that the feeling of hostility which prevailed

throughout the German States, and particularly in Prussia,

against the Russian Government, has begun to be mani-

fested in the public prints since the Prussian system of

censorship has been relaxed : and that it has been even

publicly suggested that Prussia would do v^ell to follow

the example which this country has given in suppressing

the slave-trade, and insist on a change being made in the

treatment to which the population of the Polish provinces

under the dominion of Russia are subjected, and place

them at least on an equality with the inhabitants of the

Prussian Duchy of Posen. The " Konigsberg Gazette "

has two remarkable articles, unsuppressed by the censor-

ship, on the necessity of completing the defence of that

province against Russia by the fortifying of Lyck. There
is no fortress on the Prussian frontier between Memel
and Thorn, which in case of war would throw the eastern

province of Prussia into the power of Russia. A Berlin

letter says that Prince William, the King's uncle, would

leave that city on the 20th or 21st ult. for Italy, and

would be followed by his sons. Prince Adalbert would

go first into Portugal and thence to Brazil. Ilis Royal

Highness, it is said, has a passion for the »ea, and is well

acquainted with naval science. By an official notice pub-

lished on the I4th ult., the '^Telegraph/' edited by Dr.

Gutzkow, and published at Hamburg, is prohibited in the

whole of the Prussian dominions. This, it is saiJ, is in

consequence of the prohibition of every work published

by Hoffmann and Campe. Since the beginning of this

year, the names of Hoffmann and Campe are not an-

nounced as publishers, but simply Julius Campe ; a

change which has not induced the minister to relax the

prohibition. It is announced that M. Eichthorn will

succeed Count Maltzahn as Prussian Minister for Foreign

Affairs; and a report prevailed at Berlin of a considerable

reduction being about to be made in the Prussian army.

—The German newspapers in general express their satis-

faction at the settlement of the differences respecting

now a clergyman of the Church of

England," who conducted him to' Jerusalem, which they

entered on the following day, amidst a large concourse of

people, the authorities paying him every respect. On the

22d the Doctor and Col. Rose inspected the site on which

the new church is to be erected, and on the following day

the Bishop preached his inaugural sermon.— It is stated

that the financial changes of Izzet Slehemet Pacha, the

Vizier, had not been attended with happy results. It

appears that there is now a prospect of a complete settle-

ment of the Greek dispute, owing, it is said, to the active

exertions of Sir S. Canning. It was expected that the

treaty of commerce signed by Zographos, and rejected by
his Government, would be ratified when Mavrocordato,
the new Ambassador, had arrived in Constantinople,
where he was daily expected. One of the Sultanas has
given birth to a son, an event which had been hailed with
more than ordinary rejoicings. Baron de Bourqueney,
the French Minister, gave a ball on the 5th ult. Sir S.

Canning was prevented from being present, owing to in-

disposition, from which, however, his Excellency has
recovered.

Egypt.—By the Levant mail we have news from Alex-

andria to the 9th ult. It states that Mehemet AH, in-

stead of returning from Minie to Cairo as was expected,

had gone towards Suit, in Upper Egypt. The state of

his finances is said to be very critical. Said Effendi, the

Sultan's Envoy, had been waiting for the last fivt months

at Alexandria to receive the tribute due for Egypt for the

last two years, amounting to 75,000 purses, independent

of 40,000 purses due for the present year, which would

expire on the 11th ult. The pay due to the Syrians,

moreover, remained to be liquidated. The penury of the

treasury, it is said, was so great, that the Pacha having

sent three horses as a present to Nedjib Pacha, of Damas-

cus, the sais who accompanied them from Egypt into

Syria were to have received, by order of the Sultan, 25

piastres to defray their expenses, but even this small sum
was not forthcoming. It is likewise asserted that the

Government servants not having received any pay for a

length of time, Lieut. Kaimakam sold one of his children

at the slave bazaar of Cairo, in order to procure food for

the other members of his family. The Appalt, or mono-

poly of wines and spirituous liquors, had been abolished

with respect to all Europeans. They now pay 5 per cent.

ad valorem; but the Ottoman subjects were not allowed

Luxembourg. The hereditary Prince of Saxe Coburg this privilege. A notification had been made to the

Gotha will, it is expected, soon retire from the^military

service of Saxony, and leave Dresden ; his marriage to

the Princess of Baden, it is added, will take place at no

distant time. The papers mention it as a circumstance

somewhat remarkable that four hereditary princes are on

the eve of marriage, viz., those of Coburg, Bavaria,

Weimar, and Modena.—A letter from Thuringen, in

Upper Saxony, dated the 12th ult., states that snow has

fallen there to the depth of 5 or 6 feet ; and that hares,

deer, &c., unable to obtain food, enter the houses of the

peasants, and eat out of their hands.—Accounts have been

received from Carlsruhe, dated the 15th ult-, announcing

the unexpected dissolution of the Baden Chambers on

that day.

Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburgh inform us that

the legislature is about to look rather more closely than

it has hitherto done into failures and bankruptcies, and

that a ukase is shortly to be published on this subject.

By the terms of this ukase, every bankrupt who cannot

pay 4'0 per cent, is to be looked upon as a fraudulent de-

faulter, and as such is to be either banished to Siberia, or

incorporated in a regiment as a private soldier. Between

the months of Jan. and April of last year 160 great com-

mercial houses have failed in Moscow, These extensive

80 millions of rubles

was attended by all the other foreign

Intelligence has been received from
lifla, announcing the retirement of \m Highness Prince

NY.

failures amounted to upwards of

banco ; but the fair of Nishni-Nowgorod appears to have

put a stop to this commercial crisis, as affairs were begin-

ning to assume a more prosperous appearance, there

being more than 300,000 buyers present at the fair.

The honorary directorship of the Government railroad

from St, Petersburg to Moscow has been accepted by the

Hereditary Grand Duke of Russia.

GREECK.—According to intelligence from Athens of

the 10th ult., the National Bank commenced operations

on the 3d. Government had been for some time endea-

vouring to collect funds to pay the interest of the loan,

and had taken up for the purpose 500,000 drachmas, con-

stituting the reserve of the War-office, and various sums

belonging to other departments. M. Mavrocordato had

accepted the embassy to Constantinople. j5^ The return to

Athens of M. TheocariSj who had been specially sent for

by the King, was considered by many as the forerunner

of the formation of a new Cabinet.

TtJRKEY By the arrival of the Levant mail, we have

recent intelligence from Constantinople. The accounts

from Syria which had reached the Turkish capital on the

Gth ult. were unsatisfactory. The appointment of Omar

Pacha, the Austrian renegade, to the Government of the

Lebanon, seems to have created great hostility and re-

sistance on the part of the population, and to have been

regarded as an assumption of power never before

attempted, even in the best days of Ottoman rule, over

the Syrian people. Private accounts express some ap-

prehension that all religious feuds and disputes will cease,

and that the mountaineers will unite in one feeling of

opposition to the Turkish administration. IMustapha

Pacha, the commander-in-chief of the Ottoman troops,

was at Damascus at the latest advices.—Private corre-

spondence dated Jerusalem, 27th Jam,"*contains some in-

teresting particulars respecting the arrival of Dr. Alex-

ander, the Protestant Bishop of Palestine, in that city.

The prelate, accompanied by Col. Rose, landed at Jaffa

on the 20th. and was met at Ramleh by M, Xvicolayson, a

architects who prepared the plan of an English Protestant

Church at Alexandria, that they might proceed with the

building.

5t India.
—"We have received by the Levant steamer an

Indian mail, with intelligence from Calcutta to the 10th

Jan. The steamer India, by which this mail was brought,

arrived at Suez on the 11th Feb. ; her mails reached

Alexandria on the 15th, and Malta, by the Gorgon steamer,

on the 20th. She left Sandheads, below Calcutta, on the

11th Jan., touched at Madras and Point de Galle, losing

thereby sixty hours, then took eleven days and seven hours

to reach Aden, where she was detained" fifty-six hours

taking in coals. From Aden to Suez she took seven days

and sixteen hours ; thus making the whole voyage. 4,894

miles, in twenty-five days and fifteen hours under steam,

wliich is the longest steam voyage yet made. The ac-

counts^thus received from Affghanistan, which are to the

ir^th Dec, are very discouraging, though from some other

parts they are more satisfactory. Candahar is quiet, and

Sir R. Sale's division at Jellalabad may, it is hoped, be

considered in security. Two engagements, on the 15th

Nov. and the 1st Dec, in which the enemy had been

routed with great loss, had considerably depressed them,

and proportionably inspirited our own men. As a conse-

quence, it is said, of these two affairs, instead of two and a

half days' provision, which was all they were stated to

have oh the 13th Nov., they had obtained at the date of

the last accounts stores for three months ; and a waver-

ing tribe, the Khyberies, who had, it is supposed, neariy

declared against us, and who had it in their power to close

some important passes, have been steadied by the same

successes.—The accounts from Cabul are very unsatisfac-

On the 8tl>.Dec. provisions, it was said, were be-
tory. '

. ^ . -

coming more scarce, and the enemy more darmg every day.

An Indian paper, referring to news of the same date, says,

** Our troops have only ten days' provisions at Cabul ; and

there are many officers of experience here (Calcutta) who

have been through the Cabul campaign, and know the

country well, who think that not a single individual will

return to tell the tale, since starvation is staring them in

the face." It has been attempted to push forward a bri-

gade from Candahar to their relief, under Col, Maclaren ;

and it is said that those who are acquainted with the coun-

try and the changes of the seasons considered there was

no doubt that Cabul could be -Veached without difficulty.

Unfortunately, however, the heavy snows have set in, with

unusually intense cold, at a season when a few snow-

storms only are commonly looked for by the AfTghans ;

and the brigade, after having, with much suffering and loss

of camels and baggage, laboured as far as Khelat-i-

Ghilzee, has been obliged, by mere force of the climate,

without any opposition from the enemy, to return to Can-

dahar as it went out, leaving the forces at
<^f«f _«^f

Ghuznee without hope of succour till the snows sl^aij^«j«
" -As stated above, 9ll was

broken up in March or April.

quiet at Candahar to the 4th D^^^- Jbe troops w«^

sVor.,. consisting of Ilcr M^i-ty's 40th and the ^d^-^^^^

38th -Nati.« Infantry and
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

sufficiently snpphed to »»s' ^.11 the spHj- j,

Gbilzee there were, one Shah a B^«>«^"-' " '

Artillery, and two l^-VO-fj^\l^JZ''
months—a position it wai r" *

^^ ^..,

could touch. Gbuzaee, lifee^^se, was T^e-

ions tot nine
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and considered tafe. The Belloochee tribes were quiet.

Major-Gen. Pollock had received orders to proceed

to Ferozepoor, and thence to Peishwar, to assume the

command of a force assembling at that point, to con-

aitt of 10,000 men, the object of which was to re-

Heve the troops in AfT^hanlstan. Such are the ac-

coDnts derired from private letters ; but it is stated

that the despatches received from the Indian Go-
Tfrument give a wome account of the state of affairs

in AflTghaniitan than that derived from private sources.

The courage of the troops at Cabul, it is reported, was
daunted by the fearful odds around them, and overtures

bad been made for capitulation ; but it seems that the

terms demandtJ by the native chiefs were nothing short

of the surrender of Shi<h Soojah himself, and the aban-

donment of the guu8 of the British army. To accede to

these conditions would be 4o expose the army to the

almost certain violation of them ; the artillery being

the last resource which compensates for the disparity of

numbers ; aikd without it nothing coutd he foreseen but

a massacre of the troops.—It will be *;een, however, by

our Parliamentary news, that Government has received no
intelligence either of a negotiation for a capitulation or of

a surrender. '

China.—The Indian Mail brings no news of import-

ance from China. It, however, confirms the reports al-

ready receiveJ regarding the operations of the expedition

to the northward. Tinghae, the capital of Chusan» was
attacked and taken on the 1st Oct., with considerable lots

on the Chinese side. On the 10th, CLiuhac, the seaport

of Ningpo, was carried, and on the ISth, the city of Ning-
po itself. At Amoy things had undergone a change, some
symptoms of hostility beginning to manifest themselves;
and Capt. Smith had written that he was in expectation of

an attack upon his position. Sir H. Pottinger, it was ex-

pected, would winter at Amoy, and the Admiral was looked
for at Hung Kong. No Chinese envoy, up to the 25th
Oct., had been sent to Sir II. Pottinger. At Canton hos-

tile preparations were in progress ; the heights were for-

tifying, and the forts were rebuilding. A volunteer corps,

800 strong, from the Bengal 3d Reg. of Native Infantry,

a troop of horse artillery, additional sappers and miners,
and a corps of 500 gun Lascars, from the Madras Presi-

dency, have been ordered on service in China. The force,

it is said, is immediately to consist of 10,000 men,
and to march on Pekin as soon as the south-west
monsoon sets in, la the Chinese Sea there have been
tome serious hurricanes ; and an insurrection is said to
liave broken out at Luzon, one of the Philippine Islands.

UxiTED States.—We have two arrivals this week, the
packet-ships GeorgeWashington andUnired States^the for-
mer of which arrived at Liverpool on Sunday, and the latter
on WedncJay evening. The New York papers thus re-
ceived are to the 14tU ult. In the Senate, on the 4th ult.,
Mr. Calhoun made a proposition to refer to the Committee
on Foreign Relations the message of the President on the
mutiny and murder by the slaves on board the Creole, and
the liberation of those slaves by the British authorities in
Nassau, Nf-A* Providence. He considered that promjit
action on this subject was necessary, as it involved import-
ant principles, paramount to any of those which are now
the subjects of negotiation between the United States Go-
Ternment and Great Britain. Mr. Preston made some
remarks, concurring with Mr. Calhoun on the importance
of the principles involved In the question, but disagreeing
as to any aciion of Congress in anticipation of the i^xecu-
tive. The message was referred tp the Committee on Fo-
reign Relations. The House of Representatives had been
almost wholly engrossed by the debates arising out of the
motion for a vote of censure on Mr. John Quincy Adams,
for having presented an objectionable petition to the
House, Mr. Adams was defending himself vigorously
and ably, and was left speaking at the date of the latest
accounts from Washington. The Philadelphia banks re-
ipainedinthe state they were in at the date of the pre-
vious accounts. Considerahle distrust was felt after the
failures of the Girard and Pennsylvanian banks ; and
hence money was exceedingly plentiful in private hands,
who hesitated to invest it in stocks or to deposit it in
hanks. The Legislature of 'Pennsylvania, which was in
aession at Harrisburg, bad before it a bill compelling the
banks of the State to resume cash payments immediately.
Several clauses had passed the House of Representatives
by large majorities. The Governor of the State of Peun-

!on 'i^n J^'^f ' *^" stated succeeded in obtaining nearly
400,000 dollars from the Pennsylvania Bank, ^hich toee.
ther with 100.000 dollars in possession of the State Trea
surer, had heen paid to theioanholdersand their renreaen-
latives leaving 300,000 dollars to^ be provided by the
^ther banks, under a requisition from the Governor.

^arlianunt.
HOUSE OF LORDS,

JfOTMfa^.-Lord BaouGii.vM laid on the table of the House abiU lorthe establishment of local county courts to which the
trial of ail personal actions in which the damages souirht to berecovered did not exceed 5u/. should be confided ; the iud^ea tobe appointed under the proposed bill would aUo have a voluntary
jurisdiction in actions to any amount, tf the parties should sig-
nify their consent in writing- to abide by their decision The
measure, his Lordship said, had already been favourably enttr
taiucd by the House several years ag:o, and he hoped that neither
the lapse of time nor the change of circum&tauccs would be fonnd
to have altered their opinion on it.

The r.ortn CnAVCBLtori announced his intention of laying be-
fore the House, in the course of a few days, a bill with the same
object as that which Lord BrouKham had introduced; and thus,
includingr that brought in by JLord Cottenham, there would then
be, his Lordship said, three bills opon the subject at once before
the House, and it would be for their Lordships to say which they
preferred, or whether an amaTg^amation of all three.
Lord Campbbl/. briefly expressed his hope that the country

would not be left much longer without local cotuts for the ad-
mhjiatration of cheap justice; and the bill was laid on the table

Xu«rfay.—Lord CAMPBiiti, introduced three measures for im-

proving the adnihii,-,tratiDn of justice ; and, after briefly depre-

cating a factious view of a subject wholly unconnected with

party, proceeded to explain the objects of his three bills. These

were, an improvement in the consUtution of the House as a

court of appeal, an alteration in the present system of appeal to

the judicial committee of the privy council, and a reform m the

practice of the Court of Chancery. Experience, he said, had

shown the inconveniences which resulted from the existence of

two co-ordinate courts of appeal-that of the Privy Council and

the House of Lords, and he was of opinion that it would be better

if the whole business now divided between the two courts were

confided to the latter tribunal. His Lordship, after recapitulatinjj

the heads of his three measures, reserved all explanation as to

the details until the time for the second reading should arrive.

The Lord Cbancblloh remarked upon the extraordinar>- suc-

cess which had attended the measure passed last session to re-

duce the arrears of business in the Court of Chancery. In the

month of November, his Lordship said, when the bill came into

operation, there were upwards of 500 causes waiting for hearing;

but at the present moment, including the new cases that had been

set down, there were not more than iOO in arrear. His Lordship

then defended the system on which the appeUate jurisdiction of

the House of Lords proceeded, as well as the constitution of the

judicial committee, by which appeals to the Privy Council are

decided and argued ; and said that a-s these courts for the hearing

of cases involving almost ever>' kind of law on the face of the

earth had hitherto given entire satfsfaction, there was no reason

for any change.
Lord CoTTKXHAM was rejoiced to find that in the measure now

proposed w^ embodied one which he had himself brought for-

ward, but without success, in 1835. At the same time, he could

not help thinking that the present time was sing:ularly ill chosen
to bring it forward, as the act of last session had not yet had a

sufficient trial.

Lord Brol'guam took credit for his prediction, on the appoint-

ment of additional Vice-ChanccUors, that there would he more
Judges in the Court of Chancery than the amount of business

would render necessary. He then went in detail through the
different objections to the present &ybtem, on the necessity of

removing which Lord Campbell founded his proposed bills, from
which he drew a conclusion unfavonrablc to their chances of

snccess. He thought that some of the evils complained of

existed rather in theory than in practice, while others were quite

inevitable.—Lord CAiiraKLL said a few words in reply, and the
bills were laid on the table.

J'rirfay.—Inreplyto the Earl of Clarendon, Lord Aderdbbn ex-
pressed bis belief that the Spanish conspiracy is less formidable
than is supposed ; he had received from M. Guizot the most dis-

tinct assurances that the proceedings on the frontier are without
the sanction of France; and he assured the House that every
measure should be taken on the part of England to give support to
the Spanish Government.
Lord MovTKACLE brought forward his motion respecting the

Exchequer-bill fraud ; but on the suggestion of the Duke of
Wellixgtox and Lord Morx-eth, who thought that no blame
could attach either to Lord Montcaglebr Sir John Newport, his
Lordship withdrew his motion.

;SE OF COMMON'S.
Monday.—K number of petitions on various subjects were pre-

sented, and several notices of motions were given. The Railways
Bill was read a second time, and a conversation of some length
arose on the Presbyterian Marriages Bill. In committee the 2d
clause of the bill was opposed by Mr. S. O'BaiiiN', and on a di-
vision it was carried by 159 to 63.

^

In reply to a question from Mr. Baillir, Sir R. Pkel said he
was happy to state that negotiations are now pending for the con-
clusion of a treaty between this country and Naples.
The House then resolved itself into committee on the Corn-

laws.—Mr. Wodehousx, representing the county of Norfolk, a
district extensively producing barley, contended for the continu-
ance of the existing protection on that grain, and desired, there-
fore, that so much of the proposed resolutions as related to barley
should be expunged from the plan of Government.

Sir R. Pkkl maintained that part of the Government measure
which respects barley, as bearing a due proportion to that part
which respects wheat. He had not expected so extreme an oppo-
sition, from the notice given by Mr. Wodehouse, in which that
hon. Member proposed to vary the Government measure only by
enacting, under afi*. per quarter, a duty of 13a-. instead of a duty
of a u.—Mr. C. Brucu contended that the proposed protection on
barley would be too low. He apprehended that at this duty fo-
reign barley would be imported to an injurious extent. He wished
that Government would reconsider this part of the subject.—
After a few words from Col. Rl'shbrooke, who desired that a
larger protection should be afforded to barley. Lord Worsley
thought the existing duty by no means larger than was requisite
for the due protection of the grower. The universal opinion of
his county was, that the effect of the proposed reduction would
be to add agricultural to manufacturing distress.—Mr. Christo-
PHKR would willingly support Mr. Wodehouse in the object he
had in view, if it would lead to practical result.—Mr. Shaw and
Mr. Christmas said that apprehensions were entertained in Ire-
land, and they themselves feared, that under the Government
proposition, the growers of Irish oats would be undersold by their
foreign competitors. A long and desultory debate ensued, in
which several Members joined ; at the conclusion of which Mr.
WoDKHousK withdrew his motion, and the resolution of Govern-
ment as to the dut}' on bariey was carried without a division.

The Government resolution as to the duty on oats being next
put, Mr. S. O'Brikx expressed his apprehension that foreign
oats might at the proposed duty be imported in quantities very
hurtful to Irish agriculture.—Sir D. Rochk also contended for
further protection to Irish oatsj and Sir R. Bateson and some
other Members said each a few words to the same effect.—After
some remaiks from Mr. Reuincton, Mr. GLAnsxoNK contended
that in the new modifications of the sliding scale. Government
had preserved the old proportions between wheat, barley, and
oats, at each point of the scale, as nearly as was consistent with
the exclusion of fractional suras, and entered into calculations
showing the impracticability of obtaiiihig any considerable qnan-
titiea of either grain, except at prices too large to affect the home
market. He felt the impossibility of allaying every fear • but the
safest evidence to rely upon was, he thought, that which Govern-
ment had had the opportunities of collecting from all quarters •

and thSs evidence was such as convinced him that the proposed
duties were an ample protection.—Mr. M. J. O'Conxkll, also
Gonsidenng the protection insufficient, caUed for explanation
from Sir K. Peel as to the reasons on which he proceeded inmaking a change in the scale for oats.

Sir R. PfiKL retorted on Mr. M. J. O^ConncU the fact of his
Jiaving voted for a total repeal of all protective duties, and con
trasted It with his recently- uttered sentiraente. Members odoo-
site, cunUnued the right hon. Bart., were loud enough about thatmsuitto the country which they alleged to be involved in thecontmuation of any protection at all; but they were equaUy loudon he other side of the question, as soon as any protection of

lasted^'^h.*' «^*'^T'^^
''"^^ affected. The longer tuese debates

frn^fn , J?"^^ }^^ *^ convinced that the measure he had

M^riuu.^^l
'''^' ^^^ ^1^^ ^^^^ «^ ^'^^ "^ ^^'^ moderate course,

and Me.irsV^^^^
Mr. O. Gork, Dr. BowatNo.anaMe»j,rs.BARivG and IIakkord joined, the House divided

^aintf5X "'' ^J""''«^^ resolution by a majorit/oS
i^ K^K^ir^^r!'"'"!!'^"'**^^^*^"^^ ^e duty on fiour,LordSAVDov^ J>«half of the millers, pleaded for an ampler protection

'

fInn^f.^;wf ^o!" ;^.^"f
"°^'^*^' that after giving the fulk.t considera-Uou to this subject, he could not consent to alter the nronoaed

rate of duty, if the protection of flour were increeS^drK-

reign growers, who would be the most prejudiced, would ^^^
cisely those whom every man must admit that it would h

^''^"

our interest to favour—namely, those of the United ^'titPQ ^??*
proceeded to show that the existing protection was subVtnr,*H.ii
sufficient.-Mr. LABoucHEaE expressed his satisfaction nftK
determination of Sir R. Peel, and the resolution then na^^H
Mr. S. O'Brien- moved that " all sorts of grain the nmrinr ^

the colonial possessions of Great Britain, be admitted at all t"

at a duty of is. per quarter." "^ umes

Lord Stanlev admitted the importance of extending our trnH
with the colonies, but contended for the continuance of the

^^
duty on wheat imported from Canada, as a protection aeain^t »
inundating importation of United States grain, which would h
carried across the border, then ground iu Canada, and be im
ported as colonial flour.—Mr. Labouchere and Mr. Gladsto -

addressed the committee, the latter disclaiming that'the dutv wa*
for an English object, but simply for inter-colonial purposes anH
the former expressing his astonishment at the reason assiffncd i

Mr. Gladstone.—Mr. C. Buller and Mr. S. Wortlhy rnade
few observations, after which a division took place whpn i->.*

motion was rejected by 135 to 38.
' ^^^

After some conversational to the future mode of procedurp
and some dispute respecting the proposition of the resolution fnr
altering the mode of taking the averages. Col. Sibtuorp brought
forward a motion, that the duty on foreign corn should be tiaid
at the time of importation, instead of when taken out of bond

Sir R. Pkkl referred to the Speaker if the motion could he
brought forward on another occasion, to which he replied in the
affirmarive, and Col. Sibthorp withdrew it.—The resolutions wer^
then reported, and the House resumed.

iuetday ,~lxi. reply to a question from Mr. Shiel, in reference
to an allegation made some time since in the French Chambers
by M. Guizot, respecting an admission of Lord Aberdeen

Sir R. Pbbl stated his noble friend did not admit tliat'he said
he had no objection to the retention by the French of their pos
sessions in Africa. He believed the expression ma'de use of was'
that he had no observation to make on the subject, '

'

Mr. T. Di/NCOMBB brought forwaid a motion for an inquiry
into the rules, regulations, and discipline of the several prisons
and houses of correction in England and Wales.— Sir J. Graham
objected to the appointment of a committee, being persuaded that
the notoriety obtained through the visits and reports of the in-
spectors was a sufficient public check upon the mal-administra-
tion of prisons. The increase of crime, which had been gomg on
at the rate of 45 per cent., was now reduced to 30 per cent. The
principle on which Government were acting was, he thought
a merciful one, but still not carried to such an extreme of raitil
gation as to disarm punishment of the terrors properly belonging
to it. The number of corporal punishments was much smaller
than seemed to be supposed. In the year 1840 there were con-
fined almost /O.OOO male adults, and the whole number of corpo-
ral punishments was but 7~-that is, 1 in 10,000. The right hon.
Secretary more than once in the course of his speech gave ample
credit to Lord J. Rusaeli for the ability and attention devoted by
him to the subject of pri«on discipline during his administration
of the Home Department. A long discussion ensueti, in which
Lord J. RussKLL stated that he saw no good in a committee of
inquiry; though he considered the law to be defective as re-
spected the Roman Catholic prisoners. His Lordship was fol-
lowed by Mr. Waklky, Sir C. Douglas, Mr. Hawes, Lord Ma-
HON, Mr. O'CoNVKLi., the Chancellor of the Excheuler,
Mr. Harford, and Lord G. Somerset. The debate presented,
however, no feature of particular interest, and at its close Mr,
Duncombe withdrew his motion.
Mr. V. Smith then rose to call the attention of the House, pur-

suant to notice, to the recent Order in Council respecting the
emigration of Hill-coolies, and to move for a copy of the instruc-
tions given by the India|Boarfl to Lord EUenborough on that sub-
ject.— Lard Stanley declared ;his belief that no instructions on
this subject had been given to Lord EUenborough, and intimated
that Mr. Smith's motion, therefore, even if it were earned b>- a
division, would not be very productive. He contended that in
the measure which he had himself introduced he had guarded
against the evils on account of which the House had disapproved
the measure of the late Government, The old arrangement, he
considered, was one of virtual slavery: for the Indian labourer
was hired by a crimp, and brought to the Mauritius to work at
fixed wages for one master whom he could not leave during a
fixed term of five years. But Lord EUenborough, with whom he
had repeatedly conferred on this subject, concurred with him and
with Lord Fitigerald, the present President of the India Board,
that measures could be efl'ectually taken in India, by winch the
removal of labourers might he conducted on a principle of free

migration. The noble Lord then stated the safeguards which the
preserit Ministry proposed to establish, and of which the most
material is the appointment of Government agents both in the
East Indies and in the Mauritius, to see the labourers fairly
treated in their shipment from India, and secured in a perfect
freedom for their contracts at the Mauritius. And he argued
that, as the latter colony is to pay the expense of transport from
India, and, if the labourer should desire to return, tlie exiieuse
also of his conveyance back, it must be the interest of the Mau-
ritius to treat them well, and keep them satisfied. The noble
Lord concluded by referring to a variety of documents connected
with the subject, alluded to by Mr. Smith, and trusted that he
had, to the satibfaction of the -House, rebutted the charge of
inconsistency adduced against the present Ministers. After some
discussion, Mr. V. Smith solicited and obtained leave to with-
draw his motion. The Buildings Regulation Bill {l^Q- 2) was
read a second time, and ordered to be committed. The Borough
Improvement Bill (No. 2) was read a second time^ and ordered to
be committed. The Mairiages (Ireland) Bill was reported. The
Apprentices Regulation Bill was read a third time and passed.

^Vednesday.~AitQx the presentation of a number of petitions,
bir R. Pekl, in reply to a question from Mr, Mangles, said that
there were no accounts direct from Cabul or Candahar in pos-
^^ssion of Government of a later date than those already before
the pubhc ; but Government had received accounts of a later date
from Calcutta. Those accounts, however, were not founded upon
du;ect official information from Affghanistan to Calcutta, but upon
private letters conveying intelligence which he thought it very im-
probable would he called in question. As it was not official, he
could not present it to the House ; but there was every reason to

Dclieve, that in the course of a few days accounts would be re-

ceived direct from Affghanistan. He supposed the hon. gentle-
man's question to have reference to the reports of a surrender on
the part of the British army in Affghanistan. No such intelli-

gence had reachedGovernment.-Mr.MAvc les asked whetherany
negotiations for a capitulation had been said to have taken place.

Sir R. Peei, replied, that Government had received no accounts
to that effect. They had received no account of a private negoti-
ation having been entered into for a capitulation, and stUl less of
a surrender having taken place.
The report of the Corn-law resolutionshavingbeen brought up,

Mr. E. Bcller rose, in pursuance of his notice, to move an amend-
ment ou the sqale of Sir R. Peel, diminishing the duty on wheat
P^r,,?'*^r.^er at the rate of one shilling for every advance of one
stniung m the price, without the admission of any rests, until the
price should rise to 64*., at and above which point he proposed to

retain a fixed duty of 6*.

.
Su R. Pkel excused himself from answering this speech in full.

Mnee such an answer, he said, would be merely to go again over
ine ground already trodden so often. Without any disrepect, ne
could nothelp wishhig that some iinut should be put to these dia-

cussions.-Mr. Buller said he had uiulcrstood that Sir R. Peci

would be disposed to accept a compromise. Sir R. ?»«»- '*^»-

claimed any such disposition ; and Mr. Wart> said, that any com-
promise like that of Mr.BulIer would be as little acceptable to tne

Opposition as to Government. The amendment was negaUvea
without a Oivifiion,
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Mr. Hastib conceiving it to be an established fact that the
averag^e crops of this country fall short of her average consump-
tion by a million quarters of wheat, 250,000 quarters of barley,

and 250,000 quarters of oats, proposed that those respective quan-
tities of those several grains should be admitted for home con-
sumption at 15. per quarter in each year, before the Government
Bcale of duties should come into operation for that year; priority

being allowed to each cargo according to the date of its entry.

Sir R. Pebl said that this was the most monstrous proposition

yet suggested. Suppose 2,000,000 quarters in bond, and 1,000,000

suddenly let in at l5. duty ; the effect would be so to lower prices

as to raise the duties in a manner most prejudicial to the remain-
ing importers, whose cargoes had not been lucky enough to come
within the privileged million. The plan, too, must be applied
alike in all years, whether tliere were a scarcity or an abundance
of home production. And when there was no corn in bond, at

the year's end, the near countries would have a rery unfair start

over the distant ones in the race for the earliest supply of the
year following.
Mr. Hastib explained, but forbore to divide. The resolutions

verc passed, and leave given for introducing a bill to be founded
on them.
Thursdny.—After the presentation of petitions and other mis-

cellaneous business of little interest, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer rose to call the attention of the House to the subject of
the frauds connected with the issue of Exchequer- bills. A public
officer, he said, having great and almost unbounded confidence
reposed in him, abusing that confidence, carried on a system of
issuing forged Exchequer-bills, calling in the old ones aud issuing

others intheirplace, thereby contriving for along time to conceal
his fraudulent transactions. An intimation made to the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer roused suspicion, and led to an investi-

gation which promptly discovered the offender. On the part of
the chief offender. Smith, offers were made of disclosures on con-
dition of a lemission more or less of punishment. But this offer

Government could not, in duty, accept. Every application being
refused, Smith pleaded guilty, and by so doing prevented a full

development of the fraudulent system. The duty then devolved
on Government and Lord Monteagle of calling in all outstanding
Exchequer-bills, and testing their genuineness. From thence Go-
vernment proceeded to institute a deliberate inquiry into the
frame-work of the Exchequer-bill department, and the whole
question arising out of that investigation would, he said, hereafter
occupy the attention of Parliament. Great want of caution on
the part of Government, arising out of long- continued security
and all the circumstances connected with these transactions, de-
manded a searching investigation, in order that the whole case
might be thoroughly understood. To admit, without cautious
consideration, the claims of the holders of forged bills to compen-
sation, would be to weaken the foundations of future security
against similar villany ; for if it should appear that these frauds
were, in all instances, committed with accompanying circum-
stances, faiily warranting suspicion, there was ample reason for
hesitation. To bring out, therefore, the whole matter in all its

bearings, he proposed that a commission should be appointed by
Act of Parliament to make inquiry into the subject of the late
frauds connected with the issue of Exchequer-bills.— Mr. Kemblb
seconded the motion, but took occasion to vindicate the charac-
ters of the holders of these bills from what seemed to be a refiec-
ticu cast on them by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. They
themselves, he said, had asked for that searching inquiry now
proposed by Government.
The Chancellor of the ExcnEQfER explained that he did not

mean to cast reflection on the whole body of the holders of the
forged bills.—Mr. Leader commented upon the carelessness of
the Exchequer-bill Office, upon which he thought the Chancellor
of the Exchequer had not been sufficiently severe.— Mr. Blewitt
objected to the use of the word forgeries in reference to these
bills, as an assumption not sufficiently supported by evidence,

—

Sir R. IxGLis supported the claim of the holders of the bills to
compensation. The forged bills, he said, were issued from a
Government office by a Government officer, and were on Govern-
ment paper, and bore the Government seal.
Mr. F. T. Baring (the late Chancellor of the Exchequer) ac-

quiesced in the propriety of a searching investigation. After
some observations from Mr. Waklev, Col. Sibthorp, Mr. Ri-
CARDo, and Mr. S. Wortley, who supported the motion, Sir R.
Peel cautioned the House against the adoption of the principle
of compensation to the bondjide holders, or any general principle
whatever, until they were informed of the facts of the case
through the inquiries of the commission. After some remarks
from Dr. Howrixg and Mr. Turner, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, in reply to a question of the Hon. Member for the
\\ est Ruhng of Yorlcshire, said that the Exchequer-bUls which
were found to be forged had been impounded under the best legal
advice, in order to prevent subsequent confusion and injury to
the public—On the motion being put, Mr. Blewitt raised a con-
versation as to the propriety of leaving out the word "forged'» in
ttie title of the bill, or, at least, to qualife- it by '* alleged forged
Exchequer-bills. The consideration of this point was postponed,
and leave was given to bring in the bill.
Mr. Frexch then brought forward a motion, for a committee

of the whole House to prepare an address to her Majesty, pray-
ing that she would recommend Parliament to take measures for
securing to Ireland the advantages of railway communication.—
Mr. Shaw seconded the motion, but did not recommend his hon.
fnend to press it to a division. It was, he said, a question of
nnance, which might more advantageously be left to the consider-
ation of Government.—Mr. RKniNGTON claimed the attention of
Government to the subject.
Lord Eliot could not acquiesce in the proposal of the Hon.

i!f
?^*^^ opposite, and as he considered that by so doing hewomd b^ holding out, on the part of Government, delusive hopesto the people of Ireland, he should meet it by moving the previous

question. After a few words from Mr. O'Conxkll. Capt. Jones,Mr. W. E. O'BiiiEv, and Mr. Shavt, Sir R. Peel resisted the
motion, on the ground that the proposed measure would be in-
juiious, at once to the finances of the State, and to the interests
oi Ireland.—Mr.Wakley objected to the motion being withdrawn.

i^orci J. Russell expressed his hope that the House would
ansays, m reference to such motions as the present, act with a
jutiicious economy.—Mr. French withdrew the motion.

r^^i^^^ F^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^'^ °"^ P*^^"^ O" which he desired

TtpI ?*i
misunderstood—it was this, ho wished to give

ireianathe same advantage as England possesses, by the advance
mJi'''^i^^?^^^"^^'^^ °" proper security, in order to enable theworks to be completed. •

Viscount Ma HON obtained leave to bring in a bill to amend thelaw 01 copyright. He proposed to limit the extent of the period
^i protection to 25 years, and to give a discretionary power to the
1 nvy Council to prevent the suppression of works by the survivorsoi the authors.

anrtTii-n?**^
obtained leave to bring in a bUl to amend the Actl

"inir ^^IJ^^P^V., empowering landed proprietors in Ireland to

rpin o « .^. '
^*^ lemove obstructions in rivers. The bill was

n f^^
^^^'^^ ^^^ ordered to be printed,

nnitfn .

^"^^^11 of Mr. F. Maule, a select committee was ap-

i^-.w
^^

T
regulation and improvement of boroughs,

llni c^^'Ti *^ ^' Russell stated his intention to diviue m
exnrpLT^r'^ second reading of the Com Dutj- Bill.—Sir R. Peel
s^erth.f fr^ anxiety to state the hitentiou of Government re-

anH fivL «? huance and commerce of the country on Friday,

Bill 11
^\^^'^^sday next for the second reading of the Corn

lon^riiVo -^ Estimates wefe then brought forward, and a

tion of Jv'^^^SlI^
t^iisued on matters connected with the constrnc-

Tl-e rna-
**^ ^'^^' ^^'^^^* ^^^ general management of the service,

offic** nf r- 'l^r^'"'^ '^'^^ ^^^*^ appointment of a civilian to the

a miu^hi
^""-^

'r?^'*
of the Admiralty; and SirC.NAPiKR proposed

out a r^'-
"^ ^^*^ ^"^ ^^^ Board, which was negatived with-

Stavi
*"^^^*on.—lu reference to the Niger expedition. Lord

^^LiCY baidthat no white sailors would be employed in any

de the

future expedition ; but he thought that a vessel navigated by
negroes, with whose constitution the climate did not disagree,
might make occasional ascents of the river with advantage to the
objects originally contemplated.

CITY-
Money Market^ Friday,—Consols for money closed

89| to ^ ; ditto for the account, 89^ to | ; Three-and-a
Half per Cents. Reduced, 99| ; and New Three-and-a-
Half per Cents., 99. Exchequer-bills have advanced to

27s. to 29s. premium.

ittetropolfs antf its ITicmfitj.

Public Meetings.—On Monday a public meeting
held in Marylebone, the largest, it is said, ever known in

that borough, for the purpose of denouncing the Govern-
ment measure on the Corn-laws, and expressing a want of

confidence in the present Administration. The placard
calling the meeting announced that Mr. Hume would pre-
side ; but that gentleman not being present at the com-
mencement of the proceedings, Mr. V. Sankey, the
Chartist candidate for the borough at the last election, was
called to the chair. Soon after, Mr. Hume, accompanied
by Sir B. Hall, M.P., Sir C. Napier, and Mr. Wakley,
made his appearance on the platform, and was received
with loud cheers. The chairman, having briefly alluded to

the object the meeting had in view, Mr. Savage moved the
first resolution, and in a speech of considerable length de-

tailed the sufferings of the people- He also went into the
six points of the charter, and trusted, that as the Reform
Bill was carried by the pressure from without, so would
the repeal of the Corn-laws and the charter be carried, if

the working classes would but unite with the middle
classes. He concluded by moving the declaration, which
was of great length, but the substance of it was that the
tax on food cripples our commercial relations, and destroys

the industry of the masses for the benefit of a few, and
that the nation could not hope for justice until the people
were better represented. The resolution having been
seconded, Mr. Peargus O'Connor presented himself to
the meeting, and was received with loud cheers. He said

he agreed with all that had been said by Mr, Savage in his

speech, but he should oppose his resolution. He denied
that the corn and provision laws were first and foremost
amongst the causes of distress, and said that their repeal

would do but very little good unless they had the charter

to back it. He would move an amendment to the effect,

''That at present the repeal of the Corn-laws would not
benefit the working classes, and that until they had esta-

blished the charter they had resolved not to agitate for any
other measure. He rejected all proposals of union between
the \Vhig Corn-law repealers and the Chartists. Instead
of going to foreign countries for corn, they could, he said,

grow it all at home on the uncultivated land, and give

employment to the surplus population. The people, he
might say, were put up by auction ; first Sir "R. Peel bids,

then Lord John Russell, but he trusted that they would
persevere, and have nothing less than the charter, *' Mr,
Ridley seconded the amendment. Mr.O*Connell attempted
to speak to the resolution, but the noise was so great that

he could not be heard. Mr. Spur, a working man, sup-

ported the amendment, and said that the middle classes

had sold them once for the Reform Bill, and he trusted

they would not be sold again. The resolution and amend-
ment were then put to the meeting, when the latter

was carried by acclamation. Mr. L. Jones moved a reso-

lution to the effect, " that instead of going to foreign parts

for food, a well-organised system of home colonisation for

the employment of the people on the waste land of the

country would put them above the reach of poverty." He
contended that the distress in the country was not owing
to the competition between the manufacturers of this and
foreign countries, but the competition among themselves

in'thehome market, Mr. O'Connor seconded the resolution,

which was carried. Several other speakers addressed the

meeting on the subject before them, and also in favour of

a national petition for the return of Frost, Williams, and

Jones.

Wood Pavemeni,—On Saturday at the meeting of the

Marylebone vestry, Mr. Low in the chair, a deputation of

parishioners, supported by Messrs. Underwood, Bell, and

Green, on the part of the inhabitants of Oxford-street,

presented a memorial, signed by upwards of 3000 rate-

payers, praying the vestry to carry out the principle of

wood-paving, which they considered would be a saving

to the parish and a great improvement on the present sys-

tem. Messrs. Underwood and Green addressed the

vestry at some length in support of the memorial, and the

deputation having withdrawn, a petition was presented by

a body calling themselves the parochial committee, against

the wood-paving being adopted until it had been tested for

at least five years. Mr. Joseph then moved, and Mr.
Green seconded, a resolution, to the effect "That the

vestry is ready to accept tenders for paving Oxford-street

with wood from Wells-street to Vere-street." The Rev.
Dr. Dibdin supported the resolution; after which Mr. Beers

moved as an amendment, *' That the vestry having already

expended the sum of 3000/. in experiments in wood-pav-
ing, deem it prudent that no further expense shall be gone
into till after the lapse of two years, when the durability of

the wood already laid down will have been duly tested,"

This was seconded by Mr. Kirby ; and on the question

being gut there appeared a majority of 14 in favour of the

motion for the adoption of wood pavement, the numbers
being 36 against 22. A long discussion ensued as to the

appointing a committee to carry out the resolution, which
was ultimately carried.

The Thames TunneL—Oi\ Tuesday the annual meet-

log of the proprietors of the Thames Tunnel Company
was held, B. Hawes, Esq., in the chair. The report was

read by the secretary, from which it appeared that this

great work is now nearly ready for public use, there being
only the entrances to be made. That on the Wapping side

had been contracted for by Messrs. Grissell and Peto, to

be completed in about three months, after which that oa
the Rotherhithe side would be undertaken. The works re-

mained secure, and had not settled in the slightest degree
throughout the tunnel, a length of 1,200 feet. The report
alluded with gratitude to the assistance the company had
received from government under various administrations,
and the able manner in which the object had been advo-
cated in the pubhc journals. The balance sheet from the
1st Jan. to the 31st Dec, 1841 , was receipU 5,352/.
\^s. Ad. (in which were the sum of 1,699/. 15j, from
visitors, and from the sale of books 125/.), and pavmenU
1,900/. lis. Zd., leaving a balance of 3,30-2/. 5*. \d. In
the Bank of England the funds were 31,360/. 13^. 9t/., and
the payments 21,124/. 8;y. 4d., leaving a balance in hand
of 10,236/. hs, hd. The sums owing were 2,400/. The
report and accounts were adopted. The chairman re-
gretted the decease of Mr. Hyde WoUaston, who had
been one of the first promoters of the undertaking, and
stated in reply to a proprietor that he could not exactly
say when the carriage-way would be opened to the public,
the present arrangement being only for the foot- way, and
that he hoped Government would be induced, on the work
being opened to the public, to give up a portion of the toll,

in order that some return might be made to the proprietors.

Metropolitan Improvements.—Among the various Me-
tropolitan improvements in the west and north-western
suburbs, it is said to be in contemplation to erect a
number of elegant villas, for the formation of a road, with
the title of the Prince of Wales*5 Road. The spot selected

for this purpose is situated upon the brow of the hill

leading from Haverstock-hill to Kentish-town.
Waterloo Bridge.—On Tuesday, a meeting cf the pro-

prietors of this bridge was held, the Rev. J. Rush in the
chair. A report was read from the Board of Directors on
the result of the adoption of the diminution of the toll for

foot passengers, from which it appeared that the tolls re-

ceived from foot passengers for the year ending March
1840 amounted to 712/, 9s. per month, whilst those for
the year ending March 1841, after the adoption of the
halfpenny toll, had produced but 625/, 35, SJ.^ making a
defalcation in the monthly receipts of 87/. 5^. 7(/., or a

daily average loss of 3/, Is. \\d. The report stated that

there had been, taking all the differences in the receipts

from the 1st March, 1841, down to the present time, a
decrease of GOO/. 7^,, or at the rate of 1/. 17*'. O^ti. per
diem, or 35 per cent, on the outlay. The decrease in the
first six months after the reduction of the toll had ap-
proached 500/,, but that for the second six months had
not exceeded 192/. 1*. Zd. The directors, therefore, see-

ing that the decrease in the receipts of the bridge had
been daily diminishing, concluded their report bj saying
" that they saw no sutficient reason for resorting again lo

the original toll of one penny." The adoption of the re-

port was then moved, but the proposition was met by a

counter motion that the old rate of toll should be revived.

Several gentlemen spoke on each side, but on a division

the resolution that the present practice of exacting only a
halfpenny toll from each passenger should be persevered
In was carried by a large majority.

Mortality in the Metropolis.—The following are the

number of deaths from all causes registered in the Me-
tropolis during the week ending the 19th Feb, 1842:
Males, 453 ; Females 454 ; total, 907. Weekly average,

1838-9-40-i ; Males, 4G7; Females, 445 ; total, 912.

Robberies.—A few days since a robbery was committed
in the Insolvent Debtors' Court. It seems that Mr, Com-
missioner Harris, who presided in Court, left his coat in

the private room, and it was stolen in the course of the

day. Numerous robberies, it appears, have been committed
about the Court, and it is now decided that a policeman

shall attend in future to prevent similar depredations.

On Saturday morning, as a gentleman was proceeding

from the Bank in one of the Hammersmith omnibuses, he
was robbed of a Russian leather pocket-book:, containing

three Bank of England notes, one for 500/., another for

200/,, and the third for 50/.

Fires.—On Tuesday, a serious fire broke out in Mr»
Davidson's printing-offices, Tudor- street. Bridge-street,

Owing to some deficiency in the supply of water, the fire

continued to spread with great rapidity, and at length the

flames attained the adjoining premises of Mr, Priest's fur-

niture warehouse. The engines, however, soon after suc-

ceeded in acquiring some power over the fire, and in two
hours after its commencement it was so far subdued that

there w^re no longer any fears for the safety of the sur-

rounding neighbourhood, but the printing estaWishment
was entirely consumed. The damage sustained is esti-

mated at 7,000/.—A fire has occurred on the premises

occupied by Mr. Bates, coffee-house-keeper, Thornton-

street, Dockhead. The firemen, on their arrival, found

that it would be useless to endeavour to save Mr. Bates's

house, which was soon entirely destroyed. The flames,

however, ynvc prevented from reaching to the premise!

adjoining.—On Wednesday morning a serious fire broke

out at the steam saw-mills belonging to Messri. Eastcourt

and Co., Coppice-row, Clcrkeuweli. The fire is supposed

to have originated in the engine-house, and the damage

done to the premises is extensive—On Thursday an alarm

of fire was given at the Custom-house. The fire wa«,how-

CTer, found to exist only in one of the flue^, and
^f^^f^

of labourers were sent upon the roof, and a P^^^'^fj^P-

p]y of vrater handed to them and poured ^^ow". An en.

Jue was .oon on the spot, but it '^^^ "^^i^f.^f r/'^^!"/
damage was done, but the room was flooded by the quan-

Uty of water poured down.
^ ^t • 1 uu t-.^r*u*

LambetA.-.On Monday morning fiie inbafaitanU of the
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fouthera distncta of the .Metropolis were greatly alarmed

by a succession of violent explostotti, similar, it is said, to

the concuMioa of » pnrk of artillery. lu the neighbour-

hood of the Dlackfriars-road, and at Kennington, Cam-

berwcll, &c., the force of the explosions was severely felt,

and crowds of persons congregated on 'VN'aterloo-bridge

and other exposed situations, anxious to discover the

cause; which proved to be a serious explosion at M,
D'Ernst^s fireworks manufactory, Lambeth-butts, by

which the whole of the premises were entirely destroyed,

ind four lives sacrificed. Great alarm prevailed among
the inhabitauts in the immediate neighbourhood, from a

rej^ort that there were several hundred weight of gunpow-

der under the ground of the building ; and though there

was a speedy and numerous supply of engines, the firemen,

through fear of the powder's exploding, hesitated to ap-

proach sufficiently near the house to render their efforts

for its preservation effective. An abundant supply of

water, however* having been soon obtained, and a numh|Sr

of large engines brought to bear on the angle of the build-

ing, it was covered with water to the depth of several

inches, when tlie firemen, perceiving that there was no
further danger of the gunpowder exploding, proceeded

cautiously to the interior, and, with the hose of several

engines, deluged the smouldering wood that lay scattered

about. Their next duty, which was one of some peril,

was to ^earch among the ruins for the remains of whoever

might liiivc suffered. Four bodies were taken out, a boy

seventeen years of age, the foreman of the works, the pro-

prietor Mr. D'Erust, and hii sister-in-law; all tlie bodies

being greatly mutilated and with difficulty recognised. It

•earns that there was not a large quantity of powder on

the premises, as had been re])orted ; the explosions,

^hich were heard as far off as Greenwich, having been

caused by the simultaneous explosion of various packages,

which were, in the course of another hour, to have been

started by the Southampton Railway to Portsmouth, there

to have been fired in honour of her Majesty's visit to that

port. No accurate infonnation as to the origin of the ex-

plosion has been gained, though some inferences are drawn
from the facts, that on searching the fire-place in the back

room, to which there is attached a small oven, it was

found that the fire had been recently lighted ; and from

its being known that shortly before twelve the deceased

youth went across the road to fetch a light. In the oven

waa fouud an iron dish, which had contained some com-
position, and which had been placed there in order to

facilitate the drying ; and from the fact of the youth hav-
ing been found in a crouching position, it is supposed that

the composition in the oven must have ignited while be
was stooping to light the fire. The neighbourhood in

which the manufactory was situate is densely populated
by the poorer classes, the building itself being little more
than 200 yarda distant from Lambeth-walk. Serious in-

jury has resulted to many of tiie houses in the vicinity,

and in one occupied by Mr, Smith, nearly opposite the
iouthern end of the factory, the side wall was thrown
several inches out of the perpendicakr, and the family

were compelled to make a hasty retreat. A rocket, pro-
pelled by the explosion into the air, forced its way into

the window of a house, occupied by Mr. Inskipp, at three
hundred yards^ distance, where his wife was seated with an
infant in her arms. The child's dress was burnt, and the

curtains of the bed set on fire ; but, through the presence
of mind of Mrs. Inskipp, further mischief was prevented.
An inquest has been held on the bodies, when several wit-

nesses were examined^ but no satisfactory evidence was
adduced to explain the cause of the explosion. A fire-

work-maker connected with the establishment, and who
was on his way to it at the time of the explosion, said
that he had not been on the premises on Monday before
the explosion took place, but was at work on Saturday in
forwarding an extensive order which Mr. D'Ernst expected
from Portsmouth. There was a great quantity of manu-
factured tireworks in the dwelling-house, but not above
100 lbs. of gunpowder were on the premises. In his opi-
nion the explosion arose from a spark falling from a piece
of port-fire on some of the composition in the oven.
Another workman deposed that he left the factory on
Saturday evening, and at that time Mr. D'Ernst had re-
ceived a letter from Portsmouth countermanding the or-
der, but at the same time wishing a few articles to be sent.
There was a great quantity of maroons then lying unfi-
nished in the back parlour. He was on his way to work
on Monday when he heard the report, which he knew to
proceed from the ignition of a quantity of maroons. In
his opmion the explosion arose either from the sponta-
neous combustion of the coloured fire, which, he said it
would do, or from something pressing on some of the
maroons, an article made expressly for gamekeepers, which
would ignite with the slightest pressure. After a length-
ened investigation, the jury returned a verdict " that the
deceased persons were accidentally killed.*'

Brentford.—The excitement created in the neighbour-
hood of Hounslow by the late explosion at the works of
Mcaarg- Curtis and Harvey, noticed in our last, has been re-
newed by the occurrence of two fresh explosions in the same
neighbourhood, both of which, however, were fortunately
unattended with fatal consequences. The first took place
in the afternoon of Saturday, in a powder-room near to the
scene of the previous explosion. The building in question
is Uicdasastore for dry powder, but was at the time
«npty, it being supposed that there was in it not a single

pound of gunpowder. Two men, named Irish and Fox,
were &ent in to sweep it up, and while so engaged, from
some cause at present unexplained, except that they neg-
lected first to damp the floor, the loose powder exploded,
by the force of which the windows of the building were
broken and the men severely injured. Both of tbem,
however, arc likely soon to recoTer, Tie m<>ni explo-

sion took place on Monday morning, when the inhabitants

of the country round, to a distance of several miles, were

alarmed by a loud report, which on inquiry was found to

have occurred at some powder-works, situated at Hatton,

near Bedfont, about four miles from Hounslow, oy which

the roof of a green charged mill was, it is stated, blown

off, but without any person heinir either killed or injured.

jjneh.— An attempt was made a few days since to

destroy Marshfield vicarage by fire. It seems that some

parties made a forcible entry into the house by night, the

family being absent at Bath, and only two female servants

sleeping in the house. Their object does not appear to

have been plunder, as nothing was stolen. The flames

were accidentally observed by a neighbour from his bed-

room window : he gave the alarm, and prompt assistance

being afforded, the flames were soon got under, and no

great injury done, except that the back staircase was con-

sumed, and the parts connected with that side of the

dwelling. The servants were obliged to make their

escape by a ladder through the window. No trace of the

incendiary has been discovered.—A highway robbery, at-

tended by circumstances of great violence, was committed

on Monday on the person of Mr. James Popjoy, bailiff to

]^ Wiltshire, Esq., of Shockerwick. Mr. Popjoy was

returning home from a sale at Batheaston, and when he

arrived in Shockerwick -lane, was suddenly knocked down,

lie remained senseless for some time, and on recovering

found that he had sustained several severe injuries, and

that bis pockets had been rifled of a large sum of money

and his watch. On the following day, six men were seen

making purcliases amongst the Jews' clothes shops in the

Pithay, in this city ; and having displayed a greater quan-

tity of money than labouring men usually possess, in

addition to other suspicious circumstances, information

was given to the police, by whom, after some difficulty,

they were all taken into custody and examined before the

magistrates, and from the evidence adduced they have

been committed to take their trial for the offence.

BoHon At a meeting of the Statistical Society on Mon-
day, a paper was read by Mr. H. Ashworth, a director

of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, on " the Sta-

tistics of the present Depression of Trade at Bolton,"

showing the mode in which it affects the different classes

of the manufacturing population. In this paper, among
other interesting matters of inquiry, it was stated, that in

this town, which contains a population of about 50,000

souls, there are 50 cotton-mills which employ in the

aggregate 8,124 persons. There are, however, 30 mills,

and 5,061 working people, who are either standing idle,

or employed only four days a week. A committee of the

priTicipal inhabitants had visited 1,00S families, consist-

ing of 5,305 persons, whose net earnings per week
amounted to 329/, 15*. 7i., which was increased to

392/. 45. by aid in parochial

various funds and charitable

relief and donations from
institutions. From this,

the weekly rent of rooms
amounted to 82/- 3*. 4c/.,

food, firing, and clothing,

about fourteenpence-half-

howevgr, was to be deducted

and houses, which, if paid,

leaving only 310/. O5. 8rf. for

being, on the average, only

penny per week. Of the 1,003 families visited, 050
possessed beds. The entire number of beds counted
was 1,553, of which 716 were filled with flocks, and 837
with chaff, straw, or cotton waste, and no such a thing as

a feather bed was to be seen. The article of sheets were
so few as to be left out of consideration, whilst in the
whole there were but 416 blankets, or one to every 12^
persons. No less than 53 families were wholly without
beds, an<l no fewer than 425 men, women, and children
were in the habit of sleeping on the bare floors. Of these
511 families were accustomed to pay constant visits to
the pawnbroker, and all the members of 609 families had
no change of linen. Their articles of household furniture
were equally disproportionate to their numbers, there
being but 1,380 tables, 2,876 chairs, and 676 stools ; so
that 1,753 men, women, and children had no place to
rest on but the floor, whilst the other 3,552 were seated.
BridporL—Several serious fires attended with great

destruction of property have occurred in the provinces
during last week. One, which was unfortunately accom-
panied with loss of life, has happened in this place,
whereby four houses in the southern part of the town
have been destroyed. Amidst the confusion attendant on
the first outbreak of the flames a young man named Pat-
ten lost his life whilst saving some property from one of
the houses on fire, the roof and floors falling in upon him.
The fire continued for two hours, but after great exertion
was prevented from extending beyond the houses men-
tioned, which are, however, entirely consumed. The
amount of property destroyed is not stated, but it is sup-
posed to be considerable,

Bromsgrove,—A serious fire has occurred on the farm-
ing establishment belonging to Mr. Page, near the village
of Prior, two miles and a half from this town. The
flames burned with violence for several hours, and con-
sumed a double granary, containing wheat to the value of
500/,, and did considerable damage to the buildings that
surrounded it. It is supposed to be the act of an in-
cendiary.

Por/moti/;4.—This town was during the latter part of
last week the scene of great bustle and excitement, in
anticipation of the proposed visit of the Queen on Mon-
day, The Earl of Hardwicke and the Lords of the
Admiralty arrived on Sunday to be present to receive her
Majesty

;
and the arrival of the Duke of Wellington, late

on the same night, was hailed by a large concourse of
persons, who, notwithstanding the inclemency of the
weather, had assembled to welcome him. Her Majesty
and Prinze ^bwt, acCQmptimed ,by Puke Ferdiaana pf

Saxe-Cobourg and his sons arrived about noon on Mon-
day. From an early hour the inhabitants had been
making preparations to welcome her Majesty, and flags

and banners were suspended not only across the imme-*

diate streets through which the royal party would pass,

but throughout nearly the whole borough. The weather

being very fine, great numbers of persons assembled to

witness her ^Majesty's arrival, and proceeded some dis--

tance out of town to meet the royal cortege. At Mile-

end a triumphal arch was erected, and another at

Charlotte-street. From Lion-gate to the Dockyard, the

streets were lined by the 32d. 34th, and 73d Regiments;

the guard of honour, consisting of a company of the

Royal Marines, headed by the band of the regiment. The
ropemakers of the Dock-yard, according to previous cus-

tom on the occasion of a royal visit, met her Majesty

at Mile-end, and preceded the royal carriage on its route

to the Dock-yard. Upon the arrival of the Queen at the

Lion gates, which were closed, she was met by the gover-

nor of the garrison, Gen. Sir H. Pakenham, and the gates

were opened upon the demand of her Majesty ; when the

royal standard was hoisted, and the guns of the forts and

of the shipping in the harbour and at Spithead commenced
firing a royal salute. The latter manned their yards. As
her Majesty proceeded through the streets the cheering

was enthusiastic; and all classes seemed anxious to testify

their loyalty and attachment. Upon arriving at the

Admiralty-house in the Dock-yard, the Queen was re-

ceived by a numerous body of naval and military officers

in full uniform, and proceeded to the suite of apartments

specially fitted up for her reception. Shortly before

three, Prince Albert went on board the Excellent gunnery

ship ; on his return from which he accompanied her

Majesty to the St. Vincent with the Duke of Saxe-Co-

bourg and his sons and the Duke of Wellington. Upon
her Majesty reaching the ship, the royal standard wai

hoisted, and the ships in port manned their yards and

fired a royal salute. Her Majesty then went on board

the Royal George yacht, where again, upon embarking,

the royal standard was hoisted, and the shipping saluted.

After leaving the Royal George, her Majesty returned to

the Admiralty-house. The weather, which had up to thq

period of her going on the water been remarkably fine,

changed to rain, which continued during the whole after-

noon; in consequence of which her Majesty deferred in-

specting the Dock-yard until the following morning. A
numerous party of noblemen and officers had the honour

of dining with the Queen in the evening ; the whole

town was illuminated, and numerous fireworks were let

off in honour of the occasion. Early on Tuesday morn-

ing. Prince Albert, accompanied by Duke Ferdinand and Lis

two sons, crossed over to the Victualling department, and

went over the whole establisbment, with which they ex-

pressed themselves much gratified. Having returned to

the Admiralty-house, and breakfasted with the Queen,

her Majesty and the royal party, about ten o'clock, em-

barked, and proceeded to visit the Qucen^ 110, which was

lying at Spithead. The ditierent ships and batteries fired

royal salutes as her Majesty passed, and the yards of all

the vessels were manned. The Queen went over every

part of the ship, and expresed high gratification at all she

saw. The Queen partook of a dijcunein the ward-room;

after which her Majesty returned to the Dock-yard, the

same honours being paid to the royal procession as it

passed. The mayor and corporation then waited upon her

Majesty with a loyal address. The Queen left the Admi-

ral's house about two, accompanied by the rest of the

royal party, and returned to Brighton- The same enthu-

siastic cheering and -popular feeling that was exhibited by

the assembled inhabitants at the Queen's entrance into

the borough, was again manifested at her Majesty s

departure,

Rochdale, ~-K few days since two youths named Iloyle

and Mills were charged before the magistrates with having

set fire to a cotton-mill belonging to Mr. Haigh, of Broad-

ley Wood, Spotland, near this town. It appeared from

the evidence adduced, and from the confession of the

boys, that on the l4th ult., during the stoppage for break-

fast, two carding-engines were discovered to be on nre,

but the flames were speedily extinguished. The manager

tried the shafts, to see if the fire had originated from

them ; but finding them cold^ was unable to account for it.

On the following evening, however, the mill was again

found to be on fire in the scutchiog-room ; but it was

again put out without any serious damage. This excite

suspicion, and Mr. Haigh, on making search, found a

lucifer match on the floor partly burned. The police

were sent for, and they found footmarks in the clay near

the mill, and lucifer matches under the window, in whiclx

a pane of glass had been broken. The officers tiien

stopped the hands as thev came out of the mill; ana

Hoyle's clogs were taken off, and found to correspona

with the impression in the clay. Hoyle then confessed

that he and Mills set fire to the premises on both occa-

sions. The prisoners were therefore committed to taKC

their trial.

Railways,—On Saturday the half-yeariy meeting was

held of the shareholders of the London and South-\\ estern

Railway. From the report it appeared that the amouni

derived from passengers, parcels, &c., for the six montns

ending the 3lBt Dee. was 130,878/. 18s. ; and from mer-

chandise, &c., 22,282/. I4s. lid.; making a,^^^*,\?

153,161/, 12s. lid. ; an augmentation of 8,955/. lOs- Ho-
over the same months in 1840. The line was openea 10

Southampton on the 11th May, 1840, since *^hich time to

the Slat Dec. there was an increase of 16,845/.
Aoyer the corresponding period of the former year. *

great portion of the traffic was derivable from pleaiuro

travelling, for in July, Aug.. and Sept., the pasaengera

were Rbout 70,000 monthly j but m the foUowmg montw
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they tad diminished to 38^000 per month. The total pas-

sengers for the six months was 333,854, The opcDing of

the docks at Southampton, the West India mail-packet

stution there, the increasing steam communication with

the aouth-western coast of England, the Channel Islands,

and the rapid progress of the Paris and Rouen Rallwsr,

are regarded by _the directors as offering prospects c^ a

realisation of much future benefit. The slip of •tirth-

I

work at the Farehara tunnel had rendered it eipedienV

make an open cutting of that portion of the tunnel, wP
made the Goiport branch-line not so soon available for

traffic as was expected* These works and the whole line

are at present in good condition, and the trains are going

regularly. After deducting the various items of cxpprl"di-

lure from the gross total of 153,434J. Is. Gd., there re^

mained a balance of 67,548/, 17s. 3d,, out of which it was
proposed to pay a dividend at the rate of 30g. per share,

which would leave a balance of 8,750/. Ha. 9d. for frture

application. The total payments to the 31st Dec. were
2,522,393/. 18s. 2d., and the total receipts 2,480,05G/.38.,

leaving u balance of 42,337/. 15s. 2d. The report was
unanimously adopted.—A general meeting of the share-

holders of the London Grand Junction Railway was held

on Saturday, The report, which was read by the Secre-

tary, stated that three directors went out of office by rota-

tion, but were eligible for re-election ; and that the

accounts were : cash paid, 84/. 4s. ; cash in hand, 3,925/.

10s. 7d. ; together with various amounts for interest, &c.,

leaving a balance in the hands of the company of 4,007/,

7s. lid. The Secretary said that 1,510 shares had been
forfeited, and that there were 7,600 bona fide shares on
•which the call had been paid up. The original number of
registered shares was 9,300. After some conversation,

the report was agreed to unanimously.—On Monday the
half-yearly meeting was held of the shareholders of the
London and Blackwall Railway. The report showed that

the number of passengers during the half-year was
1,186,351, and the money taken, 22,509/. lis. lOd., being

an increase of 40 per cent, on the previous half-year.

Arrangements had been made for running boats from the
Brunswick-pier to Herne-Bay, Margate, Ramsgate, and
Dover, the first of which, the Eclipse, commenced on the
21st Feb. The directors fdt confident that it would not
be necessary to raise any further capital by shares, as they
had introduced into a bill in Parliament for other purposes
a clause enabling them to dispose of property (about
30,000/.) near the station. After the expenditure, there
was a sum of 13,135/. 19s. 8d., which was proposed to be
divided amongst the old shareholders, at the rate of 10s.

per share. The report was adopted.—On Saturday an
accident of a serious nature took place on the line of the
Eastern Counties Railway. It appears that Mr. M*Intyre,
an inspector of police on the line, went down with a view
of instructing a newly-made inspector, Mr. Callaghan, in
the various points and stations. On reaching Collier's-
bridge, about 300 yards above the Romford station, a
train from Brentwood was observed coming up. Mr.
M'Intyre, imagining that Mr. CallRghan was on the up-
line, crossed for the purpose of getting him off, when the
train came up, and the engine struck him on the elbow
mth great violence, and threw him down the embankment,
a depth of 24 feet. He was conveyed to the London
Hospital, where it was ascertained that he had sustained
several serious injuries, and he continues in a dangerous
state.—A report has recently been presented to Parliament,
which contains some interesting information relative to
railways. From the returns of accidents it appears that
durmg the year 1841 the number of casualties on various
railways, whicbarose from causes bevond the control of
passengers, amounted to 29. By these accidents 24 per-
sons were killed, and 72 injured. During the same year

^—T^^^ 36 accidents, attended with personal injury to
individuals, owing to their own negligence or miscanduct,
by which 17 persons were killed, and 20 injured ; 60 acci-
dents occurred which were attended with personal injury
to servants of the company, under circumstances not in-
volving danger to the public ; by these accidents 28 indi-
yiduals were killed, and 36 injured. Thus there were
altogether 69 lives lost by accidents on railways during the
V^^^l^^^-—On Tuesday an accident happened to two of
the Metropolitan police on duty on the Blackwall Rail-
tfay, but fortunately not attended by any serious conse-
quences. It appears that they were proceeding along the
line, between Limehouse and Blackwall, and the rope by
^hich the trains are drawn being still »t the time, they
crossed from one side to the other.| AVhilst, however, in
the act of stepping over the rope it was setiu quick motion
by the movement of one of the trains, and the consequence

f^rf^
^^ ^^ struck each of them violently on the legs, and both

fell heavily upon the rails, receiving some injury, but not of
serious character.

I

Dublin.
IRELAND,

It IS stated to be the intention of Govern-
toent to call out the present staff of the militia to augment
tticir establishment, with the express object of recruiting
lor the line, and to break up entirely the present depots
ot mfantry, which are to be consolidated with the head-
quarters of their regiments, whether on foreign or home
service.—It is said that Prince George of Cambridge will
return to this city, to rejoin his regiment (the l-2th Lan-
fers;, the first week in April, in order to avail himself of
D«?ng present with so large a garrison during the season of
military exercise. His Royal Highness, it is added, will
remain here until the autumn.—It appears that for some
time anumber of U, notes of the Bank of Ireland have
Deen m circulation altered so as to resemble 30*. notes ; arraud which has been effected by cutting from genuine
notes of the latter sum the words ** thirty shillings'% and
pastmg the slip 50 cut off neatly ofer the words '« one

nected.

pound," the body of the note remaining unaltered. From
a private investigation held at the Bank a few days since,

facts were elicited which threw suspicion on a junior clerk

in the cancelled note department, named Mills ; and in-

formation haviiiyj been given to that effect at the head
office, a warrant, was granted to search Mills's residence.

The young man, who had been two days corifined at home
from illnesSj at first denied all knowledge of the fraud, but
ultimately confessed that he was guilty, and handed to the

officer two of the altered notes, and several slips cut out

of the 30s. notes, which he had in his pocket-book, and
which he confessed having cut from the cancelled notes.

He was taken before the magistrate, and committed for

trial, but has since been admitted to bail in two sureties of

2Q0L each. The prisoner is young and respectably con-

The Repeal Association held its weekly meeting

on Monday, Mr. J. W, O'Callaghan in the chair. The se-

cretary read a letter from the resident Irishmen of St. Ste-

phen's, New Brunswick, enclosing a subscription of 20/.

There was nothing else of interest in the proceedings

of the meeting.

Down,—At the opening of the Assizes for this county
a few days since, "Mr. Justice Crampton, in addressing the

Grand Jury, dwelt at some length on the serious state of

crime which the calendar exhibited. His Lordship said,
** I can congratulate you neither on the paucity of offend-

ers, nor the absence of deep-dyed crime. There are no
less than 64 prisoners charged with different crimes

;

crimes varying from the deepest malignity down to trivial

offences. I am not aware of what number are out on bail

to stand their trial for different offences ; consequently I

must again inform you that you must pay your most anx-

ious care and attention to the several matters which will

come before you, for your duties will be both tedious and
laborious."

Longford.—The assizes for this county commenced last

week, and on the Grand Jury being re-sworn, Mr. Justice

Burton in the course of his address said^ he felt greatly con-
cerned at the appearances upon the calendar of several

cases of secret societies, denominated Ribbonism. He re-

gretted to say that their re-appearance in Longford showed
but too plainly that there was a want of subordination to

the laws of the country, and that there was not that secu-
rity for life or property which should exist in a well-

ordered state of society. The gentlemen whom he ad-

dressed ought not to be perhaps too sanguine in suppress-
ing those illegal confederacies with precipitancy, lest the

remedies applied should only increase the evils already
existing. At the same time, he need hardly tell them that
it was their duty, as good citizens and subjects^ having a
stake in the country, to do everything, both in their rela-

tions as private gentlemen, and in the fulfilment of their

duties in the jury-room, to put an end to illegal confeder-
ations, which were so inimical to the peace and prosperity

of their native land.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,—It is stated that the minority of the share-

holders of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway intend to

present a bill of suspension and int^dict to the Court of

Session against a resolution recently passed by the major-
ity sanctioning the riuming of a morning and evening
train on Sunday. This application, it is said, will be
founded on some of the old Scotch Acts, as to the com-
pulsory observance of the Sabbath day, and is expected to

open a wide field of discussion, as many of the statutory

injunctions of that period on this subject have ^fallen into

disuse.

Stranraer,—A few days since the Earl and Countess of

Stair had a narrow escape from a serious accident. It

appears they had proceeded, in company with another

lady, from Culhorn in a pony phaeton for the purpose of

viewing Croswell lighthouse. When at a short distance from

the lighthouse, the servant who drove the vehicle, being

uncertain of the road, got out for the purpose of making
inquiry, and left the reins in charge of his lordship.

The horses, two spirited ponies, having immediately

setoff at full gallop, the servant seized the reins and trisd

to stop them, but was dragged towards the wall on the

roadside, which the animals leaped over, breaking the

shafts and disengaging themselves, whilst the vehicle was
turned completely over on his lordship and the ladies, all

of whom, however, fortunately escaped without any serious

injury,

the lower classes of Irish residing in the Metropolis and

its environs, that London is to be destroyed by an earth-

quake, and the day fixed for this event, which is to swal-

low up the capital of the British empire* is the 16th insl.

A great many Irish people have already left the Metropolis

for distant parts of the country and for Ireland, and others

are preparing to foUofr, to evade the earthquake; and
the excitement among thoie living in the eastern part of
the Metropolis is very great. They are daily receiving
letters from their relatives in Ireland to return home, and
save themselves from the destruction which is lure (o

await them if they remain here. Many have removed
eastward of Stepney Old Church, on the supposition that
the earthquake is not to extend beyond that venerable
edifice, which, it is prophesied, is to fall, with St. Paul*8
Cathedral and Westminster Abbey. By some, however,
it is believed the earthquake will not be satisfied with
swallowing up the Metropolis and the **big churches,"
but that 15 miles of country are to go with it. A few
days since, at the Thames Police-court, an Irishman was
charged before the magistrate with beating his wife; and
it appeared that the cause of the dispute was tliat the
woman would not leave Shadwell, and proceed to Cork
with her husband, to avoid the earthquake. The ushers
of the court, it is said, have had no less than 100 letters

put into their hands by persons who have been written to

by their friends and relatives iu Ireland, requesting them
to avert the threatened calamity by leaving the Metropolis
before the 16th March, or the sunshine of St, Patrick's

day will never dawn upon them. The publicans in the

Tower Hamlets and elsewhere are stated to have lost

many of their Irish servants from the same cause. The
prophecy is said to be nn ancient one in Ireland, and
implicit credence is given to it by many deluded persons.

i^isccllanrous.
The Niger Expedition.—From advices just received

from Fernando Po, we learn the distressing intelligence

that the model farm established by the unfortunate Niger
expedition has been finally destroyed ; the blacks in charge
of it having been murdered hj the natives, and Mr. Carr
the superintendent, who had returned to the farm from
Fernando Po, having been carried prisoner into the interior.

Relics of the Steamer President.—The New York
papers, brought this week by the packet-ship United
States, contain the following statement respecting some
pieces of the wreck of the President, said to have been
fallen in with by an American vessel :

'' Capt. Jepson, of
the schooner Mokina, from the Cape de Verd Islands, ar-

rived at New York on the I2th Feb., and reports that the
stern-boat of the President, and several water-casks bear-
ing her name, had been picked up by a vessel and carried
into St. Nicholas. This information the captain obtained
from a respectable English gentleman, who had seen these
remains of this ill-fated steamer. The latitude and longi-
tude where they were picked up ii not given, or any fur-

ther particulars.*'

iSingular Delusion.—Vnier this head the Morning
Papers have published the following article :

—

*^ For mme
weeks past a singular impresrsion bm ^cb ^tertain^d by

Hab.
Appellate Jurisdiction of the Hot/sc 0/ Lords.'-'By erranife-

ments marie between the Lord Chancellor and Lords ilrou^hamt
Cotteuliain, and Campbell, the appeals now waiting for hcarinjf
before the Hoube of Lords will be much expedited. Ilie Lord
Chancellor has arranged to be at the House to hear causes four
days in one week— Mi 'UUay, Tuesday, Tliursday, and Friday ; and
two days in the next week—Thur&day and Friday. Lords Cottcn-
ham, Broug:hani, and Canipbeil have a^ccd to attend four days
in each week, so as to be enabled to hear appeals on the ivro
days thatrthe Lord Chancellor is absent. Thus, four days every
week hcii^e allotted to appeals, those interested in the causes
will have not only the advantage of four learned judges to adjutfU
cate upon their causes, but will obtain more bpccdy hearing thaa
has hitherto been the case.
HousK or LoKDS—Appkals.—TAe Lord Advocate^ on behalf

0/ Her Majeaty and the Commissioners of Woods and Fore&ts^ v.

Lord Dunf^ Iass.—The question in this case was as to the liability

of the Lord Advocate, representing the Commibbionera of Woods
and Forests, and appearing therefore on behalf of the Crown, to

have a decree made agaiubt him, with costs. Mr. Hope main-
tained the decree of the court bcloy^*, and contended that, as the
land revenues of the Crown wore transferred for the life of each
Sovereign to the management of parliamentary comiKissioncrs,
those commissioners could not be Faid to represent the Crown,
but held a character totally different from one confirmed by ita

authority. They, therefore, had not the rights and privileg^es

which belonged to the Crown, or which might attach to them if

they were truly the officers of the Crown. The judgment of the
court below was, consequently, right, and the interlocutory de-
cree awarding costs must be affirmed.—The Lords held that the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests so far represented the
Crown as not to be liable to coste. For this reason they did not
enter into the usual recognizances on bringing an appeal, for it

would be useless to do so when no costs were to be paid by theiD.
The interlocutor must therefore be reversed.
CoLRT OK Chasckry,— In re Styan, a b nnkrupt.—The bank-

rupt had insured his life for a sum of 2,5001. in the Equitable
Assurance Office, and after^ya^ds assigned the pfdicyas a security
for a debt. The insurers in that office arc partners receiving
mutual advantages, and the question raised in the course of the
argument was, whether the notice of the assignment to the insur-
ance ofiice was not a sufficient notice, on the ground that the
bankrupt, as a partner, muit be supposed to know it. A great
number of authorities were cited in the court below, and, in the
course of the argument, in this court also, as Sir John Cross had
decided that no notice was required. The Lord Chancellor, hav in^r

stated the circumstances of the case, observed that the argument
on one side went to show that no notice uf the assignment of the

policy had been given until Styan committed an act of bankruptcyj
while on the other side it was contended that there was a con-

structive notice, because Styan was a partner in the assurance
company, and that there was therefore a good equitable assign-

ment of the policy. A great number of authorities had been re-

lied on, bttt in his lordship's opinion there was no necessity lt>

take them into consideration in order to determine the question

at issue. It was said that the bankrupt committed an act of

bankruptcy in March, and that no notice of the a»&ignment wis
given to the offi<;e until April ; but, in his Lordship's opinion,
Uierc had been a clear bona fide traixsaction with rcepect to tue
policy which came clearly within the act of the 2d and 3d Vict.,

c. 29. The contract had been entered Into long before the issuing
of the fiat, and long before the bankrupt contemplated the jro-

bability of bankruptcy, and the dealing was therefore protected
by that act. His Lordship therefore declared that the polic? in
question was the property of the petitioners, and not within the
order and disposition of the bankrupt at the time of his bank-
ruptcy.
Assize Intelmcsxcb.—ffer^/urrf.—At the as^esin thij town

on Thursday, a trial {The Qtieen v. Webster) came on wh-ch ex-

cited considerable interest. It was an information filed by the
Attorney- Geiieral, in pursuance of a resolution of the House of
Commons, imputing to the defendant that he had, at an election

for the borouB:h of St. Alban'e, in Feb. 1841, when Lcrd Listowel
and B. IL Cabbell. Esq., were the candidates, ht^bed a voter

named Robert Adams, to induce him to vote for L:?rd Listowel;
and that he had also bribed another voter, named John Stebbing,

in order to induce him to refrain from voting at all at the elec-

tion. The pleadings aud examination of wiUicsses extended to

great length, aiid occupied 12 hours, at the citseof which the

jury returned a verdict of "Not Guiit>'."

SPORTING.
A correspondence of some interest has appeared ^ ^^^'^l^ff
Papers, having reference to the late trial ^^ ^",r"^"J-J^;^,^^
and Beales, with respect to the " Gumey afair " £T^^" f.f̂ ^^
in our last. U is a protest of Lord G. Heutxnck a^m.t ^^f^^
duct of the stewards of the Jockey cm ^^

'^^tTi.Ti^^icl
transaction. His lordsJiip calls in qnemon ^ "f.^^^^d^e tbi
of their taking on themselves to »PP<>if^ ^*«^f^i^^ g!^^
debts due to a^defanlter. w^h ^^^^^St^^M.ffffar^:^
to he; more especially a« the <^®?^^ r^twLr n«>,T-«r^jv of t-r^-n

been ^d in fulL f1i« sCeWds ^ ^^^-^i^j^^^^
sideraWe iength to tlie diilex«st ctog^ coataiaed \u lus protest.
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declaring that the KTtmttr por^on of tbem were unfotinded. and

the conciUAioit ..^nvcd /»«« thrm unwarranted. They state

tliat Mr. Harney Wtt not »oef~ 'ter, and that all hs debts had
bwn paiu m fuil ; and that Ma tor^bip bimseU had received 10<^..

the full amomtt dnc to him from Mr- Ciumey. In connection,

«Uo» with this affair, the Jockey i^lnh, since Jhe tii»l of last week,

have declared Mr. Thornton "adefcalter," For having failed to

pay the sum of lOO/., wMch, it seems, he owed to Mr, Gurney, on

hm Epaom account j and they conclude their notice to this effect,

to that (feritieman, by stating that, if disregarded by him, it wiU
bo enforced by legid proce

TATTERSAIX'S. TjruaanAT.^In conseqncnce of the absence
at Liverpool of several of the uKual freqaenters of the room, the
betting in the afternoon was dull, and, in most respects, of slight

Interest. The two favourites were not mentioned at f5.xcd prices.

The Dirce colt at 25 to 1, and Wiseacre at lO 'In one Instance at

Ave points Iess\ were in request in two or three places ; and both
Meteor and Auckland stood in better estimation than at the be-
ginning of the week. Defier also had a strong party at an im-
proved qnotation, and Canadian was promoted exactly 50 per
cent, npon the cdds laid so freely on Monday.

DSaBV.
ts to I agtt Plre« coll {taken fteclJ)M WlMat-re (taken) 00 1

95 Pf'fiffr (t«ki*n) m t

40 Meteor (takes) m 1

40 Auckland tooo 10
42 K4p«ri«r«

fiO to 1 agst PiUInunit
CftAadUn
Jimnna colt
l«rd of HoldtniMi
Bro. to Phoenix

OAKS.
500 to 30 ai^Bt Lord Jcriey'i Adela lilly (taken), j

8,000 r.l : STAKKB.
IS to I Aipc Mr. ilowra'a Meteor (taken).

MARK LAN£,i-AiUAy, Marcu 4.—The small quantity of Eng-
lish Wheat left over was o/infcriur quality, for which there was no
demand , and the business transacted in free Foreign was quite
in retail : prices may be considered the same as on Monday,
lioniled was quite neglected.— Having a large snpply of Barley, a
dcciiiic of 1<. has been submitted to, without making much pro-
greuin saka.—Peas and Beans are a dull sale at our quotations.
Inferior Irish Oats are unaaleable, and alT sorts are lower.—There
has been a considerable arrival of Clover becd, and sales have been
effected at 2j. to 3ji, decline.

TiarrrflH, per jMPKiirAL qitartkb.
Whtmt, K.i«ex, Kent, and Suffolk . . , Whit*
— — r^'orfutk, LInL-oIn»h!rettnd Vnikfhire . . .

Barler MaUintr aaddiitillinff
OftU, Llncotnahira and.Yorkiihlre * . , , Folands

NiirthurnberJand and Scotch .... Feed
UUb i-'eed

e •.Ryi
B«ant» Maaairiin, old and neir

riKA^^^Helli^oland .

Whik«

«. f.

52 to 78
04 toM
95 to S0
17 CO
91 to

13 tn 19
SA Co <l

R«4

(irind.
Feed
I'lilrttO.

Potato

fiU CO04
0010 04
93 to £7
17 to 91

19 to 9S
18 to Si

. t» IdSA Tick satoao
• . tfaio43 M'indi. 4.5 to 49

ft to 35 Maple 97 to 30
WEEKLY I.npERIAJL AVERAOES. •

Harrow 97 to 40
LonRpod 31 to 39
Grey S3 toSS

F«b]

91

S3
4

11

IS

96

Wheat*. Barley. Oats.
ffi fi 28 10 90 i

•0 7 18 3 90 I

ao 6 sa 5 90 1

AO It SU 9 90 4
60 98 5 18 8
SO 10 98 19 «

• ireeki' Agi^feKate Aver. « 7 28 a

Datlaa 8 1 19 10

90 O

19 9 )

AanivALs
Flour. I

\V
,

Encllnh . 4tS9 Ska. — BrU. . „^*»
Iriak . . aoo „ - „ -
Foreign - — „ mm ,> 36781

N THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
Malt.! Oat*.
7968 19118

41 ll£«9a

Rye.

I

Bns.
1948

Fcai.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTSi_J. A. Wood, BromsfQi-nve Worceitcnhir?, rheTniiit— J.

Barlow, I.)VhfieId, irnnmonner and cntlti—H. R. Marcus, Mvcrpwil, tobacco-
oiat—S>. Ja*;ksim and T. F. JacUiMjo, Bvrmonda^y, woolstapleri—T. Worth,
NorthnmpUtn. t'ltrnJlure-brnker— J. Wntioa, M hettcr, musUn-mAnufacturfr.
liAXKiU-rrcV J^Ul'EKSJbinED—Mark Votl.erKill and MUhacl Pother-

gill, t;pp*r Thame«.ptree t, drysaltem—W. WHUam* and T. Hill, Bt.w Church-
yard, fondon, lint-n-drapers—T. HUl^ Bow Church-yard, XjowAaB, commiuion->
«|^nc and factor.
BAi\KHl/PTS—W. Thompson, Princesxirept, SpitalAoMl, hat-raanufae-

tnrer—K Grtrt-a» Cliffurd-Atreet, lJifiid-«txeirt* tailnr—£. Ban«y, 13, Aloitnc-
«t{t;el, Groivenor-sqiinre, uphnliterer— O. F. Timbreli, Fhilip-Kinf , Addle-
MrfKt, Citjp, and Stonrporr, Worceitershtre, worstwi spinner

—

W, K, Fixj^ott,
7, Gt'ld«mUh-«treet, WiMM3-*ire«t, Cheaptidr, carpet-warehouseman—J. Nutton,
91, Fenrhurch-street, City, and 6, Myddleton-xquare, Cterkenweii, merchant
J, Ciifthton, the elder, JWiinchetter, machme-mHker—T. Mason, Stowlurd*
miUf, Harfnrd, Devon, mi)ler-—J. BroWD, 8h^UU» merchant— S. Roofers,
Dala-hail, Burslcm, ^tatTDrdshire, earthen \i-are-manufacturer—H. Harrison,
Manchester, merchant—W. Slater, Whiteeaie, Cheshire, banker—J. B. Par-

bam, Kent, m-iltster— K. W. Forge, Uiilinngate, Lower Thamea street, ftsh-
aalepman—C. H. Webb, ForebridKc, Staiford»hire, com dealer—E. Davis. Bath,
an hitert— D. Antmbiis, Great Bwdwurth, Cheshire, salt-merchan:— G. B^'^fs,
W. Tajlor, and W. hhand, the young-er, Great Winchester- *tr«et. City, mer-
dkant«--J. Nixon, Oxford-street, upholsterer—T. Baldwin, New-street, Wor-
ecttcr, Innkeeper.
SCOTCH HEQU-ESTHATIONS—J. Weir, Glaj^ow, tea-dealer—A. Came-

ron, Johnstone, coitun-spinner—G. Anderson, Dundee, merchant—R, Inglis,
Wishawton, grocer—A. M. Sceales, Edinburgh, coal- merchant.

BIRTHS.—Un ihc voth ult., at Paris, the lady of J. P. Gr!erson, Esq., of a
w^n and heir—On the 2«th ult., at Cross Deep, Twickenham, the lady of G.
Jarnard, Esq., of a daughter—On the £8th uit., at Liverpool, the lady of N.
Cairns, E*q.,ot a daughter—On the 27th uU-, Mrs. G. R. Herron, Bermondsey,
•f a daugh:er-On the 27tJi ult,. at Leeds, the wife of the Rev. W. H. Teale,
it ik Ii;n.

MARRIED..-On the ?(Tth ult., at Kenmiigton, I. Milner. Esq., of AVsnds-
worth-road, to MatiJda Ann Griffin, ffrand-dauffhterof the late J. Griffin, Esq.,
^Hatton-flrarden_On the Ut inst., at St. Johns, Hamp-Uead, the Rev. J. P. T.
Wy* he, of Cranneid, Beds, to Emma, second daj:ght<r of G. K. Paion. Esq

« n /* '"t'*'
^' ^famington Spa, Robert, son of W. R. Cartwright. Esq.,

r 1,"'^ ^°,V'"^'
Nnrthampionshire, to Kalherine Francen, eldest daughter of

7 f r*^**^"^'
*^'' ^^ Clarendon-square, Leamington.

JlED.~On the lith ult.. at Haimance Cottnge, Jersey, Mri. Henry Thomp-
?T "i",

^^'^ ult., at the Abbey, Cirencester, the Hon. and Rev. Charles
Btthiirst, LL.D., Rector of Siddington, Gloinestershire, younger eon of the
Ifitft^nd brotherof the present Earl Satburst—On the istinst., at his residence.

R ORSON, FLORIST and FLORISTS' AGENT,
• in returning his sincere thanks to the Gentlemen Ama-

teurs, Florists, and others for tbft favours conferred upon him

since Ws commencement, respectfully informs them that to the

above bn<;iness he has added that of AUCTIONEER,Jtc., and

takes this opportunity of soUciting their kind support in that

department, trusting by strict attention and punctuaUty to

merit a share of the public patronage.
, .

.

12, Hall-place, Kennington-laue.

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—A Lady, who

intends remaining some months at BRIGHTON for the be-

nefit of her chUdren, would be happy to TAKE CHARGE Ol- A
LITTLE GIRL OR BOY REQVIRING SEA AIR, and whose

friends may not find it convenient to remain with them.

References can be ^ven either In Brighton or London.

For fiu-ther particulars, apply by letter (prepaid) to Y. Z.. care

of Mr. Gates, organ-builder, 19. Norfolk-square, Brighton.

ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.

EsUblished 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 "William IV.

Lower rates of prehiu.m than those op antt other ofkick,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :—

Age. 16 20 30 35 40

1 10 8 1 14 7'l 19 2 4 312 10 11

45 50

2 19 9i3 U 9 4 8

Jl"****''**'"-
***»"*> Park-lane, the Marquta of Hertford—On the sath ult.,

15* t^^
P,tnny, daughter of Mr. U. F..rbe»» of Camberwcll, in her 25ih year

-Q« the Wth ult, at Longport, Canterbury, R«b€uca, wife of W. Shi^rp^-jE^q.,
of »le same plate, and late of Hoxtiin, Middlesex, in the Bath y»ar of her age-
On ttie 3d last., at Guildhall, H. \V'««dthorp, £»q.. Town Clerk of Londoti,
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No.

Adv^rtrementji. remarks on .

AfpricttJural Society, Journal,
,"^
Amateur's Garden . > .

ATOtnonifcoii liquor, :ts effects .

Arbiuns. t.ev.ment ot »eedj ,

Books for a gardener .

^rachycome.lreaimentof seeds
Bruki as an ed^inK •

Brocarfi, club ir cured . .

Brnn5yigia,it«tiean„ent
J^ameUia, on U\tq^^ the . .

Cardooni, their cookery .

Chatsworth, notM^n . . .
Cherry, BaramaaiR .

Cottayer* si A fc^p rabbit* .

Coti,;B, oiled, itipf^paration .

I)ah!iavireatmeat rf . . .
Draininjf, eff«clsof ,

Bd.ifinKS <jf briVks
. ,

Fences, nn raising .

Firs, effects of «nofr on S<-otch
Fruji room and kc-hoftsc com-
Wned

Fruil-tree b<n^d?iD,furmatlim of
Fui-hsias, •oil for . . ,•.
Gallttm aparine, a in"nstri na .

{'Tird^ners* privileges
Ueraniiim piisiltnoi, a mnnttrob!*
wwmtw elon^^ta, a stove plaBk
Ouano^an wjuivalent for ,

^-~ Jts streets ....
«••»»» i&AitagQatnt oi Caoa .

143 a

Hf a
140 6
139 a
145 i
145 6
146 a
i43c
143 /t

\^b
139 e

l*»c
U3c
143 a

145 e

145 c

144 «
143 c
149 a
\i2 c

141 «
14 J b
145 &
143 A
142 c
r43ft

143 a
J44a
142 a
140 r

RTICULTURAL SUBJECTS
n.

Heddon-house garden nnticpd •

Ice-house nnd fruit-rrum com-
bined .....

Laurel, Portuf^al, treatment of
kt^dii

Lawn, grasaei for . . , ,

Lizuria repent, a mon^troiU .

Man^o, its treatment . . .

Manure, PaaieU*, remarks on .

Oiled cotton, it? preparation
Onions, thair treatment
Peach'tree, number of fmtt to
leave

Fear, Knieht's Monarch . .

Pears, a selection of .

Pear, to train "en q^uenoniJle **

P^at-uiils, their improvement .

Pelari^oniumsi, remarks on nevr
Plantinit, remarks on • .

Potatoes, on ripen ing^.

Primu'as, notes on ...
Rhodantlie, treatment of seeds
Root- pruning, its value . .

S^^via paien*. its treatment
Sarcinula, notes on . . .

Si!ale, its detuucticm . ,

Sinrks.fJerman, their trfatment
Trevirana coccineB, treatment

"*
Turnip sawfly, remedies for .

I, their treatment
Vines, r«X't-prun:nff

ViifiTs, Mr. Briwden't

IN

143c

Ut «

H5 6
X%hh
143 A
USA
138*
H5c
145 e

145 A

14j6
145 £
144 A
Uo a

143 a
I43A
145 c
143 &
143 a
143 d
145 c

145 &

145 c

144 d
145 A
148 £

148 4

Auiiual
Premium
per cent.

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to l6/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

BoNfs was awarded, amounting: on the average to 3U. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam-vessel) from any one
Fort thereof to another during peace, to Assurers not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or

by the hands of justice are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbkll James Downer, Secretary.

ANNUITIES.—ln tbe AUSTRALASIAN, COLO-
NIAL and general LIFE ASSURA^'CE «nd ANNUITY

COMPANY, Annuitants participate in.the Profits of the Company,
and receive a rate of ANNUITY ranch more favourable than can
be granted by any Company making its investments wholly in

England. The Companydfe enabled securely to grant these fa-

vourable terms from the advantage it possesses of investing a
portion of its Funds at a high rate of Interest.

Directors.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S. | C. E. Mangles, Esq.
Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq.

John Edwardes Lyall, Esq,

J. B. Montefiore, Esq,
J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.
Capt. Sir Jas. Stirling, R.N,
William AYalker, Esq.

Solicitors.—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, and Co.
ProspectuBEs, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for thepurchase of

an Annuity or for making an Assurance, and every information,
may be obtained by application at the Office of the Company, No,
126, Bishopsgate-street, City.

By order of the Board, CH RISTOPHER COUSINS, Accountant.

T^HE following comtmunication (translated from the
German), was addressed to Messrs. Rowlands' Agent at

Cologne :— 13, Straitz Euggasse, Cologne
Mr. Th. S. Ditges, May 23, 1841.
Sir,— 1 have much pleasi^e in inrormicg you of the extraor-

dinary effects of " Rowl'and** Macassar Oil." For above
nine years I had not a particle of hair on my head, when I was
casually recommended to give this celebrated Oil a trial. I ac-
cordingly purchased two bottles at your establishment, and
strictly followed the printed directions ; in tbe course of two
months my head was covered with fine short hair, which I had
cut off, and continued to persevere in the use of the Oil. The
result is, that after five months' perseverance, I can nowboa«tof
as good a head of hair as any man in this city. In justice tp the
inventors i make this acknowledgment, and shall feel great plea-
sure in satisfying any inquiry.— I salute you with respect,

Anam Bauer, 8th Artillery Brigade.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL prevents hair from falling
off, or turning Greyj changes Grey Hair to its original colour

;

frees it from Scurf and Dandriff, and makes it beautifully soft and
curly,

#3- Ask for "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL."
The LOWEST raicfi is 3s. Cd.;—the next price is 7s.— lOs. 6d.

and 2ls. per bottle.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon the most im-
proved and economical principles, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old
Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6l, Gracechurch- street,
London, annex the following list of prices of Hot-water Pipes of
the best description, to assist persons desirous of adopting this
mode of heating in their calculations of the probable expense,
and rcHpectfully solicit an opportunity of tendering their price
for the completion of any work required. Socket-pipe for Hot
Water, of two, three, and four inches diameter, at 2s. 3rf.. 3*. 3rf.

and As. 3rf. per yard. Ditto, with Troughs for Orchidaceous!
houses, three and four inches diameter, at 4s. ^d. and 6«. gd. per
yard.
The much-approved Conical Boilers made of strong plate-

copper, and which require no furnace or setting in brickwork
from 5/. 5a*. upwards. Also, every other description of Boilers
of the mo.st approved construction. Further particulars maybe
obtained at the Warehou?-:es, Graccchurch-street, where also may
be seen a variety of patterns of Iron and Straincd-wirc Fencing
Hurdle.s, Brass and Iron Bedsteads, &c. &c.

HEATING BY HOT WATER. WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR, •

T WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,^ • King's-road, Chelsea, B-o^ouse Builders, and Hot-water
Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility and
Gentry that their business, -which has been extensive throughout
the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUH n
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every descriDtimi'
and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd arid
3;th Numbers of the Gardeners^ Chronicle,
References may behad, atul tiicirworks seen, at Mr. Perr\*s^'nr

scry J Mr, Catlcugh's Nursery, Chelsea; Mr. Gaines's^'NuVsp^"
Battersea; Mr. Buck's, Portland Nursery ; Mr. Young's MilfnniNursery. Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalston ; Mr. Woodro^s Nnr
sen, Kensail Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nurserv, Bayswater- Mr"
Willmer'» Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobilit^ ^rfGentlemen's Seats in the country.

^oouicy and

Every particular to be bad at their Horticultural Manufactory
GloucMter. place, Chelsea, zi«ar Sloane-stiuarc.

^*^^a«ory.

Now ready, No. 3 {March 1842), price 2a. 6rf., to be continuprf
monthly, containing 56 pages of letterpress and two platM
engraved.
rPHE LONDON JOURNAL OF BOTANY: bein?X a new series of *'The Journal of Botany." By Sir W J
HooKKR, K.L., LL.D., F.R.A., and L.S., and Director of thp
Royal Botanic Garden of Kew.
London : H. Balliere, Foreign Bookseller to the Royal Sccietr

and the Royal College of Surgeons, 219, Regent-street.

Publishing Monthly, ivilJi Four coloured En^ravines
Price '2s. ^d,

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY,
The Number for February contains beautifully. coloured

figures of Ctittleya AclandiiSj Brngmansia fioribunda, Mahontn
aquifolium, and Loasa FentUmdica, with the history and di-
rections for the culture of each : also comprehensive Papers on
the science of Gardening, including the phenomena of impreg*
nation and germination in the seed of plants ; the Culture of
Gesnera rupestris; on Arranging and Planting Specimens in
Conservatories; the Propagation of Tropseolum tricolorum
Notices of Plants figured in the floral periodicals for December arrd
January, and of those flowering in the suburban nurseries; with
a copious Calendar of Operations for the month.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and tw^enty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers arc requested to obser\x—
K That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, witli few exceptions, tliey are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants ar^e in flower.

3. That they are lithographed on zinc by the same individual,
and, being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and
eles^ance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening;
and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commences with this Number, and as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers,
London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

In foolscap Svo, price Is, Gd*

COOLEY'S FIGURES OF EUCLID ; being tbe

Diagrams Illustrating the ''Elements," with the EnuBcia-
tions, printed separately for use in the Class-room.

%* Orders received by all Booksellers.
Whittakcr and Co., Avc-Maria-lane, London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved priu-

ciples, and «t very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efl^cient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick,

D. and E. Bailky also .construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the pubhc to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, au extremely complete an4

convenient kitchen apparatus, pr range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailet were the first to introduce metallic cur^ih-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

SLOUGH, BUCKS.
To the Nobilitff, Gentry, and Public in general,

TMPORTANT SALE OF PART OF THE SUPE-
-t RIOR NURSERY STOCK of the highly-respectable Firm

of Messrs. T. and E. Brown, dissolving Partnership.- To be Sold

by Auction, by Mr. Tkbbott, upon the premises, within five

minutes* walk of the Great Western Station, on Tuesday. March

8th, 3 812, and following days, each day at 12 o'clock, in Lots

(without the least reservation) suitable to every description oi

purchasers, a part of the superior Nursery Stock growing ori U
acres of ground, called the " Hencroft Nursery," being partoi

the land belonging to Mr. E, Brown (who is retiring from the bu-

siness), and which is required for other purposes, compnsmg
very fine and valuable plants, in healthy condition, and will move
weU. The Ornamental Trees, varving from 6 to 10 feet, will con-

sist of Laburnums, Elms in coUection, Scarlet and Turkey OaKs,

Poplars in collection, Ailanthus glanduiosa. Liquid Amber, De-

ciduous Cypress, Scariet Maple, Sumach, Gatalpa syrmgifoiia.

Fern-leaved Limes, Pinus Cembra, ^sculus bicolor, rubra, ana

parvifiora. Mountain Ash, Norway Maple. Planes. Spanish Uics-

nuts, Acacia, and Tulip Trees. The Ornamental Shrubs ^^''" !"'

elude China Arbor Vital, large variegated Hollies, Green Homes
of sizes. Portugal Laurels, Common Laurels of sizes, from 1

lo

4 feet, about 8000 Evergreen and Yellow-berried Privet, Syringa^»

Brooms, Dogwood, Judas Tree, variegated Box in quantity, Gum
tnstus. Striped Elders. Irish Yew, Spireas of sorts, Euonvmus,
Gueldres Roses, LUacs, Snowberries, Tartarian HoneyshCKie,

Ribes sanguiuea, Calycanthus florida. Rose Acacia, Daphne, «c.

&c. A few Standard Pears ; 3000 Currants, of sorts; 500 <j00se-

berries, undernames; Raspberries of sorts; Walnuts; Standara

Quinces. The Forest Trees consist of about 2000 English uaKs,

4 feet; 1000 Beech, 2 to 3 feet : 2000 Hazel. 2 to 3 fe^tj -A^'

'

feet; 2000 Larch Fu-, 3 feet; 15,000 Spruce Firs, 1 to 3 feet; louo

Scotch Firs, 4 feet; 1500 SUver Firs, 1 foot; 2000 Bcrbernes, i

foot; 2000 Privet; 2000 Mountain Ash, 4 feet ; 200 Sycamores, *

feet; 1000 Laburnums, 4 to 6 feet ; 500 Snow^benies ; 400 ropiara,

3 feet ; 500 English Elms, 5, 6, and 7 feet ; Horse Chesnuts, 4 icex.

About 2D00 Dwarf Roses, in fine collection under names
M8(^- be viewed three days prior to the sale, when Cataiogiica

may be had on the premises; Hatchctfs Hotel. Piccaaiuyj

George, Hounslow : Chequers, Uxbridge; White Hart. Beacons-

field; Crown, Mallow; Bear, Reading; Rose, ^^^^^^^^Z.*
King^s Head, Egham j Swan. Chertsey ; White Hart, Ma den

head ; Crown, Slough; and at the Auctior.eer's Office, WmUbor.

Prinud by Mejsrj.. niiADHvmT ancl Evam. lon^tard-Birfet. H«t-»*' •
j

the Prednct of Whitetriari., in the City of L<maon, and VnhXi^hed^ "fthe Ojric.. 3. C«A»,.M-sT»itT, Coviorr Gaucek. in the bounty of M'ddi«.
wh€r« aJl Adverli..*mwt« and Coinmunicfttioni we to be »ddre»«o «

^

Editw.—Satardar. March S. 1S49. ;
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THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

No. 11.—1842.
HEARTSEASE SOCIETY,

Undet the Patronage of Sir J. Sebright, Bart,

AT a MEETING of the COMMITTEE of the above
SOCIETY, it was resolved that the FIRST EXHIBITION

should take place in MAY next at Mr. Lidgard's, Thatched-
house Inn, Hammersmith.
A Schedule of Prizes will shortly be submitted to each Member,

but it will be necessary for all those who may wish to join the
Society previously to forward their annual subscription of lOs. to

any Member of the Committee, or to Mr. R. S. Mountjoy, Hon.
Sec., Ealing, Middlesex.
N.B. Amateurs and Nurserymen to compete in separate classes.

OURTH ANNUAL CUCUMBER SHOW, HAM-
MERSMITH, open to all England, wiU be held at Mr.

Lidgard*s, Thatched-house Inn, Hammersmith, on Monday,
March 21st, 1842. Prizes will be given to those Persons who
produce, of their own growing, the best and most complete
Leash of Fruit, to be placed in rotation. Subscribers 5s. each to

exhibit, Non-Subscribers 10s. each. The Fruit must be in the
Show-room by One o'clock on the day of show.

Dinner as before, at Two o'clock.

SAMUEL GIRLING begs to inform his Friends and
the Public that his General CATALOGUE of DAHLIAS,

GERANIUMS, and PANSIES is now ready, and can be had on
pre-paid application.— Danecroft Nursery, Stowmarket.

MYATT*S VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND W, MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by offsets from the original Seedling, can

supply them at lOl. per hundred.— N.B. As various spurious sorts

have been sold and are now selling under the name of** Myatt's
\1ctoria,*' purchasers would do well to require them warranted.
—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

JAMES MAY begs to inform all growers of PANSIES,
that his new Descriptive List of Pansies, with a List of

FUCHSIAS, may be had on application as below; at the same
time he begs to callparticular attention to his genuine imported
German STOCKS, ASTERS, and ZINNIAS, in great variety.

N.B.—A large collection of tine Show Pansies, including many
of last year's new varieties. 30 fine strong Plants for 215., pack-
age included; all parcels delivered free in London.
Pansy Nursery, Edmonton,

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, ik CO., having an extensive

and well-selected Stock of all the newest and choicest

Flowbr Seehs, to the cultivation of which they have paid con-
siderable attention, and the quality of which they can confidently

recommend, beg leave to offer them foi sale, delivered carriage

"free to any part of the Kingdom, on the icUowing teims ;—
25 packets of distinct-named sorts . • *2is.

50 do. do. do, « . 30s.

100 do. do. do. . - . 4'3s.

Amongst them are—Asters, Brachycome iberidifolia, Clintonia
pulchelia, Erysimum Perowskianum, Godetia AViliacnowii and
Schamanii, Lupinus Hartwegii, Martynia fragrans, Mesembryan-
themum tricob^r, Phlox Drummondii, Stocks, Zinnias, &c. &c.
Catalogues of which may be had on application to them.
Exeter Nursery.

THOMAS WILSON, FLORIST, LAYERTHORPE,
the raiser of William the Fourth Scarlet-Flake Carnation,

intends to sell out this season, at lOs. per Pair, his celebrated
Purple Picotee Patroculus, which is allowed by all competent
judges to be superior to any flower in the trade. Whenever
shown in condition, it has always taken the first prize. It has
every good property a flower requires, excepting being rather an
eariy bloomer. As the Stock is limited, an early application is

requisite. Thomas Wilson, Florist, Layerthorpe, York,
N-B. No Plants -will be sent without a remittance.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
MESSRS, W. and F. YOUELL have a few pairs to

spare of that most beautiful Rose Flake, Wilson's Harriet,
which is considered by the first judges in the kingdom to be
decidedly the most perfect flower of its class ever laised. Also
that splendid Picotee, Anacreon. The above will be forwarded
by post, free, to any part of the kingdom by inclosing a post-
oflSce order for 18s.—They also offer from their superb collection,

12 pairs fine Show Carnations and Picotees j^i lOs. Qd.
25 do. do. do. 3
12 do. first-rate extra fine do. 3 10

Great Yarmouth Nursery.

TDROWN's MARQUIS of LANSDOWNE DAHLL\.
i-L' —This most essential Show Flower will be sent out in May
next. Colour, shaded salmon ; fine cupped petals, which are
beautifully arranged ; and one of the most constant and success-
ful Dahlias of the season, having obtained Seven Seedling Prizes,
three of which were first, and twice defeating " Conqueror of
the Plain." Also shown in three successful Stands of two 24's,
and 12 blooms for three 20/. prizes. A drawing was made by
Wakeling, which will appear in the Florist's Guide, March 1842,

T. B. has a few strong Plants on hand of his much-admired
Seedling PANSIES the "Countess of Orkney" and "Jewess,"
at 75, 6d. each.
A CATALOGUE, containing a choice selection of DAHLIAS

and HEARTSEASE, is now ready, and may be had on pre-paid
application,—Slough, March 2d, 1842.

pHARLES FARNES, 128. St. JOHN-STREET,
^^ LONDON, begs respectfully to call the attention of his
Friends to the following select List of Annual Flower-seeds, Sec.
a general Catalogue of which may be bad on application. Also
his Catalogue of all the new sorts of Vegetable and Agricultural
Seeds. &c. Per Packet.
Alstarcemerias, in sorts . isOd
Antirrhinum, superb var. 6
Auricula, from named flow. 1

Asters,iroportedseed,36var.o G
Aquilegias, in sorts . .06
Balsamjraport.seed,10var.o 6
Brachycome iberidifolia . 5
Calceolaria,fromnamed flow 1

Campanula,many varieties 6
Chrysanthemum Sibthorpii 6
Cistus guttatus . . .06
Chanthus puniceus . .10
Cockscomb, fine dwarf . 6
Dahlia, prized sorts . 1

Dahlia glabrata , .06
Dianthus, of sorts . .06
Galardias, ditto . ,06
Heartsease, from named

flowers . . ,

Hollybock, 16 varieties .

ipomoea rubro-CBenileii
'pomopsis pictft

Per Packet.

1

1

1

5
1

6

Leptosiphon, of sorts

Lupinus Hartwegii ,

Liipinus nanus
Mallow, New Zebra
Peeonia, 18 varieties

Papaver, in sorts

Pentstemons, in sorts

Platystemon califomicum
Rhodanthe Manglesii
Salvia patens .

Schyzanthus retusus
Stock, Branching German,

70 varieties •

— Dwarf, ditto
— Autumn Nosegay
— Biennial German
— Tall Emperor, fine

Tropjeolum tricolorum .

Verbena, in sorts . .

Wallflower, new dble. dark
White Everlasting Pea .

Zuonias, mixed va^ietief •

Os6d
a
6

a
6
a
a
a
a

1

6

6

1

5

1

6

a

6

SATURDAY. MAECH 12. Phicb 6d,

J KEYNES' CATALOGUE OF FIRST-RATE
• DAHLIAS is now ready, and may be had on application.

Extra fine Plants may be depended on early in May.
J. Keynes having received Catalogues quoted at much lower

prices for some varieties than his own, be^to state that, although
he does not wish to underrate good SKOW FLOWERS, he will

not be 7/7idersold by any Nurserymen in the trade.

Salisbury, March 10, 1842.

TAMES PAMPLIN, NURSERYMAN, WALTHAM-
O STOW, ESSEX, begs to inform the Public he has a few
strong plants of his following splendid PELARGONIUMS to dis-

pose of, viz.. Enchantress, Camilla, Anna, Van Amburgh,
Louisa, Alice, Superb, Prince Ernest, Fulgens, Duchess of
Sutherland, Muckle Wonder, Sec, &c. of which Catalogues may
be had on pre-paid application.

N.B. Strong plants of Hardenbergia Macrophylla, at 5s. each.
Walthamstow, March 2.

DAHLIA CHALLENGE.
HEADLY'S PHCENIX, superb dark scarlet, great

depth of petals, beautifnUv cupped, extra fine, 10». firf. See
fine coloured plate of PHCENIX in " Wakeling's Florist's Guide"
for December last.

HEADLY'S SATIRIST, rich shaded orange, fine back row
flower, 7»* *Jci.

J, HEADLY, Florist, London-road, Cambridge, will show
Twelve Blooms of Phoenix for 10^. or 20/. against any other
Scarlet Dahlia, at the ensuing show of the London Floricultural

Society, and will deposit \0t. in the htnds of the Secretary, p. p.

Strong and well-rooted plants of the above will be sent out the
last week in April, if required. His caiaiogue for the season may
be had immediately.

SCARLET PELARGONIUMS.

PHILIP CONWAY, Florist, Seedsman, &c., Old
Brompton-road, near the West London Cemetery, has the

honour of offering to the Nobility iud Gentry the foUowuig
variety of the above, vir.—Frost's CoTipactum, a very excellent
variety, raised at Dropmnre, distinct from every other, having
a dense cluster of flowers of a globular form and a pecu-
liarly pretty tint ; good plants at 3i. 6rf. King, a first-rate

scarlet, fine large truss, and free bloomer, 2s, 6d. Shrubland,
2«. firf. Towards Pre -Eminent, 2*. 6i, Scarlet Nosegay, very
desirable sort for pots or beds, excellent habit, and very free

bloomer, 26-. 6d. Frogmore, for bedding, (vide Gnrdcnvrs' Chro-
nicle, No. 39, p. 631), 18s. doz., or 2s. eaich. Ingram's New Dwarf,
for bedding, a decided improvement on Frogmore, 30s. doz., or
3s. each. The dwarfishness and brilliancy of colour of the two
last-named will ever insure them a place in the flower-garden.
The most approved varieties of Geraniums, Fuchsias, Ver-

benas, &c. &c., on very moderate terms.

RANUNCULUSES^ ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND GERANIUMS.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (re-
• moved from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to Her

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and the Pub-
lic, that he has a fine Selection of the above Fluwers, which he
can offer at the following very moderate Prices :

—
RAXUNCULUSBS. J^

Roots in 100 superb sorts, with ther names . 5

ditto very fine sorts, ditto • . 2
Superfine Mixtures, from 7*. to 2 is. per hundred.

ANEMONES.
Roots in 100 superfine sorts, with their names , 3
ditto in 50 ditto ditto . 2

Superfine Mixtures, from 10s. M, to 21s. per hundred.
AURICULAS.

superfine sorts, with their names, t plant of each 3 13 (5

CARNATIONS.
superfine sorts, with their names, l pair of each

7iCOTEES.
superfine sorts, witli tiieir names, l pair of-^ach

VSfcLOW^lCQXSSS.
superfine S03*ts, with their names, .1 pair of each

GERANIUMS,
25 superfine sorts, with their names, I plant of each

100
100

100
100

s. d.

10

10

10

25

25

25

12

3 10

a

2 2

3 10 •

A Catalogue of Geraniums can be had on application.

A SPLENDID NEW HYBRID FUCHSIA—MONYPENNIL

MORRIS TODD, RoLVENDEN, Kent, most respect-

fully offers to the Public this very distinct and highly,

beautiful variety ; the blooms are half as big again as Standishii

;

flowers in racemes in vast profusion; of a most beautiful rosy-

carmine; it has been greatly admired by all who have seen it;

it is a strong and magnificent-habited plant. It obtained a first

Banksian Medal at the last Horticultural Society's Show, and a

prize was given to it at the Weald of Kent Show in June last, and

pronounced by the judges to be the best of all the Fuchsia^.

Strong Plants lOs. 6d. each, carriage free to London.— Orders will

be thankfully received by Mr. G. Charlwood, 14, Tavistock-row,

Covent Garden ; Messrs. WiUinott & Chaundy, Lewisham, Kent

;

Mr. C. Weeks, Blackheath-park, Blackheath, Kent; Mr. T.

Trinder, Forest-hill, Peckham, Kent ; and Mr. Joseph Harrison,

Downham. Norfolk. A remittance or reference from unknown
correspondents. . .,,.*.
" W'e had specimens of it sent us. and not more is said of its

superior quality than it merits. It deserves to be in every col-

lection."

—

Floricultural Cabinet of 2<uv. last.

*»* The usual allowance to the Trade if two or more plants are

ordered.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, o''

GARDENER and FORESTER, a Married Man, 33 Ycai*
of Age, who has lived in some of the first gardens in England'
Can be highly recommended for ability and sobriety by the
Gentleman he has just left; as also by Bomc of the fir5t horti-
culturists of the day. Address Y. Z., P. Newman, Hosier, 102,
Quadrant, Regent-street.

WANTED a SITUATION as GARDENER, or
GARDENER and BAILIFF. The Advertiser offers Ten

Guineas to Nurserymen and others who can procure him a situa-
tion. He is a Married Man, a native of Northumberland, and
thoroughly understands his business in all its branches; also
the breeding and rearing of Stock, Road-making, measuring mn«!
valuing of Timber, and the whole management of any nobleman
or gentleman's estate. He can be highly recommended, and aa
unexceptionable five years' character from the gentleman he
has just left. Direct to W. S., Mr. R. Scott, Cora Merchant,
4, King*s-row, Pimlico. _____„_«__^
WANTED immediately a GARDENER to tok«

charge of the garden of an English Gentleman residing at

Marseilles. He must be an intelligent well-informed person, weU
acquainted with English Gardening, unmarried, and with an un-
impeachable character for honesty, sobriety, and good temper*

He need not be acquamtcd with the French Language, as he
would find many Englishmen in the same establishment. He
must agree to stay lor two years at least. His travelling ex-

penses will be defrayed. Wages 30 franca, about 24s. 2rf. per

week. Apply, by letter, post-paid, to R.T., 3, Charles-street,

Covent Garden. ^

WANTED by a Steady Young Single Man, aged 28, a
SITUATION as PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN in the

houses. He perfectly understands his business ; he has been
employed in several first-ratc establishments for these t^velvc

years, and can have a good character. No objection to go far

away. For further particulars apply by letter (post-paid; to

G. B.,2g, Manchester- street, Manchester-square.

W'ANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a Single Man
aged 36, who thoroughly understands the management of

Pines and forcing in general, Sec, Kitchen and Flower Garden.

Would have no objection to take the management of the farm

(if not too extensive). Upwards of three years' character wiU be

given from the last place, and most respectable reference for

character and ability can be had from different families with whom
he served. Has no objection to what couutrj- he goes. Apply
personally, or by letter, to — Grant, care of Messrs. Loddiges,

Nurserymen, Hackney, near London.
^

ANTED a SITUATION as HEAD GAR-
DENER in a Nobleman or Gentleman's Family, by a Single

Man in the prime of life, who feels confident in his business, and
is competent to undertake the management of W^oods and Plan-

tations if required. Any Nobleman or Gentleman in want of a

confidential Servant would not find himself disappoiiited in the

advertiser. He will be well recommended from a very high fa-

mily he is just about leaving. Address H. H. Gardeners' Chro-

nicle Ofllice.

WANTED by a respectable Person, 36 years of age, a

Situation as GARDENER in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's

Establishment. The advertiser has had many years' experience

in his profession in all its branches, and begs to state his lowest

terms will be 73/. &c., per annum. Letters addressed to A.B.,

Post-oflice, Hackney, wiU meet with prompt attention. .

WANTED in a Nursery in the Neighbourood of Lon-

don a Steady, Active Young Man, who thoroughly under-

stands the Propagation and General Management of Plants, both

hard and soft wooded. A handy method with Plants and respect,

able address would he indispensable. One who has had some
practice with florists* flowers would be preferred.

Apply (if by letter, prepaid) to J- H., Gardeners' Chronicle Of-

fice, Charles-street, Covent Garden. ^_^____-
T'O HEAD GARDENERS.—A premium will be giv^i
Jl by the «tdvertiscr, a young Married Man, to any ciu- that

will procure him a Situation as UNDER-OARDENER. or a single-

handed place, from 18*. to U. per week. He has ser\ed his time

to the business, and can have a good recommendation. The

strictest secrecy may be reUed on. Apply to A.B., 22, HiU-street,

Peckham, Surrey.

ri^HOMAS CRIPFS, FLORIST, ^c, TUNBRIDGE
JL WELLS, respectfully informs his Friends, that Plants of

the NEW WHITE FUCHSIA-VENUS VICTRIX,wiU be ready

in May at 21s. each, with the usual discount to the Trade, if

three or more plants are taken at once. For particulars, see

" Floricultural Cabinet" for March, or " Gardeners' Gazette" or

Chronicle of 5th inst. _^ ,

Orders for which will be received by Mr. George Charlwood,

14, Tavistock-row, Covent Garden; Messrs. Coimack and Co.,

New Cross Nursery j Mr. Harrison, Downham, Norfolk; Mr.

Jos. Ashdowne, Seedsman, High-street, Hastings } Messrs, Wood
flTid Rnn Maresfield Nurserv : or addressed as above.

r .»*VERBENA, "THE QUEE>

;

Flowers of a pure white, and sweet-scented.

WM. IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London, begs

most respectfuUy to offer this beautiful variety of Verbena,

which has the habit of V. Tweediana, blooming equally vigorous

and profuse ; being, too, of a pure white, it produces a striking

contrast with the other kinds. It was exhibited, and obtained a

prize, at the Surrey Zoological Gardens last September, and at

the Crown and Anchor, Strand, London ; also at Salt Hill, where

it was greatly admired. Highly favourable notices of it have

been made too in the " Floricultural Cabinet," " Gardeners* Chro.

nicle," and " Gardeners' Gazette." •

Plants can be had after March 10 at Ts- od. eacn. Agents in

London, Messrs. Warner and Warner, 28, Comhill. A remittance

or reference expected.
^_^

/CHAPMAN'S EARLY NEW KIDNEY and EARLY
\J NEW ROUND POTATOES are warranted equal to the best

forced Potatoes ; and, without more trouble than a common out-

door crop, are in the finest order for table from October to June,

reversing, as it were, the season of ordinary sorts. Sample baskets

fit for table may be had on a remittance of one shilling. A few

more orders for sets at one guinea tor bushel, to be deVn ered in

May, with full histructions for their culture, ii immediate apph-

cation is made, by letter, postage free, to T. and C. Chapman,
XTfirirpf narrfeners. Brentford End. Middletex.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS to be sent out in May next,

by N. GAINES, FLORIST, SURRY-LANE, BATTERSEA.
Gaines' ORANGE PERFECTION; beautiful orange, at times

shaded. This flower was sent for the opinion of the Horticul-

tural and Floricultural Societies of London; at both places con-

sidered first-rate. It is a fine grower, throwing its flowers well

above its foliage. A good show flower. Awarded first Prize at

Kingston, and 2nd Prize at Teddington. \ ft. 10*. 6rf.

Gaines' EMPEROR; beautiful rosy crimson, very superior

petal, with great depth of flower, and well up in the centre. A
constant good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Kingston,

3 ft. lOs. 6d. ^ .

Gaines' COMPACTA; fine purple, very superior form, of ex-

cellent habit, throwing its blooms well above its foliage; its centre

well up. A good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Hammer-
smith. 5 ft. 105. 6rf. *.*!--
N.B. The above were considered first-rate flowers by those

that saw them growing. Plates of them wUl appear in "Wake-

ling's Amateur Guide." in April and May next.
,

N. Gaines' extensive List of first rate Dahhas, Geraniums,

Pansies. Calceolarias, &c. may be obtained by post-paid applica-

tion as above. His new aneraria, Prince of W ales, is now ready

for delivery. ___-——

TO THE NOBILITY, GENTRY KURSERY^lEN,
1 imd others, who are inclined to P"^c^„f^„,^>,,^W n^'-s^
tract a Cheap Bargain : about two «cres of FreehoW «^ ^J_
Ground, in a Gosp*
half a mile from Portsmouth ox Portsea ? '*^;*^,,d-a Dwelling

S-uth Western R^Uway Terminus On tl^eoro
^,.^^ p^^

hous<^, a Greer^house, 2Bricking-pits, all

to Mr. Purchese^ builder, near

Nob^» on the pffemi»«».

rfel. Souths^.
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WILLIAM .AIASTERS. Ftotic Nursery, Can-
TBRBi;itT» ha '

iJT collected a great variety of curious
ORNAMENTAL TRFFS and SHRUBS, in addition to the more
conimnn kinds, be^s to submit the following List, and to solicit

conumsMons.—March ll, H42.

HARUV TREES AKD SliRlHS.

I

JU«r, a fine crnns, i8 species

jEscuIus, ^howy flowering trees,

] 6 kinds
Ailanttins prlandulosa, or Tree

, of Heaven
Alnus cordifoUa, a noble tree,

and 5 other kinds
Amclanchier, pretty low shrubs,
4 sorts

Amorpha fruticoaa
Amygdalus. beautiful flowering

trees, 6 sorts
*Ai»droi&eUa, 30 species, very
pretty

Aodroseemum, useful under,
trees

Aralia, S sptxies
Arbutus, tine orerisTvens, 5 sorts
Arctustaphyhis, 2 kimla
Artcmi^^ia AbrDtaiium
Aucuba japuuica
3*AaaJ«a, luu kinds
Bacchari8 hainnifulia. Ground-

sel tree
Berberis, mcluding Mahonla, 20

kinds
Betnia incisa, the most elegant

of trees, and ti oIIilt kinds
Bor) a ligu^tiina, or A<lelia

BrouBsonctta ijai>yrifera, Psper
Mulbtny

iiuUUiea gtobova, adistingnlshed
plant

Buxus, useful trvgrecns, 10
kinds

Calycanthus, 3 kinds, all sweet-
scented

Caprifoiium, or Honeysuckle
lii kinds

CSurs«ana. dwarf trees, Trtth

pretty Iv^^^age, 10 sorts
CarpiiLUs, or iiurnbcam
Castanca, or Chciinut^, 5 kinds
Catalpasyring-aefolia, atrec with
oriental character

Ccanoth u s, 3 kinds, feathery
and pwtty

Cephalanthus occidentalism But-
ton-wood

Cerasusiauroccrasus, orMurel,
oi several variations

• uf 6 species, good flowering
trees

Cereis, or Judas tree, 3 species
CWonaitthus, or Fringe Snow

tres
Cistus, la species, very beautiful
dethra* % kiud:^, sweet and
^etty

Colulea, oT Bladder Senna
*C()mptonia asplenifoVia, fra-

grant
Coriaria, or Myrtle Sumach
Conms* or Dogwood, 5 kinds
Coroncila Emerus, iieat and flo-

ritrrous
Coton ter, 6 Bpccies.sll pretty

Cor: ' s '•> sorts, the purple and
cut leaf curious

Crataegus, 50 kinds, the most
bcautifid of tf ces

Cydoiiia jBponica. 3 varieties

CytisoB, inchuiinif Laburnmn,
30 sorts

Baphne, sweet-siaaliiu^ and low
shrubs, 1:2 kinds

Kdwardtoia, a kinds
Ela^agnus, singular leaves, 3

sorts
*£mpctrum, a species
Erica, or Heaths, verj* pretty,
36 kinds

Euonymus, 11 sorts
JBscaJIonia, 2 sorts
Fagus, or Beech, 7 ornamental
kinds

Ficus, or Fig, 12 kinds
*|fothergilIa alnifolia, feathery
and pretty

Fraxinus, or Ash, 18 sorts
*G«ulthcria, a species, both

pretty
Genibta, pretty low iil^ints, 10

species
Glcditschia, or Honey Locust, 5
sorts

Halesia, or Snowdrop tress* a
species

iTertera Helix, tree dry, 3 kinds
Heiianthemum, pretty and
abundant rtowerinsr, 25 kind:^

Hibiscus AUhifiaVriitcx. beau-
tiful, 2S varieties, which are
ornamental In autumti

Hlppopbae, or Sea Buckthorn,
Tery singular foliage

Hypericum of 5 species
Hydrangea of 3 kinds
Hex, or Hoily, of 25 varieties
Itea vir^inica, elegant white ra-
cemes

I

Jasminum, G species, all fragrant ^

N.B.-

Jugtans, or Walnut, i species
*Kalmia, beautiful flowers
Kerria japonica, or Corchorus
KAlreulerla, an elepant tree
Laams nobilis, or Bay, 3 vaii-

atinns
Ledum, dwarf abrubs, 7 rar,
Ugu^truin, or Privet, o kinds
LSqui ..mbar« handsome tree
Liric ' !ron, or Tulip tree, a

noble species
Lonicera, or Fi> Honeysuckles,

4 kinds
Lyciuru, or Box-thorn, 3 species

Maclura fturautiaca, Osage
Orange

Magnolia, a superb race, SO va-

ricties

Mecttcago arborca, or Moomeed

McnziCbia, pretty Heath-like
plant's, n kinds

MespUas granftlflora, and -I other

species
Morud, or Mulberry, 4 species

Myrica, or Sweet Gale, 2 kinds
Negundiam, 9 kinds, fine foliage

Ostrys, or Hop Hornbeam, 3

species
PiBonia Moutan» sereral splen-

did kinds
Paliums, or Christ's Thorn
Per^lca, double Fcacb, a beau-

tiful tree

Philadelphos, a beauti/ul race,

7 kindH
Phillyrea, fl varictlcK, useful

evergreens
Phlonu6 frutJcosa, singular
Platauus, or Planes, 4 species
Polygala Chamrcbnxus, pretty,

and early-flowerlnjp

populus, or Poplar trees, J3

kindti

PotciitUIa, 2 shrubby species

Pruiius, Double Sloe, and 4

other kinds, all showy
Ptelea trifoliata, a singular plant
Punica, or Pomegrantcs, fine

plants for walla, I kinds
Pyrus, Double Crab, a beautiful

tree, and 18 kinds, remarkable
either for their berries or
flowers

Quercus, or Oak family,

species
Rharanus, or Alatemus, 5

rieties, useful evergreens
4 species, with distinct

foUage
Ribcs, or ^Currant family, 20

kinds, a' few with beautiful
flowers

Rikododcndron, as a family
beautifiil and grand, 55 vari-

eties

Rhns, or Sumac tribe, 6 species

Rohinia, or Thorn Acacia, ele-

gant trees, and some with
neaatiful flowers, 15 kinds

Rosa, or Rose tribe, a superb
collection of 6oo kinds

Rubus, or Bramble, 14 kinds
iiuscus, 3 evergreen species
Salix, or Willow family, 10 spe-

cies

Sambucu-s, or Elder, 5 varieties

Sophora japonica, 2 kinds, flnc

trees
Spirfea, a genus remarkable for
abundance of flower, 30 kinds

Staphylea, Bladder nut, 2 spe-
cies

Symphoria, Snowberry and St.
Peter's Wort

Syringa, or Lilacs, 13 variations,
very showy

Tamarix gullica, a pretty fine-

leaved shrub
Thermopsis labumlfolia, a fine

Nepaiese species
lllia, or Lime-tree, of 7 rarieties
Uiex, or Furze, 4 kinds, the
Double and Irish remarkable

Ulmus, or Elm-tree family, 20
t kinds
»Vaccininra, 18 species, Heath-

like flowers, with berries
Vella p^eudo-Otisos, a shrubby

plant, in an order mostly
nerbaceoua

Viburnum, the Laurestine, and
3 varieties, evergreens

the Gueldre?^ Rose, aiKl 7
dedduous spec-

Vitex, the Chaste-tree, singular
foliage and neat grrowth

Yucca, Adam's Nee<lle, 8 spe-
cies, architectural plants of
rare beauty

Zaiit^hnxylum fraxineum, orYel-
low-root

Pinu;i> halepensis
inops
imign'^
Laricio
longifoUa
patula
Pinaster
pinea
pangens
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Pinal pumillo
resinosa
rigida
Strobas
sylvcstris

Bagenaa
taurica
variabilis

Thuja articulata

»
tt

It
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tt

»l

Tliuja orientalis

occidentalls

plicata

„ sibericft

Taxus baccata
Tftriegata

sparsa
hibemica

II

It

begs n--^t re'^pectfuUy to invite the attention of Cultivators

he Dahlia to the following Three Seedling Varieties (raised in

NEW AND SUPERIOR SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1842.

TAMES EDWARD, Florist. Layerthorpe, York,

1840, and fulTy proved ia iSiT), which are quite distinct from any

hitherto produced; of \er>- superior habit, and constant in pro-

ducing good Show Flo'^ters throughout the season; in proof of

which J. E. begs to state that he has shown above 200 blooms of

the three, during the seabon, at various Exhibitions open to all

England, and has had aine Seedling Prizes awarded for them,

namely.—four 1st prizes three second ditto, and two third ditto;

they have also been shovn in the following winning trays :—

In tiiu 1st Tray of 24 at the Horticultur-al Society, York, Aug. 19,

ad.
ist

2d
2d
1st

Ist

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

Sd

II

J»

If

Iff

I*

II

I*

II

f$

II Iff H24
18 M 'f * ti

36 at the Botanical Gardens, Hull, Sept. 2d;

13 M fff M
S4 at the Horticul.Soc, Scarborough, Sept.Sdj

13

6 »t I* i>

48 at the YorTishire Philosophical Soc, Sep. Qth;

II

ft

>i

36
36
24
48
48
24

ft
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Botanical Gardens, Sheffield, Sept. 15th;

Horticultural See, Barnslcy, Sept. 2ist;

99 ** **

Botanical Gardens, Leeds, Sept. 22d;
Horticultural Society,York, Sep. 24th5

31

va-

*t f» *»

E" ' '"*• having taken other Prizes in addition to the above.

Pkkmikb.— Fine bronze salmon, very superior form, of excel-

lent habit, throwing its bboms well above the foliaije, and always

to be depended upon in producing good show flowers. This

variety obtained the first irizc, in its class, at the York Ancient

Florists* Society, September 20th, and had also the premier prize

awarded, as the best Dahla of any colour.— Height 4 to 5 feet.—

Plants 10«. Od,

Mary Jank.—White ground, very deeply tipped and edged with

purpled carmine— constant throughout the season, well up in the

centre, of excellent habii, and never fails in producing good
flowers. This variety ojtained the first and second prize at

Scarborough, as the best light-ground flower lipped or edged,

and has justly been pronounced the most distinct and attractive

Dahlia ever produced in its class.—Height 4 feet.—Plants lOa. 6d.

DtKK OF RicH.MovD.—Fine light pink and yellow, colours

beautifully blended together, with a ligtit-yellow tip at the end
of each petal, similar to the Duchess of Richmond, but quite dis-

tinct from that variety; very superior habit, always constant,

and will prove a noble and excellent show flower.—Height 5 feet.

—Plants \0s. 6(i,

Good strong plants will be sent out the first week in May ; and
for the convenience of paitics at a distance, orders will be re-

ceived, and plants supplied, by Mr. George Charlwood, Seedsman,
Covcnt Garden, London; and Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen,
Brechin, Scotland. No allowance to the trade unless 12 plants are

ordered, and a remittance or respectable reference will be required

from unknown correspondents. J. E. can also supply plants ol all

the best Dahlias m cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually
printed, and can be had on application.

\Vc the undersigned, members of the Committee of the York
Horticultural Society, do attest the correctness of Mr. Edward's
description of the above Dahlias ; and we strongly recommend
them as distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and well worth a
place ii^ the moat limited coUcctron.
James Richardson

j
Richard Land

John Roper I John Walker
J. Hescltine Edward Bearpark
Henry Bellerby Robert Dempsey
William Dove

Ticpori of the Yor/i Amatmir Florist Societt/, held on Monday,
Au|>-ust f)th, J841.—The Judges and Members of this Society con-
sider it their duty to notice a seedling DahHa of last year (sent for
inspection; raided by Mr. Edsvard, Nurseryman, of this city. The
colour is pure white, with a dark tip of purpled carmine; the
form, depth of petal, and above ail, good eye, reqnire no con-
sideration to pronounce it one of tiie best Dahlias yet seen of its

class ; and fiom^ the evident superiority of this distiiict vaiiety
over such flowers as Glory of Plymouth, Beauty of the Plain, &c.,
there is no doubt but the year 1842 will cause these flowers to
fall in the rear when brought into competition with the seedling
exhibited this day, as it may safely be pronounced a gem of the
first water, and will reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
raiser, for so long as Dahlias remain in cultivation this flower
must form a prominent feature in a stand of six.— Vorfc Cvurant

John North
Jas. Lancelot Foste
William West
John Jlobmson,

GEORGE CHAULWOOD, 14, Tavistock Row'
CovsNT Garden, begs to inform the public and his cor-

respondents that his Catalogue of Annr-can Seeds is now pub-
lished, and can be had on application, or sent, postage free, to
any part of the country,

G. C. hkewise begs to draw the attention of his friends to the
undermentioned, which he can with confidence recommend to
their notice, and for a inore extensive assortment he refers them
to his general Catalogue.

The Genera marked * succeed better m peat earth.

Abies canadensis
alba
nigra
ClanbrasiJia-

23a

cxcelsa
Fraseri
orientalis

Morinda
Ctcru'

Smithiana
Mcnziesii

Altingia Cunning-
ham i

4xacauria imbricata

„ braziliensis

„ excclsa
Cedrns Deodari

^ « jLebaai

»
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CONIFER-^..
Cupressos thyoides

sempervi-
reus

horizonta-
lis

torulosa
lusitanica

Joniperus communis
suecica
Sabina
variegata

taniarlsci-

foUa
Virginiana
prostrata
fyda
recnrva
phceuicea
dauricft

n

w
I*

ft

»
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Juniperas specin^a

ainen>i-

hispanica
thtu*ifera

Larix enropaea
BaicTOcarpa
pcndnla

Picea pcctinata
cephaJonica
balsamea
TVaseri
Bou^lasii
Finsapo
Webbiana, or
spectabile

Pinnt anstriaca

„ Brutia

„ Cembra
f, excels*

Alstrcemeria acutifolia

,, hirtella and species
Ageratum var. Grandiftorum
Aconitum chineuse, new
Brachycoraa iberidifolia

Clintonias
Cosmanthos fimbriatns
Callicbroa plattyglossa
Cineraria, from new sorts

Calceolaria, finest

Centanrea americana
Cantua coronopifolia
Eucharidium concinnum
Euphorbia variegata
Humea clegans
Heiianthemum, mixed sorts
Heartsease, finest

Impatiens, 3 species, new
Ipomcea rubro-cserulea

„ QuamocUt
„ Michauxii, fine

Ipomopsis picta
Ltipinus Hartwegii
Liisianthus KusselUana
Lychtus fulgens
Martymi* proboscidca

„ formosa
Nemesia floribunda
Pentstemon geutianoidcs Cocci-

nea
Phlox Drummondii
Portuiaca, fine species
Primula sinensis

„ ftmbriata
cortusoides

Papaver floribunda
Rhodanthe Manglesii
Rhodochiton volubile
Stachys coccinea
Schizopctalun Walkerii

I Streptocarpus Rhexii
) Tweedia cserulea
Tacso&ias* species
Tobacco, new Virginian

M „ scarlet
Tropa;olum canariense

pentapbyilum

^ t» bulbs
Xhunbergia leucantha

aurantiaca, and va-
rieties

»»
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B^ms, Horticultural Pole, eaten
like Peas

,, Lima Pole, for haricot
Cucumber, Roman Emperor

Manchester Prize
W'eedon's
Walker's fine long

Celery, Seymour's Superb
Endive, large lmperlal,for stew-

ing
Melon, sweet ispa^ui

Kelsang
Ionian

„ Windsor Prize
PeaSf Auvergne

„ new Green Marrows
Radish, Rose, demi-loi^
Tgmato, nan Fir ^^

It

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR IIORTICUI
TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Hortt

culturists generally are respectfully informed that they may be
furnished with lists of prices, and particulars regarding the above
article, which has in every case in which it has been adopted
proved itself to be by far the most economical material for Horti-
cultural Glazing: upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315'

Oxford-street, London. * *

J. DRAKE, late of 100, Edgware-road. and 8, Jermyn-street
begs to notify that he has removed bis business to the above
address, for the convenience of more extensive premises, and
soUcits for himself and partner, a continuance of the support he
now gratefully acknowledges. French and every description of
Glass Shades, Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and
British Plate Glass supplied hi any number or quantity, at whole*
sale prices. -_^_-_^__
HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION QFATMOSPHERIC AIR.

WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,
• King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility and
Gentry that their business, which has been extens=ive throughout
the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every descripUon,

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd and
37th Numbers of the Gardeners^ Chronicle.

References may be had, and their works seen, at Mr. Perry '& Nur-
sery,Banbury; Mr. Green's, Lower Cheam; Messrs. Henderson's,
Puie-apple Nursery; Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr,
Knight*s Exotic Nursery, Chelsea; Messrs. Low's, Clapton Nur-
sery ; Mr. Catleugh's Nursery, Chelsea ; Mr. Gaines's Nursery,
Battersea; Mr. Buck*s, Portland Nursery 5 Mr. Young's, MUford
Nursery; Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalston; Mr. W^oodroflTs Nur-
ser>, Kcnsall Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswater; Mr.
Willracr's Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobility and
Gentlemen's Seats in the country.

Every particular to be had at their Horticultural Manufactory,
Gloucester place, Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservator}% lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongbt other metal works, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticultuiists, and can refer to the Conseivatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. B ai lkv have prepared a quantity of tbe Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate deUvery; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory'.

Mr.

T. Anskll, Jun., is instructed to submit to Public Auction,

at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-lane, on Tuesday, March loth,

1842, a splendid collection of Standard and Dwarf Roses, new
varieties of Azalea Indica, Fuchsias, miscellaneous Greenhouse

Plants, SiC. Sec, May be viewed the morning of sale, and Cata-

logues had of Messrs. Warners, Cornbill, Messrs. Flanagan and

Co., Cheapside, Conservatories, Covent-Garden, at the Mart, and

of the Auctioneer, Camden Nursery, Camden Town.

ry^O GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and others.

^T^O BE DISPOSED OF, (in consequence of the death

i of the late Proprietor,) an extensive and highly-respectable

NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, in one of the most fertile of

the Midland Counties, which has been established and has pos-

sessed a first-rate connexion for nearly 50 years. The arrange-

ments for conducting the business are unusually advantageous

and complete.—For particulars apply to Messrs. Warner and

Warner, Seedsmen, 28, Comhill, London.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, A NURSERY and SEED
BUSINESS in an improving part of Essex, eighteen raUes

from London, and six from a good market-town. The lease is

25 years unexpired. The extent of Nursery is about three acres;

two Greenhouses and Pits. [To any one with small capital

this offers an excellent opening. For further particulars apply to

Messrs. Prothieroe and Morris, Leytonstone Nursery, Essex.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
Valuable LEASEHOLD PREMISES and ^'URSERY-

GROUND, Three newly-erected GREENHOUSES, SHt-I^^J.

PITS, FRAMES, LIGHTS, a few lots of HOUSEHOLD FURNt-

TURE, and sundry Utensils. ^
To be SOLD by AUCTION, by Messrs. Protheroe ana

Morris, if not previously disposed of by private contract, on tae

premises, FOUNTAIN NURSERY, CamberweU Grove, ou

THURSDAY, March 17th, 1842, at 11 o'clock, by order of tne

Trustees of Mr. Ferry, about 8000 GREENHOUSE P^^^^^^'

comprismg Geraniums of the first class, Camellias, Fuchsias, stc.

Also the NURSERY STOCK, consisting of Standard a^'^^^^^^i

Roses, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, Aucubus, P^/^"^^'

Laurels, Laurestinus, Arborvitre, Yews, Choice Phiks, ^earib-

ease, a quantity of Bog-earth, Rotten Dung, Box-EdgiufiT, GaiQt^

Pots, &c.
May be viewed prior to Sale. -r^^
I^rticulars and Catalogues may be had of F. Brown, x.&^-»

Solicitor, 23,Woburn Place; of the principal Nurserjraen anu

Seedsmen, on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Ameneaj

Nursery, Leytonstone.

M

i

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS. ^

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have received

instructions to offer to Public Auction, on the Premises,

Lamb Farm, Dah>ton, near the Swan. Kingsland Road, on v>^

nesday, March 23rd, 1842, at 1 1 o'clock, by order of Mr. F.
^'J"''*m consequence of the land being let for building, tne tu

Stock consisting of about 14,000 Greenhouse and oto<^^i:*^^'ias
a very healthy condition, viz.: Geraniums. ^J''^^^^' ^^^i^fths'
Verbenas of torts, Cactus, Mesembr>'anthemum5, H>acn »

Tulips, &c. Also four newly-erected Greenhouses, several r ^
1, 2, and 3 light Boxes, about one hundred Hand-glasses.

»

sundry utensils in trade. Also about 400 strong Roots 01 ^> * ^
Victoria Rhubarb, remarkable for its size and CAuality. ^na ^"^

suitable for private buyers and tbe trade. May be ^iewetipr
^^

to sale. Catalogues may be had of the principal ^ i»f"/X.
5^Ji

and Seedsmen on the premises, mfX cf tli9'A-uctioncers,Axnwi*-*^

Nuisery, Leytoftstoa*.

^''
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
ANEW PART OF THE TRANSACTIONS OF

THE SOCIETY, containing Figures of Achimenes Icngi-

flora, and the Ickworth ImperatricePlum, forming: the conclusion

of the Second Volume of the New Series, is ready for delivery to

the Fellows of the Society.

&)t ffi^attr^itetjS* ©Stonicle*

SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1842.

Tues

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEIC
f HorticuUuiai , . . . 3

day f , f . .< Floricuhural .... 7
CLianeaa 8

Wednesday .... Microscopical
Friday ...... Botanical . ,

6
8

r. H

.

F. U.
p. M.
P. H.

Very lately Mr. Webb Hall described Mr. Daniell's

manure, to which we have so often invited attention,

in'these mysterious words : *Ut consists of the ma-
terials of combustion, used otherwise than by combus-
tion to promote the growth of plants." Inasmuch as

all plants liye principally upon the materials of com-
bustion, this was like stating that the manure consists

Of the food of plants ; not a very explicit declaration,

it must be confessed.

A more precise statement havhig now 1)een made
by the same gentleman in the Bristol Mercury, and
we having ourselves examined the manure, we are in

a condition to lay some further observations before our
readers.

Mr. Hall states the ingredients to be 1st, AVood,
ligneous matter of every kind reduced to a state of fine

division; 2nd, bituminous matter of various kinds;
3rd, soda and quicklime; 4th, sulphur in minute quan-
tity. 'J'he use of the first ingredient, the woody fibre,

is tolerably evident; and in some soils it alone would,
no doubt.be a valuable addition. Its action in produ-
cing carbonic acid, in retaining ammonia, and in im-
proving the texture of the soil, is readily perceived;
and it is probable that it is also useful in forming
a base or substance to mix with the more active ingre-
dients of the manure, and to facilitate their equal and
regular distribution over the land.

The object to be gained by the addition of bitumi-
nous matters is less evident, and is more open
to doubt. We bad at first supposed that the
"bituminous matters" meant the tar-water of the gas-
works—a liquid certainly containing alkali and bitu-
men, and no doubt constituting a most valuable ma-
nure. It is, however, possible that the tar itself may
have some influence, either directly or indirectly, on
the growth of plants, and that the good effects pro-
duced by such water is not merely due to the ammo-
i^ia present in it. It has long appeared to us very
likely that some forms of hydrocarbon might be capa-
ble of affording nutrition to plants, and that plants
miglit possibly absorb carbon combined with hvdro-
gen, as well as with oxygen, in the form of carbonic
acid: and if this be the case, it would explain se-
veral ^facts connected w4th the use of decaying woody
fibre, and siunlar substances, which do not seem quite
clear when we consider it merely as supplying carbo-
mc acid. "^ °

^
The office performed by caustic alkalies in promot-

mg the decomposition of the woody fibre, and other
organic matters, is plain, or at least in perfect accord-
ance with well-known facts. They may likewise in-
crease the solubility of the bituminous substances pre-
^nt, as well as assist in the decay of woody matter.
This IS, however, merely a theory or supposition, the
truth of which w^e hope shortly to prove or disprove.
The sulphur added to this manure is probably in

combination with some substance, and not in its free
and simple state. We can hardly imagine that the ad-
dition of sulphur would be useful ; but either in the
state of sulphuric acid, or some other compound, its
addition would be beneficial in many points.—_&.

_
Tf there is one fact supposed to be better establishedm Vegetable Physiology than another, it is the exist-

ence among plants of organs equivalent to the sexes of
anmials. The experiments of Linnaeus, repeated by
Hundreds of observers in every possible way, are ad-
raitted to be conclusive evidence upon the subject,
^nich, one would suppose, will scarcely admit of fur-
ther argument. Nevertheless some facts have been
put on record of late years, which it is very difficult
to reconcile with the supposed necessity of stamens
to thefertdisation of the pistU of a plant.

It IS now several years since M. Giroude Buzarein-
gues, an ingenious French gentleman, published the
account of rnany experiments made by him upon the
^lemp and the Dicecious Lychnis, the result of which
was, that the females of these species are capable of
HDening fruit perfect in all respects, without the ap-pucation of pollen to the stigma. The difficulty,
iiowever, ot ensuring experiments with such common
plants against access from pollen brought by insects orwinas trom a distance, prevented M. Girou's experi-w^ems from being regarded as conclusive.

P.^ 1^^^^^'
P^';^'''^'

^^''' J'^h^ Smith, Curator af the^m Bptamcal Cardaa at Jiew, puWished an aecount

of a New Holland plant, which he called Coelebogyne,
and which we will translate Virginwort, which was
brought from New Holland by the late ]Mr. Allan Cun-
ningham, and of which the lemale only is known in

this country. The most careful examination of this

plant year after year satisfied :Mr. Smith that it has
no pollen whatever, and yet it bears fruit with per-

fect seeds, which have themselves become young plants

reraland this too not on one occasion, but for s

yearsn The absence of pollen, in this case of the Vir-

ginwort, may be regarded as an undoubted fact, for

5lr. Smith's observations were confirmed by the ex-

amination of Mr. Francis Bauer, and others, whose
eyes a male apparatus was not likely to escape ; especi-

ally since the plant itself, in the Garden at Kew^is quite

a small bush in a pot.

We do not pretend to be able to explain these sin-

gular facts; but we introduce them for the purpose of

illustrating a communication on the Cucumber by
Mr. W, P. Ayres, which will be found in another co-

lumn. This correspondent is a well-known cultivator

of Cucumbers; he has written well upon it, and must
therefore be supposed familiar with the practical facts

connected with it. It will be seen that he asserts fer-

tilisation to be unnecessary when Cucumbers are

forced, and that he appeals to the experience of him-
self and others in support of his opinion. If this be
really true, that is to say, if future experiments,

guarded against all possibility of error, shall confirm

the opinion Mr. Ayres has formed upon what he be-

lieves to be facts, we shall have something more added
to the curious evidence we have here adverted to.

For our own parts, how^ever, we must express our

incredulity as to the Cucumber not requiring fertili-

sation ; it was, we think* one of the plants operated

on by former observers (by Mr. Girou himself, if we
mistake not), and for the express purpose of disproving,

if possible, the necessity of contact between the pollen

and stigma ; but it w^as found that unfertilised flowers

would not set. There are, indeed, so many causes

suits arrivedof error in such investigations, and the

at by Mr. Ayres are so contrary to probability and the

nature of things, that very conclusive evidence indeed

would be required to induce us to acquiesce in the jus-

tice of his conclusions.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF GLADIOLUS PSIT-
TACINUS & OTHERS in the OPEN BORDER.
GLADi'oLUspsittac5nusor natalensis, is one of the most

ornamental of the Cape Gladioli, and from its easy culti-

vation deserves to have a place in all flower-gardens, where
a brilllaut display is required during the autuinn« Its

large dense spikes of curious-shaped bright orange and

scarlet flowers are produced for two or three tpoutUji By
planting the bulbs at different seasons, and protecting

the late planted ones from the frost when in flower

;

by potting some bulbs in the spring and forwarding

them either in pits or frames (where a little artificial heat

is used), and planting them out early in May, a successioa

of flowers may be obtained from the middle of July to the

end of October. Like all bulbs, it makes a more splendid

appearance when planted out, than when grown in pots,

and in masses than singly in the borders; it therefore is

much better planted like Tulips in beds, which should be

prepared some time during the winter, or early in the

spring, by digging up the soil deep, and leaving it rough,

adding at the same time a good portion of well-rotted dung

and a little sand, if the soil is of a stiff nature ; but if light,

sand is not required. About the middle of April mark
out the bed into rows, one foot apart, and four inches

deep, putting a little Band along the bottom of the rowi,

then place the balbs in the rows, about nine inches or one

foot apart, taking care to separate all the bulbs, and only

plant one in each place ; then having a little sand (any

refuse from cutting-pots or bank sand will do), put a

small portion round each bulb, and fill in the rows. After

this the plants will require no further trouble, except keep-

ing clean and tying up, which latter is easily done by
driving a few sticks round the outside of the bed, and

running a couple of tiers of tar-twine tound it. With
this treatment the Gladioli will begin flowering about the

end of July, and will continue blooming for nearly two

months, particularly if they are freely supplied with water

once or twice (as the season may require), just before they

begin to expand their first flowers. Care must, however,

be taken, not to water them overhead, as the water will

be retained at the base of the leaves, and if a little dull or

very hot dry weather should intervene, they are liable to

be scalded, and lose the bottom leaves, which makes them
unsightly.

The bulbs will require to be taken up about the end of

October, or as soon as the stems and leaves become brown or
damaged by flie frost ; they must be well dried and placed
in some situation secure from frost or damp until the next
spring, when they must be divided and again treated as
before. The larger bulbs will also produce numerous
offsets round their root-end, but these are of little value,

for they will be two or three years before they flower
;

and as every flowering bulb (planted in the spring)
produces three or four bulbs, of sufficient size to bloom
the next season, from the crown of the old one, there is

always enough for all purposes. The plant also fteeds

freely ; but like the small bulbs the seedlings will be so
long before they flower, that they are not worth the
trouble of nu«iBjr^ except for the sake of obtaining new
varietiei.

Gladiolus cardinalis and its hybrids are the next in

beauty to psittacinus, but they are not so hardy nor so

vigorous, and consequently requu*e to be brought forward

earlier in the spring, and treated in the same manner as

those for the first flowering-bed of the preceding kind

;

but they are worth all the trouble, for nothing can be
more splendid than a good bed of Gladiolus cardinalis

with its bright scarlet flowers, jelieved by a white centre,.

They require taking up every season, for if left in the
ground and protected with a covering they always suffer

from damp, and never start early enough to flower well
the next season, however they may be protected. This
species of late years has been the parent of some of the
most beautiful hybrids, which vary in colour from
scarlet to nearly white ; they have been obtained princi-
pally between it and G. blandus; the most showy ones
are those raised by Mr, Herbert, such as G. pudibundus,
with large brownish-purple flowers, slightly marked ii»

the centre of the upper petals with white, G. Spofforth-
ianus with its various-coloured varieties, and G. CoUvillii
with scarlet flowers marked with pale yellow. These, and
many other intermediate varieties again raised from them,
are very desirable for being either planted out in pits or
grown in pots.

Gladiolus ramosissimus is the next most beautiful kind
for growing either in pots or in a bed ; it is a fine tall spe-

cies, with pale rosy-pink flowers, which are produced in

great abundance. Among the more hardy kinds Gladiolus

byzantinus (the Turkish Sword Lily) is worthy of notice;

it has fine long spikes of deep crimson flowers, which are

produced in great abundance during the jnonths of July
and August ; and is a much more ornamental plant than
the Gladiolus communis with its fl^sh-coloured variety, and
quite as hardy: both these are, however, desirable plants

for a flower-garden. The bulbs of these hardier kinds

should be taken up every two years, divided, and replanted,

as they will not flower so finely if l^ft too long in one
place. They require a rich soil, made rather free by
adding a little sand to it when the bulbs ar^ being planted.

By this treatment nearly all the Cape Gladioli may be
made to flower beautifully, and far finer and better than if

retained in pots. They are easily increased by offsets or

by seeds, but the latter way is rather tedious, and only
worth resorting to for the sake of raising new varieties.

When this is intended the seed should be sown about
the end of February, in pans filled with a mixture of sandy

peat and a little loam, and leaf-mould. The seeds should

be planted about half an inch deep in the soil, and the

pans placed in a greenhouse ; they will soon vegetate,

and require little trouble for the first season, except

watering and keeping free from slugs and weeds, taking

care, however, that they are kept growing as vij^orously

and as long as possible, by freely supplying them with

water during the growing season. When they have done

growing for the season, care must be taken not to dry the

soil in the pans too quickly, or too much ; for the young
bulbs being very small, are apt to become much ex-

hausted, and frequently perish if kept very dry the first

winter. They should be, if possible, placed in some cool

dry situation where they are secure from frost. In the

spring they should be again placed in a greenhouse or

warpa pit, and when fairly started they should be care-!-

fully removed into fresh pans or pots, using rather a

richer soil than that used for the seeds, planting them still

rather thickly in the pots or pans, and keeping them shut
up close, and rather moist, for a few days, until they

begin to grow again ; after which treat them as before,

and encourage them to grow as long as possible in the

autumn, then rest them as before. The next spring they

may be potted \n smaller pots, and treated like Gladioliia

cardinalis, when many of them will flower.

—
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THE OXLIP.
A NOTICE in the Gardeners* ChronicU (Oct. 5, 1841),

upon the respective relations of an old and long-disputed

family, the Primrose, Cowslip, and Oxlip, although cor-

rect in the main, requires a few observations to make the

state of the case perfectly clear.

It is probably true that the English Primula elatior or
Oxlip (not that of Linnseus and the Continental botanists)

13 a hybrid between the common Primrose (P. acaulis)and

the Cowslip (P. officinalis). Two reasons may be adduced
for this belief: 1st, That England is almost the only
country in which the Primrose and Cowslip are found ia
company with each other ; the former being on the con--

tinent rather a southern plant, ranging from France to

Calabria and Asia Minor ; the latter a northern one,
ranging from Finland to the top of the Alps.
Both species may, indeed, be found in mountainous

parts of the south of Europe ; the P. officinalis on the
higher parts of the Apennines, and the P. acaulis in the
low warm grounds of Florence and Naples—but not

together, nor does the English Oxlip seem to be known la

those countries* The union of the Cowslip and Primrose

in our banks ^nd meadows is no bad type of the climate

of England, in which the representatives of the northern

and southern flora are found side by side, and what wonder

if a hybrid be the result ?

In confirmation of this view of the true place of the

English Oxlip, it must be familiar to every gatherer of

wild flowers that Oxlips differ greatly from one aauther,

as seedUng varieties and their descendants ohen dQ,

Some are more like one parent, some like another, and

perhaps their piod ice may be neither pure not constant.

Some Oxlips are scarcely anything else than larger-

flowered Cowslips, and others appaar toh%
^«';fy^.f*^f^^^^^

cent, or rather scapescent Primroses.

for a specific character.

But with regard to the Qermm OxIip

ektior of limiKus and of the Cermw botroiflts, aa^

We look in vain

the true P.

1^
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which is not yet known to be a native of England or of

nortii-western Europe, the case is different. It is found

in great abundance throughout Germany, south of the

Neckar, and as far as the Italian side of the Alps, in the

pastures of the Tyrol, It seems to be subject to no

Tarieties, and is found not intermixed with other species,

unless, perhaps, with some of the Alpine species in their

peculiar localities- It has a peculiar cramp habit of leaf,

a rough scape, nodding flowers, swelling calyx, and is

scentless. In beauty it is inferior to either our Oxlip or

Cowslip, or to P. ColumnBC or suaveolens of Italy. It may
rank, perhaps^ with P. Pallasii. The English Oxiip is

only known on the Continent by its garden yarieties,

namely, the Polyanthus tribe.

Perhaps the north and west of France, where the climate

is the same ms in England, should be excluded from these

observations regarding the Continent ; as it is possible that

Brittany and Normandy may possess both Primrose and
Cowslip, and consequently the Oxlip.—5.

*< FAMILIAR BOTANY No. III.

The Daffodil.— la 9i few days our dells will be enlivened

by a plant with narrow fleshy grass-like leaves, which
spring from a bulb, and surround the stem of a gaudy
yellow flower, which some call Daffodil and others Nar-
cissus. Its nodding blossom does not droop its head for

nothing ; some say it is in sorrow for its misdeeds when a

man ; but we are of opinion that the real cause is its

shame for its roguery when a flower. It is very well for

thoughtless people to admire the Narcissus, and to be

J>oeticaI about its vernal charms, and to dote upon its

ragrance. It is well for poets to talk of
Narcissi, the fairest among them all.

Who gaze on their eyes In the stream's recess.
Till they die of their own dear loveliness.

\Vc, on the contrary, who know it well, regard it as the

prince of cheats, a base traitor, a syren leading to death
;

a wicked flower fit only to decorate the button-holes of
Burke and Hare, and their confederates.

"\Vho would suspect mischief beneath so fair a form ?

who would dream of taxing so gay a flower with homi-
cide? and yet we regret to say the evidence against
it is strong ; the crime has been proved against the Daffo-
dil over and over again. It is but a year ago since an
attempt, that had neatly been successful, was made by this

treacherous plant within our own knowledge, upon a poor
child who thought no harm in admiring the Daffodil, and
proving his affection for it by devouring it, not with kisses
but with teeth. The little fellow was a boy of a friend of
mine,* very healthy and strongs and rather above two
years of age. The following is the account I have of
the attack:—-*' The nursemaid had given the child a large
Daffodil flower to play with, which, during her absence for
m few minutes from the nursery, he completely consumed
and swallowed. In the space of about half-an-hour his
uncle was called up to see the little fellow, and found him
labouring under^ the following symptoms : ^These were,
extreme depression of power, with coldness of the surface,
which was covered with a clammy sweat ; the pulse was
Tery rapid, the pupils dilated, the eye glassy, there was
some delirium, and the tongue was swollen, lie had
previously vomited up a yellow fluid, showing traces of the
flower, partiaKy digested; a fact which inclines one to
think ^hat more than half an hour must have elapsed, at
the time my brother saw him, from that at which he swal-
lowed the flower. The symptoms eaumerated above gra-
daaily abated after the stomach had been emptied by the
administration of three or four emetic doses of antimonial
wine.

Be careful then, ye mothers, how you let your children
play with daffodils. "That deaf and viperous murderer
win crown life's early cup with a full draught of woe."
But after ail this plant is only a sign, and a warning by
which you may know others of its poisonous breed. It
has a bulb ; its leaves are long and narrow ; the flower has
an OTary below the yellow- coloured sepals and petals, of
each of which there are three. They enclose six stamens,
the anthers of which look the stigma full in the face. Now
tiiese characters are peculiar to a set of plants called the
Amarylhdaceous order, many of which, under the names
of PancraUum, Crinum, and Amaryllis, are common in
gardens. Even the Snowdrop and Snowflake, for all their
demure looks, are of the same vile race, and are no more
to be trusted than Ac Narciss. This latter plant, indeed,
derives Its name from a Greek word signifying stupefac
ti0D,and has the same origin as Narcotic.
Among these poisonous bulbs the H^manthus smears

the arrows of the CaSrarian huntsman, and cives him an
easy *:onque8t over the lions of his African desert. In
like manner the Carib prepares a deadly ointment from
the Belladonna Lily ; and m Ceylon the Crinum zeyla-
nicum IS apphed to simUar use. But if such plants are
fatol m unskilful or savage hands, they, like arsenic and
other poisonous substances, become important medicines
under the guidance of science.

Demande k rhumble fleur quelques sues salutaircs
l.a fiUe du printems ne les refuse pas

;

'

Car souvent sea bierifaits egaleirt ses appms.
Hooping cough is cured by the extract of Narciss bulbs •

Snowdrops, Snowflakes, and Daffodils are good emetics-
the Sea Pancratium emulates the Squill in iU utility for
coughs, and all of them form excellent poultices for trouble-
some tumours. So true it is in the natural as well as the
moral world, that the bitterest things are often the most
conducive to our welfare, and that the danger of to-day is

the salvation of to-morrow.^

—

R, E,
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HACON'S INCOMPARABLE PEAR.
This variety was raised about twenty-eight years ago

by Mr. James Gent Hacon, of Downham-market, Nor*

• Mr. J. F. Clarke, Princes-street, Soho.

folk, from seed of Rayner's Norfolk Seedling. In addition

to the handsome form and rich flavour of the fruit, the

hardy and productive nature of the tree renders it parti-

cularly valuable for the cUmate of Britain. The medium

}
size and usual form are represented by the accompanying

outline, drawn from a fruit grown on a standard. It has,

however, been grown to a much larger size. The eye is

open in a broad shallow depression ; stalk about an inch

in length, with a moderately deep cavity at its insertion ;

skin partially russeted. interspersed with distinct pale

grey spots ; flesh yellowish-white, melting, and buttery,

with a rich saccharine flavour. It ripens sometimes in

the end of November, and it has been seen in good per-

fection in the middle of January. The branches are in-

clined to grow in a pendulous direction, and the tree is

well adapted for standards. It ought to exist in every

collection. It is sometimes called Hacon's Norfolk In-

comparable, and also Downham Seedling.

All over Pale Brown

with slight Cinnamon-coloured Russet

and light Grej/ specks.

MEDIUM SIZE FROM A STAXDARD.

AMATEUE^S GARDEN.—No. XI,
Camellias are now coming fast into bloom, and their

great beauty is sufficient to make everyone anxious to
possess them. There is a method of growing them prac-
tised in the Garden of the Horticultural Society of Lon-
don, which is peculiarly well suited to those who have not
the convenience of a greenhouse or conservatory, and
which proves that these plants are really much more
hardy than is generally supposed. They are planted out
in a common brick pit, which is not heated in any way,
and have no other covering all the winter, except a mat
thrown over the glass ; in summer the sashes are removed
and the plants fully exposed to the weather- They have
been in this situation for many years; and in a severe
winter, such as 1837-8, the temperature must have been
frequently at zero, yet they have remained in perfect
health, and are covered with flowers every spring. Those
persons who complain of the buds dropping before they
expand, or who canpot succeed with them in the green-
house, should put a few young plants in a situation of this
kind, taking care to drain the pit if the ground is wet, and
water them well until the roots strike into the soil ; after-
wards they will require scarcely any attention, except the
protection in winter above described.

If the directions have been attended to respecting the
potting and growing of things intended to ornament the
flower-garden during summer, many of them will now be
in n state from which cuttings can be taken. Nothing is

more splendid than masses of Verbenas, Heliotropes,
Anagallis, Petunias, Salvias, and such-like plants, whichi
after being planted out in May, produce a succession of
flowers all the autumn until the frost destroys them. The
stems of Salvia patens will now look withered and dead,
but upon examination, the roots will be found either grow-
ing or ready to start, and will soon send out a quantity of
excellent cuttings. Dahlias which have been put into
heat will have cuttings ready to take off, which can be put
singly into small pots and grown as strong as possible be-
fore the time when they can be planted out with safety.
After keeping them close and warm for a short time, give
them gradually a little air in order to harden them, keep
themnear thg glass, and take care that they do not get
loDg-jointed and weak. Annuals which have been sown
in pots for early flowering should either be^thinned or
potted off, and gradually hardened in order that they may
be planted out soon, and flower in the beds or borders be-
fore other things which are more tender, A few of them
can be sown in the open ground ; beds or masses of each
produce the best effect-

The shifting of greenhouse plants should be finished as
soon as possible, in order that the roots may get hold of
the new soil before the summer. Those which it has been
necessary to disroot should be kept rather close and warm
for a few days after the operation. Pelargoniums which
have not been shifted since the autumn should be repotted
now, and where the leaves are too thick, some of the
worst may be removed and the stems staked out in order

to give the whole more room to grow. Plants geuerallv
will require a greater supply of water, and will be much
benefited by a shower over the leaves with the syrinee
early in the afternoon. These directions apply equallv to
such as are grown in rooms, and the whole must be kept
free from the Green-fly by using the means formerly
pointed out.

—
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HOME CORRKSPOXDENCE.
Mortlock's Satirist Dahlia,—We, at last, have heard

from Mr. Mortlock, He says his Satirist is the same as
a flower sent us anonymously last year, and noticed under
the signature of A, S., Cambridge Heathy on the 25th of
September last. We perfectly remember that flower
which was, as far as we could judge from a single bloora'
a very fine sort. It was, also, accompanied by a far in-
ferior variety. Our readers will, however, observe that
we have no means of identifying ** the Satirist*' Dahlia
with either of these varieties, nor do we know anvthine
further about the matter than is here stated. *

Impregnation of Cucumbers^— I perceive that you insist

on the necessity of impregnating Cucumbers. In this opi-
nion I have the misfortune to diff'er from you. In my
treatise on the Cucumber, pp. 16, 17, I have stated my
conviction that, in so far as the production of fruit is con-
cerned, impregnation is '* neither good nor harm ;" and I

have cited in proof of this a brace of fruit which I cut on
the 8th of February, 1840, each nineteen inches long,

which had never been impregnated, for this all-sufiicient

reason, viz., that at the time the female flowers were ex-
panded, I had not a male blossom on the premise8, and
consequently no impregnation could take place. I have
cut since that time hundreds of fruit, the flowers of which
never expanded, and the same has been done by several

of my acquaintances. In fact, so convinced am I of the

uselessness of impregnation, that I, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Spivey, Mr. Judd, and my father, will undertake to pro.

duce at the May fete of the Horticultural Society from ten

to twenty brace of fruit, as good as can be obtained by
impregnation, the flowers of which shall be removed from
the fruit before there is any chance of their being impreg-
nated. I mention a number of gardeners, in order to

show that I do not make this statement on my own expe-

rience only, but on the corroborative evidence ofgardeners
of considerable experience. All the fruit that 1 have cut

this season, which had been impregnated, have been de-

formed, while those which have been left to themselves

have been perfect in every respect. When I called upon
Mr. Wilson on the 18th JFeb., he told me he had cut three

fruit from one joint, one 13^ inches, the second 12, and
the third 11 ^ inches in length, none of which had been im-

pregnated ; and he pointed out to me several fruit swelling

at that time, the flowers of which were mere abortions.

On the contrary, Mr. Spivey, gardener to J. Tharp, Esq.,

Chippenham Park, with the finest plants I ever beheld in

January, and the most careful impregnation, could not

get a fruit to swell. How was this ? I will not say that

impregnation was the cause of Mr. Spivey's fruit not swell-

ing ; but this I will say, Mr. Wilson's swelled perfectly

where impregnation was impossible. But to investigate

the case more closely, and to trace efll'ects to their causes :

if impregnation is perfect, that is, if there is a cohesion of

the^fructifying particles, without which, I opine, there caa

be no impregnation, ought not the result to be the pro-

duction of seed? But how often do we find that after the

most careful and reiterated impregnation, no seed is pro-

duced, and yet the fruit will attain, according to the kind,

from one to three feet in length ! For my part, I am dis-

posed to think, that where long fruit is desired, impregna-
tion is positively injurious, because if seed is the result of

impregnation, the energy of the plant will be expended in

perfecting the seed, instead of in the production of fruit,

as every practical man knows that the production of one

seed from it will weaken the plant more than a dozen of

fruit fit for table. There are instances in nature of plants

perfecting their fruit without impregnation, as in the'dif-

ferent varieties of Figs ; and why not the Cucumber do the

same ? I have not taken up this subject for the sake of

cavilling, but merely to elicit the truth, and if it can be

proved that I am in error, no one will more thankfully

stand corrected. W. P, Ayres, Place Gardeuj Sohamy

Cambridgeshire,

CobcBa scandensy hardy,—In the last number you state

that Cobsea scandens is a tender plant, and will not sur-

vive our winters out of doors. I know that this is gene-

rally the case ; but were it protected a winter or two, qptil

the stem had become properly hardened, and acquired a

woody consistence, it would be converted into a perfectly

hardy plant. In proof of this, I may mention that at St-

Feock, near Falmouth, the front of the Vicai-age House is

entirely covered with a gigai^tic Cobsea, which never re-

ceives the slightest protection, and annually produces

thousands of flowers and fruit. The stem of this speci-

men is as large as a man's Jeg, and the flowers are brighter

coloured than is usually the case. Intertwined with the

common Passion-flower, it produces a very beautiful

effect during the summer and autumn months.

—

Boughton

Kingdon, [No doubt, if the stem was preserved in the

manner described, that Cob^a would live for many years

out of doors near Falmouth ; but we doubt if such a

result would be obtained in other parts of England, where

the climate is not so mild. J
Cucumber Frame.—The frame described below is one

of the best for forcing Cucumbers in with dung that 1

know of. The plans show the pit I have now in use, the

frame being carried on pillars of brickwork; and in the

divisions between these pillars are pipes or tubes of com-

mon earthenware, 4 inches in diameter, which may be

made larger or smaller, as may be required ;
and on the

top of the pipes I place a small garden-pot, when it is oe-

i

\
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cessarj to alter the soil t this prevents the admission of

toil into the pipes. I find that the introduction of these

pipes causes a considerable increase of heat, and when I

uncover the frames now in the morning, the thermo-

meter stands always ahout 80 degrees, the variations of

heat being very slight. The brickwork behind all the

pipes should be made open at the end joints, for the first

four or tive courses of bricks. I would have made the open-

ings in the brickwork much larger than shown, had it not

been that I am troubled with rats. The circles, B, on the

ground plan, are Sea-Kale pots, 18 in. diameter at bottom,

and 9 in. at top, which stand upon open brick-work, as

fho^n by the section, the whole of the bottom part of the

frame to the height shown on the section^being filled with

open brick-work for the admission of heat.

—

P. Watsorif

Stoke Rochford^ Colsterworth,

'•--

On Protecting Material for FrameSy S[C,—Every one

is aware of the singular unfitness of the common mat for

the use to which it is generally applied of covering frames,

and protecting trees on walls, &c. It is so open in the

texture, that in windy weather I have had considerable

doubts whether the plants were not injured by the

draft of air # through the interstices of the weaving.

Mats are heavy, easily wet, rot and decay, and are in

every way so perishable, and consequently expensive,
although the first cost is not much, and their qualities are

BO deficient in what they should be, that it is surprising
th»t the gardening portion of the community should not
have sooner thought of other substitutes for them.
The asphalte felt is no doubt admirably suited to the
purpose, where -much warmth is required, and where
weight is no object; but the fixed frame necessary for
nailing it on, is disadvantageous and cumbersome to move
about or put away when not wanted, and the expense
rather heavy, between the material and the joiner's work.
I have made some experiments in finding a lighter sub-
stitute, and find that common rick-cloth, as made by the
village weaver in this part of the country at \s, the square
yard, is well suited to the purpose, when prepared in the
following manner :—It is nearly waterproof in itself, and
a coating made of nearly equal parts of resin and melted
fat, with a small proportion of bees-wax—say one fourth,
and laid" on hot, will make it completely so ; and at the
same time prevent the air passing. This mixture dries
almost as fast as it is laid on, and from the nature of the
ingredients the cloth remains supple, and may be rolled
up on sticks, and put away in any manner required. The
use of the resin is an antiseptic to protect the canvas,
which the fat alone would soon cause to decay. The
bees-wax is to give consistency to the other substances,
and prevent their running in hot weather, and also to
keep the canvas pliant. The expense of these ingredients
is trifling, as common kitchen fat purified will answer the
purpose, the only expensive part being the bees-wax

;

but the whole ought not to cost more than 3f/. to Ad. per
square yard ; for the doing which at \s. the yard for the
cloth will make \s, 3d. This is rather more than the first

cost of mats, but the duration will be at least ten, or
perhaps twenty fold, if the cloths be taken care of, and a
light coat be given at times. Paint has considerable dis-
advantages

; not only the cost is considerable, but it

requires great care and attention, consequently expense in
the laying on. Cloths done with it decay at no distant
period, owing to the oil. They are extremely liable to
heat, and even ignite when put away in quantities ; and
by moving the cloths about the paint scales off: nor, if

well covered, are they more than moderately pliable. In
fact the mixture above-mentioned has the advantage over
pamt in every respect. I have tried mineral pitch, but it

does not amalgamate well with the other ingredients. I
have doubts whether it be not of too caustic a nature,
and also prejudicial to the canvas. I have taken I*.
per yard a* the price of the best cloth, but a very good
Kind may be made at 10(f., or even 9J., probably good
enough for the purpose. This material is admirably
adapted for protecting Peas and other vegetables by nail-
ing It on light frames, with copper or composition tacks

;a^d when used for covering hotbeds or other frames, it
•nould be so placed as not to be in contact with the glass,
but to allow an interval between the two coverings and the
ti*«a—My 8 or 4 iacbei, in order to benefit by the aosi-

,

conducting power of the atmosphere. It will answer ad-
mirably for protecting hand frames for tender plants in the
borders ; and when used for this purpose should be fixed
on the frame, previously to applying the composition.
From the great pliability of it, rollers can easily be used
on the top of frames, for uncovering during the daytime;
and no breakage of glass should take place, which so

constantly happens with the Russian mats, and is so

diflScult to avoid. Lastly, were the material no better

than the common ones, it has the advantage of employing
our own industrious poor in the fabrication.

—

S. J, IF".

Potatoes.—In the latter end of July, 1834, I had a

quantity of small Potatoes or Chats, of the kind called

Shaw's ; and about GO rods of laud on the farm being va-

cant, of a stiff clayey soil, well known in this neighbour-

hood as the Low Grounds, it was ploughed and planted

with them. They were taken up about the 1st of Nov.
following, and housed a!ong with other sorts for the use

of the family, no particular attention having been paid

to their culture. When sent to table in December, they

were found to possess the qualities and flavour of excel-

lent New Potatoes, and which they retained. I was fre-

quently complimented by visitors in January, February,

and March, on the goodness and fine flavour of my New
Potatoes. What was done by chance the first year was
done by design the following one, and with the same re-

sults. Where it is desirable to have Potatoes of this

description in winter, they may be abundantly obtained by
planting whole sets late on a cold damp subsoil, allowing

sufficient time in the autumn, before frosts set in, for the

formation of tubers, of sufficient size and texture ; and
when taken up, to be kept at a sufficiently low tempera-
ture, in a dark, moist situation, during the winter, to pre-

vent (the ripening process. I do not mean to say that

any kind of Potato will answer for this purpose ; but
such is the fact with regard to the Shaw.—,/awf?* Fal-
coner, Cheam,

Chapmati^s Potato.—In the Chronicle of March the

5th there are some remarks by Mr. Chapman, in answer
to an article on the production of New Potatoes, by Mr.
Gordon- Those remarks are, in my opinion, written in

such bad taste, and cast such a censure on me and some
other gardeners, that I think it incumbent on me to reply

to them. With the dispute as it stands between Mr.
Chapman and Mr. Gordon I have nothing to do, and from
what I know of the latter he is well able to fight his own
battles. However, as Mr. Chapman complains of an
assertion of Mr- Gordon's as a '* gratuitous assumption,"

I would beg to ask him, whether it is not a "gratuitous"

as well as an unjust ^* assumption^' on his part to assert

that ihe plan in question is never followed by '* good gar-

deners.'* Does Mr, Chapman mean to assume that be-

cause a person produces new Potatoes by a different method
from that recommended by him, he is consequently a bad
gardener ? Now, as far as I am able to judge from what
I have read of Mr, Chapman's Potatoes, his round one is

nearly identical with one which I saw cultivated some ten

years ago in Lincolnshire ; if so, I believe we can produce

as good Potatoes by this old method as by Mr. Chapman*s,
and that with as little trouble and expense. The
objection as to the trouble and expense of covering

them with leaves &c. in the open ground can, I think,

also be avoided, as they may be tRken up and stored

away in nearly the same manner as the general crop. I

have, however, only done this to a small extent, and then

they were mixed with mould. I beg also to deny the

accuracy of Mr, Chapman's assertion, that Potatoes pro-

duced after the method recommended by me in the '* Gar-

dener's Magazine" are *' soapy," unless that assertion

applies to them when grown upon ground of Mr. Chap-

man's description. I beg also to state that the Potatoes

produced by me according to this method, have not only

been eaten, but admired, both by my late and my present

employers.

—

A. SauL
Potato Salad.— In your Cottage Gardening, when you

are giving directions as to the cooking and use of sundry

vegetables, perhaps you might add a mode of making a Po-

tato salad, much used in some parts of the Continent, and

which would not only be useful to the cottager, but is

thought by many to be delicious eating, particularly with

salmon, or fish in general, or, indeed, anything else. The
mixture of vinegar, oil, mustard, salt, and hard egg, is the

same as for common salad, and, according to taste ; the

Potatoes are sliced when cold, with Beet-root also sliced.

The cottager may merely use the vinegar, salt, and mustard,

and add sliced Onions.

—

J, D.
The Marlin.—There is scarcely anything more pleasing

or innocent in itself, more calculated to impress upon the

human mind the wisdom and goodness of Providence,

than the study of Ornithology ; and the thanks of your

readers ar# due to Mr. Beck for having broached the sub-

ject. I am, nevertheless, conscious that it will be impos-

sible, in a paper dedicated to horticultural pursuits, to

enter fully into all the descriptive minutiae of the feathered

tribe ; still it is probable many contributors, during a life

of either toil or pleasure, have some anecdote or fact to

relate, illustrative of the habits of the British songster,

and calculated to show in what manner and to what ex-

tent these little depredators levy their contributions upon
the produce of our gardens, and the benefits we derive

from them in return. Let me take the Martin, or

Window Swallow; a bird which does no harm to either

man, fruit, blossom, or flower ; whose arrival is the har-

binger of a period dear to the florist ; whose domestic ha-

bits and social disposition demand our utmost care and
protection—and amply will any attention to their welfare

be repaid by the destruction of myriads of gnats and other

noxious insects. The Martin is easily distinguishable from

other species of Hirundo by the snow-white patch upon

its rump^ and neither soars m high nor flies witli lucb

1

velocity as the swallow, but may be seen taking a middle
coiirge, and, as it were, gracefully floating through the air,

with expanded wing, in search of food. The Martin ar-

rives in this country about the end of April, and com-
mences building in the middle of May, always choosing
the eaves of houses or comers of windows for this pur-
pose ; and the careful mode in which these industrious
architects perform their labours is truly astonishing and
well worthy the observation of every individual. Its love
for the habitations of man is predominant ; White men-
tions that " upwards of fifty years ago he had seen their
nests in the Borough, Fleet-street, and in the Strand,**
and although *« the light of other days has faded," num.
hers may be observed busily employed in the Regent*s Park
and its vicinity. When once established, they frequent
the same abode year after year, and are very tenacious in
maintaining their position ; and many amusing anecdotes
are related of their sagacity in repelling the attacks of the
sparrow, who is at all times but too willing to avail itself
of a ready-furnished residence. The Martin lays from
four to fi\'& white eggs, and has two broods in a season

;

whilst in motion their note is indicative of pleasure, and
White says they *' twitter in a pretty inward soft manner
in the nest." They leave this country in vast flocks about
the beginning of October, and for a few days previously
may be seen collecting in swarms. What becomes of
them, however, is a matter of doubt, but certain it is im-
mense numbers must be destroyed, or do not return, for

the arrivals in April bear no proportion to the birds that
quit us in the autumn. I will conclude with one more re-

mark : I know it is customary for the embryo sportsman,
on his return from school, to wage incessant war against
these harmless and most useful birds ; should this meet
the eye of such a one, let him but reflect for only one mo-
ment on the cruelty of the pastime, and I feel assured he
will at once display his own skill and the excellence of his

Manton upon some other bird whose habits are really de-
structive.—C JT.

Stopping Vines.—Vines may be stopped close to the
fruit without receiving any injury, indeed, it is the best
system for pot culture ; the peduncles are strengthened,
the berries produced are equal in flavour to those Grapes
which are grown on Vines stopped one joint above the
fruit ; and it seems to lessen the liability of portions
of the bunches to die before they ripen.— JV* Brown^
Merevale.

The Preservation of Peas from Mice.—T have rubbed
some Peas with powdered rosin, as was sometime since

recommended, and 1 do not find that they have been
touched by mice.

—

A JS^orth Devon Amateur^
Violet-coloured Glass.—This being the seed-time of

floriculturists, I beg to impress upon them the importance
and utility of violet-coloured glass in promoting (and in

some instances, as it would appear, as the almost neces-
sary agent in effecting) the germination of seeds. The
effects of this discovery have already been fully detailed i

the first volume of the Gardeners* Chronicle^ many strik-

ing instances of its efi*ects have been transmitted to me
;

and I now beg, en passant^ to record an interesting one,
recently communicated by Mr. Smith, the curator of the
Hull Botanic Garden. He sowed the seeds of the Teak-
tree (naturally of difficult germination), which remained
between two and three years in the seed-pan, without
showing any signs of growth ; he now placed over them
a shade of the coloured glass, and in two or three weeks
every' one vegetated. Stained^glasses of the common
form may be employed ; or, when the slight additional
expense is an object, a single square of the violet-coloured

glass may be placed on the top of the flower-pot in which
the seeds are sown. I am anjcious to draw the attention

of the cultivators of Orchideae to the effects of violet.

coloured glass, since many of these plants, extraordinary

in their habits, as they are in their beautiful and endless

forms and colours, naturally growing in genial climes, and
under warm, tinted skies, seek the shade, now lying dor-
mant and now quickly starting into all their gay luxuri-

ance ; should we not greatly enhance our success in their

treatment here, did we attempt more to imitate, more to

supply, as it were, the influences which naturally surround
them ? To this end, were the lights of the Orchidaceous
house glazed, partially at least, with this glass, the effect

would, I feel confident, be as beneficial as it would be
beautiful ; not only as affording partial shade, but as trans-
mitting a light which possessed a subtile action in excit-
ing vegetation ; and thus proving, in all respects, an ad-
mirable auxiliary to the artificial heat and moisture ne-
cessarily employed in their culture. — F. R, Horner^
M.D., Hull.

Charcoal Dust, a Preventive of the Grub in Onions
arid the Club in Cabbages.—In the Chronicle, 1841, is a
paragraph, stating that charcoal-dust will prevent the
grub and mouldiness in Onions and the club in Cabbages,
out no experiments are mentioned nor any reasons given;
the advice, therefore, was not likely to be generally acted
upon. It would seem, however, from a paper in the

Horticultural Society's Transactions, that there is little

room to doubt the value of charcoal as a prevention of

these evils. The author (Mr. T. Smith, of Walsingtos)

had nearly the whole of his crops of Onions destroyed by

the grab for several years. He tried several experiments

to prevent this, and found charcoal-dust the b^t or only

remedy. He tried it on half a bed, on different beds near

to each other, and ia difl^erent parts of the garden, and

wherever it was applied (aud he had then used ic six years

;

his crops of Onions were good, aud free from the grut>; but

the produce of the beds on which no ofaarcoai was iaid

was more or less affected, and in some instances nearly

destroyed. Mr. Smith found that Okbbages planted on

the charcoaled beds were comparauvely free from the c uj).

If charcoal is found to be thar tficient m ftU ioUft» it l«,

^'
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doubtlesB, highly desirable that a fact so useful should be

generally known; the depredations of the grub being

neither few nor far between, and attended with great loss

and disappoiutmcut. I wish, therefore, to inquire if any

of your readers have used charcoal in the culture of Onions

tnd the Cabbage tribe, and what were the results ; and

mlso whether any one can give a satisfactory explanation

as to how the charcoal acts. On reading Mr. Smith's

Paper, it occurred to me that as charcoal gives out car-

bonic acid gas in burning, it might probably be decom-
posed when laid oa the soil, and that a quantity of car-

bonic acid would thereby be generated and exist in the

layer of charcoal and soil, sufficient to kill or annoy the

insects ; and, therefore, to prevent the deposit of eggs in

the Onions and the stems of the cabbages* On referring,

however, to Liebig, 1 find that ** carbon " (and 1 suppose
chiircoal will be included in this) " never combines at

common temperatures with oxygen, so as to form carbonic

acid ;
" but " charcoal,*' he observes, "is known to pos-

sess the power of condensing gases within its pores, and

particularly carbonic acid. And it is by virtue of this

power that the roots of plants are supplied in charcoal

with an atmosphere of carbonic acid and air, which is

renewed an quickly as it is abstracted/' So that, althougli

it is doubtful whether the charcoal is decomposed as 1

imagined, still it is probable that the insects are prevented

from depositing their eggs by the presence of carbonic

acid in the soil. If I am not mistaken, it will be gene-

rally found that the eggs are deposited in parts below the

surface of the soil, both in Onions and the stems of Cab-
bagCfj* If the observations of Lucas, in Liebig's work, be

correct, that charcoal in which plants have been grown
becomes in time reduced to a soft brown substance, it is

evident that it must by some means or other have been de-

composed. And Liebig observes, ** the decay of woody
fibre is very much accelerated by contact with alkalies or

alkaliue earths, for these enable substances to absorb
oxygen which do not possess this power themselves."
Mr. Smith's garden was a wet, stiff soil upon a strong

clay ; he laid the charcoal on the beds about half an inch

thick, and mixed it with the top soil by scuffling with the

apade. Is it not probable that the charcoal would be de-

composed to some extent by being mixed with this soil ?

All clays are said to contain potash.

—

John Townley,
Celery,—Mr, Paxton, p. 1*0, recommends Celery to be

grown in double rows in one trench ; this may suit the

cottager who has but a small plot of ground for that pur-

pose, but he who intends growing Celery to the weight of

51b. each plant, must plant in single rows, and 10 or 12 in.

apart. The rows ought not to be nearer to each other
than four feet, to afford sufficient soil for earthing. When
Red Celery is fulUgrown, before it is much earthed, it is

ioipoBsible to blanch it sufficiently for the table in less

than twice the time Mr. Paxton states. If early Celery is

to be well blanched, it must undergo the operation as it

grows, always taking care to keep the heart free and open.
Care is seldom taken, when transplanting into the trenches

for the general crop, to remove the minute suckers which
frequently surround the plants ; they should always be
examined a second time, and trimmed, if required, before

the first earthing. The suckers weaken the plants, spoil

their appearance, and ought to disqualify them for exhi-

bition when shown in that state. The Arst embankment
raised in earthing Celery should be about 18 inches broad

on each side of the row, inclining towards the plants at an
angle to suit the wetne£S«of the season; h^ this means most
of the rain falling upon the embankment may be drained
towards tbe plants. The breadth of the earthing must be

contracted as it advances in height. The too common
mode of earthing has a contrary effect.

—

A Constant
Reader, Shfiffield.

Gesnera elongala.—The statement that Gesnera elon-

rta was a greenhouse plant has excited several remarks,

ought perhaps to have said that it succeeds better in a

medium temperature between a stove and greenhouse than
in the former ; I was careful, however, to mention the de-

gree of heat, 55**, to prevent any misconception. I tried

tiie experiment, because having only one small forcing-

fewwe, I have little room for stove plants. The greenhouse
u divided into two by a glass partition ; the largest is kept
about 40*^ or 45°, and contains some fine Orange-trees
said other greenhouse trees and plants % the other is

emaller, and communicates with the library by glazed

doors; it is kept much warmer, and this is the kind of
place which suits the Gesnera. It is an object to fill the

latter partition with gay flower-plants in winter, and
the following is a list of what it contains, most of them
having been in flower during the last two months :—Cacti,

Camellias, Cinerarias, Daphne ordorata,Epacris, Fuchsias,

Gnidias, Heliotropes, Hovea Celsi, Ipomoea Le^rii, Jas-

minum grdcile, Kenn^dias, Lobelia cserulea, Magnolia
smonaefSlia, Myrtles, Myrtle-leaved Oranges, O'iea fra-

grans. Primula sinensis, Neapolitan Violets, with forced

Hyacinths and other bulbs ; Ariilea indica and pdntica,

and some Rhododendrons. Chamseropa htimilisis in high
health in the same house, but I confess that Euphorbia
fulgens and splendens do not succeed at so low a tempe-
iWure C. D-

Feeding Bees,—If "A Young Bee-keeper" will refer

to pages 197 and 202(1841) of "the Honey Bee," he
will find that 1 have cautioned apiarians against feeding

their bees in cold weather ; and at p. 205 I have re-

commended that all families requiring to be fed should

have the quantity needed made up to them, soon after

Michaelmas : but where necessity makes winter-feeding

imperative, I have in p. 199 warned my readers against

allowing their bees to have admission into any of the

grooves of my feeding-trough, and have described a

>a«^hod of preventing it. If this precaution had been

I

attended to, imkic of the bees would have^becB drowned, the subjects your correspondent inquires abont ; nor do I

though they might have been chilled to death in severe

weather. Of Dr. Dunbar's feeder I cannot speak from

my own experience, but during my long-continued cor-

respondence with him, he has never once dropped a hint

at such a consequence from the nse of it as your corre-

spondent mentions; I attribute it therefore to its having

been had recourse to in cold weather, and having been

allowed to remain too long over the bees.—£. Bevan,

Llanfemh
Whiteihorn.—YouT correspondent *'P." states among

other rules for making good hedges, that where the hedge

has reached its full height you should trim it level at the

top, Sec. A friend of mine was telling me some time since,

that his neighbourhood (Tunbridge Wells) was famous for

its hedges, and that was attributable to the prevailing

mode of trimming them, more especially as to the tops,

which were cut slantingly, so as, as much as possible, con-

sistent with beauty, to resemble the roof of a barn, by

which means no lodgment was afforded to snow or rain,

which so often will weigh down and disfigure the pictur-

esque forms of trees and shrubs upon a level top. Per-

haps you will be so good as to say who is in error, *' P."

or my friend, or neither.

—

li. JV, [We do not attach

much importance to this part of the management of

hedges ;
perhapa slanting sides are better than upright

ones. See a paper by " W. K./' at p. 110.]

Whitethorn.—With reference to a correspondent's ac-

count of Whitethorn propagation by roots, which appeared

in the Gardeners' Chronicle of 22d Feb. last, I beg to say

in the year 1825, a local paper announced that a Mr.

Taylor, near Manchester, had communicated to the

Society of Arts a precisely similar method, and probably

both allude to the same gentleman ; be that as it may, I

followed ^Ir. Taylor's plan, growing a considerable quan-

tity, and found that though grubbing up and preparing

the roots occupied a great portion of time, vegetation com-

menced forthwith ; while the seeds lie dormant nearly two

seasons, one in the sand and one in the ground. Yet I do

not think, though root pruning is a popular system, old

fences would be improved by depriving them of a portion

of their roots every two or three years ; upon a small scale

it may answer, but certainly not extensively employed, or

in the trade. The ends of the cuttings must he marked,

or many will be planted invertedly ; this is tedious ; they

must also be duly watered. But, after all, many will fail,

at least such has been the case with me.

—

Cratcegusy

Hereford.
Planting^—I perused with great satisfaction the ob-

servations contained in the last week's Gardeners^ Chro-
nicle, upon the injudicious method of planting timber-

trees thick upon the ground—a method both iujurious to

the trees themselves, if not thinned regularly every year,

and, in an economical point of view, very extravagant.

But lest your observations should lead planters into an
opposite error, namely, that of placing their young plants,

just removed out of a hursery, too far apart, I venture to

submit the result of my own experience, which has now
extended over thirty-five years. There are, of course, two
ways of raising a wood, either by sowing the seeds or by
transplanting from the nursery ; the latter is thft most
usual, and to it I shall confine the few remarks I am about
to make. In the limited space of a nursery ground, the

plants must, of course, have been raised from the seed-bed
in a crowded state, and although they may have been re-

moved several times, yet still it must he admitted that they
were thickly planted whilst in the nursery ; now, if these
plants are placed very far apart in the situation where it

is intended that they should grow permanently, and the

intervals between them not filled up with some other plants

of a different kind, I fear that one-half of them will scarcely

endure beyond the first year that sudden change of tem-
perature to which they have been subjected. I have found
that as many trees have been lost by this plan as by that

of too close planting, and to remedy the evil I have occa-
sionally planted Potatoes in the intervals between them ;

but there again another inconvenience has arisen, from the
disturbance of their roots at the time that the Potatoes
have been taken up. I am convinced that the best mode
•of planting is to place the plants, intended for timber,

three or four yards distant from each other, and to fill up
the vacant ground between them with shrubs and under-
shrubs. In dry soils. Hazels, Thorns, and Furze, are well

adapted for this purpose ; and in moist ones. Alders, Wil-
lows, and Privets. The latter I have found very well

adapted for a covert for game ; but if it is an object to

make the nnderwood profitable, of course that sort of un-
derwood must be cultivated for which the best market can

be found. The young timber trees, thus surrounded in

their infancy, grow rapidly, and generally overtop their

more humble companions, even although the proper thin-

ning should be for some time neglected. Bu*, after all,

plantations, if they are to be either profitable or orna-

mental, must be regularly inspected every three or four

years ; and the Oaks and other valuable timber trees must
constantly have room for their heads and trunks if any
ultimate advantage is to be expected from them. In cor-

roboration of the benefit arising from underwood to a cer-

tain extent, we generally find hedge-row timber both the
stoutest and most valuable of any.^

—

O. Mosley^ RoUeslon
HalL

Heating by Hot Water,—*' A. W.," in p. 86 (1812),
makes some inquiries respectingthecoolingpower of glass

under different circumstances in houses heated by hot
water ; and I am happy to give him what information I

possess upon the subject. From; Mr, Hood's treatise on
heating buildiugs by hot water, 1, in common with "A.W.,"
have derived great advantage ; for in all that is touched
upon in it relating to this subject, I find it surprisingly
accurate* I do not, however, find is it any mention of

see how any very precise results can be obtained. The in-
quiry is, how much less heat is lost by covering the glass
of a house with boards, straw, mats, &c,? Now the only
answer to this is, that if the covering be sufficiently thick
it will obviously prevent all loss of heat, the same as a
brick-wall would do. Dr. Wells, in his experiments on
dew, found that a cambric handkerchief supported six
inches above the ground, caused the ground at that spot to
be 8" warmer in a clear frosty night than the surrounding
ground which was not so protected. But with glass the
cooling process arises from two causes, viz., radiation
which is increased by a clear sky ; and conduction, which
is much affected by the force of the wind. By placing
the covering as close as possible to the surface of the glass

the greatest saving of heat will be effected ; because, by
this means, both radiation and conduction by the air will

be, in a great measure, prevented. By a good covering

of wood, or thick straw, I have no doubt fully two-thirds

of the ordinary loss of heat may be prevented
; and I

think it may safely be assumed in practice that the saving

will be quite equal to one-half—that is to say, that the
loss of heat from glass so covered will only be^ one-half
what it would otherwise be, provided such covering fits

tolerably close to the frames, without allowing any circu-

lation of air between the glass and the covering. Of
course, also, if the top only of a pit or house be so covered,

the saving must only be calculated for the portion so
treated, and not for the whole house. As regards your
correspondent's second question, as to what is the difi"er-

ence in " the cooling effect of glass under different angles

to the horizon ? " it appears to me that he labours under

a misapprehension. The loss by radiation must be the

same at all angles ; but the cooling effect of the wind will

be greater on a high pitched roof than on one that is

flatter, though I believe the difference in this respect (ex-

cept inasmuch as it increases the length of the rafter, and,

therefore, the cooling surface of the glass) will, generally,

be too small to be of any practical importance. The effect

appears to me to arise in this manner : the wind being

supposed to move horizontally, the force with which it

strikes the glass will be as the sine of the angle which the

roof forms with the horizon ; and the greater the force of

the blow, the more particles will there be brought into

contact with the glass ; and this effect will be the same as

that from an increased velocity of the wind. On this lat-

ter subject, Mr. Hood has given some interesting and in-

genious illustrations in his book ; and I think his rules for

the cooling effect of wind at different velocities will apply

to this question. He has shown the cooling effect of wind

on glass to be as the square root of the velocity— or that

the velocity must be increased four times to produce twice

the cooling effect. Now, the force of a blow being as the

square root of the velocity of the striking body, and as the

sine of the angle of incidence conjointly, we shall fiad

that if two glass roofs be severally pitched at 30** and 40^^,

the force of the wind upon them, at equal velocities, will

be simply as the sines of these angles, or as '50 is to 'G4

;

this will be equivalent to increasing the velocity of the

wind from 1"0 to 1'28, and the cooling effect will, there-

fore, be as the square root to these numbers, or as 1 is to

1*13. But this will only apply to that part of the heat

given off by conduction—the radiation not being affected

by this cause. And Mr. Hood has shown in his book,

p. 85, that at common temperatures the loss by radiation

from glass is nearly two-thirds of the whole effect; there-

fore, the loss by increasing the angle of the roof 10^ will

be one-third of the above amount, or about one-thirtieth

more than a flatter roof would be* This effect of course

is only on the roof—all the rest of the house being un-

affected bv this cause : therefore we are lustined in con-

eluding that the pitch of the roof makes but little dif-

ference in the cooling effect except by the increased length

of the rafter.

—

Richard Purcevah
Heating Greenhouses.—Although so much is said in fa-

vour of the hot-water system for heating greenhouses, I

am inclined to think that for small houses, and where firei

are only occasionally wanted to exclude frost, the old

plan'^of heated flues is more generally adapted. Such cer-

tainly is the case in this neighbourhood, as, with the ex-

ception of large establishments, and hothouses where fires

are constantly wanted, there is no house that I ani

acquainted with heated in any other way. Probably this

arises from the greater expense incurred from heating with

hot water, which requires not only a greater outlay for

boiler and pipes, but, where few fires are required, an

after expense likewise, I should thmk, from the effects of

rust on the iron. Believing, therefore, that heated air

flues will be used still in many greenhouses, I send you

an account of a simple alteration I have made in the con-

struction of my fireplace, which has proved of the greatest

benefit, consuming a smaller quantity of coals, and giving

less trouble in lighting and attendance, as a good fire wiU

keep in without any attention being paid to it for 12 or

14 hours. My fireplace was originally of the common

construction, with a large iron door before the fire, aedan

open a&h-pit below. It was situated outside, at one end

of the back wall, from which a flue passed round the

greenhouse, and terminated in a chimney by the sio^ ^I

the fireplace. The alteration I have made is tbe subsU-

tution of a cast-iron plate, tightly fixed into the brickwork

in front of the grate, having in it a small door above tne

fireplace for supplying the fire with coals, and a small door

near the ground for the ash-pit, with a hole in the centre

so contrived that the air may be excluded or admitted a»

the fire requires, on the principle of Dr. Arnott's stoves, i

have made no change in the flues ; but the fireplace its**

is surrounded, as in the Amott stoves, with fire-bnclcs,

and instead of burning the common coal I use stone-coai,

which is the same kind as is burnt in lime-kilns and maic-

houses, with Oua difference, «iat what U here calicd itoJ^^-

i;
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coal is the large knobs, while culm, wliich is used in malt- f for example, that in 1842 a prize be offered for the best cultivated

houses, is the small particles of the same coal. The wall

is excavated two or three feet above the fireplace, and the

external air is excluded by a thin partition instead, which

is built up with brick on edge, so that the top of the fire-

place is chiefly within the greenhouse ; and here I gene-

rally place large pans of water, to prevent the dryness of

the air in the greenhouse when the fire is lighted*— a. p, y,y

CornwalL

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March 2.— H. Handlcy, Esq.» in the chair. Eight gentlemen
were elected. Col. Challoner, chairman of the finance committee,
laid hefore the council the state of the society's funds at the end
of the previous month, reporting the current cash balance in the
hands of the bankers on the 28th of Feb. to be 1,340/. 2.?. Bd. j and
the amount of funded property, at the same date, 6,71 U. He
further reported, that the facilities of transmission and direct

communication afforded by Post-office orders in the payment of
subscriptions, had been found so satisfactory to all parties, that
the committee having communicated with Mr. Pusey,had decided
to recommend to the council the insertion of a slip-leaf in the
next journal, pointing- out to the members of the society the
advantages of this simple mode of payment.—Mr. Pusey, M.P.,
then detailed to the council his views on the subject of the
regulations for tlie exhibition of agricultural implements at
the meetrng at Bristol. The council then resolved *' that the
exhibition at the meeting at Bristol should be open to the
admission of agricultural implements of every kind ; all of
which should be equally qualified, whether they had previ-
ously obtained prizes or not, to obtain any prizes which the judges
may decide to award them, agreeably with the prize-sheet of the
society."—The Duke of Richmond reported the progress already
made by the house committee on the subject of a residence
adapted to the purposes of the society, and the transaction of its

official business. The noble duke said that the committee, not
thinking that the society would be setting a good example to its

members in making improvements until they could pay for them,
had unanimously decided that it would be advisable to abandon
all intention of undertakhig the erection of such a building as
would beworthy of the society and its objects, until their reserved
fund was equal to so extensive an expenditure and outlay of
capital, and recommended that a suitable house should, in the
mean time, be selected and rented by the society.— Earl Spencer
then brought forward his motion on the subject of the future mode
of electhig the council, and the confirmation of a new by-law for
defining the terms and prescribing the form of the election; his
lordship entering into a preliminary detail of the motives which
had induced him to recommend this measure to the notice of the
council at the present time. The noble earl expressed his perfect
satisfaction at the result of the elections of council which had al-

ready been made at the general meetings, and with the united
and devoted interest the members of these councils had evhiced
in promoting the objects and carrying out the business of the
society; and his lordship therefore selected the present time as
one in^very point of view best suited to the important change in
the mode of election and transfer of power to the members at
large, he now recommended to the council for their adoption.
However satisfactory might have been the result of the present
mode of election, he considered the principle on which it was
founded to be too narrow and restrictive for an executive
department, entrusted with powei's so extensive as those con-
ferred by the charter on the council, and for the representative
body of so numerous an assemblage of members, many of whom
were so willing and capable of devoting their attention to its im-
mediate interests by their attendance at its council meetings.—
The Duke of Richmond expressed the satisfaction it gave him to
second this important proposition of Lord Spencer, and instead of
MS grace's entertaining doubt as to the policy of the measure, he
should have experienced even still greater satisfaction to have
had this freedom of election supported and corroborated by some
salutary restnction, self-enacted by the council Itself on the ex-
ercise of its own powers, precluding the recommendation to the
anniversary nieetmg of the re-election of so many of those mem-
bers who went out of the council by rotation for the year in
order that new blood might be infused into their system, and the
wants and wishes of the members at large of the society brought
successively into notice by their representatives, who would thus
from time to time be brought into office, and have their seats in the
council. The president then put the question of the foUowJn"-pew by-law, which was carried unanimously :— I. That the W'ords
in the present by-law, which direct that all elections shall take
place by a show of hands, shall be omitted.—II. Thatthc election
of the president, vice-presidents, and trustees shall take place bv
a show of hands.-lll. That the election of the twenty-five mcm"-
bers of the council, who are to replace the twenty-five memberswho retire by rotation, shall take place in the following manner-
--I. A hst of the members of the council who rethe by rotation,
but who may be re-elected, shall be prepared on or before the 1st
of May, for the inspection of members at the rooms of the
society.— 2. The councU shall prepare a list of the twenty-five
inembers whom they propose for election or re-election, which
Shall be printed on paper lai ge enough to admit of additions beingmade to It

; and a copy of this printed list shall be given to anymember who applies for it of the secretary, either on the dav of
the anniversary meeting, before I? o'clock, or on any of the tliree
days (Sunday excepted), previously, between the hours of 10 and
4.-3. The voting shall take place by each member who wishes to
vote giving m one of these lists, signed by himself, with suchnames struck out or added as bethinks fit, to the president at the
anniversary meeting, before the commencement of any other
business. When the lists have been given in. three scrutineers
snail be appointed by the president, who will retire into another
)^?^' ^.u

*"^P^ct the lists which have been given in, an(f report
lorthwith to the meeting, in writing, the names of thetwenty-five
members who shall have the majority of votes; after which the
papers shall be immediately destroyed by the scrutineers. If any
01 the lists should contain the names of more than twenty-five
members, It will not be counted as a valid vote. No member

be allowed to vote who does not personally deliver his
wiU
"ht 10 the president. In the event of an equality of votes,tne election to be decided by the meeting on a show of hands.-Air.^naw brought forward his motion on the subject of carryingout tUe objects of the society in the most extensive and usefulmanner m the successive districts of the country in which theannual meetings were in future to be held ; and having stated to"le council the precise nature and bearings of his propositions,ne moved that a committee should be appointed to consider the

Pn^! J^*^^''^^^^^P^^"s he then laid before the council in refer-
^icetothissubject,-The Duke of Richmond, having seconded

\r\L^
"^ ® motion, the following gentlemen w^ere" appointed

tW ^ committee for considering and reporting to the councU

tirnln^fn^V^" R" ^^^ expediency of adopting the suggestions thus

DukP nf
£*?^*^^*^ adoption on this subject, namely, Mr. ShaWi

MP ^ Richmond. Earl Spencer. Mr. Pusey, M.P.. Mr. Miles.

Jonai V ^^'"'' ^''"' ^^'^^^^ ^^^- <^i*^^S' ^^r- ^obbs, and Mr.
societv^ ; ? 5;0"sider and report upon the expediency of the

raisPri w ^*^"*^»^?^^ing a sum equal to any sum which may be

W«ff^r ^''^^^^"Ption in any district in which the society may
fUa^irl L?^ .i, ""^H^'^'°^^ ^""^ '^^ ^e &^^'«^» »" prizes within the

trict «V ?/^"^ ^"^^ implements especially required in that dis-

lectVnfVk
P':'^"^t^te any other olyect, consistent with the ob-

c*leuwHV'i"''^^A^ "' *^^ opinion of the council, may be*^cuiateato benefit that particular district. 2. To consider the
tiyated farm ii

firen fr. «*. cri, *^^^ *"**' *^tcvi ^^««clent notice t
• ^"* to enable the compeUtors to go through the rotaUon-as,

farm in the district in which the society may meet in the year
1F46; in the year 1843 for 184;, in 1844 for 1848, and so on. That
competitoi* be required to give a statement of the course of
management and cropping during the two years previous to the
commencement of the rotation, embracing the period of compe-
tition ; to render a detailed account of the whole systesji of ma-
nagement as regards cattle and sheep, tillage and manure, pro-
duce, expenses, and proceeds during the rotation, with the value
of the land and stock at the commencement and conclusion of
the rotation, 3. To consider the propriety of offering prizes or
medals, or both, for the best ploughing, and for the best perform-
ances in any other branches of agricultural labour, as sheep-
shearing, hedging and ditching, drilling grain, rick-making,
thatching, &c., improvement in which may be most needed in

any district, such prizes or medals to be given in the year in
which the society may meet in that district ; general good con-
duct to be taken into consideration in awarding the prizes.—The
secretary announced to the council that he had received numer-
ous essays sent in by the 1st of March, to compete for various
premiums offered by the society for the prize essays of the present
year, on the several subjects selected by the council for compe-
tition ; namely.— 1, On the Drill Husbandry of Turnips; 2. On
the Natural History, Anatomy, Habits, and Economy of the
Wircworm; 3. On the Mechanical Properties of the Plough ; 4.

On Prognostics, or Natural Signs of Changes in the Weather;
5. On Cheese-making ; 6. On the Rotation of Ciops best suited
for Light Lands ; 7- On the Rotation of Crops best suited for
Heavy Lands; 8. On the varieties of Whc&t suited to different
soils, in order to ascertain what is the best Wheat which each
soil is capable of producing; 9. On the Food of Plants. The
council decided that the journal committee should be requested
to nominate the judges whose duty it would be to examine the
different essays in each of these classes, and, after a careful scru-
tiny and mature investigation of their comparative merits, to
award the prize to the most deserving, or withhold it altogether
in case none of the essays of a class should be thought worthy of
the premium. [The essays " On the best fnodc of curing butter
for future consumption, and preservation in foreig^i countries,"
having been allowed an additional three months for their being
sent in— namely, till the 1st of July—in order that the samples
of butter might be obtained from grass-fed cows, milked between
the 20th of May and the 20th of June of the present year, were
not received on the present occasion.]—Mr. Pusey, M.P., an-
nounced to the council the desire of the Earl of Lincoln, her
Majesty's Chief Commissioner of Woods and Forests, to promote
by every means the objects of the society and the advancement
of the agricultural prosperity of the kingdom j and that it had
especially occurred to his lordship that it might be within the
province o\ his department, in connexion with the oflfice of Woods
and Forests, to have an opportunity of evincing practically, as a
first step, the interest he felt on this subject in rendering the
museum of economic geolog}^ already under the control of the
Government, instrumental in effecting a great and essential work
to the cause of agriculture, interesting aljke to the geologist and
the cultivator of the soil, as well as of national importance, from
its influence on the resources of the country; and this was, to
obtain at the expense of the Government, but under the imme-
diate direction of the Koyal Agricultural Society of England, a
complete and systematic analysis of the soils of the kingdom

;

the various soils of the same geological formation in different
parts of the country, and particularly those which had been
found by experience to be best adapted for particular crops (as
Wheat soils. Bean soils, fertile or barren soils, &c. &c.); to be
taken in succession from one end of the kingdom to the other,
obtaining 20 analyses of each particular soil, and thus procuring
in the course of one year about 1,000 such analyses, all made by
chemists of the first-rate character for -analytical investiga-
tions of this kind, who would report not only the chemical con-
stitution, but the mechanical texture and properties of each soil,

and the whole published from time to time in the pages of the
journal of the society. Mr. Pusey concluded by expressing his
assurance that such a work would not only be of the highest
interest and importance in an agricultural point of view, but
would be a national undertaking worthy of the Government.
The council then agreed to the following resolution, a copy of
which they requested the President to communicate on their
part, and with their best acknowledgments, to the Earl of Lhi-
coln, for this proof of his interest in the promotion of the na-
tional objects of the society :~" Resolved,—That the council of

dis^Si^T^?"".^ ^ prize for the best cultivated farm in the_^atnct In which the society may meet j sufficient notice to be

the Royal Agricultural Society of England return their thanks to
Lord Lincoln for the communication he has made to them of his

desire to render the museum of economic geology useful to the
advancement of agricultural knowledge; and beg to express their

opinion, that a full examination and analysis of the various soils

rjf the country, conducted systematically, as well with regard to

their mechanical texture as to their chemical constitution, with
reference to known similarity of their agricultural nature, and to

any distinctive agricultural character which different geolo-
gical formations may be supposed to possess, would be likely

to produce a body of recorded facts, to which scientific in-

quiry might be applied with a reasonable hope of arriving at

the determination of some general principles of cultivation."—
Mr. R. Barker expressed to the council the satisfaction it gave
him, as chainnan of the Thames commission, to confirm Mr.
Lawford's view of the desirableness of making inquiries respect-
hig the wearing away of lands adjacent to rapid and other
streams, such injurious effects being so peculiarly observable
throughout the whole line of the river Thames under the ma-
nagement of the commissioners, that complaints were continually
made to them of loss of land from the force of the stream ope-
rating against the banks; while on the other hand they scarcely
less frequently found deposits of lands and shoals growing up
where hitherto none had existed: and Mr. Barker adduced a
striking instance of this change of place and surface effected by
the Thames In its action on the adjacent lands. Some few years
ago the commissioners had sold a small meadow of a certain

I
extent, with the reservation to themselves in perpetuity of 18 ft.

in width for the public towing-path; under which provision,

while they continued to enjoy an adequate path, the owner's
residue had decreased in extent by (he believed) nearly one-third.

Mr. Barker could not pledge himself to the accuracy of the detail

of this proportion, but he would obtain from their general sur-
veyor, and have the pleasure of laying before the council, further
facts confirmatory of t!ie damaging effects of the river; as a very
recent hi:UuK'e of which, Sir C. East, Bart., a member of the
society, owning a considerable property in Berkshire, bounded
by the Thames, had just had occasion to complain to the com-
missioners of extensive injurj^ from this cause.^-Mr. Blacker, of
Armagh, having communicated to the Duke of Richmond, the
Marquis of Downshire, Mr. Pusey, Mr. Shaw, and other mem-
bers of the society, as well as to the council, a statement of the
successful operation of his plan for improving the management
of agricultural property in Ireland, consisting in the engagement
of district agriculturists, or persons who shaU be employed on
estates, to ride over them and stiggest improvements, especially
in draining, giving confidence both to landlords and tenants in
the expenditure of money; the papers connected with this sub-
ject were laid before the council at that meeting. In Ireland in-
finite service had been rendered to many of the districts, by pla-
cing Scotch and English stewards, at the request of the land-
owners, to go over constantly a certain number of acres, from
200 to 10,000, according to the size of the property and the views
of the proprietor; the sura of 2'J. to ^'J. being given to each
steward, and a horse allowed for the purpose of getting over
much ground in a short time. Mr. Blacker intended that these
stewards should act as agricultural teachers of the Irish tenantry,
and proceed in the districts of the Poor4aw unions, conceiving
" that the agriculturist who has made himself acquainted with
all the modem improvements in agriculture, must be a better
judge of what they ought to do, ia tEe cultivatioa of ^eir farms,

than what they can pcuwbly be themselves, situated ai they are
in a remote part of Ireland, where modern improvements have
not yet reached."
The council expressed the satisfaction it ^ve them to learn

that this mode of improvement had been attended with so
much advantage in Ireland, but they much doubted whether it

would b« favourably received or could be successfully applied in
the agricultural districts of England—The President laid before
the couucU a letter he had received from Mr. J. Hall, 2, Mersey-
court, Liverpool, stating, that two farther cargoes of Guano had
arrived in that port, and that if the President or his friends were
disposed to buy loo tons, he could procure the article of the best
quality at 1 4 pounds or guineas per ton, or perhaps at even a less
rate. Mr. Hall thought it probable that the dark-coloured Boli-
vian Guano might shortly be bought at 10/. per ton. and stated
that the BoUvian had probably more phosphate of lime, and the
Peruvian Guano more ammonia in its comp *Mon,—The Pre'si-
dent communicated a paper *'on sod draining, drainage with the
mole-plough, and thorn.draining,*» bv Mr. H. H. Brown, of
Hecklngton ; and a paper " on destroymg the turnip-fly by means
of cream of lime applied to the plant, by Mr. HuckvaJe, of
Over-Norton. Oxfordshire.
The Duke of Richmond presented a copy of the premiums

offered by the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland for
the present year, and to be awarded at the society's annual meet-
ing to be held at Edinburgh on the 2nd of August next; and also
copies of plain and intelligible instructions on " The Farm," and
"The Kitchen Garden," selected from "Loudon's Encyclopajdia
of Agriculture," and the "British Almanac,'* (by permission of
the respective publishers,) and adapted by a member of Ihe society
to the comprehension of his cottage tenantry In Kent, and the
children who attended the schools of Dow, Northend, and Fam-
borough. Col. Wright Vaughan, President of the Peterborough
Agricultural Association, transmitted acommunication on distinct
judges of sheep being appointed in future—one for the Buckley
breed, another for the Burgess breed, and a third favourable to
the form of the Buckley breed on an extended scale. Mr. Ste-
phens presented the third part of his "Book of the Farm/' and
Mr. L. Walrond, of Hardwicke, the second report of the Glou-
cester Farmers' Club, suggesting the expediency of the society's
collecting the reports of all the country clubs, and binding them
together for circulation, Mr. Walrond conceiving that by thia
means many advantages would be obtained, and the local dis.

cussions rendered more extensively useful. The thanks of the
council were ordered for these communications, which were
referred to\he journal committee.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
March Qth. B. Rotch, Esq., V.P., in the chair. At this meet-

ing the new plan of proceeduigs intended to be adopted in future
at the Wednesday evening meetings of the Society was for the first

time tried; and if we may judge from the numbers present, and
the interest excited, it is likely to effect a very great improvement
in the Society. Two communications were brought forward and
discussed, the first on a hew method offorming raised ornamental
work in wood ; and the second on earthenware stoves for warm-
ing rooms. The former was explained by Mr. E. Solly, jun., and
the latter by Mr. DomvUle, both inembers of the new Committee
of Superintendence. In introducing to the meeting the new pro-
cess for imitaiing wood carvings, Mr. SoUy stated that the great
expense ofgood carvings prevented their being employedm archi-
tectural decoration, except in palaces and the houses of the rich.

The process now brought forward, and for which Mr. Brathwaite
has a patent, was likely to diminish very greatly the expense of
carvings, and therefore proportionably to extend their use. The
principle of the operation was stated to be briefly this: in place
of the wood being cut or carved away, so as to leave the pattern
in relief, it is burnt or singed away by the application ofhot irons.
Mr. Solly stated that very great shai-pness and accuracy were at-
tainable by this process; that the wood did not appear to be at all

weakened in strength ; and that» so far from injuring the wood
or rendering it liable to decay, the process of burning would pro-
bably preserve and render it more durable. Exceedingly beau-
tiful specimens of carvings and bas-reliefs made by burning were
exhibited to the meeting. Mr. Domville, previously to describing
the terra -cotta stove of Mr. Green, which he had undertaken ta
explain to the meeting, adverted to the numerous forms and
varieties ofstoves which had been lately brought before the notice
of the public, and commented on the advantages and objection of
some of the most important. He stated that there was no new
principle in Mr. Green's stove, which was, in fact, amodlficatioa
of Dr. Arnott's stove ; but that its chief merit consisted in the
substitution of earthenware for iron as a material, and similar
points, by which some of the objections to other stoves were ob-
viated.

MISCELLANEOUS,
Transplanting Evergreens,—" Clareinch*^ states that

the time mentioned in the Chronicle^'p^ 125 (which should

have been from the middle to the end of April, in England)
for transplanting evergreens, admits of two weeks, to allow
for the diflFerence of early and late situations; if the former,

the middle of the month—if the latter, the end of the

month is the best time.

Stephenson*s Corneal Boiler,—Mr. Rogers's conical

boiler has suggested the idea of this useful contrivance,

which, like his, consists of a hollow cone, whose sides are

filled with water, and whose centre holds the fuel. It is

made of copper, domed over, and has a very neat appear-
ance. The fuel is supplied from a door near the top, and
the water flows from the top of the dome, and retuma at
the bottom of the cylinder. The boiler is merely placed in

a hollow iron stand, with a revolving grating on the top by
which the cylinder can be instantly emptied, and the refuse
and cinders taken away. The advantages that this boiler

seems to possess are, its portability, its neat appearance^
and particularly its suitableness for small houses and pits^

or for large houses as an auxiliary boiler; it may also be takea
away at any time by merely unscrewing the union pipes,

and when it is again reset it requires no brickwork. The
boilers can be made of any size ; one that we saw was 2 ft*

high by 14^ inches in diameter, outside measurement.
We are informed that a boiler of these dimensions will

heat 200 or 300 feet of three-inch pipes,

Maxillaria Skinneri,—^We understand that a specimea
of this beautiful species is expected at the next exhibition

of the Horticultural Society on Tuesday next.

'*

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
lloyal Gardens, Kerr.—The forcing: department is at pre^nt

very interesting
J
and from the state of the various cro|^, few

persons would suspect that we have just passed through so aim

a season. The Cherries m the first house are in fall ^^^^".'?'

^

there is every appearance of a large crop : in the second hoixse

the budsare just barstinff- The earliest Peaches are 6*

there are others in f^iU bloom, and so«ioi"^^^^i!??"l"
,p ^r twa

The Vines in pots raised from eyes have 'T^^^^f ^^^.'^^h/s a^^
bunches with berries bijrger than Feas ; he eariy V

"^^^?^^^^^^
agood state of forwardness, and the frmt in

^^ri^^%t^^l
w^I. On a shelf alonrthe I^ck 0/ one

^^^^.''^.^^"f
i^.^^r ^^^

pieces of turfy peat piSced, in th« centre of which
f
^^nch Bean*

m growing'; iwd tli^ iwre produced «n ahuadant ciop ; miW

.i^, and
liower.
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mnother shelf, close to the «Um, Strawberries are fruiting plen-

UtuUy. Many (Hiuof Peaa have been raised, and wUl soon be

ready to plant out fOT anearly crop. A few new PoUtoes have

been obtained in afiramc heated by hot wat», bat they have not

forced wcU j the topa bavins ^own viKorously, but tubers have

not been produced in proportion. A good bupply of Asparagus

ha« been obtained from beds heated by liningrs and covered with

wooden shutters- A bed hasjust been made up for Melons, and
some plants are put out. Cucumbers have been produced for a

long- time in firames heated by linings, the shoots being trained

overa trellis lixed about one foot, or rather more, from the ground.

Messrs. Lucomhe and Pincers Nursery^ Exeffr.—The Camellia-

house is the chief attraction. The building itself is remarkable
for its extent and proportions, it being upwards of 200ft. in Length

by 24 iii width, and 18 in height, with a ^pan-roof of siugoiarly

light and elegaiit character. Among the specimens which parti-

cularly attracted oar attention, were the following :^Two very
i»eautiful plants of Camellia Bcalii, one nearly 9ft. high, and
another of still higher growth, bedecked with a profusion of

its double richly-tinted criniisou flowci^ ; imbricata with a
number of roseate blooms just expanded. Of Reticulata, we no-

ticed a luperb specimen; It U 15ft. high, and the flowers are

Iflin. m circumference ; and Colvillii striata, a new and beautiful

striped variety utracted our admiration. We noticed a specimen

of VVoodsii, the flowers of which are remarkably iarge^ and of a

beautiful colour; and a plant oi Fdrdii, J2ft. in height, with most

chaste and perfect flowers. Of white varieties, thespecimens arc

exceedingly fine and numerous ; some plants of the old Double

White. i:^ft. high, and bearing a profusion oi flowers, were very

Iwiadsome. Trlumphans and Coroutita were in full bloom; the

former presented the most delicate gradations of colour- We
^80 saw the remarkable Pictarata, distinguished by the beauti-

ful striie on Its flowers. There is a plant of Chandk'rii, bearing

mnre than 100 flowers; and another of Cimspicua, profusely

laden with double red blossoms. Of the rose, red, aud crimsou-

ftUJped varieties, specimen^ ot the Queen Victoria, or Pressleyli,

and of the DonkelaeHI, attracted our notice ; and also Ochroleuca,

M'hlch ri\icn% of a yellow colour, like the Rosa Devuniensis. It is

Impossible to conceive anything more beautiful than the tout-

msemitle *.f this collection. Wc noticed also in the Camellia-

lk3use a beautiful variety of Rhododendron arb<5reum, and a

stately specimen of Araucaria CunnlnghAmta. In the Arboretum
the specimens tare fine. AraucAria imbricata was planted 10 years

ago, and has attained a height of 15ft.; the stem is perfectly

straight, and beautifully true to the form of a cone, gradually

lesseniijg from the ground. Tficre Is a remarlcable plant of

A'bles DouglAaU, Plnus austriaca attracted our attention from
Its remarkable character ; and the fact that this plant flourishes

where the Scotch Fir will not grow, and has, therefore, been
introduced into this county, and on exposed situations in Corn-
wall, where the Scotch Fir will not withstand the Atlantic in-

finence, with every prospect of becoming valuable and permanent.
^•^Atridgtd from Woolmer's Plymouth Gazette.

The TTansacllons of the Ilo'i ticuUitral Society of London^

1842. Part YI., vol. II., 2d series.

This Part contains, among other papers, a note upon
Achimenes longxflora, by Mr. Fortune, accompanied by a

beautiful plate; on a System of Pruning Fruit-trees,

by Mr. Grace ; Experiments upon the Effects of Ky-
anued Wood and Mercurial Vapour upon Plants, by
Mr. R. Fortune; an Account of the Ickworth Impera-

trice Plum, by Mr. R. Thompson, with a coloured figure ;

and On the Cultivation of Grapes on flued walls in the

open air at Glasgow, by Mr. G. Shiella, accompanied by

a sketch.

To persons who delight in ornamenting their drawing-

rooms with flowers, the note upon the Achimenes, from

f^ich the following extract is made, will be very iute-

rfsting :^
'* Every one who has a warm greenhonse or Cucumber

or Melon frame to start it in, and enable it to form its

flower-buds in summer, may have it in full bloom in the

common greenhouse or sitting-room in autumn. The
iovers of drawing-room plants may introduce it there and

tf^row it as easily as they now do the Achimenes coccinea.

Those who have sufficient accommodation may produce a

fine e^ect hj planting a quantity of the roots in a large

flat hoXf and so forming a bed of flowers, which will con-

trast beautifully with the green foliage of the surround-

ing plants."

This lovely species is as easily cultivated as the old A.

cttecinea, and requires nearly the same treatment.

The paper by Mr. Fortune on "the Effects of Kyanized
Wood and Mercurial Vapour upon Plants/' is one of

general interest, and the following are the conclusions ar-

rived at :
—*' 1st. That the vapours which arise from mer-

cury in a warm and moist atmosphere are very injurious

to the health of the plant with which they come in con-

tact. 2nd, That muriatic acid has probably a contrary

^efiect, because plants which were placed under the same
circumstances otherwise were destroyed in mercurial va-

pour, wiiile in the atmosphere of muriatic acid they grew
with great luxuriance. 3rd. That corrosive sublimate

mixed with moistened sawdust produces exactly the same
bad effects as shavings of Kyanized wood, provided they

are placed in the circumstances above described ; that is

lo say in a warm and moist atmosphere.''

To fruit growers the Ickworth Imperatrice Plum will

be very acceptable. It was raised by the late T. A. Knight,

jEsq.j from the Imperatrice Violette, and pollen of Coe's

Golden Drop.
'* The fruit is middle-sized, or aomewliuC larger than its

female parent, and obovate 5 the stalk is of medium length

and thickness. The Skin is purple, richly traced, as if

embroidered, with golden brown lines, some like straight

pencillings radiating downwards from the insertion of the

»talk, wl^ye^ others"JafejA-avy or disposed circularly. The
FlHa"*i^|TeeBish amber, partly adhering to the stone,

juiv'j a.;,.d^^y rich when allowed to hang till it begins to

shrivel «nd part from the tree. The stone is rather small.

The tree is of a hardf vigorous growth, and appears likely

to be an abundant bearer as a standard ; the shoots are

jglabrous ; the leaves oval or obovate, crenated, smooth,

Afiining, dark green. The fruit ripens in rhe beginning of

October, and ^ornis^<^ne,^Ohe finest late Plums for the

dessert ; more especially as it may be kept in a fresh state

frequently render the maturity of later hanging varieties,

sucli as Coe's Late Red, very precarious. It will more-

over ultimately attain the condition of a prune, for a fruit

enclosed in paper when gathered and laid on a shelf was

found in that condition the following Midsummer. It is

easily distinguished from other varieties by the unusually

abundant tracing on its surface, which likewise indicates

a superior amount of richness.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing tveeJc,

WiiEv a few fine days occur in this month, they often lead the

young gardener into error, by persuading him that summer is

come, and thereby inducing him to lay open protected plants, such

as Fig-trees and tender shrubs and young trees, too hastily to the

weather. As the shelter afforded by a warm covering is likely to

have set the sap in motion, or at any rate to have made such

pUmts more susceptible of cold, great caution ought to be exer-

cised in this matter; and the coverings should he removed by

degrees, instead of exposing the plants at once to our proverbially

uncertain climate. So also of the borders of forcing-houses,

which by premature uncovering are frequently made liable to

danger from late spring frosts. Deeply.covered borders may have

part of the litter taken off, but enough should be left, especially

round the stem of the trees, to defend them effectually from

injury by cold. In order to dry the surface of the borders, the

remaining Htter could be thrown into ridges on some fine drying

day, to be again levelled down upon the first indication of frost.

I.—KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD,
In-door Department,

PiVKRV.—The young plants that have not yet been shifted

ought Jiow to be done, for if allowed to remain unpotted till they

begin to grow, the check they receive in that operation will be

much greater, especially if the disrooting system be followed. In

the latter case, use as small pots as the stumps can be conveni-

ently got into. Keep a constant supply of water for evaporation

on the heating apparatus, and frequently wet the paths in the

house. In clear weather the plants, whether in houses or in

dung-heated pits, should be dailysprinkled over their tops with a
syringe ; not through a coarse rose, like a heavy shower, but as a
gentle dewing, just sufficient to moisten all the leaves. Sprinkle

them morning and evening on sunny days.

ViVERV.—Vines that are advancing towards flowering should
have a minimum temperature of 65°; keep them rather warmer
if the branches are weak. If those last introduced are breaking,

look over them and pull^off all useless buds,

P«ACH-uotsE.—During the critical period of stoning; which
most likely will have commenced in the first house, great atten-

tion will be necessary in the general management, and particu-

larly in the proper regulation of the artificial temperature, which
should r^ry as little as possible from 5S°. When there is a pro-

spect of a fine day, give a little air betimes, especially if the flues

or pipes are warm, increasing the quantity In proportion to the
sun's power. Syringe the trees reg-ularly, but take care that the
borders are not made too wet. If the fruit is set in the second
house, increase its temperature slowly to S5°, aud resume the
morning and evening washings; a slight fumigation would do no
harm, although no green-fly may be visible. Shut up the latest

house at night.
Cherry-house.—The trees mustnot be suffered to want water

whilst the fruit is swelling. They will now bear more heat if

necessary, but it will be injudicious to increase the temperature
very rapidly. Close the house while the sun is on it.

FiG-uousE.—Keep the temperature about 60* at night. By sun-
heat it may rise to 70^ or 75°, with plenty of air. Shut the house up
warm, and at the same time sprinkle the trees.

Strawberries.—Plants in small pots that are stinted for root-
room may be advantageously set in pans or boxes of rich mould,
into which the roots will penetrate through the holes in the pots.
Keep the ripening fruit free from dirt, and the blooming plants in
any airy place ; sdso be careful that no aphides harbour upon the
foliage.

KioNBY-BEANS.—Sow a successional crop-
CuccMTtERS! ANT) MELON'S.—Forward Cucumbcr plants that are

sterile should be stopped at every other joint till they show fruit.

If the plants are weak, cover a joint on each of the main-shoots
with mould, into which they will strike roots. Renew the linings
a portion at a time as required.
Mt/sHROo.MS.—Continue to collect droppings for new beds.

Where there is not a house devoted to this purpose, short dung
may be got ready for making ridge beds in the open air.

Sow Capsicums, Tomatoes, and Egg-plants,
Out-door Department,

Finish the transplanting of forwarded Peas and Beans. Some
patches might he put in at the foot of warm walls if there are any
blank spaces between the trees.

Onions.— Plant out those sown in heat. When very large
bulbs are desired, plant on a warm, well-manured border, in rows
afoot apart, spreading the roots evenlyin the drill, and not cover-
ing them too deeply.
Cauliflowers.—Transplant the extra ones from the hand-

li!>hts, leaving four plants under each glass, to flower early.
Those that are removed should be protected in cold nights by
inverted flower-pots.
Cabbages,—Plant out a good breadth of those sown in autumn,

regulating the distances hy the size of the varieties, and the pur-
poses they are intended for. If to stand for sprouts, more space
must be given them. Likewise plant Red Cabbage and autumn-
sown Savoys,
Potatoes.—Put in the chief crop of early ones. Of these, the

Ash-leaved Kidney is, perhaps, the most servijceable. Plant also
some second early varieties.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Plant for winter use. These should
occupy the back slip, in company with Horse-radish, BiC,

Asparagus.—If the ground for the new plantation is properly
settled, the roots should be put in. Four rows a foot apart, and
then a vacant space of three feet, will be found an economical
distribution of the ground. Edge off the beds six Inches from the
outer rows, which will give two feet clear for the alleys. Let-
tuces or Cauliflowers might be planted along the middle of
these, and upon the beds Onions may t)e sown in drills between
the rows of Asparagus, go^^ seeds to furnish stock for future
plantations. Make new plantations of Sea-kale and Rhubarb,
and sow seeds to raise plants for forcing.

Radishes.—Sow in a drill at the foot of a south wall.

Turnips are frequently destroyed, when just appearing above
ground, by chaffinches, who puil up the young plant in taking
the remains of the seed which adheres to its top; these, there-
fore, should be guarded against, or they will ruha a whole crop in
a few days.
Orchard.—%QQ that the protective coverings of wall-trees do

not hang Loosely, so as to be blown about by the wind, or they
will destroy more blossom than they preserve. Wall and orchard-
trees of bad sorts may he grafted, beginning with Plums and
Cherries ; large trees of the latter, however, seldom thrive well
enough after grafting to repay the trouble. Pear-trees trained in
the pyramidal manner produce excellent fruit, if well managed.
The last year's shoots, and any branches that are loose, should
now be bowed down, with their points towards the ground.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
indoor Department.

Stovb.—In the Orchidaceous house Cvcnoches and Catasetuma
which have been resting will now be showing signs of growth ;

give them gradually more watLf, but take great care that It does
not lodge about the young shoots, aa they ore easily rotted.

Keep DendrObiums in the warmest part of the house, and give

them plenty of water, as they will now begin to ^ow. Take
for a cOflsidel'|1)le tiiSse, \( placed in a dry situation, readf ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ „g ^^^ injured by bright au&shiaei keep
for ^sm^ and £«curc from the storma or even frostsi wnica I the atmosphere veiy moist oa wara days*

Gbkevhousb and conservatory. —The long shoots <^r

straggling Epacrises which have done flowering should be rnt
back before they commence a new growth : and such as reouir*
it may be repotted. Tie out the branches of strong growing
Heaths, to give them a symmetrical form. Sickly plants of thi
Citrus tribe should have the old soil cleared from their roots and
be repotted in light rich compost. Keep them in the Vinerv
under the shade of the Vines, and frequently sprinkle their toos
Cereuses and Epiphyllums must have an mcreased supply of water
as their blossom buds swell. Other succulents will also bear a
little more moisture now that the sun has power to dry them
quickly. If not already done, shift Alstroemeiia.s into their
flowering pots, and be cautious in administering water.

Pits and Frames.—The lights should be drawnoff half-hardy
shrubs every tolerably fine day, to inure them to the free air
Propagate a stock of Verbenas, Salvias, Petunias, and similar
things, for a reserve to supply the places of other temporary
plants, such as annuals, when their bloom is over. Carefully
protect fine Auriculas and Polyanthuses from wet as their
flowers advance. Pot the roots of Fuchsia fulgens and Salvia
patens which have been kept through the winter m sand.

Out- door Department.

Annuals maybe sown at any time in the mixed flower-borders.
Sow the seeds thinly and cover the smallest very lightly. In-
verted flower-pots, or seed-pans, put over the tenderest kinds,

will shelter them from frosts and heavy rains.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT,
NURSERT.— If timecanbe spared from other business, or if the

ground be too wet for sowing and planting, grafting may be done,
commencing with those species which are earliest in vegetating.

Whip-grafting is the best method for small stocks ^ saddle-graft-

ing is a good mode when the stocks are between one and two
inches in diameter. Graft quite close to the ground for dwarf
trees, and use plenty of clay.

FoRKST and Coppick Woods.—Use diligence now to bring

planting to a conclusion. Take especial care that the fences are

in good order before the usual time for turning out grazing stock

arrives.— /,-&. Whiting, The Deepdene,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending March 10,

1842. as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Clnswick.

March
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesdays
Thursday 10

Average

4
5
6

7
a

Babohbteb.

M
29.957
30.03fi

29.993
29.720
39.500

59.606
30.018

29.833

Min.
S9.918
30.008
S9.813
29.477
29.416

S9.i53
39.463

£9.607

Thbrmomhtbr,

Ma:
48
54
54
54
57
49

47

' I

61.7

Min.
29
27
36
46
35
37
ai

33.0

I

Mean
38.5
40.5
40.0
'50.0

46.0
42.5

39.0

42.3

Wind. Rain.

W.
w.

4

S.E.
S. .08

: s.w. .17

W. .47

N.W. .01

\ .«7

March 4. Overcast; cloudy and mild in the evening.

3. Clear J very fine; clear with slight frost at night.

6, Slight frosty haze ; very fine with bright sun ; clear.

7, Overcast; cloudy and fine.

8. Very fine; heavy rain at night.

9. Fine in the morning ; stormy with hail- showers in forenoon;

^ery heavy rain at night, the wind increasing to a hurricane.

10- Boisterous; fine with drying wind; clear and calm at night.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 yeaA, for

the ensuing Week ending March 19, 1842.

PrevaiHn)^ Wind<.

Mar.

Aver.
I
Aver.

Highest Lowest
Temp. Temp

Sun.: 13
Mon. 14
Tuei. 15

Wed. 16
Thuri.l7
Fri. 18

Sat. 19

&J.7

6 .1

fiO.7

51.5

50.0
49.7
61.6

37.0
37.0
33.3

37.2
37.1

35.6

81.7

Mean
Temp

44.3
44.1

42.2
44.3

43.5
42.6

42.7

No. of
Years in
whk-h it

Rained.

7
e
9
7
7
3
4

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

0.30 In.

0.47
0.S9
0.S5
0.36
0.06

O.Of

a

I

1

Z
H

2
2
5

2
S
5
3

2

S
1

4
2

1

EC

3

X

i

1

I

I

1

4
4
3
5

fi

3
4

&
i

a

3
9
n

3 —
3

5

4

5

^1

I
i
2

The highest temperature during the ahove period occurred on

the igthp in 1836—thermometer 69'^; and the lowest on the 14th,

in 1829—thermometer 21°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending March \\, 1842.

Little difference has taken place since our last Report. The

upplies have been well kept up, and the trade in some articles

has been rather brisker. Frui?.-The supply of Pines has been

pretty good ; the prices have not changed. A few hotnouse

Grapes may be obtaiued; foreign are becoming scarce. Apples

are rather advanced in price
;
good samples of Nonpareilsm

worth from 20s. to 25s. per bush. Pears remain the same, straw-

berries are brought in small quantities, and Cucumbers are oe-

coming more plentiful, Vegetables.'-lhe. supply of Cabbages

and Broccoli has been pretty large, and the quality gooa. iuu-

ney Beans are more abundant than they were. Asparagus sou

fetches rather a high price, though it is not scarce. S^aJ^aie's

abundant and excellent. Lettuce and most kinds of saladmg arc

indifferent. Celery has almost passed; that still offered is not

very good. Rhubarb abounds. Mushrooms are more piemum

than they were. ^, ^„rtn.«.
I'HlCES/SATiTiiDXT, Ma«ch is, 1842.—FRU1':^S.—

ApplM, Kitchen, perbush. 3# to6f 1 Lemons, par 100. «* to 14-

-L Dessert, per bushel, 3#6d to 141 .Almonds, per peck, 7*

Peftrs,"dei»ert, per half-sieve, 3« to 12«

Strawberries, forced, per ox., 3# to U
Pine Apple, perlb. 6« to IflJ

Cucumbers, each, 3« to 6*

Grapai, Spanish, per lb., 1* to 2j ^_ Portugal ,
per lb., 1< to fi» «

Oran^ei, per doz., li to 2#

— per tOO.aifi-l t» I"
— Bitter, per lOO.T-tolS'

Lemoni, per doz. U to 2« _
VEGETABLES,

Sweet Almonds, per pound,

«

Cheinnti, P« P«k. fi'^«
%^,

Walnuts, per btishel. 6* " "*- ,.^

Filberts Eng., per JW'*'!--^^-"
"

Cobb Nuti, per.pe^k, Z* M
Nuts, per bnthd—— Brazil. 20'
— Spanish, 16/

» Barcelona, S0«

Saroys, per dozen, 6J to I'C'f

Cabbage, White, per do«n, U to M Zd

— Red. for pickHn«, 2* to«#

Cabb«KePlanti, perdoz..3»to5<
BrusJieUSprouti,perhf.sv«..Uto2i
Broccoli, White, per bunch, «d to2*6rf

— Cape. Orfto lx3*f

T — Purple. 6rf toM
Turnip Tops, per bushel, «rft" ''-

Kidney Beans, forced, p. 100, 2s 6J to4#

Potatoes, pertnn. Mi to 70*

•V per cwt. 2*6d to 3* ed
_ per bushel, li6rf to «*'

— Kidney, per bush. 2*to Sx U
Artlcholcei, Jerusalern, prhalf sieve,

\0d to U
Turnips, pr. doz.bunches, U8a to3»

Carrots, perdnz. bunches, 4#loS*

Farsneps, per dozen, fid to 1' 3<i

Red Beet, per dozen, f>d to Is 6J

Scorzonera, p<»r bundle. Is to l*3i

Salsaff. per bunille, Isto U3J
Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* tott*

Radish.'p dz. handi (84 to'30 each ) 2<6ii

Spinach, per sieve, Is ff<i to 2s ^d

Leeks, per dozen bunches, 9d to 1<

Garlic, |>erlb.,8rf

Shallots, perlb., 1'hhallots. per ID., 1* , •-fljtoi'
Onions, Old.Vl'^/J'S'Jve 3i toff*

- for pick. .
per b^-

•'*Jh«, 2. to 4#

- Green, per doz. bnncni^g^

_ Spanish. perao..n,i'^g^

A.paraKUS. per ljj;>.Jj[«*\ gs to 4-

rond or Middling' g^ ^
Sea-kale, per punnet, iVV.ieve, l'^'
Lettuce.Cabbage, per ban

tot#6rf ^ .^,,
Endive, Pe:"'^«':*','',*o,ol5) 1'*'**'

Celery. Red, p. bdleOSto",'

Small Salads, pejP'?"?*'; g/ to 1« ,

.

Corn Salad, per halt -r"'Lh.,«''»'^^
Watercress, pdz. small biinc

Dandelions, P" P".°"*V; 6d to 5*

Par.Iey. per half ii*ve. 3i 6d
J

Tarra/nn. perdnzen l>"?^^e.^4*

Fennel, per dozen bunches. 3*

Thyme, per dox. bunchea, M
Sa^e. per doz b«inches, 3»

Mint, per do«. Punches, 4» to "
Savory, per dozen bnnche- U ^^^^
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle

w
Mushrooms, per P^^^^/'^H/64
Truffles, per pound, 2* to 3* "

Kotkes to Correspondents.
^^ ^^^^^

Wk have such constant applications for the
f^'y^ j^^re they

plants, and other articles, and for information as cu
^^ .^^^j,^^,

can best be bad. that we find it necessary to
ff^^

'' ^end any
ation of an inquirers that it is not our pracHce

fj^^^"^ j^ sell-

tradesman in particular, and that if P^^^^f
.

" J^^r tbe ^^
inff do not ADVERTISE their goods wc cannot ««

J '^ ^^^ ^ In-

beg our readers wiU look to oar advertisinff column-

formation of this description. i.*v*^*ftt* manytUfl*^'^^*
Thanks to K, Berk$, and T. TT., but there are many u.*-

1a the plan proposed,
^ „ „, ^*,,««f «n«w«r hlB *** <i*l***

A Titi3fus xfnXiii,' .ciiijffWi*j*.-"Wc cannot an«wfr *u»

*
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tion. He can have Nos. 1 to 8 inclusive, and Nos. 10, ii, and 12.

He may furaigrate his Vinery without danger, if he is cautious.

The air should be moist until the Vine flowers 5 it should then be

jnuch drier till the berries are set.

A correspondent asks what is the best means of obtaining^ a
RooKBRT. Will any one have the kindness to tell him?
A North D. Amateui\—The Moss (or rather Lichen} ox yol-r

TRESS flourishes because you live in a damp climate, and proba-

bly where the soil is ill-drained. Drainage of land thoroughly

is the only remedy for this disease, for so it may be called, inas-

much as it results from trees being out of condition. The Holly-

leaved Berberry is hardy; and one of our best evergreen bushes.

An Old Subscriber.^Rain-WATER in any state, if not putrid,

is fit for greenhouse plants. Scotch Firs and Larch will stand

wind as well as anything, and if a screen is once obtained of

them» others will grow beneath their protection.

A Shrewsbury Constant Reader must beware of quack
VAXLTRES. We know nothing of that he mentions, but the ac-

count of it is so manifest a pufi" that we have no faith in it.

Besides it is too dear.

Jg-Wco/a.—We have stated what the law is concerning btc-

CROACHMENT BY TREES; but it would not do "for us to give a
legal opinion upon the particular application of it. You had
better consult your solicitor, showing him the article upon the
subject signed " C. K." No opinion on your case could, we
apprehend, be safely given without an inspection of the land and
the surrounding trees.

J,— For the cultivation of Cblery consult Mr, Paxton*s Cot-

tage Calendar, and a communication hi the Home Correspond-
ence of to-day.

G. H*, Wexford.—The seed cast ashore on the West of Ire-

land is that of a climbing plant called a D61ichos, and is brought
by currents from the tropical parts of America. The larger kind,

of which you also make mention, is probably the seed of a West
Indian plant, resembling a Mimosa, and now called Entada.
One of Our Subscribers.—The colour op a wall for fruit trees

is practically of no importance whatever, although in theory it

may seem to be so. The most agreeable colour to our eyes is

that employed by the bricklayers when finishing off cement-work.
Do not think of tarring your w^all ; you will find it ugly, unsuited
to your trees, and incurable afterwards.

JJ. F* L,—No doubt " old foggy pasture- land " will be re-

novated by the ammoniacal liquor of the gas-works. Sec a leading
article last week. It may, however, be necessary to add nitrate

of soda, if the effects are to be very permanent. In that case
we should give the ammoniacal liquor first, and the soda a fort-

night afterwards. But the ammoniacal liquor alone will produce
a great effect. We will take care that the Chronicle is forwarded
to you regularly through a London news-agent, if you favour us
with a post-ofl5ce order. We do not supply subscribers ourselves.

iiyr. Famplin begs us to correct what he considers a mtsrepre-
SENTATiorf (at p. 140) OF HIS PELARGONIUM, the Enchantrcss,
where it is stated to resemble the Queen of the Fairies ; he begs
to say it is not at all the colour of that flower, it being a deep
rose, whereas the Enchantress has no rosy tint in it. We are not
disposed to make any such correction. Ko comparison was in-

stituted between these flowers ; had the question of colour been
entertained, we should have described the Enchantress as inferior

in that respect to the Queen of the Fairies. Both flowers have a
white ground, with the colour nearly covering the entire surface
of the upper petals, and in this respect they were characterised
as being alike. The words in Italics were, however, omitted by
the printers.

(Economicus,^The original Mangel-wurzel was, we believe,

red ringed with white. The yellow kind is of more recent intro-

duction for agricultural purposes. The latter seems now to be
the favourite, because it is sweeter. A couple of ounces of see4
is enough for your piece of land. We do not know what propor-
tion of WAX ANu OIL is used in preparing calico, nor is it of much
iropoitance, AU that is requisite is to use wax enough to render
the oil as firm as jelly when cold.
A Young Hand.-' It is of little consequence whether you grow

your Mklons in one or two-light frames, provided there is plenty
of room for the plants; but if you wish to save seeds true from
your Melons or Cucumbers, only one kind should be cultivated in
a frame; for although you may plant them in one-light frames,
they are still liable to be crossed by bees or other insects in an
artificial manner, which cannot be prevented by a gauze division
or the sides of the frames. A gauze covering, when air was
given, might, however, protect them. The soil for growing Me-
lons in should be a rich loamy one, and, if good, may be used di-
rectly after being chopped small.
£. ^.— When your seedling PA^'SIES have several leaves they

should be carefully transplanted into a bed of loam, sand, and
rotten dung well drained ; during hot weather they should be
shaded and plentifully supplied with water.
W. n.—Bo not be alarmed at meeting with thorns occasionally

on what you have received for Knight's Monarch Pear, for
yours is the true sort. You will observe the bark has a yellowish
tinge, and the buds, when they begm to push, exhibit a fawn-
coloured dowTi on the scales. The shoots and strong, often
curved prickles, on the spurious sort, are of a dark violet colour,
and the buds are glossy.

G. W. Burnesid€.—PELARG6KJUM3 are readily propagated bv
cuttmgs, which in July should be planted round the edges o'f
pots filled with a mixture of leaf-mould and well-rotted dung,
plunged in a gentle hotbed; when rooted the young plants should
be potted off singly- or if raised for planting out in the summer,
they may remain during the winter in the cutting pots. When
Calceolarias have done flowering, about the middle of July is
the best time to increase them ; the herbaceous varieties being
propagated by dividing the roots, and the shrubby ones by cut-
tings. The cuttings should be planted in pots filled with very
sandy loam, and plunged in a hotbed; they must at all times be
sparingly watered.
R. W, i?.—Your seeds of Sedum Siebol'dii should be sown

now in pots filled with very sandy peat ; water niust.be sparingly
given, or the young plants will be liable to dampdff. LiQuin
MANURE formed of horse-dung is the best for general purposes

;

u very strong is required, add a little pigeon's ^dung, or some
ammoniacal liquor, in the proportion of a teacnpful to a gallon

*l
^*^^^' Nitrate of soda would perhaps assist your Roses

;though if you have applied plentv of stable- stuff', it wiU hardly
"^J^^cessary to give anything else to them this season.
^* i>.—The bottom of my Cucumber-bed, as shown in the

section of pit, p. 124 (1842), is formed by laying pieces of timber,
3m. thick, across the troughs, which are covered with any rough
boards or slates. The back, front, and ends are also boards or
Slates, which are placed on the bottom, and rest against the two
now-pipes. The bottom so formed will have a cavity from the
troughs round the back and front of the beds, which will allow
the heat and moisture to rise. W. D. will find this explained in
p. 30(1841). Four rows of cemented bricks, on edge, laid on a
good foundation, would surely support any moderate Cucumber
or Melon bed in the worid with safety.—J. Green.
^—It certainly is a bad practice to cut all the young shoots and

™^^? off your Ivy in the spring, for although it does not destroy
ine plants, it makes them look unsightly for a considerable time 3u would be better to clip it two or three times a year, or procure
"le creeping varieties, which never branch out from the wall.
KHODODENnRoMg wiU do weU on any subsoil except a very dry

fn ^ii, •
^^ ^^'^' require to be planted in peat of sufficient depth

lorttieir roots (about 1 ft. deep), and if some loam and a small
portion of well-rottcd cow-dung are added, it will be found of
13^^^- .^^enefit, particulariy if the situation is a dry one. They
snouid be planted thickly at first to cover the ground, and may
iT j^' as they become established, be thinned out.

t'v
2^^^^^^ ^f ''*« Chronicle states the following particulars rela-

rl®.^° planting a small Orchard, hi iat. nearly 564, and wishes
*^ mfonnaUon with regrard to the propriety of his mode of pro-
^^^^9

1 \h$ grouftd, vrhicli formed pwt of a ploughed field, and
J

is of a hard clayey loam, averaging no more thau Sin. or gin. I

deep, upon a retentive bottom, consisting however of a good
tough reddish clay, mixed with a few stones. " Last autumn pits
were dug for the trees, i6in. or ISin. deep, and about 2ft. or 3ft.

in diameter. A stone flag, 20in. square, was laid in the centre of
each pit ; and as the pit then held water like a dish, a small drain
was made from each to the field furrow drains, the pits being left

open all winter, and the stuff thrown out exposed to the weather.
In the third w^eek of February the trees were planted, first putting
some inches of earth into the pits, then dung, then a little mould
again, upon which were placed the roots of the trees carefully

spread out, then earth well pulverised, and dung again, taking
care not to bury the roots too deep, I finished by laying earth
over all, gently pressing it, the same forming a small knoU, and
mulched with long litter, held down by a sprinkling of earth.

The trees are principally two or three years from the graft, and
have stems some two or three feet long. A stake was then
driven into the ground at each tree, and as the situation is as yet
exposed, 1 wrapped a straw rope round the stake, and close round
the stem of the tree from the base nearly to the brajiches. I

next trenched the whole ground two spits (about 16 or IS inches)

deep, turning the stiff clay or bottom spit mostly to the top, and
leaving it in large rough lumps, to be meliorated by the weather.
The ground has, of course, at present, a very rugged aspect ; but
as it has got drying weather, with ni^ht frosts, since turning it

over, I expect it will be greatly benefited, and will become of a
kindlier nature by-and-by." [The bottoming, draining, trenching,
and exposing a rough surface to the action of the weather, are all

approvable. Wrapping the stems with straw-bands will do no
harm at present: on the contrary, such may prove beneficial till

the drying winds of March are over j but if the stems are kept
enclosed for any great length of time, the bark will, in conse-
quence, be rendered too tender for affording the degree of pro-
tection for which it is naturally adapted. Instead of disposing
the dung in alternate layers with the soil, the substances should
be well mixed. Supposing the pits had beeii entirely filled with
dung, the roots would increase rapidly, but would prove unsub-
stantial and unfit for penetrating the common soil, to which they
must soon extend. Roots will run in layers of dung in preference
to those of soil; but, as in the case just mentioned, they will

experience a check when they meet with a totally different sub-
stance. Besides, canker is most apt to occur in such portions of
roots as are imbedded in masses of dung unmixed with soil.

Readers of the Gardeners* Chronicle will doubtless bear this in

mind when they are about to plant fruit or other trees. The
ground should all be trenched ; the surface may be left rough,
but the undisturbed bottom should form a plane or planes sloping
regularly towards drainage.]

J. , Preston.—Box-EOGi^^GS may be clipped at any season of
the year, but the best time is the end of June; after the opera-
tion the edging should be well watered, to induce the Box to pro-
duce a second shoot, to obliterate the marks left by the shears.

A No vice,—Your plant of Chimonanthus fragrans is probably
a seedling, and if so you must wait patiently for a year or two.
A. J3.—The atmosphere of the stove in which you keep Taber-

naemontana is probably too dry, and that causes the flowers to

fall before they expand. During the time the plant is growing
and forming flower-buds it should be liberally watered,
Un Compagnon.—The price of "Reid's Chemistry" is IS*.; it

is an elementary book teaching the science. "Liebig's Organic
Chemistry " does not pretend to do this. ** Valpy's Latin Gram-
mar" is a very good popular book.
A Young Melon-grower,— Alv:Ay & "keep the laps of your glass

well puttied; you may do it at any time when the glass is dry,

but it will now be troublesome. Cover the dung that surrounds
your hills with a little soil. It will be very difficult to prevent
the pollen of two plants mixing which are planted in the same hill.

J. L.—The plant is Billbcrgia iridifolia.

J. W. B.— Such specimens as you have sent for answer* are

so many riddles. 7. is the Cornelian Cherry ; 2, the Candleberry
Myrtle; 6, the Tartarian Honeysuckle; 3, some sort of Bog-
wood or "Viburnum. Can't say anything about the rest.

C/armi.—Always glad to hear from you.
Craitf^ws. — Baxter's "British Flowering Plants" goes on

steadily, and is almost completed. Our last Number was the

1 I6th. It is a very useful book. We believe the •* Florigraphia "

also continues to appear.
X. Y. Z.—The quantity of four-inch pipe to each saddle- backed

boiler in the great iron conservatory of the Ilorticultural Society

is about 850 feet, and there is no difficulty in heating ;t. If you
cannot manage yours it must either be from want of skill, or be-

cause of some defect in the setting of the boiler; very likely the

latter.

Ammania,—A sack contains four bushels.

H. C. -We regret to say we do not know with certahity, and
cannot at present learn.

W* C.*s plant is Fernandezia lunifera.

Ana f11/mo us.—You may grow Grapes well in a fruiting Pme-
house, if you take the branches outside every year after the fruit

is ripe, and leave them outside till you begui again to force.

This may be done by having holes in the front wall, with a move,

able portion of the wall-plate just over them, so that by lifting

off the sashes and removing the piece of wall-plate the whole of

the head of the Vine may be lifted out.

WeUwisher.— Hmith*s "English Botany" is published with

coloured plates ; there is a cheap edition of it. For garden plants

the most extensive collections of figures are the " Botanical Re-

gister," the '• Botanical Magazine," and the " Botanical Cabinet"

(now complete in 20 volumes) ; all expensive works. There is no

cheap work on foreign botany, with plates, nor is it possible that

there should be ; of exotic plants the name is legion, and a mere

list of their names occupies two octavo volumes in double co-

lumns, and about l,6oo pages.
jc. C.—No two gardeners seem to agree about the cause of

shanking and shriveUing in Grapes. One assigns it to the cold-

ness and wetness of the soU. another to cold currents of air, and

a third to something else. We believe the first is the real cause,

and that if the border is kept drained and warm the malady will

disappear. Some Grapes are particularly subject to it.

M. W. H.—lf you are confident in your taste, you might con-

struct a piece of rough rockwork with any waste materials, and

it would be a much prettier object than a dead wall. The best

wav of making it will be to take a base of at least 20ft
,
ai)d to

terrace it irregulariy all the way to the top. If you prefer a

wall, plant on it the following Pears:—Marie Louise, Glout Mor-

ceau, Beurre Ranee. Winter Nelis, and Brown Beurre.

S. E. 1^.—Both Pines are from Guatemala, from the height of

3000 or 4000 feet. We do not know whether they are hardy or

not; we fear, however, that they will not bear the climate of

Durham. ^. ^
A Subscriber,~V^^e believe the best of the remedies for the

Caterpillar on Gooseberries is the HeUebore powder, recommended
by some of our correspondents.
A Constant Reader.—The best mode of usmg soap-suds as a

manure seems to be to let them accumulate in a tank with urine,

until they become putrid ; then to mix gypsum with them, or

sulphuric acid, untU the putrid effluvium ceases, and then to

employ the mixture in any way that may be most convenient.

Next week, or the week after, we shall have some very important

information to give as to the manner of forming manure
efliciently and economically. The manure now described should

be suitable to all kinds of crops ; a correspondent, however, says

it does not suit his Onions, but he does not state why.
Conrad.—The best time to plant out new Fias is during the

month of May, but they should never be put into the open ground
until they are two or three years old. They are all planted in the

open ground in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and the more

rare and young onea only were covered with a common hand-

glass the last winter, and not one ofthem has perished, although

some of them were ver>- small. The Ocote Pine (Pinua oocarp«)

U the uaawrest, not being hanliw thaa the CiuMy Pine iP* <»»•

riensis>. The new Pinks should be planted in an open situation,

but never in a low or very exposed one : place them, if possible,

in a sandy loam, where the subsoil is rather dry. P. palustris

(australis of some authors) is hardy, and was only killed in some
low damp situations by the severe winter of l83r-8. The follow-

ing Pines in your list are quite hardy, having stood 4i° below
zero in l83r-8. P. Brutia, Llaveana, Gerardiana (the true one),

Lambertiana, Monticola, Amabilis, Grandis. The following were
injmred or killed by the severe winter of 1837-8: P. halepensis,
insignis, australis, Pithyusa. The others in the list are all too
new, and consequently the plants too small, to decide upon their
hardiness. Probably your plant called P. Gerardiana was not
true, as P. longif61ia has been frequently sold for it. The soil

best suited for P. Lambertiana is a sandy loam.
J, S. S. S.—Your pit will do very well for all the purposes you

mention.
A Lady.—It is rather too late for root-pruning j it should be

done during the winter. We do not think the Cyclamens can be
had with certainty of the nurseryinen.

Messrs. Chapman.—'When you state that your Potato was ob-
tained by skill and perseverance you state nothing worth know-
ing. We cannot insert letters full of words without meaning.
If your Potato is really a distinct sort there can be no occasion
for mystery.
J, ^.— Laurels maybe planted now, but there is no time to

lose; it does not matter in what soil, provided it is not chalk.
Col, Mason.—The Auvergne Pea is an excellent dwarf variety

for summer use. The Black Melon of Caimes is one of the best
of the red-fleshed varieties.

A Constant Jitader.—Thc quickest remedy yet found for de-
stroying Sllgs is nitrate of soda and water; say lib. to a water-
ing-pot full of water, applied in the evening about nine o'clock,

and in the morning before daybreak. You must not, however,
apply this mixture overhead, or you will bring off all the young
leaves of your Strawberry plants. Lime-water will answer the
same purpose, if applied in the same manner, and perbcvered in

for some days ; and it is more convenient to use, because it will

not hurt the leaves,

A Clerical Inguirer,—The promised answer did not escape us.

You will find it at p. 7^7 for 1841.

Disciputus,—Your Apples, Nos. 1 and s, agreed with what is

called the New Golden Pippin, in having flesh not so yellow as

that of the Old Golden Pippin, and not so hiffh flavoured. You
should have severed the portions of roots which you intend to

graft before vegetation commenced j but you may do it imme-
diately, and graft upon them as you proceed,

J. iJ.—You must learn to distinguish between popular and
scientific language. In the former minute accuracy is not to be
looked for. You arc right in supposing that the flowers of Den-
drdbium speclosum form a raceme, and not a spike.

A, fi.—Your lime is now chalk, and will not make lime water.

For that purpose fresh quicklime is indispensable.

A Lady's inquiry about Vines is answered elsewhere to-day

among these notices. Syringing will assist the buds to break.

Any Grape may be forced in Mr. Knight's way, but try the Black

Hamburgh.
R. A. and /. K.—We can give no opinion about Cinerarias

without seeing the plants. The first is handsome, but very like

some we have in London ; the second is coarse, and a bad colour,

but it may have compensating properties. R. A.*s Gourd seed we
should he glad to receive.

Atob —The mode of growhig Potatoes mentioned by you is

old. We are not aware of the Mole Cricket behig luminous.

Lindley'9 ••Synopsis of the British Flora and Elements of Bo-

tany " wia set you going. A microscope for botanical purposes

vanes in price from 5s. to 5/.

A Subscriber will find the information he wants at p. 142 of the

present volume.
Her is answered in the Home Correspondence to-day.

A Constant Reader.— ^o. \ is Jasminum revolutum j 2, Pit-

tijsporum Tobira ; and 3, Saxifraga oppositif61ia.

A Youtig Garde7ier,—There are several monthly works, price

sixpence.
If A Friend at Exeter will refer to our last year's volume, pp.

19, 227, 649, and 753, he will find some good directions on the

cultivation of Dahlias.

X. Z.-You will not be able to grow two kinds of Cucumber
in the same frame unmixed. For your Melons it is of little con-

sequence whether you use a one or a two-light box.

jl, //.—Krom the state in whidi your specimens were in. we
could not name them all with certainty. Those which we have

made out are, l, a Paliurus of some kind? 11, Schinus molie;

14, a Gnaphalium; 15, a Casuarina ; 16, a Melaleuca; and 17,

apparently a leaf of the common Holly.

Erratum.— P. 160. col. i, line 36, for " the nitiate was never

employed when,*' read '* was here employed when."
As u«ual, many letti^ra have arrived too late for ansvers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Sir Kobert Peei last night laid before the House of

Commons the views of Government in reference to the

financial and commercial policy of the country. In a

speech of nearly five hours' duration, the Rt. Hon. Ba-

ronet developed the present condition of the revenue, and

stated that the deficiency amounts to no less than four

millions seven hundred thousand pounds. To meet this

he said that he would propose no tax on articles of con-

sumption, and would add to none of the existing taxes ;

that he believed we had arrived at the limits of taxation,

and that whatever might be the financial difficulties in

which the legislature is placed, they must so adapt their

measures that they will not bear upon the comforts of the

labouring classes. He then proposed to adopt a property

tax for three years, so that the incomes of this country

should bear a charge not exceeding three per cent.; any

income under 150/. to be exempt ; and that all funded

property, whether held by foreigners or by British sub-

jects, should be included within the operations of thii

measure.

The Overland Mail from India and China, which kft

Marseilles on the 1st Feb., reached town on Tuesday. It

was partly anticipated by the arrival of the India steam-

ship last week, and the public were, therefore, prepared

in a great measure for the distressing intelligence it

conveys. We regret to state that the reverses of the

army in Cabul are confirmed in aU their melancholy de-

tails ; the first advices announced that the murder of -ir

Alexander Burnes had been followed by that of the Cooa-

mander-in-Chief, Sir W. H. Macnaghten, who
^
Ĵ^'

cherously shot by Akhbar Khon, son offf '^ff^^^^^
under circumsUnces of great atrocity ;

b"t ^^^/

JC
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elyters, however, hatd b*eu received, which, if w« may r

on their authority, unhappily remove these hope§, and

iMTe no doube of the fate of the troops. It is stated by

th«s« accounts that the troops evacuated Cabul under

a convention, and were attacked as soon as they quitted

their cantonments. Their march h described as one con-

tinued fight against an orerwhelming (brce ; the native

troops whicii had hitherto borne a!! the privations of the

campaign with exemplary loyalty and fortitude, are said

to have been disorganised and scattered ; and if we can

believe these letters there would appear to be little pro-

bability that the main body escaped annihilation. Some
doubt, however, exists as to the accuracy of the source

from which the morning papers have derived this melan-

choly intelligence. Sir R. Sale was still in a strong position

at Jellalabad ; a large body of our troops is &tationt:d at

Candahar, and Ghuznee is well garrisoned. Our news

from China comes down to Dec. 13th ; no event of im-

portance had occurred subsequently to the occupation of

Kingpo, but an advance againstCanton was expected in con-

sequence of the repeated infringements of the truce on the

part of the Chinese.—From France we learn tliut consider-

able excitement prevails in Paris on the subject of the recent

debates in the British Parliament, during which Lord

Aberdeen declared that bis opinion remains unchanged

respecting the French conquests in Algiers ; and it is ex-

pected that the question v^jll give rise to another manifes-

tation on the part of the Opposition, which may seriously

embarr.^^ Ministers. The projected conspiracy for re-

viewing civil war in Spain is said to be suspended for a

time in consequence of the preparations made by the Re-

gent to resist the moreraent.—Letters from Madrid con-

firm this statement, and announce that an immediate out-

break is no longer apprehended. The Government, how-
ever do not relax in their precautionary measures ; and

continue to assemble on the frontiers andtroops

on the coast,

laarn from Lisbon

on

In readiness for active service. — We
that the new Ministrv has been

at

definitively organised, Senhor Costa Cabral, the abet-

tor of the Chartist movement at Oporto, being ad-

mitted to a seat in the Cabinet. Public affairs are begin-

ning to assume a more settled aspect, and the troops are

iradually returning to their allegiance.—The accounts from

the Levant arc not of great importance ; the disputes be-

tween Turkey and Greece arc not yet satisfactorily ar-

ranged, but the claims of the Porte have been strengthened

by the declaration of the French Cabinet, expressing its

disapprobation of the proceedings of Greece»-The five great

Powers have offered a protest against the changes in the

government of the Lebanon, and have expressed their

hope that these arranir^^ments are not definitive.

fBome Krtos.
Couar.—Iler JIajesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, continue in the enjoyment
of excellent health. Tlie Queen and Court left Brighton
on Tuesday, and arrived at Euckingham Palace on the
afternoon of the same day, where her Majesty still con-
tinues. Her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied by
the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, visited the
Queen Dowager on Wednesday at Marlborough House;
and on the evening of the same day the Queen honoured
Covent Garden Theatre with her presence- Her Majesty
iKtU a Court at Buckingham Palace on Thursday. The
Queen has caused cards to be issued for a grand dinner at
Buckingham Palace on Wednesday nest, on which dav her
Majesty holds her first levee this season. The Countess
of Churlemont will succeed the Countess of Dnnmore as
lAdy-in-waiting on the Queen on Tuesday. His Serene
Highness the Duke Ferdinand, and the Princes Augustus
and Paul Leopold, took their departure on Monday from
the Pavilion, Brighton, for Dover, on their return to the
Continent.

Parllamenfary MovemenU,— K. requisition has been
presented to Lord Alfred Hervey, inviting his Lordship
to become a candidate for the representation of Brighton,
vacant by Mr. Wigney's bankruptcy. It was presented
to his Lordship on TbursJay, to v^hich he returned an an-
awcr of compliance.

Tl%h.'scT..~AJg€Tia—The papers are occupied at great
length vfith the subject of Sir R. Peel's reply to Mr. SheiPs
question ia the House of Commons a few nights since as
to whether the account given by M. Guizot, in the French
Chamber of Deputies, of a conversation between Lord
Aberdeen and AI. de St. Aniaire. the French Ambassador
at London, on the subject of the French conquests in Africa
was correct. The question appears to have excited the
greatest sensation, not only among the journalists, but the
|jobltc generally. The anxiety of the government to show
that the British Cabinet no-longer thought of "objecting '*

to the preMnce of the French in Africa, and which it

assumed was declared by Sir R. Peel, is proved by a sum-
mons issued by the Prefect of Police to the editors of the

opposition newspapers to insert a rectification of the ver-

aion of the right hon. Baronet's speech. The Prefect

complains of the omission in the report published in France,

of ** the principal sentence used by Sir R. Peel, and which

f
roved the falsehood oi the assertions of those journals/'

t appearis that the version of th« speech in question first

reached Paris on Thursday^ as published in a London
•feaing paper ; but this differed from the correct tcxsIob

in the morning papers, by the omission of the words *' he

did not know that there was any substantial difference

between them," meaning the two Tersions of the conver-

sation between the French Ambassador and Lord Aberdeen.

The '^M^.^ager" and •* Moniteur Parisien " of Friday

night printed the reports as given in the morning papers,

and the government fearing that the opposition prints

would not copy the correction, applied the summons of the

Prefect of Police, by virtue of the September Press Laws.

It is expected that the question will cause an explosion on

the part of the opposition in the Chamber of Deputies,

which may serve seriously to embarrass ministers : and the

papers already assail M. Guizot on the subject, with great

violence. They contend that it is in vain for him to draw

conclusions from the similarity of '* observation " to •'ob-

jection/' so long as England shall continue to withhold

its recognition of the right of France to her African con-

quests.—Accounts from Algiers of the 25th ult. announce

the return of Gen. Bugeaud to that city from Oran. The
** Journal de St. Etienne " of the 4th inst. states that the

Duke of Nemours had passed through that city on his way

to Africa : but no mention is made of his Royal Highness's

departure in the Paris papers.

Affairs of Spain.—The projected conspiracy to rekin-

dle civil war in Sj^ain is said to have failed, and to be

given up, at least for a time. The subject, however, still

occupies much space in the journals, and various reports

relating to it are published by them, though little authen-

tic seems to be known. The '* National " states that the

following was the plan of attack meditated by the Spanish

emigrants, and it does not consider that it is even yet

entirely abandoned. ** Instructed by the experience of the

last defeats, and by the error which they committed in

concentrating all their efforts on one point, they determined

on this occasion to make the attack on three different

points. By this they expected to obtain a double advan-

tage—the Regent would be either compelled to remain at

Madrid to protect the seat of government, and then the

insurrection would have time to be consolidated in the

provinces ; or, repeating the manosuvre which proved so

successful in the month of Oct., he would advance rapidly

upon one of the threatened points, and then the other two

invading parties would have marched straight to Madrid,

re-established Queen Christina's government, and fallen

simultaneously upon the Regent, who would have been

taken between two fires. The points designed for attack

were Catalonia, the Basque provinces, and the frontiers of

Portugal ; and the three generals who were to direct the

attacks on those points had even been appointed : one of

whom had set out furnished with a large sum of money
;

taking the road to Perpignan through Montauban and. Tou-
louse." The ** Constitutionnel " says that Gen. Ramon
Narvaez, whose arrival in Paris was lately announced, had
gone, towards the close of Feb., to London, and thence to

Falmouth, with the intention ofembarking for Lisbon ; that

on reaching Falmouth, however, he received a letter from
London, recalling him to Paris, where he is at present.

That the day after his arrival In the capital he was joined
by a person named Angeio, coming from Gibraltar, who
was lodged in the same hoTel. The same journal adds
that several Ciiristino chiefs have been summoned to Paris,

where they are now holding a sort of council of war.
The French journalists comment with some severity on the

debates in the Houses of Lords and Commons a few nights
since on the affairs of Spain. •

The Chambers.—The law for raising the usnal number
of 80,000 men in 1842 has passed the Chamber of Depu-
ties. Marshal Soult declared that his law, organising the
reserve, was not yet ready, but that it would be soon pre-
pared. The general opinion, however, appears to be, that
it will not be discussed this year. The marshal said that

he had no need of a law to term the reserve the portion of
the 80,000 men that he pleased. The proposal to inquire
into the formation of the jury lists was rejected by the
bureaus of the Chamber of Deputies on Monday. M.
Guizot, though suffering from influenza, attended in his
bureau to oppose it. The report on the Secret Fund had
been read. The commission approve the grant, but re-

commend that next year it be included in the regular
budget. The debate on the Secret Fund was fixed for

Thursday.

Spain,—Our intelligence from Madrid is to the 2d inst.

The 27th ult. being the birthday of the Regent, deputa-
tions of both Chambers waited on him with addresses of
congratulation. The Regent's address in reply concluded
with an assurance that *' whenever Her Majesty should
attain her majority, he hoped to resign into her royal hands
the government and the constitutional institutions of the
country, which he trusted would then be firmly established;
when he would again merge ^moiig the people, and consi-
der himself happy in having contributed his mite towards
insuring the independence of his countryt" He concluded
his address to a deputation from the National Guard as
follows;

—

*\I repeat it, National Militia, I stand in no
dread of all the despots in the world, because, what can
they do, when a nation wishes to be free, and is influenced
by a love of liberty ?

*' The Queen sent him a bouquet of
flowers oa the same occasion, with an autograph note to
the following effect :—" My dear Espartero, allow me to
offer you nay congratulations upon your saint's day, and to
wish you every happiness and many returns of the day.
Belie*e in the esteem of your Queen Isabella." Govern-
ment is said to be in possession of positive proofs of the
Carlo-Christiao conspiracy for an insurrection in Spain,
but the danger of «n immediate outbreak as slated under
our French news seems to have passed. The President
of the Council, in reply to a violent speech of Gen. \ igo
in the Cortes, on the 1st inst, stated that he had no fauit
to find with the FrenchGoveruraent. He was well aware of
the Conspiracy of the Spanish refugees tn France ; but he

added that the Cabinet was on the alert, and that it made
representations on the subject to the French Ministrv
In the Chamber of Deputies on the 2Gtli ult. the bill con-
taining'the modification of the/wero5 of the Basque pro-
vinces was presented by the Minister of the Interior. This
appears to be regarded as an indication of strength on the
part of Government, It is stated that Sir R. Peel's replr
in the House of Commons to Col. Fox, and the declara-
tion in the Senate of Seiior Gonzales, that the British
Government had declared in favour of the Regency in
respect to the affair of the Salvandy credentialsj had caused
a favourable impression in the Spanish capital. The
journals inform us that the hopes entertained at Madrid
of an amicable arrangement with the Holy See have
ceased, the Pope having published an apostolic letter, in
which, after enumerating his several causes of complaint
against the Spanish Government, he alludes to the law
recently presented to the Cortes, whichhe terms execrable
and represents it as threatening the Catholic religion with
complete destruction. The apostolic letter terminates with
ordenng prayers to be offered up by the Church in favour
of the Spanish nation.—Our accounts from Barcelona are

to the 27th ult., at which date that city enjoyed complete
tranquillity. Colonels Prim and Atmeller had been
appointed to the command of the flying columns which
had been organised for the surveillance of the frontiers of
Catalonia. Several amnestied cahecillas connected with
the Carlo-Christino conspiracy had been shot. Two chiefs,

named Espaculella and Ramisa, taken prisoners in the

neighbourhood ofVich, had likewise been put to death.

Three inhabitants of San Pedro de Torello, acting as agents

to Felip, had been imprisoned at Vich, and the latter was
closely pursued by the Queen's troops, A French agent

is said to have been lodged in prison at Barcelona, for

having been detected enlisting men to join the Carlo-

Christino conspiracy, A small guerilla of 25 men had
also made its appearance near Santa Colosna, in Cata-

lonia, but the National Guards were in close pursuit of

them. All was quiet at Valencia on the 25th ult. • Private

accounts from San Sebastian, dated the 2d inst., state,

that Alcala, Commander-in-Chief of the Basque provinces,

was then inspecting the line of outposts along the Ei-

dassoa and the Navarrese frontier. Suspicious persons

were continually arriving at Bayonne, for the supposed
purpose of preparing the way for the contemplated Carlo-

Christino movement ; and Gen. Harispe had been in-

structed to hold the artillery in readiness for active

service, and the soldiers of that department and of the

cavalry were daily exercised—a practice unusual at this

season of the year. Letters from Algesiras of the 23d

ult. state that the British authorities of Gibraltar, in con-

junction with those of the adjoining Spanish districts,

continued to exercise the strictest surveillance along the

coast. The apprehensions of an invasion on that side

appear to have been so general at Tarifa, that the principal

inhabitants were quitting the town, carrying with them
their most Taluable articles.

Portugal,—We have received intelligence from Lisbon

to the 28th ult., brought by the Tagus steamer. A new
Ministry had been formed by the Duke of Terceira, s\hich

was composed as follows: — President of the Council,

War, and Foreign Affairs—Duke of Terceira ; Home De-
partment, Antonio Bernardo da Costa Cabral ; Ecclesias-

tical Affairs and Justice, Antonio Azovedo Mello e Car-

vello ; Marine, Antonio Joze Maria Campelhos \ Finance,

Joao de Oliveira (Baron Tojal.) The bank, it is said,

supported this arrangement, as also the tobacco contrac-

tors ; and the former had supplied 130 contos for the pay-

ment of the troops. Baron Tojal had decided upon adher-

ing to the contract made by his predecessors ; and orders

had already been given that the 2000 contos' of Regency
bonds, which the company was to purchase, should be

then cancelled and destroyed. On the 22d ult. Mons.
Capaccini, Envoy Extraordinary from Rome, was admitted
to an audience at the Palace of the Necessidades. He
delivered his credentials with the usual ceremonies, and
was received by their Majesties in a cordial and flattering

manner. It is stated that the Pope himself was to be

godfather to the expected Prince or Princess. The Queen
being near her confinement, a decree of the 28th ult,

ordains that all public business be transacted by the King*

Don Fernando, with the power of her signature.—Senhor
Aguilar, the Spanish Minister, had returned to Lisbon,

having come passenger from Cadiz by the Tagus steamer*

Affairs at Lisbon apjjeared to be assuming again a more
settled aspect. The Queen had given a dinner party to

the chief members of the diplomatic body, the Duke of Ter-

ceira, and the Ministers. Some of the Oporto troops had
already returned ; it appears that they mustered at Coim-
bra stronger than was calculated, amounting to nearly

GOOO men. The Nationals of Cadiz had serenaded and

feasted the Conde das Antas,and a toast was given to the

restoration of the liberties of the Portuguese, to which the

Count duly responded. Col. Pezuela had left Lisbon for

France on a mission. Pezuela, it will be remembered,
was one of those who attacked the Madrid palace in

October,

GERMANY.—Tt is asserted in the diplomatic circles

that Baron Neumann will succeed Prince Esterhazy as

Ambassador to the Court of London. The journals of

the 1st inst. announce the death of the Count D'Alcudia,

the former agent of Don Carlos at Vienna. The Count,

it is said, had sacrificed his entire fortune 'to the cause of

that Prince, and had reduced himself to a state of embar-

rassment. A Vienna letter mentions that two members
of the central railroad commission, M. Ghigo, head engi-

neer of the Emperor Ferdinand*s railroad, and the Baron

de Lehr, chief architect of the Vienna and Raab line, have

been ordered by the Emperor to proceed without delay to

Uic Unit^ States to inspect the principal lines of rail-
*
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roads, and to report on their merits. They are to be ac-

companied by four pupils of the imperial Polytechnic

School, and are to go by way of Liverpool. A Gallician

Israelite, named Danemarc, is at present the subject of
general conversation at Vienna, in consequence of his ex-

traordinary memory. At twelve years of age he could
repeat the Talmud by heart. He was lately presented in

his Polish costume to Prince Metternich^ at a soiree com-
posed of philosophers and distinguished naturalists. The
Cologne Gazette says that Prince Albert, consort of the
Oueen of England, contemplates paying a visit to Cobuig,
the Prussian Court, and the camp near the castle of Bruhi,
in the neighbourhood of Cologne ; and that the journey
appears to be decided upon, as the proper authorities have
already received instructions to prepare for his reception.

The King has conferred the Order of the Black Eagle on
H. R. Highness. Baron Schleinitz, the Prussian Secre-
tary of Legation, who, on the departure of his Excellency
Baron Bulow for Frankfort, acted for some months as
Charge d'Affaires at London, has left for Berlin, having
been appointed by his Sovereign to a high situation in

the state. Baron Canitz has succeeded as Secretary of
Legation.

Russia.—According to letters from St. Petersburgh, it

is expected in that capital, that on the celebration of the
25th anniversary of the marriage of their Imperial Majes-
ties, in the course of the summer, a comprehensive am-
nesty will be published; allowing all the exiles, without
exception, to return home, and to have their estates re-

stored without any restriction. It is thought that this

idea must have been long since contemplated by Govern-
mentj as all the confiscated estates are under the manage-
ment of a special commisaion, and no portion of them has
yet been disposed of for dotations. It is announced
that Government was about to raise a loan to the amount
of 50.000 silver rubles through the houses of Rothschild
and Hope. The late report of the failure of a banking
liouse at St. Petersburgh is stated to be unfounded, but
considerable distress is said to exist amongst the manufac-
turing classeB- The late reduction in the army appears
to have furnished an opportunity to some officers who
were implicated in the conspiracy which broke out at the
death of the late Emperor Alexander, to renew their at-

tempts to excite disaffection amongst the troops by distri-

buting pamphlets calculated to cause dissatisfaction at the
late measures. The Emperor, whosepersonal courageis pro-
verbial, is said to have been quite astounded when informed
of these facts ; but when he recovered from the shock, he
ordered the suspected officers to be banished, some to Si-
beria, and others transferred to the army of the Caucasus-
Turkey.—The accounts received this week are not of

great interest. It is stated that Baron de Bourqueuey had
received fresh instructions from his Government relative
to the Turco-Greek question ; and that the French Cabi-
net does not approve of the proceedings of the Greek Go-
vernment, and wishes that the just demands of the Porte
be complied with. It was feared that this event, which
appears to have been unexpected, would strengthen the
determination of the Turkish Government, not to yield
on this point. The same accounts state that, in answe^
to the explanations demanded by Baron Bonrqueney, the
Ottoman Cabinet has declared that it never contemplated
any change in the actual form of government at Tunis.
It is said that Sir S. Canning has made an application to
the Porte to pay the pensions to the widows of the Eng-
lish, sailors and marines killed in Syria; the result of
which, however, is not stated. On the 10th ult. a depu-
tation of dragomans from the representatives of the Five
Great European Powers proceeded in a body to the Sub-
lime Porte, for the purpose of offering a unanimous protest
against the late changes in the Government of the moun-
tain districts of Syria. The deposition of the native chief
Emir Cassim,andthe appointment in his place of a Turk-
ish Pacha, are the measures which, it is said, have called
for this intervention. Care, however, was taken to divest
it of everything like a compulsory character, and the dra-
gomans are said to have been instructed merely to inti-
mate a hope on the part of their respective Governments,
that these steps were not definitive. The reply of the
Porte had not been made known. — Private correspond-
ence, received by way of Vienna, of the 25th ult., states,
that the reported intrigues which the Russian Government
is said to have been for some time past carrying on in
Wallachia had at length succeeded in their object ; and
the Hospodar Ghika had been obliged to leave Bucharest
in consequence of the excitement which prevailed among
the Boyars.

-Egypt.—Our Alexandria news presents nothing of po-
litical interest. The Pacha was still up the country,
supposed to be at Esneh, and Col. Harnett had returned
to Alexandria.

Ikdia,—The anxiously-expected India and China mail^
which left Bombay on the 1st Feb., reached Marseilles on
Saturday morning: a telegraphic despatch, communicat-
ing the heads of the intelligence thus brought, was receivedm Paris on Sunday evening, and in London by extraordi-
nary express on Tuesday morning. The details were re-
ceived on Wednesday, and contain the following import-
tot, though disastrous, intelligence. The news of the
inost exciting interest is still connected with the struggle
carried on in the town and neighbourhood of Cabul. Ru-
aaoursand alarming reports are rife ; but being contradic-
tory, it is difficult to determine what degree of credit is to
DC attached to them. The winter season and the stopping
Of the mountain passes by snow, a« well as the disturbed
state of the country around the scenea of conilict, had pre-
sented the arriral of accurate intelligence- The chief
facts on which reliance can be placed are, that after the
^Uireak of the insurrection of the 2d Nov., and the mur-
o«r ofSr A, Bunxea and seTeral other officers, tlie inux-

gents, who are said to consist chiefly of the Ghilzee tribes,
made attempts to destroy the six thousand Eriiish
soldiers in the Bala Hissar and the intrenched
camp, but up to the end of December they, although
stated to be ten times their number, had not succeeded.
There were several engagements, and some severe fight-

ing, in which British oflBcers were killed and wounded, on
the 19th Nov., when an attempt was made to send am-
munition from the camp to the Bala Hissar, and on the

22d, when the eneoay showed himself on the heights, on
the 29th, and the 1st and 4th Dec, and also on the 13th

and 23d of the latter month. The enemy did not, how-
ever, succeed in their attempts to overcome the British.

The great want in both the stations of the British troops

is stated to be food and clothing ; for it appears that, un-
fortunately, the commissariat stores were so placed as to

be seized by the enemy on the first attack, the consequence
of which was that many lives were lost in endeavouring

to send the necessaries from one place to another. Mahom-
med Akhbar Khan, the son of Dost Mahommed, joined

the insurgents on the 25th Nov., and his presence is stated

to have contributed to extinguish some dissensions

amongst the chiefs, as well as to inspirit their troops. He
pretended also to endeavour to enter into terms with the

British Envoy and Commander-in-Chief, and on pretence

of making arrangements with Sir W. H. M*Naghten,
invited him to a conference near a bridge. Sir \V. IL
M'Naghten went there, accompanied by four officers and
a small escort. He and Mohammed Akhbar had some
conversation, when the latter abused the British Ambassa-
dor, drew a pistol, and when the shot missed, drew ano-

ther, and firing into his breast, killed him on the spot.

Capt. Trevor, 3d Bengal Cavalry, one of the escort, who,
on seeing the first pistol fired, rushed to the rescue of Sir

W. H. M'Naghten, was cut down, and the three other

officers were made prisoners. It appears that Mohammed
Akhbar had arranged an ambuscade near the spot. The
head of Sir W. H. M'Naghten was subsequently cut off,

decorated with the green spectacles which Sir William I

used to wear, and in that state paraded through the town
by order of the son of Dost Mohammed. The care of the

Cabul mission has been taken by Major Eldred Pottinger,

whose reputation has been established since the gallant de-

fence of Herat. Hopes appear to be entertained of his

being enabled, either to defend his position until succour

arrives, or else to mate terms for the withdrawal of his

brave companions. Among the deaths reported arc those

of Gen. Elphinstone, said to have resulted from an attack of

gout, caused by fatigue ; Col. Mackerell, H.M. 44th Reg.
;

CoL Oliver, 5th Bengal Native Infantry; Capts. Mack-
intosh, Laing, and Walker, of the same regiment ; and
Capt. Westmacott, 37th Bengal Native Infantry. In the

mean time, the utmost exertions are making by the Go-
vernment of Bengal and Bombay, to send troops touards

the scenes of conflict. Sir R. Sale, the departure of

whose brigade from Cabul in Oct. was the signal for the

insurrection, has established a strong position at Jellala-

bad, whither two convoys and two brigades are marching
from Peshawur, The spirited conduct of this officer and
of his brigade has obtained the highest praise. If the

forces in Cabul, which is 90 miles distant from Jellalabad,

could hold out for some time longer, it was supposed in

Bombay that the speedy defeat of the Affghans, who were

still disunited as much as ever, would be easily effected.

There is a large corps of British troops at Candahar and

its neighbourhood. Ghuznee is also well garrisoned, so

that it was thought, however desirous the Affghans there

might be of revolting, they would not attempt it until the

fate of Cabul is known. Scinde is also tranquil. In the

interior of India tranquillity prevails generally. There
have been some slight disturbances in the Nizam's country,

caused by some small disaffected chieftains, and at dif-

ferent stations of the military, by some of the regiments

discussing their rights to batta, or additional pay; but

they are not of any moment. Tharawaddie is tranquil, and
engaged in destroying the city of Rangoon and building

another, which be calls Voh-a-lah-ban. The Nepaulese

are also inactive. The news of the Sikhs in Thibet under

Zorawar Singh is still unfavourable to them, but nothing

is said of their total defeat. In Bombay there is a general

mourning ordered by Government for three weeks, in con-

sequence of the death of Sir W. H. M'Naghten, the late

Governor elect. Just before the departure of the mail the

most alarming rumours were circulated at Bombay re-

specting Cabul, but nothing official was published, and

these reports met with little credit. The rumours in

question were that Cabul had fallen ; that the whole Bri-

tish foice there, amounting to about six thousand men,
had been annihilated ; and that Lady M'Naghten and the

ladies of the officers, sixteen in number, had been carried

into captivity by tlie Affghans. As stated above, how-
ever, these are no more than rumours, that were consi-

dered to require confirmation. The '* Times'* of yesterday

states that the worst can no longer be doubted of the un-
happy troops at CabuL Accounts have been received in

town which can be implicitly relied upon, and from which
the following is an extract :

*' On the 18th Jan. Dr. Bry-
don staggered into Jellalabad, wounded and confused from
suffering and fatigue. He relates that our people quitted

Cabul under the Convention agreed upon by Major Pot-
tinger^on the 5thinst. The cantonment was immediately
occupied by the Affghans, and the English were almost in-

stantly attacked. The march became and continued a

constant fight. At the Khoord Cabul Pass, about 10 miles

from Cabul, the ladies vpere sent back, under an escort of

Ukbar Khan*s people, who promised to protect them. At
Tezeen General Elphinstone and Col. Shelton were made
prisoners. The native troops became disorgaoised and

scaUered. At Jagdaluk, 400 of her Majesty's 4 4 tfa, who

hmi before Iticpi wdl tcsgetkerr became diiorfuiwed sl$o,

broke and scattered. Beyond this the Doctor kngws no-

thing, having with the greatest difficulty preserved his own
life. He gives the names of seven officers whom he knows
to have fallen. Brigadier Anguetil, Major Ewart, and
Lieutenant Sturt are among them. Some stragglers may
have escaped, but there is little hope^that the main body
have been anything but annihilated* We gave up six

hostages before leaving the cantonment, Webb, Walsh,
Connolly, and three others, chosen, I suppose, by lot.

There is more hope, perhaps, for the women than for any
one else. General Elphinstone (the report of whose death
must have been erroneous) and Col. Shelton were taken
prisoners. Something like a treaty, not very reputable to
us, preceded the march of the troops."
China.—Our news from China by the Overland Mail

extends to the 13th Dec. The latest account* from the
expedition, which had reached Macao, srate that no event
of importance had occurred subsequent to the occupation
of Ningpo.^ It was, however, reported that a portion of
the expedition had proceeded against Hong-choo-foo.
Sir W. Parker and Sir H. Pottinger, when last heard of,

were at Chusan. The latter had expressed an intention
of retxirning to Hong Kong, and his arrival at that place
was daily looked for. When the mail left Macao on the
13th Dec, a vessel was in tight supposed to bell.M.S.
Cruizer, with the Plenipoteiitiary. It was generally un-
derstood that immediately on Sir Henry's arrival, instruc-

tions would be issued for an advance against Canton; the
Chinese having committed repeated infringements of the

truce, by repairing the old and erecting new fortificationf,

as also by obstructing the navigation of the river above
Whampoa. Great activity haa been displayed by the
commanders of Her Majesty*s ships of war, in carrying

out^he orders of the Admiral, for putting a stop to the
Chinese coasting trade, as also to that with Japan, Java,
and Manilla, by seizing their junks, and bringing them
into Hong Kong and Chusan,—many hundreds of all sizes,

from 20 tons and upwards, having already been captured.

No molestation, however, is offered to junks bona Jide
proceeding to the British settlements in the Straits.

Cape of Good Hope.—We have received Cape of

Good Hope papers to ihe2Gth Deceuiber. Trade generally

was under much depression in the settlement, which ap-

pears to be attributed as well to a want of efficient labour-

ers as to monetary and other causes. The colonists were
doing all in their power to overcome the former evil, hav-

ing subscribed liberally towards a guarantee of the ex-

penses incurred in securing the requisite supply of free

Africans, who have been captured by Her Majesty's

cruisers and taken into St. Helena. A memorial had been

forwarded from the inhabitants of the Cape to the Home
Government, praying that a representative legislature may
be granted them, and it appears that the document comes
supported by the sanction of the Governor.
United States.— We hav% three arrivals this week

from the United States, the packet ships Solon, Rochester,
and England ; the former of which arrived at Liverpool on
Sunday, and the latter on Wednesday evening. By these

conveyances we have papers four days later than those

received by previous arrivalf;. Their contents, however,
are not important. In the Senate, Mr. Clay brought for-

ward on the 15lh ult. his project for raising an increased

and adequate revenue from duties on imports. He pro-
poses to raise 26,000,000 dollars by such duties ; but
this amount of revenue cannot be obtained by foreign im-
ports, without adopting a higher rate than 20 per cent., as

provided for in the Compromise Act, he will, it was
thought, propose a rate of 30 per cent. Mr. Clay inti-

mated that he had consulted his friends in the Senate on
the subject of these propositions, and there was a general

concurrence as to the propriety of some of the resolutions,

but a dissent from others. It would be necessary to de-

liberate upon them, and those which were adopted might
be made the basis of bills. Mr. Calhoun remarked upon
the importance of the resolutions, and said they proposed
to iibanuon the Compromise Act, and impose new and
permanent burdens on the people. Mr. Clay did not
wish, he said, to anticipate the discussion of the resolu-

tions at this time, but he would, at a proper time, under-
take to prove that the proposition to raise 2^,000,000
dollars from duties did not involve any violation of the

spirit of the Compromise Act, but, on the contrary, car-

ried out the principles of that act. The resolutions were
ordered to be printed. The only remarkable proceeding
in the House of Representatives had been the refusal of
members appointed to the committee on foreign relations

to act, inconsequence of Mr. J. Q. Adams being its chair-

man. The committee, owing to the resignation of its

members, has been temporarily broken up. Mr. Gushing
asked leave, on the ITth ult., to report, in part, from the
select committee on the currency, and present a bill,

which was granted, and the same was read twice by its

title, referred to the committee of the whole house on the
State of the union, and ordered to be printed. The plan

of finance reported by Mr. Ciishing is, in substance, the

same which was proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury,

but notified so as to remove some of the objections.

West Indies.—The Royal Mall steamer Tharoet,

Capt. Hast, R.N., arrived at Falmouth on Thursday, beiog^

the first return voyage of the great national line of steamers

between this country and the immense southern states on

the other side of the Atlantic. She sailed from Havannah

on the lith Feb. ; from Nassau on the IPth ,- from Ber-

ratida on the 23d ; and from Fayal on the 5th mst, Ibe

Solway and Forth were at Harannah, and the Tsy was on

the point of leaving for Turk's fsJsnd, so that the effective

service of the Company is noir in full operation,

only news of political intei^fit is connected m^ some dis-

turbances on the eastern dde of Havannah, Troops have

bfCft ordered tQ ma^E^ktoti^ district, sad tlie *hip» of

The
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war on the station are under orders to sail at a moment s

notice. Government, it is said, are also determined to

take serious step* with regard to the runaway negroes on

the southern coast. The Thames was delayed tor upwards

of a week in waiting for the Jamaica mail, and was at last

obliffed to sail without it. The establishment of this line

of steamers had produced a great sensation in all the

states of South America, and their arrival had been re-

ceived with cordial demonstrations of satisfaction at the

increased facilities of communication with England.

South x^merica.—The accounts from Texas are to

the 24th Jan. The Texans were still under apprehensions

of an attack from Mexico t and extensive preparations

were making to repel it. A bill had been introduced into

the Senate, directing the President to open negotiations

for annexing the Republic to the United States. An act

to fund the debt had passed that body ; and the Govern-

ment had been authorised to issue 150,000 dollars in ex-

change bills. Congress had passed a bill repudiating

Texas liabilities after the 1st Feb. ; and the old bonds or

notes of the Republic were not after that date to be taken

in payment of Government dues. An action is said to

have been fought on the 12th Dec, between the Buenos

Ayrean and Monte-Videan fleets. The result, however,

does not appear to be exactly known, but it was supposed

to have been in favour of the Monte-Yidean squadron.

The firing, which lasted two hours, was heard at Monte-

Video.—Lima papers to the I6th Dec. state that Gamarra,

who was in the south of Peru, had sent an order to Lopera

for the troops that were in the city ; but Lafuente and

Menezden refused to obey the order, because they appre-

hended a revolution if the troops left the city- There had

been three or four attempts to assassinate Sir James Wil-

son, the British Envoy, which had caused a great sensa-

tion throughout the Peruvian republic. It was generally

believed that these attempts were at the instigation of

Geo. Lafuente.

^adianunt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday, —hi answer to aninfjuiry hy Lord Campbell, the Lord

Chancellor gaid he would introduce a measure on the subject of

the Bankrupt Laws on Monday next, and that a bUi in reference

to the Ecclesiastical Courts was in preparation, and would be in-

troduced iu the other House of Parliament, under the care of the

Secretary of State. With respect to the Marriage BUI, he would
move the second reading- of the bill on Thursday, when it would
be the proper time to discuss the principle. Subsequently the

noble and learned Loid stated, in consequence of a remark made
by Lord Brougham, that he would be willing- to postpone the

Marriage Bill by one stage, in order to give time for the meeting
of the General Assembly of the Chufch of Scotland.

In consequence of a question from the Marquis of Clanricarde,

Lord Abkrdekn entered iiito an explaiiation of the misunder-
standing which bad arisen from an incorrect report of a conver-
sation between himself and the French Ambassador at this Court,

in reference to the occupation of Algeria by France The convcr-

Ration. he said, had been of a coufideiitial and familiar character.

He had never said, however? that he had no objection to make to

the establishment of the French in Algiers, but that he hadnow
no observation to make nn the subject, and that it waS his inten-

tion to remain silent. He fcitthat, after ten years of silence, any
objection now would have beenniisplacediandthecoursewhichit
would have been impossible for him to have adopted formerly was
now entirely consistent with propriety ; but it did not follow that

because an objection was not expressed it was not entertained.

His Excellency the French Ambassador, in comraunicatingr what
he cojvccived to be the substance of this conversation to M. Gui-

zot, had erroneously represented him as expressing acquiescence

in the continued possession by France of her conquests in Africa.

This supposed declaration on his part had been con.municated to

the French Chambers, and fearing: that inferences might be

drawn from it which his expressions were never intended to con-

vey, he had forwarded a despatch, coutauiiug a detail of what had
actualiy occurred, to our Ambassador at Paris, to remedy the

mistake.
Lord Mr.vTO called the attention of their Lordships to a speech

delivered by Sir C. Napier in the other House, w^hich, he said,

contained some unfounded charges against him for his conduct
while holding office as First Lord of the Admiralty, in unduly re-

ducing- the complement of men employed in each ship. To refute

these charges he quoted two letters from Sir R. Stopford, and ex-

plained the principle on which he bad acted in apportioning the

number of men to the force of the vessels iu which they serv ed.

Lord CoLCHKSTER defended Sir C. Napier, and remarked upon
the obvious inconvenience of noticing observations which had
beeti made in the other House. In this he was supported by the
Duke of Richmond and Lord Fitzgerald ; and a somewhat desul-

tory conversation ensued, which led to no result,

yKMrfrt^.—The LoRU Chancellor moved the appointment of

a committee to take into consideration the law in Ireland with
respect to Dissenters' marriages, with a view to remedy any de-

fects in it.

The Marriages (Ireland) Bill was read a second time.
The l^RD CHANCELLoa brought forward a bill to amend the

proceedings in cases of lunacy. As the law at present stood the

jurisdiction of the permanent Commissioners was confined to

a circuit of twenty miles from London, and beyond that distance

persons were employed who, from want of experience in a duty

of considerable delicacy, frequently committed mistakes which
entailedgrcat expense upon the estate of thelunatic. He proposed

that two Commissioners, to preside both in town and in the coun-
try, should be appointed, who should be paid, not— a^ at present

—by fees charged npon the estate, but by fiied salaries. A uni-

fotmity of system would thus be obtained while by vesting in

the Chancellor a discretionary powerof dispensingin certain cases

with twelve out of the 24 jurors, an item of expenditure

which pressed most heavily upon the parties concerned would be

materially reduced. He would give also to the Commissioners
power to obtain information which was now procured at a great

. sacrifice of time through the Masters' offices, and they should also

be constituted ex officio visitors of lunatics, with the right to exa-

mine into their treatment, either alone or with the ordinary visi-

tors. These were the general outlines of the bill, but the details

he reserved until it should be in committee.
Lord Brougham and Lord Cottenham both expressed their ap-

probation of the measure.
On the motion of Lord Dknmax, the Law of Evidence Improve-

ment Bill was read a second time, and the Committee fixed for

the furst Thursday after the recess. The principal objects of the

measure are, that persons interested in a suit may be exammed
as witnesscF. if not substantially parties to it ; that persons con-

victedol felony, at present incapacitated from giving evidence,

Bhall be competent to do so ; that a particular class of Baptists be

allowed to give evidence on affirmation, without being sworn ;

ana that the doubts now existing: as to the necessity of certain

l^tentments ofjuries beiny made on oath, be removed by an ex-

pT»M enactment. ^ . . ,

IffM toed Chi^c^UoT, Lord BrottgluuDi Ltfd W>iifor4 uid

Lord Campbell, briefly expressed themselves in favour of the gene-

ral principles of the bdl.
.

Thursday.^ After the presentation of various petitions on the Corn

laws, Presbyterian Marriages, and other subjects, the Marquis of

CLAXHiCAnuE said thAt the despatch which the Secretary for

Foreign Affairs had laid on the table of the House, on Monday,

respecting the conversation between himself and Count St.

Aulaire, the French Ambassador, was dated the 8th Jan.
j
but he

had observed in the public papers that reference had, more than

once since, been made to the subject m the French Chamber.

He wished to aslc the noble Eari whether any official answer to

the despatch had been made by the French Government }

The Eari of Aberuekk replied, none whatever.

In reply to a question from the Marquis of Laxsdowxe, the

Duke of Wellington replied that Government did not intend

to propose the withdrawal of the grant for national education in

Ireland, and that if any alteration at all were made, it would only

be with a view of improving the working of the system, and not

of depriving the people of Ireland of the benefit of it. He had

always supported the grant, and should continue to do so ;
and

certainly he should be one of the last persons to encourage any

alteration at present, or any at all, except such as, after mature

deliberation, should seem calculated to improve the working of

the system.
Eaxl Sta.vuope moved that there be laid on the table of the

House certain returns of the number of union workhouses in

England and Wales, showing the number of paupers adaiitted

into them in each year, from 1836 to 184 J, inclusive, &c. Also, a

return of the expenditure of such union, and the sums respect-

ively borrowed by them for the purpose of carrv-ing out the regu-

lations of the commission. Agreed to.— Earl Stanhope also

gave notice that when the Com Importation Bill came belore

their lordships for a second reading, he should move that it be

read a second time that day six months, and take the sense of

their lordships on the subject.

Lord Denmax laid on the table a bill to enable Baptists, m
certain cases, to give evidence by afhrmation.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday/.—After some unimportant preliminar)'- business, SirR.

Peel, in reply to a fiuestion by Mr. Mastbrmax, said that it was
the intention of Government that the modified duties on com
should come into operation at the earliest possible period after

the passing of the bill.

To an inquiry by Sir C. Napier. Mr. S. Herbert replied that

ihe question of an increased allowance to retired captains in the

navy was one for further consideration. At present be declined

to say anything on the subject.

Sir R. Pekl. in reference to a notice of motion lately given by
Mr. Shell, said he thought it best at once to say that it was his

intention to lay on the table the despatch addressed by the Earl

of Aberdeen to Lord Cowley on the subject of a conversation be-

tween the former noble Earl and the French Ambassador, respect-

ing the occupation of Algiers by France. He was induced to take

this step in the hope of preventing the inconvenience of discuss-

ing in the House of Commons what had taken place in the French
Chamber of Deputies j but if a debate were persisted in, he should

be quite prepared to take partinit. The Right hon. Bart, said he
entirely acquitted the Count de St. Aulaire, the French Ambas-
sador, of any intentional misrepresentation in his report to his

Government, however much he regretted that any misunderstand-
ing, such as had occurred, should have taken place.

In answer to a question from Mr. C. Wood, Sir R. Peel said

that he did not propose to renew the committee on the currency.
The subject was one which, he said, could be fitly considered only
by the executive government; but, pressed as he was with other
business, he could give no assurance that Government would
produce any measure relating to it in the course of the present
session,
Mr. Ferraxd called upon Mr. Cobden and Mr. Villiers to prove

their contradictions of his charges made on a previous evening
against the members of the Anti-corn League, especially respect-

iui; the truck- system—a system which he said, was not, indeed,
carried on in large towns, for there the shopkeepers would rise

against it. but in small places, where there was nobody to stand
between the manufacturers and their poor workmen. He re-

peated his undertaking, made on the former occasion, to prove
all his accusations, and stated that most of the spinning- masters
compelled their people to take cottages of them. He quoted
various letters from workmen to show that theloss of trade com-
plained of by the manufacturers was occasioned by their own
frauds in the fabrication of their goods, and not by the Corn-laws

;

and concluded by challenging members opposite to bring the
whole subject under the cognizance of a select committee. After
a few words from Mr. Villiers. who said that the duty of pro-
posing a committee lay, not on the manufacturers, but on the
member who had accused them, Mr. Ferrand stated that if no
member on the opposition side of the House should move for a
committee, he would himself before Easter give notice of such
a motion. The subject then dropped.
Mr. O'CoN'NELL.in moving for a return of the persons who had

registered arms in the county of Down, imputed a recent murder
in that county to the spirit of Orangeisra.
Lord Eliot gave some explanations, and expressed the regret

of Government. He believed, however, that the offence had be-
gun upon the Roman Catholic side. The production of the re-
turn was agreed to.

The House then went into Committee of Supply, and Sir H.
Haruinge brought forward the Army Estimates, proposing an
addition of l,4-(r men to the force voted in the last estimate,
making- a total of 9^,628 men, exclusively of the troops employed
in India. He explained the necessity of reliefs for some regi-
ments which had for many consecutive years been kept abroad

;

and observed that efficiency was the truest economy. Lord A,
Lennox thought that in tlie present state of our relations with
America and France, a larger force should have been proposed.
He wished, too. that more of encouragement should be bestowed
upon the service, in order to induce good men to join it,

Mr. Macaulay said a few words; and Sir H. Hardi.vge, in
making some additional observations, declaied that Her Majesty
had now six battalions in the completest order, ready at any
moment to be sent to nny quarter of the globe. Some conversa-
tion about tbedepAt system took place between Sir H. HARnixoB
and Lord J. Russell, in the course of which LordJohn expressed
his general concurrence in the vote.— Mr. Williams thought that
the statement of the Ways and Means ought to have preceded the
discussion of the Estimates. Therevenue fell short of the expen-
diture in the last year; and the expenditure in this year was
grreater than in the last. The deficiency was two-and-a-half mil-
lions last year, and this year it would be more. He saw no occa-
sion for so large a force, and would move a reduction.—After
some observations from Sir H. Douglas, a conversation ensued
between Sir C. Napikr and Sir T. TaorBRiDGB, respecting the
effective state of the British fteet during the late operations on
this coast of Syria, iu the course of which the latter strongly con-
troverted the opinion of the former that cur ships, even with the
small complemcntsthcy then possessed, would have been defeated
by an enemy,

Sir H. Harding E said that with respect to Mr. Williams's ob-
servations, seven battalions of the proposed force were required
for the war in China, and that the service abroad was so severe,
that the reliefs must absolutely be increased : and this required ail
increase in the total force.—Mr. Williams said, after the expla-
nation given as to the exigencies of the Chinese war, he would
forbear from dividing the House. The vote was then affirmed.
On the second vote for the sum required to maintain these

forces, Mr. Williams proposed to cut off the exce&s of pay re-
ceived by the Household troops beyond what was received by
other regiments.

SirJH. HARDX.VCK defended this extra pav on the grobnd of the
pettuiwr chawcter of these troops, and the greater expeme of

living in the metropoUs.—Mr. Williams persevered in dividine-
the House, and was defeated by a majority of 144 against 12 Thf
hon. gentleman then took another division upon the vote for the
volunteers, and was again defeated by a similar majority Th^
Committee then passed the remainder of the army estimates arid
proceeded to those of the na\'y. The first item haVing been moved
Mr. CuRTKis raised a discussion on the case of Mr. Elton a

gentleman lately iu her Majesty's service, and an officer of the
Thunderer, who was lately tried by a court-martial for breach of
discipline, the result of which was that he was dismissed the
service, and sentenced to six months' imprisonment. The Ad
miralty, however, subsequently remitted five n^onths of the sen-
tence. Mr. Curteis now spoke in favour of Mr. Elton, and de"
fended some parts of that gentleman*sconduct.--Capt. Berkeley
gave a sketch of Mr. Elton's naval life, impeaching him of habi.
tualinsubordination.—Capt. Rous vindicated the court-martial
and disapproved the clemency of the Admiralty in remitting part
of the sentence. The discussion then dropped —Several of the
Navy Estimates having been agreed to, the Chairman reported
progress, and obtained leave to sit again.

The Rivers (Ireland) Bill was read a second time, and ordered
to be committed on Monday.—The Forged Excheqvjer Bills Bill

was read a second time, and ordered to be committed on Thurs-
day.—The Newgate Gaol (Dublin) Bill was read a second time
and ordered to be committed on Friday.

Tuesday.—The attention of the House was called by Mr. Dis-
rakli to the Consular establishment of the cfcuntry, which he
suggested the expediency of blending with the Diplomatic body.
He took an extensive survey of our commercial and of our poli-

tical legations, both in the old and in the new world, and criticised

some ofthe arrangements oftheForeign-office under thelateMinis-

try. He pointed out the practical advantages which would follow

a better organization of our foreign agency in both its branches
j

and moved a resolution purporting that it would be expedient to

effect a combination of the two services.—Lord C. Hamutov
seconded the motion. He complained particularly that there

was no written code of instructions by which British consuls

abroad could regulate their conduct in cases of emergency.—Dr.
BowKiNG concurred as to the necessity of a reform, but thought

the root of the evil to be, that men were sent out as consuls who
had not been properly educated for the service.

Sir R. Peel could not agree to the resolution, because.^ough
there were cases in which it was very desirable that the diplo-

matic and consular character should be united, there were many
others in which such an union would be manifestly absurd. A
functionary might be highly qualified for diplomatic duties who
had not the commercial knowledge requisite for the transaction

of consular business. Wherever the two characters could be

properly united, the saving of one of the two appointments un-

doubtedly ought to be effected j but the arrangement ought to be

left hi each individual case to the discretion of the executive

Government. The subject had occupied the attention of Mr.

Canning and Mr. Huskisson, and had been carefully investigated

by a committee of the House of Commons, hut neither of them

had recommended the measure now proposed.

Lord Palmerston apprehended Mr. Disraeli's speech to have

been intended, not so much for its ostensible object as to serve

by way of vehicle for censure upon some of the appointments of

the late Ministry, That the Consuls, of whom there might be

one at every considerable port, should all have diplomatic func-

tions, would be a state of things which could never be permitted

by the Governmeut of any country where those officers might

reside. Still where the consular agent could be safely invested

with the diplomatic duty of the place where he was stationed,

the principle of combining the two functions in him was, from

motives of economy, adopted; particularly in South America,

where our commercial relations were of more immediate Iniport-

ance than our political. Lord Palmerston then vindicated those

of his own appointments which had been blamed by Mr, Disraeh,

-and bore testimony to the general efficiency of the coiisular

body. He deprecated the practice of attacking an Administra-

tion, present or past, through the sides of public officers who
were not party men, and whose efficiency in the service of their

country abroad was mainly dependent on the reputation they

might be able to maintain at home.—Several other members

ha\ing spoken, Mr. Laboucherk stated that in those capitals

where a British Minister resided, the late Government had m
general proceeded on the principle of dispensing with the office

of Consul.
Mr. Disrat!:li felt assured, that thoueh his motion might not

now be successful, the discussion would advance his general ob-

ject. The motion was then negatived without a division.
'

On the motion of Mr. Mackinnox, a committee was appointed
*' to consider the expediency of framing some legislative enact-

ment, due respect being paid to the rights of the clergy, to remedy

the evils arisingfrom the interment of bodies within the precincts

of large towns, or of places densely peopled."
Sir J. Graham thought it fit that some provision should be

made upon the subject of burials in large towns, and consented

to the motion. ^_
Lord F. EcERTox then moved for leave to bring in a Bill "to

render certain marriages valid, and to alter the law with respect

to certain voidable marriages, and to define the prohibited de-

grees of affinity." The object of the noble Lord, in the prospec-

tive part of his measure, was to legalii^e the marriage of indin-

duals with a sister of their deceased wife 5 and he quoted many

authorities, ecclesiastical and civil, to show that such a pro-

vision was not really in contravention of either branch of the law,

Sir R. IxGLis strenuously opposed the Bill. He believed there

were reasons in the circumstances of the time fully sufficient to

render such a measure as this a very improper one to be enter-

tained, and it was, for practical, political, and general reasons,

that he felt bound especially to offer the bill every opposition m
his power.—Mr. Milnes expressed himself somewhat favourapty

to the measure ; and Mr. A. Hope avowed his decided objection

to it. After some observations from several members,
SirR. Pekl thought that it was a question which should noi

be considered a political one ; it was one which must in a grcai

degree be decided by religious feelings and impressions vrini

which politics should not be mixed up. He thought the dc"

course would be that the debate should be adjourned. iJ'*

suggestion was ultimately adopted, and the debate was adjourne

tin Tuesday next.—The other orders of the day were then axs-

posed of. ... jjjjd

Wedrtesda?j.-^A{tcr the presentation of numerous P®*|f^*^^i,ons
notices of motion, Mr. Shaw moved for a return of all per&

who had registered arms in Ireland during the P^^*J ," ^b-
made this motion, he said, as a necessai-y addition *^,**^*^

"-^^nar
mitted by Mr. O'Connell on the previous evening for a ^i

return for the county of Down.-Mr. Hutt inquired it P^^V ^^q
any objections on the part cf Government to his bringing i

bill, of which he had given notice early in the eession, ou
^^

subject of foreign corn and flour? His object, he sam, w_^^
^auujccL ui loreign corn ana nour r tins uujtw, .-- --

- with a
have the bill printed and placed in the hands of Members, w

view to its being discussed after the Easter recess.
^.jj^

Sir R. Pekl had no objection to the introduction «^^ '"
j^i^t

but declined to pledire himself in any way to the course ne b

feel it his duty to pursue when it should be ^c^^^J^.t?^^^""; said
Lord E MOT, in answer to a question byjVtr^ J;^^^^^^^^ ex'Uim

he saw no
in Ireland for
by no means unaware of the evils occasionally ^/^^"'^"":Vsjoners
Lord J. RfSSBLL asked why the names ol the comni . ^^

[OT,in answer to a question by Mr. J. u *^"^*\ pvjstiug
means at present of departing from the system c._^

or securhig evidence in criminal Prosecutions, ai

of Inquiry into the Exchequer-bill fraud ^i^d notJieen na
^^^^ ^^

the bill before the House, and sujrgested that
*"^J^^„- of the

three instead of two Commissioners.—The Chancblm
^^ ^^

ExcHKauKR said the names of the Commissioners snou

serted before the next stage of the bill, and that he wo

his best consideration to the suggestion of the »od;^J; ^^t
^ Sir R. Peel stated, in answer to a ^liestion by Mr. -t^^^^^^
he intended immediately to refer tlie report of the to»w«
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of the Caledonian Canal to a committee of the House. Sir R.
PfcSL having moved the order of the day for the second reading

of the Com Importation Bill, Lord Ebringtox spoke at some
length against the principle of the measure, and concluded by
moving, as an amendment, that the bill be read a second time
that day six months. Another protracted debate ensued. After
some observations from Mr. Viviax and Mr. Blackstoxe, both
of whom, though the latter generally supports the present Go-
vernment, spoke in favour of the amendment. Lord Howick
felt assured that this measure must be the forerunner of a more
extensive reform. He objected to any attempt at fixing by legis-

lation the price of any article whatever. The whole influence of
our Com law legislation, he said, had been pernicious j and now
he wanted to know why the Government measure stopped half-
way on the road to sound principles. He was not, however, an
advocate for a total and immediate repeal of the Corn-laws ; look-
ing to the various interests involved, he would piefer a moderate
fixed duty. The existing distress was undoubtedly produced by
different causes, such as over-speculation and over-production

;

but the chief cause arose from the opciation of the Corn-laws, iu
misdirecting the application of capital, and fettering the indus-
trious energies of the country. The present measure would not
be a **final" settlement of the question; another alteration
would yet be demanded, and another change be submitted to

;

but the longer it was deferred, the worse would be the terms
which the agricultural interest would be compelled to accept ;

and while the question remained unsettled, no improvement in
agriculture was to be expected, for farmers w^ould not venture on
long leases. The noble Lord concluded by stating that he should
vote for the amendment.—After some remarks from Mr. Pakixg-
To\' and Mr. C. Butler, the latter ofwhom spoke at great length
against the Government measure, Sir E. Knatchbull felt per-
suaded that, with the exception of the Anti Corn-law League,
and the persons whom they had succeeded in exciting, the coun-
try in general was decidedly favourable to this measure.—Mr,
Sheil expressed his surprise that no notice had been taken of
Lord Howick's affirmation, that this measure was but the herald
of future changes. Would they apply the principle of a sliding-
scaleto coffee or sugar? Our Corn-laws w-ere protective, but
who reaped the chief advantage from them? Our foreign com-
petitors, our rivals in manufacturing industry and skill

!

Mr. Gladstone taunted Mr. Sheil with inconsistency in not
having, on former occasions, supported a change of the Corn-
laws, and concluded by remarking on the divisions of opinion
amongst the opposition side of the House, w ith respect to the
amount of protection, a fixed duty, and free trade.—Lord J.
RrssBLL retorted, in reply, the fact of the variations of opinion
on the Government side of the House, including Lord Sandon,
who had confessed that a fixed duty was commercially the best
measure. The late Government, he said, had felt that they could
not touch the sugar or timber monopolies, without also dealing
with the Corn-laws. He would protect the British farmer ift

proportion to his actual special burdens; but that being done,
the cheaper corn could be sold the better, he considered, for the
consumer, the revenue, and the country.

Sir R. Peel did not adopt the scheme of a fixed duty of 85.,
because he totally disapproved of it. The measure which he
proposed would reduce the price of corn, and would, therefore,
be a relief to the country. If Lord John had been disposed to
try his own theory fairly, he ought to have had the amendment
shaped with that view; but he had shaped it, not in such a
form as to bring his principle to a test, but in such a form as to
catch a few votes of gentlemen not concurring in that principle.
He himself had brought forward his plan, sincerely expecting
that he shoiild obtain the approbation of all moderate and think-
ing men j and he had obtained it. Therefore it was that these
debates were so flat and dull on the part of the Opposition.
Really, Lord John ought to have some little feeling for agricul-
tural prejudices, after having written more than any other public
man to excite them. But that was when he was a county mem-
ber; now that be represented a populous city, his opinion had
undergone a total change.—After a few words from Lord Wors-
LBV and Sir C. Napier, the House divided, w^hen there were—

Ministers. 'loa!""^
reading. 284 5

against it, 176. Majority for

ti,J^"''''f'^'T;^'"'/
^- members were present at four o'clock, andthe Speaker therefore adjourned the House.

Friday,— Six R. Pkkl according to notice rose to develone theviews of Government in reference to the financial and commercial

stating the deficiencym the revenue, which he said independently

4 700 oonr'.'^dM?
our Indian empire was no less ^IZ.tZ

4 700,000/., and this deficiency must be made up. He discardedthe notion of supplying the deficiency by incurring fresh tlxeson articles of consumption. He also abandoned the idea of realizmg any revenue from the Post-oflrce; or adding to any of th^ord nary sources of revenue, and concluded by saying that he feltithisdut>'to make an earnest appeal to the possefsorfof nropcrty forthe parpose of repairing the deficit in the^^^^^^^^they had now to remedy. He proposed for a time to be limUed,

h^ftl a
.''^'^*'^

of this country should be called upon to contribute a certain sum for the purpose of remedying this miehtv and

l7^\"tJ!TarT'''^^ ^'^ "Incomes'o?fMs"o"Sr?shaU
Dear a charge not exceeding sevenpence in the pound-notamounting to Three per Cent.-being a chaige of two poundseighteen shillings and fourpence,- for the purpose not oX^^^
o?'e'n'abifnL'lf^^^^^^^^ °' ^.'? ^^^^""^' ^^^^ al"?'fo^%bfpu"^^^^^^^

flJ ? ™' ^^^^ confidence and satisfaction, to nroDOse

Ss^f'^Ln^"'"'/^^^ ^"^"™^ ^^^'^^ GovernmcntVas'^Se-
nS o

^^^'""S forward. On former occasions incomes
60; tn%^n?''^^'*^^'^?'"P' ^^^^ ^^^y t^^^ ^"^ incomes ofS60/ to loO/. were subject to a reduced rate : he should propose

l^ KiX'h^^'n' \''\^ >'^^ ^^^^^ ^^ exempt fro^thetax. The right hon. Bart, then entered into details exolainine-

h:tfh?rt'troft"^H\^'^ P^^^ '''' founder He'^s"mf
in 1814 vL^Q int. nnn/ P''??^"V'^^' '^^'^^ ^" ^^^^^^ to the rental

he cocid ripHv^'f^''^^T
^" """^^^ ^^ calculate the revenue which

thaf^1«^f;r>f/^™ ^ per cent, on the rent of houses, he found
vpfr Lf^ *?^ number of houses was 2,23

1
,000. In the nresent

nnmi^^-^'^"''^
t^^ ^^^"^^'^^ of ^^^^^^ had increased from t^^^^^

Koln'^ '''•*' 3,460,000. and the value of the increase of?ent^
jSed i^e^ff

P^ ^^^
^'^^^^T I"

"^"^l^er. He shouMbe
ofw ^^ Cbtimating the amount of .the income from the rental

the'' S^^'/^r''"'''• ^^" '^""'^ ^^ ^^"^ *^^" was%4oo'oS
mines Lnd ntW '^' 25,000.000/.

J tithes, shares in%aii;vays

grandVotni ^f - ^^^^'^S^' 8,400.000/.; and this would give a
be all .

^^ ijicome, iu respect of which the tax w-as to

7lBVotllf'^]'Y''^' 'Z
'^^ ^^^^cUon he had referred to! of

der 150? o v^^ ^^^?
i"^

proposed to exempt all incomes mi-

Andhen.n«i.^r^'
and that would make an immense difference,

the to^Tf t^^^^
°" ^^^^ ^^^^'^^ «°t l«ss than one-fourth of

produ^of fh^ fsessment-deducting that one-fourth from the

Lome he found It'"'^''^^/^
^^^ calculated on. from the gross

^at in^eJ^;j fn V^'"'''"^*^
^"'"^^^^ ^^ 1,600,000/. He proposed

should bPP«H^A i^!
occupymg teimnt the occupation of land

rent HeDro?n.P^
at one- half, instead of three-fourths, of the

course that^^^ff' ^"^^^ ^^"^ "° grounds for taking a contrary
of this' countrr i^'V^ f

property, whether held by merchants
to the eS^o ^ foreigners, should be similarly charged
^i«ht hon %rnn il T'^"* '^ ^^"P^^^ *« «^^^^^^ property. The
liis estimates to nx^.'? recapitulated the total amounts of
rive from h^' *"^,^^i^^^ expected to de-
^vould nTake a tnf-«? n

^^ '^'^^^^'^ incomes, and which he showed
then stated wi^tupr^""^^^" ^^^^"J^^ed receipt of 3.77 ,000/. He
the dnrat^on^ahis fmn -fTV^ Government with respect to
the House He trn^^S .1 ' 'J^^ t^^^"^

""^^^ ^''^^' the sanction of
sure, n order t^f^Un^.H^^*

Parliament would confirm this mea-
lioped th^t Parl^nmH

^^^ oPPortunity of a full experiment, he
•ity, to continui fhTf ^^*^^^?*^^ ^^ unwilling, in case of neces-
HethouS^ five years at most,"suc It just, however, in Uie first instance, to limit it to

three years ; that is, to give Parliament the opportunity of swic-
tioning It at the expiration I'f three years. Tlie 5th Oct. would
be the first half year. The right hon. Bart, then summed up his
statements, statingthatthe total loss to the revenue by the remis.
sion of taxes he proposed, would be 3,/80,000/. He should still
have in his hands a small surplus tomeet contingencies. He be-
lieved he had now completed liis task, and developed the views
of her Majesty's (lOVernment. He was indebted to the House
for its attention, and hehad given it a full but unexaggcrated de-
scription of the finances of the country. He bad done so, be-
cause this was an occasion on which the Government would
make no compromise, and on which it was the duty of the Go-
vernment to give the Legislature good advice, leaving the respon-
sibility of adopting it or not to the Legislature, The right lion.

Baronet concluded by reference to the present period of the
w^orld as one of the most momentous that ever existed, referring
with much eloquence to the countless millions that would view
with great admiration the glorious achievements of this genera,
tion in rescuing the world from despotism ; and he hoped that
they would now in peace display the same energies to meet the
present evil which they had displayed in war. He had no doubt
that they would

i and that they should exert themselves as their
forefathers had done, to meet the difficulties of their present
situation. The right hon. Bart, then moved his first resolution,
which went to grant a duty on Irish Kpirits.

Lord J. RussKLL hailed the adoption of such liberal principles
of commerce as those developed in the Ministerial statement;
the measure proposed was certainly a great one, and the Govern-
ment had acted in a manner becoming a great country, and
he and his friends would meet them in a spirit free from party
bias,— Mr. O'Convell protested against the measure of duty on
Irish spirits, and said it was contrary- to the spirit of the Union
to make Ireland responsible for the public debt of England. A
conversation took place respecting the days for the discussion of
the different topics of finance. &c., in which several members
took part. The House then went into committee on the West
India Clergy Bill, and Sir C. Napiivr proposed to reduce the
number of Bishops in the AVest Indies from three to two, which
was negatived on a division by a majority of 109.

CITY.
Mojiey 3Iarketf Fridmj.^Comols for money closed

89 ; and for the account, 89^ ; Exchequer-bills, 29s. to
31s. ; and New Three-aud-a-half per Cents., 98^.

iWftropofis anil its Ficmtlp.
The fVeather.—During the whole of Wednesday night,

and until seven the following morning, the wind blew a
violent hurricane from the south-west, and did consider-
able damage in London and the suburbs, by the partial
destruction of the roofs of houses, chimney-pots, &c.,
which were blown down in various places ; the injury
appearing to be nearly equally felt iu all directions. At
Holloway an accident occurred occasioned by the violence
of the wind, which M^as attended with loss of life. It

seems that a high stack of chimneys was blown down from
a newly-built house in St. James's-road, Holloway, be-
longing to a Mr. Atkinson, and forcing its way through
the roof of a chamber, in which a young lady on a visit

together with one of the female servants were sleeping,
killed the servant, and so seriously injured the young
lady. Miss Feast, that she still continues in a dangerous
state. Great damage has also been sustained by the
barges and lighters on the river ; but the shipping in the
Pool escaped without any injury. It was, however, found
necessary to keep extra watches on deck all night, and
the masts threatened to snap every instant with the vio-
lence of the storm. Above bridge a number of coal
barges were sunk with their cargoes.

Jifelropolilan Post,—On Monday a new order extend-
ing the time of posting letters at the branch offices at

Charing-cross, Old Cavendish-street and the Borough
came into operation. Letters can now be posted at each
of the above offices without any fee until half-past six, by
affixing an additional penny stamp on inland letters. 'On
foreign letters a similar fee is required, but this may be
paid in cash ; although for facilitating the general busi-

ness, a stamp, it is said, will be preferred.

Metropolitan Improvements.—The projected new street

at the back of Astley's late Theatre, which is to form a
continuous line from the York-road by Stangate- street to

the walls of the Archbishop of Canterbury's Palace, is

now nearly completed, and will shortly be opened to the

public, who will then have a direct line of road from
Palace-road by the new street, York-road, and Stamford-
street, to Black friars, avoiding the inconvenient corner by
the stage-door of Astley's Theatre and Stangate-street.

It is also said to have been in contemplation to extend this

improvement as far as Vauxhall-bridge, and thus make an
open road from Blackfriars to the AVandsworth-road, which
would effect a considerable saving of time to persons who
have to travel by vehicles from the east side of West-
minster-bridge to Vauxhall, or the lower parts of Lam-
beth, But a great obstacle appears to exist to the com-
pletion of this new line of road, as in passing by the

Bishop's walk it would encroach upon the gardens of the

Archbishoji's Palace, and perhaps touch a part of the

Palace itself. To get rid of thia objection, however, it

has been suggested that a small embankment of the river

might be made, at little expense, where that part of the
Palace abuts upon the present walk ; and it is thought
that it would also be the interest of the proprietors of
steam-boats to assist in the undertaking.

Wood Pavement,—At the Marylebone Vestry on Sa-
turday, the question, which has been so long agitated, of
paving Oxford-street with wood, was finally settled. The
meeting was unusually numerous, and a great degree of
interest was manifested in the proceedings, the gallery

being crowded with ratepayers. The object of the meet-
ing was the confirmation or non-confirmation of a minute,
which had been carried by a large majority on the preced-
ing Saturday, noticed in our last, for paving that part of
Oxford-street running from Wells-street to Vere-street
with wood. Mr. Tabrum was in the chair; and amongst
the vestrymen present were. Lord Kenyon, Earl Straiford,

^

Lord Barrington, Earl Manvers, Lord Nugent, Sir B. I

HaU, M.P., Mr. Tufiaell, M.P., Mr. Hume, the Dean of I

Chichester, and many others. After a lengthened and

animated discussion, a division took place; when there

appeared for the non-confirmation 24, for the confirmation

41 ; majority in favour of the -wood-paving seventeen.

The minute was consequently confirmed, and a resolution

passed to advertise for tenders to carry out the wood-
pavement in the part pointed out in the original resolu-

tion of the vestry. The announcement of the result of the
division was hailed with loud cheering.

Public ]\feetings.—On Monday, a public meeting of
the ratepayers of Marylebone was held for the purpose of
opposing a bill now before Parliament, to alter the present
local acts of that parish, and to repeal some of the clauses
contained in Sir J. Hobhouse's Vestrie* Act. Lord
Nugent was in the chair, and explained the object of the
meeting, which he said was to oppose a bill which had
been introduced into Parliament, and which would repeal
all the best clauses of Sir J, Hobhouse's Vestries Act, de-
stroy the vote by ballot in parochial elections, and dis-
franchise a large number of rate-payers, by compelling
them to pay rates in advance, and divide the parish into
wards, and thus afford facilities for bribery and intimida^
tion, Mr. Hume, Sir B, Hal!, M.P., and others ad-
dressed the meeting, and it was contended that if the bill

passed, it would disfranchise three-fourths of the rate-

payers. Out of 13,900 rate-payers, upwards of 9,000
would be ineligible to become vestrymen, in consequence
of the raising the qualification, as proposed, from 40/. to

GO/. The bill proposed to give to the district of Christ-

church, with 6,000 rate-payers, but eight vestrymen;
whilst the rectory district, with only 2,000 rate-payers,

was to elect nine. The bill also proposed to elect a parish

treasurer, at a salary not exceeding 1,000/. per annum,
and that the expenses of the bill should be paid out of the
parish rates. It was denounced as an invasion of the
people's rights ; and Sir B, Hall declared he would give

it his strenuous opposition in the House of Commons.
Mr. Barnes came forward to move an amendment, but
the meeting refused to hear him. Resolutions strongly

condemnatory of the bill were adopted, as also a petition

founded on tliem against it.—On Thursday the annual
general meeting of the stockholders of the New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia Land Company was held. From the

report it appeared that the property originally purchased
of the Crown consisted of 558,000 acres of land. Besides
that territory the company possessed two properties,

the one in SL Mary's and the other iu Campbell Town,
on the banks of the Miramichi. The 55R,000 acres were
twenty-five miles from Frederickton. The sums already

paid and about to be paid to Government for the first

tract amounted to 60,229/, ; the purchase money paid for

the land at Campbell Town was 3,327/. ; and the purchase
money for the property at St. Mary's was 867/., making a

total of 64,493/. IO5. 6rf. The sums expended by the

company in making roads, erecting buildings, &c.,
amounted to 78,444/. , and the gross expenditure, int luding

that of 1841, figured 145,326/. Against that expenditure

the receipts for timber, land, &c., were 4,518/. The
average price of the land was 45. 6d. per acre, which made
the three properties appear worth 125,954/. exclusively of

the houses erected at Stanley, and those occupied by the

officers of the company. The proceeds from the timber
during the last four years amounted to 3,560/. During
the last year 4,000 acres were divided amongst fifty emi-
grants. The balance-sheet for the past year was as fol-

lows :—Liabilities, 9,400/. ; assets, including 4,000/. cash,

2,400/. ; calls upon shares arranged, 5,300/, ; calls upon
shares not validly arranged, 11,700/. There was a sum
of 8,200/. to be paid Government on next Nov., towards
which 6,000/. worth of assets would be applied. The
report was adopted. Earl Mountcashel and others having

addressed the meeting, it was suggested that the directors

should not expend more money in the colony without the

consent of the stockholders.

Spitaljields.—On Wednesday, at the Mansion House,
the Lord Mayor stated that he had received a communi-
cation from some gentlemen at the West-end of the town,
who had interested themselves for the benefit of the dis-

tressed weavers of Spitalfields. The letter enclosed the
sum of \(SM, 05-. M*^ which had been raised at a ball given
for the purpose of aiding the funds already collected for

the relief of this distressed class of operatives. The
money was immediately transmitted to the committee ap-
pointed to distribute it.

Forged Checks,—A few days since, a young man called
at the private residence of Sir R, Peel, in Whitehall-gar-
dens, and gave to the porter a sealed paper parcel, re-
questing that it might be immediately delivered to the
Right lion. Baronet, the contents being of considerable
value ; and at the same time adding that he should expect
to receive some acknowledgment from Sir R. Peel or his
secretary that the parcel had been duly delivered. It ap-
peared subsequently that he was the son of a respectable
butcher in the Strand of the name of Warren, and that on
the morning in question, whilst on his way to Newgate^
market, he picked up in Ave Maria-lane a piece of paper,
which purported to he a check for 401/. 17s. 6f/., drawn by
Sir R. Peel on Barclay and Co.'s bank, in favour of Mr.
H. Barker, of Hull^ the instrument appearing to be ge-

nuine. Supposing it to have been dropped accidentailj,

he took the opportunity of restoring it as above mentioned.

In the course of the day he received a note from Sir E,

Peel's secretary, acknowledging the receipt of the parceh

with the Right Hon. Baronet's thanks foe the attention

shown, as y^ell as for the proper sense of probity thathad

suggested that course, at the same time assurmg Mr. War-

ren that the check was of such a spurious description that

there was no possible chance of its having been paid if

presented at the banking-house where it was made pay-

able. It Beem« that three or /bur checks of a similar dc-
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cription had even bi»« pretented for payment, but had

becQ diaho„«ured. The author of the forgery, however,

hat not been delected.
. , ,

^* riatUy of th4 tU^ir^poiis.— The following is the

number of deaths from all caaics registered in the Metro-

polia in the week ending Saturday, Feb. 26lh : males,

457; femalea, 485 ; total 942, Weekly average, 1838-

9-40-1, males, 4G7; females, 445; totaIy9l2.—A. state-

ment has just been published, by authority of the Rcgig-

IrarOeneral, of the number of deatlis in London and its

iobarb* in the year 1841, from which we gatlier the fol-

Jowtog information :—The population comprised in the

districts for which the rt^turus ate made, forming an area

of 70 square miles, amounted, according to the last censui,

to 1,870,7-7, of which number 874,139 were males, and

996,588 ftmalea* The deaths ia the year were45,2BI,

being at the rate of 2'429 per cent. ; of the total number
22. 1*95 were males, and 2*<2,-*n^ females; the deaths in the

first quarter of the year amounted to 13,713, in the Sfr>

cond to 10,4U4, in the third to 10,406, and in the fourth

to 10,761. 20,780 are stated to have died under 15 years

of age, 15,167 betweea Ij and GO, 9,20Q 60 years and

upwardff.

Fires,—On Mnn-Iay, a gerious fire broke out at Miutrta

liuuse, D , tfurd, in the occupation of the Duke of Nor-

mandy, whu, it is stated, is at present engaged by Govern-

nent in improving the various missiles usrd in war. It

appears that the duke and his assistants were trying some
chemical preparations ia the course of their experiments,

when an ignirinn took place, which was instantly followed

by an ciplosioa ; the result of which was, tliat the roof of

the building was blown otf. Several engines were soon
on the spot, and the tire was got under ; hut not before

the building \i'here it had originated had been entirely

destroyed.

Losses at Sea.—Intellii^ence hae been received by the

Directors of the General Steam Navigation Company of

the entire wreck of the steamer the City of Edinburgh. It

appears bhe led the rlrer a few days iiince for Ostend,
having on board between 30 and 40 passengers and a ge-

neral cargo ; that she shortly after encountered a heavy
gale from the weiitward, which lasted the whole day and
night; notwithstanding which, however, her passage was
BOt impeded, and she reached her destination in safety the

following day, and brought up alongside of Ostend pier to

land her passengers, which wae safely effected. At an
early hour the following morninn^, while the crew were
employed landing the cargo, it came on to blow a huni-
oane, and ail of a sudden the warps that secured her to

to the pier snapped asunder, and she drifted out into the

centre of the stream, and ultimately ran ashore about a
mile eastward of the harbour. Every exertion was made,
but nnsuccessfuliy, to get her off; and she at last became
e perfect wreck, though the crew succeeded in safely re-

moung the greater part of what was of any value in her.

No lives fortunately were lost.—On Tuesdiy afternoon
considerable interest was manifested on the river by the
arrival of a brig, the Astley, in Limehouse Reach, almost
a wreck, having been rnn into by a vessel called the Pene-
lope, while out at sea, near Aldborough. So serious was
the collifiion, that the latter vessel went down hcadfore-
Hfjost almost immediately afterward, carrying with her one
of the crew, who was drowned, though all the rest fortu-

nately escaped with their lives. The damage done to the
Astley was also very serious ; and it is considered surpris-

ing that she also did not go down.—On Wednesday even-
ing, as the Royal Adelaide, a London and Leith steam
ship, having 40 passengers on board, was proceeding down
the river, the vreather being at the time very boisterous,
and the tide running dowu strongly, vvL^a off Gravesend
she ran into the Wilmot, a large emigrant ship of 800 tons
burthen, having a number of passengers on board* The
concussion was very violent, by which both ships sus-
tained serious damage, and the greatest alarm and confu-
sion prevailed for some time among the numerous passen-
g^v. Fortunately, however, no lives were lost ; and the
steamer has since been able to pursue her voyage. The
WUmot has sustained so much injury that it is feared her
4^artare will be delayed in consequence of the accident,
and that it will be necessary to teke her into dry dock to
be overhauled end repaired. It is thought that if she had
not been a large aiid strong ship, she would have met the
fate of the Tyrian, which, it will be remembered, was
sunk by a steamer in the same place while riding at an-
chor two years ago.— On Thursday accounts were re-
ceived in the City from Portsmouth of the total loss of the
brig Jane Clark, of London, on the morning of Monday,
in the British Channel, in consequence of a violent colli-
sion with H.M.S, Athol, on her homeward voyage from
Barbadoes. The collision took place at about 10 miles
S.W. of the Lizard Lighthouse, whereby the brig's bows
were completely stove in, and she immediately filled and
went down in 14 fathoms water. Fortunately the master
and all on board were saved by the cutter of the Athol.
The loss of the brig and cargo is reported to be 2j000i.

Brcbmctal Xeius.
Bath,—This city has been visited by an extcosive flood,

making the fourth, it appears, within the last twelve-

months. As, however, in this instance the calamity seems
ia 0ome measure to have been foreseen, Ume was given to

secure pro[»erty, and the damage done has not been ex-

tensive. The waters were at their height about noon on
the 3d inst., from which time they gradually began to

subside. Mr. Terrett, butcher* of Northgate-street, is

said to have been a heavy sufferer, having lost 21 sheep,

which were swept away* With tbi^ exception, there does

not appear to have been any serious loss, aithougli the

fio0d 9cca8ioaed C0£uu4efftl^Ie ificoaTexuenct .to the ioha-

! bitants of the Dolmeads and the Bristol-road, the water

quite surrounding many of the houses to the height ot

several feet, and all communication being cut off, except

by boats-
,

.,.

Bedford,—k local paper states that a gentleman residing

in this county, not far from St. Neot^s. a few days

hince, met with the following adventure : — Me t^ as

ridin- home on horseback, with a quantity of gold and

silver in his pocket, in which there happened to be a hole,

which let out the cash; and on reaching the end of his

journey, he found that 70/. in sovereigns and silver had

disappeared. On discovering his loss, the gentleman re-

traced his steps, though it was nine o'clock in the even-

ing, and on half a mile of road picked up most of his lost

treasure. On the following morning at day-break the

search was renewed, and so successfully, that out of about

five hundred pieces of coin only two shillings were finally

lost.
, , ^ in*.

Brighton.—Ont of the inspectors of the General lost

Office has been engaged for several days at the Ppst-

office in this town, investigating the circumstances con-

nccted with the loss of a number of letters. It appears

that within the last two months no less than forty-eight

letters, containing money, and addressed to various indi-

viduals in this place, have never reached their destination.

In adilition to these, it alao appears that a letter contain-

ing 25/. in notes, and a money order for a few pounds,

was lately registered at the post-office here, directed to a

fisherman at Portsmouth, which never reached its destina-

tion ; and although every incjuiry has been made, no clue

can be obtained to it. The sender, it is stated, holds the

receipt given by the postmaster. On Saturday, the chief

officer of the police, assisted by a number of other officers,

searched the whole of the clerks, sorters, and letter-

carriers, and afterwards proceeded to their various resi-

dences, to endeavour to find out the guilty party ; but

although the search liiis been as strict as could possibly

be made, nothing appears to have been discovered that

throws any light qn the subject,—The firm of Messrs.

Wigney and Co., a respectable private banking-house in

this town, has suspended payments. The event has pro-

duced considerable excitement in the town, and great num-
bers, it is said, will be serious sufferers by the failure. On

[

Tuesday the Sheriff took possession of the bank, under a

writ of extent^ for moneys deposited in the concern on be-

half of her Majesty, by the postmaster. Nothing has yet

transpired as to the amount of liabilities. It is stated that

three tradesmen in this town drew out nearly 50,000/, in

two days previously to the stoppage of the bank.—It being

generally known that the Court would leave for London
on Tuesday, the whole line of road, from the North gate

of the Pavilion to the end of the town, was thronged at

an early hour with crowds of persons, and every balcony

and window was filled with people, anxious to obtain a

parting glance of her Majesty and Prince Albert. A guard
of honour of the Coldstream Guards lined the road from
the Palace, The Royal carriages, which left the Pavilion

a little before nine, proceeded at a walking pace through
the tovvOj her Majesty and Prince Albert continually bow-
ing to the multitude. The Princess Royal and the Prince

of AVales were held up to the window of the carriage,

which caused much cheering, the little Prince being fast

asleep, A royal salute was fired from the battery ; the

various flags on the churches and public buildings were
lowered, and her JIajesty left the tov^n, amids' the most
cordial demonstrations of attachment and respect from
all classes of the inhabitants. The Queen's stay at

the . Pavilion has been a little more than one month,
and it is stated that the health of her Majesty and
the Royal Infants has so much improved, that her
Majesty will return ia the course of the summer.—On
Weduiisday this town and neighbourhood were visited by a

severe hurricane, which did considerable damage ; ^and

during the storm a brig named the Economy, of Little

Hampton, of about 150 tons burthen, laden with coals,

from Sunderland, went down, and all on board perished.

Chichester,—The first meeting under the fiat issued
against W. T, Goodeve, the late cashier of the old Bank,
has been held in this city. The solicitor to the assignees

ofthebank offered to prove to the amount of 24,593/. under
the estate of Ridge and Co. After a long examination,
in which the bankrupt acknowledged that he had made
over all his property to his family to prevent its reverting

to the Crown in the event of his being convicted of em-
bezzlement, the proof was admitted for 12,018/., the soli-

citor for the assignees waving lii* right to j^rove for the
larger sum. The bankrupt's debts, independent of Messrs.
Ridge's, did not amount to 400/. It appeared that no
entry had been wade of the various checks drawn by
Goodeve upon the bank ia any of the bankbooks.

j

Newark.—A fire of a serious description has occurred
in the vicinity of this town. It took place at the steam
corn-mills belonging to Mr. Hole, corn-factor and miller,

at Carlton-upon-Trent, a small village, situated about
seven miles from this town. The mills, which are said to
have been the most capacious in the county, consisted of
several buildings, covering a lar^e space of ground. The
fire originated oa the third floor of the principal part of
the establishment, and was discovered by a private watch-
man, who gave the alarm, but there being no fire-engines
in the village, an express was despatched to this town.
It was, however, upwards of an hour before any reached
the spot, and at that period the conflagration had ex-
tended throughout the buihling, and its destruction was
complete. The engines continued working for several
hours before the flames were got imder. The loss of corn
is stated to be very considerable ; there were upwards of
2,000 quarters in the mills, and the whole of it is sup-
posed to he consumed. The fire is thought to have
origioated Irom the SxktiQu of the mAchlaery; it bavbg

been in active operation both day and night for some tima
past. This, it appears, is the second time within tea
years that these mills have been destroyed by fire. The
loss sustained is supposed to be upwards of 7,000/.'

Portsmouth.—K few days since, as H. M. Frigate the
V^indictive, Capt. J. T. Nicholas, with the flag of Rear-
Admiral Sir T, Cochrane, was towing out of the harbour'
having completed the repairs rendered necessary by hep
lately getting on shore on the Spit, she was placed in a si*
tuation that again nearly occasioned a similar misfortune. It
appears that for the purpose of towing her out two steamera
were lashed alongside, which took her along very well until

they got to the Spit, where, as it was blowing fresh, there
wasa heavy swell, so that the weathermost steamerwas com-
pelled to cast off, as she was inj uring both her own and the
Vindictive's side. No sooner, however, had she cast off than
the wind and tide took the Vindictive on the bow, and
turned her round, so that she was nearly on shore on the

Spit, and this was only prevented by letting go her anchor,

the remaining steam-ship being unable to control her.

Many persons, it is said, who witnessed the occurrence,

believed she was really on shore, and a report to that effect

was circulated and believed throughout the town, and
caused a great sensation. Fortunately, however, this wsi
not the case, and, sail being made upon her, she slipped

her cable and ran for the most eastern part of Spithead,

where she dropped her anchor. She was expected to sail

in the course of the week for China.

Southampton,—The half-yearly meeting of the pro-

prietors of the Southampton Dock Company has been

held. The report gave a detailed account of the opera*

tions of the Company, from which it appeared that the

tidal dock would be opened for trade by Midsummer,

The total receipts of the company to the 31st Dec. were,

237,789/. 3s. 2d,, and the payments 229,264/. Is, iOd.,

leaving a balance of 14,773/. 4s. bd. A long discussion

took place between the chairman and one of the proprie-

tors on the method of contracting the forfeiture of shares,

and the excess in the estimates, the objections to which

the chairman met, and justified the conduct of the di-

rectors, when the report was adopted. In answer to a pro-

prietor, the chairman said that about 23.000/. had been

spent on the close dock, and about 50,000/, on the tidal

dock, to the 1st Jan, The secretary, on a resolution beiog

passed to forfeit 139 shares, said the total number for-

feited was 1311 at that time.—A local paper states that

the total contracts for mail-packet services, at the present

time, amounts to 421,029/. out of which the packets from

this port alone earn no less a sum than 304,000/. ; leaving

to Londjn 17,000/., to Liverpool 89,000/., and to Dover,

Weymouth, &c., about 20,000/.

Railways,—ThQ following are the receipts of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week, viz. ;
Birmingham,

13,070/.; Great Western, 9,948/,; South Western,

4,316/. ; Manchester and Leeds, 4,002/. ; North Midland,

3,61()/. ; Midland Counties, 2,211/.; Great North of

England; 1,063/. ; Brighton, 1,969/.; York and North

Midland, 1,369/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester \
1,450/.;

Birmingham and Derby, 94B/. ; Northern and Eastern,

766/. ; Hull and Selby, 8/0/. ; Greenwich, 704/. ;
East-

ern Counties, 673/, ; Manchester and Birmingham, 329/.

A fatal accident has occurred on the Manchester and

Leeds Railway to a man named Forrester, of Manchester,

one of the guards of a luggage train, who was found dead

a few mornings since on the line, at Thornhill Lees, the

Dewsbury station, near the gates of the Dewsbury and

Thornhill road, which crosses the line. It is supposed h«

was asleep and fell offj as he was safe in his place when at

Bridgehouse, on one of the waggons used to convey some

materials used on the railway. The train off which he

fell consisting of empty waggons, did not stay at the

Dewsbury station, but soon after it had passed, the body

of deceased, who was not missed until the train arrived at

Wakefield, was discovered by the watch. An accident

has occurred on the North Midland Railway, whereby a

gentleman of Wakefield, named Whetnall, has been sc

riously injured. It appears that he was a third-class

passenger in the train for Leeds, and shortly after leaving

Normanton, he was leaning against the door of the car*

riage, which was insecurely fastened, when it suddenly

burst open, and he fell out of the carriage on the line, ana

the train passed over one of his legs. The persons in the

carriages called out to the engine-drivers to stop, as wel

as to the guards, but without success. On the arriv^ oi

the train at Leeds a special engine wa& sent back for Mr-

Whetnall, who was found on the embankment near tne

scene of the accident, having been removed from the rails

by some labouring men. From the injuries he had re-

ceived immediate amputation of the leg was found neccs^

sary, and he continues in a dangerous state*

IRELAND. ...

-DM5///i.—His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant and i«6

Countess de Grey and suite left the Castle on ^^*^^^^*r.;

for Bray, county Wicklow, where the Viceroy ^^^

^

Countess intend to sojourn for a few days. ^^^ ^xceuencj

has been threatened with an attack ofgout, and change

air has been recommended by his medical atte^^f-'^^Vth

H. Marsh and Sir P. Crampton.—A party of '^« ''',

Hussars left town for Bray on the same '^orningj^w

quartered at the Royal Hotel during his Excellency s si j.

which it is expected will not be prolonged beyond the lo

inst—A collar of the Order of St. Tdtrick has l^f^r^
completed by the jewellers and goldsmiths to tne ^

Court. It hae been finished by or^^^^*^'.
t^o w»«

Lieutenant, to be presented to Pn^^e -^^^^"',
^f ^„iJ

lately made a Knight of St. Patrick. Jtis .made ot goia,

the produce of the county of Wicklow, and is saul to oe

B drew beU ftt the Castle^ oa
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Thursday evening, the 3d instant, to all the nobility and
gentry at present in the city and its vicinity/ Upwards
of 600 were present on the occasion. 'Cards have also

been issued for a full-dress ball on St. Patrick's night, the
17th instant, and St. Patrick's Hall is undergoing the ne-
cessary preparations for this annual festivity. New ar-

rangements, it is stated, have been necessary to secure
ingress and egress for the company frequenting the Irish

Court, the numbers greatly exceeding those for many years
past.—George Mills, the person charged, as noticed in

our last, with fraudulently altering bank-notes, has at

length been admitted to bail, the bank authorities consent-

ing to receive the securities tendered in his behalf.—The
Bishop of Cashel was seized with a severe fit in Westland-
row, on Saturday evening, after leaving the Dublin and
Kingstown Railway for his residence. He had to be sup-
ported home on a bier, but it has since been announced
that he has nearly recovered from the attack, which is said

to have been caused by fatigue and over-exertion,

Cork.—The following serious outrage was committed a
few days since in this city. It appears that Mr. Wilson,
who has lately erected saw-mills ia the city, incurred, for

some reason, the ill-feeling of the sawyers, in consequence
of which he found it necessary to be constantly guarded
by the police, and to go armed. A few nights since, how-
ever, being on his way home, having forgot his pistols, he
was followed by three men, who threw a bottle of vitriol

into his eyes, destroying the sight of one, and leaving

the other in a dangerous state. He seized two of the
men, but the pain obliged him to let them go, and they
escaped. Eleven persons have been taken into custody
until Mr. Wilson's sight is so far recovered that he can
identify the authors of the outrage.

Sligo.—At the recent assizes held in this town, Mr.
Henry Irwin, the coroner, was found guilty of giving an
order on the county treasurer, to a surgeon for attending
an inquest that never took place, and sentenced to trans-
portation for seven years.

IVaterford,—Mr. George Wyse, brother of the ex-
member for this city, has obtained a verdict, with 750/.

damages, against the proprietor of the •* Waterford Mail,"
for having inserted in his journal two libels ; the first

charging Mr. Wyse with perjury, by alleging that that gen-
tlemaa had falsely sworn, during the late election, that he
was six jnonths residing in this city, having been all

that time, according to the libel complained of, a visitor
on the Continent. The second libel insinuated that the
plaintiff instigated his brother to 'cause the death of his
elder son, Napoleon Alfred Wyse, in order that he (the
plaintiff) might be the nearer to an inheritance of the
family property. Mr. Thomas W^yse, who was examined
at length to prove the falsity of the allegations, said that
liis brother George and Mrs. G. Wyse, in their treatment
of his son, had his full consent, gratitude, and approba-
tion. Mr. Dickson, Q. C, for the defendant, confessed
that Mr. W^yse had vindicated his character and parental
conduct in the fullest manner, and that there was not a
ehadow of truth in the calumny ; the case would, there-
fore, be no further defended. The jury consequently at
once found for the plaintiff damages as stated above.
Another action has been brought against the same paper,
by Captain Newport, for a libel contained in a letter, in
which the writer sought to show that Capt. Newport was
^* mentally, toioraliy, and physically a coward." The
most ample^pology was offered; but plaintiff's counsel
required besides 100/. to be given in charity, which was
acceded to.

Limerick,—K local paper gives the following account of
a singular outrage committed in the town of Kilmaliock :

*' On Wednesday the 2'M ult,, a large body of country
people entered the town in a body, with horses and cars,
and mthe open day surrounded the union workhouse, de-
manding with threats the immediate release of the paupers
from Kilfinan and Glenroe districts, which the master
was obliged to comply with, and GO persons were dis-
charged, whom the country people carried away with
them, declaring they would sooner support them in their
own cabins than be over-taxed forhaving them confined as
prisoners. Informations were taken next day against
the leaders in this extraordinary outrage, but it does
not appear that they have yet been taken into custody."—A few nights since the mail from this city to Dublin
was again fired at near Moreygall, the place where the
attack was recently made upon the guard, who was se-
verely wounded, as we noticed at the time. In the present
instance, however, no injury was done. The parties by
whom the attack was made succeeded in escaping and have
not since been traced.

SCOTLAND.
-E^inSwri/L—A bill has just been introduced into Par-

liament to alter the close time of the salmon fisheries in
Scotland. It is prepared and brought in by Mr. H. H.
Drummond, Mr. C. Hope, and Mr^ Gumming Bruce, and
contains three clauses. The first clause enacts, that from
and after this present year (1842) no salmon, grilse, sea-
trout, nor other fish of the salmon kind, shall he taken in
or from any river, stream, lake, water, or estuary whatso-
ever, or on any part of the sea-coast between the last day
of August in any year and the 1st day of February there-
atter, by any person [or persons, any law, practice, or sta-
tute to the contrary notwithstanding, &c. The second
clause enacts that it shall be lawful for the proprietor of
any salmon fishery, or any person authorised in writing by
fiuch proprietor, within the boundary of such proprietor's
nshery, to angle for and take with the single rod only, any
salmon, grilse, sea-trout,'^&c., during the first fifteen days
ot ^ept, yearly, anything in this act to the contrary not-
Withstanding

: provided always, that any person who.shaU
at any [\^^ ^^^^ ^^ attempt to sell, any «uch fish taken
:^uJim the said fifteen days, shall forfeit wd pay a sum not I

exceeding 5/., &c. The third clause enacts that nothing
in the act contained shall extend to England, Ireland,
Wales, or Berwick-on-Tweed, &c.

Glasgow.—An explosion took place at Spittle Coal-pit,
near Rutherglen, on Saturday, the 26th ult, when 8 men
were seriously burned, but no lives lost. There were 10
men in the pit at the time the explosion took place, but
two of them were saved hy throwing themselves flat upon
the ground. The accident was occasioned, it seems, by
the flame of one of the lamps being allowed to come in

contact with the gas which had generated in that part of
the pit. The tube used for drawing up water, along with
a quantity of stones, was thrown into the air to a consider-
able height in consequence of the force of the explosion.
—An extensive seizure of smuggled tobacco was made in
this city a few days since. It appears that, from inform-
ation received, one of the Excise officers proceeded to a

house in Melville Court, Trongate, which was apparently
uninhabited, and had been a long time shut up ; but effect-

ing an entrance through the window-shutters, he found no
less than ten hogsheads of tobacco-leaf, although there
was no person on the premises. The goods were removed
to the Custom-house. It appears to remain a mystery
to whom the tobacco —which is valued at 2,600/.

—

belongs. A rigid inquiry, however, it is stated, will

be instituted by the proper authorities. It is sup-
posed that the hogsheads must have been brought
from Ireland in lime vessels and landed on the hanks of
the canal, and then carted with all expedition to this store

in Melville Court.

ifiliscellancous.

Popniafion of Great Britnm.—The amount of the po-

pulation of Great Britain for the several years between
1831 and 1841 will be seen by an examination of the an-

nexed table, derived from a return recently moved for in

the House of Commons by Mr. Hawes :

r
Population of

Years.

__ _ -L -

1831

1832
1833
1834
1835
3836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

England and
Wales.

13,897,187
14,098,601

14,300,095
14,501,548

14,703.003
14,904,456
15,105,910
15,307.364

15,508,817

15,710,271

15,911,7-^5

Scotland.

2,365,114
2,390,663
2,416.213
2,441,763
2,467,312
s.492,862
2,518,411

2,543,961
2,569,511

2,595,060
2,620,610

Islands in the
British Seas.

Total— Great
Britain.

103,710

105,747
107»783
109»820
111.857

113,894
115,931

120,005
122,042

124,079

16,366,011

16.595,051

16,824,091

17.053,131

17.282.172
J7,5U,2I2
17,740,252

17,969.293
18,198,333

18,427.373
18,656.414

The Winter Abroad Letters from Vienna, dated the

9th ult., state that the winter was then becoming more and
more severe every day, so that the mercury in Reaumur's
thermometer was at twelve or thirteen degrees below

zero, morning and evening. The accounts from Hungary,
Transylvania, Wallachia, aud Servia, complain of the in-

tense cold and the vast masses of snow by which the roads

are rendered »earlj impassable. In Wallachia, Transyl-

vania, and some parts of Hungary, droves of wolves add to

the horror of the season. The last mail but one from Bu-
charest was attacked on the road by these beasts, com-
pelled by famine to leave their retreats. We learn by the

last mail that the post-carriage was found on the road,

by two men, without driver or horses, but with the letters

and goods untouched ; and of the horses, little more was

found than the bones scattered about the carriage.

Hatu.
Court of Chanckry.—/w re the Northern and Eastern Rail'

tt'cf^.—This was a motion to dissolve an injunction, granted hy
the Vice- Chancellor, to restrain the defendants from proceeding

to cover by arches a portion of certain streets within the bound-
aries of their terminus at Shoreditch. The act of Parliament, hy

the admission of the complainants, gave the company povrer to

cover roads and streets in the progress of the railway; but it

was contended that no such powers were extended to the station,

w hich ought to have been chosen in a place where no such archea

would have been required. The matter was carried to the Court

of Exchequer, and that court was of opinion that the company
had full power to select any place for their station within the

limits recited in the act of Parliament, and that having so chosen

the station, they were at liberty to cover an arch over any streets

or ways, if they considered it necessary or reasonably convenient.

Under these circumstances, it was now hoped the injunction

would be dissolved. Ag^ainst the motion it was contended, that

the company were straining the powers of tlie act of Parliament

to the detriment of the neighbourhood. The Lord Chancellor

was of opinion tliat the question was concluded by the decision of

the Court of Exchequer. The company had the power to make
their station within certain limits, and to cover roads if they

thought it necessary and reasonably convenient. It was not pre-

tended that they were exceeding these limits, and the injunction

must therefore be dissolved.
Court ok Common Pleas.—Troo/Ze-j/ and another v. Newtun.

—An action brotiglit by plaintiffs, as assignees of Messrs. Rabbitt

and Fuller, who formerly cairied on the business of silk-mercers,

in Gutter-lane, Cheapside, to recover back certain bills, goods,

and pawnbrokers' duplicates, which it was alleged the bankrupts

had paid over to defendant by way of fraudtilent preference. On
the part of the plaintiffs the evidence went to show the manner
in which the articles in question had got into possession of de-

fendant; and it was contended that there had been an undue
preference, and defendant was not entitled to retaui them as a

creditor of the bankrupts. The claim was resisted on the ground
that defendant held the goods, &c., as security for a debt due to

him by Rabbitt and Fuller. The jury found a verdict for plaintiff.

Damages, 4-l6/. 15«. llrf. Costs, 40.?.

Central Criminal Cocrt.—On Monday Samuel Haslem,
James Femley, William Henry Femley, George Fernley, Eliza-

beth Fcrnley, and Abigail de Soiza, the persons charged with
being concerned in numerous recent burglaries in Mile-end aud
other places in the eastern part of the Metropolis, noticed in a
previous Number, were tried at this court on a variety of indict-

ments involving a great number of burglaries and larcenies.

After a long trial, and the examination of several witness^, the
Recorder summed up the evidence, and the jury returned a ver-

dict of guilty against the prisoners Haslem, Elizabeth Fernley,

and W. H. Femley, and acquitted the other prisoners, on the

ground that there was not sufficient evidence against them.
Haslem was then sentenced to be transported for life, and Eliza-

beth Fernley for the term of fourteen T««r&f Xh© wntence <m

be Ottxer pri5o»w yrm a«ftn-e4»

TATTERSALL'S. THURTiDAY.^-The Derby betting, as far as it

related to the two principal favourites, was more encourtging to
their respective parties than had been observable for some days
previous: — 7 to 1 was taken to a trifle about Attila, and 20
to 1 to 100^ about Chatham, the subsequent offers being in unison
with those prices. Repeated attempts were made to get on about
Wiseacre, Ballinkeele, and Auckland, and in each case without
success, until ^ix o*clr>ck, when a noble Lord laid 33 to 1 to 200/.

against the last of the three, who finished afr 30 to 1, taken.
Nothing was done about the other two ; but they are quoted at
the previous prices. The Dirce colt and Defier opened and
finished as before. A few outsiders w^ere backed, but only Ca-;
nadian and Palinurus with any spirit. The Oaks betting was re-
markable only for the atjvance of Syren to the top of the tree :—
9 to 1 was taken in fifties, and an offer made to back her against
anything. Closing prices :—

GCKVKAS STAKKS.
4 to I agst Wiseacre

2,000

t 7 to 1 agn Meteor

SO lo 1 agst all the M&ief
7 1 Attila
SO 1 CfaacUam
25 1 Dirce roH
25 1 \Visp!u re
a; 1 BallinkcelA '

30 \ Auckland (taken)
83 1 Detier (uk(D)
45 1 Palinurus (taken)
50 1 Meteor (taken)

DERHY
50 to

50
50

3(»00

1000
600

1 Sffst C&aadian (taken^
1 l.aMii (taken)
I £<partero
I Aitful Oodcer (taken)
1 Dr. Allen
SO Gt blw {cakrn)
30 Stahonr (taken)
10 Equation (taken)

'

500 oa Canadian agst K^iiation
(taken)

OAKS.
8 to llagat :\rr. ThornTiiJl'i lot (ta.) I IB to 1 agst Ami ma tilly (taken)
9 1 Syren (taken) | 9& 1 Kcipture (taken)

MARK LANE, FaiDAy, March 11.—The condition of the Eng-
lish Wheat has been so bad this week, that the g^reater part has
been refused by the buyers, and resold at very reduced prices (

and fine selected White should make as much money. There has
been scarcely any business doing* in Foreign, and Bonded is with-
out buyers.—Barley has ag^aiudecliited is. p.qr. with a large supply.
Beans and Peas remain as on» Monday.—To sell Oats n further

decline must be submitted to.—The trade for Clover Seed is very
much depressed, and where sales are forced lower prices are taken,

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAX QUARTER,
\Vheat, E$sex> Kent, aad Suifolk . . , M'Mte

.^. Norfolk, Linc'olnfthlre and Yoikshire
Barley AJaltinj|{ anddistillin^
Oat*, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire

Northumberland »nd Scotch
Irish . . •

I'oiandi
Feed
Ffted

Rye
Beans, Maxagan, old and nevr

Pigeon, Heligoland .

Peas, While r . . . . .

81 to 85
aa to 43

SI to 35

Tkk
Wind.-.
Mapl^

«. 9,

Fi2 to 73
•4 lO 60
84 tnSS
KtoOT
81 to 23
10 to 19

85 10 41

KtoM
4ft to 49

97 to 30

A«a
White
Grind.
Ferd
Potato,
Potato

Harrow
I Mri|;pod

Gre}

Jan.
Feb.

March

28
4
U
IS
25
4

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVKRAGKl*.
Wheat.
60 7
€0 6
59 U
Ol)

«0 10

60 9

S weeks' AggT^^tt Aver.' A> 6

Barley. 1 Oatf.
38 a fiO 1

SH & to 1

88 8 se 4

SS fi 19 a
S8 6 19 8
SB 3 19 i

SB 4 19 10

Ky.e.
87 «
za 1

as
87 1

31 10
3« 3

U h

Beani:
S3 4
83 4
I» 9
88 A
31 10
88

32 7

Duties 26

ARRIVALS IN THE
S 8 1 19 10 I IB 3 1 la 8 SI 3

9, 9.

iti to 64
60 to 04

21 in S9
l7to8i
10 to S5

17(0 £}

37 to <0
3) toB9
S3 to £8

84 «
83 n
81 9
83 11

B3
38

1

6

33 7

10 9

English
Irish •

Foreign

151B

670

Flour.
Ska. — Brla.

n
1780 „

Wht.
3151

1 63-28

mVER LAST WEEK.
Barl.

I
Malt.' Oati. Ryo.

3076 1 1&8:1 ^491
40 tS0169

Bat. ' Peat.
5«0 503

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS H. Bidinead, G2. Bread-street, Citv, warehoiutman— J.

Seabrook, Slanmore, Middlesex, licenced victu&ller_\V, Dailingmn, tiver-
poi>l, wine-men-hant.
BANKRUPTS— E. Have*, Plckett-street, Strand, picture dealer—S. L.

Lazarus, otherwise S. L. Laurence, of the Kent and Sussex Tavern, Jermrn.
street, St. James's, coach proprietor—W. Holmes, Friday-street, Cheapside,

silk fcauze-uianutacturer —W Charnock, £0, 4 Ibif>n terrace, Wands worth-
road, Surrey, plumber and glacier—Ann Leach, John Leach, and James Leach,
40. Briik lane, Spitalficids, builders—J. Thomas, Hams^ate, Kent, butcher—
W. Walker and J. Gray, Leeds, wooUtaplers—J> Alexander, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, dealer—R. Loxham, Wigan, Lancashire, ne*vspaper-pri>pri«tor and
prinrer—E. ftluUingpr, now or lately of Souihampton, ironmonger-T. Gales,
W.J. Guest, J. F. Naisby, and M. Kiiiley, 11} Hon, purham, ship huilders-j

G- Robertson, J. Garrow, and J. Alexander, Lirerpoul, ^hip-chandlrrs and
rope inanuf;iciurers—T. Stephenson, Manchester, coachmaker— J. CarlUle,
Burv, Lancashire, draper^ti. A. Thomp»n and B- J Thompson, Wylntt*
Northumberland, iron master*—F. Pratt, Stnke-upon-Trent, miiler- £• 5*

Webster, Sull-street, Birmin^^hairi, draper—W. Bury, Blackburn, corn-dealer

J, Horncastle, Glamford Brij^^, Lincolnshire, seedmerchani—J. Emery,
Wells, isomersetshiro, surgeon—>*. Jackson and T. F, Jackson, Bermond»ey-
street, Surrey, woolsiaplers—J. County, Winchcomb-street, CheJteDham, oil

and colourman—I. N. Wigney and C. M'igney,BrJghion,hrtnkers— P- W- Hart,
Norwich, coach manufacturer—G. Stanway, Stoke-upon-Trent, gtaffurdshirc.

grocer—J. P. Clarke and 0. Lewis, Crown-court, Threadneedlc street, news-
paper-axentii—W- Hubinsoo, liulme, Lancashire, jb[la9s-Dianufactur«r—-B. A
Birch, Bedford-place, Buswell-sqtiaie, lodifinjfhmise keeper.

SCOTCH SEUL'ESTKATIONS—J. HaJdane, Selkirk^ sometEme brewer,
but now innkeeper—T. GemmiH, Greenock, merch«nt_J. Rodg^r^ Dairy,
Ayrshire, merchant— J. Muir,Gli*Ko«» n'fft'ant—J. Hiddeil,

but now of Paisley, innkeeper—J. Annand, Burghead, grain-dealer

phail, Dingwall, Bierchdnt.

BIRTHS—On the -Ith inst., at the Cedars, Putney, the lady of Lieut.-Col.

G. Liutchinaon, Bengal Engineers, of a son—On the 4th Inst , at Biffflcswnde,

Mrs. Weston, of a danRhter—On the eib inst., at Cbeltenham, the lady of the

Hev. W, F. Raues, of a daughter—On the 6th inst., at the Ticara^re, Milua
Ernest, Bed?, the lady of the Rev. 0. C. Beaty Powaall, of a too—Oa th« UU
iiist., the lady of Mr. Fhillipson, Lud(;nte hill, of a d;ui|rhter—At No- 18,

Grnsvenor-place, Cambcrwcll, on the 8ih inst-, Mn. A. M. Burghes, of ft son

—On the 8th inst-, Mrs. J. Bailey, W«^bnrn-squar#, of a daughter—On the Sih

ln5t., at No. 58, Myddelton-square, tfa« iady of Dr. K. Brien, surgeon, R-N.,
of H ivn, Rttli-born.

MARRIKD At Bethnal green, on the Rth inst., J. Budge, Esq., Cam-
borne, CornwaH, to EHza, lehct of Count Mahede la Bourdonnais, and daugb*
ter of ihf. late L. Gordon, Esq., I'urscr in the Koval Navy—On the ath inst., at

St, Oeorffe's Church in the East, Mr. G- La Mark, youngest »on of W. La
Mark, Esi., of the CommercUl-rtfad, to Isabel Susanna, youngest daiiKhfer of

the late Capt. A. Carr— On the 8th inst., at the Church of the Holy Trinity,

Bmmpton, Walter W. Rees, Esq., to Laura Ann, eldest daughter ut the late J.

Titthftm, Esq., Doraet-place, Regent's-park.
DiEU.—On the 6th inst., oi apoplexy, in Cnrzou-street, Henry Francis

Roper Curzon, 14th I^rd Teynham, in the 74th > eST of his age—On the 6ih

inj-L, suddenly, Bertram OsbaldeatoB Mitfnrd (formerly Bertram Mitfvrd}, nS

Mitford Cattle, in the county oi Northumberland, and of Hunmanby. in tltt

county of York, Esq On the 27ih u!i , the Rev. R. Frowde, SLA., vi Hoving-
bam, in the North Riding of Yorkshire—On her journey from attending tfes

funeral of her husband, at Edinburgh, Lady Leith. widow of the l»te Major-
General Sir G. Leith, Bart—On the 4th inst., at CRstle Toward, Ari^yleshire,

K. Finhiy» Esq On tUe Wh inst., Mr. L. Cohen, uf No. 6, L'pper Eaat Smitli'

field, aged 74.

. JUac«
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THE FARMERS' & GARDENERS' HAIL-STORM
INSURANCE COMPANY, (to bo etBpowered by Act of

Parliamrnt,; Offices. 346, Strand, U}iiUoo.

CAPITAL, ^3M««0».
In Shares of j^IO each.—Deposit, «>n« Potifif! per Share,

[It is not prubable I bat any faj thcr caU will be made*]

HONORARY DIREv >KS.

(Those marked ^U6 * are Members of •- Royal AgricahuTRi
Society of Bnglar

The PL'IB of RuTLAVD. E Tfus^ ^ of ^l Kijal Affiicultaral

Society, Leicestershire

The EAfti- of Stbadbrokb, a GoverDor of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, Suffolk

The Earl of Cov«ntrv. Worcestershir
ISarl of Dt/ciK, Vice. President of thi' Kny»l Afrkralttira! So-

ciety, Gloncestcrshire
The Earl of SxAMroRn and Warrinci-on, Cheshire and Staf-

/i>rd>h:re

Lord Ravlbicu, a Governor of the Kcrj^X Agricultural Society.

£.ss e X
Viscount Campdex. a Governor of the Royal Agricultural So

ciety, RuiiaiiUshire
Iioai> Stanj^kv, M,!*., a Governor of the Roy»' "uitural So-

ciety, Lancaahire
LoRiJ FKVKKsnAM,aGovernar of the Royal Agricultural Society,

Yurkahire
The Hon. U. I'lTZdOV, Korthampto&»hiio
Ihe UoD. Hk.nkv St. John, Wiltshire
Sir Thomas GoocH, Bait-, a Vice-President of the Royal Ag^ri-

cuttural Society, Wrentham, Suffolk

Sir T. B. Lktiirhiogk, HarC, Sooieriietbhirc We«t
*Sir H. biMhuN, liarl., Uiu vt \\ ight
Sir T. Barinu, Bait., a Governor of the Royal Agricultoral So*

cicty, !tuiit«

•Sir J. B. Mill, Hart., Hants
Sir R. Jkrvi», Burt., S^uth Hants

In effecting an insurance, the mtuimum price per acre, and the

namber of acre* of each sort <rf irraln, seed, &c., roast be spen-

fled before the insurance Is effected, and the premium paid on

the anaount agreed upon. .

When part only of the crop is iiwared, the insurance will ex-

tend over the land specffied only. ^ . .,, .

In case of total loss, the m^tintum price per acre fixed will be

paid, and no more, aithongrh th -rop should be of more value.

In case of partial Io9s, the e«» flWted amount of loss will be paid.

AU claims will be settled i he month of November in each

year, and should any dispu' ise, they will be settled by arbi-

Am"icati0DS for Shares —^ be made, and Prospectuses or

other infomiRtion obtainprf. ne Agents of the - Farmers Fire

and Life Insarancc Institut. . ,
' in their respective districts, or

by letter, pre-paid, forwarded to W. SHAW, Esq., 346, Strand,

London. _

LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
rL'>'D empowered by Acts of Parliament.

:re«t, Unnk, London.-

Board of Directors.

JohnBlogg, Esq., Guildford -at., ; George Rose Tnnes. Esq., Billiter

IIRODUCTIVE
-L and MARIl
OfflCM, 29, Moorgatt

itusseU-square,
Donald Grassick, Esq., Bedfonl-

place, Kent-road.
Hyam llyams, Esq., Comhill.

Sir A. Malkt, Bart., Wtstbury, ^'UU
*Sir Ww. Knxghton, Bart., Hants
Sir JoHV MoaiiAi/NT, Uart., M.P.,a Governor of the Royal AgrrU

cuitural Society, Warwickshire
*Sir R. O.Throckmorton, Bait., Bcikshiic
*Sir J. W. J'oLi.j6N, Bart., KeUenham, near Andover, Hants
Sir Thos. Maks£ll, Guernsey
Wm. Mir.Ks, Esq., M.P.. a Governor and Member of the Council

ol the Royal Ajjricultural Society, Somersetshire East
Qt'lNTiN DitK, Esq., M.P., Esstx
W. Baggb, Esq., M.F., a Govtruor of the Royal Agricultural

Bocicty, Norfolk
*Osorcb TiiORTrnitL, Egg., M.P., Hnntingdonshire
*K, HosKi.vs, Esq., Al.P., Herefordshire
D. WArTs Rt/ssELL, Esq., M.F.. StaflTord

»G. H. Hfc:xKA<it^£sq.,Al.P., Wills
*Col. Lb CorTKi'R, Jersey
*Lieut.-Col. North, President of the Banbury Agricultural As-

sociation, Oxfordshire
*Tlie Rev. Algernon Peyto.v, Isle of Ely
The Rev. E.H.G, Williams, a Governor of the Koyal Agricul-

tural Society, and President of the Llandovery Agricultural
' Society, Carmarthenshire
*The Rev. L. P&xovre, Herefordshire
Admiral Hawker, Ashford Lodge, Hants
Colonel Olivier, Potterne, Devizes, Wilts
J. J. Farql'harsov, Es(i., a Governor of the Rfiyal AETlcultural

Society, Dorsetshire
- W, HoRLocK, Esq., Glouce&terehire West

P. PvM. Esq., a Govtrnor and Member of the Council of the
Koyal Agricultural Scc.cty, Bedfordshire

*Co cnel HoLHK Sumner. Chairman of the AgricuUnral Associ-
ation for the South-we!*tern parts of Surrey

*J • SsnA&MAS, Em^., Durham
J. S, D. Sklbv, Esq., Norham and IslaDdahiiea, North Durham
John Wm. Kane, Esq., Oxfordshire
Offlbv Shore, E-^q., Yorkshire, West Riding
J. H. U. FoLKY, Esq., a Governor of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety, Worcestershire
*S. C. BaisTovvK, Esq., Boesthorpe Hall, Newark, Notts
*T. Hblb PHirrs, Esq., Wiltshire
*G. Wkvtworth, Esq., WooUey Park, Wakefield
Tuo-MAS Cliktov, Es-q., a Governor of the Royal Agricultural

Society, Lytham ilall, Lancashire
Ed. Holland, Esq., a Governor of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety, Gloucestershire
W, Davibs, Esq., Cabalra, Radnorshire
W, GaiKNALL, Esq.f Winwick, Lancashire
*A. GonoABD, Esq., Swindon, Wilts
H, J. Adeanx, Esq., a Governor of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety, Cambridgeshire
H. HicPisr.Kv, E^q., l>ambourne Place, Berkshire

DIRECTORS.
JOSEPH ROGERSON, a Governor of the Royal Agricultural

S(JCfety of England
W. SHAW, a Governor and Member of the Council of the Royal

Agricultural Society of England
*J. Blackstone
WM. SMEDDLE
W. YOUATT, a Governor and Member of the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England
Joint Solicitors. —••JOHN' ROGERSON; C. BOYDELL.

Bankers.— Ihe LONDON and vVEbTMlNSTER BANK, Throg-
morton Strtet.

The plan cf Insuring^ against damage done to standing crops
of grain, pulse, aiut seeas by hail storms, proposed by the parties
who have established **The Farmers' Fire and Li:e Insurance
Institution,** having been adopted on a temporary arrani;ement
during the last two years, v^ill now k>e cslabiished upon a secure
and satisfactory basis. A Bill la in progress through Parliament
to e&tabU&h the Company wirh a capital of *JO0,000r, in 20.000
Shares, of lO/. each, deposit one pound per share, and beyond
Which it is not txpectcd that any further call wlU t>e made. The
fact of property to the extent of upwards of iiai,* a milmott
havirig been insured during the ia^t year, the fund arising from
premiums alone being available for any losses which mit^ht have
happened, ts a satisfactory guarantee for the acfiui&ition of a
large amount of Insurance-
One-tenth of the profits will be appropriated to such agricultural

0hyects$iB the Directors may deem ruost deserving, or most ex-
pedient; another tenth to be reserved as a Rest to add to the
Capital Stock, and the remaiuing foar-fifths divided among the
Shareholders.

It is not generally known, that nnmerons ofiices have, for up-
wards of 30 years past, been established in France for Insuring
against damage by Hail Storms, that country being much more
subject to damage from this canse than England.
This is a subject which deeply affects the interest of both

landlord and tenant, the destruction by Hail Storms being
equally fearful and frequently more extensive than damage by
Fire.

Agrainst the latter, security is nffardcd in the "Farmers' Insnr-

^v.ce institution." Agricultural produce to the value of looo^

mar be protected for the triding charge of I7«. 6rf. Whilst pro-

tection can be had for so small a sum, it is a duty a landlord owes
to himself, to require his tenant to insure; and the tenant who
suffers from not availing himself of such protection, dcsenrcs no
Commi!?eration.

Fuli protection will now be provided against damage done to

standing crcip3 by Hail Storms, and the observations last made
in referexice to fire apply, if possible, wilh greater force to Hail

Storms.
Tlie rate of premium on crops of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans,

P«as, and Tares, will be 3s, 6d, per cent

street. City.

.J. Linnit, Esq., Argjll-street,

Kegent-street.

W, T. Smith, Esq., Public Office,

Southampton-buildings.

<With power to add to their number.)
Treasurer.^UynTn Hyams, Esq.

Auditors.

Robert Dover, Esq., Comhill. [James Walton, Esq., Grocers'

Amos Hodgson, Esq., Ordnance i Hall.

Oftice, Tuwer.
Arbitrators,

Cliarlea Compton, Esq.
|

Peter Ellis, Esq.
^

John TIdd Pratt, Esq.
Bankers.—The Hank of England.

PAyffici«».—William Brewer, M.O., F.K.ti., &c., 21, George-street,
Hanover-square.

5«r^tfon.—David Lewis, Eyq., 2S, Artillerj'-plac^West, Finsbury.

Solicitors.—Mesnv. Chatneld, Wlngate and ITnrt, Comhill.
Actuary.—Francis G. P. Neison, Esq.

Chief Agent for the Maritime Fufid.—JhomAS BuU, Esq., 91,
Minories, London.

( This Society is established on the principles of Mutual Life Assur-
ance, with a division of the whole amoiuit of profits among all the

assurers, to whom the books of the Society always lie open for in-

spection. A General Meeting takes place annually, at which is given

a detailed account of the business of the Society. No.policy stamp
duty charged on assurances above the term of ten years.

The Maritime Fund is A department of the Society which affords

to captains and mnriners the same facilities and advantages of life

assurance which residents in England have hitherto enjoyed. Upon
this fund, at a comparatively small cost, a member (should he be lost

at sea on a particular voyage) ^vill provide an annuity for his wife as
long as she lives, in proportion to what he has paid.
Every particular may be known by applying to Mr. Bull, agent ; or

to the Secretary, at the offices, 2^, Moorgate-street.
GEQKGE B. SCOTT, Secretary.

Li^DWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE.
J-j Isleworth, Middlesex, respecfully informs Horticulturists,
that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
sen-atory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns. Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WGRK, 8rc.. FOR THE GARDEN.
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock
• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Gardcn and Greenhouse, begs to submit for
the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS,
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN ARCHES,
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility
stand unrivalled.

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES.
FUMIGATOBS, SVRINGEte, and PATENT WATER-POT, with
every other Implement.

Gamk and Cattlk Fencivg in variety.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions,
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods,
W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester), beg

to annonnce that They continue to execute works of the above
description, inwhich they have introduced a variety of Important
improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-
rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive
scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at rhe stupendous Con-
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most
complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams* Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,
and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom vrith

punctuality and dispatch —33, Brown-Street, Manchester.

pUCUMBER and MELON EOXES and LIGHTS—
Vy' For SALE, one, two, and three Light BOXES and LIGHTS,
of all sizes, ready for imro«iUate use, warranted of the best mate-
rials, packed and sent to all ports of the Kingdom ; two ijght
Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8s. Garden Lights made,
glazed and painted, from is. per foot. Sashes and Frames made,
glazed, and hung complete, is. 8d. per foot,—At JAMES WATTS'
Sash ATanufactory, 8, Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.

"^ro NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and
-» OTHERS.— Messrs. Protherob and Morris have re-
ceived instructions t< > offer to pnblic competition by Auctionon
the premises, on TUESDAY, the 5th of April, 1842, at 11 o'clock,
the celebrated Stock of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, late the pro-
perty of — Daubauz, Esq., deceased, near the church at Leyton,
comprising fine specimens of Camellias, Oranges, Hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons, Ericas, Choice Geraniums, Acacia, Azalea Indica, Cac-
tus, Neriums, MjTtles, Eutaxia, &c.

^
May be viewed by cards. Catalogues may be had of the prin-

cipal Nurserymen and Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, Ameri-
can Nursery. Leytdnstone.

Just published, in royal 4to, price If. I5j. bound

RUSTIC ARCHITECTURE—Picturesque Decora-
tions of Rural Buildings in the use of Rough Wood

Thatch, &c. Illustrated by Forty-two Drawings j consisting of
Plans, Elevations, Sections, hnd Perspective Views; the Doors
Windows, Chimneys. Shafts, &c., drawn Geometrically to a
large scale : with descriptions and estimated costs. By T. J.

I
RicAUTi, Arcliitect.

" We have repeatedly and strongly recommended this elegant
and useful work, and can safely say that we think no gentleman
who purchases it will be disappointed."—Lowrfon'^ Gardener^g
Magdzine,

James Carpenter, Old Bond Street,

XT

Price 75., illustrated wilh W^ood-cuts of Birds, Cages, .^c,
A NEW EDITION OF THE

TATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS ; their
L ^ Manaeement, Habits, Food, Diseases, Treatment, Breeding,
and thc*MLthodsot Calchingthem. By J. M. BECHSTELV, M.D.
"A very delightful book of its kind. ...... It seems

to UM an indispeasable ht>ok for the bird-fancier."— 5/Jl?c^rfor.
•• It will be welcorae to every eentlemaik's library or drawing-

room table. It is superbly got up, with an immense number of
vignettes ; and in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals*"^
Weekly Dispatch.
Loudon : W\ S. Orr & Co.; and W. k R. Chanabars, Edinburgh.

On 2d April, to be completed in lb Weekly Numbers, at 6rf. each

T ORD BYRON'S TALE S.
1. GIAOUR.
2. BRIDE OF ABYDOS.
3. CORSAIR.
4. LARA.
5. SIEGE of CORINTH.

6. BEPPO.
7. MAZEPPA.
8. ISLAND.
9. PAKISINA.

10. PRISONER of CHILLON.
John Murray, Albemarle- street.

Sold also by Tilt and Bogne, Fleet-street.

Publishing Monthly^ ivith Four coloured Engravings,
PricG 2*?. Grfi

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for Fkbruarv contains beautifully-coloured

figures of Cattleya Aclandice, Brugmansia fiorihunda, Mahotiia

aquifoliinni and Loasa Pentlandica, with the history and di-

rections for the culture of each : also comprehensive Papers on
the science of Gardening, including the phenomena of impreg-

nation and germination in the seed of plants ; the Culture of

Gesnera rupestris; on Arranging and Planting Specimens in

Conservatories; the Propagation of Tropasolum tricolorum
j

Notices of Plants figured in the floral periodicals for December and
January, and of those flowering in the suburban nurseries j with

a copious Calendar of Operations for the month.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

). That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in fower.

3. That they are lithographed on zinc by the same individual,

and, being coloured in a superior manner, have ail the spirit and

elegance, and much of theiinish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possestrng a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.
It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the w-ants of all who delight in gardenmg;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commences with this Number, and as it i.s intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.
—- * —

In one small volume, price 155.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the com-

pression of a great variety ol information into one volume, in

order to bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, ia so

universally sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener,

and those connected with his profession, should be as well ac-

commodated as other classes in this particular. No such work

existing, however, prior ta the issue of the present publication,

its value wiB he at once apparent ; since it combines the more

essential features of a Botanical Catalogue, an Horticultural

Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur or Floriculturist; whomay, by carry-

ing it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time

submitted to his inspection, and immediately derive every intel-

ligence respecting the peculiarities or affinities of^articular spe-

cies which could reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage

that can only be sufficiently estimated by those who have felt

the want of such an assistant; and to all such individuals, a»

well as to every agent or friend of horticulture, the Pocket Bota-

nical Dictionary is decidedly indispensable.
London : J. Andrews, Bond-sfreet ; Orr & Co., Paternoster-row

^^— - — —

In cr. 8V0. 4s. fitf. bd.with 220 Diagrams engraved for the woij,

T^^UCLID'S ELEMENTS OF PLANE GEOME-
-Li TRY ; with Explanatory Appendix, and Supplementary
Propositions for Exercise. Adapted for the Use of Schools, or

for Self-instruction. By W^ D. Coolev, A.B., author of th«

** History of Maritime and Inland Discovery."
"This is the best edition of the Elements which has yet ap-

peared,"

—

Atheneenm. "For brevity, clearness, and discerflioff

attention to the wants of learners, cannot be easily surpassed.
—Dublin Univeraity Mug,

«

FUN FOB THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 5*. 6rf.,TOE MILLER'S JEST-B K-

^ A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the

greater delicacy observed in modern conversation. But that the

volume might have some substance, and be a good table or

travelling book, copious additions have been made from other

old volumes of Facetiae.

K;ctraclfrom the Preface, « .

" Another strange circumstance connected with this work is,

that everybody presumes that he hiniseif, and everybody e^^^^'^J
perfectly familiar with its contents .... and-yet if the leader

will ask his acquaintance, it wiU appear that not one i" °^*
hundred ever set eyes on a copy. It is inconsequence of hKe

questions that this edition is publibhed."

One Volume, price /a.Ccf., , _-
T^HE LIFE AND TIMES OF RIENZI-
-»- " Not less interesting than Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's elo-

quent Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is this historicai

record of the Conspiracy of Gabrini-"—il/o?i^A/^ i2.?po477orir.
, ,._

" To all who have read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's * Rienzi, its

perusal is, in a measure, a duty."— Specfa/or. . ,
" A curious and pleasing volume, and full of matter of histo-

rical character and illustration."— Z.i/e/-(irj/ Gazette. .
" The publication of this work is well timed ... - The Life Oi

Rienzi is to us full of interest."—.'IfAen^ruw. . ^ _
" Those that wish to become acquainted with the true history

of a man who was, in some sort, the A'apo/eon of his own ag«
and country, would do well to consult the extraordinary nar-

rative of the • Life and Times of Rier.7.i.' "— Tiif's Magazine.
Whittakcr and Co., Ave-Maria-lane, London.
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Printwl by Missrs. Bbapburv and EvA^8. ti.mbard-itreet, Flf*!**'^''!' l,
Ihe Pretinctof Whitetrlar% in the City ol London, and PuMii>hed ^y jj'"' "
the OjricR, 3» C h a

r

r.w.8T«BT» Covrnt Gaiid»b, in the County of l^*'°°'*'f/'
wh«r« all Adve^ti^em«w and CommunJcuioBs arc to b« addrewed to w*
Editor.—Stlurdar, March 12, ]&i«.
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THE GARDENERS 9 CHRONICLE
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

.EXHIBITION Of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or
JAPAN ROSE. A collection O^ these beautiful Exotics is

now in bloom at Chancer aM Sous' >''Ursery, VauxhaU. Admit-
tan ce gratis;

UNDER THE TAikONaGE OF hER MAJESTY.
ROYAL SOUTH LONDoN FLORlCULTURAL

SOCIETY. Flowtfr-^hoW'swUlbelioldonthefollowinirdays:—
At the Horns Tarem, hOnnii^&ton—O'^ Wednesday, April 20th, for

Auriculas. Polyantha^*^^ &c.j Wednesday, May i8th, for TuUps,
Pelargoniums, &c. A^ the Royal Si^^'tey Zoological Gardens—
On Tuesday, June i4t^.. for Roses, pelargoniums, &c.; Tuesday,

July 26th, for Carnaf^Om, Picotee^f Greenhouse Plants, &c.;

Tuesday, Sept. 13th, f^' DaUHas, Greenhouse Plants, &c.

,—^_--_ ^' ^^' Cjj^IINOjJion. Sec.

SWEEPSTAI^^^—OPEN tO AlL ENGLAND.
TT7ARW1CK: AND WARWICKSHIRE HORTI-
VV TURAL SOClI^TV'S FIRST EXHIBITION for 1342,

ApaiL 28th. for CutSpi'Citnens of Auri^'ilas, Polyanthuses, Hearts-

ease, Calceolarias, Greenhouse and Herbaceous Flowers. Second
Exhibition, 23d Jun^. for Cut Speciin^us of Geraniums, Tulips,

Pinks, Roses, Fuchsia!*' Ueftrtsease, ^c.

Particulars, with coi^^itions of Exhi^^ition, may be had on ap-

plication. Ten clear di'-yti' notice, or tlQUbie entrance, required of
Exhibitors, The specl'''^onsniay be c<>nsiigiied, carriage paid, ad-

dressed—T. HoDGKiNJ*oi^^ secretary, Warwick.

HACON'S INCOMPAHAI^LE PEAR.
.OOD STRONG PLANTS of this superb Variety,
price 75.6c?. eacbf^ia^y beobtainff^of Mr. Harrison, Nursery-

man, Downham, J^orf^^V, for description see last number of the
Chron icle, p. 3 72. _^ _^_^__

JACKSON, Nurserymauf 6cc.j Kingston, Surrey,
— • respectfully inf('i*rns his Patron^ *iud the Admirers of Hor-
ticulture, that his Supr'^ment CATArOQUE OF PLANTS, with
their prices, for 1842 5 ^ud |iis List of choice Show DAHLIAS
may be obtained otx application.

Kingston Nursery, March 17th, 18^2.

tamesTamplIN^^
O STOW, ESSEX, ^^(?s to inforin the Public he has a few
plaints of his foUowinij si)ie,idid PKLAl^GoNIUMS to dispose of,

viz., Enchantress 2u., t.'ainil^^42s., A^^h 2l«.i Van Amburg:h425.,
Louisa I05.6rf., Alice7*'6rf., Superb if^^-G^f., Prince Ernest lOs.Grf.

Ful^ens55., Duchess of ^Sutherland 2l*'» Muckle Wonder lOs.Gd.,

&c. &c. of which Catal"feucs niay be I'^d on pre-paid application.

N.B. Strong plaiits of Uardeuhergi^^ ^lacrophylla, at 5i', each.
Walthamstow, M^^'^U 2-

' NEW ANr) SUPERB EUcHSlAS.
'^PHE Nobility, O^Xiuy, and florists, are respectfully
JL informed that Messrs. W. and F- YouELL having bestowed
great care and attention in forming * collection of all the new
Fuchsias sent out by various parties, which have proved to be of
great beauty and distinctness, and having selected about thirty
varieties which they ea^ confident!)'. Recommend, they offer to
send them out the fii'^t M^eek in April, at the rate of 21s. per
12 varieties, fit for competitiou at anf of the Horticultural exhi-
bitions of the ensuuig s^g^gon. By ei^^losing a Post-office order
for one guinea, they ^i)l be sent post-free to any part of the
United Kingdom. Th^ii* list of Fuch^^ias. with respective prices,
can be obtained by en^-'losuig a Postai^e Stamp.— Great Yarmouth
Nursery, March I5.

n^HOMAS CRIPPS, FLORIST, Tunbridge Wells,X respectfully iafors^is his friends that plants of the New White
Fuchsia, " Vbnus VifTHj3c,'*MriU be reutly in May, at 21s. each,
with the usual ^iscoi^^t to tlie trade if three or more plants are
taken at once- For p^rt|ciUars. see '* f'loricultural Cabinet** for
March, or " Gardener^* Gazette*' or '* Chronicle" of 5th inst.
Orders for this will b© j-eceived by ^r. George Charhvood, 14,

Tavistock Row, CoveH*^ (harden; Messrs. Cormack and Co., New
Cross Nursery ; Mr. Harrison, DowiihatY^, Norfolk ; Mr, J. Ash-
downe, Seedsman, Hi&h. street, Ha&^ihgs ; Messrs. Wood and
Son, Maresfield Nmscry^ or addressed ^s above.

TO AORlCX^-j'URlSTS ^^D FARMERS.
THHE SUBSCRlBliRS have been appointed SOLE
J^ AGENTS by UHPorters of Gt^ANO, for the disposal of
same in this quarter; ^nd they will be happy to receive orders?
The wonderful influc^co of Guano '^ Fertilising the Soil has
been so clearly pohited out by liebi^,^ ^nd the other leading
Chemists who have turtigd their attentioji to Agriculture, as to
warrant the belief that the intcllife^ent Agriculturists of this
country will embrac<J the present favourable opportunity of
securing a quantity of this unsurpassed Manure. In England
where It has been extensively used, its virtues have far exceeded
expectations.
Jas. Dicksox anP Soj,s, Nursery Seedsmen, and Florists

32, South Hanovcr-stfcet, i:dinburgh.
^lorists,

%* J. D. and Sons have reason to believe, from recent experiments.
that It is higl^ly valuable for l^itclien cropping.

T^AHLIAS.—Yo«r statement some time ago, that a
-V-' system of class- enovv-ing might be adopted with effect, in
addition to other modes of exhibition. Appears to have consider-
able weight; but the opportunities do n^t always present them-
selves. You also state that Mr. Wildma^ ,vill always be happy toreceive such pioposals, and that aWhito class would be desirable

t^l^t-^?.''l.-
^^ ^r- "V^'^^^man will mala* the attempt, by offering

T,^n !" h^^
seedling: Uiauca in the ^.j^ite class> he may rely"pon two. If not three ihore, enteriog for a Sweepstakes of five

guineas each (2* guineas whereof to go to the fund at Salthill)upon condition 6 or l3 bl^^^ms each; out and cut, if required, or
otherwise by declaration, and from one person's growth, an<ione place. To be adj^d^gd by three or ^ore, if willing, of thefollowing respectable judges, at the enstUng SalthiU exhibition,

c^eu lt?^^^^^^^"^^.^^^"f'^j^y• ^*;?*">-* ^'^^de. Keynes, Mlt.

f^aH^K f^T^' T?*^^^ ^^^t^^' Widnall. Dod (Cliefden). DoddsSalisbury), J. Brown or jjis foreman. Turner, Jr^-^- --- -

jg^outhampton), or other respectable per^^^ named.

PIan^. ^Ji^^^' ^^^^ bc ^tilThasYor'sale ^ood" healthy'^^ elUr^oo^d

bets tn /mfll"^ Z^ ^^' ^""^^^^ varieties m his collection; and
Z^^ll? ^^li^^^ ^^^^t''''' of ^^^^tw^ to the very moderate rate

flower
^^ ""^^ ii:J^P«'t)VC their collections of this favourite

12 fine Seedling van^tir^ by Name .... 42*.I- nrst-rate Show Fiow,,^^, selected fr^ni the best of last

qU^^TL^'J"
""^^^^^ •^^"O *l*^to

. . 155.
-ii eood Show Mowers, including niany ^f la&t year's var, 20j.

V n A
^ ^^ PaC*^ns of Seed at 2.-*, cd. and 58,

iJ^
remittance is req^^^sted from "nknown Correspondents.

Edmonton, near Londno. March 3 9» iS42.

SATURDAY. MARCH 19. Pbick 6d.

MYATrS VICTORIA RHUBARB.

J AND \V- MYATT having a good Stock of Strong
• Roots raised by offsets from the orig"inal Seedling;, can

supply them at lO/. per hundred.—N. B. As various si)urious sorts
have been sold and are now selling- under the name of " MyatVs
Victoria," purchasers would do well to require them warranted.
—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 23, 1841.

J KEYNES' CATALOGUE OP FIRST-RATE
• DAHLIAS is now ready, and may be had on application.

Extra tine Plants may be depended on early in May.
J. Keynes having received Catalogues quoted at much lower

prices for some varieties than his own, begs to state that, although
he does not wish to underrate good-6HOW FLOWERS, he will
not be undersold by any Xurscrjnien in the trade,

Salisbury, March lo, 1812.

I

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
r UCOMBE, PINCE, & CO., having an extensive
-Lj and well- selected Stock of all the pewest and choicest
Flowkr Skeds, to the cultivation of which they have paid con-
siderable attention, and the quality of which they can confideutly
recommend, beg leave to offer them foi sale, delivered carria^^e
free to any part of the Kingdom, on the icllowing teims:—

25 packets of distinct-named sorts . ,213.
50 do. do. do. . • . 30s.
100 do. do. do. . - . 428.

Amongst them are—Asters, Brachycome ibcridifolia, Clintonia
pulchella. Erysimum Perowskianum, Godetia Willdcnowii and
Schamanii, Lnpinus Hartwegii, Martynia fragrr.ns, Mcsembryaii-
themum tricolor, Phlox Drummondii, Stocks, Zinnias, &c. &c.
Catalogues of which may be had on application to them.
Exeter Nursery.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
MESSRS. W. and F. YOUELI. have a few pairs to

spare of that most beautiful Rose Flake, Wilson's Harriet,
which is considered by the first judges in the kingdom to be
decidedly the most perfect flower of its class ever laiscd. Also
that splendid Picotee, Anacreon. The above will he forwarded
by post, free, to any part of the khigdom by inclosing a post-
oflv^e order for 18s.—They also offer from their superb collection,

12 pairs fine Show Carnations and Picotees ^l lOs, Crf.

25 do. do. do, 3
12 do. first-rate extra fine do. 2 10

Great Yarmouth Nursery.

VERBENA, "THE QUEEN j"

Flowers of a pure white, and sweet-scented.

WM. IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London, begs
most respectfully to offer this beautiful variety of Verbena,

which has the habit of V. Tsveediarm, blooming equally vigorous
and profuse : being, too, of a pure white, it produces a striking
contrast with the other kinds. It was exhibited, and obtained a
prize, at the Surrey Zoological Gardens last September, and at

the Crown and Anchor, Strand, London ; also at Salt Hill, where
it was greatly admired. Highly favourable notices of it have
been made too in the ** Floricultural Cabinet," " Gardeners' Chro-
nicle,'' and " Gardeners' Gazette."

Plants can be had after March 10 at 7s. 6d. each. Agents in
London, Messrs. Warner and W'amer, 28, Comhill. A remittance
or reference expected.

BROWN'S MARQUIS of LANSbOWNE DAHLIA.
,—This most essential Show Flower will be sent out in May

next. Colour, shaded salmon ; fine cupped petals, which are
beautifully arranged ; and one of the most constant and success-
ful Dahlias of tlie season, having obtained Seven Seedling Prizes,

three of which were first, and twice defeating ** Conqueror of

the PXeskL.** Also shown in three successful Stands of two 24*s,

and ri-jj Oloet^is for three 20^ prizes. A drawing was made by
VCakciiiii;, rvlich will appear in the Florist's Guide, March 1842.

T. B.llji^ SI few strong Plants on hand of his much-admired
-.jeedHcjTpANSIES the "Countess of Orkney" and "Jewess,"
SLt ""5 Cd CAch.

A CATALOGUE, containing a choice selection of DAHLIAS
and HEARTSEASE, is now ready, and may be had on pre-paid

application.— Slough, March 2d, IS42.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND GERANIUMS.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (re-

• moved from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to Her
Majesty, respectfully informs the Nol^lity, Gentry-, and the Pub-

lic, that he has a fine Selection of the above Flowers, which he
can offer at the following very moderate Prices ;

—
RANUNCCLL'SKS, J^ *• d-

100 Roots 5n 100 superb sorts, with the.r names .50©
100 ditto very fine sorts, ditto . . 2 10

Superfine Mixtures, from 7s. to 2is. per hundred.
ANEM0NK9,

6

100 Roots in 100 superfine sorts, with their names . 3 10

100 ditto in 30 ditto ditto . 2 10

Superfine Mixtures, from 105. 6d. to 21*. per hundred.
AURICULAS.

25 superfine sorts, with their names, i plant of each 3 13

CARNATION'S.
25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each 3 10

:picotees.

assuperfine sorts, with their names, 1 pair of each
VKLLOW PICOTEKS.

12 supeefine sorts, with their names, I pair of each
CKRAXIUMS,

25 superfine sorts, with their names, 1 plant of each 3 10

A Catalogue of Geraniums can be had on application.

2 10

2 3

SEEDLING DAHLLAS to be sent out in May next,

by N. GAINES, FLORIST, SURRY-LANE, BATTERSEA.
Gaines' ORANGE PERFECTION; beautiful orange, at times

Shaded. This flower was sent for the opinion of the Horticul-

tural and Floricultural Societies of London; at both places con-

sidered first-rate. It is a fine grower, throwing its flowers well

above its foliage. A good show flower. Awarded first "Prize at

Kingston, and 2nd Prize at Teddington. 4 ft. 10«. 6d,

Gaines' EMPEROR j beautiful rosy crimson, very superior

petal, with great depth of flower, and well up in the centre. A
constant good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Kingston.

3 ft. 105. 6d,

Gaines' COMPACTA; fine purple, very superior form, of ex-

cellent habit, throwing its blooms well above its foliage; its centre

Well up. A good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Ilammer-
smith, 5 ft. \Os.Qd.

N.B. The above were considered first-rate flowers by those

that saw them growing. Plates of them will appear in " Wake-
ling's Amateur Guide," in April and May next.

N. Gaines' extensive List of first rate Dahlias, Geraniuras,

Pansies, Calceolarias, &c. may be obtained by post-paid applica-

tion as above. His new Cineraria, Prince of Wales, is now ready

for delivery.

\\/ ANTED as an AMANUENSIS, a fairly-educated
' • man, who is very industrious, very steady, can write very

good English, and is acquainted with Natural History; if with
Chemistry, Horticulture, or Fanning, so much the better. Salary-
100/. a year to begin with. Apply by letter, post-paid, toR ,Messrs^
Norman and Skeen, Printers, Maiden Lane, Govent Garden^
Loudon.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
» » Man, 33 years of age, who has lived in the most extensive

places of forcing, fully understands gardening in all its various
branches, and who has had great success in the forcing of Pines,
Grapes, Peaches, &c. &c.; has also a competent knowledge of
Landscape Gardening. He can be highly recommended by the
gentleman he has just left, as also by some of the first Horticiil-
turit^ts of the day. Address W. H., 54, Mllton-stnit, Dorset-«q.
^'' ^^^—^^^^^^ ^ I. ! I

—" ' >^^_ >»^ 1 »^ ._
^

^^^_

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single
Man, Aged 30, who is well acquainted with the different

departments of Gardening, Forcing, and the Propagation and
Culture of Plants. Can liave a good character from his last

situation. Direct to A. B., Mr. PampUn's, Nurseryman, Homsey-
road, Islington. Can be also rccuiumeuded from the above
Nursery. ^____^
\17AKTS a Situation as GARDENER, a Single Man
• ' aged 36, M^ho thoroughly understands the management of

Pities and forcing in general, &c., Kitchen and Flower Garden.
Would have no objection to take the management of the farm
(if not too extensive). Upwards of three years* character will be
given from the last place, and most respectable reference for

character and ability can be had from different families with whom
he served. Has no objection to what country he goes. Apply
personally, or by letter, to — Grant, care of Messrs. Loddiges,
Nurserymen, Hackney, near London.

^O SEEDSMEN, &c.—WANTED to ARTICLE a
respectable YOUTH, for 5 or r years, at a fair premium.

Address to H. and IL, Mr. Hastings's, bookseller, Carey-street,

Lincoln's Inn.

E FORREST & Co., late Wm. Malcolm & Co.,
• KENSINGTON NURSERY, beg respectfully to direct

the attention of their friends to the nndcrmcntioned, which they
can recommend with confidence to their notice ,: and for a more
extensive collection, they refer to their General Catalogue, which
on application will be forwarded post free.

Aconitum chinense, new
Ageratum grandiflorum
Alstrccmeria acutifolia

Brachycome iberidifolia

Clintonia pulchella
Clintouia elegans
Cosmanthos fimbriatus

Cantua coronopifolia

Centaurea americana
Calceolarias, finest sorts

Cineraria, from new sorts

Euphorbia variegata
Eucharidium conciniium
Heartsease, finest kmds
Humea elegans
Helianthemum, mixed sorts

Ipomopsis picta
Ipomoea rubro-czerulea
Ipomoea Michauxii
Ipomcea Quamoclit
Lychnis fulgens
Lupinus Hartwegii
Lisianthus RussclUanus
Martynia proboscidca
Martynia formosa
Peas, Auvergne

Peas, New Green Marrow
Nemesia floribunda
Pentstemon, of sort*
Phlox Drummondii, and others
PortiUaca, fine species
Papavcr Ih^ribnnda, and others
Plat^'stemon califomicum
Priaiula sinensis
Primula cortusoidcs
Rhodanthe Manglesii
Rhodochiton voiubile

Stachys coccinea
Schizopetalon Walkerii
Streptocarpus Rhexii
Thunbergia, of sorts

Tobacco, of sorts

Tropaeolum, of sorts

Cucumber, Walker's
Cucumber, Weedon's
Cucumber, Manchester prize,

and all the finest sorts

Celery, Seymour's fine white
Endive, long Imperial, for

stewing
Melons, all the best kinds for

early and late crops «

WARNER and WARNER, Seedsmen, 28, Comhill
London, beg to acquaint their friends and the public of the

arrival of their imported GERMAN ASTERS, STOCKS, and
ZINNIAS (in collections, from the Continent, and to invite their

attention to their lls-t of new and ch' ice Flower Seeds, in Har-

rison's Floricultural Cabinet for thepresent month, among which

are tbe following :
—

IPOMfEA RUBRO-C^RULEA, at U. per packet.

AGROSTIS PULCHELLA, 1*. per ditto.

BRACHYCOME IBERIDIFOLIA, 3*. 6d. per ditto.

GERANIUM, from fine varieties. Is. to 2s- 6d. per ditto.

HEARTSEASE, from the best kinds, Is. to 2s.6rf. per ditto.

And the following at Is- per packet :—

Alstrccmerias, of sorts Lupinus Hartwegii

Anagailis, ditto Mimulus
Asters, imported German, mix- . Pentstemons

ed colours Petunia
Phlox Drummondii
Picotee, imported
Pink, from a choice collection

Primulas
Ranunculus, saved from superb

varieties
Schizanthus
Stocks, imported German, mix-

ed colours
Verbenas
Zinnia elegans—&c. S:c.

Auricula
Calceolaria, shrubby and her-

baceous
Carnation, from stagcflowers
Cinerarias
Clintonia pulchella
Centaurea americana
Dahha, from choice varieties

Elichrysums, new varieties

Ipomcea Quamoclit
Ipomopsis
Lobelias
Also a few choice Vegetable Seeds, including the following

kinds of Frame Cucumber, at is. per packet:—Baknbs' Man of

Kent, Farmer Allen's Victory of Suffolk, Walker's Improved
Manchester, Weedon's Superb, Windsor Prize, Prize Fighter,

and Perkin's Victoria. Greave's Prince Albert Melon, 1«. per

packet. Lake's New Superb White Roman Brcccoli, and Met-

calfs New Pink Cape ditto, at Is. per packet. Lmported Brussels

Sprouts, &c. &c. ,

Martin's superior Frame Potatoes, 3*. per peck. New Bokhara

Clover, U. per packet. Mvatt's British Queen Strawbemes, 5/.

per hundred; Myatt's Eliza, ditto, 1/. per hundred;^ ^^^^\^J
Victoria Rhubarbs, 2.i. each. Seymour's Superb White Soua

Celery, 2s. 6<f. per packet.
^ , *. , «^»,

,

A large assortment of Herb^eous Plants from 6d. to U. eacn 5

Carnations and Picotees is. M, per pair. Pinks gd. ^fj^-^f
pair, all carefully named frcra the best collections.—cornnui,

March 17,1842. ,. .. „
General Catalogues can be had en appncation

atorj- Plants, mounted upon rmt^i^f -.-

and Edgi/igs for g-arden paths rriAy be seen

upon application to the gardca<ir.

i
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niEOBAtDS GROVE ACADEMt, WALTHAM
CROSS, within 20 minotcs* walk of the N. E. Covintics'

Statiniif Waltham. Yonng Gentlemeu are liberally Boarded and
caxtfully Instiucted in a course of Matlicmatical, C'a&^lcal, and
Comnterciai Education, by Mr. £. Tiiorntu:^ aud able Assi&tant
Jdasters.
Vl'my says, "Xo man's abilities are so remarkably shimug; as

not to stand m n«ed of a proper opportunity, a patron, and even
the priUbcs of a frieud, to recommend them to the notice of the
world."
A piot of Garden Ground Is ^Ivento each Pupil, to form habits

of indtrstry, and a knowledge of Horticulturftl science.

OEA-^IDE*—Mr. PURNER, of the Royal Hotel and
VJ Family BoardiuK House, HayHng Island, Hampshire, be^
l€five to iiiform the Nobility and Gentry that he has a choice of
Bitting Rooms commandinj^ fine views of the Isle of Wight, Spit-
head, ^c, with other necessary accommodatlous, that can be
taken for iny i>eriod. and, if wished, upon terms including every
•ccommodation. Hot, Cold, or Shower Bath^can be had in the
Hotel. Four hours* journey by railroad to Fareham. Mr. F. can
supply parttcnlara of any houses to let, furnishedor unfurnished,
having: OB« or two detached rebi<!cuc« with Gardens, at this time.

BRlTiSf! 8HEET GLASS FOR IIORTICUL
I'URAL PURPOSES.-Noblemen. GeuUcmun, aud IlortU

culturists generally are rcsptctfidly informed that they may be
Xurnishcd with li&ts of prices, and particulars regarding the above
article, vhUh has in every c. in which it has been adopted
proved \\f^t\t to be by far the most economical material for llorti-
cu1tnraU,,atin-j:

: uinm appUcatiou to Drake and BromUy. 3i5,
Oxford- street, Lond<m.

J. DRAKE, late of 100, BWffware-road. and 8, Jerm>Ti- street,
bees to nntify that he baa removed his business to the above
addr^B, lor tho convenience of more extensive premises, and
8o!i<~it5 for hii olf ai>d partner, a continuance of the support he
now grateftiriy acknowledges. French and ever)' d riptiori f^
Gla^^s Shades, Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and
British Plate Glass supplied in any number or quantity, at whole*
wde prtees.

'

'rOTIlE NOBILITY, GEiNTllY, NURSERYMEN,
-*- an'i others, who arc inclined to purchase by Private Con-
tract a cheap Bargain : about two nrrcB of F-Yeeliold Nursery
Tironnd. in a beautiful situation, about one mile from the sea;
half a mile from Portsmouth or Fortseai 1^ miles from Gosport,
«' lith VVf.stirn Railway Tejniinus. Oivthe Ground— a Dwellijuf
hou^c, a Grcenhousp. «Brickinif-pits, all well stocked with Pot-
plants, Slirubs, fruit trc , Ac.
For particulars, apply to Mr, John Nobes, on the premises, or

to Mr. Purchess, builder, near the Rush hotel, Southsea.

PIN
CO or 70 SUCCESSION

FJNB PLANTS, perfectly clean and healthy, which may be
tjho&en from about 300. For particulars apply to Mr. Jacobs,
Fruit -salesman, Covcnt Garden Market.

rro BE DISPOSED OF,

TO PlN£-GROVVE.„.
nrO BE SOLD by Private Contract, by order of the
-^ Assi(cuees of James Bishopp, of Westburton, a Bankrupt,
ON-£ THOUSAND iSfCCEiiilON PINE PLANTS of aU sizes,
»nd One Thousand very fine Fruitinp: Pine Plants. N, B.—There
will be about Four Thousand Pine Plants of all kinds, with the
Pits, to he sold by auction m August next. Application to be
made to Mr llenvy Satttr, Auctioneer and Surveyor, Arundel; or
to John Maun, the Gardener at Westburton, near Petworth,
Sussex.

rpO BE DISPOSED OF, [io consequence of the death
-^ of the late Proprietor,) an extensive audlughly-rtspectable
>IURSERY and SEKO BUSINESS, in one of the mo^t fertile of
the Midland Counties, which has been cslatollshed and lias pos-
sessed a nrst-rate co»tnexion for nearly 50 years. The arrange-
ments for conduetiiij; the business are unusually advantageous
and complete,— Ft>r paiticulars apply to Messrs. Warner and
Wamer. Seed^nun, -^h. Cornhill, London.

MESSRS. PROrnnUOE cSc morris are instructed
to ?cU by Publif Auction, at the Mart, BatthoIomewLaue,

onTiKsuAV, March 22d, and Tni/HSDAV, iMth, 1843, at twelve
O'L'lock. about 500 Standard and Dn-arf ROSES of the most ap-
proved \-aricties ; also a choice coUection of Carnations. Picotees,
and Pinks (the surplus stock ol ajiAmateur}, Dahlias iu dry roots,
&c. May be viewed the raoming of sale. Catalogues may be
had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone.

MTO GENTLEMEX, FLOKISTS, AND OTHERS.
ESSRS, PKOTHEROEaud MORRIS have received
instructions to offer to Public Auction, on the Premises,

Lamb Farm, DaJstou, near the Swan, King-sland Koad, on Wed-
nesday, MarchaJrd, I842, at ll o'clock, by order of Mr. F. Bryant,
in consequence of the land being let for building, the entire
Stock consisting: of about H.ooo Greenhouse and other Plants in
a very healthy condition, viz. : Geraniu«is, Myrtles, Fuchsias,
Verbenas of sorts. Cactus, Mesembrj-anthemums, Hyacinths,
Tulips, &-C. Also four newly-erected Greenhouses, several Pits,
1. 2, and 3 light Boxes, about otic hundred Hand-glasses, ajid
sundry utensils in trade. Also about 400 strong Roots of Myatt*s
Victoria Rhubarb, remarkable for its size and quality, and lotted
suitable far private buyers and the trade. May be viewed prior
to sale. Catalogues may be had of the principal Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, on the premises, aud of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone.

WARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.
'T'REGGON AND Co.. ZINC MERCHANTS AND
J- MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET, and 57, GRACE-
CHURCH-STREET, Cnty, beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,
that tUey are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on
"Ward's principle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners' Chromrt^) with
plain and ornamental stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc Fanlights, Skylights, and Gothic
Frames for Conservatories*, Hothouses, Forcing Frames, Ac.
Garden- stand Frames, Engines, Watering pots. Flower Labels^
Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, &c. &c. Experienced
workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zinc,
Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas, &c. &c.

THE CONICAL HOtTwATER BOILERS invented
by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained to any size of JOHN

SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c.» Sevenoaks, Kent.
J. SnswEX having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive oractice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
efTiciciit and economical; it may be seen at
"

.
- ' .uxhftll; Messrs. Lodriiges',

apple-place; Mr. Knight's,
Aji^cn and Son's, Exeter j and at

ursClBfelety of London.

Meosr.-

Hackn
King's
the G

w
that he
and o!h
cient, ai

work ct:

Sir Sim
H. P.- Woodhal.. a^

fet*e»t. Strand, London, begs
^obilifv'.j^entry, and Horticulturists,

fer rr^ATING FORCING HOUSES
sISaTER, upon the most Mmjile, cfS-

ASaproof,hewiUreferthern to his
|vo6le the Marquis of Salisbury

j^« jOftk nm, BATuet ; Abel Smith, Esq.

AU orders coiiferred upoa him will be punctoall

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and

economical principle?, for Horticultural and other BuUd-

ings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-

works, and Manufacturers. 6l. Gracechurch street, London, beg

to returii their most sincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry

who have so UberaUy patronized their improved Conical Boiler,

(for a description see Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.) To

Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They require

no furnaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure,

and may be applied with equal facility to the j=maUest houses or

mo:,t extensive range of pipes, price 5/. 53. and upwards, fur-

ther particulars, plans, estimates, &c. for warming every descrip-

tion of building may be obtained as above; where also may be

seen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Brass and

Iron Bedsteads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implements,

&c &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,

three, and fopr Inches, at 2s. 3d., 3.v. 3d.,¥tnA 4s. 3d. per yard.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions,

and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most

improved ami scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley- street, Manchester], beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory natnre. especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at ijiestupendous Con-

servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most

complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fucl^

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so mnch
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuality and dispatch— .33, Brown-street, Manchester.

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,
• King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility and
Gentry that their business, which has been extensive throughout

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; seethe 3rd and
.37th Numbers of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

References may be had, and their works seen, at Mr. Perry's Nur-
sery. Banbury j Mr. Green's, Lower Cheani; Messrs. Henderson's,

Pine-apple N irrsery ; Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr.
Knight's Exotic Nursery, Chelsea; Mcan^. Low's, Clapton Nur-
sery; Mr. Catlengh's Nursery. Chelsea j Mr. Gaines's Nursery,

Battersca; Mr. Buck's, Portland Nursery j Mr, Young's, Miltord

Nursery; Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalston; Mr. WoodrotTs Nur.
ser>, KciJsall Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswater; Mr,
Willmer's Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobility and
Gentlemen's Scats in the country.
Every particular to be had at their Horticultural Manufactory,

Glouccater place, Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBOHN,

D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-meKtioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baix.ey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country aud on the Continent.

D. and E. Ba i lev have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a ne\v Trough Pipe, for Orchi.
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK. &c., FOR THE GARDEN.
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock
• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortmentof

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower- Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for
the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS
TRAINERS, BORDERS and Srx\NDS, with GARDEN ARCHEs]
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility
stand unrivalled.
Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES
'\vnGATORS. SYRINGES, and PATENT W^ATER-POT, with

:r>' other Implement.
Gamk and Cattlb Fencing in variety.

FOR THE FACE AND SKIN.

DOWLAND'S KALYDOR, a preparation from
--*' Oriental Exotics, is novr universally known as the only
safe and efficient protector and beautifier of the Skin and Com-
plexion. Its virtues are commonly displayed in thoroughly
eradicating all Pimples, Spots, Redness, Tan, Freckles, and other
unsightly Cutaneous defects, and in rendering the most rough
and uneven skin pleasantly soft and smooth. To the Complexion
it imparts a juvenile roseate hue, and to the Neck, Hand and
Arm, a delicacy and fairness unrivalled.

It 13 invaluable as a renovating and refreshing Wash, during
travelling, or exposure to thesun, dust, or harsh winds, and the
heated atnjospbere of crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find
It peculiarly grateful after shaving.

Price 4f 6rf. and 8y. &i. per bottle, duty included.
CAUTION.—Ask for " Rowland's Kalydor/* and see that these

words are on the envelope, with their signature and address in
red, A. Ro^r^ANn & Sox, 20, Hatton. garden, London;" thesame are engraven on the Government iitamp affixed over the
corlc. Sold by them, and by respectable Perfumers and Medicine
\ enders.

***v*«i.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.
With Portrait, Two Vols., Fcap 8vo, 12a.,

THE LIFE of SIR SAMUEL ROMILLY, written br
himself ; with his Letters and Political Diary* Edited by hd

SONS.
John Murray, Albemarle-sfreet.

DR. DEAKIN'S BRITISH BOTANY.
Now ready, price ^l 10*. plain, and ^2 \7s. 6rf. coloured, hi

cloth boards, lettered. Vol. I., 8vo, 4/0 pages, comprisiue
Classes I to V. of

FLORIGRAFHIA BRITANNTCA ; or, Engravings
and Descriptions of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of

Britain. By Richard Deaki.v, M.D. This Volume contains
Figures of Five Hundred and Twenty-four species of British
Flowering Plants, with original Descriptions of each. The Il-

lustrations, mostly Six on a Page, are ^ccutate fac-similes
engraved from original drawings made by the Author from the
plants themselves, and carefully coloured after nature. The
figure of each species is accompanied with representations
of the characteribtic parts of fructification deliiieated from
actual dissections of the various organs as they appear under the
microscope, or to the naked eye of the practical botanist. The
volume is furnished with a Synopsis of the Genera, and an Index
ef the Generic and Specific Names, Synonyms, &c. The work,
which is also in course of publication in Monthly Numbers, price
Sixpence Plain, and One Shilling Coloured, will be brought to a
clo^e as promptly as is compatible with the anxiety of the author
to secure fidelity'in the figures and accuracy in the descriptions.

London: Published by R. Groombridge, Panyer-alley, Patet.
noster-row; and G. Ridge, Sheffield; and may be had of all

Booksellers.

Publishing Monthly, with Four coloured Engravings,
Price 25 Ou

PA X T N'S MAGAZINE OF B OTANY.
TheNumber fqr March, 1849. contains beautifully-coloured

figures of Jpomcpa fidfolia. Fuchsia radicans. Iris bicolot^ and
Cohimnea Schiediana, with Woodcuts illustrative of the habit of

of the firsthand last, and copious descriptions, history and di-

rections for the culture of each : also Papers on the science of

Gaidening, No. 2, in which Vegetable Developments are treated

of, and an Engraving is given to show an Oak germinating iu

water; the Impoitance of Shortening the Shoots of Exotic Plants,

while in a Giowing State ; the treatment of Hydrangea hortensis

as a border-flower; on Exposing Greenhouse Plants in Summer;
Notices of new and beautiful Plants figured in the leading Bo-
tanical Periodicals for February, as well as of those in flower in

the suburban nurseries; with an ample Calendar of Operations

for March.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably- coloured plates,

and twenty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. Tbd
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in fower,
3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about ope-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in thi^ country, the rest repre-

senting the most popularnovelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one .possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

,
Jtmay, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers,

London : W. S. Orr aud Co., Patenioster-row.

GARDEN NETS, Fishing Nets, Sheep-Nets.—Wool-
len and Worsted Netting, various widths ; New Hemp Net,

very small mesh. Bunting, &c., for protecting blossom of Fruit-

trees; New Herring Fishing Net, IJd. per yard; Old Herring

Fishing Net.Jd. Fishing Nets of all kinds, from 4 to idO yards

long; Tarred Rabbit Fence Net, 2d. per yard; Sheep-folding

Net (strong tarred cord), 44d. per yard, 3 ft. 6 in. high; New
Expanding Tents for Lawns, erected and taken down in one mi-

nute, 12 ft. by 12 ft., circular shape, 6 ft. high in the lowest part,

price 51.

Robert Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, near

Euston-square,
,
-

T7 CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETYt
J--^ No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET. BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 William IV.

Lower ratks of puemil\u tuax those of any other oFFiCKf

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :--

Age. 15 2U 25
I

bO 35

Annual
Premiumjl 10 8[l 14 7JI 19 0]2 4 3
per cent.

I | I |

40

2 1011 2 19 9

45

3 n 9 4 9

The Boxes declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to l6^

per cent, on the premiums tlien paid; and in 1839 a secoim

Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor lor

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam-vessel) from any one

Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any pan

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelungr ^
by the hands of justice are not void as respects the interests o

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell James Downer, Secretary.

NNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALASIAN, COLO-
NIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANN 1 111

COMPANY, Annuitants participate in the Profits of the Compw^J*

and receive a rate ofANNUITY much more favourable ^nan c

^
be granted by any Company making its investments wnou

England. The Company is enabled securely to graiit t^;=^
^

voorable terms from the advantage it possesses of mvesu e

portion of its Funds at a high rate of Interest.

Directors.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S. | C. E. Mangles, Esq.

Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper. Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq.
John Edwardes Lyall, Esq.

J. B. Montefiore, Esq-

J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.

Cafit. Sir Jas. Stirling, R.J>*

William Walker. Esq

Solicitors.—Messrs. bwain. Stevens and C:o.
^^

Prospectuses, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for t^'?P.*fi"^jj,n^
an Annuity or for making an Assurance, and every inform»i.

may be obtained by application at the Office of the Compa"r -

126, Bishopsgate-strect, City. ^ . ^„„nntant*
By order of the Board, CHklSTOfHER COUSINS, Accoimtw^*

V-
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

ALfc Fellows who shall apply on or before Tuesday, the 5th of

AprO, may obtain for these Exhibitions, at the rate of Three ShiU
Ungs and Sixpence each, any number of Tickets not exceeding:
TwKNTV-FOUR. After the 5th of April any further number of
Tickets will be delivered to Fellows, on their personal applica-

tion or written order, at the price of Five ShilUngs each Ticket.
^_-v. T-T^T,-,* ™m >.« availalile for the admission of one Visitor,

oEach Ticket will b „,,

after One o'clock, to either of the Three Exhibitions, at the option
of the Visitor. All applications for Tickets must be made at the
Society's Office, 21, Recent-street.

©ar^euers' Cfjtonicle^

SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1842.

- MEETINGS
Tiipsday * • . •

Wednesday . . ,

Saturday . . , .

THE ENSUING WEEIv
^oolngkal . .... B^p. k.
Geological t\t. m,
Koyal Botanic .... 4 p. h.

A FEW weelvs since, we reported briefly the sub-
stance ofa paper upon the cultivation of Asparagus in

the North of Spain, which was communicated to the
Horticnltural Society by Captain Churchill, of the
Royal Marines (seep. 159),- This gallant officer was
at St. Sebastian during its occupation by General
Evans ; and he profited by such leisure as his military
duties afforded him, to make himself acquainted with.
the natural history and horticulture of Guipuscoa.
We might content ourselves widi merely referring the
many inquirers who want to know how to grow Aspa-
ragus welly to the report just alluded to r but in our
opinion it is much too important to be passed by with
£0 little attention.

Asparagus is probably the vegetable most generally
admired and mosr seldom well cultivated; it is only
here and there that it is large, tender, and delicate. In
country gardens it is small, green, and strong ; in the
London market it is long, white, hard^ and tough— to
the eye attractive enough, but to the taste more like
bleached tim.bef than an esculent. Indeed, we have
never been able to comprehend the reason why, in
this our age of improvement, some ingenious turner
has not produced imitation sticks, which might be
tipped with half an inch of eatable Asparagus, and
thus spare the necessity of 'cooking four-fifths of the
stuff that is brought to a London table. Covent Gar-
den Asparagus is assuredly the worst in Europe. For
this reason, when really fine Asparagus is met with,
people think it must be some peculiar sort— obtain the
roots from Vienna, Berlin, Hamburgh. Cattersea, or
peptford, and then, when they find them producing
heads identical with what they had before, lay the
blame on the seedsman, or the soil, or the climate, or
anythmg rather than their own want of skill. There
IS but one sort of Asparagus, be its name what it
may

;
all the differences consist in its cultivation.

Captain Churchill says the Guipuscoan Aspara<^us
ineasures from three to six and more inches in circum-
ference. How this is obtained, his excellent account
leaves no room to doubt.

Asparagus is a plant found naturally on the beach
of various parts of the coast of Europe, Avhere it is co-
vered by the drifting sand, and watered by salt water
at high tides. Sand and salt water occasionallywuay
therefore, be regarded as indispensable conditions for
mamtaming it in health. How seldom is this thought

c/ o J'
^o^^erer. explains in part the excellence''of

ot. oebastian Asparagus. '
-

It seems that at the mouth of the Urumea is a nar-
row slip of land, about three feet above high^water
mark, consisting of alluvial soil, and the wearing away
ot sandstone hdls, at whose foot it is placed. This
IS the Asparagus ground of St. Sebastian. Beds are
Jormed five feet wide, without any previous prepara-
tion, except digging and raking. In March the seed
is sown m two drills, about two inches deep,* and 18
inches fron) the alleys, thus leaving a space of two

\ ?f/^^^^"
^^^^ ^^""s- The rows run invariably E.

and AV.—doubtless in order that the plants may shade
tUe ground during the heats of summer. When the
seedlings are about six inches high, they are thinned to
somethmg more than a foot apart. Water is con-
tacted once a day among the alleys and over the
ceds so as to give these seedlings an abundant and
constant supply of fluid during the season of their
browtti. 1 his is the cultivation during the first year

ine second year, in the month of March, the bedsare cova-ed with three or four inches of fresh night-

Sii'"^^'^-'''^^^'^'^^^^"^ ^^ the town; it remains ont}ior«^ - r

—

"'^ luwui It remains omem during the summer, and is lightly dug in duringthe succeeaing autumn; the operation of irrigation^i"^g contmued as during the tirst season. This ex-cessive

trpr^^pC ^ ' .""^ necessarily make them ex^

of S'/nr^''''''''^^"^P'^P^^^ ^^^"^ ^^^ ^he production
*^i fiigantic sprouts. *

Douhttc
^*!!''^ 'P""?' *^^ Asparagus is fit to cut,

b of K
^^ '^' ^"''Sies are developed by the diggingm of the manure m the autumn of the second ylarland when It does begin to sprout, it finds its roots in

sown stated

the course of March very lightly with dead leaves, to

the depth of about eight inches ; and the cutting does
not commence till the plants peep through this cover-

ing, when it is carefully removed from the stems,

in order that the finest only may be cut, which are

rendered \\hiteby their leafy covering, and succulent

by the excessive richness of the soil.

in the autumn of the third year, after the first cat-

ting, the leaves are removed, and the beds are again

dressed with fresh night-soil as before; and these ope-

rations are repeated year after year. In addition to

this, the beds are half under salt water annually at

spring-tides.

Let any one compare this mode of culture with
ours, and there will be no room for wondering at the

difference in the result. The Spaniards u?e a light,

sandy soil ; we are content with anything short of
clay. They irrigate; we trust to our rainy climate.

They know the value of salt water to a sea-coast plant

;

we lake no means to imitate nature in this re-pect.

They dress their beds with the most powerful of all

manures; we are contented with the black residuum
ofa cucumber frame, which is comparatively a crjjmi

mortiium. Finally, they throw leaves lightly over
their beds, by which means they expose the young
sprouts to the least amount of resistance, and force

them onward by the warmth collected from the sun by
such beds of leaves ; we» on the other hand, compel
tlie Asparagus to struggle through solid earth, capable

in the smallest possible degree of absorbing warmth
during the day—but, on the other hand, ready to part

with its heat again at night to the greatest possible

amount.
Can any one wonder, then, at the poor results ob-

tained by our manner of cultivation ?—or that some
gardener should now and then astonish his neighbours
by producing Asparagus which we call Giant, but
which at St. Sebastian would be called second-rate?

contact with a soil of inexhaustible fertility. Previ- 1 world, may bring this theory to perfection, or refute

ouply, however, to the cutting, each bed is covered in it if it be not well founded.**
'

These, however, are mere speculations of an inge-

nious philosopher, and do not appear, so far as we caii

learn, to be confirmed by any subsequent observations*

It certainly would seem, if the spots with which
the sun is marked can be proved to ,be fixed appear-

ances connected with the pnysical constitution of that

luminary, and also to cause increase or diminution of
heat, that then seasons of heat or cold may be fore-

seen, and will necessarily be periodical. But this

remains to be proved.

-

In another column will be found an account of the

manner of preparing mAhure in Alsace, which we re-

commend to the consideration of our readers. The
principle upon which the practice is founded is that of
preventing the loss of the volatile part of the manure,
which is the most valuable, by converting it into a

substance possessing no volatility. Itwill probably be
found that gypsum is the cheapest of the materials

recommended for this purpose.

" Seasons of abundance and scarcity usually recur

in cycles of several successive years.' Such is the

substance of an observation lately made by Sir Robert
t*eel in the House of Commons. This, if true, is a

remarkable circumstance. Is it true?

We have taken some pains to examine the state-

ment, and the result is embodied in the following let-

ter -from a correspondent, to whose opinions, if we
were at liberty to mention his name, all would defer.

'* In Sir William Herschel s paper on the spots in

the sun (Phil. Trans., 1801), there are some compa-
risons of these spots with seasons of abundance and
scarcity. The data are from an extensive table by
Adam Smith (which will be found at the end of the

1st Vol. of his Wealth of Nations), oi prices of Corn,

which I suppose is all we have to guide us as to sea-

sons of abundance or scarcity oi produce. On looking

it over, 1 see no ground for any conclusion as to cycles^

farther than such coincidences of successions and al-

ternations as often occur at Rouge el nolr. Sir J. Lub-
bock: has published a table arranged in curves, in

which are comprehended the fluctuations of Wheat
prices from 1780 to 1839, in which certainly there

occur great ups and downs, and in which, no doubt
also both elevations and depressions are not confined
to single years, but affect usually two or three toge-

ther. This, however, I rather consider as an effect of
the laws of human agency than of weather ; and on
the whole I see in it nothing at all indicating any
cycle or periodicity, any more than in the waves ofa
storm taken consecutively with those of an adjacent

calm. Sir J. L.'s table is headed—*A Retrospective

Mercantile Chart. Diagrams, showing the Fluctua-

tions of the Prices of various Articles between the

Years 1782 and 1839 inclusive.' Published by J. C.

Walter, 9, Castle-street, Holborn. Probably as both

these authorities are good, and to the point, so far as

price is an indication of supply^ they may answer the

purpose of those who wish to know on what evidence

Sir R. Peel's statement is founded."

In the paper above alluded to. Sir W. Herschel

ions in words to this effect : " Isums up his obs
am much inclined to believe that openings (in the sun)
with great shallows, (!n:c., instead of small indenta-

tions, may lead us to expect a copious emission of
heat, and therefore mild seasons; and that, on the

contrary, small indentations, &c., will denote a spare

emission of heat, and may induce us to expect severe

seasons. A constant observation of the sun with this

view, and a proper information respecting the general

mildness or severity of sessoios ia all parts of ^

CHATSWORTH.— (Conc/iw/^rf.)

The Chatsworth pilgrim ia apt to suppose that he Las
"seen everything worthy of notice" when he has made
the tour of the house, paced round the grounds, htared at
the fountains, and peeped into the grand conservatory

j

but the object of, perhaps, greatest interest remains yet
to be explored ; and this, me judice^ is the village of
Edeiisor in its new site. Tliey who were fanuliar with
Chatsworth a fevv years back, ifould scarcely have failed to
notice a number of shabby cottages that were crowded
togetljer near the Edeosor gates, and within the bounda-
ries of the park itself, to which they were, in truth, a
most unseemly appendage. Now, however, as if by ma»
gic, tout cela est chnfty^; the village is gone, and a beau*
tiful greensward covers the spot avhere it formerly gioodi
Two lodges (not a pair) have been erected on either side
this entrance to the park—one of which is a peculiarly
beautiful example of iLe rich effect of ornamental timber-^

gables when carefully adjusted ; the lodge on the oppo-
site side is a plain building in the Italian style, intended^
perhaps, by way of contrast to its o])posite and m^r<?
ornate neighbour ; but, to my fancy, it might be dispensed!
with. Ia this place, being near the Edensor Hotel, I

must, as in duty bound., say a word in favour of the latter

as at present conducted. Disappointments and disagree-
ments therein encountered in days of yore, had left an
tinfavourable impression not easily removed : being com*
pelled, however, to seek a harbour there after the lapse
0f some half-dozen years, I was delighted to find the esta-

blishment ia entirely different hands, and vastly improted
in all its arrangements; in fact, among country inns (a
degfctieraterace), it might now be difficult to find a better.

But what, it may:.well be asked, has become of the vil-

lage of Edensor ?—a question this which, as I have already
hinted, it might puzzle the majority of Chatsworth visit-

ants to answer, and yet a walk of a few hundred, yards
would solve the mystery ; for it has reappeared in a beau-
tiful little dell not a hundred yards from its original &ite#

This dell gnidually opens as it descends gently towards
the pfxrk, from which it is prettily separated by a wavy
line of plantation, and is as profusely studded with archi-

tectural jjems as was Sinbad's famous valley with gems of
Another kind. The buildings embrace houses of almost
every calibre, from the spacious farmhouse to the humble
cottage, and they are distributed with aduiirable skill;

Some on the level giound at the mouth of the dell, and
others on gentle declivities, while not a few overhang the
brow of a precipice or occupy a snug position that has been
excavated out of the solid rock. The buildings are en-
tirely of stone, except where enriched wooden gables or
other ornamental carvings have been introduced; and they
present a perfect compendium of ail the prettiest styles of
cottage architecture, from the sturdy Norman to the
sprightly Italian. The variety thus produced is charming,
and vastly preferable to the monotony which prevails

where a particular style is selected and adhered to through-
out, as is the case in one or two ornamented villages which
I might, but will not, name. The fact is, that uniformity
i^ quite incongruous where a number of different habita-

tions are brought into juxta-position ; and although we
have a right to expect that an individual wheh he builds a
house should confine himself to one style rather than in-

dulge in an amalgam of all, yet in a country where there
is no dominant style, other individuals are not bound to

.walk in his steps^ nor is it desirable or likely they should.
Hence a Gothic village, or a brick and timber tillage, or
an Italian village, is scarcely true to nature, and, oa
this account, would fail to please even if jt lost nothing
on the score of contrast and variety, in which the painter
would tell us the elements of beauty are to be sought.

'

The houses are all extremely comfortable, and tilted up
in a neat and substantial manner, and are evidently the
pride of their occupants. The wants, too, physical a«d
moral, of this community are amply provided for; for
there is a village school and a village play-ground, a vil-

lage fountain, &c. The latter is, 1 think, unique in its

design, and must be sech to be appreciated ; it ia quite
the poetry of architecture.

One word about the church and I have done. This
has lately been surrounded by a handsome wall, in wbidi.
is a comely gateway, by which you enter the churchyard.
So far, so good ; but the church itself, which is beauti-

fully placed and literally founded on a rock, though in-

offensive in its character, is yet unworthy of Chatswortii.

I was told that it is to be altered or rebuilt, which I trust

may prove to be true : indeed, it is impossible but that

the Duke must feel the propriety of sparing ndther pains

nor expense to render the house of God what, in sndi a

domain, we wonld expect to find it; and hsppHf the days

of barn-like cln.rches are gone by, never, I trust, to retaro ;

for with the growth of a more geouiae piety therf fa*«

sprung up likewise a deeper and more rererentiai iceling

towards these sacred edifices—a ftelimg which, while it

ucoms to placs religion m mere external*, scorn* a^o to

teare it uatcndcd 9Jxd in r^*

Y,

t
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TREATMENT OF CYRTOPODIUMS,
Having cultivated Cyrtopodiuras for^ six or seren

years without ever succeeding ia getting them to

flower, I last year tried the following treatment, the

result of which has been, that this spring my strongest

plant, though by no means so strong as it has been in

former years, has thrown up a fiower-stem :—About

this time last spring I fresh potted my plants, removing

all the peat and potsherds in which they had formerly

heen grown, and substituting in their place a very

strong friable loam, which I have for some time em-
ployed for the cultivation of Hippeastra, its nature being

such, that when once crumbled by frost, it does not set

again/but remains an open and porous, though extremely

tenacious soil, absorbing a great deal of water, but

allowing the superfluous moisture to pass off freely. It

was obtained from the bottom of the channels of an

irrigated meadow, in a strong loamy soil. I replanted

the plants in the ^me pots in which they had pre-

iously grown, draining them well with crocks* In all

other respects except soil they received the same treat-

ment a3 in former years—strong moist heat when growing,

and perfect rest and drought afterwards; In former years

the young shoots often damped ofiF, and the greater part of

the roots perished at the season of rest, neither of which

results took place last year. I was induced to make
this experiment partly by a statement which appeared in

the Chronicle last year, p. 230, from the gardener to Mr.

Brocklehurst, and partly by my own experience of the

growth of Cyrtopera flava, a rare East Indian species

with thick, fleshy roots like those of Cyrtopodium,

which dwindles and perishes in peat, but becomes strong

and luxuriant if grown in a stiff, tenacious, clay-like

loam. I believe it will be found that Phajas maculatus,

and some others of the strong-rooted terrestrial Orchidacece,

prefer this description of soil. The present is a good
time, when Cyrtopodiums - arc beginning to grow, for

those who are disposed to repeat my experiment, I

may observe that my plants are by no means strong,

not having above two or three pseudo-bulbs, the rest

baring been cut away from time to time, to get rid of

the white scale which infested them as long as they were

in peat, but which has now disappeared,

—

Johr^Rogers.

ON THE VENTILATION OF CURVILINEAR
IRON HOTHOUSES.

CuavitTXEAR iron-roofed hothouses have been erected in

-various parts of the country of late years, but they have

si(A proved to be so generally useful as was at first ex-

pected. Those in common use are modifications of forms
recommended by Sir George Mackenzie, and the late Pre-

sident of the Horticultural Society, with the view of hav-

ing the sun's rays perpendicular to some part of them at

all seasons of the year. The principle is certainly good,

but in making an artificial climate there are other things

to be attended" to besides light, and one of these, if it has

not been overlooked, has at least not been provided in

many of these houses—I mean a sufficient ventilation.

Everywhere we hear gardeners complain that they admit
too much light, and consequently burn the leaves and
otherwise injure the plants. There can be no question

about such effects being produced, although the cause is

not what it is generally supposed to be ; for we are not
likely to have too much light in England for greenhouse
plants or Vines, even if the photometer woflld indicate a

higher degree in the house than out of doors. The ac-

companyiog transverse section of one of these houses in

common use, will enable me better to explain its defects.

a is the fixed

roof, reaching

from the front

wallto theback;

^representsone
of the small

ventilators in

the front wall

;

c c, one of the

small ventila-

tors at the top

of the back
wall, to allow

the heated air

to escape.

These small

openings, with the addition sometimes of one or two in

the ends, are all the means available for reducing the tem-

perature in a hot summer day. If such houses had been

heavy wooden ones, affording ten times as much shade,

they would doubtless have had ten times more space for

ventilation. Supposing then that the house is built and

filled with plants ; 4f this happens to be late in autumn,

they will loolc remarkably well in winter and early spring
;

but as soon as the sun's rays become more perpendicular,

shining in a clear sky for a few days, the worst effects are

produced. The change is easily explained. These struc-

toxes are so light that they admit nearly all the sun's rays ;

and as they are reflected by the back wall, few of them

can pass quickly out : the atmosphere is thus subjected

to sudden variations of temperature, although every ven-

tilating board is open ; and the moisture is drawn from

the leaves of the plants much faster than their roots can

supply it, consequently the leaves flag, curl at their edges,

become blotched and unhealthy. That this is a correct

explanation is proved by the fact that succulent plants,

•uch as Cacti, having leaves^ with few evaporating pores,

will flourish in a house of this description. The front

ventilators in such houses are placed in a very good situa-

tion for the admission of air, but those in the back wall

arc in a very bad one for allowing it to escape when it is

over-heated. Several persons lately had rather an expcn-

t\.

.

sive example of the truth of this principle in the working

of a new method of beating plant-houses, where it was

supposed that if the pipes were placed in a chamber below

the level of the floor of the house, and communicating

with it by a few holes or trunks made along the front or

back, the heat generated by the pipes in the chamber

would all ascend through these places and keep up a suffi-

cient temperature. Such, however, was not the case
:
a

great quantity of the heat remained where it was, and the

plants were in some instances frozen. So in like manner

the heated air passes out very slowly at these back ven-

tilators, and the plants are burned.

A house, of which the following is the section, would have

all the advantages of the other with regard to light, and

at the same time the means of sufficient ventilation would

be provided.

a represents

the ventilat-

ing boards in

the front wall

as shown in

the other sec-

tion ; these

could be used

in mid-winter,

when the air

thus admitted

would have to

pass over the

hotwaterpipes

6, before it

came in con-

tact with the

c is a glazetl ventilator, as seen in common wooden
and dj ventilators in the roof, which move on

hinges. The span-roofed curvilinear 'house is not liable

to such sudden variations of temperature, because having

glass on both sides, many of the rays pass through, and

therefore it is much cooler than those which have a back

wall. The annexed sketch

shows a house of this descrip-

tion, which is ventilated at

the base, in the same manner
as the preceding, and at the

top, by either having part of

the roof of an inclined plane

with moveable sashes, or by
leaving a considerable space

below the coping, and fixing

wooden ventilators on it.

Having pointed out what I

consider to be defective in the construction of many of

these houses, other and perhaps better methods of reme-

dying these defects may be suggested. The inclined plane

and sliding sashes might be used in the second section,

instead of the hinged ventilators, if it is thought desirable.

It would be rather advantageous than otherwise with

regard to light, being of course more perpendicular to the

sun's rays in winter and spring ; and although it would

be less so in the months of June and July, yet this would

be rather beneficial.

—

R. Fortune,

plants,

houses

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XII.
Flower borders containing bulbs and other herbaceous

plants may now be put in order and dug. It is not a

good plan to dig these early in the spring, because many
of the plants are entirely under ground at that season, and
are almost certain to get cut and perhaps destroyed by the

spade ; hence it is no uncommon thing, even in good gar-

dens, to see confused masses of the same plant springing

up in all directions. In digging these borders, it is fre-

quently necessary to reduce the size of overgrown speci-

mens ; but this is often done in the very worst manner,
in so far as their health and beauty afterwards is con-

cerned. Many persons, when they wish to keep a plant

within certain limits, cut away all the outside year after

year, leaving continually the old part which was first

planted. This may do very well for strong-growing plants,

but it is certain death ultimately to the weaker kinds
;

and the latter are generally those which are most admired-

Almost all plants grow outwards from a centre, and the

parts which root nearest the edges, or the youngest, are,

in all cases, the most vigorous and healthy ; it must be

evident, therefore, to every one, that if the healthy parts

are constantly removed, those which remain will be apt to

grow weak and produce few flowers. Nurserymen and
propagators of rare plants know well the value of fi'ont

shoots, and always prefer them when they can be had.

Those, therefore, who have to cut in such pretty dwarf

plants as Arabis alpina and Aubrietia deltoidea should

always choose a patch from the most healthy part, which

will generally be found on the outside, and plant it in its

proper place in the border amongst fresh soil ; they will

in this manner have healthy plants, and fewer blanks in

their borders.

There are many pretty spring-flowering plants which
belong to this class, which make the herbaceous border

extremely interesting, even at this early season ; so that

those who do not possess a greenhouse need not be with-

out flowers. The following may be noticed, as among the

most worthy of a place in a small garden : Crocuses, of

which there are many fine varieties of various shades of

colour; one called Susianus, or ** Cloth of Gold," is ex-

tremely beautiful. Dog's-tooth Violet, Adonis vernalis.

Narcissus, the Winter Aconite, double-flowering Pilewort;

Hepaticas, the single and double blue, and another which
is commonly named the Peach-blossomed ; Saxifraga op-
positifolia, Draba aizoides, Sisyrinchium grandiflorum,

Alyssum saxatile. Besides these, there are the common
Primrose and Violets, the Snowdrops and Snowflakes,

and the pretty light blue Omphalodes verna, commonly
called *' Forget me Not."

Among things which flower late in the season, there is

a plant called Anemone vitifolia, which should be in every
border of herbaceous plants. The leaves are shaped like

those of the Vine, of a deep green ; and the flowers which
stand above the leaves are white ; the habit of the plant

is good, as it does not grow till it is well fitted for the
middle or front of the border. There is another fine plant

for a border, called Acanthus mollis, which is a native of
the Levant, and not very common in small gardens. Its

large spikes of flowers are very ornamental, and its shin-

ing pinnatifid leaves are interesting, as being the model
from which the Grecian architects are said to have taken

the leaves of the Corinthian capital. It is apt to get in-

jured in winter in wet situations.—iZ. F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
RooJcs.—From many communications with which we

have been favoured on this subject we select the follow-

ing :— In compliance with your request (being a great

friend to the rooks) I will endeavour to assist your corre-

spondent in his attempt to establish a rookery. Never
having had any personal experience in such an undertak-

ing, I have looked into two works of great authority in all

matters con'^ected with natural history, viz., ** Yarrell's

History of British Birds," and .*' Stanley's Familiar

History of Birds, their Nature, Habits, and Instincts."

In the second vol. of the former work, page 96, it is men-

tioned that in two instances where rooks had been de-

stroyed in great numbers, the failure of crops had been so

great from the ravages of grubs, insects, &c. &c., that the

farmers were obliged to '* import" and *' reinstate" the

rooks : how it was done is not stated. In Stanley's work,

however, it is suggested (i,, 246) that in "looking out

for a magpie's nest near the wished-for spot, and ex-

changing her eggs for those of a rook, the desirable point

may be accomplished," This experiment has, we are

told, been actually tried, and with success, in Warwick-

shire. A carrion crow's nest would probably succeed as

well as a magpie's. Possibly procuring some young rooks

this season, and keeping them domesticated near the de-

sired spot till the next breeding season, would induce

them to build in the neighbouring trees; if regulariy fed,

they would have no inclination probably to fly away, being

much attached to localities : but that might be prevented

by clipping their wings sufficiently to prevent a long

flight, but still giving them the power of roosting on low

branches. As the magpies, crows, and rooks are now

busy preparing their nests, and will soon begin laying,

your correspondent should lose no time in looking out for

a magpie or carrion crow's nest to place the rooks' eggs

in. Boys who are accustomed to climb trees to procure

young rooks could easily get at the eggs. It is desirable that

your correspondent should communicate the result of any

experiment he may make.

—

D. P. In order to entice the

rooks to build in trees, procure a quantity of nests^ the

more the better, and secure them against the effects of

the wind ; the best time to accomplish this is as soon as

the rooks have reared their young. The nests will then

better bear handling than if deferred to a later season. They

cannot be enticed this season, as they have commenced

building.— Edward MorsCy Gardener^ Builelgh Court,

Glastonbury, -
^

Chapman's Potato,—In the Chronicle for March the

5th, I find Mr. C. Chapman, of Brentford End, complain-

ing that I have misconstrued his circular, and that, with-

out understanding the subject of producing what he calls

New Spring Potatoes, ^ut what I b*g to call immature

old ones. As he seems to think that I wished to injure

the sale of his Potatoes, 1 beg in the first place to state

that I have not the pleasure of knowing him otherwise

than as connected some time ago with the sale of a Pear,

then called Chapman's, but long before well known as the

Passe Colmar ; and that my sole motive for writing to

you, was to put the public on their guard against trusting

implicitly to the wonderful things sometimes advertised.

But to the point. Messrs. Chapman in their circular say,

'*the sets greened and prepared for planting will be ready

to be delivered in May next" (why not before?) "with

full directions for their culture." *• A sample in their

natural state and not greened will be sent on the remit-

tance of one shilling, and sets in a greened state at the

charge of one pound one shilling per bushel." Now, does

Mr. C. mean to state that there is nothing in this extract

respecting a peculiar treatment being required ?^
Surelyj

if the merit he speaks of is owing to any particular va-

riety (he has two varieties, by the way), such treatment i«

not requisite. Why, let me ask, is it so necessary that the

sets should be "greened ;" and why purchasers are to

have such full directions, upon the observance of which

the produce of their Potatoes is to be the same as the

sample.^ unless it is the management which causes the

peculiarity and not the sort. What need too can there be

of holding back instructions till the month of May? There

is something mysterious in this very circumstance whicn

naturally excites suspicion. Why will not the same treat-

ment act on any other variety in the same manner as on

the two kmds which Messrs. C. call their New Spring Po-

tatoes? Most assuredly greening sets, and particular

directions, cannot have anything to do with particulaf*

varieties. Mr. C. says 'their New Potatoes are not ob-

tained in the manner stated in the *' Gardeners' Maga-

zine ;" now this may be true enough in some minor de-

tails, but Task Mr. C. where is the difi'erence in principle^

are not hia Potatoes produced by retarding the old Pota-

toes of a previous season, or by exposing some of the ma-

mature ones (which he calls new ones) to the action o

light to mature them (green them); then, by P^^^V^"^

them at a much later season than is ordinarily done, o"

,1

.
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n sufficient time to allow the produce to be half-grown

before winter; and, finally, by taking them up and bury-

ing them, or otherwise protecting them from frost and air?

Poes Mr. C. really imagine that people will receiTc as a

proof that his Potatoes are diflFerent from others, that he

plants them in rows eighteen inches apart and six or eight

inches in the row ? There is nothing extraordinary in

that, any more than there is in his after statement about

the boy and the donkey, &c. Upon looking back over

what I have written, I find that I have already proposed

several questions ; I will now put them into a distinct

form. 1st. Are not Chapman's New Spring Potatoes

immature old ones of thp previous year's growth, procured

by retarding the sets, and by planting at a much later sea-

son than ordinary ? 2d. What is the difference (if any)

between these New Spring Potatoes and those grown by

others for the London market, especially in the neigh-

bourhood of Brentford ; and whether (if different) they

are seedlings raised by Messrs. Chapman, of Brentford

End? and if so, from what particular variety, and how
many years since .^ 3rd. Did ever Messrs. Chapman try

the Ash-leaved Kidney, or any other old variety of Potato,

in their peculiar way by greening them, &c-? and if so,

what was the result? 4th. What is the peculiar way of

treating ** New " Spring Potatoes ? and is it requisite for

w^ter to lie on the surface of the ground all the year, par-

ticularly after the sets are planted ? By answering these

few questions candidly and to the satisfaction of the pub-

lic, Mr. Chapman will do more for the sale of his New
Spring Potatoes than ten times the quantity of such un-

supported assertions as he has made in the Chronicle of

March the 5th ; and, if I am in error, I shall be ready to

acknowledge my mistake.—G. Gordon, [Mr, Gordon has

very wisely abstained from entering into any subject not

immediately connected with the present inquiry. If Mr.
Chapman answers this letter, he must confine himself

strictly to the questions put. We shall not permit any

digression to be printed.]

DanielVs Manure.—I have just seen your obseifvations

on this substance, a general knowledge of the composition

of which has been made known by Mr. Webb Hall, and
perhaps you will allow me to make a few remarks on thp sub-

ject. On looking at this substance, it certainly is not what I

should have expected from having heard so much of its

effects ; but our knowledge of feeding plants is not yet suf-

ficiently advanced for any one to be able to say what in-

gredients that are to be easily obtained shall make an effi-

cient manure. We must therefore take for granted that

this composition is an effectual stimulant of vegetation.

The vegetable matters and the alkalies are undoubtedly

valuable ingredients, for the reasons you have pointed out.

With regard to the bituminous substances, it does not ap-

pear to me that they can be of any benefit, unless com-
bined with something that produces in them a chemical

change, or that they act mechanically upon the soil, as

they are generally of an insoluble character, and it is

quite impossible that insoluble manures should act as food.

If these bituminous matters are converted in any manner
into soluble hydrocarbonates, then their action would un-
doubtedly be beneficial. Sir H. Davy found that thin
Bolutions of sugar, gum, and starch nourished plants well

;

but that thick solutions of these substances destroyed
them. He also found that charcoal in substance was not
absorbed by plants. But the immediate object of my
writing is to draw your attention to the sulphur in this

composition. From some observations that I have made,
I believe that sulphuretted hydrogen in small quantities

has a very favourable influence on vegetation ; and if the
sulphur in this case is applied in such a manner as to form
sulphuretted hydrogen, it may be a more important ingre-

dient than at first might be suspected. In the summer of
1839, I investigated the subject of the formation of
sulphuretted hydrogen from the decomposition of the
sulphates in contact with vegetable matter. I found in
most places where water with sulphates vras standing in

contact with decaying vegetable matter, that this gas was
developed in great abundance. The effect of this was to
destroy vegetation where the sulphuretted hydrogen was
in great quantity ; but all around» where only slight quan-
tities of this gas could be detected, the vegetation was un-
commonly vigorous. In two large pieces of water, the
mud of which I found to contain considerable quantities

of sulphuretted hydrogen, the vegetation was very, proli-

fic, and I never saw the various species of water-plants, as

the Charas, Water Lilies, Myriophyllum, Potamogetons,
&c., grow in greater profusion. My friends Dr. Percy of

Birmingham, and Mr. E. Solly, jun., have both assured
me that they have witnessed the beneficial effects of small

quantities of sulphuretted hydrogen in the growth of plants.
It is also very well known that human manure is most
efficient ; and this also contains considerable quantities of
sulphuretted hydrogen. Nor is this gas so injurious to
animal life as has been supposed. The fish in the atove
Waters were uncommonly abundant ; and I have described
several species of Infusoria and Cryptogamia that live
in water highly impregnated with it. From Turner and
Christison's experiments, also, this gas does not appear to
be so injurious to plants in the atmosphere as many other
gases. I may also suggest that the benefit of sulphate of
hrae as a manure may arise from the decomposition it un-
^^^goes on coming in contact with vegetable flatter, and
thus liberating sulphuretted hydrogen.—JEJJztjf/i Lan-
tester, M.B.
A Wehhicoman\ Curefor a A'ca/i;(p,70),—I am sorry I

cannot furnish your correspondent with the ^*old Welsh-
woman's" name. When my father was a lad at home
^ith his parents at Cowbridge, in Glamorganshire, it hap-

^
Fened that the servant-girl, when in the act of taking off
the iron pot, by some means lost her hold, and the boiling
contents scalded both her legs dreadfully. Just in the

time of need, in came the '* old Welshwoman." Seeing all

around her alarmed, she very coolly said, '^ Do not be
frightened ; send one of the boys out to the field, and let

him bring me some green turfs ; and I will soon put all

right." She would not suffer any of the clothes to be
removed until the turf had been applied. The girl never
found any ill effects from the scald.

—

R. A*
Guano.—Having read in the Chronicle^ p. 158 (1842),

a statement concerning Guano by your correspondent,

Mr. Towers, which is calculated to mislead those who
have not yet tried it as a manure, I embrace the oppor-

tunity ofjnforming your readers that I have used it for

the last twelve months with the most gratifying results,

not on one plant or vegetable, but on every kind of plant

that is benefited by the application of manure, and for

vegetables of every description. For plants in pots it

should be used in a liquid state ; and my Cinerarias, Pines,

and Cucumbers bear testimony to its merits at the pre-

sent moment. When used in the garden, care should be

taken to have it well pulverised, and kept from coming in

contact with the seeds until they have germinated ; and
when used for anything about to be planted by mixing it

with the soil in digging or otherwise, no danger is to be
apprehended by those who have any idea how to apply

pigeon or any other bird's dung. Being engaged at pre-

sent with experiments to ascertain what are the proper

quantities to apply on a given space, and what vege-

tables are most benefited by its use, should you deem
the results worth knowing, I will feel pleasure in for-

warding you the result ; for " facts are stubborn things."

Aliquis. [We shall be greatly obliged for such in-

formation,]

On the Shrivelling up of the hicipie7ii Bunches in an
early-forced Grapery,—In attending to the early forcing

of Vines, I have several times had the mortification of

seeing many of the bunches screw up just before coming
into blooto- I saw this take place once to such an

extent as almost wholly to destroy the crop. The Vines

were started that season much earlier than usual ; and the

roots running deep into a marly loam, I attributed the

failure to the want of a reciprocal action between the top

and the roots. There was in this instance, I believe, a

good show of fruit; and all went on favourably, so long as

the large stems of the Vines inside the house, acting as re-

servoirs, supplied the expanding shoots and incipient

bunches with elaborated food ; but cold weather setting

in, and the border perhaps not being sufficiently protected,

a partial stagnation of the roots would take place, and the

bunches, being the tenderest and roost valuable part of the

system, were the first to feel the deficiency of supply,and
one by one bid the anxious cultivator farewell. One sea-

son, when living at Hyde Park Corner, a number of bunches

threatened to serve me in the same manner. The house
was of great width, and very imperfectly heated by hot

water ; so much so, that I never could have obtained an
early crop of Grapes, nor yet such a good crop, either

early or late, if I had not had recourse to a great body of

fermenting dung inside the house. The border was co-

vered with fermenting material and dry litter, that the

roots might be brought into action along with the top.

On examining the border, I found there was not much
heat thrown into it, as I was very anxious not to part a

quantity of rootlets which had b^en incited to come
nearer the surface during the preceding season, I should

have stated that the principal roots were deep ; and to

their not being excited sufficiently I attributed the screw-

ing up of my incipient bunches. I state these circum-

stances because, though the appearance of the young

bunches would tell at once that something was wrong
either in the situation or management of the plant, I be-

lieve it to be of as much, if not more, importance to know
how to make the most of existing circumstances, though

unfavourable, than to be conversant with the very circum-

stances and management that will ensure success. But
to proceed : I did not like the idea of losing these bunches,

as I found I could not spare many of them, and also in-

sure a good regular crop ; so I set about trying to keep
them on by suspending small pieces of lead, little stones,

&c., with slight strings of matting to the points of these

running-away bunches ; and where they seemed very ob-

stinate, I clapped an additional one on at the shoulder.

They were first perceived by my kind and enthusiastic

employer, and afterwards by many gardeners, some of

whom smiled, an4 others laughed at my leaden gravitators.

However, I could forgive their risibility at my expense,

when in general cases I thus secured a bunch where no-

thing would have been. I think the idea was suggested

either by a visiting gardener or in reading. I have seve-

ral times tried it since, and found it to answer well, not

merely with Grapes, but also with early Cucumbers when
suspended, and in setting the fruit of early Melons. The
method of applying it will be obvious to any one. It will

be seen that my object was to entice more sap into the

incipient bunch. Whether this was done by the principle

of gravitation, or merely was the effect of increased irrita-

bility, 6r some other cause, I do not take it upon me to de-

termine. However, as this is an age in which nothing is

taken on trust, I invite those who are unfortunate enough
to have cold deep borders, and early fruit required, when
after due care the evil alluded to should sometimes ap-

pear, to give the weight-suspending system a fair trial

;

and in the mean time some one may enlighten us with re-

spect to the principle involved in effecting such a result.

—

Robert Fiah,
Hacon^s Incqviparahle Pear.—I have reason to believe

that the history of *' Hacon^s" Incomparable Pear, given

in p. 17*2, is erroneous ; but I suppose it is the account
that was sent with the grafts first presented to the Horti*

cultural Society. So far from its being a seedling raised

28 year* ^iuce, I think I may confidently say that what u

fruited in England ?

supposed to be the original tree now growing in a baker's

yard, of the name of ITill, at Downham, Norfolk, is at

least 50 or CO years old. I have received grafts and fruit

from this tree, which prove identical with the variety

named and distributed by Mr. Hacon, who deserves much
credit for having brought into notice so valuable *a fruit-

Some persons at Downham well acquainted with the fact,

told me that many years since'Mr. H. found out the va-

luable qualities of this Pear, and purchased fruit from the

tree to distribute to his friends ; he also had grafts from
it, some of which, I presume, were sent to the Horticultu-
ral Society. I have long had doubts about its being an
English seedling, as I thought it probable that it might
be a Continental variety, ;^imported when the names of
fruit were not attended to as they now are, I am almost
confirmed in this idea by hearing last season that an old
tree of it exists in the ancient garden of the late Sir Essex
Harvey at Chigwell.

—

T, Rivers^ Jun. [If it is a Conti-
nental variety, how does ic happen that it has never been
found among the hundreds of foreign Pears which have been

The account we gave of the vai'iety

was taken from documents in the possession of the Horti-
cultural Society* It is, however, of little consequence
whence it came, seeing that we have got it.]

Celery.—I beg to say for the information of your "Con-
stant Reader, SheflSeld," who refers to what I have stated

at p. 90, when writing on Celery for the cottager's guid-

ance, that for some years I have annually grown about

6,000 heads of Celery, and made it my study to ascer-

tain the most profitable and economic manner of planting

it, which has taught me that endeavouring to obtain large

plants is not to be recommended in preference to double

the number of moderate-sized ones, on the same space of

ground, even in large gardens ; and I thought it would be

much less so in those of limited extent. I can assure

your Shefl5eld correspondent, I manage to obtain plants

51bs. weight in double rows, as I have recommended, and

if he cannot double that weight, his success has not been
proportionate to the distance he describes, but to his

early embankments, and draining the wet to his plants,

and instead of causing me to promulgate my system, would
have led me to have tried another plan. Your corre-

spondent denies that red Celery can be sufficiently blanched

in the time stated by me. I can only reiterate, I have

blanched red Celery in a month fit for the table of the

Duke of Devonshire, audi supposed the same time would
surely accomplish it for the cottager. My experience has

also taught me that earthing up the main crop of Celery

too soon retards its growth, and assists its early decay

without " turning most of the rain to the hearts of the

plants." To grow large Celery for exhibition, an em-
bankment of earth for blanching it should never be

adopted, but some means used to exclude the light which

will not prevent the sun and rain penetrating to the roots.

—Joseph Paxton.
Resined Peas.—Resin is of no service for protecting

Peas and Beans if powdered and mixed with them after

they have been watered. The contrary to this was some
time since stated,

—

Arenarius,— [If any counter-state-

ment has been made it must be evidently erroneous.

When wetted, the resin will no longer adhere to the Peas.]

Root-pruning.—As Mr. Totty and Mr. Rivers observe,

root-pruning is as old as the hills ; but yet to the Pomo-
logist it is of the utmost importance, and it is upon that

principle that I have managed my Peach-houses most suc-

ccitfully, both at Lord Bateman's at Shobdon Court, for

many years, and at the Duke of Portland's, Welbeck Abbey,
as well as with the Grape-vines ; and Mr. Tillery still fol-

lows my plan with equal success. As my book upon the

culture of Vines in pots*and in borders will soon appear to

the world, it would be superfluous to enter into the subject

!n detail here. Suffice it that I have a great aversion to

having " too much wheelbarrow-work," as the late excellent

President of the Horticultural Society, Mr. T. A. Knight,

used to remark. I like the food ofmy tree to be, like the pig's

trough, close at its nose, and am therefore a strong advo-

cate for confining the roots of my trees in proportion to

the extent I intend the tops to range ; and at the end of

two or three years, if I find that they stand in need of it,

I cut out a trench of from eighteen inches to two feet, to

the bottom of the roots, and then clear it all out of this

trench, with the whole of the matted roots ; smooth the

mutilated ends of the roots with a sharp knife, and then

fill up the trench again with fresh-chopped turf alone,

from a sheep-walk, or an upland dry pasture-field. By
the time that the fruit is set and ready to swell oflf, the

fresh soil will be ramified in all directions with young and

vigorous roots. Until 1 adopted the root-pruning system

at Welbeck, and chambering the roots, so that they could

not possibly get deeper than eighteen inches, they could

do no good there with the Apricot, from the low situation,

and very cold, wet subsoil- Now those chambered roots

flourish amazingly, and produce good crops of fine frait»

I had nearly the whole of the extensive ranges of Peach-

houses and Vineries chambered at Welbeck, and the roots

confined. I visited Welbeck lately, and was dehghted to

hear from Mr. Tillery that he still pursues the same sys-

tem, and that it succeeds admirably.—J. 3/ear7W.

Ink for Zinc Labels.—The following receipt for mk

for writing upon zinc may be useful to some of your

readers if inserted in the CAronic/e .—Terdigns^m pow-

der, 3!, sal ammoniac ditto 5h lamp black o l^^ ^«^^^

more difficult matter dunng the hot weatiier

maintenance of heat during the fdjes^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^

difficulty has arisen Pri-*-'iP^»j/f^^t^'of Jnter^ heat

the same means which P^^^^f *J^S external. For
will prevent the

^f^^"f. £,
X'

th« im's rays, instead

I
the purpose, therefore, ofr&p-^^^^S ""*
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of the canvas screens laid upon the rafters, let there be

applied, at such a distance af will permit the air to play

npon the glass, screens made of straw, two or three inches

thick, woven upon wooden frames. The dimensions of

ttcse screens would depend upon the size of the conserva-

tory ; if thej protected one-half of the floor of the house,

they would produce perhaps a sufficiently cooling effect.

They would form an effectual stop to the sun's rays, as re-

rards both direct penetration and conduction : while the

canvas screens laid upon the rafters do. In reference to

the heat, only what ground glass does in reference to

light—diffuse it.

—

A, A'lnger.

Birds.— la tills neighbourhood we keep birds from at-

tacking Peais, Radishes, and newly-aowii seeds by placing

green wine-bottles, filled with water, at convenient dis-

tances from each other on tht^ beds.— IF. 3f., Staibridge,

Dorset.—[Are the birds afraid of the bottles ?]

Carrets,—Carrots, if sown in unmanured ground, and

carefully watered with liquid man\ire, so as not to tuuch

their leaves will not fork, but will be extremely fine.

—

Arennrvus,
Shale a Manure.—Shale is commonly thought to be

nnfit for gardening an! ngricukurul purposes, and the idea

of sterility is generally attached to it ; this is only true in

part. I have never seen any work that has treated the

subject fully, giving an account of the different varieties

of shale tbat accompany tlie ooal, sandstone, and lime-

tone of this country. From the few observations that I

have made, 1 am inclined to think that some kinds may be

turned to good account in improving certain soils. Sliale

is described as massive, slaty, grey, dull, opaque, meagre,

brittle; it disintegrates on exposure to the air, and by

degrees becomes plastic. Some kinds of it, however,

resist the influence of the amosphere for a long time, and

are used for couplings in drains. In some part« of the

country where limestone is worked with an open cast,

large quantities of shale have often to be removed, and

some of it abounds in organic remains; one should ima-

gine that where bivalve sheila exist, carbonate of lime

should be found in it; but I have never been able to de-

tect it by the tests that are commonly used. The compo-

nent parts of shale are chiefly clay, fine sand, and a small

quantity of iron. In places where mounds of it have been

raised, trees have been platited upon them and thrive well.

Beech, Oak, Larch, and Limes have attained the height

of 10ft. and upwards: the Beech near the ground are 2ft.

in diameter, Larch 18in., Oak Ijui., and Limes lain. In

H plantation about 20 years old, the Scotch Firs have

reached the height of 3()ft. In that useful work, '* Mor-
ton on Soils," when speaking of the shale of Derbyshire,

the author says, *' it decomposes so readily as to form a

•trong. deep, blackish, cold, wet, clay soil, which, however,

when drained, well lined, and properly cultivated, pro-

duces good crops ; the contrast between the pastures on

this and on the sandstone is so great as to be perceived at

a considerable distance." When solid are light, it is ad-

vised that some stitf material should be laid upon them ;

but it is well known where common clay has been spread

upon fields, that it '.~ both an expensive and laborious

operation to incorporate the two bodies ; but the shale we
would recommend is light in comparison with clay, and

could be spread over the land as easily as coal-ashes.

When it is exposed to moisture, it soon becomes what

chemists would call impure hydrate of alumina ; in that

state it must become useful on sandy soils, and prevent

the rain from filtering through it, and enable vegetation

to proceed with greater vigour than when it is starving for

wsnt of moisture. From the dark slaty nature of shale, it

has sometimes been denominated ** Deil's siller ;" but if

it could be turned into a fertiliser of our fields, and in-

crease the ** yellow Geordies " in the purse of the farmer,

we think the money of his Satanic Majesty never will have

been put to a better purpose since he crossed the bound-
aries of Erebus.

—

Peter Macktnzie. Went PledJi,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
ParisJ Feb. 1842.—The amateurs of Tulips in Paris

many years since formed an association which for some

time continued in a flourishing condition, at present,

however, it does not number more than 10 or 12 members-

No public exhibition has ever been established, but

instead of this cer&in days are appointed when the

members visit each other's gardens, and afterwards dine

together. It may not be generally known that bizarres

are altogether excluded ; and the amateurs here are per-

fectly astonished that they should be tolerated in England:

in their opiuioa Catafalque, Marcellus, William 4th. Fa-

bius, Everard. Queen, Polyphemus, and Alexander,

possess no merit. As to symmetry, the standard is nearly

the same in both countries, with ihis exception, that a

greater length of cup is allowed than the judges at

Hampton would admit. The most distinguished grower

(for sale) in Paris is M. Tripet Leblanc, who has most of

tbe leading Flemish, French, and Dutch varieties of Roses

and Byblomens, together with many seedlings of his own

of superior character. This gentleman is entitled to great

credit for his exertions in developing the characteristics

of a fine flower ; and has done, perhaps, more than any

other person in Paris, to keep up the interest in this

Queen of May. Among the amateurs M. Pirolle has the

first rank, not on!y on account of his long experience

but the judgment and taste which ever attend his cultures

;

his collection is select rather than numerous, and contains

•cveral fine light flowers, among others a Louis IGth, be-

queathed to him by his father, from which he has, I

believe, only obtained one oflfdet. MM. Descbains, De-

rouge, Prevost, and Dubourg, have also long enjoyed a

wg!I~eamed reputation. If you ask these gentlemen why
•:^e^ ^^clude bizarres, their answer will be, either that the

is not pure, or that custona had so ordered it ; or

perhaps they would ask you why yellow Picotees of fine

shape are excluded from Enelish shows. Carnations and

Picotees are extensively cultivated in almost all parts of

France,but not with that success a climate so peculiarly

favourable would lead you to expect; perhaps this is in

some measure to be attributed to the vague notions which

have hitherto passed current as to beauty, and the de-

sire to obtain flowers of fantastic colours rather than of

perfect form. Long-established prejudices are not easily

overcome, and it would be difficult to convince the fancy

here that slate and red Picotees (to say nothing of yel-

lows) are inferior to those of white grounds. Not only is

the taste defective in this respect, but it equally extends

to shape ; in fact such varieties as Queen Victoria, Grace

Darling, Duke of Leeds, Rainbow, &c., are rarely to be

seen. These plants do not fog off on the Continent, nei-

ther does tlfe severity of winter affect them when pro-

tected by ordinary frames ; and even those in the open

ground generally escape unhurt if covered by a few leaves.

The rage for Dahlias has of late years greatly increased,

go that at the present day almost every one professes to

bean amateur; and the extravagant encomiums lavished

upon iome varieties wonld astonish those unacquainted

with'the French character: but it must not be supposed

that this homage is always paid to flowers of perfect foi m,

on the contrary, fantastic or showy varieties, or large

size, wuuld generally be preferred before such as Spring-

field RIvmI. Those with weak stems, howei^er otherwise

faultless, are never tolerated; and Rienzi, Grace Darling,

Ne plus ultra, &c. are discarded as utterly unworthy of

cultivation. Fireball is considered by 99 out of 100 as the

very model of perfection. With such ideas of beauty, is

it any wonder that so few good flowers are raised in

France ? My §rm belief is, that many fine seedlings are

thrown away because the colour may not be in accordance

with the prevailing taste, or on account of the drooping

of the flower. At the present tioje tipped and bordered

flowers are all the rage, and to such excess is this carried,

that selfs are hardly noticed. I am, however, afraid this

is partly to be attributed to the florists in England, who

last season sent over very many mediocre and bad, with

specious characters and high prizes. This system, if con-

tinued, will effectually prevent French amateurs from

ordering new flowers of which they know nothing, but

as reported in catalogues or advertisements. English

botanical works, especially magazines and newspapers,

are now widely distiibuted in France,, and cannot fail

to effect much good ; even now, there are not want-

ing those who advocate a reform both by precept and

practice. Mons. Pirolle, author of the " Annales des

Jardiniers Amateurs" and other botanical works, has not

only fearlessly exposed the individual injustice of favour-

itism in awarding prizes, but shown the injury this entails

upon the public ; he has likewise defined the properties of

a show-flower, and although these do not come up to the

rigid standard of Salt-hill or London, ytt it is to be hoped
they will ere long be more generally adopted. From these

observations, it behoves all persons ordering florist's

flowers from France to ^e particular as to whether they

wish form, colour, or size, to predominate, otlierwise in the

cose of Picotees they will in all probability receive slate-

colonred or ye' low Alpines instead of Selfs, or edged Au-
riculas, and Dahlias tipped or bordered ; as to this last

I cannot more clearly elucidate my assertion than Uy giv-

ing the following information communicated to me by one
of the leading growers, by which will be seen the number
of orders he has received for 12 good show Dahlias, and
the like number of 12 fancy, or tipped varieties, namely :

FaX c Y.

Beauty of England t

H Bicolor
8 Butterfly .

25 Fairy Queen
7 Lady Jermyn
1 ,, Rae Reid
6 Madame Mortier
8 Mdlle. Degarzet .

3 Modesta . , «

7 Painted Lady
11 Princesse Royale
4 Pm-pnrea alba ,

1 842.—The ornamental flower-

Stand represented in the accom-
panying figure is said to have
originated here ; it consists of a
light iron stand, with branches
for holding small pots. The
Germans display in it diminutive
plants in neatly-made thumb-
pots, coloured and embossed

;

the knids chiefly used are Daisies,

Crassulas, Aubri^tia, Mesem-
bryanthemum obcordellum, and
small Melocacti ; it would also

suit Alpines weU. The idea, I

think, is taken from an antique
lamp-stand at Pompeii, and might
be varied and improved.

Show.
Admirable .

Ijridesmald
Burnham Hero ,

Conqueror of the World
Eclipse (WJdnal) ,

Do. (Catleugh) .

Fanny Keynes -

Grand Tournament -

Hi^hg^ate Rival . •

Lady Cooper . •

Maid of Bath
Uxbridge Magnet

Frankfort^ Feb, 16,

Orders.

n
Orders.

. 22

. 15

. 22

. £0
, 20
. 16

. 13

, 10

. n
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. 22
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March IS^/i.— R. W. Barchard, Esq.. In the chair. C. S. Crow-
ley, E'^q., was elected. Grafts of the following- kinds of fruit were
distributed:— Eyewood Pear, raised by Mr. Knight; in shape it

resembles a Bergamot; the flesh ia yellowish white, melting:,
buttery, and high-ftavoured; it riijcus in October and November.
Beurrd d*Amalis, resembles the Brown Beurr^ in colour, cnnsist-

ence, and flavour, hut it is atiffidenUy hardy t^ bear as a standard.
Nells d'Hivor Fear, remarkable for its high flavour, which entitles

U to a place in every private garden, though it Is not well adapted
for the growers for market, Sudbarj' Beauty Apple, raised by
Dr. Maclean, of Colchester j it Is ft hand»ome dessert variety ; it

ha& the appearance of a ^rell-grown Downton, bat the flesh is

y^towo" and more sugary. From the ReT# i, Clowes there wa*

a specimen of Maxillaria Sklnneri, with three flowers which
measured nearly 5 inches across

; they were of a beautiful' pijikish
white, with a rose labellum mottled with white j it appears to be
of easy growth, requirmg the same general treatment as other
Guatemala Orchidaceac. Owing to some error the name helone
ing to this sjjecies was applied to one resembling aromatica- a
large silver medal was awarded for it. Mr. J. Goodc, gr.to Mrs.
Lawrence, exhibited a collection, among which was a specimeti
of the singular Coltimuea Schledeana, with curious yellow
flowerSi spotted with brown; there was also a pretty yellow
Gompholdbium, M^^i^aria aromatica blooming profusely, and
jEschynanthus maculatus with fine scarlet heads of blossom: a
Banksian medal was given for the three first mentioned. There
was a box containing 12 handsome hybrid Amaryllises in fall
bloom, from Mr. J. Miller, gr. to Lady Mildmay

; with them was
a cut flower of a hybrid Ccrcus: a Banksian medal was awarded
fur the Amaryllises. Messrs. Veitch and Son exhibited a new

cio&a

C>'cnoches, like maculatum, and apparent y only a variety of it -

a pretty Begonia called coccinea, witli almost vermilion-coloured
flowers, and Primula denticulata with pale violet blossoms; it

is a native of the Himalayas, and was recently intrc duced by
the East India Comi)ariy ; a Banksian medal was awarded for
these. From Mr. J. A.Henderson were, Physolobium carinatpm
and gracile, and a specimen of the exttaordinary Coryanthes spe-

a, one of the most singular of Orchidacea; : a certificate was
awarded for it. W. H. Story, Esq., exhibited tvfo Epacrises, one
called r6sea umbrata, and the other corus^cans ; they were dhTerent

from other varieties, but the colour both of the leaves and flowers

is too dingy. J. AUnutt, Esq., sent Camellia imbricata, remark-
able for its good form— candiUissima, reticulata, and Donckelaerii,

Messrs. RoUissou and Sons exhibited Vanda cristata and a cut
specimen of a pretty lUac Bignonia ; the former is remarkable for

the rich brown crests on its labellum, the ground colour being
yellowish green : a certificate was given for it. From Mr. Ed^
monds, gr. to the Duke of Devonshire, there were several large

specimens of the king Cineraria; Mr. Gaines also exhibited a
seedling Cineraria, purplish crimson, named Prince of Wales, j^id

a semi double Camellia, with round firm petals; and from Mr.
Ivery was a Cineraria, named Rival King. From S. Rucker, Esq.,

there were cut specimens of Dendr6bium speciosum and the

beautiful Phalainopsis amabilis; with these there was a plant of

the rare Chysis bractescens, with thick white flowers and a yel,

low labellum : a Knightian medal was awarded to these. Mr. J»

Wells, gr. to W. Wells, Esq., sent some cut specimens of the

white and scarlet Tree Rhododendron, and some beautiful hybrids

between that species and Catawbieusci socpe were of a delicate

pink and one was almost white ; they were stated to be hardy at

Redleaf: with them were some fine cut Camellias of several

varieties ; a Banksian medal was given for the Rhododendrons,
Mr. Rivers sent a box of Roses, containing 25 varieties, chiefly

tea-scented; the plants were forced in pits heated by Amott's
stoves ; a Banksian medal was awarded for them. Sir J. R. Ky.
naston, Bart., exhibited some Sweeney Nonpareil Apples, and

there were other specimens from T. N. Parker, Esq., who also

sent three kinds of seedling Potato. Messrs. Chapman sent h

sample of their "new*' spring Potato. Mr. J. Stewart, gr.to

W. Bagge, Esq., exhibited a brace of Cucumbers, and specimens

of a seedling Shaddock. Mr. Brookes exhibited drawings of a

botanic garden proposed to be formed in the Tsle of Wijiht. Tfe^

plants from the garden of the society included Acacia rfibMa, a

beautiful species with drooping branches covered with goldea

flowers; Oucidium sphacelatum, a new species, somewhat Uke

Baueri, but dwarfer in habit and more brilliant in colour; Mir-

belia fiorUiUuda, a rare New H- Hand plant, with violet bldsso^JSj

and Cineraria grandessa, a fine bluish purple variety,

LINNEAN SOCIETY,
March 15.—Edward Forster, I^sq., in the chair. Mr. George

Gardner was admitted a fellow. A note was read from Mr.

Solly, accompanying the exhibition of some microscopic objects

which had been kept in a cabinet and had received a coating of

varnish from the ii»fluence of tbe oil exhaled from the wiiod of

the cabinet. A collection of plants from the Tyrol was aimounced
as presented to tbe society. A paper was read on Edgworthii, a

new genus of plants of the order Myrsinacese, by H. Faulkner,

M.D., superintendent of tbe Hon. East India Company's Botanic

Garden at Saharunpore. This genus, of which the only species is

E;. buxiftilia. Is one of the most characteristic forms of the vege^

tatiun of lower Affghanistan. It is found in company with DO;

donae'a dioica, O'lealactoona, and an undescribed species of Ascle-

piadeous plants, a Campolepis, One of the most remarkable

points ir> the structure of Edgworthia consists in the style being

protruded beyond the flower whilst iu bud. This fact was pointed

out to the author by Mr. Griffiths. Mr. Bowe^hank exhibited a

number of polypiferous animals in a living state, which he bad

that morning brought from Sheerness; amongst them was the

Bowerbankia.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 15.—Mr. Lane In the chair. Previously to the discus^

slon on the Auricula, Mr. Dickson's paper was again read j
after

which some conversation took placQ on its various iiropertips.

An attempt was made to settle what should be the minimum
height of the stem and the least diameter of the flower of a fiist-

rate variety j but as Mr. Groom, who differed in opinion respect-

ing the relative proportions of the flower, waa not uiesent, the

discussion was adjourned to the next meeting, without any ptO'

perty having been finally agreed on.

AGRICl^LTURAL SOCIETY.
March 9.—The Duke of Richmond in the chair. Fifteen gen-

tlemen were elected. The Duke of Richmond laid before the

council the report of the house committee, and also that of the

seal committee : the former was referred to the special council

appointed to be held on the i6th instant j and the latter, recom
mending the great seal of the society to be executed by Mr.

Wyon, was adopted by the council.—W. M les, Esq., M.P.» sub-

mitted to the inspection of the council the dibbling macbine re-

ferred to in his paper on the cultivation of Mangold Wurzel in

the last part of the society's Journal. Mr. Miles fuund that great

care was required In depositing the seed in the ground, for u

buried too deep it would not vegetate; and to ensure, therefore,

a proper depth, he employed the implement then submitted to

their notice. The machine consisted of an irou wheel, aoo*^^

three feet in diameter, in the flat circumference of which pro-

jected, at every 18 inches distance, the iron dibbles, which weje

two-and-a-half inches in length, being broad at the base, ana

tapering and rounded at the end, shouldered on the frout side ol

the rim, and clamped with screws ^*t the back. The wheel being

supplied with a pair of handles (like a barrow) was used by bemff

wheeled upon the top of the ridge by a man walking in the fur-

row
J
and holes were formed, which, from the construction of the

machine, could never run too deep, and into which the seeds

were deposited by women and boys following the wheel, ana

generally covering the seed as they advanced, by drawing tne

foot sideways across the ridge over the holes ; the roller f^^'*^*V!?
and completing the sowing. Mr. MHes states, that one man w#n
the wheel kept six persons well employed in depositing the seea

after him, and that since he had adopted this system (recom-

mended to him by Mr. W. Hall;, his crop had never f^'****'" T,*

W. Page, Esq,, laid before the council an account of the r^^de 0y

which the encroachments of the sea were successfully resifctea m
the island of Walcheren. the banelul eflfects of whose malariaj

arismg from its low and swampy situation, were but too weu
known and recorded in our naval history. Mr. Page states tnai.

when he visited Mtddleburgh, the capital of Walcheren, in tne

year 1784, the whole island was lower than the sea at high twe,

but was protected from iimundatiou b\ abodt three miles' extenv

of its sandy coaat being secured from the disintegrating t-ffectsoi

the reflux waves by a inatting of straw. J, RodweU. Esq.. O' ^"
dertoh HaU, Suffolk, presenUd a paper on the *' Cultivation^
Lucerne i" H» GaitakeU, Esq., of Whitehaven, a paper oa ww*

n

r-
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'Culture of the Potato j" J, H. H. Foley, Esq, of Prestwood, a
copy of the last " Report of the Stewponey ^" and the Hon. H.
\V Wilsoii, a copy of the " Leicestershire Agricultural Society.V
These conitnunications were referred to the Journal Committee.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 3.—The spring meeting of this society was held in the

Council-room, at the Experimental Garden. The weather was
uufavourable, being: boisterous and rahiy, yet the show of Camel-
iias. New Holland Plants, and Hyacinths, was excellent. Much
regret was expressed that the plants and other competition arti-
cles could not be properly displayed for want of room; but this
evil is about to be remedied, the society having approved of a
spacious hall, and also contracted for its erection. On this occa-
sion, for the prize offered for the six finest and newest varieties
of Camtllia japonica, seven competitors appeared, and three pre-
miums w^re awarded; the first to Mr. A. Smith, gr. to W.
Forbes, Esq. of Callander, the kinds being Eliphinstonia, Chand-
leri, conspicua, imbricata alba, coccluea superba, and Fairki

;

the second to Mr. D. Brewster, gr. to Col. Lindsay of Balcaires;
and the third to Mr J. Young, gr. to T. Oliver, Esq., Newington
Lodge. For New Holland Plants, two prizes were given : one
to Mr. J.Addison, gr. to the Earl ofWemyss, at Gosford, foi-

Epacris irapressa, Lechenaultia formosa, and Corrjea speciosa
major; and another to Mr. Young, for Epacris campanulata
Xubra, Pultenaea subumbellata, and Chorozema varium. For
Cape Heaths likewise two premiums were awarded and gained by
the same cultivators; the first by Mr. Addison, whose species
were linnaeoides andpicta; and the next by Mr. Young, with
linnaeoides and elegans. For stands of six fine Hyacinths in
flower, separate prizes were offered to nurserymen and to pri-
vate growers. The silver medal was found due, in the former
case, to Messrs. J. Dick^-on and Sons, Inverleith-row, the flowers
being Henrietta Wilhelmina, Belleropbon, Acteur, La Grande
Vidette. Grand Vainqueur, and Lord Wellington. Among pri-
vate competitors a first prize was assigned to Mr. Young for
Grand Vainqueur, Grande Vidette, La Tour d'Auvergne, Yalm,
Waterloo, and* Lord Wellington; and a second to Mr. J. Fargie,
gr. to Mrs. Pr. Gregory, Canaan Lodge, for Washington, Grand
Vainqueur, Waterloo, Monarque du Monde, Voltaire, and Mignori
d^ Dryfhout. The Apples produced this day in competition were
in beautiful preservation, being as firm, smooth, and glossy as if
they had been only two or three days instead of five or six
inojiths off the tree. Two premiums were voied, the one to Mr.
J. Murray, gr. to A. Fletcher, Esq. of Salton. for Golden Pippin,
Ribston, Yorkshire Green, Baltimore Pippin, and Salton Fa-
vourite; and the other to Mr. W. Sharpe, gr. to Sir J. Stuart
Richardson, Bart, of Pitfour, for Golden Pippin, Old Nonpareil,
Old Ribston, Winter Strawberry. Reinette de Canada, and York-
shire Green. The specimens of forced Rhubarb were excellent.
A first premium was voted to Mr. J. Goodall, gr. at Newbattle
Abbey, for remarkably large and heavy stalks. The kind was
Hyatt's Victoria, which seems well adapted for forcing. The
plants, growing in the open ground, were covered about New
Year's time, with dry-ware casks, surrounded with hot stable-
dung, and covered over with a layer of tree-leaves. The other
prize was adjudged to Mr. R. Watson, gr. to D. Anderson, Esq.
of Moreduu. whose kind was also Myatt's Victoria. In the
couucU-room was a fine specimen of a seedling Can^ellia, raised
by Professor Dunbar, Rosc-park ; but on this occasion there was
no competition in seedling Camellias. There was also a beautiful
plant of H6vea pungens in flower, from the Inverleith Nurseries

;

and there were two pretty seedling Cinerarias from Gosford. and
pnefrom I^r. Oliyer, Newington-lodge. An elaborate report by
Mr. J. Macnab, superintendent, on the ^tate of the society*s
garden, and describing experiments now in progress, was laid on
the table for the perusal of members. A cofumunication from J.
Hunter, Esq. was read, mentioning a number of ornamental
plants which, though generally accounted rather tender, succeed
hi his garden at Hafton, in Argyleshire, with a little protection
dunng wmter. A letter from Mr. Norman Howie, a successful
horticulturist at Stornoway, in the Lewis, was also read, describ-
ing a mode by which he has been enabled to raise good crops of
Dnions on the same spot of ground for a number of successive
yeai-3, free from the attack of wire-worm or grub. The liberal
upe ot pig-bty manure seems to be the preventive: but over
the manure a thm layer of earth is placed, on which the seed

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.
March 16. --Professor Lindley, President, in the chair. Mr EQuekett brought before the mccHng' some samples of ceil' inwhich structure is apparent. He stated that the organisation^peared to resemble that of Araucaria, and is similar to whatoccurs in sihcified wood. It was added that Stuart's Wallscndor what was 50 called, had furnished the specimen. Udou evarainmg the preparation by means of Powell's micro'TconP 'ilwas found that this tissue consisted in part of double fibres rolled

spirally. Mr Busk brought for theinspection of the society somespecimens of an insect from Brazil, related to the genus Pedicu-
lus, which IS found to be exceedingly mischievous in that coun-m I^^ Y"" ^^f'^'^

^""^^^ from the trees and bushes, and to at.tach themselves to ammals and passers-by. They are said to in-sinuate themselves withiu the fibrous tissue of animals, produ-cing irntation, gauoreue, and death. Mr. Busk described thestructure of the month of this insect as peculiariy well suited forproducing such etrects, it being provided with /kntfe and sawby means of which it soon burrows beijeath the s\in. The Bral'Uans call the creature Carapata. As many as ^o.obo head of cattlVare said to perish annually in Brazil from this pest j and traveL
lers attacked by it are obliged, at the end of a day»l journeyrt^^

S^rl's^o^tfSl^i^ - or^der^otear^the

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

NiPH«A OBLONOA. Oblong Suow-wort. {Greenhouse Herbftceous
Plant.) Gesneraceae. DidynimiaAngiospermia.-Although not tobe compared for beauty with the charming Achimenes n'>sea, or
the stiU more striking Achimenes longiflora, introduced by the
Horticultural Society from Guatemala, yet the Niphrea is itself a
great acquisition from the same country, wliere these and many
toore species of a similar nature were found by Mr. Hartwee
It IS the more acceptable because it is one of the few instances
ot a pure white flower among the Gesneraceous order. In its
appearance it is much like Ramonria pyrenaica, but both therorm and colour of the flowers are different. In habit it an-proaches some of the stemless Gesneras, In structure it is very

,

aiBtmct from all the genera of its order yet upon record. Likemany other plants from Guatemala, it seems to require a tem-
perature between that of a greenhouse and stove. It flowerstn the autumn and winter, after which the stems die off, and thepiant remains m a dormant state until the following season.wnen in this state it ought of course to be kept perfectly dry, onIS n""? ^.^'"^l^'

^"'^ '^^" ^^«^^ t^e season of rest is past,

anr-f r ^^ >"t^»cated by the young stems making their appear'

formL i ^^l ^^ repotted and Uberally supplied with water. It

tWn f
^ number of curious imbricated scaly buds, both on

mulUnHpH^iHw
^ by ^hich means it may easily be

Sadilvhv^"..-^'*'^!."'^".'''*^^"
the Achimenes

J it also strikes

/J^«*')>''"'« .^*^^?^^*^^^*^- I-obelia-like Loosestrife, (llarduS inLt^"""."^^"^- ^,«"^"d^i^ xMonog<-nia.-.N;p^'' Ka^
^cres of x}""' ^^''-V'"^^ ,°-^ Northern India produce this pretty

l^^^!liu i^?^T%^^ r^' ^'^ ^°""^ t>y Dr. Wallich's

ou? r^Sent L H
^„^^^*^^as^eeu only recently introduced to

r!L.^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^- ^o«rt of D rectors of the East fnriia

ftreJ"^^ '^'^'^^^r'
^"^^^ ^' '' ^^ ^^^ HorUculturtl tciS

tou^»n=i r'^
y^ejnual, well adapted for rockwork aiid simila^^ses

;
for although it* flowers are simple arid un&lcUv^«»y are rery sweet-scented, aud tiiefoUage Is neat. wSfetiTe

general growth of the plant is close but graceful. In a good
season it would ripen seeds abundantly, but we fear the rainy
autumn of last year hns prevented it for this time. In habit the
species agrees with the section called Ephcmerum, but its inde-
hiscent fruit, bursting irregularly round the ba^e, is at variance
with all the sections of the genus. This is easily cultivated in
any good garden soil, flowering during the months of July, Au-
gust, September, and October. It is increased by seeds, but the
seedlings will not flower before the second season ; also by di-
viding the old plants in the autumn. Its seeds were said to have
been collected in Cashmere.—Bof. Reg.
Coi.u M VEA ScniDKAXA. Mr. Schiede's Columnea.— (S/or*?

C/(m^>er.]—Gesneraceae. Didynamia angiospermia.— This plant,
which is not more curious than beautiful, was imported from
Mexico in 1840 by J. Rogers, Esq., of Sevenoaks, in whose col-
lection it first bloomed, and subsequently in that of the Horticul-
tural Society, It assimilates slightly, in the form and nature of
its stems, leaves, and flowers, to the remaining species of the
genus. StiU it possesses features by which it may be at once dis
tinguished, and which, indeed, render it very conspicuous. In
its natural halntat it is said to grow on old trees, thus assuming
much of 4u epiphytal character. The stems are, moreover,
pendent or trailing, unusually stout and succulent, with indented
rings of annular contractions at the joints, and the leaves are of
a peculiar colour. The blossoms stand out from the stems on
long, half-drooping peduncles, and are singularly large;' both
these and the segments of the calyx being prettily mottled and
streaked with brown on a cream-coloured ground. They are
produced In great profusion lor a lengthened succession of
months, including most of the summer and autumn seasons. If
grown in a pot, with plenty of room for its roots, a moderately
nourishing soil, and a barrel-shaped trellis to support its branches,
it attains to great luxuriance, and the flowers reach a particularly
large size. It is thus treated at the Horticultural Society's gar-
den, and apparently kept in a stove of the average temperature.
Messrs. RoUison do not give their specimens quite so much en-
couragement, and subject them in winter to the comparatively
dry atmosphere of a house with a heat intermediate between that
of the greenhouse and stove, in order to throw them into flower
during summer aiul autumn. But we should advise tiiat this
plant he neither cultivated in pots nor in soil, biit placed In rustig
baskets of wood, filled with sphagnum, decayed wood, the fibrous
part of heath soil, and similar vegetable matters, and suspended
from the roof of the house, as is done with OrchidaccEe. So
treated, the shoots would hang down over the sides of the baskets,
and add much to the interest of a collection. Nothing can in-
crease more readily than this species by cuttings, and we expect
shortly to see it in every garden where stove plants are grown.

—

Paxton's Mag. of Botavy,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Manures.—The following communication has lately

been made public by M. Schattenmann,of Boux wilier, in
Alsace:—'*Ammoniacal salts are extremely powerful
manures. In Switzerland water is poured over the fresh
stable-dung, so ?s to wash it; ths fluid thus obtained is

saturated with sulphate of iron, or sulphuric acid, and a
liquid manure of great power is \\\t result. In explana-
tion of this M. Scliattenmann has entered into the follow-
ing more detailed illustration of the manner in which such
manure is prepared, and the effects resulting from its use.
It has for many years been the custom in Switzerland to
preserve stable urine, to wash the fresh manure, and to
collect the fluid in reservoirs where, after fermentation
has taken place, the ammonia is saturated and converted
into sulphate of ammonia by sulphate of iron (green
vitriol) sulphate of lim.e (gypsum), or sulphuric acid
(common vitriol). The fluid thus obtained, when em-
ployed for watering land, produces a strong vegetation,
ai| effect that is ascribed to the sulphate of ammonia,
which is not volatile like the carbonate, if acted upon by
the sun. Fresh manure, like urine, contains ammonia,
which it is important to preserve, but which is generally
wasted by the common modes of managing manure.
Horse- dung is said to be greatly inferior to that of cattle;

but this seems tp be owing entirely to the manner in which
it is managed, namely, in Alsace and Lorraine, and gene-
rally in Franccj by placing it in a heap in a ditch, where
it is sometimes flooded with water, ormore commonly by
laying it in a heap a couple of yards high without watering
it sufficiently. The notion that horse-dung can only be
brought into a proper state by stirring and making it,

generally causes that to be done two or three times. * The
dung lying in water will not ferment, and the straw re-

mains nndecayed ; that which is lightly thrown together,
without being watered enough, heats and becomes mouldy ;

ammonia thus produced flies off into the atmosphere, and
then the most active part of the manure is lost. The re-
sidue is a light, unsubstantial manure, the action of which
is incomparably inferior to that of cattle, which is natu-
rally indisposed to heat. I have for many years been in
the habit of treating stable-dung in a manner entirely
different from that commonly in practice. At Bouxwiller
I have had for several years the control of the stable-dung
of 200 artillery horses quartered there in a single building,
at the back of which lies some land of my own. There
I have formed a trench for manure occupying 800 square"""'" '^

This

and right
and left, so that all the water which enters it runs down
to tl;c middle, where it collects; at that place I have a
punip, Ir, f-pans of which I am able at pleasure to return
to the manure the water which runs away from it. What
water I want, I obtain from a well and pump placed by
the side of the manure trench. By the^e means, at a trifling
expense, I obtain that great quantity of water which
stable-dung requires, while at the same time I do not lose
a drop of the saturated fluid, which eventually is alto*
gether absorbed by the manure by the time that it is
talien away, unless T prefer employing it directly, and to
replace it by pouring more pure water over the manure.
The two halves of uiy trench are alternately filled from the
stables. The litter is made up six or eight yards high
over the whole surface of the excavation, trod down by
the feet of the men who bring it and spread it, and abun-
dantly watered by the pumps. In this way I have it tho-
roughly made up, and as much water as I want j two con-
ditions which I consider indispensable, in order to coun-
teract the violent fermentation of the stable-dung, which
would destroy the most active parts of the manure, which
are Tolatile. | a4d to the saturated water, and 1 scatter

over the manure green vitriol in solution, or gypsum, so
as to change into a sulphate the ammonia as it is pro-
duced, and which readily flies off at a slightly elevated
temperature. By means thus simple and cheap I obtain,
in two or three months, a mass of manure thoroughly-
made, as soft and pasty as that of cattle, and of great
energy, as is proved by the remarkable results I have ob-
tained both on arable and meadow land for several years.
When this manure or the liquid which flows from' it is-

applied to land, the most striking effects are apparent*
Letters formed upon a meadow, by pouring it from the
spout of a watering-pot, speedily acquire a deep rich
green, remarkable among the surrounding herbage. It is,.

however, necessary, in forming such dunghills, that they
should be so placed as to allow the water to run completely
off them, and that they should be frequently drenched.
Farmers do not employ anything like the quantity of
water required to decompose stable-dung. Care also
must be taken that the litter is thoroughly trodden down
by man and horses, as the dunghills are made, partly in
order to enable it the better to retain its moisture, and
partly to check the excessive heating, which drives off the
best parts of the manure.

Rhubarb.—A person states that for some years pq^t he
has gro\^n Rhubarb in chimney-pots. By placing a pot
over the crown of the plants early in the spring, the leaves
are not only made to grow more rapidly, but the stalks
are drawn up so much longer as to furnish double the
quantity in weight, and the flavour is much superior to
that grown in an exposed manner. It is more delicate
and free from the medicinal taste.

—

Globe,
BntanicalNeu's.—lt is stated in letters from Vienna^

that a Supplement to '* Endlicher's Genera Plantarum*''
will appear in a few weeks. M. Gay hiis published aa
account of several new Erysimums, chiefly Oriental, and a
critical view of the synonymes of E. murale, to whicli
he reduces many supposed species. In Holland a work oa
the plants of the Dutch East Indian possessions has been
commenced: four parts, each containing ten plates, have-
reached this country. A new number of the ** Nova
Acta" has also been received in London. We are told by
the newspapers that Mr. Fielding, of Stodday Lodge, near
Lancaster, has given his fine Herbarium and Botanical
Library to the Royal Botanic Society, but thi^ is not true;
all that has been done by Mr. F. has been to inquire of
the Royal Botanical Society whether, in the event of his
entrusting it to them, after his death, they would be able
to make arran^^ements for its safe custody. The late Mr..
Lambert's Herbarium has also been bequeathed to the Bri-
tish Museum, and the newspaperstcllus that the collectiooi

of Cryptogamic (or as they have it, Crypotoganeous) plants-

in this bequest is perhaps unique ; they should have added,
for its worthlessness. The fact is, that this Herbarium
is not of any great value now, although it was some:
twenty years ago.

Kidney-beaii Polaloe,—This is a curious variety, with
extremely small yellow, smooth, elongated tubers, whicL
can be used whole in stews, and this is its only value*
Like many other odd things, it has been all the rage la
Paris on account of its singularity.

Snow Sorrel.—This is a species lately found on tha
higher Alps, within the limits of perpetual snow, by M.
Moritzi, Professor of Natural History at Sole ure ; vfho
thinking it might be a useful kind to cultivate, transplanted
some roots into his garden: leaves were produced by
them much earlier than by the common Sorrel, and the
plants seemed to vegetate under the snow. M. Moritzi
recommends it as a winter plant, either to be cultivated
by itself^ or to be hybridised with common Sorrel. We
must observe, however, that plants from the higher Alps
are generally difficult to cultivate in the plains ; and on
the other hand, many varieties of the ]\Iountain Sorrel
are earlier than the common kind; while Patience (Rumex
patientia), an excellent vegetable, comes in before any of,

the cultivated Sorrels. In Paris, Sorrel is forced in vvin-
ter und^r frames; but if this new Alpine species can be-
produced out of doors, it will be ati advantage.

—

Botk
Jardinier.

yards superficial, and divided into two equal parts,
trench is an inclined plane \yhich rises forward an

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Fence, Macclesfield, T. BrocklehursVs, Esq,—A me*JiKrtf c^ Mom,

plyiug moisture to the air in the Orchidaceous h'onses has b^adopted here, which answers the purpose. I'he Dlant^ ^ranrf
upou inverted pots, just above the water, in lead cbtons about
3 inches deep

; and the roots of the plantswS hS^g over 2^pear to luxuriate m the moisture arising from the water fa
addition to this, steam is admitted into the houses, raomiuff and
evenuig. from a small boUer (4 ft. by 2^ feet) outside. The Iteaiu
IS conveyed m cast-iron pipes (i inch) all round the house,
luside, wxthm an inch of the floor j into these pipes are screwed

i'ii«« ^.l^^^J
^

^"^"^^u^ ]^^^* ^^l^ * T t^P' f'-iniished with taps.These stand up, about every 6 ft., and are for the purpose of
letting out the steam to any, or every. |>ait of the housS at
pleasure. This steam has been used IS months, and ^ves every
satisfaction. By being let out at so many places at once it is
quite mild m its effects, and the plants are saturated with mois-
ture on both the upper and under surface of the leaves, &ivinr
them a healthy and vifcorous appearance. In addition to the
Orchidaceous plants, an experiment has been tried to grow Pines
in the same temperature and houses. They are plunged in tan-
ner's bark, jn two beds, one in the middle house. 17ft- by IQ, and
one in the end house, ii6 feet by 10. The smaller bed is occupied
with plants in fruit, aud produced last year nvore t*«o lOd fine
fruit

J and there are gome fine fruit now in it, particuiarly Mont-
serrats and Euvilles, which arc as weir swelled even at this

season as in summer. This shows that the excessive hnmidity
of the Orchidaceous house is very beneficial to the Pine-

apple ; and that a dry arid atmosphere must be injurimia to ifc.

The larger bed is occupied with succession plants ready Uf iruit

as the others are cut ; even in it, which is kej^ »«^ ^^r ^.
' ^fl'

the plants often show fruit before they are remo^-edi^'F?^^^

other house. There are now in it r-t fine h'tx^ ^I'lru^
Pines, showinsrwell, and promising to produce extra

.;,,,y *^^
The Orchidaceous plants conUnue to tloiinsh weiJ: tm

- "^ /^
are now in flower :- Aerinthes ^^^^'^^^^^^^'[t'^^Jl'lL''.^
cpkjt r like flowers^ Asp. Uat^mrumia C^^Ueyi^
iwvexal varieties; Boriinptwnia c49^« r «n*^i*^^ with
very curious and pretty Bietia Sh^i f^J ^"^.I^^^^l^
datk puTDle flowers: BroushZ6mA san^ulueai Cataaetum lami

-

,y
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inatum; C. tridentatnm, several rarieties, ore particularly fine,

w*^h a spike of so flowers ; C. purum; Cypnpedium purpuratum,

a beautiful new species ; Cvrtop6dium Andereoni, one plant has

two flower-stems 5 ft. bigrhj Cyrtochilum bictoniense-this is a

valuable species on account of its lonpr season of flowering-, it

having- been In bloom more than three months; Coryauthes
macrautha, a fine specimen ; DendrObium raacrophyllum— this is

'« very haudsome plant, it has a spike more than 4 ft. long with

AO flowers on it; D. Pierardi, with spikes 5 ft. long j Epidenflrum
»iiranttacTiTn , a fine variety with five and six flowers on each
stam, a much larger and better opening- variety than the com-
mon one ; E. aloetolium ; E. pachyanthura, with greenish-yellow
sepals and petals, and a white labellum striped with pink, very
handsome; Eria flava; E. pubescens; and E. stellata, one plant

has 10 flower-stems—this specie* is remarkable for its agreeeable

perfume ; Femandesia acuta and <-legans ; Gongoras always in

-flower, several fine species and varieties ; Isochilus Hnearc and
gramlneum, the latter dark purple and very pretty ; Leptotes blco-

lor and c<5ncolor, both neat pretty specie -
. MaxiUiria crlsfata, a

fine species with dark flowers and a white fringed crest; M. ma-
crnphylla ; M. chlorantha ; M. paliidittora; Mormodes lineatum,

Trery curious and pretty ; M. atropurpiireum ; Oncldium luridum

—

-several fine varieties* some beantifulJy spotted ; 0. h\f6Vmm ; 0.

Baut-ri, with a fine spike 10 ft. long; O. divaricatum, aTargre speci-

men, with flower-spikes flft. long, and another with bright shin-

ing large thick leaves and a stout flower-stem, apparently anew
species ; Stauh6pea eburnea and errandiflora-—these two species

mre remarkable for flowering at all seasons ; Vanda unlcolor, a

brown-ftowered rich-scented species; PhAlus grandifrtlius—seve-

ral seedlings are now in flower of this pood old plant, but do not

appear dlflferent from the species; P. Wallichianus and P. macu-
latus ; and Zygop<-talon rostratum. Some few stove plants are

^own with the Orchidaceje, among which Gloxinia h^brlda,

and Passiflora kcrmcslna and princopa, are in flower. Poin-

s^ttia pnlcherrima bloomed in the autumn, and has been cut

down ; it is now flowering again quite in a dwarf state. P. pul-

cht?rrima ilba is also blooming aijain. There arc also a good
-r.llection of Cacti; but the humidity necessary for the Orchida-

ccje does not appertr to suit them, for they are rather drawn.

The curious little New Holland Pitcher Plant, Cephalotus, is pro-

ducing its singular little pitchers, aiid is thriving well. In one
portion of the houses, a collection of the better kinds of Ferns is

^own, under a number of Orchidacesc, that are hnnp up to the

roof in baskets, and on logs. of wood; and Denilr6bium nubile

and cflcrulescens are noble plants, and showing abundance of

flower- buds.

—

Y,

JJi'ssn. ChandUr and Son*s Xurserp, Vaujchntl.—The Camellias

In the large house are now bcghsning to make a handsome dis-

play; at present the kinds expanded are too exclusively red or

rose-coloured, but in a few days when more white varieties are

in perfection, the tout ensemble will be charming. The most in-

teresting varieties now iu bloom are Albertus, one of the most
distinct striped varieties; concinna, a pretty rose-coloured kind,

with regular double flowers ; Lindleyana, large showy pink ; a

semi-double white; fl6rida, a variety remarkable for the cupped
character of the opening bud, which gives it the appearance of a

cabbage Rose; althsciflora—of this there is a magnificent speci-

men planted out and covered with larger blossoms than usual;

Colvfllii, a pretty striped kind, with a good white ground colour;

incnunparabiUs, a large single crimson; Woodsii, a noble rose-

coloured kind ; and erassinervis, a variety resembling the Wara-
tah» but possessing the valuable property of retaining its flowers

ft much longer time than that variety. There was also a plant of

Press's Eclipse, which, like Pompone, had some flowers pure
white, others pink, and others pink and white. A few hybrid
Rhododendrons are coming out, and among them we noticed the

true Smithii j a variety like, but more purple, called consplcua
;

and one named variabilis, which at first is almost scarlet, but
gradually changes to pink as it dies off. There was also a Rho-
dodendron named fragrans, the flowers of which possess a pe-

culiar and grateful perfume ; it is stated to be quite hardy, and is

•n excellent kind for early forcing; it -was apparently raised

between an Azalea and a Rhododendron.—^furcA 12.

Eir^rs'g Surserr/, Sawbridgeworth.—Many Standard Roses have

bettt well forced liere in a \Qty simple way ; the houses consist

merely of four walls, on which lights are fixed without rafters,

and the heat is supplied from Aniott's stoves. One house, 56ft.

long and 9ft, wide, is heated with an I8in. stove, placed iu the

centre, close to the back wall, so as not to interfere with the

path. From the appearance of the plants the heat mu^t be verj-

regularly diffused, as the foliage on the plants close to the stove

scarcely diflTers from that on those at the extreme ends. On each

side of the stove, at I8ia. distance, a half-inch board is placed,

whieh prevents the stems of plants from becoming dried too

jBinch; on the top an iron pan, coustaiitly kept full of water, is

placed, and as no air is ever admitted, excepting- the little that

enters when the doors are opened, the house is always damp,
and in the morning the plants are covered with dew. The fol-

lowing were some of the kinds in flower:

—

Hybrid Perpetual:

Prince iVlbert, handsome velvety crimson, one of the most highly-

perfumed Roses we ever smelt; and Duchess of Sutherland,

pretty bright rose. Tea-scented: Anteros, large globular, cream
colour; Elise Sauvage, beautiful pale yeUow; Dremont, rosy

bnfl^; Smith's Yellow; Pactolus, fine lemon colour, with a darker
centre; and Romaine, pale blush. Bourbon: Queen and Ar-
mosa. Koisette : Angelina, pretty purplish crimson ; Lamarque,
^e pale lemon; and Victorieuse, pale hXnsh.—March 14.

The Tasmanian Journal of Natural Science^ Agricul-

turefSt^^^stlcSf^c. Barnard, HobartTown. Vol. I. No- 1.

This is the commencement of a Natural History Journal

in Van Diemen's Land, under the fostering patronage of

Sir John Franklin, and will, we trust, prove of good

omen for the cause of science in that colony. Its objects

being the elucidation of the zoology, botany, geology,

Jlgriculture. and meteorology of Tasmania, a name gradu-

idUy thrusting that of Van Diemen'a Land aside, it will be

•aure to receive a welcome from the naturalists of Europe.

The present number contains papers by Mr, Gould,

Dr. Joseph Hooker, Dr. Richardson, Mr. M'Cormick,

mnd others ; among which we find several passages of po-

j)Blar interest.

Mr, Gunn gives an account of the eatable plants found

in Tasmania. They arc generally of very small import-

jmce; the following species are the most remarkable :—
Tmmanian Cloudberry,—lihe finest fruit in the co-

lony, however, is produced by a small species of this

^nns (Rubus Gunnianus) bearing yellow flowers, fonnd

'^commonly on the summits of all the mountains, and also

in the level country of the Hampshire and Surrey Hills;

nrhich are from 1200 to 1500 feet above the level of the

^ea. It is a small creeping plant, seldom exceeding an

inch or two in height, bat covering patches of ground of

«eTerd feet in extent. The soil in which I found that it

l)ore moat fruit was composed principally of decayed wood.

The fruit, which is large, of a fine red colour, and formed

like that of the Rubus Arcticus, is hidden from sight un-

-der the leaves (and also often partly buried under the

light toil^, which densely cover the ground. The flavour

re^eaibks that of,tke Enaiish Craabcrry.

Pj>-/nce5.—Mesembrvantbemum aequilaterale, the cana-

gong of the Aborigines. The pulp of the almost shapeless,

but somewhat ob-conical, fleshy seed-vessel of this plant is

sweetish and saline; it is about an inch and a half long,

of a yellowish, reddish, or green colour. The cele-

brated Dr. Robert Brown observes, that this is the most

widely diffused plant in Australia, being found on all the

coasts. It seldom extends many hundred yards inland,

except along the margins of rivers like the Derwent and

Tamar, which may indeed be called estuaries. The

fruit is ripe about the end of January, February, and

March.
Native Cwrrfln^*-.—Coprosmamicrophylla, one of many

plants thus called in the colony, grows from six to ten or

twelve feet high, in almost every umbrageous ravine, and

in many places forms the principal underwood in dense

forests: The fruit is a small red round drupe, about the

size of a small Pea ; and these it bears abundantly. Some

years ago, when our British fruits were scarce, it was

made into puddings by some of the settlers ; hut the size

and number of the seeds were objectionable. C. nitida is

smaller than the last, more erect and dense, and seldom

exceeding from four to six feet in height. It exists on the

sides and near the summits of all the mountains ; but

also abounds in the open country about the Hampshire

and Surrey Hills. The fruit, which it bears in profa^

sion, is elliptical, of a coral-red colour, sometimes ap-

proaching to amber. In an excursion some years ago,

I was enabled to relieve three men, who formed my party,

when suffering severely from excessivethirst,by the berries

of this species.

Leucopogon Richei is also called Native Currant. This

is a large dense shrub, growing only on the sea-coast, and

attaining to a height of from four to seven feet. The ber-

ries are small, white, and of an herby flavour. M. Riche,

a French naturalist in D'Entrecasteaux's voyage in search

of La Perouse, was lost for three days on the south coast

of New Holland, and supported himself principally upon

the berries of this plant; in commemoration of which

circumstance it has received its specific name. •

IVax cluster, — Gaultheria hispida is ''abundant

in the middle region of Mount Wellington, and in

other elevated and moist situations in the colony. The
fruit is formed by the thickened divisions of the calyx, en-

closing the small seed-vessel : when ripe, it is of a snowy

white. The flavour is difficult to describe, but it is not

unpleasant. In tarts, the taste is something like that of

young Gooseberries, with a slight degree of bitterness,"

It usually grows from three to six feet high. -

Kangaroo Apple ; Solanum laciniatum.—This is a

shrub growing from four to six feet high, with large

deeply-cut leaves, bearing blue flowers, succeeded by a

large fruit resembling that of the Potato. This fruit

when perfectly ripe, which is indicated by the outer skin

bursting, may be eaten in its natural state, or boiled or

baked. It has a mealy subacid t^iste, and may be eaten

in any quantity with impunity; but until the skin bursts,

although the fruit may otherwise appear ripe, it has an

acrid taste, and causes an unpleasant burning sensation

in the throat. Mr. Backhouse latterly thought our

Kangaroo Apple distinct from the S. laciniatum of New
South Wales. The Kangaroo Apple flourishes best near

the coast; but I have seen it on the Derwent, ten miles

above New Norfolk. It is a perennial of rapid growth,

but tender ; a very slight frost injuring it.

Grass Tree ; XantliorrlicBa arborea,—Mr. Backhouse
observes— ** The base of the inner leaves of the Grass-

tree are not to be despised by the hungry. The Abori-

gines beat off* the heads of these singular plants by strik-

ing them about the top of the trunk with a large stick ;

then they stript off the outer leaves and cut away the

inner ones, leaving about an inch and a half of the white
tender portion joining the trunk ; this portion they ate

raw or roasted ; and it is far from disagreeable 5n flavour,

having a nutty taste, slightly balsamic. There are some
other species of Grass-tree in the colony, the base of the

leaves of which also may be used as food : those of the

dwarf Grass-tree (Xanthorrhaea hurailis), so abundant

about York Town, may be obtained by twisting the inner

leaves firmly together and pulling them forcibly upwards
;

but care is required not to cut the fingers by slipping the

hand," The different species of Xanthorrhsea are only

found on the poorest land, and usually in quartzose sand,

in very open situations.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

In the hurry of business at a season when the g-ardener has so

many various calls upon his attention, some of the sowings and
plantingrs recommended in former Calendars may possibly have
been overlooked -, if necessary, however, such crops may yet be
p\)t into the ground without any great loss of time resulting: from
their previous omission, because in early spring a difference of

a week or two in the time of sowing any particular crop does not

make a corresponding difference in its period of maturity. For

example, the Woodford's Marrow Pea sown now will not gene-

rally be fit for table under 14 weeks in the neighbourhood

of London, while the same sort sown a month hence will be ready

to gather in about 12 weeks, thus gaining a fortnight. On this

account, what is called a '* croppingtable" will be found extremely

useful by young gardeners. In this should be entered tlie date of

the sowing of tlie crops ; and in an opposite column, the time they

arrive at maturity is to be noted. A daily register of the atmo-
spheric temperature would make the table more perfect; but this

is not essential. Assisted by a table of this nature, any person
may so regulate his various sowings that their produce would be
ready for use just at the time required. This precise knowledge
cannot be acquired from any Calendar, because the proper periotls

for putting in crops must necessarilyvary in some degree accord-

ing to the nature of the soil, the local situation, and the climate
of the district.

I.—KTTCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PivERy.—Plants in fruit should be aided by every auxiliary,

that the fruit may swell to a large size. If more suckers are
thrown up than it is thought advisable to retain, the hearts of those
which are not wanted should be twisted out while quite young,
that they may not uselessly exhatt»t the plaut< K&courage the

emission of young roots by pulling off two or three (not too
manyl of the lower leaves, and then earthing up the stems with
rich compost. Or if this cannot be conveniently done, give
manure-water occasionally. Keep the atmosphere of the house
moist and warm.
Vinert.—If the Vines in the latest house show sigus of vege,

tating. let them be tied up immediately. Curve the ends of long
rods either down towards the floor of the house, or back towards
the stems of the vines; this will make the lower buds break
stronger and more regularly. Take great care in tying down the
advancing shoots in the more forward houses ; these, as before
mentioned, ought to be brought gradually down to the wires by
repeated tieings, and not roughly forced at once into their places,

or many shoots will unavoidably be broken. A perfect leaf

beyond the fruit is indispensable ; and to make sure of this, it is

better not to stop the shoots close above the bunch, but allow
them to grow one joint farther.

Peach-house.—Continue the treatment recommended last

week. Watch closely for red-spider, and if any are found, in-

crease the washings.
Cherry-housk.— Fruit that is safely set should be encouraged

to swell freely by a little increase of heat. At this season of the
year, 60 degrees of tire-heat will not be too much, but a free

interchange of air is essential.

FiG-HOusE.—Manure-water now and then will be beneficial to

the swelling fruit. Under this form, food may be apportioned to

the plants according to their wants; those which carry the

largest crop being allowed more frequent supplies, while it might
be altogether withheld from luxuriant trees. If necessary, the

house may be kept at 65^ by fire-heat, but a high night temperature

is not approvable; it is better to close early and use no more fire

than can be avoided.
Strawberries.—Keep a succession indifferent stages of ad.

vancement, and support with short sticks any large bunches of

fruit.

Cucumbers and Melons.— If cold winds prevail, 'it will be
better to keep in use the protection to the linings (thatched hur-

dles or long straw) formerly advised. The forward beds may
receive their final earthing, choosing a calm and warm day for

the operation; the soil must on no account be wet. Keep the

shoots regularly trained, and do not over-crop the plants.

Prick outCEf.ERY, Sweet-hrrbs, &c.,as soon as large enough.

All young vegetables for planting out must be kept near the

glass, that they may grow stocky.
Out-door Departmeiit.

Artichokes will no longer need protection ; therefore, when-
ever leisure permits^ the dung or rotten leaves used for that pur-

pose may be spread over the ground and dug in.

Asparagus beds should be forked over if the soil is heavy and

binding, that the young shoots may more readily penetrate it j in

light soils, raking the surface neatly will suflSce. It is customary

in many gardens to increase the covering of the beds, either now
or in autumn, by an addition of soil from the alleys, the object

being to obtain a great length of blanched stalk. By this process

much labour is expended in order to produce the least possible

quantity of useable substance, the whole of the stalk which

grows below the surface being so tough and stringy that it can-

not be eaten, and that part only which is exposed to light and air

being really good.
Borage, Marigolds, and all hardy annual herbs, may Ije

sown now ; but the tenderer kinds had better be kept back a week

or two.
Cabbages.—Earth'Up the largest plants, and keep them free

from weeds. Also sow seeds of two or more sorts which will

succeed each other.
Celbriac—Sow in rows on a warm border.

Lettuce.—Prick out on a warm spot part of those sown on a

hotbed.
Peas—Earth-up and stick any that are high enough.
RAuisnES.—Sow the Spanish kinds, if such are used.

STOREn Potatoes should now be examined, and if beginning

to grow, the sprouts must be rubbed off j those intended for sets

should not be sprouted.
See also to Carrots, Beet, and all stored roots.

OrcAarrf.—Strawberry-runners which were put out in nursery-

beds in autumn may now be planted where they are to remain,

previously well manuring the ground if it is at all poor. Peach-

trees will soon require protection ; therefore preparation should

be made, if not already done. Moveable copings of boards are

very etlicient in this respect ; they are beneficial by keeping the

blossoms dry, as well as by checking the radiation of heat. Fruit-

trees of all kinds may be grafted ; but it matters little whether

this be done now or next month, provided the grafts are kept

dormant.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.
Stove.—Such plants as Gesneras will now send out a quantity

of young shoots, some of which may be taken for propagation,

and others trained properly, to form a good head to the specimen.

Finish the general potting as soon as possible, giving strong

plants with broad leaves, such as Musas, very rich soil. Do not

keep strong fires at night, but allow the temperature to fall ra-

ther low. If the house is moist enough, the plants will always

be covered with dew in the morning, which they like better than

a high night temperature.
Greenhouse axd Conservatort.-Continue to pot, as neces-

sary, soft-wooded plants which are intended to grow large. Any

of the hard-wooded species that require shifting ought soon to

be done, that they may get root-hold before being placed m
their summer quarters in the open air. Some plants of Fuchsia

fulgens, corymbiflora, and other ornamental kinds, should b®?!f'

moved to a warmer situation, and encouraged to grow. Keep toe

leaves of Camellias and Orange-trees free from dust or dtrt.

which, besides being unsightly, materially affects the health 01

the plants. Twining plants on ornamental frames will require

frequent attention. For the Tropacolums the twiggy top oi a

young Larch-tree makes an excellent support. Many kinds 01

Heaths will now strike root readily. -

Pits and Frames.—All plants intended for the decoration 01

tlie flower-gardeu in summer, should now be exposed to the tree

air at every suitable time. Plants for forcing must not be lor-

gotten, but be regularly introduced into heat as required. *^^"*^"»

and plants of similar habits, should be placed almost Jn.contaci

with the glass. This Is a good time to propagate ^^^^^ °I
forcing next winter. Take the pipings from forced plants, an

put them into pans, in a mixture of sand and leaf-mould, an

they will soon strike root in a gentle heat. Shift Carnations mto

their flowering pots.
Out-door Department, , ^_

Pinks, Carnations, Sweet-Wilmams, and in shorty all "^'°^'

ceous plants yet unremoved, must be transplanted without a -

lay 1 wheui removed late in spring, they seldom flower weu.

Finish the principal sowing of annual flower- seeds : a few l*^y
„

blooming may be put in hereafter. Turn gravel-walks, ^°^
J

face those which are worn out. Take the opportunity 01 w
weather to weU roll the lawns.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuRSKav.-Small trees, such as seedlings from the seed-oeas,

may ypt be transplanted ; but the sooner such work is ^^ompieie .

the better. Propagation in every form ought now to be ™" ,

on in earnest, especially the layering of the rarer kinas

shrubs. Cuttings of some plants, as Privet, may yet be po^ '

Holly, Whitethorn, Yew, and other seeds which do not vegew
quickly, should be sown immediately. . ..^^
Forest avi. Coppice Woods —If the planting o^^^^^^ted

is completed, all tree-tops and other loose wood may be fap"' ^
Cut the larger branches into proper lengths for cord-woou, co

afterwards burnt into charcoal, or used for fire-wood. ^^?^^ Jx
and useless trees might be felled for the above P^^'P^^^i . hmO-
good timbex shottia he cut 4own aow.-J. B. Whiting^ r** ^^
dene.

i
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State of the Weatlier near London for the Week ending: March 17,
1842. as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

H-.^tifl tm^m^

Barombtkr.

March
Fridar ^^

Saturday »2

Sunday 13

Monday 1*

Tuesday 15

Wednesdaylfi
Thunday 17

Average

Max.
Qo.mo
30.045
30.133
30.S84
30.332
30.3 IS

30.131^

307l 83"

M i ri

.

29.835
£9.938
29.833
30.223
80.324
30.i88
29.7tfl

30.0U

THElftlOMKTBB.

M
60

67
49
54
'56

b6

54.3

Min.
37
40
37
45
40
44
43

40 3

M ean
38.5
49.0
47.0
47;

50J>
60.0
49.5

Wind.

S.

s.w.
w.
s.

s .w.

s.vv.

Kain.

.06

.02

47.3

,05

.13

March 11. Densely overcast throughout.
12. Very fine ; clear at nig-ht.

13. Very fine ; mild and overcast.
14. Slight rain; overcast and dull ; sKght rain at night.
15. Overcast; very fine; mild and densely overcast.
16. Hazyj overcast and fine.

J7. Fine, with sunshinej cloudyj rather boisterous, with rain
at night.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last l6 years, for
the ensuing Week ending March 26, 1342.

. I k.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

52.8

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

&

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

PrevailiiiM Winds

Afar.
1

1

"T - 1

1

1
*

8: 2San. 20
'

37-1 45.0 0.13 In.

Mon. 2i 52.0 37-8 44.9 6 0.13 s I 1 a 1 41 3|
Tuea. 22 50,3 35.5 43.9 a 0.18 2 1 1 I

r

2 3
1

4,

Wed. 23 49.6 3fi.3 43.0 a 033 3 i 2 1

1

a!

1

3
Thurfi.24 1 48.3 33.3 41.1

, 7 o.n 2 4 2'- 1 2l 4i
Fri._ 25 49.9 31.5 40.7 9 0.50 1 2 4 3— 1

1

I

1

4|
Sat. £6

1

6S.3 83.9

1
1

42.6
1

a
1

0.12 *— 2 3
1 .

4 1

''l

4
1

o

22
J

)

3

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 20th, in 1829—thermometer 69°; and the lowest on the 21st,
in 1837—thermometer 21°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending March 18, 1842,

During this week there has been little alteration ; trade gene-
rally has been toleraby good, and the supply of most things well
kept up. i-VMiV.—Pines are not so abundant as they were.
Grapes are becoming scarce. Apples have advanced a little in
price: good Nonpareils are fetching from I4s. to 30s. per bushel

;

Golden Knobs, 5s. to 6s. 6d. ; and Pearmains from 3s. 6d. to 5*. 6d.
The kinds of Pears are chiefly Beurre Ranee and Nelis d*Hiver.
Strawberries and Cucumbers still continue scarce. Vegetables,^
The supply of Cabbages and Broccoli has been large, and the
quality is excellent. Kidney-beans are becoming more plentiful,
The supply of Asparagus is increasing, and the quality is gene-
rally good. Excellent Seakale abounds. Endive has somewhat
improved in quality. Celery and several sorts of salading are
rather indifferent. Good Rhubarb is plentiful. Mushrooms are
not very abundant.

PRICES Saturday, March 19, 1842.—FRUITS:—
^pple?, Kitchen, perbush. 3*C</to7«— Dessert, per bushel, 4i to 12*

Fears, deiseit, perhalf.sieve, 4«to ICj

Strawberries, forced, per oz,, 8* to 5*
Pine Apple, perlb. 6a to I2s
Cucnmbers, each, S$ to 6t
Grapes, Spanish, per lb., 1« to gt— Portugal, per lb., ti to 5* *
Oranges, per doz,, 9rf to 2#—

,
per 100,3j6(f tn 18/— Bitter, per 100,7#tolfi*

liemons, per doz. It to 2* _ '

VEGETABLES.

Lemons, per 100, 6* to 14*
-Almonds, per peck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 2« 6<i to 3i 6d
Chesnuts, per peck, 5s to lOi

Walnuts, per bushel, 16f to 24*
Filberts, Eng., per 100 lbs., 130* to HO*
Cobb Nuts, per peck, 3* 6d
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, 20'— Hpanishj i6t
— Barcelona, fiOi^to 24*

fSEiiPoy«, p£r dozen, Is 3J to U ^d
Cabbfl^e, Red, for pickling, 3| toffj
Cabbaxe Plants, per doz.,3xto 5«
BrusselsSprout8,perhf.sve.,J« to Isdd
Broccoli, White, perbunt^h, ^ to2»

'— Cape, Qdto It Sd'— Purple, €d to 9d
Turnip Tops, p«r bushel, 6'i to U
Kidnej'Bean»,furced, p.l00,2j flrf to 3* 6«i
Potatoes, per ton, 40< to 80'
^ — per cwt. 2t to At

^m per bushel, 1*6(/ to ^ 6d— Kidney, per bush. 2f to 2* Gd
Artirhokea, Jerusalem, p. hf.sve.,U6^
Turnips, per dozen bunches, 2* to3«
Carrots, per doz. bunches, 4«tp5«
Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to U *

Red Beet, per dozen, fJJ to U ^d
S^orzonera. per bundle, is to l'3if
Salsafy, per bundle, Uto Is 3J
Horse Radish, per bundle, Is tp5«
Radifih.tpr.doz. hands (24 to'30 each) 2«
to 2s Gd
— Turnip, per bunch, CJ

Spinach, per sieve. Is Gd to 2s
Leeks, per dozen bunchei, 9d to is
Garlic, perlb. 8d
Shallots, per lb., 1*

Onions, Old/per bushel, 3» to 3* Gd
— for pick., per hf. -sieve, 3* to 6*
— Green, per doz. bunches, 2ito4s
— Spanish, per dozen. Is 6d 10 6'

Chives, per pot, Gd
Asparagus, per loO, large, 6* to'9*'

— Second or Middling, 3«to4«— Sprue, or Small, I* €rf to 3j
"^

Sea-kale, per punnet, 1» to 3»
Lettuce, Cabbay;e, per half sieve, I#

to 2* 6*f

Endive, perscore,"^* CJ to4i
Celery/per bundle (12 to'15) Gd to2s
Small Salads, per punnet, 3^
Corn ^^alad,pe^ half sieve, 9*/ to"l*
Watercress, p.dz. small bunch. ,4cfto8(f
Dandelions, per punnet, 9rf
Parsley, per half sieve, 9s to 4/
Tarragon, perdnzen bunches, 4«
tennel, per dozen bunches, 3«
Thyme, per doz. bunches, St
Sage, per doz. hiinchea. 3«
Mint, per doz. bunches, 4* to Si
Savory, per dozen bunches, Ss
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, 6d to 2i
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1« to IsGd
Truffles, per pound, 2* to 3* Gd

N'otices to Correspondents,
We have such constant applications for the prices of booksplants, and other articles, and for information as to where thevcan best be had, that we And it necessary to state for the inform^a^on of all niqu.rers that it is not our practice to recommend Inyteadesman m particular, and that if persons interested in selhn-do not ADVERTISE their goods we cannot do it for them Webeg our readers wiU look to our advertising columns for^l in

J. S., of Addiscombe, can have No. 21 if he will order it fromnis Newsman. nuiu

^^^l^' a''^'^^^.
double-bearing RAs'pBKRRr is the besfvarietyf^affordmg a late supply. It may be obtained from the nurse-

^nnff.--.The Aruob \itj& will bear slight pruning, which^ould be confined to reducing some of thi smaller br'anches
ir however the loose branches were tied up close with wire or
ot^ .

^^' r P^^"* ^°^^ ^^ s°^" restored to its compact form,and last so for years. Want of light is the reason that yourDiosma and Acacia do not flower.
^

wtf c*'*''!?'*^';"?^^^
P^oxrBS should not be placed at once in

io.K 1- ?u*^'
^"^ ^^*^y ^^^y ^^^^ ^^»t ^s termed a large shift

ShTrfn'^'^ T ^^'''%''' '""^^^ ho^^^^T. depends on the

ThPv ^o K ^? ""^ ^°^'" P^^'^'"' ^*^° ^» the kind of soil you use.iney may be bloomed well in six-sized pots, but as they like rich

IroWthPm"'^^^'
by freely supplying them with liquid manure,

bestt&t. ^"^^, S"^^l* sizes. Coarse green gauze is the

HOUSES
P^^^^nt ^«^es or other insects from entering cuKfix-

we^anrtr"^'^ following kinds of Roses will suit your purposewell, and they may be easily procured :— ^ y kf ^

Beds,
1. Moss Roses
2. Hardy kinds of Noisette (late

flowering)
3. William's Double Yellow

Sweet Briar

\
Different Pompones

V iJidica sanguinea (late)
6. Perpetuals (late)
7. Common China (late)
8. Scotch Roses

1

Standards,
1. Crested ^foss
2. Mordaunt de Launy
3. Madame Desprez
4. White Moss
5. Village Maid
6- Pamy
7. Queen of Denmark
8. Madame Campan
9. Globe White Hip

10. Brennus
11. Scarlet Moss

least damaged by^ab^tul"^. ^'^J^^^
herbaceous plants will be

plants will exi^t Lth^vnri J'^'L'^^'^'*'
these animals abound few

them, and scratchin/^at"^ ^^^^^^^ over
MonkshoodrSs tent Hpii^l^^ ^^V^^ J^"" ^'^^'^^^ ^'»d« ofyvu, ins, A'jeonr, HeU^bore, gt, Joto's Wort, Euph<>rbifts,

Asclepias, Centaiirea, and Er^ ngium— Berberis aquifuUum, re-
pens, and glumacea, are excellent under-shrubs to plant where
rabbits abound, as they are not injured by them. Very gentle
fumigation with good tobacco will destroy the Greex-flt on
Peach trees without injuring the fruit j but it must be mild, and
frequently resorted to. Sow the seeds of Ipomcea rubro-cserulea
and insignis in pots filled with any good light sandy soil, and
place them in a moderate dung frame, and treat t^iem afterwards,
when they come up, ui the ordinary way, by potting and keeping
close and warm. The seeds of Brachycome should be sown in a
light sandy soil, and placed in a warm greenhouse or close pit,

but not subjected to a moist heat after they have come up.
A Hedge-maker.—None of your plans will preserve Pelargo-

niums, &c.,in hard winters ; we doubt if they will in mild ones.
Such plants must be kept dry if they are to bear cold at all. The
Sweet BKiAR is raised extensively in Norfolk. Two-years-old
seedlings arp generally employed in making hedges; they cost
about lis, a thousand. It is raised from seed, placed in heaps
and treated like the haws of Whitethorn. It does not make good
hedges, being too weak a plant, and apt to become very bare at
bottom. It will, however, bear cutting down j which is, in fact,

necessary when it becomes naked. You cannot propagate it by
cuttings, and layerhig is a tedious process for so common a plant.
It is a bad stock for budding Roses on.

J. Biggar and other correspondents who inquire about thebest
way of using the ammoxiacal gas-water will be fully answered
next week.

F. W, S.—We are not aware that any experiments have been
tried upon nitrate of soda and Pink-apples. In making any
experiment use the nitrate very weak, and if it does no harm in-
crease its strength. Do not apply it overhead, but pour it on the
mould when the plants are growing fast. We think your gardener
is right in confining such manure to the succession-plants ^ if

fruiters are forced too much, you will run the risk of having
crowns and gills instead of fruit.

H. T. S.—Your plants will not suifer from being watered with
WATER taken from cast-iron tanks j but if these tanks are placed
upon flues for evaporation, you must take care not to use the
water when it is very hot, otherwise you may sctdd the plants.
W, Bnker.—The quantity of Fcrzk seeds required, depends

much. on the quality of the soil and seeds, and whether the land
is to be thickly covered and quickly. From two to three pounds
should be sown to the acre, as it is better the plants should come
up rather thickly, and they will soon cover the ground. There is

no difference m the growth of English and French Furze, pro-
vided the seeds in both cases are good and fresh.
Frutex,—Tlie treatment you have adopted for your Rhododen-

drons is not a bad one; but you would have done mlich better
if you had taken them \\\t, well mixed the soil, adding^, at the
same time, a little well-rotted cow-dung, and then replanted
them rather thick. All kinds of peat are not suitable for g-rowing
American plants ; among the worst is close black peat, or vfry poer
sandy peat, or such as is obtained at any considerable depth from
the surface. Nitrate of soda is beneficial if applied in small quan-
tities (Jib. to the rod). It may be sown over the surface before
the ground is planted, or afterwards, which is easily done if

mixed with dry sand, but care must^ be taken that it does not
lodge on any part of the stems or leaves. Full directions for the
cultivation of American plants, the Arbutus and Laurustinus,
viTould be too long for such a notice, and had better form separate
articles at a future time, as a short account would be of little use
to the amateur.
E. F.— \t is difficult to say what occasions the decay of some

of your bunches of Grapes before blooming in the same house
in which others come forward very well. It may be owing to
the particular variety having imperfectly ripened its wood ; or the
vine may have been exposed to a direct current of cold air, which
would produce such a result. Air ought to be admitted with
great caution to vines in the stage of growth in which yours are,
and always before the temperature of the house has reached its

maximum. See a paper by Mr. Fish in another part of to-day's
Paper.
Arenarxns.—Sow Onions in drills a foot apart, and use an ordi-

nary six-inch hoe. The black-seeded Cos LETTt;cK is an upright
Lettuce, like the Paris Cove Cosj but the black-seeded Gotte
Lettuce is a very small round Cabbage Lettuce only suited for an
early crop, or for growing in frames during the winter. The
number of main branches on dwarf standard Apples depends en-
tirely on tlie age, the strength, and the state the tr^es are in.

The quantity of water that should be added to sulphurifc acid be-
fore it is mixed with ;the urine is immaterial—say fonr parts to
one of acid.

F, C.—We are afraid of opening a discussion about the cause of
SHRIVELLING IN Ghapes, becausc we know from experience that
it will lead to much assertion and very little proof. We ure per-
suaded that the coldness and wetness of the border, one or both,
are the real cause; a soil which will suit perfectly such hardy
Grapes as the Hamburgh and Sweetwaters, will still be too cold
for so delicate a variety as the white Frontignan. If you will
cover your border with a roof or other contrivance which will
throw off the water in winter— or, which is better, place on it a
glazed sash or two—the shrivelling will, we expect, be prevented.
By the latter means you will warm your border as well as dry it.

If it becomes too dry, let it be watered with warm water.
E. R. is informed that Potato plants maybe obtainedfrom the

tubers exactly in the same way that plants are obtained from the
Dahlia roots

; that in this way one tuber will produce fourfold the
number of plants that can be obtained by cutting it into sets

;

that the plants so obtained are more productive, and that when
the tubers have yielded all the spires they can, they are still
nearly as good for the pig as at first, for that by keeping them on
the earth they do not become flaccid or shriveUed. If this is cor-
rect, it maybe important for cottagers, and the editor*s opinion is
requested. [We are of opinion that a great loss of produce and
of labour must be the result of this system, and that it is a very
expensive mode of feeding pigs. If soot and salt are to be nsed
for Potatoes, they had better be applied at the time when the Pota-
toes are earthed up. It will no doubt be a good dressing for such
Grass-land, if used in small quantities.
i?.G.—The following hardy annuals, if sown now, will flower

by the end of June j they are very showy, and last a considerable
timem bloom:— Gilia trfcolor, ColUnsia blcolor, C. grandifloia,
Nemdphila msSgnis, Platystemon californicum, Clarkia pulchella,
Godetia Lmdleyana, G. rubicunda, G. tenuif<5Ua, Lupinus nanus,
E6toca vlscida, and Leptosiphon androsaceus.

/. B,—The foUowiug are the newest and most showy kinds of
hardy Annuals, but hardly any of them are of very recent in-
troduction :—Erysimum Perofskianum. LupiuusHartwegii, Sphe-
n6gyne speciosa, Calandrlnia discolor, Nolana atriplicifblia, Cen-
ta6rea piilchra, Calliopsis Drumm<5ndii. Godetia albescens, G.
rubicunda, Callicbroa platyglossa, Impattens glandiiligera, T. tri-
cornis, 1. Candida, Papaver amoenum, Clint6ma pulchellH, Leptosi-
phon androsaceus, L. densiflorus, and Oxyura chrysanthemoides.
W, JC., Bushi/ Fark.—Yoar Bees are infested with the Honey-

comb Moth, Galleria cereana, and the white masses you sent us
are clusters of cocoons, containing larva; or pupae, which about
August will become small yellowish moths. You had best burn
all the infested oomb. and examine those hives that do not ap-
pear to have suffered yet, and wherever there are cocoons cut
them out.

J. C, Jri4«fZ£?/.— Procuring Broccoli for table during the
mouths of January and February, depends more on the manage-
ment than on the particular kinds. Tlie sorts you mention are
very good, if sown and treated properly at different seasons. If
Grange's Early White is sown at three different times, between
the begmumg of May and the end of June, it will produce heads
from October to January ; but they must be protected from the
severity of the winter. If severe weather occur, the Early Sprout-
ing will, if sown in April, produce heads from November to
February, and theGreen Close-headed will, if sown about the end
Of May, be iu perfcctioa from Hqt^w^ to February, U the wi-

ther is open. The proper time for sowing Broccoli and after-treat-

ment, with a list of the best sorts, will be given at a future time.
B. Kingdon— Send your address to our Office, and we will give

you the information you require.
Pimelea has sent Veronica decussata. Yes.
R. W. has sent Cornus mascula,
Speculatire.—^e are not aware whether the Cherry has ever

been snccessfully grafted on the Laurel.
JUuriann^.— If your seeds have been well preserved, sufficient

will ^row for your purpose. Rhododendrons will not bear much
pnmmg, but some of the sorts grow more compact than others.
In pruning cut the longest shoots within an mch or two of the
ground.

A. H.—Your shoots, like those of the true Knight's Monarch
Pear, have a yellowish tinge ; those of the false sort have a
violet hue. We believe yours to be right.
W. il/.—The mature leaves of Borecole are not useful where

sprouts are wished, and therefore it is better to remove them.
r^ yo""f

er leaves at the top should also be considerably reduced.
T. S., BradJieid.--^YQUT Apple, No. 1, called the Flanders Pip-

pni, IS not known by any other name. No. 2 is a fine specimen
of the Court of Wick.

F. I. C—Your plants are Oncidium altissimum and Epidcn-
drum Stamfordianum. The Apples are, i, Winter Pearmain : 4,
and probably 13, Bedfordshire Foundling. The others were so
much decayed that it was not possible to make them out.
Amateur.—The Auvergne Pea is a dwarf kind, and the Wykcr

a tall variety
;
they are both vegetables, and consequently must

be grown hi the kitchen-garden.
IK S. (Bury Hill).—Yoxir plant secms to be a drawn-up speci-

men of Polytrichum vulgai'c.
Do You See .'—\%s, pretty clearly that your Sea-kale plants are

worn ont. but whether from being over-heated in forcing, too se-
verely cut so as not to admit of ihe growth of sufficient foliage,
or from the natural decay incident to old age, combined with the
consecjuences resulting from forcing, it is difficult to say. At all
events, tlie sooner you direct a fresh plantation to be made in a
sunny aspect, the better. When the blue Salvia is growing, it re-
quires a good supply of water. Mesembryanthcmums must be
but sparingly watered at all times. Probably your greenhouse
has not been kept Warm enough to cause Hyacinths or LUies-of-
the-Valley to vegetate much before the usual time
Ignoramtts is answered in a leading article of to-day.
M\ iJ.—One of Stephenson's stoves mentioned in last week's

Chronicle (p. 1/5) will probably give you heat enough; or a
small Arnott, if you can manage it ; or you will find a new mode
of heating described a few weeks hence. The way of distributing
the heat will be to place the stove in the middle between the two
compartments to he heated, and to stop tl^ water from fiowuig
into the one not in use, which may be done by a stopcock.
W. Taf/lor.—There is no work on foresting which we can recom-

mend ; Sir Henry Stuart's is, perhaps, the best, but it is by no
means equal to its reputation. We are unable to supply any
copies of the Chronicle for 1841 for the present,

Gcddenensis.— It is Ipomce'a, and not Ip6mcEa.
An Amateur a«(/SuAscn6er.—We never admit into our columns

anonymous letters abusing the productions of others; all you
have asserted has been denied by the raiser of the flower in ques-
tion, and the judges who on three different occasions thought so
well of it must have been blind indeed, not to have discovered
the faults which you perceive so clearly,
L.—You may strike out of your list as sorts not adapted for

standards, the brown Bem-re, Gansel's Bergamot, Old Colmar,
Crassane. Winter Bon Chretien, and St. Germain. Increase the
Marie Louise, Passe Colmar, and Benrrd Ranee. Add Beune
Diel, Hacon's Incomparable. Dunmore when yon can procure it.

Knight's Monarch, Althorp Crassane, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Glout Morceau (Thompson's), Nelis d'Hiver, and Ne plus Meuris,
On these you may rely for ultimate satisfaction; tliose objected
to in your present list would have become productive of disap-
pointment only.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for ans^vers this week.

.NEWS OF THE WEEK.
In the House of Commons last niglit. Lord Jolin Rus-

sell announced his determination to oppose the Income
Tax, and to take the sense of the House on its necessity.

Sir K. Peel then developed the details of the proposed
measure; lie stated that the tax of three per cent, is in-

tended to apply to all incomes without exception ; that

the amount on which he proposes to levy it, is to be the
average of three years' profit in trade, and the produce of
the current year in professions ; that composition may
probably be made for the whole period during which the

tax is to continue, and that the machinery for collection

is to be that organised by Lord Lansdoi\ne's Act of 1806,
under the control of the Office of Stamps and Taxes.
The Cora Importation Bill has made some progress dur-
ing the week ; an amendment moved by Mr. Ward for
the appointment of a select committee to inquire whether
there are any peculiar burdens specially affecting the
landed interest has been rejected by a majority of 115.
A discussion has taken place on the state of the Church
of Scotland, and in consequence of the declaration of Sir
James Graham, that it ia the intention of Government to
maintain the law, a motion for a select committee was ne-
gatived by a majority of 77. The adjourned debate on
Lord F. Egerton's motion for a Bill to allow marriages
between certain degrees of affinity has been resumed, and
the introduction of the measure negatived by a majority
of 23, The House has also negatived, by a majority of
50, a motion for affording compensation to the merchants
for the amount of the opium destroyed at Canton by the
Chinese Government During the d'ebate on the pro-
posed Income Tax, Sir R. Peel stated that when he had
represented to the Queen the necessity of bringing the
measure before Parliament, Her Majesty spontaneously
intimated to him, that if the necessities of the country
were such as to require the tax, it .was Her Majesty's

wish that her own income should be subject to a similar

deduction.

The chief interest of our foreign news is derived from

the commentaries of the Continental journals on Sir

Robert Ped's scheme of ^nancial and commercfaf policy,

and on the intelligence received last week r^P^t^^i^f-^^^

disasters of our army in India, The French journals of

all parties do not attempt to disguise their feehng* at

these reverses ; they avaU themsel^e* of the opportunity

to predict the dawn&il of oar Ifldiaa empire, and at the

-ad^jQ* fftti^/actidn oa the finaadftitime *i/*,

i* *»-«
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•mbarrassmeats which hare rendered nec€*«ary so de-

eided a measure M that of Sir R. PecL A discussion of

aome importance has taken p!ace in the French Cham-

bers on the conversation between Lord Aberdeen and

the French ambassador in London with respect to

the occupation of Algiers. M, Guizot maintains that

the sanction which time has given to the conquest of

that settlement is fulJy admitted by the British Cabinet,

and that France will not only retain her conquest, but

will call upon Lord Aberdeen for a formal recognition on

flie first occasion when the appointment of a neir British

CQusuI at Algiers shall be necessary. The tone assumed

by ^L Gui20t on this occasion is said to have produced

great sensation in (he diplomatic circles ; and its effect is

iomewhat increased by the demand of the Minister of

Finance for a considerable increase in the Navy estimates,

and for an additional fleet of war-steamers of the largest

eUi88,— Accounts from Spain anTiounce that extensive

preparations are still taken by the Government to resist

any outbreak on the frontier, although no imme*
diate demonstration on the part of the conspirators is

considered probable. The Cabinet continues to gain

strength, and the internal tranquillity of the country ap-

pears to be comparatively restored.— Letters from Greece

allude to the increasing desire of King Otho to declare

war against Turkey, and even mention the probability of

an nrtUHl collision ; but there is little doubt that the Pro-

lectin* Powers will interfere to prevent a course so disas-

trous to both countries.

Dine Xcb^.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue in

town. The Queen held a Court on Saturday and yes-

tfrdur, for the reception of addresses on the throne.

Her Majesty held a levee at St. James's Palace on Wed-
nesdiy, which was very numerously attended ; and a Court

at Buckingham Palace on Thursday. The Queen's first

ball, at Buckingham Palace, is announced for the 11th of

the ensuing month. It has been announced that her Ma-
jesty, accompanied by Prince Albert, will honour the J^ord

Prims^te with a visit at Lambeth Palace this day, and will

take luncheon with his Grace and Mrs. Howley. The
Countess of Charlemont has succeeded the Countess of

Dunmore as Lady-in-Waiting on her Majesty. Prince
Albert presided on Tuesday at a meeting of the Commis-
loti for Promoting and Encouraging tlie Fine Arts in the
Rebuilding of the Houses of Parliament.

The Quf.en Dowager,—Our readers will be pleased to

l«rn th^t her Majesty the Qifeen Dowager is going on fa-

Tourably, and has nearly recovered her strength. Several
places have been named as the probable resort of her Ma-
^siy this summer, particularly Clifton, Worthing, and
Lord Stuart de Rothesay's Seat on the Hampshire coast,

but nothing positive on the subject is known. A report,,

which appears to have gained circulation, stating that her
ILj.sLy would winter at ilalta this year, is said to be
premature,

Parlutmentary Mavements.—Tvso Liberal candidates*
Jlr. John Nicholson, of London, and Mr. Brooker, of Al-
friston, have come forward to contest the repre^^entation

of Brighton with Lord A. Hervej, the Conservative can-
didate, announced in our last.

Official Appointments—It is reported that either Sir

.
Richard Jenkins, M.P., or Mr. Sprot Boyd, the Political

Commissioner at Baroda, will succeed Sir William
M'Naghten, Bart, as Governor of Bombay.—The death
of the Duke of Norfolk, which took place on Wednesday,
occasions another vacancy in the Order of the Garter.
"Jjnisters have now four garters at their disposal, caused

y the deaths of the Earl of Westmoreland, the Duke of
Cleveland, the ^farqnis of Hertford, and the Duke of Nor-
folk.—It ii mmoured in military circles that Sir Henry
Hardinge will have the command of the army in India,
about to be reinforced to the amount, it is said, of ten
thousand men.—It is announced in last night's Gazette
tUat Lord Elgin has been appointed Governor-General
of Jamaica.

The New Tariff. -~^\n our notice last week of Sir R.
PeePs speech developing the views of Government in
reference to the financial and 'commercial policy of the
«)untry we gave the leading feature in the Right Hon.
Baronet** proposed financial scheme, and that which ap-
peared to be of paramount and aott general interest, tIz.

that in order to meet the great deficit in the revenue,
&ii incomes above 150/. a-year shall be taxed to the
amount of 7d. in the pound, being something kss than
three per cent. The other less important features of the
measure embrace one or two additional items of taxation
more particularly in relation to Ireland, As that country
bas never been subject to a property-tax, and there is no
machinery for levyii^ it. Sir R, Peel proposes as a substi-
tute an increase on the duty of spirits and stamps ; the
former to be raised from 25 M, to 3^. M. the gallon,
which is expected to increase the revenue 250,0U0/. ; and
the latter to be equalised with those in this country) and
which it is expected will realise 160,000/. Irish absentees,
however, are to be liabla to the property-tax, It is also
proposed to impose a duty of four shillings a ton on all

coal exported from this country, whether in British or
foTv\gi\ ahips ; and this, it is calculated, will realise

200,000/. From all these soarces, then, the anticipated

revenue will be as follows ;— I. From the income-tax,

3,770,000/.; 2. From the Irish stamp-duty, 160,000/,;

3. l^€om the Irish spirit-duty, 250,000/. ; 4. From the

duty on British coals. 200,000/. : makinjf in all, 4,380,000/,,

bfibf a surplus of 1,800,000/., after covering Hie deficit

i»r 1843« wkLch, as stated in our last, ia estimated at

.000/. T'i-
(H]£:s Murpk^ U is propeg«d to ^txpinfj

ttie relief of our commercial tariff. All the articles undef

the tariff have undergone a complete revision, the general

principle acted on being the removal and relaxation of all

duties of a prohibitory nature, and a reduction of the

duties onT'iO out of 1,200 artich-s of consumption im-

ported. We have extracted from the resolutions about ta

be proposed by Sir R. Peel, ju reference to the customs'

duties, the following alterations in the rates of duties now

payable on the importation of articles in which most of

our readers are largely interested. As stated above, in ad-

dition to the reduction of duty, all prohibitions and re-

strictions of any such articles are to cease and determine;

and it will be seen that the produce of British possessions,

imported from them, is favoured to tjie amount of h4lf

the duty levied.

ARTICLES.

Fi?uiT, viz.—
Raw, and not otherwise

enumerated .

Almonds, not Jordan uor
bitter , , . cwt.

Jordan . • • do.

Paste of . . do.

Apples, raw , bush.
Dried , • . do.

Berried, unenumerated
cwt.

Cherries, raw .

Dried , . . lb

Citron, preserved with
salt

Present
Rates of

Duty.

£ s. d.

:> p. ceut.

Cranberries
Currants .

Dates ,

Figs .

(Grapes •

Medlars .

Nuts, viz.

—

Chesnuts

1

3
60 p.

5

b p.

cent.

(Jo.

3

2
cent

8

Proposed New Rates
of Duty.

Foreign
Produce.

£ s. rf.

20

10

1 5
per cent.

20 p. cent.

. gal.

, , cwt.
4 . do.

. do.

• bush.

. . do.
Cocoa nuts, from Bri-

tish Possessions, the
1,200 ....

Pistachio nuts . cwt.
Small nuts . bush.
'\\'alnuts . . do.
Nuts, not olherwiae

enumerated, includ-

ingr Cocoa-nuts not
of British Possess. .

Peel of Lemons . lb.

Do. of Oranges , do.
Oraiigjii &: Lemons, viz.—
In chests and boxes not
exceeding 5,000 cubic
inches

Over 5,u90 cubic inches,
rfhd not exceedinEr
7.300 . . .

Over 7»a00 cubic inches,
^i^d not exceediit
u,oo6

For every l,ono cubic
inches exceeding
i 4,000

•cose, the 1,009 *

'ntered at value, at
the option of the im-
porter ,

Olive* . , , gdl.

l^omegrauates, the 1,0U0
Quinces . . .do.
Plum* (commonly called

French Plums) . cwt.
Dried or preserved do.

Pruues * . , do.
Raisins, from British Pos-

sessions . . cwt.
From other places do.

Tamarinds , , lb.

From British Pose, do.
Ghaiv, not rated
As Com or Seeds, viz.-

I

5p

1

2

15

6

cent.

1

2

Q

1

10

3
2

cwt. 2 6

9 P
9 3

$ §
5 per cont.

(» 6

10 per cent.

G 1

I % a

<ft 15

5 per cent.

ft 1 9

« 8

20 p cent.

5

6

J

10

1

2

20 per cent,
cwt. I p— 010

2 6 4) 9 6

3 9 3 9

7 6 « 7 6

15
74

75 p. cent.

1

i

3
15

1

r

8

7

7
15

0'

ft

ft

6

ft

8

1

ft

15
7k

75 per cent.

ft

I

I

P

1

5

1

7

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

15

3

.cwt.
bubh.
. cwt.
J •- ^

bush.
. do.

nor in

Barley, pearled
Beans ^

Millet
Peas, raw
Dried

Rice, not roug'h,
tlie husk, frpm a Bri-

tish Po&session cwt
Otherwise imported do.

Rice, rough, and in the
husk . •

per quarter
Hay . . the load
HovEV . . . cwt.
From Brit. Possess, do.

HoFS . . . do.
SfijiJBS, viz. ;-.•

Acorns
Ammi, or Ammios
Aniseed
Burnet ^ed ,

Canary seed •

Carraway
Carrot .

Cartbamos .

Clover ,

Coie ,

Coriander .

Cummin , ,

Feimel
Fennugreek
Flax
Forest
Garden, not particularly

enumerated or de-
scribed, nor other-
"Wine charged with
duty .

Grass, of all sorts
Hempaeed .

Leek .

Lettuce . ,

Liusecd and Fla^
Lucerne ,

Maw seed .

Mustard

Parsley , ^

fiony or Peony «

5p

18

12
10

cent.
2

15

I

1

8

1

ft

A
15

5

21

ft

Oi

6

9
6

9
ft
h

ft

6
ft

6

L

3

ft

10

5 per cent.

ft 3

16

ft

10

8 M ft

cwt. 6ft

do*
cwt-

t.
qr.
do.

cwt-
do.

do.t

^.1

1 4
1

Jl

ft 1

1

1 ft

3 ft

9 ft

I

9

6

6

ft

)

10 u

cwt. .5 ft

D }

cwt. 5 ft

cwt.

wt.

ft

ft

ft

ft

tft

1 ft

6 ft

1

10

3

ft

6

cwt. ft ^

British

Produce.

£ s. d.

$

3 6
10 p. cent

I 3
r

fl I 3
1

ft 2

24 p . cent.

ft P 3

5 p. cent,

ft 0^
11 ^

^ fi
8076

24 p. cent.

6

ft I

ft

1 D
5

6
1 P

lOp cent
6

9 6

1 3

ft 1 9

3/5

ft 3

076

25 p. cent
ft 9 j6

ft 3 6
ft %

10

P 14 ft

ft 3 6

076

ft \

ft «

2 6
ft 5
1 6

24 p. cent,

1

ft 1 ft

ft i

8

• 60

• 80

S ft

2 6

• 06

2 6

ft ft #
ft (

ft a 6

ft ft 6
ft 5 ft

ft 3 6
ft 1 3

f » «

ARTICLES.

Poppy seed . . qr.

Quince • . lb.

Rape . . qr.

SabadillaorBevadilla cwt
Shrub or Tree seed lb.

Trefoil seed . cwt.
Worm . . do.

All seeds not particularly

enumerated or de-

scribed, nor other-

wise charged with
duty,commonlymade
use of for extracting
oil therefrom qr.

All other seeds not parti-

cularly enumerated
or described^ nor
otherwise charged
with duty, per every
100/. val.

Plants, Shrubs,
Trees, alive

Flower-Roots
Vegetables, viz. :—

Lentils *

Onions
Potatoes
Tares
All Vegetables not enu-

merated or described
GcANO . . , ton

and

100/.

bush.
do.

cwt.
qr.

Present
Rates of
Duty.

4S s.

1

e

1

3

1

4

8

6

6

1

30

Free.
5

10

3

2
10

Proposed New Rates
of Duty,

British

Produce,

£ s.

ft

\

5

1

5

5

10

5

d.

1

10 per cent

Free.
5 per cent.

f 3

9 6
ft ft 2

10 d

5 per cent.

5

£ s. d.

6
3

r

6
6

2 6
2 6
6

2 6

i

5 p. cent.

Free

2ip.cent,

li

a

I

5

2i p. cent.

3 6

It will, perhaps, be interesting to add the proposed
scale of duties, in reference to articles of domestic con-

sumption :

Coffee, Cocoa, Tea, and
Tobacco

Coffee . . .lb.
Do., the produce of Bri-

tish Possessions
Cocoa Paste and Choco-

late . , .lb.
Do., the produce of Bri-

tish Possessions
Tea .... lb.

Tobacco, unmanufac-
tured . , lb.

Do. from British Posses-
sions . , lb.

ft 1 3

006
4

ft ft 8

ft

2
4
1

3ft

ft 2 9

ft 8

006

ft

ft

a
6
1

8

3

i

ft 4
F

2

3

9

2 9

No reduction is proposed in the duties on sugar, wines,

or spirits.

_ oxmn.
France.—The disastrous intelligence received by the

last overland mail frooa India, and th^ speech of Sir R.

Peel developing the views of the British Government with

respect to the financial and commercial policy of this

country, occupy the principal portion of the raris journals.

The greater number of theoi do not conceal their satisfac-

tion at the reverses sustained by the British arms, and at-

tribute our disasters in India to 'inordinate ambition
;"

whilst the opposition papers confidently predict the speedy

downfall of our Indian empire. With respect to the pro-

posed ^nancial scheme of Sir R. Peel, the journals are

unanimous in their praises of the boldness of the measure,

and the clear and comprehensive manner in which it was

developed in the speech of the Prime Minister. They all,

however, seem to regard it as an evidence of the failing

prosperity of this country, and as a proof that ** the sys-

tem of credit on which England has so long existed has

been at length shaken." The ** National/' a republican

print, concludes a long article on the subject by saying

that ** there is sufficient matter in the position of affairs

in England to raise high expectations in the minds of

those who desire the degradation of a power whose ambi-

tion, avidity, and political doctrines have caused so much
injury to human nature. " All the journals, indeed,

though not in such strong terms, prognosticate the down-
fall of Great Britain, owing to her financial difficulties

;

and the Ministerial paper, the *' Debats,'^ terminates a

powerfully written article on the subject in the follow-

ing terms :—" The Prime Minister of Great Britain has

just affixed his name to an event, without contradiction,

the most important that has for a long period occurred in

England. Sir R. Peel, who hitherto has been distia-

guished less for the grandeur of his views and the bpldnesa

of his undertakings, than for great tact in the administra-

tion of affairs, rare oratorical talents, and an almost iti-

fallible appreciation of the course of public opinion, has

just signalised himself by an attempt the most bold, and,

in the philosophical sense of the word, the most revolu-

tionary, that any Ministry has dared to make in England

for half a century. The heart of London and its Exchange
palpitated Jind heat high ; all business was suspended, and

the effect of this desperate remedy was waited for with

anxiety. But towering above this portentous silence

this fear—this stupor, a kind of concentrated enthusiasm
was felt to master the situation ; a compressed outbreak

of nationality, as well as a stifled cry of patriotism. The
dead bodies of 5,000 Englishmen extended, without burial,

on the snows of Affghanistan called for vengeance. Antl

when the head of the G6vernmeat spoke in ardent language
of British blood, of British courage, and of British honour,

irresistible acclamations broke from all sides of the Chanx-

ber. England is now attempting one of those supreme
efforts of a drowning man. But whatever she may do,

and should we again meet her as an enemy, in every part,

whether by sea or land, we shall respect the courage which
she displays in the midst of such crises, and we shall de-

cree to her, without envy or fear, the testimonial of our

admiration.

T/u CapUaL—The journals inform us that one of the

moftt violent hurricanes ever witnessed in Parif occurred
ou Wednesday cveoiog. the 9th lust, and the following

I
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day, and that very extensive damage has been done by it.

A committee of Germans has been formed in Paris for

getting annual subscription? for conapletiug the Cathe-

dral of Cologne. Viscount Walsh, the proprietor of the

Royalist '' Mode," was on Saturday sentenced by the Cor-
rectional Police to three months' imprisonment and 3,000f.

fine, for the attempt to get up a subscription to pay the

fine imposed on that publication by the Seine Court of

Assizes for a seditious libel. The publisher of the " Mode"
for the same offence was condemned to two months* con-
finement and a fine of 2,000f.

Algeria,—In the Chamber of Deputies on Thursday,
after a discussion on the grant of one million francs for

secj-pt service money, which was voted by a majority of

219 to 142, one of the Deputies, M. Durand, referred

to the conversation that had taken place between Count
St. Aulaire and Lord Aberdeen, with respect to the con-
quest and occupation of Algiers by the French, and which
has already been the subject of so much discussion. M.
Guizot replied to M. Durand at great length, and in the
following terms :

—*' In the conversation which I related

to the Chamber during the debate on the address, Lord
Aberdeen spontaneously told the Ambassador of the King
in London, that in 1830, he had addressed to the French
Government protests, and urgent and unceasing reclama-
tions, with regard to our occupation of Algeria, but that
DOW he did not intend to resume that position; that his

attitude was different ; that a possession of ten years was,
in his eyes, a fact of importance—^ thing effected, and
that he had no objection or observation to make on the
subject. * The difference between these two words,' said

M. Guizot, * I must say, is of little moment. The con-
versation had not been brought about by our Ambassador.
The words were spoken spontaneously. The sanction of
time, the conquest becoming progressively thus accom-
plished, behold ! what struck Lord Aberdeen, and what he
•imply and rationally said ; for, in reality, this is a simple
and evident fact, which ought not to have given rise to

puch a controversy. Tep years ago,' continued M. Guizot,
*Iwa8 perhaps the first to say from this tribune,— France
has conquered Algeria, France will retain her conquet^t !

The words which I pronounced at that period I now re-
peat : everybody repeats them, or will soon do so. You
cannot wonder that time was required to accomplish that
result,—conquests naturally always require time. Such
was the case in all conquests ; the sanction of time alone
gives to them an authority and an acknowledged security.
Well I the words addressed by Lord Aberdeen to the Am-
bassador of the King in London implied nothing else than
the apknowledgraent of the sanction progressively given
by time to our establishment In Algeria. Those words
were pronounced with a good feeling, in a spirit of good
understanding and peace, for the sake of not being obliged,
after a lapse of ten years, to renew the reclamations and
controversy which were so lively in 1830. Those explan-
ations, spontaneously given by the English Minister, were
fairly transmitted to me by the Ambassador of the King
in London, A difference in the expressions is of little
consequence. Between grave and sensible men, the main
point IB alone of importance; I am not come here to
raise a discussion about words; I merely asserj the fact,
that France has conquered Algiers, and that a possession
Of 12 years has induced the British Cabinet, and the
Statesman who had raised the most serious objections, and
protected in the most earnest terms, against the occupa-
tion of that country, to take, on his resumption of office
ft totally different attitude, and to observe on that ques-
^on the same silence as his predecessor. When a still
knger space of time shall have elapsed—when the autho-
rity of additional years shall be added to that of our firm
d^terminstion to keep our establishments in Algeria—van
^ill see the British Cabinet, as well as other Cabinets, and
the Porte Itself, take new steps ; and the most complete
and definitive sanction, and the admission of our rights
py all. will consolidate our establishment in Africa, as has
been the case with respect to every other great conquest "
In a subsequent part of his speech, M. Guizot distinctly
tells Lord Aberdeen that upon the very first opportunity
he will put the validity of his recognition to the test, and
that should anything occur to necessitate the appointment
of a new British Consul at Algiers, he must either have
his exequatur from the French Government, or England
niUBt remain without a Consul at Algiers. All the jour-
nals comment at great length on this speech of M. Guizot,
^hich they term a remarkable one ; and some of them'
State that the determined language assumed by M. Guizot
on this subject surprised the diplomatic corps. Coming
fio immediately after his refusal to ratify the treaty of the
tMe. Powers for the suppression of the slave-trade, this
voluntary proceeding of M. Guizot is regarded by the
papers to be an intimation to the British Cabinet that it
must not expect hereafter to find the French Government
disposed to meet and acquiesce in its wishes ; and they
evea assert that the late news from British India is not
unconnected with the change which has taken place in the
Minister's language.

- ^'^"^y of Commerce tvilh England,—\i is stated by
the journals that a deputation, consisting, among others,
of several members of the Chamber of Deputies, waited
ttpon M. Guizot a few days since, and urged the termina-
tion of the Commercial Treaty with England that has been
so long pendmg. M. Guizot, in replying to them, is said
M) nave expressed his thorough convictien of the benefits

Infh r!( . ^"r. ^'^"^ ^^''^ g^^^t compact, and the in-

tCa't th
^ ^ ""^ ^""8^"^ '' to a conclusion

; but added,

tTrLed «ir''"' ^'^'*"^^ "^^™*^»t '^ ^^s i^ot possible to

to the 1.^ *
T''^'''^

"^^^^'' '^"^'^s^ its great advantages

^any%TcXr"fr''
^^^^^^ ^^Htated so rfuch against so

Zl^nZtL TT^ ' ^^ '^^ ««"^^ '^^^» ^^ ^^^^ that
*• 8000 as the elections, which wiU take ^lacc ia July,

were accomplished, the treaty of commerce would be the
object of his eariiest and most zealous efforts.

The Navy.-~T\\t Minister of Finance presented to the
Chamber of Deputies, on Saturday, the demand for the
augmentation of steam-boats according to the recently-
published report of Admiral Duperre on the new organi-
sation of the Navy, The increased demand for the Navy
estimates, over and above what was in the budget, is

5,3I?5,000 francs. The ordonnance of 1837 fixed the
number of steam-vessels at 40. of at least 150-h
power. The new ordonnance fixes the number at 70
steam-ships, of which five are to be frigates of 540-horse
power, 15 to be frigates of 450-horse power, 20 lo be cor-
vettes of from 320 to 220, and 30 smaller vessels- At the
end of 1842, the French navy would have 48 steamers, of
which two are of 540-horse power, five of 450, one of
320, nine of 220. 22 of IfiO, and nine of inferior power.
The augmentation ordained will require an additional an-
nual expense of 140,000/, not included in the budget of
marine. Toulon letters of thp 8th instant state, that
the four ships of war under orders to leave the French
division under Admiral Lasusse at Ourlac were to sail on
the '20th Feb., and were consequently expected daily at
Toulon. The same accounts announce, that a frigate and
war-steamer had sailed from Toulon for Barcelona, where
it was apprehended that disturbances would occur. An-
other report prevalent in Toulon stated that the six ships
of the line lately detached to Brest would shortly return
to the Mediterranean.

Spain.—Accounts received from Madrid of the 5th
insl. staff that the reports of a Carlo-Christino conspi-
racy continued to create much excitement in that capital,

and that extraordinary precautions were being taken in

consequence by the authorities. The officers of the
National Guard had held a meeting to consider the best
mode of resisting any attack which might be made.
The Cabinet was gaining strength, and from the prepa-
rations and movements of troops on the French frontiers,

was evidently prepared for any outbreak ; but the latest

accounts report that such a movement was no longer
regarded as probable. The debates in Congress conti-
nued to be of little interest. On the 7th inst. the
Chamber of De])Uties authorised Government, by a majo-
rity of 123 to 10, to continue to levv the taxes. It

was reported that the Queen and her sister would pass
the Easter holidays either at Toledo or at the royal
seat of Aranjuez; but this appears to require confirma-
tion. The Regept was making preparations for giving
an entertainment at his palace of Baena Vista on a grand
scale. Private letters state that the Government had
sent a power of attorney to M. Sancho, its Minister in

London, authorising him to issue the new stock arising

out of the centralisation of Spanish coupons ; and that a
further remittance had been forwarded to London by M.
Surra y Rull on account of the British legion. The "- Ga-
zette" contains a circular letter of the Minister of Justice,

denouncing a pamphlet printed in Toulouse by M. Magin
Ferrer, in vindication of the Pope's ** allocution," dated
the 1st March, 1841, as advocating principles contrary to

the rights of Spain, and to the laws which she had given
to herself, and consequently forbidding its circulation

through the kingdom. Gen. Van Halen, the Commander-
in-chief in Catalonia, who had been in Madrid on leave of

absence, had left the capita! to return to his post, with

special instructions for putting down any insurrectional

movement in Catalonia. The Carlist chiefs, Felip and
El Machacho, continued to scour- that province. The
** Constitucional/' Barcelona joifr^al, having published

several articles in which King Louis-Philippe^was spoken
of in offensive terms, the French Consul in that city bad
demanded reparation for the insult from Gen. Van Halen,

The latter had referred the matter to the Government, who,
it appears, had enjoined the Captain-General to grant the

required satisfaction. Tranquillity was quite restored in

Valencia; and the authorities had despatched cruisers on

the coast of Andalusia to prevent any landing of Christino

insurgents between Tarifa and Tangiers. Private corre-

spondence from St. Sebastian of the 7th inst. states that

the authorities continued to enforce the strictest precau-

tionary measures along the frontiers. Gen. Rodil was
shortly to transfer his head-quarters from Vittoria to To-
losa, and Gen, Alcala from St. Sebastian to Irun, that is,

on the very extreme frontier. A proclamation, dated the

5th inst., had been issued by Gen. Rodil, commander-in-
chief of the Spanish army of the north, from his head-

quarters at Vittoria. By this bando, every individual

arrested in the Basque provinces, whose passport is not
strictly ©wc, both by the Spanish and French authorities,

is to be tried by a court-martial and shot. Every soldier,

national guard, or inhabitant of the Basque provinces, who
shall seize any person attempting to corrupt the troops or
population, is to receive 500 reals, and a similar sum will

be delivered to any one who arrests a Spanish emigrant,
even unarmed, found in the provinces without proper au-
thority to return to Spain. This bot^ido, it is said, had been
issued in consequence of alarming rumours of an insurrec-
tion that was to break out in a few days. Gen. Rivero, who
was at Pampluna, had received orders to repair imme-
diately to Burgos, to answer some accusations brought
against him. The National Guard of MurcSa had resolved
that, should any crisis arise, every Moderado should be
put to death, and the installation of a central junta in An-
dalusia was agitated, Algesiras letters of the 2d inst.
mention the endeavours of a Carlo-Christino junta, esta-
blished at Gibraltar to produce an insurrection in the
south of Spain, and state that money and arms are not
wanting. They add, however, that the authorities at Al-
gesiras and Toufa were on the alert, and were well
seconded by the National Guard.
FoKTUGAL.—We have received by tke Moatf«#e itcamer

intelligence from Lisbon to the 7lh inst. The Queen
having refused to grant decoratigqs to the chiefs of the late

Chartist movement, had given dissatisfaction to their

friends, and had occasioned a report of a dissolution of the

Cabinet* Private correspondence, however, informs us
that for the present, at least, no changes were deemed
likely to take place. A council of state had been held to

regulate the plan of the ensuing elections. It appears that
the Government, as now formed, expected the general
support of the leading men of the Chartist partv ; but it

was believed that intrigues would not be spared against
Costa Cabral, against whom the opposition is both hos-
tile and persona!, and whose influence is shaken by his

being unable to reward his Oporto friends. Private
letters ascribe the origin of the late events to causes
proper to Portugal itself, and not to any foreign influence
or _ intrigue—to the ambition of Costa Cabral, the oppo-
sition being also viewed as not directed against the
change, but against its author. A French steauicr of
war had arrived from Toulon ; and it appears that a
small French squadron was expected at Lisbon. Dinner-
partiies to the Pope's Nuncio had been given by tHe
Queen and the Duke of Palmella. The Duke of Terccira
had also given a grand entertainment to the diplomatic
body, the Duke of Palmella, and the members of the Ca-
binet, A letter from Oporto mentioned that th^ Spanish
troops had withdrawn from the northern frontier, and
there were reports of an insurrection in the north of Spain,
It was reported also by passengers arrived from the south
of Spain that a Christino movement was on the point of
breaking out in Andalusia,
" Grrmanv.—Accounts received from Vienna confinu
the report mentioned in our last, that Prince Paul Ester-
hazy has finally made up his mind to retire from public
life altogether, in order to devote himself to the improve-
ment of his extensive estates in Hungary. Private letters

received from Goritz give a satisfactory'report relative to
the latest examination of the fractured thigh of the Duke
of Bordeaux, made by Dr. Delauny, a French surgeon.
Dr. Delauny's report, published with the sanction of
Professor R(^camier and Cruveiller, of Paris, and of Doc-
tors Bougon, Watman, and Russ, who attended the Royal
patient, states that the consolidation has been effected
without any shortening of the limb ; and what is regarded as
surprising, from the nature of the fracture, without the
slightest deviation of the foot from its normal direction.
On the 21st Feb., nothing remained of the accident but a
little weakness and articular rigidity, the natural conse-
quence of the long confinement of the Prince, and of the
restraint on the limbs by the apparatus.—Accounts from
Berlin of the 9th inst. inform us thnt the King of Hauo-
ver had arrived in that capital from Hanover ; and various
reports were afloat relative to the object of his visit. Ac-
cording to one of these rumourg, his Majesty is about to
abdicate, and to fix his future abode at Berlin. The Go-
vernment has been consigned to his son during his ab-
sence ; "and if affairs should be satisfactorily managed, it

is said to be the King's intention to renounce the throne.
It does not, however, appear that much credit is given to
this report. The journals state that the military opera*
tions in British India become more and more interesting

;

Captain Von Ortish, an able officer, will he sent on the
part of Prussia to be present at the operations there, tie
will, it is said, shortly embark for England, to accompany
the next expedition, with the full pay of an English cap-
tain. It is now announced as certain that the King will

go in June to St Petersburg, to be present at the celebra-
tion of the 29th anniversary of his sister, the Empress of
Russia, on the 13th June. His journey, it is said, will be
attended with the same splendour as that to England.
His Majesty has conferred the Order of the Red Eagle of
the first class on Sir Henry Hardinge.—Intelligence has
been received of the death of the Grand Duke of Mexrk-
lenburg Schwerin, who died at Schwerin after an ill t] ess
of several days, in the 42d year of his age. He is suc-
ceeded by his son Frederick Francis, born '28th February,
1823. By the death of his Serene Highness tlie Courts
ofBeriin, St, Petersburg, the Hague, &c.^ will be placed
in mourning.—Prince Puckler Muskau is stated to hava
had another serious fall from his horse at Muskau, which
it is feared will render it necessary for him to use crutchei
for some time.

Italt.—The " Giornale delle due Sicilie" of the 14th
ult. speaks of earthquakes which had caused considerable
alarm throughout the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily dur-
ing the last two months. At Rossano in the Vpp^r
Calabria, and at Patti in Sicily, the earthquake was fjlt
at intervals during four days from the i9th to the 22d
Jan, Teramo, Civita St. Angelo, Torre de' Passeri, in the
Upper Abruzzi, and Chieti and Lanciano, in the Lower
Abruzzi, have also been visited with this scourge, which
spread desolation amongst the inhabitants, and it required
great vigilance on the part of the police and gendarmes to

prevent disturbances. A letter from Naples states that

on the 22d ult, an accident, which might have been of
a serious nature, happened to the Duchess de Montebelio^
the lady of the French Ambassador. The Duchess was
on horseback coming out of the grotto of Posiiipo,

when she was thrown from her seat by coming into sad-

den contact with a horse mounted by one of the piqueurs

of the Queen Dowager, The Duchess had her wrist

sprained, and received a severe wound on the cheek, the

skin being neariy torn off. The surgeons have suc-

ceeded in closing the wound, and it is hoped that no traces

of it win remain.—Letters from 31 ikn state that tbe court

of Brazil baa not acceded to th« ^rms proposed Oy tne

Sardinian Government for the mBtringe ot the
^'^^J'Z

Carigoano with the Princess /^noaria ;
aod consequent y

the aegotiatioa is broker ff. J-^«^« ^,^^°*
f^i'l'^f

tbat at S&a Salvador, bw M<^nnt \^nm,m astrononu*
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cal observatorj and physical and chemical laboratory

have been established for the purposes of scientific in-

quiry during eruptions.

Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburgh say that a mu-

tiny of some importance had broken out among the troops

there, and that several staff-officers had lost their lives.

No details, however, respecting the grounds of the dissa-

tisfaction of the soldiers are given in the letters, and the

whole report appears to require confirmation.

Denmark.—Accounts received from Copenhagen,

dated the 4th inst., inform us that several meetings of

{art of the inhabitants of that city and neighbourhood

ad taken place to consider of a plan for paying off the

national debt by means of voluntary contributions. An
address to his ^lajesty, stating the desirableness of such a

proceeding, and the general wish of the nation that it

might be realised, and giving the outline of the plan, was

agreed upon. This address was presented to the King on

the 3d, and graciously received. His Majesty thanked

the authors of the address for the feelings which had

prompted them to set about so great a work, and ex-

pressed his hope that he might be able to assent to their

plan, respecting which he promised to declare his deter-

mination iu a special rescript.

Grekce.—Private letters from Athens, dated the 27ch

Feb., stale that a rapture between Greece and the Porte

is in all probability near at hand, unless the European

Powers prevent it by prompt interference. The Turks,

it i^ stated, have collected above 8,000 men on the fron-

tiers, where the Greeks have also assembled about 4,500

.men, which the Government is daily increasing. On the

23t) inst,, Mavrocordato embarked onboard the Austrian

steam-packet for Constantinople, as Greek Minister to

the Porte ; while, on the same day, it is added, the caval-

ry stationed at Athens marched to the frontiers, and can-

non were embarked from Nauplia for Zeitouni. These

accounts state that King Otho hopes to take advantage of

t!ic public feeling against the Turks ; that he openly de-

clares that he will sign a treaty with the Sultan at the

gates of Constantinople ; and that he calculates on the

French, who, it is said, have declared that the Turkish

fleet shall not come out of the Dardanelles.

Turkey.—Private correspondence received from Con-

stantinople, by way of Germany, states that Sir S. Can-

ning has recommended the Sultan to send Emir, third son

. pf Emir Beschir, to govern the Lebanon in lieu of Omar
Pacha. Hafiz Pacha has taken the War-ofEce adinteriniy

which is considered to betoken the increasing influence of

Chosrew* Intelligence had been received in Constantino-

ple of an extensive fire atTrebisond, on the evening of the

4th Feb. It raged the whole of the night, and destroyed

500 ships, about 10 houses, and a khan, but fortunately

the greater part of the property contained in them was
saved. Three deputies of the Greek, Armenian, and Ar-

menian-Catholic population of Pera, who had been ap-

puiated to make the distribution of the ground situated in

the quarter of Pera lately destroyed by fire, have just been

arrested and imprisoned on a charge of fraud in the exer-

cise of their functions. Letters from Belgrade, of the 1st

inst., state that a sanguinary scene had lately been enacted

on the frontiers of Montenegro, in the direction of the

Herzegovina ; that a troop of Turks had made a sudden

inroad upon the territory of Gralsoue, which is considered

as neutral, and is inhabited by Christians, and had decapi-

tated seven shepherds, and carried off 40 other inhabitants,

with numerous head of cattle. Reprisals were expected

to be made by the Montenegrians. Prince Yasenich, the

English Vice-Cousul at Novi Bazart is said to be not only

confined there, but, in consequence of orders from Con-
stantinople, to be treated with increased severity. The ar-

rival of Prince Mavrocordato from Athens, to assume his

fonctions as Ambassador, was daily e^-pected.

South America.—We have advices from Buenos
Ayres of the 18th Dec, and Rio Janeiro of the 19th Jan.
The Adiniral of the Buenos-Ayrean fleet had captured a

Montevideaa l4-gun brig with 103 men. The United
States had ftve first-rate frigates cruising ojF Rio. News
from Rio Grande to the 2 1st Dec. reports that the rebels
were mucli <reakened. His Excellency Stiior de Silva

Pontes has been named President of the province of
Para, and Manuel de Souza Piato for Maranham. A con-
siderable remittance has been received by the packet that
brought these advices for the Brazilian dividends, more
particularly, it is stated, on accountof those which fall due
ta June on the Portuguese loan taken to account by Brazil.

.i

parliament.

3fon ^..
7.

HOUSE OF LORDS,
After the presraitation of petitions, the Lort> Chan--

a/ew remarkiifrom Lord Clanricarde, the conversation dropped.

The Lord CuAxctLi-oa laid on the table a bUl for the amend-

ment of the law respecting bankruptcy.

On the motion of Lord Wharnclifpe. the Loan Societies'

BiU, and the Regulation of Apprentices' Bill, were read a thurd

time and passed.

T«e«rf«i^.-TheLoRDCHAXCELLOR Stated, i^/«^^^^»^?,.^i'*°^

report v.hich he presented on Monday, from the committee on

the marriage law of Ireland, that he had that morning
'p^! It'^

some resolutions passed by the general assembly of the
^^^^^l'

terians of Ireland, held at Belfast, and communicated to him by

the moderator. THvo of those --esolutions referred to a case

which had been tried at Carrickfergrus. and the first of them ex-

pressed an anxious wish that under the circumstances of that

case Parliament would abstain from legislation until a decision

had been obtained by appeal to the House of Lords, which might

determine what the marriage law of Ireland really is. The second

resolution expressed their satisfaction at the appointment of a

select committee by the House of Lords, and the reference of the

Irish Marriage BLU to that committee. The Lord Chancellor

thought that these resolutions were an additional proof ot tue

expediency of the recommendation of the committee to postpone

the bill for the present.—Lord Brougham concurred in this view

of the question. A number of petitions on different subjects

were then presented, and Lord Brougham postponed untillhurs-

day a motion of ij'hich he had given noticc,relative to the Income

Thursdaj/.^After some conversation between Earl Fortescus

and the Uuke of Wellington, on the subject of the proposed al-

teration of the New Poor Law, Lord Brougham brought forward

his resolutions on the proposed Income-Tax. Alter vindicating

the right of the House of Lords to discuss all matters connected

with the finances of the country, he admitted that the state of

the revenue, as compared with the expenditure, compelled Go-

veruiiiejit to resort to the hard necessity of an income-tax. He
then reviewed the conflicting opinions of those who opposed and

those who supported an income-tax j declared that it would be

unjust not to make distinctions between incomes derived from

different soiuces, such as from property and from professional

labour i dwelt on the inquisitorial nature of the tax, exposing

private affairs; and expressed his regret that, in a time of peace,

the situation of the country should compel Government to resort

to such an expedient as an income-tax, which he hoped would
not be retained one lioui beyond the existence of the necessity by

which it was required. " I cannot conceive," he said, "anything

more deplorable than the situation of a professional person

whose income is reduced by the weight of this tax—a tax which

he cannot, if honest, escape—a tax which no honourable man
would endeavour to escape—a tax which it maybe utterly im-

possible for many such persons to pay without reducing them to

a state of exigency which it is painful to contemplate j having no
capital to support them in case of emergency, their whole sub-

sistence and that of their family, and the chance of providing for

that family, depending upon their personal exertions; where ill-

ness, weakness, altered circumstances (without any fault of their

own), may concur to overwhelm them; with none of the re-

sources of capitalists, and with no means of borrowing money to

help out the diminished income; and exposed to all the hazards

which bedet professions— 1 lay on one side, and set off iu favour

of the trader, and as ag^ainst him, the chances of a profession—of

my profession, or the medical profession, or the church, in which
success depends, in a great degree, upon the party's own exer-

tions,—! set off in favour of the trader these chances of profes-

sions, and the variation of the popular gale ; but the professional

or literary man has many difficulties and risks in a situation

which reqnires a continuance of health and strength:—a weakened
mind and spirits j a debilitated frame, exhausted in the exercise
of his profession ; disease and premature decay suspending his

powers and cutting short his life," The noble and learned Lord
proceeded to say, that he hoped and trusted that some attention
would be paid to the peculiar situation of professional men before
the decree went forth subjecting them to the same rate of tax to
which those who derived profit from the land, the funds, and
trade were about Che must say justly; to be exposed. If other
incomes were subjected to 3 and 4 per cent., and those of profes-
sions, clergymen, physicians, lawyers, and literary men, were
taxed at l per cent., he thought there would be still enough to
supply the deficiency. He had not, as yet, said one word upon
that part of the income-tax which, after all, was the most hateful
and the most difficult to avoid—he meant its inquisitorial cha-
racter. As if it were the fate of this tax to fall most unequally
upon different persons and different species of property in differ-

ent classes of the community, instead of being recommended, as
it was most vainly and thoughtlessly said to be, by its great
equality; as if it were to be the fate of this tax to fall unequally
in all its pressure, so in this, its worst of pressure, its inquisi-
torial action, it fell most unequally upon different classes. What
was it to the fundholdcr to let the extent of his income be known,
a thing which of necessity must be known to all mankind ? What
was it to the person in a public office, whose income was as -v^ell

known as the name of the office itself? Compared with the trader
and the professional man, what was it to the landowner? It

might be that the landowner was sufficiently punished by having
his incumbrances inquired into. Still, what was it? It was a
great inconveiiience. But what might he only au inconvenience
to him, might be absolute ruin to the trader. It was not a
a matter of morbid sensibility, of wounded vanity or pride,
or what you will, that made the trader adverse to have any
one prying into his concerns. To him, as a trader, it might
be a matter of life or death to have it known in what
particular circumstances he was placed. The consequence
as regarded him was this, that he was obliged to pay
upon a much larger income than he really possessed. He
gave in his account sinking his losses, and the next year
might see his name in the " Gazette " for having done so.
It was said that these things were told to honourable persons—
that they were not made public, that they were brought before a
board, and that it was commissioners only to whom they were
made known. But, then, they were commissioners not of the
trader's own choosing, and they might be just of all the com-
munity the very individuals from whom he would rather conceal
the exact state of his affairs. The regret with which one saw
Buch a magnificexit national resource as this presented in time of
war anticipated and resorted to in time of peace— the bare
knowledge by the rest of the world that we had this splenflid re-

source upon which to retreat, that we might levy, as we did
before, by war taxes, upwards of 20,000,000/. in one year, to sup-

CKLLOR stated that the select committee to which the Dissenters*
; Marriages (Ireland) BiU had been referred, had come to a resolu-
tion that the further proceedings on that measure should be post-
poned until the return of the judges from the circuit, some cases
having occurred in Ireland which had been reserved for the Court
of Queen's Bench in that country, and would probably be brought
aader the judicial coii^ideratiou of iheir lordships.
Lord Brolgham agreed that no inconvenience would arise

from the suspension of the bill for a.time. There would, he
thought, be no riak of any party marrying a second time. After
what had been said on the subject, any one who should do so
would do tt at his own peril.—Lord Camfbkll concurred iu the
propriety of the proposed course.
The Marquis of Clavricaupk put questions to the Secretary

for Foreign Affairs as to the advice given by the British Govern-
ment to that of Spain, in reference to the presentaCion of thcCTc-

dcntiala of tiie French Ambassador.—The Earl of Abkroee.v re-

plied that the British Government, in4he spirit of sincere friend-

ship towards Spain, had suggested a compromise of the matter

in dispute, but the Spanish Government put a construction upon
the constitution of their country which prevented Uiis fiiendiy

suggestion from taking effect. This, he said, was unfortunate, as

it tended toob-truct the efforts of this country to promote the

r«Bewat of diplomatic intercourse between Spain and the Northern

Courts. His Lordship added that he would not, however, despair previous moUon was carried with oulf pac oar two ^ias^fjtkut

Ot tha ixltimate accomplishment of thi» Important object.—After j
voices.

port the necessities of the war—the bare knowledge of that fact
incalculably increased, and to a certain degree, notwithstanding
our now having recourse to it partially, would still incalculably
increase the weight, th^ name, the,power, and the influence of
this country in all its negotiations and proceedings—an influence
which it might possess, which it ought to possess, and which he
hoped it ever would poEiSess, as long as the moderation and
justice, and conciliatory and peaceful spirit in which its immense
power was wielded should entitle it to possess, but not one in-
stant longer ; and as long as it acted iu that spirit, its power and
influence wouhl never be thwarted by any part of the world,
because all the world would respect it. The noble apd learned
lord then moved a series of resolutions in accordance w ith the^e
views, affirming chiefly that a direct tax upon income ought
never to be resorted to unless in some great emergency of public
aflfairn, wlien an extraordinary expenditure may become unavoid^
able for « time, or In somt* pressure upon the finances of the
country, which can be sustained by no other means.—The Earl
of KiPo.N moved the previouit question. He thougjit the course
adopted by his noble and learned friend likely to produce incon-
venience, by fettering their lordships, and prejudging a measure
about to be regularly brought under their consideration.—The

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Saturday.—yi^i* Greece, the chairman of committees, brought

up the report of the Committee of Ways and Means, con-
taining the following resolutions :— 1. That there shall be levied
after the nth March, l£t2, on every gallon of spirits in Ireland
an additional duty of Is. 2. That the malt allowance now pav.
able on every gallon of spirits distilled in Ireland from malted
corn only, not being mixed with any unmaltcd com or grain
shall cease and determine. 3. That, towards making good the
supply granted to her Majesty, the sum of 8,000,000/. be granted
out of the Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland. The report was agreed to, and leave given
to bring in bills conformably with the resolutions.

Mr. Greevk brought up the report of the Committee on the
Exchequer- bill Loan Act. The committee had resolved "That
her Majesty be enabled to direct issues to be made out of the Con-
solidated Fund of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-

lanti, to an amount not exceeding 36o,ooo/. per annum, to com-
missioners, to be by them advanced towards the completion of
works of a public nature, for the encouragement of the fisheries,

or the emphjyment of tlie poor, on due security being given for

the repayment of the sum so advanced." The report was agreed
to, and leave was given to bring in a bill in conformity with the
resolution.

Mr. Greene brought up the report of the Queen's Bench
Prison Bill, which was agreed to, and the bill ordered to be read
a third time on Monday, if then engrossed-

On the motion of Lord Eliot, the Newgate Gaol (Dublin) Bill

was read a third time and passed.

Monday. — After several notices of motion. Lord Stakley
stated, in reply to a question from Sir G. Grev, that it was his

intention to bring in a bill to regulate the constitution of South
Australia.,—To a question from Mr. C. Buller, in reference to

the proposed Income Tax, the Speaker replied that it was against

the rules of the House that any petition should bereceived a^^ainst

any tax which had come under the consideration of the House.
and therefore after Sir R. Peel had proposed his resolution, it

would be impossible to receive any petition against the tax in

question.— In the course of a conversation as to the stage at

which the discussion on the Exchequer-bills Fraud Bill should

be taken, the Chancellor of the Excuequer stated that the

names of the Commissioners he proposed to appoint were Lord
Devon, Serg. Stevens, and Mr. R. Mitford. The bill then went
through committee.
Mr. Su KIT. put questions to Sir R. Peel, in reference to Spanish

affairs, similar to those put by the Marquis of Clanricarde to the

Secretary for Foreign Affairs in the upper House.—Sir R. Pbel
made a reply similar iu substance to that of Lord Aberdeen.

,

The House then resolved itself into committee on the Com Im-
portation Bill.—Mr. Ward moved for a committee to inquire

into the amount of those burdens, peculiar to land, which had
been pleaded as the reason for a special protection to landed pro-

duce. The poor-rates, the highway-rates, the church-rates, the

tithes, he could not agree to consider as burdens borne exclu-

sively by the land; which, he contended, suffered no biu-dens

that were not just and equitable.—Col. Wood (Brecon) shortly

argued for the equitable title of the landed interests to be com-

pensated for their burdens, in the shape of a protection on corn.

—Mr. M. Gibson maintained that the manufacturers had as

good a right to bring foreign corn to market through the agency

of exchange for their goods, as the agriculturists have to sell

com grown upon English lands ; and it lay therefore on the agri-

culturists to show why the importation of foreign corn should be

restricted. He called on the representatives of the landed inter-

est in the House, for their own sakes, to grant the committee of

inquiry.— Mr. Darby contended that Mr. Ward had not stated

the case either fully or fairly, and repudiated the idea that the

House was not to legislate on com until an inquiry had been

made into the burdens borne by the land.—After a few remarks

from Dr. Bowrivg and Mr. Childkrs in support of the motion,

and from Mr. Scarlet and Mr. Pal^iier in opposition to it, Sir

R. Peel called the attention of the House to the position in

which it was placed. Was it, he said, wise to go on with pro-

tracted discussion, and impede the progress of a bill admitted to

be a great improvement on the existing law? He protested

against the tactics of Mr. Ward, who had now brought ouUis
motion hi a form wholly different from that of his notice. It

might or might not be fitting to inquire into the subjects now
mooted, but certainly it was not fitting to delay this law till that

inquiry could be completed. The existence of special burdens

upon land was only one of the reasons he had urged for this law.

To disprove Mr. Ward's opinion, that tithes and church-rates do

not constitute such a burden, the right hon. Baronet then cited

Dr. Adam Smith and Mr. Ricardo. He had not found, he stud,

any repugnance among the landed gentlemen to meet the iu-

quirj' now sought ^ but it would not be a very brief one, nor very

easily disposed of; and he could not be content to wait a three

years' investigation, and should therefore oppose the present

motion.—Mr. Strutt quoted a former speech of Sir R. Peel to

show that church-rates were a burden, not on the landowner, but

on the laud.—Mr. Coduex complained of the apparent indispo-

sition of the Ministerial party to discuss this subject. So far

from bearing special burdens, the landowners, he considered,

had ever employed their legislative influence to exempt them-
selves from taxation, ai\d impose exclusive burdens on other

classes. He inveighed against the proposed income-tax, and

threatened SirR. Peel with the indignation of the middle classes,

who would not, he said, bear inquisitorial visitations to uphold

the monopoly of the landholders.
Lord Worsley said that he was strongly opposed to Sir K-

PeePs bill, but that he could not consent to combat it by means
of such a motion as the present.—Mr. Vilhers apprehended
that Lord Worsley resisted the inquiry, just as the gentlemen
opposite did, from fear of its result. He entered into some par-

ticulars of taxation, in which he considered the landholders as

unduly favoured.
Lord HowicK would not support the motion. He felt the force

of Sir R. PeePs argument against further delay, and objected to

the practice of bringing on motions by way of amendment to the

orders of the day, as tending to narrow the time available for the

important measures of Government— After some remarks from
Mr, Wakley, recommending Mr. Ward to withdraw his motion,
and from Mr. Dcncombe, the House divided, when the numbers
were—For the motion, 1 15; against it, 230. Majority, 115.

In committee on the bill, Sir V.Blake recommended, as an
Irish member, some encouragement to the production of potato-

flour, and txpatiated, amid considerable laughter, upon the

history and virtues of the potato. He concluded by moving to

fill up the first blank with a date which would have the effect of

suspending the payment of the duties untU April 1843. His

amendment was negatived without adivisfon.—Some other unim-
portant amendments were proposed, all of which, however, were
negatived without a division. Some progress was then nia^e
with the bUl, and the House resumed.

,The Rivers (Ireland) Bill passed through a committee. The
W est India Clergy BiU was read a third time and passed.
Tuesday,—ThQ House was occupied with private business tm

past six o'clock, after which a variety of notices of motions were
given, and questions asked, for the most pai t, however, of a»
unimportant character.

« ^•''v'^;..,?'^''^
opposed the second reading of the Maryleb«ie

Parish Bill, moving that it be read that day six months. After

some discussion, Mr. Waklkv defended the Marjlebone Vestry,
and aftirmed that they had reduced both the parish debt and the

parish rates, and had>tttiKltd to the poor. The bill, he said,

was a flagrant and flagitious job, and he hoped it would be re-

jectecl.—After some observations from Mr. Hardy, and Sir^.
^APfKR, for and •«ahist the bill, Mr. Lbai^kr asked if it were
reasonable to pass a bill of that kind, called a private but reftlij

a public bill containing 275 clauses, in the face of the facts oi

o^ ^^^.l ^" * divinoni the second readinfir waa cArried by
aw Xq 131,
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Mr. F. T. iiARiNG put a variety or questions as to the mode
in which Governrnent intended to collect the proposed Income Tax ?

Sir R. Peel complained that Mr. Baring had put so many
questions, to all of which he required answers. He could not
explain the proposed machinery for collecting the Incojne Tax,
consistently with a sense of his public duty, until the fitting time
arrived, which would he on Friday.

Lord Ho^¥^CK thought it would be hard to aslc the House to
assent to the resolution, affirming the Income Tax, on Friday,
without giving time to consider the nature of the machinery for
collecting the tax, which was a very important consideration.—
The subject diopped, after some explanations from Mr. Baring
and Sir R. Pekl.

Dr. Bon-RixG then moved a resolution, having for its object the
continuation of inquiries and negotiations relative to the qua-
rantine system. He represented it as not only vexatious, but
extremely expensive in the losses inflicted by it upon commerce,
and attributed the maintenance of it to the sinister interests of
the various officers employed in its enforcement.— Sir R. Pekl
acceded to the motion.

Sir A. I.. TlAV broaght the state of the Church of Scotland un-
der the consideration of the House. After giving a sketch of the
various circumstances out of which the present difficulties of the
Scotch Church have arisen, he contended that Government must
interfere, in order to prevent the disastrous consequences likely

to ensue from collision, between the General Assembly and the
civil courts. He wished to see an amicable settlement of these
difficulties, by which the wishes of the people of Scotland, as to
a voice in the choice of their pastors, might be consulted; and
he called, therefore, on Government to deal with the question
boldly, according to the dictates of common sense and reason.

Sir J. Graham deeply felt the merits of the Scottish establish-
ment, and sincerely regretted the recent divisions ; but the gal-
lant mover had suggested no practical course for healing them.
At this moment there were legal questions pending before the
Court of Session, the decision of which would go far to settle

the matters in dispute ; and such a moment was one peculiarly
unfit for legislation. The duty of Government for the present
would be, therefore, not to legislate, but to stand by the law,
whose decision had been against the validity of the Veto Act.
He could not comply with the present motion.
Mr. F. Maule took a different view of what was the law of the

land. The Church of Scotland, he said, had an independent
spiritual jurisdiction, guaranteed by legislative enactment; and
he deeply regretted the determination of Government not to in-
terfere in a question involving so much of difficulty and practical
doubt.—Mr. A. B.Cochrane had intended to support the motion,
but was satisfied by the declaration of Sir J. Graham that the
law should be obeyed.—Mr. A. Campbell little thought that his
first speech in the house was to be in condemnation of a Govern-
ment which he had done all in his power to place in its present
position. Sir J. Graham, he said, would find that he could not
put down the Church of Scotland. The hon. Member then
attacked -Mr. Cochrane in terms of great vehemence, regretting
that his father. Sir Thomps, had not brought him up in better
principles.—After explanations from Mr. Cochrane and Mr.
Campbell, Mr. C. Bruce eulogised Sir J. Graham for the mode
in which he had disposed of the Crown patronage in the Church
of Scotland; and contended that before a new law was passed,
the church must exhibit its disposition to obey it, by submitting
to the existing taw.—After some observations from Mr. Duff,
Sir A. L. Hav "withdrew the motion on which the discussion had
been founded.
Mr. A. Campbell, in moving for a select committee .on the

Church of Scotland, apologised for the warmth of his previous
speech, and urged, as a reason for his motion, the imperfect
knowledge of English members in general upon this subject. On
a dispute between two co-ordinate powers, some higher power,
he thought— in this case that of Parliament— should be called in.—Mr.W. CowPER admitted his unacquaintance with the subject,
and wished for that information which he thought a committee
would be likely to afford.

Sir J. Graham said, that as Government had determined to
sustani the law. it would be acting inconsistently to grant a
committee to inquire into the law.—Mr. F. Maule, seeing that
Government were not going to interfere in the question, would
vote for the committee, in order to elicit information.

Sir R. Peel said, he was not surprised that Mr. F. Maulehad
advanced no reasons in favour of a select committee. If that
hon. member had thought such a course at all a likely one for the
settlement of the question, he \vould doubtless have proposed itwhen HI office. Had the present Ministers wished to act shab-
bUy, and escape responsibility, their resource would have been
to concede this committee. If gentlemen wanted information
they would find enough in the judgments of the judges, and thevolummous pamphlets of individuals, without resorting to a
select committee. The course which Government now proposed
to take was that already taken by Lord Melbourne. A committee
would only niflame existing differences, and not advance the
settlement of the question a single step. If any gentleman had
any probable plan for settUng it, let him bring in a bill for that
purpose. « *-

Mr. A. Campbell read an extract of a letter from Dr. Chal-
mers, approving of his intended motion. He would w^iilingly
he said, bring in a biU, but he knew it Avould be opposed by the
blind supporters of Government. The House then went to a
division, when there appeared- For the committee, 62: against
it, 139; raajorit>-, 77.

' '
«Sciiii.^i.

Mr. Ferraxd moved for copies of convictions under the act
against the truck system. He declared himself ready to prove
a strong case of oppression by the masters upon their workmen
and to falsify those denials of truck dealing which some of the
manufacturers had sent to the House.—After a few words from
Mr. ScHOLEFiELD.the return was ordered.
Wednesday.—A number of petitions were presented, and seve-

ral private bills were forwarded in their respective stages.
In reply to a question on the subject of the proposed Income

Tax, by Mr. M. Gibson, Sir R. Pkkl stated that the operation of
the tax would apply to pensioners on the Consolidated Fund, in
common with the rest of her Majesty's subjects. The right hon.
Baronet then proceeded to make the following statement :— I may
take this opportunity of making a communication to the House,
which I am sure the House wiU receive with the greatest satis-
faction. When I, on the part of Government, intimated to her
Majesty that the servants of her Majesty thought that the finan-
cial exigencies of the country were euch as to make it necessary
that the income of this country should be taxed to the amount
of 3 per cent., her Majesty, prompted by that feeUngof deep and
affectionate interest which she has ever shown for the welfare
of her people, observed to me, that if the necessities of the coun-
try were such as to require that her subjects should submit toan Income Tax of 3 per cent., it was her Majesty's wish, volun-
xariiy intimated to me, that her own income should be subject toa similar deduction. The announcement was foUowed by loudand reiterated cheers.

?ni? ^V^ll
^^ ^^^^ observations by Mr. O'Conxbll, on the sub-

^^L ^^ rehgious privations to which Roman Catholic pri-soners were subjected in gaols. Sir J. Graham said he believed

h^r. 1'^ prisoner requiring a clergyman was entitled, subject tothe rules and regulations of the gaol, to have one.

MomW^tl^l'^ ""1 *^*^
^'l^^J^'^^ °^ ^^*^ charges made by the hon.

turt^s of thP^V^K ^^^""'^J'^^'.^'"-
Ferrand, agauist the nianufac

Vi 1 1 lER^ Tt'l^'"^"?"'
Law I.eague was then brought on by Mr.

hig he re;ess it h^nT"^ ^^ }'^\' Ferraxo stating that •• dur-

wL thrSin«- H.^^ ^''^^ ^^'^ pleasure, to converse

w th delJtationffrn^^"^
'" ^'? «^" neighbourhood, as well as

and they had u^^^^^
^"^ ^"^i^^t of their distress.

Corn law but ?o thl nf
^"r.buted it, not to the operation of the

Mr ViL^'iERc in ront^ T^l"^'.
^"*^ tyranny of their masters."-

venVed his^Vir^ir ti?^ ^T"""^
" ^^^"^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^"^^ House pre-

Several hours were occupied by a technical discussion on the
bill introduced by Mr. E. Tenxext, for protecting copyright in
the patterns of manufactured goods; after which Lord Mau ox
moved the second reading of the bill for the extension of the
term of copyright in literary productions. He prefaced tlfat
motion by presenting petitions in favour of the measure from
three classes of petitioners :—first, from several distinguished
authors; secondly, from some of the most considerable pub-
Ushers ; and, thirdly, from many eminent printers. The second
reading of the bill was allow^ed to take place without opposition,
on an understanding that the discussion of its principle should
take place in the committee.
The adjourned debate on Lord F. Egerton's Marriage Amend-

ment Bill was then resumed by Mr. Borthwick, who supported
the motion. He urged first, that Holy Writ contains no prohibi-

tion of a widower's, marriage with the sister of his deceased
wife

J
secondly, tHatthe long-established objection of the Roman

Catholic Church against such marriages was one of discipline,

not of morality ; and thirdly, that there exists no reason of
social expediency to forbid these unions.—Mr. Curteis, in sup-
port of the motion, adverted to a command that the brother
surviving should, take to wife the widow of the brother deceased.
He should vote at least for the introduction of the bill.—Mr. C.
Bui-ler also advocated the motion. If the higher classes alone
were in question, he should doubt the expediency of the alter-

ation ; but considering the benefit of orphans in the lower
and middling orders, he was prepared to support the proposal.
There were, he said, many recommendations of the marriages in
question,—equality, mutual knowledge of character, and a com-
mon affection for a belove.d and departed object.
Mr. GouLBURv considered di'scussions like the present to be

injurious in themselves, as suggestingto many minds what other-
wise would not have occurred to them. Thus the act of 1833 had
greatly multiplied these marriages. The bill now proposed would
frustrate its own object, by preventing the sister from taking the
care of the children in any character except that of wife.—Mr.
Brotherton said he would not oppose the introduction of the
bill.— Mr. V. S.MiTH, though his respect for Lord F. Egerton
would have induced him on the former night to admit the intro-
duction of the bill, yet, deeming the adjournment of the debate
to have now put the question in the same position in which it

would have stood upon a second reading, intended on the present
occasion to vote against that introduction.
Mr. O'CoxNELL also opposed it. Among the Roman Catholic

population of Ireland such marriages, he said, did not occur. He
thought the bill would make no addition to the happiness of do-
mestic life.—Lord Ashlev, who opposed the motion, cited the
opinions of several French authorities against its principle, and
the concurrence of Napoleon in the prohibition. He disliked
these discussions, as unsettling the public mind upon subjects
of great delicacy.—After some remarks from Mr. C. Wood, the
Solicitor-Gexeral explained what was the real object of the
bill of 1835, with reference to the then state of the law ; and ex-
pressed his persuasion that the general sentiments had always
been adverse to the marriages now in question. The proposed
relaxation would, he thought, prevent the sister from giving the
desired protection to the children, by rendering it inconsistent
with the feeling of society for her to inhabit the house of their
father.—Mr. Wakley defended the characters of surviving sis-

ters, and of English women in general.—Mr. Hardy said a few
words ; after which LordF. Egertox replied. He admitted that
such discussions had their disadvantages -, but this particular
subject was one which, at all events, in the present feeling of the
country, could not have remained unconsidered by the House.
He trusted they would not give their verdict lightly, but as jury-
men on a capital trial j for if it were an adverse decision, it would
be the death-w^arrant to the happiness of many who were then
anxiously waiting at their bar. The House then divided ; and the
numbers were—For the hill, 100 5 against it, 123, Majority, 23.

—The Colonial Passengers Bill passed through committee pro
forma -y and various returns were ordered, on the ;^motion of
several members.

Thursday.— Ot\ the motion of Lord G. Somerset, it was or-

dered that Mr. Howard be taken into the custody of the Scrgeant-
at-Arms, for not attending to be sworn in as a member of. the
Wigan committee.
To a question from Lord J. Russell, Sir R. Pbel replied, that

he had determined to proceed at once to reinforce the army in
India on getting information of the late events. To supply the
deficiency of the regiments sent away, a supplementary estimate
would be necessary, but he would not enter into detail as to the
amount at present.—The subject of compensation to British mer-
chants and others, for the amount of the opium destroyed at

Canton by the Chinese Government, was brought under con-
sideration by Mr. LixnSAV, who moved, that on the Tth April the
House should resolve itself into a committee, for an address to

her Majesty, praying that a sum of money equivalent to their

losses should be awarded to those merchants who, on the assur-
ance of Capt, Elliot, acting on behalf of Government, surren-
dered 20,283 chests of opium.— Su" G. Stalxtox seconded the

[

motion, and pointed out the serious loss sustained by these mer-
chants, most of them Indian merchants, and some of whom had
committed suicide, driven to desperation. He contended that
Government was bound in honour and good faith to make com-
pensation.—Sir G. De Larpent took a similar view, and hoped
that no circumstances of financial difficulty would prevent Go-
vernment from doing justice to the sufferers.—After some re-

marks from Sir C. Napier, the Chancellor of the ExciiEauER
contended that the British merchants were in the power of the
Chinese authorities, and were in fear both for their lives and pro-
perty- Under these circumstances, though the conduct of Capt.
EUiot did him honour, both the late and the present Governments
did not consider that the pledges he had given were binding.
Compensation was to be obtained from the Chinese Government,
and was not due till the termination of hostilities with China.
Apart from this, strict inquiries were going on fts to the alleged
value of the opium destroyed, Avhich, he feared, was greatly
exaggerated. He, therefore, resisted the motion.
Lord Palmerstov adnftittcd that the pledges given to the

merchants were, that her Majesty's Goveniment would endea-
vour to obtain restitution from the Chinese Government, and
also that it was only the real and true value of the opium, not
any specified sum, which was to be made gooU. But under the
peculiar circumstances of many of the sufferers, he thought that
the sum obtained from the Chinese Government might be drawn
upon, to give them provisional relief.—After some observations
from Mr. M- Philips, Mr. Jardink. Mr, J. A. Smith, and Mr.
C, Wyxx, all in support of the motion, Sir R. Peel rose to do
justice, he said, to another party as well as the merchants,
namely—the people of this country. The object of our war with
China was, first to obtain restitution for injury and insult, and
next, compenpation to the merchants. But if it wore right to
appropriate the ransom of a city, not to the expenses of carr>-ing
on the war, but to the granting compensation to the merchants,
why should not Parliament grant the entire sum at once ? The
present Government did not refuse to fulfil any engagement
entered into by their predecessors; but all sums recovered from
the Chinese during the war should, he considered, be applied to
the vigorous prosecution of hostilities, as the means by which
compensation was ultimately to be obtained.

Lord J. Russell thought that there were circumstances which
entitled the meichants to favourable consideration, which might
be given in a committee of the whole House.—After a few words
from Mr. Lixusay in reply, the House divided, when there ap-
peared for the niotion, 37; against it, 87; majority against the
motion, 50.

Lord G. Somerset moved for leave to introduce a hill to pro-
vide for the more effectual inspection of houses licensed by magis-
trates in Quarter Sessions for the reception of insane persons in

England and Walea; and spoke at considerable length in
support of his motion.—Mr. Wahlby expressed his thanks to

the noble Lord for the attention which he had bestowed on the

subject. But his proposal, after all, amounted to this, that two
persons of the legal profession should inspect hospitals for the
medical treatment of persons afflicted with the most grievous of
diseases. He asked the noble Lord to postpone, to a distant day,
the second reading of his bill, and he (Mr. Wakley) would, in the
mean time, go into the entire subject, and bring it before the
house.—Mr. Hawks coincided with Mr. Wakley.—Lord Ashley
hoped that Mr, Wakley would enter on his proposed analysis of
the conduct of the metropolitan commissioners as speedily as
possible.—After some observations from Mr. Wvxx, Lord G.
SoMERSKT said that he would move the second reading of bis
bill before Easter, but would give ample time for its consideration
in committee,
Mr. T. S. DuNcoMBE moved for the appointment of a select

committee to inquire into the administratfon of relief to the poor
in parishes incorporated under Gilbert's Act; and to report
whether it would he expedient or just to repeal those acts for
the purpose of instituting in Jieu thereof the Poor-law Amend-
ment Act.—Capt. Pechell seconded the motion.

Sir J. Graham reminded the House that he had given notice
of his intention to introduce a measure on the general subject of
the Poor-law after Easter. He thought that by granting this
committee, it would he someth.ng like shrinking from the prin-
cipal question, and he thought it his duty to oppose the motion.
—Mr. Wakley, Mr. Colville, Mr. R. Yorke, Mr. UddeU, Mr.
Hardy, and Mr. S, Wortley, severally supported the motion.

Sir R. Peel resisted it on the ground that the appointment of
the proposed committee would have a tendency to unsettle the
mind of the country, and paralyse the existing authorities in the
administration of the Poor-law.—After a few words from Mr.
Buncombe in reply, the House divided^For the motion, 41;
against it, 108; majorit>% 67. .

Friday.—"Mi, Howard was brought np in custody of the Ser-
jeant; and, on explanation, was dischargedon payment of his fees.

On the proposition that the Speaker leave the chair, in order that
the House might resolve into a committee of ways and means,
Mr. F, T. Baring rose, and in declaring his opposition to the
Income Tax, pointed out an error in excess, in the statement of
the deficiency in the finances, amounting to 100,000/,, w'hich he
begged to present to Sir R. Peel as the first fruits of hi3 (Mr. Ba-
ring's} ''fishing for a budget" on the Opposition side of the
House. After a reply from the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Lord HowicK advocated a moderate fixed duty on Com as a
preferable measure to a tax on income.
Lord J. Russell then commented on the omission of sugar

from thetarifF. He admitted that something must be done, but
the necessity was not such as to justify an Income Tax, and both
Sir R. Peel and Mr. Gotilbum had expressed similar opinions
within very recent periods. The ^and objection to an Income
Tax was its inquisitorial chaiacter; its influence on the morals
of the country was of more importance than the sum it extracted
from the people, while its proposition held us up in the eyes of
foreigners as driven to the extremity of our resources. He in-

tended to take the sense of the House against the proposition of
the Income Tax, both on the resolution in committee, and, if it

should be carried, on the bringing up of the report.

The House then went into a Committee of Ways and Means
;

and Sir R. Peel declared that he was not disappointed by the an-
nouncement of Lord John Russell's intention of determined oppo-
sition. He ha-d been quite aware that he had entered on no easy
task to repair the financial difficulties caused by the late Adminis-
tration, After explaining the amount of the actual and appre-
hended deficit, he said that the Government had proposed their

measures to remedy the financial condition of the country, and
that the existence of the Ministry depended on their being carried.

He then defended the tariff from the remarks which had been
made on it in the course of the evening, and contended that it

was the ])ubUc necessity which demanded the imposition of the
Income Tax. There was no middle course to be taVen between
taxes on consumption and a tax on property, to make up the four
minions required. He did not deny the inquisitorial nature of the
Income Tax ; but, apart from that, it was the best tax that could be
devised; for iftheGovernmentmeasnres became law, there would
be a reduction in the cost of living which would i)ractjcaljy reduce
the amount of direct imposition. Speaking generally, he proposed
to adopt the machinery for collecting the tax which was adopted
by the act of 2So6. The general management of the collection of
the tax to be under the superintendence ofthe office of Stamps and
Taxes; and the Land Tax Commissioners in each county are to
appoint additional local commissioners, who are to appoint the
assessors of the tax. The profits of trade are to be returned on
an average of the three preceding years > of professions, the year
preceding. Should individuals appealing against surcharges ob-
ject to have their affairs canvassed hefore the local commissioner^,
then they will have the option of applying to the oflice of Stamps
and Taxes to appoint Special Commissioners, strangers to the
neighbourhood, and sworn to secrecy, whose decision is to be
final. He also hoped to be enabled to introduce a provision to
enable parties to compound for their assessments ; and indivi-

duals would also be enabled, if they wished, to pay their assess-

ments on property into the Bank of England, so as to ensure
entire secrecy in their own neighbourhoods. No difference was
to be made in the rates leviable on terminable annuities, as com-
pared with dividends derived from stock. The tax was to be uni-
formly laid on income, and no exceptions would be permitted.

On the conclusion of Sir R. PeePs speech, Mr, LAuouciiKRfi
rose, and defended the course adopted by the Opposition With
respect to the resolution on the Income Tax, the odiousness of
which was not compensated by the commercial reforms proposed
by Government.—After some conversation between Lord Wohs-
i,EV and Sir R. Pebl, as to the amount of duty from foreign com
expected under the new law, the debate was adjourned.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.— No large speculative ac-

counts appear just now to be open in the English funds,

which rose on Monday and continue firm. Consols closed

89f for money, and 89-| to |- for the account; Exchequer-
bills, 29s. to 31s. premium ; and New Z\ per Cents,, 99^.

Jiiletvopofis anti its Ftcmftg.
Public Meetings.—On Saturday, a numerous meeting

of delegates from the parishes of St, James, W'estminiiter,

St. George, Hanover-square, St. Pancras, and other places,

assembled with those of St. Marylebone, to receive the

answers from Sir R. Peel and Sir J. Graham to the com-
munications as to the intended course of Government with

reference to the Bill now in Parliament, for altering the

present local acts of the parish of Marylebone, as noticed

in our last. The letter of Sir R. Peel expressed Lis regret

that business precluded his receiving a deputation on the

subject, and stated that, as it was a private Bill, he should

remain passive regarding it. That from Sir J. Grahnm

declared that he would take no j art with regard to the pri-

vate portion of the Bill, but would give h\% best
f^^^^^'^^

to the clauses referring to public Acts, especially tm^e

having reference to the administration of
l^^%^,f'^^^

Sir B^Hall, M.P. for the borough, ^d heMt rrrt^

that the Bitl had been postponed in order
'^^l^fJ^T^

might he so shaped as to introduce the Poor l^^^om^

mifsioners into Marylebone. Other
^^^^^^^^"^f

"^
a similar opinion, and said the/ were Wtifified that those
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commissioners wonld soon «fterwards obtain the control

of the other Mtrtropolitaa parishes- It was, therefore,

ttltimatelj determined that a general opposition should be

given to the Bill; that the MetropoUtan Members should

be communicated with ; that meetings should be called
;

that a letter should be seat to Sir R, Peel, apprising him

that, though a private Bill, it went to the repeal of a pub-

lic Act, and that a deputation should see Sir J. Graham

on the subject. It will be seen under our Parliamentary

intelligence that a discussion arose in the House of Com-
mons on Tuesday, on the motion for the second reading

of this Bill, and that it was ultimately carried by a ma-

jority of 206 to 131.—A meeting of the various branches

of the leather trade took place qn Wednesday for the pur-

pose of considering the effect which the new tariff of Go-
vernment would have on the leather manufacture of this

country, and to take such measures as might to the meet-

ing seem advisable. The opinion of the meeting waS em-

bodied in the foUowing resolutions, which were passed :

That tins meeting views with alarm the new tariff proposed

by Governii eat on the subject of leather, believing that

the intended low rate of duty will not adequately protect

the British manufacturer ; that the present depreesed State

of the trade will not allow inci eased imports from the

Continent, but that the meeting relies upon her Majesty's

Government for a soile of duty high enough to afford pro-

tection to the British mjinufacturer ; that while the reduc-

tion, if carried into effect, will cheapen the price of boots

and ^hoots purchased by the higher classes of society,

those worn by mechanics will not be atfected ; and that

a deputation be appointed to represent the opinion of the

meeiing to the PresiderU of the Board of Trade, A peti-

tion wftA also prepared for presentation to the House of

Commons, after which the meeting broke up.—(In Thurs-

day, the half yearly general court of proprietors of Bank-
stock was held at the Bank of Ei'gland, when, after a

dividend of 3 J per cent- on the half-year had been de-

clared, it was resolved on the motion of Mr, Kicardo, in

reference to the Income T.ijc, "That this court consider

it most unjust to tax a terminable annuity in thf same
degree as a permanent one, by which means Bank-stock
proprietors will have to pay in ' dead vreight' alone no
less than 20,000/. on capital, in addition to that on income
(reckoning the interest of capital at 4 per cent, during the

three ^ears the tax would continue) ; and the court, there-

fore, requeats the Governor and directors to take steps to

send up a representation to Sir Robert Peel, pointing out

the injustice of the case,"—On Thursday, a public meet-
ing was held to adopt measures for securing a regular and
safe tranait of passengers, goods, &c., to and from New
Zealand and Aostralia, across the Isthmus of Panama.
The chairman, Mr. Cotter, of Port Philip, briefly staled

the object of the meeting. Mr. Evans went into a long
statement upon the present mode of travelling from this

country to Australia. The latter, he said, was 16,000
miles distant, and it required G6 days to reach it by steam.

The mode of transit proposed, by way of Panama, was by

the West India steam mail packets to Clarges, distant

3,7>0 miles, a journey performed in 25 dajs. From
Clarges the goods and passengers would be pas^^cd over

the Isthmus of Panama to Port Nicholson, a distance of

6,280 miles, which would be performed in 26 days.

Thence they would be conveyed to Sydney, a further dis-

tance of J,285 miles, which would be completed in five

days. This overland travelling would be a saving of ten

days within the time at present required. Mr. Walker
could state that the shorteuiii); of the distance from this

country to Australia was an object desired by the coio-

rists. Another gentleman said that he was satisfied, from
the survey taken by Mr. Lloyd, under the sanction of

Governmerht, that a passage across the Isthmus was im-
practicable, from its being so shoally. There was a bay
about eight miles higher up that would suit the naYigatiou
cry well- Several gentlemen having expressed their

views upon the proposed overland passage to Australia, it

vr»s Vesotved to adjourn the meeting until the opinion of
those who had crossed the Isthmus could be obtained.

Addresses to Her Majesty.—On Saturday, the Lord
Mayor, sevcial aldermen, the recorder, and city officers,
and a large number of the common council waited upon
her Majesty and Prince Albert at Buckingham Palace
with congratulatory addresses on the birth of H.R.H. the
Prince of Wales. The Queen received the addresses
graciously, and replied to the first, which was ^from the
Conrt of Aldermen, in the following words :—" I thank
you for your congratulations on the birth of the Prince
nsy son. This declaration of duty and loyaUy gives me
entire satisfaction. The City of London may always de-
pend on my constant favour and protection." To the
address from the Court of Common Council her Majesty
replied—^^ I receive with great satisfaction these affec-
tionate expressions of your duty and attachment to me
and to my family. Every event which gives permanence
and stability to the institutions of my kingdom fulfils my
wishes, for my own happiness is inseparably connected
with the welfare of my people." Similar addresses of con-
gratulation having been presented to Prince Albert, his
Royal Highness replied as folios-, s ;

—** I am mast sensilh
of the kind expressions in which yoa have couched your
congratulations upon the birth of the Prince of Wales.
The affectioriate i:iterest evinced towards the Queen is

most gra:eful to my feehnga. I pray that Almighty God
may answ.^r your prayer, that our child may grow up in

every virtue, and that we may live to see our anxious care

amp'y repaid." Addresses of congratulation were also

presented to the Duchess of Kent, who returned suitable

reples.

MeiropoUtan ImprotemeniK—la the House of Com-
lEOns on Tuesday, the Ear! of Lincoln obtained leave to

introduce a Bill to extend an4 .enlarge the provisions of

an Act passed in the present reign, entitled » An Act to
|
perty by the high wind. Along the coast, also, the dama

enable her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods to com-

plete the contract for the sale of York-house, and to pur-

chase certain lands for a royal park." Also a Bill to em-

power the Commissioners of her Majesty's Woods to form

a new opening from the Knightsbridge-road into Hyde-

park, and a new opening from High-street, Kensington,

into an intended new road across the Palace-green ;
and

fur annexing a piece of extra-parochial ground in the royal

garden to the respective parishes ot St. Mary Abbots,

Kensington, and St, Mary, PacJdington, in several portions.

The //or5^G«arf/.»-.—Great activity, it is said, at pre-

sent prevails at the Horse Guards, and it is reported to

be in contemplation to raise a second regiment of cavalry,

or to add 50 additional men to eight of the cavalry re-

giments. The augmentation of six battalions of infantry,

U companies of 800 rank and file to 12 companies of

1,200 rank and file, will, it is added, be effected by the

selection of M officers, 108 non-commissioned officers,

and 2,400 privates-

Mortality of the Metropolis.

number of deaths irt the Metropolis, from all causes, re-

The following is the

Murders,—On Sunday morning a murder of an unusu-

ally painiul description, which produced great excitement

not only in the immediate neighbourhood, but throughout

the Metropolis, ^as committed at Sion College Gardens,

Aldermaubury. The murderer, who, after destroying three

of his own children, committed suicide, was a person called

Lucas, aged 38. It appears that he had been for many

years employed as a warehouseman in different hbuses of

business m the City, but, owing to the slackness in trade,

had been out of employment for nearly six months ; and

this circumstance, and his being unable to procure any

other means of" subsistence, appears to have been a source

of great uneasiness of mind, and to have been the cause

that led him to the commission of the act. He is stated

10 have been a sober and well-conducted man, and to have

been much attached to his children. On the morning in

question, it seems th*»t after shaving he secreted one of

his razors about his person, ftnd then went np stairs, as

was his custom, to bring down his three children to their

breakfast. Having remained there a considerable time,

the wife sent her niece upstairs to see what detained him

;

and on her entering the bedroom she perceived the bodies

of the father and the three children lying on the floor with

their throats cut, and an open razor in the hand of the

father. Assistance was immediately procured, but life

was found to bs quite extinct. The children, two of whom
were boys and the third a girl, were 10, 7, and 4 years of

age. Immediately on the occurrence becoming known,
great excitement prevailed in the neighbourhood, and
thousands of persons congregated round the dwelling.

The Lord Mayor and other city officers visited the spot, 1

and every attention was paid by them to the widow, to

relieve her distress and provide for her necessities. An
inquest was held on the bodies the following day, but no
evidence was adduced beyond the simple statement of

facts given above, and the jury returned a verdict of
" Temporary insanity.'^

Accidents and Inquests.—On "Wednesday an inquest

was held which developed some facts of public interest in

regard to the construction of dwelling-houses. Its ob-

ject was to inquire into the cause of the death of Anne
Taylor, the servant who was killed, as noticed in our last,

by the falling of a stack of chimneys at the residence of

Mr. Atkinson, HoUoway, during the violent storm on the

morning of the 10th inst. The inquiry, which lasted a

long time, was chiefly directed to the obtaining the evidence

of professional men as to whether there had been any
negligence in the construction of the premises, or non-
compliance with the provisions of the Act of Parliament

on this subject. From the evidence adduced it appeared
that the original chimney, which was only five feet high,

had lately been increased in height several feet, and though
built in a 2ig-zag direction, had not been strengthened by
any stay or bar. By the Act of Parliament, builders and
others, raising or altering chimneys, were, it was stated,

bound to give notice thereof to the district surveyor ; but
it was selijom that they did so, and in this case it had not

been done. District surveyors had no power whatever in

the act to control the building of a chimney to any height,

or order it to be pulled down. The coroner wished to be
particular upon this point, as at the present moment, he
said, it was very important, inasmuch as the subject was
before a committee of the House of Commons. If the

law was strained, the case was one of manslaughter ; but
as it was proved even by surveyors, although in accordance
with the law, they seldom received notices in such in-

stances, it would be unfair in this case to press it so
stringently. A verdict of accidental death could not be
returned, because the Act of Parliament had not been
complied with ; therefore the only term wiiich would meet
the case was to say that deceased had come by her death
by misadventure, from the falling of a certain stack of
chimneys. T.he jury concurred, and after a eulogy on

I

the conduct of the police, who, at the risk of their lives,

rescued the young lady, Miss Feast, from the fate of de-
ceased, who slepc in the same apartment, a verdict to that
effect was recorded.

Thk heavy storm that prevailed on Wednesday the 8th
last, appeart to have been severely felt throughout the
country, more especially in all the south-western counties

:

and the Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Hants, and Devonshire

to shipping has been very extensive, and numerous wrecks,

attended with serious loss of life, have been reported.

Asbridye.—On Sunday night a young man, named Had-
field, entered the Parsonage-house in this town while the fa-»

mily were at church. His sister, who resided near, disco-

vered alight which he had kitidled, and raised an alarm

upon which several neighbours surrounded the house ; and
on their effecting an entrance, he shot himself, in the pre-

sence of his brother and some other relations and friends.

It was then discovered that he was armed with another

loaded pistol, a life-preserver, a large knife, and that his

feet were padded. At the coroner's inquest, on Tuesday,

a verdict of Felo de se was returned, and he was buried

at night without funeral rites.

Beruick.—A meeting has been held under the fiat of

bankruptcy against the Tweed Bank, for the purpose of

closing the examination of the bankrupts, and of proving

debts. The attendance of creditors for proving was

large, principally from the country, and mostly for bank-

notes ; but the proofs, though numerous, were not heavy

in amount. The schedules of the bank, and of the hidi-

vidual bankrupts, were read ; and the balance-sheet, ad-

justed by the assignees, showed a dividend of lOs. 6d. per

pound. A meeting of creditors had been previously held,

when resolutions were entered into, to request an adjourn-

ment of the examination, and that in the mean time the

schedules should be printed and circulated among the cre-

ditors, to enable them to be prepared ; and that the

assignees be requested to retain counsel for the examina-

tion. The assignees, however, decided against all of these

requests, and the court closed the examinations.

Birmingham.— Mr, Clark, who was well known in his

profession as a sculptor, died suddenly in this town on

S;iturday morning. At the inquest heldon Monday, thefirst

witnessexamined stated that about 9 on the morning in ques-

tion, while in the shop of Mr. Burdett, a surgeon in New
Hall-street, deceased stnggered down the steps of the

surgery, and appeared very iU. Witness called for a sur-

geon, who proceeded to bleed him, but life was extinct.

Mr. Burde-t, surgeon, spoke to having seen him dn the

preceding Thursday, when he laboured under dyspepsia,

and complained of pain in the region of the stomach. He
considered death to have been occasioned by the rupture

of one of the large blood-vessels of the heart. The jury

returned a verdict assigning this as the cause of death, aS

also that deceased " Died by the visitation of God.*' Mr.

Clark was in his 47th year, and at the time of his death

was engaged in casting the leaves of the foliage of the ca-

pital of the Nelson monument in Trafalgar-square, and

had finished the two first. He is best known by his sta-

tue of Major Cartwright in Burton-crescent.

Brighton.—A correspondent of a morning paper states

that this town has reaped s' me advantages from the earth-

quake which was predicted to take place on Weanesday

in the Metropolis, as numbers of families of the middle

and upper classes have recently arrived here in order to avoid

its consequences. In the course of Tuesday night nearly

twenty carriages arrived ; a circumstance, it appears, that

has not occurred since the opening of the London and

Brighton Railway.

Carlisk.—On Saturday morning the Angel Inn, in this

town, was discovered to be on fire, but the flames were

subdued in about an hour. On examination of the pre-

mises, however, by the superintendent of police, evidence,

it is said, was discovered that they had been wilfully set

tire to, in consequence of which, Mrs. Christopherson,

the landlady, her servant, and daughter, were taken into

custody, and examined before the magistrates, when the

servant confessed to having prepared peat, wood, shavings,

and other materials, by her mistresses order, to burn the

house, for the purpose of recovering the insurance upon

the premises, under a promise to convej^ her to Ameiica

to her husband. Mrs, Christopherson recriminated by

laying the blame of the proposal to the girt The pri-

soners were then removed, and ordered to be kept in sepa-

rate confinement.

Monmouth.—A local paper informs us that a misunder-

standing which has existed for some weeks between the

proprietors of collieries on the hills, and the workmen in

their employ, in consequence of which the red ash coal

trade of this port has been at a stand, to the great injury,

of every interest connected with the trade, has at length

been amicably adjusted by the masters abandoning the

resolution they had adopted to reduce the wages of the

men. The colhers have gone to work at the prices which

they received before the strike.

Oj/[)n/.—On Sunday a serious fire broke out io the

High-street io this city, in a room over the Post-office.

Several engines were soon on the spot, but no water

could be obtained for half an hour. During this time the

fire continued to spread, and soon caught the adjoining

house, which it consumed, nothing being left but the bare

walls. Two adjoining houses also caught fire ;
but by

the exertions of the firemen, aided by the citizens and gen-

tlemen of the university, they were saved from sustaining

any serious injury. Fears were entertained at one time

for the Masonic Hall ; but owing to an effective engine

constantly playing upon it, the fire was prevented from

communicating to it. Much anxiety was manifested as

to the safety of the letters, till the Postmaster issued a

notice stating that they were all preserved, and would
be delivered in due course. The business of the post-

office will be carried on for the present at the Town-
halL The origin of the fire is not known; but it is

thought to have been accidental,
amount of damage exceeds 8.000/.

Railways.

It is stated that the

i

. The following are the receipts of Railways

» • 1 * r *!. . •
:i

for the past week : Birmimcham, 13 416/. ; Great West-
papers coatain loog accounts of tke injury done to pro- ( em, 10,155/.

I Brighton, 1,9T8/.Tb1^^^^^ W®''*
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Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,433/.; Manchester and
Birmingham, 358/. ; Eastern Counties, 703/. ; Croydon,
326/, 5 Greenwich, 846/.; Northern and Eastern, 860/.;
Manchester and Leeds, 4,133/.; Birmingham and Derby,
1,019/.^ South Western, 4,299/,; Great North of Eng-
land, 1,111/.; Midland Counties, 2,300/.; Grand Junc-
tion, 7,266/. ; York and North Midland, 1,657/. ; and
Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,015/. It is said that the Bade
light is about to be applied to the Box tunnel, and that

an experiment was made with it last week, which ap-
peared to be perfectly successfuU. It is also proposed
to have a similar light on each engine, in order to see,

by means of its great brilliancy, any impediment or ob-
struction on the line. The twelfth half-yearly general
meeting of the proprietors of the "West London Rail-

took place last weeTc. The secretary read the
which regretted that ttie works were in much

the same condition as at the previous meeting, with the

exception of having suffered some damage from the late

wet season. The present unsettled state of the money-
market had jirecluded the proprietors from rendering the

directors sufficient support to enable them to complete
the line. Negotiations had been entered into with the

London and Biimingham, and Great Western Railway,
Companies, with a view to allow them to carry their line

in continuation westward, forming a junction with those
two railways ; but, although as yet unsuccessful, it was
hoped the time was not far* distant when things would be
the reverse. Mr. Britton, in moving the adoption of the

report, observed that he was convinced, if the company
could only find sufficient funds for completing the line to

Knighrsbridge, the Great Westera Railway must of neces-
sity avail themselves of it to take their passengers to all

the west-end districts. The motion having been seconded
and carried, a long discussion ensued as to the course the
directors intended to pursue with regard to the payment
of the creditors of the company who had signed letters of
licence extending to the 1st April, Mr. White condemned
the conduct of the directors, and moved a resolution to

the effect, that an adjourned meeting of the proprietors
would take place on that day fortnight, in order that some
distinct proposition should be laid before them as to the
means of meeting the demands of the creditors of the com-
pany, to explain the course the directors intended to pur-
sue as to the disposal of any of the property of the com-
pany for such a purpose. Being secouded, several of the
directors showed that the debts of the company, amongst
a great number of creditors, amounted to 37,000/., and
th:it it was impossible arrangements could be made to

meet the creditors within so short a period. Mr. Craw-
ford subsequently moved an amendment, which was car-

ried, adjourning the meeting for a month, to receive a re-

port from the directors as to the arrangements they had
come to wiih the creditors of the company.—The half-

yearly meeting of the proprietors of the London and
Croydon Railway Las been held. From the report it

appeared that, through the repeated landslips on tlie line,
the traffic had been greatly and seriously interrupted, and
had greatly impeded the development of that of the Brigh-
ton Railway. Notwithstanding, the traffic for the last
half-year, with the toll received from the Brighton Com-
pany (5.750/. 145. 1(/.), sufficed to pay the ordinary ex-
penses of the railway, the interest on borrowed capital,
and left an accumulated sum, with a former balance, of
11,125/. lis. liLio be divided amongst the proprietors.
In consequence of the unforeseen occurrences, a further
capital would be required, but not for several months.
The directors had concluded an arrangement with the
South Eastern Company for the joint working and ma-
nagement of their locomotive power, the cost being to
each company in proportion to its use of it. The treaty
between the Eastern Counties and the Northern and
Eastern Companies had induced the directors to hope that
the Greenwich Company would see the propriety of relax-
ing their tolls, so as to lower the fares on both lines of
railway. To enable the South Eastern Company to get a
station for cattle and merchandise as near to London as
possible, the directors had entertained iheir proposition
to join in making an approach to the Croydon line from
CorbitVlane, about two miles from Westminster-bridge,
the bill for which was before Parliament. The total capi-
tal received to Jan, 31, 1842, was 626,842/. IO5. Id., and
the total payments, 637,875/. 10s. 2d. The coaching ac-
count for the half-year (214,833 passengers) was 14,174/.
19*.; the other receipts made a total of 19,232/. 13jf. IW.,
which, after the expenses, left a balance of 1,073/. 17*.
6rf

, to add to the accumulated fund. The toll paid to the
Greenwich Company was 1,029/. IO5. lOrf. ; and the com-
pany's payments towards the joint station already amounted
to 48,149/. 19^. 2d. The chairman entered fully into the
various subjects of the report, and stated that 21,000/.
had already been spent in consequence of the landslips,
and that about 50,000/. more would be required for other
purposes

; and to complete the joint station the company's
share required about 30,000/. more.' ^After some conver-
Bation the report was adopted. Mr. Levy thought^that as
they were to be called upon in a few months for more
capital, it would be better not to divide the 11,000/. ; but
Mr. Pare thought differently, and proposed that a divi-
<iena of 65. 8t/. per share be ^paid out of it, which was
seconded by Mr. Capei, ^nd carried by a large majority.
ibe chairman then mentioned that a proposal had been
made from the Brighton Company to take their railway,
allowing thena five per cent, per annum on the sum ex-
pended, and also that they, the Croydon directors, had
proposed to the Greenwich Company 6,000/. per annum,m lieu of the increased toll of fourpence-halfpenny ; but

of Th"! K 'I'tr^^ Thursday a special general meeting

li\J^7^1^^'' ^^ '^^ London and Brighton Railwa?was field, for the purpose of receiving the report of the

committee appointed on the 20th Jan. From the report,
it appeared that the committee had examined the various
accounts of the company, and had inspected the works of
the railway ; but from the unbusiness-like manner in which
the books were kept, they could not enter into many of
the points required: ,they, however, could report that the
additional capital wanted was fully provided for, the value
of the surplus land being 60,000/., as stated, and the

amount to be received from the South Eastern Railway
an available asset. In conclusion, they recommended that

the number 6f directors should be reduced ; that the ac-

counts should be henceforth kept upon a system ; that all

bonds should be signed by two directors at least ; and that

three shareholders should be appointed auditors. Sir

1. L. Goklsmid, Bart., thought that all the shareholders
would, like himself, feel much indebted to the committee

;

but as their report contained matters of great injportance,
and that required consideration, he should move that it be
adopted, printed, and circulated amongst the proprietors,
^nd that it be taken into consideration that day fortnight.

The chairman and other directors thought the adjournment
Unnecessary, and only likely to prejudice the company,
which gave rise to an amendment that the report be
adopted, pfinted, and circulated amongst the proprietors,
which was carried unanimously, on the assurance of the

chairman that the recommendations of the committee
should be carried out by the directors.—On Tuesday the
following extraordinary accident occurred on the Great
Western Railroad, about four miles from the terminus at

Cirencester. While the down- train from London was
proceeding at a rapid pace towards its destination, the
engine, followed by the tender and two of the luggage-
trucks, suddenly whirled out of the direct line, and were
precipitated down a steep of from 90 to 100 feet in depth,
Fortunately for the passengers, the chain which connected
other trucks to those which followed the engine and ten-

der snaj)ped, and left them, together with the carriages
attached, in safety on the bank. The engine, with its con-
ductor, who was not hurt, iras hurled down tfie declivity,

and when near the bottom became clogged in the soil.

The tender followed with a man init, who also escaped
uninjured. Higher up on the slope the two trucks be-

came fixed, fib that they could not follow the power which
broke away from them. The passengers were shortly after

conveyed unhurt to the terminus by another engine. The
engine descended about the distance of 40 feet before it

became clogged, and the tender and trucks were destroyed,
and deeply sunk in the earth ; but neither the conductors
nor passengers^sulTered any injury.

tained in the legend.

IRELAND.
DiMln,—The usual weekly meeting of the Repeal As-

sociation was held on Monday, Mr. J. C. O'Callaghan in

the chair. The Secretary read a letter from the St. Louis
Missouri Association of the Friends of Ireland, enclosing
a bill of exchange for 200/., to be applied for the purposes
of repeal. With the exception of this communication, the

proceedings of the meeting were without interest.—An in-

quiry, by order of Government, is no^v holding into the
state of the fallowing charitable institutions receiviDg

grants from Parliament, with a view, it is supposed, of
some contemplated reduction of the amount of money
hitherto voted in the Irish estimates. A similar inquiry
took place in the year 1830:—Female Orphan House,
Westmoreland Lock Hospital, Lying-in Hospital, Stephen's
Hospital, Cork-street Fever Hospital, Hospital for Incura-

bles, Meath-street Hospital, Cowpock Institution, Shelter

for Destitute Females and Children. — A deputation of

Irish and Welsh Members of Parliament had an interview

with Lord Eliot on Saturday, to urge upon Government
the necessity of a continuation of the Chester Railway,
by Bangor, and the establishment of a packet harbour in

Wales, which would greatly facilitate the Post-office com-
munication between London and this city. Lord Eliot, it

is said, promised to obtain the opinion of the Board of
Admiralty upon the subject of a packet harbour.

THEATRICALS.
Italian Opera.—Her Majesty's Theatre was opened for

the season on Saturd;iy, under favourable auspices. During
the recess, various alterations and improvements for the

comfort of the audience have taken place, the most import-
ant of M'hich is the adoption of a new system of ventila-

tion, on the principle recommended by Dr. Reid. There
is also an improvement at the box entrance, the different

approaches being covered with crimson cloth, which, in

addition to the fresh colouring of the walls, gives the

whole theatre a gay appearance. The opera produced on
this occasion was a new one by Donizetti, called ** Gemma
di Vergy," in which several performers, new to this coun-
try, made their appearance, and were favourably received.

The following is a brief account of the plot of the piece:

—

The Conte di Vergy (Signor Santi), taking a fancy to Ida
di GreviUe (Signora Bellini), repudiates his wife, Gemma
(Signora Moltini), of whom Tamas (Signor Guasco), a Sa-
racen prisoner and slave, is enamoured. Tamas avenges
the object of his passion by stabbing her inconstant hus-
band, and, being detested by her for the deed, stabs him-
self. Gtmma swoons, and the curtain drops, the chorus
imploring the sun to cover the -walls which such abomina-
tions have sullied, with a iiotte etcrna and eterno orror.

The prima donna, Signora Moltini, who personated the
heroine of the piece, is a fine woman, with an expres-
sive countenance and handsome person. Her voice is a
clear soprano, of large compass ; her style is good, and her
intonation true. She was energetic and impassioned ; and
her performance elicited frequent applause. The other
principal performers were Signor Guasco, the new tenor,

who performed in an able manuer the part of Tamas

;

Signor Saali the bas^Q^ and Sieaora BelliiUs who pej^on-

ated Ida in a pleasing manner. The choruses were well

sung, and there was a good deal of applause at the fall of

the curtain, when Signora Moltini and Signor Guasco

came forward to make their acknowledgments to the au-

dience.—The ballet which followed was styled La Giselle^

and IS founded on a wild Sclavonian legend, of certaiii

maidens, who, being betrothed, die before their wedding-
day ; and, finding no rest in the grave, rise at midnight,
and dance in spectral troops, arrayed in their bridal

dresses. Any young man who cotnes upon their nocturnal
orgies is lost : he is compelled to join their unearthly revel,

and to dance till he drops down and expires. One of these
damseh is represented by Madame Perrot, late Carlotta
Grisi, and her husband was the youth who fell into their

haunt, but with a Ifess tragical termination than that con-
Both of them danced well, though

M, Perrot was suffering from a hurt in his leg, on which
account an apology was made for him. Mile. Fleury, a
dchutante at this theatre, made a successful appearance^
and was much applauded. The house was well filled, and
many persons of distinction were present.

CovENT Garden,—On Tuesday, Miss Adelaide Kem-
ble made her appearance at this theatre in a new cha-

racter, viz., Susanna, in ** The Marriage of Figaro," and
with complete success. This opera of Mozart is too well

known to require any comment. The different parts in

it were most effectively sustained by Mips Keroble, Miss
Rainforth as the Countess Ahnaviva^ Madame Vestris as

CherUbitiO, Mr. Lcffier as Figaro, and Mr. Stretton as

the Count, The inferior characters were filled in a satis-

factory manner, and the piece, so represented, wei\t off

with great spirit. The concerted pieces were well sung,

and the accompaniments beautifully played by the or-

chestra. The scenery, costumes, and decorations, as usual

at this theatre, were rich and beautiful. The success of

the opera was complete.

»

ifltsccilanrous.

The Predicted Earthquake,—Wednesday, the day fore-

told as that on which this event was to take place, has

passed by without any disturbance of the order of na-

ture, and thus this popular delusion has proved to

be as unfounded as many others of a similar cha-

racter. It appears, however, that the prophecy was not

only very popular and held in much repute at the east end,

but obtained influence at the west end of London also*

Amongst other instances mentioned, a man residing in

Paddiagton-street,Marjlebone, formerly a police constable,

is said to have sold a good business to provide the means
for his leaving London ; and a clerk holding a salary of

200/. per annum, residing in the same parish, also re-

sij^ned it for the purpose of escaping the anticipated ca-

lamity. The credulity of belief in this vicir.ity is stated

to have been not confiued to the lower and more ignorant

classes of Roman Catholics, but to have been participated

in by many belonging to the We&leyan and other sects.

On Tuesday morning, about four o'clock, several of the

inhabitants of the southern parts of the Metropolis ima-

gined that the earthquake had actually, com 11; enced, in con-

sequence of there being two or three loud peals of thunder,

accompanied by several vivid flashes of lightning, which
caused the horizon to present an appearance similar to

when a large fire is raging. Numbers, it is said, left thefr

beds, and several refused to return on any account.

Many persons, it is added, were observed leaving London;
amongst them an elderly lady, who had resided at Ken-
nington for 40 years, although nearly £0 years of age, left

for Gravesend, on a visit to her son-in-law, as it \s asserted

to be out of the way, ** until after the earthquake was
over.*' Numerous carts and waggons laden with furni-

ture were also seen to leave the Metropolis by different

routes, for the purpose, it is stated, of being deposited

beyond the prescribed limits of the expected convul-

sion. The origin of the prophecy does not appear to

be traced to any authority more authentic than that Lon-

don would be destroyed within a certain period when it

had no king. About 1720 was the last prophecy for the

destruction cf the Metropolis by an earthquake which met
very extensive belief. Although, however, shocks of

earthquakes have been felt in various parts of this coun-

try, none have ever been experienced in London, where,

from the nature of the strata, it is considered impossible

they could occur.

The Olive'trees of Jerusalem,—The following is an ex-

tract from Dr. Robinson's recently-published *' Researches

in Palestine,'* which perhaps may prove interesting to

some of our readers. 'Ihe vaults spoken of are imuiense

crypts some hundreds of feet in extent in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Temple :

'* The ground in these

vaults rises rapidly towards the north, the southernmost
columns with the double arches being about 35 feet in

height, vrhile those in the northern parts are little more
than 10 feet high- The surface of the ground is every-

where covered with small heaps of stones, the memorials

of innumerable pilgrims who have here paid their devo-

tions. It is a singular circumstance that the roots of the

large Olive-trees growing above have in many places

forced their way down through the arches, and still de-

scending, have again taken root in the soil at the bottom

of the vaults 1"

Chimney'Sweeping,—It may be worth wbUe to draw the

attention of our readers to a recent Act of Parliami;ut, en-

titled an Act for the Regulation of Chimney-sweepers ana

Chiranevs, from which the following is an extract ;---^ An

be it enacted, that from and after the first day ^f J«
^J^

the year 1842, any person who shall compel
^^J^^^^fJ^^

allow any child or young perwa ander «*« '^^ ^' A^
to ascend or descend a chimney, or enti^ a ««« for^
purpose of sweepinf, ckumng. or coring the same, or loc
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estinguistkiaf; fire

more tb«n 10/. or

therein, »b«U be liable to a penalty not

lets than 5/." This act was passed m

ike .ummcr of 1H40, .nd its operation was delayed for two

y.,r.Ty the Legi.l.ture. that .«ch chicaueys as reqmred

[t Jght^e altered aud adapted to the me of the machine.

SJw^ ... v.,r. will expire oa the 30tb June next, and it

E

the tu-

Th^K two years win exp
, , 1 ,.

would therdbre have been desirable that those ^ho bad not

attended to the sabject should have had their chimneys ex.

amiuod by some one qualified to determine whether they

could be iwept bv the machine without alteration, or they

miffht have been'subjected to serious inconvenience. An

ingcnioas machine, however, for which a patent has been

Uken oat, has just been invented to meet the difficulty ;

and being equally adapted to every form of chimney, it is

expected to obviate the nece«ttty ofincurring any expense

in httilding new chimneys, or altering old ones. Thi5 new

machine U called the Ramoneur, and is calci^Jated, it is

tated, to sweep the most crooked or tortuous flues, and

il! even adapt itself to horizontal branches of clurnneys

lying at a right angle with a perpendicular flue. Ttiis in-

vention is rc;;arded as important, as being from its pecuhar

construction capable of Venetrating into places in flues into

wHch children cauld not have gone. The instrument has

also the power of contracting or expanding to suit the

width of the varioas flues in which it may be employed.

The foreign patents not being completed, a full description

of the pnuciple and construction of the machine has not

yet \m^tk published.
^ ^ • ., e • . e

Anl\qHU\es,—kt a recent meeting of the Society of

Anticiuariee, the Secretary read a letter, addressed by

Lord Albert Conyngham to Mr. Akerman, givinjr an in-

tcreatiug account of his lordihip's excavations in

lauli ou Breachdown, near Canterbury, in September and

October last ; and which were noticed in this paper at the

time. A letter was then read from Mr, Akerman to his

lordsiiip, in wiiich the writer expressed his conviction that

these interments took place towards the close of the sixth,

or the beginning of the seventh century, and cited evi-

dence in support of such opinion. Several of the objects

discovered were exhibited to the meeting. Tbey comprise

spear-heads, swords, knives, umbos of shields, an elegant

gold bulla, a brooch set with garnet, crystal and porcelain

beads, and a necklace composed of oblong beads, formed,

appiireatly, of native amethystine quartz.

Geology. — In a late sitting of the Academie des

Sciences at Paris, M. Elic dc Beaumont read a detailed

account of what may be called the economy of warm

springs. The experiuicuts on which this report is based

were macle by iM. Francois at Bagneres de Lucton, who

lays it down as a general law, that mineral waters are the

result of springs, which, after having oozed through fis-

sures in the crust of the globe, come up on the surface by

a sort of natural artesian well. By following up this ar-

gument inascricsof experiments, Isl. Francois has been

able to treble the amount of water in the warm springs of

Bagneres.

New European Animal.—By the kindness of a friend,

a retired artHlcry officer, who is the minager of some

inimq^ establishments in flie Sierra Morena, 1 have been

able to make the curious addition to the European Fauna

of no less an animal than the Ichneumon. I ascertained

the existence of this animal when in Spain, from my

friend the Marquis de las Amarillas, nowDuca delaAhu-

m'ada ; bat from the vague description he gave me could

only infer that it was a martin, which inhabits the Py-

renees and the vicinity of Rome, aud it was only very

recently I received the skin with one of the beautiful

spotted Jynx(Felis pardina), which were known to exist in

the same locality, and of which I brought home some im-

erfect skins in 1834. Both these skins are now at the

ritish Museum. The Ichneumon is not uncommon in

the Sierra Morena, but is difficult to take,— 5. J. Wid-

dingtoTij Carlton ^ dlh March.

was ^F^- intellect was^ln^uce^ to
^^J^^^./lt^

before the Coart was as to 'J^e^,^"'^°l"
settled on tHe ^v fe for

His Honourdirectedtheprnpertjrto be set^^^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^

^ Thas S5in^^tt^=frorn all participation and power

-^otx/esday, before Sir KBn,ce t^e Proper treat.^nt^of^a

horse, legatee under the ;w.n
"^'^^^f^^^'equeathed 50/. per

subject of mvestigation. The testator n
^ ^_ ^^^^ „

annumto his executor intrust forthe™^
^^ ^^^^^^

The executor had placed «ie ammai oux s
Chancellor

After counsel had been heard^« ^T.d^"'^'/'^^
,.^,5^. and

firJctilrsaSef offrn^: as wetas If ^rass, should be

e.n..a to the^qaadn^P^d^le^^a

effected upon the 1 fe of Sarah He^
^^^'

^" ^
j ^^^i ^ave a

TATTERSALL'S, THrRSDAV

wards apprehended and identified by Miss Tnpp. In confirmation

of the statement of the prosecutrix, collateral evidence was arf.

duced bringing home the crime to the prisoner, and the jury, after

a eyeful addriss from the judge, found the pnsoner Gmlty, and

he was sentenced to 15 years' transportation ,

—The betting was flat in the ex-

tremV.andbVfond'theadrauce of Auckland to l6 to 1. conse-

quent on the Warwick running, and a few inquiries after ttie Lord

of Holdemess. presented nothing: worth dwelhng on. The odds

quoted against the other horses mentioned do not differ materi.

ally from those reported last week.
CHESTKR CCP-

10 to I agst Lanercost (taken) j
12 t<J ^ «g'!* Marshal SouU {uken}

**
20 to I agst Johnny (taken)

DERBY.

50 to

7.1

1 ag«t Sir G- Ileathcote'i lot

16
SO
30
SO

1

1

1

1

1

Aitila (taken).
Auckland
Chatham (taken)

Dirce colt

Detier

40 to 1 agst TheLordof Holderneis

tV

40
60
6(5

I

1

1

Canadian
Joanna colt
William de Fortibua

(taken)

OAKS.
20 to 1 a^Bt Mr. Etwall's Passion (taken)

frivc security to John ForsJ;er,

1839, he effected a

Hato
Court of Chancert.— Tft^ New Ortfers.—Mr. Romilly, on the

part of the Six Clerks, moved for the opinion of his lordship oa a

point of practice, arising out of the twenty-third of the new
orders, which applies to the sen.ice Of the copy of a bill on a

pATty from whom an answer is not required. By that order it is

directed that such bill as against such party shall not pray a sub-

pcena to appear and anriwer, bat shall pray that such party on
being served with a copy of the bill may be bound by all the pro-

cerdinBTS in the cause. A difficulty had arisen in consequence of

sonit: tlouhts as to the place in which the process of service should
»ppcar. it being by some placed in the prayer for relief. The
Lord Chancellor was clearly of opinion that it ought to be placed
in that part of the bill in which process had been hitherto placed,

fcnri dir ' ert it to be so for the future.
VirK-CHAxrKLLoa'a Court. — Stubhg v. Irpxon.—The only

point of interest arising in thia case was x^i.v.er the words of

the will of a testatrix, by which she directed her executor to pay
fUl the clear residue of the money to arise from her real and per-
sonal estates to her cousin. Thomas Marshall, if he should be
liring at her decease ; but, u he i>hould not be so livings to pay
SOi, to the society of Weslcyan Methodists, and a certain sum to

Mary Ann Stubbs. For the plaintiff, it was submitted that there
was no sufficient evidence of the death of Thomas Marshall ; and.
therefore, there should be an inquiry as to whether he survived
the testatrix ; as to Mary Ann Stubbs, or the person so called in
the will, an inquiry must also be made, for it had been discovered

that her name was Augasta. With regard to the gift to the
Weslevan Society, it was urf^ that there could be no doubt, on
the authority of several cases decided by Sir J, Leach, and af-

firmed on appeal by Lord Lyndhurst, that so much thereof as

arose from real estate was void ; and with respect to the payment
of any part of the gift arising from personalty, an inquiry must
be made as to tho party to whom it was due tinder the deaipia-

tion of the " Society of Wcsleyan Methodists." His II"r.our, on

the cases cited, decreed that the gift was void, so far a-i it related

to real estate, and declared that it had been converted into per-

sonalty for the benefit of the r itiary legatee, and that the

estate itself would not go to the heir at law, and directed the

proposed inquiries, and amongst them who were the parties en-

titled to the share of the gift arising from personal estate; and

whether the real name of the plaintiff, sueing as Mary Ann Stubbs.

was such, and if not, what was her name, and who was the per-

son meant by the testatrix hy the name of Mary Ann Stubbs.

Ford V. Clough. — In this case, a Jady of the name of

AUen, who was possessed of considerable money, and who

rrn^ii.!^ ff Mary Am^^^ °^
?f"^''

the proceeds to he paid to H. Ci. iiewiu ,
a ^"^|_ directing

instated.
-''--f---th" proceeds ^n^^ stoTMntoco^t!

h m to pay a sum of 1,9^7*-. ^^^ ^ j • f„..i Mr MpwiW ae-reed to
but this^rdcr was not o.e,.d.

-/^-'-^^^-„«^^?,f «f,^^^^^^^

DoUcy of assurance with the Guardian Assur-

comuany n^^^^^^^ the 1,000/. which had become due on the

noUcy bu? on the 3d March last, the company informed the

^ • J^-ff. fhaf fhPv Mhould nay the money unless they were re-

s' rri^ed%?'Lor%^^ Undl^ these eireumstances

?he present t^U was filed to obtain the injunction. Lord L^ngdale

consEd thai he must grant the
^"J'J-^^^^^^^'.Jj^

approve of pnrlles coming to this court to obtain an order to

restrain bavment of a sum of money just previous to the day ot

ravment I^^^ made the order in the present case, on

[.^'ground tU^t the plaintiffs on the 3d March only became

aware that the directors intended to pay the amount

Assize Ivtelligevck.—The trial of the ^\laxhalI Dingiars,

for the robbery committed in the house of Mr. Audrey the cir-

cun^stancesconnected with which wc gave at the time the

Xice was committed, in December last, has come on at the as-

sizes at S^isbuTy, The case excited great interest and sen-

K^ffon in the countv from the daring manner in which the cnme

wl 'con Totted a^^^^ threat presence of mind displayed on the

^ccasTon by the Misses Audrey. The court
^^Yr'Zr^o^^^e^

the trial, which lasted nearly 12 hours. J^^^^^^^^^P.^f'L^t^k^^^

Nathaniel B^rge, John Milsom, John Gough. and WiU am Allen,

were placed at the bar, charged with the offence On the indict-

ment being read, John Stokes pleaded guilty, all the others not

guUty siveral witnesses were brought forward on the part of

Uxc prosecution, the most important evidence being that of the

Misses Audrey, who were examined at great length then testi-

moity. howevVr, only proving the same facts that have already

been before the public. The judge summed up the case at con-

siderable length, after which the jury returned a verdict of guilty

against all the prisoners except Milsom. They were then sen-

tenced to be transported for life,
, , , ^ •

i ..

MioLANu CiRCUiT.-On Saturday John Joues was tried at

Nottingham for the murder at Mansfield of Mary Hallam, on the

30th Dec last As a full account of tiie transaction ftt>peared m
this Paper at the time, it will be sufficient here to state that, by

the evidence of the father and mother of deceased, andof the con-

stable who apprehended the prUoner, that statement was fully

substantiated on oath. The prisoner's counsel did not dispute

the fact of his having committed the murder, but pleaded that

the excitetl state of his mind on the occasion, when told by de-

ceased that she could never marry him, should extenuate the

enormity of the crime in the eyes of the jury, and lead them to

brin- in a merciful verdict Lord Abinger having summed up,

wherein he strongly denounced the views suggested by the pri-

soner's counsel, the jury returned a verdict of Guilty of Murder.

TheJudge having put on the black cap, sentence of death was

then passed. ^. „ , ...
Westerv Circuit.—On Saturday, an action that excited con-

siderable interest was tried at Dorchester, beiog an Indictment

against Mr. Drax, the sitting Member for Warcham, under the

Bribery Act, found at the last October sessions, and which was

moved by cerUorari into the Queen's Bench. Mr. Serg. Bompas,

for the prosecution, stated the case to the jury, and called seve-

ral witnesses, who proved the election at Wareham in June last,

the return ofMr. Drax, who was opposed by Mr. Calcraft, and

that Thomas Hutchins was a voter for Wareham, and voted on

that occasion. Thomas Hutchins was then brought forward

and examined at length, and stated that he had for a long

time been in the interest of Mr. Calcraft j that he had been

advised before the last electJon, by a person of the name of

Cribb, who was a relation of his, to vote for Mr. Drax, upon the

ground that he wouldget more by doing so; that shortly before

the election. Mr. Drax sent for him at Cribb's house, and in eifect

otfered to give him 20/. if he would vote for him ; that Cribb sug-

gested, that in order to make sure of his vote, the money should

be deposited in his hands, and that Hutchins should not have it

until after the election, to which Mr. Drax nodded assent.

That upon a representation, however, to Cribb, that he was

greatly pressed for money, and that he should have his goods

seized by his landlord if he could not give him some. Cribb sub-

sequently, before the election, let him have j/. of the money so

deposited. The witness went onto state that he afterwards in-

formed Mr. Bartlctt, who was Mr. Calcraft's agent, of this affair,

and that at the time he did so two other persons were present,

viz. Mr. Broshfield and Mr. Cole. He also stated that he marked

the sovereigns which he received by a inark across the nose, and

gave them so marked to a Mr. Robson, in the presence of Mr.

Dugdale. A number of witnesses were then examined in support

of the above statement, after which Mr. Cockbum, counsel for

the defendant, made a powerful address to the jury in defence of

his client. The Judges then summed up, beseeching the jury not
to be led away by the powerful and varied speech of Mr. Cock-
burn which they had listened to ; dwelt with particular force on
the enormity of the charge preferred against Mr. Drax, and then
went over the evidence in all its bearings. The jury returned a
verdict of * Not GuQty.'
Norfolk Circuit.—On Monday, at Aylesbury, William Cooper

w^as indicted for having assaulted Anne Tripp, and with having
unlawfully stabbed, cut, and wounded her, with intent to do htr
somegrieToushodily harm. Tli'vs case, which was one of arather
mysterious character, from the want of any apparent cause for
the unprovoked assault, wsis reported in this Paper at the time
of the occurrence, on the 2d Nov, last. It will be remembered
that Miss Tripp, while taking a walk on the road towards Dcan's-
wood, was overtaken and accosted by the prisoner, who, without
any provocation or assignable reason, made an attempt to cut her
throat, which, however, he did not succeed in effecting, though he
seriouslywounded her, and then made his escape. He was after-

M \RK LANE, Frio Av, March 18.—The greater part of English

Wheat disposed of on Monday has been for resale owing to the

inferior condition, and such qualities are selling at lower prices.

Vrpc Foreign is in retail demand at Monday's currency ^ Bonded

vprv dull -Barley is difhcult of sale ; the same prices demanded.

Ppas andBeans remain without alteration .-There is no Improve-

ment in the value of Oats.-Slnce the determination of the Board

nf Trade has been known, to continue the present duty on Clover

Seed until the 1st June, confidence has been restored mthe trade,

and prices are much the same as on this day se'nnight.
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Wheat. Essex, Kenc, and Suffolk . . . '^

__-
' Norfolk, i'ini<'i"«>''"??^, >"'^^*'J'fj,;nii„;~

,
.... Malting anddislillinff

Oait^in-ln,hlreHnd.york.hire. . . FoUmjis

Northumberland and Scotuh .... *eea

Xribh

White

Beans Mara,?;n. old and new . 21 to 35 Tick

Z!!!'rKeon, Heligoland . , . 93 to 43 WmdB.

F;^ White ......... e>t^34 Maple

^vekkxy imperial averages
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64 to 6fi

S2 tn S8
15to 20
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4
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25
4
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8
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1
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36 S 19 10 i 13 a

Harrow 27 to 40
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87 to 29 Grey 23 C(»S7

Peai.
33 11

33

83 11

33 1

32 6
33 11

Hy e.

36 1

36
37 1

31 10

31 3
33 n

34 10

18 3

Beans.
|

33 4
33 9
39 5

31 10

32
31 10

32 4

31 3

33 (f

19 9

E ngl ish

Irish .

Foreign

^803

3801
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Flour.

Ska. — Brls.
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3390 „

Wht.
e?i3

laoiB

RIVER LAST WEEK. •

Barl. 1
Malt.i Oats. Rye,

13348 1 126GO
30

10850
4892

99
Bns.
1807

449

Feai.

GAZETTE OF THE W EEK.
INSOLVENTS.-H. Warnc, Diss, Norfolk, flax spinner_G. Wood, Fort-

''ul'NlkTuFTc^^^^ Davles, jun., Glandywcdog, Llan-

pfham-mewi, Mary-
ganshir*^, grocer—J.

Canterbury, builder—W.
Bycg, Old Wind^,

iron founder—D.

Vme-merthant—J. l^age, jun

Durham, fire-brick manufacturer — J. Matthev*?, Leaoury,_ntMe

ter, victuaile

ker—W. R. BayntuB,

dyers—J.^yweU,
nt Helen, Worcei-

\VaU"inTMrnLh^st''eT,inuslin-manufacturei:-J. Anderson

gow, contectioner—Macph
H. Gibbons, Edinburgh, baker

dauKhter vt the late W. Rider, Esq. TamM*B -square, hi*

UIED.-On th0 16th insl., at his town residence ^^: ^f^Jf^^ eastl/. the

Grace the Duke of Norfolk, aged C5-0n the i4lh mst , at Alnwu-K

hoard the transport TJioma« tiranviue, iwr. y. ^. ^""";-' p, -. ^^ Tiiei

Boucher, K.^., lateProvott Marshal-General otGrenHda-In l^^ll^^^^^^.<m.
day
Lieut..-Gen. Shrapnel, R.A. *
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Charcoal-dust, a preventive to
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Evergreens, time for trans-
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Healing by hot-water
Horticultural Society, Transac-

tions, rev
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GREENHOUSES ON LEAD FLATS.

To the Editor of the Gardeners' Chromcle.

I should be glad to make it known to your Cor-

Iflin. anr! fullv proved iu 1841 J, which are quite distinct from any

luthertoproauct-a; of very superior habit, and constant in pro-

tlur'"< miod.Sliow Flowers throughout the season; m proof of

whicii J E. beipt to state that he has shown above 200 blooms of

tlMthreCt ittrinif the season, at various Exhibitions open to all

KnjrhBHt. and has had nine Scedlinfir Prizes mwardert for them,

namtily,—four ist prizes, thrc© second ditto, and two third ditto
j

they have aJ*o been shown in the following winning trkyte;—

Tn the Lst Tray oi -l^ at the Horticultural Society, York, Aug. 13,

Sd
ist

Bd
Ist
1st

ut
1st
1st

Itt

l&t

ut
2d

tt

ir

it

t9

tf

I

>»

»i

ft

tf

tf

24 f» f» >fl

18 M «, •>

36 at the Botanical Gardens, Hull, Sept. sdj

IS y* f* *»

«4 at the Horticul. Soc, Scarborough, Sept. 3d;

1!^ utthe YorVshlrc Philofcophical ^c, Sep. gth;

36
36
24
4S
48
S4

O^VMmCnrtenr'M^I)" tMarch I2th:,and to others who have

hou.csir^ftned sit.ktions to ^.hich lead flats are attached,

that IhaveTrected a Conservatory, in a precisely simUar situa-

bon, uionVsomewh^^ novel plan, which ^-^^^ hou'se"Hke
hly. The adranta-e of making such an

^^^^Vrrrmvl^tfan n^^
tho« in ConnauL'ht-tcrrace is very great. It converts an un-

Stly ob^cX the back front to an
f^^^^^^^J^l^l^oT Y be'

winter effectually protects the house from fog and frost. 1 be-

Ueve 'f ifwtrrkn^ ^^'ith how much ease and cheapness such

,.-. rooms miffht be put up, their adoption would be general.

•^ou?n-i3y give yoir Correspondent an estimate of one

II

ri

ff

tt

"BotanlealCNiTrtcns.Sfiefflell, Sept. IMhj

Horticultural Soc., Barnriley, Sept. 21 st;

Botanical Gar* iS, Leeds. Sept 22dj

Horticultural Society, York, Sep.24th;

1 w
suitable to hia house. I am, Sir, yours, &c.

JOSEPH DRAKE.

ft

Besides havinir taken other Pttres In addition to the above.

PRaMiaa.-Fiiic ,jnuu« salmon, very Bupcrinr lbnn» of excel-

lent habit, throwing iU Wouiiib w cU at)fi ve the foUage, and always

to be deptua^:U upon in producin- j^fi^'d show flowers. Ihw
ariety obta^i* the flrat pcize, in Itn riii^n, at the York Ancient

rior ^ / Society, 8ejrtcml>er auth, and h-i.! al-o the premier prize

ftwardcd. as the l^eat Ui*iiiia of any coU.ur.- Utiighl i to 5 feet.—

Plant* 10*. ti*/. ... . , . , -*i

M * av Jan M.—White ground, very deeply t ij.ped and cdffcd with

purpicd inrmiiic- constant Ihroughuut tiie season, weii up in the

centre, of excellent habit, and never fails in proUucing good

flowvi-. Thi-^ vartetT obtahied the first and second prize M
ScaioMiuUgh, as the best liglit-ground flower tipped or edged,

and hftM My been i
lounced the most distinct and attractive

Ijahlta ever prr.iUiced in Its class.—Height 4 feet,— Plants \0s. 6d,

Dins or KTrnMONn.— Fine light pink and yellow, colours

(, uimliy blcnd*;d together, with a light-yelluw tip at the end

o- .ach petal, similar to the Due! s of Richmonfl, hut anitc dis-

tTnct from that variety ; very superior habit, always constant,

and Win proTc a iioblr and exccllenr show flower.—Height 5 feet.

—nant9 in*. 6rf.
, . „

Good strong plants will be sent out the first week in May j
and

for the convcniciic e of parties at a distance, orders will be re-

ceived, and pTnnts supplied, by Mr. Gcorprc Charlwnod, Seedsman,

Cogent Garden, London : and Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen,

Brechin. Scotland. No allowance to the traile unless 12 plants are

ordered, and a remittance or respectable reference will be required

from unknown corfcspondcut-. J. E. canalso supply plants of all

ttiebest Dahlias In cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually

frinted, and can be had on application.

We the unilerr4cned, members of the Committee of the York

llurlicultural Society, do attest the correctness of Mr. Edward's
C riptioii of the above Dahlias; and we strongly recommend
th«m aa dl **nct varieties from any yet sent out. and well worth a
piaee in the most Umtted collection.

James Rlchatdbon I Richard Land
IttMt Roper

\
John AS alker

J. He.seltiae l Edward Bearpark
llenry Urllerby 1 Robert Dempsey
tV'illiam Dove \

Report of the York Amateur Florist Sodel^, held on Monday,
AnjFBst Bth, ISU.—The Judges and Members of this Society con-
sider it their duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year {sent for

Inspection) raised by Mr. Edward, Nurscrjman, of this city. The
colour is pore White, with a dark tip of purpled can\nuc ; the
form, dt'pth of petal, and * ve alUgood eye, require no con-
sideration to prononnrr it one of the best Dahlias yet seen of its

ttiaas; and fton\ the evident snperioritynf this distinct variety

over such flowers as Glory o^ Plymouth, Beauty of the riain,&c.,
there is no doubt but the year i^U will cause these flowers to
ftill In tlw rrnr whe-n brought Into competition with the seedling
exhibited thw day, ss ft may safely be pronounced a g^em of the
lirst water, and will reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
raiser, for so long as Dahlias remain in culUvation this flower
must form a tromincut feature in a stand of six.

—

York CimronK

John North
Jas. Lancelot Foste
William West

I John RoMnson.

RITISII SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURFOSES.-Nobleracn, Gentlemen, and Horti-

culturists generally are respectfully informed that they may be

fundshed witli lists of prices, and particulars regarding the abme

article, .vhich has in every case m which it has been ac^ptcd

nrovcd itself to be by far the roost economical material for Horti-

cultural Glazing : upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315,

Oxford-street, London. . „ r ^i^o^f
J DRAKE, late of 100, Edgware-road, and 8, Jermyn-stTeer,

bees to notify that he has removed his business to the above

address, for the convenience of more extensive premises, and

solicits for himself and partner, a continuance of the support he

now gratefully acknowledges. French and every descnption of

Glass Shad.s Stained and Oniamcntal Glass, Patent Plate and

Diitish Plate Glass supplied in any number or quantity, at whole-

sale prices^ „^___ .

'

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS Sc CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,

• lung's- road, Chelsea, Hothouse Buildersf and Hot-water

Apparatu.^ Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobnity^and

PUNCH ; or, the LONDON CHARIVARI !—

A

Number of this popular Work appears every Saturday, price

Threepence. The part for March will be published on the 30th

instant, containing 44 pages of closely-printed matter, and
upwards of TO illustrations, by Leach, Crowquill, Newman, Hen-
ning, and other eminent artists. Price Thirteenpence, neatly

stitched in a wrapper. Vol. I. may still be had, price 7s, Gd , and
all back numbers are always kept on sale.

*' In the London Charicari we find no language tTmt can be field

offensive even by the most refined mind—no lurking innuendo to

shock female delicacy.*'—F«s^ Magazine,

••We at once recommend the reader to go and purchase the

work, not only as one of the cleverest, but cheapest, that at pre-

sent issue from the press.'*—S/^e^t'W Jrls.

Office, 13,. Wellington-street, Strand.

ING or HORTIC
and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER) seethe 3rd and

37th Numbers of the Gardrners' Chronicle.

References maybe had, and their works seen, at Mr. Perry s > ur-

scry, Banb
Pine-apple
Knight's Exotic . . , w
scr}-; Mr. Catlengh's Nursery, Clielsea; Mr. Games's Nursery,

Battersea; Mr. BncVs, Portland Nursery ; Mr. Young's, Milford

Nursery; Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalston; Mr. WoodrolTs ^u^-

Rcr), Kensail Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswater; Mr.

WiUmer'a Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobility and

Gentlemen's Seats in the country.

Every particular to be had at their Horticultural Manufactory,

Gloucester place, Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

HOOKER'S NEW AND RARE PLANTS, with 40 plates,
8vo, 14s.,

T CONES PLANTARUM; or, Figures, with brief

J- descriptive characters, and remarks, of iiew or rare plants

selected from the author's herbarium. Vol. I., Part L, New
Series, 'or Part 9 of the entire work, containing 50 plates. By Shr

Wm. Jackson Hooker, K.B., LL.D., F.R.A. and L.S., &c..

Keeper of the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.

Also continued Monthly, price 25. 6(/.. No. 4, for April, containing
'

56 pages of text, and two plates, of the

LONDON JOURNAL of BOTANY, being a New Series of the

Journal of Botany. By Sir W. J. Hookkr, K.B., LL.D., F.R.A.

and L.S., and Director of tiie Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.
London : H. Baillicre, foreign Bookseller to the Royal S(

and the Royal College of Surgeons, 219, Regent-street.
Society,

IMPORTANT TO LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.
Jusi: published, price U-.

ADVICE TO FARMERS HOW TO DOUBLE
THEIR CROPS by NEW FERTILIZERS, to secure luxu-

riant Vegetation by Nutritions Steeps for Seeds, to prevent the

ravages of Worms, and to detect frauds and delects in Seeds and

Manures.
, , x^, ^ , -. , ,

Sold by Longman and Co, ; and by the London wholesale and

retail Agents ; Gifford and Linder, 104, Strand; WhaUey and Co.,

Liverpool; Toole and Mackay, Dublin; and by all Booksellers

and Seed Merchants.

H of

En

just published, in 2 vols. Svo. cloth, pttc? 24.v.

ISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS
ENGLAND. By Havxah Lawranck.

*' These laborious and interesting memoirs."— .4//ie??fr?^m.

"Tills very industrious and interestlng^vovk."— Kj-am^wer.

" One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions which

i*'-li.sh history has received for many years."—iJnY/sA Mag.

'•'Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas."

/lllas, Edward Moxon, Dover-street.

GARDEN" NETS, Fishin/? Nets, Sheep-Ncts.-
len and Worsted Netting, various widths; New H

Wool-
emp Net,

ery small mesh. Bunting, Ac, for protecting blossom of Fruit-
trees; yievf Herring Fishing Net, 1^, per yard; Old Herring
Fishing Net, Id. Fishing Nets of all kinds, from 4 to 400 yards
iong; Tarred Rabbit Fence Net, 2fl. per yard; Sheep-folding
"Net (strong tarred cord), 4^d. per yard, 3 ft. 6 in. high; New
£xpanding Tents tor LawTis, erected and taken down in one mi-
nute, 12 ft. by 12 ft., circular shape, 6 ft. high In the lowest part,
^rice 5/.

Robert Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, near
Euston-sqnare.

TO PINE-GROWERS.
T^O BE SOLD by Private Contract, by order of the
-»- Assignees of James Hishopp, of Westbnrton, a Bankrupt,
ONE THOUSAND SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS of aU sizes,
and One Thou:,and very fine Fruiting Pine Plants. N. B.—There
¥riUbe about Four Thousand Pine Plants of all kinds, with the
Pits, to be sold by auction in August next. Application to be
made to Mr. Henry Satter. Auctioneer and Snrvevor. Arundel; or
to John Mann, the Gardener at Weatburton, near Fetworth,
Sussex.

^0J5E DlSrOSED OF, (in consequence of tbe death

-K'x^^.^^
late Proprietor,} an extensive and highly-respectable

^t. ^f^P ^^ ^^^^ BUSINESS, in one of the most fertile of
the Midland Conntits, which has bctn established and has pos-
»WftSed a first-rate connexion for nearly 50 vnnrc. tv.^ z..^The arrange-^Hts for conducting the busuMsss are unusually advantageous
and complete.- For particulars apply to Messrs. Warner andWarner, Seedsmen, a% ComhIU, London.

rpO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and
•»- OTHERS.— Messrs. Prothbrok and Moaius have received
iDStmctions to offer to public competition by Auction on the
premises, on Tuksdat, the 5th of April, J842, at n o'clock the
celebrated Stock of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, late the property
of Daubaoz, Esq., deceased, near the church at Leyton
comprising fine specimens of Camellias, Oranges, Hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons. Ericas, choice Geraniums, Acacia, Aialea iudica.
Cactus, Neriums, Myrtles, Eutaiia, he. ^
May be viewed by car.U; Catalogues may be had of the prin-

cipal Nnrser}*Tnen and Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, Ameri-
can Nursery, Lcytonstone.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES. HEARTSEASE. PINKS. DAHLIAS^
AND FUCHSIAS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are instmcted
to *cJI by Public Auction, at the Mart, llartholomew I^ne,

THURSDAY. March 3ist, at 12 o*clock, (in consequence of
situation bring required for other purposes) the genuine

Stock of about 2ftf* pafr.i of choice Carnation^ find Picotees. 300
pairs of first-rate Pinks, choice Heartsease, Dahlias, and abnU 50
new Fuchsias, including Moneypenii, Belliana (white), Stewartii,
CurtisH, Kplendens, &c., the property of Mr. Henbrey. a well-
knowa florist. May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogue**
Tt^r be imA at the Mart^ md &f the AacUgaeexiS} Le^-toustoMs,

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions,

and large Rooms, fitted up with the abuve apparatus on the most

improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. (tatc of Mosley-street, Manchester), beg

to annonnce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

riatb. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-

servatory and Hothouses of his Grace tlie Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most
complete success. ^
Ihey have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

iu these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuality and dispatch.—33, Brown-street, iJanchester.

HOT-W^ATER APPARATUS, upon improved and
economical principles, for Horticultural and other Build-

ings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-

works, and Manufacturers, 6l. Gracechurch street, London, beg
to return their most sincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry

who have so liberally patronized their improved Conical Boiler,

(for a description see Gardeners* Chronidet March 12, p. 175.) To
Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They require

no furnaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure,

and may be applied with equal facilit>' to the smallest houses or

most extensive range of pipes, price 5/, 5s. and upwards. Fur-

ther particulars, plans, estimates, &c. for warming every descrip-

tion of building may be obtained as above; where also may be
seen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing. Hurdles, Brass and
Iron Bedsteads, Ornamental Wire-worl^, f rtJcn Implements,
&c. &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,
three, and four inches, at 25. 3rf., 3s. 3(/.,and 4s, '3d. per yard.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Baii.by having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, hut very simple, and have combined
durubility in the apparafns with econoni^^ in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chihwick.

D. and£. BaileIt alr-:o construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 2/2, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more cont-

j

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.
B. and E. Bailkv were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. B ai lby have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

j^? *?„"^^*^*^^'''^ ^ public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
inter-

Fuhlishing Monthly, with Four coloured Eiigravings,

Price 2s, 6d.

AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for March, 1812, contains beautifully-coloured

figures of Ipomccn ficifotia, Fnchaia radicantf. Iris bicolor, and

Columned Schiediana, with Woodcuts illustrative of the habit of

of the first and last, and copious descriptions, hii;tory and di-

rections for the culture of eacli: also Papers on the science of

Gardening, No. 2, in which Vegetable Developments are treated

of and an Engraving is given to show an Oak germinating m
water the Importance of Shortening the Shoots of Exotic Plants,

while in a Growing State; the treatment of Hydrangea hortcnsis

as a border-flower; on Exposing Greenhouse Plants in Summer;

Notices of new and beautiful Plants figured in the learihigBo-

tanical Periodicals for Febnitiry, as well as of those m flower in

the suburban nurseries; with an ample Calendar of Operations

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably coloured plate?,

and twenty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. Tiie

admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2 That with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in flower.
, . . , ,

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, anu,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants wiiicn

have never before been figured iu this country, the rest repre-

senthig tiiemost popular novelties, as well as the more neglecteu,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being snch as can be cultivated by every one possessing a

fiower-boTder and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both f"^ ^"^

beauty of its embeliishments, and the utility of its contents, tnib

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening,

and as the improved system of having the plates ^^t^^'^^^^^^i^

commenced with the present year, and as It is intended that, ea

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desiraoic

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

•London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the BELIEF of

AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS and their Wipu^^»-

The Committee of this institution hereby give notice t^^^» "^^JlL'
formity with the resolution of the General Meetmg of the »" -

scribers, which was holden at the Crown and Anchor *aY"e
Strand, on the I3th of January last, and in consequence oti

death of John Grier, an election of THREE PE^SlONMi^
will take place on Thursday, the 2d of June next, at the i.row

and Anchor Tavern, Strand, at one o'clock precisely.

Feb. 1st, 1942. J. J. BOWLER, Hon. Sec.

The ter^timonials of Candidates must be forwarded to the Secre-^

tary (at the latest) by Saturday, the 2d of April next. \^^^^ .^^
the Rules and Lists of Subscribers may be obtained ot an

Members of the Committee; and of the Secretary, Albany-^" »

Kent-road.

%* Subscribers sending Post-office orders are respectfuU^ '

quested to make them payable to the Secretary at the ueu

Post-office, St. Martin's-le-Grand.

-pL»
DEAN'S PATENT.—Emigrants and Domestic

FrenchasFLOUR MILL, to grind as fine and as soft _

BuiT [Stones. No. 3, price 3/.1Q*. is strongly recommenauu

Cut-trial.

on
the

daceons or other Houses where Tapour is constantly, or at i
vaU, required, and which may he seen at their manufactory.

Com and Cake Crushers, Malt and Oat Rolls, and TurmP
^^

/ JUCLMBERand MELON BOXES and LIGHTS
^ > For Sa!p. one, two, and three light BOXES and LIGHTS, of
all sizes, ready for Immediate use, vfarranted of the best mate-
rials packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom ; two Light
V.oxp'^ and Lights complete, firom U. 8«. Garden Lights made,
glazed, and pninti-d, from u. per foot. Sashea and Frames made,
glazed, and hang complete, U. 9rf. per foot.—At JAMES WATTS'
Sash Mwiuractory, 8, Claremont-plaice, Qia Kgftt Rgad.

tcrs. Farmers' Meal Mills, for hand power, or ^^^''^ViMis,
Thrashing Machine Gear. Wind, Water, and Steam ^^^^l' ^^j
self-acting or otherwise > so constructed tiiat the stone

^.^^
be arranged on each side, or in the centre of the o^"^\"°' ^uh
any nutfiber of stones, on the ground floor. Hand

*»*"^'^^^jeg
French Burr or Grey Stones, with or without Dressing ^^^'

j^ut
attached. French Burr, Grey, and Flintshire Stones, anu r

^^
Dressing Machines. Patent Archimedian Presses tor

^ g^.
Packing; pressing Skins and Leather; making Cider »""

V* ga-
and for Printers, Bookbinders, Paper-makers, &c. »tt<w

gines, ^^ every description of Mill Work.
Manufactory, Pershore road, fiirxnaighaiu

Prices fonvarUe^ by post,

PravTin&8
9^^

«

I

I

\
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.
All FeDows who shall apply on or before Tuesday, the 5th of

April, may obtain for these Exhibitions, at the late of Three SkiU
lings (ind Sixpence each, any number of Tickets not exceedinfr
Twenty-four. After the 5th of April any further number of
Tickets will be delivered to Fellows, on tlieir personal applica-
tion or written oruei", at the price of Fwe Shillings each Ticket
Each Ticket will be available for the admission of one Visiter'
after One o'clock, to either of the Three Exhibitions, at the option
of the Visitor. All applications for Tickets must be made at the
Society's Office, 21, Regent-street.

®fjc es^arDeiieCjS' ®f)ronic!e

SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 1842.

MEETINGS IX TflE EXSUIXG WEEK.
^''^^y BotaniL-al B ?. u.

To the remarks lately made on the value of ammo-
niacal liquor as a irjaimre for jrrass land and the farm,
(p. 139 and 155,) we must add a few observations on
its beneficial application to the successful cultivation
of a garden.

Every good gardener knows the value of decayed
vegetable matter, or leaf-mould, as it is commonly
termed, and the importance and difficulty of destroy-
ing the various insects which readily breed in this
compost. We have good ground for believing that
an adequate supply of the former and the desired de-
struction of the latter is within the means of every
person.

_
The natural manure of the forest, and of all plants

in their native state, consists principally in the nou-
rishment derived from the successive strata of fallen
leaves, which afford by gradual decomposition the
substance upon which the plants themselves feed,
(vide pages 163 and 763,) aided by the occasional as-
sistance of salts formed from decomposed animal
matter, of which ammonia is one of the chief ingre-
dients, and by the absorption from the atmosphere of
various chemical agents with which decomposino- ve-
getable matter readily combines.

°

Taking nature, therefore, for our guide, under or-
dinary circumstances, the decayed stems and leaves of
plants themselves are principally instrumental to the
general purposes of healthy existence and reproduc-
tion. But although this view of the state of nature
may be correct, yet in gardens where it is an object to
concentrate in a comparatively limited space the varied
beauties of many thousands of acres distributed over
every known region of the globe, artificial assistance
loj the adequate supply of food is as much required as
to an array marching through a country where a na-
tive papulation thinly scattered provides only sufH-
cient food for its own support.

Acting, then on this principle, collect all the stems
and leaves of the plants from the flower-borders, the
trimmings of edgings and vegetables, the mowing of
the grass and the weeds, and put them in a heap, add-
ing occasionally a little mould in layers over the ve-e-
table matter as it accumulates. Mould that is tafen
Irom pots, with the fibres of roots, when plants are re-
potted, answers the purpose. About the beginnin <r of
October, soak flie Heap fay means of a watering-pot
with a rose, with the ammoniacal liquor; then afld to
trie heap any refuse that may be cleared away, such
as he remains of Dahlias, and other autumn flowers :and after that is done, soak it in the same way again

It will be found that the effect of the liquor so an-phed IS the complete rotting of the leaves, and thatthe stems are partiaUy destroyed. In January theheap may be turned over, and the coarser stems put
aside, but the principal part may be spread upon the
borders and eft there until the spring has aclvancedWhen It should be forked in, by stirring the surface ofthe ground only after the plants begin to show them-
selves, and not before; we say not before, because
jnany plants are destroyed by digging, raking, and
trampling upon flower-borders, which a careless gar-
dener alwa>/s aiiribules to the effect of Uie previous
Winter, ' ^

.l„?^ ^^li"
treatment vegetable mould may be obtainedtiunng the year, which, under the ordinary process,would require three years for its adequate decompo'

"tion, and the ammonia absorbed by the vegetable

in„l
'\"^, decomposition gives that additional sti-n^ulus which many plants in a garden require in a

Sch^m! /H- 'u^*'^
"'^" ^^""^ ^" ^hich the stronger

SneraHv .?r'V '""T^'
^"'^ "^""'^ ^«^""S manure isgenerally applied to them.

obSSfn
^"'

'^'""^f ^""r"
^^S^table mould may be

ammont. 1V S^""^"^' however limited, where the

n^w stat^fi ^T' T" ^' ''^^^y P'-o<=^^eJ. we must

^\Tt^^Sl:i^£t b^- ^PP^^^ - above

finail

country is generally so variable in its degree of strength
from water, by drainage and otherwise, being mixed
with it, that it may be difficult to ascertain the true
value of the plan here recommended, unless the hquor
itself was proved to be of the proper strength.

It is of consequence in all cases to put the liquor on
the heap as soon as practicable after it is procured, and
to expose it as little as possible to the action of the air

during the interval; for, although, by exposure to

the air its powers of fertilisation do not appear to be
diminished, its causticity is much impaired.
We propose in a future Number to give the standard

strength of the liquor to be used, and we are not
without hope that a proportion of it, mixed with wa-
ter, may be found to be sufficiently strong for the
complete destruction of insects, while the luxuriance
of plants in a growing state may be promoted by its

being applied to them.

Of the very great value of artificial manures no
one can entertain a doubt ; and in our opinion it is to
them more especially that the cultivator has to look
for bringing his land to the highest possible state of
fertility. But while the experimentalist is busying
himself with nitrales and sulphates and hydrocarbo-
nates. with geine, creine, apocreine, humus, or what-
ever else the ingenuity of chemists may distinguish in
the shapeless and unsightly substances on which fair
Nature feeds her verdant offspring, it would be the
height of folly to neglect the materials necessarily
formed at each man's door. The absurdity of sending
ships to Peru for nitrate of soda, to the Pacific for
guano, tod to Spain for phosphate of lime, so long
as the equivalents of such substances immediately
within our reach are unexhausted, is, one would sup-
pose, sufficiently apparent. And yet this occurs con-
tinually in practice. We throw away our home-made
materials of Agrarian wealth, and run to the antipodes
to recover them.

Tlie agricultural and horticultural worlds are, how-
ever, now arousing themselves from their lethargy ;

and on all sides an anxious desire is evinced to eco-
nomise and turn to profit everything containing
those organisable materials which serve for the nutri-
ment of plants. How much importance we attach to
such endeavours will have been perceived by the
space we have allowed for their explanation and dis-
cussion. We last week inserted M. Schattenmann's
process for improving the quality of stable manure;
and we now invite attention to a paper on Ammonia,
which will be succeeded by others on the same sub-
ject, by the author of those valuable napers on liural
Chemistry which last year excited so much interest
among our readers.

sW^ r ^^^^^^^^i<^« of every insect, worm,
even' wo?d]W ^ ^^!=i^y^,^^is contained in the heap

;

stroyed.
^''^' '^ ^'*'^* ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ instantly de'

^iuVepeS^^^^^^^^ ^"^^^^^^^
^"^l^""

'^^ ^^«^lt much
which varfesTc?^^^^^ '^ '^' "^^^^ ^"^P^ed,
procured fromTn^Jf .? l""

circumstances
; and thaturea irom most oi the gmallei: gas^wwlcs in the

ON THE USE OF AMMONIA AS A MANURE,
Recent chemical experiments ou the composition of

manures Lave shown that the greater number of them
contain ammonia; all kinds of rtfuse animal matter give
It out when they are undergoing decay, and hence all kinds
of manure which consist, either wholly or in part, of de-
composing animal matters, evolve ammonia. Ammonia,m Its pure and separate state, is a gas, readily soluble in
water, and w^ell known by its strong pungent odour. It
has a strong affinity for acids of all kinds, and has a great
tendency to enter into combination with them, forming
salts which, like pure ammonia, are readily soluble in
water, but which, generally speaking, do not possess the
pungent smell and caustic powers of that substance ; the
alkaime properties of the ammonia being neutralised by
the acid with which it has combined. The ammonia
which is given off during the decay of animal matters,
meeting with carbonic acid in the air, combines with it,
and the result is carbonate of ammonia ; hence manure
contams carbonate of ammonia.

It has been found that the greater number of the sub-
stances constituting the food of maa are nutritious in
proportion as they contain nitrogen ; and that Wheat, for
example, contaimng much nitrogen, ia more nutritious
than that which contains but little. Now, if this be true,
and If the value of crops depends greatly on the quantity
ot nitrogen which they contain, it is surely of great im-
portance to study the sources whence plants derive that
substance, and to ascertain the best methods of supplying
them with as much of it as they require, in that form best
adapted to their mode of absorbing it. The great leading
fact on which this supposition is based is this—most of the
vegetable substances which constitute the food of man cen-

ters from the soil, and that the use of manure is to supply
those matters necessary to the growth of plants in which
the soil is deficient. The chemist, or rather the thinking
agriculturist, has, therefore, to consider what are the in*
gredients proper to be added to the soil he is cultivating,
what quantity is required, which is the most economical
niode of applying them, and how thev should be added to
produce the most beneficial results. 'Without going deep
into the general theory of manures, or the special modea
in which they act, let us consider briefly the sources and
apphcation of ammonia. The careful experiments of
chemists have proved that the air at all times contains
traces of this substance

; we know that it is formed when-
ever animal matters decay or putrify. and likewise, in
smaller quantities, when combustible substances are burnt;
these and many other sources are constantly adding am-
monia to the air, whilst, on the other hand, in consequence
of Its ready solubility in water, it is constantly being
washed down to the surface of the ground by rain and
dew. Here, then, we have one source whence the soil,
and consequently the plants growing in it, derive nitrogen.
Again, there are innumerable tribes of animated beings
which are constantly adding animal matter to the soil
during life, enriching it with their excrements, and when
dead leaving their bodies to decay in it, and thus at all
times evolving ammonia in the soil. These natural
sources of ammonia, though sufficient for ordinary vege-
tation, are generally not equal to the large quantity re-
quired by a well-cultivated crop, and accordingly it is ne-
cessary to add to the soil substances containing ammonia,
or capable of evolving it during their decay; such sub-
stances are manures. The farmer savs he manures bis
land with dung; but the chemist is not satisfied with this,
but endeavours to find out what there is in the dung which
promotes the growth of plants ; and he comes to the conclu-
sion that one of the principal substances is the ammonia
evolved during its decay. Having ascertained this point,
he naturally goes a step further and says, if the ammonia
be one of the most valuable constituents of manure, it is

probable that there are other, and, perhaps, cheaper modes
of manuring land with it than by applying dung ; and,
also, as ammonia is volatile, is not a large quantity of the
best part of the manure liable to be lost ? These are
questions to be decided by experience, but they are very
important, and well deserve careful attention and impar-
tial trial.

^

There are many processes in the arts in which large
quantities of ammonia are formed and suffered to escape
as useless

; it is sufficient now to mention one, namely,
gas-makinpf, in which immense quantities of ammonia are
formed and condensed in the purifiers, constituting what
is called ammoniacal liquor. This is one of the many
sources of ammonia at present neglected, which, if our
views are correct, might be applied with great success to .

promoting the growth of plants. In experiments of this
kind there are several things to be attended to. The am-
monia of tlie gas-liquor is, to a considerable extent, in a
caustic state ; it is true that it is in great part converted
into carbonate, but still it has very decided caustic powers,
and besides has a great degree of volatility. There are,
therefore, two objections to the use of this liquor in its
raw state as a manure ; the one being its causticity, which
would cause it to burn and corrode growing vegetables

;

and the other its volatility, in consequence of which it
would evaporate and become weaker when exposed to the
air; thus much of its goodness would be wasted. It is
jjrobable that both these objections might be overcome if
we were to add to the ammoniacal liquor just enough of
any acid to neutralise its caustic powers and convert it

into a fixed salt, or, at least, into a compound far less vo-
latile than ammonia or its carbonate. The question, there-
fore, is, how are we to fix or neutralise caustic volatile
ammonia so as to form a salt which shall be free from the
objections attendant on the use of ammonia itself, and yet
possess all the fertilising powers of the alkali ? This will
be the subject of inquiry next week.

—

E.

tarn nitrogen, and are valuable in proportion to the quan-
tity of that substance which they contain; and in support
of it we have another fact, namely, that the beat manures,
such as dung and farm-yard htter, aU contain nitrogen,
and are useful m proportion to the quantity of it which
they contain, and the state of combination in which it ex-
ists in the manure. It is not enough that the manure
contams mtrogen, but it must contain it in such a form
that It can be absorbed by growing plants, and rendered
avaUable towards their growth and nutrition : and the
form of nitrogen best suited for this purpose seems to be
that m which It is combiued with hydrogen, to form
ammonia. °

It is very certain that no one substance alone can con-
sutute a manure suited to all plants and applicable to aU
soils. A slight examination of the composition of good
manure must soon convince us that its effects are depend-
ent on wvcrol causes

i that phmtjs require different mat-

f ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXYI.
The Narcissus-fly, called Merodon Narcissu—The

Daffodil having formed a subject for famihar botany in a
recent Number of the Gardener^ Chronicle^ the history
of a fly whose larva feasts upon the bulbs of the Narcis-
sus may not prove uninteresting. In the tnonth of Nov.
one or two large roundish holes {fig. 1, a, ft) are some-
times found on the outsides of the bulbs of these flowers
which are more or less decayed within^ where a maggot
will generally be found, which, by feeding in the heart
during the summer and autumn months, has been the
sole author of the mischief. This larva is somewhat like
the flesh-maggot, and not unlike a hot, only that it is not
serrated with spines, and instead of being whitish, its na-
tural colour is changed to brown by its living amongst the
slimy matter which has been discharged from its own
body, causing the gradual rotting of the bulb. When in
repose its shape is elliptical, both ends being rounded and
nearly similar; but as soon as it begins to move, it thrusts
out its head, at the extremity of which are two atroug
black hooks for scraping the bulb, which thus supply the
food for the nourishment of its inhabitant ; the whole
body is conspicuously wrinkled, and each segment is ftir-

nished with a transferae row of hairs, inclining backward
(fig 2). Towards the end of November, the maggot^
transformed mto a papa ; to accompUsh which it eat« ito

way out of the bulb near the roots (%. I, *), «fl<l burtca

itself in the surrounding earth. The pnip» «re dull brown,

elliptical, rou|^, and strongly wrinkled (fif 3) ;
at the

head are two projecting spiracles, and the tail « simiUr

to that of the larva ; in this s^te they remam until the

following spring, when the ili^ issue from their tombs

;

thw eggs are then ^^PQ^t^^f bat uppJi ^h^t pwi of th©
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plant tbey arc laid has not been observed, but probably

upon the bulb near the base of the leaves. April seems

to be the month when most of the flies hatch, and they

liave been compared to small humble-bees from the dis-

powtion of the colours, which are, for the most part, yel-

low, orange, and black, but they certainly bear a greater

resemblance to some of the hots: from bees they are

readily distinguished by having only two wings; the horns

mud proboscis are totally different, and they have no

stings ; and the neuration of the wings varies greatly from

the TEstri, or bots.

Bouche having bred four species, described by Meigen,

namely, Merodon eqaestris, nobilis, transversalis, and

Narcissi, from the same bulbs, the specimens exhibiting

erery shade of difference, he is convinced that they are

all varieties of one insect ; 1 bate, therefore, represented

a male of Fabriclus's.

M, equcstri^.—It is very deep black ; the lip is large ;

«itenn« with the third joint pointed, producing a short

naked bristle; face yellow, with hiirs ; eyes pubescent,

«overini5 the bead excepting a small space on the crown

where the three ocelli are placed ; the thorax is large; the

anterior portion and scutel are clothed with short yellow

hairs, leaving an intensely black shining band between

them, forming, as it were, a saddle; abdomen rather nar-

row, tapering, thickly clothed with yellow hairs, excepting

the second segment, which is blackish; thighs hairy,

stout, hinder incru^iiated, with a blunt tooth beneath and

near the apex ; tibi« short, hinder stout, curved, with

two tubercles on the insitle, one at and the other near the

apex, the outer angle producing an incurved spine ; tarsi

broad and j.jointcd, hinder the longest ; claws strong

;

pulvilli tawny (fig. 4) ; length six and a half lines; ex-

panse one inch. Female with the eyes remote.

M. clavipes, another Fabrician species,* and M. Narcissi,

Lave been found in this country ; two males of the first

having been captured by the late Dr. Leach many years

»incc, in Spitchwick-park, Devon; and one of the latter

was caught a few years back in a garden at Southgate,

the end of March or beginning of April. Whether the

maggots infest our native Daffodil, the Narcissus Tseudo-

Narcissus, is very uncertain ; but should they ever be de-

tected in their bulbs, however such a discovery may alarm

the lovers of this classical tribe of plants, the British en-

tomologist, influenced by very opposite feelings, would be

charmed to add such a prize to his EngHshDiptera. There

is not, however, much chance of either, for in the northern

countries of Europe, the Merodon is believed to have been

transported in the larva state from the South of France,

Spain, and Italy, and it appears that on the Continent its

attacks are confined to the Narcissus nivens. There are,

however, several species of these flies which inhabit France,

•nd the M. clavipes is far from uncommon in that coun-

try, where 1 have found it ; and M. equestris I caught at

Claremont, in Aavergne.

At Berlin, a considerable number of the Italian bulbs

are affected by these m^gots, and they are readily de-

tected by their not throwinij out leaves; when, therefore,

a bulb fails to vegetate, it ought to be immediately dug up
nnd destroyed.

—

Ruricoia,

CULTIVATION OF THE NEAPOLITAN VIOLET.
As these plants are such general favourites, especially

with the ladies, and their flowering so well with roe in
winter excite* surprise in some persons, the following
simple mode of management may not be unacceptable.
In the spring, about April or ^Nlay, the old plants are
divided, and the runners, &c., put into small pots, with
some leaf-mould in the compost (of which tbey are very
fondju

^
As soon as well rooted, they are placed on the

north side of an espalier or hedge, and are occasionally wa-
tered in very dry weather ; no farther care is requisite till

autumn. About the beginning of October they should be
moved to a sunny place; an empty Melon-pit or cold,
frame would suit best; and about Christmas transferred

[

to the front of the greenhouse, or the window of a sitting-
room, with air every fine day. By having a number in
pots a succession may be kept up from Christmas to Eas-
ter, and probably the London nurserymen and market-
gardeners might find it worth their while to supply them
in tliis way. If any flower-buds show themselves early

In summeri it is best to pick them off; and shifting into

larger pots in November is also useful to promote the
flowering. The plan is not new, and goes, as will be ob-

served, merely upon the principle of inverting the seasons.

It is Jiflicult to make the same plants flower twice within

the year, which accounts for the failures of some persons

in forcing tkera.— C. D.

CULTIVATION OF ORANGES AND LEMONS IN

THE COLDER PARTS OF ITALY.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle (or Oct. 2, 1841, is a com-

munication of some interest on the cultivation of Lemons,

&c., at Mr. Brigstock's, in Pembrokeshire. As the same

objects of cultivation are attempted, with various success,

bv persons living in favoured spots in other parts of South

Wales. Cornwall, Devonshire, and perhaps the Isle of

Wight, and might be tried in the south of Ireland, possibly

a short account ot the artificial mode of cultivating

Lemons and Citrous in the colder parts of Italy may be

""^Th^cultivation of Agrumi (under which general term

the Italians class the whole genus Citrus and its varieties)

is, in Italy, confined to the valleys or lowlands near he

coast; and a journey from any town on the coast into the

interior will show the different degrees of hardihood of

the sorts cultivated, by the gradual disappearance ot the

tender kinds as you approach the mountains. I he most

striking proof of this is, that at Florence, and simdar

situations, the only sort that will resist the winter, and

bear fruit in the open air, is the Seville Orange, there

called Arancio forte, or selvatico, or simply Arancio,

with its varieties Arancio turco (variegated), and the

narrow or Willow- leaved. In the same gardens where the

Seville Orange stands out-of-doors, and bears (though not

abundantly), the Lemon (Limone), the Citron of com-

merce (Cedrato), and the Sweet Orange (PortogalloJ

must be kept under cover, with a few other curious va-

rieties and species of Citrus. The Lemon and ^Jfron, of

which latter there are several varieties, and of which the

best if specially called Cedrato di Firenze, are, the sorts

chiefly grown for profit; the Sweet Orange not bearing

fruit of good quality under artificial treatment. There are

two methods of growing the trees practised in the gardens

of Florence, that of tubs and that of walls ; neither is

much like what is to be seen in England. The tubs are

not made of wood as with us, but though very large, are

entirely of baked earthenware, well ornamented in relief,

and, with fine trees in them, have a handsome appearance.

They are made of a peculiar clay dug on the banks of the

Arno between Leghorn and Florence. When the trees

are seen to have well filled the tubs with roots, the tree

itself, with its ball of earth,iscarefullyheavedout of thetub

by a sort of crane ; the roots are pruned, or rather sheared,

two or three inches deep all round, and replaced, if a large

tree, in its old tub ; if small, in a larger one. The sides

are filled in with rich earth, wine-scourings, &c, ; a low

wall of clay is made round the edge, and the roots are

abundantly supplied with water.

The wall system is as follows :—The Lemon-trees, in-

stead of being kept pruned close back to the wall, like our

fruit-trees, are allowed great freedom of growth, so as to re-

tain much foliage, which is no injury to the ripening of this

sort of fruit. The trees being planted in the natural soil,

require little care in suramer,except watering and manuring,

and such pruning as may be indispensable. But in winter

they are carefully protected after the following manner,

which might be adopted io England, where show or beauty

is not required. In the autumn a framework of wood is

constructed three or four feet in front of the wall, along

its whole length, and closed at the ends, where, however,

there is an entrance-door for the gardener. The inter-

stices of the framework are filled with what maybe called

cushions of straw or reeds, very closely made, and per-

haps six inches thick, confined and kept in shape by split

rods which are bound across them. These cushions are so

contrived that when set up at night or in severe weather

they make a perfectly even wall of reeds, with a small

wood or thatch roof connecting them with the stone wall

at top. But in the daytime, when sun and air are to be

admitted, every alternate cushion is taken down, or lowered

by a cord, so as to show a row of windows along the straw

wall, which, as every cushion or shutter is moveable, may
be varied every day, so that all the plants may get their

due share of light in turn.

In the villas round Florence large quantities of fine

fruit are raised in this manner, and it is remarkable that

the crop is secured, although tlxe appearance of the trees,

Vfhcn the covering is finally removed in spring, is usually

very shabby- The leaves and young shoots, in particular,

suffer, but not the fruit* However, climate soon recovers

them.

—

S.

ducing large spikes of flowers all the autumn until de-

stroyed by the frost. - Erysimum Perofskianum, with its

spikes of sweet-scented orange flowers, makes a fine bed,

and should be in every collection. Cosmanthus fimbriatus

is now to be had from the seedsmen, and will be found

well worthy of being grown. Besides these, there are Cam-
panula Loreyi, Calandrinia discolor, and Calliopsis Drum-
mondii, which should be added to every collection where

they do not already exist It ought to be recollected that

this li^t is only intended for such as are acquainted with

the older kinds but who wish for something more new,

because many of the old ones are as fine, and, perhaps,

finer than these. We cannot expect to have any more
beautiful than such as Nemophila insignis, CoUinsia bico-

lor, and Clarkia pulchella.

With regard to vegetable seeds for the kitchen-gar-

den, the following have been proved to possess suffi.

cient merit to be recommended :—Peas—the Auvergne

and Groom's superb dwarf blues : the former is one of

the best kinds which are grown, and is of a medium size

;

the latter is one of the best dwarf sorts. Beans—Mar-

shall's early dwarf prolific is an excellent early variety.

Cabbages—the Pomeranian and Portugal; the stalks of

the leaves of the latter are eaten like Sea-kale. The
dwarf prolific Broccoli is a good spring kind, and has the

advantage of growing in a smaller space than many of the

others. Knight's Protecting is also a good spring sort.

The Violet Celery and the new flat-stemmed white solid

are both good kinds. The white Paris Cove Cos Lettuce

and the red Castelnaudary Beet are both excellent of their

kind ; and for those who are fond of large Rhubarb,

Myatt's Victoria will answer their expectations ; this also

forces well. Some of the market- gardeners grow excel-

lent kinds of the more common vegetables, such as Cab-

bage and Cauliflower, and are very particular in saving

good seed.

It may be worth while to guard the amateur against

uncovering any of his tender plants too soon, as we may

still have sharp frost, and, what is perhaps worse, cold

and cutting winds. Peach and Apricot trees also, which

are coming into flower upon walls, may be slightly pro-

tected.—^. F.

Curtis

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XIII.
Every one who delights in the cultivation of his gar-

den IS anxious to possess new things, providing they are

ornamental or useful. Some of the best of our new hardy

fruits were, therefore, pointed out and described at page

157, and at this seed-sowing season it will perhaps be in-

teresting to do the same thing with flower-seeds and vege-

tables. Amongst the former, Brachycome iberidifolia,

with its masses of deep blue flowers, is extremely interest-

ing and beautiful ; the seeds should be sown in light peat

soil, and placed in a mild bottom-heat ; it does well for

bedding out in the flower-garden. There are two species

of Portulaca, one named splendens and the other Thellu-
sonii, which have much larger and more showy flowers

than the older kinds; they require to be raised in the same
way as the last, but must either be kept in the greenhouse
or planted out in a very warm border. Lobelia ramosa
IS a fine greenhouse annual from Swan River, which is

covered with blue flowers. Among the more hardy kinds
are several species of Balsams ( Impatiens) from the North
of

^
India ; their names are rooea, glanduligera, macro-

chila, tricornis, and Candida, They are rather coarse
for beds in the flower-garden, but look v?ell in shrubberies;
some of them, such as the latter, have a noble appearance
when grown in pots in the greenhouse or conservatory.
Lupinus Hartwegii is one of the prettiest of its race, pro-

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Transplanting Evergreens.— As there appear to be

various opinions respecting the best season for trans-

planting evergreens, I beg to offer a few remarks on the

success with which I have transplanted many varieties at

different seasons for the last 16 years. From August till

May few of those that were moved with good balls,

planted carefully and well watered, have ever failed; but

in a loose, sandy soil, where it was impossible to raise a

ball, or when evergreens were purchased at a nursery, I

always found the months of September or October de-

cidedly the best. In the autumn of 1839 I moved some

large Arbutij Bays and common Laurels, from a loose soil,

without a particle of it attached to the roots ; in two

months after an hydraulic pipe was required to be laid in"

the ground where these were planted. When turned out

of their new situation, I was agreeably surprised to see an

abundance of rootlets making way for the future suste-

nance of the plant, which would be firmly established be-

fore the summer. I am satisfied if those large shrubs

had been removed late in the spring or summer, with

their roots exposed to the rays of a hot sun, not one m
twenty would have lived ; therefore it is only with extra-

ordinary balls, and much caution, that late spring or

summer planting should be recommended. The opinions

of Messrs. Townley and Errington on this subject were

very satisfactory and conclusive. I also found large

forest-trees to move with more certainty of success ^" *^®

autumn than in spring ; but they should be well staked, to

prevent strong winds from shaking them.

—

P^ Keane,

Lismore Castle, Waterford,
Temmrature ofOrchidaceousPlants.~Vtorn the remarKS

made on Aspasia Epidendroides, in the March No. of the

*» Botanical Register," I am induced to send you the tol-

lowing account of a plant which has flowered in these

gardens, under what may now be termed the <^°*^^^^ .

ment. The temperature after falling as low as 40 in

winter, was never above 55o of fire, and 63° sun-heat, wun

a free circulation of air every fine day ; the bulb ac-

quired a length of five inches, bearing two flower-scapes,

one of which, with 12 flowers, measured eight incUes,

clear of leaves, the other having 10 flowers, all expanding

at one time. 1 may also take this opportunity of ^^'^j"^

a few of the plants which grow most luxuriantly in tne

above temperature ;—Lielia superbiens (the only circa ^-

stance under which it has made roots), Barkeriaelegan.,

Epidendrum Skinneri, and rhizophorum, which last n^^

made fine wood, above nine inches in length.—*/• -^^^

ier, Gardener to Mrs. Wray, Oakjield, Cheltenham.

Fertilisation of Cucumbers.—Although Cucumbers an

^

Melons are classed as monoecious plants, I fancy 1

frequently seen them produce hermaphrodite flow^ers.

1840, while in charge of the Framing department m an w
tensive garden, I attached (perhaps erroneously) «^°"^^

j^

able importance to artificial impregnation ;
so ""

so, that during wet weather, I removed male »^^^^^^V 4

a dry atmosphere, that the anthers might thus be ^naDie

to discharge their pollen, which cannot be effected w^

the air is very damp. On the 16th of Aug. the fruit-roo

contained 90 Melons, and I cut during the season up^^ra-
of -200. I may, however, be mistaken in supposing i^^^

pregnation necessary, or that hermaphrodite ^**^^''^
^^

sometimes produced. Were the female ^^°^®°"*®
g jg

strong healthy plants examined where the ^^"^P^''*
l^^^^ia

kept low, I am certain anthers without filaments w

be found attached to the stigma. As I profess to oa

)

t
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but a very superficial knowledge of Botany, I trust the fe-

male flowers will be minutely investigated by those more
competent to discern the presence ofanthers than

—

Thos.

CoTcan,

The Water Wagtail—A pafr of Water Wagtails had
built their nest in a Yew, which, with one opposite it,

formed an arch over a brick walk from the lawn to the

yard; there, in the beginning of last summer, they brought

up their young ones. It was very pretty to see them as

goon as they could fly hopping about, without any sign of

fear, on the lawn close to the before-mentioned walk^ where
people were passing all day long. Having brought up
those, and no doubt afi^ectionately consigned them to the

air, the same pair built their nest, about August in the
same year, in the same nest, and just in the former man-
ner. They were often looked at and their young ones
watched, but they never seemed to fear; until, at last,

one day they were not there, and their nest was torn.

They (the parents) are very often coming into the veran-
dah and tapping at the windows, even when there are no
flies to attract them ; their reason for this I cannot tell.—

I

also send you the following account of Camomile, as I

wish to know whether it is true or not :
— *' Not only de-

coctions, or the leaves dried and powdered, of the common
Camomile (Anthemis nobilis), will destroy insects, but
nothing contributes so much to the health of the garden
as a number of Camomile plants dispersed through it. No
greenhouse or hothouse should be without Camomile, in a
green or in a dried state ; either the stalks or flowers will

answer. If a plant is drooping and apparently dying, in
nine cases out of ten it will recover, if you place a plant
of Camomile near it"—From the ** Irish Garden Mag."—A Scribe at Woodend. [The writer in the "Irish Gar-
den Mag." was born at Castle Blarney, we suspect.]

Slugs and Clubbing in Cabbages, —.Sopae inquiries
having lately been made respecting the best method of
getting rid of slugs, and also the cause of clubbing in the
Cabbage tribe, I beg to give you the following as my ex-
perience on those subjects. When I went to the Duke of
Portland as gardener in 1832, I found that I could not
grow any crops of the Cabbage tribe that were fit to ap-
pear at table ; everything of the kind being eaten at the
roots by a white maggot, and the ground being overrun
with slugs as well. I however soon destroyed grubs of all

sorts, by the application of burnt clay, the refuse of a
timber-yard, or any rubbish near at hand. As soon as the
litter was sufiiciently burnt to ashes, and cooled so as not
to burn the barrows, I had it laid over the cleared ground,
from an inch to two inches thick, immediately after lightly
pointing it in, and then put in my crops. There was no
appearance of clubbing afterwards, and the roots were
perfectly clean, and the crops were as fine and luxuriant
as any one could desire. The soil, which before was
*^^og&y> soon became so mellow as to astonish the work-
men who had been there years. The burnt material had
all the good properties of our magnesian lime, without
any of its bad ones. By the application of recently-slaked
magnesian lime, sown at night, while all the slugs were
abroad, I soon exterminated them. But the best and
neatest method is to have a tank, or large tub, and after
the lime has been slaked, put it into the tank, in propor-
tion to the extent of the ground requiring its application.
Throw water over the lime in such a quantity as to render
it when settled clear and caustic. Stir all well together,
and in a few hours it will be sufficiently clear, and then it
should be drawn or laded off for use into another vessel.
In the course of the day, lay slates, tiles, boards, or large
leaves of any kind, over the ground where slugs or worms
frequent, and on the following morning let one man turn
over the slug and worm traps, whilst another person with
a small pot sprinkles the lime-water over the slugs as the
traps are turned up, and in a short time they will all be
as dead as if boiling water had been poured over them.
To the discerning horticulturist it is well known there are
two separate sallies of slugs during the night ; one comes
out in the evening, and another towards morning ; those
who are desirous of destroying the whole as soon as pos-
sible, must have recourse to the quicklime system, and
choose a calm night for the purpose ; let the lime be sown
over the ground about 9 or 10 o'clock at night, and again
between 3 and 4 in the morning. It only requires a
slight sprinkling to destroy the slugs, which will be found
dead next day in all directions, where there is not the
least appearance of the finest dust having fallen. If it is
to be effectually done, not a nook should escape the hand
and eye of the operator; and if so. no galvanic batteries
are needful.—JoAn Mearns, F,TLS.
pre€?ihouse Lights.—lt is very often the case that at

this season when the lights are taken off houses for paint-
ing, they are left in damp sheds and outhouses quite
unfit for their reception, which rots the wood and often
occasions a deal of broken glass. The damp causes the
wood to swell, and when they are put on the houses they

'
K^

1*^* ^°^ require hammering down, by which glass
18 broken. On the contrary, if kept in a warm situation,
Jhey go on easily, which renders the glass less liable to be
broken

—

W. Payne,
On the Culture of Gladioli in the open Air.—Some of
remarks in the paper on the culture of Cape Gladioli

^p. 171 appear to differ so widely from the experience
01 a successful cultivator of that beautiful genus, that Iam inclined to think the following extract will be accepta-
me to many of your readers. It is from the Treatise on
crosses and Hybrid Intermixtures appended to the Hon.
and Kev. \\ Herbert's valuable work on Amaryllidaceous
plants, p. 365. « The hybrid Gladioli, of which a large
portion are sufficiently hardy, flower about the same timeM the Roses, and contribute quite as much in general
etiect to embellish the garden by their fine colours and
protusion of bloom. They succeed very well in the natu-

f
ral soil of the garden at Spofforth, which is a good yel-
lowish light loam suitable for barley ; and also in the
artificial borders of peat and sand, where, ho^^ever, in a
dry summer they stand more in need of water. These
hardy crosses are between G. cardinalis, blandus, carneus,
infiatus, angustus, and tristis ; and they vary with every
shade of colour from white to scarlet, rose, coppery, and
blackish purple ; and some are exquisitely speckled in

consequence of the cross with tristis. They succeed best

when grown into a thick tuft, in which state the profusion
of blossom is admirable, the cluster of bulbs and the old
skins of decayed bulbs permitting the wet to drain away,
and preventing the earth from lying too close and heavy
on -the bulbs in autumn and winter. Clusters have now
stood undisturbed at Spofforth above 10 years, with the
precaution of covering them with leaves from November
to March or April. There is danger in disturbing and
parting them, for numbers will rot if reset separately

j

and if they must be divided, it is best to do so in April;
or, if it be done in the autumn, the roots taken up should
be potted and turned out again in the spring. The beau-
tiful [crosses with hirsutus, recurvus, and versicolor are

more delicate plants, and do not succeed well in the bor-
der. . . . Seedling Gladioli will often flower the first

autumn ; the best treatment is to sow the seed in pots,
and give them shelter till the seedlings are pretty strong,

and then turn out the ball unbroken into the border,
where they will produce a crowded nosegay of flowers of
various shades of colour." From my own experience I
may remark that the tenderer sorts alluded to in the above
extract arrive at a high degree of perfection if potted
about 12 in as small a pot as will hold them, late in the
autumn, and planted in a warm border in May : they will

require to be shifted once in the early spring, but should
not in the first instance be put in a large pot ; as, if the

soil is good, they will have plenty of nourishment, and the

closer they are planted, the more beautiful will be the
appearance of the clump when in bloom. One of the
most beautiful species, and which is not mentioned by
your correspondent " G-," is that sold by the trade under
the name of floribundus.

—

A Constant Reader.
Nitrate of Soda,—Connected with the subject of ap-

plying salts as manure, is the inquiry as to how soon they
effect their object, either by operating some chemical
change or being taken up by the plant—and then how
soon they melt and pass down into the earth beyond the
reach of the plant. I considered this an important sub-
ject of inquiry, and addressed you upon it ; but neither

you nor your correspondents considered the inquiry worth
a notice. I suggested that experiments should be made
with different earths, either in tubs or otherwise, to ascer-

tain the rate at which the salts descend, &c.J as from your
own statements it appears an important subject, both as
regards the time of application and the quantity each time
applied. I hope you will give the points I have noticed
your consideration.— Totiy,

Christmas Rose.—Perhaps some of your readers are not
aware the length of time the flower of the Christmas Rose
will last in water. If kept away from the fire, a bunch of
these will last from six weeks to two months without drop-
ping a leaf. I have been in the habit of having a nosegay
of these flow^trs for many winters. I have occasionally
seen it potted in the autumn, and by putting it either in a
cold frame or greenhouse without fire, you insure that
the blossoms are not injured by slugs or the extreme cold
weather- I know ^qv^ more beautiful flowers than a bunch
of well- blown Christmas Roses.—

duced long blanched shoots and a few small watery tubers

about the size of marbles, such as maybe seen in spring
when a Potato-pit is opened. The Rhubarb grew very
well, and I gathered stalks between 3 and 4 feet long.

There was no shale put about the roots ; the place was
very dry, and they were sometimes watered during the
time they were growing. As might be expected, the
second gathering was much weaker than the first, and
they continued to increase in weakness until the plants
died.^ Since the forcing of Rhubarb and other plants that
require blanching could be done at so little cost, I have
sometimes thought that extensive subterranean gardens
might be formed in the old workings of our coal-fields,
where Rhubarb and other things might be grown by the
acre, and have the markets as well supplied in winter
with these articles as with Cabbages at Midsummer.
These gardens might not be so beautiful to look upon as
the garden of the Hesperides, where, we are told, the trees
produced golden fruit ; but they would require no dragon
to guard them, and yet they might yield a golden harvest
to market-gardeners who were in the way of supjilying
the public with such productions as would grow in them.
It would also be turning the internal heat of our planet to
some useful purpose.

—

Peter Mackenzie,
The Double Yelloxv Rose,—In 1831 1 saw a fine Double

Yellow Rose in the garden of ]Manar, Aberdeenshire. The
gardener said it was the largest plant of the sort in Scot-
land ; but that I cannot vouch for. It was trained on a
wall with a south-west aspect, and the soil in which it

grew was naturally poor, but liberally supplied with ma^
nure. The plant extended nearly 8 feet at the bottom, and
13 feet at the top, and was annually cut down to the top
of the wall, which was 9 feet high. It had flowered freely

every season for many years. The situation is high, and
rather exposed.

—

James Alexander^ Carton Gardens.
Double Yellow Rose.—A great deal having been said

about the Double Yellow Rose, the following extract
from a work called Dictionarium Rusticum, 8vo, 3rd edi-

tion, 1726, may not prove uninteresting to your readers.
'*The Double Yellow Rose bears not so well when thus
natural, nor in the sun, as other Roses do, but must be
placed in the shade ; and for its better bearing and having
of the fairest flower, first, in the stock of a Frankfort
Rose put in the bud of a single Yellow Rose near the
ground; that will quickly shoot a good length: then slip

into it a bud of Double Yellow Rose of the best kind at

about a foot high in that sprout. Keep suckers from the
root, as in all other inoculated Roses, and rub off all the
buds but of the desired kind. When big enough to bear,
prune it very near the preceding winter, cutting off all

the small shoots, only leaving the bigger, the tops of
which are also to be cut off as far as they are small.
When it buds for leaves in the spring, rub off the smallest
of them ; and when for flower, if too many, let the
smallest be wiped off, leaving as many of the fairest as the
strength of the tree will bring to perfection, which should
be a standard, not set by a wall, and rather shaded than
in too much heat of the sun, and watered some times in
dry weather, by which means fair and beautiful flowers
may be timely brought forth."

—

Antiquarius.
Pruning Forest-trees,— Quercus, in p. 37, wishes my

opinion on pruning forest-trees, &c. At present I am in-

clined to think that climate and altitude have more effect

-Tottg,
English Elms and Holly.—At the entrance-gate of

East-end Farm in the parish of Charlton Kings, near
Cheltenham, is a singular specimeu of this tree. The
circumference one foot from the ground is 31 feet, 20
feet from the ground 25 feet; extreme height of the
trunk, 40 feet. This old veteran, with its numerous knots
protruding in all directions, will cover 30 men in a stand-

ing position ; and looking upwards to the height of 40
feet on the south side, you may almost fancy a magnificent
rock standing above you. This old tree has a companion
on the opposite side of the gate measuring near the

ground 22 feet in circumference, and about the same
height, and apparently in a more perfect state. These
mutes have stood at this gateway, as near as I can trace,

between 300 and 400 years. Approaching the house is the
farmer's favourite tree, where his poultry roost. It is

a beautiful common Holly, 4 feet in circumference near
the ground, with a trunk, at 9 feet high, 3 feet 9 inches in

circumference. The extent of the branches is 18 feet,

with a fine pyramidal head covered with its beautiful red
berries. This verdant tree forms a very pleasing contrast
at this season to its leafless neighbours. Those of your
readers who visit Cheltenham will find it a pleasant ride

to'driveby and see those old Charltonians.

—

R* A,
Gardening in Mines.—I have travelled many a mile

in my lifetime in order to ascertain the truth of a thing,

but I will not require to go to the Duke of Hamilton's
coal-pit at the Redding, and yet I think I shall be able
to satisfy *' I. H. S." about 'the growth of Potatoes in

coal-pits. Some years ago I frequently went down the
coal-pits at West Plean and Bannockburn, and received
geological lessons from the vast volume of Nature. Wan-
dering through the old workings where the fresh currents
of air were not circulating, we met with an agreeable
temperature; I found by the thermometer that the heat
was sufiiicient to force Rhubarb and Seakale in the win-
ter and spring months. I got ready some large roots of
Rhubarb and placed them about 30 fathoms below the sur-
face of the earth. The person who accompanied me was a
member of the Horticultural Society in this place; he
planted some Potatoes among the shale, in order to have
early Potatoes at the first meeting of the society. The
Potatoes did not answer the purpose intended ; they pro-

I

upon the quality of Scotch and Larch Firs than the soil.

As respects the effects pruning has upon timber I shall

not say much at present.
,
Quercus observes that you

have said that you had never seen ^my writings ; whereas
your words were that'* you had not seen them until lately,"

&c. I am sorry Quercus has never seen them ; for if he
had, he would have found that I have demonstrated in my
table of experiments, by measuring the growth in girth of
trees for several years, the utility of pruning when per-
formed according to my instructions ; and, so far from
abandoning my system, I am more wedded to it by every
year's experience. The various communications pub-
lished on the subject show that almost all the writers, as

well as Quercus, misunderstand my practice, and confuse
it with mutilating, lopping, and snagging. But I am con-
vinced that if I had Quercus or any other person half an
hour with me among the "children of the forest" of a
proper age and size, I could convince him of the correct-
ness of the system, and its superior advantages as respects
the quality, form, and quick or slow growth of the trees

;

so that Quercus would have no reason to hope that the
system was falling into desuetude, nor wish me to use my
influence to put an end to such an injurious practice, as he
terms it. I can assure Quercus that I am not angry with
him, nor any one who differs from me, but only sorry that
I should not only be misunderstood, but misrepresented,
and my principles and practice confounded with others less

efficient and detrimental. I am certain, did we thoroughly
understand each other, we should be of the same opinion,
because it is the true system—my plan of pruning being
simply to aid nature in the performance of her work. As
I have before observed, many years' experience, with the

misconceived opinions sent forth, convinces me it will be
a long time before my system is understood and practised

as it ought to be, unless there is an experimental planta-
tion provided, where it can be shown by examples, and the

principles explained by a competent person. Mr, Loudrai

acknowledges himself that he knew it by theory well, and

approved of it, but was never thoroughly convinced of its

superiority till he saw it exempUfied by practice. J hope

you will use your inf!nence to establish an experimental

plantation for the purpose near the Metropolis, where those

persons interested couJd go and he convinced, and put the

svstem in practice. Without sowethiog of this lon^ »
dine, the science of Arboriculture wiH continue to languish

and be kept in the low state ia which it is at present,-

Billington,

W.
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Two advertisements in

a late ChronkU haw parUcularly attracted my atten-

tion, m theygerre to show that some gardeners unfoi-

tuna'tely are not pos^sed of those attnbxites the respect-

abUity of our genera! standing demands. I allude to those

of W: S., PimJico, and A. B., Peckham. who without the

least ceremony, publish to the whole world their readiness

and anxiety to press upon some influential person, ot

mall scruple and less honour, a bribe to get them into a

sitnatioB. I must own myself amazed at the glaring dis-

nUy they have made of want of principle in wishing those

totally unacquainted with their merits or demerits to re-

commend them as confidential agents ; but, perhaps, I am

too censorious, for they may not have given the bearmgg

of their proposal due consideration ; it may not hnve oc-

curred to them, that not only do they involve their own

rts|>€cUbLlity, but, to a certain extent, infringe upon that

of gardeners generally, by leading employers to infer that

it is a customary thing among them to palm themselves in

tkis way upon their notice, thronsh the medium of " nur-

serymen and others," who esteem themselves so bttle as

to accede to their dishonourable proposals. Asa gardener,

therefore, posst Ing a rather extensive acquaintance with

my brother gardeners, and enjoying, J am proud to say,

the confidence of many of them, I feel myself called upon

to state that such means as those now under notice are

not resorted to by respectable men ; and I hare always

observed that in our line a man of real merit in every way

k seldom long** out of place;" his numerous qualifii.-a-

tions being too highly appreciated by those around him

to allow of his Pexuaining very long unnoticed. Before I

conclude, I must sgain advert to the pernicious influence

of these advertisement*; on the minds of those above us.

It will be obviuus to evt ry reflecting person, that gentle-

men mast imajiine that there is some seqrct source of gain

with which they are unncquainted, attached to the situa-

tion of gardener, to warrant a married man to offer any

person ten guineas to get him into a situation, the tenure

of which must at all times be very uncertain. I would

that our services were better requited, for but too many

of my brother gardeners have it in their power to assert

that they work tlieir hands and rack their brains almost

unceasingly for a scanty pittance, barely sufficient to pro-

vide the necessaries of life, to say nothing of its comforts,

bespeaking, but too plainly, the limited means placed at

their disposal by their employers.—A^ JW. [We insert

this letter because of its good tone, and the importance

of the scntiraeots it embodies ; at the same time we can.

not but reawrk that such advertisements carry their own
cnndemnation with them.—The strictest secrecy maybe
relied on ! \Vherefora secrecy if the proposal would bear

examination ?]

iVlwifrowTi.—At this season most gardeners are much
annoyed by sparrows destroying their crops of Ptfas and

Lettuces, kc. I uac the following wmple plan witli great

success : I run a piece of white worsted along the top of

the rows, about two or three inches above the crop, 1 also

Ax^^ that white worsted is the best remedy for preserving

the buds of Gooseberries and Currants from spairows. If

those who do not use worsted for these purposes will give

U a trial, they will find it answer,

—

J, G-

Sparrows.—Ot all the feathered denizens of our gar-

dens and homesteads, none are so persecuted, none so fre-

quently falls a victim to the gardener's hatred, as the com-

mon sparrow (Fringilla domestica) ; but if he were to

divest himself of hi» deep-rooted prejudice against it, he

would ^nd upon investigation that it was his friend rather

than his foe. It cannot be denied that at times this bird

commits great devastation among the seed-beds, &c., but,

nevertheless, if its merits were fairly estimated, and if the

benefits which it confers upon the gardener were duly con-

sidered, it would be found that its bad qualities are quite

cast into the shade when compared with the good services

it renders him. During several months of the year, its

food principally consists of caterpillars and other destruc-

tive insects ; its young, indeed, subsist almost entirely

upon them. Few seem to be aware of the active part

the sparrow takes in the destruction of these pests of the

gardener ; if we reckon that a wngle bird consumes up-
wards of 200 per diem (and this is a very small average

rocky beneath, as it generally is on high lands, the farm

manure is soon washed away, but his is so adhesive that

it cannot be removed. Besides, twenty or thirty bushels

of his manure are sufficient for an acre, and can be hauled

anywhere in a cart; whilst the farmer finds it extremely

expensive merely to convey his own manure upon the

land. Most of the farmers here are trying small portions

ofit.— ;r. i?a/A.
, .ur. M

Gladioli m Ihe open Air.--Yonr correspondent* tj.

p. 171, is in error when he says that Gladioh, when left

in the ground, " never start early enough to flowe^r well

the next season, however they may be protected
"

varddun^ What he savs is, that in light thin soils it
[
Acer Lobelii, or A.lsetum, from the mountains of Tali-

Si la:rLchkng^^^^ o7 wLVe the soil'is .o slight and chah on the Caspian Sea. There still exists a decidedly
wni idSL mucn luiigci, ^ ^ ^ ^ — distinct species of Acer on the eastern coast near Gagra,

only a single dried specimen of which I have obtained

;

but which 1 shall certainly try to procure. Seeds of three

species of Acer, gathered by Mr. Wittmann, are perhaps

only varieties of Platanoides (although it is rather singular

to find this northern tree again under 42 degrees of lati-

tude), of opulifolium, and p.seudo-platanus. But this last

variety, if it be one, appears to me to possess sufficiently

marked characters for a species. The chains of moun-
tains which traverse the western part of the Transcau-

casian country, without doubt, still contain a great quan-

tity of new and unknown plants. Count Kisseleff, our
Minister of the Imperial Domains, after visiting our
establishment this summer, resolved that Government
should send out every two or three years, into all the coun-

tries which surround the Black Sea, on the east and south,

a collector of seeds and plants, and that everything ob.

In the

garden of C. Barclay, Esti-, at Bury Hill, some plants of

Gladiolus ColviUii (and, I believe, some other hybrids)

are growing in the open border without any protection,

and these flower finely every year. G. cardinalis is also

quite hardy, if the following extract from the *' Gardener s

Magazine " is worthy of credit. At p. 461 of the volume

for last year, Mr. A. Mackenzie, of Blair-Adam Gardens,

states that "in a space of about 12 feet by 7, there are

not less than 500 trusses of this magnificent flower."

*' It is generally considered tender ;
yet it grows here on

an elevation of about 900 feet above the level of the sea,

the subsoil naturally cold and wet, in rather a Ught soil,

with little or no protection. For two winters 1 gave a

covering of leaf-mould, about two inches deep ;
but the

last two winters they got none whatever, and the result is,

that they were never seen growing here in such luxuriance

and splendour. About the beginning of October, when I

wish to propagate them, I take from well-established

plants a ball or cluster of corms, about I or 2 feet in

circumference, from one side of the strongest plants, and

plant them in beds 2 feet wide, and the plants 1 foot

apart, putting a little sand beneath the bulbs : and in the

course of two or three year^ the beds will be covered with

the plants : I plant them about 2 or 3 inches deep. In

183!) I planted a bed in this manner, and with as little

care as I would take in planting »ny herbaceous plant

;

yet, in both seasons, namely, 1840 and 1841, the bed

has been nearly covered with strong trusses of flowers."

The writer further recommends "that single bulbs be

grown in pots, and protected during winter (especially

from damp) until they grow into a cluster of bulbs. When
they have attained a sufficient size, they may be planted

out with safety, and will stand the winter."

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE,
Nikita, in the Crimea^ Jan. 16, 1842.—The seeds of

Abies Nordmanniana were gathered in Sept. 1840, by

Mr. Wittmann, a German gardener,

had despatched to our provinces on
casus, to collect seeds and pl?ints,

with . a

whom Government
the S- W. of Cau-
and who returned

valuable collection in June 1S41. All the fruits

of this expedition have been placed in the establishment

under my direction. The seeds of A. Nordmanniana and

Picea orientalis, sown immediately after their arrival,

quickly germinated ; those destined to be sent away were

instantly placed in pots between layers of fine dry sand,

and will doubtless have preserved their germinating power.

I have the same hopes respecting the seeds of Rhododen-
dron caucasicuQi, and an Azalea, which may prove to be

something more than a variety of Azalea pontica ) the

leaves and shoots being covered with a silky down. It is

only found in the subalpine region of mountains, in the pro-

vince of Aghaltsike, where Azalea pontica ceases to ap-

pear. But the most striking plant (quite a novelty in its

genus) is a yellow-blossomed Peeony, found in the locality

before-mentioned. Mr. Wittmann having brought a large

quantity of specimens and seeds also, which are beginning

to germinate, I shall be enabled during the ensuing spring

or summer to supply you with this equally rare and beau-

tiful plant. An evergreen Hibiscus with violet flowers, pro-

bably new; a species or variety (1) of Hellebore, with
flowers of deep purple ; three new species of Daphne
from the mountains of Aghaltsike, and a Berberis, whose
leaves exhale a powerful odour resembling rose-water, are

with many more plants amongst those obtained by our

^ - - - .,
.,

- o zealous collector. In the Gard. Magazine for 1840 there
considering that the caterpillars are chiefly destroyed is a great error in saying that Picea orientalis is a
when very small), a family of Sparrows, two old ones rather slender dwarf Spruce, It possesses this habit only
with &ve young, would thus destroy about 1300 a day,
or between ll,0uO and 12.000 a week, an immense de-
struction ! Every sparrow's nest, therefore, in the vicinity
of a garden should be looked upon as a tacit evidence
of this exterminating warfare, which is thus silently and
constantly being carried on by these birds against the
noiioua larvfie, &c., which infest our fruit-trees and crops.—Boughton Eingdan»

DanielVs Manure,--! have been trying this in various
horticultural experiinents, and I find it raust be buried
under the surface of the earth, so that the gases arising
from it may be purified before they are absorbed by the
foliage, or else it is injurious. 1 understand that Mr.
Daniell himself, as soon as the weather will permit, is

about to sow his Wheat on the same piece of land and
from the same seed as before. His method will be to
make nn open drill, six inches wide, three deep, then
thinly to sow the manure ; after which, a second drill for

the seed is made in the first about an inch deep, which
pushes the manure to each side ; all with one machine.

The seed is then covered slightly with some fine matter,

vegetable would be prefered ; finally it is dragged down
even- Mr. D, will this year plant fourteen inches apart,

because, he says, that last year there was so much room
for weeds that even the common Groundsel grew two or

three feet high, and other garden weeds were alike in pro-

portion. I hope it is not generally supposed that Mr. D.

wishes his manure to be considered preferable to farm-

when young, but at a later period it becomes a tree of

the loftiest growth, forming alone (like the Picea of

northern Europe) the Ligest forests on the western

slopes of southern Caucasus ; whilst Abies Nordman-
niana only appears there in scattered groups, like the

common Silverof Europe, in the forests of Germany. Picea

orienta!is furnishes excellent beams and planks for the

buildings of this country, consequently it is a tree well

worthy of cultivation*. I am ignorant who has given to

our Juniperus oxycedrus the name of J. taurica ; Mr.
Strangways having received the seeds from me simply un-
der the name of J. oxycedrus, as it is called in the Flora

Taurico-caucasica. The .seeds of Pinus maritiraa, var.

Pithyusa (in cones), have been likewise sent by me to Mr.
Strangways, I received them from the coast of Abghazie
de Pitzunda—the ancient Pithyus, which name was given
to it by Mr. Stevens, who at first believed it to be a distinct

species. I r^ret very much my inabihty to procure you,
as yet, either seeds or specimens of a beautiful Sycamore,
which I transmitted to Messrs. Booth, of Hamburgh f,
under the provisional name of Acer colchicum. It is a
noble tree, from 70 to 80 feet high in its native country
(the mountains of Abghazie and ancient Colchis), and as
yet we are comparatively ignorant whether it is a variety of

* The same writer who published this notice in the Gard. Mag.
has, moreover, by an inconceivable error, identified our old Asiatic
species with the Abies aiba of North America.

t Some yoonf trees which I received from Abghazie in 1833,

tained by these travellers should be brought and cultivated

at Nikita. I know not if the Yaccinium arctostaphylos

of Bieberstein, which Mr. Stevens considers a peculiar spe-

cies, and which we here possess under the name of Arc-

tostaphylos colchica (a name given a^/ m/erm), is culti-

vated in the English gardens. We have two varieties,

with pink and white flowers; the fruit is eatable, the

berries large and black, and the shrub in its native country

attains the height of 12 or 15 feet.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.

Maych 10.—Professor Cbristison in the chair. The following
gentlemen were elected as non resident Fellows : W. iiorrer, Esq.,

Sussex; Rev. W. L. P. Garuuus, B.D., Cambridge; R.Taylor,
Esq., r.A.S., London

J
A. P. Hamilton, Esq., Poole, DorsetsMre

;

and W. Mort, Esq.» Manchester. Numerous donations to the

library and herbarium were reported from different parts of Bri-

tain and the Continent. Tlie following papers, Atc, were read:—
1. On four new species of British Jungermannijc, by Dr. Taylor,

Dujikerron. Communicated by Mr. Win. Gourlay, jun., Glasgow.
—Mr. Gourlay described the species, and illustrated them by
beautifully preserved specimens. Some of these were so minute
as to require microscopic aid for their examination, a circum-
stance which enhances the merit of their discovery by Mr.
Wilson and Dr. Taylor, who have laboured with so much zeal in

Cryptogamjc botany. The following were the species described,

viz. J. Wilsoni, discovered by W. Wilson, Esq., at Cromaglown,
Killarney, in Nov. 1829. and named in compliment to him by Dr.

Taylor. J. stellulifera, also discovered by Mr. Wilson, who found

near Crick, in Derbyshire, in Sept. 1 833 . J. voluta and spicata, both

discovered near Killarney, in 1S41, by Dr. Taylor.—Mr. Gourlay
afterwards exhibited specimens of the following plants : LesVea
pulvinata (Wahl.), new to the British flora, and discovered near

York, by R. Spruce. Gyran6stomum Homschuchianum (Amott),

discovered at Cromaglown by Dr. Taylor. Jung-erniannia Bal-

fouriana, a new and highly curious species, brought from New
Zealand by Dr. Stanger, and named by Dr. Taylor in compliment
to Professor Balfour of Glasgow, from whose herbarium the

abuve specimens were communicated,
2. Notice of the discovery of Herniaria glabra in Berwickshire,

by Mr, W. Marshall ; and of Linnse'a borealis in the same county,

by Dr. Johnston. Communicated by Dr. GrevUle.—The former

of these species has generally been regarded as a native of the

south of England, but there seems no reason to doubt its being

indigenous in the above station. It was observed that Mr..

Gorrie had found the plant abundantly m Perthshire, where he

had no doubt it must have escaped from gardens, though now
quite naturalised, and almost a weed in some places.—The disco-

very of a new station for the lowly but beautiful plant to which

Linnseus gave his own name is always a matter of interest, and

especially in the south of Scotland, where it occurs very rarely.

3. On four new species of Desmidium. By Mr. J. Ralfs,~Mr.

Ralfs observes, that "this natural genus is not weU defined either

in Agardh's * Conspectus Criticus Diatomacearum* or iu any of

our British works. Its best distinctive character seems to con-

sist in .the crenatcd appearance of its filaments, which is least

evident in D. mucosum. These filaments, which are generally

twisted in a regular manner, are of a pale green colour, simple,

fragile, short and straight. The species are found duiing a great

part of the year in clear, shallow pools, or in old peat bogs—the
filaments being scattered in loose bundles in the water, or form-

ing a thin gelatinous fleece at the bottom of the pool. The species

ascertained by Mr. Ralfs are named by him D, cyllndricum, mu-
cosum, Swartzii, and Borreri.

5. Illustrative Drawings of Australian Plants. By the Misses

M*Leod, of Sydney. . _

6. Notice on the adhesion of Lepas, or Barnacle, to Fuci, &c.

By Mr. Edmonston j with a specimen communicated by Mr.

Archibald Gibson, accountant.—Some observations were made

by Mr. Edmonston and others with regard to this paiasite, whxca

at one time was popularly regarded as the veritable origin of tne

Barnacle goose.
'

7. Mr. Edmonston read a letter from Mr. P. J. Brown, of Thun,

respecting the three species of Primrose usually considered to

exist in this coimtry. He says—" Against Sir J. Smith's opmion

(in Rees's Cyclop.), that P. el^tior may be a mule between vens

and vulgaris, I may observe that the three are not often the in-

habitants of the same district—veris is almost universally diffusea

;

but where vulgaris is very abundant, I have rarely seen elatior in

any quantitv, and by far the most frequently not at all ;
while m

general, as "is the case at Thun, elatior grows by thousands in

places within many leagues of which vulgaris is absolutelv un-

known. Vulgaris contents itself with au elevation but iitue

above the level of the sea, although in the nctghbourhood ot tue

Lake of Geneva it is In perfect condition at from 1200 to uuw

feet; but at Thun, with an elevation of 11)00 feet, it languisnes.

whether planted in a thicket, on a bank, or i" ^
&^^'^"',^?.fl Vq

elatior, being more aspiring, prefers an elevation of ^'^^^^} a„

2000 feet, arid although ascending willingly beyond the latter, ae-

acends reluctantly below the former level, ,.

Professor Balfour (of Glasgow) made observations S^P^Jr,^"
tinctions subsisting among the genera of Ferns, Anemia, w -

tiria, Coptophyllum. Trochdpteris, and Schizea, some of -wn^*-

had been recently established by Mr. Gardner,
'^^^^f, "^^^ijiii^

tions, which are founded partly on the mode in which the leri

and barren fronds are developed, were illustrated wit\\^^"f,pe„
specimens belonging to the above genera, most of which haa ue

coUected by Mr. Gardner in the province of Goyaz, Brazil. *^
professor next alluded to the various theories which have oe

advanced to account for the origin of woody fibre, and nioi

especially to that of Du Petit Thouars. He showed, by secuo

of Palms, that the interiacin#Df the fibres in Endogenous piau^-

was quite in conformity with Petit Thouars's theory, aiid i"»

the appearance of the woody matter in Tree Ferns, and in

natural orders Piperacew, Aristolochidcege, and the ^^^^l^^/^^I^ge
roots externally in some Tree Fenis, in Screw P^n^^'/^/J*^. ^e'
Sic., all supported the theory of wood being formed

">_;;''„-i.
velopment of fibres from buds acting as fixed embryos.

/^*'/;^e
four also endeavoured to show that the formation oX what u

been called by Dutrochet embryo buds, may in many ^^^r^^^
accounted for by the development of leaves on them «t

period of their [growth i
and that on examining some ouie*
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wljicb he exhibited, the woody matter Tnig:htbe traced communi-
cating" with the albnrnim. at one point by rupture of the bark,
and insinuating- itself between the layers of bark.
The annual supper of the society afterwards took place in the

Cafe Koyal—Professor Cliristi'-ou in the chair.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Mar. 16.—There was a meeting of the Council for the purpose

of receiving the Report of the House Committee. The Duke of
Richmond in the chair. The chairman having- read to the meet-
ing the requisition authorishitj: the special council to meet on that
day, proceeded to detail the progress of the inquiries of the com-
flgittee in selecting a suitable house for the future transaction of
the business of the society. The committee having decided at
their first meeting that it would be unwise, in the present state
of their funds, to speculate in the erection of any building adapted
to the objects of the society, by the hazardous outlay of the
whole of their funded property, and the probable necessity' that
would arise, beyqnd this expenditure, of a loan to meet the
whole of the expenses, determined to recommend the safer course
of renting a suitable house in some convenient locality. Having
made inquiries in every direction for such a residence, they had
been fortunate in meeting M-ith a house in every point of view
adapted for their purposes, and which they now recommended to
the notice of the council. The house selected by the committee
was the property of Sir G. Talbot, situated on the north side of
Hanover-square, and immediately adjoining to the mansion of
the Earl of Harewood. The annual rent on the house was 300/.,
and on the fixtures 30/. ; the freeholder being willing to grant a
lease for the term of ()9 years. The chairman then read the re-
port of the committee, which on the motion of D. Barclay Esq
M.P.. seconded by W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq., M.P., was adopted
and confirmed by the council.
The council then decided that thehouse committee should meet

to take legal mea^;ures for prepaiing the lease of the house, and
to make every arrangement for the transfer of the business of the
society from their present rooms to No. 12, Hanover-square, by
Saturday the 2d of April

J the committee being further requested
to report to the council their recommeiwiation of the steps to be
taken in reference to preparation and occupation of their new re-
sidence. Mr. Dean, as one of the members of the house com-
mittee, laid before the council various plans showing the capabi-
lities of the new residence thus selected for the society, and read
to the meeting an explanatory statement of the details of his
suggestions in the appropriation of the rooms to differejit pur-
poses J the council returned thanks to Mr. Dean for the pains he
had taken on this subject.
At an ordinary meeting of the Council held the same day, P.

Puscy, Esq., MP., in the Chair, eighteen gentlemen were
elected. — Mr. Pusey, M.P., reported to the council, as chair-
man of the Geological Committee, the result of Professor Phillips's
examination of the specimens of native phosphate of lime from
Estramadura, presented to the society by Mr. Kimberley, and re-
ferred to the Geological Committee for their opinion of its value
in an agricultural point of view, as a substitute as far as the
phosphate of lime was concerned for bone-dust as a manure. Mr
Phillips found that this specimen contained no less than ninety
per cent, of the phosphate, and he was therefore of opinion that
it would be an important manuring application, provided its me-
chanical texture could be modified in such a manner as to assi-
milate it to that of the phosphate existing in bone-dust. Mr
Pusey reported that Professor Phillips's investigations on this
point had led to a successful result, and that he had discovered
& mode by which this valuable mineral substance could be brought
into a fit state of application as a manure; hut he considered that
it would be important that a full examination of the action of this
substance should be instituted previously to any steps bein"- taken
to import it as an aiticle of commerce. Mr. Pusey then commu-
pcated the willingness of Dr. Daubeny to undertake a journey
into Spain, g:t his own expense, for the purpose of inspecting the
geological occurrence of this mineral in that country, provided
the society would procure for him from tiie British authorities a
safe passport through the wild districts of Spain, through whicli
he should have to travel in pursuing the course of this inquiry.—On the motion of Mr. Miles, M.P., seconded by Mr. Dean it was
unanimouBly resolved, that the council accept with their thanks
this offer ol Vix. Daubeny, and that Mr. Pusey, their chairman,
fie requested to open a communication with the Eitrl of
Aberdeen, her Majesty's principal SecreUry of State for the
Foreign Department, with a view to obtain from his lordship the
requisite passports and letters for the protection and safeguard
of Dr. Daubeny during his journey.—F. Rotch, Esq , of Maple-
Grove, Oswego County, New York, presented to the society a
Piodel of a sunple and etTecUve machine for distributing gvpsum
evenly over the surface of land, at any given quantity per
acre. This machine is the invention of Mr, Hatch, of the State
Of ^ew > ork, and this model is made to the scale of one inch to
afoot, and consists of a pair of shafts connected with an axle-

^J£XV l^'^.^-^''^^^'
^"""^ ^^^^ "^'^^^"^ ^f tl^c axle-tree rises the

seat for the driver, and across the middle of the shafts is the box
for containing and distributing the gypsum. This long woodenbox. or triangular trough, set with upright studs along its upperand inner surface is so fixed higher or lower by screws as to/orm a greater or lo.s opening for the gypsum to escane while

^^^^X.^t^^ '^™H^^
'""^ '^^'^^"^ l^s a coaitinual mot^nS?and left as the machine moves onward, stirring up the ffvusumend regulating Its escape downwards on the land^ This ate^Smotion of the rod is occasioned by a small toothed wheel attSto one of the two large wheels of the carriage, acti 4 on a colwheel and double crank; and whenever thfmSX\x7^nforward, the motion of one of Its wheels is commun cated bvthisarrangement to the bottom of the gypsum-l^x, whichmaintained m alternate movement backwards a^id for v^dsihlgypsum IS kept m a state of continual airitation wHhTn^ril.

Rim has found It applicable, not only to gypsum, but for sowiiif;

f^nirr^^**-^""*'!-'"'*
'"'^'1'^^*. a.ui for thii lauW purpose a se^coml rod IS subntituted, set with wire teeth, one incli a„Mt andstanding up half an inch, the crevice along the bottoL of thebox or trough being narrow or enlarged as before by the screws

th,7V"\i;'°
"'*= *^"'"'^^'>' ^' »<^'« to be sown Mnllotch adds'

^vnl,^^*?'''"'^..°^"'^=*
machine the heavy dirty job of sowing

cbeaTesL' ^^Jin^'u-
.*"(!. '""^h .

"me savid
, its^fmplici?y «"!

horse au!? w,^ "^."'ij,'^
^^l'"."""' ^"^^^ ^'^'"^= ^hile a single

over n! ^ i"*"
"^^ *^^ '*"''' as fast as the horse can walk

out^f i^^ ^r"
,'"' "'^ movement of his foot can throw it in or

ground Ind .trr'' T"?" .'^''*' ^YP^^^ is required to he ^^.ll

thaiiks n.tL'^ ^'"="?' *^'^' "^ •"*^'' *° *'« working freely. The

^^^oc?p?f^^"•~^'^5•^"'*^"• J^^"-*- M.P.. communicated to

iSnr h*/ *^f,.,l?'i"L'>!?l^.':'^
_by_lVofe.sor Phillip

S the natural soils of the
s m ana-

geoloe-ir^Qif^ ;"" ''-'"^ "' ''"^ wastes on the three principal

theSJ ™^*'?^'^ '^ Coniwall, namely,^thc kUlas (or slate),

thi la^st fni 1^1"^ ^^'.V^ ^^^ ^^""^^* "^^^^^ *^« Plough withinlast- foTTr „„« "/T .
"^^>-»6ii*t. uiiucr inc piougu wuni

ia their cnrn^nf-'
^^^^^*^^ ^^ ^^^^ addition of somethin| wantingnieir composition, or the removal of something deleterious.

on the
irstly. That

— Thd *»..„! • ^ ' , ^"'' *^*"'-'vai ui sometnmg aei

rocks in n^ri-
""^ ^""^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^te soUs. resting

the Pn.
question, gave two remarkable facts : - First

^earl^Tk^.T'^;.'^'^^ '\^^ proportions in ea^rsoU, were
^&x^\^T f^ ^^'^.T'^^ "" ^'^^^^ t^^^y rested w^re so
DreHnT^r

^°®coudly, That each soil had a deficiencv in thp
on thT'To'^^^far^'"^^ ^' *^%^^^^'

^ andrtrp're^enco
tbe rook ^M ^'.^^ * component part not to be found in

^^^ ?ew L^^rInf^.^^"l'"
=^^i^.<=""^^"« "o potash, ^hiie

the Qnt .-^ granite contams 17 per cent, of that alkali-

con^tnf/'^'''^
^^*^ contains no magnesia, while the xockit7elfcontains from 30 to 40 per cent, of that earth ; and the wrpeS

soil, on the contrary, contains 20 per cent, of alumina, while the 1rock itselt contains none. Yet, as Sir C. Lemon observes these
are indestructible substances; and if the soil had in each case
been formed by decomposition of the rock beneath, a considera-
ble quantity of each of the substances of the rock must have
been present in the soil. Sir Charies adds, that he should have
been led to doubt the accuracy of the analysis of the serpentine
soil, had not Dr. Dnubeny analysed the same soil a year or two
ago, and arrived at the same result.—E. David, Esq., chairman
of the Cardiff Farmers' Club, informed the council of the conti-
oued progress of that association, the members having amounted
to about 100, and the list of donations being well filled. Mr.
David transmitted a copy of his lecture delivered before the club,
on the subject of Artificial Manures ; and the foUowuig opinion,
agreed to by the members, after the delivery of the lecture, and
at the close of their subsequent discussion :—" That the abstrac-
tion of any portion of the hay and straw from the farms upon
which it had been grown, must impoverish the same, unless
such loss is made up by artificial or other foreign manures."
The club recommended the following artificial manures as those
which in their experience had been found to possess fertilising
properties the most favourable to vegetation, namely, bone-dust,
rape-cake, nitrate of soda, Clarke's desiccated compost, guano,
and liquid manure.—W. Palin, Esq., of Stapleford, near Chester,
informed the council of the complete removal of the black cater-
pillar from his crop of Swede Turnips, in the year 18:^6, by star-
lings which being driven, by the repeated firing of a gun. from
their work of devastation on the fruit of an adjoining Cherry-tree,
had alighted on the Turnip-ground j and the destruction of a crop
of red apple-potatoes planted that year in the same field, by
numerous small ;flies. which attached themselves to the under
side of the leaves. Mr. Palin states that nearly the whole of the
common varieties of Turxiips in that part of the country, and in
North Wales, were destroyed by the same kind of insect, while
the Swedes and the common sorts of Turnips and Potatoes
escaped injury along the sea-coast of North Wales; and he at-
tributes the ravages of these insects to the drvness of the sum-
mer of 183(5.—Mr. W. Were of Botolph-lane, expressed his wiU-
ingneas to communicate any facts of importance connected with
the butter and cheese trade which his experience might suggest.
The Rev. W. Rham presented to the journal committee a paper
from a recent French work on the comparative value of food for
cattle, with a tabular statement of average results. Mr. W.
Baker presented copies of "The Constitution and Rules of the
Rutland General Friendly Institution," together with an rppen-
dix, and the ninth general report of the institution j and Mr. J.
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, communicated his Notes on the Ame-
rican and Canadian Agriculture; all of which w^re received with
thanks, and referred to the journal committee-

moisture than from cold. It is easily increased by seeds, or by
dividing the old plants; but the seedling will not flower before
the second season. It flowers freely from June to August. It
was first raised from sepds received from Dr. Falconer, of Sa-
harunpur, but it is frequently now to be found in collections of
seeds from the North of India. By some error this has acquired
in the gardens the name of A. longiscapa, a species distributed by
Dr. Wallich, under the number 46y], but not yet introduced into
systematical works. That species is clearly distinguished by its
kidney.shaped fivc-lohed leaves, having very shaggy footstalks,
And its umbellate flowers, A. rivularis occurs in various parts of
the North of India; Dr. Royle describes it as common in Neus-
sooree and elsewhere, in the vicinity of water. It has no incon-
siderable resemblance to the North American A. pennsvlvanica.— J?of. Reg,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Vegetable IVeather Prophets^—Tht sensitive indica-

tions afforded us by many plants first claim attention, and
will be found amply to repay the time that may be be-
stowed upon the singular properties inherent in many.
The common Chickweed (Stellaria media) possesses this
property in an emineat degree.

Hampshire Horticitltural Society,—The first meeting for the
season took place at the Corn Exchange, Winchester, 17th March,
when tticre was an excellent display of forced flowers and vege-
tables, a few dishes of fine Pears and Apples, and a superior col-
lection of Amaryllis, sent by the Rev, Mr. Rashleigh. There
were five or six collections of each of the various descriptions of
plants for which prizes were offered; the larger portion of them
were much admired, and there were individual plants in each class
both rare and fine, showing much good care and management by
the respective gardeners. The usual distribution of grafts and
seeds was made to the members. In the evening the Very Rev.
the Dean of Winchester presided at the dinner at the White Hart
Inn. The following is the award of the premiums offered by the
society :— Fi.owERS.- Best Orchideous Stove Plant (Oncfdium
Baueri), dead silver medal. Rev. F. Beadon; best Stove Plant,
not Orchideous, (Justicia flava,) ditto, Mr. Ralfe; best Green-
house Plant (Chorozemavdrium), ditto, J.Fleming, Esq.j best
collection of ditto, ditto. Rev. F. Beadon; four best Ericas, gilt-
rimmed bronze medal. Rev. G. C. Rashleif^h : four best Camellias,
ditto, C. Deane, Esq. ; four second best ditto", bronze medal, J. T.
W^addington, Esq. ; best Cut Flowers, gild-rimmed bronze medal,
Rev. F. Beadon ; two best Bulbous Plants in bloom, ditto, Rev.
G. C. Rashleigh j nhie best Polyanthuses, in pots, bronze medal,
Rev. the Warden; four best Cinerarias, ditto. Rev. F. Beadon-
best Collection of Plants, bright silver medal. Colonel Wall!
Extras.—Collection of Plants, ditto, Rev. G. C. Rasldeigh j" Ditto,
German silver medal, Rev. F. Beadon ; Ditto, gilt-rimmed bronxe

J. Fleming, Esq.; best six dishes of table Apples, gilt-rimmed
bronze medal, Col. Wall ; beet three dishes of Pears in eating,
ditto, H. HoUoway, Esq. VKGETABi.KS.—Best brace of Cucum-
bers, German silver medal, H. HoUoway, Esq.; second best
ditto, gilt-rimmed bronze medal. Rev. F. Beadon ; best forced
Kidney Potatoes, ditto, H, HoUoway, Esq.; best Asparagus,
ditto. Col. Wall; best six stalks of Rhubarb, bronzemedal, W.J.
Campion, Esq.; best Scakale, ditto. Rev. the Wai-den; best
Mushrooms, ditto, H. HoUoway, Esq.

The flowers are up-
right, and open from nine in the morning until noon ; but
if it rains, they remain closed. After ra!n they become
pendent, but in the course of a few days they again rise."
•* It is also a i;emarkable instance of the sleep of plants,
for every night the leaves approach in pairs, including
within their upper surfaces the tender rudiments of the
new shoots; and the uppermost pair but one at the end
of the stalk is furnished with longer leafstalks than the
others, so that they can close upon the terminating pair
and protect the end of the branch." The Purple Sand-
wort (Arenaria rubra) is another ejtample of a true pro-
phet prior to a coming shower. The flowerS; a beautiful
pink, expand themselves only when the sun shines, and
close again as the shaJes of evening draw in, or before a
coming shower :

Among the loose and arid sands
The humble Arenaria creeps.

Slowly the purple star expands.
But soon within its calyx sleeps.

Next in order may be enumerated the May (Crataegus
Oxyacantha), and how rich a gem would our hedgerowg
lose were this shrub absent from them !

—

Gives not the Hawthorn bush a sweeter shade
To shepherds looking on their silly sheep,
Than doth a rich-embroider*d canopy
To kings that fear their subjects' treachery ?
Oh yes, it doth ; a thousandfold it doth.

What more certain harbinger of summer have we than
this shrub, opening its elegant flowers amid ali changes,
and blossoming as freely in the poor man's garden as ia
the rich man's domain? Wet summers, it has been found,
are generally attended widi an unusual quantity of seed in
the Crataegus, their unusual fruitfulness being a sure sign
of a hard winter. The seeds of the Dog Rose prognosti-
cate the coming severity of the winter in a like manner.
MeteoroJogical Journal,

The VatiyirarJ Cabbage {Chou Pommc (Vlliver.)
This Cabbage is not remarkable for the size or beauty of
its heart, but it has the advantage of coming into season
when the crops of other hearted Cabbages are exhausted,
and thus fills up the void between the end cf February
and the end of April, when the Early York comes in.
The seed is sown in June, and the young plants are finally
set out between the 8th and 15th of August: the chief
thing to be observed, is to retard them as much as possi-
ble without iniurins: them - — ' -^-- -'- - '

,-...,

NOTICESofNEWPLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Ci.KRODEvpRO!^ sPLKNijEN's. Scarlct Glory tree. {Stove
Climber. ) Verbenaceae. Didynamia angiospermia.— Of the many
beautiful climbing-plants inhabiting the woods of Sierra Leone,
and of which so few are yet in cultivation, this is one of the best.
Its foliage is of a deep rich green, and the flowers of a colour not
inferior to that of Euph6rbia splendens. It will be a stove plar.t,
but one of the handsomest in the country. It has flowered with
Mr. Knight, at his nursery in the King's-road, where it had been
sent by Mr. Whitfield, a most zealous and enterprising collector.
This gentleman has given the following account of it :—" Late in
the month of December 1838, my servant, John Richards, brought
to mo a bunch of the flowers of the Clcrodendron splendeus, and
afterwards took me to the spot where he fmmd it growing wild,
when I took up the root of it after much labour, as the plant was
growing in a very stitf gravelly soil. Upon further search. 1
found several others growing in a stiff ioRin4:hat appeared to me
to be in its virgin state; at a subsequent period I proceeded to the
same neighbourhood to obtain more plants, but I was not suc-
cessful. Early in February, in 1939, I rambled, when practicable,
along the south-west district of Sierra Leone, where I found it
growing in greater plenty and of various colours, vii.. crimson,
brickdust-red, oranife, and bicolor (crimson and white) : the latter
plant seemed to me to he more luxuriant where the soU had been
broken by the liberated Africans for the purpose of cultivating the
Nfanioc ; the other varieties became scarce where the soil had
> r"Ti disturljcd, but in every instance, except the first plant, I
i- ' I it growing in what T consider a strong ioam, impregnated
(!rom its colour and aptitude to stain linen> with a large portion
of carbonate of iron- The plaut Mr. Knight has flowered, being
scarlct, makes five distinct colours ; it was brought by me from
Sierra Leone in May is^o, but 1 had previously sent to the Duke
of Bedford all the varieties I have named, and I had hoped that
they would liave flowered long before Mr. Knight's, as thev had
had twelve months* advantage, having been sent to his Grace in
March 1839, and again in July of the same year. When the root
is shaded from the sun by the underwood, this C. splendens attains
the height of loto 12 feet; but if it is exposed to thesun. it seldom
grows more than three feet." The varieties here spoken of are
probably distinct species, of which several from the same part of
Africa arc known to botanists. Judging from the general cha
racter of the Sierra Leone climate, it may be expected that this
species will require considerable bottom-hcat, a hot raoist atmo-
sphere while growing, and at least four months' rest in a drier
atmosphere after its growth is completed.—Bo/. Reg-

A.viiMo\'E HivuLAKis. The Rill Auemone. (Hardf/ Perenniai.)
RanuncuUicea;. Polyandria polyginia. — A hardy perennial,
gr«>wing about 18 inches high, and requiring the same treatment
as Anemone ritifdUa, like which it suiters in winter tame from

watering cautiously during
Cabbage begins to form its

longer this can be delayed,

and this is to be effected by
the autumn. The Vaugirard
heart in December; and the
the more valuahle will be the

produce: with this view an incision is frequently made
half-way through the stem close under the heart ; this fs
done in March, but it is only the finest and healthiest
plants that are so treated. Notwithstanding that tliis

kind is very hardy, it is generally protected with long
litter during severe frost. Its origin is not well known

;

its characters are not constant; but they generally consist
in the thickness and whiteness of the leaf-stalks and ribs,
and in the deep green colour of the leaves which cover
the heart being often veined with red. The heart varies
a great deal in form ; sometimes it is round, and at others
heart-shaped, but generally it is flattened, and this is the
most esteemed. Seed is not saved from, those plants
which become yellow and form their hearts first, as they
are less capable of enduring the winter than the dark
green and late ones.

—

Bon Jardinier, >^

New irine.—This has been produced from Yaccf-
nium Myrtillus by M. de Chassenon. The liquor, made
in large quantities, has furnished wine sufficiently good
for general consumption, M. de Chassenon is assured
that good vinegar may be prbcnred from it, and
agreeable brandy may be supplied by distillation.

Preservation of JFoorf.—In the ** Edinburgh Courant"
has lately been given the following account of experiments
upon the preservation of wood on Boucherie's plan, to
which we have on several former occasions directed atten-
tion.

that

The author of the experiments was W. H. Hyett,
Esq., of Painswick, Gloucestershire. Two sets of expe-
riments were detailed : 1st, on small trees, which were
cut and placed upright, with their cut extremities im-
mersed in different solutions ; 2d, on standing trees, from
about 12 to about GO years old. In these last an auger
hole was bered quite through the centre of the tree, and a
narrow saw being introduced, the trunk was cut horizon-
tally right and left, to within one inch or more of the out-

side, and the solutions poured into a b isin of cUy made
round the base of each tree, the bottom being a little

below the level of the saw-cut, and the basin, which waa

kept constantly full, being capable of holding twoga^ons.

The experiments on the small trees were made chiefly m
reference to colour, and various solutions were employed,

as acids and alkalies, aceUteofkaJ, bichromate of potash,

mtinate of tin, cochineal, sulphate of copper, muriate of
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iroa, arscniftte and pnis«iate of potash ; and two of these

were aomctimcs employed in experlmentiDg upon the same

tree, and the order in which they were applied was varied.

Portions of the wood were then sawed off, split vertically,

pUned and ramibhed, and transmitted along with the

etsaj. The trees subjected to experiment were Larch,

lime. Sycamore, Cliestnut, Lilac. Scotch Fir. Deech. Oak,

and Ash. The solutions were absorbed with greater or

less facility by different trees ; scarcely at all by the Ash.

Many o( the colours were deep and bright, as shown by the

specimens exhibited ; and the autlior observed that the

cok)urd were most brilliant when the experiment was per-

formed in the open air and in clear weather. The expe-

riments on the larger and growing trees were made in re-

ference to—1st, Preservation from decay ; 2d, IVicorabus-

tibility; 3d, Hardness; 4th, Colour ; 5th, Fragrance

;

€th, Flexibility and elasticity ; 7th, Diminished shrinkage ;

8th, Strength of the timber. Sufficient time had not

been given satisfactorily to uscertain the preservation from

decay ; but probable inferences were drawn on this subject

from the amount of coagulation of the soluble contents of

the wood by different re-agcats. Tiiese re-agents were

pyrolignite and snlphatc of iron, corrosive sublimate, ace-

tate of lead, muriate of soda and of lime, prussiate of

potash. It appeared not only in reference*to the preven-

tion from decay, but in regard of the other heads of

inquiry, that few subsUnces acted equally upon rcainous

and other timbers. Muriate of lime served to confer the

greatest degree of incombustibility. The hardness was

estimated by the effect upon carpenters' tooU, and was

found to correspond pretty directly with the amount of

-jiccific gravity. The acetate of cojiper conferred the

greatest hardness upon Beech, the pyrolignite of iron upon

Larch ; and the author suggested that the Beech so pre-

pared may be found sufficiently hard and durable to be a

substitute for Oak in forming wood pavement. Flexibi-

lity and strength were estimated by suspending weights in

the middle of portions of wood, supported only at the ends.

Their weight was increased every half-minute ; the de-

flection at the end of every interval of suspension, and

the breaking point, were noted. Deliquescent salts in-

crer flexibility in Beech, and in the same degree dimi-

nished its strength. Deliquescent salts did not increase

flexibility in Larch ; on the contrary, the deflection and

reduction of strength in this timber were greatest after

preparation with sulphate and acetate of copper, audits

strength greatest and tlexibillty leaist when prepared with

muriate of lime, though this occasioned much moisture.

Mineral acids, or salts in which they are in excess, were
found to impair the strength of non-resinous timber more
than vegetable acids.

ordinary dicotyledonous timbers, and Larch of the resi-

nous ; and the effects of different agents on the strength of

these arc compared, and important inferences drawn. '* Id
the Ceech every chemical agent, except the pru?siate of

potash and pyrolignite of iron, impairs the strength, as

compared with the tree in its natural state ; with the

I^rch it is increased by all. To the Beech the prussiate

gives very considerably the greatest strength ; to the

Larch it is the only agent which gives none at all. In the

Beech muriate of soda injures the strength most of all

except two; in the Larch muriate of lime gives it the

greatest strength." The author likewise stated instances
in whicli there was a uniformity of effect by certain agents,

lie is of opinion that in relation to strengtii there is not a

better ap]>lication to both than pyrolignite of iron, though
the pru.^siate of potash serves the best for Beech, and the

muriate of lime for Larch, The strength of Beech pre-
pared by the prussiate ^f potash is nearly double of that
prepared by the sulphate of copper. The strength of
Larch prepared by the muriate of lime, compared with
that treated by prussiate of potash in its natural state, ap-
peared from the author's experiments to be as 1 4 to 9. It

is acknowledged that there may be some sources of fallacy

overlooked in these experiments, and another series is

suggested, and results of the greatest certainty on a sub-
ject of much importance to human industry and comfort
expected: the necessity of these is the more apparent on
account of the rival schemes which are before the public,
aome of which, under certain applications, may be really
injurious. The essay contalaa a great deal of most valu-
able information, and this is particularly exhibited in a
compendious form in a set of admirably constnicted
tables, in which the general results are placed very con-
spicuously before the reader. There arc also some inter-
esting physiological facts illustrated regarding the effects
of certain agents on the living planU, aud the excretion or
exudation by the roots of poisonous agents,' in such quan-
tity as to prove injurious, or even fatal, to trees in the
neighbourhood.

with rich, shinin-, dark orange blossoms well relieved by a

purplish brown spot on the labellum. and the beautiful D. pul-

chellum. added to the gaiety of the house. One of the most sin-

Kular plants now in blossom is a species of Cirrhopetalum with

pink and white dowers, arranged in a semicircle on the top of the

stem and the oddlv-formcd Masdevaliia iufracta, with yeUowish-

whitc MoBsoms. having two elongations at the lower part ar-

ranged like the tusks of the Walrus and another «" the top

placed in the directiou of the horn on the forehead of the fabled

unicorn, is also worthy of note for its sin^ulanty. The bright

yellow Onddium ampliatum, and C. altissunum, with long

spikes of yellow and brown flowers, were in high perfection.

One of the stoves was enlivened by a number of plants of Onci-

dium bifcilium suspended from the roof; here there was also

ManUsiasa]tat<5ri8, or Dancing-girls, in bloom; and the beautiful,

but deadly. Cerbera frnticosa.—3/arcA 21.

Bank Farm, the sent of Sir John Broughton, Bart.-The ^teat

attraction here at present is two houses of Camelhas in full bloom.

The first contains specimens in pots of all the finest varieties in

the highest possible state of health. The following are particu-

larly striking, and well worthy of cultivation :- King, a fine variety

in the way of Press's Eclipse ; Triumphans, a large rose-coloured

kind J
Ocliroleuca, white, Unged with yellow; Palmeni, rose-

coloured i
Eximia, very fine dark red; Donckelaerii-this plant,

when seen in its perfect striped state (as it is here) is really

splendid ; Albertns, white striped and spotted, very fine. Besides

these there are Sweetii, Lombardii, Imbricata, Hume's, blush,

Speciosa, and many others of great merit. Along the back wall

are a number planted out in boxes, and although shaded by those

on the stage they are in the raOst perfect health, indeed they seem

to like this situation. But the most striking display is in the

centre house of the range or the conservatory. This house is

nearly filled with three plants, which are planted in the border,

namely- Reticulata, Fimbriata, and Woodsii. The former is, we
should say, the finest plant in the country, clothed with branches,

leaves, and flowers, to the ground. We can scarcely imagine a

more beautiful object, covered as it is with many hundred fiowers,

many of them at least seven inches across. The other two plants

are equally large, and the beautiful fringed white flowers of Fim-

briata, and the rose coloured ones of Woodsii, form a pleasing

contrast to the deep green healthy foliage of these plants. The
best new Pelargoniums are grown in^thc other wing of the range,

all of which look clean and healthy. Bank Farm is pleasantly

situated on the banks of the Thames, near Kingston.—Ji.F.

What to Teachy and JIow to Teach it i so fiat the Child

may become a wise and good Man, By Henry Mayhew.
London : Smith.

Our motive for noticing this excellent work is to express

our entire concurrence in the recommendation of the

author that more importance should be given to Natural

Science, as a branch of early education, than to the dead

languages. It would be unjust to him to injure by short ex-

tracts the forcible reasons by which he supports his views,

or to offer a meagre extract of his opinions, for nothing

beyond which could we afford space. We must therefore

content ourselves with recommending the work to such of

our readers as are interested in the great subject of educa-
Beech is assumed as the type of tion as an essay full of original views well worthy of their

'*
consideration, much at variance no doubt with common
opinions, but supported by arguments and reasoning of

which it will be very difficult to diminish the force.

An Inquiry into the Principles which ought to reiiulate

ike Impoixtxon of Dulles on Foreign Com, By G.
Taylor, Esq., W.S* Murray.

This is a pamphlet of 56 pages, and is intended as a re-

ply to one on the same subject by Mr. M'Cuiloch. As
discussions of a political nature are foreign to our plan,

we can only state that Mr. Taylor's pamphlet is an able

exposition of the views of the Conservative party, written

in the calm and temperate manner in which only such im-
portant questions should be conducted.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
reiVrA'j Xurscry, ^jrf^er.—The Heaths are in fine condition,

and the collection contains all the rarer kiiid:i; among othersnow enUvening the greenhouse are depres-a and translucensAmong the Orchidaceas are two fine specimens of the lovely
Dendrobium n6biie and the singular Cycnoches with curious
swan-IikD flowers. Many species are grown in rustic baskets
aufipended from the roof, and these give quite a unique appear-
ance to the house. One of the most interesting features in this
nursery ia a house appropriated to raising the seeds sent home
from Brazil by Mr. Veitch's collector. The Camellias in the Ro-
tunda are in fine order now, and the Pelargoniums give promise
of blooming abundantly in a few months.

Lodfii'^es* Xur^f^rj/f Hac'cnej/.—The CameUias are now in great
perfection. We noticed a superb specimen of imbricata covered
with finely-formed lowers, of various tints, from scarlet-crimson
topink; papaveracca made a fine show with its large^ almost
scarlet dowers; and punctata, with white biosiioius btriped and
potted wilh crimson, contrasted well with the last-uaaicd.
Among the Orchidacepc tliere was a hiu^uhkr little Dendr^^bium
called linf^uiforme, which haif produced numerous spikes of spi
der-like bloj^soms. There was also a large specimen of D fim
briatum ia full bloom, and the hiigUt orange of its flowers cast
4u!te aglow upon the surrounding plants. D, Cambridgeanum,

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing iveeJc.

In ornamental grounds it is sometimes necessary, for the sake
of immediate cflTect, to transplant trees and shrubs of large size,
and much importance is attached to the success of the operation.
This, in many cases, may be greatly facilitated by a little atten-
tion during the spring and early summer months; for failure is

often caused by sudden bursts of hot weather, or by cold drying
winds* when these occur before the plants have had sufficient
time to replace their lost roots. Occasional waterings should,
therefore, be given in dry weather j and to maintain a more uni-
form state of moisture and warmth about the tender newly-
formed fibres, spread a thick mulching of rotten leaves or duiig
over the ground as far as the roots extend : this, if objectionable
on account of its appearance, might be hid by a covering of moss.
When the plants are very highly valued, they might be sheltered
from drying winds, and even shaded in hot sunshine, by a tem-
porary bcreen of mats. Tliese precautions will be found worthy
of adoption where the preservation of a removed plant is of more
than usual consequence. It is almost needless to add, that large
trees which have been recently planted should be firmly secured
by props and stakes, that they may not be displaced, and their
roots strained by violent winds. *

I.—KlTCii^N.GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Depnrtinent

,

Pinery.—If any of the fruit which came up in autumn show
signs of ripening, remove the plants to a drier and more airy
situation, cut off the leaves, and give them no more water This
will greatly heighten the flavour of the fruit. The treatment of
young plants need not vary from that detailed at page 176. For
shading use some material which will admit the light, and merely
break the sun's rays, as the plants will now be beginning to grow
if shifted early.
ViNBBv.—Bitter cold winds and sudden showers, with inter-

vening gleams of bright sunshine, make great caution necessary
in giving air to plants, which, like the Vine, have tender foliage
In such weather carelessness in this matter may in a single hour
destroy the fruits of a long period of labour and anxiety- the
houses must therefore be closely attended. Admit air only by
the back lights, and no more than is indispensable, keeping the
floors of the houses constantly wet during the day the leaves
should also be moistened with a syringe eariier in the afternoonwhen a vcrj- high temperature has unavoidably been maintained
In variable weather blooming Vines will be benefited by a tern'porary shading .of double nets, when less air will be neededGrapea set best in a high temperature.

neeuea.

PsAca-HOLSK.«-As soon as the fruit in the eariy house is per-fectly stoned, more heat maybe applied with safety; the nighttemperature should therefore he graduaUy increased tA 6o^ Thehouse commenced in January might also be kept at 60^= by fire-
heat. Admit air cautiously in rough weather, but liberally on
c ear. calm days. Make fires to the latest house only in cold
nights. , / 4*4 VLM.U

CHKHRV-nousK.-Thelaterhouses. in which the fruit is ston-
ing, setting, or the trees in full blossom, will require great nicety
of management, if variable weather continues; strong currents

of cold wind being equally as dangerous as close confinement.

As fresh air must, however, be admitted, it will be advisable to
break its force when violent by fastening mats before the opened
sashes. If the black-fly appears, dip the infested shoots into
strong soap-suds and tobacco-water J but be careful not to wet
the flowers.
Fig-house.—Continue the treatment directed last week.
KinvEY-BKANS.—On the principle that " prevention is better

than cure," fumigate the house once a week in which these are
grown. If thrips are once suflfered to get a-head, some difficulty

will be found in checking them. SvTinge frequently.

Cucumbers axd Meloxs.—Try to keep a steady heat of 70°

or 75° in the frames. Should the heat decline suddenly, increase
the night coverings, and take immediate measures to restore it.

Sow and put out Melons in succession, to insure a regular supply
of fruit. If the first plants are showing fruit, impregnate the
flowers daily, and do not stop the fruit-bearing shoot till it is

ascertained that the Melon is safely set, when one or two perfect
leaves should be left beyond it. Do not permit the lateral shoots
to crowd each other, and keep them regularly trained. It is a
good plan to cover the surface of the soil in the beds with some
substance which will prevent the rapid evaporation of moisture.
For this purpose, tiles, moss, or sand, is generally used, of which
the last is perhaps the best material.

Nkw Zealand Spinach, an unworthy substitute for the com-
mon sort, should now be sown in heat, if required; but it is not
worth growing.
Lettucks in frames must be freely exposed in fine weather ; so

likewise must young Cauliflowers, and all other vegetables un-
der glass. Sow Mustard and Cress regularly.

Out' door Department,

AsPAttAcus-ROOTS may yet be planted; or seeds may be sown
to remain for a permanent plantation, in which case one inch of
covering will be amply sufficient,

Bekt.—Sow the Silver-leaved, which is sometimes used instead

of Spinach.
BoREcoLF.—Sow the dwarf curled variety, for an autumn and

winter supply.
Broccoli.—If the heads form faster than they are wanted, take

up some plants and lay them in behind a wall, or stow them in

ashes.
Carrots.—The principal supply for winter and spring may

now be sown whenever the soil is in a fit state. The Scarlet

Horn is preferable for parlour use, on account of its fine colour.

Enuivb.—Any that has been preserved through the winter

should be blanched for use j it will be of less value when Let-

tuces become plentiful.

Jerusalkm Artichokes may still be planted.

Parsxeps.—Sow the main crop.

Peas.—If those last sown are come up, sow the same quantity

of similar sorts, with Spinach between the rows ; this plan will

give a regular supply of both articles. Beans should be treated

in the same way.
Potatoes.—Plant largely of sorts which will succeed the early

varietif's. Few, if any, are better than the Shaw for this purpose.

The Herbary should now be set in order, dividing and increas-

ing the various kinds according as required. If tlie situation is

warm, seeds of most annual species may be sown ; but if ex-

posed, they will succeed better a fortnight hence.
Orchard.—Vimsh. the planting of Strawberries. The mulching

of wall trees which have been removed should be attended to.

Protect the advancing blossoms of Peach and Nectarine trees.

When a crop of fruit is more important than a trifling outlay, the

most effectual method of protection would be to fix stout canvas

to a framing of boards, so that it might be drawn or undrawn as

necessary in the way of curtains. This apparatus would also be

available for the preservation of the fruit when ripe. Make gen-

tle fires to flued walls when there is a likelihood of frost at night.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.
daceous plants

look out the shades and get them ready for this house. Keep the

atmosphere very moist, particularyin bright weather. Train care-

fully such plants as Manettia cordifolia, Ipomoeas, &'C. ; wbere it

is possible to plant them out, they always succeed best.

Greenhouse ano Conservatory.—In giving air in boisterous

weather,open the sashes on the leeward side, as a keen wind blow-

ing directly upon the foliage would be injurious. A more liberal

supply of water will now be necessary. Look over the houses

every morning, and water those plants, and only those, that re-

quire it. The green-fly increases rapidly ai this season, therefore

occasional fumigations will be required. "When only a few plants

are mfested, they might be dipped in tobacco-water.
Pits anb Frames.—Pot young seedlings of all kinds as soon

as they are large enough, and shade them in bright sunshine.

Seeds of stove and greenhouse plants'yet unsown ought to be put

into the ground immediately. Annual flowers sown in frames for

transplantmg must not be allowed to stand too thick ;
the thin-

nings may he planted in another frame, or in pots. Put ii\
*^^f*

tings of Chrysanthemums ; likewise some of the last year's shoots

of Hydrangeas, which have a terminal blossom bud ; these shoum

be potted singly in sixties, and regularly shifted as they advance

in growth.
Out-door Department.

Persevere with the work mentioned last week. If the flower-

borders yet remain undug, which, however, is only excusable

where the situation is cold and backward, and the soil wet, suca

business ought ft» he no longer delayed, provided the grouuais

dry enough to work. Shelter the foliage of select Tulips from

wet, which if succeeded by sharp frost, would most likely weaken

the coming bloom. Hyacinths. Ukewise, and other choice Pjants,

will be the better for protection if cold stormy weather shouia

continue.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

Nursery.— Cuttings of Aucuba japonica, Laurels, ^c, will

root if planted now, but the latter succeed best when P^^/.^^^

sooner in the year. Transplant in rows the last year's seedlinga

pf Rhododendrons, Azalea, Berberry, and the various snruDs

which have been raised in pans; plants of doubtful hardihocn,

however, had better not be risked yet. ..

Forest a.\i> Coppjce Woods.—Be expeditious in
}^^Ynt^

and clearing away branches and loose wood, especially in P**'!,,

tions devoted to the preservation of game.—J. B. Whtttng, *

Deepdene,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending March 24,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, ChiswiCK

Take great care not to rot the young shoots of Orcbi-

ants with too much water—this is very easily done

;

March
Friday 19
Saturday 19
Sunday SO
Monday SI
Tuesday 2fl

Wednesday23
Thuriday 24

Averajire

Barombter.

Rfax.

f9.M2
89.638
30.1fi7

30.15)

90.183
30.221

2».950

Min.
29.609
29.280
29. 400
29.890
29. 0.*. I

ao.JOf
ao.167

29.771

Thbbmombtbb Wind.

M
63

48
49
48
46
4ti

47.B

Mitt

40
88
34
30
SB
34

84.1

M ean.

43.5
43.0

43.0
41.5
39.0
37-0

4{».0

41.0

.10 J

.08

.03

:

March 18, Fine; cloudy; clear at night. .. i^
19. Clear and cold; stormy with hail-showers, and dry ^^

the intervals ; overcast.
20. Cloudy; showery; squall in afternoon ; rain. , .

21. Cold and windy ; stormy showers; hail with brisk wind} rai».

22. Cloudy and fine; heavy rain at night, clearing to ^''^sj;
, ,

23. Frosty, very clear: hall-showers with sunny intervals,

clear and frosty at night.
24. Overcast: hazy.
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State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last iG years, for
the ensuing Week ending April 2, 1S42,

1

Aver.
Hi(rbest
Temp.

Aver.
' Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

Na of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
;

quantity
ot K ai B.

1

•

Pre I'ailicIf! Winda."

Mar. ^ • ai

9
* 1

1

*

Sun. 27 &4.0 '34.2 44.1 6 0.37 in.
J
b 1 1

~?
2 iz

Mon. 28 53.0 34.4 43.7 S 0.63 3' 5 8 I 8\ 1 1 1

1 2
3 9

Tue*. SO 53.4
1

34.3 43.4 4 0.13 1 3 2 •.2 1 4

'Wed. 30 52. ti S4.6 43.7 4 0.50 3 3i 2'— 2 1

ThurB.31 53.3 35.6 44.4 7 0.26 S 6 1 2 ^^ I 4 1

April
1

1

1

1

1

Fri. I 52.1 35.5 4S.fi 8 0.7(5 2 ]' S S 2 2 1 4
Sat. « 53.4 37.5 , 45.5 1

I 7 ].19 2
;
s ll 1 2 I3I

1

2 3

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
thesdof April, in 1835—thermometer 73° i and the lowest on the
1st of April, 1838—thermometer l6^

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending March 25, 1842.

' DuRi?fG the past week the supplies have heen good, hut trade
has heen unusually dnW,—Fruit. Pines are not very plentiful.

A few Hothouse Grapes are offered at 255. per lb. Apples are
rather lower in price this week, but the best samples of Nonpareil
are still worth 30s. per bushel. Easter Beurre and Beurre Ranee
Pears are not scarce. The supply of Strawberries is gradually in-
creasing. Good Cucumbers are becoming more plentiful.

—

Vegetables, Excellent Broccoli, both White and Purple, abounds.
Kidney-Beans are improved in quality, and not so scarce as they
were. A few new Potatoes appeared this week, and realised 4*,

per lb. Asparagus is abundant, and the quality, generally speak-
ing, good. Sea-kale is plentiful. Young Radishes are tolerably
abundant. Endive, Lettuce, and some other kinds of salading
are rather indifferent. Celery has ahnost passed. Rhubarb is

plentiful; we noticed handsome bundles of Pulley's Scarlet Ad-
mirable and Myatt's Victoria. Mushrooms are excellent,

PRICES Satujrday, March 26, 1842._FKU1TS:—
Lemons, per doz. )* to2# ;~

— per 100, 6»lo 14/
Almonds, per peuk, 7'
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 2$6dio3i
Chesnuts, per peck, 5» to 8<
Walnuts, per bushel, 16ji to 24j
Filberts, Eng., per 100 lbs., 130# to 140*
Cobb Nuts, per peck, 3« 6d
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, 20*— Spanish, 16*— Barcelona, 20* to 24*

VEGETABLES. %
Savoys, per dozen, 1* 8*^

Cabbage, Red, for pkkllnpr, 2* 10 6#
Cabbage Plants, per doz,, 3*to 6«

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.sve.. Is 6

J

Broccoli, White, per bunch, 9d toltGd— Cape, Odto U 6d
Brown, Gd

Apples, Kitchen, per bush. 3j6J toG*
— Dessert, perbuphel, 4*to 10*

Fears,'des5ei t, per half-sieve, 5* to 16*

Strawberries, forced, per oz,, 3* to 5*

Pine Apple, perlb. 64 to \3$

Cucumbers, per brace, 2s to 12*

Grapes, hothouse, per pound, 25*
— Spanish, per lb., I»6J to 2*

^^ —, Portug^nl.per lb., 1* to 5*

Oranges, per doz., U to 2* 6d
— per 100.4* tn 16*]

-. Bitter, per 100, 7* to ls<

s

». sprouts, per sieve, 1$ 6d
Turnip Tops, per bushel, 6<i to 9d
Kidney Beana, forced, p. 100, 2* to3«
Potatoes, per ion, 50* to 70*

g _ • per cwt. 2* 6<f to -4*

— per bushel, l*6«f to 2* Gd
— Kidney, per bush. 2* to 2* Gd

New, per |)Ound, 4*

Turnips, per dozen bunches, 2* to3*

Carrots, per doz. bunches, 4* to 5*

per bushel, 2* to 3#

iParsneps, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Red Beet, per dozen, 6d tol«6«i
Horse Radish, per bundle, l*to5*
Radish, per.doz. hands (24 to'30 each)

J*6fj to 2*— Turnip, per bunch, 4<f to 6d
Spinacli, per sieve, 1* Gd to 2*

Leeki, per dozen bunches, Od to It

GArlic, perlb. Qd
Shallots, per lb., 1*
Chives, per pot, Gd
Onions. Old, per bushel, 3* to 4*— forpick., per hf.-sieve,3*
— Green, per doz, bunches, 2* to 3*— Spanish, per dozen, 2* to 6*

Asparagus, per loo, larwe, 9* to 12*
— Second or Middling, 3* to 4*
— Sprue, or Small, 2* to 3*

Sea-kale, per punnet, i* to 3*
Lettuce, Cabbage, per half 'sieve, 1*
to 2* 6d

Endive, perscore,'!* 6d! to 2* 61/

Celery,'per bundle (13 to'15) 9J to2* I
Small Salads, per punnet, 3d
Corn Salad, per half sieve, 9^ to'I*
Watercress, p.dx. small bunch. 4dto Qd
Parsley, per half/sieve, 2* to 3*
Tarrajfon, perdozen bunches^ 4*
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 3*
Mint, per bunch,'4rf to 1*
Chervil, per punnet, 6d
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle, Bd
Mushrooms, per pottle, Bd ro \»\3d
Truffles, per pound, 2* to 3* ed

i^otices to Correspondents,

The occurrence of Good-Friday compels us to defer the an-
swers to many correspondents till next week. .

J. P.—The influence of the external air on Pinb-apples is not
likely to be injurious unless it is too cold. They are founj^natu-
rally in the neighbourhood of the sea-shore, and are therefore
not likely to be affected by the small quantity of salt in a marine
atmosphere. In all probability you are using manure in too con-
centrated a state. Nig^ht-soil, excellent as it is, can only be em-
ployed usefully in small quantity.

Z.. S,—There is no workonFORKSTivo thatwe can recommend.
Sir Henry Stuart's is the best, but its reputation is far beyond
its real merits. There is a treatise on the subject called " Useful
and Ornamental Planting," published by the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge; but it is a poor affair.
Xan(hias.-~\f\he ChineseGourd called Kassababe not the Me-

diterranean Melon called Casawha, we know not what it is. If
it is, you will find it adverted to in another place among these
notices.
A WelUwislier, Beaumans,—The plants best adapted for early

FORCING are the Rose, Persian Lilac. Azalea, Kalniia, and Rho-
dodendron. You may procure from any nurseryman as many of
the above as will be necessary in the month of October. Tn pot-
ting them reduce the ball, and allow at least an inch between it
and the sides of the pot, to supply sufficient nutriment to the
young fibres which will be emitted. Roses and Ulacs will suc-
ceed in any good common soil ; the rest will require to be potted
in peat with which a small quantity of loam has been mixed.
"Water them well, and place them in the shade for a few days • a
slight protection from the frost will be all that is requisite until
you commence forcing them. A temperature of 45=^ will be suf-
ficient to start them, which may be gradually raised to 55°. The
laly-of-the-Valley will likewise thrive in any good soil ; and the
fragrance of the Neapolitan Violet will amply repay for any ad-
ditional trovible it may occasion. In a mixture ofone-halfvegetable
mould, a quarter loam, a quarter well-rotted manure, and a small
quantity of sand (well incorporated), it will thrive admirably
and merely requires to be placed in a light and airy situation,'
Well protected from frost. The most suitable bulbs are the ITya-
cinth. Narcissus, Tulip, and Amaryllis, which may be potted in
November ; any tolerably rich and light mould will suit them,
but they must not he covered above half their depth, neither
must they be watered until they begin to grow. In all other re-
spects they may be treated as above.
R. C—We doubt whether pigs will eat wash from butts that

nave contained ammoniacal liquor. We would use the salt-
cake in solution for the purpose of fixing ammonia on the plan
spoken of last Saturday by Mr. Schattenmann.
Swain,—Vfc recommend you to water your Asparagus beds

once a year with salt-water. ^
A Young Garde7)er.—YoxiT mason is right, and you are wrong •

only u would be better if you had three horizontal flues instead
oi two. How do you think such flues as you would have are toDC cleaned? The best Raspberry of all is the Red Antwerp, for
*ll purposes.
W. Hedges.—V>'c see no difference between your Statice and

wf""- /^^-c
'^^ ^^^^ species as S. triangularis is known to

w-"'^
' ®- t^iPteris is quite another plant.

fhi!^ ''^^ improve your flower-garden, strike out cvery-ifting except the star and the circle. Fantastical figures without
Wn«T^^ ^^ ^^ always ugly. Replace the Catharine-wheel by aflandsome oval, the Maltese cross by a circle, and destroy the

ori^^?'^ f*^^^*^^
compartmeut of the star be filled with someone Kind of flower, and the circles and oval by an assortment of

colours, such as we shall give next week. In order to maintain
• succession the whole season long, successive sowings must be™aae mouth by month, in the manner described at p. 4S3 of last

ts/ V^'"^"^*^
Cassaba Melon will succeed in the soil and tera-

I'wature Sttltable for other Melons ia geuerai cultivation. But

it requires a very long and bright sun to acquire the excellence it
has at Smyrna.

Col. Mason.—HEhdsiAs asphodeloides, or as it sometimes is
called, H. tenax, requires to be planted in an American border,
where it is partially screened from the sun, but not in a situation
where it is ovcrhurg by large plants, or crowded. It should have
rather a rich soil, composed of sandy peat and leaf-mould ; when
once established, it must not afterwards be shifted or parted, as,
if it is, it will be years before it gains strength enough to dower.
It seldom blossoms well if kept in a pot or planted m the common
soil.

A Constant Header.—The bulbs of GladIolus cardinalis be-
come weakly if the tops are not protected in the autumn from
early frosts, and kept growing as long as possible; much also
depends on the situation—if a dry one, and whether they were
planted out early. They may be taken up early in the autumn,
before the tops are injured by frost, with a portion of the soil

attached to each root, potted in small pots, filled with rich sandy
soil, and afterwards be iilaced in a warm pit, kept close and
moist for a few days, to allow the young bulbs to recover the
shift. The bulbs will then receive all the substance contained in

the young foliage, and may afterwards be gradually dried, and
put to rest in the pots> when spring advances they may be
started in the same pots, without any further trouble.

A Subscriber.—The following plants are easily grown, flower
freely, and are suitable for cutting for aiAR£ET :—Sweet Peas,
Stocks, double Larkspurs, Canterbury Bells, Wallflowers, Lu-
pinus polyphyllus. Poppy Anemone, Double Rockets, Hyacinths,
Pseonias, Mignonette; Scarlet, Purple, and W'hite Verbenas; China
and Moss Roses, Lavender, Persian Lilac, Ribes sanguineum.
Heartsease, and Violets. The following are the quickest-growing
hardy Climbers :—White and Yellow Jasmine, Virginian Creeper,
Glycine, Honeysuckle, Clematis, and Ivy.

A Lady.—Yon may sow your Balsam seeds at two seasons,

—

one for dowering early, and the other for obtaining large and
fine plants; for if Balsams are sown early they will not attain a
large size. The first sowing, for obtaining early-flowering plants,
should be made about the beginning of April. The seeds should
be put in in the ordinary way, placed in a Cucumber or Melon
frame, and when the young plants are large enough, pot them
into small pots; they will afterwards require shifting into larger
pots once a fortnight. To grow Balsams to a large size, the seed
should not be put in before May : the seeds should be sown in
the usual way in a pot placed in a strong dung-frame; when
young plants show their first rough leaves, they should be
potted off singly into small pots filled with light rich soil, then
plunge the pots up to the rims in the frame, and after the plants
have recovered the shift, allow them to have plenty of air on all

suitable occasions, by propping up the lights at the back. They
will afterwards require shifting about one inch in ten days at
first, but afterwards not so frequently; the soil should be made
rather light at first by adding a portion of sandy peat, but should
be ihade stronger and richer for every succeeding shift, by adding
more loam and rotten dung and less peat, so that at the last shift
the mould should be composed of two-thirds loam and one-third
well-rotted dung. As the season advances and the plants in-

crease in size, give them plenty of air, to prevent their being
drawn up weakly, picking off all the first formed flower-buds

;

and when the plants have attained the desired size, give them no
further shifting, but an occasional watering with liquid manure.
By giving the plants plenty of air, and protecting them from the
wind and rain, they may be kept in bloom all the autumn, parti-
cularly if attention is paid to picking off the decaying flowers
and newly-formed seed-pods.
A Constant Reader.—The seeds of Pentstemon speciosum

should be sown in autumn in a cool frame, and kept near the
light, when the young plants come up in spring ; pot them off
into small pots and keep them in these until they are strong
enough for planting out. When they flower save seed if possible,
and always keep a young stock on hand to put in the places of
the old ones, which in the most of cases are short-lived.
Ervtiirina Crista-galli must be kept in the greenhouse, per-
fectly dry, all the winter; in spring repot it, prune it in, and
supply it liberally with water as it shows signs of growth. In
mild situations it does well out-of-doors in summer, when
planted out in a sheltered south border. If you have it in a
pot and can give it a little heat during the growing season, it will
flower all the better. Corr;ka Harrisi requires a greenhouse,
and is as easily grown £is the older kinds. Pot it in a mixture of
peat, leaf-mould, and sand. It may be propagated either by
cuttings, or, what is better, by grafting on the stronger kinds.

5. S.—The Oleander and Garde'nia radicans both strike
freely from cuttings : the former requires a light rich loamy soil

and plenty of water when growing ; the latter should have bot-
tom-heat in spring, and must be kept more cool after the flower-
ing and growing season. Cut back your Oleander when it begins
to make its young shoots. Plant your Orange-tree in a mixture
of rich loam, rotten dung, and leaf-mould; add a little sand.
Drain the pot or tub well, and take care that the roots do not get
too dry. Cow-dung makes excellent manure-water for Fuchsias
and Pelargoniums, but you may use either that or sheep's-dung
with the best effects.

Mr. Edwards has had no injustice done him by us, and we can-
not print complaints of the injustice of others. We can only print
his letter as an advertisement.
A Yonng Gardener.—Th^re is an Orange with double flowers,

but it does not usually fruit.

F. G.—We have never heard of the powder of nitre being ap-
plied in a diluted form to the Ranunculus. The proper time for

applying it would be from the time the buds begiu to form tili

the plants show bloom. W^e recommend you to try it merely by
way of experiment. The best bloomed beds of Ranunculus we
ever saw were grown by very simple means. A greyish earth
from a meadow where a river had been widened formed the basis

of the compost. This was frequently turned over, and exposed
to the influence of sun and air during three years, and in the
third year cow-manure was added, with a portion of garden-
mould. The beds were dug out and filled with this compost,
which was of a cool and retentive nature ; when necessary they
were well watered; there was scarcely a failure in the beds, and
when in flower they presented a complete mass of bloom. The
" Horticultural Register " is to be obtained of the publishers,

/. Dtfflcon,—Much obliged, but the extract is too absurd.
Qxfcpso.—Your plant has no resemblance to Eupatorium odora-

tum ; it appears to be JS glandulosum.
Lady C—To reprint the Gardening alone would cost 800/., so

that your wishes cannot be complied with. We have sent for the
pamphlet.
H. A. is referred to an article on Violets in to-day's paper.
F. E. C— Stephenson's Conical Boilers aie advertised at p. 1S6,

col. 6,

Jf. C—Your plants are Goodia lotifolia, Malva capensis, and
Metrosidcros ericifolia.

A CoTistajit Reader.-~-The statement that the Carib prepares a
deadly ointment from the Belladonna Lily is upon the authority
of Endlicher, who says, "Ex Amaryllide Bellad.onna L. Caribaei
succum parant mortiferura." Perhaps Caribaei is a misprint for
Caffri ; Dicrbach mentions the poisonous quality of the Bella-
donna Lily, but says nothing about the people who employ it.

W* W. J.^s Heath is dried perfectly. It appears to be E. her-
bdcea.

C. />.— Seedling Hippeastra will be at least four years before
they will flower. We have not seen any translation of Berl^ze's
work on the Camellia ; nor is it worth translating in a country
where the Camellia is far better cultivated than in France.
A Well-wisher.—We cannot enter into any public discussion of

your question at present. Be satisfied that we are of your
opinion that gardeners are more likely to be procured good by

j

applying to respectable geutlemen's gardeners tium elsewhere. '

Mr.Sticl-nep^s letter has been unfortunately mislaid. W^ould
he favour us with a copy of it ?

Botanist^s plants are— 1, Rhodochiton vol6bile ; 2, Catananchc
cserulea; 3, Crucianella stylosa ; 4, Helianthemum c^preum;
5, Papaver cambricum ; 6, Astrantia major; 7, Cerinthe major;
8, Hetmuniiia; g, Polygala vulgaris.
A Subscriber.—The'Verjus, Bourdelas, or Bordelais Grape is

rarely cultivated in England. It produces large bunches; the
berries are also large, oval, or somewhat obovate. It seldom
ripens perfectly in France, nor is it required to do so, its principal
use being for verjuice; for which purpose it is considered the
best kind of Grape. In pruning it the shoots require to be left
long. We never heard of cats eating Melons; but they wiU de-
vour Cactuses,
W. C—Brachysema is of too humble a growth to be considered

a climbing plant, possessing more the habit of a trailer. Any
collection of stove and greenhouse plants containing Clematis
Sieboldii would be disqualified at the Horticultural Society's ex-
hibition; it being now well known to be a hardy plant.
W. H.—Lime-water is the best substance for destroying worms

without injuring lawns.
A Subscriber.^Thc Cherry-tree you allude to growing against

a wall with a western aspect, having a healthy foliage, and pro-
ducing a profusion of blossom, but no perfect fruit, the latter
dropping off in a young state, must have been either affected by
frost when in blossom, or the- variety is not agreeing with the
stock on which it has been worked. In case of frost, protection
is the obvious remedy. If from the other cause, the tree will be
strengthened by displacing a large proportion of blossom-buds iu
autumn. Ammoniacal liquor is sold under that name at every
gas-work; it is also called gas-water. It is not gas-tar.
X. y. Z,—Your Peach-trees will not sustain any material injury

from their late pruning. Most gardeners prefer leaving it until
the buds begin to swell, being then better able to distujguish be-
tween the leaf-buds and the blossom.
J.L. R.B.—YouT plant is Vestia lycioides. Sandy soil is not

at all adapted for TulipaClusiana; if planted in maiden loam in a
light and airy situation, taking care that the foliage is not
destroyed, you will no doubt succeed in flowering it. As soon as
the stem has decayed naturally, the bulbs may be stored away in
a dry and airy place, until required for planting in November,
A Subscriber from the Beginning.—One Fern ia Asplemuln

Ruta murarla, the other C5 stea dentata.
i/. 2.—Your Apple is the Ord Apple, which was raised In your

neighbourhood, near Fulham, about 65 years ago.
Mr. Chapman^s letter will be noticed next week.
As usual, mauy letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

The
derived

NEWS OF THE WEEK,
chief interest of our intelligence from France is

from the proceedings in the Chambers. The
Ministry has sustained a check in the indefinite adjourn-
ment of the bill for granting retiring pensions to public

functionaries, and a raodificalion of the Cabinet is again

seriously talked of. Much excitement has been occa-

sioned by the determination of Ministers to postpone the

introduction of a Bill for the Encouragement of Colonial

Sugar ; the Chambers of Commerce in all the great sea-

ports have tendered their resignation in consequence of

this decision, and disturbances among the classes de-

pendent on the maritime interests appear to be antici-

pated. The Ministerial policy on this question is said to

have been influenced by the fear that the rejection

of the Bill, if proposed during the present Session,

would be a moral check to which the Cabinet cannot

OoosetriimdriUa's note is an advertisement.

expose itself on the eve of a general election, — In
Spain, the excitement caused by the expected insur-

rection is rapidly subsiding, and the danger of an out-

break is no longer apprehended. The French authorities

have removed several of the leading conspirators from the

frontier to the interior of France ; and effectual measures
have been taken by the Regent to strengthen the frontier

line of the Eastern Pyrenees. The Minister of Justice
has issued a circular addressed to the bishops and local

authorities; referring to the late allocution of the Pope, and
absolutely forbidding the circulation of that document as

an attempt to fetter the independence of the Spanish peo-

ple. The negotiation between the Ministry and the Cata-
lonian Deputies has terminated in the restoration of tran-

quillity to Barcelona ; the municipality has been re-esta-

blished ; the disbanded battalions of the National Guard
have been reorganisedjandotherconcessionshavebeenmade

which have given general satisfaction.—In Portugal the Mi-
nisterial crisis has terminated in favour ofthe Chartist party

;

the Queen, finding that the leading statesmen opposed
to Costa Cabral refused to take office if he retired, has
been obliged to yield to his demands in favour of the chiefs

of the Oporto movement, and has granted the promotions
and titles which were made a Cabinet question by the new
Ministry. The returns for the elections being incomplete,
the Cortes have been further prorogued to the 10th July.

From the Levant we have news of considerable interest;

the whole of the Lebanon is said to be in a state of in-
r

surrection, and letters received through Vienna state that

the united forces of the Druses and the Maronites have
expelled the Turkish garrison, and that the new Pacha has
either taken to flight or been killed. The details of this

affair have not yet been received, but little doubt appears

to be entertained at Constantinople in regard to the au-

thenticity of the main facts. We learn also by the same
advices that the Protestant Bishop of Jerusalem has been

publicly insulted by the Jews and Christians in the exer-

cise of his religious duties; the Mahometans remain^

neutral, and the Pacha of Jerusalem is said to have re-

fused to interfere, on the ground that he could not fnrnisii

any protection to a foreign eccltrfastic who has notbeen offi-

cially recognised by the Porte.—We have intefJigence from

the United Sutes to a recent date ; the chief toprc of in-

terest to Englisli readers is the discusnon in the Senate

on the case of the Creole slaver ; the line of argument

J

adopted by the Federal GoTcrnmentin its instructions to
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the Minister in l^udon has ffiven genera! satt»«iiction to

the Chauiber; and the policy of the Executive in regard

to thU affair bai also been approved of. Some discnssion

has arisen with regard to the boundary question without

fcading to any derisive result. A petition has been pre-

sented from the State of Ohio, praying for a repeal of the

Union, on the ground of tbe serioos evils inflicted on the

free states by the institution of slavery ; but the motion

ior receiving the petition was negatived by a large majority.

At home, with the exception of the debates in Parlia-

liaraent, the weelc hag been marked by an unusual defi-

ciency of news. The debate on the Income-tax occupied

the attention of the House of Commons during the early

part of the week : the discussion was confined almost

entirely to the opposition, and several divi*>ions took

place for the purpose of producing an adjournment. Sir

R. Peel at first resisted all attempts to delay the measure

beyond Easter, hut at kngth gave way, and the ITouSe

adjourned on Wednesday for the holidays. Previously to

the adjournment, the House appointed two committees oh

the motion of tbe Colonial Secretary; the first to inves-

tigate the condition of our possessions on the west coast

of Africa and their relations with the native tribes; and

the second, to iaqaire into the state of our West Indian

to labour and production. Incolonies, with rr

proposing these committees. Lord Stanley congratulated

the couutry on the moral and social improvement in the

tondition of the negroes since the emancipation, through-

mit all the colonics, aad expressed his conviction thnt

they had amply vindicated the good opinion of their

advocates.

Count ILr ?.I .jesty. Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, contiime well. The Queen

and Court left town on Tuesday for Windsor Castle, where

her Majesty still remains. Previously to her departure for

Windsor on Tuesday, her Majesty and Prince Albert

visited the Queen Dowager at Marlborough House, and

remained some time with her Mnjesty.—Lady Caroline

Cocks and the Hon. Miss Cavendish have succeeded the

Hon. Miss Devereux and the Hon. Miss Stanley as the

Maids of Honour in Waiting on the Queen.

Official Appointments,—It is generally rumoured that

the Earl of Jersey, Master of the Horse, will receive the

Garter vacant by the demise of the Duke of Norfolk.—It

is stated thnt Sir George Arthur is likely to be the new
Governor of Bombay.—Her Majesty has been pleased to

apjirove of Major-Gen. SirE.K, Williams, K.CB., being

placed upon the '^•"^ff of the Army serving in the East

Indies, vice Lieut.-Gen. Sir Robert Arbuthnot, K.C.B.

at

The Sugar Qnesiion,~kn announcement just made by

the official organ, the -Moni!eur,'Mhat" the Council of

Ministers have decided that the Sugar Bill shaU not be

presented in the present Fession/' has produced consider-

able eicitement both in Paris, and in the departments;

and disturbances in consequence were feared at ail tne

great seaports. It is stated that the Ministry was inchned

Towards a system which shall suppress the beet-root ma-

nufacture in France, by allowing an indemnity o the

manufacturers; and that this was more particularly tUe

wish of the Minister of Commerce, in order to give a

larger extension to the colonial trade ; and of M. Humann,

in order to increase the revenue. The Cabinet, however,

was fearful of offending the agricultural interests on the

eve of a general election, and therefore decided agamst

bringing forward any measure on the subject this year.

The '^ Constitutionner' states that ths Cabinet came to its

decision by a majority of ^ve against four, and that it

will secure votes in the next elections from the agricul-

tural interests by holding out the hope that in the new

Chamber the beet-root sugar manufacture will be preserved

and protected. The *' Globe," the organ of the colonial

interest, and usually regarded as a Ministerial Journal,

strongly attacks the Cabinet for its decision. It accuses

the Minister of Commerce of a breach of faith, as he had

pledged himself, it asserts, to the colonial delegates to

bring in a bill this session. The seaports are represented

as greatly excited at this adjournment of the question.

Intelligence of the determination of the Ministry in that

respect having reached Havre on Thursday morning, much

agitation ensued in that city. The Chamber of Commerce

immediately assembled, and resolved that, after receiving

from several members of the Cabinet the most positive

assurances that no further adjournment of the question

should take place, it could not with propriety continue its

functions. The Chamber accordingly determined on ten-

dering its resignation ; and two of its members left Havre

in the afternoon for Paris, to notify that resolution to the

Minister of Commerce. The " Moniteur," official organ,

in giving an account of the interview on this subject be-

tween the deputation of the maritime interests of Havre,

Dunkirk, Bordeaux, and Nantes, and Marshal Soult and

M. Guizot, declares that those Ministers held out the hope

that the Cabinet would reconsider its resolution of adjourn-

ment of the bill. A deputation of the beet-root sugar

manufacturers also waited on the same Ministers, implor-

ing them to put an end to a state of uncertainty so fatal to

their interests. The '' Commerce," in its account of the

interview between M. Guizot and the maritime deputation,

affirms that the Minister declared that the rejection of the

Bill, if proposed this session, would be a moral check to

the Ministry, to which it could not expose itself on the

eve of the elections.—On Wednesday, the debate on this

question came on in the Chamber of Deputies, The Mi-
nister of Finance read a project of law, demanding the

prolongation of the existing Sugar Bill till the next ses-

sion. He explained that opinions were so conflicting on
this question, that no satisfactory Bill could now be passed,

and it was requisite to wait till after the next beet-root

crops to come to an accurate conclusion, to form a better

judgment as to the state of the native branch of industry,

M. Wurtemberg, member for Bordeaux, spoke warmly
against the adjournment of the Bill ; and after some re-

marks from M. Billault and from the Minister of Finance
in' defence of the course adopted by Government, M.
Guizot rose and said that it was for the general interests

of the country that the Cabinet had come to the decision,

and that the responsibility thereof ought not to be visited

on a single member, but on the entire Ministry. He re-

minded M. Billault that he had voted for the present Bill

in 1840, which he now wished to have repealed. M^
Mauguin followed M. Guizot. No vote was to take place
till Saturday, (this day,) when M. Humann's Bill is to be
considered in the Bureatix, and it ^is expected there will

be a grand trial of strength.

The Ca/Ji7a/.—The journals inform us that the King
and Queen of the Belgians are expected at the Tuileries,

and that the apartments they are to occupy, in the Pavil-

ion Marsan, are preparing for their reception. Their
Majesties, and the Princes of Saxe Coburg, will remain in

Paris till after the accouchement of the Duchesse de Ne-
mours. From the sameVauthority we learn that Madame
Guizot, mother of the Minister of Foreign Afl*airs, had on
Friday night, the I8th inst, an attack of apoplexy, which
leaves her family and friends without hope of her recovery.
On Thursday, the 17th -inst., all the companies of the
corps of engineers, quartered along the line of the con-
tinuous wall and of the forts round Paris, were ordered to

hold themselves in readiness to resume on Monday the
works of the fortifications, which have for some time been
suspended. A similar order was read to all the regiments
of infantry encamped in the neighbourhood. It is ru-
moured among the military circles of the capital, that
a further reduction of the army ia contemplated, by
liberating the -men who may belong to the levy of 1838.
A carman, named Pellion, has been sentenced, by the
Paris tribunals, to eight months' imprisonment and a
fine of fifty francs, for having unlawful possession of
arms. At his abode a carabine, a pistol, ball cartridges,
and various revolutionary publications, it is said, were
found, proving that he was a member of the Secret Socie-
ties.-~Tbe president of the administration of the Savings*
Banks ot Paris presented his report of the operations and
Situations of those banks during the year 1841, on the
lyth inst. According to that document, the investments
amounted m the year to 4(»,041,548f. 30c., and the reim-
bursements to 26,91 l,458f. 78c., leaving an increase of
13,130,089f. 50c., which, added^to the sums deposited i

Francb.— The Chnmbrrs—The Ministry experienced

a check in the Chamber of Dt.*puties on Thursday, by the

indefinite adjournment of the Civil Pension List Bill. This

bill, which was for granting retiring pensions to public

functionaries, came under discussion on that day, and two
members, Messrs. Mathieu and Pascalls, had spoken on
the subject, when M. Gouin, ex-rainister of commerce
nnder the Thiers Cabinet, proceeded to contend that the

Assembly had too imperfect a knowledge of the matter to

be weJJ prepared for its discussion, and moved that it be
adjourned sine die* The reporter of the Committee, M.
Felix Keal, andM. Humana, Minister of Finance, opposed
the motion, which was, however, carried by a majority of

157 against 139. The Committee of Deputies on the
budget heard on S*aturday the explanations of M. Guizot,
respecting the increase of salaries to diplomatic agents, and
the new Consulats proposed. The Committee agreed to

the nominations of Consuls for Canton, Mazatlan (Mexico),
Moscow, B^rade, Jerusalem, Monterey (Mexico), New-
castle, Panama. Erzeroun, Mossoul (Mesopotamia), and
Port Louis (Mauritius). Those for Janeiro (Ottoman
Empire), and Djedda, were refused. The committee also
declined to increase the salaries of the Marquis of Dal-
matia. Minister at Turin, and M. Chasseloup Laubat,
Minister at Frankfort. Tlie creation of a^diplomatic post

Buenos Ayres was approved of, as also an increase of
aalary for Monte Video. The increase asked for the Con-
sul at Edinburgh was accorded, but refused to Dublin and
Liverpool. The report of the Budget Committee, which
is the closing labour of the Chamber of Deputies, is ex-
pected to be ready at the end of April or beginning of
May. The committee has refused the proposition of the
Minister of War to add the administration of the horses of
•tuds to his department ; ths Minister of Commerce^ who
has hitherto had the management of this branch of the
service, having declared that he would give in his resin-na-
tion if it were transferred to the War Office. The ques-
tion appears to be much agitated in Paris. Tlie Minister
of War attributes the necessity of purchasing horses
from abroad fur the cavalry to the inefficient system that
has been pursued by the Ministry of Commerce. "Reports
of an approaching modification of the Cabinet are gaining
ground in Paris, and it is stated by the Journals that M.
Guizot will not meet the coming elections, the court fear-

ing the effect o( his unpopularity, and Chat Count Mole is

likely to he called on to form a new Ministry. Private

letters, however, do not attach credit to the supposition

that Count Mole, who was unfortunate in two general

elections, would be allowed to try a third time, and add
that if M. Guizot should prove unable to maintain his --,--..^- ., , «„...^.. ..c .uuu» ueposicea m
position, the return of M. Iniers to power is almost the Treasury on the 31sl Dec, 1841, 70 355 337f 78c
iMTitable. constituted a total of 83,485,427f. SOc. invested in the

Savings' Banks of Paris. "As compared with 1840, the

investments showed an increase in 1841 of 5,245, OOOf.,

and the reimbursements a diminution of 6,883,000f,

The Provinces.—k Calais journal announces that at

the urgent entreaties of the Mayor and Deputy for the

department, the Minister of War had granted an in-

crease of the garrison of 140 infantry and 120 cavalry,

but whether to resist foreign invasion or domestic trou-

bles is not explained. The provincial papers state that

the tempest of the 9th and 10th inst. was very severely

felt at the mouth of the Somme, and seventy individuals,

composing half the fishing population of Cuyen, had been

lost at sea. An American vessel and an English coal-brig,

as well as several French vessels, in the bay of the Somme,

sunk at the same time. We lately announced that ]\Ia-

dame Laffarge was dangerously ill ; letters from Mont-

pelier of the 16th mention that she has evinced sym-

})toms of actual insanit^'^. This fact having been made
known by her physicians to the administration of the

prison, the latter immediately addressed an application

to the Minister of the Interior for her removal to a lunatic

asylum.

The Press.—Tlie responsible publisher of the Royalist

print, the ** Gazette d'Auvergne," has been tried and con-

victed of a libel upon the prefect of the department, and

upon the Procureur-Gcneral of the Riom Cour Royale, in

articles on the proceedings of the Chamber of Deputies,

relative to the famous letter of M. Isambert, noticed in

previous Numbers, attributing to the Ministry of Justice

a system of packing juries in France, to obtain convictions

for Government prosecutions. The sentence of the Court

was a fine of 4,000f. and six months' imprisonment, al-

though M. Berryer, the Deputy, who was specially retained

for the defence, made a powerful appeal in support of hia

client. In the speech for the prosecution the Procureur-

General admitted that in making out the jury list for

1842, the Prefect purposely admitted all those Royalist

riSmes which were on it, and which were also subscribers

to the Royalist Journal.

Railroads,—Tht railroad committee of the Deputies has

decided that it will support the Ministerial plan, reserving

to M. de Lamartine, the reporter, the liberty of making

known to the Chamber the result of their investigations.

This decision, it is said, arose from a declaration made by

M. Teste, that the execution of the whole undertaking

would be compromised if the Government lines were mo-

dified. Private letters, however, inform us that this bill

has little chance of becoming a law this session. The

Paris and Rouen Railroad Company is said to have offered

to execute the line between Rouen and Havre. Tliey

estimate the expense at 400,000/. On account, however,

of the great difficulties of ground, they have asked Govern-

ment to give one-fourth and to lend another fourth; the

works in and about Rouen alone being expected to absorb

about one fourth.

The iVav^^.—There still exists great uncertainty re-

specting the partial disarming of the fleet, announced by

the budget of 1843, Two vessels at Brest have been put

out of commission, and this, it is said, will be the case

with those at Toulon, when a part of the Levant division

shall have returned. According to a return of the com-

mercial navy, taken from official documents, and published

in the Paris papers, it appears that the total number of

merchant vessels afloat is 15,C17 ; and that of this number

133 are steamers. These returns also show that there are

in the commercial navy of France only 24 ships the ton-

nage of which exceeds 500 tons.

Alfjeria.—Accounts received from Algiers to the lOtli

inst. announce thai Gen. Bugeaud had concluded a treaty

of peace with all the chiefs of the Regency, to each of whom

he had promised a sum of 50,000f, The same accounts

add that the journey from Mostaganem to Oran may now

be undertaken without escort, and that parties of twenty

and thirty proceed to Mascara without the slightest

interruption, Abd-el-Kader has lost all influence over his

tribes, and he is said to be at present a refugee at the.

court of Morocco.
Spain.—Our intelligence from Madrid informs us that

on the 13th inst. Ministers held a council, at which the

expediency of modifying the Cabinet was discussed. Th«

Chamber of Deputies have decided, by a majority of 91

against 14, that the members of the Legislature who ac-

cepted offices, favours, or decorations from Government,

should not be disqualified for re-election. At the same

sitting the Bill relative to the re-establishment of P^'O^^'^"

cial deputations in the Basque Provinces was passed.
^
x^f

debate on theprojectof law for calling into active service^, u

required, 50,000 National Guards was then resumed. Senor

Munoz Bueno opposed the Bill as prejudicial and contrary

to the Constitution, as there was no war existing ^\^"^j
neighbouring nations. The Bill, however, was considered

likely to pass. The ** Madrid Gazette" of the 8th has an

article on Sir R, PeePs speech in answer to the question

relative to the recognition of the Spanish constitution t>y

Russia. Austria, and Prussia. After an accurate transla-

tion of the right hon. Baronet's speech, with expressions

of gratification at his declaration in favour of the inde-

pendence of Spain, the article concludes with the following

words :— '* The policy of the Spanish Cabinet has for its

basis the existing constitution; and consequently, what-

ever tends, nnder the authority of a foreign power, to gi^e

force and stability to our Government, toour institution^,,

and whatever proceeds legitimately from the constitution

of 1837, can inflict no wound on our national independ-

ence, but will confirm and consolidate the liberal system

in Spain, and add splendour to the constitutional throne

of our Qneen Donna I^ubel II. It is our confident opini^^

that the Powers of the North of Europe will recognise tne

Queen of Spain and her Government much sooner tbaa

many persons believe." The " Gazette" ulso contain* »
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circtilar addressed by the Minister of Justice to all the
bishops and regents of the audiences, in which he apprises
them of the publication on the 22d Feb. last of a nevr en-
cyclical letter of the Pope, recommending the faithful to
address prayers to the -Almighty for the Church of Spain.
This document contains the Regent's order, absolutely
prohibiting the circulation of the Pope's allocution. The
Papers allude to the assertions lately made by Mr. OTon-
nell in the House of Commons on the subject of the perse-
cution of the Spanish clergy, which they contradict, and
assert that the Archbishop of Toledo, so far from being
under restraint, is not only at large in Madrid, but a con-
stant visitor at the Regent's palace. Public attention ap-
peared to be much occupied with the Earcelona question.
Frequent and animated conferences had been lately held
between the Ministry and the Catalonian deputies, who
required the re-establishment of the municipality, dissolved
by Gen. Van Halen in 1841, the reorganisation of the
three disbanded battalions of the National Guard of Bar-
celona, and the repeal of the order issued for the dissolu-
tion of the Society of Operatives. The President of the
Council promised to forward instructions to that effect to
Earcelona ; and accounts from that city of the 14th inst.

inform us that these orders had been received there, and
had given considerable satisfaction. Barcelona papers of
the 14th inst. state that it was rumoured, and generally
believed, that an array of observation of 20,000 men was
to be formed on the frontiers of France, at the line of the
Eastern Pyrenees. Several battalions having already left

for Figueras, had given confirmation to these reports, and
artillery and ammunition of every kind had been embarked
for that stronghold to be landed at Rosas, and from thence
to Figueras. The latter place is about four and a quarter
leagues south of the Eastern Pyrenees, and 20 leagues
north of Barcelona.

rock commanding the town, and it is the key of the Per-
pi^gnan road to Spain, Accounts from the frontier of the
Uth instant announce the receipt of pressing orders from
the French Cabinet, urging the authorities to send imme-
diately into the interiors? Christino refugees in Bayonne.
These accounts add that Baron de Meer, the Christino fejt-

Capt.-Gen. of Catalonia, and Gen, Breton, ex-Ccmmand-
aut of Tarragopa, have received orders to quit Montauban,
and that several Carlist refugees were to quit Toulouse, to
be further removed from the Spanish frontiers. The
journals publish a 'notice from the tirst Alcalde of Ximena
de la Frontera, dated the 4th inst., announcing that 2,700
muskets and a quantity of ammunition had been seized by
the British authorities, in the Bay of Gibraltar, on board
a vessel belonging to the enemies of Spanish liberty. Let-
ters from Algesiras of the 7th inst. state that a Dutch
schooner, having on board 250 musket-barrels, and bound
for Marseilles, had put into Gibraltar, but that the Go-

There is a strong citadel built on a

nected with Austria on two sides by this railroad and the
Danube.—The Transylvanians have passed a resohuion
in their Diet declaring the Hungarian to be their national
tongue, and petitioning the Emperor to cause it to be
used in all the official communications.— The Govern-
ment of Wurtemburg has resolved to construct rail-

roads along the most frequented valleys of that coun-
try, thus uniting the Neckar and the Rhine with the
Danube and the Lake of Constance ; and a loan of
2j3C0,000 florins is announced for this purpose.' This
is the fifth railroad system announced to be commenced in

the present year in various states of Germany, three of
which centre in Berlin. From a survey given in the jour-
nals of the operation of the railways now existing, it ap-

pears that about 5,000,000 passengers were last year
transported various distances at the rate of at least 15
miles per hour upon 16 lines; the number of passengers
being the greatest on three of the shortest lines. The
line from Vienna to Neustadt had 831,1)90 passengers.
The distance is three' posts, or about 30 miles, but the
majority of the passengers went only to Baden, 15 miles.

Accounts from Berlin of the 14th inst, announce the ar-

rival of the Count of Nassau, the former King of Holland,
in that capital. It was reported that Chevalier Bunsen
would be appointed Minister of Ecclesiastical Affairs of
Prussia, and M, Eichhorn, Minister of the Foreign De-
partment. It is stated that the expenses of the King's
visit to England^ which some of the German papers, it

seems, estimated at 600.000 dollars, or even more, did not
amount to quite 80,000 dollars—Letters from Munich
announce that the King of Bavaria has paid no regard to

the opposition of the Pope to the appointment of the
Bishop of Ratisbon, which had been declared uncanonical
by the Sacred College ; but, agreeably to the letter of the
Concordat, has already caused the Bishop to take the oath

f

of fealty at his own hands, and given orders for his en- considerable number of irregular cavalry Is also said to be
thronement, which will be performed with all pomp by collecting in Anatolia. These troops are destined to co

vant, the most distinguished character produced ])y the
Greek revolution. The result was the promised nomina-
tion of M. Mavrocordato to the mission at Constanti-
nople^—a step which, if not frustrated by some deplorable
relapse, is regarded as likely to terminate the questions at
present pending between Greece and Turkey.
Turkey.—We have received intelligence from Con-

stantinople, by way of Vienna, to the 23d Feb. It is of
considerable interest. It states that the whole of Leba-
non wa* in insurrection, that the united forces of the
Druses andMaronites had driven from Deir-el-Kamar the
Turkish garrison composed of 1,200 men, that Omer
Pacha had either taken to flight or been killed, and that
English, French, and Egyptian emissaries were traversing
Syria, and exciting the people to revolt against the Porte.
The correspondent of the German journal from whom
this information is derived adds the following postscript:
*' Several of the embassies contradict the news from Syria;
but the Ambassador of England offers no opinion on the
subject. It appears certain, however, that the English
Bishop of Jerusalem was pelted with stones by the Chris-
tians whilst he was preaching a sermon. The Muspulmans
remained neutral on the occasion. The Druses have plun-
dered a Maronite village near St. Jean d'Acre." These
appear to be the only facts on which any reliance can be
placed, though a variety of rumours of a sinister character
were current at Constantinople. The inquiry made by
tlie Ambassadors of the five great Powers relative to the
Turkish Governments in Lebanon had, it is stated, created
considerable uneasiness on the part of the Porte, which
had not yet returned any answer on the subject. For
som,e time past, it is SMid, increased activity has been ob-
served in the Naval Arsenal, directions having been given
for several large ships to be got ready, iu addition to 12
which have for several months past been fit for sea. A

vernor, at the request of the Spanish Consul, had ordered
her to weigh anchor and depart. The insurrectionary
Junta existing at Gibraltar is said to have lately received
remittances amounting to 15,000 dollars. Gen. Palarea,
who had been a prisoner on parole since the insurrection
of October last, died at Carthagena on the 10th inst.

Portugal. —We have received intelligence from Lisbon
to the 14th inst. The ministerial crisis had terminated
by the Queen's yielding to the demands of the Minister in
favour of the chiefs of the Oporto movement, who have ob-
tained some titular promotions; Baron de Santa Maria
being created Conde de St Thome, MM. Agendo eMello,
the other member of the Junta, Baron de Oliveira, and
the generals of division who took a leading part in the
movement, raised from barons to viscounts. The Queen,
It is well known, resisted these promotions, although the
Ministry made them a Cabinet question : it appeared,
however, that the leading statesmen opposed to Costa
Cabral would not venture to take office, in the event of
his resignation, and the Queen was therefore under the ne-
cessity of complying with the advice of the Cabinet. The
Treasury Board, as formed under the charter, has been
reorganised. Baron Tojal was about to submit to them a
new project of loan, or, rather, a modification of the for-
mer project, which the postponement of the Cortes and
the situation of Government required. The decree regu-
lating the new elections, which are double or indirect un-
der the Charter, had been published in the papers, and
the Cortes further postponed till the 10th July, in order
to give due time for the completion of the returns. The
King had been urged to talce the command of the armv,
^hich motives of expediency were thought likely to induce
him to decline at present. Monsignor Capaccini is said
to have become exacting, requiring, among other condi-
tions, the return>f all Don Miguel's bishops. A com-
mission of four members, of which the Patriarch of Lisbon
and the Duke of Palmella formed part, had been formed
to consider his demands.
Germany.— From Vienna we learn that commercial

credit IS not yet restored in that city. The intelligence of
tne refnsal on the part of France to ratify the treaty for the
suppression of the slave-trade had also caused a slight de-
cline in the funds, from which, however, they soon re-
covered. The journals state that, at a recent meeting of the
Shareholders of the Danube Steam-boat Company, the
pronts ot last year were shown to be so considerifble, and
tne advantages to be expected from an increased number of
steamers on the middle Danube so apparent, that a sub-
scuption for additional shares to the amount of 1,000,000

per cent, interest was opened and accomplished

i-Aiir^.^ l?"^' ,J^^ company formed for continuing the

mSi» 7"" ^f^^"^ to Bohemia, through Galicia into

Soutr.L'M"^^^^^'"*^
^^^ ^^ exclusive privilege to Prince

bit an^^^^^^
?^^" ^^ ^^^^ principality, fof 90 years

;

.I'l^^P^'^^^^^^^s are expressed that a difficulty may

florins at

on the

Pow.r^*^%^^'^
«f RnssiMronalhO^afousrwMl XhitrQi^^t may feel at seehig Moldavia thus intimately cou-

the Archbishop of Munich, The address spoken by the
King on the occasion is said to have given great satisfac-

tion in Germany: '* You have had three worthy and re-

markable predecessors," said the King, '^and I trust that
you will especially follow the example of Sailer ; he was
imbued with a really apostolic spirit. My reign, which is

now commencing its 17th year, shows what I have done
for our church. I am the enemy of fanaticism, for it

brings about the contrary of that which it strives after. My
people shall be pious, but need not hang their heads. I

repeat, let Sailer be your example, although he is now
sought to be dragged in the mire ; yet a truly Christian
spirit actuated him, and urged him to good works/'
Bishop Sailer w^s the prelate who had the courage to re-
fuse perrftission to preach to the fanatic Eberhard, who
has left Munich to carry on his crusade against Protestants
elsewhere. The papers state that Professor Gorres has
suffered from another attack, which, it is feared, will affect

his reason.

Sweden.—Private letters from Stockholm, dated the
11th inst., state that the '29th of the present month will

be the 50th anniversary of the death of Gustavus IIL and
that on that day two boxes, deposited by that monarch in

the University of Upsala, will be opened, in conformity
with the express desire of Gustavus. It is supposed that

they contain papers of interest relating to a certain period

of his reign.

Russia.—According to the last advices from St. Pe-
tersburg, dated the 5th inst,, the Emperor is about to ac-

company the Empress to Germany. Their Majesties are

to stop eight days at Fischbach, in Silesia^ and proceed
afterwards to Ems, whence the Emperor will repair to

the Hagae. Intelligence had reached St. Petersburg that

the southern insurgents had taken advantage of the mild-

ness of the winter to make inroads on the Russian terri-

tory beyond the Kuban and Caucasus. A body of those

mountaineers, 8,000 strong, advanced, in the beginning

of Jan., to a distance of 200 wersts from their country,

surprised the town and fortress of Kifljar, in the Cauca-

sian province, delivered it up to plunder, and brought off

prisoners a number of its inhiibitants. It was reported

in the Russian capital that the Minister of War, Count
Tscheniitschew, would shortly set out for Teflis, and be

replaced ad interim by Count Pahlen, the Russian Am-
bassador in France. Count Cancriu, the Minister of Fi-

nance, was to retain his poriefeuiiie.

Italy.—Private letters from Rome, dated the 4th inst,

contain accounts of several fatal accidents from snow-
storms in the mountains during the winter. Five young
men who were seeking pasture for their cattle, near Villa

Montalto, wxre destroyed by an avalanche ; at Vicariati

57 persons perished; and in the environs of Civitella 27

persons on horseback were overwhelmed in the snow, and

perished with their horses.

Switzerland.—We learn from Zurich that the storm

of the 10th inst. was severely felt in that part of Switzer-

land. The lake was agitated in a way hitherto unprece-

dented, and the grave-stones of the burial-ground were
thrown down by the force of the wind.

Greece,—Private letters from Athens dated Feb. 16
mention the general belief that the Government has for

some time entertained a repugnance to the supposed
views of England ; and the two cabinets are thought to

be on an irretrievably hostile footing. It appears that M.
Mavrocordato had at length left for Constantinople, and it

was supposed that the indisposition of Princess Mavro-
cordato had been one of the causes of his detention.

During the recent visit of the British Ambassador, Sir

Stratford Canning, to Athens, he had several audiences of
the King ; and it is said, that without at all reflecting on
his royal prerogative, the ambassador exposed to him the 1

was received

to Roumelia, under the command of Said Pacha, brother-
in-law to the Sultan. The Porte is likewise preparing to
send a considerable number of troops to Syria. AnEnglish
courier had arrived in Constantinople from Persia, bring-
ing intelligence from that country to the 26th ult. It
appears that numerous marauding hordes of Kurds have
penetrated into Tauris, where they are burning and plun-
dering villages, and murdering those inhabitants who do
not take to flight. The disorder and misery prevailing in
those districts are described as extreme. Subsequent ac-
counts mention the arrival of M. Mavrocordato at Con-
stantinople.

United States.— We have had four arrivals at
Liverpool this week from America; the packet-ships
Garrick, Oxford, and Philadelphia^ and the mail steamer
Acadia.

^
la the Senate, on the 21st ult, a message

ived from the President, transmitting a com-
munication from^ the Secretary of State, in reply to Mr.
Walker's resolution, calling for information relative to the
action of Government in the rase of the Creole slave-ship.
The documents were read. They consisted of Mr. Web-
ster's instructions to Mr. Everett, the United States
Minister at the Court of St. James's, in regard to the case
of that vessel, and the argument on which the United
States Government rests for a demand for redress from
the Government of Great Britain. The argument was
considered able, and seemed to be perfectly satisfactory to
the senators from the South. Mr. Walker expressed his
gratitude at the tone and principle of the iustruction?.
They were, he said, entirely satisfactory to him, and would
be so, he believed, to the country. Mr. Calhoun had
heard the documents read with great pleasure. The argu-
ment occupied the whole ground, and, coming from the
source it did, it would put, he hoped, an end to this

dangerous and unpleasant controversy. The documents
were referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
In the House of Representatives, on the 21st ult, Mr.
Allen, of Maine, offered a resolution, which was adopted,
calling on the President of the United States, if not in-
compatible with the public interests, to communicate to
the House the state of the negotiations between the United
States and Great Britain, in relation to the North'-
Eastern Boundary, in the state 'of Maine ; and also all

correspondences on the subject between the two Govern-
ments not heretofore communicated. - The President
sent, on the 2()th ult., a message in answer to the resolu-
tion. He informed the House that no communication
could be made by him at this time on the subject of the
resolution, without detriment and danger to the public
interests. The Governor of Massachusetts had sent a
message to the Legislature also relative to the North-
Eastern Boundary. Deeming it probable that Great Bri-
tain might shortly propose a conventional boundary, he
had thought it his duty to bring the subject under their
consideration, that provisions might be made for making
known the sentiments of the commonwealth, in case terras

of compromise should be designed with a view to a settle-

ment ** The sentiments of Maine and the United States
are unknown to me," said bis Excellency, ** except as dis-

closed to the public ; but I do not view it as an impossi-
bility that terms may be proposed which will meet the ap-

probation of both, and it is for this event I would have

the commonwealth prepared-—that she may assort and

vindicate her just rights, and at the same time do what-

ever is consistent with them to promote an amicable ad-

justment ofthe controversy." In the House of Represen-

tatives a petition was presented from Ohio* praying that

the House would take immediate measures to dissolve the

Union. The petition sets forth that the cititens of the

free States have been suffering incalculabFe evils for the

last 30 years, and are now suffering, from the institution of

great injustice of his conduct on several occasions, and
j gia^ery. Mr. Giddin^s moved, that the petition be re-

more especially his tres^ment of an oM and Mtiifui ta*-
j ^r^d to a select coxnmitte^y with instructions to report
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the latest local improveiDents were tbe erection of public

jetties and the establishment of a flteam-boat company.

The Sydney papers, received by way of New Zealand, give

a very discouraging account of that colony ;
commercial

afTdirs continued in a most deranged state. Several com-

mercial houses had failed, and among them the firm ot

Gore and Co., for 165,000/. An impression prevailed

that the worst was still to come. Goods had been sold by

auction at the ruinous 1«S3 of 50 per cent, upon the cost

price ; and yet then the demand was inconsiderable, as

purchasers were waiting for still greater sacrifices.

add to the melancholy prospects of the colony, the crops

were burnt up for want of rain, and there was no grass

for the sheep.
, ^ n t

NiiW Zealand.—An extract of a letter from^ Port

Nicholson, of the 18th of November, pubhshed m the

Morning Papers, states that *' for every emigrant sent out

and landed 80 acres of land are obtained, and 20^. an acre

is the selling price to settlefs ; thus 80/. is the gross value

of the premium, from which 20/., the average cost of con-

veying a man from this country, is to be deducted, which

leaves 601. as the net proceeds of the transaction. The

people can get no work ; there are hundreds about the

place out of employ. The company give Us, a week and

rations. The township of Richmond was sold the other

day, a great part of which is now under water ;
and most

people are selling their land, to get away with the first

chance that offers."

^Bnrliament.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Saiurdtijf.—On the motion of Lord Reuesdale, the Consoli-

dated Fujid Bill was read a second time, and ordered to be read a

third tiino on Monday. The Newgate Gaol (Dublin) Bill and the

West India Clergy Bill passed through Coramittce, and were or-

dered to be read a third time on Monday.
Jtfonrfn//.—Their Lordships sat only a short time: several peti-

tions were presented, and several, bills advanced in their respec-

tive stagres. ,4.1
Tuesdfij/.—The House was to have adjourned this day for the

Easter holidays j but owing to some mistake in not procuring her

Majesty's signature to a commission for giving: the royal assent to

some bills, it becamenecessary that it should meet on Wednesday.
Wednesday .—Lord Brougham, after moving for returns relat-

ing to the state of business in the Court of Chancery, intimated

bis opinion that the appointment of one new Vice- Chancellor

would have been enough. This, he said, Iiad been predicted.

The Lord Chaxcbllor, in reply, said that the person who
predicted that had for ,once been a true prophet.—The retnnis

were then ordered.

The Royal assent was given by commission to the Consolidated

Fund Bill, the West India Clergy Bill, the Regulation of Appren-

tices Bill, the Loan Societies Bill, the Newgate Gaol (Dublin)

Bill, and Mitford's Divorce Bill. The Lord Chancellor, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and Lord Whamcliffe were the commis-
sioners.

^

Their Lordships then adjourned over the holidays.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
AfonrfrtT/.—The Severn Navigation Bill was read a second time

after some discussion, Mr. Muxtz having declined to press his

motion for postponement to a division.

lu reply to a question from Mr. Hayter, Sir R. Pekl said that
the a per cent, additional duty of Customs and Excise, imposed
in 1840 by the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, would still re-

main in force. It was not proposed that it should be 5 per cent.
ad valorem, but 5 per cent, on the duty mentioned in the tariff.

To a question from Mr. Lindsay, Sir R. Pkel replied by read-
ing the Treasury minute referring the inquiry as to the real value
of the opium surrendered at Canton to the Governor-General of
India. Whether that inquiry was an open one or not he had not
the means of answering.
In reply to an inquiry from Mr. Shaw, Lord Eliot said that it

was the intention of Government to include in the estimates for
the ensuing year the usual grant, without proposing any altera-
tion in the system of national education now in force in Ireland.
On the motion for going into Committee of Ways and Means,

Mr. F. Maule pressed Sir R. Peel to postpone the taking of the
sense of the House on his financial resolution till after Easter,
for the salce of the people of Scotland, who, from their distance,
had not received intelligence of the measure in time to form and
express their opinion of it.— Sir R. Peel declined to postpone the
matter.—Some conversation then arose respecting the claim to
priority between this financial measure and the Com Bill, Mr. C.
Wood and Mr. C. Buller preferring to proceed with the latter.

Sir R. Peel said he preferred first taking the opinion of the
House on the Income-tax, as upon that the whole financial policy
of the country must be based

.

Lord J. Russell thought it more desirable to proceed with the
Com Importation Bill, as everybody already knew what he would
have to pay to the Income-tax. The right hon. Gentleman might
however, he said, take his own course. He could only say that
it was his determination to divide the House on the resolution,
on the report, on the first reading, on the second reading, and on
the third reading.

Sir R. Peel said he regretted that the noble Lord had deter-
mined on this course j but the regret was somewhat qualified by
his announcement that every one knew what he would have to
pay under the Income-tax— that is to say, that every one was now
reconciled to it.—The House then resolved itself into Committee,
and the adjourned debate was opened by Mr. Hawes, who de-
clared that the noble Lord should have his most earnest support
in every possible opposition he could^'er to this measure. He
denounced the principle of an Income-tax, especially, he said,

when raised for the purpose of retaliation in petty wars upon
China and AfTghanistan. He preferred the principle of the
budget brought forward by the late Government, and protested
against the injustice of taxing terminable income as heavily as
that which is derived from permanent property. There was no

I absolute necessity, he said, for such an impost; and there were
I many other sources of taxation yet open.—Mr. Alderman Thomp-
' sox thought the present measure far preferable to the scheme of
the late Government. He trusted, however, that Government
would act in a generous and confiding spirit, and give credit to
the mercantile classes for returning their incomes with fairness.

Khich the colonists wished should be appropriated to the
H^ |ioped also that some ^further consideration would be given

FTUiLu iiic uuiuiuaLo yy i:>ii^K*.ou.K> rf f to the qucstion of burdening tcrmmable annuities as heavily as
encouragement of eraigration. L.abour appears to be re- Consols, which he felt to be a great injustice.—Sir W. Clav ob-
quired in the various districts ; wages are high, but a cor- served, that a direct tax upon income, if not a vulgar, was at

respoodine dearness of provisions is said to exist. In the ^^^-f
* \ery easy expedient, for getting through a financial diffi-

^ It ? 1 f i.u itc A *' tu^ ««*;«oo w*.,-o ff-r^MKio culty. He disapproved the proposal of taxing the occupier of
neighbourhood of the '' Sound the natives were trouble- j^„^ ^p^a the moiety of his rent, and meant to move an altera-
80me, but the judicious conduct of the colonists had much tioniii that part of the scheme. He laid it down as a principle

conciliated them- Several whalers had put Into the har-
l^^^'^^^J'^^'^^^"^

varies^iuversely as the price of subsistence;

tour, mostly American. Mr, Clark was continuing his

investigation of the course of the Gordon river and its

confluents, and a fine tract of pasture land had been dis-

covered beyond Kinderup, which promised greatly for the

fiockmaster who had made Elie discovery, and who pro-

that tbe prayer of the petition ought not to be granted. Mr.

Trip!ett moved that the petition be not received and oa

that motion he moved the previous question, which was

•econded. On tbe main question, shal the petition be

rccdved ' tixc yeas and nays were ordered, and resulted as

follows : yeas, 24 ; nays, 116. The petition was there,

fore rejected. A run had taken place on the Lafayette

Bank, one of the safety fund banks of New York; but

though it had met the run promptly until noon, the bank

commissioners served an injunction on the bank, and its

doors v^ere closed. It was expected that its assets would

be more than sufficient to meet its liabilities. Mr. S.

Jaudon, held to bail by the Recorder as one of the Bank

conspirators, had been released ; the Judge declaring that,

in his opinion, there was not sufficient cause for sending

his case to the grand jury. Mr. DunUp, another of the

accused, had also been released on haheaa corpus. The

House of Representatives of Louisiana bad passed, with

but one dissentuig voice, a resolution declaring that •' the

state of Louisiana holdi her pledged faith as sacred and

inviolable ; and that they regard a repudiation of state

obligations as unconstitutional and unjust, as repugnant

to every principle of honour and common honesty, and as

having a direct tendency to d«*prayc private integrity, and

to corrupt the morals of the people." The Locofoco

committee of the House of Representatives of Mississippi

had, on the contrnry, made u report on the subject of the

iUte bonds, and iiad appended a resolution solemnly de-

nying any obligatioa of the state or the people to pay the

honds, and formally repudiatini? the whole debt. Lord

Morpeth was at Kichniond, on his way to the South. Mr.

Dickens had not left New York, where he was detained

\j the serious indisposition of his wife.

Canapa.^ The accounts by the Acadia are favourable ;

Sir C. Bigot bad arrived, and was receiving a flattering

welcome from the inhabitants of both provinces. Tbe

public works were to be commenced in spring. Great

rejoicinga were occasioned by the news of the safety of the

Caledonia steamer, no tidings of her return to Liverpool

having been previously received, and 21 days having

elapsed since her day of sailing. The Unicorn, formerly

belonging to tlie Liverpool and Glasgow line, had been

taken up to carry the mail ; but the arrival of the Acadia

rendered her voyage unnecessary.

WestLndiks.—Tiie Jamaica papers received by the

New Turk packet contain an account of the capture and

destruction of the Carthagenian fleet by her Majesty's

brig Charybdis, Lieutenant M. de Courcy, attached to the

squadron on the V7 ^ : Indian station. Tbe correct par-

ticulars of this affair do not appear to be known, but as

far as they have been ascertained, it appears that a Col,

Gregg and some other British subjects, either for some

real ox imaginary offence, were imprisoned by the Cartha-

genian Government. The Colonel having applied to the

British Consul resident there for protection, that func-

tionary interested himself on his behalf j but bis interces-

sion proving unsuccessful, \x<. o..ded the particulars to

Lieut, dc Courcy, of U.M. brig Charybdis, then in the

neighbourhood. Liout. dc Courcy despatched an officer

with a letter to the Commodore of the squadron at anchor

in CarthageBa, demanding the release of Col. Gregg and

the other British subjects. This letter, because it was

not written in Spanish, was treated with contempt. On
the officer's rcturniog to the Charybdis, and reporting

these circumstances to his commander, Lieut, de Courcy

immediatclv entered (he port, but while proceeding to an

anchorage was fired into by the commodore's vessel, a

corvette, by wlifch the forestay of tlie Charybdis was shot

away. Lieut, de Courcy then took up a position, and

after a short fight tlie corvette surrendered, the Commo-
dore and 25 of his men having been killed. A brig and
three schooners, which came to the assistance of the cor-

Tette, were attacked in turn by the Charybdis ; and in five

minutes after the Charybdis brought her guns to bear on
the brig, she was sunk, and the schooners soon after sur-

rendered. The CIrarybdis, it seems, carries but three

guns—one long one amidships, and two carronades, and
her full complement of officers and men is but '55. It is

added, that Lieut, de Courcy intends to remain at Cartha-

gena with his prizes till he hears from the Admiral on the

subject of their cnpture. From a statement given of the

origin of the conflict in another account, it appears the

murder of Colonel Gregg preceded the attack ; and the

cause ^of the fight is said to have been that a brig, Jane and
Sarah, whilst lying at Sapote, in company with a sloop,

Little William, was boarded by Gen. Carmona's squadron,
both vessels plundered to a large amount of goods and
specie, the crew imprisoned, and Col, Gregg and three

other passengers of the Jnne and Sarah shot.—A letter

from Porto Rico, dated Jan. 23, states that three negroes
had been shot, and eight others sentenced to the bastinado,

and to be employed for ten years in hard labour on the

public works of the island, for having taken part in a

recent insurrection.

Australia.—Papers from Swan River, Western Aus-
tralia, to the 25th Nov. have arrived. They state that the

balance in hand of the laud fund was 3,003/.. I85. 10^.,

posed immediately to remove his sheep thither. At Perth,

citme: some returns which he regarded as proving^ that theory;
and he inferred that the Com- laws had been mainly the source of
our financial deficiencies. The resource, therefore, which he
should have prefexred, would have been to alter those laws, to
rely on such alteration for restoring the revenue, and in the
mean time to meet the temporary exigency by a fresh issue of
Exchequer, hills.

Sir G, CtEBK defended the measure of Government. He In-

sisted on the advantages which the proposed levy would produce

to the general commerce and industry of the nation, by rendering

it practicable to make those many important remissions which
were proposed in the new tariflf. He knew there must be some
pressure, but he hoped and believed it would be courageously

met.—Lord Dal:»ikxy praised the stjle and clearness of the

financial statement of Sir R. Peel as being unrivalled since the

days of Pitt. Had the right hon. Baronet taken into account the

distress of the countr>', and stated- that ho resorted to an Income-

tax as a mere temporarj' expedient, on the road to a more liberal

policy, he would have supported him. But he considered that he
had proposed it in order to sustain monopolies opposed to the

common sense of the age, and lie should therefore oppose it.—

Mr. C. Wood inveighed against the general principle of an In-

come-tax, which was animitost so odious to the nation, that even
the strong government of Lord Liverpool had been obliged to

abandon it. He thought it objectionable, mainly for this among
many other reasons, that it would tend to drive capital abroad.

He denied that the other means of taxation were exhausted, and
reverted to the budget of the late Ministry as one which would
have raised a considerable revenue without this violent sort of

resource.— Mr. Scarlett briefly supported the Government
measure.—Mr. P. Scrofe desued to knowwhat deductions were to

be made from gross receipts, and what allowances upon incomes

not produced by permanent property. To a tax on such property

he should not object j but he could not agree to assess mere in-

come equally with it.—After some remarks from Mr. Williams,

in opposition to the Government measure, Sir G. Grey animad-

verted on the silence of members on the ministerial benches, "who,

he said, shrank from the obloquy of supporting their votes by

their speeches. The deficiency in the revenue ought to be made
up but was it to he made up by a tax which had been repealed in

1816 by the indignant feeling of the country, and which had been

originally imposed when we were struggling for national exist-

ence? He maintained it would be an inquisitorial and obnoxious

impost, and when once inflicted, even for a temporary period, there

was no security that it would not be perpetuated. No necessity

had been shown for the tax ; and even the deficiency which was
made the pretence for it, had been largely accumulated by the re-

sistance of the measures of the late Government.— Col. Sibtuorp
denounced the tactics of the Opposition, and applauded the vigour

of Sir R. Peel.—Some discussion took place between Lord J.

RussKLL and the Chairman about the forms of proceeding: and

then, a motion having been made that the Chairman should re-

port progress and ask leave to sit again, the Committee divided,

for the motion to report progress, 51; against it, 328 j majority,

277. A conversation followed, in which several members explained

their reasons for voting against or in favour of the division. Mr.

V. Smith attacked the Ministers for their silence. Sir J. Gra-

ham obser\'ed, that as Lord J. Russell had given notice of several

contests upon this subject in its successive stages, there was the

less necessity to prolong the debate now. SirR. Peel disclaimed

all want of courtesy, but declared that as he and the ChanceUor

of the Exchequer had both spoken so fully, they had exhausted

all they had to say in the present stage. Lord J. Russell de-

sired to have it understood that his notices had been given with-

out any factious views; but Mr. T. Dlncombe said that faction

was a very good thing on a proper occasion, and that he and his

friends should go on moving adjournments for the express pur-

pose of procrastination.—Another motion being then made for

adjournment, another division took place, when the numbers were

—for the adjournment, 91 ; against it, 241.—A third motion for

adjournment being made by Mr. Dlncombe, with the declared
^

view of postponing the division till after Easter,

Sir R. Pekl said, that though it was in the power of the mi-

norit>' to prevent the division on the main question for that night,

he would not voluntarily be a party to a postponement over

Easter, and should therefore move to resume the committee on

Wednesday. MeanwhUe, wishing to have, and relying upon, the

support of the country, who wo aid not fail to appreciate the pro-

ceedings of that night, he could not lament or deprecate the

coiurse which had been taken by the minority.—Mr. F. Maulb
defended his own conduct in voting for the adjournments.-Sir

T. Acland observed, that if gentlemen succeeded in obtaimng

delay without discussion, their constituents would have to make

up their minds withouthearingthe argument.—After a few words

from Mr. C. Buller, and an explanation from Sn R. Peel, the

committee was adjourned.
t. ^ • •*

The Rivers (Ireland) Bill, the Public Works Bill, and the Spirit

Duties* (Ireland) Bill, went through committee.—On the motion

of Sir J. Graham, the Queen's Bench Prison Bill was read a third

time and passed,
1 , -n e

TwcsrfflT/.—Many petitions were presented and several bills lor-

warded in their respective stages. John Ashworth, w^ho had in-

terrupted the proceedings of the CUtheroe Election Committee,

was brought to the bar, admonished by the Speaker, and dis-

charged in consideration of his expression of regret. On the mo-

tion of Sir R. Peel, the admonition of the Speaker was ordered

to he entered on the journals.
Sir C. Napier brought forward a motion for the consideration

of the state of the navy, with a view to its improvement. He ani-

madverted on the Government disposal of naval patronage under

successive Ministries, dwelling pai'ticularly on the admimsUa-

tion of Lord Mlnto, who had, he said, ransacked aU Scotland lU

search of the Elliot family; and had even sent to the Cape 01

Good Hope, for the purpose of promoting a person of that name.

The Commodore then suggested a rule which, he contendea.

would secure uniformity in the disposal of that patronage, anu

give satisfaction to the navy. He also argued for an increase 01

the pay aiid pensions of the navy, and better manning 01 our

ships; and concluded by moving three resolutions ;
the ^^^^Tf'

commending the appointment of Naval Lords of the
-'^'^P^^'I^J.YJ

the second, a system of retirement and purchase ;
and the

Y^'V'
a preference of officers and petty officers of the navy for the dock-

yard situations, and other civU employments of the Admirait}.

Sir J. Grauam combated the opinion that the First Loru

should always be a naval man. It was not wise, he ^^"'.^^j ,

limit the choice of the Crown j and as to promotion, a <^^^i"*"

was on the whole more likely to bestow it with advantage to in

public than a naval man, who would be just as much ^^'^rpeu uy

politics as the civilian, and be biassed by professional pa^y^";^^

into the bargain. The greatest triumphs of the navy han oeti

during the naral administrations of civilians J
and

^^Y- n^ his
who was warmly attached to his profession, had told him on

first accession to the Admiralty, that the two brightest exampi

he could keep in view were those oftwo civilians. Lord i^anaw

and Lord Spencer. Mr. Pitt's authority also was in fa^°'" .

the appointment of a civilian. With rcspectto the "1^^""^^ i-ph
fleet, he rejoiced to say that the deficiency in this respect ^i

existed during the Syrian hostihtieshadnow been completely

mediedi but he could not concur with those who thougniu

our fleet in the Mediterranean, even with its peace complemem »

would have been defeated^ on the contrary, he was satifaueu

the gallant Commodore had done himself and his brother om^
j^

great injustice, for he (Sir J. Graham) was persuaded "^^V^^;, X^
their ship^ were badly manned, they would have su^^am^

^^^
honour of the Hritish flag, and triumphantly repelled every

tile attack. He was far from disapproving the resolutions 01 v

^

gallant Admiral i« ^o/o, though the subjects of them "^^^;^
jj,.

such as could conveniently be dealt with by the House 01
*j ^

mons; and therefore, instead of meeting the resolutions ^

negative, he would move the previous question. -„,

Capt. Bkhkelev argued in favour of the first resolution,j ^
quiring a Naval First Lord. If. he said, a First Lord, wh^

^j^he
civilian, went to visit a port, he had not the same weight wiu^^^^

captains as a naval officer, nor would he be inclined ^"
^f

nor was he verv capable of making, a personal i"^P*^^"
f^.

the shins. fhPir cfnfo onH Hicrinlinn _T,ord InCESTRK ****^.^.the ships, their state, and discipUnc-Lord ^^^'^f***",,;„nrte(l
vourable to Sir C. Napier's views.-Capt. PiicnELLalso suppu

the resolutions. /r-amcd
SirR, P£KL resisted tUem. The first, he said, was so irai«
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that it went to exclude all civilians, thoug-h the speech of the
mover seemed to require a professional qualification only in the
one member at the head of the board. But if the resolutions were
carried. Lord Haddington, unequivocally as liis merits had been
acknowledged, even by the mover and his brother officers, could
hardly retain his present office, after such an intimation from the
House of Commons. The history of Naval First Lords did not
furnish encouraging precedents in favour of the principle. The
right hon. Bart, then proceeded to say that he deprecated the
allusions frequently made in that House to what might be the re-
sult of naval actions witli other Powers. ** I do not see," he said,
« any public advantage whatever from speculating upon the pro-
bable results of hypothetical actions which might have taken
place between our ships and those of another great Power with
which we are at peace. I have heard two or three times specu-
lations indulged in by members of this House as to what would
be the probable effect of any action that might take place between
our ships and those of France. Now, I do not think it wise, when
two great and gallant nations, distinguished by their pride and
spirit, are at peace, that we should suffer ourselves to indulge in
those useless and uncalled-for speculations as to whether our
navy would defeat that of France, or would be defeated by them
—the assertion of the probability of our defeat being met on the
other side by the confident assurance that we would defeat them.
Surely, at a time wlien the two nations are at peace, it is every
way unwise to indulge in speculations such as these 5 and now,
whenthe transactions that have taken place on the coast of Sy-
ria are at an end, speculations as to the probable results of en-
gagements which have never taken place ought to be avoided as
unnecessary and uncalled for, I have myself avoided this sub-
ject, and have the utmost confidence in the naval service of this
country, and, as in the case of the gallant officer—so also in the
case of the navy of this country—I have thought it unnecessary
to extol the spirit by which that service has always been dis-
tinguished in the performance of any duties which the country-
has ever at any time demanded from it. The right honourable
Baronet concluded by saying that he was not an advocate
for the exclusion of naval men, but he could not consent
to restrict the Crown on any future vacancy, in its choice
either of a naval or of a civil Minister for the head of the Admi-
ralty as the circumstances of the time should require.
After some remarks from Mr. C. Woon, Sir T. Tiioubridgk

said that the administration of the Admiralty should be confined
exclusively to naval men. He defended the condition of the
Mediterranean fleet engaged in the Syrian war, particularising
the ships, and censured the assertion that it ran the risk of a
defeat.

Sir H. Hardingk rose to show that no undue partiality was
Bhown to the military as compared with the naval service : he
explained the cncumistances under which the late brevet had
been distributed between the army and navy ; and concluded by
saying that such was the high admiration and respect he felt for
the naval service, that if any partiality w^as shown, he would
gladly see the preference given to the naval service : for, in the
insular position of this country, the paramount importance of the
navy ought to be felt by every one. And he felt confident that
he was speaking the sentiments of the army when he said, that
if any distinction or preference was made, it should be in favour
of the officers of the navy.—Sir C. Napikr having replied, his
three resolutions were proposed. The first was negatived with-
out a division j the second, on a division, by 138 to 40; and the
third, on another division, by 139 to 47.
Mr. S. O'Brien then brought forward a motion relative to the

death of James Flanagan, at Clonmel, King's County, Ireland,
the circumstances connected with which were given in this Paper
at the time. The object of his motion, he said, was the produc-

.

tion of copies of the verdict and depositions of the coroner's
inquest, and also of the official correspondence with the Irish
government relative to the subject.
Lord Eliot stated that the first account of the transaction, ex-

aggerated as it evidently was, had attracted his attention, and
inquiries were instantly instituted, the result of which w^as, tliat
the law officers were of opinion that the jury on the inquest had
come to a proper verdict. He acceded to the motion.—After a
few words from Mr. Powkll and Mr. W. Stkwart, Mr. Waklev
said that there was nothing in the case from which it could be
inferred that the Irish Government ought to have instituted any
further investigation. The motion was then agreed to.
Mr. T. DcNcoMBE moved for papers relating to the conduct of

the rural police in Norfolk, in the case of a vagrant, w^ho, he
stated, had been treated by oneof the police with singular cruelty.
—Sir J. Graham acceded to the motion, but at the same time
requested the House to recollect that the statement by which
the hon. Member had introduced it was entirely ex-parte,

Capt. PjicuKLL, after presenting a petition from Chichester for
the preservation of its local Poor-law Act, moved for returns
relating to the GUbert Unions.—The returns, with some additions,
on the motion of Sir J. Graham, were ordered.
Lord Stanley moved the appointment of two committees 5 one

for inquiring into the state of the British possessions on the
westcoast of Africa, and their relations with the native tribes

;

the other for inquiring into the state of the West India colonies,
with reference to labour and production. He congratulated
himself and the country' on the moral and social improvement
which had taken place in the condition of the negroes since the
emancipation throughout all the colonies. To this effect he
quoted the despatches of Governor Sir C. Metcalfe and Governor
Light as to the two largest colonies—those of Jamaica and Deme-
rara, which he considered fair samples of the whole. The
negroes had shown themselves willing to labour for the high
wages they were now able to obtain, and they were already
savmg money and buying land for their own cultivation. They
had amply vindicated the good opinion cntertamed of them by
their advocates : but this great improvement in the condition of
the negroes had been accompanied with serious distress to the
planters

;
and the circumstances of that distress would he a fit

subject for the inquiry of the first of the two committees. It was
a distress arising from the diminution of production which had
been ocfcasioned by the impracticability of obtaining labour ex-
cept at ruinous wages. There were only two remedies—improve-
ments in management and cultivation, and an extensive immi-
eration of free labour. The former remedy would be a practical
question which he should like to see examined by practical menAs to the latter remedy, it had hitherto been successful when the
immigrants w^ere Africans, but not when they were Europeans
the health of these latter becoming fatally affected in the low
lands of the West Indian colonies. The Hill Coolies also had
suffered, but the recent accounts as to this class had been more
l^'iu^K^^^^- .^*^^ ^^*-^ respect even to the Airicans, a race whose
neaitti sustained no injury from the West Indian climate, much
precaution was .necessary, lest a new slave-trade should growup under the name and pretext of free immigration, and themeans of effecting the object without the abuse would be fit

hn 1^1^^^ ^^^ second committee to consider.—Dr. Bowring
fvf ^^^^ ^^^ mquiries of the committee would be extended to^e causes of the failure of the Niger expedition; and Mr. V.

wn^^ expressed a hope that they would not.—Mr. Waki.ev
nLr.Kf'"*^^^^'"^*^^^^^^"^^^*^^^^^^ prosperity of the emancipated
negroes, who seemed likely to be swamped by the tide of the
proposed immigration. -After some further conversation, the twomtnions of Lord Stanley were carried without opposition.

i^eiiftes(/aif._After several petitions had been presented, andsome private bills forwarded in their respective stages. Sir R.

th^/'K ^^^*^' m reply to a question from Mr. P. M. Stbvtart,"iac ne did not mtend to propose any drawback to the holders ofumner, on account of the reduction of duty. But in order toprevent any serious loss to those persons, he intended to post-pone the operation of the new scale of duty to a later day than
^'*^'^ *^^\which he originally intended it to take effect, viz.- theotn April. He would state at what period the new duties wereTO come into operation as soon as possible after the recess.

On the motion of Sir R. Pkel, it was ordered that the House
on its rising adjourn until Monday, the 4th April.

Sir R. Peel requested Lord Mahon to consent to the postpone-
ment of the Copyright Bill, and the noble Lord having conceded,
the bill was committed pro forma, and ordered to be recommitted
on the 16th April.
In reply to questions respecting the Exchequer-bills Fraud

Bill, Sir R. Peel said that he did not think he could do better
than propose that the bill should come on on Monday w^eek, in
the hope that he should be enabled to proceed with other
business.
On the motion that the Speaker should leave the chair, Mr.

Blkwitt expressed his opinion that the consideration of the In-
come-tax was pressed on with indecent haste, and proposed two
or three obstructive motions in succession, each of which was
pronounced out of order by the Speaker.
The House having resolved itself into Committee of Ways and

Means, Lord R. Grosvexor insisted on the injustice of taxing
annuities, trades, and profe?sions, as largely as permanent pro-
perty.—Mr. C, BtTLT.KR thought, first, that the Minister had
pressed this subject with too much haste; secondly, that upon a
question of such magnitude, he ought to have held himself open
to amendment; and thirdly, that he had appealed too freely to
feelhigs of party. The present measure, he said, was a large and
bold one, but it was therefore only so, much the greater evil. It

would, he feared, be the ready resource of all Governments, who
would always find it much more easy to add 1 per cent, to an ex-
isting tax upon income, than to excite discontent among various
interests by the taxation of other subjects. The hon. Member
proceeded at great length to insist on the objectionable and in-
quisitorial character of the tax, and thought that men might es-
cape payment by carrying their property to the Continent, which
they could not have done in the time of the old Income-tax, when
war was spread over all Europe. In these days of party feeling,

he also considered that it was a great objection that the most
violent leaders in each district should know the exact state of
their neighbours* affairs. Moreover, the effect would be to spread
a persuasion among foreign states, that a country resorting to
this extremity in time of peace must needs be in great alarm for
her safety. He concluded by saying that such a tax was not re-
quired by any existing impossibility of imposing taxes on con-
sumable articles; for though such of those articles as were al-

ready taxed might be able to bear no additional impost, there
were consumable articles not now taxed at all which might un-
doubtedly have been made to produce a revenue. Some of those
assessed taxes which had been repealed might have been re-
imposcd. For all these reasons he should give the measure his
decided. opposition.— Dr. BowriN'g declared himself generally fa-

vourable to direct taxation, but announced his intention of
voting against it in this instance.—Mr. S. O'Briev said, that
having long been friendly to direct taxation, and considering the
present exigencies of the country sufficient to justify the extra-
ordinary measure of an Income-tax, he was prepared, though
against the opinions of those with whom he generally acted, to
support, in the main, the measure of Sir R. Peel.—Mr. R. Pal-
mer supported the measure, but expressed his hope that the
right hon. Baronet would be able, after a reconsideration of its

details, to make some distinction between professional and real
incomes.—Mr. T. D^Evxcourt opposed the resolution.— Sir J.
Rae Rkid supported the motion, and urged Sir R. Peel to press
it to a division that night, as it was the general feeling, he said,

of the commercial community that it should be settled at once.—
Mr. Ward did not regard a Property-tax as proper only for a
season of war j it was proper for any great exigency. Neither
did he regard the argument about the disparaging opinions which
foreign countries might form ; they, he was pers»iaded, took no
such views of these subjects. lie would, therefore, have willingly
voted for a Property-tax, even had it been 5 per cent, instead of
3. But this was a tax, not upon property alone, butjipon in-
come—upon the head, the hand, the labour of every inaustrious
man; and this he could not support.—Mr. M. Attwood declared
his intention to vote in favour of the resolution, but strongly
urged the injustice of taxing indiscriminately every description
of income. He objected to any project of commercial reform in

the present condition of the country.
Mr. Roebuck considered both sides of the House as equally

responsible for having brought the country into difficulties ; but
if money must be raised, he approved Sir R. Peel's straightfor-

ward way of raising it. He could not understand :Mr. C. Buller,

who had expressed a fear of letting the people know how much
they paid ; that, he thought, was a strange notion coming from
a man who professed to think the people competent to govern
themselves. The proceedings of this session brought out the
policy of the aristocratical party into strong relief. The land paid

toward this tax;' but as it paid no more than it had already

gained by the Corn-laws, it contributed, on the total of the ac-

count, nothing to the public burthens. Nor did the very poor:
Sir R. Peel had taken care to conciliate them. The Jiardship was
on the man in middle life who toiled for his uncertain income,
and was now called on to pay as lar^e a per-centage as the owner
of a capital producing the same income yearly. He had not the
common horror of the word '* inquisitorial ;" he saw no harm in

its being known what people were really worth ; and he did not

wish to see people protecting themselves by false credits. But
he thought there w^ere means of approximating to an estimate of

each man*s income without this dreaded inquisition. The rent

paid by each man for his lodging would be a tolerably fair crite-

rion. The hon. Member, in conclusion, said he would add a few

words upon the moral of the subject. The Whigs had attempted

twice in the present session to raise the people on their side, and
they had failed. Let them do justice to the people, and the peo-

ple would do justice to them.
Sir R. Pkel vindicated himself from the imputation of having

imported party feelings into these debates ; he had only repelled

the party charges of gentlemen on the other side, who had pro-

mised to consider his plan, like philosophers in the closet, but

whose opposition had rather assumed the aspect of a meeting at

the Reform Club. The principle of a property-tax during peace

had been admitted and recorded by Lord Althorp, Mr. Poulett

Thomson, and other leading members of the Opposition. The
right hon. Baronet proceeded at considerable length to reply to

the various arguments that had been urged against the measure.

Mr. Hawes, he said, had stated on the previous night that he

would not vote \s, for the war in Affghanistan, and had blamed

the present Ministry for not having objected to the policy of that

war when first adopted. They had objected to it; but they had
not thought it right, strong as they were in Parliament at that

time, to cripple the country in a course of action already under-

taken. It had been said that people might evade the tax on pro-

perty by going abroad. They might evade taxes on consumption
in the same way; but his plan would have the advantage of

reaching whatever property those absentees possessed in this

country. Much had been said about the injustice done to the re-

ceivers of income not produced by actual property. There must
be injustice in all taxation; it was inevitable; and to relax this

part of the plan would be fatal to the whole of it, so multifarious

must be the exceptions and the calculations connected \vith

them. They would require an inquisition far more vexatious
than any which had yet been proposed; and they would change
the principle from that of a tax upon income to that of a tax
upon capital. As to the anticipations of fraud and perjur>-, he
had not so ill an opinion of the British people as to believe that
they would commit these crimes to save a fraction of tbree
pounds in a hundred. Tlie right hon. Baronet concluded by
taking a general view of the difficulties, political and financial,

which the present ministers had found awaiting them on their
accession to office, and by declaring that on the acceptance or
rejection of the great measure now propounded by them the
existence of their Government would depend.
Lord J. RussEi.L said he would confine himself to the subject

of the Income-tax, not dealing then with the question of the

tarifi". He strongly represented the hardship of the principle on
which the Income-tax was to be levied; but said he did not in-

tend to propose any modification of that principle himself, be-
cause he did not choose to take the responsibility of a change
which, in removing one inequality, might create others. His
own course would be to vote, not for modifying, but for wholly
rejecting, a measure so unequal and so unfit for any circum-
stances except those of the greatest ex gency. Such an exigency
did not now exist. If the country must be considered as at war,
the late ministers could not be blamed for that increase of ex-
penditure which war unavoidably occasioned: if the country
must belconsidered as at peace, there was an end of the argument
for the imposition of the Income-tax. He and his friends had
been charged with seeking popularity, but that wish had never
warped them; there was no popularity to be obtained by their
present course, for the country was not yet aware of the evils
which this measure would induce. The time would come when
those evils would be better understood ; meanwhile he would
vote as his sense of duty, not his wish of popularity, directed.
After some remarks from Mr. Wood, Mr. Cobdkv moved an

adjournment. Mr. V. Smith and LordHowicK censured this pro-
ceeding, and Mr. T. Buncombe and Mr. Waki.ev supported it.
After a few remarks from Mr. H.CuRTisisandMr. M. Ginsov, the
committee divided:—For the adjournment, 87; against it, 29«;
majority, 203. A second motion of adjournment was then made
by Mr. H. Berkelkv, and defeated by a majority of 141; but
upon Mr. Bkrval moving that the Chairman report progress and
ask leave to sit again. Sir R. Pekl, after protesting against the
factious course which had been adopted by the Opposition, de-
clared that he would spare the House the trouble of again divid-
ing.— Mr. CovvpER endeavoured to justify the measures of ob-
struction by which the progress of bushiess was impeded ; and,
after a few words from Mr. Cobden, the committee adjourned
over the holidays.

CITY,
Money Market, Thursday.—The funds present no new

feature, and business has been limited. I\Ioney continues
to command 4 per cent. Consols for money and the ac-
count closed at 89* to | and 89^ to |. Exchequer-bills
left off at 27s. to 29s. premium ; and India Bonds 8s. to

10s. premium,

i^edopofts m\ii its FicmaD.
The Mannfhj Charities.—On Monday and Tuesday

the Royal Minor Alms were distributed to upwards of
500 persons above tbe age of 60, who received 5.?. each.
The Royal Gate Charity of \Zs, each was also distributed

to I GS persons, many of whom are very aged, and have
been reduced from a prosperous condition in life. These
distributions were made, under the orders of the Arch-
bishop of York, as Lord High Almoner to her Majesty,
by Mr. llanby the secretary. On Thursday the custom-
ary distribution of her Majesty's Royal Maundy took
place at Whitehall Chapel, There were present 23 men
and 23 -women, being the number of the years of her Ma-
jesty's age. They were above 70 years of age, and some
upwards of 80. The recipients assembled at Whitehall
Chapel, and the usual procession walked to the chapel,

consisting of the Yeomen of the Guards in their state

costumes, one of the corps carrying a gold dish which has
been used on these occasions since the reign of Queen
Mary, and on this dish were deposited the alms to be
distributed. There were six children in attendance who
had been selected for good conduct from the National
Schools of Westminster and the parish of St. George,
Hanover-square. These children received as a reward 5s.,

and the linen sashes which they wore. The Dean of
Carlisle officiated as Sub-Almoner. The distributions

were made between each of the anthenas, and the alms
distributed consisted of 1/. 155. to each woman as an
equivalent for clothing, and each man received suiBcient
woollen and ^linen cloth, shoes, and stockings, to make
him an entire suit. Both men and women received IL 10^.

each as an equivalent for provisions formerly issued in
kind ; and a further sum of \L and 23 silver pennies, the
latter being the number of years of her Majesty's age.

From an historical account of this custom which has been
published, it appears that tlie term '* Maundy-money "

is derived from the maunds in which the gifts were con-

tained. Anciently, on Maundy Thursday, the Kings and
Queens of England washed and kissed the feet also of as

many poor men and women as they were years old, be-
sides bestowing their maundy on each, in imitation of

Christ's washing the feet of the disciples. Queen Eliza-

beth performed this ceremony at Greenwich, when she

was 39 years of age ; on whicii occasion the feet of the

same number of poor persons were first washed by the
yeomen of the laundry with warm water and sweet herbs,

afterwards by the sub-almoner, and lastly by the Queen
herself, the person who washed making each time a cross

on the pauper's foot, above the toes, and kissing it* The
ceremony was performed by the Queen, kneeling, being
attended by 39 ladies and gentlemen. Clothes, victuals,

and money were then distributed among the poor. James
II. is said to have been the last of our monarchs who
performed this ceremony in person. It was afterwards
performed by the almoner. This day was also called

Shere Thursday, and, by corruption, Chare Thursday,
Shere Thursday signified that it was the day whereon the

clergy were wont to shere, or sheare, their heads, or get

them shorn or shaven, and to clip their beards against

Easter-day. In the legend of St. Brandon it is related,

that he sailed with his monks to the island of Sheep,
" and on Shere Thursdays, after souper, he wesshe theyre

feet, and kyssed them, lyke as our Lorde dyd to hia

dyscyples."

Death of the Earl of Mitnstcr,—On Sunday night, se-

veral noble families were thrown into severe affliction bjr

the intelligence that the Earl of Munster had termibated

his life by his own hand. From the evidence of the do-

mestics at the inquest, it a[>peared that shortly after his

Lordship had retired to his room for the night, the report

of a pistol was heard ; that his Lordship rang the b^li and

ordered the servant to go immediatdy (ov a surgeon, as he

had accidtntally shot his hand. Th. footman went as

directed, but soon after he had left the houae a second re-
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itely-

Lord
port of a i.iitol was beard from lus J^rasnip * ruum, auu

Jnu'e if the domestics proceeding thuher, they found

hU I ordihiu Ifine on the floor, having bLot himself throagh

^^'"
h^ii T^hon^h then alive, he died almost .mmedj-

^^ l/r. Ch;m:b.,. and Mr. Hamilton, his Lordship 9

»rdkal attendants, deposed that the Earl h.d lately suf-

fered from an attack of gout, and had been much deprefcacd

in spirits in con. ..|uence ; tliat the disastrous intelligence

received by the last overland mail from India seemed also

to Lave greatly affLcted his mind, and that he was parti-

•nJarly agitated and depressed at the Cate of the women

who were said to have been captured at Cabul. On

teeing hira ou Sunday evening, the medical witnesses were

of opinion that his mind was disturbed, and that there

appeared decided symptoms of approaching insanity. Un-

der this impression, they directed he should be carefully

attended to, and not left alone ; but they had not thought

U necessary that hia razors or pistols shonld be removed

from him. The members of his Lord:jhip's family deposed

to the same cfTect—to his having lately been much dejected,

wore especially siuc:j the late news from India. The jury

returned the following verdict: "That deceased died by

l^g own hand whiUt in a state of temporary mental de-

rang#»€nt." The event has «n»ted considerable excite-

mcnt among the higher circles, from the rank and distin-

guished character of deceased. Her Majesty and Prmce

Albert, the Queen Dowager, and other members of the

i;..,al Family, as well us ^. t numbers of the nobility,

immodiatrly sent to in4uiic after the health of the Couu.

1^ uf M.instt r and the other members of the family.

MclropoiUan ImprnvemcntH.—kn evening paper, tlic

Snrty stales that the Duke of Bedford has already received

from' the Treasury upwards of one hundred thousand

pouiidi fur the purcha^; of property, to enable the com-

TYiisMoners to carry into tn. ^ 'Mon the projected improve-

ments by the extension of Oxford-street in a direct line

througli the rookery of St. Giles's into Ilolborn ; and

tb«t the buildings inttisecting the new streets to be

formed by the continuation of Coventry-street through

Leircster-square, Castle street, &c„ have already been

purchased to a considerable extent upon the settled valua-

tioa of the surveyors It is announced that a Police Court

is to be erected at Hammersmith, the jurisdiction of which

ia to iiicluJe the parishes of Fulham, Brompton, Chelsea,

and ChibWick. The business of the Court, however, is to

be transacted at Kensington until the new office is built.

The Wandsworth Police Court will hereafter include the

parishes of Wandsworth, Putney, Battersea, Tooting,

Merlon, Wimbledon, Barnes, Clapham, and the hamlet of

Koehamplon.—Workmen are at present engaged in sink-

ing au Artesian well in Piccadilly, near St. James's Ch«rcb.

The machinery, which is on a large scale, attracts great

nombers of persons to view the novelty of the operation of

boring.—A correspondent informs us that eight orna-

mental water-fowl have been put into Kensington Garden?,

where there are now two lloatlng islands ou the Bayswater

end of the Serpentine, and it is probable that a pair of

blacks ns will soon be added. Tins is a good begin-

ning, and it id hoped that there will shortly be a large

stock of birds to enliven the C.udcn?, and assiaiilate them

to St. James's Park.—At the meeting of the Court of

Common Council on Thursday, the sulject of the em-

bankment of the Thames, according to the paper of

business, was appointed Co come on, but I\Ir. Allan, the

chairman of the navigation committee, stated to the

Court that the question being one which comprehended

a variety of interests, and required the most strict and

nnbiaased examination, he should postpone the considera-

tion of the report until the members should be prepared

for it by a perusal of the details- The matter was then

fiied for the next court-day.

Public JTt'c£in(/s.—At the Quarterly General Meeting
of the Proprietors of the East India Company, held on
Wednesday, after the transaction of some other business,

Mr. Weeding said he wished to kara if the Court of Di-

rectors had received any official information respecting the
position or fate of the British army in Cabul, and if it

was true that the forces iu the citadel, as well as those in

the cantonments, had left tlie place and been destroyed.
The chairman, Mr. Lyall, M. P., replied that no official

information had been received upon the subject, beyond
the details given in the public papers of the disasters at
Cabul, as given by Dr. Briden, on his arrival at JellaUi-
bad- Mr. Weeding asked, if, in the opinion of the Di-
rectors, the news was true ? Tlic chairman replied in the
affirmative. Mr. "M. Martin then rose and said he had
to bring forward a subject of great importance to the pro-
prietors of India stock. He wished to bring before the
court the

j
ition in which the Indian Government had

been placed by the unfortunate war in AfFghanistan, and
tiie expenses that had been already incurred by it. He
considered that the ruinous v.ar in Affghanistan would
only producejni<ery, and that the finances of the country
as stated by Sir R. Peel in his place in Parliament, would
suffer moat materially. He calculated that the deficiency
in the Indian revenues for the year ending in May 1842
would not be less than ten or eleven millions sterling,

whereas in 1836 there was a surplus over expenditure of
1,520,000/. Witli a deficiency in revenue such as had
been stated, where were the dividends of the proprietors

to come from, and in what position would the proprietors

of East India stock be placed shortly ? The hon. propri-

etor then read his notice of motion, which was as follows:—" The responsible and important duty confided to this

court of exercising a^watcbful supervision on the cxpen-

diture of the revenues of British India, requires at all

times vigilant attention, but most especially at the present

period, when there is a progressingly decreasing income

to meet an annually increasing expenditure, and which, if

continued, -ffiii inevitably produce serivuis CQnsetiuences;

and pfove highly detrimental to the condition of our East

India fellow-subjects. Resolved, therefore, that there be

laid before this court a statement of the yearly expenses

caused by the wars in Affghanistan and Scinde, from J bj8

to 1841, inclusive, as nearly as can be ascertained from

the public accounts, or from estimates." Mr. Hume said,

" that though he concurred in many of the remarks made

by the honourable proprietor, he could not agree with

those of Sir Robert Peel respecting the finances of India,

and he wished that those of England were in as good a

position as those of India- This was not a time to talk

of the finances of India, when the feelings of nature were

shocked at the losses that had occurred at Cabul. As re-

spects the war, justice could not be done to the question

without due notice was given of the discussion Several

proprietors then took part in the discussion, which termi-

nated by the resolution of Mr. Martin being withdrawn on

a point of order. Mr.Salomons then gave notice for the next

court that he should bring forward a motion for returns

relative to the expenses of the war in Affghanistan; also,

if any, and what loans had been raised in India ;
and tor

a copy of the protest, if any, of Mr. St- George fucker

against the war. Mr. Hume asked if it was true that any

disaffection had broken out among the 52d Regiment in

India, in consequence of an alteration in the payment of

half-batta ? This was a time, of all others, when the army

in India ought to be kept in good humour. The chair-

man, it was understood, replied.that there was no truth in

the statement. Another topic of interest which calls for

observation was the motion of Mr. I\Iarriott on the sub-

ject of Sutteeism. After some general remarks on the

snbject, he concluded by moving the following resolution :

—'•That the honourable directors be requested, m the

case of the suttee which was lately permitted in the terri-

tory of the Nixam, and in all cases of a similar nature, to

recommend to the foreign rulers the immediate abohtion

of that inhuman and sanguinary rite, as the same has

already been effected in the dominions of the honourable

company." The chairman said that the directors had in-

structed their officers to interfere for the purpose of put-

ting a stop to sutteeism as far as they could do so wuh

discretion. The practice had been entirely abolished at

Sattara, Mysore, Cawnpoor, and several other residencies ;

and he had no doubt that a proper representation of the

feelings of the British Government on the subject would

have its due weight at the Court of Nizam. After some

further discussion, the resolution was put and carried.

Court of Common CoimclL—At a meeting of the Court

of Common Council, held on Thursday, the election of a

Common Pleader for the City of London, which has

caused for some lime past considerable excitement among

the electors, was finally decided. Upon the motion of Mr.

Couder, the 26th standing order, requiring that candidates

for the<»(fice of Common Pleader should be free of the

city for two years, was suspended. Petitions were then

presented from Sir Walter Riddell, Bart., barrister-at-

law, from Mr. P. Laurie, barrister-at-law, and from Mr.

J. Locke, barrister-at-law, each praying to be elected to

the office of Common Pleader. There being three can-

didates for the [oflice, the number was, according to the

standing order of the Court, reduced to two by the show

of hands, tvhich'was much more numerous for Mr.Laurie,

and a little more numerous for Mr, Locke, than for Sir

W. RiddelL The election then proceeded by poll, and

ended in favour of Mr. Laurie; the numbers being—for

Mr. Laurie, 112 ; for Mr. Locke, 75 : majority in favour

of Mr. Laurie, 37. The Lord Mayor then informed Mr.

Laurie that the election had fallen uponhim. Mr.Laurie,

IMr. Locke, and Sir Vr. Riddell then severally addressed

the Couit, and returned thanks for the support which

they had received. At the previous meeting the Freedom

of the City was presented to the Duke of Cambridge.

After a suitable address from Sir J. Shaw, the City

Chamberlain, who presented the freedom to his Royal

Highness in a handsome gold box, the Duke, amidst great

applause addressed the Lord Mayor and the Court in a

short speech. He felt, he said, the highest gratification

in receiving such a testimony of the approbation of the

corjioration of the City of London, for whom he always

entertained the greatest respect. He had, some years

ago, in the capacity of General of the London district,

had frequent opportunities of meeting the magistracy of

the City, and he had upon various occasions enjoyed the

very splendid and hearty hospitality for which the citizens

of London were so celebrated, and had uniformly ob-

served that, whatever differences of political opinion

might have existed, there were always to be seen the

most devoted loyalty to the sovereign, and the most

warm attachment to the institutions of the country. He
received the Freedom of the City with the greatest pride

and satisfaction from the hands of his fellow-citizens ; and

he could not help expressing, at the same time, the plea-

sure he derived from the very kind and respectful man-
ner iu which he had been received. His Royal Highness,

who was attended to the gates of the Guildhall by the

Chamberlain, several Aldermen, and the mover and
seconder of the vote of presentation, was loudly cheered
as he passed along.—The Chamberlain was afterwards

instructed lo pay 500/. from the funds of the City in aid

of the fund for the relief of the Spitalfields weaver^ ; and
it was referred to the coal, corn, and finance committee
to consider whether any, and, if any, what sura should
be subscribed in aid of the charity called '* the City
Kitchen,''

The Thames Fkheries.—On Wednesday, the Thames
Angling Society held its annual meeting. The chairman
said that the river was now in fine order for angling;
that it was full of fish of every description. If the
public would come forward and support the efforts of the

society, the mcr would be kept iti its present state ; but if

they did not, the river, in two or three years, would be in

as bad a state as it was four years ago. From the report,

it appeared that the expenses of last year amounted to

191/. 17^. 3c/,, whereas the receipts were only 137/. 11*.

About 190/. a year would enable the society to keep the

river in a good condition for angli^ig, and it was consi-

dered surprising that in London, where there were so

many anglers, subscribers could not be found in sufficient

number to raise that sum. The report, after enumerating

the good the society had done in preserving the river, ap-

pealed to all brothers of the gentle craft, to aid them in

trying to afford in the neighbourhood of London a day's

sport to every angler. A gentleman residing on the banks

of the Thames, and who said he had fished the river for

the last forty years, stated that he never saw so many fish

of superior quality and size as there were in it now ; that

until the present society had been instituted, he had never

killed a jack in the Thames, but last year he had killed as

many as three or four in a day. The number of trout, he

said, had also increased, and now, both with spinning the

minnow, the bleak, or gudgeon, or with the artificial fly,

large and fine fish of that species may be taken. Bank

fishing and perch fishing had also been improved by the

efforts of the society, as might, he stated, be seen by the

success of anglers who fish from the banks in the meadows

near Islewortb, Richmond, Twickenham, Teddington,&c.

The report was received, and a memorial agreed to, ad-

dressed to the Lord Mayor, as Conservator of the Thames,

begging his Lordship to confirm the appointment of five

water bailiffs chosen by the society.

ClerkenicelL—A church-rate contest has been carried

on in this parish for some days, which created a good deal

of excitement, and terminated on Wednesday, the num-

bers at the close of the poll being as follows:—Against the

payment of an accumulation of four years' expenses, in-

curred by the churchwardens of St. John's, 799 ;
for the

payment, 725; majority, 74
'^Metropolitan Police.—According to a recent return

made to the House of Commons, it appears that the

moneys expended for all the purposes of the Metropolitan

police, made up to the 31st Dec, 1841, amounted to

287,225/. 10^. 2(L ; and that the number of men of each

rank and class serving on the 1st Jan., 1842, amounts

to 1,414.

MortalUy in the Metropolis.—The following is the num-

ber of deaths in the Metropolis from all causes, registered

in the week ending Saturday, the 12th inst- :—males,

471 ; females, 419 ; total, 890. Weekly average lS38-i)-

40-1 : males, 4G7 ; females, 445 ; total, 912.

Can? ^^r^f-.— Considerable interest has been excited

among the sporting characters in this city and neighbour-

hood by a trial which was decided at the Assizes on Wed-

nesday. The parties were Daintree u. Hutchinson ; and

the object of the plaintiff was to enforce the penalty of

100/. from the defendant, on an agreement to run a match

at coursing. Both the parties are sporting men, and being

possessed "of two celebrated greyhounds, they entered into

an agreement to run the aforesaid match on the Wednes-

day in the Newmarket February meeting. It appeared

that though the meeting was fixed for Feb. 3, at the time

the match was made, yet that, according to the practice m
such cases, the actual day for sport was postponed for a fort-

night, inconsequence of a hard frost, which precluded all

idea of running the dogs. The plaintiff was ready to ran

on the adjourned day, but the defendant did not appear;

and the question was, whether, by the terms of the agree-

ment, the day was to be taken to be that named m the

1 agreement, or that to which the 'meeting had been post-

poned. On a former trial, before Mr. Baron Alderson,

that judge had held that the defendant's construction was a

correct one, and the plaintiff was thereupon nonsuited
;
but

on a motion for a new trial, the court above had reversed

th^t decision, and the case now came down for a new trial.

The same evidence was givenas had been before adduced uy

the plaintiff ; and a verdict passed for the plaintiff, subject

to certain other objections which were raised on the part oi

the defendant. , *

Chatham.—Much activity prevails in all the arsenals or

the country, in consequence of the proposed increase o

the army, and the preparation of transports for the em-

barkation of the troops. The following are stated to oe

the particulars of the increase of the different J'egtiPem^.

—The 45th is to be augmented to two battabons ot ouo

rank and file each, and a company of African artillery, «

service in Jamaica, is to be formed from /^^"''^
j^

from the coloured troops stationed in that island,

addition to the lOth Foot and TSth HigTilanders, tue

29th, 84th, and 86th Regiments are to be e"^^^^^^ T.T-
out delay from this country for the East Indies ;

ana in

^
25th is to go on to the same destination from the ^^P^,

Good Hope. Each of these corps, as well as all lu

Queen's Infantry regiments borne upon the Indian es

biishment, are to be augmented to 1,000 rank ana mc-

The increase to the six regiments just specified will
^^^^^^^

principally of volunteers from tlie line at home, who

to be permitted to transfer their services, in ee^t^^" F^^^th
tions, receiving a bounty of 30s. per man. "he

Lancers have likewise received orders to hold t^^"^^^Vjj

in readiness to proceed to Bengal, as soon as_ tonnage

be taken up for their conveyance to that presidency,

increase which is already in progress may be thus par

larised :—The augmentation of b regiments f^*^?-^ "
|,

1,000 rank and file, 1,200 ; the augmentation of -i- reg

ments on the Indian establishment from 976 to 1,0W ra

and file, 504 ; total, 1,704. If the six regiments c^^P^^.

their full estabhshment in time, the whole of the ten co

panics of each corps will, it is said, most likely De cm
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barked; ia which case the infantry reinforcement of

Queen's troops will consist of nearly 6,000 rank and file,

(inclusive of the service companies of the 25th at the

Cape.) besides about G50 men of the 9th Lancers^ and the
usual complement of officers.

Cheltenham—A few days since it was announced that

Mr. Feargus O'Connor wonld deliver a lecture in this

town on the Charter ; but when ilxo. time appointed ar-

rived, it appeared that he had received so much injury at

a riotous public meeting, recently held for the same pur-
pose in Manchester, that he was unable to travel, and the
meeting was therefore postponed.

Liverpool.—A serious fire has occurred in this town,
in the extensive cotton warehouse of Messrs. Robinson
and Latham, situate near St. George's Dock. From the
position of the warehouses, which form a dense quadrangle
tilled with combustible materials, and are in the immediate
neighbourhood of some of the principal mercantile build-

ings in the town, great apprehensions were entertained for

the result, particularly as there was a strong gale of wind
blowing from tlie north-west at the time. The fire was
fortunately confined to the warehouse in which it broke
out, damage being sustained to the amount of 3,000/.;
Lad the range of buildings been burnt down, the loss would
have been very great, the value of the warehouses, inde-

pendent of their stocks, being estimated at upwards of
50,000/.

Newark^—A provincial paper, the ^^ Lincoln IMercury,"
states, that the framework for ten new bells for the church
in this town is now complete ; that it has been cut out
of six large trees grown in Bosworth Field ; and that,

while sawing the beams, the workmen cut into the heart
of a tree, w^here the saw was obstructed by a bullet, which
it is supposed had been there &ver since the battle of Bos-
worth, in the year 1-185.

NoUinyham,—It is stated that the Rev. R. W. Sibthorp
has subscribed 2,000/. towards the erection of a large

Roman Catholic chapel in this town, and that he will pro-
ceed here on a mission as soon as the chapel is completed.
—On Wednesday, John Jones, convicted, as stated in our
last, of the murder of Mary Hallam, at Mansfield, under-
went the last penalty of the law in this city.

Portsfnotdh.^llM,^. the Queen, 110, Capt. Rich,
with the flag of Yice-Admiral Sir Edmund Owen, the

Commander-in-Chief of the fleet in the Mediterranean,
and the Formidable, 84, C^apt. Sir C. Sullivan, which had
been detained here a considerable time by unfavourable
winds, have at length been enabled to start for their desti-

nation. They got under weigh together on Monday morn-
ing, and proceeded down the Channel in company. The
wind, which for the last week had been blowing from the

W.S.W., veered round to the northward on Sunday even-
ing, and has since continued blowing from that f|uarter.

As this would enable them to go several points free, and
there being a strong breeze, there is little question that
they soon cleared the Channel, and should the wind hold,
that they will make a very quick passage. As this is the
first time the Queen has been to sea, her powers of speed
and qualities as a sea-boat are at present unknown, aud
some interest is felt on the subject by those who have
been on board of her and witnessed her great breadth of
beam and extraordinary room and accommodation. The
prevalent opinion is, that she will prove uneasy; for it

seems that when she was lying at anchor at Spithead, and
theire was any swell, she used to roll and labour, while
the other ships lying there were comparatively easy. The
Formidable is also a new ship, but her sailing qualities
have been somewhat tested in her trip round from Sheer-
ness to Portsmouth, when she had the advantage over the
Alfred frigate, which came round at the same time.—Active
preparations are making throughout this district for the
receipt of a large military force of several thousand men

;

and orders have been issued for the barracks of this gar-
rison to be got ready for the occupation of as many men
as possible. Similar instructions have been sent to the
barrack-masters at Chichester, Winchester, the Isle of
Wight, &a The regiments about to be quartered here are
those destined for foreign service ; and some will embark
as soon as the transports can be got ready to convey them
to their destination. The 10th regiment, about to embark
for India, will be here in a few days from Glasgow. The
men will be conveyed in steam-vessels to Liverpool, and
proceed to 'London by the Liverpool and Birmingham
Railway, and thence to Gosport by the South-western
line : a distance which would formerly have taken nearly
a month for a regiment to march, but which by this mode
of conveyance will be effected in a few days.

Stockport.—A local paper, the "Advertiser/' informs
us, that property of all kinds in this borough has of late
been gradually decreasing to a great extent, and that double
houses, which two or three years ago let for 25. 6d. and
35. per week, are offered at 7d. clear of all rates, in order
to satisfy the chief rent, the tenant being merely required
to keep the dwelling in repair. Thus the owners of cottage
property will be great sufferers ; for besides the houses
oeing empty, the chief rent, of course, must be paid. In
order to illustrate the extent of empty property in the
township, and the amount of distress which the town
la suffering, it is stated that in 1840 a rate of 1*. M. in
the pound realised 5,000/., whilst in 1842 a poor-rate of
-5. in the pound will only produce 3,000/., showing a de-
preciation in two years of 55 per cent

JVorcester.~A local paper informs us that base coin
produced by the action of the electrotype is extensively in
circulation m this city, and that pence and halfpence, in
parucular, have been successfully counterfeited, having
every appearance of genuine coin, by the chemical appli-
cation of a solution of copper on a lead body. The deceit,
However, may be easily detected by rubbing the suspected
pieces against any rough substance, by which the coating

will be removed. At the Police Court in this city, a few
weeks ago, a woman, with an infant in her arms, was com-
mitted to prison for cutting a small quantity of birch at
Bosbury, the damage which she did being valued at one
halfpenny. The cliild, it seems, died in prison on Sun-
day, and at the inquest which was held , the mother
stated that it vvas her belief the child died in consequence
of a cold caught in the Ledbury lock-up house.

IRELAND.
Dublin,—The national anniversary of St. Patrick's day

was celebrated in this city on the 17th, with all the usual

demonstrations of festivity. The most perfect good order

prevailed, and no disturbance or any e.vpression of party

spirit occurred. The High Sheriff and Grand Jury have
agreed unanimously upon an address of congratulation to

his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, expressing the ut-

most confidence in Ms paternal government. The Duke
of Richmond has written a letter to the Royal Agricultural

Society of Ireland, expressing his great satisfaction at the

progress it has already made, tlie advantages likely to

arise from its success on the country at large, and offering,

as President of the English and Scotch Societies, their

co-operation in every available manner that may be useful

to it. A body of Quakers called the *' Peace Society "

have held a meeting in the Royal Exchange, when a pe-

tition was agreed upon, expressing ** their abhorrence of

the waste of life caused by the war in India, which in their

opinion was occasioned by an insatiable thirst for dominion,
and was a disgrace to the nation." It also prays that

na more troops be sent to India ; but that a peace, how-
ever disadvantageous to Great Britain, be at once concluded.

The ceremony of laying the first stone of the Cente-

nary Wesleynn Methodist Chapel in Stephen's-green, in

this city, took place on Tuesday in the presence of a nu-
merous congregation. It seems that part of the general

centenary fund for Ireland was set apart for this purpose,

and Mr. Justice Crampton undertook the office of laying

the first stone, and before doing so addressed the assembly
in an appropriate discourse.—The consecration of the

Rev. Dr. O'Brien as Bishop of Ossory took place in the

chapel of Trinity College on Sunday. The officiating

prelates on the occasion were the Archbishop of Dublin
and the Bishops of Cork and ]\Ieath.

SCOTLAND.
Glasgow,—A melancholy accident, attended with loss of

liftj, has happened to the Telegraph steamer, running be-

tween this city and Greenock. It apptars that the boat

had been lately built for the river trade for the purpose of

competing with the railway. She had been plying for

sonie time, and being on the high-pressure principle, had
beat the swiftest steamers in the passage to Greenock.
On Monday, about noon, a loud report was heard at

Greenock, as if a battery of cannon had been discharged

at Helensburgh, a distance of four miles ; smoke was seen

to arise in that direction, and telescopes being procured,

it was discovered that the Telegraph had exploited. Two
steamers lying at Greenock-quay at once sailed for Helens-

burgh to render assistance ; and on their arrival, they

found that the Telegraph's boiler had burst, and that the

hull of the vessel was a total wreck, and floating away in

pieces. It was immediately ascertained that 1j persons

had been killed on the spot ; but as strangers were on
board, it was difiicult to arrive at a true statement of the

casualties. A number of individuals were seriously

wounded, some of whom are not expected to recover. It

appears that the passenger^ for Helensburgh had all

landed, and that the boat was about to proceed on her pas-

sage up Gairloch when the explosion took place. It ap-

pears that the Telegraph at the time of the explosion was

scarcely five yards from the landing place, and the con-

cussion was so great that several persons standing on the

quay were stunned, and even thrown down and struck by

pieces of the flying timbers. Those near the vessel are

unable, from the confusion into which Ihey were thrown,

to describe the circumstances of the explosion ; but those

at a short distance state that the boiler and engine,

which are all in one piece and weigh about eight ton?,

were raised high up above the deck of the vessel, and

thrown forward towards the bows, and fell alongside the

quay at least 100 feet from the paddle-boxes, between

which they were placed, it is also stated, as showing

the great force of the explosion, that the whole mass of

eight tons weight must have turned completely over lon-

gitudinally, the end of the boiler which was nearest the

stern of the vessel now lying furthest in-shore. The deck

was shivered to pieces; the shafts, cranks, beams, &c.,

sunk immediately ; the funnel went by the deck, and the

paddle-boxes and wheels were thrown outwards at the top

to an angle of nearly 50 degrees. The wheel at which

the pilot was standing had every spoke broken, and the

vessel became instantly a total wreck. On Tuesday a tug-

steamer was brought over from Greenock to assist in pull-

ing the wreck to pieces, and in hoisting on board such of

the iron work as could be saved.

ilfliscenantous.
Natttfal Gas.—The Welsh papers state that about a

mile and a half from Pont-y-Prid (Newbridge), Glamor-

ganshire, a workman from the neighbouring mill about

two months since accidentally discovered a natural jet of

gas that issues from a small river, which rises in the val-

ley between the Llantrissant and Dinas mountains, and

flows into the Taff near the above bridge. This jet forces

the water up about six or eight inches, and when lighted,

burns with great brilliancy and intense beat, producing a

smell resembling burning suljdiur. The jet and the water

around are very cold. At night the flames are four or live

feet high. Five other jets have been discovered, twa on

*

one side and three on the other side of the brook, but no

one of them so strong as that issuing from the water.

The Acarus Galvanicus.—In the autumn of 1837 the

scientific world were surprised by the announcement that

Mr. Crosse, of Broomfield, had observed insects, of a pre-

viously unknown s[)ecies, come into being among certain

voltaic arrangements. Among the various objections
urged against their connexion with the electricity, was the

possibility of ova being in the atmosphere. At a recent
meeting of the Electrical Society, a paper was read from
Mr. Weekes, of Sandwich, describing experiments wherein
he had obtained the same species of insect in a close at-

mosphere over mercury, every possible precaution being
taken to exclude extraneous matter. On the 3d Dec.
1840, operations commenced ; at the latter end of Oct,
1841, the first insect was seen ; on the 25th Nov. five

were detected. Since that period they have been fre-

quently examined. The account contains several incidents
interesting with respect to the habits of these strangely-
produced creatures. Simultaneously with the experiment
just detailed, another apparatus was put in action in an
atmosphere of oxygen gas. On the 2Gth Feb. 1842, eight
or ten full-grown acari were observed in active motion,

'

The solution whence these insects appear to have emerged
is stated to be one of silicate of potass, made with mate-

rials transferred from a furnace heat to boiling water, and
filtered under cover. It is, ])ei haps, ftiir to add, that at

a late meeting of the Entomological Society these experi-

ments were brouglit before the members by Mr. Newport,
when Mr. Gray, of the British Museum, expressed doubtS

of the possibility of their production, as similar experi-

ments had been made by Mr. Children, of the same esta-

blishment, but without any success.

United States Debts.—The New York Journals brought
by a recent steamer contain the latest statistics thnt have
been published upon the subject of the United Statea'

debts. They are as follows :—Maryland, 15,213,184 dol-

lars ; Mississippi, 7,500,000 ; Indiana, 15,289,146 ; Mi-
chigan, 5,000,000 ; Illinois, 17,840,1:^0; Arkansas,

3,000,000. These States are at present under suspension:

Maine, 1,700,000 ; Massachusetts, 7,372,839 ; New York,
26,652,263 ;Pennsvlvani^.26,P>2fJ,-2o0;Virginia,8,253, 130;
South Carolina, 5,.^GO,000 ; Georgia, l,4(i'0,930 ; Florida,

3,500,000 ; Alabama, 10,859,536 ; Louisiana, 24,530,270 ;

Tennesse, 3,516,916 ; Kentucky, 3,401,500 ; Ohio,

17,119,820 ; Missouri, 1,289,000 ; Winconsin, 100,000
United States, 14,728,085 dols. The total is 228,89n,948

dollars. The States without debt are Vermont, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey,

Delaware, and North Carolina. In addition to the abovrt

large amount, nearly 48,000,000/. sterling, the city of New
York owes 9,663,000 ; Baltimore, 5,;n8,625 ; Boston,

1,800,000 ; rhiladelphia, 3,000,000; New Orleans,

1,758,000 ; Charleston, 1,142,000 ; Cincinnati, 1,140.000 ;

Albany, 395,532; Mobile, 513,00:) ; Troy, 3G1 ; Savan-
nah, 347,210 : and Buffalo, 64,500 dollars; making a
total of 25,502,073 dollars ; or. with the States' debts, a
gum equal to about 55,000,000/., besides the obligations^

of several other cities, the returns from which are not
furnished.

Chinese AgriciiUure.—The agriculture of China is

stated to he the best in the world. They are familiar in

that country with the relative value and efficiency of the

various manures, and understand how to prepare and
apply without lops that which is best fitted to sustain each
kind of plant. It is in this direction tliat the inquiries of

the chemist are likely to be productive of advantage to

European agriculture. The practical farmer already knows
that one ton of bone-dust is equal to 14 tons of farm-yard

manure. Some of the most skilful living chemists predict

that methods will hereafter be discovered of even pressing

into a still less bulk the subatanccs required by plants, and
that we shall live to see extensive manufactories estabiished

for the preparation of these condensed manures

—

Ns
Photographic Portraits, — A great improvement in

photographic art has recently been introduced by an in-

vention of Mr. Fox Talbot, for which a patent has been

taken out. The improvement consists in the portraits

being taken on paper, instead of on metaUic plates, of

their being indelible, of the great accuracy of likeness, the

breadth of light and shade, the general pictorial effect,

and the capability of the portrait being multiplied into

many coj>ies or fac-simile representations, without the

sitter being required to sit for each portrait- They re-

semble sepia drawings, are exceedingly true, and the sit-

ting requires but a minute, or two minutes, according to

the brightness of the day. The paper is prepared with

salts of silver, and subjected, by an apparatus furnished

with glasses, to the rays of light, and the likeness is, as it

were, absorbed by the paper. The process is called the

**calotypic" process ; it affords curious evidence of the

agency of light in effecting chemical changes, and shows
how science may be made subservient to the advancement

of the fine arts. The portraits obtained by this invention

may be placed in portfolios or suspended in frames, and

the faithfulness of resemblance may be relied on. There

is no distortion of feature, and none of that liardness by

which common photographic portraits are disfigured, and

being on paper, defects may be amended by the pencil of

the artist, and additions introduced by which a picture as

well as a mere portrait may be secured.

Antiquilits.—On Saturday afternoon, as the men em-

ploved in the erection of the new sewer in the Siraud were

excavating the ground in the front of St. Clement schurcfc,

they found, at a depth of about a foot and a ^^^^ f^^.^.
^*^

surface, a large number of humao skeletons, many of them

ia perfect condition, and, in one instance, a
^^"^^J'f

«

wo^an, «ith a large quantity of hair attached- A leade

a

coffia «d other remains have since been discovered. The
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circumstance attracted a lar^e number of fr«>"?.!
«^^^^^

IS soppoied that the ancient bunal-ground of St. Clement

Danes once covered the spot in question.

' HorsB OF LonT>5.^Appeals.-Bnfrd and otherj v KfiUonand

^ "ri"-™* was au appeal against a decree of the Coart of Ses-

^on Kiten under the following circumstances :-Thempondent,

\lr\viUoii claimed to be the inventor of a new aprUcation of

air to produce heat in smeUing-furuaces and other pla
;
and

the appellants had taken from him and the other respondents

(partuere iu the patent) a licenae to use the patent. The terms

ofpayment became afterwards a subject of dispute between the

parties and the respondent, among other legal proceedings, ob-

tained from the Court of Session a decree mterdictmg the appel-

laaU from the use of the said patent until they had fomid secunty

for the loss aiid damage which might accrue to the respondents

from the use of the same durin- the continuance of these legal

proceedin(fa. The appellants made this decice the subject of

appeal. The whole case depended on the terms of the agreement

between the parties. The Lords held that, under the terms of

the agreemeut, the appellants were hound to pay for the use of

the patent both before and since the date of that agreement, and

that the decree of the court below was right, and must be

affirmed, with costs.
_

Cnvnr of Ciiancehy.—/« re VorAr.—This was a petition to

discharge an order of Lord Cottenham, which charged the estate

of a deceased committee of the lunatic's estate with interest at

Sper cent., and annual rests on the amount of the lunatics

property, of which he had not passed any account since the year

1815. They admitted that the committee, who was the nncle o£

the lunatic, could not hope to escape the payment of interest,

but that it oujht to be 4 per cent., and without rests. The uni-

form practice was to charge no more, and the court, by charging

5 per cent, in the present case, cotabUilicd, without any warning

or notice, au entirely new principle. There were too many ex-

tenuating circumstances in the case. The money was difticultto

ret in, more than the nllnwancc had been expended on the luna-

tic's maintenance, and if the accounts had been passed yearly an

expense of 20/, or 30/. a year would have been incurred, to the

prriudice of a very small income. 'Hie I^rd Cnuncellor feared

that expense was not much overrated. His lordship had of late

looked at a number of bills connected with the manai^^cmcnt of

lunatics* estates, and in one instance he found a bill of costs

containing full eleven hundred items, from the date of the Issuing

of the commission to that of the fixing the amount of mainte-

nance. Nothing, his lordship said, had been shown to induce Uim

to disturb the order. The case was perhaps a hard one, but if

the moner had been invested in the public funds, the interest

would have been paid half-yearly, and re hivestcd, so that the

rests would have been half yearly ones instead of annual.

Nothing, too, had been proved with respect to the profit derived

from the nse of the money by the committee. The order must

be affirmed, but his lordship guarded himself against affirming the

principle of au interest of 5 per cent, in such cases,

Chckburn v. HuphueL -This is an appeal from the Vice-Chan-

cellor. An Armenian merchant, named Raphael, bequeathed, in

the year 1791, a considerable sum for the purpose of founding a

school, to support and educate, in a decent manner, such a num-
ber of poor Armenian children as the funds would allow j but in

the f. ^ place he directed the General History of Rollin to be

translated Into the Armenian language, for the benefit of his

countrymen. The history has been translated and published, and
the school has been founded at Venice, under a scheme settled by
the master and approved of liy the court in 1831. Of this school

the abbot of the convent of St. Lazarus !s visitor, and three of the

monks preceptors ; but it has been found that a smaller number
of h\^j9 is educated than the funds would allow, and th<).t ex-

penses are incurred which, it is thought, the court would not

sanction. The income annually arisuig from the fund Is now
|,3(>0/., and the boys educated iiavc never at any time exceeded
14 in number, being a charge of 37/. for each boy. It is con-
teaded that a sum of M/. would be amply sufRcienl: to clothcaiul

educate boys in Venice, and that as it was the manifest intrntioti

0f the fonndcr to give an extensive influence to the charity, with
a view to the Bdvancement iu civilisntinn of the Armenian nation,

through the instrumentality of these boys, it is now expedient to

review the scheme, so as to effect such improvements as may be
found necc iry in compliance with the trusts of the will of the

founder. The Vice-Chancellor was of opinion that no maladmi-
nistration of the charity had been proved, and refused to inter-

/ere.—The Lord Chancellor postponed the further hearing till the
next day of the sittings of the court, and rose for the holidays.
VrcE-CHANCELLoa's Court.— Thorhy v, Yeats.—This was a

suit by a married woman by her next fncnd against certain trus-

tees for the transfer of a legacy of 1,000/., given to her separate
use, and for the costs of the suit occasioned by their refusal to
make such transfer. A testator by his will, dated in 1825^ gave to
hi ' *er and two of the defendants, the present trustees, 1,000/.

Three per Cent. Consols, upon trust to assign the same to the
plaintiff, his niece, at the age of 21 years, for her separate use,
and in case she should die uxider 21, then the fund to fall into the
residue of his estate. The plaintiff attained the age of 21 years in
1835, but the fund was not then transferred to her. In 1838 she
married, no settlement being made thereupon. The dividends
were paid by the trustees to her from the time of her attaining
her majority to the period of the filing of the bill. An application
was made by the solicitor of the plaintiff for a transfer of the
fund, but after various delays the trustees declined to make the
same, on the ground of the then unsettled state of the law, as
they asserted, in the early part of 1839, respecting separate estates
of married women. It was agreed, after some negotiation, that
the matter should stand over until the l^rd Cliancellor (Lord
Cottenham) should give his decision in the cases on this point
then depending in the Court of Chancery. In March 1840, Lord
Cottenham gave hia decision in " TuUettu. Armstrong," by which
the point was set at rest, that a married woman having property
circumstanced as in the present case took the same wholly inde-
pendent of her husband. Endeavours were again made to obtain
a transfer, but without efffect, and the bill was accordingly ftled
The defence made wan, that the trustees were not bound to act
Without the sanction nf a court of equity, they having promised
the testator not to make the transfer without befng compelled so
to d^o. His Honour decreed that the fund should be forthwith
transferred, that the legacy duty should be paid, that the arrears
of the dividend should be paid, that the trustees should pay the
costs of the suit, except those occasioned by the taking of evi-
dence, which were to be paid by each part>% and that the plaintiff
should pay the costs of thehusband, and get tliem over from the
trustees.

hntt v. Watford.— \k\. IS39 an Act of Parliament was passed for
enclosing certain commons and open fields in the parish of
Kampton, in Cambridgeshire, under which the defendant, Mr.
Watford, was the commissioner. The plaintiff, Mr. Robert
Ivatt, made a claim to an allotment in respect of a moiety of the
pasturage of the open fields and commonable lands in the parish
which he had long poswessed in right of the manor farm in the
parish of which he was the owner. Mr. Watford investigated the
claim, and disallowed it. The plaintiff then brought ati action
upon a fcii4:iied issue under the igth sectkin of the Act, for the
purpose of establishing his title, but failed in the attempt. After
this Mr.Warford was about to make his award, when the plaintiff

filed this bill, alleging tiiat all these proceedings were erroneous,
and that xMr. Watlord had no right to interfere against his pos-

session oi the pasturage, and that the proceeding by a feienned

issue was in Applicable to the case ; and the bill prayed an injunc-

tion to restrain hit, Watford from making his award until the
questions upon the plaintiff's title should be determined xn, a
proper manner. A motion was now made for the injunction. It

appeared the l6th section of the Act enacted
^'^^l^'^^J''^^^-

sioner should not have power to determine any ^"^stion rclat ng

jriven UP or should have been recovered by due course 01 law.

Ka7affidavUrwell^ from which it appeared that

t^o flock? of sheeT under separate shepherds, one called be

Xor nock, wM^^^ attached to the
"^^^°[.fi"' ^^J,^

other called the town flock, which belonged to tjie copvh^^^^^^^

ire on the l^nds m question, and that the flocKa

ground daily, and that there was no ^^10^^^^^^
used to depasture on the l^nds in question, and that the flocks

t^^Kbu?^ they -d equaUigl.. 0.^^
The defeiKirnts7who were some of the copyholders of the manor

denied the plaintiff^s right to pasturage in ";e manner he had

claimed it, and hisisted that the commissioners >}af.
^ome to a

riff t conclusion, and that the action which the plaintiff had him-

re!f brought^^^^^^ ^f ^^""""Tf^rit
that the language of the l6th section was not exactly applicable

o th s ca^e,^which was a claim, not to land, but to commonage

The plaintiff might give up the commonage but it could not be

recovered fiom him. He thought, however, the words of tue

statute woi^d be sufficiently satisfied if it should appear that a

party co^^^ not sustain his right, which in this case was in he

nature of a claim to common without stmt. No%^. that the

plaintiff had been In possession of such a right, must he admi ted

Aiul the section attributes a certain value to possession. Strictly

speaking, upon a fair interpretation of the section, the commis-

sioners could not make any adjudication. There was no imp
u^

tation on the conduct of Mr. Watford. The party who now said

he had no jurisdiction, had absolutely thrust that jurisdiction

upon him. There had been a mistake, and as this Court does not

hold parties bound by a mistake, the matter must be put in a

course of trial. Tlie injunction must ^o The mode of trial

might be settled on a future day, after a httle consideration whe-

ther the parties could agree upon the course to be adopted.

Attiitiiey-Geii^raly. Culhim^Same V. Le Gnce.-This was an

application on behalf of the relators in tins matter, which came

oil upon the Master's report and for father directions, and a^^

upon a petition. The charity is called - the Guiidhall Feoffment

of Bury St. Edmund's," and was originally established m the

latter part of the 14th or the beginning of the 15th century. It

continued to be increased by gifts, devises, and bequests, made

by a great variety of benefactors for the 300 years succeeding,

and at the present day yields an annual revenue of upwards of

•j.iOO^ Many portions of these gifts, devises, and bequests were

for what are termed superstitious uses, and w^ere therefore void ;

other portions were for the repairs of the churches of Bury, and

other parts for the aged poor inhabitants of the town generally.

In 1833 the information was tiled by the Attorney. General at the

relation of certain inhabitants of Eur>-, in which numerous

charges of mismanagement were brought forward against the

feoffees, and in 1S36 it was referred to the Master to inquire and

ascertain, amongst other things, the amount of the property, and

to approve of a scheme for the future management of the estates

and application of the income. The chief point of interest in

the case w^as that the Master had found that it would be proper

to build and support three schools in Bury out of tlie surplus m-
|

come—namely, a commercial school, for the instruction of 150

boys ; a poor boys' school, for the instruction of 300 boys j and

a poor girls' school, for the instruction of 150 girls. The Mas-

ter's report left it to the trustees to appoint masters and mis-

tresses, without stating of what religious persuasion they should

be, and w^cnt on to provide that a sufficient and convenient por-

tion of the stated school-hours should be set apart daily for

reading the Scripture lessons prepared for the use of the Irish

National Schools, and the authorised version pf the Scriptures,

or such part thereof as the trustees should think proper^ and
that no other religious instruction should be introduced into the

school. The defendants, who were some of the trustees, ob-

jected to this, and proposed that it should be declared by the

court that the masters and mistresses should be members of the
Church of England, and that the Scripture lessons prepared for

the use of the Irish National Schools should not be made part of
the scheme. His Honour observed that if there was to be any
education, it must clearly be accompanied by instruction in reli-

gion, for without religion education would be a by-word and a
mere mockery. If there were to be education, and therefore in-

struction in religion, what possible standard could the court
have, or with propriety adopt, but the established religion of the
country? Suppose the schoolmaster to be a conscientious Ana-
baptist, what then ? Was there to be no exposition of the Scrip-

ture ? If there were to be, then the parties must look out fur

some gentleman professing all the tolerated religions in the coun-
try. A master not believing in the doctrine of the Trinity might
be called on to interpret such portions of the Scripture as related

to that doctrine, and he might do that which was unfortunately
but too general with regard to the Bible—namely, skip those
parts which present the difficulty. His Honour could well un-
derstand the argument that no part of the funds of the charity
should be applied to the purposes of education, that would be
plain, clear, intelligible, and easy of comprehension ^ but it would
be worse than mockery to say that there should be education
without religious instruction. If it was to be held that religious
instruction was to be given, the court could see no guide, no
standard by which it could be governed, but by the Established.
Church. If any other were adopted, the varieties of religions
taught w^ould be as infinite as the changes of dissent were per-
petual. He wished it, however, to be distinctly understood, that
the ground on which he proceeded was not in consequence of
any preferences which he had for the Established Church, but
from the absolute necessity of the case. His Honour concluded
by saying that, unless counsel had anything to suggest in which
all parties agreed, what he must do w^ould be to refer everything
back to the Master, as far as regarded education.—Mr. Cooper,
the counsel for the relators, said that both parties had agreed to
the introduction of the following clause :—They agreed, first,

that the masters and mistresses were to be members of the Church
of England. That during one hour at the least of every school-
day tlic master shall give religious Instruction bo all the scho-
lars, such religious instruction to be confined to the reading
and explanation of the Scriptures; and he shall give instruc-
tion in the doctrines and principles of the Church of Eng-
land to such of the boys whose parents are in communion with
that Church, and the scholars shall be required to repair twice
every Lord's-day to Church, or other place of public worship, ac-
cording to their several creeds, and those who attend Church
shall go along with, and be accompanied by, the master."—His
Honour said that the instruction on the Lord's-day must be spe-
cifically described as "instruction relating to the Liturgy, Cate-
chism, and Articles of the Church."—Mr. Cooper said that they
had also agreed to insert this proviso—"Nevertheless any two
trustees, by a note in writing, may excuse from attendance at
Church any of the scholars who were children of parents not in
communion with the Church of England."—His Honour said that
If the parties had not agreed, he should have had considerable
difficulty in directing any education at all, and therefore he
thought they had exercised a wise discretion in coming to this
arrangement. The result, therefore, was this : All the teachers
were to be members of the Church of England, by which alone
he meant that religion could not be taught without interpreta-
tion. This Court must state some interpretation, and there would
be insurmountable difficulties in stating any interpretation, ex-
cept that according to the Established Church.
Ahsizb Intelmoknck,— Oj/ord Cirruit.—John Williams and

Joseph Slawson were tried at Shrewsbury, on Monday, charged
with the murder of Emma Evans, on the t6th Dec. last. A full
account of the circumstances connected with the murder ap-
peared in this Paper at the thne. It will be remembered that de-
ceased was an old woman liviufi: by herself at a place called

Brookside about five miles from Oswestry, and that she was dis-

covered on the evening of the day mentioned in the kitchen, with
her throat cut and the house robbed of everything valuable it

contained. The prisoners were traced by the testimony of nu-
merous witnesses to the neighbourhood of deceased's house
about the time the murder was committed ; articles belonging to

deceased were, after their apprehension, found on their persons,

and a sufficiently strong chain of circumstantial evidence ap-

peared clearly to connect them with the commission of the crime.

In addition to this, they had both, since their apprehension, made
voluntary statements, giving different accounts of the transac-

tion, each endeavouring to criminate the other, but both admit-

ting'that they were the sole perpetrators of the crime. Slawson

stated that he was present at the time of the murder, but denied

that he had partaken in any way in the violence which had been

offered to deceased, attributing that to his companion alone. The
jury found the prisoner Williams guilty of the murder, and ac-

quitted Slawson. Mr. Justice Pattison, with the usual solemni-

ties, then passed sentence of death upon Williams: after which
Slawson, who from the evidence appears to have been the chief

originator of the plan for robbing deceased, was charged with

the robbery, his confession being admitted in evidence against

him- he was convicted, and sentenced to transportation for 7 years.

TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—None of the Derby favourites

were in force, nor was the general betting by any means brisk.

8 to 1 was laid to about 300/. agst Attila, and from the feeling dis-

played in various quarters, a further decline was considered pro-

bable. Neither Auckland nor Chatham were in favour, the odds

quoted against each having been offered currently; Ballinkeele

had a formidable enemy, notwithstanding it was stated that his

arrival in Oxford-street may be hourly expected. In fact the

only movement upward deserving of mention was in the Lord of

Holderness, in whose favour the last offers to lay did not exceed

20 to 1. Very little money was got on. Palinurus and Espar-

tero improved a little, and 2,000 to 15 w^as taken several times

about Eelcceur. Nothing fresh either in Chester Cup or Oaks,

Closing prices :— 2,000 guineas stakes.
6 to 1 agst Mr.^Bovves's 31eteor (taken)

DERBY.
15 to 1 ag8t Col. Feel's lot

sa
30
8
18
£0
20
28

Forth'g lot (tftken)

Mr. Goodman's lot (ta.)

Attila
Auckland
Chatham
The Lord of Holderness
Ballinkeele

to 1 agst ralinurus^
1

I

1

I

30
10
15

Espartero
Moss Trooper {taken)
Robert de Gnrham (ta.)

The Artful Dodger
Tripoli (takfii)

ScaJteen (taken)
Bekoeur (taken)

I a^st Amima filly (taken).16 to 1 agst Passion

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS—S. P. Gladstone, Crisp-street, East India-road, Poplar,

shipwright—F. Barker, Chis« e]|street, Finsbury, rannan—W. Filmer and

W S. Gooding, Osbome-street, Wliitechapel, brewers—J. Radford, Appleby,

carpenter—E. :ind C C. 3£anninff, Hifc^h. street, Aldgate, drapers—C. Casu-all,

Woburn-place, Rxissell-square. Indginghouse-keeper— J- M. Gtpps, Duke-

atreet, Gr^svenor-square, wine merchant. ^, , _ ^ x* i

BANICRUPXCIKS SUPERSEDED.—J. Sharpley, Coatea Grange, Lincoln-

shire, miller—J. Stevens, James-street, Limchouse, brickmaker—T. Bernman,

Peckhara-grove, Surrey, builder.
"

., „ ,

BANKKUHTS.— J. \V. Nevill, Bread-street, Cheapside, Manchester-ware-

houseman—W-Cannabee, Cambei well green, Surrey, booIiBeller—J. Gale.sen.,

and J. Gale, jun., Love-lane, Shadwell, rope makers—J. H. Arnold and \V. H.

Woollett, Clements-lane, ship and insiiram-e-agents—R. Brownlow, VVhUe-

streel. Finabury* silk-dresser—J. East, Kingsthorpe, Northamptonshire, car.

Loiklev, Bil. ton, Staffordshire, painter—-W. Morris, St. Clears. Carmarthen-

shire, general shopkeeper-R. Bill, Birmingluim, japanner-J-^>V ebb, Jiir-

inKiton-upon-Ttiames, baker—P. Lowe, Chester, sboexiiaker—

,^ ^^,„, _iam, Lancashire, flotlr-dealer— E. Young, Birchlngton, Kent,

blacflsmilh—T. Thomas, Leintwardtne, Heielurdshire, miller—J. Bennett,

Manchester, calico-printer—J. Cunard and J. Ingram, New Bund atreet, mer-

_R. Turvill, K
R. Turner. Oldlia

grain-merchant—W. Lees, Ghisgow, merchant

thel'9thin.t.,at Devonshire-street, a^oen-.qnare. '\"- C*
^"Vc'w^^Kvm/

son—On the 20th inst., ia Hertford street, Maytair, the lady of W. B- -E-vans,

^ MARRIEof-On'the lOth Inst.. atSt. Mary's, Islington, Mr. J. Ayers,jun.,

of Osm^ronV "BiVLrV)''Ma7garet," widow oV the late R. Algeu, ^^q;' ^J
youngest daiifihter of the late Rev. A- Keasternan, of Brenchley, m the coumy

of Kent, and rector of Berinondsey, in Surrey.
TT.rretiaDIED—On the 20th inst., at her residence, Lincoln s Ijin-helds,
J^J"^"

Green,nnly daughter of the late J. Bel]amy,IE^q.-On the 20th in.*t.,at his tow
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.
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T^^XHIBITION
-Lj japan rose.
is now in full bloom
Admittance gratis.

OF CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or
A collection of these beautiful Exotics

at Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The SHOWS of the above Society are fixed for the follow-

ing days :

—

AURICULAS, &c Tuesday,
TULIPS, &c
RANUNCULUS, &c. ...
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES
DAHLIAS „

On Tuesday, 26th April, the following Prizes will be awarded •

AURICULAS.
Amateurs.

Best pair . . . .j^i 10 .

If

April 26.

May 24.

June 21.
July 19.
Sept. 20.

Second best ditto

Best Green-edged
Best Grey ditto

. Admittance.
For the pair
For single plant

Professional Florists,
. .j£l 10..100

. . . 10

> . . 10
Non-Members,..070

. ..030

10 0...
10 . . .

10 . , ,

Members.026...
10...

The Amateur's Class will be in future confined to Members of
the Society,

&S TO ALL CLASSES.
Best collection of 12 Auriculas' . . .^ei 10
Seedling—First class Prize . . • . 'l

Bt Second ditto 10
Entrance—Members. 2s. 6d.; Non-Members, 7*.

POLYANTHUS,
Best, ICA-. I Bests, lOs.

Entrance—Members, U.j Non-Members, 3s.No named Auricula will be admitted for competition that docs
not possess seven full-blown pips; nor any SeedUng with lessthan three. Notice to be sent to the Secretar>' three days before
ine day of show; after which time the entrance-money will be

r^®' . . . ^ '^- ^' WiLDMAN. Hon. Sec.Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand,
28th March, 1842.

T^ JACKSON, Nurseryman, &c., Kingston, Surrey,
., • respectfuUy informs his Patrons and the Admirers of Hor-
ticulture, that his Supplement CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, with
tlieir prices, for 1842, and his List of Choice Show DAHLIAS.may be obtained on application.

Kingston Nursery, March 17th, 1842,

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, — Fine strone Plants-iX two years old, from Sin. to 6in. higrh, of this most noble,hardy, and splendid ORNAMENTAL EVERGREEN TREE are

"i^Z'fr^u^Kf.^^^^'^J
^OUELL'S NURSERY, GREAT YAr!MOUTH, at 63^ per dozen, or 25/. per 100.. Also Cedrus Deo-dora, 4in. to 6m. 63«. per dozen ; Do. do., sin. to loin^ 84s nerdozen. Specimens may be seen and orders taken at their

Agentfl
,
Messrs Fh.nagan and Co.,No.9,2.Iansion-house-street.

and Messrs, Noble and Co 's, 152, Fleet-street, London
Great "iarraouth Nursery, March 31, 1842.

Vi
SEEDLING CINERARIAS AND VERBENA

'ILLIAM IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near
London, begs respectfully to inform the Public that he

vAr,i^- V "' •?>^"f"''
wueen, pure vrhite, at ;,. 6rf. each.J'or particulars, see Gardeners' Chronicle and "fiazette" loth i.isf

»ncl '• noricultural Cabinet." Catalojfue of all the newest
rn"n K '?

^""^ Verbenas can be had on appUcatioa.-P.S. Verbenacan be forwarded by post.

T MITCHELL, PILTDOWN NURSERY, Mares-
friJl^ 'l-^L'^^*'*^'''

Sussex, begs respectfuUy to acquaint his

l^^ K
and the ^.^^^^ ^^ intends sending out in May his twosuperb seedling: D.^HLIAS. viz., " Snowflake," pure whiteoccasionally tipped with beautiful lavender, cupped petals and

inr/j
show flower (strong plants the first week in May) 4 feet,

and itrinr c??."^'
S"""-!-." beautiful rosy pink, cupped petals.

TUV XT K-,^^^^''^ SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

in7n™2l,!^^'«^^"''y'
""** ^**'"^^«' ^--e respectfully

great care and ^tfp^^'""-- ^-""^ ^- ^OUELL having bestowed

fuch\[as J«t o^!t I ™ '" ^°™"."^ » collection of all the new
treat w^^f.^H J.y;\""V'"'

P'''"'^^' ^^'''^ ^^^^ T>roveA to be of

Sti^which thlv*'^'"^''-/."'*.?'*""^
^^1*"=*^^ "^o^^t thirty

send them onf th5« ^^." confidently recommend, they offer to

12 varSs fit f^*L
"''*

:^^S^^'' April, at the rate of 21.,. per
brtronsTthe eSufnfi"'*'"°'' "^ ""^ °' **"= Horticultural exhi-

^r one Vnin™ thT^ ^'^^- ^^ enclosing a Post-office order

canbcobtainedbTenciosin»»/f'**!;!''*'* '•««P«*=«^e prices,

Kur«.rv M-rJi. ,^
enclosing a Postage Stamp.-GreatYarmouth

FLOWER-SEEDS.—Thirty-six Parkets of the most
approved Annual, or Hardy Biennial and Perennial Flower-

Seeds, for 10*., or Eighteen Packets 5s., forwarded, postage free,

to any part. Apply to Mr. Brown, Curator, Botanic Garden,
Colchester j and to prevent disappointment, any preferred species
should be specified in the order.—April 2. 1842.

pARNATIONS and PICOTEES.-The Nobility, Gen-
^-^ try, and Florists are respectfuUy informed that Messrs.
W. and F. yoUELL can supply the above Flowers at the follow-
ing prices. Their collection is the most eiteusive and select in
the kingdom, and for strength and healthiness are unrivalled.
They beg to state that none but first-rate show flowers will be
sent out.

12 pairs of fine Show Flowers, by name ^i lOs. Orf.

25 do. do. do. 8
12 do. extra fine do. 2 10

Amongst which will be included a pair of that splendid Red
Picotee ANACREON.—Great Yarmouth Nursery.

NEW & SUPERB GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS. FUCHSIAS,
DAHLIAS. VERBENAS, PANSIES, &c,

WM. CATLEUGH respectfully informs the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Public, that his Spring CATALOGUE of

the above Flowers will be ready in April, including;—Fuchsia,
Conspicua arborea, raised by S, R. Prouse, Esq., which will be let
out in May, at lOa. 6d. per plant, of vigorous and erect growth,
with a bold and ample foliage, flowers of a delicate carnation, or
pale flesh colour; Sepals beautifully tipped with a distinct green,
having when fully out and expanding bright scarlet Corolla;
Pistil and Stamens rather more rosy than the sepals. Also two
new and distinct Verbenas, Ne Plus Ultra, and Elegans. Dahlia,
Lady Ann Murray, a beautiful mottled white, tipped with bright
rosy purple, a well-formed flower, with fine centre, one of the
most constant Dahlias grown, desirable to the most limited
grower, 3 feet, 10*. 6d.— Hans-street, Sloane-street, Chelsea.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN-STRAWBERRY.

J and W- MYATT beg to return their sincere tbanka
• for the very liberal patronage they have received from the

Nobility and Gentry, and to inform those who have not yet fa-
voured them with their orders, that the approaching season is
most desirable for planting j they can supply plants of the British
Queen and Eliza Strawberrj', the former at 5/., the latter at W.
per 100.

The unpropitious state of the weather for late autumn-planting
induces them to inform those who have been purchasers, that they
will be happy to reinstate any that have not succeeded, by direct ap-
plication to the parties who have supplied them, such application
to be limited to April. Plants carefully packed and forwarded to
any part of England.

Manor Farm, Deptford, March 31, 1842.

CALTHILL NURSERY, near WINDSOR.—A. J.^ STEWART respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and the
Public, that his descriptive Catalogue of new and choice Gera-
niums, Camellias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Dahlias, Pansies, Calceo-
larias, Roses, miscellaneous Greenhouse Plants, Picotees, &c.
&c., may be obtained by a prepaid application as above, and en-
closing two postage stamps.

,
A. J. S. embraces this opportunity to apprise the cultivators of

CAMELLIAS that he can furnish a few more assortments as
offered by him on the I2th February in the Gardeners' Chrotticie,
excepting that Tricolor or King will be substituted for Lady
Henrietta.

Good plants of Hardenbergia macrophylla, at Ts- 6d.

10. MARSANO begs to inform the Nobility and
Nurserymen of the three kingdoms that he has received

from Italy 200 Orange-trees. One case, with 53 named trees,
may be inspected at the London Docks. Also 6oo plants of Cata-
lonian Jasmine, and Italian Tuberose roots. 120 middling-size
named Orange-trees for the trade, and Jasmine plants, may be
seen at G. Marsano's, Oilman Seedsman, and Florist, 2, Beau-
champ-street. Brook's Market, Leather-lane, Holborn, London,

rpHOMAS CRIPPS, FLORIST, TUNBRIDGE-
-i- WELLS, respectfully informs his Friends that Plants of the
New White Fuchsia "VENUS VICTRIX" will be ready the
first week in May, at 21.1. each, with the usual discount to the
Trade, if three or more Plants arc taken at once. For particu-
lars see Floricultural Cabinet for March, or Gardeners* Gazette
or Chroniclf of 5th inst. Orders for this will be received by Mr,
George Charlwood, 14, Tavistock-row, Corent-garden ; Messrs.
Cormackand Co. New Cross Nursery; Mr. Harrison, Dovniham,
Norfolk; Mr, J. Ashdowne, Seedsman, High-street, Hastings

j

lilessrs. Wood & Son, Maresfield Nursery ; or addres&eU as above.

J KERNAN begs to inform his Friends that he has
• now completed his selection of FLOWER-SEEDS, among

which will be found every novelty worthy of cultivation recently
introduced, as well as the seeds from first-rate collections of Cal-
ceolarias, Mimulus. Ipomoeas, Stocks, Asters, Balsams, Zinnias,
Thunbergias, &c. &c. ; as also all the better and more esteemed
Vegetable Seeds : Grainge's Early White Broccoli, Mercer's Cau-
liflower, Brussels Sprouts (foreign seeds), Seymour's superb
Giant Celery ; Kerrison's Hothouse, Syon House, Roman Empe-
ror, Horticultural, and Windsor prize Cucumbers; as well as
Seeds of the very choicest Melons, all the better early and suc-
cession Peas, principally saved by the most select growers who
supply this unequalled market.— 4, Great Russell-street, Covcnt'
Garden.
All the better kinds of Agricultural Grasses, separate or mijted.

Selected Field Turnips. White Carrot, Winter and Spring Tares,
Ash-leaved and Early Frame Potatoes, New Globe Mangold Wur-
zel, &c. &c., Mats, and Mushroom Spawn; Pruning and Budding
Knives.
Ladies and Gentlemen not acquainted with the best varieties

of FIower*seeds had better leave tlxe selection to J. K., they
naming the amount they wDuld like to go to, and mentioning
what assistance in the way of heat they have for the more tender
or half-hardy annuals.

BIANCA DAHLIA.

I HAVE allowed a week to elapse in replying to the Ad-
vertisement which appeared in the Gardeners* Chronicle ot

the igth of March, under the impression that the omission of the
Advertiser's name was accidental. Having dispOFed of the Flower
(as publicly advertised}, and havingno interest in or control over
it, I might not be able, under any circumstances, to make an
engagement to show it j and I shall most assuredly not enter
into any agreement with an anonymous challenger, from whom
there can be no guarantee that he would not uitim%tcty shrink
from his ovm proposal, screened under cover of his cautious
secrecy.
The attempt to injiure, in an indirect manner, the purchaser of

Bianca, is not manly ; and in the event of the omission to which
I have adverted being supplied, 1 shall make such a reply as I

have no doubt will be perfectly satisfactory, and will remove taxy
idea that the competition is avoided. J. Q, WILDMAN.
CamberwcU^ Marcli 30, 2842,

WANTS a Situation as UNDER GARDENER, or
» ^ GARDENER, a respectable young Man, aged 23, with a

good character from his last place. Direct to W. S., Mr- Com-
waU's, Comchandler, Wandsworth Road. ^
T^ANTED a Situation as GARDENER, a mairied
' V Man, aged 38. Can take the entire management of a Garden

with a Greenhouse and Frames, or take charge of Cow^, and
can be well recommended. Address William Forster. at Mr-
Bance's, Butcher, Croydon. Terms M . per week.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and FORESTER, a Single Man in the prime of life,

who has lived in the first-rate establishments, both in England
and Scotland. Any Nobleman or Gentleman in want of a confi-
dential servant would not find themselves disappointed in the ad-
vertiser. He will be well recommended from the family be has
just left. Address T. H., Gardeners^ Chronicle Office. No objec-
tion to go on the Continent, ^

*

' TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
WANTS a Situation as GARDENER, or Gardener

and Bailiff, a Single Man, aged 32, who is competent in the
different branches of his profession—viz. : Early Forcing, Kitchen
Garden, New Ground Work, Draining, New Fencing, Plantation

and Timber Work, and has a thorough practical knowledge of the
Durham Breed ol Cattle, and Farming Line iu all its branches.
The most rcBpectable ten years' reference will be given, and
security to any amount required. Address A, B., Gardener**
Chronicle Office. ^

WANTED by a single man 38 years of age, a SITUA-
TION either as GARDENER in aNoblemau or Gentleman's

Family, or as FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR in a Provincial

Nursery, having had exteu&ive practice in every department^ and
having lived ia families of the highest respectability with several

men under him. The advertiser has solely conducted the busi-

ness of a provincial nursery these three years, with considerable
practice in the seed trade, and would accept ofa similar situation.

He has been used to attend on company, and would have no ob-
jection to any part of the United Kingdom. He can give the
most unexceptionable reference as to character and abiUty. Di-

rect G. W., Post-office, Haleaworth, Suffolk. N.B.—Time will

be allowed for distant letters'.
^^^^^ ^^^

_. -.
I 1,^1,1, .

.-. _ -
. - -I

- -.rT-_u-- -_ - -. --IT. .- -^ M ^IW m^^^

SEYMOUR'S SUPERB SOUD WHITE CELERY.

H LANE and SON, Great Berkhampstead, Hertg,
• having received the most flattering t^btimonials of the

great estimation in which the above celebrated CELERY is held,

and of the general satisfaction felt by those to whom they sup-
plied the seed last year, are happy in being enabled agun to offer

it for sale in packets at 2s. 6d. each, including postage. An early

application Is recommended, as the stock is getting limited

N.B.—The usual allowance to the trade.

ROSES.—H. L. and SON take this opportunity of acquainting

the Nobility and Gentry, that they have an extensive coUectioa

of Bourbon. China, Tea-scented China, Noisette, and othar

ROSES, iu pots i
catalogues of which, as well as others, may be

had (free of postage), on application by letter or otherwise.

R JEFFRIES and SON take this opportunity of
• announcing to the Admirers and Cultivators of the

DAHLIA, that they intend sending out iu May their beautiful

Seedling Lilac, "Lady Harland," whicU has been pri^nounced
by all the piiucipal growers that had the opportunity of seeing it,

as being decidedly the best Lilac Dahlia that has yet been offered.

Height 4 ft., habit excellent, very thick petal, and beautifully

cupped flowers, large without coarseness, on long stiff stalks,

showing itself bold above the foliage. As a guarantee for its

quality, it was exhibited last September, and obtained prizes at

the three grand metropolitau open shows, the Royal South Lon-
don, the Floricultural Society of London, and at the Grand Salt-

hill Show. Price lOJ. 6rf.— Ipswich Nursery, March 31, 1S42.

N.B. No orders will be attended to from unknown Corres-
pondents without a remittance.

JOHH HARRISON, NURSERY, SEEDSMAN,
and FLORIST, YORK (formerly of Rosehill Nursery, Yarm,

and the raiser of the first cupped Dahlia " Beauty of Cleveland,"

In 182/), takes this opportunity of informing the cultivators of

the Dahlia that his Catalogue is now ready, comprising nearly

all that is worthy of being grown for competition ; and he flatters

himself that his List will be found not only interesting but use-

ful to Amateurs, by its gi\ing a faithful description of each
variety, and the soil best adapted for the production of perfect

blooms. J. H. pledges himself to supply those friends who may
kindly favour him with their orders, with strong healthy plants

well hardened, and fit to turn out early without the risk of being
checked by a sudden trausition from the propagating-house into

the open air.—York, March 23, 1842.

SEEDLING DAHLL\S to be sent out in May next,

by N. GAINES, FLORIST, SURRY-LANE, BATTERSEA.
Gaines* ORANGE PERFECTION; beautiful orange, at time*

shaded. Tliis flower was sent for the opinion of the Horticul-

tural and Floricultural Societies of London; at both places con-
sidered first-rate. It is a fine grower, throwing its flowers weH
above its foliage. A good show flower. Awarded first Prize at
Kingston, and 2nd Prize at Teddington. 4 It. 10*.6<f.

Gaines' EMPEROR; beautiful rosy crimson, very superior
petal, with great depth of flower, and well up in the centre, A
constant good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Kingston.
3 ft. 105. 6d.

Gaines' COMPACTA; fine purple, very superior form, of fX-
cellent habit, throwing its blooms well above its foliage j its centre
well up. A good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Hammer-
smith. 5 ft. 105. 6^.

N.B. The above were considered first-rate flowers by those
that saw them growing. Plates of them will appear in " Wake-
ling's Amateur Guide,'' in April and May next.
N. Gaines* extensive Li&t of first rate Dahlias, Geraniums

Tansies, Calceolarias, &c. may be obtained by post-paid applica-

tion as above, Uis new Cineraria, Prince of Wal^, is now ready
for delivery.

'

BROWN'S MARQUIS of LANSDOWNE DAHLIA.
—This most essentia! Show Flower will be sent out in May

next. Colour, shaded salmon; fine cupped petals, which ar»

beautifully arranged ; and one of the most constant and succe«f

•

ful Dahlias of the season, having obtained Seven Seedling rnx^
three of which were first, and twice defeating " Conquer^^^

the main." Also shown in three successful Sands oi ^w 24 ^
and 12 blooms for three 20/. prizes. A drawing was maae oy

Wakeling, for the Ftorisrs Guide, March 184^- . ^_j, -dmlr^d
T B. has a few strong Plants on hand of his ^m^f;^^^

SeedUrig PANSIES the*' Countess of Orkney" and -Jewess.

'TcrT.nro'GUE. containing a ch<f- -^-^^^^^^^^^^

and HEARTSEASE, Is now ready, and may be had on pre pwa

applica«on,-Sloagft, March 2d, im.
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HUGH LOW A Co., Nt^RSERYM EN. &c ,
UPPER

CLAPTOX, LONDON, b*g to inform their Fnend. and

10

to

ID

6
a

1K-. P„KhTVhat thev will have Plants of the undernamed

vll!uAi\X fHeirvin- in May, aU of which they beUeve

to be first-rate show f5owcrs.—

Beauty of Wakefield (Barratfs), white, laced with light /L

Canffii^CSilverlock's), dar'k and rich purple • .
5-

Duke of ComwaU (LOW'S) bright rosy ruby . . 4-

Eveque de Toumay, purple, Upped with white j one of

the best of itb class . • •. • J"
Hou M Abbot (Smith'=;% brilliant lilac • 5to6-

Marquis of Camden (Garrett's), dark crimson , . *-

Prince Albert (Adams'), shaded bronze . - <~

Prince of Wales i,Dodd*s), clear yellow .'
- 3-

Queen of Lilac« (Appleby's) - - •
*-

Twyford Perfection (Young's), puce, edged with crimson 3

T^estbury Rival (HaU*8), bright puce . . 4
4to5
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. 4
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TVintcrton Rival (Nelson's), bright sulphur
Admirable (Spary'a), rosy purple

Amato (Dandy's), rosy purple

Amethyst (Attwell's^ lilac .

Andrew Hofer (.Holmes'), crimson ,

Annot Lisle (Beghie's), crimson
Argo (Widnairs), yellow ,

Bang-up (OLrUng's), rich purple

Beauty (Parson's), white, edged with lavender

Beauty of Kugland (Girling's), white, edged with cnrason 4

Beauty of the Plain (Spary 'sj. white, edged withlavender 4

Bedford Rival ;Mayle*b), light rosy purple

Bishop of Salisbury (Squihb's), plum colour .

Bishop of Winchester (Jackson's), light purple

Ulackcyed Susan ^Girling'a), maroon
Bloomsbury (Lee's;, scarlet

Bloomybury ^Painplin's), bufT • ^\ ,

BowUng prccn Rival CLaw'i), dark claret, shaded

Bridesmaid fBrown'ti. white, edged with purple

Bronze Unique (Gaines')

Btirnham Hero (Church's), fine puce

Cardinal (Giriing's), maroon
Charles the Twelfth (PampUa'i), roiy purple

Chef d'OCuvrelGirllng's:, purple

CUmax acffcries'), crimson
Conductor (Widnall's), purple .

Conqueror of the World (Stein's), hght sulphur, tipped

with pink
Conservative (Low's), light rosy purple

Constancy (Keynes*), fine purple

Contender (Girling's), shaded purple

Coronal (Squibb'sJ, red
Countess of Lincoln fLee's), blush .

Countess of Pembroke (Dodd's), peach blossom
Crichton (Brown's), shaded red

Curate (Brown's), lilac

Danecroft Rival (Girling's), scarlet

Defender (SquibVs), purple, shaded
Defiance (Horwood*s), rosy purple

Defiance (Squibb's), orange and yellow ,

Diana ;Sykes'), white, tipped with lilac

Diomede (.Jf^ffcrles*), shaded crimson
Dowaper Lady Cooper rJackson's), delicate rosy lilac

Duchess of Portland Tillery'a), white, tipped with purple 4

Dachesa of Richmond (Fowler's), bronzy pink
Dake of Richmond .Meredith's), shaded crimsoa
Eclipse (Catleugh's), vermUion rose
EcUpsc King's;, fawn colour - .

Eclipse vWidnali's), scar\et . *

Edward (King's), bright crimson
Egyptian Prince (Slanford^s). rich plum colour
Elizabeth CPostcr's), salmon orange
Emperor of China (Attwell's), purple
Enterprize (Langley's), white, deep carmine edge
Essex Rival. Sorrcirs), bronzy purple
Eucl!-1 Ward's), very light purple
Eva (Foster's), creamy white, tipped with purple
Ettiaisite (Holmes'), white, tipped with lavender
Fanny Keynes (Keynes*;, rosy puce
Fat Boy (Low's), purple
Frances ;Jnne8*B), white, tipped with purple .

Glory of Plymonth (Rendle'sJ, white and pink
Grace Darling (Dodd's), shaded salmon
Grand Tuumaraent (Union's), blush, tipped with purple 4

Grand Turk (King's), very dark maroon
Grenadier (Jackson's), bright orange •

Haidee (Wildraan's), blush, trpped with pink ,

Highgate Rival (Stein 'sj, fine crimson
Mope (Neville's), rose
Homsey Surprise (Pamplin's), bronzy crimson
Hylas (Squibb's^, cherry scarlet . *

«

indispensable (Giriing's), violet purple
King of Roses (Thomson's) , ' .

Lady C. Jermyn (Girling's^, crimson, tipped with white
lAdy Middleton (Jefferies'), fine lilac

Lady Mill (Taylor's), scarlet
Lady Rae Reid ( Girting's) , bright purple, tipped with white 3
Lady W. Powlett (Widnall's), lUac * . .5
Lancashire Witch (Skirving's), white, edgedwith purple 4
lA Grand Bauduin (Low'sJ, rosy purple, tinged with

yellow . , . . 5to6
Lewisham Rival (Meade's), white . . .4
Madame Mortier Bavais (Girling's), dark purple, tipped

with white , , . . 3 to 4
Maid of Bath (Davis'^ white, edged with purple , 4
Marchioness of Breadalbane (Dodd's), white and claret 5
MarchiouessofLothian(Goodall's),white, tippedwith roses
Mare^field Hero (Mitchell's), yellow, ttpped with bronze 5Mana (.Whctier's), beautiful rose
Marquis of Lothian (Goodall's), rosy purple
Mary (Dodd'sj, white, tipped with purple
Metella'Beghie's), purple . . .

Miss Goulbom (Shepherd's), shaded straw colour 4 to 5
Miss Johnston (WilUson's), shaded rose . 4
Mr, Neeld (Gregory's) . rosy red , . 4 to 5
Mrs. Barclay (WiUmer's), white, tipped with purple . 5Monarch (Brown's\ orangy buff
Mungo Park (Young's), maroon, shaded with purple . ^
Ne Plus Ultra (Widnall's), maroon, shaded with purple 3
Nicholas Nickleby (Cormack's;, salmon, shaded with

crimsoa . . , , 4 to 5
Optime (Thurtell's), violet purple , . .4
Orange Boven (Catleugh's) . . 4to5
Painted Lady fGirling's). blood red. tipped with white . 4
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Penelope (.Uedley's), primrose, with purple
Perfection ^M'Kenzie'a), red
Peni^ian Chief.;Harrison's), rosy salmon
Phenomenon (Whale's), white, edged with rose
Pickvrick (CorraacVs,,.fine purple .

Pompous (Cowan's), red .
.'

President of the West (Whale's), crimson
PurpureaAlba (Harris*;, purple and white
Queen (AnseU's), white, ia,c^ with pink, .

Queen (Widnall's), peach blossom
Kegina ("Gregory's), maroon.
Revenge (Cox's), light yeUovf
Jtienzi (Widnall's), deep crimson, ahaded
Kival (Bannard'sj, dark maroon, veined with rose
Rival Lilac (Walters')
Rival Freaident (Elliott's}^ crimson .

Rival Sussex (Staitford's)^ dark maroon
RoM^ (Bree'»)) liffht root

. 4

3 to 4
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3 to 4
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. go et Noir (Ansell's), dark maroon, shaded ^

light crimson . r *

Ruby (Walters')

Scarlet Defiance (Couzens') ' •

Scarlet le Grand (WinfiehPs), cherry colour .

Sir John Astiey fSquibb's), purple .

Si^ waiifai Middleton (Gaines')

Springfield. Purple (Gaines') - • ,

Springfield Rival Inwofld's), cnmson

Stuart Worilej (Barratt^a). rosy purple

. Suflolk Hero (Girling'sj, m^oon •

Susiana ^GirUng's), scarlet, tipped with white

Tournament (Catleugh's}, scarlet •

Unique CAnsell's), yeUow, tipped with bronze

Unique (W^alters'). ^tiite, tipped with rose
.

Uxbridge Magnet (Catleugh's), motUed purple

Viola (Harris';, Ught purple
\^, ^„^^'

Wallace (Evans'), maroon, shaded \)rith purple

WiU Watch (Girling's), claret, shaded -

Windmill-hiU Rival (MitcheU's) . white, tipped with purple 5

Windsor Rival (Begbie's). scarlet v . •
^

Yellow Climax (Wildman's)

Yellow Defiance (Cox's) . • • •
*
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BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOE HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Horti-

culturists generally are respectfully informed that they may be
furnished with lists of prices, and particulars regarding the above
article, which has in every case in which it has been adopted
proved itself to be by far the most economical material for Horti-

cultural Glazing : upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315,

Oxford-street, London.
J. DRAKE, late of 100, Edgware-road, and 8, Jeripyn-street,'

begs to notify that he has removed his business to the above
address, for the convenience of more extensive premises, and
solicits for himself and partner, a continuance of the support he
now gratefully acknowledges. French and every description of

Glass Shades, Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and
British Plate Glass supplied in aiiy number or quantity, at whole-
sale prices.

WJ NUTTING, SEEDSMAN, 46, CHEAPSIDE,
• begs to acquaint his Friends and the Public of the

arrivM of hil imported GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS, in col-

lections of 25 varieties for 12*. 6d., ox 30 varieties mixed^t U, per

oacket- BROMPTON STOCKS, 12 varieties Q5., or mixed 1^. per

packet New Purple and New Scarlet GIANT STOCK, 1*.

GERMAN ASTERS, in coUections of 20 varieties 7s.6d^,or

mixed at U. Double red TURKEY ASTER, U Double GER-

MAN W^ALLFLOWERS, 8 varieties 6s., mixed U. ZINNIAS,

firf. and is, per packet; and among his general collection the

following :

Alstroemerias
Auricula
Alonsoa grandifiora

Balsam, fine double

„ German varieties

Callichroa platyglossa

Calliopsis Drummondii
„ grandifiora

Calceolaria, fine, from 30 vars,

Centaurea americana
„ depressa

Celsia incamata /

Clintonia pulchella ^
Cobsea scandens
Dahlia scapigera, dwf., 6to9in.

Didiscus caerulea

Dracocephalum argnnense
Erysimum Perofskianum
Geranium, from finest sorts, is.

Heartsease do.

Humea elegans

Ltipinus Hartwegii
Lychnis fulgens
Lisianthus Russellianus
Malva zebrina
Maurandya Barclayana
NemophUa phacelioides

Nemesia floribunda

Platystemon califomica
Primula sinensis

Phlox Drummondii, fine

colours
Pink, fine named sorts

Polyanthus, do.

Rhodanthe Manglesii
Salvia patens
Schizanthus retusus
Sutherlandia frutescens
Sphenogyne speciosa

Thunbergias
Tropseolura canariense
Tagetes lucida

dark

Double Tuberoses 4s. per dozen. Ranunculuses, fine mixed,

IQ5. an(L205. per hundred; Black Turban do. Hs.Gd. per dozen;

Golden Tbrban 3*. 6d. per dozen ; Yellow Turban 65. per hundred.

Anemones, fine double, 20s. per lb. j Double Scarlet, 4s. per

dozen; Single, 5s. per lb. Amaryllis formosissima, 6s. per dozen.

Grass Seed for lawns and pastures, with every descriprion of

Seeds for agricultural and culinary purposes: collections from 1/.

to 5/. properly packed for all climates.
r

CFARNES, 128, St, John-street, Smithfield, as the

• season for sowing Broccoli, &c.,isnow arrived, begs to call

the attention of Amateurs and Gardeners to CHAPPELL'S
SPLENDID CREAM BROCCOLI, for which an early application

is requested, as the Stock is small. Also the undermentioned
Seeds:

—

Ady's fine large Cos Lettuce
Black -seeded Bath ditto

Chappell's early White BroccoU
Early White Cape ditto

Large Wakefield ditto

Fine Purple Cape ditto

Knight's Protecting ditto

Fine Early London Cauhflower
— Late ditto ditto

Fine dwf. White Solid Celery
„ Red ditto ditto

Early Hope Cabbage
„ Nonpareil ditto

„ Crompton ditto

Fine Large Imperial ditto
Drumhead Savoy
Blood-red Beet

Early Nonsuch Turnip

t%

»i

Also a fine coUectioaof the newest and best vjirieties of Flower
Seeds.

C. F. can confidently recommend the following Agricultural

Seeds to the notice of Gentlemen and Farmers, being carefully

selected from the best stocks :—
Skirving's Liverpool Swede

Turnip
Golden Melon ditto

True Purple-top ditto

„ Yellow Tankard ditto

„ Hybrid YeUow Green top do
Large W*hite Belgian Carrot

„ Selected Altringhara ditto

True Cowlerass ditto

Italian Rye ditto

Peacey's ditto ditto

Large Drumhead Cabbage
,t „ Red ditto

„ Turnip-rooted ditto
Long Red Mangel Wurzel
Yellow Globe ditto ditto
Red ditto ditto ditto
Bokhara Clover
New Lucerne
Mixed Meadow Grass Seed of

the best description
Mixed Grass for Lawns

TO PINE-GROWERS,

TO BE SOLD by Private Contract, by order of the
Assignees of James Bishopp, of Westburton, a Bankrupt,

ONE THOUSAND. SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS of all sizes,

and One Thousand ver>' fine Fruiting Pine Plants. N. B.—There
will be about Four Thousand Pine Plants of all kinds, with the
Pits, to be sold by auction in August next. Application to be
made to Mr. Henry Satter, Auctioneer and Surveyor, Arundel; or
to John Mann, tlie Gardener at Westburton, near Fetworth,
S
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To BE DISPOSED OF—A NURSERY, SEED,
and FLORIST BUSINESS, situated at Henley-on-Thames,

Oxon. For further Particulars apply to Messrs. W. & J. Noble,
Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-street, Ixmdon; or to the I^oprietors on
the Premises.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS. AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. FROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to public competition at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew;
Lane, on Thursday, 7th April. 1S42, at 12 o'clock, a splendid col-
lection of Dahlias, in dry roots; also a fine assortment of Carna^
tions, Picotees, Pinks, Heartseases, Fuchsias, Roses, &c. May
be viewed the morning of sale. Catalogues maybe had at the
Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone,

MESSRS. PROTHEEiOE & iMORRIS will offer for^^^ PubUc Auction, on the premises, Sion Nurskry, near
Crotdon, about a mile from the Jolly Sailor Station of the Croy-
don Railway, on the 1 ith APRIL inst. ,the whole of the GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS, consisting of the finest varieties of Geraniums,
fuchsias. «cc.. in the healthiest and finest coudition : also the
Greenhouses. Utensils of Tra4e. S:c.

Catalogues wUl shortly be announced.

*v o®;~^^®*"' *^^theroe and Morris are authorised to treat for
the Sale or Letting, by private contract, of the whole concern,
mclviding all the stock, on terms very advantageous to a pur-
chaser or a tenant, on an early application being made to them
at Leytonstone previously to the day of sale.
^booses are extremely well-contrived and stocked- and are

in admirable order. » •»« •*«

^rHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-l by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained to any size of JOHN
SHEW'EN. Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. SuEWEX having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sous' Nursery, VauxhaJl.; Messrs. Lodiliges',

Hackney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King's road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-W^ORK, &c., FOR THE GARDEN.
390, OXFORD STREET. LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock
• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Garden aud Greenhouse, begs to submit for

the inspection of the.Nobihty and Gentry who patronise Horti-

cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS,
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN ARCHES,
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility

stand unrivalled.

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,
FUMIGATORS, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT, with

every other Implement. ,
_ _

Game and Cattlb Fencing in variety.

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,

• I^ing's-Toad, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility and

Gentry that their business, which has been extensive throughout

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-
ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd and

37th Numbers of the Gardeners^ Chronicle.

References may be had, and their works seen, at Mr. Perry'sNur-

sery, Banbury ; Mr. Green's, Lower Cheam; Messrs. Henderson's,

Pine-apple Nursery ; Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr.

Knight's Exotic Nurserj^'Chelsea; Messrs. Low's," Clapton Nur-

sery ; Mr. Catleugh's Nursery, Chelsea; Mr. Gaines's Nursery,

Battersca; Mr. Buck's, Portland N"ursery ; Mr. Young's, MUford

Nursery ; Mr. Smith's Nursery, Dalston ; Mr. Woodroflfs Nur-

serv, Kcnsall Green; Mr. Hopgood's Nursery, Bayswater; Mr.

Wiilmer's Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobility and

Gentlemen's Seats iu the country.

Every particular to be'had at their Horticultural Manufactory,

Gloucester place, Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions

and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus onthemost
improved and scientific methods.
W. WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester), beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-

servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most

complete success.
. „ ^ .

They have also successfully applied C. W. WilUams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much

complained of by Gardeners, aud is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus. .

Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom witft

punctuality and dispatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester^

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and

economical principles, for Horticultural and other Build-

ings.—STEPHENSON and CO.. Agents for the Old Park Iron-

works, and Manufacturers. 61, Gracechurch- street, London, beg

to return their most sincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry

who have so hberally patronized their improved Conical Boiler.

(For a description see Gardeners' Chrontcle, March 12, p. 175.) lo

Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They require

no furnaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure,

and may be appUed with equal facility to the smallest houses or

most extensive range of pipes, price 5/. 5s. and upwards, rur-

ther particulars, plans, estimates, &c. for warming every fiescnp-

tion of building may be obtained as above; where also may oe

seen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Brass an

Iron Bedsteads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implement,

&c. &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,

three, and four inches, at 2*. 3J., 3s. 3,<f„aii4 is. 3d. per yard

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSii.&,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon i'^P'*^^^..
j P^nd

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected byDANl-c-L an

EDWARD BAILEY. 272, HOLBORN. .. _.
D. and E. Bailbv having devoted much time to the consiaera

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection 01

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by ^'"Pr*! /
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of iiea

-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have commn^
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge, 1 j
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Irelano,

^^
many noblemen and genUemen, and have had the honour u)

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing u^

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at cm&wii. -

D. andE. Bail£y also construct in metal all desciiptions u

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen. S^^'^'^

men, and the public to an inspection of their various ^''**"'^/

and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the oppor^^^J^^
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely ^ompieie au^

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the *^^"^ —,
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more co

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.^ ^
D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic cw> '

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservaiu /

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides ma«j

others in this country and on the Continent. „, -^
D. and E. Bailey hare prepared a quantity of the Galvanic rm

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate *^^^^f^k^chi'
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, ^^'.V^tg-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or ac mi

vals, required, and which may be seen at their Daftftttfa^'**^^
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HORTICULTURAL SOplETY OF LpNDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

Thk Fellows of the Society are reminded that Tuesday next,

April the 5th, is the last day for procuhing Tickets at
Thrsb Shillings and Szxpexcb £ACh.

ffiatlrenerjS' ©ftronicl^^

SAl^URDAY, APRIL 2, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
Entomological

f Horticultural
{ Florjcultuxat

Men day-

Tuesday

Wednesday .... Geoloffioal 8^?. m.
Friday •-,... Botanical

; 8 #. k.

8 B. M.
3 p. K.

7 P- H.
8 p. la.

It is the desire of every one who possesses a garden
to have as much ^variety of colour and succession of
gaiety throughout the season as the situation and
means of the possessor can accomplish; yet in viewing
most gardens, even where expense is not an object,

borders devoted to the cultivation of particular plants
may frequently be observed to be only attractive when
-"h plants are in blossom, and looking bare, if not•1-1 /»- .-% M \ 4' '

"

unsightly, after the blossom is over.

Supposing equal skill in the cultivation of plants in

general to exist among gardeners, the great superiority
in effect of one garden beyond another consists in the

distribution and arrangement of the plants tliemselves,

so that a succession of blossom, and a due contrast of co-

lour, should, where practicable, keep every border fur-
niched even to the end of autumn. In this respect
most gardens are deficient. Succession is not attended
to, except for the more limited space and favoured
spots near the mansion, or in front of the conserva-
tory. In most gardens it is considered sufficient to
keep any border where plants have blossomed free

' from weeds and neatly raked. To the mind of the
gardener this border teUs its own history of the beauty
of which he had boasted but a few weeks since ; but
the visitor or casual observer who walks through the
garden, only seeking to please his eye with varied
gaiety, makes po allowance for the past, which lie has
not seen, and remarks that though some parts are
beautiful, a great portion of the ground has nothing
worth looking at.

The value of American plants consists not only in
the beauty of their flowers, but in the deep green
foliage with which the borders are clothed during the
greater part of the year; but with these plants after

the bloom is over, the spikes of Yucca, Lilies, and
Lobelia show themselves with great effect through
the dark green mass of leaves, and the shade afforded
by the leaves gives to tlie roots of Lobelia and Lilies
that shelter from the scorching rays of the sun which
in a dry season would otherwise, from exhausting the
moisture at the roots, injure the beauty of the flowers.
But borders of Roses, and many other flowering shrubs

.
and plants, forming as they do such a prominent fea-
ture in the beauty of a garden until the month of
June is past, afford, with all the neatness that cau be
bestowed upon the borders, no source of pleasure to
the eye after the above period ; and though no striking
effect can be produced at a distance from these bor-
ders, similar to that which they exhibit at their pro-
per season, yet by the following method the compara-
tive gaiety of the scene may be kept up, and a rehef
to the eye, not without interest t9 the observer, pre-
served. Mix the seeds of the following annuals:—"

Migrnonette
Heartsease
Clarkia pulchella
So. white

Godetia of sorts
Antirrhinum majiis

Do. sparteum
Bp. versicolor

ColUnsia bicolor
Coreopsis tinctoria
Convolvulus minof
Gilia tricolor and other

species.

men let this mixture pf geed. be very thinly scat-
tered upon the borders early in the spring ; it need
not interfere with any ordinary work on the borders
jnat may be required afterwards ; and in places whereWe ground may be disturbed, many of the seeds will
only appear at a subsequent period, and consequently
flower later in tlie autumn.

i J

Most of these annuals will continue flowering until

1p k!^ i
™' ^"'^ ^^ not removed too soon will

eave behind them sufficient seed for years to come,
^very gardener has remarked the strength, the beauty,
ami the effect of single plants of self-sown annua'ls
inat spring up, occasionally in a flower-border, and
nave escaped that destruction whicb, the. merciless hoe

"Wv IL -," ""^ ^^ undiscrirainating labourer inevita-

k nrf 1
"P**" *'^^™.' yet if the intelligent labourer

K^EST- '"^.*"»"ed, he will soon learn to confine

BnarP ^k"'"^''","
^"^ ^^^^^ and his skilful eye wUI

'Pg^/^^^^als at proper intervals.
^

sent asTfli^.*V^^"2^"^ ^^ ™"^^* consequence to pre-

UtUe Tt^nt u ^ t'""^ effect' though generally but

aSu£ tt
*"* ' *^' •' *e frequentlamination ofaU

S^SiL ^^ l^'P*^'^ *eir a«t flowers, and the puU-mthan up uafess ia hahit, form, and odour they are

Carnation
iPapaver amoenum
D\va.r/. Dutch Poppy
>"Yench Poppy
Branching Larkspur
Dwarf Larkspur
Bschscholtzia califomica

Do. crocea
Campanula speculum
Candytuft, varieties
Nasturtium
Centaurea Cyanus, of vari-
oos colours

fit to remain for stock. Crowded as annuals generally
are in the patches sown in gardens, their true cliarac-

ter and beauty are seldom seen ; and if among the mass
sown som^ few blossoms appear more striking than the
rest, and the seed of these is considered more worthy
pf preservation, it is generally too late to take away
the worthless without destroying the plants most de-

sired, and the seed so saved from the most select

variety is but little better than that from the other

plants.

^The system now recommended gives the advantage
of separation and a power of selection, with the cer-

tainty that a selected plant will, by its position as a
single plant, not only blossom in beauty and vigour,

but afford that abundant harvest of good seed wnich
will amply repay in future years the trifling care thus
proposed to be bestowed upon it.

The above remarks are equally applicable, on a
smaller sc^le, to every garden, although in the present
observations allusion has principally been made to

large establishments. '•

^

^

With reference to Mr, Schattenraann's mode of
preparing stable manure, a correspondept observes
that *' there is one point which appears opposed to the
experience of farmers of his neighbourhood. The
article states, that in two or three months, by hard
treading and watering, he has a mass of manure tho*

roughly made soft and pasty. I have dung-heaps well

trodden, and with jdl the wet of the last four and five

months, and the lower part not nearly made. ][n fkcU
I find that when the upper part of a dung-lieap is tho-
roughly made, the bottom requires to be lightened and
again exposed, to reduce it to good manure, Ihe ar-

ticle states that the water drained from the heap is sa-

turated with sulphate pf iron or sulphuric acid; but
no directions are given as to the quantity of either to
be appjied, or to what extent the acid is to be diluted.
In addition to the above substances, gypsum is under-
stood to be a valuable mixture in dung-heaps ; but
here again the quantity and best mode of applying or
mixing it into the heap is little, if at all, known ; for
example,—what quantity of gypsum is required to a
cart load of stable or yard dung?"
What Mr. Schattenmann's process may be iSeyond

that which is explained at p. 191, >ve do not know.
We find, however, that he insisLs upon the indispen-
sable necessity of treading the litter well, as the heap is

made in order, as he says, to check the violent fermen-
tation and to enable it to retain moisture. It is to be
remembered that a most important part of his plan is to
drench his dung-heaps continually with water, which,
however, immediately drains away, but is again re-

turned to the heap. His stable manure is therefore
always in a state of wetness, although not immersed
in water. It is indispensable, in fact, that a complete
drainage should be secured. With regard to the
q^uantity of gypsum or green vitriol that is employed,
it is impracticable to give any precise rule. The best
guide is to add them to the dunghill iill it ceases to

smell of ammonia ; this will be the sign that the am-
monia is fixed. As the substances to be employed are
very cheap, it is well to use enough of them. Probably
salt-cake, an impure sulphateof soda, and extremely
cheap, would answer the same purpose as gypsum or
sulphate of iron. If sulphuric acid is employed, a
very small quantity will be found sufficient, and it

should be used in a very weak state; how weak is of
no ultimate consequence.

^
We have great pleasure in announcing that a short

course of Lectures on Chemistry applied to the art of
cultivation will be commenced in April by Mr. Ed-
ward Solly, Jun., under the direction of the Council
of the Horticultural Society. These lectures will be
given gratuitously on Fridays, and will be open to

Fellows of the Society and their friends exclusively.

We shall announce the arrangements as soon as they
are finally completed.

-ti -'

ON AMMONIA AS A MANURE.—No. II.

As scientific principles are merely deductions drawn
from the attention and careful study of many facts

strengthened by analogy and confirmed by experiment, it

is evident that, in endeavouring to apply such principles

to practical uses, it is always best to make ourselves as

much as possible acquainted with all the facts and experi-
ments bearing upon the matter; and in endeavouring to
apply scientific principles to imitate natural conditions, it

is far better to study facts with the aid of scieoce than to
depend on science alone. In the application therefore of
ammonia, or any chemical manure, it is right first to ex-
amine the natural conditions and circumstances under
which benefit has been derived from its application.
The ammonia supplied to plants by natural sources,

whether from the soil or from the air, is given to them in
very small quantity, but regularly, and dissolved in a
large quantity of water ; it is always combined with carbo-
nic, or some other acid, and is never absorbed by the
plant in a caustic state. These facts must not be lost
sight of in attempts to supply plants with ammonia from
artificial sources.

The chemical oSc^ Mrformed by iiHRiMiii^ ia tha #CN>*

^"W^ °^ ^*Wfe^2J^ i*% 1^0 t^ftMu y^ dear i we kaow

that many vegetable substances contain nitrogen, and that

the substance best able to supply that element to them is

ammonia; but the transformations which ammonia under-
goes, the precise offices which it performs, and the changes
^hich it effects in the vegetable matters of the plant, axe
but imperfectly understood ; the experience of the agri-
culturist and likewise the results of chemical experiments
show that most of the salts of ammonia possess similar
powers; that is to 5ay, that the various combinations
which ammonia forms with acids are all great promoters
of vegetation ; but there is no evidence to show which of
the salts produces the best effect.

Theory might lead us to suppose that the carbonate of
ammonia, that salt which is generated during the decay of
animal matters, would be the most powerful manure, whe-
ther we merely judged from the fact that it is thus formed
in ordinary manure, or whether we reasoned further as to
the food of plants, and tb,e offices probably performed by
ammonia. If, as some chemists have supposed, the chief
value of ammonia consists in the nitrogen which it con-
tains, and ifthe salts of ammonia are only valuable for the
nitrogen which they contain, then it is plain that the acid
with which the ammonia is combined, is of comparatively
little importance, and the carbonate would be a salt more
readily decomposed by the growing plants than the sul-
phate and those other salts in* which the ammonia, in
place of being united by a feeble afifinity to a gas, is

strongly combined to a powerful and not volatile acid.

Attentive study of the action of manures, however, sooa
shows us that this supposition is incorrect, and con-
vinces us that the sulphate and similar salts of ammonia
are as valuable as the carbonate, and the salts in which iS
is held by a less powerful affinity* Ammonia has a very
strong attraction for sulphuric acid ; so much so^ that
salts containing this acid are decomposed by ammonia,^
which separates the acid from the substance with whioh
it was previously combined, and forms sulphate of ammo-
nia. When, therefore, manure is spread on the surface of
Iq^d, although it is true that carbonate of ammonia is at
first formed, yet if there are sulphates or salts of sulphu-
ric acid present in the soil, they will be decomposed by the
ammonia, and sulphateof ammonia will be formed; hence
in such cases, the ammonia produced by the manures must
be supplied by them in the state of sulphate of ammonia.

In the same way it is found that the strong affinity

which ammonia has for acids causes it to combine with any
of them which are united with substances for which they
have a less powerful affinity than they have for ammonia-
Sulphuric acid is, however, not only one of the strongest
acids, but also that one which is most commonly met with
in the soil. If then th? sulphate be the salt of ammonia
most commonly supplied by manures, it is plain that it is

a valuable promoter of vegetation, and that in applying it

to plants we sl^all be imitating the effects produced by
the application of animal manures, in as far as they are
due to the solution of ammonia ; and sulphate of ammonia
is a very convenient form of ammonia to use, inasmuch
as it possesses no caustiG properties, is not volatile, and
may be obtained in the dry state, a fact which of course
greatly diminishes the cost of carriage, and therefore the
expense of its application. There are many processes
whereby ammonia may be fixed or converted into
rfry solid salts, some in which acids are directly added to
it, and others in which salts containing those acids are
employed, and are decomposed by the strong affinity

which the ammonia has for the acids they contain. There
are advantages attending both these processes, so that
their fitness depends on circumstances- When a strong
acid, such as for example sulphuric acid, is added to a
solution of ammonia or its carbonate, sulphate of ammonia
is formed; in the former case the acid and ammonia com-
bine directly, both being free,—in the latter case the car-

bonic acid has to be expelled, and accordingly when the
sulphuric acid is added thje weaker acid is given off, and
tte solution effervesces from its escape in ^^ form of
bubbles. When, however, a salt containiflu sulphuric
acid is added to a sohition of ammonia, more complicated
effects are produced ; thus, for example, whei^ carbonate
of ammonia and sulphate of lin^e are mixed together^ a,

decomposition of both salts takes place, and sulphate oiP

ammonia and carbonate of lime are formed.
When animal matters, or other substances containing

nitrogen, undergo decay, they evolve, at a certain stage of
decomposition, a pungent smell of ammonia; now, when-
ever such is the casQ we may be sure that ammonia is

being formed, and is being lost or carried away in the air ;

this loss may be prevented by converting the ammonia, as
fast as it is formed, into sulphate or any other fixed salt.

When we pour sulphuric acid over such matters, or add it

to a solution thus evolving ammonia, we effect thi^. The
same end may be attained by mixing with them sulphate
oi lime or sulphate of iron, in which cases sulphate of
ammonia and carbonate of lin^e, or carbonate of iron, are
formed. The advantage of using sulphuric acid m, that it

penetrates throughout the mass of decaying matters, and
becomes soon thoroughly mixed with them ; but it is per-
haps objectionable on account of the expense and caution
required in carrying it about. When we employ the sul-

phate of lime, or iron, this defect is remedied, but it re-

quires more labour to mix them well with the decaying

substances, in order to fix the ammonia completely.*-^*

CONIFEROUS PLANTS.
The Pine and Fir tribe may be incrwwed I^ *'^'

£5
grafting, or b^ering ; wWch are. J^^^^L^;;;^^^
to in <ie case of tfae rarer and more canoa* Twwtiwai .^LJ
seed cannot be procured. The prop^g'^M» ^f ^**^^^ti,
next^ met^ after ifcat of ««i* ^^ ^tLT^
0* September, or «i^ toe wte. *»«f*Jl^tlS^
rif«^ procure cuttiags of the ««r«Bty«r » gWWtt wiw «
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wood attached, or what is termed

iTedrw!c7ting7he"7maII terminal short-jointed shoots,

-which are those moat likely to form leaders ;
for although

you may strike some of the more weakly side-shoots

much easier and qaicker, they are afterwards of little

alue, as ihey frequently arc years before they form a good

leader. Having procured the cuttings fresh from the

tree, which is of great consequence, — for if they are

allowed lo remain any considerable time before they are

gat in after separation from the mother-plant, there is

tt!e hope of success,—prepare them by uking the bot-

tom leaves partly off, which should cither be done with

sharp knife or scissors. When the cuttings are thus

made, procure some wide-mouthed or shallow pots,

and well drain them, placing over the drainage a ^mall

portion of turfy peat or moss, and over that a layer

of loam about one inch thick, filling up the remainder

of the pot with white sand (the loam prevents the

cuttings from cankering after they are rooted, which they

are apt to do when placed in sand only) ; then plant the

cuttings from ^ to | of an inch deep, according to their

aize; but the shallower they are placed the better, pro-

vided they arc made secure and not allowed afterwards to

get dry, and particularly if covered with a bell-glass at

first; this is not absolutely necessary if the cutting-pots

are put into a frame kept quite close, as an equal tem-

perature, both for heat and moisture, is requisite at this

lime, flnving placed the cuttings properly in the sand,

give them a copious watering, and finally remove them to

some cold frame, kept clo*e and well shaded when neces-

iary. They msy remain in this situation till the end of

October, when they should be removed to some cold pit

for the winter, care being taken that they do not suffer from

frtwt or damp ; but they must on no account have much

artificial heat. About the end of February remove the

cuttfng^pots to a moderate hot-bed frame, and place bell-

rlavses over them (if not done before); the cuttings will

thtn root readily, and many of them will be fit to pot off

by the end of June, at which time those cuttings which

are not rooted should be again placed in sand, and treated

as before. AVhen first potted off, the young plants

should be treated like seedlings, and afterwards hardened

to the open air^

The Pine or Fir tribe are sometimes increased by graft-

iag or inarching ; but it is at present little practised, and

when it is so, only as a means of propagating some of the

curious varieties of the proper section Pinus, which are

the most difficult and uncertain to strike from cuttings.

It it done in the following manner : procure some good
litalthy young plants of the common kinds of the same
aectiou to which the sort to be increased belongs in pots ;

if it is to the robust two-leaved section^ such as the

Pinaster or Stone Pine, procure them for the stocks ; if

to the Weymouth or Scotch, procure them ; hut if you
cannot exactly procure plants belonging to the same
aection, they will take on the common Scotch Fir. If

the species or variety belongs to the Spruce or Sil-

ver tribe, procure such for stocks ; if it belongs to the

Cedar or Larch section, the common Larch will do^

bearing in mind that the species intended to be united

should be as nearly related as possible ; for although the

true Pinus may be worked on a Larch stock, they will

aoon perish. The operation is performed on the current

year's growth by what is termed cleft-grafting (and
always on the leading shoot, shortening several of the side

ahoots at the time), or by splitting the stock down the cen-

tre, after the head is removed, sufficiently deep for receiving

the scion, which must be cut wedge-shaped to fit. The
time of performing the operation is when the young shoots
are about half-grown, and are brittle, that is, breaking off

short without tearing the bark, which in most cases is in

July and August ; and the time daring which any given
species or variety is in a fit state for grafting in this manner
is not more than a fortnight, and the scion must be equally
brittle with the stock : the operation is done in the usui
way afterwarda by tying and excluding the air-

,
Inarching is another way for increasing the Pine tribe,

hut, like grafting, only suitable for the propagation of cu-
rloua varieties, and is certainly a more unsightly way than
t^at of cleft-grafting, as the stock and scion hardly ever
'Unite to cover the old heel when separated from the mother-
plant. This operation may be performed either with the
last year's or the preceding year's wood, but the former is
by far the quickest in taking ; it is best performed about the
aune time as grafting, bat the inarches must not be re-
moved for two years.

The next operation is that of layering, and certainly
OTC of the best where it can be 'done, as it is the
simplest and best suited for propagating the true sec-
tfon Pinoa. Layering should be performed eariy in
the spnng before the plant begins U> grow, and in the
luual common way, by slighdy tonguing and laying the
shoota m light sandy soil, pegging them securely down.
They will require two years to root, but it should be
obwrved that in laying the whole plant must be layed, as
it is very uncertain if only the bottom branches are, as
these frequently die after the operation, if the upper ones
are left on ; therefore the whole plant should be bent down
or the head cut off.

Fines and Firs should be planted in the open ground
about the end of April, if they arc rare or tender kinds;

^-JJ^f - common onea, the end of February is
]

P most suitable for them is a light sandy
_.^ ^ softwils but they will all grow in almost

jiy ioiljhat U ftbe. owcharged with water or loo poor, if

'cour^^ady pt first, hj mixing a little sandy loam and
Haf-would with the common earth, when planting them

-'}^J^. peninyfently to remain- In planting, the tnem is placed a imaU stigma terminating
rfmultfile spr«aa out as much as possible, and kept i at whoHfi husp ia a flnr ovary

small mound, if the adjoining ground is level, but if on

a declivity it is of no consequence. When planted they

should be well watered, not immediately at the roots, but

for a yard or two all round, and then a few Spruce, tir, or

other branches should be stuck round to break off the

sun's ravs and the winds ; if they are tender, they should

have a large hand-glasa over them for the first winter,

which may remain permanently on during the months of

December and January. _

In preparing the compost for them, a little sand

should be used if the soil of the place is tolerably good,

but rather stiff; but if poor and light, a little loam and

leaf-mould must be added ; it is by far the best way to

accustom the plants to the common soil at once, whUe

they are young, for if the ground is made good for their

reception onlv, they wiU grow vigorously and rapid, and

as soon as they exhaust the prepared soil, they become

stunted and frequently die prematurely.

In protecting the tenderer kinds, a single mat covenng

at a sufficient distance will keep most of them from injury,

but much damage is done to the plants by not being

able to remove the covering early in the spring. The

covering should be constructed so as the top can be re-

moved during the day-time, and replaced at night, which

hardens the plants and at the same time protects them

from the effects of the late spring frosts, which destroy

the young shoots, especially of Webbiana and other Silver

Firs. In pruning there is little to be done, except to cut

away all dead branches and to protect the leaden—G.

Gordon*

k; FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. IV.

T?ie IVinier-weed.—'What is that lowly plant which

trails along the half-cleared ground of the kitchen-garden,

resembling Ivy in its leaves, except that they are soft and

perishable instead of hard and permanent? It com-

menced its short career in the autumn, when dews were

heavy and the sun began to lose his power ; it has struggled

through the winter, nursing its tiny flowers in the very

bosom of its leaves, so that no danger could approach

them ; and now it is lengthening its stems and unfolding

its blossoms beneath the transient gleams of a vernal sun,

the humble companion of the Primrose, the Cowslip, and

the Violet- the second harbingers of spring. By May it

will have disappeared, having first scattered over the

earth a plentiful supply of seeds to feed the sparrows and

to multiply its race. Because of its wintry habits, it is

often called the Winter-weed ; others name it the Ivy-

leavedSpeedwell, and botanists term itVgrdnica hederifdlia.

It is mean in its outward form, but to the botanist it is

beautiful when curiously examined. Observe its thread-

like stems ; one would scarcely suspect them to be formed

on the plan of the Qak and the Fir tree ; and yet when

these trees are very young there is but little difference in

their structure. Break the stem of the Winter-weed ; a

small tough thread will be found in the centre, and over

it lies an outer sheath, soft and brittle ; the thread is the

wood and the sheath the bark, but Winter-weed dies so

very young that there is no time for the wood to become
hard and tough, or the bark thick and rugged. The
leaves have already been described as resembling those of

Ivy ; that is to say, they are roundish, with five or seven

angular divisions, of which that in the middle is much
larger than the others. At first these leaves were occupied

exclusively in caring for their own growth ; but as soon as

the spring arrives each gives birth to a little flower in its

axil, and nourishes it till the tender parts change from

a green scarcely-perceptible point to a small tuft of

leaves placed upon a stem (or footstalk) of its own. By
degrees the joints of the stem lengthen, the leaves separate

to some distance, the leaflets open, and reveal a bright

blue corolla of four united petals streaked with darker

veins. Within the corolla stand two stamens tipped with
their blue anthers and white powdery pollen ; and between

pockets, each of which is filled with young green seeds.

It is in the early morning that these minute blue flowers

for the first time expand ; as the day advances they spread

themselves flat to catch all the influence of the sun, but at,

night "they fold their thin leaves and shut their floret

eyes," never again to open them ; for the life of the blos-

som of the Winter-weed ends with the first day that shines

upon it. But the blossom is only the beginning of the

perfect existence of this tiny flower. As soon as it has

fallen, the thin flat ovary grows larger, the floral leaflets

or sepals already spoken of expand to cover it as it swells,

and in a few days the seed-vessel is perfect, with its seeds

and all their manifold contents. ^
Here it is that the ring of Nature's power is closed, to

be recreated in a few short months, when the seeds thus

speedily and silently prepared shall have reached their

allotted time to sprout into new-born plants : and this,

which is the life of the Speedwell, is also that of every

other weed. The curious phenomena of growth, and re-

production and decease, are infinitely varied indeed, but'

are wonderfully alike in their variety, and all point to the

existence of a simple code of mysterious laws to which the

countless forms of vegetation are irresistibly subjected.

Of the Speedwells there are many, some trailing like

the Winter-weed, others erect and loaded with long spikes

of blue or white flowers ; the latter are summer species,

the former are all wintry and vernal. The most common
is the Field Speedwell (Veronica agrestis), which chiefly

differs from that before us in having leaves roundish ovate,

with three or four equal teeth on each side, and the leaf-

lets of the calyx oval, instead of heart-shaped.—i?. E.

IS THEORY WHAT IT IS OFTEN REPRESENTED
TO BE, OR WHAT IS IT?

A FEW weeks ago a correspondent, in p.779 (1841), made

some excellent observations upon the folly of setting theo-

retical knowledge in opposition to practical. I confess I

have often been amazed with the manner in which theory,

as applied to horticulture, is often looked upon by a great

number of professional gardeners. Such a man, says

one, is no gardener; he is a mere theorist. Another

shakes his head very wisely, and tells you he does not like

theoretical gardeners ; and a third, to whom you have been

talking about something v^hich has not succeeded accord-

ing to your wishes, gravely informs you that there is too

much theory about it. If a man professes to be a

theorist, no matter whether he is or not^—let him be the

greatest dunce in the profession, if you will—still aU his

failures are laid at the door of theory.

Now, as I always like to put the saddle on the right

horse, I shall endeavour to prove that this same theory is

anything but well used. But perhaps some of our '' prac-

tical men" may stop me before going any farther with the

convenient, and, doubtless, in some instances powerful,

argument, namely, *' that there must be something in

it—so many p«ople cry out against it, they cannot all be

wrong.'' 1 grant there is something in it ; but it is the.

want of theory which occasions all the mischief—or rather,

the possession of a false theory, which every one knows is
,

worse than none at all. -

I have been told by more than one *' theoretical gar-

dener, when advocating the practice of some of our best

practical gardeners with reference to the winter tempera-

ture of greenhouses and conservatories—that is, giving no

more artificial heat than merely to dry off the damp or

keep out the frost—" Oh, my good friend, you do wrong

;

greenhouse plants, natives of the Cape of Good Hope,

New Holland, or Van Diemen's Land, are never subjected

to so low a temperature as that ; take my advice, which is

only a lesson from nature, and, in fact, the theory of the

thing. Keep your house as near as possible to the mean

range of the thermometer, say at the Cape, which, accord- .

ing to Dr. Lindley's * Theory of Horticulture,* is in winter

from 48 to 93 degrees." Now, this is what my friends call

theory ! They might just as well have told me to plant

potatoes in a dark cellar—to keep the temperature from

40 to 90 degrees ; that this would be quite enough of heat

for them, and that I should have a most abundant crop i

Their theory was evidently all on one side. I agree witn

them that Nature is in all cases a sure guide and a mosi

excellent teacher ; but we must examine her laws gene-

rally, and not singly, before we 'profess to understand or

act upon them. The growth of plants does not depena

upon one circumstance only ; heat is one requisite,

light also is another; and if you raise the temperature oi

your greenhouses during the winter months to the mean

the Cape or New Holland, you are acting in <ii''e^^/'PPj'

sition to Nature's laws, and, of course, cannot expect to

successful. But is theory to blame for this? Certamiy

not,
f

-

Or, to take the theory of pruning or heading-down lo

an example. One of our theoretical gentlemen ^^^.^

form us that a certain number of roots supply ^^^rV^^^

ment to a given quantity of branches, and ^^^^.^..,\.l
onehalfof the branches, theotherhalfwhichremainwiiig"'

with double vigour ; and further, if^ehead-downasu s

gling-growing plant to one-third of its ori^nal neig r

what remains will grow with great vigour, and form a

dwarf specimen. But is it not notorious ^oevery garae

of much practical knowledge that this wUl only hoia g

in certain cases, and that if indiscriminately aPP"^'?.
^j

all plants, those who do so will find when too if,^ '
^^

there ,has been, sure enough, too much ** theory

the operation ? , - to
I was once induced to apply this so-called tneoi;

^^
some plants of Euphorbia jacquiniflora, when

}^^J , ^^
in a resting state, the result of which was, insiea

^^
the plants growing strongly, they never grew »g^^°;

|n

m&^

n ¥ s

elevated on a
[ be easily examined, but ia reality containing a pair of

<-•«>** VIS^BT X^A«^/ ,-*--^

pruning and heading-down plants wift
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instances ia which they have been unsuccessful ; and this

in a number of cases will have been owing to the operation
having been performed at an improper season, or to the
plants being in bad health at the time.

The proper time for pruning such plants as the Willow
or Currant may be in autumn, mid-winter, or spring; and
it may matter little at which of these periods the operation
is performed. Not so, however, with all plants. So that
here again, as in the other case, the theory of pruning de-
pends upon a variety of circumstances ; and if one of these
only be taken and wrought upon, while the others are dis-
regarded, the results will certainly be unsatisfactory. But
theory has not been the guide, and if we have taken the
wrong road theory is not to blame.

I might thus go on and point out various other examples
which have come under my own observation, but I think
I have stated enough to prove that all are not theorists
who profess to be so, and that it is scarcely fair to make
theory the scapegoat for bad practical gardeners.—a, ^,i.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XIV.
Those who are anxious to have a fine display of flowers

during autumn and winter, should now make a selection

of the best kinds of Chrysanthemums and commence their

propagation. The most simple method of getting good
ftrong plants is by taking off the young shoots with roots
and planting them singly in small pots (60's), taking care
to surround the base of each with a little sand ; if the
young shoots have no roots, they will soon form them in
these circumstances. The pots should then be put into a
close frame and kept shaded during sunshine until they
have formed roots for their support. After being struck,

they can be grown out of doors all the summer, and only
brought into the house when the flowers begin to expand
in autumn. A Vinery or Peach-house, after the fruit is

gathered and the leaves off, liiight be filled with these
plants, and thus they might be flowered in perfection with-
out any extra expense. There js nothing so easily grown
which is so well fitted to ornament the greenhouse and
sitting-room in winter, for, having stems which die off
every season, they can be subjected to any kind of treat-

ment without sustaining permanent injury. Three or four
years ago some very fine sorts were sent over from Jersey,
many of them having the flowers finely incurved, but
almost all light-coloured ; mixtures of white, rose, and
lilac* The prettiest of these are named Formosum, Laci-
dum, Vesta, Eclipse, Defiance, Queen, Beauty, and Go-
liath : the last-named produces very large flowers. Sub-
sequently, Mr. Salter sent from France some fine dark
varieties, which flowered in several collections last autumn,
and formed a fine contrast with the lighter kinds. The
best of these are Due de Canegliano, fiery dark red, some-
times tipped with yellow ; Campestroni, dark crimson

;

Maria, bright red ; Reine Murat, red orange; Therese,
bright red ; Grand Napoleon, dark velvety ; Arago, bun
and red ; Gouvion St. Cyr, dark orange } Flechier, crim-
son ; Minerva, cream and rose; Princess Maria, large
rosy lilac ; and Col. Combes, rosy salmon. Some of the
older kinds, such as Golden Lotus-flowered, and Whee-
ler's changeable yellow, should have a place in all collec-
tions ; and as the latter is one of the earliest flowerers,
It does very well for planting out of 4oors,

Annuals, which were sown in pots some time since for
early flowers, will probably be ready for transplanting in
the bedi or borders ; sow others in the open ground to
succeed them- Transplant seedling Heartseasi, stir up
the soil of the beds where others have been all the win-
ter

I

this will also be beneficial to all beds which contain
Tulips and other florists' flowers. Auriculas which are
coming into bloom should be slightly shaded, to preserve
the colour of the flowers.

If the edgings of the walks have not been put in order,
it must be done now without delay. Various plants have
been recommended in this Paper lately as suited for this

fiurpose, and the most of them would be probably pretty
n certain situations. Box and Thrift, however, are the
standard plants for edgings, as they will grow well in all
gardens. Besides these, there are Gentian, Daisies, Poly-
anthus, London Pride, and many others which can be
used. With grass edgings the walk or beds will always
be made to look best if the edge is not deep ; nothing.
looks worse than deep cuttings at the sides of walks. R.F

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
j4mmoniacal Manure.—Seeing in p. 203 a communi-

cation respecting the compounds of Ammonia, I beg to
offer you an account of some experiments which were
tned with great care, under my immediate superintend-
^ence. Apiece of land, consisting of heavy loam, was
sown with Tares, which were mown and carried away as
green food for horses during the months of June and July

;

the field was then ploughed and well dunged, excepting a
portion left without manure for the following experi-
ment^ :-.0a the 30th of July young Cabbage-plants, such
as are commonly used for cattle, were planted on ridges,
each Cabbage occupying a square yard. It was found by
expenment that it required 5Jlbs. of sulphuric acid, con-
tamxng 65 per cent, of dry acid, to neutralise Sr^lbs. of
ammoniacal liquor from the gas-works; this was taken as
a standard, and quantities of nitric, muriatic, and phos-
phoric acid were added to other proportions of ammoni-
»cal liquor, so that each contained equal quantities of am-
monia

; the carbonate of ammonia was the solid carbonate
or commerce dissolved in water, and was used in quanti-
ses to contain an equal proportion of ammonia with the
o^aers

; the solutions were then largely diluted with wa-
wr» and to each plant was given every other day, for two
montUs, half.a-pint of the solutions. Each plant in the

U^ OA^*
^' ^' ^^^ ^* received in addition to the gas-

of hme; each plant, therefore, in the first 10 rows re-
ceived in the course of two months about half-an-ounce of
nitrogen; those in the first five rows receiving, in addi-
tion to this, 300 grains of a mixture of sulphate and phos-
phate of lime. These experiments cannot be considered
of any value with regard to the weight which a given
quantity of a salt of ammonia is capable of producing in
a plant, but can only be useful by comparing the effect of
the different acids. The late period when these plants
were put into the soil will account for the very small
weight which the dunged Cabbages produced. The usual
time for planting Cabbages is in June, and even then a
few days' difference in the planting produces a very per-
ceptible difference in bulk at the end of the season. The
Cabbages were weighed on the 3 1st of December.

Row

2
3
4

6

7

8

9
10

11

12
13

Gas-liquor neutralised with phosphoric acid with
phosphate of lime , , . ^25 plants

Do. do. with sulphuric acid, do. do.
Do, do. with muriatic acid, do. do.
Do. do. with nitric acid, do. do.
Do. do, with carbonic acid, do. do.
Do. do, with phosphoric acid, no earthy salts,

23 plants ,

Do. do, with sulphuric acid, no earthy salts,
25 plants

Do, do. with muriatic acid, no earthy salts,
25 plants , . .

Do. do. with nitric acid, no earthy salts, 25 plants
Do. do. with carbonic acid do. do.
Averag^e weight of 25 plants which were dunged .

Do* do. which received water alone ,

Do. do. which received I7lbs. of Poittevin's ma-
nure

lb.

103

99

05
68

62

39

29
23
12

37
23

40

R. L,
*

Potatoes.—I was pleased to see Potato-planting dis-

cussed in your columns, and hoped it would have produced
information upon one point of great importance to cuUir
vators, namely, what is the largest acreable produce that
has been raised ? and whether it is possible, by any im-
proved ipode of culture, to increase it still further?
Scarcely any crop is liable to such variations in the pro-
duct. Some growers have been content with from five to
eight tons per acre, whilst Mr. Knight's crop of Ash-
leaved Kidneys, mentioned in your No. 10, p. 155,
amounts to 24 tons, 6^ cwts. ; this is an immense differ-

ence. In your extract from Mr. Knight's paper to the
Horticultural Society, you have omitted one very material
item—the quantity of seed he used. In that paper he
states, that he planted the Kidney in rows two feet dis-
tant, with whole Potatoes, touching each other in the
rows; thus planting a crop instead of seed ; for, if we
suppose each set to weigh only four ounces, and planted
three inches from centre to centre, the quantity of seed
planted would weigh 9 tons, 14 cwts., 1 qr., 231bs. ! leav-
ing only 14 tons, 12 cwts,, 1 qr,, 24 lbs., as net return.
Now, I have known a single half-acre, accurately mea-
sured, produce 8 tons. 16 cwts. (not a few yards of a
favourite row, as in Mr. K.'s experiment) ; and this was
produced from certainly not more than 15 or 16 cwts. of
seed ; but of this no accurate report was made to me. 1,

myself, have planted scores of acres with no more than
from 9s to 10 cwts. per acre, and never saw reason to in-

crease the quantity. I always cut my sets from the finest

Potatoes, two eyes in each set. My crops were very large
and the sample very equal, with an unusually small pro-
portion of small Potatoes. I am disposed to differ from
you in opinion as to the distance at which the rows should
be placed apart. I have more than once planted the sets

four feet asunder every way, and have found the crop very
good, 16 or 17 tons per acre (I am sorry I have lost the

record of these experiments, which were made 30 years

ago). In 1838, a single Potato of the kind called " Forty-
fold '* was divided into four sets, and I planted them in

my garden a yard apart, on the 17th April; they were dug
up the 6th Sept., and produced ninety-five Potatoes, large

and small, weighing 31 lbs. Allowing, therefore, a square
yard to each set, which I think was about what would
have been the case had the experiment been on a large

scale, here is an acreable produce of nearly 17 tons from
about half a ton of seed. Economy of seed is frequently

of the first importance, and if used in the same wasteful

way as recorded in Mr. Knight'g paper, the seed would
sometimes much exceed the value of the crop. In 1800,

for instance. Potatoes were sold in the neighbourhood of

Bristol currently for 25*. per sack of 240 lbs. In 1801,

they were' worth no more than 1*. 6d. per sack, and were
with diflSculty disposed of even at that price. In these

(the former?) years the seed, as in Mr. Knight^s experi-

ment, would liave exceeded the value of the crop by 95/.

per acre. If any of your readers will give information of

well-authenticated unusually great produce, with the mode
of culture, it will, I think, be a very desirable acquisition

to the general stock of knowledge on the subject. I should

be glad also if Mr. Jennings, who gives his method of

planting Potatoes, No. 7, page 110, would explain what
advantage can arise from planting them in November to

get a crop the September following, a period of 10 months,
when 6 months are well known to be long enough for

such a crop to be on the land—not to mention the risk

from the seed lying in a dormant state during winter, ex-
posed ^0 the vicissitudes of the season.

—

Lusor, [We ap-
prehend that Mr, Knight did not intend to say that the
tubers of his Ash-leaved Kidneys, when planted, touched
each other, but that the stems would do so when full-

grown. We can state, of our own knowledge, that Mr.
K.'s invariable practice in giving the result of his ex-
periments was to avoid any instance of excessive growth,
or, as our correspondent calls it, a favourite row, and to
select an average part of the ground under experiments.
It is quite possible that a yard apart each way may be a
proper distance for some very coane Tarieties j and in the

Hort. Trans, vol. I., N. S., p. 155, will be found a
report upon a Potato, called La Divergente, which in 4
square feet produced 17 lbs. 14 oz. from one set, or at the
rate of 21 tons, 13 cwt., 59 lbs. per acre; but this sort
had stems fully four feet long. In the same experiments,
although such sorts as the Early Kidney, whose stems are
about two feet long, had four square feet to grow in, they
only produced at the rate of 3 tons, 19 cwt. per acre, net

;

although when in rows two feet apart and six inches in
the rows, those same kinds yielded at the rate of 7 tons,
18 cwt. per acre, net. The greatest crop ever obtained
by Mr. Knight is stated (Hort. Trans., vol. L, N. S ,

p. 417) to have been 34 tons, 8 cwts. 107 lbs. from an
early variety, planted nine inches deep, and manured witK
decayed Oak leaves.]

New Potatoes.-^'h^n I lived near Bristol, I one year
made the followmg trial :—Having the bottom of an old
faggot stack, I took it into my cellar, and spread a layer
of It about 6in. thick

; I planted Potatoes upon this and
then put an alternate layer of the faggot pile and Potatoes
until the place was filled to the top. The Potatoes put
forth shoots and tubers, but formed no leaves, and I sup-
plied my table for some time from this heap with good
dry new Potatoes.

—

J. Wedgwood.
Chapmaji's Potato—We have received an answer from

Mr. Chapman to the questions put by Mr. Gordon (p, 188)
the substance of which is this:— I. Mr. C. denies his
having had anything to do with the sale of the Passe
Colmar, under the name of Chapman's Pear, as Mr.
Gordon alleges; and he complains bitterly of this gtate-
ipent as slanderous and unjust,—2. He says the questions
that have been put to him are most *' impertinent and
unfair."—3. He denies that his Potatoes are produced by-
retarding the sets, and planting them much later thao
ordinary.—4. He says that the difference between his Po-
tatoes and those grown by others for the London market,
is that they are much better,—5. That he has had his*
variety these seven years, but does not mention how or
where be obtained it—6. That he has no particular inode
of greening, and has tried " no silly experiments ;" and
finally, that his Potatoes require no other treatment than to
be exposed to the air as soon as they are secure from frosty
and to be kept so till planting-tlrae. This is as far as we
can make out the substance of Mr, Chapman's communi-
cation, and with it we close the question- We trust our
readers will find it more satisfactory than we do ; tKey ^ow
can judge for themselves, from such evidence a^ has been
produced, whether the Potatoes which have led to the dis*
cusslon are a new and peculiar sort, or only some well-
known kind treated in a peculiar way.. This, will be best
ascertained by purchasing sets, and growing them. At
present we have nothing but assertion against assertion
and under such circumstances we should not be justified
in offering any opinion of our own. We can only repo^l
that be they what they may^ they are of excellent quality,
Laws of Gardening—A man takes a house and garden

on a lease, without any particular stipulations * in tlvQ
garden he plants a variegated Holly, which, as he quits
the house and garden at the expiratioa of the term of bis
lease, he wishes to remove : has h^ a legal right to do so ?
-^Birdlime,

The Buiifinch.—there is no one less likely than myself
to be an accuser in the matter of birds. I have time out
of mind been willing to divide the produce of my Straw-
berry-beds with the blackbirds and thrushes, the sparrows
were welcome to what they could get, and I am not even
very angry with the mice, who carry off half a row of
newly.sown Peas. As regards the chafnnches, they are,
non obstante any harm they do, especial favourites ; but
there must be a limit to this licence and indukence.
Though I have been all along willing to accept payment in
song, in beautiful plumage, &c., I must give up to general
and public reprobation the bullfinch. I had often heard
of its depredations amongst the buds of fruit-trees, but it

was not till this morning that I had an opportunity of
seeing two pair at work. I was well placed at a small
window near two Greengage Plum-trees. In teo minutes
the ground under^ them was covered with bloom-buds,
which had been snipped off with their sharp bill* ; why or
wherefore I could not discover, for they did not appear to
eat any part. Mr. Wuterton himself would have been
out of patience and have denounced their depredations
as I now do. recommending even the most tolerant aud
tender-hearted, and those most sceptical as to the mischief
done by birds, to take effectual means of ridding themselves
of this orchard pest.— Toiti/. '

Gas-waier.—l was not disposed to do anything with
ammoniacal gaa-water, until your leader about three weeks
ago, where quantities are stated and the experiment
proved. I found, however, that though diluted 1 in 7, it

was not stated what quantity was to be used per rod.
Some one inquired, however, before roe, and the answer
was 1 gall, per rod. I tried ic— 1 gall, per rod, diluted
1 in6 ; but I neither killed worms nor moss, nor scorched
the grass, thongh the gas-water was reputed to be strong.
I have since used it diluted, 1 of gas, 2 of water, and
poured freely over the grass, so that I have no doubt as
much as 3 gaUg. per rod was used. This destroyed the
worms that were near the surface; they came out and
died. It also effectually destroyed the moss, and 1 do
not think has killed the grass, althooffi my lawn at the

present moment looks browner and worse than I ev^r

saw it in the hottest summer. 1 do not trouble you wieh

all my experiments on the grass, and on worms, slugs,

and snails, on all of which 1 tried it at different strengths^

previously to deciding on using \t—one-third gas and t^d-

thirds water. Another Uiing that renders it very diff- utt Xa

give directions about, ia the great difference in the strength

ofthe gas-water. I hadm or eight irater-barrels fu W ; the

first two were said to be very strong, the next twp stroager.
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%ncl the Ust two strongest This slight rain

—
^ . . .-,„ t ^,-u-Mt en ' of knowing how Tuchsias can be kept through the winter

that do not penetrate to the root eAibit so °t
^J>°J"^f, .^ .. ^„ ._ ^^^ ^^^^ between 80 and m

to ascertain the

to be extensively

;''^-,?;».i'l^rew=,=.^
water

that we

; IS no
N.D.
) great

en for

olants dug up last November from the open ground, whichrtrik-mg^'an elfe'ct'oa'plants otherwise than by ^"bsorption

The experiments of »^^««
f^^^^^^^^^^

leaves inhale moisture by the under s™^'
f^^ \f^ ^ ^^j ^^^en left to their fate. By this means I have

"^«nv absorb eouanv by both. I may state, however, that san*j ^^^ ^^ .._t^ Wedawool

t^'ZnZ of it'^to blernployed. It varies also in t^

fLtT?J^^l* and it is oily when in the most caustic

TZ fjtfba^Xf^'aLmpting to flower the Snowdrop ;

whidi may be accounted for by the impatient anxiety of

Sie cultivator, with whom tbat interesting flower was al-

wavs a favourite. Under these circumstances, we are too

Ipt^ o%versU^^ tbe bounds of prudence At first I expe-

ri^nced much difficulty in obtaining a healthy - br^rd

in sowing annuals and other garden seeds ;
B^^bsequen ly^

1 found the better way was to damp the small seeds and

fttaee that it will destroy worms.]
.
, , ^ , . ^

Gtiano.-So much having been said lately about guano,

it may perhaps be interesting to some of the readers of the

Chronicle to learn how it is used in the neighbourhood of

Arequipa, in Upper Peru, in the cultivati^^^^^^^
^t^Trhrbrger^until the embryb had burst its integu-

and Potatoes. The time for applying it to Indian Corn is steep ^^^ mrger
^^^.^ ^^^ ^^

when the stems are about 2 feet high; a small quantity 1.
1

ment
; ^^fJ^JvXdevXped ThU U the more ne-

then dusted on the ground round the plant, and the earth 1 mmal leaves were fully developea

\^ immediately thrown up round the bunch of stalks, with

the double object of covering tbe guano and supporting

the plant : a single handful is sufBcient for three bunches

of stnlks. To Potatoes it is applied after the plant is a

few inches high, in about the same proportion as to the
|

Indian Corn ; but instead of being dusted on the ground,

It is placed over the roots (not immediately upon them),

tbe earth being partiallyTemovcd and replaced. In both

cases the land is irrigated within two or three days, as the

roots, if not destroyed, are much injured, by dry guano.

Gardeners, we think, might
Education of Gardeners

derive great advantage by studying those parts or geogra-

phy which treat of physical climate and the distribution

of organic bodies over the surface of the earth. To De

acquainted with the circumstances that determine phy-

Wcal climate might be turned to some useful purpose by

those whose occupation ft la to cultivate vegetables in a

limited piece of ground. It is well known that the native

places of many of the vegetables tbat are grown in our

gardens are far apart, both in regard to latitude and alti-

tude. Climate appears to have a wonderful effect in mo-

difying animals and plants ; and to know the extent of

toodification which plants will endure under various cir-

cumstances ought to be part of a gardener's education.

Nature, to a cerUtn extent, has already pointed It out.

It is said that the country of the Vine and the Mulberry

Is between the 30 th and the oOth parallels of latitude i

and that Wheat will grow as far north as the 60th degree.

"We are also informed that under the equator Wheat will

seldom form an ear below the elevation of 4,500 feet, or

ripen above that of 10,B00 feet. In a range of 6,000 feet

&ere must be a great difference of temperature, of mois-

tme, and of soil > but yet to all these variations Wheat has

Ae power oi accommodating itself. But we need not go

*ao far as the equator for examples, for any one that has

studied botany upon the monntains of Britain must have

observed a strikix^ difference between plants of the same

Species, growing In different elevations. Keeping these

frets in view, gardeners might do much in rendering ten-

der plants more hardy, and prevent the frost from de-

stroying many of their winter crops* I find that Cabbage

plants may be made to endure frost that would destroy

them in the ordinary way of culture. Evergreens, such

M Lanreb, taken from a rich soil and sheltered situation,

Ironld very likely suffer much injury by being transplanted

In a poor soil and bleak aspect, but such a change is neces-

sary, in order to fit them for their new settlement : instead

of long succulent shoots, they will put forth short woody
ones. In a few years the appearance of the plant is al-

tered ; In place of long branches and broad leaves we
hav6 a thick-set plant, with a dense mass of foliage^ defy-

ing the surly blasts of winter to injure them. Gardeners

will sometimes travel many miles to see what they call a

first-rate place, expecting to observe something new in the

way of their profession ; but we believe a walk to the top

ftf sach places at Ben-Nevis, Snowdon, and Helvellin,

would be profitable exercise both for body and mind. It

k a pity that the study of nature should be so much neg-
lected in almost every branch of education ; for many may
hawl out, like Erasmus, and cry,—"Decern annos ccm-
sumps! in l^endo Cicerone," until the echo reply in Greek
Qvn\K%%),—Pei€T Mackenzie^ West Plean,
We^ Indian Gardening,—In a P^)er so extensively

drcuiated both at home and abroad, it may, perhaps, be
interesting to some of your readers to know that Potatoes
have been successfully cultivated at St. Ann's, Jamaica,
wi^in a mile oi Uie sea-side, abo«t 200 feet above the le-

vel of the sea* I found the lato red variety to succeed
better than any other. If not planted during the rainy
leason, they require copious watering, while the germ is

assimilating the v^cteblc albumen, «tc., stored up in the
tober. After the fibrous roots are well established, no
Ibrther care is requisite. The rows require to be at least
three feet apart ; the tubers intended for seed should be
taken up as soon as the l^ves Msume a yellowish tint

;

and a considerable period should elapse previously to their
being planted. Dahlias flower well ; but if the rooto are

cessary on account of the numerous ants which m the

West Indies are very destructive to 1!ewjy-sown seeds. If

the seeds, whUe being damped, were sprinkled with lime,

it would be beneficial, provided care is taken not to allow

the seeds to become dry. Lwraces grow weU, and pro-

duce perfect seed. Peas, if copiously watered w^ed in

bloom, produce a good crop; Beans do not. Carrot,

Turnip, and Radish grow ^ell during the hurricane

months. But by far the most useful vegetable is the

Turnip-rooted Cabbage; the few leaves situated on the

crown are-not easily stimulated to excessive evaporation,

andhen(-eits superiority to any other variety. Shallots

and the Potato Onioti grow well m light marl; Omon-

seed is with difficulty brought to germinate. "Regarding

the best method of packing seeds to be sent abroad, much

has been written. To prevent their becoming damp is

the chief requisite. Ko doubt a packet of seeds might be

kept a little cooler by being enclosed in a thick wooden \

case partly filled with sawdust, wool, or any non-conduct-

inic substance ; but th« trifling difference of temperature

thus gained would avail nothing if the seeds became damp.

The access of moisture and oxygen causes germination,

which being effected even in a very slight degree, and not

sustained, inevitably ends in death. Let those, however,

who are interested in the matter submit a few seeds to a

higher temperature than is likely to be experienced in

crossing the equinox, andihey will certainly find it sus-

tained without impairing their vitality. Too much is often

laid to the account of bad packing and "crossing the

line ;" but if seeds were judiciously sown, there would be

more prizes and fewer blanks in the present lottery of sow-

It would be difficult to convince me

not lost a single plant.—J.; ITctf^u'OOc?.

Sees.—I sympathise much with the young bee-keeper

on the loss of so many bees, having suffered exactly the

same from bad management in feeding. When I have

neglected to ifollow Dr. Bevan's advice and directions, or

when spring-feeding is absolutely necessary, the following

plan has succeeded:—1 had a wooden tray made nine

inches square, and one-and-a-half inch deep, with another

tray to fit in, the bottom of which is pierced zinc. The

space between the wooden bottom and zinc (about half an

inch) is filled with the food. I use the bee-boxes described

in the " Conservative Bee-keep'er," and place the feeder in

the side box, in the warmest part of the day, withdrawing

the partition, so that the bees are not exposed to ex-

ternal air ; and if care is taken that the honey does not

come through the zinc to make it sticky, no harm can

happen—at least I do not lose them, as 1 formeriy did. I

should much like to linow why bees are so very quarrel-

some when they $rst come out in spring ; and why, if the

combatants are parted, they always resent the interference

and try to sting the intruder.—£. M. W.
Splrlis of Tar and Carrots.—Allow me to revert to

your advice last spring, on Carrot-growing.
_
We lost two

crops, but at the third sowing we used spirit of tar as re-

commended. It answered perfectly, and we never before

had such good tarrots. We also tried charcoal dust on

the Onion ground, but found tl^ey grew much larger when

dressed with wood-ashes-—£. M, TV,

ing tropical seeds
^

that a bottom heat of 55 deg., and an atmospheric tem-

perature of 65 deg., are likely to be successful ; or that a

pot conUining seeds will do without the trouble of drain-

ing, merely because if they grow, the seedlings will soon

require to be reported. This is a very lame excuse, and^ hang them up.

betrays either ignorance or indolence, if done at all,^
''**''''' '*'"""- ^^

why not properly ? since seeds and cuttings require more

perfect drainage than plants. It ought likewise to be

known that the warmth of the earth is often in the West

Indies 10 degrees higher than that of the atmosphere.

—

Thos» Cowan,
I was inducedSalt Cake ; impure Sulphate of Soda,-

to try some common salt cake as a manure, and directed

my broker to buy me 5 cwt, and my bailiff to sow it as a

trial against some nitrate of soda. On receiving it^ I

found it consisted of large pieces, very hard ; and my only

means of using it was to place it in a butt, pump the

drainage of my farm-yard upon it, and allow it to remain

till dissolved. The cost is very low, but the means of ap-

plying it does not admit of my judging of its effects. I

offer this, as others equally ignorant with myself may
procure it without the convenience of applying it.— 7?. G.

Celery,—I perceive in your two last Numbers some (dif-

ference of opinion has been expressed respecting the

length of time reqifired to blanch Red Celery. My expe-

rience confirms Mr. Paxton's as to time; and I think it

ought to convince your Sheffield reader, for I obtained

tibe first prize for Celery at the exhibition held in the

Sheffield Horticultural Gardens last September, with Celery

which had not been finally earthed more than three weeks

before the show, and had only had one slight earthing

previous to the final one. I may also add, it was grown in

double rows as recommended by Mr. Paxton, and the

heads when prepared for exhibition averaged from nine to

twelve pounds weight.

—

John Stewart^ Gardener to Lord
Denfnanf Middleion-hall,

Pine-growing.—Mr. Y.'s visit to the Fence, Maccles-

field, gives Mr. Brocklehi^rst's gardener a lift above his

brethren in the profession by his way of growing
Pines. I am rather an old Kne-grower myself, and gene-

rally contrive to get as many plants in the fruiting-house

as it will hold ; but when I came to hear that above one
hundred fine Pines were cut in one year out of one house,
the tan-pit of which measures 17 feet by 10, I was asto-

nished. I do not know what ** Y." calls fine Pines, but
it is well known amongst gardeners that good fruiting

Effect of Sulphur on P/aw?5.—Being much annoyed by

ants last summer in the forcing-pits and flower-garden, I,

used the following means to despatch them :—I made

several holes with a stick in the ant-hill, and filled them

up with sulphur. This H^d the desired effect, one or two

applications laeing sufficient. Wherever the sulphur was

used on the lawn, the grass in January and February be-

came remarkably vigorous, making a small or large tuft

of the deepest green, according to the breadth covered

with the sulphur the previous summer., There is not at the

present time so much difference in the colour as in the

length of blade.—H. Bowers.

^oo?fi,—Noticing the subject of rooks in your work, I

wish to point out a simple mode of preventing their

depredations, which I have found to be most effectual.

When the young rooks become perchefs, it is usual to

shoot numbers of them with air-guns, cross-bows, &c.

;

skin a few dozens and rub their skins with arseniacal soap,

which will cost a few pence ; stretch them on twigs and

When you sow Wheat, Potatoes, or any

other crop, as soon as the rooks may be expected to

attack them, place half-a-dozen of the dried (or stuffed,

which may be better) skins on the field, and I will venture

to say rooks will never alight on that field. You can,

m due time, take them off, and place them on any other

fields requiring protection ;
you will thus prevent the

all the
*vii/o.o **w«* injuring your crops, and will have

benefit of their valuable services in destroying grubs, &c.,

during most part of the year ; every spring the perchers

can be renewed, and you can distribute to your neighbours

and the farmers hundreds of them to make pies of, and

to cure -the skins for themselves. If this be not a good

suggestion, t am z.u^lgnoramusm

Rooks.—In " A Familiar History of Birds," a m(^t

amusing and instructive work by the Bishop of Norwich, the

following passage occurs :
—" As some persons may wish to

establish a rookery in their own immediate neighbourhood,

it has been said that by looking out for a magpie's nest near

the wis£ed-for spot, and exchanging her eggs for those of

a rook, the desirable point may be accomplished, the young

rooks having no other associations than those of the tree in

which they were bred, and being sure of a harsh reception,

if not of being picked to death, should they venture to jom

a neighbouring rookery in which they have no family con-

nexions. The two or three pairs thus located would foro

the nucleus of a future rookery, and some idea may

formed of the ratio in which these birds increase from aix

instance mentioned in the same chapter from which Ihave

taken the foregoing extract.

—

E. S»

be

a

of premature excitement. A few varieties of the English
Rose also fiowered beaatifully ; and I am coa&dent that
many other Asctdnous planft from temperate climates
might be cultivated in wooden box^ if remov^ into the
shade and kept perfectly dry during their usual period of
rest. I do not ascribe liie general fulare in their culti*

vation in the West Indies to the increased perspiration

that we might readily suppose to be induced by the bril-

liant rays of a tropical sun. TWs is to a certain extent

counteracted by the immense quantity of aqueous vapour
held in suspension by the atmosphere, and the complete
resuscitation derived from the drenching dews consequent
upon an unclouded sky. De Caodolle doubted the oapa-
UUity ol te«?«i absorbim moisture ; bat bovr can dew and

debihtatcd from the effects ^nj that one dozen large Providences, such as I have
seen Baldwin's houses full of, weighing from 8 to 12 lbs.

each.
. ^_

sible that one hundred should be squeezed into so Small a
space, I dare say surprised many gardeners as well as
myself. But as gentlemen who grow Pines may expect
a similar increase in the humber of their fruit in propor-
tion to the size of their houses, I think the passage on Pine-
growing noticed by " Y.** 8hould,in justice to Pine-growers,
be further explained. Pines fruit but once, and when a
house is set for fruiting, which is generally in the autumn,
the plants occupy the house the greatest part of the sue-
ceeding summer.

—

Ananassa.
Preserving Fuchsias,—Having seen that some of the

correspondents of the Gardener^ Chrmick are desirous

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES-
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. ^ ^

it/arcA?2.-The Duke of Richmond in the chair. Tmrty-at*

gentlemen were elected. Mr. Burke laid before the <^^'"*^Ll,i

manuscript of his work on "Cottage Economy »?^^*^S^!leil
which was referred to the journal committee-— Sir c. ^^ .

'

Bart-, M. P.. communicated a letter on a remarkable cropoi w*
^

and Sir J. W. Lubbock, Bart., on the application of .»o^es *»^^

manure tot grrass-lands.—Mr. Shaw presented a specimen
^

drainins-tilea pioduced by AinsUe's patent machnie, ^^^ -

communication from M. de Bonval on an improved sysie"

husbandry; and Mrs. Coote, of Richmond HiU, near ^^^""y

model of her sheep-weighing, dipping-, and washing aPP^f'

'

These communications were referred to the journal commui

1^PHI^HIIIIMMl^llllll>V

COUNTRY SHOWS. ....^^g^

Hammej'smith Cucumber Show.—On March 12th, ^„^^" ^ T^n.

of Cucumbers took place at Mr. Udgard's, Thatched- House^^^

Hammersmith, when the foUowing awards w^^^^^^^^-tg s(»t
Prize to Mr. Smith, of Hillingdoii. for a leash of "^^^9^^ .^asU
I4in. in length. Second, to Mr. G. Mills. Guunersbury.ior a i

ai a black spine variety, 2Qia. long. Third, to Mr. i^^'^ton
Ealing, for a leash 15in. long. Fourth, M"^-.

^^'^'^^"Vifth.to
Green, for a leash Hln. long, grown in a Pine-pit j

and r"

Mr. Weedon, for a leash 15in. long.

Guild/(rrd Horticultural Exhibition.— The early sP^^^^^g
cu-

took place at the White Lion Inu, on the 23d March. ^ ^g
cumbers were generally fine ; those that gained tde ^l. j^Jfagyt,

^^rc lOiout i3in. long; the Asparagus, Sea-kale, ana ^ ^j^g

were also of a supericHr descriptiom The foUowmg ^*^ja»-
award:—BpRt Ua^u *^f r'«/'nTnH*^r« Mr Daniels, gr. w ^^ -

^jf^_

Mr. Burley. gr. to Mrs. Curria

Ma&glesi best 50 Ajspar8^:us, ac
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l'^^«^/^ni^*'M/''Siwu OH 1^^^Vt.°^^^"^^'^' ^''^.^''^^^^ ^
aatumnand .^inter/but to the botanist it presents some most re-

best Sea-kale, Mr. Daniels; 2d do., ^r. Adams, gr. to Mr. BeU, markable features. It is a greenhouse shhib. very graceful in its

\r fc /.„ r'™.™7-« cj.« rrx t.n-i- ,. ,

,

^^bit, and Dot difficult to Cultivate. It docs not Seem to like a loamv
^''''f iffL 1^ r«m thl r.TJfH*"

^^^l^^o° ^as held at Mr. soil, but grows well in rich brown peat and leaf-mould, and fiowSs
^% '

H Lf.hTih no. ^' ''" ^"'«d^y' the 24th of freely during the summer from the ends of its pendent branches,
arch, and although there were not so many competitors as on Cuttings of the young wood, a little firm at the base, root veryrmeroccasmns. owing to the show takmg place earlier than | soon in sand when covered with a beU-glass in the usual way. It

can be propagated aiiytime from spring to autumn. Mrs. MoUoy,tisual, yet the fruit was acknowledged to surpass any ever be-
fore exhibited in Manchester, After the show, 22 members sat
down to an ftxccUent dinner, ajid on the removal of the cloth se-
veral appropriate toasts were given. The following is a descrip.
tion of the fruit: -Premier Prize—For the best Brace, three com-
petitors : iBt, Mr. Jas. Hamilton, gr. to F. A. Phillips, Esq.:
sort, Hamilton's White Spine, grown in a pit heated with hot
water, 21 inches long, same thickness throughout, short neck,
flower on. Roman Emperor, same growth as the last, Iffj ms.
long, short neck, same thickness throughout, flower on.
2nd, Mr. Walker, gr. to R. W. Barton, Esq. ; sort. Walker's Pea-
green, grown in a hot- water pit, I5i inches long, slender but
good, flower on. Infant—same growth as the above, 13 inches
long, short neck, same thickness throughout, slightly ribbed,
flower on, 3rd, Mr. W. Adderley, gr. to A. Orrell, Esq. j sort,
Windsor Prize, slender, rather long-necked, 19 inches in length.
Single Fruit, Hot- water Pit Culture : 1st, Mr. J. Hamilton, gr. to
F. A. Philiips, Esq. ; sort, Hamilton's WTiite Spine, 2 1 inches long,
short neck, fine form, good colour. 2ud, Mr. J, Walker, gr, to
R. W. Barton, Esq, j sort. Infant. 15 inches long^ short neck,
prettily ribbed, flower on. 3rd, Mr. W. Adderley, gr. to A. Orrell,
Esq.; sort. Windsor Prize, 19 inches long, slender, 4th, Mr. P.
Mattershead, gr. to J. Barnes, Esq.; sort, Roman Emperor, 15
inches long.—Single Fruit, Frame Culture: 1st. to J. Worth, gr.
to the Rev. E. J. Leigh ; sort, Walker's Improved, 14 inches long,
short neck, find, Mr. Carr, gr. to Lt. Baharons. Esq.; sort,
Allen's Victory of Suffolk, 15^ inches long, the only black spine
exhibited.

".V. ,aij au jiiut;u ill tuf Htrpecc oi its spccies, Tfiar xuc comi
,^uropcan and North American kinds convey no idea of its
tare. la addition to the Indian forms, of which this ma^

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Cvxool6ssum A^cHUsotDES. Bugloss-flowefed Honnds-
tongue. {Hardy Perennial.) Boraginaceje. Pentandria Mono-
g>'nia.—A hardy perennial, growing well in rich garden soil, and
flowering freely in July and August. It is easily increased from
seeds sown in the ordinary way, but the plants will not flower
before the second season, ft was raised from seeds received from
the East India Company, said to have been collected either in
'Cashmere or Thibet, and presented to the Horticultural Society.
In the getneral appearance of the flowers this plant has quite the
appearance of an Anchusa; but its fruit fs that of Cynogl6ssum

;

^surrounded with numerous stifl' barbed spines, and merely rough,
With hard sharp points on the disk. In this respect they are,
Tioivever, variable, some of the nuts Heihg merely mnricated.
We cannot recommend tbife species as a very ornamental plant

;

but it is interesting to those who cultivate rare hardy herbaceous
plants.—5o^ Reg.

Sal'ssu'rea pulcrblla. Pretty Saussurea. {Hardy Peren ^

fiial.) CompositBe-Cynareae. § Carlineae. Syngenesia Polygamia
"Squalls.—To those who cultivate hardy herbaceous plants this is
one of some interest, resembling a Liatris in colour and general
appearance. It forms part of a genns abounding In species of a
tieat habit, and with flowers of various shades of purple, seldom
exceeding a foot or two in height, and blossoming during the
autumn. Mountainous pastures beyond lake Baikal, and moist
ineadows in Davuria, near the town of Nertschinsk, are the sta-
tions in which it has been found. In cultivation it is a hardy,
'pretty perennial, requiring the same treatment as the more deli-
cate species of Centaftrea or Kudbeckia, and flowering freely in
the open border during the months of Augu^ and September.
When planted in the open border it la generally short-lived,
owin^ to its blooming excessively, and therefore it is better to
taise It from seeds frequently, in order to keep up a succession of
plants. It was raised from seeds received "from Dr. Fischer, of
St. Petersburgh, at the garden of the Horticultural Society.—
Bot. lieff.

'

CvPRipfl'DiUM BARBATUTif. Bearded Ladies' Slipper. CStove
Epiphyte.) Orchidaceae, § Cypripedefe. Gi-nandria Dianrtria.—
There is somethinginthehabitof the Indian Ladies* Slippers so pe-
culiar, that it was for a long time expected that they would be found
.to possess characters snffirient to separate them altogether from
their associates. The fullest examinatiorn, however, shows this
expectation to be fallacious, and that no pccnlianty of organisa-
tion exists among them. In fact, tlic genus itself has been found
to vary so much in the aspect of its species, that the common

Tia-

. . . __ may be
regarded as (I type, the hotter parts of America have furnished,
on the one hand, the singular O. Lindleyannm, a hairy rufous
plant with panicled flowers, and the scarcelvless curious r. palml-
fdlium, which bears the aspect of a SobraUa, and has its flowers
in long racemes. The present species is a native of the Straits
of Malacca, where Cuming found it on Mount Ophir. The purple
hairy shining warts which border the upper ed^ of its petals
distinguish it immediately from C. venustUm and purpuratum
which are most like It. Persons who are unskilful m the culti-
vation of Orchidaceous plants manage the more common kinds
of Cypnpediums extremely well, and therefore it is only neces-
sary to say that this species succeeds perfectly with the same
treatment as C. venustum or insigne. The Cultivator should 'notgo to extremes \vith resting these plants, and should water with
caution whep they are just beginning to grow, as the voune-
shoots are apt to damp ofl'. They are terrestrial in their habits
and do best when growTi in pots.—Boi. Ref^

'

GoDKTiAALBEsCBNS. Whitish Godetia. OnagrAcesB. (tTardu
Annual.) Octaudria MonogVnia.—A new hardy annual not
very handsome, but forramg an agreeable variety whengrown among species of a more spreading habit. Like aU
the rest of the genus, which seems to retain the characters
by which it is known from (Enothera, it is a native of
America, having been obtained from the Columbia Kiver for
the Horticultural Society, from the late Mr. W. Dyer Its stilT
close mode of growth brings it near (Enothera densiflora. from
^hich. however,it is very dUfeient in other res^pects. The species
belongs to that section in Gray and Torrey's Flora of NorthAmerica which comprehends CE. vimluea ; and in some clrcum.
stances it approaches thefr O. Aniuttii, but that species is dcBcnbed with taper.pointcd leaves, spotted flowers, m style longerthan the stamens, and glabrous capsules ; the flowers are more-over said to be as large as in G. Lindleyi. tn cultivation this
|>iant grows about a foot and a half Idgh. and requires the. sameTreaimcnt as other hardy annuals. It may be sown In the open
Dorrterm either autumn or spring, in some place where it Is not
exposed to the wind

; because its roots are scarcely able to keep%hG heavy stem erect, if the latter is muchblowii about.-Bo*.
Register,

BABivGTtSxiA CAM^nnnn^MJH. Cnmphorwort Babingtonia.

Mn^A
""**'' ^^^''^^) MyrtaccE, § Leptospermeifc. IcosAndrTa

aaono^yiua.—Among the many curious plants made known to
ootanists by the discoveries in the Swan River and adjacent colo-

to^v°?^^
°*"*^^ ^^^ interesting occur in the Myrtaceons order,w wnicu a variety and extent have thus been given which could

««prlM^
^^^^^ anticipated. We now find in this great natural«semb age every variety of habit, lSce|rt the herbaceous; tinysnrubs looking like Heather, and monstrous trees which form the

pillars Of the wilderness, aromatic fruits and hard woody =eed-

Infl.: ^
most complicated organisation as iu the Poma^mnate,«ia great simplicity offructification as in the Fringe Myrtles Indilviaual parts too have their own extensive variations, seeds, pla-

1w U^
."*®"^ *"^ anthers, calvx, coroUaand bracts ; even thQ fo.,i»ge Itself forms a large field ofstadyforthelnvestiratw' of com-

SIS «jrgaaisation. The plant before «•, in the eye of theswaener. Is merely a pretty shrub, rendering the greenhouse gay in

a lady to whom we are indebted for seeds from the Vasse River,
^ays, that it grows there in swampy land, resembling our Spirse'a
frutex (S. hypericoides), that it grows seven or eight feet high,
and in summer forms a delightful shade to the traveller crossing
the swamps. It was first flowered by Mrs. Wray of Cheltenham,

—

Bot. Beg,
Cirrhope'talumMkdus^. The Medusa's-head Orchis. (Stote

Epiphyte.) Orchldacese. Gynandria Monandria.—This most sin-

gular plant is a native of SincajJorc, whence it was obtained by
Messrs. Loddiges. ItresemblesC. vaginatum, but is a much larger
plant, and very different in the form of its flowers. Certainly if ever
there was a Medusa this must be the prototype, before her Gor-
gonship's beautiful tresses were changed into serpents; nor are
wanting the scales with which her form was safely guarded. To
grow it well the temperature and moisture of the Orchidaceous
stove is required. It may be fixed to a wooden block, and sus-
pended from the rafters? but if treated in this manner, a quantity
of sphagnum,or turfy peat, ought to be packed round the stem to
retain moisture. It ought never to be kept too dry, but of course
it requires more water when growing than when resting.—Bo^
Begister.

MISCELLANEOUS.
On preserving Timber from ike White Ant.—The

Well-known effects of corrosive sublimate, in protecting
objects of natnral history from the attacks of insects, in-

duced me to make a trial of its power of preserving tim-
ber, carpets, &c.,from the destructive inroads of the white
Jmt ; and I am happy in being able to say that the expe-
riments I made were perfectly successful, and justify the
hope that, by the means now recommended, we shall goon
drive these deaffuctive insects from our houses—or, at all

events, render their visitations comparatively harmless.
The strength of the solution I used, wal one ounce of the
corrosive sublimate to one gallon of water, having previ-
ously rubbed the mineral np with a little alcohol to in-

crease its solubility ; wood was immersed in the solution
for one week, but carpets and cotton cloth were allowed

j
to remain only for two days. The experiments I varied
m every possible way, and uniformly obtained the same
result, viz,, that the white ant will but T-ery partially, if at
'an, destroy the substance of anything macerated in the
solution, and that on discovering its nature they immedi-
ately disappear. With woollen cloth the effects were leis

decisive, as the solution appears to he unable to penetrate
the fibres of the wool, ^nd is partially removed by washing

but under cotton carpets, rush mats, &c., the insects
will burrow for the first day or two, and then disappear

;

and with regard to timber they are even more fastidious,

as I have observed in their covert ways, that they had
placed a coating of earth between themselves and the
wood; evidently anxious not evenfb come into contact
with the poison. The advantages of preparing wood in

the way recommended, are not, howevier, confined t6 its

immunity from the attacks of the white aut—as it is now
generally known that the same preparation (Kyan's patent)
effectually resists dry rot or other decay ; and from the
power it is known to possess, of coagulating the albumen
contained in the wood, and indurating the fibres of tha
softer and cheaper varieties of timber, and rendering them
immediately f?t Tor use, if cut down even in a state of ac-

tive vegetation, are circumstances well worthy of public

attention. The method I believe at present adopted, for

preserving the wood of public buildings from attacks of

the white ant, is by the application of mineral oil; and its

effects are but temporary, as it appears to depend upon its

disagreeable odour—as it is only by the repeated renewal
of the application that the wood is protected ; but'by using

in its stead a solution of the muriate of mercury, no re-

petition of the process would be necessary, either to

guard against the destructive effects of time, or the more
iudden and injurious inroads of the white ant.

—

Madras
JournaL

Evergreens.—" I differ with the doctors about plant-

ing Evergreens in spring ; if it happens to be wet wea-
ther, it may be better than exposing them to a first

winter; but the cold dry %inds that generally prevail hi

spring are ten times more pernicious. In my own opinion,

the end of September is the best season, for then they

shoot before the hard weather comes/'

—

Hotace JValpole,

page 176, vol. 3, 19". Ed,
The Thya or Thy ion of Theophrasttis and CUms bf

Pliny.—In a late number of the Proceedings of the

Academic des Sciences there appeared a memoir upon
the Thya of Theophrastus, by M. Jaume St. Hilaire, in

which, after quoting passages from the works of ancient

authors, he rejects the present application of the word,

and adopts the opinion of various modern travellers

(amongst others of MM. Delia Cella and Pacho) that

it is no other than the Juniperusphoenfcea, which abounds
\n that part of Africa, mentioned by Pliny and Theophras-
tu; as the native country of the Thja- The author is

also led to believe that this tree, observed by M. Facho in

Cyrene, might be likewise found in some of the African
districts in the possession of France, and that it should
be principally sought on the east of Constantiaa, This
discovery might prove not only of scientific, but commer-
cial interest. Subsequent to this there appeared in the
same work an article by M. Thiebaut de Berneaud, who,
after minute investigation, still believes that the Thya of
Theophrastus (Citrus of Pliny) should no longer be sought
in continental countries, but in the a^acent islands ; and
moreover that it was not (as supposed by M, Jaume St.
Hilaire and other writers) the Juniperus phoenfcea, but
ttie Pipus canariensis of Broussonet.

to tbe agriculturists of other countries. Whilst the Rice
hitherto cultivated requires a damp soil and irrigation, the

present variety grows in dry localitiesj and is cultivated

like Wheat. A distribution of the seed amongst the agri-

culturists of France tias been ordered by the Academic des
Sciences, and as this variety is mentioned in Chinese
works, M. Stanislas Julien has printed from the Chinese
'* Cyclopaedia " some notices relating to its mode of cul-
ture ', amongst which the following possess the greatest
interest :--" This species of Rice at the present time is

cultivated in the province of Fokien. It requires to be
sown on an elevated situation, being equally productive in
the northern and more arid region of China, and in those
parts where the supply of water is more plentiful. In gc
neral, it is sown and cultivated exactly in the same man-
ner as Wheat. When the ground is prepared, the seed is
steeped in water for one night ; after sowing it, the land is
weU soaked with water in which the ashes of Rice-
straw have been previously mixed. It is then hoed at
three different times, and is each time watered with liquid
manure.
Nocera Onion,—This is a small white Italian Onion,

which comes in very early ; when sown side by side with
the early white Onion, it was fit for use nearly a month
sooner than that yarjety. It forms its bulbs very quickly,
sometimes when the plants have not more than three or
four small leaves. It is probably identical with the long-
lost small white Florence Onion ; it is a pretty variety,

excellent for pickling and for stews, but it is difficult to
keep true. It is much used at Naples, and grown at

Nocera, near Vesuvius, whence seeds were brought by M.
Audot.

—

Son Jardinier,

The Artichoke-leaved Lettuce,—This variety is related
to the Spinach and Oak-leaved Lettuces, but it differs

from them in its foliage "being more deeply tinted with
red, and in its qualities. It is a strong grower, very
large, and late before it runs to seed. The leaves are
long, narrow, and pointed, with large lateral teeth, which
give them the appearance of Artichoke leaves: they are
dark green, sweet, and slightly bitter ; but when they are
blanched by tying up, they lose their bitterness. They
are very tender, and more agreeable in flavour than those
of other Lettuces. The most valuable property which
this variety possesses as a summer and autumn Lettuce,
is the lateness of its running to seed. When the seed is

sown in the open ground early in the spring, the plants form,
in June in large tufts, not displayed in rosettes like En-
dive, but in bundles, in consequence of the leaves grow-
ing upright : these tufts increase in size till September,
and do not flower till so late that the seed is scarcely ripe

before the first frosts occur. The interior leaves blanch
naturally, but ft is better to tie the plants up. If seed
is sown in June or July, then the Lettuces are excellent
for using late in the autumn, which is not the case with
Cos Lettuces, which are not good after their growth hag
been checked by the frost. Like Endive, this Lettuce
may be preserved in a cellar for a month or more.

—

Son
Jardinierm

F4B»>VI-<«

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Henderson'sNursery, Pine-ApplePtace.—^The show-house at this

place is gay, althoug-h the Hyacintbs, for which it is justly ceie-
brated, are nearly overi a few are still growing in Beet-roots, ia
which they succeed tolerably well. A small plant of Azalea vane-
grata, and a hybrid Chinese variety, re^cmbUngr ttie old phceni<^^
but paler, are now in flowcTp the latter being a complete mass of
bloom. In the stove we noticed Oncidium Wridum, and a re-
markably fine specimen of Goagora atropurpfirea, in flower; also
*Esch}Tiauthus parasiticus, and Coltimnea Schiediana, a singular
plant, nearly allied to Gesnera, with dull orange-coloured flowers*
spotted with red. Amongst the plants in bloom ia the Orchida-
ceous house, are a small sweet- scented Rodrigu^xia Cwhich loses
its perfume as the day advances), Maxi!lariaHanis<5niae. Onddiuni
piimilum, and Saccolabium micranthura, with its pretty wax. like
flowers. One thing worthy of notice in this house, and which
shows the strength of the vital principle in some plants, is part of
a branch of the Calabash tree, which, when received from Tri-
nidad, Vith a'n Oncfdiam growing npon it, was to all appearanco
dead; but although so ynany months had elapsed, after being
covered with moss, it revived, and has already made shoots two
feet long. The pits are chiefly filled with Heaths and Cinerarias,
amongst which are many excellent seedlings, one a light blue
with a white centre, and another similar to C. gnuidis, but of «
brighter colour. There is steo a very pretty seedHng Eimcris,
with pink and white flowers, in habit resembling E* graadiilora j

wc understand it to be named Atleeana.

A hardy sort of Rice.~Thn Rev, M. Gabet, a French
tniasionary at Jehat, in Mongolia, has lately forwarded to

France a variety of Rice wmch may tura out very useful

The Year Book of Ke^ural History for Young Pei^ons,
By Mrs. Loudon: Murray. 18mo.

Borrs on Na;tural History, purporting to be for chil-

dren, arc generally so bad that they are the last things w«
would place in the hands of the young. The interest
taken ia luch writings when the infant mind is juit begin-
ning to expandj is sure to cause them to make a strong
impression, and so to fix themselves on the memory that the
errors they convey are among the most difficult of all things
to remove in after life. It is therefore of the first import-
wxce that cluldren's books should convey correct informa-
tion, however slight it may be. In our opinion Mrs. Lou-
don's work is not only free from all objections on this score,
but is exactly what we should have wished it to be ; it is ia
all respects such as a parent would desire to place in the

ha^ds of a child. The facts adverted to are numerota,
well elucidated, and told in the plain language that aione

can interest the young. They are selected, moreover, from
among the most common occurrences that meet the eye

of childhood. We regard this as the best book on Natural

History that has yet been written for children.

The Quarter^ Journal of AgrimUure, and the Prixe

£s$mys and Transactions cf the Highland and Agrt-'

euUur&l Society of Scotland. No. 56. Blackwood.

Of this important periodical the number before us is one

of the best, abounding, a. it dom. ^in sound pracUcal

papers, upon highly intcwting agricultural questions.
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A ikctch of the writing, of the ^r^'^^'X^m Zh

tbe latter pari of the Kirenteeuth <=^°
^JJ;Jl>. ^

^

and U otherwi»c rery amusing. Speaking of 1^"^^^ !"«

Svo«cy of .padc basbanJry is pointed out, and we have

thl7A\omlng iiDguIar .tatement, «rfing to show that an

inw I fngne^ to fdopt improvei.ents of the moa obvious

ioiportance » by no means a peculiarity of the agncul-

CTlturiaU of our own times.
j , u j— ^^

"Hartlib was warmly in favour of spade husbandry, de

fcribing it
' as good as three ploughings/ and that » a]

the wccdt and grasses might be more easily destroyed

tfiereby, and the croppe evidently greater.' He recounts

«ome of the traditionary atones of his day, as well illus-

trating the prejudices of the time with regard to digging

CTCQ iu gartlening; he aaya, * Some old men in Surrey,

where it tlourishes very much at present, report, that they

knew the first gardeners that came into those parts to

plant cabbages, collefiowers, and to sowe turxicps, carrots,

and parsnip:*, to sowe raithe, rape, pease, all which at

at that time were great rarities, we Laving few or none

in England but what came from Holland and Flaunders.

These gaiJeucrs, with much ado, procured a plot of good

ground, and gave no leas a sam than 8A per acre, yet

the Gentleman was not content, fearing they would spoile

hit grounde, because they did use to dig it, so ignorant

were we of gardening in those d 7^.

Worlidee. we are tuld. ** extols the use of steeps for seed-

corn, mentionswithapprobation for this purpose, nitre, com-

mon salt, as well a^ urine, and gives a jenpe for making a

kind of liquid manure with sheep-dung (.} bushel), saltpetre

(i pound), and common salt (I pound) boiled together

for ten miuutes in water (20 quarts), and this he commends

rery highly as a steep ; and," says Mr Johnson "lam

iuclined to believe that something of this kind of rich

liquor, more especially if the seed was afterwards dried by

J>^ing sprinkled with some of the very fine manure-pow-

4eri«t present proposed, such as the urate of the London

Manure Company, the composition of M. Poittevin, the

JKuano, gypsum powder, &c., might be used more profit-

My by the cultivator than at first sight he may be m-

cliued to believe*"
, 1 . n i

Of Dr. Madden's prize essay on the advantages likely

to accrue to Agriculture from Vegetable Physiology and

Chemistry, we can only say that it really deserves the

most careful consideration of both practical and scientific

Bien. It will scarcely admit of extracts such as we can

find room for.
, , . „ .

' k paper by Mr. Grey, of Dilston, on the relative efTects

of rcMutly-introduced manures, admits of being abstracted.

Thii cipericnccd cultivator tried against each other, on

Mod gravelly loam, nhratc of soda at the rate of 1 cwt. to

tiie acre, fyptum at the rate of 10 bushels to the acre,

#nd ft mixture of gyp«um and nitrate. The following was

the result :— . j n
if

1^ 1 12 square yards, without any manure, produced V

ttonci -ilb. of bay, weighed when newly made, equal to

2 tons 81 stones per acre.

"2,—112 square yards, to which gypsnmhadheenapplicd

M the rate of 10 battels per acre, gsve exactly the same

result, 80 that no benefit arose from iU use in this in-

Mim.t^ It must be remembered, however, that the

^a^ses are of the ordinary kinds used in pasture, i.e.,

White Clover, Rye-grass, Timothy, &c., but without

^ed Clover, to which gypsum is known to be beneficial.

*

#13, 112 gquareyards, to which nitrate of soda had been

•pplied at the rate of I cwt. per acre, produced 14 stones

7 Jb. J
eqoal to 3 tons 146 stones per acre, being an in-

crease of 1 ton 65 stones over 1 and 2-

<« 4^.^112 square yards^ to which both nitrate of soda and

•ypsum had been applied in the above quantitiesvproduced

14 stones, equal to 3 tons 125 stones per acre, and 21

>tone8 less than the produce where nitrate was applied alone.

>' The cost of the nitrate on the ground was 22s. per

and the increased value of hay per acre, as it stood
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into the whole process, from the germination of the seed

onward to the maturity of the crop/' .

A most remarkable history of the rapid improvement ot

boggy land in Scotland i» fully given by Mr. Boswell of

Kingcausic. The land subjected to improvement is thus

^•"xhe fam of Swellhead, now under report, feU out of

lease at Martinmas in the year 1834 and was taken by

the reporter into his own hand. At this period it was in

all respects of the same character and aspect as the sur-

rounding country, the greater part of it having been rented

on a 19 years' lease, at 52/. per annum. This farm con-

sists of two slopes and two flats, the slopes being full of

.tones and rocks, not only in the shape of large boulders

of gneiss or granite, but also an extraordinary quantity of

.miller stones, while the two flats were deep peat bog,

from four to nine feet deep, or wet quagmire. The farm-

buildings consisted of a few miserable hovels, built of dry

.tone, with turf gables. The stock it could keep was

geuerally from 12 to 14 beasts of all sorts, cows, calves,

and oxen, with a couple of small garrons of horses,

were no enclosures, no shelter, not a tree or a bush. Ihe

cattle were either prevented from destroying the patches

of corn by a J!il>berly gibbet of a herd-boy, or shut up in

hf> fence of which was a crooked ' nckle dyke
Thus

There

fold, the fence

, this estate, worth in 1834 52^. a-year, had become

In tbe"fieUs, would be from 4/. to 5/.

Nitrate of Joda waa also used for Potatoes, at an early

period of their growth, but not with advantage. The Po-

tatoes ran much to stem and leaf, and produced an infe-

rior crop. A miitare of manganese and nitrate of soda

y inferior in ita effecU to the nitrate alone* When
nplied to Bape, pretionsly dressed with bone manure,

the crop ao treated was in one month twice as high, and

double the weight of tbe reet of the field. The part

Pressed with guano, although improved by it, waa much
inferior to that on which the nitrate had been scattered.

Second yearns graas and tares also exhibited a manifest

iBBprorcraent; upon corn, however, the nitrate did not

produce any advantage ; on the contrary, the straw was

profusely formed, but coarse, and the ijuantity of grain

tmall. In conclusion, Mr. Grey says, *^ The results of

numerous experiments which 1 have made with nitrate

of soda, lead me to the determination, in my own practice,

to use it as much as possible on grass and green crops,

but cautiously on grain crops, and only in such situations

jw run no risk, be the weather as it may, of the com being

lodged from too great a growth of straw. 1 have satisfied

jnyself that I can obtain the requisite quantity of hay upon

two -thirds, or rather less, of the land which I have hi-

therto assigned to it, by the application of nitrate of soda

to the grass, 80 that I have one-third of the land at liberty

to feed ^heep. I am also satisfied that its application to

pasture-land iocreaaed the produce at any rate by one-

third, and to Rape, in one instance at least, by one-half.

The consequence of which must be an ejttra production,

in equa! proportions, of mutton and wool, and an addi-

tional return ot manure from the sheep to the land.

yrbich will produce its effects upon the succeeding crops

pf grain, not by stimulating a rapid growth at any par-

ticular stage, but by entering gradually and regularly

a loia, [nc icnuc ui ti**.v« ««- - *. -

(here to ruminate on their starvmg condition;

with coarse herbage for food, the cold blast constanUy

blowing upon them, and wet under foot, they seldom ar-

rived at that pitch of fatness which excludes cattle from a

prize at the show of the Highland Society ; they seldom

appeared to be over-fed ! The last year of the lease the

tenant, as is usual, made every inch into crop which he

could plough, or rather scratch, and this crop having

been bought by the reporter, proved to be neariy fi^ty-two

bolls. Thus the tenant paid 1/. of rent for every boll of

grain he grew, and had a large tract of pasture as his

profit : such was the state of the farm at Martinmas 1834-

After eight years, and the outlay of 5,41)0/. upon 280

acres

,

of the yearly value of 500/.

"Last winter there were about 60 head of cattle tied

up to full Turnips, the half of them being fed for the Lon-

don raarkef; the quantity of grain was 369 qrs. ot Uata

and 42 qrs. of Barley. Some of the Oats grown on the

improved bogs of Swellhead weighed 44 lbs. per bushel

;

they were of the new sort called • Scots Barley, and were

sent as seed to England. This year there are 2,538 thraves

of OaU ; and the sheaves being very large, the quantity

of grain ought to be considerably increased as compared

with last year. There are about 45 acres of good Turnips,

so that the same quantity of cattle will be tied up as last

winter, and there is not at the present moment a wet spot

or a weed on the whole farm."

The importance we attach to this publication is shown

by the length to which our extracts have already extended.

We must still find room for the experiments on ammoni-

acal liquor, &c., conducted by Mr. Bishop, land-steward

to R. Smythc.^Etq., of Methven Castle, in Perthshire.

In these experiments four Scotch acres of grass-land were

severally dressed with 1 cwt. of nitre, 1^ cwt. of nitrate of

soda, 5 cwt. of rape-dost, and 105 gallons of ammoniacal

liquor diluted with five times the quantity of common

water- The result of this is given as follows :—
" The acre of ground dressed with the nitrate of soda

was the first that showed its stimulating powers, by the

dark greensward which it had acquired in eight days.

The ammoniacal water was the next, and was equally vi-

gorous in twelve days, and soon surpassed all the other

dressings for the season, the scorched parts gradually

narrowing with borders of luxuriant herbage. The sward,

dressed with rape-dust, was the latest that exhibited any

benefit from its application, but improved greatly as the

season advanced ; and froni the extra quantity that had

been dropped around the bag at the time of sowing it,

gave evidence that the proper quantity had not bepn

applied, to show fully its fertilizing effecte, as the produce

on this spot was not surpassed by any of the other dress-

ings. The produce in grass from 31 square yards, care-

fully measured on a crossing line and weighed, was from

the acres dressed with nitre, nitrate of soda, and rape-

dust, nearly the same, averaging from98i to 100 lbs. The

space dressed with nitrate of soda and salt 82 lbs., and the

undressed 55 lbs. ; whilst the pruduce from the dressing

with ammoniacal water weighed 126 lbs. The produce

in hay made from the different parcels of grass, carefully

kept separate and weighed on the 2d of August, in good

condition, was similar in proportion. After the dressing

with nitre, nitrate of soda, and rape-dust, giving 31, 32,

and 30 lbs,, being on the average one pound weight of

hay from the square yard; that after the mixture of soda

Olid salt somewhat less, and that from the undressed land

summer. There can be no doubt that with proper care evergreena

mieht be successfully removed at any of the periods advised j it is

also equally certain that, where the situation is not low and wet,

or the ground naturally adhesive, autumn -planting will insure

the most success with the least subsequent attention; therefore,

autumn-planting is generally preferable; but the manner iu

which this operation is done is of quite as much consequence as the

time of doing it. Instead of grubbing up a plant which has a large

top and £taiple foliage with no more roots than would fill a good-

sized flower-pot. every fibre ought to be preserved, if such were

practicable,, With this view, a deep trench should be dug round

the plant, further from its stem than the roots are supposed to

extend and the intermediate soil not dug with a spade, but

worked out with picks or forks. In plantmg, too, it is not suf-

ficient to lay the roots out straight, and cover them with fine

soil they ought, when thick and bushy, to be carefully separated,

and each layer covered with fine soil, always spreading it from

the stem of the plant in tbe direction of the roots, that they may
lie straight and nut be doubled up or twisted, which will mi.

avoidably take place if tbe earth is thrown in carelessly. -« Pad-

die" planting has been recommended; but if by this is meant

sinking the roots into a mass of thick mud, nothing can be more

contrary to nature. The soU when put among the loots ought

to be sufficiently friable to break freely, and by no means wet.

After all the lOOts are covered, and before the filling of the hole

is completed a good watering should be given, throwing in the re-

mainder of the soil after the water has entirely subsided ; neither

mnst it be trod or pressed in anyway. Failure will rarely happen

if these directions are followed in planting at this season
; but in

particular cases the precautions mentioned last week should be

observed,
j ^gj^^^EN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

Jn-door Department,

PivERY.—More heat and less moisture must be given to plants

that are w'anted to start into fruit about May. If the artificial

temperature has hitherto been from 6o° to 65°, it should now be

increased to 70°, with less air in the day. If necessary, increase

the bottom heat also, which should range between 85° and 95°.

Take care that the renewed beds for the succession plants do not

heat violently. If above 95° at tbe bottom of the pots, draw

more of the bark away from them. The plants will now require

occasional Ught wateruigs at the root, for which purpose soft

water a little warmed should be used. Shaduig will only be

required now on very bright days.

ViVBRY.— If the fruit in the earhest house has begun to change

colour, syringing must be entirely discontinued. It is at this

sUge that the "bloom" is formed, and if once destroyed it can-

not be reproduced. The floors may be wet as usual in warm

days "When the roots are within the house, the watering of the

borders must be regularly attended to. An insufficient supply of

food when the Grapes are swelling off after stoning, at which

period every rootlet and every leaf are taxed to the utmost, to

furnish the immense quantity of nutriment required, must neces-

sarily be detrimental to the fruit, as wiU be shown by badly-

sweUed or imperfectly-coloured berries, or by that withering of

the peduncle or pedicels which is generally termed " shankmg."

On the other hand, avoid making the borders so wet as to rot

the tender spongioles, or check their free action. Dung-water

may be given with advantage.
, . .^ . , .,

PKACH-HOUSE.-Thin the fruit freely m the second house if a

heavy crop is set and swelling, leaving, however, a sufficient

extra number tUl after the stoning process is completed. Give

abundance of air to the latest house so long as the trees are in

blossom. If mildew appears, dust the leaves with flowers of

*
CBERRT-HorsB.—The trees in the first house must be regularly

watered, both at root and top. until the fruit shows indications

of ripening, when more air and less water will be necessary.

When the weather is fine, give air liberally to the later houses.

FiG-TRBKS inpots. whose fruit have reached the critical period

of forming the seeds, which appears to take place when the figs

are nearly or quite fuU-grown, must be carefully g^iarded against

every kind of check, or they will be very likely to cast their frmt.

A regular temperature not exceedmg 6o° at mght. or 75° to sun-

shine with air, moderate syringing, and wat^r at the root only

when required, is proper treatment.

Ct'cuMBERS AND MsLONS.-Whcn coM winds prcvail, caution

must be exercised in admitting au". The advantages of the mo^-^

able pieces of wood described in a former Number wdl now be

seen. Or. if these are not used, fasten stnps of "^^ttmg. or

coarse canvas, over the openings. Sprinkle the plants UghUy

when the frames are closed, which should be early.

MrsHROoM-HousK.-Wheel out exhausted beds to make room

for new ones. Any part of the old material which .contains

spawn might be worked up with the fresh droppings mto new

PoTATOKsin frames wUl require watering occasionally. Ex-

pose the foUage to the free light and air at every favourable time.

If tubers are forming at or near the surface of the ground, tue

plants shoiid be earthed-up lightly.

Out-door Department,
,

BEANS.-Eari:h-up the transplanted ones, and put m anomer

crop, if tbose last sown are fairly up.

Cauliplowers.—Sow for an early autumn supply.
. .

CKLERT.-Sowon a warm border and rich soi} the P^cipw

crop to be used after Christmas, the previous sowings not Deiiig

intended to stand the wintpr, ^ ,

,

ko cnwn
Hamblrgh Farslky.-A sufficient stock should now be sown

to supply roots next whiter for kitchen purposes.

Mustard aicd Cress.—Sow at the foot of a south ^^- ,

Potatoes.—Continue to plant, as the winter crops of Borecuic,

Brussels Sprouts, and other greens are cleared away.

Rhubarb in the open ground may be blanched as it Sfows.j

excluding the Ught with Sea-kale pots, or any convemeut ^^

stltutc. Tf the
Spikach.—Hoe between the rows of the autumn crops, ii

ground is poor, a good soaking of dung-water wUl increase «i

prolong its produce. ^ , .^f,.r(» the
OflCHARD.-Get all the Strawberry beds weeded ^ef^^^^^

plants have grown much; and see that they are »ft U^^'P'jd

upon, as is frequently done. The grafting of forward trees snu

be finished. Apple and Pear trees which have l^^^lZ-soU
should be worked with strong sciona of two or three ye»

wood in preference to slender last year's shoots.

FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
fn-dofyr Department. htwaei.

Stovk.- Syringe with caution, particularly in light ^T^^^^^^^

n.

only one-half pound : whilst that dressed with ammoniacal otovk.- aynnge wilu cauwui., h«."--'-*.;^-"_;?;, :„ order to

.air .eigbed^e Ibk. or a_pound and a.balf per scjuare
S^j^.tfh^rf?^^

S
'^'"Z' I^^^^^^

yard, equal to 326 stones of hay per imperial, or 410 stones

of 22 lbs. each per Scotch acre."

In another experiment with lime-shells slackened with

bog-earth, slightly fermented bone-dust, cocoa-nut dust,

animalized carbon, and bone refuse, tried against ammo-
niacal liquor, this agent evinced an equal superiority.

"The acre dressed with cocoa-dust was the next that

showed its fertilizing influence, and the two acres with

animalized carbon and the refuse of bones the latest."

We must refer our readers to the work itself for the
particulars connected with these very important facts.

Calendar of operations /or the entuingv?eek.
This season of the year is said by many to be the most favour-

able for the planting of everf^reens. Tbis, however, is a disputed
point, upon which great difference of opinion prevails, some
writers giving their testimony in favour of autumn, others advo-
cating the prevent thne, while a third party go still farther into

prevent mem iroui wmg ui*iv*ii. .*•"•• """^- "„^ v^eo them in

for early flowering ; pot off the seedling plants. a^'J.^^IP '^i^ be
a warm and shaded frame for a few days. yefy,^"^;ij^y
wanted at night ;

give air on warm days, and shut "P ^'^ 'j' that
Grbenhuusb and CoNSERVATORV.-Young C^em

^^^^^

are wanted to grow freely should be removed from incB^^^^

house to a warmer situation. The advancing shoots oi v.

^^^^
Chorozemas. and simUar plants should be stopped now wi^^^

^^

to give the plants a compact and bushy habit, ine
^^^

Tropseolum tricolor should be constantly »^PP?^^*;"
. resche-

shoots nearly cover the frames they are trained ^P^"
' ^^a to

naultia formosa, also, or any other plants that ^^ vv

^^^
make growth, ought not to be allowed to Produce no^er.

^^
casional syringings will benefit the plants fenerauy. ^^g^^.
foliage of Heaths, &c. will not bear much moisture, i"

vatory borders wiU now require more water. ^-anted
Pits A^n FaAMKS.-If Cockscombs and Bf/^T^^^^e patted;

to grow large, their roots must never be suffered to oeconi ^^^
let them be regularly potted, therefore, in "9,„„^*;"' ijcable to

them very near the glass. The same rule Is aiw
tn uropagate

other tender annuaU, and to LobeUas, Continue to prop^
DahUas by cuttings, and prick out seedlings when tney «
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f^nr^ Expwe annuals, and all plants intended for beddii

«at, to the air at every favourable lime. Sow Tobacco in heat to
rai&e a supply for fumi^atinc-

Outdoor Department,
In this (tepartment the principal sowiuga and pltatings \rUl now

likely be over for n short period, and this respite win allow
time to be devoted to the rolling of the walks, the roliinff

^iid weepint" o^ the lawus, and to general neatnea. Finish the
jmldnc of fluwer- borders, if not already done. Bulbs of Ti^idias
(toot thoMc forwarded in heat, but dormant ones) may be planted.

NTRSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
KtasERY.—The layering: of trees and shrubs ought to be com-

pleted as «oon as pcss^ble, before the buds burst into leaf. Con-
tinue to plant out seedling^ Rhododendrons, &c., from the seed-
pant. If any seeds appear above-ground, the young plants must
be carefully guarded against slugs.

FoasOT AND CoFPiCE Woods.—Sow now in the plantations,
to make cover for game, Furae, Broom, and Privet «*», The
Snowberry plant (Symphoria racemosa) is said to give both
shelter and food to game.— J. J?. Whifimg, The D^mdtme,

mm

state of the Weather near London for the Week ending March 31,

lb42, HS observed at the !lortlcuiiurai Oaiden, Chiswick.
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March Si. Overca&t; cluudy; stormy with rain at night.
•6. Clear; cloudy with brisk cold wind, clear and hli^Ut frost

at night.

27. Clear; clondyandflne; orcrcaBt, with slight rain.
at. Overcast and fine.

19* Cloudy ; very flne ; densely overcast.
so. Overcast; brisk wind with small rain; heavy shower in

aftemoou; flne.

81. Rain ; cloudy with slight rain ; densely overcast in the
cvcidng i very boisterous, with rain at night.

State of the Weather at Chibwick during the last 16 years, for
the ensuing Week ending April 10, IS43.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the fith, 183a—thermometer 7*°; and the lowest on the 4th, 1834—thermometer 34".

REPORT ON COVENT GARBEN MARKET,
For the tceek ending" April 1, 1843.

Tr^ market has been well supplied with most articles during
the past week, and trade has been somewhat brisker.— friii/. Ex-
cellent Pines are tolerably plentiful at from 8#. to 12* per lb. A
few hothouse Grapes may be obtained ; foreign are almost past.
Apples remain at the same prices as last week. Good Pears are
not scarce } the kinds are chie^y Beurr^ Ranee and Kaater Beurrc.
Strawberries are becoming more plentJfiU. Good Cucumbers are
worth from 3«. to %$. per hr&ce. ^Vegetables, The supply of Broc*
coU la fast diminishing, and the price has consequently risen.
ikuaaela Sprouts are almost past ; those that are ofTered are in-
4ii^rent. Kidney- Beans are abundant, but they do not meet
with a ready sale. New Potatoes are becoming more plentiful,
and are rather lower in price than they were last week. Aspa-
ntgiu ia generally excellent, and the supply pretty large. Sea-
kale abounds. Spring Radishes are abundant and good, but
moit kinds of Salading are indifferent. Handsome bundles of
llhaharb are plentiful : the kinds mentioned last week are still

offered.

PaiCES BATmpAT, ApKii. B, 1842.— KRUITM:—
Altylw, KIt«h«a.perbuah. 3M6dtoS$
— Detnrt, (wr bnthel, S# to IS*

Prtri, il'«*^it,Dcrha]f-*iere,3«)l<f tolSf
JtrSfrberriei, forc«4, per o«., Ii 6d to St
Ftac Appl*. per lb. Bj to ie«
CoenmWri, per Wace, istoSs
Grape*, kothnaM, p#r pound, «5*— Spaniih, per lb., 1 j 6d to— Portu^fal, per lb.. It to 5«
Orui^ea, per dnz., U to 2s Od— per too, 4# In \6s— Bitur, p«r 200, it 10 16j

Lemona, per doz. U to2«
— per 100, fts to I4e

Almonds, per peck, 7«
Sweet Almondi, p^r poaad, ttOdtoU
Cfceinuts, per peck, &« to 8j
Walants, per bushel, 16« to iU
Cobb Nutf, per peck« 3* W
N uu, per bushel—
— Bra]!i],90<
— Mpaniih, 10*
— Barctflooft, SOs to Sif

ft4ivor«, per doseti, U ed
Cabbage, Red , <ttr plckllnir, S* to St
Cabtaur* PlftntB, per dnx.,a<to 6«
Briu»r.*>Drinitfl,per hf*av«., I«C4
Bria— l i, White, per bunch, I# to3#— Cap*. MuiU«d— Brvwa, U to i« S4— Sprvttu, per eleve, 1« S^f to 8«
^^mlp To^.perbiitbrl, 9d to le
Kidaer B«aiu,tarced, p. 1 00, 1« Sdto 2* 64
fMmtmn, pcrto*. &o» tn 70*— per ewt.&Mto 4#— perb««h«t,ltf«rf toBtS^— Kidii«r, per bi.nK. 8« u>S«— New, per |*nnai,S#to4*
Tamfpt,per dozen bnn> bei, 1« 9dt»S»
CMTTota, per dox. buachet, 4«toBt
^itrsnep*, per doren, Sd to U
Red Beet, per do»B, ftd toU6d
HofM R«di«h, per bundle, t« Ui&4
Madieh, pcr.doc. kaade {S4to30eacb)

ItlOSf
-- Toraip, pcrdles. buDch., fv to 4«

apiBArh, per siere. It Od to a«
CkiTea, per pot, <d

VEGETABI-ES,
Oarlic, per lb. 8d
Shallot*, per lb., 1#
OaUma, per'half tieTC. B^ to S«— lof pit-k., perhr*rieve,3f to O— Green, per doa. hunchet, S<to 4t—

' SpMlUh, per doxen, it toft*
AtparacuA, per 10#S larie, 7* to Ifl*— S««Mld nrMiddlin|{,S«io8iM
— ^p"i«» 01 Small, t* to 3*

S«a-ka]c, Mr pnnnet, 1* to 2* 6d
rettu.e, CabbBcc,^r kalf iteve. ijOd
tot««d '

Bndire, p#T«core,li toS*
Celery .-per bundle (It t^U) 6d toS«
Small Satad*, per punnet, 3d
Cnra. Salad, per half lieve. Bid

Waferrre**, pdr. amall bnnrh. 7dto 8d
Paifley, per half sieve, I* lof*
T»rr»#r.n, perdr.ren buoches, 3*
FeDae],per doccn btincbei, S«
ThrM«, per doi, hnnt be«, »*3
Haire. per doz. bunchee. Se
Mint, peidr>7en bunrhn.-t* to It*
Rhubarb Stalk*, per bundle, Cd to 3* 6d
Mu*hmofnt, per pnttle, 8rf to u

««•«•, p*r dozen bunches, ad to Is ai I TmlSe*, per potuid, 3e to3j 6d

Notices to Correspondents,
C. O.—We have no complete set for 1841 remaining; about 40

or the N'umbers may be bad.
CocwTaT Shows.—We take the liberty of reminding otir

country friends that if they wish their pats or MahxiNo to be
]^^° W us weekly, it is nece5:<;ary that their lists should be
aorwarded to us as soon as the days are determined on.

Will any Correspondent favour us with the mode of growing
^\r^*^<^^'* »t Vienna.' At that place the shoots are long, lan?e,

^nZT^^* ^^'^ ^^^^ morsel eatable, very lUilike the drumsticks
««^ Asparagus by courtesy in London.

«. IF.—Your Mowes are— 1. Sphaimum obtusif611am : 2.

tor growing Orchiuacbocs plants In; atid
•uot tne peat you have enckised is also well adapted for the

fM*-irf^P^' ^^^ rough branches of Elder are very proper to

STtfe,!^'^!!!'^^^ "P""' protecting their roots with either of

^^"ir£» T?1S^ mentioned above ; and copper-wire will not beirwoa 10 m^. Yoor Praius turning black was probably

tion wbrth^r » "*?* ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^
' ^"* *» you did not men-

^eco™^j7 i
bark-bed heated or not, it ia impossible to

MdEM^^7;r«f^**v.^**»-^ QtMnRANouLAais requires a pleH-

J
jupply of water whilst swcUiag iU fruit.

^
''"""* Should expect Guaao to answer U&e purpose of the

I

night sod qaad at St. SekaMan aa a t^p-dressing for Asra
beds in the autumn

i tarf Hie jnakable that niUatc of bo^
supply V i jAace of aail lor the spring Inundation ^ but w
use salt and water of the strMfth of aoa irtor >

G. B, V.— htcuMiA afflnH bears ao great a reaamWanc
radicaus that they csii scarcely be cottsidered distlnvt s

The latter ftaa frequuiUy flowered in this country. The c_.^
of a bright scarlet colour

i that of the petals^ a deep purple.
H. D.-TTielaatadition^rftbe Faoir Catalogik of the Horti-

cultural Society is the second, published in l&Sl. The test of
tiie late Pears are, Hacon's Incomparable, Paaaa Colmar, Beurrt
Ranee. Ne plus Meuris, Glout Morccau, Nelis d'hiver, Eastar
Beurr^ aud, though a very littie one, the Bezy de Caiasoy, or
N utmeg.

Veritas.—TH} not Water I.rurM lanxif^liuv with manure-
water until it is making vigorous growth ; it may then be done
with safety, preparing your liquor from ft-esh manure. Calo.
cuoRTL-s vsvusTi'S Is a handsome plant ; its high price is ovring
to the difficulty with which it is propagated. We do not know
the GlVLIXK. liAKHIaoMA.
A Sttftscrifter.— If orrsuM is to be used for fixing ammonia, it

ahonld be ground into tine powder, and not bunit-
*-< i>t/6«^T»Aer.—The following climbing Rosss are suitable for

training up poles :—At*ac«e . i-ellemberg, La Marque, Sir Wnltpr
Scott, and La Bicha. AyrMhirt: Ruga and Mvrrh-scented. Bour-
Mmult: Elegant and red. SemperPirenM : Felicity perpctuelle, the
Garland, and Myriautbes. Hybrid ; Astrolabe.

itf- H'.— Fi< ufeiA coRVMBiKi.oRA has flowucU wcli In thc open
air in this country. If phuited in a warm border against a wall,
we have nn doubt it will succeed.

5. X, W.—We Rre making inqtilrioa. Nothing can be well done
with AsPARAOL's beds now. W i,> not malcr new ones In the St.
Sebastian way ? The plant seems i>*U iainvolucrata.

T. T. H.—To eni»ure a good bioom of Campavula ptrami-
DALiSf you mubt keep up a constant succe««-iuu ol )oung plants,
those which have once flowered la poth being only fit for
planting out in the bonlarB- Yt.u may prctpagatc them by divi-
sion of the roots, potting them in rich soil, and w; * ring them
plentifully with manure, water. The roots of your prickly Ataci as
may have penetrated into a wet subsoil, which, tr^gether with lltr

great quantity of rain that has fisUen during several tteasons,
may have filled thc bhoota Willi watery secretions, con^iequruUy
the wood did not ripen htiAcicntly to cudure thc fruits ol wlnUr.
We woiild train yoar ViKgt on the spur system, because by that
mean<! the plants growing under them will not be ao much drawn
up frtnii want of light. You will find at p. |50 of this year a
sutemt...., taken from the " CarUsle Patriot," that Nitratk of
Si»t>A may be employed on Wheat as late an the beglnntngof May.
In the note attached to that coiumunicatioa fieeer is misprinted
for here.

/. MuTftoch inquires whether an Appi.k called the Cley Pippin
fs the sam^ as thcnew Golden Pippin. He states that thc original
trie of the former was produced at Oey Hall, in Korfollt, by ac-
cident, between 3o and 40 years ago, and still exists, and though
growing in a very unfavourable pituation, vir. a boggy piece of
ground under the shade of some large Ash and £lm trees, shows
little tendency to canker, whcrc.*^ .wnpaxeiii contiguous to it are
eaten up. He describes it as an abundant bearer, producing
some years seven or eight busbela. Its fruit _' _ _ ^^iLLinLil by his
employer and his gursfs, that it is aTmost thc only Apple ca*f*ii at
his table, [The naw Golden Pippin is riiffsrrent from the Clcy
Pippin, which is well known as an Apple of li^aurate quality, and
exists in the garden of thc Horticultural Society.]

J. !>.—The dimensions oi your Vixc-aoxas must depend en-
tirely upon the apaoa which you can allow them in your green-
house ; the larger thc better. Their depth should, if possible, be
24 feet, and the compost should consist of good maiden loam,
vegetable mould, welUdecompn^cd manure, and bone dust,
thoroughly mixed up together, ^ukte boxes will he preferable to
wood, uikd by all means let them be the whole length of thc
house, placing a thin slate bctwctu each Vine to prevent the roots
of one sort interfering with thoaa of another. Any of the
hardier varieties of Passiflora. Clematis Sieboldl orazftrca grandi-
flora, Kennedya monnphylla, K. racrmr-^^ iSJaurindya Bar-
clayana, and various other climbers will thrive in such a sitnation.

j!. tf. A\—None of thc species of Daphn« lequire a rich soil,

some preferring road sand to any other. The cause of yopr
D. odorata not flowering is, therefore, owing to its t>eing potted
in too good a soil. Eayturina C ri8TA'UA.i.li succeeds best in a
warm atmosphere, with plenty of pot room, and mould of the
richest quality. It will, however, tlower abundantly in the sum-
mer if planted under a south wall.
AmateuTt A'. /).— You cannot water your AsPAB*r.rs-BEns

with salt water at a better season than the present ; it should be
of the strength of sea- water. The following herbaceous peren.
nials are suitable for beds on a lawn ; — Pseonies, Gentians,
Phloxes, Campanulas, Irises, Pentstemons, CEnotheras. Sibe-
rian and Barlow's Larkspur, Potentillaa, liliums. Lobelias, and
Lupines. You may take the following Rothes for atanrfards :—
Brennus, Ricgo, Bourbon Queen, Armosa, Lady Fordwick, Car-
minee carn^e, k POdeur de Pate d'Amande, Josephine Beau-
hamaiSp Harris6nii, Aubernon. Fulgorie, and Madame Laffarge.
Peter Simple.—TheM istlktob is generally propagated by iubci t-

ing the sGcd^ in crevices of the bark of trees ,not under the bark),
or by fixing the seed on the under side of a branch, to •which it

will readily adhere by Its own viscosity. The fallare you have
experienced may be attributed to the barrennesa of the seed,
which although looking plump, is very often In this plant unfer-
tilised. The Mi^letoe has been grafted, as you will find by re-

ferring to Loudon*8 Gard. Mag , vol, xiii., pp. 206, 285; but sis

thc month of May will be sufficiently soon for that operation, we
will shortly revert to the anbject,
M. W. if.—Your Camellia flowera were too far gone when they

arrived to enable us to determine them correctly. However, No-
1 appears to be versicolor, and 3 myrtif61ia.
W. Sf'm.—We will inquire if there is way work upon Chinese

Agriculture.
Hibernia.'^The following are some of the most handsome

greeiihcuse annuals ; — Brachycome iberidifolia, Schizanthus
pinnatQS, Kem6phila insignia, Rhodanthe MangUsii, Phlox
Drummondi, and Cllnt<5nSa pulchella. The Cornea sper'-a ma-
jor requires the protection of a greenhouse. We do not know
the new fertiliser spoken of. Kow Is the best season to water
Asparagus-beds with either sea- water a: a solution .of salt and
water.
An Amateur Subscriber.So wonder that you have no Grapes

on your Vines. Two horses and ten pigs, fleah and all, buried in

a Vine-border, form such a dose as no Vines ever had before. No
doubt your wood was s^ trong, and grew ao fast, that it would
not ripen in the late cold wtt aeaaon. If. however, you will take
care to have the wood well ripened in good time this year, you
will have plenty of Grapes hereafter ; so tiiat after ail your horses
and pigs will be turned to account.

F. Westcott.— The plant which you found growing in a cellar,

and resembling many fine threads interwoven, ia Raokiium
cellare.
PP.—Thr small twig is, apparently, from thc true "Knight's

Monarch " Pear : but in order to be certain two fresh pieces
would be desirable.

Jfrt. Gasfm'KiW find full directions for raiMugthe seeds of Pines
and Firs in an article in p. 83, col. c, of the present jear.

If A Header will turn to pp. I ly and 159, he will find that the
A^p'-'ie-ua bade are half tinder a^t water at spring tides.

/j7/r«A(«n.—No. I is Pinoa nigricans; Ko. 2 is P. cephaKmlca.
Do not prune Firs now. What </o you mean by a iunu nature
and a trap? We find nothing more than a Laurel-leaf with a bit
of black Poplar pushed through it. m
A. il.-^Your aeed ia aome Q^urd unknown to us
£, M, W —We apprehend your CUanthus ha*( been killed by

cold. It wilt not bear so low a temperature ah^ Camellias, espe-
cially if the aoO in which it has bean gxoirhig was wet.

I

^w^^c ve

A Wenn^t^her.^r^tft b HO aadi work as "Smith's British

Bolaajr.^ Wa preaume yo" mean his " English Botany,'* which
consisuof 90 volumes, and between a,iN and 3,00« coloured
plates. A cheap aMUan of Mi to now in course of publication^
and Ave or ata volute.. ^ _ out.
X i>.-The plants best adapted for the north side of your

house are, Captucuium gratum, Jaaaalnum rfficinale, Clf^matis
tUimnula, and Periploea gr«ca ; to which you may add the foU
iowuig Roaea ;—BoQsmanvilla, C5omTr'*i China. Marie l^fonida,
aiid Uase de LikJe. A mixture of ^.^.^.ueu loam and vegetable
mould will suit them.
K. MorthirXU pUnt is Cettnim tomcntosum.
An Apkm Anf^ -There to no )ammm wtmc^y for killing tha

Aphis which infeata the Rr.
J, H .—The reason we do ftot Insert such letters a* Mr. 's

Utcially is, that we do not consider them fit for publicaUon in the
form m which we receive them. We Uust we art perfectlv faiHy
by all men. but we BlM»ii1d ceaae to 4o ao if w« permit red oor
columns to be a vehicle for ahu^i\t language. 11
aggrieved, they have two reu. the one, »nt to adUichb us 1the other, to per&uade other newspapers to prim UiCir letters ^er.
baliy-if they can. We daaire nothlfl« Wetter, but wl- mu^t
decline ofTendrng the good uute and good feeling of Mrr readcra.

J, A>/e.-Oiic. r-M-t is the Ut^^M h<Hir at which Rubjerts for
exhibition areadmittta into thc llorticuUurai bodet^'« roomat
where any per*;nn, whether a Fellow of the toaMr or not la
permitted to exhibit.

'

H. A.*a plant is a white variety of SciUa Mfmia.
B, Jf.—Your specimen is a flower of Morsa triiK'talaj It ia a

native of the Cape of Good Hope, and reqxilres to Iw jKured in a
niixture of three parts \*f^f to one ol lt>»m and silver-aand.
Place it in an air> part ol the greenhouse, and waier H freely
until its flower* have withered. Then withhold waUr, and ke^n
it dry until repotted In Vovrmber.

Ir/rAW.—Many thanks. The vhlHinir has foaud Its way Into tk%
]>orket uf a poor old applcwoman, wliich wa trait will meet your
approbation,

C, JH.— Wc have not yet succeeded In procuring the Trifrtlium
glgantcum-but whenever we du it shall be Sent you.

PofrnfiV/a.—The Tree Kuchbia:*, Tree Veronicas, and Evergreen
TT - h, dMiribcd byCapt. ntgiai wi clothing each aide of the
Straits of Maprtlan, hare not baaa^r diiced into thin rotmtjy.

v. W. f.- > uur plant appears to be a young pale specimen of
a Lichen called Alecti^ria jubata. «

i/yr/n/rtfttcA.— Vuiir Mcath Is a variety of RHca Walk^a.
A WeUh Farmer'M letter of Inquiry is an advertisement.
J. n. is—a blockhead.
A Vuvnff Cordenfr.— Elihvr your seed wa« had, or you hart

not sown enough, or your aaHdah Hress It v ith soot and
have a little patience; or, which is better, give it a iittle nitrate
of aoda.

J, R. 5.—Wt did not understand your suggestion about Roi^es
to be a question, and thf "*'^trc did not aasvLr it. We haye

lething of thc kind in contemplation. Surely we must have
replied to the inquiry about graas if it was put 1 aiuaaryiMn do
not sell scions. The dnvaria Is a very good o|se« |>ut so like
others aa to be unrifstlnguishahle by n^.

A SufiKrribrr shall have the Inf* rrnatlon ncTt week.
Ai uMal, maay let^-^*^ hava ani^-ed UfO Inte for ansmen this w«A.

NEWS or THE WEEK,
Wjc baTd little newa from France beyond the proceed-

Ingi of thc Chamber* and the affair of tbe Sugar Bill,

which utill continues to produce much excitement in thc

maritime towna. The Chsmbers have been occtipted with

thc Ministcrkd ettimatea for the Military and Nsval
establiBhmentSr but their details present no interest to the

general reader.— Id Spain affairs have aissumcd ao tranquil

an aspect that the Mini&trj contemplate the disbanding

of the army of the north, which waa formed in conse-

quence of the outbreak of October Jast. Some sensation

has been produced by the announcement of a commercial
treaty with this country, and an active opposition to the

measure appears to be expected, Thc Minister of Finance
has published his budget for the present year; it containa

nothing which calls for particular potice except the in-

crease of thc expenditure, attributed to the recent trou-

bles, and the remarkable omission of the ordinary allow-

ance for the Church Establishment, Barcelona continues

quiet^ and the President of the late revolutionary Junta
has been elected Deputy to the Cortes for ihf province by
a large majority.— Our new^ from Portugal announcea the

birth of another Prince, and the incrense of court intriguo

against the Chartist Ministry. The formation of a National

Guard has been decided on by thentw Government on their

own responsibility; the affairs of the country do not appear

to be in any respect settled, and the Chartists are aatd to

entertain ulterior design^ which render another outbreak

by no meana improbable.—Lttters from Germany inform

us that thi Synod of Pru^^sia perMBta in its opposition to

the establiahment of a Protestant Bishopric at Jerusalem
in conjunction with thia country, and that the proposed
conversion of the Lutheran Church haa given serioua

offence to the Prussian clergy,—From Belgium we learn

that the trial of thc prisoners charged with being concerned
in the recent conspiracy at Brussels ha^ been concluded,

and that the four

demned to death

principal parties have been con-

but no doubt is entertained that

their Uvea will be spared.—The arrival of the Levant

mail baa aupplied ua with recent intelligence from Turkey,

but it haa not brought any further advices respecting the

troubles either in Jt^i usalem or the Lebanon. The serioua

aspect of affairs in Syria has been thc subject of dis-

cussion in several eitraordinary councils of the Divan,

and*thc official communicationa subsequently made to

the different ambassadors are said to be satisfactory.

A joint note haa been addnessed to the Porte by the repre-

sentatives of England, France, and Russia, recomnaendiBg

the withdrawal of the Turkish troops fi^m the Greek

frontier ; and it is expected that this suggestion will be

Rumours of a ciwn|^ of i»ina^»7 *** *^^'

and Omer Pacha, the Aoatriaii '"'^^ '^- ^«« *««
^e learn

complied with.

rent

;

recalled from the government of the IjM^om

from Egypt that the Pacba having^ negJected to comply

with the provision, of the Torkiah ^«ty of commerce,
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abolishing all monofoUet in the Ottoman eiiipirc, the

British Consul has fntimated to the merchants at Alexan-

dm that they arc not bound to accede to the new duties,

imd has also notified to the Pacha that the British

will hold him responsible for the reim-

account of

be made op
eleven, and
steamers.

on Tuesday and Friday nights, at half-past

despatched immediately after by contract

governmcnt

bursement of ril sums already paid on

duties. — From the United States .

the New York papers

of an affair similar

we have
those

intelligence of lome interest:

are occupied with the account or aa

to tiM^ of Mr. M^Leod—a British subject having

ffeen arrested within the American frontier, on the charge
n ^^

of having beea concerned in the burning of the Caroline.

He was immediately committed to prison, but w£S Sub-

seqaently discharged by the Judge, in consequence of an

The excitement

been coa-

jporcfgn.

The journals this

Informality in the warrant of arrest.

occasioned by this event is said to have

siderable, and Bome fears prevailed that the populace

would have proceeded to e^^ecute summary punishment

on their prisoner. The answer of Lord Aberdeen to

ftc final reply of Mr. Stevenson, the late Minister

1^ tbis Conrt, on the question of the right of search,

has been published in tbc American papers. It is

regarded in New York as an important document,

tad will be read with interest. After meeting the

heading arguments of Mr. Stevenson, his Lordship

disaTOwi all pretensions on the part of British cruisers to

interfere with American vessels, whatever be their cargoes

or destination ; but declares that the British Government

will never endure that the fraudulent assumption of the

American 6ag shall eztend the iniquity of the slave-trade

to othernatioDS which have entered into treaties with this

country for the entire suppression of that traffic.

w

Court,—Iler Majesty, Prince Albert, the Priuce of

]Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue at

^'indaor. Her Majesty has taken daily exercise during

the week, and on Monday rode on horseback to the Great

Park, to witness a hunt by Prince Albert*s beagles.

H.R.H. Prince Albert hunted with her Majesty's stag-

4Mnind3 at the meet at Salthill on Wednesday. It is ex-

pected that the Queen and Court will leave Windsor for

town on Saturday next. The first drawing-room for the

season will take place at St. James's Palace, on Thursday,

the'lth bast. ; and the Lord Chamberlain has issued cards

{or ber Majeafey'i fimt ball on Monday, the 11th, at Buck-
ingham Palace. Tbe Court, it is said, will pay a brief

visit to Cliiremont about the end of May.- Lord Ha-
warden has been succeeded by the Earl of Warwick as the
Lord in Waiting ; Lady Charlemont has been succeeded
by Lady Lyttelton as Lady in Waiting ; and Sir F, Stovin
by Sir R. Otway as the Groom in Waiting on her
Majesty.

The Queen Dowager,—It is stated that her Majesty
the Queen Dowager, although convalescent at the time of

lier return to Marlborough-house from Sudbury-hall, has
found it necessary, from the delicate state of her health,

.to ke«p her chamber. Her Majesty, however, is said to

have so much benefited by the late fine weather that she
was enabled on Tuesday to come down stairs, and in the
evening dined out of }ier chamber, for the first time since
the severe pulmonary attack with which she was visited
in November.

Official Appointments,— It has been announced that
H.R.H. Prince Albert will be appointed by her Majesty
Lord Warden of the Stannaries of Cornwall, vacant by
tibe decease of the Marquis of Hertford.—At a Court of
Directors of the East India Company on Wednesday, Col.
Sir George Arthur, Bart., was appointed Governor of the
Presidency of Bombay.—The Earl of Dalhousie is men-
tioiied as likely to be appointed Governor of Madras It
is stated that Lord Hill is about to resign his office into
the hands of Sir G. xMurray, and that Sir H. Hardinge
will probably remore to the Ordnance-office, It is also
rnmoured that Lord F. Somerset will succeed Sir E,
r.akeney in the command of the troops in Ireland, or be
appomted Secretary.at-War, and that Sir B. Vere will be
Military Secretary to the new Commander-in-Chief.—The
Hon. Capt. Robert Bruce, Grenadier Guards, is appointed
secretary to his brother, the Earl of Elgin, Governor-
Ueneral of Jamaica.

Promotxom ^IX la announced that Lieut. Wchael
De Cour^. of the Cbarybdis", has been promoted to the
,rank of Commander

; and it is understood that when he
has 8erv<^ his time in that rank, the Lords Commissioners
of the Admiralty intend stiU further to promote him to
be Captain, on account of the great gallantry displayed
by him m the late action with the Carthageniaa squadron
«& account of which was given In our last Number -On
Thnrsday the Lords of the Admiralty promoted Mr,Wa^om to the rank of Lieutenant in the Royal Navyi
sa appointment which is xmderstood to be intended as an
official acknowledgment of Mr. Wagbom's exertidns in
establishing the overland route to India.

Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. Summers Harford,
late Member for Lewes, has announced himself a candi-
date, on the Whig interest, for the representation of
Brighton.—Mr. Chalmers has retired from the represen-
tation df the Montrose Burghs, in consequence of con-
linued indisposition. Mr. D. Wemyss Jobson has come
forward as a candidate ; and Mr. Joseph Hume Is also
poken of.

Post'Office.—On Thursday a new order of the Post-
iiftaster- General came into operation, respecting the trans-

^dou of the Hamburgh mails^ which wiQ for the future

Franct: —The Sugar Question.

week are unusually destitute of news, and contain little in-

tellTgence of importance. The approaching dissolution of

the Chambers and the Sugar question are the principal

topics which they refer to. The latter subject continues

chietlv to occupy public attention, and is warmly discussed

by the Paris papers. The Chamber of Deputies assem-

bled on Saturday in its standing committees for the pur-

pose of eiamining the project of law on this subject pre-

sented, as reported in our last, by M. Humann, Minister

of Finance, and having for its object to maintain in force

the existing law relative to colonial and beet-root sugars.

The question gave rise to an animated discussion ;
and the

following is an abstract of the opinions expressed on the

subject':—M. Muret de Bord thought that the colonial

sugar-cane, which contained twenty parts of sugar, of

which but five were extracted, must ultimately prevail

over beet-root, which contained but ten parts of sugar, of

which six were already extracted. He was for equality of

duties. The three councils of agriculture, commerce, and

industry had, he said, rejected the suppression of indige-

nous sugar; and such difference prevailed, that it was no

wonder if Ministers adjourned the question. M. Lanyer

urged that the French colonies could at best only furnish

two-thirds of the 120 millions of kilograms of sugar at

present required for the consumption of the country.

The councils, he said, had declared against indemnity and

interdiction, but that was all. M. Ducos, member for Bor-

deaux, complained that French shipping was excluded from

^W but colonial ports, and yet were obliged to return even

from these in ballast, the price of sugar being so low. In

such a state of things, be was of opinion that to do nothing

was to sacrifice every interest of the country. M. Luneau

said that the promise of indemnity had lured the beet-root

sugar manufacturers to continue working, which had oveV-

loaded the market. M. Lefebvre said the difficulty lay in

the 25,000,0(X)f, lost annually to the Treasury by beet-

root, and in the 3,000 sailors that would be employed in

the import of foreign sugar, were beet-root suppressed.

The Minister of Commerce^ M. Cunin Gridaine, said that

thelChamber was jiot prepared to vote the only remedy,

the suppression of beet-root sugar ; nor could the law now

be passed till the beet of the year was seen. It was, there-

fore, too late this year. Ultimately, after a long and warm
debate, the Ministry succeeded in returning seven of the

nine commissioners to whom the Bill was to be referred

for special examination. ^The excitement in the outports

occasioned by the postponement of this question is stated

to be on the increase ; and the Chambers of Commerce
of Marseilles, St. Malo, and other maritime towns-, have
sent in their resignation, in addition to those of Bordeaux,
Havre, Nantes, and Dunkirk, mentioned in our last.

'The Chambers and the Budget.-—On Tuesday the

monthly assortment pf the bufeaus took place, which were
as favourable to the Ministry as in preceding months. The
cotomission of the budget heard on Monday the explana-

tions of the Ministers of War, Foreign Affairs, and Ma-
rine. Marshal Soult gave explanations relating to his

department, which is divided into three sections—the home
service, Algeria, and extraordinary works. The two first,

which comprehend the expenses of the army, give a total

of 295.909,733fr., for 344,000 men, and 84,288 horses.

To effect the lately- proposed reductions, a company for

every battalion will be taken away from each regiment of
the line and of light infantry. In addition, 100,000 men
will pass into the reserve in 1843, and a reduction of
13,395 horses will be gradually effected. Marshal Soult
showed that these measures will produce a saving of
32,656,892fr., but the total diminution only reaches
29,893,242fr., in consequence of several augmentations,
which will require 'kstim of 2,763,650fr, These augmenta-
tions are intended to give a supplement to the pay of the
troops in garrison in Paris and the banlieue. The Mi-
nister also demanded several large sums for increasing the
number of officers in the new staff arrangements; for the
general inspection of gendarmerie ; for expenses of the re-
serve ; for allowing a higher price for horses ; for Increase
of charges ih the transport of baggage ; and for some
changes in the fiome service. A discussion arose on each
of these points, and several of the items were reserved
notwithstanding the ailments of the Marshal. The bud-
get for the Marine, divided into two sections, amounts to
98,7e3,026fr., including, 4,440,000fr. for extraordinary
works alreaiity authorised, and 2,4OO.O00fr. for the con-
struction of transatlantic packet-boats. Putting aside these
two charges, both temporary, the budget for the Marine
amounts to 91,923,026fr. The committee was unani-
mously of opinion that no reduction was required in this
^art of the budget.

The Press.

"^^
-\i^^

I

It has been resolved at a meeting of the
editors of the Parisian press, that at the ensuing elections
each journal shall have its candidate at some electoral
college

; and it is stated that on the eve of the elections
a joint protest will be addressed to the nation against the
prosecutions of the Government. The " Charivari^'

uX'd^-^r''T''i^''
wear on Sunday with an article en-

Sirtnn^^-^^"' ^^'^n, the printer of the pub-

fn^^LTn^ ''
vt^^

^''^/'' '"^*^"^^ «f ^^^ C^^"-^ <^f Assizes

r^fntfl t? 1 ft' '^^''^'^ ^^ ^^ ^ P^^^^««« Number,
refused t^ print the number, on the ground of the articleexposing him to another indictment.^ The question was

r?J^T'^'' '^ "^r/l^^'r.^^
'^^ proprietors, before the

Civil Tribunal
; but the President declined to interfere.M. Levy, it appears, then consented to print it under pro-

test, the editor and the responsible publisher signing the

number.
The Navt/.—A^ announcement has appeared in a Tou-

lon journal which seems to be regarded as a proof that the

Government is seriously occupied with the long*promised

disarmament. The journal in question, under date the

24th ult, states that a despatch from the Minister of Ma-
rine reached the maritime authorities of Toulon on the 22d

ult, enjoining them to dismiss immediately all the seamen

of the fleet who had served during 36 months on board the

ships of war—a decision which, it is said, prodi^ced a pain-

ful sensation in the harbour, where it is generally considered

to be the prelude of the disarmament of a considerable por-

tion of the naval forces. Private letters from Toulon of the

23d inst. state that the Belle Poule frigate is gone out of

harbour, with orders to get ready for sea by the beginning

of May, at which period the Prince de Joinville will resume

the command of her, and proceed on his voyage of cir-

cumnavigation. The newly-appointed Major-General of

Marine, Rear-Admiral Gaullhier, entered on his functions

at Toulon, on the 20th ult.

The Capital.—The Opposition papers express dissatis-

faction at the increased solemnity 'ivith which Good Fri-

day had been observed in the capital. So far from com-

mending this improvement, these journals complain that for

the first time since the revolution of 1830, the minor

theatres were kept closed by an « invitation " from the

Commissaries of Police, and the soldiers of the garrison

were excused military duty, in order to enable them to

go to church. The weather bad again become fine and

mild in Paris. The journals announce that prayers or-

dered by the Archbishop of Paris for the protection of

the Catholic religion in Spain commenced in all the

churches of the diocese on Easter Sunday. It is reported

that the Prince de Joinville is about to espouse a Dutch

Princess ; and that the King of Holland has sent a Dutch

order to the young prince : but other accounts deny the

authenticity of the rumour.

Algeria.—Intelligence has been received from Algiers

to the 20th Feb. The Governor-General continued to re-

ceive propositions of peace from the different tribes which

had hitherto held out for Abd-el-Kader. On the 17fti

Feb. Gen. Changamier returned to Blidah from an in-

cursion on the territory of the Hadjoutes, bringing with

him 480 prisoners and 3,000 head of cattle.

Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid are not of great

interest* The alarm created by the late expected outbreak

on the frontier seemed to be fast subsiding; and it was

reported that Government contemplated disbanding the

army of the north, which was formed subsequently to the

events of last October. The sittings in both Chambers

offer little matter of interest. The announcement re-

cently made in the House of Commons by Sir R. Peel,

respecting the negotiation of a commercial treaty between

Great Britain and Spain, appears to have caused consider-

able sensation ih Madrid. The Catalonian Deputies had

taken alarm in consequence, and were to meet in the

evening Of the 21st ult, to decide on the course they

should pursue, and it was expected that they would pub-

licly call on Ministers to declare if there was any truth in

the statement made by the English Minister- The

Minister of Finance presented to the Chamber oti the l9th

ult. the budget for 1842. The expenditure for that year

amounts to 1,369,300,000 reals, which, as compared with

the budget of last year, shows an increase of 41,226,000

reals. There is no allowance made in the returns for the

maintenance of the clergy or ecclesiastical affairs. The

Queen, it seems, has refused to allow the keys and other

insignia of his office, as nobleman of her bed-chamber, to

he given to Col. Dolce, the chief of the Halberdiers who

so bravely defended the royal palace during the night of

the 7th Oct The reasons, however, for this refusal on

the part of her Majesty are not stated. It was rumoured

in Madrid that M. Gonzales entertained the project of

' marrying the Queen to the Emperor of Brazil, with a view

to unite Portugal and Spain under the same crown.

Queen Donna Maria, the report adds, would obtain in ex-

change the empire of Brazil; and Spain would, moreover,

make over to her Majesty all her claims to the possession

of her former American colonies. Gen. Darbo had been

appointed Capt.-General of the Canary Islands, and it was

believed that the present Minister of War, Geo. Cambo,

would shortly supersede Gen. Oraa in the government of

the Philippine Islands ; in which case Gen. Capaz, it is

said, would be nominated Minister of War. It appears

that the religious ceremonies of the Holy Week were about

to be celebrated with unusual eclat and solemnity ;
and

the R^eut, by a decree of the 2d ult., had ordered the

provincial deputations to place funds for that purpose at

the disposal of the clergy. At Seville 70,000 reals bad

been awarded, and the autliorities of Toledo were making

great preparations for the celebration of those religions

festivities, in the hope of attracting thither a considerable

affluence of strangers.—The Barcelona journals, which

have been received to the 19th ult., inform us that the

progresista candidate, M. Antonio de Llinas, Presi

of the late Junta of Vigilance, had been elected Deputy to

the Cortes for the province by 2,400 votes. The rebel

chief Felipe was believed to have escaped into France. A
Spanish frigate and brig have arrived at Barcelona to

watch the proceedings of a French squadron which, "
seems, is at anchor there, composed of a frigate, a steamer,

and two brigs. Gen. Rodil. after inspecting the mihtarj

stations of the Basque provinces, was at Bilbao.^ -the

journals announce the discovery of a gold mine in the

neighbourhood of Saceda Tras Sierra, and of two other

mines, supposed to be of quicksilver, in the district ot

Huete.

President

PoRTuoAL.—Intelligence haa been received from Lis-

bon announcing that the Queen waa aafely delivered of »
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prince on the ICthult., and tLat both were doing well.

A French liDC-of-battle ship and frigate arrived at Lisbon
on the 17th ult The journals itate that the Ministry yet
reoiained incomplete, and that the intrigues at Court
against them were very great. The Duke of Terceira and
Lis colleagues have resolved on a uicaburc which was con-
sidered liktly to strengthen thcm» if at once carried out,
viz., the formation of a National Guard, officered by mili-
tary men appointed by the Crown, The royal assent had
been obtained; the Ministry declnrmg that, though the
act went bt-yond tlicir powers, iLcy took on themselves all

'the respousibiliiy, and fchuuld apply to the Cortes for a
bill of indemnity. Baron Tojal would obtain .500 to 000
contos more than hib prcJeccssor by the loan now agreed
upon. The King has refused to take the command of the

. army. The question of forming the Chamber of Peers
and filling up the vacancies in the Council of State were
matters that were expected to be :)n decided. The
people in the north of the country are, it seems, complain-
ing greatly of the stagnation in the wine trade, there being
at present no less than 270.000 pipes in store ; and some
anxiety is expressed for the conclusion of a treaty with
England, A communication had been received from
Vienna from the Marquis of SaltlauLa, stating that he had
been well received by Prince Metternich, and that the
latter had declared to him that the Austrian Go%-ernment
was gratified at the change from the constitution to the
charter, and could hardly credit that the Urown and the
diplomatic body should have opposed it. The »ews had
arrived through the public papers, and seems to want con-
Ifirmation. It is also stated that Lord Aberdeen has
Stated that he ts satisfied with the resolt arrived at, and
has expressed his hope that the charter will be firmly
maintained.

Germany.—Accounts received from Vienna of the
]7th ult. mention a report that Baron Kieumann, the
Austrian Envoy Extraordinary in London, is to be the
Minister at Florence, and the Count de Colloredo. the
Austrian Envoy at Munich, to be the Ambassador inLoh-
*don. llie same accounts add, that the Portuguese Am-
bassador, the Marquis de Saldanha, was treated at the
t!onrt of Vienna as an "Ambassador de Famille," and
had already paid his respects to the Duchess of Saxe Co-
Durg Cohary, mother of King Ferdinand. It was not
thought that he would proceed to London before the
feonih of May. Prince Milosch had taken a house in
Vienna, and was expected to remain there for some time.
A severe storm at the mouth of the Danube has destroyed
5dl the quarantine establishments, and done much damage-
Private letters announce that Baron Bulow, now ambassa-
dor to the German Diet, will be the Minister for Foreign
Affain. M. de Werthrr at present replaces the Minister.
ad interim M. dc Maltzan. Letters dated Berlin, 19th
Hit., mention that the Synod of Pruwia persisted in its

opposition to the establishment of an evangelical Bishop-
ric at Jerusalem in conjunction with England. It is re-

forted in the higher circles that the two royal houses of
russia and Hanorrr contemplate a further alliance with

the ducal house of Dessau, which is nearly related to both
Of them, by the intended betrothing of the Crown Prince
of Hanover to the Princess Agnet of Anhalt Dessau, who
Is at present at Beriin. The pnpert sUtc that eight oat
of 27 Anabaptists who lately caused themseivo to be bap-
tised a ond time in the lake of RummrUburg, on an
intensely cold day, have been tnVen ill, and that three of
them have already died. It h nho added that Go
fafent intends to prohibit, under the scvcref»t prn-ilties. all

baptism by immersion, without a specinl pc^ml^ >n from
the local ecclesiastical authoritiea.

Bf,t,gium.—Our accounts from Brussels inform us that
the trial of the prisoners charged with being concerned in
the recent conspiracy, noticed in former Numbers, has
been concluded. The pleadings and examination of wit-
nesses, which lasted a considerable time, terminated on
the 25th ult., when the verdict of the jury wu delivered,
Wid the sentence of the Court pas^ted. The jury acquitted

an-
issen

uen. \anaermeerc, Oen. A andersmissen, and Crehen, of
conspiracy against the SUtc, but applying to Crehen the
benetit of the article of the penal code in favour of persons
gnilty of conspiracy, but making disclosures calculated to
prevent its execution ; Van Laethem and Verpraet were
declared guilty of attempts to seduce soldiers and other*
into rebellion. The Court having deliberated on the sen-
tence, announced that it had joined itself to the majority
of the jury, and the President ordered the disrharirf^ of the
prisoners in whose favour a verdict of acquittal bad been
murned, and invited ihcm to rerire. Madame Vnnder-
jnissen, however, whose |rief was very frcat, exclaimed
that she would never quit ner husband, luid threw herself
into his arms, and the President and her husband both in
tam implored her to rttirc. Gen. VanderstoSs^en ron&e-
quently entreated the President to allow his wife to remain,
und the request was granted. The Court then nronounrcd
^ntence of death upon Tandermeere, Vandersmiascn,

-^ h^^^^^^* »»<i Verpraet, the costs of the trinl to b«
Wid bv them, and the execution to take place in one of
the public places of Brussels. The Court decided in favour
ot Crehen, and ordered him to be tet at liberty. When
entence of death was pronounced upon Gen. Vander-
^issen and the others, Madame Vandersmisren, it iswa, uttered criea which produced a painful impressionC ^P/^^^"*^ 5 »h« afterwards accompanied her bus-

. kUt ""l
^''^^''' ^^ ^'^'*'"' ^"*^ remained with him until

receive kI^'"' k
^andcrmeere was also permitted to

SS near .,.•'' '"^
J.^^

°^^^^ prisoners were v.sited by

to ?hc Court n^^^^ 't^'*^ ***''^ «"^^"^ ^^'^"^^ ^f" »PP«««to the Court of Camtion, and expreM a confident op&i

that, whatever maybe the result of their appeal, the King
will exercise the prerogative of mercy in their favour.
It may interest our readers to learn that the wife of Gen,
Vandersmissen is an English lady, being a daughter of
the late Admiral Sir Richard Gravies. She is said to
possess great political enthusiasm, and during the Gene-
ral's escape from Antwerp to Aix-la-Chapelle, on the
occasion of his abortive plot in 1831, she went through
adventures as romantic, it is said, as some of those that
have signalised the Duchess de Berri. The lady of Gen.
Vandermeere Is likewise an English, or rather an Irish

lady, well known to the fabhionable world as Miss Emma
Drummond.
SwiTZKULAND.—TheGeneva journals state, that from the

surveys and soundings of the Rhone from that city to the ex-
tremity of the canton, it has been ascertained tha there are
no serious obstacles to rendering it so far navigable. They
add that there will be some rocks to blow up, some rapids
to smooth, and some cuttings to be made to avoid shallows
and sudden turns: but that all these may be accomplished
without great difficulty ;,so that when the French Govern-
ment shall have overcome that of the fall of the Rhone, the
whole passage from France to Geneva may be opened.

Italy.—Accounts from Rome, of the 17th ult., state
that a good understanding now prevails between the Court
of Lisbon and the Holy See ; and that a courier was des-
patched on the 15th ult. with instructions for Monsignor
Cappaccini, the Nuncio in Portugal, carrying with him the
Golden Rose, which the Pope consecrates every year, on
the fourth Sunday in Lent, in order to be presented to
some prelate of distinction. It was believed that several
new cardinals would be appointed after Easter. Some
disturbances had occurred at Bologna. They do not seem,
however, to have been of a political nature, and the autho-
rities easily repressed them. The Swedish Count de Pah-
len was found murdered in his palace on the IGth ult. He
had retired for some time from political life, and was en-
gaged in putting in order a quantity of materials which he
had collected in his journey through Greece, Egypt, and
the East.^ The murderers carried off a valuable collection
of antiquities, ^hich are supposed to have been the incen-
tive that prompted them to the commission of the crime.
The Count was 80 years of ace.

Russia.—Private letters S-om St Petersburgh, received
by way of Berlin, state that the report mentioned in a pre-
vious Number of this Paper, but to which little credit was
attached at the time, respecting the mutiny of a regiment
at St. Petersburg, is in its main statement correct, and
give the following details of the affair: *' The Emperor,
it is said, hastened in person to the barracks of the regi-
ment which had mutinied, and had nearly succeeded in
bringing tl^e men back to a sense of their duty ; he repre-
sented to them in impressive terms the criminality of
their proceedings, when an officer stepped forward to sei2e
him. His Majesty killed the rebel and withdrew, seeing
that there were no hopes of prevailing by milder means
on the misled soldiers. The barracks were immediately
attacked ; a great part of the rebels fell with arms in their
lianda, and-the rest were sent to Siberia the satne day.

—

Accounti from St. Petersburg of the 5th ult. sUte that the
mounUincers have availed themselveaof the present mild
winter to make continued incursions on the Russian terri-

tory on the side of the Cuban and the Caucasug, Early
in January a party, 8,0()t) in number, rode from one of
their aettlements in the mounUins, a distance of 200
wcrsti, and attacked the town and fortress of Kisljar, in
the province of Caucasia* The garrison of Kisljar had
been transferred to another destination, and only a few
men remained in powesaion of the plar-^ The inhabitants
were plundered, and many of them carried atray in capti-

vity ; leveral houses were burnt to the ground, and the
whole town nearly destroyed.

DENMAnjv.—Accounts from Copenhagen, of the lltli

ult,, give the answer of the King to the recent application

of the committee for paying off the national debt, noticed
in a previous Number. '

It is as follows : " His Majesty
accepts with great satisfaction the patriotic offer which
has been made to him, and authorises the formation of a
committee to receive subscriptioWl for paying off the na-
tional debt, in the capital and the provinces, including the
duchies of Sleswick and Holstein. The funds arising from
these subscriptions shall be paid over to the directors of
the public debt and sinking fund, t6 be hereafter applied
as may be deemed advisable. The dirertars shall be held
teKponsihIe for their employment of tbwc funds, and tikall

tender thrir operations public by mean*i of the prsM. His
Majesty further declares that, althoogh the •^umsannnalty
hud aside for clearing off the natii il debt appear to him
to be surhcient for the purpr>«e, yet lie feels great pleasure
in seconding the patriotic intentions of his subjects."
Grkkck.—Our intelligence from Athens is not impott-

»nt. The nnvernment, it s©efn%, had, a& was before re-

ported, despatched troops to the Turkish frontiers on hear-
ing of the Porte's preparations on their side ; and it is po-
silively said that the nuasber of all the Greek troops now
assembling there will amount to about 10,000 men. The
business of the new bank it Athens was proceeding very
slowly. Tlie French Rear-Admiral Lasusse anchored in
the Bay of Salamis on the 9th nit, with four ships of the
line and two frigates.

The Ionian Islands.—^The Ionian Parliament opened
at Corfu on the 1st ult., and on tte 3d the new Lord
High Commissioner delivered his speech. The finances
he admitted to be much involved, the etpenditure having
exceeded the revenue. He mentions various reductions
to relieve the debt of upwards of 150,000/., and ckmsnds
the anthorisation to sell all public properly c^ every kind,
nd to put an end to the frtSn departmimt, tnd to leave

th« trade in who«t free, Hke that in aii oth^ Itinds of

pain. Tbft Fresldeal of tbe LegistaUre AMmiaUj, ia, re-

!

I

' ply, stated that the address of his Excellency was full of
flattering hopes, and the Chamber would cheerfully co-
operate in any measure for the advantage of the people.

Turkey.—By the arrival of the Levant mail we have
received intelligence from Constantinople to the 7th ult.

There was no news confirming the reports of the serious
troubles stated to have taken place either in Jerusalem or
Syria. The Divan had held several extraordinary councils
towards the close of Feb., on the receipt of despatches
brought from Syria. The last, which took place on the
27th of that month, lasted several hours, and was attended
only by the Ministers and Imperial dignitaries of the first
rank. The resolutions of the assembly were not known,
but it was said that the communications subsequently
made by the Grand Vizier to the diflferent legations were
of a satisfactory nature. A British steamer left Constan-
tinople for Syria on the 6th ult. It was said that the son
or a relative of Emir Beschir had been appointed gover-
nor of the Lebanon in the room of Omar Pacha. This
report, however, was deemed to require confirmation. M.
Mavrocordato, the new Greek Ambassador, arrived at
Constantinople on the 2d ult. He had presented his ere-
dentials, but np to the 7th ult, had not been received by
the Sultan- The representatives of England, France, and
Russia have addressed a note to the Porte, recommending
the withdrawal of the Turkish troops from the Greek fron-
tiers ; and the Divan, it is added, displayed every disposi-
tion to comply with the suggestion. The prospect, how-
ever, of an immediate settlement of the dispute between
the two countries is said to be again delayed in conse-
quence of M. Mavrocordato having departed from the ba-
sis laid down by Sir S. Canning on his Excellency's de-
parture from Athens, and raised fresh pretensions. Ra-
mours were still afioat in Constantinople of a change of
Ministry ; and it was not expected that Izzet Mehemet
Pacha would much longer continue in office. A difference,
it appears, exists between the Porte and France on the
subject of the new Consuls of the latter power. S. Botta, si

son of the Italian historian, has been named Consul at
Mossui in Mesopotamia; but the Porte refuses to sanc-
tion the appointment, on the ground that the French have
no commercial interests whatever at Mossui, but merely
religious ones, which they want to take advantage of. The
Porte has prohibited the sale of gunpowder, manufactured
a,t Galata and Pcra, and addressed an official note to
all the legations, inviting them to direct their respective
conntrymeh to abstain hereafter from importing or
selling that article in the Ottoman dominions, and to
deposit in the stores of the war department the gunpow-
der they may have in their possession. Said Pacha had
been removed from the post of Governor of Smyrna for
acts of cruelty committed on some of the inhabitants, on
the complaint of Sir S. Canning, but has since been ap-
pointed to the Pachalic of Constantinople.

Egypt,—The news brought by the Levant Mail from
Alexandria extends to the 6th ult. We learn that Mehe-
met All unexpectedly returned to Cairo on the 23rd Feb.
It appears that his health was beginning to be impaired
by the fatigues attendant on his journey in Upper Egypt,
but the last account* frooa Cairo mentioned that he was
completely recovered. The Pacha, having failed to com-
ply with the provisions of the treaty of commerce of
1833 with Turkey, abolishing all monopolies in the Otto-
man empire, the Consul, Mr. Stoddart, has addressed a
circular to the British merchants at Alexandria, dated
the 5th ult., intimating that they wtre not bound to
pay the two per cent, attempted to be levied upon im*
p^. U in virtue of the first additional article of that
treaty. The Consul-General had also signitied to Me-
hemet Ali that the British Government would hold him
responsible for the reimbursements of ail such sums at
may already have been paid on account of the above
duty. The Austrian Consul-General has concurred in
the BOtice. Sami Pacha left Alexandria on the 5th ult.

for Constantinople in the Nile steamer, to arrange some
misunderstanding with the Porte on the tribute accounts.
The Pacha bad abolished the wine, spirits, and skiu
monopolies and permitted the caravans of Darfur,
Djedda, and other countries, to bring their goods, as for-

naerly, to the market of Cairo. Only four cases of
plague and two deaths had occurred at Alexandria since
the beginniiy of March.
United States.—By the packet sVips Ifatrick Henry

•nd Sheffield, which have arrived at Liverpool, we have
New York papers to the I5th ult. They are all occupied
tsomc length with an account of what they term ** ani>-
thcr M*Leod affair," which appears to have produced a
good deal of excitement in New York. It appears that a
man named John fehcridan Hogan, a native of Ireland,
but a resident of Upper Cat la, had been arrested at
Lockport, the place where Mr. M*Leod waa arrested, on
a charge of his having participated in the burning «f the
Caroline steamer, and taken before a police justice of rife

Tillage. The justice, however, refused to interfere.
Hogan wa»5 notwithstandiny, sent to gaol, and was car-
ried on the following moiiung on a writ oi habta$ cor^
pus before Judge Raasom* It was reported at first U^t
he had escaped from prison, bnt it appears that after a
long argument before the judge, t^e was dischai^ed, on the
ground of aome legal insufficiency in the warrant. Tte
President has since sent a mesii|^ to Congi^ss urging ttc

aec^sity of givii^ the jurisdiction in all such cases to

the general Government Whilst the excitement caused

by the arrest of Ho§Bn was at its height, the dtizeas &i

Lockpott discovered that *« coMmsnder o( the party

Which had burned the Caroline, Sir AHan MvVsb- had «©-

m^nj Bmmd ^rouA the suu on his way to embark for

fetglsadTA Lockport paper mi$ that Bpw«-ds of 100 of

tic vit^mn isemed^telf t^ned &m, moanted horses, and

put mt oa the HMid to Albmh ^M ^^^ ^^ ovcrtak-
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ing Lim. This, however, ihey did not succeed m doing,

»nd Sir Allaa is now safely in London.—The proceedings

in CoDgress present no feature of interest for the English.

reader. Mr. Clay had resigned his seat aa Senator of

Kentucky, and was to be succeeded by the Hon. J. J.

Crittenden.—Lord Aberdeen's reply to the final note of

Mr. Stevenson, late American Minister in London,

upon the fight of search, though not published by the

American Government, has been privately circulated

among the members of Congress, and is given m the New

York papers. It is a State paper of considerable interest

and importance; and in it Lord Aberdeen distinctly re-

moves all pretence for any future misrepresentation of

the grounds of the difference between the two Govern-

ments. Mr. Stevenson having persisted to the last in

maintaining, " that the British Government assert a right

which is equivalent to the claim of searching American

vessels in time of peace," and having referred in support

of this construction to socue passages m a note ot LorU

Palmerston to himself. Lord Aberdeen begins by disclaim-

ioK all respou^ibility for any expressions used by his pre-

decessor. "Tiie undersigned," he says, «tnust request that

Ws doctrines upon this subject, and those of the Govern-

ment of «hich he is the organ, may be judged of cxc u-

aivelT from his own declarations." lie then explicitly

repeats his former renunciation, on the part of this coun-

try, of all claim to a ri^l.t of search over American vcs-

S ?n time of pcac. He explains the difference between

a right of search, which, he says, - is not confined to the

Tcrificatlon of the nationality of the vessel, but also ^.
tends to the object of the voyage and the nature of the

cargo," and the right of ascertaining, by the only possible

»eini, the essential ftct of nationality, upon which the

conduct to be observed towards foreign vessels must in

every case depend. A. to the former, he obserfes that,

vrben a vessel IS once ascertained to be American, the

British cruisers are ordered to abstain from all interfer-

ence with her, •* be she slaver or otherwise; while, as

to the latter, he asserts that to deny it, is to make the

»iere assumption of the American flag a protection to

every piratical enterprise. On this point of the subject,

illr. SEevenson had, it seems, "declared that in denying

the right of interfering with vessels under the American

flag, he intended to limit his objections to vessels bon&

JUk American, and not to those belonging to nations who

might fraudulently have assumed the flag of the United

States." •• How/' Lord Aberdeen abts m reply, «is this

h^majldesi to be proved? Must not Mr. Stevenson either

be prepared to mainUin that the flag alone is sufficient

evidence of the nationality of the vessel, which, m the face

of his own repeated admissions, he cannot do ; or must he

not confess that the application of his arguments would

really afford protection to every lawless and piratical en-

terprise?" The remainder of the note is chiefly occu-

pied in an indirect but powerful appt^al to the generosity

and honour of the American notion, to act up to their

professed abhorrence of the slave-trade, and take " their

proper place itt^ong the great Powers of Christendom,

foremost in power, wealth, and civilisation, and connected

tftgslher in the cause of mercy and justice, ' for the sup-

presuoQ of that odious traffic. If such considerations fail,

Lord Aberdeen desires to repeat, **that with American

vessels, wharcver be their destination, British cruisers

have no pretension in any manner to interfere. Such ves-

sels mast be permitted, if engaged in it, to enjoy a mono-

poly of this unhallowed trade ; but the British Govern-

ment will never endure that the fraduleut use of the Ame-

rican flag shall extend the iniquity to other nations, by

whom it is abhorred, and who have entered into solemn

treaties with this country for its entire suppression."

—

The Resumption Bill had not passed the Legislatureof

Pennsylvania. A conference was holding respecting it ;

and apprehensions were expressed lest it should, after all,

be rejected. The banks, meanwhile, were preparing to

meet the requirements of the bill, should it pass the Legis-

lature. Mr. Charles Dickens, his wife having recovered,

had left Philadelphia for Washington. The Senate of

the state of Florida had passed resolutions declaratory of

tiie right of the state to repudiate all debts or engage-

ments made by parlies not legally authorised by it.

Canada.—The accounts brought by the "Patrick

Henry" include dates from Toronto, Upper Canada, to

the 23rd Feb. It is sUted Id private letters that the

winter had proved an extraordinary one. Scarcely any

frcst or snow had occurred, and the roads were in conse-

quence impracticable. In fionae parts of the west plough-

ing had commenced : but this was not considered favour-

able to the farmer, as there was no possibility of getting

his produce to market. Sir C. Bagot was not expected

to caH the Legislative Assembly together till the latest

period prescribed by the law, namely, the autumn.—Great

importance appears to be attached to an agricultural

petition forwarded to England to be submitted to her

Majesty and to both Houses of Parliament, and which

will, it is understood, be advocated by ail the interest the

Governor and Directors of the Canada Company can

command. The object of the petitioners is to get Cana.

dian corn and flour admitted to consumption at a nominal

duty, and to procure the imposition of a protective duty

on American com brought into Canada, which is now

ground into flour and sent to England as Canadian. It is

stated that 16,000 signature, were procured to the peti-

tion in the course^of a single day, and that, had time for

&t purpose been given, it would soon have been extended

to 100,000. , ,. J ^ J ,n,,

Pe»0 and Mexico.—Advices from Lima, dated 18th

Dec, report that Gen. Ballevian, at the head of the Boh-

U.U army, had entirely routed the Peruvian troops, under

President Gamarra, who was kUled m the conflict. The

batUe took place in November near La Paz. Subsequent

accounts received from Bolivia confirm the above report of

the action, and give some further details; they add

that the engagement took place at Ingavi, some five or

six leagues from the city of La Pa2, when, ^ft^^"^^^"

nate contest, victory declared for the Bohvians. Gamarra,

as stated above, was left dead on the field, wuh about

500 of his troops ; and the second m command Gen.

Castilla, with a considerable number of officers, and up-

wards of 3,000 troops, were taken prisoners. The whole

army of Gamarra was, in fact, annihilated, for ^e^re the

action it only consisted of some 5,000 men, whilst that

of Gen. Ballevian is stated not to have exceeded 3 700.

The Bolivians fought with the most determined valour,

and were the first to make the attack. After the battle

the Bolivians were said to be marching upon Arequipa,

so as to carry the war into Lower Peru, unless an accom-

modation should be agreed upon. —New Orleans pa-

pers of the 24th of February state, that the Captain of

a schooner, seven days from Matamoras, had reported,

that as he was about leaving that city an express arrived,

stating that a bodv of about 500 Mexicans had crossed

over into Texas, and fallen in with a Texan force, when,

after a short engagement, the Mexicans were completely

routed. Such was the slaughter reported, that but two

Mexicans are said to have escaped with their lives. The

particulars of the engagement are not given.

Australia.—Intelligence from Australia [has been

received to a recent date. A serious affray had occurred

at Sidney between the police and part of the crew of her

Majesty's ship Favourite, which was quelled only by the

intervention of the military, who were obliged to fire ball,

but over the heads of the populace. No loss of life took

place, but many were wounded. At Hobart Town, on

the 28th Oct. a Government notice had appeared, re-

questing information as to the number of servants who

could find employment in the colony. The object was to

endeavour to make arrangements, in conjunction with

the immigration committee, for a supply of good and

efficient labourers. Over-trading had apparently cometo

an end at Launccston ; the number of insolvencies, prin-

cipally attributed to this cause, had been from the 1st

Jan. 1840, to the 13th Sept. 1841, eighty-four, with debts

amounting to neariy 150,000/., and assets not sufficient to

pay, on the average, one-fourth.

I

CITY.
Monei/ Market, Friday,—The prices of the English

funds left off firm, notwithstanding money was a good

deal in demand. Consols for money were finally quoted

90 to I buyers; for the account, 90|- to i buvers ; Ex-

chequer-bills, 3ls.to33s. premium; India Bonds 9s. to lis.

premium ; and New Three-and-a-Half per Cents., 99|to §-

JttEtropoUs anil its Ficimtg^. ^

The Easter Holidays,—^The different national exhibi-

tions in the Metropolis have, as usual during Easter week,

been numerously attended by visitors. At the British

Museum the company has been unusually great. On
Monday there were 14,320, on Tuesday 2,575, and on

Wednesday "3,285 ; being an increase in the numbers each

day over last year, when the visitors on EasterMonday were

13,351, Tuesday 1,694, and Wednesday 2,129. On last

Whit Monday there were 9,031. An extra police force was

in attendance, but no disorder occurred, nor any case re-

quiring their interference. At the different exhibitions,

as well as the Tower and the National Gallery, the visitors

also have been very numerous ; and at the latter place it

is computed that there were upwards of 13,000 persons

on Monday, and 10,000 on Tuesday; and considerable

numbers on the subsequent days of the week. The fairs

in the vicinity of the Metropolis, at Greenwich and Prim-

rose Hill, have also proved, as usual, a source of attraction

to thousands of persons ; and the fineness of the weather

at the early part of the week caused them to be nume-
rously attended. An account of the theatres, and the

Easter novelties produced at those places of amusement,
will be found in another part of our Paper.

Banquet at theMansion House,—The Lord Mayor gave

the customary Easter banquet at the Mansion, House on

Monday, to about two hundred and fifty guests. The en-

tertainment was on the usual scale of splendour. Lord
Whamcliffe, Lord Fitzgerald, Lord Denman, the Bishop

of Salisbury, Chevalier Bunseu, Lord Dudley Stuart, and

several members of Parliament, were among the guests.

The proceedings of the evening differed in no respect from

the ordinary routine on such occasions ; the usual com-

plimentary toasts were proposed, and that in honour of

the Government was acknowledged by Lord Wharncliffe.

The only topic which seems to call for particular notice

was the speech of Chevalier Bunsen, after the health of

the King of Prussia had been drunk. In allusion to the

recent visit of the King to this country, he said that he had

come over at the request of the beloved sovereign of these

realms, who combined all the amiable qualities which were

at once an ornaoient to her sex and the glory of her crown.

The occasion was interesting to this country, and the cor-

diality with which bis Majesty had been received, not

merely as a royal guest, but as the guest of the nation,

must ever be gratifying to him. Since his return to

Prussia His Majesty had intimated to him the peculiar

gratification which he had experienced during his stay in

this metropolis ; and he felt greatly honoured in expressing

these his Majesty's feelings, in the Palace of the Lord
Mayor, where he had partaken so largely of his Lordship's
kind hospitality.

Aletropoiitan Improvements.—It is stated that the

Board of Works have agreed to carry into effect the pro-

jected improvements on the south aide of Piccadilly, by

widening the public road twenty feet, from Hyde Park-

corner to t"he ground opposite Devonshire House, and

erecting a terrace along the whole line ;
on condition, how-

ever, that the parish keep the whole in repair. The ground

is to be taken from the Green Park, and the two lodges,
,

one where the late Ranger's lodge stood, and the other

opposite the basin, are to be removed forthwith. Nume-

rous workmen have lately been employed in planting oak

and elm trees in the vacant ground opposite the statue of

Achilles, in Hyde Park.—Mr. Wyatt's colossal group of

the Duke of Wellington on his horse Copenhagen, intended

to surmount the arch at the Hyde Park-corner entrance to

the Royal Palace^ is announced as completed ; and nothing

remains but the casting it in bronze. The statue is about

four times the size of life, being twenty-seven feet in height,

and is said to be the largest monument of the kind ever

modelled. The duke, habited in a costume similar to that

he wore on the field of Waterloo, is represented extending

his right hand, and pointing with his glass, at the moment

when, turning to Lord Hill, he signified the approach of

the Prussians at the close of the battle, and proceeded to

give the order for the general charge. The likeness of the

Duke is described as good, and the horse, a portrait of his

celebrated charger, is said to be well proportioned. This

statue will be.placed, as soon as the casting is completed,

on the arch at Hyde Park- corner, nearly in front of Apsley

House, and will stand at an elevation of 80 feet from the

ground. The head and legs of the figure are already cast

from the metal of a piece of ordnance taken at Waterloo.

The Toiver,—On Saturday the Crown jewels and re-

galia were removed from the custody of Messrs, Rundell

and Bridge, where they have been deposited since the late

destruction of the grand armoury by fire, in order that

they might be placed in the apartment fitted up for their

reception in the new Jewel House, which was opened on

Monday to the public. They were removed in three hack-

ney-coaches, under the care of the yeoman porter and

warders of the Tower. On their arrival at the fortress

they were taken to the new Jewel Oflfice, and arranged by

Mr. Swifte, the keeper "of the jewels, under the personal

superintendence of Earl Delawarr, the Lord Chamberlain,

who visited the Tower for that purpose. The number of

persons who paid for admission to view the regalia and the

ruins of the small armouries during the week has been very

considerable. The sale of the relies of the late fire still

continues ; and though it had been for spme time previous

very dull, it revived during the past week, and has again

produced a considerable sum of money.

Metropolitan Antiquities.—k singular discovery of

ancient coins was made on Wednesday, on the banks of

the river near Lambeth. It appears that a young lad,

while employed digging up the mud, was attracted by

some shining metal, which on examination proved to be a

small gold coin. He proceeded in his search, and found a

coin of silver. He then communicated the fact to some

companions, who commenced an active search into the

shoal of mud, and in a short time a great number of pieces

of the precious metals were secured. One of the gold

coins, though much defaced from long contact ^i^^ t^<^

shingles, was pronounced to be a rose noble, worth 3/. The

silver coins were still more obliterated, and were very thin,

although not much corroded. They are supposed to be

shillings, and some are of the reign of Henry the Eighth.

Some of the coins were taken to Lambeth Palace, where

they were readily purchased at high prices. The search

was continued until the return of the tide, and resumed

the following day, but with less success. This singular

discovery was made on the shore in front of Lambeth ra-

lace, directly opposite the Lollard's Tower.
, , , f

Public Meetings.—A. public meeting has been held ot

parties interested in British mines, to consider the best

measures to be adopted to avoid the consequences whicu

it is feared will result to kll mining property from tne

proposed reduction in the duties to be levied according to

Sir R. Peel's new tariff upon foreiern ores and metals im-

ported into this country. A series of resolutions were

carried unanimously, condemning the measures proposea

by Government, so far as they related to copper, nn,

spelter, lead, and sulphur, and the ores and preparation!

of those metals ; and showing that the result of sucu

alteration, if carried out, is likely to prove destructive lo

all property invested irt mines, besides inflicting seriou

loss on parties supplying the necessary materials for woi

ing, such as powder, candles, timber, iron ""^P^^'
^^^

steam engines and other machinery. In the cour

the proceedings it was shown by tabular documents pr -

pared from official returns, that the import of ^oPP^^ ?

had materially increased ; that for the three je/rs «"°'"^

1837 having been only 49,391 tons, while that of the tor

years ending 1840 amounted to 94,483 tons, showing a

excess of 45,092 tons, or at the average V^'^^.%^^\.^i
copper ore, 17/. 10.. per ton, an amount^ of 7

b^j^^^^^

The excess of

to 11,191 tons, V* *^^,w--., w. ^~ r-
excess of 1840 over 1834 amounted to 550 per ceiu-

was further shown that

imports in 1 840 over those of 1839 »°[;?,^" '^

s, or 195,042/., or 38 per cent.; while m
It

ted
the capital embarked amountea

to above 4,000.000/., and the amount annually F^
labour to above 900,000/. ; also that if the proposea Eut

tion were carried into effect, not only would the above am

of capital be totally lost, but many thousands ot
''^^^J'V'gj

be thrown out of employment. It was finally j[^°"
^^^

that a petition be presented to Parliament against tn v

posed reduction in the duties on foreign ores and me
^^

—On Monday the annual meeting of the rroP"^;°L,v— v,iA Monday .«« auiiuai ...v,vw»6 - ^ . onrnie,
the Van Diemen's Land Company was held, ^*^; ""

^C

governor of the company, in the chair. From tbe rej

it appeared that the survey of the company's
f^^^^^^^^^^^ds

the government surveyors was fast progressing
^^^^^^

completion, and that in consequence of the re r
^^^

character of a set of emigrants from Ireland, in io»»j
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directors bad engaged the assistance of Mr. Chambers, a
Norfolk farmer, with a view to the introduction of a better
system of agricultural labour. Several new families had
been introduced into the colony, and cottages were erect-

ing for six or seven additional families. The stock of
timber on the 12th July, l84l, ready for sale was 57,000
superficial feet, which was expected to produce 900/.
The farming stock had suffered extremely from an unusual
drought, which was proposed to be remedied by placing
tanks in various parts. The number of ewes was 3,700,
being 700 more than in the year preceding. The sale of
live stock for the twelvemonth was to the extent of
4,755/. 5s.t being an increase over the previous year of
1,321/. 165. 3rf. In 1841 the number of sheep on the
company's lands was 10,183; the cattle, 2,044 ; horses,
232 ; swine, 43 ; and deer, 23. The company had suf-
fered much by the alteration in. the assignment of convicts,
but it was expected the old custom would be restored.
The free labourers on the estates were 65, and the con-
victs 74, making together 139, being a decrease of 40
compared with the previous year. The expenditure to
the 31st Dec. was 11,654/. &s, lid,, and the receipts
10,340/. 3s. bd., leaving a sura of 1,314/. 3*. 3d. to be
provided for by remittances from the colony, as was ex-
pected. The report concluded by an expectation that the
result of the examination into the affairs of the company
by Mr. Gibson, the new commissioner to the colony,
would enable the directors shortly to make a more grati-
fying report to the proprietors—A public meeting of the
inhabitants of the Ward of Farriogdon Without was held
by requisition on Wednesday, for the purpose of taking
steps in opposition to the proposed Income-tax. The
chairman, Sir James Duke, Alderman of the Ward, briefly
introduced the subject for which the meeting was con-
vened ; after which Mr. Wood rose and spoke at consider-
able length, in opposition to the proposed Government
measure, which he described as unjust in its principle, and
uncalled for by the exigencies of the State. He concluded
by saying that it was the duty of every man to oppose this
tax by every means in his power, and he proposed that
they should tell their members that - " if they did not
oppose the measure, they should not have their votes
again." If that principle was everywhere adopted, he had
httle doubt of the success of their opposition. He then
proposed the first resolution—" That an income-tax is un-
just in principle, unequal in operation, and arbitrary and
inquisitorial in its exactions/' The motion having been
carried unanimously, a second resolution was proposed by
Mr. Pontifex, who spoke in its support at great length : —
** That the proposition to exact an income-tax in the time
of peace can only be to uphold the monopoly o^the landed
and other class interests, at the expense of all other por-

. tions^ of the community." This resolution was carried
unanimously, as were also the following which were subse-
quently proposed by Mr. R. Taylor :— •' That this meeting
pledges itself individually and collectively to use every
constitutional means to prevent this arbitrary and unjust
tax from passing into a law ; and that the members of the
city of London and county of Middlesex be requested to
oppose, by every form within the rules of the House of
Commons, this iniquitous and tyrannical measure, ope-
rating as it will most extensively against the best interests
of this great commercial and manufacturing nation." A
number of speakers addressed the meeting in support of
the resolutions, and it was finally resolved that a deputation
from the Ward be appointed to wait on the members for
the city of London and the members for the county of
Middlesex, to request them to support the resolutions car-
ried at the Wardmote.—Another meeting was held on
Thursday, of parties connected with Australia, New Zea-
land, &c., to consider what improved means are offered
of shortening the time at present occupied in voyages to
that part of the world. As noticed in our report of the
former meeting, in our Number of the 19th ult., it was
stated that Australia was about 16,000 miles distant from
this country, and that it required 100 to 120 days for fast-
sailing vessels to accomplish the voyage ; but if steam-
vessels, by way of the Cape, were employed, it would
occupy about 66 days ; by way of the Red Sea and Bom-
bay, a much shorter passage could be effected ; but the
mode of transit proposed was, to avail themselves of the
advantages offered by the establishment of the Royal West
India Steam- Packet Company, whose vessels call at
Chagres and Porto Bello twice every month, completing
the voyage from this country to that port, a distance of
4,600 miles, in 25 days. From Chagres, it was stated,
goods and passengers could be passed over the Isthmus of
Panama, and thence to Cruces, and subsequently to Port
Nicholson by means of steam communication, a distance
of 6,280 miles, which passage by powerful ships could, itn estimated, be performed in about 26 days, and from
Port Nicholson to Sidney, a further distance of 1,285 miles,
in five days, which would ensure the entire completion of
the passage in little more than 55 days, thus saving half
the time required to perform it by the common route,
jvhile It would be several days less than required via the
^ape of Good Hope. The route proposed was stated to be
,* supported

; and several documents were read, espe-
cially one signed by the Peruvian Consul, expressing a
J"gn opinion of the scheme. Several parties addressed

s^L""^!!'"^.
'" support of the establishment of a railway

acrossthe Isthmus, the means at hand to construct the

Stlcf fl°!
"^^^^^ ^"^ ^^ abundant. A gentleman present

S?n tn iff f
[^^"^'"^"ee had been appointed twelve months

Sybeen.'.T''^''^'^*^
communication; that an agent

opened wiTh?^^ " communication had been

Ect thU
' C«^;»-a. Government of America upon the

i « ant ;;^u' t^^^^^^ ^^^^H'^
'^^^^^ ^^ ^^^'^'^

^ ^^d that

certain parties as members of a committee, to effect the
| and shoemakers of this city, with a deputation from the

object in view. journeymen, was held for the purpose of taking steps in

opposition to the clause in the new tariff affecting the

The chairman

Chelsea.—Some excitement has been created throughout
this parish by the discovery that the coffins in the vaults
of Chelsea New Church have for some time past been subject
to a system of extensive plundering. At the police-office,

on Monday, a man named Hillier, the grave-digger at St.

Luke's church, Chelsea, and Carter, an occasional assistant,

were charged by the churchwarden on suspicion of stealing

a quantity of brass ornaments from the coffins placed in

the catacombs underneath the church. The evidence pro-

duced was of a long and complicated character ; but the
substance of it was as follows :— It appears that the sex-

ton a few days since, on going down into the vaults, acci-

dentally discovered that the brass handles and inscription-

plates of all the coffins within reach had been wrenched
off and taken away ; and from the fact that the prisoners
had constant access to the vaults^ suspicion of the robbery
immediately attached to them, and they were consequently
apprehended. The prisoners, however, denied all know-
ledge of the theft, and urged that no suspicion ought to

attach to them more than to others who had the use of the
keys. The carpenter who heated the church had a set of
keys for his own use, and so had the clerk of the parish,
who had since absconded. From further evidence it ap-
peared that the vaults had, generally speaking, been left in

an unprotected state ; that it was in the power of many
persons to commit the offence charged against the pri-

soners ; and that there was no direct testimony which
could fix the offence upon them. The Magistrate, how-
ever, decided on remanding the prisoners, but admitted
Hillier to bail.

Hampton.—The funeral of the late Earl of Munster
took place on Tuesday, his [lordship's remains being de-

posited in a vault, in the church of this village, intended
for the members of his family. The funeral procession
left Belgrave-street at 8 in the morning. It is stated that
in consequence of the number of applications on the part
of the nobility to be allowed to have their carriages follow,

as a mark of respect to the memory of the late earl, it

was determined by his lordship's relatives to decline all

auch offers, and consequently the private carriages that fol-

lowed were confined to those of the Queen Dowager and the
other branches of the Royal family. The cavalcade passed
through Belgrave- square, and thence by Knightsbridge to

Fulham, and by Wimbledon and Kingston to this place,
which it reached by half-past 11 ; and the interment took
place at 1 2.

Strawberry Hill,—Considerable interest has been mani-
fested among the higher circles, and by the public gene-
rally, on the subject of the sale which has been announced
to take place at Strawberry-hill, of the far-famed collection

of Horace Walpole—a collection which is said to be in its

kind perfectly unique, containing a large quantity of vari-

ous specimens of art, of almost all ages and countries, and
a great diversity of books, prints, pictures, gems, and
other curiosities. The catalogue aloue forms a quarto
volume of 250 pages, and there are said to be upwards of

15,000 printed volumes in the library, besides manuscripts
and original letters. The private view of the collection

commenced on Monday, visitors being admitted by means
of tickets ; and the roads leading to Strawberry-hill through
Richmond, Twickenham, and the other approaches to its

gates have, during the week, been crowded by numerous
parties anxious to view the objects of interests it contains.

The first and second editions of the catalogue, 1000 each,

were, it is stated, disposed of in three days, and the de-

mand for them is still said to be very great. The sale

is announced to commence on the 25th inst., and will con-

tinue for a month.
Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of deaths in the Metropolis from all causes regis-

tered in the week ending Saturday, March 19 :—Males,

430; Females, 362; Total, 792. Weekly average,

1838-9-40-1: Males, 467; Females, 445; Total 912.

^Brobmcial !t^fh)s.

Brighton.—The first meeting of the creditors of Messra.
Wigney and Co., bankers of this town, was held at the

Town-hall, on Monday. The room was crowded with

creditors and others interested in the business, which
appears to have been the chief topic of conversation in

this place since the stoppage of the bank. The principal

business transacted was the proving of debts and the

appointment of assignees. In the course of the examina-
tion it was stated that the property was likely to realise

nearly 17,000/.; and the liabilities were calculated to

The debtsamount to between 130,000/, and 140,000/.
proved during the first two days of thie meeting amounted
to upwards of 50,000/, An important decision was given
in the Court of Requests on Wednesday, relative to this

bankruptcy* Messrs. Bass and Co., merchants of this

town, brought an action against Mr. Edlin, landlord of
the Gloucester Hotel, for the recovery of 10/. It ap-
peared that about nine o'clock on the morning the notice
of suspension of payment was posted at the bank, Mr.
Edlin sent his servant to Mr. Bass's for change for a
ten-pound note of Messrs. Wigney 's bank. Ten sove-
reigns were given by Mr. Basses clerk in exchange ; and
at ten o'clock the same morning the notice of suspension
of payment was posted at the bank. Mr. Edlin was
waited upon by the clerk of Mr. Bass, and told what had
occurred; when Mr. Edlin said he had received the note
from an officer of the Scots Greys, but did not return the
money- The judge of the Court gave a verdict for the
plaintiff, on the ground that the note was changed ^ter
the bank had finally closed. This decision, it is said, will

f

govern a number of similar cases.

Bristol.^Oa Wednesday a meetinj of the master bopt | kwi ; and that a petit!

importation of foreign boots and shoes.

opened the proceedings by stating that the proposed
duties in the new tariff would be completely ruinous to

the home manufacturer, particularly in the light trade,

which was the only remunerative branch. He said it ap-

peared from returns that the importation of French shoes
into London, even under the present duty, was so exten-
sive as to destroy one-third of the usual home-trade, and
that one house in London was taking 90/. a-day for French
shoes. He recommended the meeting to be unanimoui
in respectfully representing to Government the ruin tO
their trade which would ensue by the carrying of the pro*
posed measure. Several persons addressed" the meeting
to the same effect, and ultimately a deputation was ap-
pointed to obtain an interview with Government on the
subject. A number of meetings of a similar character,
but applying to different clauses in the new tariff, have
been held in many other towns throughout the country.
The eminent firms of Acramans, Morgan, and Co., and •£
D. E. and A. Acraman, of this city, have determined on
calling their creditors together. An excessive outlay
capital beyond the means of the parties, more particularly

in machinery and shipbuilding, is said to have been the
immediate cause of the stoppage. An examination into

the state of their affairs, at their own request, it is stated,

has been going on for some days past, which is said

to report favourably of the final issue.

Bedford.—A local paper gives the following account of
the capture of a horse-stealer at Woburn fair. It seems
that Mr- Whitechurch, of Halton Cambs, near Royston,
having had a horse stolen, and receiving some inteHigence

of the route the thief had taken, pursued him to Woburn,
and gave information, with a description of the horse, to

the superintendent of police. The latter proceeded to

the fair, and seeing a horse answering the description,

j
went up to the dealer and asked him the price of it. Mr.
Whitechurch, in the meantime, approached them, when the

dealer immediately ran off and left the horse in their pos-
session. He was pursued, and after some time captured,
when Mr, Whitechurch was surprised at finding that the
thief was his own nephew. He was, however, obliged to

appear against him, and the prisoner was committed to

take his trial for the offence.

Berwick.— It is stated (hat the Old Bank, the stoppage
of which we have noticed in previous Numbers, is expected
to pay lOs. 6d, in the pound, the liabilities of the estate

being estimated at 275,000/. and the assets at 145,000/.

Blackburn.—It is stated that the workpeople employed
by Messrs. Hornby and Co., of Brookhouse Mills in this

town, have refused to work, in consequence of an attempt
to reduce their wages. The number of persons who have
left their employment is said to be about 1,500.

Falmouth.—A meeting of the lords and adventurers ia
the mines iri Cornwall was held at Redruth on Monday,
to take into consideration the provisions of the proposed
new tariff, as far as they affect copper, tin, and other metala
and minerals produced in this country. Some of these
provisions or rates of duty on foreign metals and metallic
ores were regarded by the meeting as objectionable, and
calculated to inflict mischief on the Cornish mines, and
on other great interests in the county dependent on them.
A committee was formed to attend to the subject, and to
co-operate with the Cornish Members, in order to obtain
modifications of some of the rates of duty proposed to be
levied on foreign ores.

Manchester,—The ceremony of laying the foundation-
stone of a monument to the late J^Ir. Henry Hunt has
taken place in this town in the burial-ground attached to

the Rev. J. Scholefield's Chapel. The Chartists, as a
prelude to the ceremony, had a procession, which formed
in Stevenson's-square, and thence proceeded to Ardwick-
green to meet Mr. F. O'Connor, Having visited Salford,

and passed through several of the principal streets of the
town, the procession halted in Every-street, when the
ceremony was performed ; a penny being required of each
person for admission to witness it. The stone was laid

by Mr. 0*Connor, who afterwards delivered a long ora-
tion to the meeting.—A serious fire occurred in this

town on Saturday, whereby the amphitheatre, belonging
to Mr. Batty, in Great Bridgewater-street, was entirely
destroyed. The origin of the fire is not known, but the
damage done is estimated at upwards of 2,000/.

Reading.—A public meeting has been held by a number
of the leading farmers and agriculturists accustomed to
attend the market in this town, for the purpose of taking
into consideration the best method of demonstrating their
hostility to the proposed Government measures relative to
the importation of foreign com. The chairman, Mr. J.
Haslam, in a speech of considerable length, introduced
the subject for which the meeting was convened, and se-
verely condemned the course pursued by Government in
proposing any alteration in the scale of duties on corn.
He was followed by Mr. Clowes, who spoke to the same
effect, and proposed the first resolution—"That this

meeting views with great anxiety and fear the proposed
plan for an alteration in the Corn-laws, now before Par-

liament, believing that its effects will be most injurious to

the interests of the English farmer and landowner, without

being beneficial to the manufacturer or the labourer.

Mr. Clarke then addressed the meeting, and briedy pro-

posed the second resolution—" That this meeting deeplj

regrets that the majority of the members of the House of

Commons should have consented to relinquish the prin-

ciple of protection hitherto possessed by the farmer, and

,
they consider it their duty to take active measures ta

J
show their dissatisfaction with the proposed new Com-

n to tbe House of LoroSy €%•
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;::^smgth?« feelin,^,ba prepared" Both ^ oluUons w
,^

S^conformitj with tbem should be drawn up, and left for

signature in leTcral places of the town.
^ ^

A seriouB outrage has been committed la

*„ *fc/ cnlflJprs hftlonffinfi' to the 61st
Stockport

e po-

running through the numerous crowd, composed, it is

said, of some thousands of horsemen and pedestrians, it

took the direction of Burnham beeches, followed, after 10

minutes' grace, by the multitude of sportsmen, many of

whom showed their inexperience in the art of "ding to

hounds by the numerous casualties which occurred After

a run of an hour and a half the deer was taken at Moor

Hertfordshire, the seat of the Marquis of West-

I

Foot, at present sUtioned here, ic appear,* iuul t"- V-- ! p^^^ -^ Hertfordshire, the seat ot tne marquis ui >. «t-

Hcc ha.c frequently had occasion to bnng some o these
(
^. ^^^^^ ^(,0 ,f ^^^ sportsmen being up at the

Kidiers, who arc cliie^ Irish, before the magistraes, for
fi„;,H.-!on Wednesday the private meet of thejoyai

^.orderly conduct; and on Wedaeaday, the 23d ult, two

of tbem were brought up, and fined for a violent assault

on a policeman. In consequence of this the^ soldiers de-

termined to be rcTenged on the police; and for this pur-

pue upwards of 50 assembled in the evening of the same

day, armed with bludgeons, and some with bayonets, when

they traversed the principal streeU p£ the town, m search

of the police, who, however, kept out of their way. They

then suited several public -houses, ill-treated the inmates,

1^ the same time crying out for the police to make their

appearance. In their way through the town they aasaulted

upwards of 50 individuals, some of them seriously } and

afu-r conducting themselves in thia manner for about an

liour they retired in a body to the barracks. Shortly after

the commencenient of the outrage numbers of wounded

persons crowded the police-office, and the mayor and

other magistrates proceeded tu swear in persons to assist

the police in restoring peace. Before this force, how-

ever, could be gut ready, the soldiers had gone to the

barracks. A broken bayonet waa found m on^ of the

streets, where the soldiers had seriously wounded several

Individual, The soldiers were confined to the barracks

on the following day, and the' peace of the town waif

restortd. None of the party who committed this outrage

hTve yet been apprehended, though an active investi^atiuu

into the whole tranaacliuu has been commenced, and the

authorities have communicated with the SecreUry of State

on the affair.

Suwhrland—Oa. Saturday a numerous meeting was

held at the Ejtchauge ia this town, to take into considera-

tion the r^ of duty imposed by the new tariff on the

imporUtion of foreign and colonial timber into this

country. The Mayor, Sir H. Williamson, Bart, took the

chair. Mr. Spence, a timber- merchant of this town, first

addressed the meeting, ile expressed his astonishment

and dissatisfaction at the extensive alteration proposed by

finish— On Wednesday the pn
buckhounds took place at Salt -hill, when his Royal

Highness Prince Albert, Prince George of Cambridge,

rrince Edward of Saxe Weimar, and a select party of

nobility and gentry, attended. The deer was uncarted

near Farnham-lane, and went away m the direction of

Farnham, heading back to the Great Western Railway,

which it crossed, just after a train had passed, and pro-

ceeded down to the Thames^ where it took water and

swam to the opposite shore, the hounds and huntsmen

proceeding orer Maidenhead Bridge. The deer was

shortly after taken at Foxley's Farm, at Bray, after a run

of an hour and a half. His Royal Highness Pnnce Albert

appeared to enter into the sport with considerable

spirit, and, it is said, took several ditches and fences, and

two or three awkward brooks, in sportsmanlike style.- On

Monday next, it is announced that Prince Albert will lay

the first stone of the new Military Church about to be

erected in the borough of New Windsor. It will contain

about fourteen hundred people. The clergy, military, and

neighbouring gentry will meet the corporate body at the

Town Hall, and walk from thence in procession to the

site, where they will receive the Prince on his arrival.

The Roval Horse Guards and 72d Highlanders wUl attend

on the ground, and the regimental and parochial schools

will also be in attendance, and take part in the ceremony.

Temporary galleries will be erected for the accommoda-

tion of the public, who will be admitted by free tickets.

Should the weather prove favourable, the event, it is ex-

pected, will be of an interesting character. •

Tror€€sl€r.^\ye are informed by a local paper that

Hartlebury Castle is now undergoing general repair, and

that it is und^stood to be preparatory to its being occu-

pied as the permanent residence of the bishop of this dio-

cese, and of those who may succeed him in the see. The

palace in this city, so long the chief seat of the episco-

. ^ , . ,
^ AilI fW uate, will, it is said, become the residence of the Dean.

Govemmentinthetiniberdut.es. and -recommended that-] pate^wu^^^^^^^

^^^ Majesty's commands, Sir H.

Wheatley has addressed Captain xManby, at this port, andevery means should be adopted to prevent the measure

from beiog carried into effect. There could, he said, be

no question, should the measure be passed, of the destruc-

tion of our American tiiuoer trade, aud he should, there-

fore, move a resolution condemnatory of the alteration in

these timber duties, of which, he hoped, the meeting

would approve. The resolution having been read, Mr.

Charleton, ft timber-merchant, seconded it. Mr. Storey

opposed it, being of opinion that the proposed alteration

*

\m the duties* would be a considerable improvement. Mr.

Tanner, ft shipowner, then addressed the meeting at great

length.
^ lU could not, he said, coincide with the views of

Mr. Speiiee, there could, he thought, be no doubt that

"Miniaicrs had taken the subject into their serious con-

rii' **on, and demoted to it all the ability which they

were known to possess; and he certainly was of opinion

that although this measure might cause 4 Uttle inconveni-

ence at first, it would ultimately be productive of great

od. He concluded by moving as an amendment

—

*^That this meeting declines to interfere with the duties

proposed by Government on the importation of foreign

und colonial timber.'* Mr. Ord seconded the amendment

;

and stated that though Be should himself be a sufferer by

the proposed change in the duties, that fact would not in-

dace him to oppose the alterations proposed by Sir R.

Pccl# Mr. J. J. Wright followed, and spoke ^^ainst Uie

rwolutioo of Mr. Spence- He was convinced that the

alterations in these duties proposed by Sir R. Peel, instead

of producing the disastrous effects predicted by Mr,

Spence, were, as far as the British shipowner, the British

hipbaHder, and the labouring classes are concerned, preg-

nftKt with good, and by reviving the present depressed

state of trade and commerce, ^ould confer the highest ad-

vantage oa the country. After several other speeches had
been delivered, in opposition to Mr, Spence's resolution,

the Mayor pat the amendment, which was carried una^i-

mottsly ; the mo'ver and seconder aloue voting for the

ori^nai motion.

a^tndsor.—Two Wapiti deer, which have been pur-
chased for her Majesty, have within the last few days been
brought to Cranborne. These animals, a male and female,
which have but just arrived in England from their native

Boii, arc already larger tUaa the general run of red deer,
though only about 18 months old, and consequently not
yet arrived at their fuU growth. They are noble-looking
animals, are perfectly docile, and will shortly be set at

large iu the Great Park. The Zebus, or Indian Buffalo-

cows, belonging to her Majesty, one of which has
lately produced a fine calf, are also at Cranborne ; and
since the return of the Court to Windsor, her Majesty and
Prince Albert, with their suite, have in the course of their

rides proceeded to Cranborne to see them.—The usual

Easter hunt with the royal buckhounds took place on
Slooday, the place selected for the meet being Stoke-

common, about six miles from this town. The attendance

of sportsmen was very numerous, there having been a

general expectation that her Majesty and Prince Albert

would be present on the occasion. The Court, however,

did not attend, her Majesty having proceeded that

morning, on horseback (for the first time since the birth

of the Prince of Wales), to the Great Park, accompanied

by Prince Albert, and attended by a numerous retinue, to

ilitQess a hunt by his Royal Highnesa's beagles. At
imcarted on Hm. coa^mosu and after aa4 Leeds, 50 miles

forwarded to him the gold coronation medal, begging his

acceptance of it as a small mark of the sense her Majesty

entertains of the usefulness of his inventions in the pre-

servation of lives from shipwreck.

Forfr.—A petition was lately presented in the House of

Commons by Mr. O. Gore, M.P., from the Welsh inhabit-

ants of the West Riding of this county, praying for

Bishops who thoroughly understand Welsh, in which a

passage occurs from which it appears that the correctness

of the ritual in Welsh depends on the Welsh Bishops, and

therefore that a deep knowledge of the language is en-

joined by the Act, without which no. person is qualified by

law to be a Welsh Bishop. The passage in the petition

referred to is. as follows: **That your petitioners look

upon the practice of appointing bishops to Welsh sees, ig-

norant of the Webb language, diametrically opposed to

the Act of Uniformity, which enjoins that the Bishops of

Hereford, St. David's, Asaph. Bangor, LlandafF, and their

successors, shall take such order among themselves for the

soul's health of the flocks committed to their charge within

Wales, that the book hereuntoannexed (the Book of Com-
mon Prayer) be truly and exactly translated, and being by

them, or anv three of them at the least, viewed, perused,

and allowed to be imprinted ; and they shall have power

to correct and amend in writing any error committed

by the printer in printing of the same book, or of any-

thing therein contained, and shall certify in writing, under

their hands and seals, or the hands and seals of any three

of them, at the end of the same book, that they have ex-

amined and compared the said book, and find it to be a

true and perfect copy. Your petitioners humbly think that

if a, similar commission were issued in the present day, it

would place the prelates of the Welsh Church in a very

painful and disagreeable position."

Railways A special meeting of the proprietors of the

Durham and Sunderland Railway has been held, the ob-

ject of which was the creation of new shares, and the bor-

rowing on mortgage or bond of a further sum of money.
The outstanding debt of the company was stated to be

about 40,000/., of which 30,000/. were *' renewable" bills,

on which the directors were paying the rate of 8^ per cent-

interest, which it was calculated drew from the share-

holders nearly 1,000/. per annum. It was proposed to

issue 1,600 new shares at 20/. each, and to borrow the re-

mainder on bond; to v^hich proposition the shareholders

assented, after it had been suggested that there was a ne-

cessity for prudent management in order to redeem the

loans now contracted, and to pay a dividend. The directors

in reply stated that the undertaking was conducted on the
strictest principle of economy, and that all espepses were
bona fide. The profits of working had not at present been
large, but it was remarked that they were capable of ex-
tended development, and would, no doubt, eventually pay
a r enable dividend.—From some statistics of railways
which have appeared in the publications devoted to the
subject, the following interesting information connected
with railway traffic is derived : It is stated that the Bir-
mingham Railway, \\2\ miles in length, produced in the
first half-year after it was open throughout, 270,000/., or
2,318/. average per mile; the Grand Junction, 79 miles
in length, 119,000/., or 1,506/. per mile; the Manchester

mile ; the Manchester and Liverpool, 31 miles in length,

66»000/., or 2,129/. per mile ; and the Great Western,

338,000/., or 2,000/. per mile. The receipts of the three

principal of these railways, comparing the former with

those for the last half-year, ending Dec. 1841, increased

on the average 80 per cent., the Birmingham receipts

being 429,000/., the Grand Junction 241,000/., and the

Manchester and Liverpool 137,000/. The cost per mile

of these several railways, with the dividends they are now

paying, is given as follows : Birmingham cost per mile

51,842/., dividend payable 12^ percent; Grand Junc-

tion cost per mile 21,859/., dividend 1-3 per cent. ; Man.

Chester and Liverpool cost per mile 46^281/., dividend TO

percent; Manchester and Leeds cost per mile 5,4^6/.,

dividend 6 per cent. ; and the Great Western cost per

mile 53,241/., dividend 6 per cent The fluctuations in

the value of railway shares of the years 1837 to 1841, da-

ting the prices on the first day of the quarter of each year,

give some idea of the extent of dealing and estimation ia

which they are held in the public market : Bristol andj

Exeter shares, in 1837, fluctuated between 3^ and 5, these

being the lowest and highest prices; in 1838 they fluctu-

ated between lO^and 18; in 1839, between 25 and 30;

in 1840, between 44 and 76 ; and in 1841, between 77 and

5Q\ the increase in value being regulated in this, as in

other cases, by the payment of calls, &c- Eastern Coun-

ties in 18;^7, fluctuated between 2 and 2J ; in 1 838, be-

tween 1 and 6^; in 1839, between 7 and 8^ ; in 1840,

between 16 and 10; and in 1841, between 9 and 7|.

Edinburgh and Glasgow, in 1838, fluctuated between A\

; in 1839, between 7 and 10 ; in 1840, between If

and 30; and in 1841, between 30 and 39. Grand

Junction, in 1837, fluctuated between 158 and 180 ; in

1838, between 208 and 191; in 1839, between 204 and

194; in 1840, between 205 and 253 ; and in 1841, between

2 12 and 198. Great Western, in 1837, fluctuated between

46 and 65 ; in 1838, between 67 and 91 ; in 1839, between

78 and 60; in 1840, between 60 and 83 ; and in 1841, be-

tween 91 and 77. Brighton, in 1837, fluctuated between

8 and \\ \ in 1838, between 4 and 11 ; in 1837. between

9 and 17; in 1840, between 17 and 29; and in 1841, be-

tween 44 and 46^, Greenwich, in 1837, fluctuated be-

tween 21 and 15 ; in 1838, between 1 5^ and 17 ; in 1839,

between 17 and J4 ; in 1840, between 13 and 7 ; and in

1841, between ^ and 7|. Black wall, in 1837. fluctuated

between H and I ; in 1838, between ^ and ^ ; in 1839,

between 6 and 10 ; in 1840, between 13 and 211; and m
1841, between 18 and 9|. Liverpool and Manchester, m
1837, fluctuated between 218 and 200 ; in 1838, between

195 and 205; in 1839, between 204 aud 190; in 1840, be-

tween 183 and 186; and in 1841, between 185 and 198:

and Birmingham, in 1837. fluctuated between 146 and

101; in 1838, between 158 and 178; in 1839, between

179 and 140; in 1840, between 142 and 189; and m
1841, between 172 and 154.

and9J

IRELAND.
J)w5/m.— It is announced that the Lord Lieutenant has

fixed next week for his departure from this country for a

temporary sojourn in England, and that he will return

eariy in May. On Thursday a ball was given in compli-

ment to the Viceroy and the Countess de Grey, by the

nobility and gentry composing the Kildare- street Club, at

the Rotunda. No entertainment on a similar scale has,

it is said, been given in Ireland since the ball and supper

given by the Knights of St. Patrick in honour of his late

Majesty George IV. when' on a visit to this country.—

The Committee of Antiquities of the Royal Irish Academy

have opened a subscription for the purchase of the collec-

tion of Irish antiquities, coins, aud medals of the late Dean

of St. Patrick's. It is intended that this collection, which

the committee have agreed to purchase for the sum of

1,000/., shall be preserved in the Royal Irish Academy,

and incorporated with the museum already deposited

ther^, and that the united collection shall be open to

students and the public. Upwards of 600/. have been,

subscribed, chiefly by members of the Academy, towards

the funds for this purpose,—A serious accident happeuea

to the Marquis of Waterford a few days since. Hw Lord-

ship had come to town to ride at the annual steeple-chase

got up by the noblemen and gentlemen who hunt m the

vicinity of this city. In the second race his horse stumbled.

at the last leap but one, and rolled over his Lordship, wJio

lay on the ground for some minutes ha a state of insensi-

bility. He, however, soon rallied, and left the c*>"[^^
!^

a carriage, and is stated to be doing well.—The Dubun

and Kingstown Railway Company have held their annua

meeting in this city. The report showed an mcrease

in passengers of 36,836 in the year, in income 01

1,245/. 14s. 6rf. ; the gross profits on the year amount w

19,268/. 65. 11(/.. after deducting from which the annuity

to the Board of Works, and interest on other loans, tnere

remains a surplus of 11.696/. %s. 4rf., from which a divi-

dend of 5/. per share has been declared. The Board 01

Directors strongly recommend the application ^^^*^.V
'

mospheric mode of traction to the intended line to ^^^rJl
and a special meeting is called for the 6th inst. to CO«^\°j^

the recommendation.—On Wednesday the annual cait

show of the Royal Dublin Society was held on their ei-

tensive premises in Kildare-street. It is said that lu

number of cattle of all descriptions exceeded that at any

former exhibition, and there was a numerous attendanc^

of noblemen and landed proprietors from all parts or

land. His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant was among

the visitors The usual weekly meeting of the Repeal -3.

sociatioD has been held, at which Mr. X. Reynolds pre-

sided. The proceedings were uninteresting, «wl
^.

amount of rent announced for the week was 63/. lo^- ^'

— The Royal Western Yacht Club has changed ^

rend^xvQUs from the river Shannon to that beautuui c*

I
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panse of water Bantry Bay, extending twenty-five miles in | libretto,
length and six in breadth, perfectly sheltered on both
sides- The tidal objection to the Shannon prevented
numbers from attending the annual meeting.

Cork,—We reported in a former Number that the Grand
Jury of this city had memorialised the Lords of the Ad-
miralty, recommending this port as the Irish mail-packet
station between the south of England and the south of
Ireland. The Hon. S. Herbert, Secretary to the Admi-
ralty, has returned as an answer, that their Lordships see
many and great objections to the plan proposed.—It is

stated that this city is fixed on for the first provincial
annual meeting and exhibition of cattle under the direct
patronage of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland.
The meeting is announced to take place in July, and it is

hoped that the Lord Lieutenant will honour this city with
his presence on the occasion. Several English breeders
have, it is stated, signified their intention to exhibit stock
at this meeting.

Londonderri/.

ster steamer "
A local paper informs us that a " mon-

will shortly be launched at this port from
the building-yard of Cupt. Coppin. She is to be fitted

with Mr. Smith's Archimedes screw, the patentee being
at present in this town to give the necessary instructions
for that purpose. She will carry 1,300 tons of cargo,
exclusive of her engines, with 700 tons of coals ; the
entire deck to be free for passengers. She is to be pierced
for 44 guns in the upper deck, and full ship-rigged ; and
her general construction is said to be of a very superior
character.

The followiug is a brief sketch of the plot :—

A

set of young German students engage in flirtations with
the inmates of a young ladies' boarding school, with whom
they carry on a correspondence through the medium of a
cunning maid. Five of these damsels are of the name of
Marie ; and, as each of the young lovers knows his mis-
tress only by her christian name, a good deal of cp^sion
and some amusement are produced by the maid distri-

buting the billets, with which she is intrusted, among the
girls at random. At the same time there is carrying on a
plot of a more serious kind ; consisting of the loves of one
of the Maries with one of the students, and his jealousy
of the young lady's brother, whom he supposes to be his
rival in her affections. Some of the scenes were amusing
and excited a good deal of laughter, and the piece was
successful.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.— It is oflScially announced that the mail

bags between this city and Glasgow are in future to be
carried by the railway conveyance, to commence on Wed-
nesday next, the 6th inst.

^
Glasgow,—The local papers inform us that during the

night of Good Friday this city was visited with one of the
most severe storms of wind experienced for many years
past. The gale during the afternoon wa^ considerable,
but in the evening it increased to a hurricane, so that the
streets were nearly cleared, passengers finding it difficult

to maintain their footing, while the danger was increased
from the number of chimney-tops and slates which were
hurled from the 'tops of the houses. As a proof of the
violence of the wind, it is stated that in the Gallowgate,
during the height of the storm, a sign-board was wrenched
from a shop and borne nearly 60 yards further up the
street. In the course of the night an accident of a serious
nature, accompanied by loss of life, occurred at Garnkirk
Fire Brick and Lime Works, Two of the stacks were
blown down by the hurricane, and five men who happened
to be in the works were buried in the ruins. After some time
they were extricated, when two were found to be dead, and
the other three much injured. The damage done by the
storm in the city and neighbourhood is stated to be exten-
sive ; andsthe shipping in the port and also at Greenock have
suffered considerably, several vessels having been driven
from their moorings, and three small craft rendered com-
plete wrecks.—The wreck of the steam-boat Telegraph, the
explosion of which, as reported in our last, was attended
with such serious consequences and loss of life, has since
been brought into this harbour, and submitted to a careful
examination. The boiler has been inspected by scientific
gentlemen, who, it is said, have given it as their opinion
that the accident occurred from want of due attention ;

the boiler showing by its appearance that it had been
•overheated. It is further stated that the regulator at-
tached to the engine and boiler, for the purpose of ascer-
taining the pressure, had gone wrong in the morning pas-
sage up to this harbour, and it is supposed that this had
prevented the engineer from knowing the amount of pres-
Bure. It also appears that no steam was allowed to escape
when the boat stopped at this port or at Helensburgh.
The engineer who made the engine has also made an ex-
amination of the boiler, and the following is said to be
the result of the investigation :—'' That the accident had
been occasioned by the want of a due quantity of water in
the boiler, as the plates in the crown or cover of the fire-
box had been red-hot ; that the plates were found riven com-
pletely across, and the heat had been so great, that though
the fire-box or furnace is only about three feet three inches
wide, the plates had been stretched or expanded, so as to
measure four feet ; and there were also on the plates several
large blisters, which could only be the result of the inten-
sity of the heat. The violence of the explosion had been
^? S^^^t as to tear one of the corners of the fire-box a con-
"

u t
^ay down, the plates at that corner being five-

eighths of an inch thick. The same rent extended through
^

, .
,
^^^ ^^ '^^^^ ^hree inches by two ; but so far as

could beseen, none of the tubes of the boiler were injured,"
Aberdeen—A local paper .informs us that a few days

ago a Urge golden eagle was shot on the hills of Glengolly,
i3alimdalIoch, by Mr. Allen Grant, farmer. The follow-
ing were its dimensions :—Expansion of wing, seven feet
two inches

; length of first four feathers, 26 inches
cumference of leg, eight and a half inches."
yvere of an extraordinary size; and on the day it was shot
It kUled two sheep.

^

; cir-

Its talons

Drury Lane.
THEATRICALS.

,,
- As usual at this season of the year, the

^eatres and other places of public amusement in the
wetropohs have been visited by great numbers of persons

^ the course of the Easter-week. The tragedy of Mac-

Lerorindr'*^ ""^i^"'
'^''^''^ °" ^I^'^d^y b^f^^« » ^^

Sid Mr. w"""'- H""-
^^"^^'^^^y W^arecl as Macbeth,

^PdJ2 ^'''''" *' ^^'^y Macbeth. To the tragedy sue'

Sfiirn?:?''"^''^'^^^ " T^^ ^^^^^"^ of Bonn,"tfte music of which is from the pen of Mr. J, S. RodwellWho IS aUo said to be either the author or translatoroni

Covent-Garden.^—The Easter novelty at this theatre
was entitled "The White Cat," founded on the well-
known fairy legend or nursery tale of that name. The
first scene represents King Wunsuponalyme (Mr. Bland)
seated on his throne and surrounded* by his court, in con-
verse with his intimate counsellor, and repining at the
cares of state previously to resigning his crown to one of
his three sons. He decides upon leaving his kingdom to
any one of them who shall bring him a dog that could get
through his ring. They all set out in quest of the tiny
prodigy, and Prince Paragon (Madame Vestris) is ac-
companied by Jingo (Mr. Harley); but suddenly the scene
changes, and they find themselves'* 15,000 miles from
everywhere." and Paragon begins to think that the earth-
quake has come at last. They find themselves at the
gate of a palace, at the door of which appear several hands
bearing tapers, and cats of all sizes and shapes are frisk-
ing about. The interior of the palace is next seen, and
presents a spectacle of great scenic effect. The three
Princes were played by Madame Vestris, Miss Murray,
and Miss Lee, the first of whom becomes enamoured
of the white cat—a part entrusted to Miss Marshal, who
sustained it well. The scenery was tasteful and ingeni-
ous, and the piece was altogether favourably received.

Haymarket. — The summer season at this theatre
opened on Monday with ** The School of Reform, Su-
zanne, and the World of Dreams.." These pieces are
already well known to the public ; there was no change
in the cast of characters, and they were well received
by a numerous audience. Mr. and Mrs. Kean were an-
nounced to make their first appearance at this theatre
since their marriage on Monday neit.

w

Olympig.— The holiday piece at this theatre was
founded on the well-known legend, of " "Whittington and
his Cat." The burletta is from the pen of Mr. Mark
Lemon, The incidents somewhat vary from the nursery
tale, and the opening scene is changed from the vicinity

of Bow to the Times office, where Past and Present pre-
side by turns, and after exhausting the whole stock of
standing jokes about the earthquake. Past, to oblige Mr.
Murphy, rakes up Whittington, and Present presents
him and his Cat to the Olympic, as the subject of its

holiday offering. The piece was well got up, and by the
aid of singing, attractive scenery, and the comic powers
of Mr. Wild as the Cat, it gave satisfaction to a crowded
house.

way altered ; and the substances contained in tEelstdmach
appeared to be in the sam^ state as at the time of death.

Another njode of preserving l)odies appears to have
been discovered in Italy : A letter from Rome states

that a young physician of that city has succeeded in dis-

covering the means of petrifying all substances of organic
fornjation,without their being changed materially in colour,
a few days only being sufficient to effect this transforma-
tiori. The discoverer of this process has already exhibited
flowers, birds, fishes, and even human heads, beautifully
petrified.

ittisctllancous.

Encke's Comet.—At the sitting of the Academy of
Sciences in Paris, on the 14th iilt, an interesting com-
munication was made by M. Arago relative to Encke's
comet, which had, he said, been seen, and carefully noted,

at the Observatory at Paris by two astronomers, MM.
Laugier and Mauvais. Th€ observations were made on
the 12th ult., when the position of the comet, both as to

its right ascension and its declension, was so clearly de-

termined as to enable the parties to set them down on the

tables. The position was carefully compared with that

laid down beforehand by Professor Airy and the German
astronomers, and the difference was found not to exceed

20 seconds. M. Arago expressed his satisfaction that cir-

cumstances had permitted these decisive observations, as

in a few weeks hence they would have been impossible, for

the comet will then be in regions of the heavens destitute

of any brilliant stars. He added, that the Academy had
just received a communication from an astronomer of

Marseilles, M. Valz, announcing also some satisfactory

observations respecting this comet. One of the principal

objects at the Observatory, said M. Arago, was to

tain the diameter of the comet, a very difficult operation

on account of the extent of this pale and vaporous body,
but one of great interest. M. Valz having stated that the

comet, which returns at short intervals, diminihhes "in

diameter at each return, an opinion which appears to be a

modern edition of the hypothesis of Herschel, who stated

that comets at each transit lose to a great extent their

volatile nature, and become more and more solid, M.
Laugier, in his observation of the 12th ult., concluded
that the angular diameter of the comet was one of three

pninutes, which would give an enormous size to it, con-
sidering its distance from the earth-

Preservation of Bodies,—M. Gannal, a French che-
mist, has discovered the art of altogether preventing
the decay of animal matter, if we may credit a letter ad-
dressed by the Mayor of Artiguesto the Prefect of the Gi-
ronde. A young child was murdered in the night of March
16, 1840. The corpse was prepared by M. Gannal, and
remained exposed till the 2d June, when it was sent to

Bordeaux for production at the trial of the assassin. In
the month of July it was buried. ' At the end of 1841 it

was taken up, the coffin opened in the presence of the
mayor and another witness, and the corpse was found in

a state of perfect {ut»ervatio& Xii»iate|iin«n w«r# ia ua i

Hah).
HoMR Circuit.—BffmV/ v. The Duke ofNormandy.—This was

an action to recover the sum of 283/. for ^oods sold and deli-
vered. The planititf was an upholsterer, residing at CamberweS.
and the acUon was brought to recover the sum of 238/, for fur-
mture supplied to the defendant whilst residing in that neigh-
bourhood. The counsel for plaintiff stated that the defendant
claimed to be King of France, but was residing in this country as
a private individual, and if under such circumstances be incurred
any debts, he was bound to pay them as much as any other per-
son. The defendant at first resided at CamberweU-preen, but
subsequently removed to the Old Kent-road, and then applied to
the plaintiff to furnish his house. Goods were supplied according
to his wish, but in August last the plaintiff having reason to sup-
pose that defendant was about to return to his hereditarj^ estates
in France, sued him for the balance of }jis account, whlck
amounted to the sum in question. After some witnesses had
been called to prove the delivery of the goods and their value,
Mr. Baron Alderson suggested that as there was a cross action it

would be better to haVe both cases referred, when their merits
could be inquired into together. The jury returned a verdict for
the plaintiff for the amount claimed, subject to a reference.

Stephens v. Emiy ajtd Anofher.-^The plaintiff, who is a builder,
sought to recover the sum of 52/. 15s. 9d., fpr work done at the
Alliance Club-house, Pall-mall, of which the defendants, Mr.
Emly and Mr. Hastings, were members. It appeared that in the
early part of the year 183/ a number of gentlemen estabWshed a
club, whicTi they called the Alliance, and took suitable premises
in Pall-mall, the lease of which was granted to the defendants
and two other gentlemen. The affairs of the club were conducted
hy a committee selected from the general body of members,
whose duty it was to give orders, audit the accounts, &c. The
defendants were on the committee from its first appointment to
the final brjeaking up of the establishment in 1839, The club did
not answer th^ expectation of the founders, and was abandoned
in consequence of want of funds to meet the necessary espe^-^es ;

orders to tradesmen were generally given by the comrfiittce^
through the secretary j and payment was made by checks, signed
by three of them. The work which formed the subject of the
present action was ordered to be done in the usual manner, and
at various times, but it was not distinctly shown that on any oc-
casion when such orders .were given both the defendaiits were
present. One of the items was for erecting a platform in the
front of the building at the time of the coronation, and it ap-
peared that Mr. Emly objected to such an outlay behig made in
consequence of the state of the funds of the club ; but as the
question was decided against him. he refrained from attending
the committees from that period ^Juue, 1838,) till February in the
following year. It was then found that the receipts were totally
insufficient to meet the expenditure, the affairs were wound up,
and the club was found to be in debt several hundred pounds.
The defendants, feeling that the committee was bound to pay the
outstanding debts, suggested that each member of the committee
should subscribe a certain sum for that purpose j a few paid their
portions, but others refused to do so. The plai)xtiff, being unable
to obtain the amount of the bill, brought the present action-
Mr. Baron Ahterson, in summing up. said the question for the
cons^ideration of the jury was. whether the work, the order fof
which was given hy the secretary, was ordered by the defendants,
or either of thera. If they were satisfied that Mr. Hastings wrsl
present when the order was given for erecting the platform at
the time of the coronation, he would undoubtedly be liable; but
not under the present form of action. The members of a club'
were not bound, unless by some special agreement. If they
were satisfied that the defendants were present when the ordeis
were given, they would undoubtedly be liable; or if they be-
lieved that they had agreed to be bound by any order given by
the committee, and although they were not actually present
when the order in question was given, still they would be equally

I

liable, Mr. Emly, in his letter, said he considered the committee
liable for the debts of the concern, and it would be a question for
their consideration whether hy that he meant that he considered
the committee, each and every one of them, hound by a previous
agreement. The jury, after a short consultation, returned a ver-
dict for the plaintiff fpr the amount claimed.

Oxford Circl'it.— Crown Court. — TT^i7/mm Seale was in-
dicted for stealing from George Coleman, Esq., of Dilwyn, a bee-
hive, his property. It appeared that the hive was stolen from
Mr. Coleman'3 premises on the 5th March, and was found, on the
i6lh, in the prisoner's garden. Tlie prosecutor identified it by
some marks which bad accidentally been made on the straw.
Upon the hive being produced in court for the purpose of identi-
fication, some consternation and no little amusement were occa-
sioned, lest the angry tenants should emerge from their frail re-
ceptacle, and wreak "indignant vengeance" upon the assembled,
bar and jury. The counsel for the defence displayed con-
siderable ingenuity in his endeavours to foil the eager curiosity
of the jury, who manifested much anxiety to mspect the marks
by wiiich it was said the hive cquld be knowu ; but all his objec-
tions were overruled, and the article in question was accordingly
borne by the constable fwho evidently showed no relish for tixQ,

task^ in a white linen cloth to the jur>-box. Strong synaptoms
of disapprobation were audible from within, which increased to
an angry murmur when one juryman bolder than the rest com-
menced unpinning the outward covering. Several suggestions
were advanced as to the means by which the ends of justice
should be satisfied, but none of thera proved feasible. Amongst
others it was proposed by one of the counsel to obtain a special
order from the court as the only probable means of enforcing the
wishes of the jury, and obedience on the part of the unruly bees;
but as it is generally known that the judges are very reluctant to
direct any proceedings to be taken which they have no legal
power to enforce, this course was also abandoned, and. conse-
quently, the prisoner, much to his astonishment and delight, was
acquitted, there being no evidence of the identity of the stolen
hive, and consequently a lack of legal proof.

NoRTnERN CiRCtTiT. — WUUajn Hoyh and John Milfs, the
former 13, and the latter u years old, were indicted for attempt-
ing to commit a felony, by endeavouring to bum the cotton-milt
of Mr. Charles Haigh, at Spotland. near Rochdaie« on the l-Sth

Feb. The circumstances connected w^th this transaction were
given at length in our Paper at the time ; and it will, t^refore,
only be necessary to state that the facts then narrated were sub-

stantiated by the evidence given at the trial. At the close of the

case for the prosecution the judge said there was nottoing togo
to the jury against Mills, who was removed from the bar- The

counsel for Hoyle theu proceeded to addrea* t^ i«fy "^«^
client's behalf, contending that it was a wicked and dangerwi

trick, but not accompanied by an intention to buni %^f^it:^^^S
judge summed up, and the jury found Hoyle guUg.^^^^^^
for the prosecution recommended the puMouextoj^ ^il^Wl
the cou?t, on the ground that he believed the P^«^^f^J^«
dupe of more wicked persons of r^xar yf^^^-,Z JS^]^Jf^^/}^ made, it a^peareTthat thiB wbm m third attempt imI^
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The jud^e said the case
within a very short tune '° A^* j"'."^^ in moril yuUt as great
W« one of a y*'y^l°^'J^;^'^Zl%^rojli. t)-at bei„s
a^ if the whole of '''* PJ^'^.uTbrprcrented. He would con-

l^^e;"^4;'lf^-^Sr<l'^s"rdo'^?th the pnsouer before ixe

No.ro.a C.cfiT-BuaT St. Eomumus Brooks V. Jenney,

^1 -r« «. Mlioti Of trwpaM for cutUi.gr and destroying cer-
This WW Ml wnoti or

^jj^„^ ^^ ^ fl^j^, palled tbe " Short-
tAin thorn-trees growing in

It appeared that the parties
'^'

Li:^.':;r'^|li^g atCef™ . in this county, and in .839

^ Srif^2iaUf.u;ie'or of the highways. In the diM^harge

i?tt^?^«nX was given to the plaintiff, under the Highway

IcttoVnt and prune his fences, and the thon.-trees therein

iS^'wlnr which were alleged to have become 1^3"^''°''*° ^.^e

^d Ti«e plaintiff accordingly set a man to work but the de-

Cdant Jeuucv uasdisastisfied with the mode m winch the order

h^^«» (implied with, and he therefore obtained an order of

Initlcw. under which the defendants themselves proceeded to cut

t» fence" of the plaintiff, through the hands of one Marjoram.

??aSon. however, did his work so effectually as not only to

lev" the whole fence to the ground, but also to cut down a large

o^antUy of thorns of an ancient date and great size. v-;l>'ch had

8wi cherished by the plaintiff and preserved on account of their

Wuty The plainUff complained of this, and as the anthonty of

S?.ur".eyar does not extend over "ornamental trees.-' he com-

mence/p^^edings against Mr. Jenney and the parties concerned

S the , ^tion of the order. The cause came on for tna at

Ipswich, in the summer of 1840. and on that occasion the defend-

iSt obtained a verOict. the judge before whom the ^a"se wa« t:"ed

Iwing of opinion that they were justified by the order. The Court

of Uueeu-s Beuch, however, set aside that ruling, and the case

now came before another jury. and. after occupying the whole

Say, terminated at a late hour in a verdict for the plaint.ff-

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. LONDON.
ELEMENTARY COURSE OF BOJANY-

Professor LINDLEY will commence a COURSE of LECTURES
^oTiMV in « JINIOR CLASS, on Tuesday, Apnl 12th.

SubfeS-T^l Wstoct^onXween the principal Natural Classes

and Ordekof Plants belonging to the Flora of
f^'°9^.^^^and orue^ 01 r

^ commencing the study of Botany.
?5?P:: _-"„-.:!,„. r^r fh^ Matriculation Examination at

—The Course to the Senior

ci«s~v.iU commence early in May. Further particulars may be

Course is

^ ^;;Sro?T=..^'?^^^' CO-- to the senior

Obtained at tbe Omc^ of th^e College^^
^^

WM. SHABPEv. Beau Of the Faculty of Medicine.

Chas. C. Atkinson. Secretary to the Council.

March 31. 1842.

LONDON, JUNIOR

TATTERSALL'S. Tui'Rsdav.—The room was well attended

by IntlucntlBl members, and a good deal of business was done,

but at a very triftlngr variation from the previous quotations.

Chatham wm again In favour, and left off at 18 to 1 (taken)
.
On

tb« Oak* there wm nothing done ; and, with the exception of a

bet of U to 1 about Passion, the Chester Cup was not mentioned.

Closing prices :—
2,000 OClfJBAB STAKES.

g to I cgit Mr- Wrefurd's VViuacre.

DBRUV.
M ta ) N(M furth'i lot (taken) | 45 to I agit Tif fi«r (ulten)

TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
U SCHOOL.

, ^ ^ „
Under the Government of theCouncil of the C^lege.

W,./irf ^ffl:.<«•J -THOMAS HEWITT KEY. A.M., Professor of

^Latin university College. HENRY MALDEN, A.M., Professor

TShooywi:iuc%en"fofthe next Term on TUESDAY, 5th

April The ye«r is divided into three Terms :
Fee for each Term,

frThe hoVrs of attendance are from quarter past nme to hree

quarters past three. The afternoons of Wednesday and Saturday

are devoted exclusively to drawing. The subjects taught, without

extra charge, are Reading. Writing; the Properties of the most

famUiar Objects. Natural and Artificial j the English Latin,

Cr™eV and German Languages; Ancient and Modern History,

24ih March ?84T' Secretary to the Council.

The terms 'of Masters aivd others who receive Boarders, may

be had at the Office of the College. ^ ^_

New and Cheaper Edition, in l Vol. 8vo., Price 2*.

(Post free 6d. extra.)

HYDROPATHY, or the COLD-WATER CURE!
its Principles, Theory, and Practice, with valuable Direc-

tions for its Self-application ; and a full account of the wonderful

Cures performed with it on 7,000 patients of all uatiaiis by the

Discoverer, Vin'cbnt Priessmtz, of Graefenberff, in Silesia.

London : W. Strange, 21, Paternoster-row. and No. 6, Wellington-
strebt. Strand.

IMPORTANT TO LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.
Just published, price U*.

ADVICE TO FARMERS HOW TO DOUBLE
THEIR CROPS by NEW FERTILIZERS, to secure luxu-

riant Vegetation by Nutritious Steeps for Seeds, to prevent the

ravages of Worms, and to detect frauds and defects in Seeds and
Manures.

. , ^, t . *. ,

Sold by Longman and Co. ; and by the London wholesale and

retail Agents j Gifford and Linder, 104, Strand; Whalley and Co.,

Liverpool; Toole and Mackay, Dublin ; and by all Booksellers

and Seed Merchants.

OTANY :

17CONOM1C LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
il* No. 34. BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 W ilham IV,

Lower ratss of pkemiumthan tuosk of ANjoTHEaoPFiCK.

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows —
Age

»

t Itt

m
M
SftM
«0

AttiU (uken)
Cbftthain (talcrn)

AuchUnd (tftken)

Tlw Lord of HolderneBS
WiHa^TA (taken)

j
JotiMiA t'trit (takes

(takesJ

OAKA.
14 to 1 ag*t Mr. Et%rairs V

Canadian (taken)
Belcwur ftakea)
Gunter (taken)

The DcvU-ainonK-tbe-
Tailor* (taken)

60O 400 *a (he Joanna colt a^st Wise-
re (taken)

M
1000

4000

I

15
10

90

Annual
Premium
per cent.

MARK LANE, Friday, AitrilI.—The supply of English Wheat

aince Monday has been bo trifling that it is difficult to report on

the trade in that nrticlc, but we consider that it has a tendency

upwards. There has been a good sale of Foreign, where Monday's

prices have been taken, and in retail the best red Wheat has made
|«. advance. Ttte holders of BondedWheat having generally ad-

meed their tenos the salels checked, and we did not hear of any

purchases fcmring been made to-day.—Barley is aduU sale without

alteration.— In conaeqnence of the small quantity offeriiig, Beans

are a better •ale.—Pea* remain as on Monday.—There being a

Uric« supply of Data, prices have declined is- per qr.— Clover Seed

ia pressed on the Market at rates considerably lower.

BRITISH, PKR lUFKRIAL QL'A&TKR. «. 8. $, S*

WluAt. EaMx, Kriit, and Stiflollt . , . WhUe Sft to 64 Red 40 lo€0

_!1 Norfolk, Llnci4«hir« and Yoikahirf- . . . «.;io *« White ROlofll

lUrlttT .... - MaU'tnu-andraifctminif latofS Btind.gOtoW
Oatt.W»i:fllnphh«a»aYorkahire . . . . I'oiMid^i i^toSl Peed I5to20

'NftrthumtHjrUhAandftBOtch .... Feed l&to8l Puiato.17 to

«

_ |yi,h *'"«'* B to 18 Potato 1* to «I

H-^ Wto4l
Bwi, Maaa«att.^ mA new • tItoOl Tick istoas Harrow M to 97

«. Ftc«o», U«t%oJaaa . . « S8 to 40 Wind*, —to— tongpod— to—
Peae, White alio W Maple »7 to J8 Grey « 1027

H'rKKf.Y IMPCRfAt AVKRAOBS,

The Boxes declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to l6/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

Bonus was awarfled. amounting on the average to 31/. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one

Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the nsks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or

by the hands of justice are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell Jamks Dowxisb, Secretary.
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ANNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALASLiN, COLO-
NIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY

COMPANY, Annuitants participate in the Profits of the Company,

and receive a rate of ANNUITY much more favourable than can

be granted by any Company making, ilj^investments wholly in

England. The Company is enabled securely to grant these fa-

vourable terms from the advantage it possesses of investing a

portion of its Funds at a high rate of Interest.

Directors.

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S. ) C. E. Mangles, Esq.

.

Henry Bnckle, Esq.

John Henry Capper, Esq.

Gideon Colquhoun, juu., Esq.

John Edwardes Lyall, Esq.

J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.
Capt. Sir Jas. Stirling, R.N.
"William Walker, Esq.

• ir««kt'^gjFref^t«Airer. 50 II
|

87 9 19 r 31 5

Duties IS 3

Kngliih
Irish .

Fonigs

97 9 31 4 I 18 8

arrivals in the river last w
Klour. V Wht. , B»rl. , .Malt. Onta.

31 5 33

22 9 31

k*. — ]3r1s. 4184 tiBSA 10713 7043

n .— v» <—
1

7i 9671

» aao » €95a
1

\
— 450

Kye. Bns.
1179

Pea*.
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GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
NTS.-»W Hooper, Reading, Berkihire, tobarco-manufacturer—

G. Brown. P«ml>nike-cottaKe, Chapel -ureet, (Jrosvenrtr-place, Middlesex*
IkricklayeT—F. Fyne, Crooked-lane CMunbers, rity, provistoa-bruLer—C. Good*
man, Northam|fton, critler—A. Croufivld, Whiteihapel-road, scrivener— J.
Waliwnnh HtiA T. W«LSw<«th> Manchcuer, cum d«aierm.
BANKRUPTS.—». P. Giaditone. Crisp-itreet, East India-rfwd, Poplar,

phlpwTiitht—r. Jf. Williamt and K. Nevill, Biinutij^ham, factor*—T. Scott,
Batawirod, l»loiw«n«rthi7e, innkeeper—J. Crowe, Sunderland, innkeeper—H.
iHwltett, Kmh»2Ue, carpenti^T—J. KiUby. Roade, NonhHmpton.thire. nhoe
mannfActurer—8 Wild, Manchester, coal deftler—J. Darbyibire and S. Popr,
ManchMter, ralie«-prtBi«r»—E. Smith, Southampton, giwcer—E. Franklanfl,
R«.-idinK, innkp.'iwr—E. Till, Worceiter, butcher— R. Martin, HeccJes, Suffolk,
cariwnler—». ^Arfana, Dover, elopeeUer — G- Morrison, Nottinjrham, lat-e-
ni«ntt£wtnrer—G. Jackson, Clitheroe.Lancaehire, juiner—E. l.instead. Liver-
pool, pawnbroker—^. Wha^staff, FrEnchi Whart, Saddleworlh, Yorkshire,
Ifrocer^VV.CarTftnd J, C.Carr, Sunderlud, merchant*—B. Hillyard, Bristol,
t:m>^*-rm«f«haBt—W. Virkers, Manche«ter, Iri nfotinder—A. Jarrett, Cattle-
»ire«t, &w«uhwark,hat-Hianuf»rt<ir«*r—J. Wrjubi, Wolverhampton, grocer— S.'^

" " " ' " - -

rhelten.
wine and

_,_,..-
,

. J,-- .lerchanli—T. Winder, LjMi*';(:4Ler, \n^ 'er.

SCUTCH SE<|UESXRAT10.N.S.-J. P. Nichol, Gla^^ow. insurance brnker
A* Rankiae. Krrkctidbright, men Kant— R. MtJTen, Gia»|row, merchant—1>
HendcrsuD, Coatbridge, near Airdrie, irnnip<miccr.

Solicitors.—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, and Co.

Prospectuses, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for the purchase of

an Annuity or for making an Assurance, and every information,

may be obtained by application at the Office of the Company, No,,

126, Bishopsgate-street, City.

Ry order of the Board. CHRISTOPHER COUSINS, Accountant,

TUTT'S BEE-HIVES.—GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
begs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-

son a large stock of Nutt's Improved Bee-Hives, in which are em-
bodied all recent improvements j and being the only authorised

agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally

against purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made
in accordance with the exact principles of the Inventor, from
parties who unauthorised use his name ; in such cases purchasers

are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatus being im-

perfect and incomplete. Geo. Neighbour has also a variety of

improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives. &c. &c., which arc very

tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each of which
the honey may be taken at any time of the season without de-

stroying the Bees.
Apiarian Depot and Honey Warehouse, 131, High Holborn,

London.— Letters relative to the above must have postage-

stamps enclosed.
NUTT ON BEES (5th edition) now published.

Now ready, Part 2,

Of the POPULAR CYCLOPEDIA of

„ NATURAL SCIENCE- 4s.

Also bound together, forming one handsome volume, cloth, gilt-
'

lettered, 8s. 6rf.,

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY and BOTANY, being parts 1 and 2

of the Popular Cyclopaedia of Natural Science.

"We can say conscientiously, after an examination of the

First Part now before us, that if the subsequent volumes are only

ueariy as good as this, the Publishers will, by their labours, have

conferred a great benefit on the rising generation." -JBW/wA and

Foreign Medical Quarterly Review.
,, ,. * v, „.

'•The volume, or rather the part before us (for \egetable Phy-

siolosy is to be followed by Botany), is an original undertaking,

and of a superior kind. Fertile as is our time in endeavours to

present the essential principles and striking facts of science in an

attractive form, we have met with nothing equal to the VegeUble

Physiology ** published by the Society for the Promotion of

Pepular instruction." The sixth chapter, on " the Food of Plant*

and the manner in which it is obtained," should be read by every

intelligent agriculturist in the country, whether he cares about

the principles of vegetable physiology or not." — Spectator,

Published "by Wright, Allis, and Bagnall, Aldine Chambers,

13, Paternoster Row 5 and Hamilton, Adams, and Co., London.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOTANY and other

i Branches of the NATURAL HISTORY OF THE HIMA-

LAYAN MOUNTAINS, and of the FLORA OF CASHMERE.

Bv J FoRBKS RoYLE, M.D., V.P.R.S., F.L.S. & G.S., M.R.A.S.,

&c., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, King's

Coll6GrG

Now complete, with beautifully coloured Plates.

In Two Volumes. Imperial quarto, half morocco, extra, pnce

U/. 115.—Any of the Parts may be had separately, to complete

" it is not too much to say of this very remarkable work, that

it is indisuensable to all who would acquire a knowledge of the

vegetation, climate, and soil of the North of Hidiaf* Athen^unu

"No one who would be acquainted either with the ornamental,

the cultural, or the medical qualities of the Indian Flora, can dis-

nense witb the possession of Dr. Roy^k's highly-valuable la-

hours."—Jotm»a/ of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

"Thiswork unquestionably contains a greater amount of valu-

able practical information upon useful matters than any work

yet written upon the foreign possess^ns of any other European

power."- i>»-. Lindlejj in Botanical Register,

" A nerusal of the very interesting letter-press, and a careful

examination of the weD-engraved and beautifully-coloured plates

of Himalayan plants and animals, fuUy realize the very favour-

able opinion we expressed of Mr. Royi.e's Illustrations, an

opinion founded on the well-known and highly-esteemed practi-

cal skUl of our author as a naturaUst, and las activity and mtel-

agence as a traveUer."—Ja/wdso/i's Edinburgh Fhiloso, JoumaL

BY THE SAMB,
r

THE PRODUCTIVE RESOURCES OF INDIA, .

Royal 8vo, cloth lettered, price 145.

'• It is with no common degree of satisfaction that we have

scanned every page of Dr. RoVLE'sinvaluable volume."—Literary

Gaxette.
ALSO, BY THK SAME,

AN ESSAY ON THE ANTIQUITY OF HINDU MEDICINE,

Including an Introductory Lecture to the Course of Materia

Medica and TherapeuUcs, delivered at King's College.

8vo cloth, price 6s. 6rf.

•' This very amusing and curious volume has been already so

fuUy noticed in the different literary and medical journals, that

we have only the agreeable duty of reconnnenduag it to the no-

tice of our general and medical readers."—jEJdmiwr^A ^ew i'nu

losophical Journal. '

. .. ,1 ^ ..

l.ondon: W. H. Allen & Co.. 7, Leadenhall-street,

*•*

FINE GRASSES FOR LAWNS.

MESSRS. SUTTON beg respectfully to intimate to
Gentlemen intending to make new Lawns, that in addition

to their productive Meadow Grasses, they also collect very fine

sorts particularly adapted for Lawns, which continue of a fine

healthy j;rccn colour the whole year, and are perfectly free from
weeds' Lawns laid down with these seeds will cost much less than
those made with turves. Imperfect lawns maybe much improved
by sowing seeds over them, harrowing first, and rolling after

. -«,»..-•„« <i«wTer.aiBnn~fm Eh« j sowing. Frice 30s. per bushel, or 45. per gallon. The Trade sup-
, the udy of Cap*. T. Scott, Royal Ma- | plied.—Reading Nurseiy, March 31.
., at No. 33, Triniiy-iquare, Newing^ton, —

BIRTHS—At teijzh rectory, on Giwd Friday, th« lady of the Rev. R.
Eden, '>f a daughter— At Athene, on the 38th of February, the 3ady of F.
fttniBtf, ICeq. , Consul at that eapttal tor Bavaria and H«w»ver. of a wn—On cha
2^th init..at «wiM Cotta*c«, Ip«iifich -''-' — -

rinee, o* « daughter—On the S9th insC _ _ __
Surrey, Mra. R. Mem. of a danfrhter—On the «Slth iwt'.al Edw»rd-'ter^'e|
Pentonrille, Mnt H. Brent,
Hani-place, Slfiaae-atreeti

W«ih««k Mreet, tbe lady of L. Poie. Esq , of a n^—At St. John's H
tfae iMh in5t . the lady ot C- A. he^Qurne, Eiq., t,f a daufibtcr.

AftRIKD—At (ilourcater.on thaSOtb inet., W. WiKJtin. lecind ,on of T

EDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworth, Middlesex, respecfully informs Horticulturists,

Wig*rfn, Em., uf Ha.-Iey-street, Luudonj to Frances Emma Kice, daughter nf
the Hon. and Very Rsv. the Dean <»f Gh"' 'ter—On the 2&th itnt., atftt. Mary-
lebonc*, R- f" WatasR. Esq-, r^i Calfiarth Park, U't>!iEm>ireland, to Loaiaa Aaoe
noly djiuffhter of the Rev. F- H- Cole, of r«t«>.*t.j iiimse, Bucks—On the 30th
lost , at at. Pancrma Cburrh, H. Jal»«Ml, Esq*, of Man h, Cambridfreshire to
Lucy Carolina, eldest daughter of U'. H. PdUdrd, Ejiq-, of Avnuiches, Nor-
mandy—On the 30th Inst., at !9c. Oeoi^'e, Hanorer-iqnare, Mr. J. Anhbnct,
ctf Viitoria-rnrid. Pimlico, in Margaret, tldetC daughter of Mr. H. Clarke, of
New Hond-Ftreet.
DlJSP.^On the SAth Init , at her recldenre, in Holland -ttreet, Kenilngtoa,

in th« 7iJth year of her niore, .Mrs- Cfttherioe M;ttcham, relict of the lata George
^fnti-ham, Esq., of Aihfofd-Iodffe, in the troiinty of Susieic. daiiirhtrr of the

rpe
'

©nfy nurvfTfug" sliter of the late Admiral Lord Visi-nnnt Nelson, K.B—On the

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servator)' Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

lAte He?. E* Neison, rector of liurah.'im rborpe,'in the county ot S'nifulk, and

<Sth Feb., at .Malta, of consumption, K. BiiRh, of Brnv-comnion. London, and
l«Ke of Wick, OToncMterehlrn—On the )9th iast., Blixahech, wife of .r. Wood,
Esq., of Carlton-ttrrace, IJrixion—On the 34th invt, J. Bauke, E*q-» of ^oiuh-
amptnn-street, Fitzroy -square, lace of the AudituHice» aaed 80—On the 38th
Inst., at hi.-<reaiJence m the Vassail-roftd, North Brixton, J. (i. Marsham, Esq.
—At Cholsey, iterkr, oa the 3^ch ia«t.> J. CoJe«/ K«q-> formerly oi Calcatta,

WARD*S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.
'^FREGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND
-i- MANUFACTURERS, 22. JEWIN STREET, and 57. GRACE-
C-HURCU-STREET, City, beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,
that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on
Ward's principle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners' Chronicle) with
plani and omamcntRl stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc Fanlights, SVyli^bts, and Gothic
Frames for Conservatories', Hothouse, Forcing Frames, SiC,
Garden- stand Frames, Enginw, Watering pots, Flower Labels,
Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, &c. &c. Experienced
workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zij*c,
Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Yeranclasj &c. &c.

Publishing Monthly, tcith Four coloured Engravings,

AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for April, 1842, contains beauUfully-coloured

fiffures of HouUetia Brocklehurstiana, Fassijfora MiddletomantU

Torenia scabra, and Gesnera discolor, with copious descriptions.

history and directions for the culture of each : also Papers rai

the science of Gardening. No. 3 ; Culture of Agapanthus t^bei-

latus ; on supporting Plants by Stakes j Notices of new ana

beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanical Penodicds for

March, as well as of those in flower in the suburban nurseries,

with an ample Calendar of Operations for April.

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates.

and twenty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press, iw
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

] That all tbe drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

nuently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, the-y are aU done by one RHisi,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himseii

to the places where the plants are hi flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same nidmdual,^a.

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spnit ana ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing. ,

4. That about one-half of the diawings are from plants wnitu

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repic-

senting the most popular novelties, as weU as the more "^Siec«"^

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; t^e niajo* /

being such as can be cultivated by every one pob^e3=ui&

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame. .j^.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both ^^^ r|

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility ot Its contents, ui

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in ^^^^^^^^^^
and as the improved system of having the plates l^tnograp

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended tnatc

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a aesua

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

N». Lombard-street. Fleet-itjeet, Ij

t'„.,j^« »nd Published by them »•Printed by Messrs. BaADBLKT and EvA^»^ in«r—

—

the Precinct of Whitefriars. in the City of London, and /"«»*;•''*?
iii'iddlef»«i

theUHica.8.C«*.,.E,.rnii»T, Covekt GaSw*. in the Cjmfltyji* Aliuo^
^^

where all Advertisements and CommunUatto^l U9 *•. * »•«"«••• ^
Sdit«T.^S«tudtj, April f, iM9.
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rrilE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
-*- ENGLAND having this day removed their Offices to
No. 12, Hanover. sQi-AHK, it is requested that all communica-
tions may, in future, be sent to that address,
London, April 2, 1842. JAMES HUDSON, Secretary.

EXHIBITION OF CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or JAPAX ROSE.

A COLLECTION of these beautiful Exotics is now
in Full Bloom at CHANDLER and SONS' NURSERY.

VAUXHALL.—Admission GRATIS.

I

WINDSOR AND ETON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY-"HE GRAND ANNUAL SHOW, for 1842, of this
Society, for the exhibition of Flowers, Fruits, and Vegeta-

bles, is fixed to take place on Tuesday, the 13th of September.
The Annual Mcctmg of the Subscribers will take place at the
Town Hall, Windsor, on the iQth of May.
Windsor, March 27, 1842. W.WRIGHT, Hon . Sec.

T JACKSON, Nurseryman, &c., Kingston, Surrey,
• respectfully informs his Patrons and the Admirers of Hor.

ticulture.that his Supplement CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, wifh
their prices, for 1842, and his List of Choice Show DAHLIAS,
may be obtained on application.
Kingston Nursery, March 17th, 1842,

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA. — Fine strong Plants
two years old, from 5in. to 6in. high, of this most noble,

hardy, and splendid ORNAMENTAL EVERGREEN TREE are
now selling at Messrs. YOUELL*S NURSERY, GREAT YAR-
MOUTH, at fill.?, per dozen, or 25/. per lOO. Also Cedrus Deo-
dora, 4in. to 6in. 635. per dozen; Do. do.. Sin. to lOin., 84s. per
dozen. Specimens may be seen and orders taken at their
Agents'. Messrs. FUnagan and Co., No. 9f Mansion-house-street j
and Messrs. Noble and Go's, 152, Fleet-street, London.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Marcli 31, 1842.

T MITCHELL, PILTDOWN NURSERY, Mares-
'" • field, Uckfield, Sussex, begs respectfully to acquaint his
friends and thg public he intends sending out in Mav his two
superb seedling DAHLIAS, viz., " Snowflake," pure white,
occasionally tipped with beautiful lavender, cupped petals and
first rate show flower (strong plants the firbt week in May] 4 feet,
10s. 6rf.; and'*MKS.StiEi.LKy," beautiful rosy pink, cupped petals,
and superior shape (strong plants the third we^ iij May) 4 feet,
15^.—March 22, 1842.

pARNATIONS and PICOTEES.-The Nobility, Gen-
'->' try, and Florists are respectfully informed that Messrs,
W, and F. YOUELL can supply the above Flowers at the follow-
ing prices. Their collection is the most extensive and sel.ect in
the kingdom, and for strength and healthiness are unrivalled.
They beg to state that none but nrst-rate show flowers will be
sent out.

, 12 pairs of fine Show Flowers, by name j^i lOs. Od,
25 do. do. do. 3
12 do. extra fine do. 2 10

Amongst which will be included a pair of that splendid Red
Picolee ANACREON.—Great Yarmouth Nursery.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY.

J and W. MYATT beg to return their sincere thanks
• for the very liberal patronage they have received from the

Nobility and Gentry, and to inform those who have not yet fa-
voured tliera with their orders, that the approaching season is
most desirable for planting; they can supply plants of the British
Queen and Eliza Strawberry, the former at 5/., the latter at 1/
per 100.

The inipropitious state of the weather for late autumn-planting
induces them to inform those who have been purchasers, that they
"Will be happy to reinstate any that have not succeeded, by direct ap-
plication to the parties who have supplied them, such application
to be limited to April. Plants carefully packed and forwarded to
any part of England.

Manor Farm, Dcptfnrd, March 31, 1842.

T KERNAN begs to inform Noblemen and Gentlemen
*^ • wishing to improve the appearance of their Shrubberies,
that he will forward, per post, a Mixture, includijjg the 24 kinds
of Flower Seeds recommended in the Leadhig Article of last
week's Garfhners' Chyomck.lot 3s., and an equally suitable Mix-
ture of an equal number, where the Shrubberies are extensive,
and more diversity required, for .'i«. Also 25 separate papers of
the more modem and showy hardy Annuals, sent iier post, for
6a. 6rf. ; the end of April and beginning of May will be found the
best time for sowing ; one Plant raised in the open border will
niake more show than six raised on heat and transplanted.

4, Great Russell Street. Covent Garden.

SATURDAY, APRIL 9- Pkice

T
NEW^ AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

HE Nobility, Gentry, and Florists, are respectfully
niformed that Messrs. W.and F. YOUELL having bestowed

great care and attention in forming a collection cf all the new
tuchsias sent out by various parties, which have proved to be of
great beauty and distinctness, and having selected about thirty
varieties which they can confidently recommend, they offer to
send them out the first week in April, at the rate of 21«. per
12 varieties, fit for competition at any of the Horticultural exhi-
Ditions of the ensuing season. By enclosing a Post-office order

n^i/'dV'l!^*' ^^^y ^^^^ ^^ s^'^it post-free to any part of the

Fan' h.^n^t^^'^^'i^v.'
'^^''''' ^'^^ «^ Fuchsias, with respective prices,

^ur.'^^^^^^ - ^-^'-^^ Stamp..G?eatyarLouth

'^PHOMAS CRIPPS, FLORIST, TUNBRIDGE-
-- WELLS, respectfully informs his Friends that Plants of the
New White Fuchsia "VENUS VICTRIX" will be ready the
first week in May, at 21k. each, with the usual discount to the
Trade, if three or more Plants arc taken at once. For particu-

lars see Floricnltural Cabinet for March, or Gardeners' Gazette
or Chnmicle of 5th inst. Orders for this will be received by Mr.
George Charlwood, 14, Tavistock-row, Covent-garden j Messrs.
Cormack and Co. New Cross Nursery; Mr. Harrison, Downham,
Norfolk; Mr. J. Ashdow'ne, Seedsman, High-street, Hastings;
Messrs. Wood & Son, Maresfield Nursery; or addressed as above.

PLYMOUTH NURSERY.
ALEXANDER PONTEY begs to call the attention of

the Public to his Stock of Hothouse, Greenhouse, and
other PLANTS, especially to his new FUCHSIA TRICOLOR, a
beautiful delicate blush white, with sepals tipped with green; a
free grower and bloomer; plants of which are now being sent
out at IOj. 6rf. each. Also the following PELARGONIUMS :—

Lyne*s Countess of Mount Edgcumbe . 2:5. Orf. each.— Diadem, a large white . .210 —
— Peri of the West 10 6 —

The sorts named under at Gus. per dozen:—Amethyst, Beauty,
bridesmaid. Corona. King John, Wildfire, Inez de Castro, Nymph,
Lady Douro, Prince Albert, Vulcan, Comte de Paris, Sultan,
Pince's Zenobia, Jnpiter, Matilda, Lifeguardsman, Apex, Won-
der, Pride of the Hill. Other good sorts at from 9«., 125., to 18*

per dozen.—Plymouth Nursery, April 4th, 1842.

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS AND PAN
MR. H. MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds, begs

to announce that be raised last year thirty beautiful varie-
ties of shrubby Calceolarias, of good form and size. The best
eight will be sent out together for 21. a set. The rest may be had
separately at the prices marked in his descriptive Catalogue of
select Dahlias, Calceolarias, Pansies, &c., which will be forwarded
immediately on post-paid application. Also, strong plants of his
new seedling Pansy, •* Lovely Bride," are now ready to send out
at OS. each. The six seedlings sent out last spring for 205., viz..
Glory of Knosthorpe, Princess Royal 'aUowcd to be the best lights
out), Airedale Beauty, Victoria superba. Bishop of Ripon, and
Archbishop of York, all of which possess fine dark eyes, may now
be had at half price. From unknown correspondents a remit-
tance will be required with the order,
N.B.—A few packetsof select Pansy seed, saved from sorts pos-

sessing the approved style of eye, may be had at 2s. Qd. and
5.^. per packet.—April 4th, 1842.

K JEFFRIES and SON take this opportunity of
• announcing to the Admirers and Cultivators of the

DAHLIA, that they intend sending out in May their beautiful
Seedling Lilac, " Lady Harland," which has been pronounced by
all the principal growers who have had the opportunity ofseeing it,

as being decidedly the best Lilac Dahlia that has yet been offered.
Height 4 ft., habit excellent, very thick petal, and beautifully
cupped flowers, large without coarseness, on long stiff stalks,
showing itself bold above the foliage. As a guarantee for its

quality, it was exhibited last September, and obtained prizes at
the three grand metropolitan open shows, the Royal South Lon-
don, the I-'loricultural Society of London, and at the Grand Salt,
hill Show. Price 10s. firf,- Ipswich Nursery, March 31, 1S42.

N.B, No orders will be attended to from unknown Corres*
pondents without a remittance.

NEW AND SPLENDID SEEDLING GERANIUMS, PETUNIA,
&c. ^c.

\VHLLIAM WOOD ^S: SON having purchnsed the en-
' » tire Stock of the two undermentioned splendid Gkranivms,

raised by C. W. Fox, Esq., of Trul^. beg leave to announce to
their Friends and the Horticultural world generally, that they in-

tend sending them out early in May, together with a magnificent
new Petunia, raised by Mr, Fielder, Gardener to Wastel Brisco,
Esq., of Bohemia, near Hastuigs.

GERANIUMS.
The PRINCESS ROYAL (Fox*»), the ground white, upper pe-

tals nearly covered with a large dark spot, possesses an excellent
habit, and flowers very freely, with a very large truss, 21s. per
plant.
The DUKE OF CORNWALL (Fox's), deep Rose, wiQi a fine

light centre, beautifully marked, and a rich deep spot on the up-
per petals, habit good and form first rate, price 2ls.

VV. W. & Son have great confidence in recommcndingtheabove
as being first-rate show flowers of great merit.

PETUNIA.
FIELDER'S MAGNA ROSEA, superb rich Rose colour, flower

very large,_ measiuing 34 inches in diameter, and certainly the
finest Petunia ever offered to the public, price 3s. fid. each.
The Tisual discount allowed to the trade wi:en six or more of

any of the above are taken ; also ]ilants of that beautiful Green-
house Chmber, HARDENBERGIA MACROPHYLLA, 5s. each,
flowers deep blue.

W. W. and Son will likewise have ready to scud out at the same
time their splendid collection of Dwak^-Kosks in pots, consisting
of the untlemamcd classes, and at the followhig prices, when the
selection is left to them":

Isle de Bourbon . . ]2a. to 19s. per doz.
Chinese , . . 9 „ 12

Tca-sccnted . . 12 „ 18

Noisette . , . 9 „ 12

Climbing . . . 9 ,. 12

Also a fine Collection of (Jeraniuras, Camellias, and other
Greenhouse Plants ; Catalogues of which may be had on applica-

tion. Plants will be presented gratis with each < rder.

Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield.

ESSRS, MARNOCK and MANLEY beg to an-

nounce to their Friends and the Public that theif new and
beautiful Passion-flower (Passiflorafragran;'; will be ready to send

out in strong plants the first week in May at 2is. each. A figure

and description of this plant is given in the April number of
** Paxton's Magazine of Botany." The seeds are supposed to have
been imported from South America ; and the pla:it succeeds best

iu a warm greenhouse. The fragrance of this plant is not con-
fined to its name ; it is in reality a sweet-scented Passion-flower.

A drawing may be seen, and plants obtained of Messrs. Warner
and Co., 28, CornhiU, and at the Nursery, Hackney.
Messrs. M. and M. having a large stock of showy Herbaceous

and other plants, beg to offer them on the folUnving terms,
including Hamper and Package :— 30 Herbaceous Plants, includ-

ing Cypripedium, Habenaria, and other North American Orchi-
dere. the most showy kinds cf Pcntstcmon, Phlox, Campanula,
Statice, Dclphiiuuni, Chelone. Potentilla, &c. &c., I/. 12 Fuchsias,
new within the last two years, i/. ; 24 do. do., 2i.i0s. Verbenas
of all kinds for beds, 4s. per dozen. Climbuig Plants, for baskets
in the flower-garden, such as Maurandya, Rhodochiton, Lopho
spermum, ( Icmatis Sicboldii, &:c., &c., 9s. per dcz. Heaths, 9s

to 18s. per doz. Geraniums, Ins., 25s., 40s., to GOs. per doz- They
have also a few plants left of Fuchsia glabra multiflora at "^s, 6<l.

each; and Hardcnbcrgia macrophylla at 5s. each.
Nursery, Hackney, April 7th,

Vf

r*

Ty/'ANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a person aged
'^ 35 ; has a general knowledge of his business, and can

produce testimonials, showing that he is capable of undertaking"
the management, to any extent, in the above capacity. Will
attend personally on any lady or gentleman, on application to
M .J., care of H. Law, Upper Clapton Nursery, Middlesex^

TTTANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a married
Y T Man, aged 30, who is a superior Grape Grower, and under-

stands the management of Pines, Early Forcing, Greenhouse,
Flower and Kitchen Garden. Can have a seven years* character
from the situation he is about to leave. The neighbourhood of
London would be preferred. No single-handed place accepted.
Direct A.Z., Mr.Trotman's. cheesemonger, Lower-road, Islington*

WANTS a SITUATION as UNDER. GARDENER,
a Young Man 19 years of age, who has been 3 years in

one of the most respectable London nurseries, and who is well
acquainted with Greenhouse Plants. His present object is Ui
improve himself in the Forcing department under the tuition of
a respectable gardener. Address, post-paid, A. B., Post^-oflfice,

Clapham Rise, Surrey.

W^ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single
» Man, 27 years of age, who from infancy has been employed

in situations in various parts of England, where every branch of

Gardening is carried on ver>' extensively; with an unexception-
able character from his last situation.—Address A. B., at Mr.
Whitehorn's. Horticultural Place, Turnham Green, Middlesex.—
Wages 70/. per annum. ^

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-
ried man, 40 years of age, and of active, industrious habits,

with a thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its branches,
who will be highly recommended by the gentleman he is about to

leave, also by other families he has served for years. Wages ex-

pected, 60/. a year, with a cottage.— Direct to R. R., Gardeners*
Chronicle Office. _^^„^
\\7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a
» * steady, respectable married man, aged 28 ; perfectly under-

stands his business, no objection to manage land or cattle; can
have upwards of two years' character from his last place. —Direct,
A.B., Post-otfice, King'a-road, Chelsea.

\;\.^ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-
»V DENER and FORESTER, a Married Man. 33 Years of

age, who has lived in some of the first gardens in England. Can
be highly recommended for ability and sobriety by the Gentleman
he has just left; as also by some of the first Horticulturists of

the day. Address, Y. Z., P. Newman. Hosier, 102, Quadrant,
Regent-street. .^__^_

WANTED, a GARDENER, who perfectly under-
stands his business; he must be a Married Man, and his

Wife will have to undertake the duties of the Laundrj-.—Address,
T. P., Post office, Hor.sham, Sussex. _^ ^

"W^ANTED by a Y'oung Man a SITUATION aa
* SHOPMAN or CLERK to a Nurseryman or Seedsman, who

has had considerable experience in the above capacities, having
been in one of the fijst Nurseries in London for a considerable

time, ar.d is capable of taking the jounicys if required. Reference
can be given as toxharactcr and ability. Apply to A.B., Messrs.

i

Henderson and Co.'s, Pincapple-placc, Kdgeware Road, Loudon.

fj^O HEAD GARDENERS,—A young Man, aged 21,
-»- who has been in the garden eight years, v. itlics to engage
himself under a Head Gardener, under whom he will be ftmnd
willing to oblige, and can have an undeniable character from his

present situation. Direct, stating i>articuJars, to Andrew May-
thom, Coombc Farm, Cro ''

' ^

o

n. _^

AS HEAD GARDENER in a Nobleman or Gentle-
man's Family, a Single Man in the prime cf life, who is com-

petent to undertake any situation. Has lived as Gardener and
Steward, with management of Woods and Plantations. Would
not object to the same situation again if required. TI:e strictest

inquiries will be answered from a family of distinction he has

just left. Terms 70/. per annum. Address W.H., 15, Hemmings'
Row, Charing Cross, London. -

A GENTLEMAN who is desirous of attaining a prac-

tical knowledge of AGRICULTURE in a good Farming

County, wishes to live with an experienced and independent Gen^

tleman, who farms his own Estate, and wouUl take pleasure m
devctiiig some of his tmie to the improvement of the Adverti -

Direct, post paid, A. B., 5, Harp -lane, Tower-street, Londcm.

|.^RENCH GOVERNESS.—A French Lady, compe-
X^ tent to teach her native language, in its purity of style and

propcrproimnciation, is desirous of obtaining an immediate en-

gagement as Companion to a Lady, or as TraveUmg Couipaiuon

ilia private Family or School, wheie her best services will be

rendered to perfect her pupils. Kind and respectful treatmcut

ensured will be taken into considcrati(>n as an equivalent for

lessening pecuniary emolument. Reference for character, &c.,

by letter addressed to J. Legge, Esq., 37, BiudncU Place, New
North Road, will meet with due attention.

1\7M. POSTER, Nurseryman, &c., Stroud. Glouces-
' tershire, invites attention to a new SEEDLING POPPY—

Fapaver bracteata coccujca-a" brilliant scarlet. Plants now
ready, 2s. 6rf. each. The u^ual discount to the trade. N.B—

A

fine collection of FLOWER SEEDS, 30 packets of good kinds, Is,

Catalogue of Dahlias, ?cc., to be had on application.

EEDLING DAHLIAS to be sent out in May next.

by N. GAINES. FLORIST, SURRY-LANE, BATTERSEA.
GaUies' ORANGE PERFECTION; beautiful orange, at times

shaded. This t^ower was sent for the opiiaon cf the Horticul-

tural and Floricultural Societies of London; at both places con-

sidered first-rate. It is a fine grower, throwing its flowers well

above its foliage. A good show flower. Awarded first Pri^e at

Kinirston, and 2nd Prize at Teddingtou. 4 U. lO^f.fi^.

Gaines' EMPEROR; beautiful rosy crimson, very supenor

petal, with great depth of flower, and well up in the centre. A
contlant good show flower. Awarded 2nd Prize at Kingston.

3 ft. 1C«. fid. . ^^^
Gaines' COMPACTA; fine purple, very supcnor fonn. of fx-

celknt habit, throwing its blooms well above itsfoUage; its ccuot

well up. A good show flower. Awarded 2nd i^nze at Hainmer-

smith. 5 ft. les. 6«f. ^ ^ ^ ^ ,«^*-« hv tbos«
N.B. The above were considered fi^^*-^.«f^^ ^^^^ - Wake-

who saw them grov g. Plates of them will appear m
ling's Amateur Guide," In Apnl and May »^^^^* ^^ Geraniums,

N. Gaines* extensive Li.t
<>l^^'f'^'^.lf^^^^^

Fansies, Calceolarias, .... may be ^^^f^^%%^. ^ now r^*dy
tion as kbove. Urn ucw Cinerma, jPruic« cf \>*ii - «•

f

for delivery*
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NBW ft SUPERB ni^R\Nll/MS» CALCEOL^^^^^ t^AHlfAS,

FtCflSl*-. VERBENAS. PANSIES,&.c.

WM TATI EUGH re^DfctfulIy informs thP Nohimy

^iBt^/ild the ?ublic:that hi/ Sprmg CATALOGUE of

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen. Gentlemen, and Horti-

*>;..w.^wer* is noW ready for delivery, inclnding Fuchsia,

Co^. ua^bor^/^^^^^^ P^oase. E.q ; it is of vigorous

- i «™^^nwth with a boW and ample foliage, flowers of a

5^^tecSon or pale flesh colour ; Sepals beautifully tipped

ShT^ d^^J r ctX ^hen fully out an expanded hnght^
!e" cS; Pistil and Stamens rather more ro.y than the

mJll Plants io May at m 6d. Also two new and distinct va-

JSw'of the Verbena, from Tcxas^Ne Plus Ultra, a clear bright

Dink with a r colonred spot surroundiit^ the tube, which is

white • a pleasing variety ; colours very much resemble those of

Phlox Druromondii: Elegans. a pale pink, with a delicate rofic-

colourcd «r^nt simoundrng the tubcj plants m May, the t\vo. at

lOt tirf. Ukt^wise Dahlia, Lady Ann Murray, a beautiful motUed

-white tini>ed w.iii bright rosy purple, a well-formed flower, with

« fine cer.r one of the moi^t constant Dahlias grown, and de-

tirabie to the most limited grower, 3 feet, 10*. 6d.

Hana-

s

treet. Sloaue-street, Chelsea.

N£W XSD SUPERIOR SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

AMES l-:DW A RD, Florist. Laverthorpe, Iork,
_ beiCii mostre?*T>€ctfuUy to invite the attenrion of Cultivators

of the Dahlia to tlic following Three Seedling Varieties (rallied in

18-10. and tuUy p d in 184i). ^vhich are quite distinct from any

hittvto produced; of very 8ui>crior habit, and constant in pro-

culturMs generally are respectfully informed that they may be

fShed with lists of prices, and particulars regardmg the above
mrnisnea witn u^u* u ^

\^^q 5^ which it has been adopted

prov d iT^efto'^bebTfar tS'e most economical material for Horti-

rulti^alGlLing. upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315,

^j%™ufe"onOD. Edgware-road, and 8. Jermyn- street.

Ws t^nofify that he ha^ removed his business to the above

address fCr the convenience of more extensive premises, and

sSs for himself and partner a continuance of the support he

^^w^r-ifPfullv acknowledges. French and every descnption of

r^^/shades Stained and Ornamental Glass. Patent Plate and

Sh m?e Gl^^^uppl^^ any number or auantity. at whole-

Rale prices

TO NURSERYMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, 8cC.

PROPAGATING GLASSES-Green, Is, per

White, \8. 2d, per

THE Directors of the New Zealand Company hereby
give notice, that despatches having been received from

Captain Arthur Wakefield, R.N., reporting that the NELSON
SETTLEMENT has been successfully planted on the south-eastern

coast of Tasman*s Gulf, Cook's Straits, New Zealand, preliminary

ALLOTMENTS of LAND in the said settlement are now ON
SALE to intending colonists and others. The district is described

as containing an abundance of good fertile land, available at once

for agriculture and pasture, the country being less thickly wooded
than in other parts of New Zealand. The haven of Nelson forms

a natural basin, in which ships may be in good shelter close to

the shore.—Applications from intending colonists, and from per-

sons of the labouring class desiring a free passage, are'received

daily at the Company's House, where full information may be
obtained on application to the Secretary.

New Zealand House. By order of the Court,

Broad- street-buildings, March 24, 1842. JOHN WARD, Sec.

lb. ;

or from 2s. 6d. to 24.?. per dozen1 White U. 2rf. per lb.; or from 2s. Ort. to z^.-r. y^i u^^^v.^..

Cucumber Tubes, all'lengths, from 6^. to 4.. eac^' tJ^'^P';,f.^f
f«;

from 2.. 6rf. each. Irish Globes, from 1^.6/; each
; ^f^i/ZApslky

ducMiir ro.^rt Show Flowers tlixoughout the season; in proof of

which J. E. l>cgii to btate that be has shown above .00 blooms of

the three, during the sea .jn,at various Exhibitions open to all

Enirland. and his had innc Seedlinp Prizes awarded lor them,

nan;..'ly,-fuur 1st prizes, three seccnd ditto, and two third dit(;o;

they have also been Rhown In the foUowing wmun^ ^^^^VZ 1 c

In the Ut Tray of 24 at the Horticultural Society, York, Aug. IS,

Fountains with solid bottom and hole, 25.6rf. pcrlb.

PsllatTf^c^^^^ Glassworks, Holland-street, Blackfriars. where

everv description of Table Glass China is on show. Days for

viewing the Works-Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

H
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48 at the Yorkshire Philosophical Soc. Sep. 9th;
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John North
Jas Lancelot Foste
William West
John Robinson.

Bf"^'les havhig taken other Prizes in addition to the above.

Prkmiew. Fine bronze salmon, very superior form* of excel-

lent habit, throwing its blooms well above the foliage, and always

to be d^ ^nded upon in producing good show flowers. Tins

variety nbtaiued the first prize, iu its class, at the York Ancient

Florists* Society, September 20th, and had also the premier prize

awarded, as the best Dahlia of any colour.- Height 4 to 5 feet.—

Plants 10*. 6(/.
. , ^ -M

Marv Javk —White ground, vory deeply tipped and edged with

purpled carmine- constant throughout the season, well up in the

centre, of excellent habit, and never fails in producing good

flo.-crs. This variety obtained the fir^t and second prize at

Scnrhorm 1, as the best light-ground flower lipped or edged,

ftuu has justly been pronounced the most di^'-inct and attractive

iMthlia ever produced iu its class. -Height 4 feet.-Plants 10*. 6(7.

Xn-Ky. np RirnM,>vn.— Fine light pink and yellow, colours

bcautifidlT blended together, with a light-yeUow tip at the end

aOf each petal, similar to the tluchess of Richmond, but quite dis-

tinct from that variety j very superior habit, always constant,

and u.i. prove a noble and excellent show flower.— Height 3 feet.

—PUnts 10». Orf.

Good strni ' its %vill be sent out the first week in May ; and

fwthe coiivt-niciice of parties at a distance, orders will be re-

c^-*' tl, aud plants supplied, by Mr. George Charlwood. Seedsman,

Covent (iRi,..n. I "ndon : and Messrs. Hender?^on, Nurserymen,

Brechin. Scotlavirt. No allowance to the trade unless 12 plants are

erdcred, ftnd a remittance or respectable reference will he reriuired

from unknown correspondeiit«. .1 . E. can also supply plants ol all

thebf^t n-..,.us in cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually

printed, and can he had on application.

Wc the tindcr-igBcd, u'cmbers of the Committee of the York
Horticultural iiociety. do attest the correctness of Mr. Edwafd*s
description 0/ the above Halilias} and we strongly recommend
them as distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and well worth a
place in tl__ most limited collection.

James P* '.ardson Richard Land
John Roper John Walker
J. Heseitine Edward Bearpark
Henry VvVt^rhy

j
Robert Dempsey

Wiiliam L 1
|

Rpport of the York Amateur Fl&rist SocUtrfj held on Monday,
Aagost dth, t841.~The Judges and Members of this Society con-
sider it their duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year (sent for
inspection} raised by Mr, Edward, Nurser>man, of this city. The
colcmr is pure white, with a dark tip of purpled carmine ; the
form,' depth of petal, and above all, good eye, require no con-
sideration to pronounce it one of the best Dahlias yet iseen of its

class ; and from the evident superiority of this distinct variety
over such dowers as Glory of Plymouth, Beauty of the Plain, &c.,
there is no doubt but the year 1812 will cause these flowers to
fiill in the rear when brought into competition witli the seedling
exhibited this day, as it may safely be pronounced a gem of the
first water, and will reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
rftl:=5er, for so long as Dahlias remain in cultivation this flower
must form a prominent feature in a stai^d o f six.— i'or^ Courant.

pHAPMAiX^S NEW SPRING POTATOES.—This
v^ excellent new variety, possessftig ail the qualities of the best
Ash-lea!t d Kidney, but capable of being produced in perfection
for table from November till June, are now ready for delivery at
One Guinea per bushel, with directions for their culture in the
open ground without protection.
" We never yet ta^jted any forced or retarded Potatoes anything

likp -vgood."-Dr. Lindley. in Gfti-deners' Chrttnicle.
" We can only repeat that, be they what they may, they are of

excellent quality."- Dr. Lindley.in f.V/rrfcners* Chroyiicle, Apr. 2.
*»* Orders for sample baskets, enclosing Is., will be attended

to
; bat orders for sets must be prompt—addressed to T. H . Chap-

JRan, Brc-n'^' ' nd.

^yo FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS, AMATEUR
•*- GARDENERS, &c.—CLARKE'S AXMATIC COMPOST, for
the Flower and Kitchen Garden. Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,
&c. r the application of this COMPOST will add greatly to the
beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden. In
making new Gardens it will be found invaluable j it has long
been in v m the Royal Gardens at Kew. Price One Guinea per
hug, containing two cw^., sufficient for a food-sized garden for
one year.
Also Prepared HAIR^'ST. This Preparation will effectually

preserve FIowitm, Pfaiits, liulb-roots especially, from the ravages
of' rm'^.grnhiPRnd all kinds of crawling insects. From its im-
perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per bag. Aridrr— '^'Mnbridg« Clarke. St Pancras Wharf. King's
Cross ; or Hrnry Clarke, seedsman. 86. Borough.

r,^DVVARD B^X•K, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
-1-^ Islcworth, Middlesex, respecfully informs Horticulturists,
that his IMPROVEjQ SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Cbn-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelve*,
and Edgings for garden paths may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

Best Ground

^ .i-hiteYead, 30s.percwt.; 2nfi. 28s.; 3rd, 24s. Linseed Oil.

is oer Gallon: Turps, 4s. 9d. ; Dry or Ground Brunswick Green,

from 44(1 to IS. per lb.; Invisible Green, for Rough Work, 30s.

percwt.: Stone colour, 34s. ; Celestial Blue, fid. per lb. ;
Quick-

drying Carriage Varnish. Hs. per gallon; French Polish and

Spirit Varnishes, fOs. ; Naphtha do.. Il9.6d.; Burnmg Naphtha

without smell. 6s.6d. per gallon; Best Stockholm Tar, 2ls. per

bushel; Coal do., los. fid. do.
.. „„«i^f,. «f

Every description of Colour Brushes, &c., of the best quality, at

file lowest prices for cash, atNixey's, 22,Moor.3treet, Soho.

GARDEN NETS, Fishing Nets. Sheep Nets.—Wool-

Icn and Worsted Netting, various widths; New Hemp Net.

very small mesh. Bunting, &c., for protecting blossom of Fruit-

trees New Herring Fishing Net, l^d. per yard; Old Herring

Fishln"- Net, 3d. Fishing Nets of all kinds, from 4 to 400 yards

Ions ' ''Tarred Rabbit Fence Net, 2d. per yard ; Sheep-folding

Net (strong tarred cord). 4^d. per yard, 3 tt. 6 in. highj New
Expanding Tents for Lawns, erected and taken down in one mi-

nute/12 ft. by 12 ft-, circular shape, 6 ft. high in the lowest part,

^^Robert Richardson, 21, Tonbriclgc Place, New Road, near

Euston-square. ^

UTT'S BEE-HIVES.—GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
— begs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-

son a large stock of Nutt's Improved Bee-Hives, in which are em-

bodied all recent improvements; and being the only authorised

asent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Pubhc generally

against purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made

ill accordance with the exact principles of the Inventor, from

parties who unauthorised use his name ; in such cases purchasers

are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatusbehig im-

perfect and incomplete. Geo. Neighbour has also a variety of

Improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, &c. &c., which are very

tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each of which

the honey may be taken at any time of the season without de-

atroving the Bees.
Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Warehouse, 131, High Holborn,

London.— Letters relative to the above'must have postage-

stamps enclosed.

*M* NUIT ON BEES :5th edition) now published.

OT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and
economical principles, for Horticultural and other Build,

ings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-

works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch- street, London, beg

to return their most sincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry

who have so liberally patronized their improved Conical Boiler.

(For a description see Gurdeneya' Chronicle, March 12, p. i;5.) To
Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They requh-e

no furnaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure,

and may be applied with equal facility to the smallest houses or

most extensive range of pipes, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Fur-

ther particulars, plans, estimates, &c. for warming every descrip-

tion of building may be obtained as above; where also may be

seen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Brass and
Iron Bedsteads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implements,

&c. &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,

three, and four inches, at 2*. 3rf., 3s. 3rf., and 45. 3d. per yard.

j;

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

"WEEKS & CO., Architects, 5cc., Gloucester-place,

King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders, and Hot-water

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility and

Gentry ^at their business, which has been extensive throughout

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-

ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd and

37th Numbers of the Gardeners^ Chronicle,

References may be had, and their works seen, at Mr. Perry's Nur-

sery, Banbury ; Mr. Greens. Lower Cheam; Messrs. Henderson's,

Pine-apple Nursery; Messrs. Rollisson's Nursery, Tooting; Mr.

Battersea
Nursery; Mr. Sm,ith*s Nursery, Dalston; Mr. Woodroff's Nur-

sery, Kcnsall Green; Mr. Hopgood*s Nursery, Bayswater; Mr.

WiUmer's Nursery, Chelsea? and at most of the Nobility and

Gentlemen's Seats in the country.

Every pnrticular to be had at their Horticultural Manufactory,

Gloucester place. Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

ri^O BE DISPOSED OF—A NURSEllY, SEED,
X, and FLORIST BUSINESS, situated at Henley-on-Thames,

Oxon. For further Particulars apply to Messrs,. W. & J. Noble,

Seedsmen, '152, Fleet-street, London; or to the Proprietors on
the Premises^

TO GENTLEMEN, fLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTllEROE & MORRIS beg to an-

nounce that they will submit to Public Competition at the

Auction Mart, Bartholomews-lane, on Friday, April 14th, 1842,

at twelve o'clock, a very rich collection of Carnations and Pico-

tees, comprising Lascelles* Queen of Sheba, Ely's Lady Ely,

Wood's Lord Byron, Giddin's Lady Murray, Ely's Mrs. Horner,
Giddin's Venus, Wood's Lord St. John, &c. &c. Also a splendid

assortment of DAHLIAS, in dry roots; Plants in bloom; Auri-

calas. Pinks, Heartsease, &c. May be viewed the morning of

Sale ; Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

SION NURSERY.-GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell by Auction, on
Monday next, at Eleven o'clock, on the Premises, about

One Mile from the "Jolly Sailor" Station of the Croydon Rail-

way, a choice collection of the finest varieties of Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Camellias, Calceolarias, and other Plants, in the most
thriving and healthy condition. Also the Greenhouses, Horse
and Cart, Utensils in Trade, itc. Catalogues may be had of Mr.
Flanagan, opposite the Mansion-House; tlie "Gardeners' Ga-
zelte" Office. 343, Strand; Messrs. Mhiier, Strand; Noble. Fleet-

street; Warner, Cornhill ; Gibbs, Piccadilly; Forrest, Kensing-
ton; Bunney, Cogent- garden; and of the Auctioneers, Leyton-
stone; who are authori-sed to treat for the sale or letting of the
very desirable Premises by Private Contract; and if an accept-
able offer be previously made, the Greenhouses and Pits, with the
boiler and pipes, will be withdrawn from the Auction.

/10STLY SHRUBS, PLANTS. & ORNAMENTAL
vy TREES, embelUbhliig the well-known Pleasure Grounds
of WORTON LODGE, ISLEWORTH; valuable Horticultural
Erections of Orange- house. Plant-house, Hothouse, and Con-
servatory, and various miscellaneous effects. By Mr. Lauee, on
the Premises as above, on Monday, ths 18th April, at 12 o'clock.

The Grounds, though neglected since the misfortunes of the late
occupier, contain unique and beautifully-grown spechnens of all

the leading Ornamental Plants and Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Ame-
rican Azaleas, the varieties of single and double Thorns, Ches-
nuts, Oaks, Firs, Cedars, Hollies, Magnolias, and other Trees
and Shrubs; Fruit Trees, which having been grown for removing,
and transplanted every two years, and bearing abundantly, are
not to be matched j Standard Roses ; a quantity of Herbaceous
Plants ; and the entire Stock and Crop.— Catalogues may be had
in a few days on the premises, and elsewhere as will be an-
nounced, and at Mr. Lahee's Offices, 65, New Bond-street.

The Lease of the Premises to be Sold.

CHIPS for NEW ZEALAND.—The Court of Directors
^-^ of the New Zealand Company hereby give notice, that the
Directors will be ready on Tuesday, the 12th day of April, at
Three o'clock precisely, to receive TENDERS forTHREE SHIPS
of about 350 tons each, old register, for the conveyance of steer-
age passengers from the port of London to Nelson Haven, in
Tasman's Gulf, Kew Zealand; to saU respectively on the 1st of
May, the 25th of May, and 15th of June next. The Tenders to
be made according to a form which may be had on application at
the Company's House. The Dnectors do not pledge themselves
to accept the lowest tender. By order of the Court,
New Zealand House, ;th April, 1842. JOHN WARD, Sec.

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings. Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions

and large Rooms, fitted up wath the above apparatus on the most

improved and scientific methods. '
, ^ v ,

W WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester), beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at ihestupendous Cou-

servatorv and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most

complete success. . t, . *.

They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent

Aigand Furnace to their boilers, and have mad^ arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises lucl,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so mucn

complained of by Gardeners, and is anew and valuable feature

in these Apparatus.
. ,^. j -fj.

Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom witu

punctuality anA dispatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATLNG
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon i«iP''OJ,^,^ P"".'

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANlfcL ana

EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.
D. andE. Bailkv having devoted much time to the consiucra

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection 01

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by in^PJ*^;;"

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode ot neap-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have commneu

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge, luej

have erected apparatus in England. Scotland, and irelana, iw

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to u

c

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing ui«

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at y^!^*;*"- ;

D. andE. Bailby also construct in metal all desciiptions 01

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, ^euuc-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various a^a^uig

and models, at 2;2, Holborn. whcte they have the oppoitum^ "

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely compieie a

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted lor the conuu

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more lu

plete than has hitherto been brought beforg the P«o»«;;. ^^-.m.
D. and E. Bailby were the first to introduce "^e^^^^^.J^^Jtor,

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Coiibeivai 7

attached to the J>antheon as one of their works, besides mn 7

others in this country and on the Continent.
«»!r Plant

D. and E. Ba i lbv have prepared a quantity of the 5^7^1-1 .they
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate V^"7';Archi,
beg to hitroduce to public notice a new Trough

^fl**^' ^L jj^ter-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly,
*^J ^

vals. reriuircd, and which maybe seen at their manulaciory-

q^HE following communication (translated
f^^f ^"^^

JL German), was addressed to Messrs. Rowlands -^^^ ^-
Cologne :- 13, Straitz Euggasse Cologne,

Mr. Th. S. Ditges, May 23» ^ *

traor-
Sir,-I have much pleasure in i»fonning you of tne w

^^^^
dinary effects of '* ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL. i-^r

^^
nine years I had not a particle of hair on my head, wneu

^ ^^
casually recommended to give this celebrated Oil a inm. ^^
cordingly purchased two bottles at your ^stabhsnineu .

^^^
strictly followed the pruited directions: m the co^Pj^,

j ^ad
months my head was covered with fme short "^^^' T^^Um Th«
cut off, and contmued to persevere In the use or

^fy^^^^st of

result is, that after five months' perseverance, 1 can
^^ .^ ^q tu»

as good a head of hair as any man in this city.
/"JV*' .^t plea-

Inventors I make this ackowledgment. and shall leex g

sure hi satisiylng any inquir>'.-l salute
y^i? ^7,'^^!^ BHj«ide.

Adam BAu«a. 8th ArtiUeiyBng^^^^

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL Prevents ban- from 1^ ^^^g,
or turning Grey ; changes Grey Hair to its

«^'f;{;^,Xflndcurir.
it from Scurf and Dandnff. and makes it beautjluUy son an

«cr Ask for "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OH- ^^
The LOWEST PRICK is Zs, 6rf.; the next price 1» 7»-—»^'

215, per bottle.

the
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In foolscap 8vo, price Is. 6d,

COOLEY'S FIGURES OF EUCLID; being the
Diagrams Illustiating; the "Elements," with the Enuncia-

tions, printed separately for use in the Class-room.
*^* Orders received by all Booksellers.

U'hittakcr and Co.. Ave-Maria-lane, London.

ffiattifner^' (Kfironrcle

SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday Zoolupical bJp. v.
Wediiesda7 .... Medico Botanical . . • 8 jp. m.
Friday Botanical 8 p. m.

S/r'V-^^ J:^'"™ ^as 30 fold,
think, plain that, try the facts J

oSvl: A /
^"^''"^ "'*«' ^ determined by the leruofthe haulm of the particular varictu under cMvatl^.

A FEW weeks ago (p, 155) we invited attention to

the method which experiment as well as theory has
shown to be most advantageous in cultivating the
Potato. Our readers will remember that on that

occasion we particularly referred to evidence obtained
in the garden of the Horticultural Society, and pub-
lished in the Society's Transactions. A correspond-
ent has now favoured us with some observations
which render it desirable that further explanation
should be given of the evidence alluded to. He says,

'^In your remarks two principles are enunciatecl

against w^hich I conceive no exception is to be taken ;

they are to this effect: 'by planting too close, the
plants smother one another; by planting at too great
a distance, land is uselessly wasted,' These excellent
remarks are followed by certain experiments, which,
however, seem to me as going to prove, in respect to
the latter proposition of planting beyond a given dis-

tance, more than the proposition itself lays down ; for
what is that proposition? Simply this, that land is

uselessly wasted. Now the rule deduced from the
premises is, that, in planting, the distance between
each row should be regulated as nearly as possible by
the height of the haulm ; and the experiments, if con-
fined to this one point, undoubtedly establish the law.
But there is a further consequence deducible from the
experiments, which I am at a loss to comprehend, and
which, therefore, leads me to trespass on your atten-
tion. It appears that the Early Champion Potato, the
stems of which are two feet long, yielded the largest
quantity when planted in rows the same distance
apart. When these rows, however, were extended
six inches, and made 2 ft. 6 in. in width, the produce
lost was more than 8 tons; while from rows diminished
in the same proportion (viz. G inches), the difference
in production was under 2 tons; and even when the
rows were only 6 inches apart, the produce exceeded
by nearly a ton that which was obtained from rows
which were i>ft. 6 in. apart. From this it would
ajopear that something more is lost than waste of land
by planting in rows wider than necessary, and that
every deviation from the established standard of width
is unfavourable in proportion to the space given over
a reduction in the space allowed ; in fact, that to re-
duce the rows in width four times a given quantity
(viz. 6 inches) is less prejudicial than to widen them
by the said quantity only once applied. Is not this at
variance with the theory which considerations d priori
would lead one to establish ? For it might be sup-
posed that the evils connected with too close planting,
'vvant of air, light, and space for the supply of nutri-
ment from the soil, would lead to the obvious result of
diminished, scanty production ; while it is difficult to
see from the contrary process any other evil than the
one you have pointed out, of loss of ground—a serious
one, I admit, but still not affecting the question of
comparative productiveness. Suppose the rows to
have been extended from 2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft.,
would the decrease of the crop have kept pace in an
inverse ratio ?

"

This appears at first sight to be a more difficult
question to answer than it really is. The difference
to which our correspondent adverts is owing to the
difference in the weight of seed that was planted.
\\ hen the tubers were two feet apart, the produce was

??i lu
^^^'' ^^^^^' '^^^^^"g ^^^^ required to furnish

1116 lbs.; but at 18 inches apart the produce was 25
told only, %l lbs. of sets having yielded only 106S lbs.

;

and at 6 inches apart the return was reduced to 8 fold,
100 lbs. of sets having furnished only 860lbs. of Po-
tatoes. It was by employing an enormous quantity
ot sets that the greater proportional weight of pto-
duce per acre was obtained which has surprised our
correspondent.

^

The same experiments to which we have alluded
supply the answer to the question put to us at the
end oi the extract we have given. When the Cham-
pion Potatoe had four feet square for each tuber to

E.*?'-'^
produce was only 50 fold ; although whenplanted m rows two feet apart, and six inches from

It is, therefore, we

the resnU ic J"""' "•'. ""'' '**^"* ^" '"^^^ ^^Y we will,

Z^ZhifeltT,'' ^"'' *-^ '^' P''"''' '^othJng each

Although for many purposes well-tempered clay

is preferred to all other substances for grafting, yet it

has the disadvantage of being disagreeable to use. and
extremely liable to crack and fall offin bad weather.
To remedy these inconveniences, various adhesive
mixtures have from time to time been prepared under
the name of grafting-wax, which, being spread over

paper, may be cut into narrow slips and applied spi-

rally round the junction of a graft and its stock ; thus

acting at once as a ligature to hold the plants together,

and as a means of excluding the acc^s of air to the

wounded wood. Such preparations then act as a sub-

stitute for both clay and bast. But in practice they
have not been found to answer—for two reasons: they
are rarely well tempered, and are therefore either too

stiff or too soft; and they require to be applied when
the graft and scion are perfectly dry, any moisture
preventing the adhesion of the grafting-w^ax. ^Ve
have, however, always thought that such difficulties

maybe removed, and that eventually they will super-
sede the clumsy contrivances of clay and bast. A sam-
ple of a preparation of this sort has just been put into
our hands by Mr, Daniel Edward Stephens, which, as

it appears to possess the necessary requisites in a
higher degree than any we have before seen, we re-

commend to the trial of our rt^aders. It is composed
of powdered pitch, yellow rosin, scraped beeswax, Ve-
nice turpentine, of each half-a-pound, and of G oz. of
hog's lard. 1 hese are to be well mixed, and boiled to

a head in an iron pot, great care being taken to blend
them thoroughly. The mixture is then to bespread
thinly, while boiling hot, with a brush, over moderately
thin brown paper previously well heated and dried.
If this operation is conducted with care, a kind of ad-
hesive plaister will be formed, superior to anything of
the kind we have before seen.

competitors in this class, the character of each parti-*

cular specimen will be a subject of very careful

consideration by the judges.

The season is fast approaching when the competi-
tors for Pelargoniums must be prepared for a con-
test which will probably be the most severe they
have yet engaged in ; for societies are increasing
their premiums; the Horticultural Society alone has
ordered a large tent to be set apart exclusively for
these favourite flowers, and the public has become cri-

tical, and perhaps fastidious. We shall therefore take
the liberty of offering a few suggestions for the con-
sideration of those who propose to exhibit them.

Fancy-flowers, be they what they may, must be
judged by peculiar rules, and not by the corhmon
standard. The great mass of flowering plants consists
of species with little or no tendency to change their
wild habits, further than good culti\ ation is capable of
improving them ; and therefore, with them, good cul-

tivation is the only thing to look to : but it is otherwise
with fancy-flowers. They are expressly selected by a
florist, because—like horses, ^geons, dogs, bantams,
and other domesticated animals, they have a strong
tendency to throw off their wild appearance, and are
capable of being greatly changed, and—as we think--
improved, by skilful breeding. Widi such plants,

then, high cultivation is only one of the elements of
j

excellence; to be thorough-bred is equally necessary.

This is, in fact, recognised on all hands in the case of
Ranunculuses, Pinks, Tulips, and the older florists*

flowers, but is generally lost sight of in Pelargoniums
—a mistake on the part ofjudges which cannot be too
soon corrected by them.

^
Last July (p. 410), in our remarks upon the exhibi-

tion of the Horticultural Society, we took occasion to

make some observations of this kind, and to condemn
some of the varieties then exhibited, as quite unworthy
of appearing for prizes, considering the much greater

superiority of other sorts. Twenty years ago, indeed,
deep green leaves and large trusses of flowers would
have been all that the highest cultivation could have
arrived at ; but at the present day, such qualities

ought no more to settle the merits of Pelargoniums
than mere bone and flesh that of a horse. High culti-

vation is doubtless as necessary as ever; but in addi-

tion, a flower must be thorough-bred—with the form,
colour, texture, aijd other qualities of the petals quite

perfect.

We trust the judges all over the country will take

these suggestions into their consideration at the ensu-
ing shows, and that coarse, ill-shaped flowers, only se-

lected because they form large heads of bloom, will be
put in their proper place, be their cultivation what it

niay. ^We will eng^eto say that in no other class of
florists' flowers would such varieties as the Beauty of
Ware and Lady'Ann Murray be permitted to form

of a selection of six or twelve varieties.

IS THE MALE ASH OF GREA^^ER VALUE AS A
TIMBER TREE THAN THE FEMALE AND
HERMAPHRODITE ASHES?

I AM glad that you are directing attention to improve-
ments, which are needed, in the management of forest-
trees, with a view to the production of timber. It is an
important subject on which there is evidently much to
learn. I have been led to make some inquiries touching
the matter by a hint which I met with in Mr. Billingtou'a
work, called « Facts, Observations. &c,/' viz., what are
the probable effects of seed-bearing on the value and
growth of wood 1 and whether the male Ash is more va-
luable than the female and hermaphrodite trees ! It ap-
pears that Mr. Biilington had inquired of an old expe-
rienced wheelwright whether he had observed any diflfer-

ence in the quality of different trees upon the best soils,

supposing the size and age of tJie trees the same. He
answered he had observed a difference in the Oak and
the Ash, and this he attributed to some trees being
males and others females, and that the male trees pro-
duced the itrongest, toughest, and best timber. Of
course he was wrong in supposing the Oaks were of
different sexes, but the trees being in fruit at the time
he showed which was the female Ash, and which he
considered produced the worst timber. Mr. Biilington
says it is the opinion of others, that the male Ash makes
much the largest and finest tree—that his observations
do not warrant hira in implicitly subscribing to that
opinion, but he considers it probable that the female Ash
may be inferior by bearing much seed.

In order that the nature of my inquiry may be better
understood by all, it may be well in the first place to con-
sider briefly what is the property on which the strength of
tinqber mainly depends. It is generally known that there
is a considerable difference in the value of the wood of
the same tree ; the heartwood is of a darker colour,
much more solids and durable than the alburnum or

a portion

There can be no difficulty in picking out of the pub-
lished lists a do2en varieties, infinitely superior to such
as those, and perfectly free from all objections on the
score of being underbred.

^
Exhibitors may be assured that not only judges, but

visitors are much better informed than they formerly
were ; the good points in the flower of a Pelargonium
are more generally known, and have now become a
common suljject of comment and discussion. It may
therefore be expected, that in deciding the merits of

sapwood. And^he difference is owing principally, if

not entirely, to the deposition of elaborated sap, or matter
of lignification, which gradually accumulates and dries in
the cells and tubes. The alburnum of trees which are
filled in autumn or winter ig superior to that of other
trees which are not filled until spring or summer. Mr.
Knight says, it is at once more firm and tenacious in its

texture, and more durable ; and he proved that this is

owing to the true sap in a concrete state which the
alburnum contains during winter. When the aqueous
sap rises in spring, it flows through the alburnum and dis-

solves in its progress a considerable quantity of the con-
crete matter for the support of the first emitted leaves

and roots ; and the alburnum in consequence becomes
less solid and durable at that time. Again, it is observed
that the value of the timber of different trees is materially

affected by the soil and situation on which it is grown;
and this, I think, may also be proved to be owing to the
greater or less quantity of concrete matter which is depo-
sited in the tissue of the wood. There is, doubtless, a
particular soil and climate for which each kind of tree is

naturally best adapted, and in which it will make a greater
quantity of valuable timber in less time than in auy other.
British Oaks, for instance, thrive best in the strong but
somewhat dry lands of the southern parts of England.

In a gravelly or a marshy soil in the same district, their
growth is found to be not only much slower, but the tim- •

her is also less solid and durable. The quantity of mois-
ture in a soil, and the situation as to shade or shelter, also

exert a powerful influence on the value of timber. Every
gardener knows the effects of a wet, cloudy summer and
autumn on the quality of the young wood of fruit-trees.

In SHch seasons it is longer jointed, more soft and spongy
under the knife, and less fruitful, than that grown in com-
paratively dry and sunny seasons. The brighter the light

to which a plant is exposed, all other circumstances being
similar, the shorter-jointed and firmer will be its wood.
Excess of moisture in a soil will cause a fruit-tree to pro-
duce comparatively ill-formed wood in the best of seasons.
We may learn, then, from these facts, why the timber of

a moist, sheltered valley is not so solid

t which is grown on the drier soils of
Supposing 1 bad two Acorns which,
cumstances, would produce plants of

equal size and vigour, and supposing I planted one in the
valley and the other on the plain, the former would pro-
bably produce a shoot one-third longer than the latter

;

and in order that the wood of both may be of equal
strength, the plant in the valley should elaborate and
store up oue-third more of concrete matter ; but the quan-
tity of this which a plant can prepare depends upon the

quality of the soil, and the number of its leaves, and the

quantity and brightness of the light to which they are

exposed. Now, the stem of the plant in the valley, if

only one-third longer* would probably have no more
leaves than that on the plain ; and as the Utter would

have greatly the advantage on the score of light and soil,

it is highly probable, it not certain, that it would ela-

borate and store up even more concrete matter than that

in the valley. And as a similar difference will take place

each succeeding year, it is \crY evident that ti

Oak grown in

and durable as

an open plai

under simila

e must

. the timber

grown^laThese'Vituations. The heartwood of tl^

Irowa in the valley must he less soUd thantbat from the
* -

be a considerable aiff*"**-"^« i« thegrown
plain, as tht: must be a i,«».^.-v.«— - *^«,,^

a«.ount of «pwood « oo»pan^ Z^^:ZTi'mm dk-
I Will now quote one or two ^,^^^%%'. .^^„ ^.^^

tinguished either for their knowledge of forest^trees, tim-
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ber or the laws of vegetable life, in support of the above

iuE further the cause of the streng h and value of tim

lin EvelvD.oneofthebestauthorU.es on forest-trees,

„,;. "For the place of growth, that t.mber ,s esteen.ed

Wst which grows moet in the sun, and on a dry and hale

i^Ld for tSo.se trees which suck and drink lUte are

^ost hard, robust, andlong-lived ;
instances "^^?^"« J ')

There are some excellent observations on this point in

•'Barlow's Essay on the Strength of Timber. From a

f

5«ire.—Seeds white, compressed, often rather crooked

and plump. This is perhaps the best of all, being a good

bearer, and its pods of great- length and size ; vrben young

they are excellent ; and when nearly fuH-grown, they are

still tender and tleshy, in v^hich state they maybe pre-

r a length of time, by being cut into pieces and

Finally, the seed, whether fresh or dry, is equal,

ercat number of observations and experiments he con-

dudes, " that the best OakS and other large trees are the

rroduce of good lands, rather of a dry than a moist _ .

ralit;- the sapwood is thinner in proportion to the dia-
[

yellow variety cj Ai^.

meter'of the trunk ; the ligneous layers are less thick, but

re more adherent the one to the other, and have a greater

uniformity of texture than trees which grow in moister

tituations. The grain of the wood is fine and compact,

and when they arc examined with a good glass their

pores arc observed to be filled with a species of var-

nish or glutinous matter, strongly adherent ; also in con-

sequence of the closeness of their pores the? are more

dense and heavy, become extremely hard and rff*
Jhe

attack of worms." De Candolle has also observed, that

trees grown in damp places, or during wet seasons, have

more alburnv.m than those which grow in dry places or

dnrin- dry years." Duhanu 1 assured him that in different

stunted Oaks he had couutcd from seven to twenty-five

served fo

salted, i ,

.

if not superior, to that gf De Soissons

very high.

Pridome, Prndhomme, or Prodommet.

oval, and small. This is an excellent Mange-tout, not in

the least stringy, and when nearly fuU-grovrn is equally

good '^•- -- ' -1-" -"» - ^-""^b esteemed. There is a

This sort grows

Seeds greyish.

The seed when ripe is much esteemed

thick

A

eats well when

layers of alburnum.
^ , . ,

. ^,

In some trees It is found thnt the thickness of the

lavers of ..jod ia not the same throughout their cir-

cumference; and Duhnmel and Buffoa proved that this

Wds not owing to the petition of the tree relative to the

points of the horizon, but to other circumstances. \\'hen

on one side of a tree a good stratum of earth or a place

free from all other roots is found, those roots which are

directed there receive more nourishment, furnishing more

to the corresponding part of the trunk, which increases

more on this side. In like manner, if one side of a tree

has its branches more exposed to the action of light and

•ir, tlie corresponding part of the trunk grpws more than

the opposite. The cause of the inferiority of timber

grown in crowded woods must be ob#ious from these

facts ; the roots of the trees soon interfere with each other

on every side, and however good or suitable the soil

may have been, it soon affords but a scanty pasture, and

becomes a poor soil to them. The stems are also drawn

up, and only a limited extent of foliage can be exposed to

the action of air and light.

It is evident then from these various facts, that the so-

lidity and dnrability, and consequently the value of tim-

ber, depends principally upon the quantity of true sap or

concrete matter which is deposited within it. Will the

production of seeds then by a tree tend to diminish the

quantity of its true sap, and thereby affect the growth

or falue of its wood ? A tree may be likened to a

tradesman. The true sap is its trading capital, by which

the whole structure of the plant and all its organs are

produced and supported. The sap which it expends in

the prnducTion of roots and leaves is returned to it

fain by their action, with, in some cases, three or four

hundred per cent- interest; but fruit or seeds make no re-

tarns; instead of adding to, they cripple the growth of

a plant The sap which is expended in their produc-

tion is like the capital which a tradesman expends in dis-

play, in finery, and luxuries ; it is, so far as the growth of

the tree is concerned, so much of its sap or capital

lost or wasted. Now a certain quantity only of true sap

can be elaborated by a tree under given circumstances

;

more seeds and fruit, therefore, which it produces,

more sap will be required for their support, and the

will remain for the extension of roots and branches
the formation of wood.

Prague or Red Pfa,—Seeds round, of a violet colour.

This is a very good mange-tout. The seed when ripe is ra-

ther thick-skinned, but well-flavoured and mealy, similar

to a Chestnut. A moderate bearer, and late.
^

Praffue Bicolor.Similar to the last; seed a httle

larger. A good bearer, but very late.
, . , ,

Sovhw.—Uke the Prague, differing only m the seeds

being whiter and larger. It is best as a mange-tout. Ihe

seeds when ripe are watery and worthless, with

skin ; however, it might improve in a different soiL

moderate bearer, and late.

Haricot JUz, or Small IVhite French Runner.— Ihis

variety is esteemed for its fine white seeds, which are ob-

long and very thin. It is a good bearer;

green, but particularly so when the seeds are fresh-shelled.

Some esteem them good when ripe; but we have never

found them so ; a difference no doubt occasioned by the soil.

This sort is too tender to ripen its seeds in this country,

except under a wall in a very warm situation.

De lima.— Seeds very large, thick, and of a dirty

white ;
pods large, short, slightly rough and wrinkled, like

the Haricot d^Espagne. It is a remarkably prolific kind,

and the seeds are very mealy; but it is too tender and

late for this climate, where a party crop can only be ob-

tained by forwarding the plants in a hotbed, and planting

them out singly in INTay, It is eaten both in a green state

and shelled. It grows high. We have received from

America, under the name of Sieva, a variety of the pre-

ceding, a trifle earlier, and smaller.

Haricot du Cap y or Venetian Sugar.—'RtstmhYmg De

Lima in its chief characters, its growth and produce ;
the

principal difference consisting in the seeds being flatter,

larger, and speckled with red. An abundant bearer, but

must be used young.

Haricot d'Espagne, or Scarlet Runner.—Oi this

there are two varieties, distinct from the common Ha-

ricot, one with scarlet, the other with white flowers;

the latter is preferable for culinary purposes,
,
on ac-

count of its greater mealiness and thinner skin.
^

is also a third variety with two-coloured flowers : but it is

not superior to either of the above. A good bearer, but

not very early.

Dwarf Haricots,—Nam Hdtif de Hollande, or

Dwarf White Dutch.—Pods long, narrow, and excellent

when green ; seeds white, small, a little compressed. Not

very early in this country.

Flageolet, or Nain Ildtif de Laon, Early

Seeds white, narrow, rather long and cylindrical

much esteemed, and perhaps most cultivated.

dwarf, early, good for forcing, equally suited

de Biche promise well too ; the latter is, however, better

in soup with its skin left on.

Haricot Noir^ or Dwarf Negro.—Used in a green state,

this rivals the Swiss varieties ; in Touraine it is preferred

for this purpose. This is one of the best for general use,

and an abundant bearer.

Haricot Noir de Belgiqne.—This variety, introduced by

M. Vibert in 1839, is perfectly dwarf, and is the earliest

which we are yet acquainted with ; its pods, although

rather pale, are very good in a young state. With these

united qualities, it will rank (at least in some gardens)

amongst the first-rate Haricots.

Rouge d' Orleans.—Highly esteemed for stewing when

, seeds red, flat, and small. .

Nain Jaime du CanadCyOr Flat Yellow Canada,—T\\q
most dw^arf and one of the earliest Sans-parchemins, and,

therefore, either good when young or when full-grown;

seeds nearly round, pale yellow, with a small browniiih

circle round the hilum ; very good when dried. A good

bearer,

De la Chine, or Polish Beans,—A prolific sort, excel-

lent either fresh-shelled or dried ; seeds rather large,

roundish, and sulphur-coloured. There is a sub-variety

of it, with clear bronze-coloured seeds, which also appears

to be good. A good bearer, and early.

ripe

There

FLOWER BEDS ON LAWNS.
Many of our Correspondents are desirous of knowing

what plants are best adapted for a circular or oval bed

upon a lawn. Through the kindness of a friend, we are

enabled to fui'nish them with a list of some which have

been thus employed, and which produce a most ornamental

effect when arranged in the following order :—In the

centre of the bed a patch of the purple Phlox paniculata

should be planted, around which should succeed a circle

of the white variety of the same parent. Then follows a

ring of Coreopsis tinctoria, after which may come one of

Pentstemongentianoides, and P. gentianoides coccineum,

but most of the latter. Next plant a circle of Phlox

omniflora, surrounded by one of the tallest pink sorts of

Verbena ; then another of the dwarfer kinds of scarlet

Verbena ; the outside of the whole bed being planted with

Lobelia azurea. In this list the tallest plants are placed

in the centre, and they are so arranged as to form a pleas-

ing contrast ; whilst the brilliancy of colour possessed by

some, and the length of time they will continue in flower,

renders them a striking ornament until destroyed by the

autumnal frosts.

White.

—a variety

It is very

for eating

the

the

less

and
the

and
the

If the sap which composes
seeds had been deposited in the wood, its strength

Talue would evidently he increased in proportion to

quantity deposited ; but if, instead of being merely
hoarded in the wood, it had been used hy the tree in

extending its branches and roots, then the gain of the
tree must have been great. Fruit or seeds then are evi-
dently produced at the expense of all other parts of a
plant, I conclude, therefore, that it is hardly possible
that the female Ash can produce heavy crops of seeds,
grow as quickly, and make as solid timber as the male
Ash, which has no seeds to support ; that is, providbg
they were plants of equal vigour when young, and were
afterwards grown in a similar soil and situation .-^./oAn
Townley.

{To be emttitmrd,)

KIDNEY-BEANS.
Cultivation and ditF*;rence of cHmatc have produced Imany varieties of this excellent vegetable, a few of the

bestof which ifee intend to mention, as much care is re-
quisite in chooaing such kinds as are best adapted to the
different uses for which they may be designed. For ex-
ample, some are runners, their zicms climbmgfor support
round branches from 5 to 9 feet high; others are dwarfs
and many hold a middle p'—e between the two. Of aom^
the seeds ahs eaten ; of others, the young green pods ; while
ia a third sortOhe Mange-tout or Sans-parchemin), both
pod and seed may be ^;sed, until rjearly arrived at mritu-
rity. We shall al^^ endeavour to point out to which of
these uses each vanet^4s most applicable.
Runners.—De Sois.sfms, or Large Running White,—

Seeds large, white, and fl^H,^ This Bean, the most es-
teemed in a ripe state at Paris, is nothing more than the
common flat White.; but at Soissftosit acquired a fineness
of skin and flavour, which rendered it superior to the
game kind cultivated in any other part of the country. A
good bearer, and one of the best for late use,

green and when the seeds are ripe. A moderate bearer,

and early.

De Soissons Nain, Gros Pied.—Seeds and pods resem-

bling De Soissons ; the seeds are equally good when fresh

shelled or in a dry state- In many places, different va-

rieties are cultivated under the name of Gros Pied, A good
bearer, but not early.

Sabre Nain andDwarf White Sans-parchemin.—These
two varieties are -very similar ; they form thick, bushy
plants. In the Sabre Nain the pods are very long and

large ; seeds white, fiattish, and rather small. These
Haricots, like the Sabre Runner, are good whilst green,

stringless till three parts grown, and excellent when ripe-

Wet land does not suit them, because their long pods
hang on the ground and often rot ; but for this defect,

they are excellent and very prolific ; two or three only

should be planted in a tuft.

Nain Blanc d^Amirique ^ orDwarfAmerican White.—
Pod short, of a strong and branching Kabit, sometimes
climbing a little, but generally dwarf, and not requiring

support ; very prolific ; its short, swollen pod a little

hooked, strongly coloured with reddish brown, particu-

larly at the two extremities : this is not in the least stringy.

The seeds are small, white, rather long, and very good
when ripe ; two or three only should be planted together.

Deux a la tonffe.—Very prolific; pods not stringy;
good either in a green state, or when the seeds, which are

white, are ripe.

Of ihe Haricot Suisse there are many varieties, of
which the principal are the white, the grey, the red, the
grey Bagnolet, the Plein de la Fleche Haricot, grown par-
ticularly in the Maine ; the Mohawk, lately received from
the United States ; and one naraedi^Le Ventre de Biche.
These have peculiar characters, according to the length
and form of their seeds. They are all excellent in a
green state, for which they are chiefly used. The grey
Swiss and the Bagnolet are sown in large quantities round
Paris, either for eating fresh or for drying and preserving
through the winter ; the Bagnolet has the advantage of

ON AMMONIA AS A MANURE.—No, III,

There are yet two points of great importance to be

noticed with respect to the application of salts of ammonia

as manures ; and these are, the proportions of the fixing

materials to be added to the substances evolving ammonia,

and the quantity of the salts of ammonia which should be

added to a given surface of land. With regard to the

quantity of acid or other fixing matter proper to be added

to a given quantity of gas-liquor, urine, or any other fluid

containing or evolving ammonia, it is almost unnecessary

to observe, that as the quantity of that substance is very

variable, and depends on a variety of circumstances, it is

of course impossible to give any definite rule which shall

be applicable to all uses ; all that can be done is to point

out the object to be effected, the means by which it can

be best attained, and the precautions necessary to be ob-

served. The evolution of ammonia may generally be re-

cognised by its peculiar pungent smell ; and in all cases

where dung or liquid manure of any kind exhales a pun-

gent vapour, it is certain that ammonia is being lost
:

m
such cases a fixing substance may be added with great ad-

vantage ; if we do not add enough, the pungent smell will

continue ; if we add too much, the ammonia will all be

fixed, and there will remain an excess of the fixing sub-

stance. If sulphuric or any other strong and cheap acirt

be employed, there is no fear of evil effects from a smaU

excess of acid, because there is always abundance ^f
^^^^'

line and earthy matter in the soil capable of uniting with ana

neutralising such excess of acid, and in the diluted sta e

in which it is appUed to the soil no danger could resuic

from its presence. In the cases where sulphates are mixe

with ammoniacal solutions, it is evident that if ^^^^^^^^^^^^

ployed is insoluble in water, any excess of it could ^^
^

harm, at least in the case of liquid manures, becaOse in

excess would remain undissolved at the bottom o

tank. When, however, soluble sulphates ^^^^^.^f'^^g

course any excess employed will remain dissolved wi

sulphate of ammonia. It must be evident that ammonia

can only be fixed by mixing it with a sulphate it can fi
-

compose, that is to say, one in wliich the sulphuric acm

combined with a base for which it has less affin^^J .^^^V

has for ammonia ; in this case the base with
"^'^^^^'J^^^

acid was previously combined is either set free, or e

into combination with the carbonic acid, ^e^^'"^.
*^^°^^^;n£

with the ammonia, and hence either the base of the nx b

salt, or else the carbonate of that base, is found m place
^^

the sulphate employed. If we were to mix s«lp^'|^^^^

potash or soda with ammonia or its carbonate, "^ *^
gj.

would take place, because potash and soda
^^J^^^^ ^^^

affinity for sulphuric acid than ammonia has ;
o^|

^^^
we mix sulphate of lime, magnesia, iron, or zinc wi

^^^_

moniacal solutions, thev are decomposed, sulphate

monia is formed, and carbonate of lime,
'^^©"^^^'^Jl^^gul.

water

;

zinc is precipitated as insoluble pow
the grey in being earlier and not given to run. as most of -phates of magnesia, iron,'and zinc are soluble in

he Swiss kinds are mc med ; that of the Fleche has the whilst the sulphate ;f lime i. nearly insoluble :
hence eX

same tendency; Its pods arc narrow and full ; they keep n^.c .f ,\.. 4^1 i. i,i _^.;n Hf.solved with Uie

up a succession for a long time. The Mohawk is evi-
dently much earlier, more dwarf, and promises to be ex-
cellent, either for early or general cropping; it is good
when dried. The white and red Suisse and the Ventre

cess of the former salts would remain dissol.-^
.inhate

sulphate of ammonia formed, but an excess of the ^M^^^^j^

of lime would fall to the bottom mixed with the ^^^
i^

of lime, and hardly anything except sulphate Qt ^^^

wouW be left in solution.
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Practically speaking, then, the best substances to fix

ammonia are eitlier a strong acid, such as sulphuric or
if a dry salt be more conYenient,then the sulphate of lime,
gypsum or plaster stone, as neither the carbonate of lime
formed, nor any ejtcess of Bu!]>hnte of lime taken, could
have any hurtftil effect when applied to land. If acid is

employed, it maybe added either strong or di!iite,and should
be well mixed with the ammoniacal liquor in sufficient
quantity to destroy all pungent KmelK If sulphate of lime
is ust-d, it should be broken or ground up, and added to
the liquid either in a tank or otherwise as may be most
convenient ; it must be well agitated or stirred up, and in
thifi case, as when acid is used, enough must be added to
destroy the smell of ammonia ; the carbonate and sulphate
of lime left after the process may either be allowed to
settle at the bottom of the tank, and the t-learliquor pumped
oflf, or the whole may be used togetiier ; but the propriety
of this must of course depend on the nature of the soil to
be manured- The formation of sulphate of ammonia may
be effected in a very short time, either when sulphuric acid
or sulphate of lime is employed ; but in order to do this,
the mixture should be ^vcll and frequently stirred. If acid
or sulphate of lime be put into a tank with liquid contain-
ing ammonia, the formation of sulphate of ammonia goes
on but slowly, unless the whole is thoroughly mixed.
When enough of the fixing material has been added, and
the smell of ammonia is no longer perceived, the liquor
may either be directly used as liquid manure, or may be
kept till required

; for as the ammonia is no longer in its
free and soluble state, it will not become weaker by keeping.

In situations where sulphate of lime is not to be had,
or where sulphate of irou is cheaper, that salt has been
advantageously substituted for sulphate of lime

; generally
speaking, however, it is probable that the latter salt is
preferable, because about 2!bs. of it are as effective as
31bs. of the sulphate of iron, and the carbonate of lime
may be more readily separated from the liquor than the
carbonate of iron. If excess of sulphate of iron is em-
ployed, it will remain in solution ; but no evil results from
this, for it is immediately decomposed by carbonate of
hme and similar substances in the soil. The separation
of the iron is greatly facilitated by exposing the liquid to
the air as much as possible.

la applying salts of ammonia to land as a manure, it
must never be forgotten that the quantity of that sub-
stance required by plants is not large ; and that by adding
a large quantity of it to the toil, we are verv likely to
obtain a worse crop than if we added none at 'all. Am-
monia and its salts constitute a very powerful class of
manures, and a small quantity of them produces very
beneficial effects ; but we must not suppose that because
ft httle is good, a great deal will be much better.
The most economical method of obtaining and apphing

ammonia is to colleet all the urine, drainages, Ac. which
are ordmarily suffered to run to waste ; these fluids con-
tain ammonia, afid when exposed to the air soon become
foul and the ammonia is lost.: if, howeirer, they are col-
lected in a tank or rcsorvoir, and sulphuric acid or gyp-sum added, the ammonia is converted into a fixed salt,
and the liquor may then be und advantageously, either
alone or m conjunction with other manures. In all the
ordinary plans for saving liquiil manure, some of the am-
monia IS lost, because it exists in the manure in the state
or a volatile carbonate

: when, on the contrary, any of the
previously-mentionrrl meant are adopted, it is fixed, and
further loss is prevented.— JET.

NEW DAHLIAS.
TnK following arc notes of some of the new Dahlias :

Sjjarj/s Conqueror of the Plain.—\ deep maroon, vary-
ing considerably in its colour; the form of the petal and
general shape of the flower are first rate, with the ceu-
tre finely up.

IVidnatrs Prhicess HoyaL— l^r\g\^t buff, tipped with
rosy purple; the flower large and finely formed. This
is a beautiful and desirable variety. It gained the first
prize at the Salthill Dahlia Show.

Dodds' Pnuce of JHi/f^.—Yellow, inclined to become
buff; a flower of good size, and well formed. This will
prove a very useful show flower-

IlcadUy's PAan/'j:,—This is a noble and finely formed
scarlet flower, having great depth of petals, which are
finely cupped; it is slightly depressed and confaacd in
the centre, but will no doubt form a very useful flower

CaUengh\s Lady Ann Murruy.^K light mottled flower
tipped with rosy purple; this is a very constant and
well-formed flower, with a fine centre.

midman\s i?m/ica.-\Vhitc. This variety being a seed-
iing of ii>n. Its character cannot be considered as fully
established

; but from its petal, the general form of the
nowcr, and the goodness of its centre, there is every
prospect of its proving the best white we have at
present.

J^ffries^ Lady AckJ<md,-'Rx\ght lilac; a large and very
useful flower, but rather too flat.

^

Urown s Marquis of Lansdotrnc,~T)M salmon colour ; a
la ge flower, with great depth of welbarranged petals,a little depressed m the centre, and rather coarse ; from

the blo^m?''T-K? '?^ ^'""'^ "*^^"' ^^^* ^^^ff^ stand ;

hoceZw;';\^K'^^ ^^^i .uperiorto

latte^hav^/« f
1%^"'^'"^'"^^^ ^"^'^^^ ^^ London, the

6'i/..r/:c'v v"i!S' ""'xr^r .
this variety we^!:;:f^^"

blooms shown at Salthill of

flower is fine of I A
'"''^"

' ^"^ *^*^ ^^^"^ «f ^^«

petal, ' ""^ ^ ^'^^'P m^voon, with a well-formed

we have not seen, but have heard them well spoken of
by those whose opinion generally coincides with our
own.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XV.
The covering of straw or litter which was recommended

for the protection of tender deciduous plants, such as
Fuchsias, during winter should now be removed. Upon
examination it will be found that most of the plants
protected in this way are perfectly safe, and are beginning
to send out young shoots and leaves. These are necessa-
rily blanched and tender, owing to their having been in
the dark so long, and it will, therefore, be necessary to
exercise great caution in exposing them to the frosty
nights or cold winds which we may still expect to have at
this season of the year. I would, therefore, recommend
the amateur who has plants in this state, to surround
them with a few stakes and tie a mat over them at night,
or at any other time when the weather may render it pru-
dent to have them^covered. Those who have used frames
made of the " Patent Asphalte Roofing " for evergreens,
such as some of the fine varieties of Rhododendron, may
use tljem now for their Fuchsias; but anything which
will afford a slight protection will be sufficient. A beau-
tiful hedge of Fuchsias, which would produce a fine ex-
otic effect in seme small gardens, might, therefore, be
kept and protected at the most trifling expense, if care
was taken to plant the more hardy varieties. The lovers
of this favourite family will be glad to learn that there is

a new species of great beauty now in flower \n the coun-
try. Its name is F. splendens ; the habit is good, and it

produces crimson flowers, tii)ped with green, in '^reat
abundance. As it is from Guatemala, it is not likely to
be hardy enough to stand our winters, but will probably
do well enough for the flower-garden in summer and
autumn.

If more room is wanted in the greenhouse or pit, strong
plants of Verbenas and Petunias may be removed to a
cold frame and covered up at night ; in this situation they
will be perfectly safe. Fires in the greenhouse will not
be necessary, unless the thermometer sinks below the
freezing point

;
give air freely, and shut up early in the

afternoon if the house contains such plants as Pelargo-
niums; but if it is filled with hard-wooded plants, it should
not be shut up so early.

A few weeks ago, a correspondent (J. L. S.) suggested
the propriety of giving in the "Amateur's Garden" some
plain directions for preparing fermenting material for hot-
beds; and as many persons are now about to put up
dung-frames for various pui poses, the following directions
will perhaps assist them. When the dung is brought
from the sUble-yard, it should be turned over, well shaken
up, and thrown into a close heap. If it has not been fer-
menting before, it will probably be dry, and must have
several tubs of water thrown amongst it—indeed, this will
frequently be necessary, as there is generally some part of
it too dry. Three or four days after the heat rises, it

may be turned over again, taking care to mix the colder
parts with the warmer, and to add more water if the heat
is not rising propcriy. If the dung is good, the whole
ma^^ Asill soon be in a state of fermentation, and after
remaining in this state for tliree or four days longer it
will be fu for making into a hotbed. The quantity re-
quired varies of course according to the objects of the
gardener and the size of the frame to be placed Ujion it

:

a bed about five feet in height answers the purpose very
well, but leaa tlutn that will do for mnny things. In mak-
ing it, shake the dung well, beat it down regularly all

over the bed with the fork, place the shortest oil the top,
and then put on the frame. If it i> intended for cuttings,
co\er the inside over about two inches with rotten -dung,
and leave a little air at the back to allow the rank ^- .m
to escape. The frame muht then be examined daily, and

soon as the bed is " sweet" (as gardeners say), the
cuttings may be introdured. A little practice i» 'neces-
sary in order to determine this ; but the safest way for
every one is, to put in a pot of cuttings of some plant
which they do not value and see what effect is produced
upon them ; this will give them practical knowledge.
These remarks are only intended to ai&ist the inexperi-
enced in making a common hotbed, and are not to be
understood as recommending this particular kind of bed
cither for economy or neatness.—7^. F.

Errntum.-^Ux Amateur's Garden, No. 14. in liieUstof U*i>*an-tbcmum^ /, " houUl he read i.itcuiu»i-

Dahi
-f

HOME COKIU ^POXDEM r\
Cherry yrafud on (he Laurel,— ia ^*o. 12 you answer

an inquiry of " Sprrulative," Miat vouare not aware whe-
ther the Cherry will bear when 'grafted on a Laurel,
There is an insUnce where a Mayduke was budded on a
common Laurel, the fruit of wbicli I ate last summer ; it

was most excellent in flavour, and kH»th the Cherry and
Laurel grew very luxuriantly ; the former bore very freely
each year

—

H', 77., CIfricu,<.

ShrirrUhin of Qray —In the Gardeners' C^-omde
of the 19th iiiit. there was an nrticle from Mr, Fish on
the shrivelling of incipient bunches of Grapes iu an early
forcing vinery. I think Mr. F. should explam his system v^f

treatment from the commencement of forcing up to ihe time
the fruit is ripe, and'like^rise the state his wood was in
at the end of the season (September and October), "if
Mr. F. IkhI done this as well as giving us the we'-*.t that
is required to bring the irci-'nt bunches to peifc^n,
it would give ( very pra Ileal gardener an opportunity of
proving whether hia system is a good vnc or not.
The plan '- ' down by him has been thoroughly examined
liy many practical gardeners nnd condemned, the ^ te-
mi opinion being that it la tbeorL:" 1 and nut

|

tical. Mr. Fi^b moit Imivc been very uhfortuoaitf in

1

places to have to superintend Vineries with cold and deep
borders, which, unless properly managed, will cause a
failure of crop. I feel satisfied by experience, that gra-
vitation will not insure a full.crop, nor save the incipient
bunches from shrivelling without good management. My
Vineries have deep, wet, and cold borders : I have had
many bunches this season which, like his, have threatened
to run away; but the laps of glass are so close in my
Vinery, that they could not find the way to escape. By
a little good management I have brought them out to
great perfection, and they will be ripe in a short time. I
think this year*s practice will give me an opportunity of
proving the real cause of sbrivellmg in all its points, and
likewise its remedy, which, when obtained, I shall lay
before the readers of the Chronicle.—An Angler.

The Vine,— K correspondent strongly recommends
Hoare on the Vine as a prize-book for cottagers. He con-
siders it a very interesting book, and one that no one can
fail to understand. We entirely agree with him. Any-
body who will study what Mr.' Hoare says must manage
Vines well on open walls.

The Impregnation of Cueumbers.Since you seem to
have your doubts as to Mr. Ay res' capability of producing
Cucumbers without fertilisation, allow me to say that upon
that subject I can go beyond him. Some years ago, as I
was pegging down my plants, I unluckily broke the
flower of! the fruit at least four or five days before it

would Lave expanded, for which 1 felt sorry, as there v;ere
no other fruit-blossoms showing at the time. 1 left it,

however, and, to my agreeable surprise, it swelled off as
handsome a fruit as any I had during that season. This
does away with all impregnation. From that time I never
gave myself the least trouble respecting it, unless when I
wanted to save seed, which I am firmly persuaded, accord-
ing to the common course of nature, cannot be obtained
without it,—John KyU,

Mice.—On visiting a garden in which the Crocuses were
eaten by mice, I was pleased at a simple and effectual
mode of destroying them. A stone pickle-jar was sunk
in the earth, the inner rim being smeared with drippii»g
or suet, and the vessel half filled with water. I need not
add, that many of these pests to the gardener wei?e
droivned by falling over in their attempt to reach the bait.— 2V. 1^. llodiiOiu

Itooks.—On April 29th, last year, I got 2-4 rooks, not
full fledged, from a neighbouring rookery. I made nests
for them, and put about five in each; I procured the trel-

lis from an old aummer-house, covered the top with tar-
pauling to keep them dry in wet weather, and fixed a table
in the middle to feed them upon. Liver and Potatoes I

found the best food for them — Oatmeal proving too heatf-i

ing, and I lost lome from using it. 1 fed them every two
hours till they began to pick ; but when they could fly well,

I fed them but twice, and afterwards only onc^ a day. I
continued this treatment until September, when I thought
they would feed themselves ; but thig .would not do, for
they soon began to leave me, and vn a Bhort time my
stock wa« reduced to six. I now de termined to f^cd them
all the winter, and still upon the table in the shed ; 1 did
80 once a day the whole of the winter, and not one left

afterwards. They have this morning (April r)th) cora-
menccd building for the first time, which will be Ijiought
late ; but I believe young rboks Jo not begin so early as
old ones, and this is a very cold situation, beings on the
verpe of the moors.

—

Bidymoni, liollon-le-J^Ioors,

Rookeries.—la '* A Familiar History of Birds," by the
Bishop of Norwich, he says, " It has' been said that by
exchanging a magpie's eggs for rooks you may obtain a
rookery." Last year I placed eight rooks' eggs in a mag-
pic*«nest in a plantation about a quarter of a mile from
the house; the magpie reared six young rooks, and always
brought them to roost in a small plantation at the end of
the lawn, close to the house ; this spring the rooks were
frequently observed to be fighting with a pair of uiagpiea,
which they eventually drove away. The rooks have
established themselves in this plantation, having com-
pleted four nesta and commenced a fifth. The trees ale
not above 35 years old, chiefly Elms.—C. H".

On the Habits of Birds,~ln several of the late Num-
bers of the Gardeners* Chronicle I have observed notices
connected with Ornithology, which I think skould be
so classified as to make them serviceable to the purp^^^
of general science. The natural family of Silviadae, op
Summer Warblers, offers as fertile a field for observation
as any ; aiid their habits and localities brii^ them more
immediately under the eye of the gardener than any other
tribe of birds, many of the species being jteculiarly the
inhabitants of gardens, which they enliven with 'their
spiii^I.tly habits and delightful song. They arc a class,
also, but little understood ; and the partial limits of their
annual migrations is a multer of interesting speculation :

take, for example, the Nightingale, which winters in
Northern Africa, and extends its suinmer migrations over
the whole of central F.urope as far north as Russia and
Sweden, including the south-eastern counties of England,
but most unaccountably omitting all to the west of a cer-
tain line, which cxclmlta the mild and woodt-d valleys of
Devonshire and South \\ uies, localities which would
appear peculiarly favourable for iheir resort. Again,
Salicaria turdoVde?, a bird of pasgpge. which is . aiaon
on the ^ posite shores of France, has never been known
to cross the narrow channel which separates us, and is not
inclu ' d in Uie British Fauna. Another wngubr fact
connected with the natural bi«*ory of tli.s tribe is \ xw
,;....! ;., yi^ Yarrell's invaluable work on Bil.lih Birds.
In speaking of the Wiiiuw Warb' r, he say* **( !.

Moi.ugu states iLa at the d^ie of hi- obutatir.p* this
bii J did not go so tar v t as Devonsliire s--^ ^'^ --wall '

and tlierc \t no reason to suppuiK; luat ha was misU.'. .u !

but, from whatever ihwsc it may arise, it has n«w UcoaM
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r . ;/^ fn Dfvonsbire and Cornwall, and
« cotiitant visitor oj'*^"";^^^

co^t of Ireland. No

iiJ"? rtlei^atigelyi-i^d migrations has been

"^"liliSptH bat'^n extended syeteo^of ob.erva-

!f"'*"lit7on th oukh a series of years a>ight perhaps
tion ""^"^

«;^^;i, "^Juid lead J to causes (as. for

3l-kete absence or presence of certam plants

^^e^ts) which influence these birds in the choice of

?he "nmmer retreats. I would then suggest that some

ofTour correspondents should cwefully distinguish the

„rk,us species of SilTiadje which are to be found in their

respective neighbourhoods, and keep a register of these,

together with the date of their arrivals in the spring, for

which thtir daily walks and occupations in the garden

would give them abundant opportunities. The only oti-

tucie to this plan is the difficulty which any but a prac-

tised ornithologist would find in discriminating between

.pedes which are nearly allied, and unmarked by any

obvious differences of form or colour ; but this dilhculty

might be met by publishing a list of our English bilvias,

with their distinctive specific characters descnbed as fa-

miliarly and prominently as possible, and then should

cases of doubt still eiist, specimens might be kil ed, and

determined.—^. jD. Llewelyn,

from

-Having read your

Chronicle on the appli-

the species accurately

Paillergnre.
Application of Ammoniacal Liquor.

several arliclea in the C
cation of ammoniacal liquor, and also your cnnquea uu

Ml Danieirt new niftnure, I «ead you a descnption of

IDT method of ai)plying it, which is similar to that you

recommend for the formatiuu of an excellent compost

-Hher for agricultural or horticultural purpowa. 1 make

bed or Bubatratum of any coarse earthy matter one foot

thick ; upon that is spread a layer of vegetable remains

two feet thick, consisting of Icaws, edgings, rushes, couch

grass, or other noxious weeds (which are too often thrown

on the aides of fields, and thence carried on to the land

Main by sticking to cart-wheels or other conveyances);

the whole is then watered with ammoniacal liquor from the

gag-works; in a few days llpnt another layer of earth,

then a layer of vegetables, and water as before ;
another

layer of each may be added if conveqient. or the clamp

may be covered up at once with earth, to keep in the vola-

tile matter and throw off the rain. The whole will re-

quire turning over two or three times before using, as

aome vegetables are a long time in decomposing ;
but a

farmer should always have a succession of these clamps-

one ready for use, and others in a state of formation, as

rcceptacfea for all the rubbish on his farm. If hme can

be readily obuined, 1 should recommend one layer turned

in the last time before being used.—C J. Holcomhe,—
fLime would disperse the ammonia. Better use pounded

gypsum.3
Cape Btdbs,—In looking over the ** Botanical Regis-

ter," I find the Editor has published a figure of my
Amaryllis Banksiana, and to the description annexed an

abatract from Mr, Herbert's work on Bulbous Plants.

Though I must differ with great reluctance, as well as

.^fi&dence, from ao high an authority, and from an author

to whom 1 am indebted for most of my information on

thia subject, yet, as far a» my experience goes, Mr. Her-

bert'a directions to keep the bulb under ground arc cer-

tainly unnecesaary ; and the plan of burying the balbs

!» objectionable, on account of the greater difficulties

of management, from the increased size of the pots,

I have had two bulbs of Amaryllis Josephirise nearly

twenty years, both of which flower every season, both of

the bnlba being two-thirds out of the ground, and yet

they are aa firm as onions and aa large as a child's head.

I am not aware that I ever lost a bulb from being ex-

{)osed, though no doubt bulbs may be placed too high, as

t la not natural for them to grow without some degree of

covering, and particularly Brunsvigia ciliaris, which is

Tery liable to bleed. 1 attribute my success in the ma-

xiageroent of Cape bulbs entirely to the plan of plunging

ttic bulbs, daring their period of rest, in a pit filled with

pure sharp sand, the necka being covered. The lights

are then put on, and little air given ; the sand often be-

coming quite Lot to the touch from the action of the sun.

The balbs are thus well ripened, and the roots at the same
time protected and kept cool.—J. W. Slater^ Newark
ParJc.

•1-

/"o^oioet.-—Fearing I might have been in error about
Mr. Knight** crop of Ash-leaved Kidney Potatoes, as re-

corded la die Uort. Trans., vol. vii., p. 405, I have again
referred to the paper, and quote from it :

*' Of this variety

1 selected in the prraent spring the largest tubers which I
could cause to be procured in the last year ; and I have
planted them nearly in contact with each other in the rows,
lukd with intervals, on account of the shortness of their

Btema, of only two feet between the rows." From this

you will perceive that I was rather under than over the
laark in my estimate of the quantity of seed planted in
that experiment. Should you think it right to state as
mueb in your valuable Paper, it may prevent misappre-
liensidu in those of your readers who may not have ac-

cess to Mr. Knight's paper. If Mr, Knight used **the

largest tubfeta which he could cause to be procured," my
calculation wiU surely fall far short of the actual weight of

the seed used on that occasion.

—

Lvs&r,

Wheat in the fr^t /nrfiVjr.—There is an error in Dr.
Hamilton's paper on tl^e culture of Wheat in Bermuda,

Ko. 4, p. 53, which 1 buped some other correspondent

would have corrected. Dr. Hamilton assumes, iu his cal-

culation, that a bushel contains 512 pints I In my school

days it only contained 64, but the bushel has been altered

since then 1 Dr. H. is pretty near the mark in stating

785,400 grains of Wheat to the bushel ; but in that case

the pint would contain 12,272 grains. If, as he assumes,

each graia would have produced 55 ^arsj and eiu;h ear 65

grains (but which I think a rather unreasonable ex_

tion, from Wheat that ripens in 90 days after sowing, and

which consequently cannot be expected to tiller like our

winter Wheats, which very rarely !^^^^*^
P^,^^"/.%^V/n'ft

m one plant), the product of gram would be 43 8/2,4U0

KraSs, or 5,585 bushels, instead of 10,474 as he states

it. His calculation of the returns from Mr. Fox s pmt

and a half requires the same correction ;
the pint and a

half would contain 1 8,408 seeds, and if each seed produced

th?ee ears, each containing 52 grams, the produce would

be 2,871.648 grains, or 3-63 bushels.—LM^or.

The CunantFly.'^Pm teU your readers to bestir

themselves. Two of the Nematus-trimaculatus (see p. 548

of 1841) were observed this week, and both females.

It is therefore time to apply remedies, as the eggs are no

doubt already being deposited on the youngleaves.—/£./<.

Glue-waUr for ^-ca/e J;u.c/^.-In a previous Chromde

I saw elue-water recommended for the destruction of white

scale. I tried the experiment last year upon* a fewplan s,

several of which it killed without destroying the scale.

The remainder are very sickly, so that in fact the remedy

is worse than the disease. I used it milk.warm, immers-

ine the heads of the plants three or four times as they

became dry, mixing lOlbs. of glue to 10 gallons of water.

I kept the plants quite dry above for a week or two, until

I began to see theto looking sickly ; I then brought them

out into the open air. and syringed them twice a day, which

served merely to disolve the glue, instead of peeling it ott

as 1 expected-Jo/in Kyle,— \\t never was intended that

plants should be smothered in glue-water ; but that the

size should be painted over the parts affected by the in-

sects. Mr. Kyle's plants must have been very dirty to

have rendered his operation necessary.]

FOREIGlTcORRESPONDENCE.
Paris, ZOth March, 184'2.—In one of my former let-

ters I have incidentally noticed the extent to which Roses

of all descriptions are cultivated in France, but I am not

aware that the manner of propagation, for which the

florists here are so justly celebrated, has yet been adverted

to It is a matter of notoriety that this tribe of plants,

especially the Chinese varieties, are here multiplied with

a rapidity and facility unexampled in any other country ;

for example, a florist who bought one of Mr. LafFay s new

Roses last autumn, informed me the other day that he

had now more than 50 of it for sale. Mark, these were

all produced during the winter, and this is no solitary case.

That fine new English Rose, Devoniensis, was received

here last autumn, and may perhaps be in the handsof

four or fiYe persons, but I feel confident that they will in-

crease it with such rapidity as to be able to offer it to the

trade in England^^t a much lower price than it can be

purchased there. Your readers will naturally ask how it

can be done ; some may suppose that rents and labour are

cheaper here. This is not the case, for 1 believe both to be

even higher than in England, A mere hovel, v.ith an acre

of garden, near Paris, is worth from 400 to 500 francs

(IGZ. to20/.) a-year. A labouring gardener earns i5f.,

and a propagator and foreman from ^Of. to 25f. a week.

The climate is without doubt propitious, but the principal

cause of success is in the attention specially bestowed

during the period of propagation, and the daily observa-

tion and regulation of heat, moisture, light, air, and clean-

liness- The hot-water system is as yet but in partial

operation ; nevertheless, under the old plan of tan and flues,

cuttings often root in 6 or 7 days. All the tender kinds,

such as Bengales, Th(5s, Noisettes, and Isle de Bourbons,

are propagated by cuttings and leaves perpetually, and

Hybrids between them are also raised in the same man-

ner, but not so expeditiously as by grafts. The bottom

heat, whether by tan or hot water, is kept as nearly as possi-

ble at 25" Reaumur (88° Fahr.) ; the compost in general use

is equal parts of peat and white sand. Some use a kind of

black sand, which is found to answer very well ; this is

shaken down rather firmly in the pot, and the leaves or

cuttings planted just below the surface, and sometimes

even laid upon it ;
particular regard is necessary to this,

because much of the after success depends upon the way

in which this is done, for experience has clearly proved

that subjects thus treated will root much sooner than

those planted deeper ; another advantage is, that they are

not so liable to fog. They are then plunged in the tan or

bed, and bell-glasses tightly placed over them, so that the

full benefit of a close, humid atmosphere may be imparted.

Every third or fourth day they are slightly syringed ; im-

mediately the roots appear they are repotted in thumbs,

one-fourth leaf-mould being i^dded to the former compost,

and again plunged as before ; in about a fortnight they

will be sufficiently advanced for removal to other glasses,

when air is freely given, and are thus hardened off for either

frames or the open ground. The cuttings are always taken

from young wood, but care is necessary to ascertain that

it is sufficiently rip^, otherwise loss is sure to follow.

Leaves may be taken from wood somewhat older, bat the

eye must not be injured, and a portion of the rind both

above and below attached to it ; these form plants quite as

fine as cuttings, and within nearly the same time. During
the first and second stages of this operation, the houses
are entirely shaded from the sun, either by thin canvas or

whitewashing the glass inside : it is of the first consequence
to attend to this, because however flecessary light may be as

they are enabled to supply the world with Roses and

Camellias at a rate so much cheaper than other countries.

Some of the florists in Paris have a way of striking cuttings

which I have not observed elsewhere ; it isi this—large

upright pots, similar to those used for Hyacinths, but

about six or eight inches across, are half filled with com-

post, and the cutdngs planted in them. They are then

plunged in tan neariy to the brim (see figure), and a flat

glass placed upon the top i by this means a more even heat

is said to be imparted, and the rooting is performed in less

time.

1

a stimulant, yet if allowed too much power it will assuredly
prove highly prejudicial. Cleanliness is also considered
as necessary as heat or light ; the bell-glasses are kept
constantly clean, by being wiped out every two or three

days. If the least impurity is allowed to generate, the

plants soon become sickly- A pure atmosphere is quite

as necessary for vegetable as animal life ; both may exist,

but neither cafi thrive without it. Herein ffwuists the

,

superiority of French y which

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

j[„ri! 5.— Sir O. Mosley, Bart, in the chair. Dr. W. H. de

-

Viiese was elected a foreign corresponding member. From Mr.

Goofte, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, there was a large coUection.mclut!-

ing two magnificent specimens of Heaths, Unnseoides and melan-

thera- a large handsome plant of Epacris impressa; Bletia

Shepherdii, with spikes of crimson-purple flowers ; Oncldiiim

ptilchellum, with a spike of delicate pinkish-white blossoms;

Tropseolum brachyceras, trained over a frame, presentmg a mass

of bright yellow. Several cut Camellias, and a cut speci-

men of Combretum macrophyllum. were also sent from Ealing

Park A Knigbtian medal was awarded for the Oncidium, the

Heaths and the Epacris. Mr. Jackson exhibited 6 fine sped-

mens of Heaths, among which the rare elegans and the haU-Uke

grandinosa deser\'e particular notice: a Banksian medal was

liven for the former. A certificate was awarded to Mr. Standish

for Zichya villosa, a recent introduction from Swan River, well

worthy of cultivation. Mr. Toward exhibited BUlbergia zebnna,

a singular line-looking plant with banded leaves and green

flow^ers with crimson bracts. Mr. Hopgood sent two specimens

of Physol6bium carinatum, a pietty dull crimson pea- flowered

plant, and Zichya dilatata, a kind somewhat resembhng Z. coc-

cinea Mr. Ivery exhibited several fine seedling Cinerarias; the

most remarkable among them was-Rival King : its habit is dwarf

and compact, and the flowers are white tipped with bright crimson

:

a certificate was given for it. xMr. Gabies sent a collection of

Heartsease, and a seedling Rhododendron named Prmce of

Wales- it is delicate blush with numerous dark brown spots m
the throat. From Messrs. Young was a new species of Siphocam-

pylus. with brown heart-shaped leaves and bright scarlet flowers.

Mr. Slater, gr. to J. Spooner, Esq.. exhibited a smaU specimen of

the Waratah, Tel6pea specioslssima. the beautiful Enkianthus

quinqueflorus, and some seedling Cinerarias. There were two fine

plants of Andr6meda floribunda sent by Mr. Marnock, from the

Royal Botanic Gardens ; this is weU worthy of cultivation on

account of the freedom with which it flowers, and lor its hardi-

ness. With these a variety of Phycella iguea was sent. Mr.

Pearson exhibited a seedling Camellia j it was a striped ^aricty,

but not sufhciently distinctfrom some already cultivated. Messrs.

Chandler sent Camellia Albertus, a handsome striped variety;

and serratifolia, a singular kind with dull red flowers, havmg a

whitish stripe in the centre of every petal. -There were also col-

lections of Camellias from xMr. Reddmg, gr. to Su" J. D. Broagn-

ton, Bart., and J. AUnutt. Esq. J. WUimore, Esq., sent a

specimen of a new species of Peristeria from P^rto^^^^^'"^ '*

produces numerous very large flowers of a reddish-brown or#

mahogany colour : a Banksian medal was a%yarded for it. Mr.

Horley, gr. to G, C. Legh. Esq., sent Maxillana variabihs. a spe-

cies with small inconspicuous white flowers. There wa. a fine

coUection of Roses forced in a pit heated with Ainott s stove,

from Mr. Rivers; there were about 25 kinds, chiefly the same as

those mentioned in p 192: there was also a collection *ro^
z^;

Rowland, tsq. Mr. Brown ^ent a tray of flowers of a seedlmg

Heartsease named Countess of Orkney. Mr. Appleby, ff^.
to i-

Brocklehurst, Esq. exhibited specimens of a variety or Oncimuxn

Ifiridum from Demerara; a Bletia, and Phaius ^^ ^^^^^^^
' ^j"

them was an EnviUe Pine weighing 2 lbs. 5 oz. Jiova M^-
«J":

derson, gardener at Coleorton-hall. near Ashby-de-la-Zoucn, ^a=

a well-ripened bunch of Black Portugal Grapes, for ^^^^^^.^J';'

tificate was awarded ; it was grown on a plant raiseu uom a

eye, on which six or eight other bunches are allowed. Mr.^.

MiUs sent a handsome brace of Cucumbers 2li m. long, ^i»^

in his improved pit: a Banksian medal was ^^^^^.^ ^^^**r^\vw
Kemble, Esq. exhibited some Old Golden Pippms. a"*^J^;;fj;

Town Pippin: and from Mr. E- Denyer there were a
f
emm|

Apple, and some Wmterthorn Pears. Messrs. Chapman sem

sample of their " new" Potato. From Sir J. T. Tyrrell, Bt.,M-i^.»

there were four remarkably fine Cabbage Lettuces growii m
^

Dutch manner: a certificate was given for them. ^^'^^ p.'^hsia
large collection of plants from the Garden.

"^-^^^/^J"^ ^^.S^^
splendens, a new species sent home by Hartweg ; ij ^^s ui fa

flowers than F. cordif61ia. and Is likely to prove aTaluame ^

tion to our collections. The others more ^"^^^^^ '^^
^ fl^JIrs

Acanthophippiura bicolor, with numerous waxy crimson
^^ '.

A. sylhetense, with paler blossoms; several elegant aLd
,

and a variety of showy Cinerarias. There* was a ^^x ui
.^^

flowers of CameUias grown in pits, having no other pru
^^^^

than a mat over the glass in severe weather; among tu^^

splendid specimens of C. reticulata.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY. .^^
April 5.-Mr. Woodman in the chair. Mr. Rowley was eiec

^

Mr. Groom gave a slight sketch of the history of the
|"''^^,jje-

florists* flower. He commenced by saying that he
^^*J?';^^^^

ther our garden varieties were derived from theTulipaueM ^ ^^
as that species has plain red pointed petals, and ?^'"JV. ^hich
flowers. He then noted the different periods »"« P"^^^,,,^pncing
some of the finest sorts were oflfered to the P"^^^^' *;°"J|" ^jeriod

with an old Catalogue of J. Maddocks of l/^'^^..-*;,"aJe still

doubleTulips were nearly unknown, andUiefewcultivaie ^^^_
retained, while many of the single varieties have *^^^"/"?.i*ack ap-

bonnier was sold at that time for 5/. In 1780 5^°^^^^^^.!;
^t this

peared, supposed to be the first English- raised varieiy,

period Bizard is first found instead of Bizarre. The l)rmc f ^^^
of introduction seemed to be 1788. The price ot Koi

^^^^

d'Or in 1789 was 10 guineas. In 1/93, Holmes s
^"hatofthe

mentioned. In 179", the number of Bizards e^ceedea ui^^^^^j^^

other classes by 100. In 1800, the price ^^ /'"P^^^*
Titian sol^

was 30 guineas ; of Louis l6th, 15 guineas, in
**=*!i^' - riorum

forSO^; Dowager Countess of Aylesbury, 100^.; ^^oti f^

suprema, 300/.; and in 1818. Joie de Davey is
?"°if^ "Lrties of

Catalogue at 500^ Mr. Groom next mentioned tne l^^J^^gj. and
a good flower ; it should be composed of 6 petals,

^"/.^l^cv other,
three hmer, which should be alternate and he close ^o cci

^.^^j^

broad and round on the top, quite smooth, and ot
f"^^p„i,aJided.

to allow the edges to lie over each other when ^^"^ *^-

^^ds the

They should be firm in texture, having a slight swell w
^^ ^g.

lower part of the midrib of the petal, which ^";^^^?V'J ^ ^ semi-
tain its shape; this in a fuUy-expanded flower ^houia ot

^^^^jj
oblate spheroid, the stalk being inserted m the poie,^^ ^e
be a litUe depr^sed. The petals should be level o^;»^ '^g ^ot

ioner three of the same height as the outer > the lauer
i>^»

'
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be beat bacU» as is the ca«e in some flower». The colour of the
ground slioiild be pure and rirli, the base of the petals without
stain, and the yellow ijronnd sliould pq«viH the game mtj^Mbity

of colour on the outer as on the inner side of the flower. In the
j^ec prinripal classes, namely, Roses, Wizards, and Hybloemcns,
the colours should be brilliant, well defined, ajid not liable to

flush, which occurs ui conbcqueuce of the confined damp in tlie

^a^^es at night, lu Mr. Groom's opinion the feathered ilower
wa« most preleraUc . the feathers ihould couiiucnce at the bot-
tom of each petal, the doepc^t marking: being; on the tup. and
equal In everyone. The flainc<! flower shouMlikewise possens
this feather, with a rieh beam up the rib of each pet»i, branching
off" nn either Hid<'. touching the feather, and at the iMtnc time pre-
pcrvinff sufflcieiit of the grouud colour to show it to advantage.
A flame without a feather in funeral presents a fitar-like appear-
ance, which though nut so eorrt-ct as the other, is still beautiful.

The »teni sliouM be elastiCi ni ither too tall nor short for the bize
of the flower, and rmCiiricritly strong to Weep itbclf eivct without
Bupport.—The ndjourned disrnssioii on the properties of the Au-
ricula was postponed till the next meeting, wlicu it will ta^e pre-
^edencc of the discussion on Mr. Groom's paper on the Tulip.

LTNKEAK SOCIETY,
April Uk, 1843.— R' ' rt Brown, Esq., in the chair. Sir O.

Mosley, liart., and Mr. J. Oriffiths, were admitted Fellowa. Mr.
Kippist was elected an asHocjatc. The President announced to

the society that they had the pleasure of the company of two dis-

tinguibhed l^'rench botanists, MM. Aeh. Richard and A de JuffHeu.

A letter was read from l**^ ^^eretary of Prince Alben, in answer
to the address of congratulation to the Qucun and llTR.H. on the
birth of a Prince. Specimen f Crocus vernu^ were exhibited by
Mr. Flower, which had been gathered in the vicinity of Hornscy
Church. A paper was read on several new species of Spiders,
with an account of their habits, by John Hlackwall, Esq. Some
of the species were remarkable as having been found at the Uni-
versities of Oxford aiid Cambridge, and in no other part of the
country'. The Secretary aaiiouiu:ed that in pursuance of tlie be-
quest of the late David Don, Esq., tha tociety had received his
herbarium, as well as a collection of hard fruits amd sections of
wood. The luttor were exhibited, amongst which we ob-rrved
the following; Kruit of the HraziUnut (Bertholetia excelsa), the
Chocoiate-nut cTheobronia Cacao^^ the Baobab (Adansonia di-

gitata), the Monkey-pot (Lecythis) ; atao the fruits of species of
Pekea (Saouari-uut;, Swieteiiia, and the various species of
Bauksia; a ver)^ fine cone of Fiuus Sabiniaiia, and the fruit of
Tanghinla veneniflua, the Malagasli Poison-tree; aipttdixof En.
cephalartos horridus. Of the woods there were sections, trans-

' verse and horizontal, of the Cork Oak (Quercus Suber), of Casu-
arina equiaetifolia, a species of Vitifi with two centres of growth,
and tine specimens of the woods of Banksia, Dicksonia, Calo-
phyUuuiy and several unnamed New Zealand trees.

i

NOTirESoFNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
ySEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

VamjA cm*TATA. Crested Vajida. {Stove Epiphyte). Or-
chidacese. GyuandnaMonandria.— ThishabfloiPttred wichJikUmn.
Kolli , of Tooting J not, iwwevcr, very perfectly, for the
flowers are grrrnlsh instead of being nearly white, and they are
solitary instead of being on three-flowered peduncles. It is a
pretty spee!^^, from the warm vaU^s of Nepal. The sepals and
petals were greenish, the lip yellow, striped with rich purple
aspcritit:* and furrows ; at the poiiU it is divided into two acumi-

Aai \ni\A OKNSA. Dense-flowering Arundina. [Stove Epi-
pht/te.) OrchidBflHi. Oynandrta Monandria—A beautiful Or-
chidaceous plant from 8ineapore, sent to Messrs. Loddiges by
Cuming. It has flowers as large as those of A. bambusifolia, rosy
TioLst, with a crimson- bordered lip, sweetscented and very
haudsome, forming a close head, and not a long loos* raceme.

—

Bot. Htg.
EcuBvii'iiiA W5^. A. K y Ecbeveria. (HarAf IlrvhfirAntta

PJnnt.) Cm ilaccBC. DecaiV T* utagynia.—A Mexican her-
baceous plant, Imported by Messrs Ice and Co. of the Vineyard,
Hammersmith, and by them pr' —nted to the Horticultural
Society, in whose garden it flowered in April 1841. From K. gib-
biflora its shoit compact inflomreticc distinguishes it, as well as
the yellow flowers with rose coloureU bracts, which reud^ it

very gay. There ia inaued but one bpecics yeld.. ^ribed in which
the corolla \% yellow, and ttat, being tto old K. cse^pit i. is a
quite difl^erent btemlc^s plant. It is a pretty greeiihou^ plant. I

requiring the same management as C^assulas and snoouUnts oi
that kmU. It does best when grown in a very light house, and
the leaves, iM^ietSt and Aowers acquire tbalu4^..p colour which U
flD beautiful iu some of the spc^.^.^ of this fainllf. It strikes
readily tULer fiom k.. _. or from cuttings, and bhould be grown
in a light and wpll-draiiic.' _ X.-Bot. Ji^fr.

AcHiMKVEs j.oN(.iFioRA. Loug-flowcrcd Achl III - 'Hr .h.

Peren,} l.».>ncrace«. Didynjimia Angiospcrmia.—XolntUvidual,
wlietlipr 1 itate or commoner, no Government, no nscndaHon
of indiviilimls iji any country, ever emlicllishod 11.^** native Land,
In the bauie number uf years, with t-^'-h a multitude of rare and
beautiful plants as the Horticultural Society of l-oudou h.is
brought into England, ^tbcr thr. ugh thvir correspondents, or by
the moans of their collectors : ainoujc wlu>ni the naiHa of Forhca,
Parkes. Douglas, and li«ii i ^ «g stand pre-eminent. Tlie annuals,
the perennifls, the hardy deciduous shrubs, the everpreens, the
«««tping plants, the grecnhouseand htove plHii^*? now in cultiva-
tion, have principally sprung from the ri*:h mine in the Societ> 's
Garden ; mnd no>», after 20 ) rs' Importation of JiovelgeS, here
is » ne which yields to nothing except the Wistaria (Glycine) si-
nensis. More beautiful than the gayest of our t-tove heri)aceou.s
plants , as easy to cultivate as tli« commonest of perennials, more
prodigal fd flowers than the finest of the Gloxinias, ever blonm-
mg, except during ihe few mouths when it sinks into its winter's
rest, this Achimeaes longiflora Is an invaluable giU by the Soei'
•ty to every ouewho has a warmgreenhou-.. ThefoUowincex-
©allent arroant of it by Mr. Fortune, published in the Transac-
tions of the Horticultural Society, gives fnll information con-
cerningits history and tr -^•ment: "Mr. Hartwcg found it erow-
lug wild in the ravinr^ oi Guatemala, and sent its roots hnnie U^t
spring along with several otlier n"\*' GcsnciM^eous and Orchida-
^ous plant«. The r*iots arrived in very good order, owing to
their having been parked in dry loam, B«d sent home at that pe-
ilort of the year wjirii t he pl«H» is naturally in a rest iof^ state. Jn
packing and sending home planf f this kind, niurh of the ^n<
cesedepends upon having them gathsfwl and transmitted at the
proper season. In this Mse, the roots being gathered after the
growing season w**^ past, and at thesame time aurronnded with
dry* loam, were as uearly as possible in natuial circumstances
dunng the voyage to England, and were only enjoying that period
of rest which they would have had in their native country, being,M the event proved, as rrady to s»art into leaf and to grow with
vigouratter their arrival aslf tbev had remained in Gnatcmr.la.
1 iiei>tems of Aohimenes longiflora are of two kinds, some creep
^je along the ground and amo*|pst the soil, and forming fibrous
™?ts and numerous imbricated hu<\^ r«scmhling scaly bulbs

;

hJ^^ll
e/"wiug in an upright positioti from a foot to two feet in

ne^ght, brauchiuR- and covered with short spreading hairs. The

j
be a plant of the easiest cultivation,floweringin August.andcon-
tiuuing covered with large violet flowersfor three or four months.
It seeniij to flourish in any free soil, and is more easily propagated
than any plant with which 1 am acquainted. In the spring, when
it begins to grow, this can be done by separating and potting the
scaly bulbs described above ; afterwards its creeping stems will
strike their roots into the soil, and can be taken off perfeet plants;
and at all times while the plant is growing cuttinp-s maybe strutk
in a few days."

—

Bot. Hcff.
TnuiA riLiKORMis. Weeping Arbor Vitae. (Hardy Evergreen

Tree.) Coniferse. Moncecia Polyandria.—Tlicre is a general belief

that this rare plant is the same as the species figured by Mr.
Lambert under the name of T. pcndula j and accordingly by all

writers upon Coniferous plants the two are mixed together. I

confess I do not participate hi this opinion. It appears that the
fruit ofT. pendula Is four times as large as this, and has six scales

instead of four, with scarcely any mucro ; while in this there are
constantly four sc^Ie^ only, and they have a mucro almost as
lung as themselves. How a ditTcreu^c of this kind is too
important to be disjrct^arded, and is s' arcoly to be cooMdercd as
accidental. I therefore adopt Mr. Loddijrcs' name of T. filiformis.

It is a beautiful and quite hardy tree, with lon^ slender weeping
branches. The flnest plant in England, or perhaps iu Euro|ie, is

iu the Arboretum at Kew ; it is now 8 or 10 feet hi^h, and has
stood out unprotected for several years without being injured.
The Kew plant is certainly the same species as the one in the
ChelseaBotanicGarden, whichis there kept in a greenhouse dur-
ing the winter; this circumstance causes the branches and shoots
to be longer and slenderer than those of the one at Kewj but
young plants struck from cuttings of each have no perceptible
diflference. It is surprising that this beautiful and hardy ever-
green, so long introduced, has not become more common in col-

lections, and particularly as the plant strikes freely from quttijigs

of the two or three years old wood, if taken off early in the au-
tumn, and treated like cuttings of other Coniferse.—^o^. Beg,
Clethra qcercif^lia. Oak- leaved Clethra. (Greenhouse

Shrftb.) Ericaceae.—A handsome evergreen greenhouse shrub,
with deliciously-fragrant flowers, inhabiting the neighbourhood
of Jalapa, in Mexico. It is not hardier than C. arb6rea, and re-
quires the same treatment, growing freely if planted in any good
garden soil which is rather light. It is easily increased either by
layers or sefds.—Bo^ Beg.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Clover.—Two new Clovers have been attracting

attention in France, concerning which we find some infor-

mation bv M. Viimorin, in the ** Bon Jardinier." One
is the Hybrid, and the other the Elegant. Elegant
Clover was for some time considered identical with one
called T. hjbridum, cultivated in Sweden ; when, however,
growing together, the differences are striking ; the latter

is larger in all its parts than the former, and the colour of

its flowers is a brighter rose, shaded with white in the

centre, while the Elegant Trefoil has rather dull reddish

rose blossoms, coloured alike in every part of the flower-

head. The appearance of the herbage is different ; the

Hybrid clover has bright and dark foliage, and that of the

Elegant is pale and unequal ; the leaflets of the latter are

also marked with a brown band like common Clover,
which is not the case with the Hybrid, Another character
of the Hybrid is tliat in the summer, when it begins to

shed its blossom, and during the autemn, the root throws
out fresh foliage, arranged like a rosette; but in the Ele-

gant Trefoil this does not occur ; it is the lateral branches
which rest on the ground that supply the verdure. The
Hybrid Tref<vil also flowers fifteen days earlier than the

other, which however lasts the longest, and branches
more; lastly, the former is taller, more beautiful, and
comes in earlier ; but when the latter has arrived at per-

fection, having more numerous stems well covered with

branches, and more solid, it will, when mown, yield as

great a produce as the former. The Hybrid Trefoil has

been a great deal used by M. de Kruus in the formation of

artificial fields at Orebro in Sweden, and it has succeeded

well ; it has grown from three to four feet high, and has

yielded during about twenty y. ., often more than 10,000

pounds per tunnland (about an acre and a quarter En-
51ish), and always npwards of 5,000 for the first ten years,

t is regarded as a plant equally suitable to cultivate for

mowing and for pasturage ; strong moist soils, argillaceous

or calcareous, suit it well ; it frequently comes up spon-

taneouslv on lands in Sweden that have been drained. Thfe

Elegant Trefoil is found in abundmce on poor clayey

strong soils, where it grows thick and vigorous; it Is wild

in France in many places, not unfrequently in ferruginous

sand. It is more than probsble that both the species will

one day form valuable additions to our forage plants, as

they appear as though they would succeed on land unsuit-

able for Clover, Lucern, and Sainfoin.

—

Abstracted from
the Bon Jardinier.

Feeding Poultry.—Professor Gregory, of Aberdeen, in

a letter to a friend observes, " As 1 suppose you keep

poultry, I may tel! you that it has been ascertained that if

you mix with their food a suflScient quantity of egg-shells

or chalk, which they eat greedily, they will lay, culerxs

parilius^ twice or thrice as manv ecirs u before. A well-

It is mentioned in Jetters from Vienna that Endlicher has

decided upon undertaking a Species Plantarum, a most
laborious task, for which few men are fitted, but for which
this distinguished botanist has the highest qualifications.

Professor Parlatore has just published a collection of new
species of plants, among which are the following new ge-
nera: viz.—Maillea, founded on Phalaris caerulescens and
others ; Avellinia. founded on Bromue Michelii ; Serra-

falcus, to which Bromus racemosus is referred. Dr. SpHt-
gerber has produced some critical observations on the
Bignoniaceous plants of Surinam, in which he has pro-
posed the genus Couralia, upon the Biguonia fluviatilis of
Aublet. A number of new specie^ of Balsam Poplars have
been published by Dr. Fischer iu the Gartenzeitung

;

among them P. tristis, longifolia, pseudo-balsamifera, and
snaveolens, are new, but probably all exist in our gardens
as varieties of P. candicans or balsamifera. Dr. De A^riese

has commenced the printing of a Dutch translation of
Lindley'sTheory of Horticulture ;and an American editioQ
of the same work, prepared by Dr. A.Gray and Mr.
Downing, has also appeared. Messrs. Acbille Richard
and Adrien de Jussieu have just left London, where they
arrived a few days since for the purpose of examining 8<»me
of the collections of Orchidaceous plants in which Eng-
land is so rich. The former of these distinguished botanists

is engaged in the publication of Linden and Galeotti's

Mexican Orchidacese, and of the Cuba Flora of M. Ramon
dela Sagra.

Dahlias.—The following list contains the names of 50
Dahlias most desirable for their beauty and variety of co-

lours. We have not taken new sorts in preference to old,

unless decidedly superior in the same line. A good
shape and habit have been a particular object in the selec-

tion, and as great a variety in colour as possible. To
make the list more perfect, the colours of each flower are

added

:

I

I

Andrew Hofer, Holmes, dark
crimson

.

Amato, Dandy's, rosy purple.
Bishop of Winchester, light pur.

pie.

Annot Lisle, Begbie, crimson.
Bumham Hero, Church, puce.
Conservative, Low, light rosy

purple.
Climax, Jeffries, purple.
Conductor, Widuall, light pur-

ple.

Egyptian Prince, dark plum
colour.

Essex Rival, SorreU, bronzy-
purple.

Euclid,Ward, very light purple.
Constancy, Keynes, purple.
Fanny Keynes, light rosy pur-

ple.

Metella, Begbie, purple.
Ne plus ultra. Widuall, maroon

shaded with purple.
Pickwick, Cormack, fine purple.
President of the West, crimson.
Rouge et Nolr, Ansell, maroon

and light crimson.
Springfield Rival, Lynes, crim-

son.
Suffolk Hero, Girling, maroon.
Victory, Knight, deep crimson.
Bloomsburv, Lee, scarlet.
Eclipse, W idnall, red scarlet.
Scarlet Defiance, Cou^^i.
Regins. Hregory, red.
Tou***iiment, Catleugh, scarlet.

salmoB

Eclipse, Catleugh, vermilion
rose.

Admirable, Spary, rosy purple*
Hope, KeviUe, rose,

Maria, Wheeler, rose.
King of the R<»ses, Thompson-
Queen, Widnall, peach blossom.
Lady Cooper, Jackson, delicate

rosy Ulac.

Lady Harland, Jeffries, bright
lilac.

Lady Middleton, lilac,

Nicholas Nickleby,

I
shaded.

Argo, Widnall, yellow.
Defiance, Cox, yeUow.
Bloomsbuiy, Pamplin, buff,

t
Duchess of Richmond, Fowler,

salmon shaded.
Henrietta, Begbie, yeUow.
Unique. AnseU, yellow edged.
Grace DarUug, Dodds, salmen

shaded.
LewibUam Rival, white.

! Bridesmaid, Brown, white tyi-

ped with purple.

Beauty of the Piain, Spary,
white edged witli lavender.

Maid of Bath, Davis, white Uced
with purple.

Mary Dodds, wlute tipped with
purple.

PheBomenon, Wkales, wl
edged with rose

.

Exquisite, Holmes, white and
lavender.

1

c>..v
^^ 'i.s^T* K^neraUy oppos^ite and in pairs, but on young

snoots are frequently In whoris ofthree and sometimes alternate.
ir.^ **^ ** *^"^* P*»iiited»nd serrated, ereen above, but tingedwtth red on the under side when fully grown. The flowers grow
an ^ilLn ""'

i^*'*'
***** ^^ ***^ l^'^^'^^

? ^^« peduncles are a"

I^i » ^ *"
J^"^^'^; tbe lobes of the calvpomted, and p«rsi '

I

it half
.X are green, ohl^-ng,

lonir and th« > . '

'^^^ ^"^ °^*^^ coroUa Ss sbont % inchesSy r uTid h- ""^^^^^ ""^ "*'*'^^ '" diameter, 5.lobed and
Kube rof a^dl"?

"^""^^ ^^'^^ ^'^tline of a good Heartsease.

hUx^^h^^^^^ *^« ^"""^^^ P'^^Ple or deep

ZZ.^i^ r yP^.'H^' ^^it the latter arc aoDaren- x^\x *i„.,^.

M many eggs u
fed fowl is disposed to lay a vast number of egga, but can-

not do so without the materials foi;. the shells, however
nourishing in other res[ -L her food may b«; indeed, a

fowl ied on food and water, free from carbonate of limef

and not finding any in the soil, or in the shape of mortar,

which they often eat off the walla, wotJd lay no eggs at

all with the best will io the world. Lay this to heart, and
let ase know in spring if the hens lay two, or two for one.^*

The Pmn}, Cardoon.—The Puvis Cardoon grows stronger
than any other kind, and the great size which it often

attains renders it r^^^^rkable; it is cultivated for the
market at Bourg and Lyon, and is much sought after in

consequence of its baauty. The leaves have very large

divisions, and are roofe resembling a strong-grown Arti-

choke than a Cardoon ; in some plants they are not
prickly, in others sUghtlv so. Some specimens have grown
to an enormous size.

—

Bon Jardinier,

Botanical Xewa,—We learn that il. Jaubert is occu-

I

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Hortimuiimrrrl Sorietsf's Garden, Tttmhftm-green.—At this seasoD

of the year, when winter can scarce be said to have left us, we
can expect to find little deserving of notice in the open air ; stiU
there are a few plants in the arboretum here which ought not to
bepa> lover. A fine picmt of MagmMia conspScua. is blossominsr
freely on the south wall, where, with Mah6nia aquif<5Uuia, Co-
riaria li^- -' 'isis, Lonicera PaUasiana, and Bdrberis dulcis (which
are also in flower), they have been protected by a thatch of straw.
In an oval clump near the extremity ot this mwXi the biugular
Dirca palnstris is in blossom. In the small fiower-garden adjoin-
ing the stoves, several Fuchsias, whose stert were covered
closely with straw during the winter, do not appear to have been
injured by the frost, and are shooting out from the very tipa^
last year's wood, being temporarily protected by boxes formed
of the a!*phalte ,felt> mentioned in page lOO of last year's Chroni-
cle. The Orchidaceous house contains many plants which are
highly beautiful. Amongst them is a variety of Oncidium ampU-
atum, much superior to the old oueui si^e and abundance of flower;
with Oncidium Baueri, luridum guttatum, two varieties of Onct-
dium sphacelatum, Deiidrrtbinm secundum, MaxillAria ITarriw'tniae

and aromitica ithe strong and dellciouf* pcjfume of the latter re-

sembling cinnamon, A<>p&a epidendrt^des, BrAsMa macro^Achya,
Acanthophippium blcolcw and sylhetense, and a pale variety of
C^rt pi^ium punctatum. Tn the greenhouse are some pretty
Cinerarias (one of which, mvked &» is a good seedling), and a
dwarf variety of Chorozema varium, which appears to excel in
the profusion of blossoms which it produces. A sn-all i^Mit erf

H6vca pungens is now expanding its purple blo^ s, wbich
UioiMTh not so large as tho*>e of H. Celri, equal then m colour;
with Pimelea spect^bOis, and a new Acicia called urophylia -but
the latter is not to b« compared wi^h many of the old species. In
front of this house is a range of pits, in wliich Camellias are
floweriiig well, having been simi^y protected by mats thrawn
over the lights in frosty weather j amongst them are flae p^uaX^
of C. reticulata and CtdvUil. Large spedmens of Fupl!urfei»

Kplendcns «jd Columnea Schiediana are bloomtnr well in th*
cnrvlliiMswiftove, algH^ ^m roof of which Paftftin**ra alata has
be«i train«il, and is begiunuig to expand iu ^^if bloasoms.
Here we also noticed Cerop^gia rlegatai and a new Ber-nia called

crassicauHs. In another stove partially devc*ed to the ^ 'wth g4

Orchidaceous plaats, the large specimen of Lae Ua super .
-^nn sh*

from Mexico ^ Mr. Uartw«|f, though grown conaidt ';>iy* *i««

not seem likely to flower vet. In blossom arc Maauiana craenta

(aline new speciesJ, Epiriendrum selligerura v ^ flowei^ ar^

as fragimnt as Viol< ~ t(^ im steiJbtoan, OacfdiuiB J«a-

cochilnm, forming festoons ^ white and y^low s^r^ ?»ers,

and Epidefcdrum aursntiacum : but tbe heaatr of

nearly gone. The large conjservp^riry wriU in a s
' » ray wita

* -^ . >

«,*vr »

Jif^m

grctfl o&^t of attraction. It i» al

• J ^L *u 11- *• i-i 1 ii - r /-* - . I Ac^!3- echiefnf wh^are A
pied with the publication of hislargecoilecUoasof Oriental

\ tit* t>r»i did i i4ac

Plants, and that one number of bis work has appeared,
|
n ^^sia, and a v«iiety calleu ti»t'emia

M, Boissier, so well kno«^n for his investigation of the ^*^*!i^^iT''IIl^»^^^
bpanuh Flora, is occupied with the same subject publish-

j g^^a^diflora.«^dF6c' '^^-T'rrSfl-^j.stuaaF.wrdi&^a.
t specie witMiaortsa: ami hrightei boww »

^ . itta, ver-
re are

which , ves to iHsiii "" a

ttf-)

It proves to { iig the rcsttlt of hia study ia lii€ Aiuaatos d«a bctn s.
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A,«.^».«* fhP fiiiecolents in flower are Eciievt-ria gibbosa and a

«r^ciiiXcU^^^^ Here U al.o a Tropicolum from Son h
new ^i^^^^^J^'"' bracbrwnis, but with the sepals tipped with

^'^"''^^r.^^L^sZuh^^ large nor so bright as in that

ra^^;;V'"'l^': '^r'^.r:^^!^rnrn^k^y f-tin^l^e principal

I^Se to the conservators, has been new eravelled which

^^^tly improved its appeanmce. and when c—'^ •"

r .rm aTeliffbtrul ,iromcnade round the garden. To those who^tly improved its appearance, and wheu completed wiU

.^elibtrul aromcnade round the garden. To those who

do^iiotrel'lrd Ien«the"i"e their ramble a trinin^ distance, the

«»h eadinrtothe Dakc of Devonshire's wUl afford a pleasing

mtificatiou ; the Ribes planted on each side of this are now ex.-

nit.diiiir their graceful aiid pendent blossoms, and piesent a

b^atitul vi^ta on which the eye delights to gaze. In the forcing

department the Vines in the lirst hon<e have a pretty regular

crop and are just coming into bloom ; the second house is also

ahowing remarkably weli. The new Mexican Pinuses, iu the pits

of the hardv department, are making rapid growth ^ another

year or two will enable those interoted in them to judge of their

distinctive characters. Many c.\periments are in courKe of trial

with different chemical solutions; and an equal quantity of

Darnells* manure and Goano has been distributed to the superin-

tendent of each department, so that in a short time we may ex-

pect to become acquainted with the respective value of each.—

Low*9 Nurst^ri/, C/tf/i/on.— Several strong plants exist here of a

new TropjEOlum lately flowered by Mr. Kelland. of Jersey. It

it the T, polyphyllum of HooVer and Arnott, and certainly the

finest species yet introduced. The habit and mode of growth are

those of T. tricolorum, but much stronger. The flowers arc a

clear bright orange yellow, four times as large as those of T. hra-

chyceras, ai»d produced in the greatest profusion. The tubers

were sent to Mr. Low from Valparaiso by Mr. Bridges. This

specie*^ 1h a very great acquisition aiid will make a capital plant

lor exhibition.
,

]Ueujtr», WhitUyand Oshuru* Xursfrf/, Fulfifim.—The large col-

l«cUon f>f Nardsai here is at present in great beauty, and affords -

a treat to lovers of this tribe. Among many fine hardy evergreens

which are kept in pots, we observed a large stock of J uniperus

exceisa, a beautiful species, which should be more generally

known. The show house Is gay with fine species and varieties

of Camellia, Erica, Rhodndnidron. and Azalea.

The Farmer's Encykopcedia, Part VIII.

We are glad to find that the improvement in this work,

formerly noticed by us, continues, and that as the work

proceeds, ita interest increases. la the number before us

there is an elaborate nrtiele on the plough, illustrated with

50 woodcuts, representing the Tarieties of this important

implement, from the rude contrivances of Eastern nations

to the most improved forms now in use. In an article on

the Potato we find the following account of some ej?peri-

ments in manuring it, which ^111 be useful to our readers

At the present season-
" The soil on which my experiments were tried is a fer-

ruginous sand, brought to a due texture and consistence

by a liberal covering of pond mud. Of this soil, in its

improved state ; 1 mean by the accession of pond mud (for

having been used merely as a nursery for raising forest-

treesy previous to these experiments, the nurseryman had

bad not thought it necessary to make use of any other ma-
nure) ; the following is the analysis 400 grains gave :—
Of biliclous sand» of different degrees of fineness , 280 grains

Finely- divided matter . , , . 104 „
Lobs In water . . • . i6 „

400

"The finely divided matter contained

Carbonate of Lime . . IR gr.
|
Low by incineration fpro-

Oxide of Iron . , , 7 », i babJy vegetable decom-
posing matter; . . l/gr.

"The remainder, principally siles and alumina. There

were no indications of either gypsum or phosphate of lime.
** On the I4th of April, 1S04, a portion of this soil was

laid out in beds one yard wide and forty in length, and

were manured as in the following table. On thesanaeday

the whole was planted with Potatoes, a single row in each

bed ; and that the general experiment might be conducted

with all possible accuracy, each bed received the same
number of sets. On the 21st of September the Potatoes

were taken up, when the produce of each row was, in suc-

cession, as follows :

Manures In bu>ih. per acre. Frodace.

1. No Manure , . .157
2. Salt 8 bus., soot 30 bus. 240
3. Chandler's graves 93 ct. 22o
•i. Salt a hash., wood ashes

60 hush 217
5, Salt 8 bus. gypsnm peat

1?63 bush., lime 121 bush. 201
ti. Salt 8 hush., lime ISI

bush., dung 363 bush. . 199
7. Salts bush. . . .198
a. Salt H bus., graves 92 ct. 196
9. Soot an bush. . . 192

10. Frt.h dung 363 hush. .192
11. Salt 8 bush., malt dust

do hush.
Iff. Wood a^hes Oobubh. .

13. Salt A bush., decayed
ieavcH 36;J bush. .

169
187

137

Mnnares Jn bush- per acre. Produce.
14. Salt 8 bush., peat ashes

363 bush.
15. Malt dust 60 bush.
16. Salt 8 bush., Umc 121

hush., peat 363 bush. ,

17. Salt 8 bush., saw dust
363 bush,

18. Salt 8 bush., peat 363
bush., bone dust

19. Decayed leaves 363 bus.
20. Salt 8 bush, lime 121

hush., sulphuric acid .

21. Salt Sbus., peat 363 bus.
22. Salt8bus.,limc 121 bus.
2.3. Peat 363 bush. .

24. Saw dust 363 bush.
25. Lime 121 bush. .

183
184
%

1S3

180

178

175

175

17>

167

U'9
» r -
l.J J

ISO

•The following experiments upon Potatoes are extracted
from Mr. George Sinclair's Communication to the Boa-d
of Agriculture, February 25th, 1^20. These experiments
were made upon a soil composed of three-fourths silicious
sand, in plots of thirty-six square feet.

Bush, of Salt

per Acre, No.

loads being the quantity usually laid on an acre. The

ground thus manured not only gives a large produce of

Potatoes, but is in a state of excellent preparation for

a succeeding crop of either Wheat or Barley. The adop-

tion of this practice has increased very greatly the value

of land about Weston."'

Proceedings of the Geological and PoJyUchnxc Society

of the West Riding of Yorkshire, Ulh Meeting.

August, 18-41.

There is nothing more characteristic of the present day

than the intellectual activity of great classes of people

who were formerly remarkable for supineness and indif-

ference. The agriculturists are becoming aroused to a

sense of their deficiencies, and among the more obvious

indications of this feeling is the formation of agricul-

tural societies and clubs for promoting the science and

practice of agriculture. In noticing the proceedings of

the above society, we shall confine ourselves to the able

report of the Rev. W. Thorp, on the agricultural geology

of the part of the Wold district of Yorkshire, and of the

Oolite in the neighbourhood of North and South Cave.

The paper is divided into three parts, 1, On the geo-

logy of the district; 2, On the application of the princi-

ples of botany and chemistry to agriculture; 3, Sugges-

tions for the improvement of the agriculture of the

district.

Under the second head a chemical analysis of the soils

lying on the various strata is given, in which some inter-

esting facts are pointed out. It was found that the soils

lying: upon the chalk formation contained but little lime,

and this Mr, Thorp accounts for by supposing that the

lime has been washed out from the surface of*the forma-

tion, leaving the siliceous portions to form the soil. The
analysis of the Rummeridge clay affords a good instance of

the impossibility of judging of the value of a soil from its

chemical analysis, independent of its mechanical qualities-

**This clay," says Mr. Spence, the analyst of these soils,

** appears to contain everything, unless free carbonic acid

and water, that we are taught to believe essential to ve-

getable life ; yet its mechanical constitution, from being

almost imjiermeable to air, and water, renders it nearly as

sterile as the worst of soils." The lias produces excellent

feeding pastures ; looking at the cheniical constitution of

the soils upon it, Mr. Thorp observes, ** We think it pro-

bable that the capability of a soil to produce the superior

grass^es may be known by an inspection of its analysis ;

and that it will be found that any soil which contains from
5 to 9 per cent, of alumina will have this power. If

there be less of alumina than 5 per cent., the soil will be

too light and friable ; if it contain more than about 9*per

cent., it will be too tenacious for this purpose."
Liebig and some other writers following him, and who

have apparently been attracted by the boldness and no-
velty of the statement, have asserted that plants derive

their carbon from the carbonic acid of the atmosphere
alone, and " that manure neither serves for the production
of carbon nor has any influence upon it." And again,
"that the quantity of carbon produced by manured land
is not greater than that yielded by land not manured."
Thinking that such a statement is likely to lead to prac-
tical errors, Dr. Thorp has devoted considerable space to
considering this question, and we think he has proved
from Liebig's own admission, and a number of facts, that
the carbon in manures is taken up by the roots of plants,
in the form of carbonic acid in water, or as humic acid
in combination with ammonia. He very justly points out
the unsoundness of the inference that because Orchises
will grow in the air. Cacti in a carbonless -soil, and Sphag-
num and Hyacinths in water, all plants must neces-
sarily derive their nutriment from the same sources as
these. With regard to gypsum—sulphate of lime—Mr.
Thorp thinks it valuable as a manure only to those plants
which take it up into their structure, as Clover, Grasses,
and Sainfoin, and that it neither acts by absorbing nor en-
tering into chemical combinations with ammonia, as has
been supposed by Lieb'g and others.

, The third part of the report embraces many valuable
suggestions for the improvement of the agriculture of the
di>tricts to which it refers. It contains much that is ap-
plicable to every part of the country, especially the re-
marks on collecting and preserving manures. Vie feel
convinced that it is only by adopting the suggestions of
enlightened research that British agriculture can be ad-
vanced. We sincerely hope that the paper of Mr. Thorp
will be extensively circulated, and meet v^ith the attention
it so justly deserves.

I13

6i

13i

124

106 the smallest
90

93 the larg^est

1. Planted without any kind of mnmire
2. Twelve cubic in. of salt with the seed
3. Six cubic iiirhes of salt with the peed
4. Twelve cubic inches ofsalt mixed with

*'-*".^J|ejfeight of the crop of Potatoes was not taken.
. The .'^uperiof sfie of the roots produced by No. 4 left no

i^: room to doij^t of the advantage of thirteen bushels of salt

^
pet ncre, appjied^o the soil previous to planting, over the

'"*
qtlier floodtaof appjicalion; still the superiority was not
verygreat,-^^ Jlmay notice here/ observes Dr. Holland
C^AgncuifiVral Stirfey of Cheshire,' p. 1-13), 'a praciice

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing week.
Weeds now begin tD grow apace, and if once permitted to

get the upper hand, the utmost attention on the gardener's part
in future will hardly prevent their maturing a crop of seeds
buthcient to stock the garden for years tacome. This important
matter is liable to be neglected, less from want of thought than
scarcity of time, at a season when a gardener has so many thin^
of greater apparent consequence to do> it will therefore be ex
cusable to suggest in this place the propriety of gentlemen aUow-
uig such extra assistance in their gardens for a few weeks at
this season of the year, as may be requisite, by whicha great ex-
penditure of time and labour will be prevented hereafter.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department,

^Zl^^V'~.2^^^^ attention ought to be paid to the yountr plantsnow, when they are recovering from the check of repotting and

S kht^X"l^*^S.^"w*
"^'^^^ ^^'^'^ '^ "^ '^^^'^ t« apprehend

leavVs fn^tw^^^* ^. plunged to their rims in the bark or

variltin^c^f*^^''"''*'''^^^ be subjected to le.svanatioiis of temperature and moisture than if thev were more

r
I

.^^ursnedjrt ^^^LCjtti^ near Frodsharo, in the culture" of Po-
,^t««]a|Si whirfc'S^WS deserving of attention. Ac this place,

c to the junction of the Mersey and Weaver,
.? Vmea mud

exposed to the atmosphere of the hoir.c. Frequent sprinklingor Bteammgs wil preclude the necessity for much water at ^h
s

the

« H V

ro^ts: i,till the planis ought to be looked over at least once aweek, and such of them watered as require it

, ,
,

,

Vin;erv.-^A8 the early Crapes progress in colourmg, ah- must
Md as a manure for crops of Potatoes ; t.enty

| S^..Eorrigliri^u^t?n^^^^^^^^^^ ^

shade them, and which have hitherto only been stopped ; the
house should also be kept drier. The conditions necessary to
the perfect maturation of Grapes are, free exposure to light and
air, and comparative dr>'ness—that is, less moisture than has
been afforded them during the period of their growth. Pine
plants, on the contrary, grow best in a close and humid atmo-
sphere; therefore if the?e are cultivated in the same house, which
is often done, considerable discretion will be needed so to
balance the opposite treatment required, that what is advan-
tageous to one plant may not be carried so far as to be injurious
to the other.
Peach-house.— The chief attention now required in the early

house is to tie in the shoots regularly, and to keep the foliage

clean and healthy by frequently syringing and fumigating it.

By this time it will be seen whether too much fruit has been left

upon the trees at the tinal thinning; if so, some of the least
promising and worst-placed should now be taken off. See like-

wise to the due watering of the borders, that the swelling of the
fruit may not be checked.
Cherrv HOUSE.— Except in cold nights, very little fire will be

required at this time by the snccessional houses; fruit that is

perfectly stoned may, however, be forwarded, if necessary, by a
night temperature of fiO'^, Take care to keep the leaves clean and
free from insects.

Fio-HousK.—Syringing twice a day should never be omitted if

the slightest indication of red-spidcr is observed. As these in-

sects harbour chiefly on the under side of the leaves, where they
are difficult to get at with a common syringe, one of the inverted

kind will be found more efficient.

Strawberries.— Be caicful to water regularly, andwith ma-
nure-water now and then. Plants from which the crop has been
gathered may now be planted out in rows, and they will bear
plentifnlly next year.

Cucumbers and Melons.—Take advantage of every fine day to

look over and regulate the plants, which ought never to be al-

lowed to ramble wildly over the beds. A regular system of train-

ing should be followed from the first, which will greatly simplify

their after management. Sprinkle the leaves on fine afternoons,

and shut the frames up warm ; but he careful to dry the leaves in

the morning before the sun gets strong, by giving air in time.

Young plants intended for bedding out should never be starved

for want of pot-room ;
give them an extra shift when the beds are

not ready to receive them.
KiDXKV Beans.—Sow another crop. If more convenient, they

may be raised in boxes or pans, and afterwards transplanted into

the fruiting-pots.

Pot off Capsicums, Tomatoes, and other tender esculents. All

vegetables under glass should be exposed whenever the weather
permits, and young Cauliflowers and Lettuces may be pricked
out in a sheltered spot. Also finish the transplanting of spring-

sown Onions which have been raised in heat. At page 176,
'* those sown in heat" should have been "those sown in autumn."

Out door Department*
Slugs are unusually numerous and destructive this spring.

Fresh brewers' grains are an excellent bait for them, which should
be put down in handfuls here and there about the borders. On mi}d

nights these heaps wiil he almost covered with slugs, which
may readily be destroyed by a dustijig of powdered quicklime,

or salt.

Asparagus.—Rake the beds that have been forked, and line

off the edges neatly.
Broccoli. — Sow more seed of the early varieties, such as

Grange's White and the Cape. The late spring sorts should not

he sown yet.

Cabbages.— Put out the remainder of the autumn plants.

Cardoons.— Sow for a first crop; when sown earlier they are

very apt to run

.

Carrots.—Hoe between the rows of those sown in autumn

;

the loosening of the surface will not only keep dow» weeds, but

also he of great benefit to the plants,
Garlic.Shallots, and Oxions, planted and sown in autumn,

will likewise be benefited by the same operation.
Lettuces.— Tie up leaves of the most forward Cos. to blanch

them. Sow a little more seed, in case that sown in the beginning
of last month should fail.

Mustard and Cress.—Sow every week.
Peas.—Earth up and stick as they require it.

I^otatoes.— Finish the planting of the principal crop as soon

as practicable. If the ground is stiff and cloggy, a dressing of

quicklime, lightly pointed in at the time of planting, will be of

great service.

Rajjishes.—Keep up a succession of young ones, by sowing a

small quantity of seed about ouce a fortnight or ten days.
Orcfifir(f.— 'F\msh the weeding of Strawberry beds as soon as

possible. As the spring is likely to he cold and unsettled, parti-

cular attention will be requisite in protecting the blossoms of

wall-trees. When perfectly dry, these will bear a greater degree

of cold than is generally imagined ; therefore the best protectors

are those which shelter the trees from wet at the same time that

they break the force of a cutting wind. A little warmth In the

Sued walls would be beneficial on cold nights.
11.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Departtnent.
Stov£.- Shade Orchidaceous plants during bright sunshine,

and keep the atmosphere of the house very moist. Remove the

shade as early as possible in the afternoon, syringe the plants

and leave the house for the night hot and damp. Stanhopeas

which have not been growing lately may be expected to Jlower;

do not pot them or disturb them in any way, in case the fiower-

stems are injured by it. This applies to all plants of this kma
which send their flower- stems downwards. .,,

Grkenhocse and Conskrvatouv.—Many of the plants win

now be growing freely; let them, therefore, have suflficient air to

prevent their being drawn up weakly. If handsome specimens

are desired, the plai:its must have room to grow without touchirig

each other i they should also be occasionally turned round, that

all sides may be exposed to light, or they will become one-sided.

Camellias that are making growth should be kept in a shady part

of the house j the young leaves are often injured by the smj. »
not yet done, Geraniums and Calceolarias should be shifted mto
their blooming- pots.
Pits and Fraaiks.—Continue the propagation of Dahlias by

cuttings, and likewise of Heliotropes, Verbenas, Cape Asters, &c.

;

if assisted by a gentle heat, cuttings of these will very soon make
plants. Let Auriculas have plenty of air as the flower-stems ao^

vance and the blossoms expand ; but they must not be exposed to

frcst or wet. Partial air in bright weather will be necessai>

when the plants are iu bloom.
Out-door Dtparfiutjnt* , t^

Before mowing is commenced, the lawns should be thorouga*r

cleared of such unsightly weeds as Dandelions, Thistles, ana

Plantains. It is impracticable to dig out the roots of ^^^^ " ^/
but the plants may be destroyed by cutting them off just oeneaui

the leaves and then dropping a pinch of salt into the noie.

Where the grass requires encouragement, a thin sprinkuug

nitrate of soda, pounded into powder, will be found very bene-

ficial. In the flower-garden, Brompton Stocks which have ueei

wintered in pots should he planted out. Ten-week Stocks, au"

other annuals, may be sown in drills between the rows ca

Tulips, &c.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

NuRSKRY.-The transplanting of seedling evergreens bhomu
now be finished, making the soil firm about their roots. .f\"*
greens may yet be layered, and also some of the latest deciduous

trees and shrubs. Grafting ought for the most part to be com-

pleted now.
Forest and Coppjce Woods.- In some parts of the country.

where hark is valuable, it is customary to peel the thinnings oi

young Larch plantations, the expense of the extra labour oeu^^

paid by the hark, and the poles being thereby raised m vaiur.

This should now be done where the trees are forward cnougn v^

part with the bark freely.-^. B, Whiting, The Deepiene.
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Stkte of the Weather near London for the Week ending April 7

IS42, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick. '

AprU
Frtdar ^
Saturday

Hondar
Tuewiajr
WedneMl&T^
Xburcday 7

iJAKOMKTXB,.

Afaz.

S9.780
3o.oia
30.309
3U.355
30.188

30.001

Milt.
89.303
S9.576

30.18«
30.SM
S9.957
g&.aoo

£9.816

Thbrmom
M
«l

47
47
47
fiO

64
58

60.6

Min,
3i
31

35
»7
S3
37
as

'»1.4"

' Mind

April I, Heavy clouds ; rain ; slightly overcast.
8. Cloudy; ram; clear and cold, with brisk north ^ind.
3. \ery clear; cloudy j slight hail shower - clear
4. Cold and dry j cloudy; clear and frosty at night
5. Clear and coldj air very dry; clear, with sharp frost at

6. Clear; sunshine and slight haze; overcast at night.
7- Overcast; cold and dry ; densely ov ercast at night.

State of the \Neathcr at Chiswick during the last \6 years, for
the ensuing Week ending AprU l6. id42.

April

Sun.
Bfon.
Tue*.
Wed.
Thuri.U
Ffi. IS

Mat. Id

10
11

It
13

Arer. ! Aver.
Hi^beat Lowett

I

Temp. ' Temp.
I

55.6
65-6
54-7

&7.1

&8.6
59.0
fie.l

Ttmy

43.5
46.2
46.4

46.6
48.3

49. a

46.4

No. of
YcKs in
wii it'll ii

KalAed.

7
10
a
5

8

Greateit
quantity
o* Rain.

O.se in.

0.51

0.56
aiff
0.31

0.47
0.(i3

PrevaiUnR AVIndf

X
I ,

• I
*

-Ml •':> L' u

ine nignesi temperature during the above period occurred on
the iBth. 1840—thermometer 70^; and the lowest on the loth 1837
—thermometer 23°.

'

REPORT ONCOVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending April 8, 1842.

The prerailing cold winds have rather shortened the supply of
some kinds of vegetables. Fruit, however, is plentiful, and trade
has been rather brisker this week than last —Fr»/7, Pines are plen-
tiful at the prices lastqnoted. A few hothouse Grapes are offered
Apples do not differ in price from our last Report; we observed
several good samples of the London Pippin, called Roval Somer-
set. Good Pears of the usual kinds are tolerably plentiful. The
supply of Strawberries is increasing ; some of those offered are
excellent. Cucumbers arc not scarce; but the price has not
changed since onr \^^\:.-Vpgetahles. Tlie cold weather has rather
diminished the supply of Broccoli. A large quantity of fine red
Cabbage has been offered. Good Kidney Beans are plentiful.New Potatoes are rather more plentiful than they were : they are
fetching from 2j. to 2s. ^d. per lb. Asparagus is excellent, but
the supply has been rather short this week, consequently hish
prices have- been obtained. Seakale abounds, and the price is
very low. Spring Radishes are abundant. Salading of all kinds
xs plentiful, and has improved in quality. Handsome Rhubarb is
abundant.—i^Vower*. The market has been very gay this week
among Cut Flowers we observed several Amaryllises, and many

?• ill

Apples, Kitchen, per bu«h. ZaGdio&t— Desfert, per bushel, 4f to 12i
Peari,dM8eit, perhalf-fcieve^li to U»
Strawberriei, forced, per oz., I« to UUd
Pine Apple, perlh. 8* to 12*
Cucumbers, per brace. 1« to 6t
urapei, hothouse, per pound, 25*— Spanish, per lb.. It to 2j

_. Portugal, per lb., 1* toil
Orari«ei, per dnz„ iMl to 2* 6d— per 100, 4« to 16*

,
— Bitter, per lOO, Gt to 20/

Saturhav, Aprii. 9, 1842.— PKUITH t

Savoys, p«T dozen, U Cd
CabbH>fe, Red, forpitlclin^, 2, tofl*
Cabbage Plants, per doz.,3#io 5«
Broccoli, White, perbunch, 9dtoS# ed— Cape, i' to UQd

'— Brown, If to 1« 6^— Sprouti, per sieve, 1 < Gd
Tiiriup Topsjberbnshel. 9d to 1*
U.WneyBeans,fnrced,p.lOO, Uto2<
i^otatoes, per ton, 45j to 80»— per cwt. S* 6(/ to A»— perbushel, ]x6(f to i*— Kidney, per bush. 2* to 2* 6rf

-- New, per pound, 2# to 2#6d
Turnipi,per dozen bunt ln-s, \t Gdio Sx
Carrots, perdo2. bunches, 4>to5f
Parsnppj, per dozen, 4d to 1«
Red Rfeet,perdozen, 6rf to Is Bd
Horse Radish, perbrindle, \$ to5*
"adigh, per doz. hands (84 to'30 each)M to I«-6J

•;- Turnip, perdoz. bch., U 6d to 3«
>pinach, per sieve, U to S* Cd
Chives, per pot, Gd
J^'«eki, per dozen buncbf'. ^J to \*
Garlic, per lb. Si

Lemons, per doz. Is to Sa ,J— per 100, Cj io liii"
Almonds, per peck, 7i
Sweet Almonds, per pound. Si erf to 3t
ChesnuU, per peck, 5s to St
Wrtlntits, per bushBl, I6t to 2-l#

Cobb Nuts, per peck, 3< 6d
Nuts, fit^r bushel—

.

_ lir<i2i], 20t— Kpanliih, \6t— Barcelona, fiOs to 24#— Turkey, 16s

.VEGET.VBLES.
Shallots, per'lb.. If
Onions, per half sieve, \i&d to 2# 6J— forpick., per hf. sieve, 2j to 2«f)d— Green, per doz. bunches, 2» to 4s— Spanish, per dozen. Is 6rf to 6#
Asparagus, per loo, large, 7# to l6t— Second or Middling, .3*to4*_ Sprue, or Small, itCd to 2* Gd
Sea-kale, per punnet, 6rf to !» 6d
Lettuce, Cabbage, per half sieve, I#

^ to 2s 6rf

Cos, per half sieve, \s to 2*
Kndive, perscore, !s 6d to 3*
Oclery. per bundle (1 2 to'15) Gd lo£* Gd
Small Salads, per punnet, 3rf

Corn Salad, per half sieve, 8J to If
Watercress, p.dz.sinan bunch. 7</to BJ
Parsley, per half sieve. Is to ?m
Tarragon, per dozen bnnches, 4f
Fennel, per dozen bunches, St
Thyme, per doz. bunche*, 2s
Sa^e, per doz. bnnches. 3f
Mint, peidozen bunches,3f to 9t
Basil, PUT bunch, M to U
Rhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 4s to IBf
Mushrooms, per pottle, lOd to If dd

Notices to Correspondents.
To CoRRKSPoxnENTs.—As the season is approaching when wemay expect to be revisited by that destructive insect ti^Sn^or

fly, any mformation from such of our readers as may hav^ been
^"b' «r^'i^"

checking its ravages will much oblig^us.

^o»'^ i' ?T .^
<^^rmot help you about the AIanurks. They

v^h.r >^^ ^^'' wholesale
;
we do not think Poittevin's of muchvalue. Guanoistobehadofthedrysalters, Keep the draining"

«,fm t^'i^^K'^^^^l/".-*
^^^ °'"^"^^' "^^^^^'^^ nnely-^wdered gyp

hnnri i^^^ w-l' ^^^^PP^^^^^^ J «tir tho mixturc oft^ ; in 12 or 24

adrtVd
J^^,^-^^^^»^%P^^.t-^ ^i» be secired. One part of this fluid

U oM LI ^^"ii^
°^ ^"""^ '':^^"'' ^'^^ "^^»^^ excellent liquid manure.

i t t^^^y^^ manure is soaked with ammoniacal liquor it

o^er till th'^P 'c'' ?
^'' finely.powdered gypsum.when it i^?urAedover tiU the smell ceases, and in a month it will be fit for use

th.w^:o
"^ ""—

'
.^*^^^^^e know of, for your Ranunculuaea ; if

^us/?hoT -^ ^"^"7** t>^'s y<^a^ they will not flower next, be-

^ tlT-morrow
"""^^ ""^^ ""^ ^''''^^^' '^ ^"^ V^^^^^ ^^^ bloom

OAmlT** ^''^^"'^^ "»^ Co.— Your CA.MKr.LTARH0DOPETAL0X

c! ele^nT'^
^^^^' ^' '^ ^ ^''^ '"'*' ^^^ apparently near

vevedi^rTC^'^^'^^^T^ ^"^ Currant plants can now only be con-

Sc^ ^^STANT colonies hi Ward's cases, or some similar con-
ftMd« rff' c I ^\ bowever, much more convenient to take the

^st mn,f^ ^^?"^'\ ^^ despatched in November, packed in

.ucctKuT^^^^^^ FieT^
^" '^'^ '' ^^^^ ocLionally

"^tli t^f^^\TiV^^^ * newly-whitewashed
accountW the fre^^

".'"^^ manner- probably on
Supported it mJ hPPvi^. 'a.^^'^

vvhitewash-^yet if artificially

paVt^afly denies nottn^f^''\^*IS"*^''^^^ ^^*^^ ^ time. This plant
which it adheres toX^^^ ^^'^^^h those fibrous means by

to give it vigour w« V l'*
convey sofficient nourishment

though not iniurionTtn nn^
^^e bloom of Rhododendrons, al-

countries 4™sach nlnnL' \f"^''?;^
"^^^ ^«"^y deleterious in

C«e« provTdc 1t« unr^«- ^^'''^"*^- ^^"btless nature in most
protecMt, them from suc^^rirr^

creatures with an instinct that
te Tinable to avoid thi m Th^K "'' '*

l^
""*^ rca.soning man ^ho

bmr, which doe.s much in^..^ ^'''''T"
^^^^^^"T* ^^^S^r than a large

your cottage.- attackin^T5^ ^"^ ^^^""^^ growing on the %valls of
baflg, andlhoots and^^i^^J^^^^^^ «^^^ f^t tender leaves,

I «'iu sometimes the bark also. commitHno- h\a

depredations at night, when, with the aid of a lantern, he may
be discovered, and as soon w discovered is acUvc in endeavour-
ing to escape, but by day is never n.-is probably a Curculio,
lormerly called Vastator, but now named something else Hecan only be caught by drawing the shoots on which be feeds
through the hand at nig*t, when be wUl remain in the palm, andmay be thrown into a bottle of water.

If One of our Readera will reconsider the matter, he will find
that his objections are unfounded. All Manukb is ofl'euhive, and
not to be scrutinised closely. If hi^ -^phiions are adopted, good
bye to fine vegeUbles. Farmers, instead of wasting that particu-
lar kind to which our correspondent alludes, should have the
skill and good sense to deprive it of its offensive character, and
to use it as copiously as possible.

J. T. C—Steep your Skkds of Hovea Celsi in boiling water for
three minutes; they will then germinate quickly. Your Acacia is
A. rubida.
A Double Subscriber,— ^KVT should be applied to walks in damp

weather. It wiU be better to cut your Holly-hedge about 1 foot
from the ground. The time which Azalea and Rhododendron
seeds require before they germinate varies from one month to
three, according to temperature. Your old and liaked Heaths
may be cut down now; place them in a close frame or pit with-
out bottom heat; and when they commence growing, inure them
gradually to more air. and treat them as before,

iJ. ii.— It isimpo*tiible to name your plant, unlc>s we have a
better specimen.
A Subscriber.—We are unacquainted with any Moss Rose which

has the appearance of a dew-drop on the moss around it. Zinnia
elegans and its varieties are best adapted for the open borders.
They require to be raised in heat. '

E. 12.— In this week's Chronich there is a Ust of Dahlias; one
of Geraniums will appear next week.

S, y.—You can do nothing iww to your Peach-trees which are
infe&tcd with the brown scale; you had better try glue- water
next whiter, liic spots upon the leaves of your Geraniums ap-
pear to have been caused by syringing them when the sua has
been shining bright upon them.
A Regular Subscriber,- Your Kcnnrdvas will perhaps flower if

grown at a window where there is plenty of light and air. They
appear to be properly named. The best remedy we can recom.
mend to free them from the scale, is to pick them carefully over,
and wash them with strong soap-tuds.
T. ^nn.—Your plant Is the Uuc Primula elatior.
If J. H. will look into the writuigs of Liebig, Boussiugault,

Payen, Daubcny, the '* Philosophical Transactions,** or the third
edition of " Lindley*s Introduction to Botany," he will find
abundant proof of nitrogen being an essential principle in the
lood of plants. As he professes his entire ignorance of that fact,
we cannot admit his speculations upon the subject. If Mr. H.
has Rny proof (we do not mean opinion} to the contrary, that, in-
deed, we should be happy to insert. lie says he is "no che-
mist," nor "professed physiologist;" how, then, can he deal
with chemical or physiological questions ? As to the conclusions
of Mrs, Ibbetson, to which he refers, is it possible that he is
unaware that her microscopical observations were the visions of
a dreamer, which no man of science has ever thought it worth
his while to expose }

J, T. A.—A fine species of Habranthus will be figured soon in
the " Botanical Register."

Tnquirens.—l( snufl^ is dusted over those shoots of your plants
which are infested with the green fly in an early state, it will
check them ; when very numerous, there is no other remedy than
fumigiitiiig them with tobacco.

/'('iVpo/vrx flowers are,— 1, Draba aizoides; 2, Sanguinaria ca-
nadensis.

Aftnr.— We cannot undertake to name Cryptogaiaic plants,
having no connexion with cultivation.

.il/t/d,,i.t'.— We, too, have a favourite Cat, who, whenever she can,
gets into the garden and amuses herself with digging up the seeds
which we have ju.st been setting. We haVe succeeded in keeping
her off the flower-beds, without poisoning her or preventing the
young plants from coming up, by stretching a cover of netting
all over them,

G, i?.—The analogies shall find a place so far as they are free
from errors of fact ; but some are founded upon mistakes, and
these we must take the liberty of omitting.

TF. Mulville's plant is Dracaena australis.
i4. AT.— The seeds which you have received from Ceylon and

Bengal had better be sown in pots, and plunged in moderate
heat. None of them will bear the low temperature of this coun-
try : they will therefore require, as they advance, to be trans-

|

ferred to a stove.

C. ^.—Your Apricot and Gage trees should have been pruned
before ; however, they will sustain no material injury from be-
ing pruned now.
R, */.— Any light soit of bunting will answer your purpose for

shading Geraniums. You must inquire for it in the shops, or
consult the columns of advertisements.

S. T.—The disease in your Vine-leavCs is evidently occasioned,
not by an insect, but by the Vines drawing more nourishment
from the soil than the leaves can possibly elaborate, owing to

the coolness of your house ; they in such a case become distended
with food, and break out, like cutaneous eruptions in the human
system; you must, therefore, raise the temperature of your
vinery. The spots on your Melon-leaves are caused by a small
insect, which eats its way between the upper and under surface
of the leaf; the only way to destroy it is to pick ofl" ff//the in-

fested leaves and burn them,
S. 5.— Gardenia radicans will thrive in peat, mixed with a

small portion of silver sand; it requires a moist atmosphere and
plenty of water. Cuttings of the Oleander will strike readily in
water, if the phial is plunged in a warm bark-bed or Cucumber-
frame. Your method of mixhig liquid manure is right, but on
no account water your Heaths with it ; pure rain-water is at all

times preferable for that tribe of plants. You had better delay
rubbing the buds off your Vines until you see which shoots are
likely to produce Grapes. We will tell you how to manage " Ca-
nariensis"' seeds when you tell us what ** Canarieii&U" is.

A Corvtfant Reader.— \it\s odoratJssima will succeed very well
against a south wall. Stephanotis floribunda requires a mixture
of loam and peat, with the same treatment as other stove plants.
Its flowers are white; and it is not to be found in Paxton's Bo-
tanical Dictionary.

J. L. R, i?.—Your Rosa minima requires more heat to make it

unfold its blossoms. Cucumbers will swell without being fer-

tilised. To strengthen your seedling Gladioluses, they must be
separated and planted out in the open ground; then taken up in
the autumn and kept in a dry and airy situation until wanted for

repotting. The curling of your Calceolarias is caused by the
green-fly on the under side of their leaves. Spiraia venusta is

quite hardy ; and to the last of your questions we say, wood-
ashes are a good remedy for de^^troying slugs; if these do not
answerj use quicklime applied late at night and just before day-
light

Qitidnunc,—Cereas Napolconis ajid Martianas should be placed
in a dry stove rather than in a Pine-pit. Cuttings of them should
be laid in a dry place until the wound is healed over ; they will
then strike readily in sand. The kinds will not be at all bene-
fited by being grafted on Cereus spcciosissimus. Pa;onia festiva
will flower well if it has plenty of pot-room.

A Countrj/mnn.—The meaning of the word *• Victrix" is ** Con-
queror." Ribes (not Rhibes) is pronounced as two syllables.
D. M. P. D.—A single dish of Strawberries can be exhibited at

the Horticultural Society's Garden amongst the miscellaneous
collections of fruit.

An Admirer,—The best varieties of Paony that ca» be obtained
at a moderate price are Preonia albiftora, WhiUeji, Humei, para-
doxa fimbriata, officinalis rubra, albicans, carnescens ; to which
you may add P. Montan papaveracea« iuai Banksii. Bein|r plants

which do not like to be disturbed, it is doubtful whether they wil
succeed in box«t. Hie Catalouian Jasmine is a greenhouse
plant.

Jr.—The Pear-twigs afford sMififaclory evidence of your having
the true " Knight's Monarch."

if. F.'t plant is English Scurry Gra&s-Cochlearia ang-lica.
Small G^rrrfrnrr.—We mlly cannot give you a list of the hardy

perennials or biennials of which ti»e roots are sold rather than
the seeds : the nurserymen's catalogues are the proper documents
to consult. It would t^e a page of our Chronicle to answer such
question.
Aa usual, many Ittters have arrived too hite for aiunrers,this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK,
The arrival of the overland mail, wliicli reached town

on Monday, has unhappily confirmed the disantrous inteU
ligence brought by the mail of February respecting the
army in AffghiinisUn. The whole body of troops in gar-
risoa at Cabul, amoucting with camp followers to more
than 13,000 men, has been treacherously destroyrd ; nnd
so far as our information comes down, only one British
officer has succeeded in making good his retreat, while
scarcely more than 30 survive as prisoners and hostages*
The details of the

rious

melancholy rererscs.—the most sc-
vrhich a Hritish army has experienced siucc the

foundation of our Indian empire,

length under our Foreign News.
are given at some

It appears from these
accounts that after the murder of Sir \V. M'Naghten, the

commanding oflficer, Gen. Elphhistone, and Major Pot-
tinger, the politic'il agent, concluded a treaty with
the Affghans, by which they agreed
abandon the munitions of

t

a treaty

c'.ucuate Cabul,

war, grant orders for the
evacuation of the different strongholdjf, and fail back
upon Jellalabad. For the faiiliful fulfiiaieut of these
humihating terms, six British officers were delivered

up as Postages., The army had scarcely left their con-
tonmcnts, when Akhbar Khan, who had been the
chief sellor of Gen. Elphinstone, issued a proclama-
tion, calling upon the natives to rise and annihilate the
Kaffirs whom they had induced to quit their tents. Tlie

troops began to march on the Tith January. For the first

two days they advanced without any regular attack on the

part of the AfTghans, hut were severely harassed by their

plunder, and by ibe difficulty of marching over a country
entirely covered with snow. On the 7th the attack com-
menced on the rear-guard, and continued with little inter-

'

mission for five days. It soon became evident that the

ladies and children, who had hitherto borne the privationa

of the march with extraordinary fortitude, could no longer

accompany the troops with safety. They were accordingly

placed under the protection of Akhbar Khan, who engaged
to conduct them to Cabul ; and it is almost the only
consolation afforded by these accounts that they appear
to have been

sumed its

treated with respect*

march ; but

The
of

army re-

indiscriminatescene
slaughter ensued. Gen. Elphinstone fell into the hands
of the enemy. Her Majesty's 44th Regiment was cut up;
the Native troops were destroyed ; and only one European

Dr. Brydon, and three or four natives, succeeded in

reaching Jellalabad. Soon after their arrival, Gen. Sale
received orders from Major Pottinger to evacuate that

fortress, by virtue of the Cabul convention ; but he re-

fused compliance: and it appears fortunate that he did
so, as Akhbar Khan, in anticipation of his quitting that

position, had taken measures to destroy his troops during
their retreat It is believed that Gen. Sale vfiU be able

to maintain his ground, and in the mean time active

measures liave been taken by the Supreme Government
to meet the emergency; a large force is concentrating

at Peshawur, and a proclamation has been issued, an-
nouncing that the utmost energy will be used to repair

these disasters, and that powerful reinforcements will

immediately be sent to the Affghau frontier. The Gover-
nor-General concludes by declaring that he regards this

reverse only as a new occasion for displaying the stability

and vigour of the British power, and the admirable spirit

and vigour of the British-Indian Army. From other parts
of India we learn that serious disturbances have occurred
among the Madras regiments in the territory of the Nizam,
in consequence of the allowance of batla having been dis-

continued by order of the Court of Directors. The sol-

diers of the best regiments refused to obey their officers

on account of this decision ; but the mutiny was put down
before it had assumed a more serious extent. The expe-
dition of Tharawaddie to Rangoon has failed ; his army has
lost 3,000 men by their works at that place, and he has
been obliged to retire with the remaining portion.—The
news from China is not satisfactory ; the expedition is still

waiting the arrival of reinfercements,and all operations of

an active nature are entirely suspended. The Chinese

have collected large bodies of troops at Ningpo, and Sir

Hugh Gongh is of opinion that the force at his disposal

is insufficient to hold the city in the event of an attack.

The Chinese at Canton are also actively rtzUvnwg the de-
* —

fences of that river with tiie assistance of Dutch engiueers,

and there appears to be little doubt that a rentwal ofhm-

tiiities will be attended with much more t^^^i^ %bUng

than has yet occurred.

At home, the re-assemWing of Parliament after the

Easter recess if the on!/ salgcct which requira* notice.
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The di««.io.. on the lacoo^e Tm commenced U#t even

4 .ndT^oml^. .0 occupy the House for several n.ghts

Tlfe Corn la. Amendment BiU b.. passed the Cornmons

without change, after numerous division., m vrluch the

Ministerial «ea.nre ws. affirmed by large niajont.es. On

Wedne«lay Lord M^hoa introduced his bdl for the

jFor?ign.

France.—The journals this week coutain little intelli-

gence, and are principally occupied with comments on the

fffairs of this country. The Liberal portion of the press

more particularly indulge in ^P^'^^lf'i""^^^ .^.^^";fy

consider the present critical state of Great Bnta.n
;
the

disastrous intelliKence brought by the overland mad sup-

to 42 years, if he dies before that period has elapsed from

the publication of his work, with an addition of seven years

after the author's death, for the benefit of his family,

Cowr^—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Walcri, and the Princess Royal, are all weih The Queen

and Court left WiiuUor C i-t!e on Monday for Bucking-

ham Palace, where her Majesty still continues. The

Queen and Prince Albert honoured Drury Lane Theatre

ou Monday and Covent Garden Theatre on Tuesday

evening. On Wednesday her Majesty held a Court

and an Investiture of the Order of the Bath, at Buck-

ingham Pulwe, and on the afternoon of the saujc

day visited the Queen Dowager at Marlborough House.

On Thursday her Majei»ty held her first Drauing-

room for the season at St. James's Palace, which wa?

numerously atendecj. On Moliday. Prince Albert

performed the ceremony of laying the first stone of the

new church at Wn»dsor ; and on Tuesday the Prince was

'preKUt at u nictting of the commissioners for promoting

and encouraging the fine arts at the rebuilding of the

llouaea of Parliament. His Royal Highness has signified

his iatentiou to be present at the Great Choral Meeting

of Mn llullah's pupili, which is to beheld on the 13th

Inst., at Exeter Mall,

Order of the Garter,—The blue riband, which became

vacant on the death of the Duke of Norfolk, has been con-

ferred upon the Duke of Cleveland.

Order ofthe 7?fi^A.—At the Court held by her ^lajesty

on Wednesday, at Buckingham Palace, Lieut. -Gen. Sir

Howard Douglas, Bart, Admiral the Hon. Sir John

Talbot, and Admiral Sir Henry Digby, were severally in-

yested by her Majesty with the riband, badge, and star of

a Military Knight Grand Cross of the order of the Bath.

Ou the same occasion Lieut.-Gen, Sir John Wilson,

Major-Gen. Sir J. G. Woodford, Vice-Admiral Sir J. C.

WhUe, Rear-Admiral Sir Charles Richardson, and Rear-

Admiral Sir Arthur Farquhar, were severally invested by

the Queeu with the star, riband, and badge of a Knight

Commander of the same order.

Official Jppointmcnh,—The Queen has appointed Col.

Sir H. G. Macleod, Knt., at present Lieut.-Gov. of the

island of Trinidad, to be Governor and Commauder-in'

Chief of that island. Her Majesty has also appointed

Major-Gen, W. F. P. Napier to be Lieut.-Governor of

the islajid of Guernsey, in the room of Lieut.-Gen. Sir J.

Daii«laa.

Parliamentary Afovements.—Tiie Committee appointed

to inquire iato the Weymouth election petition has de^

cided that Viscjunt Yilliers and G- W, Hope, Es^^.,

were not duly elected, and ought not to have been

returned as Members in the present Parliament for

that borough, and that R, Bernal, Esq., and W. D,
Christie, Esq, were duly elected and ought to have

been returned. It it seated that the petition presented

to the House of Commons against the return of Capt.

Dairymple for Wigtonsliire has been abandoned. It

bas also been announced that the petitions presented

against the sitting members for Shrewsbury and Glou-
cester will not beprosecuted. It is stated that two candidates

have presented themselves for the representatilfh of the

Montrose Burghs, the Hon. E. J. Stanley, secretary to

the Treasury under the late Administration, and Sir J,

Carnegie, of Southesk.
The Revenue.—From the official report just published,

eoutainiog an abstract of the net produce of the Revenue
of Great Britain, in the years ended 5th April, 1841, and
5th April, 1842, it appears that the total income for 1841
was lt,G75,886/., and for the present year 45,363.827/.

;

•bowing an increase of 6B7,941/. The decrease on the
Excise for the year is 65,427/. ; on the Stamps, 123,589/.

;

amounting to 189,016/. decrease of the ordinary revenue :

to which moat be added the decrease on imprest
and other moneys, 97,88o/, ; repayments of advances,
14,994/. ; making a total decrease of 301,895/. The
increase for the year pn the Customs is 175,905/,

;

ou Taxes, 422,18«/. ; on the Post-office, 90.000/. ; on
Crown Lands, J0,000/. ; Miscellaneous, 281,743/.; mak-
ing an increase on these branches of the ordinary revenue
of 989,836/, By deducting from this sum the total amount
of decrease, the accounts show an increase on the year of
687,*H1/., as aboTe. The accounts for the quarter just
ended show a decrease on Customs to the amount of
23,4or>/. ; on Excise, 116.30^; on Stamps, 77,917/* ; on
Taxes, 71,392/.; amounting to 288,973/, on the ordinary
fevenue ; to which must be added the decrease on imprest
and other moneys, 6,437/. ; making a total of 29o,4l0/.

Oa tht other hand, the Post-office shows an increase for

the quarter of 49,000/.; Crown Lands, 18,000/. ; Miscel-

laneous, 274,067/. ; amounting to 341,067/. on the ordi-

nary revenue : to which must be added Repayments of

Advances, 65, 675/, ; making a total of 406,742/. : by de-

ducting from which sum the total decrease, as above, of

295,410/., we find an increase on the quarter of 111,332/.

The unusually large amount of receipts under the item of

Miscellaneous includes the sum received for the ransom of

Cftntoa.

ly

on the immediate outlay of large sum3,in order to establish a

irreat naval port at Algiers, capable of contaiumg and pro

-

fecting a flit of 25 sail-of-the-line. M. Thiers declared

that the establishment of this port with a fleet in it would

close the entrance of the Mediterranean against England

the power which wished to predominate in it. He accused

M. Gnizot of being hostile to the completion ot this port,

because he did not »ish to give mortal displeasure to ling-

land. He concluded by insisting vehemently for the con-

pletion of the port of Algiers, and for the completion ot

the twenty-five sail-of-the-line to fill it, and for the neces-

sary consequence of this final outlay, viz. the exclusion of

the British from the Mediterranean.

The Crtwfra/.—Private letters from Pans, dated Mon-

day, announce that the King was confined to his bed from

influenza, and was unable to receive company on Sunday

night. Their Majesties the King and Queen of the Bel-

gians have arrived in Paris, and received on Thursday the

3Ut inst., at the Tuileiies, the visits of the members of the

Cabinet, of Lord Cowley, and other members of the diplo-

matic corps.
CI . J

The Chamlers —The Chamber of Peers on Saturday

voted by 124 against 17 the BiU passed by the Deputies

for a grant of a million of francs, supplementary secret

service money, The debate was commenced by M. Du-

bouchage, who complained of the immorality of the French

theatre. M. de Boissy followed, and censured the King

and Government for certain nominations of Peers, and

hoped that the new nominations threatened would not di-

minish the weight and respectabihty of the upper Cham-

ber. The President interrupted this attack on the prero-

gatives of the Crown. Count Montalembert spoke next,

and accused the Ministry of adjourning all internal ques-

tions, and of not having any ally abroad. French Envoys,

he said, were not respected abroad. This M. Guizot

rose and denied. Count Montalembert then pro-

ceeded to complain that the moral territory of France was

invaded, and that he was sick of being congratulated on

the duration of peace, which no triumph had preceded.

Peace might suit a little country like Wurtemberg, but

there was no dignity in preaching it to France. He then

censured M. Guizot for having sent the Carlist and Chris-

tino refugees from the Spanish frontier into the interior.

M. ViUemain, Minister of Public Instruction, replied,

and pointed out the absurdity of censuring in generalities

so great and manifest a blessing as peace. If France, he

said, was to develope her resources, communications, and

material interests, it could not be done by preaching the

magnanimity of war and the pusillanimity of peace. The
Marquis of Dreux Breze said, that, for the first time, con-

stitutional government had reached that state in France

when Parliamentary opposition was neutralised, and Minis-

ters left without any check except that which they pleased

to apply to themselves. The censorship was virtually re-

established for the press, the liberty of education was abo-

lished, and whilst every freedom was suspended, every

plan of material amelioration was adjourned. All coun-

tries either mistrusted France or defied her. M. Marti-

gnac, he added, had said, in 1829, that France was going

headlong to anarchy; but now, he considered, she was
marching fast to despotism, and through despotism to

anarchy. The Minister of the Interior, M. Duchatel,

replied, and argued that the existing calm was a ^ign of

events far different than either anarchy or despotism, and

that there was no fear of reaction. He defended the Go-
vernment for sending the Spanish emigrants into the in-

terior, and concluded by promising a new law regulating

the theatrical censorship. The grant was then passed.

The debate on the,supplementary credits, including those

for the recensementj and for Algeria, commenced on Wed-
nesday in the Chamber of Deputies. It presents no fea-

ture of particular interest, and the different articles were
ultimately voted.

The Press.—The " National" has again been sentenced
to 4,000f. fine, and the costs of the prosecution, besides a

year's imprisonment for the responsible publisher, for

another seditious libel.

Spain".—Our intelligence from Madrid is not of great

importance. The Chamber of Deputies resumed its sit-

tings on the 28th ult., but the debates have been devoid of

interest. The political circles of the capital continued to

be much occupied with the declaration of Sir H- Peel, that

a commercial treaty was negotiating between Great Bri-
tain and Spain ; and it is stated that the Catalonian de-

puties have come to the resolution to desert their seats in

the CorttB should the least commercial concession be made
to England, They insist, it appears, in the name of their
constituents, on the protecting duty not being reduced be-
low 40 per cent. The Senators and deputies who had re-
paired to Toledo to assist at the religious festivities of the
Holy Week, returned to Madrid on the 2Bth ult. The
jounials state that on his return from Toledo, Mr, Aston,
the British Ambassador, had a long conference with
the President of the Council, which had given rise to many
conjectures. It is reported that the Minister of Finance
will transmit to London in the month of May 60,000/. for

the payment of the British Legion claims. A Ministerial

joornal announces the recall of Mr. Tumbull, British

Consul at the Havannab. **The Spanish Governmftit,'

it says, **had repeatedly demanded his removal ; and the

acquiescence of the English Cabinet shows its good faith."

W^e are informed by a Ministerial Paper, the ** Morning

Post," that the marriage of Queen Isabella, a question

which threatened to produce serious dissension between

the French and English Cabinets, is on the point of being

definitively settled. The two Governments have arrived at

the conclusion that in order to avoid any collision between

the Great European Powers, a consort should be selected

for her' Majesty from the Princes who are totally uncon-

nected with either of these countries, in order that neither

En-^land nor France should be enabled to exercise any

undue preponderance in the political affairs of Spain.

For these reasons England has abandoned her project of

marrying the Queen to a prince of the House of Coburg,

France has withdrawn her claims for a Prince of the

Orleans family, Austria has renounced her hopes of an

alliance between the youthful Queen and an Austrian

Archduke, and the combined choice of England and

France has at length definitively fallen upon a Prince of

Bavaria. M. Pageot, who has recently returned from

London, has consequently been sent on an extraordinary

mission to Vienna, in order to obtain the sanction of

Austria to this marriage, and also her mediation with the

Courts of Berlin ^nd St. Petersburgh for their consent

and approbation.' It is not anticipated that the great

Northern Powers will interpose any serious obstacles to

prevent this alliance, as perhaps it might re-establish

order and tranquillity in that convulsed and distracted

country.

Portugal.—We have received intelligence from Lis-

bon to the 28th ult. It is reported that the Duke of

Palmella will be specially appointed by the Government

to conclude the negotiations respecting the pending com-

mercial treaty with England. The decree reorgjinising

the national guards does not appear to be generally ap-

proved pi by the citizen class, who manifest considerable

objection to the military service, from which they cannot

now escape by finding substitutes as under the old law.

The nomination of the officers by the Crown is also se-

verely commented on by the opponents of Government.

The constitution lately abrogated made the officers elec-

tive ; but the charter, it seems, lays down ni>rule on the

subject. The chief point of difTerence remaining to be

settled between the Pope's nuncio and the Government,

is the nomination of the vicars-general who administered

the dioceses of the expatriated Miguelite bishops. The

Government offers to allow the latter pensions to reside

abroad, but the Pope requires that, if not allowed to re-

turn, the vicars-general in their place shall be nominated

or confirmed by him. The establishment of the nuncia-

tura, or ecclesiastical court, has "not been insisted on, and

it is expected that M. Capaccini will moderate his preten-

tions, so that everything will be satisfactorily arranged. _

The Prince lately born had been privately baptised by the

name of John. M. Capaccini had not yet received his

procuratfon from the Pope as godfather ; but when it ar-

rives, the ceremony, it is understood, will be repeated on

a grand scale.

Germany,—The German papers contain little news of

interest. Private letters received from Vieniia give some

confirmation to the reports, which have some time been m
circulation, and which state that it is the intention of the

Austrian Government to introduce modifications in its

tariffs, with the view of preparing the way for accession

to the ZoUverein, or at least of concluding a commercial

treaty with that union. These letters add that there is

reason to believe that these changes will be known in the

course of a few months. Accounts from Berlin, dated

the 26th ult., inform us that the King will inspect in the

autumn the 4tb corps of the army at Magdeburg, the >tn

at Munster, and the 8th at Cologne; that he will be ac-

companied by all the princes of the royal family, and that

several foreign reigning princes and persons of distinction

are expected. The Prince of Prussia is expected to re-

turn from St. Petersburg by that time. It is statt'd that

accounts had been received from Russia, announcing that

the Empress would probably come to Germany by August,

to use the waters at Eras.—Private letters inform us that

a society of scieutific and amateur naturalists has been

formed at Berlin, under the presidency of the distin-

guished Humboldt ; that it is intended to create a Zoolo-

gical Garden at the south end of the park ; and that trie

King of Prussia has signified his satisfaction at this insti-

tution by granting to it all the animals which were kept

in the Island of Peacocks, and has authorised his treasurer

to advance about 3fi0,000f., without interest, repayable oy

ten equal yearly instalments. The marriage of the P""??^^

Aldegonda of Bavaria with the hereditary Prince ot sao-

dena took place at Munich on the 29th ult.
.

Belgium.—Their Majesties with the young \7"*r'!

left Brussels for Paris on the 27th ult. It is said tna<.

this visit is connected with the question of the commer

cial relations of France with Belgium. The eng'O^smg

topic of conversation continues to be the late tria

high treason. The coudemiied have been ^^^/^^"J ^^r
members of their family, some friends, and also by

counsel. The visit of the latter, besides condolence, n^^

reference, it is said, to the appeal against the judgm
'

which is expected to be entered, and which some con-

sider will be successful on a point of law.
^

Italy.—Private lett^s from Rome, dated ^^^^j^^^^t" ^f
state that on that day the Pope went to the ^'^^'"^^^^

Santa-Maria-M ,More, to join his prayers with
5/^°'*^,^|cU

crowded congregation, on the occasion of the jubilee
^

has been ordered relative to the misunderstanding Dec
^^

the Holy See and the Spanish Government, on ^c*^*^

^^d
the Church of Spain. — Subsequent letters f \^\

'

ult State that for some time past nocturnal attacita x*
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AH KlaodI, ttebluu^' r of tte Porte to Enrlote. and
Akif Effeodi, tlic Miuiater to Vienna, left tor thcu re-

apecuve poata on tte t^ih ult, ; tte former i» bearer of a

i»roao^ trom Ae telun to the Pri; of W a!„ ^faboou-
ti^l Dama&coa blade, tbe acabbard of pnre gold, and the

h'^* of tbe rareat bruuan'
£i.vPT.—Our iMciligcnce from Akxaudria ia to tbe

22d ok. ^f ebaoaat Alt replied, on the P*^ n!* to tte a>l-

add to bim by the Conaol-C^eBeral of
t Bnuin and Au*tria, on tbe 3d » reaper' - the free-

dom of r<>maaarce ate (. oatom dot of tte mbt Unff^.

!• I ^ tl Poteo admitted ttet ** mmmopoh*'* w^re
oqu&»^^ ,, .^udioal to the p«Hic treaaury and il^-nion,
ood tbat drcoaoataaom aod Ite teoi

;

of the ai-
in Which te ted found himself pl^iced bod com-

paaed bim to introdoce tbat ayatom into Egypt ; hf> had
**•« oate^utemd tte id^ of Ita aboktiou, but ttet it wat
«iW towarda tte clooe of Uat jrrar tbot, boeoaung free

alt foreifn pre-c pation, be ronld derote aU bit

to commercial liberty and realiae one of hia
i^t and aiocereat wiateo^'* Me tben con . aded

w***' ^int,and af'TaBeTereengafement, which
reamoao ir n loBO^ life, aooooodte m foronf tbe

danf^'^na dcHle. It appears t^^^t oo tbia occaaieOyaoU
alio aubaequcotly when a"' k* were made, lim. Fij'hin"

obar]^ AlU»ar Kbaa alUi a breaob of faitb ; but

the latter protoatad, nnd aaoow 4o teve aooaoadte m per-

ao ,g tte Gcnern! that be h^^d no ooBtroi wboiosor o\f r

the aaaailanta. and could i ' prevent tbeir at^^^'te

Tte r t Diarchy towarda ilaooBO, waa bylar tte

dteam»iia. < )u ttetiu(F; Kotbul, a b^' k add pi^^^^utua*

mountain, nearly the r* -^Jc of tbe native force waa dc-

ail ^^ . J* Ilic lad:„. up to this pc/i , aoam to teea boaw i

air \ iy

^ ib4 ladiea teve bOBO a^ '^r^-^^^M

y have beoo all"»ed to rrinam with
>n in tridu apj . « n«w to te

fiAfcd <>n (itp **Mc, who, uilh 1
('•'^^ looo and idiottt I,

arm^d'canp fi-lJowcra, woaahut up in JfT ' bod, Tte
MT^hat'*' liid made no further R't^ck f'li the Jott. whicb
Gen Sak baa fortified viuh a <* ' 'and j' -' domuHO
in dilff n nt ploBoa, with a dt .^xmination li rir fi a^j 1^]$ p0.
aitioa t<; the u^mr^. Aka^^^i fsban bas alt^opted Io

Oi^^t to attack J'^Halfted, but biH c ^iti^aut ^v^

I 1 1 waa on tte ^tb Jan. ttet the in^A^n to exnr- *^ ^

Oad arrivoo ft a ( atml ; ttev wrre tantHi', 1 m a letter

DiddrmBed tn < m

CM.

J t. a

from Major Pc.*- r- f
Vi r, Ite

poltiica! afcnt. It waa at oaoB imv^'d roilm ^e com-
plisncc, attd a despatdb waa aent oC, explammg the rea-

-v>ni ^"- thia de*^*^io"*"u; f^r^^ ^^ tte

n
the prfratioiia of tboio tcrrflUo mafsfcm witb boiolc lotU

tuoe : bot here tbe infeoom cold, and tte tematK^nt danger
|
which was. that

to Vi^xh tliey wtsfoex^. i^ iuMud tbom to oomplv with
j
Aki.^.... Khan h^^. .,i tii-A^^h...

tte smsfloft of Geo. EIp^ r^t^ ttei itey tk^y^ld pkoc
j
around and ooar JeUalated Uj hm: aiJ

tbcu=»^rea under tte p. ..^^„^a of Abbb^- Kh ? ; : f<.rre on thfir UU'd t^tj-- io

I** ;"HpaJ

1

turn a ^ f ^K.it Tbe AfT^gteo chief, iti^ppe-^*, deoufided t* - sarnr uu K, Oatu
tL_^. aa hoaUgea : hm tooa^O tlmv«tc-c - -

was mode o coodtU^ a of the^ir a«rreo<icr, Ltey u

ttet period he bad tteoira opon the trade of \ oot of (>m dM prodactioDB ist tte oiontry, witb tbe escf i>ti<io I

WOly oi * « n wkieb te e

ao

of tte two per

ws..

F

o ainuiar manoa-." Ho tbmi auotroTerted the aa-
i^ tbe two Conflsia-Geneoal, that tbe tsoaOy of

1B39 waa not carried into execution, becauae
o^ptfure bad eaperieoced parUol rraiatmioe from

^ ^f«' ,aDd roi !adBd by£f otMbts to v.»w 4 i^ui uu.oera to ati^»end tte kiry-

V of tte two oer oaot. additional tefort duty,

uU bad proteated in tbeir note. Ibe
a had Mt L«*ro for bia Chtftiite in the Delta, ood
bf lte><daBt nta, at Man&oura, with Ibrahim

T' 'ague ^ Tuaaifcated itaelf in the palooa of
All at Alexandria, and six of the

•" ' had already died. At DaniietU there
««« or tteie caae» daily, l^c dteooo bod a^ ^de

behr<a, hmbrikit, Kmfr ^teb, Mkd in 60
';mnmir tte latter. l«tr Imam, or cbif^ of

J
^^- _::^ «f tt« plofM at A' ndria on the 2Ut.

A*»iA.— r tte o* land maii reacted Loodoa, by extra-«• »*«a from Marsciite, on M r ;ifternoon,
iftt*"--nce fror Fombaj to tte Igt Mitfcb. Tte

^ i« of tim oaoit mohac^o]/ ood rliiiaos

\i

w

%

UkenthiTher; and there ia t' ,
" '

^ ^

s

teea 4tet ttey

accompanied AkL'^^r Khan aa far aa Jugdt^luck. Having

d TaaooD, tte rr mnnnt of tbe armvt ioataod of pro*

ck ... ling on tte dir^«t route to JaHiMMd, bf ' f Vm*
Icruk and C-r^mdmu*^^, l^-Ticd <*" toward* Jug<i"f \^

wh 'i li boflit 2:» mtea fr Ta2eer> a tte dtediao of \

Logbaan* The worb oi ajaugfater ooailn.-^*! , and by (!

time tbey reached tteir dmtln^on^ not oiorc tten '^'0

men—and theae near!/ all EufOpOHO^ 'Id be

^ aoidtea aLd upwarda of 7,iM/ iamp foUowera,

cf pti^io
I
who a few days prrTiou»ly bod qomosd Cabnl. tetter at

abortly to be able to Tazeen or Jugdiiiluck, for on tbia point itatements Mte,
Gen, Elpbir '^ne htmoclf tel '"'^ *te baoda of Abbbar

Khao, a priaooer, aa well aa Cok- Sbeltoo aaid Jobr

wte were with him at tte Ume. ^-^^^ f^'^^xmota atate tbat

tbooe o6icers we ted ooateoBt ot^ rs, tbat thry

valnntar4i^*iU2«odoredtbmDBolvi;a. ItaMOora tte^Akbter
hhnn n d )n! " --^e itet JoteMbod mim atHI te-

ed by t^f-n Sale, coiitrary to rtoaorm^ of tbe taoatj,

aod ibMte at eooo dooiored tte force f .J proceed no
further. Whetl Itey wr d, u) puraoaace of this

dpfprmioatioujor detiwrod ^' ^tdvea up m M**tirifj for

th^ '•^" 'c evacmtemic^ '^^ fortretts, ia not sii known.
On tte dt, rp of Gui- Elpbinatfc^,, tte command de.

votved Qpf^n Bi«||adier Arfoalal* commander of tte ^hah*s
foreBO. who tuf odad in prBBonring mcthing hke order,

noiwUb^anding ite dr<Nbdfal aitui^ou of tbe troop*.

Towarda tte oteomf tbe da- T^mfMJ A^ , ttl recei i

tbe fallowing warning note from Goo. ii.l|^^ macooe :

—

"JUlorch to-night—there ia totachcry!" An' oon after

dark tbey again aet forward. Tbia woaon tbe i2tb Jan-

Th^ ^diomn adv^ieed up tbe poaa, and, ttetsifh the food

WM bonicodody owoaoBdad la pvatem tbraiybi tte

Cabnl ' Sale, d* ' nng itet tl

.r j f^fd if be f^"^'*ino«d io occupat Iff

bedri
ral

f.-utt ar

Vkhhar Kiinu ti

^.' < ;>' ' ^ Id be
n <>f JflUalabad, aud that

wlmk fi>rc« aoni-4
hf* abould

hilated. The e ral ia aaid to h^^ve replied, •*No: 1

tevf m^^-* t^''' »> other mas, a wife and daog^iter, at

fftake, tet these rant ' iniooooo OM; this poot is to te
defendid with my i'*^**, and wi^^'^nt a }>«^roptory order
from tte Governor-Genrral in Council 1 wUl surrender it

to no man.** lie at tbe aame time addod, tLat tbf t deted
the Affkhnn^ *^ pat tbeir tterais iato (^xecutiou^amd tbat a
hundred hvea abould tetak .... foir every bovf: ' cy rnirht

kill. Ten tteuaand rupeea wore propo^^ »^ Hen ^ale

u the raufeum of tea wiic and daughter: but no reply

from Jubber Khan, to whom tbe offer waa made, bad yet

rcAch^d bim. Lady tete the accounts ' te, has acted
mnst 1 oicallf

—

hfr tverj letter to her buibar^d c n-

aelling him to be bold and determined, and to h : out to

tte iost.—Col Wiid, nmandtog a brieade w1 h waa

aent from tbe Sutkje early in December, hau : I

Peotewur, and bad made an at ' pt to force tfaf 'ehrated

paaa called tbe Khyber, is order to rdieve Gen. Sale ;

having, however, kft tbrir arti^' ry bte^^ *>» India, and

tbe only piinw procurable in tbat directum beinr nn

aUe onea from the biebha, tbe attempt had ^ ved tm*«£-

oaoafuL Two mfimenU potrnferated to tee fort r' *li

MttSspd, where a BriUah garrison wag utatianfd : but at

ua nor ammoniU^iii tbi^ *N?y

is Pcf^hawur, te ~ijt kN^ ^a

time tbr- ^«sj— p:^

'; bead. i4 a -^^n-

they found neither piov-'

were obliged to rel^>.^l t

oikor and aooie men. lu ti*e meaj^

V . icrnriient hat Ul active M^;^ to

Geo. Foltock bn« h*^n (kspati ^ '
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said to have been so far

iDsarrents to seize Ghuzoee is
p^.^p-

ScceLful thai the town h in the.r power ;
but C^l-

P^j^^^
with ys regiment and nix months' provisions, is stated to

S safe in fhe citadel. At Candahar an insurgent force

^oled kself on the 10th Jan.. when an attempt waa made

to car^ off'Ll camels, and on the 11th Prince Suftur

Junr the youngest and favoante son of Shah Soojab, and

Mahommed Atta, the chief, came vv ith a large force ^vitbm

about fiTC mUea* distance. Gen. ^Jott marched against

them on the I2tb. and in a abort time dispersed the whole

with a trifling loss. The Supreme Government, on the

3l8t Jan., published a proclamation admitting the fact of

the conveution at Cabul, the retreat of the troops, and

their having suffered extreme disaster in consequence of

treacherous attacks, and declaring that the most active

roeasurcs had been adopted, and would be most steadily

pnrsaed, for expediting powerful reinforcements to the

Affghan frontier for aMJating such operations as may be

considered necesaar; for the maintenance of the honour

and interest of the British Government in that quarter.

At the conclusion of the proclamation, the Governor Gene-

ral states that he regards this partial reverse only as a

new occasion for displaying the btubility and vigour of the

British power, and the admirable spirit and valour of the

British-Indian Army. Orders were also published on the.

5il 1 Feb., for the purpose of havinj? a 10th company added

recimcnt in India, which, with other measures
to every rcu

adopted, will cause an increase ot about 26,000 men.

Xhe latest inteiligeuce from Cabul h, that Shah Soojah

had succeeded in securing the good- will of all the chiefs.

Akhbar Khan had no longer any power in Cabul. and was,

it is said, sent to attend the " Feringees" in their retreat

in order to get rid of him. lie, however, retains the

hoatages and prisoners, for whom, it is expected, he will

deniand a large ransom. His father, Dost Maliommed, is

strongly guarded, in order to prevent his escape from

India. It is reported that Shah Soojah was imphcated in

the late insurrection, which appears to have been exclu-

sively directed against the foreign infidels.—From the

other parts of India we learn ihat there have been some

aerious disturbances among the Madras regiments at Se-

cunderabad, in the Nizam's country, in consequence of

the Court of Directors having ordered that the allowance

of batta latterly granted should be discontinued. The sol-

diers of some of the best regiments refuse to obey their

officers, ftUting that it would be better not to be in the

aervice than to starve or have their families starve, as the

lOlowancea granted on removing them 320 miles into

the Nizam's country had been refused. The mutiny had

been put down, and many of the soldiers were placed in

confinement. The other parts of India are comparatively

^tranquil, but great excitement appears to prevail in differ-

ent quarters, and the inhabitants of Delhi and other towns

in that direction had begun to hide their money and

jeweli as if they apprehended danger. The Nepaulese

aeem occupied with their own affairs. The King of Oude

had made arrangements for resigning the throne, but has

been dissuaded by his chief Minister from effecting his

^vrposc. Some confusion is expected in that country.

The Sitkh expedition into Thibet has been routed, and its

leader, Zoiawur Singh, alain. A treaty was made with the

Chinese, who took the arras from the Siekhs, who after-

wards died of cold and starvation. A number of men,

under a leader named Hustee Ram, effected their escape

through the Eyansee Pass, so as to reach Almorah. The
leader and 130 men succeeded in obtaining the protection

of the British authorities there, and have been since sent

on to Loodianah. Forty of them remained in the hospital.

Numbers have perished. The expedition of Tharawaddie

to Rangoon has failed, and he and his Court have left that

place. His troops have lost 3,000 men by their works

there, and they are disappointed, it is said, that all their

great hopes have failed. The King of Siam is described

as much alarmed lest Tharawaddie should obtain arms
and ammunition from the English iu order to attack his

dominions.—Lord Auckland had made preparations for

his voyage to Europe on board the Huiigerford, a large

tTtiJer from Calcutta ; and an express had reached Bom-
bay just at the departure of the mail, announcing the

arrival at that presidency of Lord Eilenborough, the new
Governor General.

China. — Our intelligence from China is not sa-

tisfactory. The latest news from Macao is dated Jan.
17. The British expedition there appears to be waiting
for reinforcements from England and India. The
Chinese were collecting large bodies of troops near Ningpo,
and Sir H . Gough was of opinion that the force at his dis-

posal waa not sufficient to hold the city in the event of its

being attacked by a large body of the enemy. The ad-
miral immediately sent the Jupiter to Hong Kong for re-

inforcements, and this vessel accordingly came to the
latter place, and embarked about eight hundred Euro-
peans, with whom she has sailed to the northward.
H.M.S. Cornwallis had also proceeded from Hong Kong
to join the expedition. The British Naval Commander at

Hong Kong was continuing the seizure of the Chinese
junks. The Chinese at Canton were busy in making the

defences of that river as effective aa possible, and have

the assistance of three Dutch engineers, for whom they

aent a junk to Java some months since. It is not stated

if th(me engineers belotig to the Dutch army, although it

is presumed that they do.—Letters have been received

from Chusan to the 24th Dec, and from Amny to the 2d

Jan. All was then quiet- at those places. The crew of

the Madagascar steamer, vrho were captured by the

Chinese on the destruction of that vessel by fire, have

been brought down to Macao and released. The Chinese

appear to have been under the impression that they were

Auiericans, Which, it seems, t^aa the account the cr6w

gave of thesQgelvefl. They bad not been badly treated.

United SxATES.-By the Hibernia packet-ship we

have accounts from New York to the 17th of March
:
they

add, however, little to the information brought by the last

arrival.—The discussion in the House of Lords on the

case of the ' Creole^ was exciting a good deal of attention,

and, it was expected, would give rise to some proceedmgs

in Cougr

HOUSE OF LORDS.
, .. t. * .

TAursJui^.-The House met for the first time suice the Easter

recess. After the presentation of petitions, the Earl of Kipon

moved the first reading of a bill to amend the laws lelatmg to

merchants and factors, which was agreed to.
^

r»nfip« RiU
The Forged Exchequer-biUs BiU. the Insh Spmts Duties Bill,

and the Puhlic Works and Fisheries Bill, were brought up from

the House of Commons, and were respectively read a first time.

The Ecclesiastical Residences Bill went through committee.

The Dake of Abotll withdrew the notice of a motion he had

eiven with reference to the introduction of a measure for the afl-

justment of the disputes in the Church of Scotland, until some

Uiscussions which he expected should have taken place ui the

House of Commons upon the subject.— Lord Campbell was

happy to hear that the notice of the motion alluded to was post-

poned by the noble Duke, and he would have been still more

happy to have heaid that it was altog:ether withdrawn. He
trusted that the noble Duke would abandon all idea of legislating

upon the subject. He was heartily glad that no measure of the

kind had been brought forward by the late admim&traUon, for

taking as he did the most lively interest in the affairs of the

Church of Scotland, he believed that no good could arise from

the introduction of any legislative measure, having for its object

the actUemcnt of the existing differences in the Church.—The

Duke of Argyll would only say that he completely differed from

the views of his noble friend upon the subject.

The second reading of the Forged Exchequer-bills Bill was

fixed for Tuesday.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Mojidny .—T\ie House reassembled this day after the Easter re-

cess.- Mr. P. M. Stewart brought up the report of the Wey-
mouth Election Committee, announcing the decision to be, " That

Viscount Villiers and G. W. Hope, Esq.. were not duly elected to

serve in this present Parliament, and ought not to have been re-

turned ; and that U. Bernal, Esq., and W. D. Christie, Esq., were

duly elected, and ought to have been returned.'*—The Speaker
acquainted the House that he had received a communication from

the parties to the petition against the return for the county of

Wicklow, stating that it was not their intention to proceed with

the petition. The order on the petition was therefore di?:charged.

Several petitions were then presented, after which Mr. R. Currik
inquired whether it was to be understood that Mmisters, who
had declared that they would stand or fall with the Income-tax,

intended that declaration also to apply to the new tariff?

Sir R. Peel said he should reserve to himself,as he had always

done, the right of modifying the details of any of the measures

he had introduced, if this should be found necessary, but stated

it to be his intention to uphold the tariff in ail its leading princi-

ples. In reply to some observations from Lord J. Russkll, Sir

R. Pkkl stated that communications between himself and various

trades affected by the taiiff were still going on. He thought that

by Monday next these communications would have terminated,

and that he should in that time be enabled to lay the amended
tariff on the table.

On the motion of Sir R. Pkel, the House then resolved itself

into committee on the Exchequer- bills Frauds Bill.—SirT.Wilde
moved amendments on several sections ; aiul proposed two addi-

tional clauses, one for enabling the claimants to be heard by at-

torney or counsel, and the other for compelling an early report

from the Commissioners.
The SoLiciToa-Gfc:.\B»AL stated it to be the intention of Go-

vernment that the evidence in general should be reported; but
as there might be particular cases in which the publication of the
facts might he inexpedient, he would rather not make the bill

compulsory iu this respect. He thought there might be much in-

convenience and delay iu giving a general right of being heaid
by counsel. After some remarks from Sir R. Isglh, who urged
the necessity of despatch.

Sir R. PEhL acceded to the general principle of giving publicity

to the evidence, but wished to allow to the Commissioners, as
being men worthy of all confidence, a discretion both as to this

point and as to the circumstances in which counsel should be
allowed.
Lord J. RussEf-L thought that the Commissioners ought to re-

port the whole to the Treasury, and that the Treasury, and not
they, ought to determine what should or should not be pub-
lished. He contended for allowing the liberty to be heard by
counsel, wherever the claimants might desire it.—The Attornev-
Gexkral argued that the multifarious and unlimited character
of the inquiry would make it extremely inconvenient to allow an
absolute right of being heard by counsel. A lengthened discus-
sion on this point ensued, in which several Members joined.—Sir
T. WiLDK pressed his amendment, on the ground that complete
justice would not otherwise be done to the holders of these bills,

and a division took place, when the amendment was lost by y/ to
64. The bill then went through committee, and the House re-

sumed.
Sir R. Peel moved that the House should resolve itself into

Committee of Ways and Means,—Mr. Blewitt declared that the
country had received the proposition of the Income-tax with uni-
versal execration, though it had been tried to make it palatable
by an amended tariff, and concluded with a motion that the
House should not resolve itself into a committee on the Income-
tax until it had been ascertained what amount of relief would be
given to the country by the proposed commercial and financial
reforms.—Mr. S. Crawford supported the amendment.—Mr. T.
DcNCOMBK said a notion had gone abroad that the tariff was
likely to be postponed : he wLshed to know whether it had ever
crossed the mind of Sir R. Peel to postpone it?

Sir R. Pkel said it had not, except for the purpose of considera-
tion. The tariff, so re-considered, would be ready on Monday,
and he tmste<I it would not be found by the House to require
further alteration iu any material respect. Beyond that short
and necessary period he had never thought of postponing the
subject. There was a general impression that the sooner the
public should definitively know what the financial and commer-
cial measure was to be, the greater would be the advantage to
the national interests. He hoped, now that the holidays had
given time for the explosion of popular indignation with which
he had been threatened, that there would be no further delay in
the prelimuiarj' vote on which that measure was to be founded.
Mr. E. Ellick, though he disapproved of the Income-tax, would
not obstruct the regular course of business in that House, and
therefore could not support the amendment.—Mr. T. Duncombk
explained, and after a few words from Sir R. Peel, Mr. Blewitt
withdrew his amendment, and the House went into committee.
—The first resolution was then passed without a debate.—On the
second resolution, Mr. M. Gibson said he saw no reason for
hoping that the proposed Income-tax would be a merely tempo-
rary imposition

; for the alteration in thetariff would, bethought,
never make up the deficiency. Periiaps there were further com.
mercial reforms In view ; If so, he wished they had been brought
forward now. while the country gcr^tlemen were yet subservient
to the new Governiaent. He knew not, however, why there
should not be a Property-tax, permanently superseding all other
taxes. The people could not pay public taxea. and also taxes for
the benefit of particular classes. To the inequality of aii^Income-
tax hevrhoUy objected j it would lead to evasions and fraada, and

so to the employment of spies for the counteraction of them.—
Mr. Wason here interrupted the speaker, and saying he rose to

order, complained that the Chairman had put the first resolution,

and declared it to have been carried, without permitting the

hon. member for Dover to address the committee, for which piir,

pose he had risen.—Mr. Greene, the chairman, said. that he was
not aware that any hon. member had risen.—An animated dis-

cussion ensued, in the course of which Sir R. Peel and other

hon. members declared that they had distinctly heard the ques-

tion put by the chairman, while several other members stated

that they had not heard it. Sir R. Peel admitted that it would
be unfair to assume that the resolution had passed withoat

opposition, but said they could not then retrace their steps.—Mr.
Rice then said a few words, intimating his disapprobation of the

principle of an Income-tax. In consequence of some further ob-

servations from Mr. M. Gibson, Sir R. Peel explained, that

though he adhered to his opinion in favour of the principle of an
Income-tax, and intended to do his best for the purpose of ob-

taining a vote to that effect, he had never said that he would
throw up his measure rather than allow of any alteration in the

details of it. He had never stated nor intended anything so dis-

respectful to the House.—Mr. Wallace objected to an Income-

tax, on the ground of the inducement it w^ould hold out to com-
mercial men to overstate their incomes. After some words from

Mr. Christmas, m support of the resolution, Mr. Wakley ex-

pressed his opinion, that as the first resolution, affirming the

Income-tax, had already passed, there should be no division on

the second and minor one. He wished to know why a provision

was made for the farmers, exempting them from that scrutiny to

which all the trading interests were left liable—a provision ex-

empting them from all payment upon the income of any farm

rented below 300/. a year, and limiting their liabiUty on any

higher rent to one half of its amount. Great reductions in the

import duties were about to be made, from which the working

people would suffer severely ; for the right hon. Baronet would

thus bring various foreign articles into the home- market without

at all loweruig the price of bread to the manufacturers of the

same articles in this country.—Mr. Wortley said, the answer

to Mr. Wakley's question was, that in the case of the farmer

there was a test of income, which in the case of the trader was

not to be obtained. But he must say that the farmer would

rather submit to any scrutiny than to the heavy tax which this

tCBt imposed upon him.
Sir R. Peel observed, that the opposite opinions expressed by

Mr. Wakley and Mr. Wortley were some evidence that Ministers

had endeavoured to steer a middle and a fair course. In answer

to Mr. W'akley, he referred to a representation which he had that

day received from a numerous body of farmers, desiring to be

taxed like persons in other lines of business, rather than by the

proposed test. Among the farmers, however, as well as through

the country in general, he found a strong disposition to make an

exertion for the maintenance of public credit; though it was ob-

servable that each class remonstrated a little against the particu-

lar mode in which itself w^as taxed. He had never promised, as

some apprehended, to propose the removal of this tax at the end

of three years : he had, indeed, framed the present measure for

three years only, but he had, on its very first introduction, ex-

pressed his hope that at the expiration of that term it would be

continued by Parliament for a couple of years longer, by which

time he trusted that the benefits of the tariff would have come

into full operation. He repeated his conviction that much relief

would meanwhile be derived to all classes from the greater

cheapness of living ; and he exhorted the House not to diminish

the efficacy of so important an instrument as an Income-tax by

qualifying it with exemptions.—Lord J. Russell felt the inexpe-

diency of so qualifying the Income-tax ; but he also felt that very

inexpediency as a strong argument against imposing it at all.

Sir R. Peel, he said, had pointed to the alarm which prevailed

amongst the farmers, as a proof that his measures were calcu-

lated to benefit the consumer by lowering the cost of food. But

one cause of the alarm was the suddenness of the propositions,

which had not been expected by the farmers from those who

proclaimed themselves their friends—they were following the

front rank of their own army. Which had turned round and fired

on them. Seeing that the first resolution had been unwittingly

carried, he did not see any advantage of taking a division on the

second, but he would take the sense of the House on thebrinpng

up of the report.—The Chairman requested permission, before

he put the second resolution, to say that in putting the first he

had not been aware of the intention of any member to address

the chair.-Mr. Williams said a few words; after which the

second and third resolutions were passed, without a division, and

the House resumed.
The Drainage ^Ireland) Bill was read a second time. Committee

on Monday- . ,r •

The reports of the committees on the Mutiny BiU and Marine

Mutiny Bill were received and agreed to, and the bills ordered

for third reading on Friday. ,

Tuesdai/.—Ur. R. Bkrnal and Mr. W. D. Christie took tnc

oaths and their seats for the borough of Weymouth.
The consideration of the report of the Southwark Improve-

ments Bill {No. 2), brought up by Lord J. Manners, was postponea

in pursuance of an amendment moved by Mr. R. Palmer, tna

the report on No. I BUI should be first received, the division on

the question being, for the original motion 5, and for the araeua-

ment, 30. ..

Mr. M. Sutton obtained leave to bring in a biU for the Detcer

regulation of turnpike trusts. The chief features of his prop°sea

measure were the continuance of local turnpike acts for forty-on

years, and the restricting turnpike trustees from contracting ire-u

burdens on their trusts without the sanction of the executive go-

vernment, ,.v

Lord Emot brought in a bill for the better regulation oiuic

Irish fisheries.- -Sir V. Blakk obtained leave to bring m a mu lu

alter the mode in which barristers are admitted to practice m ire-

land.— Sir G. Clerk obtained leave to bring in the Annual in-

demnity BiU.—The Parish Property BiU was then read a uuru

time and passed. _ f^fjnn
The House then went into committee on the Corn I«^P*^^^^" .

BiU.—On the 5th (the average clause) being proposed, ^^-
'VJ^^t

CLAV, in consequence of an intimation from the '^"^^^?^^,,j.p
of

this would be the regular course, postponed. ^^*^^^^^^^
-^ip.jdcd

towns came under discussion, an amendment which he int

to move against the proposed addition to the places from ^'^^^^ ]

turns are now refeived.—Mr.CHiLUERsthen raised the same q

V.

tion by another amendment, worded differently so as to
^''^^^^^ ^

objection of the chairman.—it was opposed by Sir R. \^^'*''^ .^^
long discussion ensued, during which the points argued were w

ther or not the additional number of towns wouW P^^^^Jlthe
frauds which are aUeged to take place in the returnsfrom

Yiitional
averages are now struck ; and whether or not these ^?*

^^^
towns would have the efl'ect of lowering the average P^'f^^' jg^-
thereby, by keeping up the rates of duty, giving ^^^^^^'^"^Lprt the
tiou to the landed interest. Another point was, what eneuv

^^^

quality of the wheat, varying, as it did, with the seasons, ^^^
the average prices.-Mr.IlAWKsassertedthat the *^"^'^^^^Ling
to be added had been purposely selected from districts P*^""

^g
low-priced corn, in order to keep down the rate of the aver g

This was denied byMr.GLADSTONK and SirE. KxATcnBrLL, ^

severally vhidicated the intcntiuus»of Government. ,

Mr.Vn.LiKKs desired to know with what other object u^^^^

towns had been selected, in a bUl the aim of which. Uesaiu,^^^

notoriously to keep up the rents of the landlords ? "^ ^^n
not entertahi the notion of treating the measure as a ^"^"^^ j^of
or a settlement j he considered that it was merely a c^nieh

^^^^
tiie error in which the opposite party had heretofore If

J^'. ^^^y
and it would be the people*s business to go on agitaung i"

obtained a real relief. .
. r^^nierlv ex-

Mr* Laboccherk, with reference to an ^P*"^*'^ ^^lue e.xtent
pressed by him, admitted that he had much «>Xe5*'^/^„ ^"Ltnifht
to which the averages weic likely to b^ 3reduc«d by the eiia^-"
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B, A Ilia i^ov.-*."" — --rr - - ,

and Mr. Hepple briefly seconded it.

It is stated that active exer-

^'^'^i^'^<>->^f-:'^,T.:TJori^c siting di^Ire-sV in

w.rd« occupied with the .ubje« 01 5 ^^ ^^_

t.:J:";;^s;n ed^?Lf M%Ii'
•Vayinf ter to refuse

their free iaiportati

jr^M o^t^^^^^ >^- Gadsden; and by Mr. Dawson,

who denolmced the movement as a political one ; and after

Mowc remarks from Messrs. Johnson, Maitland, Andei ton,

L-., the Court divided, aud the motiomvas earned by a

Biajority of 26.

East India House.

(iona are in progress at the India House, as ^ell as at

the Horse Guards, to forward, wilLout delay, troops to

reinforce the army in Atfghanistan. Within the last

week the East India Directors have accepted tenders

for fifteen ships of large tonnage, which have been

turvcyed, to proceed to India, to carry 4,000 men.

One of these ships will, it is said, take in troops, and

leave in a few day?, and the whole are expected to take

their departure in leas than a fortnight. The regiments

proceeding to India are the lOch, the 20th, the 58th, the

Olst. and the TBth Infantry; and it is understood that

from 51,500 to 9.000 troops will be sent immediately to

reinforce the lirtlish army in that country.

Public Mretinfjs.^Oix Wednesday a public meeting of

the ratt ; ^j ' rs of the parish of St. Marylebone took place,

for the purjn>se of taking into consideration the bill uow

before Parliament, haviDg for its object an alteration of

the local act by which the parish is at present governed,

and to devise means for opposing it at every stage. Lord

Nogent wns in the cbair, and the borough members and

anumberof ve'^trymen and directors of the poor of the

parish were j)rfscnt, Tlie chnirman having briefly stated

the object of the meeting, several gentlemen spoke against

the measure, contending that it was only introduced for

the purpose of restoring the^old system, and to encroach

on the rights of the rate-pajers. It was urged that by

the bill the best clauses of Sir J, Hobhouse's Act would

be repealed, and all the power of choosing vestrymen

tested in a few of the aristocracy of the parish. Their

opposition had done some good, for the promoters of the

bill had withdrawn the clause which was to raise the

qualification. Resolutions were then passed dtprecatory

of the measure.—On Wednesday an adjourned special

meeting of the shareholders of the Polbeen Tin and Cop-

per Mining Company was held, for the purpose of dissolv-

ing the Company. It appeared that the sixth and last

call of lOji. per share was only paid on 95 shares, and that

tbe original number of 6»000 shares had been reduced by

forfeitures to l»72r). The ore sold since June last

amounted to 21 6i. only, whilst the outlay was 584Z., and

the liabilities of the company were 272^, 15*. 10*^. ; but

the s*eam' engine and materials at the mine were reckoned

worth about 1,1^0/. The total sum paid by the propri-

etora was 23^000/., and the ore sold has amounted to

lo,000/. In answer to a question from a shareholder, the

•eci^tary said that there was no money given for the mine

in Cornwall, but the price (6,000/.) was taken out ia shares,

one-half of which was taken by the old, and the other

half by the new proprietors. After some conversation, a

resolution was passed unanimously for dissolving the com-
pany, returning the sixth instahnent to the shareholders

who subscribed, and also to empower the directors to dis-"

pose of the available property of the company for the be-

nefit of the proprietors.

MeiropoiUan Anliquiiies.—The curiosity excited by
the singular discovery of gold and silver coins near the

Archbishop of Canterbury's palace at Lambeth, noticed

in our last, continued during the early part of the week ;

and hundreds of persons, it is said, were occupied daily

ftt aoon as the tide receded, exploring the bed of the

river in the vicinity of the spot. They, however, met
with but partial success, and only a few small coins have
been found since the first day of the discovery. The
Imndle and bowl of an ancient golden spoon were found,

called on Wednesday at a pawnbroker's shop in Wands-

worth in his master's chaise, for the purpose of buying a

pair^f trousers ; having made his purchase, he was per-

Lived by a boy in the shop to take from the counter ano-

ther pair, whiii he concealed in the chaise Ou being

charged ;ith the theft, he denied it, and would not allow

Sc shopteerer to search the carriage, but immediately

dove off A policeman was then directed to go after him

and take him into custody ; he accordingly proceeded to

SrShiel" residence, where Good voluntan y surren-

dered himself, and said he was willing to go with hun and

arrange the matter, as he had only one pair, which he had

fairly bought. The constable, however, persisted in exa-

mining the premises, and during his search wen into the

"E; in an obscure corner of which he found under a

quantity of hay, the mutilated remains of a female body,

from which the head and extremities had been cut off.

During this examination Good manifested great uneasiness

and ^vfshed to put a stop to it by.saying he would go with

him at once, and arrange about the stolen article. As soon

as he perceived the discovery was made, he rushed out of

the stables, locking the door after hijn, and thus succeeded

in making his escape in the direction of Putney. On a

further examination, the remains of a fire were found in

another part of the building, among which feveral frag-

ments of bones were discovered, almost entirely burnt, but

8till sufficiently perfect to enable the surgeons to pronounce

them to be those of a human body. The man has not yet

been apprehended, although the police are actively engaged

in tracing him. The inquest on the body is adjourned.

Ck9h€a —The two men. Carter and Hillier, charged, as

reported in our last, with having despoiled the coffins de-

posited in the catacombs of St. Luke's Church, in this

parish, have undergone another examination. The office

was crowded ^ith persons anxious to hear the result ot

the proceedings. Hillier, the principal gravedigger, was

at once discharged, as it appeared that he was innocent ot

the charge. "From the evidence, however, of a number of

witnesses, principally tradesmen, who proved that they

had bought at different times, of the assistant gravedigger

Carter, articles of brass and lead belonging to different

coffins, the charge was brought home to that prisoner,

and, having nothing to say in his defence, he was com-

mitted to take his trial.
, ,

Mortality of ike Metropolis.--The following is the

number of deaths in the metropolis, from all causes re-

gistered, in the week ending Saturday, March 26 :—Males,

407; females, 3G3 : total. 770. Weekly average, 1038-

39-40-41 : males, 467 ; females, 445 : total, 912.

BrlsioU—A general meeting of the creditors of Messrs.

Acraman, Morgan, and Co., was held in this city on Mon-

day. A satisfactory statement was made of the affairs of

the concern ; and it was unanimously resolved to give the

partners time, to complete their existing contracts,^ to the

31st Dec., and to wind up the concern under the inspec-

tion of five gentlemen named. The liabilities of the firm

were stated at 150,000/., and the a?sets at 184,000A, ex-

clusive of capital invested and borrowed by the partners,

amounting, it is said, to a considerable sura above their

original capital. It appears that at one time the esta-

blishment was paying 1,200/. a week in wages alone.—

A

serious murder, followed bj the suicide of the supposed

murderer, h:is been committed at Kingswood, a village

five miles from this city. The name of the murderer is

Cook, and the person he destroyed was his own sister.

They were both unmarried ; had lived together for some

years, and both had been observed to be industrious and

inoffensive. They were of penurious habits, and in the

box of the female were found eight sovereigns and 50L in

silver. The cottage in which they lived was about 150

yards from any other dwelling. The circumstances con-

nected with the transaction appear to be wrapped in con-

siderable mystery. An inquest has been held, when from

the evidence it appeared that some neighbours, hearing

th

great number of men and boys hate been busily employed
carefully eiaraining the earth fronting the Lollard's
Tower, their search has since proved fruitless. It is

iht singular that although all the coins are of nearly
ame reigns, they have been discovered in patches far

apart from each other ; and this, it seems, the tide could
not have effected, as they were all embedded in the gravel.

TAir Ci/yFm&rw.— During the past week the magis-
trates arc said to have been obliged to commit persons to
Newgate for petty offences, because there was no other
prison to which they could be sent on a summary convic-
tion. By a return made on Saturday, it appeared that
the number of inmates in Bridewell was 139, there being
only accommodation for 118, so that 21 were obliged to
have beds placed in the passages of the prison. It also
appears that there is a similar want of room in the Gilt-

spur Compter.
Aftirders.—A murder, attended with circumstances of

unusual atrocity, and which has occasioned general sensa-
tion in the neighbourhood, has been committed on Put-
ney-heatb, in the hamlet of Roehampton. Tlie particulars

are ofa revolting character, and are only equalled by the
luurder of Hannah Brown by Greenacre, and that of Mr.
Pass ^t Leicester. The crime was committed on the pre-

mises of Mr. Shieil, of Granard Lodge, in Putney Park-
lane, a bye road» running out of the road from Putney to

Roehampton, and about a mile and a half from the former
illl^5C. The murderer is named Daniel Good, a coachman,
m the service of that gentleman, and the person murdered
is a female, at present unknown. It seems that Good

holding in his hand an open razor, with which the double

crime is supposed to have been committed. On the ar-

rival of the neighbours, the brother was just able to mut-

ter that he was the perpetrator of the crime, when he ex-

pired. The evidence served to throw no light on the

affair, except that deceased were known to have been oc-

casionally not on the best terms together, and the man
had been observed to be in a low state of mind for some
time. The jury, after two days' investigation, returned

a verdict of wilful murder against the brother.

Chelmsford.—A meeting of the agriculturists of the

Chelmsford Farmers' Club has been held here, for the

purpose of petitioning Parliament against the. alterations

proposed by Government, as regards the importation of
corn and cattle. The meeting was attended by Sir J.
Tyrrell, Bart., M,P-, Major Beresford, M.P., and a large

body of the leading agriculturists of the county. Both
the county members addressed the meeting, their conduct
in voting for the present propositions having, it seems,
been called in question at a former assemblage of agricul-
turists. Sir J. Tyrrell urged that the present Govern-
ment should be kept in power, that the Whigs would pro-
pose a worse Corn Law—and that after all, the agricul-
turists would not be so greatly injured as they seemed to
fear- He proceeded to say that they had lost their
leaders, and their general officers had been killed off.

They had lost the Duke of Buckingham at one time be-
cause he was in office ; they had then the Duke of Rich-
mond to fall back upon, but the Duke of Richmond, be
said, had stated to him, in reply to a question on the sub-

ject, that he could not say he liked the measure proposed

by Government, but he thought that the agriculturists

had better take it. Sir J. Tyrrell then proceeded to say

that there was Lord Stanley, and Sir J. Graham, and

others, whom they looked up to as the great supporters

of agriculture ; but they were Members of the Cabinet,

who said they were prepared to stand or fall by the pro-

position. He concluded by saying that they, as agricul-

tural members, were placed in a painful and disagreeable

situation. After several other gentlemen had addressed

the meeting, the following resolution was adopted, and a

petition to the House of Lords founded on it:—*' That

the meeting views with alarm and regret the alterations

proposed in the Corn Laws and the tariff, and the re-

moval of the prohibition on foreign horned cattle, sheep,

and swine, and the reduction of the duty on seeds, starch,

tallow, and hides, which \Y0uld remove the protection

against lightly-taxed foreign productions, which would

lead to the ruin of the tenant occupier, and the misery of

the labourer."
. . , , ,

Derby.—This town has been visited by the most seri-

ous flood ever remembered to have occurred here, caused

by the overflow of the brook. The first intimation of

dauber was made by the watchmen, about one on Friday

morning, the 1st insU, and immediate steps were taken

to rescue property, but so sudden was the rush of waters,

that considerable loss was sustained ; and one young

woman was drowned in her bed. Copings of the bridges,

and the wall and railing of St. Warbeck's church, were

washed away ; -and when the flood subsided, it was found

that considerable damage had been done to goods, furni-

ture, and almost every description of property throughout

the town. The losses sustained in many instances have

been of a serious description, amounting altogether to

some thousands of pounds. The cause of the flood ap-

pears to be unknown, though by some it is supposed to

have been produced by a water-spout, which burst on the

neighbouring hills.
_ /

Neivhury,—k large meeting, consisting, it is said, of

neariy 400 of the principal agriculturists of Berkshire,

has been held in this town to consider the measures of

Government with respect to the trade in corn and provi-

sions. Mr, W. Clarke, of Cookhara. took the chair, and

entered into a calculation of the injury the British farmer

would sustain by the adoption of the Ministerial proposi-

tions. The collective loss of the producers on wheat,

.

bariey, meat, and spring corn would, he said, be not less

than twenty-five millions, which would be a tax of 14/.

135. Ad. per annum on farmers of 200/. a year. Such a

charge was not to be endured, and he called upon them to

agitate. Mr. Blackstone, the Conservative member for

the neighbouring borough of Wallingford, addressed the

meeting at great length, deprecating the proposed mea-

sures of Government as likely to injure seriously the

agricultural interests in the country ; and finally a reso-

lution was adopted, expressing great anxiety and fear at

the proposed change. It was also agreed that the meet-

^

ing should send up petitions to both Houses of larlia-

ment on the subject.
t * •*.

Salisbury.—We are informed by a local paper that it

is in contemplation to pave ths road from this city to

Southampton with wood, after the patent of the Count de

Lisle; and that Messrs. Sharp and Co-., of Romney,

have s^nt in an estimate for that purpose, which amounts

to 95,000/. ^. ,

Stockport.—Xn inquiry into the circumstances attena-

ing the outrage upon the inhabitants of this town, by a

prf\ty of soldiers belonging to the 61st Foot, reported m
our last, has taken place before the magistrates, and has

terminated by the committal of eleven of the offenders on

a charge of riot. . , • iVa
Windsor.—On Monday the ceremony of laying tne

New Military Church In this town was performed by

H.R.H. Prince Albert. The weather was fine, and tne

company numerous, amounting, it is said, to upwards or

five thousand persons. At ten o'clock the Royal Horse

Guards and the 72d Highlanders marched on thegrouna,

and were drawn up round the inclosed space set apart ror

the^iteof the new church in Clarence Crescent, ^nere

extensive arrangements had been made for the accommo-

dation of the public ; while the children of the various

charity-schools, amounting to upwards of 900. formea i

front of the visitors. At half-past ten a procession oi

the corporation, clergy, military, and gentry^ nioyea

1

from the Town-hall to the ground, and at eleven uj

bands struck up the National Anthem, which
f»"*^"";'

the arrival of the Prince. His Royal H^S^f '!,.'''

received by the Mayor, the Dean of Windsor, the nca *

and the Provost and Head Master of Eton, and was co

ducted to the M^est end of the building, where the sio

was laid with the usual ceremonies.
i^oTi

York.—A meeting has been held in this city,
^

Wharncliffe in the chair, for the purpose of receiving
^^

•eport of the committee appointed for the restoratio

the Minster. It appeared that the total I'eceiP^in =»^^^

scriptions and from the sale of materials was
V*'*^^'

'

q
6J, The report was adopted ; after which the ^^^* *

Hawkins read a report on the fabric, which ^w^^^^ji^,

the sum required to repair the dilapidations in tne
^^^^

ing not connected with the fire would be about l^,'
The Rev, Mr. Harcourt thert stated that the resideoua

^
were willing to give up part of their incomes arising

^^^
the church estates belonging to them ;

also to sen

of the church property, and borrow iO,000/. on mcex^^^

for forty years ; but this could not be accomphshea^
^^_

out the'sanction of an act of parliament. 'Ihe ^^
^^^

quired, it was stated, to complete the restoration o
^^.^

parU injured by the fire was 9,000/. ;
4,0UU/. o

^^^

sum the Dean and Chapter agreed to provide ;
anu

the remaining 5,000/. they looked to the pubuc.

,
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Railways—A serious accident occurred on the line of

the South Western Railway on Saturday, thereby four
men lost their lives. It appears that several labourers
were working in a shaft of the Wa!ler*s-Ash tunnel be-
tween the Andovcr-road and Winchester stations, when a
portion of the shaft fell iu, burying six men, four of whom
were killed on the spot, and two others injured, but not
seriously. An inquest has been held, when it appeared
from the evidence that the quality of soil in the tunnel
was such as induced the engineers at the time of its con-
struction to depart from the usual practice of filling the
shaft ail up.

^

On the Tuesday previous to the accident,
appearances induced the engineers, Messrs- Locke and
Brassy, to order the superincumbent weight to be removed
from the arch at this pohit, and the work had been going
on without intermission up to the time when the accident
occurred. There had been occasional falls of chalk and
bricks into the tunnel at this spot, which were not, how-
ever, considered by the Superintendents as indicating dan-
ger, and no change of importance was discovered in the
shaft until about an hour or two before it fell, when one
of the watchmen communicated his fears to the workmen
above ; but operations were not suspended^ The Cf>roner,
after commenting on the evidence of the different witnesses,
adverted to the fact that the men to whom the immediate
superintendence of the work was entrusted were subordi-
nate officers and illiterate persons, one of whom could not
write his name, and the others w^re uneducated persons.
He thought these were not the sort of men to be left in
charge of works rendered necessary in consequence of an
extraordinary change taking place in a dangerous part of
the line. He believed that if the engineers themselves
had been present, and had had their attention called to the
fact that the falling brickwork liad increased from two to
six barrowfuls between four and six o'clock on the after-
noon of Saturday, they would have ordered the men to
cease working in the shaft. After some further observa-
tions, the jury returned a verdict of •* Accidental death,
deodand 50/. ; and the jury consider that the foreman of
the deceased men is not a fit and competent person to be
entrusted with the lives of men in so important a work/'
Timely notice of the accident was given to the different I

trains, which were all stopped before entering the tunnel,
the passengers being conveyed to and from the stations in
post-chaises and oiht r conveyances. The obstruction was
again removed on Monday, since which'time the trains
have continued to run through the tunnel as usual.—On
Monday another accident, which was fortunately not at-
tended with serious consequences, occurred on this rail-

way about two miles from Winchester, and near the en-
trance of the tunnel where the serious accident reported
above happened on Saturday. It seems that one of tlie
engines attached to a luggage-train from Southampton ran
off the line, dragging with it the tender, which became so
embedded in the earth tl»at it was impossible to extricate
if. Fears were entertained that the mail-train might
arrive and run into the luggage- train, on account of the
down-line at that spot being blocked up by the scaffolding
which had been erected in the tunnel toprevcntitfrom further
falling in. After considerable exertions, however, the train
was taken further up the line towards Winchester, and
again placed on the proper hue, when it proceeded to the
Vauxhall station, where it did not arrive until two hours
after its usual time.—A fat'il accident has occurred.on the
hnc of the Midland Counties Railway. It appears that
a coul-traiu was ]>roceedin(( at a slow pace towards Lei-
cester, and when just \ t Syston, was overtaken and run
into by a luggage-train drawn by two engines, and traveU
hng at a speed of nearly twenty miles an hour. Many of
the carnages were destroyed, others thrown off the line,

fell nnon the

cnrity for their money, provided the 32,000/. were raised.
Mr. Moser said the creditors had not swerved from their
former proposal. A proprietor said the claims for work
and labour were not more than 10.000/. out of the 15,000/.,
and 4,000/. was for legal proceedings and pay to the
directors. The chairman saw no objection to substituting
the proposal of the creditors, if they came forward to
take a considerable portion of the new shares, Mr. Moser
said Mr. Telfer had lost 2,500/. by his contract, and was
now called upon to sacrifice half the remainder- He
could not pledge himself to the creditors taking shares to
a great extent. Mr. Whitchurch thought a further ad-
journment might lead to a compromise between the cre-
ditors and directors, and remarked, that if 200,000/. had
been injudiciously spent through a wrong estimate, he
did not see why 64,000/. could not now be laid out to as
great advantage as on a railway within fifty miles of the
•Metropolis. After some further conversation, a resolu-
tion was passed unanimously, '*That the meeting be ad-
journed, in order that the proposal of the directors and
that of the creditors might be discussed between the par-
ties ; and that it be ascertained to what extent the credi-
tors would subscribe for new shares ; Xh^ result to be re-
ported to a future meeting."—The amount of receipts of
some of the principal railways during last week was as fol-
lows :—Brighton, 2,821/. ; Black wall, 736/. ; York and
North Midland, 1,669/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,628/.;
Midland Counties, 2,316/.; North Midland, 3,725/.;
Great North of England, 1,067/.; South Western, 5,075/.;
Birmingham and Derby, 1,033/.; Great Western, 11,033/.;
Northern and Eastern, 1,266/. ; Loudon and Birmingham,
14,112/. ; Croydon, 320/. ; Eastern Counties, 876/.; Man-
chester and Birmingham, 472/.; Birmingham and Glou-
cester, 1,547/.; Hull and Selby, 953/.

Dtihlln,

and the tender of the coal-train engine Ten upon ...^
stoker, killing him on the spot. An inquest has been held,
^hen a verdict of ** Manslaughter*' was returned against
the drivers of the engines attached to the luggage-train,
who were committed to take their trials,—A serious acci-
dent has also occurred on the Taff Vale Railway, near the
Llandaff station, by which a guard of one of the trains was
seriously injured, and about twenty passengers more or
Jess hurt. It appears that the luggage and coal train down
from Merthyr to Cardiff was later than its usual time/and
on the up-passage train from Cardiff getting beyond the
Llandaff station the two trains came into collision. The
engineer jumped off and injured his hg. and the guard was
Uirown off and received a &q^qvq fracture of the skull.
The passengers were thrown against each other with such
violence as to break the partitions between the second-
class carnages to pieces. Two of the coal carriages were
broken to pi^s, nnd the engines much injured,—Un Thursday, a special general meeting of the pro-
prietors of the West London Railway was held, to con-
sider as to the method for carrying into effect the pro-
position of the directors for raising au ad<litional capital
of 4/,000/., for completing the railway from the G.anJ
Junction Canal to the Kensington Canal Basin and other
purposes, and also for Uking the sense of the creditors on
the proposal. The secretary ttated the terms of the pro-
ject, which were briefly to raise lo,000/. by debentures at
live per ceut. interest, and 32,000/. in new shares of 20/.

rj^^'^^a?
^^ ^"^'^^^ '^ ^^^^ ^'^^^^^ ^^ 10/. each, making

y.W\)L together. The money was to be appropriated as
follows :-.For paying the land creditors, 13,027/. 155. 7rf.j
lor completing a single line of railway, 32,000/.; to se-

1 -[i ori'J^ T."^^'"*"''
^^^^' ^'' 9^-

'
^»d f^^ contingencies,MU/, 17*. 8rf.-togethcr, i.7,000/. Mr, Moser, a gen-tiemau who attended on the part of the creditors, said

in tL'TunH"""' Tf^ '^ ^^"^ '^^ ^^^^^^" ten shillings

shareholder; n^r!t " ^ ^^"^"^ position than the old

?wentv^^^^^^^ 't' '^^ P^<>P<>**1 ^^^^ be equal totwenty shiUings m the pound ultimately, with perfect

IRELAND.
-On Friday, the 1st inst., the Lord Lieutenant

and the Countess de Grey gave a state dinner to the heads
of departments, at which a*number of distinguished guests
were present.—A meeting of the Repeal Association was
held on Monday. A large green banner was fastened to
the back of the chair, having inscribed in golden letters

the word " Repeal," over which was placed a harp, sur-
mounted by an Irish Crown : the whole appended to a long
spear or pike, having " The Yolunteeis of 1782" carved on
its handle. On another new banner, which hung from the
wall of the room, appeared the inscription, "The people
who desire not to legislate for themselves deserve slavery."
On the arrival of the Lord Mayor, Mr. Ryan took the
chair, when a letter was read from the secretary of a Re-
peal Association in the City of Lancaster, Pennsylvania,
enclosing 31 1 dollars towards the Repeal rent. The Lord
Mayor handed in the sura of 9/. 2^., the yearly subscrip-
tions to the Repeal fund of several members of his family,
including 22.V. from 22 grandchildren. Mr. T. Steele said
that he had lately attended a Repeal meeting in London,
and that he intended setting out that evening to be present
at another Repeal convention, to beheld in Birmingham.
He read a series of resolutions adopted at the London
meeting, denouncing in violent language the means by
which the Union was carried, and the persons who sup-
l^orted the measure. The Lord Mayor felt it necessary to
explain that these resolutions were not proposed to be
adopted by that meeting, but were merely the sentiments
of the London Repealers, There were many phrases in
them, he said, to which he objected and would wish to see

moderated. lie then presented 1/. from the Blessed Vir-
gin Mary Tontine Society. A tradesman handed in two
pewter medals, emblematic of the Repeal movement, and
presented by the makers to Messrs, Ray and J. O'Connell,
M.P., to be worn by them as inspectors of the Repeal
wardens. The secretary next r^ad a schedule of the re-

ceipts and expenditure of the Association, from the 1st

Jan. 1841, to the 25th March, 1842. From this document
it appeared that in these fifteen months the sum received

was Sl,9y3/. 8s. 9d., which was all expended with the ex-

ception of abalance of 218/. lodged in bank. It appeared
that a sum of 2,000/. had been given to the Counties
League Fund, for protecting tenants who voted against

their landlords ; 1,000/. was advanced for the expenses of

the municipal revision in Dubliu and elsewhere ; 2,776/.

waa contributed for the advancement of the registering

throughout the country ; 546/. for the expenses of Repeal
meetings; 650/. for printing and stationery; and the re-

mainder in various small items, including 375/, as salary

to the secretary. The Lord Mayor then delivered the

usual address to the meeting, but it presented no new to-

pics of interest,—home senaation was created in this city

on Tuesday, by the announcement that Sir Ross Mahon
had been found dead in his bed. The deceased baronet,

who was a captain in the 60th Rides and an extra Aide-
de-camp to the Lord-Lieutenant, forme^i one of the vice-

regal dinner party at the Castle on the previous evening,

and left for his own apartments, in company with Lord J,

Butler, at an advanced hour of the night, apparently in

good health and spirits. The following morning, how-
ever, on his servant entering the bed-room for the purpose
of calling him up, he discovered that his master was a
corpse.—The Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company had
the proposition for the application of Clegg and Samuda's
Atmospheric Railway to the extension of the line for two
miles towards Dalkey, before a general meeting on Tues-
day, when it was affirmed by a large majority. The works,
it is said, will be commenced with as little delay as possible.

Queen^s County.—The local papers announce the stop-
page of one of the largest manufacturing houses in Ireland,
the firm of Joseph Beale and Co.* of Mouatmclleck, in

thia couaty. Hie same journals state, that although it it

understood that the assets, if the cost of the e.Ttrrssiye

siderably exceed the liabilities, it is feared that the effects

of the shock cannot speedily be recovered. It is also said
that 1,000 persons are thrown out of employment by the
stoppage,

SCOTLAND.
Ediiihuryh—Oxi Friday night, the 1st inst,, a riot, which

at one time threatened to be serious, took place in the
\ Grassmarket- It seems that a quarrel arose between some
soldiers of the 53d Reg., who were in a public-house in
the Grassmarket, and some Irishmen who were Catholics.
The landlord put the civilians out of the house ; and the
soldiers following a few minutes afterwards, found the
Irishmen reinforceH with friends waiting at the door to
assault them. A riot commenced—the soldiers endea-
vouring to get to the Castle by the West Bow, which they
succeeded in reaching ; but when near Victoria* street, they
made a stand, and pelted their assailants with stones. At
this time a picket from the Castle and a party of police in-
terfered, and separated the combatants. ' It is stated that
the matter is under investigation by the authorities.—It is
announced by a local paper that Lord Belhaven will soon
cease to represent her Majesty in the meetings of the
General Assembly, nnd that either Lord Arbuthnot or Lord
Strathallan will be the new Lord High Commissioner.

Greevock.—Tht Renfrewshire Bank, which had its
head office in this town, has stopped payment, and the
failure has produced considerable excitement in this town
and neighbourhood. It secma that there were only three
partners in the bank, who were collectively indebted to
the company 40,000/. The HabiHties of the concern arc
stated at 200,000/., and it is said that the Bank is not likely
to pay more than 2s. ia the pound. Their notes, on the first
report af the stoppage, were sold at I5s., but gradually
fell to 2s. 6d. A severe run has also been made upon the
Greenock Savings' Bank ; but the managers were pre-
pared to meet it. The other banks in the town also
promptly met the run upon them.—On Monday a public
meeting was held to consider what steps it might be desira-
ble to take for relieving the necessities of the number of un-
employed operatives in this place. From a survey made by
a committee of operatives, it seems that 013 heads of fa-
milies, having dependent upon them 2,080 individuals,
were found to be destitute of employment; but as the
survey appears to have been imperfect, it was computed
that the Leads of families out of work amounted nearly
to 2,000. A committee was appointed, which was sub-
divided into district committees, to receive applications
for relief, one of the proposed modes for providfng which
was to seek out work for the unemployed.

^
Perth,—It is stated in the Dutch papers that there was

picked up a few days ago, on the shore near Wyk, a bottle
containing two letters not sealed, and written on the 2d
March, by Capt. Thomason, of the ship Blair Adam. The
captain in these two letters informs his relationsin this town
that his crew had threatened duriiig the day to n:urder
him aud to throw him overboard.

THEATRICALS.
Co VENT Garden,—On Thursday Miss Adelaide Kem-

ble made her appearance in a new character at this theatre,
as Amuia in Bellini's opera of Sonnambula. Her persona-
tion of this character was as successful as those in which
she has already appeared in Norma aud Ekua ULerti,
Her performance elicited frequent applause, and at the
fall of the curtain she was loudly called for to receive the
congratulations of a crowded audience. The opera
throughout was well sustained ; the principal performers,
in addition to Miss Kemble, being Miss Grant, ^frs. R.
Hughes, Messrs. Leffler, Harrison, G. Horncastle, and
Wigan; Mr. Leffier appearing as Count Rudolphoj and
Mr. Harrison as Eivino.

•e*
I
machinery and buildings be tukea into coosideration

iKlrsc£[Ianrous.
Niger Expedition,— Letters have been received from

Ascension, dated Feb. 7th, stating that the Albert had
arrived there on the 28lh January, No deaths had oc-
curred in the interim. It is added that the Wilherforce
was in better condition than when she left England, and
that it was Capt, Allen's intention to take her and the
Soudan to the coast in March, from whence he proposed
re-ascending the river, which it was expected he would be
able to do in April.

The Xcw Testament,— Tvivate letters from Rome in-
form us that Cardinal Angelo Mai has just completed a
work on which he has been occupied for upwards of tea
years ; being an edition of the New Testament, with the
variations of all the manuscripts existing in the principal
libraries of Rome and other parts of Italy, and with nu-
merous notes full of philological research. The text
adopted by Cardinal Mai>. at the basis of his editk>n, is

that of the celebrated manuscript, No. 1,209, in the library
of the Vatican, which dates from the sixth century. At
the suggestion of hia Eminence, the Papal GoTeniment
has resolved to publish, at its own expense, a fac-simile
of this manuscript, which is in gilt uncial letters and in
close writing (scriptis coiiiinui^), that is to say, the words
are not separated from each other by spaces. The cele-

brated engraver Ruspi is to execute a copperplate eu-

grsTing of this fac-simile, copies of which will be pre-

sented by the Holy See to all the Sovereigns in Christen^-

dom.— Time*.
Bank of iJn^/andL—The quarterly average of the weekly

liabilities and icta of the Bank of England for the twelve

weeks ending the 29th alt., shows that the circuktioa has

increased by 183,000/., the difference between I tj,9^2,OOVt.

and 16,796,000/. j the deposits have *i«*=^*tl^^.:,,//^^^:/^

the difference between 8.657,000/. and £^,i?S4 OUO/.
;
the

securities hare decreased br 5l3,mOl,. ^^^^fT""^ ?*'

tweea 22,586.000/. and 23,099,000/. ; Mid the bullion has
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"'"^'"'""^"''^^^^ ^—^"^— - "^^ .„ ^, , ,ftfli The iury in each case found for the

difference between 0, 1 25,000/. ^f^^.^^Vnrrvefdtct^^^^^^
".^''_in^'^ej^!^'

iacreased by 438,000/., the

•nd 0,687,000/. ,-,..,, _Xhe " Englishman".
The Ditatlers xn Afn' ?• \"f f„ii^„in? letter

CalcotU paper of Fe^
J^

--^
'^J^Sl 11"

'"rsnLS'JTnVe'aSg Jellal'abad. which -.ill be read

Wh IreatSr^st. The letter is addressed to h.s bro-

Ther ^a d iidat^d Jellalabad. Jan. 20th : "Here 1 am at

SfJnWe, aU safe, but not all sound, having received three

Zlk^on the head, left hand, and knee. I have lost

^ryth ng 1 had In the world ; but my life has been saved

W

iTa most wonderful manher. and I am the only European

,.ho ba. escaped from ihc Cabol aMny (although wa have

heard of two having been taken by the enemy, it is very

doubtful if they will Ije spared). Two natives only havee

s
reached Ibis place-making, with myself, three p«

out of an armv of 13,000. I got on very well till with.

about 50 miles of this, with the exception of losing a I my

bHKKane, &c. I then lort the horac on which I was ndmg ;

havinK taken one of my servants, who was wounded, up

^w tiff W the veVdictshavinB been recorded in all the cases.

SX&ou waL'm^de fSr%peldy e.xecutio„, .hich Baron Gur-

ney granted.
nabert Woods, Isaac Jurqucs, and Tho-

NoaTHBBN-CiBCtMT.-^j'frf »«("«.
„,n'rder of Henry

ma. ^V./y«e«^ were
'"^-^^^^-^^^^^^^t^e^ attending the murder.

Grayson, at
^''''^^^^-.^^.y.n^cy.^te Riven in this Paper at the

which took place on the 4th Dec wore
g^^^ prisoners ^vas that

time. The P"«<;'P^„^,';*^ft" who deposed to having been in

of a man named Colquitt, wnout-p
^^^

the company of the P^soners on tne "
™'"f ^ ^^^^^-^^ took

murder was '^o"'.™'"^'!' thL from whrch he concluded they
place between h.m andtho'n,

^'^:^^jf^X^^^^ however, was

LttrSo^y^-'an^d norblin^supl^rted. the jur,- acquitted the

prisoners.
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behind me, we fell rather too far in the rear, when he was

pulled off behind, and 1 fell with him. I was instantly

felled to the earth with the blow of a large knife, which

wounded me in tin- head. I. however, managed to avert

the second blow, by receiving my enemy s hand on the

edge of my sword, by which his hand was ^o^t^h^tj^

magcd. and he dropped his knife, and made off as fas as

he could ; and I, following his good e.«mple, managed to

reach the main body, mind, my horse, cap, and shoe,

which last I lost in the snow. I was then trudging along,

holding fast by the tail of another officer s horse, when a

native, who was riding close by, said that he could ride no

farther, and told me to take his horse, which 1 did with-

out delay. 1 do not know who the man was, as it was

nuitc dark at the time, but the saddle must have belonged

to an Affghan. 1 now got to the front, where I found

8 number of officers, wlio determined to pnsh on, as

the men v.ould obey no orders, and were halting every

minute. We travelled on slowly all night, fired at occa-

sion dlv from the sides of the hills, and found ourselves at

daybreak about 30 miles from this, our party consisting of
^ '- European soldiers, and myself,

in the dark, and gone by some

10 A, M. we were attacked and

by horsemen ; three officers and

one of the officers

fell close by

English ^^-'
'f^^^'i? *^?^|,eTa-tnt m -^ ^^"P'^^r^

prices.
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Just published, in 2 vols. 8V0. cloth, price 24j.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of

ENGLAND. By Hanxah LAwaANCE.
" These laborious and interesting memoirs.* —Athenenum.

"This very industrious and interesting work."— Ej«mi«er.
" One of the most plea^^iing and valuable contributions which

Enelish history has received for many years."—Bn7w/* Mag.

"Narratives of as much interest fts if they were pure dvamat,"

—Atlas Edward Moxon, Dover- street;
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rhemistrv in the University of Giessen. Edited from the Manu-

scriDt of the Author by Lvon Platfaih, Ph. D. "In the present

Work Dr Liebig has pointed out the path to be pursued, and has

amply vindicated the claim of Science to be considered the best

trnide bv correcting the erroneous views hitherto prevAihngr, of

the sources whence phmts derive their nourishment, by develop-

in^ the true causes of fertility in soils, and finally by establishmg

on a firm basis the true doctrine of Manures "- <^«ar/t'W^ Rt-view,

March 1842.—Printed for Taylor and AAalton, 28, Upper Gower

Street,

only seven ofUcers, H^g

the rest having lost us

other road. At about

turrounded on all sides

the five Europeans were here killed

was Lient. Bird, of the Madras army, who

side- I, with the remaining four, got clear of the

ho'rMsmen, and pushed on ; three of our party being well

mounted, left the fourth and myself far in the rear, when

he, after coming on some way, said his horse was done

up, and that he would hide nntil night; for which pur-

pose he left me about four railes from this. He was taken

and killed. I proceeded slowly for a short time, when I

flaw a great many people running towards me in all direc-

tions. I waited until' they got pretty close, and then

pushed ray horse into a gaUop and ran the gauntlet for

about two miles under a shower of large stones, sticks,

and a few shots, in which I had my sword broken by a

atone, my horse shot in the spine close to tlie tail, and

my body bruised all over by the stones. I was now at-

tacked by a horppmHn, who leffa party of about six,

whom I saw leading away one of our officers' horses who

had gone on ahead: these three were killed; and having

nothing to defend myself with, and my horse being quite

done up, he wounded oie on the knee and hand, when

seeing roe stoop down he galloped away as fast as he

couid, thinking, I suppose, that I was looking for a

pisfol. I now proceeded unmolested, and arrived here

about one o'clock, quite done up, as was also my poor

horse, who'lost the use of his hind legs next day, and died

two days after, without ever getting up after his arrival.

If you receive this, let them know at home that I am
alive, as I have not been able to write since October last,

and perhaps we shall not have the road open when the

next overland starts. Since arriving here I have had

three shiiU, three pair of socks, a jacket, and a pair of

trousers given me. A very fine stock, you will say ; how-
ever, it mast do until 1 can get another outfit. Write to

me, and let me know the news from home. « Your affec-

tionate brother, William Brydon. F.S. I arrived

here about noon on the 13th. All further particulars

yoti will find in the papers, so I can write no more at

present, it being awkward holding my paper whilst

writing."

IIoMK Ci act'IT.—A'«p^^r v. IJole, in re the We^t Middlesex In-
turnnce Cuynpan^,—T)M^ wa^ an action brought l>y plaintiff

against defendant, as the originator and principal iu the esta-
bllshraent of the West Midiuvoex Assurance Association, to re-

cover from him the :>\xm of 90O/., which she had paid to that
company for an ainiuity of 76/. iWs., and of \vhich sum, it was
alleged, she had been <!efrauded by defendant; and also that the
association had merely been got up for the purposes of fraud.
Evidence was adduced at considerable length exposing the sys-

tem of fraud practised by this association, for the purpose of im-
posing on the public. Witnesses, whn had been the nominal
directors of the company, stated that they had been hired, some
for five, some for ten shilUo^ a week, to personate directors, and
attend meetings on given days for the purpose of siguing what-
ever policies were placed before them by the defendant. One of

the witnesses stated that he was previously a journeyman black-

smith, and anrnher that he wa^s an usher iu a school; that they

received written instructions how they were to conduct them-
selves on such occasions; that they were to dress re. .cctably

and wear rin^s andjeweller}- j and that they were subject to be fined

whenever they failed in any of th particulars: that their own
names and those ofothers of a similar description were theonly real

names in thelistnf directors, all the others printed being fictitious.

After much evidence of a similar character, and proof had been

adduced that the moneys paid to the association had been re-

ceived by the defendant, who was secretary and managing direc-

tor, the jury fotmd for the plaintiff-Damages Qon/. A number of

aimilar cases were then tried by other parties against the de-

fcidant on the same grounds, for different sums amoonting ^to-

TATTERSALL^S, Thcrsdat.—Without any exception worthy

ofnotice, the betting .vas confined to
?^f ^^^^^^.^.y^f *^^^^^^^^^^

whom w4re backed with uncommon spirit, viz., Lleus, the l^rede-

rica^olt; and the Devil among- the-Tailors; the first being m
John Day's stable. Eleus opened at 30 to !. and after a great

number of bets at those and less odds, reached 1000 to 60 (taken

reDeatedly). The Frederica party then came into play, and put

o„riarge stake at 2000 to 40, 2000 to 35, and 2000 to 45 ;
the last

odds taken were 50 to 1. This movement operated as a check

upon the Eleus division, and at the close the thousands to sixty

went begging. The Devil-among-the-Tailors was backed to win

nearlv 20 000/.. at thousands to ten. fifteen, twenty, &c.
;
but

Sng was heard of Brother to Cantle. Of the standard favour-

ites there was an improvement m Attila and Chatham, 7 to 1

havkiK been taken about the first to 300/. (besides other bets at /

and a fraction^ and 15 to i against the other to about the same

amount. Auckland and the Joanna colt were also m request,

and left off steady, at the prices mentioned below. It was other-

wise with Meteor, the Lord of Holdeniess, and Wiseacre. Liberal

odds were obtained in several quarters about Belcceur, Barrier,

and Defter. The only Oaks bet was 30 to 1 agst Mr. F.Wood's

Eliza; and in the 2000 Guineas Stakes and Chester Cup nothing

ivas done. The last prices were as follow :—
100 SOV. SWBBPSTAKK* AT XBWMARKET,

40 to la on Attila agst The Devil-among-the-Taiiors (taken) not p.p.

UEKKV.

AMUSEMENTS OF COUNTRY LIFE.

In 8vo. iUustrated with nearly 600 beautifully-executed Engra-

vinirs on "Wood, 505. cloth lettered,

AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RURAL SPORTS.
ix By D. P. Blaine, Esq.

*< A perfect library for all lovers of
f
o^ftry^^ppri^s. for all coun-

trv p-pntlemen and for all persons who dehght m the manly aad

he^afth^ r^^^^^^^^^^
*«

l'}^ ^"^^'^^If n"v\"
country in such perfection as to the inhabitants of the Bntieh

London: Longman, Brown. Green, and Longmans.

LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY.

Illustrated by many hundred Figures on Wood. In l Vol., 8vo,

price IOa'. ua.,

ELli^MENTS OF BOTANY, Structural, Phy-

sioLOGicAL, SYSTEMATICAL, and Mkdical. Bcmg a Fourth

Edition of the First Principles of Botany. »/ John Lixdlkv,

Ph Ti V R S Professor of Botany in University College, London.

"^^I The ^kiUof tSe 'vood^ has enabled the author tofiU

his naVes with Illustrations, explanatory not only of the technical

terms e^plo^^ in Botany, but also of the natural orders of

plants. X analvsis of the latter upon the plan of Lamarck
,
au

account of De CandoUe's celebrated system of arrangement, into

which a large number of woodcuts are introduced and some r^
views, relating to natural classification, are added to the matter

to bc^found in previous editions."-P^<A'c-e.

Printed for Taylor and W^alton. 28, Upper Gowcr-street.

7 to I Bgil Attilft (taken)

IS 1

100 ff

18

S5
ao

«3
35
40
4U
45
50

Chaihaui (laken)

Auckland
Joanna colt (taken)

IMu?;5 Trooper {tviV- and
afterwards offered)

Thel^rdof Holderness
Meteor
Espartcro
"WiseaiTG

50 to 1 agst The Devil-ainonR-the-
Tailors (taken)

Detier (taken)
Belcceur (taken)
Defier (ta- and aft- off-)

Eleus & Frederica (ta-)

Scott's lot, bar Attila
(taken)

1500 even between The Revil-among'-
the-Tailors and Barrier (talc)

1000 even between Chatham nnd Eleus
(taken)

N
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

^ S T A L 'E S.

BEPPO.
MAZEPPA.
'J he ISLAND.
PARISINA.
PRISONER of CHILLON.

SQOO
8000
ec
13

7

35
a5
1

1

1

IXSOIA

Acacia colt

Folify (ta. and aft off.) I

OAKS.
30 to 1 agat ^r- F. Wood's Eliza (taken)

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
II. Graitan, Liverpool, hatter—E. Smith, Lawrence-lane,

Now publishing, in \Yeel.ly ^'""^^^T^^^^toK np
MR. MURRAY'S CHEAP AND POPULAR EDITION OF

O R D B Y R O
1. The GIAOUR.
2. The BRIDE of ABYDOS
3. The CORSAIR.
4. LARA.
5. SIEGE of CORINTH. -

Each Number forms » complete Poem ;
^^^h the first is gtv^^^

a Portrait of Lord Byron, and the last vvill contain Titles and

Frontispieces for binding the whole in Two neat and elegant

Volumes. John Murray, Albemarle- street.

Sold also by Tilt and Bogue, Fleet- street.

In One Large and Elegant Volume, with 36 l^"?t'^tions after

Smirke, Howard, &c. 30s. cloth 5 3ls. bd. witu gdt edges,

T?AMILY SHAKSPEARE, in which nothing is added

woollen cloths. „,,,„,. j c • tr
BANKRUPTS.— J. Bedford, Westminster-road, Surrey, ironmonger—

H

Heward, Waltham-cross, Hertfordshire, innkeeper — T. riowman, Yeovil,

Somertetsbire, saddler—\V. R. Rajrne, Haughton, Northumberland, paper-

manufattnrer—W. Bushell, Evesham, Woreeatershire. innkeeper—J. H. Jones,

M^chester, spirit-merchant— J. Flintiff, Raalrick, Yorkshire jnnkeet»er_T.

NWottinaham,
hatter-G. Carrington. Albion street, Hyde-park, horse-dealer—

\ Filmer and \V. S. Gooding, Oabrjme- street, Whiteihapel, brewer^'—F.

Chapman, Fenchurrh-street. City, wine-merchant—W. R. Webb, Kni^^hts-

bridire-ierrace, Knlghtsbridfre, wine-merchant—A. Crostfield, Whitechapel-

Toad, scrivener—R. Falliaer.Mivorpate-atreet, City, saddler- D. Bulton, Kings-

ton tiponlluU, corn-merchant—S. C. Sncade, \Vavi»rtree, near Liverpool, tim-

to the original text; but those Words and Expressions are

omiltcdwhichcannotwiih propriety be read aloud m aramuj.

ByT. BowDLER, Esq., F.R.S. &c.
*i „ o notice

" We are of opinion that it requires nothing more than a notice

to bring this very meritorious publication into general circuit

Also, an Edition of this Work, in 8 vols. 8yo,
-*?Jjf "^f

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

ber-merchant—J. Bonny, J*iverpool, tailor—J. Johnson, I.eed*, tow"pinner

F. \V. Gou^h, Pencombtf, Herefordshire, dt-aler and chapman—J. Cole, Ket-

lerinff, Northamptonshire, woolstapler—J. Clarke and R P. Clarke, Leeds,

music sellers—W. H. Hopkins, Worcester, currier.
,. , . .

SCOTCH SE'^UBSTRATIONS—W. Napier, Blackston, Renfrewshire,

innkeeper—

J

builder.

BIRTHS On the 5th inst, the wife of J. Arnold, Esq., of Cambrian-house,

Norwood
Farran.
law, of a dau^h . «. , , ...
Wood, Mra Man:hant, of a daughter—On the fJth J«8t., at her mothers resi-

dfnce.Coval hall, near Chelmsford, Essex, the lady of H. W. Field, Ksq., of

Blackheath, of a dauj(hter—On the «th inst., Mrs- L- FHinln, of a daughter—
On the 6th inst., Mrs. G. |T. Brown, 6, Duncan-place, Islinglon-On the rth
InM., at Great St. Helen's, Mrs. G. Chater, of a son.

MARKIED,—On the 5th inat., at St. Andrew s Church, Plymouth, W. C.
Laminp;, Esq., eldest s*m of J. Laming^, Esq., of the city of Rotterdam, to Susan
Hayne, eldesft Idaughter of J. Lindon, F.?q-, of the Abbey, Plymourh—On the
6th inst.. At Chatlton Church, the Rev. S. timith, of Marf^te, eldest son ot G.
Smith, K9«|., of North Ockendon, Essex, to Frances Mary, youngest dauj^hter
of J. M. Richardson, Esq., of Blackheaih-park—On the6thinst.,at Lewfthain
Church, S Lnve(Jt"J*"P. Esq., of Ludeate-hill, to Ann, second daughter of E.
Eapfifton, Esq , <>f Blattkheath—On the 7th inst., at Hij-hg.it*, the Rev. T H.
Causton, incumbent minister of St. Riichael's, Highf^atp, to Frances |Louisit,
eldut daughter of T T- Tatha-.^i, I> :.,fjf the same place.
IMKD^—On ihe 3rd inst., at Bicron Park, near Huniton, Devon, John Baron

R.,..>r, ftf|:«d85—On the3l»t ult., at Oxford, the Hon. John St. Clair, only son of
Lord Sinclair by his second ir. „ _ ,-»jfc, aged J,»—On the fiih inst , of apiiplexy,
at BriRhtua, Lady CatnpbrU, aff^-d «*—Onthe 3rd inst , al Trestoo house, near
Shrewsbury, Sir Fiancis Brian Hill, brother to Lord Hill, b^ 63—On the Rth
Nov. last, at Sydney, Sir Francis Forbes, t"f Chief Justice of Australia—On
the «th Jao last, k!!i«'d in th« retreat frotn t.uoul, l.it-ut. L. Hardyman, of the
6th Rejclmeni H«ni{at Linht Cavjilry, only son of thp late Rear Admiral Hardy-
man, C.B—At Svdney, New South Wales, Henry, yniingrst son of the iate
Lient.-G^n. Hir H. Cosby, of Hams-vitle-paTk, Uloucesterithire, in the 36th
year of his age—On theUth inst., Ann, the wife «f Mr. W- Barron, Hlslit^ie

—

On the nih inst., S^irah Ann, wife <d Mr. R. Russell, of Kin(nt(»i-on-i names.

WHITE'S TARRIERY. l/th EDITION IMPROVED.
Pablishcd this day in 8vo, l6s., cloth lettered,

A CO^IPENDIUM Of the VETERINARY ART,^^^^^^^^

XX taiuiug Plain and Precise Observations on the C^nstr icu
^^

and Management of the Stable; a brief and P^^^^^J. f" s%ip.
the Structure and Eeononiy of the HORSE ;_

the nature, S^^^

toms, and Treatment of the Diseases and Occidents to wmc^^^^

Horscisliable; the best Methods of performing various imp«i^^

Operations, with Advice to the Purchasers of
"^^^f^/^^vvHix*.

pious Materia Medica and Pharraacopceia ^^3^.,-!^"* .Merable
Seventeenth EcUUon. entirely re-constrrrted, w>*^/^ ,/'~

j-psent

addiUons and alterations, bringing the Work up to tne pi

state of Veterinary Science, by W. C. Spoonkb.
^ri^utiker and

London: Longman.- Brov^me, &<-'<>.
i
T. Tegg; W^^^^^^

Co.; Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.; Houlston a^ Stonema ,

C. Dolman. . „ ^i^n,
Also lately publibhed, iu 8vo, pr)cc99-

<^^^;J!' .j, . or,

WHITE'S COMPENDIUM OF CATTLE ^^^^^^|^^/thVotiier
Practical Observations on the Disorders of Cattle anu

^d,

Domestic Animals, exceptthe Horse, Sixth Ejl^^^"' 7'*"

with copious Additions and Notes, by W. C. Spooner-

GARDENING and AGRICULTlS^^^^^'^^^
VT DOYLES WORKS.

1. The
New Editions of the following are now ready

:

g^,

Kitchen-Garden and Orchard, Is. Od.
. -*;,t.",^^ small

iraening,4s., uiwLii. 4. ^"j:, «{g is.

5. Hints on Health, Temperance, and Mor.Garden, 2s. 3. Practical Gardening, 4s., cloth

Farmers, Is.

6. Hints on Emigration, with a Map, Is.

Poultry, Cattle, &c., Is. 8. Irish Cottagers is. y.

pie. is. 10. Address to
>^"fX% y^'^

11. Maitm Doyle's Collected VV orks,^

7 Hints on Plautmg
^

IS. 9. common

vols.Sense for Common People
provemeuts, 23. 11. Man-iix x^^j.^^ . , „,

12S.—Niven's New and Cheap Method of Cultivating A-i

One Shilling. sackviH^'
Dublin: WiUiam Curry, Jun., and Co., No. 9.

Lpper

street. Sold by all Booksellers

ued 3i—On the 7th inst., at his kous; in Tuvistpf k-place, Tavinuck-bquBre,
T. Dfnaison Esq-, iahUSMbyepir-

bard-street, r//l:r[h:mi"Printed by Messrs. Rhabhurv and Evans, Lombard-street, »
them »

the Precinct of WhUehiars, in the City ot London, and ^ J""'" f ]Uiddl«»«»'

thtOwCK,a,CHAnL«MnuwT. Covbnt (Urdwt, in U^e ^^^^Jjl^js^d "

where all AdvwtinemcaU and Communicaiiont fl« to w •«

Bdi(#r..ftaturdav, April 0, IS49.

to ;hf
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE•
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.
No. 16—1842. SATURDAY, APRIL 16.
INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORtiGULTURaL SUBJECTS INTHE LAST NUMBER.

Achimpnes lonctflyra . ,

Amateur's Garden . « .

Ammonia, to fix . . . .

Ammoniacal liquor, iu applica-
tion > > > . ,

Arundina densa', . ; ,

Ash, vaJue of the sexes con-
sidered

Beds on lawns, plants for . ,

jiirdg, their Iiabils .

Botany, new works on ,

Camellias, g^rown in pits .

Cape buibp, their management .

Cardorn, Pnvis ....
Cherry, grafted on a Laurel
Clover, new varieties of .

Cucumbers, iinprefrnaiion of ,

Currant-fly, time to destroy .

Dahlias, list of . »

ZZ — new sorts
DuDg, its preparation ,

Kcbeveria rosea . . , .

Farmer's Encydopacdfa, Parts,
rev

Fuchsias, thei'r protection
Fuchsia s[.lendens, noticed
Glue-water, as applied to the

fcaJe

Graftin^-wax, new kind of ,

Grapes, cause of shrivellinj^ ,

Ho rt. Sof. (jardens, noticed

230 a
E37 b
23lic

238 a
a

S3.5 c
?36 c

207 c

S?Ob
£3P c

238 a
239 b
2!*7 b
S30 b
sar c
S38 b
239 c

237 O
237 b
t39a

£40 a

236 «.

238 b
£35 b

237 b
239 c \

241 a
SSfiu
240 a
241 a
S4I a

Ivy, to cover walls :

Kidney-Beans, sorts described.
Low'a Nursery-, noticed .

Manures, their preparation
-vJice, to destroy ,

Nematus trimactilatus, time to
destroy

rsitrogen, essential to plants .

O-^born's Nursery, noticed
PiEonies, hardy sorts of
Pelargoniums, hints on
Peristeria, new species • .

Potatoes, quantity planted
Potatoe, observations on .

Poultry, feeding of . ,

Procetdings of the Geologic
Soc. of the West Riding of
Yorlfsliire, rev. . , ,

Rhododendron, seedling .

Rookery, to obtain
Rosea, how cultivated in France
Salt, time to apply , , ,

Thuja filiformis . . , ,

Tropaeolum podophyllum, de-
scribed

Tulip, its good properties
V'anda cristata, noticed ,

Vine, Hoare nn the . . ,

Wheat, its culture in the West
Indies £3a a

Price 6dl
TT7 C. DRUMMOND begs to offer thefollowmg four
»» • SEEDLING DAHLIAS :-Earope (Drummond's) White

238 h
241 b

S40a
241 b
235 b
£38 c
233 a
235 a
230 b

240 b
S38 €

237 c
238 b
24 i b

£3J> b

240 a
238 c

239 a
237 c

buffed and good show flowers, 3 feet, iOs. 6d.; Asia (Do.) J
roon, striped with black, a fine show flower, 2d prize at Bath
open show, 1841, 4 feet, ins. 6d.; Africa :Do.} Copper-colour,
mahogany tip, very constant and good, show flower, 3 feet,
lOs.Gu.j America (Do.), Rosy crimson, decided improvement on
Le Grand Baudin, was shown in 7 winning stands, 3 to 4 feet
10s. 6d.; all warranted first rate. W, C. D. engages to deduct
from account any of the above varieties not beaiing out the re.
presentation given. A catalogue may bo hdd on application
Weston-road Nursery, Butts, A., 1842.

NEW AND SUPERIOR PANSIES.
HENCHMAN begs to call the attention of PANSY-
GROWERS to the five varieties of this favourite Flower

which he is now sending out at the following moderate prices-—
12 Superior Seedlings, 42,?.

12 Superior Prize Flowers, selected from the best of last
year's varieties by various growers, 2ls.

12 very Excellent Show Flowers, 15*.
25 Good named Show Flowers, 1/.

A few Packets of Seed, at 2j. 6rf. and bs.
Edmonton, near London, April 1 6th, 1842.

T.^^r^?^^^ ^U^^' f^^ the PROTECTION and RE-
•^ LIEF of AUTHORS of Genius and Learning and their F*-
^rifjH'l°J"^^,^o^"^'^"t«'"^^^tress. Instituted 1790. Incor.poratedby Royal Charter, 1818.

Patron—Her Most Gracious Majesty THE QUEEN.
President-The Marquis of LANSDOWNE.

The ANNIVERSARY DINNER of this Corporation wiU takeplace ni Freemasons' Hall, on Wbdsesdav, May i i .

His Roy^al Highness PRINCE ALBERT in the Chair.The List of Stewards will be Advertised in afew days.

^o ^ .^ OCTAVIANBLEWMTT.Sec.
73, Great Russell-street. AprU 14.

m i.oec.

J.

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MAJESTYT30YAL SOUTH LONDON FLORl CULTURAL
J-V SOCIETY.-The FIRST FLOWER SHOW of the above
Society for the year 1842. will be held at the Horvs Tavern
KfiNXiNGTox, onWKDXESDAV XEXT, the 20th April, 1842 —ABand of Wmd Instruments will attend.— Open from One till
^^^'^"' Admission One Shilling:. R. H. Cuming, Hon. Sec.

PLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
J- The AURICULA SHOW will take place on Tuesday, the
2bth iiist. For Lists of Prizes and other particulars, see the
advertisements already issued. Notice to be given to the Secre
tary on or before Monday, the 25th. After the judp^ment all
Seedlings will be required to be named, whether successful or
otherwise; and any proper information with regard to them thatmay be required. j. c. Wilumax, Hon. Sec.
.Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand, I4th April. 18 40.

nARNATIONS and PICOTEES.-The Nobility, Gen-
«r ^^l* ^^^J^""^'^^^^

^^^ respectfully informed that Messrs.W. and F. lOUELL can supply tbe above Flowers at the follow-
ing prices. Their collection is the most extensive and select iu
tlie kingdom, and for strength and healthiness are unrivalled
They beg to state that none 6ut iirst-rate show flowers will bo
sent out.

12 pairs of fine Show Flowers, by name ^i lOs. orf.
25 do. do. do, 3
12 do. extra fine do. 2 10

Amongst which will be included a pair of that splendid Red
Picotee ANACREON.—Great Yarmouth Nursery. -

JMYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
and W. MYATT beg to return their sincere thanks

XT Jm-/*^^ ^5^ ^'^^^ liberal patronage they have received from the
Nobihty and Gentry, and to inform those who h.ave not yet fa-
voured them with their orders, that the approaching season ismost desirable for planting; they can supply plants of the BritishQueen and Ehza Strawberry, the former at 51., the latter at H
per 100.

• J^e unpropitious state of the weather for late autumn-plantintr
inriuces them to mfonn those who have been purchasers, that they
\vill be happy to reinstate any that have not succeeded, by direct ap-
plication to the parties who have supplied them, such application
to he limited to Ai hi. Plants carefully packed and forwarded toany part of England.

Manor Farm, Dcptford, March 31, 1S12.

KERNAN begs to inform Noblemen and Gentlemen" • ^vishing to improve the appearance of their Shrubberies,
tilat he will forward, per post, a Mixture, including the 24 kinds

wo^b'?r^'"^''^*^^';^^"''?'^^^^^ '" ^^'^ Leading Article of last
v^eck s Gardeners' Chromclcjox 3s , and an equally suitable Mix-ture of an equal number, where the Shrubberies are extensive,
aiid more diverMty required, for 35. Also 25 separate papers of

J
BELMONT NURSERY, STOKE, NEAR DEVONPORT,
ESSE ADAMS having purchased the entire stock of
SEEDLING GERANIUMS raised by Charles Thurtell, Esq..

begs to acquaint the Public that he has now a large stock of weli
rooted, healthy Plants ready for delivery. They comprise the
following 24 varieties, viz.: ThurtclPs-Britannia, Radical,Wonder of the West, Ne Pius Ultra, Surprise, Warrior, Master-
piece, Ultra Flora, Queen, Queen Consort, Queen Dowager, AnnArmada, Lady Minto, Eclipse, Admiral, Collingwood, Nelson
Revenge, Bride, Elegans, Exquisite, Sir Graham Moore, Reform!
J. A. has also the entire stock ofanother seedling Geranium raised
by a different partj-, consisting of three plants only, two of which
are for sale at 45s. each. This beautiful variety possesses all the
qualities of a first-rate flower, and which J. A. proposes to name theBeauty of Belmont;*' never before advertised.
With respect to Mr. ThurtelPs flowers, all of which are allowedly

excellent, it is difficult to make a selection ; but the four firstnamed on the list are admitted to be splendid first-rate flowers

-

and of these, - Wonder of the W^st" is by competent judges said
to be the finest Geranium eyer blown. These four varieties wiUbe sent out at two guineas each.
A very large variety of other healthy, well-rooted plants, on

moderate terms.— Stoke, near Devcnport, AprU I2th, 1942.

'I^HE DIRECTORS OF THE NEW ZEALANDX- COMPANY hereby give notice, that despatches havinerbeen received from Captain Arthur Wakefield, R.N., reporting
that the NELSON SETTLEMENT has been successfuUy planedon the south- eastcrh coast of Tasman's Gulf, Cook's SUaits New
Zealand, preliminary ALLOTMENTS -of LAND in the said settle-ment are now ON SALE to intending colonists and others. The
district is described as containing an abundance of ^ood fertile
land, available at once for agrriculture and pasture, the country
being less thickly wooded than in other parts of New Zealand
The haven of Nelson forms a natural basin, in which ships may
be in good shelter close to the shore.—Applications from intend,
uig colonists, and from persons of the labouring class desiring m
free passage, are received daily at the Company's House, whpre
full information may be obtained on application to the Secretary,

New Zealand House, By order of the Court,
Broad- street-buildings, March 24, 1842. JOHN WARD. Sec.

P CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
^-^ No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON,
Establish^ed lh^2. Empowered by Act of Parhament, 3 William IV.Lower ratks of prk,mil'.m thax those of anv other officit,
that en title the assured to participate in the profits^ as follows :—

.1

13
f

20

Annual
Pretnium
per cent.

1 10 8 1 14 7

25 30 36

1 ig

40 45

2 4 3'2 20 1l|2 id 9j3 U p

50

I

4 8

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to i6/.

j

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.
on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.
No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

NEW & SUPERB GFRAKTTTM*? ^^^ nvnj adtao ta^ttttic
P^'^ceetUng (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel} from any one^i^n ^bUF^KB GE^^^ ij^VHLIAS, Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers not being sea!

^^T., ^.^i^V^^JA^.' VERBENAS, PA^SlES,c^c.
| faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or
by the hands of justice are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.
Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,
Campbell James Downer, Secretary.

55. 6fZ.

the moic modern and showy hardy Annuals, sent per post, ford i the end of April and beginning of May will be found theuesc time for sowing; one Plant raised in the open border willmake more show than six raised on heat and transplanted

4 rfo^.^
?>''^''

i"i\^'
^^i^S.t^*l ^"d P^^l^ed for all climates.'

4, Great Ruasc.l Street, Covent Garden,

^^2^\^^ CRIPFS,_ FLORIST, TUNBRIDGE-

WM. CATLEUGH respectfully informs the Nobility,
» » Gentry, and the Public, that bis Spring CATALOGUKof

tlie above Flowers is now ready for delivery, including Fuchsia,
Coiispicuaarborea, raised by S. R. Prouse. Esq.; it is of vigorous
and erect growth, with a bold and ample foliage, flowers of a
delicate carnation or pale flesh colour ; Sepals beautifully tipped
with a distmct grden, having when fully out an expanded brit-ht
scarlet Corolla; Pistil and Stamens rather more rosy than the'
sepals. Plants m May at lOs. 6rf. Also two new and distinct va-
rieties of the Verbena, from Texas—Ne Plus Ultra, a clear bright
piuk, with a rose-coloured spot surrounding the tube, which i^
white

; a pleasing variety ; colours very much resemble those oV
Phlox Drummondii: Elegans, a pale pink, with a delicate rose-
coloured spot surrounding the tube; plants in May, the two, at
10*. M, Likewise Dahlia, Lady Ann Murray, a beautiful mottled
white tipped, with bright rosy purple, a well-formed flower, with
a fine centre, one of the most constant Dahlias grown, and de-
sirable to the most limited grower, 3 feet, 10*. 6rf.
Hans-street. Sloane-street, Chelsea.

CALTHJLL NURSERY, near WINDSOR.—A. J.
»;-' STEWART respectfully informs the Nobility, Genti-y, and the
Public, that his descriptive Catalogue of new and choice Gera-
niums, CamelUas, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Dahlias, Pansies, Calceo-
lanas, Roses, miscellaneous Greenhouse Plants, Picotees, &'c.
&c., may be obtained by a prepaid apphcation as above, and en-
closing two postage stamps.
A. J; S. embraces this opportunity to apprise the cultivators of

CAMELLIAS that he can furnish a few more assortments as
offered by him on the 12th February in the Gardeners* ChromcTe,
exceptiuij that Tricolor or King will be substituted for Lady
Henrietta.

Gaod plants of Hardenbergia macrophylla. at 78. 6d.

PRODUCTIVE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCiETY- and MAIUTIME FUND empowered by Acts of Parliament.
Offices, 20, Moorsate-sU-eet, Bank, London.

Board of Directors,
John Blogg, Esq., Guildford-st,, George Rose Innes, Esq., BUliter-

Russell-square.
Donald Grassick, Esq., Bedford-

place, Kent-road.
Hyam Hyams, Esq , Comhill.

^

Trade, if three or more Plants are taken at once. For particulars see Floncultural Cabinet for March, or Gardeners' Gazette
Conr %'^^ ?^ "^*i

"''^- *^'^"" ^^'* ^^^'5 wiJl ^e received by Mr
^!?:^AP.^^^^X«^^ I

1^» Tavistock-row, Covent-trarden mL^I"

A^FJi^.F^'f rONTEY begs to call the attention of
^^"..?^^^^^t°^!^lStock_of Hothou.o, Greenhouse, and

I vn^'c n *. r ,-- '^cllowing PELiXRGONIUMS :Ljne s Countess of Mount Edgcumbe . 2.*. orf. each.— Diadem, a larp:^ white . .210 ^
T>,«c'".

Peri of the West . . . . 10 6 —
Eride^maid^ r.?.^"^

"^''^'' ^.^ ^^^- ^^' ^^^^" :-Ametbyst, Beauty,

Lady Sourn P
"^'

^fi?"^^*'"'
Wildfire. Inez de Castro. Nymph

K's z/nnh- ^'"Z^-.^^"^'
^^'^^^^"^ C°«^te ^« P«ns, Sultan

to fLv cf^L^ uT^^'A.^^^^'''^^'
Lifeguardsman, Apex, Won!

per dozen Ip^m^^ m^^^^^ ^^°^ ^^^^^ ^' ^^^"^ '•^''' >2«* ^^ 18«
i:ii_^2;gn^l> mouth Nurser>% April 4th, 1 842. ,

W °S2^x?cK?^^^ T.
^:URSERY, MAREsFIil?,

beelcav^fn^YFi"*,!^^^' ^^^SEX.-W'ILLIAM WOOD & SON
I'^J^ivl^^^^ ^^^'--^^ to. a splendid ^^w

„ s ri:,ic.MA, iieldera ^lagna rosea, price Zs, 6d. each;
cdby C. W.

^ , ^ , . . each, and the

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
n^IIE Nobility, Gentry, and Fiorists. are respectfully
J- informed that Messrs. W^and F. YOUELL having bestowed
great care and attention in forming a collection of all the new
Fuchsias now ready to be sent out by various parties, which
have proved to be of great beauty and distinctness, and having
selected about thirty varieties which they can confidently re-
commend, they oft'er to send them out the first \veek in April,
at the rate of 2\s. per 12 varieties, fit for competition at any of
the Horticultural exhibitions of the ensning seasrn. By en-
closing a Post-oflice order for one guinea, they will be sent
post-free to any part of the United Kingdom. Their list of
Fuchsias, with respective prices, can be obtained by enclosing a
Postage Stamp.— Great Varmoutli Nursery. March 15.

OILS, COLOURS, TARNISHES, &c.— Best Ground
White Lead, 30s. percwt.; 2nd, 28s.; 3rd, 24s. Linseed Oil,

3s. per Gallon; Turps, 4s. Qd. : Dry or Ground Brunswick Green,
from 4id. to Is. per lb.; Invisible Green, for Rough Work, 30s.
per cwt.; Stone colour, 34s. ; Celestial Blue, 6d. per lb.; Quick-
drying Carriage Varnish, Us. per gallon; French Polish and
Spirit Varnislies, 20s.; Naphtha do., lis. 6d.; Burning Naphtha
without smell, 6s. 6d. per gallon ; Best Stockholm Tar, 21s. per
barrel; Coal do., lOs. dd. do.
Every description ofColour Brushes, &c., of the best quality, at

the lowest prices for cash, at Nisey's, 22, Moor-street, Soho.

street, City.

J^ Linuit, Esq., Argyll-street,
Regent-street.

M\ T. Smith, Esq., Public Office,
Southampton-buildings.

(AVith power to add to their number.)
Treasurer.—Bydm Hyams, Esq.

• Auditors,
Robert Dover. Esq., Comhill.

f
James Walton, Esq., Groc«l*Amos Hodgson, Esq., Ordnance Hall.

Office, Tower.
j

Arbitrators. *

diaries Compton, Esq. j Peter Ellis, Esq.
John Tidd I'ratt, Esq.

Bankers,—Tlie Bank of England.
Fht/sician.^Wmiam Brewer, M.D., F.R.S., &c., 21, George-stre^,

Hanover-square.
Sicrgeo7i.—Vaxid Lewis, Esq., 28, Artillerj'-place West, Finsburr.

So/ic(7ors.—Messrs. Chatfield, AVingate and Hart, ComhilL '

ilc/?mrtf.—Fmncis G. P. Neison, Esq.
C/iief Agent for the Maritime J^wnrf.—Thomas Bull, Esq., 91,

Minories, London.
This Society is establishetl on the principles of ^lutuat Life Assur*

ance, with a division of the whole amount of profits among all th«
assurers, to whom the books of the f?ociety alwavg lie open for in-
spection. A General Meeting takes place annuaUv, at which is given
a detailed account of the business, of the Society! No policy stamp
duty charged on assurances above the term often vears.
The Maritime Fund is a department of the Society which afford*

to captains and mariners the same facilities and advantages of lifd
assurance which resident^) in England have hitherto enjoyed. T'ron

Everj' particular may be knovm, and Prospectuses and " Observa-
tions upon the Maritime Fund " obtained, bv applying to Mr Hull'
any of the country agents, or the S^eci-etary, at the ofiices, 29, Moor-
gate-street. GEORGE B. SCOTT, Secretary.

]\TUTT'S BEE-HIVES.

Lo
Carter
Cripps, Nursciv"' ui^i'inV*^! '

^^^ ^* Tunbridge WcUs ^

Of the kbote all'takeulli oner'''
'"^ '^' ^''^' ^' ^'''^B̂W

Mr. T.
more

-GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
begs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-

son a large stock of Nutt's Improved Bee-Hives, in which are em-
bodied all recent improvements; and being the only authorised
agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally
against purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made
in accordauce with the exact principles of the Inventor, from
parties who unauthorised use his name ; in such cases purchasers
are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatubbeing im-
perfect and incomplete. Geo. Neighbour has also a variety of
improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives. &c. &c., which are \i:Ty
tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each ofwhich
the honey may be taken at any time of the season without de-
stroying the Bees.
Apiarian Depot and Honey Warehouse, 131, High Holbom,

London.— Letters relative to the above must have postage-
stamps enclosed.

-*,* NUTT ON B£ES (6th edition; now publithed.

PTO NURSERYMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, &c.
ROPAGATING GLASSES-Green, 1*. per lb. ;
White, \s. 2d. per lb.; rfr from 25. M, to 24*. per dozen.

Cucumber Tubes, all lengths, from td. to 4*. each. Gr«pe Shade*,
from 2s. 6rf. each. Irish Globes, from \s. 6d. each ; ditto for
Fountains, with solid bottom and hole, 25. 6rf, per lb —Apslbt
Pellatt, Falcon Glass Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars, where
every description of Table Glass China is en show. Days for
viewing the Works—Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

"DRITIStf SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
J-' TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen. Gentlemen, and Horti-
culturists generally are respectfully informed that they may tm
furnished with lists of prices, and particulars xega^^m$ the above
article, which has ih every casein which it has fc^en adopted
proved itself to be by far the most economical iraterial for Horti-

cultural Glazing, upon application to Drake and BrosU^Xt siS,

Oxford-fatreet, London.
J. DRAKE, late of J 00. Edgware-road, and 8, JenDTO-«^[*f»

begs to notify that be has removed his business to the aftoine

address, for tbe convenience of more extensive premises, ana

solicits for himaeJf and partner a continuance of the sup^rt ?^
now gratefully acknowledges. French and evwy ricBcnpoon <a

Glass Shades, Stained and Ornamental Glass. Patrat Plate Wi4

British Plate Glass, suppii€4iji any numJw or quaaUty, at whOi©.

sale prices.

t-
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that hU IMPKOV ItD SLATt 1 -J

cisterns. Shelves,

npon »..nlicaOon to the gardener.
^

_

7iT5-fE5inifi; HORTICULTURISTS. AMATEUR
J. GAJ^EVERS, &c.-CLARKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for

t^ Fluwfi^and Kitchen Garden. Greenhouse Plant., Series

ic the application of thta COMPOST wUl add greatly to the

SSuty of the Flower nnd produce of the Kitchen 'f^^.'len. In

Siff new Gardens it will be found invaluable; it has loi.g

^n in use in the Royal Gardens at Kew . Price One Guinea per

^?c..ntalning two Wt., sufficient for a good-sized garden for

*"Alsd"reparcd UAIRDUST. This Preparation will effectually

nriserve nowcrs., Plaiits, Bulb-roots especially, from the ravages

of worms, erubs, and all kinds of crawling insects, f rora its im-

w^habli natarc, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea

?er bag. Address, Stanbridge Clarke. St. Pancras Wharf, King's

Crou i
or Henry Clarke, seedsman, 86, Borough

HEATING BY HOT WATER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER, see rne .iru ^im

.Vth Numbers of the Gardeners' Chromele.
p(.n.v'sNur-

References -^V
^-^^^-J^- -'^^'o^^^^^^^^^

w

^gh^^rLX^ Nf.^e1V:Chei;ea.;^ Messrs LOW'S a^^^^^^^^

X 1

lanaran and Co., seedsmen. Mansinn-hnn^ie-street .

irst Evati, at S. Hole's. Cannton Manor, near Newark

Hussey, Esq.
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References ^^y;---:,;^-,r Cheam ; Messrs. Henderson's.

ry ; Messrs. RoUisson's

.Nursery, Chelsea; Messr

Winner's Nursery. Chelsea j and at most of the ^oblllt> ana

^?;i^x^ra'rtiS i"oKd alTheir Horticultural Manufactory

Gloucester place, Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

ANTS a Situation as GARDENER in a Nobleman
or Gentleman's Family, a Married Man, of sober and in-

dastrious habits, who has a thorough knowledge of his business.

Can have an unexceptionable character from the family he has
just left. No single-handed place will be accepted. Direct to

H.M., Mountjoy and Son's, Nurserymen, Ealing, Middlesex.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a~Si^
Man aged 27, who from infancy has been employed in

Situations in various parts of England, where every branch of

Gardening is carried on very extensively; with an unexception-

able character from bis last situation.—Address, A. B., at Mr
Whitehorn*s, Horticultural-place. Turuham Green. . Wages, 70//

f

BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the RELlEl^ of

AGED and INDIGENT GARDKXERS and their WIDOWS.

The Committee of the Benevolent In.sUtiition have the plf^s^re

of adding the following list of new Subscribers to those published

in February last, viz :— ,, . .
*

Brampton. John, Esq., Albion-road. Stokq ^cwlngton

Cleave,—, gardener to U\c lion. George l-ortescue,

Bocannock, Lostwithiel. Coniwal! . . .

'Coates. -, gardenerto- Hibbcrt, Esri-. Denmark hill

Doiioughuc, — , Heachum, near Lynn, Norfolk . • : : X
Edward , Mrs., Carshfllton-grove . • • .

Kverest. Ja»., at Mr. Watcrer's nurserj', Bagshot

Oodrrcy. Robt., at Mr. Watcrer'.-, Kuapp-hill

iUrst, . „ ,,

'Holland, Wm., nurseryman, Brompton
Jacks.)ii, Wm, gardener, Acre-lanc, Brixton .

Keynes, nurseryman. Salisbury

f.odiiige'8, Mr. W.. nursery, Hackney . .

M'Arthur, nurseryman. Clarendon-place, Edgware-road

r ft gardener, Enfleld . •

.Piper, nurseryman, Tuubridge WclU ....
Spring, Mr. . - • ^.

•

WeUs. Jobcph. gardener, Rcdieaf .

Wells, G.. Lamberhurst, Kent, gard. to

Young, J. F., Esq., Kennfngton-lane
J.J. BowiErt, Hon, Sec.

«• The Committee beg leave" most respectfully to remind the

Subscribers whose subscriptions are unpaid, that by the Rules of

the Institution, no pcrsnn can vote at the ensuing election on the

3d of June next, unless the subscription be paid before that day.

•And that the Rules. &c., with & full and corrected list of the;Sub-

acribcrs, sUte of the Funds, &c., may be obtained on application

to the Secretary, to whom all post-office orders are requested to

be sent, payable at the General Post-office, St. Martin's-le- Grand;

Bnd that, as the Secretary is exerting himself to save as much as

1>0!»sible the expense of collection, tlie Committee trust that Sub-

scribers will kindly assist by transmitting their subscription at

fe^f earliest couYCnience.

ORNAMEXTAL WIRE-WORK, ^c, FOR THE GARDEN.
390. OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock
• of Fl'RNISHlNG IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WIRE-WORK,
KoUed to the Flower-Gardeu and Greenhouse, begs to sabmit for

tke Inspection of the NobiUty and Gentry who patroni-^e Horti-

cultural piusnits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS,
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN ARCHES.
SfiATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility

Stand unrivalled.

AI»o hia Improved G VRDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,
IrUMIGATORH. SYKlM.t-S. and PATENT WATER-POT, with

crrery other Implement.
G VMK and Catti.k Fbncinc in vajiety.

'I^HB CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

by J. HoG*RS» Hfsq., may be obtaiiied to any size of JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, Ac, Sevenoaks, Kent,

J, Shbwk.v having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery. Vauxhall j Messrs. Loddiges*,

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place j Mr. Knight's,

King'* road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved ancf

economical principles, for Horticultural and other Build-

ings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-

works, and Manufacturers. 61, Graccchurch- street, London, beg
to return their most sincere thanks to the NobiUty and Gentry
who have so liberally patronized their improved Conical Boiler.

(For a description see Gardeners' Chronirle, March 15, p. 175.) To
Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They require
Ijo fnmaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure,
and may be applied with equal facility to the smallest houses or
tnost extpnsive range of pipes, price 5/. 55, and upwards. Fur-
ther particulars, j.lans, estimates, &c. for wanning e\cxy descrip-
tion of building may be obtained as above ; where also may be
seen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Brass and
Iron Bedsteads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implements,
*c. &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,
three, and four inches, at 2«. 3d., 3a. nd., atid i.y. 3d. per yard.

TFOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATINGJ t HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved priu-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andEDWARD BAILEY, %1, HOLBORN.

JD. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of thia subject, and had much c-\perience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested iu their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
l^ave erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have bad the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
work's of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick

D. and E.Bailrt also constnict in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
iDen, and the public to an inspection of their various drawing*!
and models, at 272, Holbom. where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or ran ere. adapted for the continued
snpply of hot water, and nn arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and K. Bailkv were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
otlierg in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. B a x r k v hare prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery ; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi.
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vais, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

H
HEATING BY HOT WATER.

OTHOUSES, and every description of HoTticuiturai

Buildings. Churches, Chapels. PubUc Buildings,- Mansions

and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the mo:,t

imnrovtd and scientific methods. ,, * - J > v^«
\V WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester) ,

beg

toam.0Tu.ce that they continue to execute works of he above

descrirtion.iuwhicli they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

re's "They have applied this principle on a more extensive

8«^ethan has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-

s^aKry and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire

and^fn rnmerons other extensive estabUshments, with the most

''"Zy hav"e'X' successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent

ArgaiKl I-urnace to their boilers, and have inade arrangements

withthe Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of stinoke so mnch

complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

'^'^'rkslxecutLTin every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuiilit>- and dispatch.-33, Brown-street, Manchester.

WIEE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES. &c.

CT THOMAS BAKKR, MANOR-HOUSE, MA^OR-
O PLACE. KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of

INVISIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren-

dered Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Tr^'""^'
A^^']!,^,

?^„^-?,^^^i'
Bordering, Flower-stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULl L RAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The

same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and

economical principles.
. „ i j

Parties waited on in Town or Countr>% and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a respect-

able Married Man, with no incumbrance, aged 36, and has

a practical knowledge of his business; can have an excellent

character of three years from the gentleman he has jfist left.

Wife would not object to the care of a Lodge, if required.— Direct,

C. S., Mr. Gardener^s, Greengrocer. &Cm Upper Tooting, Surrey/

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER,7^iIi^
Man, aged 30, with One Child; who nnderstands the

culture of Pines, and his business in all its branches; can have

an excellent character from the gentleman he is about leaving.

His wife can take the charge of Poultry, or a Dairy, if required.

—Address, W. W., Post-office, Woodford, Essex.

WANTS a SITUATION as'GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF, a steady, active. Married Man,

affed 38 who has a general practical knowledge of his business-

Flower,' Kitchen, and Forcing Departments; well acquainted

with most kinds of soils ; Breeding and Rearing of Stock
; Nur-

sery and Forest Cultivation. Can be well recommended from a

family of great respectability whom he last served.—Direct to

P. M,, care of Mr. Ellens, Grocer, Kingston, Surrey.

TX7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
VV Man, without a family, 35 years of age, has a practical

knowledge of his business in all its various branches. Grass land,

&c &c. His wife as COOK, as both havelived in the above capa-

city the last six years ; unexceptionable character will be given

from their last situation ; they have just left. A weekly place will

not be objected to. Directto J. A., Post-office, Parson's Gi;een,

Fulham, prepaid.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER-G. H.

NiKMAX. Gardener to the Venerable Archdeacon Berners,

and formerly Gardener to P. C. Labouchere. Esq., of Hylands,

in Essex who is competent to undertake a situation where every

branch of Gardening is carried on; the advertiser is a married

man ace 37 without incumbrance, and will be disengaged tlie

17th'June or before, if required. Satisfactory reference will be

given. Address, G. H. Nieman, Woolverston Park, Ipswich,

Suffolk.

WARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.
'^FREGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND
_ MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET, aixd 57. GKACE-
CHURCH-STREET, City, beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on

Ward's princiDle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners' Chronicle) with

plain and ornamental stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-
TECTORS AND BANDS. Zinc r'anlights. Skylights, and Gothic

Frames for Conservatories, Hothouses. Forcing Frames, &c.

Garden, stand Frames, Engines. Watering pots, Flower Labels.

Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, &c. &c. Experienced

workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zinc,

Churches,'Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas, &c. &c.

CALE POSTPONED.—CHOICE SHRUBS, &c.—
O Mr. Lahee respectfully notifies that this Sale is postponed to

WEDNESDAY, the 20th insj.

f|^0 BE DISPOSED OF^A NURSERY, SEED,
and FLORIST BUSINESS, situated at Henley-on-Thames,

Oxon. For further Particulars apply to Messrs. W. & J. Noble,

Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-street, London; or to the Proprietors on
the Premises.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married

Man, with no family, age 50, who has a general practical

knowledge of his business, and can have a good character from

his last situation, where he lived 22 years. He had under his ma-

na^ement a Conservatory, Greenhouse, and Cameliia-house, a

Flower-Garden, Shrubbery, &c. The Forcing Houses ^yere Pmes,

Grapes, Figs. Peaches, and Melons, with an e;stensive walled

Kitchen-Garden. Letters addressed Prepaid to F. G., George

Place, South-street, Camberwell, Surrey, will be duly attended to.

^^rANTED, in a Small Family, to board in the House,

VV a GARDENER for a small Kitchen. Flower Garden, and

Greenhouse ; to milk one Cow, and take charge of the Stock on

afew acres of Pasture.-Letters, stating terms, vjhere the appli.

cant has lived, and to whom reference can be given to he art-

dressed to T. M., Mr. Mudie, Stationer, Coventry-street, who

will forward them to the advertiser.

M
THE VALUABLE BOTANICAL LIBRARY OF THE LATE

A. B. LAMBERT, ESQ. "

R. SLEIGH SOTHEBY will sell by AUCTION,
on the Premises, 26, Lower Grosvemor-street, on Monday,

April 18, and two following days, the fine and valuable BOTA-
NICAL LIBRARY of the late A. B. Lambert, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

&c., of Boyston House, Wilts, Author of the " Genus Pinus," aiid

" Genu'i Chincona." The Collection will be on public view, on

the Friday and Saturday preceding the sale. #

M
TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

ESSRS. PROTHEROEand MORRIS will submit
to Public Competition at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on

THURSDAY, APRIL 21st. 1842, at Twelve o*Clock, a splendid

collection of CARNATIONS and FICOTEES. the Surplus Stock

of a much-esteemed Amateur. Also a fine assortment of DAH-
LIAS, GERANIUMS, and other Plants in bloom. May be viewed

the m'oming of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of

the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

MR. T. Al^SELL, Jan., is instructed to SELL by
- AUCTION, at the Auction Mart. Bartholomew Lane, on

TUESDAY, 19th iuat., an Extensive Collection of DAHLIAS (in

about 150 choice varieties;, in Pot- Roots, well adapted for Expor-

tation Likewise several new and choice Varieties in Plants : a
Miscellaneous Assortment of GREENHOUSE PLANTS in bloom.

Also a Collection of New Fuchsias, Monypenii, Humboltii. &c.

;

and a variety of Plants suitable for turning out in the flower-

borders. May be viewed the morning of sale, and Catalogues

bad at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Camden Nursery, Cam-
den Town-

WANTED a SITUATION as GARDENER.
W. P. Ayres, author of Culture of the Cucug:iber m Pots,

and of a Popular Illustration of the Principles of the Grouping

System of Flower- Gardening, now in the Press, ^^' ^^'>^^^^^^

nearly concluded his engagement as Gardener to John UoDeae,

Esq., Place, Soham, Cambridgeshire, is at liberty to enter into

an arrangement with any Nobleman or Gentleman m ^^^nt of a

responsible servant in the above capacity, or as GAJ.iDL>i|.K.

and STEWARD. W. P. A. has had extensive practice lu all tae

practical departments of his profession, as well as i^ Landscape

Gardening and Garden Architecture, of which he can Produce

Testimonials of the highest description from his P'"^^,!"^^^^^V^fp
employer, as well as from many of the first horticulturists of tne

day. He is married, and 30 years of age. Apphcation. persOnai.

twhicb would be preferred), or by letter to W. P. A. as abo^e
;

to

Mr. Malleron, Royal Gardens. Claremont; or to >"-.!• ^^'"'

Jin#, Sawbridgeworth Nurseries, Herts, will meet with imme-

diate attention.

bole
MAWE'S GARDENER, BY MAIN.

Twenty-fourth Edition, with great improvements, and the wRoic

brought down to the present state of Horticultural knowledge.

12mo, 6.S. cloth lettered. _„^tt-.ti
VERY MAN HIS OWN GARDENER.
a complete Gardener's Calendar and General Dnectory,

containing Directions for all Work necessary in the
E

Being

Kitchen Garden,
Orchard,
Hot-beds,

Flower Garden,
Pleasure Garden,

Green-house,
Hot-house,
Vinery, &c.,

R
FOR THE FACE AND SKIN.

OWLAND'S KALYDOR, a preparation from
Oriental Exotics, is now universally known as the only safe

and efhcicnt protector and beautifier of the Skin and Complexion.
Its virtues are commonly displayed in thoroughly eradicating all

Pimples, Spots, Redness, Tan, Freckles, and other unsightly Cu-
taneous defects, and in rendering* the most rough and uneven
\in pleasantly soft and smooth. To the complexion it imparts

a juvenile roseate hne, and to the Neck, Hand, and Arm, a,deli-
cacy and fairness unrivalled.

It is invaluable as a renovating and refreshing Wash, during
travelliiia:. or exposure to the sun, dust, or harsh winds, and the
heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find
it peculiarly jfrateful after shaving.

Price 4.y. 6«f. and Ps. firf. per bottle, duty included.
Cactiov.—Ask for " Rowland's Kaiydor,** and see that these

words are on the envelope, with their .i^-naturc and address in
rfd, "A ROWLAND and SON. 20, Hatton Garden, London;"
the same are engraven on the Government Stamp aflixed over
the cork. Sold by them, andby respectable Perfumers and Medi-
cine Venders*

Shrubbery, .— ^-.. . p-ig.

for every Month in the Year; with Practical directions lor^

ing, Propagating, and Forcing; and ^1^^ O^^^^^^^^/^'''
U'^atic

to Soils and Situations. To which is added a Complete SvstcmH^^^

Catalogue of Plants, proper for Cultivation nBntisnu^^

with Directions for their Culture. By THOMAS MAVnl-^^^

JOHN ABERCROMBIE; and revised and contuiuea oy ^^^^

MAIN, A.L.S. _, -Di^iiordsoil j

Longman, Brown, and Co.; T. Cadell; J. M. l^j^^L^ing.

Hatchard and Son ; Baldwin and Cradock ; J. G. !"•

J"f. r*^ ^nd
ton; S. Bagster and Sons: Hamilton and Co.;

^^^Vf'rvev and
Co.; Sherwood and Co.; Duncan and J^Ialcolm; ^»^^.^ ^^^
Barton
Co. ; Smith
E. Hodarson

T. Hearne; Cowie
; Simpkin, MarshaU, and Co.; T. "^^^"^ ^ | capeS!
nith. Elder and Co. ; Houlston and Stoueraan ;

J. ^^p

J. Wacey; H. Washbourne ; and C. Dolman.

LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY.
^^^^

Illustrated by many hundred Figures on W^ood. In 1
vo »

price los. 6rf., PhY-
Ti^LEMENTS OF BOTANY. SxRUCTtmAL, ru^^

1-J sioLOGicAL, Systbmattcal, and M»-:o*cal. Beinga
^^^^

Edition of the First Principles of Botany. ?3^^']"^p
f ondoti.

Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Botany in University College,^
^^ ^^

" The skill of the wood-engraver has enabled the
^^^^^^.j^j^ical

his pages with llUistraUons, explanatory not only or ^^,*' jgj^ of

terms employed in Botany, but also of the
"^i^i'^'arck ; «"

plants. An analvsis of the latter upon the plan of ^;^"^^ jnto

account of De Candolle's celebrated system o^^"""7,i " me ne*
which a large number of woodcuts are introduced, anu ^^^^^^
views, relating to natural classification, are addea to

to be fojfcid in previous editions."—Prr/Wcr. ctreet-
Pruitedfor Taylor and Walton, 28. Upper Gower-Bii
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
THE ANNIVERSARY MKETINQ of this Society, for the

jpiection of President, Council, and Officers for the Year enj^uiiig,

and for receiving: the Annual JCeport of the Anditors, will take
place at the House of the Soc.^iy, No. 21, Rcprcnt-fitreet, on
Monday, the ad of May. The Chair will be taken precisely at
One o'clock.

1
tility, or power of flying away, in doing which^healso I growth of the male and female Ashes in their youth, nor

exai'ft^nerjs* Cfivontcle

L
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1

Ox many recent occasions we have told our readers,

in either express or implied terms, that they should so
treat manure as to prevent its smelling ; hecause, if it

does smell offensively, the most valuable part of it is

lost, ^*ome of our correspondents <lo not seem to

understand this, but appear puzzled to comprehend
wliy so much importance should be attached to the
odour of anything, and how the smell of one form of
matter can contribute to the nutrition of another. It

is because v.e find that misconception exists upon this

plain and simple subject that we have thought of
making it the object of more formal observations.
Among the common people air is supposed to be

nothing because it cannot be seen ; and when it is felt

by being agitated, we suspect that many who are ex-
posed to it imagine that the wind which blows upon
them is something brought from a distance, and dif-
ferent from the air which constantly surrounds them.
MVe are not sure, indeed, that, when they fill a bladder
with air, and after tying its neck find it impossible
to pre^s it flat again, tney understand it to be the

,
air which becomes palpable; because, when the blad-
der is rent nothing is seen to escape again. It is a
pity that air is not red or blue, or some other marked
colour, in onler that such persons might be convinced
that it really is a something. And yet when a blad-
der half filled with this invisible impalpable substance
called air is exposed to the fire and swells until it

bursts with a loud report, one would think that such
a circumstance would be a tolerably convincing proof
that air is something enclosed within the bladder.
VVe are .afraid, however, that people are apt to
fancy it to be the bladder alone which snmchow
Btretphes, ahhough they know not how. We must,
nevertheless, entreat them to believe that air,ihYisibIe,

untouchable as it is, is something; and moreover^ a
most importanf part of our natural food, without
which we cnuld no more exist than without thoi^e

soh'djjnd grosser maUers which constitute our visible
nutriment.

Tn ks natural state air lias no smell. ^Vhen, there-
fore, it has a Fmell, it is because something is added
to it ; for if nothing were added it would always re-
main without smell. Now, that something which is
added to the air, and causes an odour, must haye had
an origin ; for nothing comes out of nothing. We all

know that smells are of variou? kinds, oppressive, stimu-
lating, caustic, or deadly ; that the smell of violets
acts upon the ndrvrs and cauMt fainting, while that
of hartshorn produces excitentent. ^^ hy is this, un-
less because something imperceptible to our sight or
touch is floating in the air/ That something which
is thus surrounding us in an invisible form was once
solid, before it escaped from its prison to disperse
itself through the air ; and by the power of chemistry
it may again be caught and imprisoned; as w^ater
which, when driven into the air by hear, and made
invisible, may be condensed into its original fluid state-
Now, the nature of plants is such that they are

unable to feed upon solid substances, like animals;
they can only absorb their nutriment in a fluid or still
more subtle condition ; and it appears certain that
many substances can he best received into their system
which most readily pass into the form of air. Such,
among other things, is ammonia, that invisible matter
which makes our' eyes water when drawn into the
jiostrils from a bottle of smelling-salts; and which is
i^yond question one <»f the most powerful parts of
all manure, forming, in combinaliou with other air-
like substances, that which gives it its offensive
smell. In its ordinary state it is extremely volatile,

or, to use a more English cxpre^ision, it is always
. y*[^g.^^^'ay from whatever produces it, and losing
Itself in space ; so that unlr<m there were some means
01 arresting it in its progreik plants would l>e deprived
ot It, notwithstanding the prodigious abundance with
^mcU nature provides it for their use. In general it
18 caught up in mid-air by rain, which dissolves it,
ana carries it back to the earth ; and so, strictly speak-
ing, none of It is lost: but although our planet may
^ot lose any of it yet. under natural circumsUncei

to mpv^n/r^^ ^^ ^^ husbandman should be

tho^enlrLS
""''''"' by catching and saving it for

His onlv i^^f T^""^"^
^^^ ^^^^^^^'^ i« reallfneeded.^Iis only mode of wring it is by destroying its vols.

destroys to a certain extent the smell of the bodies
from which it proceeds; for to diminish their smell
is to diminish their loss of ammonia.

Tliis is the reason why gypsum, green vitriol, sul-
phuric and other acids should be poured over or mixed
with dunghills as soon as they are made up. Those
substances catcli the ammonia, and keep it*in the
manure—no matter how. But they so catch it that
when manure decays and h mixed with the soil, it

^is able to restore the ammonia to the water which
falls upon it, by which means it is instantly con-
veyed to the roots of plants, which thus are enabled to

feed upon it.

We trust that, after this homely explanation, there
will be no one of our readers to fancy that the odour
of a substance is nothing; and, on the contrary, that
they will fully understand that to arrest the odour of
the offensive substances necessarily employed in agri-
culture is not merely to consult our own feelings of
comfort, but also most effectively to improve the ma-
nuring quality of the materials so employed; while
on the other hand, to purify manure, by allowing the
odour lo fly away, is to destroy all the most valuable
part of it.

It may be useful to the exhibitors of Pelargonium-
at the ensuing meetings in the garden of the Horticulr
tural Society to know that the table on which theis
plants will be placed will be of the same dimensions
and form as in former years, but not more than six
inches off "the ground; so that the plants will all be
below the eye of the observers.

Some months since we mentioned the important
fact that nitrate of soda is a most valuable manure for
Fir-trees.

;

i

for some Tears after the females have borne seeds ; but as
they grew older, and the female became more prolific,

there can hardly be otherwise than a manifest difference
in their appearance. There must be some visible sign of
less vigour in the female trees.

The size of the buds in spring, the size and depth of
colour of the leaves in summer, and the time at which
they fall m autumn, afford, as I have observed in the case
of fruit-trees, most excellent criterions whereby to judge of
the comparative yigour of diffeieut trees of the same va-
riety, grown under similar circumstances. The larger and
the deeper the colour of the leaves, and the longer they
continued green and in an efficient state in autumn, the
more heallhy, vigorous, and strong I have found the plant
to be. Have we any such evidences of the comparative vi-
gour of the male aud female Ash-trees ? Gilbert White,
|o his delightful '* Natural History of Selbourne," observes,
" Many Ash-trees bear loads of keys every year ; others
never seem to bear any at ail. The prolific ones are naked
and unsightly ; those that are sterile abound in fohagc,
and carry their verdure a long while, and are pleasing ob-
jects." Philip Miller, also, obi^erves, " that the female

,

Ash-trees generally exhaust themselves so much by bear-
ing keys or fruit, that their fohage is scanty, and their
appearance unsightly. The trees, however, which bear
male flowers only have a full and verdant foliage, and
make a handsome figure, though late in the season." Mr.
Loudon has a similar observation in his Arboretum Bri-
tannicum. May we not then conclude, that the more
abundant foliage of the male Ash, as compared with that
of the female, is a satisfactory proof of the superior vigour
of the male tree ? It seems, from an observation of Gilbert
White's, that the male Ash also retains its leaves later in the
season than the female. In speaking of the falling of the
leaf, he says, '* One of the first trees that becomes naked
is the Walnut. The Mulberry, the Ash, especially if it

bears many keys, and the Horse-Chestnut, come next."
Should these observations be hereafter proved correct, and

t

Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, had ap-
j
of which there can be little doubt, the difference caused

plied it at the rate of 1 J or 2 cwt. per acre, at the time
when Spruce Firs were making their shoots; and the
change produced in the appearan^ce of the trees ope-
rated on was most remarkable.
hue, the leaves

From a pallid, yellow
became of the richest and deepest

green, and the trees grew twice as fast as those not ni-
trated. We are the more anxious to remind our readers
of this fact, because the time for ap[»lying the nitrate
is arriving, and because it is the only form of manure
that, as far as we know, it has ever been found possible
to apply to Coniferous plants with advantage. Com-
mon farm-yard manure] is well known to be fatal to
them ; and we apprehend that other complicated ma-
nures, such as Guano, will be found to be equally de-
leterious.

IS THE MALE ASy OF GREATER A\\LUE AS A
TIMBER TREE THAN THE FEMALE AND
HERMAPHRODITE ASHES?

{Conrludrff from puge 236.)

Jf
'
VY instances in support of these propositions must on

reflection occur to all. It may, however,, be as well to
mentirm two or three facts in illustration. If a Melon
phmt is allowed to bear fruif at a very early ]>eriod, and
before a sufUcient supply of true sap has been prepared
and stored ujvfor ita support, the Melon will shortly pre-
vent the extension of the roots and stem, by absorbing the
sap as fast as it is formed by the leaves ; and it will finally

destroy the plant by exhiiustion, as was proved by Mr.
Knight* The valuable treatise on the culture of the \ ine
by Clement Hoare abounds with illustrations on this

point. As an extreme case of the exhausting effects which
the production of a large crop of fruit has on the vital

energy of a plant, I select the following :—Mn Hoare suf-

fered a Vine which was in the highest bearing condition
possible to retain as mucli bearing-wood and fruit as was
supposed would either kill or cripple it for several years to

come. The result was, the Vine could not bring the fruit

to maturity. The shoots ceased to grow, and the leaves

withered and fell n^uch sooner than those of other Vines
which had not beeu so treated. In the following spring,

not a single hud unfolded till nearly a month after the usual

time, and the largest sht^ot it made that season was only
26 inches in Icagth, and no thicker than a packing-needle,
although in the previous year it had emitted very vigorous
shootfl 25 feet in length. After the lapse of eight years,.

with the best treatment, t'^ ; lant had not -acquired ila

former vigour. On the contrary, if an annual is not suf-

fered Lo flower and seed, it will live two or more years, and
the stem will acquire somewhat of a shrubby character.
If we phmt an Onion, and«liow it to blosfeoni and seed,

the hnib will be absorbed, and no fresh one formed. But
destroy the flowers as they apjuar, and the formation of
other and larger bulbs will be the result. By pluckingo^
the blossoms bf the Potat or *he weight of the tubers is

considerably lucre d. If a gardener has a new shrub,
or, in fact, any other description of plant, which he wishes
to propagate, be knows that one oi the most effectual
means of increasing its strength and vigour is to prevent
the formation of flowers and seeds. There can be no
doubt, then, that the true sap which enters into the com-
position of fruit or Seeds will, if the growth of these be
prevented, promote the growth of bulbs, tubers, and wood.
And consequently, if a vigorous tree, like the male Ash,
docs not naturally produce seeds, it roast have much more
disposable matter for the extension of roots and branches,

kind
iirh bears seeds frr^'y.

It is probable that no difference will be observed In the

by the nod-production of seeds, the greater breadth of fo-
liage, and the gain consequent on retaining the leaves later

in autumn, must make such a difference in the trees, that
the wonder will be, not that there should be any difference
in the male and female trees, but that it has not been
observed by every one who has had aught to do with the
growth or felling of the Ash.

I have not met with any remarks on the Ash in support
of the opinions mentioned by Billington, that the male Ash
makes a larger tree than the female. Gilbert White, how-
ever, has noticed a difference in male and female Tew-
trees. He says, **As far as he has been able to observe,
the male trees become much larger than the females." In
Loudou^s notices of remarkable Yew-trees, the sex of three
only is mentioned, and they are all said to be males.

I will now make one or two quotations, showing that the
strength or solidity of wood is probably lessened by the
production of seeds. Many observations bearing on this

inquiry may be found in Mr. Knight's admirable paper
*' On the State in which the True Ssp is deposited during
^\ inter." Mr. Knight wet evidently of opinion that the
production of seed by a tree must affect the value of its

timber. The bloaaems of trees, he observes, receive their
nutriment from the alburnuai, particularly as the blos90tns
of many species precede their leaves, and as the roots of
plants become weakened and apparently exhausted when
they have afforded nutriment to a crop of seed. We may
suspect that a tree which has borne much fruit in o&e
season becomes in a similar way exhausted aod inca-
pable of affording propet* nutriment to a crop in the
following year; and he add?, " I am much inclined to
believe, that were the wood of a tree in this state wecxk"

rately weighed, it would be found specifleally lighter

than that of a similar tree which bad not afforded nu-
triment to fruit or blossoms in the preceding year or
years." The difference in the value of the timbers of fer-

tile and barren trees appears to have been understood in
Evelyn's time, for he says, •* Trees of the wilder kind and
barren are esteemed better than the overmuch cultivated
and great bearers," And more conclusive still, wbea
speskm*' about felling Ash-trees, he says, " The very
axe will tell you the difference of the sex, the male being
so much harder aad browner tbm the female."

1 think 1 have now shown sufficient reasons for con-
cluding, that it is highly probable that the male plants of
the A.-h and Yew, or of any other dioecious or polyga-
mous species of trees, grown with a v: - to timl^y
will in the end be much more valuable than the female
or hermaphrodite trees. From the many useful pur-
poses to which x\sh timber is applied, it may be consi-
dered, of all our forest-trees, next in value to that of
the Oak. And if it be true that the male plants
will make a greater quantity of more valuable Umber la

a givea time than the females, it k desirable that the
fact should be determined and supported by direct ex-
perimenis, so that it may be generally known and believed,

and turned to a useful account. I trust that some one
will be Induced to make experiments on the subject.

, It is well known that Mr. Knight was of opinion that

considerable advantafes would arise by obtaining vij^orous

varieties of the Potato, which would notnaturallybl

and seed, because hthad proved that the same sap f»vc ex-

istence alike to the tubers and blr Tid seeds, aad there-

fore, whenever a plant of the PoUto affords either seeds

or bloraom?, a diioiii&^a m the crop of tafew*. or an in-

erea^d expenditure of the ric^ - of the soil, i^ ^e neccs-

rilr take place. He sacceedcd in r^si^ j i^ ». *

Fitatoes which did not seed ; aad I have at) dt>afet what*

er thst the time wiU eone when e«deavoiirs wiH be made,

meaos of cross-breediiif, to obtaia^ wmilar vaneties of

arielies

*TCtf
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the Oak and Ciestnut. and of other frees ^hich have a
tUc UaK ana ^ icsui

. ^^ same tree.

nn on of tbc sexes m the same "''"%";.^„.„„,, ..tention
A^ it is now some time since Mr. Billmgton s attention

•..drected to the difference in the niale and female

irh« br^e old wheelwright, he may have observed them

KorrcritiSriy since then, and may consequently be able

rcommunfca^e some further information respectms them.

John Totpnley.

—-— ^—— .: 7\ . ^ . „„j ;„ the baee-roots, and specimens have been taken flying about
» stamens, each tipped w.th a golden point ,

and jn the ^age ro
^^^ ^^ ^^^ neighbourhood of Londoa

ON PL\>.TING AND MANURING POTATOES.

A MUMBER of articles on the culture of Potatoes having

appeared in the Chronicle, some may think that the sub-

iect is exhausted ; but I have not seen any reference to a

mode of planting that I think a very good one • at least, I

have often planted them in that way, and with the greatest

Bucccs*. In the early part of winter, the sooner the better,

the ground must be dunged and ridged in the usual way,

making the ridges the same width as the potato-drills are

meant to be. In this state the ground must he until the

sprine. At the proper season of planting, deepen the space

between the ridges a Tittle, making a drill with the hoe;

and in this plant the Potatoes. They must be covered with

the hoe by drawing from each side of the ridge as much of

the fine soil, mellowed by the winter frosts, as is sufficient

to cover them properly ; the ridges may not be completely

levelled, but what remains is peculiarly useful when tUey

come to be earthed up. 1 need scarcely mention the great

•dvantage of planting in a soil well prepared; and although

Potatoes will grow, and may grow well in a soil not so well

wrought, yet they wUl grow better when it is well dug and

properly pulverised ; and no way of preparing the ground

is more easily or sooner done than that which I have de-

scribed : and as to planting, you may plant much more in

a given time than by any other method. It is, probably,

well known to many, nlthongh I do not recollect of ever

seeing it noticed, that woollen rags are an excellent manure

for Potatoes. The rags are cut up into small pieces, and

put under the sets at planting, and the effect produced is

wonderful ; it is a long time since I planted any in this

way, nor did I ever at the time make any particular obser-

ation as to the quantity produced ; but this I can say,

that they far exceeded those that were manured in the usual

•way. The time for planting Potatoes may be over m the

south, but it is not so in the north ; nor is it too late

in any quarter to try the experiment, if any of the numer-

ous readers of the Chronicle choose to do so. It might

heighten the effect if the rags were dipped in, or saturated

with, ammoniacal gas liquor ; at least it might be interest-

ing to make the trial.— irm. Falla, Lissicood Hoxtse,near

Uaydon Bridge.

centre of all stand a pair of styles, spreading
^''^L Z

each other in opposite directions. They lead us to the

ovary or little chamber where the young seeds he
,

for

the ovary is always at the bottom of the sty e.^ In our

little Stonebreaker this part, so important to it. is hidden

up in the bottom of tbc cup of the calyx ^vhich has ac

Ua ly grown over it and guards it from all daBger of pe-
vudiij giunu D

j-isijing under the dryness

the plant inhabits, until

its allotted time shall have

arrived. It then opens

by two small chinks in its

head,. dries up, and out

fall myriads of seeds too

fine for the unassisted eye

to e;;camine.

Small as is this little

wild flower, it is a great

traveller. It is found ^in

plenty on the Pyrenees

and the Alps of Piedmont;

and even in Mesopotamia,

on the banks of the Eu-

phrates. Col, Chesney

found it sitting among the

stones of an old Turkish

fort, looking quite as it does at home. It belongs to a

large family, some of the sisters of which I may some day

introduce to the reader's acquaintance, when we may also

look into its peJigree, and see what sort of relations it can

boast of.

—

n, £,

hedges in June and July in the neighbourhood of London

and BristoL As it often happens, the female has not

been observed depositing her eggs ; the spot that she

selects is, therefore, yet unknown ; from the larvse dying

in considerable quantities in the box, where the Onions

had dried up, it is pretty evident that drought does not

suit them ; it may, therefore, be presumed that the mag.

gots luxuriate in damp seasons; but the same state of the

weather would tend to check the increase of this insect

by preveriting the flies from pairing and laying eggs.

In addition to the remedies suggested at p. 296, &c., it

is said thatJ3y putting soot aboVe the roots, the Onions

will be effectually protected from all maggots ; and lime-

water may be applied to such an extent that the lime may

lie one-eighth of an inch upon the surface without injur-

ing the crop. It is also believed by some gardeners that

watering the Onions with gas-tar or any foetid liquor, as

stale soap-suds and a little old tobacco-water, will deter

the flies from laying eggs ; this is possible, but it cannot

be that the odour is disagreeable to them, as nothing can

be more offensive than the putrid Onions in which they

Jiuricola,

No. XXVII.
Etimerus ceneits*

live.

Hav-

>^ FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. V.

We will entangle buds, and flowers, and leaves,

"Wliich twinkle on the fountain's brim, and make
Strange combiuationa out of common things.— SAcHfy.

The Three-fingered Saxifrage,—Poor little flowcr,born

on the bleakest walls, and sUrvitig among crumbling ruins,

iw>w grand a name is thine and apparently how little com-

mensurate with thy power I The Stone-breaker !—for so

they have chosen to call thee, as the httle learned can ex-

plain—one would have expected, at least, a giant among
flowers, armed with mallet raised aloft on sinewy brauches,

ready in its fall to crush the rocks beneath it. To nothing

less thaa the giant Pioe-trees of the Western World does

the name of Stone-breaker seem applicable, colossal trunks

springing from the ruined mountains which they split as

they grow, and rend beneath their weight when they fall

ia the helplessness of age. But thou, poor little flower !

why art thou called Saxifrage? Is it in mockery of thy

'feebleness, or why? Rouse thyself, poor fragile child,

'*nd tell the scorner that the battle is not always to the

strong nor the race to the swift
;

point to the time-worn

masonry on which thou sittest, to the fragments of cement

jearly displaced by thy little roots, and boldly say that

thou, too, art a stone-breaker. Feeble are thy powers,

invisible to our senses are the steps by which thou pur-

suesc thy quiet course, but not less certain are the effects

for the fulliiment of which thou art appointed. Iron is

destroyed by the viewless air, and rocks are crumbled by

the agency of powers such as thine.

Such were the musings of a dreaming botanist one early

day in April, when, after scrambling to the top of old
Richborough Castle walls, he found the crest of the ruins

Studded with Saxifraga tridactylitea, opening its first

flowers and sparkling as it were with crimson dew. It

was not without cause that somebody, in days long past,

called this the "Three-fingered," for not only are its

leaves pretty uniformly divided into three parts, but in

dry places they are thick and firm as the fingers of a stout
glove. In fact, they partake in no inconsiderable degree
of the property of those plants we commonly call snccu-

-H ENTOMOLOGY.-
The Brassy Onion.flv.-

ing discovered a second species of fly whose larvae^ destroy

the bulbs of the Onions, I am desirous of making gar-

deners acquainted with the fact, and even to those en-

gaged in the study of Entomology it will prove interest-

ing, as the economy of the genus Eumerus has remained

a secret until the present time, notwithstanding the atten-

tion which has been paid to the Diptera. During the

autumn, when I was rearing and investigating the common

Onion-fly, whose history has already been given in the

Gardeners' Chronicle* I detected in a box containing

some Onions which had become putrescent a consider-

able number of maggots (fig. 1), which at once appeared

to me as being different from those of the Anthomy'ia ce-

parum : instead of being smooth they were very rough,

from a multitude of short spines or rigid bristles which

covered their skins, especially towards the tail ; they were

ferruginous or brownish, from the slime of the Onions in

which they were living ; their heads were obtuse ;
on the

belly the segments were provided with tubercles, which

served as feet when they wriggled and crawled about,

but they were much less active than maggots generally

are ; similar tubercles were also distinctly visible^ under

the apical segments, and the last had two short spines on

each side with a horny truncated process between them

(fig. 2 magnified) ; the head was never stretched out like

many other maggots whenever I observed them, but the

spiracles down the sides were more visible than usual- In

December I found most of them had died, owing to the

remains of the bulbs having dried up, but a few of them

were transformed into pupre (fig. 3); the skins of the

maggots had now become indurated, more cylindrical, and

somewhat elliptical, but slightly curved at the tail; they

were of a reddish ochre colour freckled with dark brown,

and there were two spiny processes like short horns upon

the thorax, in the female at least, for 1 did not see them

in the male ; but it is possible that the piece to which

they are attached might have been lost when the male

flies made their escape from the pupa-case ; for when the

period arrives for the flies to issue forth, they burst open

the head-piece, which falls off as represented at fig. 4,

which is magnified, and discover a beautiful interior,

which is clothed with a delicate 'membrane of a pearly

colour, like the interior of an oyster-shell : the tail exhi-

bits spines and a process similar to those of the maggots.

About the last week of April, both sexes of this hand-

sopie fly hatched ; the male is smaller than the female

(%. 5), and is readily distinguished by the eyes meeting

on the forehead. These insects belong to the family

Syrpliida? ; several species are recorded as inhabitants of

this country.t and the Brassy Onion-fly appears to be

described by Macquart under the name of

Etimerus csneus,—It is densely clothed with short hairs,

thickly and distinctly punctured, and of an olive-green

colour, with a brassy tinge ; the antennse are entirely

black, the seta naked ; the face is very hairy, simply con-

vex, and silvery white ; eyes dark brown and slightly

1

^.

lents ; and hence its power of establishing itself in places I

pubescent ; rostrum very short ; thorax with two whitish

where most others would perish of drought. Old dry 1^"^^ down the back ; scutel semiorbicular, the margin

*KV

y-1

walls of all kinds are its favourite resort, especially the
crest, where no water can lodge, and where, consequently,
all that can be had in the form of food for vegetation must
be the air and dew of heaven. It is a hairy little fellow,

sunburnt, and dwarfish. Two or three inches are its

usual height, and its surface is entirely covered with red-
- dish brown specks, standing on the end of short stiff hairs,

and glittering in the son. .Tlie lowest only of its leaves
'^^•^ riayy three-lobed ; as they rise upon the stem they

^J^ccome undivided, and gradually diminish in size until the

^topmost ar6 not a quarter the size of those at the bottom.

ItJ*. from rli« bosnm, or, as botanists say, the axil, of tiie

•^qja^Hst \<-^2^^ ^'''^^ ''''^ tlowt-ra grow oil sleiiii r stftlk**,

r rfr^'rfjll^. »t naC, but alterw-ird* riect. They haveash*>it

fa<U#rfcu4? (rt^il^aLx, Mho.se br\m is nciitly rlippetl into five

'^t?**>rt div^ilft^s. From the inside of the brim five small

thin and somewhat denticulated and ciliated ; abdomen
linear in the males, the segments coarctate or constricted

at the base—attenuated'to the apex in the female, with
six grey lunulate marks, three on each side and nearly
meeting on the back ; wings transparent, the nervures
piceous, the apical transverse one somewhat bilobed

;

pollers yellowish white ; legtf rather short and stout, es-

pecially the hinder, the thighs being incrassated and ser-
rated beneath with a double row of minute teeth; tibice
all bright rust-colour at the base, the binder curved

;

tarsi 5-jointed and black, the hinder orange -colour on the
inside ; theclawsare small and the suckers bilobed. Fig. 6
.-Iio«s the dimensions of the female.

Tiie riiHggi)ts ot this tly do ii t seem to he confined to
the f)nioiu for I bred otie in the middle of May from Cab-

FLORAL ANALOGIES.

1. Acrostichum aureum. Golden Acrostic Plant.—This

beautiful West Indian Fern analogises particulariy with

the poet. It is said to be formed from the words amos

arixos, the beginning of a verse, and to have been so termed

because the reverse of its leaves is traced over in a way

resembling the commencement of lines of verse.

2. Gymnogramma pedatum. Pedate Gymnogramma.

—This plant and others of. its genus analogise with the

Abecedarian ; they are Alphabetical Ferns. Gynano-

gramma is derived from 7u^ros,naked, and jpafxixa, writui

as expressive of the disposition of the naked sori upon the

forked veins of the frond, which appear to resemble

Roman characters. In connexion with the Gymnogramma

and the Acrostichum, the analogical etymologist will

not forget the Delta Moth, so termed from its having im-

pressed upon its wing, as though it had been a student

insect, and had so loved inwardly in its heart the mystical

triangular third letter of the Greek alphabet, that the A

became outwardly expressed upon its body. Nor ^/lU the

analogical conchologist omit to recollect the Harpa musica,

or musical harp shell, on the exterior of which are most

beautiful bars and notes of music, very distinctly visible.

3. Adiantum Capillus-Veneris. True Maided^'s Hair.

Adiantum is derived from aSiarroy, "dry. According to

Pliny, however, if you plunge it in water, it returns out

dry. In this it analogizes with the human being, who is

natured of Divine love. However such a being is pluiigert

in the evil conditions around him, he yet retains unsullied

his prior state, as does the true Maiden's Hair, however

plunged in water, still remain as unwetted as before itwa3

immersed in the circumambient element.

4. Balantium culcita. Smooth-stemmed Balantium-—
The generic name of this plant is derived from PaXavriov

(balantion), a purse, on account of the purse-like shape ot

its indusium, or the membrane which encloses the tlieca

of Ferns. It analogises with the prosperous wealthy man.

who always carries his purse about with him, and whose

ways in the present state of commercial existence are as

smooth as are the stems of the Balantium.

5- Isoetes lacustris. Marsh Quillwort.—

A

mous plant which remains the same through all the season

of the year, and therefore analogises with the human bein^,

who is unaffected by climate.

6. Agaricus flammula. Flame-coloured Mushroom

A species of fungus, gregarious and flame-hued

therefore analogising with the intellectual light conse-

quented by human congregation ; or rather perhaps rep -

senting that warmth of feeling expressed by **!^/^^!^^

colour, which is only found co-existent with society

gregarious state. . ^ ^^
7. Merulius lachrymans. Common D^y^'O^-"^ ^^uj

which grows upon rotten wood, which it softens ^^^!\

mately destroys, as a parasite creeps into the conn

of one with some lachrymose tale, and feeds upon

foolish bounty, until he is ruined- by him.
Af m^us

8. Djedaleaquercina. Oak-growing Spbinx.—Aiu «

so called from its sinuosities being as difficult to penei

as was theDtedalian labyrinth. It is ^l^^f^^ ^ ^U^k-
vegetable world. We have therefore termed it tae v^

growing Sphinx.
9. Sistotrema confluens. Confluent Si^totrema

cryptoga-

and

Thi»
It

plant is fragile, scentless, and .becomes yellow in age.
^^^

thus analogises, as yellow is the colour of gold, win

-A^ t* aJf %r ir*.

[II lli^ 1U3(UC Ul LilC UllUI live SMJtlU

Within lliose we have tea very short I

* For 1841. No. 25, p. 296.

t Curtis's Urit. Ent. fol, and pi, 749,

TT

are ok.

udice
many persons who become misers when they ^
Misensm among moral evils conesponda with the ja'-i

among pliy-Ical diseases. , rin\\er.
10. Ucdychiumcoionarium. Crowned GarlanU^r'^^^

It—A plant which requires large pots to rxyd\^^
^u who

freely, and therefore analogises^with those individuals
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worthj of credit.
If

I fc«r to add, that all which I have

written regarauigui^ ^ to the number of
'

""?o^f Sowrri n the spice mentioned, and. also ^s to
truw« of flowers in

^^^^^^ our most severe

iJn^^'wSt an^^^^ by following the directions

rw JrlS horticultural periodical of the

iresent^ry^ but in no other way will it do that I am ac-

«,«inted with. If your correspondent or any of your

^ders will pay me a visit when they are in flower (from

the mlddk of July till the middle of August), or in any of

tlw winter months, I think they will be satisfied ^ith what

I have Mid on these points. When Mr. and Mrs. Loudon

were on a tour through this part of Scotland last summer,

tbev honoured me with a visit, and were astonished at

aeeiDC such a profusion of blossom upon my Gladioli, and

9ttd (if I remember right) that they had never seen —^^ -

dftplay either in this or in imy other country ; and

at the request of Mr. Loudon that I ^vrote the article

which appeared in the '* Gardener's Magazine," which your
' " * * .4- Macken

such a

it was

The little

corre«pondcnt has flo largely quoted.

Salvia patens, ^-llovftytr hardy the Salvia patens may

be said to be, X find that two strong plants left out here

IwTe perished this winter I although they were covered

with at least three inches of decayed leaves. With the

aame protection Fuchsia Ricartonia, refieia, grandiflora,

^irgata, iuflata. anJ globosa major, are living and looking

well • this proves S. patens not to be so hardy aa those

•pUnts of Fuchsias.—G. G. IVaison, Slockiun-on-Tees.

Hyhernia Brumata (No. 50, 1841, p. 812).

dcstructife larvjts of this motli have just issued from the

eggs, and arc hanging by the finest threads from the

branches of various trees on tine days- They are not

above one-eighth of an inch long; the body is slender, and

dull green ; the head is rather large, and shining black.

Syringing the trees at sunrise would now destroy mul-

titudes.

—

H,
. - .

,

The Widgeon,—k few years since a pair of widgeons

were kept in the river which bounds the Botanic Garden

at Bury St. Edmunds. The male bird was shot daring

the wioter, and in the following spring was succeeded by

a wild one (no doubt attracted by the call of the female),

by whom it had several young ones, which all left at the

usual period of migration, except the pinioned parent.

Last year a male bird again made its appearance, and

another brood was the consequence. A small portion of

their wings have been taken off, and they are now become

as tame aa any of the other waterfowl,

—

N. S* Ilodjion,

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. .

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
April StA.—The Goancil assembled for the first time at the so-

ciety's new lesiUeuce, \2, Hanover-square -, his Grace tbe Duke
of aichmoud, K-G., in the chair. Twenty-five gentlemen were

elected member*,—CoL Challnner laid before the council a list of

membern whose •tubscription* were In arrear for 1838, lSi39. a"d

IB40 ; and havlnip stated that two letters had been addressed lo

each'of those ^eutlemou— the fii-st from the council, and a sah-

Mqucut one from the linaucc committee, without effect—the

couucU resolved— •• That the President should be requested to

ftddf«ai a final letter to each defaulter, and in case of failure on
such appUcatiort. that legal steps should be ijnmcdiately insti-

tuted fur the recovery of these arrears." Col. Clialloner rei)orted

tbe amouitt of capital iuve>tcd iu the funds as fl,7il/., and the

current cash baiauce in the hands of the bankers as 1,354^—
BMOived— '*That Mr. Manning, of 12^1, High Uolbom, should be

OMf^d to erect the pavilion and show yaids for the meeting at

Bmtol." Kesolved—" That the society's house and property in

Hauover-square should be insured at the Farmers' Insurance In-

ttitutiottt," The following resolution wa5 agreed to:—"That
the Journal Committee be requested to take into their considera-

tion the propriety of directing that all prize essays shall be pub-
lished in the 'Journal ' immediately after the prizes have been
awarded." Also, "That the House Committee be requested to
^ftss and arrange all books, papers, implements^ models, seeds,

Ac^ for the inspection of the members ,: and that an alphabetical
liit be made of the same for general reference.** Col. Le Couteur,
of Jersey, transmitted -JS specimens of Wheat arrai»ged in glass
cases, and intended to form a consulting index for the coui^il-
toom. The council directed the cases to be arranged with those
<^ the specimens of diseased Wheat presented by Professor
Henslow,— Capt. Stanley Carr, an honorary member, residing in
tiM Duchy of Lauenburg, traixsmitted an interesting collection
of »p«c5tncns of wool from fleeces exhibited at Dt>beran in autumn
Iwt, at the great meetir^ of German agricalturists. These,
classed and described by M. Jeppe, of Rastock, amount to 368 in
number, and are beautifully arranged (on glazed black card-
board) according: to assortment of fleece, degree of fineness of
wool, loss of weight on washing, and other particulars.—Mr. P.

ith the pod),
eded variety),

landlord gets his principal paid back in about -U years
j ^^^l

^^^

land uill then, 1 may venture to say, be 20 per cent better than

when the bones were first applied, ^nt this would iiot be le

case if the land was mown ; eight or nme crops of hay would

exhaust the bones, and it would not, therefore answer the land

lord to furnish them for mowing lands, excepting at such a rae

of interest as would pay him back his capital m eight years; and

rshould n^^^^^^ U then, for in theevent «/ the tenant qu^^^^^^^^^

the farm, after having taken five or six crops of hay, it would be

^i^^ n tiie new tenant to have to pay the ^^^^
^^''-J^^^^l'tW or three crops. It is when the tenant pays for thebor.es

that ?'reXmmend^hem for mowing lands. The reason I gu-e

for advising that no stock should he allowed to feed upon the

land the'yefr bones are applied is, that the bones may get ^n^y.VL

and soon, as they do no good so long ^V^^^y remain above

ground. On the very poor lands, hard stocked, they >^7l|,i^o^t.?^"

disappear for two or three years. If the bones are applied at the

end of April, and the land^s not too poor to produce a crop o

hay, I would mow it the first year ; and if applied at the end of

August, or at the latest at the beginning of Sept^ember, then pnt

no stock on the land the following spring. . The Gvasses I houM

recommend to seed land down with, that is intended for bones,

are t^e following:-Dutch Clover-seed, 5lbs.; Rib Grass-seed,

5lbs Meadow Fescue, Slbs.j Sweet Vernal, 3lbs. ;
and Peren-

nial Rye Grass, I peck : to the statute acre. These are the

Grasses which the Cheshire pastures are principally composed

of Our principal stock are dairy cows."-Mr. Dollond sub-

mitted an improved barometer for ascertaining the changes of

atmospheric pressure. Mr. Dollcnd states the followuig as the

principal advantages resulting from his arrangement:-]. A true

and certain state of altitude in the column of the mercury from

the highest to the lowest situation on the globe, without tHe

necessity of applying the uncertain and tgdious corrections re-

quired in ordinary barometers. 2. The uniformity of the obserya.

tions arising from the free and unobstructed condition of the

mercury • all the advantages of the open-cistern barometer being

thus attained, without the attendant difficulty of arranging the

starting-point of measure. 3. The entire exclusion of air Jrom

the inner tube or cistern, and the consequent preservation of the

surface of the mercury from oxidation. 4. The applicability of

this new arrangement to barometers of any diameter, and with

exclusive advantages obtained by no other mode. 5. The perfect

security in carriage, when the barometer is either out of use or

required to be conveyed from place to place.— S. Robinson. Esq.,

secretary to the Wrentham Farmers* Club, communicated the

result of a discussion at that club on the feeding and keeping

hoggets or tegs during the winter months so as to prevent loss

from dropping:—" The gentleman introducing the question, who

had in former years been a sufferer to a great extent from the

above cause, had adopted the plan of drawing his Turnips two

or three days previously to being used, and was induced to be-

lieve the system had proved effectual, as since having pursued

dt, he had lost none on lands where in past seasons his loss had

been very great. It was, however, objected that this system was

not decidedly practicable, as it could not be adopted in frosty

weather, and it was thought that as much soil would be eaten

with the food when the Turnips w^ere drawn previously as there

would be if allowed to remain in the ground. Another instance

was stated, in which no losses had occurred for several years ; the

plan adopted was that of allowing the sheep to range on stub-

bles or pastures for a few hours during the day. In many subse-

quent statements the evidence was so conflicting that no conclu-

sion could be arrived at, as the same method of keeping had fre-

quently in different cases produced different results: high keep-

ing had invariably been productive of the greatest losses, and it

is remarkable that hoggets, badly kept^ are seldom subject to

this disease. The laud in the above instances was considered

quite sound for feeding sheep, a portion being a good mixed

soil, and in some cases the greatest losses had been experienced

on the best lands. The system of feeding in troughs, recently

introduced' here, had also failed as a preventive, and one gentle-

man who had adopted it had lost a great number of his hoggets.

A proportion of chaff or other dry food is almost invariably given.

.The prevailing opinion appeared to be that the principal cause of

dropping was from an excess of fluid in the gall, but commonly
called ' overflowing of the gall,* producing scouring, and causing
the death of the animal in a very short time. These observations

would apply more particularly to hoggets, as but little loss from
the above cause was often sustained in keeping older sheep."

—

T. Barton, Esq., of Threxton, near Watton, transmitted a horse-

ball of a novel nature, by which liquids, such as turpentine, bal-

sam of copaiba, &c., of an oily nature, maybe given in a pure
state. The "ball" had the appearance of a common glass phial

filled with a liquid, corked and tied over with bladder 3 and it

was only on tapping it with the nail of the finger that a person
inspecting it could be induced to believe that the charge he held
in his hand was not a phial of glass, instead of being, as its dull,

hollow, and horny scnnd indicated, a bottle of semi-transparent
isinglass or glue, prepared in a mould ?ind dried. This gelatinous
bottle could not, of course, long contain any fluid of a watery
nature, which would slowly dissolve it; but it would perma-
nently retain turpentine, balsams, or other liquids, which had no
solvent action upoft it; while, in both cases, the stomach would
speedily dissolve the bottle, and set free its contents, as desired.

—Vaiious communications were referred to the Journal Com-
mittee.

short distance the spots are not perceptible, and the surface ap-

pears entirely pink. The petals are narrower, with a whitish

ground and similar spottings. The nectary or crown consists of

two rows of beautiful purple and white filaments, and is particu-

larly showy. It is grown in Messrs. Marnock and Manley's
Nursery, under the name of P. fragrans.—Pa^fon's Magazine 0/

Botany,
Hibiscus Cameroxi. Mr. Cameron*s Hibiscus. Malvacese.

Monadelphia Polyandria. (Stove Shrub.)—Mr. Cameron, the
Curator of the Birmingham Botanic Garden, whose name this

beautiful plant bears, had the ^ood fortune to rear it from seeds

sent from Madagascar by the Missionaries. It is a remarkably
well-defined species, whether the leaves, the involucre, the calyx,

or the corolla are considered. It flowers readily and for a long

period during the summer; and in that season flourishes in the

greenhouse: but in the winter it ^ best kept in the stove.

Hitherto it has not produced seed, but it is increased bycuttuigs;

and a young plant thus raised, presented to the Royal Gardens

of Kew, soon produced its lovely blossoms, which are of a cream
colonr, tinged with rather deep rose, and with a rix:h purple spot

near the bottom.—^oianica/ Magazine.

Barnes presented some New Zealand Flax seeds (w
and atooa supply of Spurrey seed (of the smooth-set ^,,
trmnsmittSng, at the same time, an account of Spurrey, of which
the following Is the substance .— •' Spurrey ,m J^atin, Spergula

;

French, Speme; Flemish, Spurrie; and German, SpergelJ de-
rives It* name ' Spcrgula ' from the l.atin word spargerc. which
sigi:xifies • to waiter,' because it scatters its seeds abroad, to the
great profit of the farmer in Holland, who obtains from it
meadows affording the most delicious butter. In the Nether-
lands and Germany, it U aown on loam stubble, to supply a bite
for sheep during winter. It may be sown and reapetl in eight
weeks, either 111 autumn or Pprinff. It is said to enrich the milk
Of cows, so as to make it afford excellent butter ; and the mutton
from sheep fed on it is preferable to that from sheep fed on Tur-
nip*. Poultry eat Spurrey greedily, and it is supposed to make
them lay a great number of eggs, whether given as hay or cut
green, or in pa.^ture. Von Thaer observes, that it is the most
BOwrishingj ij> proportion to its bulk, of all forage, and gives the
best-tlavoured mUk and butter. It has been recommended to be
cultivated iu England, but it Is not likely that such a plant can
eref pay the expense of seed and labour in this country, even on
the poorest 9o\\; or, at all events, as Professor Martyu observes
we have many better plants for such soils."—The Mayor of
Southampton transmitted, on the part of the mayor, aldermen,
and burgesses of Southampton, the off^-r of Southampton com-
mon, consisUng of more than 300 acres, for the purposes of the
great meeting of the soci. ty, in the year isil.—V:tr(ous foreign
communications were tiren laid before the council. /-'i/i4iv— Sir
J. W. Lubbock having called attention to the importance of an
exact acquaintance with the circumstances under which bones
•re applied as amanure to grass lands, Mr. E, Billyse, of Hayward
^iiL£XiX, Cheshire, iavoured the council with the following informa-
tion:—"When the landlord furnishes the bones, the laud ma-
nured with thera ought not to be mown after the first year. The
Itones which the landlord supplies his tenant with for his pasture-
land are e.vpected to retain their fertilising powers for upwards
of twenty years ; and, reckoning the money so expended at 4 per
•Qt^ ikud thg mterest charged to the tenant 7 per cent.; th«

noticeTs ofnew plants which are either
useful or ornamental.

LopnospETtMrM ebubescentesca\t>evs. Hybrid Climbing
Lophospermum. Scrophulariaceae, Didynamia Angiosp^rmia.
(Half-hardy Climber.) —The present plant is a hybrid raised in
1840 by Mr. Turner of the Bury Botanic Garden, from seeds of
the Lophospermum scandens fertilised by polleu of the L. eru-
besccns ; and it may be considered a decided improvement on
the beauty of either parent. It is cultivated at Messrs. Hender-
son's nursery, Edgeware-road, and there called Henders6nii.
Mr. Turner says of this hybrid, "it is remarkable for its strong
growth, its bright-green foliage, and above all, the extreme
abundance of its flowers, which are of a very superior colour and
size, compared with either of its parents. In fact, numbers of
persons who have seen it trained up against one of the old abbey
walls have pronounced it to be one of the finest ornaments for
a wall or treUis that our gardens can boast." It demands no
Ijeculiarity of management; If the roots be left in the open
ground during winter, it must be covered over as a protection
against frost.

—

Boianist.
Passiflora MmoLETONtANA. Mr. Middleton's Passion-

flower. Fassifloracese. Monadelphia Pentandria. {Stove Climber.)
—The merit of introducing this plant is due to H. Middleton,
Ksq., who collected seeds of it and many other plants ia South
America or the West Indies {it being uncertain from which of
these countries the present species was derivedJ, and presented
them to Mrs. Beckford, late of the Firs, Mitcham, by whose gar-
dener, Mr. Swabey, they were raised five or six years back, and
blossomed about 183S. One of the seedling plants was given to
Mr. Upright, gr. to G. S. Hidge, Ksq. of Morden. hi one of
whose forcing-houses it blossomed in fine pefection throughout
the summer of n841. Mr. Swabey says that the plant first blos-
somed m a pot, in the hothonsc, and was subsequently planted
out m tlie conservatory, where it did not succeed so well as iu
the moderate stove heat. A temperature between that of the
greeiihouse and the stove, with a somewhat close atmosphere.
would seem to be the most appropriate : and if kept in a pot, it
should he one of large dimcnadona. Phinting it in a border or a
prepared bed of a warm conservatory would most likely be pre-
ferable; or a similar situation in a cool stove is equally good
The species is pf a luxuriant habitude, with strong stems, hand-
some dark-green shining foliage; and it bears a considerable
number of its 6dorous blossoms. The calyx segmeiits are pale
green with numberless little pinkish dots ou the inside, At a

MISCELLANEOUS.
A Simple Means of Preventing the Failure of the Po-

fato Crop.— It will be allowed by all practical farmers,

that the Potato sets, when cut, discharge a large quantity

of fluid or juice, the loss of which has a tendency to weaken

the germinating powers of the s^ts, and at the same time
'

exposes them to undergo fermentation in the heap. Ia

1833, "we had our seed Potatoes from the parish of Peniiy-

cuick. "When cut, I desired the won)en to riddle a shoTel-

ful of hot lime on every basketful of new-cut sets. They

were turned over and over again, until the lime was taken

up by the sets, when they were put into a heap three or

four feet thick, where I have kept them for two or three

weeks. The hot lime had the effect of stopping the flow

of the juice, and of encrusting a strong skin on the sets.

This crust, on the one hand, preserves- the sap being drawn

away from the sets in a dry season, among dry soil, and

of repelling wet in a wet season, among damp earth. The

sorts of Potatoes experimented on were dons and blues.

The land was in a fine moist state, well worked, and the

dung well made ; and they were ridged in the last week

of April. There was a regular braird, and the crop was

fine. In 1834, our seed Potatoes, dons and blues, were

obtained from the same parish, and treated in the same

manner. The ground was very dry, the dung dry, and

the heat great when they were planted : so dry, that the

dust was flying from the strong clay soil, when drilled up.

The braird was regular, and \he crop fine, with the ex-

ception of eleven drills, which were planted without the

sets being limed, and which proved a complete failure,

and of some oxno'bles which had also failed. In 1835 we

did not change our seed Potato. ^ One half of the land was

dunged on the stubble in October, and the other half in

spring, part of it on strong clay, and part on light loam.

The dung was very dry in spring, the land not well worked,

and the planting finished in May. The braird was re-

gular, and the crop fine, although there was a general

failure throughout the country. In i83G, the seed Potato

was obtained from tbe neighbourhood of Edinburgh. They

were buffs, and treated in the same manner as described

above. The land, a fine dry, light soil, was in oat stubble

after old grass, and full of wire-worm. The dung was

very dry, the land well worked, the braird regular, and

th'e crop fine.—There was none planted without the hme

this season. In 1837, the seed Potato was obtained from

Leader Water, dons and blues. A fine, light loam was

well worked, and dunged with wtll-made dung. The crop

was planted in the second week in May, and proved a fine

one. No one planted without the lime this season. In

1838, the seed Potatoes came from Gala Water, dons and

blues, which were planted in the last week of May, on

land not well worked, and the dung very dry; ^^' *|'®

braird was without a blank, and the crop fine. Two bolls

of seed Potatoes from Peeblesshire were tried without

lime, and proved a complete failure, the insects having

eaten the sets to a shell. These were planted in the

first week of May. In 1839, the seed Potatoes were from

Gala Water, buffs, and which were "plaDted in the last

week of April, in strong clay soil, not well worked, ana

the dung very dry ; but the braird was very regular, and

the crop fine. There were none planted without hmC

this season. In 1840, again, the seed Potatoes were frota

Gala Water, dons and blues, which were planted m tbe

end of May, in a light loam, full of wire-worm, but weu

worked, and the dung Tery dry. The crop was fine. A
few drills were tried, as an experiment, without the iitc »

and they were so complete a failure that they ^'5^

ploughed down.— TraM.^rt(;/ion.v of the Highland SoctetJ

of Scotland,

Classical Fruii.—At a recent meeting of the Asbmo-

lean Society, tbe Rev. R. Ilussey exhibited some pr^

served fruit from the neighbourhood of Odessa, supposeu

to corresiiond with that mentioned by Herodotus as

produce of that district in his time ; cf. Lib. IV- c-
'

Herodotus says, in speaking of the Argippan, ''^^^^^'(^

subsist upon the fruit of a tree called Ponticum. A'

^
about the size of a Fig-tree, and the fruit as ^^*S^ 1 ^
Bean, with a hard kerncL When the fruit is ripe^, t^^J

squeeze the juice through a cloth, and drink it either a

or mixed with milk. It is dark-coloured, and thicK, a

their name for it is ^axv. The pulp which J"^^^^-^"^^.

formed into cakes, which are likewiie an article or
^^

sistence." The preserved fruit has much the ^^'^" v^

the Tamarind, without its peculiar sharpness, ana

kernel is hard, resemblinir in sub.tancc 'that of a DaJ^

The modern name for it is Kizil, and it U used in

present day exactly iu the manner which He**^'^^*^^_ga

scribes. Dr. Trithen,who procured the fruit from Wes^
^

described the tree as a branching «hrub, "O*^
""/^^ ]^^.

Gooaeberry-bush, but he was not acquainted with i

^^

tanical name. [What a pity it is .that gentlemen

learned iu languages should not be acc^uaiateu^mifl
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tural History ! This fruit loses all its interest because wc
are not told what it is—something it must be that is well
known, but it is impossible to ascertain what from tlie

imperfect description given of it. Probably it is either
Zixyphus vulgaris, the Jujube, or Elseagnus orientalis, the
Oleaster.]

Mr. Lambert's Botanical Library,—On Monday next
commences the sale of Mr. Lambert's books. It is a long
time since so many fine works have been brought to the
hammer ; and we presume there will be great competition
for some of the lots, of which there are nearly 700.
Amongthe more remarkable subjects are the following :—
the author's Monograph of the Genus Pinus, two very
fine copies in 3 vols, folio ; the first six Tolumes of Sib-
thorp's Flora Grseca ; a presentation copy of Catesby's
Carolina, in excellent condition; Sloane's Natural His-
tory of Jamaica; the unpublished plates of the Flora
Peruviana; complete sets of the Botanical Register and
Botanical Magazine ; Blume's Flora Javje, a coloured
copy in 3 vols, folio ; most of Jacquin's splendid works

;

Llave and Lexarza's Account of Mexican Plants, a work
of extreme rarity; most of Humboldt's costly works;
Martins' Palms ; Phiraier's work on West Indian Plants,
in 5 vols, folio, extremely rare. We shall watch the pro-
gress of this sale with no common interest.

The Su7iJIower.—The proper season for sowing must in
a great measure be regulated by circumstances; but the
earlier the seed can be got into the ground the better, say
the beginning of April, as the crops will be ripe and ready
to harvest the latter part of August, which will be of the
greatest importance to the grower. The necessary quan-
tity of seeds required for an acre depends upon the condi-
tion of the soil, and varies from 4 lbs, to 5 lbs. ; but of
course it is advisable to sow a little more than is actually
wanted, to provide against any unforeseen accidents which
may happen to the seeds before germination. The seed
should be drilled into the ground, and the distance from
row to row 18 inches, and the plants to be thinned out
to 36 inches from plant to plant; and the number of
plants at this distance would be about 14,500 per acre

;

at 18 inches from plant to plant, 25,000 per acre; and at
12 in. from plant to plant, 32,000. The produce of this kind
of grain, like that of most others, varies considerably ac-
cording to the state of the soil, climate, and the cultiva-
tion that is employed ; but the average quantity of seed is

•bout 50 bushels per acre ; 50 bushels of seed produce 50
gallons of oil ; and the refuse,^ after the oil has been ex-
tracted, made into oil-cake, produces 1,500 lbs. ; and the
stalks when burnt for alkali give 10 cwt. of potash, be-
sides paper, hemp, and other useful articles. The green
leaves of the Sunflower, when dried and bruised into
powder, form excellent fodder for all kinds of cattle, par-
ticularly milch cows, as it may be given them to great
advantage by mixing the powder with chaif or bran.
Mark Lane Exprcsa,
Madia saliva.—There lately appeared in one of the

French journals a paper by M. Boussingault upon the cul-
ture of the Madia sativa (an oleaginous plant in some re-
pute in this country a few years since, but wliich from un-
successful cultivation has been neglected), in which he en-
deavours to account foe the results which have been ob-
tained by different cultivators. The Madia undoubtedly
possesses many advantages over othg: oleaginous plants,
its oil being both of a superior quality and a more agree-
able flavour. The results obtained in the two last years
of cultivation are as follows : On the 2'2d April, 1840, the
Madia, mixed with CarroUseed, was sown on a piece of
land which had previously received 54,000 kilograms of
farm-yard manure. The same quantity of ground was
dressed in like manner for Beet and Potatoes. The Madia
produced this year 289 kilog. of oil, the net value of which
was 323 francs 28 cents. After all the expenses incident
upon the culture of each, the average value of the Madia
was as 99, of the Potatoes 52, and of the Beetroot 34.
After the land was cleared of the above crops, Oats were
fiowQ upon the ground where Beet had grown the
preceding season, and upon that before occupied by the
Madia mixed with Carrots. The produce of the latter

^
piece compared with the former was as 46 to 41. So ad-

' Tantageous a result as tliat of 1840, says M. Boussingault,
was sufficient to encourage us in increasing the cultivation
of the Madia sativa, which was done, as will be hereafter
seen, to our great loss and disadvantage. In 1841,
the land having been manured in the same manner asm the preceding year, the quantity of oil extracted
from the Madia was little more than 97 kilogs., the net
value of which was 156 francs 40 centimes. In 1841 the
Madia came to perfection in 122 days ; the year before it
occupied the ground, 127 ; the difference in point of time
was therefore trifling. The mean temperature of 1840
during those 127 days was 17 deg. 2 min. Reaumur ; that
Of 1841 was 17 deg. 6 min. ; therefore the failure cannot
De attributed to a cooler season, but to the abundance of
rain which fell during the latter year, being double the
quantity of the year preceding. Owing to the different
results which have been obtained in these two attempts to
cuiuvate the Madia, it is rather difficult to decide whether

IS worthy of cultivation or not. In order to know howmuch dependence may be placed on the climate of France,
wennd,npon examining the valuable observations made
at Mrasburgby Professor Herrenschneider, that during 17

Th?! i^'^
'"'''^ ''"^y ^^''^^' C^^l^' 1^16, and iii24,) in^Uich the quantity of rain which fell during the months of

fpll ^„ '.u
^ ^' ^"'^ August came at all near that which

AerefoVr* V ^^^^' M. BoussingaultWt "°"^^"^^«' t*^^t, admitting the failure of 1841 to

fitably cultivated in the eastern districts of Frunca
^^Lunure imam (he CMnese

classes of the people, the Chinese place the literati in the
foremost rank, as learning is with them thestepping-stonr
to honour; but immediately after the learned, the hus-
bandman takes the precedence of all others, because being
engaged in raising the nece&aaries of life, he is abundantly
more important than the mechanic, who merely changes
the forms of matter—ancf the merchant, who originates
nothing, and only barters and exchanges commodities for
the sake ofgain. This honour put upon agricultural em-
ployments is evidently the resul.t of design, and shows
that the country, being overstocked with inhabitants, needs
cultivating to its utmost extent, in order to provide the
people with sustenance.* The industry and skill of the
Chinese, striving to produce as many of the necessaries of
life as possible, would also argue a dense population, ever
struggling against threatening want, and compelled to
exert themselves for their daily bread. In tropical cli-

mates, where the ground is fertile and the population
scanty, the natives find that, by a few months' labour, they
can produce sufficient food for a whole year's consump-
tion, and are therefore indisposed to exert themselves
further. But in China, the inhabitants are incessantly

employed, and every individual is obliged to be busy in

contributing his quota to the common weal. Everyone
in the least acquainted with the manners of the Chinese
knows that they" are untiring in their exertions to main-
tain themselves and families. In the business of agricul-

ture, flicy are more particularly active, raising two crops
from the ground every year, extending their cultivation in

every possible direction, and bringing the most unpromis-
ing spots into use, in order that nothing may be lost. Their
skill in effecting these objects is not, considering their few
advantages, contemptible. They thoroughly understand
the importance of varying the crops ; they know perfectly
well the^ seasons and soils adapted for certain productions ;

and they are fully sensible of the importance of manuring
the ground, in order to maintain its fertility, A stranger
is struck with this on first setting his foot on the shores of

China. Almost every individual met with in the paths
and fields is provided with a basket and rake ; and every
evening the cottager brings home a certain quantity to

add to the dung heap, which is a most important appen-
dage to every dwelling. Having but few sheep and cattle,

they are obliged to make the most of the stercoraceous
stock of men and swine. This is carefully collected, and
actually sold at so much per pound; while whole strings
of city scavengers may be seen cheerily posting into the
country every successive morning with their envied acqui-
sitions ; little heeding the olfactory nerves of the less in-

terested passengers. Every other substance likely to an-
swer the end is anxiously collected, and carefully disposed
so as to provide for future exigencies; such as decayed
animal and vegetable matter, the sweeping of streets, the
mud of canals, burnt bones, lime ; and, what is not a lit-

tle singular, the short stumpy human hair, shaven from
millions of heads, every ten da}S, is industriously gathered
up, and sold for manure throughout the empire. In the
high importance placed on stercoration, in China, we see
an illustration of that passage in II. Kings, vi. 25, that
when there was a great famine in Samaria, " the fourth
part of a cab of dove's dung was sold for five pieces of
silver,"

—

Madras Almanac for lull.

of KewcAstle, wtoo made OQDai4ei^>2e additions to tt, and en-
larftdlhe house anu ^ark. uuder the supeiiutendencc of Kent^
the iai.tiicai)e-sr«rdencr. After the Duke's decease the estate was
purchased by Lord Clive, who. when setting- out on his last
voyag^e to India, guve instructions to Brown, another celebrated'
landticape-f^ardeno-. after pulUng" down the o!d hou^e to build a
new one, and remodel the grrouiuis. The undulated nature of
the park and the judicious STOupinf of the trees produce the
finest effect, and form an excellent study either for the younp'
ffardciier or for the gentlenian who is anxious to improve bin
park. Nature ha^ done mucii for Claremout, and with th€
aasiOance of the best land-

. a^^ardeners of the last century, it
IS now, indeed, a repal place, worthv of the favour and patrouage
of our gracious Sover«ipn, and of hi* Majesty Leopold, King of
BcIiTium. to whom it belcm^.-A. F.

reason
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GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Eoj/al Gardens, Clare7nont.—The pleasure-grounds which sur-

round the mansion are very extensive and richly varied ; before
the south front there is a beautiful )awu where the mount rises,
which has given the name of Claremont to the estate. The cas-
teUated building or tower which is built on this eminence com-
mands an extensive prospect over a great portion of Surrey ; the
visitor has also a good view of Windsor Castle from other parts
of the grounds. There is a pretty conservatory standijig ou the
higher parts of the pleastJie-gronnds, which contains some fine
specimens of greenhouse plants in excellent order. Those more
paiticularly deserving of notice are Magnolia fuscata, highly
valued ou account of the deUj;htful fragrance of its flowers;
Acacia pubcsccns, armata; Banksia graudis and scrrata; some
of the finer varieties of Camellia, Kenntdyas, Azaleas, Oranges,
&c. At a little distance from the conservatory the stranger
comes upon a very elegant Gothic building, which is particularly
worthy of notice ; it stands upon an artificial mount, and was
originaiiy designed by the Princess Charlotte for an alcove or
open seat, but being unfinished at her death, it has been converted
into a mausoleum to her memory. In the front of it (in what is

called her garden) there are two fine specimens of Canninghamia
sinensis, which were planted in 1816, and are naw from J6 to 18
feet in height. They are perfectly hardy at Claremont, and have
a very striking and ornamental appearance. Parsing onwards
through a finely.varied succession of lawns and shrubberies, a
circular lake, having a luxuriantly wooded islet in its centre, in-
terspersed with trees, is agreeably presented to the view ;* and the
broad margin of turf which is surrounded with lofty trees and
plantations, forming a beautiful glade or amphitheatre, gives an
air of grandeur and retirement to the whole. In the months of
May or June, when the Rhododendrons are in flower, which are
here of great size and in the most luxuriant health, the whole
scene must resemble some enchanted fairy land. In various
situations in the grounds the following trees are conspicuous for
thcJr large size :—Juniperus virginiaua, Abies canadensis and
Picea, Pinus Cembra, P.Pina&ter, Cedar of Lebanon, Quercus Phel-
los var. latifolia, Quercus Svibcr, Tulip-tree, Purple Beech, De-
ciduous Cypress, and many others. The Laurels forming the
underwood in the plantations are particularly striking and fine,
and must make the walks pleasant even in the midst of winter.
The flower and kitchen gardens are at some distance north-
ward of the mansion ; the walls, which arc of great solidity,
were built by Sir John Vanbrugh, and enclose between seveu and
eight acres besides the slips, . The forcing department consists of
three vineries, two fruiting Pine-pits, two stoves, an Orchidaceous
house, greenhouses, and various other pits and frames. The
Muscat of Alexandria Grape is the kind which is chiefly grown
here -, the berries in the first house have just been thinned j both
houses look extremely well, and promise fine crops. In one of
thfe houses we observed some excellent Strawberries. One of
the fruiting Pine-pits contains Ripley Queens, just out of bloom

j

the other is filled with the black varieties, for a succession.
Both these and the others In the succession- pits are in excellent
order, and very promising. In the stove are fine specimens of
Cycas, Screw Pine, and many other plants, all in the best con-
dition. The greenhouse was quite gay with flowers, among
which were some fine varieties of Azalea indica. Sir John Van-
brugh 3oi(J the estate to Sii Tho. Hotie? Felhnaa, afterifards J>uke

l:\cbiclus.
A Diciionart/ of Science, Literahtre, and Art; compris-

ing the History, Dti^cription, and Scicniifc Ftinciples
of every branch of Numan Knowledge; with th$
Derivation and Definition of all the Terms in gemral
use. Edited by W. T. Braade, and others. London t

Longmani. 8vo. ParU I. to XI.

Although not very closely connected with the subjertt
considered in our columns, we nevprtheless may be per-
mitted to bring tins book before our readers for the sake
of its great nlility to those who are interested in works
on science.

One of the greatest difficulties which a general reader
finds in nnderstandjng discussions upon technical subjects,
however earnest the desire of the writers may have been
to avoid *' hard words/' consists fn }»is unacquaintanca
with common terms of science, for which ordinary lan-
guage has no equivalent, and which therefore cannot
possibly be dispensed with. In botany it is in vain to
endeavour to avoid such words as stamen and pistil, orary,
ovule, and placenta ; in vegetable physiology wc must
spcrik of stomates and epidermis, and the many forms of
tissue, of tracheae or spiral vessels, ofparenchyma, albur-
num, and the like. In the same manner the architect must
introduce his voussoirs, epistyles, soffits, architraves, and
intrados ; the physician talks of strabismus, hepatic affec-

tions, and syncope; the lawyer cannot dispense with flot-

sam and jetsam, demise, distringas, and socage; the sol-

dier must employ his gabions and fascines, curtains,
parapets, and ravelins; and so of all the rest. Now
where is a common man to find the meaning of such words?
not in dictionaries most assuredly : it is only in encyclo-
paedias that they are to be looked for. But the mass of
readers have no access to eocyclopsedias, which are far too
expensive for their means. It was, therefore, a happy
thought which led to the production of the work before
us, concerning which we 9an state that it fulfils the
conditions required by its readers. The definitions are
as brief as is consistent with accuracy, and the longer
articles manifest great skill in the difficult art of
condensing matter; added to ^\hich, a small but beau-
tifully clear type has enabled the publishers to com-
press an enormous quantity of matter into the twelve
or thirteen hundred pages of which the volume will con-
sist when finished. We have taken the trouble to calcu-
late what proportion the matter contained in the work
bears to common octavos; and we find that the Dictionary
of Science when complete will include as much matter as
will be found in nineteen volumes of works like Liebig's
Organic Chemistry, a book by no means loosely printed-

We select Starch as a specimen of the manner in which
the work is written,

** Starch. (Germ, starke.) Starch is one of the
commonest proximate principles of vegetables. It is

characterised by its insipidity, and by insolubility in cold
water, in alcohol, and in ether. It dissolves in, or at
least forms a gelatinous compound with water, heated to
175° ; and this solution, even when much diluted, is ren-
dered blue by iodine. This admirable test of the presence
of starch is not effective in hot solutions ; and by boiling

the blue colour disappears, but returns in strong solutions

as they cool. The term starch is commercially applied to

that obtained from wheat, vshich for this manufacture is

ground and diffused through vats of water, where it un-
dergoes a slight fermentation, and acquires a peculiar sour
smell. A part of the gluten and albumen of theigrain is

thus separated in the form of a viscid scum ; the starch
being in the form of a finely-divided white powder, is

gradually further separated by washing in large quantities

of water, from which it is ultimately allowed to settle, and
put into boxes lined with linen to drain; it is then cul
into squares, which are dried first in airy chambers upon
porous bricks, and afterwards rolled up in papers and
stove-dried ; it is in this latter operation that the starch
acquires that peculiar columnar texture and fracture
which is well exhibited on opening a paper parcel as it

comes from the stove. A little smalt is generally added
to the starch, by wLichJt acquires a very pale blue tint,

and is better adapted to conceal or cover the yellow tint

acquired by worn linen. Starch may be obtained from
many other grains, and from potatoes and several other
esculent vegetables. Arrow-root is the starch of the

Maranta arundinacea ; sago, of the Sagus farinifera, an
East Indian palm-tree

v,
and tapioca and cassava of th«

Jatropha*Manihot. Viewed under the microscope, the

varieties of starch exhibit a more or less distinct globuJac

appearance, and are said to be made up of little spherical

particles of soluble starch, enveloped in bh insoluble

membrane,^ which protects the interior horn the action of

cold water, but which is broken or burst hj hot water*

In the process of germination, and by various chemical

agents, starch may be converted into a species of gum ana

°
'' slarch is charged with a duty olH^- per »• 5

and it.

manufacture is, consequently, pl«ct^ «ad« the control

of the excise, Everr mater of stercb for »»Ie nost take
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Notice must be
out aa aoQual Kbence. which costs 5/.

.^^^^ •

of the erection, and of all changes in

in

All

iivcn to the excise of the erecwun, auu v. "» -"
^^;;

the construction of workshops ^«^P^^"^^"^^^' f'-..Y'^
the nunufacture of sUrch, under a penalty of 200/.

TrX before it is put into any .tove or place to dry,

must be papered and sealed, or stamped by the officer,

under a penalty of 100/. Any person forging or counter-

feiting such stamp or seal is gniUy of felony, but ..ith the

lieneiit of clergy. Any person knowingly selling any

atarcb with a forged or counterfeit stamp, &;c- forfeits

500/. No quantity of starch exceeding 28 lbs. to be re-

moved from one place to another, unless the word starch

be marked on the package in legible letters three inches

long, under forfeiture of the package, and of the cattle

and carts conveying the same. Any dealer in starch re-

ceivinr' any quantity exceeding 23 lbs. not marked as

aboTcr iliBll forfeit 200. SUrch-makers are to make

weekly entries of the starch made by them, under a

penalty of 50/. ; and are to make payment of the duties

within a week of such entry. Cockcts granted for ship-

the

la the chapter on feeding Bees, the author remarks

that if this point was more attended to, failures would not

so frequently occur. He advises the Bee-keeper to feed

Bees during March and April when the weather is wet and

cold, and our own experience entirely coincides with that

of Mr. Wiffhton. The last chapter contains some remarks

on the decline of Bee-keeping, which is attributed to these

causes :—"1st. The remarkable fact that for several years

past we have had long cold springs. 2d. That many tracts

of waste land having been brought under cultivation has

gensihly diminished the favourite wild flowers of the bees.

3rd. The quantity of foreign honey imported which has

lessened the demand for native produce. And 4th. ihe

loiver price which this circumstance has caused to be

offered."
'

, ,

He then points out in what manner these may be re-

medied by apiarian societies, and shows the advantages of

Bee-keeping to cottagers.

all

fhipped without such cocket, it may be seized. No starch

i» to be imported, unless in packages containing at least

224 lb*, stowed openly in the hold, on pain of forfeiture,

and of incurring a penalty of 50/. No starch is to be ex-

ported, unless the packages as originally sealed or stamped

hy the officer be entire, and unless the ofEcer mark the

word exportation upon it. The duties must have been

paid on all starch ejsported; but the exporter is entitled

' to an excise drawback of Zld. per lb. (Burn's Justice of

the Peace, Marriott's ed., tit. Starch.)
"

After this need we add that such a book, so full of the

most useful kind of information* is one which is, of

others, the most worth having by those who read any-

thing better than nyvels ?

The Ulslory and Management of liecs^ unth Xotlce of a

Newlyconsirncted Hive, By John Wighton, Gar-,

dener to Lord Stafford. Longman, London; Bacon,

Norwich, Small 8vo.

As every good gardener is now expected to know some-

thing of the management of bees, a treatise on the sub-

ject, apparently the result of experience and careful ob-

servation, cannot be without its interest.

Of the work before us. the earlier chapters are devoted

to a slight description of the Honey Bee, the construc-

tion of cells, on wax, propolis, Bee bread, the Queen Bee,

the use of the cells, the swarming, and the situation in which

hives should be kept. The chapter on the establishment

of an apiary is one which will be looked to with much
interest ; the following is the author^s advice on the me-

thod of choosing stocks ;
— ** Place your ear close to the

hive and gi»e it,a tap : if the inmates give a short and sud-

den buzz, all is right; but if it be a languid hum, or rather

a purring sound, the hive must be rejected, for the bees

are weak.'*

Mr. Wighton considers close Bee-houses objectionable,

aa harbouring injurious insect§ in summer, and being often

too damp in winter. He recommends a shed, open at

the sides, but with a roof low enough to shade the hives

except the doorways in summer ; in winter, when the

tun is low, that object is effected by hanging a mat in

front.

With regard to hives, the author has adopted one like

those used in Poland, but improved by himself. He gives

a figure of it as a frontispiece, and the following is his

own description:— "The distinguishing feature of this

hive is its simplicity ; its approach, in fact, to the habita-

tions which the Bees instinctively choose for themselves.

It consists of the root-end of a Spruce Fir, nine feet long
and three feet nine inches in circumference, from which
the centre wood is hollowed out, and the planks removed
for that purpose are sawn off to within three f»et of the
bottom. One of the^e is nailed on aaain at the back

;

Of The Booh of the Farm, Part IV. is before us. It

is illustrated by two well-executed plates of animals_ and

eleven woodcuts, and contains some excellent articlesj

upon most important practical matters—such as soils and

subsoils, climate, inclosures, and planting Thorn hedges.

We select the following observations upon soil, and the

means of performing a mechanical analysis of it :-=-

*' Soil, considered scientifically, may be described to be

essentiiilly a mixture of an impalpable powder, with a

greater or smaller quantity of visible particles of all sizes

and shapes. Careful examination will prove to us, that

although the visible particles have several indirect effects,

of so great importance that they are absolutely necessary

to soil, still the impalpable powder is the only portion'

which directly exerts any influence upon vegetation. This

impalpable powder consists of two distinct classe^ of sub-

stances, viz. inorganic or mineral matters, and anianimal and

I

the other being divided, fits into its place again as an
upper and lower door. The interior, seven inches square,
is separated by a slide into two compartments, the roof of
each being provided with four slips of wood nailed north
and south for the Bees to fix their coombs upon. By
reducing the cavity, the heat is increased within, which
enables the Bees to get on far^ter with their cells ; also in
winter they can be kept in one division, and they ahvavs
choose the upper. In taking away the honey, if the ope-
rator be afraid of the Bees, he can force them with a little

smoke from brown paper into one division : then putting
ia the slide, he will have it all his own way. 1 have found
it useful also when replacing swarms. For example, this
season I replaced the first swarm in the upper division,
having previously divided the hive with the slide. The
brood queens were below. The old queen and swarm
settled, and after two more swarms had come off, I al-
lowed the Bees to mingle together, and they went on in
peace aa if nothing bad happened. It was curious to hear
the young queens calling and the old one so near them.
In the lower division there are two entrances, one at the |

bottom and the other at the top, made with an auger, hav-
ing a slip of wood on the inside to keep out the jnice ; in
the upper part there is but one, which is in the centre.
They are of course made on the opposite side to the
doors ; the space out of which these last were sawed, be-
ing first fiihd np through its whole length by two glasses

filed into a moveable frame, gives the apiarian ample
means of observing the proceedings of his Bees; while,

when the doors are closed over it, the Bees are shielded

from the light and Uom changes of temperature. The
block-end of the hive is sunk two feet and a half into the

ttrth to keep it firmlj upright, and the top is closed with
fine, aAd Burmouated by a block of wood."

vegetable substances, in all the various stages of de-

composition.
" A very simple method may be employed to separate

these two classes of particles from each other, viz. the

impalpable powder and the visible particles; and, in so

doing, we obtain a very useful index to the real value of

the soil. Indeed, all soils, except stiff clays, can be dis-

criminated in this manner. The greater the proportion

of the impalpable matter, the greater, c<£leris paribus,

will be the fertility of the soil.

** To effect this separation, the following easy experiment

may be performed :—Take a glass-tube about two feet

long, closed at one end ; fill it about half full of water,

and shake it into a sufficient quantity of the soil to be ex-

amined, to fill the tube about two inches from the bottom ;

then put in a cork, and, having shaken the tube well to

mix the earth and water thoroaghlj, set the tube in an up-

right position, for the soil to settle down. Now, as the

larger particles are of course the heavier, they fall first, and

form the undermost layer of the deposite, and so on in

regular gradation, the impalpable powder being the last to

subside, and hence occupying the uppermost portion.

Then by examining the relative thickness of the various

layers, and calculating their proportions, you can make a

very accurate mechanical analysis of the soil."

A Compendium of the Veterinary Ari^ &c. By James
White. Seventeenth Edition. By W. C. Spooner.
8vo. Longmans.

When a work has passed through sixteen editions it is

superfluous to offer an opinion upon its value, for such a

sale is the best guarantee to the public that the book
answers the expectations of buyers. We have, therefore,

only to state that the three volumes of former editions are

here combined in one, that much unimportant matter has

been omitted to make room for new additions, that the

original text has been in several cases re-written, and that

this, the seventeenth edition, is in many respects a new
work. It is illustrated by 56 excellent woodcuts, by
Branston.

Baxler^s BritUh Flowering Plants—a work, with
plates of all the genera, appearing monthly, and ex-

tremely useful to those who study wild plants—has now
reached its 117th Number, and will soon be completed.

The last Number contains Eriocaulon, Asperugo, Bork-
hausia, and Trinia.

a

The Floriat's and Amateur's Guide, By J. Wake-
ling.
—

"We noticed the earlier numbers of this work

(p. 64B of 1841), and the favourable terms in which it

was mentioned apply equally to the later numbers. The
plates are the best representations of florists' flowers we
have seen ; they are well drawn and well colooired. The
Auricula (Dickson's Unique) and the Dahlias (Bragg'a
Great W^estern and Spary s Conqueror of the Plain) cor-

roborate our assertion. W^e fully enter into the feelings

of Dr. Horner, in his letter to the author, "that Mr.
Wakeling deserves well of the florist for having brought
forward so opportune a work."

to receive a due share of light, without which the buds at thei .

base, destined to produce fruit the following year, cannot be
perfectly formed. The reason usually assigned for retaining these
laterals is, to furnish an outlet for superabundant sap, and there-

by prevent the next year's buds from bieakiug prematurely ; but
of this there is no fear, so long as the laterals above the bunch
are not taken'away. Destroy all tendrils, and pinch off the end
of the growing shoot one clear joint beyond the embr}'o bunch

j

after a time a shoot will push from the uppermost bud, and a
lateral from the joint at which the fruit is situated, both of which
should be stopped when they have made one leaf, and afterwards

the weak shoots that spring from these may be pinched close off",

or permitted to extend a joii\t further when the Vines are grow-
ing vigorously. There will thus be two well-developed leaves—

.

one at and one beyond the bunch ; and whatever theorists may
say, experience has proved in a thousand instances that these

(assisted, perhaps, hi some degree by the smaller ones on the

stopped laterals) are competent to manufacture plenty of food

for a bunch of Grapes two or three pounds in weight. When the

fruit begins to change colour, all laterals that obstruct the light

should be cut off; but by no means destroy the principal leaves,

for so long as these retain their green colour they continue to

perform their functions of assimilating and depositing nutritive

matter within the vessels of the wood. The foregoing instruc-

tions apply to fruit-bearing shoots which are meant to be cut

back to two or three eyes at the next winter pruning. When
the long-rod method is followed, the shoots for next ycar-'s

bearing must not be stopped till they reach the point to which it

is intended to shorten them when pruned ; afterwards they may
be allowed to extend as far as there is room. With respect to

the proper quantity of fruit to be retained, no precise rule can be

given, because the w^eight of the crop shouUl depend upon the

strength of the plants, but it is always better to under than to

over-crop. One bunch upon each shoot will generally be suf*

ticient ; however, we w^ould keep two bunches upon strong shoots

in preference to crowding the latter one over the other in a con-

fused manner,
I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

Jn-door Department.

PixKRV.—Any late-potted plants that have not yet formed new
roots had better be shaded in bright sunshine ; sueh weather wUl

'

also make a more Uberal supply of water necessary, especially to

growing plants. Closathc houses while the sun shines strongly

upon them, and at the same time fill them with vapour by lightly

sprinkling the plants, and flooding the paths with water. A tem-

perature of 55° in the morning will be high enough for the gene-

ral stock ; but plants that are in fruit, or wanted to fruit, should

be kept 5 or 7 degrees warmer.
ViNKRV.—The late houses demand particular attention, as not

only the present but the succeeding year's crop is in a great

measure dependent upon their judicious management when the

wood is forming. Try to proportion the moisture in the atmo-

sphere to its temperature; when very warm, and especially if no

air is given, wet the floor of the house frequently; when cool.

keep it comparatively dry. Be cautious hi admitting air whUe

cutting winds prevail.

PEACH-nou-sK.—In the second house (commenced in Januar^O

the stones will now be about forming ; very regular management

will therefore be necessary. As this is a process which requires

time (generally from three to four weeks, accordingto the season)

for its completion, it will be dangerous-to attempt to hasten it;

consequently, all undue excitement should be avoided. The night

temperature mav range fiom 55^ to 6o^, and air ought to be given

when the sun has increased the heat 8 or 10 degrees. Cold water

should not be used, either for washing the foliage or for watering

the roots. . ^ n
Cherrv-housk.—As the fruit approaches maturity, gradually

dimhiish the supply of water, and let it have air whenever prac-

ticable, and all the light possible. Use, means, also, to free the

leaves from insects, if any exist, or the fruit will be much de-

teriorated.
^ .

Fig-house.—See that tlic watcrhig of the borders be not

neglected, or the loss of the crop will most likely be the conse-

quence. The broad leaves of the Fig perspire an immense quan.

tity of moisture in bright sunshine; therefore the roots will

require a corresponding supply. -
,

x, ij
bTRAWBERRiKS.—Theiatest plants Intended for forcmg shouia

now be brought forward. Moisten the leaves occasionally till

the blossoms expand, but these must never he wetted. Take care

that the plants are quite free from aphides before the fruit ripens;

they cannot be fumigated afterwards.
,

Cucumbers \^v Mklons need particular attention n^^^^"
weather as we have lately had. It is better to partially shade the

plants, and keep the frames close, than to permit very cold winds

to blow directly upon them. Examine and protect the hnings,

that they may not be suddenly chilled. Sow some hardy sorts ol

Cucumbers for ridges; likewise Gourds and Vegetable Marrows.

All these wiU more readily accommodate themselves to the ciir

mate of the hand-glasses when ridged out, if they arc not orougtit

up too tenderly.
Out- door Department.

Broccoli.—As the heads form, they should be sheltered trom

sun and frost by turning the leaves over them ; or the plants may

be taken up with balls and stored, in a cool shed. Protect tne

young seedlings against Chaffinches.

CALLiFi.o\vKRS.-Those under hand-glasses should be un-

covered every fine day. As they advance in growth, elevate tnt

glasses on bricks, ana earth up the plants. ,

OxALis Deppki is said (see Vol. I., p.-t8) to be a valuable aa-

dition to our esculent plants. This is the time recommendea lui

planting the bulbs, which are stated to thrive best in light sanay

soil enriched with decayed vegetable matter. Plant the tjui"»

singly, four or five inches distant from each other, and one uilu

deep, in row^s.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing tceek.
Tan subjoined directions for the summer management of Vines

under glass will answer "A Constant Reader's" questions upon
that subject, and possibly be of some service to other readers of
the Gardeners* ChronicU who may not have had much experience
in this matter ; and for this reason, although late in the sea-
^""0^^^ necessary to commence at the beginning. Whatever
method of training might be adopted, whether the long-rod
system, or the spur system, or any of their various modifications,
It is always essential to obt^n sound and mature bearing-wood

jand this can only be done by proper summer management.
When, therefore, the buds begin to push, select a sufficient num-
ber of the best-placed fruitful shoots, and destroy all that are not
wanted. As the shoots advance in growth, puich off all laterals
below the bunches as soon as they appear; this prevents the
lower portion of the shoots from becoming a tangled mass of
confusion in their after-growth, and permits the proper leavea

PEAs.-Earth up and stick as necessary. If cold
.^^^*J^f

should continue, a few Fir branches stuck between the
^^'']^J^

the earliest crop will in some degree screen them from the ^vlnu.

Potatoes—Lose no time in planting the main crop. ,

0}'chard.—T\ie principal business in this department now is pr

perly attending the wall-trees. Disbudding may be commeiii-

upon any Peach and Nectarine tsees that are forward «"*?"£"'

is a bad practice, however, to reduce the shoots ^"f^.^^^t
time. The coverings of Fig-trees should be diramished, dui "

wholly removed.
n.—FLOWER-GARDEX AND .SHRUBBEUY,

In-door Depiirtment. . *.

STOVE.-Take care that plants with large broad leaves go nu

flag for want of water; give manure-water to such P^
J,_th-

Musas, Hibiscus, &c. Give air with caution so long as c'^^'^^Y^
^j

east winds continue. The young shoots must now be t^^-ii

carefully into the desired form, for much of the beauty ol creti^^

particularly wiU depend upon this being attended to.
^

GaKExnousB ani> Con'skrvatory.—In this cold wmoy^
^^

ther, discretion is needed in opening the cashes of the tioj^=

which Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, &c., are grov^ ^ «^»

air will be necessary, yet a current of chilling wmU fcuoum

guarded against. Hard- wooded plants, being ^^^s delicate, i

not be shut up too closely. The low-growingCactaceous i-i
.^^

such as Mammillaria, Melocactus. and similar genera,
^^^^'^*TJ*- ^

re-pottiug. If perfect drainage is secured, these thrive weu

more nutritive compost than is generally given them.
Pits axi> Frames.- Pot off rooted cuttings, always us »

small pots and light soil at first. Keep tiiem close ai\Y^r"eu
warmer for a few days afterwards. Plants fur the fi*'^^'*^\^^„„ais

should be kept dwarf ajid bushy by repeated stoppings, an

uitended to flower in pots will not make large and
^^^^^J,^.^^

If they are allowed to produce blossoms when youngi ^'^

especially should have the flower-buds removed.

.

fHit-door Department. j^gt-
Continue the protection of flower-pots to annuals ^^yr^'^^f

cominy up inthefiower-borUersi they cau be HkkettQn"**"^
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and replaced in the evening. Be careful. lilcewise» of choice
Tulips, and other valuable bulbs. Prune Roses that have hitherto
been left undone to induce late flowers. The shoots should be
cut back to the buds near their base that are latest in breaking*.
In the re'serve ground, sow seeds of perennial and biennial
iowers, for transplanting*.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
KrRSKRv.—Tender seedlings that are just appearing above

ground might be screened from cold winds and frost by Fir
branches; the beds must also be kept free from weeds. Oaks,
Hollies, and many plants which are late iu vegetating, may be
grafted.
Forest avd Coppice Woods.—As the season for felling Oak

timber is now approaching, other work should be got out of hand
as speedily as possible, that advantage may be taken of the first
warm weather for this important business.—J. B. Whiting, The

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending April 14,
1942, as observed at the flortrcuUurai Garden, Chiswick.

I Wind. iRain.
April

Friday 8
Saturday 9
SiiRday 10

lifoadAy 1

1

Tuefday 13

Wednesda)I3
Thurgday 14

AvtTttgt

ItAROMKTEH.
I rHKRMOHXTBft.

30.190
30.331
30.355
30.21(5

SO.lOi
S9.992
B0.025

30.

1

73

iM in.
" .3

' 30.307
30.281
80.137
30.023*

£9.057
29.940

30.099

Max.
&d
67

49
46
47
63

50.7

Min.
«7
34
S9
84
M
S6
89

33 6

M ean

.

48.S
45.5
37.5
41.5
41.0
41.6
45.5

42.1

Aprils. Hazy; cold and dry; slight h^ze and sunshine: clear
and frosty at night.

Q. Clear, with cold dry easterly wind ; cloudy.
Light hazy clouds and dry air ; overcast; slight frost.
Light clouds; slight shower ; clear and cold.
Cold and dry; cloudy.
Cold rain; cloudy; slight showers; rain at night.
Cloudy ; showers, partly hail ; overcast.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last iG years, for
the ensuing Week ending: April 23, IS42.

10.

n.
12.

13.

14.

Aver. Aver.
Hi(;heiit Ixjweit

Temp.' . M. lA Temp.

Sun. 17 55.7

M uQ. 18 674
Tupi. 10 68 4
Wed. 90 57.9
Thun1.21 66.6
Fri. S8 68.4
Sat. i3 66.7

Mean
Temp

No. of
Yean in
wiiicli it

Hained.

(JreaeeBt
quantity

0.32 Id.

0.49
O.'-i

82
0.20
0.32
0.52

Prevailinf^ Windf.

!w _.!k .^ibTL- >.

H

6

;i

1

9
I

t
S
3
4

3

81

2

2
1!

1

1

a!

1

I

1

1
2

1

i (

1

1

i;—

1

1

1

cr

2
2
2
4
2
1

S

»! 1

4 2
5 _
* 2
S _
5 „
3! 4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 24th, iS40-thcrmonieter 75^; and the lowest on the loth' 1838
thermometer 26'

REPORT ON COVEKT GARDEN MARK
For the week ending April 15, 1842.

The Market has been rather scantily supplied with Vegetables
during the past week, owhig to the continued cold winds. Most
kinds of fruit are, however, plentiful; but trade has not been
quite so brisk as last week,— Fruit. Pines arc plentiful, not vary-
ing in price from our last Report. There are still a few Hothouse
Grapes to be obtained, A few Peaches and Nectarines, which
appeared to be tolerably good, were offered at 20*. per dozen. We
hkewise observed a small punnet of Cherries, lor which 21*. were
asked. Apples are rather hicreasing in price ; good Nonpareils,
fetch from u.s. to 30*. per bushel. Pears continue much the
same. Strawberries are becoming more plentiful; those offered
are generally of good quality. Cucumbers are tolerably plentiful,
at a somewhat reduced price— Vegetabhs. Broccoli is now be-
coming scarce, and the price of it is consequently raised. Kidney
Beans are pleritiful ; the price of them still continues the same.New Potatoes remain much the same, fetching from Is. gd. to 'ds.
per lb. Asparagus is very good; the supply, however, is not
abundant, and it has risen in price during the past week.
Seakaleis plentiful and excellent; it fetches from 1«. to l.s. 6d.
per punnet. Plenty of Salading of all kinds may be obtained,
and of a good quality. The supply of Rhubarb is fast increasing,
not varying in price from our last account. Mushrooms may be
had m tolerable quantity, but they are rather dearer than during
the preceding week.

PRICES S.*TrRnAY, Afrii. J6, 1842.—FKUITS :—
Apples, Kitchen, per bush. 3«&/io7«
1^ — Dessert, per biishel.Sjto 14*
re;ira,defr£e2t,perhaIf<sieve,arto24«
Strawberries, forced, per oz., 1j to U3d
reaches, per doz- 20*
Nectarines, per doz., go*
Pine Applf, jierlb. Hi tolZs
Grapes, hothnuso, per pound, 15j to 20j— ^panUh, per lb., U to 2* €d— Portiijjal

, per lb., U to Sg
Oranges per doz., 9d to 2* €d— per ino,4# to I6t— Bitter, per 100,6jto20i

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*— per 100. 5»io IPt
Cufumbers, per brace, 2i to 5*
Almonds, per peck, 7* to 8*
Sueet Almonds, per pound, 2sQdio3t
Chesnuts, pei peck, 5i lo 8j
Walnuts, per buj^he], i6* to 2U
Co'jb XniB, per peck, 3* €d
Nuts, per bushel—— BraziJ, 20*— Spanish, I6a— Iiarc*'lona, SOt to 24$— lurkey, l6t

vegetabi.es.
Cabbage, per doz , 1* 3*? tn Ts6d
CabbHge, Ked, torpitklinir.C*
Cabbage Plants, ^pr don.fi»to 7i
Brurtoli, White, p. bnch., la a4 to2$6d
~

Q«^t' .*' *" *' -^ , ^ , „
Asparagus, pe'r*loft,Ya"iKe; Jn.'to")'^

Potatoes, perton, A0# to lOOs— per c»'t.2«6rf to 5«

8, per half sieT€, «<W to 3*
for pick., ^er lif.-iieve, 2« to 2«6J
Green, per doz. bthes., 2$ to S««J
Spanish, per dozen, J« Gd i« At

(

per bushel. If 6J 10 2$
Kidney, per bush. s< to3«— New, per ]wiund, ]« C(/ tu 3s

Turnips, pet dozen bunchrs, 2$ to 2s 6d
Carrots, per dnx. bnnrhea, 6#
Parsneps, per dozen, ijd to Gd
Red Beet, perdo7en, Cd to )$ e,d
Horse Radish, per bundle, 1« toSs
R*dish, per doz. hands (24to30each)

Is 3d to Is M
— Turnip, per dor. bcJi., 3*

Cfaives, per pot, <W
l.eeks, per dozen bunches, 6d toU
Garlic, per lb. 8J
Sftallois, per lb., U

Sptue, or Small, is to 5s 6d
'— Natural, 25*

Sea kale, per punnet, 1* 6d to 2s
l_.ettut'e. Cabbajre, per srure.Gd toM
t^os, per half f ieve, Is 10 Js 6d
Endive, per score, 2i tc3»
^elery.per l.iindle(I«to 15) 9.1 to Is
Small Salads, per punnet, 3d
Corn Salad, per half sieve, 9d to U
lVaiercxefes,p.dz. small bunch, "rfto 8d
Parsley, per half sieve, 2# toSi 6d
Tarraeon, perduzea bunches, 4s
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 3f
SjiKe, per doz bunches, lis

Mint, pel dozen btinches,4«
Basil, pvr bunch, yd to is

Hhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, B/ to l2i
-Mushrooms, per pottle, 2i iid to 3*

Notices to Correspondents.

tiieir ^Pt'f^^
reqiiiring copies of particular Numbers to make up

we rin ^ T"*^ ''^^^'' ^^^™ through their regular news-agents, as

notice a^nH °"^^^>^'^f
send copies direct from the office. This

is enLm?. i^""!;^
directly to a subscriber at North Shields, but

rWrn^P^H^^J'''''*'^^ *=^ ^^^ subscribers; ai.d we would further

RPt^^^fH^
those who niay have lost copies to complete their

of the Kurabere
*^ ^"^^' ^^ ^^ ^"^ "^^*^ *^''^ ^^ ^^^"^ ^^ ^^""^

fcfdistributl'on^
^'^^'^^ "^^ ^^'*' Paxton's "Gardener's Calendar"

i*UnU^'^Tr?^M^'!f ^''^' " "'^ ^'^^"^ ^=^ seme TiMBKR cut in the
owino- toits n!^, '? f^''^

*° depend on the age of the moon,
there^cp^rtS'dii ^^^''"? ".P ^^^ ^^^^ ^"^ practical planters

this is UkPlvfnhie
^''''''*^^ '" *^® <IurabiUtyi" atid he asks us if

we do not gro^^^^^
We think not. He then says, -As

the fruiLbut^r^v f
1;'^"'^^^ "' "^^^ country for the va:ue of

pretty evercTepn f r ^ sweetness of the blossom and the
sort of Orange oiithl^^^'

^}''^ ®^^"^*^ t^^^>' ^^ grafted? What
time should we sow iff- ^«° ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ from, and at what
trafted Orange-trees Tr. }^* nevertheless, advise him to buy
Granger deKice ft frnifrf^^*^^

^^^^ P^**=^' ™^"r sorts, as the
tiflore are prop!;^e^^^^ mulUflore, and Bigaradier muU
secondly, it wiU^^^.^f^*'*^^^^^ abundant flowering; and
that iua'i«uience will b.^"*^

before his seedlings flower at aU*^iejic€ MiU be worn outi or at Imt ours would be.

A Subscriber,—The seed of the Portugal Cabbage should be
sown the last week in March. Want of .^ace for the roots of
your Vines to run in. is the cause of the leaves curling and be-
coming spotted. It is impossible for them to obtain sufficitut uu-
tnment from a border l^lt. wide between two walls. To destroy
the CoccL's you must next winter peel the rough bark ofl your
Vines, and brush the stems over with a thick mixture of flowers-
of-sulphur and tobacco-water.

T. H. J>.—The Poaxi cAi, Cabbage requires the same treat-
ment as the more common kinds, with this difference, that it

must be sown sufficiently early to allow of its arriving at matu-
rity before the autumnal frosts.
A i>ut/scriber,—iiirR\Tii of soda is used at the rate of I or

1

J

cwt. per Euglibh acre. If Asparagus-beds are watered with salt
and water as strong as sea-water, we fcUculd fear that Onions
would suffer in consequence, but we are not certain. Wi'd Pars-
nep can only be destroyed by digging it up, or putting a large
pinch of salt upon the wounded crown of the root.

H'. i*.—The reason why we recommend Asparagus to be wa-
tered only once with salt water, but then to be well soaked, is
that we are ignorant of tUe quantity of salt this plant will bear,
and of the quantity of salt in the sea on the coast of Guipuscoa.
The proportion of salt in sea-water varies from less than 2 to
nearly 4 per cent, in different places. The coarsest and most
impure salt will be most tit lor use. Give your beds as thorough
a soaking as if they had been inundated. '

Simon Trpputience,—When liquids effervesce on the addition
of an acid, it is not because they contain ammonia, but because
they contain carbonic acid or carbonates ; a solution of caustic
ammonia will not effervesce with any acid but a liquid containing
carbonate of ammonia ; soda, potash, or any carbonate, will effer-
vesce, in consequence of the expulsion of the carbonic acid by
the stronger acid. It is as well in adding acid to liquids con-
taining ammonia for the purpose of fixing it, to add enough to
expel all the carhqpic acid of the carbonate of ammonia or any
other carbonates present, as by so doing we are aure we add
enough to fix the ammonia ; when all the carbonate of ammonia
present is conveited into sulphate, no more effervescence can be
occasioned by adding fresh acid; but if the solution is very weak,
or contains very little carbonate of ammonia, the ettcrvescence
occasioned will be very trifling and hardly perceptible. The pro-
priety of using such liquid aione, or diluted with water, will
depend on its strength, no general r\ile can be yet given, but
it is very desirable that experiments should be made with vai ious
strengths so as to discover the proportions proper to be used.

JS?.—Sulphate of Baryta is of no u&c whatever in fixing am-
monia. Baryta has a more powerful aflinity than any other sub-
stance for sulphmic acid; and hence neither ammonia nor any
other base can decompose it. The effect of sulphate of baryta
on plants is very little known, but is probably inconsiderable, it
is perfectly insoluble in water, and, in consequence, has no action
on animals, though all the other compounds of baryta are \Qry
poisonous.

liustiLtis cj:pcctans.—The statement about Gl'Axo was given
on the authority of Professor Johnston, who, no doubt, quotes
wholesale prices. Salt cake, which' Ss impure sulph^e of soda,
may be had cheap enough. You had better drill bonc-Uu&t
soaked in gas- water with your Mangel-wurzel,

C. F. P. has a brick duaik from his cow-yard and piggeries,
which runs by the stables and receives the fluids from thence
and elsewhere. Also the whole of the soap-suds and washintTS
of the house, and contents of the closets in the house, arc by this
drain conveyed into a brick reservoir, about 12 or 15 feet deep:
this reservoir is bricked over and has not been opened for the
labt six years. At a certain height in this reseivoir there is an
opening to allow the waste fluid to run off. and this, heretofore,
has gone down a ditch and has been lost / He has now made an
opening at the side of the ditch, sunk it about three feet to
receive this superfluous !iquid, and he wishes to ask whether we
think this liquid is in a proper state to apply as a manure to the
kitchen or flower garden ? whether the soap-suds and washhigs
from the back kitchen, brewery, &c., will not be sufficient (with-
out its undergoing any chemical process) to render it a useful
manure as soon as it runs down?—The fluid last mentioned is,
doubtless, an active manure; but, il" it smells, we should add
powdered, not burnt, gypsum, until it ceases to be in any degree
offensive. All the effluvium from the reservoir may be arrested
if sulphuric acid enough, diluted with water, is added ; by open-
ing an aperture into the reservoir this agent may be introduced
without poisoning the neighbourhood, and the contents of the
reservoir will be twice as valuable.

iV. I). H. ii.— AA'c advise you to examine the roots of your
Lemox-trkes; no doubt there is something wrong with them.
You will either find them too dry, or the soil ha» got into a wet
and sour condition. In either case remove the most of it, spread
out the roots well, and add fresh soil. You may then prune them
back; and if in tubs, remove them to a house which is kept
warmer than the conservatory; if you cannot do this, they will
probably recover where they are. The CamelUa can be success-
fully inarched in the conservatory; although many'persons do
this in cold pits. We prefer inarching in the common way, where
it can he done, to the inserting the end of the scion in a phial of
water; but they succeed very well in the latter way. We fear
you arc too late for grafting Roses now; it is not worth while
to do so with the Chinese and the varieties, as they strike so
freely from cuttings. You will fiud various lists and descriptions
of Coniferous plants by referring to our back Numbers. See pp,
340 and 564 (1841), and p. .'i2. The greater part of the Mexican
kinds have not been long enough in the country to enable us to
say whether they wiii prove hardy or not.

J}, £.—We do not knowwiiat effect maybe produced on plants
by the refuse from pyroligiicous acid works. Chahcoal by itself
would, no doubt, be advantageous to stiff land as a manure.
W e were not aware that the colour of blue Russian Violets
changes to white at the end of the blooming season. Zinc would
be appUcable for lining a sink for washing purposes.
A Constant -Kcader.—Larch or any other limber, steeped incoa-

ROSiVK SL'BLiMATK, givcs out a vapour highly injurious to all
pla^its that it comes into contact with. S<n-eral experunents that
have been made in the Garden of the Horticultural Society have
all led to the same result. See page i;6 of the present volume,

//. G, K, B.—If you collect a large quantity of liquid mavurk.
put it in tubs, and add powdered gypsum to it, it will be fit for
use all the summer ; but it is of no use to add sulphate of ammo-
nia to it, because that will be ready formed in the mixture. Gyp-
sum can be obtained of the drysalters or dealers in manure; the
best to procure is the unburnt, broken or ground to powder.

/. S, S. S.—Your seedling Carxations are apparently dying
from being placed in too damp an atmosphere. ^ Your Tulips'are,
no ^oubt, too much drawn up from want of" sufficient air, or
some other cause

; probably you cover them too much. Wake-
ling's " Florist's Guide"' may be ordered of any bookseller.
X. X. X. will be fully answered next week,
iV. D,'s maggots being dead, it is impossible to determine the

genus to which they ought to be referred. They are probably,
the iarvas of some dipterous insect, and are in no way allied to'
the Raspberry- beetle, which we have not at present reared.— i?.

A Covntr^mun.—Yictiix. is Latin, There is no such word as
Victress, except in your neighbour's vain imaginings.
A Subscriber.—"Wc cannot tell what your plant is by the leaf

sent, hut it looks like Ab^itiJon striatum.
G. n\'s flower is apparently Zephyranthes rosea.
J, S. — Platylobium ovatum, Tweedia c^nilea, and Clv^matls

azurea would be considered pioper greenhouse creepers at the
shows of the Horticultural Society.

T. Rivers,- From the fragment sent, your Rose appears to be
the Rosa rubif(51ia. -

*^-

An Essex Subscriber,—Th^ very handsome^ somewhat pear-
maln-shaped Apple, with a broad shallow eye, is not known;
but it well desencs cultivation.
A Constant Jieadfr^—Sow ygviX Prt^tea seed ia B iniJttart 0/

maiden loam, peat, and sand, taking care to drain the potstho
roughly. Cover the ^ecd lightly, and plunge the pots in a hot-
bed. Your plants are— I, Andr6meda calycina; 2, Muscari comc-
sum ; 3, Aubrietia dcltOtdea.
John Go/tfi>.— Pastel is the common Woad, or I satis tinct<5ria.

Your plant is the Anemone quinqucfdlia of Linnaeus, wiiich is now
regarded as a variety of A. nemorosa.
An Old Subscriber is answered in a leadin^r article of to-day.
ir. ^7ncarf.—Stephanotus floribundus is a handson:e store-

plant, Li»iUit;y*s " Synopsis " contains all the flowering plants of
Great Britain, but not the Cn-ptcgamic. It may be obuined of
any bookseller.
To JS:. J?.-It5s difficult to divide the colours of Pelargoniums

satisfactorily, the gradation from one to the other beijig so
slight, "iouwill find a very agrccaUe variety iu the foUowijie
24 sorts:—

« / •

Mhite.
Annette.
Leila.

Witch.
Pink, Light Hose, and Hose,
MatUaa.
S>lph.
Cyrus.
Clarissa.

Corona.
Florence,
Nymph.
Gaines's Prince Albert
BriiiCimaid.

Hope!
danthc

Albion. •

AUc a superba.
Orange.

Comte de Paris.
Oiange Boveu.
Ert rtum,
Emily.
Jeweaa.

Crimmn.
Splendidiim.
Gail ,^ J King.
Grand Puke.
Arabella.

Fvrple,
Conservative.

r/'M.—You say that seeds of Brachvcome ibcridif*'>Ua Rho-
Manglcbii, and Portulaca Thr'"-86nii were sown In light

rich earth in a good hotbed, though not in pots ; and that m^w
other seeds were sowu at the same time, and in the same pUicc,
three weeks ago, and that all your sctdt have germinated, and
apiiear ni full vigrur. with the CNception of the thiee first-named,
which obstmately refuse to come up. Ynu had better wait a little
longer belore you disturb them ; if they do not appear soon, youmay consider them fairly derunct. Your old Hollv, for which
you have a great regard, and which was severely injured by frost
nnd salt winds some ) cars ago, so that its branches arc but spar-
ingly covered with leaves, had better l)e cut back a little andwhen it begins to grow, water the surrounding soil wilh nitrate
of soda. • -» -^

A Lady Subscribcr.-^Yom plant is Frit-lJdna mcleajgris; it may
be obtamed at any nursery.

Tlortulatius.—'So. 1 of your Heaths is so Kmall a ppecimcn, and
there are so many which rc^emble It, that it is impossible to naiiM
It. No. 2 IS Erica baccans. 3 is K. nmtabiUs, so called because
the flowers became paler as they expand.

X, K Z.—The Pomegranate requires to he planted upon a dry
subsoil, and in the warmest possible situation. If again-t asouth
wall, and the above tjirections be attended to, we have not the
least doubt it will flower ficcly.
Jgnoramus.—The botanical name of Fumitory is Fum^ia.
J.Jnnex,~The failure of your Hyacinths mav, we think, be at-

tributed to the copious rains which fell all: r you had planted the
bulbs. The covering of dung and leaves would have suited them
in a iiry seasifti, but in a wet one it merely served to prevent the
bed from becoming dry,

J. //. 5.—The plant you sent was Seris.sa foetida.
To C. H;—The leaves of Pelargoniums frequently become

8pottc<i from the tempo ature of the house having been kept too
low in winter, WMth a damp atmosnherc: giving air immediately
after s\ ringing the plants will ftlsO cause it ; and a similar effect
may be produced by crude or stimulating manures. If the mi».
chief aii^L:; from the first-mentioned cause, leave oft syringing- for
a time, and get the temperature of the house into a more favour-
'able condition

; if from the-jsccond, keep the houi^e closed alter
syringing : if it is caused by the reason la^t mentioned, repot into
a milder compost, after shaking off the old soil.

2iochester,—The plant called Mercury {Chenop<^dium bonus
Heniicus) which you regard as an excellent vegetable, far supe-
rior to Spinach, and which in Lincolnshire is to be found in
almost every garden, is a perennial ^ its young shoots peeled and
boiled are eaten as Asparagus, while its leaves are dressed iu the
same way as Spinach. It is cut in the spring (very early}, and
after it has flowered is no longer fit for the ta?jJe. It is then
mowed down early in the summer. A little rotten manure is
forked into the bed before it begins to shoot up. and it requires
no further cire, except to keep it free from weeds. It is not kept -
in the seedshops, but the seeds are easily collected from the wild
plant, which grows in many places among rubbi.^h. It is now
0!it of cultivation, except here and there, in consequence of
Spinach being preferred to it.

E. F. /..—If guano is used as top-dressing for meadow or pas-
ture land, it must be in very small quantity. The K t way will
be to mix it with four times as much sand or fine mould, and to
scale it with a shovel.

R,l).—\\'e cannot advise you as to the quantity of Guavo
which it is safe to use for Pelargoniums. Experiments on the
subject are wanted, and it you trj- any we shall be glad to be in-
formed. This sort of manure, and many others of great power,
require to be employed with much caution.
H. P. .If. P.— Hibiscus kscclbntus is a tender stove herba-

ceous plant, easily cultivated in moi.^t heat, but devoured by red
spider if the air is allowed to be dry. Its pods arc used as an in
gredient in soups, which they render liiucilagincus. "We know
nothing of thb Cabul Melon,

Ojhikron.—The best course for you to take with your dried-cp
TrRF is to water it plentifully with the ammoniacal liquor of the
gas-works, diiutcd with four or five parts of water. Nitrate of
soda would hardly act so quickly or so energeticalh*. Or, if you
have any diflicuity in procuring these substances,' water it weU
with putrid yeast, diluted with water till it becomes as pale as
small-beer. Should you prefer employing nitrate of soda. u?e it
at the rate of l lb. to the square rod, dissc Ived in plenty of water:
Erratlm.-Ih Mr. Major's Advertisement which appeared

last M-eek. the price of the set of six seedling Pansies ought to
have been 30.?., and not 205., as printed.
As usual, many lettersliave arrived too late for answers this w.J;,

^ J

NEWS OF THE WEEK,
The proceedings in the French Chambers still consti-

tute the chief topic of interest in our news from Paris. Ia
the adjourned debate on the supplemeatary credits, tha
question of the census, "which gave rise to such serious dis»

turbanccs last year, was bronsLt under discussion, when the

Chamber of Deputies negatived an amendment of the Op-
position for a new mode of estimating the assessed taxes,

and voted the suppliel required by Ministers by a large

majority. In the Chamber of Peers an iutcresting.debate

hag talceti place ou the right-of-search treaty, in conneA-ioa

with the seizure of two French vessels by English cruisers,

on suspicion of being engaged in the Slave-trade. The re-

markable feature of the debate was the decideJ manner in

which M. Guizot announced the intention of the Ministry

to maintain a good understanding with Great Britain: he

protested against the continued attacki of the Oppositioa

on the lubject of the imtf* •• ^^^^S ^^ ^^^^^ tendency
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than to keep up angry feelings belween two great nations

•nJ Governments ; he expressed on the part of the Mi-

nistry a profound esteem for the Governmen of this

.„„„,r. .nd declared that tliey vvould not permit
conntry, and

tLeir relations

iities and public

trade, be said that the great

bolitioa of that traffic was bequeathed to

with it to

credulity.

be .disturbed by anirao-

In regard to tlie Slave-

task of effecting the

them by

and no consideration should induce

noble
their predecessors,

him to renounce the hope of completing so

Advices of an unfavourable character
an undertaking.

bad been received in Paris from Algiers, announcing the

re-appearance of Abd-el-Kader at the head of a considerable

force ; the French Governor.General seems to have been

taken by surprise, and the renewal of the war is no longer

doubtful.—From Spain we learn that the Minister of

Finance continue? to meet with a strong opposition, and

it is expected that the Regent will eventually be under

the necesrity of dissolving the present Cortes.—In Por-

tugal, the commercial treaty with England, and the

approaching elections, are the chief topics of inter-

cat. The Duke of Palmelia has been appointed to con-

elude the treaty with this country, assisted by a special

commissiou connected with the wine districts of Oporto,

whirh are now suffering extreme distress from the

decreased exportation. An extensive opposition to

the Chartist Ministry has been organised, for the purpose

of opposing the Government candidates at the new elec-

tions ; but the Ministers arc said to entertain little fear of

the coalition.—Our German news announces that the

Austrian Government are about to follow the example of

England, and adopt a uniform rate of postage ; and our

advices from Belgium mention a serious mutiny which had

broken out in one of the military prisons, and called

for the interference of the troops before order was re-

stored.—A few scattered rumours, relating to the late

disasters in Affghanistan, have been published since our

last, but they aie somewhat contradictory in" their de-

tails ; one of these accounts states that Jellalabad had

been attacked, and that a great battle had been fought, in

irhich Akhuar Khan was killed; another mentions that

the ladies, the hostages, and all the prisoners, continued

to be treated with consideration ; while a more recent re-

port announces a further disaster at Ghuznee, which ap-

pears to require confirmation.

At home, the attention of Parliament has been occu-

pied by the consideration of the new Ministerial measures.

In the Lords, the Exchequer Bills' Commission Bill has

becu'read a third time and passed, and the second reading

of the Corn Importation Bill has been postponed until

next week, lu the Commons, a debate of some inter-

est occurred on Monday, respecting the reception of a

petitioa against the Income-tax : Sir Robert Peel

opposed the motion for its admission, on the ground

of the ancient usage, of 150 years' standing, exclud-

ing petitions against pendir^g taxes; and on a divi-

sion it was negatived by a majority of one. The ques-

tion wai again brought forward on Wednesday, when the

feeling on both sides of the House appeared to be so

strongly in favour of a relaxation of the custom, that Sir

R. Peel gave way, when a series of resolutions, admitting

petitions against pending taxes, but without discussion,

were adopted. On the same night, after the debate on the

Income-lax had been resumed, the House divided on the

measare of Ministers and on the resolutions of Lord J,

Russell, when the former was affirmed by a majority of 106.

Court—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, tlie Prince of
Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue at
Buckingham Palace. The Queen held a court on Satur-
day at Buckingham Palace, for the reception of Addresses
on the Throue. On Monday her Majesty held, at St.
James's Palace, a Chapter of the Order of the Garter

;
and on Wednesday a levee» the second this season. The
Queen gave a state ball at Buckingham Palace last even-
Itig.—H.R.H. Prince Albert will direct the third Concert
of Ancient Music on Wednesday next, on which occasion
her Majesty will give a banquet to the directors at Buck-
ingham Palace, and afterwards, it is expected, honour the
concert with her presence.—The Viscountess Jocelyn has
Bucceeded the Dowager Lady Lyttelton as the Lady in
Waiting on the Queen, and Viscount Sydney and Gea. the
Hon. Sir W, Lumky have succeeded the Earl of Warwick
and Admiral Sir Robert Otway as the Lord and Groom in
Waiting on her Majesty. The Hon. Miss Murray and
the Hon. Miss Lister hive succeeded the Lady Caroline
Cocks and the Hon. Miss Cavendish as the Maids of Ho-
nour in Waiting on her Majesty*

Order of the Garter,—At a Chapter of the Order of the
Garter, held by her Majesty at St. Jameses Palace on
JMonJay, the Prelate of the Order, by her Majesty's com-
mand, read a new statute, whereby his Majesty the King of
Saxony was declared a Knight of the Order. The Uakes
of Buckingham, Beaufort, and Cleveland, and the Marquis
of Salisbury were also elected Knights of the Garter and
IjftTested by her Majesty with the insignia of the order.

Official Appointments,—The Marquis of Tweeddale has'
been appointed Governor of Madras, and also Commander-
in-Chief of the forces m that Presidency.^— The Govern-
meat has appointed Sir Benjamia D'Urbaa Commander

in-Chief of the forces in India, and recalled Sir Jasper M-

coUs, who was appointed in 1839. It is announced that

Admiral Sir David Milne, G.C.B., will succeed Admiral

Sir G. Moore in the Plymouth command ;
and it is un-

derstood in the naval circles that Adu.iral Sir Charles

Rowley, G.C-fe., will succeed to the Portsmouth com-

mand; and that ^ear-Admiral Hyde Parker, C.B^,uilI

be the successor to Rear-Admiral the Hon. D. P. Bouve-

rie, whosetime will expire in July.-The Duke of Marl-

borough has been appointed Lord Lieutenant and Custos

Rotulorum of Oxfordshire, in the room of the late Earl of

Macclesfield. . . • *. *i ^
Farliamentary Movements.—Th^ petitions against the

returns for St. Ives, the county of Tipperary, and

Rochester have been abandoned. The Committee ap-

pointed to inquire into the Sudbury Election Petition

have declared that the two sitting members, Mr. > filters

and Mr. Dyce-Sombre. were not duly elected for the bo-

rough of Sudbury at the last election ; that the last elec-

tion for thai borough was void, and that the Committee

had come unanimously to the following resolution : "That

Mr. Villiers and Mr. Dyce-Sombre have by their agents

been <-uiltv of bribery at the last election ;
that the Com-

mittee are' of opinion that a system of gross and extensive

bribery prevailed at the last election, and consider it their

duty to express their unanimous opinion that the borough

of Sudbury ought to be disfranchised, and that a new writ

ought not to be issued for that borough." -
_

Gazette Announcements.—Th^ Gazette of last night in-

forms us that the Queen has been pleased to direct letters

patent to be passed under the Great Seal, granting the

dignity of a Baronet of the United Kingdom unto the

Right Hon. John Pirie. Lord Mayor of London. It also an-

nounces that her Majesty has been pleased to confer the

honour of Knighthood upon James Campbell, Esq., Lord

Provost of Glasgow ; upon Henry Thomas De la Beche,

Esq., F.R.S., Director of the Ordnance Geological Survey

of Great Britain, and of the Museum of Economic Geo-

logy: upon William Drysdale, of Pittuchar, Esq.; and

upon Major George Gun Munro, of Poyntzfield.

jporcign.

France.— r^^ Chambers,—The Chamber of Deputies

has been occupied since our last with the adjourned debate

on the Supplementary Credits. The article granting one

million francs for the expense of the census gave rise to

an animated discussion ; the Minister of Finance contend-

ing that its direction ought not to be left to the discretion

of municipal councils. M. de MaUeville argued against

the system of the central administration, and proposed as

an amendment, that in the session of 1844, and every suc-

ceeding period of ten years, a new estimate of the amount

ot taxes to be levied on doors, windows, furniture. &c.,

should be laid before the Chamber. M. Thiers supported

the amendment in a speech which occupied two hours, and

urged a number of objections ygainst the present mode of

taking the census. M. Duchatel, the Minister of the In-

terior, opposed the amendment, and after a lengthened

debate M. Malleville's amendment was rejected, and the

supplies required by Ministers were voted by a majority of

220 to 143.— In the Chamber of Peers, on- Monday, an

interesting dt;bate took place on the subject of the right-

of-search treaty, in consequence of the Marquis de Boissy

bringing on his interrogation of the Ministry respecting

the affair of thje Marabout, a French vessel that had been

seized by an English man-of-war on suspicion of being

engaged in the slave-trade. All the Ministers were in

their places, except the Ministers of Marine and Public

Works. The Marquis de Boissy commenced by stating

that he did not consider it possible for France to ratify

the right-of-search treaty of Dec. 1841. He asked M.
Guizot what must be thought of the current rumours, that

the British Government had exacted this ratification ? He
then read at great length some reports relative to the cap-

ture of the Marabout, and complained strongly of the

alleged ill-treatment of that vessel by the English officers,

whose conduct on this occasion he considered as a viola-

tion of the treaty. He asked of the Minister of Marine

(Admiral Duperre, who just thea entered the Chamber,)

if the reports which had been published respecting this

transaction were correct ; and if so, he demanded of the

Minister of Foreign Affairs what steps he had taken to

obtain reparation. The Prince of Moskwa (Marshal Ney''s

son) then ascended the tribune, and referred to the cap-

ture of another French ship, the brig Senegambie, by
British ships of war ; a vessel which, he said, was employed
in the transport of tree negroes, engaged to he sent to the

French colony of Cayenne. The Sen^gambie was declared

a lawful and proper capture by the Sierra Leofte Court.

The Prince contended that this was a violation of the

treaty of 1833, because the vessels seized ought to be tried

by the tribunals of the nation to which they belonged.

He was of opinion that the Cabinet ought to have protested

energetically against such a dangerous precedent. M.
Guizot thea rose to reply ; and commenced by calling the

attention of the Peers to the remarkable fact, that the

Marabout affair was the first complaint that had been
made since the treaties of 1831 and 1833. The Marabout,
he said, had been seized on suspicion of being engaged in

the slave-trade, and according to the stipulations of the

treaties was conveyed to Cayenne to be judged. The crew
was acquitted, and the tribunal awarded 2G0,00Of. da-

mages indemnity, due by the British Government for the

seizure to the proprietors of the Marabout, and the latter

thought this indemnity quite sufficient. The English
Government had the right to appeal against the judgment,

and all that the French Government could do was not to

abandon its own. In respect to the affair of the S^n^*
gamble, M. Guizot explained that it had been seized in

British waters, and it was a principle of common law that

anything that had taken place in t^e waters of a particular

nation should be tried by the courts of that nation.

France, continued the Minister, had only to complain of

rigorous and bad actions, and she had done so with firm-

ness, without disparaging the right which appertained to

all nations, but at the same time protesting against unjust

vexations, which nothing could justify. M. Guizot then

repeated that France had not ratified the right-of-search

treaty; that she had made no engagemeiit to ratify it

within any given period ; and th6t since the first applica-

tion, no solicitation had been made to the Government to

ratify. The Ministry, he said, would at present confine
,

itself to saying this, and not allow itself to be drawn into

a more extended discussion. M. Guizot then proceeded

to complain of the constant repetition of the same observa-

tions on this subject by the opposition, which had no other

tendency than to keep up angry feeling between two great

nations and governments. The GovernmeAt had given

up forming any particular and intimate alliance, but it

was its intention to be on friendly and harmonious terms

with all the European powers. ** We are,'' he said,

** serious in our ideas of the good understanding which it

is our intention to maintain with Great Britain. We
have a profound esteem for its Government, and we will

not permit our relations with it to be disturbed by the

contagion of animosities and public credulity, I do not

say this with reference alone to our foreign relations ; I

speak also in the interest of a great question of a splendid

cause now under discussion—the abolition of the slave-

trade. France had the honour of first commencing this

great work, and of imparting the impetus to it, before a

religious party in England took it in hand. It is not for

ns to abandon so noble an undertaking. I have sometimes

shown that I am not a man to hesitate at repudiating the

errors of those who have gone before us, but no consider-

ation should induce me to renounce the hope of com-

pleting the great undertakings which they commenced.

The abolition of the slave-trade was one of them, and we

are bound to continue it ; we must not allow ideas and

feelings which are opposed to it to take root. As regards

the treaty of the 20th December, I will remain within just

limits. The Chamber may be assured that we shall show

no weakness or complaisance, but neither will we abandon

the great work bequeathed to us by our fathers."

Boulogne,—'heiters from Boulogne contain the report

of an important trial which has taken place in that town,

being the prosecution before the Boulogne Tribunal^ of

First Instance of the courier employed by the '* Morning

Chronicle," " Morning Herald," and •' Morning Post,"

to transport the late intelligence received by the Calcutta

mail from Paris to Boulogne. M.Berryer, the most dis-

tinguished advocate of France, was engaged for the courier

whose despatches had been seized. He made a most

powerful speech, which produced considerable sensation

in the court, but it extended to so great a length that our

space will not admit of our giving even an outline of it.

The main facts, however, of the case are these :—The

Morning Papers have been in the habit, in order to ensure

their readers an early publication of the authentic news

brought by the overland India mails, of running extraordi-

dinary expresses from Marseilles to London. The French

Post-office authorities, however, and the Administration of

Finance, regarded these expresses as an organised system

of competition with their ** Malle Poste," which performs

in 80 to 90 hours what the newspaper couriers did m bi

to 65 hours. On the occasion of the arrival of the

India mail at Marseilles on the 2od Feb., despatches

conveyed to Paris by the estaffette of the French Govern-

ment were expressed in the usual way to London ; ^^^^^

Boulogne they were seized, and after being detained -i4

hours, forwarded to their destination by tlie Post-office

authorities of that town. This seizure was made t^e

special subject of complaint to the British Ambassador m
Paris, who has made representations to the French bo-

vcrnment. The Post-office, however, relying on an oia

law, instituted the present prosecution against the courier

who was the bearer of these despatches. After a most able

and comprehensive argument, the learned counsel con-

cluded by contending that this question of pretended con-

travention was connected with the most important inter-

ests ; that its object was to contribute to the inforniatiou

and advantage of the public; and that the e-nemies ana

restrictors of the press befriended merely speculators, in

Procureur-Gcneral contended that M. Berryer's moral

considerations were excellent, provided the lavv was un

discussion ; but the law was made, and the tribunal w

bound to obey it. At the close of his speech, ^^?/^^f

'

dent declared that the court would take time to consider luc

'sentence, and would accordingly defer it for eight days.

^/i^erifl.—Intelligence of an unfavourable cl^^i^cter has

been received from the seat of war. Accounts have D

published from the Governor-General, General B^S^^^ '

dated Algiers, March 27, containing the report ^^
^^J'^^.^

gageraent between the French troops and Abd-el-1 a
•

The accounts of this affair, as given in the J^^^^"^^^' \g
somewhat contradictory, but the following appear

the main facts :—Gen. Bedeau. who had left lle^«^^^.j^

with three battalions, to execute a razzia upon a ^'^^.

tribe, had succeeded in his enterprise, and was ^^^^'^^
^^^

to head-quarters with his booty, when -'^^^^'^I'^^^f^'^j^ts,
was supposed to have been abandoned by his

^^y^^d of
and become a fugitive, suddenly appeared at the nea^

3,000 to 4,000 infantry, and 1,500 regular cavalry,

battle ensued, in which, according to one version,

French liad GO soldiers and 7 officers killed ;
according

^
another, only 4 soldiers and 1 officer were killed. »

accounts state that Abd-el-Kader, after having ^f'^^Yt^e
all the cattle taken by General Bedeau, fo^^^'^^^jiat
army to the gates of Tlemecen, whilst others a^^"^

, t -

he fled with the loss of 150. men. The *'
Journal ^^
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Debats" mforms us that Gen. Bugeaud ^ct out on th<>

29th ult. for Blidah and Medealt, with a body of 6,000 or
7,000 men, to act in the provinces of Algiers and Titteri,

in the centre of the Regency, to bring about the pacifica-

tion of the tribes, and overturn the authority of the three
Kalifaa of Abd-el-Kader. " These chiefs," the • De^ats

'

gddsr *' had some time since made overtures of peace, and
Gen. Bugeaud had even repaired to Blidah, in the hope of
followinj up the negotiations entered into with their
emissaries : but he discovered that it was a new ruse of
the Kalifas, to Icetrp the tribes under their authority by
holding out to them the hope of speedy )>eacf. They
daimed to treat on equal terms as power with power, re-

quired a large subsidy for maintaining tranquillity among
the Araba, and wished to exart the condiLion that the
French troops ahould not advance on their territory.

Th**» otertures, boweTcr^ were only a perfidious pretext ;

and it is even asserted that, under colour of an interview
with the Governor- General, an ambuscade was arranged
to carry him off." These despatches, announcing Abd-e!-
Kader^s re-appearance, had caused'cuu^iderable sensation in

Paris, where the recent bulletins seem to have produced
the impression that the w r was drawing to a close.

Spain,—The ^ladrid Journals are unusually destitute

of interest. The rumoured project of a marriage of the

Queen ^^ith a Prince of Bavaria, noticed in our last on
the autHority of the *' Morning Post," is stated to be
without foundation. It Is said that the Minister of Fl-

Bance meets wltli a deteruiined oppu:>Liiou in the Cortes ;

and some of the journals express an opinion that tiif; Re-
gent will eventually be under the necessity of dissolving

the present Cortes. Some questions were put in the
Cortes on the Ist inst. respecting an alleged misunder-
standing between the garribon aud population of the Tale-
aric liilanda, but the accuracy of the rumour was denied.

A review of the National Guard of Madrid \^ as held by the

Regent on the 3rd inst. The 10 battalions of infantry, the
cavalry^ and artillery Were drawn up on the Prado, and are

said to have presented a fine a})pearRnce, They then formed
into order of battle, after which the bands struck up the
hymn of Riego ; and when they had ceased playing, Gen.
VsJentine Ferraz, the Inspector-General, tied streamers to

the colours, commemorative of the events of ist Septem-
ber 1840, and 7th Oct. IPIl^and afterwards caused a
complimentary harangue on the courage and patriotism
displayed by the civic guard on those occasions to be read
to the different corps. The Regent ncil roJe through the
ranks, amidst loud acclamations; and, in his turn, ad-

dressed the soldiers in an energetic harangue. The In-

fante Don Francisco de Paulo was shoitly expected to

pass through Madrid on his way to Aranjutz. The Mi-
nister of Justice lias sent orders to the authoritic .n the
French frontiers to arrest, and remove to a distance of at

least twelve leagites into the interior of the kingdom, the
v^rs of Elisondo and Zugarramurdi, and several oiher
clergymen residing in the adjoining districts, M. Patri-
cio Olavarria, former editor of the Republican journal
//ura^i, has addressed to the electcJrs of Coruuna his

resignation of the post of deputy for their city, declaring
that he should consider himself dishonoured by accepting
a seat in such an assembly. The Barcelona journals of
the 4th inst. state^ that the Captain-General had given no-
tice to the Ayuntamiento of his having received orders
from Madrid to deliver arms to the three battalions of
National Guards of that city, disbanded in 1841.
Portugal. — ^Ve have received,^ by the Braganza

steamer, intelligence from Lisbon to the 4th instant. The
commercial treaty with England, and the approaching
elections, are the chief topics of interest. A strong repre-
sentation in favour of the former, in which a serious pic-
ture is drawn of the distressed state of the wine districts,

bad been received from Oporto. A special commission,
composed of persons connect;ed with the noith, had been
ppoiiited by the Queen to deliberate what was best to be
done. The Duke of Palmella has been appointed to con-
clude the negotiations with Lord Howard respecting the
Commercial Treaty, and aUo to negotiate about the Slave
Triide Treaty, and has already had an interview with Lord
Howard on the subject. The journals inform us that a triple
league of Miguelitcs, Septcmbristas, and a few ex-depu-
ties called Opposition Chartists, has been formed for the
purpose of opposine; the Govtiament candidates at the
ensuing elections. The SeptembrisUa are said to form
the strongest part of the league, which has published a
circular to the electors, denouncing the Government in
strong terms. It is also stated that Senhor Magalhaes and
his friends, although still holding aloof from the Goveru-
meut, have refused to join the new coalition ; and tltat the
Government does not appear to entertain much fear of
tiiisuew coalition against it. Efficient measures are said
to have been taken by Senhor Costa Cabral, as Home Mi-
nister, to prevent the frontier districts being made the re-
•ort of intrigues against the Spanish Government. Copies
of the despatches sent to the local authorities have been
acnt to Madrid, and satisfactory assurances have been re*
ccived in return. Donna Maria's birthday, the 4th inst.,
was kept with the usual ceremonies; and there was a
bull-fight, at which the King attended. Viscount Santa-
rem. Minister of Foreign Affairs in the time of Don Mi-

'^f^u ^t^
^^*" appoir.i.J by Costa Cabral sujjerintendent

of the K
^ al Archives. The Viscount is consequently ex-

^^H "r'*^y ta return from Paris, where he has been
residing since the change of «overnment. An entertain-ment was to be given on the 5th inst. on board the Indus,

«f lufn
^"

.
<>^cer» in the Tagus ; for which upwards

of 5U0 luviutions are said to have been issued.
OKttMANY.—Our German news is not of great im-

Jnnl^"''^' ,/"?'^ ^'"''"^^ ^^'^^ ^^^""^^ *»^e l^t inst.,Mnounce that the Austrian Government is about to follow
l*c example of Great Britain, and adopt a uniform rate

I

*

of postage. According to l!.^ ^Actuii ^j:>iem. Ti-rrc Mre ] ihti^ flt.^.erlv.
aeven c!-^.es or rates of postage, vajyiug fiom 2 to U
kreutzcrs, in proportion to the distance. The Govern-
ment, It is said, proposes to commence its reform by re-
ducing these seven cla? -^ to two—ooe at 6, and tke other
at 12 kreutzers; and finally, to adopt a uniform rate of
postage of 6 kreutiers, equal to about 2d. British. We
learn from the same authority that the Austrian Govern-
ment is also about to surrender the monopoly of stage.

coaches, which it has hitherto held in its own hands, and
allow the fullest liberty for private enterprise in every mat-
ter which relates to travelling, in the inane manner as in

Great Britain. The last acccunis from Vienna state that
Prince Augustus of Coburg Cohari has btcn promoted to

the rank of ^lajor in the Austrian army. It is announoed
that 30,000 men are to be discharged this year from the
army, and that the new levies will not exceed 2G.576 men ;

although the Uisual number is 40,000, Of this amount
7,2C0 are to be furnished by Bohemia. The operation of
recruiting will commence in April, and terminate about
the end of May.—The Btrlin journals of the 'Jd inst. give
a Cabinet order for the reduction of the inn rest on Prus-
sian Treasury Bundh from 4 ]»cr cent, to .** ^ v^r ct-nt. Tlicy
also state that the King of Prr i xk}\[ stop some time
at Konigsberg on L' intended jourucy to $t. ^cIt^^b^^gh,
to inquire into the comjilnints made by the inhabitants
respecting tli( Russian prohibitive duties ; and they men-
tion a report that Koiiigsberg is to become a fortified

town of the first cW^, and that the works are torommenre
next jjummer. According to other accounts, Lotzeu, in

Prussian Lithuania, is aUo to be fortified. The publica-
tion of a decree restoring to the Rhenish Provinces the prin-

ciple of trial by jury aud public trials, although not without
exceptions, has been celebrated at Cologne by a public fes-

tival.—The Leipsic journals mention t!u* auiva! in that

city, from Russia, of a German who has attained the great
age of 119 years. He was born near Fiiburg on tlic

Unstrut, in Saxony, but when only 19 went to St. Peters-
burgh, and worked as a locksmith. He was afterwnrds
admitted into the Royal manufactory of arms, wlicre he
remained mUil a short time ago, when the Emperor
noticed him, and promised to confer upon him any favour
he would ask. He desired pern * sion to rcltirn to hiji

own country, which his Majesty not only granted, but
sent him in a private carriage, attended by a physician.
After resting at Lei^ " a few hours, he proceeded to his

native place. It is stated that tijc French authorities sur-
rendered, on the 4th inst,, to the police of II Darm-
stadt, a political refugee, implicated in the revolt of the
Frankfort students in 1833, on an application from the
Govcrnmtnt of that duchy. Charles RjtLz, the refugee
in qu.„tion, had resided, it seems, in France bince his
emigration and earned a subsistence by working as a jour-
neyman upholslertr, at Striiiburth aud Colmar. The
Hessian Government, having no chance of obtaining
his extradition by claiming him as a political ofTeiidtr,

founded a demand to that effect on an alleged chiirge of

forgery, and the French Government, deceived, it is said,

by the stratagem, ordered him to be delivered up.—It is

stated that the Pope has accepted the renunciation of the
Canon Arnoldi, who was chosen Bishop of Treves, and
confirmed the appointment by the Government of another
canon. It seems, therefore, that the bishopric will be soon
filled up ; but it is not said whether !\I. Arnoldi, as per-
iiona grata, can be admitted to the election.

Hanover.—Accounts from Hanover, dated the 5th
inst., mention a report that the king, immediately after

his i:eturn from Berlin, where he is at present on a visit,

will go to St. Petersburgh, to be present at the Jetes on
the 2oth anniversary of their Imperial Majesties' marriage.
His Majesty will afterwards pay a visit to Englnnd.
Belgium.—Accounts from Brussels, dated tic 8th

inst., state that on the 5th inst. a serious mutiny Lruke
out in the military prison et Alost ; which originated in

the refusal to supply the prisoners v.irh tobacco for

smoking. They attacked the keepers, who v>ere obliged
to yield to numbers ; upon which the burgomabter ])ro-

ceeded to the spot, and seeing the ejtasperatiou of the
men, caused tobacco to be given them. This restored
tranquillity for the time, but on the following morning
they made further demands, which were refused. Tiiey
then again [mutinied, and tried to open the priAon-doors,
in which, however, they did not succeed; and the magis-
trates surrounded the prison with troops. The prisoners
then got on the roof, and pelt.d the soldiers with stones,

so that it became necessary to have recourse to arms, on
which the roof was soon cleared. Ten of the prisoners
were wounded, one mortally. Meantime troops were
sent from Brussels and Ghent by the railway ; and
detachments of Lancers, in barracks at Malinej, and se-

veral brigades of gendarmes of Brabant, also set out for

the town. It seems, however, that order was restored
before their arrival, as the gendarmes sent from Brussels
received orders at Asche to return. The journals state
that the physicians have advised his Lminence the Car-
dinal Archbishop of Malines to pass some time in Italy,

Last year their number was estkniited at

2.(>^o, ;ibout 'O less than in the year 1840. The English
still continue to form the majoiity of tourists ; and there

are alto many Germans. There have been but few moun-
tain excursions this aaeeoa, o«nn«r, it U suppo^d, to the

unfavourable aud changtable state of the weather. Mr*
G- Campbell, a Scotch gentleman^ crossed the Col-de-
G(5ant as late at the Ut q{ Oct., accompanied by two
guides and a chamois-hunter. Besides stormy weather,
they are said to have encountered conaidcrable danger
from falling fragments of the glaciers.

\ .—The annual n j urt of the poJioc of St. Peterf-Ri
burgh u>r ISJl contains the following partitnilars Popu-

quence shortly leave Brussels for that purp se.

Holland, ^— Intelligence has been received from the
Hague announcing that the solemnity of the betrothing
her Royal Highn Princess Sophia of the Netherlands
and the Hereditary Grand Duke of Saxe Weimar was per-
formed in the Palace on the 5th inst. The King exchauijed
the rings of the parties in the presence of the Queen and
other members of the Royal family, as well as of the mem-
bers and officers of the Royal household,

SwiTSjERLAND.—Private accounts from Geneva, dated
Marc& 20th, state that Switzerland si.uxs to be compara-
tively deserted by travellers, and that Chamouni as well

as Gea^ra has^ dmiag the ia^fij?^ years, had iti^ vUitors

lationat the close of last year— male*, 303,232 ; do. fe-
males. 152,691. Total, 45:)>23. Compared wiUi 1840,
there was a decreese of I4,;i7*». Deaths— males, 12,120;
femalis, G,473. Tolul, 18,5'J3. Buths— males, 6.1«2;
<emuU^, :,C:>7, Total, 11,H(>9. •» cebh of deaths, C.7M,
There ^vcre 1,790 more birlhs than in H}40 : 11,118
children were vaccinated. Cattle breught to market:—
Oxen, l(li*,0a3; covri, 30.639 ; slirep. •-^^740,

TrnKEY and Ci^vi'T.—Private letters fiom Couhtantino-
pic, daltd March Ki, mention a report lh»t the F^glish (>o.
vcrnnicnt has asked perm! 'on oi MlLcww. Ah to march
a body of troopi over the Ihihmns of Suci, for the pur-
pose of facilitating their arrival in India, The'Pacha h
said to haveanhwercd that he tuald not make a concession
of this description without the approbation of the Sultan,
lind one of the objects of Sami liey'a visit to Constanti-
nople is tiUUed to be to represent to the Sultan the inex-
pediency of granting a ^imll(lr j^rrmiFyion, and to suggest
the propriety of erecting a line of forts on the coa*t of
the Red Sea. Sami liey has paid to the Sultan nine mil-
lions of piasires, as part of the tribute imposed on Me-
hemetAli

;
and one object of hi« mission is understood

to be to obtain n reduction of the arrears still due to the
Porte. It is al= reported that he ii to request for the
Pacha authority to eufar( c the duly of two per cent, on
Austrian and English merchandise. Several thousand
Albanians hH\c bt<n recently embaiktd at Volol to rein-
force, It is said, the army in Syria,—The French papers
publish a letter from (rnstantiii' } Ic, statu g that •* Baron
de Bourqucncy, the Minister of France at the Porte, had
couhulted all the heads of th« different rites of the Catho-
lic religion in the Ottoman empire, n , ecling the incoa-
veuiences and dangers v^hich might accrue fiom the erec*
tion of an Anglican Protestant Bishopric in Jerufalctn.
All replied that ihcy v^i.^ viithout the least uueatineM on
the subject, convinced that the Anglo-Prussiaaapostleship
could only tend to strengthen the Catholic influence, and
to cover vrlth ridicule, in iLc entire East, this attempt at

Proiestaut prottrlytiRm."—A report was current at Alcx-
andriu that Capt. Basil Hall had bctn upset on the Nile,

but no lives \yere lost.

PxasiA.^—The German pnppra state that accounts hare
been received by way of Berlin, affirming that a Persian
army of jO,OOU is on its march against Herat. It is

added that the Shah was not to be dissuaded from exe-
cuting the plan he had formed by the remonstraiu^es of
the liritiivh Ambassador, and not even by the threat that
England would consider this step as a declaration of war
against itself. It is even reported that a sum of two
millions of silver lubhs had been received by the Shah
from a northern j ower as a subsidy to enable him to un-
dertake this expedition ; but it requires confirmation.

India.—As any information tending to throw light on
the melancholy events which have taken place in Affghan-
istan will no doubt be read with interest by our readers,

we subjoin one or two reports connected with this subject
that have been publij»hed since our labt, nitU the autho*
rities from whence they arc derived. The ** Calcutta
Englishman" of the 14th Feb. stattf, that intelligence

had reached Lahore on the 27th Jan. '* to the effect that

AkhbarKhan, having come down upon Jellalabad in great
force, and having been met by oxir troops on the plain, a
battle was fought, in which he and a great many Affghans
were killed.'* It appears very doubtful, however, whether
there is any truth in thiii report, which, if authentic,

might have been expected to reach Bombay before the 1st
March, the dale at which the last mail kit* An extract,

moreover, from a letter from Kumaul of the 6th Feb.p
which has been published, makes no mention of such an
event. The •' Morning Post " of Tuesday published the
following communieation received from a correspondent

:

** In a letter received this morning from Major Skinner,
of her Majesty's 3Ut regiment, on his way to join the
army destined for Cabul, dated ItJth Feb., he incloses a
note he had just received from Sir, Hamilton, secretary
to the government:—^*' My dear Major : In a letter from
Capt. Lawrence, dated 29th Jan. (one of the prisoners,)
he mentions Capt. Skinner as quite well, and all as com-
fortable as poss'ble. The ladies and prisoners, and host-
ages, were uell treated." The '^Scotsman" of Saturday has
the following short extract of a letter from India, which it

subjoins without comment:—*' Bellary, 22d Feb., 1342-
"^'ild has foiccd his way to Ali-Musjeed with the four 04-

for the recovery of his health, and that he will in conse- tiie regiments ; I sincerely trust he may save Sale, and
not be himself cut up."—The ** Times'* of yesterday
states that a letter his been received, dated Bombay,
March 1, from a General Officer to a relative in this

country, which communicates the following intelligence:— ** Accounts have come that Chuzni has bttn t^keiS,

and the garrison, 1,000 strong, put to toe sword GeneisI

Nott, it is also said, U preparing to retreat ; »Uhoa^m
Candahar, at the head of 12,000 men, he ^nght to koM

good his position for rears, as nith such a force he tnfght

command the country rannd-" The - Timet *ib^^v^

on this, " We cannot, of course, vouch for this latcUi-

eenc«, but it comes tom with eonBidmble mpp^m^ of

authenticity,"^The writer pi iMs l^^ ^ Gwit JBxwU.
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United States. TLe packet-ship North America,

Capt. Lowber. which sailed from New York on the 19th

nit, arrived off Liverpool yesterday. She has. owing to

easterly winds, Leen seTea days m working up from Cape

Clear The papers received by this conveyance are three

d«7S later than those brought by the Hibernia. whose ad-

Tices were reported in our last. Private letters state that

the apprehensions of a war are beginning to subside, and

that in the best-informed quarters a btrong belief prevails

that an amicable arrangement wilt be effected. Lord

Ashburton hud xiot yet arrived, but was hourly expected.

His mission is said to be regarded by the Government

and the intelligent classes as a pledge that the British

Ministry is influenced by pacific views. A ineetiog of

merchants and others had taken place in New York, for

the purpose of urging upon Congress the necessity of

promptitude in regulating the currency, and placing the

country in a posture of defence; but it was supposed to be

connected with ulterior political views. The Philadelphia

banki have resumed payment. A letter had reached New

Orleans, stating that a British steamer was ashore on

Turk's Island.—Tiie Briiiih steamer Medway was at

Havannah at the last dates, and that vessel, together with

the Tay. Solway, and Forth, hid an aggregate amount of

490,000 dollars on board, from Honduras, Vera Cruz, &c.,

bound for Englnnd, Mrs- Fit2william and Mr. Buckstone

arc playing at the Havannah ; and Fanny Elssler is not as

successful as she anticipated ia the West India metropolis.

Lord Morpeth and Mr. Dickens continue to be received

in all parU of the States witli distinj^uished honours.

tnmciu.

of stating the when, and the where, and the how, and In -what

words my right Uon. Iriend had deceived the public. Eat, my
Jnrris T denv the fact and, as formally and emphatically as

re'nobletrd hal stated it. i say it is not true, and that^ the

end of it."-Lor(1WESTrBvexplamed. I^e did not sa> that the

right hon. Baronet had wilfully deceived the agncutunsts; hut

his conduct had led to the conception, on t^^^^^ P^r* ^bat he

would never have entertained the measures now before the

couiitn'. Tlie subject then dropped. - *v ^ «.«>^f
lordRKNYON presented a petition against any further grant

to the Co egeof^Maynooth. The Earl of ^VICKLo^v and Lord

CLOvcuaRvlxpressed an opinion that the grant should be en-

larged in oX to induce the sens of the Catholic gentry to enter

intffly coders, instead of leaving the priesthood to be recruited

exclusively from the humbler classes of the community.

On the motion of the Eari of Ripox, the
f^'f^^^^'^'li^^^'

tors Bill was read a second time, with an understandmg that the

discussion should be reserved for the committee. „^^v ^,^.,__

On the motion of the Duke ofWELMXOTON. the Exchequer-

bills BiU was committed. U was reported without amendments^

and ordered for a third reading on Friday,

The Irish Spirit Duties Bill went through committee, f»ftcr

somf observations from the Earl of Wicklow and Lord Mont-

KAoT.E,whoexprcssedtheirapprehension that the measure would

kad to the increase of illicit distillation. -
, ^ iv« ;^

Lord Dl'xcavnon' moved resolutions, with a view to th^ im-

provement of the management of the naval schools attached to

Greenwich Hospital. The resolutions were opposed by the i-ari

of HAnoiNtiTo.v, and negatived without a division.

Fridajj,-The Exchequer Bills Bill was read a third time and

passed.—Tlio Marquis of Normanbv presented a petition from

Hull, complaining of the number of commissions of the peace

issued by the Government, declaring that Sir J. Graham had

already issued no less than 364 such commissions to Conserva-

tives.-The Lord Chaxckllor contended that the late Govern-

ment had acted from party motives in their appointments and

that the present Government were merely tempermg an evil by

restoring the balance of political parties. ^
HOUSE OF COMMONS.

The Stanhope and Tyne Railroad EiU was, read a

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Jtf«////./v.-ThcEarlof Ripo.v postponed the second reading of

the Corn 'Importation Bill from Friday until Monday next. -Lord

CAJiPBtLL moved the second reading of the three hills by which

he proposed tn transfer to the House of Lords the power at pre-

aent pn cd by the Piivy Council, of hearing appeals, to re-

form the appellate jurisdiction of the Hoiuse of Lords, and to ren-

der p*:rmanent the office of Chief Judge to the Court of Chancery.

The LoHD Chanckllor opposed the bill. He could not, he

Bald, agree to the proposition for extinguishing the appellate

jurisdiction of the Privy Council, and converting the House of

Lords into a general court of appeal, considerhig the proposed

remedy to be of too sweeping a nature. He had heard many
suggcstious for improving the appellate jurisdiction, but he must

say that, of these, the plan of his noble and learned friend was

the m<ist extravagant and the most objectionable. He, therefore,

moved that the bill be read a second time that day six mouths.—

Lord BROCfiHAM agreed in opinion with the Lord Chancellor;

after which Ix)rd CAiiPiiELL replied, and was followed by the

Duke of WtLLisoTON. who said that he would not occupy their

lordships' attention on a subject which had been satisfactorily

disposed of by tl^e speech of his noble and learned friend on the

"woolsack J
but he wished to say a word on one point, bearing on

the great office of the Chancellorship, so important in the goverri-

xncnt of this great empire, and not merely from the judicial busi-

nes» despatched by its holder in the Coiu-t of Chancery and in

that .House. That office was most important from its station in

the admiiii-^tration and in the \rvw, the Lord Chancellor presiding

over the debates nf that Honso. and holding a high place in her

Majesty's councils. Their lordships »hpuld take care, then, that

there was not appointed to that office a person iguuvant of the

Iftws ol this- country, and of the daily practice of them in the

Court of Chanc . y . If this question, then, were hronght before

tbe Hou;>c in ft future session of Parliament, he hoped the noble

and learned lord would take care to provide that the Chancellor

•hould be a banister of 15 years* standing.—The second reading

of the bill \na then negatived without a division.

Ti/p»f/4»y.—After the presontation of petitions. Lord Mslbourxe
jave notice that, on goinfi* into comn]ittee on the Corn Importa-

tion Bill, he would move that a fijied duty would be more advan-
tf);reous than a graduated one.

The Di^ke of Wkllixoto.v moved tlie second reading of the

Exchequer 3l'\ Commission Bill. He said that the necessity for

such a step arot»e from the frauds which had been practised with
regard to Exchequer Bills. Kow, as there had existed for a con-
siderable time a suspicitin of the existence of those frauds, and
that numbers were engaged iu them, it was deemed desirable, hi

order to place the matter clearly before the public, that a com-
mission should be appointed, with a view of making inquiry into

every point which could lead to the elucidation of these transac-
tions. This proceeding would not prevent the bona fide holders
of these securities from proceeding against the party from whom
they might have received them in due course of law, as the Bank
bad done in one instance, and might do again ; but Government
felt called upon to institute this inquiry for the purpose of seeing
in what manner these transactions were conducted. The noble
duke concluded by moving the second reading of the bill.

Lord BaoccnAM had no objection whatever to the second
reading of this bill, or, generally speaking, to its details. He
should, however, in committee, propose a clause to protect per-
aoud asaini>t all pains and penalties consequent upon their ex-
posing Ihemselves, by tht'ir evidence, to action j and as an in-
ducement to per^ojis to disclose alt they knew about these trans-
actions, he should enlarge the usual clause by promising that
they should be protected for all voluntary answers, even when
the parties making them knew them to be actionable.—Lord
MoNTKAGLB cxprcsscd a strotii? opinion iu favour of the publica-
tion of the whole evidence.—The Duke of Wemivcton thought
the suggestion worthy of considcration.-Tbe Lord Chan llor
\irged the expediency of suspending the publication of particular
parts of the evidence till the doncIu.-5ion of the whole inqnin' —
l>ord MoxTKACLK said that all he dc^hcd was. that at some time
or other the whole evidence should be published.—The bill wa^
then read a second time

TA^rsrfrty.— Lord Wkstern". Ui presenting a petition from the
farmers of E \- against the Com Importation Bill, stated that
the petitioners complained of being deceived by the right hon
Gentleman at the head of Government, and by their own repre-
sentatives. The noble Lord said he could bear his testimony to
the fnct that the belief among the farmers was general that they
had been deceived by the present Government, and they knew
they had been deceived by their owrn representatives. The feel-
ing which had been expressed on a recent occasion, that the
Government measure had driven the farmers from the frying-
pan into the fire, was universal in his county, and would, he
added, be nniversaliy exiir^ cd, but that the Conservative
landlords kept down the s»iiirit of farmers to the utmost extent.
The Duke of VVkminoton rose and said. "1 think, my lords,

that it would be quite as well if noble lords would abstain f>om
inch harsh expressions as that the country had been deceived
by my right hon. friend at the head of the Government, and that
the people had been dceei%'ed by their representatives. My lords,

I think that such expressions should be avoided— at least until

the House came fairly to the question, and noble lords should
have the opportunity of stating the when, and the where, and the
how, and in what words my right hon. friend had deceived the
public. I think it would have shown more candour in the noble
IotA C^^'estern) if he had taken that course, than the making use
«Wf tuch an expression in presenting a petition. I say again, mj

Monday,-

*^The*'following private Bills were read a second time, and

ordered to be committed :-The Forth and Clyde Navigation Bill.

the Glasgow Police Bill, the City of Glasgow Life Assurance and

Rcver^onary Company Bill, the Cumberland Roads Bill, the Ross

and Cromarty Courts BiU. A debate then ensued respecting the

reception of a petition from Fhisbury presented by Mr. Duncombe

against the Income tax. The subject, it will be remembered, was

discussed by the House last week, when the motion of Mr. Bun-

combe was lost by a majority of 167 to 136. The hon. Meinber,

however, again brought the question before the House on Friday,

but the debate on it was adjourned till this day. Sir R. Fkfl

now opposed the reception of the petitioh on the ground of the

ancient usage excluding petitions against pending taxes. If

that usage should be rescinded, great obstruction to public

business might be the consequence. It was true that a reso ution

now listed against the debating of petitions, but that resolution

had raised a usage of only five years, whereas the other w as of

150 He was aware that much difference of opinion existed on

this subject i but he thought himself bound not to abandon a

practice of so long standing without taking the sense of the

House upon it.—Lord Howick thought the old objection to th.ese

petitions was removed by the modern prohibition of discnssion

upon them. Sir R. Peel, he said, seemed to hav6 no reason to

urge against the change, except that it was a change.—Mr.

MiLNES supported the old practice, because he thought that if

the House, by a large majority, should sanction a tax, while the

country \\\ general was petitioning against it, an opinion might

grow up that the House did not duly represent the people.—Mr.

F. BBRitRrKY brleflv supported Mr. Duncombe; and Lord F.

EoEEfcToN thought that the doors of the House should be opened

as wide as possible to the people's petitions.—Lord J. Kussell,

though reluctant to contravene a practice which had prevailed'

for IJO years, felt himself obliged, since the departure from the

old usage of debating upon petitions, to support the motion of

Mr. Duncombe. He could not consent to maintain the customs
of antiquity only on the side of restriction. He thought that

even if they should now shut out these petitions against the en-

actment of the pending tax, they could not shut out petitions

next year for its repeal. The rational course, he considered,

would be to allow the presentation of these like all other peti-

tions; but, as in the case of other petitions, to exclude discus-

sion.—Alter some remarks from Mr. S. Wortle^ , who said he
should support the motion, Sir J. Graham observed, that this

usage had originated soon after the Revolution, at a period highly

favourable to the rights of the people, and had continued unin-

terrunted for a centuiy and a Ualf. The recent exclusion of

discussion might perhaps be rescinded i and if that should happen,
he thought that the supply might be effectually obstructed, and
the Crown left without a remedy.—After a few observations from
Lord J. Manners, Capt. Hamilton, and Lord Sandon, Mr. Goul-
BCRN deemed it highly important that the practice of the House
should not be rendered uncertain, and above all that resolutions

should not be left on the books and daily violated. If the prac-

tice ought to be changed, it should be done by a motion to re-

scind the ancient resolution establishing it.—Mr. Dumcombe
said, his object was to break down a practice which he regarded
as an unconstitutional, however it might be aja ancient, one.

Ko antiquity could sanction such an injustice. If this petition

should be rejected, another vronld be presented next day; so
that Ministers would not be much advanced by their resistance.

If they wished to exclude petitions, he thought the manly way
would be to move a standing order to that effect. He concluded
by saying that the people disliked the pending tax, and that the
object now was to gag them. The House then divided, and the
numbers were—For the exclusion of the petition, 222; foi: its

reception, 221 ; majority for the exclusion, I.

Several notices of motion were given, and the order of the
day was then moved for the resumption of the adjourned debate
on the Income-tax, Dr. Bowrino declared, that though bound
to vote against the proposition of the Income-tax, he could not
vote for Lord J. RusselFs resolutions without qualification. He
decidedly preferred direct to indirect taxation, and hoped Sir R.
Peel would show as much courage in attacking the large mono-
polies, as he had done in assailing the smaller ones.—Mr. G.
KvioHT sketched a draught of the will of the late Ministry, be-
queathing to John Bull a deficit of 5,000,000/. ; item, a war in

China; item, a war in India; item, an unsettled boundary in
America. He reprobated their reduction of taxes for the sake of
popularity, and their resort to the expedient of loans. Referring
to an expression that had been used during fhe debate by Lord
J. Russell, that the landed gentlemen had heads of clay, he
avowed his opinion that they would deserve that sarcasm if
they did not show that they had the sense to support their friends
against th^ir enemies.—M^. Elphinstoxb endeavoured to show
that the Income-tax would press very differently on the commer-
cial as compared with the agricaltural interest.-Sir W. James
protested against the unnecessary protraction of the debate, and
characterised the financial scheme of Government as a great
and comprehensive plan.—Mr. Wallace objected to an Income-
tax on account of its inquisitorial nature, but admitted that, if
adopted at aU, it ought to apply to all incomes, from whatever
•ource arising. He, moreover, objected to the exemption of
Ireland from the proposed impost, and stated his determination
to take the sense of the House on this point.—Mr. LinoKLt com-
mented upon the manner In which the Whigs had redeemed
their pledges of reform, retrenchment, and peace. Reform, he
said, they had carried; hut what had been their retrenchment?
They had retrenched income, and increased expenditure. And as
to the peace they had procured for their country, he had only to

Duke of WeBington had so wisely and so early warned them.
With respect to the measure now proposed for the repair of those

evils, he gave it his cordial approbation.

Mr. Wason admitted the necessity of a Property.tax, but ob-

jected to an Income-tax, as pressing almost wholly on industry.:-

After some observations from Mr. C. W. Wvnn, who said thatafter

mature consideration he should support the Ministerial measure;
Mr. MACAULAYSaid that an Income-tax could onl^ be ju.stifiedby

the last cxtremitv, and that such a state of things did not exist at

present. Was there ever, Sir R. Peel had asked, such a disaster,

as the recent destruction of our Indian army? In one sense'

certainly, he admitted that catastrophe was deeply disastrous—
deeply so, with reference to British honour and domestic feeling;

hut in a financial view, the only view material to the present

question, the disaster was not of the same importance. The fact

was not even known when the right hon. Baronet brought for-

ward the present measure of taxation; and it certainly was not

likely to require any greatly expensive armament. Ten or twelve

thousand troops, he thought, would be an ample force; of which

the w^hole charge would probably fall short of 400,000/. a year.

He considered that nothing but prudence and^ firmness were re-

quired in the management of our eastern empire, and that the

general state of our present affairs admitted of no comparison

with those upder which the former Income-tax was imposed.

Foreign nations, he said, regarded its proposition as evidence of

our downfall. Sir R. Peel was, in fact, not only exaggerating

our difficulties, but making deficits as excuses for the Income-tax.

Mr, Macaulay concluded by saying that it had been proved

that nothing butthe greatest extremity could vindicate a measure

of this kind; that the country was not in such an extremity as

alone could justify it ; that the right hon. Baronet had greatly ex-

aggerated the financial difficulties of the country; that he had

dragged into the discussion subjects which were not connected

with it, when he first formed the plan of the Income-tax; adding

to those suggestions vague hints of great expenses hereafter to

be occasioned by the necessity for supporting the credit of the

India Government, but which expenses formed no part of the

present deficit; and that the right hon. Baronet had neglected a

plain, simple, and obvious mode of replacing that deficit, one that

would be of the greatest benefit to'the country, while he had at

the same time voluntarily increased that deficit by throwing away

a distinct source of existing revenue—he meant the duties on

timber. Under all these circumstances he should cordially vote

in favour of Lord J. Russell's resolutions.

Lord Stanley said, that whatever might be the difference be-

tween the two sides of the House in their conclusions, there was

no disagreement in their premises; the greatness of the deficit

was no matter of doubt ; and the Opposition, now that they were

no longer under the responsibility of having taxes to find, ad-

mitted likewise that the time for makeshifts was over, that the

finance of the country must be repaired, that the burden could

not be thrown upon the commercial and manufacturing interests,

and that the budget of last year would not yield a revenue ade-

quate to the occasion. On his own side it w as equally admitted

that a great emergency alone could justify such a tax. These

were the points of general agreement. On the other hand, there

were disa<^reements to be noticed even among the Opposition

themselves. Some said, •* Tax property, but not income ;", while

others, and Lord John himself, said, "If you tax property, you

must needs tax income too." Lord John and Mr. Macaulay

objected to the course taken upon the sugar and timber duties.

Mr. Williams, of Coventry, took a wholly opposite view to both

of them. Lord John had said, an Income-tax has hitherto been

a war reserve—no great compliment, he considered, to his own

government, which, after 20 years of peace, had placed our finance

Under cUfficulties equal to those of war. W^ien, he would asb,

had it been necessary before to hold 20.000 bayonets m Canada ?„

Who could tell what cost would be entailed on J^ngland by tue

war which the late Ministry had stirred up in- China? Talk 01

The Duke of Wellington had prophet-
peace 1 Look at India.- _ . _

ically told them what would be the consequences even ot success

in that quarter. " A disaster certainly." Mr. Macaulay had ad-

mitted, " but," he had added " not a financial one." When tne

right hon. Member had thus estimated the lives of those brave

men in pounds, shillings, and pence, who could calculate the mr-

ther cost in which they might be involved by the spread of ttiat

insurgency against the prestige of England, which \vas but too

lil<ely to follow such an overthrow ? He acknowledged the inqui-

sitorial nature of a tax upon income, but the bill V"P°f"^^
"

would contain alleviations of this objection. And wnai, nt^

would ask, would the noUe Lord, who proposed an increase 01

the assessed taxes, say to the inquisitorial nature of those assess-

ments ? The present call was made upon the country, not to pay

oflfpast debt, but to meet present annual expenditure ;
and so rar

from an unjust tax. he bcUeved it to be both an equitable ana a

wise one. The noble Lord concluded by saying that the meaburL

was one calculated in the best possible degree that circumstancea

would admit of to raise commercial credit, to relieve the financial

embarrassments of the country, and one of its highest recoin-

mendations. to use the words of a strong political oPPf"f^'Jf

the present Government, was, that it was " short, honest, miecv,

and straightforward."
. ^ ^ „.>><if he

Mr. Labocchere, after defending Mr. Macaulay from what ne

complained of as a misrepresentation by Lord Stanley o» "'

part of his speech which related to the disaster in India, con^^""

that the necessity now alleged by Ministers was of t^-^^^ "\
creating, and that the country was becoming decidedly avs^

that the Income-tax was the price for the "laintenance ci i.

sugar and other monopolies ; and he contended that the k^/J?^.^^

of the late Government would have superseded the necesbuy

He admitted the importance of the tariff, and expressea
^^^

et that the most valuable portions of it had excntit.

regret
strongest opposition*
Lord F.EcEaToxcondemned,as being no longer a mere ^^.^^

able party manoeuvre, but a positive crime, the delays °y
.j.^

Members of Opposition were paralysing the trade of t^.*; ^,^yj^e-
and he read some passages of a petition from ^"^^^"*^,'

p So
rously signed, praying for the despatch of

J^^f .""f^^vJi onthe
far from thinking that the course of Ministers had lo^^^ren u

^^^

Continent the estimate of England's resources and spi"^'
^^

ferred from the foreign journals that the tone and "^^,7"
t re-

Sir R. Peel had impressed our neighbours with tlie niei
^j

- - His right hon. friend slioui
spect for the country so governed. rould
have his vote for the additional estimate for India ^"?5^^^ ' i.^ not
be necessary to propose. He thought that though ij

JJ^'^ j^iit

be advisable to do so at the present moment, the ^"" ^^^
come when the people of this country would ^"^"^^Vhave beefi

disasters which had occurred in India might not nuv
^.^.^

avoided by pursuing a different line of policy, ana w n
^^^^

with censure and distrust those w^ho should
°f P'^ATp^ tymis-

coiitnbuted to such grave and unfortunate results, ei^"^
^^^^^^

understanding or any other cause. The vote wmui '

^^^^_
give on this occasion would be in the nature ot ^/ V

^j. ^^0,

dence
joyed
by himself ujnu 1*13 fciiiui»-u, ..«^ ..^..^— — j«-ur».io-ha£re
of the most glorious cycle of Indian annals, and tnoug» ^
have unnerved the arm which in the vigour ot

y^'^Vl,..^r^. the

teda, tot the lioWe lord Should have waitea for the oppoituaity
J refer to that expeditioa iato Aff^haoistao against which the

gbt

,..-. of™rscaUerf^
like dust the sable hordes of the Mahrattas a"*l^^^f,?i^(?f^issay«
light of that clear sagacity which glanced over tn*;^^"

.,„.els of

still burned with unimpaired vigour. He ^^ff^ L all events,
that great man had always beftnmore attended to; ai

^^^^^
they were now at the disposal of those who vtouju

| ^^ port

due attention, and upon that ground he would
^^f^^/" tricating

to the measures which the Government proposca '"'__^jj^ ggo-
the country from its present state of embarrassment. *

TnERToxmoved an adjournment. . „,, ^r to the part^
Lord J. Russell imputed the delays con^Plf^^^i-^^iace the late

opposite, who had thought it more i^^atenal to^ispi* ^^^ ^^^

Government than to discuss the iropo^ '^^"^^'i.iraharc oi-T**
peditioa to Affghoaistan, he did not shrink from hi« »«»•
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^'Snterb"ry and York, the Bishop of Loadon, and Lord

'h;lrnrlifre under whose sanction, as President of the

followed Mr."llullah'5 coarse of i^/^"^*^^^';
J^^^ "Jl

chcstra was divided into referred seats, tor the more dis-

ttS^ portion of the auditors, amongst whom were

Ai Albert, the Duke of Wellingtun. the^ Archb-J^o^

of

Co^'nu^le^^^^^
on Education, these classes

were formed. The choruses, which were unaccompanied

bT any iiistrumeuf, passed off well and with great preci-

sion and received considerable applause from the crowded

audience. Some of the pieces were encored. Prince

Albert and the Duke of Wellington took their departure

iiboat ten o'clock, and were loudly cheered.

Metropolilan Roads, — ^'q hsTC noticed in former

Numbers the aubject of the darkness of the Mdtropohtan

roadri, in con3e4uence of the discontinuance of the gas-

lights by the commissioners, and the steps taken by the

different parishes to remedy the eviK In the House of

Commons on Thursday, Air. Borthwick, after presenting

a petition from Nutting Hill and Kt-nsington in reference

to this subject, rose to bring forward a motion of whidi

he had given notice, for leave to introduce a bill to

enforce the better lighting of the Metropolitan roads by

the respective parishes through which they pass. He

thought the pre.^ent bill was called for in consequence of

railroads having dimini:ihed tbt tolls on the ordinary roads

to such an extent that the commissioners bad no longer

the funds sufficient for repniring an.l lighting the roads.

In his opinion, the parishes through which the roads

passed, and not the passengers, ought to pay the expense,

Waase the roads added considerably to the value of pro-

perty in their neighbourhood. Not anticipating any op-

position to his motion, be would merely state that he pro-

posed to carry his purpose into effect, by making it com-

pulsory on those parishes to li-ht the roads, and that the

inspectors should be empowered to call on the overseers

of the poor to make a rate for that purpose. The Speaker

asked if he proposed to'levy a rate on the several parishes ?

Mr. Boithwick replied in the affirmative, when the vSpeaker

said that the bill, in that case, would be partly of a public

and partly of a private nature, and the hon. member would,

therefore, have to give the notice required to be given in

cases of private bills. Mr. Borthwick then said that with

the consent of the house he would withdraw his motion,

and give the proper notice.

University College,—The annual general meeting of

the proprietors of this institution has recently taken place,

when the report of the council and a statement of the

finances of the College were submitted to the proprietors.

It appears that in the session ended October last, the

Borober of punils in the College classes and in the school

-was 890 ; ^'vi.\ in the arts, 145 ; in medicine, 34 1 ; and

in the junior school, 401 i this being exclusive of the

class of schoolmasters, to which 45 students were entered.

The fees amounted to 11 ,R40/. 9s. 5rf., out of whic)i there

-was payable to professors and maaiers, 8,553/. 7s. 6rf. ;
to

the college, :^2H7^ U. lid. Adding to this, the dividends

^n the un.Tppropriated invested funds, profit on Exche-

quer Bills, and a lew o!:her receipts amoonting together to

2U/. 16*. IW/., the income of^he college was 3,500/. 18*.

)0</. The ordinary expenses of Uie session were 3,255/.

}8s. Id., and the extraordinary expenses 491/. 10^. Gd.
;

the whole expenditure thus exceediog the year's receipts

hy 246/. Os. Ud. For defraying this balance, incurred in

permanent additions and improvements to the property of

the college and its means of education, the council had

applied temporarily a further portion of the donation of

Mr. Brundrett ; and, until its repayment, the college is

debtor for that amount to the Endowment Fund. Since

the last general meeting, the council have instituted pro-

fessorships of clinical medicine, architecture, and civil en-

gineering. With respect to the examinations, the council

reported that in this, as in former years, the large share

obtained by students of this college, of the honours and

rewards bestowed by the University of London and other

examining bodies, has testified to the excellence of the

course of instruction. Of five exhibitions, four were

gained by them, as well as the three medical scholarships,

and eleven out of fourteen gold medals. Of the prizes

offered by the Society of Apothecaries for the examina-
tions in botany and materia merHca, the gold medal for

the former was obtained by Mr. Preston ; and that for the

latter, by Mr. A. B. Garrod ; and one of the two silver

medals was awarded to Mr. J. Thompson—students of

this college. Another student, Mr. W. A. Hillman, was
the successful competitor for the scholarship in compara-
tiTe anatomy, founded by the Uoyal College of Surgeons.
After some further remarks on the financial affairs ol the
institution, the report concluded by congratulating the
propiietors on the present condition of the college, and
its prospects of advancing prosperity,

Accidents,—A fatal accident occurred in TTyde Park on
Thursday, to Robert Burton, Esq. Tt appears that he
was riding a high-spirited horse, when by some accident

he was thrown, and fell upon his head, by whleh con-
cussion of the brain was produced. lie was taken to

St. George's Hospital, where he died shortly after.

'The deceased gentleman was an intimate friend of Prince

George of Cambridge, who called at the Hospital soon

after Mr* Burton had been taken there, for the purpose

of inquiring after him ; and this circumstance gave rise

to a rumour that the accident had occurred to his

Royal Highness himself.

Police The murder committed at Roehampton, no-

ticed in our last, has continued to cre^e, during the week,

considerable excitement ia the Metropolis, both oa ac-

count of the circumstances attending it, and from the

fact that the murderer has hitherto succeeded in evading

the hands of justice. A variety of rumours have been

current respecting him^ and accounts of his having been

seen in different places in the Metropolis and its ne.gh-

bourhood ; but though a reward of loO/. has been offered

for his apprehension, and every exertion has been made

by the police to trace him, no clue to his place of retreat

hL vet been discovered. An inquest has been held, wh.ch

lasted three davs. A number of witnesses were exatnined,

whose united testimony proved that the ^o^ discover d

was that of a female named Jane ^ '""'^^^ ^''^I'^^f^^^^^^^
Street, Manchester Square, the reputed wife of Daniel

Good. At the close of the inquiry, the jury returned the

Uowing special verdict :-" We ^nd that the human

body found on the premises of Mr. Shedl, in the parish

of Putnev, is that of Jane Jones, otherwise Jane Good,

-

that .he
^

was in good health at the time of her death

and that Paniel Good did wilfully murder her. Ihe

Coroner then bound the witnesses in heavy recogni-

rinccs to appear at the trial, and issued a warrant for

the committal of the murderer, whenever his apprehen-

sion can be effected.

The interest

were made to rescue those that were alive, when 25 men
were found, seventeen of whom were dead, and the re-

maining eight so seriously injured, that, with one excep-

tion, little hopes are entertained of their recovery. An
inquest was held in this town on Monday, when from the

evidence it appeared that there were 66 men and boys in

the mine at the time of the explosion ; 25 bein,- at work

in the p:-5rt where the explosion took place, all of whom,

as stated above, were either killed or seriously injured.

Little light, however, was thrown on the origin of the ac-

cident. Some of the witnesses attributed it to the fallin IT
O

felt by the public with

Horace Walpole's coU
Strawberry IlilL

respect to the approaching sale of

lection of curiosities and works of art at Strawberry Hill

continues unabated, as is evidenced by the number of

visitors who still crowd the house for the purpose of view-

ing its interesting contents. Among the valuable manu-

scripts included in the collection, we learn by the morning

papers that a discovery has been made during the past

week which is of interest to the statesman and the histo-

rian. More than si.xty boxes of papers, inscribed secret

flnrl in<portant," have been /ound, and are said to consist

of letters, which James, the first Earl of XVa degraje,

wrote to the Minister, of his day. It is added tuat the

rumour of this discovery having been commumcated to

Government, an official character belonging to the State

Paper Office has been sent down to stop the sale until these

documents are surrendered for the archives of the State. %

Mortality of the MelropoUs.—Th^ following is the num-

ber of deaths that have occurred in the Metropolis from

all causes, registered in the week ending Saturday the 2d

inst. :—Total number, 832 ; average total weekly deaths

in 1841,912.

sprobmtffll tt^flus

Brighton,—It has b.en stated that among the numerous

sufferers by the failure of Messrs. Wigney's bank in'this

town, the Queen was a loser to the extent of nearly.l 0,000/.,

that sum having been deposited by Sir H. Wheatley,

Keeper of the Privy Purse, a few days previously to the

Bank's suspension of payments ; but the report has been

contradicted on authority,

Cambridge,—K\o^s\ paper informs' us that arrange-

ments are in progr8s's for the installation of the Duke of

Northumberland as Chancellor of this University, which

will take place at the ensuing commencement, unless some

unforeseen event should lead to its further postponement.

The Duke of Wellington and Lord Lyndhurst, it is added,

have signified their intention of honouring this city with a

visit on the occasion ; and it is expected that a number of

other eminent persons will also be present.

Liverpool—A case has come before the magistrates of

this town, which, from the unusual nature of the charge,

and the singular disclosures made during the investigation,

has excited much interett. - It has been pending for some

days, but we deferred noticing it until the result was

known. The charge was one of abduction brought by a

Miss Crellin against eight persons, Messrs. M^Gill, Jgnes,

Quick, "Rogerson, Duval, and Dunlevy ; Mrs. Jones, and

Mrs. Clayton. It appears that a plan was arranged by

the prisoners to bring about a marriage between the pro-

secutrix, who is represented as possessed of considerable

property, and the prisoner, M'Gill, who is said to be a

medical man. It is stated that being unable to prevail on

the prosecutrix to meet their views, they made her intoxi-

cated while on a pleasure excursion, and having drugged

what they gave her to drink, conveyed her in a state of

insensibility to Gretna Green, where she was married to

the prisoner, M'Gill, without her knowledge : that on

being informed the following day, when she had recovered,

of what had occurred, and finding a wedding ring on her

finger, she insisted on having it removed, though it had to

be filed off, and afterwards brought the present charge of

abduction against the prisoners. A man named Copeland

was at the same time charged witli having defrauded Miss
Crellin of 250/. It seems he had some time previously

made offers of marriage to Miss Crellin, by whom his suit

had been favourably received ; but when it was proposed

that the marriage should take place, Miss Crellin insisted

on having all her property first settled on herself, to which

Martin objected, and the match was in consequence broken

off. He, however, threateued to bring an action for

bre::ch of promise of marriage, and working on Miss Crel-

lin's fears, by the assistance of the prisoner, Mrs. Jones,

succeeded in extorting 250/. from her. During^ the in-

quiry, which lasted seven days, a great many witnesses

were examined, and sufficient evidence was adduced to

lead the magistrates to commit all the prisoners to take
their trial for the offence ; M*GiIl, Quick, Jones, and'Mrs.
Clayton fur felony, as principah in the.abduction ; and
Roger^on, Mrs. Jones, and Duval, for felony, as accesso-
ries. Copeland ia committed for tlie fraud, and Mr. Dun-
levy, who stands charged with being implicated in the
conspiracy; having been present on the occasion of the
marriage, was admitted to bail, to appear at the assizes to
answer any bill of indictment that may be preferred
against him.

Newton,—A serious explosion, whereby seventeen lives

were lost, haa taken place in the coal-pit worked by
Messrs. Swere and Co., at Flowery Field, near Hyde,
Cheshire. As soon as it was safe to descend, exertions

in of a portion of the roof of the mine, and an escape of

foul air in consequence, which coming in contact with the

lio-hted candles, at once caused the explosion. Others re-

ferred it to a collection of foul air in an unfrequented part

of the mine, which ignited on one of the workmen goiug

to the place with a lighted candle.

Southampton,—On Monday, a special general meeting

of the shareholders of the Southampton Dock Company

WBS held for the purpose of considering a plan to com-

plete the company's capital, by a sale of forfeited sliarcs,

and by the issue of debentures or otherwise, subject to the

provisions of an Act of Parliament to be applied for, and

also for the forfeiture of shares. The chairman, Mr. Lig-

gins, stated that having failed in the accomplishment of

the objects contemplated in their bill, through a noncom-

pliance with the standing orders, the directors had pre-

pared another plan, which he had no doubt would be

equally approved by the shareholders, as it would effect a

saving of at least 60,000/^ in comparison with the former

proposal. The secretary explained the scheme for raiding

the 100,000/. (to complete the original sum of 350,000/.

for both docks), which was to re-issue about 1,800 for-

feited shares, and an equal number of debentures, the

former to be fixed at 20/., and the latter at 30/. eacli, no

call to exceed 10/. on each share and debenture, three

months at least to intervene between each call, and an

equal number of shares and debentures to be taken in con-

junction, to bear an interest of five per cent., with option

to the subscribers after fi\Q years if not repaid, of con-

verting each share and debenture into 50/. stock of the

company. On the chairman moving that the directors

be authorised to take the necessary steps to carry the

above scheme into effect, Mr. Richards spoke strongly on

the management of the company, the excess in 'the esti-

mate against the engineer, on the want of security with

the present contractors, and the evils of the truck system.

The secretary said that 10,000/. had been paid to the con-

tractors out of the last 51,000/., wh^h latter amount Mr.

Giles, the engineer, said would complete the tidal dock hy

Midsummer. After some discussion, the resolution was

An additional forfeiture ofcarried by, a large majority.

316 shares then took place.

Hallways,-—TUQ following are the receipts of railways

for the past week : — Birmingham, 14,903/, ;
Great

Western,"* 11,858/. ; Brighton, 2,740/.; Blackwall, 760/.

;

Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,(162/.; Hull and Selby,

940/. ; Eastern Counties, n29/. ; Manchester and Birming-

ham, 336/. ; Greenwich, 1,594/.; N<\rthern and Eastern,

1,090/. ; South-Western, 5,010/.; Birmingham and

Derby, 1,098/.; North Midland, 3,886/.; Great North

of England, 1,273/. ; Midland Counties, 2,479/.; York

and Nurth Midland, 1,5'>0/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

1^637/.—An accident, attended with fatal consequences,

has occurred on the Eastern Counties Railway, at the

works near gtanway, a few miles from Colchester, by the

falling of a large mass of earth upon an excavator. It

seems there were several men employed at the spot at the

time, all of whom contrived to escape except deceased,

who when dug out was found to be quite dead. ^\^^'

quest was held, and a verdict of " Accidental death^ re-

turned. A serious accident has 'taken place on the^ortn

Union Railway, whereby a policeman lost his life- l^

seems that some persons passing along the line near the

town of Capel found him lying, severely wounded and

apparently dead, between the rails. He was taken up,

and conveyed to the Capel station, where he died m a lew

minutes afterwards. From the evidence adduced at the

inquest, there was reason to suppose that he met witht e

accident from a luggage-train that passed along the^lme a

few minutes before he was discovered. .Verdict, " Acci-

dental death."—On Sunday, a serious accident occurrea

on the Northern and Eastern Railway to Mr. I-aj®'*?

master drover and butcher of Fakenham, Norfolk, i

appeared that he had accompanied his men with a larg

drove of beasts on their way to Smithfield ;
and one ot

the oxen becoming tired, he put it into a truck on one oi

the trains, and proceeded with it himself. The beast^

however, was frightened at the sound of
^^^^^^^'^^^'^r^he

engine, and becoming restive, kicked Mr. Layer out o

truck at the time the train was going at full speed, whereny

his skull was fractured, and he received other serious in

juries. He was conveyed to the'London Hospital, nuer

he lies in a hopeless state.

IRELAND. , .vg

2)«5/m.—His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant ana i

Countess de Grey have taken their departure for
f-^^^^^J

where they are expected to remain about a month.

Majesty's letters patent have passeithe Great beai,P

pointing the Lord Chancellor, the Archbishop of Arma,.

and Sir Edward Blakeney, K.C.B-, Lieut.-Gen. coui«Ja^.^

ing the Forces in Ireland, as Lords Justices during

Excellency's absence.—An inquest has been held on

Ross Mahon, Bart., whose sudden death we
"^"^^^j^^t

our last, when, from the medical evidence, it appearea

deceased died from congestion of blood on the ^^"^*"-
.^g^t

jury returned a verdict accordingly.—A serious ac

haa happened to Sir E. Blakeney. It aPPe^^
?f*Vp eX-

on a visit at Woodlands, the seat of Col. AVhite^fli-

.-f
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pressed a ^^^ish to iec a favourite nfrcy chargtr, tvLicb he '

bad some time previously presented to Col. White, and on
going into the atable, he H[)]iroacbed the home, as he had
been accn^tomrd to do, familiarly; but the animal tud-
doniy turned round and aeued Sir Kdwnrd by the jnw,
Inrerntinj him levrrHy. He pro. ded home in his

cuiriage, and the Surgeon-General, Sir l\ Crampton,
being oalh-d in,dieMtJ ilie wound ; and I he latest accounts
atatefhat J»ir FiJward ii going *>n aa favourably n*^ the
nature of the accident will aduiit of.— Dr. Saurin, bishop
of Dromore, expired on Saturday pvrninj, at Kingatown.
The deceaaeofthia prelate givea the revenues of another
aee to Lheecdcaia»iical commissioners. Kight of the ten
bi^hnnrirs suppressed by Lord Stanlev'a bill have been
thus diaposed of. They arc the diocms of Cork, Water-
iford, Oasoiv, Clonfert, Killala, Elpltin, Raphoe, and Dro-
niore. The two remaining bishoprics are Kildare, which,
upon the demise of the present bishop, is to be united to
Dublin, and Cioghcr, which is to be united to / gh.—
The disposition to emigrate ia aaid to be very general at

present in all parta of Ireland, more particulnrly in the
northern provinces, in Munster, Clare, Kerry, Cork, Tip-
perary, and W ' rford, where great numbers, chiefly con-
siating of small agriculturists, are constnntly embarking
for America and the Canadas.

Queen*B Couulp,—The, stoppnge of the firm of Mttars*
Beale and Co. at Monntmellirk, noticed in oar last, ap.
peara to have produced considerable distreaa not only in
the town uad iuirocdiate neighbourhood, hut to hare spread
general alarm throngljout the cotintiea of Galway and
Roscommon, where the firm carried on an cxtenairc
traffic in the purchase of wool, and to be felt in its conse-
quences from Clare and Limerick to Mayo. The indivi-
dual losses flrc said to vary in amount from 300/. to 3,0(10/.

Although, however, the liabilities of the firm are understood
to be very great, the aMetsare aUted to be coobiderabie,
and ho]>es are held out that tbecoacem will be able to wind
up ila affairs satisfactorily, and shortly resume business.

SCOTLAND.
The spirit of emigration appears to be rife ia

this country; aud every fresh emigrant abip for America
takea out a great number of passengers. A few days
tincc, a large vessel left Ihis'port for New York, with 140
pasacDgcra, and Lhu more have sailed for Canada, one
with -10 and Iho other with 18 piMengers, most of whom
are said to belong to the working classes. Another vea-
sel sailed from the Rroomielaw, Glasgow, on Tuesday,
for Montreal, with a considerable number of caiigrauts.

Sl'OUTING.
AV-"iflrfrr/ FirM* ^tttV -Vr^/m^.—Thaaa HMS commenectl on

M'>inlay{ and thoug-h thr weather has been cold and un,^
Uous, Uieattcndanoa of cotnpanj- wa« food, and the raceaSren!
of with »pirit. They commauced with
Thr Cnirt-n > fq/" 10 fienr. aae*. A, F, r% .*^"^f.;—Duke of

KicT)m«.n<i>Thctuir.cf (Rojerfi'. I , Ml. lord's Licada or TaUa«
a. T*--fonowiTiraUr 'arted, lut were n-^tpUe^d: Mr. Osbal-
fleatonS Tht- Munntam Sylph, Ouke of Gra *

5 V ucc, Mr.
Bat«on*a Barbara. I,ord Albemai|a*a liiaareU QMt. Dain' e's
b. c. by Mulatto, dam by Muldleton^and Mr. Pettu •Michaelmas

•Pay. Bcttine: 6 lo2af*t Jr-MMlM, T to S aast Mountain Sylph.
and A to 1 avat Barbara. Hurcnoo wa» firat fu^m thp r^t, and
ledfnr a quarter of a tni:*; aha waa th«i pawad by Head* nr
ThiK who, overpowering the Ud, nwMla ^tronr funning lulo ihe
(.^^dtt, where the Currier drew uposk ^ar, 1 ! her half war
up, and wou cicvcrly by a lenr*v Mic Uarrtandhmrth wi
wcU up,

Ttnndirap ^ -ps,' ' f*/^ Smm. rarh, J). M. « SafA«.)-*Mr.
RoKcrs'a i.i^ioe i' . i , U>rd Alhrm«r'e-» Buffalo, 9 j LaidOriouis^onncQuu .hnnsa« I^nt Rx*Bi% fcarf. 4 j Duke of
1 j.rtland - c. by MiiiuUr. out of Thebaa* »i V^u^c or Oraflnn't
Llsburn. 0; LurU kdbume'ac, by Muley Mr' -

, d. by Actir^n,
7. Brtung: ^ to * MJt Tiptoe, 4 to I a^st Scarf, fi to I ar^t Huf-
11'"' '^J •f*^

tbeThrT>*iirnU. mm\ f to I ar«^ Lord Krih«nic*a
colt, liptne j,impi*«tf with th. :, made all ihr runninr. and
won caMIy by two irnRths ti ' ^U bMrccu the othara be.
inp wideanouicrh toanable the Jndgat^ /. ammmt^n,

*

T. V. t. (3 Ma. Mr.

StieeptiakfJin/ ioo nova, etich. D.M. (6 S«A».)—I-ord G. IJen-
f buck

tinck's h. c. Ttdworth (Rogers),!; Fulwar Craven's Don't-aay- «-^

Dttfiffrf.

No, 3; LordOrford'sc., by Emilius, out of WiIdDuck,3. Betting:
Even on Tedworth, 6 to4 agat tlic Wild Duck colt. Won easy by
alenifth; aftne race for aeeotul.
WaoNKBOAT.— Ste/*^;j«/rrXvir o/ioo nnrs, enrh, T.Y.C. (5 ««&«.)

—Mr. Thoniliiir« Ks|>:4rtero, by KmiliuH. walked over.
Snbaeriptiua i'iatc of 50/. 'i. VX'.— Mr. liyiifr'K Garry Owen, ;

Mr. Tboinhiirs r.rinj-o, o. The fUlowinif aUioalaited: Mr. R'jhh*»
ch. f. by Flci.ipou-nimry, out ui OlH-Ubk'a dam} Lord Kxt-ter's
Patchwork} Mr. Banif^s's br.c.hyEmMIus, ont of Beneflt'B daan

;

and Mr. B. Greene's ch. c. by Wiseacre, out of Zany's dam. Bet-
ting: 6 to 5 apht Garry Owen, fl to fl aght Kriojfo, 4 to \ ajst the
U jbcucrccolt. 6 to I ajEbt ratchwuik. A deadliuat between Garry
Owt II Hiitl Ki ing'o.

T' (oiumn Sf^ihrso/ 50»ovM,eftc7i. RM. (30 S«&«,)—Lord G.
Benthirk's Flytrap, by Bay Middletoii [Ut^g-ers}.! ; Mr. Batson's
c. by IHt-oipotmtiary^ut of Aeaela (allowed 3 Iba.), a -, the Duke
of PoTtlandN f. by Bay Middleton, oui of Souvenir (allowed S

Iba.), a. The following also stai ted : Lord Orford's t by Clear-
well, out of Chapeau d*Eipaguc's dnm allowed 3 lb«.) ; Mr.
Thornhiir8EMsebia,Col, Feel's Arcby, and Lord CI '* ' Ts
b. f. byMuley *'^'^-h, out of Yonnp: Tetuarla fallowed 3 lbs.; 7
to 4 on Flytrap, won by a head ; a dead heat for second between
the Acacia colt and Souvenir filly. Archy waa a good fourth, and
theothera beaten off.

Th l JiaPA V .

—

Swrwptiakti o/ lOO SorM. eaeA. D. M. (15 Su^,)—
Duke of Grafton's Canadian, by Jerry fj. Day), I ; Mr. Gregory's
iiarrler, bro. to Bulwark, 3 ; Mr. Pettit's Espartero, by Emilias
3; Col. Peel's Chatham, by The Colonel. 4j Mr Goodman's
Korer, br Muley Muioeh.S. Betting— 6 to 4 ap^t Chatham. 6 to 2
agat Barrier, 4 tu 1 a^at Canadian, and to 1 a^-^t Ebpartero.
There waa one false start, in which Chatham fell, rolled over Nat,
and broke his collar bone ; anaw are of the extent of bis hurt, Nat
remounted, and rode him in the actual race. Barrier made the
runnlnff at a steady pace, followed by Canadian and Chatham to the
T.Y.C. pc^t, where the latter was beaten, and Eppartrro took the
third place. Canadian challenjced at the ropee, and after a tole-

rable race wou cleverly by a length ; Espartero wai» a bad third,
j

and Chatham beaten off. Rover f^ave in before he had run half
^

the distance. Thebcttiua; was heavy. Offers to take IJ to i about
Canadian for the Derby.

Sirrrpstakes ^ zno Sorx. rach. D. M, (7 5w&j(J — Col. PeePs
Arrhy, by Camel (Chappie), 1 j Duke of Beaufort's c. by Camel,
out of Miaa Craven's dam, 2 ; Lorfl G. Bentinck's Flytrap, 3 ; Lord
Exeter'a Albion, 4 { Lord Chester field's Johnny Faa, 5. Betting
—a to 4 ajst Flytrap, 3 to 1 aa«t Johnny Faa, 3 to i agat Duke of
Btaufort'a colt, and 5 to l aicst Archy. The Duke's colt nsade^
the runntnf . followed by Flytrap and Archy to the ropes, where
Archy paascd Flytrap, caug^ht the roan halfway up, and won
elererly by a length ; Flytrap a good tlitrd.

BKrriN'U AFTHtt. TUK RACES.
5^ eeptlakcM on T/iurjiiaj^.—Chatham was backed heavily at 3

to 1, 7 to 4, and fito 4, p.p. i and 1,000 to in and l.oon^ is ^takeu^
that he wins it and the Derbv.

)4

naaav
17 lo I a^i Lord G. BaaUack*! lot

(ukrti)

Fradrrlra cnlt (mken)
Aui:Ii]aDd (taken)
ThctMdflr Hnld
Jrmmnm. r«Jt (takes)
£i«atitak«D) «

OAKS,
a to ] ftgat A£*la Sllr (taken)

as

1

I

I

1

I

1

as to J afst Ckathim
v>

SO
60

1000

1

I

1

I

IS
15

10

CiiiDtdiha ,.

Axre««^lf roll

f-:
.- ttRkrn)

JHmst«r ThMMi fCikni)
Wihiam If (Jnoi (taken)
Mlvaowar roh (takea)

I IS to 1 Bjrn Dil-bar {,v.xV^q)

U to 1 %g%K Kyr^n (taVpti)

iWisctlInnrou5.

very

TliornhiU'* Metialippe. UaJkcd over,

r.^.C^, ,
"^afcff^i o/iof. ioM.cfliak. DM. f4 5ii^ ~I^rd

Slradhrnke a c. by Jerry, out ofMarpiifc (Nat), l . Lord Albe-
anarle s R-* -n.a. Bettltiit: 9 to I on Robin ;taken>, whotod tUl I

naar the cord-, where the Jerry colt headed him, wid won easy
by a length. '

TAc P '" ih f!/akca o/300 Sora. -«'»A, M, jjf. ^,j g^^g .

—Mr. (Jreville's Guntrr by Bay MidcUeton ^Nat), J ; Colonel Ati-
'Son'sThe Poncher, by Bay Middletnn.5 ; Mr. Thornhiiiv f

P If ^*.>

bia. by Emiliua, 3; Mr. Bowes's The I a\j of Silverkcld We'lL 4 1

Bcftinff: 6 to 5 a^lEuaebia. The Puncher made thf running to
the bushes, where the others cloaad with him. and thev ran
torether a short distance

J half-way down the hill Gunfer went
\u imnt. and won easy by twoieugthsj about the f^ame ^nace
parated the others. T' , ce was good.

SaAa.)--Lrvd Orfor., i. ( ' y J^try ontof FMulanca rNaf ,
1 Lord

f,h.„v*rf^ ,./!» r. by Muley Moloeh^out of Dirc^ Ij L* . Exr
nnvorntinn.by IlevcIIfr.:* ^^- Uataon's eh. e, b? Planl^otVn
ti-TT. Ar«^a. 4; Lord A'beBMWic'sRoWn.S. Batth
DiT U| % to 1 agstthe winner (taken\ 4
tion : 4 to 1 «ir«t Ito A' :t, and 10 to
Dirce colt made an V
<^'U waiting cm him
and th*. Petulance c- olMOIaneiuff in the bolt ,. ranrht the

New Process of Dyeing.—A French paper inform* us
that the Ruasian Gorcrnn^ent hai purchased for the sum
of 1,000,000 roubles a new j)roce8g of dyeing bloe, by
meana of which the price of dyeing a piece of cloth is re-

duced to ail franca from 32. M. Cssimir Pdrier, the

French Minister at St. IVtershurgh, wr.s in treaty with the

inventor for the acr|nifeition of his dfacovcry, %vhich would
'* have frrrf\ France froaa the tribute which i^hr pajsyeirfy

to both Indies for indigo.*'

C--u'ii..^i. of a French Lady. — Mademoiaelld de la

Champagne, a French lady of property, who recently died

in the town of Avrancheii. in Normandy, bequeathed

1,200/. to the Britiah nation, in grateful arknowledgmeAt
of the liberality and kindness which she had experienced

from the Government and p'^ople of Ei^gland during her
reaidenre there aft an emiiitrant at tbe tune of the Revolu-

tion. The Mayor of Avranc! sojinled permission of

Sir R. Peel for the application of the^money towards
building a ward in the town hospital, to he sppropriR*-^

to the relief of Hrirish aailora fehipwrecked on the coast,

or of other destitute English persona. The Premier con-

fnt«d. This spirit we should erer wiah to aae cultivated

by both nations.— Times.
Netr Steam Frigate.—The Admiralty have given in-

atructions for the building and equipment of a new steam
frigate, which, it is said, will surpaaa in size and power
everything of the kind yet afloat.

wheat, 7,291,743 bushels ; and Indian com,
377,531,875 bushels. The crop of wool yielded

35,802,1 I41b. ; the crop of hops, 1, 2:i(5, 5021b. ;
the crop

of wax, C28,303.Jlb. ; the crop of potatoes, 108,298,060

bushels ; the crop of hay, 10,248, 108 J tons ; the crop of
hemp and flax, 95,251f tons; the crop of tobncro,

219,I63.3l91b.; the crop of rice, 80,841,4221b. ; the crop
of cotton, 7ij0,479,'2751b, ; and the crop of silk cocoons,

61.5.^2ilb, The manufacture of sugar was 155,1 10,8091b. ;

5,088,801 cords of wood sold, and .the products of the
dairy were in value 33,787,008 dollars. The value of the
products of the orchnrd were 7,250,901 dollars ; the manu-
facture of wine produced 124,734 gallons; and the value
of family goods was 29,023,380 dollars. The table of
horticulture comprises the value of the produce of market
gardens, which is estimated at 2. Golj96 dollars, and the
value of the produce of nurseries and florists estimated at
593,534 dollars.

Logan 7?ocA.—We learn from the ** Cornwall Gazette "

that this great natural curiosity, after being kept tor the
last several yeara by means of chains and props from
falling off the rock on which it stands, is once more
brought back to its former position. It appears that it

had been gradually wearing away the part on which it

stood until it had become a foot distant from its own
ba?is. By the ingenious adaptation, howevfr, of four
screws, invented by Messrs. James Tregurtha and J,
Hutchens, of the village of Treene, the rock has been
forced back to its original place, and may now, it is said,

be moved with greater facility than before, and with
equal snfety.

The Income Tax,—During one of the recent discussions

in the House of Commons on the subject of the proposed
income-tax, Sir R. Peel stated that the rules by which it

was proposed to ascertain the incomes derived from trades

and professions would be found in the Income Act of 1806.

By reference to that bill the following appears to be an
abstract of the rule which applies to trades, and which
may be interesting to some of our readers:— 1st. The
duty to be charged shall be computed on a sum not less

than the full amount of the balance of the profits of such
trade, upon a fair and just average of three years, ending
on such day of the year immediately preceding the year
of aaseasment on which the accounts of the said trade
shall have been usually made up, or on the 5th April pre-
ceding the year of assessment: provided also, that in

cases where the trade shall have been set up and com-
menced within the said period of three years, it shall be
lawful to make the computation for one year, on tha
average of the balance of the profits and gains from the

period of first setting up the same. 2d. The said duty
shall extend to every person or persons, bodies politic or
corporate, fraternities, fellowphipSjCompaniea or societies,

and to every art, niyiitery, adventure, or ronrc rn carried

on by them resp-'^lively. in Great Britain or elsewhere.
3d. In aaiimating the balance rf profits and gains no sum
or sums shall be set against or deducted from such profits

or gains, on ar^'^unt of any i?nms expended for repairs of
premiMB occupied for tbe purposf f urh trade, nor for

any sum expended by them for the fcupply, or repairs, or
alterations of any implement? or artic^s employed for the
purpose of «urh trade beyond th^ turn .Hj expended
Lr &uch purposes, according to nn average of three yeara
preceding the year in which si^ch aspe^^-^^rnt »-haU be
made ; nor on account of !c not connected with or
arising out of such trade; nor on account of any capital
w ithdrawn therefrom ; nor for any sums emi'lovcd Of'^in-

tended to be employed as capital in it : nor for any capital

employe'^ in improvement of premises occupied fi.r the

purposes of ench trade ; nor on account or under pretence

of any interest which might have been made on such sums
if laid out r-t interest; nor for any dtbts, eicept such

I debts, or such parts thereof, as shall be proved to the

saticfaction of the commissioners respectively to be irre-

cotcrable and desperate ; nor for any average loss beyond
the actual amount of loss after adjustment ; nor for any
sum recoverable under an insurance or contract of indem-

thenitv.
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h< e power ; to have engineroom for COO tons of fuei

;

complete atow«*# under batches for 1,000 troops, with

four months' stores end provisions, e^^nluMve uf a crew of

about ATiO men*; and is to be armed with 20 pnns of the

heaviest calibre, bcsidca carronadea. The Cyclops, Gor-
gon, f^pygpr. and other wsr-steamers of the firf^t cUss,

which have hitherto been regarded as remarkable for Ih^ir

magnitude, will be little more than half her s-'"'. Tii«

^ ' i« txperted t<t le fully completed and mmdj for sea

before tti^ f1<»e of the present vesr.

Presfrvnti ; of Iron.—Mr. TreerllfP, of Neath Abbey>
says he h^« found that coaKtar, mnfl i^ith one-third its

weight of quicklime, and then boiled and used hot, pro-

tects iron in a Furprifinjr manner frotn the action of sea-

water.—Carmar/A/?n J&urneiL
Statistics of ihi Unitr<f Sfates.—A document of con-

siderable interest, entitled the ** Aggregate of the Statistics

of the United Sutes on the 1st June, 1U4Q, takeia by the
Marshals in pnrsaa»ce of order from Congress," ha^
lately been published in tbe American Paper?. The fol-

lowing general abstract of those portions which are in-

cluded under the heads of Agriculture |nd Horticulture
have been sclf^'^ted from it, and will perhaps pTovir inter-

esting to our readers :—In the table of agricuUure*llM
item of live stock is placed first: and According to this
*^ ere were 4.3;5,669 horses ^nd mules, I4,9ri ^% neat

tie, T).3n^374 sheep, 26,301,2^^3 swine ; while poultry

of all kinds IS estimated at 9,344.410 dollars. The wlneat

produced was 84,823,272 bnsbels . ba'^'— . 4,l€l,.*0?

bushels; oaU, 123,071.341 bustels ; rrft, ld,U^,^7

;

4th. In estimating the amount of the profits

_ ^. _ arising as aforesaid, no deduction shall be made on account

She is to be of 60O ) of anv annual interest, or any annuity, or other annual
' of

I

payment parnble out of such profits, except the inter

debts due to forei^icr? not Resident in Great Britain, or

in any of her Majesty's dominions.— In the case of pro-

fessions, &o., the following rules will apply:

—

Ist. The
duties on employments shall be construed to extend to

every emp'^yment, by retainer in any chnr * r whatever,
whether such retainer shall be annu;^!. or for a longer or
shorter period ; and to all prowU and earnings of what-
ever vaiue, subjr nly to ?:ucti exemptie«B Hnd allowances
as are elsewhere provided by the act, 2. The *^i?*y to be
charged sball be computed at a sum not 1" - "inn f* - full

amount of the balance of Hn profits of such profe^j-imis*

after making fuch deductions, and no other, as arc allowed

by the t, within tl^e pi edi ^ year, ending as in the

first ca^e t^ he paid on the actual amo^..^ ^( such profits,

without any deduction, subject to the like p'^vi«iona as

sre made in the first c c in respect "^ ' period of

averac*. in the cases of settiog up and commencing «'ich

profej^sion, within the penod herein luiitied. 3. itMHtuad

and fouuh rules in the first aise shall idso extend to the

profits arising under the secoad case, as far as they arc

applicable.
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FBtriT, Tiz.—Rdvr, and not

every 100/. talue, Foreign, 6L
otherwise enumerated, for

Almonds, not Jordan, nor

tbejudres. who have derided that the l^^^^ltment ^^as in dne

form. The motive attributed to the prisoner for the commission

Figs, do., Foreign, 1 5s.

:n, 5/. Nt'TS, Tiz. ChesnutSj
do., Foreign, lOs.

evcrr It-i^/* value, Foi ^

the b ishel, Foreign, 2s. Cocoa-nutB, the 1.200, British,

Is. Smalt Nuta, the bnshe!. Foreign, 23. AValnuts, do.,

Foreign, 2s. Oranges and Lemons same as in the first

tariff, with the exception that the duty on those of Foreign

and British prcdtirtion aie the same. FtiAns, raw, the

bushel, Foreign, M,; 15rilish, 3d. Dried do.. Foreign,

35. 9d. riums. (commonly called French Plums) and

Prunelles, the cwt.. Foreign, U. ; Dried or Preserved do ,

Foreign. 1/. 78. 6d. Raisins, the cwt.. Foreign, los.

;

British, Ts. Gd. The duties on Linseed, Flax-seed, Mas-

tard-sced, ^c, will be reduced considerably more than

was proposed iu thcorigiT- schedule of the tariff-

of the oltaice wa3 to obtain the fcos^allowed by »
^""f"^^^.^^J!

the death of hi^ children, three of them dymgr suddenly on the r

bCL-ortiin^ entitled to the n^n^ey. Ibe
P^^^^'Jf^^^^^^f/^^^^^^^^

he had anvthinir to say whv sentence of death should not be

5a.Il^u'" n hlm^ stated'that he was innocent of tl^e '.har^^ ;
and

. haiuted in two papers, ouc of which was a petition to the judge,

Grapes, for seU ij/orth thei^pribabiUties of his being guilty of such a™
^

^or so triflins a sum as 3/. 8.., and the ^^^^^^t*^"^^^^!"
**V'r was

deuce, particularly in that of the medical men ; and the other was

liLatu.

Bober(s,—Thi3 was an action
to recover several penalties

Hov«m OF Loans,—ApPEAts.-CTKr/i/v. Cfrfr/.-This was an

appwl against a decree of the I.ord Chancellor of Ireland, made

in a caw iu wh^rh the question was as to the effect of the words of

a wUt, which, construed in one way, disinherited the heir of the tes-

Utor, and would pass cerUin freehold estates from him to devisees

;

and ronstiued m auotlier way. would not prcdnce nnysuchcftect.

There wa^ a further u'^
*^"^' »^ to the eUVct of certain words m a

•ttleraent on a marriage in 1703, barring the testator's wife

from her rijcht of dower. The jud-meut of the court below was

affirmed with costs.
. , „. , . e- « ^ rr

Ji;rt CoLiiT, 'EmsBvmm.— Ro'tfrf T7i.^i"Pt ^r. v. btr r. c. //.

Vurham, KX\h.~rhe action was directed at- the instance of

Robert Hislnp, the father of Elizabeth Hislop, and her brother

mii sisters, against Sir l\ C. II. IJurham, on the ground that he

liftd neglected to place a»uffici;.iit fence round the month of an

old coal-pit i in consequence of which the yonnp woman Eliza-

bttij lli-slop, while on her way home one night towards her

father's house at Minnybole, near Honnyriprq:. had fallen down

the shaft of the said pit and was killed. For the defence it was

urged that deceased waa intoxicated at the time; and that she

had not fallen accidentally into the coal-pit, it not being situated

on any road leading to Tlinnybole from the place where deceased

on thcni^ht in querstion had parted from some companions with

whom she was last seen, 05 on any public road at all, but was

situated a httie ofi' a private road on the farm of IIopcfieTd, quite

in the opposite direction from Hinnybole: that, in fact, she could

not have entered the grounds in which the pit was situated with-

out cnmmittinjr a trespa«B. That, in addition to this, the pit was

protected by a framework, called a crib or cradle, wliich, hi place

of being lii a very insecure state as represented by the pursuers,

was perfectly sufficient to prevent all risk of accident. The Lord

President, in charging the jury, stated that the law of the case

was with the pursuer ; but the facts were ver>' contradictory, and

it was for the jury to dispose of tUem. Tlie jury jeturned a ver-

dict for the pursuer, Uf^berl Hislop, the father—Damages 300f.

A^sizK Intelmcknce.— Do? dem. thf F.nrl uf Orford v. Sir

WitHam Kr»«/'» i'"'"^» tnid cnorA^. — This was an action of

ejectment, to recoter p^^^se^sion of a farm of some value ia

this county. It appears that the Earl of Oiford, being anxious

to dispone of some d;. iu IhU cOMIty, entered into a negotia-

tion with Sir William Kemp for that purpose. Not being able,

liowever, to agree upon the purchase-money, the matter was
dropped, but that p..* Jon of tlie estates comprised in this action

was let by parol to Sir 'VViniaui Kvnv^ for fourteen years, on the

onderstandin^^ that six nv ntha' notice to quit should be taken by

the tenant in the event of the earl meeting with a purchaser.

This state of things did not long continue before the contem-
plated change was ren^Ierod ntccbsary, mid notice to quit was
accordingly s<»rvpd on the cn-defcndiut of Sir William, his

bnrthrr, who had occupied the f«rm under him. and to whom, as

the lessor of the ptaintilf contended, it had been let conjointly
. with Sir Wiiliam Kemp. The question now submitted to the

jury was whether Siir William was sole tenant of this farm, or
jointly interc '

I therein with his brother; for in the former in-

stance the notice to quit was insufficient for the purpose of de-

termining the tenancy, inasmuch as it was served on the brother
alone; while on the otlicr hand such a service would be binding
upon both paities, if both were equally concerned iu the occupa-
tion of the property. The steward of the noble carl was examined
upon this point, but his evidence was very vague even in his
examination Ti\ chief as to the terms upon which he had let the
fiarra to Sir Wiliiam Kemp, while on cross-examination enough
was elicited to place the affair in a point of view consonant to
the position of the defendants.—Verdict, accordingly, for the
defendants.

T/ic Apothecaries* Company/ v.

by the Apothecaries' Company
from the defendant, a druggist, living at Cheltenham, for dis-
pensing drugs and medicines as an apothecary, in contraven-
tion of the statute. The coun*:el for the plaintiffs stated the
nature of the case agaiuj^t the defendant, admitting that Mr.
Roberts was a respectable person, and that he had probably acted
under a mi-vtakc as to the construction of the statute regulating
the practic f apothecaries, aiul the etfcct of a similar case decided
In the Queen's Bcncliin M;iy la-t. The counsel for the defendant
stated that after the candid statement of the plaintiff's counsel,
he wouhl not r^^.at a verdict against hi-* client ; and a verdict was
Kcordmgly Uken for one penalty, the defendant undertaking
not to persist in disp ing nicdirincs in future, and the plaintiffs
agreeing not to issue execution lu liic mean time.

Stockport nioiii.-~Z\even privates in the 2ist Rejr. of Foot
were indicted for a riot at Stockport, on the 2bth ultimo,
the particulars of which were given in this Paper at the
time. It appeared from t\\e evidence adduced on behalf of the
prosecution, that nn the even'-— of the 29th March a noniher of
soldiers r ...ibled in the streets of Stockport,in consequence, as
is supp V f - me of their comrades being taken into custody
on a charge of dtsorderiy conduct , that they proceeded, armed
with thick sticks, to several public-hou>es, inquired for the police,
against whom they made threats, and attacked the inhabitants)
but particularly tho^e whom they found in two public-houses,
©ne called Cox's Vaults, and the other the Pack Horse. There
were about forty wlio took part in the disturbance ; and on their
meciing a gentleman in the street, whom they took to be the su-
perintendent of the police, they beat him seve'reVr. A number of
witne^^^j were called to identify the prisoners, some of whom
spoke to being struck with a bayonet, which was broken ui the
tumult; while on the other hand a great many witnesses were
called by several of the prisoners, who proved that they took no
part in th^ not. The judge having sumuied up the case, the jury
acquitted ail the prisoners.

T/ic Stockport ru'^tmhig C^Of.— Robert Sandys was placed at
the bar to recti ve h.jcuce for tht> murder of his child, of which
offence he was convicted at the last n^-izci^, as noticed in this

Paper at t»ie time, when the circumstances under which the crime
was committed were also u'iven. Judgment, however, it wdl he

remembered, v?as respited, by order of Mr. Justice Erskinc, on a
point of law raised by the prisoner's counsel, as to the formality

of the indictmtnt, it not stating that deceased died of the arsenic

admiuisttrtd by the prisoner, but of ft mortal sickness produced

signed by a number of persons giving hi.n a good character for

humanity. His Lord.hip havh^g put on the black cap, ^fter ad-

verting to the point of law which had been reserved for the con-

Mdc aflon of t'e fitteen judges, said they
^f^^^'^'^%^\Z^^^^

ings to be regular, and it now only remained for ^^.^^^to pass on

thi prisoner the sentence of the law. 1^%^^^iMf", '^,2*

tenced him to death in the usual form '/^
^^^^f^/^^^,^^' 'rf.'^:

ship ordered the prisoner's petition to heforwardedto Mr. Justice

Erskine,who tried him, but fixed his execution for next Saturday.

Lucas V. TAtf Birmwghnm and Gioucester Jlailway Company.—

Tliis was an action brought against the defendants as earners

between Bristol and Birmingham, to recover the sum of //.of.,

the value of 21 lbs. of essential oil of lemons, leakage from a

flask of that aUicIe, which the defendants carried from Gloucester

to Birmingham, and which was damaged on its transmit. Ac-

cording to the evidence of plaintiff s witnesses, the flask m which

the oil was contained, and which was of copper, had safely borne

the voyage from Messina, packed in a stout wooden box ;
and

after being imported at the Bristol custom-house, was carefully

repacked in the same case, which was stuffed with straw, and

then transmitted to Gloucester by waggon, where it was dehvercd

at the company's station in good condition. It was addressed to

the plaintiff at Biimingham, and "with care" marked on the

package. Upon its arrival at Birmingham it was discovered that

the package was leaking, and when delivered at the plaintift s

warehouse, the copper flask was much indented, and 21 lbs. of

its contents were dclicient. According to the witnesses for de-

fendants, the injury was occasioned by the improper packing

of the case, which it was sworn contained little or no straw, and

nothing, therefore, to prevent the thin copper vessel from jarring

and shaking against the sides of the box iu the. passage from

Gloucester to Birmingham. It was shown that great care had

been taken to place the box in the most secure part of the van m
which it travelled; and it was ffrged that as the box was entirely

uninjured, and free from indentation, while the flask was much
battered and bruised, it was impossible that the loss could have

been occasioned by any negligence on the part of the defendants.

The flask was produced in court for the inspection of the jury,

who found a verdict for the plaintiff for the amount claimed.

I HOGG ON TftE PICOTEE, &c.

Sixth Edition, wuth several coloured Illustrations, l2mo, price
6s., cloth lettered,

HOGG'S TREATISE on the CULTURE of the
CARNATION. PINK, AURICULA. POLYANTHUS, RA-

NUNCULUS, TULIP, HYACINTH, ROSE, and other flowers;

with a Dissertation on Soils and Manures ; Catalogues of the
most esteemed varieties of each Flower, &c.

Whittaker and Co., Ave Maria-lane.

LIEBIG'SAGIUCULTURAL CHEMISTRY-SECOND EDITION,
Iu small 8vo., with numerous additions, including a NEW

CHAPTER ON SOILS, price 95. 6rf.

(CHEMISTRY in its Application to AGRICULTURE
J and PHYSIOLOGY. By Justus Liebtg.M.D., Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Giessen. Edited from the Manu-
script of the Author by Lyon Playfaih, Ph. D. "In the present

Work Dr. Liebig has pointed out the path to be pursued, and has
amply vindicated the claim of Science to be considered the bcbt

guide, by correcting the erroneous views hitherto prevailing, of

the sources whence plants derive their nourishment, by'develop-

ing the true causes of fertility in soils, and finally by establishing

on a firm basis the true doctrine of Manures."— QMar/er/^/iJcpieu.^

March 1842.—Printed for Taylor and Walton, 28, Upper Gower
Street.

AMUSEMENTS OF COUNTRY LIFE.

In 8vo, illustrated with nearly 600 beautifully. executed Engra-
vings on Wood, 505. cloth lettered,

N ENCYCLOP^DL\ OF RURAL SPORTS,
By D. P. Blainb, Esq,

'*Apcrfect]ihrary for all lovers of country sports, for all coun-

try gentlemen, and for all persons who delight in the manly and

healthy recreations which are aflorded to the inhabitants of no
country in such perfection as to the inhabitants of the British

Isles.^'— Time*.
London : Longman, Brown. Green, and Longmans.

Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 245.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS
ENGLAND. By Hannah Law^rance.

<* These laborious and interesting memoirs."— ^//ff/?<p?/m. .

'•This very industrious and interesting ycoxVi.*'— Examiner,

"One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions which

English history has received for many years."— Uj?7/.vA Mag,
"Narratives of -as much interest as if they were pure dramas."

^Atlas. Edward Moxon, Dover- street.

MARK LANE, Friday, Aran. 15.—Since Monday the supply

of English Wlieat has been trifling, and the sales effected were

&t Monday's currency. The trade for free foreign is so exceed-

ingly inactive, that scarcely any transactions have taken place,

and in order to dispose of a quantity, a decline from Monday's

quotations would be taken. There has been some inquiry for

bonded "Wheat, but at lower prices than demanded.—Barley,
Peas, and Beans remain as on Monday.—Irish Oats are lower,

hut English are unaltered in value.—In consequence of an in-

creased demand. Red Clover Seed has advanced bs. from the

lowest price.

BRITISH, PER IMPKRIAL QUAKTER.
Wheat, Essex. Kent, and Suffolk . , , Wliite

JJorfolk, Lini-olnshire and Yoilifhire . . .

Barlpy Malting and distilling

Oat?, r/mcolnah're and Yorkshire . , , . Polands
Nurihuinberlnad und Scotch . . . Feed
IrUb Fwd

50 to 68
5(t to 53
83 t<iS3

15 to 21

10 to 21

8 to 18

Rye - 3:^ to 41

Beans, Macagan, old nnd new . 92 to S3 Tick 23to 35
- Pigeon, Heligoland . . . 89 to 40 W'inds. — to

—

Pew, White 31 to 31 Maple 28 to 30

«. S,
Red 40 to 60
White 50to64
(Jrind. 20 to £6
Feed 15 to SO
Potato 17 to S2
Potato 15 to 31

Harrow S6to 37
Lon^jpod — to—
Grey 23 toJT

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Ma rch

April

4

II

18
U
I

8

8 wetki* Aggrc^^ate Aver.

Dtities

Wheat. Barley. Oats ,
Kye,

00 9 £8 a 19 •I 3t 3

fiD.ll «7 9 1» 33 11

69 9 27 19 1 36 4

A8 4 [
9« ff IS 4 3^ 5 ]

57 8 86 ff
!

17 11 32 11

j

58 2 S« 3 10 11 33 10

' 6» 1

1 97 8

37
:

18 9

19 9

34

SI 4 18 3

Beans.
32
31 10
SO 8
29 9
SO 9
S9 7

30 8

»i 3

Pe&«.
32 6
33 11

31 a
32
30
29' 4

ARBTVALS IN THE RIVER l.AbT WEEK.
Flaur,

English 5502 Sks. ^— Brl
1 tiah . . ao »> .^^

P9

Foreign i. 600 n 2300 i»

Wht.
2984

9354

B^rl.
73ra

Malt.^ Oats.
7866

i
eB6'a

3225
1093

Kye.
1 J04

22 9

Pfas.
440

TE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS S. J. Aldrkh, Mani-hester-buildings, Hoiloway, chemist

and druggist—T. Nutt, Eastcheap, London, plumber and giazier W. H.
Wells, GoIdsworThv-place, Kotherhiihe, bricklayer.
BANKRL'PTCrEa srPERSEDED.—J. Le^vis, Sedgley, Staffordshire,

cohV master—W. M. Short, Martin's-lane, broker.
BANKRUPTS.—E. A, Dickinson, Pall-irall, mnney-srrivener—J. Dawarn

and W. Dawson, Tonbridge, Kent, builders—W. Pajne, Hand-court, Holborn
victualler—H. Till, Moulsham, Essex, draper

. ray
R. S)tringer, Great Yarmomh,

nn d T. WaltwoTTh, Afanchester, corndpalers—W. Hooper, Readln,^, Berk-

Smith, Noitingham, tabinetniaker— M. Kedtern, W. Redfern, »nd J. Red-

tar distiller

—

(}. Bu» th, PriDies-stieet, Lambeth, lime-hiirner—G. 8tephen»on
Beverley, grocer—G. J. Green, Birintnghan*, glaj^n-manufacturer-^. Bird'
Coventry, triage-muiufocturer .— C. Goodman, Northampton, cutler C.
ORf-iliy, New pnrt, Monmouthshire, timber nierfhant—J, Porier, NHniwuh
Cheshire, tailor—W. Huwarih, Svra^hiunj wiaenieiuhant T, liiill, Minories*
London, grocer.

'

SCOTCH SEQUIv3TRAT10N'S
Brown, Glasgow, iron tminder
J. Campbell, Letioth, Ross-sh
^w, mRchine-makers.

ION'S _A. M'Phedran, Greenock, cooper—A.
r^Il. Duncan and Co., (Jreenr^ k, ^ip.bui!ders—
ire, shipowner- J. Miller and B. Webster, Giai-

BIRTHS—On the 11th intt-, in Curzon street. Lady Ernest Brnce, of aeon—On the 4th inst , at the Rectory, Carershnm, Oxnn, ihe lady of E- Vines
Em}., o< a daughter—On the 5th inst., at Uumcrton, ihe lady of B. Horsburch'
Esq., surgeor, uf a son—On the 6lh insl , at Brifihion, the lady nf Capt. t!
Hilton, of her "Mnyaiy^t IBlh infantry, rf a daughter—On the Bth iuit., at
Cheltenham, the lady of W- Chamier, Esq., <>f a son—On the &th jnst., atW h^slone, the lady of O. D Osborne, Esq., of a *«m-On the Bth inat-, in New
Mii'man-sireet.Alrs. R. Garland, of a diuiphter—On the 9th intt., in Cumber-
land terrace, Reeent's park, the lady of J. .Minet, Esq., of a dauahter.MARRIED—On the luth Feb., at Agia, T. K. Loyd, Esq., Bengal Civil

the most c.I.b™iea h.rrieyr.n of hi', dVyV'ii|SV6.1o« ThiTuT in. :.-_ C
"'

noITv the cetebrat-d jockey ^()„ the. . „u., at Plnr»nce, I^>rd WilliamM..or«gn^ jmmR^r s.^ of tbe Duke of W»„cb«t*.r- Kiil.d. in the pa.sTfKhftird C»bui. Major H. W. Belle*, A..t«ant yoarfr-Masier GenerJ. Ben-
^! Army, f.mrth ;,nd Uie second snrriTing ton ut u-« lat« R. Beilew, K«q . ofBallendineMi. Caitln Alarty. county of Cork-On the fltb inst. at Aberavon
GI^ i^anshire, Jao», widow of the late R«». W. Rees, curate of Aheraron

A

of
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TMPORTANT WORKS ON BOTANY AND GAR-
-L DENING, published by Ridgway. Piccadilly ; and to be had,

by order, of every country bookseller. .

1,

DR. LINDLEY*S LADIES' BOTANY, in 2 vols., beautifully

coloured, price 255. each, 2.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL REGISTER. Published

monthly, price 3*. 6d. each Number, containing Drawings from

Nature of the newest and most beautiful Plants, v.'ith Directions

for Cultivation, &c. &c. The volume for 1841 is now ready,

price 2/. 2s.
** The Botanical Register, from containing most or all the new

Plants introduced by the Horticultural Society, frpm the grrat

care with which its plates arc executed, and the judicious re-

marks on culture and general habit, by Dr. Lindley, is, in con-

sequence, the superior publication."— Lo?/rfon*5 Magazine of

BotuTiy, ^c. . .1 . , „
••Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon this work. —

Horticultural Cabinet. 3.

DR. LINDLEY'S SERTUM ORCHIDEUM. A Wreath of the

most beautiful Orchidaceous Flowers, in Ten Parts, price 25s.

each. This splendid work is now complete, the Tenth l^art being

just published.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL HISTORY OF ROSES, with

Coloured Plates, price 21s.
5.

DR. LINDLEY'S ACCOUNT OF THE BOTANY OF SWAN*
RIVER, with Coloured Plates, price I0&-. 6(/.

ti.

DR. LINDLEY^S GENERA AND SPECIES OF ORCHI-

DEOUS PLANTS. Illustrated by Drawings on Stone, from tlie

Sketches of Francis Bauer, Esq., F.L.S., &c. Complete in Four

Parts, beautifully Coloured, price 305. each.

DR. LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF ORCHl-

DEOUS PLANTS, in 8vo, in Seven Parts, is now complete;

and Subscribers" are respectfully requested to make up their sets

as soon as possible, several of the early Numbers being nearly

out of print. ""

8.

DON^ EDITION OF SWEET'S CAt'aLOGUE OF PLANTS,

corrected to the present time, without Supplements. Price 215.

cloth boards, arranged. ., l

•• It certainly is the most complete and useful Catalogue tnai

has yet appeared, as, in one line, it gives the systematic ana

English names, where described, of what country it is a natne.

the year introduced, the months when in flower, whether liaray

or tender, its duration, and reference to the books m which u is

figured; and where any names have been lately changed, ^^J""'

nymis given in Italics, to show what it is changed from, n aisu

contains nearlv double the number of Plants contained m aiij

ether Catalogue that we have seen; so that, on the whole, we

believe it could not have been more complete. In our opmiou.

the arrangement accordincrto the natural system is far prcieraoi
^

to that of an artificial one, particularly for cultivators; a"*^""

this account the present work should be iu the hands of bU gaJ-

deiiers and cultivators of plants; and the reference t^^*^"^,*^^",,,-

will also render it very useful to the botanist.— Ctf»"t'wa" *

Magazi7ie*

9-

Sixth Editfon, in one large vol. 8vo, price l6«.

SWEET'S BOTANICAL CULTIVATOR j or,
^^".*"^'^^.^/:>,e

Greenhouse Manual: giving full Practical Instructions lori

Management of all tlie Plants cultivated' in the "o^J^"":
^

Greenhouses, Frames, and Borders, in the Gardens or ui

Britain; with Plain Directions for the Management oi b

and Plants in Rooms, he. - Tinihsand
" Indeed what Mr. Sweet has said on the Culture of ^^^^""^^

Epiphytes, in the last Edition of his Botanical Ci^'^^y^^^^y^ti^^h
be considered as the xdtimntum on this subject for tne b.

Gardener."

—

Gardener^s Magazine,
, , Qweet'a

This Edition corresponds with the New Edition ot
»^^ ^

Hortus Britannicus, and contains for the tirat time,

Orchidaceae.

THE FRUIT-GROWER'S INSTRUCTOR.
S?'*^,^^;^*;^;^ Cul-

Nurseryman '"'"" '""^

tivalhig of F
of the best kinds of Fruit for every purpose. — - -

rfpatioff.
Hothouse Building, and the most Improved Modes cJ ne*!-

Second Edition, enlarged, price fis. *

THE FLORIST'S CULTIVATOR; or, Plain Directions for tbe

Management of Florij^ts* Flowers. Shrubs, &«
! ^^^^mv Ouera-

the most choice Flowers : to which is added the ^^""^i^jj^^^^
tion usual for the Flower-garden, Shrubbery, and '^''^7."

,^tb*
Bv THn>!A«* Wir.i.AT«. Price /5 firf. coloured and liounam^

1. Containing full Directions for P^^l^^^^/Jl rjsts
[*>uit trees; with Instructions for l^^^^^^?* ^r;?;^; for
dndsof Frnit for everv nuruose: also Direcuu

.

aamiuisfcreo uy cue prisoner, oui 01 « mprtai mckucss prouui:t:u ,„d inc.mhentof .Mich«eI.tone-On the loth inst, MinCarkfTeidMi^U.^h^^ty the arsemc. TJiC jpoint was reserved for the consideration of I of c £ ciaj-k? , Esq., of Lo^rer Grtf.veuor-pjiK'.. ^ *
*»"«hter

^- — . ^
Printed by ."M isara. bnADMum luid l\ am, tumbttrd-air<'et.

J*

ee*"*
j^^j^ ^i

the Precinct of Whitcfriari. in the City of London, and 1
"'^^'^'^^f Middle****

theOi-rict,a, Chahlm-.twekt, Covb.xt Garden, in the CountTOJ. ^ ^j,,

whore %1\ Ailveni»«nema and ComnninicaiioM «• «.»• »***'''

8dit«r.—Sfttarday, April 10, 1342.
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CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
n^O GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
-*- R. ORSON, Florist, Florists' Agent, and Auctioneer, having
made arrangements with one of the most celebrated Amateurs in
the Neighbourhood of London for his Surplus Stock of CARNA-
TIONS and PICOTEES, purposes Selling them by Auction at the
Auction Mart, Bartholomew-lane, on AV'EDNESDAY next, 27th
inst. The Plants are strong and healthy, including many new
and very choice varieties, and well deserving the attention ofad-
mirers of these favourite Flowers.
May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at

the Auction Mart, Gardeners* Chronicle Office, the Crown and
Anchor Tavern, Strand, and of the Auctioneer, 12, Hall Place,
Kennington Lane, Surrey.—April 2-2, 1842.

AURICULAS, GERANIUMS, 'CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and
YELLOW PICOTEES.

XT GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London (removed
----• from Walworth), by Appointment, Florist to Her Majesty,

HaxifrHKe, three-fingered, ac I

r^-^Pectfully informs the NobUity. Gentry, and the Public, that he
count of ..... 252 a "^^ ^ fine Selection of the above Flowers, which he Can offer at

Sistotrema conrtuens
Spooner's Compendium of the
Veterinary Art, rev. , ,

Sunflower, its treatment .

Trees, to prune . , .

Turf, to make green .

Violet,NeapoIitan,its cultivation
Widgeon, habits of , . .

Wigh ton's History and Manage-
ment of Bees, rev. .

252 c

S&6 b
255 a
253 b
257 c
253 c

254 a

256 «
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^EOLOGY.—PROFESSOR WEBSTER, F. G.S.,
V-^ will commence his LECTURES on Monday, May 2, at 12
o'clock. The Course will consist of Thirty Lectures, aRd be
divided into Three Parts :-l. The description of such minerals as

,

enter essentially into the composition of rocks. 2. Geologv pro-
perly so called. 3. The application of the above subjects to the
iiseful arts. The subsequent Lectures will be delivered on Mon-
days. Wednesdays, and Fridays, at 12. Fee 31.
The Course is open to gentlemen who do not attend aiiy other

Class HI the College.
R. G. LATHAM. A.M., Dean of the Faculty of Arts.

.^ <^^AS. C. ATKINSON, Secretaiy to the Council.
Umvorsity College, London, I3th April, 1842.

very moderate prices

:

AtiricuJas,
25 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one plant of each

Geranhtms.
25 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one plant of each . 3 10

Carnatiofis,
12 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one pair of each

Pico tecs,
25 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one pair of each

Yetlow Picotecs,
12 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one pair of each

AJEW and SPLENDID DAHLIAS. — P. STEIN,
-^^ having prepared a Catalogue of the New and Seedling:
Dahlias, amounting to neariy One Plnndred, and added two or
three dozen of the best of the established favourites, re&pectfully
announces that it is now ready, and may be had on application.
Miss Chester, the best White Dahlia in the world, having broken
well, early orders wdl be executed with strong Plants the firstweekm May, price 10*. 6^. The King of Prussia, which took
two first prizes and one third prJzc. against all England, will,
although a Seedlmg of the same year, having broken welU be
let out the first year, and be ready at the same time, at 105. 6rf.—
Grove Nursery, Highgat e.

.NEW^ AND SUPERIOR SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1842TAMES EDWARD, Florist, Layerthorpe, York,
•-^ begs most respectfully to invite the attention of Cultivators
of the Dahlia to the following Three Seedling Varieties I'raised in
1840, and fully proved iu l840f-wiHch are quite distinct from any
hitherto produced; of very superior habit, and constant in pro-
ducing good Show Flowers throughout the season; in proof of
which J. E. begs to state that he has shown above *^00 blooms of
the three, during the season, at various Exhibitions open to all
England, and has had nine Seedling Prizes awarded for them,
namely,—four 1st prizes, three second ditto, and two third ditto

5
they have also been show^l in the following winning trays :—
In the 1st Tray of 24 at the IlorticulturaJ Society, York, Aug. IS,

I IS

2 10

A Catalogue of Geraniums can be had on application
2 2

"DENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF of
-^^ AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS and their WIDOWSThe Committee beg ^cave most respectfully to acquaint the
Subscribers whose subscriptions are unpaid, that by the Rules of
the Institution, no person can Vote at the ensuing Election on
the 2d of June next, unless the Subscription be paid before that
day; and that the Rules, itc., with a full and corrected list of
the Subscribers, state of the Funds, &*c.. may be obtained on ap-
plication to the Secretary, to whom all Post-office orders are re
quested to be sent, payable at the General Post-office, St. Mtm s-le-Grnnd

; and that, as the Secretary is exertinc- himspll
save

ar-
Secretary is exerting himself to

as much as possible the expense of collection, the Commit-
tee trust that Subscribers will kindly assist, by transmittinir
then- subscription at their earliest convenience.

^ J.J. BowLKR, Hon. Sec.

'^PHOMAS CRIPPS, FLORIST, TUNBRIDGE-
-f- WELLS, respectfully informs his Friends that Plants of theNew AVlute Fuchsia ** VENUS VJCTRIX" will be ready the
first week in May, at 2U. each, with the usual discount to theiraac, it three or more Plants are taken at once. For particu-
Jars sec FJoricultural Cabhict for March, or Gardeners' Gazetteor C/irowrle of 5th inst. Orders for this will be received by MrGeorge Chariwood, 14, Tavistock-row. Covcnt-garden; Messrs.Cormack and Co. New Cross Nurseryj Mr. Harrison, Downham,
Norfolk; Mr. J. Ashdowne, Seedsman, High-.<=trcct, Hastine-s-
Messrs. Wood & Son, Maresficld Nursery ; or addressed as above.

'

NEW AND SUPERB VERBENAS.
W. KNIGHT, FLORIST, &c., Tivoli, nenr St.

T,of T,

¥°"^^d's. Sussex, begs respectfully to inform the Public,that he intends sending out, the third week in May, the followingEleven New VERBENAS, which he can with confidence recom-mend as new and distinct Varieties; price, ter set, 2/. 10...; or bythe single Plant as under :-^Davisoniana, rich shaded crimson:Ma estica, very large, pink and white; Conspicua, light purplewith a white eye
; Formosissima, rich shaded rose : Bride, fine pure

TwlnAil^?',
sweet-scented; Prince of Wales, fine rich scarlet,Tweedianahabit-at Ts. 6J. per Plant. Leonora, fine lilac, swect-

scfrle^t 'm-^r^^'i^''''"*' ^""^ '^'^^. ?"P'^ '
Westongii, fine richar^efpfa't'^

""^^ "'^"^- ^"^- "'" ^"^^^^^ Chalmerii-at

NEW FUCHSIAS, CALCEOLARIAS. AND SPANISH CHRY-
- SANTHEMUMS.
YYIELIAM MAY, in tendering his grateful acknow-
^ T ledgements to his numerous Floricultural Friends for theirlormer favours, is encouraged to announce to them that his de-
scriptive Libt of SIX NEW HYBRID FUCHSIAS, of distinct
Character, and of very improved merit to anything vet before the
pumic.-also his six new and superb CALCEOLARIAS, which be
jvillwarrarit dlstmctand equal (if not superiorj to any yet offeredthe whole being perfect in shape, of superb size, and of exquisite

MTTv?;?";^"*^ ^'^" ^*^ fi^'ty »cw and superior CHRYSANTIIE.AILMS, from the South of Spain.-isnow ready, and will l)c for-

^nYv n' f'?
l^y-^t-paid application to his Nursery, Lccmiog Lane,

srt?d n.7
^'''1 ^.orkshue. N.B.-Ktrong Plants' will he ready tosend out early in May.

NEW & SUPERB GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS. DAHLIAS,

W FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, PANSIES, &c.
M. CATLEUGH respectfully informs the Nobility,

. • Gentry, and the Public, that his Spring CATALOGUE of
the above Flowers is now ready for delivery, including Fuchsia,
Conspicua arborea, raised by S. R. Prouse, Esq. ; it is of vigorous
and erect growth, with a bold and ample foliage, flowers of a
delicate carnation or pale flesh colour; Sepals beautifully tipped
with a distinct green, having when fully out an expanded bright
scarlet Corolla; Pistil and Stamens rather more rosy than the
sepals. PlantsinMay at lOs. 6rf. Also two new and distinct va-
ncties of the \erbena, from Texas—Ne Plus Ultra, a clear telght
pink, with a rose-colo»n^cd spot surrounding the tube, which is
white

; a pleasing variety ; colours very much resemble those of
Phlox Drummondii: Elegans, a pale pink, with a delicate rose-
coloured spot surrounding the tube; plants in May, the two, at
10s. bd_. Likewise Dahlia, Lady Ann Murray, a beautiful motUed
white tipped with bright rosy purple, a well-formed flower, with
a fine centre, one of the most constant Dahlias grown, and de-
sirable to the most limited grower, 3 feet. 10*. 6rf.

Hans-street. Sloane-street, Chelsea.

J
BELMONT NURSERY. STOKE, NEAR DEVONPORT.
ESSE ADAMS having purchased the entire stock of
SEEDLING GERANIUMS raised by Charles Thurtell, Esq.,

begs to acquaint the Public that he has now k large stock of well
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Botanical Garden?, Sheffield, Sept. 1 5th;
Horricultural Soc., Eamsley, Sept, 22st;

f f

Botanical Gardens, Leeds, Sept. 22d;
HorticulturalSocicty, York, Sep. 24th

;
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J^EW AND SUPERB FUCHSUS.-The Nobility,

W and p""
vJ^'t^S r P^''''}^

^^^ respectfully informed that Messrs.

fornih.o. ; iV^^^ having bestowed great care and attention in

s^r.? oi?f v*^*^^^*^*"-^'""
^^ ^^ *^^ "^^ Fuchsias now ready to be

beauty aTid^'H-^'''^^
^"^^'^^^ "^'^^^^ ^^""^ P'"^^'^^ *° ^*^ ^'f ^^eat

GtiPc iifi"^
distinctness, and having selected about thirty vari-

them onV td 7 *^ confidently recommend, they offer to send

Stie^ fiV^f
'^''* ^^^^ ^^ ^^'"^^ ^t the rate of 2U. per 12

tim riff V? ^ competition at any of the Horticultural exhibi-

for nri J^\^'^"S"\n& season. By enclosing a Post-office order

t^nited Klnln'^' ^^V ^"'^^ ^^ ^^''^ post-free to any part of the
can be obSf^^ ^^f' ^'^^ ^^ Fnchsias, with respective prices!

^^mse^r? CroM ^ ^^"^^^^ Stamp.- Great Yarmouth

'- ^2y^''S?ii? r"^
Pl"^OTEES.-The Nobility, Gen-

^y^^ndky&vlu rL''''^
respectfully informed that Messrs.

ing prices. Thet collcctin^^'^^l^'''
**'''''^ ^^^^^™ '^ ^^^ ^*>"«^'-

the kingdom, and7oi'^sfrr^
^s the most extensive and select in

They beg to sSle u?rt^Vn
"^^^^ ^^^ nnrivaUed.

_ / .fi :>wetimt none but first-rate show flowers will be

piece, Lltrallora, Queen. Queen Consort. Queen Dowager, Aroi,
Armada, Lady Miuto, Eclipse, Admiral, Collingwood, Nelson.
Revenge, Bride, Elegans. Exqnisite, Sir Gralifim Moore, Reform.
J. A. has also the entire stock ofannther seedling Geranium raised
by a difltcrent party, consisting of three plants onlv, tv/o of which
are for sale at 45s, each, "^his beautiful variety possesses all the
qualities of a first-rate flower, and which J. A. proposes to name the
•* Beauty of Belmont;'* never before advertised.
With rcppect to Mr. TluiitelPs flowers, all of which arc allowedly

excellent, it is difficult to make a selccti- n ; but the four first
named on the list are admitted to be splendid first-rntc flowers;
and of these, '* Wonder of the West'* is by competent judges said
to be the finest Geranium ever blown. Thc£c four varieties will
be sent out at two guineas each.
A very large variety of other healthy, well rcotcd plants, on

moderate terms.— Stoke, near Devonport, April li^th, 1842.

PLYMOUTH NURSERY.
A LEXANDER PONTEY begs to call the attention of
-^^ the Public to his Stock of Hothouse, Greenhouse, and
other PLANTS, especially to his new FUCHSIA TRICOLOR, a
beautWul delicate blush white, with sepals tipped witli green; a
fre^ grower and bloomer; plants of which are now being sent
out at lOs. 6d, each. Also the foUowing PELARGONIUMS :—

Lyne's Countess of Mount Edgcumbe . 2;^. od. each.— Diadem, a large white . . 21 —— Peri of the West.... 10 6 —
The sorts named under at fiOs. per dozen:— Amethvst, Beauty,

Bridesmaid, Corona. King John, Wildfire, Inez de Castro, Nvmph,
Lady Douro, Prince Albert, Vulcan, Comte dc Paris, Sultan,
Pmce s Zenobia, Jupiter, Matilda. Lifeguardsman. Apex, Won-
der. Pride of the Hill. Other good sorts at from ^., 125., to 18*
per dozen.— Plymouth Nursery, April 4th, 1842.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY.

I
and \V. MYATT beg to return their sincere thanks

*^ • for the very liberal patronage thev have received from the
Nobihty and Gentry, and to inform those who have not vet fa-
voured them vith their orders, that the approaching season is
most desirable for planting ; they can supply plants of the BriU^h
Qncen and Ehza Strawberry, the former at 5/., the latter at 1/.

per 100.

The unpropitious state of the weather for late autnmn-planting
induces them to inform those who have been purchasers, that they
will be happy to reinstate any that have not succeeded, by direct ap-
plication to the parties who have supplied them, such application
to be limited to Ai ril. Plants carefully packed and forwarded to
any part of England.

Manor Fann, Deptford, March 31, 1842.

f

Besides having taken other Prizes in addition to the above".
Pre:\jiek.— Fine bronze salmon, very superior form, of exc;el-

lent habit, throwing its blooms well above the foliage, and always
to be depended upon in producing good show flowers. This
variety obtained the first prize, in its class, at the York Ancient
Florists' Society, September 20th, and had also the premier prize
awarded, as the best Dahlia of any colour.— Height 4 to 3 feet.

—

Plants IC,-?: 6rf.

Marv Jane.—White ground, virry deeply tipped and edged with
purpled carmine— constant throughout the season, well up in the
centre, of excellent habit, and never fails in producing good
flowers. This variety obtained the first and second prize at
Scarborough, as the best light-ground flower tipped or edgea,
and has justly been pronounced the most distinct and attractive
Dahlia ever produced in its class.—Height 4 feet.- Plants IOj. 6rf.

DuKR OF Richmond.-Fine light pink and yellow, colours
beautifully blended together, with a light-yellow tip at the end
of each petal, similar to the Duchess of Richmond, but quite dis-
tuict from that variety ; very superior habit, always constant,
and will prove a noble and excellent show flower.- Height 5 feet,
—Plants IPs. 6rf.

Good strong plants willbe sent out the first week in May ; and
for the convenience of parties &% a distance, orders willbe re-
ceived, and plants suxn'Ucd. by ,Mr. George Chariwood, Seedsman,
Coveht Garden, Lontlon; and Messrs. Henderson. Nurserymen,
Brechin, Scotland. No allowance to the trade unless 12 plauto are
ordered, pud a rtraittaiKJo or It. pcctable reference willbe required
from unknown corict^pondcnts. J. E. can also supply plant- of all
the best Dahlias in cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually
pruitcd, and can be had on application.
,. We the undersigned, members of the Committee of the York
Horticultural Society, do attest the correctness of Mr. Edward's .

description of the above Dahlias: and we strongly recommend
them as distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and well worth a
place in the most limited collection.
James Richardson Richard Land
John Roper John Walker
J. Hescltine Edward Bearpark
Henry Bellerby Robert Dcmpsey
William Dove
Brport of ike York Amatettr Florist Society^ held on Monday,

August 9th, 1841.—The Judges and Members of this Society con-
sider it their duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year (sent for
inspection} raised by Mr. Edward, Nurseryman, of this city. .The
colour is pure white, with a dark tip of purpled carmine; the
form, depth of petal, and above all, good eye, require no con-
sideration to pronounce it one of the best Dahlias yet seen of its
class; and froiii the evident superiority of this distinct variety
over such flowers as Glory of Plymouth. Beauty of the Plain, ^c,
there is no doubt .but the year lb42 will cause' these flowers to
fall in the rear when brought into competition with the seedling
exhibited this day, as it may safely be pronounced a gem of the
first water, and will reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
raiser, for so long as Dahlias remain in cultivation this flower
must form a prominent feature in a stand of six.

—

York Courant.

PLORICULTL'RAL SEEDS—The Undersigned begsA leave to recommend the following choice Flower Seeds to
the notice of his customers and the Public in general. The
Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, &c. have gamed Prizes in all parts of the

I
John Nortii

JJas. Lancelot Foste
William West
John Robinson.

sent out.

12 pairs^of fine Show Flowers, by name,

do.
do.

extra fine
do.

icoice ANACREON.-^Grcat Yarmouth Nursery.

^l 10*. Od.
3

2 10

splendid Red

%

, , - ^ GUANO MANURE.

Y^/
SKIRTING, Seedsman, Queen-square, Li-

* ' • VEBTooL, begs to announce to Lauded Proprietors, and
to Farmers and Gardeners, that the price of the genuine Guauo
has just been fixed by the importers as follows :— viz., IC/. per
Ton for quantities under five Tons, and 15/. 1 er Ton for any
larger quantity.

W-S., from his experience with the Guano on various crops
la^t year, and from the appearance of the crops of Grass at pre-
sent where it was last year appUed, can with confidence recom-
mend it as a very good and, at the itbove price, a cheap Manure.
for any garden or field crop. With this conviction, he has ac
ccpted an Agency for the Sale of the genuine Guano, and shall
be happy to receive orders, which shall be promptly executed.
direct from thc^Importer's Stores.
Terms of payment, ready money; a remittance or reference

I required,—Liverpool, 9th April, I8is,

ff

»•

!

1

Kingdom.
Assortments, ^

32 var. German Aster
Pyranndal
New Dwarf .

German Stock
Smaller packets

Dwarf Stock
Smaller packets

Autumnal
Biemiial
Double Poppy

Balsam
Hollyhock

Salpiglossis .

Zinnia elegans

rine Annuals
Do. for autumn
sowingr

Fine Perennials
Grepjihouse Climbers.

Calampelis, 2 sp. .

Cobsea scandens
JLoasa licibcrti

„ sp. Chili

LopbOBpermum, 4 sp.

Maurandya. 4 sp. ,

JAMES

8
16
60

25

15

16
16

10

30
12

12

50
25

35

s.

8
1

3
17
10

8
5

S

4

3

6
5
10

15

5
5

rf.

(J

6

6
0-

6
6
6

SoUya hctcro])hyUa .

Stove Climbers,
Passinoia, 4 sp. , .

Physianthus albens
fiphathodea grandiflora
Ipomoea, 10 sp. .

Various Seeds.

g Cineraris, extra .

s Clivea nobiiis

g Calceolaria, fine .

5 Echinocactns, 2 sp.

c Gesnera. 6 sp.

s Gloriosa superba •

$ Gloxinia, 4 sp.

e Ilovea Celsi

g Lotus Jacobeeus .

hh Phlox Drummondii
9 Poincianapulcherrima
hh Ehodanthe Manr5 i

h Schizopetalon Wslkcri

s Vinca rosea . - •

s Store. ^ Greenhouse.

AA Half hanfy.

Fine AVit' Petunia. p. pit.

Fielder's Alagna rosea .

ITrmimm or Pansi^,

1-2 F: :ia£e varieties 1 O

r \ RTFk'. Seedsn^an aiid Florist,m High Ilolboro, Loudon.

pckt.
1

1

1

2

S

6

6
6
&

6

«. 4,

9 6
pckt.

1 6
1 6
I e
S $

pckt.
I

I

1

1

4 e
1 6
9 6
1

6
I

I 9
6
6
C

3 6
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lOA'ANNI MARSANO has just received from his

countr}-, Genoa. 120 Italian, all Orange Trees. Nurserymen

mar be suppli^ at 6*. to 15». each Tree. And likewise 500 Cata-

S^u Sne Plants, at 60*. per 100 Plants. These beautiful

G
Ownic Trees may be seen, and orders ^^m be thankfully re-

ceived at G. Mariano's. Italian Oil M«rcliant, No. 2, Beaucliamp-

«treet.'Brook's Market, Leather-laae. Holbom, London.

OODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD,
near UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.-^ILLIAM WOOD & SONysi

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and

economical principles, for Horticultural ^"d other Build-

incs- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-

^orks, and Mannfacturers, 6u Gracechurch^jtrcet Lon^o" J^e^
tr^TPHm their most sincere thauTiS to the^oblhty and Gentry

v°no h^e Se'rally patronized their ^ i-F-ved Co i 1 b ler.

fVnr a descriution see Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12, p. l/;>.) lo

Amateurs these Boilers ^Ul be found invaluable. They require

Wumaces or settin,? in brickwork, arc moveable at pleasure,

amShI applied wL e,ual facility to the sniallest houses or

w

Also two mafcnmceiu occuuhk ui:-ivrti.^»vjw»*j, *«i-v« "j -. .
.

Fox, E.^(i., of Truro, viz., the Princess Royal, 2U-. each, and Uie

Duke of Cornwall, 2\s. each, ready for delivery earlym May. *or

description see Garde^iera* Chronicle of Qth April.

Plants of the above may he bad at the Nursery. Marcsfield ;
m

London of Messrs. Warner and Warner, 28, ComhiU; Mr. J.

Carter, 238, High Holbom ; and at Tunbridpe WeUs of Mr. T.

Cripps. Nursery. Usual discount to the Trade if tliree or more

of the above are taken at once.

/-(IIAPM\N'S NEW SPRING POTATOES.—This
\J excellent new variety, poa»Mfting all the qualities of Uicbcst

A«h-U:fcd Kidney, bnt capable of beiji^r produced in perfection

for tahle from November tiUJune, is now ready for delivery at

One Guinea per bushel, with directions for their culture m the

onen cround without protc 'on.
. „ . .t •

^* We never yet ta.tod auv forced or retarded Potatoes anything

Ukesogood.^'-Dr. Lindley, in Gardeners' Chronicle.

"We can only repeat, that, be they what they may, they arc of

excellent quality.'*- Dr. lindley, in Gardeners' Chromrte.Kv^rz.

\* orders for sample baskets, enclosing is., will be attended

to J
but orders for sets must beprompt- addressed to T. H. Chap-

man, Brentford-e id . ^ —„

TO BE DISPOSED OF—A NURSERY, SEED,
and FLOniST BtrilNESS. situated at Henley-on-Thames.

Ovon For further Particulars apply to Messrs. S\ . ^ J. Noble,

Sccd-smen. 152, Heet-strect, London; or to the Proprietors on

the premises. —

—

TO GENTLFMEN. FLORISTS. AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will submit

toPUBLIC AUCTION, at the Mart. Bartholomew Lane,

on THUKSIMY, April 28th. and foUowin^' day, at )2 o'clock, a

very choice Collection of DAHLIAS, a rich Assortment of CAR-

NATIONS and PICOTEES, the newest \arieties of lUCHSlAb
and VERBENAS ; also a Variety of Plaiits in bloom. Maybe
viewed the morning of Sale j Catalogues maybe had at the Mart,

and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone.
,

tinn nf'l.iiikUnc: may De onraineu a^ auu*c; y^^^^^^ «„v. ^—^ --

seen a varl^- ofVttcrns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles Biass and

Iron Bedsteads. Ornamental Wire-work. Garden Implements,

ic &C T^e trkde supplied ^vith Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,

three, and four inches, at ^. 3d., 3.. 3d., and 4s. 3d. per yard.

HEATING BY HOT W.\TER, WITH THE CIRCULATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,

. King's-roacr. Chelsea.. Hothouse Bmld«sai.dlIot-wat«

Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the ^oblllty and

gK that their business, which has been extensive throughout

the country for many years, is entirely confined to the BUILD-

ING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every description,

and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER; see the 3rd and

arth Numbers of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

M
NEW PEANTS, &c.

ESSRS. VPITCH & SON beg to offer to the

_ Public the undernamed Plants.

Gloxinia Spcciosa, var. Macrophylla Variegata. An imported

nlant from the Brazils, and of which a figure, &c. may be seen in

the Botanical Magazine for April 1842. 2l. \^s. 6d. per plant. vriththc Patentee for its general adoption. It economises luei,

Beeonia Coccinea, beautiful vermiUon colour, from Brazil, and rpmoves the nuisance and disfigurcraent of smoke, so much
complained of l)y Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

sery

Pine

fery^.^Mrri"^^^^^^^
Chelsea ^ Mr. Gaines^s Nursery,

Battersca- Mr. Buck^s, Portland Nursery ; Mr. Young*s Milford

Ke^'! Mr. smith's' Nurse^^ Dalstonj Mr. WoodroiTs Nur-

ferv! Kensall Green; Mr. Hopgood's ^^^ery, Bayswaterj Mr

Wmmer^s Nursery, Chelsea; and at most of the Nobihty and

Gentlemen's Seats in the country.

Every particular to be had at their Horticultural Manufactory.

Gloucester place. Chelsea, near Sloane-square.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
OTIIOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings. Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings. Mansions

and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most

improved and scientific nicthods.
, * n i.

W WALKER and Co. late of Mosley- street, Manchester), beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-

servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most

''"Theyha^^"e'^'Sfo successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
^ ' •'---

It economises fuel.

H

TO NOBLEMfeN AND GENTLEMEN.
ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a re-

spectable Man who has a thorough knowledge of his

business. Can have an unexceptionable character from the Gen-
tleman he is now leaving, with whom he has lived seven years.

Address, post-paid, to A. B., Mr. Ivery's, Nurseryman, Peckhamj
Surrey. ^_:mz_l^_^

WANTS a SITUATION ss GARDENER, a respect-

able and clever Man, aged 35, of practical experience,

understands the Business in every department, and has been
many years in the profession. Can have a good character from
the gentleman he has just left. Direct to W. M. M., Osborn's

Nursery, Fulham, Middlesex.

XT7ANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a steady, active

V \ Young Man, who possesses a thorough practical knowledge

of his business in all its different branches, and can he highly

recommended for honesty, sobriety, and attention. Direct to

J.E^^the Office of this Paper.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a steady,

respectable Man, aged 26, who understands his business

in its respective branches. His character will bear the strictest

investigation by reference to his late employer. Direct to A. M.,

Mr. Westbrook's, 2, John's-place, Walworth Common, Surrey.

T^/ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
VV Mail, without Family^ is now employed by Mr. Mills. He
understanls Forcing Fines, Grapes, Peaches, and all its various

branches, in which he has had great experience.—Direct to Mr.

George Mills, Gunnersbury Park, Acton, Middlesex.

WANTS a SITUATION, a Married Man, .aged

41, who thoroughly understands forcing in all departments

kitchen-garden, flower-garden, grcenliouse, and meadow-land.

Lived last in a highly respectable family upwards of lo years,

from whom he can have the highest character. Direct to G. C,
Mr. Ebden's, 22, Union Road. Clapham Retreat, Surrey.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER a single

man, aged 34, a native of Scotland. He is a thorough prac-

tical gardener, and would not object to make himself useful to his

employer. Has fulfilled the situation of gaideuer and steward,

with rnanagement of woods and plantations. Satisfactory refer-

ences from the nobleman he has just left. Address A. B., 15,

Hemniing's-row, Charing-cross, London.

^ATaNTS a Situation as UNDER-GARDENER, a

VV Young Man, 22 years of age, who has a general knowledge

of his business j is willing to engage with any Nobleman or

Gentleman's Gardener, or to an Establishment where Forcing of

considerable extent is carried on. No objection for a suitable

exchan^-e, or to go to any country (Scotland excepted). Anyone

requiring the services of the above will meet with due attention

by addressing W.S., Post Office. Sydenham, Kent.

lOs.Gd.

a\8. per plant
Cycnoches Maculata, vsnety, S-Is.

Stjgmaphyllon Aristatum, 42*.

Primula Denticulata (Hardy), from the Himalayas, fine,

Triptiliou Spinosum (Hardy Perennial) . from Chili, 425.

NEW GERANIUMS.
'

Fair Maid of Devon (Veitch's). This flower was exhibited at

the June exhibition at Chiswick in 1841, and pronounced by the

principal Nurseo'men and Amateurs to be one of the most splen-

did Geraniums ever seen. It is of large size ai^d first-rate form,

the upik:f petals beautiful bright CTimson, v;lth a distinct white

margin round; the \uidcr petals light pink, with white centre.

Extra fine. 63*. per plant.
. . „ c. . r-

Rose of Oxton (Swete's), raised by J. B. Kwetc. Esq , Oxton-

housc. The colour a fine bright rose, with clear white centre
j

fine form, abundant bloomer, and compact habit. A really good

variv tv. 21*. per plant.

» MnlattavSwete's;. A beautiful clouded flower, upper petals

beiuK almost black, and the under petals deep crimson. An
abundant bloomer, and a striking fancy variety, hut the form

indifferent. I5«. per plant.

*,* A notice of tbe three plants marked * may be seen by re-

ference to Proceedings ot the London Horticultural Society's

meeting of the I5th of March last, when a medal wa,s awarded
them ; Bee Gardeners' Chronicie, No. 12, p. IpO.

'Sux6Qiy, Exeter, April 20th, 1842.

MEDICAL, INVALID, AND GENERAL LIFE
ASSURANCE, Loan, Annuity, and Reversionary Interest

SOCIETV, 25, Pall-mall, London.
PRESIDENTS.

Sir Henry Halford, Bart., M.D.. G.C.H., F.R.S.. F.S.A.

Sir William Burnett, M.D., K.C.H., F.R.S.

Sir Matthew Ticruey, Bart., M.D., K.C.H.
DIRECTORS.

Benjamin Phillips, Esq.,F.R.S.
Charles Richardson, Esq.
Thos. Stevenson, Esq., F.S.A.
Alfred Waddilove, D.C.L.
Robert C. Wyllie, Esq.

Thomas Coates, Esq.
Edward Doubleday, E-^q.

George G. Hay, Esq.
"WilUara Jeffreson, Esq,
John M*Kenzie. Esq.
John Parkinson, Esq., F.R.S.
Healthy Uvea assured at very moderate rates.
Unsound lives assured at equitable rates, calculated on original

tables of the rUk attendant upon disease.
Annuities to invalids granted on terms corresponding with the

state of health.
A part of the extra premium on unsound lives may remain as a

debt on the policy. Application to be made to
EDWARD POWER, Sec.. 23, Pall-mall.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSE.S,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andEDWARD BAILEY. 2/2, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Baii,ky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much exicrieuce in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purpo- , have, by improve-
ments suggested in their pfactice, rendered their mode of heat-

in these Apparatus.
. , „. , .,,

Works executed in every part of the United Kuigdom with

punctuality and dispatch. -.13, Brown-street, Manchester.

WIRE -WORK, HOT -WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

CT. THOMAS BAKI:R. MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-O PLACE, KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of

INVISIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren-

dered Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

Bordering, Flower-stands, Pheasautries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-Vs'ATER APPARATUS, on improved and

economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Dra'Aings and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual. _

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Horti-

culturists generally are respectful!}^ informed that they may be

furnished with lists of prices, and paiticalars regarding the above

article, which has in every case in which it has been adopted

proved itself to be by far the most economical material for Horti-

cultural Glazing, upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315,

Oxford- street, London.
J. DRAKE, late of 100, Edgware-road. and 8, Jermyn-street,

begs to notify that he has removed his business to the above

address, for the convenience of more extensive premises, and
solicits for himself and partner a contiiiuance of the support he

now gratefully acknowledges. French and every description of

Glass Shades, Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and
British Plate Glass, supplied in any number or quantity, at whole-

sale prices.

TO NURSERYMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, &c.

ROPAGATING GLASSES— Green, \s, per lb. ;

White, \s, 2rf. per lb. ; or from 25. 6rf. to 24s. per dozen.

CucumberTubes, all lengths, from td. to is. each. Grape Shades,

from 2s. 6rf. each. Irish Globes, from 1«. fit?, each ; ditto for

Fountains, with solid bottom and hole, 2^. 6c?. per lb.

—

Afsley
Pellatt, Falcon Glass Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars, where
every description of Table Glass China is on show. Days for

viewing the Works—Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

OILS, COLOURS, VARNISHES, &c.—Best Ground
White Lead. 30s. percwt.; 2nd, 28s. ; 3rd, 24s. Linseed Oil,

3s. per Gallon; Turps, 4s. gd. -. Dry or Ground Brunswick Green,

from 4^d. to is. per lb.; Invisible Green, for Rough Work, 30s.

per cwt. : Stone colour, 34s. ; Celestial Blue, 6d. per lb. ; Quick-

drying Carriage Varnish, 14s. per gallon; French Polish and
Spirit Varnishes, 20s. ; Naphtha do., lis. Gd.; Burning Naphtha
without smell, 6s. 6d. per gallon j Best Stockholm Tar, 2ls. per
barrel; CoaJ do,, 10s. fid. do.

Everj- description ofColour Brushes, &c., of the best quality, at

the lowcfst prices for cash, atNixey's, 22, Moor-street, Soho.

PUNCHES GUIDE to the LIONS of LONDON
will be PUBLISHED on the 30th INSTANT. Price 3d.,

profusely illustrated with Engravings from Designs by Leech,

Meadows, Crowquill, Henning, &c. &c.: being No. 42 of PUNCH;

OR, THE LONDON CHARIVARI.
, ,, , ^

On the same day, Part 10, price I.?. 4J.—Vol. I. may still be

had, price 7s. 6d., and all back Numbers are always kepton sale.

Office, 13, Wellington street. Strand. _
Just published, post 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6J.

^HE CYCLOPiEDIA OP THREE THOUSAND
PRACTICAL RECEIPTS in all the USEFUL and DOMES-

TIC ARTS ; being a complete Book of Reference for the Manu-

facturer, Tiadesman, and Amateur.
By A PuACTicAL Chymist.

London: John Churchill, Prince's-street, Soho,

DIC-

UTT'S BEE-HIVES.—GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
_ _ tegs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-

ing not'ouFvc^y efficIek7bur;eH^^^^^^^
HnrahniK-m th** ftnuaratns -Hrith *.rnTtnmv i» tK« .t,^..«- mi!-„ ! bodied all recent improvements ; and being the only authorised

agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally

In one Volume, elegantly hound, gilt edges;

AXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
TIONART.—The immense quantity of useful and interest-

ing information condensed in this little volume, relating to the

history, culture, and uses of all known Plants, should \^^^^\^^

the indispensable pocket companion of every one fond of Plants,

or in any way connected with gardening, as a pursuit or amuse-

'ment. As a bock of reference it will be found useful to the pro-

fession, and intere:-ting to all classes. It is, in fact, a mnnature

Botanical Encyclopaedia.

London; J. Andrews, l67r New Bond-street; and Orr and to.,

Paternosterj^row. -

nOTTON'S NEW^TRAcVs FOR COTTAGERS.
yy In i2mo, price fitf., or 5s. per doz. (with Wcodcuts).

The VILLAGE SCHOOL, Part U. (To P^i'^'^ts of Children who

go to School.) By the Rev. W. C. Cotton, M.A., Stu**/°J .°:

Christ Church, Oxford ; Chaplain to the Bishop of ^ew Zeaiana,

and Author of " My Bee Book."
Rivingtons, St. Paul's Church-yard and Waterloo-piace,

Also just published, by the same Author,

1. The VILLAGE. 2. The VILLAGE SCHOOL. Part L CIo

Children.) Price 6rf. each.

Third Edition, corrected. 1 voL Svo.'with nearly 200 Woodcuts,

price 18s. cloth lettered, ,^^-t rrTTTJT?

X^LEMENTS OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE^
Hi comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the Hu%^^^
of Domestic Animals, and the Economy of the FaTno- ^y/; -^

Low, Esq., F.R.S.E., Professor of Agriculture m the Umversiiy

of Edinburgh.
, ^, . .„- time

"No work on practical agriculture has appeared ^ %'^.^j
which will bear a comparison with this excellent work, u

become the manual of practical agriculture lor the liniuu

mxe."^KdinOurgh FhU. Journal. ^^^^r.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman^^.

NCYCLOP^DIA BRIT AN NIC A.

-u SEVENTH EDITION.
^^^

This great National W^ork is now completed, m 21 vomn.

nitrated hv 506 Eneravings on Steel, and many thousanns

durability m the app^-atus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, tor
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
CJiployed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory* lately erected at Chiswick.
- D. and E. Bailsy also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an iu^pcction Of their various drawings
and models, at 2/2, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metalworks, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot w ater, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baiiky werp the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Bai lev have prepaicd a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which arc now ready for immediate deliver)'; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

Tal«, required, and which may be seen at their numufactory.

against pinrchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made
in accordance with the e>:act principles of the Inventor, from
parties who unauthorised u?=e his name; in such cases purchasers
are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatusbeing im-
perfect and incomplete. Geo. Neighbour has also a variety of
improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, &c. &c., which are very
tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each ofwhich
the honey may be taken at any time of the season without de-
stroying the Bees.

Apiarian Depot and Honey Warehouse, 131, High Holbom,
London.—-Letters relative to the above must have postage-
stamps enclosed.

NUTT ON BEES (5th edition) now published.

1^180. A-YEAR FOR *2,aOO.

NINT: SUBSTANTIAL HOUSES, now in complete
Repair, situate in ROBERT STREET, COMMERCIAL

ROAD, PIMLICO ; held for a term of 82 Years, at a low Ground
Rent, Half the purchase-money may remain at 5/. per cent, for
two years.~For further particulars apply to Mr. Harrison, Soli-
citor; 34, Bloomsbury-square,

illustrated hy
Wood. TheGKVKRAL INDKX contaius ^Vy^""'^^ p^llf^i^^^^^
ences, forming the most comprehensive Index of General i.

ture and Science in the English Language. thelite-

In Paper, Printing, and Embellishment, «« well 2^
m

.^_

rary value of its contents, the work is accommodated to r
^^^_

proved taste and advanced information of the ^^^^^i, -pfgrencC
ther for the purpose of systematic study o\l%^^^XIhl^^ En-
the proprietors are satisfied that the Seventh Edition oi

O'clop^dia Britannica will be found to he the most valaaDie

tion which can be made to a modem library.

Adam and Charies Black. Edinburgh. „ ^ton,

Simpkin. Marshall, and Co. ; Whittaker and Co.
:
ana

Adams and Co., London

***

A NEW HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING.
^^^

Just published, in 240 pages, price is.
^^''v'^ n ^'Jnils for the

IT'LORVS CABINET; comprising full details
^^ ^^

-T Cultivation of 15 of the principal F»owfs that flec^^^^^^j^^

Gardens, namely. Anemone, Auricula. Bell,
'if"^ WjV, poly-

Carnation, Dahlia. Geranium, Heartsease, f\y**^'";.l Directions
anthus. Ranunculus, Rose, and Tulip; with amp j^.^^^ggji

for every Month in the Year; bhort Abstracrs oi
g^^jQcfit*

ra's Clock, the Primm**^and Jussieuian Systems, Flora
of Plants, and other useful matter.

Orlando Hodgson, lU, Fleet-street. Free by v^'^>
^'
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
CYLLABUS of a COURSE OF SIX LECTURES
K^ on the CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES WHICH REGULATE
TH^ GROWTH OF PLANTS AND PROCESSES OF VEGE-
TATION. ByEDWAuv Solly, Esq. Jun., F.L.S./M.R.L, &c..
Experimental Chcnu.st to the Horticultural Society. To com-
meuce on Friday, April £y, at 3 p. m., and to be continued on suc-
ceeding Fridays at the same hour.
Subjects ok the Coi/RSB.-lntroduction. Objects of chemistry

and mode ni which chemical inquiries are conducted. Chemical
affinity. Composition and decomposition. Simple and compound
Bubstances. Constitution of organic matter. The proximate
principles of PJauts. The nature of the soil, the food of plants,
and the different btatccs of vegetable life, germination, formation
of leaves Nvocdy matter flowers, and fruit; death and decay of
plants. Results of the decay of organic matter. Action of ma-
""^P^.' ^l'^'/ "ft"^^. "se, and abuse. Theories and new views.
Tickets for these Lectures are ii=sued gratis exclusively to Fel-

lows of the Society, upon application to the Secretary. No Fel-
low can have more than two tickets, which will admit two friends.
As the meeting room wJU not accommodate more than 200 per-
sons, the Coujicii have directed the issue of tickets to be stopped
as soon as that number shall have been distributed. It is there-
fore hoped that no one will apply for tickets except with the fuU
mtention of making use of them.

21, Regent-street, April IS, 18-12.

It
for the fibres of the roots, chilled and torpid in the Government,
midst of their dreary soil, to obtain food at anything the Noble Lord,
like the rate demanded by leaves and ripening fruit
stimulated at once by a dry atmosphere, and the
light and warmth of the solar rays. Of the

the

that

small quantity of food which was transmitted to .....

stem, the nature was so bad as to be Httle suited for its

destined purpose. There are some excellent remarks
upon this subject by a writer in another column.
Our correspondent has now taken our advice in

earnest; the soil is lightened, the drainage is made
effectual, and the Vines are replanted. In due time
we shall communicate the result.

^ije (SrHViimtv^' Qttfvonku

SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE KXSUING WEEI^.
Tuesday f Floricultural . , . , S p. w.

(Zoological • , . . . ejp. M.
Wednesday , , . f ^fedico-JBotanKal . . , 8 f. m.

"(.Miicroscoplcal 8 P- M.

A FORTNIGHT siuce wc mentioned that a short
course of Lectures upon the application of Chemistry
to the arts of cultivation was about to be given by
Mr. Edward Solly, jun. In an advertisement in our
.Paper of to-day, it will be seen that the plan of the
course is' settled, and that the Lectures are given gratis
to the Fellows of the Horticultural Society and their
friends cxdusivchj. The great attention which this
gentleman has paid to the subject leads us to hope for
avery interesting series of illustrations.

The shrivelling or ^'shanking" of Grapes is*a sub-
ject upon which few gardeners agree—almost every
one possessing an opuiion of his own as to its probable
cause.

• A few years since, a gardener applied to us for ad-
vice, stating that most of his hunches had"'' shanked*'
off; a disease which, till that season, had never af-
fected his Vines. We have never entertained a doubt
that this malady is caused by a cold soil, in which the
roots are compelled to seek their food; we therefore ad-
vised him to examine his border, as it was very possible
that during the severe winter of 1837-38, the frost
might have destroyed the surface roots, upon which
his Vines were most dependent for support ; and that
the remaining roots, having penetrated into a deep and
cold subsoil, could no longer keep up that reciprocal
action with the stem upon which the welfare of the
plant depended, nor supply the leaves and bunches
with nutriment suitable for bringing the latter to ma-
turity. We told him that he midit be sure that this
was the reason why the stalks of his Grapes withered,

^^t.l i^T'''^
'"

v'^'*
of obtaining their natural co- I tranquil and prosperous

lour and flavour, became shrivelled, and remained -^ ' *

acid. In this opinion, however, he did not coincide •

contending that such could not possiblv be the case,
his y- ' ^ ' • '

—

We understand that the place of gardener in the
Royal Forcing Garden at Kew, vacant by the death of
the late Mr. Aldridge. is not filled up ; and that it is

the intention of the Lord Steward, with whom the
appointment lies, to select the very best man he can
find, without reference to other considerations. This
is one of the few 'prizes in the lottery of gardeners.

^
We have great pleasure in announcing the forma-

tion of a Horticultural and Botanical Society at the
town of Wellington in the New Zealand Company's
harbour of Port Nicholson. From a letter now be-
fore us, we learn that the objects of the Society
are the extension of horticultural pursuits, the im-
provement and adaptation to the climate of the co-
lony of the vegetables, fruits, and flowers already intro-
duced from other countries, and the examination of
the vegetation and other natural resources of New
Zealand. Another most important part of the plan
is_ ''to encourage among the labouring classes indus-
trious habits and a right employment of their leisure
hours, by offering annual premiums for the best-cul-
tivated cottage gardens." Within ten days of the inten-
tion to form the society being made known, the '

number of subscribers was 103; we have reason to
believe that the New Zealand Company have deter-
mined upon lending the institution their support, both
by pecuniary assistance and otherwise; and we doubt
not that the next ships will convey to the colonists
substantial proofs of the goodwill of other public bodies
in this country.
We regard this event as most 'satisfactory evidence

of the flourishing condition of those parts of New
Zealand which have b'een judiciously colonised, and as
a proof Ihat we were right when^ many months ago,
we strongly advised such of our readers as had friends
intending to emigrate to select those islands as the
spot where the settler has ^' the most to hope, and the
least to fear."

^
(See p. 99* 1 841.) Straws, we know,

when thrown into the air, denote the direction of the
storm

thing.

was only the other night

the Secretary for the Colonies^
stated in the House of Commons that there exists an
enormous quantity of fertile land in New Zealand*
Upon turning to Mr. BidwilFs pamphlet, we find him
speaking of the country everywhere towards the south
of the northern island as admirably adapted for culti-
vation, with plains suited for rearing herds oi cattle ;

and describing Port Nicholson, the principal settlement
of the New Zealand Company, as surrounded by abun-
dance of excellent land, " sufiicient for the employment
of any amount of population for 20 years to come,''

—

as '' an excellent harbour, with a navigable river, the
Hutt, and a great extent of very rich'land, an admi-
rable site for a town," and-so on. Let it always be
remembered that these are the statements of a hnoxvn
wnter.sxid that they are confirmed by other kyiown
authorities

; while the statements opposed to them
are anonymous.

It is no doubt true that some parts of New Zealand
are stenle, rugged, and uncultivable. Such, in parti-
cular, is all the northern part, especially about the Bay
of Islands, the great missionary station. In speaking
of this place, Mr. Bidwill describes it thus :—

•'At the Bay of Islands it is almost impossible to
find a place suitable for the site even of a moderate
village; and the country is so rough and broken, that
there are no means of going from, one part of the Bay
to another by land; and the shores also of the Gulf
of Hamaki are more mountainous even than those of
the Bay. The country around is hilly, and may be said
to be nothing but a succession of gullies, rendering the

,

use of wheel-carriages of any kind (except perhaps ox-
carts) almost impracticable. The soil is clay, produced
by the decomposition of the lavas and other volcanic
rocks of which the whole of this part of New Zealand
is formed. It is bad—that is to say, as bad as any soil

can be in a climate so moist and temperate as that of
New Zealand. \ have, it is true, notwithstanding,
seen very good vegetables grown in the gardens ; but
as these gardens are always in the small level spots in

the vicinity of the gullies, their produce is no criterion

of the general goodness of the soil, as such spots re-

ceive the whole richness of the surrounding hills, and
for agricultural purposes would be totally unavailable

.

from their small size. There are but two spots about
the Bay where towns could be built—one, the site of
the village of Kororarika, notorious at present for con-
taining, I should think, a greater number of rogues
than any other spot ofequal size in the universe; and

while stones fall to the earth, and tell us no-
So, in tlie affairs of nations, slight occurrences

.'-border having always hitherto been consi-
dered dry, wuh a sandy subsoil. He therefore pro-
posed to remove the surface soil a spit deep, and to re-
place it with cow-dung 12 months olfl. Our obser-
vation upon this proposition was, that it might
modify the evil by encouraging roots near the surface

;
but that the old deep roots would still be the principal
feeding organs; and that the only effectual course for
him to take was to drain his border effectually.

Not, however, finding it convenient to adopt this
plan, and feehng convinced that his Vine-border could
not be better drained, our correspondent " followed
his head," and, as might have been expected, the
shanking continued season after season, until at last he
resolved to follow the advice we at first gave him.
lipon examining his border, he found ainple reason to
regret that he had felt so well satisfied with its condi-
tion. Instead of being fight, warm, and dry, it was
lound to consist of a rich, adhesive compost, as cold and
retentive of moisture as it well could be; in fact, to
use the gardener's own expression, " it cut out as solid
as a piece of cheese." No roots were found near the
fiurtace of the border, excepting a few which had shot
out trom the necks of the Vines into some moss with

'

nf i^
\*^y,^^^ ^^^" surrounded. The main supply

ot tood had, therefore, been derived entirely from the

Sirt^eliS ^^ ''^'^'^ ^^^^ f^^^d 4i feet be-

vrld^eU^^ f ^^^'^^''}S in this case wfts, we conceive,

Sif kin"' "^"i
originaUy stated, and what, we re^

upon which TX^^' '^ ''''' ^"^ '^'^' Tiiose roots

we?LomJpti^J'"'Vr'^ dependent for support

rje • aS^ ]^
^'^'"^ '^'' ''^^^' ^f *he sun's influ-

Sew in.lS *;™P^^^^«^^ of the soil in which they

Zrereafftl ^^^^^P^^^i^g "early with the atmo-spnereoi the house, must !iqv^ \^i^ ^.«.. -a

may be often taken as the best indication of the true
course of events, w^hile graver matters give no sign.

It is^ not when they are strugghng with difficulties

and in precarious tenure of property that people think
of forming scientific societies, but when tliey are

-wlien they are satisfied

with their condition, and see no dangers in the ho-
rizon.

We are led to make these remarks for the sake of
guardii^g our readers against believing the many news-
paper misrepresentations upon the subject of New Zea-
land. One paragraph asserts that a township is under
water, another that people are re-selling their lots and
abandoning the colony ; a third, that the whole country
is cut up into deep gullies, inclosing valleys which can-
not possibly haveany»coramunication with each other

;

and another, that the colony, in addition to its natural
barrenness, is already wasted by storms, and will soon
be devastated by the barbarous natives. It is important
to observe that these assertions are all anonymousy and
no one is answerable for their truth. That they are
either wholly false, or that they apply to certain parts

of the colony which no well-advised emigrant would
have settled at, is notorious to all who have any real

acquaintance with New Zealand.
As an example of the misrepresentations that we

allude to, take the statement some weeks since copied
into all the papers, that the New Zealand Company
obtains (iO/, profit upon every 80/. they recrfve for

land ; while the fact is, that by the Company's
charter and agreement with the late Secretary for the
Colonies, Lord John Hussell, they cannot get more than
one acre of land for every \L expended on emigration,
that they re-sell it at the same price, and that their

profit is in the shape ofa small discount allowed them
by Government,
Anonymous writers assert that all the land in New

Zealand is w^orthless, uncultivable, or inaccessible.

Against this we have the testimony of travellers who
have visited the country ;—of the Hon. Mr. Petre,

picion ; of Mr. Bidwill,

:

above

lower. ees
circumstances, it was impossibl

and of the responsible officers

a gootl judge, am
^interested .witness

of Her

the other, on the opposite side of the Bay, near the
missionary establishment, Paihia (Pyhea)." And else-

where he expressly declares, that it is only in the coun^
tri/ south of the Thames that the fine land and fine

climate are to be found.
On the north of the Thames is the Bay of Islands,

and the new seat of Government, Auckland; to the
south is the land of the New Zealand Company.

Auckland has, we understand, an extremely wet cli-

mate, and is exposed to violent gales; io that settle-

ment, then, emigrants should not gOy any more than
to the Bay of Islands ; for, being in the vicinity of
the seat of Government, is a poor compensation for

all the disadvantages arising from dangerous storms,

and rugged ground unfit for agricultural purposes. But
those who attempt to show that the bad quality of the
Bay of Islands and Auckland is characteristic of New
Zealand generally, are to be regarded in precisely

the same Ught as men who* should apply to Great
Britain the description of the Shetland Islands.

NEW METHOD OF HEATIjSG AMATEURS'
STOVES.

Early in the spring of last year I had a stove built ia
a small hothouse, which up to the present time has
answered perfectly well, and 1 think will be useful, as it

requires no attention except once in the morning and the
last thing at night : being'built under the stages, it ia quite
out of sight.

The accompanying sketches represent the plan and
construction of it. The stove, which consists of the
body, A, for containing the fuel, B the ash-pit, C the re-
gister, and D the flue, three inches diameter, and built
within the thickness of the wall ; E, E, a cast-iron plate
covering the whole opening of the body of the stove (it

lies in a rebate and is bedded in sand, with sufBcient space
to allow for expansion), and having a collar or neck, F,
standing upon it, which neck passes through the stone
shelf, constituting the top of the stages all round the
house : to this neck is attached a copper ring, G, G,
which is securely fitted to it; a fianch one inch broad pro-

jects from thiSt and together may be called a frill ; the

flanch covers the space {\ of an inch) between the sides

of the aperture in the stone shelf and the outside of the

cast-iron neck. It will be seen by reference to the plan,

that a rebate is sunk round the aperture in the stone shelf,

and that the frill lies in it, and is covered with sand to

prevent the escape of the rarefied air at this pavUcul^T

spot. Now, when the stove is heated, the neck wiii ex-

pand nearly the eighth of an inch ; and as it does so, the

this pUc« " Crociferoiis " was niaprinted Ah* •< C(»ii/erous
"

nana neariv tne eigiun ui au julu , »"- —

_

flanch will slide over the rebate and thereby prevft tie

Majesty's | ttone shelf from splitting, whidi would
'f"'iPj^^f'—— place but for this precauuonarr airangement. lUe necir,

i wlxich i% ieren inches diaiDCter inside, f»nx» the stoke-
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1

ho Ic- the orrninff is cotered by a cast-iron cover. H, Lav-

?c Lffia tL'rebate, aud effectually prereuts the escape

of smoke or gaseous vapour from the
Ynfufi^^^^

(he cover is removed for the purpose of ligh tns the fire,

the smoke does not rise through ti.e neck, beiug prevented

by the draught into the flue, which is placed twelve inches

bLw the opening of the neck. The regtster consist, of

a cast-iron frame, having a clear passage of five inches by

three • this is secured to the stone front by a couple of

nuarteV-inch bolts, and made perfectly air-tight; if the

ftame is let into the front, it will, in all probabihty, split

it, as it did mine on the first trial of tlie stove—the re-

gi'ster frame is rebated, the door slides in it, and is secured

by a couple of thumb-screws tapped into the frame. The

door has a hole drilled through it two inches in diameter,

which is covered by a brass plate accurately ground to it,

and turning over the aperture in the same manner as the

etCutcheonV^^te of a keyhole. In the brass plate also

there is a small hole five-eighths of an inch in diameter.

When the fire is lighted, the brass cover is opened to blow

up the fire, and then closed, the smaller hole in the cover

being sufficient for the purpose of letting in just as much

air as is necessary for the slow combu:itioa of the fuel.

Tlic size of the smaller aperture is experimentally correct,

and if the door, frame, 5cc., arc well made and air-tight,

this being an important-point, the combustion of the fuel

(one and a quarter pecks of maltsters' coke, not gas coke,

which is very inferior in duration) wUl go on for twelve

or fifteen hours without any attention.
^

The whole of the stove is built within an air-chamber,

which forms one side of the stage, and is composed of ^a

single ilab of stone, with which the whole of the top is

also covered. The bnck\vorlc of the stove may be buil

solid as high as the top of the grate, but all above that

should be half an inch from the front, leaving the three

sides of the stove exposed to the action of the au'. Hie

object I hud in view, in construciing the stove withm an

air-chamber, was to obtain means of warming the air be-

fore it entered the house. This is effected by admitting

the cold air into the hot-air flues through an opening in

the partition wall, which may be fitted with a slide door

to regulate its admission. antT the clear opening should be

about four inches by eight. The cold air passes through

the air-flue, I, round the three sides of the stove and over

the ton of the cast-iron cover, E,E, upon which are placed

a num'ber of bricks, standing half au inch apart; passing

onwards, it enters the house at the extremity of the stage

or chamber. When a moist atmosphere is required, fill

the copper dish, K, with water, which is so placed that the

air cannot enter the house without first passing over its

surface ; the dish is filled by pouring water into a lip
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duce successive volumes of pure air from the atmosphere,

raised to the required temperature, and more or lesi

charged with moisture ? .1 think only in oneway, and

that by means of air-chambers. The usual mode of warm-

iii'' the nearly still atmosphere of a house is something

similar to the impure air of crowded rooms. At page

36^ (1841), there is a plan of heating air in chambers; it

might be useful to your readers to refer them to it.

H. L., IIuIL

FLORAL ANALOGIES.
(Continued from p. 253.)

11. Alpinia racemosa. Clustered Alpinia.—A plant

#hich is most successfully grown when treated as an
,

aquatic. Analogous to a tee-totaller, who thrives best on

water.

1-2. Zingiber officinale. Culinary Ginger.—As in phy-v

sical economy ginger is used to excite a brisker action of

the vessels in torpid and phlegmatic constitutions, so in

moral economy is anger useful to excite a more prompt

action in sluggish minds. What anger is in the moral,

ginger is in the physical world. As the Zingiber ofticinale

is used in the eastern parts of the world in cataplasms and

fomentations, but is never taken as an internal medicine
;

so anger, although useful as an external motive, never in-

teriorly benefits its applier.

13. Callitriche aquatica. Water Starwort.-—A small

aquatic plant, of a Proteus kind, which, from its liability

to variation in appearance, has often, deceived botanists,

and analogises with the Chameleon* much more so than

does the Lupinua mutabilis.

14. Nyctanthes Arbor-tristis. Sad Night Flower

—

Nyctanthes is derived from fuj, night, and avOos, flower,

as its blossoms expand and are fragrant only in the nigbt.

It analogises with a sorrowful spirit, whose virtues are

only brought out in adversity, and whose beauties arc only

known in distress.

15. Veronica officinalis. Culinary Speedwell.—This

simple little flower is the emblem of domesticity, as it is

never found above a mile from a human habitation.

16. Utricularia vulgaris- Vulgar -hooded Milfoil.— It

IS impossible to preserve the flowers of this plant as dried

specimens in any hortus siccus whatever. The beautiful

colours of the genus, purple, pink, violet, or yellow, when

dried, all change to a dead uniform black, thus analogismg

with the virtues of the human being, which are but too

frequently forgotten after his life; or reversedly represent-

ing those false hues with which some are clothed m life,

in appearance only beautiful, but whose real want of colour

or virtue is displayed by the justice of the tomb.

17. Rosmarinus officinalis. Vulgar Rosemary.—This

plant estaUibhes itself upon any old wall, and will resist

the severest cold of a northern winter. It thus grows

luxuriously, and analogises to the character very generally,

whether justly or not, given to the Scotch, that they will

live well upon anything, and are satisfied with frugality.

With the ancients Rosemary was esteemed the plant of

Memory and Repentance ; thus the poet says— *^'
There s

Rosemary, that's for remembrance."

18. Gladiolus Cunonia. Scarlet-flowered Corn Flag.—

The generic name of this plant is from gladios,.a sword.

It is the floral emblem of the soldier ; its leaves are sword-

shaped, and its banner-like blooms are red.

19. Crypsis aculeata. Prickly Crypsis.—The nameot

this genus is derived from fcpuirrw, I conceal. The heads

of the flowers of this plant being at one time concealed in

the sheath of its leaves, it analogises negatively with the

deceitful person, and affirmatively with unknown genius or

secluded virtue*
'

.,

20. Petrophiladiversifolia. Various-leaved Petrophiia.

—The generic name of this plant is derived from n^rpos,

a rock, and <Pl\€w, 1 love, on account ;of its mountainous

growth. It analogises with the mountaineer, and particu-

larly so with the.Switzer,as all Alpine plants more or less

do. The Petrophila, however, from its name, is pre-

eminently the vegetable symbol of the mountineer.^ It is

the St. Peter of the floral church of God. '* On this rocic

I build ray church."

—

Goodwyn Barmhy.
(To be continued.)

which protrudes through the atone front about a couple 1

of inches.

3Iy hothouse is six feet square, with a greenhouse ad-
joining (but separated from it by a glass screen), six feet
by ten feet—being of recent construction and having at

i

present but a small stock of plants, none of which require
*

a high temperature. \ have consequently had no oppor-
'

tunity of trying the full power of the stove, which has
never been heated but during the night. The fire is

liglited at nine p.m., and it usu^^lly burns from twelve to
fifteen hours, or according to the quantity of coke em-
ployed ; the temperature of the hothouse has never been i

below 10" at nine r.Ar., and 50** at nine a.m., daring I

the severest nights of the past winter. This is certainly '

not a hothouse temperature; but if the fire had been kept i

fc, m during the day as well as night, there can be no donbt
"- thfe»it would be fully equal to any terdperature that might

be dci^reJ, TJie door which separates the one house from
tfe other is kept ajar one inch and a half; the warm
air pai^sing through it is sufficient to keep the greenhouse 1

from drI9 to ho^ during the night. The flue of my stove
j

passes immediately into that of the chimney; but if it

was laid horizontally and continued round another side of

a much larger house, it would be fully capable of heating

it ; in fact, there is no limit to the heat which the stove

is capable of producing, as I could, by admitting more air,

produce so intense a heat as to melt brass. I have a
small frame, L, placed upon the top of the air-chamber;
it consists of wrought-iron, and is six inches deep ; round
the upper edge there is a copper gutter, five-eighths of an
inch wide and half an inch deep ; the upper or glass part
drops into the gutter, and the two ends of the glass frame
are furnished with slides to let in air; the temperature
(no sunshine) at nine o'clock p.m. was 62°—nine o'clock
A.M.. 75o--.and at two o'clock v.m., 72«. With fire in
the day, it would, of course, have been much higher. It
is an excellent substitute for a hotbed ; 1 borrowed the
idea of the frame from the portable greenhouse, and pla-
cing it upon the air-chamber was an after-thought of my
own. A great deal has been published in the Chronicle
respecting the imitation of climates in hothonses, &c. ; it

appears to me that the desideratum is, how can we intro-

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XVIL
Many of the cuttings which were put in a few weeks

ago for the decoration of the flower-garden during summer

and autumn will now be ready to pot off. After potting,

they should be put into a frame, kept close, and sbaaeu

during bright sunshine, until they have formed »"00t* i"

the fresh soil for their support. Those who have luuc

room to spare in the greenhouse or frames, may p '

'

such plants as Pentstemon gentianoidcs and ^*^/^"^,

in a sheltered situation out of doors, as it is nearly haru^

strong plants of Fuchsias and Verbenas may a^f^° ^^

out, but it will be prudent to protect them ^^^?^/^^^„

and mats at night. The amateur, with very bmitecl co^^^

venience, who is anxious to have a fine display ^^

hardy plants in his garden during summer, will tuu
^^

enabled to do a great deal in the way of proP^S^^^^" '^.

this season of the year, with prudence and gooa

nagement
If Balsams are sown now and properly treated,^ they

wilTbrvery beautifXobjects' either for Vhe greenho

sittino:-room after the earlier flowering Pelargoniums

The amateur should first try and P^^^^;^^ '
^^

The best way
y^

gst I'.gb'

gone by,

which has been saved from good kinds

nd when
circumstances they will soon vegetate, ^"^* J^. '

gjxty-
two inches high thev ought to be potted oft

^^f 'i

sized pots. Any light rich soil wiU suit ^»f|"' ..,,ii

quantities of light turfy loam, rotten dung, and leai-^i
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answer the purpose extremely well. They require to be
regularly shifted into larger pots when the roots reacli

the bottom and outsides of the soil, and ought to be potted
• a little deeper at every shifting; it will also be necessary

to shade them for a short time from bright sunshine if

the roots have been in any way injured by the operation.
The hotbed is the best place to grow them in a youn*'
state, but they must be kept near the glass ; if not, they
will get drawn and unsightly, and lose their chief beauty
^thnt of being clothed from top to bottom with branches
and fiowcrs. As soon as they are well established, they
ought to have i>leDty of light and air; after which the
hotbed is not at all necessary. It is much the best way
to train theui to be short-jointed and hardy, as they are
neater and better adapted to the purposes of the amateur.
The lights may be frequently taken off during the day in
raild weather, and put on early in the afternoon. The
main points to be attended to are, regular shifting, abun-
dance of water or liquid manure, and plenty of light and
air, - Balsams may be grown well by those who have not
the convenience of a hotbed. The seeds should be sown
in the same way as I have already described, and placed
in a warm window or even out of doors during the day,
with the seed-pot covered with a small piece of glass.

When they come up and are potted off, they should be
kept in the ins=ide of llie window, and slightly shaded if

tlie sun shines. When strong, they can be placed out of
doors in a sheltered situation, or kept in the room, as may
be most desirable, and they will flower beautifully for se-
veral months in autumn.

Plants in the greenhouse will now require a liberal

supply of water; liquid manure will be found useful to
the free-growing kinds, such as Pelargoniums and. Calce-
olarias : many of which will probably require another
shift to enahle them to fiower well. Those who are fond
of Melon-growing may sow the seeds now, and they will
find some directions for their proper martagement by and
by.— 7?. F,

iTi ili^nir,.

auce of shallo^y, well-drained borders, and the possessing I Clianthus punfceus in full bloom. It is trained against
j
a sultciency of heating surface in the house, that a system
which aims at enticing a greater degree of nourishment
to enter the stems of the fruit will not be much wanted in

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Effects of Sulphur on Ants.—With reference to a com-

munication in No. 14, would Rlr. Bowers have the good-
ness to state further particulars respecting the application
of sulphur to ant-hills? Was any fire put to the sulphur,
or was it ilour of sulphur with which the holes were
filled ? and if so, had it the effect of destroying the ants, or
did it only drive them to remove to another place by ren-
dering it unpleasant to them 1 The grass on the lawn ap-
pears to have been benefited by the sulphur; has Mr.
Bowers had any experience of its effect where the ant-
hills have been at the roots of shrubs or flowers } So far
as the destruction of the ants is concerned, I should
think powdered quicklime put into the holes would answer
every purpose. It might afterwards be rendered more
powerful by having water poured on it.— W. D.—Mr,
Bowers has obligingly favoured us with the following
statement of his mode of 'application :—" There was no
fire used

; it was simply flour of sulphur from a grocer's
shop {Zd, per lb.). My short experience in the matter
will not warrant my stating positively that the sulphur killed
the ants ; on that head I am not yet quite satisfied, for
those that I could discover dead in the soil bore little

proportion to the great numbers I saw in tlie hills when
applying the sulphur; yet when I consider the early and
frequent visits of small birds to these spots, with the fact
of the ants disappearing in a few^ days, and not reappearing
sinco (eleven months) on several acres of short grass, or
any adjacent place that I could observe, tliere is some reason
for supposing the sulphur destroyed them. I have not
yet used it at the roots of shrubs or trees for that purpose,
but have to Pelatgoniums, Bouvardias, and other plants
in pots, by mining a little sulphur with the surface soil

;

should they descend to the bottom of the pot, by placing
sulphur in a pan and the pot in it, a dislodgement is soon
effected. I have also applied it to the roots of Cucum-
bers and Melons in pits and frames. In one particular
instance last summer, I found a strong nest under my
only two plants of a choice and valuable Melon, busy cast-
ing up the soil over the shoots and leaves, and destroying
tliC young fruit as the flowers expanded ; to remove them,
I mixed about a quarter of a pound of sulphur with the
soil ; in a short time they became less active, and in three
days they were no longer to l)e seen, and did not reaj)peaf
in any other pit or frame ; the Melon plants soon became
healthy and vigorous. Thi-^ last winter I had observed a
few ants in a new- Cucumber-pit, and about three weeks
ogo they appeared in strong force from a nest close to
the jdiints ; about two ounces of sulphur mixed up with
the soil in the nest had the effect of clearing the pit, and
though thf^re are other Cucumber and Melon pits adjoin-
]^gi yet they have not reappeared in any of them^ leav-
ing me to think my remedy is simple, effective, and cheap.—i/. Boirers,

ShrivdUng of the Incipient Bunches in an Earli/
Vtnery.-^\n answer to an '* Angler" of April 9th, I beg
jo state that in writing of the shrivelling up of incipient
onnches, 1 alluded as much to the general management of
the Vine as was sufficient to elucidate my subject, and that
" there had been anything peculiar in any respect, it
wouid not have been omitted. An •• Angler " complains
inattue exact wdght necessary to secure an attempted
ninavj ay bunch was not given ; but although ever anxious
to oblige my brethren. I do not see the propriety of pro-

^n.3r^''. ,r^^ ^ weighing-machine to gratify the mere

^hnrn m""
'''^ " """"^ praclical gardeners who have

iC\Zft\
^""^'"^^ the ^^"bjecr, and condemned it as

iiST T;!^"M'^^'*^'^^^^^•"
'^« «^« '^^^ matters not,

f^vo^r^n
^''^ ^^'^ ^'""'^^^ ^'^^>* tenefici a in those un-favou able circumstances to which I referred. I LopeJ«:om the knowledge now diffusing respecting the import- 1

vmeries
; and 1 referred to it, not for the purpose of ex-

cusing the want of good management, but as a method
that might be tried as an auxiliary to it. (In line 29th
of my previous communication, the expression " anxious
not to part," should be *' anxious not to hurt a quantity
of rootlets," &c.) An '* Angler " will be pleased h) ob-
serve, that I did not ascribe the effect produced to gravi-
tation, and the result of experiments this winter and spring
lead me to conclude that gravitation has nothing to do
with the success of the system.

—

Uohert Fislu
Cause of Shrivelling in Grapes,-^! was pleased to find

in your last week's Chronicle that an' experienced angler
had observed Mr. Fish*s letter, and shown the absurdity
of his gravitating system ; as such cojnmunications fre-
quently tend to a gardener's annoyance if they meet the
eye of an employer who insists upon the adoption of such
a practice! I have often been afraid that the incipient
branches ofmari^ofmyVines would go blind, but I have ge-
nerally succeeded insavingthem without trying any charm ;

certainly the bunches have never been so compact nor so
well shaped

; but the question is, what is the cause, and
iiow is it to be avoided? My experience leads me to be-
lieve that it proceeds from a cold border, and imperfectly
ripened wood, and that a current of air (although it ought
to be avoided) has nothing to do with it. In proof of
my assertion, I have a house with a double set of Vines,
one planted on the outside, and the other within ; they are
trained on alternate rafters, and equally exposed when air
is given. Those which are planted within the house have
set their berries as well as I could wish, but a few of the
uppermost branches of those Tines which have their roots
outside have proved abortive. Not being satisfied with
the latter, I last year cut them doun after they had com-
menced growing, and when there was no danger of bleed-
ing

; consequently they had not sufficient length of se^tson
to mature their wood, particularly towards the top, the
shoots being left nearly twenty feet long. If " Angler"
will be able to inform his brother gardeners the real cause
of shrivelling when the fruit is ripening, he will do them
a great service. 1 can attribute it to only two causes, and
I have facts to go by. The first and most common belief
is, that the footstalk of the berries gets scalded ; the other,
that when the roots of the Vines are too deep in the eaith,'
or in a wet soil, the fruit absorbs more of the sap than it

can convert into saccharine matter, and at the period when
the fruit is ripening that sap naturally leaves the berries
as if they M-ere leaves, and retires into the wood or evapo-
rates. In proof of what I have advanced, I have a black
Frontignan Vine, which annually produces forty or fifty

bunches, and they always look plump and well until they
begin to ripen, they then commence shrivelling. This
Vine was planted in an impenetrable mass of blue and
yellow clay, which I entirely removed, and found that not
a single root had strayed in an oblique or horizontal direc-
tion from the stem, but that all had gone perpendicularly
down, and entered the sand (the natural soil), which at
three feet deep is full of springs in the driest season. In
the same house I have two ^luscat Vines : the one pro-
duces large berries, but generally imperfectly ripened (1 do
not force them); the fruit of the other is never so large,
but always of a fine amber colour, and seldom shanks : the
former had only one naked root, which had entered the
clay at an angle of forty-five degrees, and struck down into
the sand ; the latter had two similar roots, one of which
descended in the same manner, the other found its way
horizontally towards the pillars on which the flue is built.

I traced it for thirty feet without finding a lateral root
(unless, as is very probable, they had died), until it reached
a part of the flue imbedded under the soil ; it then divided
into a number of minute fibres. As I sometimes have
fires, I believe the warmth of the flue is the only agent in
producing better ripened fruit on that Vine ; and if the
roots could be kept near the lop of the border where ihe
sun's influence could dry and warm the soil, the Grapes
would not be so apt to shrivel as they advance to maturity.
You may perhaps be surprised when I inform you that I

removed this clay border to the depth of two feet during
some hot days in June, when the Vines were in full blos-
som

; and although I neither applied wet mats nor any
other protection during the opcnUion, not a leaf flagged.
After filling in fresh soil, I sunk the stems a foot deeper
than they were before, and I have had the gratification to
find that^ they have produced new fibres nearer home.
No Conjuror, '

Brachycome ileridlfoUa,— I have heard many com-
plaints of tlie shyness of this pretty annual to seed,
and in yesterday's Chronicle perceived a query from a
correspondent ou the same subject, which induces ine to give
my own experience concerning it. The first season, 1810,
I raised it from 8wau River fceeds ; and the plants turned
oV't in the borders were too late to perfect seeds out of
doors, therefore I saved the small quantity \ obtained
from a few plants kept \\\ the greenhouse. The following
spring, 1841, 1 took care tp have my plants ready to be
put out in a prepared bed by the end of May; and having
been raised in a gentle heat, they flowered duringtUe sum-
mer, although by no means in a sheltered situation ; and
in the month of ^September or the eariy part of October
seed was perfected, I need not remind any experienced
cultivators that care is requisite in gathering each head of
seed as it becomes matured.—J. Urexcsicr, Gardener to
Mrs. Wrmjy CheUenhnm,

Clianthus pvukcus.—'' G. B," a Limerick correspond-
ent, has furnished us with the following statement:— *• As
a proof of the mildness of our climate, there is now in :

Mr* Bfcvan'-a garden, near this town, a .*u^ plant of the
|

a wall, is 9 feet high, extends Id feet, and is now covered
with some hundred clusters of pendent scarlet blossoms."

Disease in Ash Trees, — Can you, or any of your
readers, give me any information respecting a peculiar
disease affecting healthy young Ash-trees of about 35
years' growth, and from 2G to 30 inches in girth ? They
grow freely in good, sound, dr}' ground- have a clean,
smooth, healthy-looking bark, which, however, becomes
dead in peculiar diamond-shaped patches both on the
stem and branches of about one-sixth of the trees in my
plantation, the rest being apparently perfectly free from it.
This decayed portion, which appears at first like a con-
tusion or bruise, being slightly and evenly depressed,
extends through the alburnum and slightly into the wood.
The same tree has many such patches, in some instances
threatening the entire destructioaof the plant, but in others
where the disease is less extensive, the restorative powers
of nature seem to he overcoming the evil. These patches
vary in size, measuring about KJin. by Sin. on the stems,
and of course much smaller on the branches.— Froa'^n/j^
Atifflesea.— lWc should be glad to hear the opinion of
our foresting friends on this subject. We suspect the
disease arises from pruning severely when the aap -nas
in motion.]

Necessity of Oayyen io Seed,—I took a quantity of
mould, the result of decomposed leaves, which had been
laid in a pond in a clay-field for 3 or 4 years, and placed in it

a variety of seeds and plants ; and I found thatnot a seed
would vegetate, nor a plant grow in it. At the same time,
I took some mould, the result of leaves decomposed by
exposure to the air on the surface of the earth for three or
four years, and it produced a most luxuriant growth in all
the plants placed in it. Then what was (he cause of these
difl'erent efi'ects ? 1 conclude, the absence of oxygen in the
pond mould, and the presence of oxygen in the land mould,
I Rill also state another experiment. I took some vege-
table mould from a bog-hole on a common, which had
been exposed on the surface of the earth for twelvemonths,
and filled two garden-pots with it, in each of which I
transplanted a plant of Wheat, and to one of the pots I
gave a supply of a solution of soda, to the other none.
Both plants grew, but the one with the soda produced four
times as much straw and grain as the one growing in the
bog-earth alone.^Jos. Hayward, Lyme,

Aspara(/7Js.—Ahhoxigh my garden afibrds Asparagus
sufficiently succulent and tender, by the ordinary mode of
cultivation, yet it is not of the size of your vSt/Sebastian
vegetable; I have, therefore, adopted the principles of
the Guipuscoau method in the following manner:—

A

small compartment can be made to receive the drainage of
my stable-yard and piggery at pleasure, and in heavy
raius can be completely flooded from the -game source.
This I lave hollowed cut by the rem.oval of the garden
soil (a stiflfish loam) and supplied its place, in part, with
drift-sand. I shall allow this ne^x soil to receive tho
liquid manure and settlings of the above-mentioned drain-
age one year (perhaps stealing a superficial and transient
crop of some summer vegetable), and then crop, next
spring, with one-year-old Asjtaragui plants. Situated as
my new beds are, it will be understood that I can renew
the waterings and floodings at pleasure, and make them
more or less potent in saline and alkaline materials, with
very little trouble, and (what I presume from the nature
and natural habitat of the plant is of great importance)
give it its season of dryness as well as of abundant
moisture. You shall hear (pletise the Dryads auA
Naiads) of the result of* my plan in due time As many
gardens offer the same facilities for spontaneous watering
and manurings of such beds as Uiine, I beg tosuagest that
coal-ashes (often not easily to be disposed of where there
is no demand for brickmaking) may, when mixed up with
ordinary garden-mould, answer the purpose as well as
drift-sand.—P. I\

Polatois.—Amongst the causes cf failure in late ]dant-
iugs may be reckoned the effete and barren condition of
tlie eyes of the ** sets," I discovered this some years ago,
on observing a labourer, planting in May, rubbing otf the
shoots because they were grown rather longer than he
thought expedient to the welfare of the plants. The prac-
tice of rubbing off the buds to preserve the roots for the
table, and the careless way of selecting ]dants that mny
have suffered repeated mutilations of this sort, are the
frequent causes, I believe, of thin crops. It camiot be
denied that the first and leading shoot of every eye affords
{aeteris paril/us) the strongest and most productive
plant ; and. that when this is removed, although subsidiary
ones will be produced, they are much weaker; and if thesa
in their turn are rubbed off" aL-o, the '*set" may be
as useless as a fragment having neither rind nor eye at all.

—P. }\
Broccoli,—You do a Very grateful thing to us amateur

gardeners by now and then treating a whole subject as you
have done that of Asparagus. I am looking anxiously for

the paper you, or some of your coadjutors, have kindly
promised us on Broccoli. 1 am constantly in a puzzk
amongst the various sorts now oflbred to us, and about
the tin;es of sowing and planting out, and am very de-
sirous of settling in a good successional order. Some 20
or 30 years ago there was a ncat, hardy, and early purjde

Broccoli which suited the climate of my gar' :^lu6 I

cannot now procure it amongst all the purples I tiy-

The purple '* proliflc/' or sprouting sort, suits me tt-ry

welL If I sow the '* Cape " early, it _ n runs io f-d \

I -v » . _ -^ J» t...**-v« *VUa . ,t tipHOft*e
and U iatp, it produces a mere butron. 'i'he u

eariy whit^, or r uHflower scrU, are to^ tender for r.y^

situation, uuL;;i protected by a htteri **«

thick c

o( str^w. or, it

ot snow : and
ffood-iuck wouid have it so, a thi„-

, i. • i

to. also, -Knight's Proteciing/ luy garden being low

and obnoiioua to hard front. The - Fortsaiouth and

m
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"Sulphur" are hardier, but they are coarse, and do not

K„Ti tLripr Thpre is a circufflstance, also, in the culti-

J; LroMhe ^n^er^'r white kinds which I cannot find

cause for • it is the comparative stnallness and msignifi-

cance of the heads produced in the spring, from plants of

We stems and luxuriant growth in the preceding
* p p

^^The Xuthateh.—ln Bewick's description of the Nut-

liatch he says, *' it does not migrate, but in winter ap-

Orchards and gardens." Now I hare never seen it m my

garden in the winter, but for years a pair have built in one

of the holes of my wall, about three yards distant from a

nur^iery window. Some seasons back, before these birds

arrived, a pair of tits bad taken possession, and nearly

completed their nest, but the old tenants soon eje^ited

them and their materials. This season the same thing has

occurred. The Nuthatches are now making the hole

round, according to their practice, by filling up the angles

with clay. The hole is about five feet from the ground ;

during the time of incubation, the hen does not readily

leave the nest on my looking at her, but salutes me with

an angry hissing sounil. I cannot but wish them a happy

connubial seaion, as they draw the subsistence of them-

»eUes and their young from the insects and larvse that

infest our trees.—£". B.

js,;^s;.^?£»v»- """r-^d: SeEEBS=^sssKii

Netherlands," the first part of which was printed m the first part

of the second volume of the Society's Journal last year, and lia«

already been translated into German, and mserted by Professor

Sprengel !n his Monthly Journal of Agriculture, published at

CosUn, in Prussia. The author gave, in his former paper- 1
.
An

accouAt of the geographical situation of the Netherlands, descnb-

Sg the cUmate as iimUar to tiiat of Kent or Essex, and its tem-

^fattue as warmer in summer, and colder m winter, than that

if the central part of England ; the quantity of rain which falls

?here not bSng so great as in this country, but the snow covering

the CTound for a much longer time ; these circumstances causing

mSenTd fference in the time of ploughing the land and sowing
^

2. A statement ofthe natural quality of the soil

A Knightian medal was awarded for the l)eudr6-

irs. Lucombe and Place exhibited a new wliite

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 19.-Sir O. Moslcy. Bart, in the Chair. Alex. Allan

Francklyu, Esq., and Oen. Brotherton. were elected Fellows,

From Messrs. Hollisson there was a fine specimen of DendrObium

macrophyllum, which, although not in sucli good condition as it

LaUbeen a few days previously, was stiU very beautiful ; with it

Wv, Combretum macrophyUum, a climbing plant with clusters

of bright crimson flowers, which it produces freely, and Dombeya
canuabina.
bium. Messrs
AzAlea. called A. leucomegista, certainly a fine variety,

ing much the habit of a Rhododendron; the leavea are much
broader than those of the old A. Jndica, the flowers larger, and

produced In dense clusters. There was also an early bloom of

Rosa devoniensis from the same nursery. A Knightian medal

was awarded for the Azalea. Messrs. Veitch sent Manettia

Mcolor, a new greenhouse climber from the S. of Brazil, with

beautiful scarlet tabular flowers, tipped with yellow j and a spe-

cies of Epldendrum. A Banksian medal was given for the Ma-
nettia. From Messrs. Young were a handsome species of Ges-

Bera ; a seedling Azalea, with large light purple flowers i a very

rare plant called B Iadhia japonica, and Illicium religlosum— the

foliage of this plant has some resemblance to that of the Orange,

the flowers are gathered by the Japanese to perfume their tem-

)^es, and the fmit is also used in many of their ceremonies. A
ceiUftcate was awarded to Messrs. Young for this plant. Messrs.

Chandler brought two plants of Camellia nltida, with small flowers

and striped and capped petals ; it was introduced from China
by John Reeves, Esq., and is likely to prove a good variety, al-

though it does not differ materially from some of the kinds now
cultivated. A certificate was given for these. From Mr. Rivers
was a splendid collection of forced Rose», chiefly Perpetuals,

which are found to force admirably, and to rctaiu their fragrance )

the following is a list of those exhibited:—
ZIoss.

Cclina, brilliant crimson,
Ii> htm,

Hebe's Cup, brilliant rose, very
large, perfect shape.

Emile Courtier, rose, large and
very double.

Desgachcs, pinJf, very double,
and finely shaped,

Bizarrine, light crimson.
Bou(iuet de Flore, bright rose.

Noisette.

Ne plus Ultra, creamy white,
very fragrant.

Miss Glegg, white tinted with
rose.

Hybrid China,
Madame Plantier, pure white,

very double, and perfect-
shaped.

Hippocrate, bright rose,
Kleber, brilliant crimson purp.
Beaute vive, bright rose, per-

fect-shaped.

PerpttuaU,
Torrida, brilliant crimson.
Bernard, piuk, beautiful form.
Grand, or Fabcrt's, very large,

bright rose.

Lodoiaka. also very large, blush.
Antindus, deep purplish crim.

FeroXj very large, lilac rose.

Clementine .Scringe, pale bhish

;

this has the peculiar odour
of the Cabbage Rose.

Triomphante. deep rose.

Requien, pale blush, very large.

Billiard, brilliant rose.

Rose du Roi. or Crimson, light

crimson, large.

Comte de Paris.

Tea-scented,
BougSre, pale rose, very large.

Pactolus, bright straw colour.
Duchessede Mecklenburg,straw

coloor, large.

Mansais, fawn colour and rose,
very large.

X#yonnais, bright rose.

Acertificatewas awarded to Mr. Rivers for this collection. Mr. Low
exhibited a Condnthera, from Chili, with dull blue flowers Mr.
Brown sent a collection of Heartsease, amongst which were some
exceUent varieties, and a stand of his seedling, caUed the Countess
Of Orkney. From Mr. Silveriock was a seedling Heartsease,
called Prince Albert. From the garden of the Society there was a
torge collection of plants, containing Cyrtop6dium punctatum,
havmg yellow flowers spotted with brown, which, although it

r^ ^cen known for some time, has seldom been seen in blossom -

but from want of light the colours of that exhibited were not so
ttflght as they ought to have been : Brought6nia sangulnea, with
» slcrtrter branch of beautiful crimson flowers ; a new variety ofOncUiium leuc6chilam. the colours of which are darker and
« ^ iJ^;'..i?'T''^^"?

^"^'^ ^''^^ *^« deUcate whiteness of theMp J
Epldendrum sellSgerum. with violet-scented flowers; Pent-landiamh^, a pretty bulbous plant, with red wax-Uke flowers •

and a dwarf variety of Chorozema vArium, covered with a pro^foaion of blossom,
v» «*«, » pry,

LINNKAX SOaETY.
April 19.—Edward Forster, Esq,, in the chair. Mr. M Paken

L"^ Fv'*^''^^ "^ ^^^^^*^ » J'el^ow. The Secretary aniiounced
U»at the Society had received a bequest of loo/. fromthe UteArch bald Menzies Esq. Mr. J. O. Westwood exhibited a col-
lecfaon of msects from Central India, consisting of Sphineida
nocturnal Lepidoptera, and othw insects, from the collection of
lieutenant- Colonel Hearsey. This collection was interesting
both on account of its local character, and in comparison with
the splendid collections that have been recentlv exhibited to the
Society from Silhet and the Hinuaayah. There'was a single spedmen of Papillo Hector, no Lucanus, nor true Fulgrira. Therew^
a new species of Pauiisus, and also of Diopsis. There were both
sexes of the bymenopterous genus Trirogma, several very En-
glish-looking HarpalidBe, and various species of Arthyrel and
Bolboceri. The continuation of Mr. BlackwalVs paper on new
apecies of British Arachnida was readj also a paper by Mr. J. O.
Westwood, on a new species of Paussus. contained in the above
collection, which he proposed to call, after the gentleman who
had brought it from India, P. Hearseyii. Specimens of Primula
acotica, grathered at Wick, near Caithness, were exhibited by
Joseph Janson, Esq.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
April 13M.—The Duke of Richmond, K.G.. in the chair. The

Earl of Somers was elected agovemor.and .is gentlemen members,
—The Rev. W. L.Rhara, M.A., vicar of Winfleld, l^d before the
couacUtiw second part of Ma paper " On the Agriculture of the

or ifs amelTort^Tn a;d improvement, for the purposes of profit

able cultivation ; the author ascribing the miprovemenls effected

in the poor, sandy heath soils of that country to two important

c^assesToperatlons. namely, first, to the^ change produced m
the mechanical texture by a ^l^^^^^ stirring, pulverising, and

adm™ ti^Hf the d fferent earths composing them, thus adapbng

?heTto the growth and penetration of the ^^^ots of plants and

the drainage of water from the land ; and. secondly, to their im-

pre^arion with liquid and compost manures. ^i^^^P^^^f^^
loose

texture by means of then humus or decayed organic matter into

more consistent soUs, and affording that nutriment to vegetation

which the carbon held by those manures in solution is known to

Convey to plants. 3. A description of the nature and use of the

vwious implements of Ullage employed from time ""niemonal

by the cultivators of the soU m that part of Europe; the author

enumerating these, as the old Flemish plough (for light soils,

without stonesh the old Walloon plough (for the stiffer soi s) ;

the two-wheeled tumwrest plough (for clover leys or grass lands)

;

the double-breasted plough without a coulter Jor smoothing

inter-furrows, straightening ridges, and throwmg the ^^^rth side-

ways between rows of Turnips or Potatoes) • one-horse harrows

for loosened soU (for covering the seed and finishing the pul-

verisation of the soil) ; the flat wooden trameau. loaded with

Itones.and drawn by horses (for leveUing the surface of light

soils without compressing them, breaking the clods more effec

?na K than the stone roller) ; the rodded hurdle (for the same

purpose) 5 the mollebart (o'V shovel, for levelling newly-trenched

land); theHainhault scythe (for cutting com ;
the w^nnowmg

machines, scythes, hoes, and rakes, bemg similar to those used

in England, thrashing-machines being of little nse. from the

small extent of the Flemish farms not requirmg or justifying the

attendant outlay of so much capital. In this second part, m con-

tinuation of his paper, the author proceeds to give most mterest-

ing detaUs on the foUowing subjects connected with Flemish

hi^bandry:-!. On the system of rotation of crops adopted m
theNetheriands, as the result of long experience of its value j

with distinct accounts of their modes of cultivation in the case of

Rye. Bariey, Buckwheat, Turnips, Belgian large white Carrots.

Beans, Potatoes, Flax. Colsa. Rape, and Hemp. 2. On the dairy

management of HoUand ; the author entermg mto mtcrestmg

information respecting the dairy pastures and cowhouses; the

treatment and care of the cows; the construction and perfect

cleanliness of the dairies; the mode of chummg (by means of

horse-power, the revolution of dogr-wheels, or the application of

human labour to a lever like that of the common pump-handle)

;

the preparation of butter, and the mode of its preservation m
barrels with an account of the plan pursued for obtammg and

nurifyinir the salt employed by slow crystalUsation from sea

-

water • and a detailed statepen^t of the various cheeses made in

Holland, either for home consumption or exportation. 3- A de-

scription of the* cattle, sheep, horses, and waggons of that

country. The author attributes the success of the pecuhar

system of rotation of their crops to the abundance of liquid and

compost manure with which the Dutch impregnate their arable

soUs, and thus furnish them with so rich a permanent stock of

nutritive matter as to obviate their exhaustion by a succession

of crops, which, without such supply, would fail in their result

;

to their carefnl weeding, and to their deep-stirring of the soil.

The author gives an account of the system pursued on a farm

near Coutray, consisting of little more than 100 imperial acres,

where the following rotation was strictly adhered to, and found

to be very profitable. The farm was entirely arable, and divided

into six portions: No. 1. half in Flax, and half in Colsa; No. 2,

Wheat; No. 3, Rye and Turnips; No.4, Oats (five-sL\ths of which

with Clover-seed, one-sixth left for Potatoes and Carrots) ; No. 5,

Clover and roots ; No. 6, two-thirds Wheat, and one-third Beans.

This rotation, the author observes, could not be continued long

if the manure were not very abundant. Flax and Colas recurred

only once in twelve years; Wheat nearly every third year; Rye,

Turnips, and Oats, once in six years; Clover once in six years;

Potatoes and Carrots only in very small quantities, the soil

being a atiffish loam. Experience proved to the farmer, that

everv' deviation of any consequence from this course diminished

his profit. The land was abundantly manured, and all the

crops were in the greatest perfection when the author visited the

farm. This shows, in the author's opinion, that where manure
can be had in abundance, the rule, which otherwise is advan-

tageous, of not taking two white grain-crops in succession, may
be deviated from without much danger of exhausting the land,

especially in rich loams ; that Wheat may always in such case be

sown every third year, while Clover, Flax, and Colsa require

longer intervals. The principal manure consisted^ of night-soil,

and other rich manuring substances from the ' neighbouring

town, which, with the sweepings of the streets and the ashes,

formed a very considerable addition to the manure made on the

farm. It will rather surprise the EngUsh farmer, observes the

author, to be informed that on such a farm 30 milch cows and
heifers were constantly kept, and that two paddocks, ofa few acres'

extent, for the cows to take exercise in, about two hours each

day, were the only part of the farm not under the plough. The
cows had oH-cake. beans, clover, and roots, with cut straw, the

clover being nearly all consumed in a green state. The urine

tank W€is li&ost capacious, being 20 feet wide, 7 deep, and 50 long,

divided by partitions. The cow-house was washed out twice

a-day, there being usually a pump in the middle of it, with a

stone cistern under it, iii which bean-meal was constantly kept,

mixed with the water which the cows drank, and this greatly

increased the quantity of milk they yielded. 'The author bears

testimony to the admirable cleanliness of every department con-

nected with the cow-house, the dairy, and the buttery, and gives

an account of the various arrangements for effecting this essen-

tial object. The rich soil, he observes, gives no doubt a good
quality to the butter ; but this is not the only cause of its supe-

riority. The extraordinary cleanliness of every part of a dsiiry,

and the constant and abundant use of water—the bright polish

of the utensils, wherever there is any metal—and the whiteness
of the wood of the pails and chums, show the unremitted atten-
tion of the dairy-woman. But the cleanliness is not confined to
the place where the milk is kept. The stables, the cows, and
even the litter, are kept so clean, that it is a pleasure to walk
through them ; and the family often make one end of the cow-
house their usual sitting-room, having a fireplace at one end, and
always, at least, one comfortable bed for a labourer or servant,
vho constantly sleeps in the cowhouse. The author describes
the Dutch waggons as light in weight, with a very narrow track
to accommodate them to the narrow roads on the tops of the
dykes ; and as a pole would be a great incumbrance in the act
oftaming round within a narrow space, a curious substitute has

\

been adopted, namely, a very short crooked pole, which rises in
front, and is moved by the driver with his foot, as he wishes to
direct the course of the waggon to the one side or the other ; a
person unaccustomed to the use of this contrivance, never being
able to drive a Dutch waggon, which requires g^reat judgment to
steer it, while a drunken driver would be discovered a long way
off by the oscillations of his waggon, which frequently runs off
the dyke, and is overturned^ into the ditch on one side or the
other, the horses having 210 power to keep it straight when the

crooked pole has not a steady foot to guide the front wheels.
The Dutchmen always make their horses trot in the waggoii
when not heavily loaded, by which much time is saved in hay-
making and harvest; and the horses being accustomed to it

naturally trot like carriage-horses when the load and roads per*
mit.—E. BuUen, Esq.. Secretary to the Royal Agricultural Im-
provement Society of Ireland, in a letter to the council on the
subject of the annual country meeting of that society, to be held
this year at Cork, expressed a hope that they should receive
assistance from the persons assembled at Bristol. The fol.

lowing presents to the society were submitted to the council:
—1. A collection of 217 soils and subsoils, with a catalogue ex-
planatory o^their nature and locality : presented by J. Morton,
Esq., of Chester-bill.— 2. A set of Cubic Measures, proposed for

adoption in lieu of the ordinary cylindric standards, from their

greater simplicity and uniformity in calculation. The suggested
improvement being found on a principle of a quart being repre-

sented by a cube of 4 inches, a peck by a cube of 8 inches, as
tests or standard measures of capacity, Avhile their parts or mul-
tiples consist of even numbers of cubic inches wnthout fractions;

with a rule gauge of 8 inches, for estimating, by the measure of

depth, the cubic contents of cylindric vessels : presented by T.

N- Parker, Esq.. of Sweeney Hall.— 3. A self-adjusting quick-

silver level, for engineering, surveying irrigation ground, &c.

This level consists of quicksilver freely coming to a level in a
curved or rectangular vessel; floats of ivory of equal height

resting upon the two surfaces of the quicksilver, accommodating
themselves in every position of the vessel to the same level as

that of the mercury on the surface on which they rest. The box
is so contrived by the nozzles in which the floats move up and
down, and by means of leather enclosed within the other joints,

as to retain the quicksilver securely ^vithhl it. even if turned up-

side down. When the instrument is used, the horizontal Une of

level is taken by the naked eye, by bringing the summits of the

floats into a right line with the distant object of vision
: presented

byT. N. Parker. Esq., of Sweeney Hall.—A catalogue of the

Museum of the Highland and Horicultural Society of Scotland.—

A complete list of the members of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, to February last ; and the Transactions of the Agri-

cultural Society of India for the previous year, from which the

following is an extract :—" Mr. Tonnochy, Deputy Collector at

Boolundshahur, informed the Secretary of the Agricultural

Society at Calcutta, that an opulent Zemindar of his district,

Mahommed Ehadoollah Khan of Khanpoor. had requested him to

procure him a thrashing-machine from England, and had placed

in his hands the requisite funds for this purchase. The secretary

of that society had accordingly taken the necessary measures to

procure from Messrs. James Milligan, of Carlisle, a three horse-

power thrashing and dighting machine, Mr. Tonnochy stated

that such a machine would i^rove of the utmost value to the

agricultural interest of that country ; nothing bearing more

heavily on the agriculturistand retarding his progress in a greater

degree, than the time, labour, and expense attending the treadmg

process, which, for the Rubbee harvest alone, occupied both men
and cattle no less a time than from forty to fifty days, with ruin

staring the fanner all this time in the face, it not unfrequently

happening that a heavy fall of rain, or the eaily setthig in of the

rainy season, either destroyed his grain by a general flooding of

the country, or so damaged it as to render it unfit for the market;

in either case disabling him from paying his rents. Mr. Ton.

nochy thought that a remedy might perhaps be pointed out in the

stacking system, but besides that the native agriculturist and

farmer is too poor to allow his grain to remain on hand, and the

rents are required to be paid immediately after the cropd are

reaped, he must of necessity thrash the principal, or Riibbee,

harvest at the season in which it was at present done ; being ever

after eternally employed in ploughing for both the Rubbee and

Khureef harvests ; in manuring, sowing, w^eeding, and irrigating,

and in getting in the produce of the Khureef, and in the same

processes for a neutral harvest, including sugar-cane, which rich

lands combining other advantages yielded. Such being the case,

it might easily be seen of whatimpoLtaucethe thrashing-macUne

must prove ; Mr. Tonnochy adding, that he could speak positiveljr

for his own country of Boolundshahur, that its successful opera-

tjon «* ° cinrvip Tiinfn nnH if« ranahilitv of fnlfilline: the promise

held
of Mechanical Science" ( — .

would be the means of its general introduction on the estates of

the great landholders, and that it could not fail in due course to

spread far and wide.

icellaneous plants. The Silver Cup, given by Messrs. l>icKson,

the four best Auriculas, viz., green, grey, white-edged, andseii-

oured, was gained by J. Chapman, Esq.. with Taylor s Glory,

vo't- r-linTviviJ^Ti r-rinrtnorrvr r^f Fnrnnp and Potter's CarQlUal

4

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 20.—The first Flower Show of the above Society was held

at the Horns Tavern, Kennington. The foUowing is the result

of the meeting, which was very numerously attended ; and mimy

of the plants exhibited were in high perfection. The Royal Ade-

laide Cup was awarded to Mr. Atlee. for the best collection 01

miscellaneous plants. The Silver Cup, given by Messrs. Dickson:

for
coloured
Page's Champion, Conqueror of Europe, and Potter

de Fleury. Mkoals,— 1st Class.—Best pair of Auriculas, large

sUver. Page's Champion, Grimes' Privateer, Mr. Schroder;

2d best ditto, middle silver. Page's Champion, Grimesj Privateer,

Mr. Lidgard; 3d best ditto, small silver. Page's Champion, nck-

son's Duke of Wellington, J. Chapman. Esq. For the 1^ est col-

lection of six ditto, middle silver, Oliver's Lovely Ann, Lancasnire

Hero, Taylor's Glory, Grimes' Privateer, Page's Champion,

Flora's Flag, Mr. Lidgard. For the best 12 Heartsease, smwi

silver, Mr. Fvfie. 2d Class.-For the best collection of misceua

neous plants', 24 pots, large silver, Mr. Coutts; 2d best aiiio.

middle silver, Mr. Bruce. For the best 24 Heartsease, sraau

silver, Mr. Hancock. 3d Class.—Best pair of Auriculas, iai|c

silver. Page's Champion. Hodges' Britannia, Mr. '^^Y^^J^lA^
best ditto, middle silver. Hudson's Apollo, Kenyon's Ringiea"e ,

Mr. Gaines. Best miscellaneous collection of 24 P^f^^l/^i.,//-

.sUver, Mr. Jackson; 2d best ditto, middle silver, Mr. i'ajvn;;.

Best 24 Heartsease, small silver, Mr. Thompson. Miscell

NEofs.—Best seedling Auricula, small silver. Chapman s aairt,

J. Chapman, Esq. Best seedling Polyanthus, second stnau siiv ,

Mr. WiUmer; best specimen ditto, third small silver, Mr.
^

gard; best 12 ditto, dissimilar, smaU silver, ^^i"-
'^^"^'^t

'
2<*

specimen plant, middle silver. Erica elegans, Mr. JacKaou.

best ditto, small silver. Erica aristata major, Mr. Ofkson. »

four sorts of Vegetables grown in England, small s"ver,
_

Martin. Extra Prizes.—Large silver medal given by^.
£^^^

rup, Esq.: best 12 Auriculas, Gorton's Champion, \\ oou &

Lascelles. OUver's Lovely Ann, Hughes's PiUar of
^^^"^y^-infon,

Duchess of Oldenburg, Conqueror of Europe, ^^^5 ^^il^fiiory,
Lancashire Hero. Dickson's Duke of Wellington. Taylor s«

^^
Dh^kson's Eari Stanhope. Franklin's Bellona. Mr. l^^^Ksui

. ^^
the Victoria coronation medals, given by J. Chaptnan, ^?i-*goi,.

first, for the best four Auriculas, was awarded to Mr. v^

the second, for the best pair of ditto, to Mr. Lidgard xnc
^^^^

culas were much finer than could have beeri expectea ai^^
^^3

continued unpropitious weather ; and amongst the
f^\^^^'i^j-^nia

plants were many beautiful specimens, particularly .^^^g

pinnata and Azalea Indica alba, in Mr. Atlee's collection; vj
^^

fSlipes, Erica princeps, var., and various other l^^^Ji^r gg^eral

Jackson's; Azalea Indica cocdnea. Acacia ^"^,^^®' ;" crandi-
specimens of Azalea Indica alba, in Mr. Coutts ; ^"^*

^„fa, i"

nosa, E. mimdula, Helichrysum spcciosum, and
*f5f^^*!;(la^vell•

Mr.Bruce'S; and Erica ardens cocdnea, E. ^»"^*^%^%I,^ pawley-
flowered plant of Chorozema varium. ni that 01 ^"' twined
The coUection of Heartsease shown by Mr. Thompsou .^
some exceedingly fine blooms. From Mr. Games w ere si y^^
seedling Rhododendrons, varying from delicate wmt^^

ggedliar

rose-colour. Mr. Ivery also sent a good collection "^ ^^^^
Cinerarias. From Mr. Cuthill were some of h^s

^^^ ^p^tf
Cucumber; aiyl from Mr. Gaines, a coUecUon pi y^n* ^

veg^etables*
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April 19.—Mr. W. Masters in the Chair. The portion of Mr.
Dickson*s paper on the Auricula, relating to properties, was read
br the Secretary previous to the discussion. The foliowiug pro-
perties were then ag:reed to, viz.—That the tube should be round,
yellow, and well filled with anthers; paste circular, dense, pure
wMte, and equally distributed ; the jrround should be of a rich
and bright colour, with the edge, whether wliite or green, of an
equal width round the margin of the flower; pips of an average
size; segments round, firm, flat, and very sUghtly indented. The
Stem should be strong enough to bear the weight of the flowers
without support, and sufficiently lon^ to carry the truss well
above the foliage. The colours should not be liable to fly, as that
would materially aflfect the value of the flower; there were some
kinds (for instance, Stretche's Alexander,) which would fly in
three or four days after opening; and many which on the day of
exhibition might possess good and distinct colours, would in a
few days be comparatively worthless. The flower should be di-
vided into four equal parts ; the tube one-fourth of the diameter,
the paste one-fburth, the ground colour one-fourth, and the
edging one-fourth. Mr. Groom here handed in a diagram, in
which the flower wab divided into thirds; one-third of the dia-
meter to be allowrtl for the tube, one-third for the paste, and the
remaining one for the ground and edging, which, he contended,
were the proper proportions. It was finally agreed that the rela-
tlve proportions should be fourths. Mr. Bowler then commenced
his remarks on Mr. Groom's paper on the Tulip, from which he
diflered in many material points ; prefacing his account with a
short notice of its physiological structure. He observed that
Mr. Groom had recommended a semi-ohlate spheroid as the
most perfect form, which, in his (Mr. Bowler's) opinion, was
the very worst that could possibly be, not having suflicient
power to retain its general outline; neither should the pole
be depressed—in our best flowers it was not. He did not
agree with Mr. Groom that the petals should have a gradual
swell ; this, with a semi-oblate spheroidal form, would produce
quartering, and convert a beautiful outline into the resemblance
of a common brace made by an unskilful hand.» In his opinion
the semi-globular was the more preferable, and was the me-
dium form of ^1 our best Tulips. It had been remarked that
the third of a globular ball would repi .^nt the best shape ; but
he had never met with it, and Sn his idea it would present a
meagre form. The edge of the petals should be unbroken; their
greatest width near the top, which would prevent all quartering
(a term which in reality meant dividing into four, whereas the
TuHp parts iJito six, and it would be better, in his opinion, if
sextalising, or some more proper term, were substituted), which
is. however, greatly counteracted by night covering. Sometimes
tb« sepals fall first ; at others, as in Rose Briiliant. petals and
sepals fall together. With respect to colour, that of the ground
is an important object ; it varies from white to an intense yellow

j

the pure white and bright yellow being the best. The feather,
whether broad or narrow, should be insensibly lost toward the
centre of the petal in the ground-colour, and forming fine un-
broken lines, either alternately yellow and black, or white and
rose. The true flame consists of a mass of colour in the centre
of the petal, having an irregular and angular outline : it is usually
associated with the feather, but it is impos'^IMe to combine it
with the broad feather. The starry bottom is too well known
and appreciated to need much description; a flame without a
feather often has the appearance of a star, although the absence
of it was not necessary to form a star. He did not agree that
flashing of colour was caused by damp, since as many flowers
flushed in the open border as !n the stage ; in many it was an in-
herent quality, the effect only being known, and not the cause.
For colour, cleanliness, and texture, he would mention Cerise
blanche, and Gloria mundi, which had always been appreciated
and held their place, while thousands of others had been thrown
away. In the former the cuticle was particularly beautiful, and
gave it that fine glossy appearance which it possessed ; and also
in Rose Brilliant, which has stood the test of 30years.—Mr. Groom
then said that he had been called upon on a former occasion to
state his opinion, and he would still maintain that the form he
then produced was good ; that without a swell at the base of the
petal, a flower would be imperfect—in fact, that Polyphemus and
an our best flowers possessed it.—Mr. Bowler contended that form
was not the most essential property, instancing flowers that had
stood the test of years owing to the beauty of their colours.—
It was the opinion of Mr. Groom that if the form of any Tulip
was imperfect, no matter what other good properties it might
possess, that flower could not be a good one. After various ob-
servations, it was decided that the subject should be open for
further discussion, when flowers could be procured to illustrate
the respective arguments.

country: SHOWS.
Kent and Canteilury Hoylicultural Societ^,-~On April /th the

first exhibition took place at the Corn Exchange, and was nume-
rously attended. Among the plants best worthy of notice were
a Siphocampylus and an Azalea Smithi from Mrs. Webb; a col-
lecUon of succulents, including a handsome specimen of Euph<ir-
bia splendeus in bloom, from J. G. Shepherd, Esq. ; and some
Cmerarias and Hyacinths from G. Buckley and T. King. Esqrs
Nearly half the rare plants in the show were sent from the nur-
sery of Aid. Masters, whose collection included many Acacias
Camellia^ and several gorgeous varieties of Rhododendron axb^'

^?"i?* V^^ following is a list of the prizes :-Frcit.—Best plate
of Strawberries, Rev. W. Brockman. Best eight Dessert Apples
(Nonpareil), R. Francis, Esq.} second best ditto (Hicks' Fancyl
Rev. H. Plumptree. Best six Kitchen Apples (Castle Major], r'
Francis, Esq.; second best ditto (French Crab}, Rev. J P
Marsh. Best six Pears (Easter Beurre), R. Francis, Esq, ; second
best ditto (Beurrfe Rance\ ditto. VEcBTABLKs.-Best brace of
Cucumbers, E. Knight, E<;q. ; second best ditto. Rev. C. H. Hal-
lett. Best thirty Kidney Beans, Rev. W. Brockman. Best six
stalks of Rhubarb, E. Knight, Esq. Best three Lettuces, Mr. R.
Filmer. Best three Endives, Rev. W. Brockman. Best two
heads of Broccoli, T. Dorman, Esq. Best six heads of Sea-
kale, J. Cates, Esq. Best basket of Salading, without Cucum-
Ders. Mrs. Webb. Best basket of Mu.^hrooms. Mrs. Ramsay.
*i-owERs^Best China Rose in pot (Fairj-). Mrs. Webb ; best threesummer Roses (Provins), ditto; best three stove plants (Euphdr-

T:JE^^Jt^^'^^^ ^- ^°j*^"' Opuntia), J. G. Shepherd. Esq.; best

Sr^^^ Ji®^™"^' best two Orange-trees in fruit (Myrtle-leaved),

^I;* r' ^ second best ditto, ditto; best single ditto, T. Dor-

^fhiifli?'^ ,^^*^ ^^^^^ Camdllias, in blossom (double white,

(Sa^^^h Rld^iouble red), G. Buckley, Esq. ; second best dittoW tli H^'
8erratif61ia, and bicoior), J. G. Shepherd. Esq.

;

o^ Hi^^ t"?,
("^>'rtif61ia, double white). G. Neame, Esq. ; b^t

fclrei.^^o V V^^^P*^^**^' ^«*1'J "^est two succulents in flower

«iSrH^^ .11' ^^J*'"^^*^"^^s ecopa), ditto
i best six ditto, without

nlccarM^ ^-^eJ"^^* ^^^ ^"**^^ Azaleas, in blossom (Alba, phoe-

four v^iAH ^^^ l.^^^^"^ ^^^t ditto (Alba. Smith!}, ditto; best

Cape Bulh« Al ^*?** Heaths, ditto ; best four varieties of

Faisch. li n^ '
*^

I
^^^^ ^^^ Hyacinths (Voltaire, Mons. de

l>uke de Be?^^ '^ ^^^ ^^*^- TaUeyrand. Grand Vainquenr.
Waterioo, Pvren; n ^"*?» ^sq. 5 best four ^itto (double
Esq.; bestgursulJeV^^n

Royal, Bouquet Pourpre). T. King.
Victoria, VansS t^i^-^^'^^J^J^* ^^^'

' ^^^^ ^^'Q ^^^to (Queen
Hendersonia wSprh/" ^'^^\ ^^^'

' ^^^^ ^^^^^ Cinerarias (King,
ditto (CissrWatSfc'^^"*'^'^ W' Brockn^au; best two
in pots, T. DormanT^''^^^ ditto

;
best two WaUflowcrs, grown

catawbiense. Smithii^'t
*^XT«A.--Rhododendrons (arb<5reum.

>^earae. Esq two l^'^'xp- Shepherd, Esq.j Cape Heath, G.
Cates.Esq Cc^Fr^J^"^*'"^^^^*'^^ (Chorozema virium}, J.

l^rd/EM?: best fwn H*f.*'""^^i^
^*^^^^ CamclUss, J. G. Shep-

; ^', oest two ditto, Q, Buckley, Esq.; bast basket of

single Anemone, Miss Flint
i h. , . _,.., . of cut flowers. Rev. G.

P. Marsh. Extra.—Nosegay, Rev. W. Brockman.

JVwrhesffr Polymttmu Simw,~Th\s exhibition took place on
Thursday, April 21. The following: were the successful compe-
titors:—First prize, Mr. Foster; 2d,Mr.Wever ; ?d, Mr. Young;
4th, Mr. Jas. Sheppard ; 3th, Mr. Shenton ; and 6th, Mr. IlvUer.
The maiden prize was grained by Mr. Jas. Pattison.

NOTICES OFNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Hi'MiLrs r6seus. var. Maclaixxaxus. Mr. Maclain*s hybrid
rose-coloured Monkey-flower. Scrophulariacese. Didynaraia
Angiospermla. (S/ori* He/Autvows P/ara/.j— Beautiful as are the
now well-Vnown species of Mimulus from California, M. r6seu8
and M. cardinalis ; this, we think, exceeds them both in the size
and rich colouring: of the flower. It was raised by Mr. Maclain,
florist, HaroldV-cross. near Dublin, who says that it succeeds
best when grown in a li|rht, rich compost, a pan of water being
placed under the pot, and kept in the stove. The flowers do not
bear exposure to the s\xn,—Bot. Mag.

AcA'riA PLATV'PTEKA. Broad-wiugcd Acacia. Lc^umiuosae.
Polygamia Monce'cia. {Grrenh 5Arw5.)—This beautiful Aca-
cia compensates for the n^sence of leaves in the quantity and
rich yellow colour of its heads of flowers, which are copiously
produced on the younger branches. It is a native of Swan
River, and flowered first with Messrs. Lucorobe and Pince, at
Exeter, and subsequeiitly with Mrs. W'ray, at Oakfield, Chelten-
ham, and Mr. Low, Clapton. It is a peculiarly free-flow _.
and a most desirable greenhouse autunnial blossoming plant.
Bot. Mag,
OxALis LAsioPK'TALA. Hairv-pctaled Wood-sorrcl. Oxalfdaceaj.

Decandria Pentagwiia. {Greenhouse Herhncenvn iVan/.)— Seeds
of this pretty species were sent by Mr. Xweedie from the neiph-
bourbood of Buenos Ayres and Monte Video to the Glasnevin
Botanic Garden, where it produced its bright red-purple llower«
abundantly in the greenhouse. The roots are tuberous, and the
leaves, calyx, and outer side of the petals hairy.— TJr^/. Mag.
Gastrochilus pulche'rrtmus.—Handsome-flowered Gastro-

chilus. SciUmineffi. MonAndria Monog>nia. [Store Herhnceous
Plont,)'-X native of Rangoon, in the East Indies, where it flowers
in August, and whence plants were sent to the Royal Botanic
Garden, Kew, where they blossom at the same time, by Dr. Wai-
lich. Tlie blossoms are very handsome and graceful, and at first
sight give the idea of some Orchidaceous plant

i
they are while

or cream-coloured, with a crimson spot on Mhlch are two white
streaks. It requires the heat of a stove, and seems to thrive well
with the same treatment as is given to Orchidaceous plants.—
But. Mag,

Magazine, consisting of 67 vols., '20/. 15s,; Edwards's
Botanical Register, 27 vols, half-bound, 21/, 10s.; El-
liott's Botany of South Carolina, 2 vols., 1/. lis.; An-
drews's Botanical Repository, 10 vols. 4to, 7/. Ss. ; Blume's
Flora Javtt, 3 vols, fo!., half-bound calf, witli 197 coloured
plates, 9/. 158. \ fine copy of Catesby's Natural History
of Florida, 16/.; it was a presentation copy to Peter
ColUnson. Cavanilles's Icones et Descriptiones Plantarum,
with 600 plates, in 6 vols, calf, 8A 10s. 6d.; DecandoIIe's
Histoire Katurelle dts Plantes Grasses, with 166 coloured
plates, in 3 vols., 3/. 10s. The first 6 vols, of the Flora
Grseca, 22/. 10s. The Hortus llalabaricus, with 700
plates, in 12 vols., only 71, 12s. 6d., though the same
work has fetched between 40 and 50 guineas. Hooker's
Exotic Flora, with upwards of 230 coloured p^tes, 3 vols.
8vo, russia. 3/. Ifis. ; Lkve and Lexarza's Novorum Vege-
tabilium Descript., 2 parts, a very rare work, with two
other volumes, 17s. Michaux's North American Sylva,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Manyres.

I

At a late meeting of the Ashniolean Society,
Professor Daubenj exhibited a specimen of Mr. Daniell's
New Patent Manure, which is stated by the inventor to
consist of carbonate of ammonia, sawdust, and bituminous
matter. As the materials from which this new kind of
fertiliser is drawn appear to consist of inorganic matter
exclusively, Dr. Daubeny pointed out its discovery as an
instance, amongst many others, of the means which nature
has placed within our reach for increasing the amount of
vegetable produce proportionately to the increase of man-
kind, and so maintaining the necessary ratio between sub-
sistence and an increasing population. In a purely pas-
toral or agricultural community it might be unnecessary
to have recourse to any other fertilising substances than
those which the manure of animals affords; but in a highly-
advanced condition of society, in consequence of the large
amount of produce consumed by the inhabitants of the
great towns, it becomes necessary to seek for new mate-
rials to supply the loss which the soil of the country sus-
tains. Thus bone-dust is procured from South America
in such quantities, that it is computed, on the calculation
that each head of cattle supplies bony matter equal to
84 lbs. in weight, that not less than one million two hun-
dred thousand oxen are slaughtered annually in that coun-
try for the supply of bone-manure to England alone.
Guano, or the dung of sea-birds, is likewise an extensive
article of importation for the same purpose; but as both
these sources will fail in proportion as the several coun-
tries become more peopled, it is fortunate that we may
find substitutes for them in inorganic substances. Such
is the nitrate of soda, so much used of late ; such is tlie

new manure invented by Mr. Daniell ; and it may be con-
fidently pcedicted, that by the discovery of such agents,
agriculture will be enabled to keep pace with the increase
of population, if the latter be not stimulated by unwise
regulations

; and that as animal life increases in a direct
ratio to the amount of subsistence, so the nutritious effects
of animal manure, by giving greater energy and vigour to
the organs of plants^ will cause them to draw more abun-
dantly from the atmosphere, and thereby force a propor-
tionately larger quantity of them into existence. Dr.
Buckland thought that an important principle, respecting
stimulating manures, liadbeen brought forward, viz., that
a plant, under their action, draws more freely from the
atmosphere. In addition to the increase of human ma-
nure with population, the quantity of carbon given out by
animals, and left to be absorbed by plants, is proportion-
ately increased. He further adverted to the discrimina-
tion necessary to be exercised in restoring artificially land
that has been exhausted, and instanced a case furnished
by Professor Johnston, of Durliam, of certain pastm;es
in Cheshire, which had become exhausted of their phos-
phate of lime by its being absorbed into the cheese made
with the milk of the cattle fed there, and which were re-
stored by a top-dressing of bone-manure,

—

AtliencEum,
Mr. Lambert's Sale.^The botanical books of this gen-

tleman have this week hpen brought to the hammer. Con-
sidering that they were dirty, and in many cases by no
means in good condition, the prices they realised are re-
markable. The following are the suras for which some of
the more striking lots were sold :—Don's System of Botany,
4 vols. 4to, fetched 4/., which'is just twice the price at
which new copies can now be had. The Duke of
Bedford's Salicetum Woburnense, with 130 coloured
plates, 10/, 15s. ; of this book only 50 copies were printed.
The Pinetum Woburnense, with 67 coloured plates, 8/. 8s.

;

of this 100 copies were printed. Dr. Brown's Pro-
dromus Florae Novae Hollandix, 1810, with several tracts

on Botany, 16s. A complete copy of Curtis's Botanical

Bonpiand s voyage
{^Partie Botanique), 7 vols. 4to,in russia,with 700 plates,
71, 10s. ; Jacquin's Collectanea, 5 voU., with 109 coloured
plates, 3/. 3s. ; Labillardicre's New Holland Plants, 2 volt.,
with 265 plates, 21. 38, Humboldt and Bonpland's Plantes
Equinoxiales, 2 vols. imp. foL, calf, with 144 phtet,
3/. Os. ; the Monographic des Melastomac^es, 2 vols. imp.
fol., half-bound in russia, witli 120 coloured plates, 4/. 16&.;
the MimossE, imp. fol.^ half-bound in russio, with 61 co-
loured plates, 4/. 138.; Jacquin's Iconea Plantarum Rari-
orum, 3 vols, fol., bound in 6, with 648 coloured platei^
B/.

; the Hortus Schoenbrnncnsis, 4 vols, fol., half-bound
in russia, with 500 coloured plates, T/. ; Flora Austriaca,
5 vols, half-bound in russia, with 500 coloured platr-
91, 5s. ; the Fragmenta Botanica, with 138 coloured
plates, atlas folio, 4/. 78. Two copies of Lambert's Genus
Pinus, in 3 vols. imp. fol, half.bd., sold, one for 35/.
and tlie other 3G/. Lindley's Digitalium Jlonographia,
28 coloured plates and one drawing ; Bauer's lUustrationes
Florae Nova Hollandiic, with 15 col. plates and 2 drawings,
2 vols, in 1, half-bound in calf, brought 9/. 58. ; Palisot
de Beauvois Flore d'Oware et de Benin, with 120 coloured
plates, 2 vols. foL, half-bound in calf, 5/. ; Plumier's Bo-
tanicum Americanum, four royal folio volumeg of drawings,
many in colours, with a manuscript volume of descriptionB,
18/. 1 Os, Rivini Opus Botanicum, consisting of 385 plates
and 135 pen-and-ink drawings, in 4 vols., 3 in calf, and
I half-bound, 8/. 18s. 6d. ; Roscoe's Monandrian Plants,
with 112 coloured plates, atlas folio, 121. Sowcrby'a
English Botany, in 36 vols., bound in calf, 29/, ; Sweet's
British Flower-Garden, in 7 vols., half-bound in calf,

6/. 2b. fid. ; Watson's Dendrologia Britannlca, 2 vo1b.j

with 172 coloured plates, 3/. lis. Martii Nova Genera
et Species Plantarum, with 231 coloured plates, 2 vols.

and Part 1 of Vol. 3, imp,4to, 2 in russia, and 1 in boards,
IG/.; Royle's Illustrations of the Botany and other branches
of Natural History of the Himalayan Mountains, 9/- l^s.
Ruiz and Pavon's Flora Peruviana, in 3 vols., with 176
unpublished plates of the 4th and 5th volumes, sold for
27/. Wallich's Plantae Asiaticse Rariores, with 300 co-
loured plates, in 3 vols, imp, fol, half-bound in calf,

14/. 10s. The proceeds of the sale amounted to about
1100/., and the principal purchasers were booksellers.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
J. Allcardt Esq., Stratford-gxeen.—The Orchidaceae are in m

flourishing condition, and many kinds give promise of flowering:
during* the summer in £Tcat profusion. Roots of the flow^nn^
Fern, Osmunda regalis, have, in several instances, bemi used to
grow them on instead of blocks of wood, and the epiphytes appa-
rently like their habitation j in most cases the Ferns have pro-
duced fronds, which afford a beneficial shade to the OrchidMMB.
Saccolabium niicranthum was growing freely on a Fern, and had
thrown out several racemes of its delicate lilac and white blos-
soms; Oucidium pfimilum, in a similar situation, will also soon
be in full bloom. Over the roof of the house Vanilla pl^iifdiia
is trained

; it will soon be nearly covered with flowers, as huds
are developed at the axil of almost every leaf; but the most sin-
^lar circumstance is connected with the roots, which depend
from the roof to the ground like ropes. DendrObium fimbriatum,
one of the moat splendid species, presented a mass of rich orange
colour; and though not so showy, the yellow variety of O.
Pierardi attracted oar attention by the elegance of its growth.
Several Gong^oras were in fine perfection, and peopled the house
with insects of the strang-est forms; Br^s'^ia verrucosa has pro-
duced flower-stems nearly 5ft. long, and B. caudata has also
grown very strongly. Last year a number of Cape Heaths were
planted out in a bed on the lawn for the summer ; they were
covered with a mat during the winter, and most of the plants
have survived ; the sorts which are the least injured are viridi-
flora, vestita cocclnea and another variety, Bowieana, l«ta, c<>a-
color, and persoluta; there are also two strong specimens of
Sebana, one of which has survived unharmed, while the other
is kiUed. In the Vinery, which is built on the ridge-and-ftirrow
system of Mr. Paxton, there is an excellent show of Grapes, and
a large crop of well-forced Strawberries. Near the Vinery a
pit, also on the ridge-and.furrow system, has been erected ^ it is
used for wintering plants in, and has answered admirably; the
triangular pieces of wood, which form the back and front of each
ridge, take out, and thus good ventilation can be given in wet or
windy weather, without any injury to the plants in the fnune.

b-iit-i

The Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of
London, Vol. XL, Part 1.

The first section of the present volume contains an ia-

teresting account hy Mr. Ainaworthpfanexcursion through

various parts of Western Asia, during which he, in com-

pany with three otlier gentlemen, visited Kal'ab Snerkat

(the Ur of the Persians), and the ruins of Ai lUdht {tUe

Hutra of the Ch^Ide<a and Hatra of the Romans; In

this narrative, Mr. Ainsworth has Bot only ^escnbed the

situation and appearance of those Peaces which he Tl^Kea,

but also the general aspect of vegetation ^hich he o&servea

in his route. After leaving the city of Mdsal, he crossed

a cultivated alluvial plain, named the Kar^kdjah. At that

season of the year
^

(April ISth) barley was la ear, ana
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less by the preponderance of certain forms over others,

and the vast numerical increase of a few social^ species.

Here the Astrdgalus tragacantha (great Goats -thornj,

Tragopogon orientalis (Goats'-beard), and Rliamnus sax-

iitilis (the berries of which are used by the Easterns

to dye leather yellow), excluded almost every other

plant. The latter must not, however, be confounded with

the yellow berry of commerce, which is the produce of K.

'* It is remarkable of the Tra-opogon orientalis that its

geographical distribution is very various ; and that, though

spring IS abundant in the market of Mosul, where it is

brought from the plains E. of the Tigris ; and, although

wild, it is incomparably the best vegetable which this

The stem makes a pleasant salad, and

in the inountains is peeled and eaten raw "country affords.

Bean, in flower; Fi,,
^'r''\-''''^

^^"'^''^^^^^^

in full bloom ; but tl.c Pistachio as yet only budding

whUe on the /andy deposit of the "^^r the U ater^^^^^^^^^^

h»d put forth its seed-leaves. ^0^1^%^- ^7*,^^ IZi^l.
is a low range of hills, known as the Jubailah, which was

then clad with a beautiful verdure. Grass was abundant,

and the greensward was checkered with red Ranunculuses

and composite plants of a yellow hue, which enlu-ened

the stony banks of the Tigris and Etiphrates. Of the

ereat tracts travelled over on this excursion, scarcely any

gpots were met with actually deprived of vegetation. On «-"°-"'. -_ . ^ .• . Adiabene it vet does not cross

J^e most naked were a few J^ichens, amongst which were abounding on the P^^"^/^^^^^^^^^^
firsf pushing out in

principally agreyLecIdeawith black raised apothecia, and the Turns. Its white stem when first pusning ou__

a pink-coloured Cetraria ; with a few pseudo-Lichens,

chiefly Verruc^ria maura and V. epigea. Of the grami-

neous plants, Oat-grass was by far the most abundant,

covering whole uplands of miles in extent, to the exclusion

cf everything except a few flowering plants, which at that

time were Ranunculus asidticus and certain species of

Hienicium and Crepis. The beautiful Chrysiinthema and

Gnaphdlia, which, with a few Centaureae, adorn the wil-

derness in summer, had not then come into bloom. In the

drier parts of the plains, Lichens were more plentiful than

Grasses; but the most prominent plants were species of

Wormwood. Among the social plants were the gay Aster

pulchellus. Allium riiseum (everywhere), ripivcrdubium,

Campanula glomerata, and Gentiana campestris. On the

more fertile spots were Roraeria bybrida, Mnthiola varia,

Matricaria chaniomilla, Antherais n(5bilis, and two species

of Ertldium. The family of Leguminosa; was represented

by the genera Cytisus and Vfcia, and that of Caryophyl-

Iwe by a few species of Saponiiria and Silene. Upon en-

tering the country of cultivating tribes, new species,

unknown in the wilderness, made their appearance, espe-

cially Trollius aaiaticus, a yellow variety of Ranunculus

asJiiticus, but rare, Adonis flava, Ornithdgalum umbella-

tau» Gladiolus segetum and G. byzantinus, Iberis saxa-

tilis. Calendula officinalis, 3Talva rotundif^lia, Convolvulus

althaoides, Sec. It is singular that so many of the pha-

nerogamous plants of these countries should be British

species ; of ^bout 40 collected by Mr. Ainsworth near

Mosul, upwards of 30 were familiar or wayside plants.

The second section of this volume gives a description of

a visit to the Chaldeans inhabiting Central Kurdistan, and

and of the ascent of the Peak of Rowdndiz (Tur Sheikh-

iwa),in the summer of 1840, by the same gentleman.

After leaving Mosul, he travelled across the plain of

Kav-kur, which, except where cultivated, is almost en-

tirely overgrown with Bpecies of Glycyrrhiza and Arte-

xnlaia, and certain social umbelliferous plants. At 'Ain
The

In an alpine valley, at an elevation of 6,200 feet, is si-

tuated the village of Malotah. The only refreshments that

could be procured there were the stems of Fennel and

stalks of Rhubarb, the acidity of which was very pleasant.

The land around was partly cultivated and partly covered

^ith snow ; the remainder overgrown with rank vegeta-

tion, chiefly of umbelliferous plants ; amongst them were,

however, to be seen the Crown Imperial, P£eony, and As-

phodel. Whilst at Tydri, the Melik, observing that Mr.

Ainsworth had been collecting plants, presented him with

a gorgeous specimen of a scarlet Cypripedium (C. macran-

thum ?) which grew in shady places near the snow-line.

In" the marshy spots near Eslay;! (6,25S feet in elevation)

the vegetation was very striking, especially of Primula

auricula, of which the peasants formed bouquets.
^
Caltha

palustris, Pinguicula alpina, Veronica aphylla, Epildbium

alpinum, and many Saxifrages, Euphorbia, C^irices, and

Grasses also abounded. On the borders of a lake near the

Chaldean village of Gawaldn, a dry sandy plain was co-

vered with a species of Ononis and Mesembryiinthemum,

amid which, when the soil was slightly saline, predomi-

nated a species of Salsola; whSn very saline, aSalicdrnia ;

when scarcely at all salt, Nigella damascena, Capparis

spinosa, and C. ovata. Thus, at an elevation of 4,300 feet,

were to be seen the vegetation of Babylonia and of Meso-

potamia ; the Nigella, especially reminding one of Mosul

;

the Mesembryiinthema of liillah ; but here the vegeta-

tion was more dense ; and the perpetual Artemisise of the

lower plains were a gooddealreplaced by Astragalus verus

and A. tragacanthoides. In his concluding remarks Mr.

Ainsworth observes, that
" With respect to zones of vegetation, too interesting a

subject to be neglected in twice crossing so remarkable a
giffin a slight change in vegetation was perceptible

i

- - r -i.

common Thorn here made its appearance; and the rivulets range of mountains, we observed one great peculiarity,

were adorned with the bright pink blossoms of the Clean- I which is the absence of the Conifene ;
indeed, 1 did not

and afforded Water-cresses, a luxury abundant4er,

throughout Kurdistan, though unknown in Mesopotamia

On entering the hills, a remarkable increase of animal

and iniect life was observable. Large snakes, of an ash-

grey colour, were very common, and were seen engaged in

captivating the beautiful lizards of the couutry ; coleop-

terous insects, of brilliant colours, basked on the flowering

plants ; and a yellow caterpillar, with bright scarlet spots,

from 3 to 4 inches in length, occurred on a species of

Enphrfrbia. In the valley of Amadiyab, which, though

containing many villages, is sparingly cultivated, are large

forests of Valdnia Oak, stretching more particularly along

the eastern foot of the Tura Gharah, from hence to Row-
5ndiz, a distance of three days' journey ; this being the great

district for gathering galls and valdnia. From inquiry^ Mr.
Ainsworth learned that the cup of Quercus valdnia was

alone gathered for the market, but that galls were obtained

both from the Q. valdnia and other oaks. Although he

did not see them in the act of gathering, yet the trees

pointed out to him as furnishing galls were Q. Cerris, pe-

duaculata, and infectdria. The Gall Apple, which is

known to be the product of a species of Cynips, is only

gathered from the stalks or stem ; that on the leaves is

pnlverulent and useless. The zone of Oak in these moun-
tains extended from an elevation of 1500 to 2500 feet above
the level of the sea ; above and below this the trees be-

came mere shrubs. To the N. of Amadiyah, Mr. A. came
to the pass of the Matfneh mountain, which he describes as
exceedingly beautiful. Near its foota mountain torrent came
tumbling over the rocks, amid precipitous cliffs, variegated
by a rich vegetation and long-pending stalactites, or a
rough covering of travertine deposited by the waters ;

climbing and creeping plants swung in flowery festoons
down to_ the water's edge, petrified in their course, and
their foliage was rivalled in various tracery by the stalag-

• mitic deposits ; an ash-coloured snake, having bright yel-
low bands, waved itself occasionally up the smooth and
perpendicular face of the rock. At Liziin every available
plot of ground was cultivated in terraces, rising one above
the other, and the rocky interval that separated them was
covered with fruit-trees or tall Poplars for building.
The system of irrigation practised on these terraces was

very perfect: 25 were counted sown with rice (their com-
mon crop), all under water at the same time. Near the
anow line, on the crest of Kurn'ki, was a vast growth of
Fennel, which a number of peasants were occupied in cut-

ting for their winter stock of cattle provender. When
green it is chopped and put into sour milk, to which it

gives a pleasant aromatic flavour. Two species of Fennel
abounded here, and it was remarkable that they respect-

ively favoured opposite sides of the mountains. With them
grew Alchemilla alpma, Trifdlium alpestre, Stachys alpi-

na, and a Lob<flia. "These heights were now," says Mr.
Ainsworth, " arrayed in their most attractive green, and
the relief to the eye was very great.*' On the sides of the

Zdma Survarri a considerable change in the vegetation was

meet with a single Fir, Pine, or Laurel, in the whole range

of our travels : Myrtle is also wanting. The zones of ve-

getation were as follows :

** 1- From the plains of Mesopotamia to the height of

1,000 feet is the zone of Glycyrrhiza, Robinia, Nigella

damascena. Wild Vine, Pistachio, Oleander, Roses, Plane-

tree, Syringa argentea. Country of Rice, Grapes, Me-
lons, Maize, Sec.

"2. From 1,000 to 4,000 feet—zone of Oaks, Quercus

valonia, Q. infectoria, &c. This is the country of Pears,

Apples, Plums, &c.
*'3. From 4,000 to 5,000 feet—zone of Lonicera alpi-

gena, Jasmine, Amygdalus nana, Astragalus verus.
** 4. From 5,000 to 7,000 feet— zone of Astragalus traga-

canthus, Rhamnus saxdtilis, Pseony, Fennel, Primula au-

ricula, Helleborus hyemalis, Crocus alpestris.

** 5. From 7,000 to 9,000.feet—zoneof Saxifrages, Alche-

milla alpina, Gentiana esclepiades, Veronica aphylla and
saxatilis, Polytrichum segtentrionale."

The Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geologij.

By J. F. W. Johnston. Blackwood, l2mo.

This is another of the excellent works which the present

eagerness to improve our systems of agriculture has pro-

duced. In his ''Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry,"

Professor Johnston has treated at large upon most of the

subjects mentioned in the work before us ; and, therefore,

it m!iy appear at first sight to be superSuous to those who
already possess the '* Lectures.'' We, however, do not

think so ; on the contrary, we regard it as an indispens-

able auxiliary to the larger work. It is, in fact, a com-
pendium of the author's views, as more fully explained

in the Lectures, concerning the relation of chemical facts

to agricultural results : and, like all compendiums pro-

ceeding from' the hand of a master, it has the very great

merit of simplifying the matter treated of, and of picking

out those considerations which are of most importance
from such as are of secondary value only—a selection

which the learner cannot make for himself. We there-

fore regard it as an important addition to the scientific

literature of the day, and strongly recommend it to the
careful study of all who wish to understand the scientific

principles on which experiments in agriculture are to be
conducted.

newedbeds do not suffer by too rauch heat. When the tender
points of the lengtheuing roots are destroyed at this stage, the
great check the plants receive thereby is almost certain to start

them into fruit. If, therefore, the beds are found to heat vio-

lently, pour cold water upon them (but not over the roots), and
lower the atmospheric temperature for a few days, by giving

more air and less fire. But if the beds maintain a steady heat

from 85° to 90*=, at the bottom of the pots, no danger need be ap.
prehended, and then, should the weather continue warmer, let

the night temperature range a few degrees higher than that

given last w^eek. In very cold weather, such as we then had, it

is much better to reduce the temperature four or live degrees

below the prescribed standard for a short time than to cause a
wasteful consumption of expensive fuel by keepins: the houses
precisely to one unvarying point.

Vinery.—Bo not neglect the thinning of successional fruit as

soon as it begins to swell after setting. If very large berries are

desired, cut off more in proportion than when close bunches are

wanted. The general size of the respective sorts must also be

borne in mind when thinning, and the number of berries regulated

accordingly J
thus, the Frontignan and Chasselas varieties will

bear at least a thii-d more berries in a bunch of the same size than

the Hamburgh andMuscat. Be very careful not to touch thefruit

with sweaty hands or hair, which is one of the causes of *'rust'»

on Grapes. ^ r^v i x.

pjiACH-uocsE.—The management of the early house must now
be governed by the state of the fruit. If these are nearly ripe,

expose them freely to the air whenever the weather is favourable,

and discontinue watering. When this has been properly attended

to as heretofore advised, no further supply will be necessary till

the fruit is all gathered. In dull and cold weather, gentle fires

now and then will be useful to dry the house ; but if the weather

is fine and dry, fire-heat will not he necessary after the process

of ripening commences. Use the garden-engine if red spider is

observed in the later houses.

Cherry-house.—In this house the first crop will now probably

be ripening, when no more water should be given than is abso-

lutely necessary, Give air liberally, but guard the fruit against

the ravages of birds. .. ^ .

FiG-HOusE.—Keep a regular temperature, not exceedmg 6o^ at

night, and try to economise fuel by shutting the house up warm.-

MusHROOM-HOUSE.—Droppings that are in preparation for

beds must be often turned, and kept in thin layers. Turfy loam,

chopped into small lumps and mixed with the droppings, will

encourage the spawn to run freely through the mass. Make the

air of the house moist, in preference to giving much water to the

Cucumbers ano Melon's.—Impregnate the female flowers of

Melons regularly until a sufficient number of fruit is set, which

must be regulated by the usual size of the kind and the strength

of the plants. A few good fruit should always be preferred to a

greater number of inferior ones. Sow for a succession, to fill the

latest Potato-frames as the crop is cleared off.

KinNKY-BEAxs.—Some some in pots, for plantmg out at the

foot of a wall. .„ , ^i.. ... i, ,

Celery.—The first-sown plants will by this time be large

enough for pricking out on a bed of dung, to be sheltered by

frames or hand-glasses. Spread a layer of well-rotted dung three

or four inches thick on a hard bottom, make it firm and level,

and then put out the plants In rows four inches apart. They wdl

root freely into the dung, and when large enough may be trans-

planted with the loss of very few fibres.

Carrots, Lettuces, Potatoes, and other esculents under

glass, wiU often require light waterings now.
Out'door Departments

Young vegetables which have 'been recently transplanted wiU

require occasional waterings, should the weather contmuc dry.

As the nights are cold, it will be better to do this either m the

morning or soon enough in the afternoon, to allow the leaves to

get dry before night. Advantage should be taken of fine days to

destroy weeds whUe they are small; the great importance of

timeli/ hoeing cannot be too strongly impressed upon the gar-

dener's attention. . . , ,

Beet. -After the first fail of rain, sow for a pnncipal supply.

Broccoli.—In cold, exposed places, the late sorts, for a spnn^

supply, should now be sown; but on diy, warm soils that are

favourably situated, the first week in May will be soon enouga.

CAULiifLOWBRs.—Those under hand-glasses ought to have a

good soaking of water now and then in dry weather; a de-

ficiency of moisture will cause them to button.

Curled Mallow, the leaves of which are useful for gamislung

dessert, should be sown.
, -^ ^^ a i«/*a

Kidnev-Beans.—Put in a few rows in a well-sheltered place.

Nasturtiums, to produce seeds for pickling, ought now to De

Normaxdy Cress.—Sow another bed on a north Tjorder
;
this

useful herb may generally be substituted for Mustard and cresb.

PuRSLANE.-Sow the Grccu and the Golden; likewise Sweet

Marjoram, Summer Savory, Sweet Basil,:and all tendfjm*^"^^

herbs, with Caraway, and other condiments. The Basii-oea md.y

be covered with hand-glasses, or an old frame-light.

Radishes.—Sow a succession, and transplant some roots trora

the earliest sowings to produce pods for pickhng.
_

_

RAMPioN.-The fleshy roots are excellent in winter saiaas,

sow, therefore, in very light soil, covering the mmute seeds a^

lightly as possible. v ,., „ Ti«pf this
Salsafy and Scorzonera may be sown; or, liicc neei. t"

might be deferred another week if the w^eather is
^»i^^"vf."'^this

Orchard.-The winter covering of Fig-trees might after ms

time be enturely taken away, when the trees should f
Prun^

andnaUed. In pruning, do not make too free use of the kmre. u

last year's wood ought not to be shortened, except where siyu

are wanted to fill up vacant places. Afterwards.
^'J^f"

^'°'^

threatens, mats may be hung before the trees m the evening, cu

taken down in the morning ; frosts at this season wouM be ve^

injurious to trees which have been protected. ^^r.^^'t'^Xf^^ Re-
to the disbudding of Peach, Nectarine, ^"'^ Apricot trees.

^
moved trees should be watered, unless rain falls soon,

mulched as far as the roots extend. .„„t^t3 v
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department. , . .^

Stove.—Many of the plants will now require to be si"«e^
.^

larger pots, and to be properly staked to form spec^'"^"/
' f?. get

during bright sunshine, but only then, as the plants nia
>
s

.

drawn, and will not flower weU if too much sh.a^^^;i,„*id be
daceous plants which were shifted some time s^"^® *"-"(. m
looked over and top-dressed; keep the house very moisv.

those where it is difficult to keep the air constantly damp, SP|
num is an excellent material to lay under the PPe%^J,„^"i„

this can be wetted, and will then give out a fonstant supp y ^^^

Greenhouse and CoNSERVATORV.-If the ^^*^°;„^^jy at-

latter house are beginning to grow, they
'".^^J^^.^^J^l^flowenng.

tended to in tying. &c. After the Camellias ^^^^,f^"!,iVthem j

a thorough washing with the garden-engine will heneu^
^^^

9a these are now making their annual shoots. «Pf;j|J'^ ji^eral

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing weeJc,
AvTBR this time we are not often visited tiy frost of sufficient

severity to penetrate iuto the ground; therefore, as soon as fine
weather appeara to be set iu, what remains of the coverings on
the outside borders of early forcing-houses may be wholly taken
away. The stems of the trees ought not, however, to be left un-
protected

: such parts of them as are exposed should be neatly
covered with moss, or with straw tied on in the way of thatch, to
remain during summer. When the roots are very near the sur-
face of the border, the short, half-rotten parts of the dung may
remain on ail summer, as a protection against drought and sudden
changes of temperatiire.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

flowers of next spring will be borne, they wai require ^^^^^
supply of water at the root. Observe tliat the Daus u

^^ ^^
and other hair-rooted plants, are not dry at the bottom^^^

^^^^^^and other hair-rooted plants, are noi S^J' *^^|"^ *.„;7 ahotsunny
surface of the soU appears moist 5 when m that s^ate, ^

"

.^

day often kiUs the plant suddenly. Be cautious in givin^^^n
^^

manure, which should never be applied to Heatns, auu y

ntered plants

» t^i'Tj 't l
~ 1 In-door Department.

Observable ; indeed every range was characterised more or
j

PivERv.-Takc especial care that the roots of the plants in re-

that class. ^rt-iiiuv-
Pjts and Frames.-K you are short of room. ^yInleIw

^^^^^^
of FCichsias, Hydrangeas, and other con»Parat>y®;y

"^^^J ^^^j of

may be set out in a sheltered place, beneath ?.
t^"JP^™/hing, ^

boards or mats. As the time for bedding out is approacnu^K-
^^

plants intended forthat purpose should be made as
^^ ^^_

possible by free exposure whenever practicable, sna
g^^^ for

riculas and Polyanthuses in bright sunshine. ^*" *:'jjj bright

"partial air in bright weather," read " partial shaae

m

weather.")

ht
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Out-door Denarfment. '

If the first-sown annuals have coine up, they will require some
attention in watering daring dry weather. A few branches of
evergreens stuck round them will supply both shade and shelter.
Take advantage of the first rains to plant out the most forward
annuals from the frames. Tender climbing ones, such as Con-
v(51vulas major, I'ropsG'olum aduncum, &c., should be sownin pots
and forwarded a little, for which it is not yet too late, if not al-*
ready done.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTiMENT.
Nl'rsbrv.—Attend to the watering- and weeding of young

seeilUngs. The more valuable species may be shaded with Fir
branches, which will also protect them in cold nights. Look over
grafts now and then, and fill up ail cracks in the clay.
Forest axd Coppice Woods.—The felling and peeling of Oak

should now be proceeded with. To obtain timber of the best
quality, the trees should be peeled standing, and not be cut down
till next winter.—J, B, Whit'uig, The Deepdene,

Max.
aao€8
30.147
30.182
30.201
30.199
ao.i5o
30^140

30- 1 55

Min.
30.062
30.113
30.161
30.091

30.154
30.093
30.047

3U.1U2~

Thkhsioweter.

Afax.
51
51
51

47
63
Gl
60

55.3

Mirt. Mean
36 43.5
31 41.0
41 46.0
40 43.5
sa 44.5

33 48.3

43 51.5

Wind. Kain

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending April 21,
I842> as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

j
Bariuirteb.

April
Friday 15
Saturday IS

Sunday 17
Monday 18
Tuesday 19
Wednes(3ay20
Thursday £1

Average 35 7 45.5

N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N E.
E.
£.

.00

ind.

April 15. Cloudy; bleak and cold ; clear atnight,
16. Cold and dry; clear, with parching brisk N.E. Mi
17. Thickly overcast; slight drizzle at night.
18. Densely clouded ; overcast,
19. Dry haze ; clear and frosty at night.
20. Light haze ; very fine ; clear at night.
21. Light haze; clear and very fine; overcast.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for
the eiisuiag Week ending April 30. 1S42.

April

Sun. 21
Miin. S5
Tnes. 2G

Arer. I Aver. i^f-_„
Highest, Lo*;est ^^^^

Wed. 27 60.6
Thuri.28 ' 61.9

Fri, 29 61.8
Sat. 30 62.8

Temp. Tt-mp.

57.0 87.

5

6^.1 39.4
58.8 37.8
60.6 33.0
61.9 3a3
61.8 39. G
62.8 43.1

Naof
Yeiirs in
which it

Rained,

Greatest
qnantity
ofKaia.

PrevailinR Winas.

0.55 in.

0.47
0.13

0.12
O.TO

0.75

0.31

M UE

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending April 22, 1842.

The supply of vegetables during the past week has been
-imited, and the price of most kinds proportionately high 5 fruit
is more plentiful, and most of that offered is of a good quality.
Trade, in general, has not been at all brisk.—Fw^Y. The supply
of Pines is on the increase, their price varying from 105. to 16.?.
per lb. Forced Grapes have appeared during the week, chiefly
Black Hamburgh and Dutch Sweetwater, at from 12*. to 20s. per
lb. Peaches and Nectarines are selling from 24*. to 42s. per doz.
and Cherries have risen to 25s. per lb. Pears, chiefly Beurre
Ranee, are becoming more scarce, and fetch from 7s. to Ss. per
doz. Apples are plentiful; some fine samples of the Golden
Knob, and other dessert kinds, fetch from ^s. to I.3s. per bushel;
Nonpareils, 15s. to 40s. The price of Straw^berries is much the
same as in our last Report j some of those oflTercd have been
particularly fine. Of Cucumbers there is a pretty good supplv,
from 2s. to 6s. per hvdiCQ.— Vegetables. Broccoli has been very
scarce during the past week ; and the demand for Asparagus has
°een greater than the supply : the ptice still continues very high

;good bundles of the forced averaging 15s., those ofthe natural 20s.^ew Potatoes have somewhat risen in price, varying from is. 6rf.
to 4s. per lb. Sea-kale is plentiful, and has become rather
cheaper, fetching from Qd. to is. 6rf. per poimet. The supply of
Endive and Lettuce is very good, and plenty of every description
of^ salading may be obtained. Rhubarb is more plentiful, but the
price is much the same as in our last account.

PRICES Satcthdav, April 23, 1843— FRUITS:
Apples, Kitchen, per bush. 4f to7t— Dessert, per bushe],5« to Uj
Peari, de«seit, uer half-sieve, 5* to 2U
Slrawberrieg, forced, peroz.,6dto 1«
Peaches, per doz- 24* to 42*
Nectarines, per doz., 24* to 42s
Pine -^pple, perJb. 10* tOl6<
Cherries, per lb. 2.5j

Grapes, hothouse, per pound, 12* to 20*— Spanish, per lb., Ix 6d to 2*— Portupal.per lb., \$ to 3*
Oranges, per doz., ]* to 2f cd— per 100, G* to IR*— JJitter, per 100, 8« to 20*

Lemons, per doz. U to 2i— per 100, 5/ to J4#
Cucumbers, per brace, 2j to Cj
Almonds, per peck, 7»
Sweet Almonds, per ponnd, 3
Chesnuts, per peck, 6« to 8i
Walnuts, per bTishel, 16* to S4*
Filberts, En^., per lOOlbs., 150*
Cobb Nuts, per peck, 3* td
Nuts, per bushel—
*- Brazil, 2o*— Spanish, \6§— Barcelona, 20* to 24t— Turkej', IG*

Cabbage, Red, for pickling, 2» to 8«
Cabbage Plants, per doz., 3» to 6*
Broccoli, White, p.bnth.. Is to 3#

en, 9dto ItGd

VEGETABLES.
Omona, per half sieve, 3j to 4$— jorpiuk., perhf..sieve,4#'— Green, per doz. bches., 2j to 3*

Sprom»,oersieve.U6c/to2, As7Hra^^i",';Vr?^ w' iJ.^^o^Ic*Beans forced p.lOO, 2, to 4* 1 Second or MiddL^nM.G*
., per ton. 50. to 100* _ s or Small, 5*

Kidney
Potatoe
— per cwt. 2* Gd to 5t

per bushel, liGd to 3*— Kidney, per bush. 2* Gd to 3m
-- New, per pound, I* to 4*

Turnips, per dozen bunches, 2* to 3*
Carrots, per doz. bunchea, 5* toC*
Parsnepa, per dozen, Gd to 1«
Red Btet, per dozen, Gd to I* 6J
Horst! Radish, per bundle, Ij to 5*
Radish, per doz. hand« (94 to 30 each)

JIJ tnl* 3d }
•- Turnip, per doz. bch., St to 3t

spinach, per sieve, U eJ to 2* 6d
^nivea, per pot, 6d
Leeks, per dozen bunches, gd to U
garlic, per lb. 2d
Shallots, per lb.. U id

.

— Natural, 12* to 20*
jeakale, per punnet, 1* to 3*
Lettuce, Cabbage, per store. C<f to Is— Cos, per halt" aiev*, t» to 2i 6d
t.ndive, perscore, li 6d to 4*
Celery. per bundIe(IBto 15) fl./ to 2*
Small Salads, per punneti 2d to 4d
Watercress, p.dz. small bunch. 6^/to ftj
Parsley, per half sieve, 1* 6d to 2* Gd
Tarragon, per dozen bunches, 3* to 4s
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 2*
Thjme, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3j
Sage, per doz. bunches, 3#
Mint, pel dozen.bunches, 2* to 4*
Basil, pt^r bunch, 1* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 6* to 15*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1< 6d to 2* 6d

N^oiices to Correspondents,

^\^^J^"^^^^^^^^ ^^® ^^^* dwarf varieties of Verbevas forpianung: out are-Verbena Sabiui, lilac j V, pulchella alba, white

:

V rh^r?^
"^'^^ ^^y^"^^ bright scarlet. Among the taller sorts,

Tverv^^i'^°'^^\l'"^'*'
vt-ithdark centre; V. Buisti. pink; and V.

mav hn^U^'^^. sweet-scented flowers. Fuchsia splexuen-s

Se pfn^^^^l^^ the Horticultural Society's Garden, throufrh

called Fw^* ^^"^"^ '^ * Fuchsia of the iiabit of microphylla.
x'.'.^x.-- ^T^^^^^lCil. You mav add to thosP v-nn nlrpn/lv T%ficc^cc

anrl ^.-aii" i.
otj*B.u*& v^ei.L-cuid.iid.:3 IS imu tuny

are such unoi^?i'-^*^K,"''''^''*^'"-^^"^-
The reason why Dai-uxks

too rich a son 1?
^^^°"}^r=^ ^^ ^^^^t they are generally potted In

Daphxk ivnVrA «
?°"^^ ^^vi^e you to reduce the bail of your

peat, and road™'^J,P*'*'^ j^ ^ I^*^*"^^ ^^ P"^^ turfy loam,
of grceiUiouse^ants

'^'"'^^^^"^^ e^^'"& i^ the ordinary treatment

m
rs best adapted for an easternpeer are—Clemafi.. «/ y**""-"-*^ 'j»-sl rtuapLeu lor an eastern

urn officinale NiL' Caprlfolium gratum. and Jasmi-
name of anv drv^aif^r Vl^^ ^f ^^'^^^ ^"^>' ^^ procured uudcr that
John Ilardi/ -^ ""^ ^^'^^^ ^" manures.

in the open Iround 4in n^f^^^'""!
taken off now, and planted

taless clu-efullV nrAwtn^""^
succeed; neither will the old plants,wAreiojiy protected, owing to the coldness of the earthJ

and the dang-er of spring frosts. We would not advise you toplant tlicm out for a month to come. If you want to have your
cuttings flower in the autumn, you must strike them in a hotbed

Devo7ishire.—lt wiU be impossible for you to obtain such a
crop of Potatoes as you mention ;450 bushels per acre; and have
them ready for digging by June. The latter end of August wUl
be much more probable.

//. A". 3/.—Want of light is, no doubt, the principal reason why
your Came'llias do not blossom. Your Ne'riim splexdens,
which for the last two years lias been covered with flower-buds,
only requires more heat to make them expand. Sxpuoca'mpylus
Bi'coLOR is not sufficiently hardy to stand out the winter in
Perthshire. The plant you sent was Cochlearia dnglica,

il/. N. and A. B. will find in this week's Chronicle an article
upon the destruction of Ants by sulphur.

Troublesome.—The leaves of your Pelarg^xii'ms have, no
doubt, become spotted from syringing your plants, and then
giving air immediately after. You will, however, find a full
answer to your question in the Notices to Correspondents of last
week. There is no book on drawing and colouring flowers that
we can recommend.
A CocA/if^.—Limk-water will destroy worms, without hurting

your plants. To make it, put a quantity of lime into water, stir
it a few times, and let it settle; then use the clear liquid. To-
bacco-water will be better to syringe your trees with, diluting
every gallon of tobacco-water with an equal quantity of pure

A, B.—The specimen which you sent was Cornus mascuia.
J' T.—By keeping the corners of your Mushroom-beds dry the

WooDLiCE will be attracted to them, and you may then destroy
them by immersing them in boiling- water. At p. 163 of the Gar~
deriers' Chronicle for last year you will find another plan recom-
mended,
AudoKpLXo?—Ants are undoubtedly injurious to plants; a very

good plan for driving them away is published in this Number of
the Chronicle.

water.
J,W,
H. II.
f^'

//.--Your account of Cucl'mbkrs growing upon the
drils of your plants is very curious, and we should much lii

The price of common Garden Thermometers is 5*.

ten-
like to

see one. A list ofthe best Paxsies will appear next week.
Ca^'c— Salt water will not injure your newly-planted Aspa-

ragus. In an answer to ** W. D." amongst the Notices to Cor-
respondents of last week, you will find all the information you
require,

P/fro.—Any of the following Treks, Siiribs, and Plants will
suit your chalky soil :—The varieties of Ulmos, Frdxhius, Cra-
tnegus, Amclanchier, Acer, and Pinus pumilio ; Spirse'as, Vibur-
nums, Ribes. Bi'rberis, and Phillyreas ; Paeonias, Deliihiiiiums,
Lupines, Potentfllas, CEnotheras, Aconites, Campanulas, Phloxes,
and Veronicas.
An Amateur.—The best remedy you can try for removing the

Lichen and Moss from your Apple-trees is a mixture of soap-
suds, quicklime, wood-ashes, and cow-dung; washing your trees
over in winter with it, after having first scraped the roughest
lichens from them.
Mancffniensis.~\n watbrixg Plants you must be wholly

guided by your own judgment; we can lay down.no rules for
do^ig it, as difierent tribes of plants require different treatment.
Watering over-head at this season of the vear is beneficial to
most kinds, while at the approach of winter it would be ex-
tremely injurious, and in most cases cause the entire destruction
of the plant. Most of the greenhouse kinds will now be bene-
fited by sprinkling over-head on mild evenings, when the house
is closed ; but this must not be done over those which are in
flower.

w4. B.—The cause of your Gksnkra Suttoxi tuniing vellow
is owing to the bottom of the pot being choked up, and not allow-
ing the superfluous water to drain away. The compost in which
you have grown it is quite suitable. Remove all wet soil from
the bottom, and repot it into a larger size, taking care to drain
the pot well,

IF.//.—TheFoxcLOVE,orHELLKiiORK Powder, will be washed
from the Gooseberry-trees long before the berries are fit to gather.

X. X X.—The dryness of your sitting-room is most probably the
cause ofyonr cut Roses flagging when taken from the conservatory
into the drawing-room. CJtisus nubigenus may be easily pro-
pagated from cuttings, or by working it upon the stem of another
variety. The Roses planted in the border of the Conservatory of
the liortioiiltural Society's Garden arc doing well. You may sow
the seed of the Honeysuckle now—the sooner the better.
E. II. jr.—It will be better not to cover the roots of your

Roses and Conifkk.ts with turf for a few years : when they have
fairly established themselves it will not signify. The Bath Scarlet
antllngram's Floribundum are very gpod Geraniums of their kind.
A list of the best P^nsies is preparing, and will appear next week,
A Constant Header.—The Maggots which jou have observed

in countless numbers hi your flower-garden since the middle of
March, lying just below the surface of the turf, which they have
eaten into hke a honeycomb, and which also fill the flower-beds,
collecting indiscriminately round the roots of every plant, and
eating off tlie young shoots as soon as they appear, are the larvae
of the Crane-fly. called Tipula oleracea, described and figured in
No. 38. p. 612, of the Gardeners' ChronicU:
H. M. says, " Having through a friend purchased a bag of

Clarke's Aimatic CoMro=;T and another of his prepared Hair
DuSt. advertised in your columns, but which I received without
any directions for using them, I applied to the vendor for the
requisite information, but he has not sent me a reply. Will you,
or some of your correspondents, inform me as to the best mode
of their application?"—Purchasers should not buy these sub-
stances ^^'tthout proper directions. We know nothhig of their
effects, or the manner of applying them. The Aimatic compost
is, we presume, from its name, some preparation of blood.

Ftorin's specimen seems to be Couch Grass, rather than

e very good, and worthy of cultivation.

^"^if'""~^'*= ^ould by no means recommend you to prune
your Dahlias in the form of standard Roses ; they will look much
Detter if you let them assume their natural shape. Your Tro-
pae olum requires more heat to make it vegetate. The plant you
sent IS no Hibiscus, but Rubus spectabilis, and is perfectly hardy.

J. Atfmp.—Your plant U Chrysospleaium oppositif61ium.
The beetles transmitted by Mr. G.J. Twi&s are the CurcuHo

(Otiorhynchus) tenebricosus, and are nearly related to two other
\\eevils. whose histories were given last year in this Journal
(vide ^o. IS p. 292.) Sprinkling salt along the base of the wall
and pretty thickly round Uie stems of the trees, woiUd most pro-
bably destroy the larvfc and pupoc, but not the beetles.—

H

J. W.'g insect is the larva of a beetle called Helops cfcruleus,
vrtiich usually lives in rotten wood; we never heaid of iti feed-
ing upon the corks in bottles.—/J.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Our foreign news is notof great importance; in France

public attention continues* to be engaged by the proceed-
ings of the Chambers, which are almost exclusively
directed to questions of domestic interest. The chief
topic of discussion during the past week lias been the
Report of the Commission to which the Railroad Bill
had been referred for e3:atnination ; this Report, which
runs to considerable length, is regarded as highly import-
ant to the provincial interests; it recognises the principle
that a series of raih-oads should be established by the
State, and provides for the construction of eight great
lines, crossing France in different directions, and con-
necting the capital with the principal towns iu the interior

and with various points along iier immense frontier.

From Spain we learn that the Ministry has consented, at

the request of the Cortes, to present a bill relative to cot-
ton manufactures ; the journals of all parties express sa-

tisfaction at this decision, and consider that from the

general unpopularity of the measure, no treaty of com-
merce with this country can now be concluded.—
In Portugal the recent coalition for the purpose of de-
feating the Ministerial candidates at the approaching elec-

tions is likely to prove a failure. The Duke of Paloiella

is expected shortly to join the Ministry, and the opposi-
tion is said to be gradually diminishing by the secession
of its important members in favour of the Government.
The commercial treaty wiih England is proceeding satis-

[ factorily, and
disposed of.

aswine-trade

failures have

Our news from the

Agrostisstolonifera. If he will look to some of our late Num-
bers, he, will see by what symptoms he is tojudge of the quantity
of ACin required in fixing ammonia.

//. T. T.and IF, />.—We recommend diluted Sllpuuric Ac id, in
preference to g>'psum. to be added to the contents of a reservoir in
a very oflensive state, because the fluid matter could be conveyed
to such a receptacle without poisoning the neighbouroood' to
open it, which would have been nccessarv if an earth like gvp-
sum had been applied. If to such a receptacle the acid is added
till the smell ceases, the contents will beht for use ma few hours.
A. H.—Gas-tar is a considerable part of Danieirs manure.

We have not ourselves witnessed its effects; in his preparation it

i'^ mixed with sawdust. Sec. (See p. l"!.) It will doubtless be
better to apply your Gas-water as soon as the weather becomes
mild and rain falls > if, however, you would add to it as much
weak vitriol as will prevent its smelling, you may apply it as soon
as you please. You will find that it will not require much.

Titty.—Gvpsu^r is an eaith, composed of lime and sulphuric
acid, and found naturally in masses in this countrv-. When burnt
it is plaster-of-Paris. It is best obtained from the makers of the
latter substance.
W.D.'^\;e consider the application of liquid manure to be

injurious to Vine-borders, causing them to become clung and
retentive of moisture.

II. N.—Your Pear is, to appearance, a fine specimen of the Old
Colmar j but its substance is crude, and it must have been pro-
duced in an unfavourable situation.

/. Hill.—ThQ tan, if well managed, will do very well for heat-
mg your Cucumber-bed.

C^ G.V plants are,— 1, Aspidium filix masj 2, Aspleniura mari-
num; 3, Aspftlium spinulosum; 4, Juncus buf6niusi 5> Vicia
sativa; 6, Saxifraga tridactvlites; 7, Aciicia pulchella ; 8, C^sia
speciosaj (>, Pimcleahypcricina; U, Hypericum Coris; 12, E'rica
cCibica minor.

F. il/. 0.-W"e cannot undertake the distribution of the seeds
which you have received from Ceylon > most of them are of little
value.

77. B. 7?.~Your Apple is the Brabant Bellefleur.
£:nc«.—Your plants are,-l, Erica ventricosa stellata; 3, Erica

ciharis; 4, Hcrmannia sp. ; 5, Polem<5nium casruleum ; 6, Draco-
ccphalum Ruyschiannm

J 7, Tlilasp! an-ense; 8, Mentha hirsuUi
9, Asplenmm trichf'mianes ; 10, Myoporum tuberculatum; 11,
Narthtoum ossifragum j 12, Poljtrichum alcides. Undley's
" Elements of Botany " is a book well adapted for young be-
ginners.
W* 5,—Your Apple appears to be the Lemon Pippin*

only a few points of detail remained to be
The accounts from Oporto represent the

becoming daily more depressed ; several

occurred, and i\\e mercantile classes are

suffering extreme embarrassment.
Levant announces that the Porte has given the required
explanations to the Greek Government relative to the late

enrolment of troops in the Turkish provinces, and has
disavowed all hostile intentions against Greece. Syria
continues to" be seriously disturbed : the British Go-
vernment has protested against the appointment of the
Austrian renegade, Omar Pacha, to the government
of the Lebanon, and his recall is considered certain.

By the arrival of the Columbia steamer we have intelligence

from New York to a recent date ; the President had
sent a message to Congress, recommending tlje repeal
of a law for dividing among the States the proceeds
of the sales of public lands, but the proposition was
negatived in both Houses by decisive majorities. The af-

fair of the Creole slaver continues to engage the attention
of political parties. Lord Ashburton has arrived at New
York; and Mr. Clay has delivered a powerful speech la-

the Senate on the relations with England, in which he
expressed his hope that the American people would hall

thearrival of his Lordship as a messenger of peace ; and
declared his conviction that all the existing difficulties

would be amicably settled.

At home, the proceedings in both Houses of Parlia-
ment have been more than nsually important, and the
questions disposed of have, with scarcely an exception,
been interesting to all classes. la the Lords, the new
Corn Bill was read last night for the third time. Nume-
rous amendments had been moved by different Tecrs,
having for their object the total repeal of the duty, the

adoption of a fixed duty, or the absolute rejection of the

measure ; but they were all negatived by large majorities,

and the Bill has consequently passed Ihrougli its several

stages without alteration. In the Commons, the Income-taz

Bill was read a first time on Monday, after an interesting

discussion on the principle of the measure, during which

Lord J. Russell proposed as an amendment, that the BiJI be

read a first time that day six months ; on a diymon, thi«

amendment waai negatived by a majority o( 97, and the

Bill was read a second time last night. An animated de-

bate has occurred on a motioQ for a fieiect committee to

inquire into sev,eral alleged frauds in different branches of

manuractures; but afc the 9vtgse$tion of Ministers tb«
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^^w„ wiehdrawn, and an a.ena.ent^r^^ 1 -J^- it ^^-^ti.^^^^^^^^^^
,,, «,,, ,..rter of

;«« rhA frnrt sTstcm was a-reed to. The topynght Uili
^^^^ p^gseVit year as compared .sith the correspondinginto che truck system

Tw^ passed through committee, with a few verbal amend-

ments ; and a motion for a select committee to inquire

^into the five points of the '* People's Charter," embracing

'universal suifrage, vote by ballot, and annual parliaments,

has been negatived by a majority of 159, in a House of

293 Members.

Court.—llev Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal continue ^elL Tlie

.Queen honoured the Italian Opera with hev presence on

Saturday and Monday, and the Haymarket Theatre on

Tuesday evening. On Wednesday her Majesty honoured

the Concert of Ancient Music »t the Hanover-square

rooms with her presence, 11. R. H. Prince Albert being

the director for the evening. The Queen and Prince

Albert, with the usual royal suite, left Buckingham Palace

yesterday morning for Claremont, where the court will

remain until Monday, and then return to town. It is said

to be definitively arranged that her ^lajesty's next ball.

which is to take place, according to present arrangements,

on the 12th May, is to be a fancy dress ball ; and that the

Queen and Prince Albert have signified their intention to

honour with their 'presence a ball for the benefit of the

Spitalfields silk-trade, at the Italian Opera-IIouse on the

26th May.
Official Appointments.—The Gazette of Tuesday an-

nounces the appointment of Prince Albert as Lord War-

den of the Stannaries and Chief Steward of the Duchy in

the counties of Cornwall and Devon, The salary and

•moluments hitherto attached to this office have bsen abo-

lished by his Royal lliffhness's desire.—The Duke of

Sussex has been appointed by her Majesty to be the

Governor of Windsor Castle, vacant by the death of the

Earl of Munster.— It is stated that her Majesty has di-

rected the restoration to the army of Capt. Richard

Anthony Reynolds, late of the 11th Hussars, and that

he will be gazetted in a few days as a captain of the

9th Lancers, now under orders for India,—At a Court

of East India Directors, held on Wednesday, th^ Mar-

quis of Tweeddale, the new Governor of the Presidency

of Madras, was also appointed Commander-in-Chief of

the Company's forces on that establishment.—Accounts

from the Mauritius, dated the 5th Jan., mention the death

quarter of the last year, which shows an increase on the

quarter ending the 1st inst. of 13,088,000 francs.

nailroads.^ln the Chamber of Deputies,, on Saturday.

M. Dufaure, the Chairman of the Committee to which the

Railroad Bill had been referred for re-examination, read

the report of the Committee. It extended to great length,

but the fallowing is its substance :—It provides that the

State shall establish lines of railroad-L From Pans to

the Belgian frontier, by Amiens, Arras, Lille, and A alen-

ciennes. 2. From Paris to a point of the Channel not yet

determined, 3. To the German frontier, by Strasburg.

4. To the Mediterranean by Lyons, Avignon, Tarascon,

and Marseilles. 5. To the Spanish frontier, by Bor-

deaux and Bayonne. 6. To the Ocean, by Tours and

Nantes. 7. To the centre of France, by Orleans, \ ler-

zon, and Clermont. 8. A line from the Rhine to the

Mediterranean, by Mulhausen, Dijon, Chalons, and Lyons.

The Commission adopts the clauses of the bill relative to

the manner in which the sums necessary for the execution

of the project are to be raised. The State is to furnish

part, the localities part, and the rest is to be raised from

private shares. It accords immediate credits for the ex-

ecution of— 1, the Paris and Belgian line ; 2, the line from

Paris to the German frontier ; 3, for the section from

Chalons to Dijon on to the two lines of Paris to the Me-

diterranean, and the Mediterranean to the Rhine ; 4, for

the line from Avignon to Marseilles by Tarascon ; 5, for

the section from Orleans to Tours, common to the two

lines of Paris to the frontiers of Spain, and Paris to the

western frontier ; 6, for the section from Orleans to Vier-

zon, belonging to the line from Paris to the centre of

France, The general discussion on the bill is fixed for

the 2.5th inst. The Rouen Rail Bill has passed the Cham-

ber of Peers by 99 against 6.

The CapilaL—The journals inform us that the Dijke

D'Aumale and the Prince De Joinville will shortly lea%

Paris on a visit to Queen Victoria, and that they will make

a general tour to visit the public establishments in this

country ; but the report appears to require confirmation.

—It is reported in Paris that an amnesty in favour of

political offenders will be granted on the occasion of the

King's fete on the 1st May, and that Prince Louis Napo-

leon will be comprised among the amnestied. The Coun-

tess DemidofF, his cousin, and the Leuchtenberg branch

of his family, have lately exerted themselves to obtain his

liberation from captivity, but Ministers had as yet come

An official account | inst., with a discussion on the proposition for requesting
' Government, in the name of the Cortes, to present a bill

relative to cotton manufactures, as promised by the Tariff

Several of the Deputies spoke on the

of Sir Lionel Smith, the Governor, after a short illness,

on the 2d of that month. The temporary command of
j to" no resolution on the "subject, and would, it was thought,

the isl ; . \. ,.j in consequence, devolved on CoL Stavely.

Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. Joseph Hume has

been returned without opposition for the Montrose burghs,

the Hon. E. J. Stanley and Mr. D. W, Jobson having both

retired from the contest.—The Committee appointed to

inquire into the Longford Election petition have decided

that Luke White, Esq. was not duly elected to represent

the county of Longford, and that Anthony Lefroy, Esq.,

was duly elected, and ought to have been returned. The
committee also came to a special resolution that, consi-

dering the contrary decisions which had taken place in

respect to the question of " opening the registry," it was

absolutely necessary that the Legislature should pass some
declaratory Jaw on the subject.—The Cardigan Election

Committee have declared Mr. Pryse Pryse, the sitting

Member, duly elected.—TheWakefieldElectionCommittee
have decided that J, Iloldsworth, Esq, was not duly
elected for that borough, and that the Hon. W, S. Las-
celles was duly elected, and ought to have been returned.

—

The election petitions from the county of Rutland and the

borough of Beverley have been abandoned*

France.—The papers contain little intelligence of po-
litical interest. They continue to comment on Sir R.
PceVs financial measures, and on the commercial relations
between England and France, The " Journal des Debats"
observes that *' Sir Robert Peel's financial plan has
with justice captivated the attention of all Eurppe, It is

a plan conformable to the spirit which animates British
tUtesmen. They are as ready to act as to speak. When
they have probed the wound, they apply the remedy with
ft steady hand. The chief of the new Ministry has pro-
diseed a plan which is simple and conformable to the
eternal^ rules of good sense, reason, and experience.
There is nothing better calculated than Sir Robert Peel's
plan to demonstrate the immense resources of Great
Britain, and the high degree which private wealth has
reached

.
Although he leaTcs untaxed incomes under

150/. (British) a-year, he is certam to obtain a revenue of
108,000,000 francs* If such a basis were attempted to be
laid down with us, there would be scarcely any income to
tax. There are some of our departments in which such a
taz would scarcely defray the expense of collecting it, and
jet we are incontestably by far the mo^t wealthy of the
great nations of Europe : a convincing proof of the pro-
ductiveness of persevering industry—for the wealth of
England is eiitirely due to the labour of her inhabitants.
It is not mines of gold or diamonds which have enriched
the British nation ; it is her perseverance in fructifying,

bj well-directed and continuous efforts, the soil of the
country, and in cultivating its natural advantages."

The Chambers.—The proceedings in the Chambers
continue to engage the chief portion of the attention of
the journals. The Chamber of Deputies have reformed
the 114th article of the Code of Criminal Instruction, re-

lative to individual liberty. The code before gave the
judge the power of setting an accused at liberty, on bail,

when the penalty incurred by him was only of a correc-

txnal nature ; but tine new article^ substituted in its steady

postpone publishing any act of the kind until the approach

of the elections.

The Fleet Private letters from Toulon, dated the 12th

inst;., state that all the vessels in commission in that port

were taking three months' provisions on board for a cruise

to exercise the men, but where the evolutions were to

take place is not mentioned.
Bonlogne.'—The process instituted by the French Post-

office authorities against the courier employed by the

London Morning Papers to convey the East India and
Chinese intelligence brought by the overland mails through

France, and which we noticed at length in our last, has

terminated in a judgment against the defendant, who has

been sentenced to pay a line of 150 francs and the costs.

Two English ladies, who had conveyed letters in com-
plaisance to their friends, were also condemned and sub-

jected to the same sentence.

Algeria.—The "Journal des Debats" states that ^he

Committee on the Budget has received an important com-
munication from the President of the Council of Ministers,

apprising them that the Cabinet has unanimously adopted
M- PoirePs plan for the improvement of the port of Al-
giers, as the one which will require the least time and
expenditure. The "Debats" adds, that orders have al-

ready been forwarded to Algiers to commence the execu-

tion of the works. It appears that M. Poirel's plan
consists in extending the old mole of Algiers^ so as to

create a secure anchorage for 25 sail of the line, and 300
merchantmen.—Accounts have beeu received from Algiers

to the 10th inst. A strong shock of an earthquake had
been experienced there on the 9th inst., but no damage
had been done. There were various rumours in Algiers

that Abd-el-Kader and one of his chief officers had been
taken prisoners, but they were not believed in well-in-

formed quarters. General Bugeaud was expected to have
left Cherchell on the 9th inst., but no news had been re-

ceived of his expedition. An aide-de-camp of the Minister
of War, Commandant Foltz, has just left Paris for Algiers,

on a mission from the Government.—The " Moniteur" has
since published additional despatches, received by the
Minister of War, from the Governor-General in Africa,
and Gens. Bedeau and Lamoriciere. Abd-el-Kader was
expected to have crossed the Tafna. He was watched by
Gen. Bedeau's division at Tlemcen on the 2d inst. The
French General states, in his despatch, that the Emperor
of Morocco had forbidden all intervention in favour of the
Emir. Gen. Bugeaud's despatch relative to his march to
Cherchell is dated the 8th last., and he claims iu it great
advantages by the destruction of various tribes and vil-
lages, at the cost of 7 killed and 33 wounded. The rain
had prevented his further operations. He announces, in
a second despatch of the 9th inst,, the submission of cer-
tain tribes.

SpAiN.—A telegraphic despatch from Madrid, dated
the 13th inst., sUtes that some disturbances had broken
out in that capital in consequence of a coalition of the
operatives, arising from the want of work and dearness of
bread. Some persons had been severely wounded ; but
on the morning of the 13th tranquillity had been restored.
The Chamber of Deputies was

Bill of last year.

occasion, but the discussion was n9t animated, as the

Ministry made no opposition to the proposition, and de-

clared that it was anxious to comply with the promise of

last session, and had delayed the presentation of a bill

merely from a desire to frame it in such a way as to con-

ciliate all interests. The proposition was accordingly

adopted. The papers of all parties express much satisfac-

tion at this decision of the Chamber, and seem to consider

it as certain, from the general unpopularity of the mea-

sure, that no treaty of commerce can now be concluded.

It appears that the Catalonian deputies were not alone

opposed to the project, but that they were supported by

the members for Andalusia, Castile, Valencia, and Arragon.

Although, however, all idea of a commercial treaty seems

to be out of the question, it is thought that some modifi-

cations may yet be introduced into the tariff. The com-

mittee to which the extraordinary demand of a credit of

160,000,000realshadbeenreferred,has acceded to thegrant.

The journals mention that the Infant Don Francisco

de Paula and his family were expected to arrive in Madrid

on the 14th inst., on their way to Andalusia. The Go-

vernment, they add, has decided that those Princes, so

amicably disposed towards the Constitutional cause^ shall

be received with all the honours due to their rank ; and

the road along which they are to pass is already lined with

the troops necessary to' supply them with escorts.—The

Queen and Court were expected to leave Madrid on the

I5th inst. for Aranjuez, where, it is said, they will reside

till June. Many families were preparing to go to the

same place. There were some rumour* in Madrid that

the Cabinet had addressed to the French Minister for

Foreign Affairs a note protesting against the pastoral

letter of the Archbishop of Paris to the French clergy, in

obedience to the Pope's message to put up prayers for the

Church of Spain. The report, noticed in a former Num-

ber, that the Queen had refused the insignia of his office,

as Chamberlain, to Commandant Dolce of the Halberdiers,

appointed to that office by her guardian, M. Arguelles.has

been officially contradicted. The celebrated banker and

loan contractor, Seiior Aguado, has died at Oviedo, from

an attack of apoplexy. The journals publish accounts re-

ceived from the Philippine Islands,* under date 15th Jan.,

announcing that the military authorities had adopted the

most severe measures to repress a revolt which had taken

place at Tabayas, and that 1,400 persons had already been

executed by order of Captain-General Oraa.

Portugal.—By theMontrose steamer we have received

intelligence from Lisbon to the 11th inst. Notwithstand-

ing the efforts made by the coalition, noticed in our last,

as formed with a view to defeat the Ministerial candidates

at the coming elections, it is said they are likely to prove

favourable to Government ; and that letters have even

been forwarded to the Home Secretary frorn^ all parts of

the country, promising him support. Ministers, it is

added, reckon upon the entire Opposition in the next

Cortes not amounting, upon important questions, to more

than 12 votes in a Chamber consisting of 145 members.

It is announced that the Duke of Palmella will most pro-

bably join the Ministry as Foreign Secretary. A Council

of Ministers has been held, at which it is said tq have

been resolved that the offer should be made to his Grace

on the 11th inst., the day the mail left ; and it was thought

that the Duke would give his assent. MM. SilvaCar-

valho and Rodrigo Magalhaes, from whose opposition

some fears appear to have been entertained, had likewise

indirectly given their adhesion. A list of 23 new peers

had been drawn up, and was to be submitted for the

Queen's approval at the Council of State, to be held on

the 16th inst, Senhor Costa Cabral was said to be en-

deavouring to conciliate the Miguelites by including a feff

of their number in the list. The organisation of the new

National Guard was expected to be complete in 2 months

time. Private letters state that the commercial treaty

with England will be concluded and signed, within a montH.

The Duke of Palmella is said to have acquainted the (jO-

vernment, that upon the general principles of the treaty

he was quite agreed with Lord Howard, and that there

were only a few points of detail upon which his mind was

not yet made up. These, it was expected, would soon oe

disposed of, with the assistance of Baron Tojal an^.^^^J"

mercial referees. The ceremonial of the young Prmce s

baptism was to take place on the 17th inst,, the Pope, re-

presented by Monsignor Cappacini, being one sponsor,

and the Princess Amelia, ex-Regent of Portugal, tne

other. The French squadron was about to leave L^Don

immediatelv, a war-steamer having arrived from Ure

with orders' to that eff'ect. The destination of the squa-

dron was not known, but it was supposed to be langi
-

The accounts from Oporto were becoming ^aily worse,

and the wine-trade was seriously depressed.
^f^^\.

failures had occurred, for a considerable amount, an

fresh ones were said to be expected daily. Tbe com-

mercial community iu that city had expressed themseive

pleased with such portions of the alterations in the tari

proposed by Sir R. Peel as affected their trade with Engianu.
*^ A /... rr,v_ T i_ _i.:-u foJn 1 file mtelU-Germanv.—The Journals, which contain httle

geuce of political interest, announce, that an aj*"^"^^"^^^^

has been concluded between the Austrian Governme

and the other. German States to facilitate the P^^J^*;'^^

reform in the Post-office Department noticed m our la -

Vienna letters of the 10th inst. announce the a^^/^^^

that capital of M. Pageot, late French Charge d A«*;'

in Madrid, charged with a special mission to announce

the Austrian Cabinet, on the part of the French ^J"^^
--. ment, that France would not permit any marriage or v^

occupied, oa the 8th
|
Isabella of Spain, except with a member of W w*^"^*^
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Bourbon. M. Pageot, on the 9th inst, dined with Count

!

Flabaut, the French Ambassador, in company with Sir R
Gordon and Prince Paul Esterbazy, The latter, it is
added, was to proceed shortly to England on an 'extra-
ordinary mission,—Accounts from Berlin, dated the 9th
inst., state that the Count of Nassau (the Ex-King of
of Holland) was attaclced with so serious an inflammation
of the lungs on the night of the 8th inst, that his life was
despaired of. The last bulletins, however, state that his
breathing has been relieved^ and that he is gradually getting
better. The Prussian Government being unwiUinf^, it is
said, that its relations with Russia should be disturbed by
any remarks in the newspapers, has just issued an order to
the censorship to forbid all articles against the prohibitive
system of Russia or the treaties between Prussia and
Russia respecting the giving up of deserters. Accounts,
dated the 12th inst., state that the important question re-
apecting the system to be introduced into the Prussian
prison discipline has been decided. The Pennsylvanian
system, defended by Dr. Juliens, has been rejected, and
the system hitherto adopted by Government will, on the
whole, be retained. In the construction of the penal in-
stitutions, however, orders have been given for various
alterations, which the King has judged advisable since his
late inspection of the London prisons, especially the
model prison ; and several prisons are accordingly to be
forthwith built or altered, especially at Berlin, Koni^sberg
and; Munster. The new Minister of Finance, °Earon
Bodelschedringh, will enter on his office on the 27th inst.
The same accounts inform us, that the choice of a suc-
cessor to Baron Bulow, as Prussian representative in the
German Diet, is not yet;determined on ; but private letters
state that Gen. Geetten is spoken of. Berlin letters of
the 10th inst. state that previously to the King's visit to
London, the Council of State resolved upon the formation
of a railroad from Berlin to the Rhine, and an officer of
the Minister of War was ordered to prepare a plan for a
military railroad; but on its being presented to the King,
on his return, he rejected it, declaring that he would have
no railways that should not be alike beneficial to the whole
of Germany,
^Belgium.—Accounts from Brussels state that the'*Mo-

niteur," official organ, has published the five following
conventions :—" 1. Convention of navigation between Bel-
gium and Austria. 2. Conventions;,between Belgium and
Hanover. 3, 4, and 5. Convention "between Belgium on
the one part, and Hanover, Anhalt, Bamberg, and Saxony
on the other, to secure to the subjects of the contracting
parties the power of inheriting and acquiring property on
the same conditions as the native subjects of the re-
spective countries."

Switzerland.—Intelligence has been received, that
the Constituent Assembly of Geneva adopted, on the 10th
inst., the article of the new Constitution which fixed the
number of deputies for the canton at 1 7G.—Accounts
from Berne state that the Government has just received
an official communication from the cabinet of Wurtem-
berg, declaring that all the subjects of tliis latter State
residing in Switzerland will lose their civil and political
rights unless they obtain permission from the Government
ot Wurtemberg to reside there.
Italy—We learn from Rome, that the murderer of

Count Pahlen, the circumstances attending whose death
were noticed in a former Number, has been tried and con-
demned to death. "

France from causing any change in the political relations
between the five Powers, and apprising them that the Em-
peror recommended the United States not to depend upon
this adjournment in their political arrangement with respect
to Great Britain." The Journals referred to state that
"This communication is significant; and that when di-
vested of its diplomatic form, it means that the great
Powers expect the pure and simple ratification of the
treaty signed on the 12th Dec. 1841, and that M. Guizot
has engaged to do so; that the Emperor warns the
American Government not to carry their resistance to the
right of search ^oo far, and gives the United States to
understand, that should they do so, they could not expect
any assistance from Europe, France having promised to
join the coalesced Powers."

lONTAX Islands.—An ordinance has been issued by
his Excellency the Lord High Commissioner, dated
Corfu, March 18, announcing—in accordance with his
speech to the Ionian Parliament on the 3d of that month,
as reported in our 14th Number—that the Ionian trade in
corn, which has hitherto been treated as a monopoly by
the Government of those islands, will, after the 1st June,
be entirely free,

Grkbci:.—Private letters from Athens, of the 2;thult,
state that the explanations given by the Porte to the
Greek Government relative to the late enrolment of troops
in the Turkish provinces are of a satisfactory nature

;

that the Porte disavows all hostile intention against
Greece, and declares formally that tho troops were raised
solely with a view to Syria.
Turkey,—We have received intelligence from Con-

stantinople to the ** 27th March. Admiral Walker had
addressed, on the 18th ult., a letter to the Grand Vizier,
returning the sword presented to him by the Sultan, as
being of inferior value to those presented to other officers,—Syria continues in a seriously disturbed state ; and a
body of Albanians has been despatched there by the
Porte to put down the malcontents. It will, however, be
seen from the speech of Sir R. Peel, under our Parlia-
mentary intelligence, that the Porte has given satisfactory
explanations respecting the object of these troops ; and
that none of them are intended to proceed to the Lebanon.
It will also be seen, from the same source, that the British
Cabinet has seriously remonstrated against the appoint-
ment of Omar Pacha ; and that there is a probability of
his being superseded in the government of the Lebanon.—
Private letters from Constantinople, dated the 24th ult.,
state that the Shah of Persia has, in consequence of dif-
ferences with the Porte, recalled his Ambassador, and ap-
pointed a Consul-General, who is a Christian, of Georgia,
and a Russian subject, and who will receive his instruc-
tions from the Russian embassy at Constantinople.
Prince Mavrocordato, the Greek Ambassador, had his
private audience of the Sultan on the 28th ult.

China.—:\Ve understand that an officer, who has re-

!

, ,, ^ ^^ ^"^s a dealer in antiquities, ofwhom the Count was in the habit of making purchases.
Let ers from the same city, of the 4th inst., state that a
public functionary from Chili, who is now in that capital,
has induced two hundred Spanish refugee priests to pro'
ceed to Chih and Buenos Ayres, where there is a great
scarcity of priests, in consequence of the war.—Private
letters from Naples state that an important discovery of
coal has been made in Calabria, which will greatly facili-
tate steam -navigation in the Mediterranean.—The nuptials

^ t^^ P"fe Royal of Sardinia with the Archduchess
Maria Adelaide of Austria were celebrated on the J 2th
inst. in the chapel of the chateau of Stupinitz, near Turinm presence of the Royal family of Sardinia, and of the
Viceroy and \ ice-Queen of the Lombardo-Venetian king-
dom. The young Archduchess left Milan on the 10th
inst

,
and arrived on the following evening at the chateau

of Stupmitz, to which the Royal family repaired on the
morning of the l2th, accompanied by the entire Court
After the ceremony, the Royal party make its entry into
lurin. On reaching the public square, the bride and
bridegroom were addressed by the Governor of the citvand ,the first Syndic ; after which, twelve young girls'
attired in white, presented the bride with baskets of
flowers and fruits. In the evening there was a banquet at
^ourt, and the,capital was illuminated. The festivities
ordered by the King in celebration of the event, were to
last a fortnight. The Journals also inform us that the
Jh.ing, on this occasion, has granted entire pardon to all
HIS subjects condemned for political offences. The'ordon-
nance announces, that they will be restored to the enjoy-

^ron^rf lil'u'^'^"
"^^^'' ^"^ ^'»^t ^^^'' confiscated

are^n fi,^^ ^^ restored to them with the arrears which

the P.nr T^^ ""f
^^^ Administration. We learn from

left eK:i ^^'^^ eminent engineer, Mr. Brunei, has

theoS^ ''''' ^^ '^' Kmg of Sardinia, and'that

the SrS ?^.fT^^I '^ f^^ ^^^ P^^POse of ascertaining

commeSs'on'fte lu'.' ^^^"'?^,t
^"^^^^^ ^^*=^ «Pa^« to

received from St Pete-H^
intelligence, said to have been

It is stated that " T^e 5«::^' ^T '^ '"'^'^^^ ^^^^^^•

confidentiaUv to thtr ,^^«f^^
government have notified

iised thenLLrf ^^^'°^* ^^ Washington that they had

^nUrm^^^ S .rr^ '' P^^"^^' '^' adjournment^ue^rauncation of thejreaty on the right q( uewh by

cently arrived from Bombay, brings the report that the
British troops were advancing on Pekin ; and that the
Emperor had quitted the city, with all his treasure, for
some town in Tartary, beyond the reach of danger.

Wj:sT Indies and South AMEmcA.^By the arrival
of the Royal Mail steamer Forth, which reached Falmouth
on Wednesday night, we have received intelligence
from these colonies to a recent date. The autho-
rities at the Havannah appear to be apprehensive of
some outbreak or attack, great vigilance being kept up to
prevent surprise, and to bring the troops into a high state
of discipline. Vigorous measures have been adopted
against the slave-trade ; and it has been ordered that any
estate upon which newly-imported negroes may be found
shall be confiscated. Suits have already been commenced
against the owners of two or three who have broken the
decree. The accounts from Havannah bring disastrous
news of the West India mail steamers. There was a re-
port that the D^e had gone on shore at Turk's Island,
and that she would be a total wreck ; but it appears
to be unfounded. The Tweed left Portobello on the
8th ultimo, for Kingston; and on the 12th, having
encountered strong north-east gales, she exhausted her
fuel, and was obliged to put back to Porto Bello, where
she arrived on the 24th. She was to sail again on the
27th for Kingston. Lord Morpeth had arrived at Havan-
nah.—The accounts from Mexico are important. The
Mexicans, with a strong force, which varies, according to
different accounts, from 8,000 to 14,000, had invaded
Texas.^ They had occupied, at the first irruption, San
Antonio and Goliad. The Texans, who mustered about
4,000, were concentrating on Victoria, Gonzales, and Aus-
tin, at which place determined resistance was expected to
be made. Strong reinforcements of "Sympathisers"
were expected from the United States, whose Government
had ordered a small squadron into the Gulf of Mex-
ico to protect American interests.—We have intelligence
from Buenos Ayres, which is of a more detailed character
than the accounts last received. Governor Rosas had, in
the name of the Executive Government, sent the agnual
message to the Legislative Assembly, which was strongly
worded, against the junction of Corrientes with Monte
Video, rejecting the proffered mediation of England and
France to arrange the dispute, and expressing a determi-
nation to subdue those refractory provinces. The budget
had also been presented, and showed a deficiency of nearly
fourteen millions of dollars in the revenue of the year
1842. Governor Rosas, without proposing any plan for
arranging this, had tendered his resignation ; but it was
generally supposed that it was merely a rusCf and that he
would be solicited to retain the Presidency. The Buenos
Ayrean and Monte Videan squadrons had had another
engagement ; but, like the former ones, nothing decisive
had been done, each party, it is stated, nmning awsy from
the other. It hmbem determiaed tbirt themU^bU^bxa^ts

of the Jesuits shall be broken up; and an intimation of
the fact has been sent to the Pope—tlie message repre-
senting that *' public opinion was driving them out of the
country."

Uniied States. — By the arrival at Liverpool on
Wednesday of the royal mail steamer Columbia, we have
received New York Papers to the Ist inst. The Columbia
left Liverpool on her outward-bound voyage on the 4th
ult. Shortly after the commencement of the voyage, she
encountered a series of heavy gales, which she weathered
without having sustained any damage, nntU the I8tfa,
when, in lat. 44. 33, long, 50. 4, at seven in the evening,
tlie intermediate shaft broke, and the engine stopped.
Ihe floats were immediately stripped off" her wheels, and
the remainder of the passage was made under canvas, the
whole voyage from^ Liverpool to Halifax having occupied
^0 days 15 hours. The mails and the passengers for
Boston were taken forward by the Unicorn stenmer.
Meanwhile, the Columbia, it being impossible to repair
her machinery at Halifax, was equipped for performing
the voyage to Liverpool under saiL The Unicorn having
brought the American mails of the 2d inst. from Boston,
they were transhipped on board the Columbia, which
sailed on the evening of the 4ih inst, and, notwithstand-
in^g the easteriy gales, made the voyage to Liverpool under
17 days, with scarcely any assistance from her only work-
able engine. The intelligence brought by this conveyance
is of some importance. The President had transmitted a
message to Congress recommending a repeal, or suspen-
sion tantamount to^a repeal, of the law passed at the extra
session, for dividing among the States the proceeds of the
sales of public lands, on the ground that the lands would
constitute a specific and valuable pledge for the loans re-
.quired hy Goveniment. The message had been taken
into consideration by both Houses, which, by decisive
votes, had determined that the Distribution Bill should not
be repealed. A strange proceeding had taken place in
the House of Representatives. Mr. Giddings, the repre-
sentative of the State of Ohio, offered a series of resola-
tions referring to the capture of the Creole, of which the
following are the most important :—** That when the brig
Creole, on her late passage for New Orleans, left the ter-
ritorial jurisdiction of Virginia, the slave laws of that
State ceased to have jurisdiction over the persons on
board the said brig, and such persons became amenable
only to the laws of the United States. That the persons
on board said ship» in resuming their natural rights of
personal liberty, violated no law of the United States, in-
curred no legal penalty, and are justly liable to no punish-
ment. That all attempts to regain possession of, or to re-
enslave said persons, are unauthorised by the constitution
or laws of the United States, and are incompatible with
our national honour. That all attempts to exert our na-
tional influence in favour of the coastwise slave-trade, or
to place this nation in the attitude of maintaining a * com-
merce in human beings,' are subversive of the rights and
injurious to the feelings and the interests of the free states,
are unauthorised by the constitution, and prejudicial to
our national character." At the request of several mem-
bers, however, lie withdrew his resolutions, and a motion
censuring Mr. Giddings was then brought forward, and
adopted by the House without allowing Mr. Giddings to %
speak in his defence. Mr. Giddings sent a nofe to the
Chair signifying his intention of resigning his seat, and
left the House. In the Senate, Mr. Clay, In the course
of a speech, incidentally referred to the relations of the
United States with Great Britain. The following is an
outline of the part interesting to the English public. Mr.
Clay has not, it will be seen, any apprehension of war
springing out of the differences between the two coun-
tries :—" He regretted," he said, ''to see the assaults
made by the partisan press on the distinguished individual
who had been sent to them with the olive-branch of peace.
Nothing was so unmanly or so indecent as those attacks.
He had the good fortune, when in England, to know Lord
Ashburton, and he bore the highest character in his own
country, both for Wisdom and integrity. However the
hospitalities of the land might be -fiolated by a licentious
press, he hoped that the American people would greet the
arrival of this gentleman as a messenger of peace. There
is no danger, continued Mr. Clay, of any rupture with
Great Britain, if proper ability is employed in the manage,
ment of the controversy. The first point of controversy
is the North-Eastern Boundary. The negotiation on that
subject was in progress, with every prospect of a satisfac-
tory termination. The basis of an arrangement had been
agreed upon, and there only ren>ained some minor points
to be settled. There was, therefore, no apprehension of
war from that source." He then alluded to the affair of
the Caroline, which he regarded as settled, adding that, at
all events, no war could take place on account of that
afeir. The Creole affair, he said, was the subject of ne-
gotiation

; and he censured a little the premature publica-
tion of the instructions of the Government. Great Bri-
tain, he thought, ought to indemnify them ; but there was
no immediate apprehension of war from this matter. The
Right of Search was the remaining question. "That right,'*

proceeded Mr. Clay, '* was one that could not be exercised
without great abuses, and the United States would never
yield it. Nor did lie understand Great Britain as claiming
it. What said Lord Aberdeen on this subject f We claim

no right to examine any American vessel. Even if she *

be full of slaves, if she be American—if she have Araencan

willpapers

pirates may hoist your flag, and as other nations, Sj

Portu£raL France, or Eneland, might use It, we, who

But as

Spain,

are

examine

false vessel, with a flag that she hm no rig

we will take her ; but if she be American

Wit Mr.Steycasoahin35tf»daut»;iflhi«<?^
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„.ere fact";?!^ at the .a.t-head cannot pro- ^^^^t^^^^^"^^-Vf^¥^S^
A

reatv rrovidinff a mutual right or searcn «ub. ^um.. j.c...

go enured iifto between the United States and Great

IrilaL. Mr. Canning said to Mr. Ru.h, Draw up your

Mr. Rush

It cranted a mutual rif^ht

4

)

amity

that the

tect a pirate. The prutcctio

with the semlnemss of the character of the TesseU

If^^rr^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ .earch .as. sotne years

Britain- -, .,, , -.

own arrangements, and ^e will agree to it.

drew up a treaty accordingly.
. ,,

of search in the vicinity of the West Indies and on the

African coast The treaty came to
^''
J^ ^ T^^)^'"'^J}

'

but struck out that part relating to the West Indies, llie

trealy went to England for ratification there, and Mr.

Canning, piqued at our alteration of a treaty drawn up by

lis, refused to assent to it. In the existing state of thus

nratter, it can he easily settled by an arrangement hetween

the t^To Governments, if it isentered upon in a spirit of

He had no doubt, in fine, fliat all the existing

difficulties could be amicably settled." The finances of

the country are in a serious state. The Treasury of the

nation is bankrupt, and its notes, bearing G per cent, in-

terest, had been offered at a drpreciation varying from 3

to 6 per cent, discou^^ Congress had not shown any

disposition to relieve the Treasury from its difficulties.

The Loan Bill, for ]2.C00,0CO dollars, had not yet passed

the House of Representatives, though it was expected to

do £0 shortly.—The resumption of specie payments by

Pennsylvania, Maryland,,aiid West Jersey had been ac-

complished without difficulty or distress* Virginia and

other States were e^tpected to resume also. The Warspite,

with Lord Ashburton on hoard, arrived at New York on

the Ut inst. A great fire had taken
,

place at New York,

which had destroyed nearly 70 houses. A fire had ali^o

taken place at New Oileaus, and the Theatre St. Charles

had been completely destroyed.

New Zealand.—a correspondent of the *' Morning

Clfromcle " has sent a statement to that paper in reply to

some aspersions which Lave appeared in the City article of

a contemporary against the colony of New Zealand. The

Statement in question describes Port Nicholson as a bar-

ren waste, the soil inapplicable to agriculture, commercial

advantages, &c. This correspondent says that this 5s de-

cidedly untrue, for nearly every inch of the soil, down to

the Tery edge of the water, is covered with luxuriant ve-

getation, and timber in abundance near the town. During

9 residence of fourteen months in Port Nicholson, he has

seen several descriptions of wild plants, such as turnips,

celery, flax (not the Phornnum tena.x, but what in Eng-

land 'is called by some persons linseed), ^:c., growing on

Uie verge of the high-water mark. Trees and shrubs are

energreens ',
potatoes are taken from the ground for use

nine aaonihs out of the twelve
; peas in bloom all the year.

The first crop of wheat produced nearly as fine a sample

as ever nas rai._vl in Essex. During his fourteen months'

residence in the colony, this writer says that he had

one' hail-storm, and two very frosty nights, each leaving

ice not quitt -o thick as a sixpence. The place is well

snpplit'd with plenty of fresh water, and good coal has

been found in grtat abundance. With respect to the

oalives, the writer upholds all that has been said in

iheir favour. They are honest, \\hi(h he has many times

proved intentionally; exceedingly apt and intelligent;

numbers of them can read and write, work for wages by

^ the day or week ; and very few are drunkards. He has

oftentimes heard them compare their condition to what it

was- but two years previous, and that with gratitude to the
*' white man."

^ai"lic"imcn(»

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Monday.—After a mimter of petitions upon various subjects

had been presented, the Earl of llirox moved the order of the day
for tlje second reading of the Cora Importation EiJl. The ques-
tion, he said, which he had that night to bring before their Lord-
ships, was emphatically the most impcrtant with which the Le-
gislature could be called upon to deal. It was, in substance, the
food of the pecple, and what was the best mode by which that
essential object can be secured, and by which could be obtained
for tUc pubhc at lar^^e an adequate and steady supply of the firi=t

necessary of life at a reasonable sud moderate rate. There were
twu ^reat antagonist principles advanced by opposite parties with
reference to the question. One of these principles was, that all

restrictions upon the importation of foreign com ought to be re-
moved ; and the other, that the importation of that article ought
to be regulatedand restricted. The great evil which would accrue
from the adoption of the former principle would be, that the peo-
ple of this country would then be compelled to depend for their
subsistence upon the juoduce of other countries, not for the pur-
pose of supplying a temporary and occasional deficiency, but as
theirprincipal means of support. The noble Lord proceeded to
show that this c^'Untry would not be able to derive the requisite
supply, either from Europe or the United States j and be there-
fore thoughtthat it would be much wiser and much safer to rely
essentially ou our own produce, and in order to insure its supply
to give it protection ; which, it was obvious, he said, could only
be efficiently given by some system of duty, either fixed or fluc-
tuating, inversely to the price of corn. It had been said that we
had already had 13 years' experience of a fluctuating duty, and
that it had failed. He denied that it had failed, though he ad-
mitted that the working of the principle might beimprovcd. Since
the present Coru-law had been passed, there had been an increase
in the population of 2,000,000 ; and if there were any truth in the
doctrine, that population was always pressing on the heels of
subsistence, he thought it was clear that the inadequacy of our
produce to meet our wants would increase in every succeeding
year J and, therefore, we ought to look this necessity at once in
the face. The noble Earl, alter enteringinto the detaila of the
Bill before the House, concluded by saying that he felt confident
the measure would work beneficially for all classes of the com-
munity ^ that that was the sole object which tbo&e who had
^med it bad in view j and, if they had been guilty of endeavour-
ing to deceive the people as to what was the object of the bill, or
Inar.ything t' \ tlicy would have been guilty not only of the
most miserable, ba'^e, and contemptible offence of which a Ml-
Bklry could be capable, but they would also be guilty of the most
inconceivable folly. The noble Lord then mx)vedthe second read-
ing of the bill.

Barl Stanhopk opposed the bill, and made an attack ou Sir Ro.
bert Peel and t^e Government, who, he contended, had grossly
deceived the agricultural interest, which had placed them in
tjower. He thought that any attempt to alter the existing Corn-
laws would hftTe tlie effect of stirring society to its foundation,

X o^^;ed occupT d7o tilfed it; and tlius a state of th ngs

r,inrino. their Lordships no longer to remam a mereij legibifiing

leges and reject the bill ; and moved as an amendment, th.t it

be read a second time that day six mc nths.
x^f^r^^^.^

ThP Farl of Habdwicke supported the measure, and defended

Si^R PeeHroS th^^^^^^^^^ oh^^'^ng deceived l^is Bupporter^'

^U reason for sorporling the present measure was, thathe con-

s iered it g^^^^aKt, a^nd because he thought that it would do

SuiytotheagAcuUurist. He a<»^^^. ^^^^ the t^armers m his

part of the country (Cambridgeshire) were generally of opinion

that some such alteration as the present was unavoidable. The

Lobl^E^rlS^^ saying, that Government had come mto

nower with the full determination to act, not for party or class

hiterests but for the general interest of the country, andtodo

heiri estforthe prosperity of the country, ^h^ch on

the r accession to ofhcc. they found placedm e^eat jeopard) j
and

it was with this conviction that that government had been and

wouW be supported in ParUament ; and he fully believed that the

Toya aud honest people of this country w^uld, under all circum-

Etancesknow how to appreciate the value of those men who.

fettirg aside III party and class considerations, were bent upon

doing uTatrand that alone, which they conceived would conduce

to the well-being of the countr>' at large.

The Duke of Bcckincham said that a more important question

could not be brought before them. He looked upon the bill with

a deep feeling of alarm j he regarded it as a measure produced, no

doubt, with the best of motives, but as one, in his humble judg

ment calculated to do great harm to the agricultural interest

He feared also that the foreign farmer would be enabled to enter

the market with undue advantages, and that tlie home- grower

wouM be overpawixed by competition. The bill, he thought,

would not satisfy the expectations of cither of those great parties

into which the Slate appeared to be divided ; and, considering it

as a measure prejudicial to the farmer, and subversive of the

landlords' interest, he should cordially support the amendment.

The Earl of Winchelsea expressed his satisfaction tnat a

ouestion which had excited so much discussion, and which m its

aeitation had produced somuchevil, wasnow about to be brought

to a final settlement. He denied that the present Government

had been guilty of any deception, and was i^repared to give the

measure his hearty support. • +i «,v
Lord Western charged the Conservatives with descrtmg their

friends, the agriculturists, by whose assistance they were raised

to power. He had no hesitation in saying that one of the effects

of the present measure must be to reduce the price of corn.

There would be a considerable diminution in the price of all agri-

cultural produce, and upon what class would this fall ? It would

decidedly fall upon the labouring classes. He considered that

Government, by adopting their present policy, had indulged in

experiments at the expense of the agriculture of the country.

He was of opinion that it was the state of our monetary system

alone that had caused all the present commercial distress; and

he was convinced that the country couTd not continue to go on

w th the present state of the currency ; and if it was persisted in,

the result must be that this mighty empire must go down.—Lord
Fitzgerald defended the Government measure, and vindicated

Sir R. Peel from the charge that had been brought against him—
that he had abandoned his former defence of the principle of pro-

tection to agriculture. He contended that his right hon. friend

was the last man in the country who would seek to deceive the

people of England for the sake of political advantage eitl er to

himself or to his parly, or to the principles which that party es-

poused.—Lord Beaumont opposed the measure, and expressed

his alarm, not only at the prestntbill. but at the redactions and
alterations proposed in the new tariff.

Lord Brougham regietted that by the course of the debate he

was reduced to this alternativew-eiUicr that he must reject, or

that he must adopt, the bill altogether. To neither of these opi-

nions w;as he inclined to accede. He considered this bill as a

change—a considerable change, and, what was better, a change
in the right direction ; but he regretted thatit did not go further.

He then explained the reasons why he preferred the proposed to

the existing Corn Law. He thought that the throwing open of

the corn trade would not only be the most just and expedient
measure, but also the measure most safe fcr all parties. He
preferred, however, a wholly free trade to both, and exjdained at

considerable length the advantages he expected the country
would derive from an unrestricted admission of foreign corn.

The noble and learned lord concluded by moving an amendment
that "no duty ought to be imposed upon the importation of fo-

reign corn of any description.**

Earl FiTzwiLLiAM declared his intention of voting for the se-

cond reading of the bill— net on account of its finality, but be-
cause he believed, with his noble and learned friend, that it car-

ried in its bosom the seeds of future improvement.
Viscount MKi-BoraxE concluded the debate by a declaration

that he intended to support the second reading of this bill, because
he considered it an improvement on the present system of corn
laws. At the same time he gave notice, that at another stage of
it he should take the sense of the House on a proposition for a
fixed duty.
The gallery Avas then cleared, and three divisions took place.

The numbers were— For the second reading, 119; against it, 17.

For Lord Brougham's amendment, 5 ; against it, 109. For Lord
Stanhope's amendment, 17: again.st it, II9. The committee* on
the bill was then fixed for Thursday.

Tuesday/.—After the presentation of petitions, on the motion for

reading the order of the day for the House resolving itself into a
committee on the Corn Importation Bill, Lord Melbourne rose
and moved the following resolution: "That it is the opinion of

this House that a fixed duty on the importation of foreign com
and flour will be more advantageous to trade, and more condu-
cive to the wclfaic of all classes of the people, than a graduated
duty, varying with the average of the prices of the markets of
this country." Two questions, he said, had been submitted to
the House last night—first, whether any duty should be imposed
on foreign com at all; and secondly, how was that duty, sup-
posing a duty to be expedient, to be imposed? He should be for

a free trade in com at once, if he could bring himself to believe
that the supply of foreign com would be so inconsiderable as

some noble lords seemed to think; but he was of opinion that
the supply of foreign countries would scon accommodate itself

to our demand ; and he feared that they would send us too much
com rather than too little. He was, therefore, unwilling to do
away with protection altogether. Then came the question, how
oug^you to regulate that protection? He had no doubt what-
ever ni his own mind that the best course was the imposition of
a fixed duty on the importation of foreign corn. He had not
stated any amount of duty in his xesolutiou; he only ceUU^cI on'
their lordships to affirm a principle. He recommended a fixed
duty with reference to the past in justification of the Govern-
ment of which he had formed a part—with reference to the pre-
sent, because he thought it was the best course that could be
adopted—and with reference to the future, because he was per-
fectly convinced that one day or other it would be adopted and
become the law of the laud.

The Earl of RiroN said that this resolution, if acceded to,
would annul the decision of the previous evening, in favour of the
Government measure. He was of opinion that a fixed duty
would not work very satisfactorily, if •• fixed" It could be called,
which would have to vary from 8a. to nothing, and from nothing
to 85. The graduated scale, he thought, gave more protection to
the producer than the fixed duty; and he trusted that every man
who valued the protection now given to agriculture would vote
agpainst the proposition of his noble friend, under which he saw,

from the language which he had used, that a prospective aboU-

tion of all duties was certainly lurking.

The Earl of Clarexbov expressed his satisfaction at the pro-

cress which the question had made; but he thought that that

protection which was proposed to be given last year to the agri-

cultural interest, would have been a good and durable protection

to them, at the same time that it would have been a boon to

the consumer, and a benefit to the revenue. The agricultural

interest, he said, could not expect to retain its present protection

lon'^ • for the present bill had nothing of finality about it, and

contained within itself the germs of its own ruin.—The Earl of

WiCKLOW supported the Corn Importation Bill in the conviction

that while it would not in the slightest degree injure the agri-

culturists, it would prepare their minds for greater changes.

Lord Vivian- spoke in favour of a free trade in corn, and said

he should be glad if their lordships could agree to such a com.

promise as a fixed duty.—The Duke of CLEVELANn said he would

support the Government measure, although he thought the pro-

tection it aflordcd to pgriculture scarcely suflftcient. He wished

the question to be settled, and should have been glad that the

noble Earl bad declared more explicitly than he had done, that

Government proposed the present as a final measure.—The Earl

of Ripox in reply stated, that he hoped the present measuie

would be final. It should not be his fault if it were not—The
Earl of RosEUERKV condemned the bill as having no pretensions

to finality, and expressed his own approbation of a fixed duty as

the scheme most likely to be permanent, and, on the whole, most

free from objection.—The Marquis of Salisbcry defended the

conduct of Government in bringing forward the bill, and vindi-

cated the principle of a fixed duty.—Lord Port.max supported

the motion of Viscount Melbourne, and said that the Govern-

ment bill wt'Uld unsettle all bargains between landlord and

tenant.— The Earl of Win'Chelsea considered that the agricul-

tnrists'would have more protection under the new bill thau by

the existing law.—Lord Moxteagli: said he had come to the

conclusion that a sliding scale was inexpedient to adopt, that it

was indefensible in point of just reasoning, and was the greatest

monster of legislation that the world had ever seen. He would

support the motion for a fixed duty; but, at;the same time,

would vote for the Government bill, as a great improvement on

the existing system. The noble Lord concluded by saying, that

they would have no rest or safety until they made the trade in

corn as free as air ; and he was persuaded that the agricuUurist

was the individual'in the community who would have the least

cause to regret it. '

, * *

Lord Brougham said he approved, and was prepared to vote

for theresolutionof the noble Viscount, not because he thought

it p'erfect or approaching to perfection, but as a considerable im-

provement on the bill then before the House. He objected both

to a fixed duty and to a sliding scale, if either were to be taken

as a measure of finance or of protection ; and concluded by de-

claring his determination to take the sense of their Lordships on

three resolutions which he had laid on their table, declaratory of

the expediency of abolishing all duties on the importation of fo-

reign com.
, . ...

The Duke of Wellington said, that as an abstract proposition

there was no doubt that any duty was inexpedient on the impor-

tation of foreign corn—that was true. But Lord Melbounio

looked a little further, as Governm.ent liad done, in proposing

this bill. The noble Viscount could not look at a measure for

introducing foreign corn into England without seeing that it was

necessar>'to give some protection to agriculture at the present

m.oment' and he had therefore manfully expressed his opinion,

that the best mode of giving it that protection was by a fixed

duty according to the measure produced by his Government m
the last Parliament. He confessed, however, that he had himself

always considered the graduated scale to be the best mode of

affording it protection ; and under it prices had been steadier 111

England than in other countries. He considered that the com-

mercial embarrassments of the country were not owing to the

Corn-laws, but were the result of other circumstances, such a^

machinery and over-production. The noble Duke concluded by

saying, that as a means to protect agriculture, and to maintaiu

the cultivators of our soil in the condition in which theyciglit

to be maintained, the present bill contained the system on whicU

their lordships ought to act. He should therefore recommend

their lordships to say **not content" to the resolution of tlip

noble Viscount.
'

^ ^i^ ^m
The Marquis of LAXsnowNK said he could not support tneic-

solutions for a total abolition of the duties upon the importatun

of foreign corn, but would give his support to the rcsoUition

proposed by Lord Melbourne. He thought that if this country

1

Lord
t

( Tl) at

was destined by its position, by its wealth, and by its population,

to rely on foreign countries for a supply of great part of its looa,

it ought to have recourse to a direct trade for it. He, therelorc,

implored their Lordships, w^hilst they retained some duty on corn

as a protection to agriculture, to rely for it on those same souna •

principles of trade which prevailed on other subjects.-Lora

FiTzoERALn defended the measure of Government, and enteieu

into an investigation of the different merits of the sliding scaie

and of the fixed duty, and gave his decided preference to tne

first over the second, as the best means of protection to tne

agricultural interest. Their Lordships then divided, when^iier^

appeared—For Lord Melbourne's motion 49, Proxies 22 7 »

against it I17» Proxies 90-207; majority against the principle u

a fixed duty, 136. nThat
A resolution moved by Lord BaovGHAM was then put, au*

no duty ought to be imposed upon the importation of ]p^^^^'

corn for the purpose of protecting the agriculturist, by ^^^'"^.
1

introduction of food,*' when there appeared, for
^^^J^^YnrA

motion— Contents, QG; non-contents, 9; majority', 87-

Brougham then moved another amendment to the effect,

it was impolitic to levy a duty en corn for purposes of
f-^^"^""^;

Their Lordships again divided. For the original i^otion-cui

tents, 87; non-contents, (> ; majority. 81. The bill was then com-

mitted; thereport to be received on Thursday.
Thiirsrhif/,—The Mutiny Bill, and the Marine Mutiny Bin, w*.i

read a third time and passed. --4

After the presentation of petitions, the Eari of Ripon move

the order of the day for committing the Corn Importatirn lim.

Earl Stanhope pretested agalns^t the bill altogether.—The hou
^^

then went into committee, and several amendments were mo

by Earl Stamiope and Lord Bkaumon't ; all of which, howc
»

were negatived without divisions, excepting one, P^^J^^^!^: i^ig

Lord Beacmont, who moved the omission of the l/th c'^^^;' ^
object being to obtain the rtturns from the growers msieau

the corn factors. . -«aVe
The Eari of Ripon thought, that to conn-el the grower ^o

J"^,^
the returns, would subject him to great inconvenience, ^»^"

^

any corresponding advantage.—The Duke of I^cckinoham f^

ported the motion for the omission of the clause.- ine l.^^

WixcHKLSEA opposed it, as laying too great a "^^^*^" ""
of

farmers ; but the Duke of Cleveland and Eari ^^-^^'"^^^^
:fthcy

opuiion that the farmers would willingly make the returns n> ;

thought It was for their interest.- On a division, Lora d

mont's motion was rejected by 80 to 12.
» ton the

The various clauses of the bill were then agreed to ; ^"^"^j^igs
schedules being proposed. Earl STANHorK moved that tne

^^^^^

ou bailey and oats should remain as under the ^^^^"'^'^

After a short discussion the motion was rejected by oO ^}^ /• ^^

The Eari of MocxtcashEl then moved that, in refeien^

Ireland, sixtv cities and towns in that country should ^e
^

to the schedule of places making returns. The .^^^^.^^
^9 Dia-

when there appeared, fot the amendment, 3

;

jority, 20.
, ^ to be

The Bin was then repor 1 to the House, and ^^^^J!;*' ^er-
read a third time on Fridav, and the House resumed. i»e

chants and Factors* Bill passed through committee.
^ .^

Frida I/.-The motion for the third reading of the InsfiH

Duties' Bill was opposed by the Bishop of l>^'*^^^^"S,i;° rawback,
BAGLii, who said that by the proposed removal of tne ui

^^^^^^^

the Irish aistiilers would have to compete with those 01 i»^
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to %vIiom the drawback was continued. This objection was ad
mitted by the Earl of Ripon and the Duke of Wkllivgtox who
deferred the third reartlnff in order to remove the inequality com
plained of. The Corn Importation Bill was then read a third time
and passed.

,

~ — -

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
:Jond^r/.-Xhcoiint Ashley, as chairman of the Lonsrford

fcounty) election committee, brought up Uie report, which stated
that Luke White, Esq., was not duly elected, and ou"-ht not to
have been returned

; that Anthony Lcfroy. Esq., was duly elected,
and ought to have been returned; and that the committee were
desirous of calling the earnest and instant attention of the House
to the confused and uncertain state of the law as re;rarded the
elective franclusc in Ireland.-Mr. Hayticr, as chairman of the
Cardig-an election committee, reported that Pryse Prvse Esn
was duly elected -On the motion of Mr. Paki.ngton, chairman
of the fpswich election committee, Obadiah Barwick Lucas wascommitted to ^ew-ate for M-ilfuliy giviii- false evidence before
that committee.
In reply to Mr. Hctt. Sir R. Pkkl said that he should be pre-

pared to proceed with the tariff as soon as he had ^ot the Income-
tax ^vell through committee. He hoped hon. members would
discuss the tariff as a whole, aud not item by item ; as» if the
latter course were pursued, they would find great difficulty in
coming to any conclusion.

Sir K.jEEh then brought np the Income-tax Bill : and on the
motion that it be read a first time, Lord J. Russkll rose and said
that he entertauied an insuperable objection to the bill ; that the
sTgumcnts with which he had met the proposal remained un-
touched by the riffht hon. Baronet and his supporters-namely,
that this tax ought not to be imposed except in a time of extreme
necessity^ that a case of extreme necessity had not arisen- tiiat
there were no circumstances in the g-cneral state of the country
which justified the measure ; and that, financially speaking, there
were other and less objectionable measures that mi-ht be adopted.
His Lordship then referred to a speech made by Sir K. Peel in 1833,
in opposition to an Income-tax, in order to prove that the right

m":,^^^''*'
^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^^^y ^^ inconsistency. The noble Lord then

alluded to the exclusion of Ireland from the operation of the tax :

and said, if circumstances rendered it necessary to have recourse
to so odious a tax, it ought to he extended to Ireland as well as
England and Scotland. He blamed Sir R. Peel for the gloomy
views which he had presented of public affairs. He said that
credit was due to the late Government for the present state ofCanada

J he thought that the position of Europe gave no indica-
tions of immediate danger; that our disaster in India was one
but iittic affecting our financial means; and that the contest inChina had been so much exaggerated, that one would almost havesupposed the Emperor of China to be as formidable a foe as theEmperor Kapoleon. The general prhiciples of the tariff, he said,had certainly his approbation; biit if those principles had been
earlier avowed by the party opposite, he thought that lees alarmwould have been created among the people, who, he said, were
generally lovers of plain dealing. The noble Lord concluded by
saying that he had no new proposal to make. His last suggestion
had been negatived, and he now had only to move that the billshould be read a first time on that day six months.

Sir R. Pkel, after observuig how unusual a step it was to op-
pose the first stage of a biU brought in upon resolutions of the
House, admitted that, in 1S33, when there was a surplus of
l,5ib,000/., he had certainly opposed a scheme for taking off the
house and window taxes, and replacing them by the imposition
ot a Froperty.tax; and even now, if the Exchequer were in pos-
session of a surplus of ooo.oou/., and a proposition were made toreduce the malt-tax. the house-tax, and the window-tax, and to
substitMtemheuof them a Property-tax, he should again oflcr
to such a proposition the most strenuous opposition. The eventsm India were represented as insufficient to justify a strong mea-

produce infinite distress. He referred to the evasions and sur-charges produced by the old Income-tax, and concluded by read-ingeome of the inquisitorial questions administered under it topersons in tuisiness.
Mr. RoKBucK supported the measure before the House, and theWhole scheme of Government as preferable to that of the noble

vf f -^ ]}
^^®' *^^ ^^*^* ^ matter of congratulation to the country

that It had now a Ministrv bold enough to propose the present
Echcme, and strong enough to carry it. He would not be put off
with the generalities of the noble Lord; he must support the plan
which showed him practically how the money was to be got; nor
would he be frightened with the bugbear, the cuc]coo-note, of the
inquisitorial character of the tax. If the people dUliVcd the tax,
they should turn out all the members who had voted for the ex-
penditure. He, therefore, was for the first reading of this bill,
but in committee he would try to remedy the injustice of taxing
income equally with property.— Mr. ^VA^|.ACK opposed the biU,
and said he would take care that it should not pass till after the
tarifl.—Mr. S. Cuawford exprcFsed his intention to vote against
thebilL—Mr. Cobuen opposed the tax, not as an Income-tax, but
as he would oppose any tax levied to fill the pockets of particular
classes. First, he said, abolish the monopolies, and then come to
the country for aid.—Mr. Munt^ said he would rathel: have ati
Income-tax With a Property-fax, than have no Propcrty-tax at all;
and he should rote for Sir R. PeePs bill, because he thought it
the best plan for the great body of the people.—After a few words
from Mr. Ruxole, tj-e House divided, when the numbers were—
for the first reading, 285; for the amendment, 188; Majoritv. p;.
it was then arranged that the motion for the second rcadinff
should come on on Friday.

Tuesday.~T\\e Speaker informed the House that he had re-
ceived a communication stating that the petition against the re-
turn for the Elgin Burghs had been abandoned,
LordSrANLEY, after several questions had been nut by Mr.

P. M. Stewart upon the subject of emigration, replied by en-
tering into a lengthened statement as to the amount of demand
for labour m our Australian colonies and Canada, and the degree
in which that demand M-as supplied by voluntary emigration. It
appeared from his Lordship's statement that there is no demand
at present for labour in the Australian colonics, which already
contain a great many more emigrants than can find employment,
lie said that his noble Friend who had preceded him in the
Colonial-office knew that there had been about 40,000 emigrants
sent out in 1 3 lo, at a cost of about 300,000^ or 900,000/. During
the last year the actual amount of emigration to the colony ofNew South Wales had been 22,;50. By the last accounts received
from the governor it appeared that 12,750 emigrants had arrived,
and that 10,000 more were on the road. These 12,750 had in-
volved the colony in a debt of 11.000/.. and what, he would ask,
must he the distress occasioned when they found there were
10,000 more coming out ? The governor stated that at that time
there was no demand for labour in the colony, but that, on the
contrary, there existed the greatest difficulty in providing labour
lor those emigrants who had recently airived there. Lord
Stanley proceeded to say that he felt it to be his duty to make
this statement thus publicly, in order to show that at present
there was no demand for labour in that colony, and that emigra-
tion could not be pushed beyond a certain point unless capital
emigrated likewise; and if capital did not emigrate, those who^

r 4^ *. .f t^^ ^^^^ *^° ^^ expected at the outset from the changes
1 or.n n^n7^' ^xS^","

1-200,000/. more, and the total deficit would be
4,200,000/

,
which he thought he could raise in no mode so effec-

tual as by a charge on the comparatively afiluent classes. Hetnen said that he proposed to make some modification by way of
icJiet to tenants in Scotland; reducing the per- centage upon theiroccupatioDs from 3rf. to about ^d. in the pound. And in order tomake the working ofthe act less inquisitorial, he would give to thepayer of the Income-tax an option of paying it to a special com-
rnissioner instead of paying to the ordinary officer of his ownneighbourhood. The r ght hon. Baruuet concluded by saying

n^J^T^^""^ indications throughout the country of a strong

ratW .t 'n
^''''"'' ^^ maintaining public credit, and of doing sS

Mr V "'
•

'^''^'^"'^ ""^^^^ ^'^^^^ t*^^" «^tl^e working classes.

fihnnM i^«''v'^\^
^""'^

^^f
question was, whether public credit

ibolitfon nf^o
"^' V the imposition of fresh taxes or by the

^d^i.Vin^o 1 °"''-P''^'*'l' ^^"^ denounced what he termed the

suinr ?H^^'P-?'!^^ °^.^^'^ objection against slave -grown
thfv onrrM tn^K^^

^^^^ '^ ^^^ sugar-duties were reduced astney ought to be, sugar would come in as largely from thePhUippines and other islands of the Indian seas as from the

Inri L^ r^^^'^^' ?I2''^^ ^"'^ ^'^^'^ ^^' that description ofIndian sugar could be grown quite as cheaply. After a fewwords upon the subject of com and timber, he maint^ned th^expediency of a loan as a legitimate resource, while the revenuewas m a coarse of such restoration as might be expected ?rom

om"'\Tr^Krnf
^^ relaxations of commercedAfter a few rema^^^^

thr, I
^' ^r^'^V?'^''' support of the measure, Mr. Rick said thatthough he would have preferred the budget of the late Ministr^he was not disposed to deny the advantages of the pr^ent plaT

???ax M^i"*'"^^"'''.^^ ^'i^
^^^^^"^- But bethought it so unjustto tax the income of trades and professions equally with that ofproperty that unless the bUl were modified in this particular, hemust vote agamst it on the third reading.

*

befnf; H.n^'i^^''^^^
defended himself for the delay he had interposedbefore the Easter holidays, and said that he had found that hisown constituents did not disapprove the cours^he had t4cn

cmpWmeT^' r
"'

^^^^\'l^^ ^'^^ ^^^^^^ People would find the";

?cTwo^M h ''""^'^r ^,^^^"? ^^^' ^^^ ^*^^t then their discon.

rial mn k''*''"'-
"^ believed the generaUty of those commer-

the n i^^f ^^m^^f^ this measure were persons interested inihe mamtenance of the West Indian monopoly. He thought the

wW^he'^/'^^M'"^.^^^^^'
to justify the demand, and dcS

MiLNKs riS'fr^.V .^^l^^io^ ^Von the lower classes.-Mr.

Tlie test«^o ^^
that Ministers had taken any tone of despondency,

likethat n^^H-''/-^^^.^2^^
Government, he thought, had been

good le^acL. fn V-'^^i! ?^^ '^^^^^^^"^ '^^"' ^-^^ ^^^^ l^^^t ^^nous
another a^H - "^ f^l^>ldrcn-his industry to one, his patience to

cSii^^ "^ ''''
'n^"".*

"^^ ^ farthing of money to any of them.S i^n fnr^?TP^' ^" **^*^ measure, he yet must wish some
for k;^s an/o « . J^^"*-*""

""^ ^^'"^ ^^^'^ ^^ ^^'^^^ «s of the hands
j as.

ou SVes not
.'^"'^''^"."^ ^^'^ proposed 3 per cent, to 2 per cent

the me«^n'A°\.?^l^^"e: nom_ property.
;'^;??;^^^.!^«^'^ honest.

Mr. Ci-RRiK considered

jectionable th« ! ^ "^tV ^"^ comprehensive, and not more ob-
He said th.f I,™1_^">' ^^^^^r ^arge scheme of taxation must be.
had not met ^.^'^f^^^^^^^f all opinions in the city of London, he
measure toerethPrni'^''./'-'^* "°^ s^>'' ^^^^t taking the whole
lion, member tw'*.!^*'"^'*^^"^^*^!^ have voted in its favour. ThemberthoTi f^w^v

—

*^»"""=«:ai udvevoteamics i;

declared his belief th^f ?L^^^^'^y
^f the present statcof paitics, and

hopeless one, becan^n
the present Opposition was a helpless and

particle of popular svm-'''^^'^^'''"^
populai" opinions, it had yet no

ward to further bcnefirstt;-^ '^"^ ?,^^^/ ^l^
'^^^ ^'^ ^^"^'^'^ ^''^^

follow nut his own enlthrJ" ^/' ?' ^*'^^' ^'^^^ he trusted would
ProtecUonistsofhisnartv^ unfettered by the narrow
invective against the R„VZri^-^:^,V^C"-'*«*=hegan withasevere
P^ty. whom he rieTcrihp.f^°"^"n'-

^^'^ *^^'' ^"^ ^^^ Conservative
fceep Sir R, Peel in now^^^^

as wuhng to submit to anything to*v, reel in power. He considered that this tax would

emigrated without property would be exposed to greater distress
than they were in in this country. He did not mean to say that
the present state of things in New South Wales was likely to be
permanent. On the contrary, he believed it would only be tem-
porary

;
that it arose from the cessation of the land sales for some

time past, which had ceased in consequeuce of the commercial
embarrassments of the colony. He believed that the colony
wouid be able to absorb a continual stream of emigration, pro-
vided they did not attempt to pour in too many emigrants at
once. It was the opinion of the governor cf the colonv that
the colony was capable of receiving annually from eight "to ten
thousand emigrants. AVith respect to Van Diemen's Land, he
had at the present moment at his command a sum, the produce
of land sales in that colony, which might be devoted to the pur-
poses of emigration. The colon/was capable of absorbing about
1,500 emigrants annually, and that ntimber had already emigrated
thither in the course of the present year. Western Australia was a
colony ofvery limited capacity forrei^iving emigrants; but, with-
out any ambitious views, it ivas going on very steadily and pro-
sperously, and demanded annually a supply of from 150 to 200
emigrants. Pre])arations were already made for sending out
that number in the course of the present year. He need
hardly say that in consequence of the disastrous state of
South Australia last year, the land sales in that colony had
for the present altogether ceased. The last account that he
received from South Australia informed him that in conse-
quence of the cessation of the large Government expenditure for
pubhc works, the extravagance of which had greatly conduced
to produce the existing state of distress, so manv persons had
been thrown out of employment, that out of a population of
15,000 souls, 1,200 were living as paupers, being maintained out
of the public funds from want of emplovment. With respect to
the colonies of New Zealand, he coiUd hardly speak of them with
the same confidence as those of Australia. There was, however,
a sura of from lO,000^ to 12,000/. available for sending out emi-
grants to the Government settlements inNew Zealand ; and upon
the whole he thought, perhaps, that the New Zealand settle-
ments offered a more probable field of employment for labourers
than any of the other colonies in that quarter of the globe. He
had rea?:Gn, however, to believe that in those settlements the
amount of immigrating labourers had pretty nearly overtaken
the aftiount of capital capable ofaffording them employment, and
that the wages of labour, which a short time since were high,
had now fallen very materially. In the North American colonies
the state of thmgs was very different. He believed that those
colonies did at this moment hold out very favourable prospects
to labouring emigrants. Last year 28,000 labourers emigrated to
North America, and although some of them passed into the
United States, he believed that the great portion found immediate
employment in the British provinces. There were undoubtedly
very cheering prospects for the labouring classes in those colo-
nies. But It was advisal)le that all M-ho went there should go
early in the spring, so as to get themselves comfortably settled
before the approach of winter. He would further eamesdy re-
commend all those who desired to emigrate to North America,
to take steps to place themselves under the advice and superin-
tendence of the Government agents at the different ports at which
they arrived i for although the Government agents were not em»
powered to render them any pecuniary assistance, they were
capable of giving them the best advice as to the part of the colony
in which there was the greatest demand for labour, and where
the immediate wants of the emigrants could be best supphed.
.Questions on the subject of Syria were put by Dr. Eowring and
Sir C. Napier.—Sir R. PRKLstated, in replv to an inquirv whether
the Porte had refused to remove Omar Pacha from the government

^ f*^^r^"°"'
^^^* ^^ thought a more improper appointment than

that of Omar Pacha could not have been made, and that the
British Government had accordingly remunerated with the Porte
against his continuance in office. He considered that there were
circumstances in the life of that officer w^hich made his appoint-
ment a ver>' unwarrantable one. Assurances had been received
from the Porte that Omar Pacha should be removed, and that
some other ai-rangemcnt should be made for the admiiustration
of the affairs of Lebanon. He also regretted to say that tl-e
Porte had thought it expedient to send Albanian troops into
Syna. In coni;cqucnce, however, of representations made bv Sir
... Canning, our ambassador at Constantinople, assurances' had
been received from the Porte that the Albanian troops, whose
numbers he believed hr.d been very considerably over-stated.

tiohed in these particular localities. The assurance was positive
that thby should not be employed in any of the districts of thd
Lebanon.
Mr. rERRA\'n then moved for a select committee on the suti-

ject of the frauds and oppressions imputed by him to certain
manufacturers. He enumerated various gross frauds which he
said were committed in many branches of manufactures, and
called upon Government to assist in protecting purchasers and
the country itself, whose honour was at stake, against the repeti-
tion of practices which injured the poor at home, and destroyed
the reputation cf British maimfatturcs abroad. He then pro-
ceeded to the hardships inflicted by fines enforced at each week's
end agamst the workmen for unreasonable causes, and totheop-
presPloTis of the truck system, in condemnation of wiiich he
quoted the authority of many eminent statesmen, and concluded
with an energetic appeal to the House to do justice to the poor.
Mr. FiKLUKN thought it time to applv a remedy to the evils

which had been complained of.—Mr. Wa m,ace wished for inquiry,

^^^^J^\^,^^^
mode in which the poor might get justice cheaply.-Mr. Wakley suggested that, in order to do full and complete

justice, the iiunnry should include the agricultural as well as the
manufacturing employers; and concluded by proposing an amend-
ment to that effect.— Col. SiRTuotir was willirg to egree to the
amendment, from a firm conviction that the agriculturists wotild
come clear out of the iuquiry.— NSr. Brothekton would rather
have the inquiry confined to the manufacturers ; and he believed
it would turn out, that for one truck-master who belonged to the
Anti-corn Law League, there were ten who did not.

Sir J. Graham could not believe that the general deaUngs of
our manufacturers were other than honest and rciipcclable he
apprehended that the instances adduced were but exceptions.
At all events, the remedy against such frauds must be sought",
not in further legislation, but in the competition of fair traders.
He was reluctant to enter into so large an inquiry as,was now
proposed

j and for this reason especially—that he foui:d it would
encourage a party feeling against the manufacturers, which he
was not desirous to keep up. lie was, however, willing to agree
to an inquiry into the truck system ; and he therefore moved, is
au amendment, that a select committee be appointed to inquire
into the operation of the law which prohibits the payment of
wages otherwise than in the current coin of the realm.—Mr. S.
WoRTLEV thought that Sir J. Graham had taken too favourable
a view of the matter.—Mr. Mivtz and Mr. M. Philips vindi-
cated the merchants and manufacturers of the country.—After
some observations from Mr. Pkumptrk and Mr. Yorke, ^.
CoBiiKN declared himself well content "with the line nowtakenby
Government, but regretted that Aynisters had not interfered
earlier, when Mr. Fcrraud first levelled his charges against the
Anti^corn Law League, amid the cheers and smiles of his party.
Our trade, he said, would not be, as it now was, the most e>;tcu*
sive in the world, if our manufactures were generally spurious.

Sir R. Pkkl denied that Government had anything to do with
the defence of the Anti-corn Law League, or with the cheers and
smiles of hon. Members. As to the iuquir>' asked for by Mr.
Ferrand, he could not consent to an iuvL'sligation which set out
with assuniingthat the great body of British manufacturers were
dishonest men. The true security, he thought, was in free com-
petition and the vigilance of the purchaser. He strongly con-
demned the abuses of the truck system ; but he thought that in
some cases, as in the case of a mine at a distance from any town,
a shop established by the master was a great beuellt instead of an
injurj^to his workmen. He believed, therefore, that a general
prohibition of all payments to workmen in any medium but
money would not be usefully practicable.—After a short discus-
sJon, in which Mr* Vilt.ikrs, Mr. Harpv, Dr. Bowrin'o, and
several other members joined, Mr. I^rrrand withdrew his
motion, and Sir J. (Graham's amendment for a select committee
to inquire into the truck system was agreed to.
Mr. Serg. Jacksox, the Solicitor- General for Ireland, obtained

leave to bring in a bill to assimilate the law in Ireland, as to
the punishment of death, to that of England; and to abolish the
punishment of death in certain cases.
Wedueaday.— Ow the motion of Mr. Paittn'cton, John Thorn-

ton was committed to Newgate for wilfuUy giving false evidence
before the fpswich Election Committee. A discussion then took
place upon the motion for the third res

dence taken before the Kingsclere Inclosure Committee be laid
on the table of the House."— Several other Members also spoke
against the Bill, and tbe House divided, wrhen there appeared
against the amendment, III; for the amendment, 30 ; majority,
Rl. The question was then put, that the Bill be read a third time.
Mr. Waklkt protested against the passing of the Bill. He said
that if any jury out-of-doors had acted as fliat House had just
done, they would be designated as a set of unworthy scoundrels.
He should meet the question with a direct negrative.—The gallery
was again cleared for a division. For the third reading, US;
against it, 26 ; majority, 9-'. The Bill was then read a third time.
On the question that the Bill do pass, Mr. Gonsox said, that he
should move the addition of three clauses to the Bill; but if the
House were against the lirst, he should not divide upon the other
two. The substance of the first clause was, that persons who
had held the land for less than 20 years, but had erected cottages
thereon, should be entitled to purchase such land at the price per
acre of the surrounding land. The second clause had reference
to certain charity lands in the parish ; and the third clause was
one which was introduced into the Bill of 1834, but had been
omitted from the present BilL It was founded on the report of
the committee of that day, and the substance of it was that those
commoners who had been in possession of their land for more
than 20 years, should have two acres of common attached to them
as of right. The House divided on the first of these clauses, whcu
there appeared for the clause, 45; against it, 72 ; majority, 2;.
The other clauses were negatived without a division. The BiU
then passed.
The House went into committee upon the Licensed Lunatic

Asylums Bill, in which Mr. Waki.kv proposed that medical men,
instead of barristers, should be appointed as commissioners of
lunatic asylums. This proposition not appearing to find favour
with the House, the hon. Member modified it 1-y moving that it
should be left to the Lord Chancellor to select members of cither
profession for the oftice. and in this shape the House affirmed the
amendment by a majority of 1 1.

The further consideration of the measure w^as then posti^oned,
id the Copyright Bill having gone through committee with only

a few verbal amendments, the Public-house Regulation Bill was
read a second time.

TA«r5rf'/7/.—The Ormsbv Inclosure BiU, the Birmingham and
Derby Junction Railway Bill, the St. Austell Market BUI (No. 2),
Bassen's Naturalization Bill, and Gilbeft^s Naturalization BiU
were severally read a third time and passed.

In reply to a question from Mr. Maxglks, Lord Stanley
stated, that his observations on Tuesday, on the subject of Emi-
gration had been misunderstood. What he said was, that with
respect to New Zealand he could not speak with the same confi-
dence as to some other of our colonies; but that in the Govern-
ment settlement of Auckland there was a considerable demand
for labour. He had also stated that there was still the sum oi'

1,200/. in the hands of Government, applicable to the encourage-
ment of emigration to that cciony. With respect to New Zea-

land, he said the company were better able to judge of the pro-

portion which capital ought to bear to labour; butherin.
.

,

that he helii;ved that at Port Nichoisou, to a certain e^teut, ^«^^
j^

had fallen, and a number of persons were Qm^loytdon «"^P«f"^
works.—Mr. S. Ckamfobh brought forward a

'"^f^'^^'jjti ^^
considerable length, the purport of which was to V}^^^}^\^

*ke into its early consideration what are commonly

ai

House to tak

'^?"J1"?.* ^^™^'">•f'';" ^'^ "^"«'-. !•»* °";y °n some parti, k'lownw the "five points omcC^^^^^^

f

cular parts of the coakt of Syria, The ju'stification for employing the suffrage, division of the country into
^;^"?^f.^jf/Jf*^^them at all waa the great loss of life to the Tuxicish trooiw sta- tricts, vote by baUot, aaiiua; Pariiaineiits, witii rne paymeut oi
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jTot a*k the Hou»e to W'^ge .t,cJf to a i p
^^^^ ^^.^ ^.^_

j;»o the CO- .Tation of
J^^?','.^''^eedi^BS of many of those

eawlon. He was .we
^-"J"^^^^^I^lfgfi^^ discredit on the

caliing themselves C»«^"^^^'
j^ft'^j.^'^^^tioffo^^^^^^ from a con-

cause of reform, but ^e brought h« mot
.^^.^..^^^^ considera-

vlction of ^"ty-
,*^"4^'^,°";nded the motion.-Mr. Wali-ace

tions -Mr.
0,^"^;;t^''cord°al support, and said that the Reform

fcBve the proposition l^'' ^"J^ f*^ ^ evidenced by the gross cor-

fe^hicfprc".a7l ^in"^^^^^^ the la^ general

i£n. a!Jid a]?o by the composition and character of the ma-

^^K,^*!' "rged the necessity of attending to the petllioas pf

the ceopTe mere especially of the unrepresented. He ^vas of

odLiou that franchise, so far from depending on property, ought

nfthe?.-on a- principle of compensation, to be most largely be-

rtowcd on those who lacked all other valnable possessions. He

had always been for annual elections j our habits, our nature,

fhe coui*c of the seasons, sc^-ned to recommend that arrange-

t^ent He «-as for abolishing all property qualification, and

bay ng members for their services. After some obser^-ations

from Mr. W. Wii-liam') and Mr. Ward in support of the motion,

SMr J. Gkabam rose and bfiefly opposed it. He, said there was

nodi^r. ^"tshownon his side of the House to.the masses o£

?he peoprc. At the time of the Reform Bill, t was frank^?

avowed that the suffrage was to rest on property, and not on

^umbersVantl the safety of the monarchy ,and the aristocracy

depended on the maintenance of the same principle.

Ilr O'CovNSLL said he was surprised to hear this from Sir J.

Lriham. Mcing that he himself had repudiated the same notion

wht^i U was used against the extension of the suffrage created

hv?he Reform BiU.^The people of England, he consSdered.
Y"/

divided into two classes, the master class and the slave class,

the latter being the numerous unrepresented portion of the com-

mm fty He si,uld support the motion.-Mr. Wakley said he

had high constitutional authority for the asserUon that every

man who had not a vote was a slave, for money was taken from

ilisn w'lhout his consent. He was lor a wide extension of the

"iffrrge. and was asTonished to find it contended that that ex-

tension, giving, as it u<nild, contentment tu the peoole, would
lensioii, m. iib,

-Mcs.srs. Youkk, Protiikroe, a*id

Durpose of giving eS^Tt^lhT'^^^'ii^e ^^'h larger chains .
Four pieces of hardwood

purpose VI s' o
^^^^ ^^^^ joined together, \veigbing in one piece -14 cwt.,

riiLlanircr the raonarcliy. _ .

BjTunai, syoko in favour of the motion—Sir J. EASTuoiM. made

a few remarks in opposition to it-Sir C. Napiku said he shoiild

neither Mipport universal suffrage nor anm.al Parliaments. He

Rhould. however, vote for the motion, as leading to inq'"^);---

Mr. ViLLiKiis considered that, after ten years* experience of the

WorkinK of the Reform Act, and the glaring proofs of its ill

forking, he had sufHcient ground for his support of the motion,

*^Sir R^PEE^Lllfen rose a^d saiJ.that thongh disclaiming all dis-

reipect. either to the petitioners of the Ho^tse or to Mr. Craw-

iroHD, Who had so fairly and tcmpcratclr stated tlica* case, he

must decidedly oppose tiie motion. He had prophesied at the

time of the passing of the Reform Bill, that it would he hvs fate

to defend it from its warmest supporters, ^nd his prediction was

now verified. He was sorry that Lord J. Russeil was no. pre-

sent to defeiul his own measure. It was contended that repre-

- ntation should be coequal with taxation; but that principle.

i«l»ed,a^ vras alleged, on " the laws of nature," was met by these

tery laws, and rendered inapplicable, as in the case of women.

He next proceeded to the consideration of the second portion of

the present motion, namely, that with reference to trieunial Par-

liaments. On that point, a more shabby argument he had never

hfeard ; and what had been said by the hon. Member for Bolton,

Dr. Uowring* Why, that triennial Parliaments contradicted the

course <i nature— that the earth made its revolution round the

sua in the course of the year ; and tben he added, that the mer-

chants of this great country annually bettlcd their accounts, and

argued with great bathoa, on the double position of astronomy

and rommerce, tliat the practice of the diiciect merchant would

be in favour of Parliaments being annual. Reviewing the dif-

ferent propwitions inv^tved in the motion, what he now heard

of the working of the Reform Act disinclined him to entertain

any new chaoRe, and though he would aUmit that our repre-

sentative system wn^ not free fiom^Icfccts, he yet believed that

SyttipathT with the people would be better shown by passing his

Income-tax and hlsftnancial measures, as beingUetter calculated

to benefit them. The absence of Lord John Russell and llie late

ministers had been commented on ; members opposite could re-

taliate by sta)ing away on Friday on the second reading of the

Income-tax hilJ.

Mr. Mt/NTZ believed that the country had not got the real

Reform Bil> as originally intended. —After some observations

from Mr. TuRSBH, Opt. Pllmriogk, and Mr, Cobdhs, in sup-

port of the motion, Mr. Rokbock disapproved of the taunting

Bpixu and laughing manner with which Sir R. Peel had treated

the motion. The point at issue was, can a large portion of the

labouring people be admitted to the franchise ? and the answer

was, No. The aristocracy had no monopoly of virtue or intelli-

gence; why should they shut the door against inquiry? They
dreaded the dov*-ufal of their monopoly of political power.

Lord Stanley, as one of those who had been a party to the

Reform Bill, denied that the franchise had ever been considered

as an inherent right. It was a great political privilege, which
had been largely extended, from a conviction that the time was
come when it was &afe to do so. He had joined with Lord J.

Russell and tlie Vviiigs of those days=, in declaring that it was
not safe to have a revolution every ten years } and he was sorry

\hat the noble Lord and his colleagues were not present to aid

him in saying so now. He felt it to be his duty to resist this

crude notion, which unsettled everything and settled nothing.

—

SirT. WiLDJS opposed the motion, because it could not lead to
any practical good, and condemned the charge made by Mr.
Roebuck against Sir R. Peel, that he had spoken in a spirit of
disrespect towards the pe<jple.—Sir R. Pkrl acknowledged his
obhgation to the bon. and learned Genllemau for his justcon-
RtmcUon of wiiat he had said.—After a few words from Mr.
BirwiTT.andMr. S.Crawforo in reply, the House divided— for
the motion, 6^ , ^gainjit it, 226 ; majority, 159-
The report on t*ie Cnpyiight Bill was brought up, and the bill,

with th( T.cndmenta, was ordered to be printed.
Fndtty.^Oo the order for the stfcond reading of the Income-

tax Bd!. Mr. C. Bc-LLEu moved that it be read that day six months.
In a speech of some l«ogth, he contended that it was inquisito-
riai, and said the only jubt tax was that which affected enjoyment
and expenditure, not that which affected mere income) and that
the House ought not to tax as heavily the father of a family, who
was obliged to iay by a part of his income, in orderto afford them
a provision, as ttie bachelor, wbo could expend his whole income
lipoa his own enjoyments. Mr. Ewart and Sir J. Wai-sb spoke
in favour of the measure. After some observations from Sir W,
Clay, Mr. Wakley, Mr. D'lsraeti, Mr. Christie, Sec, the Uou&e di-
vided, when there were—forthe Bill, 154 j, for the amendment, 75 :

mftjority for the secoad,reading, 79.
I ,,

- _. , !»! I.. ;.-.—

CITY.
Money Market f Friday,— Consols for money, closed

at 91^ to |; for the account, 91f to ^; Three per

Cents. Reduced, 90^; Three-and-a-half per Cents. Re-

duced, 99^ ; New Three-and-a-half per Cents., ] 00J to |

;

Bank Stock, lt>5 to 166 ; and India Stock, 244 to 245.

^'iSSP^Van Post^Offic^li is stated in the -ornmg

papers that upwards of 50 persons employed iif the Post"

oLe department have been detected, during the las

thre' months, purloining letters of value. The principal

numbeTof letters stolen appear to be those containing

kwdlerv A clerk in the General Post-Office was com-

Sed t'o Newgate a few days since, of. whose person

three letters, containing jewellery, were found secreted j

he was employed to despatch the South of England mas,

from whic^; A large number of letters have been extracted

dSg the last six months. The president o the so en-

letter department has a number of assistants constantI>

engaged in tracing the particular office in which letters are

stolen ; and it is said that several hundreds ef lost letter

have been sometimes reported to the Postmaster-General

in a single day. The legal expenses incurred m prose-

cnting post-office criminals amounted last year to above

10 000/. ; and it is calculated that property, consisting of

monet, jewellery, &c., amounting to above oO,000/.. was

lost in passing through the Post-Office during a period of

twelve months. .

PuUiG Meetings.—On Saturday a public meeting was

held of the subscribers for a monument to the memory ot

the Rev. Dr. Goodall, late provost of Eton College, to

nominate a sculptor in the place of the late Sir Y. Chan^

trey, his executors having decided that the work intrusted

to him was not sufficiently advanced to justify them to

persevere in its completion. The chairman, Lord 13 ra
y-

brooke, said that the executors of Sir F. Chantrey having

informed the committee that it was out of their power to

complete the monument confided to them for execution,

the committee deemed it proper to call a public meeting

of the subscribers, in crdtr that they might appoint an

eminent artist to undertake it. The sum of 1,000/. given

to Sir F. Chantrey had been handed back by his executors,

and lodged in the funds. The committee, without at-

tempting to control the subscribers, submitted to their

attention three artists, viz., Messrs. Baily, R.A., Behnes,

and Campbell. The Rev. Dr. Hawtrey eulogised the

abilities of Mr. Behnes, who had executed the statues of

the late Lord Chief Baron Joy, Lord North, and Babing-

ton It was then proposed that the selection of a sculptor

be confided to the committee, which was carried unani-

mously. Earl Howe, Earl Camden, the Provost of Eton,

and the Rev. Sir H. Dukenfield, were added to tlie com-

iWetropod's m^ its Ficmflp.

Improvements on the Thames.—The corporation of Lon-

don have given leave for the erection of a pier at Green-

SpitalJields.—SomQ interest has been excited by the

announcement that a ball, on a scale of great magnificence

and under the immediate patronage of her Majesty and

Prince Albert, will take place at her Majesty's Theatre on

the 2Gth May, for the purpose of giving encouragement to

the manufacture of British silk. The proceeds arising

from the ball will, it is understood, be contributed towards

the support of a School of Design, and the erection of a

suitable building, where the children of the Spitalfields

weavers may be educated ; with the view of bringing the

art of silk weaving, both in the manufacture of the article

and the invention of designs, to such perfection that the

English artisan may be enabled to excel the productions

of the foreign manuf^icture. It is also expected that her

Majesty and Prince Albert will honour the ball with their

presence.

Police,—Intelligence reached town on Saturday evening

that Daniel Good had been apprehended at Tunbridge

Wells. It appears that the prisoner after making his

escape from Town, engaged himself as a bricklayer's

labourer in the neighbourhood of Tunbridge Wells, and

continued in this employment unsuspected until Saturday

morning. By a singular coincidence, however, it seems

that one of his fellow-labourers was a discharged police-

man, who had formerly been stationed in the neighbour-

hood of Roehampton, and who had frequently seen the

prisoner when in Mr. ShielPs employ. Being struck with

his resemblance, he charged the prisoner with being the

murderer, which the latter denied ; but the man persisting

that he was not mistaken, gave the prisoner in charge to

a policeman, and his identity was soon satisfactorily

proved. He was removed to town, and has since un-

dergone an examination before the magistrate at Bow-
street- The evidence adduced against him was the same

as has already been before the public, and he has been

committed to Newgate to take his trial for the murder.

Mary Good, the wife of the prisoner, and a man named
Gambeil, have been apprehended, charged with being

accessories after the fact, and have been remanded for

further examination.

Woolwich.—Amongst the numerous inventions sub-

mitted to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and

referred by their Lordships to the committee of master ship-

wrights recently sitting at Woolwich dockyard, was a com-
position to be used iu place of the substance with which
vessels are at present caulked to render them water-tight.

The experiments were ordered to be made by the master
shipwrights to ascertain its value when applied to the pur-
pose for which it is intended ; and the results are interest-

ing. Two pieces of African teak, a species of wood diffi-

cult to be joined together by glue, on account of its oily

nature, had a coating of the composition applied to them
in a boiling state; and, in a short time afterwards, bolts
and screws were attached to each end, the joined wood
placed in the testing-frame, and the power of Bramah's
hydraulic engine applied to the extent of 19 tons, when the
chain broke without any strain being susceptible where
the joining took place. A larger chain of H in. in dia-

meter was then applied, which broke with a strain of 21
tons, the joint in the wood remaining apparently as firm

as at first. The utmost strain the cement can bear in this

form, thereforei remains to be proved when experiments

height of 76 feet, from which it was precipitated on the

hard granite wharf wall below, without any of the joint*

yielding in the smallest degree. The results of these testa

induced the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to

communicate with the Master of the [Ordnance, Sir G,

Murray, for the purpose of making experiments with it in

the marshes, by bringing tbe fall force of cannon balls

against it. Accordingly, a number of planks of oak 8 in.

thick and fir 16 in. square were joined together with the

cement, to represent eight feet in height and eight feet in

length of the side of a tirst-rate ship of war, without any-

thino' else in the shape of bolt or security to assist the

composition ; and on AYednesday it was set up as a target

zit the butt in the marshes. Three new 32-pouDder guns

having been placed at 400 yards distance on point-blank

range? three shots were fired, every one entering the tar-

get, the third in a direct line with the bull's eye within

three inches of its outer circle. The effects of these shots

were, that the wood was tofn to pieces ;
and it was onlj

in one instance where the joint had not been good that

they produced any effect upon the cement, so as to sep%.

rate the joined parts from each other. A hole 6} in. in

diameter was then bored in the centre of the target, and

a 32-pounder shell inserted and exploded by a match,

which tore the wood to small splinters without at all sepa-

rating the composition. This new invention is said to

possess the power of expanding like India rubber in warm

climates. It will not become brittle under the coldest

temperature, and has the appearance of French polish.

The name of the inventor is Mr. Jeffrey.

Brighton.—A local paper informs us that within the last

few days a discovery has been made in connexion with

Messrs. Wigney's bankruptcy, which has produced a con-

siderable sensation in this town. It appears that Mr.

George Wigney, the brother of the bankrupts, gave the

assignees certain information which induced them to

sear^ch his premises, where they found, in a loft, a large

quantity of wearing apparel and plate, of the estimated

value of from 400/, to 500/. The goods were seized by

the officers, and removed to the late residence of Mr.

Wigney, one of the bankrupts, and have since been lotted

with the other articles. In consequence of this discovery,

posting-bills have been issued with a caution to parties

against concealing the goods of the bankrupt, whereby

they would render themselves liable to a fine of 100/. It

is also stated that a messenger has proceeded to Lo^i^tm

for the purpose of summoning the late butler to Mr. J.

N. Wigney, who is expected to make important disclosures

iu regard to property removed.—It is stated that a dis-

pute has taken place between the Brighton Railway Com-

pany and Lord Lowther, the Postmaster-General, respect-

ing .the price for conveying the mails by railway, which

it is feared may end in depriving the inhabitants ot this

town of a day mail from London. The mails, it is said,

can be sent by coach on the common road for about halt

the cost of what the railway directors charge for convey-

ing them by railway. The arrangements for takmg ott

the Portsmouth and Brighton mail are in abeyance untd

the company and the Post-office is

Mr. J-

the dispute between
finally settled. , . . .

Chelmsford.—On Tuesday, pursuant to a requisition

to the high sheriff, signed by Lords Rayleigh and West-

ern, and a number of other freeholders and farmers or

the county, a meeting to6k place at the Shire-hall, mttu*

town, for the purpose of considering what steps should oe

taken in reference to the alterations in the Corn-laws ana

the tariff of duties proposed by her Majesty's Ministers.

A letter was read from Lord Western apologising for ins

absence, on the ground that the fatigue of attending tne

debates in the House of Lords rendered it impossible lor

him to be present. Lord Rayleigh also .
excused himseii

on the same ground, and concluded his letter t)y saymii

that he had signed the requisition because he felt that in«

proposed alteration of the law was calculated to attecc

great change in the condition of the farmers ^^^ tliat in j

ought to have an opportunity of being heard. J. A- ^

tescue, Esq., the high sheriff, took the chair.

Bawtrey, in a long address, proposed a petition to

House of Lords, praving that the proposed Corn-law a

tariff might be rejected, or at all events ^latenaliy ""

dified, and at the same time expressing an opinion, i"

if passed in their present shape, they would l>e/"^"3. -

the interests of the agriculturists. The motion navi g

been seconded, Mr. Tufnell moved an a™^^^"'.^^ '

^j^h
the meeting, viewing with regret the condition m

^
the country had been left by the late Government, an

^

hoping that the proposed alteration m the t-orn

would have the effect of alleviating some of the
<^^^^

^^

which was by some attributed to those laws, <^^;[^^?^^
^ ^

the proposed alteration in the Corn-laws ;
but at tne

time'directed the attention of the Legislature to
^^^ ^^^

posed new tariff, and prayed that such steps would cei
"^

to it as would give proper protection an

encouragement to agriculture- Mr. Elmes secondea

amendment ; and, after several gentlemen had aaor

the meeting, the high sheriff put the motion ana

amendment to a show of hands, and the motion tor a f

with regard

tion was carried by a large majority

Dover, On Sunday, one of the coactes rmimng b^^

tween this town and Ramsgate was stopped
J'? ^'^^jg^gicet

cers of the Customs ; and on searching it a ^^^ , ^^f
was found containing eighteen bottles of eau de co 6

^^

several bladders of foreign spirits, a small 'i^^^'^/^^
inside

proved
baskit
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in consequence of which he was taken back to the Custom-
bouse, and the following day committed for the penalties^
£xcier.—-The local papers inform us, that at the recent

qnarter scMions for the county, the Earl of Devon, in his
charge to the sessions grand jury, took the opportunity to
refer to the bill intended to be brought in by Governm'ent
for the improvement of the present county constabulary
force, and said that from what he had heard of the details
of the proposed measure, he was inclined to think it one
that would give very general satisfaction. It would, he
said, enable two or three parishes to unite, for the mutual
raising and paying a sufficient number of properly quali-
fied persons to act as consUbles, without infringing any
local privilege.

Lancastcr.-^k fatal accident, occasioned by the burst-
ing of a steam-boiler, has occurred on the premises of
Messrs. Gisborne and Wilson, calico-printers, Pendleton.
It seems that the boiler was set to work at the usual hour
on Monday morning, and continued to work until nine,
when a sudden rent of four or five feet in length took
place at a line of rivets along the lower margin, and the
steam and hot water rushed through with such violence,
that all the brickwork in front of the boiler was completely
torn away. The fireman and two young men, who were
standing before the fire, were so severely injured, that the
former expired the same evening, and the two young men
continue in a precarious state.

O.r/orrf.—Two Theological Professorships have been
recently instituted by tb« Crown in this University, and a
temporary endowment of the Professors, until canonries
of Christ Church shall fall vacant, to be permanently at-
tached to the Professorships, has been provided by the
University. It is stated that Sir Robert Peel has pre-
sented the Professorship of Ecclesiastical History to the
Rev. Mr. Hussey, of Christ Church, late censor of that
college

; and the Professorship of Pastoral Theology to
the Rev. Mr. Ogilvic, of Balliol, the rector of Ross,

IlaUwa$^s,^The following were the receipts of the
principal railways during the ' past week : — York and
North Midland, 1,618/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,100/.

;

Midland Counties, 2,5r)2/. ; Great North of England,
1,338/. ; South-Western, 5,r)0v'7. ; Birmingham and
Derby, 1,068/.; Northern nnd Eastern, 1 ,252/- ; Great
Western, 13,642/.; Birmingham, 10,802/.; Croydon,
3D2/.

;
Greenwich, 804/. ; Manchester and Birmingham,

303/-; Eastern Counties, 921/. ; Hull and Selby, 912/.
;

Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,698/. ; Blackwall, 745/.

;

Brighton, 2,018/.—A serious circumstance occurred at
the Yatton station on the Bristol and Exeter railway, on
Saturday, which fortunately ended without any untoward
consequences. It seems that one of the down-trains hav-
ing stopped at the station, was detached from the engine
for the purpose of placing on another luggage-waggon,
when the engineers left their situations, and by some
unforeseen cause the steam got up, and the engine started
off without controK Great alarm prevailed dowathe line
in consequence of the engine'^s passing at a rapid rate,
without any one on it; but, fortunately, about a mile be-
fore it reached Bridgewater the steam was exhausted, and
at stopped. As soon as it was known at the Bristol sta-
tion, an express engine, with a number of hands, was
sent off, but fortunately their services were not required.—A fatal accident occurred on Saturday to a passenger
on the Midland Counties Railway, at the junction where
the iSottinghara line runs into the main line from Tlugby
It appears that when deceased, whose name was Nor^
man, arrived at the spot above mentioned he got out,
and was sUnding by the side of the line at the time the
train was moving backwards, when he ran on the line and
was knocked down, and the wheels passed over him, in-
flicting such serious injuries that he died the following
morniDg. An inquest was held, and a verdict of "Acci-
dental death" returned.

been offered for the apprehension and conviction of three
sawyers, who, with two other persons now in custody,
stand L^^.^ed with ha...ig assaulted Mr, Wilson, one of
the proprietors of (he saw-mills in this city, by throwing
in his face a quantity of vitriol, or some other deleterious
acid, by which his life was endangered, and from the
effecU of which he has lost his ripht eye. Tbe circum-
stances were noticed in a former ISumber. 1007. of the
reward is to be paid by Government, on the apprehension
and conviction of the offenders ; ISO/, by Government for
information; 450/. by the corporation and citizens of this
city; and 50/.by IMr. Wilson.

King*s County.—A murder, which has created much
alarm in the neighbourhood, has been committed near the
village of Moneygall, in this county, bordering on Tippe-
rary, and in the police district of Nenagh. Mr. Roberts,
the confidential clerk of George Garvey, Esq., was shot
through the head, close* to the village in which he
resiJed. He was on a car at the time, and a woman who
sat next to him was so severely wounded that it iS thought
she cannot recover. It also appears that another woman
was shot close to this Village a few days before, and died
on Monday. There is no cat., assigned for the^e mur-
ders, the scene of which is the place where themailroach-
guards have been recently fired at, as we noticed ih former
Numbers. A large reward has been offered by Govern-
ment for the discovery of the murderers.

Limerick.—It is stated that an unusually large quantity
of land is now letting out for potato gardens in this
county, and that this chnnge from grazing to tillage has
greatly increased the demand for Inbour, and promises an
abundant supply of the staph- provision of the poor.—

A

local paper informs us that a few da^s since an attempt
was made to burn down the oak forest of Porilaw. the pro-
perty of the Marquis of Waterford, by firing the game
covT^rs on Ballycahane-hill, immediately adjcining it. The
tenantry of the noble lord, with the police, wood-rnngrr*,
&c., soon assembled, and the flames were got under with
the loss of only an «cre and a half. There is no clue to
the incendiaries, who again fired it in anbj'.polsite direction
on Sunday, during divine service. Had the wind been
high, it is thought that the entire woodland of 3000 acres
must have been destroyed.

Queen's County,^^^-XqcmX paper informs us that the
commercial crisis in the town and neighbourhood of
Mountmellick, consequent on the recent failure of the
firm of Mr. Beale, noticed in previous Numbers, has
withio the last few days been considerably relieved by the
prospect that the firm will shortly be enabled to resume
business. Several meetings of the inhabitants of the dis-
trict have been held, at which resolutions were adopted
expressive of sympathy for Mr. Beale; and a deputation
bus been appointed to wait on his creditors, which is ex-
pected to be attended with good effects. The working
classes who have been thrown out of employ by this fail-

ure have oflered to forcgO; in the event of business being
resumed, one sixth of their wages for the next 12 months,
equivalent to 1,0U0/., in order to assist Mr. Beale in his
present difficulties.

Waterford.

pie following is a brief sketch of tbfe plot :—5tV Gahrikt
Crifnfroftd poMMses himself of the lands and persons of
his waid I7nt/fnojid Willuu^hby (Mr. Anderson) and
Maddalene (Mj>s H. Faucit). keeping them both in ig-

norance of iheJr birthrights, and intending to marry the
second ere he discovers to her that bhc is a Countess, and
that he is, in her right, the lawful lord of her brosn
demesnes. The young people fall in \ovt with eac
other, and make their '* plighted troth." The lover then
goes to seek his fortune ; and ten years are now supposed
to elapse. Wormall {Ur. I'helps) has schemed Sir Ca^
hnel out of all his ill-got possessions, and becomes the
successor of his former master in pride and villanv. He is,

m his turn, the wooer of MadiMene, who by this time hat
learnt her rank, and got possession of her estate; while Sif
Gabriel is dwelling in poverty, in some hovel in Lambeth.
Raymond Willouyhly returns to see and woo, without
recognition, her to whom hift troth had been plighted od
the eve of his departure. JJVwa//. in the fiush of his
success, is startled by the double alarm of the return of
JViliouyhby.tind of a threatened disclosure b) Grimwood of
the means by which iVilhyghbys property was alienated:
lie determines on paying a visit to Grimtcood

f and this
interview brings on the catastrophe. The emergency of
bis own situation, and the taunts of Grimwood, v^ho h 5n-
sccessible to any prospect of compromise, excite him to
the asBSSsinatlou of the old man, who just survives to
denounce his murderer. The different actors exerted them,
selves in the performance of tljeir parts, and the dressy
and scenery were beautiful and appropriate; but thk
success oif the play was very equivocal, and the dis-

approbation expressed was but slightly qualified with
a]>plause. It was, however, announced for repetition.

itaisccllanccus.
J/^f/han EjrpedUion,^-Vie copy from the ** Times '* of

Thuiaday the following adnDirable letter from L&dy.Sal^
to her huisbatidj which has been circulated in pcditirai cir-

cles since it readied England, and has elicited the greatest
admiration of the undaunted spirit, the collected judg-
ment, and \igorous language of the writer. '' We arc

f still," Fays the * Time?,' ** very far from having any accu-
rate knowledge of the terrible scries of events which lasted
from the 2d of November, when the insurrection broke
out, to the C)th of January, when the final Cataslrophfc cf
the retreat fcommteticcd. But Lady Sale is 1?nown to have
preserved throughout these occurrences the same heroical
firmiK Separated from her hubband, when the safety
of his corps must have been scarcely less doubtful than
her own preservation—deprived .of her gallant son-in-kirj
who fell in one of the passes wliere -she herself wal
wounded, ??he Carried into captivity the same spirit in
which &he had faced the horrors of that treacherous and

IRELAND.
Dublin.— It is announced that his Excellency the Lord

Lieutenant and the Countess de Grey purpose retumin^
to the CasUe from London by the third week in next
month

; and a ball wiif be given at the Castle on the 24th
May, m celebration of her Majesty's birthday.—Georee
Lecky Mills, formerly a clerk in the Bank of Ireland,
charged, as noticed in a former Number, with having
feloniously altered a Bank of Ireland note from 1/. toSO^:
has been tried and found guilty. He was sentenced to
three years imprisonment, and to be kept in solitary
confinement for one month in each year. The Court
suted that they had come to the determination of inflict-^g this mitigated punishment in consequence of the youth
ot the prisoner, and the strong recommendation of the
jury, and that these circumstances alone saved him from
transportation.—The latest accounts inform us that theneauh of Sir E. Blakeney is quite re-established, and thatne wui not not bear any mark of the serious woufid whichae expenenced from the accident noticed in our last.

A„. • l*^^** ''^^^"^ meeting of the County Agricultural
A8sociation,a memorial to the Boardof Trade was agreed

Sw ,";f^
P'^'' \^^ resolutions:-!. That we

a/rLu r.i^'''^^
^^^'^ *^^ proposed scale of duties on

Ke Sllf°'^''''^' ''^'^^^' ^« conceive, would materially

x^i expt^s %'''?^ '^'^' '---^^y^ by affecting almost all

titled io be heL on V^ T''^^' ""^ ^'^ ^^^ "^^'« ^"-

of this countrT m i

'''^'''' ^"^smuch as the interests

looked in the cornTnn i^''^
^'^'' m agreat measure over-

equal to those on wii^
^"^^"^ ^'^ «P""S corn not being

-lues. 3. ?h:^l^^.^^^^^^^^^

A few nays since,aman, named Cantwdl,
lost his life near Carrick-on-Suir, in attempting to resist
the sheriff, who was iu tbe act of taking possession of his
premises under an hah€r€% It appears that the sheriff
was^ accompanied by the constabulary of the different
stations, and by a party of the 4Gth Reg. ; as it was un-
derstood that resistance would be made. After the officer
and his assistants bad broken open the door of the dwelling-
house, their entrance was resisted by Cantwell and his
party, and in the conflict Cantwell wa~s stabbed in the
breast by one of the constabulary, and died in a few
minutes. Three of his sons, who took part in the resist-
ance to the sheriff, were brought prisoners into Carrick.

SCOTLAND,
Edinburgh.—It appears, from a return recently moved

for in the House of Commons, of the official and declared
value of the imports into, and the exports from, the dif-
ferent Scottish ports, from 1824 to the latest period at
which the accounts are made up, that the total imports
from 1824 to 1841 amounted to 83,429,105/., and tbe
total exports to l41,Gi)3,86a/., according to the official

value. The total declared value of British and Irish pro-
duce and manufactures exported from Scotland during the
same period amounted to 52,160,263/.— It is stated that
the Marquis of Bute will be ^ippointed her Majesty's
Commissioner to the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland,

Stranraer,—A few days since, an accident of a serious
nature, but fortunately "not attended with fatal conse-
quences, occurred to Sir Alexander and Lady Wallace.
It appears that while on their way to this town in their
carriage, as the coachman was in the act of drawing up
opposite Cairnryan post-office, one of the reins broke, and
the horses set off at full speed through the village, and
along the road as far as the toll, the carriage being several
times in danger of being precipitated over the side next
the sea. The people of the toll had succeeded in partially
shutting the gates, against which the carriage was run
with great violence, whereby it was up^et and broken to
pieces, and Sir Alexander and Lady Wallace were thrown
out on the road. The General received a severe blow on
the temple, but Lady Wallace escaped without any injury.

also

that on beefT;h :::ir^^"^;'
^°^^^ ^« «*=]««* equal to

•ihe large reward of ^0/. has

Drury-Lane.
THEATRICALS,
-A new play, entitled" Plighted Troth,"

was produced at this theatre on Wednesday night. The
time of the piece is towards the close of the seventeenth
century, and the scene of the first act is at the castle of
Sir Gabriel Grimwood, in Cumberland ; the character of
Sir Gabriel Grimwood being sustained hr Mr. Macready,

wintry war; and amidst dancers in which mm have lost

their names and forgotten thei^^ honour. Lady Sale has
earned a reputation which will be remembered as long as
the dreadful scenes through which she passed.

** Copy of a Letter from Lady Sale to General Sir fto-

hcrl Sale,from Cabn I, ffiv ' \f/ a Precis of ErenU in ihdt
Cityfrom the 2d to the 8ih of November, 1841, and des-
patched on (he Dth of that nwni/i."' My dear Sale, The
last letter I bad from you was dated the 1st, from Gunda-
muck. On the Cd, an insurrection broke out in Cabul,
the shops plundered, Johnson's house and treasury looted
(stripped) and burnt. He was in cantonments, his guards
and servants murdered. Troup and Warburton were in
cantonments, their houses burnt; Sir A. Burnes, his bro-
ther, and Eroadfoot murdered j Skinner sujiposed to be
secreted by his gomashta. Sturt was sent by the General
a message, and was stabbed in four places in the King's
presence— the face, the shoulder, a glauceonthe arm, ana
on the side. There arc three principal chiefs at the head
of this— Abdoola Khan, Atchokaye Moota Mouin, and
Secunda Khan. The Kussulba&hes are in, but are afraid
to declare openly in our favour, Shelton, with two regi-
ments and one company, in the Bala Hissar. On the 3d
the 27th came in. They had to fight their way, being
followed by 200 men, and had five killed and 15 wounded.
Gordon slightly wounded. Anumber of Kohistaneescame
into CabuL, The Trevors got out of the city with just the
clothes they had on their backs. Their house burnt. The
Affghans attacked the cantonment and fort, but were re-

pulsed by Waller, who was wounded by a ball, which
lodged in his armpit. Another large party, who have
raised the religious standard, came against the canton-
ments at the rear gate, where our guns dealt destruction,
and the cavalry cut them up. Sturt able to speak, the
wound in his shoulder deep, the side not so bad, the lungs
uninjured

; the face wound near the corner of the eye ; he
was struck on the bone with such force, that he was
stunned for the moment ; he had warded off two blows.
On the 4th, Khan Shurreen Khan and others drove part
of the fighting men out of the town. The enemy took
possessionof the small fort nearly opposite our bazaar that
joins on the King's gardens- The guns played aU day
against the gate of the Shah Bagh, which is filled with the
enemy ; it cannot be blown open with powder, as there

are too many people about it. A large party of horsemen
showed themselves on the Shah Sang hil^ MahflBoud

Khan's fort, where the tower hzte been thrown down, has

been taken possession of by the enemy. He is on owr

side, and therefore they have cut 5ff his son's ears

shotted and shelled the fort opposite our Imuust ah ««/,

but with little or no effect The Kohistans up in i^rmsMna

furious. Maule and Wheeler murdered; their men over-

powered. Maule's kbatagie(serFant) alone escapcd^oim^

in half-naked this day (the I4th). Sj

and Swayne, of the 44th, RobertBoa

four men wounded. Walsh? HoUaken,

We

Saw killed Gordon
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men, «>ih cavalry, vvuunJfd, 31 mts^\v^^

alarm ; .ery bri.k firing. 5£b iii»t.^l
1;

one man

At lea-tiDQC an
'. --ps employed

ls1*/f r. rt,"Sera, and ,
.y-jnn.a« (drawers), on

r« fi,*. GeccraHElpIn-MtODe), as there was no en-

KVth e%';Silf/ WeLaveouly Warburton and

|°e a artillery-officers- r-o]«boratol7.tn8n-the
Genera

„Ve him kare todo what Le pleat..-by.lO o'clock we got

fll in order-by 1-2 a good breorS, «jwl in a few minutes

It Vi.» carried-Kabnn killed—Dear ^ounded-Hobbonse

abd 12 of the 13th rclunteered for the assanlt

badiT wounded—(bofe of the enemy who escaped were

ioine'd by a large body of horsemen, veil dressed and

mounted, evidently KuESulba.^li-Sturt say snot tnore than

2 000 others say ;^,000—a beautiful sight—Anderson s

horse 'charged up the bill, and drove the enemy all along

the crest of it to the eNtreme left, where the 5th cavalry

charged up—tbcy were hemrccd in—more Affgban horse

fsmenp, and tbcy had a great strnqgle with swords, but the

Aflgbanmatcblork was so hot, that they in tarn drove ours

back all along the ridge, and they had outnumbered us so

ercatly as to he able to retire in excellent order. Ander-

Eon'8 bofFC again went up the road to challenge «>£?.^"t

tlieir position v.as good, and they maintained it. V^ e had

every man out on duty cantonn;ents. A brigade was much

•wintcd in the field. Two guns of Warburton s were

seized by the enemy in the city, and the men forced to

work hero Tbcy 1 ave thrown a number of balls into

cantonments and into Sturt's garden from
_
^labmoiid

Khan's fort. Sir "William Macnaghten has given jO,000

^ir.utr=fnr It was Quite dear upon the authorities, as an abs-
|romistrator. It was qww cit<u v

jiersjmal property a

dcdUtircf tTv.- m ght te ^ale by parole'. A declaration of

position to apply and cnfci r^ it. But in the event of any attempt

to assign, the origin of
'*^

"
**

'

felt, however, that he :

the la\Y as he had ctoi

the hearing-, without g
party beinj? ultimately

self must be brought into -. art.

of the-transaction must be inquired mto. He

H
Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 24*.

ISTORICAL MEMOIRS of . the GtUEENS of
ENGLAND, By Hanxaii Lawrance.

" These laborious and interesting; memoirs.''^—A thenitvm,
*' This very industrious and interesting -vrork."— Ej-f/jningr.

"One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions \vhich

English history has receive<l for many years/ 'SritiaJt Mag,
"Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas.*'Narrativ
Atlas. Edward Moxon, Dover-street,

TATTERSALL'S, TnCRsrAY The Verby.—T'he speculations

on
coit

5 to

only

"transpired; and that this seems next
"'I^^ J,°

" "''""?!

Droved hy a bet of 6 to 4. and a subsequent offer of 2 to 1 on

'%ylX's troop, Jack (ti^e Joanna colt; and the Lord o

Jf.ck had several

h^s fHends ..roW hard "unm the result of h.s race at Bath shall

have tr^spiredf^md that this seems next dcorjo a cer,a,i,t7

was
\\ 1 TVl

Hoiaerneste were the' principal performers
n,„i his

active supporters, with a consequent effect on the ccds, and ws

lordlhip by Virtue of a small outlay aud fiequeut niq"""^^' ^ ="'

orom "ltd fifty' per cent, on Monday's quotation. At .la hnd a

few frien Is at 8 to 1, but tie layeis were numerous ;
his posit on

at pre ent is not very lirm. Auckland and Canari-an w ere on the

dccl ne the latter, in fact, is likely to be displaced by that long-

neKlected favourite, Robert de Gorham, who was in favour in

seveii quarters at ^n average of 22 to 1 . The alteratious and all

?hat was important in the betting was confined to the horses we

^^JL'fo'ofGlnViea* Si «A«.-A trilling decline in Lord Orford's

colt wai the oly change; Meteor was backed frequent yatato

The Oaks be ting wal remarkable only fOr the elevation of DU-

bJto the top of the list, and for unaccepted offers of 9 to 1 agst

Lord Jersey's mare. Closing prices :—
2,CC0 GLIJJBAS STAKES.

agn Meteor _
..

I | - . ag,t ^^^^^^^ ,,,

IMPORTANT WORKS ON BOTANY AND GAR.
J DENING, published by Ridgvvay, Piccadilly • and to beliad,

by order, of every country BookscUcr.

1.

DR. LINDLEY'S LADIES' BOTANY, in 2 vols., beautifully

coloured, price 25s. each.

4

the state

have had

two days

the

lire.

voy _ _ „

(Sale's brigade)— at first the General would not ;
butyes-

terdnv the order went off for you to return with the 13lh

and 35th, learins your sick, wounded, and baggage m
safety, to come on by long inarches ; but much responsi-

bility's thrown on you in this way, i.nd you will have

lo fight great nvimbera near this, whatever

of the country may be far off. The enemy

pn?session of the Commissariat Fort these

to-day they have set it on fire, as also a village near th

HI that fired on thera. V^c thought it was the city on

Sturi got the wall of the garden near the Commis-

sariat Fort down by the sajipers to-day. A new king and

vizier had been . J. up, but the other chiefs will not have

them. Codrington's corps in Chareckan surrounded. All

the officers wounded ; Rattray and Salisbury killed, Sturt's

wounds are doing well, but he overworks his strength.

l!is mind keeps him up; and Harcourt tells inc to give

him wine and arrow-root. He cannot get oi>en his mouth

to get food in properly. His tongue and tlivoat have suf-

fered, and all the nerves about. lie is out all day, and

tlic soldiers help him about. Last night he did not get to

bed till 1 , and then was waked up by a note. Mackenzie

defended the fort he w%s in till his ammunition was ex-

pended,snd then he cut his way out : has three wounds.

We have intelligence that wc were to be attacked tonight,

and that they were making boosa bays to throw into the

ditch. No one h^d made arrangements for an attack,

'^he General and Anqiietilgavc Start a airie blanche. He
has told off the officers and people to their posts, and pa-

raded (hem this evening, and xt !) went with Paton,

Eyre, and Pellew, all the rounds. The Envoy is in can-

tonnient!=, and his place is a cavalry and infantry in-

trenched camp, and the walls Joojiholed. We have a

nine and a six-pounder in the battery next us, 15 guns

in position, the walls well manned, and our men stanch.

If we get over to-night, we shall, I trust, repel the enemy
till you arrive. Heaven shield us all! I should not be

nervous if I could see what was going on. I hope

they will not attack us this night ; but the unusual still-

ness of no firing looks like mischief. 8lh inst—We had

an alarm at 4 o*clock. The enemy attempted to take the

fort back again. They mined a large bolcj and set fire

to the bastion, but were driven back. We are all in

high spirits, and look forward to your arrival with in-

terest and auiiety.—With our united love,
'* ' Florkntine Sale.'"
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Peiulnnce colt

DKBBY.
agst Tredpiica colt (taken)

Atliia
Jack (Joanna c.) (tak.)

Amlilwnd (ihken)

Canadian (taken)
Robert de Gnrham (in.)

PalJJnkeele (taken)

Eleus
Mettor (tftken)

J,ord «t HoMerness (la.)

45 to i Bftst Tiptoe ftaken)

50

66
66

lOiiO

2C0
200
6tX)

I

1

1

i

)

12

i

aiiiBs Trooper (taken)

Agreeable toll

Timi-lcon (laken)

Golden Kule (taken)

raJinwriis (t^ken)

Burrier (taken)

^e5su8 (taken)
Kookwiih (laken)

4CtJ t-n Biilinkeele ag»t Kleus (ta)

8 to 1 agst nil.tar(t.ken) 1 9 to 1 J^pt Addai^lly (t«kcn)

. 12 to J agst h]iza [taken)

Since Monday we have been

DR LIKDLEY^S BOTANICAL REGISTER. Publislct!

monthly, price 35. M. each Number, containing Drawirgs from

Nature of the newest and mo&t beautiful Plants, with Directions

for Cultivation, &c. ^c. The volume for 1S41 is now ready,

price 2/. 2s, ^ ^ • j, n" ,

"The Botanical Register, from containnig most or aU the new
Plants introduced by the Horticultural Society, from the grrat

care with which its plates arc executed, and the judicious rc-

rnEr'KScn culture and general habit, by Dr. Lindley, is, in coit-

sequence, the superior publication.*'— I.oj,'^o7i*5 Mu^uzinc of

"Too much praise cannct be bestowed upcn this woik."-i

Hortktdtural Cabinet,
3.

BR LINDLEY'S SERTUM ORCIITBEUM. A Wreath of the

most beautiful Orchidaceous Tlowcrs, in Ten Parts, price 25*.

each. This splendid work is now ccrcplete, the Tenth Part being

just published.

BR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL HISTORY OF ROSES, with

Coloured Plates, price 21a-.

DR LINDLEY'S ACCOUNT OF THE BOTANY OF SWAN
RIVER, with Coloured Plates, price 1€5. 6f/.

6.

DR LINDIEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF ORCIU-

DEOUS PLANTS. lllustrEtcd by Drawuigs on Stone, from the

Sketches of Francis Bauer. Esq., F.L.S., &c. Complete ni Four

Parts, beautifully Coloured, price 3Gs. each.

7.

DR LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF ORCHL
DEOUS PLANTS, in 8vo, in Seven Parts, JS now complete

>

and Subscribers are respectfully iCQUCsted to make up their sets

as soon as possible, several of the early Numbers bcmg: nearly

out of print.

carKoes^„, of' Polish Odessa, afloat, have changed hards at 485. per

nr freicrht and insurance included, and two or three smaH lots

have been sold at the same price in bond for export to Belgium,

but the inquiry generally is much Icbs than last ^^ eek.-Barlcy is

difficult to dispose of, and rather cheaper.- Peas and LeAns re-

mainVithout alteration.-lhe Oat trade is slow at Monday's

prices

Wheat
BRITISH, PER IMPKKiAL (iVARTER. _

, Kssex, Kent, and Suffolk . . • AVhite

Norfolk, Linrolnshire and \oikfcliire . . .

Barley IMalting anddiatiUinf;

Oats, Linoolmhire and YoikKhire . . . . ^»-?°^*
NoithuHiterlHnd and Scotch .... V^ ,

'Irish ^t-ed

Rve •'_.-'
Beans, ilaxagan.oUl and new . « to 31 Tuk

Pipeon,HeliKolaiid . . . 31lo40 Winds.

Teas, White 21 to 34 Warle

VVK"'"* -^p^IAL AVERAGES

s. s.

£0 to bS
Bit to 58

22 tnS8
1 5 to 21

19 to 21

a to m
35 to 4

1

L3to 35
— to —
'j» to 31

S, S.

Red 4^ lofO
White fDtofi
Oiind. 20 to 26

Feed 15 to EG

Potato, 17 to £2

potato 15 to 21

Harrow 2R to 3?
Lonpt'od — to —
Grey 25 to 28

March

April

II

13
25

I

8
15

WW^t.
.

59, n
bO a

t 68 4

57 S
58
59 10

V- 1

6 vveeki*-Aggrcgalt' Aver. 58 H

Dutiea

Hmht-y.

27 9
27
2d 6
S6 a
£ti 2
26 n

26 9

i

£8 8! 22 10

Oats
10
19 1

la 4

17 11

J8 n
10 s

18

IV 9

Hjp.
z'6 n
Z6 4

33 5
B2 II

33 10

32 6

33 10

Beans
31 10
SO 8
29 9
30
29 7
30 U

SO 6

IQ 9 \ 21 Z

Teh!.
33 n
31 3
33
20
£9" 4
30 5

BON'S EDITION OF SAVEET'S CATALOGUE OF PLANT?,

corrected to the present time, without Suppknr^cnts. Pnceaia.

cloth boards, arranged. r i r- i^ « *!..*
- It certainly is the most coraplcte and useful Catalogue that

has vet appcRi-ed, as, in one line, it gives the systematic and

English nan.cs, y^heve described, of >vhat country ^t ^s
«;^f^

^;T'

the yccr introduced, the months v hen mfloAvcr v;hether hardy

or tender, its duration, and reference to the hcoltsm .^hlch it i*

figured; and where ai.y nameshavc been lately changed, a sj^o-

nym is given in Italics, to show ^vhat it is changed frou). It also

containi nearly double the nninber of ^^
^^^^J^^T^^;;^-^.^^^ ^ 7,

other Catalogue 4hat wc have seen; so that, cn the ^^Holp,je

believe it could not have been more coiuplete. In oui-^ opimor,

the arrangement aceordinir to the natural system is ^^^P^^/"?*^i^

to that of an aiiific

this account the present worl<

deners and c

will also rcn
Magazine.

the arrangement aceoraine: to luc i,aLL.i«. ^^ow... .^ ^^. r-

to that of an aiiificial cue. particularly f"^^,<="i ^;;^^°/^| ^.f^^^^^
t>.ic= ...rs^^rA the present vrorK should be m the hands of ^1 gar-

nltivatcrs of plants; and the reference to the figum

Lidcr it very useful to the hotsani^t.-Gcntlemnns

9

31 2

22 9

ARRIVALS IN THE JilYEH LAST WEEK.
Flour,

5054 Ska. — Brls.

Wht.
3518

25'

Barl. Malt. Oati. Kye. Bns. ' Pras.
6087 tliD2 3031

1

£03 533
— 15

1

579
S334 Z

1

1

—

-

English
Irish •

ForeiKn

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS \V. U. Kinir, H. King^, and D. KinR, of OSd-atreet-road,

ShoreditL-h, loach-bnilders — \V- Wallis and J. VVailis "' Lincoln, and of

Wragby, Lincolnt-hir*, corn-merchants— J. More, :^Ioorgute-itreet, City, mer-

BANKRUPTS.—J. Simpson, Coalharbour-lane, Camberwell, liccnsed-vic-

tualler—A. B«niKHnva! and J. Farrington, Stratford, Esrex, manufacturing

L-hemists—A. Pontecoiloli, Broad-street, Golden-tquare, oil and Italian ware-

houseman— J- XJt>apIev, High-street, Camden-town, vlLtualler- E. Smith,

kinaon. Manchestpr, dealer In toys—J. Dean, Haberjrham Eaves, Lancnshire,

i-otton-spinnei—J. Hilton, Tipton, StaiTordshire, currier-J. Atkinson, late of

(joole,but nnw a prisoner in the Castle, Yorkshire, joiner—P- Butler, Lea-

mington-priora, Warwickshire, butcher— (J. Huiifurd, North Shield?, sbip-

owner—J. Hackhnm, jun.. Long acre, Middlesex, coachb"ilder— J. Gibson,

Kiiigston-iipen Hull, lorn-ir.crclii.nt— H. B. Scale, Halsted, E:-aex, tarnier—T.

n. Taylor, Lower Holborn, oilman—11. Gratton, Liverpofll, hatter—A. Baylej,

Lothlmry, sto. kbroker- S. ttty, Bonverie-sirtet, Fleet-street, wcod-cngTavcr

AJayor, Northampton, themiat—J. bhaw, Fetter-Jane, carpenter-J. St oil,

itesirect, raihvay cnrriafre-lamp manutacturer—.T. Gill, Bri?rly-hill,

Staffordshire, irou-tnaster-1. MartUen, jun , Biadluid, Yi rk&hire, malii-ter—

H Lacey, Liverpool, bookseller—J. Kirhards, George-yard, Lombf.rd Mreet,

tondun. metal broker—S- Hobday, Woolwich, tallow-chandler _ P. Pyne,

Crooked-lane Chambers, City, provision mervhant-J. Lockwood, Waketield,

" SCOTCH *'sEClUESTRAT10NS—.T. NewbiirgiBg, East Kilbride, Lanark-

aad Edinburgh, aeedcnishprs.

Ilafo.
ViCE-CaANCELLOR*s CoURT.

—

MttcfaddtJi V. Jenkins and Jn-
»iA*'r.—The question related to the esbtence of a trust. A Mr.
Warry, a solicitor, and the defendant, Mr. Jcnliins, also a soli- __^

cftor.'liad iiccn in the habit frequcntiy of borrowing and lending
j
Mwr^ate":

moQBf to each other, by drafts on their resiicctive baniters, in the staffordshi

way of accommodation, when either of them had to make sud-

den or heavy advances for their clients. In the year 1840, Mr.
Jenkins had borrowed of Mr. Warry a sum of 500/., v-hich it was
understood wa.s to be returned iu a short period. Mr. Warry
Boon after wao attacked by sudden illness, and being- unable to

write or attend to business, verbally requested a mutual profes-

sional friend to see the defendant Jenkins, and desire him to hold

the 500/. upon trust for the plaintiff. Miss Macfadden, and to be
at her disposal for her use and benefit. Mr. Jenkins accepted the
trust, paying: the plaintiff 10/. out of the sum in his hands. Mr.
Warrys illness terminated fatally, and his brother, the second-
nftmed defendant, took out letters" of administration. The plain-

tiff filed her bill, praying a declaration that the debt was owing
from Mr. Jenkins, as her trustee, and praying an injunction to

re&traitt the brother of deceased from proceeding at law against . . .

JenTcinH for the 5001 There were affidavits on both sides: those j«"t » ibe lady of J c. C. Boyd, Esq.rof.a son.
JEiiKmsiorcucouu*. lui^iv v^Y^ « J> ^ MARKIED.-On the 5th inst., Ht BirmingTiam. Mr. G. Hoby,
of the defendant, ^i^. Warry, Impeaching the exu=.vnce ot an>

jaine»'.-ttreet,L.>ndoii. to Miss Hannah Bainett,of Birmingham-
supposed tmst. J!is Honour said the course which the practice -

of the court woffld impose i^on him would be to reserve his

judgment on the facts, merely deciding on Uie other parts of the

case. It WES cleat the trial of the pending action wonid decide

nothing which could he conclusive agrainst the plaintiff's claim

iu enujty It was also plain that, inasmuch as the trausaction in

lespect of which the plaiutiO" claimed the debt in riuestion wa^

not founded upon any valuable cons^ideration, the court would

not lend its aid to protect her tiUe. unless she showed that the

transactions in the lifetime of Mr. W any were such as would

entitle her to equity. He also thought, as the deceased, Mr.

Warry, had in his lifetime declared that Mr. Jenkins should be

trtistcc for the plaintiff, it gave her au equity as ftgainst the ad-

Sixth Edition, in one lare:e vol 8vc, pi ice l*^^-
,

SWEET-S I30TA^ICAL CULTiVATpKi or tI^?*^^»^^^X

Greenhouse Manual: giving full Practical ^V^^^^^^'^^J^l,^^^
Management of all the I'iants cultivated in t^^^^J^^V ^^^^^^^^

Grecnhcuses, Frames, and Borders, in the Gardens of Great

Britain J
vith Plain Directions for the Management of l^uibs

and Plants in Rooms, &c.
, ^ ,* „< Ti^ihcfind

" Indeed what Mr. Sm ect has said on the Culture "f Bulbs ana

Epiphvtcs, in the last Edition of his I?«t^^V
-""V^f r Ihc Briu'h

be considered as the uitimiitum on this subject fcr the Bnu.n

Gardener."— 6'«rf/c?/t'r's Magazine, c^pft's
This Edition corrcrpoi^ds with the New Edition of ^j^^i

J
Hortus Britannicus, and contains for the first time, i^enu

Orchidacete,

THfi FRUIT-GROAYER'S TKSTRUCTOR. EyGEoaGKBu^s

Kurseryman. Containing full Directions for Planting ami ^,

tivatiugof Fruit trees; with Instructions for Ff ^^^i!F' ^I^^^^s fg^
-

of the best kinds of Fruit for every purpose : also i^^^^\\'
.j^„

Hothouse Building, and the most Improved Modes oi neau &

Second Edition, enlarged, price 65.

THE FLORIST'S CULTIVATOR 3 or, F'^il^
^'^^^fl'^f.^g^^^^^^^

Management of Florists' Flowers, Shrubs,^"C. iseieci^

the most choice Flowers : to which is added the
^\°^^;^^i>„^^u,e.

tion usual for the Flower-garden. Shrubbery,
«"5^^J^;^^7n cloth.

By Thomas V,-iJ.i.ATS. Price 7s. 6d. coloured a^dJ^ound^^

17DWARD r>ECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLA^^^^^^^

JlL( isicworth, Middlesex, respecfully informs
ll^ll'^^^'^ ccr^^

that his IMPKUVLD SLATE TUPS for Orange
^^fft^^'j,elv€t.

servatory Plants, mouaitcd upon ] oilers, ^^j^^?_^^',::^''V'|,5s bouse
and Edgings for garden paths may be icen m use ai

upon application to the gardener

latednniE following couimunication (trnnslatea

X Gciman) was addressed lo Messrs. Rowlands

r^5n..r,P— 13. Straitz Euggass

from the

I Agent at

. Straitz Euggas6c,C^l"g" '

a son—On the Htli inst, at Mossley-hili, near Liverpool, the lady of A- Smith,

Ksq., of a daughter—On the iinh inet , at the Grove, Kenti*h toivn, Mrs. C.

Shearman, of a daiifirhter—On the 19th intt., Mrs. B. Wawon, cf Cambridge-

letTate, Hyde P:trk, oi a son—A_t Uister-terrace, Regent's Park, on the 20th

jnn., of St.

On the 14lh

iautt., at Marylebone Church, Major John Smith, late afadras Cavalry, to

Catherine Aurora, youngest daughter of tiie late K. Sher^on* Esq., Madras
CItU SeTvi.e—On the lOlh inn, at the parish ihnrth cf Orsett, Krsex, K.

N«w< Esq., cf Oraelt, to Susanna Isabella, third daii^jhter ot Mr. V.

Carter, of the same place, formerly ot Kainham.
DIED At his seat, in liedlordshire, on the 16rh inst., the Earl of I.iidlow,

in the Had yeitr of his age—At Naples, on the *d inst., of ffvpr. aged 24, K-
CiJetniin, E^:^l., B. A., Trinity Coiiej^e, Cambtidtfe, only fon of the late Capt.

K. Cclnian, R,N—On the 1- fh in»t , at hwt rr * p. Mount liencon, Kiiih,

IjeotTifcVe de Oevezeau de t:ha«seneuil, Marquiae de lUiawtty, at a very ad-

vaneed ftge—At Lower Brfprare-place, rimliio, on the nth tnat., J. Theali.

•ton, Ksq., iK-'ulptor, aged €y—On the Uth inat., at lirijihti n, Mrs. E. t^argean.

Jateof the Kent- road), aged 75—On the 2d Jan., Sir Lionel i^mith, Goireraor

of the Mauritius; and, on the filh oi the same month, Lady Smith, his wife—
On the 30th inst., fjom injitries sustained by being throwffl out of hia'giiTi Mr.
Sams, the bookseller^ of St. Jaw«»'»-sue«t. , _

Sir,-I have^mnch pleasure in informing you of the extrac
;

dinary effects of KQWLANirS MACASSAR Oii>

nine yearfe I had rot e

Cologne :

Mr.Th.S.Ditges,
For above

Dine years i naa roi a particle of hair on mV
^If^*^' t^^^i. i ac-

casually recommended to give this celebrated Oil a t^^^^
^„d

cordingly purchased tv%o bottles at your
^^^^^^y^.e of t^vo

strictly foUowed the printed f^i^^ctiors : m the co
^ ^

months my head was covered with fine^^bof,*;^^^f%{;e Oil-
'^^^

cut off, ard continued
result is, that after fiv

as good a head of hair as

inventors I make this a£:kno%\

sure in satisfying aj^iy inquiry

s covered with fine sbort t^a^'"*
r'j'oji. The

,d to persevere in the
ffj^/^^^^w boast of.

ve months* perseverance, 1
^f^-'^gticc to the

ir as anv man in this city. ,1" IflLLtDlea-

KOW
or turning

LAND'S MACASSAR OIL prevents hairTronL ^ ^^^^

ingGrey 5 changes Grey Hair l^^^^.SS
-curf and Dandriff, and makes it ^/^"^''7^ oiL/'%* A.kfor-KOV,LAKD»S MACASSAKJ^^J^. ^^

The LOWEST PRICK is 35. erf.; the nextl^ricc is /S.

2!s. per bottle

, in the City ot l.undcn. pnd »-»*»"
^f mi

Printed by Mrssrs. BjLAim
the Precinct ot WhitefriaTS;
the OryKF, a, CHAaiBa-sTMRT, *,- *n
where all AdveTti»mrntt and CommumtMionJ aie "
£dit9r*—Sftkurdaj, AfrUS3, 184S- ^

flcet-itrPtf.
^»

ibeio ft*

iddl*"'"*

lied to tJi»

• t
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HIGH AVYCO.MBE HORTICULTURAL & FLORAL SOCIETY.

HE FIRST SHOW of the above Society will be held
in the Town-hall, High Wycombe, on WEDNESDAY the

18th of MAY next. J. G, Tatkr.v, "fc „
Thos. Whbklkr, I

"^"- S^^s-

High Wycombe, April 23, 1812.

ULOWER-SIIOW.—The WEST LONDON GRAND
± ILORICULTURAL EXHIBITION, under the Superintend-
ence of Mr. J. T. Nkvillk, of Peckharo, will take place in the
GROUNDS OF THE ALMSHOUSES of the BUTCHERS' CHA-
RITABLE INSTITUTION, at Walhani Grceu, Fulham, iu AID of
the BUILDING FUND, on WEDXEsnAY22d, and Thursday the
23d June, when Two Silver Cups and Twenty-three Silver Medals
will be awarded. No charge to Exhibitors for Entry. Lists of
the prizes will he published in a few days.

I^^XHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS,
^ KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.
M. WATERER respectfully informs theNobilitv and Gentry of

London and its environs, that he is making every preparation,
with a large addition to that of last year, for his highly-admired
r\1iiT>ition of American Plants, of which due notice will be given.

NEWSOME'S PRINCESS ROYAL STRAWBERRY.
'\\l NEWSOMEt Bank-top, Dewsrury, begs to
» ^ • romiud liis Friends and the Public that he has a quantity

of sbong wtll-rootcd Plants of the above superb Strawberry, 12
berries from which weighed 16 oz. Their delicious flavour is not
to be sinjabscd; and as this is a good season for plautuig, an
early apiJication is desirable. Mr. Brooke, Druggist, Dewsburj-,
may be referred to for the weight of the fruit.

Plants, at 6/. per 100, niny he obtained on application to the
Grower; Mr. Henderson, 67, Strand, London; Mr. Girton, Nur-
serynmn, Ntwark; and J. and T. Backhouse, Nurserymen, York.

ALEX. SMITH, Nurseryman, Cirencester, begs
to acquaint the Public that he is now fuelling at very reduced

prices his stock of Greenhouse, Hardy, and other Plants. Tlie
Crcenbousc Plants consist chiefly of ih« best varietiee of Gera-
niums, CHmellias, llc-albs. Fuchsias, Cinerarias, &o. &c. Sronj
Plants of his Beau ty of Knebwui Funsy , at :s. each .

CALTlliLL NURSERY, near \VINDSo£—A. J.
^-^ STEWART icspectfully informs the NobiUty, (Jentry, and the
TiibUc, that Ms descriptive Catalogue of new and choice Gera-
nitimg. Can 'ias, Fnch^iaB, Verbenas, Dahlias, Pansies, Calceo-
larias, Roseft, m^--!lantnus Gioonhoute Plants, Picotccs, &c.
Ac, may be obtained by a prepaid application u above, and en-
closing two postage stamps.
A. J. S. embraces thifi opportunity to apprise the cultivators of

CAMELLIAS that he cAii furni-'^h a Iv.^ more assortments as
offered by him on tlic 12th l\:ruaiy in the Gardeners* tUrtmicie,
excepting t- ' Tri 'or or King will be substituted for Lady
Henrietta.

Ck)od plants of Hardenbergia macrophylla, at 7s. 6d.

I
the Season) are now ready for delivery Mith his usual fine Plants.
To all growers, he has no hesitation In confidcntlv recoromcndhig
them as decided improvements. The Yeilow stftnfFs tU present !

unricalied, and will be indispensable to a first-rate stand. Should '

either of the following not prove Show Flowers, they will be
deducted from ac cciunts.

Prince of Wales Cl>od's), pure yellow, most perfect shape 10«. ^d.
Twyford Perfection (Young's), r"ce, edged crimson . 10*. 6rf.
Westbury Rival ( Hairsi, puce, extra fine form . , jo*. 6rf.
Prince Albert (Adam's) shaded bronze, new colonr . ie«. 6rf!

Salisbury, April 30, 1842.

TNJEW AND SUPERB FUCHSLVS.—The Nobility,
-^^ Gentry, and Florists arc respectfully informed that Messrs.
W" and F. VOUELL having bestowed great care and attrntit u in
forming a collection of nU the new Fuchsias luiw ready to be
sent cut by various parlies, which have proved to be of great
biauty and dibUnc^uess, and having selected about thirty vari-
eties which Ibcy can confidently recommend, tlicy offer to send
them out Ihc first week in April, at the rate of ui.«. j er 12
varieties, fit for competition at any of the Horticultural exhibi-
tions of the ensuing sMMon. By enclosing a Post-uflice order
for one guniea, they will be sent post-free to any part of the
United Kingdom. Their list of Fuchsias, with rcspcotlvc prices,
can be obtained by enclosing a Postage Stamp.— Great Yarmouth
Nursery, April 'iStb, 184'J.

KEW «c SUPERB GERANILMS, CALCEOLARIAS. DAHLIAS,
^_ _ ^^ FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, PANSIES. &c.
\\/M. CATLEUGH re^pecttuUy infortns the Nobility,

f>,
,
^'^^try, and the Public, that his Spring CATALOGUE ofroc above riowers is now ready for delivery^ including Fuchsia,

ami . t'^".*
arborca, raised by S. R. Prouse, Esq. j it is of vigorousam ^rcct growth, with a bold aiid ample foliage, flowers of a

vvVth'o H-^^/"^^^^"
^"^ J'®^^ ^^^^^ colour

J Sepals beautifully tipped

sc-iHor
7,^^^"^t&r<^f'". having when fully out an expanded biiglit

sennU i.T^'l^*?
^^^^'* ^^"^ stan^ens rather more ro^^v than the

rK'nf rw^'V^-*"
^**>' *^ ^^* ^^' ^'»*> '^^ "ew *«d iM^Wnct va-

wink xvifh « '"'^'-'J^'
^^"""^^ Texas-Ne Plus Ultra, a clear brigl.t

white n.r^^^^ *P°^ surrounding the tube. ..-hich is

VU^'T^rnr^T^^^y^V^^^ '^

coloursvciy much resemble those or

coloure^rr.?
""^^^ Elegans, a p.le pink, with a delicate rose-

loX i^w *"'''i."^'^"^^^^^^"*'^- J'^""^'" "> May, the two, at

white t'^m!:^^^''-ll^£?^'^'
^^**y ^^" Murray, a beautiful motUed

A fine e^nl
'"'^^ >^-^ht rosy pnrpic, a well-formed Rower, with

niraK? ^ :l^'
*^"*^ ^'^ ^^^ ^ost constant Dahlias grown, and dc.

«WW-strect. Sloanc- street, rbpi^f-ft

f

SATURDAY, APRIL SO. Price Qd.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD.
near UCKFIELD. SUSSEX.—WILLIAM WOOD & SON

beg leave to draw the attention of Amateurs to a splendid New
Seedling PETUNIA, Fielder's Magna rosea, price 3«. 6(/. each;
also two magnificent Seedling GERANIUMS, raised by C. W.
Fox, Esq., of Truro, viz., the Princess Royal. 2I«. each, and the
Duke of Cornwall, 2is. each, ready for delivery early in May, For
depcription see Gftrdrnfrs* Chrorihle of 9th April.

Plants of the above may be had at the Nurserj', Maresfield ; in
London of Messrs. Warner and Warner, 28, Combill; Mr. J.
Carter, 238, High Holborn ; and at Tunbridge Wells of Mr. T.
Cripps, Nurt^ery, Usual discount to the Trade if three or more
of the above are taken at once.

NEW FUCHSIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, AND SPANISH CH
SANTHEMUMS.

"IT/'ILLIAM MAY, in tendering bis grateful acknow-
» ledgements to his numerous Floricultural P'riends for their

former favours, is encouraged to announce to them that his de-
scriptive List of SIX NEW HYBRID FUCHSIAS, of distinct
character, and of very improved merit to anythmg yet before the
public,— also his six new and superbCALCEOLARIAS, which he
will warrant distinct and equal (if not superior^ to any yet offered,
the whole being perfect in shape, of superb size, and of exquisite
colours- and also his fifty new and superior CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS, from the South of Spain,— is now ready, and will be for-

warded, on post-paid application to his Nursscry, Leeming Lane,
near Bedale, Yorkshire. N.B.— Strong Plants will be ready to
send out early in May.

AURICULAS, GERANIUMS, CARNATIONS. PICOTEES, YEL.
LOW PICOTEES, and LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London (removejj
• from W^alworth},by Appointment, Florist to Her Majesty,

respectfully informs the Nobihty, Gentry, and the Public, that he
has a fine selection of the above Flowers, Mhich he can offer at
very moderate prices :

—

Art ricuius,

25 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one plant of each
Gerii?uuj7is.

25 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one plant cf each .

CarTifitiniis,

12 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one pair of each .

Picotees,
85 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one pair of each .

Yeiloiv P^'ottea,
12 Superfine Sorts, with their names, one pair of each .

Liliuni lancifolium album, frcmi - . .7*. td. to 426-. each.
„ punctatum from . . . 10 6 to 42t. „
*»* A Catalogue of Geraniums can be bad on application.

GUANO MANURE.
T^/" SKIRVING, Seedsman, QrEEN-siir are, Li-
^ ,• vERrooL, begs to announce to Landed Pruptietors, and

to Farmers and Gardeners, that the price of the genuine Guano
has just been fixed by the importers as follows :— viz., 16/. per
Ton for quantities under five Tons, and 15/. per Ton lor any .

lari;er quanlity. 1

W. S., from his experience with the Guano on various crops
last year, and from the apj earancc of the crojis of C ,^« at pre-
sent where it was last year applied, can with eijifideoce rec-m-
iDcnd it as a very good and, at the above price, a cheap Manure,
for any garden or fivld crop. With tliis couviotiou, he Jias ac-
cepted an Agciicy for the Sale of the genuine Guano, and f^ha^
be happy to receive tT'lcrs. which shall be promptly executed,
direct from the Tm|iorTcr's Store*.

Terms of payment, ready money; a rc'Vnittance or reference
required.— Liverpool, 9th Aprd, 1

^,. 9. d.
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A SINGLE LADY, living in the country, wishes to
^^^ ENGAGE an Active, Middle-aged Married Man, without
little children, as GARDENER; Nor a professed, scientific Gar-
dener, but an industrious man, who so far knows his business as
to be able to cultivate common flowers and vegetables, to raise
Cucumbers, and propagate common Geraniums. He must be
content with moderate wages, havmg in addition for himself and
family a comfortable cottage on thepremises, which arojiot large,
but of which he must take the entire charge, with the occasional
help of a strong well-disposed boy. His character must in all re-
spects be such as to bear the strictest possible mquiry.
Answers, post-paid, to be- directed to the care of Mrs. Hurrion,

Post-ofiice, Southborough, Tonbridge.

rPHO.MAS CRIPPS, FLORIST, TUNBRIDGE.
J- WELLS, respectfully informs his Friends that Plants of the
New White Fuchsia "VENUS VICTRIX*' will be ready the
first week iu May, at 21 y. each, with the \\>whX discount to the
Trade, if three or more Plants are taken at once. For particu-
lars see Floricultural Cabinet for March, or Gardeners' Gazette
or Chronicle of 5th in&t. Orders for this will be received by Mr.
George Charhvood, 14, Tavistock-row, Covent-garden; Messrs
Coimack and Co. New Cross Nursery; Mr. Harrison, Downham,
Norfolk; Mr. J. AshdoMne, Seedsnian, High-street, Hastings;
Messrs. Wood & Son, Maresfield Nursery : or addressed asabove.

UNION ROAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.
Tf7ILLL\.M E. RENDLE respectfully informs the
» ' NobiUty, Gentry, and the Trade, that he has a few plants

left of that favourite Geranium
LYNE'S CIRCASSIAN,

which has gained for itself, by every Florist who has seen it, a
first-rate character. Good strong plants, in 6o-sized pots, 425.each.

Lyne's Consort, 2!«, each.
„ Magnificent, 2\s. ,,

Lyne's Princess Royal, and BassetUs Glory of the West, ,'of

wMth W. E. K. possesses the entire stock,; cannot be sent out
till about July next, in consequence of the numerous applications
for it.

Veitch's Fair Maid of Devon, (just sent out,'^ 635. ca h.
Pansy.— Fox's Cornish Gem, 10*. 6f/. each.
Rosa Devoniensis, good strong plants, 7s. 6^/. each.
Auraucarialmbricata, in 4S-£ized pots, 6*. firf. each.

W. E. R.'s General Sj ring Catalogue of Geraniums, Dahlias,
Calceolarias, Pansies, Hcrbacei us Plants, ^c. (which contains
descriptions of the above-named plantSj) can be had on prepaid
application.

Agents in London : Messrs. Waincr, Seedsmen, Cornhill

;

M.VV. Bristow, Knightsbridge ; through whom plants of tiiy of
the above may be procured.— Plymouth, April 25th, 1642.

JAMES MAY begs to return his sincere thanks to his
numerous Friends lor the very lil)era1 encouragement he has

received for his Pansies, iS;c. ^c. It has been to him a matter of
deep regrii, that, in consequence of the very unfavourable
season of last year, the stock of bis new kinds has fallen far
fhort of the demand j but he hopes in the course of next month
vMay) to conjpkte all orders on haiid for them. J. M. avails
himself of this opportunity of informing his Friends and the
Public, that their liberal patr inage has induced him to take more
extensive grounds, situated in Ma; ' Lane, Tottenham, which is

three miles nearer to London, where his business will be carried
on in future. In consequence of his removal he begs to offer fine

plants cf about 30 extra fine varieties of Pansies, by name, in-

cluding most of last year's approved Show varieties, for 2I«.
j

Auc border varittks, 100 plants iu 25 named kinds, for 25«., pack-
age included ; i2Txtra fine named Fuch<^ias, 18» j 24 varititr, by
name, for 25*., package included. A large a rtment cf Dahlias,
including all the approved Show kinds, trom 25.?. to 305. per doz.

:

all the approved older kinds, 9«. to 125. per doz. j fine plants of
which are now ready to be sent out.
N.B. Fine plants of that fine blooming creeper, Solanum Jas-

minoidcs, which he has pro\ ed lo be perfectly hardy, 2«. 6<f. per
plant.

A remittance or reference is respectfully requested from un-
known correspondents : the sefc-t way ol remittance is by Pr^t-
cffice orders, payable at the Edmonton Pest cffice, or General
Post-office, London.— Pansy Nursery, Tt)ttenh»m, April 1843.

NEW PLANTS, ftc.

MESSRS. VEITCH 8t SON beg to clfer to the
Public the nmUrnanied I

' nts.

Gloxinia Spceiosa, vwr. Macro] hylla \ arupata. An imported
plant from the Brazils, and of vlnch a figure, &c. n ay be seen in

tlic Botanical Magazine lor April 1842. 21. V2a. 6rf, per plant.
Begonia Ctv^inea, beautilul vermiliem colour, Ucm Brazil.

3U. per plant. .

•Cycnoches Macnlata, variety, Sia-.

Stjgmaph>llon Aristatum, 42*.
Primula Dtnticulata^ Hardy', from the Himalayas, fine, I0ff.6rf.

Triptilion Spinosum (Hardv Perennials from Chili, 42*.

NEW GERANICMS.
Fair Maid of Devon (Veitch's,. This flower was exhibited st

the Juiu xhihiticn at Chlswick in 1841, and prcnounccd by the
principal Nurserymen and Amateurs to be one of the most s^ Icn-
did Geraniums ever f^e rn. It is of large sue and first-rate form,
the upper petals beautiful bright crimson, with a clistir.et white
margin lound; the under petels light pink, with white centre.
Extra fine, 63*. per plant.

Rrse of Oxton (fewtte's), raised by J. B. Swete, Esq , Oxtrn-
house. Tlie colour a fine biJt,bt rose, with cIoht white centre

;

fine foira, abun ^
' blocmcr, ar.d compact hal.it. A really good

variety. 2l5. per ulant.

Mulatta ?^wet^s;. A beantifnl clouded fiowcr, ni,.r petals
being almost black, and the under petals deep cii ' a. An
abundant blooiney, and a striking fancy variety, but the fc

indiff^erent. 15*. per plant.
*»* A notice of the three plants marked naay be seen by i**

fercnce lo Procecdmgs of the London Horticultural ijkjci^
'*

m< "iigofthe 15th of March lafit, when a medal was awarded
them \ see Cnrdenern* Chroairle, No. 12, p. IJH*.

Nursery, Exeter, April 20th, \U4X,

i

EDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworth, Middlesex, respccfuUy informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, fchelves,
and Edgings for garden paths may be seen in use ut his house
upon application to the gardener. ^

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATLNG
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
edv;ard bailey, 272, holburn.

_
D. and E. Bailey having devotoU. much time to the considera-

tion of this subject^ and h2.d much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned pnr^ 5, have, by impre --

ments siiggr?!cd in their practice, rendered their m<;de of Ivat-
ing not only very efficient, but very ^'-^iple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have hatl tlic hor.our to be
cmploycrlhythe Horticultural Society ciLondtn, in executing the
works of their splendid Cf crv; tory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. BAri.Er also construct in metal all riescjiptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exbihiting.amongst other metal works, an extremely compkteand
convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic cnrviji-

near houses to horticulturists, and can reier to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their wtrks, besides many
others in this conntrv fuid on the Continent.

D. and E. Ba i lby have prepai ed a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready tor immediate delivery; they
beg to intre^duce to public notice a new Trough Fipe, lor Orcbl-
riaccous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may he seen at their mannlRCioTy.

Cf-\VATER APPARATUS, uijon imj-rorttTaDd
economical princiijlcs, for Horticultural and other Build-

ings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents fer the Old Park hon-
works, end Maiiulactureis, 61, (iraccehurch^ticet, London, beg
to return their most pincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry
who have so iibcrally palronjpcd their improved Conical Boiler.
(For a description see Gardnurs^ (hronicle, M^rch lii, p. 175.) To
Amateurs the^e Boiicra will be I'cund invaluable. They require
no lurnaces or setting in hrickwi-rk, &re moveable at pleasure,
and may be applied wi.h equal lytiUly to the smallest houses or
m * extensive range of pij: cs,

i
rice .'W. 5v9. and upwards. Fur-

ther particnlars, plans, estimates, &c. lor warming every descrip-
tion of building may be obtained es abo\ej where also rr.ay b«
seen a variety cf patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bra^> and
Iron L^^stcads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implements,
&c. &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,
three, and four inches, at 2*. 2d., 3js. 3(f., and 4s. 3<f. per yard.

HEATING BY HOT WAIER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, ChapcU, Public Buildings, Man&icmt
and large Rooms, fitted up wrih the above apj^atus on the irr>*t

iu.^^o\edapd scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. (late of IMoiley-street, Manche:..-r'. 'cr

to raint cc that they continoe to execute works of the above
<U \ ' in which they have infr; ' ;id a variety of importPnt

ir , oven enls of a satisfactcn 1 aiure, es^pcciaily to HortieoRu-

rists. They have applied this principle m a rrore extent..

^

scale than has ever be w* : 'hcrtoff^^] ted at thestupend< u^ tfn-

servatcry and Hoth^^' scsof his Grace the Dake of Devcn^hire^

l^d in numer^L..-^ o^y er ext.; ve cstahKshr =
w**^

Arr«,;d Fu,„«e to ,i.eir boiler^ «m.' ^>^ '^f^^^^:^^^iMthlhc Patfntee frr its general «t.c» "
,. „V ^Lnve soniuci

^i •T-.v's/ ; ot hy Gardeners, anu ^^ a jitw *»*«

^^«. ..
'""

*\i^." ^-^ ^rf f^f the ^* '^-1 Kingdom with
Works exeruted rn every P^ ^^ :„^» Man^>u^»c>r

p,inct«ality and dia3«itch .^ .1^^, Brown-s«eet,M««*e*ter.,

with the ii^w»£

Jk
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muBT'nmrAr IIOT-WATER BOILERS invented

T'ifATL%JS Obtained to any size of JOHN

f ^V'^'ricEo briier tSI appSaS perfection, begs to
«ctcn. ve practice to b^^^^^

it may be seen at

^^U c'aTl^ fson"^" sery. Vanxhall ; Messrs. Loddiges'.

HSvr Messrs. Henderson^ Pineapple-place; Mr Knight s

K"^A'l^*^l^aj Messrs. Veitch and Sou's, Exeter ^
and at

the Gareiens of the Horticultural Society of London.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
WEEKS & CO., Architects, &:c., Gloucester-place,

_ ^ King's Road. Chelsea. Horticultural Biulders, &c.. hare

Invented a most simple and easy contrivance for shading Horti-

cultural erections. The principle upon which It acts is so simple

«Bd effectual, that it only requires to he known to be universally

•dopted. To be seen in use at most of the London Nurseries,

andatthPir Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chelsea .

^WAKD^S PORTAllLE GREENHOUSES.
rpREGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND
X MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET. and 57, GRACE-

CHURCH-STREET, City, beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

that they are now manufacturing Portable G^f^^^^PV^^Lf,!;
Ward's principle (see No. 49 of the G^«'-'^^«l';f^^^;;^ri;fi.^^prA
plain and oiuameutaUtands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-

TECTORS AND BAr^^' "•

Frames for Conserv
Garden-stand Frami.,, ..*.,.— ^, - ^ „ a

Perforated Safes, and Di:*h Covers, Baths, .^c. c^c. Experienced

workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom; for covenng with Zinc,

Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces. Verandas, he. ike.

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, /tc, FOR THE GARDEN.
non, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

C^
B. THOMPSON having added to his General fetock

T of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WIRE-WORK, ;

Suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for

the Inspection of the Nobility and Gentry
i^'J'^ V^J^""'^^

""'^'-

cultural pursuits his numerous patterns 9^/I;91 ,^lV\ u/^w?^'
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN ARCHEt^,

SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, aud utility

stand mirivalled.

Also his r

FUMIGATOli
every ether Implement.

Gamk and CATXt.E Fkxcing in variety.

SION NURSERY, NEAR BEULAH SPA,

TO be SOLD by Private Contract, ^ith immediate

possession, comprising a Freehold Dwclling-House, Hot

and Grecnhoascs. Pits, Boilers, &c.; with six acres of excellent

Land. -Apply to Mr. Flight. 1, Adam-street, Adelphi.

"ORITISH

nmrovcd GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES
US, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT,»with

TO GENTLEMEN. FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS wiil submit

to PUBLIC COMPETITION, at the Mart. Bartholomew

Lane, on THURSDAY, May 5th, 1S42. and following day. at 12

o»cVock, a Splendid Collection of Dahlias, Geraniums, Fuchsias,

Verbenas, Heartsease, Heaths, &c. May be viewed the mornuig
of Sale

J
Catalogues may be had at the Mart, aud of the Auc-

tioneei.--, Ix'ytonstone.

CAMELLIAS, OKANGE-TREES, &c.

A CHOICE COLLECTION TO BE DISPOSED OF
l)y Auciiun. by Mcbars* PROTiiiiitoB & Moauis. near the

George, Wai d,F :,ou Moxoay, May 9, IS12, at II o^clock,

compn^^inp: ORANGE-TREES well furnished with Fruit, Camel-

lias, Ericas, in pnreat variety ; Geraniums of the best assortment,

and a pleasing selection of Greenhouse Plants. Catalogues may
be had on the premises, and of the Auctioneers, Lcytonstone.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MR. T. ANSELL. jun., is instructed to submit to

PUBLIC AUCTION, at the Mart. Bartholomew Lane, on
T( iJAv, 3rd May. 1942, at 12 o'clock, a most extensive and
splendid assortment of choice DAHLIAS, emhracing many of the

new and leading varieties coming- out this season; and about
200 o/the most approved ulder varieties ; new and choice Fuch-
sias, Chrysanthemums, Greenhouse Plants, Climbers, ^c. &c.
May be viewed the morning of sale; and Catalogues may be had
at the Mart, and of the Auctioneer, Camden Nursery, Camden
Towii.

CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY'
Ko. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS. LONDON"

EstabHsliciI iy23. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 William IV'
L0W£R RATES OF PBEMI CM THAN TH OSE OF AN Y OTHER OPyiCK,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :

—

Age, 16 20 t 25 30

Annual
Premium
per cent.

1 10 8.1 14 7 1 19

Jo 40 45 50

2 4 3 210ir2 19 Q

I

3 11 9 4 8

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to l6/.

per cent, ou the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent,
on the premiums paid during the preccdiiig five years,

. No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for
proceeding (in a decked, sailiii^", or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers not being sea-
faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upun terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or
by the hands of Justice are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.
Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

^^^^^ CAWPaKLL Jamks Downer, Secretary.

/ULS. COLOURS, VARNISHES, &c.—Best GroumlV/ White Lead, 30s. percwt.; 2nd, 2Ss.; 3rd, 243. Linseed Oil,
3s. per Gallon; Turps, 4s- Dd. : Dry or Ground Brunswick Green,
from 44d. to is. per lb.; Invisible Green, for Rough Work, 30s.
per cwt.; Stone colour, 34s. ; Celestial Blue, fid. per lb. ; Quick-
drying Carriage Varnish, 14s. per gallon; French Polish and
Spirit Varnishes, 20s.; Naphtha do., Us.6d.; Burning Naphtha
without smell, 6s.6d.per gaUon ; Best Stockholm Tar, 2ls. per
barrel; Ccal do., lOs. 6(i. do.
Every description ofColour Brushes, Sec, ofthe best quality, at

the lowest prices for cash, at Nixey's, 22, Moor-street, Soho.

n^O FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS, AMATEUR
-L GARDENERS, ^c— CLARICE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for
the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,
&c.: the application of this COMPOST will add greatly to the
beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden. In
making new Gardens it will be found invaluable ; it has long
been in use in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Price One Guinea per
bag, containing two cwt., sufficient for a good-sized garden for
one year.
Also Prepared ITATRDUST. This Preparation vrill effectually

preserve Flowers, Plants, Bulb-roots especially, from the ravages
of worms, grub!?, and all kinds of crawling insects. From its im-
perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea

bag. Address, Stanbridge Clarke. St. Pancras Wharf, King's
"" or Henry Clarke, seedbmac, 86, High-street, Borough.

SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-

f

.._- TT-RAI PURPOSES.—Noblemen, GenUemen, and Horti-

culturists generally are respectfully informed that they may be

fuSed Sists of prices, and particulars regarding the above
nirnisneawiiui

^ which it has been adopted

n;o\'ed^TseU to be^^^ t?e most economical material for Horti-

KraS^^^^^^ application to Drake a;id Bromley, 315,

""
j'Dkl^KE'ufe'^^ Edgware-road. and 8, Jermy-n-street,

bei; t^nofifAhat he has removed his business to the above

address for the convenience of more extensive premises, and

Sts for himself and partner a continuance of the support he

now ^ratefX^^ French aiid ^^^V
^^^f^f'-'''''J^.

r?r^<f Shad^ Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and

sale prices.

TO NURSERYMEIJ, HORTICtFLTURISTS. &C.

PROPAGATING GLASSES-Green, Is. per lb. ;

White IV 2d per lb.; or from,2«. 6rf. to 24s. per dozen.

Cucul rTubes'luTengths,from 6d to 4,. -f«rape Shades

from 2s. 6d. each. Irish Globes from !/•
f/J-

each ;
ditto for

vniintains with polid bottom and hole, 2s. bd. per lb.—APbttY

Pk^latt, Fa con Glass Works, Holland-street, Blackftiar. where

every description of Table Glass China is on show Days for

viewWthe Works-Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

UTT'S BEE-HIVES.-GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
begs to announce tliat he lias prepared for the present sea-

son a large stock of Null's Improved Bee-Hives,m which are em-

bodied all recent improvements j and being the only authorised

agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally

against purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made

irl accordance with the exact principles of the Inventor from

parties who unauthorised use hisname ; m such cases purchasers

are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatusbemg im-

perfect and incomplete. Geo. Ncighbonr has also a variety ol

fmproved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, &c. &c.. which are very

iTstefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each ot which

the honey may be taken at any time ot the season without dc-

stroying the Bees.
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ Warehouse, 131. High Holborn,

relative to the above must have postage-

w
THE ALPACA.

ANTED a PAIR of the ALPACA. Particulars and
Price to be sent to the Office of this Paper.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, who can produce satisfactory testimonials as to abi.

Apiarian Depot
London.— Letters

stamps enclosed.
NUTT*»* ON BEES (5th edition} now published.

Cross

IMPORTANT WORKS ON BOTANY AND GAR-
X BENIN G, published by Ridgway. PiccadiUy j and to be had,

by order, of every country Bookseller.

1.

DR. LINDLEY'S LADIES' BOTANY, ia 2 vols.,

beautifully coloured, price 2^s. each.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL REGISTER.
Published monthly, price 3s. 6d. each Number, containing- Draw-

ines from Nature of the newest and most beautiful Plants, vs^ith

D^ections for Cultivation, &c. &c. The voliune for 1841 is now
ready, price 2/, 25. . . ., ,,

"The Botanical Register, from containing most or all the new

Plants introduced by the Horticultural Society, from the great

care with which its plates are executed, and the judicious re-

marks on culture aud general habit, by Dr. Lindley, is. m con-

sequence, the superior publication."— Lowrfon'5 Magazine of

Botany^ §c , . . ^i • t m
**Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon this work."—

Horticultural Cabinet.

'DR. LINDLEY'S SERTUM ORCHIDACEUM.
A Wreath of the most beautiful Orchidaceous Flowers, in Ten

Parts, price 25s. each. This splendid work is now complete, the

Tenth Part being just published.
4.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL HISTORY OF
RO.SES, with Coloured Plates, price 2U.

5.

DR. LINDLEY'S ACCOUNT OF THE BOTANY
OF SWAN RIVER, with Coloured Plates, price 10*. 6</.

6.

DR. LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS. Illustrated by Drawings on Stone,

from the Sketches of Francis Bauer, Esq., F.L.S., &c. Complete

in Four Parts, beautifully Coloured, price 30s. each.

DR. LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS, in 8vo, in Seven Parts, is now com-
plete; and Subscribers are respectfully requested to make up
their sets as soon as possible, several of the early Numbers
being nearly out of print.

8.

DON'S EDITION OF SWEET'S CATAL^UE OF PLANTS,
corrected to the present time, without Supplements. Price 2is.

cloth boards, arranged.
*• It certainly is the most complete and useful Catalogue that

has yet appeared, as, in one line, it gives the systematic and
English names, where described, of what country it is a native,

the year introduced, the months when in llower, whether hardy
or tender, its duration, and refcrence.to the books in which it is

figured i
and where any names have been lately changed, a syno-

nym is given in Italics, to show what it is changed from. It also

contains nearly dovible the number of Plants contained in any
other Catalogue that we have seen; so that, on the whole, we
believe it could not have been more complete. In our opinion,

the arrangement according to the natural system is far preferable

to that of an artificial one, particularly for cultivators ; and on
this account the present work should be in the hands of all gar-
deners and cultivators of plants; and the reference to the figures

will also render it very useful to the botanist.— Genf/ewian's

Magazine,

Sixth Edition, in one large vol. 8vo, price l6s.

SWEET^S BOTANICAL CULTIVATOR; or. Hothouse and
Greenhouse Manual: giving full Practical Instructions for the
Management of all the Plants cultivated in the Hothouj^cs,

Greenhouses, Frames, and Borders, in the Gardens of Great
Britain ; with Plain Directions for the Management of Bulbs
and Plants in Rooms, &c.

** Indeed what Mr. Sweet has said on the Culture of Bulbs and
Epiphytes, in the last E'lition of his Botanical Cultivator, Inay
be considered as the nttimatum on this subject for the British

Gardener."—Garrf^n^r'* Magazine,
This Edition corresponds with the New Edition of Sweet's

Hortus Britannicus, and contains for the first time. Genus
OrchidaceDe.

10.
THE FRUIT-GROW"ER»S INSTRUCTOR. By Gi50R*ir Bmss,

Nurseryman. Containing full Directions for Planting and Cul-
tivating of Fruit-trees

J with Instructions for. Forcing, and Lists
of the best kinds of Fruit for every purpose : also Directions for
Hothouse Building, and the most Improved Modes of Heating.
Second Edition, enlarged, price 6a.

11.

THE FLORIST'S CULTIVATOR; or. Plain Directions for the
Management of Florists* Flowers, Shrubs, ^c. ; select Lists of

the most choice Flowers : to which is added the Monthly Opera-
tion usual for the Flower-garden, Shrubbery, aud Greenhouse.
By Thomas Wulats, Price /^.Od, coloured and bound in cloth.

lity and character from the situation he is about leaving. Letters
to be addressed to J. S., at Mr. AnsclPs, Camden Nursery, Cain.
den Town

.

W'ANTS a SITUATION, as UNDER GARDENER
a Young Man of good character^ who has been accustomed

to the Nursery business for the last six years.—Address W. B
19, Harmood-street, Hampstead-road. _ - *

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Y^g
Man who thoroughly understands his profession m all its

various departments.—Direct A. B., at Mr. Davis's Coflfee-house,

Queen-street, Seymour place, London.

TlyANTS a SITUATION as FOREMAN, a Y^g
VV Man, aged 26, who has been accustomed to Plants generally

but more particularly Geraniums, Calceolarias, and Florist

Flowers. Respectable references will be given. Address, p.-paid.

to B. M., care of Messrs. T. 8r C. Lockhart, 156 Cheapside.

ANTs7siTUATlON,as GARDENERTaMiddk-
aged Sintrle Man, who has a thorough knowledge of his

business in all its branches. Can have a good character for in-

dustry, &c. High wages not so much his object as a respectable
place,—For further particulars address R. S., Post-office, Cuck-
field, Sussex. __^__

ANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER,Tsh^]e
Young Man; uuderstauds his business in all its branches-

no objection to any part of the country ; can give good reference

for character to places where he has lived.—Apply, post-paid, to

Mr. Pratt, Draper, Mitcham, Surrey.
' .

. i__i_i^ '

—

1 ~ " i'~ I

"
I 1 ^^^^^^^^

WANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a steady, active

Young Man, about 30 years of age, who possesses a tho-

rough practical knowledge of his business in all its different

branches, and can be highly recommended for honesty, sobriety,

and attention. Direct to J.E.. at the Oi^ce of this Paper.
_

.

^
ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and FORESTER, a Married Man, aged 33, wlo

has lived in some of the most extensive Gardens m England.

Can be highly recommended by the Gentleman he has just left,

as also by some of the first Horticulturists ot the day. Address

Y.Z.^ P. Newman's, Hosier, 107, Quadrant, Regent-street.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Middle

aged Man, who thoroughly understands his business, and

has had extensive practice for the last 20 years : would not object to

superintend MeadowLand, and w^ould live in or out of the house;

can have five years' good character from his last place. Address

B. C, Mr. Fryer's, Seedsman and Florist, Camberwell New Road.

w

ar-

and

WANTS a SITVATION as

w

\T/ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or G
V \ dener and Forester, a Married Man, aged 30 years, i

without a Family. He has a thorough knowledge of Gardening

in all its branches, and has lived as Gardener in very respectable

situations. Can have a 4| years' character from the relict of his

late Employer.— Salary 60^. per annum, cottage, &c.—Address

H.M., ^tWiQ Gardenei's' Chronicle Om.Qe, 3, Chailcs-street, Co-

vent garden. _^
GARDENER,

F. Goon ALL, several years gardener to R. Wilbraham, Esq.,

of Rode Hall, Cheshire. The advertiser has had much experience

in the various branches of his business, and understands the mo-

dern system of gardening. He is a married man, with no family,

and can have a good character from his late employer. Letters

ddressed to F. Goodall, No. 6, George-place, South-street,

Camberwell, Surrey, wiil be duly attended to.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-

DENER and STEWARD.—Jamks Finlay, upwards of five

years Gardener and Stcw^ard to the Right Hon. Viscount Beres-

ford. atBedgebury Park, is now disengaged, and wishes to meet

with another situation. Bedgebury Mansion having been rebuuc

and enlarged, the Pleasure- Grounds aud Kitchen- Gardens nave

been entirely remodelled aud greatly extended; and lines.

Grapes, and Peaches, &c., cultivated with success. iH^e

being many miles of roads and drives formed and completed, ana

the Woodlands and^Farm being extensive, and much i"iP/ovpti d?

planting, draining. &c., J. F. has had an opportunity of gaming

a general and practical knowledge of estate-work. J. F. isin^u

prime of life, is married, and wiU be highly recommended by m:»

late employer. Address J. Finlay, at the Office of this Papei^

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN. ^ _ „
WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, G. W.

NiKMAx. Gardener to the Venerable Archdeacon Berucn,

wiiom he is now about leaving. He is competent to unaerici

the management of a Situation where Gardening is carriea on

the greatest extent ; of which he has given repeated prooisai

London Horticultural Exhibition, when living with the ia«=J:

Labouchere, Esq., of Hylands, in Essex, his former employe

The following are a few of the Fruits and Y^g^^^bles G. h.

has been in the habit of forcing :-Grapes, Pines. P^^^^f^' '^^^^^

cots.Fig^, Raspberries. &C.&C.; Lettuces all the ^viutermon^^^^^

as well as French Beans, Caulifiowers, and young
*-f ^^^^ p^jjibi-

which he has given proof of at the different Horticultura^ L.v i^^

tioiis. Any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a c;^

J"" ^^gr,

servant will not find himself disappointed in tf^^^^^Lrtrei-:*

who is a married man, aged 39, without incumbrance. -

G. H. Nieman, Wolverstone Park, Ipswich, SuffolK.

BINGLEY'S USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.-SIXTH EDlTlON-^j^

In 2to1s. 12mo, (with 150 new Illustrations,) price i"^-

lettered. h»ttt\"R AC-
TTSEFUL KNOWLEDGE; or, A TAMILlAIi ^U COUNT of the VARIOUS PROj^^^jSofo?^^^^
By the Rev. William Bingley, M.A., t -L-^"';^';^^^^^^^

enlarged.

Biography." This edition has been thoroughly rcMsed, ^^
J^^^

and adapted to the present state ^^ science, by Mr^^
^^^^^^

Museum. It forms a

riapteu lo tut; ^jicaciit o».«i.»- ^^ ^-^^ ^ i„fonf the dRos"
Cooper, Associate of the Linmean Society, aud late or i

^^
Text-Book of Mineralogy, Borai,^,^^.^

Zoology, and a Manual of general Reference, descnmns^
^^^^^

ous Natural Productions employed either as tne ruu

in the Arts and Manufactures. tto,.vpv and Darton

;

London: Rivmgtonsi Longmanand CjO. ;
^ar><^)

MarshaU,
Baldwin and Cradock^ Whittaker and Co.; bimpMu,

and Co. ; and C. Dolman.

Just published, No. v.. price 2s-6d., oRNA*
rpiIE LADIES' FLOWER GARDEN 2.^ .^^^^^^
"L MENTAL PERENNIALS. By Mrs. ^ouDoy. i.^

j-^i^eento

contains Three Plates, demy 4to size, compnsmg irui

Twenty Figures accurately coloured from Nature.

Also, just published, nRN\MENTA^
THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF UK.^-

ANNUALS. 48 Plates. Cloth, price 2^2«. oRNAMENTAh
THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF OK>

^^
BULBOUS PLANTS. 59 Plates. Cloth, pnce 2/. w • ^^

London: publisheU by William Suuth, Il3, iiee*.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
MR, SOLLY'S NEXT LECTURE ON THE

CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES WHICH REGULATE THE
GROWTH OF PLANTS AND PROCESSES OF VEGETA-
TION, will be given on Frijiay next, at 3 p.m.
Tickets for these Lectures are issued gratis exclusively to Fel-

lows of the Society, upon application to the Secretary.

QS^avXfmtt^' <s:f)vonitU

i SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING AVEEK.
Monday J Horticultural Anniversary 1 p.m.

1 Entomological - , , , 8 p, m.
_ _ , f Horticulluial .... 3 p. m.
C Tuesday ,.,.,< Linnean 8 p. m.

-„ , ,
CFloriciUtural .... 7 p. m.

Wednesday .... Geological 8*p. m.
Friday ..... Botanical 8 p. m.

Local MEBxma—May 3d, Annual Meeiing of Royal Berkshire Horticultural
Society. _

Yesterday Mr. Solly delivered his first lecture to
the Fellows of the Horticultural Society and their
friends, upon the connexion between chemistry and
the arts of cultivation. We cannot speak too Highly
of the manner in which the very difficult task of com-
pressing much matter into a small space, and of
selecting those topics only which have a direct con-
nexion with the subject, was executed, nor, indeed, of
the whole management of the discourse. From the
attention with which the lecture was received, it was
evident that those who were present entertained the
same opinion as ourselves. We confess it gives us
great satisfaction to find that the Horticultural Society
should be the first of the great bodies of London to
take a decided step towards connecting chemical science
with the practical operations of the gardener, by means
of public lectures at the present day.
For the heads of Mr, Solly's lecture, we refer our

readers to the Proceedings of the Horticultural So-
ciety, in which a very short abstract of it is given.

I

1

Theke are some fastidious critics who disapprove
of our occupying so much space with information
concerning manures, and who would have us leave all

such questions to the investigation of persons imme-
diately concerned in them. This is practically de-
manding that they should not be investigated at all,

as is proved by every one's experience. Interested per-
sons have, in fact, been thus left to themselves, till

Within a few years ; and what has been the conse-
quence, except that a very large proportion of the
elements out of which our food is re-constructed by
the vegetable kingdom is utterly wasted ? It is no ex-
aggeratioii io say, that in London alone this waste
mnoimts annually to as much as a inilUon quarters of
conu
We will only beg our readers to look at the condi-

tion of the farmer on the one side^ and of the labourer
on the other, and to tell us what hope there is for the
prospeiity of either without a very considerable in-
crease in the productiveness of land ; or, turning their
eyes in another direction, to say how the cultivation of
garden produce is now likely to be much improved
without some more powerful means than we at pre-
sent possess of stimulatingplants into healthy growth.
In our opinion, then, it is our duty to keep this most
important subject continually before the public by
whatever means we may possess.

^
The waste of manure arises partly from not know-

ing what constitutes this substance, and partly from
the false idea, that it is useless to economise that which
is so plentiful; for everybody feels the paramount
iniportance of some manure to the cultivator. The
skill with which several eminent chemists have sim-
phfied their explanation of its properties ought indeed
to have made the matter clearer; the more especially,
since, of late years, they have employed familiar in-
stead of technical language in their discoveries. But
we fear that the very circumstance of their havinn-
connected it with chemical considerations has in itself
prevented their being listened to with attention by the
xnass of mankind. We shall therefore endeavour to
obtain the ear of our agricultural friends, by divesting
such observations as we may from time to time address
to them of everything like a scientific dress.
Men are too much accustomed to suppose that cer-

tain well-known substances alone form manure, and
to exclude from the idea of manure all other sub-
stances. This is one of our most essential errors. The
truth IS. that every kind of substance, no matter whatH may be, which has been at any time whatever or-
ganised, wdl form manure. By the word organised,or organic, is meant that which belongs or has be-

i?r. r n ^ P^^"^ ^^ ^" animal. The world, however,

^7n»r ^u.^^PP^ ^^^^ ^^ose substances only are

rdS^t"^''^
readily become putrid and oflPensive,

no?^.n
*"'"

^^S^'"
^^'^^ *^^ "^'^ q^c^'y decay are

contSn ^^ "^^^ ^^ '^'^ ^^''^'> ^ vast quantity is

Ae Z'n ^
^^/^T.

^^'^' ^^^ ^"^'^^^^' ^^^ 2^i^* horn,

ineulTy ""^ ^^^^^' P?P^'^ sh^y'mgs. saw-dust, old^en cordage tan, feathers, skins, soap-suds, grease,

^thJ^^'^^l
^^^^^^'^ "^^^^^^«' ^^ ^^t»i<^h, until latelymignt have been added bones. All such refuse will de-^ay sooner or later, and in decay become manure i with

some it may be hastened by artificial contrivances,—with others, burning is the most ready mode of pre-
paring them.
Both plants and animals are compQsed of viewless

substances condensed from the air. By mysterious
processes, which we cannot see, nature forms them by
slow degrees ; each feeds on the other, and in the pro-
cess of feeding adds to itself a portion of its food con-
verted into a new shape. Of every portion of air we
inhale, of all the liquids we drink, and of every
particle which w^e swallow, something is seized
by us and added to our bodies, not in the form
of air or hquid, but of new and living matter.
And so it also is with plants, which, although de-
stitute of^ mouths, nevertheless suck up into their
interior liquid and air-like substances, and thereon
feed and increase their bulk. Our nutriment con-
sists of pure and undecayed materials ; for their
food, plants select the same materials in a state of de-
cay ; and thus, by the wonderful and wise economy
of nature, the air we breathe is preserved in purity by
the never-ceasing agency of the verdure that clothes
the earth. If it were otherwise, we should be sur-
rounded by loathsome objects; the air would be op-
pressed by putrid exhalations, and pestilence would
speedily depopulate the land. Plants prevent this ; to
use a homely but true expression, they are " the sca-
vengers of nature," and we owe to them all that is

fair and pleasant in the scenes before us.

If a dead animal is laid upon the surface of the
ground and -watched, certain well-known changes take
place. At first it will distend, and putrid exhalations
will arise ; this is caused by a part of the animal fly-
ing away in the form of oflfensive air, and that part the
atmosphere receives. Then rain, will fall upon it, and
dissolve other parts which run down into the soil, and
add something to the earth. At last it will dry up
and shrink ; but that drying up and shrinking—that
becoming smaller—is because otherportions take their
departure from it by slower and more insensible de-
grees; for all that was solid changes in time to matter
that can neither be touched nor seen. In the end,
everything will have disappeared—the flesh, the hide,
and, at last, the bones; those having lasted longest
which were originally hardest. Only a few years have
elapsed, and what has become of all the bodies that
strewed the field of Waterloo ? Not a trace remains
of them. Through such changes as have been just
described, they all have passed till not even the bones
remain to tell the tale of their destruction. They
are not, however, lost ; exactly as much matter as the
world contained on the morning of that 18th of June
it con tains now; but the charging squadrons are trans-
formed to the corn that waves above the plains of
Flanders, to the peasants that ffll them, to the cattle
that they have reared, and to a thousand other peaceful
shapes.

In this manner the same materials are from day to
day converted from one thing into another. Man
dies, decays, and his elements are set free to be taken
up into the body of a fruit o/a grain of corn. The
fruit ripens, the grain is converted into bread, man
eats it, and thus recovers a part of what his prede-
cessor had lost : so that, in reality, the doctrine of me-
tempsychosis was scarcely a delusion ; for a transmi-
gration of souls, if by that name was meant the ele-

ments of life, is incessantly in action.

Without a right understanding of these curious
facts, what really constitutes manure can hardly be
understood ; if they are justly appreciated, the subject
is stripped of all that makes it strange and incompre-
hensible.

H

An article upon the cultivation of Asparagus in
Guipuscoa, which appeared in our columns a few
wrecks since, has attracted considerable attention, and,
we ,have reason to believe, will lead to a general im-
provement in the cultivation of this invaluable vege-
table. One objection only has been taken to the Spa-
nish m'ethod, and that relates to the kind of manure
which the St. Sebastian gardeners employ. When,
however, it is recollected that many months intervene
between the application of manure to the beds and
the cutting the Asparagus, and that in the course of
this time the whole nature of the manure is changed,
this objection seems to us of no weight. Besides, it
equally applies to all manures, and is at once obviated
if the proper means are taken, as they always should
be, to deprive the manuring substances of their offen-
sive quality.

In the remarks we made in the place thus alluded
to, we confined ourselves to pointing out the manner
in which the beds of A^aragus should be prepared
and manured. Another not less important point re-
mains for consideration, namely, the treatment of the
plants.

You cannot have fruit without leaves; and the more

absolutely true of sprouts, such as those w^hich the
Asparagus plant produces ; and the reverse of the pro-
position is equally unexceptionable : that is to say,

the fewer leaves are left upon a plant, the more feeble
will be its sprouts. To "push the illustration to its ut-
most limits, we may add that the destruction of the
leaves is eventually'the destruction of the plant.

Those thread-like bodies which clothe the stems of
the Asparagus in summer-time act as its leaves, and
are incessantly engaged in robbing air and earth ofthe
matter out of which future sprouts are to be formed.
That matter the stems convey down into the roots,
where it is stored up till it is wanted. The more stems
clothed with leaves, the more of such matter, and, con-
sequently, the stronger the sprouts in the succeeding
season; and vice ^vei-sil. If the summer shoots of
Asparagus are strong, it is impossible that the sprouts
should be weak ; if the summer shoots are weak, it is
impossible that the sprouts should be strong.
These are facts about Avhich there can be no mistake

;

but we fear they are far from being always suf-
ficiently considered. We know very well that in prac-
tice gardeners will continue to cut sprout after sprout
of Asparagus, until the roots are so much weakened,
that the latter shoots, whiah are allowed to grow, are
thin, feeble, and evidently struggling with exnaustion.
Such debilitated shoots can do little for the roots during
the summer ; they can barely maintain their own exist-

ence, and are, consequently, preparing no new matter
out^ of which sprouts can be formed the succeeding
spring, when the crop is therefore necessarily weak
and worthless.

The conclusion to be drawn from this is obvious.
No one should cut too many sprouts from his Aspara-
gus beds; no one should remove limb after limb of
his plants, until they produce nothing but what is too
small for table. On the contrary, the gardener should
take care to leave at least two or three strong sprouts
to grow from every root; or, what is better, his beds
should be rested one year, and cut another ; for he
may be certain, from the strength of the summer
shoots, what sort of sprouts he will have to cut the
succeeding year—remembering always that it is useless
to manureAsparagus beds for sprouts independently of
summer shoots. If a bed of Asparagus is weak, ma-
nure in the autumn will do but little for making it

b|ing strong sprouts the next season. All that the
manure can then do is to feed abundantly the summer
shoots of the succeeding summer, and so enable them
to prepare plenty of materials out of which a second
season's strong sprouts may be pushed forth.

What is true of Asparagus is equally true of Sea-
kale and Khubarb-

abundant the leaves are, provided they are all fully
exposed to light and air, the larger and more excellent
will be a crop of fruit, within certain limits. Tim
truth we have frequently impressed upon our reader.
But if it 13 true of £rult within certain limits, it is

^
We are happy to find the Auricula resuming its sta-

tion as a favourite with amateurs, and becoming, as it

well deserves to be, more generally grown. The renewed
popularity of this beautiful flower may, in a great
measure, be attributed to the simplicity of its present
mode of culture ; the mystery and quackery which
attended its management by the old growers being
swept away, along with ,the stimulating manures they
recommended; and an easy mode of cultivation pointed
out, so as to bring it within the means of any one.
This alteration is a great boon to the aitiateur, who
was frequently deterred from indulging his taste for
its cultivation by the obstacles that he was led to an-
ticipate. Dr. Plorner's admirable paper upon the
subject in our columns (p. 296, 1841,) has done much
good in this way. His experience is decidedly in
favour of a simple compost, to be easily procured, and
he cautions growers against rank manures, which no
doubt endanger the general health of the plants. Mr.
Dickson, also, well known in the neighbourhood of
London as a successful grower of the Auricula, uses
a soil somewhat similar, composed of one-third Nor-
wood loam, one-third peat and leaf mould in equal
quantities, and one-third rotten dung. These state-
ments in favour of a simple compost by eminent
florists give encouragement to beginners, and dispel
the doubts of the timid, who, although anxious to

enter upon the cultivation of a favourite flower, may
be nevertheless reluctant to encounter what was very
likely to prove almost certain failure.

The properties of the Auricula have been given in
a former Number (p. 228, 1841,) and were accompa-
nied by figures to illustrate the different points. The
discussions upon this subject which have lately occu-
pied the attention of the Floricultural Society (an
account of which will be found in our report of theiir

proceedings) have confirmed the accuracy of the pro-

perties we then laid down. Some difference, indeed^

of opinion existed as to the division of the pip into

equal parts, some contending that this division gave

too htde paste; but it must always be borne in mind,

that if the paste is of good quality, that is to say,

dpnc^ ar^A nnr^ U wHl alwavs maintain its ascendcncy.maintain

ite objects reflet

tbsorbed by the

We
trouble of examining diagrams ot th

the pip is divided |nto equal and un
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will :.t onM .ckno»Wg. ihe superiorUy of an equal

""S l"',,,ui»aTn„.b^ of new varieties which

have been exhibited this season, it is evident that a

Jre^h sUmuJu's has been givep to the culdvation of the

Auricula; and we hai! the fine display of seedlings at

the rooms of tlie Floricultural Society, on Tuesday

last, as the best possible omen for the future.

AZALEA INDICA.

Ftvv plants betterTepay the care of tbe cultivator than

the AfSlea indica and its varietiea, in ornainentiDg either

the ereenbouse or conservatory with their splendid and

odoriferous flowers; and, from tlie facility ^Mth ^liich

they are forced, they may be had in bloom from January

to the latter end of June.
. n

The soil best adapted for. ibeir growth is a peaty earth,

found on commoua where heath abounds, of a light fibrous

texture, and contuinin- a good portion of sand :
it should

be pared off from Sin. to 4 in. deep; tbe turves should

be spread bottom upwards, and exposed to the sun duiing

snmmcr; and, after having a few ihowers of rain upon it,

to restore it to a proper degree of moisture, it may be aid

up in narrow ridges in the autumn : it can then be taken

to the potting-shcd as required. AVhcn used, it should be

broken or separated with a trowel, and not sifted, rejecting

the uudecayed surface ; and for the strong-growing varie-

ties, to six.eighths of peat idd one-eighth loam and one-

eighth silver-sand. -

In choosing plants of the Indian Azalea, those «hich

are young and healthy should be selected in preference to

large ones : indeed, such is the desire to possess the new

varieties, that fine specimens are hardly to be obtained.

ling of March, those which are intend

be produced in the greenhouse. It is a safe rule to keep

up for a succession three or four varieties, to be put into

heat, as above stated, once a month, until the season is

so far advanced that the flowers are bursting in the cool

house. Thev should then be taken into heat, by which

means the flowers will be larger, the co ours more bril-

liant, and their fragrance more delightful. Every means

should be adopted to prevent the attacks of the humbls-

bee, as every blossom in which it inserts its proboscis will

fall off in a few hours afterwards.

Vr n the large specimen plants have done flowering,

all thVseed-vessels should be picked off, leaving such as

are intended for seed. They should be then shifted and

encouraged to grow, afterwards placing them out of doors,

as before stated. Great care should be taken at all imes

to keep them clean and free from insects, as they are liable

to be attacked by a species of thrips, for which the best

remedy is a strong fumigation of tobacco. The varietieb

Variegata and Laterida are early excited in the spring, but

are, nevertheless, the latest bloomers t they will make

finer and stronger specimens by being inarched on the

more robust sorts.

If, after they have made their autumnal growth, they

should not have formed flower-buds, by placing them in

a stove, in a strong moist heat, until they have again burst

into leaf, and then removing them to a cold greenhouse,

the excitement produced will frequently cause them to set

their flower-buds James Falconer, Cheam.

nded

specimens should be put into a house at a temperature

from 15" to 55", where they will soon be excited to

About the beginning

far

of from *t^ .« «w , -- - ., i-r^„i
grow. If in CO or 48 sized pots, they should be BluUed

into sizes larger ; but it is better to do this T^heii the

pkuts are in a grooving state. They should tlien be shaded

for a few days, and when the flower is shut up in the

afternoon, gently syringed. Many varieties will throw up

three or four stems : the strongest should be selected for a

leader, the others stopped at different lengths, to keep the

plants bushy at the bottom ; and when the leader itselt is

disposed to grow a great length without making branches,

it should be stopped likewise; which will cause it to throw

out lateral branches, one of which should be chosen for

the leader. ^S"ben growing, they should have plenty of

air and light, without being exposed to a cold current,

which is 80 frequently prejudicial to young plants m the

opting, when clear sunshine and cold winds prevail. Ab

they will be re^itured to grow as late in the autumn as the

weather will permit without applying fire-heat, and as it

is not deairable that they should form flower-buds this

leaaon, those which want pot-room should be again shifted

about the latter end of July, Great care should be taken

that they are not over-potted, and that Ihey have sufficient

drainage; elevating the collar of the stem considerably,

by rounding the upper side of the ball, but not so as to

iojure the tender and delicate fibres. The Azalea is liable

to canker, from the water remaining too long about the

collar; therefore, in watering, the spout of the pot should

never be applied to it, as the cold current of water fre-

quently repeated will check the How of sap, and ulti-

mately cauie death. They should be placed at the back

of tbe greenhouse during the winter; as near the glass ns

convenient, to ripen the wood. In the following spring

they should be subjected to the same treatment, and again

shifted into larger pots. About the latter end of July Ihey

should be placed out of doors, in a situation where they

will have the afternoon sun, free from the drip of trees

and protected from high winds. The plants will now be

of sufficient size to bloom, and in September will have

formed their fiower-buds. When out of doors, they should

be occasionally syringed overhead in very dry weather,

and the ground'around them frequently stirred and watered.

The Indian AziUeas ripen their seed in February,

which should be sown about the beginning of March, in

pots with ample drainage, and a larger portion of silver-

Band mixed with the peat. The pot should be filled to

within half-an-inch of the top, and pressed evenly and

firmly down with the bottom of another. The seed should

then be sown regularly over the surface, and after being

covered sufficiently deep with peat, again pressed down, so

that, after being watered, the seed may remain buried.

The pots should be placed on a shelf in the greenhouse,

and shaded from the direct rays of the sun. It is better

that the seeds should vegetate by the increasing heat of

the spring than by artificial means, since they will come
up stronger, and are not so liable to damp off. They may
be pricked out into other pots as soon as they have made
two or three leaves^ and, as they advance in growth, they

BHiy be potted into thumbs or small 60s, in which they

may remain all the winter. Their treatment afterwards

will be the same as was stated for cuttings.

When convenient, it is better to keep the specimen

Azaleas in a house by themselves—for instance, in a late

vinery, which it is desirable to keep cool and airy, with

sufficient heat in the winter to exclude frost.

About the middle of December, two or three varieties

should be put into a forcing-house, ranging from 50^ to

65*^ : these will begin to bloom about the latter end of

January, after which they should be removed to the green-

house or conservatory^ to which they will give much

brilliancy, and in mild weather impart a mild perfume.

About a week before the first have expanded their blos-

soms, another succession should be put in, selecting those

which, from the enlargement of their buds, give evidence

of their susceptibility of excitement ; observing that the

more various the colour of the flowers, the better effect will

the best

THE HORTICULTURE OF GUIPUSCOA.

TiiFRE can be little doubt that we have attained a pitch

of horticultural eminence in this country that has placed

us far beyond the competition of our Continental neigh-

bours • yet it will not, I trust, be considered presumption

in me to state that there is something, perhaps, yet to be

learnt from their practice. Guipuscoa,in the N. of i^pam,

so nearly approximates in temperature to that of our own

southern counties, that instances of culture may be safely

quoted; there are, however, these differences^the au-

tumn in North Spain is warmer and more serene, the

spring more inclement and capricious.

Being an exceedingly mountainous region

efforts of the gardener are displayed in the valleys and on

the sunny side'of the lowest ranges of hills, and many

even of these would rank as mountains in England. Ibe

soil throughout the whole province consists generally ot

light, rich? sandy loam ; and there is water in abundance

Ilavin- given this brief sketch of soil and chmate, I shall

pass at once to that important article, inanure.

The Guipuscoans having no coal, and not using horses

for agricultural purposes, may be considered as i^stricted

to wood ashes, night soil, and the dung of cattle The

arrangements in their farm-houses for economy in the use

of the second of these articles are so replete with scientitic

principle, that I cannot forbear entering somewhat dif-

fuselv into details that the horticultural importance of the

*;ubject will, I trust, excuse. To render myself the more

In the month of March, in sunny weather, the earth ii

removed from the stools, and the crowns split with a sho-

vel, so as to completely divide the stools ; strong manure
mixed with earth is then inserted into the cleft, which is

\\idened by the operation to about a foot. As soon as all

danger from frost is over, which is sometimes not until

the commencement of May, the eartjj is gradually laid

bare from the plants and replaced between the rows, where,

from the previous trencli being filled with manure, it is

accumulated as a "central ridge, serving to conduct rain

during the summer months to the stools. The Artichokes

thus produced are of a very large size and excellent flavour,

continuing to produce heads until the commencement of

December, after which they are cut down to within six

inches of the ground and banked up, as before described,

with earth removed from the central trench ; three or four

stems are only suffered to produce heads, the lesser

being cut soon after they appear, and sent to market. The

pith of these is extracted, and forms a palatable ingredient

in the puchero or olla, a favourite Spanish dish. Arti-

choke bottoms are also combined with capsicum in a sort

of stew made of fowl, ** well worthy the attention of the

curious.'*

Basil, Sweet; Albahaca (Spanish).—Cultivated as a

pot-herb, and enters freely into all Spanish dishes.

Beansy Broad; Habas (Spanish).—Treated agricultu-

rally, and rarely cultivated in gardens. No other variety

known than the common Horse-bean.

Beans, Kidney; Aluvias,Habichuela, Judias (Spanish).

, Rarely grown in gardens, but sown with Indian Corn in

the fields, round the stalks of which the plants find sup-

port ; they are used in the dry state for soups, &c.

Beans, ScaT let-runner \ same as in Kidney (Spanish).

Grown in gardens, in rows north and south, four or five

ieet apart, supported by stout sticks plaged within the

rows, and meeting in the centre at top, crossing each

other, and tied thus: this mode of culture affords great

intelligible, I annex a sketch of a Guipuscoan farm, which

will serve as a specimeffof all.

^^f;;;^^?:!^^^^^^^^

It will be seen bv the sketch, from the absence of win-

dows in the basement story, that the upper part is the

habitation of the resident ; that part below the balcony is

appropriated to cattle during winter, and loop-holed to

cive air ; A, is the cloaca, to which access is given by the

balcony ; this is, as shown, completely walled in, and has

an aperture near the ground, B.
^

Care is taken to supply the interior of this enclosure

with Indian-corn straw from time to time to give tenacity

to the contents, which are, when wanted for use, ex-
|

tracted from Bin a consolidajted state from the superin-

cumbent pressure, while at the same time the little access

of air prevents tbe volatile parts from escaping ; the fluid

parts find their way as at C, and where the nature of the

surface will admit, are carefully conducted over their beds

of Onions, Lettuce, &c. The place I have described is

also the receptacle of all other impurities—in short, it is a

dung-heap that neither rain nor sun can deprive of its fer-

tilising qualities. It is not necessary to dwell on the culture

of their vegetables, where the practice is similar, and, in

many cases, inferior to our own ; these I shall pass briefly

over; neither shall I a» yet notice their management of

fruit-trees or flowers, confining myself to the alphabetical

arrangement in which my observations were noted down

of those vegetables grown and exhibited for sale.

Artichoke ; Alcachofa Cardo (Spanish).—The Arti-

choke is in much demand, and grown to a great extent.

Care is taken to protect the stools from frost ; they are

planted in rows five feet apart, and earthed up during the

winter and early spring months by trenching between the

rows, the vacant space left by digging the trench (which

is usually done in December) being filled with manure.

facility for gathering the pods, as well as security ag^iiost

high winds. "

,r i

Beet; Betarraga, Betarrata (Spanish)—Much grown

for winter salads ; sown in April, in drills two feet apart,

and thinned to the same distance in the rows :
is coa-

sidered to be tenderer if copiously watered during heats ol

summer ; no manure used -, beds dug deep previously to

""^clllage; Berza (Spanish) ; Brocoli (Broculi)', Cauli-

flowerTcoUflor).--Litrie skill is displayed in the cultiva.

donof^these Cabbages are cut before their heads shoJ.

Broccoli are to be seen in the autumn, as wel as Cauh

lowers these latter are sown in the early spriag, un^er

a south'wall, generally between the ^^-/ messes
^^^^^^

the walls of their houses are ^^PP^^^^.^' ^"^., f ;'^,';i 'rs,

ter the seedlings from east or west winds the sumvon.

if any, produce fine heads in autumn: liquid manure is

supplied, if local circumstances admit. .

^Carr^t; Zanahorria (Spanish).-Sown ^^o^^'lfj^

.

Fetuary March, April,Vnd May ; -l-^y^^^^J^/r^
manure never used.-i:. W. Churchill, Capt. E.M.

(To be continued.)

KIDNEY-BEANS.

At tbe desire of one of our correspondents we
^^^^

endeavoured to obtain the synonyms of most o

kinds described at p. 236, and which we
h^J^f °.f%vhite,

De Soi.sons.-^yu. Long Pod, Large run »nS >

White Long Pod, Sabre a rames tre. S;°^:^'
sugar.

Dutch Case-Knife beans, Long White, Large W hite »ug

Haricot gigantesque, Rames de Soissons.

Prague.-Syn. Prague rouge, Rames de Prague

sans-parcbemin. . Tj-mpg Sopbie

Sophic-Syn. Sophie sans-parchemin, Rames y

sans-parchemin, Rames predome ^^fVJtl^^-"^,A Rames

Haricot da Cap.-Syn. Haricot du cap marbre,

du cap raarbrt, Phaseolus roseus of ^°s'=;,
p,„„ne, Pai«

Haricot d^Espafffie.^Syn. Rames d Espagne,

Turkey, Thick Scarlet Runner.
^ pod,

Large White Dutch Dwarf, Nain blanc sans-parcn

Early Dwarf Dutch. , ^^rijite. ,

Flageolet.—Syn. Brewer's W hite, La^'y ^^
, -^je a

oufFe.-Syn. Haricot Nam de BoUt

f

Deux a la loufft

grosse touffe.

Suisse rouge.— Syn. *-

Speckled Dwarf, Long Spotted French J^ean-

Rouge d^ Orleans. -^^^ Hancot dOiUan.,

Dwarf Red Speckled
Fulner*

Naifl

rouge d'Orleana, Crimson Runner. Bagi'''*'

Bagnolet.-Syn. Haricot gris de Bagnolet, il g

hm, Dwarf Black Spotted
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XVIII.
The days have been so warm lately, that the amateur

TTiH almost be tempted to plant oat tho=e tender things

which he has nursed with so much care during the winter,

in order ,to render his flower-borders or clumps e:av in
• summer and autumn. The experience of former years,

however, particularly in those parts of the country which
are subject to late frosts, warns us against planting out
fluch things as Pelargoniums or Heliotropes so soon, un-
less we have the means of protecting 'them. It has fre-

quently happened that the thermometer has been several

degrees below the freezing ^oint in the first or second
week in May ; and then, if such plants are out, they re-

ceive a check which they do not recover for several weeks
afterwards. Trees or shrubs which have been trans-
pl^ited last winter or spring will probably be suffering'

for want of rain, and ought to be liberally watered.
If a frame can be set apart for the growth of Melons,

the operation will afford much pleasure, and is not a diffi-

cult task when commenced at this season of the year ; the

following directions will ensure success in their manage-
ment : For the preparation of the frame, the reader must
turn to the back Numbers where the management of Cu-
cumbers was described. Cover the bed all over about two
inches deep with light turfy loam, and then raise a little

mound or hillock in the centre of each light as high as

possible, leaving only sufficient room between the soil and
the glass for the plants. Press the loam rather firmly with
the hand, and then plant out three plants under each sash
on the hillock. After they have formed two rough leaves,

pinch out the point of the shoot, and in a short time af-

terwards laterals will be produced ; two only must be
allowed to grow from each plant, which will give six

shoots under each light. If the plants are healthy, their

roots will soon show their points through each mound of
earth, and more must therefore be added from time to

time until the soil is nearly level- Train the shoots regu-
larly over the bed ; and when they grow to within two or
three inches of the back and front of the frame, pinch out
their points, which will cause them to send out laterals

and produce flowers and fruit in abundance. Observe
now on which side shoots the finest fruit sets, and only
allow one to grow from each main stem ; that is, two
fruit on each plant- After the fruit has set, stop the late-

ral at the second joint beyond it, removing at the same
time all the remaining fruit and flowers which are not re-

quired; and during the season it will frequently be neces-
sary to go over and remove some of the leaves and nu-
merous laterals which will be produced, and which would
otherwise crowd the frame. When they are first planted,

it will often be necessary to shade slightly during bright

sunshine in the middle of the day ; but when the fruit is

ripening, give all the light possible in order to render it

highly flavoured. Give air freely during the day when the
temperature reaches 70 or 80 degrees, and allow the fruit

to be partially shaded by the leaves when it is young ; but
when approaching to ripeness, place it upon a piece of
slate or tile, and let it be fully exposed to the sun. With
regard to water, there are three things to be noticed : do '

not give much over the leaves or near the base of the
stems, as it is apt to injure them ; keep the frame rather
dry when the fruit is setting, and withhold water altoge-
ther when it is ripening. When nearly ripe, allow some
more flowers to set for a second crop ; and when the first

is removed, water the bed well, and manage as before.

Ey this system, the frame is not crowded with a mass
of worthless shoots, which only rob one another; and the
cultivator has always the number of fruit which he calcu-
lates upon having : thus, a frame with three sashes will

produce 18 excellent Melons for the first crop, and if the
season is fine, nearly as many more afterwards. In a fa-

vourable season, good Melons may be raised on an ex-
hausted hotbed which has been used for striking cuttings
in the spring.

—

R. F.

HOME • CORIUiSrONDENCE.
French Propagation.—I cannot but think that your

Paris correspondent, in page 280, betrays some ignorance
of what is done by our English propagators, and tlierefore

I fear your readers will be induced to suppose our gardeners
are far behind our neighbours. I suspect he is not au
courant with what is done in our best establishments in
this country. Those who have visited some of the cele-
brated English nurseries, and observed the different modes
of propagation, will not, 1 think, agree with him. As
regards Roses, I believe that the method adverted to, of
striking cuttings, and grafting in winter and early spring,
has been long followed by Rose-growers here. I know-
that at Mr. Rivers's, of Sawbridgeworth, there were lately
Roses in full bloom that had been grafted in January, and
had then produced shoots fit for cuttings, and there were
thousands of cuttings struck and striking. The trouble-
some French method of plunging in tan, and placing bell-
glasses over them, 1 learn, is not followed in that establish-
ment: each cutting is placed in a very small pot, about
one-and-a-half inch deep, and one inch in diameter, made
expressly for the purpose ; these are then placed in shallow
P"^^ ^^i^^ perforated bottoms, the holes very numerous,
and these are placed on a gentle hotbed in a brick pit, or
garden frame, in which they strike root in about twelve
tlays on the average, although some varieties, it is stated,
root m eight days ; the success is so complete, that, as Mr.

•^ i^^
8<^arcely one cutting in twenty fails. This

method I believe, with some modifications, is general
among Lnghsh cultivators. Is not this a manifest improve-
xnent on the bell-glass system, as no wiping of gla.ies nor
syringing is required ? With respect to the Rosa devoni-
cnsis, It was sold last May and June at 2U. per plant ; in

V\K^^ was advertised at 10.% 6c/., and 1 believe will beWW this spring at 5;?. ; wiU it be cheaper in France ? As

I

to the facility with which the French cultivators strike cut-
tings of Roses, I may mention that at Sawbridgeworth the
Crimson Perpetual, and all the varieties of Moss Roseg, are
so propagated. Ask your correspondent whether the
attempt to do this has been successful in France? With
regard to the comparative neatness and cleanliness of
French and English propagators, or rather of their houses,

your correspondent should see the propagating-houses of
Messrs. Low, Knight, Rollisson, &c., &c. : he would then,

I think, not have mucli to boast of regarding *'the supe-
riority of French propagators." A word as to French
grafting. The Frenchman sticks a graft of some choice

Azalea on the summit of a long crooked stem of Azalea
pontica, one of Pinus Cembra on a stem three or four feet

in height of the Weymouth Pine, a choice Rhododendron
on the top of a naked stem of Rhododendron ponticum, or
a grafc of Clematis azurea on a stem a foot high of Clematis
Viticella, &c. ; these make plant?, it is true, but plants

hideous in the eyes of a good English cultivator, who
places his scion, if possible, in the soil, so that it takes

root and soon becomes independent of the stock, forming
a handsome and sound plant. Owing to almost unfailing

sunshine, the French grow Camellias more rapidly tlian we
can in England ; but their plants are " drawn up," and
seldom show bloom-buds so early as those raised in Eng-
land, which are much more stocky and robust. I may also

observe, that in the wunter-^rafiing of Roses the French
generally use the common Damask for stocks, on which
grafts take readily enough ; but this is a troublesome and
unfit stock, throwing up numerous suckers, and many
Roses live but a very short time on it. Do not imagine
I have any John Bull prejudices about me, or am unwill-

ing to give all due praise to my neighbours. I know
the French have some great merit as regards their horti-

culture—but fair play is a jewel—and, I take it, any im-
partial observer who has considered both sides of the

question, and seen both sides of the Channel, will admit
that the English propagators of plants are not surpassed

by those of France ; and I should not be afraid to reverse

the proportion and say, that in fact the English surpass

the French. I leave it to others to defend our growers of

Heaths, Geraniums, &c.— Tottij, [Our Paris corre-

spondent is a practical man, well acquainted with English
cultivation ; at the same time we are ready to state not
only that we agree with Totty's criticisms of foreign pro-
pagation, but that as far as we have seen anything of
French specimens of grafting, tl.ey did so little credit to

the horticultural skill of our neighbours across the Chan-
nel, that we should be ashamed to acknowledge them as

English workmanship.]
On Growing Orchidaccoiu Plants in coriwwn Stoves,

with a List of Plants best suited for this purpose.—

I

have lately built a small stove 25 feet long by 14 feet wide,
and have purchased oO of the best stove plants for culti-

vation. I now wish to obtain about the same number of

species of Orchidacece suitable to be grown in the same
house with the stove plants. I have read in various works
that it is requisite to have two houses for the successful

cultivation of this tribe, viz., a hot and moist house, and a

hot and dry one ; but have been recently informed that

there is a number of species that will flower equally well

in a stove with the treatment of stove plants. I should
feel obliged by receiving a list of 40 or 50 of those best

suited to be grown in tlie same house with stove plants,

distinguishing such as do best on wood, in baskets, and in

pots—which require most heat and which the least, and
any particulars of interest to a beginner. I also am de-

sirous of knowing the degree of heat required by such

plants ; what should be the average range of heat from 1st

Dec. to 31st March, for the day and also for the night,

from March to June, from June to September, and from
September to December.

—

X, X. A".— [To grow Orchida-

ceous plants in the highest state of perfection several

houses would be requisite ; for example, there should be
a cool house for those which inhabit the high lands of

Mexico and Guatemala ; a warm and moist one for others

which grow in the hot damp valleys of India and other

parts of the tropics ; a third kept warm and dry for con-

taining those which are iu a state of rest ; and a fourth for

plants in flower. But however beautiful and interesting

this tribe may be, few persons would go to this expense ;

and many have succeeded admirably in growing a selec-

tion, as X> X. X. has been informed, mixed with other

stove plants. It is difficult to give directions for the

management of a house of this kind without seeing it,

but the following should be attended to. Keep the Or-
chidaceous plants as much together as possible, either at

This is necessarv, in

order that they may be kept more moist or shaded than

the other plants. If the house fronts the south, shade

will be indispensable during bright sunshine in summer
and autumn. The temperature of it during the dull

months of winter, that is from Nov. to Feb., should not

exceed G0° by night. As the spring advances raise it to

65° and 70°
; and it may be kept at that as loi.g as artificial

heat is necessary. If the sunmier and antumn are warm,
no fire will be required for two or three months. Always
allow the temperature to sink several degrees lower at

night than during the day; if this is don?, and the stove

kept damp enough, the plants will be covered with dew iu

the morning. The following is a list of those most suit-

able, with the information which X, X. X,

one end or along the front shelf-

1

requires.

1. To be groivn in pais and placed near the warmest tnd of
the stove,—Dendrdbium nobile, one of the most lovely yet

known; Oncidium papiilo, an interesting kind, having
flowers like a butterfly ; Perisieria eiata, the beautiful

Dove-flower; Miltonia Candida ; Cattleya labiata, C. Mds-
sice, C. crispa, C. iulermcdia, C Ilarnsoaiee—these tiuwer

in great profusion during summer, and are remarkable for ;'

their great beauty; CymMdium iinense, with diajy-

:

coloured flowers, but very fragrant; Zygopctalum ^Mackaii,

Z. intermedium, Z.crinitum, very showy and sweet-scented;

Br.issia caudata, B. Lanceana, and 13. maculata ; Acan-
thophrppium bfcolor, is easily cultivated, znA produces a

nest of flowers in sjiring ; Gongora atropurpurea likes heat
and moisture, the flowers are striking and curious. 2. To
be grown In pots and placed iu the coolest end of the stove*

— Oncidium Cavendishianum, produces large spikes of
yellow flowers; Cattlcya Skfnneri; Epidendrum Stam-
fordianum, whose flowers hang very gracefully, and the
violet markings of them are delicate and beautiful ; Tri-
chopiiia tdrtilis, with finely-spotted flowers; Catasetum
maculatum ; and Phaius grandifuHus, which should be kept
near the light, and is very thirsty while growing : Maxll-
Mria afomdtica and cruenta, have 'fine yellow flowers highly-
fragrant ; M. tenuifo'Iia, has pretty spotted flowers ; Cyr-
tochiium maculatum, and several varieties of it, are well
worth cultivation. 3. To he suspended in baskets or on
blocks of wood tiear the warmest enrf.—Dendrdbium rucul-
latum and fimbriatum, the former with rose-coloured, the
latter with pretty yellow fringed flowers; Oncidium am-
pliatum, large var. ; O. Lanceanum, one of the best of the
genus, will also do well in a pot; Aerides odoratum, very
sweet; Saccolabium guttatum—both of these want a very-

warm and moist situation, but tlieir beautiful rose and
lilac blossoms will repay any trouble, 4. To be «uf-
pended in haskrfs or blocks of wood near the coolest end
of the .f/ouc.^Lalia autumnalis, L. albida, and L. anceps,
are very ornamental, resembling Cattleyas ; Oncidium
leucochilum, is easily grown, and the delicate white of the
lip contrasts well with the brown markings of the other
parts of the flower ; Odontoglossum grande, whose flowers
arc very large nnd particularly striking; Stanhopeatigrina,
and several other species, send their flowers downwards in
the same direction as the roots, and liave a very curious
appearance. The whole of these plants may be grown in

a common stove such as X. X. X. describes, and would
form a collection of great interest; many of them pro-
ducing flowers of the most lovely description, and scent-
ing the air with the sweetest odours, the flowers of some
benring a great resemblance to animals^— 7?. F,'\

Salvia patens.— I have had a sad destruction among my
Salvia patens this winter, having lost more than two hun-
dred plants that were covered in the same way as thcise of
Mr. Watson's (page 2.54), Others had three inches of
coal cinders over them, one-half of which died also. In
the same bed, and unprotected, the Silvia fuigens and
many of the dwarf Verbenas are alive, and even the scarlet
Geranium lived out here last winter, without any artificial

protection. But Mr. Watson, myself, and probably many
others, have killed our Salvias by over kindness, -owing to
the dampness from the coverlug. If we had acted in the
opposite extreme, and uncovered the crowns of our plants,
turning a flower-pot or a mat over them in frosty weather,
we should have saved them. Had it been a dry autumn
and winter, our covering might have been of some avail

;

but as. we have lost them, it is but justice to your respec-
able correspondents who told us of the hardiness of their
plants, to acknowledge our own fault. After all, there is

nothing gained by leaving such a plant as this in the open
beds, as it will keep in a shed or cellar like a Dahlia roof.—D. Beaton.

Bi-achycome iberidifoHa.—Having seen some mention
made in your two last Chronicles of the Brachycome
iberidifolia, the following account may perhaps be useful
to some of your readers. I had a plant last autumn
which flowered very partially, and came, as I thought, to
a premature decay. I took my chance, however, of scat-
tering what might be seed upon the surface of the mould
in the pot. This was done about the latter end of October ;

the pot remained in my greenhouse all the winter, and
was occasionally watered as the spring advanced ; I have
now above 30 plants which are looking quite healthy. I

have bought at three several shops packets of seed of the
aljove plant, which were sown by me above a month ago, and
there is no appearance of germination yet ; but I do not
intend to be in a hurry in putting them aside.

—

F, D,
llacon's Pear,—For Mr. Rivers, jun.'s information,

and your readers generally, I beg to state that 11aeon's
Incomparable Norfolk Seedling Pear, the "authentirity of
which Mr. R., jun., disputes in the Chronicle of March'lS,
was raised by Mr. Uacon from fue pip of a Pear gathered
ofi" '* Rayner's Seedling," the tree noted in the Chronicle
by Mr. R., jun., as one of oO or GO years old, and now
growing in the yard of a baker of the name of Hall, not
Hiil, at Downhara. The original Haccn's Seedling ianow
growing in Mr. Ilucon's garden, at Downham, and if the
fruits ot the two trees be compared together, it will be
found that although like as to form, the Hacon's Seedling
is superior in flavour. When Mr. Hacon first introduced
the Pear to general notice at the horticultural show at
Norwich, he asked me to give it a name for that exhibition,
prior to sending it, and from the surpassing quality of the
fiuit, which I then tasted, I told him that 1 would carry it

thither under the name of ** Hacon's Incomparable."
W e have to acknowledge receiying maiiygood and beauti-
ful things at the hands of our Gallic neighbours ; bst Mr.
R., jun., is too patriotic, I am sure, to wish that the palm
of merit should be given to any other country for raisin

either fruit or flower, wlien authenticity can determine its

origin in favour of our own.— IV, Mason, Necton Hall.

Ash Coppice.— A short time since a correspondeat

recpiested to know the period when young Ash plaii^s

should be first cut over to prodr-- coppicewood or poW-^ '

It will probably depend L.. upon ' :^ than upon tlie

size of the A^h plants when L.A cat r- Perhaps four

inches ia diameter at the .su.f.ce wuuid be .
.acifintly

ereat to produce polei for ai^v prr'^tabie purpose. If

any of our correspondent? < nuuf .
ui ^itb informau

upon thi.s subject, we shall be obhgam :o them.

lOU
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Newlyj^lanted Gooseberrytrees,^Those pe son. who

have lately made plantations of Gooseberries will find it of

ffreat service this dry season to break some marl small,

E sp eai it ou the surface of the ground round the

bushes, afterwards watering the ground. This will keep it

moist a long while, and prevent it from cracking.-Fact/^,

protecting Potatoes,— I have found that the branches

of Beech-trees afford an excellent protection for early Po-

tatocs just protruding from the open ground, by placing

them over the rows in the evening, and removing them

every morning.

—

Facile,

New Method of supporting Annuals.—Amongst our

most showy hardy annuals and other out-door plants are

several species of such a brittle nature, that during stormy

Tveather many are often irrecoverably broken or torn to

pieces by the wind. Numbers of beds in the flower-garden

are thus rendered, in the height of their beauty, perfectly

unsightly. To prevent this sort of havoc I have seen many

plans resorted to, and often witnessed some that were any-

thing but useful or neat. I will therefore mention a sim-

Ele
mode particularly suited to such kinds as are grown in

eds, and which combines all the advantages necessary to

avoid the disastrous consequences referred to. When

the plants are about three inches high, thinned, and pro-

perly cleaned, I select a number of neat twiggy branches,

uch as dry, fresh pieces of Spruce, &c. These I prepare

about 18 inches long, pointing them at the end so as to re-

iemble pea-sUkei in miniature ; when ready, they are

placed firmly among the plants all over the bed, leaving

them when finished about a foot high, so as to be com-

pletely out of sight when the plants are in flower, always

leaving the stakes of such a height and distance as the

taste or judgment shall deem sufficient for the habits of

the various kinds thus treated. So completely do the

plants grow up and intermingle themselves in all directions

among the branches, and with such security, that no

breeze ever aflectsthem, while the beds exhibit that free-

dom and elegauce of a^ipearance which I have never seen

so effectually accomplished by any other method. Some

may consider these dry branches disagreeable to the sight

in connexion with a flower-garden before the plants rise

to hide them; but when neatly done, the reverse is the

case. It is in this as in other matters : while one person

will perform the work with such materials as will of them-

selves be ornamental without either flowers or foliage,

another will manage it so clumsily, that it would defy the

growth ot a Bramble-bush to hide the awkward deformities

of his handywork. However skilfully plants may be se-

lected as regards their natural beauty, arrangement, or

high keeping, one misplaced stake or ill-tied plant will mar
the effect of the whole.—J,E.

" No Con-Shrivelling of Grapes.—With respect to *'

juror," page 261), I beg to state that 1 hope he never will

have a greater difficulty or ** absurdity" to complain of,

than being desired by an employer to try an experiment,

which, if it did not succeed, could not do any harm. It

mSl be apparent that *' No Conjuror" and 1 agree as to

the cause and the means of prevention of this shrivelling ;

but we differ in this : that while, before these means of

prevention can be adopted, he is content to lose some
and have others deformed, I aim at preserving as many
bunches as will be necessary, and tiiese well formed.

Other matters render it impossible for me now to make a

statement of facts relative to the shrivelling and shanking

of Grapes at an advanced stage; but I may state, in pass-

ing, that if •' No Conjuror" had kept only half the quan-
tity o( bunches on his Frontignan Vine previously to his

renewing the border, in all likelihood he would have found
them free from shanking and shrivelling* If, as he states,

the roots of his Vines descended so perpendicularly through
a mass of blue and yellow clay as to put out no horizon-

tal rootlets, I am not surprised that he could remove the
inert, unappropriated mass, without having recourse to wet
mats, shading, &c. ; though with respect to the propriety
of the period chosen for performing the operation, I en-

tertain stronger doubts than I do relative to the fact that
the person who formed a Vine border out of such mate-
rials coald indeed be " No Conjuror."—J?o6^r^ Fish,
PuUeridge Bury.

To Stop the Bleeding of Vines.— Perhaps some of
your readers are not aware of the means of stopping the
bleeding of a Vine when cut rather late in the season. In
rea^ng Mr. Clement lioare's Treatise some two or three
years ago, I was rather surprised to find him recommend-
ing a hot iron and sealing-wax ; while I have many times
stopped the loss of the sap by the following simple prepa-
ration :—One-fourth of calcined oyster-shells, beaten to
fine powder in a mortar, and three-fourths of cheese,
worked together, until they will form a sort of paste

;

press this mixture into the pores of the wood, either with
the thumb or any other means, it wOl effectually stop the
flow of the sap ; sometimes a repetition may be necessary
if not well forced into the pores. If you should think this
simple means worth noticing in your Chronicle, it may
fecUitate the sometimes difficult method of stopping the
Weeding.— Charles Moor.

Effect ofSulphur on Vegetation,—In previousNumbers
of the Chronicle a mode of destroying ants by sulphur has
been proposed and commented on. It is more probable that
these insects were driven away than killed (for there does
not appear to be evidence of their death) by the formation
ofsulphuretted hydrogen, which I imagine would take place
by the exposure of sulphur in such a position as it was
placed in this instance. These communications of Mr-
Bowers are interesting in connexion with one on the influ-

ence of sulphuretted hydrogen on vegetation, in your Num-
ber of March 19th. Mr. Bowers states that the grass on
^e lawn, around the holes where the sulphur was deposited,
grew much better than in other places : this was probably
owing to the formation of sulphuretted hydrogen. It

would be interesting to know what would be the influence

of applying small portions of the sulphurets, such as those

of potassium or iron, as manures. Some of your corre-

spondents may have an opportunity of trying this^ Now

I am on the subject of sulphur, I may mention that I was

much surprised the other day, on going into the Palm-

house of the Messrs. Loddiges of Hackney, to find a very

perceptible smell of sulphurous acid, and, on inquiry, found

that it proceeded from the sulphur vivum and quicklime

which is spread over the flues for the purpose of destroy-

ing the red-spider. I had always supposed that a very

small quantity of sulphurous acid gas would destroy life,

and on turning to Dr. ^ndley's Introduction tp Botany,

page 385, 1 find it stated that '* Drs. Turner and Christison

found so small a quantity as ^s^hn! ^^ sulphurous acid gas,

a proportion sp minute as to be imperceptible to the smell,

sufficient to destroy the life of leaves in forty-eight

hours." Yet although the quantity was so great at

Loddiges' as to bq. very perceptible to the smell, and to

destroy the spider, I was assured that the plants were not

injured by such treatment. Whether plants in closed

cases, as those of Drs. Turner and Christison. were or are

more obnoxious to the inriuence of deleterious gases than

plants more exposed, is a matter for inquiry. If so, plants

kept in Ward's cases ought to be carefully removed from the

influence of such agents. At the last meeting of the

British Association at Plymouth, Mr. Ball of Dublin

brought forward a curious instance of the destruction of

plants in a small house on Mr. Ward's plan, by placing

in it a basin containing the decomposing head of a porpoise.

In the course of six hours there was not a plant that had

not lost its leaves or fronds.

—

E. L,

New Grafting Waa^.— I have been in the habit of

using about equal quantities of bees'-wax and common
tallow as a mixture for grafting, in lieu of the dirty me-

thod of claying the graft with the stock. The mixture

must, of course, be used warm, and laid on with a small

painting-brush ; and it may be kept hot in the same man-

ner that cabinet-makers adopt to keep their glue hot.

The method is not only ten times quicker than the old

custom of using clay, but as much cleaner, since the ope-

ration may be done by a lady without inconvenience. It

effectually keeps out all wet, winds, &c., and prevents the

loss of any sap, as it closes up all ingress and egress of

either, thereby rendering the operation more certain. The

ends of the stock and graft may also be touched with the

cement, to prevent the loss of sap.— Charles Moor.

DanieWs Manure.—In a report of a communication of

mine to the Ashmolean Society respecting Daniell's patent

manure, copied in the Gardeners* Chronicle from the

" AthenECum," it is stated, on the authority of the inventor,

that the manure in question consists of carbonate of

ammonia, sawdust, and bituminous matter. It should,

however, have been added, to avoid misapprehension on

the part of the public, that I mentioned at the time my
own inability to discover any but the merest trace of

ammonia in the sample I received from the patentees ; a

fact entirely in accordance with what has been lately com-
municated to me, with respect to its composition, by these

gentlemen. It is very possible, indeed, that although the

manure contains no ammonia, it may nevertheless absorb

some from the atmosphere ; but it will be time enough to

inquire as to the principle on which it operates, when a

greater number of observations have been made with respect

to its efficacy, and the kind of soils to which it is beneficial.

At present the evidence to this effect is highly encourag-

ing, so far as it goes, resting, as it does, on the respect-

able authority of Mr. Webb Hall; but it is to be hoped
that before another season has elapsed, we shall obtain

the results of experiments made by a number of individuals

on every variety of soil, and with crops of all descriptions,

so as to remove all suspicion on the subject, and to pave
the way to some more clear understanding of the kind of

influence it exerts.

—

Charles Daubenyj Botanic Garden,
Oxford.
Guano^ In reply to the inquiries hj *' E. F. L.'' about

guano, I can state that a top-dressing of 3 to 4cwt, to

the statute acre, mixed with three to four bushels of wood-
ashes or charcoal, will be focind enough to give a splendid

crop of grass ; 2 cwt. for Wheat, Oats, or grain of any de-

scription, and 4cwt. for Turnips. If wood-ashes or charcoal

cannot be had, the guano may be used alone ; but it should
be on a damp or moist day, so as to have it washed quickly

into the soil.— W. [If so large a quantity as 4 cwt, is

really necessary per acre, this substance will be much too

dear to be employed by farmers.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

i4pn7 29,—Mr. Edward Solly grave his first Lecture on Horticul-
tural dienaistry. After briefly alluding to the formation of a
Chemical Committee at the instance of his Grace the Duke of
Devonshire, by whose munificent subscription of 50/. annualljc,
and the contributions of other Fellows 6f the Society, the expense
of the chemical investigations is defrayed, Mr. Solly proceeded to
state, that in order to render the succeeding lectures intelligible,
it would be necessary for him to call the attention of his hearers
in the first place to certain elementary facts, upon which every-
thing else depends. The object of Chemistry was to study the
nature and the composition of substances, and to investigate the
processes of nature, with the laws which regulate them. Of this
important union, no part is more interesting than the philosophy
of vegetation, to say nothing of the great importance of it. Che-
mistry being purely an experimental science, nothiDg can ever
be taken for granted ; all progress moat necessarily be step by
step, and the results of experience are its only solid foundations.
Theories, however, are of great use

J because, when many cer-
tain facts are collected together, a theory or plausible explana-
tion assists m suggesting new experiments, and in eliciting the
truth. "He then proceeded to observe, that inferences may
be drawn from chemical experiments which may indicate mure
than they show at first sight, as la proved by the processes of
testing and analysis, when the presence of a substance
is known, not hy separating it from all others, but in con-
sequence of some marked peculiarity of one of its compounds,
Mr, Solly then proceeded to Ulostrate e;tperiment«liy the two

great classes of changes called combination and decomposi-
tion; to point out what kinds of substances combine, and in
what manner this is effected ; to show the effect of heat upon
what is termed affinity in chemistry; and to demonstrate the
total difference between combination and mere mixture. The
wide distinction between compound bodies and their components-
the variable character of chemical affinity; how very strong itig
between some bodies, and feeble between others ; in what way
this affinity is affected by mechanical division ; the mobility of
particles; and the efiects of light— were the next topics to
which attention was invited. With regard to decomposition
it was shown to be the reverse of combination : two kinds were
pointed out ; the one, where attraction between the elements of a
body is weakened or destroyed jjhe other, where a new substance
having a strong affinity for on^f the elements ofsome other subl
stance, acts upon that element, and separates it from what it was
before combined with. The lecture was illustrated throughout
by admirably-conducted experiments. The subject of the next
lecture will be "the proof that all plants are composed of the
elements called oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon."

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
April 20.—The Marquis of Downshire, K.P., in the chair. Nine

gentlemen were elected members.
Annual Country Meeting of 1813. —B. Borough, Esq., ad-

dressed to the council, through Sir O.Mosley, Bart., a coramimi-
cation, placing at their disposal the whole of his landed property
in the vicinity of the railway station and canals in Derby, for the
purposes of the meeting of next year, should the council decide

on selecting that place for the occasion.—Thanks were voted to

Mr. Borough for this liberal offer.—W. Adams, jun., Esq., trans-

mitted the following communication :—"Having seen a description

of a Dibbling Wheel for Mangel-wurzel, by W. Miles, Esq., M.P.,
which consists of only one wheel, I send you a drawing of a ma-
chine which we have used for 7 years with the greatest success.

The only difference between it and Mr. Miles's consists in our using

two wheels, which are placed on an axle at any distance apart un-
der 34 in. Now, if only one wheel is used, and the handles are

fixed like a barrow, the man who uses it must of course follow

the machine, and walk on the ridge, or else by the side of the

wheel. Ours having two wheels working upon two ridges (2;

inches apart), the man walks in the furrow between them, and
with a little practice can use two wheels as easily as one, and
work two ridges at the same time,"—The drawing which accom-
panies this description, represents the machine as having the ap-

pearance of a detached pair of gig-shafts, wheels, and axle: the

shafts being strengthened in the middle by two iron transverse

braces of a curved form placed between them, and scaured to the

inner side of each, the height of each beuig 3 ft, 6 in., with a flat

rim (3J in. broad), on which the pointed dibs (of a sugar-loaf or

mushroom shape, 2 in. long by 1^ in. wide at the base) maybe
set at distances of HjI, 16^, or I8i in. apart, as desired.

Sir F. A. Mackenzie, Bart., addressed a communication
having reference to the improvements to be effected in aghcul-

ture, through the medium of prizes, and the encouragement
of societies founded expressly for such objects; entering at

grekt length into a discussion of the best mode of promoting

these improvements. Sir F. Mackenzie makes the following ob-

servations on the subject of the little manual of " Cottage Eco-

nomy and Cookery," which Mr. Burke has drawn up and pre-

sented to the Journal Committee; the importance and utility

which different subjects hold as objects for encouragement by

the offer of prizes; and the advantage of a standard code of agri-

cultural improvement :—
I. Foodfor Labourers,^" Mr. Buike's proposal of a cheap pub-

lication, giving directions to our labouring classes for nutritiom

and economical food, is excellent, and much required in Eng-

lan<^, where beerj white bread, butter, and tea commonly consti-

tute their food, but are neitlier nutritious nor economical. Our

funds cannot be devoted to a more useful purpose than in sug-

gesting comforts to our lower classes. Both the French and

Scotch excel the English in the nourishing qualities of theu: food,

and also in its economy; especially the Scotch, whose diet con-

sists of oatmeal, milk, potatoes, and barley, used as a soup or

broth. Nothing can be more invigorating than oatraeal as por-

ridge, or baked into cakes ; and barley boiled in the Scotch mode,

that is, for four or five hours at least, is decidedly healthy and nou-

rishing. I do not give preference to 6ur Scotch diet on my own
authority; it speaks for itself to every one who will visit the

well-fed districts of Aberdeen, Moray, Forfar, Ayr, &c., in the

strong-limbed, broad-shouldered population of the Highlands of

Scotland. The Scotch fare is oatmeal porridge for breakfast, po-

tatoes and oat-cake for dinner, and oatmeal gruel or barley-broth

for supper: lard, onions, and pepper, with vegetables, being

added, by such as can afford them, to the broth ; and milk, treacle,

or coarse sugar to their porridge ; but such luxury is not com-

mon, or at all deemed necessary. No expense, in the greater

part of Northumberland, or in any part of Scotland, is incurred

by the use of beer amongst labourers; water alone quenches

their thirst, even when engaged in the toils of harvest or hay-

work; and our society would do well to recommend that English

farmers should give the value of the beer as an allowaiKC ui

money to their servants, who would soon learn that it conld be

better laid out, and more profitably spent in procuring little com-

forts to themselves or their families,"
II. Subjects for Prizes.^!. Grain. "I would place a new,

earlier, more prolific kind of grain, capable of being S^'^'f^
?^

inferior soils, as of first importance; since, on grain depends tne

lives of nine-tenths of our immense population; and one bushel

of increased produce in grain over every arable acre in Eritam,

would add 1,200,000 quarters annually to the present average

crops.—2. Roots, &c. The second place should be assigned tn

new and superior roots, grasses, or any kind of vegetable fooa.

—3. Implements. Superior ploughs, a perfect dibbler, or any otner

implement capable of performing the various operations ^^^^
'

sary for tillage, best, and at least expense, should decidedly stana

third, for their benefits would be speedUy felt all over the co^"^!^^;

—4. Manures, 8:c. Discoveries of new, valuable, and c*^'^^^*^^^]

manures ; the destruction of the wireworm, turnip- fly,
^"Jf^'hpct

remedies for the many other evils which afflict even the oest.

agriculturists, should come next." ^ •
>. t

n

III. Code of Agricultural Improveynent.-" What I ^^'^^a w
see, is, a book on agriculture in all its branches, selected irom

all that is best, and published under the sanction of a
P^'^^JJx^

committee ; with new editions every second or third yfi^»
ixA

ting what becomes obsolete, and adding all that is new ^nf ^^^l:^'

Every man possessing twenty acres of land would read ^r^' .^
profit by it. One visit to a scientific model and espenmeu^^

farm, such as I have more than once suggested, woma '^

visitor more good th^n a winter spent m studying aU the e.» ,

and pamphlets ever published." ^ . ,itiiral
On the report of the Duke of Richmond, the A^cuum

Society of Newfoundland was elected a corresponding bocietj.

The Cardiff Farmers' Club having called attention to the <l.»^^^"^g_

of lecturers being sent out to convey correct information ^^ ,
^j

tailed andfamUiar mode on chemistry, botany, geology, ana u

branches of agricultural science, to the different Farmersj-^

established throughout the country, the Council fi»ia;l>
f^^J

"That they highly approve of the establishment of
J^"

Clubs, but cannot entertain the suggestion of sendmg ^"^ P^'p.^v

to deUver lectures."-J. M. Norman, Esq., of Slaugham ^a
,

Sussex. caUed attention to the application of phosphate oi -•

nesia as a manure for Potatoes.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY the
A^l 26.-The first Exhibition for this year was heia ^

^^^^
Crown and Anchor Tavern, when the f«llf>^^s: P"2^\^^»g
awarded. Amateurs.— For the best pair of Auncuias, "

^^^4
Britannia, Page's Champion, 1st prize to Mr. Burr«P; ^_
best ditto, Grime's Privateer, Page's Champion, to ^li--

^
grard; for the best grey-edged ditto, Ohvcr's l.ov^ An,

^^
Mr. lidgard. Pbofsssionai. FLOBiSr^.-For «»« ^jiTrize
Auricnlas, Oliver's Lovely AhHi Fletcher's Mary Ann, *« *-
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arc some intereating notir^.. ^ '-hh > time May
be laid before oar r^dert. M. Boiaakr i« travellinf
in Greece and Tarkcy. A work on «iM .^, ^ ^
Perm i« announced by ^^^ W . Mooker. Dr. Lindlcy'a
v'^,.— ^.^ri^^^^^^^^.^

1^ irnMplal ind In iht l«>th Nom^ r.

At Ikrlin, Dr. KI S \% t " \\n% a ffmerai Mono-
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aoMfc^tuog oontrihtttioflMiMf T ^ Indian and Anatralinn
species. The fame divtinfviahed ^ninni^t has i^j^K. rtainad
beyond all donbt that Truf-^ tnay be rultivatf d aa well
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•nd take his breakfast and dinner in the "eighbounng

woods. I can see the squirrel here just now, living en-

tirely on the seeJi of ti.e cones of the spruce firs
;

I can

see him in the very trees which contain nests of ringdoves

trrush's cbaffinclL. and blackbirds. Still the owners of

these nests betray no fears on h:s approach ;
and he hiin-

wlf shows no iuclination for raw eg^s, young or old birds,

whereon to make a meal- Charles Waterton, Walton

Hall, June 3, 1839."

Vanilla.—^^Q understand that M. ^euman^, the gar-

dener who has the management of the hothouses at the

Garden of Plants, has succeeded in obtaining a crop of

Tani:b. His plant is reported to have produced 107 ripe

fruits, the pulp of which was of exquisite flavour and per-

fume. The plant itself is said to have suffered, but whe-

ther or not from overbearing is not ascertained.

New Ribes.—V^e have just received from Mr. Lowe of

Clapton a specimen of a new hybrid Ribes, which is likely

to prove a valuable addition to our collection ofhardy shrubs.

It was raised by Mr. Beaton from seeds of Ribes sangui-

neum, fertilised with the pollen of K. aiireura, and par-

takes equally of the properties of both parents ;
the flowers

being of a reddish yellow colour, more slender than those

of R. sanguiueum, while the leaves bear a strong resem-

blance to"* those of R. adreura. In its mode of growth,

however, it widely differs from both, being of a much

more erect and graceful habit ; bearing its flowers with

that profusion which is so beautifully characteristic of R.

ganguineum,
Bokhara or Candahar Clover.—K spenmen

plant (Melilotus leucanthu) was exhibited last August at a

meeting of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, by Mr.

Stickney, who states " that, if allowed to flower, it becomes

biennial ; and that a single plant, in rich soil, kept clear

of weeds, will cover a circle of two yards in diameter, and

attain the height of fifteen feet. It dies down in the

autumn,
crown. H
ittagreenor in a dried slate. It may perhaps prove

nseful in alternate husbandry ; as it produces a great

weight of herbage, and has at the second cutting in Sep-

tember attained the height of two feet. In its native

country its bark is used instead of hemp." It is otir opinion,

however, that this, like all other Melilots, is coarse, and

only fit to be cultivated where better plants cannot be

obtained.

It forms an octavo volume of 710 pages, has a

index, and treats on the following subjects :—Commen-

dng with soils, the author describes their nature and

formation, composition, and classification ;
points out the

1 The Frontignans should be used first, because in hot weather
^ these sooner shrivel than the Hamburgh or the Muscadine; lo

manner in which their qualities are indicated by their

spotaneous productions, and the ^^.^^ns of incr^e^a^sni^g^th^^^

productive powers

organic, inorganic and

Manures he divides into three classes,

mixed ; but without entering into

of this

E neignc oj niiecji icct. xi. uiua uu^n »i» •"«-

and in the spring shoots out again from the

Horses and all kinds of cattle eat it freely, either

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
BoOa-ton'j Nur^.rtf, Tooting.—In the Orchidaceous house \vc

observed in flower CatUeya Missise. Maxilldria variabilis and

Dcypei, l>cndr(>bium secunrtuni. D. pnlchellum, and Vanria cris-

tata. The latter was exhibited at the Horticultural Society's

Trtoms two months since, and is valuable for the length of time it

^11 continue in Woora. Also Oiicidium Phelpsianum, the flowers

of which axe brighter and of a deeper colour than those of Onci-

dium aitlssimum ; Dendrt^blum csemlcscens, which has been

flowering at Intervals for the last four months, and very much
resembles D. n6Mlc ; Camarotis purpurea, of a delicate Ulac and

purple colour ; Acanthophippium sylhetense ; Calanthe btcolor.

from Jftoan. said to be hardy, whose flowers are brown, with a

whitish lip; and an entirely new species from the Straits of Ma-

lacca, with much the habit of a Dendrobium-the perianth is

white, column yellow, and the labeilum marked with three

browai-.h stripes: many of tlie plants arc ^'rowing upon cork,

which has a much neater appearance than binrks of wood. In this

house arc a fine plant of Combretum macrophylhim, covered with

its briffht crimson heads of flowers, and the singular Ceropegia

•tapeliwformis. In the stove is a new species of Amaryllis,

called A- Sweetii, having been raised from seed by the Rev. Dr.

Sweet, of Bristol : it rather approaches to A. formosfssima, but

the flowers are darker, and not in the least banded or striped.

Here also is the orijsrinal plant of ^schynanthus maculatus,

loaded with a profusion of its scarlet blossoms. Amongst the

Heaths are Erica dilecta, much resembling mundula5 E. fragrans.

flmbriata, pinea purpurea, and a newly-introduced one called fasti-

giatalutescens; the flowers are greenish yellow, and the habit

very compact. At the back of one of the houses are some TrlU

linms. Cypripediums, and other American roots, planted in a

border of peat, and covered with sphagnum, where they are

found to succeed remarkably well. In the pits are some fine bulbs

of Lnium speciosura, in pots, just commencing to make vigorous

growth. A large plant of Glycine sinensis is enlivening the show-
house with its beautiful festoons of flowers, extending the whole
length of the back wall, and over a part of the roof. Here we
noticed two excellent seedling Rhododendrons, one a delicate

pinky lilac, with yellow spots in the throat ; the other a variety of

Smithii. but much more deeply marked. Another seedling, named
B.Albertus. raised between catawbienseand cinnamomeum, was
nearly out of flower ; this is a light blush, with fine dark spots.

All three are perfectly hardy. Among the Azaleas was a semi-
double one, of a bright rose colour, and perfectly distinct from
any of the other doable varieties. A curious Nem6phila, with
flowers nearly black and edged with white, and a cruciferous
idant, with sweet-scented delicate lilac blossoms and dentated
leaves, are amongst the other novelties now in bloom. Out of
doors, Magndlia Norburti, a variety between consplcua and ptir-

p6rea, and B^rberis dulcis, which proves to be quite hardy, are
flowerinff profusely,— R. A,, April 25.

Bodmin, Cornwall.—This is, I believe, generally considered one
of our mildest counties, and snch, in winter, it very likely is j

but I much doubt whether our summers are so hot. or our
springs much earlier than in the vicinity of London. With regard
to the latter, I will just name the state of forwardness of some
flowers and fruit-blossom at this present time, April 20th, which
sifty be compared with what it is olsewiiere. We have had a
week or ten tiays of very cold E. and N.E. wind?, with hoar-frost
by nighta ; but to-day it has been very warm, and the wind,
though strong part of the day, a little more to the S.E. As re-

gards vegetation, however, the Whitethorn is in leaf ; Vines are
fifrostilW in the open air : Elder flowers arc appearing, with
flower buds smaller than Peas. A Wistaria against my house,
sonth aspect, is showing its beautiful lavender- coloured flowers.

Some connnon monthly Hoses, in the same situation, are in

ib3werjand!arge flower-buds are appearing on LaMarqne. Plams,
Chines, and Pears are In full bloom, while Apple blossom is

jastAppearii^e:. A flower of Keen's Seedling is to be seen here and

tUoi-e, but etfmmon Hedge- Strawberries are fully out. Gooseber-

ries and Cttjfents are also in blossom, and a few Anemones are
^ t<j;bemetwith fnthe woods.— a. )3. 7. -4jt>rj7 20.

any relation of their chemical mode of action, he enumerates

tlieir different natures and properties, and their manner of

application. To his description of the implements of the

farm. Mr. Sproulehas added figures of those most approved

for preparatory tillage, as well as for sowing, thrashing

and preparing grain. With his account of the bui dings

of the farm are plans of farmeries and the different uses

for which they are hest adapted, with the most convenient

method in which the whole maybe arranged. He then

proceeds to point out the principles to be observed m
enclosing land, and the manner in which fences should be

constructed; with the list of operations preparatory to

tilla-e, such as draining, fallowing, &c., which are too often

ne-lected. One chapter is devoted to the structure of

pla^'nts, in which the author traces the functions of the ele-

mentary organs, coocluding it with a few general observa-

tions on the manner in which plants are nourished, how

far they are dependent on the atmosphere for food, and to

what the cause of the ascent of sap should be attributed.

Having treated of the vegetable structure, and the pheno-

mena of its growth, maturation, and decay, he next pro-

ceeds to consider the order in which a succession of crops

may be obtained, to enable the cultivator to derive the

greatest amount of produce from his land. The five suc-

ceeding chapters treat upon the cultivation of those

plants which may be said to belong particularly to the far-

mer The first is devoted to the Cereal grasses, the se-

cond to those plants which are cultivated for their roots

and leaves, with a table showing the proportionate nutri-

tive products of the various plants described in this sec-

tion of the work, namely—the Potato, Swedish Turmp,

Common Turnip, Beet, Carrot, Parsnep, and Cabbage.

The remaining chapters refer to the culture of Leguminous

plants, to such as are grown for the sake of their fibres,

and to the culture of Forage and Herbage plants, in which

those are mentioned which are mostlikely to be beneficial

to the farmer. Nearly one-half of the work relates to the

management of Grass lands and live stock; the internal

structure of animals is described, with observations on

the improvement of breeds, and the manner of rearing

and feeding them. The species and varieties, anatomy

and diseases of each particular race, arc separately treated

of, and the chief veterinary operations whichit is incum-

bent upon every farmer to be acquainted with. The vo-

lume concludes with the amount of capital required in

farming, and the average expenses and produce of a farm.

We regard the work as a useful contribution to a farmer's

library.

The Encyclopa!d\a Bnlannka. 7th Edition. Black.

21 vols. 4to.

Wk cannot do otherwise than notice the completion^ of

this very important work, which is beyond all question

the most valuable collection yet formed in English of

treatises on science and literature. The names of Arago,

Herschell, Napier, Playfair, Mackintosh, Dugald Stewart,

Barrow, Brewster, Walter Scott, Leslie, Hazlitt, Wilson,

and a host of others, each occupying the highest station

in his own department of knowledge, indicate the class of

writers whose services have been secured by the Publishers

of the Encyclopaedia Britanaica ; and a most copious

Index, just issued, itself forming a 4to volume of 1G2

pages of very closely-printed matter, serves to show the

great diversity of subjects to which those eminent men
have addressed themsehes. By means of this Index the

Encyclopsedia Britannica now contains all the advantages

of an alphabetical arrangement, and of special treatises, to

each of which, by themselves, there are objections. Among
the contributions to those subjects which properly concern

the Gai^eners* Chronidey we remark dissertations on

Agriculture, by Cleghorn ; Vegetable Aiiaiomy, by Ellis ;

Animal Kingdom, by Wilson ; Ant and Apiary, by Roget

;

Geolofry, by Phillips ; Physical Geography^ by Traill

;

Planting, by Loudon ; Poison^ by Christison ; Vegetable

Phymlogy^ by Ellis and Balfour ; Ventilation, by Reid.

1

JiUfaiefos.

By John Sproule.

8vo.
hlQ^H^iOealise on Agriculture.

Dublin ; Curry.

This is a compilation from a variety of writings on sub-

jects more or less intimately connected with agriculture.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing week.

So long- as the hot and excessively drying weather continues,

newly-planted trees which are of much value, and especially ever-

greens, imperatively require the assistanee of some of the protec-

tive means mentioned at p. 208. Removed wall- trees which were
only scantily furnished with roots, and are now either dormant

or pushing weakly in consequence, should be screened from the

sun in the hottest part of the day by hanging mats before them

;

they should also be freely washed by the garden engine every

morning and evening. By a little extra labour in this way, the

life of many a fine tree might be saved.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Depnrlment,

PivKRY.—Small Pine-plants make considerably greater pro-
gress when planted out on beds of soil, or a hotbed of bark or
leaves, than when their roots are confined in pots. Those, there-

fore, who desire to hasten the growth of their youngest plants,

and have the necessary convenience, may find it advantageous to
adopt this plan. To maintain a lasting warmth, a large body of
fermenting material will be required, of which the upper portion
onght to be partly exhausted, as a preventive of violent heat.
The bed should be kept w^ell up to the glass, and covered with
Sin. or 9in. of soil, which will be deep enough for small plants
such as are here alluded to. In putting them out, let them have
plenty of room, as they will not be again removed till potted in
autimin. Fruiting plants that are just showing are somrtimes
planted out in the same way, when they swell their fruit to a
larger size than they would have done in pots. Such as aie not
yet re-established should be shaded in hot sunshine.
ViN'KRY.—Grapes that arc ripe will not require fires at night

v.hile the weather is dry, but when rain comes it will be advisable

to resume them so far as is necessary for the prevention of damp.

prevent this, the Vines may be partially shaded by a doubled net
after the fruit is quite ripe. Shut up the later houses soon in the

'

afternoon, and very little fire will be required except in cold

nights. Look vigilantly after red-spider during this weather.

Pkach-housk.—Expose the ripe fruit freely to the sun and air,

by drawing down the lower range of lights (which ought to be
made moveable in Peach-houses) every fine bright day. Some
method should also be adopted to prevent the fruit which fall

off from being bruised. Nets slung by numerous ties to the

trellis upon which the trees are trained, is perhaps the most
efficient plan. Use the gardenengine daily in allthesuccessional

houses, and shut them up w^arm, except where the fruit is stoning.

These will only require fires in cold nights.

CnKRRv-uousE.— Give all the air possible to ripe and ripening

fruit. ¥se no more water than is needed, and keep the atmo-

sphere of the house dry. The trees in the second house, the fruit

of which will now be swelling rapidly, must have a liberal supply

of water both at root and top.

Fio-HOusB,— If the fruit in this house has reached the critical

stage alluded to at p. 224, a uniform system of management

must be carefully followed, as at that period of its growth im-

proper excitement or a sudden check would be alike fatal to the

crop Keep the borders moderately moist, and do not give a

ffreat quantity of water at one time; that which is given should

not be cold and hard. Be more moderate also In syringing; in

fact excess in every way must be cautiously avoided,

STKAWBi:itniKS in pots require plenty of water in hot and dry

weather, such as we have lately had; they ought to be looked

over morning and evening. „
. ,^ ^

Cucumbers and Mklons.—Bright and w^arm weather at tlug

season does not make linings unnecessary; on the contrary, a

moderate bottom licat ought to be kept up in expectation of a

sudden change to cold and dulness, by whieh the productiveness

of the plants would be materially diminished if there was no

bottom heat in the beds. Cucumber plants in bearing require a

liberal supply of water in sunny weather; they should likewise

be sprinkled overhead in the afternoon when the air is finally

taken off. In sprinkling Melon-plants, avoid wetting the base of

the stems ; too much moisture at that part invariably causes

canker in the more tender sorts. Nets, or leafy branches, laid

thinly over the lights in hot days, would be beneficial to the plants.

Cetery.—Continue to prick out on dung as the plants become

large enough ; they must also be well supplied with water. Thin

out and water regularly all young vegetables that are growmg

in frames.
^ .,.,,. 1 r i ...

Kidxev-Beans.—Sow m pots, or thicklym boxes, for planting

out in case of failure of the first sowing in the open ground.
'

Out door Department,

Young vegetables of all kinds must be regularly watered during

the continuance of the drought. After watering transplanted

crops such as Cauliflowers or Cabbages, draw a litUe mould

round the stems. This wiU prevent the quick evaporation of the

moisture, and one watering wiU be as serviceable as two without

that precaution, , „ ,^^ t

Asparagus.—All the shoots, both large and small, ought to be

cut off for a time ; if the w^eak shoots are permitted to run up too

early, many of the backward buds on the roots will not break,

and its season will consequently be shortened.

Borecole.—Sow another bed, for a late spring supply j
like-

wise a small quantity of Brussels Sprouts. Clear away the old

stalks as they run to flower.
., - •

t

Broccoli.—Take advantage of the first ram to sow the pruicipal

crop of late sorts. As the heads come into use they should be

shaded from the sun, by turning some of the leaves over them;

or a part of the best might be taken up and laid m a cool shed.

CARnooNS.—Sow another row or two. ,-,,,
Endive is in some families required early ; where such is the

case a Uttle seed may be sown now, but the plants will be very

likely to run before winter,

Kiitney-Beans.—Putin some Scarlet Jlunners. If these are

sown in rich soil, their produce will be much more abundant, ana

less ground will'be needed. A small white Runner, from HolLand,

the seeds of which are edible, will be found exceedingly useful m
large families, as it makes a good winter dish.

Leeks.-Sow a small bed for a late supply.

Pkas.-Sow a succession. The Milford Marrow, and \\ood-

ford's Marrow, sown now, will be ready for table in 12 or u
weeks ; Knight's Dwarf Marrow requires a fortnight longer.

Spinach should always be sown between the rows of Peas; or

if that quantity does not give a sufficient supply, sow between

the rows of Beans as well. „ , . , ^a on^
SEA-KALE.-Take away the covering as the Kale is ilsed, ana

dig between the stools. „ ^c fn
TiTRNips.^-Thin the young plants before they get so- large as 10

crowd each other. ., . ^ ^^r.-no-
OrcAarrf.-Strawberrj- plants are now putting up their flowering

stems, and will require watering, in dry soils espema^^y- .,7'.^

them a thorough soaking, for a slight sprinkling will be of littie

service. Continue the regular disbudding of "^all-trees. 1

aphides are found, moisten the young shoots, and then ^"st uiei"

with snuff. Grafted trees would be benefited by occasional

sprinklings with the garden engine. „„x.t,v
[I.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.
_ , * 1 ^ /.are

Stove. -Very little fire-heat wiU now be required ;
take cat^

that the fires are put out. and the flues or pipes cooled in i"

morning, when the day is likely to be warm ;
give air treeiy- "

shut UD early in the afternoon. Strohg-growmg plants .;w"^
.

apt to injure the weaker kinds, if not kept under by training ana

pruning. Top the shoots of Euphrirbia jacquiniflora, to mf^^

them bushy, and put in cuttings of it ; they wUl flower beautifully

next winter. , „ kn,-/Tprs

Greevhousb and CoNSERVATORY.-The ConservatoiybonieT^

should be well watered about once a week,
^"^^fP^"?*^"^i^^„<^^^^^^

syringing of the plants. In the Greenhouse, likewise, consiai

attention must be paid to watering ; most of the plauts req^u &

a liberal supply now. The necessity for these frequent
^^^^""^f

may be obviated by fixing a screen of thin canvass upon rne

of the house, to work on rollers, so that it might be
^^f^^^J^^

down in very hot sunshine. Besides the saving of l^oour, sue
^^

screen would he of great service to delicate plants j
it n^^^"'

g

be used with advantage in prolonging the bloom ^^^^^f^^^^ by
Calceolarias, &c. Let the best plants have

,

plenty ^\^^^^'J^
removing those of less consequence to some place ot J^^P^ ^^/g

shelter. When there is no danger of frost, some ot tne b

may be left open all night. Be vigUant in keeping down

.
green fly.

,
., ^11 giants

Pits A>n> Frames.—Whenever the weather Permits, an
1

^

intended for bedsinthe flower-garden should be ^^^R^
;f .f in

night and day. Many things will now bear the OP^^.^J' " ather
a sheltered place. Upon the recurrence of lavouraoie v>^

^^^
for planting, annuals in pots or frames should be P«t «u^

mean time, keep the plants thin, and regularly waterea- ^_
Cockscombs. Balsams. Globe Amaranths, and other teiui

nuals, for decorating the houses late in summer.
Out-door Department. r«„„„^is &c.,

WhUe the drought continues, the planting out of a"nuai''^t
to

cannot be done with advantage, but every P^^Kf^^^^^^H^ men-
be made. Persevere in eradicating the unsightly weeus

tinned at p. 240. Tf one Dandelion is suffered to snf« "*
j^ook

plants enough to stock half the lawn will be its Pr^^"^^* ^.^1, or

over Rose-trees now and then, and suffer no sucKers i

^^^^
grubs to disfigure them. Grass-seeds may be sown

^J J*^^^^ be
and the first rains will bring them up. ^^^^"-f Xnnld be put
generally necessary, but where the grass is weak it snoui

off as long as practicable.
. ^^^cttmt

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMEN l. ^^ ^
Nt asERY.-Grafted trees of valuable sorts might "^ ^^^^ „„.

to keep them cool, leaving only an inch or two 01 mc b

Sow
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covered j a watering now and then will assist them. Look over
budded stocks, and rub off all robbers. Iransplanted seediings
of choice things should be regularly watered.
FoRK?T AND Coppice "Woods.—Persevere in felling and peeling

Oak timber and coppice, and take advantage of the fine weather
to dry and house the bark.—J. B. Whiting, The Deepdcne,

fF'SthI

State of the Weather near Loiidou for the Week ending April 28,
1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

I
Barumetkk.

April
Fxiday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday's;
Thursiiay 28

Average

£2
23
24
25
23

Thfrmoweter.
Mas:.
S9, 99

1

29.901

30.028
30.05-^

29. 9<*0

30.050

29. 995

Min.
S9.899
£9.878

29.946
30.018
29.959
29.941

29.937

Mr It. Min.
66 36
35 37
75 37
73 48m 39
63 31
72 35

70.0 367

Mean.
51.0
56.0
66.0
57.5

52.5
47.0

_63.5

53^3

Wind, i Rain.

N.E.
N.W-.
.S.K.

£.
E.

S.K.

.01

.OL

April 22. Foggy; dry haze; clear and fine.
23. Very fine; clear at night.
24. Very fine; thunder-storm in afternoon, with partial showers

of rain; at some places in the neighbourhood of London very
heavy, with hail so large as to break glass.

25. Light dry haze ; very fine; clear.
26. Very fine; clear and dry with brisk wind.
27. Fine; air exceedingly dry ; clear at night, with slight frost.
28- Light haze ; hot and diy ; clear and fine.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during tl^e last 16 years, for
the ensuing \Veek ending May 7, 1342.

May.

8un. T
Mun. 2
Tuea. 3
Wed. 4
Thura. 5
Fri. 6
Sat, 7

A ver. Aver. Afean
Temp

1 No. of

Highest
Temp.

63.7

Lowest
Temp.

1 ears in
which it

Rained.

41.8 52.8 7
6.1.0 44.3

1

54.7
62 8 42.5 52-7 7
65.2 43.4 5J.3
63.8 43.7 53.7 10
64.3 41.4 5S.9 6

1

65.7 4S.6 64.1
1

1

1

9

GreatPi-t
quantity
of Rain.

0.51 Id,

0.72
0.30
0.70
0.50
0.23
0.45

PrevailiD^ Winds.

1

1

\

2
3

I

is

1
2
3

3

l\

5

2
3
a
3
1

2
2

2

]

2
2
]

"5

4
4
5

5
2
3

I

0»

3
3
4
1

S
4
S

I

2

S

1

1

1

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 6th, 1830—thermometer 81°; and the lowest on the 6th, 1831—thermometer 28°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending April 29, 1842.

The late fine weather has increased the supply of almost all
kinds of vegetables ; hothouse fruit is also more plentiful and of
a superior quality. Trade, on the whole, has been much brisker
than durmg the preceding week. Fruit: The price of Pines is
lower than in our last Report, from Ss. to 12*. per lb. Forced
Grapes are not scarce ; many excellent samples of Hamburgh are
offered, and a few Muscats, at from 6s. to 15s. per lb. Peaches
and Nectarines are not plentiful, they fetch from \^s, to 305. per
doz. ; and the few Cherries to be met with are sold at 305. per lb.
Pears are rather scarce, and fetch from 35. to 95. per doz. The
supply of Apples has been very good; the prices both of dessert
and liitchen kinds are the same as in our last account. Straw-
berries are plentiful, from Gd. Vo 1.9. per oz. Plenty of Cucumbers
may also be procured, but their price still continues the same.
Vegetables: During the past week Broccoli has been very abun-
dant, from Is. to 2s. per bunch. The supply of natural Asparagus
has likewise been on the increase; its price is rather lower than in
our last Reports, being from 8s. to 12*. per 100. New Potatoes
are far from being plentiful, and are selling from 2s, to 4s. per lb.
French Beans still continue high in price, fetching from 2*. to
3s. 6d. per 100. Seakale and Endive are becoming more scarce.
Lettuce is more abundant, and good Cos may be obtained from
2s. to 2s. 6d. per score. The supply of Rhubarb is increasing, and
fetches from lOs. to 12s. per doz. bundles. Mushrooms nre also
plentiful from Is. to Is. 6d. per pottle. Amongst the cut flowers
weobser\-ed some beautiful Cinerarias, Auriculas, Moss Roses.
Calceolarias, Azaleas. Cloves, and Ericas,

l*RtCKS ^Saturday, A pRtr. 30, 1842.— FUUITS ;—
Applet, Kitchen, per bush. 3s Gd to Gs— Dessert, per bushel, 4«to 12i
Pears, desseit, per half-sieve, 4* tol6*

'

Strawberries, forced, pproz., 6dto ]j
Peaches, per doz- 15j tu30«
Nectarines, per doz., 15j to 30s
Pine Apple, perlb. S» to J 2*
Grapei, liotbouse, per pound, €$ to IBs— Spanish, per ib., li to 2s 6d— Portugal, per lb., 1* to 5s
Oranges, per doz,, it to 2* 6d— per 100,6* to 18*— Bitter, per 100,7* to 1C«

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage, Red, for pickling, 3j to 9»
Cabbage Pianis, per doz., 3j to 6*
Broccoli, White, p. bnch., €d to 1* 6i— Green, 9d to 1*— Purple, 9d— Sprouts, per sieve, 1 * Sd
KidneyBeans,forced, p.lOO, 2j to3#
Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 80*— per cH't. 2i 6d to 4«— per bushel, l*Gd to 2* 6d

—~ Kidney, per bush. 2* to 2i Gd
—. New, per pound, 2* to 4»

Turnip*, young, per bunch, 2* to 3*
Carrots, per doz. bunches, 6t— young, p. bth., 1* 6d to 2s CJ
Parsneps. per dozen, 9d to Is
Red Beet, per dozen, €d to I* CJ
Horse Kadish, per bundle, t« to5j
Radish, per doz. hands (24to30each)
6d to U
— Turnip, p. doz. hch., !* to U 6d

Spinach, per lieve, ]$6d to 2t6d
Chives, per pot, €d
I-eeks, per dozen bunches, Qd Co Is
Garlic, perlb. 1*

demons, per doz. ]* to?/— per ino, G* to 14*
Cucumbers, per brace, 2* to Gs
Almonds, per peck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
VValnuts, per busitel, 16* to 21*
Cobb Nuts, per peck, 3* 6d
NeUp, per bushel

—

— lirazil, 20*— Spanish, 16*
— Barcelona, 20* to 24*— Turkey, 16*

Shallots, per lb., 2*
Onions, per halt sieve, 4s— forplck., perhf.-Eieve,4i to 5#— Green, per doz. bches., 2i to 4*— SpanisJi, per dozen, J* to 3*
Asparagus, per loo. large, 10* to H*— Second or Middling, 6* to K*— Sprue, or Small, 3* to 5*
bea-kale, per punnet, J* to 2* 6fi
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. score, 6d to 1* Gd

•- Cos, per hatf sieve, 1* to 4*
t-ndive, pi-rscore, 1* to 2*
Ce]ery,perbundle(I2tol5) erfto 2*
Jrniall Salads, per punnet, 2<i to 3d
Watercress, p.dz. small bunch. 6./
rarsley, per half sieve, 1* tol* 6d
Tarragon, per dozen bunches, 2* to 4*
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 2*
Tliyme, per doz, bunches, 2*
Mint, pet dozen bunches, 2* to 4*
Marjoram, per bunch, 6d lo Is
Basil, per bunch, Gd to 1*
Rhubnrb Stalks, doz. bundle*, 6* to 12*
Victoria Rhubarb, bund., 1* C./ to 2* ed
.Mushrooms, per pottle. Is Zd to 1* 6d

Kotlces to Correspondents,
J' 5.—BV AX OVERSIGHT, CLEMATIS AZl'uEA GRANDIFLORAWAS ME.VTIOXED IV P. 25/ AS A PROPER PLANT TO BE EXHI-BITED AT THK Horticultural Society's Garde.v, amoxcst

«jRKE\'HousE Climbers. As it is perfectly hardv, it isJV REALITY IXADMISSIBLE.
iJo*fl&e/.—HuMBLE-BEJis cannot be kept in hives like the com-mon bees,

tTiwf'^^'"^^'®^
^^' ^^APES is frequently occasioned by persons

t^ K ^^ them with hands covered with perspiration ^ this appears

Wf 1. ^^^^ ^^^^ yours. In thinning Grapes, one principal oh-
•^

y V^^J>®^ ^^ handle the berries if it can possibly be avoided.

onol-f ,
~^^^P^^'ULA PYRAMiDALis Will bloom morc than

iiA^L
planted in the open ground; but the second flowering is

^rLn ^^^^ ^ ^^'^ ^^^' ^^'l"^^ manure will assist the plants

wi ," -i^y Gas-liquor we meant the water in which gas has

^oniHl^^^"?* ^"^ "°*^ gas-tar. It is impossible to say how much
«pon the s™th^^^^^^^

cart-load of leaves, as so much depends

yefj'. h^;5;T^'?^^ P*^'^ ^'^s planted at the wrong season of the

deferred .mf-i *^ ^.f
'"^ planted in October, it should have been

formeSh rn ^." K }^^ ^'""^^^ ^*^*^ '^ ^^^''"^ ^^ '^^ ^^^ having

preserving if ^o""/^
^^^''''^ ^^"^ ^^^^^^ «^^ ^' ^''^^ only chance of

ther but n^f ^>!m
'':?'^'* '^ ^'^^^ '^"""e: this continued dry wea-

commended t^K^^^ ^^^ '^" '^ "P°" '^' '^^^ sulphuric acid re-

iif-H^ ^ ^° ^^ "^^^^^ with liauid manurevitriol. is common oil of

Cor^iUer^s 1n"q^^^^ ^^ a native of the
times tHttaintr^^

America, where the female is stated some-
to more th^

t^^e height of 150ft., while the male seldom grows
^a?sht w?hn?';V^T'^ "^^^^^^ altitude. The trunk is quite

bWcorWf^''^ ^"°^^; ^^ covered with double bark, resem-«aog cork. Of nearly a foot iu thickness, from which resin flows

in great abundance. In young trees the leaves remain attached
to the stem for I2 or 15 years. The branches are produced in
whorls, spreading out horizontally, diminishing in length as they
ascend, and terminating at the top in a pvramidal head. The
flowers are produced in catkins—male and female upon separate
trees. The cones are globular, from three to four inches in dia-
meter, each of which contains from 200 to 300 kernels, similar to
an almond; tliese constitute the principal food of the Araucano
Indians, who eat them either fresh, roasted, or boiled. The wood
is yellowish-white, of a fibrous nature, full of beautiful veins, and
capable of being polished and worked with facility; it is also
stated to be well adapted for ship-building. It is generally raised
from seeds, and is perfectly hardy in this country. W hen first
planted out, it is liable to be iiij»u-ed after frost, by being sud-
denly thawed; it is therefore advisable, in winter, to place some-
thing before it, to screen it from the direct rays of the sun. It
prefers a bleak, exposed situation, to a warm or sheltered vallev

jmany plants in the severe winter of 1837-8 were destroyed in the
latter situation ; while in the former, others remained perfectly
uninjured. The largest plant iu England is at Kew, which, as
well as that at the Horticultural Society's Garden, has stood lat-
terly without protection.
Ranz.— It does not matter whether Gypsum, in the form of

plaster of Paris, has been made to set by water before using it

or not. It will answer the purpose of fixmg ammonia equally
well if it is broken down again into powder. The efl^ect of burn-
ing gypsum is to e.\pel its water, when it becomes plaster of Paris.
But the depriving it of it? water does not destroy its nature as
sulphate of lime, or prevent its acting chemically as a means of
preventing the escape of ammonia. Broken plaster casts and
images, ifreduced topowder, will act just as well as fresh gypsum.
X. y. 2.—From your statement concerning your Turnmps, we

should conclude that both the sorts and the manner of cultivation
require improvement. Seed saved by cottagers in small gardens,
a small quantity at a time, with different sorts near them, can
never produce genuine varieties. It would he better to procure
seed from some respectable seedsman. We believe nothing has
been found to answer as a manure for Turnip better than farm-
yard dung, provided there is enough of it, and it is of good qua-
lity : if, however, owing to circumstances, you are unable to
procure as much as you want, it would be worth your while to
try guano, applied at the rate of 1 cwt. to the acre, in wet wea-
ther, so as to insure its being quickly washed into the ground.
Being a fine powder, this substance can be sowti broadcast with-
out difficulty.

Sparrow-grass.— There is no doubt that the contents of the
cesspool would be better if purified by the addition of gvpsum
or weak oil of vitriol, until the ofl'ensiveness of the contents is
destroyed. Tussilago fragrans is quite hardy, and will grow iu
any kind of soil. Your Asparagus-beds are fit for nothing but to
be destroyed. For other answers see a leading article of to-day.

Carnatiofi.— Sptrits OF Tar are by far the best preventive,
against the attack of insects upon Carrots ; its manner of ap-
plication is described in p. 105 of last year's Chronicle, There is
not the least doubt but it would act as favourably upon Onions,
which would, however, be benefited by changing the gromid
every year on which they are grown.

^' J-—The CURLING or blistering in the leaves of Peach-trees
is not produced by insects, but by the late cold winds : the only
remedy we can suggest is to shelter the trees as much as possible
from their effects.

JT. H.—We thank you much for the specimens; but we are of
opinion that the case you have found is not that of a Cucumbkr
growing on a tendril; we should call it a Cucumber growing
from the axil of a tendril, which has adhered to the stalk of the
fruit. It would be tedious to point out the difference between
these cases, and you are probably well acquainted with it. The
latter is, as you know, not at variance with recognised laws of
structure, although no doubt unusual; the former would be very
unintelligible. The Pansies were much shrivelled ; but although
pretty flowers, we think we may say they are too small to be
prized. The Apple is the Easter Pippin, or French Crab.

iJec/wsia.—The Kocera Oviox and Artichoke-leaved Let-
Ti LE arc at present confined to the nurseries about Paris, and
will, no doubt, be introduced into this country next spring. The
Potato you mention is probably the Small Mouse or Curacao
Potato, which may in another year be obtained from the Horti-
cultural Society's Garden, through the Fellows.

• E, H. Fuller.—YowY Kcnnedya is certainly a fine-coloured va-
riety of K. racemosa, but we shall not have an opportunity of
figuring it in the Register.

G. B., Limerick.^WiXl you tell us, for the information of a cor-
respondent, whether the Cliaxthus puniceus you mentioned
(p. 2G9) stood out during the winter of 1840-41 ?

C. i»/.— Asparagus-beds will not be injured noic by sprinkling
Salt over them, but it must be done in very trifling quantities
at a time.

^
R. C—The large Eucalyptus is probably E. obliqua; the other

It is impossible to name without a flower. The plant resembling
an Equisetum is Casuarina equisetif<5lia.

Po^ew/iV/a.—Aristol6chia Sipho and A. Clema'titis are both
hardy; the former will flower freely either trained to a pole or
against a waU. " Mrs. Loudon's Ladies* Magazine op Gar-
demxo" has ceased to be published.

i2ffrf/o?-rf.—The term of a " skmi-oblate spheroid," as applied
to the form of the Tulip, did not originate with us, but with Mr.
Groom

; an Orange will, perhaps, convey the best idea of an
oblate spheroid ; meaning, in reality, a sphere with the poles flat-
tened. Divide this horizontally into equal parts, and you will
have a semi- oblate spheroid.

_
C. D.—You cannot do better than reduce the balls of your

sickly Oraxge-trkes, and repot them into sandy loam, mixed
with a small quantity of charcoal and a good proportion of well-
decomposed manure. Prune in the heads of your plants a little,
and place them in a warm house until they begin to grow freely

;

syringe them frequently, and allow them plenty of air. To get
rid of the scale, wash or brush them over with strong soap-suds,
and iiot with glue-uater, which would choke up the stomates of
the leaves, and thus produce a worse effect than the insect. Mi-
mosa arb6rca is tender ; Gledltschia triacanthos is hardy. " Pax-
T©N's Botanical Dictionary" is one of the best catalogues for
your purpose.

J. B. Warren and E. F. L.—The blotches on the leaves of your
Pear-trkes do not appear to have been caused by insects, but by
excessive cold at an early stage of their growth. We are not
aware that Guano dissolved in water has ever been applied to
Vine-borders.
A Practical Am ntein'.—'Rcj^ot your Chorozema va'rium into

a: mixture of loam, peat, and sand; water it freely, and let it

have plenty of light and air. Your Poly'gala maybe treated
in the same manner, but do not mix quite so much loam with the
compost. After Epacris orandifloba has flowered, repot it

into sandy peat, and stop the shoots occasionally as they become
of sufficient length ; this will cause them to become more bushy
and flower more freely. The following are Sweet-scknteu
Greenhouse Plants :—Aloysia citriodora, "Daphne odora. Gar-
denia radicans, Jasminuragrandiflorum. Luculia gratissima, He-
liotrope, and Common Orange, of which the Brigadier multiflora
is one of the best.

P. iT/.—We never heard before of such a book as the *• Jardin
des Plantes." We scarcely understand your question as to whe-
ther certain plants extend themselves in the direction of the
longitude. The Dog Rose (R. canina) is found in England, and
reaches as far south as Calabria. Prunella vulgaris may he found
wild from Edinburgh to Hobart-town, in Van Diemen's Land.
Is this what you want to know >

Rad/ord,—Vie know of no means of killing Red Spider on
Gooseberry-trees, except by the fumes of sulphur and lime,
heated on a brick or other such substance.

J. J. ^.—Dissolve a quarter of a pound of Nitrate of Soda in
a gallon of water, and pour it over the soil in which the Fir-trees

^

are growing ; not over the leaves, which it will bring off. If no
effect is produced in a week, repeat the dose.
H^ ii.—The Bkkchwood Melon is a grcen-flc?hed sort, and

the best we know. It requires no other than the n:^at ordinary
care.

J. N. K—We regret eitremely that we have not the means of
procuring a single copy of the Cardtners' Chronicle for last year.
Some of them will probably be heard of by-and by iu book sales.
Your letter shall be attended to next week.

£». i1/.—Your Zichyas are beautiful : thev are the Z. tricolor.
The Cinerarias are pretty, but not better than others.

J. L. C— It is the heat of your stone flues which creates such
a drj-ncss in your house, notwithstanding aJl your attempts to
keep It moist. By the " point of saturation " is meant that state
of the atmosphere when it can hold no more moisture in a state
of suspension, without being visible either in the form of vapour
or rain. Your plant was not Brassia caudata, but AspAsia
vanegata.

Cephisus.^yi\y\r largest Narcissus was N. aurantius ; the
smaller one, with the corona divided, N. semipartitus: and the
other, N. minor.
FooVs Parsiey^^lt is only some of the more tender kind of

bulbs which require to be left partially naked when potted or
planted J the hardy kinds shoidd all be planted below the surface.

J. Jl/.—Your question can only be inserted as an advertisement.
Sol(tpinn\<!-^\^\\t is Andrdmeda poUfOlia.
J' ^.—Your specimen is Eucalyptus robusta.
a p. y—-We know of no florist from whom you can obtain

cuttings of Pelargoniums.
C/io/iPu.9.—No. I Is Adonis vcrnalisj 2 is Orobus vcrnus.
H, i/.—Any of the undermentioned Pansies which aie not in

your possession will improve your collection :—
Thompson's Eclipse.

King of Beauties.
Corona.
Chevalier.
Prince Albert.
Azurea.
Delicata.

Vivid.
Flora superb.
Beauty of Bucks.
Miss Stainforth.
Jehu.

E. Hopper.— Vk"c are much
Mclianthus major iu flower.

ft

ft

f >

If

If

If

If

May's Imogene.
„ Goldsmith,

Brown's Curion.
Countess of Orkney.
Jewess.

Cook's King Edgar.
„ Joan of Arc.

King's Alert.

WidnalPs Waverley.
„ Jessie.

Sihcrlock's Prince Albert.
! Gaines*a llppoo Saib,

obliged, but have frequently seen

X. X. X.—Two correspondents employing the same' signature
necessarily produces confusion.
^' X.—"Don^s Gardening " consists of four volumes only, in

which but a part of the flowering plants are comprehended. It will
never go any further. Some such receipts as you write for have
been already given in terms which all chemists can understand,
and others are in course of preparation.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for ans^vers this week.
Errata.— In Mr. Drummond's Advertisement, inserted April

lOth, for "buffed" read **cupped," and Weston-road, "Bath,"
instead of "Butts.''

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Our news from France relates chiefly to the ^linisterial

movements occasioned by the sudden deatli of M. Hu-
mann, the Minister of Finance ; an occurrence which pro-

duced for the momtnt considerable sensation in Paris,

and caused a depression in the funds. In consequence of

this event, it was feared that the Government might be
thrown into serious difficulties, and the existence of the

Cabinet endangered

been realised,

but these anticipations have not

and the appointment of a new minister

has been officially announced.— In Spain great excitement
has been caused by the interference of the French Govern-
ment in sending a 5]^ccial minister to London and Vienna,

to protest against the marriage of Queen Isabella with

any other than a Prince of the Eourbon family.

The late proceedings in the French Chambers, during
which some 'severe attacks were made on the Regent,
have also been the subject of discussion in the

Cortes ; all the members who took part in the debate de-

fended the Regent from these attacks ; and it seemed to

be the unanimous feeling of the Chambers that tlie preten-

sions of France should be resisted. In the manufacturing

provinces considerable alarm has been excited by Sir R.
Peel's speech in the House of Commons in leference to

our commercial relations with Spain, and petitions against

any treaty for the admission of English cottons havt ^ een

presented from various parts of the country.— Our Ger-

man news relates chiefly to the policy of the Prussian Go-
vernment in reference to the emancipation of the Jtws,

and shows an increasing spirit of moderation in re-

ligious matters; particularly iu the long-ogituted question

of mixed marriages. The French mission to Vienna on the

subject of the marriage of the Queen of Spain is said to

have been unsuccessful ; tlje Court of Vienna having de-

clined to interfere with the decision of an independent na-

tion, on a subject so important to its interests Advices

from the Levant announce that all apprehensions of a war

between Greece and Turkey have subsided ; and there is

no doubt that the existing differences ^ill be arranged

under the sanction of the Great Powers. A change injhe

Turkish Ministry is considered certain, in consequence of

some divisions in the Cabinet, arising, it is said, out of a

note from Sir Stratford Canning, relative to the passage

of English troops for India over the i&thnius of Suez.

The accounts from Syria represent the state of the Lebanon

as entirely unsettled, although tranquillity prevails for the

moment ; the Druses have obtained com]>!ele ascendancy,

and a renewal of civil war is apprehended.

At home, Parliament is still occupied with the new

Ministerial measures; in the Lords, the Koyal assent

to the Irish Spirit Da-

Bin. in the
has been

ties Bill

given by commission

and the Corn Importation

the Income Tax Bill has been under dis-

and all its earlier clauses have

The first schedule,

Commons,
cussioa in committee,

been passed without modification

proposing that the Tax should commence frotn the 5tb
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Atm, 1842, and the .econJ, frnposing 3|^. per pound ^

E^^lU aud 21d. in Scotland, oa the profits of farn. s,

Ukcn at half the annual value, were both earned with

out a division. An amendment was proposed on the

next clause, for the purpose of makmg a d\^t-ction m

favour of terminable annuities; this was resisted by the

Government, and negatived on a division by a majority

of 13G Some other divisions have taken place on amend-

jnents for the reduction of the proposed tax on professions

and trades from 7J. to 3i^. ; for the exemption of Generals

and Flag Officers whose incomes are derived wholly from

their services ; and for the rejection of the entire schedule ;

but they were all negatived by large majorities-

The Court.—Her "Majr^ty, Prince Albert, the Prince

of Wales, and the Princess Royal continue well. The

Queen and Court returned on Monday to Buckingham

Palace from Claremont. On Mon<lay her Majesty had an

evening party at Buckingham Palace, and on Tuesday

hononred the Italian Opera with her presence. Ihe

Queen held a Court and P. ivy Council at Buckingham

Palkce on Wednesday ; and on Thursday there was a

Drawitit'-room, which wa» numerously attended, at M.

Jamea'a'Palace, The Lord Chamberlain has issued cards

for a Ball on the 12th May, at Buckingham Palace. The

cards state that those who have the honour to receive in-

vitations are to appear in " costume or full court dress.

The Countess of Dalbousic has succeeded the \ iscountess

Jocelyn as the Lady in Waiting, and Lr.rd Byron has

succeeded Visconnt Sydney as the Lord m \\ aiting, on

her Majesty.
.,i « i \ *.

The Queen Dowager.—O^^r readers will be pleased to

learn that her Majesty the Queen Dowager has so far re-

covered from the effects of her late serious illness as to be

abie to leave Marlborough House, and that she has

walked in her gardens and taken carriage exercise several

days during the week. On Sunday her iMajesty attended

divine service in the Chapel Royal, St. James s. On

Tuesday her Majesty paid a visit to the Princess Sophia,

at her residence at Kensington; and on Wednesday

visited the Queen at Buckingham Palace. It is stated

that her medical attendants have recommended her Ma-

jesty to reside at the sea-side during the summer and

autumn, and that it is probable she will proceed to the

coast of Devon.

Official Appointments,—The Gazette of Tuesday an-

nounces the appointment of the Marquis of Bute to be

her Majesty's High Commissioner to the General Assem-

tly of the Church of Scotland. It also announces that

her Majesty has conferred the Professorship of Pastoral

Theology in the University of Oxford on the Rev. Charles

Atmore Ogilvic, M.A. ] and the Professorship in Ecclesi-

astical History, in the samR University, on the Rev. Robert

Hu86ey,B.D. At the Privy Council held by her Majesty

on Wednesday, the Marquis of Londonderry was ap.

pointed Lord Lieutenant of the County of Durham, and

the Duke of Marlborough Lord Lieutenant of the County

of Oxford. The Queen has appointed Francis IMere-

wetlier, Esq., Immigration Agent in the territory of New
South Wales, in the room of J. D. Pinnock, Esq., who is

appointed Deputy-Registrar in the district of Port Philip,

In the room of Mr. Mcrewether.

FarliaineiUary Movements.—The Report of the Ips-

Wfeh Election Committee, which was brought before the

House of Commons on Monday, states that the Committee

are of opinion that a system of extensive bribery prevailed

at the last election ; and on the motion of Mr.Pakington,

chairman of the committee, the issuing a new writ was

ordered to be suspended for three weeks.—The petition

against the return of the sitting members for the borough

of Newport has been abandoned.—The Blackburn and

Lichfield Election Committees have declared the sitting

members, John Hornby, Esq., and Lord Alfred Paget,

duly elected.

had just left M. Humann sitting, for the purpose of con-

sulting the minister on some official business. He found

him dead, lying on one side of his arm-chair, his head sup-

ported by the table, and his hand hanging down, and still

eraspine the pen with which he had been writing. Medical

lid was immediately sent for ; and an attempt was made

to let blood in the arms and othti* extremities, ^^t without

effect Every resource of medical science aPP^'^'^J^l^ /^

the case was tried, but all was fruitless. The Minister

had given audience in the morning as usual, and nothing

m the state of his health presented any reason for a^^^^^^-

pating such a catastrophe. The examination of the body

was performed on Tuesday, and it was ascertained that

the cause of death was aneurism. The body, which was

afterwards embalmed by M. Gannal according to his pro-

cess, is to be removed to Alsace for interment.
^

The Cliamlers.-The Journals are much occupied with

discussing the merits of the Government railway project

an outline of which was given in our last. The subject

was to have come on for discussion in the Chamber or

Deputies on Monday ; but in consequence of the sudden

death of M, Humann, it was postponed till the following

On Tuesday the debate commenced; Ihe Chamoer

FaAN'CE.
J^Ot£ign.

The Cabinei.—Considerable sensation was
nroduced in Paris on Monday, by the death of M.
Humann, Minister of Finance, which took place suddenly
on the morning of that day. The first report of this
melancholy event caused a depression in the funds
to the amount of more than a quarter per cent., and it

was feared that it might throw the Government into se-
rious difficulties, and|wrhaps endanger the existence of the
Cabinet. On the fact being communicated to the King,
a Council of Ministers was summoned, at which it was
agreed that the event ought not to break up the ministry,
and the office was offered to M. Hippolyte Passy, who,
according to the "Journal des Debats," refused it wholly
on personal grounds. The offer was then made to M.
Lacave-Laplagne, who accepted it ; and his appointment
has been officially announced in the '* Moniteur" of Tues-
day. M. Lacave-Laplagne was Minister of Finance in the
Molo ministry. The following are the particulars given
by the papers of the death of M. ilumann,which has been
the subject of general discussion in the capital. It took
j)lace at a quarter past 12, shortly before which time Count
de Boubers, secretary-general of the Ministry of Finance,

had been in his cabinet to submit to him a report relative

to the maltres de postes, and M. Humann had made some
corrections in it with his own band. He had also been

engaged on a work connected with the Railroad Bill. The
Count de Boubers having retired, he was succeeded by the

yiscount de Geroiiny, AL Humana':! son-in-law; and a

few minutes after he had left, M. Noucon, the chef du ca-

Mnct, entered the room in which the Viscount de Germinr

was unusually full, deputations having arrived from all

parts of the country to be present at the discussion of the

Bill. M. Lacave-Laplagne took his seat on the Minis-

terial bench, in place of M. Humann. M. Grandm was

the first orator; he merely contended for the line from

Havre to Marseilles, opposing all the other lines. M.

Ganthier de Rumilly then spoke in favour of the Govern-

ment project. M. Fould, the banker, then addressed the

Chamber at great;iength against the project, asserting that

the Government had not provided sufficient means to meet

the very large expenditure required. M. Marshal then

supported the Bill. M. Carre spoke against it
;
he was

for the line from Havre to Marseilles only. M.Magnier,

de Maisonneur, supported the Bill, because railroads

would be advantageous to France during war for the

prompt transport of troops ; he was for the Pans and

Belgian line, and the Paris and Strasbourg also. The

debate then adjourned. On Wednesday _it was resumed

by Gen. Paixhans, who demanded— 1st, the Pans and

Amiens line -, 2d, the Chalons and Dijon line ;
3d, Orleans

and Tours; the other lines to be finished afterwards.

Col. Schauerberg gave various stratagetical reasons m
favour of the Bill. M. Manuel then demanded that the

general discussion should be closed. This was opposed

by M. Berryer, and on being put to the vote M. Manuel's

motion was rejected. M. de Peyramont then spoke

against the Bill, and was followed by M. Bineau. M.

Teste, the Minister of Public Works, had intimated his

intention to follow M. Bineau ; and M. Berryer was ex-

pected to reply to the Mitiister. The general discussion

was not expected to be closed for some days. The com-

mittee of the budget had named, on Wednesday, M,
Darblay president, and M. Vintry reporter, of the budget

of exchequer, in place of ^1. ^^acave Laplagne. The report

of the latter, which was nearly ready, will not be changed,

and the debate will come on immediately after the Rail-

road Bill.

The Army.—Tlie army has been deprived of two of its

most distinguished marshals by the deaths of Marshals

Moncey and Clausel, which took place on the same day,

the 20th inst. ; the latter at his seat in the south of France,

and the former at the Hopital des Invalides, of which he

was the governor. The funeral of Marshal Moncey took

place on Monday in the Church of the Invalides. Six

battalions of infantry and detachments of cavalry and ar-

tillery were in attendance. ' The deaths of these two mar-

shals reduce the number of officers of this high rank to 7,

viz., Soult, aged .72 ; Oudinot, 74 ; Molitor, 74 ; Gerard,

70; Grouchy, 76; Yale, 69 ; Sebastian!, 68. According

to the new law regulating the staff of the army, the number

of marshals is henceforth in time of peace to be limited to 6.

The Fortifications.—The Minister of War, Marshal

Soult, has distributed to the members of both Chambers

copies of a report made to the King respecting the pro-

gress of the fortifications during the years 1840 and 1841.

The report states that the expenses during the year 1840

amounted to 5,000, OOOf., and in the year 1^41 to

25, OOOjOOOf., leaving a balance of the sums already voted

by the Chambers of 37,000,OOOf. applicable to the expenses

of the current year. The report concludes by stating that

the continuous wall and the forts have been executed simul-

taneously, and that the works will be concluded within five

years, the period originally prescribed.

Slavery in ihe Colonies.—It appears from a recent re-

turn to the Minister of Marine, that from Oct. 1841 to

Jan. 1842, 452 negro slaves have been emancipated in the

colonies of Martinique, Guadaloupe,Guyana, and Bourbon,

and that the total number emancipated since 1830 is 38,959.

Naval Movements.—Tonlon papers of the 21st inst.

inform us that the statement which appeared in most of

the journals, and was copied into a former Number of this

Paper, that four ships recently returnedfrom Smyrna had
been ordered to take in three months' provisions, and get

ready for sea, was unfounded. The order applied to the
ships in the roadstead, under the command of Admiral
Hugon, but, according to the same authority, it has been
suspended by a telegraphic communication, and nothing
has transpired to confirm the rumour that an expedition is

on the point of being sent against Morocco. The journals
state that Government are about to despatch the steam-
frigate Gomer from Rochefort for the West Indies, being
the first of the French Transatlantic steamers which are
to compete with the English company. Three rommis-
sioners, under the direction of the Inspector of the Finance
department, are to proceed with this vessel, for the pur-
pose of organising the packet service throughout the West
IndU Islands and the Spanish Main. The commissioners

will proceed first to Port Royal, Martinique, which is fixed

on for the principal station. It is expected that on the re-

turn of the Gomer the other steam-boats will be ready, and

that the Transatlantic communications will proceed regu-

larly and without interruption.— It is stated that in con-

sequence of some vexations experienced by French steamers

navio-ating the coasts of Spain between Marseilles and

Cadiz, the Government lately despatched a ship-of-war

to Alicant to demand satisfaction, which appears to have

been given by the Spanish authorities.

The Capital—The King and Royal Family left the

Tuileries on Monday, to take up their summer abode at

Neuilly. The King and Queen of the Belgians and the

Prince of Wirtemberg will remain at Neuilly, with their

royal relatives, until after the accouchement of the Duchess

of Nemours ; and in consequence of the near approach of

this event, it has been decided that the Duke of Nemours

is not to make an African campaign this year.—Private

letters received in Paris report that the state of Madame

Laffarge continues to get worse. At the trial at Tulle she

was noted for the embonpoint which her appearance pre-

sented ; but at present she has fallen away to a state of great

emaciation. A commission of medical men, composed of

professors of the Academy of Montpelier, has been lately

sent by the authorities to examine into her state, mental

and bodily. They declared that she is afflicted with men-

tal alienation, accompanied by violent paroxysms, which

of late had become so frequent as to render necessary the

use of the strait waistcoat. It is said that she is to be

transferred to a private asylum at Montpelier.—M. Bertia

de Vaux, Peer of France, and one of the proprietors of

the ** Journal des Debats," died on Sunday, aged 74. He

was interred on Tuesday with great pomp, most of the

Ministers and noble families of Paris attending the funeral.

—M. Pageot, former Charge d'Affaires from France at

Madrid, arrived in Paris on Sunday from Vienna, to

which Court he had been sent on a secret mission relative

to the marriage of Queen Isabella of Spain.

Spain.—We have intelligence from Madrid to the 19th

inst. All was then tranquil; and ,the workmen, whose

attempt to disturb the peace of the capital was noticed in

our last, had returned to their duty. Some excitement

had been created in political circles by the announcement

that M. Pageot, late French Charge;d'Affaires at Madrid,

had been sent on a mission to the Courts of London and

Vienna for the purpose of laying before those Governments

the formal protest of France against the marriage of

Queen Isabella with any other than a Bourbon Prince. In

making this communication, it is understood that M. Pa-

geot disclaimed all pretension to an alliance with any of

the sons of Louis-Philippe ; but [added, that an alliance

with any other family than the Bourbons would be re-

garded by France as a casus belli. In the Cortes, the dis-

cussion on M. Marliani's proposition relative to certain

violent language uttered in the French Chambers against

the Regent by the Marquis de Boissy, commenced in the

Senate on the IBth inst. All the members who took part

in the debate vindicated the Regent against the language

used by the Marquis de Boissy; and M. Marliani at-

tacked the French Government, whose conduct he de-

scribed as denoting an inveterate hatred towards the ex-

isting order of things in Spahi. ^He said that M, Pageot

was a blind instrument of that hatred, and declared that

Spain was not even now at liberty to marry the Queen to

a Prince of her choice out of the Bourbon family, without

exposing herself to the consequences of war. He con-

tended that the mission of M. Pageot to London and

Vienna had no other object than to notify to the Powers

the will of France in that respect. He concluded by say-

ing that the relations between the two countries were on a

most irregular footing. Spain had a Charge d'Affaires m
Paris, and France had no representative or accreditea

agent in Madrid, the Duke de Glucksberg being a mere

Charge d'Affaires of the embassy. M- Gonzales, Presi-

dent of the Council, replied that the Duke de Glucksberg

was a real Charge d'Affaires, accredited by France. He

spoke with reserve of the conduct of the French Govern-

ment, but animadverted severely on M. Pageot, who, be

said, " had sown division among Spaniards ; and previously

to his departure from Madrid, had done everything in m
power to envenom the relations between the two coun-

tries." The House adjourned till tlie following day, viJiQ^

M. Marliani's proposition was rejected by 76 votes to i.

It was reported that M. Surra y Rull would resign tne

Finance Department if compelled to present the cotton

bill, having pledged himself to the Catalonian Dep""^*

not to bring it forward this year. It seems, however, tna^

there are so many projects of law before the Cortes wni

claim precedence over that bill, that even if it ^^|^^^
'

sented, it would not be voted this session. The
jj^^^^^.,

Don Francisco de Paula and his family arrived in Maur

in the evening of the 15th inst. The Capt.-Generai, i

Political Chief, and the members of the Ay^^^f^^r^o.
had gone to meet the Prince on the confines of

^^^J
.

vince. The next day the Infante waited on the ^^^ '

who received him in presence of the Minister for ^^^^^^^

Affairs. The journals state that demonstrations or gr

^^
cordiality had been manifested by those two P^/®^^^,=

^
The Infante and his wife afterwards repaired to the pai

'

and had a long interview with their nieces, ^^ whicn

Guardian and President of the Council were P^/f.^^U /T^

the 17th inst. the Regent returned the visit of ^^^ ^^^^j^.

Highness, and gave him a banquet at his palace ot ^^^,^
viata in the evening. The Princes were lodged m an

telin the Calle della Luna, and a guard of honour ot

men attended them. They were to stop only a tew
^j^

in the capital, and to take Aranjuez on
^^^^^J?[^Yrother

100

ville, where they were to fix their residence. *^; , :jon
of the Regent, Don Antonio Espartero, died at i>Aau

the night of the 17th,—Barcelona papers of the loiu
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contain a petition addressed by the Catalonian manufac iFrankfort
turers to the Regent, expressing their apprehensions from
one of Sir R, PeePs speeches in the House of Commons
that a commercial treaty might be concluded permittin*^
manufactured cotton goods to enter Spain, to the ruin as
the petitioners assert, of Catalonia, and the general indus-
try of the kingdom. They state that Sir R. Peel's <:peech
had produced a profound sensation and indescribable
alarm in Catalonia. The Barcelona journalists dwell also
at much length on the disastrous state of the countrv
arising from the Carlist guerillas in Catalonia, particularly
the one under the command of the celebrated Felip who
bad been engaged several times with the troops of the line
ana ^atlonal Guards, and had hitherto eluded capture bv
the authorities. Letters received from the southern parts
of the country, from Cadix, Xeres, and Seville, state that
those places have suffered severely from the late in
clemency of the season, and that in consequence of the
severe and drying north winds, and the frost, which had"
been of almcst unprt^cedented severity in that climate
water and provisions have failed, and the vines and olive**'
and crops of barley, beans, and other grain, are almost
entirely cut off, and the great mass of labourers have con-
sequently been thrown out of employment. Public prayers
for relief from these calamities, have been put up in the
churches of these towns

; and many of the people, it is said
attribute the infliction to the differences with the Pope '

'

Portugal.—We have received intelligence from Lis-
bon to the 18th inst. The negotiations as to the com-
mercial treaty Tvith England had not yet been concluded
The young Prince John had been solemnly baptised at
the Royal chapel, M. Capaccini acting for the Pope as
godfather, and the Princess Isabel Maria as godmother.
The Nuncio had received the Grand Cross of the Order of
Chnst. The Prince had been created, by royal decree,
Duke of Beja. M. Capaccini's demands had not yet been
settled. The Bishop of Leiria, who is said to be stron^-ly
opposed to Papal pretensions, had been added to the com-

This change appears to have been hailed with
great satisfaction throughout Germany, and to be regarded
as a proof that the King of Prussia still adheres to the
same policy which has already enabled him to conciliate
his Pohsh subjects, to pacify the church, and to raise the
character of the public press. The Criminal Court, pre-
sided over by :M. Von Kleist, passed sentence, on the 1st
April, in the proceedings against the author of the '* Four
Questions/' It sentences the author to hard labour in a
fortress for two years and a half, for the twofold crime of
insolent and disrespectful conduct, and of high treason
In consequence of the refusal of the English Government
to recognise the validity of the convention between the
New Zealand Company and a Germafi Colonisation Com-
pany for the purchase of Chatham Islands, the provisional
committee of the German society has declared all the
obligations entered into with it to be null and void.—The
Superior Court of Bremen has given judgment against a
British Captain Thomas Edward Symons, for bavin"-
illegally detained a ship called the Jules Edward, o'f
Bremen, on suspicion that she was fitted out for the
slave-trade.

f

f

mission for considering them ; but it appears that the
Court was afraid of a quarrel, and that the French Minis-
ter supported M. Capaccini. Baron Lago's plan of con-
version Tvas before the Council of State, but nothing has
yet been determined respecting it. By the new contract
with the tobacco firm, it appears that only 750 contos of
foreign bonds were to be purchased and cancelled, instead

'
Sir "i

'^^^ French squadron had left Lisbon for the
Mediterranean.
Germany.—Accounts received from Vienna, dated the

19th inst., state that M. Pageot's mission relative to the
marriage of the Queen of Spain not having been counte-
nanced by the Austrian Cabinet, he had returned to Paris
without proceeding to Berlin or St. Petersburgh, as he
-had originally intended. They also add that M. Pageot
was given to understand that the Emperor did not consider
that either the French or British Cabinet was justifiedm imposing a husband on a Queen of an independent *^tate
and that his Imperial Majesty's feeling was in favour o.
an alliance between the Queen of Spain and the son of Don
Carlos, as the best mode of establishing a iii-m Governmentm the Peninsula, m which opinion he was joined by the
Northern Powers.—Accounts from Munich dated the I8th
jnst. state that the foreign journals, particularly the French,
which have named Prince Luitpold of Bavaria as the future
husband of Queen Isabella of Spain, have been seized at
the I ost-office.—Accounts from Berlin of the 21st inst
state that the situation of his ex-Majesty the Count of Nas-
sau, whose illness was mentioned in ourlast, is still precari-
ous, though some favourable symptoms in his complaint
have mamfested themselves. The latest bulletin, signed by
Dr. Dieffenbach, states that " the Count of Nassau has
slept at intervals durmg the night, and especially towards
morning

; the cough has abated ; his Majesty is free from
fever this morning. All other symptoms are likewise
favourable." The illness, however, is still such as to
inspire apprehension. ll.R.H. Prince Frederick arrived
at Berhn on the 21st ifcst- ' The Prince of Orange has so
far recovered from his recent accident as to be able to
walk out. His Royal Highness still limps a little, but is
able to walk with a little assistance. The journals inform

J8
that the Archbishop of Dunin, in the duchy of Posen

has just addressed an encyclical letter to the clergy of his
two dioceses, remarkable for the spirit of moderation
which pervades it. The Archbishop recommends his
clergy to show the same charity towards Protestants as
Catholics, and declares that they have no right to excom-
toumcate any one. W ith respect to mixed marriages, the
Archbishop enjoins his clergy to admit persons so united
to confession and all the other sacraments. He exhorts
them besides to employ, in the exercises of their religious
Junctions, persuasive means only. Private letters from

Hanover.—Private letters, dated the 18th inst., in-
form us that the King has returned from his visit to
Berlin. The same accounts state that a petition to be
signed by the merchants is now in circulation, addressed
to the Assembly of the States, against the accession of
Hanover to the Gerninn Customs Union.
Belgium.—Accounts from Brussels of the 23d inst.

inform us that the subject which has been engaging the
attention of the Chambers during the past week has been
that of the construction of a canal from Zelzaete (situated
close to the Dutch frontier, near to Sas de Gand) to the
sea. In the Senate one of the members asked the Minister
of Foreign Affairs whether twenty-five English sailors had
not been engaged to man the British Queen steamer, and
whether that vessel ought not to be navigated by Belgians ?
The Minister replied, ** If we have selected some English
sailors, it is for the better navigation of the jeteamer and
the greater security of passengers ; but when our sailors
have gained experience, the English ones will be paid off."
NoR-u^w.—It is stated in a letter from Christiana that

the Storthing have ordered the modification of Article
112 of the Fundamental Code, which excludes Jews from
the right of establishing themselves in the country.

Italy.—Private letters from Rome inform us that an
artist of that city, named Roudoin, has just applied to
lithography the photographic process of M. Daguerre.
He has succeeded not only in fixing on the stone the pho-
tographic impress, but also in obtaining proofs from it in
the usual way. The first experiments were made on an
a star, the Nebula of Orion, the image of which was
received in a telescope and transferred to the stone. Some
proofs have been sent to M. Arago, who considers them
satisfactory,—The Genoa papers announce the arrival of
Mr. Brunei in that city, and state that he had been in-
vited thither by a royal company formed for constructing
a railroad between Genoa and Piedmont, He immediately
inspected the plans and surveys made by Major Porro,
and then proceeded to his own survey.—Accounts from
Florence state that a mine of quicksilver, discovered last
year in the environs of Perave22a, near Pisa, is in full
work, and during the last month yielded more than
6,000lbs. ; a produce that is daily increasing. The Grand
Duke has visited it, and expressed his satisfaction at
the able manner ia which it had been conducted,
announcing the intended appointment of a commission of
French, English, Italian, and German geologists and
chemists, to search for the other mines of quicksilver
which, according to tradition, exist in the Grand Duchy.

Russia,—The Emperor has ordered, at the recom-
mendation of the Minister of Finance, that the glacis of
the citadel of St. Petersburg shall be converted into a
park. On the 9th inst. at 8 in the morning, and 10 at
night, the mercury in Reaumur's thermometer was 5 de-
gress below zero; on the 10th inst. it was not quite so
cold, but it still continued 2 degrees below zero. Private
letters from St. Petersburg state that the Imperial Family
have given up their plan of visiting Germany in the sum-
mer, and that the chief reason for this determination is
that the accouchement of Princess Mary, consort of the
Hereditary Grand Duke, is expected towards the autumn.

Berlin, dated the 16th inst., state that a proposition now
oetore the Prussian Council of State, on the subject of ex-
cluding the Jews of that country from the liability to serve

\i
'^^^^y^^^as led to a conference on the subject between

>!• de Humboldt and M, de Stollberg. In a letter which
^as been published, M. de Humboldt says, *• Ill-natured
rumours have been current on this subject ; but if public
opinionbe against the principlesinvolvedintheproposition,

lihpr«Tf T'^^^^
'« '•^^gard it as contrary to sound policy and

theXr! ""^.'V. ? *^°^' "^^^ ^^^•^"S: to man to interpret

an e?w .1
.^'''- ^^' '^'^ ^^ barbarism show to what

adds th«^ '^ T^"" '^''''^ ""^^ '" ^
" ^^' ^^ Humboldt

neces ?tv of ?I^ *'
emancipation appears to him to be a

SjeVanl 'T\ ?^ ^'^^'"^^ ^f Sciences has

her r"/"^
ezamp e of tolerance, by admitting as a mem-oer on the proposition of M. de Humboldt, the learned

Ke^rT'^'
Dr. Riess, of the Jewish persuasbn The

^riLlTT^ ?'\'^n^^ "^ *'• ^« ^<=^«^ from^e important post which he has so long occupied inthe Cabinet of BerHu to that of Prussiaa I^IiSster ^

thought that the Emperor will go to the Rhine towards
the end of the summer to meet his Royal relations at
Coblentz, and accompany the King of Prussia to the camp
at Cologne, The same letters say that the Duke of
Leuchtenberg will go to Munich in September, and re-
main there some time—An imperial ukase, dated Feb. 28,
addressed to the Minister of Imperial Domains, decrees
among other things that the peasants of the Crown and
the nobility, who have distinguished themselves by the
cultivation of potatoes, shall be rewarded by gold and
silver medals, and also by premiums in money.
Greece—Private letters from Athens of the 10th inst.

Various rumours were current respecting the successors
to compose the new cabinet. Halil Pacha, the Sultan's
brother-in-law, was mentioned as Seraskier, or Comman-
der-in-Chief of the Ottoman army, in place of Tahir
Pacha; and Chosrew Pacha was again spoken of as likely
to be Grand Vizier, in place of Izzet. Private accounts
add that the note which had given rise to such confusion
in the Ottoman Councils was supposed to have reference
to a demand for the passage of English troops for India
through the Isthmus of Suez, and confirm the report,
noticed in a previous Number, that Sami Pacha (Mehemet
Ah s Envoy)is at Constantinople on this business. No pro-
gress has yet been made iu the object of M. Mavrocordato's
mission; but it is understood that the preliminariei
are nearly determined, and that the Porte will appoint
a special plenipotentiary for the purpose of ncirotiatinff
directly with the Hellenic mininer. In the m^n time
the Oreek Government has withdrawn iu troops from the
frontier, and the warlike preparations adopted by it are at
an end. This result is said to have been effected by a
strong remonstrance on the part of the ministers of the
I-ive Great Powers at Athens, embodied in a collective
note to M. Rizo : to wliich that minister returned a satis-
factory answer. Major Farrand, tlie bearer of the ratifica-
tion of the commercial treaty to the Court of Teheran,
left Constantinople in the Trebizond steamer on the
3d inst. Intelligence had been received from Beyrout
and Damascus of the 25th and 19th ult. respectively. The
state of the Lebanon continues tranquil, but affairs are re-
presented as becoming every day more gloomy, and it is
said that the Druses have obtained such complete ascend-
ancy as to have become objects of aiiprehension to the
Turks themselves. With the exception of a skirmish be-
tween a body of Maronites, and a small detachment of
Albanians and Druses sent to destroy two powder manu-
factories at the Maronite villages of Bekfaya and Shaouir,
in the Meteen district, no collision has taken place between
the sects ; but apprehensions appear to be entertained that
civil warwill again break out. In the mean time commerce
is in a ptate of stagnation, and the neces«tries of life have
become very dear. Nezib Pacha has quitted Damascus,
accompanied by the Druse chief Shilly Arian, and a body
of 5,000 men. He has directed his march upon the Druse
district, for the ostensible purpose of compelling the pea-
sants to pay the taxes ; but really, it is thought, with the
intention of reinforcing the garrisons under the orders of
Omar Pacha, and to be ready, on the melting of the snows,
to resist any attempts that may be made, either by the
Christians or the Druses, to attack the Turkish troops, and
to overthrow the government recently established.—No
accounts had been received as late as the 19th inst at
Damascus of the return of the Hadj. It was reported
there that Achmet Pacha had beheaded some Arab chiefs
in the Desert, and it was apprehended that the tribes of these
chiefs had united, and attacked the caravan. The number
of pilgrims accompanying the last Hadj were more nu-
merous than upon preceding years ; and it is computed
that nearly a twelfth of the population of Damascus were
among the number. It was also known that the loss by
disease among the pilgrims had been great, the caravan
having been attacked by a species of cholera. According
to accounts from Jerusalem, the outward behaviour of the
Christians to the English bishop is peaceable and friendly.
Tayhar Pacha has rendered him every possible assistance
and protection that it was in his power.—Accounts from
Gedda mentioned that Beni Om, the Scheriff of Mecca,
having, through avarice or ignorance, levied very heavy
duties on British goods at Mocha, Osman, Pacha of GeJds,
had forwarded a complaint against him to Constantinople.
The Porte had condemned the conduct of that functionary,
and ordered Osman Pacha to supersede him in his post,
Osman hastened to obey his orders, but no Mussulman
daring to lay his hands on the sacred person of a scheriflF,
he employed to that effect a detachment of Albanian
soldiers. Beni Om was then proceding under an escort
to Constantinople,

EcYrx.—Our news from Alexandria comes down to the
6th inst. Mehemet Ali was at Minet-el-Gamk, in Lower
Egypt, where he was actively engaged in agricultural pur-
suits.

^
He had constructed 600 sakies, or machines for

irrigation, and the entire population was engnged in making
embankments. For the purpose of improving the cotton_ -

^
y 1 ". w.^w«i,«.^v«v^, AVL mc uuiiiuac ui improving ine cottonThe Empress also is said to be in such good health that a grown in Egypt, he had imported three cargoes of cotton,journey to Ems does not seem necessary. It is, however, "-^ '- ^ ,-*'..

. -
6"*^^ "^ couon-

state that all apprehensions of war with Turkey had sub-
sided, and that the people were willing to leave the settle-
ment of their differences with the Porte to the European
Powers.

Turkey.—By the arrival of the Levant mail, we have
received intelligence from Constantinople to the 7th inst.
A change of Ministry seemed imminent, occasioned, it is
stated, by a serious dispute between Sarira Effendi, the
Secretary for Foreign AffMrs, and Izzet Mehemet, the
Grand Vizier. The difference is said to have arisen out
of a note addressed to the Porte by Sir S. Canning; and
Sarim having been supported by Riza Pacha, the Grand
Vizier had been compelled to apologise, and give way;
and this was regarded as the foreruimer of his swedr ftJl*

seed from Senaar, and a further supply from Georgia, in
the United States, which was to be sown this season. He
had issued a proclamation to the merchants of Alexandria,
informing them that no complaints or protestations that
could arise or take place with regard to disbursements
made for purchases of produce would be taken into con-
sideration, neither would there be any notice taken of
them if the produce that they desired to purchase had not
beforehand been weighed and measured. Orders had been
received at Alexandria to equip the four frigates for a
cruize. The declared object of their equipment was to
transport oxen from Tarsus for the use of the Pacha 8
pachalic; but it was supposed, that under pretence of
conveying oxen, the Viceroy wished to make a demonstra-
tion whilst the Turkish Admiral Tahir Pacha was at sea
with a small division. The plague continued with great
severity at Daraietta, where the Swedish Consul, and
several of his family, had died of it. Mutuch Pacha, the

Admiral of the Egyptian squadron, has just died* It was

thought that Said Pacha, Mehemet All's son, would he his

successor ; while other reports state that he will be suc-

ceeded by Hassan Bey.
West Indies and Socth A-uejiica.—Advices have

been received from Barbadoes to the 2d March. Sir

Charles Grey was sworn in Governor-ia-Chief of Barba-

dooi and its dependencies oa the 22d Feb. The Barba-

does joumals complain of the irregxdax manner in which
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,he Dew ^Vest Indian mail-packet system is conducted

;

Ind .imiar coa.plaints are made in the Demerara, To-

Jago. and St. Lucia papers.-We have also received recent

advices from Buenos Ayres • -
, t i e -n^

Sntain the message of the President to the House of Re-

presentatives on its assembling, which event occurred ot.

the Ut Jan. A large portion of this documeut is occupied

with severe animadversions on Revera, Chief of the Orien-

tal state, and a strong determination is expressed to put

him down. It contains various expressions of graatude

for the proffered mediation of England, between the re-

public and France, to put an end to the misunderstanding

which has been lately terminated by raising the blockade

and after professing much anxiety for the suppression of

the olave-trade, declares "that it perseveres, as m duty

bound, in sustaining the right of the republic to the ter-

ritory of the Falkland Islands, and confidently trusts that

the British Government will perform an act becoming its

high intelligence and rectitude." The budget estimates

the expenditure of 1842 at a sum equal to about /Oo.OOO/.

sterling, including the floating debt j
and the ways and

means to meet it at 5:i5,000/. ; leaving a deBciency on the

year of 170,000/.: nevertheless, it is stated—" I he so-

lemn pledge, as it regards the loan from England, occu-

pies the attention of Government. It is anxious that the

opportunity should arrive for u satisfactory arrangement,

vrhich, retarded by nutorious and insurmountable circum-

"oW ole«t^n.'Vhe commUtee ^so resoU^ed unammously, «.at

e nave also receivea recent voia eiecuon. iuc culi^^*."-- ^"" :« pcn had been bv their so acun^, ne luiisi. n^u.^, ...*«- ^".
. - .^......^ ^..^^,^ «vlciiu duu oe

The Daners thus brou-bt Righy Wason, Esq., and George
f™;cfi^^; Vo^^^^^^ of admoinshed by the Speaker that the comunttee %va. the tribunal

1 he papers tnu:, uioi u %' ^^^^y ^f bribery at the last elefUou for the d^^^^
^^^ determhiiiig upon a witness's obligation to answer.^Mr.

in the petitioners. After this explanation he retired, that his case

might be discussed by the House without the restraint of his

presence.—Mr. Rbdington begged to have it understood that he
and the committee had had no choice, except to act judicially.

So actinjr, he must move that Mr. Flenung shoald attend and be

;^ th^ ^st d^ ion ^^e borough of lp.w1ch^ -^^^^^^

.m'ttee, he printed, and that the Speaker do

Chants warenouscB, uhu ,c.«iiv.. ....t-. -.^ . -i -_-

to be full of goods, and the unporUtion of them in^lH^J

isKivenat 3:MC2 packages, ^8.241 in 1840, and4/,843

inthelu.t vear. Lima papers to the I9th Dec. have been

received, but they contain little matter of political interest.

Preparations were making there to raise another army to

oppose the Eollvians, and Don Manuel Mei^endez, Presi-

dent of the Council of State, who appeared to be tempo-

rarily charged with the supreme direction of affairs, had

iisued a inoclamation of amnesty to all political offenders

or parties, to the intent that all should rally round the

tandard of the country, and take vengeance on the Boli-

for the defeat of Incague. A postscript of a letter

Gth Dec,

stating that news had been received there from Paro, tliat

the Bolivian army bad recrossed the Desaguadero on their

return to Bolivia, where a revolution was said to have

broken out against Balevian, and in favour of Santa Cruz.

The report was that the latter was arrested, and deprived

of the command of tbe army. San Roman, the Peruvian

General, waft laid to be rai&ing troops in Cazco, and had

at the date 1,500 men to oppose the Bolivians. Arequlpa

Lad declared for Yivanco as Chief of Peru.

from Arequipa is given in these papers, of the

HOrSE OF LORDS.
afo«d«tf.—After the presentation of a number of petitions.

The nuke of Wkllington, in moving the third reading of the

Spirit Duties ilrelaud) Bill, made a few remarlcs expressive of a

belief that there was no ground for apprehending that the mea-

»ure would lead to an increase in illicit distillation ia Irelaml.—

Lord MoN'TKAGLK said, that if the force in Irelaud was sumcient

to prevent ilhcit distillation, no better tax could be proposed ; but

wheii it was knowu that one-third of the police force In Ireland

at this moment was occupied in endeavouring to prevent illicit

distillation, and that without succeeding in the endeavour, he

icarcely expected greater success when the inducement to fraud

would be greater.—The Earl of Wicklow, though quite alive to

the danser pointed out by the noble Lord, was ready to give his

confidence to the statement of the noble Duke.— After a few re-

marks from the Marquis of Clanricarjje and LordCLoxcuaRV,
tbe bill was read a third time and passed.

The Queen's Prison Biil then passed through committee.

Tuesdai/.—The House sat only a short time, which was entirely

occupied with the presentation of petitions.

The Earl of Wixchelska gave notice that on Friday he would
present a petition signed by 5,000 farmers aud growers of fruit iu

Kent, complaining of the injury they had sustained in conse-

quence of the low duty on the importation of foreign fruit.

Thursdat/.— Lovd}klAlios t accompanied by several members of

the House of Commons, brou^^ht up the Copyright Amendment
Bill, which was read a first time.

lird Campbell presented seven petitions from different places

in Scotland, prayingr that all restrictions upon the importation of

corn aiid provisions might be done away with. Healsopresciited

petitions from places in the counties of Down and Londonderry,
praying for an alteration in the law respecting marriages by
Presbyterian clergymen.

Lord Dknmax said that some ditferencea of oj)iiiion had arisen
between some noble and learned Lords on the subject of the Law
of Evidevice Improvement Bill. As these differences of opinion
would be more satisfactorily arranged by a discussion among*
those who took an interest in tiie bill than by a debate in that
bouse, he should move that the order of the day for the report on
that bill be discharged, and on Monday he would move that the
bill be referred to a select committee. The order of the day was
then read and ordered to be discharged.
Friday.—The Uoyal Assent was given to the Irish Spirit Duties

Bill, the Com Importation Bill, and others of more local interest.

A desultory and somewhat irregular discu ' jw took place on the
appointment of the magistracy, arisin^out of the pre^=entatlon of
a petition by the Marquis of Normanby, but it led to no .result.

The Earl of VVivchklbba presented a petition from the fruit-

growers of Ea^t Kent against the importation of foreign fruit.

Fleming then withdrew from the House ; and a discussion arose

on the motion that he be ordered to attend in his place, and be
informed by the Speaker that he must attend the committee and
answer the question. The motion was carried; and on Mr.
Fleming's return to his place, the Speaker read the resolu.

tion, to which the hon. Member bowed, and sat down without

observation. *
, -

i. ..

Some other business of no general mterest succeeded; after

Mr. b'CoNNELL called the attention of the House to the want
of Roman Cathohc chaplains to the soldiers of that faith serving

in India and Chhia. At home and in the colonies he ssid there

were usually Roman Catholic clergymen within reach of the

troops but there was no such resource in the East. He asked

for a committee to consider this subject.—Mr. li. Bauixg assured

Mr. O'Connell that there was no indifference on the part of the

Indian Govenmient to the spiritual welfare of the Roman Catholic

soldiers, and that further consideration should he bestowed npou

the subject by the Board of Control.—After some observations

from Mr. Hume in support of Mr. O'ConneU's recommendation,

Sir H HAaniNGE gave seme explanations as to the religious dis-

cipline of the army, and expressed the fullest sympathy witlihis

Roman Catholic comrades. He stated, however, some general

objections to the establishment of regimental chaplains, whether

Catholic or Protestant, and hoped the motion would not be

pressed.—After a few remarks from Sir R. H. Inglis, the motion

was withdrawn.
Mr. Ei.FHiN'STOxE then moved a resolution. That t! e House

would at an early period resolve itselfinto committee, with a view

of imposing on the succession to real estate a scale of legacy snd

probate duties of the same amount as on succession to personal

property." He gave a statement of the revenue produced by

probate and legacy duties on personal property, and added his

own calculation of the revenue to he expected from reality. He
thought that justice and common sense required the equalisation

of the two imposts.

The CifANCELLOR of the ExcnEQUER opposed the motion, on

the ground that the proposed tax upon landed property would fall

almost exclusively on the smaller estates, the larger properties

beinff generally in settlement j so that thctax would be much less

productive than was imagined. He concluded by saying that

there were already heavy charges in the transfer of real pro-

perty from which personal property was exempt.—Mr. Hume
thought that the Chancellor of the Exchequer had made out a

good case in favour of the motion. He considered that the Go-

vernment, administering impartially the afiairs of the country,

was bound to go into this inquiry, before it got the obnoxious

Income-tax passed, so that it might be seen to what extent the

land bore its share of the burdens of the State.—Messrs. Ewart

and Wallace briefly supported the motion.
^

Lord J. Russell did not see why a tax on succcjsion shoald

not be so imposed as to apply to settled property. But when a

bill for an Income-tax was already in progress, of which the

House had by several divisions aflirmed the prmciple, he was not

prepared, by voting for tliis motion, to impose a stiU further

taxation on the country,
. ^ ^

-SirR. Peel opposed the motion as an attempt to renewthe

discussion of the Income-tax. and to obstruct the progress of that

measure, the principle of which the House had already affirmed.

He considered the tax on Income, objectionable as it was, was

preferable to the present proposition, which involved a very com-

plicated and extensive inquiry. He would pronounce no posita;€

opinion on the subject, as it might hereafter be matter for consi-

deration ; but the adoption of the motion at present would over-

throw the decision of the House on the financial measures of the

Government, and he must, therefore, oppose it.

Mr. Ellice supported the motion, with the hope, he said, oi

obtaining a complete review of the whole system of our taxation

on real as compared with personal properly. -Dr. BowRixcmovett

the addition of some words, proposing to take a legacy a^^ P^^""

baOe duty on land by way of substitution for some part ol tne

Income-tax.-Lord Ho wick said he could not vote for a measure

this separate schedule for the farmers ; whom he would propose t
which, unless accompanied by a general

[;;];jf^;^',^.^^^^^^^

to tax, as the hop-farmers and jiursery-gardeners were intended Kon deeds, would only create additional niequahties ami aiionM

to be taxed, in the same schedule wMth the traders.- Mr.GouLBURN
vindicated this test on the score of general convenience. The
accounts of farmers were so mixed up with the consumption on
their farms, that there was hardly a possibility of estimating

profits in all individual cases.—Lord Worslev said, he believed

the farmers would rather pay upon the half rental than submit

to the inquisitorial examination of each individual case. Several

Scotch Members intimated the preference of the northern farmers

for the individual mode of examination. After a little more con-

versation, schedule B was voted without a division.

On schedule C, Mr. F. T. Baring asked if foreigners holding

British stock were to be subjected to the tax? Sir R. Peel
answered in the affirmative, and Mr. Hume complained that a

breach of public faith was committed by subjecting the funds to

taxation.— Mr. RicAnno proposed an. amendment, the object of

which was to make a distinction, in levying the tax, in favour of

terminable annuities.—Mr. Goulburx denied the distinction in

piiuciplc between annuities for a longer and for a shorter term.^

It was, he said, only the temporaiy nature of this tax that made
it seem unjust. If the tax were permanent, then the holder of

an annuity terminable in ten years, would in tea years cease to

pay the tax, while the liolders of more lasting hvcome would still

continue their contributions. The price of the present terminable

annuities, bince the present measure was announced, had actually

risen in the same proportion with the other public funds. It

would have been impossible to fit the measure to the different du-

rations of all the different kinds of income.—Mr.V. Smith thought

that the Chancellor of the Exchequer had been givuip; uisu&icient

reasons all through the committee. Lord Howkk thought

there were special circumstances in this case taking it out of the

general principle.—The committee divided on Mr. Ricardo's
amendment, which was negatived by a majority of *J53 against

117.—Some discussion then arose respecting the lurther progress

of the Bill, and Sir R. Pkel said, that before he moved the third

requested to move

ThP Thames Haven and Dock Radway Bill, the Warkworin

Ha?hm7r'Bin th^LUxrpool Health of the ^-^
^;",^^^^^^

Naturalisation BUI were read a second time and ordered to oe

''^"'the^motion for going into comftittee on the Income-tax.

Mr VValla^e renewed his objections to the measure, and desired,

fn thW stagrof i^^^^^^^ ^^y ^'^^ '''^'^^ alterations

were ntended in t^ tariff. He wished Sir R. Peel >^ould take a

^ear to consider whether, if the country must have an Income tax,

thTbetUr course might not be to make it a tax of 12 per cent.

Instead of 3, and abolish other more injurious modes of taxation,

reanwhie he recommended a temporaiy issue of Exchequer-

bil^s He was uot, however, inclined to interpose objections for

"^'^r R -p^'raTkecf^hat would have been said to Government,

if ifter takiuET five months' time to look at the finances and re-

iourTesof h^ ended with proposing another

year of temporary expedients? The money-marketcertamly was

now ill a healthy state, but that state was the result of the

vi-orous effort in progress for the restoration of pubic credit j

and if that effort w-ere to be relaxed, the «^ouey-market would

?aU again into disorder. As to the tariff he adhered to al the

leading principles which he had aniiounced respecting it. And he

would not object, after the report on the Income-tax Bill, with

which he proposed proceeding from day to day, to discuss the

general outline of thit tariff. He hoped it wo.ild not be thought

necessary now to take another debate on the prmciple of the

^llTnl^ME^ex^^ his thanks to Sir R. Peel for the mode in

which he had grappled with'commercial restriction. He wisbed

Government had done more 5 but still it was dmng much. He

particularly regretted that a greater impression was not made

Spon the com monopoly; the effect of which, he considered, w as

to give the landed interests from the public puree as rnuch as

they would have to pay for the Income-tax. He thought Her

Majesty would gladly give up a portion of the useless state sur-

rounding her, and he would fain strip some of the gold lace from

her sur?rfiuons attendants. If a tax like the present was re-

quired, it should have been on property alone, and not on income.

In its present shape it would fall heavily on the industrious

classes, by diminishing the funds for the mamtenance of labour.

—The House then went into committee on the Bill. Some con-

versation arose on the proposition that the Income-tax should

commence from the 5th April, 1842, and some questions were put

as to the time when the tariff should come into operation.

The Chancellor of the ExcHKQfKR reminded the houselhat

the tariff was to be permanent, and the Income-tax tempolary;

and Sir R. Peel said that as the tax was to last for three years,

it w^as immaterial whether it commenced iu April or July, biU that

it would be convenient that it should have effect from the com-

mencement of the financial year, cu the sth April. This was
accordingly carried J

and schedule A passed without a division.

On schedule B. imposing 34^. per pound in England, and ^^d. in

Scotland, on the profits of farmers, taken at half the annual

value. Lord Howick objected tliat this test was a very inaccurate

one. On large farms well cultivated, there was a much larger

surplus, in the shape of rent, than on &maller and worse tilled

farms i
and thus the tax imposed by this Bill would fall the

heaviest on the best farming. He would advise the omission of

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Mtmda!/.—Mr. Hitmk took the og.ths and his seat, as member

for the Montrose Burghs.
Mr. Redi.vgtox, the Chairman cf the Southampton Election

Committee, reported the committal of John Wren, lor rcfu^..^,^- to

an-iwer a question; and moved that he be called t > the bar and
interrogated. After a cuversation, he was brought to the Ijar,

and expressed his willingness to answer the question, if the Hou?c
should decide that he ought to do so. It seems, however, that

the House holds itself incompetent toinc|uire, pending an election

committee, into any cf the evidence which that committee may
hare taken, and therefore has no menus of informing itself

whether a particiilar qur"-tion be or be not one which a wifncps

ought to answer. Sir R. Peel recommended that the witness

should be remitted to the committee, with a general admonition

that the committee must be the judges whether the question had

or had not a tendency to criminate him. Thin was sub-tantially

the course which, after a long discussion, the House adoptct!,

flischarguig the witness, however, ivom present cn-"-dy.

' Mr. Pakisotox, as Chairman of the Ipswich Election Com-
ndttee, reported the following resolutions to the House :— *' That

leading he would bring on the tariff.—The House then resumed,
and the other orders of the day were diposed of.

Tuesda?/.—The South Metropolitan Gas Bill was read a second
time and ordered to be committed.
The Bolton and Westhampton Road Bill, the Bolton and Preston

Railway Bill, aiul the Saundersfoot Harbour Bill, were read a
third time and passed.
The third reading of the Southwark Improvement Bill (No. 2)

was postponed until Friday, after a long discussion on a clause
proposed Vjy Mr. R. Palmer, for the more adequate compensation
of church lessees, which ended in the withdrawal of the clause.
Mr. REniNCTox, as chairman of the Southampton election

committee, reported that John Fleming, Esq.. a Member of that
House, had refused to answer a question put to him when under
examination as a v^itness, ugon the ground that he could not
answer it without violating private confidence.— Mr. Fleming,
who was in his place, gave a short explanation, in which he
stated th.at his refusal aros>e from no feeling of disrespect to the
committee, but that the question called upon him to disclose the
names cf gentlemen from whom he had confidentially received
sub' rrii>tion.-; for the les^timate purposes oT the Southampton
election; that ho could not um'-sc that disclosure withfiut a
breach of porsonal confidence and honour—a breach which he
did not believe the House could desire of him; and that he ap-
prehended the question to have been put for no substantial pur-
pose, but merely for the gratification of aa impertinent curiosity

lies. Indeed, he was by no means disposed, under
^"7

fycum-

stances,to vote for a tax not proposed by the Government tor tne

time being; and he had an especial dislike to a legacy duty,

which he considered as a very cruel kind of impost.—Dr. ijowRI^o

withdrew his amendment; and then the House dividcu on ine

original motion, when there appeared— For the motion, //,

against the motion, 2^1 : Majority against the motion, 144.

Col. Fox moved for some papers respecting Port ^ataI ana tijt

Boors and Aborigines of the Cape of Good Hope.—Lord ^tanls 1

explained the circumstances under which the Boors tiaa eii

grated from the British territory at the Cape to Port Xatal.anu

urged the impossibility of either recognising their present ciaiiu

to be treated as an independent people, or allowing them to pid

themselves under the protection of any European Power, i

British Government could not sanction any attempt on lae y ^
of these people to throw off their allegiance to her ^^^J^^ - *.

Some conversation followed, in whfch Lord J. Russell ana - •

Hume took part, and the papers were ordered ;
as also

"^^i^^^ '', .

moved for by Mr. Burroughs respecting the alleged misconu

ofthe Norfolk rural police.
. ^^ r.n ,.-^^ rpod

On the motion of ViscouiitMAHOX,theCopvnghtBUn\abi
a third time and passed. --The Pentonville Prison Bill -"" .

Parish Constables Bill were severally brought m aiid »^^' *
.^.gj

time.-On the motion of Mr. Masterman. the
^.^f*L^f;\pj.s

Leases Bill was read a first time.-;Thc Exchequer Bills mn
brought in and read a first time.

i. f 1 nVlock,
Wednesday.-ThevG being only 2-2 Members present at -J u '-^

the Speaker adjourned the House till Thursday. vM^rtioix
Thursday,-The reports of the Lichfield and Blackburn tieci

^^
Comraitteeswereseverally brought up by Mr. DivKrrai

^

Hayes, declaring thfrt Lord A. Paget for the former, auu i
•

Hornby for theJatter, were duly elected. Anipm'ments
On the motion of Sir J. C. Horuouse, the Lords A"^"

^a.

on the Nottingham Gas Bill were agreed to. and the i*i>'
l^^^^he

The following Bills were read a third time
f"*}

^*'^^„
paiUvay

Buckland Inclosure Bill, the London and ^,^^^^^^,]" ei,,!^^-''!

Bill, the Glasgow and Redbum Bridge-road Bill, and ^'^^^

Ashton-under-Lyne Railway Bill, the Iluif^^h Champno\v

closure Bill, and the Great Torrhigton Market Bill.
f^ojonial

The Wicklow Harbour Bill and the Noith Anjerican
^^ ^^^

Association Bill were read a second time, and ordereu

mitted.
Mr. Redtngto.v reported from the Southampton ^.^ gpeakcr's

mittee, that Win. Rouse Mabson having disobeyeu nit, ^^^^^
warrant, by refusing to attend and give evidence, aui^^^^^^

documents, had been ordered into the custody ot ^^7^ „.^^mittc<l

Arras. He then moved that \Vm. Rouse Mabson ^^^.j^^ com-
to Newgate.— Mr. Buck and Mr. Godson. Memnerb ^*

.^g^jtoted

mittee, opposed the motion.-Mr. Rkoin'gtov ^^*^"
^^ined.

the motion that Mr, Mabson be called to the bar a^^f^V,' ^varraiit,

TheSoLiciTOR.GKXKRAL, on examining th^bpeaK" ^^^^^,
...

doubted whether it were regular, inasmuch as
Jr^ itnc^s vv«-

Sept. 1841. After some discussion on this P^l^^' ^"^.^ted by the

called to the bar and examined, and ^^^"1 i"^t„a^i„cautiousl;-
Speaker and various Members, stated that ne uhu

election

pent the documents requu'ed to the c^i^**""!^"^
the receipt 0^

committee, Capt. Ward, who did not acknowledge u«^^^^ ^ to

them, and knew nothing about them.-A ^*cbate ine ^ j-^.^sion

what should be done with the witness, whi^h enaeu
^^^^^^y of

on the question whether he should be reiamea m i-u

L-ld

lu-

ElectionCom

in

vras
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the witness were extremely unsatisfactory, and the adjournment
was ue^-atived by i;£ to l6. After the division another motion
was made, that the witness he forthwith discharged, on which
another debate arose, one of the points in the discussion beine
the validity of the Speaker's w-arrant under which the witness
had been summoned, that validity being supposed to be affected
by the postponement of the consideration of all election petitions
from the last short session of Parliament to the present one On
a division there were 117 to 32 for retaining the witness incus-
tody. The witness was accordingly ordered to remain in the
custody of the Sergeant at-Arms. This case occupied the House
upwards of four hours.
The Excheqner-bills Bill was. after some observations from

Mr. Hums, the Chancelior of my. Exchequer, and Mr Wil
HAMS, read a second time, and ordered to be committed on
Friday.
Mr. Wallace moved for leave to bring in a Bill to reduce the

present number of Judges in the Supreme Courts of Scotland
from 13 to 9. by abolishing one of the two co-ordinate Courts of
Review mto which that Court is divided.

Sir J. Graham relied upon the almost unanimous concurrence
of the House, m enabling him to resist the motion. He said that
the opmions of the majority of the Committee of 1840, and of the
highest Scottish legal authorities, were adverse to the changes
proposed by Mr. Wallace; and agrceiiig himself in these opinions,
he considered the motion highly inexpedient.
Mr. RuTHKRForei* declared that the people of Scotland were

perfectly satisfied with the manner in which criminal justice was
administered amongst them, and censured the conduct of Mr.
Wallace ni bringing forward these motions from time to time.—
Mr. \\ALLACE replied; and on a division the motion was rejected
by 187 to 22.

Mr. Wallack then moved for what he termed ^'a return of
the plunder of the Post-office," raraely, that the return, showing
the applications which have been made to the Post-office lor let-
ters which were missing, and which contained ifioney or money's
worth, which return was presented to this Uou-e on the 4th of
March, be printed.

Sir G. Clkkk did not think that any useful purpose would be
served by agreeing to the motion, seeing that the committee on
pru\ted papers had already decided that it was unnecessary.—
After some conversation, shared in by Mr. V. Smith, Mr. Hume,
^""J^^-

F- T. Baring, the latter of whom considered that niuch
of the money lost in passing through the Post-office was owing
to the remissness of the public, in not availing themselves of the
security of the Mraiey-order department.
The Chancei.lou of tui; Excukulkr acceded to the sug-

gestion of an abstract of the return being prepared, which was
accepted by Mr. Wallace, who thereupon withdrew his motion.
Viscount iNGESTRK moved that an address be presented to her

Majesty, praying that she will be pleased to order a maritime sur-
vey of the coasts and harbours of the islands of New Zealand,when vessels can be spared lor that duty witliout inconvenience
to the public service. The trade, he said, was already consider-
able, and many wrecks had taken place owing to the want of
this survey. There was no department of the Admiralty which
was of more vaiue to the public than the Hydrographer's-office.—Capt. Pkchell approved of the motion, and was surprised that
there had been no survey up to this time. He agreed in the
utility of the Hydrographic-office, and thought that the officers
should be better paid, and more accommodation provided. The
motion was then agreed to.

Sir J. Graham obtained leave to bring in a Bill for remedying
defects arising from the misprision of officers in recording fines
andrecoverii.s in Wales and Cheshire, and for better recordinE-
the same. °

The report of the Colonial Passengers Bill was brought up and
several verbal amendments inserted on the motion of Lord Stan-
lev. The farther consideration of the report was then postponed
until Monday.—The report of the IJublin Police Bill wai brought
up.— Sir J. Graham said thni- Tlnfwi-Vlc^a^^^;llr» i-u^ «..«,,, . _^
most

the Sergeant- at-Arms, or that the debate be adjourned. Sir I nf Af^ce-o t? * u ~
R. Peel and Lord Stani.bv both agreed that the answers of 1

J-^J^ssrs. fairburn and Seawards, engineers, at Mill-wall,
was struck, and its shaft much damaged. A house in
New Gravel-Iane also received a severe i^hock, part of tbe
roof being taken off; and Limehouse church is said to
have been struck, but no serions injur}- resulted. In the
outskirts of Bow, Stratford. Edmonton, and even at
Hampsteadj Ilighgate, and Ilolloway, the storm is said to
have done great damage to the trees, many of which v»ere
torn up by the roots.

Metropolitan Improvements,-— Considerable progress
has been made in the formation of the line of street ^hich
is to continue from Farringdon-street to the church of
St. James, Clerkenwell.

1

)jr J. Cjrahaw said that notwithstanding the pressure of
important measures, he did not altogether abandon thehope of introducing a Bill to regulate the medical profession.Betoredomg so. however, it would be necessary to pass a Billrespecting the charter of the College of Physicians.-The Turn-pike-Roads (Ireland) Bill passed through committee, and wasreported.- The Timber Khips Bill was read a tiiird time andpassed, as was the Soap Duties Drawback Bill.—The CustomsDuties (West India and Korth American Colonies) went throughcommittee, and the Law of Merchants Act Amendment Bill wisread a second time.

Friday.~T\iQ House having resolved itself into committee onthe Income-tax Bill, Mr. Ro^blxk moved an amendment reducing the tax upon the profits of professions, trades, or avoca
I ffi""' Thf^ — '^f

P""*'""*' "'^'^'''^^ ^^^^ negatived by a majority of
J^u *^"^"i^ motion having been pat, Mr. CuAnyoKDmoved the rejection of the whole schedule/ which the Hou^enegatived by a majority of 209.-Another division took p?ace on

^nSanr.' ™T^' ''' ^' C.N^ri.u.for the exeuSon ofgenerals and dag officers whose incomes were derived from services
i when the House rejected the motion by a majority S 1^3"

thus affarnung the original proposition, that parties holdingpub'lic
Offices shall pay 7d. in the pound on their incomcs.-The Househaving resumed, Richard Gibbons was brought up in custodvseverely reprimanded by the Speaker, and discharged

^'^'^''*^>^'

CITY.
Money Market, /^nV«^.—The English funds are still

advancing. Consols for money improved to 92A to ^ and

w. ^l^^o^'^'^''";"^
^^ ^-^^ ^^^''^^ P^^ Centsf Reduced

left off 92 * "

iit£iropo(is ant) its
Thunder-Storm.

JJkinitD.
On Sunday afternoon, the Metropolis

vras visited by a severe thunder-storm. It was seriously
reit in the southern and eastern districts. At Brixton,
the steeple of the church was struck by the lightning
aoout lo feet from the top ; the granite cross by which it
'^as surmounted was shivered to pieces, the steeple thrown
11?''^ T l^^

^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^'f^T. and a boy who was ringing
uie bells for afternoon service had both his arms broken
oy the fall of a stone. Two houses at Tulse-hiil were seton tire by the lightning. The flames burnt with violenceome time, and were not got under before considerable

hfiv 1 °"^ ^^'^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ afternoon, appear also to

derXrl"^
severely felt in the eastern suburbs, and consi.S n
""""^^ ^'^^ "^^"^ ^^ ^^'^ ^^^ P^'"ts «^f ^Vapping,

.
'*«^eii, and Limehouse, by the overflowing of the rai^n

liA»c
^- rr^^ ®P^^^ ^'^^^ '" c<^^^^«a"€«ce be necessary. A

bv fl 'v u
^ l^avid-lane had its roof nearly destroyed

""f
tne lightmng

; and the tall chimney of the manufactory

A substantial thoroughfare has
been made from Farringdon-street to West-street, Smith-
field, which is expected to be finished in a few days,
and opened to the public. The roadway will be Co ft.

wide, and the footpaths on each side, which are composed
of Yorkshire stone, 11 ft, wide, thus leaving a clear car-
riage-way of 4a ft. The river Fleet, commonly called
** Fleet-ditch," has been diverted from its original course,
and turned into the centre of the street, while gas dud
water-pipes have been laid down, and cellars or vaults
built on each side of the street, so that the houses intended
to be raised may at once be erected, as soon as the con-
tracts shall be taken for that purpose. The commissioners
for the City improvements are said to be in treaty with
the authorities of the out ward of St. Bartholomew,* to
take the houses for the purpose of opening the line to
Cow-cross, .when the street will be thus far continued ; so
that there will be a direct line, without passin"; through
Smithfiehl, to the north-west division of the Metropolis.
—At a Court of Common Council, held on Thursday,
Mr. R. L. Jones brought up the report of the Royal
Exchange and Gresham Trusts Committee, on having
agreed with the Bank of England for the advance of
70,000/. for the City's moiety of expense of rebuilding
the Royal Exchange and the New Gresham College, and
for sealing a bond for 5,000/., part thereof. The report
entered into the details of the agreement with the Bank
of England for the proposed loan ; and the mode suggested
by the committee for again paying it ofl^, which was, that
nine-tenths of the net income which shall arise from the
rents of theFinsbury estates, beyond the present rental of
115,000/., should be set aside, together with any further
surpluses of the Gresham fund which may ari^e. By
this plan the committee thought that a sinking fund
would be formed fully adequate "to discharge the debt in

about nine years frjm the present time. A conversation
of some length took place upon the subject of the mode
proposed for redeeming the loan; and ^Ir. Jones having
ofTered no objection to the postponement of the considera-
tion of that part of the report, the court agreed to the
firmer portion, relative to the negotiation with the Bank.
It was mentioned incidentally in the discussion, by Mr.
R. Taylor, that it would be well if the City lands com-
mittee would take care, in letting the estates, to prevent
them from being made burial-places; and ]Mr. Hall, the
chairman of the committee, stated that the committee
were doing all they could to prevent the extension of the
practice. A petition was afterwards presented from Mr,
John Belcher, proposing a viaduct as a means of remedy-
ing the evil arising from the acchvity at Holborn-hill,
which was referred to a committee, A long discussion
took place on the report of the committee recommending
the removal of the attic over the ball-room at the INIansion-

house. The report was ultimately agreed to, and referred

back to the committee to be carried into execution.

East India House,—On Wednesday the Directors of
the East India Company gave an entertainment to the

Marquis of Tweeddale and Sir George Arthur, on oc-

casion of their appointment to the Governorship of the

Presidencies of Madras and Bombay ; Sir J. LusLington,
chairman of the Company, in the chair. Among the company
present were the Duke of Wellington, Sir R. Peel, Lord
Stanley, and several other members of the Cabinet, toge-

ther with a distinguished circle of noblemen and gentle-

men, in number about 140- After dinner the usual loyal

toasts were given ; after which the chairman proposed tlie

healths of the Marquis of Tweeddale and Sir G. Arthur,

and success to their governments in their respective pre-

sidencies. The Marquis of Tweeddale and Sir G. Arthur
briefly returned thanks. "^The Navy and Army were then
given, which were respectively acknowledged by the Earl

of Haddington and Lord Hill, The chairman then pro-

posed the health of Sir R- Peel and her Majesty's Minis-

ters. Sir R. Peel returned thanks. They were, he said^

met on an occasion of peculiar interest. It was impossi-

ble not to wait with interest at least for the full explana-

tion and development of those events in India, of which,

hitherto, they had received but partial and imperfect

accounts ; but though they could not divest themselves of

those feelings of deep interest, there was no occasion for

or distrust—there was do occasion for any

but those which are most becoming to an

the firm determination to repair any disaster

they might have met with, and to overcome every difficulty

with which they might be encompassed in the administra-

tion of affairs in India. When he recollected that there
never was a period when there existed a more intimate,
cordial, good understanding between the executive autho-
rity in this country and the East India Company—when
he reflected on the high character and qualifications of the
civil servants of the Company in India—when he reflected

on the valour of the united armies that are rivalling each
other in the field of glory in a friendly competition
when he recollected that this country is still blessed with
the advice and counsel of that illustrious man who in

India displayed that extraordinary combination of moral
and intellectual qualities which he has evinced alike in

military and civil government during his after life

apprehension
other feelings

Englishman

when he reflected on this combination of advantages^
so far from seeing any occasion for despondency or alarm,
he felt assured that every difficulty would be overcome,
and that the trials to which they might be exposed would,
being surmounted, only lay the foundation for the in-
creased stability and enduring success of our Indian em-
pire. The health of the Duke of Wellington was then
given. The Duke, in returning thanks, said, that having
had the honour of strviug the East India Company-
having lived for some years in that country under the pro-
tection of their government, and having witnessed the
benefits conferred upon the natives of the vast regions
under their sway, it was not surprising that he should on
all occasions have felt an anxiety with respect to the
choice of those individuals who are to govern the different
portions of the territory forming their mighty empire.
Upon no occasion had he been more satisfied with the
choice announced than upon the present evening. Several

j
other toasts were afterwr^rds given, among which were
those of the President of the Board of Trade, and Lord
Ellenborough, Governor- General of India.
Custom House.—On Wednesday one of the mofit ex-

tensive seizures that has occurred for some years was
made by the officers of customs on board a vessel lying
in the River. It seems that, from information they had
eceived, the officers determined to search her. The
cargo at first appeared to consist of tierces of beef and
other articles; but it was soon found that, instead of
beef, the casks, to the number of 40, contained bags of
snufF closely packed, the contents of each cask weighing
upwards of 3J cwt., the duty upon which would have
amounted to nearly 5,000/. The whole of the seizure was
removed to the Custom-house stores.

Public Mcclinys—On Saturday, a meeting of the Mary-
lebone vestry was held for the purpose of considering the
following motion, relative to the police-force in that parish,
of which notice had been given by Mr. Tufnell, M.P. :—
*• That a committee be appointed to report the number of
police stations and policemen employed in the parish, and
to ascertain whether the amount levied for the mainte-
nance of the police force is a fair proportion as compared
with that levied on other Metropolitan districts." Mr.
Tufnell addressed the meeting at some length in support
of his motion, and during his speech stated that under'
the old system, the watch of Marylebone, which he said
had been admitted by Sir R. Peel to be very efficient,
consisted of 197 persons, and the annual expense was un-
der 10,000/. That the present police force in the parish
consisted of one superintendent, four inspectors, twenty-
five sergeants, and 181 constables, which, were they pro-
perly assessed, ought not to cost the parish more than
10,734/. annually ; but, in addition to about 0,000/. from
the Consolidated Fund, the cost of the police annually
amounted to 27,176/. ; an amount sufficient for double
the number of men engaged, and for tbe police employed
in other districts. St. George's, Hanover-square, he said,
only paid for police the aunvial sum of 11,420/.; St.
James's had 169 constables, and only paid annually 5,94 1 /.

;

while Marylebone, for 181 constables, had to pay directly
20,382/., and indirectly 27,176/. Lambeth, with an area
of 3,640 acres, and having 1G7 constables, only paid
8,282/.; Kensington had 179 constables, and only paid
5,981/. ; the parish of Islington had 578 constables, and
only paid 13,407/. annually ; and the small parish of St.
Paul, Cove\)t-garden, paid only 587/-, and hadno less than
139 constables, Mr. Tufnell concluded a long address hj
saying that he did not wish to raise the amount of other
districts, but he thought Marylebone ought to be reduced
to its fair and proper proportion. He considered the
police system as the very worst possible system of tyranny,
and, unless the police commissioners thought proper to
remedy this evil, he should certainly feel it his duty to
bring this subject before Parliament. Several gentlemen
then addressed the meeting, and after some observations
on the inefficiency of the present police as a detective
force, which it was urged had been evidenced by the re-

cent circumstance of Daiiiel Good having made his escape
and evaded the hands of justice for fifteen days, the motion
was unanimously adopted On Monday, pursuant to ad-
vertisement, a public meeting was held for the purpose of
receiving the report of a committee on the best means of
testifying the public gratitude to the late Dr. Birkbeck
for his services in promoting the education of the people,
and especially the working classes. Lord Brougham took
the chair, and briefly explained the objects for which the
meeting was convened. Mr. Hume, M.P., then proposed
the first resolution, which was seconded by Mr. R. Tay-
lor, that " It is the opinion of this meeting,' that upon the
sound education of the great body of the people mainly
depend, under Divine Providence, the stability and hap-
piness of nations

; and that mechanics' institutions have
greatly contributed to that education by the direct in-
struction and by the rational recreation which they afibrd
to the working classes." Lord J. Russell next addressed
the meeting. He adverted to the benefit mankind had
derived by the establishment of mechanics' institutions by
Dr, Birkbeck, and proposed the second resolution, which
was seconded by Mr. Basil Montagu, '* That this meeting
desire to record their deep sense of the eminent services

which Dr. Birkbeck has rendered to the education of the

people, by founding in ISOO and teaching a class (or me-
chanics at Glasgow, {^y his munificent aid in founding and

his constant care in superintending the London Mechanics

Institution, and bv his ready assistance in forming sfmrlar

bodies throughout^he kingdom." Jt was then moved by

Lord Dudley Stuart, seconded by Mr. DlUou, '* That this

meeting approve and adopt the Report of the Committee

appointed on the 3d Aug. last, and are o( opinion that

the most fitting method of testifying the public gratitude

to Dr. Birkbeck is hj fQimding in University College,

«
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London, a Professorsnip or .uaciiiuerj auu ^,*«x.m.«.v^.^w,

iacludinir the Application of Chymistry and other branches

of Natural Philosophy to the Arts ; that the Professor be

recmired to lecture in the country during the college vaca-

tion- und that a subscription be commenced for this pur-

Dose All the resolutions were adopted."—On Tuesday,

the Annual Meeting of the Metropolitan Anti-Corn-law

Association was held, Mr. Warburton, late M.P. for Bnd-

port in the chair. The secretary rer^d a long report, and

a series of resolutions expressive of the dissatisfaction of

the meeting at the course which had been pursued by

Government with regard to the non-abolition of all mono-

polies, more particularly in corn, and the restrictions on

the industry and commerce of the country. The meeting

was addressed by the chairman, Earls Radnor and Kin-

naird, Mr. ViUiers, M.P., Mr. Hume, M.P., and several

other members of Parliament, and gentlemen who were on

the platform. After a number of speeches, the report

and resolutions were finally adopted.—A public meeting

was held on Wednesday of the electors of the City of Lon-

don, for the purpose of calling on Lord J. Russell to re-

sign his seat as representative of the City, on account of

hi^s
** factious opposition to the tariff and other measures

of Sir R. Peel's administration.*' The proceedings of the

meeting were throughout of a noisy character. A Mr.

Chilcot took the chair, and after he hml briefly addressed

the meeting, a resolution was proposed and seconded that

the meeting highly approved of the conduct of Lord J

Bu^cll. Mr. Wilkinson opposed the resolution in a speech

of some length, and coacluded by moving an amendment,

'*Thatthts meeting approves of the measures proposed

to Parliament by the Ministers of the Crown, on the whole,

as calculated to better the condition of the working people,

improve trade and commerce, and increase the revenue ;

that we regret the retarding of their accomplishment by a

futile anil factious oj)po5ition, and deprecate theconductof

Lord John Russell, who, as one of the Members of Parha-

inent for this City, ought, to the utmost of his power, to

expedite rather than retard so great a good, and thereby

put an end to that state of uncertainty which at^present

paralyses the trade and commerce of the country. ' After

several other persons had spoken, the amendment was

put, and declared, amid considerable noise and confusion,

to be carried by a large majority, though the supporters of

tlie original resolution maintained that it was negatived by

20 to 1 On Wednesday a public entertainment was given

by the Colonial Society to Sir Allan M'Nab, as a proof of

the feelings entertained towards him by gentlemen con-

nected with Canada, and the British public in general, in

fwpect to his late exertions in the loyal cause in Upper

Canada. Oa his health being proposed, Sir A. M*Nab
returned thanks at considerable length. He took a gene-

ral review of the late events in Canada, and concluded

by saying that there existed a strong feeling of loyalty

among the people of that country ; and that they were

determined to maintain the connexion with Great Britain.

jMelropoJUan AntUjuities. — K discovery of ancient

coins has been made by some men employed in digging a

new sewer under tlie foundation of Temple-har. They

consist chiefly of old copper coins and a few of gold, said

to be of the reign o( Charles L
The Art Union,— The sixth annual meeting of the

members of this society, for the purpose of distributing

the prizes, was held on Tuesday at Drury-lane Theatre.

Mr. Bond Cabbeli, in the absence of the Duke of Cam-
bridge, who was prevented from attending by a slight ac-

cident, was called upon to preside. The theatre was

crowded with visitors, and presented an interesting sight.

The secretary read the yearly report, announcing the

amount of subscriptions for this year to be 12,905/., of

which 8,900/. were allotted for the purchase of pictures,

and -100/, for casts. It was also recommended in the re-

port that a reduced model of some celebrated piece of

sculpture shouldbe introduced among the prizes ; and se-

condly, that the society should extend its patronage to

the art of medal engraving, to which end it was suggested

that a series of medals, illustrating the history of British

art, should be commenced, and one die engraved every

year, for which 100/. should annually be set aside. Two
scrutineers were then elected, and two ladies appointed to

draw the prizes, which were divided as follows:— 1 of

400/,, I of 300/., 2 of 200/., 3 of 1 50/., 6 of 100/., 6 of 80/.,

8 of 70/., 10 of GO/., 14 of oO/., 20 of 40/., 26 of 30/., 30
of 25/., 44 of 20/., 40 of 15^.^ 60 of 10/. In addition to

these, 20 bronze casts and 10 of plaster were distributed.

The ceremony of drawing being concluded, a vote of thanks
was given to Mr. Macready for the readiness and affa-

bility which he had shown in affurding the use of his
theatre-

MortalUy in the Metropolis.

19ro6incfal Nttos

« ^ . ^

The following is the
number of deaths in the Metropolis from all causes re-
gistered in the week ending Saturday the IGthinst. :

males, 414 ; females, 480; total 894. Weekly averages,
1838-9-40-1: males, 467; females, 445; total, 912.

CambericelL—On Monday a vestry meeting of the inha-

bitants was held, for the purpose of determining the amount
to be expended in the rebuilding of the parish church.

The Rev. J, G. Storie, vicar, took the chair. There were
between 700 and BOO persons present; and after six hours'

discussion, during which time the proceedings were occa-

sionally very violent, a resolution waa adopted to expend

12,000/., in addition to the 3,600/. received from the in-

aurance-office ; n,0O0/. to be raised by Exchequer-bills,

and the remainder to be collected by two rates. A deter-

mined opposition was then made as to the appointment of

a committee, one party wishing for a reappointment of

the old one, while the opposite side insisted on having

gome new names inserted. It w^as ultimately determined

that there should be a poll of the whole parish, which is

appoiuted to take place in a few days*

5r«ff/brd.—The magistrates, bankers, and merchants

of this town, interested in the long wool trade, have re-

cently petitioned the Board of Trade for such a modifica-

tion of the tariff with regard to the exportation of British

wool as would afford adequate protection to Enghsh manu^

facturers. An answer has been received on the subject,

in which the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for

Trade state that they are not prepared to accede to the

prayer of the memorial. '

^ ,. . ,

Diidley.^On Monday Bome serious disturbances oc-

curred among the workpeople of this town, Stourbridge,

and other parts of the iron manufacturing districts, which

for some time threatened serious consequences, and ren-

dered it necessary to call in the assistance of the military

from Birmingham. The following appear to be the

authentic particulars of these riots, and of the causes

which led to them :—A short time since a number of the

ironmasters in the neighbourhood reduced the wages of

their workmen, upon which many of the men, chiefly

nailors, refused to resume their employment ;
while others

continued to work at the price offered. Tt seems, how-

ever, that those who ** struck" determined to compel the

masters to pay the old prices, or to drive away from the

vacons manufactories those men who still continued to be

employed in them. For this purpose, on Monday some

thousands of workmen congregated from Lye Waste,

Craidley, and Netherton, and proceeded to visit the works

of several of the most influential masters of this manufac-

turing district ; and upon being told that the reductions

made were in consequence of similar reductions by com-

peting manufacturers, they proceeded to seize the masters

and violently force them into their ranks ; in this manner

several of the principal ironmasters and manufacturers

were seized while on their own premises, and marched in

procession to this town. On their arrival the mob es-

corted their prisoners to the hotel, for the purpose, it is

said, of confronting them with the other masters to whom

they had alluded. The streets were at this time densely

crowded with people, considerable excitement prevailed,

and the shops were generally closed. The ironmasters

remained in the hotel some time in consultation with the

magistrates; when the mob, becoming impatient, pro.

ceeded to further extremities, and attempted to force the

building. The Dragoons however, who had been sent for

from Birmingham, fortunately arrived before they had ac-

complished their purpose ; and the Riot Act having been

read, they were soon after dispersed, but not until 12 of

their number had been seriously wounded, and 40 of the

ringleaders captured. In the evening a large body of po-

lice were sent by the authorities in Birmingham to render

any assistance that might be requisite. The rioters, after

retreating upon the entrance of the troops, proceeded to

the out-manufacturing districts, and on Tuesday it was

stated by persons arriving from the neighbourhood, that

they had congregated in great numbers at Rowley-Regis,

Craidley, and other adjacent places, where considerable

excitement prevailed, and further disturbances of a serious

character were expected. The magistrates immediately

took active measures to preserve the peace, aided by the

Lord-Lieutenant of the county, Lord Littleton ; and on

Wednesday, alarming reports being still current,^ fresh

reinforcements were sent for. In the course of the

day, a troop of the Worcestershire Yeomanry, accompa-

nied by two pieces of artillery, arrived ; and neariy a

troop of the Enniskillen Dragoons were stationed in the

town, the rest of the two troops being quartered in the

neighbourhood of Lye Waste, Stourbridge, Hales Owen,

and other places. On Wednesday a public meeting of

the Chartists was called, when they were addressed by

Mr. Cooke, of this town, and Mr. Candy, from Yorkshire,

on the necessity of union, and the advantages that would

result from the people's charter. All passed off quietly,

and it was resolved to appoint a deputation of working

men to meet the master nailors. It was also understood

that, until these delegates had made a report to the meet-

ing, the workmen would abstain from outrage ; but that

if the deputation did not meet with a satisfactory recep-

tion, proceedings of a violent nature might be anticipated.

—The latest accounts inform us that no fresh disturbances

had taken place. The deputation of the working-classes

have had a conference with the masters ; and, it is stated,

have expressed themselves generally satisfied with the dis-

position of those assembled to meet their views so far as

circumstances permit them. The ringleaders of the mob
who were tajcen on Monday have been examined by the

magistrates, and committed.

Liverpool—A public meeting of the merchants, ship-

owners, builders, and others connected with the timber

trade, has been held in this city, for the purpose of consi-

dering the propriety of memorialising Government to allow

the proposed change in the timber duties to come into im-

mediate operation. Mr. T. Sands, chairman of the Dock
Committee, took the chair. Mr. Robinson said, as chair-

man of the British North American Association, he begged

to protest against that being considered a meeting of the

timber trade. Mr. Brereton, timber-merchant, also made
a similar protest, after which he and Mr. Robinson left

the meeting. Several gentlemen then addressed the meet-
ing, and the following resolutions were finally adopted :

—

i. ** That the prices current for North American timber
in the port of Liverpool throughout the whole year ending
Ist Feb., 18 12, have not only been unremunerative, but

ruinous, both to importer and shipowner." 2- ** That
the prices now current for North American timber are

below the rates at which it can be remuneratively imported

for sale, even under the proposed new scale of duties.''

3. ** That the consequence of any protracted delay would

tend to injure all parties, without benefiting or alleviating

anv oae interest, inasmuch as poi&tpotiemeut will at once

check consumption, and cause a comparative cessation of

all general contemplated operations, and thus, in effect,

paralyse the trade both at home and abroad for 1842,"

4. ** That whatever the result may be with regard to the

proposed alteration of the timber duties, it is highly ex-

pedient, as regards the future welfare of the merchant and

colonist abroad, and also the merchant, shipowner, and
manufacturer at home, that that alteration should come
into immediate operation, and not be delayed until the

10th of October." It was also resolved that a memorial,

embodying these resolutions, be forwarded to Governmenj,

Luton.—A public meeting of the inhabitants of this

town and neighbourhood has beefi held, to take into con-

sideration the proposed reduction of duty on foreign plait

and bonnets, and the serious injury it is likely to occasion

to the town and neighbourhood, and plaiting districts

generally, and more especially to the manufacturing poor.

After several gentlemen had addressed the meeting

on the subject, the following resolutions were adopted

:

1. That the proposed reduction of duty on foreign plait

and bonnets will materially injure the interests pf

the manufacturing poor throughout the plaiting dis-

to upwards of 150,000 individuals.tricts, amounting

2. That it will seriously injure every part^ of the trading

community tliroughout the plaiting districts of the king-

dom. 3. That by depriving a large proportion of the

manufacturing poor of the means of subsistence, it will

considerably increase the poor-rates, and necessarily bring

upon the agriculturists a very heavy additional burden.

4. That the manufacture of British straw plait, which is

carried on by women and children, and by the surplus

agricultural labourers, deserves the encouragement and

protection of the legislature, particularly because no

machinery is used in its production,
^
5, That foreign hat»

and bonnets will be introduced within the restricted size

of 22 inches in diameter, weighing lib. each, for 1*. 8t/.

;

and, therefore, no plait will be imported but such as is

made up into hats and bonnets, or baskets, and the in-

tended duty of 75. 6d. upon plait will be avoidable, falla-

cious, and in every sense a dead letter. 6. That the

alleged reason for so great a reducrion of the existing

dutfes upon foreign plait, namely, that large quantities are

smun-gled into this country, is not, in the opinion of this

meeting, founded upon fact; for had such been the case,

it must have been known to the manufacturers of Luton,

who have extensive connexions in every part of the king-

dom. 7. That petitions be presented to both Houses of

Pariiament, embodying the resolutions of this meeting.

Portsmouth.—}l serious tire has occurred in this town.

It broke out in an extensive store situate at the corner of

Lombard-street, filled with a large quantity of tar, hemp,

oakum, and other combustible materials. The fire spjead

with great rapidity, and soon communicated to the adjoin-

ing houses. By the exertions, however, of the police,

aided by a body of soldiers, and the sailors from the dif-

ferent ships of war, the flames were at length got under,

though not before considerable damage had been done,

several houses, in addition to the stores, being burnt

down. The cause of the fire is not known, but it is sup-

posed to have originated from spontaneous combustion.

Souihamptou.—A young man, named Thomas Maslin,

has been examined before the magistrates m this town,

charged with an attempt to commit murder and suicide.

It appeared, from the evidence of several witnesses, that

the prisoner, who is a stranger i^ the town, went a tew

evenings since into a shoemaker's shop, above Bar, and,

without any provocation or ostensible cause, made an at-

tempt to cut the throat of an errand-boy in the shop, witu

a knife which he had asked for to cut his boot, wbicH

pinched him. Not succeeding in his attempt, thougU ne

inflicted a severe wound in the boy's chin, he endeavoured

to stab himself, but failed, and was then taken into cus-

tody. At his examination, he declined saying anything,

and was committed to take his trial. A medical witnebs

stated that the prisoner was at the time labouring unaer

strong excitement; that he was not, however, mtosicatea.

but appeared to have been recently suffering under severe

illness; and from the peculiar formation of his head, m»

Messrs. Grissell

the appointment of a superintendent

was of opinion that there was some organic derangemenv,

though he could not pronounce him decidedly insane.

Wales.—Gve-it excitement ,has prevailed for t^e 'as

few days in Hawarden, North Wales, near the seat o ^ir
.

S. Glynne, Bart., in consequence of the turn-ouf ot all u

hands working in the extensive collieries of xMessrs. Rg^J
and Hancock, and the attempts of these men to caus^

other operatives in collieries to turn out and support in

in their demands. The question in dispute apPff^^^

of a similar nature to that which recently occurred betwee

d Peto and their workmen, respecting

A gentleman,

n7me'ds"tale"yrhas 'hitherto' been the agent aPP°'°^^^ '!

carry on the collieries ; and having for some
"^f^^^"

^

dered himself obnoxious to the men, they f^"f
!** *°

"^"a1.

and, asstembling in great numbers, demanded his dism
^^

This not being acceded to, they proceeded to me^»"; -

violence ; and having seized Mr. Staley, treated him « ?

roughly. They placed him in a coal-waggon, con* J^.^

him towards the river Dee, and expressed their deter

nation to drown him. On arriving at the Glueen s-ier J

however, they stated that his life would be sPf^? ;''^,;

but only on condition of banishment to Englana. i

then placed in the ferry-boat, the colliers ^i^'^^^^^";\^^ea

geance if ever he dared to return. Information was b
^^^

to Mr. Leigh Rigby of the outrage, and as soon a

mob had dispersed from the ferry he conveyed m ^.^^^

in his carriage to his house at Hawarden ;
but ^"^ , ^^

having learned where he was concealed, he was^^o _b^
30O

make bis

of the workmen surrounaea «tr. ivig^j " ""? .uo rountrj

ins that Mr. Staley should be sent out oftheco

Staler

learned where he was concealed, he was u t,

^^
is escape the same night ; and in the '""/"^"g^d-
workmen surrounded Mr. Bigby's ho" «, dem
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Yj;rffi':trltT.ti'L'^7:^^^^^^^^^select their own masters they should no longer \vork for
him. They then went to the rest of the coal-mines, en-
deavouring to get the colliers to strike work ; and the re-
sult has heen, that the men are now generally demanding
higher wages, andfour of the underground superintendents
of the mines have been compelled to leave the place from
threats of violence. The magistrates have taken precau-
tions for preserving the peace, and for calling in the mili-
tary should any further violence be offered. Several houses
have since been broken into, and it is expected that the
ringleaders will be taken into custody. The police force
of the neighbourhood appears to be inefficient in strength

;

and Mr. Staley, it is said, dare not enter Wales to iden-
tify his persecutors.

fVigan,^A riot, which at one time threatened serious
consequences, has occurred in this town. It appears that
a large body of the handloom weavers, consisting chiefly
of the lower orders of Irish, went to the office of the poor-
law^ guardians^ and demanded relief for themselves and
their families. This was refused, when they became irri-

" tated, broke into the board-room, and took possession of
the papers, threatening to use violence towards the
guardians and officers of the union, unless their wants
were supplied. The excitement became so great, that the
mayor and other magistrates of the borough, who are also
guardians, deemed it necessary to call out the military,
and to read the Riot Act, upon which the mob dispersed.
The excitement among the people continued some time,
and further disturbances were apprehended, but none have
since taken place. A public meeting has been called to take
into consideration some means of relieving the weavers,

/ri«(/io?-.~Several extensive alterations are now pro-
ceeding in the interior of the Castle, especially in those
portions of the private apartments occupied by her
Majesty and Prince Albert, and the Duchess of Kent ; and
also in those appropriated to the nursery. The apartments
upon the principal floors of the whole of the southern and
eastern sides of the Castle, which have hitherto been heated
by warm air, are in future to be warmed by the aid of
heated water. The nursery, and the severarrooms con-
nected with that department, are now being permanently
finished and embellished

; the work which had been pre-
viously executed in these rooms having been of a tempo-
rary nature, and completed with the rapidity necessary at
the time. Several of the bedrooms on the south side of
the quadrangle are also undergoing great improvement.
The rooms are to be brought forward to the outer windows,
and the passage, which will be lighted from above, is to
proceed between these rooms and another suite of apart-
ments looking towards the south, and down the Long
Walk. There are at present upwards of 200 workmen
employed under the direction of Mr. Blore, the architect,
who has succeeded Sir Jeffry Wyattville as the super-
intendent of the works.—The Commissioners of Woods
and Forests have determined on removing all the old and
useless buildings on the Crown lands in this borough, and
the old military hospital on the Frogmore estate was sold
by auction on Thursday.

'

The Chairman said that in addition to the above total ex-
penditure, the additional sum required would amount to
1,545,000/., and was made up as follows :—Cash balance,
70,000/., engagements 35,000/., debentures 360,000/.,
sum proposed to be raised 700,000/., the sum the com-
pany has power .'to borrow 200,000/., and that under the
London Bridge Station Act 120,000/., which would leave
a margin ample for ail-that might be required. From this
the amount due to the Brighton Company (said by
them to amount to 350,000/.,) would be taken. The dis-
tance that would be opened in the month of May would
be 40 miles ; 8 to Croydon, 12 on the joint or Brighton
line, and 20 miles on the South-Eastern line. In the
monthof August 15 miles further would be opened, in
November 11 miles further, making the whole distance
from the Metropolis C6 miles. The chairman then sub-
mitted a resolution for raising an additional capital of
700,000/. by the issue of 28,000 new shares, for oO/. each
nomiually, 25/. each in cash only being required, and also
several other resolutions, which were carried unanimously.
In reply to several proprietors, the chairman stated the
loss by shares to the company was about 235,000/,, and
that the directors still remained of opinion that the line
would ultimately not cost more than 30,000/. per mile.
After some discussion on the affairs of the company, some
gentlemen from France explained to the meeting the pro-
ject of a railway from Calais to Paris, and
from Boulogne to Paris, which they considered pre-
ferable, but which, they said, had not been decided
on by the Chamber of Deputies. Several proprietors
spoke in favour of a line from Calais to Paris, and
thought an opinion of the kind expressed in a resolution
would be advisable, but it was overruled by the rest of the
meeting.

-Glasgow.—Lord Brougham has been chosen Patron of
the Mechanics' Institution in this city, in the room of the
late Dr. Birkbeck.

Leitii,—The local papers announce that the Banking
Company in this town has suspended payment. It is,

however, stated that the firm is likely to meet all demands
upon it in full.

one

THEATRICALS.
Her Majesty's Theatre,—A numerous audience

was attracted to this theatre on Tuesday night by the
diLut of Signora Frezzolini, who has for some time been
expected in this country. She appeared in the character
o( Beatrice di Tenda, in Bellini's Opera of that name;
and her success was decided. Signora Frezzolini is a na-
tive of the Roman states, where she has already played
with great success ; about 33 years of age, and is married
to Signor Antonio Poggi, a tenor of conBiderable repute*
tion, who is also engaged at this theatre. Her voice is a
soprano, of considerable power, her execution is finished,
and her style graceful and elegant. She was favourably
received, and her performance met with frequent applause.
The rest of the Opera was well sustained, and SS. Ronconi
and Guasco were both encored in some parts of their per-
formances. The theatre was well filled, and her Majesty
and Prince Albert were present. At the fall of the curtain
Signora^ Frezzolini was called for, and received the con-
gratulations of the audience.

IRELAND.
Dublin,

. , , . . The building was formerly
occupied as the infantry hospital by the regiments in gar-
rison, until the new hospital had rendered it useless.

Worcester.—On Monday a public meeting by requisi-
tion was held m this cicy for the purpose of considerinij
the propriety of petitioning Parliament against a continu-
ance of warlike operations in China and Affghanistan, and
expressing anxiety that measures may be taken forconci-
Jiatmg the inhabitants of those regions, and staying the
^^-ar spirit, as being altogether at variance with the Chris-
tian religion and the true interests of mankind. Mr. S.^umphrey moved a series of resolutions in conformity
vvith the objects of the meetfhg, which Alderman Padmore
seconded, and which, after the meeting had been ad-
dressed by Mr. Price, of Neath, in aspeechof some length,were adopted, and a petition founded thereon agreed to.

«lUh^ pT'~^r.'
^'"'^ ^'^™ ^^^ " ^^^l^^y Tilnes " that

all the Railway Companies are combining their exertions
o proeure a modification of the passengef tax, and that a

r^^nlf f ^^Tl^'^' ^^ ^^'^ Exchequer on the subject ; theresult of which, however, has not been made known.-Qn

dieTter^rn^l"'^
occurred on the Liverpool and Man-

w th If 1

''^'^^^^' ^^'""^ ""^'^^'^ ^^^^ been attendedwith iatal consequences had it occurred a few minutes

tram-road crosses thuam-roaa crosses the line leading from a colliery to the

J^?^^,v '''^'°" '^"^
;
^^d ^hHe an engine belonffins to

later. It W^a^rs jhat near the Warrington "junc'tioTa
*

'om a colliery to

tKo r.r.^^•
' M***iv txi.x engine belonffinfir

contac^l-^,
^"^ attempting to cross the line, it came in

emnf 1

^"'*^^'^'" ^"S^"^' ^^ ^l^i^^ ^«^e attached some

3rJ!r^'^f=^''"f- ^^^^ concussion threw both engines

tr. S ^^^^ ''^*^^' ^^^ considerable damage was done

mrp 1 ./P^^"nately both were proceeding at a slow

wo?IH if i'
thought that the engineers and firemen

been «H
""^
^f^ ^^^^"^ ^^ *^« ^P^t ; or had the crossingeen attempted a few minutes later the engine would have

and n '^,f^^^^^^ ^^th a second-class train from Liverpool,

^orn^l-
^^^® serious accident would have been the result.

but in o^ ^^^'^^^ b^^*^^'^ ^^^ ^^m^^ could be got away

;

points
t''/'^^'l",^"ce of the accident happening between thepoints where the Grand Junction joins the line for Liver-

A few days since the Recorder of this city
pronounced judgment in the Sessions Court on a point
which has excited much interest among the corn- dealers.
The question was as to the correct legal weight of the bar-
rel of oats ; whether it was 14 stone only, according- to a
certain Act of Parliament, or 14 stone 21bs. (measu^rage),
according to a general and long-established custom in the
trade? The recorder decided that the barrel consisted of
14 stone only, i.e., of lOGlbs., and not of L981b., accord-
ing to the custom, which he therefore pronounced illegal.
The emigration from this country, alluded to in former

Numbers, still proceeds upon a scale much more extensive
than in any former year ; and a large portion of the emi-
grants are said to be farmers. The number of persons
who arrived at Quebec from Cork in 1841 was 1,401 ; from
Limerick, 2,547 ; from Waterford, 748 ; fromTralee, 90G;
and the tot^al arrived from all parts of the country was
18,317. lii the present year, since the lOlh March, 18
vessels have sailed from the port of Cork alone, with
3j690 passengers, who took their departure for the follow-
ing ports:— St. John's, 1.542 ; Quebec, 1,211; New
York, 733 ; St. Andrew's, 204. It is also announced that
several other vessels will clear out from the same port be-
fore the eud of the season. Accounts from Limerick
state that the spring-tide of emigration is now at its
height in that port ; that five vessels,' full of passengers,
lefc for America on Saturday, three others hating sailed a
few days previously ; and that several ships are still

taking in emigrants, and will sail shortly for the same
destination. A Drogheda paper states that the number
of emigrants who passed through that town for America,
shice the season for emigration commenced, exceeds, at a
moderate computation, 4,000 ; principally from the coun-
ties of Meath, Louth, Longford, and Cavan. We are also
informed by a Mayo journal that in Newport, Westport,
and Ballina, several large vessels are taking in passengers
for the British American colonics, or the United States,
to a much greater extent than has been witnessed on any
former occasion.—The weekly meeting of the Repeal
Association was held on Tuesday, Dr. Murphy in the
chair. The secretary read the minutes of the last day's
proceedings, and then in a speech of some length alluded
to the progress of the repeal cause in London, which, he
said, was principally supported by ladies. He next drew
a comparison between the wealth andprosperity of London
and the poverty and embarassment of this city, and called

upon the country to rally in favour of the repeal. He
then read a long letter from Mr. O'Connell on^ the sub-
ject of repeal, but it contained no new topic of interest.

A letter was also read from Troy, in America, inclosing

44/., and expressing the determination of the contributors
'^to unite their sympathies and efforts with Irishmen in
their endeavours to recover their liberties/' The letter
was inserted on the minutes.

SPORTING.
Xeumarkit J^irst Spring Meeiing.~-These racr« comrnenrert on

Monday, under favourable circumstances as resj>ecteri the wea-
ther, which has continucU very tine throughout the week, and
the company was numerous and fashionable. The races betaa
with the

Ha7idirap Sv'fepsfakrit (if 20 Sot*s. enrfi, T. V. C. fS Sahs.)*"
Col. Peel's Hawk*8-eye (Chappie), 1 ; Mr. Goodman's Rover, 2 ;

Capt. Daintree'8 c. by Mulatto, d. by Miridleton, 3. Betting, 10
toG agstHawk*s.eye,and 5 to l agst Rover. The three horses
placed lay in front all the way, Rover making play at a strong
pace till close to the chair, when Hawk's- eye made a rubh and
won by ahead.

Sweepstakes of50 Sors, earh. T. Y, C. (6 Subs.) —'Sir. Bowes's
The Ladye of Silverkeld Well :Scott\ l ; Mr. Thomhill's Eusehia,
2 ; Fuiwer Craven's Don^t-say-no. 3. Bettmi-, 6 to 4 agst Euse-
bia, 7 to 4 agst Don't-say-no, and 5 to 2 agst the winner. Don't-
say-uo cut out the work to the cords, and then ran out j the
other two went on and made a close race home j The Ladye win-
ning by half a length,
SweepsfftkesoflOSovs.fach. T. V. C. The winner to he nold

for 200/. f'8 Stibs.)—1s\r, B. Green's c, by "Wiseacre out of Zany's
dam (Rogers), 1 ; Lord Albemarle's Robin. 2 ; Mr. Price's Mar-
shal Biron, 3. The following also started but were not placed :

Lord Exeter's Patchwork, Mr. Crockford's f. by Buzzard out of
Emma, Mr. Goodman's f. by Ishmacl out of Balance, Capt, Col-
quitt's Astronomer, Mr. Barnes's br. c. by Emilius out of Benefit's
dam. Betting, 3 to 1 agst the Wiseacre colt, 8 to 1 agst Emma
c, 7 to 2 agst Patchwork, and 4 to 1 agst Robin. The Wiseacre
colt, agst the will of his jockey, made nearly all the running to
the cords, where Robin headed him, but was caught again near
the chair, and beaten by a neck j Marshal Biron and Patchwork
nearly abreast at the finish.

Sxreepstakes of 20 Sot-s. earh, D. M. (3 5i//>,T;—Duke of Rut-
land's Flambeau [Robinson), 1 ; Mr. Ford's Ballet, 2. Betting,
2 to 1 on Flambeau, who took the lead, kept it, and won easy by
a length and a half.

Eleus, 2 to 1 agst Rosalind, and 6 to I agst the Balance filly. The
Balance filly made all the running for nearly half a mile, and was
then passed by Eieus. who went on at a wretched pace to the
bushes, where Kosalind collared him, and won, alter a short
struggle, by a head.

50/. Lant three miles of B. C^.—Duke of Rutland's Flambeau
(Robinson^ l ; Mr. ThornhiU's E. O., 2 j Duke of Grafton's Flo-
rence, 3. Betting, 6 to 5 agst Flambeau, and 3 to 3 agst each of
his opponents. Florence made running at a good pace, E. O.
waiting on her, and Flambeau behind ; so they ran till halfway
betvreen the Duke's Stand and the chair, when the mare and the
old horse taking the lead, made therest of the running, and won
easy by two lengths.
Tl'esdat.—The unusual warmth and fineness of the weather

attracted great numbers of visitors, and the heath presented an
animated scene. The races commenced with
The Queen's Plate of 100 guineas. 7?. C—Mr. Batson*s Bar-

bara CSIy), I i Mr. Sadler's Bellissima, 2; Duke of Grafton's Flo-
rence, 3 ; Mr. Turner's The Jewess, 4. Betting, 10 to 6 agst Bar-
liara, 3 to 1 agst Florence (taken), and 3 to 1 agst Bcilissima. AVon
in a canter by four or five lengths; a regular tailing race.
The 2,000 Guineas Stakes^ a Stibscripfion of \00 Sors. each. R. M,

by

pool
a

thei

loL ?hat fi^"""^^',^^"'
^^'^ passenger trains, by passing

beirionrn *, '*^^* distance, were enabled to pursue

Selfast,—Intelligence has been received, nnnouncing
the suspension of payment of Messrs- Curell and Sons,
manufacturers, of this town. It is, however, supposed
that time only is required to enable them to meet their
liabilities*

Aberdeen.
SCOTLAND.

general mp!;'''^''''^
^''''^ delay._On Thursday a special

Railway wnJ^^i?
*^^ proprietors of the South-Eastern

additional !! .f r/^ consider and determine on raising

state^^^^^^^^ Z^'^^^ ^ }^^ P"^^"^^^ °^ '^'' undertaking. |
receiS^nf .t'

^^^"^^tted, by which it appeared that tlie

at^d ?he ttlrfr'"^^ *' '^" ^^'^^''^ "^^^ 356,745/.,

whiu/V ^^^^"^ the commencement 1,145.597/. 13a.,

hS' v..r
^?P?^i^"^e amounted to 312,977/. tor the«au year, and the total to 1,075,468/. 5^. 4d., leaying a

A singular trial took place in this city, at
the Circuit Court of Justiciary, on Saturday. Two per-
sons were tried for setting their premises on fire, to defraud
the insurance-office. The trial lasted throughout the
night, and till seven o'clock on Sunday morning. The
jury found one of the prisoners guilty of wilful ''fire-
raising," and the other guilty as an accomplice, but recom-
mended them to the leniency of the Court, •* on account of
their previous good character, of their being strangers in
this country, and also on account of the circumstances
under which the trial is concluded." The Court ^d not
rise uatU twelve on Suaday forenoon.

ros, 0; LordOrford's br. c. by Jerry out of Petulance, 0- Mr
Uidsdale'sLuciiUus, 0. Betting, 6 to 4 agst Meteor. 5 to 2 agst
Misdeal, 9 to 2 agst Petulance c., 7to 1 agst Wiseacre* and 10 to
1 agst Archy. Won by half a length.
Wednesday.—50^ Plate. B. C.-Lord Kelbume's b. c.

Muley Molock, walked over.
Handicap Sweepstakes of 20 Sovs. each. A. F.—Mr. Sadler's

Be hssima, (J. Day.) I ; Mr. Biggs' Eleus. 2; Mr. ThomfaUl's St.
Colomb, 3 ; Duke of Rutland's Sir Hans, 4. Bettinjr^ even on
I.lei3f:, 3 to 1 against Sir Hans, and 7 to l against Bellissima,
JJellissima made all the running, aiid won easy by half a length,

Stceepstakes of lOO Sovs. each. D. .V.—Col. Anson's AtUla,
(bcott.j 1 J

Mr. Etwall's Palladium, 2; Mr. Osbaldeston's The Devil
axnong the Tailors, 3. Betting, ; to 2 on Attila. Tlie Devil among
the Tailors went away as hard as he could split. Palladium second,

^A^5i f
'^^^y^^^c ^^"^^ > they ran so for half a mile, and then

Attua took the lead at an improved pace, got rid of the Devil in-
stanter, shook off Palladium at the cords, and won in a canter by
SIX lengths.

'

TnuR^itAr,— Stceepstakes of 50 Sors. earh, T.Y.C. t6*w*«.^—
Mr. Newton's f. by Jerry, out of Fanchon, (Robinson,) I j Lord
Orford's Bridal, by Bay Middleton, 2, The Fanchon filly made
all the running, and won easy by three lengths.
The Quceti's Plate of lOOG*. R. C—Mr. Combe's The l^oh,

(Darh'ng,) 1 1 Duke of Richmond's The Currier. 2; Mr. Batson's
Barbara, 3; Duke of Rutland's Flambeau, 4; Mr. Thomhill^
E. O., 5. Betting, 6 to 5 agst Flambeau, 7 to 2 agst The Currier

and Barbara, and 4 to 1 agst The Xob. Won by a length.

Sweepstakes of 10 Sovs, &ich. First halfnfAb. M. Winner t^ae

soldforsol, (5 Suhs.J—Mr, Goodwin's Drummer Boy, Ij Mr-

Goodwin's Ishmael, out of Balance, 3? Mr. TettiV^ ^Y".^^^*
by Citron, 3. The following were not piA<xd t Lord ^^'^^J
Revision and Mr.Sartt'sBadweUAsh.byColwIck. Wonbr^lenstn,

Handicap Sweepstakes of 25 Sotr«. eaeh, T.iC. (O ^a*«. —
Mr. Crockford's f. b. by Buzzard (S. JParling. Jan.), 1 1

Mr. Byng a

Gsrry Owen, 2: rx>rd Kelbume's c, by Retainer, 3? Mr. ^ord a

BaUet. 4. Betting, 7 to 4 agst BsOJet, 2 to 1 agst Garry Owen
ftuU the wiimer. A rcffuOAT tailing race; *^ i^— --'* --«

aeyer headed, «Bd wou by foar ie»ir^s.

tiie Emma colt was^
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r. Y. C. Winner to be sold for
Swtepslukes o/lO Sors-'^^; ^ c. bV Wiseacre (Rogers), 1

;

P."'- i« .*''.^ ":;??„?• h''C.r Lord Exeter's Patchwork, 3.

a^t thO winner 3 to . af.t Kubm t-^. »»d
^^^^.^^^ ^^ ^,,^^^^,.

'"''"^^ ^i •ha'^M/a up I'c'^cords. and then passed them and

won

—Lord George BcntmcR'S iireoriuiu ;.«.^^=./, *

r. by Touchstone, out of: -na, 2 i Mr !•. ^oo-

Thornhiirs Equation. ; Dnkc ot Grafton s L

rrilemau^s Gazelle, Ol Mi*. KtwalKs Passion. 0. uciuub, /

i:Stt^Ixr^^nS ftny •; 7 Uy 2 agst EUza (taken). 4 to 1 agst Pas-

sion and Equation. Won by a icn^h^

Betting, 7 to 4

Court of ExciiEdt-KR.

The Exchequer bUt Fraud.

Ilato.
- The Bank of England v. Torukina.

-This case, which excited consider-

able interest, as connected with the recent frauds in Exchequer-

bul was tried before Lord Abinger. at the sittings after H^an^

Terri. at Guildhall ; when a verdict Nvas taken f"-^, .^« ^^"'^-

damaecs 8,000i. A motion was uow made for a rule to snow

ca^se «!.} the verdict should not be set aside, and a new trial

granted oil the ground of misdirection on the part of the earned

Lord who tr5cd the cau.c. It apiieared on the trial that the de-

fendant had deposited 11 Exchcqucr-hills for 1,000/. each with the

Brnk and that the Bank advanced 11,000/. on this security, nn-

der the agreement that if the money advanced was not lor li-

cominp on a certain d.y, the Bank mipht sell the Excliefiuer-bms.

inic defendant p«id 3,0on/. within the time specified, ami had back

three of hi" Exchequer-bills, but the others remained in the plam-

tiff -5 hand, and U.ose Exchequcr-bills afterwards appeared to

have been forged as respected the signature. Lord MontcaKlo

wid on the tihd that lis name, which appeared to the Exchcqucr-

VmI wm forged aiul Mr. Pcrcival. who was the only person aa-

VUw' dto si|n Lord Monteagle's name, also swore that the sig-

mt,re of Lord .Munteagle wa. a forgery. It clearly appeared

however that the paper on which the Exchequer-bills was

nriXd he iVrinth.B and the stamp or seal of the Exchequer-

Sffice were gc. i .^: I" other words, the Exchequer- bills which
omce, v>tn. b^ . ^ ^.^j^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^ genuine in every

It also appeared that Mr

the marriage, Mrs. Foster had a lady's-maid, a Jren^^YOwa"'

one El^ Hovelt, and on leaving her husband's lodgings, then at

tbe honse of a Dr. Crane. }^^^-^V''\'tyZT oT^^^^^eZ
WIS BtiU in her service, and remained behmd. On ttie same aa>

r^lrvant w^ .ent by Mr. Smith to fetch a%vay the above-men-

rc^o^n^^ai^a'SngA^eS-^rth^e^
no cTaVgfof Sony would lie against the ,":'aid HoveU but he

insiaed that she should be taken into custody. 1 he plamtin was

tateu to the Mar^lebone police-station, where the inspector said

Hs£S!^(V?Si^.SwSh^f^^
bg^VchSetlvas tl^bLt\rve^"^pS" s-;^^^
For such i^^jury to her health and reputation compensation was

now sought at'ihe hands. of a iury. On behalf of the defendant.

It was argued, in mitigation

Now publishing-,

THE VOYAGES of CAPTAIN COOK. A new and
Complete Edition, handsomely printed on super-royal paper,

and illustrated with Maps and numerous Wood-cuts. Parts 1 to7

are now ready, coutainin^Ninety-five Engravings; andtbewhole
will be comprised in about Thirteen Monthly Parts, price Half-a-

Crowri each.
London: W^illiam Smith, 113, Flcet-streetj and sold by all

Booksellers.
_ _ ,

, ^, I J- — —

—

—^^^ —-

—

—— _

In 8V0, price 7s. 6tl., Third Edition, improved, of

THE CULTIVATION of the GRAPE VINE on OPEN
' WALLS. By Clk:men't HoARE.

*' Mr IToare has thrown more lif^ht on the subject of Vine cul-

ture than any British gardener who has written on the subject.''

^Gardener's Nagftzine.
v ^- i. .

•*One of the best productions upon any horticultural subject

which has been publii^hed for seme years."—JMen^wwi.

London; Longman, «rov;n, Green, and Longmans.

now souKbt at the hands of a jury. _ i-^^wn that
it was argued, in mitigation of damages, that had he kno\vn tnat

thrcknf^sanctioned the givmg up of the property, no steps

wouMhave been taken against the plaintiff; that his conduct

had been influenced by no vindictive feeling:?, as was proved by

hfs not pre-sinff the charge, as he might have done, at the station-

house that hf plaintiff had suffered little or no damage, as she

had since remained without any interruption in the service of

Mrs Fo.?ertTnd. consequently, that the smallest damages would

S^the justice of the case.- Mr. Justice Coleridge, in sum-

S"P^'a d that he should be sorry if an English jury ever

?^eafed an unfounded charge of felony as a shght or trivial ma -

ter though in this case it did not appear that any direct or posi-

Uve iK ^-^^ ^"scn from it. Verdict for the plaintiff

-

Damages, 20/. _ , tt' r'^.,.*««
Ivsoi.TENT DKBTons' CuLRT.-J^i vc Ucnry Corstcn.

was formerly heard by the Chief Commissioner at considerable

ZZS TloiLo\YCTit\-^n a seedsman and tlorist in the v;icniity
ieni,ui. *"'-^"='"" _ ,. . ^,, . ^. „ ^^ fthnnhPrii'K Bush, where it

The case

the defendant deposited

respect but as regarded the sife^naturo.

Se^Tumont SmitbT one of H.c cbicf clerks inthc ofticeof theComp-

Uolier of Exchequer- bills, had free access to the office, and might

have put foith any number ofthose bills he iked mtoJh^ .v^rld

which would be genuine m every respect, if they obtained the

S^^re of Lord Monteagle. The bills deposited with the plain,

tiffs were thus issued from the Excheauer-office. with all the

indicia of being genuine, and only wanted the si-nature ot Lord

WniiteaL'le Mr. Baron Parke said the case was quite clear. TheC wti io adv^^^^ money on genuine bills. The bills depo-

sited were forgeries. The Bank had. therefore a ri^^ht to demand

the repayment of the money advanced. If the defendant had

any claim on the Exchequer-bill Ofhce. on the ground of negU-

KBce, that was entirely a different question. The defendant

might bring an action on the case, or his claims would be taken

into confilderalion with those of other persons who held forged

bins. The other Barons concurred, and the hill was refused

Jhornton v. Portman.-The Gumey Owe. -This case, which

we uoUccd in a former ^Tuniber, was tried before Lord Abmger,

at the last Mttini:s for London ; when a verdict went for the plain-

tiff- Dama^i^^, 1 ,r^^L An application was now made for leave to

Khow cause why the verdict should not be set a;.ide, and a non-

suit entered, pursuant to h j named on the trial. The facts as

they appeared on the trial were, that Mr. Gurney had betted very

considerably on the residt of the Ep>om races. It was an under-

stoon rule of the Jockey Club, that a person who did not pay his

debts should not receive any. The defendant Portman, Clarke,

and Ranks were appointed the trustee* of Mr. Gurney, and sup-

UPiiritha^ if he w*^re V^^d all he was owed,tk«y should be able to

VKiisi his creditors in fall.. Under thU impression, and with the

IwDCtion of the Jockey Clufc, they received various sums due to

Mr Gurney; amongst oUiers they applied to Mr. Thoniton. who

had lost a sum of 1.350/. to Mr. rJnrncyon the Epsom meeting.

\rr Thornton refused to pay unless the trustees guaranteed that

all Mr. Gnrney's debts should be paid in full. The defendants

accordingly signed a written guarantee, to the effect that they

received Mr. Thornton's debt conditionally, provided Mr. Gur-

ney's JEpsom account was paid by the Lst of November, 18J0; but

h' his account was not paid, and 205. in the pound paid to all his

creriitorF, then the monev paid by Mr. Thornton fahould be re-

turned to him. It afterwards appearedthat some of Mr. Guiney's

creditors were paid in full, whilst withthe others a compensation

was entered into J and it was contended, on behalf the plaintiff,

thit, under those circumstances, the condition was not complied

!tb, and there was a breach of the agreement. The application

now made to the court was founded on the fact that the agree-

ment was illega!, and could not be sustauied.—Ba*on Parke said,

it was contrary to law to gamble, but he was not prepared to say

it was contrary to law to pay gaming debts. The Court did not

decide in this case that the contract was illegal, but, under the

new rules, if such a defence was to be set up, it must be specially

pleaded. The other Barons concurred.—Rule refused.

Ron.9 Court.—-1aA/^» v. M*Dougall.— hox^ Langdale gave

judgment in this cause, in which the bill was filed by Robert

Ashton, the hn>band cf Mrs. Ashton, formerly Miss Susannah
Eliza Paddon, praying for an account against the representatives

of the trustees uf the settlement made upon Miss Paddon's first

marriage, in June 1819, with James Harnett. Miss Faddon, who
wa-* at thnt time a minor, was entitled to considerable property

under the will of her grandfather, John Stacie. After the mar-
liage a bill was filed, and the settlement in question was executed
under the directions of the court, in July 18;9. Harnett died,

leaving children. Ills widow married Edward Birch, who also

died, and she afterwards marriL-d the plaintiff. Mrs. Birch and
the Harm*' , ht-r childreu, vvure co-defendants. His Lordship
was nf ophdon, there was not any circumstance from which he
coulu cOn^der the settlement to be invalid There was no reason
why a married wnman with a settlement maxle for her benefit

might not atlopt that icttlemetit on becnmin^ single. Part of the
property fell into possesiion daring Uie life of the first husband.
She did not require any assignment, but appeared to have mar-
ried the second husband under the impression that he was hound
bv that settlement. After his death she mariied the plaintiff. If

BliC had practised fraud, and had represented that he would be-
coiTie entitled to the property, the plaintiff might have had a case
for relief ; but that did not appear to be so. The property was
settled to her seimrate use, and the plaintiff was aware of it, and
acquiesced; he, therefore, was not entitled. But it was con-
tended he was entitled to the income that accrued during the

widowhood in the intervals between the marriages j that, how-
ev«r, -was money due to the trustees for her separate use, and the

plaintiff was not entitled to it. The biU must be dismissed with

costs.

Bail Court.—HoveUy. Foster.—This was an action for false

imprisonment. The plaintiff was a French lady's-maid, and the

defendant the husband of her mistress. The circumstances

which Icfl to the present proceedings were as follows :—Tn July

last, Miss Smith, the daughter of Mr. Smith, a merchant residing

in Brunswick-square, married Mr, Foster, the defendant. The

alliance was not approved of by the lady's family ; but her father,

to increase her comfort, sent for her use a considerable quantity

oT plate to the lodgings where Mr. and Mrs. Foster resided. Some
months elapsed, and matrimonial differences arose, which termi-

nat*=d with the return of the lady to the home and protection of

Ijef father on the 2d Jan. Previously, as weU as subsequently to

^h^^^d^a^^^^^^ contracted a large debt to

Daniel Thwaitcs. his managing man. for wages free .
and being

unable to pay him. he executed an assignmextt of t^ie bulbs m
his favour. There was no mention of this absignmcnt in the

schedule Mr. Cooke contended that this shigular omission

arose from a consciousness ou the part of the insolvent hmiself.

that he had intended a fraud, and that the assignment was to be

ultimately for his own benefit. Mr. Woodroffe replied. Mo
Commissioner Bowen adjourned the case to enable the insolvent

to give up the property, aiul in case he declined doing so. to

r ;Vu !.« r.ui0.( nfimTnissinner as to the adiudication to be

This day is published, price 3d.,

PUNCH'S GUIDE to the LIONS of LONDON,
illustrated wilh upwards of Kighty Engravings, being No. 12

of PUNCH, OR THE LOKUON CHARIVAIU.

Also price Is. 4rf., Part 10 ; containing 50 pages of letter-press,

and numerous Illustrations from Eesigns by Leech, Meadows,

Crownuill, Hcnning, &c.—Vol. I. may still he had, price 75. 6(f.,

and all back Numbers arc always kept on sale.

Office, 13. Wellington-street, Strand.
^

In one Volume, elegantly bound, gilt edgesj

A X T O N ' S POCKET BOTANICAL DIC-
TIONARY.—Tlie immense qnantitj- of useful and interest-

ing information condcnped in this little volume, relating to tlie

history culture, and uses of all known Plants, should render it

the indispensable pocket companion of every one fond of Plants,

or in any way connected with gardening, a:, a pursuit cr amuse-

ment As a book of reference it will be found useful to the pro-

fessio'n, and interetrting to all classes. It is, in fact, a miniature

Botanical Encycloiiadia. ^.. . ,^ ^ ^
London: J. Andrews. 167, New Bond-street; and Orr and Co.,

Paternoster-row.

iiig

confer with the chief commissioner as to the adjudicatio

given.

MARK LANE, Friuav. April 2g.-There seems to be a great

apathy in the Corn trade this week, and scarcely any busmess

has been transacted to-day; a few samples of English Wheat

have been sold at about Monday's quotations, but m free Foreign

the trifling sales made have been at declining prices, and at the

late rates there are no purchasers of bonded.—Barley, Peas, and

Beans are without alteration in value, hut there was some in-

nuiry for these articles in bond, but prices are considered too

high -The Oat trade continues extremely dull, the same prices

hPiTiP- demanded.—The trade for Ciover-sced is pretty weU overbeing demanded
for the season.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL qUAETER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and SiifioiU . . . \\ hite

. Norfolk, Lincolnshire p.iid Yolltb'liirp . . .

}i.irlev Waiving anddistiilmg

Oata.LincolnBhiTe and Yorkehire .... Polands
. Northiinnberland and Scetvh , , . • F^ed

Irish • *>*'d

Rve
Beans, Mazagan, old and ne;r . 24 to 31 T!i-k

Pigeon, Ueligt'liuid . . , Si tn 40 Wind*.
Peas, White 21 to 34 Mnple

S, 8,

50 to 63
5(t 10 58
22 tii 28
1610 3!
is to 21

8 fo ^8

3o 10 41
£3Ui 35
— to —
'29 to 31

«. S,

Ked 40 to 60
\S hite f;0tot2
GtJnd. £0 to 16

Ftrd I5to£0
I'oiaio 17 to £2

Potato 15 to 21

Hairow 28 to S7
Lnngpod — to—
Grey 25 toJ8

WEKKLY IMPJERIAL AVERAGES.

March

April

13

SB
1

8
15

S3

o weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Dutlen

Wheat. Barley.
50 9 27
68 4 S6 fi

67 8 SO 2
58 2 26 2

59 10 2S 11

60 7 27 3

t9 1
+

26 8
1

Oats
19 1

18 4

17 11

18 11

39 S
13 3

18 9

i

Rye.
36 4
33 5

32 n
33 10

32
32 II

33 8

S7 8 1 22 lU I 19 9 I 19 9

Beans. Pefcir.
1

30 8 31 3
25 9 32
80 SO
29 7 29 4
ao \i S« 5

. 30 31 2

1 30 3 30 9
1
^^^_a^^^ .^b^v^^^H

21 3
;

24 3

In Monthly Nos., 8vo, with Four beatitifuUy- coloured Plates.

Price 2s. Grf.

OAXTO^''S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
J- The Number for May, 1842. contains highly-finished draw-

S of Franciscea latifolia, Calceolaria ^timdishii, Zieria Ixci-

rrntfi and Ehododejidron. Smit/ni anrerfm; likewise Papers oa

nardenine: a'^ a science, with illustrative woodcuts ; on Improv-

ise: Indigenous Plants; Baskets for Oichidacca;, copiously Ulus-

trated with engravings ; Flcricultural Notices of new and beau-

tffnl PHnts fi-ured in the chief Botanical Periodicals for March

and AprU, and'of those in fiower at the principal Suburban Nur-

series and Gardens; together with a complete Calendar of

Monthly Operations for the Garden. ^
. ^^ . . ,,

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty four pages of interesting and usefuUetter-press. THe

admirers 6i flowers are requested to observe-

1 That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

Quently made from plants which have flowered in Britam.

2 That with few exceptions, tbey are aU done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the hijg:hest order, and who travels hiraseif

to the places where the plants are in fewer. ...... ^ .

3 That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

beinff cclonied In a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and mnch of the finish, of the original drawing.

4 That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the
^<^l^^f^^'^;

though sometimes far handsomer, old species j
the majority

beini such as can be cultivated by every one posscssmg a

flower-border and a greenhonse or frame.

It may. in conclusion, be safely asserted tb^^' ^^^^^h for the

beauty of its embellishments, and t^^e "tility of its conte^^^^^^^^

work is well adapted to the wants of all who d^hg^^^Vnga«
and as the improved systen. of having **?,^.p!^^,^^„ ^,'^^^^^^^^^

ccmmenced with the present year, and as it
^^^^^^^ff ^*^^^^^^ .

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wi&h to become subscribers.

London : \V. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

ARRIVALS IX THK RIVER LAST W

English
Irish •

Poreign

Flour.
5641 Sk3. —

SO
Brls.

Wht. 1 Barl
3963 5674

10
2240

M al t.

5933

70

Oati.
1503
2384

eu6

Rye. £ns.
^^9

Pena.
191

F. J.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
"BANKRUPTS W, Cooper, Lower Shadwell,*" common - brewer

-

Mitchell, Aldersgate street, builder—J. A. Cater, Hertford, brewer—J. Bandi
and E. (Jill, Coventry, riband-maniifacturers—H. M. Low and M'. M- Westpr-
mann. Chundernagore. and C. A. Cantor, England, inerthants—J. Allen,

Penzanre, Cornwall, baker— S. J. Aldriih, Manchester-buildings, Holloway,
chymist W. H. and H. and D. King, Old-8treet-road and Horn's-row, SJiore*

ditch, coach - builders— S. Speakmaii. Prestog, Lancashire, ship ..builder

—

J. Watt, Liverpool, merchant—E. Hare, Corby, Lincolnshire, IJqtior-merchant

_C. Hulebrook. Uttoxeter, Staffordshire, plumber—W. Brain, Machen, Mon-
mouthshire, general •shopkeeper— J. Baliinger, Cheltenham. livery -stab'e-

keeper S. Lees, Manchester, innkeeper—M. Brown and S. Bromlev, Man-
chester, hat -manufacturers— K. Adams, Manchester, buiter-merclianr- J,
(i roves, Manchester, warehmisemaTi— .7. Radtbrd, Appleby, Westmorebmd,
draper J. Moore, WelUnglon. Shropshire, nurseryman—B. Barlow, Wey-
mouth and Melcombe Regis, wine merchant—W- Johnson, Binninjiham, iron-

monger—J. and G. Lockwood, Wakefield, Yorkshire, and St. Ji.hn'9, New
Brunswick, linen-drapers—P. Loyall, Kineston-upon-Hull, miller— (i. Seath,
Biackfriaia-rcad, victualler- E. Cooper, i'iccadiily, stationer—W. H. Wells,
Kotherhithe,' builder—F.J. O^baldeston, Si. Atban>, horse dealer— J. Pearcy.
St. John-street, leather-seller—J. .Tones, Langavelach, Glamorganshire, brewer
—W. H. Smith, Manchester, hop-merchant—-J. Bannister and D. Simpson,
Liveip >ol, shipwrights— L. Beck. Bristol, broker—J. and T. Turnir, Kirkbur-
ton, Yorkshire, clothiers—W. and H. Kynnerpley, TattenhiU, Staffordshire,

millers W. Johnson, Birmingham, ironmonger— E. Jenkins, Leominster,
Herefordshire, tailor.

SCOTCH SEQIJESTRATIONS.— D. Scott, Ormiston Mains, farmer—J.
^reig, Edinburgh, horse-hirer—J. Black, Biechin, fainier— J. Scott, Jlilnga-

vie, Stirlingshire, mason

BIRTHS On the 17th iiist., the lady of Lieui.-CoL W. G. Cameron, of a
B/>n—On the 23d insl-, at Purnf.>rd square, Stonehouse. Plymouth, the lady of
Sir U. Sartorius, Viscount D'Piedade. of a daughter— On t>ie 24th inst., in
Biook itreet, the lady of Sir G. Baker, Bart..cf a daughter— On the 25th«inst.,
the lady of Major Gen. Sir E. Bowater, of a daughter—On tie 24th inst., at
Twickenham, the wife of the Rev. J, BowelI,of a daughter—^On the 20th inst.,

at Springrield, Herefordshire, Mrs. W- Hall, of a soa—On the 23d inst., at
Eastham, Mrs- J- Fry. jun. , of a a(>n—On the 23d inst., in Manchester- street,
Manchester-square, the lady of H. Brbinson, E?q., of a sen—On the lOth inst.,
at Vevay, in Switzerland, the lady of J. P, Neville, Esq., of a son.

MARRIED On the 26th inst , at Marylcbone, the Rev. G. B. Norman, Drd
Jon of the late J. O. Norman, Esq , of Brookside, Sussex, to Anna Elizabeth, 2nd
daughter of the late J. M. Ewart, Esq.. nf Broome, Surrey— On the 25th inst.,
In New Breniford, H. 1iV'. Harman, E=q., to Anne, 4th daughter of Mr. J.

ITERARY FUND SOCIETY, for the Protection

- and Relief of Authors of genius and learning, and tneu

Families, who may be in want or distress. Instituted J/yo, "*

corporated by Royal Charter. 1818. niiFViC
Patron-UKR Most Gracious Ma-festy T"E^UL^£.r.-

Tbe ANNIVERSARY DINNER cf this CorporaU^" ^Mll tas^

place in Freemasons' Hall, on WEDNESDAY. MA^ 11-

His Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT m the Chair.

Stewards. _,

Tlie Earl of Arundel and Surrey 1 John Thomas Hope. Ji.sq.

Thomas Massa Alsager, Esq.

Robert Bell. Esq.
Beriah Botfield, Esq., M.P.
The Marquis of Breadalbaue
John Ivatt Briscoe, Esq.
WilliamBrockedon,Esq.,F.R.S.
Sir B. C. Brodie, Bart.

Benj. Bond Cabbell, Esq., F.R.S.
Thomas Campbell, Esq.
The Lord Bishop of Chichester

The Chisholm
His Grace the Duke of Cleve-

land, K.G.
William Clowes, Esq.
Thomas Coates, Esq.
C. R. Cockercll, Esq., R.A.
Charles H. Cooke, Esq.
John Dickinson, Esq.
C. W, Dilke, Esq.
His Grace the Archbishop of

Dublin
The Lord Francis Egerton, M .P.

Sir P. Grey Egerton, Bt., M.P,
Sir Henry EiUb, K.H.
P. Eraser, Esq.. M.D.. K.T.S.

The Lord Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol

George Godwin, Esq., F.R.S.

G. B Greenough, Esq., F.R.S.,

Copenhagen—On ihei^.h inst, at St. Michael'* Church, CornhUl, Mr. Fred.
Smith, (.tCanaon-st.-eet. City, to Elizo. oaly dauchter of Mr. Wm. Smith, of
St iM ichafl's- alley, CoruKiU.
DIED.—On the 2uth in-.t,, at bis residence. Acre-lane, Brixton, Mr. Dickson,

ot the firm ot Dickson nad Sons, fl.uists, in the 7?nd year of his aire— On the

Henry Thomas Hope, Esq.

Sir R. Harry Inghs, Bart., M-F.

G. P. R. James, Esq.

The Lord Visct. Jocelyn. M'*'-

John Mitchell Kemble, Esq-

Charles K<inig, Esq., K.U.

The Lord Bishop ot Llandaff

J. G. Lcckhart, Esq.

The Marquis of X-oudonricrry

Thomas Longman, Esq. J"^'

Alderman and Sheriff Mag"^^

The Lord Visct. Mahon. M.f.

Robert Maugham, Esq-

TheRev. H. H.Milman

Thomas Moore, Esq. -

R. I. MurchisoD, Esq-. ^'^'^*

Pres. Geo. Soc.

John Murray, Esq.

The Marquis of Normanby

George Parbury, Esq.

B. W. Procter, Esq.
'

John Edmund Rcade, Esq.

The Lord Redcsdale

The Earl of Ripo" _. ^
Francis Bivington, Esq.

Samuel Rogers, Esq.

Andrew Spottiswoode. Esq.

The Lord Stanley, M.r.

Sir John E. Swinburne. Bait.

V.P.G.S.
I

Mr. Serjeant Talfourd

Sir Henry Halford. Bart.. Pres. ;
Sharon T^^^^^^^'i^J^'

Royal coll. Phys. Eenj.^
tTJ^:;fnSl^^t^'

^'^'''

Henry HaUam, Esq. Rev. W. ^^Aif^?.^"'

Philip Hardwicke, F-n., R.A. Coil. Cambiiage

The Hon. Sidney Herbert. M.P. I
David W^^^^.t'^^Ju F^q.

^

Sir John Hobhouse, Bart., M.P. 1 Geo. Wilham
^^^"*i' "ff^f tlic

Tickets, 20s. each, may be obtained of anyj^eni
^^ ^^^

Council or General Coromittce) and of the becrci
,

Society's Chambers. 73. Great
I^^^^J^JJ^^*^^^^^ blEWITT. Sec

beir«M of the late Lord Stoweh (formerly Sir Wm. Sc<itt—On the 22nd inst.. in
Connqught-terrace. after a severe illness, the EarJ of Shannon On Feb. 17, at
St. Kitt's, the Rev. W. C, Gpre, 2nd. aan of the late Rev. C. Gore, of Barrow
Court, Seiners«tshir«.

vertucments
Ktliior.*S»curiUr. ^V^'d 90, IMS.
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lKni:X OF THE FKIN<nPAL IK
TlIK LASi

JlgriuultiiriS 'ts improveinent •

AmarjrUil UankHiiina . .

AiiK«.li''i''''< (^iiiri't"" • • •

Animals, their deuompoilliun .

_ iTK'Ir liabitS . «

Annuals, C(i !iui)^>urc . , .

ArailL'arla hnhi-uMta, account of
ArctuslapliyJos i>ungeiu . ,

Ariit(>1r)L-hia» its treatment .

Ash, when lit tor jxilei . .

AAparai(iis, iis treatment .

Aiirifiila, its trcatiiu-nt . .

Aurioula?, new aeedlin^ . .

Azalea in'Iua, Us tr«iLtnient

Ueans, Ki(lndy,synr»nyiiie« uf ,

B^xlmin, prng^ress nf vegetation
iiiUi'liycnine, tu raise Iruin M<d
Catasetuni ahrnptum • .

— W'ailt'sli • , .

Cercus ccerulescent .

Chi'mistry, lecture on S83 a.
Clover, Uckhara, account of
Kncyflopsedi.i Uriiannii-a, rev.
4iiu|iusL'(n, its pruductiuns
Gloxinia ppet-iosa, var. Wacro-

jphylla variegata .

Goldfiissia iaophylla . , .

Gooseberry tree, uewly planiedj
to keep moist •

SU7 b

98a b
Sii7 €

&1I7 b
S80 b
£85 c

£83 ft

mj c

21)4 a
SSI c

sm a

SB9
887

887

2S8
888
fiB4

«ft7

887

c

b
a
b
b
a
b
b

b
b

289 a

)HTICULTURAI. SUBJECTS

Grapes, caute of rust— shrivelllnjf of
GiiRno, its application ,

Uypsuiii, huw applied . •

ilacun's Tear, its origin .

Manure, Uaniell'i . « .— its waste , , ,

Nitrate of ^da applied co Firs .

Oranffe-lfpes, to rem'jvate .

Ori'liidatPHe, suited for stoves .

Pansles, ^ood kinds . . ,

Peath-leavea, I auee of blister .

Totato, early, to protect .

PropaK*i'"»» • praciiied in
England and France .

Kibes, new variety . , ,

Kuilissun's Nursery, noticed >

Salvia patens, how destroyed .

8proiile 's Treatise on AHficul-
tiiTe, rev. . . , .

Sulphur, its effect on vegeta-
tion • • • , .

Trichusma suavls • • •

Triiftlei, their culture
Turnip, itseuU'ire . . ,

\'aailla, notice of . , ,

Vines, to prevent bleedloic .

WttXj KraJlinij ....

IN

C8d m
SftOa
2m b

889 b
285 c

88t) b
8fU a
886 b
£89 b
885 b

289 c

889 b
286 a

985 a
288 a
888 a
235 e

808 a

286a
887 b
287 b
889 b
288 a
886' a
886 b

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Larg
GB. Gold naiik-
LG. I^argeGoia

EXIIIBITIOXS AT THE GARDEN.—The First Exhibition
will take place on Saturday next, the 14th of May ; subjects for
Exhibition must be at this Office on Friday, the 13th, or at the
Garden before HALF-PAST EIG UT O'CLOCK, A.M., on the Uth.
The Gates will be opened at One, p.m. Tickets are issued to
Fellows at this Olhce, price 55. each ; or at the Garden in the
aftcrnooa of the days of Exhibition at 10*. each; but none ^'ill
be issued without an order from a Fellow of the Society.

The attention of Exhibitors is particular/^ directed to the fol-
toning regulations :—

All persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at
libeity to send subjects for exhibition. Exhibitors are requested
to notify in writing:, previously to the day of meeting, what
plants they intend to supply, in order that due provision may be
made for the proper distribution of the specimens on the exhibi-
tion tables. The best places will be secured for those who com-
ply with this request. As it is necessary that the judges should
proceed to consider the respective merits of the exhibitions by
10 a. m., and as it is absolutely indispensable that the tables
should be arraiig:ed by that time, it lias been determined that no
subject for exhibition shall be admitted into the Garden after
half-past 8 o'clock in the morning j and if the owners of any
lo<tked-up boxes, or other cases, should not be in the Exhibition-
tent at the said houTj such cases or boxes must be excluded from
competition for medals. All specimens, \^*hether of fruit or
flowers, will remain untouched until after 6 o'clock, when they
will be delivered into the hands of the Exhibitors, who are most
particularly requested not to give away their cut flowers in the
teuts. Every principal exhibitor of subjects for which medals
arc specifically offered will be furnished with one pass-ticket,
w-hich is not transferable, for whicli he is requested to apply be-
fore 10 o'clock, at TB^ich Lour the Garden wiU be cleared of all
persons not officially detained there. Exhibitors may reenter
the Garden alter 1 o'clock, when they wiU be required to give up
their pass-tickets at the Carter's-yard gate. Wo box or <=tand
shall exceed eight inches in height at the back, or eighteen
inches in depth from front to back. The lids of all boxes must
either be loose or made to unliinge. No box with a fixed lid
will, on any pretence, be allowed to stand upon the tables. If
a box not constructed of the dimensions above given is sent in
it may be placed on the tables, if there is room for it, but it Is
liable to exclusion.
The Society distributes the following Medals and Rewards

Komely.— C. The Certificate, value 10*. SB. Silver Banksian
Medal, J/. SK. Silver Kniphtinn ditto, W. $s,

-«»"»w=Man

diUo, 1/. 15s. SG. Large Silver Gilt ditto, 4/.
Biaii ditto, ;/. GK. Gold Knightian ditto, 10/.
ditto, 20/.

The subjects of Exhibition arc divided into aasses. as explained
further on. No iirticlcs not of luaticultnral produce will Ve al-lowed to be placed upon the tables. Exhibitors will do well tomake thernselvcs acquainted with the arrangements described in
the foUowuig list, as they will in all cases be required to sien a
declaration stating under what letter their plants are to beshown

i and they are particularly requested to Uke notice, that
if errors in the awards of the judges should occur, in con<=e-qnonce of mistakes on the part of exhibitors hi filling up such
declarations, the Society cannot undertake to rectUy such errors
afterwards. To enable the officer! of the Society to attach names
to the objects exhibited, it is requested that correct lists may be
dehvcrcd to the clerk as soon as the exhibitorreaches the Garden.
Class I.—Flowers for which Nurserymen and Private Growers

exhibit iiulepcndcntly of each other.
A. Greenhouse Azaleas, to be shown in numbers not exceeding

12, GB, LS, SK.
Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Picotecs, hi pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Fniks, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB.
Crxpe Hrath.H. in collections of - . -pecics, GK, SG, LS, SK.Cape Heaths, in cnV. Mons of six '-pecics, filj, LS, SK.—

A'.B. No person who shows in E will be allowed to exhibit
also iji F.»

KxoUc Orchidaccse, in collr-*ions of not fewer than six spc-
cies, (;b, LS, o.>.

Exotic Orchidacwt, in simple specimens, T S, SK, SB.
lelargoniuins, in coUccUous of 12 vaiiclies, in pots, not ex-ceedmg 12 to a ca {, GD, T-S, SK, SB.
1 clargoniums, in collections of aix varieties, in pots, not ex-

nif^^ "^ eight to a cast, 8G. LS, SB.
Knododendrons, in pots, not fewer than 12 plants, in 12 va.

nctics, LS, SK, SB.
Moss Roses. SK, SB.
Common Garden Rose^, cxclusiic of all Chinese or Chinese
Hybrid»,LS, SB. SK.

«l^®f "? "^^"^^ ^^
'

-^"^^ «« Bourbon, Noisette, Tea-

h?h> ' ^"^ similar varieties, LS, Sn, SK.~N,B, No ex-
iiinitcr of Roses can be allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.

Pn„ni *
^^^^^^ ^^^ *" ^^ Ko^cs, Which, being double, is

nin^fJi Z ^J\- *^^ ^^^*' ^^«-"y Exhibitor gains the first

r^Tu ^'^^^ "* ^^' ^* ^"^ »» O, he wUl be entitled to a
^fm i^^i^t, ^***" "^*^*^^^ instead of the three Silver ones,

plants, Gk'^GB "sG^^T^'
^ collections of from 50 to 60

^^uKm? r^^^V.^^^'^.^
'^^'^ ^^ collections of from 1 5 to 20Plants. GB, LS, SK.

cies Ts^"^^S-''^"x"'S
^^^^' "' collections of six distinct spe-

be^ioLfA-"-^ •'^'
f'1^°5'

exhibiting in P and Q will notut allowed to compete in R al*=o.

Kut ^l'''''''^
Calceolarias, in

, LS, SK, SB.
ftttrubby Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.

Class II.— Flowers, for which all persons are admitted to equal
competition;

—

U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse Climbers, GK, GB, LS,
SK.-JV.B, The Gold Knightian medal is not to be awarded
for fewer than 12 distinct -kinds.

V. Tall Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
VV. Single specimens of Ornamental Plants, LS. SK, SB, C.
X. Miscellaneous Flowers, SK, SB, C.— N,B, Cockscombs,

Hydrangeas, and cut flowers, are altogether excluded from
prizes.

Y. Seedling FlorisU' Flowers, SK, SB, C—AT.JS. Every seedling
must be show^n singly, and must he marked with the name
it is to bear. The same seedling cannot gain a prize more
than once in the season. Pelargoniums are to be shown
in single trusses, with a single leaf, so far below the flow^ers

as not to support them ; and they arc not to be dressed
with cotton or wool, or any similar substance, but must be
shown exactly as they grow on the bush.

Class III.— Fruit, for which market-gardeners, or persons in the
habit of regularly supplying the market, and private growers,
exhibit independently of each other.—-A'.£. All Fruit must be

.
ripe and well-coloured ; if the contrary, it will be disqualified.
Z. Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consisting of at least

three riiiTerent kinds, Peaches and Nectarines being con-
sidered as only one kind, GK, GB, LS.—JV.B. Cucumbers
Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar kitchen- garden produce,
are excluded from this letter.

AA. Grapes, SG, LS, SK, SB.
BE. Pine-apples, SG, LS, SK, SB.
CC. Peaches or N'ectarines, in dishes of six specimens, SK, SB.
DD. Miscellaneous Fruit, SK, SB, C.
The Judges have the power of increasing or diminishing the

number and value of the Silver Medals offered by the Society
for particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals or
Certificates in cases not contemplated in these regulations, if
they think it necessarj- to do so.

TDOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
-*-^ LAND. The Anniversary Meeting will be held in London,
at the Society's House, No. 12, Hanover Square, on Monday the
23rd of May, at 12 o'clock precisely. By order of the Council,

' James Hudson, Secretar>',

(

FUCHSIA "VENUS VICTRIX."
"DLANTS of this superb FUCHSIA are now being sent
A- out at 2U. each, with the usual discount to the Trade, if

three or more Plants are taken at once.—For Agents appointed,
see Chronicle of 30th ult.— Persons enclosing a Post-Office Order
for 21*. can have a Plant transmitted bv post, prepaid.

THOMAS CRIPPS, Tunbridge Wells Nursery.

NEW FUCHSIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, AND SPANISH CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS.

V\/^ILLIAM MAY, in tendering his grateful acTcnow-
* ^ ledgemcnls to his numerous Floricultural Friends for their

former favours, is encouraged to announce to them that his de-
scriptive List of SIX NEW HYBRID FUCHSIAS, of distinct
character, and of very improved merit to anything yet before the
public,— also his six new and superb CALCEOLARIAS, which he
will warrant distinct and equal (if uot superior) to any yet offered,
the whole being perfect in shape, of superb siie, and of exquisite
colours-and alto his fifty new and superior CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS, from the South of Spain,— is now ready, and will be for-
w^arded, on post-paid application to his Nursery, Lceming Lane,
near Bedale, Yorkshire. N.B.— Strong Plants will be ready to
send out early in May.

"^EW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.—Tlie Nobility,
-^"^ Gentry, and Florists are respectfully informed that Messrs.
W'.and F. YOUELL having bestowed great care and attention in
forming a collection of aU the NEW FUCHSIAS sent out by
various parties, which they have proved to be of great beauty
and distinctness, and having selected about thirty varieties
which they can confidently recnynmend, they are now ready to
be sent out at the rate of 21*. |icr 12 varieties, fit for competition
at any of the Horticultural exhibitions of the ensuing season.
By cncloshig a Post-offjce order for one guinea, they will be sent
post-free to any part of the United Kingdom. Their list of
Fuchsias, with respective prices, can be obtained by enclosing a
PoaUge Stamp.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, May 4th, 1842.

XULIPS
A COLLECTION of the above-named FLOWERS to
-^^ be SOLD, containing some very fine and valuable Varieties,
either in single Roots or by the Row, as may suit the Purchaser.
—Apply to Mr. Macefield, Home's Cottage, New North Road,
Huxton.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

EXHIBITION OF TUMPS.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise (late of Walworth),
• by appointment, Florist to Her Majesty, respectfully an-

nounces that the PRIVATE VIEW of his superb Collection of
TULIPS will take place on TUESDAY the lOth of MAY j and
that on the nth and succeeding days they will be open to the
Public from 9 o'clock until 5. Sundavs executed. Admittance Is.

G.

H.
I.

K.

L.

M.
N.

O.

M
the

TULIPS.—HAMPTON, MIDDLESFX.

,, ESSRS. LAWRENCE beg to inform their Friends
and the Public that their Collection will be in BiooMfor

TnaxB Wkkes. Admission, Gratis,

P.

R.

TKE\IS*ES,^FronTST, SAMsnuRV, begs to state that
• the following (with all the established Show Flowers of

the Season) are now ready for delivery with his usual fine Plants.

To all growers, hehaa no hesitation in confidently recommending
them as decided improvements. The Yellow stands at presetit

unriruiled, and will be indispensable to a first-rate stand. Should
either of the following not prove Show t-iowers, they will be
deducted from accounts.
Prince of Wales (Dod's), pure yellow, most perfect shape IQs. 6d.
Twyford Perfection (Young's), puce, edged crimson • lOs. 6d,
Westbury Rival ( Hall's), puce, extra fine form . . l©t. 6rf.

Prince Albert (Adam's) shaded bronze, new colour , lu*. 6d.

Salisbury, April 30, 1842.

T.

NEWSOME'S PRINCESS ROYAL STRAWBERRY.
\\T NEWSOME, Bank-top, Dew^sbury, begs to
' ' • remind his Friends and the Public thv^ he has a quantity

of strong weU-rooted Plants of the above superb Strawberry, 12
berries from which weighed 16 oz. Their delicions flavour is not
tobesurpwpd; and as this is a good season lor planting, an
early api'' aticn is desirable. Mr. Brooke, Druggist, Dcwsburv-.
may be referred to for the weight of the fruit.

Plants, at 5/. per 100, may be o^>tained on application to the
Grower; Mr. Henderson, fir. Strand, London', Mr. Girton, Nur-
seryman, Newark; and J, asd T. Backlvn^e^ Nurserymen, VorJi-

i

ETANCA DAHLIA.

FAND A. SMITH & Co., beg to apprize their
• Friends and the Public, that their Dahlia BIANCA not

having broken suflSciently well to enable them to meet the de-
mand for plants with satisfaction to ail parties, they respectfully
decline sending it out until next year.

P. and A. S. & Co., whilst returning thanks to their numerous
Patrons, contemplate with the greatest pleasure the further
opportunity which will now be offered of again establishing, by a
renewed public competition, the superiority of Bianca over every
other white Dahlia; and of thereby refuting the graundless and
uncalled-for insinuations M'hich have been made against it from
interested and unworthy motives,—unworthy ol further notice.
N. B, Their Catalogue, containing an extensive collection of

the newest and best Dahlias, of this and the previous seasons,
may be had on application. A large quantity of strong plants
are now ready to send out, at moderate prices ; cdso may be had,
a choice collection of the newest and best Fuchsias and Verbenas,
at low prices.—Hackney, London, May 6, 1842.

SPARY'S CONQUEROR OF THE PLAIN DAHLU.
ESPARY' having fulfilled his engagements up to the

• present period with those gentlemen in the Trade who fa-

voured him with their commands, for which he begs to tender his

thanks; as a limited number of good healthy plants remain
on hand, immediate attention will be paid to those who please to
favour lum with their additional commands.
Hungerford, May 4th, 1842.

NEW AND SUPERIOR SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1842.

JAMES EDWARD, Florist, Layerthorpe, York,
begs most respectfully to invite the attention of Cultivator^

of the Dahlia to the following Three Seedling Varieties (raised in

1840, and fully proved in I84i), which are quite distinct from any
hitherto produced; of very superior habit, and constant in pro-
ducing good Show Flowers throughout the season; In proof of
which J. E. begs to state that he has shown above 200 blooms of
the three, during the season, at various Exhibitions open to all

England, and has had nine Seedling Prizes awarded for them,
namely,— four 1st prizes, three second ditto, and two third ditto;

they have also been shown in the following wiiming trays :

—

In the 1st Tray of 24 at the Horticultural Society, York, Aug. 18,

I

2d
1st

2d
2d
1st
1st
1st

1st

1st
1st

1st

1st

1st
2d

If

ri

»f

P»

II

»f

II

II

ft

II

VI

If II ft24
18 II II *i

36 at the Botanical Gardens, Hull, Sept. 2d|
12 tt 9t II

24 at the Horticul. Soc., Scarborongh, Sept. Sdj

13 I, y, «aOf, "
i» ti

49 at the Yorkshire Philosophical Soc., Sep. 9th;

36
36
24
48
48
24

11

rv

ti

II

Botanical Gardens, Shefiield, Sept. ISth;

Horticultural Soc, Bamsley, Sept. 2lstj

11 I* •*

Botanical Gardens, Leeds, Sept. 22d

;

Horticultural Society , York, Sep. 24th j

It II

Besides having taken other Prizes in addition to the above*

PRKMIER.—Fine bronze salmon, very superior form, of excel-

lent habit, throwing its bloomswell above the foliage, and always
to be depended upon in ptoducing good show flowers, ThU
variety obtained the first prize, in its class, at the York Ancient
Florists' Society, September 20tJi, and had also the premier prize

awarded, as the best Dahlia of any colour.— Height 4 to 5 feet,—
Plants 10«. 64,

Mart Janb.—White ground, xrxy deeply tipped and edged with
purpled carmine— constant throughout the season, well up in the

centre, of excellent habit, and never fails in producing good
flowers. This variety obtained the first and second prize at

Scarborough, as the best h'ght-ground flower tipped or edged,
and has justly been pronounced the most distinct and attractive

Dahlia ever produced in its class.—-Height 4 feet.—Plants io«. 6d,

'Dike of Bichmovd.—Fine light pink and yellow, colours
beautifully blended together, with a light-yellow tip at the end
of each petal, similar to the Duchess of Richmond, but quite dis-

tinct from that variety ; ver>- superior habit, always constant,

and will prove a noble and excellent show flower.— Height 5 feet.

—Plants 10«. 6d.

Good strong plants will be sent out the first week in May ; and

for the convenience of parties at a distance, orders wUl be re-

ceived, and plants supplied, by Mr. George Charlwood, Seedsman,
Covent Garden, London; and Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen,
Brechin, Scotland. No allowance to the trade unless 12 plants are

ordered, and a remittance or respectable reference wilt be required

from unknown correspondents. J. E. can also supply plants of all

the best Dahhas in cultivation, of which a catalogue is annually

printed, and can be had on application.

We the undersigned, members of the Committee of the York
Horticultural Society, do attest the correctness of Mr. Edward's
description of the above Dahlias ; and we strongly recommend
them as distinct varieties from any yet sent out, and well worth-
place in the most limited collection.

Richard Land
John Walker
Edward Bcarpark
Robert Dempsey

John Nortb
Jas. Lancelot Foste
WiUiam West
John Robinson.

James Richardson
John Roper
J, Heseltine
Henry BeUerby
WiUiam Dove
Report of the York Amateur Florist Society^ held on Monday,

August 9th, 1841.—-The Judges and Members of this Society con-
sider it tUcir duty to notice a seedling Dahlia of last year (sent for
inspection) raised by Mr. Edward, Nurseryman, of this city. The
colour is pure white, 'with a dark tip of purpled carmine; the
form, depth of petal, and above all, good eye, require no con-
sideration to pronounce it one of the best Dahlias yet seen of ita

class \ and from the evident superiority of this distinct variety
over such flowers as Glory of Plymouth, Beauty of the Plain, &c.,
there is no doubt but the year i8-f2 will cause the&e flowers to
fall in the rear when brought into competition with the seedling
exhibited this day, as it may safely be pronounced a gem of the
first water, and wiU reflect the greatest credit on the fortunate
raiser, for so long as Dahlias remain in cultivation this flower
must form a prominent feature in a stand of ^x.—York CourmU

pHAPMAN'S NEW" SPRING POTATOES.—Thi«
*-^ excellent new varietv. pos* ing all the quallt ofthebe^
Ash-lcafcd Kidney, but capable of being produced in perfection

for table from November till June, is now ready for deiiverfj^

One Guhaea per bushel, with directitms for their culture in tnc

open RTOund without protection. ,!,.-«••

" W-e new vet tasted any forced or retarded Prf^tom aajtMg
Uke so good."-nr. Lindler, m G^r^emersJ

Jromel^-
f

-W>can Jy repeat, tiiar. be they wftjjtthey r<

jj;^^^^^
cxceUeatqimaity.'-Dr. lirnUey, in ^f^^^' '^^At^k^% Orders for sample ba«ketJ«, i-^c 'Pf.*^:'_j;^^%? „ chao-
to ; but orders for sets must be prompt-.^«Wr«wed to 1

.

H. cnap-

maPi fixcntford'Cnd.
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splendid New Phi t.NiA.rie
^re very numerous, they beg

f"' "'^L^t?uUv fo 'nformTo'e Friend7^vho are deslrocs of

tJ^fraDDlicatioiis, as the stock is limited.

Mav be had in London of Messrs. Warner and J\an.er. 29.

ronThiU Mr. J. Carter, 238. High Holbomj and at Tunbndge

wSSj of i-Mr. Thomas Cripps, or by application at the Nursery,

JJarcsJleW.
'

GUANO MANURE.
TT^ SKIRTING, Seedsman, Queen-squ
% > • VERPOOL, begs to annonnce to Landed Proprietors, and

to Farmers and Gardeders. that the price of the genuine Guano

has just been fixed by the importers as follows;— viz., 10/. per

Ton for qnantities under five Tons, and 15/. per Ton for any

larger qnantity-

W s from his experience -with the Guano on various crops

last year, and from the appearance of the crops of Grass at pre-

tcnt where it was last year applied, can with confidence recom-

mend it as a very pood and. at the above price, a cheap Manure,

for any garden or field crop. With this conviction, he »'as ac-

cepted an Agency for the Sale of the genuine Guano, and shall

be happy to receive orders, which shall be promptly executed,

direct from the Importer's Stores.

Terms of payment, ready money j a remittance or reference

required.— Liverpool, yih Ai)ril, 1842^ ^^
JAMES MAY begs to return bis sincere thanks to .his

numerous Friends for the very liberal encouragement he has

received for his Pansies, S:c. ^c. It has been to him a matter of

deep regret, that, In consequence of the very unfavourable

season of last year, the stock of his new kinds has fallen far

short of the demand ; but he hopes in the course of next month

(Mftv) to complete all orders on hand for them, J. M. avails

himself of this opportunity of informing his Friends and the

Public, that their liberal patronage has indnced him to take more

extensive grounds, situated in Marsh Lane, Tottenham, which is

three miles nearer to London, where his business will be carried

on in future. In consequence of his removal he begs to offer fine

plants of about 30 extra fine varieties of Pansies, by name, in-

cluding most of last year's approved Show varieties, for 2l.t.
j

fine border varieties, 1 00 plants in 25 named kinds, for 25*., pack-

age Included; 12 extra fine named Fuchsias, 18*. j 24 varities, by

name, for 25*., package included. A large assortment of Dahlias,

including all the approved Show kinds, from 25,s*. to -lOs. per doz.

;

all the approved older kinds, 9*. to 125. per doz. j fine plants of

which are now ready to be sent out.

N.B. Fine plants of that fine blooming creeper, Solanum Jas-

jninoides, which he has prosed to be perfectly hardy, 2*. 6d, per

plant. ^ ,

A remittance or reference is respectfully requested from un-

known correspondents: the safest way of remittance is by Post-

office orders, payable at the Edmonton Post-office, or General

Post-office, London.— Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, April 1842.

ALfiX. SMITH, Nurseryman, Cirencester, begs

to acquaint the Public that he is now selling at very reduced

prices his stock of Greenhouse, Hardy and other f^^^ts. The

Greenhouse Plants consist chiefly of the best varieties of Gera

niums. Camellias, Heaths, Fuchsias, Cnieranas, &c. &c. Srong

Plan ts of his Beauty of England Pansy, at 55. each.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will Sell

by PUBLIC AUCTION at the Mart. Bartholomew Lane

NEW PLANTS, &c.

"\tESSRS. VEITCH & SON beg to offer to the
^ * Public the undernamed Plants.

Gloxinia Specioba, var. Macrophylla Variegata. An imported
plant from the Brazils, and of which a figure, &c. may be seen in

the Botanical Magazine for April 1842. 2l. 12*. 6rf. per plant.

Begonia Coccinea, beautiful vermilion colour, from Brazil.

at«. per plant.

*Cycnoches Maculata, variety, 84*.
Stigmaph) Uon Aristatum, 42*.
Primula Denticulata (Hardy], from the Himalayas, fine, 10*. fid.

Trjptilion Spinosum (Hardy Perennialj, from Chili, 42*.

NEW GERANIUMS.
Fair Maid of Devon (Vcitcli's). This flower was exhibited at

the June exhibition nt Chlswlcfc in i?H1, and pronounced by the

principal Nurserymen and Amateurs to be one of the most splen-

did Geraniums ever seen. It is of large size and first-rate form,
thp upper petals beautiful bright crimson, with a distinct white
margin round; the under petals light pink, with white eentre.

Extra fine, 63j. per plant.

Rose of Oxton (Swete's), raised by J. B. Swete, Esq., Oxton-
liouse. The colour a fine bri^fht rose, with clear white centre ;

fine form, abundant bloomer, and compact halit. A really good
Tarfety. 2l.v. per plant.
• Mulatta (Swete's). A beautiful clouded flower, upper petals
being almost black, and the under petals deep crimson. An
abundant bloomer, and a striking fancy variety, but the form
indifferent. 1 5s. per plant.
%* A notii'c of the three plants marked * may be seen by re-

ference to Proceedings of the London Horticultural Society's
meeting of the 15th of March last, when a medal was awarded
them ; see Gardeners^ Chronicle, No. 12, p. 190.

Nurserj*, Exeter, April 20th, 1842,

NEW & SUPERB GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS, DAHLIAS,
FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS. PANSIES, &c.

T\7M. CATLEUGH respectfully informs the Nobility,
» * Gentry, and the Public, that his Spring CATALOGUE of

the above Flowers is now ready for delivery, including Fuchsia,
Conspicua arborea, raised by S. R. Prouse, Esq. j it is of vigorous
and erect growth, with a bold and ample foliage, tlowers of a
4telicate carnation or pale flesh colour ; Sepals beautifully tipped
"With a distinct green, having when fully out an expanded bright
scarlet Corolla ; Pistil and Stamens rather more rosy than the
^ pals. Plants in May at 10*. 6*f. Also two new and distinct va-
rieties of the Verbena, from Texas—Ne Plus Ultra, a clear bright
pink, with a rcse-colonred spot surrounding the tube, which i.s

l!,u^^^*v.

^

P^*^^^*^E variety
j
colonrs very much resenablc those of

Phif>xDrumroondii: Elegans, a pale pink, with a delicate rose-
coionrcd spot surrounding the tube; plants in May, the two, at
10*. Od. Likewise Dahlia, Lady Ann Murray, a beautiful mottled
white tipped with bright rosy purple, a well-formed flower, witha fine centre, one of the most constant nablias grown, and de-
sirable to the most limited grower. 3 feet, 10*. 6rf.

Hans-street. Sloanc-street, Chelsea.

THURSDAY, Mav 12th. 1842, and foUowing day. about 1000

DahTius comprising 'all the leading varieties, first-rate Gera-

nium^ New^^uchsfas. Ericas, Verbenas &c. May beviewed the

morning of Sale j CaUlogues may be had at the Mait, and of

the A uctioneers. '._

QEED BUSINESS to be DISPOSED OF, princi-

O paUy GARDEN; old-estabUshed, with a wide, I'f,^^
Counto^

Connexion : with a good House, Stabling, Coach and Cart House

I^w rentedj illheal^ and old age are
^^^.^^^f

^^^^j^^^^^.^.'^^

dispose of the business.-Letters addressed to A. B., Mr, King s,

21, Finsbury-place North, London^

-DRODUCTIVE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
X and MARITIME EUND empowered by Acts of Parliament.

Offices, 2y, Moorgate-street, Bank, London.
Board of Directors,

John Blogg, Esq., GuUdford-st..
|
George Rose Innes, Esq., BiUiter-

street, City.

J. Linnit, Esq., ArgyU-street,

Regent-street.

\V. T. Smith, Esq., Public Office,

Southampton-buildinga

.

(AVith power to add to their number.)

Treasurer,—l\\^m Hyams, Esq.

Aiiditftrs,

Russell-square.

Donald Grassick, Esq., Bedford-

place, Kent-road.

Hyam Hyams, Esq., Comhill.

James Walton, Esq., Grocers'

HaU. bi
I

Robert Dover, Esq., Corahdh

Amos Hodgson, Esq., Ordnance

Ottice, Tower.
Arlitrators,

Charles Compton, Esq. |
Peter Ellis, Esq.

John Tidd Pratt, Esq.

Bankers.—ThQ Bank of England,

Phijsician.^ViiLisim Brewer, M.D.. F.U.S., &c., 21. George-street,

Hanover-square.

Surgeun.-'-D^yM Le^is, Esq., 28. Artillerj--place West, Einsbury.

6-o/ici7or5.—Messrs. Chatfield, Wingate and Hart, Comhill,

jlcfttory.—Prancis G. P. Neison, Esq.

Chief Aeent for the Maritime J'wiK/.—Thomas Bull, Esq., 91,

Minories, London.

This Society is established on the principles of Mutual Life Assur-

a detailed account of the business of the Society. No policy stamp

duty charged on assurances above the term of ten years.

The M^tune Fund is a department of the Society which affords

to cai^tains and mariners the same facilities and advantages of life

assurance which residents in England have hitherto ejijoyed. J^pon

this fund, at a comparatively small cost, a member (should he be lost

at sea on a particular voyage) will provide an annuity for his wife a»

long as she lives, in proportion to what he has paid.

Every particular may be known, and Prospectuses and Observ-a-

tions upon the Maritime Fund " obtained, by applymg to Mr. Bull,

any of the country agents, or the Secretary, at the offices, 2"), Moor-

gate-street. GEORGE B. SCOTT, Secretary.

-^--"TTr
}^^^^^ ^OAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.

TV^^^^^^^'^^ K- RENDLE respectfully informs tlie

tJffVf .w J'^^' ^^T^7' ^^ *^^ ^^^^' ^^^t ^^ ^^ ^ few plants
left of that favourite Geranium

LYNE'S CIRCASSIAN,
which has gained for itself, by every Horist who has seen it a
first-rate character. Good strong plants, in 6o-sized pots 42s each

Lyne's Consort, 2I«. each.
„ Magnificent, 21,?. „

lyne's Princess Royal, and Bassett's Glory of the West, (of
which W. E. K- possesses the entire stock,) cannot be sent out
till about July next, in consequence of the numerous applications
for it,

Veitch's Fair Maid nf Dcron, (just sent out,) 6a». each,
Pan.sy.—Fox's Coniish Gem, 10*. fid. each.
Pwosa Devoniensis, good strong plants, 7s. 6d. each.
Aaraucaria Imbricata, m id-sized pots, fi*. 6d. each.

W. E. R.'s Genera] Spring Catalogue of Geianiums, Dahlias,
CaiceolaHas, Pansies, Herbaceous Plants, &c. (which contains
descriptions of the above-named plants,) can be had on prepaid
application.
Agents in London : Messrs. Warner, Seedsmen, Comhill

;

M.W. Bristow, Knightsbridge ; through whom plants of any of
the lUwve may be procured,—Plymouth, April 25th, 1842.

T^/"ANTED, by a gentleman, in a midland county an
V \ active, middle-aged single man, as GARDENER. ' w.He
must thoronghly understand the growing and fruitmg of Pines
Vines, and every description of winter forcing. The extent of
the gardens about an acre, and the walks and plantations not ex-
tensive. He will have the assistance of one perpetual labourer"
Wages 30/. per annum, with board and lodging. No one need
apply who cannot produce a good character for honesty, sobriety
civility, and a general knowledge of his business, from a gentle!
man with whom he has lived as head gardener. Applyby letter

post-paid, to W. S., 451, Charing Cross. '

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a reT^.
able, active married man, aged 30. He is a superior Grape-

grower, and also undcrbtands Pine and early forcing, with the
management of a garden in its dlfiferent branches. Has a seven
years' character from the place he is about to leave, on account
of the death of his employer. Address A. Z. at No, 2, Adelaide
Terrace, Balton Street, Islington.

TlirANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER in a Noble-
VV man or Gentleman's [family, a man 30 years of age, who
has a practical knowledge of his profession, and can have an un-
exceptionable character from the gentleman he has just left,

where he lived nearly three years. Apply by letter, post-paid, to

A.Z., Messrs. WillmottandChaundy's Nursery, Lewisham,Kent.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER (a single-

banded place), a single young man, who can have a good
character from the place he is about to leave. No objection to a

foreman's place in a gentleman's garden. Apply to A. B., Mr.

R. Henbrey, Jun., Seedsman, Croydon.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER a resp^
able married man, who perfectly understands his business.

Would have no objection to a cow or two ; no objection to town

or country. Direct C. T., Mr. Owen's, Millfield Place, Newington

Green. __^
^A/ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
VV Man, aged 28, who understands his business in all its

branches. Would have no objection to accept a situation in

France. Can produce an undeniable character from the Gentle-

man he has recently left, with whom he lived 5 years. Address

A Z Post Office, Crouch End, Hornsey, Middlesex.

WANTS a SITUATION as NURSERY FOREMAN,
a Married Man, aged 33, of practical experience inthebusi-

ness, as propagator, and the general routine of the Nursery de-

partment, and at present conducting an entensive establishment

within 100 miles of London, having a general knowledge of the

seed business, and compent for the journeys if required. Apply,

if by letter, to E. C, Messrs. Warner and Warner's, Seedsmen, &c.,

Cornhill, London.

I

HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.

AS Spring approacbes, the Larvae of destructive Insects

are propagated in infinite multitudes, and impregnate with

milUons of insects the verj^ air we breathe, to the great injury of

the young shoots of trees, vines, plants, and every species of

vegetation pvit into motion and growth by the genial influence of

the season. I. READ begs to inform Noblemen, Gentlemen,

Nurserymen, and practical Gardeners, that he has now a Variety

of his NEW PATENT HYDRAULIC MACHINES for the purpose

of subduing these destructive insects, which make such deadly

havoc on all trees and plants (particularly the Peach and
Nectarine) at this season of the year. These machines are made
of various dimensions, suitable for every purpose of Horticulture,

and are worked with such ease, that a lady may enjoy the plea-

sure of watering her plants and dowers without the least fatigue,

and the water may be dispersed in form of a gentle shower or

dewfall. The above are so constructed, as to require but two-

thirds the labour of any other machines now in use, which the

Patentee, from 31 years' practical experience in the science of

Horticulture, and 21 years in manufacturing and improving them,

can safely warrant.— Likewise FIRE ENGINES made to order,

capable of discharging from 20 to 40, ;o, or 120 gallons of water

per minute, which may be seen and proved at 35, Regent Circus,

Piccadilly.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at \'cty moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. BAii-fcY having devoted ranch time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chibwick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal ail descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply.of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailet were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near hou«es to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery j they
beg to introduce to public notice anew Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

OT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and
economical principles, for Horticultural and other Build-

ings.- STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-

j

works, and Manufacturers, €l, Gracechurch-street, London, beg
to return their most sincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry
who have so liber^ly patronised their improved Conical Boiler.
(For a description sec Gardencra' Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.) To
Amateurs these BpUers wUl be found invaluable. They require
BO furnaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure,
and may be applied with equal facility to the smallest houses or
most extensive range of pipes, price 6/. 6a. and upwards. Fur-
ther particulars, plans, estimates, &c. for warming every descrip-
tion of building may be obtained as above; where also may be
seen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Brass and
Iron Bedsteads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implements,
&c- ice. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,
three, and four inches, at 2*. St^., 3*. 3rf., and is, 3rf. per yard.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND FARMERS.

TT7ANTS a SITUATION, as FARM BAILIFF, in

VV any County in England, a Young Man, a native of Cum-

berland. The advertiser has been brought up to Farming and

Grazing, and is acquainted with most of the modern improve-

ments in agriculture; and would be able to give respectable re-

ferences and produce sufficient testimonials as to character and

capabilities.—Address A. L., Post-office, Brampton, Cumberland.

ANTS a SITUATION, as BAIL1FF,GARDENER
and MANAGER, a Respectable Middle-aged Married Man,

without encumbrance,who perfectly understandsFarmingin most

parts of the Kingdom; also the System of Gardening, Forcmgand

Botany Value and Management of Timber and Growmg Plaiita-

tions: Grounds tastefully laid out; a good Accountant and a

satisfactory character from a Norfolk family of title. The Wife to

manage the Dairy and Poultry.—Address H. B., 52, Grosvenor-

place, Pimlico. _

w

WANTS a SITUATION as FORESTER, a Young

Unmarried Man, who is about to leave his present situa-

tion, where he has had the charge for several years, and bad con-

siderable experience in the planting and management of Woods.

He can produce ample certificates of character and quahficatioM

for such a situation ; or he would hare no objection to undertake

the charge in the Forest Tree department of an extensive nur-

sery.- Address, Eagle and Henderser, Seedsmen to the Queer,

Edinburgh.

TO NURSERY AND SEEDSMEN.

WANTS a SITUATION, as FOREMAN and PRO-

PAGATOR, a Single Man, 36 years of age ; is fully com-

petent to take the entire management of the business i^i^^^^

department. The Advertiser possessing a pracrical knowledge 01

business generally, would be happy to devote his abilities exclu-

sively for the benefit of his employers, having been suiiJlariy en-

gaged the last thre eyears ; and can give the most satisfactory re-

ferences.- Letters directed tow, G., Nursery, HoltonHalesworth*

Suffolk; Mr. J. Fairbum, Nurseries, Clapham ; or Mr. Adarn^.

Brompton Park Nursery, Kensington- road, London, wUi nux

with immediate attention.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, out ofthc

House, a Young Man, a native of Scotland, about 30ye^

of age, who perfectly understands his business maU ^^^ \*r»^

branches; can be very highly recommended ^>' ^^^ ^?"'
i;ved

he is now leaving, for sobriety, industry, ^c. &c., having

five years in his situation.-Letters addressed to D. G., Fost-uiii

Fairingdon, Berks, will be duly attended to.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
..^^ihiral

HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticuuu

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public ^''''^"^^^'Jf^Xost
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on n'<=

improved and scientific methods. ,,-„„>,«ctpr'!.beS
W.WALKER and Co. (late of Moslcy-street,

^»"^J*^1^^^^
to announce that they continue to execute ''^'^^.^^ ^LfL^jortant

'

description, in which they have introduced a
\»"^Y.;TTnrticultu-

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially ^jP f"i^ensive

rists. They have applied this principle o"*
?^^^!,dous Con-

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted atJ\^^^"rT)evonshire»
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke *^^ .7. .jjg most
and in numerous other extensive establishments, wuu

complete success. -

tcniiams' Patent

They have also successfully applied C. w- r'"i;-„„e.ements
Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have ^f *^^^^^„^J^l,iges fuel,

with the Patentee for its general adoption. ^I*^,^^!^^„ goniiicli

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement 01 ^my '
feature

complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and vaiu-i

in these Apparatus.
, ,^ .., t-tncdom ^^^

Works executed in every part of the United ^"?f{V"
pnnctuaHty and dispatch.—33. Brown-street, Mancncb^^

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
i^ce,

A^EEKS & CO., Architects, &c. Glouceste^^^^^^^^^^

• King's Road, Chelsea, Horticultural Bjiilde^^v«^
jj^^^.

?d a most sim
cultural erections. The principle upon
invented a most simple and easy contrivance

IfJ^^. ^° gimpH
rnlfnrnl t>Te*r-fir^^a TV.** r^ritirinlr unon WhlCtl It at-_i-» _*«„«AllfrsaUyThe principle upuu ««.v.. -

universal*?
and effectual, that it only requires to be ^^5*^" ^ndnn l^Iarseri**
adopted. To be seen in use at most of the L,^^X-e,Cheli«»'
andattbeir HorUcultural Manufactory, Gloucester.pia^^>
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
NOTICE is hereby given that the NEXT MEETING

of the Society in REGENT-STREET will be on TrssDAV,
May the 21th, and not on the l/th, as is customary.

ffi^attrener;s' CI&rotTicle

different, and has cared nothing about the matter. The
idea, still entertained by many persons, that plants live
in Ward's cases hermetically sealed, with no access to
air or water, and therefore no food, and tliat, neverthe-

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1842.

MKETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
T""day ZuoloKUal 8* P. m.
Wednesday .... Medico-Botanital . . . 8 p. ji.
^;*t"r*I''y Koyiil Botanic . . . . 83 f. k,

Tt will be seen from our advertising "columns that
the first meeting in the Garden of the Horticultural
Society tales place next Saturday. We trust the ex-
hibitors will observe that the hour at which the Gar-
den is closed, and that when it is cleared in the morn-
ing, w thh year altered ; and that no subjects op
EXHIBinON WILL BE ADMITTED INTO THE GaRDEN
LATER THAN HALF-PAST EIQHT o'cLQCK IN THE
JfORNING. '

The plans of Government for the creation of
New Forcing and Kitchen Gardens for her Majesty
at Windsor are being carried rapidly into execution.
A square piece of excellent loamy land, never before
cropped as a garden, and something more than twenty
acres in extent, is enclosed ; the ground is halflevelled
and trenched, and the boundary and intersecting- walls
are already in an advanced state. When completed,
there will be nearly 4,000 yards of walling available
for training fruit-trees. Along the north side of the
garden is to be erected a line of forcing-houses, about
300 yards in length, with a house for the gardener in
the middle, and a conservatory on either side. At the
back will be placed the pits and smaller forcing places
which it is desirable to keep out of sight. In front of
the principal line of houses is to be a broad terrace
walk, along which the Queen can be driven when her
Majesty desires to visit the garden. We understand
that Messrs. Jones and Co., of Birmingham, have con-
tracted for the execution of the roofs and sashes of
these extensive constructions. As far as we can judge
from the present state of the operations, everything
seems to have been contrived with skill, and to reflect
much credit upon ^fr. Ingram, Her Slajesty's gardener,
to whom the arrangement of the details has, we pre-
sume, been confided.

^
We trust that ere long we may have the gratifica-

tion of announcing the commencement of a Pleasure-
garden at Windsor on the same cn tensive scale, or^ at
least, that the grounds of Frogmore-lodge, beautiful
in themselves, and now about to be occupied by
H.R.H. the Duchess of Kent, may be decorated in a
manner worthy of the Queen of England. The
grounds at Frogmore have been greatly neglected, and
were lately a wilderness of laurels and other ever-
greens. Mr, Ingram has. however, had the grateful
task of restoring them to what they once were; and
we must praise the prudence andjudgment with which
he has carried his orders into execution. Walks have
been cleared, thickets removed, and vistas opened

;

but the original design of the place, improved by the
inevitable effects of age upon the trees, has been judi-
ciously preservetl. It is to be hoped, however, that a
new flower-garden, the formation of which is contem-
plated in a charming little amphitheatre immediately
to the right of the house, will be constructed in room
of the old one, which, if it had no other fault (and it
has many), must be condemned on account of the
clouds of dust with which it is enveloped in conse-
quence of its contiguity to the public road-

^
Let it not be supposed, that in pressing the neces-

sity of another Royal Pleasure-garden, we undervalue
the beauty of the ''Slopes,*' as they are called, which
at present form tlie only pleasure-ground of the Sove-
reign at Windsor. Their picturesque situation on the
steep side of that noble castle would alone render
them worthy of the place, even if they were less skil-
fully decorated than they are. The shade of the
graceful trees, the undulations of the walksas they are
carried over the brow of the Castle-hill or along the
precipitous sides of the escarpment, the sequestered
lodge which bears the name of Queen Adelaide, and
let us add the mass of rock-work recently constructeil,
with Its grottoes and cascade, and the basins of limpid
water, all contribute to render the Slopes a charming
retreat: but they are nothing more—they are not a
garden. It is impossible to make a garden on the
steep sides or the summit of a bleak chalk rock ; and
1^ v^^,?"^y ^^gard the Slopes, beautiful as they un-
doubtedly are in summer, as a Royal Shrubbery,

I:ter since the day when what are calleti Ward's
cases were first announced as a new contrivance for
Uie preservation of living jplants, one portion of theworld has evinced a littfe Insanity upon the subiectascnbing to theni attributes quite marvellous

; Serhas been reasonable, applying them to useful pu?p^ esatlurd has declared them to be unmanageable • aSSand larger part, of the gentle pubUc hasVeendmpS

less, they grow and flourish for yean under such con-
ditions, is one of those mistakes which well-informed
persons, who are unacquainted with the laws of vege-
table life, may be excused for falling into. But that
gardeners or botanists should draw such conclusions, is,

we confess, surprising- That amateurs, unacquainted
with the peculiar habits of plants, should have failed in

managing those which they have attempted to grow in

Ward's cases, might well be ; but that cultivators should
have met with no success, only shows their want of skill

in applying the principles of cultivation to a new class of
circumstances. In reality, this contrivance is extremely
useful, and easy to manage, if the proper means are

taken ; but it has been rendered diflicult by miscon-
ception and mystification. We have, therefore, received
with much satisfaction Mr. Ward's own account of
his invention and its use*, which, we hope, will at

last place the matter in its true light.

Mr. Ward is a surgeon, residing in Wellclose-square,

a small open space at the back of the Tower of Lon-
don, surrounded with houses and smoky manufactories.
It is impossible to imagine a place more unpropitious
for the formation of a garden, because, although the
dryness of the atmosjihere might be corrected, it would,
under ordinary circumstances, be very difficult to pre-
vent plants being encrusted and stifled with particles

of soot. Nevertheless, he tells us that, having been
very fond of Botany from his boyhood, he was anxious
to procure " an old wall covered with Ferns and
Mosses." To obtain this treasure some rock-work was
formed, water was made to trickle over it, and plants
were procured—but in vain ; grow they would not ; and
the attempt was abandoned in despair. At last, an
accident led him to devise the contrivance which bears
his name. We quote his words.

'* I had buried the chrysalis of a Sphinx in sotne moist
mould contained in a wide-mouthed glass bottle, covered
with a lid. In watching the bottle from day to day, I ob-
served that the moisture, which, during the heat of the
day, arose from the mould, became condensed on the in-
ternal surface of the glass, and returned whence it came;
thus keeping the mould always in the same degree of hu-
midity. About a week prior to the final change of the in-

sect, a seedhng fern and a grass made their appearance on
the surface of the mould. I could not but be struck with
the circumstance of one of that very tribe of plants, which
I had for years fruitlessly attempted to cultivate, coming
up sponte sua in such a situation, and asked myself se-
riously what were the conditions necessary for its growth?
To this the anawer was— firstly, an atmosphere free from
soot (this I well knew from previous experience) ; secondly,
light; thirdly, beat; fourthly, moisture; and lastly,

change of air. It was quite evident that the plants could *

obtain light and heat as well in the bottle as out of it ;

and that the lid, which retained the moisture, likewise
excluded the soot. The only remaining condition to be
fulfilled was the change of air."

The change of air required no contrivance ; for it was
impossible to prevent it without hermetically sealing

the apparatus j and to omit such an entire closing was
to secure as much variation as the plants required.
Those which sprang up in the botde accordingly con-
tinued to grow, without any attention, for four years,

when they accidentally died. From this time forward,
Mr. Ward had no difficulty in growing plants in Well-
close-square, in spite of dust and soot, and other impu-
rities. By constructing boxes, or other closed-up
places, with the laps of the glass puttied, and the doors
to fit tight, air enough for the plants was found to be
admitted, while all the substances floating in the atmo-
sphere were excluded. It was only necessary to ex-
pose the cases fully to the light The following is the

account he gives of one of his little gardens :

" In order to have a gay aasemblage of flowers, I filled

a case about three feet by one with the following plants,

viz., Primula sinensis, P. nivalis, Scilla sibirica. Cyclamen
Contu, Ornithogalum Sternbergii, Gagealutea, Ganymedes
pulchellua, and three or four varieties of Crocus, inter-

spersed with little patches of Lycopodium denticulatum.
This case was placed, about the end tf February, outside
a window with a southern aspect. It is not, I believe^

possible to see these plants to such advantage in any ordi-

nary garden. Here, undisturbed either by wind or rain,

their tlowers are developed in the greatest luxuriance ; and
most of them continue for two or three months."
To the question whether plants confined in'such

places require water, Mr. Ward answers thus
*• This depends not only upon the nature of the plants,

but upon the season of their growth. Almost all Ferns, if

enclosed in small cases where the water cannot escape,
will continue to flourish for years; and I believe that a
century might elapse without any fresh water being re-
quired. Cactuses, and most succulent plants, would be
equally independent. In larger houses, where the surfaces
are very varied, the water will drain from the upper parts,
and fresh supplies will occasionally be wanted. If we wish
our plants to grow with greater or less luxuriance, wc have
of course, at all times, the power to give or withhold
water. Numerous plants require to be well supplied witi

water up to and during the period of inflorescence, and
when the flowerir7gis over to be kept nearly dry. This is

easily effected by removing the cover, and allowing the
moisture to evaporate by exposure of the case for a short

time to the sun. It is desirable that there should be an
opening in the bottom of the cases for the purpose of
draining off the superfluous moisture, and likewise of
giving us the opportunity of washing the mould with lime
water should slugs make their appearance, which some-
times occurs. With respect to the mould, it is perhaps
best to select that in which the plants which are to be the
subject of experiment ordinarily grow ; but this is not
matter of so much moment as is generally imagined. It
is a very common impression that great knowledge of Bo-
tany is required before any successful attempts at the cul-
tivation of plants in closed cases can be made; now, it
must be obvious, from all that has been said, that whether
the plant be grown in a closed case or in the open air, the
natural conditions must be filled to ensure success. Again,
many complain that the enclosed plants frequently become
mouldy ; this arises either from excess of moisture or defi-
ciency of light, or a combination of both causes, producing
diminished vital action, or else from the natural decay of
plants."

For the present, we refer our readers to Mr. Ward's
work for full information concerning the purposes to
which his contrivance may be applied, one of the most
important of which is the effectual means it affords
of bringing plants alive from very distant countries.

Hereafter, we shall have some observations of our own
to make upon several matters connected with the subject.

* On the Growtli of Plants in closely-glazed Caaet
Ward, FX,S. «to. Van Vocr^ 18«

i

^ ENTOMOLOGY.—No, XXIX.
ON THE USE OF NETTING, AS A PROTECTION OF FRUIT

AGAINST INSECTS.
It is a generally-received opinion that insects are to be

driven away by offensive odours ; and this may, to a cer-
tain extent, be correct; but if we look into the economy
of a vast number of species, it will be found that, like
some of the higher orders of animals, they delight and
thrive in filth: indeed, this renders them of the greatest
service to man, as, by speedily assisting in the decomposi-
tion of animal and vegetable substances, they in a very
short time remove, by their united labours, such nui-
sances, and thus, in fact, are nature's scavengers. Not
a bone, a dead carcase, a cabbage, or turnip, but as soon
as the vital principle is extinct, becomes the habitation of
a variety of Beetles and Flies, which immediately lay their
eggs, and increase so rapidly, that the muscles and skia
of an animal and the pulpy tissue of a vegetable are soou
consumed. These tribes of insects, the analogues of Swine
and Ducks in their habits, are not, we should aay, very
easily disgusted by any preparations employed with a view
to drive them away from our trees and plants ; although it

is not intended to deny that there are insects cleanly, and
even fastidious in their tastes, and whose olfactory nerves
may be offended by disagreeable odours ; but such are not
the great pests in our gardens.
The idea, therefore, that it is necessary to immerse net-

ting, intended to cover fruit-trees, in gas-tar, to render its

use effectual, appears to be doubtful ; and its ef&cacy in
protecting the fruit from the depredations of Wasps and
Flies (many of which, the Blue-bottle Flies for instance,
revel in putrid carcases,) may, I think, be traced to a very
different cause.

It was a fact well known to the Egyptian fishermen in
the time of Herodotus, that by covering themselves, when
in bed, with their casting-nets, they would be protected
when asleep from the swarms of Gnats which infest the
marshes everywhere, but especially in southern latitudes,

in the summer months, and will sting, as it is termed,
even through woollen clothes. This curious circumstance
was, however, quite forgotten until recently, when it was
ably discussed, by Mr. W. B. Spence, in the Transac-
tions of the Entomological Society*. It appears, by
placing a net over the window of a room having no
thorough or cross light, or draft, that Flies and evea
Wasps are deterred from passing through ; and it has
been tried so often, that there cannot be any doubt upon
the subject. If, however, a mirror be placed opposite to
the open and netted window so as to reflect the light, 0r
if a door or another window be open in the same room,
the netting loses its ohstructiTe properties—the charm is

broken, and the flies and insects are no longer deterred
from passing through.
Now I apprehend that a net, being placed over a fruit-

tree upon a wall, acts the same as a net stretched across
an open window : there is no cross light or draft in the
wall, and, consequently, the Flies wiU not pass through
the meshes. Of this, however, the Gardener may easily
satisfy himself ; for, as 1 am informed, it is a generally-
admitted opinion, that a net spread over a wall is a very
efficient mode of preserving the fruit from the attacks o(
many insects. He has only to cover « standard tree with a
net, and if that keep out the Flies and Wasps in the same
way, then, indeed, we must admit that there are other
causes in operation; but if they pass through, it will be
strong presumptive evidence of the soundness of the prin-
ciple we now msdntain. It would also be desirable to try

netting dipped in gas-tar, as well as some which baa n<^
been steeped ; and by carefully prosecuting the experi-

ments, and communicating them to the public, useful and

interesting information would be offered to the practical

man as well as the philosopher.
- t i

The net employed for excluding House-flies in My w
made of white or light-coloured threads, t^e meshes being

at least an inch in diameter; or if nails be placed «i

inch s^mrt down both sides of a wiodow, mnd threads be
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stretched .croM boriMnUlly. it wiU be eqwllj efficacious

in kfnrfn, o«t the Flie., which .re deterred by some un-

i.olT«a« from v^ng the Rubicon. >'='« «fred and

yeUow worsted, the meshes of which were from three
^

. _ :„.!, :« *ii«inPti»r. have been stretchea

which arc so many young fruits, or carpels, as they say, in

the inside of each of which there is a seed.

Let him who reads these little sketches of plants now

remark, what it is of no little importance to know, that the

, -.
diameter have been stretched

|
numerous stamens of the Water-cup grow directly from

quarter, to
^"J^f ^"

J^*^^™
'

surrounded by Sweet- the ring below the carpels, and not from tbe calyx which

acroM a window in this counrry, surr ^_ j
falls off, as we have seen, and leaves them behind. By this

we shall know that it is in itself poisonous, although it

If the leaves are

1

rented Clematis. Honeysuckles, &c„ which, of course,

attracttJ numerous Flies, and amongst them the Blue-

bottle; and Ibeywerc all eicluded by this simple and

agrcpable screen, A net of fine packthread was after-

vards substituted, having meshes one inch and a quarter

9qoare, which proved equally efficacious as regarded the

Files ; and " though Wasps occasionally came through,

the number was very much diminished*."

—

Huricola.

i^ FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. VL
TVhat sweet delight a quiet life affords!

Sweet flowery place, I tirat did learn of thee \

Ah ! if I were my own, your dear rcsorta

1 would not change with prince's stately conrts.

W, Vrummond.
I

The yVaier-cup.—It Is in such flowery places as the

poet thus alludes to that this charming wild flower

floats in its livery of green and silver. The recesses of a

gentle river, or the quiet of a country pond» where the

'water is not much disturbed, are its usual haunts. There

It forms a carpet of lucid foliage, succeeded by myriads of

cups of daxrling white. It appears with the warm days of

April, and is gone by the middle of lummer. In that

short space of time, however, it has performed more real

srrrtccto man than |K:rhap8 could be effected by the trees

that overshadow it. Its long succulent roots branch in

all directions among the water that it floats upon, sucking

np greedily all the impurities it may contain ; by them the

water is deprived of the power of emitting unwholesome

CAhalatious, and swanips are deprived of their unhealthy

character so long as such flowers are growing in them.

And thus the means which nature takes to beautify the

stagnant waters act u- -. effectual counterpoise to their

insalubrious quality. It is said, that in Florida and Caro-

lina, marshes speedily become uninhabitable where flowers

of a similar nature are destroyed, and pestilent exhala-

tions can be no lunger consumed by them.

This beautiful and useful little plant is the Ranunculus

aquatiHs— the "Water Crowfoot, or Water-cup :

sign

destroys the poisons that surround it.

chewed, or the ripe fruit, they will produce a burning sen-

aation, and cause some inflammation. It is, in truth, a

near relation of the Black Hellebore and Aconite, two

deadly plants, whose virulence has been recognised from

aU antiquity. If the stamens did grow on the calyx, it

wonld not be poisonous—a very curious circumstance,

which I must explain on another occasion.—/?. E.

It forms soft, brittle, hollow stems, which are enabled
to float by means of the air which they contain. Its leaves

are of two sorts : some are always swimming under water
and divided into numberless green threads ; others, which
iloat on the surface, are thin, flat, bright green, and are
only divided into three lobes, each of which has some
shallow round teeth. These two sorts of leaves are so un-
like each other that one would almost fancy them to be of
an entirely different nature. The fact, however, is, that
the leaves of the Water-cup, when formed under water,
consist of nothing but veins; while those which float on
the surface have their veins covered with a firm green
pulp, which forms a sort of web, that holds them together.

Here again is a manifestation of admirable design. If
the swimming leaves had a web, they could neither adapt
tiiemsclves conveniently to the motion of the water, nor
feed so fast upon the impurities it contains ; for they too
help the plant to absorb iu food, and the great surface
they present to the water gives them a voracious appetite.On the other hand, if the floating leaves had no web, but
their vems were exposed to the air, they would neither
float nor even exist: for the action of the air upon them
would aoon dry up and destroy their tender parts. But
nature provides them with a firm, dry coating, which guards
them firom injury, and moreover enables them to breathe
wUlf freedom. Truly may theirs be called the '^breath of
iifc ; for the air which is continually exhaled by them in
the day-time is among the purest that is known, although
prepared by these little plants from the most impure and
unwholesome materials.

Ifwe look at their flowers we shall find them much like
those of the Butter-cup, only that they are white. Each
blossom stands erect on its graceful stalk. Its calyx con-
sists of 5 sepals, which guard the tender petals, and then
drop off as soon as their oSice is fulfilled. The 5 petals
are roundish, and form a snow-white cup ; each of
them has a little honey-pore near its base. A great
many tiny stamens form an inner ring of the flower, and
in the centre of all is a cushion of minute green points,

BROCCOLI.
In making a selection of different kinds of Broccoli

capable of producing a constant supply from October to

May, the following directions should be attended to ; viz.,

to save the seed from the truest and most perfectly-formed

heads, and not indiscriminately, as is frequently done.

There is, perhaps, no vegetable more subject to degenerate

than Broccoli; therefore the quality and hardiness of each

sort, as well as the time when it will be fit for use, will

depend on the care and attention bestowed upon saving

the seeds ; this should be done in the following way :—

When that kind from which it is intended to save seeds

has formed its heads, carefully select the best, for size,

colour, texture, and hardiness. If in the autumn or the

early part of winter, carefully protect the plants from

severe frost and wet ; about the middle of April, when the

heads have started, cut out a part of the centre of each,

and only allow one kind to be saved for seed at the same

time; observing also, that the greater the number of

plants saved together, the .better and more genuine the

seed will be : the great object, therefore, when saving

seeds of Broccoli, is always to have as large a quantity

as possible. If there should be a single head much supe-

rior to the others, which you wish to save seed from, the

best way will be to cover it with gauze, to protect it from

the bees and other insects. I once saved seed from some

most perfect heads of white Broccoli, but when the plants

raised from it produced their heads, many were quite

worthless, although no other Broccoli had been allowed

to flower near this parent, which, being a single plant,

must have attracted the bees from a considerable distance,

where no doubt some other Broccoli had been in flower at

the same time.

Broccoli should be sown at different times from the be-

ginning of May to the middle of June, according to the

season, or the time when £f supply is most wanted. As
much depends on the dryness of the weather after planting,

the severity of the winter, the soil, Sec.,- it may be worth

while here to briefly state their effects. First, a dry season

after planting is almost sure to cause' the greater part of

the Early Cape to button, or form heads, while the plants

are small, and particularly if it should be dry weather be-

fore planting, and the plants were allowed to remain too

long in the seed-bed ; this will happen to seed of the very

best kinds, and can only be avoided in a dry season by

sowing in the following naanner : about the beginning of

June select a piece of good open ground, manure and dig

it level, and roll the surface firm and even, then sow the

seeds in shallow drills, two feet apart, dropping three or

four seeds at intervals of two feet in the rows, and when
the plants are large enough thin them out singly, and treat

them like transplanted ones. By this means they never

receive a check, and generally (if the soil is rich) attain a

large size ; this only applies to the Cape kinds. Secondly
y

the severity of the winter will sometimes destroy the whole
crop, more especially of the white kinds, which are by
far the tenderest ; in such cases the most simple means
of preserving them is either to lay the. plants down,
or take them up, before severe weather, and place

them in a cool cellar or other suitable place for

winter use ; laying down, however, is by far the best

way (for private family use, but not for the market,
as the heads become one-sided and will not bunch,)
and is done by taking up the plants carefully about .the

beginning of November, and laying them in with the heads
sloping to the north, only a few inches above the surface ;

then if very severe weather should occur in winter, some
old Pea-haulm, or any long dry litter, should be thrown
over them.

Vide Obscrvatioiis by the He v. £, Stanley, isx Trans, Eat, Soc.
vol. li. p. 4CF,

In planting for winter and spring use, it is necessary, if

the winter proves mild, to sow the seeds early in May,
and afterwards to plant out on very rich soil, with plenty

of room. The Broccoli will then (if they survive) pro-
duce large and fine heads; while, on the contrary, if the

winter should be severe, they should be sown later by a

fortnight, and planted on rather poor ground, but stiff,

allowing them plenty of room to grow ; by this means
they become hardier and stunted, and less liable to be
killed by cold ; but the heads will never be so large as
those planted on richer soil. This course applies only to
those which have to stand through the winter, and parti-
cularly to the white kinds.
The following selection of sorts, if treated according to

the above directions, will give a constant supply from
October to May, and may be divided into three divisions,
VIZ. Purples, Sulphurs, and Whites.

FIRST DIVISION—PfRPLE OR GREEN BROCCOLI.
1. Early Purple Cape.—Syn. Grange's Early Cape,

Purple Silesian, Purple Sicilian, Blue Cape, Violet Nain
Hatif of the French. This is the earliest of all Purple
Broccoli, and comes into use during September and Octo-
ber. The heads are close and compact, of a purplish-green
colour, and rather large. This should be sown at three

different seasons,^ viz., the first and third week in May
and second week in June.

2. Green Cape.—Syn. Hardy Cape, Late Cape, Au-
tumnal Cape, Improved Cape, Maher's Hardy Cape
This sort nearly resembles the preceding. The heads are

greenish, rather larger and later, and come into use in

October and November. It is worth growing as a sue-

cession to the preceding one. This may be sown about

the middle of May and the middle of June.

3. Green Close-headed.— Syn, Late Green, Late Hardy
Green, Dwarf Roman, Siberian, Late Green Siberian.

This is a dwarf kind, with the heads quite exposed, very

hardy, rather large, and of a greenish colour. It continues

to produce close, compact heads from November to the

end of February. Sow about the second or third week
in May.

4. Sprouting.—Syn. Italian Sprouting, Grange's Early

Purple Sprouting, Early Branching, Lisbon, Autumn
Sprouting, North's Early Purple, This is a very useful

kind, producing a great quantity of small, deep purple

heads from the crown and axil of the upper leaves. It is

very hardy, and in use from November to April, or even

May, if sown at different periods, from May to the end of

June.
5. Danish, or Late Green,—Syn. Dwarf Danish, Late

Danish. This is a very hardy and late kind, with the

heads exposed, and of a greenish colour, large, and pro^

duced in April and May.
^
It is the hardiest and best

suited for standing severe winters. Sow about the second

or third week in May.
6.

—

Late Dwarf Purple,— Syn. Dwarf Danish Purple,

Cockscomb, Dwarf Swedish, Late Purple, Italian Purple,

Dwarf Hardy Siberian, Dwarf Close-headed Purple. This

is the latest of all the purple kinds, and very dwarf. The

heads are rather small and conical, of a deep purple co-

lour, and very hardy, coming into use in May. Sow this

and the next about the same time as the preceding.

7. Dwarf Brown.—Syn, Late Danish, Late Dantzic,

Late Brown, Lewisham Brown. A very hardy sort, with

rather large exposed heads, of a yellowish brown colour.

In perfection from March to May*
These kinds will produce a succession of the Purple

Broccoli from September to May, and are to be obtained

at the seed-shops.

SECOND DIVISION—SULPHUR.

8. Portsmouth,—Syn, Cream - coloured, Belvidere,

Southampton, Maher's New Dwarf. The largest and most

handsome of all the coloured Broccoli, with the centre

leaves partially covering the heads, which are of a buff

colour. It is in use during March and April, and is very

hardy. Sow about the second or third week in May.

9. Sulphur.—Syn, Brimstone, Late Brimstone, Edin-

burgh Sulphur, Fine Late Sulphur. Another hardy sort,

with large, compact, rather conical heads, of a yellowish

colour, stained with purple. In use during April and May.

This. may be sown at the same time as the preceding.

THIRD DIVISION WHITE.
10. Grangers Earhj CauHjioiver Broccoli.—Syn. Cup-

leaved, Hopwood's Eariy White, Eariy Dwarf, White,

Invisible ^Vhite, Bath White, Italian White, Marshairs

Early White, Blanc d'ltalie of the French. This is a

very fine kind when true, but very subject to degenerate.

The heads are large, close and white, and are well defended

by the leaves. It is in use from the end of September to

Christmas, if the weather proves mild, and is the earliest

of all the white kinds. This and the next should be sown

at three different seasons, viz., about the first and third

weeks in May and the second week in June.

11. Early JVhite.^Syn. Neathouse, Devonshire White,

Autumn White. This differs from the preceding in the

heads being smaller and much later; its season being

from November to February, if the weather prove mud

or they be protected during severe weather. This is tbc

kind grown for market.
12. Knight's Protecting,— This is the hardiest

largest of all the White kinds, when well grown, but very

subject to sport and degenerate. Its season is frotn

March to the beginning of May, if planted at differenx

times. Sow about the third week in May.
13. Spring White,— Syn. Close-leaved White, tau-

liflowcr Broccoli, Neapolitan W^hite, Naples White, Large

Late W^hite, New Dwarf Late W^hite. The leaves of tUis

kind grow very erect, and the head has much the appea

'

ance of a Cabbage, being so enclosed as to be in-

visible when fit to cut. It has a moderate-sized compact

head, of a beautiful white colour, which is in perfection

during thelmonths of April and May ; not so ^^^^^
the preceding, but very desirable for late use. Sow at m

and

same time as the preceding. »

There are other good kinds, but they come into uie a

the same time as some of those enumerated ;
but ^^^.

three seasons may be made from one sowing by
^^^^]J

the larger plants at each time of planting out.—G<
^^''"

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XIX. ^

^^

As amateurs are now supposed to be making t^^^^^

rangements for planting out half-hardy ornamental plan
:^»

It may be proper to remind them that a great deal ol in^^

beauty depends upon the proper arrangement ot

plants with reference to the different colours ot i"

flowers. One person will plant his borders and beds w

the same kinds and in the same favourable situation

another, yet the colours will appear much more deep
^^^

brilliant, and the general effect" more pleasing, m tn^

case than in the other. This is because the subject, m
one instance, has been studied, and the colours matca

^^
wbile, on the other, they have been planted at random,

the harmony of colours has not been properly undew
This is^ one point in gardening in which amateurs,

I
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particularly ladies, might succeed much better than the

generality of gardeners, because they are supposed to have

a more extensive knowledge of the arts, such as painting

and preparing of colours, besides the taste which they are

constantly displaying in the selection of the different parts

of their dresses. Those who are not conversant with this

subject cannot do better than study a leading article at

page 291 (1841). I may mention a few instances of par-

ticular plants which > being placed near one another, pro-
duce a fine effect. The new blue annual, Brachycome
iberidifolia, matches well with the orange JErysimum Pe-
rofskianum ; Salvia patens (blue) may be placed next any
of the scarlet Verbenas ; Verbena pulchella alba suits

Phlox Drummondi, but being of a pure white, it will also

suit any of the former. The flowers of the scarlet Pelar-
gonium harmonise finely with its own green leaves, or
with the green of other shrubs which it may be near ; the
same may be said of Dahlias, although it is better to ar-

range the colours of the flowers at the same time, because
if two yellows, for example, are placed together, one of
which is good and the other dingy, the beauty of the for-

mer will be affected.

Almost all agree that beds, or clumps of plants of the
same kind, have a much finer effect than a mixture of
single plants ; and, therefore, where room can be spared,
this plan should be adopted. This system, however, looks
well, even with rough-growing things, in shrubberies, pro-
viding the mass is not sown in a regular figure.

Many plants suffer much when they are first planted
out, particularly if the weather is dry, from the operation
not being carefully performed. This should be done in
the following manner; If the ground is hard or stiff, it

must be well dug and broken up. The plants must be
turned carefully out of their pots and planted, without
disturbing their rootlets ; at the same time making a ba-
son round each capable of holding a considerable quantity
of water. Fill this three or four times with water; and if
done in the afternoon or evening, the soil may be levelled
round the plants early the next day ; if the weather is
not very dry, nothing more will be required. Of course
the best time to plant is when the weather is showery and
the ground moist; but this is not always the case ; and
even then, unless the weather is likely to continue wet, it
is much better to water well when planting.

—

R. F,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Cause of Shrivelling in Grapes.^OhserViug that you

gave a place to my letter, signed ^' No Conjuror,'' in your
last Journal, and encouraged by your leading article, which
1 beheye referred to it, I have now no further reason for
concealment. You are probably aware of the fame
this place once had for Grapes, and until a stimulus
Ti;as given to their growth under the directions of Mr.
Crawshay, it had no competitors in the county. I am not
competent^ to say whether they have improved or declined
under my management, although they had certainly begun
to retrograde before I knew them ; and it is not to be won-

Iwv. ^k
"" ^^'^'' ^^^ (planted in 1780) and the soil in

7n„n5 ^^ ^'^Z
^'^ ^^^sidered. When I came here, I

leavP. nf h'^v-^'"^/ ^'"P ^^ ^ forcing-house, with the

£ol.nL^w"'n^'^S^^ ^^ ^^t days, which evidently

ho,tf r'S^l^
^^' ^^t right beneath. The other

thatT.rn
^^'1''.^^'^^^ ^ represented to my employer

Sm It} r"'
^^^^y««Jf ^^v credit nor expect to give

biXs h r?."^"'"-^ ^"^ ^^'^ ^^^ Vines and fresh

Eeveraln.it
^'

/'u ''."^ ^^^"^ "P°^ ^^^ ^s^^tes, nor for

SaffW V'!J'u^'.^^
^'^ ^^t ^PP^^^e Of n^y suggestion,

tributedYt ?A^^^
hitherto been only partial failurellhe at-

cordini 1
^^^

'T'' ^^^^"S ^«^^^^eJ the springL Ac-

thaftlfeL^^^
I examined them, and found

S the son t'
^° '^^ ^'^'^ «f *^^ ^^^t. was composed

enWh hi!
mentioned (p. 269); the subsoil was dry

Tiouh^l.^^''^^^^^^ ^^^ whenever

having preTe/^^^^^^ ?'*''^rT'"^^^
^^*""^ ^^' ''^^^

any cLm^inW- '^^'^^^'^^^^ (perhaps for years) without

ri7ed wTthin f
''''' ^'^^'^'" ^^^^^- It was not until I ar-

I found rn^^^^^^^
^' ^'^ ^'"* ^^ '^'^ ^'•^^t of ^*^^ house that

black anTwiry.r'^^^^^ «"^ *^^^ they were quite

littleit ^^^^^^ fib^e- I traced them a

from S'e \W%'' ^""^ ^^'^^ ^°^^^"« ^o have some fruit

a bed fir thJ' I
''%' ^!'^'^ ^^ ^o further. After making

road seilV^"" ^.r/ V?"
'^''^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ '^' border, somf

from rHeath^'r' ^-''^t
Jj^^^-^bish, leaf-dung, andp'arings

themuu whh'n
'^''""^ '^^^'^^'^ "^^^ ^^^ «"^^^^^' covering

a fo^t hiJ^ ? ' f'^'
^^•'^^^'^- I ^^^"^'^^ placed mould

frSrS K^r^l.^'*^^^' ^^P^"° 'bey wo%ld send out

vigourenou^h tn J """^ ?' ^^'^ exceptions, none had

tion/lSK '''^,' ^^^ ^^^ answering my expecta-

others A f
''^ g^-^^^^lly extirpating them and planting

Bliil reiT,«tn .

tbe old ones, which give me satisfaction,

or Re7 H . ' T^ f '^em is a large plant of the Gibralta;

Producin^r /foA ,«^^"Py^"S '^^^^ <iouble lights, and
that Lst

' ; ^^^ bunches a-year. Everybody is aware

crops . T/ ""*'. '''^'y unpropitious for ripening late

Grapes S ^ ^^/^^^^'"^"' celebrated for growing fine

be rEne ^..^t,^bat - "'^ ^^'^ ^^^'^ Hamburghslould
tribute enrt.l .^ bowever, were all black, which I at-

from the «L ^ A^ surface-roots which were produced

'^^^elfmucS'fauu''
'J^«^bject of shanking I confess

^ery prolifiVan/r *?^^^^'/be other out
; both are

^^uit.aoVwLe about th^^^
^^^ ''' *beir

footstalks of two thiSs Jtl k'""-^
^'^^' ^ ^^"^^ ^be

» whoU uJ' i^o-thirds of the berries were dead.• whole hous^ Zolri ""^ '""^ ''"'""^^ ""^^^ ^^^^' I sawHouse near Loudon going off in the same way ; it

T^as, I beheve, attributed to mismanagement : but I am
uuconsciousofanyneglectinmycase, and I account for

1. J j",. °"^^ bas a south-easterly aspect, and is
shaded by some trees until eight or nine o'clock ; couse-
quently the sun breaks upon it in full force before the dew
on the berries is evaporated, and, trickling down the
stalks, itlodges ma little concave bason, where the pedicels
enter the berry

; and as the house is glazed with green glass
full of foci, I think they were really scalded ; they dropped
off and looked exactly as if they had been immersed in hot
water. The leaves of the Vines were not touched ; there-
fore it was not from want of sap to supply the evaporation.
This season they again look very promising.—/o/m ^fur-
dock, Cley HalL [The disease here mentioned by Mr.
Murdoch must not be confounded with shrivelling. We
cannot admit what are called the foci of the glass to have
any connexion with it,]

Neapolitan Peaches.—Jn the year 1838 I was at Na-
ples, and frequently tasted Peaches of a large size, and ap-
parently treated in a peculiar manner to increase their
magnitude. The fruit seemed to have been pierced with
fome sharp instrument, by which the kernel and stone
were so wounded that their growth was stopped, and in
some instances the opening made by the perforation had
grown up: in others it had remained partly open, and had
evidently been frequented by earwigs and other similar
insects. Can you give any account of this practice, and
has it erer been introduced into England? I maybe
mistaken in my observation ; but the fruit certainly bore
the appearance of having been, subjected to the above
treatment.—7?. J. B. [We know nothing of this prac-
tice ; does any one among our correspondents ?]

The Service Tree.— I have seen in the markets in Italy
a fruit like a large Service, but not tasting quite so sharp

;

more like a Medlar, and of a dark brown like that fruit.
I saw the tree growing this year on the road-side be-
tween Sienna and Radicofani. The leaf is a good deal
like the Mountain-ash, and the fruit pearl-shaped, yellow,
and liglit scarlet ; and looks as if it was made of wax,
with a very sweet and powerful scent The Italians call
it Sorbo (service). Is it grown in England ! The seeds
are like a broad apple-seed. I send a sketch of the leaf
and fruit, which gets quite brown and soft when ripe.
What is it ?—[It is nothing b\it the fruit of the Service-
tree (Pyrus domestica). Soil and situation often cause a
trifling diiference in the appearance of the fruit.]

New Rlhes.—Mv. Low informs me that he has sent
you a specimen of a hybrid Ribes, which I raised in 1837
while at Hatfield, in Hertfordshire, He tells me it is very
distinct in its inflorescence, and, judging from specimens
sent to me, I have no doubt that it will soon become a
favourite addition to the shrubbery. Of all the hybrids I
have seen, this certainly unites the properties of both pa-
rents in the greatest degree, both in foliage and in flowers.
When only a few months old, I predicted this; when
writing on cross-breeding in "Loudon's Gardener's Maga-
zine " for Jane 1837, I mentioned this incidentally in
the following words :—" I have obtained a cross from
Ribes sanguineum, by the pollen of R. aureum (var.
praecox of the nurseries), and though the plants are not
yet in a condition to prove the identity of the cross, I
have yet every reason to believe it a real one. The pa-
rents being previously in a high state of cultivation, I
anticipate an enlargement in the inflorescence, with a fine
tint of pale orange colour, and an improvement in the
foliage of the offspring." The orange tint I anticipated is

conspicuous only in the inside of the flower, and, as you
must have seen from the specimen sent you, contrasts
beautifully with the bright scarlet outside- The Hon. and
Rev. W. Herbert, to whom i gave a plant of it, pro-
nounced it, at first sight, to be a promising seedling. By
using this again as a parent, I have great hopes of improv-
ing, or rather originating, a new race of Ribes ; and I re-

commend to those who are fond of this pursuit to follow
out the suggestion.—7). Beaiouy Shrulland Park.
New TropcBolum,—Having observed in one of the late

Numbers of the Gardeners^ Chronicle a notice of a new
Tropseolum, which is stated to have been grown by Mr.
Kelland, of Jersey, I beg to say that it was grown and
bloomed by me, from whom Mr. Kelland procured it.

The plants taken over to England by him have been, I

understand, so much injured in the carriage as to be
quite unfit for exhibition ; and I propose, therefore, hav-
ing still two plants in my possession, to exhibit one at the
May Show of the Horticultural Society. I have been in-

formed, since the insertion of the notice before mentioned,
that the tubers in Mr. Low's possession (having since
shown bloom) turn oat to be different from mine, and an
inferior variety. I obtained the tubers from Mr. Bridges
as stated, but they were found among the mountains near
Curico, in Chili.—Fr^J. Coventry, [This is probably
the plant alluded to by Mr. Bridges in the last No.
of the ** London Journal of Botany," '* Among the
species from the Province of Colchagua, you will find a
most beautiful Tropaeolum with yellow flowers, which I

consider new. Tubers of it are among my bulbs and
seeds. I have called it T. edule, because the roots are
eaten either roasted or boiled, in times of scarcity, by the
poor natives of the Province of Colchagua," who call it
* Papas Cudas.' I shall endeavour, next year, to trans-
mit home tubers of Tropceolum azureum of Miers ; a
most charming plant, which few persons have ever seen.
I once found it producing its lovely blue flowers on the
summit of a mountain called * La Campana de Quillota,'
nearly 4,000 feet above the level of the sea, and nowhere,
save on this mountain, did I see it^ during my rambles
in Chili.'*

Salvia patens.—'\oMx correspondent from Stockton-on-
Tees seems to question the probability of the Salvia pa-
tens surviving ia the open ground during the winter. I

I

left a plant out last season by way of experiment unpro-
tected, except with a little fine sand put on the surface.

Early in April it began to shoot out, and it promises to
make the finest plant in my stock this season.

—

A.^
Beaumaris,

Yellow-lerried Ivy.—^What is the yellow-berried Ivy
which grows on some ruin at Rome } There is a proof
that it was known to the Romans, for there is a marble
in mosaic, in which a wreath of the Ivy with the yellow
fruit is figured. Is it generally known in England ? I
have a plant growing luxuriantly ; the leaves appear to be
•omewhat different from the common kind.— To//^.— [It
li a mere variety of the common Ivy, found wild in Italy,
but very rare in English gardens.]
Prunmi/For^5^/rfe*._The professed object of all our

forest-tree pruners is " to aid nature in the performance
of her work ;" their aim is also to produce the greatest re-
sults in the shortest possible time, how much soever they
may differ m the modes they adopt to bring about the
wished-for end

; and it will readily be allowed that some
of these modes, though put forward with much confidence
in their efficacy, have been anything but judicious— sorne^
eren positively injurious- Mr. BiUington tells us his sys-
tem ** is the true one ;" and I have no doubt he believes
it to be 80.^ But he further says, that almost all writers
on the subject, as well as Quercus, '* confuse it with mu-
tilating (query, is not all pruning mutilation in some de-
gree ?) lopping, and snagging." Now here I must beg to
assure Mr. B. that I never did so confuse his '* system,"
and have given the reason in former pages of your Paper.
My impression is, that the principal feature in Mr. B/s
'• system" is termed foreshortening. Now it will not be
denied that increase of timber in a growing tree is the re-
sult of reciprocity between the root and branches (or head)
—and my opinion is, that in whatever degree the balance
of that reciprocity is interrupted, the professed object
(viz. increase of stem) is precisely in that degree defeated.
This is the first general principle, on which all my reason-
ing upon the subject would turn. If Mr. Billington's ta-
bles or his practice demonstrate the contrary, all I can say
is, that to me it is a "great marveh'* I consider that to
deprive a tree of any material part of its head will assur-
•dly have the effect of retarding instead of accelerating
its increase of stem. There is within one mile of me a
large common covered with Oaks ; most of them have now
good-sized heads ; they are of great age, and have been
pollarded many times, but it is now put a stop to ; and an
old man told me the last pollarding took place about 40
years ago, yet most of these trees have stems only fit for a
gate-post. Had they never been beheaded, they would
probably have been giants of their kind, 1 call this only
the extreme result of extreme pruning, and the difference
between that and general forest-pruning is only a question
of degree. I quite agree with Mr. BiUington that altitude
and consequent climate relatively affect all trees as well as
Larch and Scotch Fir ; so will soil, which frequently va-
ries with altitude as well as climate ; and in all planting
operations, to ensure success and future profit, much care
and judgment are necessary in adapting the kinds of trees
to their future localities ; but how far or in what degree the
uccessful result is to be accelerated by any system of
pruning, I have yet to learn — further than by giving
"direction*' to young trees by the removal of a •* rival
leader." I still disapprove of everj ** system " I hare
seen—Mr. BiHington's 1 have not seen. All I have said
refers to forest or plantation pruning, with the view ofin-
creasing more rapidly the growth of timber. Other cir-
cumstances may render pruning in some degree necessary,

I

but that need not be now discussed.— Quercus.
Disease in Silver Firs.—Enclosed I send a specimea

of the way in which my Silver Firs have been attacked.
The plague (for I can call it nothing else) begins about
the bottom of the top shoot and spreads rapidly down-
wards, invariably killing the tree. I should feel extremely
obliged by your informing me what course I had better
pursue ; I have several beautiful young trees which I
would fain preserve, but know not how. One of them,
25 feet high, was apparently quite free from the bug, pr
whatever it is, a fortnight ago : it is now covered with it

from top to bottom, and the leading shoot is already, I
fear, dead.—J". AT. F., Dundee. [The plague here alluded
to is the Eriosoma L:iricis, described by Sir Oswald Mos-
ley at p. 828 of our Paper for 1841. It is, we fear, im-
possible by any known means to arrest its attacks effec-
tually. The best course to take would be to wash the
branches, as soon as they are infected, with oil, or a mix-
ture of potash and hme.

The possibility of procuring fresh Potatoes^ planted %n
the open air, in the months ofMarch and ApriL^Hav'mg
been for a long period a friend to Agriculture, and espe-
cially to that part connected with the cultivatiun of Pota-
toes, I three years ago for the first time thought of planting
them in autumn or summer, in order to be able to procure
them fresh in spring. My first trials, however, proved
unsuccessful

; but 1 last year repeated the experiment on
two different spots—Oberliederbach and Harreshaus^.
In the former place I planted common Potatoes in marl,
on the 2Cth July; in the latter on the 1st August, in
sandy ground. In both cases the leaves appeared very
soon above the ground ; the Potatoes had been planted
9 inches deep, and 1^ foot distant from each other, and
came into flower in the last week of Octd^ber, after hadug
received the usual routine of cultivation. When the ^rst

nights of frost appeared, care was taken to -cut off the

leaves 6 inches above the ground, ani to dover the re*

muining stems well with leaves, or with straw and soil.

On the lOth of March in the followiDg. spring the first

frt : Potatoes were taken out of the ground, and were

found in both places where they had been planted m ex-

cellent and eatable coadition G^orfeLetHsSchott.Fra nc-

ft ^
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^^m wUJ do well to rtad t!u4 comtnunica-

rvice to

«

_Mr «tteiition hafing been called to the

F i.r«i«ni» plants by yoor remarks of last

•.^:rrw<il"W^^ theUowing facts which 1

ofirtlim A.par.gu..be<l».-ODC, and that more

frrflwntiy in «m in the country, is to leave from the first

S« wwk slwou. whicli some gardeners say encoQrage the

croweh of other aboots without distreriaing the plant, the

^oot left being so weak. These shoots are to be found in

thestroftrst and best Asp .. i beds, and if cut, would

mot be couiidcred worth dreaaiog for a gentleman s table.

Tlie other prscticf, awl that more frequently m use m the

Beighbourhood of London and large towna, is to cot every-

-Hi^ away that appears, stout and weak shoots, until a

certain day, and thi-n leave off and never cut a «tick after-

ward!!. I think it likely the two modci may haw origmated

from the localitiea of the Anparagiu-bed*, the weak shoots

BOt be4ni5 ...ithy to hrin^ to u gentleman's table in the

«mntry who has hia own gardcu. whereas in London and

olh*f Ixrgi: cities a sale can b« obtained for all qualities.

One ayfttem, 1.. cv«*r, must be belter than the other.

Year r*- -r^arkw would Utad uic to thiuk the cutting all away

for a nhort mm the brst, taking rare to stop in time to

kave the pUuU strong, but your opinion on this pomt

WOttld *€i all ilmht at rest, aud be of great

.4^ well as myaelf, whfru su<'h oppotite practice

ta grueraily eiUta.— Fr. D. [No doubt it Is better to

ast ail away, so long as the cutting goes un,]

Caii and !!^dyfhntf».~~l observe in your last Chronicle

(p. '^) tbat Mr. Waterton has his doubts as to whether

cats will atturk hedgehogs : I can assure him they will do

to, haviiiK uiynelf becnaa eye witncKS of the fact. 1 was

tgn*- morning turpfisttltosee my cat standing at the mouth

of a drain, with her tiiil swelled out to an enormous size,

aa«l the hair on the x'uh^ of her back set up like porcu-

pine's rpiills; on going to ascertain the canse I observed

one of ihcae animals in the drrxin, which waa not of suffi-

cient diweoSious to allow the cat to follow it. Although

I io not suppose that a cat would really be able to kill a

hedgeh'g, aiilj, from the length of time which inter\^ened

before she could be induced to leave the jspot, it is evident

that a great animoaity exists between the two animals,

and that a j?oo«i cat is not afraid of encountering such a

hfbtly antagoniat.

—

U. A,

n* ' 'Jr^of.inU.— 1 was last season annoyed by these

UtU(» in<«t'cls getting under lay propagating glasses, and lo

^turUmg the soil that there was no chance of the cuttings

rtioting. Af^er imr; hemes were tried, I watered

them ». "i Mn water* and .,«. no more troubled with

auti. Mlarly thU sprini?, a friend informed me that they

were destrwymg his forrrd strawberriea ; 1 mentioned the

•bovr f \ and r. . mmended Ume water for watering and

ayru.i^tii^ the plants, but that if the fruit was too far ad-

vanced to admit t)f this, he might then scatter powdered

quickliitif' ttlong hiii sl^t'lvrs. Ue wrote to me shortly

i^terwiifaay Jit itina; that the ants seemed to have such a

diithke to the hoir, that the/ had entirely left his straw-

berrW«. Those who may bave occasion to try the expcri-

ttaut with forced fruit had better not syringe it with lime

Water when u ts approaching to maturity ; for evn if the

water is allowed to stand until quite clear, yet, from the

pmaH quantity of lime contained in it, and its power of

attracting carbonic acid from the atmosphere, a small

pellicle of chalk would sf^metiujes be formed on the fruit,

and would mar its otherwise brilliant appearance.—/fofirr/

Fish, Fulteridg^ Bury,

r deservedly admired ; and the consenred Apples, Pears, &c.,

' Sast s/ptember,from the gardens of the Duke d'Aumale,

seemed as if they had been gathered ^be day previou 1^

In the artistical department, were some beaut, ul speci-

mens of flower-painting and bouquets of artificia flowers

A very elegant weather proof garden chair attracted much

attention;^tismade of malleable iron, lackered to_ any

quettede Montmorency, ClemenUne Duval Tw v—*.
Courtier, Armosa. Cerise ; Teas: TheobolmAe vinl?*^'
Moyra, Fulgorie. fine dar)c red- Per»S"''ijP^^^*»iH
Jesse, Madame Laffay; Chimes: WomDhantP ^'*- *
Paris, BeUe de St. Cyr, and Marjolin. With tiipS
hox of Heartsease, containing some excellent fl«l

**
Roses a certificate was awarded. "" -- "*''^-

was also a collection of Heartsease. From Mr \iiX It"*'
Sir G. Staunton, a fine cluster of the iru\t r./ <7^: ^?**»

I

I

F*)REIGN CORRESrONDENCE.
Maynl Horticultural Society of Paris.—The spring ex-

IdbitioQ of this society took pla<» on Friday and Saturday
kat in thaGaleriedu Midi of the Palace of the Luxem-
Vmrg. The weather being extremely fine, the place was
crjwded to suffocation by the cultivators and admirers of
horticoltaral acieocer among whom were many of the no-
bility, including several members of the Royal Family.
Tt.ere w«i the usual assortment of exoUc and indigenous
p. .*.,.*, for«d vegetables, conserved fruits, ^c, ; instru-
meiitf, --chineft, and omamt..U jubservient to garden
porpoacs. Of the plants and Sowers, there was little

^^^««; beautiful or new tolho^eaccnstomedto the splendid
eiliV^oiia at Chiiwick. In judging, however, allowance
Mghi to bfi made for the confined salle where the exhibi.WM lake place, in which, by the continual walking andMummg

, everything soon becomes covered with dust,
its fr^biHSA, and is couscqucnay seen to disodvan-
Among tho^ piaaU worthy of notice, was a welU

f>wnconectmn of Cacti, including a mi^ificent speci-mtm »f the Ccreui^ Uis ; MammiUaria and EchioocacU
tt gnsst Tanety and ia fine condiOtta ; a Cactus Opuntia
t ^ 2<^ of which weighed ebout seven pounds, and a
Cer«»i« monstrosus weighing thirty pounds. Of Camellias
n«re w«s but a sm«l! coUcction, among which the Th^
jaune. the The belle aflcmandc, and tfc« Triomphe du
Xruxembourg, secmT-d to be the favourites. The Hya-

K %-%^^ were good, though not remarkable for rarity. Rho-

t-S" ' ^?^?^'f*# '5f* '••g^ly displayed, but nmther these nor
re worthy of particular notice. Mediter-
rc in RmaH number, but select. The
preserved fniits and Tegetables seemed

t of attraction ; severe were the scram-
t, and « lingering the looks behind" of
cs, when " Pannr, meadames, s'il vous
their ears. The Melons, Cucumbers,
in pots—Cauliflowers, Asparagus, and

HJ^ell as the forced CarroU «&d Potatoes, were

pu

colour, and cushioned in the bottom and back f^^;l^»^

J

made that by means of a spring the back may be folded

down on the bottom, the latter sinking a little by the same

action ; so that in wet weather it presents a sloping suu

face, and may be left in the garden with perfect safety. A

most luxurious sofa, with a canopy, on the same principles,

waser^hibited. A collection of decorative flower-pots m
fine red earthenware, in the shape of urns, vases, pieces of

Gothic architecture, &c., from the elegance of their forms

and elaboration of the workmanship, attracted considerable

notice; they are intended principally for drooping plants

as an ornament io conservatories during summer^ soirees,

and to which coloured lamps may be attached with great

effect. The general meeting of the society was held on

Sunday, which was presided by M. Hericart dcThury tRe

ordinary president, in the absence of the iMuuster of Agri-

culture and Commerce, when various reports were read

and prizes awarded. The successful fructification of the

Vanilla by M. Neumann, of the Jardin des Plantes, was

favourably noticed and to which much importance is

attached in a city where perfumery forms a staple article

of commerce. The prizes or " mentions honorables" were

bestowed on the following:—To M. Vivet, foraChanthus

; M. Ratier, for an Erica raediterr^nea ; to JI.

Souchet, for a Dahlia; and M. Halligon, for a Salvia

S[)Ifnden8 (being for plants flowered at the greatest dis-

Unce from their natural time) ; to M. Uterhart, for a col-

lection of flowering plants ; M- Paillet, for a collection of

Rhododendrons ; to M. Roblin and M. Berger, for a col-

lection of Roses; to M. Chauticre and M. Uterbart, for

new plants introduced into France (Pimelea spectabilis

and Andromeda fluribunda) ; to M, Tripet-Leblanc, for

liliaceous plants; to M. Malot and M. Jamin, for table

fruits ; to M. Gontier, for forced fruits ; to MM. Daverne

and Moreau, for forced vegetables; to M. Halligon

(amateur), for Salvia coccinea nova; to MM. Duvoir,

Leblunc, Gervais, and Guyard, for instruments ; to Mile.

Delaporte-Bessin, for a painting of flowers. — J", i/^.,

April Id.—[We have a letter on this subject from our

usual Paris correspondent, to which we shall advert next

week.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

May 2.—Aniiiversary. At this meeting the Duke of Devon-
shire, Mr. Edgar, and Dr. Henderson, were severally re-elected

Prealdeut, Treasurer, and Secretary, for the ensuing year; and
the Earl of Ilcheater, Str W. J. Hooker, and Mr. Barchard, were
added to the Council, In the report of the auditors the income
of the Society was stated to be UI9/. 1/5. 8t/. luore than the ex-

l>cudiiure ; and a reduction of the Society's debt, to the eiteut
of 1047^ 12s. ^d.f within the year was announced.

^iay 3.— Sir O. Mosley, Bart., in the chair. R. Boyd, J. C.

M'MuUan, J. VUlebois, and B. N. "Williams, Esqrs., were elected
fellows. A splendid collection of plants was exhibited by Mrs.
Lawrence, amongst which were handsome specimens of Epiphyl-
lum h\bridum, Erica aristata major, E. piuif61ia, well-grown
plauts'of Chorozema Dicitsoni and C}tisus Phillipensis, with
a bright crimson seedling Cinerdria. A Knightlan medal was
awarded for the four latter. From Mr. Dean, gr. to J. Bateman,
Esq., F.U.S., some cnt flowers of Orchidaceous plants, includhig
EpidendrnmStamfordianum, whose delicious fragrance and grace-
ful habit ought to obtain it a place in every collection; Lai'lia

cinnabarina, from Brazil, of a bright vermilion colour; Cattleya
Skluneri. a rare and beautiful species; and a very fine spilce'of

Cyrtochjlum maculatum, the flowers of which were of a deeper
colour and nearly twice the size of those generally exhibited.
For the three former a Knif^tian medal was given. From W. H.
Story, Esq., a collection of seedling Ericas, raised from E. echii-
flora, with exceedingly well-flowered plants of Erica aristata
major, E. mCmduIa, and E. campanuiata; the last a rare and
beautiful varietj*, with yellow flowers and a peculiarly slender
habit. For the three last-named a Knightian medal was also
awarded. From Mr. Atlee, gr. to H. Beaufoy, Esq., a collection
of greenhouse plants, containing a good specimen of the deli-

cate Erica mnndula, and remarkably fine ones of Bor(5nia pin-
nata and B. serrulata, for which a Banksian medal was given.
From F. Coventry, Esq., of Jersey, a seedling Calceolaria, and
a perfectly new species of Tropse'olum, with larger flowers
than the greenhouse kinds now cultivated; these are of a dark
yellow colour, and fimbriated. This plant unites a peculiarly
delicate habit of its own with the excellent one of Tropze'olum
tricolnrum. A Banksia^i medal was awarded for It. From C. B.
Warner, Esq. a collection of Orchidaceous plants, containing fine
specimens of the rare Brougbt6nia sanguinea, Zygopetalum ros-
tratum, with its singular long beaked flowers, and Epidendrum
variegatum, a l>eautiful species, and rarely seen in such perfection
as the plant now exhibited. For the latter a certificate
was awarded. From Mr. Standisb, a seedling Calceolaria
named C. Standishii, of a beautiful deep yellow, spotted
and streaked with reddish brown, and a new SMvia from
the North of India ; the blossoms when first expanded are of a
delicate lavender colour, but afterwards change to a dark blue

:

it possesses much the habit of a Lupine, and is likely to prove a
vaiaable addition to our herbaceous plants. A certificate was
given for it. From Mr. Stanley, gr. to H. Berens. Esq., some
exceUent seedling CalceoUrias, and a fine plant of Go6dia lotif61ia
for which a certificate was awarded. From Messrs. Lucombe and
Pince, a new and handsome Leptospermum, from Swan River
with pink flowers, which it produces very freely; A certificate was
awarded for it. From Mr. Graves, plants of Epidendrum inver-
sumand Onctdium flexuosum, a beautiful species, producing a
large drooping panicle of bright yellow flowers. For this also a
certificate was awarded. From Mr. Beck, three well-grown
calceolarias, in his newly-invented slate boxes: the luxuriant
growtti of these plants wa^ sufl5cient proof that this kindor material suits them as well as the porous burnt pots

^o.^rm^.f ^''^..^ ^''T ^^ ^^^^*^' * collection of plants;

mnaL 2 I ^Tl'^ "*' ""^^^'^ were-the rare Oncldium ra-

nhvu^^'n^-l^*'' ^"^Tf^ °^ *^ greenhouse plant caUed Stigmato-

fect oTo^ilir^.'!^;
From Mr. J. A. Hender«bn.an excellent col-

extrcmelv hHuu^^
chiefly seedling-

: the colours of some were

kno^ Vl^tJh**'^ '^''^'^^y ^^^^'^^^ from those generallyknown. A certificate was awarded for them. From Mr Ivervwere also a coUection of Onerarias, and a fine yspot^d v^e^ ofMimulua. From Mi. Henderson, cr. to Sir af Beaumont BtoBome aeedhng Pehirgonium*. From Messrs. LaneandS, anTx':

""^^if^l^S"?
n"^^^^'"'^^^'^ ?°*^' amongst which we particularly

noticed the following. Bourbons: Theru^ita, Bouquet de Flore, Co!

From Mr. Henciai^'^

the fruit of M^a^*''*'weighing upwards of^40 lbs.; for this a Bauk
awarded. ""

handsome

sianFrom Mr. C. Macgregor. gr. to H.ViUeW^
Melon, weighmg l lb. 13 oz. From Lo^b£^

*

3. From the Gi
iceous and other
newspedescrffi
purple flower§,cai_*

«f

were some fine Shaddocks and Oranges. From t^r"^ '-

the Society, a large collection of Orchidaceous and 011^^2*
amongst them were an cxceedhigly pretty newspede«rfR.\?^'
from Guatemala, with delicate lilac and purple flowerr --J^''*'
the Spanish Americans Flor d'Isabel, and used by the G^
to decorate their altars and temples ; a fine specimen of
luridum guttatum; Odontoglossum leeve, a new but nt*
cularly handsome species; Bossirea dlsticha, and I^iJSt
sylvatica^ two very good greenhouse plants, and a pretty ^^|f[^
of Cineraiias. ' ^rowtlca

Map 5.—Mr. SoUy's second lecture was delivered to-<UT /w
this occasion he entered into a consideration of the co^
of vegetable matter, and stated that it consists almostwl
the four elements. Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbon, and Nitr
These were successively considered, together with their

'

and the compounds they form. Oaygen was shown to beVaMS
important part of the air we breathe, and to be the rtMMW
means of which objects are enabled to burn. Carbon, wbickfl£
in so many diflTerent forms, comprising the diamond onih^S
hand aiid charcoal on the other, was the next subjectof pxan^
tion. Its preparation by charring wood, and its strong ••nltnor
oxygen, were pointed out, but it was shown that it cauuotwm
bine with oxygen till it is heated ; it then forms carbonic addtaL
the great material upon which plants depend for their

It is found experimentally that carbonic acid is forme<l vIhii
vegetable matter is burnt in a close vessel; hence oiygtn ^||
carbon must have been present in the vegetable matter. H^k^
gen is a gas forming one of the constituents of water, oxina
being the other. Experiments were adduced in proof of tiiU,lli|f

was formed and decomposed. It was shown that, wheaiiyv^
getable matter is burnt, water is formed; therefore, hyilrofM

and oxygen must be present in the vegetable matter. Theuk.
ject of Nitrogen was deferred till the next lecture. Nothaf
could be better than the manner in which these matters wm%
treated. The experiments in illustration were well selectH,iod

conducted with great skill ; and the increasing nnmbcr of tUIm
shows the deep interest they take in the lectures.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLA.ND.

April 27.—P. Pusey, Esq., M.P., in the chair. Tweuty-six ga.

tlemen were elected members. Mr. W. Were, 44, Botol|ih.UBe,

who for 30 years has been engaged in the butter trade, commoii.

cated the following suggestions for improving the qualitiei rf

fresh and salt butter:—" Solidity and firmness are of morecfla.

sequence than is generally allowed ; the nearer the butter cttbi

made of the consistency of wax, the longer it will keep iu fli.

vour ; as it is not so easily acted upon by the air, itwUl retain Im

salt, and being divested more effectually of the buttermilk, will hi

less disposed to acidity. To accomplish this, rather more fii "
"

salt should be put to the cream than is generally used after chaa.

ing, because a part will he left with the butter-milk; orstnaf

clean brine should be mixed with the cream or butter; thebaii^

to be used in the making as little as possible (the earlier tbebutttf

is made and the cooler the dairy the bctter-the latter should ht

washed out with salt and water the first and last thing ewry

day). The hand relaxes the texture of the butter; it mijbtby

practice be avoided altogether, by using wooden pats for prtlic

it into casks, or making it into shape for sale, which wiU ptm

out the whey by beating. These pats must be always kept ii I

tub of fresh cold water, which will prevent the atiiieiiugonn

butter, and keep them cool. The quantity of salt or briw i*

quired will in some degree depend on the season 01 the ye«r, m
distancetobesent, and time to be kept. Brine is preferato a

salt, us the butter is smoother and better flavoured. ir»«^

used, it may be in the proportion of half an ounce, muefl wm

two drachms of fine saltpetre, and two drachms of tinef^
dry-Jamaica sugar, to every pound of ^i^^er. If thebuuerBi

made up in lumps for the market, every lump should bemm
round with calico soaked in brine; if the latt^r^.^^^fiSj

watery, it may be injurious. If the butter be put into a K«
or half-firkin, the cask should be made of white oak, aaMJO-

more, or beech (the whiter the wood and hoops \^l^^
well seasoned by scalding out several times with hot Dnae.

should be made water-tight, with head and bottom groovea.^*

should be allowed for soakage. If the butter is vfrycho^-'

salt cloth should be wrapped around it. This caji "^ K^pi

place by a hoop, which can be removed as the cask ^1 »; m «

case the cloths can be returned or sold. Many use cw^a "TT
of paper in sending out their butter. Much o^servaUonjWjj;

tion, and arrangement is required to see and judge ^j\*'*^^^
ment can be effected in butler; comparative statemeins^

different dairies at different times-the teniperameut oiui

and cream in the different stages-the situation ana sw*^
dairy-the quantity and quality of cream m different la-

under different managemeut-the effects P^ ^;?^?„^f/^e cr-a.
brine, sugar, honey, or saltpetre nuxed with

^"^.P'^^Vpthtf-^
or the butter-the effect of mixing different ^il^^-^^^^^^^

^f co-

effect of heat and acid applied in churning-the uesi s ^^
louring-the effect of dry, wet, or ^^lady pasture, aisot^^s^^

exercise for the cows-if any, and what eftect a:> to
1^1 ^^^

cream in proportion to the milk given by the co^s. u
,^ ^

com or grahi, or by adding meal in the ^f^^J"^,!^ jagKiirf

wooden pats recommended by Mr. Were, to ce uac ^
the hands, in making butter, are those made px f5:t^^,.aii
consist of a thin spatula Ca foJt long by three inches broad

with*^
a solid spoon-shaped implement (a few i»*v ^^

.^°^ff„e p
gitudinal giooves on Its flat inner surface, ^^Y*nfheimV^^

Mr. Burke adverted to the jb>k«
. ^

of selection of the proper kind of salt ^^P^^f ^? .ije yuuM

-

butter and cheese; attributing the superiority oi ^^y^

and crimping the butter. Mivir. ouiKc «"'""-, ._ f,ac\i kind rf

kind of salt adapted to eacii

...... «... ........ ...w.^^ting the superiority of tue^^^p^

their care in this particular. He also stated tnati
^^^ ^ ^

of Holland, brine was added,not to the butter ic^t
^^^^^^ei^

cream from which it was to he obtained ;
ana ui .^.^^^^4

honey to be preferable to sugar as an addition i

^^ j-esolrt**

quaUty.—At a meeting of the house co°*™^"^^Vt)iaiiS and^
that Mr. Dean should be requested to propose f.^^

^^
«

mates for the construction of a museum tor rne

residence in Hanover-square.

LINNEAN SOCIETY. ^^ .^ ^^^^

Mai/ 4M.-The Bishop'of Norwich i^ the Chair. ^v,^i|^^ ^^

M.P., was elected a Fellow. Job»,?J*"*^lVthe ensulPf"^
Alfred White, Esqrs., were elected auditors lor

^ ^^^^
versary meeting. Lieut. Rudston Reed exhiDi^

^^^^^^
brought from Raiata, in the Society ^^^^J'^^'^^Xetweeniti^^^
markabie for having retained for several y^a^^.

exposed W^T
a considerable quantity of water, which on

j^^^^^^^, brok«^
cold during the last winter became frozen, exp^^^^^jp^exo^

shell, and thus escaped. Mr. Hankey exmw'^ pjncbleT-

of FritiUaria meleagris, which he had ffathe^eu ^^.^ ^.5

Rev. Mr. Johns exhibited a living specimen, i^^^^j.^ug

germannia reptans, and also dried specimensoi ofj^^^
of the family Jungermanniaceae. His Gr^^^^^ female 9^\^
umberland sent for exhibition the r^ipefr^ua" grown «^;.j

flower, of the Didspyros edulis, ^^^"f^^J' p^derick Han;_^,
stove at Sion. The continuation of

^J-^%^a. '^^'f^
commentary on the Hortus malabaricus vvas ^ ^^^^^ se^
were confined to members of the Cucurbitaceu ^^.^^^Z^
of the cultivated species and varieties of Injua,

^^^^
gy»<W«

changed in character, were identified, »"«
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pointed out. The author thought Jussieu in error in having
placed this order so distant from Campanulaceae, and showed the
relation of these orders through Lobeliaceae, The President an-
nounced his intention of giving two soirees to the Fellows of the
Societ}', on the last Friday in May and the last Friday in June.

Rhubarb

;

Brittle

Mr. Davis, Onions.

Pansi^P^ ^!:^l-
^^' ^^^^' F^nsics; do., Rhubarb. Mr. I Alexander. Pa^»s Champion. Bright Phoebus. Smith's Waterloo.

;v7rn!..v'„„ " nosegay; do., Double Crimson Primrose; Mr. C. Kimberlcy. Best 3 Auriculas, amateurs, Thomeycroft's

WEST LONDON GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Parker read a paper on Pelargoniums. He stated that

wheie strong plants are required to flower the following season,
the cuttings should be taken off in March, and at a time when the
plants need thinning. The soil used for them should consist of
equal portions of turfy loam and leaf mould, with a small quan-
tity of sand ; inserting the cuttings simply in small 6o-sized pots,
and placing them in a frame, with a gentle heat. In about four
weeks' time, ^vhen the cuttings are rooted, they may be removed
into a cold frame, admitting plenty of air as the w^eather permits,
and as they grow topping them at the fourth joint, to produce
lateral shoots. In the beginning of May they maybe taken from
the frame, and placed in an open situation on boards or slates,
re-potting them into 48-sized pots, and some of the stronger into
323. Place an oyster- shell at the bottom of each pot. and put
gome rough pieces of turfy loam upon it ; thus the plant is shifted
more readily with the ball o*f earth entire. The conipo=t, at this
stage of their growth, should be two barrowfuls of turfy loam,
half do. of peat earth, half do. two-years-old cow-dung, and half a
peck of silver sand, the whole chopped up with the spade, and by
no means sifted. When the lateral shoots have grown three or
four joints, they should be again stopped, and while pliable tied
down, so as to form the plants. When these are expected to
flower In May, they should not be stopped later than the second
week in November; the leaves should then be thinned out, so
that the air may circulate freely amongst the shoots. Several
sorts, which do not require stopping, will not tlower before those
which were stopped in November ; of this kind are Nymph, Sylph,
Foster's Matilda, and Alicia superba. When plants are required
to flower in June or July, they should be stopped in January, and
re-potted Into a larger-sized pot in February, in the following
compost: theee barrowfuls of well-enriched turfy loam, half do.
of peat earth, half do. of two-years-old cowdung, and one peck of
silver sand. The temperature of the house should be kept at 45°,

BO as to induce them to root freely, for they will not flower well
unless the pots are well filled with roots. A fortnight after they
have been re-potted, the temperature may be allowed to fall to
42°, and the flues should be damped two or three times during the
night, to keep a moist atmosphere—taking care that plenty of air
be admitted whenever the weather will permit. As the plants
progress, it will be requisite to tie each shoot to a separate stake.
In March they should again be examined, and all weak lateral
shoots taken off. In April, the fires maybe discontinued, and
the plants may be syringed overhead twice a week during fine
weather, when the house is closed for the night. After continuing
this treatment for a month, if the green fly should make its
appearance, it will be necessary to fumigate them with tobacco

;

this should be done when the plants are dry, and the following
day they should be w^ell syringed. When the flowers are begin-
ning to expand, a thin shading of canvass should be put on the
outside of the house, taking care that the plants never flag for
want of water. The blooming season over, the plants should be
placed in an open situation for a fortnight, until the wood is hard

;
they may then be headed down, and when the young shoots have
grown about an inch, nearly all the soil should be sh&keh from
the roots. In re-potting them, the size of the pots must be regu-
lated by that of the plants, and must be as small as thev can
conveniently be put into. The winter treatment must be as
before directed.—Mr. Shearer was of opinion that currents of air
materially conduced to the health of the Pelargonium

; probably
by causing motion in the leaves, which acceleiated the flow of
sap, and also had a tendency to harden the tissue, as is seen in
trees in exposed situations ; and he thought also that the admis-
lon of fresh air as often as possible would prevent a lodgement
of moisture on the leaves, which is so particularly injuribus to
these plants during the cloudy days of winter.—Mr. Caie said that
Mr. Parker had noticed two important facta connected with the
growth of the Pelargonium : first, the confinement of the roots
WhUstflowermg; secondly, that currents of air have a capacity
ror moisture at a season of the year when the sun*s ravs are com-
paratively powerless

: and he thought, that without a'knowledge
or tnese facts, neither such flowers nor fruit could be procuredirom plants not mdigenous to our island as might be obtained if
inese facts w-ere fully understood. Hence the necessity of drain-

wiL^ll P^^'^^P? "^^^, the surface in certain situations, and like-wise the admission of cold air into greenhouses, which, upon en-

Wr^L*
house, became heated, and, its capacity for moisture

increasing, rt naturally extracted that from the leaves of tht

<hnTfZfF"'^ HoWrct.//«ra/ So«<v—April the 20th the firstsnow for the present season took place at the Town HaU. The
collection was very good; and though not extensive, some
Of the specimens were very beautiful. The Rev. A. Fitch pre.
sided, and awarded the prizes as follows : Four best Auriculas

yy...u.,,, Ktjiurs vjior)', jrage's cnampion, Kmgleader. Mr. Gid-
dings; 3rd and 4th, (classed ad meritum,) Mr. R. Headly; 5th,
Page's Champion, Taylor's Glory, Metropolitan, Haylock»s Mrs.
Childers, Mr. R. Haylock. Best Seedling Auricula: Mr. W.
Gimson. F*ur best Polyanthuses : 1st, Alexander, Buck's George
the Fourth, Prince Royal, Bang Europe. Mr. Giddings; 2nd, Mr.
H. Green. Six best Hyacinths: 1st, Mr. R. Headly; 2nd, Mr.
Green

; 3rd, Mr. Ready. Three best pots of double Primroses 1st
Mr. H. Green; 2nd. Mr*. Giddings. Best Wallflower: 1st. Mr'
Widnall

; 2nd. Mr. K. B. Smith. Best Plant in bloom, in a pot • 1st
Rhododendron arboreum, Mr. WidnaU ; 2nd, Azalea Smithii, Mr*
Biggs. Best Collection of Plants, exceeding 40: 1st, Mr. Wid-
nail

; 2nd, Mr. H. Green. Best Collection of Plants, not exceeding
40 : 1st, Mr. Biggs

; 2nd, Messrs. Hudson. Best Collection of Cut
Flowers- 1st, Messrs. Hudson; 2nd, Mr. J. Newman. Best
Basket of Vegetables : 1st, Messrs. Hudson, Mkdal ; 2nd, Mr. J.Newman. Beat Brace of Cucumbers, not less than 12 inches in
length : 1st, Mr. Giddings ; 2nd, Mr. R. Headly. Four best stalks
of Rhubarb, not forced : 1st, Mr. R. Headly ; 2nd, Mr. J. Newman.
Best Basket of Salad ; 1st, Mr. J. Taylor; 2nd, Messrs. Hudson.

Extra Prizes. Table Pears: 1st, Mr. Ready; 2nd, Beurre
Ranee, Mr. Pemberton. Baking Pears: 1st, Uvedale's St. Ger-mam, Mr. Newman; 2nd, ditto, Mr. Pemberton. Table Apples
Cockle Pippin, Mr. Pemberton. Pansies: Mr. Widnall. Cot-
tagers' Prizes, 2s. Gd. each. Best WaUllower : W. Clark.
Best Cabbage: T. George. Best Lettuce : W. Clark. Four best
Stalks of Rhubarb: T. George. Best 25 Radishes: W. Clark.
Four best Baking Apples: W.Clark. Cottagers' kxtra Prizes.
Broccoh: T. George, 2j. Radishes: E. Lawson, Bourn^ u.—
Cambridgeshire Advertizer.

COUNTRY SHOWS.

A^ini!'^^'^^ i''i
i^/^rf/««d Floral and Horticultural Society,

Town h.']? R '^''^V^^^ibition of this society was held in the

ofTSs f,Tlh^
'^•- There was an exceeding large number

foVnwW 5e *>, ^\ specimens were numerous and good. The
Ultra M? I ^^^ ^'^^ S^ P"^^^ :-Auriculas. Premier : Ne plus

J Britfen on!J'''^^^
Green.edged: 1st, Oliver's Lovely Ann, Mr.

BriS 'Mfl^'
Ploughboy, Messrs. Pope and Sons/srd, LordS Mr IT' ^""^^ ^^ S^^s. Grey-edged: 1st, Ne plus

F&iqrH •/?''"''' '"^' Conqueror of Europe, Mr. F. B. S.

1st TavlVr'^i
"""^ ^^'' S- Bunn- White-edged:

Deliiht ^r w^'n'"^^'"^^^^'
Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2nd, Wood's

LordrPi^^^o^^^^- ^""^^^ 1st, Oddy's Rest. Mr. Wallace; 2nd,

A^n Mr^ i
^^'•^' ^"""

' ^'^^ ^'' Wallace. Alpines
: 1 st. Lovel^W isf'iiV n'"^^'

^"'*' ^^^^ Rosamond, Mr. Wallace. Seed-

two w'tlT ^ ^°^*^^^^' 2"'*' Mr. Wallace. Sweepstakes for the

J cSp^ n'''*/>f°P^^^''^^'^^^---^°^y^^tb"s^s- Premier: Mr.
RedGr.mL ^f^j^^/ound: 1st, Mr. J. Moore; 2nd, do. ; 3rd. do.

yfm^c^^^J^l^^'
Mr. J. Haines; 2nd, Mr. e! Phillips /srd, Mr.

iUkesfoVfh^f "^K^
1st Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2nd, do. Sweep.

Gdor Faust Mr'
r^^^^^ ^^^^^^- ^- ^^^^ ^"^ Sons.-Hyacmths

:
I st,

-Paii^if*^^ '^'^l^^^'^'^J^J 2nd, Constant Elizabeth, Mr. J.Moore.

^rTi!!L^''Vh^.l-'^'^^^^''''' 2ndI2.Mr.E. Phillips; best 6

MeUon on^^ *!i^'^^^'^^-*'"J^^^'^S^^^ best seedling, Mr.T!
* KendricS.

^''" "*'

Mason, Esq -stove Plants : 1st, Alphelandr'a cristata, J. Masonj
Gloiinil i;.'r"P"°''^^* splendens, Messrs. Pope and Sons ; 3rd,

Choro2em?^^^'"'^
A.Keudrick, Esq.-Greenhouse Plants: 1st

lorum f 5 ^^^^J?^'^^' -^- Mason, Esq.; 2nd, Trop^olum trico-

Ericfs.',;r^r"!.^®'*-' ^^'^^ Clematis Sieboldi, Mr. P. Kenwav.-
Cou^;v V ?.^^^' Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2nd, Ardens, Mr. J.

MooT9n^^^^'^^- I>o"ble white, Mr. J.Moore; 2nddo..Mr.J.
J. Masn"^ V "'""'®' ^^^' Climax, J. Upfill, Esq. ; 2nd. Seedling,

Pots i«; e**'*'!^^*^'
Duchess of Devon. J. Mason, Bsq.~Roses in

J. Mkson pj" 't?'^?^^*^'^
Noisette, J. UpfiU, Esq. ; 2nd, Odorata,

iolarZn^ if*^*~"^^^^'^^°"s or Frame Plants. lst,.Epimedium
Mr J M^'

Messrs. Pope and Sons ; 2nd, TrUlium grandiflorum,

1-emon ,
^' /^- '

^"^'osace carnea, Mr. J. Moore.—Orange or

auranHnm a't.-**^"®
aurantium, Mr. J. Moore"; 2nd, Citrus

Herts Horticultural Societ^.~On Thursday last the tirst meet-
mg, for the season, of this society took place at the Shire Hall.
The fineness of the day drew together a large number of the
leading families of the county. The supply of plants and flowers,
though on a limited scale, in comparison with other shows, was
weUmade up in exceUence of growth and profusion of bloom-
the plants were also of the first-rate order. The contributions
from the gardens of J. Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon, and W. R.
Baker, Esq., Bayfordbury, were miiversally admired; the gardens
of Earl Cowper and C. J. Dimsdale, Esq., also contributed their
share to the excellence of the show. Mr. Paul, of Cheshunt, ex-
hibited a specimen of Tropaeolumtricolorum and Clematis azurea
grandifiora; Mr. Francis, nurseryman, a collection of Hybrid
Rhododendrons, of rich hues, varying between scarlet and crim-
son.— Pines: 1st prize, Mr. Browne, gr. to Lady Meux; 2nd, Mr.
J. Dawson, gr. to Lord Melbourne.— Strawberries: 1st, Mr
Brown; 2nd, Mr. J. Dawson; 3rd, Mr. Tinsley, gr. to S. Adams,
Esq.— Cucumbers: 1st, Mr. Brown; 2nd. Mr. Hamp, gr. to E.
Chuck, Esq.; 3rd. Mr. Tinsley.—Apples, Dessert: 1st, Mr. Milne,
gr. to C. S, Chauncy, Esq.; 2nd, Mr. Tinsley.—Apples, Kitchen :

1st, Mr. T. Dawson, gr. to Earl Cowper; 2nd, Mr. Plumbly, gr. to
C. J. Dimsdale, Esq. -Specimen Plant: 1st, Mr. Plumbly; 2nd,
Mr. Slowe, gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq.; 3rd, Mr. T. Dawson.—
Greenhouse Plants : 1st, Mr. Slowe; 2nd, Mr. Plumbly.— Miscel-
laneous Plants: 1st. Mr. Williams, gr. to J. Warner, Esq.; 2nd,
Mr. Slowe.—Geraniums: Mr. T. Dawson.—Cape Heaths; 1st,
Mr. Plumbly; 2nd, Mr. Slowe.—Auriculas : 1st, Mr. J. Dawson;
2nd, Mr, J. Hudson.—Auriculas, Seedling: Mr. J. Hudson.
Polyanthus: 1st and 2nd, Mr. Williams.—Heartsease : Mr. G.
Smith.— British Plants: 1st, Mr. Simmonds ; 2nd, Mr. Sprigings.
—Stove Plants: Mr. Slowe.— Orchiddceae : Mr. Williams, gf. to
C. B. Warner, Esq.— Cut Flowers : 1st, Mr. J. Williams; 2nd, Mr.
Slowe.—Cottagers' Prizes; Fruit: 1st, James Farrow, of
Tewin; 2nd, S. Tinsley.—Flowers : 1st, W. Cowler, of Wadesmill;
3nd. J. Farrow, of Tewin.—Vegetables : J. Farrow, of Tewin.
Extra prizes were awarded to Miss Hadsley, for Goliah Rhubarb

;

to Mr. T. Dawson, for Hydrangeas; to Mr. Plumbly, fur a collec-
tion of Greenhouse Azaleas; and to Mr. Francis, for Hybrid Rho-
dodendrons.— Miss England, of Hertford, exhibited some speci-
mens of Artificial Flowers and Fruit, for which the Judges re-
commended the committee to present her with a medal.

Ratho Horticultural Society^ April 29.—This society held its

first meeting for the season in the Masons' Lodge, when the fol-

lowing prizes were awarded :—For the 4 best Hardy Shrubs : 1st,

A. Forrester, gr. to D. Falconer, Esq.; 2nd, A. Gibson, gr. to J.
M. Hay, Esq. Best 3 Auriculas: 1st, J. Pow, gr. to A. Berwick,
Esq. ; 2nd, H. Ritchie, gr. to S. Wilson, Esq. Best 3 Polyan-
thuses: 1st, A.Forrester; 2nd, J. Pow^ Best 3 Double Primroses :

1st, A. Forrester; 2nd, J. Pow% Best 3 Tender Exotics : 1st, J.
Thomson, gr. to H. Brown, Esq. ; 2nd, D. Drummond, gr, to J.

M. Melville, Esq. Best 3 Cmerarias; 1st, A. Gibson; 2nd, A.
Vetch, gr.to J. Dundas, Esq. Best 2 Double Wallflowers: 1st, J.

Pow" ; 2nd, J, Hogg, gr. to — Hawse, Esq. Best 4 stalks of forced
Rhubarb: 1st, J. Pow; 2nd, G. Douglass, gr. to Sir A. Maitland,
Bart. Best Broccoli: 1st, H. Ritchie; 2nd, A. Gibson. Best
Early Cabbage : 1st, D. Ferguson, gr. to R. Nasmyth, Esq. ; 2nd,
J. Pow. Best2 Leeks : 1st, A. Forrester* 2nd, D. Ferguson.—There
was also a competition amongst journeymen for the best Kitchen
Basket, when the 1st was awarded to W. Dickson, Ratho House;
2nd, D.M'Kenzic, Dundas Castle.—Amateurs. Best2Leeks: 1st,

J. Bishop; 2nd, R. Craw\ Best Cabbage: 1st, R. Craw; 2nd, C.

Steward. Best German Green : 1st, C. Stewart; 2nd, J. Baxter.
Best Herbaceous Plants : C. Stewart.

Invincible, Wood's Lascelles, Popplewell's Conqueror, J. Twam-
ley, Esq. Do., nurserymen, Hodges' Britannia, Warris's Blucber«.
Duchess of Oldenburg, Mr. C. Kimberley. Best 12 Tulips. Earl
of Warwick. Best 3 Stove Plants, Euphorbia jacquinifiora^
Eranthemura bicolor. Vinca rosea, W. H. Bracebridge, Esq.
Best single specimen. Euphorbia splendeus, C. T. Warde, Esq,
1st Strawberries (Keen's Seedling,, 4 oz., W- H. Bracebridge, Esq-
2nd do., do., 4 oz., C. T. Warde. Esq. Grapes, Black Hamburgh,
Mr. Persac. Best 6 Dessert Apples (Nonpareil), C. T. Warde,
Esq. Best 6 Culinary do. (Hanwell Sourings^, Mr. Carpenter.
Best 6 BessertPears, Hon. C. B. Percy. Best brace of Cucumbers
(Black Spine;, J. Goodhall, Esq. Asparagus, 25 heads, Mr. W.
button. Cabbage, 4 heads, Mr. Smith. Rhubarb (Victoria), 5
stalks. \\. H. Bracebridge, Esq, French Beans, C. T. Warde, Esq*
Best dish of 20 Poutoes (Ash-leaved Kidney), do. 2 do. (Fox's
^eedhng;. \V H. Bracebridge. Esq. Lettuce, 3 heads, Mr. Cattell,
Broccoh (MOler's Impregnated;, 3 heads, Mr. W. Sutton. Mush,
rooms, dish, C. T. Warde, Esq. Sea-kale, 6 crowns, do. Extra
^'V='^^-~\?;^^f**^i?& Calceolarias. H. C. Wise, Esq. Citrous in
pots, C. T. Warde Esq. Stove Plant, Earl of Warwick. Provence
Roses, in pots, W. H Bracebridge. E.q. Basket of PUnts, Mr.
Brownridge. Do. of Vegetables. J. Fullerton. E.q. Cottagers'
^^,P«s--?^^^^a^^.4heads,J.Gibbs. Salad, Thomas Box. Broc-

S- -l^* «'^^v-
^^^5»ts. in pots, J. Webb. ExTRA.-Salad. W.

Knibb. Rhubarb, do. Hon. C. B. Percy's prize, for 6 Auriculas,m pots J. Gibbs, Warwick, Mr. PhiUips, Priory Gardens, con!
tnbuted a collection ofplants, comprising some well-grown Ericas,
Mr. Pope, of Birmingham, sent some good Auriculas: there was
also a magnificent Pine, from Mr. Butcher, of Stratford-on-Avon-

A. Kenriri^u'^i'^''^^'~^^*^^^^^'^^^= ^^^^ Maxillaria Harrisonise;

J-AI^so^^*^' ^\^:' ^"J^'
Oncidium luridum guttatum, do.; ard!

S^IiS, R.
Nonp^eil Mr J p '.^"^•' Caulach Pear, do.-Cabbage. - 1st,

Mason pl'no''^ ^'^'^^^^Z ^"^' do.—Broccoli. 1st, white, J.

ereen Mr^V p^":? ^""'^ ^'S ^^^^^^* Esq.-Lettuce. 1st, hardy
&..

^n. Mr. J. Rodwav.-Rhubarb. 1st, Myatt's Victoria, Mr. J.Mist, jun . 2n^j ^^^ j^j^ ^ Moore.

Cucumbers.'-
^'^^°"' ^^^-5*^- ; 2ndJ

Sea-kale. 1st, R. L. Chance,

TR !«f A .^ A- .
^spaJ-agus. 1st, Mr. W. Baker.—

I'otatoes i,t r' t
*^^"^"ck, Esq.

; 2nd, J. Mason, Esq.-Forced
Beat dkh J Mnc'. S'^"''^^^^-? ^"*** J- Mason, Esq.-Salad.

-
^h. J. Ma^on, Esq.-The following honorary prizes were

9!ll''5,\^' ?• ^^' TyndaU, Esq.
; Azalea phn^nicea.
Castor-oil plant, R.

^ ^ , „ .
-*fi"' Esa-

J Camellia
Cottagers' Pazes. Mr, C. l.^^&^ for

*iao awarded

:

J. Ala
L. Clfan^i 1?^' ' -^J^ary^is formosissima. do, ; Cas
Colvnn t;^^\- ' f*^^^' ^^- J Rosa odorata, J. Upfill,*?«*"ii, Mr. J, Moore,—Cottasrers' Prizee. Mr

Warwick and Warwickshire Horticultural Society, April 28.—
The first exhibition for the season took place at the Court House.
The following is an account of the prizes ;— Best six Greenhouse
Plants, 1st prize, amateurs, Tropaeolum tricolorum, T. penta-
phyllum, Leschenaultia formosa. Erica vestita alba, E. hybrida,
E. acuminata, H. C. Wise, Esq.; 2nd, W. H. Bracebridge, Esq.
Best 6 do., nurserymen. Fuchsia corymbiflora. Azalea indica
hybrida, A. phoenicea. Cineraria King, Erica vernix. E. coc*
cinea, Mr. Barnes, 3 best do., amateurs, Amaryllis Johnsonia,
Ixia tricolor, Kennedya nigricans, C. T. Warde, Esq. 3 best do.,

nurserymen^ Tropseolura tricolorum grandifiorum, Azalea indica
alba, A. Smithii, Mr. Barnes. Best single specimen, amateurs,
Azalea indica alba, R. Jones, Esq. Best 12 Gera.m\ims, nursery-
men. Beauty of Ware, Mrs. Sweet, Fosteri roseum, Ada, Ijord
Hill. Joan of Arc, Sidonia, Gem. Fanny Garth, Jewess, Rosetta,
La Belle Brunette, Mr. Barnes* Best 6 do., amateurs, J.Twamley,
Esq, Best !2 Seedling Calceolarias, amatettrs, Mr. W. Dunn.
Hatton. Best 6 (Stocks) in pots, W. H. Bracebridge, Esq. Her-
baceous cut flowers, Mr. Barnes. Basket of miscellaneous plants,
do. Bouquet of wild flowers, Mr. W, Sutton. Pansies, stand of
36—May's Plenipo, Model of Perfection, Carlo Dolce, Victory,
Diogenes, Egbaston Hero, Reliance, Princess Augusta, Peter
Dick, Black Knight, Lady Sarah Ingestrie, Crimson Shakspeare,
Dr. Johnson, Imogefte, Prince of Wales, Manlin*s liathonia,
Childe Harold, Jewess, Lady Flora Hastings, Vivid, Launcelot,
Queen of Scots, Jehu, Maid of Loire, Angeline, Coronation, Marc
Anthony, Bebronii, Lilac Perfection, Sovereign, Miss Hoare.
Montjoy's Victoria, Rev, J. Stainforth, Marchioness of Bath,
Prince Albert i Mr. Burbury. Pansies, stand of 24, Mr. Brown-
ridge. Best 12 do., Mr. J. Burbury. Best Seedling do., Mr.
CatteU. Best 6 Auriculas, amatevrs. Wood's Lascelles, Pearson's
Badajoz, Hughe's Pillar of Beauty, Taylor's Incomparable, Leigh's
Bright Veuus, PopplewelPs Conqueror, J. Twamley, Esq. Do.,
nunt^rymen, Lancashire Witch, Duchess of Oidenburgh, Emperor

MISCELLANEOUS,
Manures.—Under the name of Geine the American

editor of Liebig's Organic Chemistry comprehends "the
mass of nutritive matter which soils and composts afford/*
In this sense it has a much more extensive signification
than humus, and may be considered equivalent to " orga-
nisable matter," a favourite expression of the late Mr-
Knight, and to our ears much more agreeable than gefne.
Concerning the mode of preparing a solution of this geim
and its effects* we have the following information:—
* Boil one hundred pounds of dry, pulverised peat with
two and a half pounds of white ash (an article imported
-from England), containing 36 to 55 percent, ofpuresoda^
or its equivalent in pearlash or potash, in a potash kettle^
with 130 gallons of water; boil for a few hours, let it

settle, and dip off the clear liquor for use. Add the same
quantity of alkali and water, boil and dip off" as before.
The dark-coloured brown solution contains about half aa
ounce per gallon of vegetable matter. It is to be applied
by watering grain crops, grass lands, or in any other way
the farmer's quick wit will point out. In the month of
June, 1 prepared a solution of geine, (says Mr. Nichols,)
obtained, not by boiling, but by steeping the mud as taken
from the meadow in a weak lye in tubs. The proportioa
was about—peat lOOlbs., potash lib., water 50 gallons ;

stirred occasionally for about a week, when the dark-browa
solution described by Dr. Dana was dipped off and applied
to some rows of corn, a portion of a 'piece of starved bar-
ley, and a bed of onions sown on land not well prepared
for that crop. The crop of barley on the portion watered
was more than double the quantity both in straw and graia
to that on other portions of the field, the soil and treat-

ment of which were otherwise precisely similar. In June
four rows (of the onions) Were first watered with the solu-
tion of geine. In ten days, the onions in these rows were
nearly double the size of the others. All but six rows of
the remainder were then watered. The growth of these
soon outstripped the unwatered remainder. Eventually

I

the whole piece was watered with the solution, ex-
' cepting the ends of some of the rows, which produced
only very small onions; and had it not been done,
Mr. Nichols believes that not a single bushel of a good
size would have been produced. The onions when mea-
sured, making ample allowance for the tops, which had
not been stripped off, were adjudged equal to four bushels
to the square rod, or at the rate of 640 bushels to the acre."

Dr. Dana, the author of the foregoing extract, differs from
Be^^zelius in his opinion that lime and ashes act alike as
converters of mould into soluble matters which serve aa
food for plants. He ** considers the practice of mixing limen
with peat as the worst that can be followed, because a com-,
pound is formed of little solubility, viz. geate of lime. He
recommends the ley of wood-ashes, which gives a dark-^

brown solution, the alkaline properties of the lime are
neutralised, and a large quantity of water is absorbed.'*'

In another place we find the following interesting state-^

ments regarding the mode of rendering peat useful as a,

manure:—** According to Dr. C. T. Jackson, a compost;
made of three parts of peat and one of stable manure is,

equal in value to its bulk of clean stable dung, and is more
permanent in its effects. Dr. Jackson deems it essential
that animal matters of some kind should be mixed with the^

peat, to aid the decomposition «id produce the requisite,

gases. Lime decomposes the peat, neutralises the acids^
and disengages the ammonia. The peat absorbs the am-
monia, and becomes in part soluble in water. The so-
luble matter, according to Dr. Jackson, is the apocrenate
of ammonia; crenate of ammonia and crenate of lime
being also dissolved* With an excess of animal matter
and lime, free carbonate of ammonia is formed. The:

laidpeat should be
nure, night soil,

then each layer

report, he has
the use of this

down in layers with barn-yard ma-
dead fish, or any other animal matter, and
strewed with lime. In Dr. Jackson's

presented highly valuable results from

compost, which deserves the attention

of every agriculturist- He gives the following details of

the manner in which the compost was prepared upoa

the farm of Mr. Sanford, near the village of Wickford, m
North Kingston. ' In the comer of the field a ^^^^^
and level spot was rolled down smooth and hard, md tte

swamp muck was spread upon it, forming &hed eighttee^

wide, about fifteen or twenty feet long, and nine mc&e»

thick. For every waggon-load of the muck one barrel of

fiiih was added, and the fish irere spread on the surface of
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tlie muck, and allowed to become putrescent The mo-

nient they began to decoaipose,he again covered them with

peat, and a renewed layer of fish was spread and covered in

the same manner. The fermentation was allowed to pro-

ceed for two or three weeks, when the compost was

found to have become fit for the land. To this he was

advised to add lime in the proportion of one cask to each

load of compost early in the spring, which it was supposed

would complete the decomposition in two or three weeks.

Such a heap should be rounded up and covered, so as to

prevent the rain washing out the valuable salts that form

in it- And in case of the escape of much ammonia, more

swamp muck or peat should be spread upon the heap, for

the purpose of absorbing it.' Dr. Jackson is of opinion

that the phosphoric acid of the peat arid animal matter

would convert the lime into a phosphate, and thus approxi-

mate it very closely to bone manure. Any refuse animal

matter can be of course employed in a similar manner,
' The carcass of a dead horse, which is often suffered to

pollute the air by its noxious effluvia, has been happily

employed in decomposing 20 tons of peat earth, and trans-

forming it into the most enriching manure.* iS'ight soil

nay be composted with peat with great advantage, suffi-

cient lime being added to deprive it of odour ; large quan-

tities of ammonia are given off and absorbed."

Grafting the Mlslletoe.—The following account of

grafting the Mistletoe is given by Mr. Moss, a nursery-

man at Malvern, near Worcester. ** The best stocks for

the purpose are young Apple and Pear-trees. The grafts

should be put on in the first or second week in May ; they

should never be nearer the ground than 5ft., nor higher from

it than 10. The operation is very simple ; where the graft

is not more thanhalf an inch in diameter,anincision is made

in the bark, into which a thin slice of Mistletoe is inserted,

having a bud and leaf at the end. In grafting longer

pieces, a notcli should be cut out of the branch, the in-

cision made below the notch, and a shoulder left on the

graft to rest on the notch, in the manner of crown-graft-

ing. It must be observed, that the spaces between the

joints will not do for grafting ; there must be a joint let

into the back of the stock. About the middle of May is

the best time for budding, and the operation differs in re-

taining a heel of wood, below the bud, for insertion.

Loudon's Arboretum Btitannicumy vol. iv, p. 2571.

Rural Sonnets,—From Miscellaneous Poems by Mr.

J, Jones, of the Inner Temple, author of '* Spartacus,"
**' Regulus," and other Tragedies :

MAY.
Thrice welcome, genial month ! whose balmy wmg
Fans into full developement the show

Of blossoms which, around, their splendours fling,

And, in the vivifying sunlight, glow.
Thou» on life-stirring odours, dost carouse

;

And thine are robes immaculate to -wear,

—

The milk-white favours of the cherrj-boughs j

The dazzling- promise of the luscious pear.

The pink-eyc'd apple-cup thy reign prolongs—
The daisies' sheen—the tulips* pickM display—

The hawthom-hcdge, alive with gushing songs

—

The lilacs' plum'd—the chesnuts' trim array-
Nature, for glee, holds festival, as thou.
The garland-graces' aueen, with blooms bcdeck'st thy brow.

JUNE.
The tender fruits unfolding to the sun.

To drink its beams, and hive their vital powV,
"DcHghtful May, her Spring-time mission done.

Marries with June, and seeks their Summer bower.
Xo'.v, the laburnums flaunt their golden chains.

Plants, shrubs, and trees, in varying hues are bright ;

The cuckoo's note re-echoes through the plains;

The nightingale keeps musical the nighty

The bee is roving, hummi|ii; as he goes,

0*er full-blown paeonies in crimson pride.

Where waves, in fragrant pomp, the garden rose,

White as her robes, or blushing as the bride

!

The grasses are in flower 5 and, now, the heats

Urge to the bubbling rilhs, and spread the new-mown sweets.

JtJLY,
The clean rak'd fields resume their green attire

;

The flocks, close-shorn, o'er downs and meadows stray

:

^en, birds, and beasts, to coverts calm, retire;

Nature respires, by night j and pants, by day.

The stately swan, to shun the noon-tide blaze.

On lake and river in their isles or creeks.

Leading her cygnets to their verdant maze.
The breezy shade and grassy coolness seeks.

The foremost fruits are tempting ripe, to treat

The present thirst, or pile their fragrant wreath;
Currants, and berries rich, and cherries sweet,
A vintage that invigorates the health

!

While pungent scents of lavender, and flowers.
Ma Mignoime—Eglantine—revive the drooping hours.

AUGUST.
The scarlet poppies skirt the ripening com

;

The zephyrs wave its masses like the sea

;

The tiny rustic sallies, with the dawn, •

To keep, from pilfering birds, the produce free.

The Sun's own flower, its oriftamb display'd.

Turns with the Day-god's triumph through the spheres;
The Lady's bower, in jessamine array'd.

The Lady there—most beautiful appears

!

The early apple now% and now the pear.

Make orchard trees luxuriant to the sight;

•The asters glisten in the gay parterre

;

The varied marigolds expand in light.

Jind now, the reapers toil—the sheaves are bound—
'The harvest wains drag home—feasting and songs go round,

SEPTEMBER.
Weave us a thousand dahlias into one.

Bold the device, and rare its radiance be.

Serve us 9 banquet ; long before the sun
Go down, in molten rainbows, to the sea.

Velvet the lawn of fountains where 'tis spread.

Sweet with clematis eyery near alcove,

And let September's horn of plenty shed

Its choicest stores, to music from the grove.

Pine-apples bring, and plums of various hue.

Peaches, the elixir of the solar beams,

The fruit that melts in nectar, and the dew
With which the grape, gold-green, or purple, teema.

While tints autumnal soothe us, and the breeze,

tTuwoo'd on stubble lands, glides dancing through the trees.

Whale-oil Soap.—From a communication of Capt.

|Utt'!«n to the Massachusetts Agricultural Society, we

learn that the application of whale-oil soap is a good pre-

ventive of the attack of the borer (Cossus ligniperda) upon

apple or other trees- The manner in which Capt. Kandall

uses the whale-oil soap is as follows : eight to ten pounds

of whale-oil soap are put into a common pail, to which a

sufficient quantity of warm water is added, so that when

well mixed together, the whole is about the consistence of

good thick paint. With this pail of soap, thinned in this

manner, the man, having a small tin pail, or bag, or

pocket, filled with fine sand, tied round his waist, with a

coarse crash cloth, and a paint-brush, is ready for opera-

tions. He first wets his cloth with soap, then scatters on

some dry sand, and gives the trunk and brandies a good

rubbing; after which, with a hand-brush, he puts on a

coat of the soap, prepared as above, equal to a thick coat

of paint. The time selected for the operation is just at

the termination of a storm of rain, when the rdoss, or any

roughness on the bark, will yield more readily to rub_bing.

From the size which it is stated the trees have acquired in

four years, we would particularly invite the attention of

cultivators to the above method of applying the whale-oil

soap, not only to the Apple, but to all kinds of fruit trees,

Jloses.—X lecture on these flowers, their Tariations,

and the natural relation they bear to other plants, was

delivered last Wednesday, at the Royal Institution, by

Professor Lindley, On this occasion, an abundance of

beautiful forced Roses was supplied by Messrs. Lane and

Co., of Great Berkhampstead.

Habit of ChlonEas,-—As a species or two of this beau-

tiful genus of terrestrial Orchidacese from Chili exist in

our gardens, the following extract from a letter from Mr.

Bridges, who has been travelling in their country, pub-

lished in the ** London Journal of Botany," may be useful

to some of our readers. ** These plants, when introduced

into England, will prove, I am sure, great favourites ;

being easy of cultivation, and only requiring to be kept

without water for several months after flowering, so as

to imitate the dry season, and enable their tubers to ripen.

I am now acquainted with about twenty species, and have

sent home a quantity of the roots of six species."

[1 seldom he requirea. iry every iii..ai.a ^^ j^^^^ /^"^

health • for if these are scorched by heat or damaged by

he flavour of the fruit will be much deteriorated. Let

GARDExV MEMORANDA.
Tifjiest Park, Sunning-Hili,— In the Conservatory at this place

is a very fine specimen of Zlch} a trfcolor, a beautiful introduc-

tion from Swan River. It was presented by Mr. Mangles in May
last to the present gardener, at which time it scarcely measured

6in in height ; now it covers 15 square yards of trellis-work, and

is producing its brilliant flowers in profusion, reminding us of

large masses of scarlet Verbenas. Here also we observed some

good specimens of Chorozema cordatum, which were growing

luxuriantly in a mixture of decomposed Beech-leaves and sandj

the pots being well drained with the hard and rough husks of

Beech-nuts.

—

April 26.

J.Bateman, ^*7-. Knypersley,—\n Vac Orchidaceous house the

following plants are now in full bloom:—Dendrobium sulcatum,

D. nobile. D. densiflorum, D. amoenum, D. Pierardii, Epidendrum

Stamfordianum, E. patens, E. aromaticum, E. macrochilum,

Cattleya Skinneri, LwUa cinnabarina, Stanhopca quadricomis,

Broughtoniasanguinea, MaxillariaSkinneri, M.aromatica, Stenia

pallida, Bonatea speciosa, Trichopilia tortilis, Oncidium altissi-

mum, O. hians, O. ampUatum, O. papilio, O. CeboUeta, Masde-

vaUia infracta; cum multis aliis. The rare Aerides. Brookeii is

producing a vigorous raceme of flowers, from which it is intended

to prepare a figure for some of the botanical periodicals.— it/ffj/ 2,

Calendar of operations /or the ensuing week.

The continued drought will have caused many important

operations to be deferred j these, especially the sowing of seeds

and the planting of kitchen-garden crops, must be attended to

immediately upon the first fall of rain . If, however, this does not

soon occur, unremitting attention will be requisite in watering

not only recently-transplanted crops, but young seedling vege-

tables, particularly those kinds which afford what may be termed

permanent crops, as the Brassica tribe. Those who have avail-

able means will find the construction of some temporary shading

a very useful auxiliary to the watering-pot. Seed-beds, for

instance, might be defended from the scorching sun by a few

mats stretched across a slight framing of sticks j these might he

taken off every evening and replaced next morning, by which the

nlants would he greatly benefited, and both labour and water

economised. Unless absolutely necessary, planting should not

be attempted while the ground is so dry.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD,
Indoor Department.

PiNBRY. When hot sun is accompanied by a keen drjing wind,

a few leafy branches laid upon the glass to break the sun's rays

will be better for young growing plants than an indiscriminate

admission of air. In houses which have Vines trained to the

rafters of course this shading is unnecessary. In very hot and

brieht weather, the atmosphere of the houses during the day can-

not be made too humid by the usual means. The violent fermen-

tation of the bark-bed will most likely be moderated by this time

;

if so draw the bark close round the pots, if only partly plunged

;

its stirface should also be occasionally moistened. Look over the

plants every other day at farthest, in hot weather, and water

those which require it. Mways water before the soil gets very

dry and give but a small quantity at once.

ViNKRV. Where a top-dressing has been retained, as advised

at p 272 it will be found that the exterior borders do not soon

become 'injuriously dry* but where the surface of the soil is

exDOSod, copious waterings wiU be necessary during drought.

Tiie waste water from the laundry is a powerful fertUiser, and may
be advantageously used for this purpose. Syringe the leaves

lightly and close the houses while the sun has power to raise

them to 90^ or 95°, which, in conjunction with a moist atmo-

sphere \\iUnot in any way injure the plants. In the monnngs
of clear days give air before the houses get warm ; say when the

thermometer rises above 7^''- Water ought never to touch the

Grapes after the first indications of ripening appear.

Peach-bousk.—Early forced fruit is generally insipid from the

want of sun and air ; but in a season like the present, there need

be no deficiency of flavour if the directions given last week are

followed. Remove any leaves which shade the fruit. Tie the

Shoots regularly to the trcHis in the later houses, and do not

retain too many. To reduce the strength of luxuriant trees, let

them bear an extra number of fruit. Check, by frequent wash-
ings, the insidious advances of the red spider.

CnERRT-nousK.—See the directions given last week.
Fio-HOCSB.—Where forcing was commenced in January, the

fruit will now be taking its final swell, and some of the earliest

sorts are probably approaching maturity, in which case the supply

of water must be diminished, but not wholly withheld. Give air

freely, and apply no more fire heat than is necessary.

Strawbjbrbies,—If the weather continues hot, ripening fruit

should be removed out of the burning sun to a more sliady part

of the house, when less water will be needed, and the fruit wiU

longer retain its freshness.
^ _ , . .

Cucumbers and MELONS.-Melons that are nearly npe must

not have much water. If. as formerly directed, the surface of the

mould is covered with some substance to lessen evaporation,

water wUl seldom he required. Try every pcans to keep^the

leaves in

insects the
no more fruit stand in the Cucumber frames than is requisite for a

regular supply. Preparations should now be made for ndgmg
out Cucumbers. Gourds and Vegetable Marrows intended for

planting out must not be brought up too tenderly.

Mushroom house.—Keep the paths constantly moist and if

hay is used for covering the beds, that also should be sprinkled

Potatoes that are fit for table might be taken up and stored in

dry sand, and the frames afterwards planted with Melons. _^

Out-door Department,

Asparagus,- Look over the beds every niornhig and cut all the

shoots that are long enoagh ; they should afterwards be sorted,

counted, and tied up in bundles, setting the bottoms m pans of

water till they are wanted for use. • ^, ^^ ^, . . ..

Beavs - Put in another crop, and earth those that require it.

Thevoune: plants here are much damaged this season by an insect,

apparently a species of Curculio, which feeds upon the tender

leaves. Possibly repeated dustings with soot, when the plants

are moist, may be a palliative.
., , i. . i, r

BROCCOLi.-Continnetotakeupand retard the late sorts before

the heads get too large. If not yet done, sow for spring use. By

sowing several sorts, a better supply wiU be obtained.

Cauliflowers.- The spring-sown plants which have been

raised under glass wiU now be ready for planting out, which

should immediately be done if the ground is not too dry. lu

situations where the club is prevalent, a little quicUime might

be put round the roots; this substance, and also wood-ashes, are

said to be preventives. Another reputed remedy is to dip the

roots and stems of the plants, as high as the leaves, into some

thick fetid mixture, such as the mud from a cesspool. This of-

fensive coating is said to prevent the fly from laying its eggs on

^^Ck[k"y".-Continue to prick out the young plants as they be-

come large enough. When leisure permits, dig out the trenches

in readiness for planting the first crop. A few inches of rich

compost in the bottom of the trenches is preferable to digging m
dung ill the usual way. After this is finished, a row of Lettuce

from the frames maybe planted along the middle of the raised

spaces between the trenches which are meant for early Celery

j

and Cauliflowers planted, or Peas sown, between those intended

for later crops.
, ^, , . _, - ...

MusTARn AND Cress, Radishes, and other kinds of saladmg.

which soon run to flower, should be sown, accoidmg to the de-

mand for them, on a shady border.
, ,, .^ . ,v

Turnips.—Those last sown have probably been damaged by

the flea during the drought; in which case another sowmg should

be made as soon as possible.
. .

Orchard —Wall-trees now require constant attention, in dis-

placing useless shoots and checking the increase of injm-ious

insects. In many situations Peaches and Nectarines will be far

enough advanceil to undergo their first thinning, which ought

never to be deferred after the fruit is larger than a good-sized

Hazel-nut. except with an intention of weakening the trees.

Use the engine two or three times a week in dry weather. Weak
Pear-trees sometimes produce a profusion of bloom, which should

be thinned with scissors, leaving not more than three flowers on

a corymb. If the fruit is akeady set, that should be similarly

treated. At this season the Gooseberry and Currant caterpillars

generally begin their ravages. Various methods have been re-

commended for their destruction, of which the most cflfectual

seems to be dusting them with dry Hellebore-powder.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door DepartmeiU,

Stove.—Look over the directions given during the last month,

and continue the varied operations there recommended. Do not

shade more than is actually necessary, and keep the paths and

shelves of the house continually moist in bright weather. Many
of the plants may be kept much longer in flower if placed in a

cool house with a north aspect; this is sometimes requisite, in

order to retard those which are destined for exhibition.

Greenhouse and Conservatory.—It is best not to be too

hasty in exposing tender greenhouse plants to the rapid varia-

tions of our uncertaui climate; nevertheless, most of the hardier

and less valuable species may be set out now. Heaths. Corraias,

Epacrises, &c., may be removed to a cool pit, where there is such

a convenience. Plants of the various species of Cytisus, whicU

have done flowering, should be pruned in and tied, and, if neces-

sary, potted. Chmese Azaleas ought also to be similarly treated.

The best sorts may be inarched, or cuttings of the young shoots

put in now. Water growing CamelUas freely, and give them

plenty of room.
Pits and Frames.—Excepting the most tender kinds, plants

for bedding should be set out of the pits; the hardier may, m
fact, be planted now, if the weather will permit. Annuals for

blooming in pots should be always repotted hef-sre the roots get

matted. Pot off young plants of the Chinese Primrose. Hy-

drangea cuttings, put in a month ago, will have filled their pots

with roots, and should be repotted in rich soil. The most for-

ward Dahlia plants should be set out in some sheltered spot, to

harden them previously to being planted.

Out door Department.
Partial rains having fallen during the last few days, those who

have been favoured ought to lose no time in planting out the most

forward annuals. The general planting of the flower-beds may
also be proceeded with, beginning with those plants which would

suffer least by the return of cold winds or casual frosts. Ranun-

culus roots may yet be planted to produce a late bloom pre-

viously soaking them five or six hours in water. Put in cuttings

of Pansies and Double Wallflowers ; also divide and transplant

Neapolitan and Russian Violets, for flowering in pots in winter.

Plant out dry roots of Dahlias.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT,
Nurskrv.—The principal business in this department now is

the weeding and occasional watering of seed-beda and young
transplanted stuff. . .

Forest and Coppick Woods.—The barking season,^ whicn

may be called the forester's harvest, is now at its height in most

parts of the country, and no time should he lost in bringing it

to a conclusion while the fine weather holds.—/. B, Whiting,

The Deepdene*

State of theW^eather near London for the Week ending May 5,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick^

RftiaBarombtsr.
j

Thbrhomxtbr. Wind.
April Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean.

Friday £9 ao.061 ' a9.8ai
1

71 43 57.0 £.
Saturday 30 89.835 Sd.800 74 41 67-5 E.

May -

Sunday 1 30.007 S9.933 , 73 44 58.5 E.
Monday 9 30.0W S&.90S «6 BO 48.0 N.E.
Tuesday 3 29.0fi7 29,854 71 46 5B.5 NW.
Wednesday 4 aB.fl07 89.899 65 33 49.0 N.
Thursday 5

K).955

29.530 «3 46

1 404

54.5 S,

Average 29.836 ! 69.0 64.7

.023
4

April 29. Dry, with slight haze 3 fine; cloudy.
30. Fine ; clear at night.
May I. Clear and very dry throughout.
2. Excessively dr>', with brisk N.E. windj slight fiost at night*

3. Clear and very fine; slight rain in the evening.
4. Light clouds and fine ; clear at night.
fi. Fine j light clouds; overcast ; heavy rain at night.
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Sttitc of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for

the ensWnir Weclc ending May U, 1842.

f u»r

flttfl. 8

Tues- 10
Wed. II

Thuxf.js
Fri. 13

Sat. 14

Aver.
Htirhesl
Temp

82.4
69. ff

63.3
61.6
63.8
64.0

Aver.
Loweal

1 '

I eiup

63.9

Naof
Years in

which ic

Rained.
Temp.

42.6 5
41.5 52.0 5
40.0 51.1 8
41.6 5J. 5

1

6
40.5 53.6 ft

3.0.1 51.5 a
41.2 52.5 «

Greatest
quantity
of Kain.

0.45 in.

0.60
o.io

ao9
0.40
1.10

0.66

Prevailing Winds.

A

1

a
2

f
2

«

Z
4
4
4
3
4
4
3

»'

3
a
9
3

3

I

I

1

1

4
a

8

3

1

:;L'>'

5K

s
3
8
9

I
8

^

8
9
9
I

]

S
1

z
1

I

9
1

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
theI2tn, 1833—thermometer 81°; and the lowest on thei-ith 1838
—thermometer 28°.

'

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week endi?!^ May 6, 1842.

Thk supplies of most kinds of Fruit and Vegetables daring the
past week have been good, and trade continues much the sameas
incur last Report. Fruit: Pines are tolerably plentiful ; many
of them Rrevery fine, and are selling from los.to i6s. per pound.
Forced Grapes are abundant, chiefly the Black Hamburgh, which
in many instances are as good as could possibly be produced at
a later season. They fetch from 9s. to 14s, per pound. Peaches
and Nectarines are scarce, and are selling from 30s. to 403.
per dozen. The supply of Cherries is still very limited;
and a few green Apricots are to be met with at 2s. per pottle

;

Pears are vcr>' scarce, at Qs, per dozen. Although Apples have
been tolerably plentiful, trade has not been quite so brisk; the
Dessert kinds selling from 5s. 6d, to I4s. per bushel; the Kitchen
kinds from 4s. to 7s. fid. Of Strawberries there is a pretty good
supply at the same price as quoted last week ; Cucumbers like-
wise continue just the same. Vegetables: The supply of Broc-
coli has been tolerably good from 6d. to 2s. fid. per bunch

J
and

Cabbages are also plentiful. Asparagus is abundant, and is con-
siderably cheaper, the best samples fetching - from 3s. 6d. to 5s.
per 100. New Potatoes are rather more numerous—the Round
ones selling from Is. 6d. to 3s. per lb., and Kidneys from 2s. to
48. A few young Carrots and Turnips may also be procured.
French Beans still remain the same as in our last account. Sea-
kale is nearly over; Cos Lettuces are abundant, so also is every
iteBcriptlon of Salading. Rhub.arb is very plentiful, and of excel.
lent quality; the smaller kinds from 4s. to lOs. per doz. bundles;
the Victoria from is. to 2s. per bundle. Mushrooms are rather
ficarce from is. to 2s. per punnet. Flowers : Of these there is a
beautiful display; amongst the cut ones are some handsome Ge-
raniums, white Azaleas, Gardenias, Ericas, Daphnes, Ixias, Cloves,
and Carnations.

PRICES Satuhdat, May 7, 1842.—FRUITS:—
Applet, Kitchen, per bush. 4* to 8/
— Detiert, per bushel, 5j to 14j

Pean, deitert, per half-sieve, As to fiO«

Strawberries, forced, per oz., Gd to 1«
Peaches, p«r doz- 30« to 40j
Nectarines, per doz., 30j to 408 '

Apricots, green, per punnet, 2/
PineAppli*, perlb. lO*loJ6f
Grapei, hothouse, per pound, 10« to H*— Spanish, perlb., 1* to 2j j— Portugal, per lb., 1# to 5j

*
Oranges, per doz., ^d Xq 2t Cd

'

41 — ^ per 100,5* to SO*
— Bitter, per 100, fii to 18#

S^rviUr'''''^^
rotundifoUa, CaprifOUum gratum. and C. sem-

drlin t If uu V" ^J^^a^Py ^^ituation. we would advise to

levd ff vo^.r^"^''
"^^^^^^^ ^^* ^^ *^'>'' *° ^'^ it wen and

thl whni; ^? ^n"u P^^^"^^ turf in a suflficient quantity to cover

hfsd™^^^^ sowing it; but if done duringtins dry weather, it must be kept weU watered, beating it firmand even when first laid down. Should you, however, be obligedto sow It. you had better defer it until the autumn
; you will find

last vr^r'. r; S'^'^'^rVf^
«f seeds for that purpose p. 553 ofiasx>ears Chiijnicle.-[\t you wrote to us upon this subject alortnight ago, we only received your letter last Saturday.]

F. X.--Trop?e'olum canariense is T, peregrinum. "Cutting
back an Oleander when it begins to shoot," is generally prac-
tised upon sickly or straggling plants, and means pruning them
Dack to those shoots or buds which are nearest the main stem
thereby inducing more vigorous growth, and rendering it more
bushy, "i our greenhouse, which you say is only a glazed lobby,
fronting the south, and received no other assistance than burning
a light or two in it during the coldest nights of winter, is not

Cabbage, White, U to ^tBd
Cabbage, Hed, forpiikiin^, 3j to 6/
CabbaKePlHnis, per doz.,S<6(i to 6*
Broccoli, White, p.hnch., U to3«— Green, 8.i to 24— Purple, U
Canliflotter5,peraoz., 2tXo 12f
Kidne j'Beans, forced

, p. 1 00, 1 « Gd to 3#
FotaiueB, per ton, 4.>« to 90j
, — per cwt. 2« 6rf to 4» Gd— per bushel, WCJ to 2» Gd— Kidney, per bush. 2i to 2* Gd— .^'pw, per pound, Ij to3*
Turnipi, White, per bunch, 2*to3*— yoonff, u Gd to 2j fid

% Farsneps, per dozen, 9<i to 1#
Red Beet, per dozen, 6ii tol* 6J
Hnrae Radish, per bundle, Ij toSt
Radish, per doz. hands (24io30each)

0^ to U . '

— Turnip, p. doz. bch., U
Spinach, per sieve, \§ to 2i
Chives, per pot, 3d
Leeks, per dozen bunches, Qd to U
liarlic, perlb. Is

Lemons, per ^oz. 1* to 5« '_

— per 100, 6* to 16* '

Cucumhers, per brace. Is to it
Cherries, per lb. 20# Ip 30*
Almonds, per peck, 7#
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3s
Walnuts, per bushel, 16* to 24#
Filberts, En^-, per lOOlbs., 150*
Cobh Nuts, per peck, 3i Gd
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, 20*
— Spanish, \6t r
— Barcelona, 20* •..

— Turkey, IC*

VEGETABLES.
Shallots, per lb., 2/— Green, per bunch. 3d
Onions, per halt sieve, 3* to 3i Gd
—. for pick., per hf, -sieve, 4f— Green, per doz. bches., 2i to 4*
— Spanish, per dozen, la to 3f

Asparaguft, per ion, Iftif^e, 4* to5/— Second or Middling, 2« to 3* 6rf— Sprue, or Small, Ij to 1* Gd
Sea-kale, per punnet, U
Lettuce, Cabbape, p. score, 6<f to Ij

_. Cos, per half sieve, 9d to 3*
Endive, perscore, li Gd
Celery, per bundle {12 to 15) Gd to U Gd
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, p. dz. small bunch. Gd
Parsley, per half sieve, 1* tol* Gd
Tarrag'on, per dozen bunches, 3* t0;S#
fennel, per dozen bunches, S*
Thyme, per doz. bunches, 2t
Mint, per dozen bunches, U 6d to 3*
Marjoram, per doz. bunches, Gt
Basil, p«r bunch, €d to Hd
Rhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 4s to \2t
Mushrooms, per pottle, I* to I< 6d

SA
orns,

Notices to Correspondents.C C—155-

Son f ^^rl'^'TT'^^^
'•".^''? *° ^^ observed in applying Nitrate of

the timJ whi' ,"'f
' ^'^^^"^ broadcast or dissolved in water, at

Laves of nil.
^^^""^^

f'^
growing; 2. not to pour It over thele^ es of plants, except Grass-landj 3, to use it in wet weather.

•woori'7^ii;7.. n-
5"°*^ °^ '^CBR CA.MPKSTHE fomi the beautiful

of the Romans
^^^^^ *^^P^'''" ^^"'^^ ^ ^^"^ ^^^^^^^ Biuscum

A Constant Reader's plants are,-

ma" r?^fnhi^K-
"^

'
^' ^'**^"^ sempervirens

; 4, Asperula odo-

AnOrif^^^^^^''
cyparlssias; 6. Sasifraga Stei4ibergii.

uicTfrVTl ««*ff'^'^'•-You had better pick oflf all the infected

birsheVw^/ "J'.^J'^''^
and burn them; afterwards dusting the

wedv for?,!."''"- ""r^ '*' ^"'Pl^'i'-- We know of no other re-

P^th of vnf « °^"i^
"'® ^"^^"^ Caterpillar, which eats into the

crush theTafonce '

'''^" *° ''°"^^* ^" ^"^ "='" of tbem^nd

1, Pimelea ciliaris ; 2, Ranun-

Rlinrin/.i,ii^„ I , . .
""••^»>' v^nisErKKs lor iignt wirc-worK are

SavfnaTr ^?\"^'le, Eccremocarpns scaber, Maurdndya Bar-
LoasafaJrir*°r;V"'P"eerinum, Lophospcrmum scandens, and
kfnds whf/l^ n

The latter, however, stings. Hardy perennial

Ka7ai?vulcen«
''''°° ^""^'>" "-'^ "^"'^"^ azureagrLdiflora,

_ iticeila.

vem'a hi^C'^i^^^P^^*^* ^'^^^^ you sent is now called Omphalodes
TheHnnnH^c*

formerly to be called Cynoglossnm omphalodes.

sow Efnr: "'''^^"'^ '^ ^ different plant altogether. It is best to

not be cn?nL ?* "^L®*^^.^"' 2^ ^^^^'s ^" t^e autunrn; they must
surface of fh"^

with soil, liUe seeds, but merely scattered over the

serosa «rV "^"^^^ ^^ ^ ^^""P ^^^ shady situaUon. Although
Pievionfll f^^?^?^*''

*^''^^ °^^"d ^^'^ 5" ^^^ ground some time

pendent nr,n„
being used, yet the success of grafting is not de-

benefifPvP ^
^^3''' ^^'"^ ^° treated. In our opinion it is of no

the Rfr.^^ ^ where the scion belongs to an earlier variety than

fomprrof."5°? J^^'"^^ ^* ^^ t° b^ inserted
J and were not the

the san f ti! ^ **^*® means, it must necessarily perish before

to RiViif ^}^^^ ^^^ commenced to flow. This is appUcable

be nrn^L^^
^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^"-s ; the hardier kinds of these may

to de^r
^^^•^' ^^^^ between November and March ; it is better

Will hp a^^^^^^^ *^^ ™°^^ tender ones until the spring, when you
A IT ^o^e to see which shoots have been injured by the frost.

hederifSil
'?:'''^--}^^- 1 of your plants is an IpomcEa, probably

willfln^l '
>t requires to be starved, and kept warmer before it

matis w* K"^is not worth the trouble; 2 appears to be a Cle-

Vi:.,tii iv^-^M ^ flower we cannot say what variety; 3 is

aiisweiS^io.f^^" } *^"^ fioestion respecting Clematis az6rea was
Tc^t^^}^^^} ^"^o"«^ ^^e -^'«tices to Correspondents.

<^estJi^fo™±''''r^*. ^^^^^ ^^^'-^^ Psoralea pinnata ; 4. Ley-
talnm^ofen ' '' ^'^^^"^ ericoides

, 6, Eury bia sp. ; 7/Lasiopi.
wretcho^ "^ """

^ 9.Chorozemananuin. fhe others are such
^» 0^t^S«r^"'

;"' '^^ '^
i'

impossible to name them.

^L-^TicTRBm.^"^^^ y°" ^^^ desirous of covering your
thefonow1^rniS.iI«^^^'%'^\'?'''*'^'^

recommend you to purchase
effecttw^ cumbers at a Nursery, instead of sowing seeds to

Huiftqttef61ia, and Eccremocarpus %Q9.h^,-^Evcrsr€€m. Cle-

they would have germniated long before this. Although a re-
gular temperature is preferable, stUl variation, unless carried to
a great extent, is not prejudicial to germination: therefore al-though your bed might be very hot for an hour or two, it would
not prevent your seeds, if good, from growing. It is better to
let the weeds remain for a short time, until you are certain there
can be no mistake. Pekmula sinensis is not difficult to raise,
provided the seed is good. The Ybllow Banksian Rosk will
succeed and bloom on a south wall in North Devon, if the roots
are pruned every season to within two or three feet of the wall.
Your plants of Fichsia fulgkxs which appear like dry sticks,
require more warmth, light, and moisture, to make thtm vege-
tate. No. iO of last year's CAronrWe is out of print ; ifany of our
correspondents possess a duplicate of that Number wc will will-
ingly purchase it at double price.
A Co//ff^^r\s plants- 1, Anemone hortensis; 2, Alonsoa urtici-

fohaj 3,V^stiaIycioides; 4, Deiitzia scabra.
W, W. J.—Your plant is Draba verna.

T. ^i
^'^"'^^.^ "^PP^^ y^^ s^"^ is a remarkably fine specimen of the

Easter Pippin, or French Crab.

..
J^';o-—l^^e best explanatory work upon the Linncan system is" Smith's Introduction to Botany."
Nemo.—The small plant you sent is Chrysosplenium oppositi-

folium
; the larger one. Mercurialis pcrennis.

W. Mr.—Wc should imagine that your suggestion of planting
Strawberries on a bed in a pit heated by hot water would be
a much better method than planting them in pots. The only ob-
jection to It is, that so few people can spare a pit for that purpose
alone. We should feel obUged to any of our correspondents who
may have tried this plan, if they would favour us with their
opinions upon the subject.

F, G.—We would not advise you to leave more than 15 or 16
bunches on your Vine, if you wish to have them of a good [qua-
lity. If you cannot easily procure gypsum, your best method for
preparing night-soil will be to use powdered green vitriol or
weak oil of vitiiol. The manure will then be ready for use in a
few days.
John T/torji.—The plant sold in Covent-garden under the name

of the Lady's Cushion is the Saxifraga hypnoides. The Ko
EGLANTERiAis the Austrian Rosc ] it has not powerful thori._,
and will not be suitable for forming a hedge. The best for your
purpose wiU be the Dog Rose, and its varieties; but Rosa fcrox
has the strongest thorns of any known species.
A. B.— If you wish to have neat and clean Apricot-trkes, you

must remove all fore-right shoots, as in Peaches and Nectarines.
Spurs look very unsightly, even in Pear-trees, and should never
be left on any hut old trees, which have always been pruned after
that fashion, and which it would be in vain now to alter. The
best treatment of Greenhouse Aza'lkas, after they have
flowered, is to pick all the blooms off, and repot them into sandy
peat, with which a triflhig portion of maiden loam may be mixed.
At p. 284 of the Chronicle you will find further information upon
this subject.

Q in a Corner says, " Will any of your correspondents have the
kindness to tell me how to exterminate Black Beetles ? My
house is positively overrun by them, and the more we destroy the
more numerous they seem to become. We have tried the com-
mon beetle-traps, vermilion wafers, hedgehogs, guinea-pigs,
boiling water, and every other destructive remedy recommended,
without elTect. These last few warm nights have brought out
millions of them, and as there appears in their ranks a great mul-
titude of young ones, our prospect for the summer is not very
agreeable. We are not sportsmen : if we were, la Ckasse aux
escarbots might promise much amusement. Joking apart—they
are a very serious annoyance to the whole household, and any
hints for their destruction will be most thankfully received."—
The best information we can give upon this subject will be
found at page 262 of the Chronicle for last year.

J. W. D. and D, A,, Clanmorie.—lt is our opinion that Dahlias
of every colour will flower equally well in the same soil, provid-
ing that soil is suitable. As you have failed to produce fine
blooms, this is our advice with regard to soil and situation, upon
which their success in a great measure depends : —About the mid-
dle of May. when the danger of late spring frosts is over, select
a situation not shaded by trees, but at the same time not too ex-
posed, otherwise the wind will be very injurious to the blooms,
by knocking them about and bruising them. Tf the soil is not
tolerably good, procure some sandy loam from a fresh pasture

j

open the holes two feet square and about one in depth ; fill them
up with the fresh loam, and plant your Dahlias in them; then
mulch round the plant with Usdf- decomposed cow-dung, watering
and staking them directly in the form of a trellis. Take great
care afterwards that the stems and flowers are properly thinned
out, and well secured to the stakes, as they advance in growth

;

and that the blooms are shaded from the sun, during the hottest
hours of the day.

A. L. ilf.—Your plant is Dor(5nicum Pardalianches. Tlie co-
lour of your seedling Polyantlius is very rich, and we think it

will prove a good variety.
E, T, O.—The Epidendrum you sent is a variety of Ep. varie-

gatum

.

i^rw/t'jr.—There is no later edition of the Catalogue of Fruit
Tr££s in the Horticultural Society's Garden than that of
1831 ; but one is in the press, and will soon appear.

J. C. Z..—The four Oncfdiums are all alike, and are On. cartha-
ginense, var. luridnm. The other is Cyrtopddium Andersnuii.
C—We consider it to be very injurious to plants to be con-

stantly watering them with lime-water. The proportion of cvp-
sua to be applied to diflferent manures varies so much that it is
impossible to fix any stated quantity. In applying it to night-soil,
the best way is to keep adding it until the offensive odour is en-
tirely gone.

ififierwta'* plant evidently wants more water, or a larger pot.
We know of no ready means for detecting adulteration in guaxo

;when pure it is the colour of Scotch snuff. Petu'nia superba
will live through the winter in a cold frame, with proper treat-
ment. Theflowerof the Yellow Banksian Rose never attains
more than an inch in diameter. The seeds of Rhouochiton
vOLtr'BiLK require a warm atmosphere to make them germinate.
The Cock's-foot is a coarse grass, quite unfit for lawns. The
NiOHT-SMKLLiNG WALLFLOWER wlH not grow in thc open air.
B. £.—The great objection to Chunk and Arnott Stoves for

greenhouses or vineries, is that it is almost impossible to prevent
the escape of smoke into the house, which is certain destruction
to the young bunches of Grapes. Your allowing the smoke.

next year, as they will soon put forth fresh foliage, and lay up
their necessary secretions. It is quite out of our power to deter-
mine what your plant is in its present young state.
G.F.—Your method of planting out Melons in wet soil isabad

one
J the principal cause, however, of your fruit falHng off is th©

want of sufficient heat in your ridge during the late cold nights.
When your plants have acquired more strength, and the nights
become warmer, you may expect to meet with more success.
A Poor C/f-rA.-Fu'cHsiA BFLESVUSS wUl grow in any tolerably

rich soil, with the usual treatment of greenhouse plants. F. co-
r)'mbiflora is not sufficiently hardy to stand out during the winter
with no other protection than a few leaves. The following kinds

Ta \ 4u'^^^^ ^^^ planting out :- Fuchsia glob 1 major. Clin-

Irn frtsZ
^™P^^^' Riccartoni, grjicilis. virgata, inflata, and

grandiflora superba.

wo^mov^'T^ "^^'^ ^^^^'^^ *° 5'°^ suggestions
; in the mean time

Zt^^Z^^ ^*''" ^^^^ "^^ ''^ "°^ consider saucers with water

convr^P^!tt ^^"^^"'^"J"^ *^^ ^^^"^ of plants, but they ars

caJ^ets!
'"^' ^ '^ '''^*^'' "^"^"^^ "'^^"^^ ^^ ^^'^^ «

^}^n7rlt/J''''^1''li^r y**? * " Working Gardener's Memory.

tl'^e'fooL^u;'^^^^ '" '''' '"^''^ ^^ ^'^"^^ y^^ "^-^ ^^pp^y^o

noiccs'lof^^^^ ^^o^e these
^%\-u\x^'*^^ '

^^^^ tEAVEs of Crocuses should never be cutoff till they are brown
i

if. however, a gardener has .Vstrov^dthe ends of them, that which is left is better tUan nothing Am
manire^'"''"^'''''^''^'^'*'

precisely as the ammotuiin^' stable

A Subscriber from the Commenf^ement.-n is imposwble for usto give any other than general ideas as to the afS^mcnt ofground for a FLowEa.cARDKN. 'Ihc rule to be alwayfobscrv^
IS to let the beds in a formal flower-gaiden, as yours muT*^
take regular geometrical figures-squares, or ovate, or oblonnor polygons, or such forms, and never to be in fancy shancs'
1 he cnnkum-cranknms one sometimes sees never look well anrt
generally are particularly offensive to the eye^of good taste\oui beds may be made on grass, and will look better so than ifon gravel. A few large baskets, say soft, long, on sliirhtlv.
raised rough brickwork, and coiibUucted with rustic materialwould have a good effect, if well managed.

'"^triais,

^/n//j —Thc Caca'lia ARTicur ata is seldom seen in flower- itevidently requires a warm dry situation, and might probably dowell if planted cut in front of a greenhouse in summer. If youkeep It in a room, give it a south aspect, and place it near the
\vindow. None of the species are very ornamental ; C. tnmcn
tosa and C. ficoidea will do very well for a sitting-room but are
not tn be compared to some of the Echev^rias, Mam^illarias
and the Mesembryanthcmnms for this purpose. U the buds in
your Roses are alive they will soon begin to grow: you may
assist them by bending slightly the branch a})Ove where thc bud
IS iijseited. and by syringing them every afternoon and evening

Clew, J ?c.—Some of the plants in yourCoNSBRVATonv mav re
quire different soils from others, but the best way will be tomake up the bed in the centre with a mixture of three-fourth*
brown sandy peat and one of well-decayed leaf-soU and then

H6vca Celsi, Pimclea decussata and hlspida, a double white Ca-
mellia, and Ar&cla vcstita. These will ultimately fill your bed •

iu the mean time you can plant any pretty litUe thing between
them. As Crcepei-s for the back you may take Mandcvilla
suav^iens (if you can plant it in the bed). Hardcnb<irgia niaero-
phylla. Kennedya Marryattai, and any of the half-harriv Passion-
flowers. Wc believe Stephenson's boiler is well adapted for such
a house ; it is highly spoken of.

J. AMI will find some information upon the conversion of
peat into manure in another column.

Ge;=er.—We can suggest no way of discharging ink from zinc
LABELS. Sand-paper will, we presume, remove it. ••Miller's
Dictionary " is out of date, and Martyn's is a bad edition. The
8th edition of Miller is full of plain useful gardening informa-
tion, but of course is deficient in what regards modern practice
Probably "MMntosh's Practical Gardener" will suit you.
John M'Fherson,-^Vt-c do not understand thc meaning of your

question.
W^, H.— It is quite impossible to insert notices of Countrt

Show:^ unless they are sent to us earli/ in the week.
Tyro's ViNKs have yellow leaves, in consequence of his border

being wet and cold. Nothmg can prevent the disease except
thorough drainage.
A. Ti?jsleT/.'~YouT seeds are the Cicer arietinuni, or Cliick Pea-

It is of no value in this country.
A. Pursons,—J\j(\emg from the cut specimen of yourVerbena

we should say it will be^a very desirable variety. There are'
however, others in the nur>crics very like it, which have been
raised from Verbena tencrioides,
H.Faptie.—Vs'Q have nothing to correct. The statement was

perfectly true, as you mi^^f learn, if you knew where to inquire
and as you itt// learn, without inquiry, in course of time.

'

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The overland mail, which reached (own on Tueiday,

brings the Fatisfacfory inteUigeiice that no new disaster

has occurred in Affghanistan, and that a decisive effort

will be made by the Indian Government to retrieve the
previous reverses. Our troops still maintain their posi-

tions ; Gen. Sale continues at JeUalabad, and has sliown
that he requires no immediate assistance by the repulse of
Akhbar Khan, who had attacked the garrison with a con-
siderable force. The other strongholds, Ghuznee, Khelat-
i-Ghilzie. and Candahar, remain in the hands of the Bri-
tish ; and the first great success of the A ffghan chiefs,

instead of serving as a bond of alliance, lias proved a signal

for their disunion. Schah Soojah appears to be in possession
of sovereign power at Cabul ; and there is no doubt that
be acted with treachery during the late events- Gen-
Pollock had not ventured to force the Khyber Pass, but
was awaiting the reinforcements vjnch were proceeding to

his assistance, and with which he was expected to force

the pass in the early part of April. These advices also

bring the gratifying news that the disaster at Cabul was
not so complete as at first represented; many officers arid

men have been heard of since the last accounts ; some had
made their way to Jellalabad, some to Peshavrur, while

many others were known to be alive in the hands 0/ the

enemy. From other parts of India the intelligence is not

of great importance ; tranquillity for the most ptirt pre-

vails, and the disturbances among the Madras Sepoys hnre

been satisfactorily arranged. " Lord fiUenborough ha«

arrived at CalcutU, where he has been prochiimed Gp-

therefore, to enter your Vinery.- wiU have destroyed t^e crop foH J^^^^^'-^^^^^^^.^
'^'^ 5^« ^^"^^ ^T^fhal lantu^eT

the present season; but with care, the Vines may do very well |
from China u satislactory ; om^ torcca aave capiurea,
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idelS^^i^iK^^^ s i n the neighbour- 1 "in the pledges which your Majesty has given to the church
without loss on ourai^., ,,

hood of Ningpo, and Sir Henrj Pottinger appears to be

pursuing the course mo.t likely to bring the war to a

^wwcdy termination, bj rejecting all negotiations with

inferior officers, and insisting on direct communication

'^-rith the Emperor himself.—Our European news presents

few points of leading interest ; in France public attention

has been occupied by the adjourned debates on the Rail-

road Bill, and by the ceremonies observed on the occa-

sion of the King*s fete.— From Madrid we learn that

«ome animated debates have taken place in the Cortes

in consequence of the Regent's signature having been

inadvertently affixed to the contract for the Treasury

bonds ; the Opposition denounced this signature as un-

constitutional, and poposed a vote of censure, which was

negatived by a majority of 10. This result, although in

fovour of the Government, was regarded as a check, and

some changes in the ^linistry are considered probable.

is confined to the proceed-At home, our news

In the Commons, a debate hasings of Parliament,

taken place on a Chartibt petition, signed by upwards of

three millions of persons, in favour of the tive points of

the Charter ; after a long debate, the House rejected,

by a majority of 238, the motion that the delegates be

lieard at the bar in support of the objects of this petition.

The Income.Tax Bill has made some progress; and

though several amendments have been proposed, the

original clauses of the Bill have thus far passed without

modification. Tlie Exchequer Bills Bill has been read a

third time and passed ; and some others of less public

interest have been advanced through their several stages,

Tlie second reading of the Bill regulating the question of

Patronage in the Church of Scotland has been postponed

for six weeks, in consequence of the announcement of

Ministers that they are in correspondence with the parties

principally interested, and do not despair of eflfecting a

satisfactory settlement of the questions at issue.

C<mrt,—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal continue well. The Queen

honoured the Italian Opera with her presence on Saturday

and Tuesday, and the French Plays on Wednesday evening.

Her Majesty and Prince Albert visited the Queen Dowager
at Marlborough House on Monday. The Queen held a

levee at St. James*s Palace on Wednesday, which was
numerously attended. Her Majesty, accooopanied by
Prince Albert, the Prince of Wales, and the Princess

Koyal, left Backingham Pdlaoe yesterday for Claremont,

and will return to town on Tuesday next. On Wednesday
Prince Albert presides at the anniversary dinner of the

Literary Fund, and on Thorsday the Queen will give a

tate ball at Buckingham Palace. Col. Arbutlmot has

relieved Major-Gen. Wemyss in the duties of equerry in

waiting on her Majesty, aud CoL Wilde has succeeded

Col. Bouverie as the equerry in waiting on Prince Albert.

It IS stated in the fashionable circles that her Majesty has

appointed the Dowager Lady Lyttelton governess to the

Princess Royal.

Official Appointments.—The Gazette announces the

appointment of the Duke of Sussex to the office of

Governor and Constable of Winasor Castle, in the room
of the late Earl of Munster.—The Queen has appointed

E. Howard Gibbon, Esq., Mowbray Herald ofArms Extra-

ordinary.— The Ministerial papers announce that the

Earl of Wicklow will receive the riband of the Order of

St. Patrick, vacant by the death of Lord Shannon, and
that the Earl of Bandon will succeed Lord Shannon as

Lord Lieutenant of the County of Cork.
Farliamentary Movements,—The Nottingham Election

Committee have decided that the sitting members. Sir J,

C. Hobhouse, and Sir G. G. de Hochepied Larpent, were
du!j elected for that borough. The latter gentleman,
however, has accepted the Chiltern Hundreds, and a writ
has been issued for a new election.—The Thetford Election
Committee have declared that the Earl of Euston was not
duly elected for that borough, and that Sir J. Flower was
dected and ought to have been returned.—Capt. Plum-
ridge has been declared duly elected for the boroughs of
Penryn and Falmouth ; and the Dudley, Downpatrick,
County of Kerry, Harwich, and Worcester Election Peti-
tions have been abandoned. Lord Alfred Hervey has been
returned for Brighton by a large majority.

Jporeian.
laANCE.—Among the leading topics of interest in the

journals this week, is the announcement of the birth of a
son to the Duke de Nemours, the second son of Louis-
Phiiippe, which event took place on Saturday evening at
the Palace of Neuilly. The Duchess and infant are doing
well, and the young Prince is, agreeably to the wish o*f

tiie King, to have the title of Count d'Eu.
The Kin^s Fete—Sunday, the 1st May, being the

King's/e^e, a levee was held at the Tuileries, at which
the diplomatic body, the Presidents of both Chambers,
and the authorities were admitted to present their respects

to his Majesty, On the preceding evening the Archbishop

rf Paris, accompanied by his clergy, was received bj the

Royal Family. The Prelate^ after congratulating the

King and Queen on the birth of the Count d'£u, referred

with satisfaction to the religious re-action evidenced at

the recent solemnities of Lent and Easter, which he partly

ascribed to the example &&t by the Queen. He then

aipcle of hbhopufor the future. ,* We truit," eaid he,

by the choice of pious pontiffs ; in the assurances which

you have deigned to give to us more than once of your

zeal for religion and your firm determination to protect it.

Confident in your royal word, we trust that at no distant

period it will be possible for your Government to put an

end to public labour on the days consecrated to God, and

that, influenced by this powerful example, these sacred

days will be respected by all Frenchmen." This address

has excited great attention in the capital. The Moniteur

does not publish it at all, the Journal des Dtbats criti-

cises it with some severity, and the opposition papers

bestow unqualified censure on it, as *^a highly improper

manifestation." The Royalist prints, on the contrary,

approve of the address, as' the desecration of the Sabbath

was an admitted evil. Next to the congratulations of

the clergy, those of the diplomatic corps merit most at-

tention. The Marquis de Brignole Sale, as senior Am-

bassador, in his address, observed that "The diplomatic

body, which is a faithful organ of the Sovereigns whom it

has 'the honour of representinn^, is certain of expressing

their real sentiments, Sire, when they assure you of the

wishes which they form for your happiness, and of the

satisfaction they feel in beholding France tranquil and

prosperous under the reign of your Majesty. Those re-

sults, everybody must confess, are due to your wisdom.

They are the more precious, as they mainly contribute to

maintain harmony and confidence between the Cabinets,

and thus become one of the strongest guarantees of peace,

which it is the interest as well as the wish of all to per-

petuate as long as possible." The King replied, "It is

very grateful for me to receive, through your organ, in the

name of the diplomatic body, the expression of sentiments

so analogous to those I myself entertain for the Sovereigns

whom you represent. Deplorable passions are still vainly

striving to shake confidence in futurity, and create alarm

respecting the duration of that good harmony which in-

sures the prosperity of nations. The expressions which

you have addressed to me are well calculated to dissipate

those alarms, and to prove that the peace of the world

rests on a solid foundation." The other addresses offer

no passages of particular interest. The fete was unfor-

tunately ushered in by rain, which continued till the mid-

dle of the day ; the weather, however, then cleared up,

and the public rejoicings passed off satisfactorily.

The Chambers.—The Chamber of Deputies has been

occupied with the adjourned debate on the Railroad Bill.

The general discussion having closed, after several days'

sitting, the Chamber proceeded to consider the various

articles of the project of law. A number of amendments
were proposed on the different clauses, which gave rise to

an animated discussiT)n. It, however, terminated by the

Chamber deciding—1st. that a railroad should be con-

structed from Paris to Belgium, through Lille and Valen-

ciennes. 2. That a line of railroad should be made from

ParU to a point on the coast of the Channel, to be here-

after determined. 3. A railroad from Pau:is to Strasburg

through Nancy. On Saturday, the discussion was re-

sumed on the line extending from Marseilles to Avignon,
and a spirited debate ensued as to whether it should pass

by the Valley of the Rhone or that of the Durance.
The question was ultimately decided in favour of the for-

mer, after a powerful speech from M, de Lamartine in

support of the line through Aries and the Valley of

the Rhone, which is said to have had considerable in-

fluence on the decision of the Chamber. Upon the clause

of the line to this country, an interesting debate took
place ; M. Royer moving that it should be expressed by
" Boulogne, Calais, and Dunkirk," and M. Berryer pro-
posing by ** Boulogne and Calais." M. Teste, Minister

of the Interior, opposed these two amendments, because

he did not consider that Government was in possession of

sufficient data to establish any terminus at present, M.
Berryer, in reply, warmly vindicated the important advan-
tages to be derived from the communication with England,
and argued that no doubt ought to be allowed to exist as

to this line at all events. M. Legrand maintained that

the wording of the paragraph was a sufficient guarantee
to every interest, and the amendments were then rejected,

and the original clause carried. In the course of the de-

bate considerable sensation was produced by the introduc-

tion of a project of law by the Minister, M, Teste, to pro-

long the Rouen Railroad to Havre, on the offers of C.

Laffitte and Co., and the British capitalists, now execut-

ing the Rouen and Paris line. The Bill proposes a loan

of ten millions of francs to the company, at three per cent,

interest, besides a gratuitous subsidy of eight millions of
francs ; the loan to be paid off the tenth year after the

completion of the railroad, by a fortieth part yearly. On
Monday the Chamber voted the paragraph authorising the

construction of a railroad from Paris to Bayonne, through
Tours, Poictiers, Angouleme, Bordeaux, and Bayonne.
The continuation of the line from Bordeaux to Bayonne
was opposed by M. Teste, Minister of Public Works, on
the part of Government ; but it was, notwithstanding,
adopted by a considerable majority. This vote is con-
sidered by the Opposition journals as a Ministerial defeat*

On Tuesday there was a contest between 'the company of
the Orleans line and those of the Versailles roads, which
should continue on to Nantes. The Orleans company,
however, carried their point, being the most powerful in
the Chamber, and the line between Paris and Nantes is to
run along the Loire, instead of proceeding by Chartres
and Le Mans. The same interest carried the vote of a
centrd railroad from Orleans to Clermont, by Bourgea
and Nevcrs.

The Capital. --The funeral of M. Humann took place
on Saturday, attended with considerable pomp and cere-
mony* ^he remains of the ex-minister were removed in
great state to the Church of the Madeleine ; and the first

the church.

sacred service that has taken place in that edifice wag

performed on this occasion. All the Ministers, Officers

of State, and deputations from both Chambers, were pre-

sent at the ceremony, and the military staff of the garri-

son was also called out. The pall was supported by four

of M. Humann's Colleagues in the Cabinet, M. Guizot,

Marshal Soult, Admiral Duperr^, and M. Martin (du

Nord). On reaching the principal fa9ade, the coffin was

taken from the hearse and carried to the gate, where it

was received by the Archbishop of Paris and his clergy,

and thence conveyed to a rich catafalque, in the centre of

Mass was then performed by the parish-

priest of the Assumption, and the absolution was given

by the Archbishop. After divine service, the body was

transferred to a vault, where it was to remain until the

necessary preparations for its removal to Alsace could be

completed. The total absence of the National Guard

from the ceremony had excited some surprise. Marshal

Soult was slightly indisposed during the funeral, and was

obliged to retire before the close of the ceremony. His

illness is said to have been occasioned by exposure to the

heat, but it has not led to any serious consequences, and

the Marshal has since quite recovered from its effects.—

The King gave a grand dinner on Friday to the garrison

of Viucennes, on the occasion of his son, the Duke de

Montpensier's, admission into the army as an Artillery

officer.

Spain.—Our intelligence from Madrid is to the 25th

ult. There have been some animated debates in the

Cortes relative to a signature affixed^by the Regent to the

contract for the capitalisation of the interest of the debt

with Seiiors Heredea and Salamanca ; the Opposition

Deputies contending that this was a most unconstitutional

course. In the sittings of the 22d ult. a motion was

made, demanding that the Regent's signature should be

declared null and void. The Ministry did not defend the

act impugned by the Opposition, but Senor Surra y RuU,

Minister of Finance, took on himself the entire blame of

the transaction, explaining that the contractors had not

required this signature, which had arisen from his having

inadvertently put into a portfolio a paper with others

which the Regent had to sign, and that his colleagues had

nothing to do with it. These excuses of the Minister,

given under strong emotion, were favourably received by

the Deputies ; but a sudden tumult arose, in consequence

of Seiior Lujan, a friend of the Cabinet, attempting to

introduce a motion that the Chamber should take no fur-

ther notice of the question at issue. The Chamber would

not listen to the proposition, and Senor Lujan was obliged

to withdraw it. All the Ministers then rose successively,

and claimed to bear their share in any vote of censure

that might be passed on their colleague, the Minister of

Finance. After a stormy debate, during which the Mi-

nister of War declared that " the explanations given by

the Ministry were sufficient to satisfy all but those who
carried narrow heads and bad hearts," the motion was

rejected by 82 to 72, giving the Ministers a majority of

10. At the sitting of the Cortes on the 23d, theMinister

of Finance announced to the Chamber that the Regent

had issued an ordinance declaring that his signature,

which had been affixed to this treaty, should be considered

as null and void. Senor Lopez took the occasion to make

another strong attack on the Cabinet ; and a second vote

was taken, but his motion was rejected by 91 against 59.

In consequence of this affair, and the check given to the

Ministry, expectations appear to have been entertained of

a modification of the Cabinet ; and a conference which

M. Olozaga, th^ leader of the Opposition, had with the

Regent on the 23d ult., had given strength to the rumour.

There apj>ears, however, to be no foundation for the re-

port ; and private accounts state that no change is to be

apprehended at present, and that the Regent will dissolve

the Cortes rather than part with his Ministry. The jour-

nals state that the Infant Don Francisco de Paula, whose

prolonged residence in the capital appears to have given

umbrage to Government, had been informed that it was

time for him to proceed to Aranjuez and Seville; and

that this notification was accompanied by a remittance of

th^ funds necessary for his journey. It does not appear,

however, that he has yet left Madrid. The cotton ques-

tion was not expected to be brought forward in the course

of the present session, in consequence, as is stated, of M-
Surra y Rull, Minister of Finance, who is a native of

Catalonia, and a deputy from that province, constantly

raising difficulties on the subject, in order to gain time ;

though the majority of the Cabinet are said to be of

opinion that the question should be immediately adjusted.

The advices from Andalusia state that great damage
had been done to the vines, olives, and grain crops, by

the high and dry winds which have lately prevailed, caus-

ing a scarcity of water and provisions. Subsequent intelli-

gence has been received to the 27th ult. It confirms the

previous information as to the continuance in office of the

Gonzales Cabinet, supported as it was by the confidence of

the Regent. In Congress, on that day, the ISIinistry ob-

tained a majority of 8G against 73 on the Bill for the

issuing of 160 millions of reals in Treasury bills.

Portugal.—We have received intelligence from Lisbon
to the 25th ult. The negotiations respecting the treaty of

commerce were temporarily suspended, Lord Howard
having had to refer home for the opinion of his Govern-
ment on a clause proposed by the Duke of Palmella, that

in case the reduction of duties contemplated to be con-
ceded by England to Portugal, in the tariff convention,
should be afterwards extended to any other power, Por-
tugal should have the option of placing everything again

on the same footing as at present. It is understood that

the duty on Portuguese wines would be reduced from
5s. 6{f. to 2*. 6d. per gallon ; that on brandy from 21*. Sa-

to 10*.; and Portuguuese fruit, which no^ pays 7s. 6d.
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of I5. per chest,—The slave-trade treaty remained unset-
tled, on account of the Portuguese requiring the insertion

of a clause tending to limit the duration of the power of
search by England under the treaty, which had not hitherto
been put in such a shape as to justify the British pleni-
potentiary in acceding to it. Baron Lagos's plan of con-
Tersion had been rejected by the Council of State, but its

advocates appear still disposed to press it forward. The
golden rose had been presented by Monsignor Vizzardelli

to the Queen, on the part of the Pope, and the delegate
had received the commandership of the Order of Christ,

and a gold snuff-box set with brilliants, in return. The
Kite, British war-steamer, had put into Lisbon on her
way to Sierra Leone, to order home the vessels of the
Niger esi^edition.

Germany.—Our German intelligence does not possess
much political interest. Private accounts from Vienna
state that the railroads are to be urged on as much as pos-
sible ; and that fifty-six engineers, forming eight sections,

had set out for the north and south, to lay down the lines

from Vienna to the Saxon frontier and to Trieste. Two
months will, it is said, suffice for the completion of
these preparatory labours, and the works are to commence
in August ; but the idea of employing soldiers is said to

be abandoned. It is calculated that the Vienna and Trieste

railroad will be completed in six years The accounts
from Berlin respecting the illness of the ex-King of Hol-
land report favourably of his Majesty's progress, and
state that his situation is improving in every respect. It

is said that the Minister Eichhorn has sent an order to

the synod of the clergy of Berlin to abstain from all dis-

cussions about the bishopric of Jerusalem, the affairs of
which do not at all concern them.—Private letters re-

ceived from Stuttgardt, dated the 21st ult., state that that
city has lately been visited by a great number of persons
of high rank, curious in fire-arms—not only Germans, but
foreigners, particularly English, for the purpose of being
present at the sale of the late Duke Henri de Wurtem-
berg's valuable collection of guns and pistols, containing
a complete series of the various sorts that have existed
since 1650 to the present day from the workshops of the
most celebrated makers in Europe. There are also seve-
ral articles which present an historical interest from hav-
ing belonged to celebrated personages, such as LouisXIV.,
Charles XIL, Turenne, the Duke of Alba, Prince Eu-
gene, Napoleon, &c. Other objects are considered valu-
able from the curious carvings, and incrustations of gold,
silver, ivory, and mother of pearl on them, and from their
ornaments in precious stones. The whole collection is

valued at 400,000 florins.

Hanover.

per chest, would be admitted at the merely nominal duty I Candahar to fKp oflTT t n i i. ^ » , i'
^^^

hfU. per chest,—The slave-trade treaty remained unset- nf T« I' ! Z 7. I
from Jellalabad, and to the 28th was groundless.

—A report, which has been some time cur-
rent, as to the marriage of the Crown Prince with the
Princess Mary of Altenburg, appears to obtain general
credence

; and private accounts add, that little doubt is
entertained of the fact, though no official notice has been
published, which is not expected before the expiration of
the year's mourning for the late Queen, who died on the
29th June last year.

Russia.— Private letters from Moscow, dated the 12th
nit, state that a famous Norwegian runner, Mensen Ernst,
who had been there a fortnight, and who arrived on foot
from Stockholm, has engaged to walk from that city to Je-
rusalem in 30 days. Several Russian noblemen have made
wagers, amounting to 80,000 silver roubles (3'20,000f.)
Wis departure was to take place on the 1st instant; and
he IS to receive 25,000 silver roubles if he succeeds in his
undertakmg,

•
T^^KEY.--Our intelligence from Constantinople, whichM to the 1/th ult., IS not important. Accounts had been

received from Beyrout, dated the 10th ult., bringing unsa-
tistactory news of the state of the Lebanon. Several
J-Tuse chiefs had been seized and put on board a Turkish
garner, off Beyrout, in order to be sent to Constantinople.
ine i^use population had become alarmed, and were arm-
ing

;
but no collision had yet taken place with the Turk-

isn troops, and it was thought that the seizure of the
leaders would render the people powerless. It is said that
tne lurks still show themselves inimical to British subjects
ana interests, m consequence of orders from Constanti-
nople, and matters, it is feared, will not assume a more
mendly aspect while Izzet Mohammed Pacha is at the head

nf^T^ ^" Sy"a. The lateaccounts of the ill-treatment
or fiishop Alexander and his suite at Jerusalem are said toDC wholly unfounded.

IGth'^Y^*
—^^^"^ Alexandria our advices extend to the

wa« of" ,
'

.
'^^y ^""^ ^^ political news. The Pacha

Tt K- ff ^V^^ ^^^*^' ^"*^» according to the last accounts,

m«7i Y ^^^' '^^^ greater part of the troops had just
^arcued out of Alexandria, to assist in clearing out the
lanmoudyeh canal, which has become sboally io many

to tK
f^^^^^^^^arly at the end near Atfe ; and in addition

laee f
°P®' ^^^^^ ^^s *o be an impressment of the vil-

s&ml^ 1^ ^^^ neighbouring districts, to assist in the

woull^^
Some interruption to the transit of the canal

conv
^'^ 'consequence take place, which would prove in-

and o"^^^*" *° ^be passengers passing between Alexandria

KotK-
^^' *be Indian mails coming by land at that part.

arri A^
PO^^tical had transpired of late. A steamer

VRth ^^ *^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ Constantinople, bringing des-

tion f l^^
^^^'^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Highness. The negotia-

exoe
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ tribute and arrears, and the

peases of the war, which last are not mentioned in the
*^^n issued for the restoration of Mehemet AH.-

Y^ ,
^^* ^^ extraordinary express reached town on

Mar. n' ^^^"""^^^^"^S ^^e arrival of the Oveiland Mail at

Rreat^-
^^' The intelligence thus brought, though not of

convV°^^u^^^^°*^®'
^® ^° * certain extent satisfactory, as it

ilkApt -
assurance that no fresh disaster has occurred

^S^aniBtaa, Our news extends to the 18tb Feb. from

of the same month from Peshawur. Sir Robert Sale
Eoamtams his position at Jellalabad, and Gen. Nott at
Candahar; while Gen, Pollock was waiting for reinforce-
ments, v.\uch were daily expected, to force the Khyber
Pass and relieve Sir R. Sale. A report had reached
Bombay that two of the Bengal Native Regiments had
positively refused to enter the Khjber Pass; that they
were aware of the massacre of our troops at Cabul, and
would not incur the same risk. The report adds that Gen,
Pollock had sent for reinforcements of Europeans, under
the supposition that where there are European soldiers to
lead, the native troops would follow. Private letters state
that the troops of Gen. Pollock are animated by a burning
zeal to attack the Afghans. The women of the 44th
went into the 3d Dragoon camp and implored the men to
revenge their murdered husbands, which they have vowed
to do. The scene is said to have been a heartrending one.
Shah Soojah remains at Cabul; and at Ghuznee and
Khelat-i-Ghilzie our troops were guarding still the same
position. The only collision that has occurred since the
destruction of the Cabul army, has been a comparatively
insignificant one at Jellalabad- On the 15th Feb. Akbar
Khan encamped with about 2,000 men on the bank of the
river opposite to Jellalabad. Gen. Sale, however, feared
nothing from his approach, as he had recently added con*
siderably to his stock of provisions, and the walls of the
fortress were in good order, and the ditch around them
completed. A few days after the encampment of the rebel
chief, an earthquake occurred, which was likewise felt

severely at Peshawur, Meerut, and other places, and shook
down two of the bastions, and some portion of the walls.
The buildings in the town sustained considerable damage,
and some of them fell to pieces. Gen. Sale, Col.Monteath,
and Capt. M'Gregor are stated, among others, to have had
very narrow escapes. Akbar Khan, on perceiving the
defenceless condition of the fortress, at once marched to
the attack ; but he was repulsed without great difficulty.

It is stated to have been a short and bloody conflict ; the gar-
rison lost, in killed and wounded, only two grass-cutters and
twelve men ; but the enemy's loss could not be numbered.
The damages done by the earthquake by no means dispi-
rited the garrison, and they were soon actively engaged in
the work of reparation. There had been no further
collision up to the 4th March, the date of the last advices.
About this time, treasure, amounting to 3,000 rupees,
which had been despatched on the requisition of Gen.
Sale, who was much in want of money, arrived in safety.

The conduct of Shah Soojah appears to be extremely sus-
picious

; and the information regarding his proceedings is

by no means explicit. It seems that on the 28th Jan. a
council was held at Jellalabad to take into consideration

Tlie Affghans are collected in force near
Uandahar, and by the last accounts from that place. Gen.
Nott was preparing to move out against them with from
ten to twelve thousand men. It is expected that this force
will speedily defeat the insurgents in its vicinity, after
^hich it will move on to the relief of Ghuznee, and ulti-
mately to Cabul. From the other parts of India the intel-
hgence is not important. Scinde was quiet ; and Burmah
offers no news of interest. The disturbances caused by
the mutiny of the Madras Sepoys have terminated, and
all is tranquil in those districts. There are symptoms of
confusion being likely to break out at Oude, where the old
King IS said to be acting the oppressor, at the instiga-
tion of his minister. Lord Ellenborough, who reached
Calcutta on Feb. 28, was immediately proclaimed Gover-
nor-General, and Lord Auckland had left for England.
China.—Our news extends to the iJth Feb., andisoa

the whole satisfactory. The principal objects effected by
the expedition since our last^dvices have been tl^e capture
and occupation of three towns, Yapao, Tsikek, and Fune-
heva, in a circle embracing 20 to 40 miles from Kingpo
These events took place between the 27th Dec. and l'>th
Jan.

some proposals made to Gen. Sale by his AflTghan Majesty.
The terms of these did not transpire, but it was known
that the matter was referred back again to Cabul. One
letter states that the Shah wrote ** inquiring what the
views of Sir!R. Sale might be, and affirming that he would
not be able to keep his followers much longer quiet,

and that if he received no assistance he must retire to

Loodianah." Some accounts represent him as asking for

money, and saying that he had " no need of troops ;"

while others represent him as having purchased back his

forfeited life and crown by renouncing our alliance, and
admitting the chiefs to his councils. He is said to have
urged the Maharajah to preserve a strict neutrality in
*^ the approaching collision between the AfFghans and
British," in order that, being rendered powerless, we might
be finally destroyed. Akbar Khan also had requested his

assistance in the projected attack on Jellalabad, which he
refused, because that chiefhad not yet tendered his alle-

giance. All these statements, however, are mere rumours,
which appear to require confirmation ; but it seems certain

that Akbar Khan is now acting on his own behalf, and has
no connexion with the confederated chiefs in Cabul. Our
latest accounts from this city extend to the 15th Feb., at

which time all the prisoners there were in good health, and
well treated. Major Paton, the deputy quarterniaste -

general, who was supposed to have fallen, is, it appears,

alive and well ; he had lost an arm, however, in action, on
the 28th Dec. Three officers, Major Sevayne of the 5th
Native Infantry, Capt. Bott of the 5th Cavalry, and Dr.

Magrath of the 37th Native Infantry, who were all sup-

posed to have fallen, are reported to have been ransomed
from the Affghans, and Lieut. Souter of her Majesty's

44th, who was in confinement at a place called Futoo, has,

It appears that the Chinese had been throwing gar-
risons into these places, for tlie purpose of intimidating
the inhabitants of the adjacent districts, and preventing
them from furnishing supplies to the British forces in
Ningpo. It was therefore determined by the Naval and
Mihtary Commanders-in-Chief to dislodge the Chinese
troops, which was effected without any loss on the part of
the English. Mr. Lock, a midshipman of the Blenheim,
was the only person at all injured during the whole scriei
of operations, and he suffered only a slight contusion on
the foot from a spent ginjal ball. Sir H. Pottinger, who
arrived at Hong Kong on the 1st Feb., had abandoned the
intention of attacking Canton. He was then concentrating
all his forces, with the view of directing them on Pekin,
and had refused to negotiate with the Commissioners sent
to him by the Emperor, declaring his determination not to
treat but with the Sovereign directly. Sir Henry had de-
cided on discontinuing the seizure of junks in the Canton
river, and had given directions accordingly. He had also
determined on discharging the transports, and placing the
troops in the harracks building at Hong-Kong for their
reception. All was quiet at Amoy ; the troops have not
been in any way disturbed in their occupation of Koo-lung-
soo, and the inhabitants generally appear well disposed
towards them. The Mandarins have tSiken some European
sailors into their service, at fifty dollars a month, for the
purpose of teaching the Chine^p soldiers the gun exercise.
The commander of a French frigate, Erigone, had been to
Canton, where he was well received by the authorities,
and enjoyed, it is said, the honour of an interview with
the Viceroy and other great men, .

United States.—We have had three arrivals at Liver-

it appears, made his escape, and reached Peshawur. CoL
Chambers, Capts. Blair and Hamilton, of the 5th Cavalry,

Capt. W. Grant of the 2rth Native Infantry, and Capts.

Miles and Bygrove of the 5th N. I., have also been heard

of ; they are in the enemy's hands, and imprisoned in

some fort near Jellalabad. The name of a Capt. Martin
is also mentioned, but no such officer appears to have been
present with the Cabul army. Very few communications
from the other prisoners have been received either at

Peshawur or Jellalabad ; but it does not appear that they
have been ill-treated. Jubber Khan is said to have ob-
tained possession of the child alleged to have been sold in
the Cabul bazaar, and it is now saife. Besides the officers

whose escape is above noticed, the sergeant-major of the
37th regiment, several soldiers both European and na-
tive, some camp followera, &c., have arrived in safety.
The accounts given by these fugitives of the late events,
although imperfect, all point, it is said, to Akbar Khan as
the contriver of the scheme by which our army was de-
stroyed. We have no particulars of the state of affairs
at Khelat-i-Ghil2ie, but the latest letters received from its

garrison state that all is well with them. Ghuznee is well
supplied with provisions, and no apprehensions appear to
be entertained of an attack. A report that the rebels were
busy mining this place at one timeprevailed, but the alarm

pool from New York this week, the Susquehanna, Inde-
pendence, and Virginian packet ships. The advices thus
brought are to the 14th ult." H. M. S. Warspite, haviug
Lord Ashburtou on board, arrived in Annapolis roads on
the 2nd ult., and fired a salute. The arrival of an English
frigate with a special Minister onboard had caused a sen-
sation at Baltimore. His Lordship at once proceeded to
Washington, where he has had an interview with the Presi-
dent, and has been introduced to both Houses of the
Legislature. The journals notice the movements of Lord
Ashburton in the capital, but give no information of the
nature of the communications which have taken place
between him and the Government. The prevalent opinion
at Washington seems, however, to have been, at the date
of the last accounts, that the mission would lead to satis-

factory results. With respect to the disputed territory,
the Governor of Maine intended, it was said, to convoke
an extra session of the Legislature, in order to take into
consideration the propositions of which Lord Ashburton
was understood to be the bearer, for an equitable adjust-
ment of the dispute. His Lordship is described as being
in excellent health. Hogan, whose arrest on a charge of
having been concerned in the Caroline affair took place a
few months ago, and who was discharged in conseq^uence
of an informality in the warrant, has again fallen into the
hands of the Americans. He was arrested at Rochester,
and examined before the police justice, the examination
lasting five days. The evidence was nearly the same as
that adduced upon the trial of Mr. Macleod, except that
a Dr. M'Kenzie deposed, that in a, conversation he
held with Hogan, the latter narrated to him the planning
of the destruction of the Caroline, and stated that he was
one of the party. The Court finally decided that the
warrant upon which he was arrested being granted in a
diflferent State to that in which the offence was committed,
he must be set at liberty. He went to the National Hotel,
where a constable remained with him for protection, until
he could be got away to Canada. The Loan Bill had
passed the House of Representatives, had been read twice
in the Senate, and it seems to be considered certain that
it will be read the third time and passed. The amend-
ment authorising the sale of a 6 per cent, stock, upon the
best terms^ to be obtained, was expected to bring the
money, which, without it, could not have been obtained
while the Land Bill remains unrepealed. The stock is to
be issued, as maybe agreed on at the time of issuing i^
either redeemable after six months' notice by the Treasury,

or for any period of years not exceeding 20, from the Jst

Jan. next. The stock may also, if desired, be made trans-

ferable by delivery, instead of by assignment. The whole

amount authorised to be borrowed is 12,000,000 dollanr.

The Committee on Manufactures have presented a report

to the House on the tariff. The report recommends, or

rather lays, a duty oa woollens of 40 per cent, ad valorem;

on coarse goods, 30 r-er cent, ; on fine goods, a specific

dtttyj m XQikd or Exi^inh iroji, 25 doliara per ton j on
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17 dollars; pig metal, 88
hauimereil, or vSweJish iron,

dollars per Ion ; coal, 1 dollar 60c. per ton.^
^

CAKV0A.-Our advices this week bnng no intelligence

of uiiourtance. Sir Charles Bagot has by proclamation,

further prorogued Tarliament til! the lOth May, and then

not to meet for the despatch of business.

Wkst iNDfES AND SoLiH AMEaicA.— \\ c havc

received Jamaica papers to the 5th March. The prospects

of the sugar crop are represented as favourable, but those

of coffee are less so. The planters have been seriously

interrupted in their operations by strikes among the

negroes for higher wages. British ships of war, arrived

at Kingston from New Granada, had brought intelligence

of the complete restoration of tranquillity in that republic,

—Advices have been received from Buenos Ayres to the

9th Feb. There had been a severe battle in the interior

between the Monte Videans and the Buenos Ayreans,

which had resulted in favour of the foimer.

Denman
Baptists*
measurq

^Barlinmcnt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Mondap.—After the presentation of petitions, Lord
withdrew his motion for the second reading' of the

Affirmation Bill, that he might have time to frame a
which would include in it» exemption the members of other re

ligious sects who had coiiscicntious objections to taking an nath.

Lonl Bkougram, in pursuance of notice, then moved that a

message should be sent to the House of Commons for copies of

any reports that had been made by Election Committees, with
the view of obtaining^ information which wonld the better enable

their Lordshlii- to consider the state of the bribery laws, and the

practices which had grown out of their constant violation. He
then, after briefly noticing: the cases of Sudbury and Ipswich, and
deprecating the hasty distranchidemcnt of these boroughs upon
the mere lecommenUation of the committees, proceeded to pass
\n review all the legislation of the last eight years on the subject

of frauds at elections, and animadverted with severity upon the
system under which the committees were at present constituted

—a system, he said, according to which tiie judges of each court
were of absolute necessity more or less parties to the case they
at to decide. He called upon those who had weight with the
other House to put an end to this anomaly, and upon their Lord-

)

ships, as the guardians of the purity of Parliament, further to

prosecute the Inquiry which their committees had entered upon.
The Lord Chanckm-or apprehended that the application

would be evaded by the Hou^e uf Commons, who might consider
such a message an interference witli their privileges; and Lord
Brougham accordingly withdrew his motion.
The Earl of Wicklow observed that measures mi^ht probably

be sent up from the other House which would render the inform-
ation sought by the noble and learned Lord necessary to that
House ; and in that case he hoped he would renew his motion.
Viscount Can'Terbury explained the principles on which the

House of Commons would probably act in the case of such an
iy;>plication being made to it. He concurred in the propriety of
postponing the application until the information should be re-
quired aa a ground of legisl^ion ; and when necessary for this
purpose, he had no doubt it would be cheerfully afforded.

Tuetdfip.—The Soap Duties Bill passed through committee, and
was ordered to be read a third time on Friday. Several petitions
were presented, among wUicU was one, presented by Lord
Brougham, siirntMl by the President of the I'rovisional Council
of the National Complete Suffrage Vnion, Mr. Sturgc. This
body was composed of 100 delegates fromi a great meeting held
at Birn)ingham. He moved that it be read at the table. The
petition, which was in substatice the same as that presented in
the other flouse by Mr. T. l^uueombe. was then read by the clerk.
The L<»nD CHAVCEttoa, in reply to questions from Lord

Campbell, said that the Lunacy Bill had been read a first and
second time, and it liow stood for committal, and he intended
that it -hould be committed on Monday. The Bankrupt Law had
been read a first and second lin^e, and he should move that that
also be committed next week. With respect to the Local Courts
Bill, so many contlicting interests were to be reconciled, that
although tiie Bill was ready, he could only hope that it would be
proceeded with immediately after the recess. The Ecclesiastical
Courts Bm was prepared, but it was thought that it should be
introduced in the other House.
JV/rfay.—After some conversation on the employment of young

children in coUieries, Lord Broi/gham brought forward his
measure for the regulation of Election Committees, and proposed
the appointment of a committee of either House to take evidence
on the subject. After a discussion of a somewhat personal
character, between the Marquis ofNormanby and the Marquis of
Londonderry, on the appointment of Magistrates, the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Satvrdaff —The House met at 2 o'clock, to consider a motion

made on Fdday night by Mr. Thesiger, with a view to the dis-
charge of Mr. Mabson, who was in custody under the order of the
Southampton Election Committee. Mr. Thksicer, in bringing
forward his motion, spoke at some length. He said he should
wave the consideration as to the conduct of the witness before
the conamittce, and would merely call the attention of the House
to the validity of the proceedings under which the alleged con.
Imnpt arose. He wished to point out the view he had taken, after
the most anxious consideration, of the warrant under which this
party had been mippoaed to be compelled to attend before a com-
mittee of the House, assembling in the present session of Parlia-
»ent. and which, he contended, was not a valid warrant for that

t^*I^«?/^; ''l''''^
' ^'^^»"cd by the Speaker for the last, and not

V^Jl1f^}^^i''''\J^''''' ^'"^^^ ^*°*- therefore, be a contempt

f^^-^i** ^l
^^^ ""^^5^ refusing to produce papers which were

^?? wtH" ^u T''".*^^.
^^''- Thesiger concluded by moving thatMr. Mabson be forthwith discharged.

^

^J^
^'YXN seconded the motion, and several members snokeon the subject, all being of opinion that as the vSy ofthlSpeaker's warrant, for disobedience to which he had bS^ Lm!imtted, was doubtful, the prisoner ought forthwith t^L^Ichai^d. The motion of Mr. Thesiger to that effect and a snWHuent motion that the witness be ordered to attend thrcommme;

•^^i^^rl,^^:'
"^"^ '^^"

^i*"^*^^ ^^*^«"t a division. In the courseof the debate, an angry discuaaion arose relafive to the Droceedin^!
of the Southampton Election Committee,^^een>ulSdand Mr. flutt, which terminated by the atter elntlem^ be^^
called to order by the Chair.

if«"ueman oemg

Mondat^.—Tiie Reading Election Committee reported that the
Bitting members, Charles Russell, Esq.. and Vicount CheUea had
been duly elected. '

The Lords' amendments to the Severn Navigation BUI were
agreed to, and the Bill passed. The St. Philip's (Bristol) Brid«re
Bill, and the Oosport Pier Bill, were readathird time and passed
The Stourbridge Roads BUI was read a second time, and ordered
to be committed.
Mr. T. DvscoMBB presented the Chartist petition signed by

upwards of three million persons. The petition, vvliich, on being
unrolled to admit of its entrance through the doiirway, covered
the floor of the House, consisted of upwards of lOO clausea, detail-
'Ing various grievances and distreaaea of thepeople. It complained
of taxation, and particularly of the liational debt^ of the contrast
between the luxury of the rich and the poverty of the working
Classes j of the existing restrictions on popular meetings, the
^Qlice^ and the standijjg army. It cailedin question the necessity

of an Established Church, the expenses of a Royal family, and
complained of the general monopoly of property. But the prin-

cipal subject of the petition was on the present state of the

repreficntation, and to this the remedial measures asked for are

especially addressed, viz: Ballot, universal suffrage, annual

parliaments, stipendiary Members of Parliament, a division of the

country into equal electoral districts, and the repeal of the union

with Ireland. The petition having been read at length, Mr.

Duncombe said that he should bring the petition under the con-

sideration of the House on Tuesday, and moved that it be printed

with the votes, which was ordered. _ '. ^ ^i.

The Speaker informed the House that the petition agamst the

return (or the bon ugh of Dudley had been abandoned.

The House having resolved itself into committee on the Income

Ta.\ Bill, Mr. Humk took the occasion of the fourth section to

make some animadversions upon the constitution and functions

of the Land-tax Commissioners, who, he thought, should not be

intrusted with the appointment of the commissioners for the

purpose of this act. He disclaimed all desire to interpose

unnecessary delay.
, , , .. ^ -m.

Sir R. Pkbl defended the arrangement, and observed that if the

office of Commissioners of Land-tax required alteration, such

alteration was required with reference to other matters as well as

to the income-tax ; but that an alteration so general could not

fitly be made in a temporary enactment like the present.

Many clauses of the bill were then successively passed without

debate. On the 23rd Mr. Rokbuck said, he should have preferred

to let each'man make his own return on oath. He thought that

by that plan people's vanity would be called into action, and so

they would often be willing to pay even more than they w^ere

strictly liable for.

Sir R. Peel doubted whether, if he took such a course with

such an object, he might not be deemed an accessory to the delu-

sion hitended by the parties thus swelling their returns.

The bill proceeded without'discussion upon any of its provisions;

until the enactment regulating the time at which the payments

of the tax are to begin, when a long and desultory conversation

took place on the clause which imposes the tax on all dividends

and shares of the amount specified, which arc payable after the

5th of April, 1842, Mr. Humk moved as an amendment that when
such dividend or share shall accrue half-yearly or yearly, it shall

only pay the tax on such an amount of the dividend or share as

may have accrned after the 5th April, 1842.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer opposed the amendment
on the ground of the public inconvenience that would arise from

adopting it. The committee then divided, when there appeared,

—For the amendment, 85 ; against it, 159; majority against the

amendment. 74. In the second branch of schedule C, exempting
stock in the names of trustees applicable to the repairs of any
cathedral, college, church, or chapel, it was proposed to add the

words *• or other place of worship." The Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer promised to consider the principle of this suggestion.

Mr. Baring then moved a clause exempting the dividends of

foreigners not resident in her Majesty's dominions— a species of

income which he thought it a breach of public faith to touch.

The whole annual amount to be drawn from that source was
only about 10,000/. a-year. Mr. Pitt had not thought it necessary

to exempt British fundholders, because, having a right to call

upon them personally, he had a right also to take their property
where he could find it ; but Mr. Pitt, feeling that he had no right

to call personally upon foreigners not resident in the British do-

minions, did not think himself justified in taxing their funded
property, after the pledge given by Parliament that the funds
should not be the subject of taxation. Mr. Baring concluded by
beseeching the Honse to lean to the side of faith, and to consider

that the foreigners were unrepresented and helpless in the British

Parliament.
Mr. GouLBURN said, that if he conceived the matter to imply a

breacb of faith, he would not rise to defend it. He considered,
however, that when foreigners placed their property in the Bri-
tish funds, they obtained all the advantages of British security
and prosperity, and ought to contribute to those objects in pro-
portion with the other possessors of British property,

Mr. LABOucHKaE protested against the doctrines of Govern-
ment in this matter, and hoped they would re-consider their opi-
nions. He read the names of several leading merchants of Lon-
don subscribed to a petition praying for this exemption, and he
alluded to the danger that the Cnited States might follow out a
bad example, to the prejudice of our own fellow-subjects pos-
sessing property in the American funds.

Sir R. Pkkl admitted that the sum in question was small, and
that if it had been very large, it would not be worth taking at a
risk of the public faith j but bethought the public faith by no
means compromised. W'liatever other property the foreigner
might possess was taxable ; why should his funded property be
exempt? He could understand the argument against touching
funded property at all

J
but if it was to be touched at all, there

was nothing in any statute to protect the foreigner more than
the British subject. The funds had been greatly raised by British
exertion; surely all the public creditors ought to contribute alike
to the common benefit. The foreigner might just as well ask an
exemption for his railway shares. He believed the reasons which
induced Mr. Pitt and Mr. Fox to exempt foreigners during the
war, were reasons of prudence rather than of justice— reasons
founded on the expediency of attracting to this country those
capitals which, in the then precarious state of the world, were
seeking some safe place of investment.
Mr. Hume saw no reason for exempting the foreigner rather

than the British subject.—Mr. Mastkrman briefly objected to the
exemption} Mr. Hawes supported it. Mr. Baring replied, and
the Committee divided: For Mr. Baring's amendment, 40:
against it, 203; majority, l63.

The Chairman having reported progress, the House then re-
sumed, ajid the other orders of the day were disposed of.

Twe^rfa^.—Mr. C. Wood presented the report of the Penr>-n
and Falmouth election committee, declaring that Capt. Flumstead,
the sitting Member, had been duly elected.
The Lords' amendments of the Ormsby Enclosure Bill were

disagreed to, and a committee of conference was appointed on
the motion of Mr. "VVaklkv. .

'

Sir R. Pebl, in reply to a question from Mr. Hume, stated that
Capt. Elliot is consul to Texas, but at present in this country not
receiving salary-, his departure being delayed until he shall have
completed certain explanations relating to transactions in Hong
Kong.—Mr. Hume gave notice that he should submit, on an early
day, whether Capt. Elliot, underpresent circumstances, is aproper
person to be sent out.

Sir R. Pekl, in reply to a question from Mr. French, expressed
his hope that the new Government of Portugal, in conformity
with its assurances, would speedily provide for the payment of
those claims of British officers which had been established by the
mixed commission.
Mr. T. Buncombe then rose, in pursuance of notice, to call the

attention of the House to the *' National Petition." presented byhim on the preceding day. He quoted precedents in favour of
the prayer of the petitioners to be heard at the bar of the House
in support of the allegations contained in the petition

; gave a
sketch of the history of Radical opinions, which he considered tobe Identical with what was called " Chartism" in the present

TV ^u Ji^^^^^^'^
^^at, owing to the frustration of the Reform

^«^J .

/^°"^® Y^^ considered to be more profligate and moreai3^>aed to class-legislation than even the unreformed House of

amni?TftS\«**^ *f"^
*^^^ *^°^« ^^° ^^^ ^'^^ued the petition

^t^Tft ^'^ "*^^ly3.SOti,000i that there were 600 bodies asso-

acaufsit o'rnftT*
*^'. ^^P^^y.^^ promote an agitation for theacquisition of thoae nghts which they considered to have be-Wed to them under the old constituHon of Englai.d, aud tohave been unjustly taken from them ^ and there were more than

100.000 persons now subscribing each a penny a we?k tow^
that agitation. He entered lnto%articuiab of the dtstreas a^
fered m some of the manufacturing towns, and enlarged upon

the extent and intensity of the feeling now prevalent among the

operative classes in favour of Chartism. Could such a state of

things continue ? ^Vould not the House at least consent to grant

the hearing now prayed for ? It w^ould not occupy more than
two days; but if it occupied ten, it ought to be permitted.

Mr. Lkader seconded the motion. The House, he was sure,

could not doubt either the numbers or the sincerity of the peti-

tioners. At all the public meetings held within the last 12 months
the points most exciting to a great part of the audience had been
those which bore any reference to Chartism. He concluded by
pressing on the House the necessity of allowing the petitioners a
hearing.—Dr. Bowring thought that a pctitionmore numerously
signed than had ever been presented to the House was well enti-

tled to consideration.—Mr. Fikldbn advocated the motion, and
besought the House to hear what the petitioners had to say.—
After some observations from Sir J. Easthopk, who, though he
would not sanction the principles set forth by the petitioners,

was still desirous that they should have a hearing,

Sii- J. Graham disclaimed all notion of treating the petition as
a fit subject for ridicule j but the question was one of general
policy, and he could not consent to hold (mt a hope which he
knew would be unavailing. He therefore felt it his duty to resist

the motion.
Mr. Macaulay could not conscientiously vote for the motion.

He declared that his mind was made upon the political principles

of what were called the ** Charter," with several of which he
cordially agreed, and for which he had voted, such as the ballot,

and the abolition of the English qualification for members of the
House. But he was entirely opposed to universal suffrage, not
on any mere doctrine of finality, but on grounds involving the
sanctity and security of property; and so regarding it, he drew
from the petition itself opinions which, if held by a large majority

of the electoral body, would lead to the extinction of the national

debt, and a sweeping confiscation of property. No wise govern-
ment could attempt to do all that the petitioners asked for; there

had been for years a systematic attempt to persuade the people
that Government would do for them what no Government could
do—give manna from the clouds, or multiply the loaves aud
fishes; w^hereas,in truth, the Government, instead of being able to

provide for the people, must ever be itself dependent on them.
If, concluded Mr. Macaulay, the people should ever obtain

absolute power—as they would with universal suffrage—they
would proceed, through universal spoliation, to try to realise

projects of amelioration ending in general ruin. There had been
many a great convulsion in the w^orld ; but the further one looked
towards such a system as that itwas proposed to establish, the best

thing that he could see as likely to be one of its eflfects would be,

that some strong military despotism w^ould inevitably rise from
out the struggle that would take place, in order to give some sort

of security to the country. But if they fl.attered themselves that

they would ever see again the institutions of the country restored,

they greatly deceived themselves. He was convinced they would
not, neither would they desire to see them ; whilst neighbouring
nations would point with contempt at the wrecks of that great

prosperity which had been their glory and their admiration, and
would say, ** England had institutions—institutions which con-
tained within themselves the seeds and the principles of improve-
ment; and those institutions she threw wantonly away, for no
other reason than because asked to do so by persons who told

her, at the same time, that they would use such concessions for

her ruin."
Mr. Roebuck said.he would not form his opinions ofthe working

classes, or their demands, from the trashy wording of the petition.

He admitted the folly of the language subscribed by these peti-

tioners : the document had been drawn by a cowardly demagogue

;

but he did not think this proved the people unfit to have any share

in the franchise. The unrepresented people were as enlightened
as the present electoral body ; and the present body left property
still secure. What could be a stronger proof of their peaceable

disposition, than that on this very occasion three powerful millions

of people had asked quietly, and as a favour, what they firmly be-

lieved to be their absolute right ? He would own that he did not

mean to content himself with a hearing or an inquiry ; he wanted
the charter itself. He believed the best Government for the

people would be the Government of the whole people ; and there-

fore he should support the motion.
After some remarks from Lord F. Egerton against the motion,

Mr. Hawes said that, though he was friendly to progressive and
practical reforms, yet in the present state of the country's educa-
tion he was not prepared to concur in the objects of the Chartists.

—Mr. Hume criticised the speech of Mr. Macaulay, and defended
the petitioners against the charge of aiming at the robbery of the

public creditor. He enlarged upon the existing distress of the ma-
nufacturing districts, and expressed his belief that its future re-

currence would be prevented bv the measures indicated in the
charter.—After some observations from Mr. Waklev, who com-
lilented on the silence of the Ministerial party, aud supported at

some length the prayer of the petitioners.
Lord J. Rt'ssELL said he was induced, by the importance of the

petition, to express at once his respect for the petitioners and his

abhorrence of the doctrines which the petition contained. It had
been assumed that the adoption of those doctrines would remote
the existing distress; but that he must deny. Let the House
reflect upon the consequences of inquiring whether faith should be
kept With the public creditor, and the property in land preserved

!

The very announcement of such a proceeding would create a
general alarm, would occasion the departure of capital,' and the
diminution of the funds for employing labour. It was clear that
the author of the " Katioiial Petition" contemplated the sweeping
away of the National debt; and though, if the case w-ere fairly

put to any given assemblage, and they saw the ruin which would
be inflicted by such a confiscation, especially on widows and
orphans, they would repudiate the notion ; yet it was not so clear

that under universal suffrage they might not be deluded into

approval of the abolition of the debt. Universal suflTrage might
be fit for the United States, but not for a country Uke England,
where the accumulated property of a long-established aristocracy
held out too tempting a prize to a distressed people. He agreed
with Mr. Roebuck that the real question was not the hearung, but
the charter. Whatever speeches might be made at that bar, he
should give his vote against these proposals : and he believed the
best course was to explain at once to the petitioners that their

suggestions went to shake the property and unsettle the Govern-
ment of the country, and that the hearing prayed for must be
decidedly refused.

fa i
^

Six R. Peel would not shrink from a direct opposition to this

prayer. He would not grant a delusive hearing, which he knew
must end in a refusal. He would not awaken hope, to superadd
disappointment. The petition was an impeachment of the whole
consutution and social order of these kingdoms. Was the whole
business of the country to be suspended while the House inquired
wnether it would be fitting to spunge out the debt and repeal tne

K*^*?J T.-^^*^
^^^^» ^^^' "P«" a petition which had been descnbea

ilu I\
^o^^^ck himself as the M-ork of a cowardly demagogue .

ithad been said that the people respect the law. Why? Because
they believed in its justice-because they knew it to be a lawjor
the poor as well as for the rich. The character of our people had
been formed under the very laws and institutions of which this

petition contained the impeachment. He concluded with a pane-
gyric on those laws and institutions, and an expression of his conu-
nence m their efl5cacyfor the permanent welfare of the country.

^i^^ so'^e other members had made a few remarks, Mr. O CoN-
\M»said that he should vote for the hearing, not because there-

Tr,.r./ • f ""*°" ^'^s proposed in the petition, with which docu-

^it^'i'i'^'^^^'
^^ ^'** "<^t wish to mix himself, but because he

wished to see the suffrage extended. Mr. Duncombe replied,

ll^l^.l .^} ^^ ^^^ '^ow the petitioners were about to be treated,
and that if after that they ever condescended to approach tne
House again, he would have nothing to do with them. He demed
tne construction put upon this petition. The House then divided

.

«e»nsr the hearing, 2S7 j for it, 49 : majority, 238,

p«wb
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The CivU BiU Decrees (Ireland) Bill, the Turnpike Trusts fire

land: Bill, and the Exchcquer-Inlls BUJ, were read a third timp
and passed. The Victoria Park Bill, and the Knightsbridge andKensinptou Openings Bill, passed through committees The other
orders of the day were then disposed of.

Wedne^idnt/.—MT, Haytkr, as chairman of the Xottin-ham
Election Comnnttee reported-- That Sir J. C. Ilobhouse and sS
G. G. de ITochcpied Larpent were duly elected "
On the motion for the third reading of the Northern Union

(Kewcaslle and Darlington) Junction Railway Bill, Mr FiELDiVr
moved, that clause 333, which proposes to give powers to eiP^ht
different railway companies therein named, to do thiiitrs not an
thorised by their respective acts of incorporation, and for which
powers they have not applied to Parliament, be expunged from
the Ijill.-Mr. H. Hixije opposed the motion. A short discussion
ensued, and the House divided:— for Mr. Fielding's motion 0-
against It, 105; majority, 105. The Bill was then read a thirri
time and passed, "

The Kingston Roads Bill, and the Greenock Harbour Bill were
also read a third time and passed.

'

Mr. Pakixcton, as chairman of the Thetford Election Com
mittee, reported that the Ear] of Eustoii was not duly elected and
that Sir J. Flower was duly elected, and ought to have been re
turned. The Clerk of the Crown was ordered to attend on Thurs
day to amend the return.
The SrEAKEn acquainted the House that the Downpatrick

Harwich, and Worcester Election petitions were abandoned '

The Ellesmere and Chester Canal BiU was read a third time and
passed.

On the motion of Mr. Pakixgto.v, John Thurston, who had
been committed to Newgate by the Ipswich Election Committee
was ordered to be discharged from custody.

'

Mr. Ban'kes moved that the Special Petty Sessions Bill be read
a second time.— Sir J. Graham opposed the Bill, and moved that
It be read a second time that day six months. The amendment
was agreed to without a division.
On the order of the day for the second reading of the Church

Patronage (Scotland) Bill, Sir J. Graham stated that in conse-
quence of certain communications, Government had resumed
the discussion of this question with the parties principally in-
tercsted, and,>vithout seeking to indulge himself, or to induce
the Hnuse to indulge, in too sanguine expectations on this sub-
ject, he felt bound to declare that he did not despair of those
communications leading to a satisfactory settlement of the ques-
tion. He, therefore, asked his hon. Friend to consent to a post
ponementof tJie present measure.'—*Mr. CAJiruELL. on that in-
timation declared his willingness to postpone the second reading
of his bill for SIX weeks, in order to see what the intentions ofGovernment were.
Mr. F. Maulb expressed his surprise at this course. As far as

he could gather from Sir J. Graham, the Goveinment measure
would be a reproduction of that of the Eail of Aberdeen, whichhad been repudiated by the people of Scotland. It seemed to him
that a compromise had taken place j and as he did not believe
that Government had changed their minds, or intended to brine:
in a more comprehensive measure than thatt)f Lord Aberdeen
he would not agree to any delay, but insisted that the second
readuig of the bill should forthwith take place.-Mr. Campbell
denied with some warmth that he had been overruled, or hadwithdrawn his bill.-After some observations from Mr. A BCOCHRANE, Mr. P. M. Stkwart declared his conviction that theUovernment measure would turn out to be Lord Aberdeen's bill,

fn r.r^f.^l^^^^'l^'^
^^^""^^^ ^* *^^ ^°"^s^ adopted by Mr. Campbel

nrni.1? f «"^.i'' »!f^^P?^'e ^'^^ bill.-Mr. WALLACE said that the

S™c !''^^-^'.'u
<iesired tohavc the power of electing their own

ihnU?fJ f

If therefore he supported the bUI, it would be with

m.Vi I f
' ""^ carrying it farther than it went—Mr. E. Ellick

lo^^nTr^J^ ^ ^^^"^ the course of preventing a member from

Ictu^^^^
attempting anything himself. The sole motive which

d?Sce? to u^^^^^ ^ '^^^^^ ^° '"^^^^ ^^^'^ unfortunate

vScat?on^?r^^'''*'
they were encouraged by voluntary com-

mone^o^^^^^^^^
^.^'' ""^ ^^-^^ ^^'^'^^ ^" Scotland. If there were

allXlS m^^
this question, with the general acquiescence cf

thepS L tr?A^^^^^
^^^ j"^^ ^^Shts of the Church and

dtcHn on i/ ^ ^"^ "^"^^ ""'^^^^ ^°^ ^^''^^^ ^^ ^ premature

ponement n? ^u7^''
R^herford did not think that the post-

^^l^i?!!''^ ?f;t^*^
discussion would tend to a settlement of the

iiri'^l^-!;?^,^"* ^^^^^ to legislate on the principles of

309

HHS"'"^^^ I IV' ^^^^^
""'r''-

^^^^^"^' ^^'^^^^' J^^^^' ^' ^^-^^"«

we?e"S . Jf"''^'**'^^^^^'*
'^ which the names and number; ^^edgrave, Herbert, Rothwell, and Grant; Mr. Haydon

fro^.A^t^^^^^'^/^^^.^'^^^ch It appeared that of the 1,026 magis- bas two historicai compositions, and Mr. Martin some of
ortioiis. lln^ li^ci^^n^: *: .: »» -^r i i i .nnot

trates nominated by the late Government, the proportion
any add
ulation,

and"Sh'"twVn^^^'^' '° '"^'^^ ^'^"^'^ "°* "^^^^ «">• additions,

these :\vH,l'';'^!^°!!!.^!^^ ""^'^''"^ '^}° ^^^ calculation.
Whig.Radicals. ;43 j Couscrvatives, 226. Fi

were

f

rn^M^'T '.^S'"'^'
'".'^^^^ «f ^'-«6- ^-435. The right hon. Barom

redrl« > ^^'
'^J^-"^'

^^'^^ ^^ ^^" there was an e?il that called for

mfff H K 1^-^^ ^^''I
unequal distribution of the magistracy, com-

which justice was prostituted in the boroughs of England; and
lie, therefore, was prepared to vindicate his conduct, either ge-
nerally or specifically, with respect to the use which he had midcof the prerogative of the Crovm, in tempering and moderating
this injustice. He had not, whatever might have been the cha-ractcr of his appointments, the merit of recommending any onewho had been convicted of treason- he was not responsible forhaving made John Frost a magistrate.
Mr. F, Maule expressed his astonishment that a Home Secre-tary should venture in the House of Commons to make the asscr-tionthat justice had been prostituted in the boroughs of Eng-

land. He called m question the accuracy of the list which hadbeen read by Sir James Graham, and endeavoured to show that,
in several instances, he had destroyed the previously-existing
balance of parties, and had converted the magistracy in these

tl?J "^l"!
^ P'>' «'^^-Several Members then spoke, each ad

drcssinghis observations with reference to the particular place

h/i w.iV^^'"?'?'^^'*' ?"^ ^^'^ °^j^^t of each being, according tohis localknowledge or information, to vindicate or criminate the

Tv^ S.T'^I*r"^!u^ i''
*^^''' ^^^isterial' appointments. -Mr. Wak-

LfcY regretted that so small a motion should be the basis of soarge a question. He thought that the substance of Sir J. Gra-

iif^if ""f^V
'^ *^*^ niotion was neither more nor Icps than this.that he had attempted to cure one evil by another. Political con-

siaerations in judicial appointments operated disastrously on the
interests of the country

; and he hoped Government would avoidthem as much as possible in their future appointments.
birK. Peel, after pointing out various modes in whi^, ...^motion might have been framed in order that it might have given

greater weight to the debate, said that Government did not vin-

w>\ *i
appointments on the score of political partisanship.With the present constitution of our society and institutions, itwas impossible to keep the magistiacy free from political impu-

tation; butit was necessary for the satisfaction of the publicmmd that the magistracy should not be composed almost wholly
of one political party. The present Government, in altering a
proportion which, in the cases of most of the larger towns, andmany of the smaller ones, was glaringly unjust, were merely try-ing to equalise the number of magistrates from the two parties,
instead of giving the preponderance to one ; and they, therefore,
rested their vindication, not on the plea that because their prede-

New Houses of
The sculpture

the late Sir F.

and busts, by

ch the

his imaginative paintings. Messrs. Mulready and Allen
exhibit but one picture each ; that of the latter being a
large composition representing the battle of Preston Pans-
Mr. Turner has also contributed several works in his pe-

^f k^'^vt^^^'
^nthe miniature room there are a number

of highly-finished pictures ; and in the room appropriated
to architectural designs, several plans and elevations, and
some views of the Royal Gallery, of the
Parliament, and of St, Stephen's Hall.
room contains two unfinished worlds of
Chantrey

; and several figures, groups, ^.. .
Messrs. Bailey, Westmacott, Wcelces, and Smith.

The National Pelxtioiu—'MoiA^y being Ihe day ap-
pointed for the presentation to the House of Commons of
Uie ^atlonal Petition in favour of the five points of the
Charter, advantage was talven of the opportunity by the
Chartists to malce a demonstration of Uieir strength. At
an early hour large bodies assembled in various quarters
ot the town; and soon after nine, the streets leading to
Linccln s-inn-fields were thronged with members of vari-
ous Chartist a.^sociations, all proceeding towards the
place of rendezvous, where it was computed that upwards
of 20,000 persons were assembled. The time appointed
for tlic formation of the procession was one o'clock, about
which time the members of the convention arrived. Tliey
were preceded by the petition, which was of great size,
borne on the shoulders of 16 men, selected from the dif-
ferent trades in the Metropolis. It was carried on a kind
of portable stage, covered with ribands, and otherwise
decorated

;
and on the front was placed a placard, from

which Jt appeared that the number of signatures was
3,317,702. The procession then formed and marched in
order to the House of Commons. The [letition was placed
in front, and after it came a large black f?ag, bearing on
one side the inscription, '• Murder demands Justice, 19th
August. 1819;" and on the other, a representation of
the Manchester massacre. Another flag was inscribed,
"We require justice before charity— the People's Charter,
and no surrender !

" and on the other side of it, '* Every

tration of justice to compose the magistracy of more' tC ono
^'^^^^'^^

? ^^^ "^^J it please God to give man knowledce

question.

i^otlandvvhich tn V^'^.^'°"''' "^^^^ ^ ^^^'^^^ "' fl'e Church of

time to Gover,,^oi?f
expressed themselves in favour of affording

syre -ThrHo ,Tp ?^
to enable them to bring forward their mea-

* „ .'ltf?°''^1
then divided, when there appeared for the im-mediate rparlmn-^ff»,„TjM,i "licu Liiere appearea lor cne

• Affer some n?W H
^'"' ^^= fo"" postponing it for six weeks. 131.

discussion^n thi I
business of little importance, the adjourned

quire into thp " ^PP^'"^"^^"* of Mr. Ferrand's committee to in-

s" em '^as re.u^pH™* °^ Y,«^^^." °^. "» other words, the truck

of^nmenAoTv,.'-^'^^^''-^- ^'"'"" ^=^^1 the attention

commUtee -Sir ^
the importance of a proper constitution of the

cfStateforthe Hn,?. n"^^^"^^'^^''^'^
that the Under Secretary

Cobden shoulri h»Tf
department, Mr. Manners Sutton, and Mr.

versaHon the lh!^^^'"'' °".*^^ Committee.-After a short con-isanon the debate was again adjourned.

Roau^g Do^ Bili^n"1°lv^"V
Gl?"««t" R«"^vay Bill, the Bristol

time and passed.
Eiuitable Gas Bill were read a third

eomrialnW ""of
1"/°'^™?'^ ^he House that the election petition

abandoned.^ """ '''*"™ ^°' ^he county of Kerry had been

lei^e'fo ta-w L^.^h-i,^°"*'^
"^^* ^"= '^°^'l' °" ^^^>' IS, move for

factories ^ * ^"^^ *° regulate the hours allotted to labour in

^^'^ASvu.^rT''\^"' ^- ^- """house, Mr. H. Elphin-

^vhetheuhev WP^. '^„!1'- ^H'^^IJ'^'
Chelsea, and Mr. C. Russell.

tration of justice to compose the magistracy of more' than one
ponticai party,

•
^^rd J. RussK LL said, that if the Whigs, on coming into office

in 1830. had acted upon principles now avowed, there must bavc
been then a sweeping change in the county magistracy, Torified
as It was under a longreign of Tory Lord Chancellors and Tory
Government. But he was of opinion that such a consideration
as pohtical principles should be a very minor one in selecting in-
dividnals to fill judicial stations. He did not deny that the town
councils generally recommended a great preponderance of ma-
gistrates of liberal opinions; but if the majority of people were of
these opinions, it was natural that there should be such a prepon-
derance. The noble Lord concluded his speech by some refer-
ences to the steadiness of his own political course as compared
with that of Sir J. Graham.
After some observations from Mr. Williams. Mr. Collins.

Lord WoiiSLEY, Mr. Strutt, ai^d Capt. Layard, the debate,
which lasted from 5 till half-past 12, was closed by a reply from
Mr. HuTT, and then the motion was agreed to.

Sir J. Graham postponed the introduction of the New PoorLaw Bill until Tuesday.—Thc Dublin Police Bill was read a third
time and passed.—The British Possessions Abroad Bill was read
a second time, and ordered to be committed on Monday —The
Punishment of Death (Ireland) Bill was read a third time and
passed, as were the Victoria Park Bill, and the Knightsbridge and
Kensington Openings Bill.

SirG. Clkrk moved that the Speaker issue his writ for the
election of a burgess for the borough of Nottingham, in the place
of Sir G. G. de H. Larpent, who had accepted the office of Steward
of the Chiltern Hundreds.
Fridnr/.—MT. Roebcck brought forward his motion, of which

he had given notice on the previous night. On putting his ques-
tiontothe individual members whom he charged with submit-
ting to a compromise, Lord Chelsea, Mr. Russell, Sir J. Hobhouse,
and Major Beresford, denied his right to make the inquiry ; but
Capt. Plumridge and Mr. H. Elphinstone admitted that compro-
mises had taken place, though without their cognizance. After
an exciting conversation, tlie debate was adjourned.
The Income-tax Bill was then resumed.—Mr. Hume moved

that the income should he calculated on the profits of one year,
and not of threes which was rejected hv 76 to 27, Mr. Hume
then moved that the Act remain in force for one year only^
which was negatived by a majorit>^ of 122.—Mr. Yorke then
moved a clause to exempt attorneys subject to the tax from the
paymentof certificate duties

J but it was rejected by a majority
of 165.

dge
to assert those rights, and let no tyrannical faction with-
hold them from the people." The procession arrived at
the House of Commons at a quarter past three, where up-
wards of 50,000 persons were congregated. The dele-
gates and those who carried the petition were then ad-
mitted to the House, where the petition was presented in
due form by Mr. Duncombe, member for Finsbury. A
large body of the police were in attendance, and the miU*
tary had orders to be under arms during the day. There
was, however, no occasion for their interference, and the
whole affair passed off without any accident or disturbance
of the peace.

The Tourer.—It is said to be in content plation, to effect
great alterations and improvements in this fortress, to
build new barracks, and to fill up the moat which now
surrounds the walls. Surveyors have been employed for
some time past preparing the necessary plans.

Public Meetings.—The annual meeting of the Wesleyan
Missionary Society was held on Monday. From the re-
port for the past year, it appeared that the receipts
amounted to 101,688/. 2s. 4d., and the expenditure to
98,754/. 7s. 9d., leaving a surplus of 2,933/. lU. 7d, Of
the total amount of the receipts, the following are some
of the principal items :—Great Britain, 70,788/. 3s. 3d. ;
Ireland, 5,0G1/. IS*. Ad.; foreign auiiliaries, 12,322/.
7s. lOrf.

:
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notice, to Mr T '^AfV''^

question of which he had already given
On thPT^f- '^"''^•ood and Major Beresford. > 6

i

Section for tZ li^'' ^^»J~,<^ton. the issue of a writ for a new
June.

^'^^ borough of Sudbury was postponed to the nth

'.?^ryo^Utt^nrZ°ll!^:'^A'^^^^^^ sent by the So-

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—T\it funds still continue

firm. Consols closed for money 92J to |, and for the
account 92f to ^ ; Exchequer-bill?, S6s. to 38s. pre-
mium ; Bank Stock, 167 to 168;'India Stock, 247| to

2-181; Three per Cents. Reduced, Olf to |; Three-
and-a-haif per Cents. Reduced, 99| to | ; New Three-
and-a-halfper Cents., 100^ to |; India Bonds, 21s. pre-
mium.

dietary of Sf-nto fr^^ *^i tt
-^i^-^o ^^ ^ii<.u^aLo dcul uy Liie oe-

«:lerks or clerkM"H '' ^''^^^"'^''^ *« tlic various town-
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the sv«f *„,™.'?'^."."= present government to office. He said that
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illctvopohs anti its Ficmity,
New Houses of ParliamciiL—lt is stated that the ce-

remony of laying the first stone of the Victoria Tower, the
intended royal entrance to the new House of Peers, will
take place in August, and that if her Majesty should not
perform the ceremony, Prince Albert will act for the Queen
on the occasion.

_
The Royal Academy,—The seventy-fourth annual ex-

hibition of the Royal Academy was opened to the public
on Monday, and taken as a whole it is considered to be
equal to any that has nppear.ed for several years. There
are some paintings of the late Sir D. Wilkie, the last pro-
ductions of his pencil ; and several pictures of animals
and interiors by Mr. Edwin Landseer. Messrs. Stanfield,
Lee, Witherington, and Roberts, exhibit a number of
landscape scenes ; and Mr. Maclise. among other works,
has a large picture of the play-scene in Hamlet, which
attracts considerable attention. There are also several of
Mr» Etty's compositions, and gome good pictures hj Sir

legacies, 1,156/.; Parliamentary grants, 5,400/.

;

and Juvenile Christmas donations, which appear to be
a new source of income, 4,721/. 7s. 4d. The net increase
of the year, as compared with the preceding, is ll,50o/,
1 3s. 8rf. The present number of principal or central mis-
sion stations, called circuits, occupied by the society in
the several parts of the world, is 261 ; the number of
missionaries employed, exclusive of catechist?, 363 ; the
number of full and accredited church member?, exclu-
sively of those under the care of the society's missionaries
in Ireland, 87,258 ; and the number of scholars in the
mission schools is nearly 60,000. The Report was
adopted.—The annual meeting of the Churcb Missionary
Society was held on Tuesday. The Earl of Chichester
took the chair, supported by the Bishops of Ripon, Ches-
ter, and Norwich, and a large body of the clergy. The
report detailed at great length the operations of'the so-
ciety in various parts of the world during the past year.
The labours of the missionaries appear to have been suc-
cessful in India and in Africa, as well as in New Zealand,
and the other colonies of Great Britain. The total amount
of the receipts for the year was 90,821/., and of the ex-
penditure 110,808/., leaving a deficiency of 19,987/. The
report, the reading of which occupied nearly two hours,
was adopted unanimously.—The anniversary meeting of
the Zoological Society has been held, at which the report
of the auditors announced that the income of the last
year was 11,011/. 15s. llr/., which, with the proceeds of
the sale of 1,500/. Exchequer bills, gave a total of 13,298/.
10s. Sd. Among the items of the receipts were 155L
from admission fees, 120/. from compositions, and 4,987/.
7f. from annual subscriptions, as well as a sum of 4,65P/.

lis. derived from admission to the gardens. The tot^l

expenditure in 1811 was 10,931/. 7jr. 5i/. The cost of

animals was 762/. 15s., of provisions 2,2Si/. lOs^ 3//*,

menagerie expenses MSL 16s. Ud., garden e-tfeases

546/. Us., buildings 240/. Us., and works J, 099/. 13^^-

"J^-
Tlie income for the past jear, compared with that ot 1840,

exhibited a decrease of 420/. 5s. €d, whilst the receipts

from the annual subscriptions, past and present inclusive,

were less than those of the i>ieccdisig year by 530/. 18s.
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announced that the present

,t the visitors to the

I

The report of the coancu_

,ber of member* ""•^'.'-^^ j^., 3,0, 01 wuiuu ..».u-

ber 38.177 were pru.leged and
.^J- ^j ^^^ ^j,,„

S^rrr """wafheW. From the report, it ap

*
AhirVhe meeting was convened in consequence of

KTi' r «St Sf the transaction, of the company

at their mnes at Alten, in Norway, the directors desiring

: ,t»«:: possible to afford every in ormauon The ex-

«.nditure during the past year was 19,258i. 83. Id., and

.56 tun. of copper had been disposed of amounting

13 765/. 68. 8d., thus leaving a loss of b.VJoi. Is. od., in

addition to minor losses. The call made in Oct last had

been paid on t,«95 shares, leaving only lOo liable to for-

feiture. In conclusion, the directors advised that the

Msociation should continue to prosecute the mines for

anotheryear, at the lowest posssible expense. Mr. Totts

said they had virtually lost 7,000/., and thought it best to

dissolve the company. The chairman said the company

had entered into msigements for the current year. Mr.

Gibson hoped, if the expenses were reduced from ID. 000/.

to 14,000/., and the returns were only ^00 tons for the

current year, which was a great deal less than was antici-

pated, a profit would be realised. The expense of labour,

nd the cost of smelting abroad, had been the cause of the

Mr. Nellen stated that, from the

-/r

increased expenditare. -

.

year 1833, the j^roceetls of one of the mines,had increased

from 4,000/. to 22.000/. in 1^40, when in the last year

thej had diminished to 13,763/.; but as the mine had

only been worked 20 fathoms deep, he thought it might

itill turn out most profitable. It appeared from the conver-

Mtion, that 130,001)/. had been realised from the mines m
less than ten years; 10,000/. paid in dividends, and

67,000/. had been raised for roialng purposes, at the

rate of 13/. lOs. per share.—On Tuesday the annual meet-

ing of the proprietors of the Southwark-bridge Company

va» held. The Secretary read a brief report, from which

it appeared that an additional 2s. 6d. per share was ac-

counted to the proprietor of the new stock, and that the

tteara -boat pier at the bridge held out a fair prospect of

improvement. The total amount of the bridge traffic was

nearly 4,000/. for the year, and the net profit of the pier

exceeded 300/.—On Monday, a meeting was held in the

district church of Ail Souls, Langham-place, for the pur-

pose of taking measures for the erection of a new church or

chapel of ease in that populous portion of the parish of

St. Marylehonc. The Dean of Chichester, Rector of All

Souls, took the chair. He stated that there were in the

parish 110,000 persons, and that there v_i only church

accommodation for 22,000, the district of All Souls being

vorse provided for than any of the others. Towards the

erection of the new churdi, the Metropolis Churches

Fund has made a grant of 2,000/,, and the Dean of Chi-

chester SOO/. Lords Bcresford and Radstock, and Mr.

Hope, had subscribed 100/, each, and there were many

Other contributions of smaller amounts from the clergy

and inhfthitants of the district. Xh« church is to be situ-

ate iu Charles-street, Middlesex Hoar]>ita!, and an eccle-

riastical district will be assigned to it. Lords Ttignmoutli

and Radstock, and several clergymen and gentlemen, spoke

in sujiport of the resolutions, which were adopted unnni-

xnously."The anniversary meeting of the Royal Institu-

tion was held on Monday, B. Bond Cabbell, Esq., in the

chair. The report of the visitors announced that the ex-

penditure for the past year was 2,308/. 35. lit/., and 200/.

advanceJ to the patrons of the Library, whilst the re-

ceipts were 2,3yi/. 9s, lOd, ; and as the former included

a large sum for repairs, the society might be considered

in a flourishing condition. They congratulated the mem-
bers on the restoration of the health of Mr. Faraday, which

kad enabled him recently to give a course of juvenile

lectures.

a number of robberies have lately been committed on per-

sons passing through the fields near Hornsey-wood House

by a foot-pad, said to have been heavily armed, and a de-

scription of whose person was a few days since forwarded

to the police station. In consequence of this information,

additional men were placed near the spot complained of.

On Thursdav afternoon, one of the policemen observed a

man, answering the desciiption of the robber, following

a gentleman near Hornsey-wood House.^ He accordingly

pursued him, and on approaching within a few yards the

man turned round and fired a pistol at him, which

broke his arm. He, however, continued the pursuit, m
which he was joined by a man named Mott, who, on

coming up with the prisoner, was also fired at and se-

verely wounded in the shoulder. A person passing at the

time in a chaise then pursued the robber, who during his

flight was observed to reload his pistols, but near High-

bury Colle^^e he was overtaken by a policeman, who m^ide

an attempt to seize him, and in doing so was fired at and

killed on the spot. The murderer was then secured and

conveyed to the police station; and on his person were

found a brace of pistols, a large knife, and a quantity of

powder and bullets. His name is Thomas Cooper; he

was brought up for examination before the magistrates,

when it was ascertained that he had taken poison, and

that his recovery is doubtful. The wounded men are

said to be doing well, and fatal consequences are not

apprehended,
Woolwich.—It is stated that extensive improvements

are about to be effected in this dockyard by enlarging the

inner basin upon a plan of Mr. Walker, the expense of

which is estimated to be about 38,000/. ; and that it is

intended to take in the ground opposite the slip whence

the Trafalgar was launched ; the whole of the work to be

under the immediate suj^eriutendence of Capt. Denison,

U.E. It IS announced that the Lords Commissioners of

University College,

of the Council w
On Saturday, the annual meeting

held for the purpose of distributing

prizes to the students in various departments of medical

science. Lord Campbell presided, and presented the seve-

ral medals to the successful candidates, among whom the

first certificate and gold medal in botany were presented to

Mr. W. J. Preston, of London ; and the second certifi-

cate and silver medal to INIr. J. D. Heaton, of Leeds,
and Mr- J. E. Stocks, of Hull, who were declared to be
equal* After the distribution, the chairman addressed
the meeting, congratulating the friends of the institution

on the unequivocal success which had crowned their

efforts- It was announced in the course of the proceed-
ings that a donation had been made to the College by
Lord Brougham, of above one hundred of the works
printed at the Government press at Grand Cairo, and
which had been presented to his Lordship by Mehemet Ali.

Wood' Pavement,— The introduction of wood-pave-
ment in the Metropolis appears to be gradually gaining

ground. In addition to the various places which have
already been thus paved, notices were posted at Guildhall
on Monday, stating that the City authorities were ready
to receive tenders for wood-pavement to be laid down in

Cornhill* Gracechurch-street, Newgate-street, and part

Of Oie Old Bailey. |
Mortalitij in the Metropolis,—The following is the

the Admiralty, in consequence of the obstructions which

have hitherto taken place when practice and experiments

have been made in the marshes, have ordered that boats

shall be regularly stationed in the River to ensure that no

vessel anchor within the range. It is understood that a

number of important experiments will be made this sea-

ion of various descriptions, besides the practice with

shells, which will be resumed in a few weeks. The large

erection built at the butt last year has been repaired, and

painted to represent the side of a two-deck frigate, show-

ing the space occupied by five large guns. Experiments

will shortly be made at this erection to test the capabilities

of an invention for resisting the effect of shot fired at

steam-vessels when at sea. An iron tank or case has been

put up, containing upwards of 30 tons of coals in it, against

which the trial will be made when all the arrangements

tre completed.

Strawberry //i//.—The views both public and private

of this place having concluded, the sale of the things con-

tained in it commenced last week. The crowds who
have visited the building and examined the curiosities it

contains have been very great; the place, for. many days,

resembled a fair, and the adjacent villages of Teddington

and Twickenham were crowded with the horses and ser-

vants of the visitors. More than fifty thousand per-

sons altogether are said to have been attracted to the

spot. A temporary building was erected on the lawn

where the sale has taken place, and arrangements were

made for accommodating several hundreds of visitors.

On the first day of the sale, which commenced with the

books, there were about 200 persons present ; but the

attendance on the subsequent days of the sale has been

more numerous. Last week was occupied entirely with

the sale of books, which fetched a considerable sum ; and

several choice works realised high prices. The collections

of old and rare coins were sold during the early part of

this week ; and some of the pictures, drawings, and minia-

tures were disposed of on Thursday and Friday. The
sale is expected to continue another fortnight. Several

thousand pounds have already been realised, and the en-

tire effects have been variously estimated as likelv to pro-

duce from 30,000/. to 50,000/.

Leicester,—This town has been the scene of some se

rious disturbances, arising out of the management of the

workhouse. It appears that the able-bodied men who re-

ceive relief were required to attend ;
and, as a test of their

destitution, were employed in turning the wheel at the

Union workhouse. This plan seems to have been dis-

liked by the paupers ; and they have, in consequence, fre-

quently injured and broken the machinery. A few days

since the mill was again broken, and several individuals

being proved to have committed the offence, they were

taken into custody and conveyed to the gaol, upon which a

great concourse of the lower classes assembled, threatening

language was used, and stones were thrown. During the

whole of the day the streets were thronged by people, who

threw stones at several individuals, and many shop-win*

dows were broken ; the shopkeepers at length closed

their shops, and at an early hour all business was sus-

pended. The mob ne:it went to the workhouse, and

broke a number of windows there; upon which, the ma-

gistrates reinforced the constabulary, with a number of

special constables ; and an express was sent to Loughbo-

rough for the troop of dragoons quartered there, which

arrived in the course of the night. Eleven of the leading

rioters were arrested ; and these prompt measures on the

part of the authorities put a stop to the disturbances ; al-

though the town continued for some time in an excited

state, and when the rioters were brought before the magis-

trates, a rescue was feared. Two prisoners were discharged,

and the remaining nine have been committed for trial.

Oxford.—Lady Chantreyhas signified her wish to pre-

sent to the University the originals of the late Sir F.

Chantrey's monumental and other large figures, as well as

the entire series of his busts, and his copies from antique

statues and busts, the greater part of which were taken at

Rome from moulds made for the Emperor Napoleon, on

condition that a permanent place be assigned to them in

the Western Sculpture Gallery of the new University Gal-

leries now in course of erection, as laid down in Mr.

Cockerell's plan, A convocation has accordingly been

held, at which it was unanimously resolved to accept Lady

Chantrey's offer ; it being understood, that if it should

ever be necessary to remove the larger casts from the

place selected for their reception, a room of equal dimen-

sions connected with the sculpture gallery shall be pro-

vided for them, in which the whole collection, under the

name of the Chantrey Collection, shall be always kept to-

gether. Lady Chantrey has signified her intention to de-

fray the cost (rf removing the collection to the University.—

The sculptured figures of Cranmer, Ridley, and Latimer,

for the Martyrs* Memorial, have arrived in this city, and

Blackburn,.

aprobmcfal Ncius
Some disturbances, attended with loss of

life, have occurred in this town, occasioned by the news
of Mr. Turner's defeat in his petition against the return

of Mr. Hornby, the sitting member for the borough. The
arrival of a coach from Manchester, bearing the colours of

the successful party, was the signal for the commencement
of outrages on the part of the excited mob. The coach

was overturned, the favours torn from the horses, and the

pavement torn up by the crowd to serve for missiles. The
BulPs Head Inn, the committee-roomof Mr, Hornby, was
the object of attack, the whole of the windows in it being

demolished, and other damage done to a serious amount.

One of the magistrates repaired to the spot, the Riot Act

was read, and the military called out. The mob upon this

quickly dispersed, but not before one individual had lost

his life, being thrown down by the crowd and trampled to

death. Order, however, was soon again restored, and the

peace of the town has not since been disturbed.

Dudley.—No further disturbances have taken place in
number or deaths tnat nave occurrea in tne ivietronous I

^i^jg ^^^^ ^^^ neighbourhood since our last, but consider-

able excitement still prevails among the workmen. It is
from all causes, registered in the week ending Saturday,

the 23rd April -.—males, 421 ; females, 388 ; total, BOO.

Weekly average 1838-9-40-1, males, 467 ; females, 445
;

foul, 912.

Police.—On Thursday, the neighbourhood of Hornsey,

Ili^libury, and Islington, were alarmed by the intelligence

that one policeman had been killed, and a man residing at

Homsey and another policeman had both been seriously

wounded, by a highway robber whom they were pursuing
for tha purpose of taking into custody. It appears that

stated that the ** strike" is the most general that has ever

been known in this part of the country ; and that on
Monday a party from West Bromwich proceeded to Birm-
ingham in a body, and compelled a number of men to

leave their work, in the neighbourhood of the Bristol road,

where a few members of the trade pursue their avocations.

.^. ty.- _

operations have been commenced for fixing them in the

niches which they are destined to occupy. The figures,

which are byMr. Weekes, are seven feet high without

the plinth, and are well executed.
^ ^

Merthyr TydviLS. murder has been committed m
this town by a man named Richard Jamar, the person

murdered being his own mother. Immediately after the

commission of the act, the motives for which do not

appear, the murderer escaped, and, though closely pursued

by the police, succeeded in making his escape into one

of the neighbouring woods. Here he contrived to conceal

himself for several days, but was ultimately captured by

his father-in-law and several labourers, who found him in

a wood near Rhyh-y-Carr. It is stated, that on being

taken, he acknowledged that it was his intention to have

murdered his father-in-law, and perhaps some more of the

family, that night. He was conveyed, amid a large con-

course of persons, to the gaol, and has since undergone an

examination before the magistrates, who have committed

him to take his trial.

Portsmouth,—It is announced that the operations

against the wreck of the Royal George, which have been

some time suspended—the results of which, as far as they

have proceeded, have been given from time to timem

former Numbers of this Paper—will re-commence forth-

with ; three lighters, with [suitable apparatus, have been

provided for this service ; and it is intended, if possible,

to clear the whole of the remaining portion of the wrecK

during the forthcoming season. The process is expectea

to be slow, as the remains are deeply embedded in the mud.

Stafford,—li is stated that a large number of forges^in

this neighbourhood have ceased work, whereby a g

number of hands have been thrown suddenly out of em-

ployment. The want of orders, even at unremuneraimg

prices, is said to be the reason that has compelled many

of the masters to stop their mills and discharge their m^n,

and it appears to be uncertain when they vviU re

mence. Several other extensive works are daily ^^P.^^

to cease operations ; and it is even said that all the o g

owners contemplate the necessity of stopping-

FFin^*or,--Extensive alterations have lately oeen^^

menced in the mansion and grounds of rrogmore-ioog f

it having been finally arranged that the mansion is to

appropriated to the use of the Duchess of ^^"^'
jg of

workmen have received orders to complete the ^.- ^^j^^
the works in progress within two months. The di

^^^
buildings in the stable-yard have been removed ;

an
^^^^

large carpenter's workshop and storehouse is to
^^^

verted into a stable of commodious size.
^

The^num
^^^^

temples,

the hermit's kitchen, which are erectea in
;"''"^"^:,ijed,

the grounds, are to be repaired and ^stefully «?°/^

and the several walks and drives improved. J-r^
f^^^

beries, which since the decease of the late ^ ""
gfuUy

gusta appear to have been neglected, ;^"^_^® ^ho
attended to, under the inspection of Mr. *"^™ '

j^^ted

has the superintendence of this portion ofthe co^^^j^J'^ ^f

The

nto a stable of commodious size. -^^^ ""
^'jtj|

;, grottoes, picturesque huts, and ^^^"?"^%'
ts of

mit's kitchen, which are erected in ^^"^"^ P^ugd,

tting
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Lodges, has received the appointment under Mr, Ingram, | i

and resides upon the premises. It is also stated that the
rooms in the Lodge, not occupied by the Duchess of Kent
Tvill be converted into a nursery for the Prince of Wales
and the Princess Royal.

Raihvays.—The following are the receipts of the prin-
cipal railways for the past week : Blackwall, 782^. ; Edin-
burgh and Glasgow, 2,072/. ; York and North Midland
1,562/.; Midland Counties, 2,524/.; North Midland, 3,987/ •

GreatNorth of England, 1.302/. ; South Western, 3,987/.

|

Birmingham and Derby, 1,040/. ; Great Western, I ^JOoO/.;
Northern and Eastern, 1,230/.; Manchester and Leeds'
4,427/. ; Greenwich, 820/. ; Croydon, 443/. ; Birmingham'
16,313/.; Eastern Counties, 890/. ; and Manchester and
Birmingham, 352/.—Goods are now carried on the London
and Blackwall railway from the West India Dock station,
but not to any great extent, the arrangements not being
jet finally completed.

IRELAND*
Dublin,—It has been announced that the Bank of Ire-

land has reduced the rate of discount on English and Scotch
bills from five to four per cent. The rate on Irish bills,
however, remains unaltered.—The Privy Council have held
a meeting, at which Sir E. Blakeney has been sworn in
one of the Lords Justices of Ireland.—A meeting of corn-
dealers was held on Tuesday at the Corn Exchange, in
consequence of the recent decision of the Recorder relative
to the legal contents of '* the barrel," noticed in a former
Number, when it was unanimously resolved, "That the
corn-trade of Dublin should purchase for the future, in-
stead of by the barrel, as follows :—barley and here per the
226 lbs., wheat per 282 lbs., malt per 1701bs., at stand-
ing beam.
Cork.—The corporation of this city have resolved on

discontinuing an official residence for the mayor, and on
reducing that officer's salary to 500/. a-year. It is stated
that a saving of nearly 1,500/. a-year will be thus obtained.
—It IS said that the merchants in this citv have received
intelligence of some important'alterations about to be made
respecting the mails that convey their letters to the south
of Lngland. It appears that t^e correspondence from all
parts of the south of Ireland to the southern parts of Eng-
land IS sent through London, because the mail is sent
Irom Bristol to Portsmouth a short time before the Welsh
mail with the Irish letters arrives in the former town ; the
consequence of which is that such correspondence is twelve
hours later reaching the south of England than was for-mer y the case. It is expected that the contemplated al-
terations will remedy this evil.

Downpairick.-ln compliance with a notification re-

in Ireland, but to use eyery exertion to establish new ma-
nufactures throughout the country."

Wtcklow.—A local paper informs us that a fe days
since a piece of gold, weighing five ounces and a half, was
picked up by a labourer employed in the Wicklow gold
mines. It is now in the possession of Capt. Roberts, of
the Gunnery copper mines, and is said to be the heaviest
piece that has been found for more than thirty years, and
probably the largest specimen of unwrought gold at present
iu Ireland.

SCOTLAND.
^
Greenock,—A meeting of the Renfrewshire Bank cre-

ditors was held in this town on Monday, when a statement
of the liabilities and assets of the company was produced
by the interim trustee on the estate. The liabilities were
stated to be 225,620/. 15s. 5d. ; the assets, 115,300/. • de-
ficiency, 110,320/. 15s. 5d.

iWisctUaiuous.
The Niger Ea^pedition.—The '' Liverpool Mail" states

that it has been favoured with the sight of a letter from one
of the survivors of the Niger Expedition, dated from on
board H.lNL's steam-vessel the Wilberforce, Island of
Ascension, Feb. 14, in which the writer says, " that very
hsf are left to recount what they have seen and felt during
the expedition. All the marines had died, with the ex-
ception of Serj. Hodges; Privates G. Velley, D. Bloom,
field, 11. Gibson, and W. Innes: these had been attacked
with African fever and recovered, but the disease had
made a permanent maik on some of their constitutions.
It was expected that the Wilberforce would again go up
the river very soon, but it was doubtful whether any one
would live to state the result. She would remain at the
Island of Ascension for despatches from the Government
by a IG-gun brig, which was daily looked for. The actual
number of deaths is stated to be about 70, all of them
having happened in from four to six weeks. Mr. Wad-
dington, of Liverpool, had been appointed boatswain of
the Wilberforce, and was very highly spoken of. Those

British artists. 1 2. The judges, hereafter to be ap-
pointed to decide on the relative merit of the works, will
consist partly of artiste. 13. The competition hereby in-
vited is open to all artists, although it has more immediate
reference to fresco-painting. 14. The claims of can-
didates for employment in other methods of painting, in
other departments of the art besides historical painting,
and in decoration generally, will be duly considered.
15. Her Majesty's Commissioners will announce at a
future period the plan which they may adopt in order to
decide on the merits of candidates for employment as oil-
painters and as sculptors. 16. The range of choice id
regard to subjects, which has been left (in paragraph 6) to
the discretion of the artists, has reference to the present
competition only, and is not to be understood as iraplyinf
the adoption of any particular scheme for the decoration of
the Houses of Parliament. 17. The judges to be ap-
pointed to decide on the relative merit of the drawings will,
It IS presumed, be disposed to mark their approbation of
works which, with a just conception of the subject, ex-
hibit an attention io those qualities which are more
especially the objects of study in a cartoon ; namely, pre-
cision of drawing, founded on a knowledge of the structure
of the human figure, a treatment of drapery uniting the
imitation of nature with a reference to form, action, and
composition, and a style of composition less dependent on
chiaro-scuro th.in on effective arrangement.
Exchequer Bills.-U appears from a return in detail of

loans advanced by the commissioners for the issue of Ex-
chequer Bills for public works and fisheries, and employ-
ment of the poor, that the total amount of loans advanced
from June 17, 1817 (the date of the commission), to the
31st December, lfJ41, for various public works, &c., wa«
G.332,150/. Of this account the sum of 234,000/. hasbtca
advanced for carrying on the Thames Tunnel, and
440,600/. advanced to railways.

Ha to.

who are spared calculate on returning to Liverpool abou
August next." " The Liverpool Courier" states that the-

ceived from his Excellency the Lord- Lieutenant, a meeting

town t.T!"'-'"'.'''
"^ ^^" '^"'^'^^y ^'^« been held in thil

tOTrn, to take into consideration the propriety of making apermanent addition of 15 men to the 'constabulary fofceof the county. The meeting was held with closed doors,the reporters of the nubli,^ ^roee „„» k„; j-:"_" j|
i howe - V^ P"^"<= I"-^^^ ««^ being admitted,

tbns rdon ^r^'^'^u"'^
'^^' *be substanct of the re.

fbrmedhftlf/'',''/^"'*^'''
additional police-stations be

mrt tV5 i'""^' ^bere it is considered they are

fron suchol' 'YT'' *« o-'^upytl^em be selected

can bSst snar. t.P^""'' °^ '^'^ '"""t? «^ '^ may be adjudged

down from thV"'' ""^ ^""'^er, that the 15 men sentS luZrt ^^^T ^°'"" be retained to do duty in

KinTcoZ "f
'"° ^'*^^'"°'»^' stations are fornfed.

Roberfs wSf^*""/" ^"^""'"^ ^^« been held on Mr.

^ben i 'Jlv?
'""''^''" ^^^^"ti'^edin a previous Number,

.1" Ll"^'^ ^^^ '-^turned of "Wilful murder a^ainsgainst

fired

The

Borae person or persons unkno
plantation on
mpt made to

the murder

Corcoran ^aU
"^ "-^"^i- a year ago which a man named

.ddS „„,1' '^l!':r ^^'-"^ be had been ejected.

men TfVrV««„ / / unknown." It appeared that two

ZT^ Z'T *° •"^ fr«°i the plantation on the shot being
mere was no attempt made to follow them.

Roberts -took"---
"'"^°^*^ ^°' ^^''^ '"'^''" ^^' ^^at Mr.

Only

.ceroTt,'^^^^^^^^ -?T1 ^^ ^^"'^^^^"' ^^^

been arrestedin flu *' ^^forted that three men have

in the murder of lI'^^^^ ""^''^f
^''^ ^^^"^ ^^""^"^^'l

^as received fmlr^^
Norbury. It is stated that a letter

this counlv i^^^^^ ^^ an- illiterate peasant in

that Tt mention".
"'^-^^ *^ ^ neighbour to read for him

;

the mtder anS
1^''''''' circumstances connected with

the hone of th. J > ^^T""^ ^"^^^^^ ^" ^t' ^^^ expressed

letterS h'""'^
'"^^^^^ contents of the

J^amedrnit T^^ ^^T^^^ ^^^^ ^^"^^ ^"^^^^^ ^'^^^^ «^en

proceeded tn n ll
""

f^""^^^
*^^^ ^^^^ CharleviUe has

Limericl^
Dublin on the subject of these arrests.

Canada an^XTi'"-®^^ o'^
'^^^ ^^'^ number of emigrants to

the present .
^^^'1^ ^'"^^^' ^'"^^"^ ^^^« P^^^ «^o«e, during

from his esK -^^^^'^ ^'^^ P^^'^^^^^ ^y ^«*- Wyndham
Clanricard. f

\9^^'^> ^"^ some by the Marquis ofS '
^'' ^'^^*^^ ^^ Galway;

^

town inr^~^''*^ ""^^ bave been arrested at Williams-

Butler LI ^"""^V^y^ charged with the murder of Mr.
house in fu"'

^^ *^^ ^^^"^y of Wexford, near his own
which werl.^;

course of last summer, the particulars of

<^harged with
"' '^'' ^^P^^ ^^ *e time. One of them,

*cres of iTnH
''''"'P^""S to murder, is a farmer holding 70

" * man named n
^^ ^

^l^^""'^
""''^ deceased. The other

for thirtw tk-tr
^y^""' ''^^ '^ ^^^^^^ ^o have been ** hired

"tatement I ^"^' ^"^ ^° ^"^ '^^^^ ^^^^ Bryan." This

Prover/who .tp'^'^lw v "P*'" the testimony of an ap-

occasion. ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ accompanied Dwyer on the

'^'^1 C'lhVt^J^ ^''J'i'''

.nieeting has been held in this

•«d encou'a^^^^^^^
°^

^^''^f^
'^^ ^^^* "^^""^ to promote

-^^re ado^tef^f "^^
-'

"^r""^"''"'"''
^^^^^^^ resolutions

Preferen^to^^^^^ ""'"'^"^ ''not only to give a^ence to mch articles as were at present maaufacturcd

ey
have been favoured with the following extract of a letter
received by a gentleman in that town, dated, Ascension
March D ;

— *• The Albert left Fernando Po on the ICth of
December. We called at Prince's, St. Thomas's, and
Anabona, and arrived here on the 28th of Januarv. Dr.
Vogel, the botanist, died at Fernando Po on thel 7th of
December. I am going in the Wilberforce to Fernando
Po to join the Soudan, and go up the river again. We
sail to-morrow. I believe the Albert is coming home."
It will be seen under our Portuguese news that a steamer
has been despatched to Sierra Leone by Government to
order the vessels attached to the expedition home.

The Fine Arts Commission.—The Commissioners ap-
pointed by the Queen for the purpose of inquiring, first,

whether, on the rebuilding of Her Majesty s Palace at
Westminster, wherein her Parliament is wont to assemble
advantage might not be taken of the opportunity thereby
afforded of promoting and encouraging the fine arts in the
United Kingdom-—and, secondly, in what manner an ob-
ject of so much importance might be most effectually pro-
moted—have resolved that it would be expedient for fur-
thering of the objects of their inquiry, that means should
in the first place be taken to ascertain whether fresco-
painting might be applied with advantage to the decoration
of the Houses of Parliament, 2. Although some years
must elapse before the walls of the new buildings can be
in^a^fit state for paintings of any kind, yet, as fresco-
painting has not hitherto been much practised in this
country, and as therefore candidates for employment in
that mode of painting, whatever their reputation or gene-
ral skill may be, will probably find it necessary to make
preparatory essays, Her Majesty's Commissioners think
it expedient that the plan which they have resolved to
adopt in order to decide on the qualifications of such can-
didates should be announced forthwith. With this view
Her Majesty's Commissioners hereby give notice

—

3. That three premiums of 300/. each, three premiums
of 200/. each, and five premiums of 100/. each,
will be giveu to the artist who shall furnish cartoons
which shall respectively be deemed worthy of one or other
of the said premiums by judges to be appointed to decide
on the relative merit of the works. 4. The drawings are
to be executed in chalk or in charcoal, or in some similar
material, but without colours. 5. The size of the draw-
ings is to be not less than 10 nor more than 15 feet in their
longest dimension ; the figures are to be not less than
the size of life. 6. Each artist is at liberty to select his
subject from British history, or from the works of Spenser^
Shakspeare, or Milton. 7- The finished drawings are to
be sent hi the course of the first week in May 1843, for
exhibition, to a place hereafter to be appointed. 8, Each
candidate is required to put a motto or mark on the back
of his drawing, and to send, together with his drawing, a
sealed letter containing his name and address, and having on
the outside of its cover a motto or mark similar to that at the
back of the drawing. The letters belonging to the drawings
to whichnopremium shallhave been awarded willbe returned
unopened. 9. If a drawing for which a premium shall have
been awarded shall have been executed abroad^ or shall have
been begun before the publication of this notice, the judges
appointed to decide on the relative merit of the works may, if
they shall think fit, require the artist to execute in this coun-
try, and under such conditions as they may think necessary,
an additional drawing as a specimen of his ability, and in
such case the premium awarded to such artist will not be -.«« . _ ^ >_,, . h,^„^
paid unless his second drawing shall b<3 approvedsby the ^^^^^f

^'^ ^^' ^^In'^^T^ca^^
iiiH<rA« 1ft TU^ ^w-«,; «- — -n L I ^ *j

* «.i- J suiMcd or ascertajiied that tlie prosecutor wMOHc uiwucpiMucs
juages. W, Ihe drawings will be |retarned to the re*

} who had uttered thia '* foal and maJigBrnt alan4er/* caUed apoa
spcctive artists. 11. The competition will be conancd to

J
him for satiafiictioii; and upon Mr. Powers rcftiBal to girc a

Vice-Chanxsllor's Court.— TooA-e v. Frper,^Thc circum-
(;

Stances of this case were as follows:—Mr. Fryer married the
daughter of Sir Gregory Page Turner, a hmatic. the daughter
bemgr under age. hut not a ward of Court. Upon the proposal of
marriage being made, Lady Turner, the mother of Miss Turner,
applied to the Court for its consent to a marriage by license, and
upon Mr. Fryer agreeing to settle 20,000/., the Court gave its con-
sent. Mr. Fryer subsequently wishing to settle property, which
was alleged to be worth considerably more than 20,000/., instead
of money, and this alteration being objected to by the counsel
who had been consulted respecting the settlement, and some de-
lay and disputes having consequently arisen, the parlies were
married by banns, without reference to the application which had
been made to the Court, but having previously executed other
articles tor a settlement. The proposal made to the Court was
that 20,000/. should be settled iu such manner as Lady Turner
should direct, and that there bhould be four trustees, two to be
named by Lady Turner, and two by Mr. Fryer j upon which l^ady
Turner wrote to the plaintiff, requesting him to be one of such
trustees, which trust he by letter accepted- Lady Turner was a
party to the articles for a settlement, which were actually exe-
cutcd. The plaintiff was, unknown to himself, named as a
trustee in the lastly-mentioned articles. The plaintiff filed a bill
against Mr. and Mrs. Fryer, the latter of whom had bubsequenUy
come of age, and the other trustees of the settlement, for specific
performance of the settlement of 2©,000/., according to the pro-
posal entered into with the Court. The principal points were—
1st, whether that proposal was binding, the marriage havingbeen
solemnized by banns, without regard to the consent given by the
Court, which consent was only necessary for a marriage by li.
cense; and 2dly, if so, whether Mr. Cooke had asu^cient or any
interest to enable him to maintain such a suit. The latter point
was rcser\-ed, but upon the first the Court expressed a decided
opinion that the proposal for a settlement was binding, notwith-
standing the marriage was solemnized by banns j but that if upon
inquiry it should be found that the settlement actuahy agreed
upon was more beneficial fbr all parties than that originally pro-
posed, it would be adopted by the Court, but the Court coifld not
direct any reference on that point, unless it should be of opinioa
that the plaintiff had sufiicient interest to maintain the suit.
CoxsiSTORy CovuT.— The Braintret Case— Dr. Lushiugton

gave judgment in this important Church-rate case, which has
excited considerable interest. The pleadings extended to great
length, but the main question was whether, after the parish-
ioners had refused a rate for the necessary repairs of the church,
and a monition had issued calling on them to do so from the Court,
the minority could bind the majority, as the amendment, refusing
the rate, had been carried. Dr. Lushington gave an elaborate
judgment, in which he entered into the whole history of Church-
rates ; and after an analysis of the cases bearing upon the point,
the Court decided that the rate so made was inTalid in law-, and
therefore reiected the libel, thus putting an end to the suit
against Mr. Gosling, the parishioner.
Court or Qlken's Bknch.— The Queen v. H. L. Alleyne,-^

This was an indictment against the defendant for sending a
hostile message to Mr. H. Power, a solicitor of Atherstone, in
the county of Warwick. T>ie case was brought to Uial at the
last assizes, and the defendant having been found guilty upon
the indictment, he was now brought up for the judgment of the
Court. The reports of the case have appeared at great length ;
but the foUowiugwill be found the most important features in
the transaction. It appears that, in the autumn of 1838, the de-
fendant, with a Miss AUeyue, represented to be bis sister, were
staying In a boarding-house at Ramsgate, where they lived ia
great style, and where they became acquainted with the Rer,
Mr. Roberts, of Witherly, in Warwickshire, by whom they were
invited to visit AVitherly, which invitation they accepted. During
their stay there they were introduced to several of the neigh-
bouring gentry, amongst whom were a Mr. Dempster Heming, a
banker, 6o years old, and a Mr, J, Sandford, the nephew of Mr.
Heming, Mr. Sandford paid attentions to MissAlleyne, who was
represented as being the niece of Sir Reynold AUe5^le, formerly
Governor of Barbadoes. Xtr. Hemuag consequently authorised
his nephew to invite Miss Alleyne and her brother to his seat,
Caldecote Hall, and proposals were soon after mide by the ne-
phew for Miss Alle>Tie*s hand. The engagement, howev^, was
ultimately broken off; and Mr. Heming himself failing in love
with Miss Alleyne, married her. The intended marriage of Mr,
Heming having excited very unpleasant feelings in his own
family, inquiries were set on foot for the piu-pose of testing th»
veracity of the statements made by Mr. and Miss Alleyne ahont

themselves; and, as opportunities were afforded for consults:
some of the near relatives of Sir R. Alleyne, as well as c««»f-
nicatuig with Sir Reynold himself, it was ascertained that ue

never had had a brother, except one, who 6xt<i at £ton «™ *«*

of 3 5. A general impression had moreover r^'^J^^Pj^ ™
neighbourhood that Mr. Alleyne and Miss AHeyne were not reaiijr

^
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hostUe meeting, pc.ed him ^^-^'^'^t onhrp'rosecXn;
A namber oj •«''•"'»

"*5^,v,^tbat the Uefendaut, and the now
the object of will... "'"'"'".;,

accouiits of themselves upon
Mr,. 1). "em.nr.^had_^5";»

;»J^^«j
"^^ children of the persons

es'ented as the

was really the

several
whom they represented as

fendantAIIcyiicw

"senTe^ rs'theWathcr and mother ; that the de

t aTreaUy the son of a shipwright of Lyme Regis

Ct ard . that the female at different times h?d
*^^'*'"'

. ,:.. .i.,r ^.wi Aliovnn . nnri that.

ht be the truth of the reports which were m circu

at^uX^t them:th^e^ ^vere>enera^y heUeved n ^^ ar-

i^kK an\l had not originated ^vith Mr. Power, but with some

^cr M^ons: and thatMr.Powcrhad only brought the matter

fomard^when a proposal was made to appoint AUcync a dircc or

of ft bank at Hmckler, in the character and P^^spenty of ^h ch

Mr. Power was deeply interested. profe^sionaUy and personally.

Such was the goncral nature of the affidavits. Lord Uenman, in

riTufs judgment, said that it was the opinion of the Court that

the statetncnts which wrcre already in evidence were sufficient to

show the commis^sion of conspiracy and fraud by the defendant

and his sister. His Lordship ahso observed, that the statements

in question would have some' effect, when the Court came to

consider the amount of the penalty to be imposed upon the de-

f.ndant. It was. however, only proper that he should have the

opportunity of answering such poiuts of that statement as he

iniKht be able and n.igUt think it necessary to answer. Such

affidavits, therefore, as were intendc^I to be relied on, and re-

niaiucd yet unread, upon the part of the prosecution, would be

banded over to the defendant, who might hereafter be hrought

up foi judgment again, if the prosecutor should think it worth his

while to do so. His Lord:,hip stated, m the course of his obser-

vaUons, that Mr. Power appeared to hnvc acted with perfect

^opaety in his intercourse with the defendant upon the subject

DAVARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Islrworth. Middlesex, respecfully informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con.

se^Jatoryriants, mounted upon Toilers, Slate Cisterns Shelves

and Edgings for garden paths may be seen m use at his house

upon application to the gardener.

HORTICUL-TJRITISH

of the indictment ; and that the affidavits, although tliey disc osed

Indisputably tliat Mr. Alleyne and Uie lady had been guilty of

misrepresentation and fraud, also proved that the parties were

brotber and sister, and nut man and wifc.-No addresses were

made upon the present occasion by any of the coumel on either

side, and the case was directed to stand over generally until next

term.

TATTERS ALL'S. TntnsitAT.-A few of the Chester visitors

left at Wednesday's races, and were in attendance at the room ;

the muster, nevertheless, was thin, and the inclination to do bu-

siness so slight that not a dozen bets were booked from ^rst to

last. The following is a list of the qnotations. premising that

Canadian is now the proicrty of Mr. Greville (the price said to

be 2,000 guineas with contingencies}, and Chatham of Lord

George Bentinck.
DERllY.

....... SHEET GLASS FOR
- TURAL PURPOSES.-Noblcmen, Gentlemen, and Horti.

culturists ffenerally are respectfully informed that they may be

fnScd wfth lists^of prices, and particulars regarding the abov

e

artTcTe, which has in every case in which it has been adopted

pnn ed itself to be by far the most economical material for Horti-
proxeaHs^i^..^^^

upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315,

""Tmm^^^ Edgware.road and 8, J-m,^^-^tr^^^^

bees to notify that he has removed his business to the abo^e

address, for the convenience of more extensive Premises, and

solicits for himself and partner a continuance of the support he

now gratefully acknowledges. French and every description of

Glass Shades. Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and

British Plate Glass, supplied in any number or quantity-, at whole-

sale prices.

Now ready, in 2 large vols. 8vo., illustrated with Plates, price 26 s
cloth,

A COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY oftheWOOLLEN
and WORSTED MANUFACTURES, and the Natural and

Commercial History of SHEEP, from the earliest records to the

present period. By James Bisciioff, Esq,

London: Smith, Elder and Co., 65, Cornhill.

EVERY LADY HER OWN GARDENER.
Second Edition, with Wood-cuts, fcap. 8vo,, 65.^

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS in GARDENING
for LADIES, with Directions for Every Month in the

Year. By Mrs. Loudon.
John Murray, Albemarle-street.

C KETCHES

son

XTUTT'S BEE-HIVES.—GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
iN bcirt to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-

a large stock of Nutt's Improved Ecc-Hivcs,in which are em-

bodied all recent improvements; and being the only authorised

aeent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally

acainst purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made

in accordance with the exact principles of the Invcnt.^r. from

parties who unauthorised use his name ; in such cases purchasers

are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatusbcmgim-

perfect and incomplete. Geo. Neighbour has also a variety of

improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, &c. &c., which are very

tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each of which

the honey may be taken at any time of the season without de-

stroying the Bees,
Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Warehouse, 131, High Holbom,

London.— Letters relative to the above must have postage-

stamps enclosed. , 1- 1. J%* NUTT ON BEES (5th edition) now published.

Just published, in royal 4to, half-bound morocco, gilt labels,

price l6s.

FOR RUSTIC WORK;
INCLUDING BRIDGES, PARK AND GARDEN BUILD-

INGS SEATS AND FURNITURE. 18 plates -the scenic views

in the tinted style of Zincography ; with descriptions and esti-

mates of the buildings. By T, J. Ricauti, Archt. This work,—

in addition to the Gate-lodge, Winter-house tor Plants, Pigcon-

honse Fishing-cottage, &c.,—contains a design for a Gardener's

Cottage with Fruit-rooms, constructed exactly upon the principles

advocated by Dr! Lindleyin the Gardeners* Chronicle of Sept. 18th

and Oct ''nd, 1841. London: James Carpenter, Old Bond-street.

H
Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 24*.

ISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of

ENGLAND. By Hannah Law^rance.
•• The'=;e laborious and interesting memoirs.*^—Athejiatim.

"This very industrious and interesting work."— /!.>am;»tr.

"One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions which

English history has received for many years."—iJW^'.sA Mag,

••Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas."

—Atlas. Edward Moxon, Dover-street.

J
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7 to a ant Attila'^taken to 300/. or

or 400/

)

Frederita coll {taken
frefly, 47510 100 one*)
Auckland (taken tu 'MQL
and ftftt*r\vnrdi offered)

Tiptoe liaken)
Ballinkefle (taken)
Chatham (trtken)

l^rdot Holderness (ia.

and afterwaidi off.)

30

1

1

I

1

40 to 1 •!(•* Lasso (taken) ^
iS 1 Fireaway (taken)

60 t Barrier (taken)

8000 30 Combennere (taken)

S4 I Fnrtli's lot (taken);

8 1 Canatiian aud Robert de
(lorham (tak. to 100/.)

LarffC snniff were laid even betw een
Tiptpe and Balllnkeele, and between
Tiptoe and Chatham.

MARK LANE, Friuay. May 6.—Business on our market has

been quite at a stand- still to-day, even at lower prices no pro-

gress could be made with sales of free foreign Wheat; there is

still some inquiry for bonded.— Barley is i*. cheaper, and Peas

ftnd Beans are a duU sale at declining prices.— Oats arc in limited

demand at is. reduction.

BRITISH, PKH IMPERIAL ^UARTSR. f. «.

Wheat, Eflfcs. Kent, and Suffolk . . . "WUta 50 to (18

. Norfolk, Ll»eoln»hir«and Yojk»hirf . . . «> to iS

Barler Malting and dUUI'-nff 13 msa
0»tf, I.inculnihireand Yoikjhire . . . . I ol«nd« litoS'.

»>

Northiiniberltind and Sn>tt>i . .

Irlth
Ry« _••
B«an«. ^faxa||[an, «1>1 and neir . S4 to 31

PtReon. Heligoland . - • SI to 40

F«aa, ,>Vhite £1 to 34

»eea
Fp*d

' Tu k
^'indi.
Maple

Rfd 40(0 60
Uhite fiOtoeS
Grind. SO to M
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GAZETTE OF THE WEKK,
INSOLVENTS.—S. Vowle«, Hotwena, Bristol, plaaierer- J. Younjf. Lam-

'beth-m.^rsh, Surrey. TictuaUer— U'. Hooper, Reading, Berkshire, tobacLO-
manufactiirer.
BANKRUPTCIES SUFERPETIKP.-H. NuhoUon and T. Eayltn, Canter-

bury, rail n-a.y -carriers

—

W, BufT, Blackburn. Lancashire. corndeaJer— J- H.
Lowndes, Liverpool, merchant—J. Lockwood. Wakefield, linen and woollen-
draper.
BANKKtJPTS.—F. J. 0»b»ld«ton. St. Alban',, bor»e-dealer—J. Bradshaw

and U. Wii: MHrylehone-street, rivcadilly. woollni-draper!i—W. Crosby.
B. VttUentine, &nd B. White. HoundiHiitclif Luodon. hardwa-reinen— J. More.
Coleman -Mlreet, London, merchant—R. Man>h. tJphoUand, Lam-ashire, provi-
iiun-deakler—T. John»cm, LiverpotJ* stationer—R. Suiton, Warrington, Lanca-
»htre, whetlwriKht—J. CrM, D nport, drRl>er_.T. Piarotk and T. Burton,
* "nghamt cornjfactoni—O. Hibbert, jnn., Chesterfield, Derbyshire, pawn.
fcroker- E. Harard, Sw^tea. GUmofKaaabire, grocer—R Eiliott, Liverpool,
wuie-meruhant—O. Blake, Norwich, mnhair-m.inufarTurer—K. Cuddard, Hnl-
beach. Lincnlothire. drapt-r—W. AntiH, JJ"Urn, Glutitvstersbire, umbielU*
•tu-k-miwn!facttircT—W.and J.Wsllis. WrafE»br.T.in.-oln»hire,corn-mtrehants
—J, Ht:I, Chkheater, pmcer~J. Hj-rgcr?, Br'-myard. Herpf^'rdahire, atrivener—
J. Southern, KiddermlasfT. Worccvtcrshire* victualier—B. Popf, Fcnchurch-
atr«et. City, merchant— W. Chaadley, aiRiicH«»ter-iere«t. Gray's Inn-road,
carpenter—J. Satterthnralte. CuUum »treec. London, wtneuiprchant G- Sher-

Wataoa, Cnlne, l-ancaiihirer wnrsted mantifacttir^r.
agent

SCOTCH SEOrEHTRATlONS—

K

T- and p. Warren, OlasHow,

Blair Athul, farmer.

LdinbiirKh, civU-ennineer-T.,
ow, Rta« makers— IJ- Leech, (ilasjtow, land-affen

J. Caa«l», jim-, B and J, Ca»iei», Kepp,»rerth!hire, distiliers— J, b^waart.

BIRTHS.-On the 30th ult-. at High bury.temw*. the wife* of T. Flieht,
Kaq., of a daughter—On the 86th alt., at HarUa|f, Stis«em, the lady of M. J.

dy o:

ford
eynoms, esq., "i a aauffhter—in Upper Harley-

street, the lady of J. Worrijon, Esq , .tl P. "f a!>on—On the 3rd '""t., at Pace-
Kre«a» Tottenham, Mi^. W. Ward, nt a d^ughter-^On the ard jimt., at Cl«>-
bury Afortiuier, Shropshire, the lady of K-M. AL'tihrtp, of thaMiiMle 1 ,„._.e.
E*q.. barrister, of a daughter—On the 28th u!i.^ at Chichealer, th*- lady ot R.
Henly, Esq, of a datighier- On the Ut inst., at Clifton, the lady of; E. L.
WaJcott, Effq., of a daughter.
MARRIED On the 4th inat., at Greenwu-h, T. Wheailey, Ksq.. rf Bexl<'y,

place, tu Jiine, youngest datiKhtf r nf the late \V, Whistler, Km}., of Muna €nt-

I^mbeth—On the .'*i>lh ult., at Cambt'r»-elJ» Ihoma*, eldest Mm ot J. Poater,

&q.. to :\f . Margaret, 2nd d ' *-r of A. Lfwij, E^q., />! Pulwich.

DIED.—On the *7ih ulL. altera Un^ Wltttt^, Mr. W. Rollisson, of trpppr

Tootln^F. In the 77ih year of hUaare—OR ihe 2lKh uIl, at Penlonviile, Mr B.

aiudie, a Hfii known writer on natural history-i On the «Hh ult, at Hallow

Park, near IVorceater, Sir C. Bell, K.H., FrofoMor of s-rr^cry m EainburKh—
On the Tft inst , at Orle! Lnt^xre. Cheltenham, a^cd 71. Lieut.- Gen Sir Wdljam
NicoJay. C.B.and
naoder-in-Chlef
the Virgin Island, _ __ ., ir^ „
JulU SJoplvift IHary, wife of Lieut.-Cyj. the Hoq, E, B. Fwioaot,

IMPORTANT WORKS ON BOTANY AND GAR-
PENING, published by Ridgway, Piccadilly 3 and to be had,

by order, of every country Bookseller.

1.

DR. LINDLEY'S LADIES' BOTANY, ia 2 vols.,

beautifully coloured, price 25*. each.

2,

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL REGISTER.
Published monthly, price 3s. 6i. each Number, containing Draw-

ings from Nature of the newest and most beautiful Plants, with

Directions for Cultivation, &c. &c. The volume for 1841 is now
ready, price 21. 2s.

** The Botanical Register, from containing most or all the new
Plants introduced by the Horticultural Society, from the great

care with which its plates are exectited, and the judicious re-

marks on culture and general habit, by Dr. Lindley, is, in con-

sequence, the superior publication."— Z.o«rfo?i*fi Magazine of

*'Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon this work.

Horticultural Cabinet,
3.

DR. LlNDLEY^S SERTUM ORCHIDACEUM.
A \Vreath of the most beautiful Orchidaceous Flowers, in Ten
Parts, price 25s. each. This splendid work is now complete, the

Tenth Part being just published.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL HISTORY OF
ROSES, with Coloured Plates, price 21j.

5.

DR. LINDLEY'S ACCOUNT OF THE BOTANY
OF SWAN RIVEK, with Coloured Plates, price 10a. 6d.

6.

DR* LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS. Illustrated by Drawings on Stone,

from the Sketches of Francis Bauer, Esq.. F.L.S., &e. Complete
in Four Parts, beautifully Coloured, price 30«. each.

7.

DR. LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS, in Svo, in Seven Parts, is now com-
plete; and Subscribers arc respectfully requested to make up
their sets as soon as possible, several of the early Numbers
being nearly out of print,

8.

DON'S EDITION OF SWEET'S CATALOGUE OF PLANTS,
corrected to the present time, without Supplements. Price 21 «.

cloth boards, arranged.
" It certainly is the most complete and useful Catalogue that

has yet appeared, as, in one line, it gives the systematic and
English names, where described, of what country it is a native,

the year introduced, the months when in flower, whether hardy
or tender, its duration, and reference to the books in which it is

figured ; and where any names have been lately changed, a syno-
nymis given in Italics, to show what it is changed from. It also
contains nearly double the number of Plants contained in any
other Catalogue that we have seen; so that, on the whole, we
believe it could not have been more complete. In our opinion,
the arrangement accortling to the natural system is far preferable

to that of an artificial one, particularly for cultivators; and on
this account tlie present work should be in the hands of all gar-
deners and ctiltivators of plants; aaid the reference to the figures

will also render it very useful to the botanist.— Gen^/eman**
Magazine.

Sixth Edition, in one large vol. 8vo, price 16*.

SWEET'S BOTANICAL CULTIVATOR; or. Hothouse and
Greenhouse Manual: giving full Practical Instructions for tlie

Management of all the Plants cultivated in the Hothouses.
Greenhouses, Frames, and Bordexs, in the Gaidens of Great
Britain; with Plain Directions for the Management «of Bulbs
and Plants in Rooms, &c.

*' Indeed what Mr. Sweet has said on the Culture of Bulbs and
Epiphytes, in the last Edition of his Botanical Cultivator, may
be considered as the ultimatum on this subject for the British
Gardener."— fr'arrfen^r'a Magazine.
This Edition correspond:^ with the New Edition of Sweet's

Hortus Britannicus, and contains for the first lime. Genus
Orchidaccse.

10.

THE FRUIT-GROWER'S INSTRUCTOR. ByGitORGKRLiss
Nurseryman. Containing full Directions for Planting and Cul-
tivating of Fruit trees; with Instructions for Forcing, and Lists
of the best kinds of Fruit for every ;;urpo?^p : also Diiectiona fur
Hothouse Kuilding, and the most Improved Modes of Heating
Second Edition, enlarged, price 0*,

n.
THE FLOKi.ST'S L^LTIVATOR: or. Plain Directions for the

Management of Florists' Flowers, Shrubs, Ac.; select Lists of
the most choi<?f Flowers : to which ia added the Monthly Opera-
tion usual for the Flower-garden, Shrubbery, and Greenhouse"
By Thomas Wai-ATs. Price 7«. W, coloured and bound in cloth'

In Svo, price ;s, 6d., Third Edition, improved, of

THE CULTIVATION of the GRAPE VINE on OPEN
WALLS. By Clement Hoaee.

•' Mr Hoare has thrown more light on the subject of A'inc cul-

ture than any British gardener who has written on the subject."

—Gardener's Magazine.
, ^. ,. , v- ^

•' One of the best productions upon any horticultural subject

which has been published for some years."— --l/Zfen^Mm.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, aud Longmans,

BOTANICAL WORKS,
Bv Prof. Lindley, of Univ. CoU. aud the Royal Institution.

THEORY OF HORTICULTURE; or anrpHE
on which the

vol. Svo. with
JL Exposition of the Physiological Principles

Operations of Gardening are conducted. In 1

Engravings on Wood, 12«. cloth.

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 3d Edition with

Corrections and numerous Additions, l large vol. Svo. with Su;

Copperplates and numerous Wood Engravings, 18s. cloth.

"We have no hesitation in pronouncing the • Introduction to

Botany,' by Dr. Lindley. to be the most valuable and perfect in

any language we are acquainted Wit\i.''—Medical Gazette,

3.

SYNOPSIS OF THE BRITISH FLORA, arranged

according to the Natural Orders. 3d Edition, with nutnero^s

Additions, Corrections, and Improvements, l2mo. 10.<J. Orf. clotn.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

Published this day, in 8vo., price 55., Part IX. of

FARMER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA, and Dien^HE _ -

1 tionary of Rural Affairs. Illustrated by W ood Engravings

of the best and most approved Agricultural ^"P^^^^"^^^^^^^^

C.W.Johnson, Esq..F.R.S.,Banister-at- taw. To be completea

in one more Part, and published in one \olume, price 2i. lOs.. m
the course of May. . _ ,. ^^ T,„f

Contents of the present Part:-Rake, Reaping, ^o^^^^^' ^"„*

Rotation of Crops, Salt (as a Manure), Salts, Scarifier, Jjueep,

Smut, Subsoil Ploughing, Swine, Temperature, &c.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.
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HENRY SPARE'S CONTRIBUTIONS continued.

Mr. Lunn, Birmingham
Mr. Spencer. Bowood , .

Mr. Wilcox, Eerkhamjistead
Mr. Cousins, Pine Apple-place .

Isleworth, May 3, 1842.

BENEA^OLENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF

of AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS an^^^^^^^^^
T^hTtheT

-The Committee of this Institution hereby give Notice, tnai t
/

have examined the Testimonials of the following ^^^^.^ atks
having found them satisfactory, nominate them as CAJNDIa^^

for the ELECTION on June the 2nd next, viz

ANDERSON,
road, aged 70. ^ ,< ^

ATTLEE, SARAH, widow of AVilliam Attlee, at Mrs.

Beddington Park Lodge, Wallington, Surrey, aged 7

L

COLLYER, WILLIAM, Nurseryman. Horsell Burcn,

aged 81 (second application]. ,^, /crrond
PARROT, JAMES, Gardener, Maidstone, Kent, aged/ 4

fst^u

application). norset-
SUFFELL, WILLIAM, Gardener, 43, Part-place, vm

square, Marylebone, aged 60. , . T^al-
SUTTLE, THOMAS, Gardener, 38, Trafalgar-street,

worth, aged 69 (second application). ,, «or
J. J. BowLKR, Hon.Scc.

UNE tne 'inunext, viz.. .— a

, Gardener, 17. Regent-street, Mile-enQ

Hatcs'j

Surrey;

Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand, May 3, 1842.

FOR THE FACE AND SKIN.

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, a Preparation from

the only
Oriental Exotics, is now universally known as ^»"^ J^ •

safe and cfiicient protector and beautifier of the
^'*^'\.^"j:.,,.iiiy

plexion. Its virtues are commonly displayed in ^^^^^""^^^
eradicating all Pimples, Spots, Redness, Tan, ^^^^^^ifp most
other unsiirhtlv pnt-annnns ripfpcts. and in rendenng rnt;

To tlic
rough and uneven Skin pleasantly solt aud ^^^^f^^h. j j^^

Complexion it imparts the juvenile roseate hue, and to ui^^

Hand, and Arm. a delicacy and fairness unrivalled.
during

It is invaluable as a renovating and refreshing V^^ '
..d the

travelling or exposure to the sun, dust, or harsh ^'"i^^^^,
^^^li6

heated atmophere of crowded assemblies. Gentlemenwm
pecuUarly grateful after shaving. , . .

Price As. U. and 8«. U. per bottle, duty includea.
^^^^

Caution-.-Ask for ** Rowj>am>'s Kaj.vuok,'* and sew

these words arc on thccnvcroperwith their signature aij*
J^

.t

in red-" A. Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Gia^'^'^^^TnvertbC
the same arc engraved on the Government stamp »*^*^^\?„aicine
cork.-Sold by them, and by respectable Perfumers unai>it

Venders.

.».

4J1

Printed by Meeirt. EniDBtiiv and Evaks, Lonibard-itreel, ^^^K tbem »*
the Precinct of Whiirfriara. in the City of l.ondun, and

J'^^'^'f'? Ih^Ut^l*

*!?«2
'^l

AaveniMmtnu and CammuaicfcUMf wc '<'>« addretM

fi4ilor,-.»aturda7, May 7, 1M«, ^
* *- jMt
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R.OS£S
IV/TESSRS. PAUL and SON* Florists, Chfshunt,
-LtX Herts, beg respectfully to offer for sale the undermen-
tioned select Dwarf Perpetual Roses, vihich are kept in small pots
for economy of carnage j and can be forwarded with ease and
safet>% at a trifling expense, to any part of the kingdom.
The Plants of all mentioned are now ready for deliverift *t'i7A

many other fine varieties.
X

Class 1st.

—

TIvbrit> Perpktcal.
*Aubernon, brilliant dark rose, very sweet
Augustine Mouchelet, bright rose, centre carmine
Calliope, fine clear cherry ....
Comte de Paris, violet red, often striped
Due d'Aumale, beautiful dark purple
Edward Jesse, dark purple shaded with crimson
Gen. Merlin, flesh-coloured rose, shaded

KOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
LAND. The Anniversary Meeting will be held in London,

^t the Society's House, No. 12, Hanover Square, on Monday the
231 d of May, at 12 o'clock precisely. By order of the Council,

JA5IES Hudson, Secretary,

-pOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.
-*-*' Inner Circle, Regent's Park.
THE PROMENADES will take place in the Gardens on Wed-

nesday, the 1st of June, from 4 to 7 o'clock, and will be continued
dn every following Wednesday at the same hours, if the weather
permit, until further notice.

Visitors will only be admitted by the personal introduction, or
written orders, of Fellows, strictly in conformity with the bye-
laws and regulations of the Snriptv.

^£"0 7 6
10 6
7 6
5
15

3 6
5

S 6
3 6
5
15

15

© 7

Messrs. PAUL and SON also beg to oflf^er Dwarf Roses at the
following prices, when the selection is left to them :—
Bourbon, China, Tea, &-c., first-rate varicUes,m pots , ^i 4 per dot,
^°' "O- do., good col?ccticn . 18 „
^. ^°' *^°-« Bood second rate . 12 „
They further beg to state that were the individual prices of the

Roses considered m the above selection, they would amount tomuch more than the prices quoted per dozen.
Cheshunt, Herts, May I2, 1842.

H.

May 4, 1S42.

gulations of the Society.
By order of the Council,

/ JA.MES nE Car LB Sowerby, Sec.

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MAJESTY.
"I30YAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL
J-*' SOCIETY.—A Grand Tulip and Miscellaneous Flower Show
will be held at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, on Wednesday
next, the ISth May. ^

A Band of Wind Instruments will attend. Open from 1 till 7.
admission U-. r. h. CUMING, Hon. Sec.

tilGHGATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.J-X The FIRST EXHIBITION will be held on Satuuday, the
2Ist May, 1842, in the Grounds of HOLLY LODGE, Highgate
by permission of His Grace the Duke of St. Albans. The Gates
Will be opened at Ten o'clock, and closed at Seven.
The band of the Coldstream Guards will attend.

^
Tickets, at 2s. 6d. each, maybe obtained on or before the 20th

inst. at Highgate, Hornsey, and Hampstcad, or in London of the
following seedsmen :—
Mr. Brown. Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly ; Mr. Charlwood, Covent

Garden
j Mr Kernan, Great Russcil- street ; Messrs. Warner and

CO., conihill • Mr. Flanagan, opposite the Mansion House: Mr.Lockhart, Cheapside j and Mr. Nutting, Cheapside.

HEARTSEASE SHOW,
Under the Patronage of Sir John Sebright, Bart.

T^ V ^P^^ EXHIBITION of this SOCIETY will

stith^'ol^^re!dt^[he"^1f?^^^ ^"^^^^^^ ^-- ^-'' ^^^—
^fdo! Nu^r^rn^Te^.!^^^^^^^^^

''^''^^''' '' ^^—
thJutri^^l'^TH^''^^^n^'; ^^'^ ^^ ^^^^d to the ist Prireinthe 1st Class. Prizes will also be given for Seedlintrs but noSeedling allowed to be exhibited in Stands.

''^^'*''"^'' ^''^ "°

S€fd'\h.^.''f/n1.*S'^p^'^'^^"'^^^'*""^^
a member. Entrance for

!f.?I\"S^ ^'' '^^'^^^ ^ioom. All flowers to be in the room by IIo clock.
Ealing, 12 May, I8I2.

R. S. MouxTJOY, Hon. Sec.

'T'HE SALT-HILL DAHLIA EXHIBITION, under
ftn^ u o'^'^^rl-^t^

Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty
?6th SFPt^mrpE^^^^Iv^'^'''^^

^^^ will take place on thelotn SEPTEMBER, on the same grand scale as last year.
Particulars will appear in a future Advertisement.

ENTRAL PINK and HEARTSEASE SHOW, open
ftj- fT.1 M \u"#^^'''^-~'^^^

^^°^*^ EXHIBITION will take place

tL; u^ ^^^^ Tavern, SLOUGH, on FRIDAY, JUNE 24,

rfiJiT^", numerous PRIZES, in PLATE, will be given on thesame hberal scale as last year.-
iiaa, on prepaid application.

Lady Fordwich, bright red , q
*Louis Buonaparte, superb velvety vermilion
*Madame Laflfay, fine clear red, vcrv large
Melanie Cornu, very bright red, fine ....
Mistress Elliot, lilac changeable, very robust
Prudence Rccser, whitish rose, musk-scented
Rivers, beautiful bright rose, shaded with crimson, very
„..„large "

. I 1
vSiiliam Jesse, bright crimson, very large • » .05

Class 2d.—NoisKTTE.
*Ame, lilac rose o 1
Castalie, blush white, blooming in large clusters • .01
Clara Wendel, fine deep yellow , . . , • 10
Desprez k fleur jaune. buff and gulphur . . . ,01
Eugene Dubourg, pale flesh o 1

Euphrosyne, yellowish buff, large, and very sweet . 3
Fellembcrg, bright deep rose . . . , , .01
Flenrdujeune Age, yellowish white * . » ,05
La Biche, pale flesh, very large and sweet . , .01
Lactenp, pale straw colour, veo' sweet - . . .03
Lemarque, fine sulphur o 1
*Minea, bright rose, very compact grower , , .01
Similor, sulphur when opening, centre passing to deep

yellow rs
Smith's Yellow, superb sulphur yellow . , , ,01
Victorieuse, pale blush, very fine 1
VitelUna, edges flesh, centre yellow, very sweet , ,03

Class 3d.—Bourbon.
Acidalie, white, large, and double 2
*Armosa, bright pink, very abundant bloomer . ,01

j
Augustine Leiieur, vivid even rose 1

Augustine Margat, bright pale rose 1

Bouquet de Flore, carmine, large and robust . , .01
Bizdrine, beautiful light red , 10
Celimene, fine cltar blush 1

Ceres, beautiful rose, petals imbricated . . , . 15
Crimson Globe, purplish crimson . , • , .07
Crimson Madame Desprez, crimson . • • ,07
Defsgaches, clear bright rose, fine shaped . » ,03
EmiUe Courtier, shaded rosy crimson . -« • .03
Gloire deRosamene, velvety carmine ,

.*
, .01

Ida Percot, clear rose, very abundant bloomer . .03
Jean d'Albret, rosy lilac 1

Le Grand Capitaine, brilliant carmine • • . .05
Madame Nerard, silvery pale rose 2
KMrs. Bosanquet, delicate flesh, robust habit, superb . 2
Parquin, fine violet . . . « ^ • , . 3
*PhoEnix, bright rosy purple i 1

Proserpine, splendid dark crimson velvet, fine shape . 1 1

Queen, vei-y fresh salmon pink, fine . .' . .02
Roblin, brilliant carmine OS
Splendens, fine rosy crimson, very robust . - - 7
Therisita, bright lilac rose 1

Triomphe de Plantier, rosy crimson, robust . . .03
Class 4th.—China.

*Archduke Charles, rose changing to crimson . .

Augustine Hersent, bright rose
Belle Emilie, pale flesh .

Belle Elvire, rosy lilac

BcUe Isadore, rose and crimson, very fine . . .0
Clara Sylvain, beautiful pure white , , - . .0
Cramoisi sup^rieur, dark velvety crimson . . -

Duchess of Kent, blush, often edged with rose . .

*Fabvier, brilliant scarlet
* Henry the Fifth, crimson, often striped with white ,

Le Cameleon, blush and crimson, changeable - .

*Louis Philippe, velvety crimson ^0
*Madame Bureau, pure white, fine ....
Madame Breon, beautiful rose, peduncles very erect .

Merlet Labouillait, buff ,,.,,-.
•White China, pure white ......

EXHIBITION OF TUMPS,
GROOM, Clapham Rise (late of Walworth),
by Appointment FLORIST to Her MAJESTY, respect-

fully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public, that his
extensive COLLECTION of TULIPS is now in full bloom, and
will continue in perfection until the 24th of MAY, and can be
viewed every day, ftom 9 o'clock unta 5, Sundays cxcepted.-—
Admittance 1».
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n^O HEARTSEASE GROWERS. — John Buxton,
-*- Wandsworth Road, lias Strong Plants of the bcit SHOW
FLOWERS, by the most celebrated growers, including the late
Mr. Baurraud's choice Seedlings, as well as his own. Flowers
may be seen at Mr. Lake's, seedsman, Bishopsgate-street, City.

pHRY^SANTHEMUMS. —Chandler and Sons,
Vy Nurserymen, Vauxhall', London, beg tosUte that they have
good plants, in smaU pots, of their CHRYSANTHEMUMS now
ready to send out, and that they can supply the Jersey varictiet
at l2s. per dozen, different sorts, and alsothe French and Spanish
varieties at iss. per dozen.
A list of their collection may be had on application j if by letter,

prepaid.

1 0«. 6d.

1C«. 6d.
10s. 6d.

X0«. fid.

T KEYNES, Florist, Salisbury, begs to state that
«' • the following (with all the established Show Flowers of
the Season) are now ready for delivery with his usual fine Plants.
To all growers, he has no hesitation in confidently recommending'
them as decided improvements. The YeUvw ttu7ids at present
vnrxvaUed, and will be indispensable to a firht-rate stand. Should
either of the following not prove Show Flowers, they will be
deducted from accounts.
Prince of Wales ^.Dod's), pure ycUow,most perfect shape
Twyford Perfection (Young's), puce, edged crimson
Westbury Rival (Hairs),puce, extra fine form
Princft Albert (Adam*«) shaded bronze, new colour ,

Salisbury, April 30, 1842.

^]EW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.—The NobUity,
* Gentr), and Florists are respectfully informed that Messrs-

W.and F. YOUELL having bestowed great caie end attention In
forming a collection of all the NEW FUCHSIAS sent out by
various parties, which they have proved to he of great beauty
and distinctness, and havii^g selected about thirty vaiietica
which they can confidently recommend, they are now re«dy to
be sent out at the rate of 21.9. per 12 varieties, fit for competition
at any of the Horticviltural exhibitions of the ensuing season.
By enclosing a Post-ofiice order for one guinea, they will be sent
post-free to any part of the United Kingdom. Their list of
Fuchsias, with respective prices, can be obtained by enclosing a
Postage Stamp.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, May 4th, 1SI2.

SCOTTISH CRYPTOGAMIC PLANTS.—For Sale,
a few Packets (all similar) of Mosses, Lichens, wmA Hepft.

ticse, each containing 120 species, carefully dried and liamed, in-
cluding the very rare BUXBACMLV APHYLLA, DIDYMODON
INCLINATUS, and other raritie?, price lOs. Can be posted to
any part of the Kingdom. Early application is requested, ad-
dressed Wm. Gardiner, Jun., 40, Overgate, Dundee.
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•1. Regent's-place, Slough.

given
Schedules of Prizes, &c., may be

Edward Avcust,
Hon. Sec.

Class 5th.—MiNiAxrRE,
Fairy, pale rose
Jenny, bright pink ........
Fumila, bright rose
*Rubra, dark red
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CHEAP SHOWY PLANTS FOR FLOWER-BEDS.
'I171LLIAM BARRATT begs to offer to FJoricuUu-
VV xists, as below, CALCEOLARIAS. GERANIUMS, VER-
BENAS, FUCHSIAS, PANSIES, DAHLIAS, and other free-

blooming Garden Flowers, at 4s. to 6s. per dozen ; strong Plants

ready for planting out. A fine collection of the above plants in

named sorts, as well as other Greenhouse and Herbaceous plants

for Rooms and Greenhouses.
About 10,000 GREENHOUSE HEATHS and EPACRISES, in

fine health; worthy the attention of the Amateur and Nuisery-

man.
*»* NATURAL GRAPES for permanent pasture, in selected

sorts. Persons ordering these should give the quantity of ground,

the situation and quaUty of the soil, and for what purpotse

wanted; doing this they may rely on having the proper kinds,

and at not above one-third more expense than the oid mixtures

of Hay-seeds, which are very uncertain in producing good Herb-
age. Also, DWARF LAWN GRASSES; as much seed as will

sow 100 square yards for from 3s. to -is.

Wakefield Nursery, May 1842.

ClAAT ^f-g?*^'^01'T NURSERY, STOWMARKET.
O ;.|'

^*^LlNG, impressed \\ith a deep sense of gra-

hp h^l f'i-
^° ^'^ "umerous friends for the distinguished support

thantt^i!*^-*'^^''P"'*^"^^^'^^es leave to return his sincere

he cLnAofV f°
'"^*''""* ^^^"^ ^^^ ^«^^^a Growers generally, that

Lnn^^ll^ *"

l^^ further orders for Northern Beauty. Liberty,

hea fh^
or Sancho Dahlias this season. He has still strong and

tint. =Li »^^.^'°^^ ^^ t*^e approved varieties in cultiva-

6d p\^^M" collections of 50 or 25 . They will be sent to order at

chnw f
* choicebeing left to himseU. and will be selectcdfrom

in whL^l^""'^^. ^^^ ®°^^®' ^° include a portion ofnewer varieties,

their r,M- V® Plentiful.-Solicitous of future favours, he remains
Inr^^ ^ ^^^ obedient servant.—Plants to compensate for^^S carnage.. May 12, 1842.

Class 6th.—Tba.Scbxtbj>.
Archcduchcsse Therese Isabelle, crimson purple - .

Aurore, sulphur, changing to buff • , . . .

Barbot, reddish rose, centre yellow , . . .

*Bardon, fine blush ....:.»•
Belle Archinto, blush, shaded with rose . . . *

Bride of Abydos, white shaded with rose . - -8
Caroline, fine pink, deeper coloured centre . . .

*CeIs multiflore, delicate pale flesh . • • • • •
Comte de Paris, rosy flesh, very large and fine . -

Devoniensis, straw colour, buff towards the centre .

Don Carlos, delicate salmon •

W GUANO MANURE.
^
&K1RVING, Seedsman, QuEEN-sauARE, Li-

tn FarL
^'^^'^^'ooL, begs to announce to Landed Pniprietors, and

has wl^® ^°i*
Gardeners, that the price of the genuine Guanonas just been fixed by the importers as follows :- viz., 16/. per

larger q^uamit"'*''^*
""'^^ five Tons, and 15/. per Ton for any

l8^T^aV^^°"i r'®
^^PeripT5ce with the Guano on various crops

son^\I?V ^?5 "*^"^ ^^^ appearance of the crops of Gras* at ure-

Eliza Sauvage, sulphur, orange centre .

Eugene Desgaches, fine rose , . . ^ •

Fragolotta, bright rose
Gigantesque, flesh shaded with rose . - ,

Goubault, clear salmon, centre yellow, very sweet
Haman, buff and rose, passing to crimson, very sweet
Hardy, bright rose ...,..-
Jaune Abricot, reddish yellow, fine ....
Josephine Malton, creamy white, buff centre .

Lavinia Darieul, white tinged with flesh . . .

mrnri^fI ^^^ ^^* ^^*' applied, can with confidence recora-

for anv .^r^
^^^^'

l"^^^
^''^' ^' ^^"^ ^^«^^ P^'^«' » ^heap Manure,

centc7n^.'"
or field crop. With this conviction, he has ac-

behalvtnf ''''>* ^""^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ genuine Guano, and shall

direct fiL^^'^T''''^
'''^?'"^' ^^^""^ ^^'^^^ ^« promptly executed,"Jrect from the Importer's Stores,

requ^d ^^i i^v^prJfnrS^'nfw^ T"^^^ ' * ^^^^^^ttaiice or reference^^"^^•"-Liverpool, 9th April, IS43.

Lady Granville, blush pink •

Le Pactole, pale yellow, very distinct

*Lyonnais, fine pale rose ....
Mansais, buff, sometimes rose, very large

Niphetos, pure white, very large
Nina, beautiful clear blush • .

Nitida, fine rosy yellow ....
Pauline Plantier, sulphur yellow
Princesse Marie, copper-coloured rose .

Taglioni, fine creamy white
Triomphe de Luxembourg, rose, centre buff
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CHAPMAN'S NEW SPRING POTATOES.—Tbii
excellent new variety, possessing all the qualities of the best

Ash-leafed Kidney, but capable of being produced in perfection

for table from November till June, Ss now ready for delivery at

One Guinea per bushel, with directions for their culture in the
open ground without protection.

** We never yet tasted any forced or retarded Potatoes anything
like so good."— Dr. Lindley, in Gardeners" Chronicle,

** We can only repeat, that, be they what they may, they are of
excellent quality."— Dr. Lindiey, in Gardenerti* Chronide, Apr. 3-

%* Orders for sample baskets, enclosing 15, vriUbe attended
to ; but orders for sets must be prompt—addressed to T. H. Chap-
man, Brentford-end,

The varieties marked thus * are admirably adapted for planting mond»ey.

a^HE NEW MANURE— FIXED AMMONIA.
-I- This highly-fertilising matter is strongly recommended to
Agriculturists, Gardeners, and others, for its unequalled powers
in promoting the healthy and rapid growth of Graa» and Vege-
tables ; whilst its portability renders it invalui^e in situations

where the cost of conveyance bars the use of ordinary stimulants.

It is free from smell, and dissolves instantly in pare water; it

may be used in Field, Garden, or Coriservatory with equal advan-

tage ; the results of experimeiits already tried are most satisfac-

tory ; and there is no doubt of success wherever it may be ap-

plied, as it is equally adapted to every^ description of soil.

To be had from Mr. T- EYTON, Manufacturing Chemist, »^«*
stock-street, Liverpool, in quaiitities of one cwt. and upwards.—

Instructions for its use will be forwarded with each parcel.

TO PINE GROWERS AND FORCING GARDENERS.

ri^AN may be procured in the iH^«nediate vicinity^

1 Covent^Garden Market, on the ^^^fS^wr^ew,
For further information apply to ^' Baffs^v^* i^ew^i

in beds where whole beds of any paiticuUur colour we desired. I Agent, si, Brydg^street, Co^ eitt-uaraen.
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vsuKtt. THE xsprrr^L patro.\ao« of

Hmr Kuval Hxchvem tub DUCHE:5i; ok GLOUCESTER AND
His Royal Hiohwjss* jus. PUKE of CAMBRIDGE.

MWATERER bfgs Jeave respectfully to inform the

• Nobility and Gentry of London and its environs that

his unrivalled COLLECTION of AMERICAN PLANTS will open

on WEDNESDAY next. MAY 18, at the King's Road, CHELSEA,
npon a mach more e.\ten*»ive scale than that of last year. M . \V.

flatt4:rshiniself it will merit and meet the patronage of the Public.

—Open from !0 till dusk. Admittance I j. each.—At the Nurseries,

Knap Hill and Bagshot, the American Plants are also in bloom,

mnd mav be viewed gratis. The Knap Hill Nursery Is 2^ miles

from WoitingStation, South Webtern Railway, where conveyances
may be bad.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS Tvill Sell

by AUCTION at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on Tues-
day, May l/th, Thursday, igih, and Friday, 20th, 1812, at 12

o'clock, about 2000 Dahlias, consisting of all the leading kinds;

also fine Geraniums in bloom, New Verbenas, Fuchsias, Hearts-

case, Ac.
May be viewed tlLc morning of sale. Catalogues may be had at

the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstoue.

MR. T. ANSELL, Jun., k instructed to sell at the

AUCTION MART, Bartholomew Lane, on Tn* '^y,

May 17j 1842, at 12 o'clrck, a most extensive and splendid Col-

lection of DAHLIAS, embracing nearly all the new varieties

coming out thia seaaon. Abo a variety of Plants suitable for

turning iuLo FloWcr-bordcrsi, &c. &c.

I

URITANMA LIFE A66URANCE COMPANY,
J-^ 1, 1'rinces-iitreet, Bank, 1-ondon.

ThU Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,

4 \ .i.c., cap. IX., and is so constituted an to aflbrd the benetitii of

Life Aa^uraiH f, iu their fullrtft extent, to Policy-holders, and to

pr nt greutiT facilities and accommodation than can be ob-
tniiifd in other Offices. The decidt-d superiority of its plan, atul

tt« claim to public preference and support, have been proved, in-

contcMtably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Extiact from IncreMing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of 100/. for whole term of Lile.

*Annual Premium payable during
Age. 1st five 1 2d live 1 3d five

,

1 1
4th five Remainder

years. years. years,
i

years. of Life.

30 rfi I 4 jei b 10 jti 10 i» jgi 16 9 ^2 3 8
30 1 6 4 1 12 3 1 10 1 2 7 4 2 17 6
40 X l6 1 2 4 4 a 14 6 3 7 3 4 3 4
no a 15 7 3 9 4 4 5 6 5 6 3 1 6 13 7

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions

and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most

improved and scientific methods.
AV. WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street. Manchester), beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a varietj^ of important

improvements of a satisfactory' nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-

servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most

complete success.

They have also successfully applied C. W. WiUiams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuality and dispatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

'^'THE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-I- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained to any size of JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J, SiiEn'KN' having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddigcs',

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place j Mr. Knight's,

King's road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter j and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

WARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.
^REGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND
MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET,aud 57, GRACE-

CHURCII-STUEET, City, bog to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on
Ward's principle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners* Chronicle) with
plain and ornamental stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc Fanlights, Skylights, and Gothic

Frames for Conservatories, Hothouses, Forcing Frames, &c.

Garden stand Frames, Engines, Watering pots, Flower Labels,

Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, Sec. Sec. Experienced
workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zinc,

Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas, &c. &c.

PETER MORRISON. Resident Director
A liberal commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

^EW ZEALAND COMPANY.—Notice is hereby
i-^ civKN, that the ANNUAL GENERAL COURT OF PRO.
PRTETORs OF THE ^EW ZEALAND COMPANY will beholden
onTUESDAYtheSlbt day of MAY inst., at One o'clock pre-
dseiy, at this Hoase, fortheelectum of Directors and other Offi-
cer* of the said Company, and for the transaction of other bu-
lb «. At the said Meeting, the foUowing Directors will go out
OtOkiice, viz.—

V:_.ouut iNoesTftC, M.P.
IKr Wti.MAM Moi.BswoRTu, Bart.
Aaxnca Wii.lis, Esq.
John Ellkkkkk Hoc lcott, Esq.
Joiix William BtcjiLK,Esq.
Hk -hV At:mu>'BY Aqlionuv, Esq., M.P.

But betng eligible for re-election, hereby offer themselves to be
re-elected accordinifly. By order of the Court,

John Wa ri>. Secretary.
New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings, IStti May, 1842.

—t

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL RmLDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES.

CRURCHKS, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and£DWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
^
D. andE. Bailkv having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this snbject, and had mtich experience in t^ie erection of
apparatus for the abuve-nientiohed purposes, have, by improve-
ments sugK^c.vted in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and prentlenien, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executinj; the
works <rf their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick
D.andE. Bailey also construct in metal aU descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272. Holhom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
coaveuicut kitchen apparatus, orrange,a4iapted forthe continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the fir^t to introduce metalUc curviU-to^houses to horliculturistR, and can refer to the Conservatoryw^hed to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many©wwra m this country and on the Continent.

ProteSof.^^i'l''^*''*
^''' ^^^a?«antitycf theGalvanicPlantWotectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery Ihev

^'^^iL^l^^'^'u
^*^^^^' BOtice a new Trough Pijte for'orchYoaccoiia or o^ r Ho.isea where vajKJur is constanUy. or at intervals. required, and which may be seen at their mann/a^[ory

TIOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and

wl?i;s,7ndMa';ufaciur^s^
to return their most sincere thant^^^^ThenS \^^
who have so Uberaliy patronised their iipro.'^dcL^^^^ ^i^^'J(For a description see Oard^ners^ ChroniJ^yUrchTTi^^^^^
Amateurs these Boilers will be found inviuable ThL J'no furnaces or setting in brickwork, are mov^ke^^^^^^^
and may be applied with equal faciUty to tSelm^est bou^T;inost e.^ten8ive r^gc of pipes, price 5/. 5,. and upwards. Further particulars, plans, estimates, 8cc. for warmine everv ri<.«^."
tion of building may be obtained aa above^X^rS7o mav

X

seen a vanety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Br^ .«^
Iron Bed.steads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implements
&c. ^c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes two
three, and four inches, at a». 3t^., 3«. 3d., and u. 3d. pw y^'^ *

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
*

' HOUSES &c

ST. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-
PLACE. KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of

IN\1SIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren-
dered Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks.
Bordering, Flower-stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and
economical principles.

Parties waited on in Tow^n or Countrj-, and Drawings and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

'rO FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS, AMATEUR
JL GARDENERS, &c.—CLARKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for
the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,

&c. : the application of this COMPOST will add greatly to the
beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden. In
making new Gardens it will be found invaluable; it has long
been in use in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Price One Guinea per
bag. contaiiung two cwt., sufficient for a good-sized garden for
one year.

Also, Prepared HAIR DUST. This Preparation will effectually
preserve Flowers, Plants, Bulb-roots especially, from the ravages
of worms, grubs, and all kinds of crawling insects. From its im-
perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per bag. Address, Stanbridge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf, King's
Cross; or Henry Clarke, seeds^man, 86, High-street, Borough.

" ' !
I I
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^
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ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, &c., FOR THE GARDEN
390, OXFORD STREET. LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock
• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Garden and Greeiilio use, begs to submit for
the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STAND.S with GARDEN ARCHEs)
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility
stand unrivalled.

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES
FUMIGATORS. SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT, with
every other Implement.

Gamb and Cattle Fkncixg in varietv.

CURATOR WANTED.—The BotanicalSod^^r
London is in want of a CURATOR to arrange the Cniip

tion; he will be required to attend Three Days a Week from in
to 4.—Apply by Letter, pre-paid, to Mr. G. E. Dennes. SecrPta™
20, Bedford-street, Covent Garden. ' '^^fccary.

GARDEN-NETS, FISHING-NETS, SHEEP-NETS.
GARDEN-NETS, being new steam-made Net, Ud,

per yard, l-inch mesh; do; Mended Fishing Nets, Jd. per
yard; New Hemp Net for shading Greenhouses. Heaths, &c.,
and for protecting Peaches, &a. from Wasps and Flies, /id per
yard, 38 inches wide j Worsted Net, Woollen Nets, Fishing Nets,
from 4 to 400 yards long, ready for use. Drags, tlues, trammels.
New Cotton Flue Nets (kill fish best of any kind of material), 3s.
per yard, 6 feet deep. Sheep Nets, strong-tarred cord, forming a
neat invisible fence, or for folding sheep, 44d. per yard, 3^ feet
high- New Expanding Tents, 36 feet round, 6 feet high in lowest
part, put up or taken down in three minutes, 5/., made of Russia
Duck, striped canvas, or the finest Brown Holland; if made 34
feet round, same height, 3/. 15s. ^ -y form a neat summer-
house fora garden, useful ornament for lawns; and fur Fishing,
Sho<»ting, Archery, or Pic-nic parties, are worthy of notice!
Weight of the largest only 20 lbs. ; if made of thick canvas, no
difference in price.

Robert Richardson, Net, Tent, and Rick-cloth maker, 21, Ton-
bridge Place, New Road, near Huston- square,
— I' f-m 1^-.— -.^— - ^ I

— .- . - -
. _ _ ___

I^^DWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
^—* Isleworth. Middlesex, respecfully informs Horticulturists.
that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory- Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., GIouc«t«r-phce,
• Kini/s Road, Chelsea, HorUcultural Builders, *c., have

invented a most simple and easy contrivance for shading Horti-
cultural erections. The principle upon which It acts is so simpla
and effectual, that it only requires to be known to he universally
-dopted. To be seen in use at moit of the London Koraeries,
Rdat their Horticultural Manufactory, Glorowter-place, Chel»««;

"DRiTISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
* ' TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen. Gentlemen, and Horti-
cultumts generally are respectfully informed that they may be
furnished with lists of prices, and partic ulars regarding the abov e
article, which haa in every rase in which it has been adopted
proved itself to be by far the most economical material for Horti-

ol* » ^^^l^^JS* upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315,
Oxford-street. London.

/
» »

bei^Hn'^Ji^fi^*!? 51'^' Edgware-road. and 8. Jermyn-street,

-riH^p!«
»oUfy that he haa removed his business to the above

«niiru, fJL Ki!!*® ir''"''!'"^''* "^ "^"^« extensive premises, and

^^TtrlZ^^l^fi ^""^ ^^^^^ * continuance of Uie support he

r?^r^h«H«^«^^^^^ ^'*-'^^^^ '^'* every description of

n!>^\ PI f^'r^,^^**"^*^
•'''^ Omamenta! Gl.-

,
Patent Plate ana

^ ri

suppiiea in aoy number or quantity, at wh^!

A LADY who has just parted with her GARDENER
in consequence of having relinqnished her Country Estal

blishment, on account of a death in the famUy, wishes to recom
mend him to any Nobleman or Gentleman who may be in want
of a person in whom the utmost confidence may be reposed and
whose abilities as a Gardener, and whose general conduct' she
feels assured will not fail to give the greatest satisfaction -^Ad
dress A R-, Cormack and Co., Bedford Conservatory, Coyent-
garden, London.,_^—'

—

"* —^ —I— ^— ^
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND FARMERS

as FARM BAILIFF, ia
ung Man, a native of Cum-

WANTS
T T any County in England, a \oung Man, a native of Cum

berland. The advertiser has been brought up to Farming and
Grazing, and is acquainted with most of the modern improve.
ments in agriculture; and would be able to give respectable re-
ferences, and produce sufficient testimonials as to character and
capabilities.—Address A. L,, Post-office, Brampton, Cumberland.

\f / ANTS a SITUATION as UNDER GARDENER,
» a Young Man, who wishes to place himself under a

Head Gardener, and will be found very willing to oblige. He
can have an undeniable character, and he has been accustomed
to work in the Garden.—Direct to R. R., at Mr. Russell's, Gar-
dener, Croydon Common,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR,
V\ DENER and FORESTER, and where at least two men are

kept as labourers, a Married Man, without a Family, aged 30

years. He has a thorough know^ledge of his business in all its

branches, is a good accountant, and can be highly recommended
by his late employers. Wages 55/. per annum, with a cottage, &c.
His Wife can superintend the management of the Dairy and
Poultry'. No objection to go to any country, provided more salary

be given.—Address H. K., at the Office of this Paper.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

TT/'ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a respect-

Vf able Yoimg Man, who understands his business in every

department, and can be highly recommended. Salary 80/. per

annum. Letters addressed, pre-paid, A. B., Post-office, Bognor,

Sussex.

WANTS
his

business in all its branches. His Wife, if required, can take

charge of a Dairy, or the Family Washing. Can have a good two

years' character from the place he is about leaving.— Direct R. W.,

Mr. Cuthbert's, Nursery and Seedsman, Southgate.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Middle-

aged Man, without incumbrance, who thoroughly under-

stands his business. Cari have a good character from the place

he has just left, where he lived seven years. No objection to the

charge of Cows, Closes, &c. Wages not an object—Address

A. B., 52, Curzon. street, May Fair.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married

Man, without Family, who perfectly understands all kinds

of Forcing, Kitchen Gardening, and Plants, His Wife has no

objection to the management of a small Dairy, if required.-

rect to Mr. Mills, Gunnersbury Park, Acton, Middlesex.

Di-

TTTANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single

V V Man, aged 28 Years, who has a thorough knowledge of his

business, and can have an undeniable character from his last

place. Reasons for leaving—his Master requiring a Married Man,

on account of a new Lodge being built. Wages. \l. 2.?.—Address,

P. P., J. Cuthill, Florist, Love-walk, Camberwell, London.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER a respect-

able Single Man, aged 28, of sober and industrious habits,

who has a general knowledge of his profession, and whose cha-

racter will bear the strictest inquiry.—Apply by letter, addressett

to CD,, Mr. Russell's, Gardener, Turnham Green, Middlesex.

TUTT'S BEE-HIVES.—GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
begs to announce that he has prepared for the present s^-

son a large stock of Nutt's Improved Bee-Hives, in which areem-

bodied all recent improvements ; and being the only authonsea

agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public ^e»^^*4^

against purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be maQ

in accordance with the exact principles of the Inventor, irora

parties who unauthorised use his name j in such cases purcnas^

are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatus being u"-

perfect and incomplete. Geo. Neighbour has also a ^'^''^^^ _
improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, &c. &c., which are vtry

tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from ^^^?^^
^ L

the honey may be taken at any time of the season without un-

stroying the Bees,

Apiarian Dep6t and Honey AVarehouse, 131, High Holborn,

London.—Letters relative to the above must have posiae

stamps enclosed.
*»* NUTT ON BEES (5th edition) now pnblished.

I

OUNTAINS, &c.—AUSTIN and SEELEY respect-

fuUy offer their services to the Nobility and Gentry
^J"9^f

*;

purpose introducing Ornaments of this nature in their *^^'^ ^
Gardens. Having accumulated during the last 15

yf^^.^^Jt to
number of Models, they are enabled by various corabmauou.

construct FOUNTAINS in very great variety, and at a lower p

than formerly. As their stock of Vases, Statues,
f.^"" .

Flower-boxes, Fonts, and other objects for Ecclesiastical v

poses, comprises altogether more than a thousand varietieb,

hope to be able to meet the wants of most persons wao
apply to them.—New-road, comer of Cleveland-street

npHE AWFUL EFFECTS of FIRE might often

^

A prevented by a few gallons of water, if at hand at 1*? .

breaking out; but for want of which, both Life and Property

qaently fall a sacrifice, to a fearful extent. J. R^aD begs w
form the Public, that he has invented a FIRE ENGI>E ^P^"
entirely new principle, so portable, that it may be J^eptm a no'j
earned up or down stairs, and, worked by two men, will ajscu e^

20 gallons per minute to a distance of 70 feet, and ^/***/^raW,Tra
may be continued for any length of time. To render tne

^more generally useful, it is so arranged, that, by shining a sms^^

pin, It may be worked by one man with ease tor all ^^ai .^
TURAL Pt EPOSES, which the Patentee, from 31 y/,»^*,,^?:„^ and
experience in that science, and 21 years in ^^^^^f^^.-^Ls.-^
improving Engines, can salely warrant. Pnce l»

5„«.%cus,May be seen and proved at the Patentees, 35, Regem--^

PxccadiUy.
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T the suggestion and request of many Country
Gentlemen, Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' GARDEN

CALENDAR has been reprinted in the form of a small volume,
for^neral distribution. The price is 3d. each copyj and it may
be ordered of all Booksellers, Gentlemen wishing to distribute
copies among their cottage tenantrj- may have them delivered in

au part of London by remitting a Post-office order to this Office,

at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies required.

fJ^"^r\k°^
what is the interest of the rich is equally ! the abolition of the poor-rates and present Kretchedness

that of the poor, there could be no intellieible purnose of the unemnl '
'

ffi^aiHeiretjS* Cfitonicle
SATURDAY, MA 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday FloricuUiiral - . . , 7Jt. m.
Wdnesday . • . . Geolo^ifal ••,-•• sIf. h.
Friday Botanical . ^ . , , a *! k'

CouKTUT Shows—Jfay 18, High Wycombe HorttcuUural and Florictdmral.

It is now, alas ! a long eighteen years ago since we
first saw, in the drawing-room of a gentleman now
no more, in the hot, dry weather of the Dog-days,
flowers preserved day after day in all their freshness.

by the following simple contrivance :

though different in

A flat dish of porcelain had water poured into it.

In the water a vase of flowers was set ; over the
whole a bell-glass was placed with its rim in the
water. This was a "Ward's case" in principle, al-

its construction. The air that
surrounded the flowers, being confined beneath the
bell-glass, was constantly moist with the water that
rose into it in the form of vapour. As fast as the
water was condensed, it ran down the sides of the bell-
glass back into the dish ; and if means had been taken
to enclose the water on the outside of the bell-glass, so
as to prevent its evaporating into the air of the sitting-
room, the atmosphere around the flowers would have
remained continually damp.

AVhat is the explanation of this? Do the flowers
fed on the viewless vapour that surrounds them ?

Perhaps they do; but the great cause of their pre-
serving their freshness is to be sought in another (act.U hen flowers are brought into a sitting-room, they
tade, because of the dryness of the air. The air of a
sitting-room is usually something drier than that of
the garden and always much more so than that of a
good greenhouse or stove. Flowers when gathered
are cut off from the supply of moisture collected for
them by their roots, and their mutilated stems are far
trom having so great a power of sucking up fluids as
the roots have. If, then, with diminished powers of
feed in

as is
augmented

the balance of gam on the one hand by the roots, and
of Joss on the other hand by their whole surface, can-
not be naaintamed. The result can only be their de-
struction Now, to place them in a damp atmosphere
IS to restore this balance; because, if their power ofsuckmg by their wounded ends is diminished, so is
ineir power of perspiring ; for a damp atmosphere will

SShnes"^ ''*'
'^^^^'"" ^^'^'^ *^^y maintain their

The only difference between plants in a « Ward's

^nctcf • ?^-^^^ i"
^^^ ""^^ apparatus just described

consists in this-that the former is intended for plants
to grow in for a considerable space of time, while the

iniT>,''»T''^ly
^'''" ^^^^^ preservation for a few days

;and that the air which surrounds the flowers is always
cftarged with the same quantity of vapour at all times
in the dish and bell-glass, while in a " Ward's case"

i^H ^I'tl!"
^
-?/ '/,P°"'^ ^^" ^-^'-y *^"^ circumstances,and at the will of him who has the management of it!

nn^°y -rt^
of distinguishing this little contrivancenow described, we shall in future call it the " Ilopean

apparatus, under which name we shall soon have
occasion to speak of it again. In the mean while, werewmmend those who love to see plenty of fresh

it TK
^" sitting-rooms in dry weathec to procure

t- i tie experiment can be tried by inserting a tura-Wer over a rose-bud in a saucer of water.

afl^^ ^u°J
^^^^sof England have been productive

mem t
^''^'^"^ ^^^" *°y °^^^^ legislative enact-

ents. In all their many shapes, they have suc-

tent rf
°^^ *^"S only, that of producing discon-

for th
^^ ^^ oppressive to the landowner who pays

»h,« "'• y ^""^ unwelcome to the pauper forwnose mamtenance they have been devised : so that

poor, there could be no intelligioie purpose
in again disturbing the existing order of things.

It has always appeared to us that the vice of our
Poor Laws resides in the principle of maintaining the
destitute poor by forced contributions unwillingly
doled out to them, instead of enabling them to main-
tain themselves ; and that the labour to which pau-
pers are subjected in the Workhouses, or by the pa-
rish authorities, partakes so much of the nature of
prison labour as to be distasteful to them in the ex-
treme. It may not be possible to devise a means of
rendering paupers their own supporters ; but it will
be admitted that if it were possible, nothing could be
more desirable, or would more quickly tend to restore
to our labourers that self-respect and independence of
character which the workhouse too surely destroys.

In the opinion of Jlr. Morrison, the author of a
pamphlet called " Proposals to abolish all Poor Laws,
except for the Old and Infirm,'' it is practicable to
do tliis ; and we are sure our readers will be glad
to know in what way sucli an end is to be accom-
plished. The plan of this gentleman consists in the
establishment of "Asylum Farms," that is to say,
farms to be worked exclusively by paupers, who are to
give their labour in exchange for their food and cloth-
ing, and who are to be stimulated to exertion and
good conduct by partaking in the eventual profits.

"There are two arguments," says Mn Morrison, "on
which I shall rely for the favourable consideration of my
proposals. The first is, the duty we owe, as Christians, to the
express commands of God ; the second is, the plain dictates
of common sense, to avoid the fearful outlay of money for
supporting the destitute, which at present exists, if it can be
ihow^n to be wholly unnecessary. To enable any person,
who may be but little accustomed to consider the subject,
to appreciate the importance of the object proposed in
the latter point of view, I will take, as an example, the
Sevenoaks Union, which, by official returns, was reported
to contain, during the winter of 1840, an average of 325
persons, maintained by the poor-rates; of whom only 60,
that is, 18-4 per cent, were old and infirm, or, in other
words, incapable of obtaining their own maintenance by
their own labour. It will be evident that, if these poor
persons cost the union 10/. each per annum, which is pro-
bably much below the average cost of the poor throughout
the land, the yearly tax on the property which supports
the union of Sevenoaks will be 3,250/. And it is also
evident that, if the 'old and infirm' only were to be
maintained by that union, the expense would be only
600/. ; showing a saving to the rate- payers of Sevenoaks
of 2,650/, a-year, which may be clearly seen to denote a
rate for the poor of about lOc/. in the pound, where it may
now be 5*. ; or the payment of 3/. 5s. Orf., where the pre-
ent payment, by an individual, may be 20L a-year.

" The importance of the saving to the nation will be
very striking, if we consider that the whole number of the
destitute labouring poor, including the children dependent
on them, may be 1,200,000 ; as this, at 10/. a-head, im-
plies a dead w eight of twelve million pounds annually on
the country ! But the amount of benefit to the country,
involved in the proposals contained in these pages, is not
confined to the negative saving, as it will be discovered
that I show, not only that the destitute poor may be en-

abled to provide for their own maintenance, but that they
will become 'producers/ instead of idle consumers : and
whereas they are now the drones, they may he the honey-
bees of the national hive ; for it will appear, that not only
will each of these 1,200,000 poor be provided for by the

ployed poor, which drives vast numbers into
crime, we may : — uredly assume,* that the country would
save a much larger sum than what is here represented*
This ought to be an inducement to all classes to take my
proposal into consideration."
We cannot find room for the details of the plans by

means of which these asylum farms are to be created,
organised, and maintained. We must content our-
selves with stating that Mr, Morrison is of opinion
that the produce of such farms will defray all the ex-
penses, and leave a surplus for the final division among
those who are employed upon them. He estimates
the profits upon a farm of 162 acres, beyond the con-
sumption of 200 residents engaged in cultivating it,
at 1,364/. ; labbur and manure, the great items of
charge on a farm, costing nothing. The expendi-
ture for superintendence, rent, tithe, sugar, coals, &c.
&c., he places at 764?. The assumed profits, amount-
ing to GOO/., he proposes to divide into two portions^
four-fifths as a reward for labour, and one-fifth as a
reward for talent; all which is to be distributed
rateably among the inmates of the farm-

If these results can really be obtained, no one will
for a moment dispute the desirableness of instituting
Asylum Farms

; in which voluntary and varied labour
is to tal-e the place of forced and Joyless exertion. As
the author truly says—

" The dreadful monotony of ordinary labour is the chief
cauie of the weariness and disgust it creates. 'Labour
is a law of nature, a divine law. The fate of man upon the
earth is evidently to cultivate it, to embellish it, at the
tame time that he provides for his wants and creates hia
enjoyments,' observes a celebrated French writer. And
he asks, « how is it, labour is so repulsive ? ' Let us look
about, let us take nature as she is, and we shall see that
labour is repugnant, when it is forced, arbitrary, obliga-
tory ; when it is continuous and monotonous ; when it is

isolated, without rivalry or emulation. The peasant who
works alone in his field for twelve hours, stimulated only
by the acquisition of a morsel of bread ; the workwoman,
who, alone in her garret, plies the needle the whole day
and pnrt ot^the night, stimulated but by the necessity of
earning a livelihood ; the clerk, who grows pale over an
ungrateful task, tied for twelve hours to his office, procur-
ing neither honour nor advancement, but solely his meagre
salary at the end of the month ; these cannot but have a
strong repugnance for their daily labour. But alter some
of the accessories to the same labour, and it at once be-
comes less repulsive. The reapers and vintagers, assem-
bled together, animate each other by joyous songs, and
compete in skill and promptitude. Such labours are not
painful; on the'contrary, they are attractive. Indeed, it

has been truly observed, that 'all voluntary labour is at'
tractive;' and I believe it is not only true, that 'idleness
is contrary to nature,' but that it is only the result of un-
natural and ill-judged arrangements in the application of
the labour to the labourer. No ; labour is not in itself

repugnant, as every one creates for himself some labotuT
under the guise of amusement. It is the miserable cir-
cumstance, that seven-eighths of mankrnd who labour ar«
averse to their vocations, which renders men occasionally
idle. The perpetual recurrence of the same work—the
monotony of recommencing in the morning the same labour
that was quitted in the evening—this it is which disgusts.
And the more weary he becomes, the less his intellectual

faculties are aroused, the more he becomes a mere machine.
Even what is called pleasure, if carried too far, readily
produces ennuL The taste for variety is natural, and in all

men is more or less developed ; while in some it is the
produce of their own mdnstry, but that each will have an master-passion, and requires control. It is consonant.
average of nearly 3/. yearly to expend in the country, one-

half of which may be expected to be expended on articles

that pay customs or excise duties of the highest class,

such as tea, &c. This would yield an increase to the '

revenue of 900,000/. ; and as the estimate of their expen-
diture is 6*. a-year in sugar and spices per person, this

would amount to 360,000/., of which 100,000/, may be

considered as duty ; wherefore, the total increase to the

revenue would be 1,000,000/. But as the amount now
expended on the poor is chiefly spent on the commonest
articles of diet, &c., which do not pay any extensive

duties, and as the money saved would be chiefly spent in

little luxuries, such as wine, tea, &c. by the rate-payers (we
may suppose, at least, that two-thirds of it would be so

expended), if these pay oidy 25 per cent, there would be

an increase farther of 2,000,000/., giving a total increase

of revenue equal to three milUoJis annually.
^' The case will then stand as follows, if we assume the

labouring poor, including their children, who are main-
tained by the poor-rates, to be 1,200,000 :

To amount saved directly on 1,200,000, at

10/. each

existing

bea

Baleiy assume that men of all parties would
see^ something better substituted for the

Unless, however, there

To 3/. surplus produce beyond the cost of

their support ....
To increase of revenue, and thereby remission

of taxes .....
£12,000,000

3,600,000

3,000,000

Total benefit to the country . £18,600,000
" It will be admitted by all, that if even a moiety of this

amount can be saved to the country, a great national
benefit will be accomplished, independent of the advantage
to the poor, of being rescued from demi-starvation, to be
placed in the lap of plenty ; but I believe it will be found
that the poor cost the nation 25 per cent, beyond the sum
here estimated, and of course that per-centage will, in
that case, be added to the gain. But, if we r«rard th#«>.«., th.t dl d««. w.uld be g«ne« by thS X^.". JS. cS.^ .".S ofS"^.

therefore, with true philosophy to consult this natural
taste, as, by so doing, we insure voluntary labour, which
carries with it intellectual exertion ; and we may thus rely
on a more profitable application of labour, which is the
object we have to obtain."

For ourselves, we confess our opinion of human na-
ture to be less favourable than that of Mr. Jlorrison ;

and we see many practical obstacles to the working
out his plans. The extreme difficulty of obtainin
good superintendence, on which everything woul
depend—the impossibility of apportioning profits,

supposing there were any, to individuals whose periods
of employment were less than a year, to say nothing
of any other sources of embarrassment, do not seem to
us to have been suflBciently considered by him. The
amount of profit, indeed, would probably be less than
nothing. But that should not discourage the humane
in trying the experiment thus recommended- A few
hundred pounds would be sufficient to make the at*
tempt, which is just one that a government should un-
dertake. The mere keeping paupers contented would
in itself be a great point gained ; and if the as-

sumed profits had to be furnishedby a rate, instead of
arising put of the farm, still the money would be infi-

nitely better expended than in any of our present

schemes. We quite agree with Mr. Beckett, as quoted

by the author of the pamphlet before us, that prosperity

will never be reached and maintained in this country

without a provision for the regular empii^meni oi t.ie

poor.

W« are reminded by a correspondent tUat tne

strength of Asparagus plants is impaired by ^^fV^^^'
tity of berries they are allowed to tear, and Aat it

w<mld be far better to remove them. Tim Js no doubt
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true; for every berry that is formed is organised out

of matter wliich. if not so employed, would be sent

downwards into the roots, to contribute to their vigour.

By all n^eans, then, destroy the flowers of the Aspara-

gus as soon as they appear, unless it is really desirable

to obtain a crop of seed.

NEW MOWING MACHINE.
Having had to answer so many inquiries from neigh-

bours respecting the merits of an improved machine for

mowiag lawns, I cannot help thinking an account of it

would prove interesting to many of your readers ; and it

will gratify me if you will accept the connmunication, as

an acknowledgment of the satisfaction and benefit I derive

from the perusal of your ably-conducted journal.

The machine in question is nothing more than an appli-

cation to the cutting of grass of an invention long in use

fur the shearing of velvet. The idea of this application is

still the subject of a patent, in England, in favour of a

Mr. Budding, the inapplicability of whose machine to

large spaces had long been a subject of regret to me.
The accidental discovery that"the patent had been taken

for England only, led to my employing a very ingenious

mechanic in my neighbourhood (Mr. Shanks, of Arbroath)
to construct the implement I first used. His success was
complete, and I have had the experience of a whole season

to test it. My lawn (consisting of nearly 2^ acres) was
cue weekly, all last year, by one man, aided by a small

pony, in a style not to be surpassed, if equalled, by the

best scythesrnan. The breadth commanded was 27 in.,

and about eight hours were expended in going over the

whole. Two men could draw the machine easily ; but
finding the horse's feet, when working (as answers best in

dry weather), left no permanent mark on the grass, I pre-

ferred the latter; it is guided by leading-reins. During
the season no repairs of any kind were required ; and I do
not think that even sharpening will be necessary until

after several years' repetition of similar work.
This success suggested a further improvement with a

Yicw to economy, viz., the giving the machine weight
enough to act as a roller, and, at the same time, increasing
the cutting breadth. The new machine, which commands
42 inches (and of which I enclose you a calotype repre-
Mntation, by a novitiate in the exercise of that promising
invention of Mr. Talbot's), has been just tested, and its

success surpasses my expectation. I'be lawn Sf '2i acres
is now cut, the grass swept up, and the ground effectuaiiy
rolled by my gardener, assisted by the pony, in 2J liours

;

and the execution, particularly where there is a good
sward, leaves nothing to be desired. When the ground U
much fogged, a surface is produced very similar to velvet.

Mr. Shanks has added a revolving brush, for the pur-
pose of better delivering into the cutters the grasses, which
are found occasionally reclining horizontally: it works
well, and enables a higher sward to be removed at one

. operation; but these cases are, or ought to be, of unfre-
quent occurrence : this apparatus is eabily detached. The
economy effected may be easily estimated by any one; I
sball not, therefore, go into the detail of its calculation :

it is simply the whole expense in labour of scything,
minus the difference in interest of capital invested in the
machine, and in roller, scythes, rakes, &cc. I paid 18/.
for the first machine; and I understand the cost of the
new one (were there several to be made) would not much
exceed 20/.; but for this I must refer parties to Mr.
Shanks himself, who, in the present extraordinarily de-
pressed state of the machine-making business, will, I
doubt not, be but too happy to attend to any orders he
may be favoured wuh. Lookiug to the accuracy of the
execution, the weight of material, &c., I consider the
pnce as lower than it could be done for in times of even
ordinary prosperity. I ought to mention, that application
may also be made to Mr. Ferraber, of Stroud, Gloucester-
shire, the agent for ^fr. Budding, and an extensive maker
of machinery. He came down here last year, and made
bimself acquainted with the details of the machine, and
has. I beheve, arranged with Mr. Shanks as regards the
^oglish patent, I have only to conclude by saying, that
if 1 have omitted any desirable information regarding
what 1 cannot help thinking will be found a useful as well
•s economical improvement, 1 shall be happy to supply it
througb the same medium.- JT. F, Lindsay CarLgU,
Ktmlieihmont, Arbroath. ^ *

ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
OF A HEATHERY.

—

,

Tj *
(^^fi^^fi^i^fifrom page 141

J

r^Jn^f^TT^if"^ I^?"^^ ^"^ constructed SO as to admitplenty of hght and air. A house with what is commonlycalled a lean-to roof wijl answer the purpose, provXg itis well ven ilated and the plants tre lUpt near tS? kSs •

bat one with a span-roof, with ^ '

moveable top and front sashes,
wiU perhaps be better and
more convenient. The an-
nexed transverse section will
give an idea of its construc-
tion. When the house is

building, the means of get-

ting a constant and plentiful

supply of rain-water should not be lost sight of. In a
small one, slate tanks will answer the purpose, and can
be erected under the stages or front shelf; if rery large,
a Jong tank may be ipade of bricks and cement along
each side under the hot-water pipes, in the same way
as in the large conservatory at Chiswick ; in either case
the tanks must, of course, communicate with the gutters
of the roof. Tiie water of many springs, as I mentioned
before, produces the worst effects upon Heaths; not only,
therefore, is there a ereat deal of labour saved hv hnv\nsr

a constant supply of rain-water in the house, but it is
[

always near the temperature of the soil in which the

plants grow, and does not hold in solution any substance

deleterious to them ; besides, the e:3Ltra expense of con-

structing tanks is comparatively trifling.

The hot'Water system of heating is by far the best

which can be employed, and when the house is small, or

even of the common size, no particular method of heating

will surpass the conical boiler or some of its modifications

either in economy in fuel, or the most easy and perfect

system of regulating the apparatus, providing it is well

constructed. Artificial heat, in the management of Cape

Heaths, is only necessary to exclude frost, and should

never be applied unless the thermometer sinks near the

freezing point. Mr. M'Nab in his excellent Treatise

says, that Heaths will sustain no injury in the house with

the front lights open day and night, until the thermometer

falls more than eight degrees below the freezing point.

If the frost by any accident gets into the house, and if the

thermometer is not likely to sink much lower after it is

discovered, the best plan is not to raise the temperature

by artificial heat, but, where it is practicable, to cover the

house with mats and shade the plants from the morning

sun. Experience has proved that if frozen plants be

thawed gently, they will in most cases escape uninjured ;

whereas, had the temperature been suddenly raised, the

worst effects would have been apparent. Many nursery-

men, who grow these plants in large quantities for the

market, keep tliem in low pits during the winter, covered

over with dry straw or litter in severe frost, which answers

their purpose extremely well.

A free circulation of fresh air at all times is of the

greatest consequence, except when the thermometer is so

low that it would be dangerous ; and, therefore, both top

and front sashes should be daily opened. When there is

no danger from frost or high winds, the sashes should be

left open all the night.

Some of the best growers do not approve of putting

them out of doors amongst common greenhouse plants

during the summer months if there is room for them in

the house ; when placed on ground, the pot gets filled

with worms, the drainage choked up, and the plants con-
tinually blown about by high winds. Low pits are well

adapted for the finer kinds in summer; when they can be
fully exposed during fine weather, and the lights easily

drawn over them when it is wet and stormy. ^The fine

short-leaved kinds, such as E. aristata, are greatJy bene-
fited by such protection.—i?. F,

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE PETUNIA.
Having been very successful in the cultivation of this

truly beautiful genus, and having raised one of the finest

varieties ever yet sent out, viz.—Fielder's Magna rosea, I

have sent you my simple method of treatment, if you
should deem it worthy of a place in your columns.

Early in September, Ibe cuttings should be put into 60-
sized pots, and placed in tbe front of a hotbed until they
have struck root, which will be in ^bout three or four
weeks ; at which time they may be removed to a cold pit,

or to the front of a greenhouse. Early in February they
should be shifted into 48-sized in a mixture of sandy peat,
leaf-mould, and loam, and repotted as fast as the pots be-
come full of roots, using IJ inch of small charcoal to act
as drainage at the bottom of each pot. During the time
they are growing in pots, they should be watered two or
tliree times a week with manure-water; and the latter end
of May they maybe turned out into the flower-garden.
The soil which there suits them best is a light rich loam
mixed with well-decomposed dung. They form splendid
objects when planted on the lawn, and trained to a wire
or stake of any shape which may be agreeable. I have
grown mixed plants of three or four different colours five
feet in diameter, and the contrast has been strikingly
beautiful.— G, Fielder

^ gardener^ Wadhurst Castle,

y^ ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXYIII.
Ottorhynchus TENEBRicosrs, the Red-legged Gar-

den Weevil. In a former Number * we detailed the his-
tory of two species of CurcuUo which are very destruc-
tive to the Vine and fruit-trees ; and a promise was then
made to notice another allied species as soon as sufficient
information was obtained ; we have now much plea-
sure in returning to the subject. The O. tenebricosus is
so nearly related to the two beetles alluded to, that their
larvae and pupse probably could not be distinguished t
and from the communications of our correspondents it' is
evident that their economy is pretty nearly the same.' The
maggots of the Red-legged Garden Weevil are found round
the base of the stems <jf wall-fruit, sometimes in very great
quantities, a few inches below the surface, where they un-
dergo their transformations ; the beetles, which are old
offenders, come out only at night to feed upon the buds of
wall-fruit, doing great mischief to Apricots^ Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Plums, &c.

Last spring all the Apricots and some Plum-trees in
Somersetshire, which appeared to be at that time their
head-quarters, were infested by myriads of these beetles

;

they first destroyed the fruit, and subsequently attacked
the bark and leaves, so as not unfreqiiently to endanger
the life of the trees ; tbey commenced their depredations
in April, by eating the unexpanded blossom-buds, clear-
ing out the centre and leaving only the external bractea;
and occasiouully fragments of the immature leaves : thev
will thus proceed along a branch until all the buds are
destroyed, and afterwards demolish the young eyes which
ought to produce wood-shoots, until nothing is left but
the bare branches; sometimes a bud escapes at the extre-
"^'^y and eventually pushes into leaf. In one instance

from eight fine Apricot-trees which were in full blossom-
bud and promised to do exceedingly well, only six Apricots
could be found the middle of May on the whole of ti e
trees, in consequence of tbe ravages of these Weevils. Tn
Cambridgeshire, several hundred feet of wall were planted
last winter with fruit-trees, and the buds and young shoots
have been eaten off within the last week or two to a verv
considerable extent, the Peach and Nectarine trees hav-
ing suffered most severely. On referring to *' Curtis's
British Entomology "* we find that this Weevil attacks a
variety of plants before it arrives at its perfect state. It
appears that five or six years since, multitudes of the
O. tenebricosus were observed in the gardens of Lord
Eldon, at Encombe, Dorset, where they were reported by
the Rev. J. M. Colson to have destroyed the roots of
every vegetable, as well as of the smaller fruits, such as
Strawberries, Raspberries, Gooseberries, and Currants-
but in this case it must have been the larvae which did the
mischief ; so that these insects are great enemies to the
gardener in two stages, for the maggots first attack the
roots and the Weevils afterwards destroy the buds.
The beetles bury themselves by day in the earth, close

to the foundation of the wall to which the trees are trained

likewise round the stems of the trees, and most probably
in chinks of the bricks and other dark hiding-places. This
insect belongs to the family Curculionidse; it is distin-

guished in modern nomenclature under the generic name
of Otiorhynchus, and is called by herbalists C. tenebri-

cosus ; it varies considerably in size and colour according
to the age, for when recently hatched it is clothed with a
delicate yellow pubescence, forming little irregular spots

upon the elytra, but they soon wear off and disappear,

when it becomes of a shining black, inclining to a pitch

colour: the antennee are long, thin, geniculated, and com-
posed of twelve joints ; the slender club comprising four

rings, which are downy and rusty ; the head and rostrum

are thickly and minutely punctured ; the latter is short,

stout, and dilated at the apex, with three ridges down the

back (fig. 2) ; the thorax is finely granulated, ovate and
truncated, sometimes of a bright-chestnut colour; scutel-

lum invisible ; elytra soldered together, more or less finely

scabrous, sometimes with distinct longitudinal punctured

striae, which are in other individuals obliterated, except

at the apex, which is obtuse in the male and pointed ia

the female ; wings none ; legs generally bright-chestnut

colour ; thighs incrassated ; shanks fiexuose, the tips

pectinated, dilated, and truncated ; feet four-jointed,

cushioned beneath, two basal joints obtrigonate, 1st the

longest, 3rd bilobed, 4th slender and clavate; claws small,

curved, and acute (3, the fore leg) ; male nearly 5, female 6

lines long (Jig, 4),

The larvse of these Otiorhynchi being as destructive as

the perfect beetles, the main object ought to be to destroy

the former if possible in the autumn, which probably

would he most readily effected by stirring the earth all

along the base of the wall and round the stems of the

fruit-trees, and then sprinkling salt pretty thickly over

the broken surface, or salt and water ; or, perhaps, liquid

manure might be equally beneficial, if not better, for it

seems evident from the peculiar spots in which they ge-

nerate, or rather undergo their transformations, that

situations sheltered in a great measure from the wet are

most congenial to their habits. The beetles can only be

arrested by hand-picking with a candle and lantern, and

afterwards pouring boiling water upon them, as their

shells resist moderate heat. There is a sand wasp, called

Cerceris lsDta,t which destroys innumerable quantities of

these and similar Weevils, by carrying them into their

burrows for their larvae to feed upon, and thus assist iu

keeping these insects under, which are occasionally so

troublesome in our hothouses and gardens.

—

Ruricola,

* -Card. Ciiron-, No, IJ, p. 293, t Ibia. figs, 3 and 4,

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XX.
It may be necessary to remind those who grow Vines

upon the rafters of the greenhouse, that much of the suc-

cess depends upon careful summer pruning. Supposing
that they have been pruned upon the spur svstem (which
19 the best for them under these circumstances), and
that they have been established* for some time, and are

clothed with young bearing wood from the bottom to the

top
J the point of each shoot ought to be pinched off be-

yond the second or third joint above the fruit. Any
laterals which are sent out afterwards ought to be

stopped '' beyond the first eye, and not allowed to

scramble about, to the injury of the other parts of the

Vine. The thinning of the berries is another important
operation which must be carefully attended to. It is a

common thing, even in extensive gardens, to see the

oernes unthimied until the whole have become crowdt;d
and nearly grown together, and at this stage it is imp'
Bible to thm them well. Much of the strength of the V
IS CUqs lost^unless the thinnings are intended for use
and many of the berries left are necessarily injured with
the point of the scissors, and afterwards crack and become
unsightly. The berries should always be thinned as soon
as they are fairly set, and before they get as large as the

!!^l|f;;^^f^ Vines out of doors upon walls a re nowpro-

* Fol, 6s>o. f Curt. Brit. Ent.. foi, an^

pos-

ine
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gressing rapidly, and will soon require to be gone over and
eiamined. Their treatment with regard to *' stopping"
ougbt to be the same as has been already pointed out.

The leading shoots may be left considerably longer than
the others ; and the main object, both now and in the
winter pruning, ought to be, to get the wall regularly
covered from the bottom to the toj) with fruit-bearing

wood. Nail or tie them ia properly, to prevent their
being blown about and broken by high winds.

In the climate of London, and in other parts of the
country where vegetation is so far advanced, those who
have Peach-trees will require to look over them. In many
cases it will be found that the fruit has set too thickly, and
it will therefore be necessary to thin it, taking care to
leave the best, and only one at an eye ; and at the same
time, if possible, leaving the crop regularly over the sur-
face of the tree. When the shoots get crowded, it will be
of great service to thin them out ; but this should be done
cautiously and by degrees, otherwise the tree will receive

a check which will be very detrimental to its health. Re-
move first of all the front shoots, or those which grow at

right angles with the wall, taking care to leave uninjured
the one which grows nearest the base of last year's wood,
and the other which grows from the top. Between these
there are generally several, which, if they have fruit at
their base, ought to be shortened ; but if barren, may be
removed, unless tbey are wanted to furnish the tree with
wood. When the summer is farther advanced, the two
shoots which were allowed to grow may be stopped, and
every means taken to encourage the lowest one (in parti-
cular) to ripen well before it loses its leaves ; this is ne-
cessary, because upon it depends the crop of the following
year. This system of course applies to the common Eng-
lish fan-training.

The warm showers which have fallen lately have been
very favourable for planting out half-hardy things in the
beds and borders, and no time therefore should be lost in
getting out the more hardy amongst them. Leave Pelar-
goniums, Heliotropes, and Dahlias to the last, as they are
very easily injured by slight frosts. As this Paper circu-
lates very widely, the readers in the various localities are
the best judges of the time when such plants may be ex-
posed with safety.—7?. F,

HOME CORRESPOxNDENCE,
French and English Propagators,—The observations

of your Parisian correspondent in a former Number, rela-
tive to the comparative ability of French and English
propagators, which have led to a reply in a late Chro-
mcie, induce me to offer a few remarks on the conclusions
at which each writer has arrived- Having for some time
been acquainted with some of the most eminent propaga-
tors of the present day, more especially with those in the
neighbourhood of London, and having in the course of
my professional duties had frequent opportunities ^f es-
timatmg their comparative qualifications, I cannot refrain
from thinking that your correspondents might have come
much nearer to the point had each been personally ac-
quamted with the merits of those -Whose superior claims
they have advocated. I say personally, for your corre-
spondent of the 30th inst. appears to be ignorant of the
tact, that of the three instances he has cited in the pro-
pagatmg departments at Low's, Rollisson's, and Knight's,
the two latter are under the management of Continental
propagators (the one a Pole and the other a Frenchman).
iiut concernmg facts which are incontrovertible, it is
needless to deny or assume the superiority of either

:

especially ,f It be proved that each is in possession of
abilities which are alike essential to professional pre-emi-
nence. Those who are intimately conversant with the
principles of propagation at the Metropolitan nurseries,
^usthave oft^n observed with interest the general, and
a so the particular modes employed at the last-naraed
nurseries, in the increase of those plants in which their
respective propagators are known to excel ; and no doubtan equal interest has been often excited in comparing the
successful operations now adverted to, with the striking
contrast attending the propagating departments at Mr.

and tr'^'p
''

^Z'^'
Apple-place

; Mr. Low's, of Clapton

;

PHcTi
^^™P^'" «> of Hornsey, A diligent inquiry will

easily convince the most sceptical that the success attend-ng the practical efforts of our most eminent men will

umi ^r^'j.''.^^^^'"^
*^'^ general modes of propagation

nrona r t*^'«^o»s, viz.—propagation by cuttings, and
propagation by grafting, inarching, &c. Without attempt-ing to^ assume what I think is impracticable-a pre-emi-

thTr
*" 5»^^^^ ^^se-I respectfully offer an opinion that

ue^ontmental propagators are equally in advance of my^wa countrymen in the practice of the second division,

aupT^ •
propagators are vlce-versdhy their unparalleled

dope '"l
^^'^ ^'^^' The result of my own experience

skill .^l ^"™s^ «»e with a single instance of eminent

that r^ J^
Repeated observation has convinced me

Dorfft f
•
*"^"^^^ propagators have discovered many im-

Katin V"°^''°^'^^^^"*^'*
^^ consequence of scientific investi-

f in
^^^^^ ^^^*^ connected with practical experiment.

comrl-^K^lf
'"^^^^<^^s the propagator by cuttings has ac-

of «n r
^^ ^"^Portant end by securing an ample supply

hnsnU^
favourite plant, the propagator by grafts, &c.,

bff an ^^.r^'^^^'^ ^ benefit upon his profession by attain-

-vieonr ^l
^^'^ stronger development of constitutional

bv an o
^ * "?''^^^^ ^°'^^ ^^ distinct species, and often,

of be.nf
""""^^''''^ ^"^'S^' 8^^^" ^''^^ to the latent forms

thisipt I
%'^ Perfection.-Fra7/,-am JVood. [We think

doubt that the services of such propagators would be 1

quickly dispensed with.]
'^

^ ^ I

Caprification of Figs. —In reference to a paragraph in
the last Number of the Gardeners' Chronicle upon
** Neapolitan Peaches of an unusual size," I would take
the liberty of putting the question whether they had not
been subjected to a treatment similar to the ** Caprifica.-
tion of Figs/' so commonly practised upon the Continent.
Upon the chance (not indeed a very probable one) of your
being unacquainted with it, I may as well add that this
consists in piercing the crown of the fruit, when it has ac-
quired about two-thirds of its natural size, with a large
needle, and inserting into the puncture a drop of olive oil.

This. I suppose, puts a stop to the process of fecundation
;

and the results are, a very early arrival at maturity, an un-
usually large size, and a more than commonly luscious
flavour.

—

An obliged Reader of the Chronicle,
Strawberries grown in a Pt7.— Finding myself short of

Strawberry plants in pots for forcing, I pursued the foU
lowing plan, which has succeeded admirably. In the
beginning of March I took up carefully some plants of
Keen's seedling, eighteen months old. from the open
ground, and put them in a three-light melon-pit, in good
rich soil, planting them as close together as possible, with
a bottom heat (from Jan.) of about 80 degrees, and keep-
ing them shut up until they began to grow, at which time
I gave them a little air daily. As soon as they showed
flower, I removed all the weakest crowns; and when they
began to bloom, I drew off the lights for four or five hours
during every fine day. until they had set their fruit, which
they did most abundantly. These will be ripe in about a
week ; and I never saw so large a number of Strawberries
on the same space, either in or out of doors. If your
correspondent " W. W." means to put young plants for
forcing in his pit now, a great deal of time will be lost, as
by the above method he may have his fruit ripe in little

more than two months after planting. Another advantage
I possessed in having my plants matured before I put them
in ; and they were not allowed to occupy more than a third
of the space which they did out of doors. No doubt the
late fine weather favoured the setting of the fruit ; but
with hot-water pipes a dry atmosphere could be obtained
at any time. My plants were put in close to the glass,
and the tan gradually sunk about a foot, thus allowing
room for their growth.

—

M, Henderson^ Coleortoii Hall
Gardens.

.-HTK-:

suitable, as the tree is not valuable for timber when young,
and not so suitable for general purposes on an estate as
many other kinds are. Much of course depends on soil

and locality for the profitable production of timber; but
where the Larch, Ash, and Spanish Chestnut will grow
well, they will be found of greater bulk and durability in
youth than even the king of the forest, and (with the ex-
ception of the Larch) will make an excellent coppice.
J. A.F.

Araucaria imhricata.^lhzvt a specimen of this which
was planted in the open air in May 1838—it being at that
time three feet high, and of a good colour; since then it
has been gradually becoming paler, till now the leaves, and
especially the young shoots, are blanched like Celery.
Otherwise it appears healthy enough, having grown H
inches since it was put out, besides making excellent roots.
It was planted in a pit three feet deep, filled with vegeta-
ble mould, the bottom of which was lined with round
stones, besides being close to a drain, so that no water can
lodge at the roots. In winter it.is protected with mattine,
and opened to the air every tolerable day. Could you or
any of your correspondents give a reason or suggest a re-
medy for this strange deficiency of colour through the
medium of the Gardeners' Chronicle, you would confer a
great favour upon North-East, [We 'are unable to ex-
plain this circumstance

; perhaps some of our correspond-
ents can.]

J5ro£^co/t.

found it ivm!'?
^^^ "'^"^"' ^^^^^^y ^^^^« th<^ ^"-iter

as is nr..f i •
^P'^^^""^ ^^ ^^y *^^^ ^"y 8^^^^^ grafting

in EnS^1*^ ;n Germany and France would be tolerated

rafted nlf!
^'"'^^' *^'^^' *« "« ""-^^^^^ budded and

were nr^i^^^^^
^""^ '^^^ ^^'^ ""^ '"^^^ ^^^"^ *^*-' Continent,

'^^'^e prepared in an English nursery, there can be Uttle

Grapes,—With reference to the observations by Mr.
Fishatp. 28G, I beg to make the following remarks. I
question much whether, if I had only half the crop on my
Frontignan Vine, the disease would have been obviated,
since the cause still remains, viz., the deep immersion of
the roots ; and the partial cure I have tried, namely, to
get fresh fibres from the stem, is too recent to effect

much change. The Vine is, however, showing plenty of
fruit again (one sign of not being overburdened) ; and I

dare say I shall let most of it hang, since it shaitks very
little, and only shrivels, a defect (some do not think it so)

to which Frontignin Grapes are particularly liable (see
Chronicle^ page 2S8). As to the period chosen for my
operation, I do nt t think a more eligible time could have
been taken. Every gardener knows that, at that stage of
a Vine's progress, it has a disposition to throw out root-
lets, and the fresh fermentation of new soil would assist

them greatly.

—

No Conjuror,—[This is the substance of
our correspondent's letter, of which we have omitted the

greater part. We will not allow our columns to be con-
verted into a field for altercatioQ ; and we must request
those who favour us with letters to understand that dis-

cussion is very different from disputing.]

Bleedi7)g of Vines.—We have no fewer than six corre-

spondents who complain that the receipt given by Major
Moor, at p. 286„ for stopping the bleeding of Vines,

should have been the same as one to be found in the

Horticultural Transactions, vol. i. p. 102, from the pen of

the late Mr, Knight. We must plead guilty to having

forgotten that it is to be found there ; and we undertake

to say that our gallant correspondent was equally uncon-
scious of its being in print. W^e rejoice to find there is

such good authority for the efficacy of this substance.

Varieties in Trees.— It is only by watching the habits

of particular plants that varieties are obtained and per-

petuated. I have an Oak which invariably comes into

leaf nearly three weeks before other Oaks ; it is, how-
ever, of the common kind ; for some days it has been
in full leaf. There are two Oaks beside it which do

not show a tinge of green. As there is no great object

in obtaining an early variety of common Oak, it may not

be worth while to graft from this; but the notice of the

fact is valuable if it should stimulate attention to the oc-

currence of particular qualities ia any one specimen, so

as to enable persons to propagate from it.— Totty^

Quality of Timber.—The rapid growth of limber, and
especially the Oak, has been adverted to by you with great

effect, and evidence has been adduced to prove that rapid-

grown Timber is the best for naval purposes. I think if

would have been of importance if the age of the different

trees whose qualities have been ascertained in her Ma-
jesty's dock-yards had been given, because some of your
readers may perhaps infer from your statements that a fine

vigorous-growing Oak-tree, of 30 years' growth, is asvalua-
blefor its timber, if cut down, as a stunted one at oO, which
may show the symptoms of old age. This, however, is by
no means the case, for though the bulk may be the same,
the quality of the fast-grown timber is much inferior ; it

is therefore only where Oak-trees arrive at a good mature
age, and are fit to form plauk for naval purposes, that the
rapid-grown timber becomes the most durable. If the pri-
mary object of a planter be profitable timber, I should^not
recomuiend him to plant more Oaks than can be left to

grow for naval purposes, except the soil be peculiarly

I cultivate here two sorts of Broccoli, which
are well worthy of being added to Mr. Gordon's list.

They are the Walcheren, and White Danish. The former
IS equal in size, appearance, and quality, to the best Cau-
liflower, with the advantage of being much hardier, hj
sowing at different times in spring, and again in autumn,
It may be had in perfection from June to Christmas.
Those sown in autumn will generally require protection,
or the shelter of a warm border during winter ; though I
have had them stand out equally well with Knight's pro-
tecting, and fit for use in April. The White Danish is
valuable for its good quality, hardiness, and dwarf habit,
and is in use at the present time, having been sown in the
middle of May last. Its stalk is only a lew inches in
height, and the leaves do not exceed a foot. The beads,
which are shielded by the leaves, are of medium size,
compact, and beautifully white.— FF. Elliott.

Cockroaches,—Sympathising very warmly in the house-
hold discomfort of your correspondent '^ Q. in a Corner,'*
and having mastered the nuisance of which he complains,
I beg to offer him my advice as an improvement upon that
you have already given. I find, on reference to p. 262 of
the Chronicle of last year, that you recommend the
water-traps of our friend A. A, 1 can most confidently
assure Mr. Q. that he will find that Cockroaches (like
some other animals) have been *^ sworn at| Highgate,"
and that they very much prefer sugared beer to plain
water. They will drink the latter, it is true, when nothing
better is to be got at ; and I have had occasion to observe
them accidentally drowning themselves in the water-cis-
tern, of which I shall speak presently, and congregating
also about the leakage of the boiler-tap ;-but sweets are
theirgreat delight, and when my house was infested with
them, nothing was so obnoxious to their visitations as the
sugar and preserve pots. For the last three years our
practice has been this :—We take two quarts of table-

i

beer and half-a-pound of brown sugar, and simmer them
together, and distribute this liquor (a little warm) in three
common glazed brown-ware deep pie-dishes, one of
which is placed on the kitchen-hob, one in the coalhole
close by, and one under the grate, close to or in the cin-
ders, when the fire is put out. Coarse cloths are wrapped
round the dishes to facilitate their ascent, and in the
morning they are removed, and the liquor passed through
a sieve to strain off the dead insects. In this way the
same fluid may be used for a week together, warming it

afresh every evening. It may be convenient to sink a ba-
sin in the floor, as recommended by A A., but this is not
necessary, as the insects find ready access to tl e fluids in
the way above described. Whatever part of the ^ouse they
may wander to in the course of the summer, tl cse insects
are sure to return to the kitchen in winter, cr to some
equally warm quarters, where food is to be got ; and we
now find it necessary to practise the traps for two or three
months only in the spring, when they begin to be lively
and to breed. It is probable that the few stragglers kft
which make their appearance again in the kitchen in win-
ter, are those which have emigrated to the upper rooms
before the annual catch has been established. When on
the subject of my Cockroach warfare last year, A. -4. was
pleased to be facetious on my recommendation to keep all
parts about the kitchen-grate cool. Notwithstanding this
raillery, it is a point of great importance, and curiously
illustrativeof the history of this domestic pest. I would
recommend Q. to do what I have done—open a hole in
the back of his chimney, and let in a draft of cold air to
all parts adjacent where it can be admitted. I availed
myself of the passage of a water-pipe from a cistern be-
hind, with a ball-cock for keeping the grate-boiler supplied,
by enlarging the opening ; and it had a sensible effect in
checking the growth ol the evil. A high degree of warmth
is necessary to the existence of these beetles ; and last

year, being a cold summer, I did not see one in my Melon-
pit or in my Grapery ; although they have been frequentlf

found there in warmer seasons.

—

P, P. Q* «*« «
Corner and all persons infested with the loathsome Cock-

roach will do well to try quicklime dusted over ami into

all the holes, corners, nooks, and crannies bj which they

make their exits, and I venture to promise that their fu-

ture entrances will be most agreeably postponed—at

Kast, you soon see no more of them.—C //• ii.

Yourcorrespondent ^*Q.in a Corner'ViJi effectually destroy

anv Quantitv of black beetles or cockroaches be may be
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"
'haftinir a packet of "Wiltshire com-

f
especially Donckelaerii, Fattang, Elegans, and Leeana su-

Ivin^ts^nd mice,'' with which he will perba; he had also some good specimens of Rhododen-
^l » .1 . L-.* ^„„«* *K*m iamivinir rlmns nmrtnp- wliir.h I noticcd Duchessc de Wurtembure:,

troubled with by

"^fpZ/j^^^^^^ \ the best amongst them is mUing

the composition with fresh butter or lard, and forming a

kad-coloured j.aste, which is to be spread on bread. I

used tluf to destroy rats in the first instance, and found

it to kill cockroaches by thousands. It is poisonous ; and

if rata are in \he same place as the cockroaches, it will be

necessary to put something about the weight of a brick on

tlie crust of the bread ; as I hare found that rats will carry

it a great distance. Tlie composition can be purchased of

Bost druggists and vendors of medicines. Many of my
friends have also tried the same remedy, and find it quite

effectual.

—

Penny,^'—I externunate all vermin from my
stables, coach-house, wash-house, and all other out-door

offices, bricked and paved, by coating the sand on which

the bricks and stones are laid, with a wash of gas-tar and

water. I call it a wash, but it is more of a plaster, when
mixed, as it ought to be, with the sand, the proportions

being about 1 of gas-tar to 2 of water. If your corre-

spondent would have the flooring of the infested apart-

ments taken up, and this lotion applied, stopping up all

boles with tow soaked in the same, and washing all the

tinder-pinnings, of wiiatever kind, with it, he would. I

think, be rid of his plague. No doubt they are in the

ground-floor of his house, uud if once dislodged from their

quarters there, they will soon disappear. If not, set me
down for an ignoramus.

—

IT. /?., Esscjp. [Who is to en-

dure the stench of all this ip their dwelling-houses?]- 1

have known several instances in which, where BUck
Beetles have prevailed to an alarming extent, they have

been destroyed by scattering about a large quantity of

refuse wafers ; which can be obtained cheap at any wafer-

manufactory. Your correspondent, ** Q, in a Corner,"
merklous having used ** vermilion wafers:" they ought

to have answered the purpose; but perhaps a sufficient

quantity was not used,— T. V, Z.

Alice,—As many of your correspondents will be troubled

With these pests, both in-doors and out, the following in-

structions may perhaps be useful, and obviate the necessity

of kicping cats, which are nuisances alike in the house and
garden ;—Procure six mousetraps, of that kind which are

set by tying down a wire spring with thread, and made
with from four to six holes in each ; they'are to be pur-

chased at most shops where such articles are kept. Dry
some coarse oatmeal in a frying-pan, but not so as to make
it brown, with which fill each hole one-quarter full. 'Mice

prefer oatmeal to any other food ; and when they bite off

the thread, the wire spring flies up, and they are caught.
Fresh oatmeal must be applied every other day, and the
traps should be kept regularly set. About six for the
house, atul six for the garden, will, I am able to prove,
catch more mice than half-a-dozen cats.

—

Penny,

^
VipetH,—As you admit some observations on the ha-

bits of animals relating to gardens, perhaps you will in-

sert the following question. 1 have S' sunny bank and
hedge bounding my garden ; in this a viper has been
seen. There was a tradition that vipers did hdiabit the
bank, but till this year noue have been seen. Its pre-
sence has caused great <lismay. Can any of your sub-
scribers inform inc of any means of catching vipers ? 1

have in vain had a watch set, and moreover offered a re-

ward of half-acrown for the capture.— Tofty.

Salvia paUns,—Permit me to aJJ uiy testimony also to

the fact uf the Salvia patens surviving the winter in open
ground, and in stiff, cold, clayey soil, covered only with
about half-a-peck of cinder-dust. The aspect is S.W.,
where it was exposed to all the soaking and driving au-
tumnal rains from that quarter. Seven other sorts of Sal-
via, in the same aspect (but most of them in a much lighter
ud drier soil), to my great grief, have perished.—//. B,^
Essex*

GaS'Tar for Gravel-Walks,—Let me advise some of
jour readers (who may be some of them busy just now in
making gravel-walks), that if they would keep them free
from worms, they may enjoy that privilege by coating
their first bottom layer of material (supposing it to be of
either stone or rubbish from 6 to 12 inches deep) with a
wash of gas-tar and water, in the proportion of half-a-
^llon of the tar to a large water-pot of water. It is to be
applied with the rose on the pot, and kept stirred well.
After putting another layer of rubbish or drift, or a coat of
coarse gravel about two inches thick, apply another lotion
of gas-tar water, which need not be quite so strong as in
the former applicaUoa. This treatment I have given my
own gravel-walks, which have neither weeds nor worm-^ts, and I hate done nothbg else to guard against them
but what 1 am - w recommending /I. B^ Esses

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE
^^J^^'^prii l842.~The first exhibition of the Paris
Horticultural Society for the present year was held in the
Saloons of the Luxembourg Palace on the 14th, 1.5th. and
16th of this month ; and although the exhibitors were nu-
jcerous and the visitors considerable, jet, Ukenaaawhole
the show was neither remarkable for new plants nor tine
productions. The time was ill chosen ; the finest Camel-
lias and forced flowers were past, and Roses, Geraniums
and other ornaments of spring, but yet in embryo. More'
over, many who could assist in rendering these exhibitions
attractive have no confidence m the impartiality or know-
ledge of the judges chosen by the Society, and therefore do

drons, among which I noticed Duchesse de Wurtemburg,

Excelsum, Russellianum, and Superbum ; but infinitely the

finest collection in this class was that of M. Modeste

Gucriu ; and yet the prize was awarded to another for

plants comparatively worthless. Among the Rhododen-

drons of M. Modeste were Atrosanguineum, Altaclerense

speciosum, Consinum superbum, Duchesse de Wurtem-

burg, Formosissimum, Russellianum, Smithii, Caucasi-

cum album, Punctatum roseum, and Rubescensflore-pleno,

with magnificent trusses of bloofns. MM. Roblin and

Rerger had some good forced Roses; the most striking

were Comte de Paris, Lady Fordwich, Lamarque, Prin-

cesse Helcne, Bougcre, Smithii, and Laffay's new varieties

Due d'Aumale, Perpetuelle Rivers, Prince Albert, and

Mrs. EllioC. M. Tripet Leblanchad some large and well-

grown Hyacinths which attracted much notice, and some

very middling Auriculas and Pansies which would have been

better out of sight: his DaubentoniaTripetiana was not there.

M. Uterhart exhibited Rhododendron altaclerense, Tri-

umphans, Fulgens, Russellianum, and Augustum—the first

a fine large plant, the others common-jdace ; also Ericas,

Epacris, Polygala grandiflora and cordata, Chorizema

varium and Dicksonii, Boronia serrulata and crenu-

lata, Kennedya coccinea and glabrata (not in flower), ^s-
chynantUus ramosissimus and grandiflorus, Andromeda
floribunda, two or three ancient Cinerarias, and a few

Camellias, for which thejudges gave him two medals, one

as the best collection, the other for the newest plants.

This award has given general dissatisfaction, the injustice

being too glaring to escape notice from the merest tyro

in horticulture. M. Marline's collection comprised some
very good Ericas and Epacrises, also Mimosa prostrata,

Columuea Liudenii, and Limodonim Tankervillise. M.
Chauviere also had a well-grown plant of Columnea Lin-

denii, Pultensea capitata, Pimelea spectabilis, ^schynan-
thus ramosissimus, Gloxinia hybrida and maxima, Cinera-

ria grandis and formosa. A very fine specimen of Clian-

thus puniceus was in the stand of M. Nivet. Messrs. Cels

had a large collection of Cacti, some few very fine and

large, also Rhododendron excelsum, Augustum, and Du-
chesse de Wurtemberg ; Camellias—Duchesse d' Orleans,

Press' Eclipse, Leeana, Reticulata, Triumphans, and Punc-

tata major ; a few Orchidacese, together with Proteas, Boro-

nias. Begonias, Corraeas, and other plants, in sufficient

numbers to fill a small greenhouse—indeed, far more nu-

merous than select or good. The best collection of fruit

was from M. Jamin, who had some beautiful specimens of

Pears, especially Van Mons Leon Leclerc, Triomphe de

Louvain, Bon Chretien d'Hiver, Doyenne Oris d'Hiver;

Beurre Giis d' Hiver, de Flandre, and d'Angleterre ; Berga-

motte de Pentec6te and De Soulers, Doyenne d'Hiver,

Besi Saus-pareil, Catillac, Bellissime d'Hiver, apd Orange
d' Hiver. M. Souchethad a small but fine collection ; his

Apples, Reinette du Canada, and Calville Blanc, and Pears,

Belle Angevine and Bon Chrdtiend'Hiver, were magnificent.

There were but few forced fruits or vegetables, and even
these were miserable in the extreme ; a few pots of Keen's
Seedling and Alpine Strawberries, one or two Melons but
little larger than a good-sized Reinette du Canada Apple,
Cucumbers six or eiglit inches long (certainly not grown
after either Mills or Weedon's plan), two or three bundles
of Carrots, some White Cos Lettuce, and a few Cauli-
flowers, comprised almost all that was to be seen in this

department. Such was the opening show of 1842, adding
nothing to the reputation of the Society, affording *but
little satisfaction to the exhibitors, and to the public at
large so flat and uninteresting, that even the Paris papers
could not help noticing its poverty- [Our readers will

perceive that the two correspondents who hare sent us an
account of this exhibition have taken very different views
of the quality of the objects exhibited, and of the manner
in which it was conducted.]

Bermuda.—The progress of agriculture in this island
has latterly been very great, and Col. Reid has been en-
gaged in introducing various new trees and plants ; having,
after much hibour, got sufficient ground cleared for that
purpose. If the work begun by his Excellency be followed
up by his successors, the Government House Garden will

rank amongst the most beautiful anywhere. It is formed
by a ravine between two hills, with a flat at the bottom,
which was formerly a peat bog, but is now a fine meadow.
Walks and terraces are being formed, and about two miles
of these are already finished. The steep slopes of the hill

arc being ploughed horizontally with oxen. The engage-
ment of Mr. Fox (the agriculturist sent out by the Colonial
Office) having expired, he in on his return to England.
His place is about to be filled by Mr. M'Gall, who intends
marrying the nursery governess in Col. Reid's family. We
are assured there is more cultivation now in Bermuda than
at any time in the memory of the present inhabitants ; al-

though the valleys were once before cultivated, previously
to the settlements in Virginia extending themselves
April 10.

Fernando Po.

payas, Oranges, Limes, Lemons, and Guavas
; also Ba-

nanas, Plantains, Cocoa-nuts, Cinnamon, Camphor, Co-
coa, or Theobroma Cacao. There are also a few plants
of the African Coffee from Prince's Island; Pine-Apples
are plentiful, but being much neglected, they produce but
small fruit. The Castor Oil plant (Ricinus communis) is

found about the settlement at Clarence Cove, and is used
by the natives as a purgative. Two species of Cassia are
slso found growing here, but they are not applied to any
purpose by the inhabitants. Upon the arrival of a stranger

at this port, he cannot fail of having his attention arrested

by the fine fence formed of Yuccas planted h^ the side of
the road leading from the beach to the Governor's house.
The plants have thrown up suckers from the roots till

they have become uncommonly thick, and present their

sharp points, rendering it impeiTious to man or beast

J. A.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

May 12.—Mr. Solly's third Lecture was delivered to-day. He
commenced by an account of the nature and properties of nitro-
gen, showing that it exists in the air, of which it constitutes
about four-fifths J and that, being possessed of properties in all

respects the reverse of oxygen, and distinguished by the absence
of any marked characters, it appeared that its principal office is to
dilute the oxygen of the air, and diminish the too powerful effects

which it would produce in an undiluted state. In the air, how,
ever, oxygen and nitrogen are only mixed ^ when combined they
form nitric acidj and, on the other hand, when nitrogen and
hydrogen are combined, they form ammonia : thus aflording two
excellent illustrations of the curious results of chemical combina-
tion, and the very great difference existing between compounds
and their elements. Having thus described the four great ele-

ments of Plants, their properties, and compounds, attention was
drawn to the proximate elements of Plants, or those compounds
of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon, in different propor-
tions, which, as woody fibre, gum, sugar, starch, gluten, &c.,

constitute vegetable matter; the properties, nature, and different

forms of these substances was described, and the curious meta-
morphoses which they undergo, and the transformations which
they suffer, when acted on by acids and alkalies, was ejtplaiiied.

Mr. Solly concluded by saying that, having now gone through
the introductory part of the subject, he should next take up the
great question of the food of plants, which would occupy the next
lecture.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
May A,~\l. Handley, Esq., President, in thechairj 13 gentle-

men were elected members. Col, Challoner, chairman of the

fioance committee, presented the monthly report of the accounts
to the 30th of April, and gave notice that he should move at the

next monthly council that a temporary collector should be em-
ployed to get in the subscriptions of members residing in London.
Mr. R. Barker, vice-chairman of the house-committee, presented
their report and the plans submitted by Mr, Dean for the society*s

house. The committee was directed to hold its next meeting on
Saturday, and report on this subject to the ensuing council. The
council proceeded to the consideration of the town in the north-

eastern district, at which the annual country meeting should be

held in 1843 ; and documents were submitted to their considera-

tion in favour of Leicester, Derby, and Nottingham. Having de-

liberated on the advantages possessed, in point of locality and
accommodation, by each town, and decided that either Leicester

or Derby should be selected for the meeting, the Hon. H. W,
Wilson for Leicester, and C. R. Colvile, Esq., M.P., and E. S.

Chandos Pole, Esq., for Derby, requested leave for a week's post-

.ponement of their decision, in order that time might be allowed

for procuring further information to enable them to decide this

question. It was resolved that the final consideration should take

place on the nth of May.—W. Taylor, Esq., F.L.S., presented a
bundle of Bokhara Clover (recently cut), with a coloured engrar-
ing and thefollowingaccount of its cultivation -.—"A small packet

of the seed of this Clover, which appears to be a variety of Meii-

lotus arborea, was given me by Mr. Loudon in the spring of 1839,

It vegetated freely, and grew luxuriantly up to the latter part of

September, when it was four feet high ; it was then mown, and
the stalks were manufacttired into durable hemp. Horses eat the

plant with avidity in its young state; and to judge from its extra-

ordinary growth the first year, it may be fed off three times,

namely, the middle of June, July, and August. It stood the

winter of 1839-^0 well, proving itself to be a hardy plant. On the

2tth of April, 1840, a small portion of it was cut, then 15 inches
high; on the 28th of May again, height l6 inches; and subse-

quently on the 28th of June, height i / inches ; in August 1 5inche8,

and in September 12 inches ; the first flowers appeared in June, and
by the middle of July it was covered with fragrant white blossoms,
A large portion had been left for seed, and tovfards the end oi

September the crop was harvested, each plant producing from 10

to 20,000 seeds, the stalks being from 12 to 13 feet iu height.

From the experiments I have made with Bokhara Clover, I should

calculate that an acre would produce from 20 to 30 tons of green

herbage. The first year it may be cut in June, July, and August,
each cutting averaging three to five tons of green herbage; tne

•econd year, in April, May, June, July, August, and September,
each month producing three to five tons of herbage. If intended
to be saved for seed, it must not be cut more than three times, m
April, May, and June. The roots form a sort of manure, aiid

from two to three tons of hemp. Great advantage must be derived

from its cultivation, as it forms a valuable green food for all sorts

of cattle at an early period of the season ; and if cut when 15 or 20

mches high, an abundant crop would be produced, yielding haf
superior in quality and quantity to the common herbage plants.

To judge from what has hitherto been seen of the Bokhara Clover,
It appears to be a valuable biennial plant, well adapted for growtam this country ; nor is it unlikely that it may thrive on such sous

as are termed clover-sick; whereby its value would be greauy
enhanced. Should it, as may reasonably be expected, in ordinarr
seasons, on good soils, be ready for cutting in the early part of

Apni. fanners who have no Grass, and but a short supply of H»r.
oarrots, or Turnips, would derive essential benefit from it. *»«
Bokhara Clover being a tall, deep-rotted plant, with a strong
stem well clothed with foliage and blossom, it keeps the ground
III a more perfect state than most other plants of the artificial

trrasskmd, and, consequently, will be more influential m ame-
uoratmg and preparing soils for the reception of Wheat crops-

-This island proclaces the rankest vege-
tation that the mind can well imagine, being covered from
the foot to the top of the central mountain with produc-
tions which would repaj the labourof an enthusiastic Bo-
tanical collector to investigate. A quantity of fine timber
is annually brought from thence to this country ''EDEland'i

3^.\n ^^V'^^^r.r''''?
""^

l''\ "^^f^' ""^ '^''*^*^''^ ^^ ^y *^^ "^^^^^ ^f"<^^^ Society. It is to be rJrktedZ»ot choose to pu themse res to trouble or expense m pre- the cultiration of Cotton, Coifee, Indigo, and other tro-parmg forthem
;
U being alaa but too notonoos that the best pical production, is not carried into effect/as there is eviv

lants do not always obtain their reward TheAbboBer- gradation of soil and situation. There is a garden ofese exhibited (not for a prize) a large and, considering the some extent attached to the house of the Governor but at
lateness of the season, fine collection of Camellias—Trinm- this time totally neglected. Several fruits and plants
phans, Lactea, Duchesse d'Orl^au^, Imbricata alba, He- have been introduced to this settlement ; among which are
teropetala, Reticulata, Elegans, and Grand Frederic, were the following : Sweet and Sour Sop (Anona squamosa
in spl^idid colour. Those of M. Paillet were also fine, and muricata), Anona Cbcrimoyer, Papaya C»rica, Pa-

It IS a plant capable of being cultivated with advantage on almost
«1 heavy and dry descriptions of land, if in a tolerable state ol

fertility
; and it may be sownfrom March tiU June. The propoi^

tion of seed that is necessary must vary according to the quaW

hrm^li^*^ ^""^ ^'^ "tate «f preparation to which it has been

wl/ *<; ."^ ^^^ "<:^er description, of soil that are free from

r^hf »° lOlbs.may be sufficient for an acre; whereas 1* to

wht;^" "°* ^^ *°° much for those that are of stiff qual.tj, or

CTnn J^**^®? ' '«^^ "esree of fertUity . As already indicated, tte

h^^L^^J ^".''^'' ''«' ""own for Hay, cut every month as green

of c^fn- f°«'^<5ferent sorts of live stock, or serve for the grazmj

dn^ 1
%'"'' "''^^P- The separation of the seed from the capsule

rwnr ^3"""^ «o »'"ch labour and expense as the common

the mm f *J
" *»'™«hcd in the same manner as Trefoil, an^ sent '°

likelv ti
° ^"* *'^^ ^^"'^ fr°«> '»•« husk. The Bokhara Closer »

countr^ ^"^''' *^"' «"1 way. 5n a great measure. ren<«=^*
jS

Le«l? ""impendent of foreign Clover-seed. On account ofi»

&^^,»PP*afance. and the fragrance of its blossom, it Uke^«

the n7«..*
P^*** ^ e^eO' flQW«*Rarden." Mr. Gibbs staged ^^^

^th ilf.* x^r,^""^" ^ the " Bokhara aover " wM i^^^
wJth the Tnfoiium Melilotus alb*, or (m it had been fonneW
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called) the Melilotus officinalis alba, a plant which had been par- ! Qark -ird Fnar-r
tiallj- cultivated in this country for the last twenty five years, and
the seed regularly imported by Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co.,
who had been in the habit of recommending the growth of a smail
breadth of this Clover, for mixing with Hay that might have been
damaged by wet weather, the fragrance of the leaf imparting to
it the smell of new Hay ; also for cutting and placing in lavers
with Oat straw, for the purpose of cutting into chaff, stacks being
formed of alternate layers of the straw and clover. Mr. Gibbs
stated that this Clover grew to a gigantic height, but should be
cut at an early stage, as otherwise it w^oald be ligneous or woody
in stalk, the soil most favourable to its cultivation being a deep
rich mould. [It is, in fact, the Melilotus leucaiitha, as we have
formerly stated.]

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Horticultural Socieiy of St. A?idreu-'s, Fifeshire, ^^nVa;.—The

first meeting for this season took place in the Town-hall. The fol-
lowiTig were the successful competitors :—Best 6 Auriculas, 4 Self
do., 6 Greenhouse Plants, 3 Hardy Shrubby Plants, 3 Double Hya-
cinths, 3 Single do.. 3 Phloxes. 6 Heartseases, 2 Calceolarias, 12
forced Potatoes; 2nd best Shrubby Plant, 6 Geraniums, 2 Cinera-
rias. 6 stalks of Rhubarb: Mr. W. Connacher. Best Shrubby
Plant, 1 Bulbous Plant, 3 Single Wallflow^ers, 6 Geraniums, pot of
Mignonette, 2 Cinerarias, 6 stalks of Rhubarb, 4 Scotch Leeks ; Snd
best 6 Auriculas, 4 Polyanthuses, 3 Shrubby Plants : Mr. W. Smith.
Best 4 Polyanthuses, 4 Single Anemones, 3 Double Wallflowers,
2 Petunias, pot of Strawberries ; 2nd best 3 heads of Sea-kale : Mr.
A. Scott. Best 2 heads of Broccoli, 3 heads of Sea- kale. 20 stalks of
Asparagus; 2nd best 4 Single Anemones, 3 Double Wallflowers,
aPetunias, 6 Onions of 1S41 : Mr, J. Goodwill, Best 4 Double Ane-
mones, 4 Double Primroses, 6 Hardy Spring Flowers, 6 Onions of
1841, 2 Early Cabbages, 1 Sw^edish Turnip; 2nd best 6 Heartseases,
2 heads of Broccoli, 20 stalks of Asparagus, 12 forced Potatoes:
Mr. J. Easson. Tlie 2nd best 4 Double Primroses, 6 Hardy Spring
Flowers, 4 Scotch Leeks : Mr. T. Erskine. The 2nd best 2 Early
Cabbages, 1 Swedish Turnip : Mr. J Hardie.—Amateurs : Best 4
Anricnias, 4 Polyanthuses, 3 Double Primroses, 2 Early Cabbages

;

2nd best ft Heartseases. 3 Scotch Leeks: Mr. G. Cruickshank. Best
S Double Wallflowers, 2 Single do., 4 Single Anemones, 2 heads of
Broccoli : Mr. Bailie Gibson. Best 6 Heartseases, 3 Scotch Leeks

;

2nd best 2 heads of Broccoli, 2 Lettuces: Mr. J.Thompson. Best
2 Lettuces ; 2nd best 4 Polyanthuses, 3 Double Primroses. 2 Single
Wallflowers, 4 Single Anemones, 4 stalks of Rhubarb : Dr. Cook,
Best 4 stalks of Rhubarb ; 2nd best 3 Double Wallflowers, 2 Early
Cabbages : Mrs. D. Berwick.— Cottagers : Best 4 Scotch Leeks
Mr. D. Scott. The 2nd best 4 Scotch Leeks, Mr. W. Morris.

narv «. r, ^^""Pressa. Mr. Clark. Hardy Plants-Mr.

Marriott U^^'ii^^^ ^"^^^^* ^^^- Cucumbers-General
a;k« • TT^

^**^ Broccoli-B. Workman, Esq. Aspa- agus-Jas.Ashwm, Esq. Rhubarb-Mrs. O. Cheek. Cabbages- 1 st, bInorkraan, Esq. : 2iid, R. Ashwin, Esq. Lettuce-Mr. E.Haines.
Dessert App!cs-T. N. Foster, Esq. Cottagers' Prizes : Broccoli-John Sheppey. Pansies-do. Extra Prizes: French Beana-E.
Kudge, Esq. Potatoes- James Ashwin, Esq. Fuchsia excor-
ticata—Mr. Clark, Croomc. SeedlingPansies—Rev, J. Harling
Seedhng Cineraria. Mr. Clark. Coronilla-John Clark, Esq Hv-
acmth, Nimrod-Miss Huiitley.

Limerick Horticultural Societij, ^/?n730.—The judges of flowers
on this occasion were Mrs. Waller, of Castletown-house, and
Mr. Bridgford, jun., of Dublin; For fruits and vegetables: G.
Tuthill, Esq.. of Fahq, and Capt. Joyce. There were 12 competi-
tors, and the following are the awards :— 1. To Mr. Heafy, gr. to
Lord Clarina, 7 prizes, for best Pears, best dessert Apples, and
2nd best do. • 2nd best Geraniums, 2nd best Asparagus, and best
Cucumbers. 2. Mr. Carmody, gr. to W. Monsell, Esq., 6 prizes,
for best Strawberries, best Orange Trees, best Cauliflower, best
i pmt Peas, and best dish of Potatoes. 3. Mr. Mack, gr. to Mrs.
Cooper, 6 prizes, for best Self-coloured Auriculas, 2nd best Ane-
mones, 2nd best Herbaceous Plants, 2nd best Tulips, 2nd best
Rhubarb, and 2nd best Potatoes. 4. Mr. Kenny, gr. to Poole
Gabbett. Esq.. 5 prizes, best Cactus, and best collection; the best
Herbaceous Plants, 2nd best Stove Plants, and best Kidney

Beans. 5. Mr. Horan, gr. to B. Waller, Esq., 2 prizes, best 6
bingle Tuhps, and 2nd best Double. 6. Mr. Kelly, gr. to J. Rus-
sell, Esq., 5 prizes, the best 6 named Auriculas, 2nd best collec-
uon of Geraniums, the 2nd best Greenhouse Plants, and 2nd best
Pansies, with an honorary prize for an Orange Tree. 7. Mr.
daynor, gr. to Capt. Stackpoole, R.N., 3 prizes. 2nd best Broc^
con, 2nd best Cabbage, and best collection of Vegetables. 8. Mr.
oraay, gr. to M. Honan, Esq., 6 prizes, for best Asparagus, 2nd
Dest Cucumbers, best Primroses, best Ranunculuses, and best
Double Tuhps. 9. Mr. M'Donagh. gr. to Wm. Lloyd, Esq.. of
Limerick 5 pnzes, best Tender Annuals, best collection of Pan-
Bies 2nd best Cucumbers, best Lettuce, and best Celery. 10. Mr.Gardner, gr. to A. Furlong, Esq., 2 prizes, for best variety ofAnemones and 2nd best Sea Kale. u. Mr. M'Mahon, gr.toM.
fo Mr^rV n^'"*'"'''

'^°'" ^^^ ^^'* Calceolarias, and 2nd best Fuchsias.

ri;s^p;trnnfi;^^'*l''^^^^^ ^''^- 20 prizes, for best Cher-

nhfm^ hn^f r'^^^'^l'
best Ericas, the best Fuchsias, best 6 Gera-

fn fl^wpr K
^5^^"^?^se Plants, the best collection of Geraniums

Plantr hL^ 1^
6 Polyanthuses, best 6 named Roses, best Stove

best b^^nS^^^^^^^ *^^ ^^^^ collection of Plants in flower,

best snTmL i.?''^^^*^'^''^
^^'^ ^ ^^'^y Shrubs in flower, the

a^dRhuS ' ^''^ Broccoli, Cabbage, Mushrooms,

AdhHTJ 1^^-'''^ SAro;../nre Florist and Hortiniltural Society,

tiZ\lifZ ^.Z^\^^^^ ^^ ^^^ '1^0^^^ f^a^l' and the specimens

teste and ZT °^
^'Vl?^^ '^^^^^^5^' ^"^^ ^^t^^^* ^^<^^ c'-edU on the

^nowinll^r i'
^- ^^V^field and Mr. King. Shrewsbury. The

tt^f i"i"SL' ^?^^. Self, do., Telemachus. Green: 1st, Mr
Ann -frH H'l*^«^'"f^'^^°''

2nd. Mr. Groves, Oliver's Lovely

NeliAn VfK •^f'^^S^
Champion

; 4th, Mr. Roberts, Howard's«eison, 6th, Mr. Groves. Lovely Ann Willbraham ; 6th, do.,

"iroLe ^.^''^- ^^% ^^^^^ 1«^' ^I^- Groves, CoAquer'or of

fth Mr' R k'
1°- ?"^^^^^d^r

;
^rd, do.. Juno

i
4th, do.. Complete

;

Union wi, -t^^' J^u'*-''^
^^ Hallamshire; 6tb, Mr. Groves. Warris'

•warrilr* If * J^^^ ^^^^^ consisted of five, and the whole were
T^l^l ^^r.^I'S^^^'V''^^^^^ Hughes' Pillar of

Mm^io^f °** \^^*'&^*' '^'^l^'s ^^ack and Clear, and Maid o' the

Bonnet^rJ \f^
Mr Roberts, Ned Ludd; 2nd. Mr. Groves. Blue

V\^^ \W\\^'-^V^^y* ^sq.. Trusserj 4th, Mr. Groves, Flora's

Eclinl^P A 1
.''* ^o^^>"ts. Stadtholder; 6th. Mr. Groves, Lee's

TrurRino ^TVJ^^' ^^- Roberts. Fair Rosamond ^ 2nd, do.,

*th Mr «' V : ^l;
Groves, Seedling^ 4th. do.. Incomparable;

Beantv ^^bf»'t^ Burning Sun^ 6th, Mr. Groves, Shrewsbury
Be^nr;i.e?°^^'^*^"^= ^^^' ^'•- Groves, Defiance j 2nd. do..

Gre^^h^ n';"'''^^ '
^^^^ Greenhouse Plant, Mr. Inston; bests

best ?^r. H
"*"' ^^^- ^* ^^y^ocl^.' ^est Geraniums, Mr. CasseUs;

BeaU S;;
^^1^*^'^""'^^^^ (best brace), H. Lyster, Esq. 5 French

Mr tL k" 'tT^^^^^^' Mr. Smout; Broccoli, do. j Cabbage (3),

'rZ^t ^/ ^.^^^^^^ ^orficuUvrat and Floml Societv, April 22THefirst exhibition for the - -season was held at the Town Hall,

edfi-^
t*je following prizes were awarded : Auriculas, Green-

Strpi^M iP""^^^'
Wood's Lord Lascelles. John Clark, Esq.; 2nd,

Mr H ^ ^^^^'^^^^ "^^^"^- Barnes, Esq.; 3rd, Galloway's Glory,

Esrl o i"^' Grey-edged— 1st. Warris's Union. W^m. Barnes,

Bhirp w ' S^'^^"»an, Mr. H. Drnry ^ 3rd, The Lord of Haliam-

BeanVJ^"?*?^^"^^' ^^^' "^^>iite-edged— 1st, Hughes's Pillar ofof
3rd,

BeantTr T iT ' ^ *' " '"te-cngea— isr, uugnes's Jt

Lei>ht«\r
*^^a*'k. Esq.; 2nd, Unknown, Mr. Wintle ; ^ru.

Mr w- Ii^"^^'
Monsieur Edouard. Selfs-Ist, Bradshaw's Tidy.

Whit^w. '^^""^^ Berry's Lord Primate, W^m. Barnes. Esq. ; 3rd,

fecta w' * J'*'^ ^^''^' ^^- ^^'"^"e. Alpines-lst, Barnes's Per-

ard.Bar^''^?^^^-^ S!S- '•
2nd,_Miller's Conspicua, Mrs. Ashwin;

Death of Dr. Vogel,
death of this gentleman,
papers. We have now
that the intelligence was

K'"whitfo;i*" M*"'*^?'.!' ^"I?-
Whitford's Beauty of'the"vale?Mn

Coste M?«H, V;*'*''"*'*^'.
Double Red-ut prize. Countess de la

Lord \^n "."""^5" 5 and, Unknown. Miss Huntley.

D^ry wCif"";
Mr.. Clark. Croome; 2nd, Pasqui

Mr n'arv
?.''®~'^'' ^"'^"' **'S3 Hnntley; 2ntl, Suit

2nd. Wm 'rJ°°?% Pansies,l2varieties-lst, Rev. J. Harling :

m«ria =^; 2^*' ^*1- S'°^e °^ Greenhouse Plants-ist, Max-"JWia aromatica, Edward Rudge; 2iid. Banksia ericifoUa. Mr.

Blue— 1st,

m, Mr. H.
Sultan Achmet,

We last week announced the

upon the authority of the news-

the melancholy task of adding

too correct. Dr. Vogel died at

Fernando Po, in consequence of exposing himself too
soon after his partial recovery from the African fever.

Thus has perished, in the prime of life, one of the most
promising of European botanists- His monograph of
the difficult genus Cassia, and his other papers on Legu^
minous plants, had established his reputation as a sys-
tematist ; while, on the other hand, his papers on tte
development of the Flowers of Lupinus, and on Albumen,
published in conjunction with Schleiden, had placed him
in a high rank among anatomists and physiologists. We
trust that his papers and collections, which are, no doubt,
extremely valuable, will be preserred as an evidence of
that zeal which could only be arrested by the hand of
death.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New HoUa7\d Garden Ej;hibition.—The Sydney papers

contain a long account of an exhibition by the members of
the Horticultural and Floral Society of that town. Our
readers may be curious to know how such matters are
managed in New Holland, and what are the prominent
subjects of cultivation there. They will, v;e think, be
surprised to learn that there is very little difference between
a garden exhibition at Sydney and one in an English
country town. We find no instance of New Holland
plants being produced, with the solitary exception of two
flowering specimens of the Doryanthus excelsa, each of
which was 15 feet long. European plants and vegetables
were evidently the great source of interest. At the
entrance of the exhibition room, we learn from the " Sydney
Herald," the main table was covered with vegetables and
fruits. Amongst other articles were splendid Carrots,
Cauliflower, Cress, and specimens of Lettuce as large and
hard as Drumhead Cabbages in Britain. The Asparagus,
Artichokes, and many varieties of Beans and Peas are
described as being very fine. There was a magnificent
tub of Water Crejs, Rhubarb, Mayduke Cherries, and
White Strawberries. On another table was a fine sort of
common Rue, with Beans, Peas, Cabbage, and White
Spanish Onions. The fruits were but few. Among other
rarities was a large Gooseberry-bush in a tub, with a con-
siderable number of green fruit as large as hazel-nuts ; it
was much admired. The show consisted otherwise of Bana-
nas,Strawberries. Kentish Cherries, Oranges, and Loqnats.
Flowers formed the chief attraction, especially a splendid
White Moss Rose, and two or three smaller specimens of
the same flower. Among other species we find Pfeonia
peregrina, a fine collection if Picotees, Gladiolus Colvillii,
and a Cactus Ackermanni. The editor of the '' Sydney
Herald " says, however, that they were trained in a very
clumsy manner, with sticks which might have done duty
at Donnybrook Fair, instead of neat slender rods of deal.
Epiphyllum speciosum and Cereus speciosissinius, Hoya
carnosa (the first time it had flowered in the colony),
SprekeUa formosissima. Fuchsia grdcilis, Pelargoniums,
Calceolarias, Lophospermum scandeus, Tropajolum penta.
phyllum, Sweet Williams, Cape Bulbs, Nasturtiums, and
tall blue Larkspurs, seem to have formed the most at-
tractive subjects. 41 exhibitors are named, and 76 prizes
are mentioned as having been distributed among them.

Launceston {Van Diemen's Land) Hort. Soc.—k. de-
scription of the first meeting of this Society is contained in
the ** Launceston Courier ;" in which it is stated that the
exhibition took place on the 1 7th Dec. last. Amongst the
Vegetables were Beans, Milford and Marrow Peas, Em-
peror Cabbages, White Norfolk and Stone Turnips, Ash-
leaved Kidney Potatoes, Spanish and Potatoe Onions,
Radishes, Lettuces, Horn Carrots, and Silver Beet The
Fruits were tolerably plentiful, consisting of Green and
Red Gooseberries; Red, White, and Black Currants;
Raspberries, White and Black Heart Cherries, dried do.,

preserved Sloes, Stone Pippin Apples of the previous
season, French Crabs, Cucumbers, and Melons. Amongst
the Flowers were fine specimens of the Nerium Oleander,
Heliotrope, Cockscomb, Cactus speciosus, Myrtle, White
Balsam, and Hydrangea, with Verbenas and Bouquets of
Roses, as well as of the natural productions of the island.

The number of successful exhibitors was 24, and of the

prizes distributed amongst them 61, At the conclusion
of the meeting the Fruit was distributed amougst the

company assembled.

Death of Mr, Andretv Mathews,—We regret to learn

that this zealous naturalist died in Chachapoya, in Peru,

in November last. He was a man of great diligence, and
contributed very considerably to a knowledge of the

botany of Peru and Chili.

Double Bearing Apple.—Near the lodge of the Rev.
J. Hopton's mansion, at Canon Froome, Herefordshire,

may now be seen an Apple-tree, with some of last

year's fruit on it, and a fine show of blossom for the

next crop.

—

Gloucestershire Chronicle^ May 7.

Coniferous Plants,—We learn, by letters from Laun-
ceston, that Mr. Ronald Gunn has at length succeeded in

finding the rare Athrotaxis cupressoides, and another

species with ripe coues, near Lake St, Clair, in the centre

of Van Diemen's Land, at the elevation of 3,239 ft. above
the sea.

GARDEN MEMORAND.\.
Nem Botanic Gardens, Glasgow,—On Saturday, April 30, these

beautiful Gardens were opened for the first time. On this occa-
sion the Directors had liberally resolved to admit the public on
the payment of a trifling charge, previously to the exclusive open-
ing of the grounds for the subscribers ; and the opportunity thus
offered, added to the beauty of the weather, was embraced to an
extent which proves that this resolution was at once acceptable
and weU-timed. The Gardens arc, situated on the north side of
the Great Western Road -by far the most beautiful approach to
the city. If not the only one which has »ny pretensions to it—ex-
tending to full 20 acres ; and, from their aspect, it is difficult to de-
termine whether nature or art has achieved most to afford a fitting
locationfor the floral and botanical treasuresof the West of Scot
land. The grounds rise in geuUe swellings to a considerable
elevation, and on the brow of the hiU is situated the conservatory
of ample dimensions, and constructed oa the most approved prin-
ciples which experience and modem knowledge have as^sociated
with gardening and the science of botany. This conservatory
contains specimens of alm^.st everything which the ingenuity and
industry of man have been able to transp!aut into this country—
from the magnificent botanical treasures .f the tropics to their
most tiny flower. The grounds generally are laid out with exqui-
site taste, a^d of themselves speak in langnag« nottoUe misun-
derstood of the care and abUity of Mr. Murray, the Curator
whose botanical knowledge and enthusiasm are well known
Although yet In their infancy, the plots presented a perfect flush
of the richest offerings of Spring; and. from their beauty now it
is easy to foresee what they wiU he when they have passed the
period of infant youth, and future years and culture bring them
to maturity. On the north are seen the terminating hiUs of the
Campsie range, and on a clear day the view is only bounded by
the outline of the distant Perthshire mountains ; to the south, a
beautiful range of country is presented ; and the presence of the
Clyde, watering the centre of the valley, is easily indicated by
the smoky wreaths which ever and anon curl upwards from the
funnels of the many steamers which walk our waters; west-
ward the landscape is not less delighUuI, sweeping, as it does,
towards the opening of the Firths and to the east the eye
rests on the handsome piles of modern building (which the
last few years have called into existence), and on the masts
of the shipping at Port-Dundas; the whole being very aptly
overtopped by the giant chimney rising at St. Rollox. Prom
this elevated point the grounds slope in green, varied, and
thickly-wooded banks, to the classic Kelvin, which is dimpling
along the base. Altogether the opening has been most auspi-
cious; and we cannot doubt that the Gardens are greatly cal-
culated to extend the growing taste for the deeply-interesting,
instructive, and pleasing science of botany. What with the
new and extended grounds, so richly furnished with rare and
valuable plants, and the location amongst us of Dr. Balfour, a
young and learned professor zealously devoted to the sdance,
our fellow, citizens have now a favourable opportunitv of com-
bining the study of an interesting science with healthful recrea-
tion. While on this subject, we would suggest to the Directors
the gratitude with which a liberty similar to that of Saturday last
would Ub received by a great portion of our citizens, viz., that of
visiting these grounds once or twice in the season, upon payment
of a small charge. There must be no inconsiderable number of
people, with whom the love of flowers amonfits to a passion,
who are compelled to lavish their fondness on some flow^er which
blooms upon their window-siU, To these the liberty to range
through the Botanic Gardens for a few hours would be a holiday
of much vahic ; and even for the sake of granting a day's plea-
sure to the more respectable portion of the community', the Di-
rectors may possibly grant the boon which, in addition to other
considerations, would be repaid by much gratitude. Although
the preparations are not thoroughly finished, it is admitted that
this establishment, when completed, will, according to its size^
be one of the most perfect in the kingdom.—jiiWd^tfcf /row* tUe
Glas^oir Herald.

Groom'^s Nursery, Clapham 7?fV.—Notwithstanding the late
unfavourable weather, the Tulips at this nursery are in admirable
condition. The principal bed, which is upwards of 120 feet in
length, presents a gorgeous display of these beautiful flowers j
and amongst such an innumeraUle mnUitude, we were eutireiy
at a loss to know which was most worthy of admiration. Amongst
the Roses we particularly noticed Ciandiana, a clear white, finely
feathered with deep rose, and Of an excellent shape? Cerise
Blanche, delicately feathered with carminei Catalan!, finely
flamed with light rose; Rosa Bianca. very clear, and beautifully
feathered with dark rose; Bacchus, a handsome-fealH^ered flower;
Groom's Duchess of Sutherland, a bright rose, of excellent shape ;
and many others, amongst which may be mentioned Aglaia,
Lac, Persiani, and Princess Sophia of Gloucester.—^yA/irm^/iW.-
Groom's Victoria Regina, a beautifully-formed flower, with a
clear white ground, delicately feathered with deep purple ^ Violet
Alexandre, finely feathered with light violet j Louis XVI., a clear
white, feathered with dark purple; Michael Angelo, feathered
and flamed with rich maroon ; Lewald, a clear white, with a fea-
ther of rosy purplej with Mentor, or Reine de Sheba, Imperatrix
Florum, and Claude, which are excellent flowers of this class.

—

Biznrds: Duke of Devonshire, an excellent shape, with a bright
yeUow ground, and a rich dark brown feather; Catafalque, ft.

clear yellow, feathered with reddish brown j Nourri Effendi, a
bold and handsome flower, with a clear ground and a remarkably
dark brown feather ; Groom's Marshal Soult, a fine yellow, deli-
cately featliered with reddish brown; Fabius, clear yellow, with.
a purplish brown feather ; Marcellus, bright yeUow, witli abrowa.
flame; and Groom's Duke of Sutherland, which was just suffi-
ciently expanded to show that it would be a beautiful flower*,
having a fine yellow ground, deeply feathered with rich brown.
R,A„Map 10.

Mebtetos.

Calool: being a Personal Narrative of a Journey t^
and Residence in that City, in the years 1836, Z, antf
8. By the late Lieut.-Col. Sir Alexander Burnes, C.B^
Murray. 8vo. 1842.

Now that attention is so strongly directed towards AfT-
ghanistan, the appearance of this authentic work is most
welcome. On running over its very interesting pages, we
find many things relating to climate and vegetation whick
are well worthy of extract.

The following are a few instances :—Whilst sailing up^
the Indus, iu the beginning of May, Sir A. Burnes ob-
served the temperature of the air, near Dera Gbaze©
Khan, to be 108**, whilst that of the river was 84\ Oa
reaching Musan, July 2-2d, the tbermometer rose to 115»^

and in the smaller tents it reached to 135*' ; the mercury
at sunset not sinking below 100°. Near Bassoul and
Butteecote, the mountains were thickly clad with Fine*

and Julgoozas (?), while their summits were covered witb

snow. Not far from these is Kuju, so famed for it»

Pomegranates without seed, although by far the finest are

brought from villages half-way up the mountains. The

growers of this fruit were at that time, Sept- llth,withm

twenty days of their harvest. The tree differs altogether

in appearance from the common Pomegranate, and oaljr

grows in a few Affghan villages, which are deiightfuHy

isituated above Kuju ; the fiuefit comes ta greater perfect
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tk>a if sheltered from the sun ;
J^00 or

laden with it leate the place annually, and »t « /oW for

three mp.e- a hundred. The rind is also used at Cabool

in the preparation of leather. T^hich, by means of it, is

dressed in a superior manner.

In the royal garden of Neemla, Cypress trees alter-

nated with the Chinar or Plane tree, each attaining to the

height o( 100 feet, and, as the Persian verse has it,

" holding each other by the hand, and rivalling each other

In beauty/'

After leaving Cabool, on the 13th of October, on a

journey to the northward, he halted at Kareez-i-Meer,

abont fifteen miles from which a vast vista of gardens

could be seen, extending thirty or forty miles in length,

and half as broad, terminated by the vast mountain Hindoo

Koosh itself, white with eternal mow. Throughout

nearly the whole of the route from thence to Kahdura,

the road led through beautiful orchards, the banlcs of

which were clustered over with wild flowers, *many of

them common in Europe, and which were also abundant

along the margins of the innumerable brooks which inter-

aected the valleys. The roads were, in many places,

shaded by lofty Walnut trees, which excluded the sun's

rays, never powerless in that climate. ETery hill with a

southern aspect had a vineyard on it ; and the Raisins

were spread out on the ground, which imparted a purple

tini^e to the hills.

The food of the natives of the northern province of Kohis-

tan consisted principally of Mulberries, dried and pounded

into flour ; to which heating diet they gravely ascribed the

desperate habits which have become familiar to them.

On the southern side of Hindoo Koosh, whose summit

is of pure granite, and 15,000 feet high, the snow only

extended four or five miles, while on the northern it

reached eighteen or twenty ; a difference of climate which

appeared to be characteristic of those regions. The coun-

try near Charecken is described as presenting a scene of

unrivalled cultivation, being intersected by clear and rapid

brooks ; and Kohistan Proper, as a country rich without

parallel The fertility of the soil is only equalled by the

industry of the natives, who, forming bank above bank,

acquire, as it were, land from their stony hills, all of which

they irrigate with admirable care and zeal. Aqueducts

were often seen fifty or sixty feet up the hills, conducted

round every swell and valley, until they at length poured

out their contents on the embanked fields- Wheat, in

this part, seldom yielded more than fifteen-fold; Rice, ge-

nerally from sixteen to eighteen, and Juwarree as much
as fifty-fold. The Affghans preserve their Cabbages, Car-
rots, and Tunupst in the same way as Potatoes, placing
them in the ground, with a small portion of mould and
leavea over them, by which means they are kept fresh till

April.

The riven in the vicinity of Begram (supposed to

to be the '* Alexandria ad calcem Caucasi ") were found
to be well stored with fish and var; - Icinds of waterfowl,

amongst whii-.h were forty-five different species of duck.

Bat the rara avis is the Kubk i Duree, a bird somewhat
leas than a turkey, of the partridge kind. Bears, wolves,

fox;^^, lynxes, and hareSy with a few other animals, are

likewise to be found ; many of which are hunted by the

Affghans for the snke of their fur. * Around Cabool, the

water at the beginning of November is let in upon the

land to (reezef after which the flocks browse upon the

slender leaves of the Wheat, without injuring the plants,

which are said to grow up stronger in spring in conse-
quence of this treatment. The orchards also at the same
time receive their last irrigation. At this season, the
snow first began to fall; but by the llth of Decen\ber, the
ground in the city was fairly covered, and the cold became
severe, so that the whole of the population appeared clad

in sheep-skins. On the 26th of February, the Willow
was in blossom ; on the 1 1th of March, the first flower of
spring, or the " Sosun,'' a small sweet-smelling Iris, made
its appearance ; and on the first of April the Apricots
showed their blossom, fiurnes says that the cold was not
very intense, but that the severity of the winter at Cabool
varies greatly in different years.

':>,000 camels level greensward, was like preferring a ragged gipsy-girl

lo a well-dressed gentlewoman, and was to sacrifice

beauty to circumstances agreeable only to the eye of

a painter. But these, as all violent opinions, have their

antidote in the good sense of the world ; and, like the ex-

travao^ances of Turner the academician, only serve to show

the eccentricities of genius. We are glad to observe that

the good taste of Sir Thomas Dick Lauder has led him to

check such ebullitions, when they occur, by his own sober

observation.

Repton and Price may be regarded as the two best

writers we have on Landscape Gardening—both different

and both excellent. The mean of the two will be found

the surest path to success in the management of scenery ;

and fortunately everybody is now in a position to study

that mean, for the present publication is a fitting compa-

nion to the cheap and very useful 8vo edition of Repton s

Works, published a year or two ago by Mr. Loudon.
^

We should add, that in addition to numerous judicious

editorial remarks intermixed with, but distinguished from,

the text of Sir Uvedale Price, Sir Thomas Dick Lauder

has prefixed to this volume an essay, by himself, on '' the

Origin of Taste," in which the philosophical grounds on

which the principles of taste depend are very ably and

agreeably discussed.

The Heraldry of Fish (8vo, Tan A^oorst, 1842) is a

collection of heraldic devices and armorial bearings of all

countries, in which /jsA^5 form a part of the cognisance.

The work scarcely comes within our objects; we must

therefore content ourselves with saying, that the author,

Mr. Moule,has exhibited great industry in collecting evi-

dence, which he has arranged with skill, and that his book

is illustrated with a large number of excellent woodcuts.

It cannot fail to be acceptable to those who would study

heraldry with some higher object than that of tracing pe.

digrees or emblazoning coats of arms.

Popular Cyclopcedia of Natural Science : Botany.

(12mo. Wright, Aiiis and Co., 1842).—This is one of those

publications which every day brings forth to satisfy the

demand of the public for cheap books on Natural History.

It is, for the most part, a compilation, often word for

word, and not a skilful one, from the elementary works of

Professor Lindley ; many of the woodcuts and much of the

matter are coarsely copied from his '* Ladies' Botany ;"

diagrams from his "School Botany," and other things

from other places. Even the inadvertent errors of the
'^ Ladies' Botany" are followed; as, in the case of the

genus Trollius, whose petals were in the original edition of

that work called tubular ; this slip was corrected in the

abridgment of it, but stands unaltered in the work before

us. How much of the matter is original we cannot un-

dertake to say; if, however, we are to judge of its quality

by the following specimen which has caught our eye, we
certainly cannot express a favourable opinion of it. At
p. 397 is an analytical table of the natural orders of Tha-
lamifioral exogens ; the characters therein assigned to the

last five orders are as follows : Berberidece, anthers with

valves ; Crucifera, placenta in axis ; Caryophyllew, Lina-
cece^ Rutacece : placentse parietal* Now all atjthers have
valves, and therefore the character assigned to Berberi-
dem distinguishes it from nothing ; Crudferm have the
placenta parietal, and not in the axis ; and none of the
three last orders have the placenta parietal : on the con-
trary, in Caryophyllea it is free central ; in iinaceteand
Rutace<B it is in the axis. This is very bad.

Sir CvedaU Price on the Picturesque : with an E^say
on the Origin of Taste, and much Original Atalter, by
Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, Bart. 8vo, pp. 586. Edin-
burgh, Caldwell and Co. ; London, Orr.

This is a beautiful edition of an admirable work, illus-

trated with an abundance of highly-finished wood-engrav-
ings from the artist-like designs of Mr. Montagu Stanley.
We need not tell our readers that Price's Essay on the
Picturesque is a work which conveys the most just ideas
of what constitutes the nattiral beauty of a country—that
the good taste of the author enabled him to perceive the
errors into which the landscape-gardeners of the early part
of the present century had fallen ; and that the feelings
which, on account of his station in society, he necessarily
posse4*cd in common with the gentlemen of England much
facilitated his appreciation of what constitutes picturesque-
Bess in the minds of the higher classes. To use the lan-
guage of his editor—** The exquisite and highly-cultivated
taste which he displays and the nice discrimination which
he exhibits in that range within which he confines himself,
andin which the great majority of his readers are naturally
ano&t interested, has Urltformly excited the admiration of
all who have perused bU Essays, which will be found to

Britain much, if not aU/|hat is requiiile for the promotion
of landscape-gardening upon the best principles.*' The
chief error that he fell intb was that of sacrificing conve-
tiience and comfort on some occasions for the sake of pic-
\tnr.«q^je effect, and of overlooking or undervaluing on
wiat account the beanti^ of quiet scenery. To prefer on

.^^•cafip^a a st€efr and rugged bank, overgrown with
bmra an«l wee^/tl^Ji trim slope or a highly-kept and

aH

« %-i.

Pereira*s Materia Medica has rapidly arrived at a
second edition. The Botany of Materia Medica, a most
important department, often treated much too superficially

in works of this description, is here prepared with the
greatest care : the origin of drugs having been for many
years a subject to which the author has most particularly

directed his attention. The reader will find it a very au-
thentic source of information concerning the application
of plants to medical purposes, and the sources from
which drugs are derived. It forms two thick 8to vo-
lumes, and is illustrated by numerous woodcuts.

Bischoff's History of the Woollen and Worsted Ma-
nufactures is a well-arranged and very full account, firstlv,

of the wool-trade from the earliest historical period down
to the present day; of the legislative enactments which
have influenced its progress, and of the causes which have
led to its decline ; and, secondly, of the numerous races
of sheep and sheep-like animals whose fur has been em-
ployed in manufactures. The book is replete with valu-
able information, and forms an important work of refer-

ence for sheep-farmers and woollen manufacturers. It is

illustrated by good figures of some of the most esteemed
breeds of sheep.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing weeJc.
The late rains have fallen most opportunely (in this part of the

country, at least), and have put the ground into excellent condi-
tion for planting, which i^ now the principal business to be
attendetl to. It wiU be well, therefore, to use every exertion in
turning to a good account a more favourable opportunity than
generally occurs. As in a flower-garden so much of its beauty
and pleasing effect depends upon the tasteful blending of the
various colours, combined with an artistical arrang-ement of the
plants according: to their respective heights and season of flower-
ing, these points should be most particulariy attended to in plant-
ing; this, however, is a subject which ought previously to have
occupied the mind of the gardener, and nothing should now re-
main to be done but the operative part of the business

I.—KITCHKxV-GARDEN AND ORCHARD^
In-door Department,

Pi\'KRY.".Stools from which the fruit iiave been cut may. if
necessary, be made to produce suckenT. For this purpose they.
should be shaken out of the pots, and, after shortening the leaves
and trimming the roots, repotted in small pots and rich compost
and plunged into a brisk bottom heat Scarce sorts miyht be in-'
creased in this way with jreat advantagre. Some varieties of the

• MPine-apple are disposed to throw out a greatnumber of gills fr

the stem, immediately below the fruit. If these are permitted'to
grow, they will materiaUy affect the swelling of the fruit, by Uk-
ing away a considerable portion of sap ; it will be better, therefore'

to remove them when young, taking care not to injure the stem
by cutting too close. Top-dress fruiting plants as soon as they
have done flowering, in the way formerly described.

ViNKRV.—The late sunny and dry weather has been peculiarly
favourable to the increase of the red- spider in forcing-houses
Vines are less difficult to keep clean than many other plants"
because the under surface of the leaves, where the insects chiefly
harbour, is more easily accessible to moisture, which is one of the
best remedies, although the usual mode of applying it through a
coarse-rosed syringe is clumsy, and injurious also when much
force is employed. A better method would be to fill the houses
witli vapour occasionally by means of some contrivance affixed

to the heating apparatus. Sulphur laid upon the flues or pipes
when warm, is strongly recommended by some, but caution is

i requisite in using it. In those houses set iu action early in
January, the fruit will now be beginning to change colour, and
all the light possible should be admitted to it, together with a
liberal supply of air when practicable.

Peach-house.—Where fruit is ripe, all that is necessary is to
expose it freely to light and air, and to maintain a dry atmosphere,
for which purpose a little fire-heat will still be requisite in very
damp weather. If mildew appears in any of the houses, moisten
the infected shoots and then dust them with sulphur. Thin the
fruit in the latest house, and let it advance slowly, according to
nature; it might be forwarded after stoning if required.

CHEaav-HOUSK.- If any trees are cleared of fruit, take them
out of the house j their places may be occupied by part of those
from the second house. The exposed trees must not be neglected,
however, but should be regularly watered and the foliage kept
free from insects, as before.

Fic-HOusE.—Trees in pots, from which the first crop has been
taken, should be encouraged to bring forward their second pro-

duce. Give them liquid manure now and then, and keep the
leaves clean by frequent washinj's with a syringe. To those that

are in the state alluded to in last week's Calendar, continue the
treatment there recommended.
Strawberries —^The fruit now produced will generally be

much finer than that which was forced earlier. Assist it in swel-

ling to a large size by plenty of food, which might readily be

supplied in the form of manure water. The boxes of soil beneath
the pots, formerly mentioned, will also be found very serviceable.

Cucumbers and Melons ought never to be neglected, howso-
ever pressing other business may be. Suspension of dressing for

only a few days would be productive of injury, especially if cold and
dull weather should occur after the thiiiningof the superabundant
shoots that had been permitted to form. Ridge Cucumbers might
be put out as soon as a little heat is found in the dung. Keep the

hand glasses close for some days, shading in bright sunshine,

and covering with mats at night.

Shift Capsicums axd Egg-plants intended to fruit in pots.

The most forward Tomatoes may be planted out at the foot of a
south wall, protecting them with hand-glasses till they get hold

of the ground. Also plant out New Zealand Spinach from pots.

Out-door Department.
Many kinds of vegetable seeds come up very irregularly this

season ; see, therefore, that no deficiency of consequence occurs

in the young crops. If any is found, resow immediately with

fresh seed.
Broccoli.—Plant out Cape and Grange's Early White from the

first sowing J these will come in usefully in autumn, to supply

the place of late Cauliflowers, if the season is unfavourable to

the latter.

Brussels Sprouts.—A few rows of these, and likewise of

Borecole sown at the same time, should be put out now to pro-

duce an early supply.
Cabbages.—Plant largely of the different sorts sowninspiingj

the smaller ones may stand in the seed-beds two or three weeki

longer, when if transplanted they will give a successional crop.

Cauliflowers.—Put out a good breadth of the spring-sown

plants. If ground is scarce, the alleys between the Asparagus-

beds may be occupied by these,
IcK-PLANT.—The cold-looking, ice-covered leaves of this plant

make it very suitable for garnishing fruit during the hot weather

of summer; a few plants should, therefore, be selected from the

bed of annual flowers, and planted in rich soil, to make the leaves

succulent.
Kidxky-Beans.—The dwarf kinds maybe sown on an open

quarter.
Lettuce.—Transplant the first crop, if not already done.

Onions.—Hoe between the rows, and keep the young plants

clear of weeds.
Peas.—The first transplanted crops, and those sown in autumn,

will now be in full blossom, and the pods may be forwarded a

littJe by pinching off the tops of the plants, to stop their upward

growth.
Potatoes.—Loosen with a hoe the surface of the soil between

the rows of all that are above ground.
OrcAarrf.-Continue to thin wall fruit of all sorts as it becomes

large enough, leaving a heavier crop than common upon luxuri-

ant trees. Green Apricots are in many families prized for tarts,

and some should be kept back for that purpose. Look over

Apricot- trees, and destroy all the grubs that prey upon the shoots

before they are transformed into pupae. The green fly has pro-

bably begun to breed upon Peach-trees, in which case they o^^^J
to be syringed with tobacco-water, or the infested shoots might

be moistened, and then dusted with strong snuff. Nail the grow-

ing shoots of young trees before they become long enough U> oe

broken by the wind, which would spoil the symmetry of the trees.

In warm situations wali Vines will now require dressmg aua

naUing. If the late dry weather has hardened the ground at tne

foot of the waUs, the surface of the aUeys should be forked over

and loosened.

n.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department, .,

,

STOva.—Many Orchidaceous plants will now be in full ff^o^^";

give them a liberal supply of water, and shade them dunng t>ri&"|;

sunshine. If this is not attended to, the leaves will ^f.^^^°Z
and sickly. Look over those which are hung up, and if

^^^Jj^

^

any difficulty iu keeping them moist enough, put some iresi

sphagnum round them ; such plants as Aerides o^oratuni aii

the Saccolabiums will not succeed unless they are kept very mowi.

and warm. .t^*

Greenhouse and CoNSKRVAToRY.-If the weather is fine, i

whole of the plants that it is purposed to place in the oP®" fj^

may be removed from the house to their summer qua^^^^^^
' ^

however might, if more convenient, stand over tiU
J/J^

!"^,
planting is finished, when more time can be spared i^r tne re-

rangement of the house. In warm and calm nights tne bjw

should not be closed. Many hard-wooded plants may oe i^^
'^

propagated now by cuttings of the young shoots.
*^7f^-_ i,„sr

the necessary waterings are not omitted in the hurry ot in«s»

time.
• > and

Pits and Frames.—Shift Chrysanthemums that ^^^^Jt^^lllri^
put in more cuttings to flower later. If rooted slips ol ^^°*^',^j,
are taken off now, and properly attended to hereafter, k''^/, ^
WiU be obtained to bloom early in spring. By saving fC^'I.V,';^,

the best sorts, a great variety of this highly ornamental and ^
ful plant may be obUined j and if the seed is sown as s"

ripe, the plants produced from it will bloom next spnug. * r

Auriculas Csee Vol. 1. p. 396.)

Out door Department.
. „--ived iot

Here there is now much to do, the season having arnv ^^
the transfer of all kinds of plants not hardy enough

^^J^ jjjg

winters, to the vacant beds and borders of the ^^^.^^J' /,i' endeut
gaiety of which, during summer and autumn, wiU ^7 "iJj,„era-
in a great measure upon the judicious perfo'''"*"*=?fV,"rieiUy of
tion. Use despatch £iplantiiis>stm, let nothing ijelittrrje /
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carelessly done. If the weather is dr>% give the plants a good I

watering before the soil about them is made level. Thin annuals
•where the patches are too thick. The most fon^-ard Dahlia plants
•may now be planted out. Some sug-gestions for a harmonious
tmraiigement of the colours of these will be found at Vol. i. p. 20]

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
KfRSERY.—Buds of last and grafts of this season ought to be

looked over from time to time, and all shoots that spring from
the stocks destroyed. Pay attention to the weeding and water-
ing:, when necessary, of young transplanted seedlings, for if neg-
lected while weak and delicate many of them will perish.

• Forest ANnCopncE Woods.— Continue the felling and peeling
of Oak. The spray should be faggoted, and the branches piled
in heaps ready for carting as the work proceeds.—J, JB. }yhituig,
The Deepdene.

Simple.—No.
cies of Thvmii.^ ^i^^f/*o^*^'^^«™

solaniceum
; 4 and 5 are spe- I these wlU succeed as standards. Jt

ti^e^to a^^eT^n thei^^.pedes'''^^""''
"^'^ "*= ^"^'^ ^^^*^ "^^ '''' P^^^^^^^«" °^ » ^"^"^ *^^ ^'^^^

State of the Weather near Loiidon for the Week ending May 12
1842, as observed at tlie Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

I Wind. Rain.
9 DAROU

May Mas.
Friday 6 £9.423

Saturday 7 29.32^

Sunday 8 29.706

IfonJay 9 30.084

Tuesday 10 30. 1 7a
WetlnesdayJl 29.9tffl

Thursday 19 S9.9B4

Averase 29.779

fl'Thbrmomxtkk.

Alin.
29.376
£9.<97
29.383
29.892
80 0t>8

29.843
29.92a

29.655

May 6. Fine^ showery with squalls; cloudy and fine.

7. Eain; squally showers; stormy with rain at night.
8. Cloudy; boisterous, with showers

J
clear.

9. Cloudy and fine; heavy showers; thunder in afternoon;
ctcar.

10. Sudden slight frost early in the morning; very fine; clear
11. Yery fine; sultry, with brisk S.W. wind; lain at night.
12. Rain; drizzly and cold ; cloudy.

State of the Weatliei at Chiswick tuinug the last l6 years, for
the ensuing- Weelt ending May 21, IR42.

t^AT«r. Aver. IMpan
' May.

Richest
Temp.

"es.2

Lowest
Temp.

en*
Temp

63.7Sun. IS 41.2
Mun. 16 68. 1 ! 42.8 65.5

Tuei. 17 68.7 43.2 &6.0

Wed. 18 e-i.? 41.8 55.7
Thuri,I9 66.6 39.0 62.8
Pri. 20 «7.l 41-9 6fi.O

itat. 3}
1

67.5 45.5 56.5

No. of
Years in

which it

Uaijaed.

4
4
6
4
ft

7

Greaieat
quantity
ot Rain.

0.41 in.

0.17
O.&S
0.14
0.50
1.14

0.3&

Frevaihn^ Winds.

1

a

1

1

2

b3

3
1

S
2
3
3
3

« H *

»
OS
X

1

"l I 7
* .— 2
4 _ 1

4 a 1

6 1 1

4 3 3
7 1

1

1

^M
1

4
3
4
3
a
1

2
1

4

2

5

1

2

1

1

The highest teipperature during the above period occurred on
the 15th and 17th, 1833—thermometer 86=^; and the lowest on the
15th, 1838—thermometer 26°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending- Map 13, 1842,

Thb late heavy rains have considerably shortened the supply
of many kinds of Vegetables during the past week. Hothouse
Fruit hsis, however, been tolerably plentiful. /'rwiY.—The supply
of Pines is good, at a reduced price, from 6s, to 125. per lb.
Fine Grapes are also abundant, from 5s. to lOs. per lb. Peaches
and Nectarines still continue very scarce, and fetch from 15s. to
30*. per doz. Cherries are rather more plentiful, from I5s, to 20*.
per lb.; and green Apricots are selling at Is. per pottle. Pears
of good quality seem to be entirely over. The supply of Apples
has been good, and trade has been brisker than during the pre-
ceding week

; the prices o'f both the dessert and kitchen kinds
continue the same. Strawberries are abundant, from id. to Qd,
per oz. Amongst them we observed some very fine samples of
Myatt's Pine and Myatt's Eliza: Green Gooseberries have made
their appearance during the week, and are selling from 6s. to Ss.
per half-sieve. Cucumbers are from Is. to 3s. per brace. Vege-
tables, -- Broccoli is not so plentiful, and has advanced
somewhat m price. Cauliflowers are to be obtained from
4s. to Qs per dozen. The supply of Asparagus has been ra-
ther limited, owing to the heavy rains, and the price has
risen about Is. per bunch. New Potatoes are cheaper thanm our last report, being from 9^. to is. M. per lb. A laree

o"*«!7 / ?^''^ appeared from Cornwall, which are sellii:gfrora

lnr]f V^'R^^"^?^-^^^'
^'""^"^ Carrots fetch from Is. to 2s.per bunch. Cos Lettuces are improving, and fetch from is. to

fif" S!rH ^^^^ Rhubarb IS very good and abundant, from 4s toOs per doz. bundles. Flowers.^Thesc have been very plentiful

:

^e observed amongst the cut ones fine blooms of Cactuses
i. Cloves and Yi^IInw t>-

White Moss Ruses.

TyJqc r-^i ,r-:-""'v^, "^^ ^"'; ^'"^'^ ""i= ujuoms 01 ^accuses,

«M.'i i^5.^S^.t"!^'
^'°^^^ ^"'^ Yellow Picotees, Azaleas, a„d

fKIUES SATUitnAV, May 14, 1842.— FKUITS:-
^Ppl«i, Kitchen, perbii«h. 4* in 8s— Dessert, per bushel, 6* to I4«
.Mrawberries, forced, pproz.. 4(/ to9J
I'eacheii, per doz. 15* to 30*
^ectarines, per doz., I6# loOO*
Apricots, green, per pottle, U
riue Apple, perlh. 6* to 1£#
^^ rapes, hothouse, per pound, st to 10*— Spanish, per lb., 2# 6d to 3#— J'ortii^rtJ.per lb., U to 5»Oranges, per doi„ W to 2t ed— per 100,51 to 16»

.
— Bitter, per loo, nt to ao#

^•J^^Ke. White, U to 2x

BtocvoU, White, p.bneh.. 84 to4«
r-J^ Green, uto It 6d
J-aoi.floweri. per doz.. 6#to 15.A dneyBeans,forced,p.I00,2tt0 3<
f*iUtoes, perton, 45i to 90s— per LWt.StGd to 5t

-^ per bushel, l*6(/ to ?* ed— Kidney, per bush. 2m lo Si 6d— New, per pnund, 6d to 2#"
~~ ^ Cciniah. per doz. lbs.,

—„. , St Gd to 5*
inrnipf. jroiinjf. per bunch. Is toS*^rrots, yt»uug, pf-r burith, 9d to St

E^^If^*' per dozen, 1.
»*a Btet, per duzen, 6J 10 1, €d
^T^^^^'h' P*Tl>undle, it toB*««di«h, per doz. hands (24

Spmacb.perrieve. l,to \, 6d
J-Wves, per pot, Zd
••wjcs, p«r dozen bunches. 1* to U erf I

<24 to 30 each)

Lemona, per dor. It tvis— per 100, 6a to 14*
Cucumbers, per brace. It to 3<
Cherries, per lb, 15< to 20*
GoOsebtrries, green, per doz. pottles,

64 to 8s
Almonds, perpeck, 7#
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Walnuts, per bushel, i4« to £4#
Nuts, per bushel—— Brazil, go*— Spanish, le*— Barcelona, 20* to 24*— Turkey. 16,

VEGETABLES.
Garlic, perlb. I*
Shallots, per lb., 2i€J
— Green, per bunch, 3rf

Onions, per halt sieve, 3* to 4*— for pick., per hf..sie\-e.4*— Green, per doz. bches., 1j to 4*
'

Asparagus, per 100, larae, 6$ to«»— Second or Middling, 4s to 5*— Spnip. or Small, 1* ed to £* erf
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. teore, firf to It Cd— Cot, dd to Ss
Endive, peracore, 1« 6rf

Celery. per bundle(T2tolfi) 6rflo I« 64
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3rf
Watercress, p.dz. small bunch, flrf

|Par^;fy, per half sieve, 9rf to I*
farra^on, perdnzen bunches, S* to 3*
Fenael, per dozen bunches, »«
Thyme, per doz. bunches. 2*
Mint, pel do7en bunches, 1* 6rf to 3*
Marioram, per doz. bunches, 2*
Basil, p-^r doz. bunehes, 8s
Rhubarb Stalks, dox. bundles, 4* to I5#
Mushrooms, per potlle, lOrf to li 6rf

/w^wirww.- It IS not essential to the health of Vrves that thevShould be exposed to the external temperature durinff winter ifthe Greenhouse or Maery in which they glow is merely kept afew degrees above the freezing point during that season.
f/o^fco/wf.—Your plant is some kind of O'cvmura or Basil but

in Its present state we cannot determine which species it is.
JUaia€?u.—SEKT>s from the Brazils and from the neigrhbour-

hood of Rio de Janeiro, may be successfully grown in a hotbed
They cannot be preserved afterwards, nor kept inaflowerlug con-
dition, in a greenhouse, but will require the treatment of hot-
house plants.
P. Cr,—The VAHIATION OF COLOUR in your Geraniums is

really a shigular circumstance. In those of the Gem which you
have sent us, the one flower is of a bright rosy carmine, while
the other is a purplish lilac. This is one of the freaks of Nature
for which no cause can be assigned.

5- F. F.—By no means cut the young shoots of your newly-
planted Asparagus-beds

j they will be much improved if not cut
for a year or two to come.
/>-rf.—The two plants are the sexes of Petasites vulgaris; No.

1 is the female, No. 2 is the male.
J. fi.— DANDEr.ioN is prepared for salad by merely taking up

strong roots in autumn and blanching them in winter, by putting
them in a cellar where the frost cannot reach them. Nothing is
more easy than to force them then, and nothing more difficult
than to swallow them when forced. They arc as bitter as soot.R G. r.-It will never do to intn^duce a tan-bed into your
Grekxhouse under the stage, forthe sake of increasing the heat.
Supposing there were no objection on the score of expense, you
would have to contend with the occasional moisture of the tan
when you might want a dry air, and it would soon lose its heat
altogether. A brick flue, which you say you have, must be very
unskilfully contrived not to give heat enou'feh.
B.S,-We can only say that Nitrate of SonA is sold by the

ton or cwt. by all drysalters who have any trade, and by all re-
spectable dealers in artificial manures. We really cannot recom-
mend one person rather than another.
A Subscriher.~~We at present know very little about Glano.

It is extremely powerful. A handful in a couple of gallons of
water is the proportion we should employ as liquid manure for
trial.

J. B. 1?.—Flowers become double both by the conversion of
stamens into petals, and by the increase of number of petals, and
sometimes by the conversion of the young seed-vessels into pe-
tals. Dahlias however, Chrysanthemums, Marigolds, and simi-
lar flowers, belonging to the Composite order, become double
from a very different cause. In such cases the corollas in the
centre of the flower-head change from a tubular to a ligiUate,
or strap.shaped form. Much obliged for your advice,
H.D. ^.— Certsiinly. Gas, if by that name you mean street-

gas, is very prejudicial to plants in a conservatory, and should
never be employed either for lighting or healing plant-houses.

T. A .—No doubt Perch will become tame by being constantly
fed. But what then?

J. B. 3/.~Your sEBDLiyo Fu'cHSiA is by far the finest hybrid
we have seen, the flower being three inclies in length, with the
tube and sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a
rosy purple. If, as you say. it is a fatrpng grower and a free
bloomer, it will prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus.

L, Z..—Petu'nias andSA'LViAs raised from seed this spring will
flower in the autumn. The leaves which you sent appear to be
those of the Viburnum dentatum. Only 4 of the Numbers which
you want of last year's Chronicle can be obtained at the office ; by
inclosing stamps to their amount, w^ith your direction, you can
have them sentto you. As these also are hearly out of print, the
sooner you send, the better, Mr. Burke's Manual of "Cottage
Economy and Cookery" will be published in about a fortnight's
time in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.

T. Apfileby.—'So I. of your Oncidiums was very much crushed,
but appears to be O. digitatum. 2. O.longifolium. 3. O. ascendens.

Jturirola.—The best w^orks on Alga?, with plates, are, Ttuuer's
Historia Fucorum, for species, and Greville*s Algse Britaunicze,
for genera.
H,—When stable ouko is placed in a heap, and made to heat,

for the purpose of warming the earth of a Cucumber.bed,ailits
most active parts are driven off and lost. What remains at the
end of a season is comparatively inactive, though no doubt still

of much value. If stable dung is used to produce heat, such a
loss must be submitted to, for it cannot be avoided j but we are
persuaded that the time is at hand when hot water will be used
for heating purposes, and the dung applied to the purposes for
which alone Nature intended it.

J. P.—Pearson's Black Prince is a Pansy of the deepest blue
purple, approaching to black, with a patch of rich yellow in the
upper part of the lip, or lowest petal, containing a few distinct
lines running from the colour towards the centre, which is free
from marking. It is a flower of very fine properties, round,
large, and composed of thick, velvety, well-proportioned petals.

J, S. S.—Youi Pansy is a very good one, but not a flrst-rate

flower. The eye is good, and the colour is desirable, as we arc
deficient in fine yellows; but if you examine it carefully, you will
perceive the lower petals, more especially the side ones, are
small, and deficient in the form of their outline. The Calceolaria
is a pretty variety, rather too long, but worth preserving, if it is

of a good habit.

S. G.—Your seedling Pelarg6nium is not worth preserving. The
form is too long, the petals too narrow, the colour common, and
the spot not of the right character. The great improvements
made in this beautiful tribe of flowers within a few ycflrs is such,
that flowers of the class to which yours belong are considered out
of date. We know nothing of your mixture for destroying slugs

;

the best we can recommend are quicklime or wood ashes. The
best plans to clear your frames of woodlice are to be found at pp.
150 and I65 of last year's Chronicle.

any are to be favoured with
RibstoD Pippin and Od Nonpareil

are proper.
^y. Ford^—\ouT plantsm, 1. Erica echiifiora, var. ; a, E. echii-

flora; S and 4. c6ncolor; 5. E. arbtirea; 6. E. hjbrida; 7. E. vis-
caria;*8. Chorozema cordatura; p. Psoraleajjinnataj 10 is in too
young a state to be identified ; 11. Enteleapalmata; 12. a Lepto-
spermum, probably sericeum.
A Friend to Floriculture^TAn account of the best methcd of

building and heating Gkeexholse* will befound at p. ;63 of last
year's ChromeU, and at p. 53 of this.

Omega.—W*e certainly misunderstood vour question. Paxs or
water donotsuitany kind of succulent 'plant ; with thatexcep-
tion. they are useful to all plants during summer, exposed to adry and warm atmosphere, e. g.,in sitting rooms.

C«r«ff/ion.^If the insects attacking the Apple-tree are APnroE'!,
ttieymay be dnven away by tobacco smoke ; nothing else willlemove them. In directing aU the shoots of Asparagus to becut off, up to a certain time, allusion was made entirely to beds
in a state for cuttmg, not to those in process of formation Jf

cumir-ea'''^''
^^"^^ ^*^ ^'^*'*' ^^""^ ^^^* ^**^^ ''"^^^ ^" ^^^ ^^ *^

.,H' ^«'"T*'^
^^^^ ^^'^^ *? ^^^^'^^^ ^"^ usecvrsuM Uinits unburnt

£tate, finely powdered If you employ placer of Paris, you mustprevent Its setting as long as you can. In a few hoor«. say lo.
the smell of the putnd urn»e will be destroyed If the gypsum isunburnt We have never iY-cw.aneiiArrf gypsum in the form of
pla.^tcr of Paris, though it may be so used, but nut with the sama
advantage as unbunit.

•«•»

^' ^y —Vour plant seems a mere form of Cata*=ctuin semi
apertum,
i?.—Ipomoea pes tigridis, ft« far as we can tell from a leaf

without flower.

J. /)«r/>.- Your plant Is Hermdnnia dcnndata'. The question
of

_ ea
in the Chronicle of last year, as will be seen by the Index.
Mancheater.^YouT plant is Bistort, a troublesome weed.

Thorough draining in the first place, and frequent ploughing
afterwaids, are the remedies you must look to.
Hope House.- Oxyl6biuin ellfpticum, a well-known greenhouse

plant.

}'itis has been keeping both the air and soil of his Vines too
dry. Although the blossoms ought not to be singed when in
flower, the air ought never to become dry..

^^1^—^^^ water will act much more rapidly on your grass
land than nitrate of soda. We should, however, anticipate ad-
vantage from either. There arc many such complaints as yours
of Cabbages running to seed this season. Probably it is
connected with the unusual length of hot and dry weather this
Spring.

F. it. M.-'VTq apprehend your Night-smelling Wallflower is not
what is so called here. We mean Hesperis tristis, yon perhaps
intend White Rocket. At all events the climate of Cork is very
difiercnt from that of this part of England.

Calder.—Vse. doubt whether you will do your Cicumbers any-
good by giving them old liquid manure. Guano is toohttie known*
for us to. say anything about it. None of our correspondents
have been using it, as you must have seen. Try it by mixing a
handful in a water-pot of water.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

about Asparagus is answered, or will be, by the *' Calendar
Operations," Many methods of killing woodlice have been giv

NEWS OF THE W EEK,
The chief feature in our news from France is the

occurrence, on the ParU and Versailles Railroad, of the
most serious accident yet recorded in the annals of railroad

travelling. This disastrous event took placed on Sunday
evening, when the trains were filled with visitors returning
f:om Versailles, where they had assembled to witness the
festivities in honour of the King's bii th-day.

100 persons were crushed or burnt to death on the spot,
and nearly *^00 seriously wounded. This melancholy
accident produced a deep sensation throughout the country,
and its immediate consequence was a serious fail in the
value of all

More than

railway securities.

also been created in Paris

Some excitement has

by the arrest of a consider-
able number of the labouring classes, having in their

possession a quantity of arms and ammunition of a
new description, supposed to be connected with another
plot to assassinate the King. — This week has also,

been signalised by another calamitous event, the de-

struction of one third of the great commercial city of

Hamburgh by fire. It broke out ou the morning of
Thursday the 5th iuat, and lasted until Sunday; during
which period no less than 52 streets, 3 churches, and
nearly all the public buildings in the commercial quarter
of the city, were reduced to a&hes. The event, as might

expected, has entailed general ruin and dis-

the great mass of the population, and the

the actual loss is not

have been

tress upon
amount of

.
Kotlces to Correspondents,

D qA/T' i^v'^^^s us that the Clianthus pcnicbus, mentioned at

Ahn "^"^ through the winter of 1340-41.

hiiria 1^
"?^°"^ P^^'^*^^ are.— 1, Spigelia marylandica ; 2, Reau-

Wtion
''^^™^*"^^®

' ^ ^^ ^^^ '° ^® found in ** Paxton's Botanical

BaM^'*^*7"'^°" ^*^^ perhaps be able to obtain good specimens of

tifiPm;"! '^^^**^ ^^^^ ^*r. Gardiner, of Dundee, whose adver-

Irtt
^^^ wiU perceive in this week's Chronicle.

fiine- t^'rT^^ sulphur which you placed upon your hot- water

SSnn^.^**''**L^*^^'^^" Spidkr, will, no doubt, have effected«**x purpose. The manner in which it acts is by giving off

it wm .ufP
''' ^'^Po^r, which is deleteriousTo these insects > but

Win nl _?"""' adhering to the pipes, although its strength

keen vn^/I^**
measure, be gone. If your Vines are still affected.

^testrov^^l^h"''^
^^ *'^'"P ^ possible. Tobacco is of no use in

s P these pests.

iiiosTdiffi "fi'iri'v
^'*°.^^s "nless good specimens are sent, are the

fa Viola T^L^'^"^^*^^ \^^ "^^'^^ '° determine; however. No. 4

^eiricL ^ ' Androsace septentrionaiis ; 7, AreniHa

a
but

Alexis.—Your plants are, 1. Acer raoptanum, or striatum;
2. Vacclnium amoenum j 3. Lonicera alplgena.
An Under-Gardener.—With regard to the distance above the

bunch at which the shoots of Vines should be stopped, there are
various opinions. From our own observation of the good
effects of Mr. Whiting's system, we have no hesitation in saying
that, where leading shoots are not required, if only one clear
joint is left above the bunch, it is by far the best and neatest me-
thod. This, however, is only applicable to Vines trained on the
spursystem.

Tottj/.—lt would be easy to give tests whereby particular im*
purities in different manures might be detected; but Jt is almost
impossible to give simple tests to ascertain their purity, lu buying
such things, it is better to go to the most respectable dealer ra-
ther than to him who charges the lowest price.
Philo-Tasmannia had better inquire of the Secretary to the

New Zealand Company in London. We cannot advise him either
oneway or the other. For agriculturists, there is no doubt of the
advantages of the colony; for other trades we cannot answer, as
we do not know,
AnAmateur.—We carinotteM yon the exact proportions requi-

site to be used for washing the stems of Applb TtkkS; but you
may mix equal quantities of quiclclime, woodashes, and cowdung
together; then pour in some soapsuds, stirring the mixture vrell
at the same time, until it is about the thickness of paint. If
applied with a brush over the parts infected with ljchkn and
MOSS, it will eradicate them, but will not destroy the larvee of
insects. Tobacco-water is to be procured ready manufactured
at the shops ; it must be diluted with an equal quantity of water
previously to being used.
B. X.- Eight good sorts of Apples in succession from October

till July may consist of the Golden Reinette, Maclean's Favourite.
Pearson's Plate, Ribston Pippin, Hughes's Golden Pippin, Here- I

fordshire Pearmain, Old Nonpareil, and Stunner Pippin. Ail '

terest

IS not yet fully ascer-

tained.—From Spain our news is not of particular in-

thc Cortes have been engaged with discussions
on a bill proposed by the Ministry for a loan of 160
millions of reals, said to be required to carry on the
Government; the debate, as far as it has proceeded, pre-
sents no feature of general interest, and.promi^es to be
long protracted.—From Portugal we learn that the pro-
jected commercial treaties with this country are making
progress, and that they are likely to be signed in the
course of the present month.—Our German news is con-
fined to the comments of the journals on the recent visit

of the French Minister, M. Pageot, to Vienna, relative to

the marriage of the Queen of Spain ; and to speculations

connected with another mission on the same subject to

the Court of Prussia.—By the last arrivals from NeT
York we learn that the Loan Bill has passed the Se-

nate, and received the signature of the President; Lord

Ashburton baa been actively engaged in tl^e objevu of

his mission, and the American journals begin to exhibit

a less hostile disposition, and express a hope tbaf there

will be a speedy and satisfactory arrangement of *U the

points of dispute between the twocountms.

At home, our news is still confined to the proceedings

in Parliament. The Report on the Income Tax Bdl has

been brought up and agwd to ; a variety of «naendiB«isti
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wert propcwed, but ihey were all rejected by large niajo-

Htie. an!: the bill has thus far passed in its original form,

with tb.eicepf ion ofan aJJition made by Ministers, ex tend-

iDg tlw proposed eiempHon of cathedrals and churches

to al.» places used aolely fur divine worship. Sir R. Peel

has tjrought forward the new Tariff Bill, and has entered

liUo lengthened explanations of its designs and provisions,

ifating that its main object is the removal of all prohibi-

tire duties, and the general redaction of the existing tariff.

obtained leave to bring in a bill for

V Com-

aiiwion ; the chief features of the proposed measure arc

the abolition of the Gilbert Unions, the education of

pauper children, and the continuation of the Commission

for fife years longer.

Sir James Graham ha*

the continuation and amendment of the Poor L

Court,—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince cf

Wales, and the Princess Royal continue well. The Queen
and Court reiarncd to town from Claremont on Monday.
H, R. !!. Prince Albert inspected the troops in \V ellington

Barracks on Wtdnesduy morning, and in the evening pre-

luded at the dinner of the Literary Fund Society in Free-

masons* Hall. The Queen gave a Fancy Dress Ball at

Buckingham Palace oa Thursday, which was very nume-
rously atttuJed. The particulars of th'iBftte will be found

given under our Metropolitan news. The Marqnis of Or-

monde and the Hon. Capt. Duncombe have succeeded Lord
Byron and the Hon. Capt. Hood as the Lord and Groom
in Waiting on her Majesty.

Gaxeite Amiouncemenis.—Her Majesty has appointed

p. R. Marilher. Esq., to the ofi^ce of Civil Commissioner
and Resident Magistrate for the district of Somerset, in

the colony of the Cape of Good Hope, Sir W. Gomm,
who recently assumed the command of the Chester district,

has received the appointment of Governor of the Mauritius,

Vacant by the death of Sir Lionel Smith. The Queen has
conferred the houour of Knighthood upon Cresswell Cress-
well, Esq., one of the Justices of her Majesty's Court of
Common Pleas.

Parliamentary Movements.—Lord A. Herveyhas been
fSected for the borough of Brighton, in the room of Mr.
Wigney, who has accepted the Chiitern Huudreds. The
Soulbamptou Election Committee have decided that Lord
Bruce and C. C. Marlyn, Esq., were not duly elected for
that borough, and that they had been by their agents guilty
of bribery. The Ncwcastle-under-Line Election Com-
mittee have declared that the last election for that borough,
as far as it regarded J. Q. Harris. Esq., was a void elec-
tion ; that the s^d J. Q. Harris, Esq., was, by his agents,
guilty of bribery, but that it did not appear by the evidence
that this was with Mr. Harris's knowledge or consent. A
new writ has been ordered for the county of Loudouderry,
in the room of Sir R. Bateson, who has accepted the
Chiltcm Hundredi. The New Windsor Election Petition
has been abandoned.
-^

' JFoucign.
FaANCB.

—

Accident on the Versailles Railroad.—The
oapital and its neighbourhood were on Sunday evening
*' own into a state of great alarm and excitement by the
occurrence of a very serious accident on the Paris and Ver-
aiiles left bank railsvay. It appears that Sunday was fixed
for the celebration of the King's fete at Versailles, by the
display of the great waterworks and fireworks ; and on this
Occasion Versailles was crowded to an unusual extent with
Tisitors from the capital. At the conclusion Of the dis-
play of waterworks, about half-past five, a great number
of persons proceeded to the terminus of each line of rail-
foad. there being two, and took their departure for Paris.
The train of the left bank was unusually long; it consisted
«f 17 carriages, impelled by three engines, and conveyed
fiym 1,500 to 1,800 passengers. On arriving between
Meudon and Bellevue the axle-tree of the first engine
broke, and the body of it, with the fire, fell to the ground.
The second engine, so great was the impetus, broke it in
geces and passed over it, when the boiler burst, throwing
tte stoker into the air to a great height. The several
carnages, as they came up, passed over the wreck, when
«x of them were immediately set in flames by the fire of
the broken engine; and, being newly painted, they burnt
WJth rapidity. Three were entirely consumed, and three
others partially, without the possibility of escape to the
inclosed passengers, y^ho, as usual, were locked in. The
scene that ensued is described as one of a most painful
aescnption, and the confusion that prevailed was extreme.
The greater number of the passengers in the two first
images were killed on the spot—most of them burnt to
death, being unable to make their escape from the locked-
op carriages. The number of lives lost is variously esti-
mated ; but it is stated that upwards of 100 persons were
killed or bnrnt to 'death, and 150 wounded. Among
these are said to be several persons of distinction, includ-
ing two Deputies ; but as a great number of the bodies
are so burnt and disfigured that it seems impossible to
identify them, considerable uncertainty at present prevails

to who the unfortunate individuals are. It appears
that M. Guizot was on the line at the time. He went to
Versailles by the half-past five^ o'clock train, and the acci-
dent happened to the one returning at that time. Regi-
ments of troops were immediately put on the line to keep
off the populace, who were greatly excited, and who made
an attempt to destroy the railroad, which, however, they
were prevented iio\f\g. The sensation produced in Paris
ty the announcement of the accident was extreme, and
railroad shares immediately fell 20 francs.

The Capt^/.—Some excitement has been created in

Paris by the announcement of the discovery of another

plot to assassinate the King. Twelve persons belonging

to the labouring class were arrested on the night of the

5th iust., and a quantity of petards, arms, and ammunition

seized in their possession. Amongst the persons arrested

are said to be Considere, who had been twice tried and

acquitted before the Chamber of Peers, and Poncelet, who

was convicted of having been engaged in the conspiracy of

the Rue des Prouvaires and amnestied. On the following

day further arrests were made ; and on Saturday a number

of domiciliary visits were made throughout Parjs, particu-

larly in the neighbourhood of the Faubourgs St. Antoine,

of St. Denis, and of the Temple; and the keeper of a

wineshop in the Rue des Marais du Temple was arrested.

It is added that Quenisset still remains at the Concier-

gerie, and that these arrests have been made in consequence

of information furnished by him. Private letters state

that the projectiles seized were of glass, and of the nature

of hand grenades^ intended for the assassination of the

King by being thrown into and exploding in his carriage.

The judicial investigation into the affair is proceeding with

activity.—The King, Queen, and the Royal Family re-

moved from the Tuileries on Saturday to their summer
palace at Neuilly. The Duchess of Nemours and the

young Prince are reported to be going on very satisfac-

torily. M. Guizot was so ill of a cold on Saturday, that

he could not attend the Cabinet Council held that day at

the Tuileries.—The journals state that '^ the King has

given a significant reply to the Address presented to him

by the Archbiihop of Paris, relative to the desecration of

the Sabbath, by countenancing the non-observance of the

holiday of Ascension (on Thursday), one of the days con-

secrated by the concordat, by the workmen employed in

repairing the Chateau of St, Cloud.''

The Cabinet.— It is stated that the Government has

decided on dissolving the Chambers, and having the general

election in August. The '* Temps" states as a rumour,

that the Cabinet intend to ratify the treaty relative to the

right of search, immediately after the elections ; but pri-

vate letters declare this statement to be unfounded.

The Chambers,—The journals continue to be much
occu])ied with the adjourned debates in the Chamber of

Deputies on the Railroad Bill. The first vote since our
last has been respecting the railroad to run south, through
the centre of France. This railroad, executed as far as

Orleans, is to be continued toVierzon, on the canal of

Berry, not far from Bourges. The extension of the rail-

road to Clermont, as well as that to Toulouse, was re-

jected. On Saturday the Chamber parsed the ensemble
of the first article of the bill, classing the railroad lines as

follows :— 1, From Paris to the Belgian frontiers. 2,

From Paris to the Channel. 3. From Paris to the fron-
tiers of Germany, by Nancy and Strasbourg. 4. From
Paris to the Mediterranean, by Lyons, Marseilles, and
Cette. 5. From Paris to the frontiers of Spain, by Tours,
Bordeaux, and Bayonne, 6. From Paris to the Ocean,
by Tours and Nantes. 7. From Paris to the centre of
France, by Bourges. 8. From the Mediterranean to the
Rhine, by Lyons, Dijon, and Mulhausen. 9. And lastly,

from the Mediterranean to the Ocean, by Toulouse and
Bordeaux, The debate then commenced on the mode of
execution of all these railroads. The Government proposes
a mixed plan, combining the assistance of the State with
the cpmpetition of private companies and the assistance of
the localities interested in the lines. On Tuesday the
Chamber voted as far as to the 9th article of the Railroad
Bill ; an amendment of M. Duvergier de Hauranne to
article 2, to the effect that railroads, either totally or in
part, may be given up to private industry, on conditions
to be specially determined hereafter by the Chambers,
having been carried. During the debate, M. Dupin rose]
and, alluding to the serious accident that had occurred
on the Versailles railway, demanded a law for the police
of railroads. M. Teste said that such a law existed in the
8th article, giving the Government power to make such
regulation. M. Dupin said this did not suffice. It was a
good point to start from, but was not that at which he
would arrive. The Government could not establish or
inflict new penalties, or any penalty more than five francs.
Such a fine was illusory in cases like the disastrous one of
Sunday, which had filled the city with consternation. He
demanded a penal law to act as a sufficient check on the
cupidity which speculated on the lives of citizens. Such
a law, he knew, could not be improvised from the tribune
but he thought it right that the commission should be
aware of the necessity, M. Teste agreed, but said the
present was not the fit moment. The Government had
prepared a law, which the late terrible events need not
hasten. The English Government, which was before the
French in these matters, had inquired and examined and
had not yet found a solution. The question was grave
and complicated, and should embrace steam-boats as well
as railroads. Government would not lose sight of the
question; but the interval of a session was not too much
time to prepare it in. The subject then dropped, and the
debate was resumed relative to the sums to be awarded for
the execution of the lines already classed.

The Press.—The journal called the Coiirrier des Thea-
tres has been suppressed, and sentence passed on the editor
by the Court of Police Correctionnelle to pay a fine of
lOjOOOf. for declaring that the money deposited as security
for any offence of which he might be guilty was not his
own property. This decision appears to have alarmed the
Opposition papers, particularly the National, which con-
sidered it a dangerous precedent, calculated to inflict a se-
rious injury on any journal which might incur the displea-
sure of Government.
Spain.—Oar intelligence from Madrid extends to the

4th inst., but is not ofgreat importance. On the 29th ult.
the Chamber resumed the debate on the 160,000,000 reals

? Loan Bill. The only feature of interest, however, in the
discussion is presented in the speech of M. Arguelles
guardian of the Queen, who spoke at considerable length'
and warmly advocated the cause of Ministers. ** 1 have
attentively watched their proceedings," he said, " from
the commencement ; and I have acquired a conviction
that in no instance have they swerved from the principles
set down in their programme, and I regard them conse-
quently as entitled to my unlimited confidence, I cannot
then, in the presence of the pressing^wants of the ad-
ministration, withhold from it the trifling grant of
160,000,000, which it demands from the legislature. I
never denied any administration the resources which it

stood in need of to carry on the government. This want
is particularly felt by the present cabinet, who has still to
fulfil the obligations contracted towards the foreign legions.

The ejcpose of those wants is too well justified not to con-
vince me of the necessity of acceding to the demand. I
will, moreover, grant to Ministers the supplies they may
require for the expenditure occasioned by the events of
Oct., and I will take their word for the amount. They
told you that their principal motive in applying for

160,000.000 was to have always in reserve a sum of
50,000,000. This reason is perfectly just. If we may
consider civil war as entirely at an end since the signal

discomfiture of a rebellious prince, we cannot flatter our-

selves to be altogether free from apprehensions of foreign

war. You have no doubt all read with indignation a
paragraph in the Angsburg Gazette^ in which it is stated

that the marriage of Queen Isabella II. could not be
arranged in Madrid, the Five Powers having undertaken

to provide a husband for her Majesty.'' M. Arguelles

concluded by vindicating the Ministry against the charge

of pusillanimity and indecision. On the following day the

debate was resumed ; and after a few words from Messrs.

Cantero and Mendizabal, the proposition of two members
of the Finance Committee, which authorised the govern-

ment to issue Treasury bonds to the amount of 160,000,000

reals, was discussed ; but from the number of amend-
ments to the bill presented on that day, it was expected

that the debate would last a fortnight longer. The Cabinet

appeared determined not to reply to any questions put by

the opposition until this bill should be voted by the

Chamber. The period^^for the departure of the Infante

Don Francisco de Paula was not yet fixed. Messrs.

Onis and Alvear, who had been commissioned to bring

back to Madrid his two sons, at present in Germany,

were to set out in a few days. A hanquet was given by

the Queen to the Infante and family on the 1st inst

Great preparations had been made for celebrating the

anniversary of the insurrection of the people of Madrid

against the French, on the 2d IMay, 1808, and the muni-

cipality invited the families of the* victims who perished

in that insurrection to assist at the funeral ceremony,

which passed off satisfactorily and without any dis-

turbance. Accounts received from Barcelona of the 1st

inst. inform us that some agitation prevailed in that city,

in consequence of a tumultuous scene which had occurred

at the theatre, where '' seditious cries " had been uttered

against the Regent. The military posts had been doubled,

and other measures adopted to prevent disorders ;
but

subsequent accounts received to the 4th inst. state that

the tranquillity of the city had again been entirely restored.

Portugal We have received intelligence from Lisbon

to the 2d inst. The suspension of the negotiations for the

commercial treaty had created much discontent at Oporto;

fresh representations had been sent in to the Home-office,

and Seuhor Maya, the representative of the Commercial

Association at Oporto, had been urgent in pressing upon

the Duke of Palmella and government its speedy conclu-

sion. It is stated that at a Council of Ministers, held on the

30th ult., the government concurred in expressing^ aa

anxious wish that both the projected treaties with Eng-

land should be concluded without delay ; and that the

Duke of Palmella had informed them that he saw no

reason whatever why both treaties should not be signed

during the course of the present month—a result which

appears to be anticipated as certain. At the same Council

a project was submitted for the reconstruction of 'he

Council of State upon a more effective and intelligible

basis, and it is said that it will be assimilated in 'its

operation in some respects to the British Privy Council,

and in others to the Cornell d'Etat in France.
^ ^^v'

ference had arisen between Monsignor Cappaccini and the

government with regard to the pers^onnel ot ihQ dignitaries

to be empowered to grant dispensations in cases of mar-

riage within the prohibited degrees, and the negotiations

were in consequence expected to be suspended until ires

instructions were received from Rome. The names or i^

new peers were under the consideration of the ^"^®^

and the Government. They were expected to be

published, and it was thought that they would meet

general approbation. At the same Council of ^^*^^^^^?g

an audience had been given to two travelling agents ot

Anti-Slavery Society of London : the government ^ssurea

those gentlemen of their dtsire to put down slavery wi

the Portuguese dominions by every means in their pt> •

It appears that the principal reason why Baron La^o
^^

plan of conversion had been opposed by the C°*^°i^^
q.

State was, that no adequate means were shown ot
p^^^

viding for the necessary increase of expenditure it

^
occasion. The Duke of Palmella declared ^^°"^^^

^,
satisfied, though ^ first considered favourable to

^^^^^^^^
posal, which was consequently postponed ^*^^

j. , -

information. The 29th ult. had been kept as a una v^

being the day on which Don Pedro first ^^^^^\. .^^
charter. The Queen held a levee, and 'be officers oi^^^

Army and Navy dined together at the Naval Ars

The Commanders and some of the officers of ^^^^.^^
and French ships were invited to the dinner ;

an i^^"*"

soon

with

^ t
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tion took place in tLe Rocco-square in the evening. It is

stated that within six months there have been fiO failures
ftt Oporto, and that even the English wine-houses there
ere beginning to feel seriously the depressed state of trade.
Germany.—The Gerraan papers are chiefly occupied

with cooiments on the late visit of M. Pageot to Vienna
relative to some arrangement respecting the Queen of
Spain's marriage, to which we have before referred. Al-
luding to the interview that took place on this subject
between M. Pageot and Prince Metternich, the latter is

Stated to have declared— 1st, that the northern Powers
would not interfere with respect to the Queen of Spain's
tnarriage until the favourable moment should arrive

;

2ndly, that they would not interfere in the internal affairs
of Spain, nor would tliey acknowledge the existing Go-
Tcmment ; 3rdly, that neither the French nor English
Government could induce them to alter their determina-
tion. Accounts from Vienna of the 26th ult. announce
that Count Senfft de Pilsach, the present Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Austria in Holland,
will probably succeed Prince Esterhazy as Austrian Am-
bassador in London.—Accounts from Berlin inform us
that M. Pageot was shortly expected in that capital from
Paris ; and it was understood that the object of his mission
is to present the renunciation by France of all pretensions
to place a Prince of the house of Orleans on the throne of
Spain; on condition, however, that one be chosen xVom
either the Spanish or Italian branch of the Bourbon fa-
mily. Having failed with the Cabinet of England, and, I

as above stated, with Prince Metternich, the support of
M. Bulow, it is said, is now sought for. Private letters
from Berlin of the 27th ult. state that a special committee
had been instituted, in order to decide on the expediency
of increasing the import duties on foreign raw and bar
iron, and on cotton goods. The Prussian Consul-General
in England, M. :pernhard Hebeler, had arrived in Berlin
to be present at the deliberations. The iron-masters had
fetitioned the King to raise the duties on foreign irons

;

ut it was believed that his Majesty would not accede to
their prayer,—It is rumoured that the King of Bavaria
intends to grant an amnesty to the persons arrested for
political offences, and likewise to those who have fled to
avoid punishment. The time when this act of clemency
will be carried into effect is said to be the approaching
marriage of his Royal Highness the Crown Prince.—The
Cabinet of Munich has just issued an order prohibiting
the homoeopathic system of treatment in hospitals, prisons,
and other establishments, until further and satisfactory
information shall be procured as to its efficacy.—The mar-
nage of the Hereditary Prince of Saxe-Coburg Gotha and
Pnncesa Alexandrine of Baden took place at Carlsruhe
on the 3rd inst. Lord G. Lennox, who had arrived from
England, charged by the Queen and Prince Albert with
their felicitations to the Royal pair, was present at the
ceremony,

11AM BURGH.—-The General Steam Navigation Com-
pany s packet Caledonia arrived in London on Tuesday,
bringing the painful intelligence that a considerable por-
tion of this great commercial city, including all the prin-
cipal public buildings, and all the chief streets of business,
had been destroyed by a fire, which broke out on Thursday
morning the 5th inst., and which was still raging at the
time of the departure of the packet at three o'clock on
Saturday afternoon. The following are the particulars of
this melancholy event, as far as they can yet be gathered

W !i

^^<=^*^^,^s received, which are necessarily of a
^urried and confused character. The fire broke out on

il"J. ^.T''''"?\^°''^'''^-»^^t^^ Deutsch-strasse, a

l.T!^T ""? ^'^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^'^t»^' ^^^^ ^^&^ houses on

rnrp^ .f

'

f^ J""^^^
^°^^*^ »ot immediately be pro-

Zlltr T^^^ ^^'""^ ^'^' ^" consequence of a long

LT»l ^^^i
^'^ ^eather-the flames spread rapidly,

faLX^ r
^^^ ^* }^'^ "^'^^^ ^°^ c^<^^^^d streets thatform the heart of the city were soon on fire. The great

^n n'^fr
'"^ ^^? ^'^^^^^^^ ^^« P^<^S»"ess Of the confiagra-

t^on on the one side, and the caual which runs along the

Unn.i. t^''*''^^''
'^^^^'^^ ^PPe^^s to have arrestedU on the other

; but towards the north no impediment

a^m,nTfu t^^
'"^ ^^^ ^^"""^^ o^ F"<^ay ^» the streets

Snt T.^^^"'^l
^"'^ ^^'^ i° ^^^^«- '^^^^ conflagration

continued throughout the whole of Friday night and Sa-
'

turday, and had extended to 52 streets, 3 churches, and

DrinHn"?.' Af
'''''* <^o°^puted that one-third of the city,

SrZrJ^ '^^ commercial district, had already beenaestrojed; a number of lives had also been lost: the

w/b!^'^!^'^ r ' however, could not be ascertained, but itwas stated from 40 to 50. The Senate had ordered every-

T^L 1
^^""^ ^^^ ^^^°- Supplies of powder had been

s^n^l '

'

*^™® thousands of Hanoverian, Danish,«na Prussian troops had marched into the city, and werewrojmg houses with powder and cannon, In hopes of
^rresting the conflagration. The scene presented by the

eranH^^
^^ty on Friday night is represented as awfully

of th 'a
^ ^"'^"^ ^^^^ ^^^ ®P^^ ®*^^tes that the picture

tne destruction of Nineveh can alone give a somewhat
T.7"^te Idea of the fearful magnificence of the scene,

e wind blowing a gale from the west, and the night^ing completely dark, rendered the picture dreadful in

pu ^^treme. One half of the population had left the

field^' A
^^^^ seated in the surrounding villages and

roflH ij ^^^ utmost misery prevdled ; while on all the

line? f
^*^*"S ^^^y from the city were to be seen long

bitanr
callages, waggons, and carts, conveying the inha-

CaW ^'\^ ^^^'^ furniture away. At the time of the
^aiedonia'8 leaving, St. Jacobus church was on fire, and a

recLr^n r'"^ ^r"^
*^^ north-west, giving a new di-

abated
t« [he conflagration, which still continued un-

fcrnstila u 1 u P^T^^'P*^ ^*>'*=i^' situated on the Jung-

tbc lal^' ^ l^^
destroyed* It was attempted to save

barges on the canals ; but in many instances the burninir
houses fell into the canals, and thus sunk the goods and
hlltd up the canals. The fire-engines generally were
worked until they had become disabled,—AccounU hare
since been received, brought by the Hull steamer, which
lett Hamburgh late on Sunday, stating that the fire had
then been got under, and that no apprehensions were any
longer entertained for what remained of the city. The
number of lives lost, it was estimated, exceeded a hundred.
We have since received by the steam-ship Countess of Lons-
dale, which arrived in London on Thursday morning, ac-
counts up to Tuesday, at which time the fire was completely
got under. The papers thus brought give more detailed ac-
counts of this serious calamity, but the main facts are as
stated above. Among the public buildings entirely de-
stroyed are the following :—Three of the five principal
churches, namely, St. Peter's, St.^icholas', and St. Jacob's;
the old Exchange, the new one having escaped unhurt :

the Bank; the Borsen Halle; the Senate House; the
Eimbecksche House; the City Post-office; the four
principal prisons or Houses of Coi^-ection ; the waterworks
of Mr. Smith; and nearly all the principal hotels and
coffee-houses. The public school and city library are not
spoken of in any of the accounts as having received injury,
but as mo!^t of the adjoining streets are enumerated in the
list published, it is feared th^it the school and library
have shared in the general destruction. The fire origi-
nated in a tobacconist's shop in the Deutsch-strasse, and
extended east and west to the Steinthor, embracing all the
buildings from the Grassemarkt north and south to the
Fischmarkt. Since the intelligence brought by the Cale-
donia, the whole of the town, from the Pferdemarkt to the
Detention-house, has been burnt down. The houses being
constructed to a great extent of wood, the inflammable
nature of the materials rendered it very difficult to arrest
the progress of the flames. Providentially the wind
continued to blow in the same direction up till 2 p.m. on
Sunday, when the fire was happily extinguished. Had the
wind at all shifted to the north, it is thought that the
whole of the houses on the Steinstrasse must have been
consumed. It is said, that, acting upon the advice of
Messrs. Giles, Thompson, and Linley, three British resi-
dents, the Senate had on Saturday afternoon given direc-'
tions to the artillery to blo^- up the house of Mr. Solomon
Imheine, opposite the Alster ; and hence the new Jungfer-
steig,aquarterofthe town mostrecentIybuilt,andwhere the
most wealthy inhabitants resided, was preserved. The
troops from Harburg, Lubeck, Luneburg. Gluckstadt, and
Hanover, had been incessant in their endeavours, by demo-
lishing buildings, &c., to cut off the progress of the flames.
The English sailors belonging to the vessels had also given
their assistance ; and private letters state that, had they
not been withdrawn, the fire would much sooner have been

of 2.^0,000 florins, in the church in which the statue of
Canova is placed.— Letters from Palermo of the 20th ult.

state, that the King of Bavaria had arrived in that city,

and set out on a tour through the interior of Sicily.— It is

reported that the King of Sardinia has lately ordered the
expulsion of tlie Jews from the town of Savona, within
three days, and the re-union in one of the worst streets in
Genoa of the Jewish population of that city.—Accounts
received from Naples state that the post-office treaty be-
tween France and the Two Sicilies only waits for the King's
signature, that the Duke of Montebello was about shortly
to take It to Paris, that the ratifications would be ex-
changed in two months, and that it would be in full ope-
tation on the 1st Oct. The marriage of the King's sister,
the Princess Therese, with the young Emperor of Brazil
is regarded as concluded.^The papers speak seriously of
disasters having been occasioned in Calabria Ultra by in-
undations. Bridges have been swept away, houses reduced
to ruins, and several persons drowned. The telegraph at
the Port of Dmo was struck by the electric fluid, and
almost destroyed, and the man stationed there killed.
SwiTZEftiANo.—Intelligence from Geneva informs us

that the Cunbtitueut Assembly was proceeding with the
revision of iu federal compact. The first article of the
new constitution is in the following terms:—«* The re-
public of Geneva constitutes, as a sovereign state, one of
the cantons of the Swiss confederation.

extinguished. Unfortunately, however, a rumour had been
set afloat, attributing the fire to the agency of the English

;

and to such an extent did the feeling actuate the lower
orders, that during Saturday afternoon and the whole of
Sunday no Englishman could venture with safety to make
his appearance in the streets ; and the British Consul,
with the harbour-master, thought it necessary to prohibit
the English belonging to ships from leaving their vessels.
In one instance an Englishman, on Saturday afternoon,
being recognised, was rudely attacked and struck with a
musket on the back of the head by one of the Burgher
guard. No fewer than 15 Englishmen had been arrested
on suspicion, but there being no grounds whatever to
justify their detention, they had been discharged. The
person named Cohen, in whose house the fire first broke
out, had also been apprehended, and still remained in cus-
tody. It is believed that about 1,034 houses had been
burnt down by the fire, and the whole extent of property
destroyed is estimated at 7,000,000/. steriing. Our readers
will be pleased to learn that the merchants of London
have set the example of raising a subscription to relieve

a
prompt and spontaneous demonstration, which is honour-
able not only to the mercantile classes, but to Great Bri-
tain at large,

HANOVEn.— We learn by private letters, dated the
26th ult., that the Crown Prince is betrothed to the Prin-
cess Mary, eldest daughter of the Duke of Saxe-Altenburg,
and not to the second daughter. Princess Theresa, as was
reported in the German papers, and stated in our last.

His Serene Highness the Duke of Saxe-Altenburg himself
announced this fact to the members of the Assembly of
the Estate, who met on the 25th ult., to keep the 25th
anniver'sary of his Highness's marriage.
Belgium—Private letters from Brussels, dated the

6th inst,, state that a Mr. Bothori, who has just completed
a carriage which moves alone without steam, hj means of
galvanism, and without horses, set out a week previously
to fetch two millions in silver,' which Baron Rothschild
had promised him if he would bring them from Paris to
Brussels with his carriage in 15 hours. He was expected
on Sunday evening, the 8thinst. The expense of building
the Palace of Justice at Ghent was originally estimated at
900,000 francs ; but it appears that it amounts to nearly
double that sum, viz. 1,653,119 francs." The Municipal
Council at Ghent has decided that an application shall be
made to the King and to the Provisional Council for an
additional grant towards the expense of this building.
Letters received at Antwerp announce that the commis-
sioners sent from Bruges for the purpose of examining
into the practicability of founding a colony in Brazil
have arrived at Rio de Janeiro, and that they were fa-
vourably received by the Congress of Brazil, which seems
disposed to grant the society all the concessions it desires.

Itaxt.—Accounts received from Venice state that the

., ,
The sovereignty

resides in the people, who exercise it within the limits
established by the constitution. The form of government
is a representative democracy." The Assembly pro-
claimed the equality of all citizens in the eye of the law,
the liberty of the press, the abolition of the censorship,
the freedom of education, universal suffrage, and the judg.
ment by jury in criminal matters. Accounts from Zurich
state that the elections had gone in favour of the Liberal
Radical party, who had succeeded in returning 92 out of
the 165 members of the Grand Council. Private lettera
from Basle, dated the 4th inst., mention a report that
note had been delivered from the Eari of Aberdeen to the
President of the Swiss Confederation, recalling to mind
the decisions of the Congress of Vienna on the subject of
Switzeriand, and recommending to the different States to
observe the limits prescribed by the federal compact, and
to abstain from disputes about religion.
Russia.— Accounts from St. Petersburgh inform us

that the attention of the public is now almost absorbed
by the approaching visit of the King of Prussia to that
caj)ital, and some anxiety is felt for the results in political
reipects. The journals state that an amnesty will be
granted by the Emperor of Russia to the Polish political
offenders in July next.

Turkey.—We have received by way of Vienna private
letters from Constantinople dated the 20th ult,, three days
later than the advices brought by the hist Levant mail.
The negotiations for the settlement of the Greek question
do not seem to make much progress, although the English
and French Ministers were active in their diplomatic
intercourse with the Porte. M. Pisani, the chief drago-
man of the British embassy, had been suspended in his
functions by Sir S. Canning. Mr. Alison replaced M. Pi-
sani ad interim. The cause of the latter's suspension is
said to be as follows :—After a conference with the Reis
Effendi, on the question of the Lebanon, M. de Pisani had
stated to the Ambassador that the Porte was wilJing to
appoint a member of the family of Schachaii to be Emir of
the Lebanon- The Ambassador having demanded the
accomplishment of this promise, the Reis Effendi replied,
that he had subjected the promise to certain eventualities!
M. de Pisani was thus compromised, and was dismissed.
The friendly relations between Sir S. Canning and the
Porte are stated to have been disturbed lately by various
causes, but more particularly by the ill-treatment of
British subjects. The Porte, it appears, had addressed a
complaint to Baron de Bourqueney of the conduct of the
French Consul in Damascus, who is accused of dispensing
protection in a manner incompatible with the independence
of the Ottoman local Administration. Baron de Bour-
queney is said to have replied evaslvely.

United States.—By the arrival of the packet ship
New York at Liverpool on Monday, and the Great
Western steamer on Wednesday, we have papers to the
29th ult., 14 days later than those previously received.
The Loan Bili^had passed the Senate, and received the
signature of the President, Lord Ashburton was engaged
in the business of his mission. He had dined with the
president, and the Prussian Ambassador ; and was en-
gaged to dine with the Secretary of State and other dis-
tinguished gentlemen. The papers do not conUin any
authentic intelligence respecting the negotiations between
his Lordship and the Government. It however appears
from them that public feeling was becoming much more
pacific, not only upon the north-eastern boundary ques-
tion, but also upon the important one of the ** right of
search/' respecting which matters are represented as
being in a fair way of satisfactory arrangement Another
serious steam-boat explosion has occurred at Baltimore,
the most fatal in its consequences ever known in that part
of the United States. The vessel was a new one, and en-
gaged in her first trip, which was a pleasure excursion,
having her decks crowded with passengers. By some ac-
cident the boiler suddenly burst, whereby she became a
perfect wreck, and sunk almost immediately. The Iosb of
life was very great ; the exact number, however, had liot

been ascertained at the time of the packet's leaving, but

upwards of 30 dead bodies had been picked up.

West LNoizs.—The West ^ India Steam Company's

ship Clyde arrived at Falmouth on Sunday, hrmgir^

mails from Havannah to the J5tb, Nassau Kth, and .

Benuada
large warehouses by putting them inta Titian should be erected in that dtt, at a cost to the state slave-ship Creole waa settled the d»f prerioui

The affair of the

to the
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Clyde quitting N««au, the blacks having been discharged

• by a proclamation from Jud^c Symonds, notwithstanding

the American consul. Mr. Darling, pressed for further

delay. The prospects of the crops in Jamaica and Trini-

dad were ffiTOurable; and it was expected that, should

thcgathering prove propitious, they will give a good re-

turn to the planter. At Demerara, the dispute between

the labourers and their masters was not adjusted at the

hteaz dates. The irregularity of the Royal West India

Steamers na? a pronainent topic of discussion among the

rocrcautiie interest of Jamaica, who call for a Government
investigation into the manner in which the communica-

tion between the two countries has been delayed. The
Clyde during the period of her absence from England, a

few months, has consumed no leas than 3,8^*^ tons of coal.

Mexico.—Private letters received by the Clyde from

Mexico state that no actual invasion of Teias has taken

place, although there have been a few skirmishes on the

frontier. The country is described as tranquil, and Santa

Anna ia said to be vtry popular: The new tariff was ex-

pected to make its appearance in a few days, reducing

the duty on dry goods one-fourth, and on wines and other

liquors one-half. This measure was expected to confer

great benefit on trade, and by lessening the inducement to

amuggle, to prove of considerable advantage to therevenue.

At3STRAUA.—We have received papers from Uobart
Town nnd Launccston to the beginning of January. The
substance of the news brought by them is, that the market

pricea of provisions were maintained by the expectation

that the cropa would suffer from a drought which was

then prevalent in the interior. Several of the districts

bad already received damage by the bliglit and rust. Ac-
counts from Sydney state that one or two failure:^ had oc-

curred in that town, but the names are not mentioned.

Business, which in all branches was bad, was expected to

iuiprove as (he year advanced. The banks appear to charge

high rates of interest for loans, which is complained of

in all parts of the colony.

I

^9arlfanunt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

3/fl»rfay.—After the presentation of petitions, Earl Da Grrv
announced that Mr. Biddulph hnr\ been dismissed from the magis-
tracy of Ireland, in conseqnence of that gentleman having ad-
mitted during a recent trial in which he was the prosecutor, that
he had conveyed advice to the prisoners, who were charged with
Inving made an attempt on his life by firing at him, to fly the
coaritry, and escape from justice.
The Marquis of Normanby, after animadverting on tlie remiss-

ness which he said had been manifested by the Iriah Government
in not dismissing Mr. Biddulph earlier, moved for the production
of the corresptnulence which had passed between that gentleman
and the Government on this subject. •

Earl Dk Grrv said he had no objection to the production of the
documents referrctl to, uud would only add that the moment he
became aware of the case of Mr. Biddulph, he acted upon it in
that way which he conairtered the justice of the case to require.
The Exchequer BUla Bill was then read a second time; the

Parish i'rupeity Bill was read a third time ; and the Kensington
and Kuightsbnd^c Openings BUI, and several private Bills, were
read a second time. A mt — ige from the Commons brought up
the Coprrtght Bill* which was read a first time. The LorrtCnAV-
CKLLoa s;iid he should move that the Bill be read a second time
on Tuesday, and the discussion taken on going into committee.
The Ma;

J
as of Koumanbv then brought forwaiU the subject

of a complaint from the magistrates of Sunderland, respecting a
charge made against them by the Marquis of Londonderry,
l^rd Lieutenant of the county of Durham. The charge was, that
the noble Lord had in his place in Parliament stated, **that the
late Government appointed ten magistrates in Sunderland, all of
whom were Whigs

J and the consequence was, that at the last
efection they refused a license to every individual who would not
vote in accordance with their principles." The Marquis of Nor-
manby stated that a meeting of the magistrates had bgen held, at
which resolutions were passed, a copy of which had been sent to
the Marquis of Londonderry, contradicting the above statement,
and expressing a hope that his Lordship would, in his place in
Parliament, correct the erroneous statement he had made. Lord
Kormanby concluded by asking whether the noble Marquis was
disposed to retract or adhere to the accusation which he had made.
'She noble Lord in the course of his observations reflected on
Government for having appointed the Marquis of Londonderry
Lord Lieutenant of the county of Durham.
The Marqoisof LoNDONDKRar entered into a long explanation

of the circumstances of the case ; adding, that he had nothing to
retract, and that it was still his impression, from what was within
bU own knowledge, and from information he had received, that
the magistrates of Sunderland, like other magistrates in many
other counties, used thehr power of granting licenses for purposes
«C political partisanship.
The Buke of Wklmvotox closed the discussion by defending

the conduct of the Mar<iui3 of Londonderry-, who, he thought,
waa quite right in not volunteering to ctjmc forward on the sub-
ject of the letter, when he received it -. and if his noble friend had
so come forward, he woiau have made himself instrumental to a

•K^^!i*
^^^ privileges of the House. His Grace added, that he

tnonght one of the topics of the noble Marquis (Lord Normanby)might as weU have been omitted, namelr,a refiection on Govern-ment for having appointed his noble fnend Lord- Lieutenant of
the county of Durham. Now, his noble friend was the head ofone of the greatest properties in the county; he had rendered
sei vices to the county of Durham; he had hberally expended a
T?l^^^,u^flu"^^.'^ making a harbour in thatcotmty

; and he
did thmk that the attack of the noble Marquis upon Goveniment^r selecting his noble fnend to fill this office in the county ofOurham, which was vacant- founding his attack upon this, that
Ins nohie friwjd had thought proper to resign the office of Ambas-
aartor to St. Petersburgh, because he had not the confidence of
the House of Commons in that office—was not quite fair and
proper. Hi*^ Grace concluded by expressing his belief that, in aU
the county, there was not an individual upon whom the appoint-
ment could have been more properly conferred than his noble
friend.

T«e*da;^.—Lord BaotoaAsi, in moving the second reading of
Ills Bill for granting indemnity to the witnesses examined before
select comn.ittecs, defended himself, and their Lordahips gene,
rally, from the imputation which had been cast upon them, of
giving indirect encouragement, or at least impunity, to bribery,
by having" thrown out the bill which had been sent up to them by
the Commons in the month of Jui»e last. He contended that the
measure, so far from operating as a check upon bribery and other
corrupt practices, took the most effectual means for promoting
them, by insuring an absolute exemption from punishment of
any party, however guilty, who could place himself in the paw-
lion of a witness. It was in many other respects so objection-
able, that he considered it the most absurd piece of legislation
Which had ever been sent np to them from the other House; and
««, from the late period at which it reached them, no time was

i

left for amendment, their Lordships had no course open but to

reject the bill.

Upon the motion for the second reading of the present bill. Lord
Wick LOW complained that no notice had been given, and iti con-

formity with a suggestion from the Lord Chancellor, it was de-

cided that it should be read a second time at the early silting on
Wednesday,
Some conversation afterwards took place upon a motion by

Lord CLiFFi-an of Chudleigh, for a committee to inquire into the

treatment of certain Roman CathoUcs in India > but the motion,

after a few remarks from Lord Fitzgerald, was withdrawn.

Thursday.—The Duke of Wellington gave notice thgj: he

should on Friday move that the House, at its rising, do adjourn

till the Friday following.

The Dublin Police Bill was read a second time, and ordered to

be comraitted.-The E.xchequer Bills Bill, the Vicoria Park Bill,

the Kiiightsbridge and Kensington Openings Bill, and the Kings-

clcrc iMclosure Bill, were severally read a third time and passed.

Several petitions were then presented 5 among others one by

the Earl of Winxhelska, from Maidstone, against the reduction

of duty on the importation of foreign hops.

Earl FiTzwiLLiAM took the opportunity to say that a few nights

previous a conversation had taken place in that House respecting

the employment of persons in mines. His noble friend [the Earl

of Winchelsea) then expressed great anxiety concerning the

morals of that part of the population, which, he said, were se-

riously injured by the employment of females and children in

mines. Now, as his noble friend was so exceedingly desirous of

protecting the morals of the inhabitants in the manufacturing
districts, he would recommend him to look a little more to the

morals of the persons in the districts with which he was himself

mure immediately connected. He was of opinion that the hop-

pickers, who annually visit the county of Kent, served greatly to

contaminate the morals of the people of that county.
The Earl of Wixchklska said that it was true that hop-grounds

might be converted to other purposes of cultivation than that of

the production of hops; but the mischief to be apprehended from
the admission of foreign hops at a low rate of duty was not
limited to hop grounds and hop-growers ; it extended to wood-
lands, and to that class of persons who had invested large sums
of money in the growth of ash, willow, and chestnut poles for the

use of hop-grounds. Throw the land out of the cultivation of
hops, and these woodlands, which were of great extent, would
immediately become valueless. The land hitherto devotod to the
growth of hops might be easily convertible to other purposes;
but the woodlands could not be brought into a state fit for culti-

vation except at an. expense equal to the fee-simple of the land
itself. The noble Earl had recommended him to look to the
morals of the population in his own immediate neighbourhood.
He begged to state that there was no district in that neighbour-
hood in which schools were not established capable of affording
education to the whole of the population. All he asked was, that
the hop-grower should have a fair protection, such as was given
to other classes.—A desultory conversation followed, which led
to no result, and the subject dropped.
The Marquis of Lavsdowne mrwed for certain returns relating

to the exemption of that portion of the funded debt of Great
Britain wluch was held by foreigners from the Income-tax j and
took this occasion to contend, by an appeal to argument and
authority, against the justice and expediency of subjectmg fo-
reigners to such an impost.
The Earl of Ripon insisted that the exemption in the Acts re-

ferred to were founded on expediency, in referenceto the peculiar
circumstances of that time, and denied that there was any injus-
tice in subjecting foreigners, equally with her Majesty's subjects,
to an impost which was calculated to promote the interests of
both by upholding the value of their property.

Lord MoNTEAGLK referred to the amount of British property in
foreign funds as a ground of objection to any interference with
the property held by foreigners in our own, and regarded the
former cases of exemption referred to by his noble friend as pre-
cedents which ought to be strictly adhered to, inasmuch as they
must have supplied an inducement to foreigners to embark their
capital in our national securities.
Lord BitoLGHAM thought that it would be exceedingly nnw^ise

to extend the property-tax to foreigners, and that it would be
highly inexpedient, for the sake of the trifling sum which could
be obtained from foreigners by means of this tax. to give a pre-
text to other countries to deal in a similar way with funds of ours
which were under their control. He thought, unless the justice
of it was so manifest that no argument against it C(juld be ad-
duced, it would be exceedingly impolitic, especially whenhecon--
siiiered how much larger was the stake of this country in foreign
funds than the stake of foreigners in English funds.
The Eaii of Wicklow did not perceive any injustice in the tax

applied to foreigners, and apprehendeil that their exception would
open a door to fraud.—The Duke of Newcastle disapproved of
the entire measure, as well as of the commercial alterations for
the sake of which it had been proposed.
Viscount Mklbolrvk said, that so far as regarded the point of

justice, he must own that, as foreigners had placed their capital
in British funds, it was a very fair question, whether they might
not be taxed in return for the protection they received? But it
should be remembered that they received the advantage of pro-
tection in respect of that particular property alone, and not that
general protection and advantage which a native of the country
enjoyed

; and yet they were to be called upon for the full amount
of taxation. But with respect to the wisdom, policy, and expe-
diency of imposing this duty upon foreigners, that was a widely
different quesi ion i and his opinion was. that it was in the highest
degree impolitic and inexpedient.
LordWiiAKNTLiFFE Paid that the different circumstances of the

present time justified the deviations from the precedents referred
to. The argument derived from the amount of British capital in
foreign funds had little w eight with him. If Englishmen invested
their money abroad, they must take their chance.
On the motion of Lord BaocoBAM, the Bribery at Elections

Bill, after some discussion, was committed and reported without
amendments.

Fndni/.-Thc Royal Assent was given by commission to nume-
rous public and private bills, of which the most important are the
Exchequer-bills Bill.theVictoria Park Bill, the Knightsbridge Open
ing Bill, the Soap Duties BUI, and the BUU relating to the Derby
and Great Junction Railway, the Bolton and Preston, the Stan-
hope and Tynej the Sheflield, Ashton-under-Line and Manches-
ter Railway Act Amendment; the Great North of England and
Hartlepool Railway Act Amendment; the Glasgow, Paisley, and
Ayr Railway Act Amendment j and the Cheltenham and Great
"VN estern Union Bill. The House then adjourned for a week.

r

HOCSE OF COMMONS.
^/onrfffv.-The following Bills were read a second time and

ordered to be committed: -the Boston Haibour Bill, the London
Bridge Approaches and Royal Exchange Avenues Bill, the Mar-
w^ "^^^^wough and Brampton Roads Bill, the Metropolitan

Hm lf*^'*°^,^"™^*"3^ B»». the London and Greenwich Railway

wi n-'^.^ '.u-'' l'''^
Cathedral BiU, the Imperial Bank of Eng.

tmL • ^^^ Ely- Place Improvement Bill, the Clerkenwell

teuorB^u! '
*^^ ^^^'^'^^ Inclosure Bill, and Batso Natu-

debaVe^rrh^n.!??^ *!**= ''^'^^' ^^ '**^ '^^>' ^"'' ^^« adjourned

cSi^li.^/^n'''".'*^.*^PP"^^^'"*^ * committee to investigate

pSne?^l,»(,^^'^''? Y'^^'^ "^ '^^ ^l^^^t^^"^ ^f Members of

A?f>.!^^ •
and presented a petition from Rea^Hnr, confirmatoryofthertatementa with respect to the proceedinei ami suono^rd

'"'Er^l^lVJll^' '=^f
Of the Sitting mem'h:;sTth\"tU^^rgn^^^Major Bfrbspord declared hU anxiety, for the sake of his ovm^character that the committee should be appointed, and that^mqulry should be a searching one. He would wniin^ta^wer

toaproperauthonty.thoughhcbaddeclinedaaswcriogthele^ld

mover of the present resolution. Mr. Roebuck, he said, had al-
luded to "rumours being abroad," There w^ere rumours abroad
—rumours that Mr. Roebuck himself had been returned without
the requisite qualification, and that the present proceedings were
the result, notof patriotism, but ofprivate ill-feeling.—Mr. Wyxu
said, there was no precedent for such a committee. The regular
course would be, for the hon. Member to bring forward a specific
charge on each case, and for the House thereupon to determine
what proceeding they would adopt with reference to it, but not
to appoint a fishing committee.—Mr. Waud thought that, after
the allegations which had been made, the House was bound to
go into the inquiry. After a few observations from Sir R. Ixglis
who opposed the motion, and from Mr. R. Yorke in support of it*

Lord Palmerston expressed his surprise at the silence of
Ministers. Doubtless they had their reasons j he would explain
his own. He could not vote for this motion. It was not a motion
for a general inquiry into the extent of bribery at the late elec-
tion, but into the grounds of particular compromises. He was
not aware that these compromises were violations of the privileges
of Parliament, and the inquiry, therefore, could not lead to the
punishment of the parties concerned. He was. however, ready
to concur in a strong measure for putting down this wholesale
corruption. The noble Lord concluded by saying that either the
now proposed inquiry should be as extensive as the evil, or it

should not take place at all. The only other remedy suggested
was the ballot, but that would only introduce worse evils of
another kind. If anything could ever induce him to support the
ballot, it would be a refusal on the part of Ministers to concur in
an effectual law^ against bribery.

Sir R. Peel was not aware that this was so decidedly a party
question as to have made it incumbent on the Minister to declare
himself at tiie commencement of the debate j nor would any re-
fusal of (Government to concur in any particular measure ot legis-
lation very well justifj the nohle Lord in voting for that ballot
which he had declared to be a remed/ worse than the disease. A3
to these particular charges, he did not think them definite enough
to warrant the proposed, inquiry. If, however, a charge of cor-
ruption were put upon record, he thought it ought not to go un-
examined. The mere want of power to examine on oath was
not a sufficient bar ; and if the present charges should be reduced
into a definite form, showing 7?n*7?i(x/a^.'/c a gross breach of pri-
vilege, he thought it would be for the honour of the House not
to leave the matter uninvestigated, but to refer it to a committee
armed with the ordinary constitutioiial powers.
Lord J. Russell thought that Mr. Roebuck should have intro-

duced a specific measure similar to what he himself had sent up
tothe House of Lords in 1841 ; and if he obtained the sanction of
Government to such a measure, there Wfjuld be no doubt of its

success. He would himself be willing to bring in such a measure
if Sir R. Peel would give him his support and that of his Govern-
ment; but he would prefer Sir R. Peel's doing so on his own
responsibility.

After a few remarks from Mr. M. J. OX'on^nell, who stated
his intention to vote for the motion.

Sir R. Pkei. explained as to what Lord John had suggested
about a legislative measure. He could only say that he w^ould
concurin forwarding such a biirifframcd by the noble Lord, who
had more leisure than he had; he himself could not find the time
necessary for that mature consideration which the framing of it

by Government would require.
Mr. Hume supported the motion.—Mr. Lindsay, though re-

gretting to differ from Mr. Wynn and Sir R. Peel, felt that the
character of the House demanded this inquiry.—Mr. Muxtz was
of the same opinion ; as was also Mr. Plumttrk.
Lord Stanley said, the objection to Mr. Roebuck'smotionwas,

that the charges were brought as breaches of privilege, but without
enough ol specification to sliow whether they actually were such.
The inquiry proposed by Mr. Roebuck was not into the extent of
thebribcr>% but into the legality of the compromise; and before
he could accede to the proposal of a committee, there ought to

be bome specific question for that committee to deal with and be
confined to. He was as anxious as any man for the suppression
of bribery, but he feared that such a committee as Mr. Roebuck
asked for would mix up private objects with public ones to a dan-
gerous extent.
Mr. Shbil said, the member for Bath was specific enough in-

his charges; it was only in the frame of his motion that he was
too vague; but the motion might be amended. He wished lor

an inquiry, not in order to indulge in the bad luxury of giving
pain to individuals, but for the sake of the public-Mr. RoKBtCK
replied. He vhidicated his motion from the imputation of vague-
ness, and himself from the charge of asperity. He wished to

avoid all personal chaigcs so far as he could, for his object was
to brand the system. On one hand, he said, his charge was
called too wide ; on the other it was complained of as not suffi-

ciently comprehensive. He would, however, amend his motion,
and make it specific and distinct; and if the House would grant
him his committee of inquiry into the specific allegations, he
would engage to bringin a bill of indemnity for all who would be
implicated.—After a desultory conversation as to the terms of
the motion, it was finally carried without a division in the fol-

lowing terms :
•• That the House having been informed by one

of its Members that he had heard, and believed, that in the case
of the election petitions presented to try the returns from Not-
tingham, Harwich, Lewes, Bedford, and Falmouth, certain cor-

rupt compromises had been entered into for the purpose of avoid-
mg mvestigation into the alleged bribery committed in those
cases, a select committee be appointed to ascertain and report
whether such compromises and such alleged bribery had
place or not."
The order ofthe day was then read for the bringing up of the

report on the Income Tax Bill, which was agreed to.-Mr. B.
Wood proposed a clause for enabling a party assessable under
more schedules than one to set off losses sustained under one or

moreof them against profits made under other or others of them,
so that the payraent should be only on the balance of total in-

come.
TheCnANCELLoaof the Exchequer opposed the clause, on

the ground that it would open a door to evasion, and tend to de-

reatthe object of the bill.—After a short debate, the clause was
rejecteu by no to66.-Mr. Gill moved a numberof amendments
and clauses " with a view to capitalise all incomes not derived
irom landed or funded property, and to charge five per cent, on
such capital as the groundwork of the property tax." He would
take the sense of the House on the first amendment, as deter-
nimmg the entire series,
Mr. Goulburn opposed this clause as at variance with the

Whole prmciple of the bill, which professed to tax income, and
not mere capital. The clause was supported by Mr. Hl^me and

w.^\^V'^''-
'^^^ ^^«"s*^ divided, and the clause was rfJ^^ted

by 183 to 3fi.-Mr. GocLBURN' introduced some words, givui^the

n^n?^ !'',"^^"-J''^^** ^y cathedrajs. colleges, &c., to all place.

UbCdsolelyforCivine worship; which addition was adopted.

mp*nf. J*'''^*'^^
again pressed on the consideration of Govern-

?^«hL ^"f-''''^"^'^*-'^
^'-at Sir R. Peel would notice on the third

frnml\^^
^® suggesticu for exempting incomcs above

150/.a-ycar
irom the percentage on the first 1 50/. ot their amount,

tion nf ;Cr^''
undertook to give on the third reading an expla^

t on ''^l^'J'J^^^'^^ which precluded the adoption of that suggea-

bZ^^^n^Vu ''^^^^ amendments were made, and the report

sub fr? f^ /^^u^^^' ^^'^ third reading was appointed for Friday,

thenhLp "'^^'^ t^ostponement in case the Tarifif should
not

A •J^ ^^"^^ sufficient progress

lan'^^B ll'r>r''^^^
Lord'srfvL'f^. the Australia and New Ze a-

w':r?thlnTs'p^s'eIo?'
<^--^'^^<^^--Tl.e other orders of the day

brlu'^hff;r^^*'^^'^'p^esentation of petitions. Lord J. StcabJ

ame.rdm/nr^'^ u^
°^°ti°" ^"^ the consideration of the Lord^

ame.^dments ni the Glasgow. Paisley, and Kilmarnock B^i^^ay

i>f.^^iVl.:^^.f'^^0PK moved an amendment that t]

committed to the forme; committee. The House divided, when
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there appeared for the amendment, 54; for the original motion,
15 ;

majority. 39. The Bill was consequently recommitted
The Lords' amendments to the foUo\Ying' Bills were a^rcert tn

and the Bills passed:—the Glasgow and Redbiirn Bridce Road
Bill, the Cottenham Drainage Bill, the Buckland Enclosnre Bill
Mr. P. Howard moved a new writ for Nottingham, in conse

quence of the retirement of Sir G. Larpent—Mr. Roebuck op.
poped the issuing of the wnt, on the ground of the inqulrv which
had been ordered.-After some observations from Mr. Godson in
favour of the issue, and from Mr. Ward against it Sir R Peel
said, that as the House had tlirected an inquiry, it would be an
inconsistency to order a new writ forthwith. But he thou^-ht
the delay ought to be as short as possible.-Sir R. Incms did not
think there were sufficient grounds for the suspension- Mr Wy^n
was of opinion there were, and thought the committee of inouirv
should go uito the case of Nottingham first.- Mr.C.Wood took the
same view.-Col. Sibthorp was for issninjr the writ. He did not
caie for the suspicions of the Member for Bath .-Mr Jamks on
posed the wnt.-Several Members addressed the House' and
strangers were ordered to withdraw for a division • but Mr P

- Howard said he would not press it to a division, his only object
being to protest against any interference with the freedom of re-
presentation.

Mr. Rkdixgtox moved for leave to bring in a bill cxcludine-
Sudbury from the franchise of returning Members to Parliament
He stated, from the printed report, the outline of the gross coi rup-
tion which prevailed in this borough at the late election. After a
few words from Col. Rlshbrooke against confounding the imio
cent with the guilty part of the constituencv, leave was given to
bring in the bill.

t'^atfc^^^ -^^i^^i M^or Vivian suggested

cuUu?ar<fn^^^^
withheld through fear of alienating their agri.

ATTWo^TiL'lipp^rtofft?"""""''"" " ''"""^'*' ^^^^^^^•

x^&^t'ohhf^!;
'^P^^*^^ *h'^ statement made by him in the earlier

S^butcher't 1.'^^^^^^^^ *^^ ^^^"^ =^^^'^"^^ i" ^^e i'rice

«nmr«w ^^^^- ,^^ ^"^ *^^^^ Vf^V^TS, there must have been
h«^ I f .

\&''«ss_^reaeh of confidence. Evrrvthing material
Ulv^:. -^^l'.^^^T'.P^e» to the public J but certain names and

of making con-

ithholding names

;

Sir R. Pekl then rose to make liis general statement on the
Tariff, previously to the House going into committee on the sub-
ject. After some introductory observations, he proceeded to the
subject of the change in our Customs Acts, and its influence on
commerce and trade, involved in the Tariff. The delay, he said
had been productive ofsome advantage; there liad been time for
consideration, and while a fair hearing had been given to all no
undue influence had been permitted to operate on Government
The great objects of himself and his colleagues had been to abo
lish prohibition, by reducing prohibitory duties; and to reduce
the duties on raw materials, and on materials partly manufac-
tured. He still entertained that confident belief and expectation
which he had expressed on first intimatinf? the intentions of
Government as to this Tariff, that the general result of it would
be. if adopted by the House, materially to diminish the charge of
living. Thus the proposed reductions on the impoitation of
clover, onion, and other seeds, would he beneficial to agriculture •

on mahogany and other foreign woods, chiefly for making furni-

^^M?' i," *^^^ ^^""^^'^'^^^'^ °^ ^'*^^^^ °"r ^^*^^sans were pre-eminently
skilled, the reductions of duty would be beneficial to the commu-mty at large; and the reductions on ores and metals, as on
smelted copper, would have a powerful influence on our s'eam
and other mercantile navy, ir. lowering the cost of production,
and enabling us to compete with foreign ship builders. After

ut^l^l
^° ^^^^^ articles in the new Tariff, the reduction onWhich he considered would greatly benefit our commerce, Sir R.

Peel proceeded to notice the proposed permission to import live
aninials. meat, fish, and other articles of consumption, either
prohibited altogether, or on which high duties were now levied,and said he was satisfied that, while no injury would result toany particular interest by the proposed change, it would be bene-
ficial. especially to the humbler classes of society. Thus salt pro-

lonin"'
^!*»^^^^^d ^een hitherto under a total prohibition,^ould, under the new system, be admitted at a duty of about apenny a pound. So, as to live animals. And so likewise as to

^i^^'^'^'u
^^'?^ ^^^ ^^^ ^" ^'^^<^^ t»^e poor were most interested

W^fol^l. r^"'^^-i J^^ ^^'^^ peasant now paid SO... per barrel;

wo^^^H nrl^
^"^ ^'""^"^ ^^' ^^^^ ^^"^1 fr«"^ Norway for 10.. ; o;

^ovlri^^ fi'^ ^-T'i?^ ""^ ^''^ ^^'^ ^«^st by means of that im-

him tn ok/ • ^If^
the reduced duty on timber would enable

th2^imnnr.ntn/^^/^- J^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ tO bC rcduCCd On

^^hic^ir cw'\i:^ IT^?""'' ^l?^'
^"^ ^«Ps 5

on the last of

proved on the n^r? nf li?'"''^'''''
*^^* ^ ^""^^ disposition had been

iSfinf^L^d^^^^^^ *<^ ^«^^r the prices of those

Thrrfght hon Ba^on'iJ f^ ^^^^^^P^^X consumed by the poor,

the imuo^ition nf hi^f \^l''
^'^"^^ ^^ considerable length that

affS ime if«nt^
''?^^' '''' ^^^^^g" manufactured articles

tlKu rr^^^^^^^
protection to the home producer. He

r?ound ofiif.ttn n.H^'f-^^*' !^^ *"'^ generally on the higher

saiT ^arm^s ^^^^^^
^"^^''^^t. alluding to the unne'ces-

LtTrest witl^^^ ^^"^ ^""J'^^^
amongst the agricultural

^reien clJtli wnni ^ *h
^^"^ ^^^""^ ^'^^^^ the importation ofS be no redn^ri^nn'''^'*''f;

*^^^^^ "^^ '^^^^ ^^ «^y that there

rX and^omPfw''" 'V}.^ ^"^^ ""^ ^^ttle
:

there would be
lanTwL noTtL ^^r^luVvi'"'- ^"^\^^ P^^ce of meat in Eng-
which catt IP nnnui K^-

But Viewing the Continental area from

warnrerounrr fnr
'"^P^^tcd, compared with the demand, there

wouirbe^absolatelvt^^^^^ ^ ^^P^rtation of lean ^cattle

nous stateSs we^^
^"^^^^^ ^^^^^^^' ^^^^"^ ^'«-

a larlre im^^^^
^^ show that the expectation of

dcspffr TseeinrthU^V'^^^ ^^^ delusive. Indeed, he did not
more mnrJ!h ^ t}ns country an exporting one, through the
?e said thaltho^? n

^^.°" ""^ '^^ '^^'^^^ ^"^ ^^^^' O" the whole,
sh-on^iv i « ^^ i"^*^^^ communication - 'mongly confirmed Government

question-?hat^tT."*M''°^ t^^ discus'sion on the corn
the proper tim«

^^/^nsidered as decided by Pariiament ; but, atproper time, he was nrcnared to state the reasons Why Go-
e general principles of free trade.

but as to any passages touching the price of meat, there seemedno reason for their non-prcducUon. They appeared to containnnly statistical information, which could he no secret.- After awarm discussion, in which several Members joined, the House
divided, when there appeared-For Major Vivian's motion, 152 •

against it, 219 ; M^i)rity, 6;.
' '

The House then went into committee on the Customs dutiesand after some conversation as to the arrangement of the further
proceedings upon the Tariff and Income-tax Bills, resumed, andthe other orders of the day were disposed of.

Wedne^dat/.-The Yarmouth and Norwich Railway Bill wasread a third time, and passed. The amendments on the DjroehedaHarbour Bill were further considered and agreed to.
Some conversation then arose respectingthetime ofappointinff

toe committee of inquiry into election compromises ; and Mr. T.UUNcoMBE gave notice that on the nomination of that committee,which was finally fixed for Friday, he should move, by way of
aniendment, that a test be administered to its members.

fcirj. Graham then rose, and. pursuant to notice, a^-kcd leave
to hring m a bill for the continuation and amendment of the Poor^aw. ibe Commission, he said, had been prolonired by Act of
Pariiament until the 31st July; and Government now intended to
propose that it should be further continued for five years from that
day and until the end of the session succeeding. In support of
the prmciple of the commission he cited a speech of Loid
Brougham, purporting that the variety of the cases to be admi-
nistered required a discretionary power somewhere. He himpelf
believed that the same necessity existed now which existed when
the Commissifm was constituted. The Duke of WiiUngton, he
said, had also expressed his concurrence in Lord Brougham's
opinion when the measure was first adopted j and he himselfsaw nothing in the experience of the bill which should inducemm to change his own persuasion of its necessity. He be-
lieved that the board as now composed was such as to possess
and to deserve general confidence. The number of its mem-
bers had varied; at present there Were ten ; but he proposed
to ask henceforth for only nine, the experience now acquired
having increased the facility of tiansacting the hasincssfOn the subject of out-door relief he said there had been much
misapprehension. In only very few of the manufacturing dis-
tricts had it been absolutely prohibited. Upwards of one million

P^yrVlw^^^ received relief during the last year; and more than
half of these had received it at th&irown homes. It was intended
to abolish by this biU the Gilbert Unions. He believed the exist-
ing act had intended to do so; but as there seemed to be some
ambiguity, he now proposed to effect such abolition in express
terms, the principle of those .unions being wholly inconsistent
with the principle of the general Poor Law. The Gilbert principle
was to relieve the able-bodied at their homes, and the infirm in
the workhouses

; whereas the principle of the general law was to
relieve the infirm at their homes, and apply the workhouse test to
the able-bodied. It was also proposed by the new bill to prevent
the enlargement of unions already containing ^JO.OOO persons;
but to allow combinations of parishes for the purpose of district
schools within such short distances as would leave the cliildreu
easily visitable by th^ir imrents or friends, and with such regula-
tions as should allow the access of the ministers of al! religious
denominations. Local committees would be appointed in large
unions for those parts of them which should be inconveniently
remote from the place of the guardians' meeting. Poor persons,
having been long resident in any parish far distant from their
places of settlement, would in cases of sickness be relieved
without incurring the liability to be removed as persons charge-
able. With respect to bastardy, a remed> against the putative
father not maintaining his child would be given in the shape of
imprisonment for a term not exceeding three montlis. These
were the main outlines of the bill; and he assured the House he
would not have undertaken the responsibility of it, had he not
been persuaded that it would conduce, not only to the comfort of
the sick, aged, and infirm, but to the advancement of honest in-
dustry, and the increase of its just remuneration.
A short conversation then followed; several members, includ-

ing Mr. T.Du.vcombe, Mr. WAKLKY,andCapt.Pi-;cnELL, declaring
strong hostility to the bill. Leave was given to bring in the bill,
and shortly afterwards it was brought in and read a first time.—
The Copyright of Designs Bill then passed through committee,
and was reported.

in procession into the presence of her Majesty and Prince
Albert, who were attended bj the principal ladies and
officers of the Court in magnificent costumes. The Mar-
quis of NormanLj, the Earl of Warwick, and several
officers of the Queen's liousehold, appeared in suits nf
armour. The entire suite of state rooms were opened,
and brilliantly illuminated with chandeliers, candelabra,
and branches. The company danced in the throne-room
and ball-room, in both of which quadrille bands were sta-
tioned. The whole scene, from the richness and noveltv
of the different costumes, was extremely brilliant, and it is
said to have surpassed anything of the kind ever tiven
before in this or any other country. The Morning lepers
have been much occupied with lengthened descriptions of
the different dresses and costumes, but our fpace «iil not
admit of our giving at any l.-ngth the report of this bril-
liant fete : It may, however, be interesting to our readers
to peruse the following description of the dreues worn by
the Queen and Priuce Albert. Her Majesty, who ap.
peared in the character of Queen Philippa. wore a robe of
gold and silver brocade, over which from the ehouldcra
hung a mantle of (he same materia! as that of which Prince
Albert's robe (more minutely described below) was com-
posed. Her Majesty's display of jewels was of great
value

; and from the upper part of her robe was suspended
a description of pendant stomacher, said to be worth
GO.OOO/. Prince Albert appeared in the character of
Edward the Third. His Royal Highness's cloak was
composed of rich scarlet velvet, which, as well as every
other external part of the attire of his Ruyal Highness and
of her Majesty, was expressly manufactured in Spitalfields,
hntd throughout with ermine of the first quality. Round

tremity ran a gold lace, three inches in width, bear-
ing upon It a raised pattern of oak leaves and acorns. This
lace was edged top nnd bottom with two rows of pearls of

i"oa"""^"^'
s^'z^i amounting in number to no less than

1,200. The cloak was cut so as to fix itself iu such a
manner as to hang pendant from each shoulder without
any fastening; the two sides, however, were connected
across the breast with a band composed of diamonds,
emeralds, rubies, topazes, and almost every other descrip-
tion^ of precious stones. Underneath this cloak his Royal

the

and consideration had
in their mtentions as to the duty

vernraent did not cousker^h'^''
'° "'^'^ ^''^ ''^'''"' '^^^ '^°-

sn?a?and «mhrr'"'"''l-^'*
^ applicable to the present state of the

crp" iirJ!.'"!'!^1«?s*'0'?s- Sir R. Peel concluded a speech of
not en erf^Vntn

^^''"^
^^""l l^

regretted that other nations had
had r«Prt»J "^ ^''^** «>f himself and his conca-nes, and he
then^tlke Alt'!!" '"^Jt^'^ '"' arran^ment with them but. let

to buy chean «nrt n ^^^^ ''''^^^' " *'°"''' «tiU be our interest

nations also wnnM.f-"'-! '^^^ day would come when those

duties lonuiT^ f,!
^''*"" interest

J
their perseverance in high

and the eximnle nf'p''^'*'^^
inevitable corrective, the smuggle?;

suinp onnnt^.^l
°^ Ensrlaud, contrasted with that of states pur-

of reciprocal benefit
'*' """^'^ ''*''"'^' '^' ""^ "'timatc effect and

speech^wrV"'^'"!, "^s^rved that the chief part of Sir R. Peel's

opponent^ Th. ^^^''S^P'l rather to his supporters than to his

Governmpnf T, ,

P"""Ples of it were those on which the late

P»rtyTtnfeJlP .\''„"?5^!?''^'^ *° ^'^^
'

^^ ""'J' regretted that any
the be.>Pfif ^f ..^

'° °*^^ prevented the country from obtaining

schemes nf°L^,'"
sooner. The essential difference between thi

omi''<=iftT. ^e r?® *^ *"'* present Governments consisted in the
laws n,^ LM)^ ^"^*'' '*'*ti^s ^^^ "'s mode of treating the Corn-
of Sir R I ,,

"" "''®' ^'^ admitted the value and importance
mittep t

^ propositions, and did not intend, in the com-
wherpi',„ ^"'' ?' ^^^ details of the measure in those matters
-Mr T^*!?"

"^ m^S^t concur in the main view of the Government.

Thursday .—ThGXQ bein^ only 34 members present at 4 o'clock
the House adjourned till Friday.
Friday.—The Speaker announced that the petition agrainst the

return tor Stafford had been abandoned.- Sir R. Pekl stated that
Government had demanded redress and satisfaction for the
seizure of British officers on the coast of Syria, and that a com-
munication had been made to the Sultan on the propriety of
removing: the Pacha of Syria.—A division took place on a motion
by Mr. T. Duaxombe, for the adoption of a form of declara-
tion to be used by members of the Election Committee on the
allegred compromises of petitions; when the motion was nega-
tived by a majority of U3. Lord Howxck moved a resolution
against the preference sho\Tn to the colonics overforeigrn States
in respect to duties on importation into Great Britain; it was
opposed by Lord Sta.vlet, Sir R. Pkel, and Mr. Gj.adstovk,
and supported by Lord J. Russell and others; and was nega-
tived on a division by a majority of 173. The House then ad-
journed until Fridav.

the
^tf. DMsR

^T'^^ traced the histor>' of commercial reform, with

CITY.
Money Market, Fridai/,-^ Consols for money and

account cbsed 92§ to |, Three per Cents. Reduced,
91 J; Tbree-and-a-balf per Cents. Reduced, 99^ ; New
Three-and-a*half per Cents., 101 ; Long Annuities, 12J ;

India Stock, 249 to 251 ; Bank Stock, 167J to 168X; and
Exchequer-bills, 39s. to 41s. premium.

to clai^ ^f
i>howinff that the Whigs were not pecnliarTv entitled

udthi ^^^^^ of it.-Mr. HuMK expressed his satisfacti

without '^i,^^''^5.^^*^ principles were to be the order of the dny,
to fii..i i^u"V ^"'^ ii'ciii ui u.— Mr. HuMK expressed his satisfaction

with

M
char

Mr p\^
"^.f

'^^^'"^'^^ liberality on the part of the late Ministers.

Ofinr!ji« '
*^«CHK and Mr. G. Palmer mad

Tir^i , *" t^^^ measure; and CoLSibthor

mV r canng whether they were Whig or Tory,

ehan^.^i^^^^*^^'"*'*''
*^enied the imputation that there had been any

-*st pin,-t^ :
^^ sentiments of his own party, or that there was any

Mr p « exclusive liberal-
'

. - - -
J-

'Posittn.f;^'^'^"''
^^^ ^^- ^' P^f-^'KR made a few remarks in

proved nfo ^^'^'^^?^"'"^' audCol.SiBTHoap said that he disap-

teain^f 1
.several points of the tariff, and cautioned Sir R Peel

gentlemen !i^
too much captivated by the charming eloquence of

On t^P n?*'''*'^'^*^'
particularly of the Member for Montrose,

the pur^^,'i"^f
^^*} t^^t the Speaker should leave the chair, for

*^niViLlo^^f-^°"^^v-"l^l^^'^'"^"^^^
Major Vivian moved for

Goverami^ i.
"'\;-^'^''''^ ^^ understood to have been supplied toa^enuuent by Mr. Meek, respecting the importation of sM

iWetropoffs m\h fts Fitinitii.

Her Majfslya Fanc\f Ball.—On Thursday her Majesty
gave a Fancy Bail at Buckingham Palace, the announce-
ment of which has for some time past excited considerable
interest in the fashionable circles. Upwards of two thou-
sand invitations were issued, and the distinguished guesis
included all the members of the Royal Family, the Foreign
Ambassadors, the Ministers, and the elite of the nobility
and gentry of the country. The costumes worn on this
occasion were splendid and picturesque, many of them
being strictly historical. The most striking were those of
her Majesty and Prince Albert, and the different qnadrillea
of France, Germany, Spain, Italy, and Scotland. The
company began to assemble in the lower suite of rooms at

Highness wore a full j^obe, reaching from the throat to the
feet, constructed of a material which in its manufacture
cost 15 guineas per yard. It was a brocade, of which the
component parts were gold and blue satin and silk. From
the knee downwards it was slashed with blue velvet,
studded with diamonds, rubies, emeralds, &c. : the collar
of the robe was also studded with jewels. The Earl of Pern,
broke, who personated the Count d'Angoul^me, .after-
wards Francis the First, wore a brilliant in his cap
said to be worth 10,000/. ; and the Duchess of Suther-
land displayed jewels to the value of 100,000/. The
following is a list of the several quadrilles, with their
distinguished leaders t—The French Quadrilles, led by her
Royal Highness the Duchess of Cambridge, as Anne of
Brerague. attended by the Duke of Beaufort, in the cha-
racter of Louis XII. ; Spanish Quadrilles, led by the
Duchess of Beaufort; German Quadrille, led by the
Duchess of Sutherland

; Quadrille of the Crusaders^ led
by the Marchiorfess of Londonderry; Waverley Quadrille,
led by the Countess De la Warr, in the costume of Isa-
bella, Lady De la Warr, daughter of the Lord High
Treasurer to Charles I., from a picture by Vandyke

j
Scotch Quadrille, led by the Duchess of Buccleucb

;

Cossack Quadrille, led by the Russian Arabassadj-e5s

;

Greek Quadrille, led by the Duchess of Leinster. After
which followed a numerous miscellaneous list, n«>t included
in the list of quadrilles, among which were the Duke of
Susses, in Highland costume ; the Countess of Jersey, in
Italian costume; the Duke of St. Albans, as Grand Fal-
coner; and a variety of others too numerous to specify.

The Literary Fund Dinner,—The annual festival of
the Literary Fund took place at the Freemason's Tavern
on Wednesday, and was in every respect the most bril-

liant meeting which has yet occurred in the annals of
the Society. His Royal Highness Prince Albert pre-
sided, and about 300 gentlemen were present, includ-
ing some of the most eminent authors of the day.
The Prince was supported by the Duke of Cleveland; the
Russian Ambassador; the Prussian and American Minis*
ters ; Mr. Washington Irving, the new Minister from the
United States to Madrid ; the Marquis of Lausdowne, the
Marquis of Exeter, the Marquis of Northampton, the
Archbishop of Dublin ; the Bi^^hops of Chichester, and of
Gloucester and Bristol; the Earl of Arundel and Surrey ;

Lords Mouteagle, Ashley, Jccelyn, Te'gnmouth, Colville,
and Mahon, and a large number of distinguished visitors.
Immediately after the cloth was removed. Prince Albert
rose and said, •' Gentlemen, the first toast I have to give
is the health of the Queen. I kHow that she highly ap-
preciates the tendency of this institution, and I have her
permission to say that she is a sincere well-wisher to it,

and that she feels very much interested in its prosperity.
Gentlemen, I give you * The Queen—our munificent pa-
Iron. " The toast was received with much enthusiasm ;

after which the health of the other members of the Royal
Family was given. Several toasts were then proposed,
including the Archbishop of Dublin and the Church, the
Army and Navy, and several others. Prince Albert then
rose and said, "The toast I am now to propose is, 'Pro-
sperity to this institution.' It stands unrivalled fn any
country, and ought to command our warmest sympatfafe.?

in providing for the exigencies o^ those who, feeJii^ only

the promptings of genius, and forgetting every other coc-

sidcration, pursue the grand career of the cultiration of

the humau miad, and the promotion o( the arts and sci-

ences. It is surely proper grateWly to remember the

benefits we have derived from the disinter^tcd exertions

10 ; and shortly after having been marshalled, tbey passed 1 of these great and good men, 1^ cheerfully to contribttU
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to their ;^rand aid their necessity. I
';?°<=1"J«J^jjJ

rwarm .ish that the object, for the promotion of ^h.ch

w- hav^ met may be ans«rered m the most ample and
'

neroJ. ma'^or I propose .Prosperity to the Literary

Fond " The toast was drank amid loud cheers, Ihe

MarqaisofLansdowne, as President of the Society, re-

turned ebanks, and proposed the health of Prince Albert.

The toast was drank amid the most enthusiastic applause.

Prince Albert then said, " I must return you my best thanks

for the kindness with which you have received this toast,

I can assure you that it will always make me most happy

when I can in the smallest degree add to the welfare of

those^institutions which so prominently distinguish this

country.** The report was then read, from which it ap-

peared that thirty-eight individuals bud been relieved, to

the extent of 785/., during the last year, and that from

the foundation of the society no less than 27,828/. have

been distributed to more than a thousand applicants.

Amongst the subscriptions for this year were announced,

her Majesty the Queen 100 guineas, Prince Albert 100/.,

and the King of Prussia 100/. ; the Marquis of Lansdowne,

50/. The Prince then proposed the health of the Mar-

quis of Lansdowne, President of the Institution. He

said "it would be impossible to enumerate his merits, they

are so many and so great; but 1 feel great satisfaction in

having this opportunity of stating how much I esteem

him " The toast was warmly received. Among the

speakers who followed, were Baron Drunnow, the Russian

Ambassador ; the Marquis of Northampton ; Mr. Camp-

bell, the poet; Mr. llallam, Lord Mahon, Mr. Thomas

Moore, Mr. Washington Irving, Mr. Murchison, Sir R.

H- Inglia, Mr. Sergeant Taifuurd, &c. At the close of

th^ list, Prioce Albert rose and i^aid. •' I suppose, gentle-'

men, you would not like to part without proposing the

health of the ladies. Gentlemen, 'The Ladies.'" The

Prince left a few minutes before 12, and was followed by

the rest of the company. It was announced that the sub-

acriptjons amounted to 1 100/.

Metropolilaii Improvements.— h memorial has been

sent to the Lords of the Treasury from the inhabitants of

Piccadilly, the object of which is to obtain a uniform

width of street between Hyde Park-corner and Piccadilly,

by taking in portions of the Green Park on the site of the

late Green Park-lodge. The result of the application has

not yet been made known.— At a Court of Common
Council held on Wednesday, Mr. R. L. Jones brought up

the report from the committee for carrying into execution

the several Act«of Parliament for improving the approaches

to London-bridge. It is a document of considerable in-

terest, and states ** that since the Committee** report of

the 24tb Feb., they have had several interviews with the

differeut branches of Government upon the subject of the

priority of the charge of 40,000/. proposed to be raised

for the improvements in the neighbourhood of the Royal

Exchange ; and that they have received the consent of

Government that the Court of Couamoa Council shall be

empowered to raise the sum of 40.000/. in priority over

the charges authorised to be made by the Commissioners

of her Majesty's Woods and Forests for the purposes of

improvement in various parts of the Metropolis.
^
That

pending the negotiation with Government upon this Im-

portant point, the subject of the 25,000/. recommended by

the select committee of the House of Commons on Metro-

politan Improvements to be raised by the Commissioners

of Her Majesty's Woods and Forests for the continuation

of New Farringdon-street towards Clerkenwell-green, was

brought under consideration; and it being ascertained that

there was very little prospect that the said sum of 25,000/.

oti the credit of the Improvement Fund would be applied

immediately for the continuation of New Farringdon-

Btreet. Government would consent that the said sum of

25,000/. should also have priority after the sum of 40,000/.,

and before sums authorised to be charged as aforesaid by
her Majesty's Commissioners, The report proceeds to

state, that considering the proposed new street towards
Clerkeuwell-green is a continuation of the improvement
already effected by the Court of Common Council at a
very considerable expense, and that without such con-
tiaoation the improvement effected by the corporation of
London will be of no public advantage, and much depre-
ciate the value of the ground to be disposed of by this
Court, and that as Government have consented to post-
pone the payment of the sums authorised to be charged by
thena upon the said improvement, amounting to near
500,000/., until the said sums of 40,000/. and 25,000/. and
interest are repaid, the committee cannot entertain any
reasonable doubt that the said sums of 40,000/. and
25,000/., and interest, wHl be repaid by the said Improve-
ment fund; and they, therefore, recommend to the Court
that they should be empowered in the bill now before
Parliament to raise the sum of 25,000/. for the continua-
tion of the new Farringdon-street. in addition to the said
sum of 40,000/." Mr. R. L. Jones briefly stated tbe ad-
Tantages which would arise from tbe negotiation with
Government; after which the report was unanimously
agreed to, and referred back to the committee to be carried
into effect.—Among the numerous plans for " piercing'*

the City, ordered by the House of Commons, is one to be
adopted for opening a new street facing the portico of the
General Post-office, and running westward towards Hol-
born-hill ; thli will occasion the removal of some houses

in St. Martin's-le- Grand, and must cross St. Martin's-

court, Bath-street, Butcherhall-iane, Christchurch-pnssage,

and terminate with the removal of the houses In Newgate-

street, Nos, 93 to 99 incluaire, thereby reducing the great

traffic and numerous obstructions in that important tho-

roughfare. The aspect of Pali-mall, as well of St. James's-

down to Pall-mall, and placing where the statue now is,

the Egyptian obelisk now on its -way to this country, and

which will thus be seen advantageously from St. James's-

street. Regent-street, Pall-mall, and the Haymarket.

Public Meetings,—The annual meeting of the share-

holders of the Assam Tea Company, established for the

purpose of extending the cultivation of the tea-plant in

Assam, was held on Monday. The secretary read the re-

port of the directors, which was of considerable length,

but the following will be found to be the chief points of

interest in it. It commenced by stating that the enter-

prise was no longer of doubtful success if conducted with

prudence. The first shipment of tea, which was received

in Dec. last, amounted to 10,212 lbs., and was almost all

made in the northern division, the clearings in the southern

having been only just commenced. It was sold in Jan.,

and fetched on an average 3s. per lb. It was carefully

examined and reported on by competent judges, and con-

'sidered to be better than any that bad been produced be-

fore. The quantity of land suitable for the cultivation of

the plant contained in the company's grant was 25,774

poorahs, the poorah being equal to 52,900 square feet,

and upon an average each would have 1,600 plants capa-

ble of yielding 400 lbs, of tea. In five years the plants

arrived at full produce. It was estimated that, includmg

the produce of 1845, there will have been made 850,000 lbs.

from the lands now in cultivation. This, at an average

of 25. per lb., would realise 85,000/., from which must be

deducted the expenditure of the company. The annual

value of the teas produced in 1845, from the land now in

cultivation, would be :^2,000/., and the annual charge

23,100/., leaving a balance of 8.900/. The produce of

teas in 1840 was 10,000 lbs, ; in 1841, 30,000 lbs. ; this

year the estimated produce will be 80,000 lbs. ; in 1843,

IGO.OOOIbs. ; in 1844, 240,000 lbs- ; and in 1845,

320,000 lbs. The Government of India had shown little

disposition to extend the land belonging to the company,

being fearful of monopoly ; but there had been tea dis-

tricts discovered in Assam which, if cultivated, were suffi-

oient to supply the whole world with tea. It appears that

the difficulty arl^jing from the expected necessity of de-

pending entirely upon the labour of natives from China

for the manufacture of the tea has been overcome, and

that the native Assamese are quite competent to all the

duties required. Where Mr, Bruce, the agent of the com-

pany, has been located, almost all the Chinese have either

absconded or died, and their number had dwindled down

from 300 or 400 to three or four persons- Under such

difficulties it was considered remarkable that Mr. Bruce

could have produced what he had done. Tea trees were

found in abundance in the jungles, thirty or forty feet

high, not unlike mops, from the slumps of which, when

cut green, sprung a great number of little shoots, some

having 2,000 each, whicb were either left or transplanted

into gardens, and thrived very well. From Mr. Bruce's

experience, who has conducted the East India Company's

gardens for six years, it appears that each plant will, after

the third to the fifih year, produce about 20 tohlas, or

half a pound of tea each ; and the plants live for a consi-

derable number of years. In reply to some questions, it

was stated by Mr. Frinsep, a gentleman only arrived a

few months since from Assam, that there was no evidence

as to the length of time the stumps of trees continued to

throw out shoots ; but botanists had calculated the trees

Thein Assam to be from 140 to 180 years old. The tea was
made from four leaves picked from the end of the branches;

and the cost of producing tea would be reduced as the

process of manipulation became better known. The clear-

ing of the land from large trees was expensive ; and where

the trees were cut down, there they remained till destroyed

by the white ant, which existed in great numbers. Mr.
Prinsep added, as a singular proof of the care of nature

for the propagation of the tea plant, that while the

trunks of the trees felled were set upon by the ants,

and soon destroyed, the tea tree and its numerous
shoots were avoided. The report was adopted unanimously.

East India House,—A special general court was held

at the Eiist India House on Wednesday, for the purpose

of taking into consideration the proposed alterations in

the English tariff, so far as they might affect the produce

and manufactures of the East Indies, and also for the pur-

pose of petitioning both Houses of Parliament on the sub-

ject. Mr. M. Martin first addressed the court ; he spoke

at great iengtb on the subject for which they were met,

and concluded by moving the following resolution :

—

** That, in the opinion of this court, the territories under

the government of the East India Company ought to be

treated as integral portions of the British empire; and

that as a revision of the English tariff is now taking place,

this court, in fulfilment of its duty to their fellow-subjects

in British India, do again petition both Houses of Pariia-

ment, praying for a complete reciprocity of trade between

India and England, which, if fully and fairly established,

will confer mutual and extensive benefits on both coun-

tries, and materially contribute to the security and per-

manence of the British power and influence in the eastern

hemisphere." The resolution having been seconded, the

chairman directed the clerk to read a series of letters ad-

dressed by the Board of Directors, submitting for the con-
sideration of the Board of Control some remarks on the
disadvantages under which India laboured, in tbe hope
that Government would be induced to remove them.
These letters stated that in the important articles of sugar
and rum a liberal relief had been afforded ; but in some
casflS India bad not been treated with equal consideration.
The chairman then said he hoped and believed that, after

hearing that correspondence, the Court would be of opi-

tin. and suggested the propriety of that gentleman's with-

drawing his motion. After a prolonged conversation,

Mr, Martin finally withdrew his motion, and a resolution

to the following effect was agreed to :
—** That this court

desires to record its entire concurrence in the representa-

tions which, as appeared from the documents just read,

had been made by the Board of Directors to her Majesty's

Government, respecting the duties on articles the pro-

duce of countries directly or indirectly under the govern-

ment of the East India Company, and express its hope
that the statements and correspondence will receive due
consideration." It was further resolved that the chair-

man be requested to communicate a copy of the resolution

to the Board of Control and the Prime Minister.

Police.-^The trial of Daniel Good, for the murder at

Roehampton, took place yesterday at the Central Cri-

minal Court, before Lord Denman, Mr. Baron Alderson,

and Mr. Justice Coltman- The Court was crowded with

visitors, among whom were the Dukeof Sussex, the Prussian

Minister, and a great number of the City authorities. The
trial lasted 11 hours; but the main facts adduced in evidence

are already before the public, and do not require to be

repeated. The Jury returned a verdict of Guilty, and

sentence of death was passed in the usual form. The
prisoner then addressed the Court, declaring that he was

innocent, and that the woman died by her own hand ; upon

which bis counsel declared that no such statement was

contained in his brief, and that he heard it for the first time.

Mortality in the Metropolis,— The following is the

number of deaths in the Metropolis from all causes,

registered in the week ending Saturday the 30th ult. :

—

males. 422 ; females, 361 ; total, 783. Weekly average

1838-9-40-1, males, 467 ; females, 445 ; total, 912.

Sirawberry-HilL—The sale of the curiosities and works

of art, at this place, still continues to excite general in-

terest; and the attendance of visitors during the past week

has been more numerous than on any previous occasion.

The articles sold this week have consisted of jewels,

trinkets, the antiquities, the Middleton collection, the

collection of early gems and missals, paintings, &c. There

has been a good deal of competition for many of the arti-

cles, and the gross sum realised is already considerable.

sqaare^ is to be improved in a decided manner, by remov-
|
nion that the Directors had not been inattentive to the

ing some of the central houses now forming the south side
I
interest of India in respect to the important matters

of St, JaxnM'0*9quare; extending^ the g^en inclosure j brought under tbe consideration of tbe court by Mr. Mar-

^robmcial Nrbjs.
Cambridge,—It is announced that the installation of the

Duke of Northumberland, as Chancellor of this University,

will take place on Monday the 4th July. The Duke of

Wellington has accepted the invitation to be present, and

will occupy Catherine-hall during his stay. The Master

and Fellows of Trinity College will give an entertainment

to his Grace the Chancellor, on the 6th July, and a ball

in the Fitzwilliam Museum will be held the same evening.

The rumour gains credence that H. R. H, Prince Albert

will be present at the installation.—*A local paper an-

nounces it as beyond all doubt, and states, that^ his

Royal Highness will do the Master and Fellows of Trinity

the honour of sojourning at the lodge during the festivi-

ties. The same paper adds, ** In order that the recep-

tion given to the illustrious Prince may be equal to the

occasion, the Master and Fellows, at a meeting held last

week, voted 1000/. for additional furniture; and to^ pro-

vide every necessary accommodation to the Princes

suite, temporary buildings and marquees will be erected.

Another local paper, however, contradicts the rumour,

Exeter,—A local paper informs us that the first effects

produced by the contemplated New Tariff of Government

upon agricultural stock in this district, has been upon

asses : and that these animals have already been purchased

in Bideford Great Market, for 6.y. each, while 12 months

ago it appears they would have sold from 305. to 40^. each.

Leeds,—A fatal accident, resulting from the incautious

use of fire-arras, occurred a few days since in this town. It

appears that a Mr. Hepworth, surgeon, took out a double-

barrelled gun for the purpose of shooting small birds, ana,

on his return home, placed it in one of the rooms of hw

house, under the impression that the contents of botn

barrels had been discharged. This, however, was not the

case, and in the evening one of the sons of Mr. Hepworth,

11 years old, being in tbe room with bis brother and a

young girl, took up the gun, and saying he would teacn

them how to shoot, presented it at the latter, vvhen tl^

gun went off, and the contents lodging in the girl's head,

killed her on the spot.

Manchester The serious distress whicb has for some

time past prevailed in this and many other manufacturing

districts of the country, and which has been endured by

the labouring classes witb great fortitude and patience,

appears now to have more immediately engaged the atten-

tion of Government, by whom it is stated to be m con-

templation to issue forthwith a Queen's letter, i»vj^"»

contributions in the several places of worship throughout

the three kingdoms, for the purpose of affording more

adequate relief to the industrious population of the ^'^^K
facturing districts, than local subscriptions can beexpectea

to yield. A conference was held on Saturday upon tpis

subject at the House of Sir R. Peel in Whitehall, at whicn

the First Lord of the Treasury, the Secretary of State tor

the Home Department, the Archbishop of Canterbury,
ana

the Bishop of London were present, and at which it was

determined that the above appeal should be immediately

made to the benevolence of her Majesty^s subjects

announced that the twelfth annual meeting of the Bntisn
It is

*.-«w ,,11^ tv^ciiLLi auuuai ujtwvi"^ w- - ,

Association for the promotion of Science, which wU1^_d^

the consent of the London council, to commence on the

«^.v,.,„,.„^ 4U1 tue promotion 01 ocicucc, "^.^

—

held in this town, has been fixed by the local council, wi

23d June, Great preparations are making for the recep

tion of the members, and the arrangements for the tnec

ings and exhibitions are said to be on a large scale.

SQUthamftm.^Oxi Saturday the British Queen steamer.
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which, it will be remembered, was some time since sold to
the Belgian Government, for the purpose of running
betweea that country and the United States, calling at this
port on her way, arrived here from Antwerp and took her
departure for the first time. Her crew consists of nearly
100 men, and the officers and great number of the men
are Englishmen. She had on board a large number of
passengers from Belgium, and a number also left in her
from this country.

Windsor.—The committee appointed for the purpose of
erecting a- statue at Eton to the memory of the late
Provost, Dr. GoodalJ, have selected Mr. Weekes as the
sculptor to execute the work.
Railways.—The following are the receipts of the prin-

cipal railways for the last week:— Brighton, 2 497/. •

Blackwall, 948/.; Manchester and Birmingham, 406^!
;

Birmingham, 17,405/. ; Croydon, 487/.; Greenwich, 927/! |

South Western, 6,041; Northern and Eastern, 1.415;
Manchester and Leeds, 4,002/. ; Great Western, 13^377/.

;

Birmingham and Derby, 1,]27/.; North Midland. 4,026/,

;

Great North of England, 1,168/.; Midland Counties'
2,701/.; York and North Midland, 1,475/.; Edinburgh
and Glasgow, 2,016.—At the Half-yearly Meeting of the
Cheltenham and Great Western Union Railway Com-
pany, which was held a few days since, the Directors
stated that the success of the progress of their Bill in
Parliament was indicative of future prosperity; and as
soon as it received the Royal assent, which was the only
step now required to make it law,Jt was proposed that a
special meeting of the shareholders should be called. In
the mean while it was proposed to make a call of 7/. 1 05. per
share to meet current liabilities, which was unanimously
agreed to, as also the declaration of a dividend of 255. per
share out of the profits of working, payable on the 24th
June. Under the new Bill the half-yearly meetings will
be held in Feb. and Aug. The total expenditure of the
Company up to the 25th Dec. was 462.576/. 19^. 2d.,
and the subsequent expenditure to the 25th ADril was
40,397/. Is. 9d.

^

beS/f
"^»^e«^^ ^^thout; Licinius escapes without

being detected
; but Ponlifex Majcimus, aware that someman has entered the precincts of the atrium. Julia is con-demned, and sentenced to be buried alive, which sentence

IS about to be executed, when Lic'mius arrives with a body
guard, and confesses himself to have been the guilty onewho broke into the temple, and offers his own blood in
expiation

; Julia descends into the grave, declaring that
she knows not rhe Roman; Licinius follows her ; Pontic
few Maximus calls upon the Romans to defend the allar;
a fight ensues between the lictors and the soldiers, when
a flash of lightning burns the vestal veil of Julia, which
is laid upon the altar, and the flame is rekindled. This
is pronounced by Pontifcx a " heavenly miracle," and he
calls upon the people to witness the union of Julia and
the Defender of Rome- The opera was well got up, and
was favourably received, though the house was not nume-
rously attended.

4 agst Bizarre fiJly, 3 to 1 agst Ma Mie, 9 to 2 agrst Joachim, ar^
5 to 1 affst Lord Kelbume's colt and Mountain Sylph. Won br
two lengths. '

The St^olk Stake9 of 15 sors. each^ with 100 sovs. add^d, the
' to receive 30 sovs. out of the stakes. Last mile and a half

of the round course. 27 fubs.^Mr. Beresfwrd's Bob Peel (Butler),
1 ; Lord Albemarle's Ralph, 2; Duke of Richmond's The Currier,
3 ;

Mr. Goodman's Miss Fidget, 4; Mr. Osbaldeston's The Devil

Dublin.
IRELAND.

It is announced that his Excellency Earl dc
Grey will return to this city in the course of the ensuing'
week, and that the Countess will give a ball at the Castle
on the 24th inst., in honour of the Queen's birthday.—
A meeting of the Repeal Associ^ttion was held on Wed-
nesday

; Mr. O'Connell was present and spoke at great
length. ** Murder/' he said, •* again stalks abroad through
the land. The disturbed state of some districts was enough
to fill them with alarm, and it was almost with the agony
of despair that he feared the crimes of some might be
followed with the punishment of all. He looked upon the
murdered landlord and the assassinating tenant as p<.rt of
the misery in the history of Ireland, and he charged the
political apathy of the Irish people as being instrumental
in the commission of crime ; for it was part of Irish his-
tory that agrarian crimes diminished in proportion as po-
iitica exciteuicnt prevailed throughout the country. He
called upon all patriots to rally round his standard. If
hey had 3,000,000 of Repealers, they would soon have
that Act of Parliament passed which would give fixity of
tenure to the tenantry and render murder impossible in
Ireland. Mr OTonnell concluded his speech with some
severe animadversions on the character and policy of the
present Government. The other proceedings of the meet-
ing were devoid of interest.

Ti^;>^rar// -A meeting of magistrates of this county

rntl. u u''c^^''''i'^'^^^'^^^^^ *t which a requisition
to the High ShenfTwas adopted, who has, in consequence,
convened another meeting of the magistrates of three
baronies to consider the disturbed state of the district,

rl. fl

''^- P^P^^s c^^^tain farther accounts of outrages,
chiefly arising out of disputes about land.

i^tsccllanfous-
Briiish Mission in North Africa,—ki the ordinary

meeting of the Royal Geographical Society, held on Mon-
day, some interesting particulars were read of the progress
of the British mission in Upper Abyssinia and other parts
of^ortheItl Africa, under the direction of Capt. Harris.
The communication was brought down by Lieut. Barker,
of ihe Indian navy, who was eighteen days in travelling
from Ankaber to the coast. A commercial treaty had
been negotiated with the King, who was well pleased by
his alliance with the British, and satisfied with all their
proposals, and everything was going on well, the officers
of the expedition being in ^ooJ health. Aden in the
vicinity would, it was expected, soon become a co nmercial
emporium of great importance; and so great had been its
increase, that whilst in 1830 the population was but 300,
it had now increased to upwards of 20,000.

Shive Trade—k letter has been published from an
officer of her Majesty's sloop Fantome, Capt. Butterfield,
dated the 14th Feb., off Ambriz. from which we learn that
that vessel had captured, on the 12th Feb., two slave-ves-
sels, one name unknown, with 505 slaves, and the other
the Diligencia, with 413 slaves on board. This makes 19
vessels captured, and 2,261 slaves liberated, by that vessel
in the 20 months she has been employed on the coast of
Angola.

Craven s Thafs-thp-Timc-of-Pay. 2; Mr. Payne's bl. c. by Sheet

T«t.f M^^'^'?^-?i-^^^ ' ^ ^° * aestLfldy Fulford colt; and 3 to

i«Trrh .t'^^S
^''"^'^^^**'^^ ^^1 *^^ running, and won in «canter by three lengths. " "« •

•Tro.Tv^'''
(4*«6sJ-Mr.F.Craven»s That's-the-Time-of-Day

tBaitholoraew), 1 ; Lord Orford's Yonn^ Quo Mmua 2 ThIfoUowmg also started, but were not placed rCot Peers Hawkseye, and Lord Albemarle's Miuaxct. Betting, 5 toTaest Youn;Quo Minus, and 5 to 2 agst Haxvkscyc. A close race betweenthe first two. and won by a head only. Hawkseye and Minaretwere beaten off. The attendance was very thin, and the weather
unfavourable, theiain liaviiig set in tarly in the momh.g
TATTERSALL'S. (Thursday),

fc* . - There was a Tery numerou*
attendance, and the room was crowded until near seven o'clock

s was the " order of the day," Coldrenic and Attiliteady at the prices quoted below, the former with occa

. - -—— "*^ ^*vTT»*w\4 uijt.li ucai &cven o Clockand business was the " order of the day," Coldrenic and Attiliwere steady at the prices quoted below, the former with «cc»slonal backers until near six o'clock, when a noble Lord checked
the disposition to invest by an ofter of J,000 to 400. Nothing ofany consequence was done on the other under 4 to l, but at that
fig-ure two or three were wiUiMg to f>ct on. Canadian and Anck-land were stationary; not so two of Scott's non^favourites Jackand Meteor; the inclination to b^ck the first was geuerai, and
Its effect on his position was shown in an improvement of &i»points compared witli the latest quotations from Newmarket
•^^•5°!l?.?f'^^.'

if more select, was strong enough to RivQ him aaecided Uft. Lasso had a host of supporters at 25 and 20 to 1 •

the last bet was 2,000 to 100, and the layer would have gone onChatham w-as in force at 22 to I, and at the finish would hare
been taken for choice against Lasso. The Lord of Holderness
IS quoted at 18 to J, but nothing was done outright about him'
Tipfoe was quite out of the market. A few Oaks bets were made
at the old prices.

Inverness.
SCOTLAND.

««i .. ,_.
'^^^ ^^^^^ papers observe, on tlie subject of

salmon.fishing, that some of the northern rivers have
already been pretty successful ; that the Connon, Shin, and

W. .'''''.
An'*^^^^^^ ^^^ that one day lately, no

icss than 400 salmon were taken at one time at the mouth
ot the FmdhoVn,

tn^^T'^^^^^'T^ ^^^ "^S^^^ s^°^^ tl^e moor at InnerkipWOK lire, and extended for a distance of two miles, de-
•troyiDg young plantations, and everything else on the
surface of the soil. The breadth of the conflagration varied

.idernti''^
^•'' ^H ^'^^""'^ ^^ ^^^ ground, and it was a con-"oerab e time before the flames were got under. The

particulars as to the breaking out of the fire are not stated,

oiiLlv r
^^ ^^'"^ ^^ ^^ ^^^J considerable, and a large

quantity of game has perished.
^

p THEATRlCALSr
1.0VENT GARDEN._On Thursday the opera of "Die

* estaun, for which its author, Gaspare Spontini, obtained

fo ^Tk ^^® Academie Imperiale in 1807, was per.
rmed by the German corps at this theatre, for the first

fnn
^^ country. The plot, which is interesting, is as

ouows i-^Julia, a young Vestal (JMad. Schodei), is in

wh *k
-^'^^'"'"^ (Herr Eichberger), a Roman General,wno obtams the assistance of his friend and brother^soldier

^^nna to carry her off from the atrium, or dwelling of the

field Vk'^^'^^'^*"*
^^^ just returned triumphant from the

of battle, and proceeds in triumph to the atrium to

f«i?^? ^i^®
^^^^^^ of victory; the presentation of which

vest
1**

l}""^
*^^ ^"^*^' '^^ ^^'''^ ^^'^ youngest of the

siais. During the performance of the ceremony he bids
herself • - - ' •-"

sper h;

the vestal flame to the care of Julia

Hah).
CoiJRT OF Chancery,— Cockbuni v. Raphael— This was an

appeal against an order of the Vice ChanctUor, refusing an ac
count of certain funds left by the late Mr. Raphael, for the edu-
cation and maintenance of poor Armenian boys at Venice Mr
Raphael, the son of the donor of the charity, had taken a tour to
Venice, and requested an account of the disbursement of the
chanty, which, as a matter of right, was refused, ou the ground
that the conductors of the establishment were not accountable
Mr. Raphael also desired an inquiry into the scheme and manage-
ment of the charity, and also suggested the propriety of removinir
the establishment to England, lie also alleged, that the funds
were adequate to the support of a greater number of boys, who
-were now 14 only. On the other side it was contended that the
present scheme worked out the objects of the founder of the
charity, and that the charges of extravagance and niismanage-
meut were untenable. If an account were reasonable, it mi"-ht
be obtained in Venice ; but the preeeut petition was unsupported
by the facts. As to the fewness of the boys, it was the intention
of the conductors of the establishment to take more.—The Lord
Chancellor said, he had looked over the affidavits and accounts
and he was of opinion that there was no good ground of com-
plaint against the present management of the charity. It ap-
peared that much of the expenditure hitherto was necessarily
consequent on the foundation of the school, and that this expendi-
ture must, of course, diminish when the preUminary arrange-
ments were completed. His Lordship had no doubt that the
number of boys would be increased when the funris permitted
such an increase. The appeal must be dismissed with co^ts. His
Lordship made no observation on the petition, because he consi-
dered tliat the relation of the petitioner to ttie founder of the
charity rendered it undesirable.

7
9
n
13
18
20
SO

7 to 4 agat f;cot'« lot

J

I

I

1

I

1

Coldrenick (taken and
aft. offfred)

AttiU (take 4 to J)

Cnnadian
Jack (t&ltcn)

Auckland (taken)
I,ord o[ liuiderneM
Chfttham
I'asso

U to 1

E 40 1

60 I

60 1

100 1

1000 10
1000 10

aj^st Meteor (taken)
B?irrier

Af^reenble colt (taken)
Tiptoe
Cheopi (taken)
Waiter Thomas 'takfo)
Arkanuis (Ukea)

s;fi to 200 on Coldrenick ant Atlila
(taken)

7 to 4 H'a< laid th^t P nUiwiin ride*
Barrier

7 to 1 ag«t Dilbar
7 1 Adela filly

IG 1 Fuebrand (uken)

OAKS.
S0_to 1 agst Dark Susan (taken)
So 1 Belie Dnme
Si 1 Ma Mie

1

MARK LANE, Friuav, May 13.— The Wheat trade was very
inactive this morning, but the trifling; sales made were at Mon-
day's prices

; some cargoes hnve been sold afloat on about thesame terms. There is very little disposition evinced to pay duty
and it is expected is. lower next week.—We observe no altera'
tiou in the value of Barley, Peas, or Beans, and the Oat trade is
steady at Monday's quotations.

BRITISH, PER IMl'EEIAL Ql'ARTER.
Wheat, Effeex, Kent^Hnd Suffolk . . , White— ^Norfolk, Lintuln^hire and Yoikkhhe . , ,

Parley Malting anddhtilHng
Oats, f.incnInshiTe and Yorksliire .... rolandi

Feed
»ed

Northumberland and Scotch
Iriah

Rye . .

Beans, Mazagan, old and new , S4 to'si'
'
Tick

PiKeon, Heligoland . . . 31 to 40 Windf.
Peas, White 51 to 34 MapJe

s. s.

50 lo bS
60 to 58
SS to £6
16 to Si
19 to ai
a LO 18

Hed 40 to 60
Hhite 60tp69
Grind. 20 to SS
Feed I5to£0
FotatD 17 to £t
Fotatolfi to ai

85 to 4

1

SStoM Harrow 88 to 37
-^ to — Itinppod -_ to -^

to 30 Gitj 25 to S^
WEUKLV IMVEIilAL AVERAGES,

April

Way

1

8
J5
8S

i Wheat. Barley.
;

67 8 S6 9 I

i M £ s« s
I

59 10 ae ii

60 7 97 S
SI 27 7
00 8 S7 4

1

Oats
17 U
i8 n

19
19

3

fi

Rye.
3S II

3d JO
8S 6
8S II

31 7
39 a

Beant. Peat.
30 SO» 7 ao «
SO 11 1 38 »
30 Q \ 31 *
8i 8

f 38 1

ai 8 30 7

"-- jL^uiiii^ Lue periormancc
ner hold herself ready for flight. The second act opens

fiZfl "P" ^>"°' "f'^"* ^^'"^ *^« 'f^9h Priestess con-

his !
"^^^^^ ^^^^^ '^o ^^e care of Julia ; Licinius makes

firl^^^'ff''",''^'
"*** "^ "^O"* to fly with Julia, when the

SPORTING.
NEWMARKET SECOND SPRING MEETING.

Tuesdai/.^The weather was fine, but the attendance of yisitors
was not numerous. The races commenced with
Match, T. Y. C. 50.- Duke of Bedford's King of the Peak

(Robinson), beat I,ord Exeter's Ah) dos. Betting, 5 to 4 on Abydos.
Won easily by half a length.
Match, 100, D.M.—Mr. Pettit*s Langolee (Pettit], beat Mr.

Treen's Haitoe by a length, easy. Betting II to 8 on Langolce.
JlJatch, r. F. C. 50.—Lord Exeter's Abydos (Darling), 0; Lord

Albemarle's Nuncio, 0. Betiing, 3to l on Nuncio. A dead heat,
50/./or/;(rfff-j/^flr5-oWy, i2.;y._Gea. Yates's Seahorse (Chappie),

1 ; Mr. Dixon's Ballinkeele, 2.
The following also started, but were not placed:—Duke of

Bcaufort^s ro. c. by t amel, out of Miss Craven's dam ; Mr. Pettit's
f. W^re i Duke of Bedford's c. by Mnndig, out of Misnomer; Lord
Orford's c. by Emilius, out of WUU Duck ; Mr. Goodman's Rover.
Lord Verulam's Robert de Gorham. and Mr. Combe's Rosalind.
Betting, 7 to 4 on Ballinlcccle, 5 to I agst Robert de Gorham and
Rosalind. The Duke of Beaufort's colt made the running, followed
by Robert de Gorham and Rosalind, ihe others lying up, and the
pace good. They ran in this order to the Ab. M. bottom, where
Seahorse and Ballinkeele singled themselves out, audran a severe
race home, Seahorse winning by a head. Rosalind, Rover, and
Robert de Gorham were well up.
5Ql.forthree-pears-oldSy T.M.M. Then-inner to Resoldfor 2001.

-"Duke of Rutland's Sir Hans, 1; Lord Orford'a Young Quo
Minus, 2.

The following were not placed :—Mr. Pettit's Michaelmas Dav,
Duke of Grafton's f. Ohio. Lord Albemarle's Robin, and Mr.
Rogers's Prosody. Betting, 2 to 1 agst Sir Hans, 3 to l agst
young Quo Minus, and 7 to 2 aerst Michaelmas Day ftakenV AVon
easy.
Produce Sweepstakes of 200 sov, each, h. ft., T.Y.C. (S Subs)—

Col. Peel's c. by Slane, out of Jason's dam, and Mr. Greville's
Portumnus, divided the forfeit.

Lord Exeter's Scutari received forfeit from the Duke of Bed
fordsOakey, T.r.C. 200, half forfeit.

M'tdnesday.— The Jockey Club Plate of 50/., B.C.— Duke of
Rutland's Plambeau (Robinson), l ; Mr, Batson's Barbara 2-
Lord Kilburne's c. by Muley Moloch, d. by Actaeon, 3. Betting'
11 to 10 Hgst Barbara, 6 to 5 agst Flambeau, and io to 1 agst the
colt, W^on very easy by half a length.

,

Handicap Plate of bOL, A, F.—Mr. Newton's Ma Mie (HaU\ 1

:

Lord Kelbume*s c. by Retainer, d. by St. Patrick, 2 ; Mr. Osbal^
deston's The Mountain Sylph, 3; Lord Jersey's Joachim, 4 i Duke

S week*' AgKr<"ff»t* Av»?r.^ 59 8 tfl fl 19 3£ 8
I

90 •

Duties

30 7

13 I 10 t 7 I 10 6
i

JO 6 I 10 «
ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.

Ertjgliah

Irish .

ForeiKQ

Flour.
4676 Sk», —
J41 „ _

1725 ,, 4678

BrU.
Wht. ; Bar). ; IMalL
3S4S

26245

44S7 Sin
Oats. R^fc |Bns. I Fe»i,
SiOO I ^ f io8« I ask

%GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLV'ENTS.-^M. Fotier, Crotby-htll-chambera, Bi&bopicate-«reet Citrand Tower 8tr«t, Harknev.merihant. * ^'
BANKKUFTCV SUPKRISKDED.- A, Spoor, wn., and A. Spoor, Jun.,

BANKRUITS.—J. Aiejmnder, teadenl)sn-»tr<-et. City, nmiical.wiiid-iB-

hatter— G. Foord, Brijrhton, Krissex, co«M»«n:hant_ E. H. Waller and W>Vatert, Chepstow, Monmnmhshire, tiniber-merchaDU—W. SmaJler. Ihe*™!
head. I.t'tctisierahire. corn-dealer-D. Lloyd. Canal basin. LUnirwchaiafnl

Glasgow, and Kingston, Canada, merthant.

?^ nl^l^T.?"
^'** 9tb injt. at Sandwell, the Counteia of Dartmcmth, of a

a son-On the 4th inst.. at Lavender-faill, Snirey, the lady of Jofaa Brigfatmkn,
Jbsq., or a daughter, or
MARRIED._On the Uth inFt. at Chatham, Captain Luxmore. RoysJ EzmtI.

neers. to Catherine KUzabeih, eldest daughter of Col. J. R Wright, Commaml-
*?*l(r x''

^"^'"^^^ — On the lOih inat., at Islinicion, W. Edward, eldest icn
ot W. Newton. Es^., of Queen tquarc, to Marr Ann, eldest daughter of the law
n«r. J. tapom, vuar ot Tukelr, Kacex—On tb« 10th iaat., » Chfi*tcb«rcir,
Blackhiara-road, Mr. J. B. Biackley, of Pecfciiaro, to FrUcilla, 3rd dau«bter(rf
the late U. Frira, Esq., of King-street, Soow-hill—On the Itih inst., at I^iris-
ham chiirth, the Hon. aad Rev. H. hegge, to Marian, daujjhter vi F- l.*tmm
Rogers, Esq., of Blackheath.
DIED—On the -ith inst., at Mote Park, deeply regrettad, i:.«dy CMWr«t«

Crofton. widow of Uie late Hon. Sir £ Ci^fton, and dAUghter of John. Ttb fc^arl

oa the altar becomps ^iHno'ni-fthpH . tl.*. ^r.kZ ^ Ju r^^. itie Mountain Sylph, 3; Lord Jersey's Joachim, 4^ Duke_«*t oiwu- oecomes eitxnguisHea
, tlie vpwes of the

j
of RuUand'sf. bySiZiureoutof Flambeairscf., 5. Betting, 5 to

lIihTntt., inhi.«5tli year, J. Hiiks. Etq-, of Hijrh-«tr#«t, ^^'^'l^
Streatfaam, Surrey—On the 13th inst., at IslisMTton, C. Ceii^B^^-r ^^^^T
and Accoontantt^ t^a AtwtnUawan. CofamiaJ. **«? ^«**SijijS ^?^''
o«c«, after a «hort iUneat, a«ed »i—Oa theSwl ^''V*"^f?- W «'^L!I*
L«ith, Bare—On the sth iiiat., at CMwakam* Uvu^'G^i^mX Sir » .ys Ufo^
K.C.H., ia Ua wtii yww.
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sVEltY LACV HER OWN C5.\BDEXER.

T ml^iti ^^^^'"^0.. for Ev.nv MoxTH in the

y.A«. By *«"
j^^^iJ^j.. Aftrmarte.strcct.

Just published. In l2mo, illustrated by 56 Engravings,

35, 6rf. bound,

ELEMENTS OF ASTRONOMY; adapted for Pri-

vate Instruction and Use in Schools. By Hugo Rejd,

T pcturer on Natural Philosopliy. „ „ ^ , ,

oliver and Boyd. Edinburgh ; Siinpkin. Marshall, & Co., London.

MAGAZIJiE OFPAVTON"S :^I A u A z. iiNi;- y" BOTAMY.
The vrnnber for May, 181-2. contains highly-finished draw-

mtUt iMMl BhododeJidronSmxthn attrenm-. likewise Papers on
on Iniprov-

finrdt^z as a science, with illubtrative woodcuts ; on improv-

ten gf.ioaa PlauUi Baskets for Orchidacc«, copiously illas-

^Jdi^theugravinga; Floricultural Notices of new and beau-

ru%C>?5 figured in the clucf BoUnlcal PcriodicaU for March

«id Ami^ and ot those in flower at the pruicipai Suburban .\ur-

^Vihd Gardens; together with a complete Calendar of

\innthlv Operations for the Garden. ^ , .

**TO^ woTcompri^es. monthly, four admirably-coloured plates

and t^vcnty four page* of intercbtinp and uaeful ietter-prcss. The

admirers of (lowers aic rc<iacstcd to fthf^erre-

1 That aU the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which ha^e flowered in Bxitaia,

2. That, with few exceptions, they arc all done by one artist

whose shinties are of the highest order, and who travels himself

tothenlaces where the plants are in fnwcK ....,, ,

3 Tliat they are Uthographrd by the same nulividual. and,

beii.K coloured in a superior manner, have all the »j>int and ele-

rancc. and much of the finish, of the on^uial drawing.

4 That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in thin cnnntry, the rest repre-

seniinir the most ^opular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

the. b (sometimes far handsomer, old specicsj the majority

heini? such as can be cnltivated by every one posse. ;nfi a

tto^t'i-horder anil a greenltuuse or frame. ^ ^^ ^ . ^. , ^ ..^
It may. in conclaslon, he safely asserted that, both for the

amy of its cmbeni^hments. niut the utility of its contents, this

work 1^ well adapted lotbe wants of nil who deli^bt in grardeningj

Tndai the Impiovt-rt system of having ihe.plates litbogr«phcd

-commenrrd with the present year, and as it is inteiuU d that earhr

TOlomc shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wi h to become subscribers.

U)ndon : W. S. Orr and Co.. Paternoster-row.

beauty

T IMPORTANT WORKS ON BOTANY AND GAR-
i DENING, published by Ridpway. Piccadilly; and to be had,

by order, of every country Bookseller.

DR. LINDLEYS LADIES' BOTANY, in 2 vols.,

beautifully coloured, price 26«. each.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL REGISTER.
PubHsbed monthly, price 3#. 6rf. each Number, containing Draw-

tags from Nature of the newest and mobt beautiful Plants, with

Directions for Cultivation, &c. Ac, Ul.e volume for 1841 is now

rwidy. price 2^.2*.

"The Botanical Regiirter, from containing most or all the new

Plants inuodaced by the Horticultural Society, from the gnat

e«re with which its plates arc cxec»ited, and the judicious re-

BstIes on cttUuie and general habit, by Dr. Undlcy, is, in con-

sequence, the buiicrior publication."— Lonrft/n** Magazine of

Botany, 9fC, .*

.

i .*

"Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon this wj^rh. —
H^tictttturat CahineK

DR. LINDLEY'S SERTUM ORCHIDACELM.
A Wreath of the most beautiful OrcUidaccous Howera, in Ten

Parts, priee 23*. each. This t^etnUd wotV U now complete, the

Tenth Part being Jubt pubhiibed. ' ' "

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL HISTORY OF
ROSES, withCcIoured Plate-", price SU-

5.

DR. LINDLEY'S ACCOUNT OF THE BOTANY
OF iiWAN KHKR, with Coloured Plates, price 10*. (5rf.

6.

DR. LLNDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
ORCHIDEOL'S PLANTS. Illustrated by Drawings on Stone,

from the Sketches of Francis Bauer. Esq.. K.L.S., ^-c. Complete

in Four Parts, beautifully Cole urcd, price 30*^. each.

DR. LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
OKCHIDEOUS PLANTS, in 8vo, in Seven Parts, is now com*

plete; and Subscribers are respectfully requested to make up
their sets as soon as possible, several of the early Numbers
beiug nearly out of print.

8.

DON'S EDITION OF SWEET'S CATALOGUE OF PLANTS,
corrected to the present time, without Supplements. Price 2 is.

cloth boards, arranged.
*'It certainly is the most complete and useful Catalogue that

has yet appeared, as, in one line, it gives the systematic and
Englishnames. where described, of what country it is a native,

the year introduced, the months when in flower, whether hardy
or tender, its duration, and reference to the books in which it is

figui td ; and where any names have been lately changed, a syno-

nymh given in Italics, to show what it is changed from. It also

contains nearly double the number of Plants contained in any
other Catalogue that we have^seen; so that, on the whole, we
believe it could not have been*'more complete. In our opfnion,

the arrangement accordinerto the natural system is far preferable

to that of an artificial one, particularly for cultivators; and on
this account the present .work should be in the bands of all gar-

deners and cultivators of plants; and the reference to the figtires

will also render it very useful to the hotaniat.^ GentIemaji's

Magazine,
o.

Sixth Edition, in one large vol. 8vo, price i6j.

, SWEET'S BOTANICAL CULTIVATOR; or. Hothouse and

Greenhouse Manual: giving full Practical Instructions for the

Management of all the Plants cultivated in the Hothouses,

Greenhcuses, Frames, and Borders, in the Gardens of Great

Britain; with Plain Directions for the Management of Bulbs

and Plants in Rooms, &c. * « ,v
"Indeed what Mr. Sweet has said on the Culture of Bulbs and

Epiphytes, in the last Edition of his Botanical Cultivator, may
be considered as the ultimntitm on this subject for the Bntisn

Cardener."

—

Gardener*s Magazine,
_ ^ « **

This Edition corresponds with the New Edition of Sweet s

Rortus Britannicus, and contains for the fir^t tmie, Genus

Orehidace se.

20.

'the FRtJIT-GROWER'S INSTRUCTOR. By Georgk Bliss,

Kurserymau. Containing full Directions for Planting and Cul-

tivating of Fruit trees; with InstructiuiiS for Forcing, and Li^ts

of the best kinds of Fruit for every purpose : also Directions for

Hothouse EuUding, and f most Improved Modes of Heating.

Second Edition, enlarged, price 6s,

n.
THE FLORIST'S CULTIVATOR; or. Plain Directions for the

Managtmeut of Tlorists' Flowers, Shrubs. &c.; select Lists of

tke mo- 1 choice Flowers : to which is added the Monthly Opera-

tion usual for the Flower-garden, Shrubbery, and Greenhouse.

l^TKOKA^WiLi-ATs. Price ;«.erf. coloured m^ bound in cloth.

On Monday will bepubiibhed, in small 8vo.. price 5^

T^LEMENTS of AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Ih AND GEOLOGY.

By JAMES F. W. JOHNSTONE, MA.. F.RS.

Honorary Member of the Royal English Agricultural Society,

Author of " Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geolop

;

and Reader in Chemistry and Mineralogy in the University of

^
Tbis'^ork is intended to give a familiar and practical outline of

^^Willfa'iJrBfackwocd and Sons. 45, George- street. Edinburgh,

and, 22, Pall Mall, London.

Just published, in 2 vols. Svo. cloth, price 24s.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of

EiiGU\:sD. By Hannah Lawrance.
" These lab(»rious and interesting memoirs.'
•* This very industrious and interesting work.

"One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions which

Encrli^ih history has received for many yeaY&.''-Britti>h ^lag^

"Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas."

--Alias. Edward Moxon, Dover-street. a

Athenaum,
"^^^ Examiner.

BOTANICAL WORKS,
By Prof. Li.vnLEY, of Univ. Coll. and the Royal Institution.

1.

rpHE THEORY OF HORTICULTURE; or an

i ExpohiUon of the Physiological Principles on which the

Operations of Gardoninj: are conducted. In 1 vol. Svo. with

Engravings on Weed, 12*. cloth.

2.

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY\ 3d Edition with

Corrections and numerous Additions, l large vol. 8vo. with Six

Copperplates and numerous Wood Engravings. 18s. clotli.

'• We have no hesitation in pronouncing the ' Introduc

Botany,' by Pr. Lindley, to be the most valuable and perfect in

any language we are acquainted with."— ^Vcriuf;/ Gazette,

3.

SYNOPSIS OF THE BRITISH FLORx^, arranged

according to the Natural Orders. 3d Edition, with numerous

Additions. Corrections, and Improvements, l2nio. 105. 6d, cloth.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

Introduction to

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.

^PHE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly

I- intended for Persons possessing and fond cf cultivating a

harden of moderate size. Price 25. cloth, a New and Enlarged

Koition.
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;

Or Linrxan Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden

Practice. Pr ce 2«. _
THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;

Chiefly for the use oi those interested in the Allotment System.

iricc I4i'. 3d.
THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;

Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
i!aving in view the union of Bodily Health wilh Beauty of

I'ersoD. Price 2*. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY j

Expressly intended for those who ** wash atiiome." Price Is. ^d,

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional

A:d cannot readily be procured. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price \s. Qd,

t ondon : W. S. Orr and Co. ; and W. and R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

Price Two Shillings in cloth, coloured plates.

FLO^^^IRSf a Hand-book for Cultivators; being a

practical Guide for the use of Amateurs and Gardeners. By
Jamks Main, A.L S.j Author of "Fruit-Trees" and "Kitchen-
Garden/*

Price Two Shillings in cloth.

FRUIT-TREES : a Hand-book for Cultivators ; being

a practical exposition of the art of pruning Fruit-Trees;

showing the defects and difficulties of modern practice, with pro-

posed remedies; including advice and information, founded on
long experience and extensive observation. By James Main,

'

Price Two StuHings in cloth.
'

'ylTE''KITCHEN-GARDEN, a Hand-book for Culti-
X vators. Containing full directions for the profitable culture

of all kinds of culinary vegetables. By James Main, A.L.S,
Cloth, gilt edges, price 6s. ; silk, 7s. fid. ; or morocco elegant, 8s. 6d.

'^PHE SENTIMENT OF FLOWERS: with Tv.elve
-L Groups of Flowers, tastefully designed and coloured, by the
Editor of »• Woodland Gleanings,"

'* In Eastern lands they talk in fiowers,

And they tt I! In a garland their loves and cares :

Each blossom that blooms in their garden bowers
On its leaves a mystic language bears."

This work teaches the eloquent language referred to in the
above beautiful lines. As in the East, so in the fair island of
Britain, '* dowers are here made the language of sentiment."
" A charmkig little book. W ith a dozen ot sweet floral coloured

plates, it is precisely the tliingfor afair lady's boudoir."— Li/erorry

Gazttte,

With coloured Plates, Price 6s. ; silk, 7s. 6d.; morocco, 8s. 6d.

'l^HE QUEEN OF FLOWERS; or, MEMOIRS
-L OF THE ROSE; being Botauical, Poerical, and Miscella-
neous Recollections of that celebrated Flower.

New Edition in cloth, 6s. ; silk, 7s, 6d. ; morocco elegant, 8s. fid,

q^HE BOOK OF BOTANY; being a popular In-
-L troduction to that delightful Science. Comprising a general,
descriptive, and physiological account of theyegetable Kgigdom

;

a synopsis of the Linnaean Classification 3 and a comprehensive
Introduction to the Natural System. W^th Twelve coloured
Plates, and upwards of One Hundred Engravings on Wood.

•* An excellent little book for youug persons, which we can
most strongly recommend."— Lo?/(fyn*« Gardener's Mag.

•*A clear and concise introduction to the science."— SiJ^efa^w,

In cloth, gilt. Price 2s. fid.
'

HINTS ON LETTER-WPaTlNG; containing In-
troductory Observations— General Maxims— Letters of

Business—Letter^ of Courtesy—Style—Letters of Duty— Letters
of Friendship—Notes—Love- Letters—Forms of Address; with
illustrative examples from Napoleon, Wellington, Lord Hill,

Humphry Davy, Goldsmith, Walter Scc-tt, Horace Walpole, Pope,

Mrs. Hemans, Cowper, Byron, Doddridge, &c. &c.

R, Ttas, 8, Paternoster Row,

This day is published, in Svo, price 21s., a few on large paper
(royal 8vo} for colouring, price 21. 2a.

HERALDRY OF FISH —Notices of the principal

Families bearing Fish in their Arms. By TnoMAS Moule.
Nearly 600 Families are noticed in this work; and besides the

several descriptions of Fish, Fishing-nets, and Boats, are included

also Mermaids, Tritons, and Shell-fish. Nearly 70 Ancient Seaia

are described, and upwards of 20 subjects in Stained Glass. The
Engravings, 205 in number, are from Stahied. Glass, Tombs,
Sculpture, and Carving; Medals and Coins; Rolls of Arms, and
Pedigrees.—John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row.

A new Edition, considerably improved and enlarged.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPiEDIA of GARDENING;
the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Ar-

boriculture, and Landscape Gardening, including all the latest

Improvements, a general view of Gardening in ail Countries, and

a Statistical View of its prc:.ent State, with Suggestions for its

future progress in the British Isles, &c. With neaily looo Eu-

gravings on Wood, 50s. boards.
II.

A New Edition, with Supplement, of

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of PLANTS; a

Description of all the Plants in Great Britain, down to 1840, with

nearly 10,000 Figures, by Branston, from Drawings by J. D, C.

Sowerby. F.L.S. Onethick vol. Svo, 3^ l.Ss. 6d. cloth.

*fc* The SUPPLEMENT, edited by J. C. Loudon, prepared by

W H Baxter, Jun., and revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S., with up-

wards of 800 additional Figures, separately, price 155.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of AGRICUL-
TURE. Third Edition, with nearly 1300 Wood Engravings, one

large vol. Svo, price 2/. 10s. cloth lettered.

LOUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS; a Cata-

logue of all the Plants indigenous to or introduced into Britain.

New Edition, with a New Stpplement up to March 1S39, pre-

pared, uiidtr the direction of J. C. Loudon, by W. H. Baxter, and

revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S. , Svo, price IL 115. 6d. cloth lettered.

SUPPLEMENT, separately, Ks.

Londoi) : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

IMPORTANT TO GARDENERS, &c.
Recently Published,

'^PHE MEMORY SHEET of GARDEN WORK for

-II Every Day in the Year, in the Kitchen. Fruit, and Flower

Garden. By a Working Gardener. Carefully collated with the

best Authorities. Price, mounted On cloth, in case, 2s. Srf.

•* The Memory Sheet of Garden Work is a calendar in the form

of a Sheet Almanac, pasted upon linen, ai^d folded up like a map.

It seems carefully prepared, and will be found a useful aid to the

gardener."— Garcfeners' Chronicle^ April 17, 1841.

The ART of PROMOTING the GROWTH of the CUCUMBER
and MELON, in a Series of Directions for the best means to be

adopted in bringing them to a complete state of Perfection. By

Thomas Watkins. many years foreman to Mr. Grange, of

Hacknev* New edition, 8vo. 35. firf-, publi^hedat T*.

••We can saft-ly recommend this work to such amateurs as are

their own gardeners : they will find the directions plain, concise,

and well adapted to the end proposed; viz. ample crops of Cu-

cumbers and Melons, both at the earliest and latest seasons at

which these fruits are grown."- Loi^f/onV (?arrfe?ie?-sMfa^-, vol.3.

p 3t^2

'the UNIVERSAL DIRECTORY for taking Alive and De-

stroying aU kinds of Four-footed and WMnged Vermin ;
comprising

the Fox, Otter, Badger. Marten Cat, Pole Cat, Stoat, ^^ea5el,

Hedgehog. Rat, Mouse, Mole, Buzzard, Kite, Hawk, Owl, Crow,

&c. ftc.in a method hitherto unattempted; calculated for the use

of Gentlemen. Farmers, and Warreners. By Robert feMira.

i2mo., new edition, carefully revised, with plates cf iraps,

Cages. &c. 35. 6d.

THE DIFFERENT MODES of CULTIVATING the PINE-

APPLE, from its first Introduction into Europe to the ^ate irn-

proveraentsof T. A. Knight, Esq. By a distinguished Member w
the Horticultural Society. With 24 wood-cuts, exhibitmg ine

best plans of Pine Stoves and Pits. 8vo., 5s., originally pubiisnea

^ THE ORCHARDIST; oraSystcm of Close Pruning and Mej^-

cation for establishing the Science of Orchardmg as patronised

by the Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Sciences; con-

,Esq.,M.P. Second edition, Svo. 2s. Gtf.. originally publistiea

taining Directions for Manuring, and the Preservation of Trees

from Blight, Caterpillars, Canker, &c. Bvthe lateT. S.D. kick;

nai.l

*»* For this w-ork the author was rewarded with the Prize

Medal of the above Society. -

DIRECTIONS for CULTIVATING the CRAMEE MARITIMA,

or SEA-KALE, for the USE of the TABLE. By William Cvbti..

New edition, enlarged, with 3 engravings, l2mo., is. Od.

Henry Wright, Agricultural and Sporting Library, 51. HaymarUe .

And all Booksellers.

SEASIDE.

TO be LET or SOLD, a genteel I^etached COliA^
RESIDENCE, Furnished or Unfurnished, "^'^^^

ith or with-
on the Hampshire coast ; with fine sea-views ;

and wuu ^' _
out Coach- house and Stable. Early possession may "^ ^^^^^y^

Apply for further particulars at the Office of Mr. vv ^ ^^g,
Gray's Inn-square; or to Mr. Turner, at the Library,

near Havant.

TIPPER CLAPTON.-TO BE LET, a GenteeJ^Cot-

«J tage Residence, with good Garden, "\Sta>ifok
^^^^^^^

Apply to view at the Lodge, or at the Office of Mi. wm-

Solicitori Gray's Inn-square. .
—

from the

j^gent at
's

nniE following couin^unication (translated

i German) >^'as addressed to Messrs^ Ro>^l^^^^^^

Cologne :- 13, f^^raitz &uk^

Mr. Th. S. Ditgcs,
. ^ . ^^^t^,„ 'f the extraor-

Sir,— I have much pleasure in mformuig you o^,,
^,^^ about

dinary effects of - ROWLAND'S MACASSAR tn^^-
, ^^ j „fU

nine years I had not a parUcle of hair on niy ^eac..
^^.^^^ j

casually recommended to give this celebrated uii^^ ^nd

cordingly purchased two bottles at y^^^ estabusi^^^^
^^

strictly foUowed the printed directions: ^ tne
^ which I ^^^

months my head was covered with ^."^,.^^°^^^^^^^^^
The

cutoff, and continued to persevere i" ^^'^ "
^ raniiow boast^rf

result is. that after five months' perseverance, 1 t'i
.^^ ^^ ^^e

J
great piec-

espect
as

inv

iiilt is. that after five months' pei^feveram,^, x ^
good a head of hair as any man m this city. ^' J

-entors 1 make this acknowledgment, and shaU i

rp in ^aH^Kin^ nnv iiinuirv.- 1 salute you '^vi^nj^^'^
sure in satisfying any inquiry

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIU pr-:vents hair ir^^^^^^^;
tree*

B you wi'" "^ nriP-ade.

AnAM BAUER, 8tn ArtilW Bn|^
^^^

3IL prevents hair
Y^^^^^^^-

tree«

or turning Grey; changes Grey ^air to its on^^^^^^^

it from Scurf and Dandriff.aiid nja^cVjbe\uuiui y

*,* Ask fcr " ROWLAND'S MACAbSxVR ui^ ^^ and

The towEST PRicl: is 3.y. 6rf.; the next price is 7<.

t. Fi^v*"^;:; It

PrinWd by Meurs. BniKBUiiv ard Eva^

the Prednciof Whiiefriar», in the Ciiy o*

the OwicB, 3, CBA»i,w-iTJi»»T. Cov«rfT R.

where all Adr«Tti««xnent» v*^ Com»uiu
SAHM.-.4alttrd«y, Alay U. IS-**-
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
AWARD of MEDALS at the EXHIBITION at the GAR-

DEN, MAY 14, I3i2.

Thk Gold Knightiav Medal.— i. To Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs.
Lawrence, F.H.S., for a large collection of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants; 2, to Mr. Davis, gr. to Lord Boston, for a miscellaneous
collection of Fruit; 3, to Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esfj.,
F.H.S., for 20 species of Cape Heaths.

Tilt; GoLi; Baxksiax Mkdal.— 1, To Mr. Catlcugh, of Ilans-
Btrect, Chelsea, for a large collection of Pelargoniums; 2, to Mr.
Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, of Hayes-place, Bromler. Kent, for a
large collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; 3, to Mr. Green,
gr. to SirE. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for a collection of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants i 4, to Mr. Pawley, of the White Hart Inn,
Bromley, Kent, for a collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants

;

6, to Mr. Goode, gr. to Mis. Lawrence, F.H.S., for Stove and
Greenhouse Climbers; 6, to Mr. M. Henderson, gr. to Sir G.
Beaumont, Bart., for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit; 7, to
Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for Greenhouse
Azaleas; 8, to Mr. Smith, of Norbiton, Surrey, for Greenhouse
Azaleas ; 9, to Mr. R. May, gr. to E. Goodheart, Esq,, of Bccken-
ham, Kent, for six species of Cape Heaths; 10, to Mr. Hunt. gr.
to Miss Traill, F.H.S., for six species of Orchidaceous Plants,
TiTE Largk Silver Gilt Medal.— 1, To Mr. Catleugh, of

Hansstreet, Chelsea, for a small coUection of Pelargoniums; 2,
to Mr. Gaines, of Battcrsra, for a small collection of Pelargo-
niums; 3, to Mr. J. Dodds, gr.toSir G. Warrender, Bart., F.H.S.,
for Grapes; 4, to Mr. Mann, gr., W^estburton, Petworth, Sussex,
for Pmc Apples ; 5, to Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, Surrey, for 20
species of Cape Heaths.
The Large Silver Medal.— 1, ToMr.BecV, of Isleworth, for

m large coUectionof Pelargoniums ; 2, to Mr. Gaines, of Battcrsea,
for a large collection of Pelargoniums; 3, to Messrs. Lane and
fcon, of Great Berkhampstead, Herts, for a collection of Chinese
Roses; 4, to Mr. M'Cosiach, gr, to E. Vines, Esq., F.H.S., for
Herbaceous Calceolarias; 6, to Mr. Catleugh,. of Hans-street,
cneisea, for Herlmceous Calceolarias; 6, to Mr. M'Conach, gr. to

Sir G. Warrender, Bart., F.H.S, for Pine Apples; 6, to R.
Brook, Esq., F H.S., for Apples aud Pears ; 7, to Mr. Hardie, gr.
to J. Jarrelt, Esq., F.H.S., for an early Cantaloup Melon j 8, to
Mr. Paxton, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, for May
Duke Cherries; 9, to Mr. Bruce, gr. to B.Miller, Esq., for Poly-
gala oppositifolia ; 10, to Mr. Eraser, of the Lea Bridge Road,
Layton, for Epacris grandiflora; II, to Mr. Green, gr. to SirE,
Antrobus, Bt.. F.H.S., for Helichrysum humile; 12, to Mr, lUidic,
gr. to J. Jarrett, Esq., F.H.S.. for Saccolabium guttatum.
The Certificate of Mkrit.— 1, To Mr. M'Farlane, gr. to J.

R. Mills, Esq., of Stamford Hill, for Cucumbers; 2, to Mr. Chap-
man, of Brentford, for Potatoes; 3, to Mr. Baldwin, of Turnham
Green, for Apples; 4, to Mr. Fames, of St. John Street, for
Chappcll's Cream Broccoli j 5, to Mr. liarnes, gr. to G. W. Norman,
Esq., F.H.S., for Podolobium trilobum : fi, to Mr. Crouchcr, gr.
to J. Allcard, Esq., of Stratford Green, Essex, for Azalea varie-
gata

; 7. to Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for
TropaDOlum sp. ; 8, to Mr. Kyle, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., for Bos-
sisea sp.; 0, to Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq.. F.H.S.,
forColumnca Schiediana; lo, to J. AUnutt, Esq., F.H.S., for
Zichya coccinea; 11, to Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs.Murryat, F.H.S.,
for Clematis aznrea; 12, to Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus,
Bt., F.H.S., for Azalea Gledstonesii; 13, to Mr. Standish, Nursery-
man, of Bagshot, for Calceolaria Standishii ; 14, tn Mr. Green, gr.
to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for Ne plus ultra; 16. to Mr.
Gaines of Battcrsea, for Amulet Pelargonium ; 16. to the Rev. R.
Garth, of Farnham, Surrey, for Symmetry Pelargonium; 17, to
Mr. W^Ulmer, of Suubury, Middlesex, for Prince of Wales*s Tulip.

The
Society will take place

ouTuesday next, the 24th hist., when, in addition to prizes for
collections and single blooms, as maiiy first and second-class
prizes will be awarded to seedling Tulips and Heartsease as
there are flowers produced deserving uf them. The flowers to be
ready by 12 o'clock, and visitors admitted at 2 o'clock, upon
tickets obtained from the memberi.—T. CWild-han', Hon. Sec.
Grove Place, Southampton-street, Camberwell.

GIOVANNI MARSANO has just received from his
conntT}-, GENOA, now landed, 150 ORANGE. CITRON,

and LEMON TREES, and 5 VINES; Nurserymen will be
supplied at5«. to lOs. each tree. 300 CATALOXIAN JASMINE
PLANTS, at 405. per 100. These splendid Trees may be seen, and
orders will be thankfully received, at G. Marsano's, Oilman, Seeds-
man, and Florist, No. 2, Beauchanip street. Brook's Market,
Leather-lane, Holborn, London.

T^T" WATSON, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Floriit,
• St. ALBANS (and Tyttenhanger Nursery, adjoiningColney

Heath), Son and Successor to the late Mr. DAVID WATSON,
respectfully begs to inform the NobUity, Gentry, and the Trade iu
general, that he intends carrying on the Busine'^^ of NURSERY-
MAN, ^c, as al>ove ; and earncs-tly solicits a continuance of the
favours so long bestowed on his respected Father.
N. B. All persons having claims on the Estate of the late Mr,

David Watson, are requested to send in their Accounts to the
Administrator, Wm. Watson,

St. Albans, May 18, 1842.

ULORICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON,
-- Tulip and Heartsease Show of this Socictv will tak

pHRYSANTHEMUMS. ~ Chandler and Sons,
Vy Nurserymen, Vauxhall, London, beg to state that they have
good plants, in smaU pots, of their CHRYSANTHEMUMS now
ready to send out, and that they can supply the Jersey varieties
at 12S. per dozen, different sorts, and alsothe French and Spanish
varieties at lbs. per dozen.
A list of their collection may be had on application; if by letter,

prepaid.

DAHLIAS.— In consequence of the decease of Mr. A.
HILLIER, the whole of his STOCK of DAHLIAS, era-

bracing nearly all the best Show Plants now^ out, with the
remainder of the Stock of his Seedling Dahlia SIR FREDERICK
JOHNSTONE, is now to be disposed of at a great sacrifice, either
together or in small lots.—For particulars apply to Mr. Hobbs,
23, St. Giles's-street, Oxford.

la, *. VTrr r, V JTiaiiL-,
; y, LO ivir. (.Tooae, gr. to Mrs.

^awrencc, F-H S., for a small collection of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants

; 10, to Mr. Clarke, gr. to T. Smith, Esq., of Shirley Park,

v. ? nl''
?}' ^ ^^^^^ collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants :

rniWf ^?l^^^*
-^-^^ ^- ^^- Norman, Esq., F.H.S., for a small

tn it M-n
""^

^l""^^
^""^ Greenhouse Plants ; 12, to Mr. Bruce, gr.

Inn^;. i^ol^^^-' ^^ Mitcham, Surrey, for a collection of six

thP tI S -5 »
^""^ Greenhouse Plants; 13, to Mr. Eraser, of

rrno ^ Bndge Road, for a collection of six species of Stove and
greenhouse Plants; 14, to Mr. Clarke, gr. to M. T. Smith, Esq.,

?s fn^^^'f^';^'
Croydon, for Stove and Greenhouse CUmberl

RfnlZ
^^'- -^^ckson. of Kingston, Surrey, for a small collection of

fh-P f
^"^ ,G»"eenhouse Plants; l6, to Mr. Catleugh, of Hans-

Plants ,!,^^-^^^' ^^^ ^ small collection of Stove and Greenhouse

Bhtp ^ '* ^^' P^'^o". gf- to his Grace the Duke of Devon-
Jr Vr.n-^ ^^^c^^^^^^oons collection of Fruit; 18. to Mr. Judd,

^orth / Ji**"'
^®^*» ^"^ Grapes; If), to Mr. WUmot, of Isle-

FH< ^?^^^^Pes; 20. to Mr. J. Toy, gr. to R. Alston. Esq.,
£;""^-' 7^^ P^^e Apples; 21. to Mr. Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer,

JarVcr?
^*^.^^'"' Surrey, for Greenhouse Azaleas; 22, to Mr.

*^xson. Of Kingston. Surrey, for Greenhouse Azaleas: 23, toMr Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus. Bart., F.H.S.. for six sneciesoi Lape Heaths; 24. to Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman,^SQ.,
Nnrn i^^^^^

^^^^^ in flower; 25, to Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. VV.

26 tV?r"*i, ^-^ F.H.S., for six species of Orchidaceous Plants;

I^nvr ^ *^^^' ^^*i-' F.H.S., of Birmingham, for'Phalanopsia
idDius;

27, to Mr. Jackson, of ICingston, Surrey, for Erica

ATEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS,—The Nobility,
-L.^ Gentry, and Florists are respectfully informed that Messrs.
W.and F. YOTJELL havuig bestowed great care and attention in
forming a collection of nil the NEW FUCHSIAS sent out by
various parties, which tliey have proved to be of grrat beauty
and distinctness, and havlng^ selected about thirty varieties
which they can confidently recommend, they are now ready to
be sent out at the rate of 2ls. per 12 varieties, fit for competition
at any of the Horticultural exhibitions of the ensuing season.
By enclosing a Post-ofl5ce order for one gumea, they will be sent
post-free to any part of the United Kingdom. Their list of
Fuchsias, with respective prices, can be obtained by enclosing a
Postage Stamp.— Great Yarmouth Nurser}-, May igth, 1H42.

CHEAP SHO\\T PLANTS FOR FLOWER-BEDS.
W^ILLIAM BARRATT begs to offer to Floricultu.

rists, as below, CALCEOLARIAS. GERANIUMS, VER-
BENAS, FUCHSIAS, PANSIES, DAHLIAS, and other free-
blooming Garden Flowers, at 4*. to 6s. per dozen ; strong Plants
ready for planting out. A fine collection of the above plants in
named sorts, as well as other Greenhouse and Herbaceous plants
for Rooms and Greenhouses.
About 10,000 GREENHOUSE HEATHS and EPACRISES. ia

fine health ; worthy the attention of the Amateur and Nursery-
man,
%* NATURAL GRASSES for permanent pasture, in selected

sorts. Persons ordering these should give the quantity of ground,
the situation and quality of the soil, and for what purpose
wanted ; doing this they may rely on having the proper kinds,
and at not above one-third more expense than the old mixtures
of Hay-seeds, which are very uncertain in producing good Herb-
age. Also, DWARF LAWN GRASSES; as much seed fts wiU
sow 100 square yards for from 3j. to 4».

W^akefield Nursery, May 1842,

CHAPMAN'S NEW SPRING POTATOES.—This
excellent new variety, possessing all the qualities of the best

Ash-leafed Kidney, but capable of being produced in perfection
for table from November till June, is now ready for delivery at
One Guinea per bushel, with directions for their culture in the
open ground without protection.

** We never yet tasted any forced or retarded Potatoes anything
like so good."— Dr. Lindley, in Gurdf^ners* Chronicle,
" We can only repeat, that, be they what they may, they are of

excellent quality."—Dr. Lindley, in Gardeners* Chronicle, Apr. S.

*»* Orders for sample baskets, enclosing U., will be attended
to ; but orders for sets must be prompt—uddrtswd to T. U. Chap-
man, Brentford-«nd.

FLOWER PROPS, of Wrought Iron, made upon an
approved principle, in lengths of 3 ft. to 8 ft. Also, Garden

Engines, Greenhouse Syringes, improved Watering Pots, Fumi-
gatingr BeUows, Grass and Border Shears, Pruning Kniveg mod
Shears, and all other Horticultural Implements, upon the most
advantageous terms, at Tendell and Edwards's, Wholesale and
Retail Ironmongers, 4S, Leadenhall-street, London.

J.
AMERICAN TREE AND SHRUB SEEDS.

AND C. WHALLEY, Seed and Nurserj men,
St. George*3 Crescent, Liverpool, beg to intimate to the

Trade, that having a small portion of an extensive Consignment
of some very Choice Sorts of the above remaining still on hand,
and being anxious to close the account, they will dispose of them
at a reduced rate. Catalogues and prices may be had on appli-
cation.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS wiU submit to

PUBLIC AUCTION, at the Mart, Bartholomew-lane, oa
Xt'BSDAv, May 24th, THtRsDAr 26th, and following day, at 33
o'clock, about 2,000 of the most approved DAHLIAS, Splendid
GERANIUMS, New FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, &c, &c.
May be viewed the Morning of Sale.

Catalogues maybe had at the Mart, and at the Auctioneers',
Leytonstone.

Pavt
^'""ner, itsq., lor I-eschenaultia Jormosa; 30, to Mr.

fi *5n Gibf
^' -° ^^^* *^^^'^^ *^^ ^^^^ ^^ Devonshire, for Rhododen-

^l-^\
Silver Kxightiav Medal.— 1, To Mr. Bromley, gr. to

Anderdon, of Farlie Park, Reading, Berks, for a large collec-

B2vf^\,T ^^°^*""^s; 2, to Mr. Slow, gr. to W. Baker, Esq., of

to M i ^^^^' Herts, for a lar?:e collection of PelargoniuTns ; 3,

nf ifL??^^'. ?^' ^^ ^- liarclay, Esq., for a collection of six species
to Mr. J. Loudon, gr. to S.

vvnrtir... V ;- •— """'» --—. for GrapCL^ ; 5, to Mr. G.amey, gr. to J. F. Maubert. Esq., F.H.S., for Grapes ; 6, to Mr.Oiapman. of Vauxhall, for Grapes ; 7. t

nf ^r "-^^"^'fa^- "-o iv. isarciay, *:sq.,icOf Stove and Gieouhouse Plants ; 4, t

Wnrtf^''
^^^-^ °^ ^^'^^t Ham, Essex.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.

MESSRS. W. and F. YOUELL beg respectfully to
inform the NobiUty and Gentry who are desirous of en-

riching their Arboretums and Plantations with this truly orna-
mental and hardy tree, that they are offering fine strong Plants,

2 years old, from seed, in pots, at 635. per dozen, or 251. per 100,

which they will w^arrant perfectly hardy, having had several

hundred standing fully exposed to the severity of the late winter,

without receiving the slightest detriment, in a situation com-
pletely open to the north-easterly gales, and within jOO yards of
the wash of the sea.

Those w ho are unacquainted with the habit and description of

the above can obtain an engraving, taken from a plant in the
Arboretum of the Earl of Orford, together with a description, by
enclosing 4 postage stamps.

CEDRUS DEODORA.
Fine Plants of this elegant and ornamental hardy tree may also

be obtained of Messrs. W. and F. Y.. at the following prices :

3 years old, from seed, 9 to li inches. Sis. per dozen.

2 m „ 5 to 7 „ 63*.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Slay 19, 1842

M

ft

c- r''
' ' -T-^-'"". *''» v^i«p*.o, rf, to Mr. M. Henderson, gr,

Barno^
-Beaumont, Bait., for EIruge Nectarines; 9, to Mr.

to

for r * ^l'
^^ ^- ^^' Norman. Esq., F.H.S., of Bromley Common,

»iir^"'^ r
°^^^ Azaleas; 9, to W. H. Story, Esq., F.H.S., for six

Eromi^ ^^P^ Heaths ; 1 0, to Mr. Pawley, of the White Hart Inn,

R-r fn V "*' for six species of Cape Heaths ; 11, to Mr. Paxton,

darp
Grace the Duke of Devonshire, for six species of Orchi-

13 to\f "^^' 12, to Mrs. Wrav, F.H.S.,forCattlcyaSkinneri;

Denrir >5' ^^^^o"' &r. to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, for

Bart ^^«"^ Devonianum; 14, to Mr. Green, gr. toSir E. Antrobus,

Millp' r;
^^•" ^^^ ^*'*ca Hartnelli; IS, to Mr. Bruce, gr. to B.

T. Kr»:^.^^'» ^^^ Heiichrysum humile ; 16, to Mr. Clarke, gr. to M.
Esq., of Shirley Park, Croydon, for Lrschenaultia

Bart. F.H.S.,
Surrey, for

Trrwa '' "I** '"-"'• »*"i"iLi, u* oiiiiuui;' , i>iiuu., for Tulips,

for "h w7*^^"^*^'^*'A^ Medal.— 1. To Mr. Gaines, of Battcrsea,

l>aknnf p^.^'*^^*^^***^^^^^ 2' ^^ ^^^- Tiliery, gr. to his Grace the

Clarb^
*^ortland, for a miscellaneous coUection of Fruit ; 3, to Mr.

IniscHl.^'"-
^'^ ^^- '^^ ^"^'^^'^ ^^^- o^ ^^^''^^y ^^^^' Croydon, for a

Sir r ^'^^"^ coUection of Fruit i 4, to Mr. M. Henderson, er. to" ^. Beaumont, Bart., for Grapes; 5, to Mr. J, Dodds, ct, to

J- Smith,
*ormosa
for

Hard

I

UNION ROAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.

WILLIAM E- RENDLE respectfully informs the
Nobility, Gentrys and the Trade, that he has a few plants

left of that favourite Geranium
LYNE'S CIRCASSIAN,

which has gained for itself, by every Florist who has seen it, a
first-rate character. Good strong plants, in 60-sized pots, 42*.each.

Lyne's Consort, 21s. each.

„ Magnificent, 21*. „
Lyne's Princess Royal, and Bassett's Glory of the West, Cof

which W. E. R. possesses the entire stock,) cannot be sent out
till about July next, in consequence of the numerous applications
for it.

Veitch*s Fair Maid of Devon, (just sent out,) 63*. each.
Pansy.— Fox's Cornish Gem, lOs. 6rf. each.
Rosa Devoniensis, good strong plants, 75. 6J. each,
Auraucaria Imbricata, in 48-sized pots, 6j. 6d. each.
E. R.*s General Spring Catalogue of Geraniums, Dahlias,

Calceolarias, Pansies, Herbaceous Plants, &c. (which contains
descriptions of the above-named plants,) can be had on prepaid
application.
Agents in London: Messrs. Warner, Seedsmen, Comhill;

M.W, Bristow, Knightsbridge ; through whom plants of any ot
the above may be procured.—Plymouth, April asth, 1843.

THE BOTANICAL MUSEUM of the late A. B. LAMBERT, Esq.

R. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY, Adctioneer of Lite-
rary Property, of Wellington-street, Strand, has re-

ceived instructions from the Executor to announce, that on
Monday, June 27, and two following days, he will Skll bt
Auction, THE HIGHLY VALUABLE BONANICAL MUSEUM
of the late A. B. LAMBERT, Esq., of Boyton- House. Wiltshire,
&c. These most extensive and interesting Collections have been
accumulating for more than half a century, regardless of expense,
and comprise:

—

1st. DRIED PLANTS, in separate collections, to the extent of
above One Hundred, described and distinct Herbaria.

2d. FRUITS, dry or preserved in spirits and acids. These are
very numerous, and form together by far the largest Carpological
Collection ever made by a private botanist.

3d. W'OODS, in entire or partial stems, with sections of barks^
fi:c.

To give a few particulars of the various CoUections of Dried
Plants, in anticipation of the descriptive Catalogue now prepar-
ing, it is sufficient to state they include those, or portions of
them, which have been brought home by the various circumna-
vigators and travellers :

—

Afzelius
Brown
Clark
Cripps

Forster
Hamilton
Labiliardiere
Mcnzies

The more recent Collections were made by

W.

Bridges
Caley
Glaussen
Cuming
Cunningham
Douglas

And among the larger
found those of

The Earl of Bute
Cavanilles
Hudson

Fischer

.

GiUics
TTartweg
Kotschy
Macrae
Matthews
and more important

Russell
Salt
Sir G. Staunton
Lord Valentia

Nuttall
Piush
Schimper
Schiede
SeBo
Sieber
CoUections will be

Roxburgh
WaUich
&c. ^'C.

Martin
Mo^ino & Sesse
Pallas

And above all that most extensive and valuable one of Ruiz and
Pavon ; together with the fine series of Fruit and Seed Vessels

which accompany them; also the Cabinets which contauied

them, which are of the best manufacture in Mahoirany And ceciar

Wood. ™ „„._ fv*
The Sale will take place at 26, Lower Gbosvsvob Stmbt^c

Kesidence of the late Mr. Lambert, a..d Cataloggw will be r^r
ou the ut of June, and may be "btaiued at the pfaceof Sale,^^^^

at the Offices of Mr. S. Leigh Sotheby, VV
^"''JfJ""-*Si ^'^rt^^^^^

a].so at Paris of Forlii,, Masson, aud Co.; "^^f.^^iieVL. p
~^er, and JTauke ; Berli^n, Aug- Krantz & Cie. ; \ Jefla«, *".

Raucb,' Schoabrann ; Botterdara, Vx- JligrueJ
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MAG.VtrrCENT COLLECTIOX OF ORCHiDACEOtS

"I1;E are authorised to announce the intention of

VV Mr HAKKISON of Liverpool to dispose of his entire col-

JecHon oi ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS in consequence of his

bcinraboat to teare his present residence. This affords an

ODDwtunitr, which seldom occurs, for the immediate acquisition

of a very Jarge number of the finest species of these brilliant

plants in exceilent condition. Mr. Harrison was one of the first

to cqltirate such plants; his intercourse with South America has

enabled him to acquire many species of great rarity, and, from

the length of time that they have been in his possession, many of

the specimens are, it ii believed, unrivalled for size. Any one
itesirooa of treating for the purchase of the entire collection must
apply by letter to Richard Harrison, Esq., Aighburg-h, Liverpool.

TO FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
rr^O BE LET, a COTTAGE and a very desirable
Jl plot of GROUND, containing about one Acre, enclosed

by a brick wall all round, having three large Greenhouses, (one a
double one,) Nine Ranges of Brick Pits, Stable, and Cart- house,

&;c. thereon, held on Lease,—anduotliingof the kindin the neigh,
bourhood. The Greenhouses, Pits, Sec. to be taken at a valuation.

For farther particulars apply on the premises, Chester Gardens,
near Chester- street, Kcnnington Cross.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
1, Princes-street, Bank, London.

This Institution is empowered by aspeciai Act of Pariiament.

4 Vict., cap. IX., and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of

life Assurance, in their fullest extent, to Policy-holders, and to

preacut greater f»cilities and accoramortation than can be ob-

tained in other Oftices. The decided superiority of its plan, and
Its claim to public preference and support, have been proved, in-

contestably, by iu extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Extract from Increasing' Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of lOQl. for whole term of Life,

WIRE -WORK, HOT -WATER APPARATUS. GREEN-
HOUSES, Sec.

T. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-
PLACE, KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of

INVISIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren-

dered Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,
Bordering, Flower-stands, Phcasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and
economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Countr}', and Drawings and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

Aiuiual Premium payable during
Age. 1st five 2d five 3d five 4 th fh-e Remainder

ycar». years. years. years. of Life.

M jTl X 4 £1 S 10 .:£'l 10 11 jei 16 9 j^2 3 8

30 1 6 4 t 12 2 1 ig 1 274 3 17 6
4U 1 Itf 1 3 4 4 2 14 6 373 4 3 4
AO 2 16 7 i 394 4 5 5 5 rt ;t 6 \:i 7

t Director.PETER MORRISON, Residen
A liberal commission allowed to SoUcitors and j\gents.

*VrEW ZEALAND COMPANY.—Notice i» hkrehv
-i-^ tiivB.v, that the ANNUAL GENERAL COURT OF PRO-
PRIETORS OF THE NEW ZEALAND COMPANY wiUbe holden
on TUESDAY the 31st day of MAY inst., at One o'clock pre-
cisely, at this House, for the election of Directors and other Offi-

cers of the said Company, and for the transaction of other bu-
siness. At the said Meeting, the following Directors will go out
of office, viz.

—

Viscount Ingestrb, M.P.
Sir Wii.LtAM Moi.KswoRTH, Bart.
Arthur Willis, Esq.
JOHM EtLSHKRa BouLCOTT, Esq.
John William Buckle, Esq.
Henry Aolioxuy Aolionby, Esq., M.P.

"Kut bdng eligible for re-election, hereby off^ir themselves to be
re-elected accordingly. By order of the Court,

John Wa an, Secretary.
New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings, I3th May, 1842.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester) beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-
ser^'atoryand Hothonsesof his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most
complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. W^. Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
with the Patentee for itsgeneral adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus,
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuality and despatch.— 33, Brown-street, Manchester.

DWARD RECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworth, Middlesex, respecfully informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Editings for garden paths may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

RITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Horti-

culturists generally are respectfully informed that they may be
furnished with lists of prices, and particulars regarding the above
article, which has in every case in which it has been adopted

proved itself to be by far the most economical material for Horti-

cultural Glazing, upon application to Drake and Bromley, 315,

Oxford-street, London.
J, DRAKE, late of 100, Edgware-road, and 8, Jermyn-street,

begs to notify that he has removed his business to the above
address, for the convenience of more extensive premises, and
solicits for himself and partner a continuance of the support he
now gratefully acknowledges. French and every description of

Glass Shades, Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and
British Plate Glass, supplied iu any number or quantity, at whole-
sale prices.

This day is published, in 8vo, price 5s.,

N the GROWTH of PLANTS ia CLOSELY-
GLAZED CASES. By N. B. Ward, F.L.S.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

iS.

HOT-WVTER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
nOUnCULiURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUS

CUUKC^IES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
cipIcH. aiMl at very moderate ch&rgreii, erected by DANIEX. »nd
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.

D. aiiU E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentimu-d purposes, have, by improve-
nicnta auggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
maiiy noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the irorticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holboru, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailsv were the *irst to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E.Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi.
daceous or other Houses where vapoor ia constantly, or at inter-
ala, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory-

COMIC NURSERY TALES.
Just ready, in a rich ornamental cover, gilt edged, small 4to,

price 2s. 6d.,

BLUE BEARD ; beint; the first of a series of Comic
Nursery Tales. By F. W.N. Bavlev, Author of " The New

Tale of a Tub," Illustrated with Engravings Humorous and
Numerous.

W. S. Orr and Co., Amen Comer, Paternoster Row,
In the Press

LITTLE RED RIDING-HOOD; and the SLEEPING BEAUTY,

This day is published, price 6s, 6rf.,

CEYEN LITHOGRAPHED DESIGNS for the
IMPROVEMENT of FARM COTTAGES and STEADINGS,

with Description, Specifications, and Estimates j Remarks on the
Accommodation required under the Modem System of Hus-
bandr>-, and the Defects of existing Farm Buildings, Accompa-
nied by an Appendix of Practical Information on a variety of
subjects connected with such Erections j the Use of Home and
Foreign Timber j the Moving Powers applicable to Thrashing
Machines, &c. By James Cux.vivGaAM, Surveyor, Greenlaw.
William Blackwood and Sons, 45, George-street, Edinburgh,

and 22, Pall Mall, London ; and sold by all Booksellers.

"UOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and
r ?^J??"**^ principles, for Horticultural and othei" Build-
in?rs -STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park iron-
works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch- street, London, beirto return tht^-ir must sincere thanks to the NobiUty and Gentrywho have so UberaUy patronised their improved Conical Boiler.
(tor a oeacnption see aardenerx* Chronicle, March 12 o 17^ \ ToAmateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They reauieno furnaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasureand may be appUed with equal facility to the smallest hoi^s orinost extensive range of pipes, price 5^ 5*. and upwards Further Particalars. plans, estimates, &c, for wanning every descrip-tion of bmldmg may he obtained as above; where also may beseen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles Bra5ir a^^
Iron Bedsteads. OmamcTital Wirc-work.' Gi^den Iimd^cn?s
fee. Sec, The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-S^^wo'
three, and four inches, at t». 3d., 3$. 3rf.. and u, 3d. per yard.

BOTANY, GEOLOGY, AND ORNITHOLOGY.
In small 8vo. with Woodcuts and Plates, price 45. 6d. each.

MANUALS OF NATURAL HISTORY:
By pROPKssoR Macoillivrat, Marischal College, Aberdeen.

A MANUAL of BOTANY; compruing Vegetable
Anatomy and Physiology; or, an account of the Structure

and Functions of Plants ; with an outline of the Linmean and
Natural Systems, and a Glossary of Terms and Index, Woodcuts
and 2U engraved Figures.

3.—A MANUAL of GEOLOGY, with Woodcuts and coloured
Geological Map of England.
3.-A M^VNUAL of BRITISH ORNITHOLOGY: being a short

description of the Birds of Great Britain and Ireland, hicluuing
the essential characters of the species, genera, familips, and
orders. Part I. containing the Land Birds, with an Introduction
explanatory of the particulars requisite to compare the objects
with their descriptive characters; and 31 Woodcuts.

4.-

COntaining Tue v> mnjis tinu *^aLCjmru3, Just p
••The author has executed his undertaking with great care.

His style is clear and full; there is nothing omitted which can be
considered essential to tlie subject; and the whole series may be
commended as admirable text-books for students."—^«aj.

' London : Scott, Webster, and Geary, Charterhouse Square.

-A MANUAL of BRITISH ORNITHOLOGY: Part II.,

.ining the Waders andWater Birds. Just published.

BOTANY.
With four beavfifully-cotbured sieel-plate figures, and sixteen
rcood-eut Mwiniures of the most interesting plantsfor Garden
culture.

Publishing monthly, large. Is. 6d.j small, is.,

n^HE BOTANIC GARDEN; or Magazine of hardy

WTrFK-«ft Xr r(^ Ar.M,;f^.t. t r-.^ .
^ Flowering Plants; by B. MAtrxn. F.L.S. Each numberwr.r.iva « \^u., Architects, Jcc., uloucestcr-placa, contauis four finely-coloured figures of Ornamental Plants se-

• King's Road, Chelsea, Horticultural BuUders, &c., have ,

^ectcd for their beauty and utility in the decoration of the o

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

invented a most simple and easy contrivarice for shading Horti-
cultural erections. Tlic principle upon which it acts is *o nmple
and eflTectual, that it only requires to be known to be aniversally
adopted. To be seen in use at most of the London Narseriea,
widat their Horticultural Manufactory, Glouceatar-pUce. Chehiwil

W DAVIS, 34, Wych-street^ Strand, London, begs
• to inform the Nobility, Gentrv, and Horticulturists, that

he has adopted A SYSTEM FOR HEATING FORCING-HOUSES
and other Uuilriiiigs by HOT WATER, upon the most Simple,
£fficieat, and Economical principle. As a proof, he will refer

them to his work completed for the Most Noble the Marquis of
Salisbury- ; Sir Simon Clarke, Bart., Oak Hill, Bamet ; Abel Smith,
Esq. M. P., Woodhale, Herts, ^c.
All orders conferred upon him wiU be punctaally attended to.

„ - open
Flower Garden and the Shrubbery ; with a popular Historical
Description of them, account of their Habits, and Instructions for
their Culture. Each number contains also the FLORAL RE-
GISTER, with sixteen miniature Cuts of the rarest Plants, and a
detailed account of each ; and the AUCTARIUM, being a register
of interesting iuformatiou on Gardening, &c.
No 210 of Ui« Botanic Garden wUl be published on the Utof

June, and will contain Indices to the first Parts of the Floral
Register and Auctarium, which now form a handsome volume

-

*"iu^
continuation of them is stUl given in each successive NoThe first H volumes or the Botanic Garden may now be had

.mplcte in boards, at a;j. per vol. large, and 25*. small, withoutcom
extra charge for the 9th vol., comprising the Floral Register and
Auctarium, and which contains neariv i5««) finely cTecni-pH
Woodcnts of Plants.

' ' ^-^^cuiea

London ; Simpkin and MarsIiaU, aad Sherwood and Co,

NURSERY FOREMAN.
WANTED in an old-established Nursery near London

a GROUND FOREMAN, who would be competent to
undertake the management of a general Nursery Stock. He must
be well acquainted with the propagation of Trees and Shrubs
Fruit Trees, &c, be able to write a good hand, and give the most
satisfactory reference as to character and abilities

j where last
employed, &c. No person need apply w^hose abilities and good
conduct will not bear the strictest investigation. A middle-aged
married man would be preferred. Address, prepaid, Z. Y., atthc
office of the Gardeners^ CVironic/ei Charles-st., Covent-garden,

A GENTLEMAN who is about to leave the Country
wishes to procure a situation for his Gardener, Any

gentleman who is in want ofa steady, industrious, and experienced
Gardener, will find him an acquisition. Address A. Z., Mr
Dawson, Nurseryman, Brixton Hill, or Messrs. T. and C. Lockhart'
156, Cheapside.

'

OUSE AND LA>JD STEWARD, or EITHER^
TheAdvertiser having recently retired from a Public Situ-

ation, is desirous of Engaging with a Nobleman or Gentleman in
the above capacity, for w^hich he is well qualified, and can be
strongly recommended.
, Letters to be addressed to Mr. Green, 6, Richmond Buildings
Soho.^ ^

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a^I^,
dustrions Single Man, between 30 and 40 years of age, who

has lived for some years with a distinguished Horticulturist,

where every branch of the business has been carried to the highest
state of cultivation. Would not object to the superintendence of
a respectable nursery, being thoroughly acquainted with the pro-
pagation and cultivation of Exotics, Florist flowers, &c. Address,
H. B., No. 1, Mclbourn-place, St. John's-wood-road, Maida Hill,

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, 32 years of age, who has lived in some of the first

Noblemen's establishments in England, has been very successful

in Forcing Pines, Grapes, Peaches, &c., as also in the cultivation

of Stove and Greenhouse plants. Can be highly recommended
by some of the first Horticulturists of the day, whom he has for-

merly lived under, as well as the gentleman he has just left, who
will be very happy to answer satisfactorily the fullest inquiries of

any nobleman or gentleman.
Nursery, Kensington.

of
Address W. H. R., Mr. Forrest's

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single

Man, aged 28, Can have an undeniable character from a
Gentleman he lived with four years. Personal reference can be

obtained from a gentleman in town if requisite. No single-handed

place will betaken. Direct to A.B., Post-Office, Stoke Newington,
Middlesex. _^ ___
WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a persoa

who from long experience is capable of conducting all the

different departments of his Profession, such as Forcing, Plea-

sure, and Kitchen Gardening 5 the management of Hot and

Greenhouse Plants and Flower-Garden. Can have a good cha-

racter from his last place, where he lived five years. A line ad-

dressed, pre-paid, to Y. Z., at the Gardeners* Societj', Mr. Lid-

gard's. Hammersmith, will meet with attention.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
WANTS A SITUATION as GARDENER,—

A

Married Man, aged 37, of first-rate abilities, is desirous of

obtaining a situation in the above capacity. He perfectly under-

stands the management of Pines, Vines, Peaches, and Apricots;

also the Forcing of Raspberries, Figs, Lettuces, French Beans,

and Cauliflowers, during all the winter months, together with

every kind of Early Forcing; also the Kitchen, Flower-garden,

and Wood Plantations. Can have the highest testimonials for

sobriety, &c. from the situation he last lived in, also from the

most eminent authority in the kingdom.—Address G. H. N., care

of Mr. Cole, 21, Liquorpend-street, London,—which will meet

with immediate attention.

Twenty-first Edition, edited by a Lady of Rank. Handsomely
printed in fcp. 8vo, 2s. fid. cloth gilt,

HINTS on ETIQUETTE and the Usages of Society;

with a Glance at Dad Habits. By Aywyh^.
2lst edition, thoroughly revised, with Alterations and Additions,

by a Lady of Ran^k.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

In 12mo, cloth boards, price 4s., 2d edition, enlarged, ynth

additional Illustrations, . ,

THE BEE-KEEPER'S MANUAL; or Practical

Hints on the Management and complete Preservation of the

Honey Bee. By Henry Taylok.
London : Richard Groombridge, 6, Panyer-alley, Patemoster-row.

BRITISH BOTANY.
Fifth Edition, with 155 Figures, 12mo, price 10*. Gd,

WITHERING'S BRITISH PLANTS: corrected

and condensed
j preceded by Instructions adapted for Per-

sons commencing the Study of Botany. By W. Macoillivbat,

A.M., Professor of Natural History in the Marischal College ana

University of Aberdeen.
This work contains familiar descriptions of all the indigenoaa

Flowering Plants of Great Britain, Ireland, and the Channel

Islands, so full as to enable the young botanist to determine every

species he may meet with, without the assistance of others.

London : Scott, Webster and Geary, Charterhouse-square^

SIDNEY HALL»S COLOMBIER ATLAS,
corrected to 1841.

Half-bound in russia, 9/, 95. folded in half; full size, lo:.,

A NEW GENERAL ATLAS of Fifty-three Maps,
-^^ on Colombier Paper, Constructed entirely from New
Drawings, and engraved by Sidney Hall. New Edition.
This is a new Edition of Sidney Hall's original large Aftrrs.veTj

carefully corrected throughout: all the New Roads on the Lon-

tinent are introduced, and several of the Maps have been eutn-exy

re-engraved.

adon: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans
^

^ ,
This day, Post Octavo, 5s, „r* A

RACTICAL CHEMISTRY for FARMERS and

LANDOWNERS. By Joshua Trimmer, F.G.S,
By the same Author, Octavo, with-200 Illustrations, 12s.,

PRACTICAL GEOLOGY and MINERALOGY^
and the CHEMISTRY of METALS, with an Introductory Dis-

iSlts^
t^e Nature. Tendency, and Advantages of Geolofficai

London: John W. Parker, West Strand.

TT. „»^^*^^t^ition, 8vo, with lOPlates, 15s. cloth, -
IR HUMPHRY DAVY'S AGRICULTURALCHb-

MISTRY, With Notes by Dr. Joh.v Da v y.

IntroducUon-The Genei^?'lW?s* of Matter which in^^^^^^S
Vegetatmn-The Organisation of Plants-SoUs-Nature «^
Constitution of the Atmosphere, and its Infiuence on Vegetabi^
-Manures of Vegetable and Animal Origin-Manures ofMmej^
Ongm or Fossil Maimres-Improvement of Lands by Burning
Experiments on the Nutritive Qualities of liferent Grasses, «c.

London
: I^ngmaB, Brown, Green, and Lonffmana.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.
Thb Second Exhibition will take place on Saturday, the nth

of June. Subjects for Exhibition must be at this Office on Fri-

day, the 1 0th of June, or at the Garden before half-past Eight
o*clock, A.M., on the day of Exhibition. The Gates will be
opened at One, P.M.—Tickets are issued to Fellows at this Office,
price 5s. each ; or at the Garden in the afternoon of the days of
Exhibition at lOs. each ; but none will be issued without an order
from a Fellow of the Society.—21, Regent-street,

AT the suggestion and request of many Country
Gentlemen, Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' GARDEN

CALENDAR has been reprinted in the form of a small volume,
for general distribution. The price is 3d, each copy; and it may
he ordered of ail Booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to distribute
copies among their cottage tenantry may have them delivered in
any part of London by remitting a Post-office order to this Office,
at the rate of 5*. for every 25 copies required.

ffiratlr^uerjS* m^mnitlt
SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1842.

P. w.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
/"Hortioultuial . . . , 3 _- „,

Tuesday . . . ."-< I'inn^snAnniTersary . 1 p. ii.

1 ZtHilo^fiual ajp. M.
J^Floricultural .... 2 p. m.

Wednesdar . . . ,| JJedico-Botanical . . , S
L Microscopical . . , . 8

Saturday -^oyal Botaaic .... 4 p. m
Coa«T»r S»ows—May 24, Royal Berkshire. S5, Norwich.

Cufumbei'. S7i Roiburghshire.

P. H.

26, Iptwich

We full report in another
part of our Paper for information concerning the first

of the great exhibitions by the Horticultural Society
on Saturday last. Shortly after 12 o'clock, the Queen
and Prince Albert honoured the garden by a visit.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, President, and
Sir Charles Lemon, one of the Vice-Presidents, re-
ceived the Royal party, and conducted them through
the tents ; after which, Her Majesty was graciously
pleased to express her great admiration of the beau-
tiful flowers, and her satisfaction at the general ar-
rangements on the occasion. It is about seventeen
years since the Queen was in the garden before.
With regard to the exhibition itself, we doubt

whether on any former occasion there have been so
many instances of high cultivatior?, or, upon the
whole, so rich and varied a display of brilliant flowers.
This is in our eyes a far more important fact than the
gathering together of varieties and novelties, because
It shows that the legitimate purpose of the Society—
that of promoting good gardening—is really attained
by the kind of encouragement held out to the public
on these days.
A critical eye might, indeed, have discovered the

absence of some of the Orchidaceous flowers producedon tormer occasions ; but who could have regretted
that plants to be cultivated only by the most wealthy
in the land, should have been replaced by magnificent
Azaleas and other greenhouse shrubs, which every-body ^vho has a greenhouse has the means of growing
in similar perfection ?

fa " **^ 5

rp?!"" ^'^VK l"" ''^l^''
occupied the attention of our

seem .' Tft^' '''^^''' "^ Asparagus, that it would

ever fj^''^"^^^^
remained to be%aid. It is, how-

areso^L^^^^^ ^'^ g^«d quahties

tZ ?fT? ''^''^^ by the ordinary modes ofgrow-

we have not room for all Mr. Paxton's observations
upon this subject ; but the following will convey an
idea of his views.

"In forming a conservative wall, it is necessary that
It should have a south or south-western aspect. It is

also desirable, in order to give it an ornamental ap-
pearance, that there should be prominent parts at
certain intervals, or that the whole should be divided
into recesses and projections. The latter^ by being of
limited dimensions, would serve for the display of the
more hardy plants, and also afTord additional shelter
to the remaining portions. If, moreover, the whole be
surmounted by an appropriate coping, its beauty will
be greatly enhanced.

** Much has been said of the conservative wall at
Chatsworth, the leading characteristics of which are a
practical illustration of the opinions now advanced,

—

large retiring compartments, covered with a neat
trellis, and relieved by occasional small stone projec-
tions or piers ; and as the wall stan<ls on a steep slope,
each of the piers is raised considerably higher than
the one below it, thus constituting, as it were, a series
of very broad ascending steps on the top.

** The advantage of having a slight wooden trellis

against the wall, instead of fastening the plants to it

in the usual way, need scarcely be pointed out. Inde-
pendently of its superior appearance, which is a point
too frcqutntly neglected in such matters, the greater

ease with which the branches can be attached to it.

and removed or altered at any time, is quite sufficient

to give it the preference ; while the destruction and
defacement of the wall consequent on the use of nails,
and the injury they often occasion to the shoots of the
plants, give a value to any system by which they can
be discarded- The extra expense of the trellis is too
trifling to be regarded."

It has been found, in attempting to grow exotics
against open walls, that whatever tends to preserve
the border in which they are planted comparatively
dry, during the winter, does more towards sheltering
them from the frost than extensive protection of any
other kind. As the fluids of plants are for the most
part imbibed through the roots, and as the heat of ve-
getable bodies escapes mainly in proportion to the
fluids they contain, protection to the medium in which
they grow is, perhaps, even more neceaiary than to the
stems and branches. It will therefore be seen that the
portion of the border where the roots lie must be
covered, and that if the canvas or other protection ac-
tually given to the wall does not extend over the bor-
der, a coating of dry Utter should be spread over it as
soon as severe weather cemmences, and be retained on
it until the spring.

The following wood-cut, which we have borrowed
from the " Magazine of l^otany," with Mr. Paxton s

permission, will explain his views more fully.

it, that—for ourselves, at least
connected with it is interestinir.

every new fact

nn c..v,.^T 1, . 1)- ^^ therefore make

^?ow3 a''^^''*
mentioning the following method of

leJh^k^IP^'^S"' ^* ^'^'^^^ «f ^l"':^ ^e have just

son.l i« ^^^l''*"""*'
^^' °f ^^'hich we have no per-sonal knowledge. Now is the season for trying the

spcjidents will put it in practice.

solH in^^-^"^'"^""^"^
bottle, such as French wine is

Sw K '"'^f' " ""^^^ *e head of an Asparagus just

so uilr' *'^r"f ^"^ '^'-'^ ^' by thre! sticks,

state tl A
""°' b^ ^"^^1^^ o^er. If left in this

theU L '^f'uSP' "^^^ Srow up into the interior of

and mot; . ^^•'"^t."*^"'"^*'^'!
by ^be unusual heat

it mT'^ V' .there exposed to, will speedily fill

broken tn ?^ ^\'^ ^^' '^'^^^ P^*^^' the bottle must be

found hft ^ Asparagus removed, when it will be

shoots
';,/^"7^ff"^'»ed a thick head of tender delicate

''' ^" eatable, and as compact as a Cauliflower.

com.'^*'^^
number of « Paxton's Magazine of Botany"

formpf-"
'''?^ ''^^y Ju'Iicious observations upon the

WaU on"" ^ ?" ^'""^^'^^^"ve" wall, that is to say, a

are Zf a^ •
g'"eenhouse plants, and those which

artifici f"
'^"'^y bardy to bear the open air without

the cost ^f'"'"
tb,_m ay be successfully cultivated without

We lifl 1
^''^'^ting. and- maintaining a greenhouse.

ck^J k^ ,
"^ entertained the opinion that the ugly

now ,n r
'^,^^^ greenhouses, with which gardens are

wherp
P^^^^'-ly disfigured, will one day be unknown

of enaKi™^™^L ^ ^ regarded, and that some better mode
dure nn,"^ • P^''"'^ ^^ temperate countries to en-

tail -mLTAln ^'" be devised. A conservative

«afem ,i »
' '^hls our expectations, for it offers

.:_ » '"'' to many tendftr snpnV^ anri of »,,
- a sure

tinie adds ^' ,{^^i'^^V^''^^'^
species and at the same

«^hibidnt^I •
^^'^^"^ (^^'"'•^ to the flower-garden,

allX sLt^'^f
^^°''''' flourishing in the open ai^"le summer long. We are sorry, howerer, that

" Fig. 1 is an elevation of a highly ornamental con-
servative wall, which may be extended either way to
any required length. The scale is one-twelfth of an
inch to a foot. By referring to fig. 2, the ground
plan of the same part will be seen, on a parallel scale.
This shows the furnaces at the back, in the form of
gratings ; the flues, a a, which are carried under
ground, from one division to another; and the space
for plants, b b. The elevation in fig. I will be per-
ceived to consist of plain pillars, crowned by the
chimneys connected with the flue, and by simple
vases. The space between the pillars supporting the
chimneys stands much forwarder than the rest, and is

faced by a trellis. The receding parts can be covered
at pleasure, with a glazed light or lights, which, when
not wanted, can be made to slide on rails behind the
projecting portions. The rail at the back of the
screen wall is shown on a larger scale, in fig. 3 ; and
the bottom of the sliding light, with its revolving
roller, is exhibited at fig. 4. A side view of the roller

inserted at the base of the sash frame is given in fig. 5.

" A review of the chief features of the plan will

leave the following general ideas. The wall is com-
posed of alternate prominent and retiring compart-
ments. Each of the former includes two stone pillars,

which stand out a little beyond all the remainder, and
are to be left uncovered; while between these is a
division, over which is extended a trellis for support-
ing the hardiest sorts of climbers, and those that de-
mand no protection. The recesses are capable of being
covered in cold weather with glazed sashes, which can
be placed out of sight in a moment, whenever it is

safe to remove them, by sliding them behind the other
divisions. In these recesses the tenderest greenhouse
plants may be cultivated, and trained against a trellis,

which could not be shown in the engraving. Thus
are combined a handsome architectural elevation, and
the means of having some of the finest exotic plants
exposed in summer, without danger, anJinacondi-
tion incomparably more healthy and attractive than
they ever attain in the greenhouse.*'

If glazed sashes are too expensive, canvas or other
screens can be readily substituted ; but in that case
the plants will suflPer from being kept in darkness
during the winter.

Where it is thought preferable, another set of rails,
on the outside of those for the sashes, can be prepared
to carry some kind of covering in rigorous weather.
Where this is done, the necessity for fire-heat will be

trifling ; in fact, it might be entirely dispensed with.
In covering such a wall, Mr. Paxton recommends
that young plants should be always chosen

—

"Because, however desirable immediate effect may
be, it must never be obtained at the cost of subsequent
and permanent beauty ; and unless the specimens are
young and small, they can rarely be trained in the re-

quired position, and will still less frequently produce
branches from the base, so as to cover the lower part
of the wall. To relieve the bareness which this sys-

tem will occasion, a few fast-growing species may be
inserted temporarily, taking care that they do not in-
terfere with the others, and removing them when they
are no longer needed."

In conclusion, Mr. Paxton recommends that

"The plants be pruned and tr^uned into the form
they ai'e wished to assume, from the time of their
transplantation; and after they have filled the space
assigned them, they may be permitted to grow more
wildly. For the first two or three years, Ukewise,
healthy and vigorous growth should be more sought
after than flowers, since these last can be supplied
from the sources before alluded to. As soon as the
more shrubby kinds, such as Mahonias, Camellias,
Fuchsias, &:c., have covered a moderate amount of sur-
face, their lateral branches may be allowed to stand
out from the wall, that they may make some approxi-
mation to their true character of slirubs, while they
perform their original purpose of covering the wall.
They will thus bloom more abundantly, and have a
more natural appearance; the space above them being
occupied by the more rambling and purely climbing
species.

^
Close training, indeed, ought to be aban-

doned with all the sorts after they have reached their
prescribed limits, and they should be pruneil on the
spur-system, or so as to induce tliem to protrude from
the general surface a great quantity of short blooming
branches."

These observations will, we liMBtj 'convince our
readers that a conservative wall, constructed on liberal

principles, would introduce a great reform, not to mj
a radical improvement in to the appearance of a fluwer-

garden.

FLORAL ANALOGIES.
iVontimied from p. sSS.)

21. Mimatcs hirta. Hairy Mimetea,—A plant named
from ^iftTiTTjSf a inlme or mimicg because it resemblea

various other genera. It aaalogises with th^ mocking-
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mime in theatrical ex-
Mr^, and corresponJi with pantor

22!"GaI«u«n Aparine. CatcIi-weed.-A plant termed by

the Greeks ^p.XayBpoir.u (M^n-Iover) ; its fruiC are set with

a species of hirsute bristles, which adhere to everything

they come in contact with. It analogises negatively to a

troubleiiome fellow ; but affirmatively, to an officious but

true friend. It corresponds also with the phrenological

organ, philo-progenitiveness, in an affirmative sphere.

2j/MitchelIa repens. Creeping Mitchella.—A plant

which may be termed social, from its growing together in

large quantities. It analogises with a lover of society, and

with that instinct which has led man to congregation, joint-

stock companies, and associative and communicative ideas.

24. Heliotropium europaeum. European Heliotrope.

The name of this genus has its derivation from -^Xioy,

the sun, and rpe-rrca, I turn. It represents the faithful

lover» as its flowers are always turned to the sun, and

droop as if with sorrow at his departure. Among religi-

onists it analogises with the Magian, or sun-worshipper.

25.—Campanula Speculum. Venus's Looking-gla^s.

—

The blooms of this flower are like an old-fashioned looking-

glass, and analuglse in form with $ the astronomical sign

of Venus. It also corresponds with the woman vain of

her beauty, who may always be said to carry a looking-

glass about with her.

26, Campanula liliifolia. Lily-leaved Bell-flower.

—

This plant analogises with the precocious child. Before

the panicle is produced, its leaves expand in a species of

duster upon the top of its stem, but are afterwards

through its prolongation dispersed, as the precocious child

after a few years generally loses its anomdous abilities,

and becomes a being of a usual enough kind.

27. Sctcvola suaveolens. Sweet-scented Sceevola.—

A

plant named in honour of Mutius Sceevola, a hero ofancient

Roman romance, who burnt off his right hand in the fire

to attest his power of endurance. It analogises with left-

handed people, as its flower seems to be defective of one
sids of its corolla. The Latin Scseva is the word for the

left hand.
28.—Elaeodendrura Argan. Spiny Olive Wood.—This

tree resembles the Olive, the emblem of peace, and there-

fore analogises with a truce of war or comparative peace.
29. Itea virginica. Virginian Itea.—This plant in its

leaves and place of growth resembles the Willow-tree, the
emblem of sorrow, and therefore analogises with false or
affected grief. Among the Amphibia, the crocodile, with
iU deceitful tearsjcorresponds withit Goodwin Barmhy.

AMATEUR'S GARDCN.--No. XXI.
The art of root pruning, about which so much was

written during the past winter and spring, will very
probably have been practised by a considerable number of
those who have fruit trees to manage, and in some instances
perhaps carried too far. It will therefore be proper for
me to put the Amateur on his guard against the effects
which will be produced in the earlier part of the summer
l^ two or three weeks of very dry weather, and to point
out the way in which he may get over a difficulty of this
kind. To water such trees may seem a very simple oper-
ation

; yet more harm than good is frequently done by the
manner in which the operation is performed. Many per-
ons in watering out-door plants give them little more
than others \n the Greenhouse or Conservatory. This
might be very well, if they watered the former with the
same regularity, that is, as often as the soil gets dry. But
as this is not often done, tlie small quantity of water given
only tends to excite the roots and leaves, which, as soon
as the water has evaporated, suffer more from their being
«o excited, than if they had never been watered at all.

The amateur, therefore, when he finds his trees or shrubs
suffering from the continuance of dry weather, should soak
the ground well all round the plant, as far as be thinks the
roots extend

; then make a bason, and pour into it as much
water^ as it will receive. Ten or twelve large garden
watermg-pots will not be too much for an ordinary sized
shrub

I

and for a large tree three or four times that quan-
tity will be requisite. If the operation is done in the
afternoon or evening, the bason may be levelled down nest
day

; and unless the weather continues drv for a very lon^
time no more watering will be required for the season!
It wiU be found an excellent plan to cover the ground overwith some substance, such as rotten leaves or dun^, tostop evaporation from going on so rapidly.

^

finish the planting out of tender.flowering plants, in thebeds or borders, as there is not much danger of their be nzinjured by frost now. The greenhouse may be thinned

m«n f>r Balsams, and other summer flowers; besideswhere \ ines are grown on the rafter. , they will now shadethe plants too much.
^
The Neapolitan Violet may nowbe propagated for winter flowering

; soma very Toddirections upon this subject will be found in tbe backnumbers of this and the former volume. Heart^eLe
Peiargoniums, and almost ail kinds of plants which strikefrom cuttings, may now be propagated by every oneMany strong.growing plants will be benefited bvbein-
frequently, watered with dung water. This is very'simplv
made, by putting a barrowful of cowdang into a cask, and
then pouring water over it. Stir and mix it well, and
alfowit to stand a little time before being used. Or, if

thf ^^^^^id wet, a cart-load of dung may be laid in the

^^^Jt^:^-^' «"^ ^ ^^^le dug by the side of it, into which
re will run, and can be taken out and used
. F.

T \^-

IE CORRKSPOXDENCE.
siem of Pruning Forest Trees,—I thank
his continued doubts and misunderstand-

" pruning forest

one. It seems strange that '* Quercus

r vjcat-iuusfc, iiur nis concinuea aouots ai% of fcy^systena, Jiitherto termed,
w

V

I

trees," and which term 1 shall now alter. I still maintain

this to be ** the true system," and it will at no distant day

be found so, when the present mania for agricultural pur-

suits is a little abated ; and I certainly think that this

country will, ere long» have to deplore the neglect of not

attending to the means of making every timber tree, even

in hedge-rows, available for some useful purjiose. There

is a very liomely proverb, '* always taking out of the meal-

tub and putting none in, will soon come to the bottom."

So a constant draining of timber from Canada, without

raising any fresh, will, perhaps, in a shorter period than is

anticipated, make it scarce and dear even there. Whether

the supply from the Baltic is inexhaustible and sure, from

fresh plantations springing up or made, I cannot ascertain ;

but it behoves the legislature of this country, or rather all

landed proprietors, to consider it well before the evil day

arrives, when gentlemen will have to regret what a serious

loss they have sustained by not having adopted this me-

thod earlier. They will then say, "how valuable the timber

on my estate would be, if this system had been adopted

when first pointed out ! whereas, it is now worth little

in comparison." To be convinced, only let him look at

the present state of the plantations, woods, and hedge-

row timber in general ; but particularly the latter, which
is in a great measure useless for any valuable purpose,

lam, however, obliged to ** Quercus " for his further

confirmation of what I have previously stated, about the

misconception of my system by most people who have

heard of it, as it gives me an opportunity of altering the

term ** pruning forest trees ;" having been long convinced

it leads many persons wrong, from their confused notions

about it. But as it is to supersede the necessity of muti-

lating, lopping, snagging, &c., I shall term it for the future

the •* preventive system of pruning forest trees." I wish I

could think of abetter term ; perhaps some friend will suggest
" should condemn a

system he has not seen, nor the proofs I have given of it

;

but it is the case with him, as with many others, which

more fully confirms me in the opinion that it will make
but little progress until e:sperimental plantations are

formed as schools for practice to point out its utility, as

hinted tit in page 205, Number 13 of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, To be brief with " Quercus." I entirely

agree with him, that the increase of timber is from the

quantity of branches and leaves of a tree, and that this

system (he may call it foreshortening if he pleases) is to

increase, when necessary, the number of branches and
leaves, instead of reducing them, as he supposes, and
to take none off until they have fulfilled the office

nature has 'assigned them, and until others are produced
to replace them in those important functions ; so that he

will see that we agree in principle, if he but understood
the practice, which is simply to regulate the number,
size, and form of the branches, according to their health
and vigour. In fact, by this method, I can cause the in-

crease of the stem to be greater or less, either as to

height or girth, according to the quantity of branches
left or taken oflT. Still I cannot help feeling a regret,

that there is not more attention paid to the tables of ex-

periments and proofs I have given in my book by those
who have read it, and of the good effect of numerous
healthy branches and leaves on a tree in accelerating the
increase of the stems of timber trees, also of the contrary
effects produced by the paucity or unhealthiness of the

branches and leaves. I have only to observe, that to ac-

complish this desirable end, it must be commenced at an
early period of their growth and followed up for a number
of years. Therefore I repeat, without presumption, that
it is the true system, and will eventually come into general
practice, although, from the seeming indifference shown
to the subject by those most interested in it, viz., the
lords of the soil and woods, it may not be for some time
to come ; which brings to my mind the motto prefixed to

a pamphlet I published some time ago relating to the
above subject—''Truth is* great, and will prevail."—
Wm. Billington.

Disease in Ash Trees.—In the third column, p. 269
of the Gardeners^ Chronicle, is a paragraph on ** Disease
in Ash Trees." I am encouraged by your notice of the
subject to apply to you for satisfaction upon the nature of
a complaint, I should suppose somewhat similar to that
which you allude to, prevailing amongst the Ash-trees in
my plantation, except that the decayed portion appears
like an excrescence or warty protuberance. Ash-trees
having this defect are said by the common people in this
neighbourhood to be *' pie-pecked." I observe the dis-
ease to prevail most strikingly iu young trees of thirty
years and upwards, say to fifty; occasionally under that
age ; it does not seem to be confined to such as are
planted in any particular soil. Old trees (and I have
some very fine ones) of 130 years' growth are free from
it. It attacks those which have been apparently growing
vigorously ; shows itself upon the stem of the tree, butbv
far most extensively upon the branches, and invariably
causes them to send out long unhealthy side shoots in all
directions, which do not survive more than a season or
two. As both pruned and unpruned trees show the same
complaint, I cannot attribute it to such treatment. Those
which grow forked in their main branches seem to be
principally, but not exclusively, the subjects of this dis-
order. Any information that can be obtained regarding
the treatment which may preserve young trees thus suffer-
ing will be very acceptable to—Lancastrieusis, [We trust
this will engage the attention of some of our foresting
fnends.] ^

^
Beech Trees.--lt is, I think, probable that the soilm the neighbourhood of your correspondent " T. T"

disagrees with his shrubs, more than their growing under
Beech-trees. In our part of the country, we have enor-
mous and luxuriant bushes (some almost trees) of Box

and Laurel, and Holly, flourishing under a Beech-grove
where there are no others. This is on a limestone soil'

where we have not succeeded in growing Rhododendrons
at dMn—FotentUla,

Actioji of Wasps on Ash Trees,—May not the disease
of the Ash, mentioned by a correspondent in your Paper
of the 16th April, arise from the attacks of wasps or hor-
nets ? Some fifteen or sixteen years ago, in Somerset-
shire, I detected hornets barking an Ash, with as much
assiduity and as great an eff'ect as any two-legged urchin
armed with a knife, could have evinced. They had com-
pletely stripped branches as thick as my arm for the space
of a foot or eighteen inches in length, working nearly in
rows like mowers, and carrying off pieces of bark half as
big as themselves, besides inflicting many injuries in
other parts of the tree. Since that time I have never
witnessed such an operation, but have often seen wasps
upon the bark of the Ash and Elm, apparently enga^-edin
the like work, on a smaller scale. About four or five

years ago, some Elms in my own neighbourhood were
much infested by wasps, and have ever since presented
the appearance 'described by your correspondent in his

Ash ; but whether the wasps were the original aggressors,

or only came to avail themselves of the labours of some
other insect, either by feeding on extravasated sap or on
the eggs or larvae of that insect, I could not ascertain.

As the trees affected were all contiguous, I was in-

clined to suspect some of the coleopterous tribe to be
the real enemy, but failed to detect any extended injury

below the damaged bark. Having observed the dead
blotches in the bark of young Ash which had never felt

the knife, I cannot ascribe it to bad pruning,—J". R,

Insects Injurious to Apples and Bases,—There is an-

other insect peculiar to such districts, a species of locust

commonly called Chovies ; they rise out of the ground
about this time, or a little later, in such numbers, that in

two or three days every Apple-tree in fruit or Rose-bush
in flower is covered with them, and do not cease their

havoc until they have nearly consumed everything they

alight on ; but fortunately they do not esist long in that

state. I should like to know if there is any way to stop

their ravages, as I have sometimes tried of an evening to

squirt them to the ground, where they will lie powerless

until the sun shines next day, when they rise up and re-

sume their destruction. Would lime-water drive them-

away in the same inanner as it does ants ? I had a colony

of ants which regularly used to visit a pinery (it was a

vinery till lately, so that scale was no inducement) ; they

perambulated the whole house, but luckily before I had

any Strawberries ripe they took themselves off another

route. I had caught a good many in a jar with a Uttle

honey in the bottom, and I suppose they thought I had a

design upon them, and that it was better to escape. A
plum tree which was covered with scale near the said

pinery used to divert them a little, but I washed it with

hot soap-suds, and they have relinquished it also ; so that

I hope they will give me no further annoyance.—J. M.
[It is very probable that. lime-water would drive them

away.]
n

Cockroaches.—I fear that your valued correspondent

**P. P." has not quite forgiven my story of the ** Lord

Mayor's Cat." Nevertheless I will not dispute the so-

perioricy of his mode of catching cockroaches, hut state

merely that it did not succeed with me. For years we had

been used to employ basins of sugared beer, sometimes

embanked in sand, sometimes surrounded witli ladders of

lath most invitingly placed to induce the creatures to walk

up, but they came in such small numbers as to leave the

nuisance practically unabated. No sooner, however, was

the basin sunk level with the hearth, than the clearance

took place as if by magic; and the only reason for not

applying a bait was that none seemed necessary. "V^e

saved, therefore, the expense of providing the *' butt of

malmsey," and the trouble of straining it for re-use.

Water was added simply to detain the captives more se-

curely, as otherwise a very vigorous specimen would manage

occasionally to scale the dry walls. I believe that the

action was not that of a trap, but simply that of a pitfalb

into which the victims ran heedlessly as it lay in their

path.

I^ets as a Proteciion for FruU.— l have frequently

read of nets being a protection against gnats and mosqui-

toes, under the supposition that they take them for spider s

webs. It is very probable, as they are long legged insects,

that the least obstruction stops them ; but 1 can^ssure
•* Runcola " that nets are no impediment to wasps or flie^i

either on walls or bushes. They' will either fly directly

through them, or alight on them, and creep through the

meshes if there is anything enticing under them. They
generally reduce all my White Currants (Red they do not

care much about) and Morello Cherries to mere husks by

the beginning of September ; although I sometimes cov'er

them with a triple case of nets pegged out a foot from the

waU. I do not know whether there is any peculiarity m the

nature of soils to encourage the production of wasps, but

on stiff wet soils in seasons such as last, there were none to

be seen
; whereas on light sandy ones like this they were as

numerous as ever.-J. m. -I was surprised at reading;

th t

* °^ '^^ Chronicle, an assertion by *' Ruricola,
inat a net spread over a wall will preserve tl
tue attacks of insects. I have seen many tr

the fruit from

ees on walls,

es

that

-. •-

pecially Cherries, covered with nets, but never witnessed
coat either flies or wasps were deterred from passing
through the meshes and devouring the fruit. The de-

^''"^''•f' powers of those pests are too often felt, and any
method by which they may be prevented from prey«n?
upon his fi-uit would be of very great service to the gar-

dener. Should any of your correspondents have expen-
eaced the truth of '< Ruxlcola's " assertion, I sbaU be verj
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lyrola meaia.— P^/^r Mackenzie.
Indigenous Planls,~ls there any rule or law whereby

CO lectors of plants may know when a plant maybe called
inaigenous, and be added to the flora of the country ? I
nna the red Valerian (Valeriana rubra), Barren Wort
It^pimediuni aljiinum), yellow Balsam (Inij)atiens noli-rae-

ngere), and many others, placed among the native plants
ot Ibis country. The common Parsley (Aphira Petrose-
imma) IS also ranked among the indigenous plants of
'i.ngiand and Scotland

; I i.ave found it growing among
jne rocks of Stirling Castle, bat it probably found its way
jaere among the rubbish from the garden ; this is said to
»e a native of Sardinia. I have read in old histories that
ipe i-urzeor Whin (Ulex europocus) was introduced into
|5couand, as a plant for fodder, by one of the kings, and

ftr%"t^
set down as indigenous. If such plants as these

«re to be admitted as natives, then there arc many others
^iat have as gooda'claim. The Rumex alpinus, or IMonk's

lUDarb, is found growing in waste places far removed
J^om gardens, and is said to grow naturally upon the Alps,

on fh
»!^^ ^lonkey-flower (Mfmulus luteus) is also found

am
^^"^s of rivers, apparently in a wild state

; yet Ijn not aware if any of these plants are admitted into the
"»sh flora, although they have as good a right to be

^^^}^Y others.—Peter Mackenzie,— [It would be easy
• P^^^'^^t are called rules in judging upon sucli sub-
jects

;
but they are of little value. The best rule is to

nvestigate carefully, and to help out the investigation
''"u a modicum of common sense.]
^y^^^^^P^^^^'^oii Practised upon Gardeners.—We understand

a a great deal of imposition has been lately practised by
omen representing themselves to be the widows of gar-
enersjiu various parts, and particularly in the West of Eug-

anj
^^. ^^^'^'•e^ore take the opportunity of exposing them,

a tan^
"^ our readers upon their guard. One of th^se,

«i^ Stout, red-faced Scotchwoman, a good deal pitted

glad to hear of it, and to learn the particulars as to the

sort of net used, &c.— JV. E, .

Curling of the leaves of Peach-trees.—Mr. Hayward
having, in his book, stated his belief that the exposure of

a tree to the weather is not the cause of the curling or
blistering of the leaves of Peach-trees, begs to explain on
what he grounds it. First, he has frequently observed
that of t(^•o trees growing alongside, one was curled and
blighted, and the other not. He therefore concluded,
that, as the weather would affect the one as well as the
other, this could not be the cause; and Secondly, he not
only has often observed that whenever trees have appeared
with blistered and curled leaves^ the soil has been recently
over-saturated with putrescent manure ; but he has re-

peatedly proved by experiment, that whenever the soil in

which the roots of the Peach-tree are embedded, is over-

charged with manure," particularly during the months of
November, December, and January, the trees are uniformly
infected with curled or blistered leaves. The cause, there-

fore, he considers, is rank and unwholesome food.

—

Lyme.
Cause of Mildeta in Peas,— It is no uncommon thing

to observe the leaves of Garden Peas covered with mildew
in autumn ; various reasons are given for its appearance,

some persons being of opinion that it proceeds from want
of moisture, others saying that too much wet is the cause

of it. In a garden, considered well drained when it was
made, the raildev/ was very common on the stem and
leaves, and sometimes attacked the pods. The ground
received another extra draining' about three years ago,
since which time the fungus has not troubled the crops of
Peas; from which circumstance one would be ready to

iofer that an over-supply of moisture was the true cause
of the mildew. Your well-timed remarks about draining,

in a leading article lately (p. 267), ought not to stop with
Vine borders, but should be practised in every department
of gardening.

—

Peter Mackenzie.
(Enothera setotina,—I know not of any flower that

makes a better autumnal show than this when planted out
in a bed by itself, which it will literally cover with flowers
every evening and sunless day, until quite late in the sea-

son. If the flower-garden where it is grown is uncjer

high keeping, the bed should be looked over every morn-
ing, and the flowers of the previous day carried off; this

will very considerably add to its beauty. Where a quan-
tity of it is wanted for bedding, this is the fit time to at-

tend to its propagation by preparing cuttings (as soon as
the young wood has advanced to the length of one and a
half or two inches), pricking them out in sand in the open
ground and covering them with a hand-glass. If treated
in this manner, the whole of the cuttings now put in may
be expected to root, and be ready for planting out in a
month ; whereas, if deferred until the autumn, when the
increase of flower-garden stock is considered en masse, the
probability is that not one will succeed. This I have
found to be the case with me, although others may know
of many exceptions to it.—*7. II., Elmhavi Hall.

Oxalis acetosella,—Some time ago I recommended the
Oxalis acetosella as an edging for shady walks ; the plant
was objected to by your correspondent ''J. D./' who
says, ** It is pretty well known to gardeners that the leaves
of the Oxalis acetosella disappear about the end of No-
vember, and are not seen again till the month of April.^'
I have no desire to contradict the statement of any man"
rashly, but justice ought to be done to the character of a
plant, however lowly its situation may be. I have often
observed the Woodsorrel in shady places from November
until the present time, and its leaves are still fresh and
unchanged, apparently giving the young ones in their
light green livery a hearty welcome; and instead of re-
maining eight months, as stated by '» J. D.," I find that
the leaves continue green at least thirteen months; so
that I thmk the Woodsorrel may be looked upon as an
Herbaceous evergreen, as well as the evergreen Alkanet,
Anchusa sempervirens, and the intermediate winter-green

with the small-pox, represents herself as the widow of a
gardener who is lately dead, having left her with five
children, one of which had also recently died; that her
husband had worked for the two vears previous to his
death at Mr. Pontey's Nursery, Plymouth, and also at
Messrs, Teitch'a of Exeter, and that she is travelling to
her husband's parish at Dorchester. She is remarkable
for a great flow of water trickling down her cheeks, ap-
parently produced from a phial which she has artfully
concealed in a handkerchief, and which she is constantly
applying to her eyes, as if to wipe away her tears. An-
other is said to be a short, thin, pale-faced woman, who
pretends to have been left a widow with four children, and
to be travelling to her husband's parish in Cornwall. There
is also a short, sturdy fellow, dressed in a fustian jacket
and trousers, swansdown waistcoat, and half-boots, who
represents himself to be a broken-down gardener, and to
have been out of work five months. This man is well
known to have been travelling through Essex and Kent
five years ago, with the same story.

To stop Bleeding of Vines,—A correspondent informs
us that he has found the following plan to answer perfectly
in stopping the bleeding of Vines. It is simply to cut a
hole in a Potato sufliciently large to receive the end of the
bleeding shoot, upon whicli it is to be firmly pressed.
This remedy, although it appeared ten or twelve years
since in Loudon's Gard. Mag., may not be known by
the generality of our readers.

Bleeding of the Vine—Major Moor begs leave to in-

form the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle that the
communication on the "bleeding of Vines,'^ p. 317, on
which so many as *' six correspondents" have seen fit to

''complain," was not sent to the learned Editor by him.
There may, it is true, be more than one Simon Pure; but
as no other is known to the writer of this note, he con-
fesses the soft impeachment, but is compelled to reject all

thatis imputed to him upon the-subject. Of the juice of
the grape he may, peradventure, be able to say something
practically; but beyond that, as concerning the Vine, he
is altogether ignorant and innocent. [We have been un-
fortunate in mistaking one correspondent for another.]

Yellow Bankaian Rose.—Your correspondent ** F. X.,"
in No. 19, may now see a Yellow Banksian Rose in full

bloom, covering the front of a small house in the village

of Datchet, near "Windsor, which does not appear to have
been treated in any particular manner. The aspect is a
little to the south of west.

—

M. Z). /'.

I

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Exhibition at the GardenSt May 14?/'i.—Neithcrthemost zealous
devotee of horticulture, nor the most ardent patriot could Iiave
desired a more striking proof that their pursuit or their country-
were not in an inactive or declining state than was furnished at
the Exhibition of last Saturday. It is difficult to decide whether
the natural beauty of the flowers, their tasteful arrangement, the
tokens of skill in cultivation they afforded, or the interest which
the company evinced in their inspection was the more gratifying
or remarkable. The previous rains had brought everything in
the gardens to the highest perfection. The day was fine, with a
genial, but not oppressive warmth, the lawns and walks neither
damp nor dusty j vegetation just clothed in that lovely green
which is peculiar to the present season. The noble Wistaria si-

nensis, that finest of hardy climbers, was completely laden with
its newly-opened and delicately-perfumed blossoms: the plants
in the great conservatory yet more luxuriant than those in the
open air. and some of them splendidly in flower ; the collection of
exotics iu the exhibition, variedandrich in the extreme; their dis-

position as to the diversity, contrast, and yet harmony of their
colours, was the subject of admiration j and the visitors were
numerous, but select, and by no means crowded. The three
military bands performed in their usual style; and, as if to finish

the whole, and give an additional zest to all the other attractions,

a friendly nightingale
"All day long her amorous descant sung*'

within 50 yards of the principal tent.
Cultivators will be pleased to learn that their productions were

gazed upon with approbation by her Majesty and Prince Albert,

who, with the Duke of Devonshire, the Duchess of Sutherland,
Lady Caiiisle, Lady Newburgh and suite, honoured the exhibition
with their attendance. The other visitors, including many illus-

trious names, amounted to 5,500. The subjects of exhibition

were so abundant, and generally so fine, that nothing but a mere
outline can be attempted. The tribe which of all others attracted

and deserved most notice was the Azaleas; the specimen.-, sent

far surpassed those brought in former years. They were treated

in four different ways : i ii'st and rarest, there were plants exceed-
ingly dwarf and bushy, with the branches actually depending-
over the edges of the pots. These were peculiarly interesting,

and confined mostly to A. latcritia and variegata. Next, there
were some almost equally low, but very spreading, and with their

branches also inclining dowmwards. While the former were not
more than a foot or 18 inches in diameter, these were from th/ce

to five feet across, and included the White Indian and a few of

the crimson- fiower^d kinds. Again, there was a group which hud
been left to grow naturally, with perhaps the principal stem fas-

tened to a stake to keep it upright, and two or three of the
branches tied in a little to draw the flowers more into a mass.
Lastly, there were many, both with and without a bare stem, of
1 or 2 It. in height, that had the points of their branches brought
into a tiat, or nearly fiat, surface—thus throwing ail the fiowers
to the front, and, of course, rei;deriug that front far more thickly
studded with them than an ordinary bush could be. The speci-
mens of the first class had been procured from cuttings, or by
grafting very low on the stocks, and pruned freely, as well while
growing as during winter. Tiie branches had also most likely
been tied down at the poiiits. Those of the second tribe had becii
raised similarly, and perhaps treated in the same manner, but
were commoner and strongcr-grcwing sorts, and had been kept
in a very light house, near the glass. The third group, which
was the least ornamental, exhibited a want of culture, or, at
least, showed by their defects what the aid of art had sccom-
plished in other instances. Their shoots, having been tied up for
the occasion, evinced, too, the injudiciousness of attempting to
train a plant after it has perfected its growth. Several of the
flowers were unavoidably turned inv/ards.or on one side, instead
of towards the spectator. In the fourth class, however, a good
eflTect was produced by training all the shoots so as to present
only one front, A specimen of A. latcritia so arranged was brought
by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., and was certainly an
admirable specimen of culture. The blossoms were so close that
it seemed almost impossible for them to exist in such a crowded
state. It was 4 ft. high, oua stem about a foot long. The same
variety was exhibited from the same collection oidy l ft. in
height, extremely dense and bt^autiful. Mr. Green also had A.
indica variegata as large as the first-raeuiiuncd A. lateritia,

and scarely less prolific of flowers. To those dC'^irous of improv-

ing the race of greenhouse Azaleas, these two kinds may bi
pohited out as models in respect of the form of their flowers. From
Mr. Green there were, further, an A. splendens, seven feet high,
with immense deep crimson flowers, and in a magnificent condi-
tion; phcntcia and Smithii, equally good; two very remarkable
plants of the splendid double red variety, one being quite 6 it.

high, and full of blossoms ; and a gorgeous specimen of a new
kind called A. Gr^nii, which has rich and well-formed crimson
flowers. All Mr. Green's Azaleas appeared to be trained with the
view of bringing their flowers to the frcnt ; and hence their pecu-
liar splendour. The dwarf specimen we have spoken of is ob-
viously excepted from this remark. Mr. Croucher, gr. to J.
AUcard, Esq., of Stratford, exhibited a very beautiful dwarf plant
of A. Indica variegata. and a superior specimen of the same va-
riety, together with a splendid plant of a deep crimson sort. A
ven' pretty white kind, fuUy ti ft, high, and profusely covered
with bloom, came from Mr. Falconer, gr. to — Palmer, Ksq.,^of
Cheam. From Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman. Esq., there wire
a double red Azaleam a nice dwarf state ; A. lateritia, also dwarf,
but with small flowers.; the variegated variety, exceeding!vgtx)d

,

2 ft. high
; and a crimson Azalea, with semi-double flowers, 4 ft.m height, and particularly fine. An extremely handsome sped-

men of the white Indian Azilea was sent by Mr. Klogan, gr. to
H. PownaU, Esq. Spring Grove. It was 3 ft. high, and at least
4 ft. broad. In another collection by Mr. Barnes there was a plant
of A. Smithii. 3 ft. in height, which presented a superb mass of
blosyom; a bright red-flowered variety, I ft. high, very full of
bloom

; one called Semidouble Scarlet, with paiticularly large
and brilliant flowers, which have a riight tendency to become
double i A. sinensis, finely-grown, and with its rich yellow inflo-
rescence creating a delightlul variety among the restj a double
crinibon-flowered variety, beautifully in flower; andA, Gled-
stanesii, 18 hi. in height, and well covered with blossom. The
last kind was exhibited, too, by Mr. Green as a dtUched specimen,
and droope<i over the sides of the pot iu an elegant manner, lt«
flowers areformcdlikethosc of A. Indicavariegata, audare mostly
white, with here and there a stripe, more or less distinct and
broad, of deep pink. Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, besidct good
specimens of A, phoenlcea, and a very luxuriant one of the white
sort, had an admirable plant of A. Danielsiana, 4 ft. in height, and
blooming mc&ttibandanUy. The flowers were rather pale red,
from having been forced, and the plant is easily known by its
small, neat, and compact foliage. JNlr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Law-
rence, Ealing Park, contributed several specimens, which were
conspicuous for their health, as well as for the numbers and size
of their blossoms j of A. splcndens phoenlcea, one much resem-
bling the first-named; a particularly good white variety, which
w-as Hke a hillock of snow, and the doubic pink sort, dwarf, but
more than 4 ft. in breadth, and extremely delicate. A quantity of
new varieties were furnished b} Mr. Smith, nurscrj-man, of Nor-
biton, Surrey, and amongst them wcfe several with striking
flowers. One, which had very pale and transparent red or sal-
mon-coloured blossoms of a large size, and tolerably good form,
appeared to divide its claims to superiority with another of a
most intense crimson hue, having numerous dark spots. A semi-
double crimson one was also good ; and there was a fine white
kind, named A. phcrnfcea alba. A selection of hardy Azaleas, ia
baskets, from Mr. Donald, of the Woking Nursery, had an inter-
esting appearance. After the AzAlcas, Cacti and Heaths com-
monly occupy the foremost rank. On this occasion, however,
we think precedence is due to the climbing plants. It is with
delight that weiiote, having called attention to the subject in our
report of last year, that there were a great many species of these
charming objects present, and that many of them were superla-
tively fine. The possibility of growing even rambling and luxu-
riant climbers in pots to trellises not more than 4 or 5 ft, high has
now been fully demonstrated; and it is alike palpable that plants
so managed constitute some of the most beautiful objects whicli
can engage the cultivator's notice. The trellises most common
were those with flat surfaces, exhibiting an oval or irregular con-
tour, some expanding at the bottom, so as to cover the pot, and
such as resemble a barrel, or are simply cylindrical in figure.
Two or three were completely globular, except on the lower side,
and some were of a common cylindrical form, but low, and covered
at the top, with the plants trained over them so closely, and
branching out from their surface so naturally, as to give them
theaspect rather ofdwarfbushes than of trellis-supported climbers.
The most noticeal)Ie feature in their culture was the training of
the shoots so closely together as almost to hide the trellis, and to
display as continuous a sheet as possible of foliage and flowers on
the exterior. It was observable that where this had been most
carefully efl'ectcd, by far the most splendid results were realised,
and certainly nothing could be more demonstrative of the good
eflfects of any treatment than were some of the climbers of that
we have just referred to. Probably the best plan, where imme-
diate display is not wished for, is to train the plants thinly to the
top of a suitable trellis, take the principnl shoots again to the
bottom, and re-dlrect them upwards, between the older poitions.
The fir>t wood is thus I^ettcr matured, and though two or three
years will elapse without any f-triking result being obtained, the
ultimate cflvctwill be all that could be desired. In all casc^, how-
ever, a high trellis must be guarded against, as it is not a tall

specimen, with the flowers principally at the top, that is

most beautiful— but one ever wliich the leaves and blossoms
are pretty regularly and generally distributed. These hints were
suggested, and will be borne out, by the climbers exhibited. The
specimen whicli struck us as being most astonishing was one of
Zlchya glabrata, from Mr. Clarke, gr. to G. Smith, Esq., of
Shirley Park, It was about 3 ft. high, the same breadth, oua flat

trellis, and had a cluster of flowers to almost every square inch
of surface. The bunches of blossom, from staXiding out on long
flower-stalks, had their beauty greatly inc: cased. A plant of
Kennedya monophylla, 4 ft. in height, proportionately broad, on
a similar trellis to the last, and so densely covering it that it

could not be seen through, was sent by the same person, and by
the profusion of its large deep green leaves and blue floweiB,
made a very admirable display. ^Iv, Clarke further exhibited
Philibertia granditlora, in a good flowering condition; Tweedia
ccenilca. aflixed to the front of a flat trellis, aiid producing a

mg an interesting and close pyrLiuiid
4 ft. high; Kennedya nigricans, on around trellis, with its nobiC
foliage, and curious blackish and yellow flowers; Kennedya
longiraccmosa, 4 ft. high, on a circular flat Uxllis, remarkably
good; and S61lya heterophylla, with its pretty drooping blue
blossoms, A Zlchya cocciuea. 4 ft, high, from J. AUuut, Esq., of
Clapham, was a magnificent specimen: and Mr. Wilson, gr. to
J. Labouchere, of Bedford llili, Strcatliara, produced the same
species, 6 tt. high, with a prodigious quantity of flowers; it was
supported on a fancy trellis, the figure being contracted towarda
the top. Mr. Redding, gr. fo Mrs. Marryatt, of Wimbledon,
brought a plant of Clematis coerulca, which, though hardy, flowers
most perfectly under protection; and Clematis Siebold i came
from Mr. Hogan, gr. to ii. Pownaii, Esq.. SprUig Grove: the
latter behig on too large a trellis, and its branches, leaves, and
blossoms too much diflused, did not I: ok so well as it does when
these are more coiicentratcd. Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman,
Ksq., contributed a handsome Kennedya raonophyJIa, and a so-

perb plant of ZSchya cocclnca. on a trellis 5 ft, Iu height. Yvom
Mr. Hunt, gr. to Misis Traill, of Hayes Common, tiB»!wasan
excellent Gompholobium poIvnKirphum, which had many l>iooiM»

expanded, an<t a greater quantity in the bud state; it i^^^^P
be trained very clostlv. being cf such a slender hftbitude.

*J^^,J
olum tricolorutn, or a variety of it, was likcvise m t^f-

""'J':,*
large coUecUon ; it was fastened to a treiJis 4 ^J;:f^ T!"^^;'

ca».c doun over the pot, and the pI^^
was m m^re

^^^^^^^^
health, and the i Mrgcr and richer, than '^J'^If .*^^^T

before seen them. Mr. Kedding, gr. to -^

'^*'Il:]„' /„w^'
Pavis, gr. to Lord Boston, had a^^o r >ts m i.opaeolum trico^o-

rum, in both a he^itbv mid a fr. auwerm^ state A pl^t of

Zlchva pauuosa, from Mr. Green, gr. to Sir J:^ Antrobus, liart,»

lively effect; a species of Maurandya, probably pulchella, wit:
light lilac flov.-ers, and forming an interesting and close pyrLiuii
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».. v«it n/ Mitchaiii. thowcd an attractive specimen oi

i'^J:i'jLu^^noi more than a foot bi,,^h, completely
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5iih!ii •
ilke a •-»" -i^rubt although so rtwarf, it had a singu-

hy loo

greatest variety of climDers wa« acnvcu irum luc ^oiucua ui

iln Lawrence, Kaiing: Park ; among theae was a tall plant of

ftranchea like a small shrabf although

i^thy l<K)k. aiid was Wossorainp mo.t liberally. But the

Mrs. Lawrence, Aaiujg r-iR, «».v,..6 ...^-., -^ - ™.i,.«». «.

AristokSchia trilobata, trained on a funnel shaped trellis, and

bearing a prodigality of its grotesque-lookiiig blossoms; Thua-
berjria Hawtayiieana. the flowers of which were not very perfect;

Ipoxnoea Hardiuijii, which is allied to I. scabra, but is much
larger in all its parts—a g-ood instance of how the strongest

plants may be grrown on a low trellis ; a new species of Ipomoea,

with attenuated fig-shaped leaves, and large deep purple flow^ers,

which have a tube that contracts greatly towards the base;

ManCttia cordiftilia, on a spherical trellis, and in the finest health

;

GomphoIf»bium polymorphum, spread over aflat trellis, 3 ft. high,

and bcautifuUy in flower; Stephanotis tloribundus, an immense
Ifclant, singularly robust, but only just beginning to flower;

Zlchya pannosa, or a species very near it, 5 ft. high, in capital

condition; Zlobya coccinea, trained to the height of 6 ft., pecu
liarly splendid ; Kcunidya monophylla and longiracemosa, each
from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, cultivated to an amazing degree of per-

fection; and Polrrea coccinea^ twined round a barrel-shaped
trellis, and ftoweiing in the greatest freedom. Two novel species

of Tropte'olum were in the exhibition: one named T. polyphyl-
lum, being sent by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. jVutrobus, Bart., and
baring leaves with numerous narrow segments, and bright yellow
flowers, the shape of those of T. tuberosum ; the other, T. ^dule,

with somewhat similar leaves, and dark orange blossoms, like

the others in figure: the last was from F. Coventry, Esq. Of
Cacti there was the usual assemblage of sorts. Few llowers,
Iwwever, of Ctreus speciosSssimus were expanded, though there
was a very richly-grown specimen of it from Mr. Kyle, gr. to D.
Barclay, Esq., of X-eyton; and two equally well-cultivated plants

of the same species, from Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman,
Xsq. ; C. si>eciosii0, 6 ft. high, from Mr. Barnes, waa very well-
flowered; and a dwarfer opccimeu, 3 ft. in diameter, was still

more finely in blossom. Two plants of Epiphyllum Aekermanni
were produced by the same cultivator, and were really superb.
Ci^rcus JonVinsrtnii was sent from Mr. Goodc, in excellent order,
and a singularly spreading plant of C, speci6su3, astonishingly
prolific of flowers. The most noticeable Cactaceous plant, how-
ever, was a Cereus flagelliformis, grown by Mr. Green, market
gardener, of Turnham Green: its shoots hung down for a
great length, around the pot or box in which it was planted,
ftnd bore several large tufts of lovely crimson flowers. The
main groups of He^aths did not appear to us so fine as
we have tjefore seen them ; nor were there such enormous
specimens as we have previously witnessed. In the health and
libauty, neverthekas, of some of the smaller plants, we dis-

covered much to excite surprise and admiration. The Erica Hart-
nelU exhibited by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobns, Bart.; thcE.
aristata major of Mr. May, gr. to E. Goodhart, Esq., Langley Park

;

the E. ^legans of Mr. Jackson, Kingston ; E. sulphflj-ea, by W. H.
Storey. Esq., Isleworth ; E. linneeoides, by Mr. Barnes, gr. to G.
W^^Norman, Esq,, were, respectively, worthy of the highest
OKOUuums. They were all dwarf, bushy, and healthy, possessing
the last qualities to &n extent rarely paralleled. Larger yet
ecarcely less highly cultivated plants of E. Boweiana were shown
by Mr. Goode , the spikes of flowers being unusually dense i with
B. WiUrnvnana, or a species very much like it, 5 ft. in height,
with between 30 and 40 ,;kes of flowers j E. HartneUi and
UAveolens, the former one of liie ricliest of the tribe, and the
Utter a pretty Ulac-flowered, sweet-scented species, by Mr. Hunt,
KT. t MuiS Traill ; E. conspicua nana, 4 feet high, very closely
Branched, with delicate pink blossoms, and E. princeps, alarge
plant, having showy pale red flowers, by Mr. Jackson, of King.
Bton ; E. echUtlora purpdrca, dwarf and covered with bloom, and
Br persoluta alba, thickly clothed with small white blossoms, by
>lr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt ; E. Barclayano, 5 ft. high, with
'at pink peiululuus flowers, by Mr, Kyle, gr. to R. Barclay. Esq.

;

odorata alba, a lovely variety, exceedingly wdl grown; E. cam-
panulata, studded with elegant yellow blossoms, and E.hjbrida,
3 ft. high, growing tiiiely in one of Mr. Beck's slate tubs, by W.
H. Storey. K.^(|., of Isleworth. The showwas somewhat deficient
in OrchidAcese ; comprising, however, some rare species. Aerides
odoratum, with 4 racemes of its fascinating blossoms, and Sacco-
Jiblam guttatum, bearing 2 long racemes of charming pink, and
white flowers, were from Mr. Goode, gr. to Miss Lawrence,
Baling Park; Mr. Hunt. gr. to Miss Traill, brought the white-
lipped variety of Epidendrum macrochiliim, cultivated in a very
Bupcrior maimer; a prettylittie Onddium, apparently sanguineum,
with cream-coloured flowers, mottled with a purplish hue» from
Honduras ; Dcndrdbium pulchellum. a small but pretty specimen

;

snd Oncfdium sphacelatum, which has very long and large
fiattish pseudo-bulbs, and fine yellow and brown blossoms,
Arranged on short alternate branches, issuing with great regu-
larity from opposite sides of the flower-stem . From some person
w^ose name we have unfortmiately lost, there was the rarely-
bloomed Epidendrum bicomutum, whose flowers are hardly less
beautiful than those of the much-praised Phalsenopsis ; Onddium
MnpUatum, very strong and well flowered; Acanthophlppium
blcolor, with a profusion of its ornamental blossoms ; a good
specimen of Oncldium flexuosum, and one of the pretty varieties

^L ''^"'^"Bi- f^ooQ Mr. Paxton, gr. to his Grace the Duke of
Ijevonshire, there was a fine plant of Myanthus cemuus. with its
ingular nodding racemes of extraordinary flowers; Oncidium
ai^ceiatum, before mentioned ; Br^>:sla maculata, a large plant.
With Its rooU enyeloped in moss; Oncldium pulchellum, one of

-fc^*^ Sracefttlof Orchidaceae, supporting its transparent pinkish^^ blossoms on an airy, wire-like stalk ; MaxiUaria tenuif61ia,g^uhar for its narrow leaves, and having flowers which are mot-MBu* wi» unusual richness, with a reddish brown on a yeUow
L * ^^J

Mossiae, bearing two flower-scapes, with three

»im«:^'i .^ !t^^' * ^"^^^^ ^^^^* ^^^ ^^^ flowers injured bv tra-

l^!^LTi^^^ ''^^' scarce and exquisite Dendr6bium DcVoni.

^^;.h^'^^^ '^r^? ^° ^^ ^^ ^^« «^^ beautiful for a flower^« ^r fl!^*'"^^™
guttatum, producing from 12 to 14 ™^^es of flowers, was from Mr. Jarratt. G. Barker Esq ofgingham, ^nt a small phint. rather imperfectly flowered oft^Fhalienopsis amdbiHs, the bloaw.m3 of Which were b^me on

^hghtful plant, and seldom without bloom. OnddUim liidumpltetum was supplied as a single specimen, by Mr. Ba^ea ct t^S. W. Nwman. Esq.. and is a truly splendid variety. FinSV MrBrewster, gr. to Mr.. Wray, of Oakfield, near Cheltenh^^'nrn
daced Cattlcya Skinneri. which eclipses nearlFallKhe^pede;
In the bniliant crunson tint of its sepals and petals. The lin U !
fitUe darker at tlie summit, but very light towartU the base The
flowera are rather larger than those of C. Hanis<iBue, to which
they approximate in colour; being, however, altogether superiorWe pasg now to the grand feature of the exhibiUon, which was
the fineness of the plants grown for specimens, whether shown
ingly as such, or appearing in the larger groups. Of store species
not yet referred to, there were Pleroma heteromaUa from Mr.
Goode, 4 ft. high, and cultivated to the highest possible perfection
Clerodendron squamatum, 5 ft. high, very luxuriant, and heavily
laden with its peculiar blossoms ; Ixora Bandhiica, g^wing in its
ordinary richness, from two or three persons; and the new Co-
Ifimnea Schiediana, brought by Mr. Barnes, having an unusual
Bumberof its odd-looking, though prettily-painted flowers. The
greenhouse species, not already spoken of,were farmore abundant.
The dwarfshrubs comprise the well-known Lc«chenaul tia formosa,
which was as fine as in former years, from several cultivatoraj
Helichrysum pumilum, handsomely grown by Mr. Green, of
^garo, and Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., yet not suflScientlf
wweloped to show the golden tints In the centre of its flowen =

LeschenAultia biloba, beautifully cultivated and flowered, by Mr.
Green, and exhibiting its blue flowers to advantage near L.
formosa; Eriostemon busif61ium, a most symmetrical and ele-

gant specimen, from Mr. Mountjoy, of Ealing : Corrsea spcciosa,

not more than 2 ft. high, and so thick as to be impenetrable to the
gaze, from Mr. Barnes; Chorozcma Hcnchmanii, 3 ft. high, of

equal breadth, copiously bedecked with flowers, and what is an
uncommon circumstance— really healthy, by Mr. Green; Platy-

Ibbium trilobatum, splendidly flowered, elIso by Mr. Green;
Bor6nia serrulata, by Mr. Bruce and Mr. Barnes, from a foot to

18 inches high, exceedingly compact, with partially drooping
branches, and flowering finely ; a larger plant of the same species,

3 ft. high, and 3 ft. across, by Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill

;

Borrtnia denticulata, the shoots of which had been so frequently

stopped, as to render the bush impervious to the hand, by Mr.
Clarke, gr. to T. Smith, Esq.. and by other growers ; Bor6nia cre-

nulata, 3 ft. high, well cultivated and bloomed by Mr. Hunt, gr.

to Miss I'raill; Selago Gilliesi, spreading and pretty, by Mr.
Clarke; Pimelea decussata, finely grown by many individuals

;

Pimelca spectdbilis, with about 30 heads of its attractive blossoms,

by Mr. Hunt, gr, to Miss Traill; Epacris cerseflora, 18 inches in

height, and covered with snowy bloom, from Mr. Goode; aDill-

wyuia, most like D. speciosa, trained to an oval-shaped trellis, by
which half of its numberless flowers were turned away from the

beholder, by Mr Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill; Chorozema Dicksonii,

1 ft. high, stunted, yet flowering freely, by Mr. Green ; Platyl6.

bium parviflorum, constituting a mass of yellow flowers, 4 ft. in

height, by Mr. Chalmers, gr. to A. Johnston, Esq. ; and llhodo-

deudron Gibsoni, an Indian species, with the habit of an Azalea,
and large pinkish white fra^jrant blossoms, from Mr. Paxton, gr.

to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire. Shrubs of taller growth
include Cytlsus racemosus, quite a tree, from Mr. Goode; Erio-

stcmoncuspidatum, 6 feet high, and healthy in the extreme; Ery-

thrynaCrista-galli, highly vigorous, and with flower-spikes 3 ft. in

length ; Anthrocercis viscosa, 6 ft. in height, and in perfect health,

Tel6pea speciosissima, equally high, and alike healthy ; a crimson
variety of Rhododendron arborcum, magnificently in bloom, all

from Mr. Goodc. gr. to Mrs. Lawrence : Chorozcma cordata, grace-

fully spreading to 6 feet in diameter, and all its branches termin-
ated with flowers, from Mr. Clarke, gr. to T. Smith, Esq., Shirley

Park ; and a small but elegant plant of the same, from Mr. Hunt,
gr. to Miss Traill; Eutaxia myrtif6lia, forming a small tree, 5 ft.

in height, and all its branches completely surrounded with blos-

soms, by Mr. Flogan, gr. to H. Pownall, Esq., Spring Grove, and
Mr. Green ; Epacris grandifiora, from 4 to 6 ft. high, and literally

a thicket, by many cultivators ; Hdvea Celsi, 5 feet high, by Mr.
Jackson, of Kingston, and Mr. Green, most magnificent plants;

Chorozema varium, very fine, from Mr. Barnes ; Poly gala opposi-
.tif^Ua, by Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., 5 ft. in height, and in-

describably handsome; and Teltjpca specioslssima, in a robust
state, though not finely in flower, from Lady Cockburn. Among
Fuchsias there was a noble plant, by Mr. Green, of a variety

of Standishii : it was 6 ft. high, and exceedingly graceful. Anew
hybrid, of a very similar character, was brought by Mr. Davis, gr.

to Lord Boston : it was dwarfer, with denser and shorter and
redder flowers than F. Standishii. Mr. Conway, of Brompton,
exhibited F. Monypdnnii, which has exceedingly fine, long, and
rich red flowers, and is altogether a splendid hybrid, t'rom Mr.
Frost, gr. to Lady Grenville, at Dropmore, was furnished a brilliant

new seedling Verbena. The flowers are large, and of a dazzling
hue, between deep scarlet and crimson ; its habit is dwarf, and it

appears to be a most desirable variety. A new Podol<5bium,
allied to staurophyllum, and procured from the Sw^an River
colony, was shown by Mr. Barnes : it is very ornamental. The
Pelargoniums were splendid : Mr. Cock in this department still

maintained his ascendency; he exhibited 12 magnilicent speci-

mens (not for competition) : it is impossible to convey a just
idea of the appearance of these plants; their large size, regular
form, and abundant bloom, were such, that surely the cultiva-
tion of this beautiful flower cannot be carried further. Orange
Boven, Garth's Victory, Bridesmaid, and Coronation were
perfect and covered with bloom^ and though the others pre-
sented no ^leficiency of flowers, it was suggested by some
growers that two or three days more would have improved
the remainder. Mr. Catlengh, in the nurserymen's class, gained
the gold medal for 1 2 finely-bloomed and neatly-trained plants;
they were well selected as regards colour and the beauty of theif
flowers. The collection consisted of the following sorts ;—Erec-
tum. Coronation, Garth's Victory. Uiia, Comte de Paris, Sylph,
Orange Boven, Climax, Magna Charta, Lady Mayoress, Ovid, and
Eliza superb. These plants were grown short, and trained rather
flat on the crown, and as the Pelargoniums were exhibited under
the eye, these had the advantage of being seen in perfection.
Erectura and Orange Boven were perfect, fine in colour, and
covered with bloom. Those who doubted the possibility of pro-
ducing the Sylph with a fine head of bloom, had an opportunity
here of being convinced of their error, as this plant was in splendid
condition ; so also were the Lady Mayoress, Comte de Paris,
Victory, and Coronation. Mr. Gaines, among his 12, exhibited
some very fine specimens, but how could a growler of his experi-
ence allow such a flower as Diadematum rubcscens to make
its appearance in his collection? nothing but dire necessity,
we should imagine, could have sanctioned its being there.
Foster's Matilda was shown in this collection, in a very fine
state, no want of bloom, and with the spot in fine colour
and well developed. The Emperor, a flower of extraordinary
colour, was very attractive from its brilliancy. The collec-
tion contained the following sorts : Matilda, Emperor, Climax,
Alicia, Juba Mabel, Grace Darling, Grand Duke, Seedling
Eliza superb, Diadematum rubescens, and Rafl'aelle. In the
collection of six varieties, Mr. Catleugh exhibited Coronation, a
magnificent specimen of Discount, Garth's Victory. Jewess, Cli-
max, and Eliza superb. Mr. Gaines had Lady Buiteel, Grand
Duke, Louis Quatorze, Climax, and two others we did not ascer-
tain the names of. Each of these collections received the same
award—the highest prize offered by the Society. They were
very attractive from their being so finely grown, and shown in
such perfection. Mr. Beck was the most successful exhibitor in
the Amateurs' Class ; his plants were well grown, but not suf!i.
ciently in bloom ; the selection of the sorts was unexceptionable,
as the following list will show : Kymph, Sultan, Matilda, Erec-
tum. Vivid, Vulcan, Rienzi, Deborah, Gipsy, Sylph, James,
Hebe. There is no doubt, had Mr. Bromley exercised the same
judgment in the choice of his plants, Mr. Beck would not have
been so successful, as the plants in Mr. Bromley's collection were
generally well-grown and well-bloomed; the state in which Lady
Denbigh, Victory, Jewess, Discount, and Dennis' Perfection were
exhibited, will bear us out in our opinion; but, in the present
state of this beautiful class of flowers, to see such sorts as Lady
Murray, Diadematum rubescens, and Garth'* Perfection, with
but a few blossoms expanded, was a circumstance sufficient tocondemn any collection ; and to this cause we attribute the deci
sion that was given. Mr. Stowe's coUection was not weU ma-

i Jl^^ i-v'*^^
appeared to have been tied up so short a time before

f,^« * ***^"' *^** *^^ flowers and leaves had not had sufficient

H?nr!° 7*1?''^'' ^'"""^ '^^^^ ^^^^"^^^ position. There was no defi-

rS.Pn , i?"""
°" ^^^ P^"^^' ^^ ^^ ^"^ -^^ t^e tent ft single

l^t !n.??^'^''^L'^^ exhibited by Mr, Cockt a magnificent

tie^ flnrwa^ ^rJ"
'^°^^'^- 'r*>°s*^ ^*'^ ^ere in search of novel-

»«dlin^ lu ^ \ '""*** *^"^ appropriated to the exhibition of

tike h? ViniJf*"*^ T* """^^ crowded-a proof of the interest

So^s weS ^I^'^'k PJ^^'^^io^s- Several seedling Pelargo-

Sd b^^e1Sr^&*'5!? !rL° ""^^ *^^^^t*^^ ^«' prizes-Symmetry,

^^ra L^o *^ ?" ?*^^' ^ ^a^^^fai flower; the under petJs

wnire m the centre; the upper petals have a blotch of deeumaroon a little softened at the edVe. with a broad bann of pinkround them. The plant was exhibited (which is the best modeof showing seedhngs). as evidence is at once obtained of iu be^ea free bloomer, with good-sii:ed trusses. Gaines'^ Amulet^!
the othar seedling selected ; a very flnely-fonn wwl-Se

under petals particularly fine; the flower is novel in appearance •

the ground colour is rather a deep rose, carried round the spot
in the upper petals by a broad band. There were other seedline-s
meriting attention, but not shown in their greatest perfection
we thinlc ttiis was the case with Games's Orange Perfection a
beautifully-coloured flower. Mr. Pontey's seedUngs were seen
under great disadvantages; the distance they had had to travel
had no doubt caused the petals to flag and to reflex ; one called
the Duke of Cornwall—a flower of extraordinary brilliancy of
colour—we trust to see again under more favourable circum
stances. The June show will prove the great contest for seed"
ling Pelargoniums; and w^e hope to see as many as possible
exhibited on the plants. A seedling Calceolaria, raised by Mr
Standish, named Standishii, was much admired, and selecttdfor
a prize : the ground colour is yellow, and the flower is covered
with large brown spots ; it blooms very freely. Mr. Green had a
considerable number of new varieties. Pallida is a very pale
yellow flower, spotted in the centre, and rather fine; Ne plus
ultra has very large blooms, deep yellow round the edge, pale
and spotted towards the middle ; Eliza has a whitish border,*with
a dark crimson centre, and is a large and good flower; SulphCirea
grandifiora is an immense sulphur-coloured flower, with just a
few minute spots; Georgina has blossoms with a whitish edge
and a dark brownish crimson centre, a little streaky : it is a pari
ticularly fine flower; Regina has a light border, with a daik
crimson middle, which is slightly streaked round the outside • its
dimensions are very great. Mr. Kinghorn, gr. to A. Murray
Esq., Twickenham, produced one called Maculata: ithasavellow
ground, and is profusely spotted with brown; although neither
large nor well formed, it is pretty. Another, named the Queen of
Sheba, with a pale edge, light crimson centre, and dark spots in
it, is large and good ; it was brought by Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W
Norman, Esq. A stand of fine Tulips, from Mr. Willmer", of
Sunbury. attracted its fair share of notice : the mixture of
delicate and richly-marked varieties had a fine eflfect; many of
the blooms were in great perfection. Among the B> bloemens we
particularly noticed the Princess Charlotte's Cenotaph, Ely's
Queen Victoria, Holmes's King, and David; and in the Roses,
Triumph Royal, Aglaia, and Catalani, were very fine. Captairi
White, Polyphemus, Platoflf, Lawrence's Bolivar, and the Sultan
(a most beautifully-formed flower), were conspicuous among
the Bizaires, Mr. Willmer also exhibited a Rose, recently
broke into colour, called the Prince of Wales, a beautiful flower,
of a bright vermilion rose. Several excellent stands of Pansies
were brought forward, and two seedlings were sent by Mr.
Brown of Slongh: one, the Unique, has a whitish ground,
with purple edges, and a dark eye, surrounded with a yellowish
tint; the other, Attila, is a very large purjilish puce-coloured
flower, with a yellow streaked centre. Cut Roses were various,
and in good condition, from Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstcad;
and a plant of Rosa Devoniensis, in a pot, was exhibited by
Mr. Redding, gardener to Mrs. Marryatt. The Fruit tent was
not* filled so well as could have been wished; still, consider-
ing the season, some of the fruit was highly creditable to the
producers. Mr. Paxton sent from Chatsworth. the seat of
his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, some fine Grapes, Fairchild's
Nectarine, particularly good Cherries, Strawberries, and Elruge
Nectarines, a May Duke Cherry tree laden with ripe fruit,

and a gigantic cluster of the fruit of Musa Cavendishii.
Half-a-dozen splendid Providence Pines were exhibited by
Mr. Davis, gr. to Lord Boston: and there were some good
Queen Pine Apples present. Of Grapes, there were fine

Sweetwaters, by Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. Beaumout,
and tolerably good Muscat of Alexandria; Black Portugal and
others were well ripened by Mr. Paterson. gr. to Lord Chester-
field; Sweetwater and Black Hamburgh were in an excellent
state from Mr. Wortley. gr. to F. Maubert, Esq., Norwood,
Surrey; Black Hamburgh, of a superior character, were brought
byMr.Judd, gr. to G.Knott, Esq., and Mr. Loudon, gr. toS. .

Gurney, Esq., Upton, West Ham, Essex; and the New Black
Hamburgh, as well as the Sweetwater, were supplied in a superb
style by Mr. Wilmot, of Isleworth. Admirable Peaches and Nec-
tarines were furnished, from Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. Beau-
mont; and there were pretty good ones from Mr. Tillery, gr. to
his Grace the Duke of Portland, at Welbeck; from whom also, as
well as from Mr. Clarke, gr. to T. Smith, Esq., there were excel-
lent Strawberries. Lord Beerhaven and Mr. Tillery likewise
supplied some very large Shaddocks. Mr. Hardie, gr. to J-

Jarratt, Esq., exhibited two handsome early Cantaloupe Melons;
Mr. Baldwin, of Turnham Green, 18 sorts of Apples, in an excel-
lent state of preservation ; and there were some well-kept Apples
and Pears from R. Brake, Esq. The Cucumbers embraced six

Heroes of Sussex, from Mr. M'Farlane, gr. to J. R. MiUs, Esq.,
of Stamford Hill ; Allen's Victory of Suftolk, from Mr. iUlen, of
Whitton, Suft*olk; and two good brace from Mr. Pollington, gr.

to W. Harv^ey, Esq. There was a dish of new Potatoes, from
Mr. Chapman, and some remarkably large Broccoli, called Chap*
pell's Cream, from Mr. Farnes, seedsman, 128. St. John-street,
London. In one respect, the fruit-tent was more satisfactory
than, the rest. Nearly all the productions were labelled with
their names ; whereas the flowers were very generally destitute
of labels. A few exhibitors had furnished them, it is true; but
It is much to be regretted that the practice is not universal. We
must now beg those who had valuable plants at the exhibition,
which have not been alluded to in this report, to attribute our
silence concerning them to a waiit of additional space; and if,

amid the confusion almost inevitable in the making of so many
memoranda, mistakes in the names of plants or parties should
have arisen, any corrections, coming from a proper quarter, will

readily be inserted hereafter.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Mai^ U .— H. Handley, Esq., President, in the chair. The RigW
Hon. Lord Eateman, and Sir J. Walsh, Bart., M. P., were elected
governors, and 40 gentlemen members. The council having re-

sumed the consideration of the place of the annual country meet-
ing m the north-eastern district in 1843, determined that it should
be Derby. Mr. Gabell addressed a letter to the council, request-
mg them to ascertain whether the excessive use of the large white
Belgian carrot as food for horses had a tendency to induce bhnd-
ness. This was referred to Professor Sewell. Mr. Taylor having
presented a coloured drawing of the MclUotus creticum, trans-

mitted the following account of the plant :—**A few seeds were
sent me from the island of Crete, under the name of the MelUotus
creticum, as a plant that would be found highly useful for feed-
ing cattle. The seed was sown the 25th March; the plants pro-

duced flowers in June, and by the middle of July were covered
with highly fragrant yellow blossoms, artd ripened seed in Aug- =

height of the plant 20 inchesi. The Melilotus creticum seems to

be a valuable plant, and well calculated for growing in this coun-
try. It possesses all the properties sufficient to recommend it to

the notice of agriculturists, particularly as its stalks are succu-
lent and its foliage abundant ; and when sown in autumn, it

may be cut and cleared from the ground in the beginning of June
following, and the land faUowed for W^heat or spring corn, li

forms a valuable green food for cattle at an early period of the

season
; and if cut when in full flower, it yields a most abundant

crop. It seems to be relished by all sorts of cattle, particularly

^i} u
^^"^^^ *^ consequence of its sweet herbaceous flavour,

•whether cut in a green state for food, or made into bay, and is «
plant vj-eU adapted for the latter purpose, on account of its fohage
wiiendned being found to impart to the whole crop an agreeable
sweet scent, similar to that of the vernal grass, or Anthoxanthunj
Odoratum. From its beautiful yeUow spikes of flowers, it wiU
lorrn an elegant ornamental plant in every garden.-Sir F. A-
Mackenzie Bart., said that he had at length succeeded in obtain-
mg a breedmg stock of Swiss bulls, which for the last 23 years
he had been most desirous to secure for this country, and that

lour of the finest that Switzerland could produce were on their

wayto England, and would arrive in the course of a few days,
ine Marquis of Downshire presented a specimen of a cheap
orazmag tile, 13 iuchea lonsr. and som at 255. ner thousand. ^^^
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chief recommendation is its cheapness and its peculiarity, the
form into which its lower edges are turned outwards into a foot,

Us transverse section (or cross cut) resembling the outline of the
letter U inverted, thus a ; this shape allowing the tiles to be piled
together more compactly in the kiln, and when used, to be capa-
ble of haying their course kept more clear for the passage of the
water.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
J/a^ 17.—Mr. \\'ildman in the chair. Messrs. Schroder, Neville,

Seldon. O'Grady, and Alexander, were elected members.—Mr.
Wildman alluded shortly to the insinuations of partiality which
had been made against the Society, with regard to his White
Seedling Dahlia **Bianca," by parties who, seeing that there
was no chance of making the Society subservient to private pur-
poses, had recourse, as a last expedient, to unfounded imputa-
tions, in order to destroy the unwelcome check that had bBen
imposed upon the system of deception too often practised, "tte
at the same time stated, that having wholly disposed of the
flower, he had no other interest in it than that which was
dictated by a becoming feeling for its success ; that, looking to
the source from whence these attacks had tmanated, the more
judicious course might have been to pass them by unheeded,
but as he was desirous to bring the matter to an issue, in an open
and public manner, without entering into personal collision with
parties whose society he would wish to shun, an opportunity
would be afforded, in consequence of the purchasers of the %wer
having declined to dispose of it during the present season^ to
carry his intentions into effect ;. he would therefore offer a pTize
of Five Guineas for the best White Seedling Dahlia of the year
1S41, upon the following terms : That 6 Blooms should be shown
before the Floricultural Society, at their ordinary meeting on
Tuesday, 6th Sept.; 6 Blooms at the Salt Hill Show, on the l6th
Sept. ; and 6 Blooms at this Society's Show, on 20th Sept. : the
prize to be awarded to the flower which should be adjudged the
best on two out of the three occasions. In order, however, that
their actual as well as comparative merits should be decided, the
whole prize of 5gs. will not be awarded unless the successful
flower should be pronounced to be first-rate ; but should it be
pply of the second class, the prizes would be reduced to half the
BTOOun^. And further, with the view of bringing all the old as
well as new flowers into competition at the same time, an
entrance of 3s. 6d. would be imposed upon each exhibitor for the
prize of 5gs., and the amount of the entrance money added to
the usual prizes offered by the Society on the 20th Sept., for the
best Wliite -Dahlia of any age in Class showing,

SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY-
;ifaj/i8.—This meeting was held at the Horns Tavern, Ken^

nington. The attendance was very numerous, and the subjects
of exhibition, particularly the Tulips, Pelargoniums, and Ericaa
were of the highest order. The following is a list of the prizes :—
Tulips : Amateurs, for the best 12, large silver medal, Claudiana,
Transparente noire, Roi de Navarre, Imperatrice de Romaine, Sir
Sidney Snvth, Triomphe Royal, Julia Romana, Ali Pacha, Cata-
lan!, Holmes' King, Reine de Sheba, Polyphemus, Mr. Venables.
and "best do.^ middle silver; Sangia. Alcon, Comte de Vergennes,
Page's George IV.» Baggut, Preciosa, Roscius, Prince Leopold,
Lord Russell, Daphne, Ophir, Triomphe Royal, Mr, Reeves.
Nurserymen, for the best 12 do., large silver ; Polyphemus, L'ad-
mirable, Triomphe Royal, Brulahte 6clatante, Princess Charlotte's
Cenotaph, Marcellus, Mellona, Catalan!, Bijou des Amateurs,
Rose Quarto, Alcon, Platoff. Mr. Willraer. Sad best do., middle
•ilverj Marcellus, Byzantium, Bijou des Amateurs, Catalani.
Surpasse PompeFunebre, Brulante eclatante, RoseAglaia, Sheet
Anchor, Duchess of Clarence, and three others whose names we
pouldnot obtain, Mr. Lawrence. Pelargoniums ; Nurserymen,
lor the best collection of 12, large silver ; Viscount, Magna Charta,
Sylph, Life Guardsman, Ovid, Climax, Orange Boven, Jewess,
Victory, Coronation, Lady Mayoress, Comte de Paris, Mr. Cat-
leugh} 2nd best do., middle silver, Hodges' Emperor, Louis
Quatorze, Raphael, Diadematum rubescens, Delicatum, Grand
Duke, Sylph, Exquisite, Climax. Lady E. Bulteel, Lady Palmer,
Matilda, Mr. Gaines. Best 6 Ericas, large silver; E. sua-

I?*^
?^'-^°°°^*^^' translucens, h5'brida, Hartnelli, vestlta alba,

Mr. Curtis, gardener to J. Alnutt, Esq. Best 9 do., middle
silver; E. Hartnelh. elegans, vestita cocclnea, grandinosa,
Ventricosa coccniea minor, perspicua nana, depressa, physoides,
pnnceps,var., Mr. Jackson. Best 24 tJeartsease, Amateurs,
middle sUver, Mj. Edwards

J 2nd best do., small sUver, Mr!
Bridges. Best 36 do.. Gentlemen's Gardeners, middle silver, Mr.Hancock. Best 50 do., Nurserymen, middle silver, Mr. Thomp-

'- ?,^^?_^^^ !?•' ^^^ ^'^^"^'^Fj
Mr. King. Best Collection of 24

to J. Beaufoy,
_v^„„ , . r, „ - -»— o- -"'^^ , ^Awxacoccinea, Heli-
chrysura humile, Coleonema tenuifdlia. Fuchsia corymbiflora,

Mr' If?"^^' o ^^^l^^?^^''
Specimen, middle silver; Borciniapinnata,

fl^. AUee. 2ud best, small silver, Helichrysum htimile, Mr. Bruce.

nf ! cnr-t^^i^?.^^'-^^^^'
^"^^^^ ^^^*^^' ^^'^ King. Best Collection

rrt!^uiS^\'i^^'^''^^^^ ^^^^^> Grapes, Strawberries, Pears, and& w I''
^^'•^- Chapman. Bestdish of Grapes, middle silver;

mt^L.T^'^'^S' ^{l-
Cliapman. Best Collection of Vegetablesmiddle silver, Mr. Martin ; 2nd best do., small silver, M. Gaines!

rraXl'^''®o^^^
coUections of Tulips from Mr. Townley, Mr. C.

iftftJr^;«Tr
•

.f",?^''^'
^*^' Stockwell, Mr. T. May, and a stand of

iWi? t; ,
* ^

^l^^""'
containing excellent flowers ofPolyphemus,

R^vii tIS^
of Clarence, Optimus, Holmes' King, Triomphe

Waul«^°".^ ^l^^'^^'
^'^^ Sangia; of Heartsease, from Mr.

Thann ir^ E. Fyffe, Mr. W. Foster, Mr. Gaines, Mr. Hench-mann Mr. Henbrey. Mr. Lake, and Mr Butcher; of Heaths, from
jwr. Atlee, Mr. Wilson, gr. to \V. H. GiUiard, Esq.. and Mr. Storey

;

sLhv ^^"i"^""^
^"^^ Canceolarias, from Mr. Beck of Isleworth

;

Mr AM^
Calceohinas from Mr.Massey; Greenhouse Plants from

wJ;^ I a' ^^^^^^S Geraniums from Mr. Gaines, amongstwhich
»n^! u ^r^^f' Prince of Wales, Amulet. Rising Sun, EmperorW f

' ^^^ a lovely one called the Princess Royal, of au excel-

iin^iP''"!' ?"** ^ (delicate pink colour, with a rich dark spot in theupper petals
; a fine plant of Az4lea Gledstanesii, from Mr. Bruce

:

^nyacoccmea, from Mr. Atlee; Amaryllis Sweetii, from Mr.
^'Wit; and some of the Black Spme Cucumber, from Mr. CuthiU.

Miscellaneous Plants, large silver;' Mr. Atlee, gr.
Esq. Best 4 Specimen Plants, large silver ; Ixora

COUNTRY SHOWS.
.i^^'^^°\^^orists* Society, Mat/ 3d.

bJ!. f/ Auriculas, and Hyacinths,
-The first exhibition of Polyan-

Red T in^T
"°* *"'" ri^rtemvuB, for this season, was held at th«

thiil^ *!,
°' when the following prizes were awarded:—Polyan-

LnrH >J 1
^^^ and 2nd prizes to Mr. W.Thompson, for Mitchell's^ra welson, and Wilson's Bucephalus; 3rd, Mr. W. Harrison,

LnrHr.^^* ^^^^ Crewe
J 4th. Mr. W, Thompson for MitchelPs

ftw- PI ? u"^^**"^ ; 5th, Mr. Riddell, gr.to J.H. Hinde,Esq., M.P.,

Mpt A
l>efiancej 6th, Mr. W. Harrison, for Pearson's

Dnn d"^^'"'
Auriculas : 1st prize, Mr. A. Gowens, for Dormand'a

tad 41-h x'
^^^' ^^* ^' ^a^rison. Pormand's WiUiam IV. j 3rd

5th a Atz ^' *^ovvens, for hord Bridport and Lancashire Hero

;

Thn^" *^* *^^ ^^^- *^os. O. Orreil, for Grimes' Privateer, and
uompsoii's Bang-up. Hyacinths: 1st and 2nd prizes, Mr. Forsyth,

Grn f^-*"^"
^' Cresswcll, Esq., M.P., for Lord Wellington, and

PriZf
*^oj'st

; 3rd, Mr. Riddell, gr. to Mrs. Mitford, for Waterloo.

Cr^ 11^^ ^est Seedling Polyanthus, Mr. Forsyth, for Forsyth's

bihit Tl ^^^^o"^e. A number of Seedling Pansies were also ei-^^^a by Mr. Forsyth, but not for competition, and were much
ftnd ft r?'^^

flowers exceeded those of any former Spring show,

Taript!
^ ^olyajithuses were particularly fine, akd chiedy new

onitP ff,n"
^^^ Auriculas, although good, were many of them notMUiie luiiy expanded. The exhibition of Tulips was appointed toc piace at the Widdrington Arms Inu, on Monday, the 30th inst.

SoHeli T/ ^'''^J^J^'^^ "/ y^'^f^shire Floral and UorticuUurai
i>r«!L»; ^-^"V.a.-This society held their first exhibition for thejraent year in the new rooms of the Mechanics' Institute. The"^Aes were aumerous and splendid, and reflected the highest

F?5il?
the cultivators. The judges were Messrs. Deighton,Eggleston and Keld, and the prizes were as follows :-Auriculas

'

^or'nir ^\^'' '^'- ?• "^^™^^' ^^^•' ^*-P" ^^ ^^- Heslewood?E^.;
for Olner s Lovely Ann ; do. by H. Broadley. Esq.. M.P., to Mr!H.S. Norman, for Oliver's Lovely Ann; do. by R. Bethell, Esq..
to J. Hodgson, for Leigh's Bright Venus. Green-edged- 1, WHeslewood, Esq., Oliver's Lovely Ann ; 2, do. ; 3, Mr. T. P.
bmithson. Lancashire Hcro; 4, Mr. H. S. Norman, Howard's
Lord Nelson

J 5, W. Heslewood, Esq.. Leigh's Col. Taylor; 6, Mr.
H. S. Norman, Stretche's Alexander. Grey-edged: 1, Mr. H.
S.Norman, Oliver's Lovely Ann; 2, do., Kenyon's Ringleader 1

3, W. Heslewood, Esq., Waterhouse's Conqueror of Europe; 4,
do.; 5, do.; 6, dc, Oliver's Lovely Ann. White-edged: l, Mr.
J. Hodgson, Leigh's Bright Venus; 2, W. Heslewood, Esq.,
Taylor's Glory: 3. do. ; 4, Mr. J. Hodgson, do.; 5, Mr. H. S.
Norman, do.; 6, do., unknown. Self: 1, Mr. H. S. Norman,
Whitaker's Flora's Flag; 2, do., seedling; 3. W. Heslewood, Esq.,
Netherwood's OtheUo; 4, Mr. T.P. Smithson, do.; 5, W. Hesle-
wood, Esq., Whitaker's Flora's Flag; 6, do. Alphie: l,Mr. H.S.
Norman. MiUer's Conspicua ; 2, W. Heslewood, Esq., Captain
Frazer; 3, do.; 4, Mr. H.S. Norman, Miller's Conspicua; 5, W.
Heslewood, Esq., do. ; 6. Mr. Bell, Brown's seedling. Polyan-
thuses

: Premfum by the Right Hon. LordWenlock.toW. Apple-
ton, gr. to Dr. Horner, for Clegg's Lord Crewe. Scarlet : J, Mr.
H. S. Norman, Buck's George IV. ; 2, do. ; 3. Mr. T.P. Smithson,
do.

; 4, Mr. T. Jones, do. ; S, Mr. Burman : 6, do. Dark : 1, Mr.W. Appleton, Clegg's Lord Crewe; 2, do., Pearson's Alexander;
3, Mr. H. S. Norman, do.; 4, Mr. W. Appleton. Lord WharnclifTe

;

5. Mr. T. Jones, Pearson's Alexander; 6, do., Crownshaw'i In-
vincible. Hyacinths: Premium by Sir W. Lowthorp, to Mr. H.
S. Norman, for Groot Voorst ; do. by W. Heslewood, Esq.. to Mr.
T. B. Dobson, for Groot Voorst, Double White or Yellow: 1,
Mr. H. S. Norman ; 2. W. Heslewood, Esq. ; 3, Mr. H. S. Norman

j
4, Mr. S. Appleton, gr. to A. Terry. Esq.; S, Mr. T. D. Dobson;
0, Mr. W. Burnian. Double Red or Pink : 1, Mr. T. D. Dobson

;

2, do.; 3, do,
J 4, Mr. W. Burman; 5, do. ; 6, Mr. S. Jackson.

Double Blue or Purple: I, Mr. T. D. Dobson; 3, W. Heslewood,
Esq.; 4, Mr. H. S. Norman; 5, do,; 6, do. Single White or
Yellow: 1, Mr. W. Burman

; 2, Mr.'Bell; 3. Mr. S. Jackson ; 4,
Mr. S. Appleton; 5, do,; 6, Mr. Burman. Single Red or Pink:
1, Mr. H. S Norman ; 2, Mr. Bell; 3, Mr. Burman; 4, Mr. T. D.
Dobson; 5, Mr. Burman; 6, Mr. T. D. Dobson. Single Blue or
Purple: 1. Mr. T. D. Dobson; 2, Mr. H, S. Norman; 3, Mr. Bur-
man; 4; Mr. H.S.Norman; 5, Mr. S.Jackson; 6, Mr. T. D. Dobson.
Narcissuses: 1, Mr. S. Jackson ; 2, Mr. T.P, Smithson; 3. do.;
4, do. Solitary-flowered: 3. 2, 3, Mr. T. P. Smithson. Green-
house Plants : Premium by C. S. Parker, Esq., for the first collec
tion of not less than six varieties, to W. Heslewood, Esq. Pre-
mium by J. England, Esq., for the second collection of not less
than six varieties, to 2^Ir. S. Appleton; for the third collection, to
Mr. T. Jones. Single Greenhouse Plants: Mr. S. Appleton, Tro-
pseolumtricolorum; 2. W. Heslewood, Esq., Erica rubra calyx

;

3, Mr. S. Appleton, Kennedya nigricans; 4, do.. Acacia armata;
6, Mr. H. S. Norman ; 6, W. Heslewood, Esq. Hardy or Half-
hardy Plants : 1, W. Heslewood, Esq., Rhododendron ponticnm;
2, Mr. H. S. Norman, Rose, German yellow; 3, Mr. S. Appleton,
Fuschia globosa; 4, Mr. Jones, Rhododendron ponticum; 5, Mr.
5. Appleton, Calceolaria ; 6, Mr. Burman, Ely's Magnificent Car-
nation. Cucumbers : Premium by Richard Sykes.Esq., to Mr. S.
Jackson. Manchester Hero ; I, Mr. S. Appleton, do. Apples: 1,
2, 3, 4, Mr. T. P. Smithson ; 5, Mr. S. Jackson ; 6, Mr. Taylor, gr.
to J. Hewetson, Esq. Judges' Prires : To Mr. S. Appleton, for a
Dish of Pears. To do., for a Tray of Pansies. To Mr. Eversden,
for Victoria Rhubarb.

Kent and Canterbury Floral and Horticultural Society, May 5,

~

The second exhibition took place at the Corn Exchange, on which
occasion there were a numerous attendance of visitors, and a good
display of plants. The following were the successful competitors

:

Fruit
; Best Strawberries ; Keen's Seedling, Rev. W. Brockman

;

2nd, ditto. Best 8 desstrt Apples: Nonpareil. R. Francis, Esq.

;

2nd best ditto, Courtpendu plat, ditto. Best 6 kitchen Apples:
Norfolk Beaufin, Rev. G. P. Marsh; 2nd ditto, London Pippin,
H. Francis, Esq. Best 6 Pears : Beurre Bance, ditto; 2nd ditto,
Longueville, ditto. Vegetables: Best Kidney Beans, Rev. W.
Brockman. Best Rhubarb. Victoria, F. Sankey, Esq. ; 2nd ditto.
Rev. W. Brockman. Be&t Lettuce: Mr. R. Filmer. Best Endive:
T. Dorman, Esq. Best Broccoli: Mrs. Webb. Best Sea-kale:
Rev. W. Brockman. Best new Potatoes, 1842: Mr. R. Filmer.
Best basket of Salading, without cucumbers : Mrs. Webb. Best
Asparagus: F, Sankey, Esq.; 2ndditto. J. Kates, Esq. Flowers:
Best 4 Calceolarias : Seedlings, T. Dorman, Esq. : 2nd ditto, Vic-
toria, Garth's No. 2, and two others, F. Sankey, Esq. ; best 3 ditto,
two of them Seedlings, T. Dorman, Esq. Best Pelargoniums

:

Gem. Sid6nia, Hill's Cupid, Melpomene, Miller's Adonis, Prima
Donna, Mrs. Webb; 2nd ditto, Hector, Sid^nia. Beauty of Ware,
Lowndes' Perfection, Atkins' White, MUIer's Splendidissima,
ditto ; best 4, King, Jewess, Alicia, Joan of Arc, W. Hyder, Esq.

;

best 2, King, Alicia, ditto ; best stove plant, Aloe plicatile, T. Dor-
man, Esq. Best Fuchsias : F. racemidora, Youelli, Rev. W. Brock-
man; 2nd, Virgata. Globosa major. Mrs. Webb: best single, F.ful-
gens, Rev. W. Brockman. Best 3 Roses : Swiss, two Provins, Mra.
Webb

J
best Rose, F. Sankey, Esq. Best 6 greenhouse Plants

:

Brugmansia sangulnea, Helichrysum album, Camellia pleno alba,
Helichrysum rupestre, Acacia armata, Sempervivum arbdreum,
G. Buckley, Esq. ; best 4 ditto. Acacia armata, A. pulchella, A.ver-
ticillata, A. molllssima, Denne Deune, Esq. ; best 2 ditto, Epacria
grandiflora, Asclfepias curassavica, W. Hyder, Esq. Best 3 Cacti,
in flower : speciosus, Ackermanni, speciosissimus, J. Cates, Esq.

;

best 2, Ackermanni, speciosissimus. ditto. Best 2 Indian Azaleas
in flower: A, grandillora, A. indica alba, Denne Denne, Esq.
Best 2 Cape Heaths, Erica intermedia, E. Hartnelli, Rev. W.
Brockman. Best 6 Annuals : T, Dorman, Esq. ; best 4 ditto, ditto.
Best 2 green-edged Auriculas, Oliver's Lovely Ann, Howard's
Lord Nelson, T. King, Esq, ; 2nd ditto, Oliver's Lovely Ann,
Wood's Lord Lascelles, ditto; best 2 grey ditto, Chilcott*s Bril-

liant, Burch's Violet, ditto ; 2nd ditto, Grimes' Privateer, Burch's
Violet, ditto; best 2 white. Highland Queen, Taylor's Incom-
parable, ditto. Best Polyanthus: ditto. Best 3 Cijierarias, Grand-
esse, Harrisoni, Green's Seedling, Rev. W. Brockman; best 3
Bulbs, Txia viridiflora, Amaryllis aulica, A. formosa, Mrs. Webb.
Best 3 greenhouse Creepers : Tecoma Pandora, Kennedya mono-
phylla, Brachysema latifolia, G. Buckley, Esq. Grr Flowers:
Best basket of hardy Flowers : Rev. G. P. Marsh; 2nd, J. Cates,
Esq. Best nosegay of greenhouse plants : Rev, G. P. Marsh

;

2nd, G. Buckley, Esq. Best 12 Pansies : Diogenes, Victory, Sylvia,
Ward's Amulet, Lane's Wellington, Thompson's Duchess of Rich-
mond, May's Imogene, May's Tarn O'Shanter, Henchman's Au-
rora, Beauty of Hitchin, Queen of the Isles. Silverlock's Prince
Albert, Rev. J. Hodgson ; 2nd ditto, Mr. B. Filmer. Best collec-
tion of indigenous plants in flower : Lady Grey de Ruthvyn.
Extra ; Collection of indigenous plants ; T. Addis.

Lady Crewe, Hero of the Nile, Mr. Richardson ; Holden's Rose,
Capt. Wilkinson ; Heroine, J. Stout, Esq. ; Naverin's Lady Crewe^
Messrs. Richardson. Flamed Bizards : Lustre, Defiance, Capt.
Wikinson; Albion, Surpasse la Cantique, Bell's King, Messrs,
Hargreaves ; Duchess of Lancaster, Black Prince, Madame de
France, J. Stout, Esq. Flamed Byblosmens: Pompey's Pillar,

^ iolet Wallers, Imperatrice de Maroque, Unknown, Mr. VValmsey;
Roi de Siam, Princess of Wirtemberg, Mr. Richardson; Impera-
trice dc Romaine. Transpareute Noire, Capt. Wilkinson. Flamed
Roses

: Roi de Cerise, Rose Domingo. Capt. WUkinson ; Vaa
Dicken, Unique, Messra. Hargreaves ; Rose Imperiale, J. Stout,
Esq.; Rose Vesta, Mr. Hargraves; Fox Globe, Mr. Walmsey?
Lnknown, Lord HUl. Mr. Richardson. Seedlings: 1st, Capt.
Wilkmson; 2nd. Mr. Walmsey; 3rd, Mr. Richardson. There
were various other collections of Flowers, the property of ladies,
principally Geraniums, Azaleas, Heaths. Clematises, and Roses.*
The most successful exhibitors were Mrs. Ford, Mrs. E. G.
Hornby, and Mrs. Godson. The Vegetables were not numerous,
consistmg chiefly of Rhubarb, new Potatoes, French Beans, and
Cauliflowers.

Sheffield Auricula Show, May 10.—This was held at the Bazaar
Hotel, where the following prizes were awarded :—Green edred-
Premier, Leigh's Colonel Taylor, Mr. J. Archer; 1st, Water-
house's Conqueror of Europe, Mr. W. Bradshaw 2nd Taylor's
Plough Boy, Mr. B, Morton; 3rd, Howard's Lord Nelso* Mr
J. Wood; 4th, Lightbody's No. 51. Mr. W. Bradshaw ' 5thl
Seedhng, do. ; tith. Seedling, do. Grey-edged : Pre mier. Water-
house's Conqueror ofEurope, Mr. W.Bradshaw; lst,do..do.- '>u(L
Fletcher's Xeplus ultra, Mr. B. Morton; 3rd, Lightbody's No 84,
Mr. W.Bradshaw; 4th. Ryder's Waterloo, Mr. J. Wood; 3th, Ring-
leader, do.; 6th, Seedling, Mr. W- Bradshaw. White-edged-
Premier, Lightbody's Fair Maid, Mr. W. Bradshaw 1 ibt, do., do.t
2nd, Leigh's Venus, Mr. J. Archer; 3rd, Lightbody's Fair Flora,
Mr, Bradshaw; 4th, Poppelwell's Conqueror, Mr. J. Wood ; 5th,
Lord of Hallamshire, Mr. J. Archer ; fith. Seedling, Mr. W. Brad-
shaw. Selfs : Premier, Flora's Flag. Mr. B. Morton ; 1st, Martin's
Eclipse, Mr. W. Bradshaw; 2nd, Flag, Mr. J. Archer; 3rd, Blue
Bonnet, Mr. W. Bradshaw; 4th. Miss Martin, do. ; 5th, Martin's
Mayfield,do.

; 6th, Seedling, do.—Polvanthcsks. Dark ground:
Premier, Crownshaw's Eclipse, Mr. B. Morton; 1st, Alexander^
Mr. J. Archer; 2nd, Crownshaw's Invincible, Mr. B. Morton^
3rd. Seedling, Mr. T. Jeffrys; 4th, Coxe's Prince Regent, Mr. W»
Bradshaw; 5th, SeedUng, Mr. W. Bradshaw ; 6th, do., do. Red
ground: 1st, Bullock's Lancer, Mr. W. Bratlshaw 5 and. Prince
Regent, Mr. J. Archer; 3rd, Jolly Dragoon, Mr. W. Bradshaw;
4th, Buck's George the Fourth, Mr. B. Morton.—Best stauU of
18 Pansies, Mr. J. Bell; 2nd, Mr. W. Green.

Lancaster Horticultural Society, May 13.—The first Show of
this season took place in the National School-room, Green Area.
The following is a list of the prizes :—Tulips : the best Pan, one
in each class, Charles Tenth, Bizarre le non, Black Baqueta
Duchess of Lancaster, Walworth, Unique, Mr. Richardson; 2nd
best Pan, Duke of Wellington, Albion, Black Baqueta, Premier
Xoble, Due de Bronte, Walworth. Capt. WUkinson ; 3rd best Pan.
Duke of Lancaster, Surpasse la Cantique, Black Baqueta, Premier
Noble, Lady Crewe, SeedUng Rose. Mr. Walmsley. Feathered
Bizarres: Duke of Lancaster, Catafalque, Ambassadeor d'Hol-
lande, Mr. Walmsey; George the Fourth, Duke of Wellington,
Goud Beurs, Rector, Black Baqueta, Maltre Partout, GasUlIa,
Mr, Richardson; Trafalgar, Washington, Mr. Hargraves; Ducde
Savoy, Golden Hero, Incomparable Bien-fait, Thompson's Violet,
Grande Imperiale, Neat and Clean, Messrs. Hargreames. Feathwcd
Roses

i
Dolittle, Waiworth. Due de Bronte, Comte de Vcrgfenaea,

MISCELLANEOUS.
On Green-manuring,—The following trial of mantiring-

with green crops was made by Herr Zablbruckner in the
year 1839-40, and was communicated to the Agricultural
Society of Vienna at the meeting in April last year. Three
pieces of ground were selected for trial; No. 1 was treated
as a clean fallow, and afterwards thickly manured ; No. %
was sown twice with Vetch seed, and when the plants had
grown were ploughed in ; No. 3 was sown with Lupine seed,
and treated in the same manner. The first piece of ground
contained about 800 square yards, the two latter about
400 square yards each. The Vetches and Lupines were-
both strong in their vegetation, and the first crop of the
former were ploughed in at the end of June, and the
second crop with the Lupines in the middle of August..
In the middle of September all three portions were sown,
with winter Rye, in the proportion of three pecks of seed
to the acre ; in all three pieces the plants appeared about
the same time, the green- manured a day or two soonen.
No difference was observable in the character of the yoinig-

plants, and each crop passed through the winter of 18aS-40
without any injury; and in March 1840, when the snow
and ice had melted away, little or no difference was per-
ceivable in the crops. At the time of flowering, the fallow-
and Lupine plots were more vigorous than that of the:
Vetch ; and at the time of the ripening of the new setd^,

the Lupine plot bad attained the highest and strongest-
growth. In thrashing the corn, the following was the re-

sult of these experiments: No. 1 delivered 32| pecks to
the Austrian acre ; No. 2, the Vetch-nflanured, yielded

26f pecks per acre ; No. 3, the Lupine-manared^ yielded
34| pecks per acre. In some previous experiments made
in the year 1833, the green-manuring with the Lupine
yielded a larger produce than the thickly-manured fallow.

That the Vetch-manured did not produce so large a quan»
tity of seed as the Lupine, may be ascribed to the heat to
which it was exposed during the latter part of the season

;

but still, the result prov^es the value of this kind of
manuring. This mode of providing manure for Corn crop&^
may be of great importance in those cases which some-
times occur, in which the farmer cannot obtain the requi-
site quantity of animal manure. Although these experi-
ments in some measure contradict the recent doctrine, that
all manures are derived from the inorganic kingdom, yet
the practical farmer will not fdl to avail himself of this
ready way of obtaining manure. This mode of manuring
may be conducted with other plants, especially those with
large or abundant leaves. The families of Cruciferae and
Chenopodiacege offer an abundance of species fit for this
process

; and there are numerous common weeds whicL
might also be employed for the same purpose, without any
expense. The Madia sativa would also be a good plant'-

for green-manuring.— Abstracted from Verhandlungen.
der K. Landwirthschafts-Geseiischaft in Wien.

Fossil Plants.—We abridge the following amusing ac-
count of Professor Goeppert's discoveries from *• The
London Journal of Botany :"—** Fossil wood, fossil leaves^

fossil bones, and fossil infusoria ; all these things we have
long heard al)out ; but M. Goeppert, who, being a botanist,,

naturally seeks for flowers, has had the rare good fortune to

detect the blossoms of the worid before the Flood ! This is-

true to the very letter ; he has gathered him a bouquet of

these more than patriarchal flowers, he has seen their huds^

their corollas, their propagation, nay, he has gone "^^^^5*^

perceive their perfumes I And much coore than all thiai^

M. Goeppert has set himself to detect the mode m whic^

nature has so wrought as to turn these mmt delicate ot alt

substances into stone: thQS perpetuating that which a

breath of wind is sufScient to destroy, and mouldmg into*

a geological specimen what a fiagftr's touch will fade ! S»
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patieat, so sagacious is he, that be has caught the secret

if this mechanism, and thus enables us to discern the

transformation of the temporal to the eternal, and the

metamorphosis of what is fragile mto what is durable : he

has actualJjr made fossil plants ! This is the man who

might be expected to enter a drawing-room, wearing a

fossil rose, li^t a badge, in his button-hole : and if ever

such an Order of Suvans be instituted, M. Goeppert is the

person to be made its president,—Let us cast a glance on

the apartment where our Breslan Professor passes many
hours in meditation. There are 236 fragments of transi-

tion rocks, such as we tread upon in the Ardennes and on
the banks of the Meuse ; 1548 pieces of coal, similar to

what you would burn any day and perceive nothing re-

markable in it ; 35 blocks of variegated freestone, of the

fame kind as served to build the cathedral of Strasbourg,

and those churches in Mayence where M- Victor Hugo
could see nothing but plaster-of-Paris monuments; 122
fpecimens of lias from the coasts of Britain, in which
English ladies have detected real antediluvian monsters ;

24'2 heaps of green sandstone and of chalk ; 742 portions of

lignite and of turf ; and 259 of those small flat slabs, which

,

on the banks of the Rhine, are employed for the purpose,

"when put into tlse hogsheads, of giving fresh spirit to wine
which is a century old. Such is M. Goeppert's museum.
In the coal of Silesia and of other countries, M. Goeppert
has discovered and obtained several plants still flexible,

and which adraiited of his dissecting their epidermis and
organs of evaporation ; and he has thus been enabled to

ascertain how subterranean combustion has destroyed the

tissue in other plants found in the same formation. lie

detected, in the Keuper formation, the branches of a tree

analogous to the Rirch, on which the flowers and pollen

were still perfectly preserved; and some fir-trees pre-

sented him with a similar plienomenon. It is well known,
that in the north of Europe, there occasionally falls from
the skies an enormous quantity of a yellow powder, which
was once supposed to be sulphur, but which savans have
pronounced to be the pollen of the Fir-blossom. Now,
in Westerwald, Finland, Euhemia, and even in New York,
this floral substance has been discovered in such great
quantities deposited between layers of earth, and mingled
with foBsil Infusoria, that M. Goeppert is enabled to pro-
nounce that the antediluvian world must have also pos-
sessed its enormous forests ofgigantic Pines, whose yellow
dust could not but obscure in its fall the light of day, since
the masses of it are so thick and close-pressed as even to
raise the soil many feet. We have already said that M.
Goeppert makes fossil plants, and to prove how fossili-
ziVxoxx has actually taken place, this ingenious man so
works with clay, fire, and water, on a given plant (and
chiefly with the Ferns, those vegetables of whicli the geolo-
gical productions of our globe present the most perfect
specimens), that he produces, in the course of one year,
by this moist process, such samples, and so admirably imi-'
tated, that even a connoisseur, if not forewarned of the
deception, might mistake them for genuine fossils. Anti-
quaries, we know, will sometimes manufacture fictitious

medals ; at Baise, the poorest blacksmith sells his yester-
day's productions for Roman antiquities ; art may imitate
art; but imitation must have reached its utmost perfection
when it can simulate antediluvian nature. In the cabinets
of the curious we often see flies and other insects enclosed
in amber. M. Goeppert has examined the amber ofvarious
lands, and has detected not only animals, but Mosses,
Fungi, HepaticEe, Ferns, Flowers, and Fruit, embedded in
it; and on these Flowers the minutest organ is preserved,
as in a mummy balm; nay, he has actually discerned
those microscopic-hairs which adorn the velvetty substance
of iiowers similar to those of our Heartsease."

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
H. Beran% Etq., Tvnchfnham.—T\iis viUa is deUghtfuUy situ-

ated on the banks of the Thames ; and the g:ardens. although not
extensive, are remarkable for neatness and good cultivation.
Ar..oiig3t the fruitmg: Pines we observed Buck's Seedling, which,we were informed, never swells to any great size or weight, al-
though it attains to an enormous length. The fruit in the pre-
sent mstancc was nearly a foot long, while its diameter did not
exceed 3 inches. In the Peach-houses and Vineries, which area^ed by hot-water pipes, there is an exceUent contrivance forpwservmg a moist atmosphere. It is the invenUon of Mr. Lums-
.^«f . /^!l^"^^'

^^^ consists of troughs formed of burnt clay,

W«th ^^^'^^^•^^''f
^'^^^ ^^ ^^""^ ^"<=^^ deep, made circular

ih^^l Af •
^ ^"^ fit closely to the pipes. These are much prefer-

«itpl wSi'Ik''
^^^^"O'^i" "se, since they can be filled withvater, which may remain for any length of time without be-con^mg impure or oxidised, and is Always fit for x^^^^l\^ ^olHfor watering plants. The abundant crop and heSJ^Uayeo^

from ^7s m^/;if'T' testimony to theLuencialStrUerivedfrom this method. A good plan of obtaining fruit from ycarlincymes raised from eyes U also practised here? Being struck eari?an the spring, and allowed plenty of pot-room, thosfplants whic^•how the most fruit the aecond season are se ected.Ehrpots
Jeing broken from tU^^m. are planted without totnrbine the baU?in a small pit within one of the Vinerieg. Some wHch we sawtreated in this manner were each of them showing six Tr eiV^twell-formed bunches. One house is devoted to t& forcing ofFigs

;
among the sorts pointed out to us as being well adaptedfor this purpose was a small kind, called the E^remoiu. The^eeajiouse contains some handsome seedling Calceolarias andw«l-grown Felargrtnfums ; amongst the latter was a fine seed

Ha^, casBedLnmsden's Madeleine. The formis good; the colour
deep rose, with the upper petals darkly clouded. Mr'

XAimsaenoasalso raised a great number of seedlings from Glox-
inia rubr^g .crossed with the white and other varieties. These are
Invariably of a dark blue colour, and bear a great resemblance to
G« caalescena. In the Orangery were some fine specimens of
iiricas, and In bloom were E^chinm grandif!ortim, presenting a
4lensenias5 of blue and purple flowers, Saxifraga ciliata, and a
tioble plant of Cytisus racemosus. A Mushroom-house has
|Bi£iy been erected upon a novel principle. The exterior walls
#.ad ceiling are hollow; Uie latter is aichedover with brick- work,
SUowiug a space of at least two feet between it and the roof. In
ttie winter, this cavity can be filled with straw or hay to keep out
th€ cold ^' while, in the summer, it can remain empty, and will
tiien «erv-e as a refrigerator to preserve the house cool. By ap-
piying litter or any other non-conducting material to the exterior
walls, it is expected that this plan will answer without artificial

HJcfatE&JS.

The Nature and Property of Soils ; their Conne<rion

with the Geological Formation on ichich they rest

;

the lest Means of permanently Increasing their Pro-

ductiveness, and on the Rents and Profts of Agricul-

ture, tj,-c. ^c. By John Morton. 3rd Edition en-

larged. 8vo. Ridgway. 1842,

No farmer who wishes to improve the productiveness of

his land can dispense with this work, the nature of which

is truly expressed by its title-page. The various rocks,

as geologists call them, are successively examined, the

properties of the soil produced by them is explained, and

practical directions are given for improving them. Then,

after thus separately considering them, their general na-

ture is pointed out, and the general principles of improv-

ing them are discussed. The merits of different systems

of culture are ably examined, and suggestion^ are offered

for introducing agricultural improvements. Finally, there

is an excellent letter, full of practical wisdom, on the ab-

solute necessity of adopting the best and most efficient

means of managing a farm, which, although addressed to

the tenants of Mr. Pusey, M.P. for Berkshire, is ap-

plicable to the circumstances of light-land farmers gene-

rally. Those who neglect the precepts of Mr. Morton
are throwing away the best chances of improving their

circumstances.

The following extract will give our readers an idea of

the manner in which Mr. Morton treats his subject;

**The productiveness of any soil, we think, depends en-

tirely on its natural or^xrtificial capability of retaining or

transmitting its moisture, the vehicle at least by which
nourishment is conveyed to plants. This productive

power may therefore not only be continued in its

greatest vigour, but greatly increased by proper ma-
nagement. When we by any means give to the soil a

permanently-increased vegetative power, we also increase

the yearly produce which it yields. Some soils produce
large crops often repeated without manure ; five crops of

corn and a fallow are the conditions entered in some leases

in the neighbourhood of Wisbeach in Lincolnshire, while

other land will produce nothing without great expense

of culture and manure, nor will an excess of manure make
such land permanently productive; but if we change its

constituent parts by the addition of those earthy materials

of which it is deficient, so as to bring it nearer to the na-

ture of those soils which w^e know to be fertile^ then we
shall permanently increase its productive powers. Water
being the vehicle by which nourishment is conveyed to

plants, the soil whose constituent parts are best

adapted for retaining a sufficient supply and transmit-
ting a proper portion in very dry weather to the plants
growing in it, without holding it in injurious quantities in
the time of very wet weather, is possessed of the principle
of vegetation, and will be found to be of the most produc-
tive nature. Such a soil will give not only firmness to
support the plants, but will facilitate the growth of their
roots in search of moisture and nourishment to the greatest
depth. Tliere is not an individual who cultivates a gar-
den, and who exercises his judgment in its culture, but
knows that the addition of clay gives cohesion to sandy
or gravelly soils, and that sand and gravel when mixed
with a clayey soil diminish its tenacious property; and
that these changes, thus effected, permanently increase
the productive powers of both. In our endeavour to im-
prove barren soils, we should examine them in connexion
with fertile soils in their neighbourhood, on the same
geological formation ; and the difference of their consti-
tuent parts may lead us to the means of their improve-
ment. If the cause of sterility be owing to some defects
in their composition, these defects should be supplied.
An excess of silicious sand is improved by the application
of clay, peat earth, or calcareous matter, cold well-rotten
manure, and rolling or trampling with sheep or other
stock, to consolidate its texture. .When clay is in excess,
it is remedied by the application of sand, chalk, marl, or
burned clay, light unfermentcd manures, and perfect pul-
verisation, to make the soil friable. An excess of vege-
table matter in a dormant state, as in peaty soils, is cor-
rected by burning, by the application of clay, sand, cal-
careous matter, gravel, rubble, or anything heavy, to
give firmness to the soil. Lime not only destroys the in-
jurious effects produced by sulphate of iron, which abounds
in some soils, particularly in those of a peaty and silicious
gravelly nature, but is said to convert the sulphate of
iron into a manure. None of these applications, however
will have the desired effect, unless there be first a perfect
subsoil drainage of all snperfluous moisture, conjoined
with a perfect tillage. Stagn^t water, in any soil, melts
down the particles of matter which compose it, and joins
them together in close contact ; it prevents the air and
water from circulating amongst the roots of the plants,
and they therefore die. When a clayey soil has been thus
closed together by stagnant water, it requires to be per-
fectly drained, and it can only be recovered by repeated

mg
, , . - by repv.«.

pioughings and harro wings, together with the pulverisi
lufluence of frost to bring it into a fit state for vege-
tation, and if it has been long under water, it acquires
a pernmous quality, which can only be got quit of with
great difficulty ;-faUowing, and the application of lime,

^Lnfr '^t''l^"'''^^^"S
it. The first principles of

agriculture which are shown by the best prnctice, are few;

nerir;rj ^ ^^""'f !° ^^ *^^^^ ="^^^^ ^"<1 ^^^P^^e land
perfec ly dry, and clean, or free from weeds ; make andkeep the soil, which is too adhesive or too loose, of such
a fnable nature, as will make it receivr, retain, and trans-
mit moisture, and thus fit it to produce the most luxuriant
itate of vegetation

; restore to the soil, as a manure, in a
state of decay, the greater part, if not the whole, of the
produce after it has been consumed by sheep or other

stock. Never manure any land till every weed is exter-
minated, for weeds grow most luxuriantly in the soil to
which they are natural : if any of them are left, they will
outgrow the plant you intend to cultivate, and take up the
rreatest quantity of the manure laid on the land."S

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing toeeh.
As dry weather seems to have set in again, it may not be amiss

once more to remind our readers of the great importance in such
a season of frequently stirring the surface of the ground amon?
growing crops of every kind. The advantage derived from the
destruction of weeds before they perfect and shed myriads of
seeds, and thus supply materials for numberless future hoeingg
much more than counterbalances the trifling extra labour which
for a short time is required ; but besides this, the loosening of the
surface is conducive to the vigorous growth of the plants, pro-
bably by retaining a more equable degree of temperature and
moisture in the soil about their roots. In addition to these and
other benefits, there is the gratification of seeing a neat and well-
kept garden, instead of a slovenly wilderness of weeds.

I —KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department,

PiNKRY.—Where young plants were shifted betimes, and the
roots not unnecessaiily mutilated, some of them will have tilled

their pots, and will consequently require repotting. This can
easily be ascertained by taking a few plants by the neck and lift-

ing thera up, when they will readily leave the pots if well rooted.
If such is found to he the case, take out all the plants, repot
those which require it, and top dress those which do not.afnxiug
st>rae mark to the latter by which they may be known when wa-
tering, as these will require a larger quantity than the newly-
potted plants. If the heat of the bed has gone off, renew it by
turning and watering, adding a little fresh bark if necessary,
especially if the bed has sunk below the curb-stone of the pit.

To obtain stocky plants, which always produce the best swelled
fruit, they should be placed as near the glass as practicable dur-
ing their season of growth.
Vinery.—Continue to thin advancing fruit as necessary; that

is, when the berries are fairly formed. Stop laterals as they ap-

pear, and do not suffer the strength of the Vines to run to waste
in any way. Plants in pots, particularly those intended for fruit-

ing next year, must be encouraged to grow vigorously by plenty

of food, and to form perfect wood by free exposure to light. Use
rich soil in repotting, and train the shoots so that the leaves may
be withm a few inches of the glass. If not otherwise occupied,

the front of the early Cherry-house may be devoted to this pur-

pose.
pEAcn-HousB.—Trees which root inside the house will require

occasional waterings in addition to that supplied by the engine.

Always use pond or rain water, when procurable. If it is wished
to forward the ripening of fruit that is swellbig off, gentle fires

may he continued at night, otherwise artificial heat is no longer

necessary.
Cherry-housb.—See that the foliage of the trees in the suc-

cession-house is perfectly clean before the fruit begins to ripen,

as it cannot be cleaned afterwards without injuring the fruit.

FiG-uousE.—If the directions heretofore given have been fol-

lowed, some of the Figs will now be nearly or quite ripe, in which
case tlie plants should have less water j yet the supply must not

be so greatly or so suddenly diminished as to risk the failure of

the second crop, which is now showing itself, if the shoots have
been stopped early, as recommended.
MusHROOM-Housii.—Follow the directions fomierly given to

keep the atmosphere of the house humid rather than water

the beds; but if the latter operation becomes necessary use

chilled water, and give a sufficient quantity at once to moisten
the soil quite through.
Cucumbers and Melons.—When Melons are full grown,

and before they begin to ripen, give the soil a good watering if

it. appears at all dry j this, if the surface of the soil is covered,

virill suffice till the most forward fruit has been cut. Earth ad-

vancing crops, as required, and coA-'er every addition of soil with

sand or tiles, to check evaporation and preserve a regular state

of moisture. Plant out Gourds and Vegetable Marrows in rich

soil, sheltering them for a time with hand-glasses; or if these are

all occupied, large flower-pots might be put over the plants every

night.

Out-door Departme7it.
Cabbages.—Earth-up all that are large enough, while the

ground is moist.
Cardoons.—Make the last sowing. If the two previous sow-

ings run to seed, this will not.
Celbry.—Putout a few rows of the largest plants, removing

them with all the roots that can be preserved, and afterwards
well watering them

.

Endive.—A little might be sowm, which will he less likely to

run than that put in three weeks since.
Garlic, Suallots, and autumn- sown Onions should be hoed

between, and the flower-stalks, if any appear, broken off.

Ktdxky-Beans.—Plant out in a warm place those. so\v'n in

boxes and forwarded in heat. If put close to the frontW some
of the hothouses these plants will produce Beans before those

sown in the open ground.
Potatoes.—Earth-up the early sorts, much or little, according

to the habit of the variety to form tubers, more or less, near the

surface of the ground.
Rhubarb.—Unless seed is wanted, this ought not to be per-

mitted to flower; neither should too many of the leaves be taken

off for use.
SpiNACH.-Thin-out the young plants. If the winter crop is

no longer wanted, the ground it occupies might be bastard-

trenched, or deeply dug, and the Spinach will form manure for

the plants which succeed it.

TuRNfPS.-Thin the young plants sparingly at first, on account
of tiieir liability to be taken off by the flea-beetle. The eaihest

crops must be watered in dry weather, or they will soon run to

blossom.
Orc^arrf. -When the fruit of Cherries and Plums are all set,

the trees should be weU washed, by means of an engine, with

soap-suds from the laundry, which will kill any of the blacK

aphides that may have made their appearance, and likewise as-

sist in relieving the fruit from tlie dead remains of the flovvers.

Keep all waD-trees, and more especially young ones, free from

insects. As the principal young shoots are destined to form tu-

ture branches, every assistance ought to be afforded to their per-

fect development. The health and longevity of the full-grown
tree depend very materially upon this important point. If <^^^.^%
berries are wanted to grow very fine, thin-out all the smallest

berries, and mulch the trees with good manure.
ri.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.
Stove.—The plants may now be thinned, and part of them re-

moved to the greenhouse; this wiU allow the whole more room
to grow. Attend to the traininff of Creepers; put in cuttings,
and pot off others which are rooted. Look carefuUy after snaiia

aiul slugs, which now abound In almost every Orchidaceous-
house.
Greenhouse and Conservatory.— Set your house in order

as soon as the plants intended to summer in cooler quarters, or
in the open air, arc all removed. The places of these should De

occupied by Globe Amaranthuses, Balsams, Browallias, IpoJ^^P:
SIS, Cockscombs, and other showy tender annuals which have
been brought into bloom in the pits and frames. Many pl^^^
usually kept in the stove, such as Gloxinias. Cacti, Gcsner^-
Amaryllises. Thunhorgias, &c., may also now be taken to the

greenhouse, where they will remain longer in beauty.

».T. .
\^'^^^'^**'«''- — Some of these being now empty,J"Plants which occupied them having been transferred to tlie flower
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g-arden beds and to the g:reenhousc, more space can be allowed
to plants for blooming: in pots late in summer and in autumn.
Where there is a largre conservatory to decorate, a succession of
tender aiiuuals should be kept up for that purpose. To-grow
these fine, give them rich soil, plenty of pot-roora, a high tempe-
rature, and all the light possible by placing them near the glass.

Out door Department.
Continue the filling of all vacant beds in the flower-garden.

Plant out all Dahlias that are sufiicicntly strong; likewise tender
climbing annuals, such as Convolvulus major and Tropcc'olum
peregrinuni. In case any vacancies occur in the mixed flower-
bonlers after the early annuals and pot plants are put out, they
may be filled up with seeds of the most showy annuals, many of
which will bloom at a season when flowers are scarce. Tie up
the stems of Carnations and Pinks, previously reducing them to
a proper number, according to the strength of the plants. Hoe
and rough-rake shrubbery and other dug borders ; for this and
similar jobs take advantage of a hot and dry day.

NURSKRY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Nl-rserv.—Follow the directions given last week.
Forest a^d Coppick Woods.—Whenever bark is dry enough

let it be housed immediately in an airy barn, or other fitting shel-
ter. The timber and all its appendages should likewise be got off
the ground as soon as practicable.- J. B. Whiting, The Deepdene,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending May 19,
lbJ2, us observed at the liorticuUural Garden, Chiswick,

I

Baro&iktfh. Tj 13 H5IUM K'll-R.

May Ulas.
Friday 13 so.ors
Saturday 14 30.^30
h uDday 1 B ZO.Zii'7

Monday 16 30.390
Tuesday 17 30.i!78

WednesdavIS 30.046
Thursday 19 SO.807

Average 30.159

iilin.

80.033
30.138
30.341
30.807
30.13U
29.911
29.711

Max.
70
72
67
68
G8
69
66

S0.091 €a.4

36
.18

36
49
43
40
36

Wean.
63.0
65.0

61.5
65.0

55.5

64.5

60.5

Wind.

N.W.
yy.

X.E.
N.E.
X.E.
N.E.
S.W.

Rarin.

38.7 53.5

May 13. Slight haze; very fine.

U. Slight haze; exceedingly fine throughout.
15. Very fine; clear at night.
16. Light clouds; fine; very dry air; clear,
17. Overcast; very fine; clear at night.
18. Overcast and fine.

ig. Cloudy; densely overcast; rain in afternoon: clear and
cold at night.

Stateof the WeaUierat Chiswick during the last I6 years, for
the ensuing "W'cek ending May 28, 1S42.

I May.

Sun. 23
.Mun. 23
Tiies. 24
\\\d. £5
Thurs.36
Fri. 27

Aver.
Hiphest
Temp.

esTs
€8.4
GC.7

66.3

67.3

69.3
68.8

A V e r.

Lowest
IVmp.

44.0

47.4
46.2

45.8
43.1

45.6

45.8

Mean
Temp

S5.2
57.9
hiA
66.0
65.2

57.4
67.3

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

7
'

4
6
4
6
7
4

Greatest
quantity
Qi Kain.

0.10 in.

0.21
0.36
0.64

0.28
044
0.39

Prcvailiufi Minds.

4
1

3
1

1

]

I

1

3
3

7
6
5
3

3
3

X

3

4 _
1

^i'i'^

2
3
4

1

1

I

1

1

2
1

1

1

SI

2
S
3

3i
2
3
8^

2

1

1

8
3
1

S

3
1

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred onthe 23th, 1833. and 27th, 1841 -thermometer 82°: and the loweston the 25th, 1839—thermometer 29=^.

REPORT ONCOVEKT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending May 20, 1842.

nf^'Ii^^v? ^^"^ continued cold weather the supply of some kindsof \ egetables has been rather limited. Fruit is more plentiful,and trade, dunng the week, has been much brisker Frmt ^
Pines are exceedingly fine, and higher in price than they have

Lp .UrTf^''^
^''^^^'^ P^'^ ^^^"^ f^°^^ ^^^- to l6s. per lb. Grapes

^1^ o >f; 1
^ectaruics are rather more plentiful, but still main-tain a high price

; from 20^^. to 305. per dozen . Cherries are somewhat dearer, but much improved in quality, at as^'^eMb Gre^^^^Apneots have fallen from is. to 6d. per pottle. The supply ofApples has been tolerably good j the dessert kinds are from 6.. 6^

^ushef ^PienTv n ' ^"^ S"' '^l*'^^^
^"^^^ ^^^^^ ''' to Tu perDusnei. i'ienty of good Strawberries mav bo r^ht^u^^A r.— ,,? *.,

Is. per oz.
week

:

^^„„ ^. , . ^^Y ^G obtained from -id. toGreen Gooseberries continue much the same as last

sieve.

Vegetables.
k

The nrt^^ ^f ^ "* f''"'^-
^"^^^"^^^ celling at 6s. per half

e^etabVl ^r..!i?/
Cucumbers is the same as in our last report

.

e% fhf^rn^w'^r''^''
^,%>^ecomingr more plentiful, but stilleep a nigh price, rangmg- between 4s. and I85 ner dozen Wp

ttlf'TrrT^ Broccoli from CoruwaU, ^hich foW frl'
Bood ahcftL^fp'ct t^f, f?S^^ °/ ^^Paragus Las not been yery
iCme Pefs havp f ^^9""^ ^''°™ ^'- ^^- *" ^'- ^^- P« bunch.
3oT to 40, ,t\.

appeared during the week, and are selling from
abundant tSf^M^-''''^; ^f"^ Potatoes are becomin/more
CornwaU from J'tn «l' ^^^"^J'""^

6<i. to I*, per lb., thofe from
Wo V ed dnr?T,f. thl •?" ^^-

,
^"'"^ ^^"°^^ an"! Turnips have

iSout u n^f '^'''t,^'
?°''''° have Lettuces, which are sell-

ria is f^t.V^' ^f ''=°'®' I^t"ih^'-b is abundant, and Myatt's Victo-

have S^^^^ifT "'f-
^° 12*- per doz. bundle's. Fto^^„._These

rare kij?ds . rn «f t*''"^"^/
^nd 'imongst them we noticed many

pureura. Clematis azurea, Jxias, Gardenias and Ericas.

PRICES Satuhday, May 2!, 1842.— KKUITvS:
Cucumbers, per brace, !# to 3*
Cherries, per lb. 2bs
Gooseberries, Green, per half siere, 6j
Currants, Green, per half sieve, e#
Almonds^ per peek, 7«
Sweet Almonds, per pound, Zt
Walnuts, per bushel, iU* to 24*
Nut.s, per bushel*-
— iiraxll, 20*— Spanish, \6t— Barcelona, «0» to 24#— Turkey, I6<

-*PPles, Kitchen, per bush. 3. Sd lo 7*

Mrawbernes forced, per n;..4rf toll

J« arnes.perdoz.,20*to3flg

P
G
Or

'"e Apple, perlb. lOitold.

**"» per dnz., M to 2* 6d"- P*r 100,5* to £0*

"~ per loo, C* to 16#

cte ^^1^^;. per doz. C. ,^^'
C^hh^l'^y^* '"rpicklinff, 2, 6rf to 3*Cabb

"^o^J. nhite, p.bnrh.. j

* tu 4*
ff« to 4*

4*
40*

PoUtte?^!J?*'.
*^"'*'^'*' P' ^^*2* to 3* 6d'*toe8, per ton, 50* to flo*

VEGKTABLES.
fJarlic, perlb. 1«
Shailnta, per lb., 2$Gd— Green, per bunch, Zd
Onions, per halt sieve, 3* to 4* Gd— for pick., per hf.-nieve, 4* to 5*— Green, per buh,, \d\.o6d
Asparagus, per 100, large, 5* toC*— Second or Middling, 3* to 4*— SpruCj or Small, 1* 6J to S*
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. sieve, 2*

Cos, Qd to S*

per civt.2*6</io 4*
per b„ghel,l,6d toff*
Kidney, per bush. 2* to 2* G,i. Endive, peraVore, U erf.^e IV per pound, 4rf to 1* 3rf Celery, per bundle (I2to 15)— Cornish, 3d to 6t/ Small S^la^. «-^T,;.T,*vof o

Carrou \n«""^'
Per bunch. 6./ to 2* Qd

5!7^^' P" (i^^sn, U

^•n.^perdoz. hands {24to30each)

Tu

CW^.. per pot. 3.-

6dto \t 6J
mall Salads, per punnet, 9d to 3d

^--arrois »'ft«„^' '^~'-, ''"' '^' *»^ *• "» I IVatereress, p.dz.small bunch, id to6d
^atxt^ZLTZ^"^.* P" I'nnch, 6d to 2* Parsley, per fialf sieve, 1 * to 1* Gd

r"':*"» per pot, 3d;
per dozen bunehes, 1* to U 6d

Tarrag-on, ptr dozen bunches, 3*
Fennel, per dozen bunches, Sc
Thyme, per doz. bunches, 2*
Mint, pel dozen bunches, 2* to 3*
Marjoram, per doz. bunchei, 2*
Basil, ptirdoz. buncheti, 2/
Hhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 4* to 9*
Mushrooms, per puttie, i^d lo U 3d

^^olices lo Correspondents,
J. i?W^s.-^Your Apple is the Weillngton.

r n
*';""'^*ie plant you sent is Gnfdia imlicrbL.

Vine^ni„^,^;j^'^'^Sj^^^^^ 2ft. of the stem of a

S.

Vine will »..*. V •
-/' i'"*-'-" .r.v..... -..L^. VI LUC biL'iii ui a

Wed II. I M ^« "»J»^'""s to it, provided that it is not over-
at the samp tinl'^!^

escape of smoke is prevented
; talcing care

rtovt f^
time always to have a pan of water placed upon the

X.iAa W^?i^^^^'!"*
^^*^ atmosphere from hecomit.g too dry. Bah-^JAs wili not flower 8o weU from oia roots as from cuttings. The

thP fnif il ^'""^^.f."^^" '^>'^"8r off just above the surface of

mnniH < '\?J''^^
^o their not hcing kept regularly watered. The

hP^^ f fi
^^^'^ becomes hard, or encrusted, and the plantsbemg fiOIy exposed to the sun, in a few hours flag and perish inthe manner described. You had, therefore, belter place them ina cooler spot, where they can be shaded during the heat of the

day, and be careful that they never want water.
A)itirrhinum.—Your plants are,— 1, Alopecurus pratensis: 2,Luzula campestris; 3, LOzula F6rstcri; 4, Anthoxanthum odora-

tuni; 5, Carex piluliferaj 6» Stellaria hol6^teaJ 7, Aspl<5nium
adiantuni nigrum.

Lomajr.—Vi'o would not advise you to paint your liot-*water
pipes with sri.rHua too frequently, for fear of destroying your
plants, as well as the Red Spider. Bv far the safest plan, after
you have reduced their numbers by thcabove process, is to keep
your houses or pits moist; this will soon restore the leaves to
your Fuchsias, Verbenas, and other plants.
J. Atkinson.—The white-ed^-edAuaicuLAnaracdTliorpe's Queen

\ictona came to hand. Of course we see it under great disad-
vantage, from its having been cut two days before it was sent
and the cotton-wool in which it was enveloped having smeared
the surface of the flower. It is, therefore, impossible to speak with
ccrtamty of the quality of the paste, or the colour of the tube.
The pip is ronnd, but deficient in substatice; the tube is well-
proportioned, with the anthers rather too much sunk; the paste,
winch is probably of a good quality, wants defining on tlie out-
ward edge, which is too broken and feathery; this we consider
the greatest defect in the flower, as it makes the paste appear too
wide, and robs the coloured ring of its just proportion and cha-
racter; the colour is intensely dark, and the edge very white
There is a deficiency of white-edged varieties, and this will doubt-
less prove a very acceptable addition to this class.
iVaVo-Gerffniww.— Nothing can be said in favour of your seed-

ling Pei.argoniu.ms. The Lilac family to which they belong is
discarded from good collections. Your seedlings possess none
of the properties that are now looked for in new varieties, viz —
the circular form, with the broad and stiff petal. If you examine
your seedlings with impartiaHty by this standard, you will per-
ceive that the general outline of your flowers wants due propor-
tion

; the petals are too thin and flimsy in tc.\ture, and too Ioul-
and narrow in form. We have no wish by these observations todamp your ardour in the pursuit of a favourite object, and wc
therefore recommend you to procure the finest sorts, to save
seed from w^hich will greatly increase, and indeed form your only
chance of success.
E.C.~We would advise you to take up your Jargoxkllk

Pear-tree in the autumn, and plant it near the surface; at the
same time cutting off all the roots which descend perpendicularly,
but taking particular care not to injure the extremities of those
which arc left. There is no doubt but the chief cause of its un-
productiveness proceeds from many of the principal roots having
penetrated into a cold subsoil.
A Constant Subscriber's plants are,—!, Carex praecoxj 2, Carex

acuta; 3, Juncus squarrosus; 4, Stellaria uliginosa; 5, Eupiiur-
bia pilosa; 6, Vacclnium uliginosum; 7, Lonicera tartarica: 8,
Prunus Padus.

3/. M. C—The flowers of your seedling Verbeva appear lialde
to come cruijipled, otherwise it would be a desirable variety,
being of an excellent colour, with a good dark eye.

^^' V'—lf yon have plenty of room in your greenhouse or pits,
you may pot ofl" your SKEni.ixG Caixeoi.akias separately into
tio or 48-sized pots, according to the size of the plants, afterwards
repotting them as they may require ; if not, you may turn them
out into a border, keeping them well watered during dry weather,
in which situation they will flowtr profusely during the latter
part of the summer.
E. R.—Thc best introductory work for beginners is **Lind-

ley's Elements op Botany."
W, i>.—It is by far the best plan to cut ofl' all the shoots of

Asparagus up to a certain period, and then to desist entirely
;

but this cutting must not be continued too long,
Amaftur''s plants are,— 1, Azalea nudiflora ; 2, Ledum latiftS-

lium; 3, Cynanchumfuscatum ; 4, Omphalodes verna; 5, Origa-
num Dictamnus; 6, Genista canariensisj 7, Spiraea alpina; 8,
ilelichrysum proliferum; 9, Erica mediterrdnea; 10, Narcissus
poeticus; II, Marchantia polymorpha.

/. B. M.—U you will forward vour address to Messrs. Youell,
Nurserymen, Great Yarmouth, they will feel much obliged.
A Subscriber will find her question respecting liquii; maxl-rb

answered in the Amateur's Garden of this week's Chronicle,
A Young Cardevcr.—\om greenhouse will not be at all a suit-

able place for your Carxation's when in bloom, especially with
Vines trained along the rafters. The latest of your Pelargo-
niums may be repotted with advantage, but not such as are
coming into bloom.
R, />.—Your plant is Melia Azedarach.
J. X.—Your Oncldium is On. Cebolleta.
E. i/.—Your plant appears to be CEnanthe crocata, a well-

known and dangerous poison. It will form the subject of an
early article on Familiar Botany.
Aipha.—A person who would become a botanist should begin

with such books as Lindley's " Elements of liotany," and '* Sy-
nopsis of the British Flora."
A Wefltn'sher.—The plants best adapted for forcing during

the winter are the Moss, Provens, and Crimson Perpetual Roses ;
Kalmia latif<51ia, Gardenia radicans, Syringa persica, Andromeda
floribunda. Azaleas of all descriptions. Narcissuses, Tulips, Ama-
ryllises, Hyacinths, Lilies-of-the-Valley, Cinerarias, HeUotropes,
Pinks, and Pelargtjiiiums.

QMiV/j?yMc.— It will be beneficial to your young Calceola'rias
to nip off the flower-stems as soon as they form; if you keep
them clear of the grccn-fiy, and allow them plenty of pot-room,
they will soon strengthen. We should imagine that half-a-pound
of Tobacco would be sufl^cient to fumigate a house 25ft. by l6ft.,

but this must depend entirely upon the closeness of the glazing.
There will be no occasion to mix moss with the tobacco, if that
is kept in a damp place for a few hours previous to being used.
The cause of the leaves of your Pi;LARG6Nic-Ms becoming
"burnt" round the margins may be owing to the plants having
become too dry during a bright sunny day. We never before
heard of there being any difficulty In causing the tubers of Achi-
MKXKS LONGiFLORA to vcgetatc ; WC cauuot ascribe it to any-
thing but the want of sufficient heat, if, as you say, the tubers
are perfectly liealthy.

C. E. F,—No. 1 is Ulmus montana ; 2, U. campestris.
Agrimony. — Mix some flour-of-sulphur and water together,

and paint it over the flues or pipes of your Vinery. This will de-
stroy the Rkd SriuER ; but if you fumigate your house with sul-
phur, you will destroy the foliage of your Vines.
A Con-espojident is desirous of knowing from some of the

readers of the Chroyjicle what the best cure is for the crop in
chickens. Will any one oblige us with a ren^cdy ?

T. S. i2.—The plant seems to be Scilla verna. There is no bo-
tanical distinction between Mahtfnia and Berberis; and Mr, Lou-
don did wrong in following those who have separated them.

Constant Ueadvr.—ln Paris there are, cr were, fine trees of
Magnolia grandiflora fully exposed to the winter without any
other protection than a great heap of straw placed over the
roots and bound by bands, Ir this country a south wall is pre-
ferred. The objection to an east wall is. that the leaves are apt
to be cut by the dry and cold N.E. winds of spring; and that in
a wet summer the wood will not ripen so fully as on a south ex-
posure. It is not at all »eces^a^y to mat them up if near Lon-
don, or to the south of It. We would recommend you to change
the bog-soil in which your Magnolia is growing fur good loam.

C, T.—The following are the characters of Mr. May's Fuciisias,
according to the printed account that has been published of
them:—Arborea grandiflora, an imported species from Mexico;
of tall robust habit, flowering in large trusses j the flowers are
one-half larger than Fulgens, the colour of which is bright scar-
let, shaded oflT to orange, axul the points tipped with green, Sty-

iosa maxima, a hybrid with two crosses of Fulgens, being a
seedling from Stylosa conspicua, recropsed with Fulgens, the
flowers of which are longer, and of a light vermilion colour.
St>losa elegrans, a hybrid with the same crosses as No. 2, the
form of the flowers being more globular, and a distinct bright
red; fine broad foliage. Pulchella, a hybrid with the ?ame
crosses as. No. 2. flowers large and bright, foliage broad and much
^^^J^l'^t"'

^.''^e.bloomer. Usherii. a hybrid between Fulgens
and Atkmsuj a neat and compact-growing plant, the foliage
bright shnang brown, the flowers pink, tipped at the points with
green. luflata fulgida, a hybrid between Fulgens and Jnflata,
(lark green glaucous foliage, flowers bright pink much expanded,
points tipped with white and green.

^ >

A. Y.— Soap-boilkrs'ashks have been found very useful upon
strong cold sods, on peat moss, and on cold wet pastmcs. As by

;t^ iv T^-l ^'^JJ^^'i^^-able portion of the ashes consists of lime

«« i/r^^ oc -fT
^?,"^5essary to apply them in quantities nearly

as large as if hmc jttelf was employeiJ,

,,,^* ,f^-.ff-":J^^^, ^':V'^-^^^**"'^'^'*^ Wallplowkb is rightlynamed; It is the Mathiola tristi.. and is too tender to endurethe winter xn the neighbourhood of London

Hi.f;n 7^I'i*i.^'^'^
bater look over your Fiich ' and Roses, anddip all the shoots infested with the Ghekn r i y into a i.a.i or

feeder containing tobacco-waler. ^^^ ^^

A.Bootii.—Thc letter you have sent on the destrur*^'>n of Micr

PaJer,Tiy9riH4T^^
* verbatim copy of an krUcle prmtcd in this

xA'^Vl^^''''^ -'^^"f^'*
^'^^"^^ are,-l. AnthylUs vulncraiia; S.Ileliunthemum vulgare; 3, Ccrastium viscosum; 4, VibumunI

Lanrnna; 5, Lotuscorniculatus; (3, Geranium luridnm.
Blunderbnss.~Tht proper season for summer pruning Vuvu

Ti.KEs is July, as stated in Lindley's ^'Orchard and Kitchen Gar
den." The statement in last Card rs' Chronirle to commence
the pruning of wall-trees, related to disbudding ihciii, or re.moving all fore-right or unnecessary shoots, Skktchks o»
Prl-nivc are ui the hands of some of the contributors to the
Cbrnji,rle, hat they are rather long in forwarding thcnv to ns.
Another article on the mode of managing Manures will appear
next week. For Onions sewn in drills Pin. apart; we should
allow the same distance between each i)lant in the rows. If tlic
drills are wider apart, this distance wUI be quite s-utficient. Thcra
IS no doubt but that Onions thinned to a moderate distance wia
svvrU more readily than when left very wide. We should say
that the water which you use for your plants will not be injuri-
ous to them, although it rises from a spring ; but as this i« at the
distance of 300 or Kio yards from yourjumd, it will be sumcicutly
exposed to the air in its journey, and after it becomes stationary.
The remainder of your questions we will endeavour to answer
next week,

Disciputus's larva; arc the oflTspring of some dipterous fly, pos-
sibly of a BiBio or a Tipvla ; but, unless we saw them alive, it
IS impossible to determine. A solution of -Ut, or lime-and-Matcr,
would probably destroy them. We have no Idea that they were
introduced with the tan-bark. These answers would have been
published earlier, but the questiona liad to be sent into the
country.— it.

Mr. C. A. Boeford's animals appear to be the Cheufku, or
'nALAXcirM CANCRoinKS of Linnasus. As they live upon Acari,
we should consider them useful in destroying those and other
little pests in the Melon-frames, Another species of CTielifcr iu.
habits neglected collections of insects ai^d dried ilaiits. but it is
for the purpose of feeding upon the Acari ajid Atropos which
infest them. As the Chelifers secrete themselves in the damp
frames, it is impossible to destroy them by any oilier application
than boiling water or the fumes of sulphtir.— JR.

A Yourifr Cabbagr cannot, we fear, preserve his Peas and Beans
from the attacks of the Curculio <SiTon) lineata, Linn. The .

only remedy we can suggest is to shake the plants at night over
towels or white linen, previously spread ch^se under the rows,
upon which the Weevils will falC and may be more readily col-
lected than by hand-picking: they must be killed in boiling
water.—7?.

£.B.'s larvae are the Caterpillars of thePnAu^VA CHybkrma)
brl'mata, figured and described in the Gard/^ners' Chronicle^
p. 812, VoL L, where he will find the only remedies we are in
possession of for the dei>truction of the moth and eggs at a later
period. The Tomtits and small birds are the agents he ought to
encourage to extirpate the Caterpillars.— i?.

As usual, many letters have arrived too bte for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The most important feature in our news from Paris is

the announcement of M, Guizot that the Frenrh Govern-
ment does not intend to ratify the right of search treaty

for the suppression of the Slave Trade. The late railway

accident is still the subject of painful interest, and a judi-

cial inquiry into the causes which led to it has been insti-

tuted by Ministers^ with the view of adopting n:* asures to

prevent the recurrence of the catastrophe. The prosecu-

tions of the Press are still continued, and the Government
appears determined to punish every departure from ihe

strict letter of the law. The seizure of two journals during
the past week, the one for neglect of the required legal for-

malities, and the other for imputing remissness to the judi-

cial authorities in reference to the late railroad accident,

has caused general alarm among the Opposition journals,

but has excited little sympathy on the part of the public.
The Railroad Bill, after a protracted debate, has passed
the Chamber of Deputies by a large majority ; and has
been introduced into the Chamber of Peers, where it is

also expected to pass without amendment.—From Spain
we learn that the debate on the measure for the issue of
Treasury Bills to the amount of ICO millions of reals has
been brought to a more speedy termination than was an-
ticipated, and that the Bill has been voted without
modification. In a conversation in the Cortes on
rumoured intervention

the

of Powers respectmg

on behalf

foreign

the marriage of the Queen, M. Gonzales,

of Government, assured the Chambers that the Mi-
willinstry not allow any other country to inter-

fere in a negotiation which belongs exclusively to Spain,

and that they will regard as an offence any foreign

intervention on the subject.—In Portugal a commission

has been appointed to consider the question of a general

reduction of the Tariff; thedifeultics which bare hitherto,

impeded the process ^ the slave-trade treaty have st

length been overcome, and it is ejspect^d that this im«

portant measure, together with the commercial treaty with

England, will soon receive the ratification of Govern-

ment.— Our German news is exclusively confined to

the details of the late fire at Hamburgh. General syic*
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pithy 15 expressed for tlie inhabitants of that city,

thirty thousand of whom are said to be deprived of their

homes, and great exertions are making for their relief

throughout aU parts of the Confederation. Large sums

of money and provisions have been forwarded to their as-

aistance from the neighbouring States; and our readers

irill be gratified to learn that her Majesty and our own Go-

vernment have united with the leading merchants in the

Metropolis in contributing to this work of philanthropy.

—

By the Levant mail we have recent intelligence from Con-

atantinople ; the attention of the Divan has been occupied

by the affairs of Syria, and a special minister Las been des-

patched to inquire into the real state of the Lebanon, and

to adopt measures calculated to conciliate the interests

of all parties. The preliminaries of a convention with

Greece have been agreed on, and the questions at issue

between the two co'untries are likely to be speedily

arranged.—Our intelligence from the United States is on

the whole satisfactory ; nothing of a positive nature is

known respecting the important negotiations between

Lord Asliburton and the Government, but we gather

hota the American journals that public opinion has under-

gone a favourable change, and that it is manifestly inclined

to preserve a friendly uuderstandinj? with this country.

At home, the re-assembling of Parliament last night after

tlie Whitsuntide recess is the only topic which calls for

ipecial notice. In the Commons, the Ordnance and Navy

estimates were proposed and agreed to j and several Bills

of private or local interest were read a third time. Mr.

Roebuck moved the first reading of a Bill from the House

of Lords for the prevention of bribery ; Sir J. Graham

obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend the acts for the

commutation of tithes ; and some other business of a

routine character was transacted.

P, ctos.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

'Wales, and the Princess Royal continue well. The Queen
and Prince Albert visited the Horticultural Gardens at

Chiswick on Saturday, After inspecting the Gardens, her
ISrlaiesty and the Prince honoured the Duke of Devonshire
^th a visit at his residence, and partook of a dejeune.
The Queen held a Drawing-room at St. James's Palace
on Thursday, in celebration of her Majesty's birthday,
which was numerously attended. On Friday her Majesty
gave a concert at Buckingham Palace, for which upwards
of 300 invitations were issued. The Court leaves Buck-
ingham Palace for Claremont this day, where it will remain
nnti! after the Derby-day at Epsom, when her Majesty
and Prince Albert will hondar the Downs with their pre-
sence. A select circle of distinguished visitors will have
the honour of being entertained by her Majesty at Clare-
mont during the ensuiug week. The morning papers
state, that the Master of the Household, the Hon. C. A.
iiurray, on Wednesday ordered a suite of apartments to
be prepared for the reception of several illustrious foreign-
ers, who are ejcpected to arrive on Aionday^or Tuesday
next, on a risit to her Majesty, who will come to town
from CJaremont to receive her royal visitors.

Official Appointments,—T)x^ Queen has aj^pointed Mr.
M- L, McIviJle, in the room of Mr. W. W. Lewis, de-
ceased, to be her Majesty's Commissary Judge in the
'hixx^d. British and Foreign Courts of Commission, esta-
blished at Sierra Leone, under the treaties and conven-
tions concluded with Spain, Portugal, Brazil, and the
Netherlands, for the suppression of the slave-trade.

Parliamentary Movemmts.—Two Conservative candi-
dates, Sir H. H. Bruce, Bart., of DownhUI, and Mr. R.
Eateson, son of the late representative, have come forward
to contest the representation of the county of Londonderry,
scant by the retirement of Sir R. Bateson.

j^ouian-
PaANCE.— TA? late Accident o?i the Versailles Rail-

roarf --The recent catastrophe is still painfully kept be-
fore the notice of the public by the comments of the
journaia, and by the daily announcement of fresh deathsamong the wounded. Considerable uncertainty still pre-ails with regard to the exact number of lives lost : the
Ministerial organs estimating the number under fifty, while

fc'rn'.«Tfr'"'> «^"' ^' *' upwards of a hundred.
Tfte general impression. :..Aever, appears to be that the
latter estimate is most accurate, fhe papers arlchoccupied with minute details of the accident ; but there isnothing of importance which ^as not reported in our lastMen under the superintendence of police officers have beenemployed in sifting the ashes at Meudon, and everything
obtained is carefuUy preserved. Among the articles found
arc fragments of hnen, laces, and other parts of dresses
a number of gold rings, a considerable quantity of moneym silver and gold, and parts of watches, chains, and orna-
ments, gloves, canes, umbrelias, and various other things,
which will in many instances serve to ascertain the names
of those who have perished. One gentleman haa found
among these relics a chain and medallion which belonged
to Lis young wife, to whom he had recently been married.
-One of the chief clerks in the office of the Minister of
Finance has ascertained the loss of a young person to whom
he waa affianced, bj seeing among these remnants the case
of a watch he Lad presented to her ; and a mother has
fonnd the fragment Qi a box, and a ring belonging to her
only daughter, who went to Versailles with her cousin,m the day of the accident, but neither of wLom had since

been heard of. A variety of similar cases are related in

the journals, but a great number of bodies still remain

unrecognised. The " Moniteur," official organ, announces

that the judicial inquiry into the causes of the accident

began on the morning of the catastrophe ; that numerous

witnesses have been heard on the subject both in Paris and

Versailles ; and that after hearing the engineers and the

persons who escaped, the whole proceedings will be sub-

mitted to the Seine Tribunal, to determine what measures

maybe devised, in addition to those already prescribed by

Government, for preventing a recurrence of so melancholy

an event. In the mean time, the Directors of the railroad,

which was again opened on Saturday, have announced that,

with the view of preventing similar accidents, the following

alterations will in future be made in the trains :—1. The

discontinuance of the four-wheeled locomotives, by one of

which the accident was occasioned, and the use of the six-

wheeled engines only. 2. The baggage waggons, usually

placed behind the train will be placed between the engine

and the passengers ; and independently of this precaution,

an additional waggon, loaded with stones and sand-bags,

will follow the baggage one. 3. The speed will in no

case exceed 22 miles an hour. 4. The doors of the car-

riages will be made so as to allow their being opened by the

passengers. The Archbishop of Paris has ordered masses

to be said in all the parishes of his diocese f^r the repose

of the souls of those who have died in consequence of this

accident; an example which has been followed by the

Bishops of Versailles, Beauvais, Melun, and Orleans. The

remains of Admiral Dumont D'Urville, the well-known

circumnavigator, together with those of his wife^ and

only child, who were burnt to death in one of the carriages,

were interred with much pomp on Monday in the cemetery

of Mont Parnasse, Admiral Duperre, Minister of Marine,

was present, acccompanied by a large number of naval

officers.

Right of Search Treaty,—Th^ Cabinet has at length

officially made Icnown its intention not to ratify the right

of search treaty, either before or after the elections; this

determination was made known during an animated debate^

on Wednesday, in the Chamber of Peers. The subject

was mooted on the previous day, in consequence of some

observations from the Marquis de Boissy, who read a

manuscript on the treaty, which he said was supported

by the combined efforts of the Ministerial journals of

France and England. He designated M. Guizot as " the

avowed organ of British interests in the Cabinet/' an

expression which produced considerable excitement in the

Chamber, and loud cries of ** Order " from all sides.

M. Guizot, having stood up to reply, the President made
a sign to him to sit down, and, turning to M. de Boissy,

invited him to retract this offensive expression ; but the

latter having refused to comply with the invitation, he
called him to order. M. de Boissy then concluded his

speech amidst the murmurs and laughter of the Assembly.
On Wednesday several Members, including Count Mole,
took advantage of a discussion on the Supplementary
Credits, to speak 'on the same subject, and strenuously

opposed the ratification of the treaty, *M. Guizot fol-

lowed, and explained at great length the views and inten-

tions of Government on the subject. Our space will not
admit of our giving M. Guizot's speech at length, but the
substance of it was, that Ministers have decided on not
ratifying the treaty either before or after the elections.
" In the present state of things" (says the reported
speech of M. Guizot in the " Moniteur"), " and the
actual disposition of the public mind, I should deem
myself wanting in my duty towards the country, were I

to advise the ratification of the treaty," Although, how-
I ever, M. Guizot came to this conclusion, influenced, it is

said, by political considerations, he demonstrated, by do-
cumentary evidence, that all the French Cabinets since

1834, including those of Count Mole himself, had laboured
to extend the conventions of 1831 and 1833 to ail Europe.
He also established that, in Dec. 1838, Marshal Sebas-
tiani, the French Ambassador in London, had signed,
under the Mole Administration, a protocol for the nego-
tiation of a treaty identical with that of 1841, except that
a larger extension was given to the zones. Count Molti's
explanation of this disclosure was, that he had not au-
thorised Count Sebastian! to sign the convention, but
that he did not think himself called upon, during the
latter part of his Ministry, to disown this signature.

The Chambers.—The Railroad Bill, after a protracted
discussion of seventeen days, has passed the Chamber of
Deputies by a majority of 255 against 83. The debates
since our last offer no feature of particular interest, with
the exception of a speech by M, de Lamartine, which
produced considerable effect on the Chambers. Reargued
that England would annihilate the commerce of France
unless railroads were constructed. In the name of the
committee of which he was the chairman, he defended the
system before the Chamber. The committee acknowledged
that to concentrate the power of the state on a single great

I

line did at first appear a wise idea, and they had been struck
with it. But present circumstances would not admit of
this course, for the country was no longer free to choose
where a line might be placed, as they already had scattered
links of a vast chain, which could be connected without
much difficulty. They had lines from Bordeaux to Teste,
Fans to Marseilles, Paris to Orleans, &c.. and it was im-
possible to direct their attention to a single grand line,when liiey had portions of others already begun. On Fri-
day the bill was introduced into the Chamber of Peers, and
on Monday the committee was named to draw up the
report, six out of the seven commissioners being in favour
of the measure. In the discussions in the upper Chamber
the speech which has attracted the most interest, and is
likely to command the greatest attention abroad, was that
ofMarshal Soult. The foUowing is a summary of bis

observations, which were delivered at considerable length

:

—He said he had declared before the committee his opi-

nion, that the vast system of railroads now proposed ought
singularly to favour military opperationson the north and
east. Lower Alsacia was evidently the point which an
enemy would choose for entering France. That was so
evident, so well known, that he committed no indiscretion

in announcing it from the tribune. Once that the enemy
had entered France, it could easily turn Strasburg, take

the high road to Saverne, and reach the interior of the

country. As far as the defence of the kingdom was con-
cerned, he attached the greatest imj)ortance to the direct

line from Paris to Strasburg, for Paris being a centre of

concentration for troops, and at the same time the north

containing a great portion of the army, it was absolutely

requisite that Government could transport with the

shortest delay 45,000 to 50,000 men, to stop np the

entrance by Lower Alsacia, He was of opinion a branch

line ought to be taken from the Strasburg railroad to

Metz. In fact, Metz had become a strategic point, and

an entrenched camp ought to be established there for the

reception of all the troops coming from the North to meet

an enemy penetrating by the quarter he had stated, Ab
to the East, a line ought to pass by Dijon. If France

were attacked, and an enemy had entered by Lower Al-

sacia, it would not enter by that point alone. An army
would evidently endeavour to penetrate by the Alps, and

the strategic point of that line was incontestably Dijon.

The Chamber might recollect that when the Emperor
wished to re-enter Italy, and was preparing for the battle

of Marengo, it was at Dijon that he concentrated hig

forces. Therefore there was no doubt on the matter j

Dijon was the strategic point. The two strategic railroads

were, therefore, that of the Alps by Dijon, and of Stras-

burg by Mett, and the execution of these two lines was of

the utmost importance for the defence of the country in a

military point of view. The Bill w^as expected to pass

the Peers as brought up from the Chamber of Deputies,

without amendments.—The renewal of the Sugar Duties

Bill for another year has been voted by a majority of 220

against 25, It has been officially announced, that im-

mediately after the close of the present session, ^)ie

import duties on hempen threads will be r^isfd la 20

per cent.

The Press.—The ** Temps," the organ of the Dufaurg:

Dupin Passy, or Middle party, was condemned, on Satur-

day, to various fines by the Seine Correctional Tribunal^

amounting to 93,000 f, besides the suppression pf thp

paper, for having been published withput t^he formalities

required for the responsible publisher, and for having

fraudulently given in a false name as the depositor of the

security exacted by the law. It was expected that this

prosecution would be followed by many other indictments

against the Opposition papers, as scarcely one was in

accordance with the terms of the law, as to a bond fide

The sup-

H-

security, and a really responsible publisher.

pression of the "Temps'' has caused considerable sensation

among the journalists, but it does not appear to have

excited any great degree of sympathy on the part of the

public. The ** National" has also been seized, and a prose-

cution commenced against the responsible editor, for some

imputations upon the Procureur du TLoi and other magis*

trates with reference to the late railway disaster. These

proceedings have been instituted on the complaint of two of

the public functionaries attacked by the " National." The

Opposition papers make this prosecution the subject of

severe animadversions on the policy and conduct of

Government,
The Capita!.—The Count de Las Cases, who accom-

panied Napoleon to St. Helena, died at Passy on Monday

last.—A subscription has been opened in Paris for the

sufferers by the fire at Hamburgh, at the head of which

are some of the great commercial establishments, and the

sum raised amounts to Gl,GO0 f., or nearly 2,500/, The

Bank of France has besides subscribed 15,000 f., or 600/.

From the report of the committee on the bill providing

for the support of the political refugees in France, lately

presented to the Chamber of Deputies, it appears there

are at present residing in Paris 16,672 political refugees,

of whom 11,779 are Spaniards, 4,471 Poles, 410 Italians,

and 12 from other countries.
The Fleet.—Accounts from Toulon announce the de-

parture of the French squadron, under Admiral Hugon, on

the 6th inst. A steamer and corvette were to join it m a

few days. It was said that this naval division was to re-

main out a month or sis weeks, and that it would success-

ively visit Naples, Tunis, Algiers, and Mahon, There re-

mained in Toulon four ships of the line, undergoing

repairs ; two others were in the Levant, another before

Tangiers,and five at Brest. Another corvette of ^ar'was

preparing to sail from Toulon to New Zealand. Private

letters have since been received at Toulon which mention,

that the squadron commanded by Admiral Hugon, yrhicU

had been met under sail on the 12th inst. manoeuvring at

some distance from the islands of Hyeres, had returnea

to its moorings off those islands on the 13th inst. i

Spaix.—Our intelligence from Madrid is to the Jta

inst. The reports of the modifications in the ^abmec

and prorogation of the Cortes had entirely subsided. A
the meeting of the Cortes on the 5th inst. one of t^

Deputies questioned the Ministry respecting the rumoort

in circulation as to the marriage of the Queen. He statea

that these reports were offensive to Spanish honour, a«

the nation alone ought to interfere in any negotiations

relative to that important event. He couidj not believe

that any ally of Spain could have appointed persons to

treat on this delicate subject ; and if this were true,

«

vras the duty of Government to demand the satisfaction

which its honour required. Senor Gonzales, President oi

the Council, observed in reply, that too much circumspec-
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tion could not be observed by Government in its explana T a i' \r ~

tions on this subject
;
but he would state quite enough to indeXth^o^J w"Germ^'^'"'

Frankfort, Augsburg, and.
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Batisfy the Deputies that the dignity and decorum of the
nation could never permit that any other country should
meddle with negotiations which exclusively appertained to
Spain, and that she must regard as an offence any pre-
tended intervention in this matter. Government, he said
would not submit to the pretensions and demands of any
other nation in this particular, but would consult solely
the national dignity of Spain. This explanation appeared
to give satisfaction to the Chamber, and the subject then
dropped. The debates on the bill for the issuing of ICO
millions of reals Treasury bills have been brought to a
more speedy termination than was anticipated

; and the
bill has been voted by the Cortes without a division, al-
though a number of amendments were proposed. Some
questions were put to Ministers on the 6th inst. as to the
proceedings at Barcelona. The Minister of the Interior
assured the House that the advices received by Govern-
ment were satisfactory ; and our direct intelligence from
Barcelona, of the 6th inst., confirms the Ministerial asser-
tions. After five or six days of agitation, tranquillity ha*d
been restored, owing to the measures of precaution
adopted by Gen. Van Halen and the political chief. The
anniversary of the movement of the 4th May, 1837, had
been celebrated with due honours by the population' and
banners had been distributed to the newly-organised
National Guards. Accounts received from Cadiz state
that the principal merchants of that city, on being in-
formed that in the new treaty of commerce about to be
signed between Great Britain and Portugal, the import
duties on Madeira and Port wines were to be considerably
reduced, had held a meeting, and prepared a memorial to
Government, in which they stated that it would be here-
after impossible for them to compete in the London
market with the French and Portuguese wine-merchants.
The Vine Committee of Puerto de Santa Maria had ad-
dressed a petition to the Cortes in favour of the introduc-
tion of English cottons [into Spain, on payment of a
protecting duty of 20 or 25 per cent The municipality
of Xeres de la Frontera had forwarded an appeal to the
same effect to the Regent : and the petitioners of both
places describe the sad condition to which the south of
Spain would be reduced, if, through any delay in concluding
a treaty of commerce with Great Britain, Spanish wines
were excluded from the English markets. Subsequent in-
telligence to the 10th inst. informs us that the Chamber
of Deputies adopted on that day a resolution, that all
transactions entered into by Government with regard to
the issuing of the Treasury Bonds for 160.000,000 reals
should be referred to the examination of a special commit-
tee. The House afterwards proceeded to discuss the es-
timates of the Foreign Department, and a warm debate

^,200,000 reals, which lasted the whole evening. It was
believed that the Cortes would be prorogued immediately

S^'^T r?'''^.*^'.^."^^^'--^^^^^^^- «"i« ^"d Alvear
left Madrul on the 7th mst. for Holland, where they are tomeet the two sons of the Infante Don Francisco de Paula.-Accounts had been received from Gibraltar, stating that
the report of artillery m the direction of Tangiers havingbeen heard at TarifTa on the 29 th ult.. the Governor of
Oioraltar immediately despatched thither a war steamer
to ascertain the cause of it. She returned the next day.

Sarbour'wr'^
'^"' ' ^^^^^ ^^'^' ^-^^-^ before theharbour was exercising her guns, and that all was tran^qui at Tangiers. Two French men-of-war entered Gi-oraltaron the 30th ult.

"tcicu ^^i

in^^'^'^'^A''^'^'^'"^^
^^""^ ^^^^ f^o^ Lisbon to the 9thinst A commission of six members had been appointed

tLfJT""^T^
to consider the question of reductions i

their relief.
_

any, to collect subscriptions for
It IS feared that many of the German in-surance companies will be seriously compromised by the

Vn^onnnnnV'-'^'*^ i^'^.
^ ^°^P^"y ^t Gotha will lose

lU 000.000 florins. A similar calamity occurred, on the

k
^"^^'^" the Austrian town of Steijer, not far fromLintz

where -100 houses have been consumed ; and three-fourths
ot the inhabitants, who were celebrated for their iron
manufactures, have been left without shelter.—Accounts
from Berhn inform us that the ex-King of Holland has
entirely recovered from his recent illness. Private letters
from Posen express serious fears for the consequences of
the projected visit of the King of Prussia to St. Peters-
burgh. It seems there has existed a treaty between
Prussia and Russia for the reciprocal surrender of de-
serters from those states respectively. The term of the
treaty has expired, and a proposition for the renewal of it
has been made to the Prussian Government on the part of
the Emperor. It appears that there are at present in the
Prussian states no less than 50,000 deserters or refugees
from Russian Poland; and hopes are expressed that for
the salce of the King's popularity and welfare, as well as
on the score of humanity, his Majesty will not be induced
to renew the treaty.

Hamburgh.—We have intelligence from this city to
the 13th inst. The recent calamity is the sole topic of
public conversation, and every post from the interior brings
proofs of the deep sympathy felt throughout the States
belonging to the Germanic Confederation, as well as from
the other States of Europe, for the unfortunate sufferers
by the fire. Letters of condolence have been addressed to
the Senate by most of the Sovereigns and Sovereign
Princes of the neighbouring SUtes. Large donations have
been made by most of them, as well as by the sister towns
of Bremen and Lubeck ; and it is stated that the Senate
of Bremen have expressed their readiness to guarantee, to
the extent of two millions of dollars, any loan which might
be recjuired for raising immediate funds for the recon-
struction of the fallen portion of the city. The latest
details of this calamitous event present nothing of interest
which was not reported in our last. The fire was got
under about two in the afternoon of Sunday the 8th inst.;
It exhausted itself, terminating at the N. E. end of the
town. About 2.000 houses are reported to have been
burned or much injured; and the value of the property
destroyed is estimated at 4,000.000/. sterling; the loss to
the English insurance companies is said to be from
300.000/. to 500,000/. A number of dead bodies have
already been dug out of the ruins ; but the exact number
of lives lost has not yet been ascertained. It is, however,
reported that the killed, wounded, and missing amount
altogether to about 200. The persons whose houses have
been destroyed are at present occupying the churches, and
the inhabitants are sending them provisions and clothing.
The population of the city announts to about 150,000 souls,
and by this calamity nearly 30,000 persons are said to have
been rendered houseless.

Italy.

in
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Assistance in money, clothing,
and provisions has arrived from the Kings of Prussia, Den-
mark, and Hanover. The Representative Chambers of
Hanover have voted a grant, and the Senate of Frankfort
have voted a sum of 100,000 florins (10,000/.) A meeting
had been called by the English Consul, Col. Hodges, for
the purpose of preparing an appeal to her Majesty and the
British nation in favour of the unfortunate sufferers by the
fire. The appeal was unanimously agreed to ; and our
readers will be pleased to learn that the appeal has been
generously responded to on the part of the British public.
Upwards of 10,000/. in dollars were sent over from London
in the course of three days after the catastrophe was
known, and the list of subscriptions continues to be in-
creased with numerous donations. Her Majesty has given
200/. ; the Queen Dowager, 150/. ; Prince Albert, 100/.

;

and various munificent subscriptions have been contributed
by the public companies, merchants, bankers, and private
individuals of London. Reports appear to have been
generally circulated, and to a great extent credited by the
lower classes, that the fire was the work of incendiaries ;

and, as stated in our last, a hostile feeling had been ex-
cited towards the English residents in the town, against
whom suspicions were entertained. Some serious out-
rages were in consequence committed by the mob, by
which one Englishman lost his life and several were
seriously injured. From a proclamation issued by the
Senate, this occurrence appears to have been a source of
great regret to the authorities. A positive contradiction
has been given to the rumour, and the Senate speaks in
terms of commendation of the excellent conduct of the
English during the fire, who, it is stated, gave proofs of
their utmost zeaft in endeavouring to arrest the progress
of the conflagration ; and the Senate also announces that
it is resolved to prosecute with all the rigour of the law
all persons found guilty of oflering any further outrage of
a similar description. The exact position of the Hamburgh
Insurance Companies is still unknown. It is hoped that
three out of the four will be enabled to pay in full ; but it
is stated that the Government intends to indemnify them,
by bearing the whole, or such portion as they cannot make
good, of the general loss, this indemnity, however, not
extending to merchandise.
Switzerland—Letters from Geneva, of the 13th

inst,, state that the sittings of the Constituent Assembly
w^re becoming daily more stormy, and that the anarchists,
headed by a Captain of the Swiss Guards in the service of
Charles X., and a former member of the Parisian press,
were preparing a revolutionary movement. The Liberal
party of Zurich and Berne were said to have recommended
the Genevese agitators to raise the standard before the
opening of the Federal Diet, which was expected to take
place in tlxe begimmu^ of summer.

-Letters from Naples of the 8th inst. state th
lue i^ourt of Rome had accepted the proposition made to
It by Holland and Belgium to act as mediator in some
differences which have arisen between those countries and
Naples, respecting the affair of the Tavoliere". The King
of Naples, however, would not accept the mediation of the
Pope, and fresh negotiations were shortly to be opened.
The Duke de MontLbello, the French Ambassador, had
been called to Paris, and was to embark on the 1 1th. His
journey was said to be connected with this affair, which,
It is expected, will be arranged in Paris. The marriage of
Princess Theresa with the Emperor of the Brazils was
regarded as settled; and it was rumoured that another
projected marriage was in contemplation between Prince
Louis, brother of King Ferdinand, and Queen Isabella ILA post-office convention had been conclu'ded between
France^ and Naples. There was also some talk of a treaty
Of commerce between those countries. Many obstacles
appeared in the way of Its conclusion, but the relations
existing between the two Governments appear to be on so
friendly a footing, that some arrangement of the kind is
regarded as probable. It was also said that Englaud had
made a similar proposition ; that the Neapolitan Govern-
ment has charged the Secretary of State, Prince Commitinl
and two other commissioners, witli the negotiation, and
that the English Minister in Naples and Sir Woodbine
Parish have been appointed commissioners for Great Britain.
Russia.—A ukase has been promulgated by the Em-

peror, dated the 2d of April, relative to the enfranchise-
ment of serfs, which appears to have produced consider-
able excitement throughout the empire. In itself this
ukase does not appear to ingraft any very important
changes upon the existing law of enfranchisement, as it
was already in the power of any noble to emancipate his
serfs by a species of contract, subject to the approval of
the Marshal of the province and of the Crown. The new
ordinance does not enjoin this enfranchisement of serfs—it
leaves it optional as it was before ; but it defines the terms
of the contract, and creates a species of copyhold tenure
in favour of the peasant who receives his freedom on these
conditions from his lord. The interference of the Crown
between the lord and the serf is, however, greatly resented
by the aristocracy. By this ukase the Government as-
sumes a more direct influence over, and interest in, the
gradual emancipation of the serf population. The measure
was immediately followed by an official declaration, that it
was not to be regarded as a change in the existing system

;
and that the most stringent precautions should be taken
by the police to prevent all false interpretations of the
ordinance from getting abroad. This declaration, however,
was regarded as indicating the resentment it was calculated
to occasion among the nobles, and the hopesit might awaken
among the peasants ; and private accounts state that the
apprehensions which seem to have been entertained by
the Government after the publication of the ukase have
not been dispelled by the present aspect of afFairs.-^The
number ofjournals and other periodicals now published
in Russia is stated to be 1 39, being five more than in 1841 ;

98 are in the Russian language, 22 in German, 8 in
French, 4 in English, 3 in Polish, 1 in Italian, and 3 in
Latin.

Greece.—Intelligence has been received to the 28th
ult. A dispute had arisen at Nauplia, between the staff of
a regiment of artillery in garrison there, supported by part
of the population, and the Bavarian Col. Hutz. This cir-
cumstance, though trifling in appearance, would, it was
thought, occasion a modification of the Cabinet, the total
expulsion of the Bavarians from the service, which was
agitated in council, having produced an angry debate.
Private letters from Athens, of the 28th ult., state that
several violent shocks of an earthquake were felt in various
parts of the Peloponnesus; on the 16th, at Sparta, the
shocks lasted from 25 to 30 seconds each, and the inha-
bitants rati terrified out of their houses. On the same
day, and in the course of the night, four or five other
slighter shocks were experienced. Beyond the Eurotas a
large rock fell from Mount Menelas, near the village of
Drouchas: and an old tower situate in the town of Magoules
was thrown to the ground. At Mistra the earth trembled
with more violence than at Sparta, and a portion of the
Hellenic College and several houses were destroyed. The
water of the springs and wells became turbid, and a rock
of large size, having detached itself from the summit of
Mount Mistra, rolled into the town. At Calames, the
first shock, felt at half past 9, lasted between 40 and 50
seconds, and there were ten others from that hour until
midnight, at Intervals of three-quarters of an hour. Most
of the houses were damaged, and several in the neighbour-
hood thrown down. Upwards of 50 dwellings were thrown
down at Areopolis, and 15 towers were destroyed at (Ety-
lus. Many persons were buried under the ruins of their
houses in the province of Maina, and at Andronsa several
churches fell in. On the 25th ult., about 4 a.m., another
shock was felt at Fatras, which lasted a minute and a half.
The journals announce that a red rain had fallen at Tripo-
litza and elsewhere, and that the Minister of the Interior
had collected information respecting the phenomenon,
which would be submitted to the examination of the medi-
cal board.

Turkey and SvaiA,—By the arrival of the Levant
mail we have received intelligence from Constantinople to

the 2rth ult. The Divan continued to be still almost ex-

clusively occupied with the Syrian question. On the 17th

ult., Selim Bey sailed for Beyrout, with inatructions to in-

quire into the real state of affairs in the Lebaaou, and to

adopt, in concert with Mustapha Pacha, the measures best

calculated to conciliate the interests of all parties.v.,.»v.*.«.^ v«^ ^ *
On the

23rd, a note
the Reis EffendL, _
meat remonj^trated sgaiast the policy pursued by the Porte

presented by tJic nuMian a
in wrhu-h it is iu»ierstood
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towards Syria, and especially against Us refusal to reca

OaZ Pacha horn the LebanoB. Private letters .tate that

Omar Pacha's dismissal may now be confidently relied on,

Sir S. Canning having at length obtained this concession

from the rorte, nfter innny difficulties. In respect to the

rn^<n-e of British troops over the Isthmus of Suez, it is

now stated positively that, altLougb no official application

bad been addressed to ihe Porte on the matter by Sir S.

fannin^r, the subject has been mooted in Egypt, and that

it is certain that this was the object of Sami Pacha's niis-

iion to Constantinople- The differences existing between

Turkey and Greece do not appear to have been yet en-

tirely settled. On the 25th nit. the Divan held a council,

at which the preliminaries of a definitive arrangement were

agreed upon, and the activity displayed by the Porte on

this occasion induced a belief that the affair would be

ipeedily and satisfactorily terminated. On the evening of

the 2oth ult. a quarrel arose between some British and

Russian sailors, on the quay of Galata ; during which

several of the combatants were seriously wounded. A
flutilla, composed of a corvette, two brigs, and two cutter?,

was preparing to put to sea on a crui^ie througli tLe Archi-

pelago and along the coasts, lately infested by pirates.

According to the latest accounts from Jerusalem, the

Anglican Bishop continued to be treated with great respect

by the authorities, and with every appearance of support

from his Greek and Catholic colleagues. The new residence

or palace in process of erection is proceeding rapidly.

Tlie newchurch has also been commenced, subject to future

risks, as no firman has been obtained for its construction.

In the mean time the bishop performs divine service to a

congregation varying frona 25 to ;^0 persons, including his

own family, in a chamber fitted up for the purpose in the

consular residence.

Egyi'T,—Our intelligence from Alexandria is to the

26lh ult. ; nothing of ])cliLical imjiortance has transpired

since outlast. The Pacha was still in the Delta, and nothiu

Tvas positively known of his projected return to Alexandria.

Private letters announce the arrival in Alexandria of

several distinguish/ ed travellers in that city from Upper
Egypt; amongst others, Count F^hlen and Cajit. Batil

Hall- Letters had been received from Suea* stating that

a revolution had broktn out amongst the Nedschfis against

Chaled Bey, who was coai|.eUed to fly into the province of

Lachaa. The same letters state that 21,000 stand of

arms had been landed at Alexandria by an English steamer,

and that the Ijoxes in ^hich they were conlained had been
immediately forwarded to Suez. It is stated that the
Russian merchants of Alexandria enjoy the privilege of
exporting produce, on payment of a duty of 3 per cent.,

whilo all other merchants, English included, were com-
pelled to pay 12 per cent-

United States.—T1\c Bsitaunia steamer arrived at

Liverpool on Monday nit^ht from Boston and Halifax.

She sailed from Boston on the 15tli inst., and arrived at

Halifax on the 3rd, where she waited iifiy-four hours for

the Canada mails, but in consequence of the state of the

weather they did not arrive, and she left without them on
the 5th iiut. She made the passage in ten days, and
brings New York papers three days later than those
received by the Great \A>sternl The journals contain a

long report by the Hon. Caleb Gushing, from the Com-
mittee of Foreign AiTairs in the House of Representatives,
on the commerciaf relations existing between the United
States and the colonial possesaions of Great Britain, in

the West Indies and on the continent of America. The

parliament. I

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Friday,—The House sat a short time, a portion of the business

before it consisting in the presentation of a petition by Lord

SvnVBV» from Lord J. Tovmsend, praying foraCommittee of Privi-

leges, to inquire into the circumstances attending the assumption

of the title of Earl of Leicester by the member for Bodmin. The
petition, on the motion of Lord Brougham, was referred to a

commiltce.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Fi-idni/.—Sir Robert Peei., in reply to Lord Palmerston,

said that the Commissioners who had been sent out by the

late Government to investigate the disputed North American
Boundary had made their report, and as soon as the annexes

to that Report were completed, the whole would he laid

upon the table of the House. A conversation took place

respecting the tlisturhed state- of Tipperary, when Lord Eliot
stated that the accounts were much exaggerated.—The Ordnance
and Navy Estimates were agreed to.—After a conversation on the

subject of Capt. Warner's " projectile," duiing which Sir R. Peel
stated that the negotiations of Government on the subject were
suspended on account of the conditions required by Capt. Warner
as to compensation, the Ecclesiastical Corporations Leasing Bill

went through committee, on the understanding that the discus-

sion should be taken on bringing up the Report.—Mr. Roeucck
moved the first reading of Lord Brougham's Bill to prevent
bribery and corruption by giving indemnity to witnesses, which,
he said, would answer his present purpose. The bill was accord-

ingly read a first time. Some other orders of the day were then
disposed of, and the House adjourned.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Notice was given that Go-

vernment were about to reduce the interest on Exchequer-
bills to 3 per Cent., or from 2\il.io ^d. per day. Consols
for money and the account were finally quoted 92^ to J ;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 91f to | ; Three-and-a-half per

Cents. Reduced, 99| to ^; New Three-and-a-half per
Cents.. lOOf to | ; Bank Stock, 1^)7 to 168 ; India Stock,

249 to 250 ; and Exchequer-bills, 34s. to 3Gs. premium.

4A documents accompanying the report fill in all 218 pages,
and the papers speak of it as one of the most valuable
documents Congress has ordered to be published. After
entering at great length into the system of prohibitions
and restrictions adopted by Great Britain against the
United States, and stating that it belioved the United
States to protect their commerce and navigation by counter
prohibitions, the report concludes with the following
resolution, the adoption of which is recommended to
Congress :--« That the President of the United States be,
an<[ hereby is, requested to enter iuto negotiations with
the British Government, for the purpose of effecting a
permanent, equitable, and just conventional arrangement
of the commerce between the United States and the British
colonies in America/' The notices as to the important
negotiations going on at Washington, between the Govern-
ment and Lord Ashburton, are scanty; indeed, no precise
information is giten respecting them. The »' New York
Amencau" of the 30th ult. says, in relation to this sub-
ject, 'There is no intelligence from Washington by the
mail thi» morning of interest to foreign readers. Tlie
temper of the public mind, however, it may be >^M un-
LesiUtmgly, IS manifestly inclmed to peace with Eno'land
and therefore the success of the special mission is con-
fidently anticipated." Private accounts state, that several
interviews had already taken place between Lord Ash-
burton and th?> authorities, and, it was believed, with the
most »atisfactory result: a private letter is m\d to have
hci^n received at the North and South American Coffee
House, which stated timt ** Lord Ashburton has proposed
fo tfie Federal Government to settle the boundary ques-
tion by paying for the land ; that the proposition h?jd \)tex^

communicated to the Governments of Maine and Massa-
chusetts ; but that there was little chance of its success,

as its fultilment would iavolve an amendment of tlie federal

constitution, in ^hioh at present no power exists to sell

any part of the: territory of t)ic citizens or the rights of the

stafes to a foreign power.'' Messrs. Biddle, Cowperthwai
and Andrews, charged with a conspiracy to defraud, as

officers of the bank of the United States, have been dis-

charged from bail for all future appearance, there being no
apparent cause for detentiou. Judge Doran, however, dis-

tenting from the opinion delivered by the majority.

iWetropod's anlJ its Ficfnttp.-

Her Majesty^s Birthday,—Thursday being the day
appointed for the celebration of the Queen's birthday, the

usual rejoicings and festivities were observed throughout
the Metropolis. In the course of the morning an inspec-

tion of the household troops took -place on the parade in

St. James's Park, in the presence of Prince Albert, who
appeared as Colonel of the 1st reg. of Grenadier Guards ;

the Duke of Cambridge, as the Col. of the Coldstream
Guards j Prince George of Cambridge, as Lieut.-Col. of
the 8th Dragoon Guards ; and Lord Hill, with a numerous
staff. The troops, who wore their new clothing, and
looked well, went through their various evolutions in a
soldierlike manner, and to the satisfaction of the distin-

guished officers present. The Life Guards formed on the
right of the infantry ; and after the inspection was over,
the bands of the three regiments marched down to the St,

James's Palace quadrangle, where they performed the Na-
tional Anthem and several other pieces. The Drawing-
room held by the Queen at St. James's Palace in celebra-
tion of the event was numerously attended ; and the ap-
proaches to the Palace were crowded with persons anxious
to view the distinguished visitors who attended it. State
banquets were given by all the members of Government
in honour of the event ; and the /e/e given by the Duke
of Wellington is said to have been, with the exception of
her Majesty's fancy dress ball, the most splendid enter-
tainment of the season. The visitors exceeded 800 persons
of rank and fashion- In the course of the day, in accord-
ance with the usual custom, the mails proceeded in pro-
cession to the Post-office, the guards and drivers, as well as
the postmen, wearing their new liveries. In the evening
the Club-houses and public establishments at the W^est
End were illuminated.

Metropolitan Impr ovements^^-Yor some days past a
number of workmen have been employed in boats on
the lake in St. James's Park, iu the construction of a
fountain. It is on the lake near the gate opposite Buck-
ingham Palace, and will, no doubt, be an ornament to the
Park.—On Wednesday the portion of the new street
which is to connect Fairingdon-street with Islington, and
is completed as far as West-street, was thrown open to
foot passengers-

ITh'Usuntide Amusements.—The different places of pub-
lic amusement in the Metropolis and its vicinity have, as
usual at this season of general holiday, been numerously
attended during the week. The national exhibitions, the
Tower, British Museum, National Gallery, Zooioo-ical
Gardens, Theatres, and similar places of entertainnient,
have been crowded with visitors. Id consequence of the
fineness of the weather, the fairs in the neighbourhood of
town appear to have proved the principal sources of attrac-
tion. On Monday Greenwich is said to ^ave received a
greater in dux of visitors than has been seen for many
years. The fair, the park and the heath, the railway,
steamers, and coaches, appear to have been alike crowded.
Nearly forty steamers were engaged all day, and many of
them, it is said, carried as many as 800 passengers each.
Some accounts state that no less than 500,000 persons
passtid dov\n the river during the day ; and on the Green-
wich Ruilsray it is said that, upwards of 100,000 persons
went up and down the line in the first and second class
carriages. Everything, however, appears to have passed
off satisfactorily

; and no accidents of a serious nature or
dtsturbances of any kind have taken place. The British
Museum has also kept up its interest during the holidays

;the number of visitors on Whit Monday being 16.329 : on
luesday, 3,290; and on Wednesday, 3,955. The total
number of visitors exceeded those of last WhiUun holidays
by nearly 7.000. Notwithstanding the large concourse of
persons on Monday, there was no case of damage or dis-
turbance ; nor was any one refused admission on the
ground of disorderly conduct.

Pullic Meetings.—The annual meeting of the British

and Foreign Anti-slavery Society has been held at Exeter
Hall, the Marquis of Clanricarde in the chair. The
chairman commenced the proceedings by stating that it

was unnecessary for him to detain the meeting by explain-

ing the objects for which they had assembled, or the
feelings which made those objects dear to them. Those
objects were such as must be dear to every friend to the
human race, and to every Christian, no matter what might
be his political bias. The secretary then read the report
from which it appeared that, notwithstanding all the
exertions made for the suppression of the slave-trade, it

had diminished very little. As the slave-seller's protits

were now greater than formerly, his incentives to pursue
the traffic had been multiplied. The repeated violation of

the treaties entered into with the various Christian powers
of Europe and America, for the suppression of the slave-

trade, was then noticed, and an opinion expressed that it

was only by the universal jiboliLion of slavery that the

trade could be effectually put down. After alluding, in

terras of reprehension, to the continuance of slavery in our
East Indian dominions, it was announced, as a gratifying

fact, that the Bey of Tunis had not only emancipated his

own slaves, but prohibited the slave-trade throughout his

territories, and was endeavouring to induce his subjects to

follow his example. The various schemes of immigration

into the British West India colonies were then alluded to,

and condemned as resulting merely in a large expenditure

of money and a great waste of human life. The report

then went on to express the gratitude of the society to the

Emperor of Russia for his recent ukase abolishing serfdom

throughout his dominions, and having announced the con-

fidence of the society in the success of their objects, con-

clUided by stating that another anti-slavery convention

would be held in London on the 13th June, 1843. After

some further observations from Dr. Lushington, the

Bishop of Norwich, Lord Clifford, and Mr. Bucking-

ham, the report was adopted unanimously.—On Mon-
day, the fifth anniversary of the Aborigines Protection

Society was held at Exeter Hall, and was numerously at-

tended, a great number of the persons present being mem-
bers of the Society of Friends. The Secretary read the

report, which stated that the objects of the society were

the improvement and protection of the aborigines connected

with British colonies and commerce. The aborigines enti-

tled to the term British amounted to one million inhabiting

Australia, one million in the South Seas, including Zea-

land, half a million still surviving in North and South

America, and two millions in Western and Southeru

Africa, with several millions of the more barbarous tribes

in British India and its borders, and in the Eastern archi-

pelago and the Indian ocean. Of foreign aborigines bene-

fited by the society there were sixteen millions in America,

sixty millions in Africa, two hundred millions in Asia, and

a small but interesting remnant of ancient European bar-

barism existing in Lapland, The report further stated that

by extensive correspondence at home and abroad, by the

publication ofdocuments and papers, by communications
with the different departments of the State, by presentation

of petitions to the Crown and Legislature, and by medicftl

relief, the society endeavoured to raise the moral and

physical condition of those people. It then went into a

voluminous detail of the several negotiations that had taken

place between the society. Lord J. Russell, and Lord

Stanley respecting those objects, and concluded with a

strong appeal in favour of the funds of the society, which

were represented as being in an exhausted state. Several

gentlemen addressed the meeting, and the report was

adopted.—On Tuesday the annual general meeting of the

Home Missionary Society was held at Exeter Hall. The

report stated, that never before was there a stronger claim

-for scriptural knowledge than at the present time ; and the

committee had the satisfaction of stating, that the mission-

aries they had employed during the past year had met

with success. At no former period had they occupied so

many stations, employed so many Christian instructors,

or, on tlic whole, been of such effectual service. The last

report mentioned 142 principal stations as under the care

of the Society, with 153 out-stations. That number
had, during the year, been extended to 6:^5, It was also

the object of the society to employ agents tq, assist the

missionaries in their labours in addition to their ordinary

duties. The whole number of missionaries at present en-

gaged was 145, in addition to II students preparing for the

perforrpance of similar offices—being an increase of 13

upon the previous year. The number of chapels and rooms
occupied had increased from 507 to G20 ; the parishes over

which th^r operations extended, from 417 to 438 ;
the

hearers, from 40,000 to 49,500; the Sunday schools, from

173 to 204 ; and the teachers, from 1,260 to 1,475. The
receipts amounted to 7,169/. 15s. 8d., and the expenditure
to 9,390/. 15s. 7d. After a few speeches, the report was

adopted,

Spitalfieldi~-\Y^ have already noticed iu a previous

Number^thataball will be given on the 26th inst., at her

Majesty's Theatre, for the benefit of the distressed weavers
of this district of the Metropolis, and that it was probable
that her Majesty and Prince Albert would honour it with

their presence. It is now announced positively that the

Queen has signified her intention of being present on the

occasion, and that Prince Albert, with the other members
of the Royal Family, will also attend. It is also stated

that the Queen has expressed her wish that all ladies at-

tending this bail should appear in dresses of Spitallields

manufacture
; and that the patterns approved of by h^r

Majesty have been selected with a view to employ the

greatest possible number of weavers. This announcement
appears to have created general interest, which has been

enhanced by the report that the Queen and Prince Albert

will attend on this occasion in the splendid costumes of
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the late fancy ball given by her Majesty at Buckingham
Palace, \Nhich example is expected to be fpUowed by the
greater portion of the company.

Moriality of ihe Metropolls.—The, following is the
number of deaths that havfe occurred in the Metropolis,
from all causes registered, during the week ending Satur-
the 7th inst:—Males, 378 ; Females, 378 ; total, 756
Weekly average 1838-9-40-1—Males, 467 ; Females

'

445
'

total, 912. '
,

*

Strawberry HilL-^The sale of effects at this place clones
to-day: it has been numerously attended throughout the
Treek, and uniformly high prices have been obtained for
every article. The effects sold this week appear to have
been particularly interesting, and some of the most im.
portant among the miscellaneous collection. They have
comprised the valuables in the Round'Tower, the Refec-
tory^ the Entrance, and the Armoury, togetlier with the
effects of the Cbina^room, and a large collection of paint-
ings, drawing?, models, ike. Some of the rarer lots realised
high prices. The celebrated silver inkstand of Horace
WaJpoIe fetched 3Gs. an ounce ; it weighs afiout 90 oz.,
and is understood to have been purchased by Sir R. Peel!
The clock, once the property of Anne Boleyn, is stated
to have been purchased for her present Majesty for 110/.
The celebrated suit of armour of Francis I., a beautiful
piece of workmanship, and supposed to be the finest suit
in England, was purchased for 320 guineas. The horn
representing the history of St. Hubert, the patron of fo-
resters, enamelled in Limoges china, was sold for 141/.
These lots were among the best in the whole collection!
The hat stated to have belonged to Cardinal Wolsey was
sold for 20 guineas, and is said to have been bought by Mr.
C. Kean, of the Haymarket Theatre. The Oriental china
cistern on a Gothic carved pedestal, which, though possess-
ing no great intrinsic excellence, either for beauty of design
or manufacture, excited considerable interest as the vase
in which Horace Walpole's cat was drowned, an event
celebrated in the well-known ode of Gray, was bought for
Lord Derby for 40 guineas. The ebony chairs, the^Abbot
of Glastonbury's chair, the India quilts, and sundry other
curiosities, formed the principal objects of attraction, and
realised high prices. The sale on the premises will termi-
nate this day

;
but it is announced that a fortnight's sale

of prints and drawings will take place in London. The
gross proceeds of the effects already amount to upwards of
25,000/; and it is thought that when concluded the whole
property will have realised upwards of 30,000/.

Grecjiidch.—A vestry meeting of the inhabitants of
this town has been held for the purpose of making a
fhurch.rate, and for other parochial business. The vicar,
the Rev. W. A. Soames, took the chair. The vestry clerk
read the estimate, made by the churchwardens, on which
the call for a church-rate was grounded, from which it
•ppearsd that the amount required for salaries, &c., was
3J//,, and the amount calculated to be expended on the
repair of the edifice 430/.. making a total of 737/. Atwopenny rate would produce 590/., which with burial
fees 10/ herbage rents 21/., and money arising from cha-
rnies 10/ would leave a balance of 25/. against the parish.A rate of twopence in the pound was then proposed and
^cconded ;_after which a Mr. Bass rose and spoke at great
length against the rate, animadverting on the injustice of

IZ'h ^.'" ?^,"*=rfy^
^^'^ expressing a hope that they

TTould be banished from this town for ever, a's he said the?
already had been from Leeds, Manchester, Birmingham',and other large towns. He concluded by moving as anamendment that a church-rate was unnecessary, and

d .!J 1 ^u
"""^ ^'''"^'^' ^'^^^^^ ^ther persons then ad-

mt^ri y'"7'^^\^hT^^
''' ^^^' 64/against it, l^U;

^ajuriij, 4/, I he chairman consequently declared the

f^n A
-^ Po^' J^as since been demanded, which lasted

Iwo dap, and at its close the numbers were, for the rate

tte rat?""'^
'' ^^ '

^'^'"^ * ""^J^^'y °f ^21 in favour of

tnn nf ,7 T"^' '^^'^^"e^ '^ ^^^ ^^^" ^^^rown from thetop of the shears in the dockyard, 76 feet high, on thehard granite below. To show the quickness xvith which
the nevr composition could be made available. Mr. JeffieT
joined two pieces of wood with it, and another piece he
broke and fixed again in its rough state, and in about 15
minutes he submitted them for the purpose of being
broken, which could only be effected by breaking with a
hammer the solid wood on each side, Mr. Jeffrey con-
cluded his details by expressing the obligations he felt
under to the Lords of .the Admiralty and the officers of
this dockyard, without whose assistance he said he should
not have bten able to carry out his invention to its present
satisfactory extent.

^9robi'ncfal "Ntbjs.

^i/7f5jMry.- On Wednesday this town was the scene ofmuch excitement in consequence of its being the day fived
for the presentation of " the Chandos Testimonial" to 'theDuke of Buckingham, given by the gentlemen and farm-
ers of Buckinghamshire to his Grace for his uniform
support and devotion to the cause of the agricultural inter-
est. The Earl of Orkney presided, and about GOO gen-
tlemen, comprising many of the nobility and members of
the House of Commons, were present. After the custom-
ary toasts had been given, the chairman rose and said, that
It was with great satisfaction he found himself deputed by
the farmers of Buckinghamshire, and other friends at-
tached to agriculture, to present to his Grace the piece of
plate which was then before him. He hoped his Gn-cc
would approve of it, but it was, he assured him, far
below their estimate of what his past services deserved.
Ihe Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. Tyndall, then read the ,-id-

dress accompanying the testimonial, and which expressed
in strong terms the gratitude felt by the subscribers for
his Grace s services, and their admiration of his firmness
of principle and rectitude of conduct. The Duke of
Buckingham in reply said, that he was unequal to the ta«k
of expressing extemporaneously all be felt ; but, entertain-
ing an anxious desire to put on record his feelings towards
this county, and to the friends who surrounded him, he
would read an address in reply, which, when he was gone,
he trusted would recal to their recollection the sentiments
which he entertained towards them.

bourhood. Flocks of these birds were also observed the
same day at Clevedon, Weston, and other places along
the Channel coast.

C<zm6r%<-.—Considerable interest continues to be felt
on the subject of the approaching installation of the Duke
of Northum'-crland at this University ; and, as stated in
our last, it appears to be a general impiession that a very
large number of visitors, including Prince Albert and many
distinguished individuals, will honour this city with their
company on the occasion. The preparations for the ball
in the l-itz William Museum have already been begun, and
in addition to the other arrangements, steps have been
taken for holding an horticultural exhibition on the 7th
July. Ihe musical performances will take place as fol-
ows

: July 2, a concert ; July 4, an oratorio ; on the .-Jth
the performance of the lustallation oJe; on the following
evening a concert ; and on the morning of the 7Ui. an
oratorio, "The Messiah." The oratorios will be held in
Great bt Mary s church, and the concerts in the Senate-
bQuse. Ihe band and chorus, it is said, will co;isist of
upwards of 140 performers, and it is understood that the
most eminent vocalists will be engaged.

Carnarvon. — It has been announced that Lord

rate lost.

molwich.~We gave a brief account in a former

i,,;^^ u°
^-^^"^ composition for caulking and strength-^mng ships invented by Mr. Jeffrey. Weut.-Gen. Lord

iioomfield having expressed his desire to hear some de-

JpfTr 1 •

"^^"'^ °^ ^^'^ materials employed, Mr.

suhi ^^
^^as s'nce given the following explanations on the

J or,rT^i I
co^^menced his details by exhibiting beforei^ord Bloomfield, and a number of officers of the Royal

to "l n ^:<'"f''-^^
"'^

'^"f'P^'" covered with the composition,

of mTi r
" ''^' ^"i^'^^^y applicable to the preservationOf metals from the effects of salt-water as it was to wood.

he.inn"'!^''!
''''^'' '=''''^^^° materials, it prevented, the ad-e.ion of barnacles or other shell-fish, so injurious toou or to copper when not properly prepared. A block

n=pl''"i^
exhibited, fixed together, composed of three

J eccs, having on one side of the centre-piece about
nree-quarters of an inch of the composition, and on the

ppn/ u ^ similar thickness of the substance at present
generally used. This block had btcn submitted to a

, .
Our space will cot

admit of our giving even the heads of his Grace's address.
It expressed his grateful sentiments for the honour done
him, and his satisfaction at their approval of his Tailia-
mentary career. '< Viewing," he said, ''the r^rogress of
events in Tarliament, and the struggle of a portion of his
countrymen to obtain extensive changes 'solely because
they were changes, he could not consent to forego the
rights and customs which the wisdom of their ancestors
had established and their experience .confirmed, for the
hazard of imagined improvement, or for the purpose of
obtaining temporary popularity. On each proposition for
sweeping changes in the vtorking of the constitution he
had reviewed his opinions carefully, and he adhered to
them the more strongly when he found they stood the test
of reflection and principle, and, he might now add, of time
and experience. He believed that the strength of the na-
tion is based upon the soil, from which, like its favourite
emblem, the British Oak, its energy and duration are
equally derived ; and holding these sentiments, he should
indeed have felt himself involved in a dereliction of duty
had he not exerted.himself to the utmost in order to ob-
tain for the cultivators of their native land rights of repre-
sentation equivalent to those claimed for and conceded to
householders." Several other toasts were proposed,
among which were, the Members for the county and bo-
rough, and the Marquis of Chandos; the latter of whom,
in returning thanks, addressed the meeting at some
length, and said that he could not describe to them the
feelings with which he had heard the address read ; and
if ever he should come forward as an advocate of their
cause in the political world, he would endeavour always to
tread in the steps of his father, and to support those mea.
sures which had earned for him such a reward.

Brighton.— A few days since, at the Magistrates'
Court in this town, the clerk presented to Major Allen,
the magi.strate on the bench, about 40 distress warrants
for signature against various parties who had refused to
pay church rates. Major Allen refused to sign them, and
alleged as a reason that Mr. N. Wigney was one of the
magistrates who adjudit ated in the various cases, and the
law required that the two magistrates who decided in fa-

vour of issuing the warrants must siirn them. Mr. Wig-

. — P'trUy - _
stroyed by fire. Workmen are already employed in
clearing the ground prej)aratory to the commencement of
the work, which will be proceeded witli immediately,

Chdmsfcrd.—The following case, which is remarkable
as showing an extraordinary degree of creduhty on the
part of the plaintiff, was tried at tlie Quarter Sessions, in
this town, on Tuesday. Louisa Dalton. a Gipsy, was
charged with having obtained from Hannah Guiver, several
sums of money by false pretences. The counsel for the
prosecution in opening the case, told the jury that the
circumstances were such as they would hardly believe, if
they were not clearly proved by the evidence. The prin-
cipnl witness, Hannah Guiver, was a young woman who
had been in an ill state of health, which arose, he believed,
from unrequited love. Prisoner, who travelled the
country, got access to her, and induced her to believe
that she was spell-bound,

her guilty.

-
"^ proposed, on the payment

of a certain sum of money, to perform certain magical
ceremonies, by means of which she would be relieved
from that spell. The learned gentleman than detailed the
facts of the case as stated in the evidence. Hannah
Gmver was then examined at length and detailed the
whole system of imposition practised on her, which
occasioned much amusement in the court from the extra-
ordinary degree of credulity which she appeared to have
manifested. On behalf of the prisoner it was urged that
this was a case in which the parly had no right to complain
of tlie consequence of her own folly. If people. chose to
go and buy advice, such as it might be, they could have no
nght to turn round, in this manner on the person of whom
they had bought it^. The jury, without hesitation, found

The Chairman, in passing sentence, observed,
that the law must protect the weak in mind as well as the
weak in body, or it would be no law at all ; and he sen-
tenced the prisoner to 10 years' transportation.
Devizes.—The local papers contain a lengthened ac-

count of the proceedings at a public meeting of farmers
which has been held in this town on the subject of the
proposed tariff of Government. The importation of fo-
reign cattle and agricultural produce were the clauses in
the proposed measure chiefly objected to. A number of
gentlemen addressed the meeting, but the speech which
excited most attention was one by Mr, AValter Long,
Member for North Wilts. He endeavoured to show that
the tariff would not produce all the results which the far-
mers apprehended ; but he allowed that cheese and meat
would be much lower in price. He observed, moreover,
that the fall in price would not be immediate. He said, he
had travelled a great deal, and he knew that in France and
in Belgium they did not now raise more meat than they
required for their own consumption ; but when he consi-
dered that in Belgium, where the land was cultivated in
the highest perfection, where they had achieved that
which Mr. Arthur Youn^ had said entitled a man to the
thanks of his country, namely, to make one acre produce
more than two acres had previously produced—when he
knew that there they could grow barley, and mangel-
wurzel, and turnips to greater perfection, and at a much
less cost than the English farmer could, and that they
could, with their cheap produce, fatten cattle of all kinds
and :.end them over here almost free of duty, he did fear,

ney, Oy his bankruptcy, is disqualified as a magistrate, that in a few years, when they had made all their prcna-and the COnseouenr^ft it- nnn*>arc ;« that, i]^t^ riarfmc 'o.hn ' r > f ; ri », *3 #1,^,, „.^.,K1 I i.i„ /_ „^ . 1 .*. * -

iiuce^'^-^
°f 22 tons, to show the effect that would be pio-

that
'" ^^"^^ ^^^ climates. The new composition under

ine
P'!^*!"''^ retained its softness, but the present caulk-

g materials became as brittle as rosin, and were brokennco powder by a slight blow, which had no effect upon
:_ "^'^ composition. The two pieces of teak referred to

to^^fY V "°^'" °'" ^'^'^ subject, as having been joinedoge her and tested with a strain of 21 tons by the hv-

shn!:
machine in the dock-yard, were then exhibited.

.nS ^^ ''°" ^°^*^ °f 1^ '"""^ ^" diameter had beeJ

nosirin„
'" ^^"^ without producing any effect on the com-

toee l? '
'''"'' '"^°^^''' ^'°'-^'^' *'°'''"«'* "^ ^^'^^ piecesjoined

force aJ^ir^t^fJ^'-f""""'
^^^les which would give great

fall toT
'he joinings in whatever position it mightto the ground, was exhibited to show that it had re-

and the consequence it appears is, that the parties who
resisted the jiayment of the rate cannot again be brought
before the bench.—The mackerel fishery commenced off
this port on the 13th inst., and some of the boats have
been successful in taking some fine fish, the principal part
of which were bought for the London market, and for-
warded by the railway. Off Eastbourne the fishermen
have been successful, and the fish are said to have gene-
rally fetched high prices. j

Bristol.^Ji local paper infoims us that during the high "^

winds on the 8th inst. the harbour and floating docks of
this city were visited by large flights of the Sterna Arctica,
or Arctic Tern. The birds were assembled in such num-
bers, that tw^o or three hundred were killed with stones
and other missiles, whilst several were caught alive, and
many were observed- to pitch on the backs of passers-by.
The Tern is a native of the higher arctic regions, and has
been met with in all the late expeditions to the Polar Seas.
It is a summer visitant to the coasts of Scotland and the
north of England, but is rarely met with more southerly,
and, ttntil the present, there appears to be no instance on
record of a specimen having been obtained in this neigh-

rations, they would be able to export such quantities of
stock as would seriously affect cur markets, aud be a
grievous injury to our farmers and graziers. He then pro-
cceded to say, that he was not pledged to Sir R. Peel to
support those clauses of the tarifT which would be injurious
to their interest ; he had, therefore, as an independent
member of the House of Commons, united with 70 others
to oppose those alterations that related to livestock. lie
should be very sorry to do anything tc embarrass the pre-
sent Government, for he believed it accorded with the
feelings of all whom he was addressing ; but if the Go-
vernment would not consult the county members on mat-
ters so important to their constituents, they were justified

in trying to force the Government to attend to their

wants. A petition against '.
_ ^ >po-ed in^portntion of

live stock and agricultural produce wusjukimattj'j adopted

unanimouslv-
/>^rr7-.—During the last fortnight three fires

broken out in various parts of the EJeau woods^ in this

county, destroying property to a considerable amount.

Thej are supposed to be the'act of an incendiary. Some
portioa of the Drooertv destroyed belongs to the Arch-

have
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ofit
t , # o i..v.„^ mnA between 30 and 40 acres c

b^re been bnrSt; and it is thought tha much more would

Ltc beea destroyed, but for the interposition of the

^Dud/ev'^This town and the neighbouring districts,

^vhich were recently the scene of serious disturbances, are

course of the ensuing summer. It seems that this window

which-for some years past has been considered in a danger-

ous state, in consequence of the stone-work bulging in-

wards to the extent, in many parts, of several inches,

underwent a survey by the late Sir J. Wyatville, a few

years before his death ; and in consequence of his report

it was determined that it should undergo the necessary

In consequence, however, of the
«n*Wn"restored to a state of partial tranquillity. The repairs immediately. In consequence, nowever oi ui«

n^iors iiTve for the most part resumed their work at a re- architect's other engagements, these repairs were deferred.

but great numbers are yet stand-duction of 10 per cent

rng out, particularly in Rowley Regis, Cradley, Lye

Waste, and their Ticinities. I\Lmy of the workmen are

wandering about the various roads and neighbouring

towns, asking alms, in numbers varying from two to six

or more together, but without any disposition to riot. As

the monthly engagement of the colliers expired a few

days since, a turn-out was contemplated; but the precau-

tionary measures taken by the axithorities have hitherto

prevented such a step on their part. Several men have

been committe<l for being concerned in the late disturb-

ances. Some troops of Yeomanry are still out on duty.

Jlitchin.—Some sensation has been occasioned in this

town by the sudden death of J. M. Pierson, Esq^, banker.

The firm has, for the present, suspended their payments ;

but it 13 thought that at the meeting of the creditors, an-

nounced to be held in a few days, a satisfactory statement

will be made of the affairs of the establishment-

Liverpool. A serious fire, attended with loss of life,

occurred on Saturday in the village of Hootle, near this

city. It broke out in the middle of the night at the

Bootle Coffee-house, and spread so rapidly, that the in-

mates with difficulty made their escape, and one young

boy perished in the flames. It was a considerable time

before the fire was got under, and not until several en-

gines from this city had arrived on the sp^t. The loss is

stated to be considerable. The fire appears to have ori-

ginated from the explosion of one of the gas-pipes.

Newcastle,—A few days since, a large mass of rock,

calculated to weigh no leas than 300 tons, fell down into

the river Wear, on its south side, some distance above the

bridge. Fortunately no injurious effects resulted to life

or property, as no vessels of any kind were near the place

at the time.

Oxford,—By the provisions of the Theological Statute

passed last week, Dr. Hampden, Regius Professor of

Divinity, his been constituted chairman of the new theo-

logical board, and is also recognised as a public University

Professor in Dogmatic Theology. This statute virtually

rescinds the judgment passed by the University on the

Professor's theological opinions, in 1836, on occasion of
his appointment to iLe Chair by her Majesty, at the re-

commendation of the late administration,

Flymoiith—It is currently reported in this town that it

is the intention of the Queen and Prince Albert to visit

the government establishments at this port some time

during the summer ; and it is thought probable that the

visit will take place iu July, at which time the Albion, 00,

now building, will be ready for launching.

Preston.—Some eicitemcnt has been produced in this

town by a murder committed undtr peculiar circumstances

of atrocity, followed by an attempt at suicide on the part

of the murderer. It seems that a cotton-spinner, of the

name of Whittle, residing in Ticar-street, after partaking

of his dinner, went up to his wife, and, on the pretence of

kissing her, cut her throat with a razor, which he had
concealed in his hand, and so effectually that she expired

in a few minutes. He then attempted to destroy himself,

but did not succeed, and was immediately taken into cus-

tody. There appears to be no motive for the commission
of the crime ; and deceased is stated to have alwavs lived

on terms of affection with her husband. An inquest has
been held, and a verdict of *' Wilful murder " returned

against the prisoner ; but lie continues in a dangerous
state from the effects of his wounds, and his recovery is

doubtful,

Southampton.—On Monday a number ofpersons visited

this town from London, to join in a pleasure excursion
round the Isle of Wight, returning to the Metropolis the
aame evening. A few similar trips took place last season,
noticed by us at the time ; and it is understood that the
excursion on Monday was but the first of a series, which
it la intended shall take place this season, for the purpose
of affording the inhabitants of the Metropolis an opportu-
nity of seeing, in the limited space of one day, some of the
finest scenery along the southern coast of England. The
party, cimsisting of a great number of personsrieft London
by a special train at 7 in the morning, and arrived about
10 in this town, where a steamer had been prepared for
their reception, and in which they started immediately on
a tour round the Isle of Wight. The whole di&Unce,
which is said to be upwards of 90 miles, was performed in
about C hours ; and, after remaining a short time in this
town, the party again returned by special train to London,
where they arrived about 10, the whole distance thus per-
formed during the day, by land and water, amounting to
about 270 miles.

TQnhrldijc.—Oa Monday evening the inhabitants of this

place were alarmed by the report of a loud explosion,

which proved to be at the powder manufactory belonging

io Measrs. Barton, a short distance from the town- On
inquiry, it was ascertained that it arose in consequence

of some gr^en charge igniting. The building in which it

occurred was blown to pieces ; bat fortunntely no injury

appears to have been sustained by any of the workmen.

Windsor.—The extensive repairs and embeliisbments

determined upon some months since by the Dean and

Canons have jast been coMmenced at the great western

window of St. George's Chapel, and the workmen, it is

said^ are under orders to have the whole completed with

>I1 p<68®ble despatch^ so that they may be finished in the

and have been delayed up to the present time. The

whole of the painted glass has now been removed, pre-

paratory to the new construction of the stone-work of the

window, undec the superintendence of Mr. Blore, the

architect. The arrangement of the stained glass has been

confided to Mr. Willement. It appears this window has

not been repaired for upwards of 70 years. About that

time it was restored to a state of great perfection by the

Dean and Canons, under the superintendence of Dr.

Lockman, one of the Canons, who collected all the remains

of the ancient painted glass dispersed through the different

parts of the chapel, and had them placed in appropriate

positions in the west window. Mr. Willement, it is said,

has received instructions to have the devices and figures

newly arranged, to the exclusion of the modern glass it

contained, which is to be replaced by new of a superior

character, to harmonise with fhe ancient portions of the

window. It is estimated that the repairs of this window

alone will cause an outlay of between 2,000/. and 3,000/.

—It is stated that extensive improvements and alter-

ations are about to be carried into effect at Eton College

at the estimated expense of nearly 30,000/., which will

comprise commodious apartments for sleeping and for

study, and also for those meals which the pupils do not

now take in the hall of the college. An estimate of the

expense to be incurred in carrying -the intended plans

into effect has been furnished to the college, and subscrip-

tions, amounting to upwards of 10,000/., have already

been received.—A plantation called the ** Clock-case,"

belonging to her Majesty, at Virginia Water, was recently

discovered to have been fired at an early hour in the morn-

ing, and before any assistance could be effectually procured,

a considerable portion was consumed, and the remainder

much injured. There being reasons to suspect that the

plantation had been wilfully fired, the Commissioners of

her Majesty's Woods and Forests have offered a reward of

20 guineas to any one who will give such information

as may lead to the discovery of the parties guilty of the

offence.

York.— It is stated that upwards of 40,000/. have been

subscribed for the purpose of erecting a new Roman
Catholic Cathedral in this city, and that the ground and

buildings have been already purchased. They extend

from the Holy Trinity Church to the Bar, where a monas-
tery formerly stood. Mr. Pugin has been selected as the

architect, and the works are to be commenced immediately.

Railways.—-The following are the returns of the prin-

cipal railways during the past week :—Brighton line,

2,8;5o/. ; Blackwall, 887/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

2,126/.; Midland Counties, 2,650/.; Great North of

England, 1,324/.; North Midland, 4,050/.; South-

Western, 6,557/. ; Birmingham and Derby, 1,193/. ; Great

Western, 13,749/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,184/. ; Man-
chester and Leeds, 4,302/.; London and Birmingham,
17,111/. ; Greenwich, 7 03 ; Birmingham and Gloucester,

1.662/.; Hull and Selby, 861/.; Eastern Cout^^ies, 940/.

The following has been published as an estimate of the

cost attending the mere construction of the London and
Brighton railway :—It is calculated that 6,000,000 cubic

yards of earth-work, at 8c/. per yard, cost 200,000/.

;

about 100 bridges, drains, &c., 100,000/. ; 2 viaducts,

40,000/. ; 3 miles of tunnelling, 120.0<i0/.; 50 miles of

permanent way, at 4,000/. per mile, 200,000/. ; 500 acres

of land, 100,000/.; and stations, engine-houses, &c.,

30,000/. ; making in all 790,000/., which, with an addition

of 50,000/. for contingencies consequent upon any default

of work, &c., would make a sum total of 840,000/ The
new station of the Manchester and Birmingham Railway
in the London-road, Manchester, was opened a few days

since at the same time as that part of the line newly con-

structed, extending from Stockport to Sandbach. The
trains on the new line excited great interest at the various

villages through which they passed, and crowds of persons

assembled at tha stations to witness the novel scene of

their arrival and departure.—A serious accident has
occurred on the works of the Eastern Counties Railway,

at Kelvedon, by the fall of a large bridge, which was near

completion, occasioning the loss of one life, and injuring

six other persons. The bridge, which was situated on the

north side of the high road, at the east end of Kelvedon,
consisted of three arches, the first being thrown over the

road leading to Coggeshall, the second over the river, and
the third joined up to the embankment at the Colchester

end. The centre of the first arch was struck last week,
and the road under it had been thrown open to the public.

The clearing of the timbers from the other arches was
completed on Monday, and a number of bricklayers were
employed in carrying up the parapets, when the whole
works suddenly fell in with a loud crash, and fifteen or
sixteen bricklayers, who were upon the scaffolding, were
thrown in all directions, some of them falling into the
river ; but, fortunately, they all appear to have escaped
with only a few bruises, excepting one man who was killed
on the spot and another seriously injured. The accident
is said to have been caused by the wet state of the weather
at the time the work was put together.—It is announced that
the public opening of the South-Ea?*tern Railway to Tun-
bridge is fixed for the 26th inst.—A special general meeting
ofproprietors of the London and Croydon Railway has been
held, CO take into consideration the copy ofa Bill now before
Parliament, to enable the Company to make an approach

to their railway from the Grange Road, Bermondsey. It
appeared that the object of the measure, which was pro-

moted also by the South-Eastern Company, was to afford

better accommodation for the merchandize and cattle con-
veyed along the Croydon, Dover, and Brighton Railways,

from the adjoining counties of Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

and also to provide for the convenience of the public re-

siding at the western parts of the Metropolis, as the London-
Bridge terminus was not adapted to the accommodation of

the whole traffic of the different lines. The intention is to

form a roadway from the Grange Road, near the Green
Man, Old Kent Road, to the Croydon Railway, near
Corbett's-lane, the length of which is about one mile,

interfering only with one or two buildings of an inferior

description. The Chairman, Mr. Wilkinson, went into a
detailed account of the benefits of the proposal, and said he
considered it one of the most judicious plans ever laid

before the proprietors. At the request of a proprietor,

the various clauses of the proposed Bill were read by the

solicitor, who said that no other clauses had been sub-

mitted, except one or two by the Commissioners of Sewers,

and that the Croydon and South-Eastern Companies were

perfectly agreed on the subject, and would bear the ex-

pense jointly. The Chairman proposed that this meeting

do approve of the said Bill, and that it become law under

such alterations as may seem meet to Parliament ; which

was seconded by Mr. Paterson. Mr. Levy deprecated the

proposed measure as a useless expense, and said that if

his arguments did not convince that meeting that such was

the fact, he hoped his petition to the Houses of Lords and

Commons would do so, as he was prepared to show that

the distance to Grosvenor-square and the West End
generally was not so great over London Bridge as by the

proposed route. The Chairman replied to the various

objections of Mr. Levy. Mr. Pare hoped Mr. Levy would

withdraw his amendment, but that gentleman persevered,

and his amendment adjourning the subject till the next

annual meeting being put was lost by a great majority,

whilst the original motion was afterwards carried unani-

mously.

IRELAND.
Dublin,—The Chamberlain has issued an official notice

that their Excellencies' state ball, in commemoration of

her Majesty's birthday, will take place on the 31st inst.

It is expected that this entertainment will be of a superior

description. In compliance with a requisition from the

Lord Mayor, a numerous meeting was held on Monday, to

consider the effect of the proposed tariff on Irish interests

;

and also the best mode of forwarding Irish manufacture

and the repeal of the Union, The Lord Mayor took the

chair. Several operatives and tradesmen addressed the

meeting on the decay of various branches of trade in this

city, since the Legislative Union, and called upon the

meeting to pledge themselves to use nothing but Irish

manufactures. A variety of resolutions were proposed,

stating that there were thousands of industrious operatives

in a state of great destitution in this city; that trade

generally was in a serious state of decay over the entire

kingdom, and that this condition of things required the

best attention of the Legislature. Resolutions were also

passed in condemnation of the new tariff. The proceed-

ings of the meeting concluded by a long address from Mr.

O'Connell. He commented on the several clauses of the

new tariff, which, he said, though he was on principle a free-

trade man, he must condemn as a left-handed measure,

intended chiefly to provide for the luxuries of the rich, and

one that would prove a delusion to the poor. He then pro-

ceeded to speak on the subject of repeal : he said the time

had come w^hen he could announce distinctly to the people

of Ireland that they had the power to carry repeal if they

were but guided by him. Let them not fear, he would

lead no man into strife, battle, or violence, or riot, or

outrage—he would belong to no movement that would

disturb the social circle, or be tarnished by one drop of

human blood ; but he would assist in that mighty move-

ment which, having the good wishes of all men in society,

would, he trusted, have the blessing of Almighty God.

He enlarged at stJme length on the present condition of

England, more particularly on what he considered the

threatening nature of her foreign relations, and thought

that the present state of her affairs would materially assist

them in effecting the repeal of the Union. He concluded

by saying that he wanted three millions of enrolled repealers,

and let him have that number once, he would sacrifice his

existence if they had not the repeal of the Union three

months afterwards.—The following is an abstract of a

return recently made to the House of Commons, of

the quantities of grain and malt imported into Great

Britain from Ireland in each year, from ISOO to 1841,

both inclusive, divided into septennial periods:
the first seven years the total quantity imported was

1,890,323 quarters ; in the second period it was 4,688,0o7

quarters; in the third, 6,791,305 quarters; in the

fourth, 11,773,872 quarters; in the tifth, 18,299,403

quarters ; and in the sixth, 19,568,635 quarters. It thus

appears that the importations of grain and malt from

Ireland have sustained a large progressive increase during

each of the above septennial periods. . The large increase

which took place in the 5th period appears to be accounted
for by the operation of the new Com Bill, which was

passed in 18-28. According to another return to the

House of Commons, of the amounts received and paid by

the Woods and Forests Department in Ireland, for eactt

of the last nine years, it appears that the total amount
received, from the year 1834 (inclusive) to 1842, waa

628,j4<J/. 10^. \\d,i and that the total sum expended

amounted to 128,549/, lO^.
Ttpperary.—A meeting of magistrates, conrened by

the high sheriff of this county, has been held at NenagUi

In
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for the purpose of taking into consideration the disturbed f relief of the nnnr ^f n
cf^tP nf this rnurxtv. and to ^n^crpcf fr^ r^^^. . _.-.i^

\-^^ ^^ }^^ POO^^ of thi
state of this county, and to suggest to Government such
remedies as would be advisable to adopt for the protection
of life and property, and the suppression of crime. The
meeting was well attended, there being 27 magistrates
and four stipendiaries present. Resolutions were passed
and forwarded to GoYernment ; the publication of which
however, is for the present withheld. The local papers
continue to publish lists of fresh outrages, and state that
crime in the North Riding, particularly in the neighbour-
ing baronies, is still as rife as ever. In the southern
districts of the county a severe conflict took place a few
nights since, near Michelstown, between three policemen
and a roving party of ten men, with whom they came in
colhsion. The policemen endeavoured to arrest some of
the party; but an attack was made upon them, and two
were beaten so severely that little hope is entertained of
their recovery. The third policeman escaped, and, in the
confusion, took off one of the men*s guns instead of his
own, which it is thought may be the means of detecting
the party. The body of one of them was found about a
mile distant from where the conflict took j)lace, his death
having been caused by a bayonet wound inflicted by the
police.

Belfast,—The local papers inform us that, notwith-
standing the advance of the season, emigration is still
proceeding with as much vigour as in the commencement
of the spring ; and that it is upon as extensive a scale in
Ulster as in the southern counties. From this port alone,
since the opening of the present season, 13 vessels have
sailed for Quebec, St. John's, and Prince Edward's Island,
carrying out about 3,o00 passengers. Some vessels have
also sailed for the United States, with three or four hun-
dred passengers*

*. * '- —is town and neighbourhood, the
distressed state of which has been referred to in former
rs umbers of this Paper, amount to nearly 25,000^.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.— {l serious accident, fortunately not at-

tended with fatal consequences, occurred a few days since
Bt the terminus of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway.
It appears that the goods train, consisting of 17 heavily-
laden trucks, having arrived from this city at the Cow-
lairs station, Glasgow, was, contrary to the orders of the
directors, placed upon the incline with only one '* break"

THEATRICALS^
Drury Lane.—The different theatres of the Metropo-

lis, as usual in the Whitsun week, have proved an attrac-
tion to a great number of visitors. At this theatre
"Macbeth" and " Hamlet," with the opera of " Acis
and Galatea." and the play of "The Stranger," with the
opera of *' Sonnambula," were produced^ In the latter
the part of Amina was sustained with considerable success
by Miss Romer. One or two favourite afterpieces have
also been performed, and the entertainments have given
satisfaction to crowded houses. The performances at this
theatre close for the season this evening.
CovENT Garden.—Mozart's well-known opera '* Die

Zauberflote " was produced by the German Company at
this theatre on Monday ; Madame Heinefetter performing
the part of Pamina, Madame Schodel that of Die Konigin
der Nachty and Mile. Wettlaufer that ot Papagena, The
male characters were Sarastro, Herr Staudigl ; Papagejio,
Herr Mellenger

; and Tamino, Herr Abresch. The differ-
ent performers sustained their parts effectively ; the
choruses were executed with precision and correctness, and
altogether the opera was well represented. The house
was full, and the audience appeared to be much gratified
with the entertainment.
English Opera House.—The chief feature in the

performances at this theatre this week has been the revival
of a little piece called tlie "Picturesque and Beautiful,"
which has not been played for several years. The intro-
duction of a tableau vivant representing the picture of
Mary Queen of Scots constituted the chief attraction in
the burletta, and appeared to give general satisfaction.
Haymarket.— There has been no novelty at this

theatre this week. The holiday pieces were, the " Lady
of Lyons," which has been acting for some time past with
considerable success, and in which Mr. and Mrs. Kean
sustain the paincipal characters ; and two afterpieces
'' A Lover by Proxy," and ** The Pretty Girls of Stilberg,"
Surrey.— The Whitsuntide entertainments at this

attached; and the momentum of the train overpowering P^^^*^^^ ^^^e teen a new equestrian military drama, in
the ** breaksman,*' ^^^^ ^^}^y entitled ** Murat the Peasant, General, Prince

the means of resistance in the hands of the ** breaksman,
Uie trucks ran down the declivity with great velocity,
l^ortunately nothing was in the way, and the train was
stopped at the terminus by the overturning of two or
three waggons in a pit. The waggons were broken to
pieces; but, on the whole, the damage sustained was not
great, and, with the exception of the " breaksman," who
was a good deal bruised, no one was injured.
Glasgow,—Kt the late sitting of the Circuit Court of

Justiciary in this city, Daniel Peddie, sorter of newspapersm the Post-office, was accusetl, on six charges, of stealing
or wilfully delaying, m course of conveyance, printed news-

ffnH^ 'I'T^' ""' ^^ covers open at the sides.
1 he prisoner pleaded guilty to two of the charges, and was

the n^^r " ;
"'"'^^; i-prisonment. It ap^^red that

£X^ ^ar^
^^^^^^^^\^\^^ principally those directed to

and which h
^'° ^^^'^ '^' P°^^"-^^ ^^^ ^°t been paid,

- Deafl rVn
P"^'"''>^"^^^' ^^ ^^^^ transmitted to the

inonth v^P ^^''' !" ^"^^^ P^-^P^^ «^^^^^' that the

Tafffe M^tL Z^^^^^^'j^
*^^'' ^^^' G^'^^»°^^ '^^^^ that no

Sthi rl. T ^T"".^
'^^ "^^^^ «^ *^«t month

; and

pSat on forT"''^.'"^
'^"' "^'^ ^^^^ ^b^^t an equd re-

- fanne'rA'i!"f f^'
^reepdallies of the west of Scotland.

^^LSTrl^ '^'""^ "^"^^ at present unknown,S ^ear V ^nn""''"'''^
^^ the woods of Ardgowan, b;

destroyed/ ^ ^ ^"'' '^ ^"^ ^^^^S planting have been

i^^vZ""""^^^ destitution has for some

town ^in
P''^^'^^** ^"^^"g the labouring poor of this

hrinprr^'^^T "^ '^' ^^V^^^^^A stafe of trade, and

trS'' r^V^f ^'«^k. A committee appointed for

wardsof t? ?^ ^^^tressed poor went round the different

rccurat/li^^^^
day. since in order to ascertainaccurately the amount of real destitution existing, when,

infden nf T''''''^^
'^' "^'^^^^ ^^ unemployedf includ:

cL^uZ ""'l'^

''"' ^^"^^ '^ ^^^^"t to 1,105. The
Vt S^S^ir T^ ^^ ^^^d ^^etings daily, with the view

Eiven 3 f^^^*f.t« employment where it ought to beW be^n
^^VPP^^^ft^ons are very numerous. Collections

a con^iVf ?f^ '"^ ^" ^^^ churches for this purpose, and

SL7'^^' '^r ^^ '^^^^y b^s ^^'^^^y been raLd.

this man ffnJ •
feoently.depressed state of trade inms manufacturing district has been somewhat relieved by

canvasffL'
^^ contract for supplying the navy with

Siich liS^V^"- ^'^^ '^" exception of a small portion,

has hp.n •
^ ^^^^^ted in Kirkaldy, the entire contract

of thp ^r?""
^"^ manufacturers in this town. The value

^ «e work is estimated at between 50,000/. and 60.000/.

of thVT
^'""^ ^^tely sent from this town to the Lords

wouM
"^^''^^^y^ numerously signed, praying that they

onerJt-^'"^^*^
^ ®"^ ^*^^ the benefit of the unemployed

Lorr/-^^ ^^ this place. The result has been that their

be ^TT n
^""^"ted 300/., which, it is understood, will

nrovp
^^ ^' ^^ "^t wholly, employed in fiuishing the im-

^^'Dents lately begun on the Magdalene-yard Green.

NewTT*^~^ ^^^ ^ays since the Rev. Mr. Fraser. of

title nf T
^^^^ ^"^ovin as the claimant of the estate and

to tl

^^^t, was waylaid on his road from Inches House

severp^ u^* ^^^^ ^® ^** knocked down and beaten

dison^^
7^'^'' y^^^S ^^^ ^t present unknown. He wasscovered some time after lying insensible between two

warohfn; ^^'T^^^^ ^"^ ^'^ lodgings, where medical aid

in a ve ! I
•
^^^ according to the last accounts he was« tt very dangerous state.

auley.~lt has been announced that the entire sum

and King." The career of this soldier of fortune is well
adapted for melodramatic display, and the spectacle, which
is of an imposing description, represents in its progress
the rise and fall of Murat, and the principal events in
which he was engaged in France, Italy, Egypt, Naples,
and Russia. There is an exhibition of several striking
incidents, and a succession of effective scenes. Mr. H
Hughes as Murat, Mr. Hicks as his friend in life and
companion in death, and Mrs. H. Vining as a peasant
girl attached to him and following him in his fortunes,
performed their respective parts in a manner that elicited
much applause. The other entertainments consisted of
scenes in the circle, and a comic drama, in two acts, called
"The Sprig of Mobility," all of which were well received
by a crowded audience.

ittfsccllaiuous.
New Poor Law.—The following are the main cha-

racteristics of the new bill which is now in the House of
Commons, and which was brought in by Sir J. Graham
last week. The Poor-law Commission is to be continued
for five years. This continuance Sir J. Graham, stated,
is proposed by Government from a perfect conviction
Qf the utility of the Commission, as derived from the
experience of its working, and the necessity of the Com-
mission, to the effectual working out the law. Sir J.
Graham added that the primary object of the Commission
is not, as erroneously supposed, to provide for the indis-
criminate and inflexible administration of the law, but to
ensure tlie safe and efficient working of the law, fay pro-
viding for diversity in its administration where circum-
stances are different, and securing uniformity where
circumstances are similar. The number of assistant com-
missioners is to be limited to nine, in consequence of the
work for them being now less laborious and less exigent
than at first* Next comes the abolition, expressly and
entirely, of the Gilbert Unions. These unions are few in
number

; they are in scattered localities ; they interfere
with the harmonious working of the Poor-law ; and their
principle is opposed to the characterising principle of the
Poor-law Amendment Act. In the Gilbert Unions, it is

incumbent to provide all able-bodied apphcants with
relief; while in the Poor-law Amendment Act Unions it

is the aged, the sick, and the destitute, who are to be
provided for. Under the Poor-law Amendment Act there
is no rigid prohibition of out-door relief. The rule under
which relief is administered furnishes no less than seven
exceptions, by which boards of guardians, without any
reference to the commissioners, can give out-door relief.
From the forthcoming annual report of the Poor-law Com-
mission, it appears that during the last year upwards of a
million of individuals received relief, of whom only 159 000
were relieved in workhouses. In addition to the great
characteristics of the bill, the continuance of the Poor-
law Commission, and the abolition of the Gilbert Unions
there are some amendments to be introduced into thelawl

settlement is to be modified, by which sick poor may be
relieved in parishes where they may happen to be resi-
dent. Parish apprentices are to have protective regula-
tions, and local acts are not to be interfered with. Such
are the main features of the new bill, which Sir J. Graham
declared was calculated, in his sincere conviction and
belief, to provide for the poor and needy, and to produce
great advantage to the community at large.
New South JVales.—Two returns of some interest, m

relating to this colony, have recently been published by
the House of Commons. The first shows that of 1 18,592
emigrants from the United Kingdom during the past year,
no fewer than 27,386 departed for that colony/ Of thisnumber 22,/52 were enabled to emigrate by means of
bounties payable in New South Wales, and ifiH defrayed
their passage from other sources. From the second return
It appears hat of SH millions of pounds weight of sheepand lambs wool imported into the United Kingdom iS
184 ,

eight mUlions of pounds was the producTof New
bouth W ales. The aggregate quantity imported into this

5Sr7o?n?K '
Tv-?!'

^^ '^'^ Australian settlements was

oni; nn» J ^^^^ * population calculated at about
^uu uua, these colonics appear to have received British
woollen manufactured goods valued at 91,851/. ; and by
the account of exports, whence this statement is taken,
the entire amount of similar -exports from the Ignited
Kingdom^ to all parts of the worid, did not exceed a
declared value of 5,748,0/3/. '

Hank netnrns,~The official returns of the average
general circulation of the kingdom, for the four weeks
ending the 2d ult., compared with that for the 5th March,
present a decrease of 5b7.248/. The decrease is thus an'
portioned :—The Bank of England, 220,000/. ; the differ-
ence between 16,G74,000/. and 16,894,000/. Private

Jocn'nr^r^"^^^^' 10,405/.; the difference between
5,289,050/. and 5,290,455/. The Private and Joint-stock

o c"n%ln,^*'''^^^"^'
140.819/.

;
the difference between

2 6/0290/. and 2,811,109/.. The Bank of Ireland,

;,V.:' •' *^^ difference between 3,074,125/. and
3,ldb,ioO/. The Private and Joint-stock Banks of that
kingdom, 148,069/.; the difference between 2,259.556/
and 2,407.625/. j forming a total of 633,918/. ; from
which has to be deducted an increase of 46,G70L in the
circulation of the English Joint-stock Banks, the differ-
ence between 3,047.656/. and 2,990,986/. The bullion ia
the Bank Of England continues steadily to increase, being
now 725,000/. more than the former return ; the stock at
present being 7,006,000/. against 0,281,000/.

Vessels qf the United Kingdom,—X return has beeti
laid before Pariiament of the number of vessels, above
fifty tons burthen, and the total amount of their tonnace
registered, at each of the ports of Great Britain and
Ireland, including the Channel Inlands. The three chief
porta in England are London, Liverpool, and Newcastle-
in Scotland, Glasgow, including Greenock and Port Glas-
gow, Aberdeen and Dundee ; in Ireland. Belfast, Cork, and
Dublin. The returns for these places are as follows-—
London, 2,405 vessels, 598,554 tons ; Liverpool 1 097 v
307,852 t.; Newcastle, 1,143t,, 259,571 1.; Glasgo^^^

Jnl'^f^ ^'i
Aberdeen, 298 v., 52,413 t. j Dundee, 282 v..

50,060t.;Beffast,250v.,44,45St-;Cork,221v 29 765 t

'

Dublin, 134 v., 23,072 t. Total for EngIand,'lOW v
'

2.033,345 t.; Scotland, 2,261 v., 429,635 t. • Ireland'
1.037 v., 165,969 t.; and for the whole of the United
Kingdom, including the Channel Islands, 14.416 v and
2,668,732 t.

; " >., ana

Union district schools for pauper children are to be
limited to a circle of fifteen miles'each, and these schools
are to be under the superintendence of the Educational
Committee of the Privy Council. Casual poor are to be
chargeable on the respective unions, and not on the in-
dividual parishes where they may happen to have been

of f».
'^' -" "'^^ "*=^" announcea mac tne entire sum ^t^^^^\^ ^^m¥ case of natural children, the father of a

Of the contributions raised at home and abroad for th^
chargeable child may be imprisoned for three months, ifaoroaa lor the

j ^g has no goodsto be taken in^ execution- Tiie law of

Court of Queen's B^sciu-^Chaftand v. 2lrav/^.~-fhe plainti*
in this case had made a match with a third party to trot two
horses, for 35/. a side, upon a part of the turnpike road between
Huddcrsficid and Woodhead. Each party deposited 15/. with thedefendant as a stakeholder, but the plaintiff refuiied to run his
horse, and brought this action to recover back his deposit The
case having- come on for trial before the Under- Sheriff for'York
shirc, a verdict was returned for the plaintiff-damaErc^ is/"Lea.^ was howev-er. given to the defendant's counsel to move
this Court for Hbertr to enter a nonsuit, upon the ground, that asthe wagrcr was a legal anc. the^ deposit had in the circumstances
been forfeited, and that the plaintiff was therefore not entitled to
recover. Upon a former occasion the rule had been obtainedand cause was subsequently shown against it upon the ground-
first; that theracebeingfor only 23/..was for a lesser sum thanwas
?ilT'o/^^'.^^ *^^

^^^^^^^ ^ races for su^sk^than r.0L It was also contended in the ^amc place, that a ra^upon a common turnpilce-road wa. illegal even at ihe commonaw, m consequence of the danger which might result to thTpubhe m passing along that way in the exercise of their lawful avolcations ^\lth regard to the first point, hts Lordship refr/red to acase which had occurred in the Court of Common Pleas i^rwhich

as a rac'^^^^^^^^ t.'^^'
'°^f ^- ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^° be conside cd

adminodthlf /^on^^^^^'^^^^^^^^P^^"*^ ^^^- -^"^^i^^ Coleridgeadm ttod that, in aU cases, a race upon a turnpike road wouldbe

i!! . .

'

f u^'^ "°^' however, assume that it was impossibleto select such a time, and take such precautions and make such
Lffi^H"?^''S^ ^Pf^ ?^^ '"^j^^ as to make such a race pcrfec^^^

run the Wi cnf ih^'
'^ "* '^^ Present case was not'kctuaSrun, the Court could not presume that if it had taken place it3 to^^'.^^^'

^''""^^^ ^ waiit of precaution Ls tol^d to any mjury or uiconvenieuce to the public, and especially

th.^LTn^^^f^.^^'
^'^^ ^ gralloping but a trotting match, iSch

th«. t H °^/^'' ^""'"^^^^ ^"^^^^^ ^^'^^^^ ^^ ^«^^^« be much lessthan m the former case. The question, therefore, must finally bedecided upon the consideration of the Act which allows, with
certain limitations, races of every kind to be run in any place
Whatever throughout England. In construing these latter ex-
pressions. Lord Eldon had been of opinion that they were not to
belimited to those places where it had been usual to run races
before, but that it extended to all places over England v^here the
running of a race would not be otherwise illegai or exception-
able. He (Mr, Justice Coleridge) adopted this constractioti. and
was therefore ofopinion that the wager was not Uleg^sti ^^^^ h«
deposit was forfeited, that the plaintiff was not the 'or^

to recover, and that the rule most be therefore absolute.
Sbco3«'X>ariks Court.—On Tuesday an action was brought in

this Court by a Mr. White, a law^stationer. against Mr. C. A.
Pike, a M)licitor, to recover the sum of 3/. T^. f*d., for copying
sundry documents, Anjongst the items there were some for
"expedition/* the plaintiirs clerks having to work through the
Simday, and 3s. ^, for atteadii]^ the Court of Chaucery Wiethe

ore entitled
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copies
^_* « *- f!--f tMt the plaintiff had a partner;

Thr defence was n^^^U *^«
J^^J^f could not be charged

Kid ttoondly. that work Uui^o^^^^^ ^^^^^
^- ^

ft>r. The Secondary **"
' 5!^^''

jj ^^ sent to be done with ex-
Sunday or not ^« "^;^ "^"^eW f^ and he should leave the
p^Xwn.

^'^jf.^*;;,^^^^
tobere.

covered.
^'^*^"'J^ CorRT.-/« re John Edicard Carew, the

If^^ovrusTDBBTOBS^ ^ ft pecuHkr character, and has excite^

! from Mr. Commissioner Bowen» who said that the truth of the

schedule appeared to him to be that the executors ought to be cre-

dited for 'Jliasi/. I9a. 5rf., and that they are to be debited with

17 54;/. 18*. 5d., and for Huskisson's statue 1,660/., making toge-

ther 19,20;/. 18*. 5d., that alteration having been made m the

schedule, the insolvent was then declared to be entitled to the

benefit of the act, and ordered to be discharged forthwith.

9evlptor. The Chief Commissioner, hi

l^A^Uvr^<^^^^^^^r..r^.. by the following general

fS of the^.isforr and proceedings in the case. Mr. Carew

«, pii^aing a successful career as a sculptor in London, when

^^Tin contact with the late Earl of Egrrcmont, a mtinificent

^ron of the arts, at whose suggestion, and with the understand-

k^ that an annuity was to be fi.xcd upon him, he removed to
frW . . •_ .«-,« I ^--.Uc^at^Honfyv tn c;rni-**-liniise- near I'tt-

on various - .-^- . _ .

HI) to within a few days of his decease, when an occurrence of a

erv peculiar nature was alleged to have taken place, the ±.arl

hA\hiS put a roll of paper into Mr. Carew's hands, saying. •' Take

tl it will show the world how 1 estimate your talents, ' and

upon leaving the spot, coming back immediately, and, before

Mr Carew had had time to examine the paper, and asking for its

return, as he wished to make some alteration. It was given

back as reQue:=ted. A few days afterwards Lord Egrcmont adds a

codicil to his will, and declaring that he had done everything for

evcrybtidy thathe intended, and then laid him down and died.

Ills executors then met, hi* will and papers of every description

were examined with the greatest attention, but no mention

whatever is made iu any of them of Mr. Carew. As there could

have been no disposition on the part of the executors to injure

Mr. Carew, and as no such paper was dis^covered, the factiti.elf

became a matter of very grave consiucralion and doubt. After

Lord Kgrcm' nt'8 death, Mr. C^ew explained his altered situation

from the withdrawal of his lordship's patronage, and the disap-

pointuicntof his expectations, to one of bis cxecntors. General

Wyndhain, by whom he was desired to furni«(h them with some

Bort of an account, to justify them in advancing him any money
from the estate ; which being done, he was requested to furnish

anfithcr. and he more specific as to dates ; which being done, he

Bubjoins a statement that he was induced to leave Sir Richard

W'catmacolt'B by the representation of Lord Egremont, and that

tor 17 years of his life he had been employed by him, and fur the

seven years previous to his death entirely devoted to him. That

last statement showed how greatly that t,-eutlemau had been mis-

taken ; for in his own balance sheet, and by his own showing, it

was false. That account being also objected to, another was
drawn up, b\it ^tiU no dale, making the astounding sum of 30,000/.

due to hira, for wurks performed for Lord Egremont, and an an-

Buitv for 14 years, making the balance due to him 50,000/. The
executors, finding all the accounts difft-rent and irrccoucUcable

with each other, determined to have the matter settled by a legal

tribunal, and a bill of paiticulars was sent in, constituting the

fourth demand; bat before the trial, a bill was filed in Chancery

by the executors, calling on Mr. Carew to say whether he had
received certain sums therein specified. The trial then came on,

tout >lr. Thesiger, his counsel, tinding adifiiculty to prove certain

Items, was compelled to consent to a nonsuit. The insolvent

w»» then sent to prison on a debt of 80/.. and, wishing to take

the ben* ' f the Insolvent Act, inserts the executors of the Earl

of Egremont in his schedule as creditors for an annuity of 1,700/.

a year, and demands 19,000/. against the estate. The executors,

when they ^uw that, exiteved an opposition, aiid after a patient

hearing, it was for the court now to say what could be proved
against the estate. It was admitted at the trial that he had
proved for works to the amovint of 17,547/. Then the (iue&.tion

arose as to whether he had any legal demand against the

estate for U'XXS items, the statue of WUUam IV., the altar-piece

at Brighton, the erection of the monument in Chichester

Cathedral, and the statue of Mr. llnskisson. With respect

to the first claim, there appeared! to be W) foundation from be-

ginning to end. He could mjt couveit a hope or cxijectatiou

Uito a debt. The next claim, namely, for the statue ofWilliam IV.,

he would dismiss In a word. It stood without any Sort of con-

ftriuatlon. The next and most material of all was the Roman
Catholic altar-piece at Brighton, and certainly with respect to

that the statement was roost extraordinary. One day i>ord Egre-

mont said to Mr. Carew that he had received a letter from the

Roman Catholic prie.st to contribute to the building of the Roman
Catholic chapel at llrighton, and observed that he never would
give him anything, but he would tell him what he would do if he
(Mr.Carew) would erect an aitar-picce;he(Lor(i-Egremont) would
present it to him. Some conversation then took place as to the
subject, and the Crucifixion was proposed, but his lordship, not
liking: that, ultimately fixed on the Baptism of our Saviour by
John, The work was executed, and it was one of considerable
power, and, he hoped, would be instrumental to Mr. Carew's fu-

ture success. Lord Egremont subsequently publicly denied that

be was iu any way, as was rumoured, responsible for the work
with great iiidi£:nation. The iusolvent knew that, but never, it

appeared, thought of remonstrating. When the story in all its

bearings was considered, it appeared to be some unaccountable
delusion or fancy engendered in the mind of Mr. Carew. With
respect to the statue of Mr. Huskisson, the evidence was not
•o crfnclusive a;j:aiu3t the insolvent as the former, and he
Was coutent that he should charge the estate with that so far as
the difference of expense went betwixt the execution of a tabular
monument and a statue, it appearing that the change had been
made by his lordship's order, although individually he did not
consider himself liable. That would add to his admitted claim
1,660/., makinK the entire L.Um that could by any possibility be
made against the estate ig.207/. 18s. lOrf. Having said what was
his claim against the estate, it then remained to sav how much
it coald be proved Lord Egremont had paid him. In his answer
to the hill ui Chancery he had admitted the receipt of 13,721/. 9*. Sd.
lie was then charged by tiie executuis wiih the receipt of ten
checks, and after a careful investigation, he was of oi-inion that
all these were sub&Untiated ; and without entering into detail, it
Wa^ .ufucieut to say gtueraily thatthey were proved bysubsequcnt
adm] .«a on the part of the in.soIvent, by the accounts at Mas-
termaifca , the bai.kcrLS and by the manner in which the insolvent
answered when questioned a.s to biTn^e of them, that there was no
evidence that he had received them. If those ten drafu be added
then the whole sum proved as having been received by Mr '

rew was 21.331/. Qa. Srf. above his own claim, and defeating anydemand he had against the executors. As to his insolvencyansmg from his disappouitment as to his annuity, he had been
supplied, during the year previous to Lord Egremont's death
with between 5,000/. and 6,M00/., notwithstanding which he was
!n a state of difficulty and deeply involved. He was not there-
fore, justified in attributing his insolvency to Uiat cause.* In all
the letter.^ that had been put in tiierc was no evide; of the
promise of an annuity, nor even the mont distant a' lonio it-
and the statement respecting the paper alleged to have been put
into the insolvent's hand by Lord Egreftiont was, to say the least
of it, improbable. He hoped that there was a ffrt-at deal in the
cvuleiice of Mr. Carew that ar(;se from forgetfulr.ess, from agi-
tation, from false impression:^, and constantly indulging hopes
existing only in his own ardent mind. The ei^ecutors had acted
in this matter with a proper regard to the memory of thedecea«:Tt
nobleman, and with as much regard to the insolvent as could be
expected, and he hojjcd it would not be dared to be insinuated
that they had destroyed the paper referred to by Mr. Carew.
When the altci'ation was made in the schedule, as he bad indi-

cated, there was no reason why that gent.eraan should remain
longer in custody, and he hoped that he would gn forth into the
world again, and lind his due reward in the exercise of that talent

of which he was uudoubtedly possessed. After a few remarks

SFORTING.
T\TTERSALL'S (Thubsdav).—The subscribers met, for the

first time, in the new room, the opening of which has taken place

ten days sooner than was anticipated. It is expected to prove in

every respect an acceptable accommodation to tlie frequenters of

" the corner." It is cnpacious, lofty, well lighted and ventilated,

and is fitted up with every attention to the comfort of the niem^

bers. Its convenience as a summer resort for speculators is in-

creased by a couple of doors, opening over a raised Stone terrace

to the circle, from which all but subscribers will be excluded on

public days. "Comparing* formed an essential prehminary to

the business transacted in the Course of the afternoon^ consider-

able progress was made, but much yet remains to be dene. Ihe

Derby betting was confined to a few horses, and did not lead to

many changes of importance. Against Coldrenick 5 to 2 was

laid frequently, without bettering his position ; m fact, 11 to 4

was oflfered at the close in two or three quarter?. Attilawas

backed to a considerable amount at 7 to 2, also without advanc

ing as the same odds might have been obtained at the tinish.

Auckland and Canadian had strong parties, the former rising to

7 to l.andlhclattertoS to I, both taken with spirit; if we add

that the Agreeable colt was supported at lOOOto 60, IS. and finally

at 20 to 1, we shall have mentioned all the rising favourites. The

seceders were Jack (14, 15, and in one place 20 to 1, laid), Lasso,

Meteor, and the Lord of Holdcrness j the last three were friend-

less The betting against outsiders does not encourage an ex-

pectation that either of them will make any great figure in future

quotations. Mr. Bird, the nominator of Dr. Allen, is reported to

be dead : should this be true, all bets against the horse are void,

except those in which he may have been coupled with others.

The Oaks: The AdclafiUv, Dil-bar, Firebrand, Ma Mie, and Meal,

were in force at the prices given below ; and 17 to 1 would have

been taken about Dark Sdsan. Ofters to lay U to I agst the

Yorkshire Lass filly. The betting, although far from bii^k, was

continued till seven o'clock, and terminated with the following

averages :

—

DKRBY.

so to 1 »£ll Foitli's !nt

]J 4 Coldrenick

7 Z AtiiU (talirr)

7 1 Auckland (tak<n)

a I Canadian
15 I Jat:k

10 1 Agif eable colt (taken)

25 1 Laiao

60 to I «K»t Mo5s Trooper
80
ino

100
£000
1000

I

1

1

1

13
6

Cheops
The Oneida Chi
Beltopiir (laken)
Comberm e r e

'\\m. de Fortibusjtak.)
David (taken)

OAKS
4 to X agit .Adela filly

7
10
Jl

I

1

1

Dil bar (lakrn)
Firebrand (taken)
Sister to Yorkshire Lad

15 to 1

So 1

40 1

agst Ma Mie
Meal (taken)
Rapture (taken)

MARK LANE, Friday, Mav 20.—There hare been a few

samples of Wheat from Essex and Suffolk since Monday, which
have realized prices equal to that day's currency. Free Foreign

is a slow sale at late rates, and raiUcrs are paying the present

duty for immediate consumiiticn; several cargoes floating have
been disposed of on aboutthe same terms during the week.—Bar-
ley is unaltered.— Peas and Beans aie in demand, and our cur-

rency for Oats is fully supported.

BRITISH, P£R IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Eeaex, Kent, and Suffolk . . - "White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire wild Yoikatiire . . .

It^rUy ^1 alting anddistillinK
Oats, [.incolnshiTe and Yoikihira .... l'o!;uifl8

-,— Nnrihiimberland and Scotch .... Teed— Iriih i>*d
Rye
BeanB, Mazagan, old and nenr

Pipeon, Heligoland .
'

4*eai» \Vhil«

April «
.—

>

15
«» 92
M> 29

Mar «
_ 13

24 to 31 Tuk
81 to 40 Windi.
£1 to 34 Blaple

£0 to SB

U> to 58
SS toS5
l£lo 21

Ifl to El

S to 18
CO to 34
'22 to 35
— to—

g. t.

Ked 40 to to
AV hJte 60tofS
Grind. 20 to 215

Feed 15 toso
rt-taio 17 to sa
rotatolS to SI

Harrow £S to 37
Lonppitd^ to-

ss to 30 Gxtj S5 ic?g

WEEKLY IMl'KRTAli AVERAGES.

S weeki^ Aggrcj;ate Aver

Dutiea

Whe^t. Barley. I C'ata Rye.
;
Bpant.

68 2 20 3 10 11 Zd 10 89 7

fi9 10 £6 U IS 2 82 6 30 11

60 7 S7 3 19 3 32 11 SO 9
61 27 7 19 1 31 7 31 6
60 8 87 4 18 S3 3 8t 8
69 9 96 3 19 6 31 3 ai 9

[
60

IS

S6 11 19 3

7

32 5

10 6

31

10 61 10

Peat.
39
SO
3t

32
20"

31

4
6

3
1

7
3

30 JO

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.

Enpliih
Irish .

Foreiga

Flour.
8960 Sks. — Brls.

400 6073 fj

Wht.
6387

Barl. f Malt.
1865

3287*

6405
10

Oats.
10365
147G4.

Eye. Bnt.
1107

10 6

140

4QC

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOT-VEXTS—S. Quested, 77, Harrow-road, Paddingtnn, corn dealer—J.

MiiU, Manor-street, Clapham, Surrey, ship-owner— C. D. Bowers, Cannon-
itreet, City, t'l'iuh-mal^er.

BANKRUPTS.— G. Greenwell, J- B. D. Dearterg, and W. Whitehall,
Fnre-Btrect, London, and Coventry, silk-manufacturers—T. Chapman, jim.,
Chenies-street, Tottenham Court rr>ad, and Great George-street, Eiistcn-
quare, dairyman—J. Barrail, Great Puheney-street, GoMen-squBre, builder
_J. Wood and J. Howard, l-eeda and Belfast, menhanis—E, and T. Xonikies,
Shrewsbnry and ftlancheiter, fellmon^ers— W. Gilrfiv, Birmin^rham, iron-
moniier—J. Folloik, Liverpool, merchant—C. Pratten, Brisiol, nhoemitker— B.
Wrij^ley, Horest, Yorkshire, woollen-clulh manufacturer—T. Kenny and W.
Brown, Liverpord, oilclolh-maniifacturers—D. Hadinpham, Cambridge, linen-
draper—J. Dctiikray, and T. Pinder, Lecd9, machine-makers— J. SiKimons,

eninKboniUf^h, Northamptonshire, bat now of Aiherstone, W^arwick-latcofWell
ishin^-ironmonK^T—H. C M. Dyer, Wane

street, l^ondon, merchant—E. Wilhy, Oueti, Yorkshire, clnth-ioanufacturer

—

W. Wilks, Bengewirth, Wi-rcestprshire, i-oal-merchant— J. Pmallt-y, Duxberry
Mill, Lfineashir'e, corn-miller—T. lireitell, Rupert street, Haymarket, printer
—W. Smith. Curtain-road, merchant—A. Dunran. Cnwp^r'scourt, Cornhiil,
merchant—J. Smith, liiiddersticld, nine merchant— J. Irvine, Liverpool, salt-

broker—M. New, Gre&t Malvern, Worcestershire, innkeeper— J. Stewart,
Hampion-street, V.'alworth, linen draper—W Hooper, Rcadinc;, toWmnma-
nutai-turer—J. Rowley, ten ,

AVillenhall, Staffordshire, curry comb-maktr—Vr'.
Thnrpp, Gonle, Yori shire, -"tone m;i^' u.

SCOTCH SEUUEyXKATION—C. Kennedy, Edinburgh, late of
row, surgeon.

r-

BIRTHS On the 14lh iiut.,in Gloucester-place, Portinan-square, the lady

Oh the 30th inst., to he coBtiiiued Monthly, piice Half-a-Ciown,
a New Part of

THE PICTORIAL HISTORY of FRANCE. By
GEonct: MoiR Bussetj vrith numerous Illustrations, hj

Jl'les David.
*^* Parts 1 to 4, price 'is. 6d, each, including all the Numbers

published by Mr. Dorrington, may now be had, with a certainty

that the \York will be carried on to a conclusion. .

London: Wm. S. Orr and Co., Amen-coincr, Patemcster-row.
• ' —^ - ^ -*

This day is published, in 8vo. price 21*., a few on large paper
(royal 8vo) for colouring, price 2^ 2s.HERALDRY OF FIS H.—

By Thomas Moulb.
Nearly 600 Families are noticed in this worlc ; and besides the

several descriptions of Fi*^h, Fishing-nets, and Boats, are included

also Mermaids, Tritons* and Shell-fish. Nearly JO Ancient Seals

are described, and upwards of 20 subjects in Stained Glass. The
Engravings, 205 iu number, are from Stained Glass, Tombs,
Sculpture, and Carving; Medals and Cohis ; Rolls of Arms, and
Pedigrees.—John Van Voorst, l, Paternoster-row.

IMPORTANT WORKS ON BOTANY AND GAR-
J DENING, published by Kidgway, Piccadilly 3 and to be had,

by order, cf cverj- country Boolcscller.

DR. LINDLEY'S LADIES' BOTANY, in 2 vols,,

beautifully coloured, price 25s. each.

DR. LINDLEY'S EOTANICAL REGISTER.
Pubiii^hed monthly, price 3.^. frf. esch Ni^mbcr, cnr.taiiiirg Draw-
ings from Nature of the newest and most beautiful Plants, with

Directions for Cultivation, &c. &c. Uhe volume for 1841 is new
ready, price 21. 28.

**The Botanical Kef;i&ter, from containing most or all the new
Plants introduced by the Horticultural Society, from the gnat
care with which its plates are c?:eciited, and the judicious re-

marks on culture and general habit, by Dr. Lindley, is, in cvn-

sequence, the superior publication."— Lot/f/on's Magazine 0/

"Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon this work."—
Horticxtltural Cabinet.

3.

DR. LINDLEY'S SERTLM ORCHIDACELM.
A Wreath of the most beautiful Orchidaceous Flowers, in Ten

Parts, price 25*. each. This splendid work is now ccmplcte, llie

Tenth Fart being just published.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL HISTORY OF
ROSES, with Coloured Plates, price 21s.

6.

DR. LINDLEY^S ACCOUNT OF THE BOTANY
OF SWAN KIVEK, with Coloured Plates, price 10s. 6t/.

6.

DR. LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
ORCIllDEOUS PLANTS. Illustrated by Drawings en Stcne.

from the Sketches of Francis Bauer, Esq., F.L.S., kc. Ccmplcte

in Four Farts, beautifully Coloured, price 30a*. each.

DR. LINDLEY'S GENERA AND SPECIES OF
ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS, in 8vo, in Seven Paits, is now com-

]slete> and Subscribers ere respectfully requested to makeup
their sets as soon as possible, several of the early N'umbers

being neariv out of print.
8.

EON'S EDITION OF SWEET'S CATALOGUE OF PLAKTS,

corrected to the present time, without Supplements. Price 2li.

cloth boards, arranged.
•* It certainly is the most complete and useful Catalogue that

has yet appeared, as, in one line, it gives the systematic ana

English nam.cs, where described, of what country- it is a i^ative,

the year introduced, the months when in flower, whether hardy

or tender, its duration, and reference to the books in which it is

figuied ; and where any names have been lately changed, a syiio-

nymis given iu Italics, to show what it is changed from. It also

contains nearly double the number of Plants contained m ai^y

other Catalogue that we have seen; so that, cii the whole, we

believe it could not have been more complete. In our opmion,

the arrangement accordinc: to the natural system is farpretcrable

to that of an artificial one, particularly for cultivators; and on

this account the present work should be iu the hands of in gar-

deners and cultivators of plants; and the reference to the figures

will also render it very useful to the )dctmn^t.— Gentleman s

Magazine.

Sixth Edition, in one large vol, 8vo, price i^s.

SWEET'S BOTANICAL CULTIVATOR; or. Hothouse aBd

Greenhouse Manual: givmg full Practical Instructions lor tne

Management of all the Plants cultivated in the tlolhouses.

Greenhouses, *Fram.es. and Borders, in the Gardens of t.reav

Britain; with Plain Directions for the Management of liuios

and Plants in Rooms, &c. , a

"Indeed what Mr. Sweet has said on the Culture of Ruibsaim

Epiphytes, in the last Edition of his Botanical Cultivator, may

be considered as the ultimatum on this subject for the hriusu

Gardener."

—

Gardener'*s Magazine, *»-

This Edition corresponds with the New Edition of
»J^^^^^g

Hortus Britaunicus, and contains for the first time, oe

Orchidaccx.
10.

THE FRUIT-GROWER'S INSTRUCTOR. By GeorcB BusS,

Nurseryman. Containing full Directions for Planting a'\^-S"j'

tivating of Fruit-trees; with Instructions for Forcing, and 1.1^1=

of the best kinds of Fruit for every purpose : also Buections J^^

Hothouse Building, and the most Improved Modes of Heaimg.

Second Edition, enlarged, price 6a.

THE FLORIST'S CULTIVATOR; or. Plain Directions for the

Management of Florists' Flowers, Shrubs, &c.; select Bis«

the most choice Flowers : to which is added the Monthly
Y*,'^

tion usual for the Flow er-garden, Shrubbes v, and ^'^^,^." "*!"!*.'

Bj Thomas WiLLATS. Price /s. 6t/. coloured and bound m c;»t^

On the Iflth inst, at Norwood, the lady of BazeCt D- Colvin, E»q., of »6on
On ihe 14th tnsc.,at South-row, Blackheath, Mrs. T. Parker, of a son—On the
lath in?t,, at Orove-hill, Camh«rwell g^xevv, iV!i». W. K.fJamcsnn, of a son—On
the Ifith inst-, at WeUington-tertace, St. Jdhn's-wood, the wife of 3Ir. George
Meaden, of ason.
Married—Onlhelrth Inst., at Iln^-e, near Briffhlon, Harry D. Goring,

Bsq., of Hiphrten, Siipsex, eldest son of Sir C. F. Goring, Bart., t« Mary Eliia-
fteih, eldest daughter and heirt« of the late J- U. Ltwis, Esq., ci Llanddjf-
nan, Arr^lesea, and relict of J- Panton, jnn., Ki^q » of PUupwyn, in the same
cnuBi) >»nihe 17th : ., at St. Genrfre** Church, Hanover-square, Lieut.-Gtn.Mr J. Hanhiiry, to Charlotte, eldest dauKhter ot the late iiir Nelson Rycroft,
Mart—On thi* Uih inst.. »tBr'«u.n. Mr. H. Parry, of Ucptford, aulicitor, to
i-oujMi t,mily» 3rd Hairsrhter of the late S. Lambert, Eaq , of Clapham-

^^^^'"i*".*^*" '**^*' msL.ln r Iir.'vk,-.Mrpet, Col. P. Vans Agnevr; he
^vV . ^t 7'"^ir'i'"^'i f'*"- » l*>ng pericKl in India, and wa» for tnanv years a
inrecuirot the Eiist India Campany^On the »-iih inst . at Hainp.-lf-jid, in his

w \l Ik^- ^
..

'^"'^* K«|—Onthe 14th inst.. ar St. Peri^r b. n»=,r Ram.-^t„.
« . «(;*eMwirn, fc.->i., ap,a f'^—On! the 14th ir.it., at Ila. kney, R« bt-rt (

wive Acconntnnt Gen '
i f K

Nottmgham«hire. B,ied \?. .--un the ISih , at II,c _ . ll.uli.rd.hire.
nitt-d 44, the Rev. BeoJHinin IVUe, for S« years ni rale of that parish—AtDnwnion Hall, near Ludlow, alter mhoitiUnete, the i»dy cf bir W. E. House
Boughit'u, Bart.

^^'HITE TEETH.
PEARL DENTIFRICE.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO
This

or

s an efficient
\Vhite

1 Oriental Herbs of tl^e
Powder for the Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental nci "- --.

most delightful odour, and of sovereig-n virtue for strengvfienii 6^

preserving, and thoroughly cleansing the Teeth. ^' ^""^
u^ies

tartar from the Teeth, removes spots of incipient (l^^ay, pou-^^^^

and preserves the enamel, to which it i^ivcs a pearl-iike "^^

*'?^f.*;pc^
and, above all, from its disinfecting properties, gives s-w

to the breath. As an antiscorbutic, the gums also
^^^^^^p'^by

transcendant powers. Scurvv i3 eradicated from them, a ne^ j

action and redness are induced, that offer to the "f^^^^^^^L^i
medical practitioner the most indubitable sig:ns of their heaui

f^tate. Price 2s Qd. per box, duty included. *** Notic;^ ^'
Name and Address of the Proprietors, A. ItoTn-ANO A^^^;;.„;it
20, Hatton Garden, London, are engraved on the Governn'
Stamp which is pasted on each.

*»* Be sure to ask for " KOWLAND^S
»i
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THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE
No! 22—1842.

A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.
^^^ HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY TROFESSOR LINDLEY.

INDKX OF THE

Amateur's GarAen
Apples^ msecu injurious to

Arnott '^tove for Vines
Atbeit Soap-boilers', to apply .

Aihtrees, action of \Va«p3 on
— disease of

AFp;im^tSj its treatment at
Nice • * . » .

Beei'fa'trees* not injurious to
vppetation

JCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS INPHE LAST NUMBER,
33 > a
332 c

837 a

33« c

331 a

332 &

BtivAn s,Mr.>his garden noticed 336 a
C&It eolarias, treatment of
Campanula specuhiin . #

Cheliter rancroidet, to destroy
Cmrkroaches, to destroy . •

Conwrrative-walJ, described .

f urculio, to deslioy • • *

£lae<>dendron^ar^au . ,

Fore^t-irees, to prune .

Kucfaifiafl, new kiudd •

Galium aparine . .

Gardtsfiert^i imposiliun practised
on » m * « »

337 b

B32 a
Wi7 c

332 c

331 a
sn: c

332 a
362 a

3^7 b
332 a

833 a

Hellotropiiim europaeum .

Itea vir^iniea . . ,

Magnolia, in the open yir
Manure, from green crops
Mimetps hirta .

MiuhelJi repens , ^ .

Morton's Nature of Soils, rev.
Nets, tn protect fruit
(Eiioihera aerntina
Ox^Iis aceloseiJa
Feach-trete, curling of leaves
Pear-tree, to renovate
Peas, cause of mildetv
Plants, fossil

— indij>enoui . »

Plum-trees, to prune ,

Red Spider, to destroy .

Hose, Veliow Banksian .

Hiaevola suaveolens . ,

Stocks, cause of decay ,

Vines, to prevent bleeding
Wali-fluvver, night-smelling

333 a
332 a
337 it

335 c

331 c

332 a
336 b
333 c

333 a
333 a
333 a
337 li

333 a
335 c

3 3 a
337 c

337 b
333 b
333
337 b
3,^3 b
S37 c

rjd

WEST LONDON GRAND FLORICULTURAL
EXaiElTION» for Prizes of Two Silver Cups and Twenty,

three Medals, under the supeiiutendeiice of Mr. J. T. Neville,
will le held in the Grounds of the Almshouses of the Butchers'
Charitable Institution, at Walham Green, Fulham, on Wednes-
day, the 22d, and Thursday, the 23d June.

Also a LADIES' BAZAAR and FANCY FAIR, under the patro-
nage of Her Most Gracious Majesty Quceu Adelaide, in aid of
he Building Fund.

Military and Quadrille Bands will attend. The Gates will be
opened at 12 o'clock each day. Admissiou 1*.

Dyer's Buildings, Holborn. James Nkss, Sec.

T7»XHIBITI0N of AMERICAN PLANTS, under
-M~J the immediate Patronage of H. K. II. the Duchess of Gloucester
and H. Ji. H. the Duke of Cambridge. WATEKER^S GRAND
EXillBlXlUN of AMERICAN PLANTS, now open at the
Purser)-, King's Road, Chelsea, from 10 till dusk. Admittance Is,
eacli. Tickets may he had of all the principal Seedsmen in London.

i

N
EW FUCHSIAS.— JOHN SMITH, Nurseryman.
Dalston, begs to announce that he has the following New

and Distinct FUCHSIAS to offer this season, at the following
prices :—F. priuceps, 7s. Qd. ; F. excelsa, 7s. 6d. j F. ilicifolia, 5s.

;

F. vcrualis, 5s. ; F. racemosa, 5s. ; F. aurantia, 5.?. ; any person
ordering the whole, 3Qs. J. S. trusts, from the general satisfac-
tion given by the sorts sent cut last year, that the above will
prove worthy of the attention of Nurserymen as well as Ama-
teurs. Strong plants of last year's sorts, Is. 6d. each. A Post-
office order is respectfully requested from unknown correspond-
ents.— Daiston, May 27, 1842.

ATEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.— Messrs. W.
-•^ and F. YOUELL continue sending out their splendid col-
lection of the above, by post, free, to any part of the United
Kingdom. For particulars sec their Advertisement in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle of the 2lstinst.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, May 2G, 1^42.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA. ^

ESSRS. W. and F. YOUELL beg respectfully to
inform the Nohility and Gentry who are desirous of en-

riching their Arboretums and Plantations with this truly orna-
mental and hardy tree, that they are offering fine strong Plants,

M

;V.; n
^^^•^/v^'^s tut; sngutest aetnment. in a situution com-

pletely open to the north-easterly gales, and within 500 yards ofthe wash of the sea. *

Those who are unacquainted with the habit and description of

Art, .
^ ^?^ °H^^^''

^'' engraving, taken from a plant in theArboretum of the Earl of Orford, together with a description, byenclosing 4 postage stamps. y *
^y

,,. ,
^

CEDRUS DEODARA.
i-me Plants of this elegant and ornamental hardy tree may alsoDC obtained ot Messrs. W. and F. Y.,at the following prices :

3 years old, from seed, 9 to li inches, 84s. per dozen.
63s.- »t » & to 7 » t:>^s.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, May 19, 1842.
ft

^
CHEAP SnO-\VY PLANTS FOR FLOWER-BEDS.

WII-LIAM BARRATT begs to offer to Floricultu-

i^rx-.c-'*^i^'^^
below, CALCEOLARIAS. GERANIUMS, VER.MH-NAS, FUCHSIAS, PANSIES, DAHLIAS, and other free-

rpsH^i-"^
<iardcn Flowers, at 4s. to 6s. per dozen j strong Plantsready for planting out. A tine collection of the above plants in

jamca sorts, as well as other Greenhouse and Herbaceous plants
lor Rooms and Grecuhcuscs.
About 10,000 GREENHOUSE HEATHS and EPACRISES, in

nrie health; worthy the attention of the Amateur and Nursery-man.

n
^^'^^ GRASSES foi permanent pasture, in selected

thp -t
^^^°"*^ ordering these should give the quantity of ground,

^nt J^^H^^
aiitl quality of the soil, and for what purpose

*^nted; doing this they may rely vn having the proper kinds,
^jj,.^*^."**^*^ above one-third more expense than the old mixtures

"^y-seeds, which are very uncertain in producing good Herb.
*ee jviso, DWARF LAWN GRASSES; as much seed as wiU*ow 100 square yards for from 3s. to 4s.

^'"akefield Nursery, May 1842.

SATURDAY, MAY 28. Prick 6d.

TVTR. jOHN KING has received instructions to sellXTX by Auction, on the 2d of June. 1842, at 3 o 'dock, on the pre-
mises, W est-slreet, London -fields, a very excellent Greenhouse, 50
feet long by 15 feet wide, in good repair ; also a collection of Oramre-
trees, comprising the .Malta, Tangerine, Mandarin, and Blood ditto ;

Limes, Lemons, Shaddock, Forbidden Fruit ; altogether about 2oiJ tine
plants : t amellias of various sizes ; strong Vines, in pots, &c. May be
viewed until the side. Catalogues mav be had on the premises ; at
the Cat and Mutton, London tields ; of Mr. Lake, Seedsman,
Rishopsgate-street; and of the Auctioneer, Hackney-road

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS
]\
I ESSRS. PROTHKROE and MORRIS will submit

-L»JL to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-
lane, on Tuesday, June 1st, Thursday 8rd, and Friday Jth. 1842,
at 12 o'clock, about 500 of the most approved Dahlias, Splendid Ge-
raniums, New Fuchsias, A'erbenas, and a great variety of other
Plants.

May he viewed the morning of sale. CatiUogues may he had at the
Mai-t, and of the Auctioneers, American N\irserj-, Leytonstone.

BAKNSBUKY' NLR8KUY. TllORNHILL ROAD.
ISLINGTON.

l-)er annum; several Newly-erected Greenhouses, Pits, Frames,
choice Plants, and all the valuable Effects.

Particuhirs and Conditions to be had at the offices of iMessrs.
Pownall and Cross, 9, staple's Inn. llolhom, and Mr. Phillips, 76,
Great Titchfield street, Poi-tland-phice, Solicitors ; and upon the
Premises of tlie Auctioneers, Ameri^jan Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO GENTLE.MKN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
]\|R. THOMAS ANSELL,jun., is instructed to sub-
-^''X mit to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-
lane, on Tuesday, May 3 1st, at l2 o'clock, an unrivaUed coUection of
all the most choice DAHLIAS of the present season ; comprising
among others tlio following new and superb varieties :—Hudson's
Princess Royal, Kose Unique, Admiral fcitopford, Westburv Rival,
and numerous other kinds equally choice ; and a vast number of
older varieties.—New Fuchsias, Venus Victrix, Curtisii, ^ipleudens
(of Humboldt), and all the most approved varieties; Greenhouse
Plants, Climbers, *S:c., &c.

Catalogues may be had at the :viart ; and of the Auctioneer, Cam-
den Nursery, Camden Town.

MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OF ORCHIDACEOUS
- PLANTS.

7E are authorised to announce the intention of
Mr. HARRISON of Liverpool to dispose of his entire col-

lection of ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS, in consequence of his
being about to leave his present residence. This affords an
opportunity, which seldom occurs, for the immediate acquisition
of a very large number of the finest species of these brilhant
plants, in excellent condition. Mr. Harrison was one of the first
to cultivate such jdants; Ids intercourse with South America has
enabled hiin to acquire many species of great rarity, and, from
the length of time that they have been in his possession, many of
the specimens are, it is believed, unrivalled for size. Any one
desirous of treathig for the purchase of the entire collection must
apply hy letter to Richard Harrison, Esq., Aighburgh, Liverpool.

EMIGRATION TO NEW ZEALAND, under the
NEW ZEALAND COMPANY. Incorporated by Royal

Charter. Goverm^r,
Joseph S siks, Esq.

Deputy-Governor~^La, Fraxcis Baring.
Directors,

Lord Petrc.
Viscount Ingestre, M.P.
H. A. Agliwnby, Esq., M.P.
J. Ellerker Boulcott, Esq.
Jehu Wm. Buckle, Esq.
Charles BuUer, Esq., M.P.
Sir Isaac Lyon Goldsmid, Bart.
James Robt. Gowen, Esq.
John Hine, Esq.
Sir R. Howard, Bart . M.P.
William Ilutt, Esq., M.P.
William King, Esq.

Ross Donelly Mangles, Esq.
M.P.

Stewart Majoribanks, Esq. M.P,
Sir Wm. Moiesworth, Bart.
Alexander Nairne, Esq.
The Lord Mayor.
J. Abel Smith, Esq., M.P.
William Thompson, Esq., Alder-

man, MP.
Hon. Frederick James ToUe-

mache, M.P-
Arthur Willis, Esq.
George Fred. Young, Esq.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Ships will be regularly
despatched on the 1st day of every month during the present
year, to one or more of the Company's Settlements of Welling-
ton, Nelson, and New Plymouth.
In the Wcllingtou District the Sales take place by Auction, and

an allowance of 25 per cent, is made towards the passage-money
of purchasers arriving from England.
Lands in the Nelson Settlement are sold in this country at the

price of 300^. per allotment; comprising 1 town acre, 50 acres of
accommodation, and 150 acres of rural land. Purchasers receive
passage iUlowances not exceeding 25 per cent, upon their pur-
chase-moneys.
Lands in New Plymouth are sold In this country to actual co-

lonists at 75/. per allotment of 50 acres ; and a town lot, with .

passage allowances not exceeding 25 per cent. /

The Company continues to offer a Free Passage to Agricultural
Lrvbourers and Mechanics of good character, and eligible accoid-
ing to the regulations^
Maps and Views of the Country may be seen, and aU necessary

information obtained, l>y application at this House.
By order of the Court,

John Ward, Secretary.
New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,

19th May, 1842.

]3RITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
~;.

.
1. Pnnces-btreet, Bank, London.

This Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,
4 .wet., cap. IX., and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of
Life Assurance, m their fullest extent, to PcHcy-hoMers, and to
present greater facilities and accommodatit.n than can be ob-
tained in other Offices. The decided stiperiority of its plan, and
Its claim to public preference and support, have been proved, in-
contestably, by its extraordinary and unprcc 'ented success.

act from Increasing Rates of Premium, for on Assurance
of JOO/. for whole terra of Life.

Age. \ st five

years

.

20 j^I 1 4

30 1 6 4
40 i 1 1(3 1

SO 2 I6 7

Annual Premium payable during
2d five

years.
£\ h 10

t ]2 2
8 4 4

3 9 4

3d five

years.
^\ 10 11

1 19 1

2 14 6
4 5 5

4th five

years.
jei 16 9
2 7 4373
5 6 3

Remainder
' of Life.
.i62 3 8

1
2 17 e

14 3 4
6 13 7

, ,, ,
.
^^^^^ MORRISON, Resident Director,A hberal commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

son

UTT'S BEE-HIVES.-GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
[
begs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-

a large stock of NutCs Improved Bee- Hives, in wiiich are em-
bodied all recent improvements; and being the only authorised
agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally
againstpurchasingHives which they may conceive to be made
in accordance with the exact principles of the Inventor, from
parties who unauthorised use his name; in such cases purchasers
are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatus beingim-
perfect and incomplete. 'Geo. Neighbour has also a varietr of
improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, ^c. &c.. which are very
tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each of which
the honey may be taken at any time of the season without de-
stroying the Bees.
Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Warehouse, 131, High Holborn,

London.—Letters relative to the above must hare postage-
stamps enclosed.

*_ * NUTT ON BEES (5th edition) now published.

^I^HE CONICAL HOT.WATER BOILERS invented
-*- by J. RocBRS, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. SujswK.v having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical ; it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons* Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney; Mc=^rs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. KnighCs,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exctcri and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

WARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.
rPREGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND
-L MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET, aud 57, GRACE-
CHURCH-STREET, City, beg to inform the Nobilit>- and Gentry,
that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on
W^ard's principle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners' Chronicle) with
plain aud ornamental stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc Fanlights, Skylights, and Gothic
Frames for Conservatories, Hothouses, Forcing Frames, &c.
Garden- stand Frames, Engines, Watering pots. Flower Labels,
Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, fee. &c. Experienced
workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zinc,
Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas, itc. &c.

POUXABLE GREENHOUSES.— Severa! of these
unique Drawing-monf GTuaments i well 4«liMiihedi forsjUe,,at

Mr. Viner's, FicuiT©-fi«a;. ^i-^'.-v^ l<), Tavi«4ock-att«e«, Cu vent-
garden.

rpO FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS, AMATEUR
-L GARDENERS, &c.--CLARKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for
the Flower aud Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,
&c. : the application of tiiis COJMPOST will add greatly to the
beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden. In
making new Gardens it will be fountT invaluable; it has long
been in use in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Price One Guinea per
bag, containing two cwt., sufficient for a good-sized garden for
one year.
Also, Prepared HAIR DUST. Thi^ Preparation will effectually

preserve Flowers, Plants, Bulb-roots especially, from the ravages
of worms, grubs, and all kinds of crawling insects. From its im-
perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per bag. Address, Stanbridge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf, King's
Cross; or Henry Clarke, seedsman, 86, High-street, Borough,

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, &c., FOR THE GARDEN!
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to hib General Stock
• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for
the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patteriis of FLOWER BASKETS
TRAINERS. BORDERS and ST^VNDS, with GARDEN ARCHES,
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility
stand unrivalled.
Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,

FUMIGATORS. SYRINGES, and PATENT W^ATER-POT, with
every other Implement.

Game and Cattlb Fexcixg in variety.

T.
BEAUTIFUL NEW HEARTSEASE,

MELLON'S COLLECTION of SEEDLING'
HEARTSEASE is now being sent out. Parties desirous of

JTLOWER PROPS, of Wrought Iron, made upon an
Fno.-

^^^'^^^^ *-'*^ principle, in lengths of 2 ft. to 8 ft. Also, Garden
t-ntf, ?;

^^'^^\\\\oni.ii Syrmges, improved Watering Pota, Fumi-KHung Bellows, Grass and Border Shears, Pruning Knives and
ari^^t*

*"^ another Horticultural Implements, upon the most
Kll^S^f^^oub terms, at Trudell and Edwards's, W^holesale and-^ecau iroamongers, 46, Leadeiihall-sUeet, London.

CHIPS FOR NEW ZEAL.\ND. — NOTICE IS
*^ HEREBY GIVEN, that the fcHowing Emigrant Ships have
been Chartered by the New Zealand Company to sail from the
ports and on the days undermentioned, viz.

—

FOR NELSON.
THOMAS HARRISON, A 1, 355 Tons, from London, May 23th
OLYMPUS, A 1, 316 Tons, from London; June 15th.
NEW ZEALAND, A 1, 380 Tons, from Greenock, July 1st.

, FOR W^ELLINGTON.
GEORGE FYFE, A 1, 391 Tons, from London. June 15th.

FOR WELLINGTON and NEW PLYMOUTH.
BLENHEIM, A 1, 374 Tons, from Plymouth, July I'st.

Applications for Free Passage by labouring persons duly ouali-
fied are received daily at this House.

By order of the Court,
John Waru, Secretary,

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,
19th May, 1842,

WIRE -WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.C T. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR.

•^ PLACE, KING^S-ROAD, CHELSEA, -Manufacturer of
INVISIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren-
dered Rabbit-proof. Wl RE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,
Bordering, Flower-stands, PheasauUies. &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, he. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and
economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Countr>', and Drawing and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

J.
SHxxT S FOR GREENHOUSES.

WEEKS & CO., Architects, ^^c, G! -t^r-place.

King's Road, CheUca, Horticultural BlJiiuer•^, ac, have

invented a most sm^ple and easy contrivance for sJiadxijg 7^'™-

cultural erections. The principle upon which it a;
-^

-

Y,

and effectual, that it only requires to be known to be uruversauy

adopted. To be seen in use at mc.^t of the Lomi^ Nurseries,

and at their Horticultural Mani*etOJy, Gloucester-place, C&els«*.
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'Ta^nd^E \^Ih?r&^d^^^^^^ time to the considera-

tinn' of th^B sMect.^^d had much experience in the erection of

™at^^^^^^ purpo.es have, by improve-

^^^gg^ste<l in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

l^rnot oSy very efficieot, but very simple, and have combined

dSaialitT in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

ha?e erected apparatus in England. Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. aiiUE. Bailbt also construct in metal all desciiptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and hwite noblemen, ^ntle.

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

mod models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metalworks, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

picte than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. andE, Eailev were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. BjU lby have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

^otectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to jJubTic i.nticc a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

Yalt, required, and which may be teen at their manufactory.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, upon improved and

economical principles, for Horticultural and other Build-

ings.—STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-

works, and Manufacturers, 61, Graccchurch-street, London, beg

to return their most sincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry

who have so liV ally patronised their improved Conical Boiler.

(For a description see Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.) To
Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They require

tio furnaces or settinp: in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure,

and may be applied with equal facility to the smallest houses or

most extensive range of pipes, price 51. 5*. and ui>ward8. Fur-

ther particulars, plans, estimates. &c. for warming every descrip-

tion of building may be obtained as above; where also may be

leen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Brass and

iron Bedsteads, Ornaracutal %Vire-work, Garden Implements,

&c. &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, two,

three, and four inches, at 2*. Zd., 3*. 3rf., and 4*. 3rf. per yard.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up vrith the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKEH and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester) beg

to aonounce *'>iat they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
iroproyements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-
rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive
acaie thari has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-
aervatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
mnd In numerous other extensive estabUshmeuts, with the most
complete success.

They have also iiuccesKftslty applied C. W. Williams* Patent
Argand Furnace to their boik-rs, and have made arrangements
With the Patentee for itsgenerai adop*' a. \t economises fuel,

and removes the ntiisance and disfigurement of smoke, somnch
complained of by Gardeners, ai\d is a new and viduable feature

in these Apparatus,

Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with
punctuality and despatch.— an. Brown-street, Manchester.

collated with another in the Library of the Convent of St. Au-
eustin, at Cadiz; containing a description of the

TARTANS OF THE HIGHLAND CLANS AND
FEUDAL FAMILIES OF SCOTLAND IN THE FIFTEENTH

CENrURY,
WITU A DISSERTATION UPON THK ORIGIN* AXn USiS OF TARTAN,

By JOHN SOBIESKI STUART.
The Work is illustrated by 75 beautiful Plates of Tartans, exe-

cuted upon hot-pressed Drawing Paper by an ingenious and ela-

borate process, for the first time applied to such a purpose,

expressly for this Work; and which, to the accuracy of Copper-

plate En^ving, adds the detail of colours equal to that of silk

woven in the loom.
The Work has been splendidly got up, at a great expense, and

there are not quite FIFTY COPIES, of which only 45 are for

sale, bound in morocco, gilt leaves, price Ten Guineas each.

William Tait, 107, Prince's- street, Edinburgh; T. and W.
Boone. 29, New Bond-street 5 and Smith, Elder, and Co., 05,

Cornhill, Loudon.

Lately published, in demy 8vo, price 125., Vol. VIII. of the

HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. By Patrick Fraser
Tytler, Esq. Including the Captivity and Execution of

Queen Mary. . .

The same volume will be published in post 8vo, price t)s., on

31st May.
" One more will complete the work, which, we venture to pre-

dict, will then become, and long remain, the standard History of

Scotland."— <;/««rrt?W^ Review,

Second edition, in small 8vo, price 5*.

TALES OF THE GREAT AND BRAYE.— By
M. Fraser Tytler.

Containing Memoirs of Wallace, Bruce, the Black Prince,

Joan of Arc, Richard CoiLa: de Lion, Prince Charles Edward

Stuart, and Napoleon Bonaparte.
^ . . ,.

"A charming book, dedicated to a Boy, m anticipation of ms
a(thhui\i-i\Ayy—'Hereford Times.

"This delightful little volume has found such acceptation

among youthtul readers, and all who love to gratify the young

with amusing mental recreation, that a second edition has been

Called ior.'*^Catedouian Mercury,

Now complete, in Eight Parts, to form Four Volumes 4to,

price 8^ 8s.

TAMIESON^s SCOTTISH DICTIONARY and SUP-
J PLEMENT. Parts I. to IV. comprise a New and Improved

Edition of the Original Dictionary, edited by Johm Johnstoxk.

Parts V. toVlU. consist of a new issue of Dr. Jamieson's Sup-

plement to his Dictionary; a work of equal size and value with

the Oriijinal Dictionary itself.

In large 8vo, price 9-v., Part II. of

MEMOIRS of JEREMY EENTIIAM. By John
Bow'RiXG. Including AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL CONVER-

SATIONS and CORRESPONDENCE.
Parts I. and II. of these Memoirs form Parts XlX. and XX. of

the Works of Jeremy Bentham, but, like all the other Parts,

may be had separately.
.

Parts XXI. and XXII., containing the Memoirs and Corres-

pondence concluded; an ANALYTICAL INDEX to the whole

Works of Bentham, including the Memoirs and Correspondence

;

and an INTRODUCTION to the Study of Bentham^s Works, by

Jonx Hn.L Burton, Advocate, one of the Editors, wiU be pub-

lished during this sumiuei.

r ORD BROUGHAM'S SPEECHES, &Cm haud-
JL-i soraely printed in four large Volumes, 8vo, under his Lord-

ship's immediate superintendence, and originally published at

2/. 8«., now offered at 1/. 8s.

In small 8vo, price 5s.,

rrilE POEMS of ROBERT NICOLL, late Editor
-L of The Levfls Times. A new and greatly augmented Edition,

•with a Memoir of the Author.
** •

I have written mr/ hmrt In my poems,' he wrote to a friend.

This is the truth ; and the poems will live because of it. . . ,

WANTED, a PARTNER, in the NURSERY and
SEED Business, in a central part^ of the Midland Counties.

Any person with small capital uiH find this an excellent opportunity.
Also an Apprentice wanted, to board in the house.—Letters (p^dj
addressed P. W., office of this Taper, will meet with attention.

WANTED in the Country, a Single Young Man, of
good address, competent to manage a SEED BUSINESS

and who has some knowledge of plants. Unexceptionable testi!

monials as to character, &c., will be required.—Apply, post-paid
to Mr. W. Bristow, Knightsbridge, London. *

BRITISH MOTHS and their TRANSFORMATIONS;
exhibited in a series of Coloured Plates, by H. N. Ht-mphrevb*

Esq. ; ^^'ith Descriptions by J. O. A-Vkstwood, Esq , FX;S., &;c.

London : Published by William Smith, 1 13, Fleet-street,

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, &c.

Just published, and sold by Maish and Co., 1, New Bridge-street,
Vauxhall, price I*., .. .^

A WORD OR TWO ON GUANO and a NEW
MANURE—ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By "VV. H. Potter, M.R.A.S., Agricultuial Chemist.

TheNew Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

is more effective, and free from moisture, sand, &c. Price 155.

per cwt. cash.—Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

A New Edition, corrected, with a Supplement, containing above

160 additional pages of letter-press and nearly 300 New En-
gravings, bringing down the Work to 1 842 ; in One very thick

vol. 8vo of above 1300 pages, and 2000 Engravings on Wood,
3^. 35. bound in cloth, AN

T.^NCYCLOPilLDIA of COTTAGE, FARM, and
Xli VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE: containing

Designs lor Cottages, Villas, Farm-houses, Farmeries, Country

Inns, Public-houses, Parochial Schools, &c., with the requisite

Fittings-up, Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices.

Gardens, and Garden Sccner)-; each Design accompanied by

Analytical and Critical Remarks illustrative of the Principles of

Architectural Science and Taste on which it is composed, and

General Estimates of the Expense.
By J. C, LounoN, F.L.S., &C.

*»* The N£W Supplement separatefijf 7s. 6d. sewed.
•' No single work has ever effected so much good in improving

the internal arrangement and the external appearance of country

dwellings generally."— Ttmes.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM ABRIDGED.
InSvo (pp. 1162}, with upwards of 2000 Engravings on Wood,

2/. lOs. bound in cloth, AN
ENCYCLOPiEDIA of TREES and SHRUBS ; being

the Arboretum et Fruticetum Britaunicum abridged : con-

taining the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and

Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly described ; with their Pro-

pagation. Culture, and Uses in the Arts ; and with Engravings of

nearly all the Species. Adapted for the use of Nurserymen,

Gardeners, and Foresters. By J. C. Lounox, F.L.S., &c.

" In its present form, this valuable work is placed within tbe

reach of thousands who could not hope to obtain it unabridged,

and we strongly recommend it to universal patronage."
Dr. LiNDLKY, in Gardeners* Chronicle,

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

EDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isjcworth, Middlesex, respecfully informs HnrticuUiirists,

that bw IMPROVED SLATE TCJBS for Orange Trees and Con^
tervatory Plants, mounted upon roUcta, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgingrs for garden paths may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener*

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.—Noblemen, GenUeraen, and Horti-

culturist* generally are respectfully informed that they may be
3^niished with lists of prices, and particulars regarding the above
article, which has in eVery case in which it has been adopted
proved itself to be by far the most economical material for Horti-
cultural Glazing, upon application to I>rake and Bromley, 315,
Oxford-street, London.

J. DRAKE, late of 100, Edgware-road, and 8, Jermyn-street,
1>egs to notify that he has removed his business to the above
address, for the convenience of more extensive premise*^ and
soUcita for himself and partner a continuance of the support he
now gratefully acknowledges. Prench and every description of
Glass Shades, Stained and Ornamental Glass, Patent Plate and
British Plate Glass, supplied in any number or quantity, at whole-
sale prices.

VvCROMSKD itY THE NOBILITY AM) GENTRY.
AN IMPROVED GARDEN ENGINE (Registered);
^ -*- unenix..,.ed in Cheapness. Durability, and Effect. This Engine
It adapted for every use, where a portable one is required, as in
Greftnhousea, in cleaning ^ftiop-fronts, aec. ; at the same time it can^ applied to a variety of purix)^!?. U can be so constructed as to
be attached to a tank nr well, and by an additional hoie will draw
water from tbftdfei»th or;M) ft., and force U to the height of &0 ft., in a
continuous streun. it would be found a u^ful article on board of
small craft, for wetUng th» muIs. &c.—Manufactured bv P. Jones
Hi^h-»treet, Fulhani. Ag^rnts : E. Parks. 140, Fleet-wtre'et , J ^Xih
mot, Export ^^arehons*' H6, lintcechurch-aU^t : Tibburt's, 44,1
Bishopsgat»-«treet ; Clai..". ?*;ed Warehouse, 8e, Hi«h-street
Borough :

and alia at Water-r'a American Plant EjJubition Kiua'a
iioad, Cheftea. ' °

On ith June will be published, No. /.. price l^d., 0/

SUSAN HOPLEY, OR THE ADVENTURES OF
A MAID-SERVANT.

In consenttcnce ni its great, popularity, wvaral -wretched
imitations of this NOVEL having: been imposed on the Public,
in Penny Numbers and Monthly Parts^ under tb« titles of SoMn
Hopely, Susan Hoply, &c., the Author has thought it ad-vi.sable

to put forth a Genuine Cheap Edition, in Weekly Nombera, price

Three Halfpence, each Number containing 16 Pasrea large Octavo^
and in Monthly Parts, sewed, with a cover, price 7d. And in

|

orderto render tlie Work acco^^ihle to all clawes, those parts of

the Dialogue originally published iu French are in this Edition

rendered into English.
Williatn Tait, Edinburgh ; John M'Leod, Glasgow; W. S. Orr

& Co., London; and W. Curry & Co., DabUn.

Now Readft
In Imperial Quarto, splendidly bound in Morocco,

THE VESTIARIUSf SCOTICUM. From an Original

24£n foiitt^J/ ^QlQJ^s'^ to JQBX J429LU} Bishop of Rofi3, .

£jr(/miner,
" Since the days of the immortal 13 urns, the works of no na-

tive poet, sprung from the peasant class of Scotsman, have ex-

cited a deeper interest than those of Robert i^icolL'*—Edinburgh
Observer.
"The effusions which grace this volume were penned by one

whose life, though brief, was useful as an example, and inter-

esting as a page in the book of human nature."— Liverpool

Albion.
**We have perused with delight the unpretending verses

which form the bulk of the volume before us." — Liverpool

Standard,
"This is a most interesting volume. Nicoll was ayoung man

who struggled into renown amid circumstances the most depress-

ing. But in spite of these disadvantages, our youthful poet rose

to an eminence second only to that of Bums."

—

Hull Hock-
ingham,
"We envy that land which, from the ranks of its peasantry, can

produce two such poets as Robert Bums and Robert NicoU."

—

GUmccster Journal.
"Assuredly Nicoll fell little short of Barns in many composi-

tions. Undoubted rays, emanating from the mens divinivr,irTa.-

diate his verse. We have seldom had occasion to promise our
readers more delight in the pcrnsal of an author than this little

volume will communicate to all who study it ^li^ht.**— Glasgow
Consfittitional.
" His poetry is full of manly sentiment and warm feeling,

poured out iu rhymes at once animated and correct."

—

Dumfries
Herald.
"Some of the fugitive pieces m the volume before us may take

their place beside the best productions of the best Scottish bards
;

they may bear comparison, indeed, with those of the immortal

Bums himself.'" — Yorkshireman,
" Unstained and pure, at the age of 23, died Scotland's second

B\xrns,**—Ebenezer Elliott,

TAIT'S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE for JUNE,
price la., will contain :—Abednego, the Money-lender; by

Mrs. Gorej chap. IX. X.—Ebenezer Elliott on Cowper and Burns
— Stiu-ge's Visit to the United States in J 841— Irish Treason in

Paris } by the O'Hara Family j concluded—Colliers and Col-

lieries—Hydropathy, or the Cold Water Cure™Miss Bumey's
Diary and Letters ; vol. III. j the Court of George III.— Sir Thos.
Dtck Lauder's Edition of Price on the Picturesqne—Poetry ; the

Song of June, &c.— Literary Register— Postscript Political.

"Win. Tait, Edinburgh ; and Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., Lon-
don. Orders received by all Booksellers,

ROPOSALS TO ABOLISH ALL POOR-LAWS,
— except for the Old and Infirm, and to establish ASYLuM

FARMS, on which to locate the Destitute Able-bodied Poor, v.no

might thereon maintain themseives, and benefit the Country

I8,t)00,000/. annually.
.

"Prosperity could never be reached and maintained ^^y^^^.

country witiiont some provision for the regular emploT/mentm

the Poor."— il/r. Beckett's Speech in the House of Coinmons, Jfeo,

3d, 1S42.

By R. J. Marrisox, Esq.,

Formerly Agent to the Kent Agricultural CoUege, and Lecturer

on Agricultural Education.

London : Published by Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, 23, Pater-

noster-row. Price 6j.

On the 1st of June, price ;s. cloth, Part 1. of

T^HE PHYTOLOGIST; a Popular Botanical Miscel-

-L lany. The Contributions are by C. C. Babington, Miss

Beever, W. Borrer, Kev. W. T. Bree, Dr. Bromfield,
^'J^^^

Maund, J. S. Mill, E. Newman
Riley, J. Riley, J. D. Salmon, S. Simpson, K. Spruce, w- a-

^
bles, J. Tatham, jun., G. H. K. Thwaites, N. S-

J;^,' ^d
Watson, F. Westcott. W. Wilson, Dr. Wood, Miss Worsxeyj^

other eminent British Botanists. Many of the papers are

trated with expensive woodcuts.

^ The Phyxologist wiU in future be published m m
Numbers, price is, each.

John Van Voorst, Pateinoster-row

onthly

MECHFS 25^. DRESSING-CASES in Russia Lea-
ther 'invented by himself) are now fully established as

the cheapest, most portable, and, at the same time, most com-
plete, ever introduced. The same with hair-brush and soap-
dish, 35». ; (Utto, with a exeat variety of instruments, 55*. ; the
French pouch dres^ln^-case, 4/. fy^., the Blucher ditto, 3/, 10*.
and 3^ 15«. j ladies* silver dgfiwing-CTScs, 5/. is«. wid upwards

j

desks, work-boxes, leather writing-.cases, and despatch- boxes,
pocket-book&i card-cases, and envelope-box^. Manufacturcu
on the premises, No. 4, Leafii til -street > London. A Show-
room np-stairs forMechi's splendid stock of papier-mach^ tables,
tea*trays, aQ4 oUxer maaofftctures*

A new Edition, considerably improved and enlarged.
^

T OUDON'S ENCYCLOPJEDL^ of GARDENINJ^J
JLj ihe Theory and Practice of Horticulture, I^^^'^*,^

"JuT^iltest
boriculture, and Landscape Gardening, i^cludin? all cne

^^
Improvements, a general view of Gardening in allCountr > .^

a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions ^^
future progress in the British Isles, &c- With nearly auv

gravings on Wood, 50s. boards,

II.

A New Edition, with Supplement, of
^ ^

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of
^^^^^J. ^

Description of all the Plants in Great Britain, down ^°^^ j'p. C.
nearly 10,000 Figures, by Branston, from- I^^^^,"f^
Sowerby, F.L.S. One
** The SUPPLEMENT, eaiiea oy j. ^. x-^""--' - --.^

W. H. Baxter. Jan., and revised by Geo. Don, F.L.».» "

wards of 800 additional Figures, separately, price i&«.

es, by Branston, from- jjrawi«B- -^

ne thick VOL 8vo, 3/. 135. 6*^- p^""i:^^„ared tiy

MENT, edited by J. C. Loudon, pre^i

in.
" LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of
TVRE. Third Edition, with nearly 1300 Wood EnffraMi^^ f

large vol. Bvo, price 2^ lO*. cloth lettered.

IV,

LOUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS ;
» J£!

logue of aU the Plants indigenous to or inUoduced ^^"^ ^ pre-
New Edition, with a New Sufplsmsnt up t°„r?J^?JxWr,a^^'^
pared, under the direction of J. C. Loudon, by W. ^^:^^^x£X^
revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S.» 8vo, price l^ n«- o«- ^^^
SUPPLEMENT, separately, 8«.

i-ondon ; Longman, Browa, Green, and Loi .4 - -^
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIOXS AT THE GARDEN.

The Secoud Exhibition will take place on Saturday, the lUh
of June. Subjects for Exhibition must be at this Office on Fri-

da)', the lOth of June, or at the Garden before half-past Eight
o'clock, A.M.J on the day of Exhibition. The Gates will be
opened at One, P.M.—Tickets are issued to Fellows at this Office,

price 3S. each ; or at the Garden in the afternoon of the days of
Exhibition at 1 0*. each ; but none will be issued, without an order

a Fellow of the Society.—21, Regent-street.<*MI

|y|R. PAXTON^S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is

J.\x now reprinted In the form of a small volume, for general
distribution, price 2d, each copy; it may be ordered of all Book-
sellers. Gentlejnen wishing to distribute copies among their

cottage tenantry may have them delivered in any part of London
by remitting a Post-office order to this Office, at the rate of 5a. fpr

erery 23 copies required.

OffavtrenetjS* Cl&tonicle*

.'^ SATURDAY, MAY 28, 1842.

CGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
*~ '

"Wednesday .... Geolo^iral 8^p. m.
Friday fiotanical ...... 8 p. m.

CouHTBV Shows May 31, Hammersmith Heartsease. June 2, Wlngham
FloricuUural—HoddesdoB, Bruxbuurne, and Arnvtreli Cottagers. 3, Louth.

Since last >veek we have learned two things respect-

ing Asparagus: one, that the quality of that grown at

Kice, in the manner we have described, is delicious;

the other, that it is doubtful whether the experiment

will succeed here just now. Should this turn out to

be the fact, no one should be discouraged by it, for

the reason can be explained and the obstacle to suc-

cess removed. The cause of failure^ if failure there

be, will be the want of sufficient bottom-heat, which
is always small in this country, and 'in the present

season, owing to the cold nights we have been so long
experiencing, very deficient compared with a country

in which the Date Palirr can live without protection.

At Nice the sun beats fiercely on the ground, even
during the spring; the rays are absorbed by the soil,

and the ground, which is thus gradually heated, sti-

mulates ail vegetation into an activity unknown with
us, except under artificial circumstances. To use the

words ofa fair correspondent, now writing from those

countries, *' It is quite provoking to see the increased

vigour and brilliancy of colour that all flowers here
have, without any care but that of the sun—but that

18 all-powerful ; and I fear the want of it will often

put me out of humour when I return to dear old
England. I have several times thought that 1 had
found rare and beauteous, or rather, wholly new
flowers ; but on closer inspection, and consultation of
books, I have found they were known and already fi-

gured in England—in small size and dim colour, such
as our climate gives us.*'

For advantages like this the warmth of our
brightest days in spring offers little compensation, and,
if incessantly succeeded by frosty nights, none at all

It is then probable, that without some means of warm-
ing the earth of the Asparagus-beds artificially, the
shoots may not push strongly enough, nor branch
with sufficient rapidity in the bottle, to acquire the
necessary succulence and delicacy. la that event, the
remedy will be, another season, to line the Asparagus-
beds with stable litter, made up in the deep alleys that
divide them, as is often practised in Russia and else-
where. Under these circumstances, and with such
assistance, the Asparagus will be sure to grow with all

the necessary vigour.
In the mean while, as some compensation for the

possible disappointment that may have attended the
experiment in question, let us recommend an improve-
ment in the cookery of this vegetable, which we bor-
row from the Germans. We are no admirers of the
sodden toast that Asparagus lies on when brought to
table, nor does the general appearance of the dish in-
dicate great skill on the part of our cooks. It will be
found much better to leave the toast in the kitchen,
to substitute for it Dutch sauce {vide Mrs. Butideli),
to place the Asparagus on it, and then to powder the
neads pretty thickly with fried bread-crumbs. This
^ a receipt worthy of Apicius.

W;e have shown (p. 238) all organised matter to
oe formed, for the most part, from water and certain
air-Iike, invisible, untouchable substances, which are
umted with each other, and condensed into a solid
state.

^
It is in reality a literal truth that man himself,

the animals he employs, the reptiles that annoy him,

^l^d the many forms of plants that surround him, are
all composed of air and a little earth. The wonderful
powers of nature, when called into action by the will
^f the Creator, cause the most subtile elements to
oleud themselves in a thousand varied ways, and to
*ssume disguises in which it is the eye of science
^one that can detect tliem. If the organic world
when Uving is thus all formed out of such materials,
It is only to be expected that it should be changed to

use to surround them with that substance; it is only
when charcoal is changed into the air called carbonic acid
that plants can consume it. One of the most powerful
of all substances is meat : throw a dead dog into a
hole at the foot of a "W^hitethorn-bush, and see how
readily the bush will grow ; but if the meat were
always fresh, it would not produce such an effect, be-
cause in that case it would neither dissolve in water
nor change into air ; it is only when it decays that its

elements, that is to say, the air and earthy matters
out of which it was originally fashioned into a living,

moving, breathing thing, by the infusion of that mys-
terious attribute called hfe—it is, we say, only when
it decays that these elements are again separated, be-

come once more what they were at first, and are ena-
bled to enter into the composition of some other or-

ganised being, whether animal or plant." Let them
thus separate in the perishing remains of the dog, and
they will be caught up in the water that surrounds
the roots of the Whitethorn-bush, be dissolved in it,

and presented to the plant as food, which, as soon as it

has entered its stem and leaves, adds to their size and
substance.

This is one of the reasons why fluid manure is so

much more rapid in its action than such as is dry : in

the former case, the food of plants is necessarily al-

ready formed, and can be seized upon the moment it

reaches the roots ; but when manure is dry, it must
first be dissolved by rain, supposing it to be dissolv-

able; and if that is not the case, it must lie in the

ground until it has decayed so much as to be dissolv-

able, which 77111^1 require some time, and ma^ require

a very long time. ,

All this may seem so obviously true as not to be
worth mentioning. We shall probably be told that

everybody knows of it ; and it must be confessed, that

in such countries as Belgium the common practices

of husbandry prove that it is well understood. We
are also aware that, to many intelligent farmers and
gardeners in England as well as other countries, state-

ments of this sort seem superfluous. Nevertheless, on
a future occasion we shall endeavour to show that if

these principles are understood, they are not only not

acted upon, but are continually lost sight of in the

most ordinary operations.

It may be interesting to our readers to know that

the Ornithological Society of London, to whom the

public is so greatly indebted for the beautiful water-

fowl on the lake in St. James's Park, have extendetl

their operations into Hyde Park and Kensington
Gardens, Two floating islands have been constructed

in the Serpentine, and three broods of wild ducks have

already been hatched in them. The stock there is at

present small, consisting of about 30 fancy birds and
about the same number of young ones ; but the point

has been gained of forming a nucleus, to which we
are sure our ornithological friends who have the power

will gladly add.

It is a great object to render these places of public

resort interesting to the lower orders bv every possible

means, for it is thus that they will be gradually

weaned from beer-shops and pot-houses. Green turf

and trees are in themselves delightful to all in whose

bosoms vice has not wholly destroyed the natural feel-

ings ; but experience proves that the pleasurable emo-

tions produced by such objects are very much height-

ened when birds and animals, especially such as are

not of everyday occtu*rence, are intermixed with them.

In St. James's Park itself the collection is increasing

steadily. Both Egyptian and Sandwich Island geese

have hatched upon the island ; and the attraction of

this favourite place has been lately increased by

the addition of 900 young trees, which the Noble Lord

at the head of the WoodS and Forests has caused to be

planted round the edge of the clumps, and labelled as in

an Arboretum.

again in death ; and we might add, that in that
change alone they should recover the property of re-
<^mbining iato new living forms,
Hence it is that matter can only act as manure

^hen it is dissolved in water or changed into air. they are not both called Peas, or both Laburnums; it is

-rlants feed to a great extent oa charcoal, out it is ofno because of such resembiaaces that they are both classed

7^ FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. VII.

The Laburnum.—If we place the flowers of a Garden

Pea and of the Laburnum side by side, we sball find so

striking a resemblance between them, that at first sight

little difference wiU be observed, except that the one is

white and the other yellow. Both will have a corolla of

the singular form which Botanists call papilionaceous, or

butterfiy-shaped ; this consists in a pecuhar arrangement

of five petals, thus : one petal is large, broad, and stands

at the back of the others ; two are narrow and convex, and
are placed right and left of a hollow part, consisting of

two other petals, joined by their edges into a sort of boat.

The first is called the slandard^ the second are wings, and
the third, or boat-shaped part, is the keeL These five

petals make up the butterfly structure: but why this odd
name should have been given to such flowers, it passes

my skill to explain. In the hollow of the boat, or keel,

lies a tube of stamens, terminkted by 10 golden anthers

;

and in the middle of them is enfolded a young pod. An
attentive study of these flowers will, however, tell you,

that although they are very like each other, there are some
differences in the form of the calyx and the petals, as well

as in their colour. It is because of such differences that

in the Papihonaceous order; to which belong, for the

same reason, the Bean, the Kidney Bean, and the VetcB,

together with Lncerne, Clover, Sainfoin, and similar

plants.

Now, as all these species just named are the food of

either man or beast, it has been supposed that any other

papilionaceous flower would indicate a harnaless or eatable

plant. This, however, is a great error.

It may seem strange that such plants as I have named
should really belong to a poisonous group, and yet such
is undoubtedly the fact; the common Pulse and Furze
plants, with which we are so familiar, arc the exception,
rather than the rule. It is in the hotter countries of the
world that papilionaceous plants most abound, and in
those places poisonous species are frequent. Among the
contrivances of barbarous nations to supply themselves
with food, the intoxication of fish is one of the most com-
mon ; this is effected by bruising the leaves of poisouous
plants, and throwing them into the water, when. the fish,

becoming stupified, rise to the surface, as if dead, and are
easily caught. Many of the most powerful fish-poisons
are obtained from papilionaceous plants. Other species
are active medicines, like the common Broom ; and they
owe this quality to their containing some deleterious sub-
stance which in small quantities is medicine, in a state of
concentration is poisonous.

It has for many years been found that the mortality

among the cattle in the Swan River colony is caused by
feeding on some l<ind of dangerous herbage. Many attempts

were made to discover the enemy, aud for some time a
beautiful lobeliaceous plant called Isotoma Brownii was
strongly suspected of being it. Now, however, it has
been found out that the animals have been poisoned
by Gompholobiums, whose gay papilionaceous flowers

are admired by us without a suspicion of the danger tliat

lurks beneath their glittering forms.

I might fill a book with such cases, but enough has been
said to show that in distant countries papilionaceous plants

are very often poisonous. If so, why should we be sur-

prised that they are dangerous here at home ? We are
misled by the exceptions, and lose sight of the rule. It is

the large quantity of starch contained in Pulse which
readers.it nutritious, and in a few cases the deleterious

properties of the Papilionaceous order are so feeble as to be

of no importance. And yet there are kinds of Pulse whicli

we must take care how we eat. Did we never hear of
horses becoming blind by feeding on Beans ? There is a
sort of Vetch, called Lathyms Cicera, which is common ia

some parts of France, and of which the green peas may be
eaten without danger; but when they are ripe they become
poisonous : medical men tell us that when accidentally

mixed with flour aud made into bread, they produce an in-

capability of walking, a draggling gait, with the toes turned

inwards, and convulsive twitches of the legs, or in other

cases such stiffness that the knee-joint cannot be moved.
The like evil propensities are found in some kinds of Tares,

particularly in an ill-looking plant called Ervum Ervilia.

In France, where bad farming is sometimes carried to

perfection, in the year 1815 a great deal of this grew up
with the grain, in consequence of the wetness of the

season ; and thus its seeds were mixed with Wheat and
Rye. Bread made from this flour produced such great

weakness of the limbs that men staggered about, or tottered,

and could not walk without the aid of a stick ; even the

horses became almost paralytic when their corn was mixed
with such seeds.

Surely, then, tliere is nothing to wonder at in finding

the Laburnum, a papilionaceous plant, also producing its

share of mischief, and poisoning the children whom heed-

less nurses amuse with its seeds. So common is this, that

I do not remember a season in which accidents, more or

less serious, have not occurred. Let me add, for the

benefit of the readers of the Chronicle, that when children

are thus poisoned, they may generally be recovered by

emptying the stomach with a plentiful dose of mustard

and warm water ; and it may prevent unnecessary alarm

to mention, that by such means life has been saved when
the child has become insensible, and the^ features livid.

COCKROACHES.
I WOULD good-humouredly submit, whether most of the

plans devised for destroying these very troublesome in-

mates do not simply amount to the celebrated receipt for

hare soup, ** first catch your hare,'*—first catch your

Cockroaches in a trap. But your old Cockroach is a very

cunning gentleman, and, thoxigti facilis descensus Avemif
is not to be so easily inveigled into a pot, although many
of his less discreet progeny may doubtless be thus en-

gulphed. By perseverance in trap-setting, and annual

catchings, the colony may be somewhat thinned, but not

eradicated. If your correspondents will try the following

simple plan, I will warrant them that every Beetle and

Cockroach will shortly disappear, and that the kitchen

will not again be infested. Add about a tea-spoonful of

powdered arsenic to a large table-spoonful of mashed

boiled Potatoes; rub and mix them well togetfier, and

then crumble about a third of it ©very night at bed-time

about the kitchen hearth—it will be all eaten up, or nearly

so, by the following morning. The creature is very fond

of Potatoes, and, devouring them greedily, when thus

poisoned, crawls again into its hole and perishes. I had

occasion to have some alteration made in the
^^J*^^^

stove, six months after 1 had adopted this plan, and founa

hundreds of wings and dried mummies of
'^ff^'^^Xlhl

roaches ; their disappearance was not
f
^tandisd wiCR c

sUghtcst perceptible smell, and though ^^\y,^Zn J
elapsed, not one has again' been seen in

^.?^^^^J
ixave, the last four da^, confined four woodiy:c, the great

pcsl of garden frame., under . flower-pot, with a hUie of
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\^l7^nii^^^^^^^^^ be deani, swept up every .orn.ng.

-• " Homer, JL I)., HulL

HEATING HOTHOUSES.

Last aatumn we altered a stove and a Geramum-house

I, « whjch were ucder the same range, and heated by

r^v^dues with a view of devofmg the stove to the cul-

ZfoW^mc.^^ The Geranium.house (divided from

the stove by a glass partition) being so conveniently si-

toated for an infermediate house, in which we might grow

the hardier Orchid<iceie and many other plants (too tender

for a greenhouse, and not requiring the full heat of a

•tove,)! recommended that it should be heated for that

purpose with the stove, and by the same apparatus, being

glad, under any preterit, to get rid of the nuisance of

smoke-flues.

Of lat^ years we have had under discussion so many

modes of applying hot water to horticultural purposes,

that it became a matter of some difficulty to make a suit-

able choice, which might embrace the various improve-

Tnents, and at the same time be simple in construction

and economical both in the erection and in the after-

managemeut. Theffe points should be held of the first

importance by gardeners, seeing that we follow out our

plans with other people's purses. The general eitensiou

of the cultivation of Orchidacecc, of late years, has over-

turned the notions we entertained of hot-water pipes 32

years ago : this is proved by the endless contrivances su-

peradded to the pipes, and to the expense of erection, for

providing a suitable degree of moisture to the atmosphere

of hothouses.

The open-gutter system, brought so prominently before

ns last year by Mr. Corbett's patent, appearing to supply

heat and moisture more simply than any other, I decided

on its adoption. On inquiry, however, I found this would

be as quite expensive as the pipe system in the usual

way; and what (to me) was of great consequence, on the

approach of winter, that our ironmonger would require

more time to get the castings ready than I could spare

without endangering our plants. I therefore sketched out

a plan for myself, which—without any pretensions to ori-

ginality^but merely a combinationof existing contrivances

—

has proved, during the last six months, to be as efficient,

more simple, and by far less expensive than any other

hitherto recommended ; embracing all the essential im-

provements suggested by Mr. Rogers, Mr. Ainger, Mr.

Green (see Chronicle, 1841, page 597). Moreover, the

plan is as suitable for greenhouses and for forcing-houses

of every description, as it is for growing OrchiddceEC ;
and

the small expense of it will bring the luxury of hot water

within the means of the possessor of the humblest green-

house.

The plan and section will exemplify the apparatus

with little or no description ; the scale on which the

plan is drawn is not quite true, but the section was

taken expressly for this communication. The erection

of the gutters was determined by the course of the old

flues, and the reason for placing the boiler iu front

of the stove, and about 7 feet from it, is, that a range

of Melon-pits in front is to be heated from the same

boiler. But these minor details must always be guided

by local circumstances. It will be seen that I have

adopted the open-gutter system, in lieu of iron pipes;

that the return gutter is on a level with the flow one, and

when both are covered, the appearance is that of a common
flue, three bricks on edge deep— the gutters being covered

with common flat roofing tiles, and set in common mortar,

A
B

CC
DD
E
F
O

I

Section.

Ventilators.
Wooden colunms-
Gutters.
Half briclc piers, a^ft. apart.

Drain under the front path.

Steps from the back to the

front path.

Ground level.

Temporary glass frame over

the heated border.

3-

*!> .I.J.Ji '^^'^'^^^''^^A,.

Ul 15

with open spaces ieft'here and there, into which fit pieces
of slate, for letting out or stopping the vapour. Tlie side
and division bricks ar^ et iu cement; the front wall form-
ing one side of the return gutter, and having a coat of ce-
ment, with which iht inside of the flow gutter next the
touse is also covered. The division in the middle is merely
built in cement, the bottom being formed of slabs of Welsh
flate, h;ilf an inch thick, resting on brick piers ; but i

would advise no one to use slate bottoms, as T found some
difficulty in getting the cement to stick to it. Under great

pressure, the best way is to builJ the bottom oq arches and

20 /iJ

B

C
D

A -water-joint or sluice, to
be opened when ihe
circulation is ccnfincd
to the arche d house C.

Sluices to be op cncd whcu
the sluice A is s hut.

Orchidaceous-house.
Intermediate stove.

house twice the size. In setting the boiler, a small space

was left open in the brickwork on each side of the lire-

place, for a current of cold air to pass round the brickwork

and pass into the space inclosing the pipes, from thence

into the flow gutter, and afterwards circulating round the

house over the water, and driving out the vapour with

greater force on its way back over the return gutter. There
is also a provision for letting this current of hot air into the

house without passing over the water. The return-pipe is

fixed i inch above the level of the bottom of the

gutter, thus insuring a space for any sediments ia the

water to subside into, instead of finding their way into

the boiler. The flow pipe enters the gntter 2 inches

higher than the return one ; the boiler being placed lower

than the gutters, both pipes might enter them upon the

same level ; and the reason for fixing the flow pipe higher

was, that sometimes in summer very little fire might be

wanted, and by reducing the water in the gutters till the

top pipe was empty, the water in the boiler might be

boiled, and a volume of steam issued into the gutters,

which, after passing the circuit of the house, would be re-

duced to a mild vapourpreviously to entering the house by the

open spaces over the return gutter. Where the water enters

the intermediate stove I made a provision for stopping the

circulation by dropping down two pieces of slate, in grooves

made in the cement, like a common sluice, and by taking

up a similar piece in the centre division at A in the plan.

By this means I insure heat, moisture, dry heat, and

moist heat, working one or both houses at the same time,

'

without a single pipe, valve, or stopcock, and without a

possibility of any part of the machinery ever geLting de-

ranged. The expense by contract, including the pulling

down of the old flue, was under 10/. ; the bricks in the old

flue were used for the gutters, and we provided the covers.

The estimate for furnishing 4-inch pipes for the same job,

without clearing away the old flue, was 25/- ; neither esti-

mate taking the boiler into account. The boiler, as will be

seen by the plan, is the conicaloneof Mr. Rogers, and no-

thing but coke is burnt. It will be seen that I have sacrificed

some degrees of heat by making use of the front wall as

one side of the return gutter ; but this was for the purpose

of heating the border outside the house, which will be seen

by the ground line in the section to be above the level of

the gutters, for the purpose of growing Hippeastra and

such like bulbs. Where a range of low pits is attached to

the front of a house, this would be a means of heating it

at a trifling expense. Where neither a border nor pits are

to be heated in this way, the gutters ought to stand 3 or 4

inches from the front wall, to insure all the heat to the

inside of the house.

The heat produced by this apparatus is ccore congenial

to vegetation than that of any other hitherto thought of.

It is even better than that of hotbeds, judging from the

eagerness with which the foreman in the forcing department

wishes to have his young Melon and Cucumber plants

reared in this house, in preference to his M'Phailpits;

because, as he told me very earnestly, he sees ** that the

heat of it was more proper for that sort of plants.*'
^

Wish-

ing to know how far his observation might be right, I

sowed a pot of Cucumber seeds and placed it on the top

of the gutters, transplanting the seedlings and rearing

them in the same place. They are now showing fruit, and

are much stronger than plants from the same packet of

seeds reared in the pits, and at the earnest requests of the

young men, I gave up to them the front shelf over the

gutters to plant out the Cucumbers in, which are to be

trained and fruited over the Orchidaceee, by way of shade

and experiment in proving the qualities of reputed new

kinds.

In the intermediate stove the covers are constantly on

the gutters, but when we shut up the house very close at

night there is a perceptible dew on the leaves early m the

morningfromthe evaporation through tile-covers, ^^e shall

never have any occasion to use a syringe or any sprinkhug

of water in either house, and I am so satisfied with the

plan, that I can confidently recommend it.

—

D, Bealon,

Shrubland Park Gardens,

cement them, whicli is quite as cheap, making the corners of
tiles or common roofing slate, only fixed with mortar, leaving
open spaces to let out vapour over the return giUier only, I

have only four spaces, about fi inches wide, left for our Or-
chidaceous house, and I seldom use more th:in two of them
at a Uuae, and never in dull weather. Although I have got
a space of a foot deep in the gutters. I only tilled them this
mild winter to the depth of 5 inches with water; and
now about 3 inches are sufficient for my purpose, the
water in the flow gutter not being more than 170 degrees
at any time, so that I have ample command of heat for a

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXII.
. Window gardening, being practised more or less oy

every lady who is fond of plants, has for this reason great

claims to attention, and I advert to it more particularly

now, in order to answer fully some questions put by a co -

respondent, *' Omega," a fortnight or three weeks ag^^

He asks whether pans or saucers filled with water an^^

placed below the pots, are of any use to the plants, or

they are, as some assert, injurious ? and further, xt tn^J

are beneficial to some and not to others, and how he is

know the diff'erent kinds "> Now, in so far as the pian^^^

are concerned, except these are aquatics. I ^^\'"
-.^^jjg

kept full of water do more harm than good. 1/
"

otherwise, would they not be in more general use in 6^^ .

houses and conservatories ; and yet every one knows

in places of this kind, such things are seldom or nev

seen. The fact is, delicate plants would be much ^^l^^

by them, as the water would be constantly ^r^"^^"^
.,ia

the soil and choking the drainage ; and the roots ^vou

get rotted amongst sour soil. But pans are, notwi

standing, very useful things; and this the serv.-'^nts

housekeeper would soon explain if such articles were
^^

tempted to be dispensed with. Many plants, .s"*^^

Pelargoniums and Fuchsias, will doubtless thrive v J

well even if the pans are kept constantly full ;
^^^ \1m

even known persons who mentioned that the water o g

to be supplied from the pans, and who never g ^ve any
^^

the top of the soil at all ; but this doctrine wnl not
^^^^^^^

the test of experience, and we must, therefore, ^^^V^j^
that such appendages are only necessary to keep tue

^^
of the room dry and clean. Succulent plants,

''"^^8
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Cacti, would be much injured, and probably rotted by
being kept continually standing in water ; and, therefore
although pans may be placed below the pots for the pur'
poses above-mentioned, water should not be allowed to
fitand in them for any length of time.

Ladies who have a quantity of window plants, should
now have a stage, and place the most of them out of doors.
If the outside of the window or balcony is not too much
exposed to the midday sun, they will do very well there

;

but on the south side of houses, where the heat is so great
froaa reflection, the plants get burned, and in a short time
look very unsightly; in such situation, Mammillaiias and
other Cacti are at home and flourish. Many of these
plants are very well suited for rooms, particularly the
pretty round Mammilh^rias, which are at all times curious
and when in flower extremely neat and handsome, althou<vh
the flowers are small. There is another plant, known "Is
the "Creeping Cereus," which is well suited for a window
with a south aspect. ITiere was a beautiful specimen of
this shown at the last garden exhibition of the Horticul-
tural Society. It is grown during the greater part of the
year in a window at Turnham Green, and sometimes in
summer taken out and placed upon the top of an old
wall.

—

R. F.
£(•)•«/»;«.—At page 332, col. 1, read, "loosen the ground well

all round the plant," instead of " soak the ground," &c.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
On Raising Tropical Seeds—Much of the disappoint-

ment in raising seeds is occasioned either by the access of
light, by deep covering, by too much or too little moisture
or by insufficient heat. Many plants will grow well at a
temperature quite incompetent to promote and sustain the
germination of their seeds ; for instance, the Kidney Bean
(Phaseolus) can during a cold wet summer only be cul-
tivated in Britain by starting the seed in a hotbed. The
well-known difficulty in causing imported Cocoa-nuts to
germinate may arise from insufficient heat, or from the
fruit having become dry by remaining too long on the
tree. The liquid contained in the nut is indispensable in
the process of germination, as the food of the embryo can
only be absorbed in a liquid state. Although the Cocoa-
nut IS cultivated in the mountainous parts of Jamaica
where the atmospheric temperature varies from 60° to 90°'
U only assumes the characteristic grandeur of Palms and
can only be propagated with certainty, by the seaside
where the heat of the soil exceeds 120". From what has
come under my own limited observation, I think it may
safely be laid down as a rule, in sowing tropical seeds,
tliat,- how well soever a plant may grow at the minimum
temperature of its native locality, the maximum tempera-
ture of that spot ought to be maintained while the seeds
are vegetating. The chemical effect of light, so injurious
to small seeds, such as Lisianthus, Lobelia, &c., could
easily be obviated by having sashes glazed with coloured

fi^tL ^f^ r, f;
however, that admit of being covered

to the depth of half an inch, do not require such protec-
tion when sown in March. If the atmospheric tempera-

kl'w'n n
"""''"^'y °^ '^" ^"'^'^"'y °f ^^-^^y Pl^^t were beUerknown, the proper mode of cultivating exotics would be

TnTo'-eirn co' ^r'^'^'^^T^'
^^^"^ individuals residenm fo e.gn countries are deterred from collecting seeds and

tT^llT '"t^'"^'°
""""^ ^^^'°' wli"^ otliers thinkthey have greatly enhanced their value by noting their

ioTTestrble'to
""'"• ""^^ ' P'^^^'"^ *'^ -^-'-'•-

JamaiS L In I "^^^T^f^ " P'^^^^^ (««PP°=e fr«°>

seaside or tl ''"°V^'^^''' * S'"^» P^^"* g™w^ ty the

ihe e ('he tP .'
'^' '""^"'' °f '^^ Blue Mountains,Where the temperature varies from 40° to 75«> • whether

'^^Ts7:Cf '?'V?'^
'^^^ '^''' - exposed to 'tbl dire

Twv .t. h
'"^ "1 T"" S»«de; or whether an annual,

be common; '^''fK^
^°^'y '"''' S"'^^ information migh

e'tioTZf f ^^ ""/ °"'' '^^^ °^«^t useful and inter-

thev Lfdl f^°S^:'r^^y '^ the distribution of plants, as

such litT ?r ? ^ greater degree on external agents,

SDonT.t^ "-^M^" ^t''"'* ''-^ P^^^ch-Trees.-K corre-

fatLth^n"
t^^^,=i"tl,iorityof Mr. Hayward's Treatise,

t e ffi K " ^*'/'['"' ^°'=' "-^t ^^li'^^e «'e curl in Peach-

in/ in f^^
""""'^'^ ^^ """^^ ^'°'^«' because all trees, grow-

oni ..?' 'f,"'
situation, are not affected by it. This

h^le n m'' '^'«i«°""«
«orts are hardier than others. I

JO n!nt Vi";7?^
Nectarine this year blistered all over; ad-

Kectari.P
" ^^^^'''' ^'^^^ '^^^ hardly a curled leaf. The

raked mn ^^X
^'^"''^ '" ''^^t turfy soil, has had its roots

but ne^Pr^ »
^°

""r''^'
^"'^ ^^^ ^«™« ««••' of soil added,

S derhJ ''"'°7'^"^°f •^""S ^"^°"g^* !'; "°r has the

Tears T /*"^ .^"^ "''« " opposite that tree for two

Lntsfnl ^',''' ^ ''PP^'^'^ « ''"'« ""^^ planted a bed of

mis «t .u""
'^^ P^"''"' ^^'^"^ remained till last Christ-

beln d„n Y^ ^^'^ P""'''^ "P- ^""^ ^'»« spot has neither

S^inVSSta°U'T.?Z™!o;^''i-6" ^™,
' L'^^^^^^being rubbed by the hair of the operator. My Grape^ Ican confidently state, have never come in contact with

anything, and it made its appearance soon after they were
set. The true cause I believe to be the deep planting of
this Vine, which is now 15. years old. I was not an
amateur gardener at that time, and knew little about
planting. But having determined to discover, if possible
the true cause of shanking, I last year opened the border
and searched for the.roota of one of the Black Hambro
Vines, which had always shanked. I found them buried
2 feet, the main root had never entered the border, but
had gone round the corner of the house, under the water
tub, and buried itself in a strong clayey soil. This I have
no doubt caused the disease. I have shortened the roo's,
cut It down and planted it 8 inches deep, and the Vine isnow growing, not very strong, certainly, but it looks
healtliy. The lokay and the Sweet Water I planted
myself in the same border, and they have never shown any
diseases. I am left to suppose, therefore, that both these
diseases arose from the same cause, namely, deep planting
and a bad border. Buthow to account for the appearance
of this rust only within the last two years, I cannot
surmise, and if you can suggest any remedy, you would
greatly oblige mt.-J. Deane Waile. [We really cannot
suggest any reason for the appearance of the disease in
this instance

; if any of our Correspondents can. thev
will greatly oblige us.]

'

Bleeding of the Vine.~l have been amused by the
fight about the cheese, for this purpose, in your late
INumbers. If your correspondents will study a work,
which I will recommend to them if you will not, " Lind-
ley s Theory of Horticulture," they will find at page 257
to whom the discovery belongs.— Sr/rre^fwsu-,

Hellebore Powder and Gooseberries.—It may save ex-
pense and disappointment to some of your readers to
state the result of an experiment I made on the Goose-
berry Caterpillars with powdered hellebore, which is <:o
strongly recommended for their destruction. I covered
several of the larvae completely with the powder, and con-
fined them under a wine-glass, on a piece of paper strewed
with hellebore. I watched them for several hours, during
which they seemed to experience no inconvenience what-
ever

;_
at the end of 20 hours they were alive, though very

languid
; but perhaps not more so than if they had simnlv

been kept for that period without food. In this experi-
ment the powder was applied much more completely than
It would be possible to do on a bush. My inference from
It IS, that hellebore is useless- I have kept the caterpillar
well under by hand-picking the bushes by children,—re-
peating it when necessary.—5'Mrrey,?7i*is.

Strawberries and Broccoli.—In a late Number of the
Lrardeners Chronicle, Mr. Gordon has given an ample
description of the different sorts of Broccoli and their treat-
ment. For several years 1 have been in the habit of plant-
ing Strawberries along with late or spring Broccoli. The
sorts I generally plant are Keen's Seedling, Roseberry.
Grove-end Scarlet, Old Scarlet, and Aberdeen seedling
1 prefer planting either after Celery when the ground has
been bastard-trenched with a good coat of manure dug
into the bottom spit ; or after any kind of roots when the
ground has been well manured and ridged in the autumn
and dug previously to planting. I put in the rows of Broc-
coli from two feet to two feet and a half apart, and the
same distance in the rows, according to the size of the
sort

;
I then draw a shallow drill in the centre between *

each tv.o rows of Broccoli, and plant the Strawberries in it
one foot apart. If the weather should be dry after plant-
ing, I water them two or three times until they take root,
keep down weeds, and occasionally clear away all dead or
decaying leaves of the Broccoli ; and in the spring the

from whom my information was derived.

—

F. Coventry,
Jersey. [It was impossible for us to tell whether the
plant of Messrs. Low was the same as Mr. Coventry's or
not, having only seen a few flowers of the former. Those
flowers were apparently the same as what we find upon
the wild specimens of Tropseolum polrpbyllum, but the
foliage IS quite different ; so that the true Tr.polyphyllum,
a very fine plant, still remains to be introduced. Let us
hope that It wiU arrive in company with Tr. azureum, the
blne-flowered sort, whose colour is that of the Siberian
Larkspur, and which it appears that Mr. Bridges has
found.] "

Chamomile.—
\ have no doubt Chamomile is a restora-

tive to many sickly pTants : I am much mistaken, indeed,
if I have not satisfactorily proved the fact. In theral
peutics, however, as applied to plants, modern research
has contributed nothing worth recording.-J. M.ray.
[If this be so, where is the evidence >]
Formation of a Lawn .~\UV^T^g observed in the Gar-

f"m ^T rT'''
°^

'}% 5^'l'
°^ ^^"y '^^^ ^ correspondent,L M. ^., had requested information upon turning a riece

of waste ground into a lawn ;-I submit the following
method which I adopted in turfing about 20O square
yards of garden ground, if you should think it worthy of
notice. I was too impatient to wait for a decent sward
by the slow process of seed-sowing, and too poor to give
3d. a yard for turf, and the carriage of two miles more
afterwards to get it home ; so I obtained a few barrow-
loads of pretty fine turf, from some green patches at the
sides of a lane, and my ground being prepared, I planted
it all over: i. c, I took a pieceof turf in my hands, (lam
not a gardener, but a schoolmaster,) and tore off small
tuf^ts, and tossed them down (grass upwards, of course)
at little distances from each other ; dotting the ground, as
It were, pretty thickly all over, and stepping backward asmy work proceeded. When a space was done, 1 beat the
tufts, level as I went on, by which they were spread out
and pressed into the mould, which gave it at once a lawn-
like appearance; and as I did this in the autumn, the
patches branched out, and nearly filled up the intervals
the first year. The above was an experiment of my own:
"Mater artium est necessitas." It is now three years
since, and the lawn is quite as good as if I had covered it
at first with sohd turf. I made no measured calculation
of the proportion used, but I should say that 1 yard of
turf would be quite sufficient to plant 4 yards of ground •

and I could do it in less time than I could lay down that
quantity of regular tuif.-O. P. Q. [This is an account
of the old practice of inoculation, which is not so generally
known as it deserves to be.]

The Treatment of Shrubberies.—In a recent Number
you advocated the propriety of leaving on the ground of
shrubberies the leaves of trees, as neither unsightly nor
altogether useless. Approving entirely of your line of
argument, I was led to consider it as applicable to an
object I have long been desirous of effecting, viz., an
economy of the labour of keeping extensive shrubberies
free from weeds, grass, &c. The expense of this, putting
out of view its impoverishing effects on the soil, is very
considerable, particularly in seasons such as we have of
late experienced. The experiment, so far as I have tried .
It, has answered my expectation. It consisted in spread-
ing the leaves equably over the ground, and sprinkling
some earth over them to keep them down, I am now
using, instead of earth, the short cuttings of moun grass,
which, when strewed very thinly over the leaves, hav* the'
effect of bringing them together, and forming a sort of
network, which observation has shown me to be of a very
enduring character. It is evident the effect yi favour of
the growth of the plants is considerable. After more ex-Stnwbprru ,,l„,t.„n{l ,7 ' . =F""S >"<= i-ne growun or tne plants is considerable. After more ex-

inl in a simflir c t
-^ T^^l^

"' '^""^ "' ^^''^ ^row- perience, I may perhaps communicate the results, econo.ing m a similar situation by themselves, and come into miVflllv rnn<,;^«r»i . j„ ^k^ .,,.„., :„„ t ^^..-7. ^.P°"°-

been ^„„ V ' ^ P"'""" "P' *°'i "*« spot has neither

tre.cP.f^ »"°r cropped^since
; so that a surfeit of pu-

finetr
'' '^ "°' "'^ ^^"^^e in this case. I have some

are .1? f^^'ng in a more sheltered situation, which

Perfent f^ ^'''i''^''^
^^ '^'^ **'«e«^«' although the soil is aperfect bog.-j^. m., Cley Hall.

entiref T *^''''^^*'-—Having a small vinery, managed

finefr,> I'l'^^^^'"'
^^''^'' '"'" '^°™^ y*^^*"^ ^^^ produced

th^n • •
"vhough shanking to some extent has now and

year PT\ '''^ ^'^•^•^ Hamburghs, I was induced last
3 "r, as the house is heated by a brick flue, to place upon

for H^'""
P"""' ^^^^^ ^*»"S by 6 inches wide and 3 deep,

sunn?
purpose of creating moisture, which I was led to

to thp'f ^^ "f'?' ''^''^'^' ^''"''^ P-'O^^ *"'g'ily beneficial
JO the health of the Vines. But although they certainly

disease ri" f^^'f
/ig"""- I have been visited with a

"Rust'- 4-f-
^^""^ "^^^'" 'Witnessed before, namely,

Hambro • a T 1 ' f '/ ''^''^l
"''^^ "P°'^ ''^« Black

aoTnlr '
^°''?y ^""^ ^'^^^t Water, on each side, haveao appearance of it. This disease is tiniformly sta ed to

.

ing m a similar situation by themselves, and come into
flower some days before them, owing to the shelter they
receive from the Broccoli in the spring, which of course
will be gradually thinned out as they become fit for use ;and by the time that the Strawberries are in flower the
Broccoli IS all cleared away. I am no great-advocate for
huddling different sorts of crops together, but the above
plan I have practised with considerable advantage, and I
liiid that It economises ground, time, and labour.—J^awt-^
Alexander, Carton Gardens.

Miils' Improved Pits,—I have lately had constructed
one of Mills' improved pits, which has astonished all the
gardeners about here from the quickness of the growth
and gigantic foliage of the Cucumber plants grown in it.
The sort was Weedon's Black Spine. These were planted
one under each light, and the first fruit cut on the 10th of
April

;
from which period till the present time, May 23rd,

they have continued in full bearing, and have produced
33 hne Cucumbers, varying from 14 to U inches in length.
Ihere are now nineteen in the pit, which consists of three
lights, at different stages of their growth. The soil used
consists of three parts peat from Patmore Heath, and one
part leaf-mould, with a small portion of yeUow loam. The
depth of soil was eighteen inches, and this was laid upon
a sub-stratum of faggots. The foliage is of a very dark
green colour, and the dimensions of a leaf measured May
l^A-/o^

twenty-one inches by fifteen.— r. Hoblyjl
iVkUe Barjis, Buniingford.
TropmyumEdule,~ks it appears, from a letter I have

received from Messrs Low, of Clapton, that the specimen
of the plant exhibited by me at.a meeting of the Horticul-
turai society, on the 2d inst., is identical with their plants,
I request you, m justice to them, to correct an error intowhich I unguardedly fell, in having stated, in my former
communication, that their Trop^olums were an inferior
variety.

^
I regret that I should have been led fo make an

observation which might, as Messrs. Low think, prove
injunouB to them if ailored to pass uucontfadicted i and

mically considered ; in the mean time I mention it, in the
hope that you will give your attention to the subject, and
that others may be induced also to experiment upon it.
When extensive shrubberies are planted, I think it would
be advisable to arrange the plants in quincunx fasliion, so aa
the ground may be cleared by a horse-hoe for a few years
and then the leaves applied as the plants approach ia
their foliage. I find the application of the horse-hoe.
with a small harrow attached to it, to be most economica
in the clearing garden gravelled-walks, as well as approach-
roads, &c.—D. B.

Railroads.—litmg a good deal in the habit of travelling
on railroads, it has often occurred to me to consider how
easi y their sides (of embankments as well as cuttings)
might be embelUshed by the growth of ornamental plants,
flowers &c. Something in this way has indeed been done
on the Liverpool and Manchester, and perhaps elsewhere;
but nothing to any extent. On the line referred to, trees
have been planted, which are decidedly objectionable, as
they will require to be eradicated so soon as they acquire
any growth. In the present depressed state of these
undertakings, it may not perhaps be easy to induce their
directors to take any step in this direc'.ion ; but there are
some exceptions to the general rule, and I should be
rery glad if you could bring your weight of authority to
bear on these. As shrubs and flowers only are applicable,
the difficulty is to know which are best adapted to the
circumstances of the case, which are, generally speaking,
very unfavourable, particularly as regards soil. I know,
however, of at least one railroad, the directors of which
would be glad of advice from you on the subject. Putting

out of view thejiossible benefit derivable from the attrao

tion a well-ornamented line might afford, I think, if stnci

economy were observed in the procuring and in^i^rtioii of

plants, the thing might be made to ^y, ^t all events, r r

the expense. The collection and distributiiJa oi DigiUiia

seeds alone would do somethia^; seea- of Scotch and

Other Roses, qL Ribes iasifaioeuza, ftre easily procar»ble l
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cntti ^i
if mixed wi

the slope to the top

othf

«d for iheltw cuttings of tiie common Elder, if inserted,
«d for sheiw, ^^^^l^u^^ Honeysuckle plants may
woulJ grow -\^-^ X^JS if planted at the foot of

th In.h Irj. Ayrshire Roses, &c., soon cojer

tne Slope w the top. Eren Fuchsias, propagated in the

whoSe manner, might be extensively and successfully

made of. By way of e-xperiment, I cut down a hedge

of Fuchsias last autumn, tied the sticlcs in bundles, and

idaced them (the lower ends earthed) under the shelter or

^e Laurels. In the spring the lower ends were found

ireli rooted ; and the whole being cut down into lengths,

were already plants of very promising growth. In this

way» this ornamental plant, and, I am persuaded, many
also, may be produced at a cost not exceeding 55.

per 1,000- Partridges, it is found, are fond of breeding

on the sides of railroads, where any shelter is afforded

;

probably because vermin are there in less numbers. Con-

terminous proprietors would, I doubt not, if applied to,

contributfe their aid

—

D, B.

Bees and their Honey.—Dr. Bevan, in his work on

the " Honey Bee/' ascribes the peculiar flavour of the

Karbonne Honey to the flowers of the Rosemary. 1 have

always understood it entirely ascribable to the Orange

blossoms; and, to my individual judgment, the latter

opinion is well founded. He has ascribed the principles

of delcterioos Honey to extracts by the Bees from the

Kdlmia latifi5lia, one of those mentioned by Dr. Barton ;

fts well as K. angustifdlia and hirsuta, together with An-
drdmeda mariana. Rhododendron maximum, and Azdlea

nudiflora. As to the Rhododendron, the inference seems

to me altogether questionable. In the flower of the Rho-
dodendron ponticum may be sometimes found a crystallised

jBUgar, certainly not poisonous ; and the late Mr. TV'hit-

taker, a son of the historian of Craven, who had been long

in India, informed me that among the Himalaya moun-
tains, where there were entire forests of Rhododendrons,
the stocks of Bees were extremely numerous, and the

Honey entirely innoxious. Dr. Barton has not men-
tioned the Ledum, a plant fatal to many insects, and no
doubt it would administer a noxious ingredient to Honey.

J. Murray. [The poisonous honey of the Euxine is

certainly prepared from Azalea pontica ; and Rhododen-
dron ponticum itself is undoubtedly a poisonous plant

;

hares will not touch its shoots.]

Cockroaches.—No person who can procure a live hedge-
hog need either he troubled with Cockroaches, or resort

to the haxardoua expedient of strewing poison about his

premises. I can affirm this from experience.—^, HerherL

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCLETY.

May 20;/i.—Mr. SoUy introduced his fourth lecture by stating
that the next question for.his consideration was one of great im-
portance. Plants art ' und to cofi_: : of Ugnine, griim, sugar,
•tarch, &C( the qneskkm to» whence ^ they procure these »ub-
ttaiu^^ aUof which axe compOAcdof oxygen, hydrogen, carbon,
and liitj-ogcn ? in short, what ia the food of plants ? JU we examine
the nutural conditions under which plants grow, we find their
roote in the soil, and their ^tom, brmnches.and leaves in the air;
do they get their food fri>in the soiU or fromtheair, or fromboth?
The air consists of QXyK^'" ai^d nitrogen mUed together, but it

contains also moisture, which it takes np from rivers, lakes, &c.

;

It aisA cojituina smaU tracer of carbonic acid and of ammo-
nia; toe f'rmer derivedirom numerous sources, suchas combus-
tion aad respiration— the latter from the decomposition of all
organic substances containing nitrogen. Hence the air alone
Contains the four elements of plants. The soil is afar morecom-
idicated mixture, consisting of numerous earthy and saline sub-
Star. . containing also* like the air, carbonic acid, ammonia,
and moisture. The bulk of soil consists of sihca, alumina, and
a little oxide of iron, together with varioos small proportions of
carbonates, sulphates, nitrates, phosphates of lime, magnesia,
potaah, smia; ammonia, and many other salts. In addition to
these, all soils contain a little decaying organic matter, of both
egetable alld animal origin. It is thus plain that the soil con-
tains also much of the food of plants. Vegetables grow by de-
composing (mider the influence of light) the carbonic acid,
water, and ammonia, which they absorb from the air and soil.
Much has been said and written respecting the manner in which
they absorb or assimilate these substances. According to Liebig,
plants can only acguire carbon by decomposing carbonic acid;
others, on the contrary, think that, although this is the principal
source of carbon, yet that plants may likewise sometimes absorb
organic matter from the soil directly, and thus acquire carbon
ejkherwise than by decomposing carbonic add. Whichever way
tae question is considered, it is notorious that the soil exerts a
very considerable influence upon the growth of plants ; and there«mbeno doubt that it acts partly by providing organic matter,

ST^iu^.'li*'^^"; hydrogen, nitrogen. and oxyg^ and parUy

given. From J. Allnutt, Esq., a small plant of Azalea fulgens,

with larger and more brilliant flowers than any variety hitherto

raised. A certificate was awarded for this. From Messrs.

Chandler a fine plant of the sweet-scented Rhododendron fra-

grans. From C. B. Warner, Esq. a species of Habranthus, from
South Chili, of a rosy lilac colour. From Mr. Gaines, of Battersea,

a seedling Pelargonium, called the Princess Royal. From Messrs.

Veitch cut flowers of their new Manettiablcolor, Stigmatophyllon

aristatum. Begonia coccinea of a bright scarlet colour, and
Gloxinia speciosa, var. macrophylla variegata. From Mr. Cowan,
gr. to M. Foster, Esq., a seedling Pelargonium. From Mr. Fer-

guson, gr. to the Duke of Buckingham, some green-fleshed Me-
lons, and fine Black Hamburgh Grapes. The Vine from which
these were cut was raised from the one at Hampton Court. It

consists of 7 branches, each of which is 8 feet in length : in 1S40

it produced l63 bunches; in 1841, 154; and in 1842, 141 ; total,

458 bunches. A certificate was awarded for the Grapes. From
Mr. Henderson, of Coleorton Gardens, some exceedingly fine

Peaches and Nectarines, for which a Banksian medal was given.

From Mr. Dodemeade, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq. a basket of excellent

Mushrooms. There was from the garden of the Society a
large collection of Orchidaceous and other plants ; amongst
them were three species of Stanh6pea, namely, tigiina,

oculata, and saccata ; the beautiful Dendr6bium moschatum,
a new species of Peristeria, with a white perianth, and
and the labellum covered with purplish brown spots ; Lesche-
naultia blloba, a beautiful greenhouse shrub, with lovely blue

flowers ; Campanula grandis, a hardy herbaceous plant, with
leaves resembling those of the Peach, and blossoms of dark blue—
this was received by the society from St. Petersburg about two
years since; Hoteia japi5nica, a pretty plant, somewhat resem-
bling the coramonMeadow Sweet, and which will probablyprove
hardy ; cut flowers of Pentstemon crassif61ius, a very hardy, free-

flowering kind, from the N.W, coast of America; and specimens
of the purple Laburnum, exhibiting the lusus naturse of three

different sorts of flowers growing upon one branch. This kind is

said to have been raised from a cross between the common
yellow Laburnum and Cytisus purptareus. The branch, in the
present instance, appeared as if endeavouring to throw off its

metamorphosed character and reassnme the appearance of its

original parents. There was also a Hyacinth which had been
growing in a dark cellar, and although totally excluded from the

light, its flowershad expanded of their natural red colour, whereas
the leaves and stem were quite blanched. This fact is at vari-

ance with the established views of physiologists ; since the colour

of the flowers, in the present case, could not have been produced
by the action of light.

May 27th.—Mr. SoUy's fifth lecture was delivered to-day. It

was mentioned in the last lecture that plants take up earthy sub-
stances. This is quite independent of the assimilation of oxygen
hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, and is of considerable import-
ance. In studying the phenomena connected with it, several
questions arise, to many of which, in the present state of science,
answers altogether satisfactory cannot be given. When we ex-
amine the ashes of plants, we find out what earthy substances
they have taken up ; they prove to be potash and alkaline salts

—

always lime, sometimes silica or flint, very often phosphoric acid.
So that w^e are forced to the conclusion that these substances,
though quite independent of the '* food of plants," are as essential
to their growth as carbonic acid, &c. Mr. Solly then traced the
life of a plant through its various stages—firstly, of Germination

:

Water, heat, and air are necessary to the excitement of the vitality
of a seed ; then its effects are—first, mechanical, swelling or
softening the parts ; second—chemical, the carbon in the seed
being diminished ; hence parhonic acid is formed during germi-
nation. The nse of the substance called albumen was stated to
be to feed the embryo plant till roots are formed. The influence
of light in retarding germination was pointed out, as also the
fact, that the vitality of seeds maybe equally destroyed by too
high or too low a temperature. Secondly, of the formation of
young leaves: Whenthe young plant begins to feed itself, andto
assimilate its food, the circumstances connected with it are al-
tered

i
no carbonic acid is evolved—light is then required : this

leads to a consideration of the perspiration ofplants, the nature
of their sap, and the change it undergoes in the leaves ; conse-
quent upon which Is the formation of woodv tissue. The
influence of light, heat, moisture, and a variety of other
causes over these functions of plants, were then discussed, toge-
ther with the effects ofplants in keeping up the purity of the air
whichis one of the great offices of vegetation. Thirdly, of/ow^f7-5

—their eflfects on the air. These were pointed out, and some
observations were offered on their colours, the strange diversity
of which all proceed oi^t of four colourless elements. These
colours were shown to be afffected by acids and alkalies, and also
greatly by light. Fourthly, th^fruit and 5.?fd.—Here was pointed
out the way in which they appropriate the juices of the plant
and the supreme importance of light and beatinenablingthem to
do so. The great variety of organic secreUons, sweet, sour, oily,
resinous, (tc, were shown to depend on simple chemical rules
Lastly, the chemical considerations connected with the death of
plants were explained; its effects upon their fabric: and the
final results which arise out of their decay.

Horticultural Society'9 JS;^At^7io7i.~Owing to some mistake in
the entry of my plants which were exhibited at the Chiswick
gardens, on the 1 4th May, aU my single specimens, in some cases
unique, were overlooked by the judges and no account taken of
them, either in the award of the prizes or the report of the showm the CAroniWtf of last Saturday. I think, after such an omission.
It will be but just to state that they were as follows :-Erica
pimfolia, very rare

; E. depressa, large, in full bloom • Gom.
pholobium Hendcrsonii, new; Medinilla erythrophylla, new
Epacns Isevigata, new; Boronia inemonefolia, new- Platylo'
bium Murrayanum, rare; Erioitemon neriifoUum, 7 feet hich
Chorizema varium, 6 feet across. By reporting the above you will
greatly oblige me and my employers: Jo&eph Goode, gardener to

rer
past

IJTsapplying a amaU quantity of saline and earthr matters As - - - . ..-.^., -....,«..,».„,, ,„former occi^ons, many welT- selected experiments were in-
"*'''*• Lav?rence, Eating Park. [Mr. Goode should have added thattpoduced, among which one connected ^h tS flSd sSSeTf *^^ " mistake " heailudcs to was his own = ann thorJe ^To "l.^!

tiints attracted great attention.

Va^ »-»».. J ' r~: ^" Featherstone, of the Hort Soc of

ice or the exhibitSon at the garden, there were

Hume Campbell, Bart., G. Phillips',

^cVedVcU^s: S^"t^^; n^l; ^?^^^'' *"^ ^'- ^- «• I^e, were«jecieuicuow8,RndDr. J. C. Featherstone, nf >,« u«^ o* ^

many rare and
rence

Of these were far brighter a«d Werdetoidthan tbo.e of tSeother) i a species of Epideadrum. with siwtuiar b.w»T, fln».~and a white labellam ^„l^Hdes a^ne.wi^^
raceme of lilac and purple blossoms , M^tiulria^ii^n^ «

I
,
c^led mterm^dium, from ii wan fiiver, with rath^ handK>me reddish aad yeUow flowers, supposed to be one of the w^d^® of this genus v^ se poisonous pr^n^crtte have occasionedtee destruction of sy jnany cattle In the Swan River ColonylandSchiuro ^igantenm, producing a dense spike of white flowersabove two lectin height. A Banksian medal was awarded for

the dark variety of fatUeya MdsaiK and A^rkles affine. FromH. htory, FJsq. a coUecUon of seedling Heatlis, raised betweenEnca ventricosa and E. ariatata ; these were exceedingly beau-
tlfuJ, and in excellent health, particulariy E. ventricosa rtaea, of
ft brig:ht rose, with larger flowers than the generality of this sub-
civision of Heaths; ventricosa coruscans, of a porplish carmine
before expansion, and gradually changing to light pink j ventri-
cosa purpurasccns, of a delicate flesh colour, both flowers and
leaves being covered with a dense pubescence ; fasciculaU lon-^ora, a remarkably free bloomer^ and conspicua, a peculiarly

, , , t ^. own; and that his mistress's
plants were overlooked m consequence of his having neglected
to enter their names. If exhibitors will not attend to their plants
and take care that they are properly registered and marked, we
do not know how such " mistakes" are to be prevented ]ERnATLM.—In the Chronicle of Saturday last, I find, in the re
port of the grand horticultural exhibition at Chiswick, an error
which I trust you wUl set right. It says, " Mr. Pontey's seed'
hnga were seen under great disadvantages ; the distance they had
to Uavei had no doubt caused the petals to flag and reflex One
called the Duke of ComwaU, a flower of extraordinary brihiancr
of colour, we trust to see again under more favourable circum-
stances."—

I
cannot imagine how the mistake could have occur

red. However, they were Mr. Lyne's seedlings, of Lipsou,
forwarded by roe. and exhibited by Mr. Smith, my agent 'm
hondon.—JVilUam E. Rendle, Vniofuroad Nursery, Plymouth.

LINNEAN SOCIETY,
Anmvmary, May 24M..-Bishop of Norwich in the chair.

.J« ?Sf''l*^
""^^^ the bye-laws relating to the election of oflJi-

elected^
^**^^^ ^'^^e^co^oienced and thefoUowing officers

^e*«i«rf—Edward, Lord Bishop of Norwich. D.D,
Tr«MMrffr-"E, Forster, Esq.
Secretary's, j. Bennett, Esq.
Under~Secrttary~^K. Taylor, Esq.

f^frs of Council Removed,
n. 15. Lambert, Esq.
G. Mantell, Esq., LL.B.

V'^^^'\^^^l **^ Northampton.
R, H. SoUy, Esq.
W.yarreH.Esq.

's accounts, by which it appeared that the receipts during the
t year were 785/. lOs. lOrf.; the expenditure, 76U. 175. srf.T

leaving a balance of 23/. 13s. 5rf. mthe Treasurer's hands The
following statement was then read by the Secretary :

" The Council having had under their serious consideration
the financial affairs of the Society, submit the following state
ment to the Fellows at large. The cost of the Collections and
Library of Linneeus, together with those of the first President
Sir James Edward Smith, purchased of the executors of the latter
in 1828, amounted to 3,000/. Of this sum about 1,500/. were then
raised by subscription; and to meet the retnainder a debt on
bonds, was incurred, which now amounts to 1,300^, paying' in
terest at 5 per cent. In consequence partly of this amount of
interest, and partly of a diminution in the annual receipts, there
has been accumulated within the last few years a further debt of
about 500/. By recent arrangements a saving of some amount
has been effected in the expenditure ^ but the Council are con-
vinced that no further material reduction can be made without
greatly impairing the eflSciency of the Society, and they desire to
avoid, as far as possible, the necessity of calling upon the Fellows
to agree to a small charge being placed upon the Society's pub-
lications, that appearing to be the most obvious means of supply,
ing the deficiency in the annual receipts. With this view they
propose a general subscription, which they trust may reach such
an amount as to meet the present liabilities, and to relieve the
funds of the Society from the burthen of debt and interest. They,
therefore, earnestly recommend the subscription to the members
of the Society.'* To this document, which was circulated in the
room, is appended the names of subscribers to the amount of
about 600/. During the past year the following Members have
died:—J. Ansley*, SirW. Beatty, Sir Chas. Bel!, Rev. Isaac Bell, J.

E. Bowman, Rev. Thos. Butt, M.A. j W. Cattley; E. J. Clarke,
M.D. ; Geo. Coles, R. Goolden, W. Harrison, Robert Higgin,
Philip Hurd; J. R. Johnson, M.D. j A. B. Lambert, Charles Lane,
Richard Leigh, Robert Maughan, Archibald Menzies, David Pen-
nant. Of foreign members : Auguste Fyrame De Candolle, and
GensWilken Homemann. Of Associates, the Rev. R. F. Bree,
Professor Don, and Mr. C. E. Sowerby. Notices of the life and
labours of many of the above Fellows were then read by the
Secretary. The President announced that Part 1. Vol. XIX, of the
Society's Transactions was now ready for distribution,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
May 21,—The anniversary meeting was held at the Society's

house in Hanover- square, H. Handley, Esq., President, in the
chair. The fbllowingreportof the Council was read:—Four years

only have elapsed since the foundation of the English Agricul-

tural Society, and two only from the date of its incorporation to

the present time. In that short period it has laid the firm found-

ations of its future progress j and although the accomplishment
of its objects can only be the result of a more extended sphere of

its labours, the influence of its example has tended to cleai- away
those local prejudices in farming which from time immemorial
had proved fatal obstacles to improvement, and has excited a

candid spirit of inquiry on every subject connected with the good
of the country and the interests of its members. At the last ge-

neral meeting, the council announced their intention to apply to

her Majesty's Chief Commissioner of Woods and Forests, fca*

ground on which to erect in London a complete establishment for

local purposes ; and Viscount Duncannon not only placed at their

acceptance a suitable space of Crown land in the neighbourhood
of St. Martin's lane, but Mr. Dean also favoured them with plans

for the construction of the edifice. These proposals received the

consideration of the house committee, and the council on receiv-

ing their report resolved to abandon that design, on the grounds

of the almost ruinous outlay of capital required for its accom-
plishment, and the local advantages only which would be attained

by the undertaking; while the general interests of the society

would be injured by the financial embarrassment resulting from
its adoption. They therefore concurred in the recommendation
of the house committee, that a suitable house should be selected

for the purposes of official business, in which accommodation
could be obtained for the secretary's office, the meetings of the

councils and committees, and the general meetings ; and in which
a library for the reception of works of reference, and the most re-

cent English and foreign publications on agricultural subjects,

could daily be consulted by the members. All these advantages
have been fully attained in the present house. The finance com-
mittee hare reported the steady funding effected of the life com-
positions of Governors and Members, and have announced the

great advantages attending the transmission of suhsciiptiojis

from the country by means of post-office orders. They have also

presented the several balance sheets of accounts as examined and
approved by the auditors, together with the general ledger of

accounts, in which the various receipts and payments will be
found entered, and the following statement of the members, no less

than 500new ones having been elected during the last six months:
Life Governors 101

Governors . 211
Life Members .•..., 328
Members 5,194

Members of Council Elected,
Lord Beverley.
J. A. Hankey, Esq,
J.MIers, Esq.
R. I. Murchison,Esq,
A. White, Esq

g--.«, ^ ^^^^., .... Mx^^crr, ««« conspicua, a pecuiiariy wel-^cSt^^^^f^d ?.%H^''^^iL°l *^ ^^nasual length,
bosby, close^wlng variety. For these a K^tia ^al w^

| Wrilh^SSeKS^ ^t^^^lSS'lvS

5,834
The jommal committee hare reported that the whole of the new
part is now printed, and on the point of publication. The council

find that 2,000 impressions of Mr. Main's article, on Cottage Gar-

denmg, printed for cheap distribution (at irf. each copy], have
been distributed j and that Mr. Burke has furnished to the

journal a compilation on "Cottage Economy and Cookery,'
which will be also reprinted in a cheap form for distribution
among cottagers. The general Bristol committee have reported

the near completion of their arrangements, and the rapid progress

made by Mr. Manning, in the erection of the pavilion and show-
yard, agreeably with the plans of Sir Robert Smirke and Mr.
Dean. They have also accepted the offer made to them by the

committee, of the Victoria Rooms, of the whole of that large and
commodious building during the period of the meeting. Tjie

councU have decided that the annual country meeting of 1843 for

the north-eastern district shall be held at Derby. They have en-

acted an important by-law for regulating the elections at the

anniversary meeting, and facilitating the mode by which members
may record their votes on that occasion, in reference to the elec-

tion of those members whom they may elect to fill the vacancies
m the council annuaUy created by the terms of the charter, f^®
society are indebted to her Majesty'sOffice ofWoods and Forests,

in receiving every attention in the instituUon of experiments by
Mr. Gnffiths, at the King WiUiam's Town Experimental Farm m
Ireland, on the comparative dairy value ofScotch and Irish cowsj
and a communication from the Earl of Lincoln, expressing nis

willingness to direct a complete analysis of the soils of the king-
dom, to be undertaken at the Museum of Economic Geology«
the expense of the Government, From Mr. Shaw Leferre also,

on the part of the Board of Trade, they have received a commu-
nication, expressing an intention to transmit a notice of any na-

portant agricultural implements which may be sent from abroa^
ihe councU have to record their sense of Dr. Daubeny's liberaiixy

m undertaking a journey into Spain, for the purpose of ascer-

taining the circumstances and extent, in the district of Estrama-
dura, of the geological formation or mineral vein of phosphontt^
or native phosphate of lime: a substance which hoWsouttne
prospect of becoming, to a certain extent, a substitute for the

earthy part of bones, and probably, by judicious combination
wita

eelatmous matter, a subsUtute for bones themselves, as a ra^^^^
for land. They, finally, have the pleasure of announcing, tw
they have placed the Agricultural Society of Newfoundiana
among the number of the corresponding societies, and have tafceo

advantage of the probable visit to this country of Dr. 1-iebigr. »»"

?l J: ?• ^?l"°an» Commissioner for the Agricultural Surrey o.

the SUte of Massachusetts, to enrol their names inthel^t^
honorary member*. The Earl of Hardwicke was vropos^J*

T^T^^ ^^ *^« ^^« of Richmond, seconded by J. Webb, £ai- f

•nd elected unanimotaly.
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May 20?A.— J. E, Gray, Esq,, President, in the chair. The fol-
lowing donations were announced: A specimen of Sugar-cane
from Madeira, presented by Mr. J. Halley j a specimen of Bupleu-
rum tenuissinium. found at Highgate, by Mr. Mitten; British
Plants, from Mr. E. Lees, Mr. G. H, K. Thwaites, and Mr. J.
Ellis J

and books from the President. A paper was read from E."

Lees, Esq.. "On the Flora of the Malvern HiUs, Part 3 ; beinga
Sketch of the Cryptogamic Vegetation indigenous to thechahi."
Tin's was accompanied by specimens, many of which were ex-
hibited; the author considered that nearly one-half of the
plants occupying the Malvern Hills were Cryptogamic > and the
following synopsis will showthLsto be not an unreasonable sup-
position, especially as the census which the author had taken is
not to be considered a perfect one; embracing, however, all the
species Mr. L. had been enabled to identify, after an attentive
examination of upwards of five years :

Species.
Ferns and Equisetacese
Mosses . . • . ,

Jungerraannise
Other Hepaticae,Charaoea;, &c..
Lichens .....
Fungi

25
121

23
15

223
305

rrPmn^L ^'' ^-'^^"^^'^^^ Browu's CouiUess of Orkne;, Brown's
of RprS,^'^' ^;?^^°^' Triumph, Launcclot, Ultra Floral Duchess
?L i^TP^'i .

^o^«"a, Brown's Jewess. Cook's Perfection

.on'/l''^*'' T""" Albert, Desirable. Brilliant, ilvid. Thomp!son s Pnnce Albert, Mulberr)- Superb, Sulphurea elegaus, Brown's
Curion.-SKKntixcs. 1841. 6 Blooms : 2nd class. Mr. Bridgesof C^rsliaiton, for Commissioner; \%\% i Bloom, 2nd class.Mr. Bridges of Hampton, for Martha; and Mr. King of Iver for
Princess Royal. A Seedling of 1641 was also exhibited by MrKing called Exquisite

; and Seedlings of 1842. by Mr. Mountiov.
called Purpurea

j two by Mr. Edwards, named Freak & Mendham •

one by Mr. Gaines, the name ofwhich we could not ascertain Mr'
Hardy, of Cambridge, sent a box of Seedlings, several of which
were very good, but they did not arrive in time for the judges
and even had they done so, they could not, according to the
society's rules.Tiavebeen accepted, not having been accompanied
by the names mtended to be given to them.

On

Total 712
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OP EDINBURGH.

Afa^ 12.—The seventh meeting for the season was held at the
Botanic Gai'den; Professor Christison in the chair. Miss J.

t- -.-J _ 1 ^__ , ., ^^^^ commu-
, as a native of

ISngland, by Mr. C. C. Babington. Mr. Babington, in reference
to an opinion formerly expressed by him, that this species was a
very doubtful native of England, not having then seen any speci-
mens agreeing with the true characters of it, now states that he
has obtained satisfactory proofs of its being a native; but that
most botanists have been in the habit of calling F. Vaillantii by
that name. He says, however, that the flowers of English speci-
mens of F. Vaillantii are decidedly smaller than those of some
which he possesses, from Montpelier—and that in "some white-
flowered English specimens of the same plant he perceives traces
of an apiculus; also, that in French specimens of F. parviflora
the flowers are of the same size as those of F. Vaillantii, but the
fruit has an apiculus. Mr. Babington then gave a minute' descrip-
tion of the principal characters which distinguish this and other
allied species of the genus. -2. On the occurrence of Gclidiura
rostratum, Harv., at Aberdeen. By Mr. G.Dickie. This remark-
able plant, which Mr. Turner considers, though with hesitation,
as a variety of Dclesseria alata, but which Dr. Arnott and Mrs!
Griffiths refer to Gelidium, Mr. Dickie states to be abundant at
Aberdeen, though it has not hitherto been found in. situ. It
occurs on the large stems of Laminaria digitata. and appears to
be an inhabitant of deep water, being only found cast up after
storms. Mr. Dickie says, "After comparing numerous fresh
specimens of G. rostratum and D. alata, I feel convinced that
there is no essential diflerence in the structure and outward form
of the fruit in these plants. In both, the ternate granules are
terminal and axillary, and'the capsules occupy the same position.
The seeds, however, differ in form; those of D. alata are mostly
oval, in the other they are sphericaL"— 3. On some anomalies in
formm Scolopendrium vulgare. By Mr. J. Dickson. Thefronds
exhibited presented every possible variety of shape, from lanceo-
late to reniform. and from entire to lobed. or rather digitate.
The more usual form is certainly entire and oblongo-lancolate,
and it is diflicult to account for the freaks of form which not un-
frequently occur in this species of Fern,

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The second show for the exhibition of Tulips and Heartsease

took place at the Crown and Anchor in the Strand on Tuesday,
and to the lovers of these flowers a great treat was afforded. The
display of Tulips was beautiful; the stands contained some re-
markably fine blooms, and were filled with the choicest varieties
that are cultivated in the neighbourhood of London, In the de-
partment of class-showing some superb specimens were exhi-
bited; and we are happy to perceive that a renewed stimulus
Beems to animate the growers of this " queen offlowers ;" for the
display of new vaneUes was numerous and encouraging. Theshow of Heartsease was the best collection of this universal
favourite we have ever seen. The flowers were in the greatest
perfection, large in size and fine in colour. The exhibition was
ftttracUye, and appeared to afford general satisfaction. The fol-lowmg IS a list of the prizes :—

\.ly\^^^^~^'^''^^?^ ?'^''' Goldhara, Islington, 1st prize for the
best 9 Wooms; Polyphemus. Shakspeare, Coronation, Parre-
giano. Daphne, Louis I8th, Triomphe Royal. Rose BriUante,Grooms Duchess of^ Sutheriand.^P/'o/e6svon«/ Florists: Mr!
Piof'^^'

^°"?^' 1st prize best 9; Polyphemus, Brown's Hamlet,
Platoff, Duchess of Tuscany, Lavinia, BeUe Actrice. Triomphe
Ri?n^K

' ^^i!f^*^^
Terlius, Cerise k belle forme. Mr. WUImer,

Sunbury, 2d prize ; Platoff. Mellona. Priam. Violette Rougeatre
Triomphe de Lis e, Roi de Siam, Triomphe Royal, Cameuse deUroix, Perle Briliante. Mr. Norman, Woolwich, exhibited thelOUowmg :-PoIyphemus.Abercrombie,Surpasse Catafalque, Lau-
il^^ ^o.*^"^"?'

nesdemona. Lord Bloomfield,~ Cerise a belle
'orme, Triomphe Royal, Rose Quarto.

Ti«^tT J^^'^'s.—No. 1. ist-class prize was awarded to a bizarre^med Brown's Polyphemus. This is a magnificent flower, brokenftom a seedling of Mr. Brown's, of Slough. The cup is a finelorm, and very large; the petals are thick, stiff, weU rounded.

niJ:
^^*^^*^^ ?^^ edges; the ground is a bright unstained yellow«ean to the bottom of the stamens, with a verj' deep and in-wnseiy dark feather; the stem is strong, and it appears to be ammdie_row flower. This splendid tulip excited general admira-non; from Its size, fine cup, deep and bright colour, it will form

»mstinguished addition to .any collection. 2, Ist-class prize. TheUueen. broken by Mr. Goldham, of Islington ; a beautiful rose,
aisiinguished for its pure ground, clear bottom, and the pecu-

W. X-
^^^ ,^^"^^" ^ • 2nd-class prize . A Bybloemen called Gold-

i^ ® f apoleon; short cupped flower, with broad flame, brokenmto colour somewhat in the style of Pandora. 2, 2nd-class prize.

^Tti!!
^"' ?"*: Norman, ofWoolwich ; avery neat and pretty flower,wean and decided iu its breaking, with a well-formed cup. There

W^ot^^^u .
°*^^^ seedlings ofmerit exhibited; apaiticulariyfine

flow i^
evidently a Polyphemu*. and others, which were fine

firrvlf-l?*
^^ excluded from prizes, in consequence of their being

re^titions of varieties we already possess.
j

^^^t'^'^^^t^^-—^'^^nateurs, 24 blooms: 1st prize, Mr. Edmonds,
ri^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ' ^iissian Duke, Imogene, Page's Wellington,

Rrn ,
"^'^•Rc^ance Superb, Herbert. Edmonds' Freak ^seedling\

fii-^f^
^ Cunon, Lady Peel, Una, Jewess, Yellow Defiance,

^'lantess. Jesse. Tippoo Saib, Eclipse, Delicata, Seedluig, Duke
Srr!^?"^^^''^*

Beauty of Hitchin, Seedling, Miss Stainforth, Mul-™0 Superb. Robespierre. 2nd prize, Mr. Bridges, ofCarshalton;

wiir ^L^^™^^s^*^"^r, Vivid, Bridges' Lady Peel, Jewess, Page's

Bn^ ^^^ ^^*^^ Duke of Russia, Ealing Hero, Argo, Magnum
Cair h .

°^ -'^^^' ^^Ps^' Curion, Henbrey's Alpha, Bridges'

o^ft o*^^^
*^^^^' Gibson's Pilot, Bridges' Sylvia, KeUey's Bath-

Ppom
^^^^*s*^ Q«een. Bridges' Cream, Iver Champion, Henbrey's

^r^J' Seedling, Great Western, Mountjoy's Queen. Professihnal

fiw^n' . .
*^^o*^™«: 1st prize, Mr. xMountjoy, Ealing; Ealing

sinfM ^i?^«^ Queen, Siiverlock's Prince Albert, Dr. Lindley, De.

UwT^l '^^ ^'^'^^' Lane's GraiidDuke, Col. Duudas, La Superbe,
^iss^tainforth. Amulet, Imogcue, Curion. Duchess of Richmond,
^ountjoy'a IV.. Mountjoy's Cleopatra. Dark Perfection. Flora

Earl

The Prangos,
fodder of Ladakh
plant known by the name of Prangos, which grows onlym the western parts of the country, at ImbalorDras.
This occurs of various sizes, from a single leaf, covering
not more than an inch of surface, to a cluster of leaves
and flowers spreading to a circumference of 12 ft. or 18 ft.
This bush consists of long feathering leaves, of a dark
green, crowned, when ia blossom, with a profusion of
large tufts of yellow flowers ; the leaves, when full grown,
are 2 ft. in length, and the bush is circular, with a rounded
top. The flower-stems rise from to 2 ft. to 5 ft., or even
6 ft, in old plants. The root is perennial, the leaves and
flower-stems are in life for about four months. The plant
flowers in June, and at the end of August the seeds fall
spontaneously, and sow them-selves ; they lie in the ground
till the snow begins to melt, or till April, and the plant
then makes its reappearance. It is not, however, till the
third year that the root is fully developed and begins to
spread

; thenceforward it continues to put forth fresh
shoots for an indefinite period, so that, in the belief of
the peasantry, a plant scarcely ever dies. The head of
the Prangos, including leaves, flowers, stems, and seeds,
is converted into Hay, as winter forage for Goats, Sheep,
and Cows. Late in August, or early in September, the
plants are cut to within 2 in. or 3 in. of the ground, and
laid out in bundles, kept down by heavy stones ; these
bundles are sufficiently dry in three or four dare to be
gathered and piled in layers on the house-tops. ' In the
winter months about 1 cwt is considered sufficient for 20
Sheep or 30 Lambs for 24 hours. Healthy Sheep, fed
upon Prangos, are said to become fat in 20 days ; and
that, if fully fed upon it for two months, their fatness
approaches to suffocation. It is also said to be of a
heating quality, and displays its nutritive properties in
Cows as well as in Sheep and Goats, but does not increase
the quantity of milk

; and as beef is not an article of food in
Ladakh, there is no advantage in feeding neat cattle upon
It. Horses thrive upon it, but they are not readily recon-
ciled to it ; and it is remarkable that, whilst growing, no
animal will browse npon its leaves, although they will
feed upon its flowers. It is only as Hav that it is an
acceptable article of food. Considering its value as
fodder, its growing in a poor sterile soil, in every variety
of site, except actual swamp, and in a bleak, cold climate,
and its flourishing wholly in independence upon the care
and industry of man, it would seem probable that it
might be introduced with national advantage into many
parts of Britain, and would convert her heaths, downs.

room to dry, and on passing through the apartment in the
dark, I observed the Fungus giving out a most remarkable
light, similar to what I have described above. No light is

60 white as this, at least none that I have ever seen. The
luminous property continued, though gradually diminish-
ing, for four or five nights, when it ceased, on the plant
becoming dry. We called some of the natives, and showed
them this Fungus, when emitting light ; the room was
dark, for the fire was very low and the candles extin-
guished, and the poor creatures cried out * Chinga!* their
name for a spirit, and seemed much afraid of it; and I
certainly must own it is a very extraordinary Will-o*the-
vV isp."

" ^

Improved Method of Managing Pigs.-^In Hampshire,
the condUion of pigs has been much improved by cleaiOi-
ness

;
,t is the custom there frequently to wash and rub

the skin with a hard bruah. It is well knownMISCELLANEOUS.
, °""V n Z

""""^ ^'"^^' ^^ ^« ^^^^ ^^ovm that the
--One of the most valuable sources of m^e^han anv n^^^^^^

/'^'^ two-pence per lb.

,
or perhaps of any other country, is a rn/.u J-

' }}^^ ^'^'^^^^ ^""^^ K^o^ management,
hp nfrv^a A T>.„««1 -.i.:l A' '^, and the practice now alluded to. a« w^n ». u..J;^^.%.lJ practice now alluded to, as well as burning the

pig, which gives the peculiar flavour. The plan of letting
the pigs run about the streets and feed uJon offal, fisb,and filth, as is the case m sea-port towns, is unknown in
the counties of Wilts and Hants.

Vegetable Weather Prophets,—The corollas of the
Germander Speedwell are ail securely closed at the ap-
proachof ram, and they as surely open again when the
storm IS overpast.

Not for thy azure tint, though bright.
Nor form so eleganUy light,
I single thee, thou lovely flower,
From others of the sylvan bower,—
Thy name alone is like a speU,

Ti -n-
^^^ whispers Love, in " Speed thee Well.'*

i he Pimpernel, also called most commonly "the PoorMan s Weather-glass," closes its tiny but brilliant flowers
many hours before the occurrence of rain ; its delicate
flowers <*go to sleep," or close op, soon after twelve, and
agam expand at seven in the morning. Thus, by this
simple monitor, can we ascertain both the hour and also
foretel the weather :

—

Of humble growth, though brighter dyes.
But not by rural swains less prized.
The trailing stems allure

Of Pimpernel
; whose brilliant flower

Closes against the approachmg shower-
Warning the swain to sheltering bower.
From humid air secure."

The common and despised Dandelion, a word evidently a
corruption of the French translation of the word, Dent
de Lion, in German Pfaffenkohrlein and Dotterbluhme,
18 one of the most correct sun-dials, or rather, perhaps,

dial flowers ; " closing at five in the afterno»B, and
opening again at seven in the morning,

Leontodons unfold
On the swart turf their ray-encircled gold

;With Sol's expanding beam the flowers unclose, ^^
And rising Hesper lights them to repose.

If the Siberian Sowthistle shut at night, there will ge-
nerally ensue fine weather on the next day? and if it
open, cloudy and rainy. If the African Marigold re-
nnam shut after seven p. m., rain may be expected. If
the Trefoil contract its leaves, thunder and heavy rain
may be expected.—Meteorological Journah
Sugar.—A letter from Athens, of the 28th March,

mentions that the directors of the Royal Sugar Manufac-
tory at Kainourio-Chorio, where, for some time past, beet-
root sugar has been made, have just concluded some eiperi-

^,!^!Ik !*-A
^.,'"°°^ ?^ *^^ Asphpdel, which grows naturally

bundance.and highlands, into storehouses for the supply of innu- These experiments have been crowned with succmh XW

liZr: ^«ompson*s Grand Dake» Brown's Countess of Orkney,

Thomr.t
^°^?^tion. Queen Dowager, Eclipse. Flora Superb,

buPT^^ 5 sUanceiot.rhompson'&PrinceAlbert, Thompson's UU
U^R^^^*.",^^^^*^"^' Thompson's Aaturea, Romulus. Beauty^ *«tree HiU. 2nd prize, Mr. Brovra Slough; Cappei's Ad-

merable docks.—Moorcroft*s Travels, vol. i'.,^* ^88. [It
seems impossible to bring the seeds of this plant to Europe
in a live state. Many attempts have been made, but
without any success.]

Luminous Plants.—The following account of some
luminous Fungi found at Swan River, by MK J. Drum-
mond, is given in ** The London Journal of Botany:"—
** They grow parasitically on the stumps of trees, and pos.
sess nothing remarkable in their appearance by day, but
by night they emit a most curious light, such as" I never
saw described in any book. The first species in which I
observed this property was about two inches across, and
was growing in clusters on the stump of a Banksia tree,
near the jetty, at Perth, Western Australia. The stump
was at the time surrounded with water when I happened
to be passing on a dark night, and was much surprised to
see what appeared to be a light in such a spot; on ex-
amination, I found it to proceed from this Fungus. It is

six or seven years since this circumstance occurred. The
late Dr. Collie, then our Colonial Surgeon, possessed a
good collection of botanical books, which he and I jointly
consulted, but without finding anything which bore on
the subject. When this Fungus was laid on a newspaper,
it emitted by night a phosphorescent light, enabling us to
read the words around it ; and it continued to do so for
several nights, with gradually decreasing intensity as the
plant dried np, A few weeks ago, and not till then, I dis-
covered another instance of the same kind, I was col-
lecting plants on an ironstone hill in the Toodjay district,
when I was struck with the beauty of a large Fungus, of
the same character as the former, but measuring 16 inches
across, and about a foot from the root to the extremity of
the pileus. The specimen which I carried home weighed
about ^XQ pounds, was very smooth, yellowish-brown
above, and dirty-white upon the gills : it gradually became
thinner towards the outer edge of the pileus, where it was
waved and sinuated. It was the beauty of the species
which induced me to gather it^for as to making a full
collection of the Swan River Fungi, such a task would re-
quire an entire season, and the skill of a person who could
make drawings or models of them. The specimen in
question was hung up inside the chimney of our sitting.

only is the sugar of admirable quality, but the quantity ig
six times greater than that furnished by the beet-root.Athenceum,—[This plant is, we presume, the Asphode'los
fistulosus. If the statement is correct, it will be a cariooi
fact as regards the properties of plants, for no sugar has
ever yet been found in any of the Liliaceous order,]

Rogal Garden, Berlin.—At a meeting of the members
of the Prussian Horticultural Society, held in October
1841, Herr Lenue, garden-director, gave an account of the
improvements going on at Beriin, under the direction of
the King, as well as of some others in contemplation of
which the following is an abstract :—1. The laying out of
the Place de Belle-Alliance, in a similar manner to that at
Leipsic, with convenient pleasure-grounds, &c. 2. An
improvement and extension of the Park-grounds, in which
It IS proposed that the large waste parade be partly takea
into the park, and planted in an ornamental manner Thia
is very desirable, as at present the dusty parade forms an
unpleasant contrast with the agreeable grounds on it»
left, and m summer gives rise to clouds of dust, which
cover the neighbouring vegetation. It wiU, when attached
to he park, form a square, in the midst of which a place
will be left for the parade, which is to be covered with a
firmer soil than it is at present. The pheasantry, situated
close to the park, will be converted partly into an extension
of the park, and partly be occupied as a zoological garden.
Une of the greatest and most important ornaments of the
park wiU be a memorial in marble, dedicated by the inha-
bitantsof Beriin to King Frederick William III., and
which, according to the direction of an order of the
Cabinet, will be placed In the Flora-Hatz, ftn arrange-
ment which has given the highest satisfaction. A
lithographic impression of the design for its emction
was exhibited to the society.—3. Several alteration* a»
proposed to be made, ^hich will not only ftLcilitate the
industry and commerce of the inhabitants of Berlin, bv^
involve improvements interesting to thtme engt^ed in

horticulture and planting. Great inconvenience ^ ai*

ways been felt at the spring of the year, in rensek getting

out through the lock of the Spree, on acawint of their

great accumulation durin|r winter; and m ordNjr to pre-

vent thi& difficulty, and to facilit&te the ingrtaa and ^ess
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U. it is proposed to form a canal, commencing; in

be a boalevard,

^iL'^Z^'jLaiMw'l'otfar from Cbarlottenburg. passing

„«. '^^rtrntuT;" the Potsdam and iierlia Uajlvray
nut "'^/""""

. .
tije Spree, between the Halle and

StCriS" i in'lde'tUe'.alls of the city. On

t^.e onetld/omi/cnal, which is to be 80 ft. broad, .ill

laid ont in an ornamental manner, and

plaated with trees, both within and wi^thout the city

walls The other bank of the canal will be devoted to

the erection of commercial buildings of various kinds.

The plan for the improvement of the Kopnicker-Fe!d

consists :n planting a large portion of it with trees. This

-will be in connexion with the above-mentioned boulevard,

%» well as many of the places of public recreation. It is

also intended to improve the ground on which the gun-

powder f__l.ry formerly stood, which is to be added to

the park, for forming a new parade in the south-west

front of the House of Invalids, and. at the same time, to

form a large basin as a harbour for ships. In the last

place, a plan was exhibited for laying out the Friedrichs-

Hain, on the outside of the city, which the magistrate of

this I'lace wished to establish in memory of Frederic II.

These improvements will all be brought info direct com-

bination by a great boulevard-road, and in this manner

form a circle of delightful shady promenades.

Se-usue of JT^^/c^- Boiantj—We arc happy to an-

nounce the intention of the publishers to re-issue Dr.

Koyle's very valuable "Illustrations of the Botany and

other Branches of the Natural History of the Himalayan

Mountains, and of the Flora of Ca:=Lmere." It is a very

important work, which ought to be in every good library

of Natural History ; and being about to appear in num-

bers, will be accessible by many who cannot afford to pay

its prfcc all at once.

NOTICES OF NEWFLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTxVL.

CATASETU5I oLonrFi.oRUM. Globc-fiowered Catasetum. {Stovh

Mpiphiitt'.) Orcliidacea;. GynauUria Monandria.— This is a

distinct and well-mairked species of a very variable genus, and

vras sent /rom Rio, by Dr. Gogarty, to the Glasncvin Botanic

Garden \\\ \ 840, where it has since flowered. The dower-scape.is

erect, from a foot to a foot and a half high
;
producing 12 or 15 of

its curious p:lohular blossoras. The sepals are mottled with pur-

plish dingy brown ; petals of a pale green, spotted with brownish

purple i labeUum pale green, richly spotted with deep purple to-

wards the raaigiu and dotted with red near the apex.— C«r^iVs

Bot. Mag, ^,
GloxIn-ia spe'ciosA; var. Menzik'sii. Rough-leaved Glox-

inia; Mr. Menzies' var, {Greenhouse Herbaceous Plant.) Ges-

neraccae. Didyuamia Angiospcrmia.—This beautiful variety has

nowered at the nursery of Mr. Chandler, where it is known un-

der the name of Gloxinia MenzifisU, The tube of the corolla is

white or cream-coloured, with a tinge of purple, and tlie interior

of the almost white throat is elegantly marked with numerous
purple dots.— CuriiV* Bot. Mag,
RHODoi>KvnRf>>r SmIthii au'rkum. Mr. Smitli*8 Yellow Rose-

Bay. {Hardy Er^'rgresn.y Ericaceae. Decaudria Monogjrnia.

—

This noble hybrid was raised by Mr. Smith, of Norbiton, near
Kingston, from a hardy seedling of his own, fertilised with the

poUfn of Azalea »iui«M4». it U a hardy evarcrecn abcub,iKith the

foUfcige mucU wrinkled; and the Uiiv-crs. which fom a depressed

cane, are individually above three inches across, of a yellow

ground, shaded lightly towards the outside with a pale brown
tint, and having the top petal spotted with brown. It is an
admirable plant for lifting when it comes into flowif, and placing

In a pot in the greenhouse, for preserving the delicacy of its

blossom^, for a greater length of time. When cultivated in the

open prrnund. it requires, like all Rhododendrons, a good depth

of heath-soU, and a rather shaded as well as sheltered situation.

—Pajion'x M'ig. of Botany,
CcEt<SGVxs tksta'cka. Tcstaccous Ccelogyne. Orchidacese.

Oynandria Moiio^'V >''a, {Store Epfphi/fe.)~~\n Orchidaceous
plant from Sincapore, introdnced by Messrs. Loddiges. The
flowers hang down in racemes about six inches long, and are of

dall clay colour, which renders them anything rather than hand-
some.—Bo/. Reg,

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Waierer's Xursery, Knap Hill.—This is situated in a pleasant

part of Surrey, about 5 miles distant from Bagshot, and 2^ miles
from the Woking station of the Southampton railway. It is de-

servedly celebrated for the choice collection of American plants,

to which it is almost exclusively devoted, and which appear to

thrive as well in this place as in their native country. A great
quantity of the Rhododendrons are treated as standards, being
frained with the clear stem to the height of 5 or 6 feet, and then
ttUcwed to form a bushy head, which certainly renders them
highly ornamental. These will be finely in flower in about a
fortnight's time ; amongst those at present in bloom are a double
variety c^ Rhododendron hyacitithiflorum, which promises to be
a free fiawereri a handsome seedling, raided from Catawbiense,
and trained as a standard, of a bnght rosy porplc, with the upper
IWfft of the ftower almost white, margined with purple, and the
throat marked with dark spots; and another of a delicate lilac
colour and an excellent shape, having the throat spotted with dark
"brown. One large plant we observed which must have measured
at least ao yards in diameter, ft is not, however, so much the
beauty of the Rhododendrons, at the present time, as that of the
Azilcaa, to which we would call attention. These are just in full
perfection, and being planted in dense masses, varying in colour

\from milk-white to the roost intense red, create a brilliant dis-
play ; many of them arc from 10 to 12 feet in height. Among the
seedlings raii>ed by Mr. Waterer, are Azalea viscosepala, white,
with a yellow throat ; this is a cross between viscosa and Indica
alba, whichlatter it very muchresemVies in the foliage: calendu-
»^~^a eximia, a bright salmon ; P^utica cr<Scea splt^ndida, buff and

side, have suffered from the late unfavourable season. Hr.

Dickson's bed, with some failures, contains afair share of very

fine well-bloomed flowers. In the class of Roses, we particularly

noticed the following sorts, in admirable condition : Pucellc

d'Orlcans, feather and flame, fine rose colour lipon a delicate

white ground, good cup, and the feathering very perfect. Rosa

Bianca, feather only
;
ground, pure white, with good cup ; this

is a very constant and excellent show flower. Tnomphc Royal,

very fine: Catalani. very pure ground, with fine-coloured rose

markings, in feather and flame, rather too much distributed over

the petals for our taste ; Cerise h belle forme, a fine and certain

flower it generally comes with the flame only, which is consi-

dered by the generality of growers its best character, but it occa-

sionally comes with feather also ; La Tendresse, a delicate rose;

and Minerva, which is a ver>- beautiful flower. Among the By-

bloemens we were delighted to see Holmes' King in such fine con-

dition: generally, the flame is very faint: but in Mr. Dickson s

specimens the colour was deep, and the flame perfect, which

rendered the flowervery attractive. Mentor, or Reiue de Sheba,

delicate white, with feather and flame ; Constautia. or La Vur-

ginite, delicate violet, with feather and flame; Belle Actnce,

and Rubens, very rich in colour, feather and flame ;
Franklin s

Earl Grey and Sir Edward KnatchbaU we saw for the first time

;

both flowers have well-formed petals and short good cups, each

feather andflame—the first a rosy Byblcemen, the latter a deeper

colour. The Bizarres are very select; the one commanding most

attention, on account of its size^nd fine colour, is a flower

(broken by Mr. Dickson from one of Clarke's breeders) named

the Duke of Devonshire; the ground is a bright, clear, lemon-

yellow flame and feather, but preferable when with feather only,

and rib running half way down the petal; in this state it shows

the ground colour, which is very beautiful, to great advantage,

contrasting with the deepest brown imaginable : the petals are

stiflr and the cup large and well formed. We consider this flower

a great acquisition. It comes into the middle row; the foliage

is large, and the flower constant, grand, and attractive. Greig's

Osiris, deep yellow, with good flame; Surpass Pompcy,

good cup, and rich colour ; Surpass Catafalque, nch yellow,

rib with feather, but it is most admired when with feather

only; Semper Augustus, delicate feather with rib: Strong's

Globe Bizarre, has a delicate lemon ground, with rich and

perfect flame, occasionally in a lighter strain ; Abercrombic, San

joie. or Captain White, flame and feather, very certain. Mr.

Dickson's flowers were a good size, and the colours were high

and fine; those we have noticed are choice varieties, and are in

fine condition.—J/flj/ 21.

aixtbictos.

Designs for Farm Cottages and Steadhigs, with Descrip-

(ions, Specifications, and Estimates ; General Remarks

on Farm Offices, andan AppendixofPractical Inform-

ation. By James Cunningham. Edinburgh : Blackwood.

This useful work forms a thin 8vo volume divided into

two parts. The first commences with general remarks

upon the present condition of the cottager, and points out

the means by which that class might, in a great measure,

be benefited. It is the opinion of the author that educa-

tion would do much towards effecting this, and that better

accommodation in the construction of cottage-dwellings

ought not to be overlooked, since the deficiency in this re-

spect is one source of the coarse habits to which the poor

become habituated. After describing the plan upon which

the generality of cottages are built, he proceeds to show

where improvements are most necessary, and in what

manner they may be effected. This description is ren-

dered more clear by a series of plates exhibiting the front

elevation, longitudinal section, and ground plan of his prin-

cipal designs, and concludes with an estimate of the labour

and expenses consequent upon their erection. The second

part begins with a general description of barns, stables,

cattle-sheds, and other offices belonging to a farm ; and

one important feature in this part of tiie work is, the faci-

lity which it affords of cheaply adapting the steadings to

the wants of successive occupiers. A specification is then

given of the manner of building and fitting up these offices ;

thisisaccompaniedbydesigns, to which the readeris referred

for a better elucidation of the subject. The volume con-

tains also nn Appendix, which treats upon the moving
powers which may be applied to machinery—on the Ven-
tilation of Farm-offices ; on the use of Home Timber in

their erection ; on the Charges of Interest on Money ex-

pended oa Farm-buildings ; on the Covering of Roofs

;

and concludes with detailed estimates of Farm-offices by
the lineal foot. Altogether it is a good, sensible, and
complete guide to both farmer and landlord.

London's Ilortus Ligjiosus Londinensis is now before

us. We find that, independently of its use in comprising

a list of the hardy trees and shrubs, both indigenous and
foreign, which are cultivated in the neighbourhood of

London, with their synonymes and the different authors

who have described them, it is also valuable in containing

an analysis of the more common trees and shrubs of Bri-

tain, with the purposes, useful or ornamental, for which
they may be grown. In this analysis they are arranged,

first, so as to show whether they are valuable on account

of their timber, the character of their head, their adapta-

tion to particular soils, or for their produce in fruits or

seeds ; secondly, they are selected with reference to orna-

ment, according to their bulk, form, mode of growth, fo-

^ ^ ^ _ ^^ »^ii^iutt uu liage? 0^ flowers- The work likewise contains an excellent
orange striped, with a red throat; Piitica'zebrinarorange and \ index of genera and species, including their synonymes.

\

\s

dark red, a handsome variety, the buds when expanding present a
sbriped appearance ; P6ntica macrantha, very like the eld variety
but far excelling it in size of flower ; Sulphtirca grandiflora, light
sulphur colour, throatspottedwithdeep yellow; Gl6riatriumphans,
bright rose, tluroat deep yellow, margined with pink ; this is a very
free bloomer, and the flowers arc weU shaped. We Ukewise
noticed some flourishing beds of Ammyrsine buxifolia, Menziesia
globularis, Vaccinium stamineum, andasmall plant of the double
aaarlet Thorn in flower, aAdaome noble plants of AndT6roeda flciri-

bunda and K^lmia latifAlia ; one ofthe latter was la feet in hcif^ht
and will shortly be in blodsora- An exceedingly fine specimen of
Magrndiia auriculata is aUo in foU bloom; this i:^ perhaps the

^^^urg^st l»la«t in England, being upwards of 40 feet ia height.
^^fiiUs roacrocarpa appears to thrive uncommonly well in this

itiuatiop't' ^qiftlso do the various kinds of Junipers, Cyprg^esand
©er&errieS, nrVhich there is a good collecUon. A Laburnum is

ixibipom, whic];d>resents the singular appearance of three varietie*

upon ^he s?in?C^rrce, viz.— Cytisus purpureu.s, C. rdseus and com-
mon yellow ;i*4; were rred by Mr. Waterer that this had
never been either grafted or budded-— /Z, A., May 23.

Menrs. tJl(^iA(m*s, Acra-lane, Brijtton.—Many of the Tulip-beds
ia the neighbourhood o( London, and particuUuriy on the south

Loudon^s Arboretum Brilannicum is, we are happy to

state, completed, and forms a thick 8vo volume, of 11G2
pages, and 2109 woodcuts. For our opinion of the work
we must refer our readers to p. 832 of last year's Chronicle.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
\

Thk various delicate tints of the ncwly-openedleavcs, the fresh
verdure of the grass, and the gay colours of the blossoms of nu-
merous trees and shrubs, combine to render the pleasure ground
more attractive now, than perhaps at any other season of the
year; it therefore behoves every one who has the charge of a

I

garden, to heighten this beauty of nature, and enhance its enjoy-
ment by kcepmg the grounds in the highest order that his means
will admit. As the principal planting may now be presumed to
be over, more time can be afforded for thia purpose—whlcli, how-
ever, ought at all times to'be made a principal consideration, be-
cause inattention to it is certain, sooner or later, to create a
distaste, either to the garden or to the gardener, in the minds of
proprietors.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Bepartmetit.

PiNKRY.—See the directions given lasT week respecting Hie

shiftln'^ of young plants. In pits heated by dung hnings. these

mieht "be partly renewed, for the purpose of renovating the
bottom heat, in preference to addmg fresh bark. Give no water

for a time to the roots of newly-potted plants ; there wiU be no
necessit>- for it if their leaves are surrounded by a humid atmo,.

sphere, and the plants slightly shaded m hot days. ,

VrxEar —Where forcing was commenced about the ist of

Jannarv', the fruit wiU now be ripe. If a pine- stove has, been

made use of for this purpose, which is donemmany gardens, par-

ticular care wiU be requisite when working among the Pine

plants not to rub the bunches of Grapes; the bloom once de-

stroved can never be restored, and the finest fruit looks unsightly

when deprived of it. If the next house in succession is not suffi-

ciently advanced to come in for table immediately after that now
in use is finished, the fruitshould be forwarded by a night tempe-

rature of 70°, and 80° to 90° by sun-heat (with a moist atmo-

sphere); in no case, however, ought Grapes to be strongly excited

daring the time that the seeds are forming.

Peach-house.—The fruit in the latest house ought to be mo-
derately thinned, if not already done, before the stoning proceiis

commences. Take ofl" all leaves that shade the ripe or ripening

fruit, and follow the directions formerly given respecting its free

exposure to air, at all times when the weather is suitable.

Cbkrry- HOUSE.—In case the fruit in the second house is ripen-

ine diminish the quantity of water at the roots, and discontinue

syringing. Air should also be very liberally admitted.

FiG-nousE.—Seelast week's Calendar.

CtxuMBERS Avn MELONS.— If any red spider be observed, take

away the infested leaves immediately, sprinkle the plants with

water, and close the lights while the sun shines strongly oa
them. With the vapour perfectly confined, a temperature of 100=*

or 1
05^ will not injure the plants ; but when it exceeds that pohit

they had better be shaded. Fumigate repeatedly, to keep down
thrips—one smoking having but little effect upon that trouble-

some insect. A few young plants, either from cuttings or seed,

should always be kept en hand.

Out-door Department.

Broccoli.—The Purple Cape and Grange's Early White may
be sown where they are to remain, putting two or three seeds in

a patch, two feet apart J
or if ground be scarce, let the plants be

one foot apart in the rows; every alternate one to be afterwards

transplanted. Sow likewise a little seed of one or two late sorts,

to furnish the latest crop next spring. The new variety called

ChappelPs Cream appears to be an excellent late kind.

Caultflowkrs maybe treated in the way above recommended
for the early Broccolis. If that method be 3iot practicable, sow
a bed for transplanting ; this should be done immediately.

Cabbag£S,—In some places very young Cabbages are required

during the whole of the season, and to supply these it will be ne-

cessary to sow more frequently than is usual. A little seed put

in now will come into use after that sown in March; and it wiU

be best to sow two sorts which have been proved by experience

to succeed each other.

Carrots.—Thin out the young crops before the plants crowd

each other, leaving the Horn variety thicker in the rows than the

large sorts; every other plant can afterwards be drawn for use.

Also sow a few more rows for drawing young in autumn.
Celery.—Continue to transplant before the plants get too

large, or their removal will give them a great check. If the

weather be dry, give them a thorough waterhig, and then cover

the damp earth with a little from the sides of the trenches. This

method of mulching with mould saves considerable labour in

Watering, by checking evaporation.

Lettuce.—Besides Cabbage and Cos, sow one or more of the

large summer sorts, such as the Malta or the Belle Bonne.

Mustard and Cress.—Keep up a regular supply by frequent

sowings ; or, if Normandy Cress is substituted, sow a bed of it.

Onions.—Sow the Welch, for drawing- young; and the Silver-

skinned thickly, for pickling: this last should be put upon poor

1
ground.
Peas.—Sow the same quantity of the same sorts as before,

with Spinach between the rows as usual.

Salsafv AND ScoRzoNETiA may yet be SOwn, if there is found

to be a deficiency of stock. Thin out the first sowing, and also

all other young crops that are sufficiently forward.
0;-cAa?'d.— Persevere in eradicating insects, for the reason given

last week. Wall Vines are now forward enough to be dressed

and nailed. Stop the fruitful shoots one joint beyond the bunch,

and do not retain too much wood and fruit : covetonsness in this

particular often spoils a crop, besides injuring the Vines for after

years. The shoots ought to he trained far enough apart to per-

mit the sun to shine between the leaves upon the wall. Ihose

who wish to excel in Vine culture on open walls will do well to

consult Iloare's work on that subject,

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— Watch caiefuUy for red spider and other insects,

using means to eradicate them whenever they make their appear-

ance. Remove seedling MammilI4rlas, or those which are un-

healthy, to a dung-frame, and keep them there during the sum-

mer. Apply very little artificial heat at night; in a short tune

this will not he required, unless the weather is dull and cold.

Greenhouse and CoNSEavATOKV.- The Greenhouse shoaia

be kept rather warmer than before, if it has been filled witn

tender annuals. A pleasing appearance might be given to tue

plants which have been set in the open air, by tastefully arranging

them in groups. If the pots are set upon a layer of coal-a'r^hes,

worms will not get into them so readily.* Delicate species mu«
not be exposed to the variations of the weather, but Ehould oe

kept under glass all summer ; for which purpose a low P^*»^^'*"iT

can be conveniently shaded in hot weather, is well adaptea.

Examine the roots of unhealthy plants, and repot them in sm^
able soil; these likewise should be nursed in a pit till tney

recover.
Pits a.\d Frames.-This department will now^ be chiefly occu-

pied in raising a stock of young plants and of flowers to "^.^^^*:

the Greenhouse and Conservatory. If the whole of the P"^^J^
not wanted for these and the purposes above mentioned, part o

them may be employed in the production of late Cucumbers anu

Melons.
Out- door Department. .

Finish the transplanting of annuals, and thin those ^ovni i"

patches. Many perennials now require staking and tying,

their flowering-stems should first be well thinned out. H* u»
stakes so that they may not be seen conspicuously, but oe

by the fiower-stems. After the planting and tying are coinpie"; •

the beds should be hoed and raked. Do not, as is frequently oon

for the sake ofneatness, cut off the leaves of Crocuses or oi"

bulbs which have blossomed. If the appearance of ^hfse is "

jectionable, they should be taken up and temporarUy planreu

the reserve-ground till the leaves naturaUy decay.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT- .

Nursery.—Seed-beds must be kept free from weeds, v^
otherwise win soon smother the young plants. The "^^re cikj

species, both seedling and transplanted, should be
^^^^^^^^iprt

sionally in dry weather. Keep grafted Stocks free from suckc .

and take off the clay and untie those wluch have matic »«V"^^
five or six inches long; these should afterwards be secureu

stakes, that the wind may not blow them off. slanted
FoRKSTANnCopi-icEWoons.—Pay attention to newiy-pi**.

trees, in keeping the small' ones cfear of weeds and S^*^^|^"y
preventing thoa© which are larger from being blown t^pf©
'rong wUuis. If seeds of forest trees have been sown wi

they are to remain, and are now coming up, t^**^ ^flUfJ^ until
will require a little care in the way of cleaning ^^^llt *?J?!^ TA*
they are high enough to overtop the grass.-^. B. nkittng,

iJi.^^d€n€.

-•%
-v \^ i:\\^ I

^^'

.
''^
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State of the Weather near London for the Week ending May

1842, tis^observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick,
Baromktrr.

May
Friday
S»iiirday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
WednesdaygS
Tbur^^ay 2G

A Verag e

Sit

21
23
23

Max. Min.
29.653 29.646
a9.7U S9.G76
38.718 80,674
S9.857 29-765
£9.838 29-790
as. 85* 29.845

2fl.833 S9.767

»9.78tf 29 .740

Thkrmometbr.
M
63
61
G5
G4
65
63
G9

63.8

Min.
49
41

43
43
40
48
47

44.3

Mean.
£6.0
51.0
53.5

£3.5
52.5
55.5
56.5

54,0™

Wind.
I RnU.

S.W.
S.

s.
s.

s.w.
s.w,
s.w.

-01

.01

.so

.S3

.01

May 20. Densely clouded, and cold ; overcast
21. Cloudy and fine; sultry at inten'als^ cloudy and fine at

night.
Cloudy and fine j slight rain at night.
Cloudy and fine throughout.
Rain

; overcast and fine at night.
Rain ; cloudy j overcast and fine.
Rain; cloudy; fine; clear at night.

The mean temperature of the week was 2J below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years for
the ensuing WVck ending June 4, 1842.

*

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

May.

Sun. SO

Mun. 30

Tuei. S!

June.
Wed. 1

Thum. 2
Fr?. 3
Sat. 4

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

46.4

Mean
Temp

36.666.9
67-8 . 46.3 67.0
69.1 47-3 58.2

6P.7

1

46.

8

58.2
ee.7 48.3 58.5
69.4 47.5 58.4
68,9 47.4 £8.1

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

6
5
e

9
6
6
7

Greatest
quantity
ot 11ain.

0.97 in,

0.^2
0.3S

0.27
0.33
91

0,76

Prevailinx IVindi.

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 2nd, 1S34—thermometer 85°; and the lowest on the 3rd iHi"
—thermometer 35°. ' '

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET
For the week ending May 27, 1842,

'

The supply of most sorts of Vegetables during the past week has
been tolerably good, and every kind of Forced Fruit is becoming
more abundant. Trade, upon the Mhole, has been prettv brisk
FrwiY.—Pines are very good, and their price continues much the same
as last week. Grapes are plentiful, and are somewhat cheaper from
4j. to 85 per lb. Of Melons also there is a good supply • thev are
selling from 65. to 95. each. Peaches and Nectarines are'becominff
more plentiful, and appear to be very good ; their price however
has not varied since our last report. Cherries are considerably
cheaper, having settled to 18*. per lb. Strawberries are abundant at
a somewhat reduced price, being from 4cf. to 8rf. per oz Plenty of
green Gooseberriea may be obtained, and Currants are not scarce •

the latter are selling at 6*. per half-sieve, the former from
3*. m. to. As. 6rf. per half-sieve. Apples stiU continue to

^^' ^J^^ty^^'^y^ cuttings of the half-ripened wood~

IftL'S'.^^"^^"-7---xsTnd ="E.7rrreen^^^e^
LnrP n?t^^^'

^**^" IS no Way to prevent the scraggy appear-

out alf tJ^P ?/H^^^^°*^" ^^^" ^^t of flower but by cutting,

^ght^'.
''°^'' ^""^ shortening those which are un-

^'^J
^---The proper time to commence shading your PicotebsIS just as the forwardest pods are beginning to expand and «

Sr^Yweat'^^^^^^^^^ ^' ^^^'' '^ ^ ^^^'^^ '''''''' '"^'^

W. EarL^Yonx purple Pansv is rich in colour and lartre- thegeneral form of the flower is very round and good, it jdso' lies
fiat, but we thmk that for so large a flower the petals want sub-

.
-^•'f'-—Pray excuse us: and yet your Poetry has something

imperial about it, for it reminds us of that of the late Catharine of
Russia. Her Majesty, profoundly afflicted at the decease of hertwo favourite greyhounds, composed the following epitaph, which
has smcc been considered a model for such compositions :—

" Ci git la Duchesse Anderson,
Qui mordit Monsieur Rogerson."

We recommend this style to your attentive consideration
If ; had the misfortune to be the editor of a newspaper, hewould discover that there may be very unexpected reasons formany things now unmtelligible to him.
R, J3.—If a MAXURE brings good Turnips and Barley, it ought

to bring good Clover. The failure of yours is, we apprehend,owing to the quantity of salt employed; two tons to five acres isa greater dose than we should expect any plants to bear advau-ta^ously; half a ton would have been a more useful quantity.

Tf ?^ + T^^ cannot print your letter without your real name.
It affects the interests of respectable persons, and cannot be pub-
lished anonymously, ^v""

.
/' -R^-^^Iany thanks for the beautiful Pinguicula, which wehave seldom the good fortune to see on this side the Bristol

Luannel.

^
^rfoms.-your seedUng Verbena is certainly high-coloured, tojudge from the specimen sent; but it appears to approach very

nearly to V. melindres superba. As, however, we have not a
flower of that sort to compare with it, nor an opportunity of see-ing your seedling plant, we cannot say whether it is sufliciently
distmct to be classed as a separate variety.
W, TT.—lt is probable that your seedling Pt\'KS will bear apeat resemblance to their parents; and if the seed was savedfrom double flowers, that many of the offspring wiU come double

also
;
but It IS more likely that by far the greater part wiU be

semi-double. If you wait with patience, you will be better able
to judge for yourself.
A Young Farmer.

a bronzy purple, li not so good as several already out in the
same way.
DisHpiihiS.—SAtr AXD Water must be extremely weak if ap-

plied to plants; an ounce of salt in a pailful of water is enough.
QuiCKLiMK will do no harm to anything, except slugs and such
'•small deer." The smoke of burning ScLPwra will destroy
foliage. You may consider Pkachbs and Nbctartnes to b©
fairly stoned when a pin will not pierce them. The Catalogue of
the Horticultural Society is descriptive of I-'ruits, in a tabular
form, but includes no information about cultivation. We cannot
send you '• Paxton's Calendar" unless you send your address.
Pc/o- next week.
A, B. C— It is quite impossible for us to recommend theVRVDORS Of manures, or of anything else. They must make

themselves known by means of advertisements, or they must irowithout orders. Wearesoiryto refuse: but necessity compels

ilH.J' ^ i^;^^"known to us ; Bran is sold bv millers. As you/
vo^irnthT ^% ^''.^l^'S^

""^ ^""''^^ Lambeth, we should thinkyou might smell out the Bone-crushers.

•v.r?*'!^'"^*'^"^^*^^
Ci.ovBR seed maybe had of every respect-

Xo Teetotaller would probably be better if he was one Atleast we do not understand his meaning ; in the beerinnin^ cf'l^^note he says, that his Orange trees are veryhcS and ^owwell, imt drop their fruit
;
but then he addsuTat one of these t^ew

Jh
;'!''> \?'tr'"'*?^^

almost dead. Whatare weTunderS b^this ? Nothing is said of the state of the soil, or the temperatureof the house, or of any other circumstances connected with theOrange trees. In the absence of such information we ca^niotpossibly give any advice.
v-*uiiiut

Jiluftdf^rbuss.-n is immaterial in what proportion you mix thestable Manurk and mould ; the more there is of the latter theweaker it will be. Sea sand will much Improve It because of the
salt as well as shells it contains. We are unacquainted with thesickle hoe; nothing is better than the common draw hoeSpring-water cannot be made like rain-water; but it may bemuch improved by exposure to sun and air; and still more so bythe addition of a ver>- small quantity of gas-water. The Dolbik

be well supplied; the demand for them is not great and the
Kitchen sorts are considerably advanced in price, fetching from 85 to
125. per bushel, and the Dessert lands from 7*. to 135. per bushel
Cucumbers are abundant, and may be obtained much cheaner'
the best not fetchuig above Is. 6d. per brace. Vegetables—Aspara'
gus still continues very scarce, owing to the coldness of the nights •

consequently its price is not materially reduced ; the best fetchesfrom 3*. 6d, to 65. per bunch. Cauhflowers are daily becomine more
abundant, from 2a'. to 12^. per doz. ; and a few Broccoli may stiU bemet with from Is. 6*^. to 2s, per bunch. Cabbages are plentiful and
very good. Peas although still very scai'ce are much cheaper than
they were last week, and are fetching from I45, to iGs. per half sieveAidney Beans stiU remain the same; new Potatoes are more abun-
dant, ^d are seUing from 6d. to 95. per lb. ; the Cornish kinds from3d to 5rf. per lb. \ oung Turnips and Carrots are improring fast

:

and they are somewhat cheaper than they >vere last week. Lfttucesand aU kmds of Saladmg are somewhat abundant ; so also is Rhubarb

PRICKS Sati'rdav. May fifl, 1843.— FRUl'i^^-
AppIe?, Kitchen.perbush. 4# toT*— Usssert. per bushel. 5j to IB*
Strawberries, forced, pernx.»4ii to8d
Peaclies, per doz. 30a to40t
^el;ta^ines, p«rdoz.,30« 10 4ns
Pine App]*.. perlb. IOj to lU
J«rap€»f hothouse, per ponnd, 4j to B*
Urang6B, per doz., 9d m 2* vd— per 100,5* tnl8«
— Bitter, per 100.7* to IC*

Leinuas. per doi. 1* to 2*— perlOO, 6*to 14j

A * ^u *, ^. P^ experiments on Ammoniacal liquor,
conducted by Mr. Bishop, of which an account is given at p. 224
of this year's Chronicle, were performed in April.^-'- In thinning out the pods of select Picoteks and Pikks
Pink.

Cucumbers, per brat-e. Crf to 1* Cd
Melons, English, each, 6* to 9*
J^herrjes, per lb. 18*
(rooseberries, porhf. ave., 34 6d to itSd
Currants, per half sieve, fi*
Almonds, perpeck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, S*
\\ aJnuts, per bushel, 16* to SU
Nuts, per bushel—

Cabbhge, White, per doz. 1* to 1* 6d

ku"'^'''o?*''^'
forpicklinff.2* 6d to 3*

Cabbajfe Plants, per doz.. 3* to 4*
«ro<-t-oli. Green, p. bnt^h., 1* 6d to 2*
^auliflowers,perdoz., 2* to 12*
reas, per half sieve, H* to le*
KidneyBeant, forced, p.!00,2iej to 3*
potatoes, perton, 4')j to 90*— per cwt. 2*6d to 5*— per bushel, li6d to 2* 6d— Kidney, per bush. 2* to 3*— New, per |xmnd, 6d to 1* 6d-- _ Cornish, 3d to 5<;
1 urmps, youn^, per bunch, 6d to 2*
^arrntH. young, per buntjb, Sd to 1* fid
rarsneps, per dozen, 1*
Red Beei>perdo2en,6*i tol*6J
Horse Radish, per bundle, 9t toS*

6d to'l?"
^^"""^ *^* ^°^^ ^^'^^^

RnT^a
'^"'n'P* p. doz. bch., 6d to 1* 6d8pmat]i,per «eve, ]*

J-hives, per pot, 3d
Leeks, per dozen bunches, 1* tol* 6d

— Brazil, so*— Spanish, 16*— Barcelona, 30i— Turkey, 16*

VEGETABLES.
<^arlic, perlb. 1*
Shallots, per lb., 2s Gd— Green, per bunch, 2d
Onions, per half sieve, 5*— Green, per bch., sdtoQd
Asparagus, per 100, large, 3tGd tnfU— Second or Middling, 2* Bfi to 4*— Sprue, or Small, 1* to 2*
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. score, 4d to 1* 6d— Cos, 6d to \» 6d
Celery, per bundle (IB to 15) 6d to It
Small Salads, per punnet, Sd to 3d
Watercress, p.dz.small bunch. 4d to6d
Parsley, per half sieve, 1*
Tarrag'on, per dozen bunches, 3*
Fennel, per dozen bunchea, S*
Thyme, per doa, bunches, 2*
J^H^c, per doz. bunches, 2*
Mint,pez dozen bunches, 2* to 3*
Marjortm, per doz. bunches, 2*
Basil, pHr doz. bunches, 2i
Rhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles. 4s to 12*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 9d to l«3d

^^otices to Correspondents.

of'Rnrfi?''^''''-T" ^^ ^'ery beneficial to cut off the flower-stems

atairJLrfJ'^'
when not required for seed, and it should be donewan early period of their growth.

ATidrAm«H
""^ ^eorfer'5 plants are,-], ^drdmeda Catesbeij 2,

Pfireo rir 1

^'^'^'•^a; 3' Spiraea alph^af 4, Lithospermum pur-

Mesemh^^^^M '*" • ^' Geranium phaeum ; 6, Gerdnium striatum ; 7,^^^^'^**0*anthemum acinaciforme.

A » ^?f*^
Si^l^scriber's Apple is the Yellow Buckland.

nahi^fri. 7 X
*" ^^^^^ are,-i, A'llium ursinum j 2. Pedicularis

Geranhw^ ?-'
Lepidiura campestre 5 4, Sanguisorba officinaUs ; 5,wauimn lucidum ; 6, Lithospermum arvense.

1J \; * Pj,ant is Labichea lanceolata.

hothoH "V^^^*^*^*^^^*-^ Marrow requires to be raised in a
nrnf!w-^

'^ .^/y afterwards be planted out in the open ground,
protecting It for a week or two with a hand-glass.

PAc^tv
"^''•"^"^ ^*^^ fi^^ ^ ^"11 account of the method of

D ^,p *J,^A^"-»KN-SEEns for exportation, in a leading article at

h n
^'^^^'^ Chronicle.

Joa'^ir^^ referring to the Garden Memoranda of this week,
at \Tr TT-^^*

^^^^ ^ noL'BLfi ScAHLKT Crat^cus Is ROW in flower

J T ^^^*^^^r's Narsery, Knap Hill.

brushilifil^ o^*^"^^
*"*^ perseverance in continually picking or

a dormall ct
^,*^*^«

fV'"^
t^e bulbs of your Amaryllises whUe in

^emedt wh- ?t
'
^'^* ^® ™'^''® *'^^^3^ ^" P^"^^ effectual than any

a»any of th
"^^ ""'^

''J^''.
^"^g^^st

;
removing at the same time as

safety a»H 7
'^^>'. ^^t^**^^ coats of the bulbs as can be done with

d 2!.T
*"'"»'«S" them.

ttethod af^^^^
cannot accomplish the more sure and simple"^aoa of propagating Moss Rossd by budding, you may L-

ft IS the general practice of florists to leave the extreme or lead-
ing bud, and the most forward one upon each of the two laterals
below, provided that neither of them are deformed. All the rest
should be nipped off at an early stage of their growth.

C. iV.—An instance of the curious transformations of the Pur-PLF Laburvum is mentioned in this week^s report of the HorH-
cultural Society.
B, Major.—Your Princess Royal Pavsv is a remarkably pretty

flower, from the brilliancy of the blue border which surrounds the
delicate lemon- coloured under petals: the eye is fine and decided •

the upper petals bright purple. In the Glory of Knosthorpe, the
three under petalsareof a delicate lemon yellow, the upper petals
bright purple ; the eye fine, rich in colour, bold, and decided. In
the Lovely Bride, the upper petals arc purple, the lower of a deli-
cate lemon yellow, with a mark of purple in the lip. the eye dark
purple, with a daiker pencilling visible. These are three very-
pretty varieties 3 they resemble each other in their delicate colour

.
and fine eyes, and also in the substance of their flowers which
however, in our opinion, is too thin, and is the cause of the lower
petals being finely fringed or rough on the edges. The Beauty of
Knosthorpe is our favourite, being the best in form, and with a
peculiarly fine eye,

Hi6er?iia.~Yo\x have allowed your Trop^olum to become too
dry, which is the cause of its flowers falling off. Euta\ia can be
easily propagated by cuttings. A description of six new Fuchsias
IS given in the Notices to Correspondents of last week j we have
not seen any of the varieties there described. The following aie
good^oits which we have seen: Fuchsia cordifdha, splendens
fulgens, radicans, Standishii, Chandleri, eximia, styiosaconspicua'
grandiflora mdxima, formosa ^legans, Riccart6nia,globosa major!
and Moneypennmna.
A, S.— Vour plant is Spirrea laevigata.
J. U.—Your plant of Fuchsia corvmbiflora will soon recover.

It has either been attacked by insects, or is suffering from cold.
Froteaceous plants are very easily managed, hke other green-
house plants, provided care is taken that water cannot accumu-
late about their roots : it is absolutely necessaiy that their drain-
age should be as complete as art can make it. This, with a free
circulation of air, being attended to, the thing is done.
Stupid.—\i^ES, when in flower, require a moderate quantity

of air: it is, perhaps, better to give them too little than too much
at that period of their growth, especially if it be wjjndy weather.
If the Vine border requires watering, Soap-suds are preferable
to either manure or pond water. If Pelarg<5.\ii;m8 are watered
frequently with 5/rong- liquid manure, their leaves will become
yellow; once a week is quite sufficient, and then it should be
mixed with an equal quantity of water. Common Green Vitriol,
or Sulphate of Iron, will answer the same purpose as Gypsum
in fixing Ammonia

j poiuring it in the manure- water only so long
as you can perceive an offensive smeU. You had better trans-
plant your young Tobacco Plaxts in a rich border; they will
not be ready for use until after the seed is ripe, when the plants
maybe pixlied up, and hung in a dry airy place till wanted for
use. It will answer your purpose for making Tobacco-water, as
well as for fumigation. They say you may destroy CaterpiUars
upon Gooseberry-bushes by dusting HKi.i-EBOKii-povfnKR over

jthem, but some persons deny this. Eccremocarpus scaber, and
all the varieties of Anagallis, are half-hardy Creepers, and may
be transplanted into the open border. Cob^a scandens requires
protection hi winter. Cucumbers should not be stopped at
every joint

; only where there is a fruit at the next joint below.
ViNBS, trained on the rod system, may be stopped at one joint
above the bunch, provided the shoot is not wanted to extend
Itself for next year's bearing-wood. To destroy the Aphis on
your Pelarg6niums, you must fumigate them, and not water thera
over-head with Tobacco-water.

A\ Dago.—The larger of your plants is Ne*5ttia Nidus avis: the
smaller one is Ophrj s Myodes.
Mr.B.Briar*s note contained no Corculio when it arrived. If his

beetle be the Sitona linearis, all that we can say at present about
its destruction was communicated at p. 337. We wish he would
ascertain the insect which erodes the edges of the Broad Bean
leaves. In the gardens I have visited in Wiltshire, the leaves are
all indented in the same way.—jR.
R. C*'s large hairy caterpillar will produce a very beautiful

moth, called Bombyx (Eyprepia) Caja, Linn.j it feeds upon a
variety of plants and vegetables, from the Nettle to the Lettuce
which it sometimes attacks in good earnest.— ii.

'

J. Barnes.—The best of your seedling Pansies is No. 5. The
flower IS of a good form, and large ; the ground colour bright
yellow, increased in richness in the lower petal ; the eye dark and
brilliant: the broad band of purple which surrounds the bottom
and side petals; is rich in colour, but terminates rather too
abruptly at the top; the edges of the petals are even, and free
from the roughness generally found in large flowers; upper
petals nch purple: it is a fine variety. No. 9 resembles No. 5,
but is inferior in every respect: it is not so- rich in colour; the
band on the side petals is of the same colour as the upper petals, a
bluish purple, on the lower petal it is of a bronzy purple. No, si.

, .^ ^i " — large spathaceoua
calyx. It must be new. Floripondio is the name given to Brue-mansia coccinea. We are not acquainted with the present si>ecies
Surreifensts.-UyGUT Lawv is foul, you mn^t thoroughly cleaii

It by pullmg out the weeds. It is not absolutely necessary to sow
the bare places with Grass seed, because the Grass itself which
is left will soon spread and hide them. If, however, you are
impatient, you had better employ Crested Dogstaii Grass Poa
pratensis, and White Clover; it is unnecessary to employ any
other mixture. A small quantity will do. unless your ground is
very bare; what quantity it is impossible for us to say
Ej^eter.-To grow DAih.iAS in Pots, you must select the

dwarfer and more free flowering kinds, the taller ones being

and place them in a hotbed, keeping them close for a day ortwo
and shading thera durhig sunshine. They will (if properiy
attended to; be rooted in about 10 days, and should then be re-
moved to a much cooler place, and have plenty of air. When well
established, shift them into larger pots, and finally, before placing
them out of doors, repot them either into 12s or 83, according
to the size of your plants. Top the leading shoots to make
them bushy ; and when the danj^er of frost is over, they may be
plunged in the open border, which saves much labour in water-
ing

;
but even then they must be watered copiously in dry

weather. They will flower freely aU the summer and autumn
although the blooms will not be so fine upon plants grown in
pots as upon those in the open border. After flowering, cut the
tops off, and place the pots containing the roots in any dry cellar
or other place where they wiU be secure from froat'during the
winter. Young plants struck from cuttings flower much betterm pots than the old roots. We are much obliged, but, unfortu-
nately, the Numbers of the Gardenern' Chronicle of which you
have duplicates are the same as those we already possess,
i>ea/.— The Rose you sent is the Yellow Banks'ian.
Mr, Mills's letter contains nothing but what has ah-eady been

stated more than once in our columns. We will not reopen the
question about Chapman's Potatoes till the experience of a season
has proved what they really are.
As usual, many letters have arrived too Ute for answers this vr^k.

NEWS OF THE WEEK. •

Our news from France is coniinecl to the debates in fbe
Chambers. The chief subjects of discussion have beeu the
Right of iSearch Treaty, and the new Tariff of the United
States, which involves some important questions afft^cting

the interests of France- On the former subject the
Chamber of Deputies has almost unanimously declared
its opposition to the ratification of the treaty, and M.
Guizot, pressed for an explicit avowal of tlie intentions
of Government, has announced that although in his
opinion the nation is morally pledged to ratify it, he con-
siders himself called upon to refuse the ratification iu its

present form
; while at the same time he declines to pledge

the responsibility of the Crown as to its future acts. The
questions at issue with the United States arise out of the
proposed increase of the duties on French imports in
the Tariff at present before Congress. In the discussions
to which this proposal has given rise, the Ministry ad-
mitted the importance of the subject, and stated that the
most urgent remonstrances had been made to the Ame-
rican Government, but without effect; that the adoption
of reprisals, as suggested by the opposition, was likely to
prove more injurious to France tlian to the United States;
and that the whole subject was still under the serious con^
sideration of the Government.—In Spain, much specula-
tion continues to prevail respecting the rumoured changes
in the Cabinet ; but there appear no reasons to believe
that any immediate modificadon will take place. The
Cortes have been occupied with the discussion of the
Supplies, and of a Bill for the reorganisatioa of the Nary.
The Ministry appear to be earnestly endeavouring to n
the financial condition and credit of the country, s^nd the de-

tails of another plan for raisinga loan have be'cnmadepubfe.

Some disturbances of a political character have o&cnrrtd

in the provinces, and apprehensions are expressed (or the

tranquillity of Catalonia.—From P<Hrt«g»l we Uttn that

the Slave-trade and Commercial Treaties with Uiis country

have been finally agreed to by the ityprMeatatiires of both
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Power, rbutThe questions connected wUh the mutud re-

duction of the taHff, thepriodpl^ of wh.ch has be n aU

r .dj ad.,it.ed, are still unsettled -The late fire Ham^^

bur/b coatinues to b* the prominent topic of mterest^^^^

our German news : the more i^imed.ate effects of the ca-

hmity hare been remoTcd, business begins to assume

lis usual activity, and active measures are m progress for

rebuilding the city on an improved plan. The ac-

cwmts from all parts of the Confederation are filled with

details of various measures for the relief of the sufferers;

»Dd large sums of money continue to be collected for this

purpose in the princijial cities of Europe. The anxiety

felt as to the means of the local merchants to fulfil their

obligations is gradually subsiding; and although a few

failures have occurred^ the general condition of the com-

mercial classes is represented to be sound.—Our Berlin

news contains some particulars of the intended plan of the

King of Prussia for relieving the Jews from the restric.

tions imposed upon them by the existing laws, and for

organising them as a distinct corporation. The most im-

portant concession is their release from the obligation of

military service; and in a recent decree the King

anures them that, although he considers it necessary to

^^r-jhold from them any privileges calculated to cause

& prejudice to the Christian comihunities, no ameliora-

tion will be refused which may be compatible with the more

general and more elevated interests of society.

At home the new Tariff has chiefly occupied the atten-

tion of Parliament. Numerous amendments on different

clauses have been brought forward, but without success:

the most important of these was one proposed for regu-

lating the duty on foreign cattle by weight, with the view

of affording greater protection to agriculturista. After

a long debate, the amendment was negatived by a large

majority; and the Bill has thus far passed through its

early stages without any material modification.
__ .. _ __

-- -. —

onu Xctus.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal continue well. On
"^^dnesday the Court returned from Claremont to Buck-
ingham Palace, where it still continues. On Monday his

Excellency Count Mensdorf, general in the Austrian

service, uncle of her ^^lajesty snd Prince Albert, and
hrothcT-in-law to the Duchess of Kent, together with his

four aons. Counts Hugh. Alphonso, Alexander, and
Arthur, arrived atBuclc'mgham Palace from the Continent,

and proceeded to Claremont on a visit to her Majesty.

On Thursday the Queen and Prince Albert, attended by
a numeroua auitc, honoured the ball at her Majesty's

Theatre, gi^en for the benefit of the Spitalftelds weavers.

We are Informed by the Morning papers that the Prince

de Joinville and the Duke d'Aumale, sons of the King of

France, are expected in this country on a visit to her Ma-
jesty in the course of the ensuing month ; that the King
and Queen of the Belgians will arrive about the same time ;

and that his Imperial Highness tlie ArchJuke of Austria

is also expected on a visit about the latter end of June.

It has been announced that her Majesty will hold a levee

at St James's Palace on Wednesday next, and a drawing
room on Thursday the IGth of June. The Earl of

Morton and Capt. Meyneil have succeeded the Marquis
of Ormonde and Capt. Duncombe, as the Lord and Groom
in Waiting on her Majesty.

Official Appoiniments.—The Queen has appointed A.
W. Young, Esq., to be Sheriff of the colony of N. S.Wales.

ParUamentary Movements.—The Cork County Elec-

tion Committee has decided that Daniel O'Connell, Esq.,

and E. B. Roche, Esq., were duly elected for the County
rf Cork, Thursday next has been fixed for the County
of Derry election ; Sir H. Bruce has retired, and Mr. R.
Bateson is now the only candidate.

jiortian.
PaAxcE.

—

Right of Search Treaty,—The Paris papers
are chiefly filled with reports of the debates in the Cham-
ber of Deputies ; the most interesting feature in which is
the continued discussion on the right of search treatv,
the commencement of which was given in our last, toge-
ther with the declaration of M. Guizot, that it was not
the intention of Government to ratify the treaty either
before or after the elections. The majority of speakers
vko have since addressed the Chamber on this subject
expressed themselvea decidedly hostile to the treaty, and
the Chamber has almost unanimously declared itself op-
posed to its ratification. At the close of the debate m'
Guizot rose to reply to some observations of M. Berryer',
by whom he had been charged with not having expressed
himself in terms sufficiently sincere ; and in a speech
vrhich elicited great applause from all parts of the house
entered into the history of the negotiations relative to the
anppression of the slave-trade, and contended that ** the
coarse pursued by preceding Cabinets pledged the country
morally to conclude the treaty of the 20th Dec, 1841/'
M. de Salvandy then rose to defend Count Mole's Admi-
nistration, of which he had been a member^, and proved
from official documents that Marshal Sebastian!, when
filling the post of Ambassador tn the Court of London,
t^ned a protocol in London in the year lfl38, contrary

to the express instructions of Count Molt?, and contended
4hat a protocol so signed could not bind the nation. M.
Gnizot rose to explain, and said, '* that although he was

irf opinion that the nation was morally pledged to conclude

tte treaty of the 20tli Dec, still he considered be wits

free to refuse to ratify it.*' This observation, which M.
Guizot repeated several times, was received by the Cham-

ber with much disapprobation. M. Dupin then rose, and

declared that ** it was absolute nonsense to assert that

the nation was morally pledged to conclude a treaty to

which the country was determined not to adhere.'* He
concluded by recommending the Government to take

measures for the abolition of slavery, but, at the same

time, to secure the independence of white men and the

honour of the national flag. M. Guizot afterwards again

addressed the Chamber on this subject, and concluded by

sUting that the treaty had not been ratified, and in its

present form would not be ratified ; but he declined to

pledge the responsibility of the Crown as to its future

The Chambers.—With, the exception of the debate on

the right of search treaty, the only topic of interest that

has occupied the attention of the Chambers has been a

question of some importance affecting the commercial

relations between France and the United States. In the

course of the discussion of the supplies for the Foreign

Department on Saturday, M. Legentil directed the atten-

tion of Government to a system of imposition practised

by the American authorities towards foreign merchants,

which, if it continued much longer, must, he said, end in

the complete rupture of all commercial relations between

France and the United States, According to the new

tariff now before Congress, the import duties of 20 per

cent, would be shortly raised to 30. This tariff combined

with a duty ad valorem another on the weight ; so that

certain goods, and the silks among others, would be liable

to pay a duty ad valorem and a weight duty, which, on

an average, would amount to 15 or 20 per cent, also—in

all to 35 per cent. The wines and other products of

France were to be subjected to similar duties on their

importation into the United States. The latter, on the

other hand, ivith a view to compel foreign nations to con-

sume their tobacco and flour, were about to lay a tax of

10 per cent, on the products of the countries which did

not admit those two articles on the same terms on which

they were introduced into America; so that the produce

of France would be shortly burdened by another duty in

addition to the general duty of 30 per cent. M. Legentil

then recapitulated the advantages which France had con-

ferred on the United States, which he thought entitled

the former to more gratitude on their part, and concluded

by saying that, should the Americans persist in their pre-

tensions, he should recommend that France abrogate the

Navigation Act of 1822, which assimilates the vessels of

the United States to those of France, and have recourse

to reprisals. M, Guizot, in reply, admitted that the mea-

sures about to be enforced by the United States were

likely to be most injurious to the trade of France. Ira-

pressed with that persuasion, the Government had, during

the last year, repeatedly addressed to the United States

the most urgent remonstrances ; but it was impossible for

him to tell what would be the result of those representa-

tions and negotiations, because of the financial and inter-

nal crisis now prevailing in the United States, which
prompted the latter to adopt extreme measures as re-

spected reprisals. If the .expedient of reprisals militated

against the United States without injuring France, re-

course should be instantly had to it; but he thought that

France could not with safety increase the import duties

on the raw materials constituting the great element of her
manufactures- With regard to the navigation duties, the case

was different ; but he would not express any opinion on that

subject, as the question was now undergoing serious exa-

mination before a committee composed of competent and
enlightened men; bntwhen they should have made known
to him their advice, be would propose such measures as

appeared to him expedient, and be ever guided by the

principle tfcBt reprisals are good only inasmuch as they
affect the interests of others without injuring those of
France. After a few remarks from one or two Deputies,
the subject dropped. The other business of the Chamber
has for the most part* consisted in voting the different

chapters of the Budget. On Tuesday, during the
discussion of the budget for the Departments of Agri-
culture and Commerce, one of the Deputies having called

the attention of the Minister of Commerce to the dis-

tressed state of the manufacturers throughout France, and
having complained of the increasing importation of linen

thread, principally from England, which was now threefold

greater than in the year 1836, the Minister said, he
was anxious to declare that the position of the linen

manufacturers was worthy the solicitude of Government.
•• This branch of trade must be relieved,'' said the Minis-
ter. ** It is quite true that the importation of linen thread
from England amounted last year to 12 millions of kilo-

grammes (12,000 tons). It is but too true that the num-
ber of operatives employed in the linen manufacture has
been reduced from 100,000 to 50,000. I promise, there-
fore, that in the interval between the present and the next
session of the Chambers, the Government shall occupy
itself with the subject, with a view to the relief of the
linen manufacture*'' This statement was understood to
convey a pledge that in the interval mentioned an in-
creased duty would, by Royal Ordinance, be laid on the
importation of British linen thread. The Chamber of
Deputies has disposed of the budget of commerce and agri-
culture. The committee on the rwlroad bill, in the
Chamber of Peers, having declared for the adoption of
the bill as passed in the Chamber of Peputies, it is ex-
pected that the dissolution will take place about the
middle of June, and that the general elections will come
on in July,

T/ie Copi/a/.—The Infants of Spain, sons of Don
Francisco de Paula, were shortly expected to arrive in
Paris, Private letters state that their movements have no

connexion with the alleged intention of the Regent to

bestow on the eldest the hand of Queen Isabella. The
King has placed in the hands of the Minister of the Hanse
Towns, in Paris, the sum of 20,000f. to be remitted to

Hamburgh, towards the relief of the sufferers from the

late fire. The committee of Peers, Deputies, &c., for

receiving subscriptions, have published a list, making a
total of I2,300f. Among the last contributors is the name
of M. Guizot, Minister of Foreign Affairs, for 500f. A
list of subscriptions has also been published by the com-

mittee of merchants and bankers of Paris, which shows
that the total amount received by that committee, including

15,000f. given by the Bank, is 125,954f. Ali Effendi,

the Turkish Ambassador to the Court of England, has

arrived at Paris, on his way to his post, accompanied by

his first secretary, Hair Effendi. The palace of the

Elysees Bourbon has just been prepared for the reception

of the Duke de Mecklenburg, whose arrival was daily ex-

pected. Mr. Washington Irving, Envoy of the United

States to Spain, had arrived in Paris, on his way to -his

post. Lord Cowley, the British Ambassador, gave a

banquet on Tuesday, in honour of her Majesty's birthday,

which is said to have been one of the most splendid enter-

tainments ever given in Paris.

The Fleet.—Accounts from Toulon of the 20th inst.

state, that the Med^e frigate left that port on the 17th

inst. to join Admiral Hugon's squadron at the Hyeres;

and add that that squadron quitted the islands on the 18th,

and was not expected to return for some time. All the

vessels composing it had sent their sick to Toulon. Pri-

vate letters contradict the reports of the expected arrival

in Toulon of the Prince de Joinville, and state that the

First Lieutenant ofthe Belle Poule has received despatches,

announcing the intended departure of his Royal Highness

for London, and giving orders for the frigate to join Ad-

miral Hugon's squadron. The papers state that the

Minister of Marine has sent express orders to all the ports

at which steam-vessels are on the stocks, to have them

finished with the utmost expedition.

Algeria.—Accounts have been received from Algiers to

the 14th inst,, but they add nothing to the information al-

ready communicated of the movements of the French

Army. The " Moniteur Algerien " of the I4th merely

gives a summary of the despatches relative to the affair

between the troops of Abd-el-Kader and the division under

Gen. Bedeau, on the 29th ult., an account of which we

have given in a previous Number. Gen. Bugeaud was

still at Mostaganem on the 13th inst., but he was preparing

to set out for the Cheliff. Toulon papers state that it' was

reported in Algiers that Gen. Bedeau had defeated the

army of the Emperor of Morocco, with the loss of 300

killed, and a great number of prisoners ; but the rumour

appears to require confirmation.

SpAix.—Our intelligence from Madrid possesses little

political importance. Speculation was still busy respect-

ing probable changes in the Ministry ; but there appears

to be little ground for anticipating any immediate modi-

fication of the Cabinet Much interest had been excited

in the capital by a great banquet given by the Regent on

the I5th inst., in the palace of Buena Vista, to the Infante

Don Francesco de Paula. The Foreign Ministers, the

Presidents of the Supreme Tribunals, the Queen's

Guardian, the Patriarch of the Indies, M. Olozaga, leader

of the opposition, and a number of other distinguished

persons, were among the guests. The Cortes have been

occupied with discussions on the different items of sup-

plies, and have approved the extraordinary credits de-

manded by Government by a majority of 88 against 44.

The Minister of Marine has brought forward a bill rela-

tive to the Navy, in which it is proposed that the total

strength shall amount to one line-of-battle^ ship, four

frigates, one corvette, nine brigs, eight schooners, four

steamers, and nine vessels of smaller dimensions. A corps

of sailors is to be enrolled of 3,260 men, and the marine

artillery is to amount to 2,400. It was rumoured in the

financial circles of Madrid that Government contemplates

the issue of a new loan, bearing interest at 3 per cent., to

the amount of 1,500,000,000 reals ; but the success of the

plan appears in the best-informed q\iarters to be consi-

dered doubtful.—Some rioting took« place at Seville on

the 10th inst. Groups of workmen, belonging mostly to

the tobacco-manufactory, traversed the streets singing the

'* Marseillaise," and crying, " Down with the Regent
!

'

"The Republic for ever!" The authorities however

succeeded, without much trouble, in repressing those

disorders; and the Political Chief issued a proclamation,

declaring that every workman forming part of a group of

six persons, who should not disperse within a quarter of

an hour after the publication of the proclamation, should

be arrested and tried by court-martial. Subsequent ac-

counts have been received, announcing that tranquillity

had been entirely restored. Disturbances of a more serious

nature occurred at Chiclana on the 11th inst, in conse-

quence of a degree of the Ayuntamiento laying a tax on

the people of the town, the proceeds of which were to pe

appropriated to the armament and equipment of the

militia. A detachment of 40 soldiers of cavalry at once

proceeded to the scene of disturbance ; and the revolters

refusing to submit, the troops were compelled to use their

arms, and killed and wounded a number of persons. The

Barcelona papers mention that the Carlist chief Felip had

rc-appeared in the mountains of Upper Catalonia with »

more numerous band, and had caused much uneasiness »«

that city. Accounts from Cadiz inform us that two pl*^

cards in favour of Maria Christina had been found m tbe

Con^titucion-phice ; that rumours were in circulation oi

the appearan<» of 200 armed men in the Sierra de Saon^
and that this event had caused the departure of tr^P»
and National Guards towards the menaced point. Fn-

vatc letters from Flgueiras announce that Don AbaCQ
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Ferradas, the head of the Republican party» l^^...^.

a warrant had been issued by the authorities, has 'tale"n
refuge in France.—Intelligence received in Paris on the
26th from Barcelona has excited great uneasiness for the
tranquillity of Catalonia. The Captain-General has,
however, taken every precaution to repel any act of aggres-
sion, by ordering reinforcements to march to Barcelona
from the neighbouring garrisons ; and the French force on
the coast is also to be increased.

Portugal—We have intelligence from X.isbon to the
16th inst. The general treaty of commerce, as uell as
the slave trade treaty, were understood to have been
agreed to by Lord Howard and the Duke of Palmella

;

and it was expected that they would be forwarded to
England by the next packet. A council of state had been
summoned for the 17th, in order to sanction the course
adopted by the Duke of Palm^lla on the subject. It was
thought that the question of the mutual reduction of the
respective tariffs, the principle of which had been agreed
to, would occupy some time. The Government is said to
be disposed to liberal concessions, in return for the large
reduction which is expected to be proposed on Portuguese
brandy, wines, and fruits ; but several difficulties appear
to stand in the way of a satisfactory arrangement, the
chief of which are the opposition of parties interested in
manufactories established under the high protective sys-
tem ; the state of the revenue, which makes a large
reduction of duties a serious experiment; and the com-
bined efforts of the party opposed to any concessions to
England. The English dividends had been provided for
by an arrangement between the Board of Public Credit
and the Bank : the new funds made over to the former for
the purpose had not yet realised a sufficient sum, but the
Bank, it was said, would advance the amount requisite,
receiving the same from the board in proportion as its in-
come was realised. It had been reported that Govern-
ment intended issuing a new paper money, called " copper
notes;" but this is denied by the Government papers.
Three more failures had taken place in the wine trade at
Oporto, to the amount of 150 contos of reis. The Count
de Raczynski, Prussian Minister to Donna Maria, had ar-
rived at Lisbon. A Danish prince was expected at
Lisbon on a visit, in a frigate, on his way to the Medi-
terranean.

Germany.—The Austrian journals contain an auto-
graph letter from the Emperor to the Chancellor Mi-
trowsky, recommending that subscriptions in favour of
the sufferers by the fire at Hamburgh be opened through-
out all the provinces of the empire, and inviting the
Archbishops and Bishops to aid in this measure through-
out their respective dioceses. Private letters from Vienna
state that as a means for meeting the extraordinary ex-
penses of the railroads, the Government is about to issue
bills of from 50 to 5,000 florins each, similar to bank
notes, payable to bearer, but carrying an interest of three
per cent, per annum. They are to have on their backs a
table, indicating their precise value, including interest, on
each day of their circulation, at which they may be re-
ceived by the public, and will be paid by the Treasury.—
Private letters from Beriin of the 13th inst. state that M.
de Kochow will continue to act as Minister of the Interior
until the_ 1st July, when Count d'Arnim will commence
his functions. They also mention a report that the King
of Prussia has offered to lend a million of crowns to the
city ol Hamburgh for three years, without interest. It
appears that the Jews lately presented a petition to theKmg of Prussia, praying that their body might not receive
an organization as a private corporation, nor be subjected
to special obhgations, as a compensation for being relieved
trom mxiitary service. The journals contain the King's
reply to this petition, in which his Majesty states «' that
fiis intention is to adopt measures which will relieve
Israelites from the restrictions imposed on them, and se-
cure their relations with Christian communities, by giving
to their ])rivate interests more independence and authority
ifarough the formation of corporations. Means will be
ihUB afforded them to give their faculties a greater de-
velopment, both in their own interest and that of the
V^linstian population ; but his Majesty thinks it necessary
10 attach all those advantages to conditions based on the
essence of a Christian state, according to which it is not
permitted to grant the Israelites any power over the
j-nnstians, or any privileges which would be calculated
to cause a prejudice to the Christian communities. The
preservation of the rights enjoyed by the Christians must
consequently counterbalance the suppression of these re-
fitnctions. These two objects can only exist united, and
cajinot be separated. In relieving the Israelites from the
oDiigation of military service, they will not be deprived ofany advantage, as they may always enter the service volunla-

of tV 1
^^^ evenis, the Israelites may calmly wait tjie result

or the deliberations commanded on the subject, and they
niay depend that no amelioration will be refused them com-
^;ble with the more general and more elevated interests of
society. * The papers give accounts of several fires which
^T^^cc^rred within the last fortnight, the most serious of

^&ich occurred at Pozey, in CroaUa, where no Icsi than 168
o^ses were destroyed in a short time, and fifteen per-

sons perished.—Private letters from Muskau, dated the
^^th inst., state that Prince Plickler, who has for some

«*°f \
^^^ ^^ ^"^ service the famous pedestrian Meusen,

wnt him off on that day for Cairo, giving him letters of
recommendation for several persons of distinction. Meu-
sen is to pass by Jerusalem. He is charged by the Prince
to discover the sources of the White River, as well as to
oetermine the real position of the mountaios called the
fountains of the Moon, which, up to the present time,
«ave been considered fabulous by many persons. Meusenwmcrly took a journey from Calcutu to Europe, throueh
AJ^hanistan, Persia, and Syria, and did not meet with^

bread.

lightest accident He can easily walk 20 German miles
(y^ -English) a-day requiring for food only a loaf of

thp r,L A 'a ir
^"^^^'^'^^^ tl^e ^'ile for Karthum, and asthe pretended Mountams of the Moon are. if they exi.t

only five degrees of latitude from this place, he could reachthem in four days. Great hopes are entertained that his
journey will be crowned with success.- Subscriptions for
finishmg the cathedral of Cologne have been opened at all
the principal towns in Germany ; and the sum raised for
this purpose in Berlin already amounts to about 1,650/.,
more than a fourth part of which is said to have been sub
scribed by Jews.—The journals publish the following sta-
tistics relative to the population of the states composing
the German Customs Union : Prussia, 15,159.031 souls ;

?t!f."^'
^'^^^^»^^^

'
Saxony, 1,706,276; Wurtemberg,

J^^^o^o^^/. ^'^'"; 1.^94,131; Electoral HessI
6CG,280; Grand Duchy of Hesse, 820,907 ; the Duchy
of Nassau, 398,095 ; the free town of Frankfort, 66,338 :

the union of Thuringen, 952,421. Total,27,142,323 souls.
Ihe income derived from the duties levied by the Union

r^o?!*^,
'''

J'"''^^ *° 14,701,856 crowns; Bavaria,
1,651,171; Saxony, 1,878,177; Wurtemberg, 474,449

;Baden. 846,364 ; Electoral Hesse, 40,867 ; Grand Duchy

?nor f^^^^ i^^'^i^' ^*''«"' 3^»^^2; Frankfort,
1,026,461. Total, 21,915,921.
Hamburgh.—Accounts have been received from this

lost his consciousnesF, and expired at 8 the following-
morning. It seems that he had on the previous day
written a letter to his brother. Dr. Porter, of Bristol, an-
nouncing his intention to return immediately to England.
TrnKEY.—By the arrival of the Levant mail we have

advices from Constantinople to the 7th inst. Intelligence,
said to be of an undoubted character, had been received in
that capital from Syria, announcing the arrival of an
Egyptian frigate and corvette at Bevrout, with Egyptian
troops; and adding that Suleiman Pacha \vas expected
shortly to arrive from Alexandria, with an additional rein-
forcement of four regiments (1G,600 men), the greater
portion of whom were already en ronte. This force is in-
tended to co-operate with the Turks in the complete dis-
armament of the Lebanon. The other news from Con-

city to the 23d inst. The late calamity continues to be
the principal topic of conversation. Considerable anxiety
appears to prevail amongst all parties having commercial
relations with the place as to the means of parties fulfil-
ling their obligations, A few failures have already taken
place, and an extensive corn-broker has stopped for an
amount of 60,000/. It is, however, stated that the general
condition of the commercial community is sound, and that
business, which was for a time suspended by the recent
calamity, is resuming its ordinary activity. In the mean
time, the clearing of the streets is actively advancing, and
plans are in progress for the improvement of the city. Mr.
Lmdley, the English engineer, who distinguished himself
during the fire by his exertions to arrest the progress of
the flames, is one of the persons appointed to draw up a
plan for this purpose, and his proposal is said to be, that
the New Exchange should be made a centre, towards
which a number of fine broad streets should converge. A
portion of the walls of St. Petri's Church, which had been
left by the fire in a dangerous state, has been thrown down
by gunpowder; but unfortunately in the operation four or
fi\^ soldiers near the spot were injured by the falling of the
bricks, and one man was killed. A number of workmen
are employed in covering every vacant spot with wooden
houses for the use of small shopkeepers, who are thus
enabled to resume their business. Various reports exist
as to the mode which will be adopted of raising money for
the reconstruction of the city, but nothing official has yet
transpired on the subject. Large subscriptions for the re-
lief of the sufferers continue to be received from various
foreign states. In addition to those mentioned in our last,
the Emperor of Russia has forwarded 80,000 marks
banco; and the King of Saxony has appropriated 1,600
louis-d'ors for the purchase of stone and limber, to be
used in the construction of new buildings. In Frankfort
and other places, ladies' bazaars are about to be established
for the purpose of raising money ; and accounts from the
former city state that 5,000 florins have been subscribed
by M. Rothschild, and 1,000 more by some of the banking
establishments. The King of Wurtemberg has contri-
buted 10,000 florins from his private purse, and 5,000
marks banco had on the 15th inst. been collected at Stutt-
gard. The Orphan House, in the Admiraletale-strasse,
will be used as a Senate-house until a new one can be
built ; and the orphans will in the mean time be removed
to Harvelsleteude, It is stated as a fact, that pieces of
burning paper, tapestry, silk, &c., fell in Cfebeck, and
even to a greater distance from this city, during the con-
flagration

; and that the reflection of the fire was seen in
the Baltic by the passengers in a Swedish steamer, and
also by ships in the German Ocean, at a distance of 100
miles from the city. A correct statement of the extent of
the damage done by the fire has been published, and may
he interestingto some of our readers ; it is as follows :— •

61 streets, 120 courts, 1,992 houses, and 1,716 dwelling
floors (Etages. Siihle) ; 498 cottages, A^S dwelling cellars

;

21,526 inhabitants roofless ; 3 churches, 2 synagogues
;

3 watermills, with 36 wselves ; the Spinnhaus and Zucht-
haus, with their churches (houses of correction) ; the
Detentions House ; the Senat House ; the Old Exchange;
the Eimbeck House, containing court of commerce, court
of common pleas, with offices ; the custom-house offices,

the stamp offices, the lottery saloon, the citizen guard
offices, and other public offices ; the Bank ; all the largest
hotels, and all the libraries. 3,786,300 square feet is

the superficial extent of the burnt portion of the city.
Italy.—Private letters from Naples state that the

French Government has undertaken the mediation of the
pecuniary questions which have arisen between Holland
and Naples, and that a squadron is to be sent from Toulon
to watch any movements that may be made in the Medi-
terranean by Dutch ships of war.
Russia.—Private letters from St. Petersburg announce

the sudden death in that city, on the 4th inst., of the cele-
brated traveller Sir Robert Ker Porter, in his 62d year.
It appears that on the morning of the 3d inst. he went to
court to pay his respects to the Emperor, and afterwards
made two or three visits to private friends ; on arriving at
his house, about 3 in the afternooo, the servant, on open-
ing the door of the carriage, perceived that his master was
holdmg himself in, and that he moved to the door with
much difficulty, and before he could descend the step, he
fell down from the effect of an apoplectic strote, and waa I

<»niadup atain* be took « little wa^, bat aoon aftfifrj

stantinople is not important. The misunderstandiDg be-
tween Sir S. Canning aud the first dragoman is said to
have been arranged. Tahir Pacha, the high admiral, has just
bought from his colleagxies, for a sum of50.000,000 piastres
a right of farming the Stamboul Customs for the ensuinr
year. Sir Baldwin Walker had received an appropriate
sword from the Vizier, coupled with an assurance that the
former one, which had been returned by Sir Baldwin as
noticed in a former number, had been sent entirely ihrough
mistake. M. Mavrocordato addressed a note to the Porte,
dated the 25th April, in which he states that the refusal
on the part of his majesty the King of Greece to ratify the
treaty of commerce and navigation, negotiated and signed
on the 3d of May, 1840, by M. Zographos, has given
rise to discussions, the more to be lamented, that they are
opposed to the real interests of the two states ; that M.
Zographos was not furnished with competent authority to
sign such a treaty; and that the present government, being
desirous to terminate this unpleasant state of affairs, now
offers proposals to the Porte to exchange powers with it,
and to negotiate a new treaty on the basis of the former,
but with certain indispensable modifications.—The fol-
lowing additional iuteliigence from Constantinople, dated
the 7th inst., has since been received through private
letters recefved by vpay of Paris. Riza Pacha, Grand
Marshal of the Palace, has had such a severe attack of
a pulmonary nature, that his medical attendants enter-
tain but faint hopes of his recovery. The Grand Vizier
is obliged to keep his bed from a wound in his thigh, which
has opened afresh, and which, it is feared, may render
amputation of the limb necessary. It is stated thatTahir
Pacha proposed, at a council of minigtera, to despatch to
Tunis a commissioner to watch the conduct of the Dey

;

but the Sultan opposed it, on the ground that he did not
wish to give umbrage to his friend and ally the King of the
French ; and further, ordered steps to be taken to put an
end to the intrigues of the Prince of Samos, who was said
to be everywhere exciting a feeling of hatred towards
France. The Sultan had increased the ' appointments ' of
Fethi Pacha, and in a private audience is said to have ex-
pressed to him the greatest friendship and regard.
Egypt.—We have intelligence from Alexandria to the

6th inst. The expedition which Mehemet Ali sent last
year to explore the course of the White River in >^igritia
had returned to Cartum, after an absence of months,
having failed in its object, the course of the river being
impeded with rocks and cascades. Two Frenchmen, em-
ployed by Mehemet AH to make mineralogical observa-
tions in the country, brought back several specimens oi
copper and iron. The Pacha had forbidden any slaves to
be made; but, contrary to his instruction, several of the
inhabitants were brought back to Cartum in chains.

UxiTJED States.—Our readers will perhaps be inter-
ested in perusing the following abstract of a pamphlet
published by Dr. Channing, the American divine, which
has appeared in the Mominy Chronicle. It embodies the
writer's opinions on the subject of slavery generally,
but more particularly in connexion with the claim
set up by the United States for compensation for the slaves
of the Creole liberated by order of the British authorities
at Nassau, the particulars of which have already been
given in this paper. •< The question," says Dr. Channing,
"between the American and English Governments turns
mainly on one point. The English; Government does not
recognise within its bounds any property in man. It
maintains, that slavery rests wholly in local municipal
legislation; that it is an institution not sustained and en-
forced by the law of nature—and, still more, that it is
repugnant to this law ; and that, of course, no man who
enters the territory, or is placed under the jurisdiction of
England, can be regarded as a slave, but must be treated
as free. ... This principle is so plain, that it has been
established, and is acted upon among ourselves, and in
the neighbouring British provinces. When a slave is
brought by his master into Massachusetts, he is pro-
nounced free, on the ground that the law of slavery has
uo force beyond the state which ordains it; and that the
right of every man to liberty is recognised as one of the
fundamental laws of the commonwealth. A slave flying
from his master to this commonwealth is indeed restored,
but not on account of the validity of the legislation of the
south on this point, but solely on the ground of a positive
provision of the constitution of the United States ; and he
w delivered, not as a slave, but as a « person held to service
by law in another state.' We should not think for a
moment of restoring a slave flying to us from Cuba or
Turkey. We recognise no right of a foreign mBftter on
this soil. The moment he brings his slave here, his

claim vanishes into air ; and this takes place hec&me we
recognise freedom as Uie right of ererj human beiaf/'

Our space does not allow us to give the v^hole of the au-

thor's arguments on this subject; but the foEomng are

the concluding remarks, in which ha appeals to the frw
states on the subject of slftv^7

natio&al jmnciplea oumot Ns toa xatsch laitieated and dit^

Tiua declaratioQ
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h^dLan i'ippuT.e'^hich, notwithstanding the dishonour

castan the cause by the excesses of France IS still acting

deeply and broadly on the civilised ^orld. Since that

period a new consciousness of what is due to a human

beiof has been working its way. It has penetrated into

despotic states. Even in countries where the indivulual

has no constitutional means of controlling government,

personal liberty has a sacredness and protection never

known before. Among the triumphs of this spirit of free-

dom and humanity, one of the most signal is the desire to

put an end to slavery. The cry for emancipation swells and

from land to land. And whence comes the op-

cry ? From St, Petersburgh ? From Constanti-

nople ? From the gloomy, jealous cabinets of despotism ?

No; but from Republican America! from that country

whose Declaration of Independence was an era in human

history ! The nations of the earth are beginning to pro-

claim that slaves shall not breathe their air; that who-

ever touches their soil shall be free. Republican Ame-

rica alone protests against this reverence for right and

humanity, and summons the nations to enforce her laws

against the slave I"

Australia.—We have received papers from Sydney

to the 20Lh Jan., from which we learn that the Debenture

Bill had been withdrawn from the Legislature by the Go-

vernor, who complains of the high rate of interest the

banks charge in all their transactions. An insolvent

debtors' bill had been introduced, the several clauses of

which were tinder discussion. It is proposed that the

estates, as in cases of bankruptcy in England, shall pay

the expenses attendant upon the administration of the

law. The crops were promising in most of the districts of

the interior, and the commercial state of the colony ap-

pears to be gradually improving from its late distressed

^tate. Some cessation had .taken place in the importation

of goods, and the stocks, though still l\eavy, were gra-

dually clearing off, but sufficient remained in the ware-

houses to supply the inliabitants for a considerable time.

The accounts of the staple articles are satisfactory, and

the production of them is on the increase. The compa-

ratively recent location of Hunters' River, from which

settlement accounts had been received at Sydney to the

8th Jan. appears to be going on well, and in the last year

it sent upwards of 1,200 bales of wool to Sydney by

steam vesicls alone,, exclusive of large quantities forwarded

overland or shipped direct to England.

Cape of Good Hope.—We have recent intelligence

from this colony. The papers mention that the accounts

from Natal were satisfactory. The emigrants, after long

consideration, had determined upon pursuing a pacific

course; and it was reported that the chief commnndant,

Pretorious, and some others, had in consequence resigned.

It appears also, from letters received from the districts to

t!ie north, that several of the Natal emigrants had returned

to the colony, ostensibly to visit their friends ; and it is

stated that the movements of the troops had occasioned

an unfavourable feeh'og in the colony. The 50/, wool

pn'ze-cup given by the Cape Agricultural Society had been

awarded to Jlr. William Dickson, as the successful corn-

animals at tbe same duty without reference to their weight or

value.—Earl Fitz-william and Lord Kinkaird briefly supported

the opinion of the Earl of Ripon. and the subject dropped.

LordKiNNAiwD, referring to the distressed state of the country,

gave notice that on Thursday nest he would move for a select

committee of inquiry on the subject. He also intimated that he

would move for the production of the Queen's letter, addressed

to the clergy, for the purpose of raising subscriptions for the

relief of the distress. . . ^,

The Duke of Wellin'gton said that before movmg for the

letter, the noble Lord should be perfectly certain that such a

letter had been written.

Lord KiNXAiRD said that his noble friend near him could cer-

tify to the fact, because he had heard it read last Sunday at

church.-Lord Coi.borne said, he certainly was in the belief that

he had heard such a letter read last Sunday.

The Duke of Wellington said, if there were such a letter, he

would offer no objection to the production of a copy of it.

Thursday.—Lord. "Wharxcliffe, in reply to obsen-ations by Lord

Ilatherton on presenting a petition, said that he wa* aware of the

e\ils resulting from canal navigation on Sundays, and that although,

from the state of public business, Government could not undertal^e to

introduce a measure upon the subject during the present Session,

they would afford everv facility in their power to any noble Lord who

should bring forward a measure empowering the proprietors of canals

to prevent Sunday trading.

Lord KiNXAiRD then rose, and, pursuant to notice, moved for a

copy of the Queen's letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury, for the

purpose of calling on the clergy to aid in raising subscriptions to re-

lieve the existing distress. He animadverted on the ignorance ex-

pressed on Tuesday by the Duke of Wellington as to the existence of

such a letter, and "thought there was great reason to doubt the pro-

priety of the course adopted by G overnment in issuing such a docu-

ment at the present time.

The Duke of Wellixgtox explained the circumstances which had

prevented him from knowing that the letter had been issued, when

the subject had been brought before the House on a previous evening.

He frankly confessed, that being absent from town during the recess,

he had kniown notliing of the letter, and said that he took much shame

to himself for this neglect of duty. His Grace then briefly vindicated

the decision of Government to issue such an appeal, on the ground of

the prevalent distress in certain districts ; and concluded by saj-ing

that he had no objection whatever to the production of the letter. A
short conversation ensued, in which several noble Lords joined, and

the motion was finally agreed to.

The Lord Chaxcellor moved, that the House should resolve

itself into a committee on the Copyright Bill. Understanding that

powerful opposition was about to be offered to the bill, he considered

it to be necessary to enter into a histor>- of the law of copyright, which

he proceeded to do at great length, and concluded by declaring that

he regarded the measure before their Lordships as one of simple

justice, less than the persons for whose benefit it was intended were

entitled to receive, but as a compromise which had obtained the con-

currence of all parties worthy of their Lordships' approbation.

Lord Brocgham opposed the measure on several grounds, one of

which was that it contained an objectionable retrospective clause.

The extension of the period of copyright would be of no use to authors,

for booksellers would not give more for a copyright of 42 years than

for one of 2S. He had obtained a calculation of the couiparative

value of copvrights for each period, supposing each yielded an annual

petjtor. la consequence of the depressed condition of the

wine trade at the Cape^ a commiUee had been, appointed

to present a memorial to the Legislature, praying for leave

to establish distilleries for distilling wine into spirits, and

that the stamp duty affecting all distillers should be re-

pealed. Premiums are offered for the best sample of raw
sugar made from grapes, in quantities of not less than

100 lbs. Fresh arrivals of settlers were looked for from
Germany and other parts of the continent of Europe,

^nilicimcnt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

J^owrf«^.—Several petitions were presented ; among others one
by the Duke of RrcwMOxn, from the Vale of Orford, Aberdeen-
shire, against those parts of the tariff which related to the im-
portation of meat and cattle. The noble Duke expressed alarm
at some of the propositions of Govcmment,and considered many
of ihero to he Inconsistent with themselves.
Lord CAiiPBicLL put a question to the Lord Chancellor respect-

ing the practice of lockiiwf up pa,sseiigers travelling by railways.
He said he need not refer to the frightful accident which had
recently occurred on a railway in a neighbouring country. The
French Government had since passed a law forbidding the prac-
tice, and he thought a similar regulation should be established in
this country; and he hoped that the noble and learned Lord
would be able to tell htm whether Government had any measure
In contemplation upon the subject?
The LoroChanckllor said that he was afraid he could not

give a very satisfactory answer upon the subject in the absence
of his noble friend, the Ptesideut of the Board of Trade. He had
himself been lucked up that morning in one of those carriages,
without experiencing any inconvenience ; and as far, therefore, ai
his feeling was concerned, he was not desirous of any alteration.
T Itt:5(%,— After tbe presentation of petitions, the Earl of

KiPov, alluding to the practice of locking up passenger carriages
on railways, noticed by Lord Caropbell on the previous evening,
saki, that ha consequence of the accident on the Versailles RaU-
;roadv he badccmmunicated to the different railroad corapaniea
in £ng;Und the opinion of Government, that the practice of lock..

ing" both daors of the carriages was unnecessary and dangerous.
He had thus used all the powers of Government, and he believed

the intimation would not be disregarded by the only company
(the Great \Veastern) that now pursued the practice.

The Duke of Richmuxd prcsezited a [u-tition relative to the im-

portation of foreign cattle, wliich raised some discussion. He
vas of opinion that justice had not been done to the agricultural

Ttie JEarl of RirON defended the Tariff, on the ground chiefly

that the price of meat, and the demand for it in foreign countries,

Waa such as to preclude the possibility of its importation at a
Bioderatedutyinjui-ixj^ the agricultural interests in Great Britain.

Tfa« Duke of RicsjtfONO animadverted on what he considered

the :A*wgii*istency Of tile TariiT in tdauttiDf tfte teN^wrtation of

profit of 100/., and he fourtd that the copyright of 28 years would be

worth 730/. and that for 42 years only 781/. Even this small differ-

ence in value would not reach the authors from the booksellers.

"While, therefore, no benefit would accrue to authors, much disad-

vantage would result to the public, by keeping up the prices of valu-

able works, and keeping them out of the hands of the people.

Lord Lyttelton' thought the terms of protection granted by the

bill insufficient, and said that the arguments of Lord Brougham,
however cogent as to authors who sold their works, did not apply to

those who retained their copyrights.

The Bishop of LoxnoN supported the jneasure. lie said there

were many cases In which works were gradually rising in their market
value, and would be most valuable about the time that the copyright

would expire under the present law. In such circumstances, the ad-

vantage that should belong to the author's family was frequently ap-

propriated by a speculative bookseller.

Lord CoTTEXiiAai said he would not oppose the bill, although he
doubted whether the proposed addition of 14 years to the term of

protection would be beneficial to authors. He thought that the bill

should not be argued on the ground of justice or injustice to authors,

but on the ground of public interest. He concuirt^d in the general

objects of the bUl ; but he considered its retrospective clauses to be
adverse to the public advantage.

Lord Campbkll expressed his cordial assent to the principle of the

hill. The bill then passed through committee, with the understand-

ing that the clauses might be fully discussed outhe bringing up of the

eport.

Friday.—1.oxA Wharntltffe stated in reply to Lord Dunally,

what precautions had been taken by the Government for the preven-

tion of any general breach of the peace in the county of Tipperary.

Lord Campbell laid on the table a bill for transferring appeals

from the Ecclesiastical Courts in Ireland to the House of Lords,

which was read a first time.

* HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.— Col. Rushbhooke moved that a new writ be issued

for the borough of Ipswich, in the room of Messrs. Wason and
Rennie, whose elections had been declared void. After a length-

ened conversation the issue of the writ was postponed j and Mr.
C. WvNx announced that he would on Thursday propose that the
Attorney General be directed to prosecute the parties concerned
in bribery at the late election for Ipswich.

On the motion for going into committee on the Customs Acts
(the Tariff), Mr. Callaghan proposed a resolution for charging
on all imported articles of manufacture a dut>* equivalent to that

charged on the raw material of the same articles respectively,

with a view, particularly, to the equalization of the duties upon
salted provisions and upon live cattle.

Mr. Gladstone said, that the shipowner, fitting out from
Ireland, was now paying between"/, and 8f. forthe same quantity

of salt provisions which, 10 or 15 years ago, he obtained for

between 4/. and 5L Considering the hardship, he must oppose
the motion.
Mr, Laboltcuere and Mr. Rochk made a few observations

;

Sir R. Peel briefly supported the opinions expressed by Mr.
Gladstone ; and Lord J. Russbll declared his intention of sup-

porting in all instances the principle of free competition. Sir R,

Fergvsson spoke in favour of the motion of Mr. Callaghan, who,
however, allowed it to be negatived without a division, and the

House went into committee.
Mr. Miles then brought forward the motion of which he had

- given notice, '* that the duties to be levied upon all live stock

imported from foreign countries for the purposes of food, betaken
by weight." He applauded the financial measure of Sir R. Peel,

and claimed credit to the body of county members surrounding
the Rt. Hon. Baronet for the steady support they had given him,
and for the silent endurance with which they had brooked the
taunts of their opponents. But the time for silence was now
past, and the season had arrived when a legitimate opposition
must be offered. This opposition, however, had no tendency to
affect the Administration ; for the question was one of detail only.
He then entered at great lonf^th into calculations of the cost of
breeding oxen, sheep, and hogs abroad and at home, inferring the
necessity of a better protection to the British farmer, and re.
monstrating against the lowness of the proposed duty on live, as
compared with that on dead meat. He concluded by saying that
he a*,ked nut for undue but for just protection j and hoped that
Sir R. Peel would consentto adopt his amendment, Mr. Palmer
(Berkshire), In seconding the motion, declared the alarm at the
existing tariff to be very general amoT»g the agriculturists. Mr,
C, WvNDHAM (Sussex), was not afraid that the continental states
would iAjore the Britishfarmer by seuding catUe into thi^country i

for they had really had no cattle to send. Lord March regretted

to differ from his colleague, the previous speaker, whose senti-

ments he must say, were not those of the county of Sussex. Mr,
G, Hkathcotk supported the amendment, from a conviction of
the injurious consequences which would result from the Govern-
ment proposition,

Mr. Gladstone affirmed that Govemment had precisely the
same object in view as the proposer of the amendment, and they
were quite satisfied thatno evil consequences would ensue to the
British farmer from that part of the proposed tariff which related

to cattle. Viewing the state of the country. Sir R. Peel would
have failed in his duty had he proposed less than he has done ; and
as to the alleged alarm which prevailed among the agriculturists,

the returns of prices at the late country fairs showed that it was
greatly exagger^.ted. The price of meat had greatly increased in

this country, to the diminution of the comforts of the people*
and it was the duty of Parliament to check the progress of that
increase. His only fear was, that the importation likely to be let

in by this tariff would be too small to give the desirable amount
of relief. He instanced several of the continental states as con-
suming cattle to an extent which left them no stock to export'.

Some had calculated, that in ^ve years the importation would
reach 80,000 head per annum ; but even that supply would not so
meet the demands of our increasing population, according to its

recent rate of progression, as to prevent a still further ri^^e of

prices. But then it was said, if so little effect would follow, why
disturb the existing protection? Because even if the importwere
not large, it would do good as far as it should go, and would
create a demand for our manufactures to a proponionate extent.

For these reasons he should oppose the amendment.

Dr, BoWRixG made various statements in support of the Govern-
ment proposition, which he regarded as a great and important

step towards sound principles in legislation. Lord Norreys said,

this motion seemed to be intended for the purpose of getting up
an agricultural division, which might soothe the farmers for what
had passed about the corn law. He would not be a party to

countenance the panic winch some agricultural agitators had got

up. Mr. Gally Kxight ridiculed the notion of any alarming

import of cattle from countries whose meat was so Inferior to

ours, that they durst not exhibit it in the shape of a joint. He
would, therefore, lend no hand to embarrass the Government, or

to open the way for the return of the loose and dangerous

Ministry of last year. After a few remarks from Lord Alford in

oppobition to the amendment, and Mr. O. Stanley in support of it,

Lord J. Russell contrasted the arguments of those who opi

posed and those who supported the amendment ; and said he re-

garded the speech of Mr. Miles as most convincing against his

amendment. Surely the wisdom of Parliament did not consist in

legislating against the welfare of the community, and compelling

them to pay a higher price for meat than they otherwise might.

Increase the comforts of the working classes, and the agricultural

interest would derive its advantage from the improved condition

of the country. But he could not reconcile Sir U. PeePs present

measure with his conduct on other matters, particularly on the

corn-law. If cheap fisli and cheap meat were a great benefit,

why not cheap corn ? and yet, as to corn, the great object had

been to prevent its cheapness. After entering at length into the

details of the Government measure, the noble Lord concluded by

saying, *' on the whole, therefore, while I agree in the geuei^

grounds of the Tariff, I cannot assent to some of its proposals.

I camiot see that its practical benefit will he so great as thohon.

gentleman who moved this amendment would represent. 1 can-

not sec that the admission of cattle will immediately take place

to a great extent; but I think it of great value as the assertion

of a principle. It is, in the first place, putting an end to prohibi-

tion ; in the next place, it is apportioning a fixed and moderate

duty to great articles of consumption : but wi^.en the hon. gentle*

man. who has given notice of a motion for making the dut>' on

cattle equaltothat on corn, shall submit his motion, I shall be

Inclined to assent to it, with this slight difierence, that I shall en-

deavour to bring down the duty on coru to the proportion of that

imposed on cattle. Entirely agreeing with the present proposal,

and hoping that the Government will apply their principle to all

articles, without fear or affection, I shall support them against

the proposition of the hon. gentleman."
Sir R. Peel observed, that Lord J. Russell himself had not, as

might have been supposed from the speech he had now delivered,

been the advocate of the cheapest possible supply of food; on the

contrary, the noble Lord had proposed a protection, in the shape

of an 8s. duty. The Rt. Hon. Baronet then proceeded to express

his gratitude to the mover and those who concurred in the motion,

forthe generous confidence with which they had honomed him,

and which he trusted and believed wouldsuivivethe difference of

that night. With respect to this particular topic, he was happy

to observe that the panic was declimng, and the price of live

stock rising. All the modern improvements in steam navigation

had failed to lower the markets in London or in Liverpool. Ihe

new inlet would not lower them ; it would, at best, be only a

prevention of farther advance. Tinee things were always for-

gotten—the quantity of the continental article, its quality, and

that rise of its price abroad which its admission must of itself oc-

casion. It would be highly beneficial to England to obtain free

access to some of the improved breeds of cattle on the continent.

The interests of the community imperatively demanded the

change now proposed, and the apprehensions entertained

respecting it were perfectly groundless. He had not yet

yielded to the solicitations of many esteemed friends, who

had waited on him to ask for increased protection, for his con-

scientious belief was that a duty of 1/. pe^r head was amply

sufficient; and he was of opinion that the population of this

country was increasing at a rate more alarming and more rapiQij

than many w^ere aware of. **My interests,'* he said, "are con-

nected with those of the agricultural body, and I would not

knowingly do anything which would prove injurious to them, i

think, however, that by agreeing to the proposal of my hon. fnenu

the agricultural interest would attract to itself a great deal oi

superfluous and unnecessary odium. I deeply regret being com
,n-.,,^«i viotnlc hut 1 an

(

j

pelled to differ from many of my agriculturalfriends; but 1 am
perfectly convinced that the interests of the consumer require

that increased facilities should be afforded for the importation oi

cattle ; and 1 say with regret that I can make no concession

npon the present occasion, but must adhere to the proposal ina^^

made, and which 1 trust the House will by a large majority

affirm.*'
,

Mr. M. J. O'CoNNELL approved of the admission of cattle; ana

wished the principle had been applied to corn.-Lord WoRSLfcY

supported Mr. Miles's motion.--Mr. Vili,ikrs could not treai

with respect a motion to check relief, at a season when the peop «

were starving. The discussion, however, had done this goou,

that it had extorted an admission of the people's suffenngs--^Ji'^-

F. Scott replied to the insinuations of the preceding speaker m
reference to the Corn-laws j and after some observations rrum

Mr. Ward against the amendment, Mr. O. Gore said
f\^^^

that morning come up from Shropshire, where he had jsit
^J^

farmers perfectly satisfied with the proposal of Sir R. Peel- a "^
panic had entirely ceased there.—Mr. Hume supported the aut;

as proposed in the Tariff. The present motion, he considereu,

went only to add to the public misery. The people ^ameu
cheaper food; com should he made cheaper. Distress ^aanev^
so general as now. He maintained that the whole Proceeding ^

the House was to starve the people.—Mr. Milks rephcdj Juw

which the Committv. divided, when there appeared iot^^J^^y^
as in the Tariff, 380 ; for Mr. Miles's proposal, 113; majonty JO'

Mutiiters, 267. .,,

It was arranged that the third reading of the Inconie-taX^i
should he deferred untU Monday, and that of the Poor-law cob

tmuance EiU until Tuesday next; after which Mr. Roeblc^
brought in his Indemnity BiU. which was read a first time wit^""
remark. - a

Tu^sday.^ThQ Fevcraham Kavlgation Bill waa rea4 » *^
tune ana iMuged.

-JIH#
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Mr. Scarlett moved the order of the day for the further con

yideration of the report on the Haddingtonshire Roads Bill —
Alter some discussion the House divided:—For the original mo-
tiau, 46 ;

for the amendment. 84. The Bill was consequently lost
Ml. O'CoNMii-L notified to the House that he had ni^de his

election to sit for Cork county ; and, therefore, moved that a new
writ be issued for Meath, which was agreed to.
Mr. G. Pai.mkr gave notice that in committee on the taxifi' he

should move tliut tlic present duty on foreign vegetables be
retained.

': r R. Peel took occasion to say, with reference to a question
put to him some time since by Mr. Uuroe, respecting Capt Elliot
late British plenipotentiary in China» that whatever opinions he
might have expressed or entertained respectingthat officer's con
duct in the extremely difficult position in which he was placed in
Canton, the interviews he had had with him since his return led
him to place every confidence in his integrity and ability to perform
his functions.
The lloase then went into committee on tlie Tariff.—Mr

Miles explained, that his view, in his motion of the precediuir
lii^ht, had been to arrive at a duty of 5s. Cd. per cwt. of live meat-
which he would now move as an amendment on the propo'^al of
Government.

Sir R. Pkkl opposed it, and repeated shortly his objections to
Mr, Miles's motion of the pievious evening.
Mr. PirsBY suggested as an amendment to the proposal of a

duty on live cattle per head, the appointment of a select com-
mittee to investigate the matter.

Sir R. Pkkl said he could not concede a committee on this
subject without conceding a committee on every other disputed
point of the Tariff.

^

reported progress, and the House resumed.

and pass^ed?"" ''
^'"''^^ ^^'^^ ^^ ^^^ ^" ^^"^ ^ ^^^^ ^«^«

Wednesday .-•A ficT the presentation of petitions, the subject

^jr u A"%'"P passenger carriages on railways was introduced by
"• /^'*^L^S and Mr. Gladstone intimated that he had rea-son to think that the directors of the Great Western Railwaywould cause the practice to be given up.

The Committee on the Tariffwas then resumed. Lord IIowick
proposed that the import duty on foreign butter should be re-duced from 20«. per cwt. to 10*., leaving the duty on colonial
butter at ."v., as imposed in the tariff.

Sir R. Pkel objected to this reduction, which, he said, would
^^1 u

^^'"^^"^ I'^ss of revenue. He remarVed it as ipconsiitent
with the anti- differential doctrines advanced on a former evening
by Lord Howick. that the noble Lord, in now proposing to alter
the duly on foreign butter should himself have made a difference
between the foreign ^nd the colonial arliclc.
Some of the country gentlemen represented the necessity of

keeping up the protection of the small dairymen.-Mr. C.BuLiiiR
thought It much more important to provide cheap food for the
poor population.
Lord J. Rl'sskll was resolved to take this opportunity of sup-

porting Sir R. Peel's general principles of free trade against Sir
R. Peel himself.-Tlie Committee then divided, when there ap-
peared for the amendment 59; against it 115.
Some discussion then followed respecting the duty on cheese,

which It was proposed by Mr. M. PniLirs to reduce from the

After a few words from Col. AVoon and Mr. Gibson, against
Mr. Milcs's resolution, Mr. P.almer (Berkshire) said he con-

'^••.»wu bj.x, i/*vj^jtvc»iij».iji rts rtii iUMuious aiiempc
n a case where public dutv forbade any com-
Upon every question in this Tariff where an

curred m it for the reasons he had stated on the preceding night.— Mr. Ward condemned tiie proposition as an insidious attempt
at a compromise in

~
' '

promise at all. _ „
attempt should be made to neutralize general interests for parti-
cular ones, he said he would jilace himself at the disposal of
Government.—J^lr. Buck was afraid that the Tariff was paving
the way to a system disastrous to the best interests of the
country.—After some observations from Mr. W, O. Staxlev and
Col. Wood, Mr, Vilhers expressed his fear that the remission
proposed by Government would produce but little effcct.-Mr.

' EscoTT suppo»tcd the proposal of Government: and Mr. RYoRKE stated that an advertisement which had appeared iii
Yorkshire, and had excited some attention, for supplying beef at
3d. per pound from Hamburgh, was intended only a's a joke to
p^actii^e on the credulity of the agriculturists.
Lord J. Russell said, this was not more monstrous than the

story about the amount of com which Russian Tamboff had been
represented as likely to produce. The relief really wanted was
au»alteration in the corn laws.

Sir R. Pkel showed that the exaggerated estimates formed re-
specting the amount of corn which Tamboff would be capable of
pouring in upon this country, had arisen from an oversight on
the part of the late Mmisters in publishing a paper without due
exammation of its contents.—The Committee then ditided, and
Mr. Miles's amendment was negatived by a majority of 209 to 44.
Major Vivian then moved to equalize the duty on Canadian

cattle and provisions with the duty on the like articles imported
from foreign countries.

Sir R. Peel refused his assent 5 and after a short debate, in
which Mr. C. Bulleb, Lord Howick and Mr- Labouchere
joined, the motion was withdrawn.
The duties were then voted on various articles, till the Com-

mittee came to the item of swine and hogs, M^hen Mr. S. O'Brien
moved to substitute for the proposed uniform duty of 5s. per
head, a duty of 4s. per cwt. This protection he desired for the
sake of the poorer classes in Ireland, who bred this description ofstock—Mr. Miles briefly seconded this amendment, which was
negatived on a division by 121 to 32.
TheCHAirtMAN then proceeded, proposing successively the

different items of the tariff. At the article " fish," some debate
arose as to the proposed duty on lobsters, which are at present
admit' ertduty'.free^ and Sir R. Pkkl, partly from the representa-
tions of Major Beresford on behalf of the lobster fisheries of

- Harwich, and partly from an assurance of Mr. Wakley, that the
chief consumption of this fish is by the middle and working
cu..:.e8, consented to reconsider the intended impost.-Another
discussion axose as to turbots, which also are at present free of

SI >: • u ^^'S^ ^^^"^ ^^ article consumed almost exclusively
Dy tne rich. Sir R. Pekl refused to give way in this instance.

Sir R. Peel, in answer to an inquiry of Mr. C. Buller, whysalmon was subjected to a duty of 10^. per cwt., while other fishwere charged with only 5s., said that the other fish were sea fish,

^ith^r *^ ^^^"l°r- ^^^^'^ '''^^ ^ ^i^^^ fishery, in which, on thelaithofthe prohibition hitherto prevailing, long leases had been
taken, and large capital invested by individuals, by corporations,

lnLrl^^^'^\T'~^'' Gladstoxe observed, that 10*. was alovicr duty- on the value of salmon than 5*. on the value of soles.

rpmn^!L ^ ^'^^^ *"! ''fruit," Mr. Baring brought forward aremonstrance against the increase in the duty on apples.w V I't*^*^"^^'^^
explained, that a diminution of that pro-

tection had been made by the late Government in their Customs'

v^rVru''^^''}'^?' ^^^^ *^^ new enactment remained undiscc
thJL T I^^.H.^

reached the Lords; that, upon a resistance

y^l\^' ?^^ Melbourne promised, or was understood as ha\ing
promised, to readjust the duty in the following year 5 but that,

rn4^*^ [^^\^^^^^ having heen afforded, the protection was partly

Ai
^*^ 'n the present scheme.

^^ ll'
^'•^"STONE said that cherries and currants would come in

n^-ff 5 i?^^
*^"^^' because they were perishable fruits. He ad-miitea that, on the lower qualities of apples, the duty of 6d. theDushel would be heavy 5 but his belief was that, practically, this

H?i I

^^'^"^^^ attach only on apples of medium quality : apples ofcue lower class were not imported from Prance. With regard tou.e 5 per cent, duty, that had been left an open question. LordMelbourne had expressed his intention, when the alteration to 3
i,p!,.^^^-.^*'^s proposed, to have the matter reconsidered in the

ftpi ^^l^^^^i and the present Government therefore found them-selves bound to redeem the pledge which their predecessors had

IOj. 6rf, proposed on the tariff to 7s. 6d.—Mr. I.aboucherb re-
lerred to a Cheshire newspaper, in wiiich the high rate of duty
preserved m the tariff on this article was ascribed to the influeu-
ti^ exertions cf the county Members with Government.

Sir R. Peel assured the Committee that the decision of Govern-
ment had been taken upon considerations of rcTenuc. before the
county Members had brought in any application whatever.

After some observations from Messrs. Hume, Cobpkn, Wak-
LKY, and Waru, all of whom inveighed against the agricultural
party, wiio they said resisted the relief of the ttarving people for
the sake of their own interests,--Mr. Jebvis said that tliuugh
generally favourable to free trade, he would support the protec-
tion of cheese, on a mere comparative question between 7i.-6d.
and 10.V. 6d,

Sir R. Peel regarded the preceding speech as a strong illustra-
tioii of the difficulty of his task. Mr. Jervis was making an ex-
ception in favour of cheese, as being Member for Chester; and
thus It was that each man thwarted the Government measure in
the particular matter that touched his own constituents. This
showed how necessary it was, instead of dividing on these single
Items, to take the tai'iff as a whole; and he believed the wisest
thing the House could do would be to pass the entire measure
that very night. The Committee then divided, and negativedMr.
Phihps's amendment hy a majority of 82 to 3;.
Mr. Palmer, of Essex, moved to raise the proposed duty upon

onions from 6d. to is. per bushel.— Mr. Gladstone resisted this,
as unreasonable in amount and unnecessary for revenue— Mr.
Pal.ver refrained from pressing his amendment to a division

^but moved to raise the duty on potatoes from 2d. per cwt. to a
shilling. And this he desired, not for the sake of rents, but in
order to keep the country independent of foreigners for this great
article of food. The Ministers, before their accession to office,
had held out expectations of full protection to agriculture; and
the agriculturists were not to be blamed if they now required the
fulfilment of that pledge,
Mr. Glaustone represented the great importance of providhig

for the importation of potatoes in time of scarcity. The con-
sumer of wheat could fall back on oats, of oats upon potatoes

;

but the consumer of potatoes could fall back upon nothing.
Still the ordinary importation of them w^as greatly checked by
their bulk and the consequent dearness of freight.
After a few remarks from Mr. Wakley, in support of the

amendment; and from Messrs. Escott, S. Wortlky, and
Beckett against it, Mr, Palmkr withdrew it.

The schedule of duties upon food having been disposed of, the
schedules relating to spices, seeds, and woods were passed with-
out opposition ; and the Committee then came to the schedule
affecting minerals, on which Mr. Turner raised a long discus-
sion in reference to the mining interests of Cornwall, and con-
cluded by^ moving the omission of the words upon which his
objections were founded.—Mr. GlaI'STOne opposed the amend-
ment, and explained.the peculiar advantages which it was ex-
pected the adoption of the proposed rate of duty would confer
upon those engaged in smelting the metal.—Sir C. Lemon spoke
in favour of Mr. Turner's amendment, and the Committee di-
vided, when there appeared for the amendment 7 j against it 158.
The Committee then proceeded with the other descriptions of

ores, the proposed changes in the duties upon which were agreed
to without much discussion.

Thursdai/.—AfteT some preliminary business of little interest,

Mr. AVynn, pursuant to notice, brought on his motion for a direc-
tion to the Attorney- Geneial to prosecute such persons as sliall ap-
pear to him to have been guilty of bribery at the last election for
Ij)swich.

^

Sir T. "Wilde opposed the motion, which he saft he did reluc-
tantly. He thought it would be infinitely preferable to introduce a
general measme for the suppression of bribery, than to select indivi-

duals for punishment in one or two isolated cases. The sympathy
manifested by the House towards indiriduals brought before it on
charges connected with inquiries into bribery, was also a strong rea-
son for not proceeding against individuals in a way which mi^ht ap-
pear merely vindictive.

the House contending that the continued suspension of the writ
Involved a constitntiona! right, ;ind thope on the other. tl;at an mquiry
fnto tnd a prevention of briherrand carrcptfon -mmd more ioipoit-
•»«. Mr. Aglionbv, Mr. Hawes, and Sir !• \Vjij>b addressed
the House agianst the issue of the writ , and Lord Sx-vnlkv and Mr.
H. HivDK in favour of it.

Aft^r pome obsenations froiii Mr. H. Yorkb, on the suluect of
^bery. Mr. Fbrrand said therciMB a rumour abroad that 31r. K.
\ orke had sj>ent thousands of pounds in comipting the electors of
the city of York,—Mr. K. Yorke reph'ed, that if the House would
appoint an inquiry into the ciirumstanoes of the ia«t clectKHi, }m
would lend it all the a* " laaoe in hi. power.—After a few ©bsemfc-
Uons from Mr. Wv^^^' 1 Col. Himiekookb, th« House divided,
wlieii there api>eared- For the issue of tlie writ, 126 : for its suspen-
sion for one month, Xv7. Majority. 13.
Mr. OToxN'F.LL then moved, a« aa amendment on tlie motion for

the iSBue of the wnt. that a aeSed <wmmitt€e of inquiry be appointed
to mquire into the extent of bril>eo- at the hist IpswichTlection

;

ui^on Mluch another dii^cl--'o^ arose.
Sir R. Pkkl, dischiiming all feeling of participation in anv J^vm-

pth.v for comipt proceedings, begged the iiouse to bewi-re how it
interfered ^vlth the rights of c -tuents, as then luiglit be no limit
to the extent to which a majority might t>e disposed to ;^.—Aftersome remarks from several oUier n>embers, the Hou9« again di>

"

'
4,

t^ZJ\T «PJ**^^\^,^^-i:,^f. ^l>e issue of the writ, laarfor the com-
mittee of inquiry, 119. Majority, 14.
Lord Stanlev obtained leave to l>ring in two bills ; one to provide

for the Govei-ument of Newfoundland : and the other U> make
fiutlier provisions for tlie Government of New 8onth >\' '

V-^^ ^y*)."' ,
^ ludtmuity mn waa read a becond time, on the

motion of Mr. Koebitk, after some altcniUoafl had l^een suMested
by Sir K. Inolis and Sir K. Vkkl. "

/>;(/«//.—The Income Tax Itill was rend n third time ;jro forma
various amcuduieiiti. being ordered to be printed whh a riew to a fiuil
discussion on Monday. The Tariff was then resumed. A division-
took place on an amendment proposed by Mr. hvall for postponing
the operation of the now duties on train oil for two years, and 00
sperm oil for three year?:, when the nmendment was rejected hy KiS
to 41. On the limber duties a dificus<:ion nrose aa to th.e propofied
mode of admeasurement by which the dutv is to be levied. Hr H. Pkel
promised that further iiujuiry should be niade.aiidif it should appear
that there is any oh^^ v., another mode of admeworement wiU be
adopted. However, t>iT U. Peel gnr.i-ded himself from consenting to
any alteration which will affect the duty.
Mr. (.'. liuLLER brought on his motion in refer-^-'^e to the petition

of Mr. AVarburton and the late liridport elecUon. and stated that
besides the compromise of the seat no less thaii lifly-one actions for
bribery had been compromised, tli

'^-
s in v?hich would have

amounted to 25,(KM)/.—He was foUowed by Mr. Cochraxk and Mr.
MiTLiJKLL, the sitting members, wha aildressed tht^ Houaeat eon-
siderable lengtli.—i>ir T. Wilds tliought tiiat the btaituivnts of Iwth
members amply warranted the House in referring the petition to a
committee; and after a discussion, in which .*rir It. I'ecl, Lord J.
Itussell, j^ir R. Inghs, Lord Falmerston. and I.ord PUnlev took part,
a divi&ion took place, giving 166 for the inquiry, and 37 a^nst it.

CITY.
Money Market, Fridaij.— Consols for money arc

quoted 92^ to|; for the account, ^JZ^ to I \ Bank Slock,
167 to 168; India Stock, 249J to 251 ; Kxchequer-biUs,
37s. to 398. premium ; Thi'ee per Cents. Reduced, 91^
to f ; Tbree-and-a-Lalf per Cents. Reduced, 100 to ^ ; and
New Three-and-a-half per Cent*., 101 to ^.

Mr. -VSaklev opposed any alteration of the existiug law. onw ground that. witTi the exception of Kent, no other apple-
1 roaucmi,- county called for it. Government should consider thatapples constituted one of the luxuries of the poor, and that itwe^, therefore, unfair to increase the duty from 5 to 20. and, insome instances. 40 per cent.

wTl A
^^^^ ^^**^ ^^^* ^^ ^'^^^ considered the subject maturely.

lo^vH Z^*^^^^^**
earnest representations against continuing the

u.v auty on foreign apples; but stUl he did not at all undervalue«c importance of the subject, or mean to deny that apples con-

m^A^'u?
^^^ °^ *^^ luxuries of the poor. On this ground he felt

hnm .

?^^^*^ ^^ increase the duty, but, at the same time, he felt

r o H f
"^^ ^^^ engag-ements of the late Government.

nnt.V^ RussKLL said that Lord Melbourne's colleagues had
nlVd!

*^^*^ t*^e ^^^^ Government as having come under any
cnx^^-

^^^ ^^''^ subject, except to reconsider It. It had been re-

of r *r
^*^' ^ con»«ii"eee, which took evidence; and the

I uiat evidence way, that the chanjre had been generally bene-

rtntv *i^
consumer, without any ruinous effect upon tlie6*u«er. \^ ith respect to the disconragpment of orchards, it did

irrv!J'^•^''''.^^'''^**^^
existing duty Imd produced the effect of

ccnNtr • "^ planting of new orchards in some parts of the

ner^LT'^'^'''''^
moved, as an amendment, that the words " five

nerhnl^l'?^'"'"'**''"'" ^^*^"^*' *^e substituted for the duty of 6rf.

comm tl^
proposed in the tariff.—After ashoit conversation, thefo^ittee divided^ and there appealed ; For the amendment; 51

j•••^stiti 110. The resolution WRS then agreed to, as was also

Sir W. FoLLETT albo opposed the motion. He thought it was not
xpedient to give a general direction to the Attorney-General, leaving
him to exercise his discretion ; he should receive special instructions,

according to the usual custom of the House, to prosecute particular

individuuLi.

Lord J. KissELL alluded to the conduct of the House in the
case of Mabson, committed hy the Southampton Committee, as a
proof of the disposition of the House to screen briberv- transactions.

Mr, Thksigek vindicated Ins conduct in that case, and explained
his motives in procuring the meeting of the House on a Saturday for

the purpose of the releiise of Mabson. Aftera short conversation on
this subject, and some remarks from >Ir. T. Dlncosibe agauist the
motion before the House,
Mr. O'Co.vxELL called on the Attorney-General to bring in. on

the part of Government, a bill of indemnity for witnesses, by which
aU bribery cases could be probed to the bottom, and the wealthy
bribers reached. If this were not done, the country would give no
credit to any expression of anxiety to put doT\n bribery.

*^- R. Peel said, by all means punish the bribers, but do not set

tice of screening the bribed. Confessing the

lilt

up the dangerous practice 01 screening
difficulty of the case, he thought it best, on the whole, not to direct
a prosecution in the present instance, though he came to this conclu-
sion with reluctance. He had not had much time to attend to
election committee proceedings during the present Mssion ; but from
an inspection of the Ipswich and teouthampton reports, he could not
draw any unfavourable conclusions against the tribunal constituted
by the House for the trial of controverted elections

Several other members spoke against the motion, winch was finally
withdrawn.

Col. RrsHBRooKE then moved the issue of a new writ Tor Tj^wich.—Mr. Ili'ME objected to the motion, and hoped that the writ would
be suspended for a month, pending the proposed inquiries.
SirK. pjEEL did not see sufhcient grounds for the suspension of

the writ.

Lord .1. "Rt-ssell said that the power of sribpending a writ, on the
ground of briherj- and comiption, had been repeatedly exercised since
the time of the K evolution ; and though ho should use the power
witli reluctance, yet there were cases in which it was ndvia»ble to do
so. It seemed advi^ble to him, under all the circiunstance*, to sus-
pend the writ.

*

A long ft&d axiimated de)t>ate endued, the t^s^stm on ose Mi Qt

itl£trGpo(is nnij its iTtcinitg.

Alctropolitan Improvemetits.—Within the last few dajs
a new bridge over the piece of ornamental water leading
from the inner circle in the Kegent's-park, across the psrk
to MacelesfieUl-gate, has been opened to the public, and
there are now two other bridges in course of erection,

which, when completed, will facilitate the visits of the in-

habitants of the Metropolis to Primrose-hill.— Consider-
able improvements are at present mnking in the narrowest
part of Upper Thatnes^street, nearQueeuTiithc, where it has
hitherto been so confined as to be impassable for two car-
riages abreast. The whole frontage of several large ware-
houses, upwards of seven stories in height, and which pro-
ject into the street for nearly twenty feet^ have been pulled
down, and new fronts are erecting on a line with the other
buildings, whereby the appearance of the street will he
greatly improved, and sufficient room afforded for the
passage of vehicles.—The contemplated iuoprovements in

Piccadilly have been postponed until the ensuing autumn,
in consequence of some difficulties on the subject which
have arisen on the part of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, whose
limits extend to the basin in the Green-park. It is, how-
ever, said that the parish of St. George, Hanover-square,
are willing to accede to the proposals of the Comraig-
sioners of Woods and Forests to facilitate the widening of
the street, and that there is no doubt that this improve-
ment, though suspended for a time, will ullimatelj be car-

ried into effect.

SpilaJJields Ba!L~The ball for the relief of the dis-

tressed weavers of Spitalfields, the announcement of which
has for some time created considerable interest, took place

at the Opera Hou«e on Thursday evening, and was one of
the most attractive sights presented to the public for many
years. The kiterior of the theatre was converted into a
saloon for the occasion ; a flooring being thrown over the
pit, which was brought to a level with the stage ; in the
midst of which was the orchestra. All the machinery
was removed from the stagCj which, by the aid of drapery,

was made to assume the appearance of a spacious tent,

supported by Corinthian pillars. In the backy against the
wall, was a group of polished armour and stands of co-

lours, brought from the Tower for the purpose. At the

opposite side of the house, facing the stage, was the Royal
box, constructed in the form of a Corinthian portico, and
handsomely decorated. The entire body of the theatre

was festooned with rich silk draperies, interspersed with

garlands of flowers ; and the general appearance of the

house was brilliant and injpobiog- The company began

to arrive at nine, and by ten the floor of the theatre »«

well as the various boxes was lilled. Some few .^ucj

dresses appeared, but Cy were net general; the '"^r**

that the Queen would appear in the eastuiue t* ^^ J^y
^^^

Majesty at the fancy ball eiv^n at Bu<;kii^A^3

having been incorrect. Her Majesty nnd Fnnr*? A

with the oUier members of the Royal fa^Uf. and a nume-

rous snite arrived about haii-pa^C U^ P"^-^T A.^1
I
commenced, and was kept up ^ah

f^^l\\Pl'''^. ^^''^^.
'

I the eTening the ladiea patraaes.es of the bail, and Stveral

bert.
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i.TZwTI^Fpresented to her Ma- circumstances of the several cases, and provision had been
other ladies, were

"^"^''f
"^
,"°„„Ji 3/t„ twelve, when made for the accommodation of 41,554 persons, of whom

Her Majestj remamea unui^
^ ^ ,^^ _,^ ^ ^_ ^^^^^ ^ would have the privilege of attending divine

service without cost. The sum thus voted amounted to

19,090/., being less than the votes of the preceding year

by 3,453/., while the increase of accommodation given

iS'mna"ied"b7 ih"/ members of the Royal family and her

^JTer^he retired amid the enthusiastic cheers of the

Tke ftfrtvn—A few evenings since, in moving the ord-

iiance estimates in the House of Commons, Capt. Boldero

alJudeJ to tbe late fire in the Tower, and said that the

destructiou of small arras on that occasion rendered an

additional grant of 50,000/. necessary fur that department

of tbe service. Having touched upt>n the subject of the

fre, he said it would be a favourable opportunity for dis-

abusing the public mind of the erroneous impressions that

had prevailed as to the amount of the loss. He had seen

it stated at various sums, from half a million to 25O3OOO/.

Perhaps it would be some satisfaction to the House if he

ttated that the whole amount of loss to be provided for

by tbe public, scaxcely exceeded the half of the last sum he

bad mentioned, or 128,000/. At the time of the fire, there

were in the Tower 9-1,520 stand of arms ; about 4,000

were saved, and 12,006 were, before the fire, in a useless

state) the number consumed was 78,500. The entire

value of the property in the Tower previous to the fire

was 168,000/, ; they had saved a little more than 10,000/,

worth, and had lost upwards of 30,000/. worth in the shape

of ornaments and trophies. The entire loss had been

about 128,000/.

Trinity Home*—Monday being Trinity Monday, the

master, wardens, and elder brethren of the corporation of

tbe Trinity proceeded from the Trinity-house, on Tower-
hill, and embarked at the Tower- wharf-stairs, in their

state barges, for Deptford, on their annual visit of inspec-

tion to the Trinity-house of Deptford Strond, or Hospital,

at Deptford, incorporated by Henry VII I, , and the more
modern structure called Trinity Hospital, for decayed

pilots, or masters of ships, and their widows. The in-

mates met the corporation at Deptford-stairs, and walked

in procession to St. Nicholas Old Church, where an ap-

propriate sermon was preached ; the election of a master

for the ensuing year then took place in the hall of the

hospitaL The Duke of Wellington, who has held that

office for several years, was re-elected. After the cus-

tomary distribution of buns and favours to the people,

the corporation returned in the same state to the Trinity

llouse, on Tower-hill, where a banquet was given, to

which ft number of distinguished individuals were in-

vited. The corporation, headed by the Duke of Wel-
lington, and attended by a guard of honour, the wardens
of the Tower, and other functionaries, left the Trinity,
house about 11 ; and the procession on land as well as the
display on the river attracted a great number of spectators.

Public Meetings.—K meeting of the merchants, bank-
ers, and traders of tbe City has been held for the purpose
of considering the propriety of adopting measures to re-

lieve the unfortunate sufferers by the late conflagration at

Hamburgh. Tho Lurd Mayor took the chair, and briefly

introduced the object of the meeting. He said that he
did not doubt that his fellow citizens would respond to

the call made on their humanity for the relief of the dis-

tressed. Mr. Colquhouu, Minister for the Hanse Towns,
addressed the meeting at great length, and read an official

despatch from the Syndic of Hamburgh, giving a detailed

account of the circumstances attending the calamity,

which, it stated, could only be compared to the fire of

London, or the earthquake at Lisbon. Mr. Colquhoun
concluded by stating that among tbe many motives that
should incite the people of England to render every aid
to the people of Hamburgh, was the fact of their having
a common origin, sprung as they both were from the an-
cient Saxons. Mr. T. Baring in a brief speech then pro-
posed the first resolution ;

— ** That this meeting has heard
with unfeigned sorrow the afflicting intelligence of the late

disastrous conflagration at Hamburgh, a city connected
from the earliest period in commercial relations with Great
Britain, by which so large a portion of the town has been
reduced to ashes, heavy losses sustained, and some thou-
sands of human beings reduced to a state of destitution."
^Ir. M. Attwood seconded the resolution, and it was
adopted unanimously. Several other resolutions were then
proposed and carried, of which the following is the sub-
stance:—That the uniform liberality of the people of
Hamburgh towards British subjects visiting that city,
entitle the inhabitants, suffering from the recent calamity,
to the pecuUar sympathy of the British public. That the
^aaks of the meeting be dutifully tendered to the Queen,
Fnnce Albert, and the Queen Dowagef , for their sanction
and assistance on thU occasion. That the thanks of the
meeting be also given to Government for their ready sup-
ply of tents and blankets from the public stores, and to
those public bodies which have already>et a laudable ex-amp ie by their liberality on this occasion ; and, lastly,
that the pubhc at large be solicited to co-operate towards
creatmg a fuad, which may in some degree prove adequate
to the extent and severity of the sufferings which it is in-
tended to relieve. The principal speakers were Mr. Jones
Lloyd, Deputy Governor of the Bank of England, Mr. J
J. Gtn-ney, Sir J. Rae Reid, and Sir M. ilontefiore.

'

It
was also resolved that subscription books be opened at
the London and country bankers ; and a committee was
appointed to carry into effect the objects of tbe meeting.
—The twenty-fourth annual general meeting of the so-
ciety for promoting the enlargement building and repair-

ing of churches and chapek was held on Monday, the
Archbishop of Canterbury in the chair. The report stated

that since the publication of the last report application

Iskad been made to the society, from various parts of Eng-
land and Wales, for assistance towards the repair, en-

largement, and building of churches and chapels in popu-
lous placef* In' consequence of those applications 143
^rant^ Izl be^i voted of sums yarying lu^cording to the

had been in proportion greater; for, in 1841, accommo-

dation had been provided for 45J57 persons at a cost of

22,543/., while in the pa^t year the number had been

41,554, and at a cost to the society of 1D,090/. The pre-

sent amount of grants of the society remaining unpaid, or

liable to be called for, was 50,985/., and the sum in pos-

session for the purpose of meeting it 47.759/., showing a

deficiency of 3,226/. The report was adopted.

Wood Pavemeid.—K.t a meeting of the Marylebone

vestry held on Saturday, a memorial was presented from

the Metropolitan Wood Paving Company, containing the

opinion of the Attorney General and other eminent coun-

sel in reply to a memorial presented to the vestry from

Mr, Stead, who claimed to be the original inventor of

wood-paving, and who has charged the Metropolitan Com-

pany with an infringement of his patent rights. The opi-

nion of the Attorney General was in favour of the com-

pany. A memorial was also presented, praying to be per-

mitted to lay down Saunders's patent wood-paving, which

is a new specimen, to the extent of 1,500 yards in Oxford-

street, as an experiment, for 12 months, free of charge,

and if approved of at the end of that period, to be sup-

plied at the rate of 12s. per square yard. On this, Mr.

Harbut moved a resolution that no further applications,

with respect to wood-paving, be entertained until the ex-

piration of tho present contract with the Metropolitan

Patent Wood-paving Company, and that the durability of

wood, as a paving, has been fully tested. A long discus-

sion ensued, and ultimately the motion was carried. On
Thursday, a meeting of the inhabitants of O^tford-street

took place for the purpose of considering the conduct of

the Marylebone vestry in adopting the above resolution.

Several inhabitants of Oxford-street addressed the meet-

ing on the injury and injustice done to them and the rate-

payers generally, by the conduct of the vestry ; and reso-

lutions were adopted, declaring that the suspension of

wood paving for three years, without any previous notice

to the great body of the vestrymen, was a breach of faith,

and that the majority by which it was carried were un-

worthy of being the representatives of so important a

parish.

Mortality of the Metropolis,—The following is the

number of deaths in the Metropolis from all causes, re-

gistered in the week ending Saturday, the 14th inst:

—

Males, 392; Females, 381 ; total, 773. W'eekly average

1838-9-40-1—Males, 467 ; Females, 445 ; total, 912.

Police On Monday morning, Daniel Good underwent

the last penalty of the law at Newgate. The crowd of

persons asseinbled to witness the execution was greater

than has been known on a similar occasion since the exe-

cution of Fauntleroy. The convict made no confession,

but denied his guilt to the last.

Fires.—A fire broke out on Wednesday in the extensive

distillery of Sir F. Booth, at old Brentford. Fortunately

it was soon discovered before it had made much progress,

and the flames were easily subdued. It is stated that

there were at the time in the different buildings, which are

of great extent, nearly 500 head of cattle, and grain to

the value of from 10,000/. to 12,000/. There seems to be
reason to suspect that the fire was the act of an incendiary,

but it has not yet been traced to any party.

Birmingham-—At the borough sessions in this town on
Saturday a woman named Ann Mills, the Edgbaston letter-

carrier, was sentenced to six months' imprisonment, for
detaining and opening certain letters which it was her duty
to have delivered- The letters which were found concealed
between the mattress and her bed, and which she had
opened, were all addressed to ladies. The Recorder said
that he hoped the punishment would be a suflScient check
to the indolence or curiosity of others. It did not appear
that she had opened the letters to obtain money, or her
sentence would have been much more severe.

Camhridgc,—The local papers inform us that Arch-
deacon Wrangham has presented a valuable collection of
tracts, amounting to upwards of 8,000, in about a thousand
volumes, to Trinity College, in this University. It is also
stated that Messrs. Rundell, Bridge, and Co., of London,
whose intention of soon retiring from business has been
announced, have presented to this University and to that
of Oxford, a cast in bronze of the far-famed shield of
Achilles, the composition of the late great sculptor, John
Flaxman, R.A. A correspondent informs us that at St.
Peter's College, on the 21st, prizes were adjudged, in
classics, to Messrs. Stow, Suffield, and Thomson, Mq, ;

in mathematics, to Mr. Thompson; and for classical com-
position, to Mr. Smith. On the 24th, Messrs. Dickinson,
Fitzpatrick, Golding, Parry, Smith, Stow, Suffield, and
Thomson, were elected scholars.

Falmouth,—A numerous meeting of the mining inte-
rest of this county was held in this town on Monday, for
the purpose of receiving the report of the deputation ap-
pointed at Redruth some weeks ago to wait on Govern-
ment, to endeavour to obtain a better protection for Bri-
tiah ores, metaU, &c,, than that afforded by the pending
tanff. The report having been submitted, regret was
generally expressed that no better result had been ob-
tained than the substitution of a sliding scale on the im-
portation of copper, and a change from an ad valorem
duty on ore to a tonnage duty on metal, and a trifling adr
ditional duty on tin. It was ultimately resolved that the
deputation should be requested to coatoue their labvuri

to draw up a still stronger memorial, and present it again
in person to Government, in the hope that, as the ques-
tion seriously affects the interest of this county generally,

and might be the means of suspending a large portion of
mining operations if not made more protective, Ministers
would reconsider the points laid before them.^fThe peti-

tioners were of opinion that the objects of their applica-

tion might be granted without incurring any risk of the
foreign miner sending his ores to any other place than
England to smelt and manufacture.

Maidstone, ~~K vestry meeting, which was numerously
attended, has been held at All Saint's Church in this town
for the purpose of considering the propriety of making a
church-rate. The Mayor presided. Mr. Watts, one of
the churchwardens, then said, that having -entered into an
estimate of the amount of money they shoultj require

in their office to carry them through the year, he begged
to move, in order to raise a sum which would cover it, a
rate of threepence in the pound. The motion having been
seconded, Mr. Stephens rose and said he felt it his duty

to move an amendment, ** That the application now made
by the churchwardens for a rate of threepence in the

pound be not granted." A long debate ensued, several

persons present speaking against the principle pf church-

rates ; after which the mayor put the motion for the rate

to the meeting, when there appeared a large majority

against it ; and it was accordingly declared to be lost. A
poll was then demanded, which will take place in a
few days.

Manchester,—We have noticed in a former Number
that the meeting of the British Association this y^ar will

be held in this town on the 23d June. It is now officially

announced that the general committee will meet on the

22d, for the election of sectional officers, and the despatch

of business usually brought before that bcfdy. On this

occasion it is said that the report of the council, embody-

ing their proceedings during the past year, will specially

call attention to a plan which has been laid before them
for occupying the late Royal Observatory in Richmond
Park, for the purpose of experimental inquiries.in physical

science recommended by the Association.

Newcastle,—Intelligence has been received at Lloyd's

of the loss by fire of the ship Georgia of this port, an In-

diaman, while on her passage from Calcutta to London.

It appears that appearances of fire in the hold were first

discovered early in the morning of the 1st of April, when

in lat. 30*^ south, and longitude 36® east, about 900 miles

from the island of Madagascar. Active exertions were

immediately used to extinguish them, but unsuccessfully;

and in a short time the whole ship was in flames. The

captain and crew, amounting in all to 15 persons, th^n

took to the boats, though it was very rough and a gale of

wind blowing at the time. The boat containing the cap-

tain and four of the crew soon after foundered, and all in

her perished ; but the other boat, in which were the chief

mate and nine men, was fortunately picked up by a ship,

the Thomas Sparks, which fortunately hove in sight, and

attracted by the flames of the burning vessel bore down io

their assistance. The Georgia burnt to the water's edge

and then sunk. She had a rich cargo on board, consist-

ing of jewellery, merchandise, and other valuable pro-

perty, which perished with the vessel ; a loss in total of

nearly 20,000/.

Newport (Isle of Wight), — Some excitement has

again been produced in this town, in connexion with the

church-rate question. A vestry was called a few days

since at St. Thomas's Church, for the purpose of grant-

ing a rate for the poor, and making a church-rate, Mr.

S. Pring, as senior warden, Having been proposed to the

chair, mentioned the object of the meeting, which was to

make a rate for the poor as well as the church. The Rev.

Mr, Spence inquired, if a. small rate were granted, what

extra sum would be required to be advanced from other

sources? The chairman said 1,000/. would be advanced

to afford extra church accommodation, and a rate amount-

ing to 300/. would complete the repairs- Mr. J- Cooke

said, he understood that at the last meeting the question

was not again to be discussed for six months. The chair-

man said the last refusal of the rate was made in July

1841, and it was absolutely necessary that a rate must be

refused before any voluntary contributions could be ad-

mitted. A long debate ensued, which terminated by an

amendment being proposed, refusing the rate ; and on its

being put to the vote, it was declared to be carried by *

large majority. A poll was demanded, which was to takS

place forthwith, but the result has not yet been published.

Preston,—A local paper states that in the course of last

week a field of hay, in ripe and excellent condition, was

cut by Mr. Nicholson, of ingrol Lodge, ne^ this town, for

the second time this season, the first, which was a fair

crop, having been cut about five weeks ago. The gras«

last cut is said to have been very abundant, thick-set, and

about fourteen inches high. It seems that during the last

season the same field was mown four times, and the sea-

son before, ii^;ei times.

Southampton,—A memorial from the mayor and prin-

cipal merchants and traders of this town was recently

presented to the Lords of the Treasury, praying that the

privilege of importing and warehousing silk manufactures

and tobacco under bond might be extended to this por^

It is now announced that the application has been assented

to, on the usual condition of suitable premises being pro-

vided for that purpose, j », t
Stafford,^K local paper states that it is estimated «i*^

in the coal and iron districts not less than from 10,000 to

14,000 operatives struck work on Saturday se'nnight, in-

cluding workmen discharged by blowing out several bla»

furnaces. There have, however, been no outrages com-

mitted in consequence, or any disturbance of the pe^f^

At the gtQurbridp koa workp, 9 laftcluae.ba*..^^^*^^
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vented for squeezing the cinder out of the puddled iron,
in consequence of which there will be no further tise at
those works for the services of the men called shinglers.
SiocJcporL~The reportof the assistant poor-law commis-

sioners appointed to inquire into the nature and causes of
the distress prevailing amongst the operatives of this town
and also into the extent to which the distress has been re-
lieved, has recently been published. It commences by
giving an account of the working population of the bo-
rough previously to the existing depression of trade; and
«bows that the wages derived from labour by a large por-
tion of those employed in the cotton manufacture were
«uch as to place them and their families above the neces-
sity of resorting to parochial relief. It also acquits them
<rf any charge of improvidence, and adds, that it must be
etated, in justice to the manufacturing population of the
northern counties, that they exhibit a degree of hardihood
jn the endurance of distress, and a spirit of pride and inde-
pendence in regard to the receipt of parochial relief
which are not commonly prevalent in other parts of Eng-
land. With reference to the causes of the prevailing dis-
tress, several of the principal mill-owners were examined,
all of whom stated that the want of employment, owing to a
number of the mills having stopped entirely since 1836,
and to most of the others having only worked short time'
was the chief cause. Taking all the various circumstances
into account, it was estimated that the amount of factory
wages paid in this town at present is 5,483/. less per week
than in 1836. In the conclusion of their report, the com-
missioners bear testimony to the superior character of the
manufacturing population, adding, that they feel assured
that the sufferings of such a population will meet with
sympathy and consideration from all classes of their fellow-
subjects, and that the interests of that branch of trade
which has furnished them with employment will be held
entitled to peculiar attention from the Legislature.
Railways.—The following are the returns of the prin-

cipal railways for the last week :—Brighton, 2,895/.

:

Blackwail, 1,050/.; Greenwich, 1,018/. ; Eastern Coun-
ties, 1,027/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,353/. ; South-
western, 6,809/. ; Great Western, 13,918/,; London and
Birmingham, 17,101/.; Grand Junction, 8,530/. ; Great
North of England, 1,284/.; Hull and Selby, 848/.;
Birmingham and Derby, 1,177/.; Midland Counties,
2,6Ji/,; and Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,126/.—OnThurs-
day the South-Eastern Railway was opened as far as
Tunbridge; and the first train, which left that place at a
quarter before eight, reached town a few minutes before
ten. The down trains were despatched at half-past nine.
Ihere are to be four trains each day, except Sunday, and
carnages are procured at Tunbridge to convey parties to
Hastings, St. Leonard's, Tunbridge Wells, &c. Arrange-
ments have been made with the company, for the trans-
mission of the newspapers, by which the delivery will be
accelerated at Tunbridge Wells, and other places, between
three and four hours.

cise.

voun^ ?.nH^l"''^^^*^ ^^M^'P ^^ ^"*= °^ ^^^ ^"^*' *^«1 Strathbogfe
; and expressed thyoung gentleman s hat was blown off; and either in en- " "

deavounng to regam it, or from Ins foot haviBg slipped.
he fell down the face of the cliff, and was killed on the
spot. He was 16 years of age, and is said to have been a
youth of great promise.

Tipperary, The disturbances in this county still con-
tinue

; and the local papers, among numerous other out-
rages, contain a long account of a murder committed on a
man named Michael Laffan, who was shot a few days
since at Annaghmeadlc, in the barony of Upper Ormond.
Government has offered 100/. for the apprehension of the
murderers, but they have not yet been traced. The alleged
offence on the part of deceased is said to have been that of
summoning trespassers, in his capacity of under care-taker
on the lands of Kilgurtin, a. portion of the Bowen estate.
With respect to the disturbed state of this county, to which
we have referred in several previous Numbers, Lord Eliot,
Secretary for Ireland, stated in the House of Commons a few
evenings since, that it was unhappily true that very serious
outrages had been recently committed in the north of the
county, which was in a state which unquestionably re-
quired the prompt attention of Government. That atten-
tion had been paid to the subject. The police force
hitherto stationed in the county amounted to no fewer
than 800 men ; and to that number 100 more had been
lately added by way of reinforcement. There were seven
stipendiary magistrates, and four more were now stationedm the vicinity of the disturbed districts. The commander
of the garrison at Limerick had also been ordered to hold
himself in readiness to assist at a moment's notice. He
trusted that those measures would be sufficient to restore
tranquillity to the district in question, without its being
necessary for Government to apply to the House for any
new powers. .There was only one other point to which he
would allude. He believed the atrocious crimes now com-
mitted in Ireland might be traced to the facility of pro-
curing firearms; and it had been represented to him that
the law in that respect was inefficient, and that some
amendment in it might be necessary. He should not
then pronounce any opinion upon that point ; he should
merely say that it was the only subject on which he thought
It probable that the House would be called upon to
legislate.

eir resolution not to obey
the decision of a civil court in opposition to the duty which
they considered they owed to the church. Dr. Candiish then
addressed the meeting at great length, and paid he supposed
the present case was one unexampled in the history of
the Church of Scotland. There were two duties which
he should be ashamed if the Assembly would shrink from
discharging in the circumstances in which it is placed

-

He held it a duty, on the one hand, that the Assembly
should express their approbation that the commissioners
from the presbytery of Strathbogie had, in obedience to
the word of God, taken their places as members of that
Assembly

; and on the other, to express the sentiments
with which the Assembly regarded such interference with
Its constitution. Having spoken at length on these points,
he concluded by moving a resolution embodying them.
He was followed by Dr. Cook, who took a different view
of the case: he thought that one great point had been
overlooked-that the very establishment of a church was
us estabhshment by law. From that law it derived its
ecclesiastical jurisdiction: it must recognise the law of
the land. The whole question simply amounted to this :
the Assembly was a court constituted by the law of the
land, and it was obliged to obey that law as laid down by
the expounders of that law. After a long and warm de-
bate, Dr. Candlish's resolution was at last put to the
vote, when there appeared—for it, 173; against it, 76.
An animated debate afterwards took place, which did not
terminate until two o'clock, on a motion by Mr. Cunning*
ham for the abolition of patronage, which was finally
carried by a majority of 68 ; the numbers being^for the
motion, 213; against it, 147.

Vicb-Chakcellor's CoL'RT.- Garrett v. Cockeriil.-^Wu Ho-
nour, in giving judgment, said that the que&tioa In this case!which rose under the will of the te^f-.tor in the cause, Mr. Burl

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.

Dublin,
IRELAND.

r- * J S^*
Excellency the Lord Lieutenant and the

Countess de Grey arrived at the Castle from London onMonday. On Tuesday there was a review in Phoenix
Fark, to celebrate the Queen's birthday, at which his Ex-celency was present, with a large concourse of spectators.
All the regiments in garrison were in attendance, under
the command of Lieut.-Gen. Sir E. Blakeaey, who has

\T'^ n''T'f'^ ^''''^ ^'' ^^^^^^ ^<^<^»d^^t. In the even-ing a bal
,
which was numerously attended, was given atthe Castle m honour of the same event.-The RepealWiation held their weekly meeeting on Saturday. The

Secretary laid before the meeting a communication from

draft fn^ 9'nn/' ^1 Louisiana, United States, enclosing ad aft for 200/. After some observations from the Lord^layor, the Secretary read a letter from the National Re.
peal Convention held in Philadelphia, and one from theAiDany Repeal Association. They- were ordered to be

dr!f« f
<^^/^^e minutes. The Secretary then read an ad-

dress from the ladies of Dundalk to Mr. O'Connell, for-

TrS'^V l'^""
""^ ^^^'^ ^^« ^^°^"t of repeal rent sub-

\% %P ^^^ ^^^'^^ of Dundalk within the last fortnight.
ivir. u Connell having moved that the thanks of the Ai-
Bociation be given to the ladies of Dundalk, said it wasms auty to bring forward the important topics of the day.«e meant to propose that the Association pledge itself
10 a renewed and continuous exertion in favour of repeal.
Atter a long detail of the evils of the Union, his Lordship
said, there never was a Ministry since the days of Crom- '

well more decidedly hostile to Ireland than that at present
»n otiice, TVi^« T—I ^- _./»..-. *

;?
^^^^" They had no prospect of relief—they were atthe mercy of the British Minister and the British Parlia-

it ' ^l ^^ ^^^^® ^^ ^°y^ cessation from attacking them,
t was because they thought it more prudent not to
w^ample further on the people of Ireland. There was no

Tr 1 A ^^^^^ ^^°y ^^^^ *^^^^ ^^s anything else for
jre and at present except the Repeal of the Union. If
Ireland would give him three millions of repealers, he would
Pledge himself to succeed. His Lordship concluded by

to t'he m^os^t^ unr.^vr'^''^^''"' r
'"'" .renewed, pledge itself be in favour of Messrs. Walker, Thomson, and ^EdmoVd",

unfwu ^ exertions in the cau^e of repeal k« ..^;<.^f„^ t^- r.., ,. . ,'._ ., • ..V ^^""u,

^ntu the Parliament should be replaced in College-green.

The Marquess of Bute, the Lord High
Commissioner, held his first levee, which was numerously
attended, in the throne-room of the Palace on tiie l^th
inst. About noon his Lordship went to the High Church
in procession; and the usual discourse having been deli-
vered by the Rev. Dr. Gordon, Moderator of the last Ge-
neral Assembly, the commission of his Lordship was read,
and ordered to be recorded. The Queen's letter was also
read, expressing her Majesty's continued interest in the
welfare of the Church of Scotland, and her Majesty's deep
regret that distress should prevail so extensively, and her
desire that means should betaken to mitigate its pressure.
The Lord High Commissioner then addressed the Assem-
bly. He said that, having laid before them the Queen's
commission and her Majesty's letter it was his duty in the
first place to assure them of Her Majesty's resolution to
maintain the Presbyterian Government of their church;
and this being the first occasion on which he had had the
honour to represent the Crown in that Assembly, he
hoped he might be permitted to say that he gave "them
this assurance with the greatest satisfaction to himself. He
had further the command of her Majesty to announce to
them that she had directed her annual grant of 2,000/. to
be placed in their hands, for the propagation of the gospel
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. After some
remarks on the distress existing throughout the country,
his Lordship concluded by expressing a hope that the de-
liberations of the Assembly might, under the divine
blessing, be conducted to those happy ends which her
Majesty so anxiously desired. The Moderator then ad-
dressed the Commissioner, congratulating his Lordship on
the interest he had always taken in the Church of Scot-
land ; assuring him of the earnest desire of the Assembly
to conduct their deliberations in the spirit recommended
by her Majesty ; and assuring him that the recommend-
ations of her Majesty iu behalf of the poor working classes
would have a prominent place in their deliberations. A
committee was named to answer her Majesty's letter; and
the Assembly then proceeded to business, when the Strath-
bogie case gave rise to a warm debate. Two commissions
were presented, the one from the majority, and the other
from the minority of the Strathbogie ministers ; but as
there can only be one presbytery of Strathbogie, the ques-
tion was which was th^t one ; and a discussion ensued on
the subject of the general controversy, viz., the supremacy
of the civil or ecclesiastical jurisdiction. After several
speeches had been made, Mr. Dunlop moved. That the
commission of the Rev. James Dewar, the Rev. Harry
Leigh, and Major Stewart, be' sustained, and their names
added to the roll ; and that the commission purporting to

gess, ccntamed a valid limitation in favour of one of the plaintiffsBy his wiU. dated Sept. I8O9, the tesUtor ^ave his property in
four equal shares-one share to his wife for her natural life, then
to devolve to his children, and to the longest liver in equal
shares

;
the remaining three shares to be divided equally betwcn

his three children, and the longest liver of their heirs; and the
will coiitauied the following words: •* Should aH my chOdren
die without heirs, my property in that case to be divided equanr
between the children of my brothers and sisters alive at the death
of my last surviving child." Upon these last words the disputem the cause turned. It was admitti^d that the children of the
testator were all dead, and that neither of them had left issue
At the death of the survivor of the testator's chUdren, there were
chiidreu living of some of the testator's brothers and sister?, and
It was HI right of Mrs, Garrett, as one of tho*?e children, that the
present suit was iubtituted. It was conteudcd for her that the
word ••heirs," as used in the will, meant either children or issue-
that the limitation in favour of the children of the testator's bro!
thers and sisters was intended to take effect only in the event of
the testator's Philrir*>n TOKr\*>r«H«rolw AifViAv *«n..a^l.-i..r,.». . _i.;ij

e thea announced that the amount of repeal rent received
since the lastjday of meeting was 266/. 2s, 2|d. Another

nr / ^^ ^^^ Association was held on Monday, but the
Pfoceedinga present nothing of particular interest—
^
ae family of the Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench^ just suifered a melancholy bereavement by the^^dcn death of Master John Pennefather. It seems that

for ^f®' j^"s^ice had proceeded to the Royal Hotel, Bray,

of T« tL m^^ relaxation previous to the commencement

tLiw^li^.u V!^^^ **^ °'^'^ «°^^ ^^*1 son-in-law
i•w wmie there, his two soiu went to Bray Head for exer-

be rejected. Dr, Cook objected to this hasty considera-
tion of BO important a question, and moved as an amend-
ment, That the General Assembly do not entertain the
commissions of either of the parties. After a long and
warm debate, the vote was taken, when there appeared
for Mr. Dunlop^s motion,215 ; for Dr. Cook's motion, 85.
At a subsequent meeting of the Assembly, the Strathbogie
case again gave rise to a long and warm discussion. Two
commissioners from the presbytery of Strathbogie were
admitted and heard on the subject- They stated at length
their reasons for not obeying the interdict from the Court
of Session, prohibiting &em from taking their seats in
that, AasemWy m^ rcpreseatativwi of tiie presbyteiy of

admitted facts, taken cf5ect. His Jloiiour said lie should hold that
the word "heirs" meant either children or issue. -With respect
to the question, whether the testator meant the limitation in fa-
vour 01 the children of his brother?; and sisters to take effect only
in the event 01 the issue not being born to either of his chiidreu
his impressiou was, that the language did not authorise such an
interpretation. He could not hold that by dvin^ without heirs
the testator meantdyinff without leaving a child. Then came the
question, w hat would be the effect upon the construction of thewords "My last surviving chad"-whether they would supporta restrictive construction of the words ''tnewifhout heirs > " HisHonour then cited several cases bearing upon thecor^truc!ion of
the words, and after stating: that the wUJ bad already been heforti
the Master of the Rolls in 1837. said he should de/er to the authonty of the learned Jud^eby di>niissing: the BiU. He had cdlected
fr^-m the bar, howe\-er, that the case would in any Court be car
ricd before the Lord Chancellor, and he thoug-ht such a course
would have been very reasonable, in whichever way he had
decided.

'

Court of Exchequer.—Sffp^^Jt v. Hill.—This was a rule Ob-
tained by calling: upon the defendant's attorney to " show causewhy he should not be struck off the roll." or prohibited from
practising in this Court, for persuading a witness who had been
subpoenaed to give evidence in a horse cause at the Gloucester as-
sizes, to absent himselffrom the trial. Acoordingto the statement
contained in the affidavits on which the rule was obtained, the
witness, who resided in Yorkshire, and whose name was Jackson
was brought to Gloucester to prove the defendant's handwriting
to a warranty. Jackson was known to the defendant's attorney
and he not only pjersuaded the witness to leave the town, and notremain to give evidence, but upon Jackson's expressing reluc-
tance on the ground that by absenting himself he would be sub
jected to some pecuniary liability, the defendant's attorney offered
to indemnify him against the consequences, and actually eavehim a written indemnity to that effect. After this he .witness)
left Gloucester, and proceeded to Birmingham, where he re-mained unUl he was rejoined by the other witnesses on their re-turn to 1 orkshire. Cause was now shown against the rule Itappeared, from the affidavits in reply, that the document which
the witness Jackson was subpcenaed to prove was not the actualhandwriting of the defendant, but had been written at his re-
quest, andthat the attorney suggested this to the witness, andobserved to him that he could not prove a signature to be in the

?w f^*"^ >
handwriting which was not so. It was also statedthat the witness had himself expressed a desire not to ^ve bisevidence against the defendant, but to return home ; and the affi-davit stated that the deponent had no recollection of havinggiven the witness any written indemnity; and, if he had done m.

It must have been under the iufiuence of intoxicaUon, Under
those circumstances, it was submitted that the Court ought todischarge the rule, and not try upon contradictory affidavits aquestion which might be the subject of a criminal indictment-
ine court said, that where an attorney was charged with an of-
fence which subjected him to an indictment, it was a rule nc^ to
call upon him to answer the matters ofan affidavit, as that would
be to oblige him to give evidence against himself. Iu this cme^
however, the attorney was not called upon to answer the facts,
but to show cause why be should not be prevented from practi-
Buig until he could explain the facts allied a^pun^t fainr. 11b«
Couit was of opinion that the facts stated in the affidavits OB
which the rule was moved had not been satisfactOTily answered,
and the rule m ust therefore be made alwolute.

SPORTING.
JErsoM Racbs.—These popular races oowiffir^ * ^^c-*f.

The profiTwnme for the ikst day w«» unusaaiiy mrmn^, and tiie

sport equal to expectation. The weathtr, bowerer, wa» on-
farourablc ; the rain, which fell hea^ilfr ^ffHiiff cofitoued w!th-
oat ceasing until near 3 o^loct. to €<»b«qiicbcc of which the
attendance wa« ies^ n(MMB«>»« ^^^^ pMsittore beea exfcc^^^
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«. htl( m hour after the time appointed
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T** rr».^

'^^'f'^ii' Baits (B* - I ; l^rd Westminster's
'• *'^- - . - - j|,e following also
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^«rA. Craren Course. Usuds,

Mr. Kortb'8 cb.

LmM^'GoocUnau-- Music; and Lord G. Bentinck's b. f. by

?tSel^R^«rhan., uut of Enterprize. Betting. 5 to 4 and 11

To 8 on Satirise, and 4 to ] agst Lucy DanUs, After one fah _.tart

EMWiette took the lead at a moderate pace, tollowed by Satirist,

Soowdrop, and Equation, Lucy Banks lyin^' m the rear. There

was liUie change in the i
!tion or pace till near the distance,

wi Lucy Banks went in front, and the iot clofcing ran well

together three parts up it ; Satirist and Lucy Banks tiitu singled

themselves out, and made a severe race home, the maie winning

on the po^t by a neck. Pannakeen was a respectable third, and

Nora Crcina was fourth.

The Shirtey intakes nf 25 «op». each, one mile, 3 suOs.— Mt.

Her^m's Nessus by Sir Hercules ( Rogers;, 1 ; Mr. Shelley's lole,

a J Sir G. Heathcote's Arkansas, 3, Uetling, 5 to 4 agfet Nessus,

and 11 to&ag^t lole. Ihe tUly laaUe all the running, Nessus

waiting on U»;r to the end of the r^ls in front of the Grand Stand,

where he challeuged, and, after a pretty race, won by half a

%£iieth»^ Ae 'W9odrote Stakes of 15 snra. each, 5 su&s,^Mr. G. Ongley*s

b. f. by Camel, dam by Octavius (Sly;, 1 ; Mr. Furth*s Venus by

Sir Heixiiles, 2; iSir O. lleathcutcs bl. c. by Velocipede (Dryad),

9 J Gen. VVyndhiiUi*i Handmaiden. 4 ; The Camel filly made all the

ruanJJjg. was challenged at the distance, and -won, alter a good

race, by ball a length without having been caught. The third and
fourth were beaten off.

Tht Manor ^itUe of 50 soif». Tht dinner to be soldfor 300 sots.

X**^-m*/«A€«/j.-Mr. Nightingale's Ajax (late Nick), (Sly), 1 I;

Litchwald's b. m. Distance. Mr. Price's Marshal Biron, Mr.

GreviJle*s Palaeinon, Mr. Lawrence's Lampedo, Mr. ^11113^5011*8

T^'iltona, Mr. S. Scott's f. by Bay Middleton, Mr. F. Walter's

Miss Whinncy. A short quick-run race, and won cleverly by half

a length. . . j +1 •„

Thubspay.—The showery state of the mommg occasioned a tliin

attendance of visitors this day, and deprived the sport of much of its

interest. The running commenced at half-past two, and from the

number of heats into which the plates were spun, did not temimate

untU six. The following is a report of the results

:

SweepsfaA-m of 10 sovs. each, A. //., uiih 50 added. Mile and a

qxifirter. (U subs )-Mr. Herbert's Teetotaller ^Evans), 1 ;
Mr.

Goodman's Miss Fidget. 2.

The foUowing also started, but were not placed :
Lord L^-xetera

i»

Mr. KULgniey'H J .1, 4 3 ; Mr, S. Luras's The TraJtor, 2 dr.

;

Mr. Bradf.-rd's Sister to Confusionee. 3 dr. ; Mi. King's Ejcton,

bolted. Ajax wa?* the favourite, and won both heats in a canter.

\V KiiXKsnAT.-This being the Derby, or great day of the races,

the course, as usual, waa ciowded from au early hour witlialargc

concourse of visitors. The meeting was expected to have been

one of the ga^ t luul mn^t hrilliniit that had ever assembled on

the l)own.s. but the absence of her Majesty, and the uncertain

charnrter of the wrnthcr at an early part of the day, served to

deprive the course ol some of its attraction. The weather, how-
ever, cleared up about eleven, and coiitiiiuud fiue the rcmaiiuicr

of the day J
adJine: (^rreatly to the intercut of the sport. It is

stated that there wlmc jicaily if)0,000 persons on the Downs, and
the Ht tendance of fashionable and distinguished visitors was as

numerous as ever known. About two, Count Mi ii^Horf, uncle to

her Majesty, and las four sons, accompanied by C'ul. Arbuthnot,
one of the Queen's Eciuerries, arrived from Claremont. About
three the races of the day commenced with.

The Derby Stakes of bOsors. each, the second to receive 100/. ont

af the stakes, nnd the winner to pay 100/. towards the poiicc and
reflations *>/ the course. Last mile and a half. 182 shOs,

(,W.Scott)
(Cotton)
(Marson)
(W.Day)
(R. Sly)

, (Uest'Uine-j

(Chapjile)

(Wbitehouse)
. (J. Holmes)
(Macdonald)

» (F. Butkr)
(S. CUifncy)

(Bell)

(Darliugj
(Rogers)

(Wakefield)
(Tcmpleman)

(T. Lye)
(G. P'rancis)

(Cartwright)
(Marlow)
iJ. Day)

(Robinson)
(Nat)

]

2
Col. Anson's b. or br. c. Attila, by Colwick
Lord Verulam's br. c. Robert de Gorham
Mr, Allen's b. c. Bclcceur, by Bctshazzar
Mr. Etwairs br. c. Palladium, by Defence .

ftir. Connop's ch. c. The Oneida Chief
Mr. Greettwood's jun. br. c. Uwso
Sir G. lleathcttte*R ch c. Hyda^pes
Hon. 5^- lUrborT" ' ;r Herculca ,

Lord f ' 'd's b. c. Jack, by Touchstone .

Mr. Goodman'&xb. c. Rover
Mr. Forth's cb. c. Policy, by Bustard .,

.

Mr. Meiklam's br. c, . Aajrccable

Mr. Forth's ch. c. T' UnlUeu l&ulc, by Bustard
Mr. O ' !eston*s Tiie Dcvil-among-the-Tail^rs

Lord G. Bentinck's cb. c. Chatham . .

Mr. P. Pry»e*sch. c. Ciieops . . , ,

Mr. G. Clark's ro. or gr. c. The Baronet

Lord Westminstt ' br. c. Auckland .

Col. Wyndtiam's Singleton, by Ernest

Lord Wesmlnster's ch. c, Wm. dc Furtibus

Mr. Copeland's b. c. Combcrmtre, by Braa
Mr. Trciawncy's ch. c. Coldrcnicb . . .

Mr. Grcsory'fi ch. c. Defier, by Defence .

Gen. Yates's hv, c. Seahorse, by Camel
Betting at Starting,- J i to 8 agst. Coldrenich, 5 to 1 agst

Attiia (6 to I laid two or tbiee times), 12 to 1 agst Jack, 12 to i

agst Forth *s lot, H to 2 agst Seahorse, 20 to i agstiVgreeable colt,

30 to 1 agst Chathan, 40 to 1 agst Combermcre, 40 to 1 agst
William de Fortibus, 40 to 1 agst Lesso, 50 to 1 agst Auckland,
and 1,000 to 10 agst any other.

Some time elapsed before the horses made the final start

;

which being accomplished, and the horses having fairly settled
into their places, Combermere took the lead, followed by Attiia,
Lasso, and Belcecur, the second lot being headed by Auckland,
Chatham, Seahorse, Policy, and Coldrenich ; to these succeeded
a body of horses (in racing phraseology •* the rack";, and then
the tail, viz.:— Defter, Robert de Gorham, Palladium, Hydaspes,
and Jack—the latter having lost a start of nearly lOO yards. For
the first quuxter of a mile the pace was moderate ; it then quick-
ened, and Lasso immediately vacated the third place, but
in other respects the race proceeded as described above, till

near the turn, when Belcoeur beaded Attiia and Combermere,
and with the two at his shoulders carried the running into
the straight course, the lot behind them consisting of Chatham,
Aucklant!, Seahor-e, Policy, and the Agreeable colt; Robert
de Gorbam, who had gradually improved h:s position, lying
next. The front rank continncd intact to the road, but it was
otherwise with that behind it :—Coldrenich had already shown
ttiat the d Auce was too great for him; Cbatham fell lame;
Seahorse, Policy, ai^d tlxe Airrteable colt, had shot their bolts.
and Robert de Ciorham, pa> " - them iu succession, took his
ground next to Auckland; a few yards of the r :ance Com-
bCTm^je K»ve up eatirely. and fell into the ruck; and imn.c-
diate y after, Attiia shot past Belcceur, took a riecisive lead. Kent
it to the end, and won with perfect ease by two lengths. Robertde Gorbam ran by Auckland half way up the di.unce, collaredBelcc^ur at the stand, and bout him for the second money cleverlvby a length, Auckland being well up witb Kckoeur bt tb^ finui.
Tbe Agreeable colt and pSucy we?e ftith and aUth Seabo sedividing them from the crowd behind. Jack and Palladinm wlrn

Hhe winner

3 1

1 2
4 3

2 dr.

1

2
3

ReviMon, Mr. May's Master Aaron, Mr. >ightmgale s Ajax, Mr.

Treen^s Haitoe, Captain Ives^s Folly. Mr. Kings Tommy Mr.

Forth's Vibration, Mr. Phillimore's Rochester, and Mr. Klings

Dahlia. No betting. Rochester took the lead at a good pace, mid

with Folly at his heels, made the running to the turn, -r here both

gave way ; Miss Fidget and Teetotaller took their places and made a

capital race home, the colt winning by a head ; Revision and Vibra-

tion were up at the finish.

Fifty pounds, free for any horse alteredfor any of the races on

Tuesday U7id Wednesday, others to pay 3 sovs. each. t'--—-*•«'•-

to be sold for 200 sovs. ^c. Mile heats,

Fulwer Craven's That*sthe-Time-of-Day (Bartholomew/ 3

Mr. Balchin's Dromedary ..-,.- 6

Mr. I'hillimore'sFinchley 1

Mr, .Sherrard's Lady Mary 5

Mr. Lucas's Traitor 2 or.

Mr, King's Exton * dr.

The first heat was closely contested by Fiuchley, The Traitor, and

That'8-the-Timeof-Day, and was won by about a neck. Second

heat—Lady Mary made all the play, but ran out near the cords and

was beaten by a length ; Finchlcy did not go for the heat. Third

lie^t—Finchley cut out the work to the distance, where he was passed

by the other two ; an indifferent run in, ended in favour of That's-

the-Time-of-Day by a length.

Fifty Founds, free fur any horse uhlvh has been entered for any

of the preceding racen, others to pay 3 sors. each. Winner to be

soldfor 150/. Mile and quarter heats.

^\v Shelley's b. c. by Glaucus, out of Malibran (Esling)

Mr. King's Exton
Mr. Falconer's Miss Emily
Mr. S. Lucas's The Traitor

Mr. Balchin's Affection

Mr. Dockcrar\''8 Dispatch

First heat, won by a neck, after a good race between the three ;

second licat, won by a length ; third heat, won easy.

FuiJUAV.—The great race of the day was for The Oaks Stokes,

o/50 sov. each, h.ft. Value of the stakes 3,150/. Four failures

took place before a fair start was effected. l6 started; several

were beaten early, and Mr. F. Marshairs ch. f. by Bran out of

Fury (Lye) went to the Irout, and wen cleverly by a length. Mr.
Shackell's ch. f. Meal was second.
The 50/. for zyenrs olds was won by Mr. Shelley's lole (Butler) ;

The Members* Plate of 50/. by Capt. Cunningham's Mungo Park
;

and The Derby and Oaks Platehy Mr. Shelley's b. c. by Glaucus

out of Malibran.

ADAPTED FOR SCHOOLS, PRIVATE TEACHERS AND
STUDENTS. ' ^^

pOOLEY'S ELEMENTS of EUCLID
Vy With Explanatory Appendix and Exercises. Price 45. 6rf*

bound.
" The best edition of the Elements which has yet appeared,

Athenfcunu
" Cannot be easily surpassed."—X)«i/i?i Unicersity Magazine.

COOLEY'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS: a Key to the
Exercises appended to the Elements. Price 3.s. Cd. bound.

COOLEY'S FIGURES of EUCLID, with Enunciations. Price
Is. Gd.

London : Whittaker and Co. : sold by all Booksellers.

H
Just published, in 2 vo^s. 8vo. cloth, price 24s,

ISTOEICAL IMEMOIRS of tie QLEE^S of
ENGLAND. By Hannah Lawranck.

" These laborious and interesting memoirs."—Athcnavm.
••This very industrious and interesting wm'k.^''-Eaa7hiner.
"One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions which

English history has received for many years."— ^W/?.v7i Mag.
•* Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas.**

—Atlas. Edwaid Moxon, Dover-street.

1 1

1 2 2
3 5 3
2 3 dr.

4 dr.

6 dr.

MARK LANE, FainAV, Mav 2;.—We have had but little

English Wheat fresh up since Monday, and the supply has been
cleared off at that day's currency. Free Foreign is ofiercd gene-
rally on the same terms, without much progress having been
made in sales : there is still inquiry for Bonded at improving
prices.—rBarley, Peas, and Beans are unaltered in value,—Fine
English Oats are is. dearer; the trade for Irish is firm, having a
short supply.—During this week there has been a general rain,

which is very beneficial to the growing crops.

BRITISH, PER IMr^lUAI. <iUARTEK.
Whewt, F.aaei, Kent, &nd Suffolk . . . "White—_— Norfulk, l.intoln?liir«aiid Voikbhire . , ,

Barley ••••. I^Ialling^ and dlatilltn^

Oats, I'incnlmhize anil Yotkflliire .... FDlat.di
Northunibcrlttnil nnd Scutch .... Teed
Irish Feed

g. S.

50 to 6B
6(i to ^ti

52 toS5
IS to 24
19 to SI

8 ro ?0

Rye
Beam, Macngani old and new . £4 to 39 Tick

I ..^ Piernn, Heligoland . . . 31 to 40 Windi.
P«ai, WbiU nto3« Maple

8, S,
Red 40 to to
^'hite £0toC2
Gilnd. JO to 25
Fffd 16 toss
Pt lato 17 to Sfi

PutatclS TO 21
80 10 34
23to 35 Harrow 28 to 37
-—to— Lon^pod— to—
SB to 30 Gie; SStoSe

W.E£KLV lAirEKIAL AVi:}{AG£S.

April

Ma J

IS

«s
99
6
IS
20

Wheat.
59 10
60 7
61 O
60 8
69 9
do 9

Barlvy.
96 U
E7 a
27 7
87 4
S6 3
s& n

C weeks* Aggregate Aver.j 60 5
|

S6 10

Oati
19
19

19
19
19
19

19

Bullet 13 t 10 ol

1 1 Rye.
s 33 6
3 32 11

1 31 7
9 32 3
6 31 3
6 S2 4

4 3S 8

1 10

Beazn-
80 11

30 9
81 6
31 8
31 9
81 7

31 4

]0 6

Feat.
20
31

32
30
31

31

5
2
I

7
3
4

ARRIVALS IN THE ItlVER LAST WEEK.

English
Irish •

For«i|;a

Flour.
0814 Sics. —
100
503 »9

•

Wht. Bar].
,
Malt.) Oats, t Rye. Bns.

Brls. 3013 2161 8U0 3551
w

636
$3

^— ^ fiO B355 ^^^

93 .>8:56
1
— — S335

1

2580

31 1

10 6

Teas
44

700

GAZETTE OF THE ^'EEK.
INSOLVENTS.—T. Quaif^, T. J. Tyrrell, and J. Quaife» North-end. Ful-

ham. brewers—H. Stevens, Willian, Hertfordshire, and J Stevens, Clophill
Bedfordsliire, builders— H. F Delamain, St. Mary-at-Hill, London, wine-mer-

nANKKi:i'TS._A. Telfer, Praedsireet, Paddington, smith—M\ anc
Finden, Suiithampton-plaL-e» New-road, Faneras, engraver? J. ?mtth
I'td, wtne-m

d E. F.
Hert-

u'lohant— J. and J. Simmons and J.Pine, Battersea, ^^tiriey, ma-
il (jrujsiate of potaah— M. Uuick, Compton-sueet, Burton-crescent.
iiller. Maidenhead, Berkshire, cord merchant-- J. Radfi.rd, Tiver-
iire, uuholsterfT—J-Tattersatl, Heath Charnotk, Lancashire, coal-
A^. G-firay. Bath, dentist—J Jonrs, Carnarvon, woollen-draper—

R. Attrce, Brighten, Sussex, hosier— R. Biass. Liverpool, i\ ine-merchant—J.
CotterelJ, DarJaston, StaJTordahire, hin^e malter—J. B^rry, Rueby, Warwick-
•hire, grocer— W. Donald, Brighton, nirrier— E. Bowra, late of (iracechurch-

niifiicturers
baker—J. F
ton, DfvonsI
merchant—

W

^ ^ ,. . . -*• I^ay sbr.m.byNlmrod, out of Busk
3- The following: also started, but werr y,.t placeU -Coni.t
Bathyanj's Ganimon-Boxj Mr. L^ahell's Jeuay Jones Mr
SmitU's Astronomer; Mr. Balchin's Gog ^b. b.;; Mr. Treen*»
Haitce; Mr. Goodman's Miss Fidget; and Mr. Vrjse Pryst's
Anstralia. Tlio race was entirely between Mr. Fonli's two and
Wiis won cleverlv.

*

The Walior ^ a of 5 sors. each, uith 35 added. The uinnfr tft

^- so/d for lOOi. 3 mile. 7 subs.— yir. Koub's Knig^bt^bridge
' {Butler\ I : Mr. Jobson's Frank, 2 ^ Mr. Savage's Jobn o'Gaant,
S. The foiiowinjralsostai' t. bnf were imt placcU —MarquUof
Exeter s Patcuwrk ; Mr. (jctrrBrd^s The Damly; C , .in Cun-
nfng-ham's Mungo Park. Won cleverly by a iengrh; a good race
for second-

Thr Burgh Stakes of 5 socs. each, with 35 added. Winner to i^e

90ld for SOi. One mile. 12 subf. — Capt, i>aititree'8 b. c. by
Mulatto, dam by MiUdlctou (iMarson), l ; Capt. Uous's Nicholas,
2. The following- also started: Lord G. Bentinck's Balcony,
Lord .Exeter's Patchwork, Hon, S. Herbert's Teetotaller, Mr.

Chatham, hffl»t and "lioeinaker—G. Hutton, Liverpool, ship chandler-£. Sty!*,
Windaor, bookwlkr— U'. Bill and \V. K. Waitkerbirlh, Leadenhall-street.'yhip
and insurance agents— T. Dyfcc», Broadstieet, Si. Giles't, »tatluner—J. Eaw-
on, HiiddersHeJd, Vi*rkshite, draper.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS— E. Jflhnitone, Stilling, hooksell^i and

printer—p. Lei^ton, Dundee, baker—A. Corti, Glasijovv, carver and gilder
A. Lothian, Kdinburgh, publisher— \V- Boyd, Saltcoalf, merthant—1 hcmw
and spiers, Greenock, ihip-builders

eon

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE TEG
HA^'D-BOOK OF gardek]:ng expressly

-3~ intended for Persons possessing and fond cf cultivating a
Garden of model ate size. Price 2i-. clotb, a New' and Enlarged
Edition.

THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANYj
Or Linnsean Lessons on Ccmmon Plants, for Field and Garden
Practice. Price 2*.

THE HAND-EOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefiy for the use of tlicse interested in the Allotment System.
Price 1*. sd.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY)
lutcnded for the n^e of the Middle Classes. Price 2^. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOIl.EriEj
Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of

Person, Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOJC OF THE LAUNDRY;
Exjjressly interidcd for those who " wash athomc." Price U. grf.

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, wlxn Frofcssiuual

Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 26'. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price Is. Qd,

London : W. S. Orr and Co, j and W. and R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

In Monthly Nos., 8fO, uilh Four hcantiftiUy coloured Vlatcs.

Price 25. ^d.

AX TON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for May, 1842, contains highly-finisbcd draw-

ings of Franciscea latifolia. Calceolaria Stundiahii, Zieria Icsvi-

gata, and lihododcndron Smithii aiireuni; likewise Papers ou

Gardening as a science, with illustrative woodcuts; on Improv-

ing Indigenous Plants; Baskets for Orchidaccae, copiously Hlas-

trated with engravings ; Floricultural Notices of new and beau-

tiful Plants figured in the chief Botanical Periodicals for March

and April, and of those in flower at the principal Suburbau Nur-

series and Gardens; together with a com.plete Calendar of

Monthly Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably- coloured plates,

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. Tbc
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are hi f ower.
3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, audi

being coloured in a superior manner, have ail thespirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants Mhich

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as wellasthe'more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.
It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility cf its contents, thia

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening;
and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commenced with the present year, and as it isintendcdthat each

volume shall now be perfect in itself,, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.
London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

BIRTHS.— On the 24ih inaL, at Little Stanmorc, Middlesex, the lady of J.
Sladen, Eiq.,jiin., of a srn—On the 20lh instant, at Weymouth, the lady of
Lieut.'Col. J«i&p4T Hall, of aaon.

MinoTiM, to Jane Frances, only daughter cf the late Jtecfh MaddoiVEsq."cf
9tOK« N ewtngton.

I)J ED—A mon levere affliction has befallen the family of Mr. Linton, nur-

an^ffc-T*^ t*"l**"^ i" '?!* h.«pita;, 1* ht-re they continue in a precarioui state—

.J^ILJJ 'j '**^'*i-*V^*-
^^ Thuelion Dyrr, i.«i., coroner and sleWRrd for

P«VJr*V h V^ o u W"f^«» E«|.,of Oitun Iiali,KenerHlly known a, thi

Eiq., late McretHfy t>t .he Bru..h and Foieign Aati-^aver>' Swieiv-On theWth, Ui h.l Mih year, Mr. A. W W.Wt.r: auri.t and ^vHUi] /ormetV ofNewBiiud-strwt-On the 1»th, at S, ho, ^^Uff«Td.hire. M. Boiiltun/kw efthefimof n. :td«mand Watt, engineer., w* 72-On the Mih, at Bri2u«Jth« limrl of Coventry, ta hi» Wth y«»r. ' "^^^awu,

BRIGHT'S NUTRITIOUS FARINA, FOR
Invalids and Children, the Consumptive, Asthmatic, and Dy-

speptic. Highly patronised and strongly recommended by the Jiedical

Profeiision as containing a larger proportion of Nutriment, being mors

economical, and easier prepared than any other article of its kind ever

yet offered to the Public. The Proprietor of this Farina begs to

state, that its properties have been for some time kno^^Ti in extensive

private use, and it is at the suggestion of manv of his medical frienas

that he is induced to offer the public the benefit of its more general

introduction. Its excellence is supported by numerous testimonials

from medical gentlemen, and public institutions, rcfpiirihg only to be

tried for its advantages over all other beverages, for invalids ana

children, to be iinmediatelv discovered : and is also particular^

adapted for hospitals, infirmaries, and large institutiuns, for IM

economy, and the shiij>licity of its pre]>araticn for use. > .
Sold in Canisters at Is, OU, 3j. and i^s. each, \\ith directions lor

use, Testimonials, &c., at the Manufactorv, Ao. 5, Ilolland-streei,

North Brijston, and by Agents in Town and Counti-y.

Just published, No. Vlll., price 2^;. ci.
1 1 1 I

FOR THE FACE AND SKIN
13 0\VLAKD'S KALIDOR, a Preparation
--»' Oriental Exotics, is now universally known as the only sale

and efficient protector and beautifier of the Skin and Coinpie-wn-

Its virtues are commonly displayed in thoroughly eradicating aij

Pimples, Spots, Redness, Tan, Freckles, and other unsightly cuw
neous defects, and in rendering the most rough and «ne^«^,;;rp:
pleasantly soft and smooth. To the Complexion it impart^ the ;u>e

mle roseate hue, and to the Neck, Hand, and Arm u dtliCiicy ^^

fairness unrivalled.
it ia invaluable as a renovating and refreshing AVn^b. during tra-

velhng or exposure lo the sun, dust, or harsh >vinds, and the htaa

atmosphere of crowded
; embUea. Gentlemen will find it petu

uarly grateful after shaving.
Price 4s. (>d. and 8s. 6*1. per bottle, duty included

Caction.^A], for •'UowLANiisKALyDon,":'nd that tl^
words are on the envelope, with their siLninture and address m rea

A. UowLAND AND tM>N, 20, Hattou <hiXiU:Ji, Londott ;" the ^^iff .^r"
engmvcil on thu Government stamp affixed over the cti..»—^oM "J

them, and by respectable Perfumers and Medicine Venders.

from

th«
^"*^^*"^^«* ^ ^-hefTiar.. in the City ol Lond.m, and l*"^ ^''^'^^^i/Jdie.''''

t4ittr.,-5»tTird»y, Way :M, ISA
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GARDENER 9

CHRONICLE•
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

^^^ HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.
No. 23—1842.

IXDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS INTHE LAST NUMBER.

SATURDAY, JUNE 4. Price 6J.

Amateur's Garden .

Aipaia^u», its treatment i

Botany, Rojfle'a

Cataaeium globifloTum
Chamomile, a restorative to

sickly plants
Chemistry, Lectures on
Clover, cause of failure .

Cockroaches, to destroy . 347 c,

Cceloj<yne cestacea
Cunningham's designs for Farm

Cottages, rev- . .

Ilfthliai, to grow in pots .

Dicicson's Nursery, noticed
Fuchsias, ^nod kinds . ,

Garden, Berlin Koyal , .

Gloxinia JVlenziesii •

Grapes, rust on , • , ,

UeiJebore-pDwder, its effect on
Caterifillars . - , .

lluney, a^euL^d hy plants ,

Hothouses, to heat . , ,

Laburnuin, described . .

Lawn, formation of .

— to improve
Loudon's Arboretum Britanni-

cura, rev
Loudon's Hortus Lij^nosua Lon-

dinenjis, rev. . , ,

348 r
I
Marrow, Vef^etable, treatment

<rf

Matter, Organic, its conversion
into manure ...

Park, St. James's, improve-
ments in , . , ,

Peach-trees, curling of .

Plcotees, to disbud . , ,

Pigs, to improve
Pits, Millfc'a improved
Plants, luminous
Francos, described , ,

'
.

Kaihoads, ty ornament .

Rhododendron Smithii aureum
Roses, Moss, to increase .

Scale, to eradicate
Seeds, Tropical, to raise .

Strawberries, their treatment

.

^"— grown amoncr
Broccoli . . , ^^

Sugar, from the Asphodel
Tobacco, treatment of
Tropaeolum edule . »

Vine, bleeding Of
Vines, treatment of . . ,

Waterer's Nursery, noticed
Weather Projjhets, vegetable ,

347 a
362 a
352 a

349 c
350 a
363 b
350 a
352 a

.5-352 b
353 c

352 a
353 b
351 c

352 a
Z^9 a

349 b

350 a
348 a
847 A
349 c

353 c
r

I

352 b

B52 h

353 «

347 a

347 b
349
2 53/1
351 c
349 b
35L b
351 b
349 c

3SZa
353 a
aSSa
340 a
349 c

340 A
351 c

353 b
349 b

349 b
353 b
353 a
351 c

"MEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.— Messrs. W.
-^ ^ and F. YOUELL continue sending out their splendid col-
lection of the above, by post, free, to any part of the United
King:dom. For particulars see their Advertisement in the Gar-
deners^ Chronicle of the 21 st inst.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, May 26, 1842.

J.

nUlE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND
ll| EMBERS of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
J.>J- SOCIETY of ENGLAND who expect to be able to attend
the Meetnig: of the Society at Bristol In July next, are requested
by the Local Committee of that place to transmit their names to
Mr. Jamks Marmonx. 15, Corn-street, Bristol, in order to aid
the arrangements which the Local Committee are making for
the commodious reception and comfort of the Members at the
enMiing Meeting:. James Hunsox.
London, May 27, 1842. Secretary.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND
MEETING AT BRISTOL.

SOCIETY'S SHOW of CATTLE, IMPLE-
TS, &c., Mill take place on Thursday, the 14th of

July next, and all persons intending to exhibit Stock, Implement*^
or other articles, are requested to observe that all Ckrtificates'
or Entrtks must be sent to or lodged with the Secretary, at the
Society's house, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, on or before
Tuesday, the I4th of June, and that no entries wiU be admitted
^I^^'" *!«* ^f^\^ ^'^^^ ""^ **^^ P"^^s ofJered, and the printed Forms
of Certificate, &c., can also be obtained by applving to the Secre-
tary, at the above address- it being particularly requested that
all parties makiiig such application will specify the kind of Stock
&c., whichhemtendsto enter, in order that the proper Certifi-
cate Forms may be sent accordingly.

By order of the Council, '

" James Hrnsox.
London, May 11.1842. Secretary.

TyEST LONDON GRAND FLORICULTURAL
*v

EXHIBITION, for Prizes of Two Silver Cups and Twenty-three Medals, under the superintendence of Mr. J. T Nevillewillbeheldin the Grounds of the Almshouses of the ButclW
Charitable Institution, at Vv alham Green, Fulham, onWednes-day, tne22d, and Thursday, the 23d June.

v> eones-

Also a>LADIES' BAZAAR and FANCY FAIR, under the patro-

Kuflc^iS^K ^^^^^^"^ ^'^^'^'^^ ^^^^^ Adelaide^ ^fd'^of

oi^^^^^S^^^"^^^ ^^teswillbe

Dyer's Buildings, Holborn.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
"LJ GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-
-*-A • moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her
Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and Public
that he has a fine stock of Lilium lancifolium. Album, and Punc-
tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.
He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

THURTELL'S SEEDLING GERANIUMS.
ADAMS begs to acquaint the admirers of this*
beautiful Flower, that he has had the honour to place an

entire Set of the 24 Seedling varieties raised by Chailes Thur-
tell, Esq., in the Greenhouse of M. P. Guimaraens,Esq., of No. 1,
Northwick-tenace, Maida Hill.Edgcware Road, with permission
to state thi.t any Amateur, Florist, or Nurseryman, who may
wiph to see them, will be kindly allowed to do so, on appli-
cation to Mr. G.'s as above any morning before 9 o'clock, or
alter 5 ni the afternoon.

J. A. begs further to state that with the exception of Britanma,
Lady Mmto, Eclipse, Elegans, and Reform, he has a conMderable
quantity of the other varieties, as advertised in the Gardeners'
Chronicle some three or four weeks back. stUl on hand, and
which he will be happy to supply on moderate terms.
Belmont Gardens, Stoke, near Devonport, May 30, 1842.

pHAPMAN'S NEW SPRING POTATOES.—ThisVy excellent new variety, possessing all the qualities of the best
Ash-leafed Kidney, but capable of being produced in perfection
for table from November till June, is now ready for deliverj^ at
One Guinea per bushel, with directions for their culture in the
open ground without protection.
" We never yet tasted any forced or retarded Potatoes anything

hke so good."— Dr. Lindley, in Gardeners' Chronicle,
** We can only repeat, that, be they what they may, they are of

excellent quahty."—Dr. Lindley, in Gardeners' Chronicle, Apr. 2.
"Ihey are of excellent quality and appearance, and in my

opinion only require to be known to be generally cultivated."—
Geo. Mills, Gunnersbury, May 20th, 1842.
*»* Orders for sample baskets, enclosing Is., will be attended

to
; but orders for sets must be prompt—addressed to T. H. Chap-

man, Brentford-end.

FINE SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS.
qrO BE DISPOSED OF, about EIGHTY FINE
J- SUCCESSION PINES, bemg the property of a Gentleman
whois about to discontinue the cultivation of them. The Plants
are of fine growth, in three grades of size, and are of that most
valuable kind know^u in Lancashire by the name of Black Ja-
maica, and about London, &c., as Montserrat. They are war-
ranted clean from any injurious insects that affect the Pine ; and
the prcf^ent being the proper season for shifting, the Plants can
be carefully packed for removal to any part of the Kingdom.
Any inquiries by letters, prepaid, and addressed to J. and C.

WirALLEY, Nurserymen, &C., South George Crescent, Liverpool,
will be duly replied to.

T3RITANMA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
"^.. ^ .

l.Princes-street, Bank, London.
This Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,

4 ^ ict., cap. IX., find is so constituted as to afford the benefits of
Life Assurance, m their fuUest extent, to Policy-Jrclders, and to
present greater facilities and accommodation than can be ob-
tamed m other Offices. The decided superiority of its plan, and
its claim to public preference and support, have been proved, iu-
contestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.
Extract from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance

of 1 00/. for whole term of Life.

Age.

20
30
40
50

1st five

years.
£\ 1 4

1 6 4

1 16 1

2 16 7

Annual Premium payable during
2d five

years

.

^1 5 20

1 12 2
9 4 4
3 4

3d five

years.
dBi 10 11

K 19 1

2 14 6
4 5 5

4th five

years.
£l 16 9274
37s
5 6 3

Remainder
of Life,

^S S 8
2 17 6
4 3 4
6 13 7

A vu / -
PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.A liberal commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
T

.
WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,

Y • Kmg's Road, Chelsea, Horticultural Builders, «;c., have
mvented a most simple and easy contrivance for shading Horti-
cultural erections. The principle upon which it acts U so simple
and effectual, that It only requires to be known to be universaUy
adopted. To be seen in use at most of the London Nurseries
and at their Horticultural Manufactorj-, Gloucester-place, Chelsea

TO GENTLEM

James Nkss, Sec.

* cr^T ^r^rr.
^^^ICE TO EXHIBITORS.

A SJ^LECT FLOWER SHOW will take place on
BenlM^^nn^''

*^^ V^K^^ "^"'^^' ^^ *^^ G^^<ien« of «ie Royal

t^on of fh. ;h^''7''k'
T^^^f«llowi"& is the description of a por-

For fvi o K
P^zes to he awarded on the occasion, viz.-

*
in fln^ff'^^^*^*'^'''"''^^

24 Greenhouse Plants 1st. 2d. 3d.
Ill iiuwer • . , . K/ ot 1

;

For the 3 best collections of 12 Geraniums ." .' 5/ if lis

Furthe'r ^' Hn'i^^'° K""^ '^^ ^"^ ^^^^^'^^^ ^"^ Specimen Plains

Si"s Journal
'' ^ ^^^^^tised in next week's Number of

FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to Public Competition, at the Auction Rlart, Barfholomew-

rrOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATINGJ^A HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSFS
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved pri^!
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andEDWARD BAILEY. 272, HOLBORN. ^

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered Uieir mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England. Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Societj- ofLondon, in execntii^ the
works of their splendid Consersatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashc?, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holboni, where they have the opportunity of
exhibithig, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the contiimed
snpply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D, and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
otheirs in this country and on the Continent.

D.aiid E.Bailey have preparedaquantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new^ Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

-Lf^ to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew- TJ OT-WATER APPARATUS UDon imnrovpd anfl
lane, on Tuesday, June 7th, Thursday pth. and Friday loth, IS42. Xl economioTl nrinnfnl« fnr w^^iV \? ^ 1^ .J x, ^i^
at 12 o^clock,, about 500 of the most^pproved Dahlias, Splendid iJ.t^|TEpXNS&N ^f^

\v ^^T^^^*^^
'^"'^ WARWICKSHIRE IIORTICUL-

at tho r.^, ; u^n nI?'^^---^* "^^ Second Exbibidon, to be held

to all EnH^/n"?"'^^ *.""''' J"'^'^ 231. 'S^2, Sweepstakes, open
Heampni r'

fo'".c"t specimens of Geraniums, Pinks, Roses.

c^t^llll'J?'^^^^; ^"^ "^^^ specimens may be consigned,

bfhfri^^;^ 'v°
^•^'- lioflCKiNsoN. Secretary. Particulars mayoe naa on application. '

T^r. . ^ '^^ HEARTSEASE GROWERS.
^
PEARSON'S SPLENDID PANSY, the " B

* Piii.vcK," is ready for delivery at 15a. each ; on reccii

LACK
P„_+ .«! ^7 — . /"' "vi..c»j ai .ijo. cai.ui uji receipt of a

wlrf^fn 1*"'^^^* }^ ^'^^ ^*= s^"^ ^y I'"'^^' prepaid. It is much
nnf/ .f

^^^^ sliaped than •• Black Diamond," brighter black,ana tme golden eye- Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.

'pHE NEW GERANIUM—" LYNE's SUNRISE/'
frrni

^'"^^ Obtained the Gold Medal at the Plymouth Horticul-

irnti;^
^^^"^^ ^^'^^^^'' ^"^* ^^'^"Ch created such an e.xtraordinflrv

hinvH ^?*^ *^^ Exeter Horticultural Show last Thursday, can
nin.?fi?^t'''^

^^ ^^'*- ^'- E- Rknhlk, Union-road Nursery, Ply-

i^aseach^'^^
the stock has been purchased, at Three Gui-

\t}l!I!'f^
SuxnisK.—The colour is of a bright rosy orange, veryiaige flower, and of the most perfect form,

i^mon-road Nursery, Plymouth, May 26, 1842.

-jj-.^^EAP SHOWY PLANTS FOR FLOWER-BEDS.
yA/ ILLlAM BARRATT begs to offer to Floricultu-
Tipv./*s*-S'as below, CALCEOLARIAS, GERANIUMS, VKR-
h 1n • ' ^^^CHSIAS, PANSIES, DAHLIAS, and other free-

reari i"^
Garden Flowers, at 4a\ to 6*. per dozen ; strong Plants

namiri
planting out. A fine collection of the above plants in

f«r^ sorts, as well as other Greenhouse and Herbaceous plants'or Rooms and Greenhouses.

fij--^^5'^^
10,000 GREENHOUSE HEATHS and EPACRISES, in

mir.
^^^" ' worthy the attention of the Amateur and Nursery-man.

aor?*
^^^^^-^"^ GRASSES for permanent pasture, in selected

thp •*
^*^"^ ordering these should give the quantity of ground,

warn^^^^^^^""
^'^^ quality of the soU, and for what purpose

and af ' ^^"^ ^^'^^ ^^^>' ^^y ^^^y on having the proper kinds,

of Hn
^^^ above one-third more e\-pense than the old mixtures

rtay.sceds, which are very uncertain in producing good Herb-

w>w inn '
^W^^f' LAWN GRASSES > as much seed as wUI•ow 100 square yards for from 3^. to 4^.

age.

Wakefield Nursery, May 1842,

Geraniums, New Fuchsias, Verbenas, and a great variety of other
Plants.
May be viewed the morning of sale. Catalogues may be had at

the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Lcytonstone.

BARNSBURt NURSERY.—Messrs. PROTHEROE
and MORRIS are instructed to offer to Public competition,

on the Premises, ThurnhiU Road, Barnsbur>' Park, Islington, on
Monday, June 13, 1842, and following day, at 11 o'clock (if not
previously disposed of by private contract), the desirable LEASE-
HOLD NURSERY; also the whole of the choice GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, consisting of the' newest varieties of Geraniums,
Heaths, Camellias, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Clematis Seboldii,
Daphne, Heliotropes, Verbenas, Salvias. &c. Four newly-erected
Greenhouses; several Pits, Frames, Hand-lights, Utensils in
Trade. Sec.

PRODUCTIVE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
and MAEITniK FUND empowered by Acta of Parliament.

Offices, 29, Moorgate-street, Bank, Loudon,
Board of Directors.

John Blogg, Esq., Guildford-st.,
j
George Rose Innea, Esq., BiUiter-

Ruspell -square. ' street, City.
Donald Grassick, Esq., Bedford- J, Lmnit, Esq., Argyll-street,

place, Kent-road, Regent-street.
Hyara Ilyams, Esq., ComhilL W. T. Smith, Esq., Public Office,

I
Southampton-buildings,

("With power to add to theu- number.)
Treowirer.—TTynrn Hyams, Eaq.

Auditors.
\

Robert Dover, Esq., ComhiU. | Jamea Walton, Esq., Groeeri'
Amos Hodgson, Esq., Ordnance J Halh

Office, Tower. I

Arbitrators,
Charles Compton, Esq. ) Peter Ellis, Esq.

John Tidd Pratt. Esq.
Bankers,-—ThQ Bank of England.

PhtfSician.--'y^miBm Brewer, M.D., F.R,S., &c., 21, Geoi^e-slreet,
Hanover-square.

5wr^ron.—Darid Lewis. Esq., 28, Artilleiy-place West, Finsbury,
5<jA«Yors.—Messrs. Chatfield, W'ingate and Hart, ComhiU.

J ciuarj/.—Francis G. P. Nelson, Esq.
Chief Agent for the Maritime Fand.—Thomsv^ BuU, Esq., 91,

Minories, London.
This Society is established on the principles of Mutual Life Assur-

ance, with a division of the whole amount of profits among all the
assurers, to whom the books of the Society always lie open for in-
spection. A General Meeting takes place annually, at which is given
a detailed account of the business of the bocietv. No policy stamp
duty chnrged on assurances above the term often vears.
The Maritime Fund is a department of tlie Society which affords

to captains and mariners the same facilities and ad'vantages of life
assurance which residents in England have hitherto enjoyed. Upon
this fund, at a comparatively small cost, a member (should he be lost
at «ea on a particnilar voyage) will provide an annuity for his wife ai
long as she lives, in proportion to what he haii paid.

Ever}' particular may be known, and Prospectuses nnd •< ol>!ierviv-
tions upon the Maritime Fund " obtained, by applying to Mr. mill,
any of the couutrj' ageutf , or the Secretarj-, at the offices, 29, Moor-
fi:ate-itreet. GEuli<iE B. sgoiT, eeerrtjuy.

xngs.—STEPHENSON and CO., Agents for the Old Park Iron-
works, and Manufacturers, 6l, Gracechurch- street, London, be?
to return their most sincere thanks to the Nobility and Gentry
who have so liberally patronised thcjr improved Conical Boiler
(For a description see Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12, p. i;'5.) To
Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They require
no furnaces or setting in brickwork, are moveable at pleasure
and may be applied with equal facility to the smallest houses or
most extensive range of pipes, price 5/. 5*. and upwards. Fur-
ther particulars, plans, estimates, &c. for warming every descrip-
tion of building may be obtained as above; where also may be
seen a variety of patterns of Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Brass and
Iron Bedsteads, Ornamental Wire-work, Garden Implements,
&c. &c. The trade supplied with Hot-water Socket-pipes, t^o!
three, and four inchesj at 2*. 3rf., Zs. 3d,, and 4*. 3d, per yard.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, PubUc Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the ajjove apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W. W^ALKER and Co. aate of Mosley-street, Manchester) beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
descriprion, in which they have introduced a variety of important
improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-
rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive
scale tjian has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire
and in numerous other extensive csUbUshments, with the most
complete success.

They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent
Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,
and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, bo much
complained of by Gardeners, and is anew and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.

Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with
punctuality and despatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

T^UTrS BEE-HIYES.—GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
-L^ begs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-
son a large stock of Nutt's Improved Bee- Hives, in which are em-
bodied all recent improvements; and being the only authorised
agent for their sale, cautions Apiarian? and the Public generally
against purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made
in accordance with the exact principles of the inventor, from
parties who unauthorised use hianame ; in such cases purcbasers
are invariably deceived and diisapptniUed, the apparatu-b. ;jaE-

perfect and incomplete. Geo. Neighbour has also a r^riety of

improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hivts, ^c. &c- which are veir

tastefully made, and ornamental to thegarden, from each of wutctt

the honey may be taken at any time of the settsoo without tic-

stroying the Bees. "««,
Apiarian Dcp6t and Honey W"arcboi- , J3^ High Hoioorn,

London.- Letters relative to the above tnnst have poscage-

stamps c "Josed.

%* NUTT ON BEES (sth edition) now published.
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JCRIPPS, No. 11, .Makkham Place, King^s

. Road. Chelsea, ^STae Worker hy special appointment to her

Majettv Uui« Victoria, the Dowager Queen Ade aide and her

Boy" Higbnr.. the l>uche« of Kent, begs re.i^ecttuUy to iiiform

the NoblSry and Gentry that he has ut present on hand, the largest

^ock in London of Koatic and other Garden Seats, Chairs, Stools,

Tables Hower Stands, Miguonette and Plant Boxes. Wire Work

cf every dewription, as Arches for walks. Flower Bordering, Tramers

ioT pZacts, A-c. &c. J. C. also constructs Forcing Houses. Conscr-

v&tones. Greenhouses, Verandahs, Alcoves, aod Summer Se^its,

Inmible and Hare- proof Fences, Gates, ike. ; in short, almost every

d^eoratiTe appendage to the Rural Residence.

Flans and Estimates submitted for works in contemplation.

Blinds oferery dtscription made, repaired, altered, or painted.

FLOWER PROPS, of Wrought Iron, made upon an
approved principle, in lengths of 2 ft. to 8 ft. Also, (iardeii

Engines, Greenhouse Syringes, improved Watering Pots, Fumi-
gatiiig Bellows, Grass and Border Shears, Prunini; Knives and

Shears, and all other Horticultural Implements, npon the most
advantag-eous terms, at Trudell and Edwards's, Wholesale and
Retail Ironmongers, 46, Leadeiihall-strcet, London.
— ! ..i—i- A I

. ' -- • — —

I^DAVARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
-* Isleworth. Middlesex, resprcfnlly infbnms HorticultunstsT

that his IMPROVED SLATE TL'US for Orange Trees and Con-

servatory Plants, moanted ii^rrn roUmr, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgings for garden paths n riy 1,l .,..u in fise at his house
upon application to the gwleucr.

On June 1st, with a Coloured Engraving of two GeraniumSj
price 6rf.,No. 29 of

1'^HE FLORISTS JOURNAL; or. Monthly Record
- of the best Flowers, adapted to all Soils and Situations.

The Vol. for 1340, G*. in cloth, and for 1841, 7s. Od.

London: How and Parsons, 132, Fleet-street.

BOTANY.
With /our hcatUifuUy'Culoured sUtI i^-'^U' Ji^res, and sixteen

wood cut Mimmtures of the nwst in' r^sfljig- planttfor Garden
culture,

Pablishmg monthly, large. U. 6^.; small, \s.

THE BOTANIC GARDEN; or Magazine of HarJy
Flowering Plants j l-y B. Mai/no, F.L,S. Each Number

contaSns four finely-coloured figures of Ornamental Plants se-

lected for their beauty and utility in the decoration of the open
Flower- Garden ajid the Slirubbery; with a popular Historical

Description of them, Acctumt of their Habits, and Instructions

for their Culture. Eacli Number contains also the FLORAL RE-
GISTER, with Sixteen Miniature Cuts of the rarest Plants, and a
detailed account of each ; and the AUCTAlllUM, being a register

of interesting iiiformation on Gardening, &c.
No. 210 of the BOTANIC GARDEN' was published on the 1st

of June, and will contain Indices to the first Parts of the Floral

Register and Auctarium, which now form a handsome Volume 3

and a continuation of them is still given in each successive No.,
The first eight volumes of the BOTANIC GABJDEN may now

be had complete in hoards, at 37s. per vol. large, and 2o&. small,
without extra charge for the 9th vol., comprising the Floral He-
ster and Auctarium, and which contains nearly 1200 finely-ex-
ecuted Woodcuts of Plants.

London : Simpkin and Marshall, and Sherwood & Co.

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, ^c. &c.
Just publiAhed, and sold by Maish and Co., 1, New Bridge-street,

Vauxhall, price is.t

A WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANUftt-AKTIFICIAL GUANO.

Xw W, H. PuTTKft, M.R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist.
TheNew Manure la prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

is more effective, aixd free from nioiHturo, sand, &c. Price 15*.
per cwt. cash.—Chemical Works, Upper t ore-street, London.

PROPOSALS TO ABOLISH ALL VOOR-LAWS,
except for the Old anrt Inerm, and to establish ASYLUM

/ FAHMS, on which to locate the Destitute Able bodied Poor, who
might thereon maintain themselves, and benefit the Country
18,6gO,M»<. anuaally.

•'Prosperity could never be reached and maintained in this
countr>' withont some provision iux the regular nnpiotfrnent of
the Poor.'^- Mr, Bt-vketl's Speech in the House of Commons, Feb,
'dd, 1842.

By R. J. Mariusox, Esq.,
Formciiy Agent to the Kent Agricultural College, and Lecturer

on Agricultural Education.
London : Published hy Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, 23, Pater-

nostcr-row. Price 6d. (A

On t! c 1st of June, price 7*. cloth. Part I. of

n^HE PIIYTOLOGIST; a Popular Eotanical Miscel-
:-*- lany. The Contributions arc by C. C. Babington, Mis^

3eever, \V. Borrer, Rev. W. T. Bree, Dr. Bromfield, V. Came-
ron, Miss Carpenter, Rev. F. F. Clark, H. Doubleday, E. Don-
bleday, T. B. Flower, S. Gibson, Br. GreviUe, Mrs. Griffiths,
L. H. Grindon, J. W. G. Gutch, Rev. W. S. Hore, Rev. C. A.
Johns, Al. Ir\ine, Edwin Lees, W. A. Leighton, G. Luxford, B.
Maund, J. S. Mill, E. Newman, J. Ralfs, T. G. Rvlands, Mrs.
Riley, J. Riley, J. D. Salmon, S. Simpson, R. Spruce, W. A. Sta-
bles^ J. Tatham, juu., G. H. K. Thwaites, N. B. Ward, H. C.
W«son, F. Westcott, W. Wilson, Dr. Wood. Miss Worsley, and
other eminent Britifih Botanists. Many of the papers arc illus-
trated with expensive woodcuts.
^O The PnvTOLOGisT will in future be published in monthly

^ - - bers, price U. each.
John Van Voorst. Pateinoster-row.

KEW WORK ON BEES.
la a few days, in hmaU 8vo. (with numerous Eugraviners on

\\ ood ^

"^ lY BEE.BOOK. By the Rev. W, C. Cotton, M.A.,
f I:;^ B^l"""**", x/

^^"^^ Church, Oxon; and Chaplain to theLord Bishop ^f New Zealand.
Rivingtons, St. Paul's Churchyard, and Waterloo-place

«„a.n u
^<=^?MPLETION OF JOHNSON'S FARMER.

PubliBhed this ilay. in One veiy thick VoL Svo, with Wood En
^^r^^^^f !«^ K^*' .","^ ? ''^' approved Afe^.^uliural Imple-ments, &c., 50*. bound in clotii.

^

'X'HE FARMER'S ENCYCLOPJLDIA, and DIC-J- TIONARY of RURAL AFFAIRS ; embrae^ all the most
recent DiROveries in Ayricuitural Chemi:,try rTiapted to thecomprehension of Unj^cicntific Readers, Bv Ccthber- W
Johnson-, Esq., F.R.S., liurrister-at-Law, Editor of "The
Farmer's Almanack,*' &c.

Loudon : Longman, Eiown. Green, a^.u Longmans.

EMIGRATION TO NEW ZEALAND, under the

NEW ZEALAND COMPANY, Incorporated by Royal

Charter. Governor,
Joseph Somks, Esq.

'
Deputy-Governor—Hon. Fraxcis Barixg.

Directors.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Mar-
ried Man, 32 years ofage, without any incumbrance, who

well understands his profession in all departments ; would not
object to live in a lodge if required. Direct M. N., Mr. Daviea's
Coffeehouse, Queen-street, Seymour-place, London.

Lord Petre.
Viscount Ingestre, M.P.
H. A. Aglionby, Esq., M.P.
J. EUkrkcr Boulcott, Esq.

JohnWm. Buckle, Ef=q.

Charles Buller. Esq., M.P.
Sir Isaac Lyon Goldsmid, Bart

James Robt. Gowen, Esq.

John Iliac, Esq.
Sir R. Howard, Bart., M.P.
William TTutt, Esq., M.P.
William King, Esq.

Ross Donelly Mangles, Esq.

M.P.
Stewart Majoribanks, Esq. M.P.
Sir Wm. Molesworth, Bart.

Alexander Naime, Esq.
The Lord Mayor.
J. Abel Smith, Esq., M.P.
William Thompson, Esq., Alder-

man, MP.
Hon. Frederick James Tolle-

mache, M.P.
Arthur Willis, Esq.
George Fred. Young, Esq.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Ships will be regularly

despatched on the 1st day of every month during the present

year, to one or more of the Company's Settlements of Welling-

ton, Nelson, and New Plymouth.
In the Wellington District the Sales take place by Auction, arid

an allowance of 25 per cent, is made towards the passage-money

of purchasers arriving from England.
Lands in the Nelson Settlement are sold in this country at the

price of :iOu/. per allotment > comprising 1 town acre, 50 acres of

accommodation, a*id up acres of rural land. Purchasers receive

passage allowances not exceeding 25 per cent, upon their pur-

chase-moneys. -

Lands in New Plymouth are sold in this country to actual co-

lonists at 75^ per allotment of 50 acres j and a town lot, with

passage allowances not exceeding 25 per cent.

The Company continues to offer a Free Passage to Agricultural

Labourers and Mechanics of good character, and eligible accord-

ing to the regulations.
Maps and Views of the Country; may be seen, and all necessary

information obtained, by application at this House.
By order of the Court,

joHv Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-strcct Buddings,
' 19th May, IS 12.

CHIPS TOR NEW ZEALAND. — NOTICE IS
O HEREBY GIVEN, that the following Emigrant Ships have
been Chartered by the New Zealand Company to sail from the

ports and on the days undermentioned, viz.

—

FOR NELSON.
OLYMPUS, A 3, 316 Tons, from London, June 15th.

NEW ZEALAND, A 1, 380 Tons, from Greenock, July 1st.

FOR WELLINGTON.
GEORGE FYFE, A 1, 391 Tons, from London, June 15th. .

FOR WELLINGTON and NEW PLYMOUTH.
BLENHEIM, A 1, 374 Tons, from Plymouth, July 1st.

Applications for Free Passage by labouring persons duly quali

ficd are received daily at this House.
By order of the Court,

John Ward, Secretary.
>^ew Zealand Uouse, Broad-street Buildings,

10th May, 1842.

Cologne

THE following communication (translated from the
German) was addressed to Messrs. Rowland's Agent at— U, Straitz Euggasse, Cologne,

Mr. Th. S. Ditgcs, May 23, 1841.
Sir,— I have much pleasure in informing vou of the extraor-

dinary effects of *• ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL." For about
nine years I had not a particle of hair on my head, when I was
casually recommended to give this celebrated Oil a trial ; 1 ac-
cordingly purchased two bottles at your establishment, and
strictly followed the printed directions: in the course of two
months my head was covered with fine short hair, which I had
cut off, and continued to persevere in the use of the Oil. The
result is, that after five months' perseverance, I can now boast of
as good a head of hair as any man in this city. In justice to the
inventors I make this acknowledgment, and shall feel great plea-
sure in satisfying any inquiry.— I salute you with respect.

An.^M Bauer, 8th Artillery Brigade.

ROWLxVND'S MACASSAR OIL prevents hair from falling off,

or turning Grey ; changes Grey Hair to its original colour; frees
it from Scurf and Dandriff, and makes itbeautifnlly soft and curly.

*»* Ask for " ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL."

The LOWEST PRICE is 3«. Hd. j the next price is 7«-— 10*. 6rf., and
2ls. per bottle.

ISLE OF WIGHT.
ri^WO or THREE YOUNG LADIES, of good Family,
-L in delicate health, are received into tlie Family of a Phy-
sician, whose residence is beautifully situated in the most
picturesque part of the Island, between Ryde and Brading, sur-
rounded by extensive Gaidens and Pleasure-grounds, command-
ing a fine View of the Sea, and within a few minutes' walk of a
firm sandy beach. They have constant Medical Care, Salt-water
Baths, frequent Excursions on the Water, &c., the use of a
Carriage, together with all the Comforts of Home, and every-
thing requisite to promote their health. The Climate is well
suited to such as have a tendency to Consumption.—Apply to
M. D., care of Miss Wallis, House Agent, Ryde.

Published this day, in Two Vols. Atlas 4to, with 52 beautifully
coloured Plates, 16/. i6«. li&lf-bound morocco,

THE EREEDS of the DOMESTICATED ANIMALS
of GREAT BRITAIN described. By Professor Low. U-

Justrated with Plates from Drawings by W. Fairland, R.S.A., from
ft Series of Oil Paintings, executed for the Agricultural Museum
cf the University of Edinburgh, hy W. Shiels, R.S.A.
Separately, half-bound morocco, in the four following portions :;

The OX, 1 Vol., 22 plates, 6/. i6j. 6rf.
'

I'he SHEEP, 1 Vol., 21 plates, 6/. l&. (kt.

The HORSE, 1 Vol., 9 plates, 3/.

The HOG, 4 Vols., 5 plates, 2L 12*. Qd,

JLaQdou: Loasmsuif Brown, GreeHi and Longiuaoa.

THE DOUGUVS MONUMENT.
THE Comraittee appointed to carry into effect the Erec-

tion of a Monument to the memory of that eminent Botanist,
the late David Douglas (to an engravmg of which each Subscriber
is entitled), beg to inform the Subscribers that the Monument
was finished last year, and that the Engravings ai'e now ready
for distribution, and to be had on application toMessrs. Dickson
and TuRNBuLL, SeedbmeD, Perth, and the other gentlemen in
Scotland who furnished Subscription Lists; and to J. C. Loudon,
Ksq., Bayswater, London.

:A6 Mr. Loudon lives a mile from town, and it might be in-
couvenietit to maiiy persons to send to him for their copies, he
has deposited the soo sent to him at the office of the;" Gardener's
Gazette," 320, Strand j the Proprietors of thatPaper having kindly
uimertaken to aeliver them to any persons sending or cAlling
wi6K)se naiui hall be found in a U*t left at the office. The Litho-
graph woaia be iniuied if sent hy post -. therefore it is hoped tliat
au WHO claim Gi^vi^s will send fortuemor call, and not trouble

h^i . ;
Loudon or the Proprietors of the " Gardener's Ga-

zette" with letters on the subject.]

-It* J^ »®* ^^ t^aabBcrihB* to Do«gl«'s Monument, together
with the Report of the Uiittiuittee, an Engraving on Wood of the
Monument, and a Portrait of Douglas, wiU be found in the" Gar-
deuer'ii Magazine'' for June.

T\/^ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
T Man, who has a thorough knowledge of his business in all

its branches, and can have an undeniable character from his last
situation. His Wife can assist in the Laundry, or take care of
the Dairy, if required.—Address to M. H., Mountjoy and Bon's
Nurserymen, Ealing, Middlesex,

'

Y^TANTS EMPLOYMENT, a Steady Man, about 45
V * years of age, who has spent neaiiy 15 years in the Nursery

line and about 20 as a Florist and Gentleman's Gardener; is a
good hand at Budding, Grafting, Layernig. Training, Propagating,
&c.^ is a useful Man; can manatee. Stock, Land, &c., if require^.
—Letters to be addressed G. S. T., Mrs. Hall's, Sydenham Com-
mon, Kent,

THE 'FRANKLIN MEMORIAL.'—The existence
of the identical press at which Dr. Franklin worked as a

journeyman printer when in London (in i;26) having been men-
tioned in the '* AthenDeum," many persons were induced to visit

the warehouse of Messrs. Harrild, in whOse possession it then
was, and among them Mr. J. B. Murray, of New York, who ex-
pressed a desire that the venerable relic should be preserved in

the Museum of the Philadelphia Philosophical Society, as a me-
morial of his illustrious countryman. To this national good
feeling Messrs. Harrild cheerfully responded, decUning aiiy price,

but, wishing to make it instrumental in forwarding a work of

charity in favour of decayed printers, proposed that a donation
should be made for that purpose. The Society's constitution

precluding any such arrangement, it was at once given uncon*
ditionally, and the press is now on its way to America. On its

arrival at Liverpool, Mr. Murray, being anxious to carry out tho

benevolent intentions of tlie donors, caused it to be exhibiteil,

and a public Lecture was given by the Rev. Hugh M'Neile, on the

Life of Franklin. The result was a net sum of 150/. So unex-

pected and welcome an issue has led to the proposal of founding

a Memorial of the philosopher, and to make this sum the nucleus

of a subscription for the establishing of a pension or pensions

bearing his name, in favour of indigent printers. It is proposed

to found two pensions, if the funds will admit, one of 30^ for a

decayed master-printer, whom misfortune has "reduced to the

ranks," and one of 20/. for a decayed overseer who has served

five years in an office with credit, or, failing any such applicant,

a journeyman who has retained a situation for the same period—

to be called the *' Franklin Pensioners." Thus, as was observed

by Mr. Murray, ** each country will be put in possession of a new
Memorial of Franklin : America of her citizen's Press, and Eng-

land of an endowment bearing his name ; directly resulting from

the fact of his having worked at an English press ; and in accord-

ance with his benevolent and i)rovident disposition." The above-

named Lectuie has been published, and the proceeds of the sale

in England and America, and further subscriptions, will be added

to the fund; and contributions, not only of the English public,

but of the American nation and the Colonies, are confidently an-

ticipated : iu short, wherever an English press has been set up

{for it has now become universal*) a collection should be made,

and contributed to by all who feel that they are indebted to the

printer's art for the intellectual enjoyments of social life. The

name of Franklin will ever be associated with that invaluable

art, and his example serve to stimulate aspiring youth in the

pursuit of its exercise. Many are they who have profited by his

precepts ; and his interesting Autobiography has served for a

chart to the young adventurer by which to steer in the voyage of

life. Let all those who have so profited— ail who have attained

success by following his course, look with compassion on those

who have foundered or failed in the struggle with adversity. It

is hoped at least that in every printing-office in the kingdom a

collection will be made; and that every American residing in

England will hasten to inscribe his name in so praiseworthy a

record, in testimony of his approbation of the Franklin Memo-

rial. The facilities of the post-oflRce %vill enable every hidi.

vidual to contribute his mite, which will be thankfully received.

Suhscripiions and Do?jatio?is alreadi/ received:

Proceeds of a Lecture
delivered by the Rev.
Hugh M'Neile at Li-'

verpool, on the Life
of Dr. Franklin seiZi 11

Donations from Visit-

ors to the Franklin
Press during its exiii-

bition at the Medical
Institution,Liverpool 15 18 4

Messrs. Shackell and
Lyons , . . 5

Messrs. V. & J. Figgius 2
Mr. H. Caslon . . 2
Messrs. How and Par-
sons .... 2

Mr. E. Colyer . , 1

Mr. J. Morris , . l

A. Weir, Esq. , . l

Mrs. Kiplin , . .1
Sir Peter Laurie . , 1

John Lawrence, Esq. . 1

John Sheffield, Esq. . l

Wra. Maughan, Esq. . I

William Sykes, Esq. . 1

James Low, Esq. . . 1

Messrs. Palmer and
Clayton . . ,1

Mr. Tew ... 1

Mr. Alex. Wilson , l

Mr. John Hopkinson . 1

Messrs. Whitehead and
Booth

Messrs. Lewis and Son
J. Federue, Esq. .

Mr. Brown .

Mr, Renshaw
Mr. Bishop .

Mr. H. Gottlieb .

Mr. J. T. Rowsell
C. P. and F. .

E, C. , , ,

— De la Salle, Esq.
Mr. J.Unwin
Mr. G. Eaton

1

1

1

1

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

5

5

5

Aft ijt U# •

G. L. p.
J. H. , • •

W. II. ,

J. H. p. . . •

J. p. . . . " •

Mr. E. Lloyd
Mr. J. Arnold
F. R. • • • '

J. E
W. S. ,

Messrs. Scott and Wat-
son . • . •

J. U. V.
Mr. Shuttleworth
Mr. Davidge
Mr. Buckland
Mr. Gibb
Mr. E. Maughan .

Mr. Slater •

Mr. J. Simmons .

Mr. Biitclif .

J. W. . . .

F. N. .

An Admirer of great

when they are good

men . . • •

J. T. . . •

Mr. Thomas Clark

Mr. J. K. Davidson •

Mr. W. Hampson
A Friend
Mr. Joseph Harris

Mr. J. C. Bowles .

W. J. M.
G. S. .

J. S. . . • •

Mr. J. Beech
Mr. J. Harvey
A Friend - * .- '

Proprietors ofthe Atne-

naeum Journal . •

First div. on amount

funded, 150/. .

.^0

.

5 1)

S

5

10

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

50

26

26
3«
36
2d
2«
26
26

5

2«
36
26
2 «

1

I

1

I

1

1

36

330

3 12<5

Subscriptions will be received by the following ^^^f^**
Messrs. Rogers & Co., 29, Clemenfs-lane; Stevenson, ^ai^^^^

Sons, 20, Lombard-street: and by Marchant, Smitn, «
Printers. Ingram-court, Fenchurch-street; and Harrua a- ^

U, Great DUtaff-lane, Friday-street.

* So great has been the spread of the art o^P^*^^,Clears,
English press, that one manufacturer has, m the

*^^J^.j ^fbat
sent out upwards of 1500 presses to all parts c^f the wonu 1 ^
a guinea were contributed by each of the respective paru^

would xoake a sum sufl&cient for the object proposed.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.
Thb Second Exhibition will take place on Saturday, the lltb

of June. Subjects for Exhibition must be at this Office on Fri-
day, the lOth of Jane, or at the Garden before half-past Eig-ht
o'clock, A.M., on the day of Exhibition. The Gates will be
opened at One, P.M.—Tickets are issued to Fellows at this Office
price 5s. each ; or at the Garden in the afternoon of the days of
Exhibition at 1 05. each ; but none will be issued without an order
from a Fellow of the Society.—21, Regent-street.

^ ways ofthe Almighty all wonderful ?

- ' ^^^.^^^.W^P^^Pi M. '^^^
n« ,T,^,„ ., • 1 -

-1. ,
^' '®' however, | the subject drop, but, on the contrary, to keep it be-no more miraculous than the twistmg up of the beard fore our readers at fitting i,eriods, we now proceed to

ot the Oat when it is dry, and its untwisting when " « » > t

MR. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is
now reprinted in the form of a small volume, for general

distribution, price 3d. each copy; it may be ordered of all Book-
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London, and, for aught we know to the contrAry,
the country has been lately inundated with handbills
setting forth the wonderful properties of a vegetable
prodigy, imported for sale from the East, and called
the Everlasting Rose.

•' It is a most astonishing thing/' says the writer of
thehandbill in question, " that this Rose, after it has been
plucked, will nevertheless retain the power of opening
and closing, exhibiting all the iappearances of vege-
table life for many years, although without a root
from which to derive support. The writer has had
one of these Roses in his possession for upwards of
twelve months, and a relative abroad has had one for
as many years. A Roman Catholic bishop in Ireland
has had one half a century, which retained unim-
paired all the powers of vegetable life, expanding in
the form of a very pretty star, and closing up again its

numerous little fibres about an hour or two after beini^
taken out of the water. In the East it is highly
prized on account of the superstitions there prevalent
about it. On receiving a small number last year, it
created no little degree' of interest among Botanists
and persons interested in the seed trade; and it has
hitherto baffled all the 'learned heads' to account for
its retaining this mechanical power. It was publicly
lectured on by an eminent Botanical Society last year,
the Fellows of whom declared it to be one of the most
extraordinary. things they had ever seen. When the
rage for making pilgrimages was at its height, and
Europe sent forth her inhabitants to the Holy Land,
no sooner had the pilgrims discovered the wonderful
powers of this little plant than they immediately de-
clared them to be supernatural. They said that God
had gifted it with these expansive powers with a view
to the conversion of infidels ; and with this view it
bloomed forth at Christmas-eve to salute the birth of
our Redeemer, and paid homage to his resurrection
by remaining expanded till Easter, and that its re-
vival from deiith was a miraculous type thereof I Thus
It IS also called • Anastatica,' or the Plant of the Re-
surrection

; and Hierochuntiua, because it used to be
iound in Palestine."
We should like to learn what - eminent Botanical

^ociety was last year so prodigiously astonished at one
01 tne commonest phenomena in vegetation, presented
oy a plant as well known to Botanists as the Cedar-
trees of Lebanon.

i\!^\%
^"astatica hierochuntina,or Rose of Jericho of

ine Old herbalists, is not a Rose at all, nor has it the
smallest resemblance to a Rose ; nor. in the state al-
iuded to by the writer of the handbill, is it alive, as he
dsseits. It is a httle grey-leaved annual, very common
In 1 1i

1^^"^' ^"^^ ^^ ^^ich hundreds may be gathered
jn lull flower in June, by the sides of the road over
ine isthmus of Suez. It produces a number of short,
^urt zigzag branches, which spread pretty equally from

a],^ f a
^^ ^^°^' ^"^' "^^^^^ S^^^" a"J growing, he

frn-f 1^ "P^" ^^^ ground, having the flowers and
iruit on their upper side. It is, in fact, a cruciferous
pant nearly related to the common purple Sea-rocket,
>^iiicli grbws on the coast of England, and has a some-
^nat similar habit. When the seed-vessels of this
P ant are ripe, the branches die, and drying up, curve

T^f' so as to form a kind of ball, which then sepa-
ates trom the roots, and is blown about on the sands

moistened. It is, in fact, the same phenomenon. Has
no one ever seen^the Animal Oat walking about on a
hot, dry day of summer, tumbling and crawling like a
paralytic grasshopper? In that case the dead tissue
contracts when dry, and relaxes when moistened ; and
the successive stages of the one or the other produce
its singular motions. This Animal Oat used to be com-
monly cultivated as an annual flower, but is nowrarelv
seen—no proof, by the way, of the good taste of mo-
dern flower-gardeners.

All physiologists are aware of similar cases in abund-
ance ; for what is the splitting of seed-vessels, and their
closing up again when wet, but the same phenomenon
reversed ? The instance, however, which is most
analogous to that of the Anastatica is found in the

^ ]>erious, we now pro
do what we ought to have done at first, viz., to explain
the true principles by which pruning forest-trees, be
the circumstances what they may which lead to it^

ought to be regulated.

Prune not at all—should be the maxim of a fo-
rester. Plant thickly, thin constantly, stop carefully,
and leave the rest to nature. But unfortunately it
does not happen that he who plants well always thins
constantly; it is still more rare that stopping in
thought of, and so a maxim, one of the soundest in

- \

in-
scaly Club-moss, (Lycopodium /epidopki/llum, or ..,

volvens,) which in Peru and Mexico has "been as much
the subject of amazement as the former has in Europe.
In precisely the same manner it spreads its numerous
branches flat upon the ground when growing; asitdies
and dries, the branches contract, and roll up into a
ball; and when the parts are again softened by
water, the branches spread, swell, and recover their
flat position. In all these cases, the contraction
and expansion will take place over and over again,
under fitting circumstances.

If this were a vital action we should not remark it,

for who vouchsafes to wonder at the opening of a
Crocus in sunshine, and its closing in gloom ? and yet
that is a phenomenon, which, Hke all vital actions, is

quite beyond man's powers of comprehension ; but it

is so common that we cannot see it. When, however,
dead matter stirs, people are amazed, and all sorts of
foolish tales are invented by the ignorant to impose
upon those who are yet more ignorant, even although
the explanation of the cause may be of the most sim-
ple kind.

It is a general property of vegetable matter to be
hygrometrical, or as some say, and more judiciously,
hygroscopical ; that is to say, it has the power of ab-
sorbing water readily when in contact with it. Were
it not for this property, the life of a plant could not
be maintained ; but the roots absorb water from the
earth, all those countless myriads of cells and tubes,
which form the fabric of a plant, absorb it from^oiie
another as fast as the roots receive it, and in this^-ay
fluid is transmitted rapidly and incessantly from end
to end, and to every part of a tree. When a plant is

alive, this property is much increased in amount by
the powerful aid of vital forces; but it is far from
being lost when the plant is dead, as is proved by the
shrinking and swelling of timber, cordage, and canvas,
and by a thousand other circumstances. The Anas-
tatica is only another instance of it.

A SOCIETY is in course of formation for the en-
couragement of the culture of Pelargoniums ; the ob-
jectV which is to raise a fund, which shall be distri-

buted in prizes to those seedlings of the present year
which shall merit such rewards; if the funds prove
sufficient a portion will be also appropriated to testing
the merits of the best seedlings of Id4L The garden
exhibitions of the Horticultural Society appearing to

be the favourite place for exhibiting seedling Pelar-
goniums, the July meeting of this year has been fixed

with the consent of the council, for carryingupon

The

f •
"loturueu as 10 lese tneir contents, in tnat

^oncution the winds carry the Anastatica from place to

Th^^A
^^ '^^ ^^" ^^^^^» ^^ ^^ reaches a pool of water,

/ne dry. hard branches immediately absorb the fluid,
wcome softened, relax, and expand again into the po-^n they occupied when alive ; at the same time the
seed-vessels open, and the seeds fall out, when, the
P ace being suitable, they readily germinate, and esta-
blish themselves as new plants.
L Ams IS, uo doubt, very curious : but are not the

out the objects of the Pelargonium Society.

funds at its disposal will be added to the awards of
the Horticultural Society in suc!i proportion as will

mark the different degrees of merit of the flowers ex-
hibited. It is to be hoped that this will induce the
growers in distant localities to compete with those
more favourably situated, in order that a just estimate
of their new varieties may be obtained.

We recommend a general subscription among ama-
teurs for this purpose, for they are most interested in

the plan. If, as we understand is intended, the names
and descriptions of the successful flowers are pub-
hshedby the Pelargonium Society, buyers will at once
know what to buy and what to reject.

We may add, that a condition required of the sub-
scribers by the Horticultural Society is, that the no-
mination of the Judges shall rest with the Exhibition
Committee of the latter body.

The pruning of trees is probably the subject which
above all others in foresting is least likely to meet with
unanimity of opinion. Foreshortening, lopping, snag-
ging, the preventive system, the remedial system, and
similar expressions, of themselves indicate the diver-
sity of practice which finds favour in the eyes of
those who have the management of woodland pro-
perty. We have occasionally published letters from
our correspondents upon this subject, and we have
now and then ourselves ventured to put our foot upon
the debateable ground of arborici^lture. We have,
however, for oursekes experienced the inconvenience

the whole system of foresting, cannot be observed.
Pruning mav therefore be regarded as a necessary
evil, to which the wise must submit because of the ig-
norant. °

Let us consider why forest-trees should not be pruned
at all. What is the object of a proprietor of trees?
To obtain for them as much money as he can. What
is it in trees that brings the money? Their timber.
Therefore, whatever increases the quantity of timber
in a given time produces the greatest amount of money.
This seems clear.

Now, timber is the woody texture of a tree. The
woody texture does not form itself; it does not grow
independently of all other jiarts ; it is only a portion
of a Hving' system, formed by the action of other or-
gans ; it is to a plant what flesh and bones are to an
animal. The bones and flesh of cattle are not increased
in quantity of themselves, but by means of foodswal-

'

lowed by the mouth, and digested by the stomach. To
swallow food without digesting it is an entirely use-
less operation both in the animal and vegetable king-
doms. The digesting organs of trees are their leaves; it

is the foUage which forms the stomach of a plant

;

therefore, to deprive a plant of its leaves is like depriv-
ing an animal of its stomach. Emaciation is the con-
sequence in both cases ; it is indicated in animals by
leanness and debility ; in plants, by the loss of woody
texture, or timber.

But a plant has not a single stomach, as an animal
has; it is covered with stomachs in the form of leaves,
every one of which performs its part in the action of
digestion, and so contributes something to the forma-
tion of wood. Although out of the millions of leaves
that clothe a tree many may be destroyed, and no ap-
preciable diminution of the wood be remarked, yet it

is most certain that some diminution takes place

;

when the destruction of leaves is excessive, the dimi-
nution will be excessive also. We should be a long
time emptying a fish-pond with a tea-spoon ; but in
time we should succeed; and the only effect of using
a pump for the purpose would be to accelerate the
operation.

Now what is pruning but the removal ofleaves ? To
cut *off a naked branch is not, indeed, to remove a
leaf; but it is to remove that part from which many
leaves would have sprung had it been permitted to
remain. We say again, then, prune not at all

can help it.

It, however, will be found that when plants are
allowed to grow without interference of any sort, even
although they are early and judiciously thinned, yet
that in some cases they are unwilling to form straight

upright stems, preferring to grow " bushy-headed.''
Accidents often cause this* In such cases artificial

means must be employed to give some one branch a
lead over the others ; but this may be effected by stop-

ping, which is very diflTerent from pruning. Pruning
is effected with a knife ; we would not permit the use
of an instrument stronger than the finger and thumb

;

in any plantation, properly superintended from the
beginning, whatever is required in stopping maybe so

effected.

The respective effects of doing nothing, stopping,
^ and pruning badly will be

best illustrated by a few dia-
grams, Let A represent a
young tree disposed to be
bushy-headed, all its branches
being equal. If nothing is

done to such a plant, each
l)ranch will grow larger, at an
equal rate, and produce a few
laterals ; by the end of a se-

cond season the tree will be
somewhat larger, but in other respects much what it

was before, as is shown b
at B.
But suppose tliat A,

instead of having been

if you

had
its

beginning at' the beginning, and therefore, as

Dt our purpc^e to retract our opiaioiis, or U) let [into the leader

left untouched^
had three of
branches stopped by
breaking off their

points, as is shown at C.

In such a case, the

current of sap being
airei^ed In the laterals,

T^uld flow strongly
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would lengthen rapidly; while the laterals would only
^

produce some small spray;

and the result, at the end of

a second year, would be what

is repre- ^

sen ted

at D. In
this case

the tree

Tfould

have
been ve-

ry little

deprived of its foliage, and yet the

production of a permanent leader

would have been effected just as

well as if the pruning-knife had
been plied with
industry.

As well, did

we say ? We
should have said

infinitely better.

For observe the

contrast. E re-

presents the same plantA pruned up
to a leader by the total removal of

its lateral shoots in the usual way. F
will show what such a plant may be

expected to become at the end of the

season, instead of D, which it would

have been under the influence of stopping only.

The same observations will apply to cases where a
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G pair

are

race

other,

of leaders

running a
with each
as at G.

u

If one

leaders

broken

of the

only is

off and
stopped, as at a,

scarcelyany of the

energy of the tree

will be destroyed,

but the sap will

be thrown into

one of the leaders

much more than
the other ; and
at the end of the

season the plant

may be expected

to resemble H. If, however,
1 instead of being

treated thus, G. be de- -

prived of all its late-

rals, and left by the

pruncr as at I, the
digesting powers of
the plant will be
so completely re-

moved, that we can
hardly expect it to be-
come at the end of the
first year better than at
K— the difference between
which and H we need
not insist upon.

If these diagrams are
carefully studied^ they

__ will be found to explain

the whole principles of managing
young forest-trees, so far as con-
trolling their form is concerned ; and
now is the best season for performing
that operation. There will of course
be; many variations and many dif-
ferent cases ; but all will be manage-
able upon the same principles, in the
exposition of which there is nothing
Dew, but which, although familiar to
everybody, are so dealt with as if they
bad no existence-

K

kinds have been raised, it will be necessax'y, in the first in-

'

stance^toascertain thehabitjheightjandcolourofeachkind,

so that a proper situation may be chosen for it ; otherwise

some of the tallest may be planted on the margins of the

beds or clumps, while those of more slender growth may
be smothered in the centre. There are also some kinds

which look best when disposed in groups or masses, and

others which appear to more advantage when planted

singly or in small patches ; where the garden is of suffi-

cient dimensions to allow of the former, they will be found

very ornamental.

Previously to being planted, the ground should be lightly

3ug, or what is commonly called '* pointed over," in order

to render it more permeable to the tender roots. There

are some, indeed, who, when they have made a hole in

the border (no matter how hard it be) of sufficient size

to receive a plant, and have squeezed it in and watered it,

imagine that they have done all that is necessary for its

future support. A little consideration will show the folly

of such an idea. The roots, in this instance, are unable to

extend themselves in the surrounding soil; and, as the rain

cannot penetrate the surface, the plant resembles the poor

stunted specimens of vegetation to be met with upon rocks,

and, sooner or Liter, dies from want of nourishment.

If the young plants have been kept potted separately,

they may be easily turned out without disturbing their

bail; but if Ihey have been reared in seed-beds or boxes,

great care will be requisite, that the roots may be injured

as little as possible, for upon this their future success

will principally rest. Those raised in the manner last

mentioned may be transplanted much quicker with the

dibber than with the trowel ; but I am of opinion that the

latter implement is by far preferable, since, in dibber-

planting, tlie roots are all huddled together, and are so

placed that they have no alternative but to descend per-

pendicularly ; and unless this operation be carefully per-

formed, there is generally a vacant space left in the ground

immediately below the roots. It will also be found bene-

ficial, instead of turning annuals out'singly in the borders,

to arrange three together in the form of a triangle, and to

plant them a little deeper than they originally were ; be-

cause, by this means, many will be encouraged to throw

out fresh roots above the neck or collar.

After they are firmly planted, a small basin should be

formed around them, by drawing some of the surface soil

within a few inches of the stems ; the basin should be

filled with water two or three times, until the ground is

completely saturated- Advantage should be taken of

showery weather for transplanting these tender subjects,

as many of them, if removed during a hot day, will never

recover from the check which they receive. If the weather

is dry, the evening is the most suitable time ; and on no
account should the watering of those newly planted be
negfected, until they have taken firm root-hold, always
choosing either the evening or the early part of the morn-
ing for this purpose. Numerous plants, if watered while

the sun is upon them, die off even with the surface of the
ground ; to this, many failures may be attributed. The
necessity of frequent waterings may be greatly remedied
by shading the young plants with fir or other boughs, of a

foot or more in length, firmly placed between them and
the sun. Tliose which are drawn up or weak should be
carefully supported with small twigs, as recommended at

p. 28G of the Gardeners^ Chronicle; and all, particularly

climbers,- should be regularly tied up as they advance in

growth, otherwise they are liable to be broken by the wind.

It is difficult to preserve Annuals from the attacks of

slugs, and, as lime has a very unneat appearance in a

flower garden, we recommend those who are annoyed by
such creatures to employ children to collect them from
the plants every evening; by which means their numbers
maybe quickly thinned.— T. R.

ON TRANSPLANTING HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
Am the beauty of _^ Flower Garden is in a great mea-

sure dependent upon a choice selection of half-hardy
Annuals, and as the season is now arrived when they may
with safety be transplanted into the open borders, a few
remarks upon the best means of ensuring success' ia the
operation may be useful. It must, however, be borne in
znind, that the following observations arc not addressed to
the practical gardener, wlio stands in need of no sugges-
tions upon this subject ; but to amateurs, and others, who
take an interest in flowers, and whose success depends
upon their own skill. In the opinion of some persons
the season for the operation is over; but with this I do
not agree : for in nothing is the truth of the proverb, that
** Much haste makes ill speed," more strikingly exempli-

fied than in planting out tender arinuals, atid sinailar bor-

der flowers, which suffer more from night cold than they

gain by early planting.

Supposing; therefore, that a sufficieat quantity of various

RAMPION.
This Campanula Rapunculus being grown in many

places for its edible roots, and being rather shy in its cul-

tivation, a short account of its treatment may, perhaps,
be interesting to some of your readers. Having chosen
an open piece of ground, I procure as much sand as will

be sufficient to cover it two inches deep ; but before lay-

ing it on I saturate it with manure water. It is then
spread over the surface and well mixed with the soil to a

spade's depth, by turning it two, three, or more times,

according to the friability or adhesiveness of the ground,
till it is nearly as fine as if it had been sifted. Having
raked it perfectly smooth after the last turning, it is

marked off into beds of any convenient width, and these

again into drills six inches apart, and from a quarter to

half an inch deep. The drills are formed by slightly

pressing upon the surface the angle of the garden mea-
suring-rod ; into these the seeds are dropped and covered
with the back of the rake. When the ground is naturally

light, rich, and free, such sanding and turning may be
dispensed with ; but when the contrary occurs, some such
means should be taken to render it permeable to the roots
of the Rampion, which are much given to fork, and then
become unfit for use. They may be sown anytime from
March till June inclusive : although liable to run, a suf-
ficient number of the first sowing will stand for a crop ; I

have found that a part of the last sowing will likewise run.
J, Ilallidmj, Elmkam HalL

partially shaded from the hot mid-day sun, but exposed
both to the morning and evening rays. Sometimes we
see them placed under large trees, but this situation is not
to be recommended where a better can be obtained.

Another important point is, to place the pots level and on
a good solid piece of ground, because worms are very apt
to come up into the soil and choke the drainage. This is,

perhaps, most simply done by a thick coating of coal

ashes, which, if watered before the pots are placed upon
them with a strong solution of nitrate of soda, will remain
moist for a considerable time, and will also prevent, to a
certain extent, the worms from getting into the soil ia

which the plants are growing. Lime water is also an ex-

cellent material for destroying these pests, and may be

used in the same way as the other solution. But although

these substances prevent, to a certain extent, the injury

from being done, they do not altogether cure it ; a slate or

stone pavement, or some kind of asphalte, through which

the worms cannot penetrate, is the only effectual remedy;

but of course more expensive.

Pelargoniums which have been grown in the greenhouse

will now be in full bloom ; if some of them can be spared

to put in rustic wooden baskets, in sheltered situations in

the pleasure garden, they will flower finely and have a

pleasing and exotic appearance. The ^ame thing may be

done with Fuchsias, Mesembryantheraums, and other sum-

mer flowering plants.

The arrangement of the beds and borders for the sum-

mer being now completed, nothing farther will be required

except occasional watering in dry w^eather, and keeping

the whole neat and free from weeds. The amateur must

now turn his attention to the staking of herbaceous plants

and to the pruning and nailing of wall trees. If his walls

are covered with Roses or other trailing plants, the young

shoots must be fastened to the wall and kept from being

broken by the wind. In many instances it will be found

necessary to thin them, but this must be carefully done,

removing only the strong " water " shoots ; shortening

those which are weak, and fastening up the others which

are more likely to form flower buds for another season.

The summer pruning of Pear and other hardy fruit trees

upon walls should now be commenced ; the management

of the Peach and Vine was described in a former article.

Too many shoots ought not to be shortened at one time,

as the tree by this means receives a check which is very

injurious to its health. First of all, the main shoots, or

those which will not be removed next winter, ought to be
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Ax-L the hard-wooded greenhouse plants, which have
flowered, may now be removed to a j^heUered situation in
the open air. Here they will require less care than when
kept in the house ; and by being watered with the even-
ing dews and summer showers, their leaves will soon as-
sume that deep green colour, which is a sure sign of
health. A situation should be selected fo^: them which ia

then part of the front ones, or those which will

at that time, should be shortened ;

trained in

;

be cut in as ** spurs '*

and thus gradually week by week shortening a few more,

and so throwing the strength of the tree into that wood

which has now commenced to form fruit buds for another

year. Much must be left to the good sense of the ama-

teur, for if the tree forms but few shoots, none of them

ought to be removed or shortened ; and in all cases the

operation need not be carried farther than to prevent a

quantity of useless wood from being formed, thereby

shading and preventing the rest from being acted upon by

sun and air.

—

R, F,

HOME CORRKSPO.NDENCE.
Chemical Analysis of Plants,— If a new living animal

—a bird, for instance—were presented to a person igno-

rant of zoology, one of the first questions he should ask

would perhaps be— '* What food shall I give it?" '^Vbat

is a proper question for animal is equally so for vegetable

life. When a new plant, therefore, is introduced, the

question ought to be asked—" What does Ufeedupon9
Cultivators have hitherto contented themselves with a

vague general description of soil—such as a strong sou,

a sandy soil, or heath mould, &c., as the case may be;

but chemistry and Liebig would tell you what the consti-

tuents of the plant are, and what materials must be

present to enable the soil to furnish those constituents to

the plant—otherwise it would starve, as certainly ss a

sheep would in a well-furnished butcher's stall, or a tiger

in a full haggard. Take as a practical illustration of this

principle the beautiful tribe of Rhododendron ;
how

luxuriant in certain localities—what yellow, sickly in-

valids in others. Whence this great difference ? *,l^
cries your common-place routine gardener, *' avoid the

limestone; plant them in peaty ground, such as produces

heath," &c. This generally contents the ordinary class

of cultivators ; but I have seen fine Rhododendrons where

limestone was abundant, and equally flourishing pla^^*

growing in a clay loam too stiff for garden purposes, ^o»

some element is absent which is essential to P^™^l^^v*
vigorous Rhododendron in the case I allude to ;

and tn

object of this letter is to intreat some of your chcmiCiU

friends to take up this one tribe, and by an analysis ot

Rhododendron, to tell us what quality we must impart t

the soil to ensure a healthy plant. Were this followed up

by similar experiments on other marked species of pl^ms,

I feel a strong conviction that we should see at ^^P^^^L^j
tural exhibitions specimens far exceeding anything y

witnessed, even from the best gardens.— Or/o/ario.
^

L*\

perfectly agree with this correspondent, whose opinion

are worthy of Mr. Edward Solly's most serious consi-

deration,] ,.
_

Caveat empior.-^To those persons who may be dis-

posed to use Dr. Homer's remedy for the pJag^e u

cockroaches, the fallowing anecdote may serve as a

nt
useful warning. If there be any domestic pest to warn

^^

the practice of "strewing poison about the P^^^'^^^/^^
(as one of your correspondents expresses it), these

bave suffered the disgust of fhis truly Egyptian ^^%
i

allow it to be worthy of such "leprous distillations.

^»d myself once try the use of several arseniacai paste

but the wary creatures "would not bite;" and ^^ .

confess that the anxiety I felt whilst the remedy was

^

p
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weeks
one of

alder-

trial, lest some unhappy accident should occur from it,

made ine give it up sooner than I intended. But in spite

of this, and of the result of the poisonous experiment I

am about to relate^ if I were not quite satisfied of the
efficacy of my present practice, I should be tempted to

try Dr. Horner's potato preparation. Being this spring
more than usually annoyed by the chaffinches, and other
small birds, amongst my young radishes, and other spring*
ing vegetables, I steeped some corn in a solution of white
mercury, and some also in another solution of arsenic
and strewed it on the seed-beds. As far as the birds
\\ere concerned, the experiment did not take effect—nor
was I at all more successful with the strychnia, or nui
vomica. As cunning as cockroaches, or as' a trout when
there is a man's shadow on the water, and wisely sur-
mises that—

.

"Your horrid fly but serves to hide
A still more horrid hook"—

they would not swallow the bait. But, about six

after, a fine, healthy pig, of eight months' growth,
four pretty grunters (as fat and sleek as any of the
men who did 7iot live in the mayoralty of the civic hero
whose cat kittened in the kitchen grate), sickened sud-
denly, and died after an illness of six hours' duration only.
On the most careful examination, no signs of disease ap-
peared in the animal, except such as might arise from
some recent violent irritating cause in the stomach and
intestines. Its companions remain in perfect health ; and
I have very little doubt that this one was poisoned by
some of my bird-bane having got into the yard amongst
weeds, cabbage leaves, or other rakings from the garden.
Once more, I am sure those of your friends and corre-
spondents who suffer the annoyance in question, will
thank you for the information elicited by the renewal of
the inquiry—and Dr. Horner also, for his simple plan,
though it may be attended with some danger. -Andl
moreover, there are now so many " infallible remedies'*
before the public as at least to remind us of the old ad
that, '* there are more ways of killing a dog than by
hanging him,"—P. i*.

Pruning Forest Trees.—1 am not an advocate for
pruning forest. trees to any great extent : to some kinds,
as the Silver and Spruce Firs, it is very injurious, from
the emission of resin at the cut places occasioning them,
as it is vulgarly called, to bleed almost to death.

age

The weight of the small flag which remained at the slenderppmt for two or three years has weighed it down, and
given It a curve, which it retains. The soil in which it is

rr T^
^ ^°°^ gravelly loam, which has been trenched,—II. Jv, li, [Although this communication is anony-

mous, we can assure our readers that the fact, extraor-
dinary as it is, may be confidently relied upon. "We have
a somewhat similar case within our own observation,
which we may some day bring forward.]
New Laburnum.—I send a specimen of a Laburnum

raised from seed, which is a great beauty ; the flowers are
more deep in colour, more numerous than in the old kind,
and the racemes are very long, sometimes as much as 15
inches. The habit of the plant is intermediate between
the weeping and the common kind, throwing out very long
pendant branches

; it is a free grower.—J. D. Parks,
Dartford. [This is a very handsome, well-marked variety'
far more brilliant than either of the old kinds, and ex-
tremely well worth cultivation,]

The Prangos Plant.—The account given in the last
Number of the Gardeners' Chronicle of the Prangosfrom
Ludakh as a fodder, induces me to trouble you with this,
to suggest that plants may be introduced in Ward's Box :

and that if it is anything approaching the description
there given, and to be produced on poor land, the Agri-
cultural Society should offer 500/. for 100 plants of it, or
for I lb. of seed on its vegetating.—i>. Z.

Hellebore Powdcrand Gooseberries.—In the Gardeners^
Chronicle of May 28th, I find your correspondent, Surrey-
ensis, says, ** that he has ;put some of the caterpillars
under a glass and covered them over with Hellebore
Powder

; and that at the expiration of 20 hours he found
tliem still living;" so tllat, in his opinion, Hellebore
Powder is quite useless. I, therefore, beg to state an ex-
periment which I have made on rather a large scale ; for
I had about 3,000 Gooseberry trees covered with cater-
pillars; so mnch so, that in a few days there would scarcely
have been a leaf left on the trees, unless the insects had
been quickly destroyed. I sent to Messrs. Savory and
Moore's, Chemists in Bond-street, for 6 pounds of White
Hellebore Powder, to try the effect of that quantity at
first, and I found that it instantly killed all the caterpillars

' he can, at all events he can make out in what part it is

most frequently seen ; then let him take a young green
frog, and tie a common eel-hook, with line attached, flat

upon its belly, that it may not impede the viper's gorging
it ; this should be fastened to a stake with a sufficient
length of cord to permit its being carried to the bottom
of the retreat of the viper, which will in all probability, if
the weather be warm and bright, speedily Bwallow'the
frog, retire to his hole to digest it, and be caught by the
hook, thus liberated from the bait. One cannot help feel-
ing for the poor frog, but he very likely would sooner or
later meet with this death if at liberty in the neiglibour-
hood of the beast. If the retreat of the viper cannot be
ascertained, a large coloured feather may be tied on the
end of the string, by which its progress may be readily
traced. """t/, JP?,

Crop in Chickens.- -A^ correspondent will find that
Garhc roots are the best cure for crop in chickens.—ilf.
Ftcld, Si. John's Jrood. For the information of your
correspondent, I beg to state, that if he will only mix up
some *' calcined magnesia " with a little water, and roll it
up about the size of an ordinary pill, and give his fowls
one, fasting, every other morning for a week, at the same
time not allowing them, during their illness, anything but
soft food, such as sopped bread or boiled Potatoes, his
poultry will soon recover their health. Should they he
turkiPR, of course his pills must be njade somewhat larger.
I used to lose a great many fowls annually, but since I
accidentally discovered this remedy, 1 have never lost one
from sickness. The fowls should not be fed for an hour
after taking the pill—Z. G. Either soot or Rue
chopped fine and mixed with butter given to chickens
attacked with this disease, every morning and evening,
will speedily cure them. Where chick

Syca-
mores also, if pruned after November, discharge an im-
mense quantity of sap : it is therefore better, ft room be
wanted, to cut these trees entirely away than to prune
them. Larches do not seem to suffer so much as either
of the above

; but Scotch Firs are much hurt by pruning,
although perhaps not so severely as the Spruce and Silver^
which, when mangled in the barbarous manner recom-
mended by some persons for other trees, seldom grow
much for several years afterwards. Oak, Ash, or any
other hard wood, may be pruned with less fear of injury
still I think, if it can be dispensed with, it is much the
best plan. Any very deformed branch may be taken off
without dressing the trees up like a parcel of broomsticks*
V\hen It IS practicable to have a plantation of Fir-trees
by themselves, I would never prune them at all : Dame
JNature (whose works are too much opposed by those of art
now-a-days) will perform that office much better without
any assistance, \yhen the trees crowd upon each other,
the under branches die off without that check which is
produced by cutting them off. Whatever ridicule may be
attached to those who prefer having trees as straight us
ramrods or hop.poles, it must be admitted that Firs can-m If

^''^
^'fv' '

/"^ '^ '^ impossible to grow them
straight unless the.y be planted thick, and as few as pos-
sible taken out at the first and every subsequent thinnin-.^o general rule can be given for such operations; but I
generally allow the trees to become large enough for
fence-railing or something of the kind, before I thin out
- any extent

; but when the trees are evidently taking
to

hihnrm, which experience will easily detect, they should beth aned out immediately. I might here remark, a highwuid IS

bottom
as likely to blow down trees, growing in the

ofi... 1 .^ , ^
^^ ravines, as upon the tops of hills or

TMc5 ^r f"^
^^^^"^^

' ^^ ^^''^^ I ^'^'-^ ^^^^J« fo^»d it so.
•i ills IS illustrative of the wisdom of that Providence whichuas clirected the tree upon the hill-top to make itself
secure in the earth than its neighbours in
Situations.— 6'. JV. F.

^'Tiraordinar^ Vitality of
that the foUowuig account of
worthy of notice, or thiit it
gaders, perhaps you will

more
more sheltered

the Larch.
the growth
will

give

If you think
of a Larch Is

interest any of your
it a place in your journal.

ff^ , ^^^' ^^ ^*^^ t^P' f«^ *^i^ purpose of marks,^ncbe poles had been cut down at the end of the preced-

Taf/^^n^'^'^
iiad been lying all the winter in the wood-

thp f*

of them, being at the extreme end amongstne trees, was, by chance, left in the ground. During theloiuwing summer it made several shoots at the top, theeaamg one about fifteen inches in length. The circum-

t^^"^^^
^^^ »ot particularly noticed, as I attributed it to

evp
^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ remaining in the tree ; the pole, how-

cel'
'^^^ ^^^^ ^" t^e ground, and it has during each sue-

ssxve year continued to throw out fresh shoots, though
"^^

so strong as those of the first year, and it is now alive
!r^ growing. The pole was cut down in the usual wayjove the ground, it was placed in a hole about eighteen

a ^n 1 A^' without any care, and from my having beengoou deal absent no particular attention has been paid

*bont\'^, ^
'^ ""^^ ^^ ^^^^^*>' ^-^^^> ^*^^t being blown•oout by the wind it has worked a hollow space all round

ttenin ^ .^^^^^"^y*^^'*^^^^^ ^^S^ ^°^ measures thir-^^ incuea m circumference, two feet from the ground.

upon every tree on which it was dusted ; this was done by
means of a large tin pepper box. I. found the powder
answer so well, that I sent for 16 pounds more, and dusted
the remaining trees with it. It has completely killed the
caterpillars upon them all ; so that I cannot think that
the powder which Surreyensis used could have been of a
good quality, I would therefore recommend him, before
he entirely condemns it, to try the effect once more, with
some powder procured from Messrs. Savorv and Moore's,
and to let the public know the result.— Z)'. G. Cropston,
Leicestershire. [The fact is, that many of the drugs
from the vegetable kingdom, sold by second-rate drug-
gists, are kept till their active properties are gone. The
properties of vegetable drugs cannot be preserved for
ever, like those of minerals, but are lost after even a few
months, in some cases. If we practised medicine and
lived in the country, we should grow and prepare as many
as possible of our vegetable drugs in our own garden.]

The Wireworm and Dahlias.—Hho latter end of last
week I planted out upwards of 100 choice Dahlias, and
within the last three days I observed that twenty-three of
them had drooped very much. I last night took one of
them up, and to my great surprise found several wire-
worms about the root. They had completely eaten through
the plant, and two of these insects had buried themselves
ill the stem. Upon taking up the rest of the Dahlias I

found this to be the case with the whole twenty-three.
Can you oblige me with a remedy to destroy these crea-
tures, at all events to keep them off. Since writing the
above I have been to look at them again, and find two
more gone, so that I much fear for the safety of the re-
mainder.

—

Frederick Chase, Luton. [We regret to say
that we have no remedy for this pest. Nothing seems to
kill the wireworm except boiling water, or crushing him
to pieces. Perhaps, however, spirits of tar, applied as in
the case of Carrots, might keep him off, by its disagree-
able smell.j

^

MildeivinPeas.—P.Mackenzie's opinion of the cause of
mildew in Peas is contrary to my experience. The soil of
the main garden here is a perfectly dry sand, but my late

crops of Peas are always affected with mildew; whereas
in a small garden, in a swamp (chiefly used for growing
Strawberries and Raspberries), I sometimes contrive to
sow a late crop of Peas, which are perfectly free from that
disease. I have had three as fine crops of Waterloo Peas
during the month of September as any one would wish to
see ; while on the djy soil, and sown at the same time.

The two last

are kept in
great numbers, Rue and Wormwood should grow plenti-
fully

—

Mu^cipula,
Mills'^ Improved Pits.— Will you likewise state that

the Cucumber plants, mentioned at p. 340 of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle, as growing so luxuriantly in one of
Mills' improved pits, were watered copiously twice a week
with pond water, which is from the farm yard, and is re-
plete with certain matters (as Jekyll said in a certain case
of nuisance) which, in solution, are highly nutritious, and
consequently induce great vigour in the growth.— T. //.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

June 3.—To-day Mr. SoUy's lectures were brought to anenU by
an exposition of the manner in which Manures are found by che-
mists to operate. When a plant decays, the green succulent
parts are first decomposed ; -water, carbonic acid, ammonia, and
other substances being evolved. The woody and more solid parts
of its structure resist decay for some time, or rather, decay more
slowly, gradually evolring- carbonic acid, and at last constituting
what the chemist calls mould. Whilst in the act of thus changing-,
they constitute /i«mi/5. In fact, anyhrowu decaying matter in
the soil is called humus: and the term is an objectionable one,
as the nature of the substances called by it is very variable.
Whether organic matters of this kind in the soil are called humus
or by any other naxne, there is no doubt they have consider-
able influence on the growth of plants, by which they
present a constant regular source of carbonic acid, and pro-
bably of other matters, although, according to the views
of Licbig, the former is the only end they answer. W©
know that plants impoverish the soil more or loss, some taking up
carbon—others, earthy matters ; and it is in order to keep up the
fertility of the soil that manures are used, and systems of rota-
tion of crops and fallowing are adopted. Mr. Solly pointed out
the division of manures into two Vinds— organic, or those which
supply carbonic acid and ammonia: ^ruiin^rgamc, orthosewhich
supply theearthy matters which plantsremovefrorathesoil. Ofthe
organic manures, the most valuable are those which yield ammo-
nia, and other compounds of nitrogen; and amongst them are ail
animal refuse, guano, gas-liqnor, soot, and many others ; of the
latter—those which yield alkali, tlint in a soluble state, phosphates,
&c., such as ashes of aU kinds, road-scrapings, bones, and so
on. With reference to this very important part of his subject, he
particu!ar!y dwelt upon the value of Ammonia, the sources
whence it is supplied, and the means that exist of preventing its
loss, by changing it from a volatile to a fixed state: he showed
It m guimo, in gas liquor, and elsewhere; and he particularly-
called attention to the property which many earths and more
metallic oxides have of condensing it within their pores, slowly to
part with it again. Oxide of iron was shown by a good experiment
to possess this quality in an eminent degree. We have no space for
themany curious matters that were herehroughtforward,orto ex-
plain the valuable hints thrown out about the sources from which
inorganic matters are obtained. It would, however, be a serious
omission if we were to pass by the exceedingly curious experi-
ments introduced to show how plants obtain the abundance of
flint which we find in their structure. Hint is one of the most
insoluble of all substances, as people commonly suppose ; never-

there was hardly a pod worth gathering. The two
autumns having been so wet, may perhaps account for the
mildew not being so prevalent on Peas ; this, f have un-
derstood, is difierent to that which affects Peach-trees
the latter being most liable to it in cold damp weather.
J. 31., Cley Hall.

Spirits of Tar and Carrots,—One of your correspond-
ents recommends spirits of tar for Carrots. Last year I
had a bed sixty yards Jong ; 1 tried as an experiment about
five yards, sowing the spirits of tar, mixed with dry earth,
at the same time as the seed. From the piece sown with
spirits of tar, 1 had a good crop of clean Carrots, whereas
the piece sown without them was, in August, covered
with and almost eaten up by the fly.— .-^ Foung Cottager.

Viper Catching. — U yonv corrcsponJeut "Totty,"
who stated that he was much alarmed by the appearance
of a viper in his garden and wished a mode suggested for
Its capture, has not yet rid himself of the reptile or rep-
tiles, he may try the following, which I think will be suc-
cessful. The habitation of the viper is in a hole in the
bank

; he must ascertain the locality of this as nearly as

theless, by mixing it with alkalies and water, it is dissolved, and
reduced to the form in which plants can readily take it up. Flint
in a fluid state, that is to say, silicate of potash, was produced

;

in this condition it was capable of being absorbed by plants;
then, by the addition of a little vegetable acid, it was restored
immediately to its solid state, which is just what happens to itm the interior of a Grass, or other living vegetable bodv. In
conclusion^ the g^reater importance of mixed than simple manures
was alluded to ; and a most interesting series of lectures was
concluded, by the expression of a confident opinion, that, in a
very few years, the difficulties that now surround an exact
appreciation of the whole bearing upon vegetation of chemical
agents, will have been much removed.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
^^^ 18^A.—The Duke of Richmond, K.G., in the chair. F. C,
pierry, Esq,, was elected a governor, and 2/ gentlemen, mem-
bers. Professor Liehig and Mr. 11. Colman were elected honorary
members. Col. Wood, M.P., presented samples of Swedish
Turnips which had been completely presened during the whiter,
and gave the following account of the method which had been
adopted:—After being taken out of the ground on the nth of
December last, they were trimmed, and put in hc£[ps between
four wattle hurdles lined with a little barley-straw, with which
the tops of the heaps were aUo thatched. The heaps were
opened on the 1st of April last, when there was not a bad Turnip
to be found. These hurdles were set up in the field where
the Turnips were grown, and the Turcips were piled within tiiem

until they rose to the form of the slanted roof of a house *
cae

thatch was then put on sufliciontlv thick to keep out the ram

;

and CoL Wood supposed that the Turnips were ic^pt-^
fhav>

the air circulating through the hurdles i whica «'^'f
^ "*^i,.* j

occurrcd had the Turnips been earthed. Mr. Hiio ard cc-mmum-

cated the following results of his own experience on tms suD-

j ect:-For sheep, the Turnips should he got up, topped ana

trimmed before \vinter sets in : thrown clean and drj mto pits
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about fir. feet Wide.
'^^ ^^^l^J^^'l^^^^,^'ZZUlT's

Intu ridges, and
«'''"«''^^''^""«rT against severe frost-for

with the ra™'''
' 't"^„f,^^„' ai hoaTthe frost in time >viU

"^"""r Tttm™ bce<^e of'tlie same previous good quality,
go out ol t'j''^'

°*,;%„ri2d consumed near the heaps. Tho«e^ '^ftt fledlho^d^ chosen for storing ^hich are the

?Mn^,^ nf soilbut ™t in sheltered situations, for such parts

S^e .u« to t^ «^c"en"y manured by the sheep. Turnips thus

^Md ue as /root! in March as they were in December.

^S^-'Tst -Ouke of Kichmond, K.G., in the chair. The Earl

trf Hw-dwicke, and E. S. Chandos Pole, Esq., were elected go-

^J?*w23rf.—The Duke of Richmond, K.G., in the chair. 38 gen-

tlemen were elected members. Lord Kilmaine was elected a

garvnoT, C. R. Colville, Esq., M.P., was appointed chaiiman

of the local committee of the annual country meeting, to be held

at Derby in 1843.

Mau 2^i[,—Anniversary Meeting.— U. Handley, Esq., President,

in the chair. The President announced the changre which had

t
' n place in the mode of conducting the elections of the Coun-

cil, for the purpose of enablin;? the members to exercise a more
distinct freedom of election; and nominated Earl Spencer, Mr.

Mortou, and Mr. Win^ate, scrutineers to report in writing the

result of the election. The Duke of Richmond moved that the

Earl of Hardwicke be president for the cnsning year, and to pre-

side at the country meeting to be held in 1843, at Derby. Mr.

Jona^ seconded the motion . The trustees and vice-presidents

were re-elected, Mr. Barclay, M.P., Mr. R. Barker, Mr, Burke,

Mr. Blanshard. Mr. EUman, Mr. Grantham, Mr. Webb Hall, Mr.
Hayter, M.P.. Mr. Uillyard, Mr. Hobbs, Mr. Jonas, Mr. Kimher-

ley, Mr. Kinder, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., MP., Mr. Page, Mr. Shaw,
and Mr. Thompson, were re-elected members of the Council.

Hon. G. H. Cavendish, M. P., Sir H. Hoskyus, Bart., Mr. Chandos
Pole, Professor iiiiwell, Hon. Capt. Spencer, Mr. C. Stokes, Mr.
G. W'Ubraham, and Col. T. Wood, M.P., were elected new mem-
toert of the ConncU. Col. Challoncr read the various balance-

theets of the ac ;!its. There was only one item, he observed,

tliftt was a drawback on the satisfaction he felt in reporting the

ichcdnlc of the finances to the meeting, and that was the sum of

040/. charged npainst the funds of the society, as the excess of ex-

penditure at the Liverpool meeting over the receipts on that
occasion. He al.so adverted to tlic existence of a large amount
of arwuTB due to the society by the Fc!lows. Mr. Flight ex-

p^es^^rd himself surprised and indignant at the great amotmt of

arrears ; and recommended that a list of all defaulters should be
printed, and sent to ever)' member of the society, in order
tliat the obloquy might not ri^bt, as it now did, vaguely on
the credit of the whole of the members, but might be pub-
licly and dlsthictly hronght home to the parties in fault.

The Drtkc of Richmond then rose and said, " Gentlemen, the
reason why the council have not proceeded to tiie extreme measure
of publishing the names of those men:U>ers whose subscription
happen*! to remain unpaid, is this : they feel that this is yet a young
aociety, that an imperfect registr>'has been obtained of the ad-
dresses of many members j that causes of many kinds, independ-
ently of a wish to withhold their subscriptions, may have occa-
sioned non-payment ; business, ill health, or their being prevented
from attending their usual market-town, may each and all have
in nttmernus instances led to the omission, and, perhaps, subse-
QQent forgetfulness of this requisite duty to the society. The
council have not, therefore, thought it right for an omission in
tlie payment of a sovereign or two, to show up a gentleman to
his friends as a defaulter, and to post a man for not paying his
MfcbiK-ription for the first year or two, 1 think it will be better at
ikvt to name the circumstance to the gentleman who proposed
•ach laauher, requesting his friendly mediation and individual
iutereiA, wUhout. however, in any way regarding such proposer
as responaible Cor the arrear, and I am certain that the greater
part of ttww arrears will eventually be thus recovered." Mr;
Childers, M P., observed, thatalthough it was truethcy had 7,000/.
In the fanrt<t, he was unwilling that gentlemen should go Away
with the ideathatthesociety'stinnnces werpflonrishing. Invest-
ment was not income bat capital, and the society ought not to be
in the caw of a man who had spent his stock in the funds instead
of living on the interest. Mr. Childers regretted to find so many
landowners of immense property pay their sovferefgn as a mem-
ber's Buhscription, instead of becoming governors, and paying
their five pounds to sustain the mcan^ and usefulness of the
society. "Ours," said Mr. Childcro, "is the cheapest society
ever formed -, for one soverefgn, a member not only gains all the
Information and advantage - f thesociety.butheactuallyreceives
his ten or twelve shillings a-year back in Journals, and 1 do trust
that a larger accession will ere long take place in the number of
our govt-rnors, and that peers of the realm, and large landed pro-
prictor.y, Mill not be one pound subscribers, and put back ten or
twelve shillings of their subscription into their pockets. The
Earl of Roseberry bore testimony, as a vice-president of the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, to the interest
with which the proceedings of the Agricultural Society of England
were watched; and hoped that the day was not distant when,
with a higher rate of subscription, the Highland Society would
follow the example of England in circulating among its members
the same admirable medium of communication as the Journal so
Well known to that meeting. Sir Charles Lemon wished to make
one remark, and that a very important one, on the analysis of
soils, which it was stated the Government had proposed to have
made at the Museum of Economic Geology. He was perfectly
certain that if this analysis of the soils of the kingdom was to
extend no further than the analyses at present made at that
office into the elements of the soils, such an undertaking would
prove perfectly futile as to great questions of fertility and sterility
ofB<rils to be settled by such an investigation. In the analyses
tliere made, the alkalies were entirely overlooked, and a merero«p analysis given of the common earths of soils ; an omission
«f the greatest consequence, as had been proved hi the present
OMie, from examinations of fertilised soils resting on the Cornishrocks; and he smccrely trusted that the society would gain theconsent of the Government for such an analysis to be effected a^would prove satisfactory to the members atM of real vSo th^country. TheMarquis of Downshire gaveageneral iI^?ltion totke members to accompany him and the depntatiSTfrom^^^meeting at Bmtol to join the great meeting 7f the RoyTlrishArnru tural Society, to be held at Cork in the foUowinV^week
It would give him great satisfaction to induce as n^n? Zf}^l
ptembers as possibieto visit the shores of Ireland on that^calion

COUNTRY SHOWS.
w^ held at the Town-hall, and V^z^^ ^^?^ n^r^J^'^^^^-ExoTir ORcniuACBA: I, Phaisenopsis amabiUs G Barker

Esq.; 4, Alexandrina, A. Kenrick, Esq. Six plants, do.: 1, J-

Upfill, Esq. J ditto, 2, A. Kenrick, Esq. Cacti: I, Seedling, A.

Kenrick, Esq.; 2, C. speciosissimus, J. Cpfill, Esq.; Jenkinsoni,

D.Houghton, Esq. Six Melon-shaped Cacti: 1, G. Barker,

Esq. P^oNiKs: 1, Banksise, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons; 2, Bank-

siae.G. Barker, Esq. ; 3, Papaveracea, Mr. J. Moore. Six Alpine
Plants, 1 , Messrs. J. Pope and Sons ; 2, Mr. J. Moore 1 3, Mr. J.

Moore. Six Herbaceous Plants : I, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons.

Six Cut Hyacixths : 1,G. Barker, Esq. Auriculas: 1, Oliver's

Lovely Ann. Messrs. J. Pope and Sons; 2, Kenyon's Ringleader,

do. f 3, Franklin's Croesus, do. Six Polyanthuses : 1, Messrs.

J.Pope and Sons ) 2, do., Mr. J. Moore. Orange-tree in fruit:

1, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.; 2, do. Six Ferns: 1, Mr. J. Moore.

24 Pansiks: I, Gardeners and Amateurs, J. WiUmore, Esq. 5 do.,

2, J. Mason, Esq. ; do., 3, Mr.W.Finnemore. Do., l,Kurser7/men;

do., 2, Messrs. Pope and Sons ; do., 3, Mr. J. Moore. Roses:

1, Smith's Noisette, J.Mason, Esq.; 2, Devoniensis. Messrs. J.

Pope and Sons. Camellias: 1, Corallina, J. Willmore, Esq.; 2,

Malifiora, ditto. Aza'leas : 1, Sinensis, do. j 2, Ledif61ia, Messrs.

J. Pope and Sons; 3, Danielsiana, J. Gough, Esq. ; 4,^o., D.
Houghton, Esq.—Fruits and Vkgetadlks : Pine, 1, Enville, J.

Taylof, Esq.; 2, St. Vincent, do. Peurs: 1, Catillac, R. L.

Chance, Esq. Apples: T, French Pearmain, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.;

2, Alexander, do.; 3, Pearmain, do. Strawberries: 1, Keen's

Seedling, W. Robins, Esq.; 2, do., J. Upfill, Esq.^ 3, do., H.

Dawes, Esq. ; 4, do. liliubarb : I, Victoria, Mr. J. Moore; 2,

Giant, T. Chattock, Esq. b\) Asparagus : 1, W. Robins, Esq.; 2,

H. Dawes, Esq.; 3, J. Gough, Esq. Brace of Cucumbers : 1, Im-
proved Manchester, "W. Robins, Esq.; 2, Defiance, J. F. Ledsam,
Esq.; 3, Roman Emperor, A. Kenrick, Esq. White Broccoli : 1,

J. Gough, Esq.; do., 2, H. Dawes, Esq. Purple Broccoli : 1, J.

Gough, Esq. Kidney Beans : 1, A. Kenrick, Esq. ; 2, T. Chattock,

Esq.; 3, do. Potatoes: 1» Aubrey Kidney, J. Gough, Esq. ; 2,

Ash-leaved Kidney, R. L. Chance, Esq. ; 3, do., H. Dawes. Esq.

Sea-kale: 1, J. Gough, Esq. Lettuce: 1, Early Kent, T. Chattock,

Esq.; 2, Golden Cos, J. Gough, Esq.—Extra Prizes: Grapes, D,

Houghton, Esq.; Spinach, H. Dawes, Esq.; Mushrooms, R./L.

Chance, Esq.; Euphorbia splendens, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons

j

Rosa odorata bougere, D. Houghton, Esq.; Rosa odorata, I.

Mason, Esq.; Aatalea ledif61ia, J. Willmore, Esq.; Cactus spe-

ciosus, J. F. Ledsam, Esq. ; Cactus flagcUiformis, J. Gough, Esq.

;

Ltlinm extmium, AV. Wills, Esq.; Clematis bicolor, P. Kenway,
Esq.—Numerous prizes were also distributed amongst Cottagers,

for the best Flowers and Vegetables.

Exhibited from Bothwe
Paldson, Esq.; 3, Mr. J. Borthwick.—x,-viuuiieu irom Bothwi*
Castle—Man^ttia glabra. Erica intermedia, Calceolaria BothwPl
liana, andTumbuU's No. 6, C. I84I. Milton Lockhatt-— 24 Tulint'
Knowehead :—24 named Pansies. Greenhead, Govan —Broccoli
Earnock House :—Mayduke Cherries, fully ripe, from an unfiu*d
wall, the fruit of a tree planted in January i842. Keir •—verv
large and beautiful Pansies. Maryland:—Seedling Pansies Gil
mourhill :—a monster Cutumber, two joined side bv side. Messrs"
Cowan and Co.:—Ericas, Pimeleas, Epacris of sorts; Chorizema
varium; Leschenaultia formosa

; Cistus fomiosus; Eordniaden
ticulata; Acacia pulchella ; Cytisus formosus; Tropje'olum penta'
phyllum; Cinerarias— Grandesse, Rival King, Urania, and other
sorts ; Calceolaria alpha ; Azalea, Fuchsia, Pelarg-6nium, Hya
cinth, Ledum, &c., ; a large collection of new Pansies and Tulips"
Messrs. Drysdalc and Co. :—Fahianaimbricata and Ericas- Lilium
longiflorum ; Cineraria Wilsoni, Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan —
a large collection of Greenhouse Plants in pots ; Pansies, TuUm
&c. Mr. James Thyne :—a large coUectionof Greenhouse Plants*
in pots, and a great variety of new Heartsease or Pansies.

'

Esq.;
mac

; 2, Epidendrum oncidioides, W.Robins, Esq - » Brks^iatdata, G. Barker, Esq. ; 4, AcanthophJppium bii<^lor' J WiUmore, Esq. Six plants, do. i 1, Epidendrum alolf6Uum, Lcntotes
bicolor, Lselia cinnabaima, Odontoglossum maculatnm G^vTtvl
•p.. and St^niapAiiida, G. Barker, Esq.; dc. 2, Oncidium tiivaricatum. On. puichellum. On. ampliatum, Braasia HenchmanTii
firasna sp., and Maxiilaria Barringtrtm<x, G. Barker, Esq Stovb
Plants; I, Justicia bicolor, J.Mason, Esq.; 2, Eaph6rbiasplen
dens, D. Houghton, Esq. ; 3, Aphclandra cristata, J, Manon. Esq •

4, Franciscea uniflora, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons. GRKKvrtoVss
Plaxt.s : 1, Chorozema Hcnchraanni, J. Mason, Esq.; 2, Oxyl6.
bium Pultcncie, J. Willmore, Esq.; 3,Piracica decussata, J. Gough,
Esq.; 4. Bossiaca linophylla, J. Winmore. Esq. Six plants, do.:
1, J. Willmore, Esq.; do,, 2, J. Mason, Esq. AtSARrLLiuACBM:
I, Clivia nrtbiUs, G. Barker, Esq. ; 2, Amarjilis formosfssima, J.

i<rfm Willmore, Esq. PELARG(5r<ninii8: 1, spUndidwn, J. Upfill
£«q.; 2, Joan of Arc, A, Kenrick, £sq.; 9, ConserraUve, J. UpSn,'

Camhridgeshire ITorlicultural Societs/, ^fay ]8^A.—The second
Exhibition for the season was held at the Town-hall. The plants

were very fine, and excited the admiration of the numerous visi-

tors. The prizes were as follows : Strawberries (30 best)—Keen's
Seedling, Mr. R. Headley, Tulips— J/diia/, Sansjoie, Royal Sove-
reign, Catalani, Lavinia, Supei be, unknown, Mr. R. Headley;
2d (classed admeritum), do.; 3d, Ambassadeur d'Hollande, Poly-
phemus, Platoff, Rubens, Rosa Bianca, Princess Victoria, Mr.
Twitchctt: 4th, Platoif, Polyphemus. Rose Quarto, Triomphe
Royal, Amhassadrur d'Hollande, Violet, Mr. Haylock. Anr-
MONES (6 best double), Mr. Gimson; 2d, Mr. Widnall, Pelargo-
niums (6 best), Jlfeiiu/—Alicia, Annette, Coronation, Eifulgens,
Priory Queen, Victory, Mr. Widnall ; 2d, Joan xl'Arc, Lowndes's
Perfection, Dennis' Perfection, Alicia, Splendidissimum, Messrs.
Hudson. Pelargoniums (6 best, various), offered to Amateurs
only—same as above, Messrs. Hudson; 2d, Perfection, Joan
d'Arc, Victory, Alicia, Superb, Chef-d'ffiuvre, Mr. Batson. Cal-
ceolarias (6 best), Meteor, Lady of the Lake, 4 seedlings, Mr.
Widnall ; 2d, Mr. Biggs. Collection of Cut Pansies (24 varieties)

—Widnall's Crocus, Eliza, Conservative, Jupiter, Mirror, Nestor,
Venus, Shepherd's Laura, Bridges' Lady Peel, Silverlock's Prince
Albert, King's Champion, and 12 beautiful seedlings of Mr. Wid-
nall's own raising, not named, Mr. W^idnall ; 2d, Mr. R. Head-
ley; 3d, Mr. Batson. Stuck, VThite Queen, Mr. H. Green; 2d,
Mr. Twitchett. Plant in bloom — Hydrangea hortensia, Mr,
Green ; 2d, Tropseolnm tricolorum, Mr. Widnall. Plant in bloom
(to Amateurs only), Hoya carnosa, Messrs. Hudson. Collection
of Plants in bloom {cjcceeding 40), Mr. Widnall; 2d, Mr. Green.
Collection of Plants in bloom {nut exceeding 40), Mr. Biggs ; 2d,
Messrs. Hudson. Basket of Vegetables, do.; 2d, Mr. Newman.
Axparagus (50 heads), Mr. J. Taylor. Basket of Salad, do.; 2d,
Messrs. Hudson. Extra Phizes : Plant, Epacris grandiflora,
Mr. Gimson. Cucumbers, Mr, R. Headley. Rhubarb (Giant), Mr.
Green. Pceunies, Mr. Gimson. Cut Flowers, Messrs. Hudson.
Prizes given pv Mr. R. Hbapley: Collection of Cut Pansies
Mr. Widnall; 2d, Mr. Headley; 3d, Mr. J. Taylor.

Glasgow Horticultural Society, May 18.—The spring meeting
for this season took place in the Trades* Hall, and prizes were
awarded as under:—Pelargoniums : l, Mr. W. Paton, gr. to W.
Gilraour, Esq., for Lady Nithsdale, Sylph, Alexandrina, aiid Van-
riyk ; 2, Mr. J. Middlcton. gr. to Arch. Campbell, Esq., for Joan
of Arc, Alexandrina, Beauty of Ware, and Vivid. Calceolarias:
1, Mr. A. Turnbull, gr. to Lord Douglas, for Kentish Beautv, Juba,
Unique, and Eva; 2, Mr. W. M'Diarmid, gr. to J. Hunter, Esq.
Verbenas ; 1, Mr. C. Ross, gr. to Miss Buchanan, forTweediana
grandiflora, Arraniana major, Melindres latif61ia, and Hendersri-
nia ; 2, Mr. J. Borthwick, gr. to A. Bogle, Esq., for Henders6nia,
Melindres, Neilli, and another. Bouquets: l,Mr.W.M*Diarmid,
for Clianthus puniceus (from the open border), Solanum crispum'
CJ tisus purp<ireus, Phlox procumbens, P, verna, Cardamine pra-
tensis, A(juilegia canadensis. Ledum thymif61ium. Daphne Cneo-
rum, Azalea (several species) , Clematis aztrea grandiflora, Pse^nia
Moutan, Anemone Pulsatilla, FAlyssum saxatile, Solidago sp
Rosa sinensis. Double and Single Walltlower, Double and Single
Stock, Jonquils, &c. ; 2, Mr. J. Tait, gr. to W. Couper, Esq., for
Clianthus puniceus (from the open border, four years exposed)
Lupinus polyphyllns, L. Cmikshankii, Single and Double Wall-
flower; Single and Double Stock, White, Red, and Purple-
Aquili^gia, Gentiana, Valeriana, Trdllius, Geraniums, &c., of sorts!
Greenhousb PjuAXTs: 1, Mr. A. Turnbull, for Epacris pulchella
Tropae'olum tricolorum, and Erica linnaeoides; 2, Mr. R. Guthrie'
gr. to Sir A* Campbell, Bart., for Azalea sinensis, Erjthrina Cris-
ta-ga!li,;H<SveaCiel3i, andFtichsiafulgens. Rhodorack^e: Mr. R.
Guthrie; 2, Mr. Wm. M'Diarmid, for Rhododendron p<*)nticuin
album, Daphneoides. Conspicuum and Seedling ; Azalea p<5ntica
pallida, glauca, tricolor, RonAldsii, rubra, aurea, virgata, fasti-
giata, andignescens; Ledum thymif61ium and buxifolium,Kdlmia
glauca and r6sea. Natptk Plants : i,Mr.C.Ross> 2,Mr. J.Har-
die, gr. to Col. Harvey ; 3, Mr. J. M'Leod, gr. to J. Ewing, Esq.
Extra Plants: 1, Mr. A. Turnbull, for Oncidium fiexuosum and
Calanthe veratrifdlia ; 2, Mr. Andrew Turnbull, for Erica flo-
rlda var. campanulata, E. perspicua var. r6sea, E. perspicua
var. alba nana; 3, Mr. Andrew Turnbull, for Clematis Sieboldi,
Pentsteraon Cobsea and Statice arbc^rea. SsEnLivr; Pansies: i,
Mr. W. Paton; 2, Mr. J. Bulloch, gr. to Mrs. Crooks. Nameo
Pansxes: 1, Mr. J. Bulloch, for Lord Douglas, TurnbuU's
Attraction, Talleyrand, Olympia, Juliana, Amata, Livy, Shak-
speare, Gem, Thyne's rotunda superba, Howard, Sir W^alter
Scott, Queen, Thomson's Princess Royal, Dean Swift, Criterion,
Imogen. Carlo Dolci, Hecate, Admiral, Romeo, Edina: 2, Mr.
WiUiam M'Diarmid, for Queen Victoria, WidnalPs Prince Al-

T^ ^'^^^ Douglas, Juliana, Priam, Deeance, Hewit's Queen
Of England, Lord Douglas, Good Sir James, Thomson's Cario
Doici Marqnis of Lorn, Lavinia, Dorcas, and Seedlings ; 3,

Tl;«i;=^^^^,^^.N ^^^ Archduke, Widnall's Beauty and Gem,
iiiyTie a Gem, W uliiali'H Ivanhoe, WidnalPs Jupiter, Lepruck,

^H^: Qaeen Bess, Maid of the Mill, the Doctor, Rival Doctor

?^^ff^^^r^-^^'^'''^'*
^""^^^^ Angelina. Bro^Ti's Beautv. Apples :

sJriLV <r 'PL-^,*^^ Marquis of Bute, for Paradise Pippin,
Scarlet Nonpareil. Kuke's Nonpareil, and Stone Pippin. ExtraFruit: CA^>*. Mr. J. Hardie. Cueumb^,: J,X^? SiSr
for Roman Emperor; 2, Mr. J. Smith. Aspar^; u Mr J
Sinclair. BrocroH, Mr. G. Weston, gr. to JamSi Dunlop EsqSea^knle : 3, Mr. J. Borthwick, Rhubarb ; K Mr. Wm M'Diar^trt"
VegeeadUsi I, Mr. W.M^Diarmid; 3. Mr M.Munr^'^ to^n'

Tamworth Horticultural Societyt May ^rd.— Prizes awarded;
1st and 2nd Greenhouse Plants, H, J. Pye, Esq. ist
and 2nd Seeolino Pelargoniums, J. Brammal, Esq, The
Aoelaide Prize for the best Florist Flower was won by
H. J. Pye, Esq., with Oliver's Lovely Ann Auricula. 12 Pan-
sies: 1st, Mr. Lathbury; 2nd Mr. Holmes. 1st 6 do., Mr,
Lathbury; 2nd,, Mr, Holmes. Best 6 Hyacinths, H, J. pye*
Esq. Auriculas: Green-edged, 1st, Oliver's Lovely Ann, h!
J. Pye, Esq.; 2nd, Captain Inge; 3rd, H. J. Pye, Esq. Grey.
edged: I, Mary Ann, Mr. Clarke; 2, Conqueror of Europe,
Capt. Inge; 2, Grime's Privateer, H. J. Pye, Esq. Whiteedged\
1, Pillar of Beauty, Capt. Inge; 2, Taylor's Incomparable, Mr.
Clarke; 3, Taylor's Glory, H.J. Pye, Esq. Dark Selfsi l.Mundy's
Blue Self, Capt. Inge; 2, Squire Mundy, H. J. Pye, Esq. Blue
Selfs : 1, Bishop of Lichfield, IT. Pye, Esq. ; 2, Schole's Seedling,
do. Shaded Selfs: \, Seedling, H. J. Pye, Esq.; 2, Partridge*s
Village Maid, do. Polyanthuses : Dark: 1, Lord Lincoln, and
2, Lord Rancliff, H. J. Pye, Esq. ; 3, Pearson's Alexander, Capt.
Inge. Red: 1, Alsherley's Dragoon, H. J. Pye, Esq.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH AHE EITHER
' USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

FrancIscea latifoha. Broad-leaved Franciscea. (Stove

Shrub.) Scrophulariacere. Didynamia Angiospermia.—This
splendid plant was first introduced and flowered by Mr. Moore, of

the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, and is a native of Fejuco, in Bra*
zil. All the good properties of F. Hopeana exist in the present
species. It flowers profusely throughout the winter and spring
months, presenting at the same time a diversity of colours, vary-
ing from dark blue to almost pure white, and exhaling a fragrance
which is agreeable to most persons. The leaves are nearly twice
the size, and of a richer green than those of F. Hopeana, while
the flowers are comparatively larger, some having measured two
inches and three quarters in diameter. Their colour, also, is of a
deeper blue when first developed, becoming after the first or se-

cond day quite colourless, or of a delicate white. The compost
in which it ^ potted should be light, of about one-half fibrous

heath- moula, the rest sandy loam, mixed with well-rotted leaf-

mould and some silver-sand. It is important that the plant

he not in too confined a position, nor have the soil too much
shaded by other plants. If there be a bark-pit in the house, in

which the pot may be plunged, and not distant from the roof, its

growth will be more luxuriant, as it delights in a moist atmo-
sphere, such as arises from a mass of fermenting material or

earth. Cuttings prepared from the partially-matured shoots, root

with tolerable readiness in a warm and humid pit under a hand-
glass.

—

Paxton's Mag. of Botany,
Calckola'bia StandIsuii. Mr. StandisH's Slipperwort.

{Greenhouse Herbaceous Plant.) Scrophulariacese. Diandria

Monogj-nia,—This handsome variet>' was raised by Mr. J.

Standish, of Eagshot, and is a hybrid between C. incomparabilis
and a spotted seedling of his own. It is sub-shrubby, and an
excellent grower, which makes it a decided improvement upon
C. Alstonii. The flowers arc not very large; the lower lip ap-

proaches more to a circular than an oval figure, and the whole
has a yellow ground, with numerous streaks and blotches of

reddish-brown, having a tendency to radiate outwards from th«

centre of the ^ov/er.—PaEton's Mag, of Botany.
MiNA LOBATA. Lobe-leaved Mina. (Half-hardy Annual.)

ConvolvulaccK. Pentandria Monogynia.— It is not a little sin-

gular that this beautiful plant, cultivated by the Mexicans for

purposes of decoration, and therefore one would imagine com-
mon, should have never reached Europe till last year, when a

packet of seeds, presented to the Earl of Burlington by George
Frederick Dickson, Esq., produced it in the gardens at Holker.

It wai afterwards given to the Horticultural Society by his Lord-

ship, but, being an aimual, it perished, having only produced two
seeds, which we fear were imperfectly ripened. They have been

•own, and if it is possible to get them to grow, the species may
yet be preserved; and it will doubtless he easily multiplied by

cuttings in the early part of the year. Take away the flowers of

this curious plant, and no one would suspect it to be anything

more than some common Ipomoea; but remove the leaves, and

it loses all appearance of the Convolvulaceous order, so unusual
is it among such plants to have racemose flowers, erect, ana

arranged almost in the scorpioid manner of a Borage; to say

nothing of the uncommon form of the corolla, and its peculiar

colour, at first rich crimson, but changing through orange to

pale yeUow as the blossoms unfold. Botanists unacquainted wita

this plant, except from La Llave's good description, have reterrea

it to the genus Quamoclit, with which it doubtless correspondi

in many respects, especially in the structure of the. ovary ana

Btigma. But in that genus, that is to say in the legitimate spe-

cies, of which the old Ipomcea Quamoclit must be regarded as

the type, the flowers are arranged in the manner common totne

majority of the order, and the limb of the corolla is as usual nsx

when expanded. Here, on the contrary, we have quite a pecu-

liar infioresence, and the limb of the corolla inflated into an

oblong ffve-cornered bag, the base of which is so much thrnw

mwards by the tube as to hide that part from immediate view-

Considering what the characters are on which the reco^isea
genera of the Convolvulaceous order are established, it certaimy

appears to me that tins genus Mina must be recogniiea.

Bot. Reg, ,

OT0CHILUSFUSCU3. Brownish-flowcred Otochilus. 9^^"\,V
ce«;. GynindrisiMoji^n(\Ti^. {Stove Epiphyte.) Averysingui*^*
buthy no means showy epiphyte ; an inhabitant of thetrunKs^
trees in Nepal, and by Dr. Wallich introduced into this country.

It flowered in the Glasgow Botanic Garden in February i»^-

The flowers are arranged on a raceme, and are of pale flesn-i-"

lour with a brown column.—Bo^. Mag. ^ . ^h-
HouLLE'TiA Brocklehurstiana. Orchidacesc. Gynanar

Monandria. {Stove Epiphyte).-This was first flowered by *•

Brocklehurst, Esq., of the Fence, near Macclesfield, and suDse

quently in the nurseries of Mr. Knight, and Messrs. Henderson^
nie pseudo-bulbs and leaves very much resemble those oli>i^
iUaria Warreana. The former are large, somewhat conical, anu

strongly furrowed; whUe the foliage is spreading, with deepij

depressed nerves. Tlie flower, scape being produced at the oas-

of the newly.formed shoots, appears at a time when there ismv
or no foliage. It is very stout, neariy upright, and be^^^'^ur
even handsome blossoms, which are often from ^^^^^^ withinches m diameter. They form a somewhat concave

^'^':^*^^;j;iy-brownish and richly-mottled sepals and petals, and a singuianr

formed, as well as a bea<itifuliy-coloured, lip. Although^j
species will flourish in a suspended basket, it seems to thrn e^in a pot, filled with reduced sphagnum, turfy heath-sod, wiap

1^^^^(. "^^^^ *^ **«^^^ growing, and while it is "^ .^ ^J^ox^•tate, it should be freely watered, on account of »t3 vig"

-i
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character ;
but very little water will be required during its period f whirh off.^ \.««« •

i "r .

of torpidity. It is now in most nurseries, and may be propagrated ._^^^ °"f" nappens in changeable weather, the
by taking: off one or more of the pseudo-bulbs.- Paxtoii's Maga-
tine of Botany,
PoDOTHECA G.vArHALioiDES. Cudweed Podothcca. Comp<S-

titae. Syngrendsia JEqualis. {Creenliouse Annual,) This very
distinct species was raised at the nursery of Messrs. J. Dickson
and Sons, Edinburgh, in spring, I84I, from a collection of Swan
River seeds communicated the year before by Mr. Murray, Lin-
trose. It flowered abundantly in July and August, but ripened
no seed J it has, however, been propagated by cuttings. Tlie
flowers are bright yellow, and borne on close terminal heads —
Bot. Mag.
Epide'ndrl-^h ciXNABARivuM. Cinnabar Epidcudrum. Oichi-

dacese, k Epidendreae. GynandriaMonandria. (Stove Epiphyte,)
—This beautil'ul plant was obtained from Pernarabuco by Messrs.
Loddiges, with whom it flowered in May 1840. Salzmann, a Ger-
man collector, originally met with it in sandy thickets near
Bahia ; and it is found among Martius* plants from the same pro-
Tince, marked "high ground of the Serra de Sincord, and on
rocks near Villa Rica, in the province of Mines, growing from
four to five feet high." It ought to be grown in the Orchidaceous
house or moist stove. The pots should be well drained ; this is

Tery simply done by inverting a small pot in a larger one, which
also allows the heat to rise readily to the roots. It grows well in
brown turfy peat, and requires a liberal supply of water during
the growing season. Its general treatment may be mucli the
same as that of E. elongatum.—£o^ Re^,

are

MISCELLANEOUS.
AN ENGLISH COTTAGE.

Besiub a lane, diverging from a wood,
Where tall tree-tops o*er-roof 'd the grassy way,
A white-washM cot in calm seclusion stood.
And, sloping down to face the southern ray.
Before the door a wcU-stock'd garden lay

;

Clean-weeded beds by winding walks outspread,
Where household roots were ripening day by day,
And blossom'd beans delicious perfume shed, *"

While fi-uit-trees bending low, arch'd closely overhead.
All round the place a look of comfort beam'd.
True English comfort, homely, calm, and sweet

!

The very trees, amid their stillness, seem'd
With quiet joy their leafy fricndsjto meet,
And on the roses smiled beside tScir feet

:

The shaded lane, the soft and balmy air.
The breath of flowers new-waked the morn to greet

j
All seem'd so pure, so innocent, and fair,

That in such scenes as these man never need despair.

Along the walls sweet-scented creepers hung,
Naii'd here and there, their fragile stems to stay;
And after rain the gentle breezes flung
Such floating fragrance far across the way.
As lured the bees from distant fields to stray;
A rustic porch, with straggling woodbine dress'd,
And blooming roses made the cottage gay;
While near at hand, the plum-tree's welcome guest.

Three summers, undisturbed, a thrush had built her nest.

In two small plots, with border-box hemm'd round.
Rare healing plants and choicest pot-herbs grew

;

The garden-balm, *mid village dames renown'd ;And fragrant thyme, its rich aroma threw
O'er mint and white-leaved sage, and bitter rue.
Not far from these the straw-thatrh'd bee-hives stood.
Where in and out, all day, incessant flew-
The labouring bees, so bent on public good

That idlers none disgraced that busy neighbourhood.

. Belfast Chronicle,
Artificial Climate.—As the exertions of naturalists,

botanists, and gardeners to introduce new plants from fo.
reign countries to our own are continually on the increase,
It IS the duty of cultivators to study the nature of every
plant more minutely, in order to place it in a similar
iituation to that to which it was accustomed. The hints
which travellers give us should be accurately attended to,
because they have acquired their experience from actual
observation. The want of success with pew plants in our
gardens is for the most part occasioned by our ignorance
of their natural soil, climate, and station ; and thus suc-
cess is often a mere chance, instead of the consequence of
real knowledge. Twenty years ago, we should scarcely have
thought that our greenhouses could have been filled with
epiphytes, parasites, &c. ; and although their culture is
yet new m many garden?, still the progress is very per-
*^^^

u
*^^ publication of new plants, the locality

and method of cultivation should be mentioned, especially

^l ,^^^}^^^^^^ paying attention to how long each kind

'f k ij
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^°^^*^' ^^^ *^^ length of timen should rest before being repotted. Many gardeners

^^^t]*?
^^^ erroneous opinion that tropical plants

BUould be kept in constant vegetation, as if they enjoyed
an eternal summer. This is a wrong notion^ for there also
vegetation is arrested, although but for a short time;
some trees lose their foliage, and even evergreens remain
»n a dormant state.

. . , , -- o 1 -..w sun dart- !mg out when least expected. All these disadvantages are
avoided by the hot-water system. AVe have gained much
by thi? method of treatment ; and many thingsmay be cul-
tivated which otherwise would never have succeeded. By
this arrangement, not only may the interior of houses be
heated, but also the beds in which seedling plants
grown, and where, by careful cultivation, they can be pre-
served through the winter without glass,— il/. Otlo, in the
Garten- Zcltumj,
New Cactus,—A new seedling of most extraordinary

beauty has just been sent us by Mr. Conway, Nursery,
man, Old Brompton. It is a cross between Specxo^sissu
mus and Ackermanni^ having the large size of the former
and the rich scarlet colour of the latter, with only a tinge
of violet inside. Although the plant has only now flow-
ered for the first time and is quite small, the blossoms mea-
sured eight inches in diameter. The petals have a fine
broad oblong outline, and the stigma is a bright violet. It
IS much^the handsomest sort yet raised. It is to be called
Conway's Giant, and its name is no exaggeration.

The Bruse Onlon,~K good many bulbs of this new
vegetable have been brought from Lebanon, by Colonel
Colquhoun of the Artillery, and by him given to his friends.
It IS a narrow bulb, rather wider at the upper end, and
about live inches long. It is baid to be of excellent qua-
lity, and to propagate itself by cloves like Garlic. It was
obtained from the mountainous region inhabited by the
Druses.

was about two feet, and some of them were about seven
feet wide.

—

Moorcroft's Travels^ vol. ii. p. 137.

, It is therefore necessary that we
anouid in our hothouses allow trees and shrubs a certain
period of rest, that they may prepare themselves for a new
growth, especially those plants which lose their leaves
every year, which, with few exceptions, neither produce
Diossom nor fruit if kept constantly growing in an unva-
rying temperature. In greenhouses, kept at all times to
a certain degree, plants do not thrive so gaily, nor are
hey so healthy, as where a considerable range of tempera-

ture is permitted. On this account, the house should be
^ept warmer during the day than at night. The plants

''h^^ij^
^^>s, both for rest and restoration. More attention

Should therefore be paid to it, as hothouses are generally
warmed by flues, which create a dry heat, and have a dis-
ftarantageous effect on vegetable life. Although there are
l^eans of filling the air with the necessary moisture, still
this IS soon dried up by the heat of the flues, and cannot
^always replaced. A welt-constructed hot-water appa-
ratus offers a great advantage ; and plants in such housei
jnrive much better. Perhaps the time is not distant when
this method of heating will be universally practised. By
OTerheating the dry stove, fhe plants soon lose their fo-
'^ge, whilst the former does not produce so deleterious an
^ y^\ The worst period for hothouses occurs in October
•nd November, when the days are often moist and dull,
with cold nights. If the gardener is not at that time very
cautious in heating the houses, the plants are soon de-
prived of their leaves, and become sickly. In like manner,

IS injurious when saa. and fire-heat come in contact,

Mr. Harlweff.—Ai\iceB from this collector have been
received by the Horticultural Society down to the 28th of
January, at which period he was at Riobamba, at the foot
of Chimborazo, distant about six league?, with Tunguragua
and Casquirazo, also snow-capped mountains, in full view.
After examining these points of the Andes he was about
to penetrate into Popayan. The difficuUv of travelling in
Guayaquil had proved serious, owing to the badness of the
roads intersected in all directions by mountain streams, of
which, near Loxa, he had had to cross sixty.five in one
day ! The roads were called good when the mud was only
up to the mules' fetlocTis. At Loxa he had found a large
quantity of Epiphytes, quite new, and among them a ne^w
Cattleya of great beauty, some magnificent twining Onci-
diums, the true Cyrtochila of Humboldt, and the famous
Wax Palm, whose waxy secretion is mixed with tallow
and made into candles. His collections from this neigh-
bourhood also include several vaccinaceous plant?, proba-
bly Thiebaudias, and possibly Macleania and Caveudishia,
many bulbs, between 80 and 90 kinds of seed, and between
2 and 300 species ^of dried plants. These had been des-
patched from Guayaquil to Panama on the 1st of January,
in sixteen chests, and are on their way home. At Cuenca
he had fallen in with some beautiful species-of Berberis,
with small leaves and large flowers, a tall shrubby Lobelia,
a gigantic Tropaeolum, with pale yellow flowers and
enormous seeds, ascending to the summit of the highest
trees, and a large-rooted Gesnera.

Botanical News,—We are glad to announce the ap-
pointment of Mr, Gardner to the Chair of Botany in the
Andersonian Institution at Glasgow. A fourth part of the
Prince of Salm Dyck's Monograph of Aloes and Mesem-
bryanthemums, and a new part of Otto and Pfeiffer's Mo-
nograph of Cartacese, are published. The second part of
Vol. II. of Torrey and Gray's Flora ofNorth America is on
sale; it continues Compositse as far as Achyrachsena, and
is entirely systematical. Schleiden and Yogel have pub-
lished an important paper on albumen, the substance of
which we shall give yer^ shortly. A posthumous memoir
on Myrtacese, by De Candolle, has appeared in the Me-
moirs of the Physical Society of Geneva. M. Alphonse
De CandolleAas inserted in the Bibl. Univ. de GentHe a
Memoir on the increase of Cocoa-nut stems ; the same
author has completed his valuable researches on the Myr-
sinaceous order. We have also before us a Memoir on a
Sapotaceous genus called Labourdonnaisia, by M. Bojer

;

some interesting observations by Fenzl, of Vienna, upon
some genera, Bignoniaccous and otherwise, of doubtful af-

finity ; and a new number of the Nova Acta (v. 19, suppl,

2), comprehending a paper on Lepidagathis, byNeej Von
Esenbeck ; and on Chamselauciese, by Schauer.

Floating Gardens of Kashmir,—An important use is

made of the abundant water surface of Kashmir, ia the
formation of floating gardens. Various aquatic plants

ipring from the bottom of the lake, as Water Lilies, Con-
fervsG, Reeds, &c. By cutting the roots of these about
two feet below the surface of the water, they loie all con-
nexion with the bottom of the lake, but retain their for-

mer connexion witli respect to each other. When thus
detached from the soil, they are pressed into somewhat
closer contact, and formed into beds about two yards wide
and of an indefinite length. The heads of the Sedges and
other plants of the float are now cut off and laid upon its

surface and covered with a tiiin coat of mud, which gra-
dually sinks into the mass of matted roots. The bed
floats, but is retained in its position by a stake driven
through at each end, which admits of its rising and fall-

ing with the river. A quantity of Confervce are torn off
from the bottom of the lake and are formed into conical
mounds upon the floats, about two feet in diameter at the
base, and of the sam^height, terminating at the top in a
hollow, which is filled with fresh mud, to which wood-
ashes are sometimes added. The Cucumber and Melon
plants, having each about four leaves, are planted three
in each mound, of which a double row runs along the
edge of every bed, distant about two feet from each other.
No further care is requisite, e.'^cept that of collecting the
fruit ; and a more economical plan of raising Cucumbers
can scarcely be devised. I traversed a tract of about
fifty acres of these floating gardens, and saw not above a

dozen unhealthy plants. The general dep|b of the heds

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
WatererUExhiiition af Rhododendrons and Azaleas, in the King^g

7?(,arf.—We last week gave some account ofthe magnificent display
of these plants in Mr. Waterer's Nursery, at KnaphUl. Let uanow recommend, mbst strongly, our readers, who have not lei-

^T^t ^ longer ride, to rteit the King»s Road, where the choicest
of Mr. Wateref's specimens are gathered together, under canvas,
and are arranged in a most attractive manner. There is nothing
near London so b^utiful as this is just now, even although the
Azaleas are nearly gone: for they are succeeded by noble bushes
of Rhododendrons of all colours, and by Kalmias such as are
rarely offered for sale. Protected by a canvas screen, and keptmoist by frequent waterier, the plants retam their freshnessmucn more than would be the case la the open air

Tnn!!'c5"™'*"'%'it^*^*"'^'''"' ^» ^^^ °^ t^e inost" distinguished
Tohp.grrowcrs of the present day ; he has for many vcars beenweeding his collection of such flowers as woald n6t bear the
scrutinisLng eye of the floral critic-so that Ms bed has becomevery select. It also contains many flowers of first-rate cha-
racter, broken by himseU, which from their slowness in increasinehave not found their way into other collections. The season bi^been an nufavonrable one for Tulips

i and this bed bears evidence,
with the others we have visited, that its bad effects have been
general. Nevertheless, in every bed many flowers will be foundm a state to rejmy a long journey. In the class of Bybloemeus
Pandora was finer than we had ever seen it ; the flame small and
clear. Napoleon is a flow^cr of the same character, but with a
broader flame. Tl e have both short, fine cups, which, when
fully expanded, display the clear bottoms aud markings to the
greatest advantage. Parmegiano was very flne^ and Fanny
Kemble, Duchess of Sutherland. Violet Quarto, and John Kcfnble,
sustained their high reputation. Belle Actricc. and Roi de Siam^
an old favourite we wish oftener to see, were both in a fine state.
Among the Rotas, the Gem, attractive from its high-coloured
flame, was nrt so good as wc have seen it ; but Goldham's Maria
(a beautiful Rose), and his Queen fa nsw flower, with a peculiar
tlamc), made up for the Gem being a little out of character.
Flcur des Dames ajid Catalaui were both remarkable. In the
class of Bizarres, Goldham*s Sultan and Miltoi>—the first for iU
rich flame and feather, and the latter for its constant feather and
delicate ground—merited notice, Shaksperc, Polyphemus, Sur-
passe Pompe, and Apellcs, with its bright ground and narrow
feather, were e^ctremely good. Another Bizarre, which we no-
ticed last season among the offsets, we found transferred to the
bed, and will in future be known as Goldham's Perfection—a title
which it appears to merit, from the exquisite form of the cup, its
clear bright yellow ground, and its sharp and beantifolly pen-
cilled feather. Mr. Goldham hss been again successful this
season in breaking several flowers, some of which are of a high
character. Among the best were the following:—Rose snperb,
a deep-coloured rose, with a bold flame, of the same character of
breaking as Holmes's King, a fine Bizarre, named Dr. Lindley,
the ground of the deepc>t orange yellow we have seen In the
Tulip, with a decided flame; both these flowers have novelty,
with their other good qualities, to recommend them: aBybloe.
men called Jane, possessing a fine cup, with good flame, upon a
delicate white j a beautiful Rose, with the feather perfect, good
cup, and clear ground; a Bizarre similar to Groom's Prince
Albert in its style of breaking— the difference consisting princi-
pally in the colour of the feathering, which in this is a rosy
purple; another Bizarre, with a perfect narrow feather, good
cup, and clear bright yellow ground, very fine. There were
several others, of various degrees of merit. A purple Rose, with
a deep uniform feather in all the petals ; and another with a
mouse-colour mixed with the rose at the bottom of the flame.
These we regarded as the ^Ute of the newly-broken flowers. Con-
sidering the quantity ofTulips annually broken,with finely-formed
cups and stainless bottoms, it is evident that this new and supe-
rior class of flowers will supersede the old varieties, whose value
consists principally in their colour and regularity of marking.
The aim of the present growers is to unite these qualities with
cupsof unezceptionable form, and with grounds in which no im-
purity enters. This will no doubt in a few years be attained j it
has been Mr. Goldham's favourite object, and he has long pursued
it with perseverance and untiring zeal.
Mr. Groom's Tulips were noticed at the commencement of the

season ; we visited the bed afterwards, to see in a state of perfec-
tion his Victoria Regina. This is a feathered By bioemen, and one
of the most perfect Tulips we ever saw. The cup is finely formed^
the petals well rounded, even on their edges, setting close to
each other, and retaining to the last their beautiful shape. The
feathering is uniform, beautifully and perfectly pencilled, begin-
ning low down on the petal, and continuing unbroken to the top.
The white is clean, and the purple very rich. After a careful ex-
amination it left one wish only unsatisfied, that is, regarding its
height: we wished the stem a few inches longer, that the flower
might appear to court the scrutiny it can so well sustain without
damage to its reputation. Mr. Groom's flowers arfc evidently
much improved by their removal from Walworth into a purer
air— in size and colour they are very superiorto last season. The
Anemones are blooming finely, and the Ranunculuses promiit
well.~25M Map.

2!lCbl£&3S.

BtPractical Chemistry for Farmers and Landowners*
Joshua Trimmer. 8vo. Parker. 1842.

This is a good practical book on the important subject
of agricultural chemistry, well written, by a person familiar
with the details of husbandry and the wants of farmers,
as well as with their ways of thinking. It professes to be
a popular exposition of Liebig's book, in order that the
principles of that writer "may be brought borne to those
who are ignorant of even the rudiments of the science "of
chemistry. It is, however, not a seryile imitation; a
popular view of chemistry is given in the first instance,
and it is only after leading the reader through the founda-
tions of the subject, that, in a second part of his work,
the practical application of chemical fact! to the pur-
poses of the farmer is brought forward by Mr* Trimmer.
Here it is that the assertions, facts, and theories of Liebig
are employed, intermingled, however, with valuable in-
formation, derived from the writings of Sprengel and
others, and an explanation of the reasons why they are so
important, ^ith reference to that great end, which must
be paramount to all others, the obtaining the greateat

amount of produce from a given piece of land, at the

smallest possible expense. •

If farmers would but study such a book as this, so as to

understand it, they could not fail to derive great advantage

from it; 'but for that purpose it must really hestiidied; to

read it only ts of little use : for Mr, Trinii^er does not

treat the subject superfuially ; on the contrary, he goes

into chcmiciil explanation*^ of everything he ri>uches upon,

as well as chemical calculations of the pro^t or loss upon

many of the operations that engage h>s attention. Ua
this account, although the book is written in a familiar
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ffected style, it nevertheless

The

• /

-^

,i*»"'S4ra' be «; in .b.ch the a„,ho, lock,

It the subject he h&8 undertaken to deal with :—
*'

Of all the improvements which have taken place xa

British Agrtcnlture during the last century, few have on-

Snated with practical farmers. They have been adopted

hv them, it is true, but it has been slowly and reluctantly
;

and when adopted they have been adhered to with the

nme pertinacity as the old practice which they super-

geded. The farmer of the present day considers his mode

of cultivation perfect, and plumes himself on his four or

gix-course rotation, by which the soil is maintained in a

gtate of fertility by the alternation of green with white

crops- His grandfather considered this a grievous inno-

Tation, and held that no good wheat had been grown since

the abandonment of the antiquated system of three crops

and a fallow. His grandson, on the other hand, will

wonder that in applying the animal excrements which

constitute farmyard manure, he should have systemati-

CftHy deprived them of the greater part of their fertilising

properties before he laid them on the land ; that he

should 80 utterly have neglected the most powerful ma-

nure of all—human urine ; and that he should have been

at the expense of carting from one extremity of a lavge

and hilly farm to the other, many tons per acre of rotten

dung, when the same results might have been obtained by

means of a few hundredweights of certain cheap salts.

It is the same with mechanical improvements of the im-

jlements used in agriculture. Every district has its fa-

vourite plough, handed down from father to son from the

rudest times, and construbted in apparent defiance of

some of the plainest principles of mechanics. Improve-

ments in the construction of ploughs are effected, which

render them capable of performing their work as well or

better, and with a smaller expenditure of labour ; but the

vrorkmen who have been accustomed to the old imple-

ments cannot hold the new, and the farmer does not like

them. * Your little kicketing ploughs,' he. tells you,

•may do very well on the light lands of Norfolk, or even

on the clays of Essex, but they will not do here ; and as

to your two horses, we find quite enough to do to plough

our land properly with four.' As well might they lock

the wheels of their wagons and carts, and then insist on

the necessity of an increased number of horses to draw
them ; or take the edge off their carving knives, and con-

tend that nothing but blunt knives, and plenty of strength,

will cut meat properly. And yet the ploughs of improved
construction slowly make their way, and become the

established plough of the •district; and men are now
working their land with two horses, who, when the first

implements of tke kind made their appearance in their

neighbourhood, twenty years ago, allowed the farmer who
used them three years only before he would be dragging

them along the surface of the ground. It was the same
with the improved bi^eeds of cattle. The new Leicesters,

and the Short-horns, had to contend with much prejudice

in every fresh district in which they came in contact with

the native races, which they have superseded. They have

BOW become such idoli of butchers and graziers, that

practical men give fancy prices for them, and the current

of prejudice appears to be so far taking the opposite di-

rection, that the valuable qualities of some of the unim-
proved breeds by which they are adapted to their native

districts appear too much overlooked in the prevalent rage

forproducing the greatest quantity of tallow in the shortest
' possible time."

Mr. Trimmer's observations on Bones illustrate his

usual mode of treating more scientinc topics
'* The manuring powers of ground bones are due partly

to the presence of the nitrogen of their gelatine (when it

has not been' extracted by boiling), and partly to their

phosphates of lime and magnesia. The constituents of

bones, according to the analysis of Berzelius, have been
already stated. Liebig estimates the amount of nitrogen

contained in the 32 or 33 per cent- of gelatine at 5.28 in

100 parts of that substance, and consequently that 100 lbs.

of bones are equivalent, as a nitrogenous manure, to 250
Ibtf. of human urine* He further estimates that 8 lbs. of
bone-dust contain as much of the phosphates of lime and
magnesia as 1,000 lbs. of hay or ,wheat straw, and that
2 lbs. contain as much of these phosphates as 1,000 lbs. of
the^ grain of wheat. When reduced to fine powder, and
moistened, bone.s generate heat ; their gelatine is decom-
posed and converted into the carbonate and other salts of
ammonia, which are retained in a great measure by the
powder itself. He recommends, as the best mode of their
application, that they should be wetted, in a state of fine
powder, with half their weight of sulphuric acid diluted
with three or four parts of water, and after they have been
thus digested for some time, and 100 parts of water have
been added, that the mixture should be sprinkled over the
field before the plough. The free acids unite immediately
with the alkalies existing in the soil, and form neutral
compounds. Corn and kitchen-garden crops throve
Tigorously in a soil consisting of decomposed grauwackc
(a sandstone of the slate series), when thus manured.
The superior efficacy of boiled to unboiled bones he attri-

butes to the removal of the fatty matter, by boiling, the

^Jresence of which impedes the putrefaction of the gela-

tine* A^ a substitute for bones, he recommends the em-
9i<^||!>jyinilar solution of phosphates in muriatic

cid,*tnefef^Tte of glue manufactories, many hundred tons

W-iflncS* ^re;^nriua!]y thrown away. In consequence of

this Sl^ggestidirf-HTiWlue refuse has recently been tried as

» mai>Ji^'^ for tiniiips, with the best success. Bones have

t^gp$^ft^&iM4?^;^Tt'olk£or turnips, drilled in with the

a^i^t, ut tn^ rate oi 20 bushels per acre, but are now get-

tiaf latker *^ut <)f iepute in some parts of that county.

partly perhaps because the ground, from their ^repeated |
-t«.^v^^^^^^^^^^^^

CucuMBisas AND Mkloxs.— It will be advisable to keep up a
moderate degree of heat in the beds, by means of Imings; other-
wise the plants will be severely checked in case of the occurrence
of a few sunless days and cold nights. Cut off all deformed
fruit, leaving one only at each joint ; if very fine fruit is desired
it must be left proportionally thin, and put, when quite younp!
into boxes or glasses made for the purpose.

KiDx^KY Beans.—If any of those directed to be so-wn m pott
in the end of April have been kept under glass, they wUl now be
in blossom. Give them room and plenty of water, and they will
continue to bear till the first-transplanted crop supplies the
table.

Out-door Vepartment

,

Asparagus.—As Peas are now coming into use, Asparagus
ought not to be cut so close as it has been ; all the weaker shoota
should be allowed to grow after this time, and only an occasional

dish cut of the strongest. Bear in mind that the more it is cut
this season, the less there will be to cut next.

Beans.—Another crop should be put in» Top the plants from
previous sowings when they arc in full bloom, and before the

fruit is set.

. Broccoli.—"Water that transplanted, if the weather be at

all dry.
Cauliflowers.— The autunin-sown plants will now be

heading, and in droughty weather will require copious water-

ings j also water those recently transplanted, together with

Cabbages and all other Greens.

Cardoons.—Thin the first sown, leaving single plants a yard

Chervil. Curled Mallows (for gamismng), Borage, and

any annual herbs of which a succession is required, should now
be sown. .

Leeks.—Transplant a part of thOse first sown. To obtam large

plants, they should be grown in rich soil, or in shallow manured
trenches, like Celery. If the latter mode is adopted, they can be

earthed up as they grow, to blanch the stems.

Lettuce.—Keep up a plentiful stock of plants of different ages

by freqj^ent sowings and plantings, for in dry weather many
will rum ^ , *., . ^,_. „
Onions.—Take advantage of showery weather to thui the

spring-sown beds ; the thinnings may be planted if required.

Peas.—The sticking of these is often deferred too long, when
they fall on one side by their own weight, and cannot be set into

a proper position without bruising and injuring the stems ; this

•houldbe guarded against by giving them support in proper time.

Tomatoes.—Ifnot yet done, plant these against a wall or pal-

ing. Capsicums, Basil, Tobacco, and all other tender annual

herbs should now be put out.

Orchard.—Clean the Strawberry plantations thoroughly be-

fore the fruit begins to ripen. The bare ground between the rows

should be covered with short grass from the mowing of the lawn,

which will keep the ground cool in dry, and the fruit clean in

wet, weather. In gathering green Gooseberries for bottling,

choose sizeable ones, leavine^the largest berries to ripen for des-

sert. Wall-trees must be frequently washed by the garden-en-

gine ; for if insects become numerous, they will not be got under

without much trouble, as well as injury to the trees. Soap-suds

are a powerful check to the Cherry aphis, but tobacco water is

the most effectual liquid remedy. Trees that are badly infested

should be pruned previously to washing, by which a number of

insects will be got rid of.

II,—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY,
In-door Department.

Stove.—Artificial heat may now be dispensed with ; give air

freely during th.e day, and shut up early in the afternoon in order

to get the house warm for the evening. If the directions for-

merly given respecting the thinning of plants have been at-

tended to, the only thing to be done now is to train them carefully

into the desired form. Do not shade the plants too much, or

they will grow weakly. Orchidaceous plants, however, require

more shade than others.

Greenhouse AND Conservatorv.—The canvas screen for-

merly suggested will be found extremely serviceable in prolonginff

the freshness of the flowers, and also in saving considerable

labour in watering, which is an important object in dry weather,

when both time and water may be profitably employed in other

quarters. Camellias that have made their wood and formed

their blossom-buds should be removed to a cool situation, where

they will not be erposed to bright sunshine, by which theirtenner

leaves would be discoloured. Those that are wanted to flower

before Christmas had better be kept a little longer under glass,

to forward their buds. Some cultivators prefer the stage o£

growth above aUuded to for repotting their plants, alleging

that the pots then get well filled with roots before winter, whicn

is not the case when the plants are potted in autumn.

Pits avd Frames.-Young plants, whether from seeds or cut-

tings, will be better in one of these structures than exposed to aii

sorts of weather out of doors. By tilting the sashes at tne

back and front, the plants will have the benefit of the free air,

and can readily be shaded from the burnmg sun in very ^^^t /la}^.

In potting off seedling greenhouse or stove plants, use smaU pow

ftTiH vfTv cnndTr Qnil at first hv wbirh thev wiU be CnCOUiageu

use, contains as mucli of tlie phosphates as the crops

grown on it require—and therefore an additional dose pro-

duces no effect; an'd partly on account of a disease with

which the sheep have been affected, and which is supposed,

whether justly or not, to be confined to the land which

has been much dressed with bones. Unboiled bones con-

tain 33 per cent, of gelatine (yielding 5.28 per cent, of

nitrogen), 52.20 per cent, of the pliosphates of lime and

magnesia, and 11.30 per cent, carbonate of hme, and in

these, with the exception of a trifling proportion of soda,

their manuring powers must be sought, 261 ibs. of bones

contain 86.13 lbs. of gelatine (equal to 4.54 lbs. of nitro-

gen), and 136.24 lbs. of phosphates, and 2^50 lbs, of car-

bonate of lime, answering to 16.5 of hme. Hay containing

1 per cent, of nitrogen, the 4 Jibs, of nitrogen would pro-

duce 450 lbs. of hay; and a lbs. of bones, containing as

much phosphate of lime and magnesia as IjOOOlbs. of hay,

261 lbs. of bones ought to contahi as much of these phos-

phates as 32,625 lbs. of hay- On the whole, notwith-

standing the great benefit derived from thense of bones in

the above quantity, there is reason to suppose that a more

economical mode of application might be devised, by using

them in smaller quantities, mixed with some nitrogenous

manure—sulphate of ammonia, for instance—of which

1121bs., worth about 25s., contain 21 lbs. of nitrogen."

In conclusion, we conscientiously recommend this work

as a useful addition to a Farmer's or Gardener's library.

The only thing we are disposed to criticise is its having

been published 2^i/7iOu^ an index; which would have much

increased its value.

I

A Word or Two on Guano,

Is a pamphlet by Mr. Potter, giving an account of an

artificial substance which he manufactures as a substitute

for this celebrated manure. There can be no doubt that a

chemist is able to compound the ingredients of Guano in

such a way as to form a substance in no essential particular

different from that which is brought from Peru ; and which

may have a great advantage over the foreign substance

in the uniformity of its composition. Mr. Potter says :

—

"After very many experiments I have formed such a

mixture, which I can with the greatest confidence recom-

mend to the notice of agriculturists, and most earnestly

solicit them, not so much for the sake of any benefit I

may ultimately receive, as for their own advantage, and,

consequently, for that of the nation itself, (for anything

affecting agriculture affects the national interests,) to

make trial of it against any other manure, such as farm-

yard manure, bones, native guano, saltpetre, nitrate of

soda, urate, rape, &c., in the manner recommended by

Professor Johnston. In the Artificial Guano, uniformity

of composilibn maybe always depended on, so that the

farmer will not he open to the disappointment and vexa-

tion arising from the use of an uncertain substance, which

may produce splendid results one year, and the next be

comparatively useless."

How far Mr. Potter's expectations, or those of the pur-

chasers of this artificial manure, may be answered, can

only be determined by experiment. We certainly, how-
ever, advise our agricultural friends to give it a fair trial.

And this further we may say : that, if a sensible pamphlet,

well written, is any guarantee of the author's acquaintance

with the subject of manures, the treatise before us justifies

our placing confidence in his recommendation of the

Artificial Guano.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the en&uingweele.

Thjc present season having been so prolific in blossom, and so
favourable to the setting of the fruit, an unusually abundant
crop may be generally expected; more so, in fact, than the
trees can possibly mature. Those therefore who prefer a reason-
able supply of good fruit to a profuse quantity of an inferior

quadity, should at once put In force the recommendation given in
a previous Calendar, to reduce the fruit, by thinning-, within the
bounds of a fair and proper crop, before the vigour of the trees is

diminished by their excessive load. Thi^ suggestion is chiefly
applicable to espalier, wall, and dwarftrees j those only, in short,
which are confined within prescribed limits by pruning and, train-
ing. To thin the fruit of large orchard trees would of course be
quite" impracticable j but the advantage of reducing the immense
burden of those that are accessible is so palpable, that it only re.
quires to be named to induce its adoption.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiNKRV.—The principal part of the fruiting plants for supplying
the dessert up to Christmas ought now to be showing. If no
symptoms of this are discernible, the plants should be subjected
to a higher temperature, and at the same time kept drier, which
sudden change of treatment will most Ukely have the desired
effect. Besides Uic top-dressing, or earthing, formerly advised,
the swelling of the fruit would be assisted by liquid manure once
a week, cspeciaUy if the plants are confined to small pots. All
suckers that are not wanted should be prevented from growing
by twisting out their hearts by means of a pointed stick. Except
to increase the stock of a particular sort, not more than two
ought to be left upon each plant.

VixE IIv.—Vines are sometimes trained to the rafters of a Peach-
house. This is not a good practice, especially when the Peach-
trees are forced rather early, because at certain stages these and
the Vines will require opposite treatment. For instance, if the
Vines and the Peach- trees were excited at the same time, the
former will be in blossom, and will consequently require to be
kept warmer than usual, at the time when the latter will be about
forming their stones, and will necessarily require more air than
usual. This difficulty is much more easily overcome now in the
late house than it would have been earlier in the season; stiU,
considerable caution will be necessary akthis time, if such a case
occurs, to prevent one or other of the Crops from being sacri-

rv'**A*K"""*"^^*'"^P"*® ^^^ ^^^^^ freely whenever practicable.
i^mt that is sweUmg o9f should be kept warmer, and the house
Closed earUer In the afternoon, than those which are later. As
soon as the frmt m the first hou=;e is aU gathered, wash the treeswen With an engine, and water the borders if n* ro-sary.
CiiKRRY-HousB.—Ripening fruit should have aU the air pos-

sible ; the sashes may be kept partly opep all night in fine
weather. Take care that the trees are quite clean previously to
the ripening of the cherries.

Fio-Hoi;sfi.—A dry and free atmosphere is essential when the
fruit is ripe. The trees must not be syringed, nor any more

at-

and very sandy soil at first, by which they will

to root freely.

Out-door Department.

Continue to tie up perennial flowers as necessary, and pay

tention to the proper thinning of annuals which have been sow

in the flower- borders ; these are generaUy allowed to stand mucu

too thick. In dry weather a sufficient supply of moisture musw

be given to all flowers that have lately been planted out, espe-

cially to those turned out of pots, the balls of which are i^a'^'^
; .

>

get dry, while the soU around them is comparatively damp a"

moist. ^
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

NuRSBRV. — Wild ROse-trees which have been P?^"*^^
't-

stocksto bud upon should be examined, and all the s^^^^f'l'J:-

rubbed off, excepting three or four at the proper height to mru

head. Take care to remove the clay and ligatures from vigoru

growing grafts in time, that the part united to the stocK /

have room to swell.

FoRBST AND CoppiCE Woous,—Thc samG process of cleanin|

recommended last week to be adopted with young
^""^^^^T,^pg

also be followed with hedges, and especiaUy with VO^^^^^j^-

which are too often seen quite choked with weeds.—/. ^' ^

ingj The Deepdene, I

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jnne -,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Cmswici^

May
Friaay 27
Saturday 23
Sunday S9
Monday 30
Tuesday 3i

June
Wednesday 1

Thursday 3

AT«ra)B;e

Baroieter.

M
29.D29
30.066
30.124
30.050
30.155

30.2U
30.865

30.114

Min.
29.911
89.988
S9.991
89-95.5

30.11B

30.125
30.169

30.036

.

Thebmombtkr.

Max. Alln.

68 SI

70 41

71 46
78 46

E73 41

Tff 56
73 41

72.0 46.0

Wind. Ha'O

May 2/. Cloudy and fine ; overcast and mild ; rain.

28. Overcast
J very fine ; sultry > clear at night.

29. Clear, with very dry airj fine throughout.
30. Exceedingly fine ; clear at night.
31. Very fine, with light clouds j cloudy at night.
June 1. Very fine, with brisk S.W. wind ;

cloudy. .

2. Overcast; fine, with light clouds; sultry; clear at nigo**

Mean temperature of the week, 1.4 above the averaffe.

/'I

i

A

4

-—

—

'-I ? ^ ^
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State of the T\"eatherat Chiswick during tlie last iG years, for

the ensuirlg" Week ending June n, ]f542.

FrevailinK IVinda.

June,

Sun. 5
Slun. 6

Wed. 8
Thuri. 9
Fri. 10

Sat. 1

1

Aver.
Hiifhest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

46.0
47.7
46.3

47.3
48.7
49.6
51.0

Mean
Temp^—*T

67.4
67.

6

56.4
58.3
60.3
61.0
€1.0

Naof
Years in
which it

Rained.

i
9
6
4
6
7
7

Greatest
quantity
of Kain.

0.64 in.

0.::8

0.53

0.07
o.eo
0.17
0.47

2

3
3
S
I

I

»

o

3
3
3
S

3

r .fCf

1

1

1

1

S

1

1

]

2
S
1

1

4

5

3

V.

a
3
S
3
8
a\

6
]

3

4
o

3

4

Z
3
3
2
1

2
1

I

The highest temperature during tlie above period occurred on
theioth, 1833 and 1835—thermometer 87°; and the lowest on the
5th, 1 838—thermometer 35°.

REPORT ON COVEKT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending June 3, 1842,

TnE late line weather has considerably increased the supply of
almost all kinds of Fruits and Vegetiibles ; and trade has been
brisker than for many preceding weeks. Fr?/zY,—Pines are
plentiful, and their price is rather abated, being from Gs. to 12s.
per lb. Grapes are abundant, of good quality, at the same rate
as in our last report. Some White Muscats have appeared during
the woek, at 105. per lb. Melons are fetching from 3s. to lOs.
each. Peaches and Nectarines are becoming more abundant, at
a somewhat reduced price, being from 12s. to 30s. per doz.
Cherries are ranging between 4s. and I5s. per lb. Strawberries
continue much the same as they were last week. There are
abundance of Gooseberries and Currants ^ which are consider-
ably cheaper than in our last account. Apples are not quite so
plentiful; we observed some good samples of the Gooseberry
Pippin, and French Crab; the former from 7s. to 05. per bushel
the latter from 5s. to 7s. per bushel. Cucumbers are abundant'
and are much cheaper than they have yet been. Vegetables.—
Asparagus still maintahis its high price, and is by no means
plentiful ; the best is fetching from 4^. to C^-. per bunch. Ca»ali-
flowers are improved in quality, and are somewhat cheaper, from
2s. to 8s. per doz. Peas have become daily more plentiful ; they
are selling at 30*. per barge, and from lo*. to i2s. per bushel.
Cabbages are exceeduigly abundant, and of good quality, from %d,
to }s. Qd. per doz. New Potatoes are much cheaper, being from
Ad, to Is. per lb. ; the Cornish kinds from \s,^d. to 3s. per dozen lbs.
Young Turnips and Carrots are plentiful ; the former from 3s. to
8f. per doz. bunches, the latter from 6c/. to Is. Zd. per bunch.
Rhubarb is abundant, from 4s, to I2s. per doz. bundles. Mush-
rooms are rather scarce, and are selling from gd. to Is. Gt/. per
pottle.

PRICES Saturday, Jdne 4, 1842.—FRUITS ;

^te^J'*,"^^^^^^^^?^^'^^*^-^'^ «Js PLANTS. As we have oftenstated on former occasions, we are not unwilling to take this uponourselves to a moderate extent : but we caimot satisfv the curio.

^l Li *i ^l^'*
&athersomescoresof bits of greenhouse plants,huddle them together into a letter, some with, some withoutmarks, and then despatch them tons. Time is too valuable to be

thus wasted. Such plants as those of *' Esto Perpetua" are such
as a gardener ought to be acquainted with himself,
X. F. Z.—There is no botanical reason why the Kidnky-Be«

turns or grows round the trainers in one direction, and the Hop
on the coxitrary; thus reversing the order of the spiral ?-Itis
their nature to do so, and <an be no more explauied than whyman walks on two legs and monkeys on four.
Flora.—The disease with which your PKLAnG6xiuMS are af-

fected, appears to be very prevalent this season. It is difficult
to assign a cause for it, unless we were acqtiainted with the pre-
vious treatment of the plants. If you have been sjTinging them
late in the evening and have neglected to close your house after-
wards during some of the cold nights which have occurred of
late, that would be sufficient to produce it. In the specimens
sent there is not the least trace of an insect.
Erin-go-Bragh. — ^OMi plants are,— 1, Erica Boweiana; 5,

Kemiedya nigricans; 6, Veronica Beccabunga; .7, Erirtphorum
polystdchion ; 8, Carex stricta. The rest are such wretched spe-
cimens that it is impossible to determine what they are.

C, F. C— Ivy, if nailed to it. may be expected after a time to
adhere to your whitewashed wall. We know of no other means,
as It appears to have an antipathy to lime. Fruit-trees will sue-

slaked powdered lime, mrst be very beneficial when the maggots
come above ground to foQd. and rove about at night, which would
consequently be the best time for hand-picking. As they are
particularly fond of the roots of Grass, nothing can be more
dangerous than to have Grass edgings and plots where Dahlias
and choice flowers are cultivated.—i?.
Mr. J. F, BaUlWs grubs infesting the Onions, are a species

of Millipede, called Jllls /PoLynESMLs; complaxatcs, Li?m.,
some account of which, with a figure, will be found at p. 196,
vol. 1, of the Gardtiitrji' Chronicle. We are unable to suggest any
"^^^"s ^^ extirpating these troublesome animals ; rotten stumps,
and bark, and decaying wood-work and paling harbour them,
and should therefore be removed from gardens where they
multiply.— it.

'^ '

Bigfigate.—The reason why the show was not noticed is. thatwe have not been supplied with any report of it.

min'^c". /'^r^"'^*^''JV^^^'-^ *^"^^ ^""^ appear, from the speci-

^arUcu?^ .Notice.
'"'''''"'^^' '^'''^''' ^^^°^ °^^*^" *^ ^^ ^^^^^

n. C. A'.-If the Fir is not the common Spruce, it must be a

Apples, Kitchen, per busb. 3t€dto€t
— Dessertj pei" biishelj 5s to I2#

Strawberries, forced, peroz., 4(i to If
Peaches, per doz- 12* toSOf
Nectarines, per dnz., 12« to 30a
Pine Apple, perlb. 6« to 12#
Grapes, per pound, 4x to 8'— Muscats, per pound, 10#
Oranges, per doz., li to 2* 6d— per 100,7* to 16*— Bitter, per 100, 10*
L«mons, per doz. 1* to 2*
— per 100, G*to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 8(f to 3*
Melons, English, each, 3* to 10#
Cherries, per lb. 4* toJl5*
Gooseberries, per hf. sve., 3* fo3«6d
Currants, per half sieve, 4* to 6t
Almonds, perpeck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Walnuts, per bushel, 16* to 24*
Nuts, per bushel—— Rrazll, 2o#— Spanish, 16* -^

— Barrelona, 20* to 21*— Turkey, 16*

VEGETABLES.

-i

Cabbage, WKite, per doz. 6d to 1* 6d
Cabbag^e Plants, per doz., 4* to 5*
Broccoli, Brown, p. bnch., 1* ed
Cauliflowers, per doz., 2* to 8*
Peas, per barge, 18* to 24*— per sieve, 8* to 12*
— per half sieve, 5* to 7*— per sack, 21* co 26*

Kidney Beans, forced, p.lOO,2*6J to 3*6d
Potatoes, pet ton, 45* to 90*— per cwt. 2* 6d to 5*— per bushel, l«6<i to 2* 6d— Kidney,perbush. 2j 6tUo 3*
Turnips, White, per doz. bun. ,3* to 2*
Carrots, youngr, per bunch, 6d to 1* 3d
Farsneps, per dozen, &d to 1*
Ked Beet, per dozen, 6d to I* 6d
Horse Radish, perbundje, :J* to8«
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)
9d to 1*

— Turnip, p. 4oz. bch., 9d to J*
Spinach, per sieve, I*
Chives, per pot, 3d
Laeks, per dozen bunches, 9d toll 6d
Artlchokei, per doz.. 5* to 10«

Garlic, perlb. 1#
Shallots, per doz. bchs., 3* to 4s— Green, per bunch. 3d
Onions, per half sieve, 5* 6d— Green, per bch., 2d to Brf
Asparagus, perioo, large, 4* to6*— Second or Middling, 2* to 3*_ Sprue, or SmalL 1* to u 6d
I'eCtuce, Cabbage, p. score, Gd to 1*— ' Cos, Gd to 1* 3d
Celery,per bundle(12tol6) 6d

' — young, per bundle, 2*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, p.dz.small bunch. 4d toGJ
Parsley, per half sieve, 1* ,
Tarragon, per dozen bunches, 3*
Fennel, per dozen bunches, S*
Thyme, per doz, bunches, 2<
Sa-RCi per dnz- bunchps, 2*
Mint, pel dozen bunches, 2* to 3*
Marjoram, per doi. bunches, 2*
Savory, per doz. bunch., 2*
Basil, ptir doz. bunches, 2*
Rhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 4* to 12*

J
Mushrooms, per pottle, 9d to l*6d

Polices to Correspondents.
"Will any of our correspondents give us information as to the

most improved mode of constructing lime-kilns ?
A Correspondent is willing to give 2*. Qd, for a copy of No •

to be forwarded to this Office. / '

V. R.—l>o you think the Asparagus is to fill your bottle by
magic? In a fortnight or three weeks you may judo-e of the
result, but not sooner. The Asparagus will branch and fill the
inside of the bottle; and the only question is whether it will do
so fast enough to be tender? We shaD see. As the bottles used
are of no value, we don't sec how the system can be called
expensive. Those who do not grow Pines and Peaches can exhibit
at the Society's meetings, as you will see, by looking to the
pnnted regulations. There is nothing to show that the pulse
mentioned m Daniel, chap. i. ver. 12, was any paiticular kind: itmay have been Peas, it may have been LentUs, or both, or any-
thing else of that sort.

'

J. L.— It is stated by Bosc that the peculiar flavour of Schab-
ziGUER Chkesb is produced by a small quantity of Chives,
t'arsley, arid Tarragon, chopped very fine. But this corresponds
neither with the taste of this sort of cheese, nor with common
report. It is believed that the flowers of the Blue Melilot areemployed for the purpose of giving this cheese its flavour • weare assured in the French " Dictionar>- ofNatural Sciences," thattney are an ingredient in some Swiss cheeses j and in another of

iof.^! *Jf^ilS^"''^
^^^*^^- ^^^^^- '^'^^st. Nat.) it is distinctly as-oeriea that the Swiss peasants employ it to aromatise that varietyGi cueese to which they give the name of •* Chapsigre." With

m^dfll? i^^l P^""'^ ^^ *^® cheese, Bosc also states that it ismaae at bchabziguer, m the canton of Glarus: but wc find nomention of such a district as Schabzlguer in this Canton. He is,

ifr ^^ I^!^',"^^^^
"' ^^y>"& ^^^*^ ^^^^ ^^^^se is made in Glarus ; antl« probably takes its name from the Zxtger^klee, or Zieger-krnjtt,

rilL^ }^}^^ German name of the Blue MelUot. According touampe s Wfirterbuch, Zieger is the name given to a particiUarborc 01 curd, or cheese made from it. The latter is also called
sieger, kaese,

vn!^' ^r'^^ regard the mode of packing seeds recommended byyou as by no means a good one. If you will turn to p. 7i5 oflast year you will see why.

nnf tl^-''^i''^"*~^'^"^ P^^^^ is Arthrop6diuni paniculatum. We do
lut mink favourably of cither the Calceolaria or Verbena; but

tArl
that is owing to their having been so very unskUfully

flowpr^"-fr
-^"^ ^^y ^® "^"^^ effectual than another in destroying

Unaiifv. -^^ ^^^^ vile system of using cotton wool, which dries

D'lor
Juices of a flower, and renders it as dead as itself. Cam-

but wh
^
^A^^^

reviver, and so are other things, if a plant is alive
j

tatin« M ^^^» ^^^^^ substances have no more power of resusci-

pladnt -1^" *^^ Queen's Coroner. You remember the old com-

Tlie Crowner's quest was held on the body

;

J „ ^ut 'twould no,t bring him to life again.

tho'n^,*^ i*^'^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ wanted, it is a mere waste of

Asnarn^n'^ 1 "" ?^^"*^ *^ ^^^'^^^ '^ ^^ ^°^^'^'^- ^"^^ t^e same reason,

flowec^^itf f^'''"J'*
''"^ ^^ permitted to bear berries, nor Sea-kale

a short tlm/^^"^'- 1

^'^ '^^" ^"^'^'^^ 3^^^"^ ^^^^i*^^ about Dung insnort time. Look to oar leading articles.
^^0 Ferpeiua has too formidable a name for us to undertliko

ceed quite as well against a sto.vk wall as against a brick one,
although the former is neither so neat in appearance nor can the
trees be trained in such a regular form upon it as upon the latter.
The last disadvantage may be. in a great measure, remedied by
having a wooden or wire trellis affixed to it.

P/tf!V^5.—Your plant is Dielytra formosa. The Bokhara Clo-
ver IS nearly the same as the White or Siberian Melilot, recom-
mended by M. Thouin to the Agricultural Society of Paris in 1788.

Carnatioj}.—It is rather too soon at present to remove the un-
necessary wood from Pkar-treks j as too early a removal of it
is very apt to cause the next year's buds to push. The safest
time to commence doing it is when the shoots become firm and
brown at their base; and instead of cutting all of them back
within an inch or two of the old branch, as is generally practised,
it is much better to leave a few of the strongest with six or eight
leaves upon them.
H. T. S.—The best Aquatics for the deeper parts of your pond

are Nympheea alba and lutea, Calla rethirtpica, and Agapanthus
umbellatus. For the more shallow places, ViUarsianymphreoides,
Nuphar minima, Hott<5nia palustris, and Caltha palustris, will be
suitable. They will not be injurious to fish, and may be pur-
chased at most nurseries. Tobacco-smoke will'not injure Vines
unless they are in bloom, or when the fruit is ripening; at the
latter period it is liable to give the Grapes a smoky flavour. You
can do nothing better with your Russellia juncea which is at-
tacked by the scale, than to scrub the parts infested with a stiflT

brush, which will probably crush them. The method of heating
by HOT WATER, Inscited in the Gardeners' C/tronicle of last week,
is no doubt a good one; it is impossible for the heat of the wa-
ter to crack the gutters in which it flows.
A. W.—lf your HynaANGEAs are all in the open border, and

you wish to grow some of them in pots, you had better take up
a plant, and after separating it, pot oflf" singly some of the strong-
est shoots, with as many roots attached to therfx as you can pro-
cure. Let the soil in which they are potted be rich, and give
them abundance of water, taking care to repot them whenever
they require, Tliose which arc left in the border will flower bet-
ter if the weakest shoots are removed.
A Young Cotfager.~The seeds of Fdchsia coryrabiflora will ve-

getate quickly if the pots in which they are sown are plunged in
a gentle hotbed. Any light soil will do for the purpose, and the
pots should be w^ell drained.
X. Y, Z.—W'e do not see what advantage can be derived from

mixing Gypsum with the soil in which you intend to pot Auricu-
las and Pelarg^iniums. i

H. S.—There is no occasion to cut off the flower-stalks of the
Wista'ria (Gly'cine) sinensis when the bloom is fallen. As
the plant never perfects its seeds in this country, the bare stalks
can be productive of no injury to it,

J, C. L.—No. I seems one of the mule Hippeastra near John-
sonii ; No. 2 is H. afilicum.
An Original Subscriber.—Pyrus pinnatffida.
A Ladij Gardener will find the following MesEMBRTAXTnE-

MUMS well suited to turning out in beds during the summer, pro-
\'ided such beds be hot and dry,-si2.—Compressum, acinaciforme,
rubrocinctum, lacerum, blandum, bicolorum, barbatum, pomeri-
dianum, tricolor, papillosum.
Messrs. Donald and 5on.—Flowers of a perishable natureshould

never be sent on a Saturday—they remain at a coach-office du-
ring Sunday—the day following they are probably too far gone
to allow of a correct opinion being formed of their merits. When
your box reached us the petals of your Pansiks were all curled
up, so that it was impossible to judge of the form of the flower,
and the colour in the centres of three of them appears to have
run. The eye in most of them wants boldness. Nos. 1 and 4
seem to be the best. ThePassion-flower is of no particular merit.
Horace.—Youx seedling Pelarcojiium will make a showy va-

riety for the greenhouse. The rules hy which this family are
now judged are strict and precise, and your flower is deficient in
the first important point, which is form ; the under petals being
too long, and rather too thin, they soon become loose, and pre-
vent the flower retaining the form with which it opens. The de-
licate pink colour of the flower is very beautiful, the spot on the
upper petals (which are of a good form) is well defined. It is
superior to many of the Pelargoniums we are in the habit of
seeing,
P. G.—No satisfactory opinion can be given upon the merits of

your seedling Pelargoniusis from the state in which the flower*
were sent; we^ however, like the appearance of them. No. 1 is a
desirable colour; 2 bears a close resemblance to the Witch; and
3 is a fine colour with short well-formed under petals. When
flowers are pressed flat, no opinion can be formed beyond their
colour, and the shape of the petals; whether they reflex or retain
their cupped form it is impossible to judge; you must contrive to
send them in a box, without being pressed ; this is the usual
mode of forwarding blossoms.
H. B.J Essex,—The following is our opinion of your Pansies.

5. Delicate lemon-coloured centre, good eye, all the petals are
surrounded with brilliant mottled bluish purple : tflis is your best
flower ; it is of a good form, but we fear it will never lie flat, from
the upper petals being so much puckered. "1. Bad form. 0. Com-
mon, and wants substance. 2. A large flower, the lower petals
are in good proportion, but the symmetry is destroyed by the
length of the upper petals ; the eye is poor, and the edges of the
petals rather rough. 4. Purple upper petals, under ones white

;

the eye is poor, edges of the petals rough, and the flower wants
substance. 7. Upper petals purple, which is carried round the
lower petals in a broaiTband ; centre leraop colour, deeper yellow
in the lower petal, with good eye. 3. Kich purple upper petals,
with a broad band of the same round the lower; white centre,
eye very poor. None arc first-rate flowers

; generally the upper
petals are too high, and too much of them seen, from the side
petals being too small. Nos. 5 and 7 are the best.

Viscipulus's larva; are evidently the maggots of the Crank-flv,
figured and described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, vol. I, p. 612!
W^e feel exceedingly obliged to our correspondent for the experi-
ments he has made upon them. They may well be called by
gardeners Leather-jackets,when they can resiitsuch applications
as salt and lime-water; we think, however, by repeating th3
doses, that the larvfc would be eventually destroyed, and where
places, free from valuable plants, are infected by them, such as
the edges of borders and gravel walks, we would recommend
-vvatering with sailt-\Yater. Strewing the surface also with on-

Gardener" i« also a useful work.
Peto may select the foUowingclimbiugRosM to cover thewalldescnhed as 200 feet long and 6 high,plLtinV?hen^rboU 1^^^^^^^apart: Blami. Ruga. Garland Noisette, Noisette Lamacque Wells sNoisette PerpetuaLiudleyii, Celestial China, AlTi^e^Vibe^^^^^^^

vincible Carmine, Sinensis Major. Seven Sisters. White BanksianYellow Banksian, Bonrsault, De Li^le, Champncj^nr Marie
Leomda.CiamoisieSup^neure. Noisette JauneDcspiez. Common
Chnia. In order to cover the wall as soon as possible. Ptto mieht
plant some of the dwarf kinds between those above mentionedThe common dark Chma, Indica Rcevesiana, the white swcet^
scented China, and even some of the finer garden Roses, would
answer this purpose.

J. FisA.—You M-ill find an account of the preparation of Ink
for writing upon Zi.vc Labeis at p. 169 of this year's Chronicle.A Consta?it ^Subscril^er'^i plants are— 1, Bromus mollis : 2, Bromns
raccmnsus; 3, Carex stellulata; 4, Milium cffusum : 5, Arrheni.
therum avcnUceum; 6. Poa pratensis; 7, Bromus erectus: 8,
Listera ovata

; 9, Orchis macra; 10, A'ceras anthrop6phora. It
IS as essential to see the leaves as weU as the flowers of plant*,
to enable us to tell what they are, •

Ignorus.— I, T(:mm^ grandiflora; 2, Heuchera amcricana- 3.
V cronica Loudom. ' '

Chftrles.-YouT plants are in bad order; the following only—
" 1. Molfnia cncrtilea; 2, Bromus aspcr; 3,

can be recognised: _ _
Alopecurus 4)ratcusis

; 4, Anthoxanthum 'odoratum Ts," Trii^lo-
chin palustre; 9, Geranium mollc; 10, Trif61ium procumbens-
11, Gymnadenia fragrans.

G. 0. J*.—The seed you find in the Pansy before the flower
opens IS not fertilised. You should take it just when on the
point of expanding ; remove the stamens very carefully, and ap-
ply the pollen of some other flower to its stigma.

(?. Ty/er.— Send your SiCKnLiNGS to 3, Charles-street, Covcnt-
garden ; but only their blooms. Any day in the early part of the
week. If you want them to be exhibited at Chiswick, they must
be at 21 Regent- street, in the course of Friday next.
The note of Botanicus is sent to Kew.
Mr, Mi/jor.~The old name of your insect is Curculio va-

tator { its modern name you will see next week. Pray give us
the information you speak of.
Would Dr, Arnold favour us with a leaf of his Saxifrage ? The

flowers alone are not suflScicnt to enable us to determine its
species.

M, W, K., A Subscriber, Surrey, Omikron, next week.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
There can hardly be one of our readers, in the remotest

district of the United Kingdom, who is not already aware
of the painful circumstance which fprms theleadingfeature
in the events of the past week; and there is not one, wc
are assured, who does not regard it with feelings of ab-
horrence and indignation. Itfs impossible to contemplate
without deep concern the fact that a second attempt has
been made on the life of her Majesty—on one who, by her
age, her sex, and the peculiar circumstances of her posi-
tion, has given less reason than any Sovereign who ever
occupied the throne, for imagining the existence of a per-
sonal motive to the commission of so grave a crime.
Bound to all classes of her people by ties of the liveliest

interest

and,

the mother of a Prince to whom, at some future
we hope, most distant day, the destinies of this

confided-great kingdom will be

been considered more
-her Majesty might have

than ordinarily secure from the
hand of the assassin ; and we would therefore hope and
believe that the unnatural attempt was the act of a lunatic,

unconnected with private or political motives,

details ^of this melancholy outrage

From the
which will be found

in another part of our Paper, it will be seen that her
Majesty was aware of the danger

but, with that calm and courageous

her family have been remarkable,

ferred rislving a temporary danger to

which awaited her;
judgment for which
she not only pre-

the uncertainty of a
constant system of precautions, but generously determined
that no other female life shcxdd be exposed to the peril

which she was ready to incur. These expressive facts will
have their influence beyond the sphere which they more
immediately concern ; and while our readers will unite in
one universal feeling of thankfulness to Divine Pro-
vidence for the merciful preservation of Her Majesty's
lifcj they will also, we are persuaded, cordially concur in
the sennments so happily expressed by Lord John Rus-
sell in the House of Commons, " that when her Majesty
goes abroad among the people, there is not one among
her subjects who has less reason than herself to fear an
enemy in any single individual of the millions who con-
stitute her subjects.''

Our Foreign Intelligence is of considerable inferest.

By extraordinary express from Marseilles, in anticfpatioa

of the Indian mail, which reached that port on W^aes^

day night, we regret to say that accounts hare been re-

ceived of the fall of ,Ghu2nee, which capitulated and

su: rendered on condition that the g»rrison be sa/eiy con-

ducted to Cahul. As a compensBtion for this disaster, it

is announced that Col. Pollock had forced the Khyber
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Pass, and was expected to march forthwith to the relief

of Jellalabad. Gen. Sale had orerthrown the insurgents m

another successful sortie, and still maintained his position:

it was reported that Akhbar Khan was badly wounded,

and that Shah Soojah had been poisoned. The arrival

of the mail will no doubt supply us Tvith more detailed

particulars of these events; but it is understood that

there is no news from China.—In France the Ministry has

anstained another serious defeat. The Chamber of Depu-

ties, in spite of the representations of the Cabinet and of

the Budget Committee, has passed by a large majority an

amendment on the navy estimates, appropriating a sum of

three millions of francs beyond the amount demanded by

Ministers, for the express purpose of increasing the navy,

and keeping it on a v^-ar footing. The opposition Journals

express great satisfaction at this decision, which they re-

gard as a demonstration of hostility against this country,

and as likely to lead to the resignation of the Cabinet

;

but there seem to be no reasons for anticipating this

result,—In Spain some sensation has been created by the

resignation of the Ministers of Finance and Marine, in

consequence of a vote of the Cortes expressing want of

confidence in the Administration. The intentions of the

Cabinet in regard to its future arrangements have not

been made known, but it ia feared that this vote may
render the diasolation of the present Ministry inevit-

able. The accounts from Barcelona inform us that

the city continues in an excited state, and serious

disturbances throughout Catalonia are considered proba-

ble.—From Portugal we learn that fresh difficulties have

arisen to impede the progress of the treatiua with England
;

objectlous liave been raised by the Council of State after all

the preliminaries had been agreed to ; and another reference

must consequently be made to the British Government.

This delay is supposed to be the result of intrigue ; and it

is feared'that the Duke of Pulmella will throw up his com-

mission, and thereby render the question still more com-

plicated.—The disputes between the Neapolitan Govern-

ment and Holland have assumed a threatening aspect,

and official notice has been issued by the King of Naples,

informing the foreign raerchnnta that a recourse to hosti-

Uties may be apprehended, and directing them to take the

neccBBary precautions for the security of their property.

—By recent arrivals from the United States we learn that

Lord Ashburton is making favourable pro|ress in the ob-

jects of his missiou ; and negotiations have been com-
HBenced witli the States of Massachusetts and Maine for

the settlement of the Boundary question.

The Court—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue at
Buckingham Palace. The Ciucen received on Wednesday
at Buckingham Palaee addresses from the two Houses of
Parliament, congratulating her Majesty on her escape
from the recent attemjpt against her life, the particulars of
which are given in another part of our Paper. On Satur-
day and Tuesday tlie Queen honoured the Italian Opera
with her presence ; and on Wednesday her Majesty held
aJevee at St. Jamts's, Palace, which was very numerously
attended. On Thursday her Majesty, accompanied by
Prince Albert and Count Mensdorf, visited Westminster
Abbey- The Queen has appointed the Duchess of Nor-
folk and the Viscountess Canning to be Ladies of the Bed-
chamber inordinary to her Majesty, in the room of the
Dowager Lady Lyttelton and the Countess of Dalhousie,
resigned.

^
The Queen held a Council yesterday, at which

the Archbishop of Canterbury was ordered to prepare a
form of thanksgiving for her Majesty's providential de-
liverance from the late treasonable attempt.

Gaxette Announcements,—M the levee held by the
Queen at St. James's Palace on Wednesday, her Majesty
conferred the honour of Knighthood on Mr. Henry Bishop,
the musical composer ; on Mr. George llayter, the histori-
cal painter

; on Mr. W. C. Ross, A.R.A. miniature!painter
to bcr Majesty

; and on Mr. Allan, President of the RoyalAcademy of Scotland. ^

^""^^'^"^^ntftry Mov€menh,-Mr. R. Bateson has been
returned for the county of Derry without opposition. The^yme.Kegis election committee have decided that William

fWTKn '^"^^''^^^"^ for that borough, andthat Thomas Hussey, Esq., was duly elected, and shouldhave been returned The following resolutions weJeaUoadopted unammoua^y^- That the committee thTnk Ttright to mform the House, that although the general chargeof bribery alleged m the petition had been |one into vet
it appeared from the evidence given in the course of t^he•crutmy, that a corrupt practice had prevaileS in the

band,l>ills of sale, and other securities, to a considerable
portion of a constituency which at the last election did
not exceed 280. That in the opinion of the committee
this system was corrupt and demoralising, and was calru
lated to interfere with the honest exercise of the franchise,
and especially in a small constituency. That this practice
had had this effect in the borough of Lyme Regis,
and ought to receive serious attention and inquiry.~
The candidates who have announced themselvet for the
borough of Ipswich are the Earl of Desart and Thomaa
Gladstone, Esq., on the Conservative interest, ^nd Mr.
Thomas Gisbarue, formerly member for North Derby-
riiire, and Mr. MoflTatt, merchant of London, on the Li-
bwai interest.—The Belfast election committee have come

to the following resolutions—That J. E, Tennent, Esq.,

and W. G. Johnson, Esq., were not duly elected at the

last election for that borough, and ought not to have been

returned ; and that the last election for the borough of

Belfast was a void election.

Attempt to assassinate the Queen.—On Monday eveii-

ing the Metropolis was thrown into a state of painful

excitement by the announcement that another attempt had

been made on the life of her Majesty. The subject has,

during the week, been the exclusive topic of conversation

among all classes, and has excited one general feeling of

indignation and abhorrence. The following are the par-

ticulars of this painful occurrence :—It appears that about

six o'clock the Queen was returning from her accustomed

airing in the Park, in an open barouche, with Prince

Albert, and while proceeding down Constitution Hill,

and when within a short distance from the spot at which the

former attempt on her Majesty's life was made by Edward
Oxford, a young man, who had been noticed for some
time previously standing near the wall skirting the gardens

of the palace, advanced towards the road, and approaching

to within three yards of her Majesty's carriage, presented

a pistol, a'nd dischaiged it at the Queen, but, fortunately,

without inflicting any injury either on her Majesty or the

Prince. The assassin, who on failing in his attempt has-

.

tily thrust the pistol into his bosom, was instantly seized

by a soldier and other persons who happened to be near

the spot, and conveyed to the palace, whither her Ma-
jesty's carriage proceeded at a rapid pace, without stop-

ping. The prisoner was then searched, and in his pockets

were found a bullet and some powder, as well as the pis-

tol, still warm from its recent discharge. He was then

conveyed to the nearest police-station, and a Cabinet

Council was summoned for his examination. Information
was sent to the principal Ministers, who were at the time

in their places in Parliament. In the Lords, as soon as

the intelligence was known, there was an immediate sus-

pension of business, and the houseat once adjourned. In
the Commons, the greatest interest and sympathy were
created, and after a few words of explanation from Sir R.
Peel, the house instantly adjourned. Notice was imme-
diately given to the leading members of the Privy Council,

and an investigation at the Home Office took place forth-

with. After a short examination, conducted with great

secresy, the prisoner was remanded till the following day,

and in the mean time conveyed for security to Tothill-

ficlds Prison. As soon as the Privy Council adjourned,
the members proceeded to the Palace, to congratulate the

Queen on her escape. The various members of the Royal
Family had already repaired thither, on the first announce-
ment of the occurrence, together with the Foreign Am-
bassadors and the nobility, who manifested great anxiety
in their inquiries after her Majesty. The Queen preserved
througliout great presence of mind, and is said to have ma-
nifested not the least trepidation or alarm. On learning
that a large concourse of perions had assembled outside
the Palace, anxious to be informed that her Majesty wa»
safe, the Queen expressed some anxiety to present her-
self to them, and thus assure them of her having escaped
uninjured, and was only prevented from taking tliis step
by the advice of her attendants. la the mean time, the
intelligence of the attempt had spread with rapidity
throughout the Metropolis, everywhere creating the great-
est excitement, A notice of the occurrence was at once
forwarded by the Home Secretary to the Lord Mayor, and
posted at the Mansion House. The news was also com-
municated to the lessees of the various theatres in the
course of the evening, where the announcement by the
different manage>s caused great sensation, and called forth
enthusiastic demonstrations of loyalty. On Tuesday
the prisoner was again brought up for examination at the
Home Office. Most of the Cabinet Ministers attended,
but what transpired in the Council Chamber has not been
made public, the inquiry having been strictly private.
The result of the examination was, that the prisoner was
committed to Newgate to take his trial on the charge of
high treason. The following particulars, however, con-
nected with the individual who has been guilty of this
atrocious attempt have transpired, and may be considered
authentic. His name is John Francis, and he is about 25
years of age- He is by trade a journeyman carpenter, and
has been living for some time in the neighbourhood of
Titchfield- street, Marylebone. He appears to have been
of idle habita, and had quarelled with his father, a
machine-maker at Covent-Gardeu Theatre, about twelve
months ago, and has had no communication with him
since that time. The landlord with whom he lodged
represents him as having been an inoffensive young
man, who came home regularly to his meals, and
was never out late at night : that one person, of
rather a superior class of society, from his dress and
general appearance, had latterly been in the habit of visit-
ing him, and had" remained for some time with him in his
room

; but no parcels were ever sent to him, as also appears
from particular inquiry made on the subject by the police.
Indeed, from all that has transpired, there seems to be no
reason for supposing that he had any accomplices in his
design. It appears that he had for some dnys previously
been seen lurking about Hyde Park : and, though the fact

not made known at the time, it has since transpired
tnat a similar attempt was made on the Queen's life on
^"Urtay, as her Majesty was returning from the Chapel
uoyal. It appears that on Sunday evening, a Mr. Dews-

?h.'^nrl fT"
^''' ^- ^^""^' ^'^^ two Vung men oftne name of Pearson, printers, who stated that about 2o clock of that day as her Majesty was riding through theMall an Uie park, they saw a man draw a pistol and aim at

the Queen, and overheard him express a wish that he had
shot her Majesty. Sir Peter immediately sent the parties
with a note to the Hon. C. A. Murray, master of the

was

danger but her own."

household, who referred them to Sir J. Graham, bv whom
the matter was investigated, and active inquiries were
making during the whole of Monday into the affiir. Itia
also stated, that a letter containing threatening matter
was thrown at the same time into her Majesty's carriage
It appears that her Majesty had been made acquainted
with these particulars before taking her accustomed airin*
on Monday; but with extraordinary firmness and courage
she expressed her determination, as announced in the
House of Peers by Lord Portman, and by Sir R. Peel in
the House of Commons, '^ that she w^ould not be confined
as a prisoner in her own palace;" while, at the same time
she took the generous precaution of not permitting her
usual attendant. Lady Portman, to accompany her de-
clarins: that *' no other female life should be exposed to

This noble trait in the disposition

of her Majesty elicited the warmest expressions of admir-
ation and sympathy in both Houses of Parliament. On
Tuesday evening, immediately after the assembling of both
Houses, addresses were voted to the Queen, expressive of
their abhorrence of the treasonable attempt against her
person, and their heartfelt congratulations to her Majesty
and the country on her happy preservation from the

danger to which she was exposed. The addresses were
presented to her Majesty by a deputation very numerously
attended from both Houses on Wednesday. The excite-

ment created in the Metropolis by the first announcement
of the event had not subsided on the following day ; and
as early as 8 o'clock on Tuesday morning, numbers of
persons began to assemble in front of the entrance of

Buckingham Palace ; and the carriages of the nobility and
gentry continued to arrive throughout the day in great

numbers, for the purpose of inquiring after her Majesty.

In the afternoon the crowds in the neighbourhood of the

Palace increased, in the expectation that the Queen, not-

withstanding the daring attempt on her life the previom
day, would again make her appearance, and take her ac-

customed airing in the Park. A little before 5, her

Majesty, accompanied by Prince Albert and the Duke of

Saxe-Meiningen, left the Palace in an open barouche, and

drove into the Park. The first appearance of the royal

carriage was the signal for loud and continued cheering,

accompanied by waving of handkerchiefs and of hats. The
entire road along", Constitution Hill to Piccadilly was

thronged with spectators ; and at the triumphal arch,

opposite Apsley House, as well as at the gates leading into

Hyde Park, the crOwd was immense. The area in front of

the statue in Hyde Park was occupied by a great number,

of equestrians, anxiously waiting her Majesty's arrival,

and the drive throughout was rendered almost impassable

from the great number of the equipages of the nobility.

On her Majesty entering Hyde Park, the cheering from

the gentlemen, and the waving of handkerchiefs by the

ladies, were general, and not a head was covered during

the passage of the Queen down the ride. It was some

time before the excitement caused by her Majesty's ap-

pearance had subsided, and the same manifestations of

regard were shown on the Queen's return to the Palace,

Both her Majesty and the Prince acknowledged these cor-

dial greetings by repeatedly bowing. In the evening of

the same day her Majesty honoured the Italian Opera

with her presence, where her appearance was again the

signal for one general burst of applause, and the most en-

thusiastic demonstrations of attachment and loyalty.

Little more of importance has transpired on this subject

in addition to what is given above. There seems to have

been no difficulty in identifying the criminal, as, by a cu-

rious accident, it happened that more than one individual

who were acquainted with his person were in the Park at

the time of his apprehension, and recognised him while

being conveyed away by the police. As stated above, he

had been for some time separated from his family, and

was in straitened circumstances, having failed in a recent

attempt to set up a tobacconist's shop ; and for the last

few days he had been quite out of work. The evidence

that the pistol was actually discharged is said to be distinct;

and one police-constable deposes to having seen him take

a deliberate aim. A woman has deposed, that just before

the attempt she heard the prisoner say to another man, in

appearance a labourer, who happened to be near him

j

**The Queen ! why should she be such an expense to the

nation ? It is to support her in such grand style that us

poor persons have to work so hard." The criminal ses-

sions at the Old Bailey will commence next week, but it

is thought that the prisoner'* trial will be deferred till the

essiona in July.

Fkance,
JForcign.

The Chambers.— The proceedings in the

Chambers since our last possess considerable interest, and

constitute the principal portion of the intelligence in the

Pans journals. There has been another animated debate

on thfe subject of the Hight of Search, the chief feature m
which was the speech of Marshal Sebastiani, who ex-

plained the part he had taken in the negotiations while

under the Ministry of Count Mol^, and defended the

treaty of 1831, signed by him when Minister. He ap-

plauded that of 1833, and declared that he was not dis-

posed to desert the treaty of 1841, because he fully ap-

proved of it. He said he signed the prrfocol of 183«r

because, although he had visited Paris twice between 1»^«>

and 1838, Count Mole, then Minister, had never apoVeU

to him on the subject. He considered himself, therefore,

justified, in order to preserve the English alliance, input-

ting his signature to the protocol opening the negotiations.

After some further discussion nu this long-debated q«e«-

ti^, the Chamber proceeded to the consideration of tne

diferent chapters of the Budget. On Saturday, the de-

partment of the Navy cam^ under discussion, when »»
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attack was made by the Opposition on Ministers, for re- f^^o furthpr ih^^^^^~\ T" ^
ducing the navy. The seizure of some English fishing thenW S^^
boats for fishinff within th« nrPSPHhPrl l?nnUc Lf..« r^..../ ^^" ^.^^y^ ^vlth him 6,000 men. Gen. Cbangarnier wasboats for fishing within the prescribed limits before Gran-
Tiile introduced the debate, and afforded to the Opposition
the ground for some severe remarks on the Government
for having liberated these boats and their crews after
merely seizing the oysters they contained. This question
Laving been disposed of, the Chamber proceeded to the
consideration of tbe article granting 23,356.900 francs
for tbe pay and clothing of the crews of the navy. On
this M. Lacrosse proposed an amendment, augmenting
the grant by 1,240,800 francs, being a sum sufficient to

l?::ii1- 'T' ^*f,
«-«co. - ^Hit th;;r;o;M thenbe an efTechve force of 14,000 men. With these, itig s-iid,ben. Uugeaud would proceed to lay waste the country in

all directions, and would march as far as Hamsa. On the
supply for the Government at Algiers heing moved in the
Chamber of Deputies on Friday, M. Manuel called the
attention of Government to some executions which had
taken place in the province of Constantine, without even
the form of a trial. Marshal Soult said that he had
some difficulty in replying to these inquiries, as he mustke;p"3:300"sanors;;;;;er;;d\hurenahn^^^^^^ ^" replying to these inquiries, as he mu^st

to keei, twelve sail of the line, ready ?o be ent to sea n inTc ^'l nT f"r^"'?'''- ' ^f
'^^t'""/ '^^^ taken place

a shor time, instead of h^.vin^ tl,J '°..tl;?'° '!!'''
'""J"! I\™^.'""

P.
Constantme, but he feared the morala short time, instead of having them merely in port-com-

mission, Tvith a small complement of men. Ministers
proposed to have only eight sail of the line at sea and
eight port-commissioned, or laid up, M. Lacrosse, on
the contrary, preferred to keep np the fleet on a war foot-
ing, and spoke at great length in support of his proposi-
tion ; among other reasons alluding to the right of search
question. Admiral Lalande spoke in favour of il. La-
crosse's amendment. He contended that, after the efforts
that h?d been made to increase the efficiency of the navy,
the task ought not to be commenced over again ; but
they should preserve their effective as high as possible,
to be ready for events. M. Lacave LaplagGe, Minister of
Finance, applauded the sentiments of Admiral Lalande,
but 'said he must oppose M. Lacrosse's amendment, which
would have the effect of increasing the expenditure three
millions of francs, double the amount stated by M. La.
crosse. Financial considerations ought to operate in
the rejection of this amendment, and he called upon the
Chamber not to disarrange the economies proposed in
tbe budget, which had been calculated lo meet a grave
and difficult deficit. A long and animated debate ensued^
and finally the proposition of M. Lacrosse, notwithstand-
ing the opposition of the Ministry and of the Budget Com-
mittee, was carried by a considerable majority. This de*
cision of the Chamber is generally regarded as a serious
check to Ministers ; but though there have been ru-
mours of some modification of the Cabinet in consequence,
there appears to be no real ground for anticipating such
a result- The Royalist, Liberal, and Republican prints,
all express high satisfaction at this vote of the Chamber,
by which they assert that all pretext for ratifying the
treaty of 1841 has been removed ; while they maintain
that a Ministry which has been so degraded as to be com-
pelled to have larger sums of money than it asks for to
mamtain the honour of the country and the dignity and
^dependence of her flag, is called on at once to resign.
The Chamber of Deputies on the motion of M. Lherbette,
during the debate on the Budget of the Ministry of War,
notwithstanding the opposition of Marshal Soult, sup-
pressed an item of a grant of 60,000f. demanded for the
purchase of stallions to be placed in the breeding depots,

i^ ""l. \^ ®"^'''^^ ^^'^ deficiency of horses for the cavalry.Un Monday the Chamber voted the Budget of Expendi-
ture. The debate on the railroad Bill has .commenced in
the Chamber of Peers, but it presents as yet no feature of

effect which an ill-timed discussion might produce on the
population in Algeria. The Marshal added, that Gen.
JNegrier, who ordered those executions, had acted with
good faith, and as he had rendered such important ser-
vices to the country during his administration, he could
not resolve on recommending the King to remove him
from his command. On the same occasion, a debate arose
respecting the port of Algiers, -when Admiral Lalande
and M. Arago severely blamed the Ministry for having
adopted the plan of M. Poi.el. Tlie Chamber, however,
approved the Minister of War's project, sanctioned as it
had been by the Council of Admiralty.—Subsequent ad-
vices have been received to tlie 25th ult. On the 23d an
expedition marched from that city for the purpose of ef-
fecting a junction with the Governor-General at Milia-
nah. The latter was still at Mostaganem. He had just

of the

_^ - ^ ^ W6rc fc-
males, the men having taken to flight.

_
Spain.—We have received from Madrid the important

intelligence that a change has taken place in the Cabinet

;

that M. Surra y RuU, Minister of Finance, has tendered
his resignation to the Regent, who has accepted it ; and
that M. Camba, Minister of Marine, has followed his ex-
ample. These resignations have been the result of a
motion passed by Congress, after a sitting of thirteen
hours, on the 29th ult., and carried by a majority of 85
to 7S, This resolution was as follows:—'^The Congress
declares that in the position in which the ministry has
placed itself, it wants, notwithstanding its good inten-
tions, the influence and moral forcenecessary to ensure the
well-being of the country. There remains for it no alterna-
tive save retirement or the dissolution of the Cortes." 3L
Valle has been named Minister of Finance ad interim,
and the duties of the War Minister have been transferred
ad interim to the Minister of Marine.

*.«!.. xuc laucr wiis suu at ivjostagaDem. He j

returned from making a razzia in the territory
Beni Amers with 428 prisoners, of whom 400 v

The Fortifications,

The proceedings
in the Cortes have not been of great interest. On the
21st ult. M. Torrento called on the President of the
Council to give the Chamber some account of the situa-
iion of the island of Cuba, and proceeded to state that the
unsettled condition of that colony was to be ascribed to
British diplomacy, which was labouring to eflfect the eman-
cipation of the blacks, in order to wrest that valuable
island from Spain. ** The British consul, Mr. TurnbuU,"
added M. Torrento, "has been superseded in his post;
nevertheless, he has continued to reside in the island, as

, f the protector of the negroes, whom he excites to revolt
During the debate in the Cham-

j
against their masters. He has sent emissaries in everyber of Deputies on Saturday, the fortifications of Paris

caused some discussion. M. Lherbette proposed an
amendment tliat they should not be mounted with artil-
ery, except in case of invasion, or a war on the fron-

.TV Vt 1^.*^ ^^^ ^'*'^'' ^^^^ t^e excei)tion of those

fL f 7f^'''''^
^^' ^^^^S' ^^sny, Nogetit, Charen-

ton, should not be closed at the gorge, except with a
paiisade. M. Odillon Barrot supported the resolution,
iviarshal Soult assured M, Barrot that the resolution was
unnecessary, as the Government could not arm the forti-
ncations without applying to the Chamber for funds to
procure cannon, of which it would require 1,800 pieces
xo arm them with half the necessary complement of
guns After a good deal of discussion, the amendment

^^rin ^^^^^^^^'^ without a division.
J he Capital—Considerable excitement was created in

i'ans on Sunday by a report that another attempt had
Deen made to assassinate the king ; and that three emia-
fanes of secret societies had been discovered and arrested
in the neighbourhood of the Chateau de Bizy, where the
ft^ing was residing. Several arrests in Paris were also
aaid^to have been made. The rumour was first circulated
on the Bourse, where it gained considerable credit for anme

; but it proved entirely without foundation. It ap-

d^^^^ i^
^^^^ originated from the circumstance that the

«ead body of a man was discovered on the road of La
ttoche Guyon, near Vernon, who was reported to have
oeen the author of the attempt. It was, however, after-
wards ascertained that his death was the result of suicide,

^
pistol with which he perpretated the act having been

ound in his hand ; and he has been recognised to be a
ne-seller at Bercy, who committed suicide in-conse-

Jiuejice of the embarrassed state of his affairs. His Ma-
^Vy> who is quite well, has returned from the Castle of

^zy to Neuiliy, where he was greeted on his arrival with

2 *^^?ioi^stration of loyalty.

20m
^^^*'^'—^*^^o"nts received from Algiers, dated the

*^fhult., anr^unce the arrival at that place of 84 pri-

AUA^^
^'ho had been unconditionally restored to liberty bv

gi^^'^^-Kader. A convoy left Algiers for Blidah on the

t* u
"^^^ same advices give an account of the destruc-

H°°u ^ ^^^ garrison of Bougie, of a crenelated house on
^«e borders of the Soumata, in which the Kabyles were
^customed to lie in ambush, from time to time, to shoot
/^.^, '^^^Pers and mowers in the plain. The French met
"Q some resistance in the attempt, but they had only^J"^ killed and two slightly wounded. It is alsowed that the troops about to march from Algiers would

j
direction to preach insurrection, and thus keeps the colo-
nists in constant alarm." The President of the Council
said that the Spanish Government, after obtaining there-
call of Mr. TurnbuU, having ascertained that he had not
left the island, but remained there as the protector of the
blacks, had notified to the English Cabinet that Spain
could not recognise him in that capacity, and that if he
did not retire voluntarily, he should be removed by force.

The Minister, however, expressed a conviction that there
would be no occasion to resort to this extremity, and added,
that the authorities of Cuba possessed ample means of pro-
tecting the rights of the colonists. Itmaybehere mentioned
that intelligence has been received in London from Man-
ranilla de Cuba, from which we learn that a report had
obtained there of a conflict between the soldiery and the
black peasantry, in which 50 of the latter had been killed.

It was stated that a number of runaway negroes had es-

tablished themselves among a range of hills, about 15 or
20 miles from St. Jago de Cuba, where they formed a set-

tlement somewhat similar to that established among the
back woods of Trelawny, near Dromilly, some years ago.
After the conclusion of the debate on the subject of this

island^the Cortes proceeded to discuss the supplies, and
voted the first item of those demanded for the Judiciary
Department. The Senate adopted, on the 21st ult, the
160,000,000 Loan Bill, by a majority of 78 against 2. On
the 23d ult., the Chamber of Deputies commenced the
discussion on the Army bill, in which the permanent mi-
litary force of the kingdom was fixed at 90,000 men, with
a corps of reserve of 40,000. Some amendments were pro-
posed, but the bill was ultimately carried by a majority of
80 to 33.—We learn from Barcelona letters of the 22d
ult., chat Gen. Barndell, governor of that town, had ex-
pired suddenly. The Cariist Guerilla Felip continued to
scour the Sierras, and the Regent's troops were unsuc-
cessful in their pursuits of him to the mountains- In ad-
dition to the bands in the Salsona range, some had ap-
peared in the vicinity of Manresa. Great agitation pre-
vailed in Barcelona on account of the apprehensions en-
tertained that the modification of the cotton duties might
soon be consented to by the Cortes. The Barcelona Po-
litical Chief had imposed a fine of 4,000 reals on all vil-
lages which had not placed in the public square the stone
of the constitution. Private letters from Madrid mention
with apprehension the excited state of Barcelona, and
seem to anticipate some outbreak in that quarter-; and it is

said that the general tenor of the advicee from Catalonia
lead to the conclusion that some jienoas moyement will

shortly take place in that part of the country. Letferi
from Seville state that the cultivation of the coffee-plant,
which has been recently attempted in Andalusia, promises
to answer the most sanguine expectation.—Subsequent
accounts from Madrid to the 24tJi ult., alluding to the
change in the Cabinet, state that the withdrawal of Serior
Surra y RuU from the ilinistry had been agreed to for
some days previously; that M. Gonzales, however, appre-
hemiing that this change might lead to a total subversion
of the Cabinet, had requested him to retain the Financial
Department some time longer. It is stated that the post-
ponement of the modification of the Ministry displeased
tbe Parliamentary coalition, who consequently resolved
on making renewed efforts to overturn the Administration
altogether. It is generally supposed that M. Olozaca, towhom public rumour ascribes the fall of the Cabinet, will
be the individual chosen by the Regent to form a new
Administration. Ihe death of M. Sessioncede, a youne
poet and pohtician of great promise, seems to have occu-
pied a good deal of attention among all classes in the ca-
pital. His funeral took place on the 24th ult., and was
attended by most of the members of the Corte* and anumerous assemblage of^ell cl ,ies.

*

Portugal.—We have advices from lisbon to the 23d
ult. Some difHculties have again sprung up to delay the
ratification of the English treaties, which were supposed
as stated in our last, to have been finally agreed to. The
Duke of Palmella was said to be ready to sign them, but
difficulties had been raised in the Council of State against
each of them, and another reference to Lord Aberdeen, it
was thought, would be the result. Fears seem to be en-
tertained that this delay is the result of some intrigue
and that the Duke of Palmella will be induced in conse-
quence to throw up his commissions in this case, as it is
stated his Excellency has resolved to do in tlie matter of
the negotiations with the Pope's nuncio. The difficulties
raised against the commercial treaty are said to refer to
the Maneio tax, which the Duke of Palmella had con-
sented to be levied by a mixed commission ; and in the
case of the slave-trade treaty, the promulgation of a de-
cree by the Government, declaring slave-trade piracy, was
believed to be the ground of opposition in the Council of
State. In both cases it appears the Duke of Palmella had
met the views of the British Government, but his conces-
sions had been overruled in the Council of State. A pe-
titio;i had been presented from Oporto, signed by 30 firms
of cloth-dealers, in favour of the treaty with England, and
complaining of the present high duties as only promoting
the introduction of Spanish woollens into Portugal, into
which they are now smuggled to a large extent. . The
Prince Frederick of Hesse had arrived at Lisbon with a
Danish frigate and corvette, and was about to proceed
with the King and Queen on a visit to Curtha and Mafra,
and after spending a few days in Lisbon, would proceed to
the coast of Italy, Lord Howard gave a dinner-party to
the Minister, the Duke of Palmella, and several other
statesmen, on the 19th ult., in honour of her Majesty's
birthday. The Prussian Minister, Count Raczynski, had
an audience of the Queen on the 18th ult., to deliver
his credentials,

GEBMANY.—Accounts from Berlin of the 25th ult,,
state that the French Minister, M. Pageot, had a confer-
ence on the subject of the marriage of the Queen of Spain

r^vith the Prussian Minister for Foreign Affairs, on the
I

1 7th inst. But the result had not been made public. It
is, however, stated that he has entirely /ailed in the object
of his mission. We are also informed that the King of
Prussia has conferred the Order of the Black Eagle upon
the Duke of Sussex, The Assembly of the States of
Baden was opened on the 23d ult., by the Minister of the
Interior, in the name of the Grand Duke. In the opening
speech the minister announced that the States would be
called on to deliberate on a bill for prolonging the railroad
to the Swiss frontiers. The budget would afterwards be
laid before them, the other bills being reserved for the
next ordinary Diet.

Hamburgh,—Our advices from this city, which are to
the 30th ult., bring no intelligence of importance to the
general reader; being chiefly confined to commercial
affairs and the effects offthe late calamity upon the
financial credit of the community. The accounts are on
the whole satisfactory; confidence is gradually returning
and trade begins to revive. The principal source of un-
easiness appears to be the state of the local fire insurance
companies, the parties interested in their stability being
very numerous, and doubts are entertained of their
capability to meet all the demands on them ; as the
amount of property for which they are responsible is very
considerable. It does not seem, however, that any
failures have yet been announced. The surveying of that
part of the city which now lies in ruin, is in progress, and
the commission selected to prepare plans for rebuilding
it in a more convenient and handsome manner are, at
present, diligently pursuing their work. Should the sug-
gested improvements be carried into effect, it seems that
the limits of the town must be enlarged; the suburb of St.
George will be included within the district of the city,
and tlie basin of water formed by the Alster, a prominent
ornament of the city, will have a promenade, bordered bj
trees, leading round its four sides. A good deal of addi-
tional ground will be procured for the purpose of carrying

these improvements into effect. Subscription* are still

arriving from all parts of the continent. At Berlin on the

24th ult., 12,590 dollars had been collected. At Ai^»-

burgh, before any public subscriptions were opened, %

certain number of merchants subscribed 10,640 marks

banco ; and at St. Petersburgh, independent o( the present

iiiacie by the Emperor, a subscription iiad been set on foot

by the Duke of Leuchtenberg, amoag the Imfwrial family,

which amounted to 140.000 »ilrer rubl^
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HoLLANP.-Accounts received from the Flague, (?ated

the 26th ult., .tate that a serious thunder stom passed over

the Lawoorden and the envrons on ^J\24th' and that

three or four farm-houses were struck by hghtmog and

totally consumed. On the 25th ult a trial was made on

the iron railway from Haarlem to Ilillegam ; there being

on^y the steam engine and its tender, in which were the

directors. The two bridges on the line were found to

anfwer well, and it is expected that this portion of the

railway will soon be opened to the public.

Belgium.—Advices from Brussels of the 26th ult.,

inform us that on the 22d, 23d, and 24th ult., there were

violent storms of hail and torrents of rain in different

places. At Veneche and the neighbourhood the hailstones

which are said to have been as large as walnuts, fell in

such quantities, that on the following day they lay in

several places to the depth of more than a foot ; and at

Malines great damage was done to the hothouses and

greenhouses of the botanic gardens of many private houses.

Russia.—We learn by advices received from Constan-

tinople that it was reported in that capital that the Emperor

Las despatched an envo^ to Circassia ; but whether to

propose terms of peace, or to cojvey a fresh defiance, was

not known. It was, however, supposed, that as Gen.

Tchernecheff, Minister of War, has been appointed, with

a re-inforcement of 20,000 men, Commander-in-Chief of

the army in Circassia, that a renewal of hostilities may be

eipected.

Italy.—Intelligence has been received from Naples,

bringing the official announcement that, in consequence

of the difficulties which have arisen between the kingdom

of the Two Sicilies and those of Belgium and Holland

having assumed a serious character, the Neapolitan

Government considers it necessary to apprise all merchants

and shipowners that they may t ike such precautions as

prudence shall suggest. The Minister for Foreign Affairs

haa apprised all ambassadors and foreign ministers of this

fiict, in order that they may have no cause of complaint

through' ignorance of any consequences to the commercial
interests of those nations which they lepresent. It is

stated that the betrothal of the second sister of the King
of Naples to the Emperor of Brazil has taken place. The
railway from Naples to Rome has at length obtained the

approval of the Holy See. It is said that an arrangement
haa been made between the two states, according to which

Naples will undertake the work and the expense, and
Home repay its share in annuities. A railway from Rome
to Florence is also spoken of as resolved on.—Private

letters, dated Rome, 20th ult,, state that the admiration of

a German Baroness having been excited by tlie magnifi-
i^nt altars of the isolated church of Santa Croce, formed of
some of the finest marble taken from the temples of an-
cient Rome, she could not resist the desire of appropri-
ating some of those ornaments for herself, and she de-

tached several marble tablets from the altars with an iron

hook. On her third attempt she was taken in the fact.

A search having been made at the Baroness's residence,

other objects which she had purloined were discovered.

The penalty for sacrilege is that of the gallies.— Private

letterijt, said to have been received from Rorangnn, and
published in the French papers, state that disturbances

Lave taken place at Ravenna, first in the churches, and
next at the theatre, and that several arrests have been made.

Malta.—We have received intelligence from this island

to the 19th ult., on which day the Howe 120, and theXhun-H
derer 80, returned to that harbour from Tripoli, The '

fleet, under the command of Admiral Sir C. W. Owen, was
ready for sea, with four months' provisions on board, but
its destination was not known. More detailed accounts
have been received from Tripoli of the misunderstanding
between the P*cha, Askar AH, and the British consul.
It is said that steamers arrive there continually from this

island with despatches for the British consul, which are
immediately answered ; and that this has excited the
anger of his Highness. The British Government is said
to have in view two important objects—the abolition of
the traffic in slaves, and the removal of the Pacha. It

seems that an appeal, printed in Arabic, was recently
posted up at the British consulate, inviting, in the name
of her Majesty's Government, all those now engaged in
tlie alavc trade to abandon the traffic, as revolting to jus-
tice and humanity ; and concluding by stating U^nt such
•re not only the personal feelings and desire of her Ma-
jeaty and htr Ministers, but of the entire nation; and
that, on a future day, her Majesty might have occasion
to show her good intentions towards the people of Tri-
poli. This document, by express directions of the Pacha,
was_ torn down, and a variety of insults are related as
having been offered by him to the consul. It also appears
that several British subjects have signed a declaration,
which so excUed the feeling of the Pacha towards the nation
that they consider their lives in jeopardy ; this document
was despatched to the Admiral on the 3d ult. Abdel
Gellil, the Arab chief, encouraged by a recent visit of the
British consul, is said to have not only defied, but threat-
ened to attack the Pacha ; and it is even asserted that the
Arabs are marching in a strong force against Misurata

;

that the garrison have already had a skirmish with the
people of the desert ; and that the latter were victorious,
and were close upon Tripoli. These rumours, added to

supreme sovereignty by a heavy annual tribute. Some
interest has been created in Valletta, by the publication

in the papers of a correspondence respecting the preach-

ing of the Jesuits, between the Canonico Annetto Caso-

lani, son of Sir Vincent Casolani, and Lord Clifford. The

C^mon Casolani is said to have so far compromised him-

self with the Government, that he has been obliged to

leave the island for the Levant ; and the whole affair has

excited general interest both among the Maltese and

English residents.

Greece.—We have accounts from Athens to the 10th

ult., but they are not of great importance. The hotels of

that capital are said to be so full of English travellers that

some were compelled to go on by the last Austrian steamer.

Among the latest arrivals is Lady Davy, widow of the late

Sir Humphrey Davy. Accounts had been received from

Patras. stating that the proprietors of the currant planta-

tions there, and in other parts of the Morea, had become

greatly alarmed on account of the appearance of large

quantities of locusts, which had already nearly destroyed

the wheat crops, and would, it was feared, prove equally

fatal to the currant vines. The local government had

caused nearly the entire population to go out into the

vinevards and adjacent country, in the hope of exterminate

ing these insects, and thus averting the impending evil,

which it appears has been increasing since the year 1838.

Turkey We have received, byway of Vienna, private

letters from Constantinople dated the 11th ult., four days

later than the advices by the last Levant mail. We learn

from them that Sami Pacha, the diplomatic agent of the

Pauha of Egypt at the Porte, had succeeded in his mission

to induce the Ottoman Government to take of Mehemet
All six or seven ships of the line, now lying in the harbour

of Alexandria ; and as the price for this act of submission,

the amount of the tribute was to be reduced. It is thought

that the Pacha will gain by this arrangement, as the vessels

are said to be scarcely seaworthy, and were useless to him.

The Porte has sent a circular to the different legations in

Constantinople, informing them that the Dardanelles and

Bosphorus will in future be closed to merchant steam-

vessels after sunset. Sir S. Canning had, however, re-

quested that an exception might be made in favour of

vessels arriving under stress of weather, and seeking shelter

within the entrance of the straits ; and had received the

Reis Effendi's assurance that the Porte would comply with

his suggestion.

Egypt.— Accounts received from Alexandria of the

6th ult. inform us that Mehemet All returned to his pa-

lace at Ras-et-Tin on that day, after an absence of seven

months and a half. The batteries and fleet announced

the event by a general firing of guns. His Highness has

been occupied with canals and embankments, and intends

to make others, as well as to proceed with the Burrage, or

great dam on the Nile, in order to retain more water in

the country. The Nile is at present very low, and boats
have much difficulty in passing up to Cairo.

India.—The '* Times" of yesterday published the fol-

lowing extraordinary express, which will be read with ge-
neral interest :

** The Indian mail, which arrived at Mar-
seilles on Wednesday night, brings, we lament to say, an
account of the fall of Ghuznee. The place capitulated

and surrendered, on condition that the garrison be safely

conducted to Cabui. On the other hand, Col. Pollock
had forced the Khyber pass, and taken possession of the
forts commanding it ; .and would, no doubt, march to the
relief of Jellalabad. Gen. Sale, in a sortie from that
place, overthrew the insurgents. A rumour prevailed

that Akhbar Khan had been badly wounded. Gen, Knott
had gained some advantage on the side of Kandahar, but
Gen. England had not ye,t joined him. It is reported
that ShahSoojah had been poisoned. There is no news
from China."
United States.— By the arrival at Liverpool on

Monday of the steamer Columbia, we have received New
York papers to the 14th u!t. The proceedings in Con-
gress relate exclusively to domestic matters, and possess
little interest for the foreign reader. Lord Ashburton's
mission appears to be progressing in a satisfactory man-
ner, Mr. Daniel Webster, Secretary of State, had ad-
dressed letters to the Governors of Massachusetts and
Maine, alluding to the heavy expenses which had already
attended the Boundary question, and 'recommending that
each State should appoint a commissioner to confer with
the General Government on ** a Une, or conventional line,

by agreement with its terms, conditions," &c. To this

letter the Governor of Massachusetts had answered, that
the Executive of that commonwealth was already, by
resolutions of the Legislature, authorised to do whatever
might be necessary in the premises ; and the Governor of
Maine had issued a proclamation, convening the Legisla-
ture of that State on the 18th ult. Meanwhile Mr. Web-
ster himself had proceeded towards the scene of the deli-

berations, to assist the authorities, it was supposed, by
his advice in so important a business as the settlement of
a national dispute of so long standing; and had arrived
at New York, on his way to Massachusetts and Maine.
Accounts differ as to the amount Lord Ashburton is said
to have offered to pay for the disputed territory. One
rumour mentioned the sum of 2,000,000 dollars, while

*. #*i, * ^ I. f T> •.• 1 T i.
others state it at only one million, which is considered

a report of the approach of a Bntisli naval force, appears the more probable. The Secretary of State has addressed
to have intimidated tne Pacha, .who, however, refused to 1 a letter to the Hr
render satisfaction to the British consul for the acts of
insolence offered to him and others under his protection.

It is stated that Abdel Geliil has promised to liberate

4,000 slaves, and pass rigorous laws fvr the abolition of

alavery, immediately his tribes are freed from the yoke
they are now under, by the removal of Askar All, and by
the nomination of an Arab chief to the government of

Tripolii under the obligation of recognising the Sultanas

the House of Representatives, with a bill to
provide a revenue from duties on imports. The matter
of the right of search has called forth a letter from Mr.
Cushing a member of the Legislature, which has been
published m some of the New York papers, in which he
urges that the interference of France is called for in the
matter. The SUte of Michigan has repudiated a portion
of her bonds, by official proclamation of the Governor.
The pretext for this act is, that the State had not received

I
value for its bonds, in consequence of the misconduct

' and fraud of the State agents. The revolution in Rhode
Island, which has caused considerable excitement through-
out the union, was drawing to a close. Several of the
revolutionists had been arrested on charges of high trea-

son, and others had withdrawn from the contest with the
legal authorities of the State. The Governor had, mean-
while, invoked the aid of the General Government, and
President Tyler, after denouncing the revolutionists as
"insurgents," had promised to " stand ready to succour
the authority of the State in its efforts to maintain a due
respect for the laws." Several detachments of United
States troops had been sent to garrison the island. Ac-
cording to the latest accounts, Lord Morpeth was at

Ashland, Kentucky, on a visit to Mr. Clay ; and Mr. C.
Dickens, * Boz,' was in the neighbourhood of Niagara and
Toronto.
The West Indies.—By the arrival of the Royal Mail

steamer Solway, we have received advices from Jamaica
to the 15th, Trinidad to the 16th, Demerara to the 12th,

and Barbadoes to the 17th April. The intelligence thus

brought is not of great importance. It is stated that the

crops in Jamaica, Trinidad, and Barbadoes have lately

improved, in consequence of the favourable state of the

weather, and that the labouring population shows more
disposition to work. A fire broke out on the niglit of the

10th April, ifl the steam-bread establishment of Messrs.

Atkinson and Hozier, at Kingston, the whole of which

was reduced to ashes. The value of the premises is stated

at 50,000/., and the fire is attributed to an incendiary.

Sir Charles Metcalfe had not yet left Jamaica, but prepa-

rations were making for his departure, and subscriptions

for a testimonial to commemorate his exertions in behalf

of the inhabitants generally had been opened. The affairs

of the colonists in Demerara continued depressed, and the

dispute between the planters and their servants was not

yet arranged. There appears to be great and general dis-

satisfaction in consequence of the irregularity with which

the Royal Mail Company's steamers arrived at the different

ports on the coasts, and the uncertainty which marked

their general movements.
Texas and Mexico.—We have received advices from

Vera Cruz, brought by the Solway steamer, to the 21st

April We learn from them that the proclamation of the

Texian Government, declaring the Mexican ports on that

coast in a state of blockade, had not caused much sensa-

tion there, as it was supposed that the Eurojiean Powers,

and England in particular, would not respect such a mea-

sure, coming from a government the latter had not yet

fully recognised. The new tariff was to be published in

the course of a week, and was to be put in force six months

after that time- The elections of the new Congress had

proved unfavourable to the party of President Santa Anna;

and from the strong inilitary force the latter had created

about him, it was feared that he would oppose the meeting

of the Chambers, and thus give rise to new struggles be-

tween the two parties contending for power. Santa Anna

had, at the requisition of the United States Government,

liberated several of the subjects of that republic, who were

taken prisoners in the Santa Fe expedition. Among the

passengers arrived by the Solway is Gen. Bustamente, the

ex-President of Mexico. Accounts have been received

from Galveston to the 3d ult. The alarm created by the

inroads of the brigands had passed away, and all was again

quiet in Texas.
New South Wales.—We have advices from Sydney,

of the 1st Feb. The papers thus brought contain copies

of despatches from Sir G, Gipps, of the 31st Jan., 1841,

and of Lord J. Russeirs answer, on the subject of the

bounties on immigration to that colony. The noble lord

expresses himself strongly against the improviden-je of Sir

G. Gipps, and tells him that the government could not

take the responsibility of his proceedings. Sir G. Gipps

states in his letter of the 31st Jan., that the total number

of persons for whom permission had been granted, and

remaining outstanding on the 31st Dec, 1840, and for

the payment of whom government is pledged, provided

they arrived within two years, was 71,315, and the esti-

mated amount of bounties payable on them 979,562/. He

adds that the consideration, that no greater nuniber could

by possibility be brought to the colony than it was de-

sirable for the colony to have, or than the colony would

be able to pay for, had led him to grant without reserve,

until very recently, permission to import emigrants to any

parties of respectability asking for it. He then adds that

no embarrassment could have attended this system, had it

not been for the changes which he understood Lord J.

Russell intended to introduce, whereby it would be left to

the discretion of the importers to land them either at

Sydney or at' Port Philip ; and that if the general land fund

of the colony should be divided into three portions, the

portion applicable to the payment of bounties at Sydney

might be altogether inadequate to meet the demands on

it. Another despatch of Sir G. Gipps explains the causes

which have led to the commercial distress in the colony,

which he says occurs periodically, and arises from an ex-

cess of speculation or overtrading, and undue extension

of credit by the banks. In addition to these geoet^^

causes, Sir George assigns two special reasons—1st. i-we

great fluctuation which had taken place in the price ot

wheat and all descriptions of grain since the scarcity or

1838 ; and the other the practice which, since the esta-

blishment of the Australasian Bank in London, hesays, Mas

greatly increased, of forwarding goods on speculation to

New South Wales, and drawing upon the consignees in

Sydney for two-thirds of the prices they are ^-'^P^f
^."^^^

realise; that not being able to meet with a market to

tiieir goods, or only at a heavy loss, the consignees ar

I

unable to take up the bills when due* Lord J- ^^
^

I
briefly answers this despatch on commercial embarras
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ment by the remark tliathe entirely concurs in the opinion
cf the governor that it does not call for any legislative

interference, but that the evil must be left to the natural
course of events for a remedy. We learn also by these
advices that the net decrease in the colonial revenue
during the jiast year, was 85,303/. It is stated that the
ordinary revenue bad realised a net increase of 15,589/.,
while the land revenue had sustained a net decrease of
73,225/. The remaining amount of net decrease in the
year accrued in the proceeds of sale which did not pro-
perly belong to revenue.

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Miinila\f,—kiivx the presentation of petitions, the Earl of Glen-
gall, in moving for returns respecting the number of rewards offered
by the Irish Government for the detection of offenders, commented
on some statements which had been made by Lord Wharnclitfe on a
previous evening, with respect to the condition of the county of
Tipperary, and the influence of the Catholic clergy. He also defended
the conduct of the landlords, and hlamed the younger portion of the
Catholic priests, whom he considered as largely implicated in excit-
ing p.nd perpetuating that contempt for social order which led to these
Oiitr^jcs.

Lord AVharncliffe said that having been misunderstood, he
would restate what he had said on the occasion referred to, He'had
stated that when sitting upon the committee two or three years ago,
nothing had struck him more than the improved relations between
landlord and tenant, but there did, neverUieless, occasionally appear
instances where persons employed their rights of property in a harsh
m;mner. He had not intended to throw blame on any particular
class, but to account for some of the lawless proceedings that had
occurred.
The Marquis of Noemanby said that while he had been in office

and while exercising the duties of Lord Lieutenant, he had stated in
that House, that the convictions had increased in proportion to the
committals, and the committals in proportion to the reported offences.
Such, he believed, continued to be the case. He was far from think-
ing that the Earl of Glengall was justified in asserting that the
Koman Catholic clergy had promoted the comniission of flagitious
crimes. On the contrary, he could state that he had invariably re-
ceived from the priesthood the most ready and efficient assistance for
(he detection and suppression of offences of every kind.

Earl FoRTESCUK defended the Catholic clergy, as being, on the
whole, an exemplary body, from whom he had received, while at the
head of the Irish Government, most efficient assistance in the sup-
pression ofcrime. A short debate ensued, after which the motion was
agreed to.

The Model Prison Bill passed through committee*
On the motion of Lord Whakkcliffe, the Fines and Recoveries

(Wales and Cheshire) Bill, and the Roasted Malt Bill passed throueh
committee, and were reported to the House.
The Punishment of Death (Ireland; Bill was read a third time and

passed.
Lord Whakkcliffe laid on the table a copy of the Queen'sletter

to the Archbishop of Canterbury.
On the motion of the Lord Chancelloe, the Jurisdiction of

Justices Bill, after some discussion, was read a second time.
Lord Galloway presented a petition against railway travelling on

Sunday. The noble lord was proceeding to ask a question in relation
to this subject, when the Duke of Buccleuch entered the house and
whisiiered to the Lord Chancellor, the Duke of VV'ellington, and the
other members of government, who immediately left the House. The
Lord Chancellor almost instantly returned, and the fact of her Ma-
jesty having been shot at becoming known, their Lordships at once
adjourned.

*^

Tutsdny.~^n\^ first business of importance was the airrecln'> to an
address to her Majesty, congratulating her on her escape from theattempt on her life

My
and

Ihe Duke of Wellington in proposing the address said.
Lords your Lordships must have heard with sorrow and dismay .with feelings of deep indignation, the reports which have been m
circulation of an attempt made on the life of her Majesty. It falls to

H\, ^^^P^f^*^"^^ *^^ ^''^^'^ 0^ the part of Government, to state toyour Loraships that an at empt was made last evening on her Ma-
jes y s life, which, by the blessing of Divine Piovidenc!, failed. My
rlmilMnnt ^'"'f'

cutcnng into details upon these painfiU cir-cumstances. I contine myself simply to the performance of my duty

t^^ l^
*^' f^^t t'^'r%^^^^^^"P^' and Ishall move your Lordships

the ^f^nn.^ Ff .'v
* *? ^^' ^^^^''^/' '^^ ^*^^^«^« Of cong/atulation uponthe failure of this atrocious and treasonable attempt upon her hfe,

defiS l.v^/th ^T^-P^^i*^^" «f divine Providence, has been

Hhinf t' \^ }.
therefore propose such an address to your Lord-

th^t^u n^i
afterwards submit to you, in the usual course, a motion

fer.nV. w^?^^^^^^^
communicated to the Commons, and that a con-

tour Tn7.h-^- ^ST' ^-^
^""l'^^^^

^" '^^'^^^ that they may join with

duke thnnt?? ^X ^^^^•^^^^'^^h^J Majesty on this subject. The noble

Sov.rPi^n w ^"^ P^f'POsed address as follows :~" Most Gracious

L?rd f^T V' ^J^y'
^i'ijcsty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the

a&.n. "?./
to ^proach your Majesty's throne to express ou^abhorrence of the late treasonable attempt against your Majesty^s

Jo'n'nr "^T""^'
''"'^ ''"'* beaftfelt congratulations to your Majesty and

o ^iT^^llx^'^rv'^'^^^^'' ^Wy preservation from the danger

bv ev^rv .^J ^^^JJ^sty has been exposed. Attached to your Majetty

IcXe iuh J?.^
fliajesty's just and mild Government, we acliuow-icdge Hith gratitude and humility the merciful interposition of Divine

J^r earrr'^^'*^
^"' been manifested on this occasion, and we make

MaiP.t? ^'?r' •*'' A^^^^^hty God that He will confer on yourS i lir'^ ^^'fr/^
^"^ '^^' ^^ ^"^ ^*^'^'^"^^ ^^ ^^^^tch overhandpuara a life sojustlv dear to us.'*

rilt fn^Vj^l"
""^ ^^^SDow.NE said, he hardly knew whether it was

t on of InT ^"^^?^^^^^^%}^' one «ngle moment to delay the adop-

of ?hat H^onl mP'*"'^^ T."l' "r^ ^'^^' "^^ universal concurrence
Thi

""^se. 'ihere could be but one feeing on this subject-

o thVr^^ ^l^""
hesitation

; there could be no shadow of doubt as

not hol'prf i''^. fT^"" ^^ ^^''^^''^ ^y ^*^*^^^ Lordships. He could

stonW 1
^
^i!^ ^""r ^^'^^i^

'''?* ^^^^" ^"^5^' ^« legislators, not to

mi^hf If L hereafter when they came to contemplate whatever

hadar..t/fr'?'""^ ^^^}^^ ^^^ *° ^^^^ extraordinary crime which
V^A^\^^^^ ^^^^^ attention, to give their consideration, if it could be

wh?rh
^'"^^^^cd, to the causes which might have led to afi event

In fK
^\^^ ^^ ^'"^^t a phenomenon in human nature, if they looked

thev ?-.''v ^i"*"^
?^ ^^ motives, as it was the greatest of crimes, if

loJ^.i 1 r ?.*^^*^**'^®*^*i^*^"^*^^ ^^^*=^ "^^g^t have unhappily fol-lowed but which happily did not ensue.

XE^A fo^TMA-N apologised for interposing for one moment. He
thof. ? ^*^'^ ** ^**^t which would, & possible, tend to increase

anH i-t -^u
,,^"'^'^**=^ '^^^^ Lordships ail felt towards her Majesty,

thaf!l ^^ ^^^ sure would be so gratilying to their Lordships

onK-ti Tv'"'''^^
forgive his interruption. He wished to state not

Ali- k
"^^ ^I-jesty, with that confidence in the protection of theAlmighty which would shield herself from all the danger that might

thn • ?^ surround her, yet at the same time thoughtful for all

nriVV'* 1

'' ^*^"^ce, and feeling that yesterday a risk might possibly

thn
\<» *!'fse who attended her, dechned to be attended by any oJaoae iadies who usually accompanied her on her drive, because she

hor i>"^^
"*^ ^^'^ *^^"^ *^^^ danger which might possibly occur to

^^eit. Considering the situation held about the person of her

Commons, and that House inyitcd toThTdenut^flnn IT' *^'''* '°^*^*^ ^"^ ^ conference on the subject.

Sort tiC^^d^^^^^^^^
'°^^ *^« ^^^f"-- -turned in a

the Ho^'s^fWi,'*^ 'i!i'-!LiT^/
*^" ^^"^ **^ Delawarr Intimated to

Zl fr. .1
^^^' ^^^ Majesty had fixed three o'clock on the foUowintt

Houses
^^"^' ""' ^^' '''"'^''" ^^^^*^'' ^^ theaddrewesof botg

The Uoyal assent was giren 1 , commission to the IrUh Spirit

Bill the Turnpike Roads (Ireland) BiU, the London and Blackwall
Railway Bill, and several private BiUs.
On the motion of Lord Whaencliffe, the Pentonville Prison

Bill was read a third time and passed.
^conversation of some length arose on the subject of the refusal

ot the Jiishop of Quebec to permit a monumental tablet to an ofliccr
of rank in her Jlaj^esty's service, who had died in Canada, to be
placed in the church under his jurisdiction. A question addressed
by Lord Howden to the Bishop of London gave rise to the contro-
versy, in which Lord BRotGUAM arraigned the conduct of theBishop of Quebec, who was defended by the Bishop of Lomjov
and alter a few remarks Irom some other noble Lords the subject

The Marquis of Clanricarde moved for a copy of the regula-
tions observed in the gaol of Newgate, and animadverted severely
on the objectionable practice of exposing criminals under sentence
of death to public curiosity, more particularly at what is calhd thecondemned sermon.
Lord Wharncliffk expressed the disapprobation of Govern-

ment at the practice, but said that they could not interfere with the
CIVIC authorities, with whom alone it rested (o abolish the cu^tom.
Lord Aokmaaby hoped that the present motion would have the
desired effect, and result in the suppression of such demoralising
exhibitions.^ After a few remarks from the Duke of Richmoptdwho joined m condemning the scene at the recent delivery of the
condemned sermon in the case of Good, the motion was agreed to.

After some conversation respect:ng travelling and traffic on rail-
roads and canals on Sundays,
The Lord Cha-ncellok brought in a Bill to repeal the Act re-

quiring attorneys to take out their certificates annually.
Wednesdtn/.—Their Lordships met at two o'clock, for the purpose

of presenting the Address to her Majesty.
The Earl of Shaftbsbuiiy, in the absence of the Lord Chancellor

took his seat on the woolsack. Several bills were forwarded in their
respective stages.
The Lord Chancellor soon afterwards entered the Houso, and their

Lordships immediately adjourned till Thursday; the Clerk at the
table then called over the names of the Peers present, and each Peer
as his name was called, rose and left the House to take his place in
the procession.

Thursday.—The Queen's reply to the address of both Houses of
Parliament, was read by the Lord Chancellor. It was in the same
form as that read in the House of Commons on Wednesday, given
below.
The Income tax bill was brought up by Mr. Green and other

Members of the House of Commons, and on the motion of the Karl
of RiPON, was read a first time, and ordered for a second rcadinj? on
Friday next.

On the motion of Lord Gotten ham, the bill for putting on record
the testimony of witnesses in certain cases was read a first time, and
ordered to be printed.
On the motion of Earl Fcrtescve, it was ordered that the con-

stabulary returns of crime in Ireland be laid periodically before the
House.

After a few observalloxis from Lord FixzGKEALD/thc'motion was
withdrawn.
Fri^y.—Lord Bkacwont presented a rc^i^ion from the East

India Committee of tlie Colonial Society, praying: for the produc-
tion of papers connected with the war of Afghanistan, and gave
an historical iiarialive of the proceediug-s which led to and ac-
companied the occupation of that country by British troops.
Lord K1TZGKHAI.D declined to followthe noble Lord in the details
he had given, considering? sucb « course would be unfair towards

?u r
by others; but it certainly was an error to impute

the Emperor of Russia the present sUte of our affairs in India,

nOT'SE OF COMMONS.
MowtfaV.—Several pct='--na were presenttci, and tlie Witnesses'

Indemmty Bill (Mr. Hoebuci..} paw^dthr- '' mmittce.-Mr. T.DUNCOMUE preiented a i>etition from John W icnn, of Southampton,
offering to make certam dijclo.urcs r..-anp to the t>riberT practised
at the last and prrccding clcclioris in that town if he weri protectedby indemmty On the motion that the petition be printed, a shortdebate ensued, which ended in its being nprced to
On the motion for the third reading of the Income Tax Bill ^Sr

S. CRAWPonn proposed the following amendment :-" That k> hv
the csist.nK laws a large proportion cf the people of this realm areexcluded from votm? for Members of Parlia nt ; and as it al^ an
pears, by the reports of difiercnt election committcoa. that corruut
practices have been used to an extraordinary extent in procuring thereturn of :\lcmbcrs tu tliis present House of Couimons and as from

..»*cviiw*. e*A«uiu ut luijiuscxi uy i-arjiamcnr until all just causes of
complaint with reg:ard to the mode of electing the Members of thisHouse shall be first rcdre:>sed."-Mr. 0*Con«ell seconded th^

I motion.
Sir R. Pefl tni.»ted that the hon. gentleman would not charire

him with intentional disrespect if he declined entering into the
"

sion which his speech would seem to invite. The hon. irentle

all her
jesty'a conduct was such' as to endear her still more "to
Bunjects.

The address was then agreed to. and on the motion of the EarloaAFTESBCEv was ordered to be commuaicated to the House ot

Lord KiNNAiBD, pursuant to notice, then rose to move for a select
committee of inquiry into the causes of the existing distress jjrevail-
ing in the nation. He said it was not to be denied that there was great
danger in the present condition of the working classes in the manu-
facturing districts, whose distress was far beyond the reach of tlie
Poor-laws. Population was increasing, while the means of that popu-
lation was rapidly decreasing. He strongly disapproved of the
Queen's letter, on the ground of its being exclusively addressed
to the clergy of the established church, thus apparently excluding
the clergy of all denominations from associatiun in the work of
charity ; and he censured the appUcation of public money, in antici-
pation of subscriptions, as if it were intended to conceal' the serious
magnitude of the distress. The Noble Lord then proceeded to enter
into various statistical details, exhibiting the extent of distress pre-
vailing throughout the country; and after commenting on the
measures of the Income-tax andtheTariff, the latter of which he cen-
sured as being framed on no defined and coherent principle; and
adding that he did not mean this as a party question, nor did he
blame Government for anything, except for the Com Law, he con-
cluded by asking for a committee to inquire into the causes of the
general distress.

The Duke of "Wellingtox defended government in its adoption
of the mode of advancing relief to distressed districts of the coun-
try, which was according to forijier precedents, and was even recog-
nised by the law. He asked what was the object of this proposed
inquiry? It was nothing less than a repeal of the Corn-law, His
Grace then proceeded to recite the different measures that had
been adopted by Ministers since their coming into office, in order
to show that they were not chargeable with any blame for not hav-
ing attended to the distress of the countrj* in time. His Grace
concluded by saying that he thought the noble Lord might have
considered these matters a little, and have waited some short time
to see the effect of the measures that had been adopted, before he
moTcd for a committee of this description, the consequence of
which must be (it could be nothing else) to excite discontent in
the minds of one part of the community against another, and the
main object of which appeared to be to obtain a repeal of the
corn-laws. The noble Lord might make the same speech if he
pleased in moving for a repeal of the corn-laws. But that would
not suit the noble Lord*s puipose. What the noble Lord wanted I

was, to have a committee proceeding day by day In its inquiries

upon this subject, and having the noble Lord's calculations be-
fore it, purposely to create excitemtct, and to render it still

more difficult for Parliament to legislate coolly and fairly upon
the matter. He hoped that their lordships would meet the motion
for the committee by a direct negative.
The Earl of Radnob said that the noble duke had misrepresented

the arguments of Lord Kinnaird. He had not stated his object to
be a repeal of the Corn-law. That Corn-law, he believed to be a
main cause of the existing distress ; nor had the recent alteration

of the law been as yet of the slightest influence in alleviating tht
condition of the people.

The Duke of Richmond was satisfied that the line ofargument
adopted by Lord Kinnaira pointed to a repeal of the Corn-law. He
felt as much as any of their Lordships for the distresses of the peo-
ple, but such a committee of inquiry as this would rather aggravate
than relieve that distress. The conduct of G.vcmment in advanc-
ing money to relieve the distressed districts was not only justified by
former examples, but would be approved by the country. He could
not hut consider that Lord Kinnaird had permitted himself to be
made a tool of by the Anti-Corn-law League.
The &Lirquis ol CLANaiCAKDK thought it was unfortunate that

the motion should have beenresistcdon the pleaof a maintenance of
the Com-law: but, though approving of the motion, he recom-
mended fo Lord Kinnaird the suitableness of withdrawing it, as the
proposed committee would lead iiito an inquiry too serious and ex-
tensive to be gone into with any hope, at present, of apractical re-
sult.—After a few remarks from Lord Wkstekn, Lord Monthagle
wished to state, in confirmation of what had been said ljy the Dukr
of KicHMOM), that not only once, but rcpeatedlv, during the tin.c
he was connected with the late Government, had that Governmcm
taken precisely the same step as had been adopted by the present
Admim^tration, both in sending relief to a distressed district, and
in employing as an agent for the distribution of that relief, not the
local authorities, but a responsible officer of Government. It should
be recollected that in every year there was a certain unappropriated

,

sum placed in the hands of Government, and Jka Parliamentary dia- I

approbation had hitherto followed when portions of that sum Bad f

been devoted to aa object like the prewat* *

difi
cussion Winch ins speech would seem to invite. The hon. gentleman
had the other night brought forwaid a motion in a more convenient
form m his opmion than this, for the reform of the rcprcscnUtion of
tln! people m Pailiament, and he then announced those doctrines
and principles on which it ought, as he urged, to be founded, and he
laid down, that unless rariiamcnt suhscrihcd to those principles no
satisfacUon would be felt by the people with any alteration of the
constitution thai could be projected. It was then open to the hon.
genflcman to go into the discussion of those principle* ; but this
motion was of a different character, and he thought of a much more
extensive character, Iban the last ; Ik c;^ use it staled tliat the
House was not competent to perform one of its commonest func-
tions. If the House was not competent to legislate for the imposi-
tion of a propcrty-tax, it was not competent to legislate on the
tariff, and he thought the conclusion was inevilable, that it was not
competent to the performance of any of its constitutional functions
as a House of Commons. 'JUe right hon. Baronet concluded by
saying that, in his opinion, if that House were not competent to per-
form this act of legislation, it ought to be shut up altogether, for
It could not be conridcrcd competent to perform any act, and as he
did not think it expedient to go into this question with regard to
their constitution upon a motion of this sort, he must offer the most
decided opposition to the hon. gentleman's amendment, as he had
done the other night to the former motion.
After a few obscr\ations from Wr. O'Connell, Mr. Hume, and

Lord J. I^Iannees,
Lord J. RussEi.L said, that as the resolution appeared to be one

which, if adopted, would incapacitate the House to legislate on any
subject whatever, he should vote against the amrndmcnt, though,
8ubsrqucully,he should certainly take the sense of the House agaiast
the third reading ct this bill.

The House then divided, whtn there appeared for the amendment,
21 ; against it, 156.

M'hile Lord J. Planners was speaking, tXe tiding? reached the
House of the attempt that had just been made aj^ainst the life of
her Jhijcsty ; and nhcp, upon the main question ot the third read-
ing, I\Ir. Baring bcpn to address the House against the measure,
Sir R. Peel interposed, and with great emotion, intimated the ne-
cessity of suspending the debate. He then suggested some neces-
sary arrangements, and moved that the debate be adjourned till the
following day. In reply to anxious enquiries from ail parts of the
House, i( tlie Queen «as safe, theri^^ht hon. Baronet stated that her
IMajesty «as entirely safe, and that the assassin had been appre-
hended. Under such circumstances he hoped the House would see
the propriety of adjourning. The excitement attending an event
of this nature would, he wus sure, prevent their paying attention to
any other subject, and, as well from that cause as from respect to
her Bfajcsty, he sheuld therefore beg leave to move that the House
be adjourned till Tuesday.
Lord J. Kus SELL, who also appeared to experience much emotion,

then said :—After what has fallen from the right hon. gentleman, I
take the liberty of at once seconding his motion. X am sure that
the anxiety which must pervade the House under such circum-
stances, and the sentur.tnts of gratitude which we must aU feel towards
Divine Providence that her Alajesty's life has been preserved, will
have excited such feelings as would render it quite impossible for
us to attend to the details of any measure. I am very happy to
concur, therefore, in taking the course which the right hon. gentle-
man now proposes, and I, at the same time, certainly hope that
every endeavour will be made to place the assassin in safe custody.

—

The Speakek then put the question of the adjournment of the de-
bate, which was carried.

Tuesdaj/.— Before proceeding to any public business, the House
received a messngc from the Lords, requesting a conference of the
two Houses on the subject of thf attempt on her Majesty's life. Se-
veral W embers were appointed as managers, who at once pro-
ceeded to meet thtir Lordships, and during their absence all busi-
ness was su>pcndcJ, \Vhcn ihcy returned, Sir U, Feel stated at
the bar, that the House of Lords had agreed to an address to her
Majesty, and that tliey desired the concurrence of the Cummona

of seconding a proposal of a similar nature made by the noble lord
(J. Russell) ; and it is with a mixed feeling of shame and iudigna^
tion, that after the lapse of only two years 1 rise to discharge a si-
milar duty, I should have thought that there would have been in
the natural sympathies and feelings ot human nature a protection
against such an atrocious crime as that which ha-i been committed,
1 hat a young Queen seeking innocent recreation from the toils and
cares of business, in the pr^^.iice of a beloved husband, should a
second lime have been exposed in this country to an attempt like
this, fills me with teelin^a of shame and indigrtation. But those na-
tural ieeiings of humanity have not constituted a protection for her
Majesty.*' Sir R. Pell proceeded to narrate the circumstances at-

tending the attempt on the Queen's life. Her Majesty, he said,

from an intimation that a similar attempt had been meditated on
the Sunday by a person of a description corresponding to that cf
the man in custody, had eii cctcd the attack, and had taken the hu-
mane 1 rccaution that no other female life should be endangCTed
with her own ; although she was determined that she would herse^

enjoy her usual exercise, and not i e made prisoner by the dread <w

personal danger. The offender I>eiug committed for hi^h treason,

he would not now make anv comment uion the facts. He was sure

the whole countrv would concur with the two liuuses of Parifamenc

in expressing their abhorrence cf the attempt. ^"^ ****-=^ ^^'"i^,
to heaven for her aiajesty's prescnarion, as wcii as m praying w#

the further protection ofa life so justiy dear,
r*-i,*nn- of th

Lord J. IlrssKLL seconded the motion. The ^^^^^f^^l^
people, he.aid, would l>e that of graiitude for her Mnje«^ sp^^
Ition. They would join .n lamc..-.ng an u*^l »<> "^^^^T
ardly; but they would rejoice ttai

conspiracy could be iaferred. " Sure
nothing appeared from whicil

I am," «iud the noble Lordt
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^5:^^^iSr'5-"Srs-&ii:i.rt:;ifnnnehe takesi tho« iqterval* of recreat
, , . .. „j^^ i,a- 1«,- reason to fear the enmity of any

:"«r/i'-",h^^ am^S^e'^Ulion. who constitute her subject,

ffier wJe ?v has.'' He tru-ste,! that the general abhorrence

I«o5uced by the crime would tenU to preyent any repetition of the

same.
Mr Lasceli.es thought it incumbent upon him. his My |>eln

In the RoraJ household, to authenticate specificaUy the fact allude

to by Sir K Peel that the Queen hatl refused to pemnt the presence

of her usual female at' * !s.—The address was then agreed to

#ith unantmoua acclamation,
'

Kr. Labocchere asked a question relative to the rumoured in-

tention of the French Govemmcut to raise the duties on Unea-yarn

imported. , , ,

Sir K. Peel replied that someinfomiatiou©! this nature had been

received, but that T^tinistcrs had promptly given an expression of

its rejrret at the adoption of this intention, should it be so deter-

mined on by the French Government. We were now, he huid, en-

gaged in such communications with other wine-growing countries,

Muiightmake the people of the south of Fnmcc deeply regret the

suspension of their intercourse with this countiy.

Blr. V. Smith puta ipir^^'on to Sir J. Graham relative to the un-

seemly proceedings in the chapel of Newgate, on occasions when the

condemned sermon is preached to persona under sentence of death.

He alluded more particularly to the ca^e of the murderer Good. Sir

.1. Gbauam, in reply, expressed the entire disupprobation of Govern-

ment in regard to the recent exhibition, and stated that a remon-

strance had been sent to the city authorities.

On the motion for the third reading of the income-tax, fllr.

HvMX expressed his diasatibfactiun at the financial policy of Sir R,

Peel, and lamented that his own frequent warnings had not been

attended tr. Instead of niaking reductions in the public expendi-

tuie, SirR. Peel was laying on fresh taxes to be spent in mischievous

Wars. He coneludetl by saying he should oppose the bill. Sir C.

Nafier objected to the present tax oiilv on account of its inetiualiry.

After8omeob»erTation5fromCo!.\Vv>0u.vM ;\nd Mr. CfjRTKis, Mr.
F.J. B A HI \o asked if this were a bill which apportioned the burden of

taxation liurly and equally on the public ? There was no allowance

to be m*ile for looses wilder different schedules ; aiul a merchant
wight have to puy his income tax on a given amount of htock, while

his losses in trade tnicrlU he double the amount of his dividends, and
thus the actual result leave him without any income at all. The
moral influence of thi.«f tax wa^ also to be taken inta account, as its

tendency, from its inquisitorial nature, would be disastrous to the

character of the country. Indeed, he believed injustice to be insepar-

able frum the principle of such a bill
I
and with that sentiment he

Ihould give his cordial opposition to the third rending.

The Chancellor of the Exciiequer said that the principle of

this bill was the same with that of the bill which proceeded from the

Administraliuus of 1803 and of 1806, but modified by several imjirove-

meats. It was the principle of Mr. Pitt, and it was the principle of

Mr. Fox, each of whom was convinced that property and income
ought both to bear this burden. The real question nowwas, whether
Parliament should meet the necessities of the national tinance, iind

relieve those classes which were suffering the moat severely. Mr.
©oulburn proceeded to state that the tax is to be placed under the

Comhiissioners of assessed taxes, who will be enabled to collect it at

an additional cobt of about 30,000/. to their present establishment;
and the entire expense, including establishment, salaries, trarelling
expenses, &c., wiU not be above one-half the expense of the collec-
tion of the former income-tax, which, in 1815, was about 300,000/. It

had been proposed to exempt the first 150/. of every income, but he
fonnd that the ctfect of such exemption would be to withdraw from
the lax 33,000,000/. of income, which would have made a higher rate
necessary for incomes left subject to the tax.

Alter some observations from Mr. Mangles,—Sir II. I.NGLis con-
tended that the exeuipiiou of the first l.=50/. of in* le, as he had pro-
pos«d, would remove the tempt-^*' n to perjury m a large number
of cases. Mr. Villibks said that the income-tax was politlcaliy

unwise, and practically unjust. Its necessity had arisen from bad
legiilationi interfering with trade, limiting the home market,
diminishing cxpcnriiture, and detenorittmg the condition of the
people. Rlessrs. D'Israbli and Urotheuton then took part in

the dUcussinn : after which the Hou^e divided, when there appeared
fir the third rcailing of the Bill, 255; against it, Hy ; majurity forthe
thi'-d reading, luo.

Certain amendments were then proposed by the Chancellor of
the ExciiEttCES, to one of which an exception was taken by Mr. G.
W. Wood, and another division took place, when there appeared
199 to 96 in support of GortTument. The bill then i)a55ed its final

W'ednesdaf/.—The House met at three, and having adjourned till

five o'clock, the Members present joined with the Upper House, and
proceeded to present the address of the two Houses ot Parliametitto
ner Majesty.
The House having resumed p[;r5uant to adjournment,
The Speaker reported to the House that both Houses of Parlia-

ment had waited on the Queen with a loyal and dutiful Address, to
which hex Majesty had returned the following answer :—
"My Lords and Gentlemen— I receive witli the most heartfelt

gratification this loyal and dutiful Address from my two Houses of
Parliament.

**I am thankful to Almighty God, whose merciful care has saved
ihQ from this danger. I humbly rely on the good providence of
God, which is able to preserve me from every danger; and, firm in
this trust, and sincere in my desire to promote the happiness of my
people, I am comforted and supported by this renewed assurance of
your devotion and attachment."

After the presentation of some petitions relating to the South-
ampton election, Mr. Mackinnon moved the new writ for South-
ampton, which has been repeatedly deferred in consequence of the
pending quescioua of bribery in that borough. He relied on ihe
issuing of the writ for Ipswich, as a reason for his motion being
fruuted. Mr. W, O. Stanley moved, as an amendment, and Mr.
y Aao seconded the motion, that a committee be appointed for
inquimig into the extent of the corruption there. Mr. Fleming
assured the House, that the zeal which had sought the suspension of
tbe wm arose solely from the refusal of the Conservative majorltv at

lt?.^*Sf. \''*'*i'"T*^ ^" * proposal for aUouing the LiberaU to
return one member at the next ekction.
Mr. Macaulav expressed his regret that the Ipswich writ hadbeen issued and argued, that when the writ for so important a con-stituency as that of Nottingham was suspended, on t^he mere alle-gation of an hon. member, there were ample grounds for the con-tinued susnension of that of Southampton. He eoncludedby sayingthat m order to put down the growing curse of bribery, both politicalparties must concur. Jj ^" " puuuLai

Sir K. Perl, agreeing in the last position, wa. yet resolved to de-termine these ;udicialxiuesiioas upon strictly judicial principles. He
proceeded to jusUty his own vote for the issue of the Ipswich writand said he would always vote on each case according to ite own re-
apecUve merits. The allegations against Southampton had made a
strong impression upon his mind, and the writ, in his judgment
ought to be suspended un^ Lord J. Husacll should have had an op-
portunity of explaining his views upon the general r . dy.
Mr, T. Du^NCOMBE was persuaded that a strong case could be

proved against Southampton by an individual of the name of Wrenn,
whOj in a petition to the House, had oiT^jred to give evidence of ex-
tensive bribery there. After some observations from Mr. IT. IIlnue,
flfr. Wv.xN cxpreased his satisfaction at the course which had been
adopted by 5Jir R. Peel, in which he cordially acqute^rrd. Here-
commended the withdrawal both of the motion and the amendment,
leaving the issue o( the writ suspended for a short time. Mr. W. O.
Sta.nley then withdrew his amendment, and Mt^ Macsuvroti his
original motion.
The House then proceeded to the other orders of the day, and

went into comtuittee upon Capt. Rous^a Rill for the better regulation
of public-houses. After considerable discussion respecting a clause
prohibiting vessels lying at anchor in the Thames from selling liquor

auriag the hours of divine service, another diaciusion arose on clauses

brought forward bv Mr. R .'"Wood, proposing to rectify irregularities

in the time of opening and shutting public-houses, and to give a

uniform definition of the hours of di\ine service, namely, from eleven

tUl one, and three till half-past four, on Sundays.':iCapt. Rous sup-

ported the clause, as one which he had himself intended to. introduce

m the bill, but had omitted in deference to Government. After a

short debate the clause was rejected by a majority of 110 to 7-.

Mr Alderman Humpiiret proposed a clause permitting all

public-houses in the metropolitan district to open from and after one

o'clock on Sundays. This was rejected by 69 to 27. The bill then

passed through committee. ... ^ j^ j-

Mr. Redington proposed the second reading of tae Sudbury dis-

franchisement bill, on which some discussion arose, ending m the

postponement of the motion till next Wednesday.
, ,1 -^

Mr. C. BCLLER then resumed the adjourned debate on the Brid-

port election compromise and bribery inquiry. The House having

agreed on the main point, that an inquiry should take place, it only

remained to settle by whom that inquiry should be.conducted, which

Mr. C. BuUcr considered should be referred to BIr. Roebuck s

committee. Mr. G. Bankes ^^rongly opposed the motion. A dis-

cussion arose, after which the House divided, when the motion was

carried by 44 to iG. -
, ^ ^ . . , ,.

J^nV/ay.-After some routine business connected with election

committees, the London and Croydon Railway BiU was thrown

out on a division by a majority T)f 148 to 88. The Speaker aii-

nounced that the Sunderland Election Petition was withdrawn.

The House then resolved itself into a Committee of Ways and

Means for the consideration of the sugar duties. The Chancel-

LOR of the Exchequer moved that these duties be continued

for another year, when Mr. Roebuck moved an amendment
to reduce the duty on foreign sugar to the rate of that now
levied on colonial sugar. After a debate in whicli Mr. Gordon,

Mr. tjladstonc, Mr. Lubouchere,Lord J. Russell, and Sir R. Peel

joined, the amendment was negatived by a majority of 41. Mr.

Labolcueke then moved an amendment reducing the duty on

foreign sugar to 30j. per cwt., and on colonial sugar to 205. per

cwt. This was opposed at considerable leugth by Mr. Gladstone,

and negatived by a majority of Hi. The resolution was then

agreed to, and the report ordered to be brought up on Monday.
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IVood Pavement.—At a meeting of the Marylebone

vestry, on Saturday, the long agitated question of wood-

paving in Oxford-street again came under discussion. We
stated in our last, that at a vestry meeting on the previous

Saturday a resolution was carried, in opposition to pre-

vious resolutions of the restry, that no further -wood-

paving should be laid down in Oxford-street, or the sub-

ject entertained, until the expiration of the present

contract with the Metropolitan Wood Paving Conapany,

whickdoes not terminate until the year 1845. In conse-

quence of this decision, a public meeting of the inhabitants

of Oxford-street was held, at which resolutions strongly

condemnatory of the conduct of the majority of the vestry

who had carried auch a resolution were passed, and at

which it was determined that the vestry's opinion should

at once be tested upon the question of paving or non-
paving Oxford-street with wood, from Wells-street to

Vere-street, A meeting was consequently held on Satur-

day, and considerable interest having been excited by the

question, it was very numerously attended. Mr. Joseph
moved, and Earl Mauvers seconded, the non-confirmation

of the minutes of the preceding meeting. The question

was put, and the non-confinnation declared to be carried

by a majority of 50 to 26. It was then moved that the

report of the committee accepting the tender of tlie Metro-
politan Company to pave Oxford-street from Wells-street

to Vere-street forthwith with wood, be adopted. On a

division the numbers were—For the motion, 36 ; for the

adjournment, 15 ; Majority affirming the immediate car-

rying out wood-paving in Oxford-street, 21. Mr. Thomas
then gave notice that the vestry, having by a large

mnjority affirmed the principle of wood-paving, he should
move at the next meeting that the entire streets of the

parish of Marylebone be paved with wood.
,

Puhlic Meetings,—On Tuesday meetings were held of

the Courts of Aldermen and Common Council, at which,

after the communication from Sir J. Graham to the Lord
Mayor, announcing the attempt on her Majesty's life had
been read and ordered to be entered on the journals of

the respective Courts, it was resolved unanimously that

addresses should be ^iresented to the Queen congratulat-

ing her Majesty upon her escape from the recent attempt
on her life. The Courts were very numerously attended,

the proceedings excitiog considerable interest, and the ad-

dresses were carried by acclamation. It was also resolved

that addresses be presented on the same occasion to

Prince Albert and the Duchess of Kent—The half-yearly

meeting of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company has been held, to receive the report of the direc-

tors, and to declare a dividend for the six months ending
the 31st March. The report stated the receipts of the com-
pany for that half-year to be 3,900/. in excess of the pre-
vious half-year ; that 11,402 shares of 50/. each had been
subscribed for ; that the paid-up capital of the company
amounted to 400,787/. I04\ ; and that instalments to the
amount of 1693312/. were available for the further ex-
tension of the company's operations. It also stated that

1
703 additional shares had been subscribed for in India,
where a favourable feeling towards the nndertaking had
been manifested. The Hindostan steam-ship, of 1,800
tons and .520 horse power, would, it was reported, proceed
to take up her station between Calcutta, Madras, Ceylon,
and Suez, in Sept., and the Bentinck, of similar size and
power, would soon follow for the same destination- It
was stated that arrangements for improving the transit of
passengers aud goods through Egypt were in active pro-
gress, and thatTresh assurances of the support and co-
operation of the Pacha of Egypt in effecting them had

been recently received. A dividend of Z\ per cent, for

the half year was declared, and the report was adopted

unanimously*
Review ill Hyde Park.—On Wednesday morning a

review of the Guards -took place in Hyde Park before

Prince Albert the Colonel in Chief, the Duke of Wel-
lington, several general officers, and a numerous staff.

His Royal Highness arrived on the ground at 8 o'clock,

when the regiment was drawn up in line. The Prince,

accompanied by his staff, having closely inspected the

troops, took up a position in another part of the park,

when the regiment marched in slow and quick time. The
two battalions then went through a variety of evolutions,

with which the Prince expressed himself much gratified.

The concourse of persons at the commencement of the

review was not great, but before it terminated the numbers

had considerably increased. His Royal Highness and the

Duke of Wellington were loudly cheered as they left the

Park.
Several improvements

are at present making in Westminster. Vincent-square

is to be inclosed with an iron railing, instead of the pre-

sent wooden fence, and the interior is to be planted. The
centre will still be retained for a cricket-ground for the

Westminster scholars, Rochester-row is to be repaved,

and the carriage road raised Jo make a more commodious

entrance to the squares and streets erecting in the neigh-

bourhood. The Dean and Chapter are also erecting a

church in Chapel-street^ on the spot where the chapel

formerly stood.

New Houses of Parliament.—Tlie progress of these

buildings has been very active since the late disagreements

among the workmen. It has now arrived at the first tier

of apartments, aud the corbels for many of the windows

ah'eady display numbers of shields, charged wifh the Royal

arms of England before and after the Conquest, together

with those of the Royal Continental houses with which the

present reigning family is allied.

9robnutal Kebs.

Metropolitan Improvements.

Bradford.—A serious explosion of fire-damp, attended

with loss of life, occurred on Monday, in a coal mine at

Dudley hill, near this town. It seems that a man was

engaged repairing the shaft of the engine pit, when sud-

denly an explosion took place, and he was thrown up to

the mouth of the pit, a distance of sixty or seventy yard*

and, falling back again to the bottom of the shaft, was

killed on the spot. The explosion was so violent that the

report of it was heard at a considerable distance ; the

covering of the pit was carried away, and the buildings

in the vicinity shook, it is said, as though ^rom the effects

of an earthquake. Another miner, employed in a different

part of the pit, was so seriously injured that he is not ex-

pected to recover.

Brighton.—A public meeting has been held in this

town for the purpose of petitioning Parliament to insert

in Sir J. Graham's New Poor Law Bill a clause exempt-

ing this town, and other places governed by local acts,

from the operation of the rules and regulations of the

Poor Law Commissioners. Mr. J. Cordy was called to

the chair, and was. supported by Capt. Pechell and Lord

A. H&rvey,the borough members. Mr. Folkard first ad-

dressed the meeting, and, after a few remarks, moved the

fust resolution— ** That the town and parish of Brighton,

having on various public occasions expressed their decided

opposition to the introduction of the Poor Law Commis-

sioners into this town, the present meeting emphatically

reiterate that opinion, under the conviction that Brighton,

from its population and importance, was entitled to retain

its self-government under a local act." The resolution

was seconded, and carried unanimously- Mr. G. Demp-

ster then rose and addressed tlie meeting. He said that

Government were endeavouring to deprive this town 01

their local act, the operation of which had given universal

satisfaction both to the ratepayer and the poor, for the

mere sake of the abstract principle of uniformity, which

the Commissioners had themselves been obliged to give

up. After some further remarks condemning the different

clauses of the New Poor Law, Mr. Dempster concluded

by proposing a petition to Parliament, praying that this

town might be exempted from the operation of the orders

of the Poor Law Commissioners. The motion was

carried unanimously ; and the Chairman was directed to

sign the petition on behalf of themeeting. It was then

moved that the borough members present the petition,

and that the members for East Sussex be requested to

support the prayer. Capt. Pechell, M.P., said be w^a*

opposed to the Bill both in principle and detail ;
and he

would endeavour not only to mitigate the severity of tp

law, but to abrogate the power of the Poor Law Coronois-

sioners. He was not only opposed to the introduction

the power of the Commissioners into this town, but to

tlieir power altogether ; and be should feel it his duty to

take every opportunity of dividing the House in every

stage of the Bill. Lord Hervey said he should ^^"^^^^(^

concur with his colleague in endeavouring to prevent tn^

town from being placed under the power of the Poor l>a

^

Commissioners.—The report which appeared in the
'^^."Jj

ing papers of last week, announcing the death of the r.

of Coventry, and which was noticed in our last numoer,

proves to have been unfounded. It originated
^^^^^^l^^

apprehension on the part of the correspondents 01 ^^
papers, occasioned by the fact that a relative of J»|^^^^

ship, T. D. Coventry, Esq., of Greenlands, near Wemey

on-Thames, died on the day mentioned. The iiari o^

Coventry has for some time been in a declining ^^^,

health ; and this fact appears to have operated m causu b

the misapprehension.
- oAid to

.Burn/tfi/.^Iateliigcnce of a serious character is^
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have been received by Government from this town and I

tieighbourhood, wliich occasions fears for the continued
peace of the district. It is^ stated that the guardians of
the union have represented to the Secretary of State that
the distress is beyond their means of relief; that thev
have 12,000 persons on their books, and must leave the
matter m the hands of Government, The accounts add
that Sir J. Graham has sent down a special commissioner
who has apphed to Government for ^500, which has
ah-eady been distributed

; and that more is required, and
will be immediately forwarded. The cause of the distress
appears to be the^ depreciation in the value of manufac-
tured goods, and the inability on the part of the labouring
classes to procure work of any description. It is stated

^
that the artisans wbo are in full work only earn 3^ 9rf
per week. On Sunday, 20,000 people met at Enfield

-

and great apprehensions of an outbreak' appear to be
entertained. ^

_

Dudiet/.—The tranquillity of this town and neighbour-
ing district has not yet been restored, and the last few
days have furnished fresh proof of the determination of
the colliers to persevere in their resistance to the
terms proposed by the masters. It seems that on
Wednesday morning information was conveyed to the
magistrates of this town, that a party of colliers had
proceeded to Shut End, about midway between this place
and Stourbridge, with the intention of cutting the ropes
at the colliery. The magistrates at once gave orders that
the mihtary should be put under arms, but it was some
time before they could be assembled, in consequence of the
presumed tranquillity of the neighbourhood having led
the officers to take up their quarters in different parts.
Considerable exciteraent was raised in the town from the
a^ivity which prevailed among the non-commissioned
officers, and serious fears were entertained by the in-
habitants. In a short time, however, the troons as-
sembled, and, accompanied by several magistrates', pro-
ceeded to Shut End, where the acts of violence intended
had already been carried into effect, but unattended by
any other serious consequences. They then proceeded in
search of the offenders, but they had succeeded in makin
their escape, and have not yet been apprehended. It is
stated that the number of persons now^ out of employment
in this district amounts to 15,000. Of these 14,000 are
voluntarily absenting themselves from work, and the re-
maining 1,000 are deterred from accepting the terms of
the masters by the threats of their fellow-workmen, and
are consequently reduced to a state of great distress.
liases,—A vestry meeting has been held in this parish

for the purpose of making a church rate ; a subject wliich
appears for some time past to have caused a good deal o{
excitement in «ie town. The Rev. Mr. Hale, curate, took
the chair. One of the churchwardens brie.fiy stated the
necessity which existed for a rate to be made, in conse-
quence of the extensive repairs required in the belfry and
ether parts of the church. The motion having been
aecouded, Mr. J. Hunt rose to oppose the rate, and moved
tile following amendment :—*^That all compulsory enact-
ments for the support of rdigioiis institutions were con-
trary to the principles of Christianity; and that the
question be adjourned for a twelvemonth." The amend-ment was seconded, and a long debate ensued, afterwhich the question was put to the meeting, and the rate
^eciared to be carried : the numbers for the amendmentoeing 21

; against it, 42 ; majority for the rate, 21.
JLenc/aL-A local paper states in proof of the extent ofpauperism m this town, that in 1831^, for the quarter end-

375

fll'l'V.V^'"^ i
*^^t the effect of the alteration of the

land, and if this meeting had not been held it might havebeen said tha the hop-growers and farmers of thit county
7'2 f^r^'^^^ to the proposed change, which was [farfrom being the case. He then went into some details,
and said he had no doubt that hops could be grown
abroad for 50^. per cwt., and that the average price of
hops in this country would never ezceed-4^. per cwt.; that
they were all aware such a price would not enable them
to carry on the cultivation of their lands, and the conse-
quence must be that a large amount of agricultural labour
would be thrown out of employ. The noble Lord con-
cluded by saying that the Tariff would, in his opinion
prove ruinous to the country; and he regretted to see that
a Parliament, which was returned, in a great measure by
the agricultural constituencies of the empire, should have
sacrificed those whose interests they were bound to have
protected. Several other gentlemen addressed the meet-
ing, and finally the resolutions were put and carried una-
nimously.

I^ewcastle—In consequence of representations recently
made to Government by a deputation of coal owners from
this town, and other coal districts, it is said that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer has intimated that, having
given the subject full consideration. Government are pre-
pared to recommend that the duty on the export of coals
to foreign parts be fixed at 2s. per ton, and not at 4s. as
first proposed : the duty to be uniform on all descriptions
of coal.

Nexvport {nie of Wight).^li\ our last we gave a re-
port of a public meeting in this town on the subject of
church rates, when a motion for the imposition of a
rate was strongly opposed, and the sense of the meeting
being taken, it was declared to be lost. A poll was tlien
demanded, which has since taken place, and terminated
as follows :—Against the rate, 1C5 ; for it 73; majority
against the rate, 92.

NeiL'ton—A public meeting has been held in this town
for the purpose of considering the propriety of addressing
Sir J. Graham on remarks made by him during the late
debate on the New Poor Law, stating "that the informa-
tion from the Manchester Union was that it worked well
in the out-townships." Mr. N. Varley, one of the High
Constables, took the chair. Mr. J. Leigh, a manufac-
turer, first addressed the meeting. He commented on
the statements of Sir J. Graham, which he reprobated in
strong terms, and said that he should move that a letter
be sent from the meeting to Mr. Grimsditch, the member
for INIacclesfield, putting that gentleman in immediate
possession of the facts, so that he would le enabled to re-
fute the statements of Sir i. Graham in the House of
Commons.

long continuance under water.—A contest has taken place
in Portsea on the subject of church-rates. At the vestry
meeting last week a rate was proposed by the church-
wardens, and strenuously resisted by the meeting. A poll
was finally demanded, which terminated in the loss of the
rate

:
tlie numbers being, for the rate, 768 ; against it,

1,318 ; majority against the rate, 550.
7f^i;K/6or.—Wc have stated in former numbers that

the extensive kitchen-gardens belonging to the Crown>
comprismg the gardens at Cranbourn and Cumberland
Lodges in the Great Park, theTVIaestricht gardens fn theHome Park, and the Royal kitchen-gardens at Kensington,
are about to be immediately consolidated into one spacious
kitchen-garden (containing between 20 and 30 acres of
superior arable land), now arranging under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Ingram, in the grounds attached to
i^rogmore Lodge. In consequence of this arrangement,
the whole of the building materials, including five spacious
hothouses, gardeners' sheds, and other erections at Cran-
bourn Lodge, have just been sold by auction, by order of
the Commissioners of her Majest/s Woods and Forests.
As soon as the new gardens at Frograore are brought into
a state of cultivation, the Maestricht gardens will be
thrown into the Home Park, from which they are now
divided by a high hrick wall, some hundreds of yards in
length

; and the gardener's house and the other buildings
will be disposed of by the Woods and Forests. The new
gardens will comprise an extensive grapery and pinery.
The whole of the forcing and hothouses will be heated
upon a novel plan, by means of hot water, and will extend
in cue line to the length of upwards of 1?50 yards. Close
to these will be erected a residence for Mr. Ingram, the
superintending gardener, with a spacious conservatory,
according to the original plans, on either side. Tjif gar-
den is now enclosing by a substantial brick wall, 12 feet
in height, which will afford great facility for the cultivation
and rearing of wall fruits. The whole of the ex]>cnses
incurred by these extensive imiirovements will be met by
the disposal of the site of the Royal gardens at Kensing-
ton, which will be let on building leases. It is calculated
that the ground-rents will realise a sum amounting to
between 28,000/. and 30,000/.—A few days since some
interest was excited in this town by a public exhibition of
an unusual character. A Signer Duvalla performed tlic

feat of walking on a tight rope over the river, upwards of
300 feet in length, and nearly 50 in height at one ex-
tremity, in the presence of a great number of spectators.
It is also stated that he has announced his intention of

ing in March, there were in this township alone 618
paupers; m 1840 the number was 953 ; in 1841 it in-
creased to 1,091 ; and in the same quarter of the current
year there were no less than 1,351, which, with the addi^
tion of 154 for Kirkland, made the number of 1,505
inaividuals, or one-eighth of the population, receiving
reuet, in 1839 the expenditure for this township alone
was. tor the March quarter, 614/. Us. h/. ; in 1840,
oxj/. 45. 6d.; in 1841 it rose to 911/. Qs. 5J. ; and this
year Id amounts to 1,059/. 10^^ lid.
Matds£one.~A meeting of hop-planters and owners,

and occupiers of woodlands in this county has been held,
lor the purpose of taking the sense of the county upon
tlie protection now by law given to the British grower of
hops; and upon the injury to be apprehended from any
alteration of the law upon that subject. H. Hoare, Esq.,
«igh Sheriff of the county, presided. Mr. Whittaker, in
proposing^ series of resolutions to the meeting, observed

V i!^^
Proposed alteration in the duty on hops was one

Which would affect their interests most materially ; and
ne had formed part of a deputation appointed to wait on

th^*-
•

'
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ subject, when Sir Robert told them

ntV i!
'^^^ could show any peculiar risk or ground upon

^nich the present almost prohibitory duty ought to be
contmued, he would attend to it. They had accordingly
»nowu hitn the risk incurred in the cultivation of hops,
'^m blight and other causes, and also that the proposed
alteration could not have any material effect upon
^he price of beer, and that it would only benefit the
speculator

; at the same time pointing out the ruinous
tendency of the proposed change. Notwithstanding,
however, these representations, Sir Robert Peel, he
*aia, had carried out his scheme ; and he was of
opmion that they ought not quietly to acquiesce in it, but
that it was their duty to protest against it. He then pro-
Poted the resolutions, which stated that the meeting
^ewed the change in the law with great apprehension.
**e concluded by entering into some details, and hj ex-
pressing an opinion that the effect of the alteration in the
auty would be to destroy entirely the cultivation of hops
Ja this-couutry, and cause the whole supply to be taken
«"0m foreign countries. Lord Torrington seconded the
rewltttiQiDi, and naid that be cQacurred mOx th« opiaioni

Mr. D. Boote said that he. should object to
such a letter being sent to Mr. Grimsditch ; he should
move as an amendment " that the meeting should petition
for a total repeal of the law." He was afraid that Sir J.
Graham and his party were intending to pass a worse law,
if it were possible, than the previous one. A long dis-

cussion ensued, during which several of the working men
addressed the meeting, expressing themselves in favour of
a strong remonstrance to Government, praying them to

withdraw the measure. This, they were of opinion, would
be the best answer to the statements of Sir J. Graham.
It was ultimately agreed that the amendment should be
withdrawn, on condition that a petition for the total re-

peal should be sent to Parliament at the same time. This
was agreed to, and the motion that the letter be presented
to Mr. Grimsditch was then passed. A petition for the

total repeal of the New Poor Law was subsequently
adopted and signed.

Ojpford,—Public attention has been excited by a new
subject of controversy which has sprung up in this Uni-
versity, and which has already created considerable inte-

rest. It appears that in 1836, Dr. Hampden having been
appointed Regius Professor of Divinity, drew upon him-
self the censure of the College by the publication of

certain doctrines contained in a sermon published by him
some time before. A large majority of the members of

Convocation condemned Dr. Hampden's doctrines, and
deprived hjm of the usual privileges of his office, by dis-

pensing with, or rather discountenancing, that attendance

on his lectures which had been regarded as a necessary

qualification for holy orders. In this position the Uni-
vd^sity bus since remained with respect to the Professor

of l)ivinity. Dr. Hampden has denied, subsequent to as

well as before bis condemnation, the heterodox inference

drawn from his writings, but has not recanted them ; and
the University censures have continued in force up to

the present time, the Regius Professor remaining destitute

of his accustomed authority in the University. It seemi
that it is now the intention of the Heads of Houses in the

University to propose the withdrawal of the censure

passed on Dr. Hampden. It has been announced that a
motion will be proposed to Convocation summoned for

Tuesday next, the object of which is to abrogate the

statute of May 5, 1836, and to re-instate the Regius Pro-
fessor of Divinity in all the privileges annexed to his

office. The proposal is expected to meet with consider-
able opposition ; and the result of the contest is looked
forward to with great interest.

Porhmouth.—During the past week the operations

against the wreck of the Royal George have been resumed,
and a considerable portion of the loose timbers have been
brought up and landed at the Dockyard. It is expected
that during the summer the wreck will be so completely
removed that the anchorage will be quite clear. A long
brass 24 -pounder, that formed part of the armament of
this ill-fated ship, has been mounted on the King's battery,

on a carriage made from a portion of the wreck. Thegun
wa» cut in 1743, and appears to be little iBJttrcd by iti

making an ascent and descent from the Little Park to the
top of the Round Tower of "Windsor Castle, if he can ob-
tain permission, in the ensuing month.

Railways.—The following are the returns of the principal
railways tor the last week :—Brighton, 3,09t*/. ; Blackwail,
lylOiL ; South AVestero, G,828J. ; Great Western, 14,1 17/.

;

Northern and Eastern, 1,452/. ; Greenwich, 2,188/, ; East-
ern Counties, 1,087/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,111/.

;

York and Morth Midland, 1,C54/. ; Great ^'orth of Eng-
land, 1,438/.; Midland Comuies, 2,922/.; North Mid-
land, 4^43ti/. ; Birmingham and Derby, 1,254/.; Man-
chester and Leeds, 5,200/. ; London and Birmingham,
ld,255/. ; and Manchester and Birmingham, 700/. An
ofBcial circular has been forwarded by the Board of Trade
to the directors of the different railways, stating that their
attention having been drawn to the practice of locking
the doors of railway carriages in consequence of the recent
disaster on the Paris and Versailles Railway, their Lord-
ships have referred the subject to the Inspector-General
of Railways, Major-Gen, Pasley, who has reported to the

followiiig effect :—** That his opinion is decided that pas-
sengers in a railway carriage ought not to be shut in by
locking both doors, without the power of getting out,

though it is proper and useful to lock all the carriage

doors on the off side towards the middle of the railway,

where they might be crushed by a train moving on the
other side ; .that if the passengers have the power of get-

ting out on the near side of the train only, it may be the
means of saving their lives under many circumstances,

wJiich are too obvious to require explanation, and that
the opposite practice of locking up the passengers is said

to have caused the loss of many lives which might other-

wise have been saved in the late lamentable catastrophe at
Paris. That the practice of locking both doors has been
adopted by one or two companies in this country, from a
belief that it is safer to deprive passengers of the means of
jumping out when the train is in motion ; but that this

precaution is of little use in the case of third class car-
riage passengers, who travel in open carriages, and can
seldom be of use except in the case of persons reckless
from the effect of liquor, ur-devoid of common prudence,
in which case any accident that might occur would be
justly attributed to the individual himself, while, in the
cas^ of lives being lost in consequence of the passengers
being locked up, the blame would be properly attributed
to the directors." A reference to the late accident on the
Paris and Versailles Railway, together with that which
occured in Oct. last on the London and Brighton line,

also induces their Lordships to recommend that, where it

is necessary to employ two engines in drawing a train,

care should be taken not to use engines of different power
and construction, and especially not to place a four-

wheeled engine immediately In front of one with six

wheels* It is understood that the directors of the Great

Western Railway have decided on discontinuing

lystem of locking in the passengers.

the

f

jyuhlin.

IRELAND.
It is stated that every arrangement I^ been

completed with GoTcftiment and the board of worts, pre-

liminary to the commencement of the railway line betwwn
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The accounts from the provinces are
•ng The
be Tcry favourable for the agriculturists,

corn crops throughout large districts of Limerick

Clare, aod GaiJj, are -rT"/l^!:'!Al"^".: !!""'.'

•Ute, several fields of v^hcat already runing into ear A

fJwdsTS since a large field of meadow hay was cut near

Loo-hPea. The Tipperary papers state that the recent

Taria'ble weather, fluctuating between copious showers

and warm gnn shine, has been peculiarly favourable, and

that the spring corn is coming up with great vigour and

fre=.hness. Potato pluutiug and turnii> sov\ing are pro-

ceeding well, and tiie reports of the May fairs continue

fafourable.— The Repeal Associatii^a held its weekly

meeting on Monday. The proceedings, howeverj which

consisted in the reading several letters, present nothing of

interest. Theweek's rent was announced to be lOo/. '3s, bd.

h\ the Prerogative Cour^ on Wednesday, Dr. Radcliffe

pronounced judgment in the case of the Deanery of St.

Patrick, for the vacancy in which there are two claimants

i^the Rev. Dr. Wilson and the Rev. Robert Daly. The

case has been long litigated and has created some interest.

The point at issue was the admissibility of the votes of the

Archbifthop of Dublin and the Rev. Dr. Todd for Dr.

Wilson. The judgment of Dr. Radcliffe was in favour

of the Rev, R. Daly, who is consequently now dean of

St. Patrick.

; /Ti/Arrmy.—The neighbourhood of Johnstown in this

county was thrown into some excitement on Sunday, by

the report that Mr. George llealy, a gentleman of large

property, residing at Violet Hill, had been burned to

death iu his bed, and a great portion of the house con-

.fiumed. An inquest has been held, at which it appeared

that some labouring men, passing the house at the time,

heard the servant calling fur assistance, and perceiving the

'building to be on fire they entered the house, the front

door of which th(^y found open, and on proceeding to Mr.

llealy*3 bedroom discovered that gentleman in his bed

burnt to death, A barrel of gunpowder which, however,

had not ignited, was fountl open within three yards of the

corpse, being only partially covered with a piece of brown

paper thrown over it, and another barrel of gunpowder

W99 discovered in the adjoining room. It appeared that

Mr. llealy had been in the habit of reading iu bed, and

having his candle burning till the morning. It was sup-

posed that the candle fell and set tire to the bed clothes.

The suspicious circumstanre attending the case is that of

the hall door and one of the lower windows being found
opeu, which the housekeeper deposed were shut when she
went to bed after deceased. It also appeared that a
wicker-gate in the rear of the house had been forcibly

broken open. The evidence was of a conflicting character,

and leaves the matter in rnn-'^erable doubt. The verdict

was as follows :
*' That dtcei^sed was found

bed on Sunday morning, the 2!)th in>t., b\it

death was caused by acciitcat 04 ^lUerwise,

means of ascertaining.

"

Tipperurf/.—The local papers inform us that there are

aome indications of impi^.^ment iu the peace of this

county ; and .since our last, there appear to have been

few oofr ^ s or disturbances of the peace. The same
papers mention that the Roman Catholic clergy have ren-

dered themselves obnoxious to the disturbers, by their

exertions to draw away tlie peasantry from the illegal

societies.

SCOTLAND.
Edinbv jh.—On iMonday, the general assembly met

and pronounced a sentence, suspending from their judi-

cial functions in Presbyteries and all the superior church
judicatories, till the first Wednesday of March next, the
foUo^ving reverend gentlemen, viz. :—Drs. Bryce, StirHng,
and Grant, the Revs. J, Robertson, A. Cushnie, G. Peter,
C. Hope. J. Wilson (of W;i];^ton), J. Cook (Haddington),
and the Rev, Mr. Hill (of Logieport) ; and they hare re-
served for the considerat'ou of the commission Mr. W.
Mearns, minister of the Royal Bounty Church at Gien-
rianes—the son of Dr. Mearns of Aberdeen. Next fol-

lowed the deposition of tlje Rev. D. Wilson, of Stranraer,
Ott the ground that he had applied to the court of session
for an interdict against the Presbytery of Stranraer, be-
cause there are in it a quoad sacra minister and elder—
the said Presbytery acting at the ; ae time iu direct and
avowed defiance of an injunction from their ecclesiastical
Bupenors. In the evening, after a variety of unimportant
matters, Mr. MidOleton, the minister of Culsamond, and
the majority of the Presbytery of Garioch, ^vho had
ducted him, were again called to the bar ; and after s
discussion, their case was referred to the commission

dead in his

whether his

we have no

in-

'€ato.
Court ow Cux^cnnr^Ilogers r. ^ .'Xebrook. ~Thi^ was

appeal against an order of the Vice- Chancellor of England
rectin? a sum of I,o:)0?.. the amount received upon a poli

'

" -:!irance, to he paid iuto court. The platnUff was mortWee of
premises beionj?m?r to a party of the name of Ifuiit, a miliwriKht
and the policy was effected in the Phccnis-office, for theaddi'
tional security of the money advanced, in the joint names of th

an
dU

f

tloned, the Court would not assume illegality, which must be

precisely proved. The aUcgation here was not sufficiently sup-

ported, and he could only vary the order appealed against by

reducing the amount to he paid into Court, which must be done

within one month,
'

™i_ ^ i. i.

Vick-Cuancbllor's Court.—Adams v. Adams^^The testator

in this cause gave all his real and personal estate to trustees, for

sale and distribution amongsc his children, "subject, nevertheless,

to the dower or thirds at common law of his wife, Jane Adams.

The real estate of the testator proved to be vested m a trustee,

and his widow was not therefore dowable of any part of it. The

question was, whether the widow was entitled to any interest

under the will, as manifesting an intention of the testator

that she should have so much as she would have been en-

titled to if the trust had not interposed. The Vice-ChanceUor

said, that it was an extremely hard case upon the widow

;

but the Court had no power to make a provision for her

which the testator had not made. The question which the

Court had to determine was whether anything was given to the

widow, and that must be found either by express words or by

implication. If a testator recited in his will that he had given a

party a legacy, and it did not appear upon the will that any legacy

was actually given, the Court was in the habit of looking upon

the recital of the gift as sufficiently expressing the intention and

amounting to an actual gift. If, on the other hand, the recital

was that the party had already some interest in the property inde-

pendent of any gift from the Testator, it could not be said that

by such a recital a gilt was intended; for the very expressions

used would show that the testator must have thought there \vas

no necessity for his entertaining any such an intention. The gift to

the trustees was to be subject to the dower of the wife, and it was

probable that the testator intended that his widow should not be

without some provision; but suppose it had been subject to some
debt or charge which the testator thought he owed, or that a

stranger was entitled to, and it proved there was no such debt or

charge, it plainly could not then be said that he intended to give

to the stranger that which he had devised his estate under the

impression that It was subject to. The Court could not look to

the degree of relationship which existed, and by that means en-

deavour to spell, from the circumstances, an intention to confer

a benefit which the testator might or might not have entertained.

It was said at the bar, that the children were nearly of age, and

were desirous that the widow should not be unprovided for; they

might therefore have it in their power to make an arrangement,

by which any intention the testator might have had in favour of

his widow would not be defeated. The Court could not hold that

she took any interest under the words of the will.

Rolls CovKT.— De Feucheres v. Daues.—In this case a bill

was filed by Julien Victor Baron de Feucheres against the alleged

next of kin of his late wife, who was a subjecbof Great Britain.

The plaintiff, in consequence of his having survived his wife,

claimed to be entitled to snch part of her property as she had
brought into settlement, or such as had been substituted in its

place. The settlement was made in France, according to the

French form, but she died domiciled iu England. The defendant,

however, denied that the Baron de Feucheres had any claim to

the property, and alleged that he had been legally divorced in

France du corps and des biens. A suit, however, had been insti-

tuted in the ecclesiastical covu-t respecting the right to admi-

nistration; and as the property was outstanding in the hands

of third paities, this suit had been instituted to obtain a re-

ceiver pending the proceedings in the ecclesiastical court, and
further asking that, upon the appointment of an administrator,

the rights of all parties might be ascertained and the property

administered in this court. To the latter part of the prayer the

defendant put in a demurrer, in support of which it was insisted

that the question would be determined in the ecclesiastical court

when the court decided to whom of right administration ought
to be granted. Lord Laugdale said that the bill was filed with
two objects : the first was to have the property protected during
the lilrgation which wa*: pending iu the ecclesiastical gourt—that
was not ohjected to by e ^ Tcndant ; but the second object was
to have the rights of tue parties determined after a personal
representative had been appointed. If the fate of the demurrer
depended on the question whether the right to the property
could be determined by the adjudication in the ecclesiastical

court, on the right to the representation, it could not succeed;
but it could not depend upon that question. It did not appear
who was the administrator; and iu the absence of anyinformation
whether the administrator, when appouited, would refuse to ad-'

minister the property in perfect coiiforaiity with the rights of the
parties interested, the demurrer must be allowed. It also might
eventually be necessary to have all the evidence taken in this

court, and facts adjudicated upon; but at present the necessity
did not appear.

Court of Queex's Bench.— The Queen v. Aimes.—T\i\^ was
an indictment against the defendant, a gentleman of fortune in
Dorsetshire, for stopping up a pathway, which was alleged to be
a public pathway, and which led throughhis park, situated in the
neighbourhood of Lyme Rej,ds. The case was tried some time
since at the assizes for Dorsetshire, and the jury returned a ver-
dict for the prosecution. A rule had afterwards been Bbtained to
set aside the verdict, and have anew trial; and this rule had been
made absolute. An application had since been made to the court
to give some directions as to costs. The Court decided that the
rule was to be made absolute on the payment of costs.
The Queen v, the Churchwardens of St. Murtin''s-in-fhe-Fields.—

Lord Denman delivered judgment in this case. The churchwar-
dens and overseers of this parish had, under the provisions of the
local act which regulated the rating of the parish, imposed a rate
upon a private box at Covcnt-garden, which Miss Burdett Coutts
held under a lease originally granted to the late Mr. Coutts. The
question depended on the meaning of the word "tenement,"
which was used in the act ; and the Court was of opinion that
this word, as there employed, would apply to a private box at the
theatre, and the judgment must therefore bcin support of the rate.

CouiiT OF Staxnaries OF CORNWALL.— [Bcforc Piincc Albert
(the Lord Warden^ Lord Langdale, Lord Brougham, Sir J. Wig-
ram, and Baron Parke.]— TAomoa v. Vice and Dennetts.—On
Monday his Royal Highness attended at the above court, which
was held in the Council-room, at the' Duchy of CornwalLOfhcc,
Somerset House, and proceeded to deliver judgment iu the above
cause, which had been deferred from the 24th ult. His Royal
Highness was attired in green Genoa velvet robes, lined with
crimson satin, trimmed with ermine, with a deep collar of the
same material. His hat was of crimson velvet, turned up with
ermine. The Court was greatly crowded. The case was an ap-
peal by the defendants from a decision of the Vice-Warden of the
Stannaries Court in Cornwall. His Royal Highness read the
judgment, which was to this effect: That the plaintifTs original
petition was in the nature of a bill of equity, on which the judges
had given an opinion, in accordance with which would be his
(Prince Albcrt*8) judgment. His Royal Highness havhig read the
petition and demurrer, argued in 1S38, proceeded to say, that the
plaintiff had no ground for an application to a court of equity;

in the King s road, Chelsea, were re-examined, charged with havintr

robbed their employer of a number of valuable geraniums and other
plants. The principal feature in the case was the improper beha-
viour of two beer-shop keepers, who, knowing that the prisoners were
iu Mr. Dennis's employ, had received the stolen property. Mr.
Dennis, ou Sunday last, missed some handsome stock planla, which
were not intended for sale, and, on inquiry, it was ascertaioed thata
geranium, value 10s., had been- sold to a man named Davis, the pro-
prietor of the Pine Apple beer-shop, King's-road, by prisoner Bayca,
and that Haijgerstone had left two jessamines there. On proceeding

to another beer-shop in the same neighbourhood, kept by a man
named Freeman, some other geraniums were found. On theformer
examination, Davis said he was sure in his mind that Bayes had not
stolen the geraniums. He was sure he did not know anything about
the jessamines, as hiawifetook them in. Theothcrhcer-shop keeper,

Freeman, appeared equally desirous of screening the prisoners, and
could not say in any way how the plant? got into his possession. He
said he went to bed one night, and they were not there, and the next
morning when he got up they were. Some geraniums had been
broken by some parties, and he supposed they were brought there in

their stead. A policeman stated that since the last examiuatiou he
had found some of the gerEiniums at a baker's in the Fulham-road.

He asked them how they got them, and was informed they had given

Davis, the beer shopkeeper, four shillings for them. Davis came into

the shop the moment after, and in the presence of the baker and hi«

wife admitted that he had bought them of the man Bayca then in

custody. Davis was questioned on the subject, and declared he had
bought the four plants produced in Covent Garden Market and not

of Bayes, as he had before stated. Prisoners declared they knew
nothing about the plants. But evidence having been given that they

had already admitted haying taking the ten 10s. geranium and jessa-

mines, they were remanded to give time for the attendance of a neces-

sary witness.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALLS, Tnunsday.—There have been several dtfalea-

lions in the settlement on the late Derby ; one party is said to have

failed to the amount of 18,000/., and the absentees and unpaid balances

have been numerous. The following bets were laid in the course of

the afternoon ;

—

ASCOT CUP.
Even on Mr. Ramsay's Lanercost (laid to about 500/.)

5 to 2 agst Mr. Orde's Beeswing {laid to about 100/.)

air. Combe's The Nob
Sir G. Heathcote's Bokhara (300 to 50 laid once)

ST. LEGEB,
Col. Anson's Attila (taken)

Mr. Ramsay's Cabrera
Mr. Bowcs''s Meteor (20 to 1 laid once).

the Queen's Vase at Ascot:—Beeswing, Pannakeen,

BosphoVus, Albion, Jack, St. Francis, Eringo, Adela fill.v, Yorkshire

Lady, Eaglesfield, The Nob, Rosalind, Wuley Hamet.

plaintiff and Mr. Hunt. A fire occurred, amd the p.monnt of I
^^^> whether it regarded the restoration of possession, or of the

the ioss wag assessed at 1,090/., which was paid by the office to
the assignf'cs of Hunt, who bnd l>c ne bankru-t. The claim
of the mortgagee was disputed, on the ground that h' . -rity
had been obtained on a osurioua con^iderR**^n. mc hr.ni
Chancellor, in delivering judgment, observed that as regarded
the sum of 590/., he concurred in opinion with the \icr-fhan-
cellor, and that sum must be y.iUi into Court by the a . „-nccc.
The policy was for the benefit of the mortgagee, and the amount
received upon it, in respect of the premises contained in the
mortgage, must be applied for his repayment. As to the remain-
ing 500/., that was paid by the Phoenix-rfficeascompeiujation for
jnachinery destroyed, which had not been the subject of mort-
grage. His Lordship added that the sj^ecial circumstances did
not qualify this decisioii, for as to the usurious transaction men-

ore unsold, or an account of the ore disposed of were required,
the remedy must be sought in a court of law. No distinction
could be drawn because the claim was for the produce of mines.
The Vice-Warden had dccidcfl that a court of equity had concur-
rentjurisdicU^ii with a court of law, which was contrary to the
principles of equity. He had. however, relied upon precedentsm his (the Vice -W^ardcirs •. :rt, bui which were not so nume-
rous as to decide thequeHtiou. His Roval Highncsa c*jndudeti
h, aymg, " I thmk no such jurisdiction cxista ; and my judg-ment is, that the \ - Warden's decree be reversed, and the de
murrer in the court below allowiMi."

POMCE.—On Thursday, at theMagiirtwites' Court, Que^n Square
two gardeners, named Henry Bayes and Benjamin Haggeratone in
the employ of Mr, Dennis, an extensive fl<>ri»t, carrriDg qq business
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17 to 1
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MARK LANE, Friday, Ji/ne 3.—Since Monday the supply

of AVheat from Essex and Suffolk has been moderate, yet that

day's currency was with difllculty maintained. The free Foreign

is a very slow sale, but the same prices are demanded. The fine

weather has produced a flatness in the trade for bonded, and

there has been about 3700 qrs. entered for consumption in Lon-

don during the week.—Bailey, Peas, and Beans are unaltered in

value, but Oats are in demand at Is. advance, in consequence of

indifferent accounts from Ireland.

BRITISH, P£B IMPEBIAL QUARTKR.
Wheat, Essex, Ivent, and SntYolk . . . "VVIdte

- Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yoikshire . . .

Barley IVIaUing and distilling

Oats, LincolnBhire and Yorkshire . . _' . . PoJaiids

Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish i eed

Rye • . .

Beans, Mazagan, old and new
Pigeon, Heligoland . . <

to 10 fcB

6tt to 58

£2 toes
16to £4
m lo 31

8 10 SO

t, s.

Red AOloGO
W hite ti)\ii:

Grind. 20 If £5

Feed ]b 10 Si

Pi.taio 17t3£5
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PeaSf While

April ss
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t
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^^ 20
_- :s7

24 to 32 Tirlt

31 to 40 Winds.
aito34 JUaple

30 to 34
£3to 35 Hairfw 28to37
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WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVEKAGBS.

8 week*' AKgregate Aver.

Wheat. 1 Barley- Oats Kye.
60 7 27 3 19 3 8s n
61 27 7 19 1 31 7

GO 8 87 * 19 33 3

69 9 26 3 39 6 31 3

CO 9 25 11 19 6
1

32 4

61 10 25 11 19 7 33 7
^— „,—

,

_
60 9 26 9 i 19 5 23 4

Duties 12 1 10 7 t 10 6

neans.

30 9
31 6

81 8
•31 9

31 7
32 1

"si 7

10 6

31 3

32 1'

30 7

31 3

31 4

30 11

31 2

10 fl

ARRIVALS IN THE RlVKR. LAST WEEK.

Enjflish
Irish .

Foreign

Flour,
5792 Sks. —
210 „ —
1034

Brla.

>j

Wht.
4593

6687

Barl.
3428

Malt.i Oats.) Rye.
6245 41 9J

IU145
2483

Bl)6.

771

10

Feai
96

xviat-
GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.

IXSOLVENTS.-J. H. Clark and H. C. Farrow, Iving WiJUam-street

merchants—R. B. Thompson, Wood-street, Cheap^ide, ivareho«seinan-t*- "•

Smyth, Vaushall-walk. Lambeth, "surgeon—G. Balding, Beading, BerKsmir,

coal-dealer—T. Long, Beaufort-place, Chelsea, coal-merchant.
coal-

J. Quaife, Nonh-pnd, Fulham, brewers-W. Chappelotv, ^^^S^'^^^r jouit'
cutter—C. S. and W. Heywood, Manchester. wareliotiJemen—O. V\ •

»'
^.

ridge, Sunderlaml, iionmoneer—W. Harper, Cowper's-court, Cornnui,

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS. .

shire, cattle-dealer-J. Fraser, Marki-...,
burgh, dealer in furniture—P. Rattray, Glasgow, m
hurgh, goldsmUh—J. Smith, lirange Mill, Forfarnhii , ,

Paisley, thread-manufacturer—Rev. A. Nisbett, GlasROW, publisher

J. A]lardefi,Raich and f^rKiie. A^er^^^":

inch. Fifeshire, v^hlisUi^T. Dun. |d.^_

nv. fTlrt^o-nw. mason

—

J, " *^/^ ./ r„..ir

re, yarn-tniller-K.Jats,

ith, Mr';?'BTRTHS.-On the 23d uU., at Latvmer Cottage, Hainin^rsniith,jwr -^^^
E. Cook, of a dauRhter-On the 31st ult., the lady of J. T. P^^^P^V^ SjJpntV

otadauRhter—On the 28th ult., at Woodbury, Horneey-green-Iane,
tdenhorouHh, of a son.

ih! P f
^^ jr«»TS. Brad»i:»v and Evaks.- Lombard-street, Fleet "

,1
the Frecinciof Whitefriars, in the City of London, and Vuh)i^h^f ^^'^^^es,

Edfir 4 f^^e"i.ement« and ComiaunicaUons are to he addre-ieo

»s
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Amateur's Garden •

Annuals, hall-hardy, to plant .

^\quaticfl, Ifood ...»
Pacius^ Dew * • < .

t aU'e'v^^i^i A Srandishi « •

Chec'e, Schabzij^uer, to flavour
Chemistry, LetJtiire on
Chii:kcn5, lucure crop in ,

Climate, to produce arlilit-ial .

Cranc-rty, to dr^.troy - ;

Cucumbersy to improve
Uahlia?, dt'Stroyed by l\'ire-

English Cottage • .

Epideadiuni Cinuabarlnuin ,

Fiancifcea laiifolia . •

Ooldham's Nursery, noticed
(;rooin'9 Nursery, noticed •

Hartue^', Mr,, account of *

Hflleb^'re, it* .effect on Caier-

Houllotia Brocklehurstiana
Hydrani^eas, treatment of
Kashmir Floating Gardens
Libumum, new .

Larth, entraurdinary vitality of
Blina lobata . , . »

Price 6cL
JLAS
364 b

364 a
369 b
307 b
3-i6 c

369 a
365 c
3fi5 c

367 a
369 b
365 c

365 b
3(J7 a
2G7 a
36tf c

367 c

Bfl7 c

3C7 6

36,7 ^
set; c
3fi9 b
307 b
365 b
365 a
366 c

N U 'M iiE K.
News,. Botanical • . ,
Onion, Druse . . _ , .
Otochilus liisous ,

roar-trees, to pnine
Peas, cause of mildew in .

Plants, Chemical analysis ,
Podctheca Gnaphali ides.
Poison, danger of atrewinc
^ about
Poiter'a " SVoid or two on Gu-

ano,"rev
Prangus, to introduce
lUmpion, its treatment .

Hose, everlasting . » .
Koaes for a wall ....
S*>ciety, Pelarf>onium
Spirits i.f Tar, effect on Carrots
iobacco-smoke on Vines
Trees, Forest, tu prune .— to prune - . . .
Trimmer's PracticHl Chemistry
„ '^^ V
lurnips, 10 preserve in winter
Vipurs, to catch
Wall, Stone, fui Fruit-trees .

U'aierer's Nursery, noticed .

367 b

367 b

366 e
369 6
365 6
3e4 c

S67a
n r.

364 c

868 b
S65 b
3()4 b
363 a
369 e
363 b
365 b
369 b
365 a
863 b

367
365
365
369
367

e
c

b
b

c

1st.

s. rf.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND
IVT EMBERS of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
XtX SOCIETY of ENGLAND who expect to be able to attend
the Meeting of the Society at Bristol in July next, are requested
by the Local Committee of that place to transmit their names to
Mr. Jami-s MARiioNT. 15. Corn-street, Bristol, in order to aid
the arraiigemeiits which the Local Committee are making for
the commodious reception and comfort of the Members at the
ensuing Meeting. , James Hudson,

London, May 27, 18J2. Secretary.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND
MEETING AT BRISTOL.

HE SOCIETY'S SHOW of CATTLE, IMPLE-
MENTS, &c., will take place on Tliursday, the 14th of

July next, and all persons intending to exhibit Stock, Implements,
or other articles, are requested to observe that all CkpvTificatbs
or Entkiks must be sent to or lodged with the Secretary, at the
Society's house, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, on or before
Tuesday, the iJth of June, and that no entries wiU be admitted
after that day. A bill of the Prizes offered, and the printed Forms
of Certificate, 8iC., can also be obtained by applying to the Secre-
tary, at the above address-it being particularly requested that
all parties making such application will specify the kind of Stock,
&c., which he intends to eiiter, in order that the proper Certifi-
cate Forms may he sent accordmgly.

By order of the Council, Jajies Hudson,
London, May U, 1842. • Secretary,
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TV/TANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
-^'-^ TURAL SOCIETY.

Patroxs.
The Right Honourable the Ear! of Stamford and Warrington.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Wilton,
Sir Thomas dc Trafford, Baronet.

PRKSIDKXT.
The Right Honourable Lord Francis Egciton, M P

A GRAND EXHIBITION of FLOWERS, PLANTS. FRUITS
and VEGETABLES, will take place at the Gardens, Old Trafford'
on Fnday, the 24th of June, at 3 o'clock in the Afternoon inhonour of the Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, the Members of which have Uqc admission on
presentation of their Tickets.
The Hereditary Members, Annual Subscribers of Two Guuieas

and Annual Subscribers of One Guinea, have Free Admission'
on presentation of their Tickets.

'

The following Frizes will be awarded for the be st specimens —
FIRST CLASS. 1st. ^~2d: ^\ 4th.
Pinks, &c.

Purple laced . . , .

Red laccd
Black and White
Best collection of Pinks of 12 .

Ranunculuses, Dark Self
Ligiit Self . . , .

Striped ....
Yellow edged or spotted .

White edged or spotted
Dark grey or purple shaded
ES, Red, Crimson, or Blnsh

Moss . , . .

Wliite Moss . . ' .

Single Moss
Park Rose ....
White Rose . '.

Red or Blush . .

Marbled or Striped
Double Yellow ,

Shigle Yellow
Best collection of Roses

appointed by the CouncU, whose decision shall be final.—Judges will
be selected at the time of the meeting; and they will Le requeMed to
pay no attention to the numljgr or value of the prices thcv awurd, eo
that the Bpcciiiieu» be better tban usually gr- j ; and tlioy will he
particularly requebted to ^!i^e their attf ntic n to the growth and h: ' 'is
of the plants, and ...ito make any award when Fper="ens do not
appear worthy

; the prioci|Mil object of the Council being to reward
tne success ot the skilful gardener, and to pn^mote more extensively a
knowledge of the practice and theory of gardening.-Thcre will be

** " ons in the course of the season, of which due notice
S. E. CoTTAM, Secretary.

will be given.

3il.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
''THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OFJ- ENGLAND are desirous of receiving TENDERS from Inn-
keepers, Confectioners, and others to contract for any one or all
of the three following supplies, to be furnished at the Society's
Annual Country Meeting, to be held at Bristol in the ensuintr
Mouth :

—

'^

iht. A COLD DINNER for 2,400 persons, with a Pint of Port
or Sherry to each, on Thursday, the I4lh of July.
„,?;' ^^"^ ;;^. R^l'^RESHMENTS for 300 Ladies, in the Gallery
of the Great Dnung Pavilion, on the same occasion.

,,
^^- ^^}^^^ 1>INNER for 6oo persons, with Dessert and a Bot-

^.v^ii ,"*;i. T^\'
'"^ ^*'*^ Victoria Rooms, Bristol, on Wednes-uaj , uie iJtn oi July.

Further particulars may be obtained by applying to Mr. Mar-
T.^'^^WP''^'''^^^^^' Bristol

J or to the Secretary of the So-"ciety, 12, Hanover- square, London, to the latter of whom the

^r?™?^f''!
be sent m on or before Tuesday, the 21st of the

lowesfl^iS'^^^^
""^^ ^°^ binding themselves to accept the

T ...H
^^,^^^" *^^ the Council, James Hudson,London, June 1st, 1842. Secretary.

Aci^T T..^ NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS,
SELECT FLOWER SHOW will take nlace on

no... 1 e "^l^
^^'^ ^^^^ of June, in the Grounds of the Roval

ileulah Spa, Norwood. The followmg prizes will be awarded on
I lie occasion :— •

For the 3 best collections of 24 Greenhouse Plants 1st. 2d. 3d.m Howcr ... 6/3/1/For the 2 best collections of I2 Geraniums .' ' 3/.' 1/.' -
iror the 2 best collections of 12 Fuchsias in flower 1/. lo*. ~
Th Ai!^'.

^'^^ ^^ given for Specimen Plants and Cut Plowers.

r«rH
^^'"^^"^^ f^f the St. Ann's Society Schools will visit the

fr^r.
^" *^^^ ^^^'- '^^^'o Bands will be hj attendance. En-

irdnces must be made before Friday, the l/th, to insure room.

othJr ^-^"^"^ ^^^^® Collections, 55.; lor Geraniums, 25. 6rf. ;wier suhjects, U-, each. Address to the Clerk, at the Beulah Spa.

pUOYDON^ SOCIETY.
Flow

FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
The First Exhibition for the Year 1842 of

cjock, P.M., till Six.

crs o?Snh't.?K^'''"'^"^='^^^''^"^^-' t-'J^il^^i-en 6rf. The Gardcn-

mtis aftpr r- '? ^"""^ C9ttagers exhibiting will he admitted
i-riz s n nv 1 f

'\^1"^^- Tickets of Admission and Lists of the

Hcnbrov't- ^- T^ ^^ Messrs. Cosnetts, Mrs. Ebbutt's. and Mr.
Co '^\L^\

High-street, Croydon; and Messrs. Ackermann and
- *' "'^^^^» where Subscriptions and Donations will be received.

12 distinct varieties, do.
Double Scarlet Stock

White do
Purple do. . . ,

New variety , .

P^ONV, cut flowers .

AvEMONKs pan of 1 varieties
SECOND CLASS.

Orchidaceae—Best miscella-
neous collection .

Single specimens
Stove Plants—Best miscellane-

ous collection
Single specimens

Greenhouse Plants—Best mis-
cellaneous collection .

Single specimens
Cacti
Ericas
Pelargoniums, Dark , . ^ .

I'i&bt . • . . .

Calceolarias . . . .

Fuchsias
Azaleas
Ornamental Plants
Hardy Shrubs . . . ,

Herbaceous Plants . .

Basket of Plants
Basket of Flowers ,

Best miscellaneous Dessert
Pines, brace . . . '

.

single
Black Grapes, 2 bunches .

Coloured Grapes, 2 bunches
Melons, brace ,

Peaches, plate .

Nectarines, do. . ...
Apricotp, do. . , ,

Strawberries, do. , .

Cherries, do, • , ,

Gooseberries, do. .

Currants, do. . . ,

Raspberries, do. . .

Cucumber, brace fruit
Rhubarb, 6 sticks . ,

Mushrooms, dish . ,

Peas, do
Beans, do. . . . . ,

French Beans, do.
Caaliflowers, brace . • .

Cabbage, do. . . • .

Carrots, bundle of 12 .

Turnips, do
Lettuce, brace ....

THIRD CLASS.
To NurNcrymen>nd Dealers, for

best Collection of Miscella-
neous Plants
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|)ROMLEY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The-^ Second Exhibition for this Season will Uke place in tU«
Grounds of the White Hart Hotel, Bromley. Kent, on Saturday
the 18th inst. Admittance (for the Subscribers and their friends?
at Two o'clock. ^
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2

1

1

1

"DRISTOL AND CLIFTON GRAND DAHLIA
--' SHOW.-The above Show will take place on Monday
September 5th, when the following uumbcr of Prizes wiU be
given :

—
Nurserymen; ofen to all England ^ the be^ 24 dissimilar

blooms; 3 Prizes.

Amateurs ; open to all England ; the best 1 2 dissimilar blooms

;

3 Prizes.

Amateurs Uvmg within 4 Miles of Bristol i 9 dissimilar blooms

:

4 Prizes.
* Subscription to each Class IOj. No Exhibitor will be allowed
to take more than One Prize in each Class.
Further Particulars maybe known on application to Gborge

Mj^atvahu, Hon. Sec., Full Moon Tavern, Broad-st., Bristol.
June 7th, 1842.
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ARAUCARIA 1MB RI CATA.—W^. Skirvixg,
-*^^ Walton NcRSKnv, Liverpool, begs leave to offer to the
Public his extensive Stock of this interesting hardy Tree, at the
following Prices, viz.—

3 years' old from Seed
3
4 „

W. S. also offers fine Plants of Araucaria BraziUensis, 2^ feet
high, at 42*. each ; and some very fine specimens of that most
beautiful of all trees, the Araucaria excelsa, five to six feet high,
at Ten Gumeas each. The above Plants are all in pots, and can
be sent safely to any part of this Kingdom, or the Contmeut,

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.
MESSRS. W. and F. YOUELL beg respectfully to

inform the Nobility and Gentry who are desirous of en-
richiug their Arboretums and Plantations with this truly orna-
mental and hardy tree, that they are offering fine strong Plants,
2 years old, from seed, in pots, at 5«. per plant, 60s. per dozen,
or 20/. per lOO, which ihey will warrant perfectly hardy, having
had several hundred standing fully exposed to the severity of the
late winter, without receiving the slightest detriment, in a situ-
ation completely open to the uorlh-easterly gales, and within
500 yards of the wash of the sea.
Those w^io are unacquainted with the habit and description of

the above can ohtaui an engraving, taken from a plant in the
Arboretum of the Earl of Orford, together with a description, by
enclosing 4 postage stamps. To be obtained also of their Agents,
Messrs. Flanagan and Co., 9, Mansion House-street; and cf
Messrs. Noble, i^-, i^ef-street, London.

CEDRUS DEODARA.
Fine Plants of this elegant and ornamental hardv tree may also

be obtained of Messrs. W. and F. Y., at the iollowing prices :

3 years old, from seed, 9 to ii inches, 84^. per dozen.
2 „ „ 5 to 7 „ 03s. „

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, May ig, 1842,
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ROSES.
RIVERS, Junr., respectfully informs his Friends

• that his Collection will be in full blow Irom the 16th or 20th
inst. The Collection is of much greater extent, and, he flatters

himself, will prove this season more interesting Uian any previous

th
Trains per Northern and Eastern Railway rtfn from Lcudon a§

_._e following hours, stopping at Harlow and Sawbridgeworth
Stations alternately, both of which are equidistant from the
Nursery, viz., one mile:— Morning:, 8 o'clock, ^ past 9, i pa&t U ;

'Afternoon, i past 1, i past 3, 4 past 4, and 8 o'clock.

Sawbridg^eworth, June 9th.

M

(0 030 20 10

For

jROYDON PINK SHOW A SILVER CUP,
BLoo^Mi^of^^^^-J^-^^^^^'-^^ ^^ ^ PRIZE forthebest 12Dissimilar

Anni
tair.

AoJ}^r ^^'rance, 5s. each.

Jun w^ **"^ ^^ ^^ ^^^'^^^ oner before Jun« 25th, to B. Henbrey,•'jms beedsman, Hon. Sec.

at the A
^1^^"^^ vbeedirngs excluded), otek to all Engiand,

rlacp-^f A^"^?i
BxLibition of the above Society, which will take

Junt^-th ^"^^^^^^'^^ Green Dragon Inn, Creydon,on MONDAY,
"pej.th. Entrance. .^s.*a/.>i

'^^•V>'^T FLORICULTURAL and HORTICUL-
WiUbe n^ ^, SOCIETY.-A Prize of 10/., open to all England,
the rLoi^'^*'^ ^^ the Exhibition, to he held July the uth. at

rate \fZ*^P^^^^^^^' ^^- Peter's, (Two Miles distant from Mar-
^'ursirvm ^^^^ Miscellaneous CoUection of Flowering Plants,

hibitinp-
'^' ^^*^tl«^"iP>»'s Gardeners, and others, desirous of ex-

tbe Sorrpfnl
particularly requested to signify their intenUon to

Virnl ^'' ^" ^^ ^^^^re the ;th cf July,
^^^age, St. Peter's, near Margate, J. G. Hodgson.
N B ^N.T ^^^' '^^^' Hon. Sec.'"• rso piauts admitted for. competition after 1 1 o'clock.

Regulations for Exhibiting.
The subjects of Exhibition will be divided into three classes :-

the first class, any one may compete,—lot the second class, Amateurs
and Gardeners may compete,—and for the third class, Nurserymen
only are to compete—Prorf«c//o«* ma^ be CJthibitedfrom any part
of the kingdom, Kiih^r for sale or competition, free of any charge

;

and each Exhibitor will be allowed oce ticket, admitting him at six
o'clock.— Specimens for exhibition or competition, forwarded from
the country, addressed to the Secretary, with instructions, will be
duly attended to; and he will see that they arc properly staged,
without charge, and returned to the contributor.—Exhibitors of
flowers in pans will he required to label them with their proper
namea.—As very fine specimens are often produced, in particular
situations and seaaons, premiums will be awarded to such specimens,
if they are worthy, though not mentioned in the schedule.—All speci-
mens exhibited for competition shall have been in possession of the
Exhibitor at least two months prior to the day of exhibition.-No
one person will be allowed to win two prizes with the same variety,
in the same class.—No prizes will be awarded for Fruits and Yege-
tablcs, unless fit for the table.—Specimens intended for exhibition
must be at the gardens, and a list given to the Secretary, containing
the names of the PlanU, Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, not later
than nine o'clock; and all productions must be placed in the several
classes, and all labelled with their proper names, not later than elevcu
o'clock: after which time none will be allowed to he staged. The
specimens must remain staged until seven e'clcck, when they will
be delivered to the Exhibitors.—Any deviations from these rules will
lead to the productions being treated as if not present.—If any dider-
cnce of opinion should arwe oetwccn the judgte, &b umpire shail he

ROSES.
ESSRS. PAUL & SON, Florists, &c,, Cheshunt,
Herts., having been requested by many admirers of the

ROSE to give notice when their Collection would be in the greatest
perfection of bloom, have the pleasure of announcing the Present
Time, and flatter themselves, that whoever visits their grounds will

be highly gratifled.

To the numerous company who honoured them with a visit last

season they beg to intimate, that their Collection this season will

prove doubly interesting in consequence of the numerous additions
of new and tine Roses received from abroad.
Cheshunt is only 13 miles from London, situated on the highroad

from London to Hertford and ^Vare, being a delightful carriage-

drive from the West End, either through the green lanes and Theo-
bald's Park, or through Tottenham and VValtham Cross.
The Northern and Eastern Railway also afl'ords a cheap and expe-

ditious method of reaching the Nurseries, trains running from Lon-
don to Waltham Cross in the short space of half an hovu, from
whence a coach runs to the Nurseries in ten minutes.
N.B.—The trains run from the station, High-street, Shoreditcb,

eight times daily, and return eight times, ail stopping at the Walt-
ham Cross Station.

Cheshunt Nurseries, June 11, 1S42.

H
NURSERY GROUNDS, GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD, HERTS.

LANE and SON respectfully beg to announce to

the NobiUty and Gentry, admirers of FloricuUure, that

their collection of ROSES, comprising almost every known va-

riety, will be in FULL BLOOM ou or about the 20th of JUNE
inst., and for richness of colour and exquisite fragrance will

equal, if not surpass, anythhig of the kind ever produced in this

Kingdom. .

H. L. and Son's extensive collection of named Hcartrease ana

splendid Seedlings are now in Uieir most ^andy atOie.

Berkhamp-tcad is 2b Miles from L. ton-square, from wii^«~c «

Traia vstoppuig at the Berkhamp
hours of r and 9, a.m., and Half-]

tivcly returning at 54 minutes pasi „
nutes pa^f ll, and 39 minutes past 1 !, a

Perf^ '

,^d Station: leave at '

'

k 3. and ^, v'^'f res^c-

g muiutes pa-/ ; '^^^„ ^

4, and 22 minutes past S, p.ai .iug- the di>tM^<'^ ^w way

i^ ^ ho.tr and tw^ty minutes. The ^t tnOns^^'^^^'^l

«'
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1\
TO THE AMATKl'RS OF KDSE^.

rOODLAxNDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, near

rCKFIELD, i>rssEX.

wn I r \\r WOOD and SOX have the honour to announce to

their FH^nds an? the^^^^^^ i" general, that their

^nriv^^^a'^ ^°""^^^:J ?f
ROSES consisting

of nianr thou-sands. botli Standards and Dwarfs, cultivated on

UDwardsof 14 Acres, and comprising every variety known that

is worthy of cultivation, are now in splendid bloom, and will con-

tinue flowerinc nntU the end of the Rose season.
^

W, VV. and SOS beg to state that their collection is not sar-

rag^d by auy otlier in Europe.

Coaches to tewes daily from the ^Golden Cross, Charing- Cross,

pMMBmg through Mare^field.

Woodlands, June lOth.

LIUUM LANCTFOLIUJ

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-
• moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and Public,

that he hftft a fine stock of LiUum lancifoUuin, Album, and Punc-
tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.

He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

ery, and can be had on application.

TO NURSERYMEN AND
TAMES PAMPLIN. Nui^seryman, Walthamstow,

E:..'-ex, beM to acquaint Nurserymen and Amateurs that his

SPLENDID VbUARGONir::s, which have been so much and
imtly admired, viz. — r Imntrr-^. Camilla* Van Amburgh,
Anna, Alice Grey, ikc. Iki:. ^c. ; together with many New and
Splendid Seedlhtfr?! not yet in the pu:;.^ession of any other person,

are now in Bloom, and may be seen at his Nursery.
Waltharastow, June gth, 1843.

*

NEW AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.
MESSRS. YOUELL continue sending out their splen-

did Colhclion of the above by post, free, and without the

slightest risk of injury, to any part of the United Kingdom.
For particulars, see their advertisement in the Gardeners*

Chronicle of the 2lst of May.
Messrs. V. liave just published a new Catalogue, with prices, of

their Collection of the above beautiful tribe, containing upwards
of flO superb varieties, including all those sent out by various par-

ties this season ; it can be obtained of them by enclosing a postage
stamp.
They beg to call the attention of those residing at a great dis-

tance, to the advantages of their mode of executing orders for

tl Plants, as it not only avoids the expense of packing, car-
riage, &c., but secures the g^'^'^^^pst despatch.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 9th, J842.

WILLIAM MAY begs to announce that he is now
sending out his SIX NEW FUCHSIAS for 30.s., and his

SIX NEW CALCEOLARIAS for 42.?. "Lady Constable" Cal-
ceolaria, if separate, at 21*. each; this plant will be sent post
free. He has also a few collections of his splendid SPANISH
CHRYSANTHEMUMS left. Descriptive Lists may be had on
application.—Hope Nursery, Leeming-lanc, near Bedaie, York-
shire, June lOth, 1842.

CHEAP SHOWY PLANTS FOR FLOWER-BEDS.
\\71LL1AM BARRATT begs to offer to Floricultu-
' T lists, as below, CALCEOLARIAS, GERANIUMS, VER-
BENAS, tUCHSlAS, PANSIES, DAHLIAS, and other free-
hloomiug Garden fclowers, at is. to 6s. per dozen j strong Plants
ready for planting oat, A fine collection ot the above plants in
named sorts, as well as other Greenhouse and Herbaceous plants
for Rooms and Greenhonses.
About lO.OOU CiREENUOUSE HEATHS and EPACRISF.S, in

fine health ; worthy the attention of the Amateur and Nursery-
man.
*»* NATURAL GRASSES foi permanent pasture^ in selected

sorts. Persons ordering these should give the quantity of ground,
the bituaUon and quality of the soil, and for what purpose
wanted ; doing this they may rely on having the proper kinds,
and at not above one-third more expense than the old mixtures
of ITay-sceds, which arc very uncertain in pr'

' cing good Herb-
age. Also, DWARF LAWN GRASSES j as much seed as will
sow 100 Sfjuare yards for from Ss. to 4*.
Wakcficid Nursery, May 18-12,

DARKSI3URY NURSERY.—Messrs.PROTHEROE
-i"-* and MORRIS are instructed to offer to Public competition,
on the Prcn-es, Thcrnhili Road, Barnsbury Park, Islington, on
Monday, June 13, 1842, and following day, at \i o'clock (if not
previously dfsposed of by private contract), the desirable LEASE-HOLD NLK6ERY; alsothewhole of thechoiceGREENHOUSE
PLANTS, consisting of the newest varieties of Geraniums
Heaths, Camellias, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Clematis Seboldii'
Daphne. Heliotropes, Verbenas, Salvias, &c. Four newly-erected
Greenhouses; several Pits, Frames, Hand-lights, UtcnsUs in
Trade, Sec,

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

JOHN WALKER, 40, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,

London, having been for many years extensively engaged in

Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hot-houses, Con-

serA-atories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot- water, either

in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of

heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be

given both in town and country, where he has successfully and

satisfactorily applied it Baths fitted-up and heated in a superior

manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-

tuality and dispatch.
'

_

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved pnn-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. andE. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D, and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amohgst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. andE. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticultuiists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Ba i ley have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to public .notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and,which may be seen at their manufactory.

T)R1TANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
~f .

^» Princes-street, Bank, London.
This Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,

4_\ict., cap. IX^, and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of
Life Assurance, m their fullest extent, to Policy-holders, and to
present greater faciUUes and accommodation than can be ob-

iSrUiJ^i^^^^';?'^*''^';
^^ ^^''''^''^ superiority of its plan, and

^n^^^^hfv^S >
^'^^^ l^^^" proved, in-

F^^lJl ^ ^^T extraordinary and unprecedented success.EXteact from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of 100^. for whole term of Life.

^""r «^ Premiumjayable during
"

Remainder
of Life.

^2 3 8
' 2 17 6

4 3 4

A liberal commis^o^JS^^^f^^

and large Rooms, fitted up withl^e above ^^^^improved and scientific methods
^PP^fatus on the most

W.WALKERandCo. aateofMosley-strcet,Manchestrr^ \..^toftnuonnce that they continue to execute w;;KthTab^v!description,m which they have introduced a varirtyof impoJ^^^improvements of a -^^tusfactory nature, espedauTtoHXl^tS
rists. They have appUed this principle on a more e^te^i?:•cale than ha^ ever been hitherto adopted at the stnpend^nrco^
fiervatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke ofDevonstee"and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the mollcomplete success. *"woi

They have also succcssfuily applied C. W- Tmiiams' Patent
^S^u ^""^"^f^e *o t^Pir toilers, sud have made arrangements
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,and removes the nuisance and di^fi-urement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.

^^il^.!?^^"^^^^" ^^^^y ^^^ ^^'^« United Kingdom with
l«mctuahty aad despatch.^33, Brown-strect. Manchester.

J
SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

invented a most simple and easy contrivance for shading Horti-

cultural erections. The principle upon which it acts is so simple

and efifcctual, that it only requires to be known to be universally

adopted. To he seen in use at most of the London Nurseries,

and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chelsea.
r

FLOWER PROPS, of Wrought Iron, made upon an
approved principle, in lengths of 2 ft. to 8 ft. Also, Garden

Engines, Greenhouse Syringes, improved Watering Pots, Fumi-
gating Bellows, Grass and Border Shears, Pruning Knives and
Shears, and all other Horticultural Implements, upon the most
advantageous terms, at TrudeU and Edwards's, Wholesale arid

Retail Ironmongers, 46, Leadenhall-street, London.

GARDEN SEATS, FLOWED STANDS. WIRE M OLK,
GREENHOUSES, &c.

JCRIPPS, No. 11, Markham Place, King's
• Road, Chelsea, Wire Worker by special appointment to her

Majesty Queen Victoria, the Dowager Queen Adelaide, and her
Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent, begs respectfully to inform
the Nobility and Gentry that he has at present on hand, the largest-

stock in London of Rustic and other Garden Seats, Chairs, Stools,
Tables, I lower Stands, Mignonette and Plant Boxes, Wire Work
of every description, as Arches for walks, Flower Bordering, Trainers
for plants, &c. &c. J, C. also constructs Forcing Houses, Conser-
vatories, Greenhouses, Verandahs, Alcoves, and Summer Seats,
Invisible and Hare-proof FenccB, Gates, &c. ; in short, almost every
decorative appendage to the Rural Iletidence.

Flans and Estimates submitted for works in contemplation.
Blinds of every dtsciiption made, repaired, altered, or painted.

WARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES. '

'^PREGGON AND Co., ZING MERCHANTS AND
-1- MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET, and 57, GRACE-
CHURCH-STREET, City, beg to inform the NobUity and Gentry,
that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on
Ward's principle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners' C/ironicle} with
plain and ornamental stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc Fanlights, Skylights, and Gothic
Frames for Conservatories, Hothouses, Forcing Frames, &c.
Garden. stand Frames, Engines, Watering-pots, Flower Labels]
Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Eaths, &c. &c. Experienced
workmen sent to al! parts of thekingdora, for covering with Zinc
Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas, &c. &c.

'

rPHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-*- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEVv EN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. SHBwiix having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bruig this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and econojnical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; ^lessrs.Loddiges',
Hackney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place: Mr. Knight'^
King's road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter: and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

>

^rO FLORISTS. nORTlCtXTURISTS,AMATEUR
-L GARDENERS, &c.-CLARKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST for
the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, Pineries
5:c.: the application of this COMPOST will add greatly to the
beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden Inmaking new Gardens it wUl be found invaluable- it has Icn^
been in use in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Price One Guinea per
bag, contammg tMO cwt., sufhcient for a good-sized garden for
one year. °

Also, PrcVf^rcd HAIR DUST. This Prejaration will effectually
preserve Flowers, Plants, Bulb-roots especially, from the ravages
of worms, grubs, and all kinds of crawling insects From its im
perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per bag. Address, Stanbridge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf Kine-'s
Cross; or Henry Clarke, seedsman, 86, High-street, Borough.

^UTrS BEE-HIVES- . ......„x.uun
-^ '' begs to announce that he has prepared for the cresent sp«

hnri%'",r ^^"^^P^ ^'""'^ Improved Bee-Hh^sjn which are em.
Sent fMtw"lr^""r ""''*/

'•
^^ ''""^ '^^ ^^'^ authorised

Sst Lr^hL-^ '« "''°"t^^^'^'"'' "''•^ ^^^ P«bUc generally

m ac" ordZp^>l ^^^ "'''^^^^ ^^^^ "^^^ conceive to be made
^mes wK.I^tLH^^''*'^lP'^''"P'^' "f ^^^ Inventor, from
arrinv^awv ri.. T^ I?'*'

his name
; in such cases purchasers

?^rf"ctS~^w'^ '^r^
disappointed, the aprnratusbeinff im!

Kroved C^uTe'^^t^-, Sf^'s^.fL^.^''"- \- also a variety of

taatefnUv marf« a^w '
^^*''^ Hives, R:c. &c., which are vcrv

th^ boneV^I'bT?^^^ \^*^^ garden, from each of^Ucl
stroyrng thett ^ ^^ *""^ *^ "^*^ season without de.

Apiarian Depdt and Honey WarehouHe ni Ui^y^ h^iu

*•* NUTT ON BEE8 (*th editiOByncw Published.

GEORGE NEIGHBOUR

WANTED as FOREMAN, a Steady, Acti^7~y^
. - Man, who has a general knowledge of Plants, an'd n-nrt^?

stands the Management of Vmes and Kitchen Gardening
Apply personally to J. G, Bruce, Florist, Upper Ham rn^T
Kingston, Surrey. *'*^^>

WANTED, in a Small Respectable Family, a Man and
his Wife, (without incumbrance,) as GARDENER n h

CDOK, to reside in the House. The Man will be required rn
Brew, and to Milk occasionally. The Wife, in addition to bcinp
a good plain Cook, will be required to Bake, and to take charirl
of a small Dairy,—Apply by letter (post free) to F. H. S Gar
deuers' Chronicle Office, Charles-street, Covent-garden. " *

AS GARDENER.—A gentleman wishes to procure »
SITUATION for an active young man as GARDENER,

aged 26, who has lived with him in that capacity for upwards of two
years, and whom he can strongly recommend for honesty, sobrietv
and good principles. He understands hothouses, greenhouses kit-
chen and flower garden, and the management of stock. Direct to
W. H., Messrs. Burrup and flight's, 36, JiOmbard-street.

W""
ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER,Tp^
aged about 50 years, who is thoroughly acquainted with

his profession, in which he has heen very successful ; he is a first-

rate grower of Plants, Forced Fruits, &c., as well as a general
Gardener, and is well versed with Ornamental and Forest Plant-
ing. He is a married Man, with Two Children. Terms 75/. a-year
with House, Coals, &c. found.—Address W, B. G., Post-office'

Korthallerton, Yorkshire.
*

WANTS a SITUATION as UNDER GARDENER,
a Young Man, 20 years of age, who has been 5 years in

one of the most respectable London Nurseries, and who is well
acquainted with Greenhouse Plants; his present object is to im-
prove himself in the Forcing Department under the tuition of a
respectable Gardener.

Direct, stating particulars, F. F., at Mr. Halley's Nursery,
Elackheath.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Middle-
aged Man, who understands his business in all its

branches. Can have a six years* character,—Apply at Mr. Gre-

gory's Nursery, Cirencester ;- Messrs. Maulc, Bristol; or to

A. B., Post-ofhce, Shirehampton,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, 32 years of age, who perfectly understands the

Management cf Pine;s, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and

Flower Garden. Can be well recommended. — Apply to Mr.

Pressley, Gardener to Robert Boyd, Esq., Plaistow Lodge, Brom-

ley, Kent.

T7 DWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
J-^ Isleworth, Middlesex, respecfully infoims Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-

servator^' Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgings for garden paths may be seen in use at his house

upon application to the gardener.

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, &c., FOR THE GARDEN.
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock

• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortmentof

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower- Garden and Grcenhoase,hegs to snhniitfor

the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-

cultural pursuits his numerous psttenis of FLOWER Bi^SKETS,

TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN AKCHES,

SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility

stand unrivalled. ^.^rr-c
Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,

FUMIGATOitS, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT, with

every other Implement.
Gamk and Cattle Fexcinc in variety.

SION NURSERY, near Beulah Spa.—TO BE LET

or SOLD, a Dwclling-House, Six Acres of Garden Ground,

excellent Hothouse and Greenhouses, ^c—Apply to Mr. Fhgnt,

1, Adam-street, Adelphi.

DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALCULJ^,—As Spring ap-

proaches, the larvfe of DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS are pro-

pagated in infinite multitudes, and impregnate with niilhons ot in-

sects the very air we breathe. J. BEAD begs to inform every person

interested in the practice of Horticulture, that he has made consi-

derable improvements in his ENGINES and MACHINES^ for tne

purpose of destroying those Animalculse which make such dea y

havoc on aU choice Fruit-trees and Plants at tHis season of the yeai^

The- above are fitted with tubes that will hear any degree of P';^*^^

required, and are water, air, and steam proof. From 31 years P

tice in Horticulture, and 21 years In Manufacturing and Ip^P^*^*^
/

Engines, J. R. can warrant them the best adapted for ^^eabo^e pu

poses of any hitherto made ; the valves being solid spn«fi''*!^

are never liable to he out of repair, even in the hottest chmar

Manufactured only by the Patentee, 35, Regent Circus, Uccaui j,

where they may he seen and proved. , uis-ad'i
N.B.—None are genuine except stamped with the words, J^c

Patent.''

In Monthly Nos., Bvo, with Four bemdifttUy- coloured
Plates,

Price 25. 6rf. r^rtMi mV
AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTAjN^.
The Number for June. 1842, contains highly-fimsheatj

ings of Epidtndrnm phwniceum, Fvchsia f^ordifoha, I'poeii

^
rophijUa XdT. Major, ziiA Clerodrndron splendens^

• AocayiaZ
on Gardening as a science; Advantages of

'^^"^^*^"^^;p,iitural
Flowers; Tender Climbers for Summer Purposes 3

tiorit^,^^

Notices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leadmg ^^' ^^j.

Periodicals for May. and of those in flower at the ^""^J^p^pndW
ban Nurseries and Gardens j together with a complete vtu

of Monthly Operations for the Garden.
i«,,rpd olates,

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coioux^ h ^^
and twenty. four pages of interesting and useful letter-pi

admirers of flowers are requested to observe— coDse-
1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, ana are

qnently made from plants which have flowered in ^^^\^'' artist,

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all f^^ne oy on
j^

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who tra\eis

to the places where the plants are in flower.
, j-virfual a^***

3. That they are lithographed by the ^^^
V"\>irit and ele-

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spn

gance, and much of the finish, of the original f^^awing.
^^^^^

4. That about one-half of the drawings ^^^^^^'Z^^t rev^'
have never before heen figured in this country ,

riie
^^^^^^^

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the ™<^" "
piajoritf

though sometimes far handsomer, old species i ^"!: gjug a

being such as can he cultivated by every one poss

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame. .
{-h ior the

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted
^*}fj» ^^^.^^ts, tlu«

beauty of its embellishments, and the "^i^^^I^ ".V^^nVardechi^j
work is well adapted to the wants of allwhodeiigmu^fe pjicd

ftTid as the improved system of having ^^e plates i^^^^^^i,

commenced with the present yeax. andM it is
^^^f^"*^ desirable

volume shall now be perfect inlfeelf. the present is a

opportunity for those who wish to become ^'^^^^"^^^Tfl'

London : w, S. Orr and Co.. Paternost^-row.
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MR. PAXTON'S^ COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is

now reprinted in'the form of a small volume, for g-pneral
dislribution, price 2d. each copy; it may be ordered of all Book-
sellers. Gentlemen wishing to distribute copies among their
cottage tenantry may have them delivered in amj part nf London
by remitting: a Post-office order to this Office, at the rate of 5^. for
ererr 25 copies required.

i^m^trnt^' orfitonicle

SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 1843.

MEETINGS IX THE EXSUING WEEK.
Tue»day Zoological . . . . . sip. m.
Wednesday .... GeoloRJoal sIp. m.
^oL.NTRY Shows.—June 15. Koval Rftrk«>.irp. ifi r»-.k '

n/stin^ fi ^^^^^ ^'^ "^^"^^'^ '''^^^'^ ^^^Pe Jiad none.
Distinguasbablem memberJoint, or'lin'b;

Fnr n. >f*"^^
""'^^'^ ^^ ^^'^^^'^^ ^'hich shadow seem'd,I'or each seemed either."

How different is this from the fountain painted by
fepenser, who so truly describes what should be the
attribute of decorations of this sort, that we cannot
out quote his words:—

"And in the midst of all afountain stood,ur richest substance that on earth might h^,
feo pure and shining that the sUver flood

inroug-h every channel running- one might see;Most goodly it with curious imagery

f^f .f-"7^^"^''^"S'>»t, and shapes ofnaked boys,ur Which some seem VI with lively joUitj'

WhiUf r.f\?
^ ^bout, playing their wanton tovs.nu^i others did themselves embay in liquid joys.

" Infinite streams continually did weU
Th ?•

**^^^ fountain sweet and fair to see,

A "^I
"**^° ^^ ample laver fell,

Ti. I! ,..
^^*^5^ grew to such great quantity.

u-l * ^ '^"^^ ^"^^^ *^ seem'd to be

;

TViV /if
^ f^epth exceeded not three cubits' height,

"7,*^^^oughthe waves one might the bottom see,

Thaf «A*"^'J^l®^ beneath with jasper shining bright,
*«e«ied the fountain in that sea did saU upright."

A PLAXT cannot feed upon flesh, but it can upon^e elementsof flesh ; it cannot feed on timber, but it

altK^^ I
elements of timber; nor can it upon straw.

In t^ r
*'^e eleioents of straw are most grateful to it.

^j
jellying state, those elements are held together by

lie irresistible power of nature, and cannot be dis-
solved; Tvhen dead, they are still held together, but

r^^^ '"^hidi united them is gone, and they are
^tly to separate ; their separation we call decay,^ne rotting of plants, the putrefaction of dead bodies,
*re the consequence of the separatiwi of the elements^t ot which they once were formed, and which are
J«t

tree again in order that other plants and animals

«»^7 i^^ "P°^ them, according to the proportion most
suitable to their sereral constitutions.

-Mature, prodigal of resources, and inexhaustible of

"We rarely express an opinion upon matters of
mere taste, because we much mistrust our judg-
ment in such questions. We find the arbiters of
elegance approving of such buildings as the National
Gallery, such monuments as the Duke of York's co-
lumn, such sculpture as Mr. Wyatt's, such singing as

Miss Kimble's, such painting as Mr. Turner's ; ^nd as
most people seem agreed in discovering, in all these
things, some great merit which escapes our observa-
tion, we cannot but suppose ourselves wrong, and the
world of fashion right ; and, therefore, we conclude
that points of taste are not in our vocation.

Nevertheless, we will venture to hint, with all diffi-

dence, to the proper authorities, whomsoever they
may be, that the object, intended we presume for a
fountain, just placed in the lake in St. James's Park,
at the end next Buckingham Palace, had better be
looked at again before it is allowed to take its station
permanently in the only public place in London
having pretensions to natural beauty. Fountains are
certainly among the most beautiful of all the architec-
tural decorations of a garden. They resemble the most
surprising exhibitions of nature ; for natural jV/^ dean,
though rare, do exist, and must always be regarded as
very remarkable phenomena. " Such exhibitions, when
iinitable,^' says Sir Uvedale Price. "' are surely proper
objects of imitation ; and as art cannot pretend to vie
with nature in greatness of style and execution, she
must try to compensate her weakness by symmetry,
variety, and richness of ^design ; and fountains, such
as are still to be seen in Ptomeand its environs, maybe
classed with the most striking specimens of art, in
point of richness and brilliancy of effect." But it is
only when these principles are observed that fountains
are decorations : if they are upon a small scale—that
IS to say, on a scale small in comparison with the ob-
jects that surround them—they cease to he represen-
tations of surprising phenomena; and if, instead of
"symmetry, variety, and richness of design," such
objects present a poverty of invention and inelegant
proportions, they become extremely offensive to the
eye of taste.

We perhaps are wrong, but in our eyes the new
fountain m St. James's Park is open to every objec-
tion that can be taken to such ornaments. It is ten
times too small for the place it stands in; and for
Deauty ot design it can be compared to nothing which
we have any recollection of, unless it be that shape
described by Milton :

^

materials, permits such elements to escape whither they
will for that which is lost in'one place is gained in
another. But in his artificial'state, man is essentially
selfish, and is constrained to consider how he best can
monopolise the riches that surround him. It is notliing
to him to know that the matter which his garden is los-
ing every hour is gained by other gardens or by fields
or farms in another quarter of the globe ; it is his in-
terest to himself, and his duty to his country, to secure
at home all that he can of the wealth which the soil

affords. There are many farmers as well as gardeners
who would be much surprised at being congratulated
upon their disinterestedness in subscribing a large part
of their substance for the maintenance of birds and
wild animals, of ditches and rivers, and all the loath-
some tribes that wallow and burrow in their mud ; they
would be unconscious enough of meriting the compli-
ments We must, nevertheless, take leave to tell them
very seriously that in this folly they practically assist

during every day of their lives.

^
We will beg them to read again the short observa-

tions upon manures which were made in this paper a
fortnight since (p. 347), and then to ask themselves
how much of the means which they possess of fertil-

ising their soil is utterly wasted. Perhaps die ques-
tion may meet with no reply

; possibly, they may be of
opinion that it is not wasted at all. We will answer
it for them.

Farmyard manure is composed of straw and certain
fluid or easily soluble substances. The latter consist
of saline matters and ammonia, and the fertilising

effect of manure is in the first instance owing to them
;

the former can produce no action as a manure until it

is thoroughly decayed, when it supplies flint in a dis-
solvable condition, and the ordinary black mould that
all soil abounds in. That these two parts of farmyard
jnanure have a very different effect is easily proved by
dressing land with dry straw in one place, and fresh
stable litter in another. We need not say how much
superior the second is to the first ; and yet the differ-

ence between them is only that one consists of dry
straw alone, and the other of dry straw and something
else. That ''something else" is, then, what produces
the difference in favour of stable litter. And what is

the "something else," except the sahne matters and
ammonia above spoken of, in the form of a fluid or

half-fluid substance? Then these are the part of
farmyard manure which it is mopt important to pre-

serve ; about that no doubt can possibly be entertained.

Let us now tsk our agricultural friends whether
they do take care to preserve the stline matters apd
ammonia which form the valuable part of their ma-
nure, and fo which they must lool^ for good crops, far

more than to the straw that forms the bulk of it.

They may say—yes; but we say, no. For what do
they do? In the first place, the litter mixed with
this valuable fluid matter is exposed to rain, which
washes it down, and carries away all the dissolvable

parts; then drains are cut, or contrivances made, not

to catch the fluid as it flows away, but to direct it to

the horse-pond, or to the ditches, or, in short, to any
place where it can be got rid of.

And this is not all. The ammonia, which is so

greatly needed, all flies away; the heat of the manure
when thrown in heaps, drives it off, in the form of a

pungent vapour, w^hich we smell but sec not. In time,

when the manure is thoroughly rotted, the ammonia
is all gone, and with it the strength of the substance.

This may be easily proved : hold a rag dipped in mu-
riatic acid over a fresh dunghill, and white fumes will

be formed around the rag by the ammonia that comes
in contact with it. Try the same experiment with an

old dunghill, and no fumes will be formed, because

the ammonia has all flown away, the farmer having

made a present of it to his neighbours.

In this way the best part of the manure is incessantly

lost to a farm. Then when the residue, remaining in

a heap, and turned to black mould, is found not to

produce so good a crop as is required, the farmer buys

nitrate of soda, and guano, and urates, and aimatic

compost, and all sorts of* fertilisers,'' which after all

contain nothing more than the equivalent of what he
had already been washing out of his manure and turn-

ing to waste.

Surely it is very bad management this, and of a
kind for which there is no excuse ; because it costs no
more to economise materials than to waste them, nor
indeed anything like so much.
A little calculation will serve to show the effect of

this sort of improvidence. We will suppose a farmer
to have ten horses, oxen, or other stock, continually in
his yard. Each animal may be estimated to produce
2,000 lbs. of fluid annually, which if dried would, ac-
cording to the computation of agricultural chemists,
weigh 13G lbs. ; we will suppose that the farmer
wastes of this only 100 lbs., and that 36 lbs. are i^ally
saved by one means or another. The total amount
of waste then would be 1,000 lbs. of dry, fertilising

material of the most valuable description. Now 400
lbs. of this materi^ are reckoned equal to 5 tons of
common farm-yara manure ; and therefore the whole

quantity lost is equal to 12 tons and a half; so that a
ton and a quarter of farm-yard manure is lost for

every head of stock. But in reality the loss is much
more considerable.

Let it not be inferred from what has now been
stated that the use of liquid manure is indispensable.
That is a separate question, to which we shall next
address ourselves.

The construction of garden-walks so nearly con-
cerns the comforts of us all, that a few words upon
the subject just now, when one kind at least can be
best executed, will not, we trust, be ill-timed. It may
be assumed that the formation of walks with gravel,
or similar materials, is familiar to all men, and that
httle requires to be said on that sul.jecL It is not
every one, however, who is in the neighlwurhood of
good binding gravel ; and even when that is the case,
gravel is not the best material to employ for all pur-
poses—for it will neither keep down worms, nor re-
sist the wearing of feet where there is much traffic ;

and moreover, it forms a bed in which weetls root
greedily, unless means are taken to destroy them as
they appear.

What we arc about to recommend for introduction
where gravel is objectionable or unprocurable, is a
kind of cheap asphalte, which any one may make for
himself, where coal-tar can be procured. In conse-
quence of having been much struck by the neatness
and excellence of some walks thus prepared, a floor
for greenhouse plants to stand on out of doors during
summer has been constructed in a similar matter in
the Garden of the Horticultural Society; and at so
small a cost, that we can strongly recommend the
adoption of the method.

In order to form a flooring or walk in this manner,
the following directions rauHt be attended to: Procure
a quantity of road-sand, or similar powdery material
—finely-sifted lime-rubbish will do—and let it be tho-
roughly dried, so that it feels like dust when handled.
Al>^o sift out of the cinders from the dwelling-house,
or the stoke-holes, the finer parts, and let that too be
made perfecdydry. Then mix these materials care-
fully in the proportion of two parts of road-sand to one
part of cinder-siftings.

Next provide an iron cauldron in which coal-tar

can be made boiling hot. In a dry place, on a dry day,
spread a quantity of the sand and cinder ashes on the
ground, «s a bricklayer spreads his lime, making it

hollow in the middle; and into that hollow pour the

hot tar. Then, with a shovel, incorporate the whole
as in the operation of making mortar ; and when a
stiff paste has been thus formed, spread it over the

ground where the walk or flooring is to be constructed.

In order to receive it, the ground should have been
previously beaten or trodden down as firm and as

level as it is possible.

The asphalte mortar, for this is a kind of coarse as-

phalte, may be spread with a spade to the thickness

of three or four inches, then powdered all over with
dry and rather coarse sand: after which, a few pas-
sages of the roller will press it level, and the work is

done. The final addition of dry sand is to give the

asphalte a face, and to prevent its sticking to the

roller. The work may then be left for a few days to

harden, after which it is fit for use. If it afterwards

should ooze out here and there, in consequence of im-
perfect consolidation, a little dry sand dusted on such
places prevents them from enlarging.

The chief cause by which this raatedal is likely to

be rendered perishable is the use of the^roarl-sand and
cinder-siftings in a damp state. It is indispensable

that they should be as dry as dust is in a hot summefp
otherwise the tar and the sand will not adhere, and
then the work will come to pieces. It is also requisite

that the materials should be thoroughly worked toge-

ther, so that no loose sand remains in the mass.
The quantity of coal-tar to be employed is not very

important ; as much as will render the whole mass lilce

stiff mortar, after the materials have been thoroughly
worked together, will be the proper quantity. It is of
no use to make it thinner ; and as that could only be
done by using an excess of coal-tar, the only part of
the materials that costs money, it is of course the

more to be avoided.

Walks or floorings so prepared will last for very
many years.

N another column will be found some observa-

tions upon the proposed alterations connected with
the old Kitchen-gardens at Kensington. As tliey

come from a gentleman of the highest rcspectalrility,

we cannot but give them insertion. Our own opinion

upon the subject will be seen by referring to p. ^27

of the CAn>?u'c/c for last year.
__ .1 J. *

It may be in the recoUection of some of our i^^"
thfrt the Affghau Clover and Liieem, of wirich^as

were received from India a year or two a^, ^P^^Z^
from a few experiments, to'be well dmernag ot cum-

ration in this country. In punuance of «»*^<^'-

rable system which is acted i4>on at the India ttouse.

Ni
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Ofemleavourin-in ererjr possible way to render he

pi^^^^^^
^"^ Iruha mutually ad-

CSZthe Court of Pirectors seat out imme-

S^S for a further supply of both these seeds

The aov.. Sir AT. Burnes had promised to send but

the despatch probably never left Cabul or a least,

Bever reached Jndia. A quantity of Khelat Lucern

his however, been sent home, and is supposed to be

tlie same as the Lucern sent two years ago. This was

the same species as what we already have, that is to

say, as Medicago sativa, but it was more prolific, and

possessed the invaluable property of coming in as

freen food much earlier in the season than anything

nown here. This was first ascertained by Mr.

Groom, of Walworth, and his evidence has been con-

firmed by that of others.

We understand that a large quantity of this seed is

at the India House, and we have no doubt that gen-

tlemen wishing to try it may obtain a portion by ap-

plication to the Secretary, or to any of the Directors

of the East india Company,

KENSINGTON GARDENS.
As it appears th^t the public have not closed with the

project of disposing of the iite of the kitchen-garden at

Kensington so readily as was expected, I beg to offer the

following remarks ou this most objectionable plan, in the

hope that, before it be too late, the present Government
may be disposed to reconsider the subject.

There are two pi^ints on which the planners of this

scheme deserve some credit; and as they are the only

points, deserving of commendation, candour requires

their being noticed ; the one is, the making a kitchen-

garden at Windsor worthy of the place ; the other,

the projecting a road to connect Bayswater and Ken-
sington, which will be a considerable pubhc benefit.

All the other bearings of the subject I hold to be worse
than bad—^to be discreditable to those who drew the plan,

and even more so to those who adopted instead of repu-
diating it, as they ought to have done.
To the north and west of Kensington Palace is the

ground in question, a strip to the north forming a pad-
dock used by the inmates of the Palace, and a longer
strip running quite from the Kensington-gate to the

Bayawater-road, forming, in the whole, between 30 and 40
acres. The plan is to let the whole front along the Bays-
water-road, including, 1 believe, part of the paddock, for
building sites, and running a wide road down the centre of
the old gardens, to divide the ground on each side into
blocks of about an acre each, to be let to individuals for
99 years—that is, this invaluable piece of ground is to be
jobbed out in the ordinary manner practised by indivi-
duals who have a few acres adjoining a watering place, to
make the most they can of their land. Is this consistent
with the dignity of the Crown of Engbnd ? Is the rais-

ing the beggarly sum, neceaary to make the garden at

\^ indsor, to be attained by the alienating for ever (for,

dbguise it as they may, this is the real truth) of such a
piece of ground ? Let any one sec the manner in which
the promenade in Kcuiiiiigton Gardens is attended, and
see the plans and eitcnsion of buildings on every side,
and say whether Government is not called on, as a sacied
duty, to do anything rather than, in the manner here in-
tended, to sacrifice even an acre which can be devoted to
the public health and amusement ? There is a cardinal poiiit
which should be carefully attended to in the management
of the Parks. No individual should be on any pretence
allowed to establish an interest in them. We have just

nuisance removed from Piccadilly, and the private
residences in the Regent's Park are perhaps the only blotsm that beautiful inclosure, whilst the conditions entered
into with the possessors are a serious bar to improvement,
and the pecuniary return is wholly unworthy notice.
Havmg now expressed my opinion on the plan, I beg

to suirirest a better mode of laying out the ground. The
road might be carried quite along the west side, leaving
all the open space possible. A necessary space of private
irotrnd, but fenced with open palHsade, should surround
tne I'aiace and leave it isolated ; the remainder should be
laid oat m cboice and ornamental shrubbery and flower-

seen a

ti.e bn.W walls, open raUis-adJrsrouU UZb'stSd and

liTZnTT'''' '^^t^'<^^
'^«^^^-W- corner of the ken-

upon the north and west. With respect totlp f • \'^'
money, has Parliament ever refu/ed a™t xx-J *^tWe think not; though ao.e^gri ^g /^av^ ^^^^^^^^^^
observation from their enormous amonnt^n proportiofto

be deemed necessaij or expedient to alienate any portionof he Crown land for the purpose, it should be L^ne i adistance, and not so near the heart of London. A farm inHamp.hire or Staffordshire is of no moment, if the fullralue be obtained for it ; whereas, if a site like this be
Jost, it can never be r^'-nined.

50 feet would realise some money; though I should prefer
|
pipe, 10 inches long, having also gusset ends,

having the whole site clear, especially if there are hopes of

which I have heard arepurchasing ground to the west

entertained.

I must now conclude, earnestly calling on members of

Parliament, more especially those connected with the

metropolis, to stir themselves, and prevent the Govern-

ment thus carrying out th'e provisions of a legacy left them

by their predecessors.— W.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXIV.
The amateur, in visiting any of the numerous Ilorti-

cultural exhibitions, which are now patronized in all parts

of the country, will often have been struclv with the beauty

and singularity of a tribe of plants which are now compa-

ratively common. It Is those things, I mean, which are

called'Air plants or Orchidacete, and whose flowers at first

sight have, in many instances, a greater resemblance to

animals than to plants ;—that curious race to which be-

long those strange species of Orchis, which grow wild in

the fields, and which are known as the Spider, Bee, and

Ply Orchises ; as well as those exotic species, which are

cultivated in our stoves, and which are still more curious

than those just mentioned, of which the Butterfly plant,

the Dove flower, and the Helmet flower are examples.

Formerly, every one who grew such plants was obliged to

cultivate them in the stove with a high temperature, and

for this reason they might then be considered beyond the

means of the amateur in gardening. Of late years, how-

ever, many of the same race, equally beautiful with the

others, have been sent to England from comparatively

temperate countries, such as the high lands of JMexico

and Guatemala, and it has been proved that they will grow

and flourish best in a temperature little higher than that

which we find in our common greenhouses. As your

correspondent *'Clericus," and some of the numerous

readers of this paper might be inclined to put up a small

house for these plants, I will now give the practical direc-

tions for their management, which were promised to

*' Clericus" some time since. The house should be heated

with hot water, as these plants do not succeed so well with

the dry heat of a flue. Throughout the winter months the

temperature at night need never be kept higher than 55

degrees ; but it may be allowed to rise to any height with

Bun-heat, at that time of the year, without giving any air.

No artiflcialheat will be necessary at night, so soon as the

thermometer ceases to sink below 50 degrees or 55 degrees

in the house, and as the season will be advanced at that

time and the sun's rays powerful during the day, a canvass

shade will be indispensable, which must be drawn over

the glass when the sun shines, and removed about four or

five o'clock in the afternoon, in order that the air of the

house may get warmer for the evening. The atmosphere
of the house must be kept always saturated ^ith moisture,

and air should only he given during very warm weather,
and then sparingly ; by this means the moisture in the
house is not carried off^so quickly, and the plants do not
suffer. The soil which these plants grow best in, is that

brown turfy peat which is generally found on commons
where the grass or heath grows luxuriantly. Many of
them grow well, and are most characteristic, when placed
in baskets, or on blocks of wood, and suspended from the
rafters of the house ; others succeed best in pots in the
common way, but well drained, and others again will do
well in either way. The kinds which are hung up ought
to be liberally syringed at all seasons when they are
growing, and particularly during the summer months,
when they are apt to get too dry. A little practice will

soon enable any one to manage them ; in fact they are
much easier managed than common greenhouse plants,
and not so easily injured by neglect. When in flower
they may be taken into the sitting-room without sufTering
in the slightest degree, and then sent back to the house
after the flowers have faded.

In a house of this description, many other interesting
plants might also be grown, There'is the Nepenthes,
with its curious pitcher-bearing leaves, which could be
grown at the warmest end above the pipes; the Dionjea
or Venus' Flytrap, which clasps anything which may
touch its irritable hairs, and resembles in this respect an
animal more than a plant ; and some other things which
would render such a place highly interesting. The Orchi-
daceous plants themselves, suspended from the roof of the
house, and many of them growing, not in soil, but' in
"thin air," upon which they flourish, forming roots,
stems, and leaves, are subjects of the highest interest,
independently of their beautiful flowers.— i2. F»

*V^^'*^-i? <f«
™ore suggestion which may be made : a

tOwx^TyiUa houses, contiguous, with a mere open space of
a /^/edi^ipjght be built on the extreme boundary facing

nd openings to the road, but without garden
. , .

^'^ere is no question that this plan miehtan-
•wcr, and would not be ^ery objectionable.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
New Method of heating small Stoves,—I was much in-

terested in the description, in page 348 of your valuable
journal, of a method of heating an Orchidaceous house
and stove, by Mr. Beaton, which claims, and justly too,
the merit of cheapness, when compared with other sys-
tems. If you are not tired of the subject, I would sub-
mit to your notice a method of mine, which if not the
last, will, I dare say, be the least you have ever been
troubled with. My little stove contains an area of some
7 feet square, which was first heated by a small flue ; buthaving taken a fancy for Orchidaceous plants, and being
desirous to generate the moist heat desirable for them, Igot trom the nearest foundry a cast-iron boiler (similar to

S' Tv:^.T.^.^?^^A^y ^^^- lagers), of very sm'all dimen-

- - Into these
were fixed with lead, two pieces of 1-inch copper pipe 4
inches long, to which were soldered two pieces of 1-inch
lead pipe, about 15 inches long, which connected the
boiler with a wooden trough 26 inches "long, 13 inchea
wide, and 12 inches deep. The very small quantity of
water in the boiler, and the comparatively great surfcce
exposed to the fire heat, very soon warms the water in the
trough, and a smart fire sets it in action. The trovighia
closely covered in ; but a hole in the cover, on which is a
sliding lid, allows the vapour to escape when desired ami
about 3 feet of 1-inch iron pipe, from the cover throueh
the rafter, allow the steam to escape when not wanted.
In this little structure I have realised by this plan the
object of a long cherished wish, the means of cultlvatine

two or three dozen small specimens of this curious and
pretty tribe. The temperature of the water in the trough
soon gets to 120*^, with a moderate fire, and is in the
morning about 100°, although the fire is out; so that it is

easy to keep up the required temperature and moisture.

The cost of this little boiler, including the pieces of gas^

pipe, was only 14^. Gc/., the plumber's account for copper
solder, Jead pipe, and time, 14^. ,* the trough cost ^s, 6d.,

the steam pipe, 35., to which add 35. 6rf. for mason, and
8s, 6^. for material and assistance—in all 0O5. I ara cer-

tain it did not exceed this cost, as having the mason at

other jobs, the material used is only guessed at. I have

been thus particular as to the cost, as some middle-class

amateurs may covet, even to a small extent, the luxury of

a moist stove, and be deterred from the attempt by st&te-

ments of the cost of those elegant structures described in

various journals. It will be seen that the dimensions I

have given were what were required in my peculiar cir-

cumstances—being guided by the size of house, the situa-

tion of. trough, &c. The same end can be obtained by

shallow gutters, along or around the honsCj or by zinc,

iron, or other pipes—which, the boiler being close, can be

carried to any height. I may state that the boiler had to

be cast open at toj<7 but was afterwards closed by the

jointing composition called rust,

—

Daniel Weesiove,

Pruning Forest Trees.—I had certainly intended to

trouble you once more, with a few words by way of com-

ment; on Mr, Billington's letter, which appeared in your

number of May 2ist, but your own leader on the subject

has so completely superseded the necessity of it, and ia

itself carries so much home argument, that I conclude

Mr. B, himself will now give in. Indeed, I could not

help inferring that his opinions were on the waver, from

the tenor of his letter ; and I think, he must now be con-

vinced that the principle with which I first set out was the

** true one" as regards increase of timber, namely, the

reciprocity between root and head, and the greater the

reciprocity, the more rapid the increase of stem. lu the

paragraph of your article, prior to the first diagram, it is

observed that some trees, despite of thinning, &c., prefer

to grow ** bushy headed," and what follows is all very

pertinent to the argument as to pruning ; but after fell,

why find fault with some trees for that (to them) natural

propensity ? Is it necessary that all trees should grow to

gigantic ** Ramrods?"—I say no, and remember to have

read many grave suggestions to get trees to grow crooked

and bushy, mixed with lacrymose lamentations on the

exhaustion of knee-timbers for supply of our navy, &c.

This fear of famine is now, I believe, superseded by the

use of iron ; but, for all that, I do not think either profit

or picturesque beauty requires all trees to be trained alike

;

which would only present a monotonous uniformity, at

once abhorrent to nature and repugnant to good taste.

Now for a word of advice. I hope you will take .a timely

hint from the Duke of Wellington, and get your windows

secured in like manner to those of Apsley House ;
for

you may rely on a visit from a mob of famishing operatives

from Shefldeld or Wolverhampton, whose staff of bread

will be cut off. These poor men will have yon to thank

that no more pruning chisels, saws, and other instruments

of tree-torture are required,— Quercus,
Cedar of Lebanon,— I have a Cedar of Lebanon about

25 years old, and 12 feet high, in the middle of the flower-

garden ; the soil a light loamy one, and gravel at the depth

of from 5 to 6 feet. The bark has a good many cracks,

with considerable bleeding from two of them on one side ;

some of the lower branches dead ; and the tree altogether

having an unhealthy appearance. Several of the branches

Tiave not made new shoots, and those which have, to only

about an inch or half an inch long. As it is a very fa-

vourite and ornamental tree, information as to the best

mode, if any, of stopping the bleeding and decay, ajj|J

whether it can be done at present, will be thankfully

received by Jurisconsulius. [We are unable to answer

this question. Can any one answer it for us 1]

The Black Naples Currant.—This has been £everal

the Falac^;

or ground.

^-ns, which I had built in at the back of the furnace, the I gVr^e'ns^n N^/i^Tk. ^I ^;;;r^man nVar me has now «

,.-""» «.", aL.v^ over it. My little *i^^-i'-- -^
^

'
- .-. k. cnnc

mgh. 7 uichea over at base, and 6 inches

flue passing below, round, through, and o
boiler IS inches hiirh. 7 inches ovr.r »t.b

TkfhZ^'^V^"'''x ^*^? <^yl"^*^^^ being 4Tn"chea";ide

^ni 4 \ ^^ '""'''' '^ ^^P- '^'^^ 6««^^t, or socket

1^ A .^. c\ ' r T-. '°"^' ^^""^ ^^«* 0^ o»e side, into whichA depth of
I were fu:ed with rust two pieces of cast-iron Wnch gas

years in the garden of the Horticultural Society, an

though said to be superior to the common kind, '^ Ilf^
j

s.een. Is it on sale by any nurseryman of respectabi y-

I had it nominally about 1831 from a nurseryman, buc

proved a worthless kind to me and to those to whom 1 g^.^

it. After some years' trial, I threw away the five or ^

bushes left; and having lost the bill,. cannot gire J^^ '

^
name of the worthy who sold them to me. Are ^^^

kinds raised from seed ? I do not recollect ever reaau g

that the same root of the common Onion will P''^
^^

seed for at least three years in succession; ^°^ TL-g
longer I know not; but this may be seen in many co fi_

third; crop, on the same roots, wliich promises to ^^^\^
rior to the two first crops.-^'. //. [The common Uni

.^
this

J8 a perennial, but it generally lasts only two years ..

climate. The Black Naples Currant is the J^'g^'[
^^

best variety known, and must exist in
^^"^.^"^"jed to

well as private gardens ; for it has been distnbu'
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Fellows of the Horticultural Society, on application, for

the last 20 years. It comes into leaf earlier than other
black Currants, so that by this, in one year, the correct-

ness of plants may be known. No seedlings have appeared
ef equal merit.]

Helhhore Powder arid Gooseberries,—We have re-

ceived another communication upon this subject from a
correspondent signing himself ^. i>., from which it ap-
pears, that after having sprinkled the Gooseberry-bnshes,
which were attackedj with the powder on a dewy morning,
the effects were soon visible, in the extirpation of all the
caterpillars upon which it felh There is no longer any
doubt respecting the efficacy oi genuine Hellebore powder,
in destroying this pest : and those who have not found it

produce due effect must attribute their failure to the bad
quality of the powdej sold by druggists.

Chemical Analysis of Plants,—I quite agree with '* Or-
tolano" in the importance of extending chemistry to the
analysis of plants, so as to ascertain the component parts

of each, I think, however, in order to ascertain what
element is absent which is essential to produce a vigorous
plant, it will be necessary not only to analyse the plant,

but also to extend the examination to them both in a

healthy and an unhealthy state, and to the soils in which
they were grown ; and then if we find that by adding the
element to the soil in which the unhealthy plants are
growing they afterwards become vigorous, we shall have
something like demonstrative proofs of the elements which
are necessary to induce a vigorous growth. But in the
case of newly introduced plants, we shall still have to

trust in a great measure to chance—for it will require a

plant of considerable size to afford ashes sufficient for a

satisfactory chemical examination. Hence, I think we
shall be a long time before we can place ourselves on a

level with the zoologist, and, at the sight of a plant, be
enabled to answer the question—"What does it feed

upon?" Much might be done if cultivators would con-
centrate their efforts. Thus, in the case of new plants, if

half a dozen or half a score gardeners could procure only
two or three drachms each of the ashes of a plant, they
would together raise sufficient to enable a chemist to go
properly to work. How much might be accomplished if

the principal contributors to the Chronicle would enter
into an agreement to send all the ashes they could pro-
cure of certain plants, to Mr. Solly, for examination.
This would do much to simplify our labours, and would
soon place quacks and c^uackery outside the garden walls.

With plants that are plentiful, such as Pines, Vines,
Peaches, &c., &;c., some interesting experiments might «te

performed by burning the refuse plants and prunicgs, and
manure a certain number of plants with their own ashes

;

and if the produce is improved thereby, we should then,
by analysis, have the key to the aliment indispensable to
the well-being of the plants. All that would be necessary,
in the absence of a crucible, would be to burn the plants
on a piece of clean stone or slate, and to keep the ashes
clear of oxide of iron and other mineral impurities,— W,

Destruction of the Leaves of the Laurel—Can any of
your correspondents inform me what insect feeds on the
leaves of the common Laurel? In a late excursion in
Warwickshire and Staffordshire, I perceived, in various
shrubberies, the leaves of nearly all the Laurels destroyed,
or perforated by some grub or insect, which I in vain
attempted to discover. The Laurel is so very powerful a
poison, when bruised, that it is used by all entomologists
to destroy insects ; it is for this reason that I am anxious
to ascertain what creature it is that is nourished by this
poison.

—

Entomologist,
Injurious Insects,--The enclosed Beetle I find very

destructive to Forest and other trees. It makes its as-
cent during the night, and feeds on the foliage and bark
both of young and old shoots, and during the day lodges
at the foot of the tree, slightly concealed in the earth,
from Its great resemblance to which it is difficult to detect.
-Both last year and this I have had several young wall trees
very niuch injured, and many forest tree?, from 8 to 10
feet high, some completely killed, and others greatly da-
i»aged, by this nightly depredator. It had ascended to
the very top of the trees, and stripped the twigs of both
bark and foliage. Among the trees it had injured- were
tfae Mountain Ash, Turkey Oak. Limes, and Birch. They
commence their depredations about the middle or latter
end of April, and continue them for several weeks. I tried
various experiments for their destruction, but found no-
thing to answer effectually but boiling water, which I
poured on the ground from the spout of a watering-can,
Without a rose, all round the trees, at about 6 inches from
tliC stem, I applied about half a pint to each, which en-
tirely destroyed the insect without doing any injury to the
wees. Should you be able to name the insect, and spare
room for the insertion of these few hints, probably they
^^y prove beueficiah I published the use of_hot water
for the destruction of insects some years ago ; and were I

^ot afraid of trespassing too much on your valuable pages,
I xnight again resume the subject,

—

Joshua 3Iajor, Land-
^pe Gardener, Knosthorpe, near Leeds. [This is the

Otiorhjuchus picipes. formerly called Curculio vastator,
because of its destructiveness.]

£t'€A-.—Last year I put a May swarm into a large skep,
^nd the season being bad, the Bees died in the autumn.
* cleaned as many of the dead ones as I could from the
comb, intending to put a second swarm into the same hive,
fls I wished to know if they wjuld settle ia it, and use the
comb. The hive and comb had been exposed to the sun
^ud air, in order to keep it as pure as possible ; and it has
heen for some days standing on my bee-stand. Yesterday
• number of Bees were seen about the mouth and around
*^e hive, and on looking into it, I saw several hundred
««« running about, which seemed to be cleaning the comb

;

this IS evidently much whiter now than before the Bees
came. This morning the number of Bees has increased,
and they are hanging from the point of one of the pieces
of comb, and apparently adding to it. The Bees all left
the hive last night ; and I am not sure whether 1 am doing
right in allowing the skep to remain where it is, as it may
be tempting a neighbour's Bees. 1 have heard an old bee-
keeper speak, in no measured terms, of a *'lure-skep.'*
Perhaps you, or some of your correspondent?, will advise
me as to what I ought to do. I had a swarm on the 30th
ult. which stands within three feet of the '* lure-skep."
The stray Bees appear to be of the same stock as my own

;

but on placing some of them near tlie entrance of the other
skeps, they immediately commenced fighting. Tiiere are
several bee-keepers in the neighbourhood, and several
stocks of Bees in the roofs of houses and old hollow trees.
The nearest to me is a very strong stock, which has for
many years been under the tiles of a house. Since writing
the above, I have been asked by a party who considered
himself very ill treated by a neighbour, whether any one
can answer to set an empty bee-skep with its mouth down-
wards 1 The case is this:—Two bee-keepers live in adjoin-
ing premises. The one, an old woman, had saved with
great care through the winter an only skep, which was very
weak in the spring ; and one day all the Bees left her hive,
and went to one of the four old stocks of her neighbour's,
at which the old lady was very wroth, and declared she
would have them. back again. When they came to the
neighbour's hive, a battle ensued, and many were killed,

probably all the old lady's. The old lady is now having
her share of the fun. She has set an empty skep in the
place of her dead one, and put several pieces of old comb
under it. Several hundreds of Bees are now come to the

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICCLTUKAL SOCiETV.

Jun^yth.—Sh O. Mt^sley, Bart., in the chair. F. Foljambe,
Esq., was elected a fellow. Owing: to the near approach of the
exhibition at the Gardens, tl : ubjMt ' jwn were not numerous.
From J . Bateman, B»q.,a collection of cut blooms of Orchidaceous
plants, containing Aerides Br^okei, an exceedingly beautiful and
comparatively new fe.peci<^ from Bombay > the flowers are sweet-
scented, white, and Uie labeUum mar^ned with rosy purple,
which graduaUylo '.' elf towards the centre? it first flowered at
^orton Priory in June?- % with Sir R, Brooke, after whom it was
named

; but the merit of its infrrdnction belongs to C. HorsfaU,
Esq.. of Liverpool, with whom it flowered this spring-, producing a
pamcle upwards of 2 feet in length, with numerous branches and
52 flowers; GrammatophjUum multiflorum, with greenish yel-
low flowers, spr'-d with olive; -Oiiojitoplossum Jsevc, whose

old lady's empty skep, and the keeper of the four states
they are his, and declares he can see them go from one to
to the other* The keeper of four has been to the old
lady's premises, and turned her skep bottom upwards

;

and she declares she will come and serve all his the same,
and scald them all with boiling hot water. Is there any,
and what retnedy for these evils }—M. H, G [Yes,
there is an infallible remedy. Let thesejwo silly folks
read their New Testament, and act upon the good pre-
cepts there inculcated ; no advice of ours will do them
any service.]

The Wireworm and Dahlias,—In case your corre-
spondent, Mr. F. Chase, should not find ''spirits of tar''

effectual in arresting the ravages of this intolerable pest,

he will find that he can entrap them by placing pieces of
Carrot or Lettuce stalks in immediate proximity with the
roots of the plants which he wishes to preserve. By ex-
amining them once or twice a day, he will soon rid his

borders of the nuisance. In this way I have caught many
scores in a day, for weeks together. Nitrate of soda I

have also found offensive to them, but I cannot say that
it will destroy them. This is a tedious method, but
it will be found effectual W, P, Ayres, In your
paper of June 4th I find a communication from !Mr.

Chase, of Luton, complaining of the destruction of his

Dahlias by the Wireworm, and requesting information
how to prevent it. About three years ago I was injured

in the same way ; and the year following I planted three

or four young Lettuce plants round every Dahlia, The
wireworm immediately attacked the lettuce, which was at

once seen by the drooping of their leaves. I then took
them up, and destroyed tlie worms, which I found at the

root, and again put the plants into the ground—or, if too

much eaten, I put fresh ones in for another attack. By
this means I have got rid of the pest ; and by continuing

this every season, I have always saved my Dahlias—nor
have I lost one since I*commenced the practice. Neither

wireworm nor slug will touch a Dahlia if a Lettuce ia

near it, as they so much prefer the latter.

—

J* T, Man-
chester.

Vipers.— \i ''Totty" will look for the Viper about

three o'clock on any bright afternoon, he will be almost

certain of finding it coiled up, and basking in the sun,

when it may be easily shot, or knocked on the head with

a stone.

—

Lusor,

CypripCdiuyn Calceolus.—I shall he obliged if any of

your correspondents will inform me of the best method of

propagating the ** Cjpripedium calcdolus/' I once had

(j fine plants, which were broutrht from Castle Eden dean,

in the county of Durham ; but from want of management
I have only one plant left. It has this season produced

two strong stems, each of which had two flowers. They
are now faded, and as I find that Loudon recommends
propaa^ating them when growing, I wish to know whether

the offsets should be taken off and replanted now, or be

suffered to remain on the old plant until the foliage decays

in Autumn.— //. W,
Change of Colour in Violets Has the changing of the

colour of Violets from bine to white been observed by any
of your numerous readers ? In the Russian Violets the

early blossoms come blue ; the late ones white.— C. D. B.

Schabzigner Cheese.— Having observed your remarks
in the last Gardeners^ Chronicle, on Schabziguer cheese,

I trouble you with a few words as to what I know about
it. When I was abroad I went to Glarus and the Valley
of the Lint, where there are fields of blue Melilot, which
is about the height of Luceru, and is called, in a German
botanical work I had with me, '' Melilotus Schabziguer.'*
When the seed is ripe, the crop is cut, and partially dried,

like hay ; it is then cru^^hed, and mixed with a poor kind
of cheese, called from it •* Schabziguer.'' We bro\:_,*it

home some seed, which succeeded very well ; but aa it was
of no use, and the smell most unpleasant, we have not
continued to grow it. The smell is exactly like that of a
pigsty, in spite of which bees seemed very fond of it.

—

A>
fV, Childers.

U..C1 cr* uuitnauuu ou accouut Of its agreeable pcrfumc ; liraspia
maculata, and the pretty DendruLium uioschatum : a Kuightian
medal was awarded for Acridcs Br6okei. From Mr. Green, cr. to
Sir t. Antrobus, two seedling Cacti, bearing con^iderablt: roem-
blance to L. Ackermanni, and a remarkably fine plant of Trr i)a^'.olum edule, a pretty new species, with dark yellow flowers and
slender foliage; it is likely to prove a valuable addition to thW
beautiful genusj a Hanksian medal was a\....aed for it From
the Earl of Caernarvon, a collection of cut bl( ij of Azaleas
flowering for the first time ; thope had flagj^ed prcatly from lUc
journey and the heat of the room; most of them were hybrids
between A. sinensis ftnd other varieties; and from what could be
judged of them in their present condition, some of ihcm bore
evidcnre of ccnsidci»able beauty. From Mm. \V. Phillips, two
wen.prown double Stocks, in pots. From Mr. Paine, i^r. to
Miss Wigan, a seedling Cactus, called fAlgidu^, but vcrv much
like to C. Ackermanni. From Mr. Beck, two healthv secdHng
Pelargoniums, in slate pots ; they were the same as were exhi-
bited in February, and had received no other than common
attention; tbey wore so far interesting, that they proved pretty
clearly that this class of plants will grow in blatc pots, equally as
well as in those made of a more porous material. From Mr.
Ivcry, a white Verbena, called the Queen; not suflficiently distinct
from other well-known varieties.. From Messrs. Trcggon, one of
Ward's portable cases; differing from thoi^e in general use, in
being so constructed that by means, of an apparatus for containing
hot water, they can be kept above the ordinary temperature iu
cold weather; also in having a door, which In some cases wiU
prove very useful, and do away with the nccr-''y of taking oflT

the roof whenever anything requires to be done in the inside.
From the Gardens of the Society a collection of plants, consisting
of a well-bloomcd specimen of Clematis Sieboldi ; Stdlice mucro-
nata, a pretty species, not so much cultivated as it deserves to
be; Ftichsia Monypcnnii, a good hybrid; the showy and new
Campanula grandis; Pern?ttia angnstifolia, a handsome dwarf
shrub, with white heath like flowers. There were alee cut
flowers of a new hardy gpecies of Indig<>fera, from the north of
India, with lilac and row-coloiucd blossoms; of Paionia albiflora
Whitleji, an excellent variety, with milk-white flowers, slightly
tinged with pink

; and a large collection of Azaleas and Rhodo-
dendrons. The profuse bloom of these maybe ascribed entirely
to tlie seed-vessels having been picked from the plants as soon as
the blossoms had faded, thereby preventing the plants from
wasting their energy in the formation of seeds. Every year since
this was first practl . !, the bloom has been more abundaiit,
Tljere was also exhibited by Mr. Pahie a piece of wood rendered
incombustible by some i^rocess which has not yet transpired ; silica
and lime, however, appeared to be two of the ingredients used in
this preparation ; a small chip was held over the tiame of a candle
for a considerable time, without receiving any injury, except
being charred.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF EKGLAXD.
June 1.—His Grace the Dake of Richmond, K.G , in the chair.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., was elected a governor,
and the Fail of Harewood. Sir G. Talbot, Bart., W. J. Caparn,
and W. Child, Esqrs., members. Col. Challoner brought forward
a motion respecting the engagement of a collector, to get in the
subscriptions of members residing in London ; and authority was
granted for the engaq-ement of such a person. Various details
respecting the meeting at Bristol having been settled, the Bristol
Committee were authorised to make arrangements for the de-
livery of scientific lectures on agricultural subjects, on the Tues-
day morning of the week of the meeting st Bristol, to the mem-
bers of the society. Sir C. Morgan, Bart., V. P., signified his
intention of offering two prizes at Bristol for the cncoura^emcjtt
of the Glamorganshire breed of cattle, viz.;—For the best pair of
two.year-old Glamorgan heifers, 10/. 105. ; for the second best
do., 5/. 5«,, without any restriction as to the owner and breeder,
or for feeding; regarding this breed as not inferior to many
others, cither as dairy cattle or draught oxen, or for the puip '

of feeding for the butcher. The council agreed that Sir C. Mor-
gan's offer should be accepted. It was decided that no certifi-

cate, or entry of stock, or article of exhibition, at the meeting at
Bristol, would be received after the 1 4th of June. The Duke of
Richmond laid before the Council a letter from the Earl of Hard-
wicke, expressive of his thanks to the society for electing him
president for the ensuing year, and to preside over the meeting
at Derby in 1843. Mr. Daniel, of Burton-upon-l"rent» transmitted
a list of the prizes given to the tenantry of the Marquess of
Anglesey; and Mr. Bromley, secretary to the sooth Deibyi^hire
Agricultural society, and Mr. Eamcs, tre: of the Ashby-de-
la-Zonch Agricultural Association, the prize sheets and local
regulations of their respective committees. J. Barton, E^-q., ad-
dressed a letter to the Duke of Richmond, on the advantages
which would result from a collection of all that had been effected
in the departments of agriculture, science, and practice iu
this country, as well as in foreign parts. He adduced, as au
illustration of its valtie, the question of the comparative nutritive
value of different khids of food for cattle, in reference to which
no less than seventeen authorities had been quoted by the cele-
brated modern writer Boussingault, in the " AnnalesdcChimie,"
all of which, excepting three, were unknown by name to Mr.
Barton, nor could he acquire any further reference to them or
their writings; thus proving how little we know of what is going
on in other parts of the world on questions ofinterest to ourselves
and others. He therefore suggested that these foreign journals
should be taken in by the society, aiid a review of the facts they
contained be made available to the English reader j and that a
summary should also be made from English authors who have
written with success on given subjects. On the subject of farm-
yard manure, he observed that A. Young had received a gold
medal from the Bath Society, in 1804. for a memoir of the various
experiments made by him en its management; andVonTliaer
had also referred to other experiments on the subject, to none of
which Mr. Barton had been able to gain access : but as the so-
ciety had offered a prize for the best essay oa the managemcait of
farm-yard manure, he would of course deem it >- . ;:.ltothe
performance of tlieir task, to consult tliose details. The Puke of

Richmond expressed his opinion of the importance of such a
summary. Mr. Pusev informed the Caoncil tlsat Dr. Bu^ 'i

had procured for thcni, through Mr. Kuffiu, of Petersbt"''>, v^^-

ginia, the valuable American work entitled the "A; l'^^^^
Register" J ordered that a complete set of theSocie" Joam^^

be transmitted to Mr. Rufna in acknovfledgmcnt.

F.R.S.. addn ! a commui 'Ion cu the r'-'*

which eApcnuR-uU.ii J^ricultura* ^ciouce ^hnnhineu^^

is fully persuaded that the le-iMm whv ns^r ntuienr.^

R, n

rived much benefit from chi'micals

upon \

made in a practical nianncr

. j&» thsit thM W **
.nrr

.1 1 -t , ^.-. ».« .i i i* ih^^i have not oeen -

the phdosopber has ba.-«ea tii^ w«^' -

ludut; III « i/ractical nianncr, tJmt
^^^^,;^^,^„,,H-.a the »iace of

examined, that analogy has to<^ frequi^ntif supplied the place ot
tJmt they h&ve betm iruperfectly
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.•Idence, a«d that the tnowledg^ derivea _from prae

constantly forming from the snlphuret of iron in the subjacent

ck. Wood-ashea, even alter Meachin{j* by the soap-boilers,

Inductive cvjaence, wiu V^*^";;^« .j^ntiy Jecoenised ; and, as he
ttcal experience

f^^'^'^J^^.l^'o^^^^^ derive bene-
jjft fulijr con .meed t**^ ^^,^' \^^^^^ experiments.
fit from

^^-,f^^i^^t^^^^^^ he trusts that no en-

«MTOtir
*^..^.*^„*i^^ake experiments which have a reference

to^S^^"v^ of pS^^^ to agriculture i
and that

S^^SlXir influence in impressing upon such the ncces-

Su^ofatren^inff to whatjs taught only by each expennicnt and

noT^tan^Ie the experiments Mrith existing: theories. Mr. Rigg

conciade« with a recapitulation of the objects m a-ncultura^

^m...-iy which have long engaged his attention, and from ^vhich

he thinks that carbon is the vegetable product made by plants, and

rarj'ing in quantity with the kind of land on which they grow; that

the rnicombined nitrogren iuthe atmosphere enters largely mto

the couiititution of growing pluuts ; and that it is difficult to con-

ceive anything more at variance with the results of chemical expe-

riments, and practical agriculture, than the theory which supposes

plants to derive the principal supply of their carbon from the car-

txmic acid of the atmosphere, and of their nitrogen from ammonia.

Mr. T. Smith, of Nova Scotia, iiuiuired, in reference to Daniel s

manure: ** is tiie new patent manure, composed of pulverised

vood saturated with bituminous matter, mdted with soda and

lime, of more value than the lime and soda used without the

other articles? Soda is certainly a powerful manure, but too

expensive. We have here large tracts in which the soil contains

so much sulphate of iron, that lime, inordinary riuantitics,ha9 no

aensible effect j but, on such soils, oyster- shells, coral- gravel, or

old plaster, have a pennaiiCnt good effect, owing to the quantity

of carbonic add gas which is disengaged from these calcareous

substances, by the action upon them of the sulphuric acid which

rock , . ,

make a permanent and powerful manure ; they contain here a

Jarge quantity of sulphate of potash. It is observable that, at a

tlisitance from the sea. ashes are of less value, while gypsum,

which has no effect near the sea, is on many crops very u&eful in

inland situations. It may also be observed, that very high winds

here sometimes throw showers of salt-water over the laud, to

the distance of twenty or five-and-twenty miles from the sea;

the water being sometimes n^nch Salter than sc&water when it

falls. As the iiiio that maiks the situation where gypsum com-

iueiices to be useful, is near that which limits these salt showers,

may it not be that the salt prevents the gypsum from operating?"

—Mr. Miles, M.P., presented a tabular view of manures, with an

account of their properties and mode of application, drawn up

for the use of the agriculturist, by John Uubius^on, M.B.. lecturer

4m. agricultural chemStry and rural economy. Mr. R. IJarker

communicated sonie ob[*ervations on the use and abuse of lime

as a dressing for land, by Mr.W.H, Fisher, of 18. Conduit-htreet,

lx>ndon. The author's great object is to impress upon farmers

the importance of using qtiick lime, and not lime which once had
been quick, but, by delay in use and exposure to the atmosphere,
ftas become efete, and has absorbed from the air the carbonic

acid, which again changes it to the carbonate of lime it was before

homing. He considers that many thousands of pounds are an-

nnaJUy thrown away by agriculturists from want of a proper

knowkiiije of this fact; and recommends them to use it in the

fresh-burnt state, by rarting it direct from the kiln upon their

land, spreading it in the lump, and in that state ploughing it in

fflrectly . He concludes with the following remarks :
•' The lintc

wUl be found, if properly burnt, on a second ploughing, to be
crumbled to pieces, aiid on harrowing will be intimately mixed
with the soU., From the heat evobred during the slacking of the
lime underground . and its causticity, it will be found to be oh-
noxious to Wireworros, Slugs, Grubs, and other enemies which
are very frequently the cause of failure in crops ; as well as in
rendcrhig inert vegetable matter in the soil soluble. Chalk, no
doubt, is a very siM-ful addition to many sriiis j but do not go to
the expense of huin:ng lime, and then aUow it to be converted
again nito clialk, or carbonate of hme, before you plough it into

your land. In some districts the limestone is burnt in large lumps,
particularly whore wond is employed as a fuel ; in which case it

^oold be brt.ken to tlie biie of a small penny roll before it is

plougiicd in. If the Turnip-t^yis generated in the soil, lime,
applied as above, would no doubt uu much towards its exter-

mination ; and the same effect and result would hold good in

respect to the Black Caterpillar. Mr. Pusey, M.P., presented a
bundle of Eaiiy ^V;clles, grown at Kaat Ilsley, in Berkshire, by
Mr, William J. Williams. They were planted on the 26th of last

August, on a h'ght red soil, on a patchy subsoil, sometimes
chaik or gravel, without the lehst shelter or protection. They
followed an early crop of Harley, which was after Swedish Tur-
nips manured with stable-dung, and half the Turnips carted off.

2 bushds of Rye and 2j bushels of Vetches were used per acre.
^lie sheep kept on them the last fortnight refused the rye >hich
ia Inconsiderable compared with the Vetches), but the cart-horses
were well satisfied with their nice appetites, as they fed well on
what was remaining in the sheep-racks. There is a spurious
Vetch introduced for this variety, which has caused disappoint-
ment to those who used it. Professor Royle presented, on the
|mrt of the East India Company, a supply of the seeds of the
J'inius Deodara, or Himala3'an Cedar, for distribution among the
IneiDbers. The Duke of Richmond gave notice of a motion for
restricting the legislative power to the monthly meetings of the
council, and reserving the weekly meetings for the election of
members, and the reception of communications, giving members
the privilege of being present at such meetings and discussions.
Mr. W. W. Cawston, transmitted the following result of plough-
ing in green crops:—When Trefoil has been seeded. Clover or
«^er layers failed, Peas or Tares grown, or a clean summer
^uow made for Wheat, in the middle of August, or there about,
ak^ton-plough, or plough very flat, and sow a peck of White«mtard seed per acre, harrow in with light drags, clean off any
^raas or rubbish, and as soon as it is well up, top dress with aMgM coat of farm-yard dung (say 6 or 8 loads of 32 bushels). In

S.^ «7v ! ^ ^**^ luxmiant crop will be ready to be ploughedtofor Wheat a» Boon as the tlowers are beginning to open. This

a^!f:?.?.Kfl^l^^f^l^^^"*P^^*^^**^**^^ the plant has risen

«i?nlonlh 1^1 w^
attaching a chain to the head and handle ofttc plough, which wiU completely draw it all into the furrow andthe following land buries it neatly. A large supply of vee^taWemanure is thus cheaply obtained,"^ and the see^coItTnow about^-a-crown per peck

; while the Mustard, if wante^is elceiientft^d for ewes at tupping time. Mr. Slaney gave an Lcoun^^Alexander's lonsr plough for cutting out drains a^ SS^ofthPBew' concrete draining tile, manufactured by' Mr ^ith ofJeanston, composed of sand, lime, &c., cheape^r ^d sSor totoose at pre^t hx use. The Duke of Richmonnated that inScoUand he had fouad great advantage in draining with peat
tiles, formed out of peat cut, by means of a proper spade of aScmi-cyhndHcal shape and dried. These on being expos^ to theAir, became changed hito light porous masses of indnmed peatmaolable m water. He stated that a large lake. havi^KTd^?;
bottom, had been drained in this manner, the water and mudhaving been scooped out and the peat exposed for 3 months tobecome dry; and at the end of 5 years it was found free from
decay or obstruction. Mr. Kimberley presented a specimen of a
Tegeto-mhieral substance found in peat, varying in depth from i
foot to 2 feet and a halffrom the surface, lying in horizontal beds
of an inch or 2 in thickness. The peat in which it occurs is almost
•ntirely vegetable matter, resulting from the decay of rimber and
rushes ; both the peat and water are strongly impregnated with
iron. When first taken the substance is of a white colour, but on
exposure to the atmosphere changes it to a blue powder.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
/«»e 7$ 1842.—Bishop of Norwich in the chair. Dr. Joseph

Hooker waa elected a fellow. The voluntary sabscriptions for
li^uidatuig the debt ofthe society, was announced by th« Secretary

to amount to about 800/. An account of a new fish, taken on the

coast of Cornwall, and nearly allied to the genus Hemirauthus. was
communicated by Mr, Jonathan Couch. The specimens taken

were youn^;, but from the character of the fish, Mr. Couch was

disposed to think it ought to constitute a new genus. Part of a

paper, by Mr. Clarke, was read, on the Sea Cocoa-nut, Lodoicea

Sechellarum : this tree belongs to the Palm tribe, and is abundant

on the Sechelles islands, where it attains a height of 70 or 80 feet.

The leaves are palmated and very large, the petioles measuring

frequently 15 feet, and the lamma the same length, their breadth

being 10 or 12Yeet, The plants are dicecious. The largest are

calculated to be at least 4 or 500 years old.

BOTANICAL SOCtETY OF LONDON.
June 3.—J. E. Gray, Esq., President, in the chair.—Mr.

J. A. Brewer exhibited living specimens of Ophrys musci-

fera, Aceras anthrop6phora. Orchis bifolia, Orchis ustulata,

Paris quadrifolia, and other interesting plants from Reigate.

Mr. T. Twining, jun., exhibited a large collection of cul-

tivated specimens from Twickenham. Mr. M. J. F. Sidney

presented a specimen of Lycopodium lepidophyllum, from

Valparaiso. Mr. A. Gerard presented an interesting collec-

tion of plants from SieiTa Leone, coUected by Mrs. Blyth.

The continuation of the paper commenced at the last meeting,

On the Flora of the Malvern Hills, being a sketch of the crypto-

gamic vegetation indigenous to the chain, by E. Lees, Esq., was
read. The Author remarked that among the Hepaticee occur

Aiith^'iceros punctatus and Targi6nia hypophylla, the latter at the

foot of moist rocks, on the Worcestershire Beacon j while there

are three species of Marchantia, polymorpha, cdnica, and hemi-

spha;rica. The Jiingerminnias arc not in such variety as might

have been expected, though some of them, especially Tamarisci.

dilatata, and ciliaris arc abundant upon the turf of the hills, as

well as upon the rocks, and investing the dwarf decrepit Haw-
thorns, that, bowed down by the wind and old age, creep almost

double upon the ground. Jungcrmannia pinguis, Linn., is ex-

cessively common, though very rarely fruiting. Jungcrmannia
tomentclla is a beautiful species, that has only occcurred

in one place, on a dripping rock in "The GuUet." A list

of those species observed by Mr. L. was given. The Malvein
Hills are particularly remarkable for the various Lichens they

produce, most of which grow in a very luxuriant and beautiful

Tuanner ; and in the moist autumnal and wintry months many of

the rocks present an appearance from them truly gratifying to

the lover of nature. Some of the harder granitic rocks are en-

tirely covered with the Umbiiicaria pustulata, which at this time

is of an olive green colour, and as flabby as a piece of moist lea-

ther j though in the summer months it appears as black and
sooty as if subjected to the action of fire. On other recks, the

deep purple Parraelia omphalodes extends itself, contracted with
white patches of the grey P. physodes, the darker saxatilis, the

dingy olivacea, or the conspicuous glaucous pitted thalli of

Sticta scrobiculata. On the higher rocks, the curled Cetraria

glauca grows in abundance ; while a venerable hoary aspect is

imparted to the protruding masses, by the silvery Isidium coral-

loides, and the still more coralline appearance of Sphserophoron
compressum. The Reindeer Lichen, Clad<5niarangifcrina, is plen-

tiful on the Turf, with its aUied species, andthe sadder and darker
Cornicularia ; while in every pa?t the brown and scarlet apothe-
cia of the ScyphOphori, in all their multiform varieties, contri-

bute to decorate the scene. In the whole, including the cortical

Lichens, about 220 species are met with. The paper concluded
with a list of Fungi found in this interesting locality. Dr. J. B.

1 Wood presented specimens of Carcx clongata, found at Charlton,

j
near Manchester. It was announced that Mr. A. Henfrey had

' been appointed curator, and that the Herbarium might be in-

spected every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 10 to 4;
and on Friday evenmgs from 7 to 10. Also, that the first excur-
sion of the members of the Society would take place on the 7th
instant

.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
June G.—Mr. Edmonds in the chair. The manner in which the

two succeeding exhibitions should be conducted, and the value of
the prizes to be given at those meetings, were finally settled. It
was agreed that prizes should be offered both to amateurs and
professional florists, for Pinks, Pelargoniums, Ranunculuses,
Hoses, and Heartsease, at the meeting on the *Jist of June j and
that the extra prize, viz., a silver cup, of the value of 5/. 5s.,
offered by D. Sheares, Jun., Esq., should be given for the best
collection of 36 varieties of Roses, to be exhibited in single
blooms 1 these, in all cases, to be distinct, and unaccompanied by
anything but the foliage of each variety. In addition to the
prizes offered by the society at the exhibition on the igth of July,
for Carnations and Picotees, it was decided, that the silver cup,
of the value of Si. 5s., presented by Dr. Lindley, should be awarded
to the best Pieotce of the present year, provided it w ere a i st class
flower ; that the entries for this prize should be made distinct
from those given by the society, but that any Seedlings exhibited
for the society's prizes, and to whiclv 1st class prizes could be
awarded, mu^tbe subsequently entered for the cup.

Mr. Hindes, without any other indication than that of California
It hashitherto failed to produce seeds in this country.—iio^ Ret'
Echeve'bia aciitif(3lia. Sharp-leaved Echeveria. ih^-JA'

NOTICES or ISEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Jasminum caudatum. Tail-leaved Jasmine. Jasminacese. Di4n-
driaMonogynia. {Stove Climber).—A very handsomebut scentless
Jasmine, uihabiting the warm valleys of the Sylhet mountains,
whence it was introduced into the Botanic Garden, Calcutta, It is a
gracefcil, healthy-looking plant, with deep green, handsome leaves,
which are tapered into very long narrow points,.whence the name
it bears has been given to it. Although the flowers have none of
the perfume of the Jasmine, the large and snow-white masses
of them render it a handsome species well worth growing. It
requires the temperature of a cool stove, where it grows and
flowers in great luxuriance. It is well adapted either for planting
out in the border of the stove and training up the rafters, or for
twining round stakes in a pot. The soil which it seems to hke is
a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and rotten dimg, but it will grow
in any itee soil. It is easily multiplied by taking off cuttings of
the young wood, planting them in sand, and plunging the pots in
bottom-heat.— -Bof. Reg.
AzA'i-EA ALTACLKREVSis, The Highclerc Azalea. {Hardy

Shrub). EricAcese. Dec&ndria Monogynia.—This, the most
charming, perhaps, of hardy Azaleas, unitingto the utmost beauty
of form and arrangement of colour a most delicious fragrance, is
one of the many additions made to our horticultural treasures' in
this famUy by the gardens at Highclere, from whence it has been
communicated to us by the Earl of Carnarvon. " It was produced
by fertilising the flowers of Azalea sinensis with the pollen of the
late-flowering variety of A. viscosa, called by the nurserymen A,
rubescens major. It bears the most decided evidence of its double
parentage, having the glaucous foliage and inflorescence of A. si-
nensis modified by the pale crimson tints of A. rubescens major.
It 15 most profuse of its odorous flowers, which cover the whole
bnsh, and is altogether a very strikmg production. W^e have
named it Altaclerensis in commemoration of its origin."—£Gi.aeg.

(^n^T'^^^u^^^^:^}'^^^^^^'^''''^' Straggling Star of Bethlehem,

ihe Rurpind i^^^"",^?'
*iexandria MonogJ^nia.-Mr. Hindes,

^^^Pr 1
/^^^ Sulphur surveying ship, met with this on the

whmJ^V-r^ifP'2'^^'
^^^ ^^"* ^^ ^° t^e HorUcultural Society, in

thPir nn»T, «.„Lh,. ».; ^?.^° colour, and being too weak to support

IbontTwo Sft A^^^'
'"^ P^strate. The flowering stem is erect.

^n^hlTLl" J"?^'^ P^<=1«'1 f"^°« the base, with stratglinKbranches bearing glender racemes of distant flowers. The lattSare white, with a green stripe aloBgtheback of^h divii on I
i8 a hardy bulbous plant, requiring the same treatment as Veratrums or HeWmas. and growing freely in any rich sandy soil u
flowers ftom JuJy to August. But a siogle biUb was mTeived from

house Succulent.) Crassulacese. DecandriaPentagynia.—Amo?p
the novelties found by Mr. Hartweg during a short visit to
Oaxaca, in Mexico, was this pretty plant, whose succuleflce ai d
tenacity of life enabled its stems to reach Europe alive. When it
was first received by the Horticultural Society, it was mistalten
for E. gibbiflora'; but upon flowering it provedjto be very diflerent
and much more handsome. It differs from tiiat species in the
leaves being acute, gi-eeuer, and more richly touched with scarlet
The flowers are disposed in a short narrow erect cylindrical pani'
cle, and they are rich scarlet tinged with yellow. The lateral
branches are short, straight, and only bear three or four flowers
in a corymbose manner at the end.— Uoi. Ileg.

OxcIdium sphacelatum. Scorched Oncidium. (Stove Esi.
pliijfe.) Orchidaccse, §Vande^e. GynaudriaMondndria.-Amoiip
the new species of Oncidiums this is one of the most
beautiful yet known; and has been sent from Guatemala by
Mr. Skinner to his friends j by Mr. H^irtweg from the game
country and Mexico to the Horticultural Society, and from Hon-
duras to Messrs. Loddiges, with vrhom the species first flowered
in February ISll. There are two varieties in cultivation, one
much handsomer than the other, with larger flowers.*—£of. J{,g,

Cirrhope'talom chinekse. Chinese Cirrhopetalum, Orchi'
dacese. Gynandria Monandria. {Stove Epiphyte.)~ThGT(i is no
longer any occasion for speculative minds to occupy themselves
with the important hivestigatiou of the cause that may have led

the Chinese to invent strange figures of men and women, with
their chins in perpetual motion, for here is the explanation of it.

We have here a plant from China, one of whose lobes is exactly

like a tongue and chin, and so unstable as to be m a state of
continual oscillation. The flowers are very large for the genus,
in general appearance like those of C. maculatum. The petals

and upper sepal are purple, the lateral sepals are yellowish green.

The flowers are arranged in a circle, and all look outwards; so that

on whatever side the umbel is regarded, it still presents to the

eye the same row of grinning faces and wagging chins. Messrs.
Loddiges imported it from China.

—

Bot. Reg*
OncSdium xanum. Dwarf Oncidium. Orchidaceze. Gynan-

dria Monandria. {Stove Epipht/te.)—This singular plant has the

habit of O.pfimilura, to which it is nearly allied. It differs iu

having much larger flowers, and in the form of its lip, which is

varnished, as it were, and bears two large warts, one transverse

and one longitudinal, placed at right angles to e^ch other. The
form of the wings of the column is almost that of a straight

knife-blade directed downwards, and tipped with a lucid gland.

Messrs. Loddiges pbtahied it from Guiana.

—

Bot. Reg.
A'nia bicornis! Two-horned A'nia. Orchidacese. Gynaiulria

Monfindria. {Stove Epiphyte.)—K singular plant of the Orchida-

ceous order, imported from Ceylon by the Rev. J. Clowes. It

has something the appearance of Eulophia macrostachya; the

flowers are green, except the lip, which is bright yellow.— J?(jf,

Reg.
E'niA acutif<5lia. Acute-leaved E'ria. Orchidacece. Gynan-

dria Monandria. {Stove Epiphyte.)-^A small unattractive species,

imported from India by Messrs. Loddiges. Its leaves are fleshy,

deep green, very acute, and between 2 in. and 3 in. long; the

raceme is erect, composed of five or six distant flowers, of a dirty

white, with violet veins. The lip has a purple base, and a dull

yellow tip.—i^o^ Reg.
.E'aiA panlculat-A. Panicle-flowering E'ria. Orchidacese.

Gymuidria Monandria. [Stove Epiphi/te.)—-^]iedmeTis of this

plaut have flowered wuth Messrs. Loddiges. They have long

narrow taper-pointed leaves, and panicles of small greeDish

flowers slightly freckled with purple; having a line of fine white

powder formed all along the middle of the lip, and burying the

tubercle, which occurs at the base.— Bo^. Reg,
H6vEA RAtEMULosA. Short racemosc H6vea. LeguromosK.

Monadeiphia Decdndria. {Gret-nhouse Shrub )—This is a pretty

greenhouse shrub, raised by K. Mangles, Esq., of Sunning Hill,

from Swan River seeds obtained by Capt. James Mangles. It

has narrow leaves, brown underneath, and short axillary racemes

of pale purple flowers.

—

Bot, Reg,
Isopooov Rosiius. Hose-coloured Isopogon. Protedce?e.

TetrandriaMonogvnia. (Grtf^i/ayw^e 67u«A.)—A handsome Swan

River shrub, raise'd by R. Mangles. Esq., from seed imported by

Capt. J. Mangles. R.N. It has a rather glaucous rigid foliage,

deeply divided into three lobes, which are themselves 3-cleft or

5-clctt, and spiny-pointed. The flowers aie reddish purple, m
cones surrounded by the leaves at the end of the branches.—

But. Reg,
Cy'tisus Wklui/?.-]!. Weldeu's C>tisus. Leguminosre. Mon-

adeiphia Becandria. {Tlurdy Tre-?.)—This plant is now in flower

in the Garden of the Horricultural Society, and proves to be very

different from the Scotch Laburnum, notwithstanding its foliage,

v.'hich much resembles that species. Its flowers are sweet-scentea,

growing three or four together in an upright, not drooping clos-

ter. It is a smaU tree, from the mountains of Dalmatia, hardy, ana

worth adding to the collections of Trees and Shrubs. The poi-

sonous qualities of Laburnum seeds is said to be much concen-

trated in this plant, and the scent of the flowers produces heac-

ache.

—

Bot. Reg.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Climate of Ladakh.^Yrost, with snow and sleet, com-

mences early in September, and continues with iittie in-

termission to the beginning of May. From the middle ot

December to the beginning of February we found the

thermometer, out of doors at night, seldom above 1^ ?

and on the 1st of February it was as low as Si"*
o-^o to

inner apartment of our dwelling, it ranged from ^»5

320, but did not rise above the freezing point tUi the »tu

of February. In May, the days become warm, althoug

early in the morning the rivulets not unfrequently V^^^^^

a coat of ice; and this may be observed in soroe spoi

even in Jane, whilst on the loftiest mountains snow tai

occasionally every month in the year. During the su^

mer months, the sun shines with great power,
^'^".['^t ^

short part of the day his rays are intensely hot. ^^ '

on the 4th of July, the thermometer in the sun rose

noon to 134<?, and on the march to Piti it stood vj-^

higher; at night the temperature was 74«.
^^^^^"ble

depth of winter the heat of the sun is very
<^^^^^f[ -^^

for an hour or two, and the variation of ^emperatur

consequently extreme. On the 3Qth of January ^'^V'^-^^

mometer showed a temperature of 83^ at noon, when

was only I2io at night. The great heat of the sun

summer compensates for the short duration °^^"^/^^ag
and brings the grain to rapid maturity.

^^^^^J ^Jr „ «as
sown in the neighbourhood of Ld on the l*^*:^.^^/^^^,nes

cut on the 12th of September ; and at Pituk, tive m

from Le, and' about 800 feet lower, the same gra>«

ready for the sickle in two months from the time oi
^^^

ing. The atmosphere of Ladakh is in general ar^^^

moisture being converted into snow in the ^^"^^^'
g^;

speedily evaporated by the scorching suns ot Bum

there U consl^uently very little raiu. During our s
;

in the countrr, rain fell but on ten days, and then ^^^
small quantities, between the end of Apni ana we ^
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of September ; and this we were informed njucb exceeded
the average fall.

—

Moorcrofl's Travels^ vol. i, p. 267.
To Prevent Hay from Heating.—M. Schattenm^nn

of Bouswiller, in Alsace, of whose manner of preparinff
stable manure we some time since gave an account
(p. 191), states, that he prevents the heating of hay-
stacks by the following simple means :—In making the
stack he sows over the hay 200 grammes of muriate of
lime for every quintal of hay, at a cost, iu France of
only a penny per quintah He says that he has found this

80 effectual, that for 15 years he has seen no case of fer-
mentation taking place in the stacks when it has been used
ftnd that he is in fact indifferent about adding to his stacks

. a (t^ loads of damp hay ; for he is satisfied that the
muriate of lime completely neutralizes the dangerous
effects of moisture.—[The salt and lime now so much used
hy farmers is an imperfect kind of muriate of lime. The
salt itself is very cheap.]

Apricots of Ladakh.—Of these there are said to be ten
Tarieties ; and they certainly present much difference in
size, shape, flavour, colour, and surface. They are all

raised from tbe stone, with one exception, which is sup-
plied by inoculation. This is a small fruit, not much
larger than a walnut, somewhat flattened at the bottom,
of a glossy skin, and pale yellow colour, inclining to white,
which changes to a reddish brown where it faces the sun.
The pulp is of the usual consistence next the skin, but
becomes softer as it recedes, and next the stone is little

thicker than honey in the comb. The whole fruit par-
takes of the lusciousness of honey^ combined with a slight
and agreeable bitterness, and the flavour is unsurpassed by
any variety of apricot I have ever met with. The
stone is of a light yellow colour, approaching to white.
The trees grow in the Pargana of Ladakh Proper, and
especially at Saspula, not far from Le, on the banks of
the river. There are two other kinds, which might per-
haps be advantageously introduced into European horti-
culture. One has a smooth, shining surface, without
down, is round, and of the size of a greengage, and holds,
both in appearance and taste, a middle station between an
apricot and a plum. The third is a little larger than the
preceding, with a short down on the skin, which is of a
redder colour. The stones of both these kinds are of a

S.«"/^^^^^*^\°^"'' ^^^V ^^^^^^y on different plants, not on num ! the original of all fecundity ; nor can I say less,the same. I hnvp nnUr f^„«^ ;t r * ._ . T*.T * -. __. .1
*- -- .. "^

'
... .. -^ . *the same I have only found it fragrant near Naples, and

then sweeter than No. Z.''—Botanical Reyistcr,
I^ew Cactus.^Wt have just received from J. D.

l^lewelyn, Esq., of Penllergare, the flower of an exceed-
ingly handsome seedling Cactus. It was raised from the
seed of Cactus speciosus, fertirised with C. Ackermanni,
and appears to partake of the character of both parents.
Ihe flowers, which are produced freely, are of a beautiful
rose colour

; tbe sepals measure about four inches across,
while the interior petals, instead of expanding, as in other
flowers of this genus, are contracted, and form a tube
about IJinch in diameter. The peculiar form and bright
colour of the blossoms render this quite distinct from any
Taiiety hitherto raised.

Instayices of Autumnal HeaL—^^e^n\^y expect, from
the state of the soil in September, to have it warmer
weather than the length of the day would otherwise pro-
duce; b.ut in some years September and October have
been noted for very unusual extremes. On September
/th, 1/95, the thermometer in Suffolk was S-O"^! wind S.E.—In 1804, for many days in September, especially the
4th, 5th, 13th, 14th, loth, and ICth. intense heat pre-
vailed,; and on Sunday the 16th, the temperature was 80^
or 87« in several places in Suffolk 1 wind also S.E.—On
October 15th and 16th, 1811, the thermometer was 73«

!

September ICth, 1815, 80« ; and in September and Octo-
ber ISl 9, there were some days of great heat. The mouth
of September in 1810, 1811, 1820, and 1821. also afforded
a very high temperature on some days, but at earlier
periods, and therefore less remarkable ; but so late as the
2oth and 2Gth, in 18:32, mv thermometer was 80«, and the
same on 19th September, 1834. On October 6tli, ISC 1,
It was at 77^ and wind ^.'E,^Meteorological Journal.

June,

dark brown, bordering on black. The other varieties are
deficient in juice and flavour, acid, or mealy, and are only
fit for drying and preserving. The trees blossom in April
and May, Much fruit is gathered in August, but the sea-
son is not over before the end of September, The greater
part of the fruit is dried in the sun, in which state it re-
mains good for many years ; and is stored for home con-
iumption, or exported to Lassa and Tartary. The dried
fruit has a mixture of sweetness and sub-acidity, and is a
wholesome and palatable article of diet. An oil, used as
a perfume, is extracted from the apricot kernels.

—

Moor-
croft's Travels. Vol. i., p. 295.

Cyclamens,—The following account of the European
Cyciameus, which are excessively confused alike in books
and gardens, I owe -to the kindness of the Hon. W. F,
Strangways, who has studied the genus with great atten-
tion for many years. It will enable our botauical friends
to set their herbaria ia order now for the first time. '* 1
have seen all the European species (except some doubtful
ones) native in Italy, and cultivated them for many years.
Ihe result is, that I believe there are but three good
ii-uropean species. We must begin by dismissing names
from our consideration. These three are all European,
au more or less ivy-Ieaved ; accordingly all are to be found
classed under those appellations. But there are at least
tnree distinct species, so that besides the mistake of a
name, there is also a confusiop of plants. For this reason
1 rofessor Tenore, of Naples, who first distinguished the
tnree^distnbuted the names as follows :—l. He gave to
tUe Northern, Alpine, summer-flowering Cyclamen, the
name europjeum, as the plant of Linnaus, and probably
with reason. 2. To the Southern, Mediterranean, spring-
nowenng plant, the namehederafolium, as being the plant
80 named by Clusius, who I think describes it as ** Cycla-
ininus hederae folio verno tempore florens." 3. What was
to be done with the plaat of middle Italy, which all pre-
vious botanists had seen, but none had distinguished from
tbe two others ? He rightly judged it to be a distinct
»pecies, and like most Italian botanists, to honour his
own town, gave it the name under which it is published,
VIZ. neapolitanum

; though No. 2 is equally common
there, and less common elsewhere, and, had not -Clusius
Darned it, would have made a better neapolitanum. I
nave found C. europeeum always fragrant, flowering in
Austria in July and August, and as late as September—on

th p ^^" ^^^e o{ t^ie Alps, in the Friuli—never south of
tie Fo. Tenore's C. neapolitanum is common over all

^taly, south of the Apennines of Bologna. I am told it is
not found at Genoa or to the westward, but that it is in
^icUy and North Africa ; and now it seems on one moun-wm near Sion in the Valais, and in Kent and Suffolk.
J-he white variety of the gardens I refer to this^ but never
J^und it wild. This seems to me C. latifolium of Fl.
yraeca. The northern limit of C. hedenefolium of Clu-
sius IS, as far as I know, the northern slope of the moun-
^in of Spoleto, where I found it as late as the end of

> K^' •
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^"*^ more southern countries of Italy,

U begins to flower in -March. It is always fragrant, but
'^ith a less delicate scent than the others, but of a finer
colour, and a flower in shape nearer to C. persicum. It
^ems the same as the C. repandum, Sibth., of Greece.
J-yclameu vemum of the gardens seems intermediate be-
tween C. coum and neapolitanum, but I judge only from
the figure, not knowing its history. C. lineare is, 1 be-
lieve, now considered fabulous. Mr. Bentham has heard
Of a white spring Cyclamen near Montpelier, which has
WTer, I believe, been determined* The leaves of No. 2,

The Quarterly Journal of Agricnlture, No, 57.
1842. Blackwood.
This number maintains the high reputation that has

been acquired by previous parts, even without the valuable
Transactions of the Highland Society, which appear along
with it. The first article is by Mr. Cuthbert Johnson,
upon the organic chemistry of the eighteenth century.
The following extract from Evelyn is curious, as showing
the views he entertained upon the subject of saline
manures :

—

" It is salts which entice rodts to affect the upper and
saline surface of the earth, upon which the nitrous rains
and dews descend, and the cause that some plants, the
most racy and charged with juice, of all other (for such is
the pine) thrive so well among rocks and pumices, and in
whatever best maintains this vital pickle. It is salt which
makes all covered and long-shaded earths to abound in
fertility, and renders the dung of pigeons, poultry, and
other salacious corn-fed birds, so eminently eifectual be-
fore the soil of horses and other beasts, in which it less
abounds, as having less virtue to attract it. It is salt that
gives such vigour to places sprinkled with urine, soot, ashes,
&c., which have them not diluted; and to bones, flesh,

horn, hair, feathers, blood, and the rest of those animal
excrements. And whence those seminal masses should
proceed after calcination of the earth, when it comes to be
exposed again, is hard to divine; whence, I say, they
should derive their life and energy, without being destroyed
by so powerful an agent as fire, unless they lurk in some
vegetant and indissoluble salts (volatile, fixed, or nitrous
earth) from whence they (phoenix-like) emerge, though I

do not say without any other specific rudiment; but it is

strange what, as I remember, Dr. Morrison affirms of the
Erysimum or Iris, so seldom seen to grow spontaneously
in England before the late prodigious conflagration of this

city, when there appeared more of it amongst the ruins
than was known to grow in all Europe besides, it being a
curious exotic, to be found most about Naples in the time
of Fabius Columna, and but rarely elsewhere. It is salt

which resuscitates the dead and mortified earth,' when,
languishing and spent by indulgence to her verdant off"-

spring, her vigour seems to be quite exhausted, as appears
by the rains and showers which gently melt into her bosom
what we apply to it, and for which cause all our composts
are so studiously made of substances which most engender
or attract it. It is salt which fertilizes and renders Egypt
so luxuriously fruitful after the inundations of the Nile

;

and the nitrous grounds of Jamaica and other places cause
a stupendous growth of plants and trees. It is the want
of salt which emasculates the virtue of seeds too long ma-
cerated in hungry water, and renders floated wood such
unprofitable fuel, and to turn into such insipid ashes ; and
whatsoever it be some plants may appear to affect, as to
the external differences of appetite, some of them seeming
to draw in more air, some earth, and others water in ex-
traordinary measure, according to the several contextures
of their parts, or by whatever magnetisms and attractives,

it is still to come at their salts, which doubtless create
that inclination, and compose the various saps and juices
which they present us. Nay, what if I should say that all

the several parts of vegetables were endowed with their
peculiar and distinct salts, through different motions, com-
plications, and percolations ? Or that so many earths, so
many kinds of salts digested and transported by their dif-
ferent vehicles and strainers; and those also, though un-
like in quality, yet perfectly congruous to what they pro-
duce and nourish? But what this vehicle or menstruum
is, I contend not. It is evident that salts unite best with
water, vernal and autumnal showers and dews, as the moat
apt to convey their insinuations. You know' who have
dignified salt with the prerogative of being named element-
earth, the Tigour and close of all thiag»; yea, the first and
last o( elementated bodies* What shall I say. quid divi'

since there was no sacrifice or discourse without it. And
veriiy, upon serious contemplation of the premises, and
the little experience I have had of their effects in this
work of Tegetation, as far as I am able to penetrate into
causes by them, I am not displeased at the magnificent
epithets which are given it. In the mean time, I know
there be who are so averse to this doctrine, as to prefer
water alone before it ; nor contend I with them, so they
allow the near affinity and friendship which is between
them, as 1 have deduced it at the entry of this discourse,
where I describe my autoptical observations of the several
earths

;
all that I pretend from hence being only to excite

us to make diligent inquiry what may more likely be the
cause of vegetation, and whether salt have not a dominion
almost mechanical in thia great work of Nature, being so
absolute an ingredient in all our dungs and composts. I
cannot, in the mean time, but wonder how a thing so
eminently sacred and fertile should come to be the symbol
of malediction; when, as the custom was, they used
to sow salt in the place of cities they had erased and
cursed

;
there being in all nature nothing so pregnant and

fruitful, unless it were to invite the plough to go there,
and that the fertility of the spot for corn and grain might
divert them from rebuilding and covering it again with
houses.^ Indeed, to apply salts in excess burns the earth
for a time, so as nothing will grow upon it ; but, when
once the rains have well diluted it, vegetables spring up
more wantonly than ever. This I daily find, by siftin
common salt upon the gravel-walks of my garden ; an
for which cause I have left it off. And we find that the
earth itself, overwashed and too highly manured, is as
unprofitable as if it were barren for the time, and that
there is in all things a just proportion to be observed.*'

—

(pp.49—52.)
The second paper is upon Trigonometrical Surveying

and Levelling, by Mr. W. Galbraith, who points out the
errors in old surveys, and offers some excellent advice to
the officers charged with the Ordnance survey of Scotland.
He particularly insists upon the importance of accuracy
in the names of places, and points out some striking inac-
curacies that have found their way into books. Take, for
example, Dunoon :

—

" It is supposed by some to be derived from the Gaelic
word Dun, a castle, and Nuadh, new ; and hence Bucha-
nan, in his Latin ' History of Scotland,' writes it Novio-
dunum, Newcastle. By others, it is derived from Dun-
oighean, the castle of virgins ; by others, Dun-Owen,
Owen*s Castle, &c. All these seem to mc to be caused
by needlessly wandering from the point, straining to seek
some important derivation, when none, in my opinion, is

necessary. To one like me^ not Tery much initiated in
Celtic lore, it appears to be derived simply from Dun-
Uaine in Gaelic, signifying, in plain English, Greenhill,
exactly descriptive of the little green hill on which the
castle formerly stood. The same or similar observations
may be made on many learned disquisitions on Highland
etymology. A ludicrous instance of the same kind is

committed by Messrs. Sedgwick and Murchison, in their
geological survey of Arran. They describe a rock which
they write Craig-a-cajou, and translate—a mounUin of
cheese ; whereas the true orthography is, Greag-a-caise,
the very steep rock. Even an investigation of this kind
in England would be interesting to philologists and anti-
quarians. For example, Dover, in Kent, is compounded
of two words, radically Celtic, namely, Dha, two, and
Barr, a height; hence a Celt would infer that there are
two heights or chffs at Dover. In fact, this appears to
have been the British pronunciation nearly, in the time
of the Romans, who wrote it Dubrae, Dubris, Sec, In
like manner, Calais, in French, is synonymous with Cao-
las in Gaelic, signifying a strait or ferry. Hence Calais
is the town on the ferry betw^n France and England."

This is succeeded by Hints for the Improvement of
Agriculture, by Mr. J. Hannam. He points the folly of
tenants hiring farms without capital enough to manage
them, or of taking them from year to year under any cir-
cumstances ; a measure which Mr. H. thinks equally pre-
judicial to landlord and tenant. He objects, too, to the
introduction of stringent covenants into leases, which
** merely retard and annoy l:he good farmer, and rarely
improve the unskilful." And he attributes the superior
condition of the Scotch tenantry over the English to the
length and freedom of their tenures, and to their corn^
rents saving them from the effect of low prices.
An entomological article follows, from the pen of Mr.

Duncan. It relates to the history of the Black-veined
White Butterfly, and some other species, whose habits are
illustrated with good wood-cuts.
Among the papers furnished by the Highland Society is

a very long Geognostical account of Banffshire, by Mr,
Cunningham; some excellent remarks upon the improve-
ment of Oats growing in moss, by Prof. Johnston; upon
top-dressing with bones and lime, by Mr. Campbell
Smith

; upon new fertilising substances, by Mr. Oliver ;
and upon the comparative value of bone-dust and rape-
cake, by Dr. Madden. In Mr. Johnston's experimenU,
the best effects upon Oats grown in peat-moss was ob-
tained by a dressing of bone-dust and lime, which sup-
plied the earthy matters that peat soil is always deficient

in. In other cases he recommends the addition of mht&
containing silica, as a sure means of improving fresh soUf

especially wood-ashes, soap-boiler's ash, peat-Mii^^ and

kelp ; especially the second and fourth. Me also mM^s*

the powder obtained by crushinar the white sl^ ^^^^

furnaces, in those places where it can be had.

practical conclusions," says Professor Johmoih ^
at which

we seem to have arrived arc, that the ph- i, ,^^*^**"'®

(earth of bones) and magnesia mm likely to md the filimg

of the ear ; and that kelp, or Dutch, or wood ashes, iviii

iron

The
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probablj benefit the straw. The fol owing n.«-^ty«^f^^^
likely tJ supply the.e and all other deficiencies of the soil

for this cro!>"uppo ! .^ the hnd previously drained and

hmcd, or perhaps partly ^^^-^^ed,

1 cwt. kelp or Dutch ashes, - . .
iu

J cwt. nitrate ofsodu,

I cwt- dry sidphate of sc„ .,

5 hiiiiwla'of bone dust,

icwr. (epsoni salts) sulphate of magnesia,

4
12

5
10

2 G
I

Total cost, £1 U 6

:\rr. Smith states that the effect of draining and top-

dfL-sin^ with bones and lime some rough swampy land

OTcrrua with rushes and bad herbage, was as follows :

—

•* Previous to the top-di 'ngjtheol acres were considered

to be worth 2-1/. The park is now estimated to keep well,

daring 6 monthfl, 5-'$ six-quarter-old cattle, which, state

only at 20,s\, or 53/., besides affording good wintering to at

least 80 sheep at 2a\. or 8/., in all GI/., leaving an in-

cren d anntral value of 37/., which will repay the outlay

in less than 6 years, or, in other words, supposing the pre-

vious rent of 2iL to he worth thirty years' purchase, or

7-20/., ther present, at the same rate, is worth 1830/.,

thereby increasing the value of the property 1110/.,

by an expenditure of only 207/. Ss. Id, The result alto-

gether has been so satisfactory, that T have been preparing

to follow a similar plan with a much larger extent. The

lime appeared to do much more good than the bones,

which ought to have been mixed with the earth for a much
longer period ; but it is probable that the bones may have

a better future effect. Unless completely decomposed,

they should not he applied where there is not a consider-

able fward, and then they produce a wonderful henefit and

a very rapid growth. On the stunted moor the bones had

no apparent effect, and the lime not much the first year

;

but now (1841) the heath U di^^appearlng and the natural

grasses are coming up abundantly."

Dr. V '' n finds that a ton of bone-dust or rape-

dust is equal, in the production of turnips, to 15 or 20
tons of well-prepared farm-yard manure. '* Chemical

analysis has now proved that a ton of bones is equal to 30

tons, and one of rape-dust to \^\ tons, of furm-yard

manure I AVhere is the necessity for comment ? and who
will now doubt the efficacy of chemistry for the purpose
of unravelling the mysteries of practical agriculture !"

Calendar of operations /or the ensuing weelc.

In such weather as we have lately had, watering and keeping
down weeds constitute the priucipal work of the garden; it is

niuUiwi to think of planUng, nuless rain should occur. To make
appfttent the ennrmous quantity of water perspired by plants in hot
anU dry weather, itmay be mentioned that an eminent physiologist
ascert^ned, by experiment, that a Sunflower, whose evaporating
surface measured 56 i 6 square Uiches. transmitted from the soil
Into the atmosphere no less thaa ot o«. of water in the short space
of la hours, (Sec landley's " "nitory of Ilorlicultvirc," page 47.)
To famish tbis immense drain of fluid, receutiy-reinoTed plants
powMs only a small aud mutiiateU system of roots, which roust
nect ^.irily be dependent for a supply of moisture upon the
iiruitud i>orti(n of ground with which they are in contact; or, in
the case of plants turned out of pots, the old ball and the soil
toochinjf its sides arc the only sources of moisture until the roots
have ramJfte^l into the surrountiiug earth. The necessity of re-
gular and copinus wateilng-s in dry weather to such plants will,
th fora, be 'ent s and, as much lahoiu: is thereby incurred,
it will lu- adviMible, by way of economising: time and water, to
adopt the practice of covering the ground round the stems after
watering-, in the way mentioned at p. 38«j.

I.—KJTCHKN-GARDEN AND OKCHAR0.
In-fhmr Drpartment,

PivKar.— fn very hot days the plaiitij in pits will be benc-
flftri by shading ; not, however, with thick mats so as to keep
thera almost in darkness, which is often done, but by means of
nettinfir, or coarse canvas, or any other material which will ob-
struct, without excluding the sun's rays. Take care that the
lately-renewed beds do not heat too strongly. When they exceed
fifi° it is time to adopt precautionary measures. Keep the atmo-
sphere of the houses humid by damping the surface of the bark-
beds, the paths, and the walls, and by gently syringing the plants
every evening when the air is taken away. Of course fires are
not required now, anU ia warm nights it will not even be neces-
sary to cover the pits.

VfVERT.—As the Viiies in the first house are cleared of fruit,
va?h them well %vith a syringe, in order to get rid of the Red
Bpider. for the prorluction of which the late drj- and hot weather,
and the necessary cessation of syringing while the fruit was ripe,
have bet,* peculiarly favourable. Make the floors of the later
houses frequently damp in hot days, when the evaporation will
tend to cool the atmosphere, and to moderate perspiration by
the leaves. These Vines should be syringed, but not roughly,
av«7 afternoon. Give air betimes in the morning.
PKArH-HOL-SK.— Mter the crop is taken, Peach-trees are tooouen treated as though they no longer required or deserved

b twl?.''iL
^""^ this is a great err6r. Tlie leaves, which have

hitherto been occupied 5n elaborating sap for the support of the
fruit, arc now no less requisite for the purpose of preparing andpositing in the tissue of the wood the secreHons necess£-y toIts perfect formation, and in periecting the fiower-bucis for nextseason

; con.equ«ntiy it is of the utmost importanc^ o preservethem ma healthy cond-mon up to the per^d of their naturaldecay The same attention ought, therefore, to be bestowedupon the trees n^,^v as they received while the frait was erowiiitm regard to keeping the foliage free from ia^ct^ ^d X^^^xagnlar supplies of water and aur.
^^^^^^ ana giving

Chkrry-hou^b.—The latest torcpd frnit win >»r»vu *.-

bably be aU gathered: wl.en the trT^ shouW be removeTt^o^h;open air. and afterwards regularly attended to wUh^terFto-HousB.—Take care that the second cron ia n,^^ o^Z' j
by withholding water from the troer„ponThiXere^f*,^f,^fru.t. Any trees, from which the ripe Figs are atlgathered shoiHLave » rood watexirig with liquid manure ; the lefvlsthonM uklWise be copiously syrmged.

a^uuiu ase-

Qx MBKRS ANn MRLovs.~-ConUuue to plant out for late crops
as Patatoe and other frames become vacant. It will not be ne
cessary to make new hotbeds, but provision should be made for
heat being thrown Into the old one*, by means of linings, in case
bad weather should occur at the time the fruit is sweiling. For
the latest crop seed** nf some early variety may yet be sown
?hadc the plants in the heat of the day, and sprinkle tbem wheii
the frames jirc closed in the afternoon. Night-coyerings may be
dispensed with if the \^ ther continues fine. Ridge Cucumbers
un(fcr hand-glasSes must be attended to in shading and wafering.

Out-door Department.
Baoccotr.—AVater the seed-beds which are to fumi>h plants

for the latest crop j. these must not be allowed to get stunted.
Cabbaoks.—As the heads are taltcnfor use, cutoff the remain-

lag leaves aud iet the stalks etand to produce sprouts.

Cal-liflowkus.—Water these freely, especially the plants on

south borders, which are now coming into use. Shade the young
heads from the pun.

CKLEav.—Do not neglect the regular watering of the trans-

planted crops; if checked, it w^ill most likely run to flower.

Prick out the later plants on dung, in the v.ay formerly recom-

mended, and shade them in hot sunshine.

Kiu-VLY-BKANS.—Sow a dwarf sort for a late supply; these

should be put upon a south border, or other warm situation,

tvhcre they will bear tUl destroyed by frost, "Water Uie drills wcU
before covering the seeds. The transplanted crops, particularly

those at the foot of a wall, should have a good soaking of water,

if the dry weather continues. *

LKTTt'CE.—Tie up Cos once every week or ten days.

Ovioxs.-Keep the ground stirred between the rows, and water

those which have been transplanted. Break off the tiower-stems

from the autumn-sown plants, and likewise from Garlic and

Shallots. ,

Radishes.—Sow more frequently now, and always on a shady

border,
OacuAan.-If it is an object to have fine Strawberries, the

plants must be well watered in dry weather, before the fruit

ripens. Cover the best beds with nets to preserve them from the

birds. Proceed with the pruning and naUing of wall-trees, and

take pains in training those young shoots quite straight, which

are meant to form future branches. There is much to learn

respecting the summer management of wall-trees, upon which
their productiveness in a great measure depends. Where there

arc wide spaces between the main branches of luxuriant trees,

nail in as many young shoots as there is room for ; these will

make future bearing wood. Cherry-trees should be pruned and
nailed, and well washed preparatory to netting them. Use the

engine freely upon Peach-trees.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN" AND SHRUBBERY.
• in-door Departynent*

Stovb.—Re-pot winter flowering plants, which are now grow-

ing rapidly, and stop the shoots of such as Euphorbia Jacquini-

flora, to make them bushy specimens. Many of the Orchidaceous

plants will now be forming their youngshoots, particularly those

in the cool house, which are natives of Mexico j it should be kept

in mind that this is a critical time, as the young leaves are very

easily rotted with too much water. Continue to propagate by
cuttings, SiC.

(iREENHoirsE ANP CoN'SBRvATORv.—Attcud carcfully to the

watering, staking, &c. of plants which have been set out of the

house, and notice particularly, as they grow, that they are not

crowded too close together, especially Heaths, which will not
thrive either in or out of doors in a close and stagnant atmo-
sphere. If mildew is observed upon these, remove them to a more
airy situation (but not where fully exposed to the burning sun),

and dust the foliage well with sulphur. Broken clinkers, covered

with coal ashes, make a capital bottom for these and other deli-

cate rooted plants to stand upon. Dress and tie the climbers in

the conservatory, and see that the plants in the borders do not
stifFcr from want of water.
Fits axd Frames.—Fuchsias (with the exception of fulgens),

and all similar plants intended to make large specimens, must
be attended to in potting when necessary, and tying into a regu-
lar form as they advance in growth. Shift Chrj-santhemums
before they become pot-bound, or the loss of foliage will be the
consequence. Some plants may be turned out into an open
border, where, if attended to in stopping or tying, they will form
handsome bushy plants to be re-potted in autumn. To obtain
dwarf plants, layer the points of the shoots, and transfer the
young plants to pots after they are rooted.

OttUdoor Department.
Watering must not on any account be neglected, so long as the

present drought continues. Stake and tie all plants, before they
acquire an iU shape for want of it. Climbing plants on walls, ar-

bours, or poles, will now be growing rapidly, and will often re-

qniro tying or nailing. Destroy the seed-vessels of Tulips and
other bulbs j and if the ground they occupy is wanted, they may
be taken up, and the roots laid in sand till the leaves decay.
Where mowing is not indispensable, it liad better be deferred till

after rain.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuRSBRY.—Small seedling plants wiU be greatly assisted by

occasional waterings^ and if not inconvenient, it would be ad-
vantageous to the tender plants, to adopt some contrivance for
shading them in hot and dry weather. Keep the ground stirred
between the rows of young trees.

Forest AN'n Coppice Woods.—Where'there are regular men
kept in this department, they might now be advantageously em-
ployed in trenching and preparing ground for planting in autumn.
— /. B. Whiting, The Deeptleue,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending June 9,
1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

June
Friday 8
Saturday 4

Siinday fi

Monday <S

Tuesday 7
Wednesday a
Thuraday

Average

Baroheteii Thermomexeb.

Max.
30.206
30.113
S9.953
30.038
30-317
30.244
30.SI8

Min.
30.:60
39.965
29.809
29-9 IS

80.163
30.B04
30.103

M
76

80
84
78
SI

78

30.154 I »0.04:% i 62.9

Alin.
42
48
48

41

£1

47
49

Mean.
69.0

65.0
64.0
CI.

5

64.5
64.0

62.5

4(i.B I fi2.9

Wifid.

N.W.
W.
E.
E.

N.K.
N.E.

Rain

^00

Junes. Cloudless in the morningj very dry; light clouds :

clear at night.
4. Clear, hot, and excessively dry ; fine at night.
5. Fine, with light clouds

J hot and dry j lightning in the even-
ing ^ cloudy.

6. Fine, with slight dry haze; hot and dry ^ cloudy,
7* Shght dry haze; hot and dryj clear.
B. Fine, with light clouds; hot and dry; clear.
p. Fine ; hot and dry : clear and fine at night.
Mean temperature of the week nearly 5° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during thcla^t 16 years, for
the ensuing Week ending June 18, 1R42.

Aver, Aver.

Jtma.

1. IS
Mon. 13
Tiies. li
Wed. 15
Thun.JS
FrI. 17

Temp.
I

Temp. ^^'^P
Mean

71.3
73.3

73.4
735
71-8
7S.0

73.6

50.6
60.0
50.7
51.3
51.

S

5t.l

.3

Ko. of
Vean in
which it

Haini?d.

61.0

61.6
62.0
63.4

61.7
69.0
63.0

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

Wind 8.

^i.'^l^.^^?^^^*^
temperature during the above period occurred on

\^Vaf}'' lu
^836-themiometer 86^5 and the lowest on the I5th,m 1841—thermometer 36°,

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
nw.^r. *u

^^^ "-'^^^ eTtding' June 10. 1842.

have Wn ^t,*/^^,*'"'''*^^ ,?"*^ weather, both fruit and vegetables

nol beensa W^k?^-
'''^'''^'^'^ *^^""8 *^*^ T>ast week, but tride has

ami of <^lli:'"^"\ : report. F»^i^- Hues are plentiful

ah ndanrtr^PHl^'^^' V^" P"^^ ^i*^^*^ ^=^«^ ^^^^' Grape« are

froma* Voftl iiiK ^*^i*Y8» J^n>nti«ian,and Sweetwater .vclUr^g

a^^ot ™'.^h lA' r^^^""
White l9u.eat at 10.. per lb. Melonsare not «car^

;
the kinds offered arc the Gr^een-fleshed, Cantaloupeand fllack Roclc, from 3^. to 8«. each. Peaches and Nectar nes

lTZ^k''%'^ '^ ?^"' ^""^ ^^*^^^^* ^^^« fallen to .' and
8s. per lb. Strawbernca are exccedmgly abundant, and are selling

from Grf. to 2s. per pottle. Gooseberries and Currantd* are nam
what cheaper than in our last account, the former fetcbine fml
25. to 35. per half sieve ; the latter from 2s, 6d. to 3«; per half .il^
Apples are almost over; a few Gooseberry Pippins are tell^
from 8s. to 105. per bushel, and some French Crabs, from 6* tos
per bushel. Cucumbers are plentiful, from Gd. to 2s, perbrarr
Vegefable.<i. —A9jt3iva.^us is much cheaper and more abundant than-t
has hitherto been ; the best selling from 2s. 6d. to 4s. per buccfe
Cauliflowers are not quite so good, owing to the dry weather - tlMw
are selling from 25. to Gs, per doz. Peas are becoming somevlTf
plentiful, from 5«. to 6s. per bushel, and from lis. to i2s. per sack
New Potatoes are consfderably cheaper, and are selling from 3rf u
to 9^. per lb.; the Cornish ones from 2s. to .3«. 6rf. per doz. ivl
Young Carrots and Turnips continue the same as last week. Lettuces
are plentiful and fetch from 6d. to Is. 36?. per score. French Beans
are much cheaper, having fallen to Is. and 2s. per IftO. A few
Artichokes are to be obtained, which are selling from 5s. to Ss. prr
doz. Rhubarb is nearly past

;
there is still, however, a con&ider'ablti

quantity, from 4d. to Qd. per bundle. Mushrooms are rather scarce
from Is. to 2s. per pottle. F/(>u--ers.—Amongst these we observed
some fine Ericas, Ixias, Clematises, Cactuses, Vellow Roses, Sweet
Peas, Kalmias, Carnations, and Picotees.

PRICES SATirxDAY, Ju?™ 11, 1842.— FRUITS:
Apple?, Kitchen, per bush. 3* CJ to 61

Uessert, per bushel, 5*10 12#

Strawherries, per potlle, tii^ to 2*

Peaches, per dpz. 1£j to 24*

Nectarines, per doz., Ms to 24s

Pine Apple, perlb. 5s to 12*

Grapes, per pound, 33 to 8»
— Muscats, per pound, 10*

Orang^es, per doz,, 1* to 2« 6d
— per 100, Gs tolGj

Lemoni, per doz* it to2f
— per 100, flito 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, Gd to 2i

Melons, English, each, 3i toa«
Cherries, per lb. 3x to G#
Gooseberries, per hf. sve., 2j to 3*
Currants, per half sievej 2«etf to3<
Almonds, per peck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound. Si
Walnuts, per bushel, lei to 24*
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 20'— Spanish, ICt
— Barcelona, £0* to 24*— Turkey, 16*

Cabbage, per doz. 1* to 2*

Cabbage PJanis, per doz., 2* to 4*

Broccoli, Brown, p.bnch., ed

CauUdowers, per doz., 2* to 6«

Peas, per sieve, 4* to 5t

— per half sieve, 2* to 2* 6d
— per sack, 16» to 20*

— Prussian, per sieve, 6* to 7*

KidneyBeans, forced, p. 100, 1 j to 2*

Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 80*
— per cwt. 2* 6(i to 4*

per bushel, lifid to 2* M
» Kidney, per bush. 2jtb 2* 6d

New, per lb., 3d to 9d
Artichokes, per doz..6* to 8* *

Turnipf, White, per doz. bun., 3* to 8*

Carrots, per do2. bunch, 4* to 15*

Red Beet, per dozen, 1* to 2»

Horse Radish, perbundle, 2*6J to7«
Radish, per doz. hands (24to30each)
9d to }*

— Turnip, p. doz. bch., 9J to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, ]* 6d
Chives, per pot, 3d
Leeks, per dozen bunches, 1* to 2*

VEGETABLES.
Garlic, per bunch. Ad to Gd
Shallots, per bch., 3d to 4d
Onions, Old, per halt sieve, 4i to 6*— Green, per doz. bch., 2i to 2j 6i
Asparagus, perlDO, lai^e, 2j6rf to4*
— Second or Middling, l»6iJ to g*6J— Sprue, or Small, 1* to 1/ erf

Lettuce, Cabbage; p. score, Crf to 1j 2d— Cos, 6rf to 1* Zd
Celery, per bundle {12 to 15) BJ to I*— young, per bund., 1* £rfto8«Cdl

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Watercress, p.dz.small bunch. 4<i to6i
Parsley, per half sieve, li to ItGd
Tai'ragnn, per dozen biincfaes, 3*„j
Fennel, per dozen bunches, 2*

Thyme, per doz. bunches, 2*

Sa^e, per doz. bnnches, 2*

Mint, pel dozen buneht's, 2* lu 3i

Marjoram, per doz. bunches, 3*
Savory, per doa. bunch., 2*

Basil, per doz. bunches, 2«

Rhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 4* tc^i
Mushrooms, per potlle, Is to 2*

Notices to Correspondents

.

Country Shows.—We intend next week, in a douhle number,

to clear off all arrears relating to these, and shall he obliged, by

any of our country friends forwarding to our office, as early iu tlie

week as possible, any reports which may have been omitted.

R. C's Galls upon the Sweet-briar are the nidus of some in-

sects called Cyxips ; they will do no further harm to the bush,

and if the twig with the moss-like excrescences be cut off, and

placed in a box, or under a tumbler, the maggots enclosed in

them will produce a variety of very beautiful little files.—ii.

TFin^on.— No, 1 is Curculio (Magdalis) atramentarius, and has

nothing to do with the injury done to the bark of the Elm-trees

that we are aware of; 2, Carabus (Dromius) meridionalis; 3,

Carabus (Peryphus) littoralis; 4, Carabus nemoralis, Linn. [ 5,

Carabus (Steropus) madidusj 6, Cicindela (Notiophilus) bi^utta-

tus; 7, Carabus (Abax) Striola; 8, Silpha rugosa; 9, Carahus

(Lopha) 4-guttatus^ 10, Carabus (Amara) vulgaris; 11, Carabus

(Helobia) brcvicollis; 12, Pyrochroa ruhens.— JR.

An Irish Friend.—U your Conskrvatory is to have a span

roof, why put up a back wall > Otherwise your plan is a good

one; the arrangement of the stage and beds will look well.

P. W. J.—We find English-grown Tobacco answer the pur-

pose perfectly for fumigation. Perhaps you have used the green-

flowered, or white^flowered kinds, and not the red-flowered.

If Omega will procure a pamphlet called "A Statement of Uie

satisfactory results which have attended Emigration to Uppek

Canada," he will find all the information that we are acquainted

with. It was published last year. .

O. C—The destruction of your Glass by frost is exactly ^nai

always occurs where the laps are unputtied. A little water col-

lects between the two plates of glass forming the lap, '•'^^.^i?*'

expands, and splits the glass, because the latter has not elasticity

enough to yield to the pressure of the water. Circular glazmg is

the best, because it throws the' water from the putty and sasn-

bars into the middle of the line of squares, and so saves tne

former. British sheet glass is more elastic than crown glass, ana

will yield to some extent; but we fear not sufficiently wnu

small squares are used. Your best security is puttying youriap

effectually. ^ :-

M. W. JT.-^Thcre is a good design for a Swiss CoTTAfiK '"

"Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Cottage Architecture. i^^"

Fuchsia which drops its flowers is probably not sufficiently sup-

plied with water, or it may he that it is not kept warm "i^"^";

W, Bushy, Eusthampstead Park.~Oi your seedUng Pelar

NiuMS we think No. 1 is deficient in general form ;
the P^^f'^*

^^

too narrow and too long; and the white centre, intense spec,
^

bright rosy colour, will not compensate for this defect. ^ '.^

Under petals pink and slightly veined, deep rich spo* s^^'.^'f^;"
pj

with crimson, dying away gradually to the ^d^Qf "^vhich is
r^.

^^
cloudy; the under petals are large; it is not sufficiently (u^

^
from some varieties already out. No. 2 resembles No. J.

;^

better spot ; petals broader, and altogether an itnprovemeut "v .

it. No. 4: Well formed under petals of a delicate rose, xt'

nating white in the centre; the edges of the upper V^^f'
^g

rather uneven ; the deep rich velvety spot is ^*^^' °"®'_:«u and
the best of your seedlings, the colours of which .^^^ " „per
clear- the foliage broad and handsome; the <^a'^ "\Vi„ %
petals is fine in all, and terminates with but little

^^^""Jjjintn,
the rosy colours appear to predominate in the ^*^

fj^jeties
would it not be advisable to endeavour to obtam new>*"

among the white, crimson, or purple kinds? frame
A Constant Reader.—V^'G are afraid that a Cucumoc -

^^
placed upon brickwork will be but a poor apology lor a e^^^^^

house; butwe would advise you to build up the o"^*^^^:,,^
from

the ground, instead of sinking it below. The damp a™^f^„
to

the earth in the latter case would prove a sure uesuu

your plants in winter. , , . ^^ between
JR. S. y.-Your F6chsia is one of the numerous nyf""^, ": „anie

fulgens and other kinds, but we really cannot say d> "vvu

it is known.
, , . nillwvnia

Wilfred's plants are,—2, Gnaphalimn arenarium; 4, x/
.^^ji

ericifdlia ; 3 has no dowers upon it ; and l is too pool a ^v

to enable us to ascertain what it is. . . A'srUea;
C\ C.'s plants are,-l, Ver<5nica officinalis; 2, Genista a «6

3, Pedicularissylv&tica.
. ^ , *„ A'rahishir-

P. R. W. is right. His plants are Orchis ustulata, a

suta, and Geum intermedium. «i.a« fai.i-*^'^

Pi'lyantliuii.—TXi^rQ are various reasons for ttowt-a*
^^^^^^

FaoM Pi ANTS just before they expand; the P^^^PTipsfiof ti^«

are either too much or too little water, or ^xj^^fe^^" ^ at a

atmosphere in which they grow. As your P[«";^,f;~L% the tru«
window, it is more than probable that the last of Uiese

cause of your blossomb droppiuff off.
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C/ifwi.—MAn(5viAs -wiU stand out through the winter without

any protection ; and the berries of M. aqnifoliam and repens often
ripett iu thi« country. They only require the same treatment as
other common border shrubs. All kinds of Rosas, whether
Standard or othcr?»iiiay be propagated by cnttiugrs towards the
tatter pait of this, or any time during next month. The quickest
and"fure?t method, however, is to bud them upon stocks of the
common Uog Rose; the operation is very simple, and by a little
practice you may ensure success. Rosa Dktoxiensis is net of
a ciimbii.g habit, and is said to be hardy.

G. D. F.— The Strawberries you sent were handsome fruit
bearing considerable resemblance in shape to Myatt's Pine, but
inferior to it in flav9ur, whicli was no doubt impaired by their
having been so long paclscd. If the specimens sent were pro-
<!iiced in the open air, it will be a valuable early kind, as we
know of no other sorts whose fruit are thoroughly ripe before
those of Keen's Seedling, in the same situation, have changed
colour.

//. ir. K.—The following is cur opinion of your seedling Pe-
i.ARGoxiLiis : — No. 1, with pink undcrpetals, gradually termi-
nating in white, and a rich spot in the upper petals softening to
the edge, is good ; but we have too many in that way. No. 2
bears considerable resemblance to the Sylph, but it wants the
clear and bright appearance of that beautiful variety j this is oc-
casioned by the ground colour of your flower not being so
light, the spot not terminating so suddenly, and a deeper colour
extCJiiling beyond the spot on the upper petals. The general
form of yonr flower is not so good as the Sylph, nor are Us petals
so firm ; in one point only is your flower superior, and that is

in the spot continuing down to the vase of the petals, and show-
ing less of the white feathery marking. No. 3 ; pleasing colour,
but too small. No. 4; delicate pink under petals, fine dark spot
terminating abruptly, with a stain of crimson only at the edge,
and with little feathering at the base of the upper petals ^ a broad
band of clear rose-colour surrounds the spot> this is the best
flower;. No. 5 is too small; the edges of the petals are very
jagged.

PoieiitUlu,—Thc specimen of Oak you sent is some variety of
Qutrcus pedunculata. The greenhouse plant is Manulea foe't'ida.

If you will send us one of the Buttkrflies whose Caterpillars
feed upon the Oak, we shall perhaps be able to tell you its name.

J. A. P.^s plants are Rhododendron hirsutum and the double
Silene Behen.
Discipulns,— \l your Graft has taken well, it will benefit it to

remove all the small brandies below it. By allowing them to
remain they will absorb a considerable portion of the sap, which
would be otherwise destined for the Grafts.

Poliouphloisho has acted rightly in not covering the Ska'-Kalb
wiilch he planted in March. All the flowers should be cut off di-
rectly ; if allowed to run to seed, they will exhaust the roots.
The period when the crowns should be first covered must depend
entirely upon when you want it for use. If required early in the
spring, you may commence doing it in November. We shall be
very glad to receive the results of your experiments witli ammo-
nia when you can furnish them.
A. £.— When the Prrcnjca-PLAXT gets into an unhealthy state

it is difiicult to recover it. Your treatment seems just what it
ought to have been, and the only advice we can oflTer is to give it
bottom heat, by placing it above the flue or hotwater pipes. You
ought to stop the young shoots of Euphorbia jacquiniflora and
Poinsettia pulcherrima, to make them grow bushy.
<pvv.~^\\Q insect is the Mole Cricket, a great pest where he

is common, feeding upon the roots of seedlings, and destroying
them by thousands. The "Wakefield'' Nursery is, ive presume,
in Yorkshire; the Post-office would probably be able to discover
the town.

^- /^.—Vrhen Coal is distilled for the purpose of making gas, a
large quantity ofUquor is condensed in the purifiers; this consists
principally of w^ater, containing salts of ammonia, and a thick
black fluid, called gas tar; the two fluids are quite disthict, and
the tar, which is lighter than water, floats upon its surface. Gas
liquor, as the ammoniacal water is commonlv called, has been
us«d with very considerable advantage, when diluted with water,
as a manure. It |s a strong caustic fluid; and accordingly it is
found best to neutralise the ammonia which it contains with au
acid, or, what comes to the same thing, by mixing gypsum with
It

:
of course, as ammonia is an alkali, ifwe wish to fix it. we must
^^ V

^^^' °^ ^^^'^^ substance containing an acid-another alkali
would be of no use whatever. It is probable, also, that gas tar
might be used with good results ; but as yet very little is known
respecting the best mode of applyhig it. The tar, like the am-
moniacal hquor, is of variable composition, it consists principally
of carbon and hydrogen ; but it is not known whether plants are
able to feed on such a compound.
Jarqnes.—v:^ do not imagine that a demand for JotfR.VEYMA>J

t^ARDKXBRs exists in the New Colonies; such men would bemore likely to find employment in Sydney, or Van Diemen's Land,

. n 'i^5^'^,
""^ ^^ ^ journeyman gardener has sense enough to

puJl off his blue apron, take his hands out of his pockets, and turntuem to cultivation of any kind, whether gardening or farming,
ne would probably find New Zealand a good berth. In all cases,
zeal, industry, and good conduct will carry a man through dif-
licuities m any country. Apply at the New Zealand House.
A.H,~Any young medical man, well educated, or smy good

country chemist, will tell you the proportions of earthy matters in
your soil. It can also be done, upon the payment of fees, at theMuseum of (Economic Geology, belongingto the Commissioners
oi v\ oods and Forests, in London. We are glad to hear that you
nave* prepared a considerable quantity of night soil, by means ofwood and coal ashes, as we advised you, and that you find the
process renders it quite inoflTensive, It is about 5 times stronger
than farmyard dung of the best quality.

1
' '^'""^^-^'^'^^-^'^''rKS are easily multiplied by their stems,

wnich root in the mud of quiet streams and still w^ater. You have
only to get these stems up with a rake and transfer them to anew place. We would try our hand at a little Vegetable physio-logy had we not already simplified the matter, as far as seems

1 P '^" the Theory of Horticulture.A i='«rm^/-says,ttiat about lour weeks since he applied, upon
iwo acres of grass land, 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda each acre ; and
upon

1 acre, 20 bushels of bone-dust: that he has since kept cat-we in the same inclosure, and has lately found that the milk from
cows in it will not keep throughout the day, the cream curdling
OS though acid had been added to it. He inquires whether this
can be caused by the acid in the nitrate of soda becoming decom-
posed after being eaten by' the cattle? and if it could arise from
tius cause, whether, in adding sulphuric acid to manure to fix the
ammonia, it would not be necessary to keep it out of the reach of
(A\s > hq adds, that there have been heavy rains since the ni-

^ate was applied. [We never heard of such an effect being pro-
duced on cows, and cannot suppose that the nitrate has anything

wfK ^P^ ^^^ milk curdling. Cattle always prefer grass treated
^Uh saline manures. Perhaps some correspondent can explain
"oruBthe cause of whatis here mentioned.]

r /i"^'*
pJant is Saxifraga Cotyledon : the true species.

amt +?' ^'—^^^^''^ ^^^ ^^ fixed names for the mule Hippeastra
;^ K

^' ^^^ ^° ^^^^^^ cultivated that the traditional fancy names
*re hardly known, certainly not to us. We should be much
omised by a plant of the new Brugmansia, sent to 21, Regent-

_"• ^—Wc now see what you mean. The te-vdril of a Cu-
nmber is an abortive inflorescence : it may therefore be expected

^casionally to produce flowers; the circumstances, however,
wnich you mention, are very unusual, and not a little curious.AS far as iitUc bits without flower will enable us topudge, the
piants »re, No. i, Cacalia canescensj 2, Mesembryanthemum

which IS what the French use. By all means plant In autumn.
The action of Lablrxum seed on cuttle Sr not

^cinaciforme
; a, some Cotyledon} 4, Sempervivum arbdreum:

A^* ^Vitheringriaaolanacea.

AS n
?"^*''^"^'^'*'—^Ve see no objection to your planting lime trees

s a fouudatioa for a large clipped uedgb to screen your garden.

Omikron
known to us

;
it may possibly not be dangerous to thwi^^ but" asthe poisonous principle of the.r seeds is extremely powerful it Uprobable that they would be fatal to animals as wellTs man IfCREKK viTHioL IS uscd to fii the ammonia in manure in-^tcad of&ypsum, It is better to dissolve it in water. The proportions areimmaterial \ on can easily ascertain whether it has fixed theammonia, by holding a rag dipped in muriatic acid over the heai>

(see a leadmg article of to-day) ; do not, however, expect it to act
instantly; some little time will be required for the vitriol to de
compose. Of evkrguej-x cliwbkrs nothing is so good as irv
you may, however, cover your wall with the Pyracantha andcommon Laurel, which will bear training and cuttinjr. althouirh
nottlimbers. '^

It, C. I?.—As SKKDSJiKN do not raise their own seeds, except
to a small extent, it is not fair to charge them with all the errors
that may be committed. Tlie most respecta-ble men mav be de
ceivcd by those of whom they purchase their seeds for sale In
the instance which you mention the sale of Cowslip seed f.-r
Polyanthus seed must, we apprehend, have arisen from some
accident. If a seedsman is in the habit of committing such
mistakes, you should not deal with him. You have no other
remedy.
n. C. A'.—The Ericas which we are enabled to recognise from

the specimens sent, are l, Erica Bowciana : 3, E. Coventrvana -

4, E. pcrsoluta alba; 5, a variety of E. cf.hica.
W. M, i>,—The Cactus is too much like Ackcrmanni. and is

not to be compared with Conway's Giant. Your Rosk is not the
Banksian, but the true old double yellow which so few persons
can flower

; most beautiful it is, we never saw finer specimens.
The less it is pruned the better, as is generaUy found to be the
case.

ASuhscriber\—r)\G principal points which constitute a good
dish of MusHiiooMS are, that they should be solid, weightv and
compact

i
of a clean, smooth, white colour on the outside - 'large

(without opening,! short-stalked; and when opened, the gills
should be of a bright reddish colour, and not livid or black as is
frequently the case in stale ones. The colour of the outside
however, depends much on the state of the soil in which they arc
grown, and upon whether they have been exposed to much light
Excellent Mushrooms may be grown in the autumn in an old
Melon or Cucumber Frame, where the soil is rather loose and
exposed to the sun

; but they are mostly brown and unsightly. If
the soil in which you have potted your Carnations was properly
prepared, they will w^ant verj- little manure water. Too rich a
soil is apt to make the colours run : therefore, rain water is pre
ferable. Plants may be kept tolerably well without watering the
surface of the sod in the pots, but not so well as if watered in thecommon manner. If the pots were plunged up to the rims they
would require very little water, and probably answer your object
better; since it would require a greater quantity of water in very
dry weather, to supply the evaporation from the pots, than it
would to keep the soil moist in them, and particularly if they weremuch exposed to the sun.
Amateurf plants aic- 1 . Echeveria gibbilloraj 2. Melaleuca

hypcncifolia; 4. Billardiera lon^riflora: 5. Euph6rbia cyparissias
C. W, L. will strengthen his Strawbbrrv plants by' removing

all the runners as they form, unless they are required for increase.
C/ericfw;.—There are various remedies recommended for de-

stroying the OxioN FtY, amongst which are.-strewing powdered
charcoal over the beds ; watcringthem with a decoction ofworm-
wood, described at p. 453 of last year's Chronicle; and spirits of
tar. We have no doubt the latter would produce the desired
effect.

Lusor,—Your plants are, L Lepidium Draha; 3. Draba incana- i

4. Linana triphylla; 5. apparently barren fronds of Cist6ptcris
fragihs. Your Paksiks, when they arrived, were quite dried up
and had lost their colour; you also omitted to number them so
that there Is no mode of reference. The larger purple appears
good ; so does a blue one, with lemon coloured centre, and good
eye; the rest seem to be bad in form. There is no doubt that
many Pansies perish from being blown about: the stalks get
injured, and they decay.
H. C, M. P.—The brilliant rose colour of your Pklargovium

with the dash of crimson in the upper petals, renders it a very
showy variety ; it appears also to be a most prolific bloomer: but
the neck of the flower is too short, and the calvx turns back so
that when the flower is fully expanded, the petals become loose
and curl back, which throws the flower out of its proper form'
leaving large spaces between the petals. This is a fatal defect.

*

i). i*.—We recommend you to keep the following Pansies

:

No. 25, fine form, good substance, well-marked eye, yellow and
purple; 9, rich bright purple, white centre, fine eye; i. a youn<-
bloom that promises well, good eye, delicate lemon side petals'
rich purple upper petals ; 44, fine eye, delicate lemon ground, with
purple mottled upper petals. The others have various degrees of
merit: most are deficient in the eye, and common in appearance
—not worth cultivating, as show flowers. Horatio is pretty, but
appears thin,

J, Schofield.^Your Pansy is of a fine deep rich purple colour,
of good form and substance.

G, T.—We wish we could say even one good word for your
Pelarcomu.ms. They.however are so destitute ofall the qualities
of a good flower, that we cannot criticise them further, than by
saying that their form is bad. their texture much too thin, and
they are altogether behind the present race of flowers of this class.
The same remarks apply to the Mimulus; we have several
varieties as large with deeper colours.
Semper idem.—Greatly obliged, may you live a thousand years.
Cor7iubiensis,—As the Vksta stove is a decided improvement

upon the common Arnott, we should recommend you to take that
for heating your greenhouse, if you intend to have a stove of
any sort. The evaporating pan should be as large as possible,
so as to expose a considerable surface of water.

T'er.—Your plants are— l, Carex teretiuscula; 2, Melica uni-
flora; 3, Airaflexuosa; 6, Luzula sylvatica.

H, B,, Esser.—YouT Pavsiks generally are too small, very de-
ficient in the eye—which in many cases contain but a few lines—
and commonly the flowers want substance. In a few cases the
colours, as 13, l6. ig, 51, are curious; but this will not compen-
sate for the absence of other properties.
C^-^.—Vour seedling Pklarooxium did not arrive in good

condition; the flowers that were expanded were dried up, and
those in the act of opening always put on too flattering an appear-
ance to be depended upon. It resembles Matilda in the delicacy
of its pink, and in the spot which runs down to the base of the
upper petals ; we fear the lower petals are too long. The flowers
were so drj" that we cannot speak with certainty to this point.
Probably the curling of the petals of your flowers arises from
their being too much exposed to the sun; a gauze, or thin cloth
shade, might remedy this.
Whiton's Ferns are—a and 6. Cistopteris fragilis; 3 and 12,

Asplcnium filix fae'mina, in different stages of growth
; 7 and li,

Aspfdinm fiiix mas: 8, 9, and 10, Aspidium aculcatum. The
Camp.^nulas aie I, C. glomerata; 2. C- speciosa. The Delphi-
niums are all of them varieties of D. grandiflorum.

J. /*.—Your plants are, 1 . Aj uga reptans ; 2, anErSsimura; and
3. Phlox divaricata.

J, W. T.—The plant is Gardenia radicans.
C. I>. i?.—The Yei.low Banksian Rosk, which was planted

three years ago, and which has not flowered for the last two sea-
sons, will probably be thrown into bloom next spring, by digging
a trench round the stem in the autumn, about two or three feet
distant from it—cutting off all the roots which you may meet
with, and afterw^ards filling up the trench with poor gravelly soil.
The reason of your plant flowering the first year, was nndonlitedly
owing to the check which it received in being transplanted. In
pruning it, leave as many branches as can be convenieuUy laidin;
shorten these ed\iX cat ail others off close to the stem.

Dewmienxis.— For such purposes as yonrs wK advise you to
h«at your greenhouse with one of the closed hot water appa-
ratuses. The pipes need not run round the ends of the house.
unless you want more heat during winter than is usual in green-
houses. The place of a Vine n;ay be occupied by Hardenbergias,
Kennt'^dyas, Pmssiflora I^udonJ, MendevjlJa suaveclens, DAlichos
lignosus, or even a scarlet Pelargdoium.

P. P.— Saltpetre acts much like nitrate of soda^ but its high
price forbids its being extensively employed.

ir, D. F.—The mobt useful book for travbli-Ehs wishing to
study European plants is A'o«*'« F7ura Gerwmmca, the next is
Jieichejtbac/rs Flora ErcurMoria: both are in Latin. All that is
necessar>' in making collections of dried plants while on a tour,
is a few quires of German or French grey paper, which is far
better for the purpose than our English paper; and card-board
and straps between ' ich to compress the specimens. Ther
must be shifted mto fresh paj thcv bt come damp.
^ A omr«. -SoApsrns contain a large quantity of alkali, and

are a useful manure ; but you must not apply them often. Try
the effect ofthem by degrees, and let us know the result.

*.. IT. Jif.-Apply to J. C. Loudon, Esq., Porchcster-terrace,
Bayswater. '

fhl^rntl'lHif^T'^^^ *^^<^ ^l^^t constitutethe properties of a first-rate Rose. If- dd bat have pa-
ticncc with your AsPABAt.u8, you will find it branch. It musthave frme griven It to grow. Do you find that putting a hand-
glass over a CauMnwcr plant, causo. it to form Its head in tendays ? Just consider how long U takes to form a head of Broccoli.

^.'r^*
'^•^'* *^ impossible to give a decided ofMon upon your

seedling Pelarcoml'm, the petals having fallen. We can onlysay that It promises well j the petals are of a good form, and
their edges free from roughness. The spot washes avmy a little
too much. You must send a truss of flowers as soon as the
plRut gets into good conditfon ; there is an appearance of its
proving a desirable variety.
As usual, many letlers have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The arrival of the India mail has supplied us with de-

tailed particulars of the intelligence brought by the extraor-
dinarjreipress of last week. The leading facts are the gallant
achievement of Gen. Pollock's army in forcing the Khyber
Pass

; the victory of Sir R. Sale over the forces of Akhbar
Khan, by whom his position waa invested; and the sur-
render of Ghuznee by Co!. Palmer. The union of the
armies of the two Generals removes all apprehension for
the safety of Jellalabad, and will no doubt have great in-

fluence in reducing the AfTghans to obedience. The sur-
render of Ghuznee is attributed by Col. Palmer to the
reduced state of his garrison, the want of water, and the
overwhelming force of the enemy. The measure is fur-
ther ju.stified by instructions received from Sir W,
M'Naghteti, Major Pottinger, and Gen. Elphinstone; but
the whole proceeding is generally considered unsatisrac-
tory, as, indeed, is made apparent by the fact that Lord
EUenborough has instructed the Commander-in-Chief
to bring both Col. Palmer and Gen. ElphinKtone to
trial by Court-Martial, and to institute an inquiry
into^the conduct of the political agents. A temporary
reverse has been sustained by Gen. England at the pass
of Kojuck, while on Lis march to relieve Gen. Nott in

Candahar; the pass was occupied by a strong body of
AfTghans, who offered sufficient resistance to induce the

General to fall back on Quetta, where he intrenched him-
self to await the arrival of fresh reinforcements. There
appears to be no doubt of the assassination of Schah
Soojah by the Ghazees, and consequently another advance
on Cabul is considered cert^iin. The interior of India
continues tranquil ; the King o( Burmah, whose move-
ment towards Rangoon recently e.\cited apprehension, is

fully occupied in suppressing a rebellion at home. The
quarrel between the Chinese and the frontier garrisons in

Cashmere, is considered likely to lead to British interfer-

ence, and to the ultimate cession of Cashmere and the
Punjaub to the Indian Governnoeat,

learn that Sir H.
From China we

Pottbger has announced that Hong
will be retained in our possession
of the British Government be sa-

no renewal of hostilities had

Kong and Amoy
until all demands

tisfied
;

Canton ; and the forces under the

taken place at

command of Sir H.
Gough and SirW. Parker continued at Ningpo. The war
about to break out between Cochin China and Siam was
expected to embarrass the councils of Pekin, and to facili-

tate in some degree the purposes of our expedition. In
France, the present session of the Chambers is drawing to
aclo^; the Deputies concluded their sittings on Satur-
day, and the Peers will probably close their session on
Monday next. The decree of dissolution is expected to
appear on Tuesday, a^d the general election will take place
early in July.—The Ministerial crisis in Spain still con-
tinues

; the resignation of the Gonzales Cabinet has been
accepted, and M. Olozaga, the leader of the opposition,
and the Presidents of both Chambers, have been in Tain
applied to by the Regent to form a new Cabinet. The
dissolution of the Cortes is considered by some parties to

be inevitable, while otbers anticipate the re-organisation of

the late Ministry, with certain modifications. Maiirid

continues tranquil, but some disturbances have oc-

curred on the frontier, and apprehensions are enter-

tained of another outbreak in connexion with a Chrt*-

tino-Carliat conspiracy.

the Government has exprp?se<i itself mmimo '/

in favour of the co;..:.}erciul find sFFave trnde

treaties, and that no doubt fa now entertained of their

immediate raUlication. Advices from th« Levant inform

U8 that Syria is still in a disturbed &t^ I Omer Pacha

hat not yet been recdlled (ma tb« Gomament of the

From Portugal we Jearn that
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Lebanon, aad the remua^trazices of tne ^;--;;;—
the object bare hitberto beca evaded. Tbe Greek ques

ttn hti m«ie littJe pro.r ,
-nd the Voriehn. express d

.^ 4et?r«.i»arion noi eo treat with King Otho unt.l ample

compemauon has been s^r.n for several gnevances com-

rlained of by the Turkish Government,

At hoire the proceedings of Parliament are the leading

iubject of interest. Lord J. Russdl has brought in a Bill

for the better discovery of bribery at elections ;
and Lord

JUhky te obtained leave to introduce a bill for the better

reguJation of labour in mines and collierie?. Both Bills

mill be supported by Government, and will no doubt be

received
The

Tariff has made Bome progress; the several amendments

proposed have all been negatived, and the measure has

tbas far proceeded without modification.

fDonu Xcfos.

Court.—iler Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal continue well. The Queen

and Court left Buckingham Palace on Monday for Wind-

sor Castle. On Saturday her Majesty reviewed some

troops of cavalry on Wormwood Scrubbs, On Tuesday

and Thursday the Queen and Prince Albert, accompa-

nied by Count MensdorlT and his four sons^ iJ^ith a nume-

rous suite, proceeded in the usual state to Ascot Heath,

to be present at the races. Her Majesty ha& created

Count Mensdorff an Honorary Knight Grand Cross of the

Orderof the Bath.—The Countess of Dunmore has suc-

ceeded Lady Portman as the Lady in Waiting on the

Queen, and Lord Rivers and Mr. O. Gore have suc-

ceeded the Earl of Morton and Captain Meynell as the

Lord and Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.—It is re-

ported in the fashionable circles that the Duke and Duch-

••i of Sutherland have received an intimation of the in-

tention of her Majesty aiid Prince Albert to honourthem
•with a visit at their seat, Trentham -hall, Staffordshire, at

the close of the season in town.
Parliamentary Movements.—Lord Desart and ^Ir, T.

GUdstone have been returned for the borough of Ips-

irich. The numbers for the respective candidates at the

elose of the poll were as follows : Lord Desart 680, Mr.
T- Gladstone 673, Mr. T. Gisborne 543, Mr. G. IMotfatt
' U, Mr. J. "Nicholsons.—Two candidates have offered

ttiem*fclves for the representation of the borough of New-
ca^e« Mr. J. CoU|uhoun and Mr. Harris.—The Water-
ford Election C .mittee have decided that Mr. W.
Christmas and ^\t. W. M. Reade were not duly elected
for that city ; and that Mr. H, W. Rarron, now Sir H.
W. Barron, and Mr. T V\

, ^ere duly elected, and
ought to have been returutid.

TAt Gold Coinage.—The Gazette of Tuesday contains
a proclamation by the Queen, relative to the present state

gf the gold coinage in this country. It states that due
f^ation does not appear to have bwn paid to its weight
and the directions

-

' :'^dy in force by Act of Parliament
with respect to the cuttiug or defacing such coin ; and it

concludes by stating, that in future, every sovereign, of
lets weight than t^t pennyweights two grains and a half,

and every half sovereign, of less weight than two penny-
weights thirteen grains and one eighth, shall not be
idJowed to be current in the^kingdom. The following no-
tice relative to this subject was issued from tlie Bank of
JSngland on Thursday, It will be seen by it that much
of the inconvenience which was expected to result from
the difBcuIty of getting rid of coin deficient in the
required weight at its real bullion value, is obviated under
tbe directions given by tbe Lorda Commissioners of the
Treasury. •' At the request of the Right Hon. the Lords
Commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury, and for the re-
lief of those who have in their possession the gold coin of
this kingdom, below the legal current weight : Isotice is
hereby given that, from and after this day, the 9th inst.,
any quantity of gold coin, in amounts of not less than
50/., will be taken in at the Bullion Office of the Bank of
England, at 3/. IJs, lO^d. per ounce, from the hours of
o clock in the morning to three in the afternoon until fur-
ther notice.**

FaANe£ The Chambers,w ru. w . , ~"r '^^ present session of

l^uwr—."^'^^^"2 '^ ^ ^'"^^^J the Deputies con-cluded their Mttmg on Saturday, and the Peers will prebably termmate their labours on Monday next. It is ez-«cted that the decree of dissolution will appear on theI4th mst., and that the general elections will ta^e place

lLcL!^t 'fv ^""t
P—^«e«, since ourU bthe Chamber of Peers, have not be^ of great importanceThe general discussion on the Railroad BiU hL pLaed

off without presentmg any feature of interest, and thoughaerera amendments were proposed the Chamber adopted
the B'H in the form sent up from the Deputies by a ma-
jority of 107 to .^5, The Sugar Bill was then voted bv
122 to Q, Tbe Chamber of Deputies has voted a bitt re-
lative to the foreipi; refugees, who are to remaia a year
longer under the .special surveillance of the police and
another granting 30,000f. to be employed in making ex-
periments for the establishment of a night telegraph. A
petition was presented to the Chamber for a reform of the
postage. The commission which examined it proposed
Its rejection. It declared that twenty millions of francs
postage revenue could not be spared, and that pre-pay-
ment was an object difficult to attain. The great amount
of postage on English letters was not noticed by the com-
ntsaioQ. Durbg a discussion on Saturday, on the linen
thread iiuestion, M, Cunia Gridaine, Jlimster of Com-

merce, declared that whatever might be the conclusions

of "the committee, whose report had not yet been made,

he had not retracted the engagements he had lately en-

tered into ; that is, to increase the duties on English

threads 20 per cent. ** This dignified reply," remarks

the DehaUy " to the menace of the English Ministry to

resort to reprisals, by opposing tariff by tariff, made a

strong impression on the Chamber." The last measure of

the Chamber was the voting the Budget of Receipts, which

was carried by a majority of 255 against 59.

llie CapiiaL—A report has been current in the capital

for several days that the King has been seriously ill
;

but

there is no foundation for the rumour. The **Moniteur,"

official organ, announces that the Prince de Joinville and

the Duke d'Aumale, who were to go to England towards

the end of this month, have abandoned the intention, at

least for the present. The Duke de Montebello. the

French Ambassador at Naples, had arrived in Paris.

Count Pontois was expected to leave immediately, to re-

sume his post as Ambassador at Constantinople.

The Fortiftcatiom.—On the 2nd inst., the King laid

the first stone of the fort of the Bicptre, which is to com-

mand the plain of Villcjuif, the valley of the Bievre, and

the road to Italy. The pnpers, in commenting on this

fact, observe that " this fort is situate within a short dis-

tance of the continuous wall, and can easily batter the

suburbs of St. Jacques and St. Marceau ; that it is one of

the most menacing for the capital, and will have five bas-

tions, three of which are to be turned against Paris."

The FleeL—Accounts from Toulon of the 2nd inst,,

announce that three frigates, the Belle Poule, Didon,

and Atalante put to sea on that day. Vice-Admiral

niiG;on's squadron had left the anchorage off the islands

of Hyeres for some days, and had sailed towards the

Balearic Islands. It was imagined that it would anchor

at Port Mahon and then cruize off the Corsican coast.

JIavre.—It is stated that the operations on the wreck

of the Telemaque, lost in 1789, which were commenced
last year, but which have been suspended since the setting

in of the stormy weather in Nov., are at once to be re-

commenced, and to be carried ou with great vigour. The
proceedings of last year engaged general attention, as

much on account of their novel character, and the activity

with which they were conducted through an unfavourable

season, as in consequence of the treasures anticipated from

the raising of the vessel. It is stated that the parties in-

terested in the salvage have collected evidence of the ex-

istence on board of specie and bullion to the amount of

33,000,000f., besides some valuable paintings by old

masters. A sum of 2,500,000f. in gold, despatched to

England by Louis XVI., is stated to have formed a por-

tion of the cargo. It is noticed as a singular coincidence

that the ''Annual Register" for 1789 mentions the fact

that the plate of that monarch had been sent to the Mint
to be coined for the use of the Royal family, a little before
Le T^l^maque was despatched from Rouen for England.

Algeria*—Advices have been received from Algiers to
the 30th ult. They contain an account of an engagement
which took place on the 21st with a corps of 4,000 Arabs,
who had attacked the camp of El Elarouche on the Con-
stantina road, defended by Commandant Montauban with
500 infantry and 114 cavalry. In this affair, the Arabs
are stated to have lost 300 killed, and the French only
one officer and a sergeant slightly wounded.

Spain.—Our intelligence from Madrid is to the 4th
inst., at which date the Ministerial crisis still continued.
On the 30th ult., the Gonzales Cabinet gave in its resig-
nation, and it is stated as a fact generally credited in Ma-
drid, that the Regent, when accepting it, declared his un-
willingness to dissolve the Cortes. On the same day, M.
Olozaga was sent for by the Regent, who, it is said,

offered him the Presidency of the Council, if he would
undertake the construction of the new Cabinet. After a
long conference, however, M. Olozaga declined the offer.

The proceedings in the Senate on the 30 th ult, were of no
importance, and the Chamber of Deputies have adjourned
until after the formation of a Ministry. A telegraphic
despatch from Bayonne, dated the 7th inst., informs us
that Gen, Rodil, on the receipt of an estafette from the
Government, started immediately from Tolosa for Madrid-
that the Regent had called upon the Presidents of the
two Chambers to form a Cabinet, but that they had re-
fused, and it was anticipated that Gen. Rodil would be
charged with the task of forming the new Ministry, Pri-
vate letters from Bayonne state that a small insurgent
force had appeared in Biscay, under the command of a
late sergeant of Miguelltes, who, though compromised in
the events of Oct. last, contrived to escape, and had been
since concealed in the mountains. The Government were
making preparations to repel any attack that might be
made from the French territory, and Gen. Rodil had been
for some time occupied in constructing fortifications on
those points which might afford access to an invading
force. Subsequent accounts from Madrid inform us that
the Regent had sent Zurbano to Catalonia, a measure that
was regarded as indicating his determination to act with
severity in the event of disturbances in that quarter. The
Cure Pinos Tome, and other persons ill-disposed to the
present Government, had been |ent to Seu d'UrgcL Filip,
with his band, was in Lampourdan. News by extra-
ordinary express from Barcelona of the 4th inst, states
that everythmg was quiet in that city, and that the French
siup of war which had been ordered to reinforce that station
had returned to Toulon. Tbe Ministerial crisis continued,
and was considered likely to last sbme days longer, all the
Parhamentary persons who had been applied to still de-
ciimng to enter the new Administration. Messrs. Oloza-a
and Cortma had not again been aent for by the Regent •

but It was the general opinion that the formation of no'
Cabinet was practicable without the accession of either of

those two statesmen. Gen. Seoane was the only person
of influence labouring to re- organise the Administration
The diflSculLies which all the combinations experienced
gave rise to a variety of rumours ; it was even said that
the Gonzales Cabinet would be recalled, under cert^n
modifications, and that the Cortes would be dissolved* but
this was considered improbable. The •' Times" of Thurs-
day published the following note, said^to have been written
by the ex-Queen Christina, residing at present in Paris
to her brother-in-law, Don Carlos, now a state prisoner in
Bourges : **To his Royal Highness D. C, Infant of Spain
&c. In consequence of the answer you have given'
through Gen. N— , to my first verbal message, I think 1
should not hesitate any longer in testifying to you all that
confidence with which your personal character inspires

me. Fate has persecuted me as well as your Royal High-
ness ; and what is more, I am for the moment separated
from my august children. In the name of the holy reli-

gion which inspires, us, as well as for the good of the
Spaniards, who, carried along by a man whom 1 have
loaded with benefits, may for a moment have forgotten

their sacred duty, we will combine in an enterprise which
although it did not succeed as I would have wished last

September, will not fail in its salutary effect from the

moment when we act in concert. I would willingly sub-

scribe to such reasonable conditions as you may deem it

expedient for me to submit to- Your affectionate, M. C
March 1 4th." The " Times " adds, ** This document will,no

doubt, call forth the attention of our Government, who are

entitled to ask for some explanation from that of France,

provided they believe it to be genuine. • We are not

without expectation of some further information on this

matter.''

Portugal.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 30th

May. The commercial and slave trade treaties were both

at length in such a state of forwardness, that little doubt

appears to be entertained of their being signed within a

week or ten days. A Council of Ministers had been held,

at which all the questions relating to these negotiations

are said to have been fully discussed. Some objections

were made by the Ministers of Justice and Marine j but

after explanations by Baron Tojal, Government pro-

nounced its opinion unanimously*in favour of the treaties,

A decree had been published, allowing ships touching at

Madeira for refreshments, to take on board provisions,

wine excepted, without paying export duty.—The elections

were to take place on the 5th inst. ; but it was thought

probable that the Cortes would be further postponed, in

consequence of the inconvenience to the farmers and

country proprietors of spending the months of July and

August in the capital. Tbe British man-of-war Indus was

about to leave Lisbon for the Mediterranean, and to be

temporarily relieved by the Malabar, Capt. Sartorius.

Lady Isabella Pitcairu died at |Lisbon on the 29th ult.

She had arrived from England for the benefit of her health

by the Braganza steamer on the^previous day.

Germany.—The papers are occupied in discussing the

plan of a comprehensive colonisation scheme, said to be

entertained by the States of the Confederation. It is re-

ported that the great Powers of Europe, but more parti-

cularly those of Germany, have become convinced of the

necessity of appropriating colonies to each nation, and

that for carrying the plan into effect a Congress is about

to meet at Aix-la-Chapelle. It is proposed that each state

shall have a colony at least equal in extent to the mother

country, and that funds shall be raised for the formation

of a fleet to protect the colonies against foreign aggres-

sions, and to preserve tranquillity by preventing them

from making attacks on each other. Attention appears

to be principally directed to Brazil, and it is asserted that

the Government of Rio de Janeiro is disposed to make

grants of various districts to German emigrants for coloni-

sation, on certain conditions,—A letter from Rastadt,

dated the 25th ult, states that the village of Berga, in that

district, has been nearly destroyed by fire. Of 110 houses,

75 were burned totheground.—Accounts from Berlin ofthe

28th ult. state that the Ministerial paper, published on that

day, contains a circular letter from M- Von Rochow, Ml-

nister ofthe Interior, to the chief presidents of the pro-

vinces, enjoining them to send in general 'accounts of the

periodical press and daily literature in the provinces. The

Minister observes on the great importance of the perioni-

cal press, which has become indispensable to the people ol

all classes, and remarks that the contents and the tone or

the journals of a province afford a safe clue to the intel-

lectual proficiency of the inhabitants, and that a view oi

the collective periodical literatui;e of all the provinces

would furnish a striking picture of the intellectual phy-

siognomy of the nation. For the purpose of ^^^^^°^?P

this object, the presidents are directed to furnish the JW^-

nister with a general review ofthe periodical literature

their respective provinces ; and^the following fundamen

bases are directed to be adhered to in drawing "P.^^^ ^f
ports. All the journals are to be considered as o^l^^^

this report which require a license from the ^^^^^^^^^^

They may be divided into such as are political scien

tific, industrial, or legal. The report is to state

character and tendency of the journal?, their value

usefulness, how many printed, their circulation in ^p^.
vinces, and the class of readers. Accounts of the *^ .*

^
journals are to be added, giving an estimate of the

^^^^^^
of copies circulated in the provinces, and a"iong

class of readers. This detailed statement isrequiream ^
first report only ; after which an annual report,

made in Feb., will state the changes that have taken p

in the course of the year. The King of Prussia ba.
^^

lowed three young officers of the Guard to join as v
^^^

teers in the next campaign of the Russians agaiw

Circassians. Capt. Von Orlich, who has o^tainea F-^^

niiasioa to join the English Army ia Affghaiustaa, w»»
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hare c.t out from London on the 1st inst.—The Kintr of ' ann^nrs ti,.f ; loio ^ ,,
Prussia has founded a special class of the order Po f

r^
V. T'.V^^l''' ^^^^' ^^^^ Marquesses of Dra

87
^" ^"^ ^^ ^L^ > AJ ^^ ^»

Prubsia ba5 founded a special class of the order Pour le
Mi-'rite, to be conferred on persons who have distinguished
tlicmselves in the sciences or arts; the number of the
members of the German nation being fixed al thirty.
The -order will alio be conferred on eminent foreigners'
the number of whom is not fixed, but is never to exceed
that of the German members. On the death of a German
member the vacancy must be filled up; but on the death
of a foreign member this is not necessary. Among the
foreign members in the class of science, including, it seems
the Itlles kilres, are Mr. Faraday, Sir J. HerscheD, and
Mr. Thomas Moore. Baron Alexander Von Humboldt
is appointed Chancellor, and Mr. Cornelius, the eminent
painter, Vice Chancellor of this branch, which is to be
called '*The Peace Class of the order Pour le Merite."
A discovery has lately been made at Nurembergof a band
of murderers of a formidable cTiaracter, Tsho have lon*^
carried on their proceedings undetected ; and it*is feared
that numbers never heard of have perished by their hands.
The circumstance v^^hich led to their detection was the
discovery made in Dec. last, of the limbs of a body, sup-
posed to be that of a rich widow, who had suddenly dis-
appeared from her habitation, and which were found in
the streets of the city. The police made great efforts to
discover the circumstances which led to the death of the
deceased, but for along time without success. Two other
persons were shortly after assassinated in the same mys-
terious manner, and great alarm and excitement prevailed
in the town. At length, Iiowever, the suspicions of the
police having fallen on a woman, who had been in the
habit of working for one of the murdered persons, they
watched her; and having obtained some important evidence,
they arrested another woman, who ultimately confessed
her connection with a band of murderers, who had com-
mitted all the murders alluded to, as well as many others.
She stated that having murdered the parties, the bodies
were immediately cut in pieces, which it was her duty to
dispose of in different parts of the town. The discovery
of these circumstances has produced great excitement in
^urembe^g and its neighbourhood; and the prisoners,
who have been committed to gaol, were with difficulty
saved by the police from the hands of the mob. It is not
yet known how many persons have been destroyed by these
murderers, but it is feared that they are numerous : and
as Nuremburg is situated on the great European route,
and IS consequently the constant rendezvous of foreigners,
at is supposed that the murderers imagined that their
practices would be less likely to be detected, from the
fact that foreigners would not be readily missed.

^
Switzerland.—The papers state that subscriptions

in tavour of the sufferers from the fire at Hamburgh have
been opened in nearly all the Swiss cantons. The Grand
t^ouncil of Argau, in the session vrhich has just closed,
tias rejected a proposition for the sale of the property of
the convents, by a majority of 100 to 50, The Consti-
tuent Assembly of Geneva has adopted the new project of
Constitution, and in a few days it will be submitted to
t^e people of the canton for their approbation. The
journals contain the following observations relative to the

ragonettij Tor-tona and Desmeures, founded a society the object ofwuicb was to render assistance to the shepherds and culti-
%^tors of the great plains of Apulia, to introduce intothem Merino sheep, Thibet goats, the best modes of ma-
nuring, agricultural tools, models of farms. &c. This
institution received the Royal sanction in 1834, and the
title of ''Banco del Tavoliere." In J 635, arrangements
^r a loan were concluded with M. Van Haken. banker at
Brussels; and an anonymous society was immediately
formed, with a capital of two millions of ducats, divided
into 20 shares of 100,000 ducats—these again subdivided
into bills of acceptance of 100 ducats. This societv held
sittings in three places ; one at Naples, the other at Fog-
gia, on the spot, and the third at Paris. The attractive
list of directors, in which appeared the names of princes
dukes, generals, and high functionaries, attracted a great
number of stockholders, both foreign and native. It will
be unnecessary to enter into further details, beyond stating
that the company soon fell into discredit, and broke up.
The creditors, the greater number of whom were Belgian
or Dutch, have applied first to the directors, and then to
the Neapolitan Government, in order to obtain at least an
explanation of this affair, of which it seems nothing has
been heard for some time. Their requests have hitherto
been taken no notice of; and as several millions are at
stake, they have applied to their respective Governments,
entreating them to use their political influence, in order
that justice may be rendered them. The NeapoHtan Go-
vernment replied that the affair regarded the tribunals,
and that the creditors should have had recourse to them.
It is stated that the king has not only refused the inter-
vention of Rome and Austria, but also that of France.
On the other hand it is affirmed that Holland has no
intention of coming to open hostilities with Naples on the
question.

Malta.—Accounts received from this island state that

commumcation said to have been made to the Vorort by
the i^nglish Mmister in Switzerland, noticed in a formernumber:--

^
ihe confidential note of England only touched

«!.; * 1
.y^ ^^^ convents to recommend the cantons

^^nn f .•
-^ '''^^*^'* tiegenerate into a question of reli-

gious fanaticism. In this respect the good sense of the

cZfirTl '"
.^.^V^"^^"^^

guarantee of the favourable re-

K^^ ^m'''^^ ^^''^" ^« ^^^ recommendations of

S. 1 A
^'^ ^""^^^'^ Cabinet, although Tory, letsbmtzerland understand that it will support her with allus power to preserve her independence untouched. With-ouc entering mto explanations on the internal political

FnrTnTo V-
^^^ cantons and the confederation, the

nlf f !v
'-^'^inet appears to allow that this Government is

aitoge her conformable to the wants of her situation, and

t«;n fi V
^ V^^^ci confidence that Switzerland will main-

rZ uf ^^"^^^"ty ^'^ich treaties have assured to her."
A p Augsburg Gazette'' on this subject savs—''Hither-
to r ranee had observed a perfect neutrality respecting thecon;ent affair, but lately a despatch anived from the
xmieiies, m which the Cabinet declares in favour of

f^nn f
^^® convents, but without departing from itsume of conciliation." The papers state that the Grand

^ouncii has just ratified a treaty made by the Executive
ouncii with the government of France and Sardinia for^ mutual extradition of criminals. Political offenders

casp
1^" '^^^" ^^*^ ^*= ^^ further stipulated that, in

toohV 1
^ «^ ^ criminal had previously committed any

^cl ^\ <^ffence, he shall not on the latter account be sub-
J«ccea to any prosecution after being delivered up.

isf
^^'"~'^^^^""*® ^^^^ ^0™^ inform us that a Con-

Ca^*^ T""^
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^* <^^^y o^ *^^ 23d ult., at which a

hisK
'^^

P
^at was conferred upon M. de Bonald, Arch-

the
^yons, with the usual formalities ; and that on

Poif^^*"^
occasion the appointments gf the Bishops of

of K ^^"^^'*' and Rodez, were confirmed. The King

^h{^
arrived at Palermo on the 16th ult. His visit,

iwsp f^^^
unexpected, is said to have been for the pnr-

^rt- ^f
^^^^*'*^^i»^"g whether the laws are strictly and im-

lett J
enforced in this part of his dominions. Private

rxlr7^
^°^ Genoa, dated the 25th ult., mention the de-

En r'f
""^ •^^*"' Brunei for London, but add that other

Tcv f
^"gineers remain at Genoa, to complete the sur-

h^^ ^^ ^^»e. projected railway through Piedmont. We
ead&r"^^^^^'^

'" ^ former number the difference at present
«*ting between the Neapolitan Government and those of

Uere
g-^1

*yglia. As our readers may not be aware of thejai nature of this difference, the foUowing brief account
.i«ie affairtliat has led to it may be interetting. It

the squadron under the command of Vice-Admiral Sir E.
Owen, put to sea on the 20l.h ult., and on the 21th. after
exercising the guns, was seen standing to the northward
On the 11th ult., Prince Frederick William of Prussia
accompanied by two of his song, arrived at Valletta, from
Naples, under the assumed name of the Count of Glatz.
Being desirous of seeing the effect of the shells^ or hollow
shot, fired from the large guns ofour steamers, which he
had heard proved so effectual at Acre, Admiral Sir E.
Owen conducted his Royal Highness to a remote part of
the coast, in H.M. steamer Devastation, where some
shells were directed against the rocks, doing such power-
ful^ and precise execution as quite satisfied the Royal
visitor. His Royal Highness returned to Naple* after a
few days' stay in the island.

Turkey.—By the arrival of the Levant mail we have
received advices from Constantinople to the 17th ult.
Intelligence had been received from Beyrout, announcing
the breaking out of an extensive rebellion at Latakia.
According to the last accounts from Syria, brought to
Constantinople by the mail from Beyrout, Omer Pacha
still remained at Deir-el-Kammer, where he had received

J

a considerable reinforcement of Albanians, amounting
altogether to 8:500 men ; and other troops aie said to be
ready to follow the same destination. The accounts from
Beyrout give a serious description of the misery prevailing
amongst the Christian population of Lebanon since the
last disturbances, and of the cruelty practised by the Al-
banians towards the Maronites. It is stated that the
Porte evades all the representations made on this subject
by the British Ambassador, in conjunction with the repre-
sentatives of Austria and Prussia; and that although the
Grand Vizier, Izzet Mehemet Pacha, replies to each note
of Sir S. Canning that he will take into consideration the
demand of the three Powers relative to the recall of Omer
Pacha, that officer still remains unrecalled in the fortress
of Mount Lebanon, and suffers the Albanians to plunder
the Christian villages which had escaped the attack of the
Druses, The Druse prisoners lately captured, as noticed
in a former number, by Omer Pacha, bad arrived
at Constantinople. Sayd Pacha, the son of Mehemet
All, has been nominated to the Pachalic of Sidon. The
fall of Izzet Mehemet Pacha is now regarded as cer-

j

tain.
^
Two of his principal supporters have been expelled

by Riza, so that his own downfall is considered imminent.
Halil Pacha will, it is said, in that case be Scraskier. The
negotiations relative to the Greek question were still pend-
ing, the Porte not appearing disposed to treat with King
Otho, until liis majesty should have given ample satisfac-
tion for the attempts committed by Greek citizens at
Chalcis, and compensation for the sequestered Mussulman
property. Accounts had been received from Trebizond,
stating that Sir J. M'Neill was expected there from Persia;
and it was believed that an English steamer would remain
at Constantinople in order to convey his Excellency to
England.
Egtpt.—Our intelligence from Alexandria is to the

1 6th ult. There is no political news. The English con-
sul, Mr. Stoddart, had addressed a circular to the British
merchants on the 13th ult., informing them that he had
received a letter from Boghos Bey, acquainting him, by
order of the Pacha, that the trade in cotton would be ren-
dered free from the period of gathering the ensuing crop.
Private letters inform us that Capt, Basil Hall and family,
after having performed their tour to Thebes, in Upper
Egypt, proceeded to Syria, and completed no less success-
fully a visit to the Holy Land, having made an excursion
to the river Jordan and the Red Sea. They have since
gone on to Greece and Constantinople.
India.—We have received the details of the Indian

news, a brief extract of which waB given in our la^t, aa
communicated by telegraphic despatch from Marseilles-

Notwithstauding the ttufarottraWe character of the ^v ,

from Ghuznee, it will be a satisfaction to our readers to
Iwrn, that the general character ofour affairs in Affghan-
istan has assumed a more encouraging aspect Our intel-
ligence from Bombay comes down to the 4th ult., and
from Calt'utta to the ^-Ith April. The following is a som.
mary of ihecvenU vhich have transpired since the last
maiL The division under Gen. Pollock, originally a Ben-
gal artillery officer, have gained the renown of opening a
pass hitherto considered too strong to be torctd, and
which even Nadir Shah was obliged to purchase. Having
taken due precautions, this division, consibting of H. M.
c.*/tf

""^ '"^'^^'y* ^«*^ ^^« 2Cih, 30th, 33rd, 53rd, and
G4th Bengal Native Infantry, and a regiment of Jtzail-
chees, with artillery, in three columns, forced the difficult
pass of the khyber on the ah April, and, notwithstanding
the determined resistance of the Afreedees tribe, succeededm reaching Ah Musjred, with the loss of only 1 officer

^ i^fn.^''^'^'i"^'
''^^'' Olh),and 13 rark and file killed,

and 104 wounded. Qu the 9th April the division was atLundee Khan whence to the point of junction with the
garrison of Jellalabad no serious opposition was expected.
The details of this brilliant exploit, which arc given at
length m the official despatches, exhibit the gallantrv of
our troops m a very farourablc light ; and show that great
assistance was derived from the co-operation of our Sikh
allies, who fought with bravery and determination. Durin*
the period of the attack on th* Khvber, Akhbar Khan
who with 6,000 Affghanshad invested Jellalabad, exhibited
much eagerness, as if to aid the tribes around the pass in
defending it. On the evening of the Uih Ajiril he caused
a/^u dejoie to be fired, in honour, as he said, of the re-
pulse which the British troops had met at the entrance of
the pass near Jumrood. But Gen. Sale, not deceived by
this statement, communicated to him by spies, resolved to
anticipate what he considered to be an intended retreat of
the Sudar, and on the morning of the 7th Apnl sallied
forth to attack the Affghan camp, and succeeded in com-
pletely routing Akhbar Khan and his 0,000 men, burned
their camp, and retook 4 guns of those seized at the
massacre of Khoord Cabul in Jan. last, " the restoration
of which was regarded by the troops with much honest
exultation." The loss sustained by the garrison was very
trifling

; but the death of Col. Dennie, who feU at the
head of his regiment during the sortie, has occasioned
general jegret. A reverse, which is not considered of
great importance, has been sustained by Gen. England at
the pass of Kojuck, 03 miles from Quetta, on the march
to Candahar. His force was composed of 5 companiea
of H. M. 41st reg., 6 companies of the light battalion of
Native Infantry, I troop of light cavalry, 4 guns of Leslie's
horse brigade, and 50 Poonah horse,having in charge a con-
voy, consisting of treasure, medical stores, and ammunition,
together with 1,500 camels, &c., destined for the relief of
the troops at Candahar. The convoy proceeded, -without
encountering any great obstacles, and w^ithout receiving
notice from the inhabitants of a contemplated plan of
resistance, to the pass, where on the 28th March it found
that some field-works had been erected. An attempt
was made, by sending 200 men to attack these works, to
dislodge the enemy, when they showed a strong force of
infantry and cavalry. Capt. May, of the 41st, was shot
dead, as well as several of his men ; and Major Abthorp,
of the 20th Native Infantry was seriously wounded, from
the effects of which he died the following day. The
General then resolved not to rUk the loss of the convoj,
and made a skilful retreat to a neighbouring village which
he defended, and thence withdrew to Quetta, where he
intrenched himself and waited for more troops, then on
the march from Dadur and Sukkur, to join him. The
loss on this occasion, besides the officers mentioned, was
2 sergeants, 1 corporal, and 14 privates of the 41st killed,
and 1 sergeant, 1 corporal, and 50 privates wounded of
the light battalion. Of the 20th, 25th, and 6th Regs.
Bombay Native Infantry there were killed ^9 and 18
wounded. The great difficulty of the position at Quetta
appears to have been the want of forage for the camels,
and the efforts of the Government are now directed to-
wards enabling the troops to proceed onwards as speedily
as possible. As a contrast to this reverse, a force from
Candahar sent by (^n. Nott to meet Gen. England, hav-
iDg been attacked, after two days' march by a large body
of the enemy gallantly repulsed the assailants, and com-
pelled them to take to flight. The Affghans are described
as fighting with reckless bravery, and charging up to the
bayonet's point ; in consequence of which they suffered
great slaughter, particularly as they were charged by the
British cavalry during their flight. About 300 are said to '

have fallen, including five chiefs. The loss on the side of
the British was five killed and 25 wounded. The Com-
mander of the British force was Col. Wymer- Candahar
18 stated to have abundant provisions, but there is a want
of ammunition. It is said that the pass of Kojuck can
now be easily turned. The most serious reverse,^ how-
ever, and that which is most likely to produce the greatest
impression, is the surrender of Ghuznee, CoL Palmer
surrendered this important fortress in the r !y part of
March, In a despatch dated the 1st of that month he as-
signs as his reasons for having agreed to capitulate within
aft days, that he was attacked by an overwhelming force,
that the men under his command were exhausted by
fatigue, suffering from want of water and likely to have
the supply entirely cut off. He also states that in sur-

rendering the fortress he only acted in compliance wifh

instructions received in the first instance from Sir W.
Macnaghten, and subsequently from Major Pottinger and

Gen. Eiphinstone. The conduct of CoL FBlmer, however,

appears to he generally deemed nnmdsf^tory, and the

new Governor General has instructed the C^jmmander-in*

Chief to bring both Gen. Elphia#ton« and C<^ Palmer to

trial by « eoorl sxartialj at the esrliest opportuaity« Lord
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riU*r,h,'>rotirb hM tlBO directed an investigation to be

2ifr^toTi c^^^ themious political ngpnts v.ho

Ci ^ etp a, ed in Aifgfearu-.tan. ;
The tero^s of the

StnhZn of Ghu^nee stipulated that the British troops

Zli receive honoarable treatment, andbe allowed a

^re '-' to C«buf. This was sworn to by the AfFghan

chiefsiT i«. however, stated tliat th^re is great reason

to believe that, if not the whole, at least the greater por-

tion of the garrison have been massacred in the same

miianfr as the retreating arnr.y from Cabul. In the mean-

eioje Lord Eileuborough, accompanied by two or three

seer*
' 'es, had set out from Calcutta to the upper pro-

vinces of Bengal. His objpct in this journey is stated to

be twofold first, to be enabled to communicate without

delay with the Generals of the army west of the Indus,

and the officers commissioned with the management of

those provinces ; and next, to- introduce some reforms

there. In the interior of India general tranquillity pre-

vails, if we except some slight disturbances in Bundelcnnd.

The Governor of the Madras Presidency had published

atriagent orders respecting the hte insubordinate proceed-

ings of some native troops at Secunderabad- Subscrip-

tions to a considerable amount had been entered into all

Over the country in favour of the widows nnd orphans

(unprovided fur by the regulations of Government) of

those -who fell during the recent disasters at Cabul.—The
cholera has conunitted serious ravages at Kurachee. Her
Majesty's 22d Reg. h ul luat 98 men in six weeks up to the

2itU April. Tharawaddie, King of Burmah, whose move-

ment towards Rangoon produced some sensation a short

time back, was occupied at home in suppressing a rebel-

lion. The Chinese soldiers who drove the Sikhs out of

Thibet appeared disposed to revenge themselves upon

the invaders, by attacking some of the frontier garrisons

of the province of Cashmere. This attempt is considered

important, as it is thought it may lead the British Gene-
rals, on terminating the campaign in Cabul, to turn their

arms against the Chinese in Thii)et, and produce by the

defence of the country, the cession of Cashmere and of the

Pnnjauh, by the present Government, to the rulers of India.

The '* Bombay Gazette," in an extra sheet, dated 12

o'clock^ May 4, and publuhed just at the departure of the

steamer, gives the following extract from the ** Delhi
Gazette"of April 23 :

— ** Aut^r our matter was arranged,

and almost in the press, the Loodiaua and Simla daks/

arrived, hringing us from our correspondents full accounts
of the ' doings' in camp from the 5th to the 12th instant.

The Simla letter, dated the 20lh April, mentions that
news had been received of Gen. Pollock's arrival at Jella-
kbad, but the date is not given ; and also that an express
had arrived, which gives out that there is not the least
doubt of the mnrdei

he was returning from a masque where he bad been pray-
ing ; after this the Buia Hi^aar was attacked, ransacked,
and plundered, and the Zenana became the scene of every
atrocity that tb ; sfv^-es conkl commit. It is now
aopposed that there will be no delay in pnshiug on at

0, to Cabul; the Queen's ulst and the {ith Native In-

of Schah Soojah by the Ghazees, as

'

joritT, both in the house and the country, whose taAte inclined very

much' to not being locked up, and he saw no reason to change his

opinion. . , . ,

The Earl of Kipon had no objection to the production of the re-

port. Nothing couid have been more fair and creditable than the

conduct of the Great Westeni Railway Company in this and other

matters; they and the other companies generally h:^d always at-

tended readily to the sugiiestions matle to them. In this particular

instance, they had declared their readiness to conform to the precau-

tions required by the public, but they had stated at length the rea-

sons why their own regulations had been adopted.

Lord Pknmaw laid on the table, after presenting several peti-

tions in its favour, an Act to provide for a general form of affir-

mation for all persons objectin(5. to oaths from reUgious scruples.

He did not intend to abolish oaths ; nor did he believe that the bill

would have this effect. The bill did not contain any provision for

the registration of the parties, because he thought he could make it

clear that there would not be any danger from allowinjr persons who
wished to give evidence to do so upon affirmation instead of an

oath; but if their lordships should import any provision for regis-

tration into the bill, the parties would still be p-ateful for the re-

lief, although such a provision would impose some inconvenience

on them.
The hill was then read a first time, and the second reading fixed

for the l6th inst.

Tuesday.—The Australian and New Zealand Bill was read a third

time and passed. In answer to a question by Lord Kinkaihd, the

Duke of Wellington said the money raised under the Queen's

Letter would be paid over to the Manufacturing Distress Committee,

which had existed in London since 1825. The money already sub-

scribed by the Queen and the members of Government had been
handed to the committee, who had also furnished the funds which
had been sent down to Burnley. The Earl of Uadnor moved for a

return of all sums advanced by Government for the relief of distress

aiucL' 132G, and made some remarks on the impolicy of Government
advancing money withcut the control of Parliament. Lord JIont-
KACLK explained the course which had been adopted on former oc-

casions by Government. A short conversation followed and the

motion was agreed to.

The lncome-ta\ Bill went through committee and was reported.

On the motion of the Lord Chancellor the bringing up of the report

on the CopjTight Bill was postponed till Tuesday next.

Thursdny.—On the motion of the Lord Chancellou, Ihe Juris-

diction of Justices (Ireland) Hill was read a third time and passed,

as was also the fines and Recoveries (England and Wales) Bill, on
the motion of Lord WnAUNCLiFFE.—On the motion of the Earl of

SuAFTESDrKY, thc Ciiil Decrees (Ireland) Bill went through com-
mittee.—Tlic Karl of Yarborougii presented a petition from Lin-
colnshire, against the property tax.— Earl Stanhope presented six

petitions from members of benefit societies in Essex, for a repeal of

the New Boor Law; also, a petition from the sawyers of IHanchester,

praying for prutcctiou from the injurious competition of machinery.
Lord Western presented a petition from thc corporation of

Maldon, and several petitions from other places in Essex, apainst

the income tax; also, petitions from thc gardeners and seed growers

of that county, against several of the regulations of thc tariff respect-

ing seeds and fruit.—Several other petitions were presented, but no
business of interest was transacted.

Friday.—The House sat only for about halfan hour. The second
reading of the Income Tax Bill was expected to have raised a dis-

cussion, but owing to the sudden illness of the Marquis of Lans-
downe, the discussion was postponed till the consideration of the bill

in committee.
A question was asked by the Bishop of Exeter respecting the

Ecclesiastical Courts Bill. The Lord Chancellor recommended
him to renew his (question en Monday ; but the Bishop of Exetf-R
said that it was hia misfortune to be obliged to leave town on Mon-

'

day ; whereupon the Lord Chancellor, amid much laughter, de-
clared that he could not coiislder that to be a misfortune.

fantry and the whole of that Ikigadc had arrived at Pesha-
wur, and marchrd for JcUalahad ; and Col. Bolton, having
received oidera to push on, will Jose no time in reducing
that place. The murder of .^ch:ih Soojnh appears to have
wrought a rompTrte change in the ideas of our g^ieat men,
and instead of a withdrawal to Peshawur, nothing but a
speedy advance \& talked of. A Vi'mg of the 33d, and light
company of the Cth Native Infantry, remains at AliMusjid.
They have a couple of gnus, and it would be difficult for
the Afrcedis to do anything In that quarter."
China.—We have received intelligence from Canton

to the Mth March. Sir H. Pottinger remained at Hong-
kong, whither he was about to remove the Post-office and
all other British establishments from Macao. He has

.issued some proclamations; hj one of them Hong-kong
and Tinghae in Chusm are declared to be free ports, and
to remain, as well as Amoj, in our possession until the
Bdtish demands arc satisfied. If any one of them is to
he vacated, due notice is to be given, and a special stipu-

"

lahon is to be made for the safety of the native Chinese
who may have sided with the English. The batteries along
the Canton river were completed, and some of them nn-
raa5\eed

; hut no apprehension appefred to be entertained
of immediate hostilities. The troops of the expedition
were healthy. A Madras regiment and the Bengal Vo-
lunteers were about to return to India. The head-quarters

.JZ^\ ""^^^ continued at Ningpo
; he and tte navalcommander were saul to he authorised to act, iu cases re-qumng urgent ;deciMon, ^vithout waiting to consult the

wT'oTrr'^' f ^
'^' ^^"^'^ ^'^^ ^^'^^ to disperse abody of Chinese troops collected near Yu-Yuou The

>!«rhtr!'-^''?"^^
M. ChalUye, and some Frenchmer^had beej, seimi and insulted by some Chinese, in theismnd ot Hong-Kong, and it is thought that serious re-sults would have ensued but for the limely arrWaUf anEnghuh patrol. It was said that there were Rn'siaS

^fZVw 1' ^^^''F
i"^^^"^t^«"^ ^^ military matters

to the Chinese, A war about to bro.k out between CochinChina and Smm is regarded with interest, as likelv to
iiavesometnffujn^f- in the settlement of the British demandsupon China. The Sian.ese monarch, it appeaw
threatens to inv-^dc Cochin, a tributary to China/which
maj tend to embarrass the councils of t!ie court of Pekin

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—Several private bills were advanced in their rc^^pective

stages. A division took place on the third reading of the Lough
Fovle Drainagr liiU ; for thc third reading, 85 ; for the amendment,
32 ; mrijoritVi 53.

In reply 'to a question from Sir H. Inglia, Bfr. Gladstonk said,
that thc directors of the Great Western Railway had promised to
make arrangcmentsfor leaving the carriages unlocked.

Jlr. AnoERLrY then moved that a new writ be issued for Newcastle-
under-Lyne.—Mr. Hume moved as an amendment that the wnt be
suspended for a fortnight, and that a select committee of inquiry
into alleged acts of bribery be appointed. Mr. O'Coknell seconded
Mr. IIume*s motion. He said that malpractices in Newcastle
had been proved before two committees—extensive drunkenne'^s
bribery, and perjury. After a few remarks from Mr. Liddell!
Mr. C. BuLLER contended that the evidence implied general and
notorious bribery. To send down the writ -would be to issue an
order for so much more head-money. The House of Commnns
ought to he cautious of issuing writs to places where extensive
bribery had prevailed, especially when a general measure of pre-
vention was about to be introduced.—Sir W. Follett objected
to the principle of drawin- general inferences from particular
passages of evidence. The only case in which the Hou-^e had a con-
stitutional ris^ht to suspend a writ, was where a legislative measure
was about to be taken for disfranchising or reconstitutlne the
borough. Mr. Bernal was for suspendintc the writ. Mr Wtnn
thought there was evidence enough against this borough to demand
inquiry.—Sir R. Pbel said, that each case must be decided on its
own merits. The suspension of a writ was a very serious measure,
and justifiaUc only by very special curcurastances. The present case
was not strong enough to justify it. Head-money was probably in
its ongm a commutation for a dinner to the poorer voters It was a
very objectionable practice, but still it was not what men 'commonly
called bribery.—Lord r. Russell understanding from Mr. U'Con-
neU*s speech, that there existed in point of law some doubt whether
(he receipt of head-money w^as bribery, and that it would be necessary
to introduce into his biU a clause for the removal of that doubt, was
un\nning that a writ should be sent to a set of clectorswho, until the
doubt should be so removed, would be sure to take advantage of it
for corrupt purpoftM.-The Hoiuse then divided, when there appeared
for the issuing of the writ. u:\ ; against it, gj ; majority. 46.
Mr. Hume protested against, what he termed, the hypocrisy of the

Housem prcten^g a horror of bribery, and yet thus protecting itby their votes. The writ having been ordered/ .

admmnL
HOUSK OF tOROS.

J/oW^/^ —A number ttf j.pfiimns on different subjcrfs were pre-

?f
^

I r li*®
ffarfiwia of La,\8DOW!<e a&ked the President of the

iioard of Trade, whether he would lay on the table of the house the
ilocument or representation vf thc Orcat tTestcra Railway Com-pany on the •ttbjeot of locking up persons in railway <aw:riagcs ? He«Md be wag one ot those, whom he believed to be a numerous ma-

ofiudJ^'V'''*'''' '''J''^'''
^""^^ ^"^'!7' ^y ^^ndering the means

^i-t
«^t«ction more efficacious, than to check it by increased penalties.This he proposed to effect hy'permitang'^artreVTo Th'^^n^Hsts ofvoters whom they affirmed to hare been bribed at anv elecdon - andthese voters should be liable to disfranchisement nnksfthey eoTlddefend the.r votes. A power of c^r^nting indemnity in certam casesahould be given, and the election committee to whom thii powerwould be entrusted, should also be enabled to follow up inouSeswhere they beheved corrupt compromises had takerpa^ce in order

proTStve^'^^^^^^^^^
'^ ^^^M -"1 i" cCd^J^ng tt

exter^ive hXrv^f* \. ? *^? Presentation of a petition alleging

ittinT^cmC. o,^.^"'l"^^*^'^ P,^"^^«". '^'^ c^Perises to fall on
bribery we?e nrov'/ ^f^'^ ''' '^'^ ^^'^^ '"^V ^^« i ^"d if extcn.sr. c

To obv^^nhScutlv nf'l^
,>"i;h it should be dinfranchised.

Parliamrnt the tnui/vt ^-franchisement bills through
ency, to be comV *Tk \ I " *f^ ""^^^^^^ ^5=*^"«^ ""''y consUtu-

Hoi^cs, in tirpronortimiirf T'"'^ composed of Member* of both
three or' tnriJZ^ZC^r ""' "' ^'' -'"^^ ^^^ Commons, and

thc
9

nameJ h; the Cr.nv, The hriK° ^ ''l'^^'^^^ ^^^ ^r '^ ''«" *» ''<-

be bribery. The noble Lord did not anticipate that legislation alon
would cure the existing evils, but he hoped the law wouldbe aided \

thc growing moral and religious feeling of the countr\'. ^
Sir R. Peel said, he would give his cordial support to the bin

There were three cases where a great defect of law now exi&ud Th^
first was where an individual seeking,,or defending, a seat, was drive!?
by the fear of expense to a compromise. There he thought the
Election Committee ought to have the power of reporting upon the
state of the inquiry and the expediency of continuing it at thcpnblie
expense. The second case wr.s where no petition was presented for
the seat; the unsuccessful candidate being able," perhaps, to prore
bribery, but shrifiking from the expense of inquiry, and/perhana
from its probable re-action upon himself. Still you must not be too
ready to relieve the individual from the expense of proceedint? for I^
seat, by throwing all the cost upon the public. And the memljer
fairly returned ought not to be subjected to the annoyance of de-
fending his seat against frivolous attacks- an annoyance from which
at present he was a good deal protected by his opponent's appre-
hension of the costs. These were matters deserving the lullest con-
sideration of thc noble Lord. The third defect of the existing law
was the want of means to deal with places where extensive bribery
had prevailed. For this purpose he was inclined to approve the
noble Lord's proposal of a mixed commission, whereof the members
should bc,nominatcd by the Cro\vn. And he should have no objec-
tion to make the provisions of the bill retrospective, so as to reach
tlie cases of all elections which might take place after this notice
though before the passing of the bill. On the whole, he was in-

clined to anticipate much improvement from a law which would en-
deavour to remedy cisting evils, such a law as thc present bill; for
even the very discussions which had arisen cut of all these ca^es of
bribery and compromiics had been productive of much good.

After a few remarks from Mr. Hume, Mr. Roebuck suggti-ted
that each member should declare at the table of the house the
amount of his expenses. Lord Saxdon answered, that the amount
of expense would prove nothing. In large constituencies, especially

if there happened to be much excitement, a great deal of money
might be si)ent without anything like bribery. He should like to
sec a Commission of Inquiry sent down by the Crown to those places
where bribery had extensively prevailed ; and if in any instance
there should not remain 300 electors uiibrlbed, he would disfranchise

that borough. Leave was then given to bring in the bill.

The House then resolved itself into Committee on thc Tariff. Mr,
Roebuck proposed that the duties on foreign and colonial timber
be rendered equal. He contended that the discriminating duties on
timber were a loss to this country of two millions per annum, that

they were of no use (o Canada, of but little value to the shipi)ing

interest, and that there was no consideration which could justify

duties compelling us to take inferior timber at a high price. Sir

H. Douglas repudiated the specious principles of free trade, and
contended that the tariff was based on protective principles,

adapted to thc actual circumstances of each case. He concluded
with proposing an amendment, *' that the duties, on and after the

10th day Oct. next, should be fixed at 30s. on foreign timber, and
383. on foreign deals, both per load ; -and that no ulterior reduction,

as contemplated, should ta!<c place in either." Mr. P. Stewart
proposed rather to place the duty at 5s. per load on colonial timhcr,

and 33s. on foreign. He knew not what interest was benefited by
cheapening wood.—Mr. Gladstone defended the government pro-

position, en the ground of the benefit which would accrue to trade

and commerce, whilst no injury would result to colonial interests.

After some remarks from Sir C. Napier and Mr Hume,
Mr. Baring said he was not prepared at once to abandon all

differential duties. But though the difference now recommended
was a less protection than he had himself proposed when in offic)^,

he would not object to it on that account. He did think, indeed,

that when Ministers were making a sacrifice of revenue to the

amount of 600,000^ a year, it was not wise in them to throw the

whole of that reliet on the one article of timber ; but tliat feeling

would not induce him to vote for any of the plans which were brought
forward in opposition to that of Government. On a division, there

appeared for Mr. Roebuck's amendment l6, against 243.

it bein^by this time past one o*clock, a wish was expressed that

the committee should adjourn, but the House appearing anxious to

proceed with the discussions of the tariff, Sir H. Douglas brought

on his amendment.
isir U. Peel opposed it, and expressed his conviction that the

system of taxation as proposed in the tariff was the best that could

be adopted,
Mr, Labouchere also opposed the amendment, and aftern few

words from Lord Sandom ana one cr two other members, it was

withdrawn. Thc other orders of the day were then disposed of.

Tuesday.—SeveTnl bills were forwarded in their respective stages,

and a number of petitions presented.—A statement was made hy Sii"

R. Inglis, founded on a communication to him by the Sergeant-at-

Arms, in reference to thc alleged exclusion of some hon. raeniher?

from the House during a recent division. A conversation ensued, in

the course of which it was generally admitted that the Sergeant had

only done his duty in the conduct he pursued.
The important motion long announced by Lord Ashley for leave

to bring iu a bill to rej^ulatc the ago and sex of persons employed m
mines and collieries was next brought forward. Lord Ashley com-

menced by calling thc attention of the House to a long statement of

very painful facts, disclosed in the report of the commission of in-

quh-y appointed to investigate the matter, and which detailed the

great hardships sustained by women and children eraplbyed in these

works. These details related to the ages and sexes of thc persons

employed, the nature of the occupations, the ventilation and drainage

of the mines, the indcccncv, as well as cruelties pract:scd, ami

alluded more especially to the injurious consequences of the labour

in mines on the constitutions and character of females. His Lard-

ship said that, revolting as these details were, the commissioners, in-

stead of exaggerating, had not even told all the amount of the evi^s

connected ivith this serious state of things, for which a remedy svai

demanded on every ground of humanity and religion. He shcuiu

th

em^
sion were strong and imperative, the objections to it were grounawi

on mere considerations of selfish convenience and parsimony—sliort-

sightcd consideratioi^a. inasmuch as a contrary policy would pro\e

far more beneficial. He would also cxclu:!e from mines all Doys

under 13 years of age. Nothing short of actual prohibition woma
avail, for any regulation would be quite impossible ; thc miner.

^Ltu

the labourers were once consi-ncd to him underground, was absoiuie,

and as to subterranean inspection, it would be at the hazard or in

inspector's very life. He would next provide that the e°g*"^ ji

which the labourers were drawn up and let down the nuncs, snoui

be confided to no one under 21 years of at;e. The accidents occu
^

rmcr from the employment of young lads as encineers had oecaj^

and frerjuent. Fourthly, he woufd abolish the present system

apprenticing the boys, who were kept till 21 iu a state o| ^^'^^'^^J^^uUe

ceeding m hardship anything ever known in the West lutlics,
^

their masters lived in utter idleness upon their labour. ^^\ ^^i
ship then went inttj lengthened details ot several ^^^'^ Xuhn^-
cruelty and hardship inflicted on the females and children tai^

-^

ployed; and concluded by saying tliat he felt satistied he iiau - ^
enough to show that they were authorised, as an assembly oi J"

^^
not to say Christians, to put an end to this state ^^^^^'"PuH^n o(
had given twenty millions of money to purchase t"J *^^;_mi -ht
negro slavery, and now by their dctcrn»ihatioii that mgbt ^^^^^ ^^.^

lemanaeo on everv ground ot humanity and religion, -"k »u-—
herefore at once propose that all females should be excluded Jrom

mployment in mines. \VhiIst the reasons for this complete eicin-

rebpon. It was for this end that he proposed to put an
J"i.cU...i

barbarous acts he had cxpuscd-to iiu|irove thc S?«^'' ^",71"f ^rhich
the wicked. He then moved for louve to bring lU the i^-^i "'

he had given notice.
Mr. P. T^r A»T. ^ u-^a 1-.J a tribvde ot

a

of

.1"^

«%

end admittiBg the necessity of legislation, denied that tixa^

\
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foiployed in the collieries of Durham and Northuikberland, and
cbargred t'-^ rqjorls of the sub-commissioner who collected evidence
in that quarter with esaggemtion.—Lord F. Egerton, in the name
of a large eluB of coal-ouners whom be represented, gave his hearty
thanks to Irf>rd Ashley. He did not Lelieve that in the mines of his
o%>n connty there existed any system of cruelty to the female
labourprs; but be was anxious on every principle of humanity
morality, and religion, to abolish all female labour in mines.—After a
fe\vremarksfroraMr.HuME,approvingof the motion, Sir J. Graham
CDD^ratubted Lord Ashley on the general assent of the House to his
motion, and expressed his own concurrcuec in the principle of all
the frur remedial suggestions made by him. With respect to the
whole measure proposed by his noble friend, he thought that thev
were much indebted to him for his exertions in introducing it He
did not think that there was any one to %vhom that duty could be er-
trusted so as to command more public confidence; and he, on the
part of Government, could assure his noble friend that tbcy would
render him every assistance in carrying on the measure.—A eon-
verf^ational debate of some length ensued, in which several members
joined ; after which leave was given to introduce the bill.

nir. Gladstone, in reply to an enquiry by Mr. M. Attwood, an-
swered that it was not the present intention of Goverimient to make
the Isle of IMan liable to the operation of the tariff—The House then
went into committee on the Customs* Duties Jiill.^Mr. G. Palmer
opposed the proposed duty on the importation of shoes, and would
&ubshtu(e If. in lieu of 12.?. on every dozen pair.—Mr. Ward said
he had been pressed by ?ome of his friends to vote for the larger pro-
tection, but he had explained to them that the real interest of the
working classes was to get all articles cheap.—Mr. hxv,-fiON and Mr.
B. Wood supported the larger protection.

I\Ir. Gladstone vindicated the 125. duty. He reminded the
House th^ it was only the tiner sort of shoes and boots which Eng-
land imported ;

and as the proposed reduction extended to the raw
material, the British manufacturers of the stronger and coarser shoes
and boots, of which England w.'is an exporter, would receive a con-
siderable benefit.

After some further discussion the amendment was neirativedbv
148 to 36.

° "^

On schedule 12, ^Tr. M. Gibson asked the reason for laying an
ad valorem duty of ten per cent, on cotton manufactures -' on the
part of the cotton manufacturers he disclaimed it.

Tdr. Gladstone admitted that the cotton trade in general did not
require protection, but said that there were certain branches of the
manufacture which did ; and for their sake this duty was now pro-
posed. A long debate on the subject of free trade ensued, in which
seyeral members took part, some of whom advocated the priaciples
of the Anti'corn-Iaw League.
Mr. Fekrand mveighed against that association, and described

them as having disappeared in disgrace. Some altercation followed
between him and Dr. Bowring, whom he charged with havinf^ on his
foreign mission, declined to take any evidence, except such Ss suitedhw own theories.—Dr. Bovi^ring strongly denied the charse and
several other members took part in the discussion, which at len^nh
assumed a warm and excited character.-Lord Stanley intcrpofcd
to put a stop to It, and remonstratt^d against the delays by which the
progress of the tariff was obstructed.—Mr. BaoTHERTois moved the
»djournmcnt which was seconded by Mr. Wallace. The latter
gentleman alluded to the absence of Sir R. Peel from the House
hut meeting with interruption which he considered to come chieflyirom Col. l>eel, he used some expressions, for which he was called toorder by the Speaker, upon w hich he retracted them.—Mr. C. Bcllermade some comments on the somewhat noisy character of the Govem-
nient side of the House, which he attributed to a natural laxity,
arising from freedom from restraint, by the absence of Sir. R. Peel

Wf K f
^""""-^

^'T- ^"^ "'''^^^^ *^^ *^ ^^^"ST back the House to the sub-jea before It which was an amendment of Mr. Mangles, that thedu les on India cottons be reduced from five to three-and-a-half percent, ine callerv wn?; pIpnrpH fr»*- ^ ri;,,;^;^^ i...i. ^i.. • ^ .

The remaining items of the schedule were then agreed to and theHouse resumed Tke Tithes Commutation Bill ^vfs coDVid«cd incommittee on .he motion of Sir J. Graham, and tv4S k^end^ments were agreed te.-The reports of the Slave Tr^dTsu^n^,
lZ)^nT^ Y^ ?l '^f

^^^^^ '^^^ ^^^^^^^^" .Argentine Co2n:

M, Jq"''*?"^"";-^^
''*'.^*^'°« only 34 Members present at 4 o»clock.the Speaker adjourned the House, -

^'^v*.

f

Coinage
r^/.—After a conversation on the depreciation of the eold
,
It w;as intimated by Sir James Graham that the Govern-

Roebuck indignantly denied the Purist character which wassought to be fastened on him, and declared that Sir U Peel and
the House were responsible for the issue of the writ. Sir K
admitted that the ill-health of Sir G. Larpent might have been a
suflacient cause for his retirement, but the fact of his immediate
resignation immediately after an election committee" had declared
his election valid, formed sufiBcient ground for inquiry, and he should
therefore vote against the issue of the writ. A division took place
on the issue of the writ, which was lost by 13(3 to 41.
The Bribery Indemnity Bill then followed; and after some dia-

The

in committee The schedules containing theduties^n gTass.'carthen-
ware, and silk manufactures were disposed of. A division took placeon a proposition by Mr. Grimsducu, that the present duties on
Uirow-n silk beretamcd

; when the Government proposition was sus-
tained by 240 to 22.

*^v. x.w.j^ijr xiiuuuinuy nm men louowed; and after som
elusion and amendment it was read a third time and passed
remainder of the evening was occupied in the discussion of the

CITY.
Money MarJcei, Friday.-^Consols for the account closed

Three per Cents, Reduced, 92; Bank Stock, 1G8;
Three-and-a-half per CcnU. Reduced, 100| to

:J ; India
Bonds, 23s. to 25s. premium ; and Exchequcr-biils, 48s.
to 50s. premium.

91^,

continnpH a^H fP A^^-
^^^''^^ H^ ."^ divisiou, but the excitcmentcontinued and the division was delayed some time. At length thequestion of adjournment was put, when there appeared 36 for it. and1^3 againstit— air. Hume then renewed thn yy^nt'^n^ fn. .a; \^L.

on ^inoi. T ^ 1 «
-renewed the motion for adjournment,on which Lord Stanley made some remarks, - • ' -

!„!?Vy'^^/'^*^^*'^^"^e t.^f* progress of the tariff.-I\lr, Hume, li^w-

s, charging the oppo-

ever persevered, and ultimately the question of adj^umment was

iiJtetropofis au^ its Ficinity^
Review of Cavalry by the Queen,—Oa Saturday her

Majesty reviewed the two regiments of Life Guards and
the 8th Royal Hussars, on the Review-ground, Worm-
wood Scrubbs, in the presence of a large number of general
and other mihtury officers, and a numerous assemblage of
nobility and gentry. The Queen arrived on the ground
at a quarter to 11, accompanied by Prince Albert, Count
Meusdosffand his four sons,"and at once proceeded, amid
the enthusiastic cheering of the spectators, to the spot on
the east side of the railway, where the Royal snddle-horscs
were stationed. At the entrance of the passage under the
raih-oad iier Majesty was received by the Duke of Wel-
lington, Prince George of Cambridge, Lord Mill, and the
Earl of Cardigan. The Queen wore the Windsor uniform,
consisting of a blue riding-habit, with crimson facings

;

black round hat, with black lace veil ; and wore across
from the left shoulder the broad blue riband of the Order
of th6 Garter.

Sir K, Inglis presented a petitionde^ofs of/hn'JTn^^ 'v ^f^"s. Presented a petition signed by 1,500

SeJe y Nottingham, against the suspension of the

new writ?^i^f. V t?^^^? ^? ^^^li^nient, and praying that a

G H LarTon/»^^^^
election of a member in theroomof Sir

ofMay Sir R w "^ T'^'^^ ^*^" ^^'^''^'' Hundreds on the 5th

feet ^ThiVh ho w^nM % ??J^
"^*^*^*^ «f " '^i«*i«" ^" the sub-

for tTe f^hp^^^^^^^
on Thursday. On the order of the day

(ScotlLdTBill M. t'^*^^" ^^ ^^*= ^«i'«'^ O" the Salmon FisheriestacotJand) Bill, Mr, Macketszie moved that the report be taken

c ^1
"" "6»wcu lu, luiu oraerea to De receivca

time. The bnifor ^^r.t^
diafranchisement bill was read a second

sonrchar^Pd Lth^ " 'V^ ^"^ coroners the power of admitting per-

on
mport duty on

the

He sahlTpT''"^!^^^^ than was proposed "in 'the^Tariff:

inufn c imno^^^^^^^
^'" Hiodifieation, not so much on account of its

indrand eShH ' ^^' ^""^ ^^" ""^" '^^ ^ j"^' reciprocity between

enc^of loadlt h'
^^^:i^^->?ST0NE pleaded the great inconveni-

contenLd fn^^^^^^
^^""*''' distinctions. lUr. Hume

orthrimnorVnf P""^^P^> that whatever duty .hould be imposed

samrouMitt-h^^ commodity into a British eolonv, the

cormodi V in^^
''\^^^ *"'P^'^ ^^ ^^^ corresponding cJlonial

Sh™^^^ ^''- ^^^^^^^ ^n^ several other Members

by rn;ajoritVo"f2^^ ^^^'^''' '"' "^^^^^^"^ "^^ amendment

afroldpd'*n^*^''''''r ^'^^^.^ ^°' ^ '^^^^^ protection than this Tariff

to .n ab,o^,ffrn^'i K-^ ^'""^l'
^''^''''^ ^^"^ ^^^ *l^ty having amounted

tio^of virl T^''^!^'**™'
?^'' Gladstone said, that the exporta-

inereasinl 1^
"'^ ^'1^^\ ^^'''^ ^^^ ^°' ^^"^^ ^-ears been .teadily

suffpTf^' f ""'^^ P^^'"^>' that this manufacture was not likely to

nosed in H,lT'^ff?T^*;*^^^" ,
^" *^"= ^^ticle of cotton wool, pro-

nn^.n ?/ P''''' only the nominal duty of one penny/ He dweltupon the severe and extensive distress of the nianufacturinir classesas a powerful reason for this relief. Mr. M. PniLirs seconded themiciou. Mr. Gladsto.\e admitted that the reasons adduced for

hpt ^"^^f? J*?"^d he quite sufficient if there were a surplus revenue

;

uifi fk^ i
'*^^"*^tion upon cottonwool be agreed to, together

if fl
reduction upon sheep's wool, which raust needs accompany

',tne country would have to provide for a deficiency of 800,000/.

in tv i."*^*
entertain any great apprehension of foreign competition

a im« branch of manufacture. A discussion ensued in which several
"lemoers mined; and the House divided, when there appeared forae original prgpositicfn, 97 ; for the amendment, 44 ; majority, 53.

th^^>^l^"^P^^'* ^^ sheep's and bmb's wool, Mr. C. Wood moved
diHieiiuty, matcadof Icf. per lb. should be l«.per cwt. Heshowed

rcniPH^^ ^^"r" ^'"*' «*porfc Of woollen cloth, and argued that theueuy must bcsiHicrht m the cheapening of the raw material. Mr.
}T^''*^^T seconded the motion. lU. Gladstone assured the
^ uu^se that these duties had received the anxious consideration of

nt, and that Uiey were ftatisfied as to the ]«<^kj of their
1.. ,,' ^^ aoon as the state of the financed would permit. B«t
ic wooilen manuiacture had not been vholly left out of considera-

wJ'\. T^"^' ^^f"' "'Stance, the remission of the duties on

mS f

^ ^^*^ dye-stuffs, which would materially benefit the

hy 122
1^^^^^* ^^^ amendment, after some discussion, was rejected

As soon as the Queen had mounted, her
IMajesty proceeded towards the troops, preceded bj the
Royal aides-de-camp, and followed by a numerous staff,

iu addition to which the retinue was increased by manv
ladies and gentlemen on horseback. Upon her Majesty
taking her station in front, the band struck up the na-
tional anthem, and the troops presented arms. As the
Queen proceeded along the line, the band played a Prus-
sian march, and in passing the colours of each troop, her
Majesty saluted them separately. The Royal party having
returned to their station, the three regiments passed by in
squadrons, the three bands playing the " 1st Life Guards'
March," composed by the Duchess of Kent. About 12
her Majesty, finding the sun too powerful, at the sug-
gestion of the Duke of Wellington, ordered the head-
quarters to be cbahged from the upper to the lower side

01 the Scrubbs, where the troops went through various
manoeuvres ; after which they advanced in parade order,
the bands playing *' God save the Queen/' Before leaving
the ground the Queen expressed to* the commanding
officers her high approval of the appearance of the troops,
and of the manner in which they had gone through the
evolutions. About one o'clock her Majesty left the
ground, and returned to Buckingham Palace.

Wood Pavement,

Dowager had been much delighted with the evening's per-
formance. In the coarse of the evening the hall was un-
expectedly visits by the Duke of Wellington, whose ap-
pearance, while one of the pieces was singing, caused
great sensation. The singing was sus]7tnded, and all ther
assembly, both singers and ruditors, rose unanimously,
and loudly cheered his Grace.

East India Ilouse.—On \A'ednepday a ballot was taken
at the East India llousd for the election of a director, in
the room of Lieut.-CoS. P. V. Agnew, deceased. There
were three candidates, Major James Oiiphant. E. Mac-
naghten, Esq and J. AViuteman. E:^q., and at the close
ot the poll, which terminated the same day, the election
was declared to have fallen on Mr. Macnni^hten ; the
numbers ben^g for that gentleman, 7Go ; for Major Oii-
phant, /B2

; and for Mr. Whitcman, 521.
Public Mecrw^s,~On Tuesday the seventh annual

meeting was held of the proprietors of the Bank of
British ^orth America, established for the purpose of
extending banking facilities in the British North Ame-
rican colonies.

^
The report stated that the affairs of

the baiik, notwithstanding the depression in trade and
the unexampled derangement of monetary affairs in
America, had continued prosperous. Directors believed
that the indemnity fund would more than cover the looses
sustained by the numerous fiiilures in New nrun<=wick and
Nova Scotia, The branches of Aliramichi and Pictou had
been closed in accordance with the resolution of last year.
Of tl:e 2,741 unsubscribed shares appropriated amongst
the existing proprietors, a deposit of 10/. per share had
been paid on 2,613. A half-yearly dividend of 24s. per
share would be payable on the 5th July, the net profit

"

for the year ending 31st Dec, being i}',67Sf. 9s, Gd., or
with the surplus on the 3 1st Dec, J840, 7l,l37L 4s, lOd,
Taking away the amount of the Midsummer and Christ-
mas dividends of 1811, there remained a balance of un-
divided profits to 31st Dec, 1841, of 31,^41/. JO*. lOrf.
After a few remarks from some proprietors the report
was adopted.— On Tuesday the half-ycitrly meeting
of the shareholders of the Grand Junction Cansl Com-
pany was held. It appeared from the report that the net
tonnage for the half-year ending 3!st Dec last has
amounted to C2,238/. ISs. l?d., being 5,31 ]/. 4s. lOd.more
than in the preceding G months, and ifiWL more than
the corresponding period of the preceding year. The
actual cost for the maintenance, &c of the canal for the
halfyear, including2,000/. paid for rents, was 1 ri,857/.3s. Gd.
besides which the committee paid 7,1 IG/. 17s. Dd. in out-
standing claims to the 31st Dec. No important progress
has been made in the legal matter in dispute between the
lord of the manor of llickmanswortu and the Company.
The balance of the account to the 31st Dec last being
4t),581/, 18s. 2d., the committee recommended the pay-
ment of a dividend of 3/. 10s. per share, amounting to

Goverr
reduction, 5oaoon

5

atifiio I' y^' Wood moved that the duty on the import of sheep

be Jr^ ^ *'*^^' '^^^ ^^^» of the ViUue of I*, in the pound thereof,
creaucea to is. per cwt. Mr. Gl^dstoae opposed the amend-

Another meeting was held of the
vestry of Marylebone on Saturday, when the subject of
wood-paving was again brought forward, and, after some
discussion, a resolution, contirming the last minute of the
vestry for paving Oxford-street with wood, was carried by
40 to 11, majority 29. This decision is considered to have
finally terminated this long-litigated question.

Ejcelet Hall Mmical Classes. —T\\^ second great
choral meeting of Mr. Hullah's musical classes, instructed
on Wilhem's system, took place at Exeter Hall, on Satur-
day. The attendance of visitors was very numerous, and
among the more distinguished auditors were the Queen
Dowager, the Duchess of Sutherland, the Dean of Chiches-
ter, Lord Wharncliffe, and several otherpeers and members of
Parliament. The music sung was the same as that selected
on the former occasion, and comprised the following
pieces:—The 100th Psalm ; an anthem by Farrant ; the
9oth Psalm ; a motet, by Palestrina ; the'l49th Psalm ;

the Austrian ITymn, ** God save the Emperor/' adapted
to English words by Mr. Chorley ; and a madrigal, com-
posed by B. Donato in the year 1550; besides several
other pieces, the whole terminating with the national an-
them. The pieces were, on the whole, w^ell sung, and the
performance received with loud applause by the audience-
At the conclusion Lord WhamclifTe announced that a
third great choral meeting would take place in a short
time, in order to defray sundry expenses which had not I

yet been paid off. His Lordship praised the efficiency of I should commit self-destruction .

the pupils, and exhorted them to continue their exertions, I of Munster greatly affected \x\m ; <®d ite ^ ** at Uie time

mentioning, as a stimulus to their abilities, that the Qtieeo j
heard to say that he vra« tempted to do tfee $wic. la

Tlic revenue for the h-ilf rear was as
follows:—Net tonnage, 62,^38/. Hj. 9d.; single boats,
8G8/. 19s. ; wharfage, 310/. 13s. 9d. ; rents, 5,927/.
14s. Gd. ; casual receipts, 539/. 13s. 5d. ; making together
G9,886/. li>s. Gd. After the various payments, a balance
of 46,.5C1/. I8s. 2d. remained to the 31st Dec 1841. The
amount of unclaimed moneys to the 30th April 1811 was
i5,36G/. 10s. Id. The report was adopted.

Accidents and Inquesls,—On Saturday a serious acci-
dent occurred at Apothecaries' Hal!. It appears that, in
consequence of an order from the East India Company,
the Apothecaries' Hall had undertaken, contrary to their
usual practice, the preparation of fulminating mercury for
the percussion-caps intended to he used in India. Mr,
Hennell, the company's chemical operator, had been oc-
cupied two days in preparing about 6 lbs. of this article; and
while thus employed, from some accident not known, as no
one was with deceased at the time, the whole of the fulmi-
nating materials exploded, killing Mr. Hennell on the
spot, and occasioning considerable damage to different
parts of the building. With the eiceplion, however, of
deceased, no other person on the premises was injured

;

one man was knocked down by the violence of the explo-
sion, but he escaped unhurt. The shock was so violent
that it greatly alarmed the neighbouihood, and upwards
of 1,000 panes of glass ^ere broken by it. An inquest
was held on Monday, when, after several witnesses had
been examined, whose statements added nothing to the
account given above, the jury returned the following
verdict :— ** That it was the opinion of the jury that the
deceased, Henry Hennell, came by his death accidentally

;

and that, while the jury recommend the Society of Apo-
thecaries to take every precaution to prevent a similar
occurrence in future, they do not attribute any blame to
the company under the existing circumstances."

The Parks.— It is stated that a greater number of per-
sons hare bathed in the Serpentine river, Hyde Park,
during the present season than w as ever before known. It
appears that there have been from 7,000 to 8,000 bathers
during the last week ; and the water has been to crowded,
that the constant attendance of the servants of the Royal
Humane Society h-s been required, to prevent accidents

;

and several narrow escapes from drowning have occurrtd.
Suicide of Lord Congleton,— SomeejLcites nt was pro-

duced at the West End of the Metropolis oa Wednesday,
by the announcement that Lord Congletoa, iotmcTlj ^it

Henry Parnell, had committed suicide. From the evi-

dence adduced at the in(^uest on Thursday, it app^^^pd

that his Lordship had for some time been in a decliajn^

state of health, in wnsequ^ence of which he wa^sebject to

great iowBesa of spirits; and horn ^e lu^w^w^tof

his illness he had laboured under ^"^"**^*^f
if'Kle of tue luarl
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of this H«turbed state of his Lordship's [ ment by the destruction of the mills, 'which will add
dlStUroeu sunt y r l _. t_ *„ iv« ^l^.f^-a^o nlmarlTr PvicHno- smnno- thP onp.ra-"^'*"^'**?

,:!i \!li„«!,l nrudent by his medical attend- seriously to the distress already existing among the opera

r.*':''/r'' ^JZ'Vfj:'^c!Zch over bis actions, tives in this town.
, ,. _

vasants and his family to keep
.

and toreiBOveout o^iis way everythu»g by winch it

aapponed he might be induced o commit suicide. Indeed,

Itippeaiaihatit was principally at his Lordship s own

su^^^tlon that liis razors, sword, the bell-pulls of his

apartment, and everything likely to tempt him to the com- .

mission of snrh an act» were taken from him. From the

eTidence of the medical man, however, it appeared that his

Lordship had lately recovered in some measure from his

indisposition; the morbid state of his miad and feelings

was thought in a great measure to have passed off: and he

*Was consequently not 80 strictly w^atched as he had pre-

viouily be^n. On Wednesday morning he had risen as

osuil; and short!y after his barber had left him, one of

the servants having occasion to go to his Lordship's room,

discovered him suspended from thebed-poit by his hand-

kerchief. Medical assistance was procured ; but every

attempt at resuscitation failed, his Lordship being quite

dead. After a lengthened investigation, the Jury returned

a verdict that he hung himselft being at the time in a state

of temporary mAtal derangement.

Fires,—From reccntVeturns made by Mr, Braidwood,

of the brigade force, of the number of fires which have oc-

curred in the metropolis and its suburbs, it appears that

during thfi last five months, from the Ist Jan. to the Ist

June, 368 have taken place. During the same period last

year the numbers were 371, and the year before 356 fires.

East India Trade>—Some sensation was produced in

the City on Thursday by the announcement that Messrs,

Briggs, Thurburn, and Co., of the East India trade, had

suspended payment* Little appears to be known of the

state of their affairs; but their dehls and liabilities are

estimated at about 200,000/., and the non-reretpt of re-

mittances by the last tiiree overland mails is stated to have

caused their stoppage,

Mortalitf/ in (he jMi'lropoiU'.—The total number of

deaths that have occurred in the Metropolis, fi*om all

caases registered, in the week ending: Satif*day the 28th

iilt.,is 833.

Oo'ford,—On Tuesday a meeting of Convocation was

held in this University, as announced in our last, when

the motion for repealing the statute passed in 1836 against

the Regius Professor, Dr. Hampden, was brought for-

ward. The hall was crowded, and the greatest interest

was manifested in the proceedings. The Vicc-ChanccUor

first called on the Rev. Mr, Sewell, who rose, and in a

Latin speech proceeded to argue against the right of the

Heads of Houses to originate such questions, maintaining

that the right belonged to the Convocation. The Vice-

Chancellor refusing to put to the scrutiny the proposition

of Mr. Sewell, that gentleman delivered in a protest, and

declared his intention to appeal to the highest authority,

the Queen in Council. Mr. W- Way then rose, and ad-

vocated the repeal of the statute in question. He insisted

on the high talents and unimpeachable character of Dr.

Hampden, and particularly on his great learning.^ He
urged also that the original censure had not been justi-

fiable, and called for its retractation as an act of justice.

The Rev. Vaughan Thomas followed, and, in a speech of

great power, which appeared to produce considerable effect

on the audience, spoke against the revocation of the sta-

tute. Several other speeches were delivered, all being in

Latin ; and, finally, the Vice-Chancellor put the question,

and a division took place, vvhen the numbers were—For

the repeal of the statute of 1836', 219 ;
against it 334 :

majority, 115. The proceedings created considerable ex-

citement, and the city has been filled with visitors, who

arrived from all parts of the county to be present on the

occasion,

Prcaion On Saturday evening the coach which runs

between North Shields and BIyth was overturned near

this town. It was heavily laden at the time, and the whole

of the passengers were more or less injured, eight out of 13

persons being seriously hurt. The accident is stated to

have occurred in consequence, of two coaches running

against each other,

Raihcays.—The following are the returns of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week:—Brighton, 3,288/.;

Blackwall, 1,002/. ; Eastern Counties, 07^/. ; Greenwich,

980/.; Northern and Eastern, 1,467/.; Birmingham,

16,517/. ; Great Western,13,506/.; Southwestern, 7,640/.;

Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,931/.; Birmingham and

Derby, 1,136/. ; North Midland, 3,957/. ; Midland Coun-

ties, 2,501/.; Great North of England, 1,134/.; York and

North Midland, 1,468/.; and Edinburgh and Glasgow,

2,064/.—On Monday, the annual general meeting of the

Llanelly Railway Company was held. The report stated

that twelve miles of the railway towards Llandilo are com-

pleted, and in the several branches fourteen and a half

miles, making twenty-six and a half miles of railway; that

cottages, sheds, and workshops have been erected ; 325

new coal wagons completed, and 29 in course of comple-

tion ; and there were three locomotive engines. The
basin has been enlarged, shipping stages erected, and the

channel widened ; and the works generally so perfected

that tonnage to a remunerating extent could be brought
down the line, and shipped at the dock and basin. Since

Brxsiol.—Our accounts from the provinces inform us

that public meetings have very generally been held in the

different cities and towns throughout the kingdom, for the

purpose of addressing the Queen on the subject of the late

treasonable attempt on her ^^ 'esty's life. The proceed-
injcs have in all c sRes been chanuiterised by expressions of
indignation and ahhorrence at the attempt, thankfulness
for the Q'lcen's providential escape, and devoted loyalty
and attachment to her Majesty's person. It is stated by
local paper that Prince Albert will honour the approach-

ing Agricultural Meeting in this city with his presence.

Ely,—Considerable alarm was created in this city on
Wednesday, by the sudden V— 'cing out of a fire in the

Cathedral, Every assistance was immediately procured:
the entire population assembled, and by procuring water
from the neighbouring wells, they fortunately succeeded, in

the course of half an hour, in getting the fire entirely under J

before any serious damage had been done to the Cathedral. ]
^'^^ last meeting the committee have entered into contracts

The fire originated in some sparks from a temporary fire-
ft^r^^hc supply of wagons and haulage power to the estent

ance

place, carried up /or the purpose of heating the irons of
the plunaljers, who were at work on the roof at the time

;

and was first seen Naming through the interior by the
xQvgQT on duty, it Laving happened during the perforuK
of divine service.

Falmouth.—HhQ Royal I\Iail Company's steamer, Dee,
with mails from the Havannah, Jamaica, &c., arrived at
this port on Thursday, having left the Havannah on the
13th, Nassau the 20th, Bermuda 25th May, and Fayal
3rd June. She brings intelligence of the total loss of the
company's steam ship ^Medina, Capt. Burney, on the
morning of the 12th May, by striking on a reef of rocks
while entering Turk's Island on her outward route. The
crew and passengers, among whom were the Earl of
Elgin, the newly appointed Governor of Jamaica, and his
C.>ante8s, were fortuaately saved. His Lordship is said
to have saved nothing from the wreck but his dispatches.

Lancaster.—We have received from a correspondent an
account of a burglary committed on Saturday by a party
ot four men at Forton Cottage, the seat of Mr. Tongue,
•itaated about six miles from this city. The robbers, whowere di.^uised, eflTected their entrance by battering down

tSLlr^^r .-'^\'r"^
of a large tree; and, after se-^\y ll-treatmg Mr. Tongue and his servants, carried

off all the money and other valuables they could find,

^Ll'^T^ I
considerable time in the house, havingthreatened Mr Tongue that, if he made any alarm, the?would take his life

; and after regaling themselves wi h

about day dreak An alarm was immediately afterwards
raised m he neighbourhood, and information sent to thj

MancheH^.~A serious fire occurred in this town
on Wednesday, by which property to the amount, it
]8 said, of 8,000/. has been destroyed. The building in
which the fire broke out was one of the oldest cotton-nnlla
in the town, situated in Pin Mill Bow, and known by the
name of the Pin Mill Factory. The fire was first disco-
Tcred by a watchman passing, but at that time the flames
appear to have already made considerable progress ; and
tfaoagh every exertion was made to get them under, this
was not effected until the whole of tlM» premises were de-
stroyed. Fortunately the fire was prevented from com-
ssanieating to the adjoining houses. It is stated that

9( 100 workmen will be thrown oat of employ-

of 74,000 tons annually. The aggregate tonnage brought

down by the old line was less by 8,327 tons than in the

year preceding, but for the last three months it was much
greater than in any preceding period. The total receipts

to the 1st May^ 1842, were 222,858/, 3s. 10c/.; and the

revenue account for the year ending the 30th April was
as follows :—Railway dues on the old and new lines,

3,431/. 155. 2d. ; dock dues, 913/. 12s. 6d. ; hauling pro-

duce, passengers, and parcels, 1,489/. Os, 6c/. ; rent of

houses, 119/. -is. 2d, ; together, 5,953/. 125, id. ; v^hich,

after the expenditure, left a balance of 26/. Qs, lie/. ; but
a sum of 2,078/, 7^. 10c/. was due from sundry con-
tractors. After some discussion the report was adopted.

A further trial of the Atmospheric Railway took place

at Wormwood Scrubs on Monday. A number of scien-

tific gentlemen, several members of Parliament, and some
of the great London capitaliits were present to witness
the experiments, which are said to have been satisfactory.

The speed attained was considerably above 40 miles per
hour, and the vacuum varying from 24 to 25 inches of
mercury.—The directors of the Great Western Railway
Company, in accordance with the suggestions made in

Parliament, have resolved to discontinue the system
hitherto pursued of locking the doors of their railway car-

riages ; and the new plan of leaving them unfastened came
into operation throughout the line on Tuesday.

IRELAND.
Dublin,—The National Repeal Association held its

usual weekly meeting on Tuesday, but the proceedings
present nothing of interest. The amount of the Repeal
rent for the week was announced to be Z09/. lis, ]d.
The metropolitan police returns for the year 1841 have
just been published, and tend to show that crime of all
kinds is decreasing in this city. The number of persons
charged with murder within the police district was, in
1838, 14 ; in 18:^9, four ; in 1840, two ; and in 1841, one.
Burglaries appear also to have decreased in nearly the
same proportion. In 1839 the number of persons arrested
upon this charge was 76 ; in 1840 the number had fallen
to 48; and in 1841 it was only 15. In the year 1838
there were 47 persons charged with breaking into and
stealing from dwellings

; and in 1841 these cases had di-
minished to four. There were eight cases of arson in
1838 ; andjn 1841 there was one. The temperance re-
formation appears also to have effected a great change in
the police returns. In 1838 there were taken into cnstody

— ^——^^^^^_

upon charges of drunkenness 18,698 persons; while, in
1841, the amount was reduced by one-third, the total

being 13,204.

Clare,—Accounts have been received from Ennis, the
assize-town of this county, stating that a collision -took

place on Monday, between the military and police and
the peasantry of that town, in which two persons have been
killed and twelve or fourteen others seriously wounded.
The conflict was occasioned by an attempt on the part of

a numerous mob to seize some flour ipills, for the purpose

of carrying off the flour. Several previous attempts of a
similar character had been made, and a large body of po-
lice and military had been procured to protect the pre-

mises. The mob being warned to desist from their attack

by one of the local magistrates, and refusing to do so,

orders were given to the military to fire, in consequence

of which two persons were killed on the spot and twelve

or fourteen seriously wounded. The mob then dispersed,

but considerable excitement continued to prevail in the

town, and further investigation into the proceedings is ex-

pected to take place-

Londonderry,—V^^c learn from the local papers that

the total number of emigrants who have already left this

port for America, during the present season, amounts to

5,936, consisting principally of small farmers and agricul-

tural labourers.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,—The sitting of the General Assembly

closed on Monday, the 30th ult. We have given, in a

previous Number, a report of its ^ost important pro-

ceedings.* After Mr. Cunningham's motion for the abo-

lition of patronage had been carried. Dr. Chiilmersbrough't

forward a motion for the adoption of an " overture" on

the subject of the jurisdiction of the kirk, which was car-

ried by 241 to 110. The overture adopted is as follows;

** That the General Assembly declare that they cannot, in

accordance with the word of God, the authorised and ra-

tified standards of the church, and the dictates of their

consciences, intrude ministers on reclaiming congrega-

tions, or carry on the government of Christ's church, sub-

ject to the coercion attempted by the Court of Session as

above set forth, and that at the risk and hazard of suffer-

ing the loss of the temporal benefits conferred by the

State, and the advantages of an establishment, they must,

as by God's grace they will, refuse so to do ; for, highly

as they estimate these, they cannot put them in competi-

tion with the inalienable liberties of a church of Christ,

which, alike by their duty and allegiance to their head and

king, and by"their ordination vowsl they are bound to

maintain, notwithstanding whatever of trouble or perse-

cution niay arise." Tl resolution, or '' deliverance,"

adoptedby the Assembly the day before its prorogation,

approving of the report of the non-intrusion committee, is

one confirmatory of the principles which the former ooa-

demnation, in toto, of patronage involved. The report

says, '* The only real evil which cnn befal the church is,

that she should falter in adherence to her fundamental

principle ; but, through the mercy of her Great Head, she

is now, in truth, more firmly united in adherence to that

principle than she has ever been at any former period.

The principle itself is plain ; and the duty of the church in

regard to it is not less plain." Dr. Candlish, in moving

the approval of this report, concluded in the ibllowing

terms :
** Sir, we stand in this Assembly for the first time

these many years
;
yes, for the first time this century,

upon a footing that will, that must command the confi-

dence of the Christian people of Scotland. We have

broadly protested against patronage, and declaied it to be

a grievance ; we have resolved to adhere to the indepen-

dence of the church, and we have pledged ourselves to de-

fend the rights of our people, and we shall honestly per-

form what we have said ; we are not going to ' keep the

word of promise to the ear and break it to the sense.

Sir, we have taken our stand against the encroachments

of the civil courts, and is it consistent with the noble atti-

tude in which we are placed to allow men, whether m
office or out of it, to beat us down, and to deal with us m
this miserable way—traffic and huckstering comproinise

as if they were imposing some twopenny-tax, or laying

upon us some trifling impost? No," sir; let ^s "tleai

largely and liberally, and let us bring statesmen to do so

too ; for it is a great question of principle. Let usde

with it not considering it as only affecting mtj
i^^^^^^^J^'

or whether / can remain in the church, but a question

affecting the interests of generations yet unborn—a que -

tion of principle, involving in it the liberty of the churci

and the constitution of the State." The Lord "igli ^^™

missioner, in dissolving the Assembly, declared tbar n

could not approve of its proceedings. . t

G/a5(70t^.—Several large meetings of the
"^^^^f^J^

operatives in this city have lately been held o\^^^^^
g

Green, at which the workmen have discussed 5"^ .?^
At

of their distress, and the best mode of alleviating it.

^
one of these meetings it was determined to V^^^^.f ^^
body to the city, for the purpose of soliciting charity, ^
accordingly they met in masses at the Royal

^^^^^"^^'ge.
commence a tour through the town for this P" *

^^^^

These meetings and processions have caused great ii^

ruption to business and excited some alarm, and ^"^F
^^^

have been employed removing the obstructions ^^^^
^\^^^i

ing some of the individuals concerned in them.
^ ^^j^g

paper informs us, that one individual, whose ^^"^P
j^-^g

were excited by the appearance of so many ^^" ^7 ^r-
bread, resolved on spending a sum of ^^^^^ ^^.^^^^gater
chase of loaves, and proceeded, accompanied by tue g ^^

portion of the unemployed, to a baker's shop, ^j^^^^^
bought a considerable number of loaves, and ha^aeu

out to the crowd, by whom they were ^^^^"^^^ .fy^Q^cfi
The nressure. hnw^^ver. became so great that tne y
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were forced to interfere, and, for the protection of the
gentleman himself, he was taken to the police office, ts here
however he was at once set at liberty by the lieutenant on
duty. The same paper adds that the relief committee
have not as yet been able to meet the necessities of a large
proportion of the labouring poor. At pVeseut about 4000
rations of soup and bread are distributed daily ; 300 per-
sons are employed at labour, either in breaking stones or
levelling a piece of ground on the Milton estate, near to
the Lunatic Asylum. An additional number will at once
be set to these out-door employments, and about 200 webs
will be given out for idle hand-loom weavers, thus extend-
ing the means of employment to GOO men; but even this
it is stated, will not meet the whole extent of the evil.

'

Leith,—Intelligence has been received of the total loss,
by fire, whilst at sea, of the ship Barbara from this port!
The fire broke out in the night of Sunday last in the
German Ocean, about three miles from the Bell Rock

;
and the flames are described to have spread

with such rapidity that those on board, amounting to 15
persons, were unable to save any property. Fortunately
however, they escaped by taking to the boats, and reached
Montrose in safety, though much exhausted. The fire

commenced in the hold of the vessel, but the circumstances
under which it originated are at present unknown.

meat.

Lighthouse

Haymarket.
THEATRICALS.
A new drama by Mr. Sheridan Knowles

entitled ** The Rose of Arragon," was produced at this
theatre on Saturday, and met with decided success. The
plot, which our space will not admit of our giving at any
length, is briefly as follows :—The son of a Kinjrof Arra-a-

the
gon falls in love with, and privately marries Olivia,
daughter of a wealthy peasant, called from her beauty the
Rose of Arrayon. The king, indignant at this act, re-
solves on setting it aside, sends his son to the army on the
frontiers, and banishes Olivia horn the palace. The result
of this is a revolt among the people, who are already dis-
affected

;
the king is dethroned, and Almagro, a friend of

Olivia's brother, who proves to be a perfidious and selfish
villain, is appointed Regent of the Kingdom. Almaqro
then endeavours to gain possession of Olivia, of whom he
has long been enamoured ; .

and after a long train of cruelty
on his part to eff'ect his object, his plans ultimately fail :

his treachery is discovered by his intimate friend, Olivia's
brother, whom he has imposed on ; and the denouement
of the whole play is that the Prince, at the head of an
army, returns at the critical moment when Almagro is
about to compel Olivia to a forced marriage. He re-
covers possession of the kingdom for the King, his father
who then recognises his marriage with Olivia, and Almagro
takes poison in despair. The acting throughout was well
sustamed

;
the principal characters being supported byMr and Mrs C. Kean and Mr. Phelps, who were much

applauded, and called for by the audience at the end of
tne play,'which was announced for repetition.

I

i^ltsccllnncous-

rliL'^^''''''?,'^'\^"''^^'--The following narrative, de-

« Ln/''"".f
Bombay paper, describing the circumstances

attending the death of Sir A. Burnes, is furnished by a
native servant who witnessed the transaction. It is pro-bably the only authentic narrative of this melancholy

nlrn T'"' u^^-^
^^ ^PP"^^ ^^^^'^ ^he public, and iti

penisal may be interesting ttfour readers :-Dbpo5ITIOn

Zc^^Z\ ^'^''^JT^'^'' Alexander Barnes was duly

murder hat there was a stir in the city, and that if he

heTdlT ^'^ ''^'
"r^^ ^^ i^ '^-^^^^- They told him

doin. t - ?? ^^ *^^ cantonments; this he declinedaoing giving as his reason that the Affghans never received

"e'er injure him"
-'"'

'• ""- ^"^^^ ^"-'" *'^^ "^"^^

The jlt/^ ^\^nu^
^^ collected, and the house in flame*,

was a rnn 7 f
C^^r^^^^^^ told Sir A. Burnes that there^as a report of a regiment come to assist him. He wasgoing up to the top of the house to look, and had cot halfway, when he met an Affghan, who said he had been look-ing about, and that there was not the least sign of a regl-My master then turned back, and remarked'tUat

there was no chance of assistance coming either from can-
tonments or the King, A Mussulman, a Cashmecree,
came forward and said—^ If your brother and chuprassees
cease firing on the mob, I swear by the Koran that I will
take you safe through the kirkee of the garden to the
chandoul the fort of the Kuzzilbashes ; the firing ceased,
and Sir A. Burnes agreed to accompany him, and for sake
of disguise put on a chogha and loonge. The moment hecame out of the door a few paces with the Cashmeeree,
this wretch called out 'This is Sikundur Burnes '^ He was
rushed on by hundreds, and cut to pieces with their
knives. His brother Captain Bunies, went out with him.
and was killed before Sir Alexander; Captain Broadfoot
was shot some time before in the house, and expired in
half an hour. There was a guard' of 1 Havildar, 1 Naik,

n 1 1^?^^''' ^^^^ ''^'"^ '^^ ^'^^^^ early in the afi-air;
all the Hindoostanees, except myself were killed; his
birdar Bearer, who is now with me, escaped, as he was at
home*; I got away by having an Affghan dress ; all the
Affghan servants deserted; I got into cantonments after
being hid two days in a shoj>. Sir Alexander forbid the
sepoys and others firing on the people until they set fire
to the gates.

The Round Towers of Ireland.—fox^ards the close of
ast summer we announced to our readers that a discovery
had been made of importance, in the elucidation of the
mystery in which the origin of these structures was in-
volved. A\e then gave details connected with the disco-
very of human remains within the foundation^of Ardmore
Tower. From that time to the present, we venture to
affirm, more attention has been paid, and more of practi-
cal, rational investigation has been directed to the subject
than It ever previously received. We shall now proceed
to state the discoveries made subsequently to that of Ard-
niore. In the month of September several of our fellow-
citizens met by appointment, at Cashel, the Tery Rev.
Br. Cotton, of Lismore, and Mr. Edward Odell, whose
labours we before mentioned. The round tower was then
examined. Although human remains were found within
that structure, yet, because they were near the surface,
TiQLsed with earth and decayed timber, it was supposed
they had been thrown in casually from the adjacent cathe-
dral. But it is now to be noted that there was evidence
of a previous delving ; and the discoveries Mnce made
show at least a probability that the human bones there
found had been disturbed from their original resting place
within the foundation walls. It must, however, be ad-
mitted that the Cashel researches cannot be adduced as a
positive instance of the sepulchral charactei: of these
towers. Not so with Cloyne ; there, at a depth from
the doorway of about 13 feet, being very near the same as
at Ardmore. were found the bones of four human skele-
tons, lying in the direction from west to east. The space
within which they lay was an irregular serrated oval of
about six feet and a half by four. The Roscrea tower was

nms at a moderate pacr. the favourite 3yin& off up to the di»-
tauce, where he reached her quarters : at the stand he went to
the mare*s head, staid Muth her to the last, and won on the post
by a neck easy.
The Ascot StaJce.i o/2S soos. each, trifJi 100 added; fh^ second to

f^ ^0 9§v».onto/ffie Srafcfs. u^ 7^, (51 stdls., of nVkcras 32
«cl«rpd.—Mr. Forth's Vibration, by Sir Hercules (JBell', i ; Mr.
Cmi. 1* li>Hus, 2 ; Mr. Isaac Day's Tarabiirini, 3 : Mr. Thom-
«i-' Jl'.P* ®

! ¥*': ^1 Scott's Mopque, o ; Lord Chesferfield'»
not-aware, 0; Mr. GreKorj^'s

Rhodanthe aiidXamburini, 6 to i agtrt JHosque, 5 to J a^t I-ani-

Tho 7%^^' ^ ^ ^ ^tE.O.atid Vibratior., at^d Q to I agft iiyUim.

Jtht^^l'^'T'',^ T^ "'''^^ ^y I-am-not-a^-Bre and Mosque,right and left of whom, and weU laid up, were Rhodanthe. Snow'
VutJTu'"''^'' ^' ?.* '^"^ ^'^"^^^ dc Fort.bus

, behTnd them
S?mfs nnH v'l*'\'-^"^

^^'^^ ^' ^°"^ ^^"^1^^ ^ the rear of anH> Hub and \ ibratiou. At a pood, hut not superior pace, the po-
sition continued as we have described to tlV^top turi, wl^^^^Rhodanthe ook the lead from I-am-not-aware, and made .tronsplav to the turn for straight runnmp:. by which time SnowdrnnI.am.not.aware. Revoke, and Mo^ue^had had eLuTh of UHyllus and Vibration who had been creeping up^m the oldmile post, now showed in front, headed Riiodaiahe at the d^«tance, and finished the race. Vibmtion winni^ easy bfa lea^^

T/ie Gold Vfi^r frirm by her M ; ,ty, added U» a Suet^p^*-^-^ „f80 SOPS, each. Two miles Oo subs )-Mr. rctUt's St Franrii(Robinson). I; Mr. Combe's The Nob, 2: Mr, OrdVlJceVHW
•;•

J^;^
following also ran

: Sir G. Heatt.cot?s PamiaXe^'
I-ord Exetcr'6 Bosphorus, Lord Chesterfield** Jack, Lord G BeS'tmck's Yorkshire Lady, and Mr. Combe's Rosalind. Rosalindmade play at a steady pfico, followed by Beeswing, two lenirthsbclund whom was St. Francis, The Knh lying fourth, and Jack
fifth, ^o chaijpe worthy of notice took place until Uwy reiLchJd
the last turn, where St. Francis took up the ninninff. BecswWbemj second, Rosalind third, and The Xob fourth : thev ran thfifto the stand where The Nob passed Rosalind, and a splendid liceensued, St. Francis winning on the post by a head, aiid The Noh
fo^urlh^

"'^''' ^^ ^'""^^ ^ "'''^* Rosaliiid was a respectable

The SL James's Pnlacc Stakes of xmsors. each OU rnilr
.)—Lord G, Benlinck's Misdeal, by Camel (Roper-'
ille's Guiiter,2 ; Lord Stradbroke's Jeremv DjdrfUr

f}fhs^)

Gre\

(n
> 1 ; Mr.

Jeremy Jhddlcr, 3; Mr.ThornlnU'sEspartero, \. Bctliiig, 7 to 4 agst ....sdeal, and \ to 5agst Espartero. Gunter made the runnint: to the turn wh™
Espartero took it up ; Misdeal Ihidoff tothe stand, where he wer^a-head, and won easy by a tjouplc of Icnirtb's.

Trror/rar-olds Siverpfakt:-^ of 50 .'inva. cich.
amije. (4 .s«5*.)-Sir G. Heathcotc's b. c, by Glaucus, c'^utri^'
(Nat) 1; Mr. Goodman's Bolherem, 2. Betting, 6 to 5 on th!Glaucus colt, who made a waiting race, and won on the no^t uZ
a neck, i^^^i. wy

The Ascot Derby Stakes r>/50 sovf. each. Sw^n^-y Course (iR
fi^65.)-Duke of Bcdford^s Envoy fRobinson), l ; Lord Che^fpr
field'sSir Harry. 2; Sir G. Hcathcote's Arkar^'as. 3. BetUnl ^to 1 on Sir Harry, who was beaten !n a canter: Arkansas washalf distanced.

Siceepstakes of 50 Sots, e-.rh. 2QfL Cup Course. U subs )—Mr. Thornhiirs Espartero walked over ; ^T^. S. Lacn«i'« 'tV-
lYaitor withdrew his stake.

"® * ^^^

Whi>nhsi>av.—The attendance of company tvas not name
rouH, the interest felt in this day's racMs being usually much Ipmthan in those of Tuesday and Thursday. The following is anaccount of the runninjj, which commenced with
The Swintesf Stnkefi nf2h sof^s. ench. Lust mile 4ind a half

5u/>5.)—Mr« Shelley's lole, walked over,
•''

The Carondtian stakes of 100 sors, each, Kew mife. jj sui»^

Amima filly, which made what rmjuifii,- there w'Ss, and'won^hv
half a length. "^

Sweepstakes of lOOsovs, err^J'. Ol'f viile. (9 stibs)'^yir Crv
gory's BaideriRobiiison;, ]; Lord Westminster's Aucklan^T
SirG. Heathcote's Hydaspcs, 3 ; Mr. Rush's c. by pSotcn'tiary, out of Maresfield'sdam. 4. Betting, 5 to 4 on Auckland

(*

—Lord Exetrr's f.,hv Tonchstcmc out of A'viinja 'Mann''^ i

'

Chesterfield's IMl-bar, by Touchstone, 9. HettinSf G to'4 o

opened three weeks since, at the request of our soeiety; runnln^/^^t^aSy^^^^^^^^
by Mr. E. Wall, of that town, who discovered human re- |

and the Plenipo colt about two icn^hs in his rear The splSd

a

him

not safe

remaininj^, saying,
was afraid, and ran

On the day of the murder, as early as

rflmp f"^"— 'V
'"'' »^o™ng, a cossid CW'uIlee Mahomed)

Sn! '"^' ^ ""'^^ °^ ^^^y ^^t^'^^^' He said-' Go and

the chv^'''!^?.''^'":
^^^ediately that there is a tumult in

and li '

ki .
^^^ nierchants are removing their goods

had
3'"'' .^"^""^ '^' ^^^r«-' I ^"^^ ^^at my master

cWS V""^ r^ ^" ^y ^^"P^^^ ^^d ^'^^^ i^to the

Roin/tow. 1

"''' ^ ^^^ '^^ ^^^"^^^^ ^""^^^^^ Dowlah

Kth^h^rT '^'"^ '"^'^^''^ ^^"^^- I i«i^ediately returned

dres.ed^' - M ''''T ^'"^'^^ ^^^^^ ^^"^> ^^^e« ^y masteraressed qu ckly, and went to the Wuzeer and talked with

toeo i^l^'^l'/''.^^'"^^^'^^
endeavoured to induce him

F'f'^^^'^^^h into cantonments, assuring him it was'^^'- to remain^in the city ; he however persisted in
""'"" ' jf I gQ^ ^^g Affghans will say that I

Sir \V tvt'
""", '"" away/ He, however, sent a note to

caL f:. IT'^r^^'"' ^y ^^'^"^^ Mahomed. A Chobdar

lhZt.A *^^. ^'"^ '^ «^^^ *t^ ^^"^e«^» ^'ho asked and

toTr A r™^^^i°»
to go. At the door, the Wuzeer said

some ,f f""^^^"!:.
^^''^''* ' ^'^y* y^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^7 that

att^lr
^'^•^'^ ^^"^^ Kh^«'« V^ople have collected totacK you

; If you will allow me I shall disperse them.'

for vn
'* "^^^^^^^^^ Burnes) said—' No ; the King has sent

it\2\l
'
^^"'*^ ^'^^ without delay.' The Wuzeer accord-

were t^*^""*^f^
his horse and went away. The house gates

Amp« /?
closed, and were in a little time surrounded by

latT^' f
^^^'^ ^^^" ^"^^ ^'' P«^P^^- ^y^^^ Khan, the

turneH n^ ?^ « ^ "^y' ^^°^ ^'' Alexander Burnes had

opnostr-J* ""r^?'
^'^"^^^ ^"^^ ^'•^^ t^^« ^"^^*«» on thepposite side of the street, and set fire to the gates. The

of thp V-
'^'^ ''^^'''°'^*^ ^''''" ^^® ^^^^ Hissarwith one

the iniml"^*^^^'''.''^'
on seeing the gates on fire, and

granSTfc'^T'^^*^^''^^^''''' ^°^*^ '^ apparently for

«>yea, and withdrew the regiment. At this time the

mains all through, from the doorway downwards, in a
depth of over ten feet. TJie correspondence with Sir W.
Betham has shown the success of the discoveries to which
that learned and zealous antiquary has been instrumental.
His noble friend the Marquis of Downshire caused to be
opened the round tower of Drumbo. The tower of Ma-
ghera has also been opened, in both of which were found
human remains. Similar results had previously attended
the opening of the tower on Ram Island, Two most re-
markabls instances remain to be mentioned. We have
the authority of Sir W, Betham that in the tower of Tima-
hoe there were not only human bones* but the sepulchral
urn was found ; and by Mr. Black^s history, we learn that
in Abernethy tower (Scotland) human skulls and bones
wert found in great numbers, and there was also discovered
an urn. These two facts prove that Timahoe and Aber-
nethy towers, at leatt. were pagan structures, and leave a
strong presumption in favour of the same inference with
regard t9 the others— CorA: Reporter.

SPORTING.
Ascot Hkath Racks.—These fashionable and attractive races

commenced on Tuesday. The fineness of the weather and the
presence of the Queen combined to draw a more numerous at-
tendance than usual on the first day. Her Majesty, accompanied
by Prince Albert, Count Mensdorffand his four sons, with a nu-
merous suite, arrived on the Heath about one o'clock; and in
her progress to the Royal stand, her Majesty was ^eeted with
continued and enthusiastic cheers by the crowds who thronpred
the Grand Stand and the sides of the course. The Queen left im-
mediately after the race for the Gold Vase, amid similar demon-
strations of loyalty and attachment on the part of the company.
The races, which did not begin till nearly two o'clock, com-
menced with
T^e Trial Plate of 501., addedto a Sweepstakes of 5 sovs. each.

The?kewMtle{7subs,)—LoTa Westminster's Satirist, by Panta-
loon {Robinson}, l ; sir J. Gerard's Meal, 2 ; Mr. Goodman's Ro-
ver, 3 J Mr. Charlton's Las?o, A ; Mr. Payne's Rapture. 5 : Mr.
Osbaldeston's Sister to Alexandria, 6; Mr, Theobald's Glenury
7- Bettmg-5 to 4 agst Satirist, and 6 to 4 agst Meal. The run-nmg was made at a slow pace by Meal. Lasso and Rapture lyinrup with her, and Satirist in the rear; thev ran in this order to
the road, where the speed mended, not without afTectinff the
front rank, which continued as we have described it to be to the
distance, where Satirist headed his horses, went on with the run-
ning, and won in a canter by two lengths

i Rover passed Lasso
half way up the distance, and obtained a very bad third place
Sweepstakesof^im sovs. each. Swinley Course (6Mubs.)^toTd

Westmmstcr's Auckland (Robinson), l ; Lord Q. Benffnck's
^irehrand, 3: CoL Anson's The Puncher, 3. Betting, 5 to 4 on
Auckland (who carried 2i lb. over wetgrht), and 5 to 4 agst Mre-
brandi the Puncher not Rientioaed. Firebrand made aU therun

-

and places continued thus to the di-staiice, where Hvdnsnes srmxt*way, and Auckland took his place hi attendance oaBanier A?
thchalfdistancethey closed, and made e.o brilliant and dose &
finish, that until the Judge had awarded the victorj- to Barrier br
ahead, it was impossible tosay which had won. ^

Plate of 501. The winner to be soldfor 200/. Swinieu Crtjrt^
-Mr. Wreford's f.by Taurus-Escape (Hewlett; .

'-^^"''-s'^-

Mr, Jialchin-s Dromedar)' . , . \ .09
Lord Rosslyn's Cornato - , , . .'30
The following also started: Gen. AVyndhanx's Aspatria Mr

Ilerrey's Saracena, Mr. J. Bay's Mulcibcr. Mr. Coleman's Gu-
zelle, Mr. Booth's St. Jean ri'Acre, and Mr. Goodman's c bV
Langar, d. by Cervantes. Betting, 3 to 1 agst the winner 4 "to i

agrst St. Jeand'Acre, 5 to 1 agst Comuto, and 6 to 1 agst*Mulci-
her. St. .lean d'Acre and Muiciber made strong- running to the

j
distance, where Dromcdarj% the Escape Ally, and Comuto left
the crowd, and made a beautiful race home, the first two finish
ing with a dead heat, beating Comuto by half a iene-th • the
others were tailed off. For the deciding: beat it was 6 to '4 on
the Escape filly, which made all the running-, and won by a full
length. ^

Her .^fajesly's Plate of 100 guineas. From the Kcw Mile-pfisi
r^^ round and tn,—MT, Nightingale's Ajax (^ly), 1 j Lord West

minster's Satirist, 2; Mr. Thomhiira E. O., 3. Betting 4and^
to 1 on Satirist, and 8 to 1 agst Ajax. Ajax took the lead at a
slow pace, foUowed by E. O., the favourite Iving a coudIc of
lengths behind the latter; they ran thus till near the ton turnwhereado^raniiito the course right in front of Satir^t ^rhowent over him, and was nearly over the ropes ; at this momentAjax increased the pace, and with a lead of several len^-ths ran
nearly roundthe course. Satirist never approaching him'^until feereached the stand.: Robinson then made an effort, butfailed Aiar

headed^
""^^^"^^ ^^ three-parts of a length, without having been

THrKSDAT.-This being the great day of the races, the " GoldLup day, the course was crowded from an early hour; and lonff
hetore the amusements of the day commenced, the Heath wm
covered with thousands of visitor^. The fineness of the weather

one

added greatly .to the eiyayment of the sport, and the preseace of the
Queen with a numerous Suite, as on Tuesday, gave additiocaiinterett
to the scene. Her Jfajesty, Avho was again enthusiastically received^
arrived on the course about one, and left immediatelv after the race
for the Gold Cup, A few minutes afta-the Queen's airival the racing
began in the following order:—
The Windsor Castle Stakes of loo sov. ea^h. Tfie ticw mile,

C4 svbs.)

X^rd Exeter's f. by Touchstorw, out <rf Amio^ . (Mwsam I

Lord G.Uentinck's Misdeal S
Betting—Even on the filly, 2 to 1 havijig previously been ladd on

the horse. The filly made ail the runaiiig, and won cleverir hr ferif

a length.

The Bvekii^kam Paduee Stakes ^ 200 so^. eetck. SmMle^
Course. (11 suSs.)

,

Mr. GrevilleU Gunter, by Bay aiidt^c.^.i » • ^^»^-
}

Lord G. Hentinck's Flytrap ' ^
Lord E = er's Alh' ', - . - 'T * • 3
Betting—5 to 4 agst Flytrap, 7 to> 4 a^i Gumcr, rad 3 to 1 agst

Albion. Guufex took the lead M staftfei^, waa never caught, »a<|

woajii a omter by two Imif?^ s * fio* f*^ "*^ ve~-' ,
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(^i Butler) 1

2

3

'-- '* each, (9 subji }— Sir. Gregory's

(Cartwright) 1

2
3

4
5

—
r./ « /u/ 37i/ '^er to 6e soldfor 100/.

The Wmdsin Town Piaieo/59r snt

rLrdn;Beotinek'«Afrx«n,bj Mulatto .^
^ ^ _

lx>H Hitter's F««ri»worrti ' j.J_5fr Lcpge's Dec sion ; Capt.

The UluuiT.? wrre
«*i*/l^^fe^eV's u«I« N^^^ Mr. Goodman's

ITa.ic : air. U orky ^f^^^J^^^ ^g,t Mias Heathcotc. and 4 to 1

^*?.*' ilf'ir/ -"indFoUy. Won by two leagths after aa indifferent

!:L^ '^tfhworth a b^ ^ira, FoUya bad fourth. The winner was

STmed by I^a O. Bentiack

j^ jtout two miles and a half. (\ 1 sti

'

Jfr/orde'» Bewwing, by Du Syntax

lU. Combe's The Nob
•Wr. Pcttit's St. Francis ....
Wr. Th'^rnhill's Erinero

BIr Kirby's Lancrcost . . • • „ „ • - ^ .

BettinK-Even on Lancrcost, 7 to 2 agst St. Francis, 4 to 1 agst

The Nob. 6 to 1 agst EcLSwing, aiul 20 to 1 ag»t Knngo. i^ringo

mzA first iVom the post, and kept in front for a quarter of a mile

;

the mare then overpowered her jockey and went away with a good

lead, followed by Eringc, Lancrcost lying third. The >ob fourth,

and >U Francis last. In making the top turn the pace became serere,

but no alteration in the places u . observaMe unti they reached

the brick kiln, where Lancrcost was beaten, and at the turn he was

last in the race, Kringo held the second place to the fatand, where

The Nob passed him and challenged the mare-for a monient he

kendfdher hut the "j.ride oi the north" resuuicd her position m a

couple of strides, and. after a fine race, won by half a length.

Francis was a good third; the others were beaten off. » »"'

pulled up lame. The race came off at half-past three.
^

SweepfitakeBof 100 sor. each, Xew Mile, (7 auOs.j

Lord AVcstniinster's Auckland • . , . (Robinson),

Sir G. Hrathcote's Dark buaan , . . . i .

Lord Exeter's Saros

Lord G. Bcutinck's Muley Hassan . . ',
, ! i. 'j ' *

Uctting—3 to I un Auiklantl. Mulcy Hassan led at a bad pace to

the roatl, where Auckland took it up, and uuh Dark Susan at his

heels, went on to the end, winning easily by a length.

Hufeepsiakeso/'SOsQv. tach, T, W t\ (3 fiu6».>-^

Ur. Coleman's Jamal ,...»• (Nat)

BIr. Ford's Spiteful

Col. Wyndnam'sToni Thumb ... • ', •
,

Bttthig—Evan on Spiteful, 7 to 4 agst Tom rhumb, and

agat Jama!. Jamal made all the running to the stand, where

Spiteful quitted the waiting system, reached his head, and made it

a dead heat on the post. Tom Thumb was beaten off. The de-

ciding heat was won bv a head only, Jamal the favourite-

The drfind Stand Plate of liiO sov, {handicap). Once round and

a distance— -

Mr. Mare's Argos (Crouch) 1

Mr. Gardnor'siUonops
Mr. Combe's Rosalind • ^

The following also started : Col. Peel's I am-not-awarc, Mr.

>TAUND'S BOTANIC GARDEN.
Large, la. 6d, ; small, is.

MAGAZINE OF HARDY PLANTS, interesting

to every Cultivator of an open Flower-garden. It is published

monthlv, and contains four finely-coloured figures of Plants, executed

on Steel or Copper, in the line manner of Engraving, the expense of

which has never deterred the Proprietor from continumg it, in prefer-

ence to the loose and undefined prints produced by lithography and

other cheap methods.
. , , , • v t, * •

THE FLORAL REGISTER, included m each number, contains

sixteen nicelv emrraved Woodcuts, with much information in little

compass. The AUCTARIUM, too, given therewith, contains much

gardening informasion, original and selected.- Back minibers or

volumes may be had. See Advertieemcut in last week's Chronicle.

London • Simpkin and Marshall j and Sherwood and Co.

Just published, price 15s., demy 8vo, cloth,

THE STRUCTURE & DISTRIBUTION of CORAL
REEFS. Forming the First Fart of the Geology of the

Voyage of H. M. S. Beagle j with Maps and Woodcuts. By

CHAai.ES Darwin, M.A.. F.R.S., F-G.S.

London : Smith, Elder, and Co., 65, CornhilL

BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF
of AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS and their WI

j)0\VS.—The Committee respectfully announce to the Subscribers
and Public the result of the Election on Thursday, June 2d, viz.—

.

Attlee, Sarah, widow of William Attlee, at Mrs. Hates's,
Bcddington Park Lodge, WaUington, Surrey, aged 71 . i\y

Collver, William, nurseryman, Ilorsell Birch, Surrey, ajjed

81 ^ , Ill
Suttle, Thomas, gardener, Trafalgar-st., Walyv'crth, aged 69 84
Parrot, James, gardener. Maidstone, Kent, aged 74 . .80
Anderson, James, gardener, 17, Regent-street, Milc-End-

road. aged 70 42
Suffcll, William, gardener, 43, Park-place, Dorset-square,

Marylebone, aged 66 . . . . . . .
* 16

The election has consequently fallen on Attlee, CoUycr, and
Suttle. J' J- SowLjiK, Hon. Sec.

St.

LanereOS t

1

2

3

4

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, &c.

Just published, and sold by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and Longmans,
Paternoster-row, price 2s.,

WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANURE—ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By W. H. PoTTJiR, M.R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist.

The New Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

is more effective, and free from moisture, sand, &c. Price 155.

per cwt. cash.—Chemical AVorks, Upper Fore- street, Loudon.

A

M

3
2 to

1

2

1

NEW WORK ON BEES.
In ':mall 8vo. (^ith numerous Engravings on Wood), price 125.

Y BEE-BOOK. By the Rev. W. C. Cotton, M.A.,

Student of Christ Church, Oxonj and Chaplain to the

Lord Bishop of New Zealand,

Bivingtons, St. FauPs Churchyard, and Waterloo-place.

Just published, by the same Author.

SHORT and SIMPLE LETTERS to COTTAGERS. (With

Woodcuts.}-l. The Village.-2. Village School. Part I. (To

School Children.)— 3. Village School. Part II. (To Parents.)—

4. Village School. Part III. (To Schoolmasters and School-

mistresses.) Price 6rf. each, or 5-9. per doz.

Mr. Graydou's Helpmate. Bftting—3 to I each agst Rosalind and

Miss Stdton, 9 to '2 agst Moi^ops, B to 1 ngst !-am-not-aware, and
6 to I agst Nora Crema. Nora Creina, Siiss Stilton, and Revision

laid in front to the straight running, wiierc Argos headed them, and
aitcr a fine race won by a tftck. A dead hciit for second between
MonopsandKo "ml.

MARK LAKE, Tiuday, Junk 10.—We have had ver>' little

English Wheat up siiKc Monday which has been taken off at

fuUy that day's quot:itic_ —I free Foreign the demand has

been limited, Init we do not observe uny r.lteratlon in Its value
;

iu iluating cargoes wid bonded there ia Utile doing, the holders

generally boinjr tirm in their demands, wluch buyers are unwil-

ling to comply with.— Barley, Beans, and Peas, are each is.

dearer. Oats have ai^o adviiuccd is. per qr., but the demand is

Just published. No. VT., price 2s. 6(/.,

rpilE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF ORNA-
JL MENTAL PERENNIALS. By Mrs. Loudon'. Each Num-
ber contains Three Plates, demy4to size, comprising from Fftccu

to Twenty Figures accurately coloured from Nature.
Also, just published,

THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF ORNAMENTAL
ANNUALS, 43 Plates. Cloth, price 2/. 2s.

THE LADIES' FLOWER-GARDEN OF ORNAMENTAL
BULBOUS PLANTS, 58 Plates. Cloth, price 2/. 125. 6rf.

London: Published hy William Smith, 113, Fleet-street.

not »0 UvpIv »»on WeiJ day, although f^tJ'

iuUy as. ovfi .^iMi'lay'a prices.

BRrTTJJU, PJtR IMPKHIAL QT'ABTiiB.

Wii««t, Ksaes, Kt:u£, and autfoik .... Witit*
__— Nortdk, iJntoIn.'.Mrf and Yorkshire . . ,

Barley MiJting auJdiitniinK

Oat», MnroJn-^Mre und Yorkfhire . , , FolRndi
NortiiuiuberJimd aii4 Scotch . , . . Feed
Irifh Fee4

Rv« - 3U to 34

Beana, 5Jaza^an, nUX and new . 24 Co 3U Tick S3to 36
. Plf^eon, HeIi;,'oIand . . . SI to 40 Winds. — to —

Peaj, \ViiiC« 31 to 36 Maple SB to 31

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVCRAGES.

J. «.

fift to ^
SO tn25
16 to 95
19 to 21

8 to SO

for boniied at

8, «.

Red 4i> 10 60
White 60 to 62
Grind. EM ti> £5
Feed I&to£4
Pctalo 17 t3 S6
Potato 15 CO 84

Hiirrow 28 to 38
Lonppod — to—
lirejr 23 toSS

This day is published, price 21^., cloth, or Royal 8vo, the paper
adapted for colouring, 2/. 25.

rr^IIE HERALDRY OF FISH.—Notices of the prin-

-L cipal Families bearing Fish in their iVrms.

By Thosias Moule.
*j^* Nearly 600 Families arc noticed in this work. Besides the

several descriptions of Fish, Fishing-nets, and Boats, are in-

cluded also Mermaids, Tritons, and Shell-fish. Nearly 70 Ancient
Seals are described, and upwards of 20 Subjects, iu Stained
Glass. The Engravings, 205 in number, are from Stained Glass,

Tombs, Sculpture and Carving, Medals and Coins, Rolls of Arms
and Pedigrees. .

This Work has been noticed in tl^c "Gentleman's Magazine "

for June ^ "John Bull," May 7; •* United Service Gazette," May
14; " Gardeners' Chronicle,*' May 14; ** Globe," May l/j "Atlas,"

May 28; and " Athenffium," June 4.

John Van Voorst, i, Patcrncstcr-row,

April
dfay

vTiue

S9

3

!

Wljeat.
91

60 8
69
60 9
61 10

€3 6

Barley.
27 7
S7 4
- 3
e^ 11

S6 6

Oats j Uye
19 I 31 7

- ]» 9 33 3
la 6 31 3
J9 5 33 4
19 7 33 7

1 ID 7 33 6

Beans
31 6
31 8
31 9
81 7
38 I

32 £

• weeks' Aggregate A ver. 61 s

Duties I

II i

Pcfts.

33 1

30 7
31 3
31 4
30 U
32 5

31. 5

AJIBIVALS IX THE El VER LAST WEEK.
FlOTir.

Engliih . 618fi Ska. —
Irish . . 2R0 „ —

.

ForeiKtt . 831 „ 400

Bris.

ft

]
Wht.
5433
33

37007

Bar]. MhIc.
773
230

6i?C3

Oats. K>e. [Bnt.
9729 — 786
1S463

1

«.«

no& ^— SO

LO 6

Peat.
81

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS.—T. Watts, RugW, Warwickshire, ncensed-viclualler—

T. AimsiroBg, Abchuich-lane, merchant

—

Juim Steggall, Gui!dtord-ttieet,
publi^hier-

BANRRT-PTCIES SUPERSEPEU—T- Atkinaoo, Lancaster, Rrocer—

H

Brayn^, N;ti<» Kims, Xiattrrsea, coal merchant.

|MAers—G. P. K..nnan and A. Samson, Manchester, caliooprmterWMker and I . triMtm. M.i3ifhMi».r. i-orn.fat-tnr«_T nr...t„.. i> i-
H.

Bochdftle, drapcr-O. John^n. Miildfln and Oreai Hraitel. E».ei; coal'mer'

A new Edition, considerably improved and enlarged.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of GARDENING;
the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Ar-

boriculture, and Landscape Gardening, iucludine: all the latest

Improvements, a general view of Gardeniiig in all Countries, and
a Statistical View of its present State, with Sugg;estions for its

future progress in the British Isles, &c. With nearly 1000 En-
gravings on "Wood, 50s. boards,

II.

A New Edition, with Supplement, of

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of PLANTS; a
Description of all the Plants in Great Britain, down to 1840, with
nearly 10,000 Figures, by Branston, from Drawings by J. D. C.
Sowerby, F.L.S. One thick vol. 8vo, 3^ 33s. Qd. cloth.
*** The SUPPLEMENT, edited by J. C. Loudon, prepared by

W. H. Baxter, Jun., and revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S., with up-
wards of 800 additional Fignres, separately, price I5s,

' in,

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of AGRICUL-
TURE. Third Edition, with ueariy 130O Wood Engravings, one
large vol. Svo, price 2/. I0«. cloth lettered.

TV.

LOUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS; a Cata-
logue of all the Plants indigenous to or introduced mto Britain.
New Edition, with a New Supplement up to March 1839, pre-
pared, nnder yie direction of J. C. Loudon, by W. H. Baxter, and
revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S., Svo, price U, lis. 6d. cloth lettered.

SUPPLEMENT, separately, Sj.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

so-

Ut!o. FairUy Had P. Houston, iiliisgow, build*-r»-Ww, Wilkie.' Edinburch
ip«r-«tainer—% . Houston, Glasgow, merchant. ^'*»»'

P«P<

BlRTHS._On the ii7th u!t., at Guy Harliaga, Chelmtford. the ladv of Dr
Badeley, a a on—On the <lh inst , at Lf arainicton Priors, the Indy of Andrew

iTf. ijfeorgr Sf i^Ainocnreii, ifie isoy di ine rvcv, o. nmicn, m a unn Vrt the mh
InH.t at BIftak-ha]i VUis, N»w Fsrk-road, ClapHam-park, Mri. J. M. »od»,
of ,1 ion.
MAKIliEI).—On the 7th iaat., at f-et'khampton.GiMirpsterjhir.", J. Patrk-k'

ton, E q., of the Mwfr.t^ urmy, 1o IfiibellaHt^lrn. dMHahter of the late ' r^o
Nkholis, Eaq.—On the eth rnst , at Sr '-ettrffc'e f'*^'^''^-n, Hanovejf »^,; -.'.-,'. c.
Yarboroii/nh, K>!., ot C«ii3j>emuunt, n iheco' t' V. rk, Ki Mary ij<m!i'a,

yoiicgest daughter of R. Ilea U Usq., oi Ofecn-I ne#, Stoke Nt . .^^:va.
DIKD—On the 4th instiiiit, at iiatkr Mr. i}. H- Tonlmin, R.N., iij^ed «-*

ir«ar»—On the'sth iiist., Rosa, ibe wiu v TaJbnt, K^q , rf Oailujjd, near
KiddeiTninsicr, a^fd 70—On theT^h insL., C. Hatru, £itq., oi tuvftitTy, ajfed
67—On the 7th inst., at Ryde, Isle of IVi^ht, F, l\ Stubb^, LV^j., oi IJyde 2'ark-
place, formerly t}( iMn^'Bere—Oi. the Hth inirt., in Arbour street, Commercial-
road, S. GaliU*, Esq., in the fl7'h year of his «|y«—On the Btfa instant, Allimla,
daoghterof the Lord Biahop of IVurcester—OnthelOth nh., at Toronto, Uppei
Cajuda, Bmily, the iady of Mr. Ju«Uce Ha^tjrman^ anddaujjhieruf \V. JVXcrry,
1^', of Ch«i%^ah&m.

This dav, in Svo, with Plates, Vol, IIL, Part ], of the

JOURNAL of theKOYAL AGRICULTURAL
CIETY of EXGLAND.

CoN'TRXTS:— On Improvements iu West Norfolk. By Earl
Spencer.— On the liraught of Ploughs. By Henry J. Hamiara,
Esq.^— Account of a Field Thorough Drained. By Sir Robert
Peel, Bart.— On Geology and Agriculture in Cornwall, Devon,
and West Somerset. By Sir Henry De la Heche.— Observations
on the Wheat-midge. By Professor Ilenslow.—On the Great or
Jersey Trench-Plough. By Col. Le Couteur.—On various Insects
affecting the Turnip Crops. By John Curtis, F.L.S. -The value
of riifft-rent kinds of Fodder. By the Kev. W. L. Rham.—Cottage
Economy and Cookery. By J. French Burke, Esq.—The Present
State of Agricultural Mechanics, By John Morton, jun.—The
^la^^Ea^th of the Central Regiuns of Russia. By K. I. Murchi-
son, F.R.S.—The AppUcaticn of Science to Agriculture. Bj Pro-
maor Daubeny.— MiiccUancoas Communications and Notices:
Application of Blue f^halc ta the Suiface of Land. Improved
iJibbUng \\ heel. On . . liferent Manures as a substitute for Bonesm the Growth of 1 umips. On the Draii-agc of Land.
APPBxnix, contahiiiig-Prizcs for the Meeting at Bristol. Re-

gulotions for tlie Exhibiliyn at Bristol. Prizes and CoudiLions
for Essays and Rej.o; . Rules of Competition for Prize Essays
for 184:l ^^ •'

John Murray, Allemarie-'^-cet, Publisher to the Royal A^ricuK
tural Society cf England.

EMIGRATION TO NEW ZEAI^AND, under the

NEW ZEALAND COMPANY, Incorponited by Royal
Charter. Governor.

Joseph Somks, Esq.

Deputy-Governor—Won, 'F\\\^cis BAftixc^

Directors.
JR. D. Mangles, Esq., M.P,
S. Majoribanks, Esq. M.P.
Sir W' . Molesvvorth, Bart.
Alexander Nairne, Esq.
The Lord Mayor.
J. Abel Smith, Esq., M.P,
William Thompson, Esq., Alder-

man, M.P.
Hon. Frederick James Tolle-

machc, M.P.
Arthur Willis, Esq.
George Fred. Young, Esq.

Viscount Ingestre, M.P.
Lord Petre.

H. A. Aglionby, Esq., M.P.
J. E. Boulcott, Esq, ,

John Wm, Buckle, Esq.

Charies Buller, Esq., M.P.
Sir Isaac Lyon Goldsmid, Bart.

J. Robert Gowen, Esq.

John Hine, Esq-
Sir Ralph Howard, Bart., M.P.
William Ilutt, Esq., M.P.
William King, Esq.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Ships will be regulariy

despatched on the 1st day of every month during the present

year, to one or more of the Company's Settlements of WeUing-

son. Nelson, and New Plymouth.
In the Wellington District the Sales taKc place by Auction, and

an allowance of 25 per cent, is made towards the passage-money

of purchasers arriving from England.
Lands in the Nelson Settlement are sold in this country at the

price of 300^ per allotment j comprising 1 town acre, 50 acres of

accommodation, and 150 acres of rural land. Purchaaersreceive

passage allowances not exceeding 25 per cent, upon their pur-

chase-moneys.
Lands in New Plymouth are gold in this country to actual co-

lonists at 7^1, per allotment of 50 acres j and a town lot, with

passage alloM^ances not exceeding 25 per cent.

The Company continues to offer a Free Passage to Agricultural

Labourers and Mechanics of good character, and eligible accord-

ing to the regulations.

Maps and Views of the Country may be seen, and all necessary

infoiniation obtained, by application at this House.
By order of the Court,

John Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,
19th May, 1842.

CHIPS FOR NEW ZEALAND, — NOTICE IS

O HEREBY GIVEN, that the following Emigrant Ships have

been Chartered by the New Zealand Company to sail from the

ports and on the days undermenticned, viz.

—

FOR NELSON.
OLYMPUS, Al, .316 Tons, from London, June 15th.

NEW ZEALAND, A I, 380 Tons, from Greenock, July Ibt.

FOR WELLINGTON.
GEORGE FYFE, A 1, sgi Tons, from London, June 15th.

FOR WELLINGTON and NEW PLYMOUTH.
BLENHEIM, A J, 374 Tons, from Plymouth, July 1st.

Applications for Free Passage by labouring persons duly quali-

fied are received daily at this House.
By order of the Court,

Juiix Wari?, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,

.ICth May, 1842.

BUDDING'S PATENT MOWING MACHINE*
manufactured by J. FERRABEE, Phccnix Foundry, wear

Stroud, Gloucestershire, and sold wholesale by Messrs. J. B- ^^
A. RANSOME, Ipswich, on the same terms as at the i^^^i^'^5.*

tory.—In the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th May last, W. i*.

Lindsay Carnegie, Esq., of Kimblethmont, near Arbroath, gives

an account of a new Mowhig Machine made for him by Mr.

Shanks, of Arbroath 3 to be diawn by a horse, and winch cuts a

breadth of 42 inches. After stating that the invention is still tae

subject of a patent iu England iu favour of Mr. Budduig, ^ar.

Carnegie says, " The inapplicability of whose machine to larje

spaces had long been a subject of regret to me." Fearing le

any one may think, from this statement, that extensive ia\\n^

cannot be mown by a smaller machme, I beg to state that a >

extent may be cut equally well with a small as with a large nv -

chine ; the only difference being the times it takes in uomg it.

Having made arrangements with thePatentee for the nianuia -

ture of all the macliines during the term of the patent, 1 1^.""""'

^

to supply them to cut respectively breadths of 16 in-. 1^ "^'
*

22 in., to be worked by hand; and from 'iG in. and "P^^^^,'-

be drawn by a horse. Mr. Carnegie having taken pains a^^".
^^

cnrred considerable expense in bringing to perfection a mac

at his request and oy
to cut so L^rge a breadth as 42 in., 1 have,

Alexr. ShanKs,
authority of the Patentee, agreed to license Mr. ^^^v.-..

, .

of Arbroath, to sell the large Horse Machines in Engh'nti;

to any Nobleman or Gentleman having an extensive l^^^'j'

wishing to have one of them, I shall be most happy to gi\e ev
/

information In my power. .„

Stroud, Jane 9, 1842. ^oiis FEanABfc^-

'^^HE DEANE'AN PLATE has all the ^^•'«*^^^"*^\^' ^"

,

-i- much more than' the durability of Silver. I*'^ _^^1'V",^ility

and Forks manufactured ol this beautiful metal are

the same shape and finish as the be&t London-made
Each article is stamped with the maker's name-
London Bridge."

of prca.cly

cjiver Plate.

WHITE TEETH. ROWLAND'S ^DONTO. o*"

PEARL DENTIFRICE. "Tliis is an efficient \\
f/^/^ojt

derfor the Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental Herbs ot inem_
delightful odour, and of sovereign virtue for strengthening, pr

mg, and thoroughly cleansing the Teeth.
the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, poH?=he3 ^"*^

^I'^^rafl,
the enamel, to which it ^ivcs a pearl-like whiteness ;

ac^' ^7, *,

It eradicates
and preserves

from its difiinfecting properties, gives sweetness to the brcai

an antiscorbutic, the gums also share m its t^^^sccndrxr p^
Scur\y is eradicated from them, a healthy action aof^ J^",,,^ m^st
ii^duced, thut ofier to the notice of the medical practitioner th

indubitable signs of their healthful state. Price 2s. Od. TJ^^:' tors,
mcluded. *** NoTiCE-The Name and AcMrcss of the ^ '*;i;'

ed
A. Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Garden, London, arc c»b

on the Government stamp whieh is pastrd on each.

V Bcsuretoaskfor**UOWLAND'si

t >.y Mf«8r». BnAPii-iir and Bva:.?, l-o'"^a^'^?',';*^VVi-hid Vy «>'"" *

inctof Whit<>friars ^n tTte City <.f I ondon, aim 1
""^J;-" j .Miadiei^»»

:b, 3. CiiAXLM.ftTBERT. Covb.n f GAftPSK. >n the Cnunij ^^^^ ^y ,ht

Printed
the Precinu
the Or«cji, ^ ^where all AdvertiBWnenti iind CommunicatJona aie tO

Editor—Saturday, June 11, J 842.
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^^i^^p^^^^''^'- '"^^'^^-'^ '^

Ania bu-firnin ....
1 -lea aliaclerenai*

'! -eit li tbitd («f . « . -

L-.>.k^fwd"» i^iiarierly Journal
i»f Ajfrii'uuure, rev. .

r:iv fcU», new - . * -

I :l;i' £>f Lfbnnon, diiease In •

! :rrhppetahini chinense . •

i '. er, -Vtt;:han » »

t i4^i^ its rn£t.s.t)tuent5

\ . i: nl, BI:uk Naplei
<'jrclamens, European > •

ryprlpcdium caKcohls
< )iuus W'eldenii , . •

! ainiri^'-tilps of peat
Ki hf-seria aiMitifolia •

h: Mlifnlia . • . .

— p^niriilAta . . »

Flowers, canae of Pianta drop-

Fortfit trees» to prune . *

T' "tin ill St, JnmE'f's Park .

<i!ass, desUoycd by trust
lirt-enln uaei to h^rit - » .

i:
_ , iv prevent hcaling^ *

}lt\-i in ntitnmn
Hi'^-trV re-pf^ivder on Cater-

pillars . , . , .

3no b

3BI a

383 h
'^.i^ b

t\no c

;;ju b

370 c

330 c

tKi a
381 b

332 o
3S2 c

3«2 C

382 c

m4 c

3JI0 c

:i7^ a
3:iA c

aus c

S83 b

3II2 c

insects, injurious to trees . 331 a

•faMTiimum rmidatuni , , Z'.H h
KcnsiiBgt,>n(;,irden.slo improve iiiO a
Ladiihic, Apricots of .— clim.HTe uf .

Lanitl, its leaves desiroyed • .

LjJies, Water, to imrcuse
Lime, its Viilue upon land
Mali'mias, treatment of •

Manure, l>anieirs
— value of liquid ,

JJ^ii^h room?, good
Nitrate of soda . . , ,

Omidium nanum
— sphaeelatum ,

Onion fly, to destroy _ ,

Ornitliogaluin divaricatum
Pi ants, chemical analysis of .

Kosf, VellmvJidnk&iar, to bloom 3113 b
Sea-kale, its treatinent . . 3J15 a
Stove?, neiv meUjod of heating 380 b
Stove, Vesta, fnr a ffreenhouae 385 h
Travelleis, KoiankiJ Works

adapted for . . . 3^5 c
Violets, change of colour In . 301 b
Vipers, to catch . . ,3814
Walks. AsphKltc, to prepare . 379 eWhe worm, destructive toDah-

JJas . , - . . S81 A

383 a
33J c

301 a
336 d
883 a
3«5 a
:i<:,2 a
3!i3 a
385 b
385 a
382 e
382 c

385 b
8K3 b

Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Ksq., for OnciJiuiu flexuosuni •

Mr, Harding, gr- to the Ufv. F. Beadon, for Staticc crantUflo

r>/> to

prantunora ; 3U,

1, to W. H.I J »
to air. Catleugh, of Chelsea, for Gardenia raJiv
Story, Ksq., for Krica pplendcns.
TuE SILVER Banksian Mkdal.— 1, to Ulr. Millmcr, of Sun-

bury, for l>inki; 2, to Mr, Cobbctt, of Hnr?c!l, fnr ]\I - It . s 3
to i'Mrs. Klcinin^, Isle of Wight, for Comtnoii (arden P.- ^; 4. to
Messrs. Laiic, of Berkhampstcad, for Common harden Roses ; 6 to
Mr. Kiver^ of Sawbridgcworth. for Common Garden Uosc.^ ; (>, toA ex. Rowland, R^q., for Chinese Roses ; 7, to Mr. Tov. jrr. to U.
Alston, KsE|., for Chinese Roses ; 8. to Mr. C ' ')ett, of Uor<o\\, for
Chuiesu Ruses; Q, to Messrs. Wood and Suns, of Mun " Id for
Chinese Rose.s

: 10, to Mr. Catleup:h, of CheUefi, for FlL-rhaceous
Calceolanas; n to Mr. Juyncs, gr. to Mrs. Hali. of Tottcridge, for
^'arubbyraccolnnas; 12. to Mr. Taniplin, of Wakhum.lou^ f;.r a
Seedling Pelarpronuim (Duke of iJevon shire) ; 13, to ilTcssrs. Lock-

I

I K, D
Rusi:s.

'NYER. NrRSKuvMAX and Florist, LouE;;h-
borough- road. North Bfix:...i. u.^. i ii. bees to'in-

^fw.'T^'l''^"'^^*"'^^*''^^'^*^'-*-^* ' - •
a COLLECTION

Oi KOaES are no^r in hlc;>m, hv of in tion. He
has increased his last year's FtorkV i ntl t!

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND
11 I EMBERS of the ROVAL AGRICULTURAL
I> J- SOCIETY of ENGLAND who expect to be able to attend
tl. Meeting of the Society at Bristol in July next, are requested
by the Local Committee of thr,t place to transmit their names to
Mr. Jamks Marmoxt, 15, Corn-street, Bristol, in order' to aid
the arrangements which the Local Committee are making for
the commodious reception and comfort of the Members at the
cji^uinjj Meeting*:. James Hudson^
London, May 27, lSi2. Secretary.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
AWARD of MEDALS at the EXHIBITION at the GAR-

DEN, JUNE U, 1842.

TuK Gold Kmciitian Medal.— 1, to Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E.
Antrobus, Bnrt., for a large collection of Stove and Greenhouse
plants ; 2, to I\Ir. May, ijr. to ^. Goodheart, Esq., of Langlcy Park,
lor 20 species of Cape Heaths.
The Gold Banksian Medal.— 1, to Mr. BcH of Chelsea Hos-

pital, for a large collection of rdargoniums ; 2, to Mr. Catleugh, of
C Isca, for a large culleetiou of Pclargoniiuus : 3, to Mr. Goode,
gr. lo Mrs. Laurence, for a large collection of Stove and Greenhouse
plants

; 4, to Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq , for a sntail
collection of Stove and Greenhouse plants; 5, to Mr. Catleugh,
'

-a, for a sniail collection of Stove and Greenhouse plants ; G, to.-A-:c

G. Beaumont, Bart., for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit; 9, to
Mr. Myhim, gr. to S. Ruclvcr. Esq., Jun., for six specks of Orchi-
daceous plants

; LO, to Messrs. RoUisson, of Tooting, for six species
of Orchiaaccous plants.

TuE Large Silvkr Gilt Medai,.— 1, To Mr. Gaines, of Bat-
trr-^f^a, for a large collection of Pelargoniums ; '^, to Mr. Bourne, gr.
to Sir E. Paget, fot a small collection of Pelargoniums; 3, to Mr.
Cat.- 7h, of Chelsea, for a small collection of Pelargoniums ; 4, to
Mr. Hunt, gr. to Mi?5 Traill, for a hirge collection of Stove and
Greenhouse phnts; 6, to Mr. Toy, gr. to R. Alston, Esq., for
Graj

_ ; 6, to Mr. .1. Davis, gr. to Sir S. H. Clarice, Bart.,

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, for Peristcria pendula; 22, to Mr.
Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawnnce, for Achitiuncs htn^l/lura; 23. to Mr.
Goode, gr. to Mrs. La\^renee, for Pavctta cafira; 24, to .Mr. Barnes,
gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., for Jxc.ra coccinea ; 25. to Mr. Bruce,
gr. to B. Miller, Esq., lor Elichrysum humile ; 2 J, to Mr. FaVoner
gr.to A. Palmer, Esq., lor Poly^ -'-^ oppositifolia-
The Certificate of Mkrit.— I, to Mr. Beck, for a ?crdli«(r

Pelargonuim
; 2, to Mr. T. Basset, of Bodmin, for a Seedlmg Pelar-

gonium
; 8, to Mr. Barnes, gr. toG. W. Norman, Esq., for icedlinp

Calceolarias; 4 to Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrohus, Bart., for
ScedUng Calceolarias; 5, to Mr. Brown, gr. to Messrs. Ck . f..r
Black liamburgh Grapes; 6. to Mr. J. Fish, gr, to H. H. Oddic.
Esq. for Melons; /, to Mr. Leslie, gr. to J. Fleming, Esn., M.P. for
Straivherries ami Cherries; 8, to Mr. Elliott, gr. to J. B. Boothby,
Esq., for Strawberries^; 9, to Mr. T. Baldwin, of Turuham Green
tor Apples and Strawbcrrir^s ; 10, to Mr. B;irncs, gr. to G. W. Nor
man, Esq., for Leschrnaultia frmosa; 11, to Mr. Falconer, gr. to
A. 1 aimer, E^q., for Erica dcprcssa; 12, to Mr. Saultcr, gr. to J. M.
^eclcs, Esq , of Bath, for Erica tricolor; 13, to Mr. Bruce, gr. to B.
Miller, Esq., for Achimoncs loneiflora; U, to
Kensington, for Staticc arborea: IS, to Mr, Gai

««^ »i>^.i-(^^u iixa iiiav jvars Fi;ocK ^v 'i nn t aie'
worthy of notice, and iufon... them that th- periuu t.i blooming
IS The best time for orders to be griven. as a better selection. M
to colour, form, ^-c., can V. 1 be made.

ROSFS.
1\ jESSRS. PAUL k SON, Florists, ^:c., Cheshunt,
« ;

.,^'*''"^**'» ^^^'*"? ^^^^ ^eqnr^^cd I.y n»nv adnurcri of theRUSE to give notice when their Collection \vouUi"l>c m the preatest
,

Llion of bloom. L^*. -i-e pleasure of annr'-^-'iigtiir Pkemkkt
TiMK.anaflalt. liciuwi . , .....t \\..... vcr \....;. lUcir grounds \wU
be highly i^mtifi

Tothf nmucrous oomjuuiy who h -nrr ' t!, ni with a \<t
season they beg to intimatcl that th< Ir Col' n ^ »e: n will
prove doubly interesting in consequence oi tl.c numerous auuiuon*
oi new and line Uyacsrecc...,d liumahroad.

Che^h^lnt is on y 13 m" fr^ lu London, *itual<i^ on the highroad
from London to lf( '"rd ;ind M'are, Ixln^ a d< / il carriagc-
dri\-cfromthc West r- V ^trtlji ;i i. m. -

bald's Paik.or through Tottr-' -• nd V* a tuitni C^..^s.
The Northciu and l^astcrn a.^^.v.^^- niso atfoid* a cheap and fir^*

ditious nirihud of reaching the Nurseri"*. train* runnim: froui I^n-
doii to Waltham C. ^ in th« b!._. .0 uf half an hour, from
whence a coac-fTni the Ni:r:*or" in itn min-Jtes,
N.B.—The trains run from the 'on, High-strcet, ?' '^leh,

eight times daily, and return eii;hi limes, all etopping at the Walt-
ham Cross Station.

Cheshunt XurMfie^, June 18, 1842.

1

a Seedling Digitalis.

Mr. R. Forrest, of
ucs, of Battcrsca, for

pLORlCULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—The
^ Third SHOW of this Society \ull take place on TUESDAY,
the 21at uist., at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Stnuid, when uu-

A RAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—W. Skiuving.
-^^^ Waltox Nl K-.iiv, Li\ . POOL, br"-«5 leave to otTer to the
Public his C-' n.-^ivc Mock of tl.i> lutcrc-^Uni; hardy Tree, at the
following Prices, viz.—

U years' old from Seed
3

" 4
W. S. also offers fine Plmilj^ of Araucaria Brazilicnsis, 2| feet

high, at42«. each; and m)j \ciy fine specimens of that mo5t
beautiful of all treea, the Arancaiia exr ^ a, Hvc to six feet high,
at 'ion Guineas each. The above J'huits are all in pr* mui ran
be scut safely to any part of this Kingdom, or the Cont nent.

99

It

}t

I*

5^. each.
H.\s, 6rf.

2U.

MESSRS, \V. and F. YOUELL beg
- inform tltc Nobility and Gentry who ar

Blooms; together with 'First nnd Second CI iw7'fuV aVmnny
Secdlmgs as may be produced deserving of thnuv. The Seedlings to
be shown as follows :—

Pinks • • ^.2

Heart.-

Pelargoniums

1

1841
]ni2

1841
1841

1842

> «

• •

Thk

gi"

Tr,;n J'-^^^^ ^^^^T.^
Medal.-I, To Mr. Hunt, gr. to Missira II, for a .small collection of Pelargoniums; 2, to Mr. Gaines, of

Battcisea for a small coUection of Pelargoniums; 3, to Mr. Milne,
to I., .s. Chauncey, Esq., for common Garden Roses; 4, fo Mrs.

Roses; 5, to Messrs.
Roses ; 0, to Messrs.

Roses ; 7, to Mr.
« f»T\r I.

• >V. JNorman, Esq., for Herbaceous Calceolarias;

U^i^ ^ ^'^''^r ?^-*" ^'' '^^'' ^'^''''^^^> I-'S'lv for Shrubby Calcco-

irt 'i''\?' r?
^/' ^iii^cs, of B;iUcrsca, for Shrubby Calceolarias;

?' "; 5^'"'''':' 8^- to Mrs. Lawrence, for a small collection of

1 Bloom.
6 Blooms.
1 Bl K>m.
6 Blooms.
the Plant.

..a Truss.
Seedlings maybe forwarded to the Secretary on the mornint; of

the Show, by n o'clock, carriage paid, together v.iih the entrance-
money of Is. each. y. C. Wildman, lion. Sec.
At the Show of Carnations and Pirotecson the I^>th .fiily, a Silvkr

Cup will be raESE.^XED by Dr. Lixdley, lor the best first-class
Seedling PICOTEE of the present year.

WEST LONDON GRAND FLORICULTURAL
* » EXHIBITION, for Prizes of Two Sn.vEtt Ci;rs, and 23
Medals, under the Supcriutendcnceof Mr. J. T. Neville, will be
held in the Grounds of flic Almshouses of the Butchers' Chari-
table Institution, at Walham Green, Fnlliam Green, Fulham, on
Wednesday, the 2:^d, and Thursdav, the 23d June.
Also a LADIES' BAZAAR and FANCY FAIR, under the Pa-

tronage of Her Gracious Majesty Queen Adelaide, in aid of the
Building Fund.
Military and Quadrille Bands wiU atteud. The Gates will he

opened at 12 o'clock each day. Admission, One ShiBing.
James Ness, Sec.

4, Dyer's Buildings, Holborn.

;CARIA IMBRICATA,
f=*pectfuUy to

arc desirous ot cu-
liching tlicir Aiborctums autl Plantatloijs -with this truly orna-
mental and hardy tree, that they arc offciinj^ fine J^trong Plants,
2 years t»id. from ^rcd, iu p< '

, at 5.v. jicr plant, f jtr dozea,
or 20L per 100, which they will warrant perfectly hardy, having
had several htmdrrd standing fully exposed to the severity of the
Ivvte winter, without leceiving the blightest detriment, in a situ-
ation con^plelcly open to the north-easterly gales, and within
500 yard;; of the wR<;h of the sea.
Those who are niuuMinainftd with the habit and description of

the above cau obtain an crigrp.ving, taken from a plant in the
Arboretum of the Earl of Orfi:rd, together with a description. l)y

enrlf^sing 4 postage stamps. To be obtained also of their Agents*
Messrs. Klai! .„au and Co., y, MaL..jn House-street; and of
Mt iS. Noble, 15C, Fleet-street, London.

CEDRUS DEODAKA.
Fine Plants, of this clcgajit aaid crnaniciital liardy tree may also

be obtained of Messrs. W. and F. V., at the follow ing- prices :

3 years eld, from seed, 9 tn 11 inches, 845. per dozen.
2 „ f, 5 to 7 „ 63«. „

Great Y'armouth Nursery, Norfolk, " ly 19, IP42.

and Grc^nliouse plants; 13, to Mr. G. Shiells. gr. to Lord Blantyre,

of V^^.^V n i-'"''"''^
collection of Fruit; 14, to Mr. Chapman,«t vauxh<dl, for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit; 15, to Mr.

to^Tr'r ^'u"" 9-x?"^'5^> ^'^^•' ^^^ ^^^<^1^ Hamburgh Grapes; I6,

Mr vi I

^'"' ""^ Norwich, for Black Hamburgh Grapes; 17, to
^^^r. \\ homes, gr. to

" ~ h
» /»

cowZ! ^ """'^^
' ^^' *^^ ^^^' Mylam, gr. to S. Rncker, E.q.. for Sac-uMaoium nr.'P ....„ . 2^^ j^ ^ic^.r^. RoUisson, of Tooting, for

vini priemorsum

lut..-! oi i
guttatum

: 25, to Mr. Veitch, of Exeter, for Erica de-
2* tl\\r V'^c,^^'"-

^^^^<^c, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., for Ixora coccinea
;

';;"* H . H. Story, Esq., for Hybrid Ericas.
,^AHE Silver Kmgutian Medal.

Mirp ft^^i' /"^ Common Garden Kofcs; 5, to Messrs. Wood, of

sell f >> ' "^ Common Garden Roses ; 6, to Mr. Cobbett. of Hor-

ccv Z:^^^^"^'^" Garden Roses; 7, to Mr. Milne, gr. toC.S. Chaun-

wortl
'• *" *-'^*^^''^^e Roses; 8, to Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-

fur rt • ' *^^"ese Roses
; 9> to illi srs. Paul and Son, of Cheshunt,

<\Ur,^ni"*^"*^
^osts; 10, to I\rr. Catleugh, of Chelsea, for Shrubby

^cm nas; ii, to Mr. Whomes, gr. to E- Foster. Esq., fora Seed-

Vol' .

,\^Sonuun fSultana) ; 12, to the same, for ditto (Sir Robert

<iittn/\- ' ^^ ^**^ same, for ditto (yulI^hine) ; 14, to the .--ame, for

UrlV ^^^^^^
''

lii, to Mr. Beck, or Islewortb, for a Seedling Pe-

troin v^
(^onora); Hi, to Mr- Green, -r. te Sir Edmund An-

Lart., for ijccdiing ( aJceolari:is : 1/, to Mr. Jackson, of

tn ftf

'

^ small coUcction of Stove and Greenhouse plants ;

,vovp ^^'vP**^*^^' &'• *^ ^- filler, Esq., for a small collection of

at^,.,v **"V
Greenhouse plants ; 19, to Mr. Fraser, of Leyton, for a

-j collection of Stove and Greenhouse p\^

PELARGONIUM SOCIETV.
'^pHE OBJECT of this SOCIETY is to form a fund
J- expressly devoted to supplying Prizes for SEEl.LINti PELAR-
GONIU.MS. The first distribuCun will take place at the Meet inflr

of the Horticulturftl Snciefy, at Chiswirk, on Jnly gth. Subscription
ll. per annum. Gentlemen desirous of contrdjuting to the Fuiid,
are requested to address their letters to Mr. Fox. 3, Charles-street,
Covent Garden. The prizes, which the Society can atford to offer,

will be announced the week previous to tlm Shov;-.

SUNBURY NURSERY, MIDDLESEX.
C T. WiLLMER, Florist to Her ALijesty, will have^ • Plants of 20 new superb PINKS to send out in September, at

5t. per
flower

eonst^mt, fine show flowers. Blooms of them may be seen at 3Ioftsrs.

Warner and Co.'s, Comhill ; Mrs. Johnson's, Grand-ro.v, Covent
Garden ; and Willmcr and Son's, King's-r -

', Chelsea.-^June 16.

GREAT VAR^^rOT^rH NURSEBV.
TSJEW AND DISTINCT FUCHSLVS. — MessM.
-i-^ VOUELL have much pleasure in submitting the following

enlarged List of their Superb CuUection of FUCHSIAS. E\ery
care h;is hrrn (^b^e^^c^I in sclectin:: M:ly tho«e that p - great
l)r auty and di»tJnrtnt *s ; and will he found to contaKn all the beau-
tiful var'-'-ps .»ient out by various parties this flcason, which they
can confidently rccomn^cnd :

Fuchsia AHinis, or Radicans 2— Arborea .... 2
— Arb'4* a grandiflora 3
— Aurantia .... 3
— Belhiiiiiuiiata, or Bel-

liana, or Rosea aliin,

pure white, beauti-

fully tipt ^vith rose
Bicolor ..••

Bruceana ...•

6

• r

• • • •

*

» « *

ft * * «

* • *

r pair. Cooper's Prince Albert, large red-laccd, back tier

; Coopcr-s Priuce^ss Royal, finC violet-laced, with tosv, leaf.

ii-ir*^-^'

^%

^ nts; 20, to Jfr. E.

!**» .,_
'' *^* ^riRhton^ for Black Ha!nl»uri.:h Grapes; to Mr. Wort-

fc|
'''J J' F. iLiiiliiTt V,irt fnr Rtar'lt ITarnlmrtrh fJrfinr*- y9 f^

'- •*. to

I

_ .., iMaubert, F::sq,, for Black Haniburgh Grapes; 22, to

\ i'f'^^- t'» Jf- Beaufoy, Esq., fur BI.%ck Hamburgh (irapes;
^r. J. ^i^h.^^r. to II. Otl. . Esq., for a Ripley Queen Pinc-

"' " ' crbv.

HOSFS
IVTESSRS. LANE and SON, Great BKRKiiAMrsTED,
XT_a Herts, have the honour to inform their Friends that thtir
extensive Collection of RO.^ES, &c., are now iu Bloom ; and they
can f=t:ite with confidence that C. iP. who tavuur their Nu. 'c^ with
a visit during-the season will he hi/hly gratified.
The Trains leave Euston-s(iu::'rf.. London, at the following bixirs :

7, 8, ^-pt. 1, 3, and 6 respectively; ictumingat 7,9, 11, and i2,2ftrv
pt. 4, and 29 m. pt. 8. ThcNurseries arc about a quarter of a mile from
the Berkhampsted station. All the Train* sto^j at Tring. :ii miles
beyond Berkhanii)sted ; nnd persoD» arriving too late for the Berk-
hampsted Trains, may avail then 'ves of this opp4)rtunity.

ROSES.
'^P RIVER?=. .Tun., respectfully informs his Friends
-*- • that his Coi.. .;on will be in full blowjrom the I8th or 20th
inst. The Collcclic n i:. of much greater extent, and, be flatters
himself, will prove this season more iutcrestiug than any previous.
Trains per Northern and Eastern Railway run from'London at

the tolh»wmg honrs, stoi i^ng at Harlow r;nd Sawhridgeworth
Stations alternately, both of which arc cquimstant fri^m the
Nursery, viz., one mile;— Morning, 8o'cl ';, 4 pai^t o, ^ p:»st n ;

Afternoon, ^ past 1, ^ past -*
^ pa;st 4, and S o'clock. The jour-

ney 15 performed by the Trains in one hour; the last up-traiu is

at i past 6.—Sawbridgeworth, June 9th,

4 •

L

Carnca
Chaudlerii
Cijuspicua ....

Conspicua arborea
C<*rdata superba
Corvmhiflora ....

Craigiana ...«
Dalstonii ....

Dickflonii ....
Ele;:ans sT^perba
Erecra tricolor
F?xcelsa , . ,

,

Esim;a
Floribunda (Dickson's)
Formosa clegans ,. ,

lAi'.pns Jfultiflora
Gl * sa Variegata
(Jrandiflora I\fa^ma
G randis

Hopverii
Hybrida coccinea

* «

« «

* •

• •

• * • •

• • •

* > »

5 n

3 6

9
3 6
1 6
2
5

2
2
&

2
S

3 6
3 6

5

2 6
5

I 6
2 6
3 G
I 6
2
5

2 6

4

i

I

I

IlicifoUa

Inflata fulgida
In^ti^-nis

Invincible .

Loudoni
Macnabiana
Magnifica
Magnifica, (May's)
l^Iiddletonia ....

5iiraliilis

Monypennii ....
Multiflora erecta
Pendula terminalis
Piincep*
Racemiflora
Raccmosa
Ricftrtoiiii

Smithii
Splendida
Standishii
Stylosa Conspicua
— Elcc-ans

— Pulchella
Thompsonia superba
Towardii
Tricolor
Usherii
Venus Victrix

Vernal is

• • •

*

• *

* *

• •

* »

* * «

* 4

* «

* •

* « •

• «

• *

• *

* »

« « «

«

I I

• «

« « •

» » *

* «

• •

« * *

fr • » • * •

* « •

Vou«iii - « 2 6 to

3
2
2
5

5

2
2
5
a
3
1

2
5
2
3
1

2
2
1

S
3
3
3
5
:\

5

3

10

3
3

6

6

6
6

6

6

e
6
6

ft

6

The above will be sent, poat free, to any part of the I .i.ced King-
dom (on the receiptof a post-otBee ord«r). at the rate of 2U, per

dozen varieties, the selection beingieft to Messrs. Y.

THE NEW GERANIUM—"LYNE'S SlNHJ^^v
which obtained the Gold Medal a' ^he Plym^^rtb **«^__

tural Show la<^t week, and which create- iK:h an exfraoruam^y

sensation at the Kt'^^'-f HorUcultural *« -^ la»t i^i'^^^

be nrdored of Mr. U . E. RiCxnLi:, T nnm-roAi

moufh. f'v whom the Stock has been i *aA«.^

"Trk-E's Su.vRfSK.-The colour -^ -f n hris^ ru^y cra^ge, -tq^j

large tlowtr, and of the mofit
,

Union- ipad Nursexy, Flyme i». May ^^

eGui

can
Ply-
as

I

^
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ra THE IMATECRS Oi' BOSKS.

VITOODLaSdS NL'RS£RJi,^^ARESFlELD, near

VV UCKKIELD, SUSSEX.
«Tt, r , i xr wnnr) and SOS have the honour to aiiiiouuce to
WILLIAM ^^Vhi^^ricnltural Public in general, that their

their Prieiids aiid tbc
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ consisting

'T"'''**^'^h^nd5 Mh standards and Dwarfs, cultivated on
**^ ""^^^ ^f^Ticrli. and comprising every variety )cno^vll that

Jt**w.?S?r of cuiU^^ are now in splendid bloom, and ^viil con-

*f Zminmrine until the end of the Rose season.

^"^^r tV^i<ys\yee to state tl^at their coUection is not sur-

nfi-s^ed by any other in Europe.
^

Coaches to Lewes daily from the Golden Cross, Channg-Cross,

nBssing thxoagh Maretfield.

Woodlajida, June lOth.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUi--

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-
• moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her

Maiest\-» respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and Public,

that he' has a fine stock of Liliura lancifoiiura. Album, and Punc-

tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.

He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

TO ^LKSERYME^ AND FLORISTS.

JAMES PAMPLIN, NuasERYMAxV, WaltLainstovr,

Essex, begs to acquaint Nurserymen and Amateurs that his

SPLENDID PELARGONIUMS, which have been so much and

jastly admired, viz. — Enchantress, Camilla, Van Amburgh,

Anna, Alice Grey, &c. &c. &c. j together with many New and

SplentUd Seedlings not yet in the possession of any other person,

are now in Bloom, and may be seen at his Nursery.

Walthan ' w, June 9th, 1S42.

WILLIAM MAY begs to announce that be is how
sending out his SIX NEW FUCHSIAS for 30s., ^nd his

SIX NEW CALCEOLARIAS for 42i-. *'Lady Constable** Cal-

ceolaria, if separate, at 2l5. each; this plant will be sent post

free. He has also a lew collections of his spleadid SPANISH
CHRYSANTHLMIMS left. Descriptive Lists may be ha^ on

application.— Hope Nursery, Lceming-lanc, near Bedalc, York-

ihire, Juno 10th, 1813.

CHEAP SHOWY PLANTS FOR FLOWER-BEDS.
WILLIAM BARRATT begs to offer to Floricultu-

rist*;, as below, CALCEOLARIAS, GERANIUMS, \EK-
BENAS, FUCHSIAS, PANSiES, DAHLIAS, and other free-

blooming Garden Flowers, at 4s. to Cs. per dozen; strong; Plants

ready for planting out. A fine collection of the above plants in

liamed sorts, as well as other GreenhoutrC and Herbaceous plants

Itor Rooms and Greenhouses.
About 10.000 GREENHOUSE HEATHS and EPACRISES, in

fine health) worthy the attention of the Amateur and Nursery-

man.
** NATURAL GRASSES for permanent pasture, in selected

sorts. Persons ordering these should give the quuntity of ground,
the situation and quahty of the soil, and for what purpose
wanted: doing this they may rely on having the proper kinds,

and at not above one-third more expense than the old mixtures
of Hay-seeds, which are very uncertain in producing good Herb-

. age. Also. DWARF LAWN GRASSES; as much seed as wUl
tow iW square yards for from 3s. to 4s,

Wakefield Nursery, May 1842.

TiT WATERER begs to inform the Nobility and
XtX . Crentry that his Exhibition of Amciican Plants will CLOSE
on Saturday next, the IBlh, but will remain open to Ladles and Gen-
tlemen, wishing to »c"- , i ...^ of the plants, till Wednesday next, the
33nd, till which time t ms miU Ijc in attendance to receive any
Orders, when they will he removed to tlty Nurseries al Knap Hill

and Bagshot, where further Orders will oblige.

King's Road, Chelsea, ]6th June, 1843.

PLENDID SALE of tlic WOODUALL COLLEC-
TION OF EXOTICS. •

There will be Sold by Auctiou, within the Gardens of Wood-
hall, hi the parish of Bothwell, and County of Lanark, lying 10
Miles cast of (Glasgow, between Airdric and Holy town, on
Thlrspav, the 2sth day of Jcly next, and following day,
commencing at 2i o'clock each dav, the whole of that ex-
tensive and celebrated COLLECTION of HOTHOUSE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of numerous rare and
valuable species, among which are many magnificent specimens
of Camellias, Heaths, Epiphyllums, Citrons. Oranges, Shaddocl<s,
2amias and other Palms; with a very extensive and superior
variety of Pelargoniums (Geranium), Indian Azaleas, and other
miscellaneous Greenhouse and Stove Plants ; of which Catalogues
may be had by applying to Mr. Murray, of the Botanic Gardens,
Glasgow; Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan, Nur.- cry and Seedsmen,
Trongate, Glasgow; Woodhall Office, 33, Buchanan-street, Glas-
gow

J or to the Gardener by Holytown.
The coUection of Camellias is well known as not surpassed

by any in the Empire, the specimens being of the very finest
growth, many of them from 15 to 20 feet in height. The
Heaths also afford numerous specimens of the finest sort, which
for size and furnishing, it is believed far surpass fcny coUection
ever shown.
The whole of the Plants are in the very best state of health ;

and as the operations of the mineral workings on the estate
haTc already encroached upon the garden, they must be
sold off, as it is, in conscfinence of the said operations, to be
jmtirely broken np; therefore, great bargains may he expected.
The Plants will be set np in Lota to suit purchasers, beginning
vrith the CamelUas, Heath«, Epiphyllums, &c.
The collection may be viewed any day prior to the Sale, by

appiymg at Woodhall Garden, Further mformation learned, and
particulars given, on applying to tlie Factor, Woodhall-house,
^^^^T"- , ,,

Barclay and Skirvin*;,
Woodhall-honse. May 184l>. Auctioneers.

1, DVv ARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATEJ-^ Isleworth, Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticnltnri»it«'
that his UMPRUVED SLATE TUBS for Ora^gVTrces^a^^^^^^^
fiervatory Hajits, moiu^ted upon roUcra, Slate Cisterns, Shelvesand Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his houseupon application to the gardener.

Jiuuuc

IJRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
-A-' 1, Princes-street, Bank, London.

'

This InsUtation is empowered by a special Act of Parliament
4 Vict., cap. IX., and is so constituted as to afford the berefi'ts of
Life Assurance, in their fu^" t extent, to PoHcy-hohter3,'and to
pf' nt greater fncilities and accommodatioTi than can he ob-
tained in other Offices. The decided superiority of its plan, and
Its claim to pubiic preference and support, have been provtd, iu-
coutcstabl)-, by its extraordinary and unprcctdcntcd success.*

£jL.tiact from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of 100/. for whole t«^rm of ]^ff^.

Age.

SO
80
40
50

Ami
WMM -I-M^

Jst five

yearfi.

jei 1 4
1 6 4

1 16 I

2 Id 7

Remainder
of Life,

;^2 3 8
2 17
4 3 4
6 13 7

PEIER MORRISON, Resident~5irector.
coioxQission aUowea to Solicitors a»4 Ageats,

3d five

years.

1 19 1

2 24 6
4 5 5

4th five

years.
j^l 16 g

2 7 4373
5 6 3

WESTERN LIFE - ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
OFFICE-49. PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER.

Capital 500,000/.— 10,000 Sliares, 50/. each.
Deposit oL each Share.

This Society is established for the Assurance of Lives, upon

principles combining economy with perfect security.

Directors.

Henry Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq., 28, Upper Bedford-place.

William Cabell, Esq., Kewington-place, Surrey.

Thomas Somers Cocks, jun^ Esq., Charing Cross.

George Henry Drew, Esq., Bermon^y.
William Evans, Esq., Millbank.

William Freeman. Esq., Millbank-street.

Francis Fuller, Esq., Poultry, London, and Croydon.

James Hunt, Esq., WTiitehall.

John Arscott Lethbridge, Esq., Greenwich Hospital.

Edmund liucas, Esq., Millbank-street,

George Kennet Pollock, Esq., Great George-st.,Westmmster.

James Lys Seager, Esq., Millbank. '

John Bazley White, Esq., Millbank- street, and Swanscombe.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.,-ArtiUery-place, Westminster.

Henry Wrench, Esq., King WilUam-street. London Bridge. «
Tn/«;ees.—WUliamWhateley,Esq.; L.C.Humfrey,Esq.; George

Drew, Esq.
Audilors,—Oim\is Biddulph, Esq.; JohB Freeman, Esq.; John

Bazley White, jun., Esq.

ConsuUins: Co«/?se/.—William Page Wood, Esq.

Conveyancing Counsel.~S^va\xc\ Jay, Esq.

iVi^sicihw. -William Richard Basham, Esq., M.D., 17, Chester-

street, Grosvenor-place.
Swr^ton*.—Alfred Leggatt, Esq.; George David Pollock, Esq.

I3(i/iAers.— Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co., Charing Cross.

5o/(ci7^/rA-.—Messrs. J. L. Bicknell and J. C. Lethbridge, 25,

Abingdon-street, Westminster.

Table of Prkmicms to assure ^100 for the whole term of Life.

Age.

20
25
30

Aiux. Pre.

£ s. (1.

1 14 2

1 18 11

2 4 8

Age. Age. Ann. Pre.
£ s. d,

4 3 3.

5 5 4
6 15 3

Ann. Pre.

a8 s. d.

35 2 11 50

40 2 19 6 55

45
I

3 g 1 60

The object of this Society is to afford to the Assured ail the

benefits of Life-Assurance, at a great reduction in the rates of

Premium.—For Example—A person aged 30, may with this So-

ciety assure his life for 500/. by the annual payment of J 1/. 3s. 4(f.,

which in a Society where the bonus is held out as a main induce-

ment, would cost him 13/. JsMd,, or. in other words, for the

same annual premium he could at this Office assure very nearly

GOO/., whereby he derives AN IMMEDIATE AND CERTAIN
BONUS OF 100/.

All particulars as to Shares, Loans, Assurances, &c., may be

obtained on application to the Secretary; and, if required, for-

warded to the country.

Parties in the country eligible for undertaking Agencies are re-

quested to apply. .

A very liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

EDW. T. RICHARDSON,
Actuary and Secretary.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.

W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester) beg
to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
impvovements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at thestupendous Con-
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
and in numerous other eitensive establishments, with the most
complete success.

They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent
Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fueli

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus.

Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with
punctuality and despatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,
London, having been for many years extensively engaged in

Warmuig Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Kot-houses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot- water, either
in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of
beating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be
(>iven both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted-up and heated in a superior
manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-
tuality and dispatch.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN,

D. and E. Baili^v having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the appartitus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswiek.

D. and E. Bailev also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, ard the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangcn tnt cf the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can rclcr to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their woiks, besides many
others in this coui^try and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which aie.now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg: to introduce to puhUc notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceoub or other Houpcs where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
valBi required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
WEEKS dc CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,

• King's Road, Chelsea, Horti natural Builders, &c., have
invented a most simple and easy corrrivwnce for shading Horti-
cultural erections. The principle upon ^ ^-n it acts is so simple
and effectual, that it only requires to be known to be universally
adopted. To be seen in use at most of the London Nurseries
pud at their Hortlcultwal Manufactory, Glov'^'^ner-place, Chelsea'

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER. -.. a

Married Man, aged 37, of first-rate abilities, is desirous of oh
talning a situation in the above capacity. He perfectly understand"
the management of Pines, Vines, Peaches, and Apricots

; also th
Forcing of Raspberries, Figs, Lcttiicef?, French Beans, and CauH
flowers, during all the winter months, together with every kind f
Early Forcing ; also the Kitchen, Flower-garden, and Wood Pianta
tions. Can have the highest testimonials for sobriety, K-c. from the
situation he has l^t lived in, also from the most eminent authoritvin
the kingdom.—Address to G. H.N., careof I^Jr. Cole, 21, Liquorpon^
street, London,—which will meet with immediate attention.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENERTTst^
Man, who has a scientitic knowledge of Plants- the

Forcing of Pines. Vines, Peaches, &c. ; also Early Cucumbers
French Beans, and Mushrooms.— Direct M, S., 15, Coventry*
street, opposite the Haymarkct, London.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, ^Sbde
Man, aged 30. Has a perfect knowledge of his business

in all its branches, and can he well recommended from his last

situation, where he lived two years.—Address A. B., Mr. Francis

2, Gilbert- street, Oxford-street.
"'

ANTS a SITUATION as FOREMAN, or to take
charge of the Houses, a young Man who has had six years'

experience in first rate Gardens, and can be well rccomniendfcd,

having filled similar situations. Direct J. B., to the care of Mr.
Stein, Nurseryman, Highgate.

"\T7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER a Married
V » Man, aged 26 ; be has a general knowledge of the business, and

is a good Plantsman. Can have a good character from the Gentleman

he is leaving. Address^ post-paid, to D. P., Botanic Garden, Cam-
bridge.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER a Married
Man, without encumbrance ; he has a thorough kco-nledge of

the business, can manage Forest Plantations, and Meadow Land, if

required. Reference unexceptionable. Address, post-paid, to A.M.,

Botanic Garden, Cambridge.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Person

aged about 50 years, who is thoroughly acquainted with

his profession, in which he has been very successful ; he is a first-

rate groover of Plants, Forced Fruits, &c., as well as a general

Gardener, and is well versed in Ornamental and Forest Plant-

ing. He is a married Man; with Two Children. Terms ;5/. a-year,

with House, Coals, &c. found.—Address W, B. G;, Post-office,

Northallerton, Yorkshire.

Tl/ANTS a SITUATION as PRINCIPAL GAR-
VV DENEK, a Married Man, 32 years of age, who has had 20

years' practical experience: with 5 years' good character from his

last place. A situation where subjects are grown for Exhibition

would be preferred.—Direct, A. B., Mr. Jno. Smith, Nurseryman,

Daliton- __•

TT/^ANTS EMPLOYMENT, a steady Man, about 45

V f years of age, who has been in Business as Nurseryman and

Florist. He is a good hand at Pruning, Nailing, Propagation,

Buddinir, Grafting, Layering Flowers, &c.: is a useful persevermg

man : can manage Land, Stock, &c., it required, and can be strongly

recommended. Wages 21s.—Direct to Lycopodium, care of Messrs.

Lockhart, 156,Cheapside, London,

GARDEN SEATS, FLOWER STANDS, WIBE WOHK,
GKEENHOUSES, &c.

J GRIPES, No. 11, Markham Place, King's

• HoAD, Chelsea, Wire Worker by spccialappoinlmcnttoher

Majesty Queen Victoria, the Dowager Queen Adelaide, and her

Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent, begs respectfully to mlonn

the Nobility and Gentry that he has at present on hand, the largest

stock in London of Rustic and other Garden Seats, Chairs, btoots,

Tables, Flower Stands, IMicrnonette and Plant Boxes, Wire \V oiK

of every description; as Arches for walks, Flower Bordering, Trainer!.

for plants, &c. &c. J. C. aUo constructs Forcing Houses, Conser-

vatories, Greenhouses, Verandahs, Alcoves, and Summer beais.

Invisible and Hare-proof Fences, Gates, &c. ; in short, ahnost every

decorative appentlage to the Rural Residence.

Plans and Estimates submitted for works in contempiauon.

Blinds of every description made, repaired, altered, or painted

In One Volume, small Svo.. price n-s. ^^^__,„,r

XTLEMENTS of AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Cj and GEOLOGY. By James F. W. JoHXSTOV.M.A.

F.R.SS. L. &E., Honorary Member of the Royal Agncultum

Society, Reader in Chemistry and Mineralogy m the Lmver^i

;

of Durham. . . _

Publishing in Monthly Numbers, price m.
By the same Author, „,,Tc-froV

T ECTURES ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTKi
-Li AND GEOLOGY. The numbers published may be haa uvj

up in Parts. Part I., price 6s. ; Part IL, price 4s. 6^- . .^j.
'<We heartily recommend both to the attention of Britisn r.^

culturists."— iJ/a/?A-?roorf's Magazine. i^nrch and
Printed for William Blach.wood and Sons, EdmDurgu

London

.

_^___^ ,^—~.

In Monthly Nos,, hvo, with Four beaut ifuUy-coloured rlat^^'

Price 2a'. M. « ^ rr 4 -vY
AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTA^;;
The Number for June, 1842, contains highiy-fiiysiieu

^^^^^^

jngs of £pidejidrum plitjuceum, Fuchi.ia cordifoha, i^voti

rophylla var. iV«jfor,and Clcrodcndron .splnnhns ;
^'*^?

Vript-avin?
on Gardening as a science; Advantages of rcHio^iiJg^^ '^gi

Flowers; Tender Climbers for Sornmer Purposes ;iiy'^.^
Notices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the ^^"'^'^T

f, subur-
Periodicals for May. and of those in dower at the P*^''*V^t%j(,ndBr

ban Nurseries and Gardens; tofi;ether with a compiexe v.

of Monthly Operations for the Garden.
{~.-,yeO plates,

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coiomt . i
^,^^

and twenty-fourpages of interesting and useful letcer-p

admirers of flowers arc requested to observe— con^e-
L That all the drawings are taken from nature, ^? Yn

quently made from plants which have flowered m -1^"""''
j^j-tist,

2. That, with few exceptions, they arc all done uy ox^
ymsel/

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who tra^ ei:>

to the places where the plants are in fower.
. .v;.iual aJ^*^'

3. That> they are lithographed by the sanie mdiviu
^.^ ^^

being coloured in a superior manner, have all tte sp

gance, and much of the finish, of the origmal
^P^^"*!" jg ^,sW^

4. That about one-half of the drawings a^^/^^^^Zrcfet reprc-

have never before been fi^ ired in this ^^t^"*^.^^ ' "l^ ..rVlcctcd.

scnting the most popular novelties, as well as "i.*^
"^^[j';^ roajo»i>y

tiiough Fomctimes far handsomer, old species; ^^^^^^vq£ a

being such as can he cultivated by every one pos**-—

fiower-border and a greenhouse or frame. ,11. for the

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted ^^ha^* ""\ ^s, this

beauty of its embeUishments, and the "^ihty- of us c"u
g^^iiig;

work is well adapted to the wants of all who
^^V^.^,« l thograP^*^.

and as the improved system of having tl»«=.Pr^.tr.dedthat eac^

commenced with the present year, and as it >«"i^f^" uesixiil^^^

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the P^*-^^"^
^^^s

opportunity for those wrho wish to become s"^^^^^^^"^V

Loudon : W. S. Orr and Co., Pater»oster-row.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

The last Exhibition will take- place on Saturday, the gtli

ofJulr. Subjects for Exhibition must be at this Office on Fri-

day, the 8th of July, or at the Garden before half-past Eight
o'clock, A.M., on the day of Exhibition. The Gates will be
opened at One, P.M.—Tickets are issued to Fellows at this Office,
price ' \ each j or at the Garden in the afternoon of the days of
ExhiMtion at IOj. each; but none will be issued without an order
from a Fellow of the Society.—21, Regent-street.

DESF lYJIl. PAXTON^S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is
XfJ- now reprinted in the form of a small volume, for general
di'-ibution, price 3d. cacli copy; it may be ordered of all Book-
Bcllers. Gentlemen wishing to distribute copies among their
cottage tenantry may have them delivered in ant/ part of London
by I emitting a Fost-office order to this Office, at the rate of 5s. for
every '2'> copies required.

».;

'k-:

"-.^ (S^avtitmt:^' Cftroiitcle

SATURDAY, JUNE J 8, 1842.

Tuesday

He,

P.M.
P. H.
P. M.
r. M.
p. M.

I
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[ftft.
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MKKTINGS IX THE ENSUING WEEIC
rHnrtuuItural .... aA Linnean .......
CFloricultTiral .... 2

Wednesday . . . .iMJcroscopInal .... 8
Saturd:iv Koyal Uotanic .... S^p u

CouHTRV Shows—June 2J, Beulah Spa. 23, Cork.
>

Neter before did the gaod people of Turnham
Green behold such a scene as was presented last Satur-
day to their astonished eyes. As early as four o'clock
in the morningj the notes of preparation for the Hor-
ticultural Society's Exhibition were sounded by the
carpenters employed in erecting awnings, and in com-
pleting the arrangements at the gates. Then sue-
ceeded great numbers of carts, waggons, vans, and
other vehicles, bringing multitudes of the finest flowers
in the world to the show ; but by half-past eight in
the morning this had ceased, and it was only the early
risers who knew that the Gardens were already filled
widi the beautiful objects that were afterwards to
attract, within their sphere, an eager and niidity
crowd. ^

As the day drew' on, however, water-carts were seen
plymg at an unusually late hour; mounted and foot'
pohce began to gather ; carriage after carriage slowly
dropped into line; caravans of soldiers with their mu-
sical instruments passed within the garden gates and
by one o^cIock there was a crowd. From that hour
until ceven in the evening, the arrival of visitors was
incessant. The three gates of admission were choked
lip; the greens, the lanes, the roads, and every field
that had an authorised inlet, became crammed with
horses and all sorts of carnages; and at last thirteen
thousand five hundred and eighty-two visitors passed
^}^}?}^^ Gardens beneath a sun whose rays struck

quality. It seems to us as if the Kose-growers were
again striving after novelty of any sort ; rei?ardl_
of merit; and if that be so, they wUl do themselves
mischief; for the effect can only be, that buyers will
be disappointed at noveldes not being as beautiful as
older kinds, and will cease to lay tlieir money out.
1 erhaps the societies who offer medals at public ex-
hibitions are to be blamed for this state of things ; for
they have, one and all, neglected to esUbUsh any rules
for judging Roses, or to determine what it is that
really constitutes a fine variety. It is highly desirable
that something should be speedily settled respecting
this matter ; and we invite our correspondents to
favour us with their ideas concerning it. We, in the
meanwhile, shall shortly proceed to point out what
appear to us to be the points tliat have really rendered
Roses such universal favourites. The question is
much more complicated than that of florists' flowers.
A subject of complaint has been the dust cxpcri-

enced on the road from London to Turnham-green.
Are might content ourselves with saving, that the
roads are under the control of Comm'issioners, and
that the Society, how much soever it may regret the
annoyance to visitors, has no power to abate tlie evil.
It would be, however, unjust to the Commissioners if
we were not to add, that in fact the roads were watered
as long as it was practicable, and as far as the means
at their disposal would permit. 1 he truth is that no
attainable amount of watering would suffice to remove
the dust. The thermometer stood at 100^ in th6 sun
and had been nearly as high for a fortnight before-
the roads were as hard and hot as if they had been
baked ; and, to say nothing of the heat produced by
the friction of numberless iron wheels upon the granite
soil, the mere temperature of die surface was cuou'^h
to dry up half-a-gallon of water upon a square yard
every ten minutes. Suppodng this estimate to be cor-
rect, and in fact it is within the truth, a httle calculation
will show tfie utter impossibility of contending with
the fierce sun and his parching rays. The road occu-
pied by carriages in motion was five miles long, and
seventeen yards wide on an average. In watering this
effectually, 74,800 gallons would be required every ten
minutes for five hours; or on the whole two million
tiVQ hundred and fijiij 'four thousand gallom^ or about
as much as Jive thousand water-carts would hold. To
abate such a nuisance, nothing short of turning a river
over the road could have sufficed.

But a greater misfortune was the failure of Mr.
GuiUer's arrangements for supplying ices and similar
refreshnients. With this, however much it was to be
lamented, it is proper to state that the Society had
^-'^--- '- -'- The Society provides I\Ir. Gunter

Gunter and his visitors ; but it could not be helped.
Wliat we describe is what we understand to be the
facts; for we were not there—and the only coqstda-
tion is, that where Gunter fails, who can hope to
succeed? AVe do not believe there is another pur-
veyor of good things in London who has the courage
even to make the attenlp*^

It is with gieat pleasure that we can close these re-
marks with a well-deserved compliment to Mr. Su-
perintendent AVilliamson and his force of police.U all nearly fourteen thousand visitors te the garden,
three or four thousand carriages, with coachmen, foot-
men, horse-boys, grooms, and loiterers innumerable,
there was not a single serious accident. One gentle-
man was thrown from his horse, the poney of a mail-
cart was capsized, and tliese two formed tlie whole
chapter of accidents, great and .,malL Of confusion,
indeed, there was enough, for how could it be other-
wise, when tlie line of vehicles was five miles lon^r,
and tlie carriages in waidng choked the road from
Hammersmith Broadway to Kew-bridge, Pliiswick
and Strand on the Green? Such a sight was never
indeed seen before; the melee was pronounced by old
soldiers who were present to be worse than the battle
of Waterloo, barring the balls ; and the police, who
were on hnrd duty in tliat broiling sun for eight hours,
were so exhau-^M, that they could scarcely leave the
ground. Yet it all passed away like a dream, witliout
a casualty to damp the pleasure that, after all the
discomforts, did attend it.

We cannot wonder that the unmeasured language
held by Professor Liebig towards his contemporaries
should have brought forth its fruit ; for
like young chickens
roost."

nothing to do.

-^all^ an 1 1 c^ I
^^^'^'^:J^J ^l'^^^^ ^^^thin the wuh room, covering, and accommodation of all sorts,

iiavX^^^
where there was much reflection, and Mr. Gunter takes all the duty upon himself-in

t

6*^

nine
iiaye iDeaten even more fiercely than that. By .ul.c
OC10C.C m the evening, the whole had disappeared Uke
a vision; flowers, visitors, carriages, horses and ser-

'

do htP
1 ''T?r^^' '^"'f S^"^^' ^"^l it might have been

vTi^ .
.' .T^^"'

^"y^f^i"g unusual hac? occurred, if

lipnn? n
^ 'f"? ^^'^ "^^ ^^''' borne by the pub-

for
"

t. f''
''^'''^' ^'^''' ^' ^'y ^^ ^'^^ 4h-road

;

odier th.1'17''''
emger.beer, 'soda water, or such

h ht in
^^'^''' ^' coachmen and their friends de-

? 1. '
i T^'T^ P'^^^''

^*^ ^^'^ fo^ then^> and some

Affv T.^''^
e^hi()ition,it was even finer than that of

iE I '''^"^^^*^V^
l^^^^ity of the Orchidaceie, wouldalone have rewarded the visitor for the dust mid fa-

mfeLfi ^''''^y^^^^' inseparable from a crowdednjeetmg near London, in the hottest of hot weather,

mlv h^? ' ""^ exhibitors was unusually large, as

Sfvv ^iP?'""* ^^"^^'^ ^^'^ ^^^^ that a hundred and

U'K-i ^ ^'^ were awarded.

va)^.M % "i^'^^r'
'^^ ""'^"^'^ *« ^'^^ ^^^"^st extent, the

.
duety ot the flowers, and die extraordinary beauty

to v|!j k ^
^^i^."

^^ ^ ^'^^^^^ *h^^G ^e some pointsJO Which we think it necessary to advert.

Im/ 1
?^^ ^^'^^ unworthy 5f the scene. The very

^^rnnr
^^' '''^^'''^^' ^'^^^ ^'^'^ b^^" experienccTl for

dp I .% Previously ought to have enabled gar-
lei ers to bring forward an abundance of produce

mIT i*^P^rt"^ent ; and yet the judges were un-
a«^ie to find one collection des '

consideration of which he has whatever the profit or
loss of the undertaking may be. He hns for many
years carried through his operations without accident
and widiout complaint ; it h, therefore, only reason-
able to suppose, that if he failed on the late occasion,
it was from causes against which the greatest expe-
rience and enormous means could not guard him. It

is of no use Winking the question ; his arrangements
did, in fact, entirely break down, as well as the refresh-
ment tables, which were thrown down. But why?
We wish to say nothing about the importunity of
the visitors, every one of whom wanted his ices at
the same moment; for in such difficult situations
heat of temper may be fairly laid to the account of
the heat of the weather. The great cause of all the
inconvenience that was sustained was this: those who
obtained their refreshments, instead of waiting at or
near the tables to consume them, parried them away
into the grounds, very naturally thinking that an ice

would have little effect in cooling the inward fever if

introduced into the stomach beneath a direct tempe-
rature of li2G°. So, in order, as we have said, to enjoy
their ices, the fortunate possessors of them carried
them off into the grounds. Now this would have been

" curses are
they always come home to

The manner in which he thought fit, in his
book upon Organic Chemistry, to speak of vegetable
physiologists, and the ignorance of their views which
he at the same time manifested, evinced a degree of
bad taste which we sincerely regretted to see in a man
of such high chemical reputation. We, however, never
thought it wordi anything further than a passing
comment (see p. 10 of the present vol.) ; his own coun-
trymen, on the contrai y, have treated liis unjust atUcks
upon them somewhat differently; and we trust'they
will have read diis gentleman a salutary lesson*; for
he seems to have overlooked the importance of the old
maxim—not to throw stones at our neighbour's win-
dows until our own are bricked up.

In another column will be found the commence-
ment of a translation of a critique of Professor Liebig 's

views and assertions, from the pen Of no less consider-
able a person than Dr. Schleidcn, one of the best
vegetable anatomists and physiologists whom Ger-
many has produced, and whose intimate acquaintance
with the minutest facts of vegetable organisation ren-
ders him, perhaps, the most fittitig man that could be
found to test the soundness of such an author as Liebig,
who, although his talent is undoubted as a very able
chemist, and a writer of no common order, deafa so
much in unsubstantiated assumptions on the one
hand, and in random. assertions on the other, as to
render it very desirable that they should be submit-
ted to the rigorous analysis of some critic both able
and willing to examine them thoroughly.
We invite the attention of our scientific readers to

this document, which is literally translated, with the
exception of a few redundancies that we have taken
the liberty of pruning away.

of little consequence, had the spoons, and plates, and
glappcs, in which said ices had been supphed, been left

behind.

!'

4

i

re^^'^rA w V.
^ '" ...jervmg of the highestrtuard offered by the Society. Some good fruit

waT ^r^
^^^ ''^^^'' ^^'''^ ^^^ ^^^' Staunton's Musa

tf'P ^1 T^
object; but these were the exceptions to

nH7 V ^^^^^^^^ we do not understand this. The

the
^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^S*^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ flowers;

flrr
^^^1"^^ ^^ conveyance backwards and forwards is

crra3ed by the Society, and all fruit is returned to
j^ne cvvuers. Wliy, then, does it not come? Is it

clin^^
^'

T -
^^^^^ ^^ forcing gardeners is on the de-

{-,.,

^'
55 for them to answer that question on a

l'^? occasion.

:
] i^^

^^S^rd to Roses, they no doubt were greatly in-
J ^rea ^y Q^^ causes which ought to have been advan-

aluT^ ^^ ^'^^ ^''^"^' Nevertheless, we may appeal to

that^
/^^^ them for a confirmation of our opinion

a large number of varieties were of iaferior

Unfortunately, however, it was necessary to
carry them cfi'too; and as it was too much to think
of pressing through the crow4 to return them, they
were left in the garden. After standing this run upon
the crockery for an hour or two, i\Ir. Gunter began to
find his stock of glasses, spoons, and plates disappear-
ing, no one knew whidier ; we hdar it was suggested
that, by some new chemical process, they had been
converted into eatables and drinkables, and so had
\anished. In fact, however, they had disappeared,
and no more were to be procured. Of ice there were
buckets full ; of lemonade abundance, as we arc in-
formed ; But neither the one nor the other could te
handed out between the fingers : so in tinie atfairs
came, as they say, '* to a dead lock." At last, by some
dire mishap, the tables were all pushed down ; the
small remaining stock of crockery and glassery was
demolished; and then it was over. Of what hap-
pened afterwards mc know nothing. It was very
unfortiuiate--particularly disagreeabie-^both to Mr,

|

There is unfortunately a class of low gardeners
who abound at ail exhibitions, where they render
themselves nuisances ; and we regret much to add,
that they were present in no small numbers at the
Horticultural Society's late Show. Of their conduct
there are complaints without end, a specimen of which
is afforded by the following extract from a letter now
before us :

—

•* It has been a subject of much complaint by the
Fellows, and visitors at the Horticultural Shows, that
the tents are so beset with persons of the rank of prac-
tical gardeners, that it is difficult for the amateur to
gain even a cursory view of the objects exhibited. As
thenuisance complained ofseerastobeupontheincrease,
it appears to me absolutely necessary that some means
should be devised, either for excluding persons of this

description after a certain hour, or, at any rate, for
enforcing the suggestion of the Committee, that visitors

should move on without delay after viewing each spe-
cimen. The practice at present is diis; that in each
tent probably twenty or thirty gardeners are minutely
examining every specimen of horticulture worth i*.*

spection, WTiting the names of each plant in memo-
randum books, and discussing, with tlieir .

^^

their peculiarities ; and in the m. iifii^fii.

of vi&icors is absolutely s^-^pped, or m^ :

passing glance over the he.^Js of tiio^e

permitted to remain stationary. I faa^f^***'^

oftht^e .persons repeatedly a^. mlirf

plant, and taking theiriiotesas

the only pa»ple in the Gardens ; aji# ^ ^

general dissatisfaction fdi wiJi ?x'

^31 C

t

^^tjv*- ir*.
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by the testimony of tJie police force employed in pre-

^ervin.r the ilue order of succes.siori through the tents.

To These statements, which require no corrobora-

tion we may add that, in one case at least, a gardener

statioiietl himself, as we are informed, during the

whole afternoon, in the tent of florists' seedhngs, be-

fore his master's flowers ; as if the visitors came to

look at Juijjself, and to listen to his ioxitivgy instead of

examining the flowers which were exhibited,

Wc cannot tell what steps will be taken by the

Council of the Horticultural Society to put an end to

xliis conduct, which is intolerable; but it is clear enough

that soniething effectual must be done. The proceed-

in*'*5 of such men on former occasions have been the

subject of repeated remonstrance with themselves;

they have been the cause of really respectable gar-

deners; of whonrno one could complain, being refused

passes to admit them in the afternoon, and they will

probably have rendered the rcgnlations for the admis-

Shoukl that

pro\e to be the case, respectable men will see whom to

blame, for these troublesome people are well known.
Perhaps the best course to take w^uuld be to publish

their names, in which case, their masters would be-

come aware of their misconduct—for remonstrance

and advice have failed. No' sense of propriety actu-

tuates them; and they are evidently ignorant of the

common decencies and civilities of society.

sion of gardeners still more stringent.

A CHEAP REMEDY FOR THE DESTRUCTION
OF APHIDES ON WALL TREES.

Having observed in recent Numbers of the Chronldc
ar£ii.'„j ou the ravages of these destructive insects, I am
induced to offer this remedy to your readers, feeling as-
snred that a single trial will satisfy the most scrupulous
of the eiHcacy of the means I propose :

—

Lurn some gas tar in a Iar;^e iron ladle, under a cover,
dosp. to the trees as po.-^slble ; the ladle should be held

down low, and in suck a manner that the noxious vapour
may ascend between the leaves and the wall, taking due
care, as a matter of course, not to burn the branches or
leaves with the flame, A atill calm day will be necessary
for this operation, and the ascending vapour should be
confined close to the tree as long as it can be retained
there, uumixcd with atmospheric air. To attain this ob-
ject n)ore effectually, the subjoined description of a very
simple and iaexptnsive apparatus is suggested, the con-
struction of which will be sufficiently apparent on refer-
ring to the accompanying diagram :

N N

I-

1

V

I

It consists of a movable cover, made pf coarse wrapper-
ing, such as is used by drapers for packing their goods.
The length at the seam S S, should be adapted to the
breadth of the trees, say 3 or 4 yards. The depth N K,
about 2 yards. The ends E E, may be formed by cutting
about 2 yards off the wrapper diagonally. Seven straps of
stout leather should be sown to the cover at the five points
marked N, and the two marked K ; and to the points K,
the two wooden props marked P, about 18 inches long
each, are to be strongly tied with leather thongs.
The apparatus being now completed, may be readily at-

taclied to a wall, so as to cover a tree, bv 5 nails driven
through the leathern straps at N, and propped away from
the wall at KK,by rrJsing the ends of the two props P P,
horizontally to the wall. The cover being drawn close, by
itrmmng the t^o lower points N N, in a downward di-
recuou, so as to prevent the escape of the smoke, the
operator may then efTectually destroy the insects, bv mov-mg Ins ;ron ladle of blazing g.s-tar immediately lander thecover, backwards and forwards, from K to K his assist-
ant occ^ionally keeping up th; flame for atout five m^^^^nutes by supphes of fresh tar with a second ladle. Tocomplete the operation, the trees should afterwards be

and free rom the msects, and uninjured by any bad
effects of the gas-tar. though sulphur burnt in the samemanner will entu'ely destroy the leaves of the trees aswell as the aphides—//. ^^^' ^*

ON THE TRr^TMENT OF THE PINK.
The Pink is deservedly one of the amateur's favourite

flowers
; the duiicions fragrance of its blosso-ns, exclusive

of their beairty, cannot fail to attract his notice, and causeMm to pay more than ordinary attention to its cultivation.
It is, indeed, one of those plants which cannot be brought
to perfection without constant care ; and as this is more
particularly n^quired at the present period of its growth,
a few hmts upon the subject may, perhaps, be acceptable.
The r A thing to be attended to, wiil be to thia out the

flower fi'"-^s h\ order to throw more strength .into tiiose
wlr * -e left Where the plants are weak, all the stemi
should be reu*...'ed but one ; and on a plant of moderate

size not more than three should be retained. These,

again, should be looked over, and the lateral flower budi

removed from them, leaving only the terminal bud and

the next but one below it ; provided these are perfect in

form, all the rest may be pinched off.

Pinks, like almost every other cherished flower, are

peculiarly liable, at this stage of their growth, to be at-

tacked by the green fly ; and although many persons will

have their Pinks partially tied up, yet before securing

them further, they should be carefully fbne over, and all

those heads which are infested should be dipped into a

saucer, containing tobacco-w^ater. If this has been pro-

cured from the shops, it will be necessary to dilute it with

at least an equal quantity of pure water; otherwise its

caustic properties may give the buds a sickly appearance.

In tying up the stems of Pinks and other plants of this

class, gre.it judgment is required ; in fact, delay is better

in this instance than too much haste. If tied too high at

first, the stems ai they lengthen are prevented by the liga-

ture from growing erect, and become crooked of perhaps

snap off at the joints. They should, therefore, be looked

to every day, where practicable, and if there is the least

appearance of any flower stem having become cramped,

the tie should immediately be cut loose. The safest way
is to secure the bush to the flower stick, to which the

stem should be loosely tied, so as to allow it perfect liberty

to slide through as it increases in height. These ligatures,

when the plants have acquired their full growth, can be

easily removed, and the plants tied close without further

hazard.

As goon as the pods show signs of bursting and the pe-

tals become visible through the diviiions of the calyx, a

fine piece of bast should be passed transversely round
them, about the centre of the pod. This is intended to

prevent its bursting unequally on one side, but it must
not be fixed too high nor tied too tightly for fear of in-

creasing, instead of remedying the defect. These ties

jshould also be daily attended to.

When the forwardcst blooms begin to expand, hoops
should be fixed across the bed to support mats, or any
other lighter material, that will serve either to protect the

flowers from the rain or from the rays of the sun. They
need not, however, be shaded earlier than nine o'clock in

the morning or later than five or six in the evening ; but
if there is th^ least appearance of a wet night, they had
better be covered before leaving them.

Should the season be dry, they will require regular wa-
tering between the rows

; pond water, where procurable,
is always to be preferred. A little clay or stiff loam
placed in the form of a margin round the edge of the bed,
would, serve as a basin, and prevent the water from escap-
ing into the path or alley. A short article on their pro-
pagation will be given hereafter.

—

T, R,

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXV.
In again directing the attention of the amateur to the

summer pruning of wall trees, it may be proper to press
upon his attention the importance of going over them
frequently, as I before recommended, instead of leaving
the operation undone until a certain time, and then dojng
all that is requisite at once. It ought always to be re-
collected, that trees are organised beings, and that a
ievere check, when the sap is in full motion, is much
more likely to be injurious than beneficial. In some
sheltered situations, where the sun shines with great
power, but where there is not a free circulation of air,
Tines grow with great luxuriance, and are apt to get
** drawn " and weakly ; the branches then are too much
shaded by the numerous leaves which are thus formed,
and the young wood is not properly ripened for another
year. When this is the case, it is particularly necessary
to go over them frequently, removing the lateral? and
useless woo^, and so exposing the young branches and
stems to the influence of sun and air- In such situa-
tions, the wood should be laid in thin, at the period of
winter pruning, and the branches encouraged to extend
themselves as far as possible ; they are then much more
likely to bear well. When the principles of summer
pruning are fully understood by the amateur, he may
apply them more or less to all the trees in his garden,
with the most beneficial results ; even Gooseberry bushes
in many instances might be greatly benefited by such at-
tention. The proper way to prune them, is first to'remove
all the suckers which spring from the root, then the
strong** water " shoots, and any others which seem to be
unnecessary; taking care neither to over-prune, nor to
renwve too many branches at one time, by which the
health of the bush may be injured. By attending to this
for a season or two, the bush in many ca?:es will be
thrown into a heavy fruit-bearing state, and will require
little pruning either in summer or in winter. I'his is a
beautiful illustration of the way in which nature, in many
instances, makes herself subservient to the purposes of
man.

[June 18,

^
Rose stocks, which were planted in the Spring for bud-

ding upon, must now be looked over, and all the shoots
removed, except two or three at the top, into which the
buds are to be inserted when the budding season arrives.
Do not allow Rhododendrons and plants of that kind to
produce seeds, but remove with the hand all the young
seed-vessels, as soon as the flowers fade and become un-

^^Mi 1 J ^^^^ ^^^® ^^^ grown into thick masses, they
win be sufTermg for want of rain, and ought to be liberally
watere.U Ever,, .ens and fruit trees, which were trans-
planted in the ;->prmg, are now suffering much from thesame cause

; and if watered at all, it ought to be done in
the way which was formerly recommended. If a little
rotten dung, or litter of any kind, is spread over the surface
of the ground after the watering, it will prevent the ground
from drying so soon, uud will be beneficial to the trees

As soon as the ground is moistened with rain, Annuals
may be sown, for decorating the garden with their gar
flowers in Autumn. They may also be sown now in pots
either for planting out, or for flowering in the balcony or
the greenhouse. Those who have been growing Balsams
in a pit or frame, may now remove them to the green-
house or other sheltered situation, where they will flower
and look pretty for some time to come.—/?. F,

I

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
The FoiintaUl in St, Jameses -j)arJi\—In the leadinj?

article of your last Number you have called public attent
tiou to a thing placed near the head of the lake in St'
James's-park, and with great justice you e-\press a hope
that the proper authorities will reconsider the fitness of
such an ornament for that locality. I should let the
matter rest here, were it not that I feel convinced that
you have not assigned the true principle, which renders
not only the fountain in question, but any decoration of
that description, incongruous and wholly out of character
with the truly beautiful specimen of landscape gardening
exhibited in St. James's-park, Ornamental gardening
may be divided into two distinct kinds—the one of Italian

origin, tlie other peculiarly English. The first possesses
beauties of a very high order—straight walks, whose
breadth and length have an imposing and majestic effect'

terraces above terrace?^ communicating with each other
by ample flights of steps ; the whole enriched with gorge-
ous vases, statues, and groups ; and, above all, with jets-

d'eau springing from sculptured fountains, whose form
and size requires the practised eye of the classic artist to

be in just keeping with surrounding objects. With these
the symmetrical parterre glowing with Flora's gaudy
colours—long lines, in due season, of Orange, Myrtle
and Oleander trees/ in their gay boxes—all form together

a splendid picture, in which the hand of the artist is

everywhere to be recognised. In English gardening, the

reverse of all this forms the true charm. Here, the effort

must be to get so near to nature, that we almost forget

that it is nevertheless a creation of art. How beautifully

is this shown in St.*Jauies's-park ! The noble trees ai-e

so happily placed, that chance alone appears to have

scattered them over the verdant lawn. The lake, whose

sinuosities are carefully managed to avoid exaggeiation,

sleeps tranquilly among the masses of shrubs, which here

and there shade its waters, and conceal its extent; while

the occasional flight of the aquatic birds, or their merry

gambols on the surface of the water, alone disturb the

calm repose of the scene. What a taste, then, must be

have, who can admire a piece of sculpture of any sort

throwing upwards a thin stream of water! reversing the

laws of gravity, and thus forcing on the imagination the

artificial character of the thing, and dispelling at once

every particle of illusion, which was the great object and

aim of him who originally planned this exquisite pattern

of a truly English garden. I 'hope sincerely that your

notice of this monstrosity may have the desired effect, and

that neither man nor fowl be longer affrighted by this pale

spectre of the waters. If not considered irrelevant to your

publication, I should like on some future occasion to make

some remarks on the taste displayed by certain workmen
in Roman cement, dec, in the fashion of their garden

vases and ornaments. I should begin with the fountain

in question—the very climax of vicious taste and absurdity.— Ortolano.— [Pray oblige us with them.]
Proposed Improvements in cdhibltivg Roses, and new

Prizes hinted,—Mt^v returning from a visit to the mag-

nificent show of the Horticultural Society, I began to

think of what I had seen ; and one or two things occurred

to me, which I beg to suggest to you. The first is, that

every plant shown singly, whether cut "flower or not,

should have a name written upon it intelligibly. The se-

cond is much more difficult to accomplish ; it is to reform

altogether the mode of showing Roses- By gathering

them as at present done, and tying them^ up in bunches

(to say nothing of the want of names), theVholc character

of the species or variety is lost. I think it very right that

amateurs and others, who have been at the trouble of cul-

tivating large quantities of the best Roses, either for plea-

sure or profit, should be allowed and invited to show the

results of their skill or the extent of their stock ; but I do

not think that Roses so shown ought to be entitled to

prizes. I venture to suggest that prizes should be reserved

for flowers shown singly, like Carnations, Finks, aoa

Heartseases, or for Roses in branches, with all their buds

and leaves about them ; no two branches being allowed to

be fastened together. Ey this means the real merit and

character of each sort will be exhibited. Who, for in-

stance, shall judge of the beauty or applicability to a p^if'

ticular border of a Noisette Rose, from a single blossom,

or ft bunch of blossoms, tied up like so many violets ? The

same holds in a gc^at extent with all the Roses, as much
of their beauty depfends on the way in which they bear

their buds. Many of the Pillar Roses are exceedingly

beautiful on the branch j but each blossom is quite insig-

nificant; and so forth. It would be easy to construct a

stand for such single Roses. A board having a few upright

pegs to which the several specimens might be tied, would

answer the purpose. I would suggest that each braacU

or flower should have a little damp moss tied round it, ana

that the upright sticks or pegs should be painted of V^^'

ticular colours belonging to diflcrent gardeners ; s*>J^*f
^

as the horses of the Marquis of Westminster, the Duke

of Bedford, Lord Chesterfield, &c. are distinguished on

the turf by the colours of their jockies, the various coJiC^,-

tions of Messrs. Rivers, Paul, Lane, &c., should be dis-

tuiguished by red, yellow, green, and other colours ;
an»

that no infringemcut be allowed at the exhibitions of t^e

Garden at Chiswick. The amateur collections might also

be diitinguished by their colours, of which white shoui"

I

I

t
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ahvajs form a part. Mrs. Marryatt, for instance, might
have white and blue, Mrs. Lawrence white and yellow, ^c,

I think, too, that well grown and well covered Rose trees,

or bushes, in pots, would be very legitimate objects for a
prize. We see what has been done for the Pelargonium •

and why might not as much be done for the still more
beautiful tribe of Roses. Example only is wanted

; pa-
tronage will follow.

^
I confess I think the Ilorticuftural

Society stands so high, and has sucli means in its power,
that it could set the example, and could lay down rules
and regulations upon this interesting subject which would
be readily adopted, and afFord quite a ne\T feature in its

next approaching exhibition. Indeed, I think some no-
velty must be soon introduced for, beautiful as they are,
Ptlarg^niums are in my mind growing stale; we do not
like tovjours perdruv.—George Fajicie7\

The Qualities of a Good Rose ^Ir. Shears, of \he
FJoricultural Society of London, on the 2lst inst. gives a
five gliinea silver cup for 36 Roses, to be exhibited in

This is the first prize offered fbr Roses
by the Society, and of course they will be jutlged by the
same rules as *' florists' fiowers," t.

single blooms.

I

€, by perfection of
form. A few words are, therefore, necessary as to what
qualities constitute a perfect Rose; and these may proba-
bly be a guide to the growers, as to wliat they should en-
deavour to exhibit. For perfection of shape, the outer
row of petals should be a little incurved, so as to form a
shallow cup. If the summits of the pistils (as is often
the case in fine Roses) are inclined to be monstrous so
as to form themselves into an incipient flower-bud in the
centre of the flower, such a Rose should disqualify a stand.
Uniformity of size should by all means be attended to

;

and diversity of colours also should be a leading feature'
so as to give as many tints as possible in the 36 Roses
selected lor competition. If these few rules are not ad-
hered to, much trouljlc wilt be given to the judges ; for
one grower may exhibit 36 vei:y double and beautiful
Roses, but some of them with reflexed outer petals ; an-
other may perhaps think tliat size alone will carry the
day, aud accordingly show all large Roses, without refer-
ence to perfection in shape, and feel dissatisfied at the
result. Let all, therefore, endeavour to exhibit those only
that are most perfect, and with as much variety in colours
as j>ossible : the judges will then find their task compara-
tively easy.— T, Rivers^ Saivhrldgeworth,
Malformation of Roses,—I have a large bed of Roses

in my garden, which was well maiiured with stable dung
last autumn

; and I find that, in many instances, the green
leaves are now appearing through the flower-bud. This
appears to depend neither on soil nor oq the particular
sort of rose.'' For instance, in the bed that was well ma-
nured I have Russelliana, Hybrid China, Noisette, Alba,
and various others, with a large blotch of green leaves
showing above the level of the flower ; and in another bed,
in which there was comparatively little manure (having
been a Carnation bed, composed of loam and sand), the
same thing has occurred in flowers of St. Ursula and the
Hybrid China; whilst in another bed, of precisely the
same compost as the one first mentioned, the flowers of
1 oiard and Hybrid China have opened without the slightest
imperfection. I at first imagined that it might be owin^
to a superabundance of manure ; but when I saw other
pants, m the same bed and under the same treatment,
b oommg well, and St. Ursula showing the defect, although
l)lanted in a bed where there was comparatively little ma-
nure, I was led at once to discard that opinion. I should
teel obliged if any of your correspondents would solve the
difficulty, and enable me to bloom all my plants without
the eyesore I have mentioned. I would also ask whether
the present IS a good season for Roses, and whether,o^mg to the long continuance of dry weather, they are
not blooming small? This is the fact with me. notwith^
standing the waterings they have had.—^i;na/^2^r.- [this
IS by no means a good Rose season. We know of no re-medy tor the formation of leaves in the centre of Roses;
perhaps some of our readers do. We should suppose the
ncnness ot the soil, in some respect or other, to be the
CaUSG.j

Soil for Rhododendrojis,-^}i. correspondent has ex-

•lif^^^j
a wish to have an analysis of the ashes of the

Rhododendron. He will find it in -De Saussure's Re-
cnerches sur la Vegetation." The work being difficult to
procure, perhaps the following^xtract may be acceptable :— ^^s^^es from the leaves of the Rhododendron ferru-gineum, grown on a calcareous soil

Salts soluble in water
Earthy phosphates
Earthy carbonates

Alumina . \
Oiide of iron and manganese ,

AtJe same grown on a silicious soil-
Salts soluble in water
Eiirthy phosphates ^ . .

Earthy carbonates
^'lica

Alumina, • . . ,

' Oxides of iron and manganese . o./o«e lound in the branches 11 per cent, of the oxides of
iron and manganese, and in the soil 18 percent. It is
ery probable that to a deficiency of* these substances in

Uh% ^T^^
^^^^ ^^ attributed the unhealthy appearance of

^noUodendrona. As phosphate of iron is a constant ele-
ment in bog earth, it is not improbable that this salt may
80^^^ "^"^^'icial. I applied some, about a month ago, to
^e Rhododendron plants ; but the continued dry

i>irt
^^^ P^'evented it from taking any effect. Phos-

th 1

^^^" ^^^ being an article of commerce, perhaps
e method of preparing it may prove acceptable. Make

* "ear solutioa of sulphate of iron; aud to thi? add solution

of phosphate of soda until it no longer causes a pre-
cipitate; allow It to settle, and pour away the liquid—repeat this until the water becomes tasteless. Thephosphate may now be dried, or, what is better, applied
to the plants in its gelatinous state,—J. B, L.

io7^N^*^;"T^"
lookmg over a late number (April 30th,

1811) of the Gardeners' Chronicle, I find among the no-
tices of new plants, an extract from Mr. Herbert's work
on the Amaryliidaceous order. This gentleman, it appeari,
has lost many of his bulbs from having 02^ osed them
above the surface of the soil ; the loss, he says, being
occasioned by the bulbs imbibing moisture from the atmo-
sphere while they were in an inactive state. Though
bulbs may be injured, if not killed, by being exposed to
the atmosphere while they are in an inactive state, I think
the
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injury results not from the absorption, but from the
exhalation of moisture by the bulb while at rest. I am led
to this opinion by supposing that the bulb, at the time of
the decay of the leaves and roots, to be as full ofinoisture
as It is possible for it to be. At this time it is firm and
plump, but after a few months' exposure it becomes soft
and spongy, with a considerable diminution in its weight;
whence 1 infer that moisture has been lost. Several of
the external scales which, at the time of the ripening of the
bulb, were perhaps as full of sap and as healthy as the in-
ternal ones, will, after a few months' exposure to the atmo-
sphere, be found quite dry, and others partially so. I
have never made any direct experiments, by which I could
support my opinion ; hut from the above facts, I think it
is probable that injury results rather from exlialation than
from the absorption of moisture by the bulb. It is
natural, perhaps, for some of the scales to perish yearly :

I Lave dug up bulbs of Htemanthus which were' much
larger than my head, but one half of their substance was
decayed scales, and this too at the Cape, their native
country. As regards burying the bulb beneath the surface
of the soil, if nature may be followed in this respect, it
would seem to be the true system. No country produces
a greater variety, or a greater quantity of bulbs, than the
Cape

;
whilst there I never remember to have seen bulbs

of any kind growing on the surface of the soil, they being
generally from 2 to 18 inches in depth. I have found
bulbs of a species of Hjsmanthus upwards of 3 feet below
the surface ; but this might have been occasioned by the
drifting of the sand over them : but the flowers were large,
and the bulbs apparently healthy. It is always interest-
ing, and sometimes necessary, to trace efl'ects to causes,
in order to find a remedy for an injury. Whatever may
be the cause by which bulbs are injured, whether by ab-
sorption, or by exhalation of moisture, or by anything else,
I shall leave, at least for the present, to wiser heads than
mine to determine. I merely offer an opinion of my own,
as a preliminary to a simple expedient, by which bulbs
may be partially, if not wholly, preserved from injury,
whilst they are in an inactive state. Take as much
common brown paper as you are likely to require,
and laying a sheet open upon a table, smear it all over
with oil, putting on as much a* it will absorb, then
hang it on a line to dry. When tlic bulbs have
completed their growth, and the soil in the pots is
quite dry, cover the surface of the soil with dry silver
sjTnd, heaping it up as high as possible round the bulb, if
it be above the surface of the soil. Then cut a piece of
this oiled paper somewhat larger than the top of the pot,
and tie it on round the rim of it, exactly in the same way
that a housewife ties pieces of bladder over her pots of
preserves. The gardener sometimes keeps his bulbs in
the hothouse the whole year, and may be troubled with
the water dripping on them, to their aerioui injury ; this
maybe prevented by using the oiled paper covers. It is

sometimes inconvenient to bury the long bulbs of Bruns-
vigia, and of other genera, without putting the bulb quite
down to the bottom of the pot—a method always to be
avoided. If large pots are used, they are unsightly; the
better way, therefore, with these large bulbs, would be,
to bury them at a convenient depth, and at the season of
rest to cover them with the sand and the oiled paper, in

the way that I recommend. Shortly before the buibs be-

gin to grow, the covers should be removed, and preserved
for another year.— Observalor.
Purple Laburnum,—In your CAronic/e for 1841, pp.

325, 36S, I have given an account rf a large shrub, called

the purple variety of Cytisus Laburnum, which, from
among its crowded racemes of the usual dingy colour,

produced some shoots of the common yellow Laburnum,
I and others of the Cytisus purpureus. Of these parental

shoots (if I may so call them), which have increased

much in size as well as number, there are now about 4wice

as many as appeared last year, and in two instances there

is now a perfect shoot of each parent on the same branch,

A furtlier approach towards the extinction of its hybrid
character, appears, moreover, to have been eifected since

last year, and in some of the branches, which otherwise
retain their hybrid appearance, a raceme occasionally con-
tains a flower with one or both of the petals of the keel,

or half of the standard, or of one of the wings, of a bright
yellow colour. In the raceme of another branch, I have
also observed a flower with the standard of a bright purple,
but I believe that the variegation of any flower with yellow,
and of another with purple, never40ccars on the same
raceme* Another circumstance, worthy of remark, is that
these yellow parts of a flower are always proportionally
much larger than the other parts which retain the dingy
hue ; and;)^r contra^ a purple standard which I examined,
was smaller and resembled C. purpureus in size as well as
colour. In this way a variegated wing, which is now
before me, presents a very distorted appearance on one
side of the middle nerve, which is yellow, and has ex-
panded to twice the size of the other side, where the dlagj
colour Is retftiued.^X, ;r. BiUw^n, Shetey lIulU

Hellebore Powder and Gooseberries.— 1 entertain a
difi^erent opinion to that expressed by your correspondent
at p. 3-49, re»pecting the effects of Hellebore.powder on
caterpillars. The Gooseberries and Currants in my gar-
den were perfectly overrun by them, and I adopted va-
rious methods for their djstruction, but without effect.
At last 1 purchased a parcel of the powder recommendedm the Chronicle; and having mixed it well with soap-
suds, I applied it to the bushes with a watering-pan,
under strong sunshine. My oushes are now perfectly
clear of these destructive insects, since they fell in thou-
sands six hours after the aforesaid application. If •' Sur-
reyensis^' had mixed the powder with soap-suds, it would
perhaps have taken more effect than when applied in a
dry state I should be obliged if any of your correspond-
ents could give me information how to destroy thejrrub
that infests my Onion-beds,-^. Mitcheil, gardener,
Pttcaple Casile.

Experiment, with Gas-trater upon Sy, .^.—Having
tried several experiments upon vegeUblw viith Amm(^
macal hquor this season, the result of which may be worth
knowing. 1 send you an account of its effects upon Winter
Spinach. In the month of March I selected the worst
row of Spinach that I could find, from which 1 chose eight
plants equal in size and appearance. The firbt plant was
watered with the liquor as it came from the gas-work; the
second had one part of water added to the same quantity
with which the first was watered; the third had t\vo parts
of water

; the fourth had three parts, and so on to the
eighth plant, which had seven parts of water to one part
of Ammoniacal liquor. The earth was stirred about the
roots.of the plants before the water was applied to them.
In a few days the Spinach that had been watered changed
to a 'darker green than that which had not; the heart-
leaves of the first plant curled up and never expanded
freely, the mixture being probably too strong for it. The
plant, however, was not killed, as the other leaves after a
time grew pretty well. Although Nos. 2 and 3 did not
curl in their heart-leaves, still they did not grow away so
freely as the remaining five ; the progress of these was
wonderful, considering how weak and sickly they appeared
before the liquor was applied to them. ' Some of their
leaves measured lOJ inches in length (exclusive of the
foot-stalk), and 8 inches in breadth, being also thick and
succulent; while the texture of the leaves of the unwa-
tered plants in the same row was thin, and their colour of
a light green. I may also state that the greater part of
the latter was nearly in flower before the plants watered
with the Ammonia were beginning to run at all ; so that
the Spinach crop may, if required, be continued good until
the 1st of June. This experiment will show that gardeners
need not be particular about manuring ground for Winter
Spinach ; in fact, I have sometimes found that where it
has been sown in rich soil, the leaves became succulent,
and were often killed by the frost ; while that sown on
poor soil was not at all injured. If w^atered once or twice
with liquid manure in the spring, I am convinced that the
leaves will be both earlier and better than from the m&tk-
ner in which Spinach is generally grown. I think gar-
deners will soon be enabled to feed their vegetables, and
render them fit for use, whenever they think proper,^ with
as much certainty as a cottager can fatten his pigs, or a;

grazier his cattle

—

P, Mackenzie.
Pruning Forest Trees.—I am always pleased to see

the subject of pruning holding a place in your Journal. lu
a late number your plan is distinctly explained. We^
thinning properly attended to, it would do m5hh to
accelerate the growth of trees; but h\ most cases it is
neglected. I am erf opinion, however, that in addition to
thinning, pruning is advantageous in promoting the size
and value of timber. Stopping, or breaking off the points
of the branches, fulfils, to a certain extent, the purpose of
pruning, although I do not think it can so fully accom-
plish the benefit which pruning will effect You remark
*' it is the foliage which forms the stomach of the plant^
therefore, to deprive a plant of its leaves is like depriving
an animal of its stomach." Admitting this truth, then^
the great object of the forester ought to be to increase the
digesting powers of the plant, and thereby adnunigter to
its health and vigour. Now we maintain that the shorten-
ing of the branches multiplies the quantity of leaves, and,
at the same time, gives greater activity to the sap. la '

the article referred to, it is said, '* Whf\t is pruning but
the removal of leaves ? To cut off a naked branch is uot;,
indeed, to remove a leaf ; but it i$ to remove that part
from which many leaves would have sprung had ft been
permitted to remain." I think this notion is one of th©
chief mistakes among those who are opposed to shorten-
ing, or what I call "Concentrate Piuning." A lar^e
branch surely puts forth more leaves than a small one,
but by shortening, the number of twigs or branches are
multiplied almost indefinitely, so that the quantity of
foliage in the aggregate, is far greater on the pruned than
on the unpruned plant ; while the foliage U more healthful
and eflicieut; presenting leaves as broad as two or three
of those on the branches which are cf an extravagaat
length. The principle of stopping and shortening seems
to imply a similar design in those who practise the different
methods

; namely, to keep the branches within due bounds.
The difference is, the person who stops them takes no
more from the large than from the small branch ; wlx^reas

the pruner curtails each tier of branches to a unfform

length; the tiers extending in brv-Jth as they tft's :• ^

in the form of a cone. This, at least, is my metho«^-

consider it to be beyond the bounds of human i^. ^n*-
.

act successfully in this case without some - -''^ ^ysttm.

He who will have branches ol rario..^ ' * '
'^^'^'\ ^'kc.s,

without any assignable reasons, is u» .
ipncious.

Nature, in fast-growing trees, such «s ^^--^ Larch, adiiiifs

of no such irregularity j and it u to proinotc rap.d growth

I
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I account for the quick growth
that we prune as we do, 1 acconpr lor xne 1"-- 8-";"

co^..quent on my system ^^ F"^'"S.,V^"?.\*^""P^^^^^^^

ascends from the roots, mxnghng with that absorbed by

the leaves, returns dovvn the vessels of the bark, and m Us

cour deposits cambium, whiQh forms the annual rings of

woodV It IS obvioas that this cambium, having le?^ super-

\f^ ^Qver than when the branches are extended at

hne, there is a more'abundant quantity for every part;

and as little is required for the branches, which are short-

ened and slender, the trunk receives the main sitpply.

The superior health and breadtli of the leaves largely aug-

ment the velocity and power of the sap, which produces a

wonderful advancement in the tree. The method is very

simple : I shorten the shoot next the top to one half the

length of the leader, and allow the lower tier to extend

farther than the one above it, till I reach the undermost,

When the tree is about

garden of every amateur.

—

D, fF"., Baystcater.— [Our

correspondent is mistaken in supposing this fine Clematis

to be thought tender. It is known to be perfectly hardy.]

which is, of course, the broadest.

18 feet high, and 15 inches in circumference, 1 cut off the

lowest tier close to the stem, and continue yearly to cut

off a tier (regularly) upwards. I have by this means

raised hard wood to as great a height, within the same

time, as Larch; and have not discovered, either by ob-

servation or otherwise, that trees were ever raised so

tapidly to the same altitude, as those trained on the above

plan. They sometimes grew 10 feet in the course of three

years.— Gavin Cree^ Bigg<^r.

Jieea. AUhongh I very much admire your answer to

"M. H. G.," in the Chronicle of the 11th inst., I am
iure you will excuse my offering a fow additional words.

The conduct of the bee-scouts, adverted to by your cor-

re=ipondent, is one of frequent occurrence {vide •* Honey-

bee," pp. 170 and 171) ; and, considering that hfe has not

only an apiary of his own, but is in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of several families of bees, out of the control of

man. I think him fully justified in allowing an Untenanted

hive to occupy a place in his garden. Kone of his neigh-

bours ought to feel aggrieved by so prudential a measure

a measure which they have the same opportunity of

adopting, and thereby placing themselves upon aa equality

with him. The conduct of the old woman was extremely

absurd. Her bees, owing probably to neglect, were in

danger of famine, and therefore availed themselves of the

hospitality of her neighbour's bees ; to whom they may be

reasonably supposed to owe their preservation, and, in my
opinion, they owed them also allegiance. Besides, bees

cannot he separated from a family to which they have

united themselves, like mingled sheep in a field. There
are no means of discriminating between the original pos-

sessors of the hive and those which they have received into

their family ; and if there were, who would undertake to

accomplish the division ? The conduct of both the squab-
bling neighbours is alike unjustifiable, and 1 conceive it

to be alike punishable.

—

Kdxvd, Bevan^ Llavferry,
Remedff for the TVirevonti.'—ln your paper of June

4tb, I observe that F. Chase, of Luton, inquires for a

remedy against the wireworm for his Dahlias. In the
** Farmers' Almanac'' for this year, under the head of

Manures, it gives Ptape Dust; and at the end of the

ciiUcic it says that this is noxious to the wireworm and
other predir (}]' vermin, t, therefore, recommend your

correspondents to ^ry it in their gardens.

h

crops.

T. IV. [^ye

no faith in the above recipe.J

Aiieralion of the Meaning of Words by Acts of Parlia-

ment,—A curious instance of this has arisen from the

Comjputation Act, which makes tithe payable on growing
produce, and due at Christmas or Lady-day, for one-

fourth or one-half of the amount assessed in the standing

crops. A Dorsetshire clergyman, whose age exceeded 80

years, was in the habit of inserting in the receipts for his

composition tithe, that the payment was due at Lady-day.
This payment could only be for tithe on the previous har-

vest, but under the Commutation Act the words due at

Lady-day have a different me :g, of which one farmer
endeavoured to avail himself, «ad avoid payment of the

commutation tithe or rent c"^ -^rge, for the six months from
Siichaelmas to Lady-day. On tendering his Inst payment
for composition tithe, he refused to accept a receipt, which,
to prevent misunderstanding, expressed that it was for

tithe of the previous harvest, and he succeeded in obtain-
ing from the unwary rector a receipt \\\ the old form, to

-iich the Commutation Act had given a new meaning
;

But having made use of a wrong stamp, it will not avail
him in evading payment of the rent- charge on the gTowing

However, the agent employed to collect the tithe
c ;.5iaer= that he has n primA facie case for resisting pay-
ment, on the ground of the wording of the previous re-
ceipts, lie cannot comprehend that the meaning of the
wordj^, »• due at Ludy-day/' has been altered by the Com-
mutation Act, and includes tithe or growing crops. 5. S.New Method <j r riling 111..., Wooden Labels.—Tm^l
for common v-^^ ^.re ^.....ally rai.v.^of American Fir, part
of them Lo.ng rubbed over with white lead, and the name
being written thereon with a pencil ; L^. this pencil mark
IS often worn off by the weather sooner than the gardener
would wish. I have tried the following method, aad tind
it answer much better. I first paint the labd black, and
let it dry thoroughly ; and when it is required for use I

rub some white paiut over the black, and instead of writ-
ing with a pencil, use a fine-pointed stick, by wh:ch meana
the black colour will appear, and it will be found more
durable than the pencil-mark.

—

P. Mackenzie,
Civmatis azurcn grandljlora,—It has been asserted

that this most bcdutifui plant will not stand our winters

in the open air ; but I wish to say that I know a plant in

the neighbourhood of London, which was planted out in the

beginning of May, 18^1^ where it has stood during

the whole of the last winter unprotected, or sheltered h\

the slightest degree ; and it is now beautifully in flower.

This makes a most valuable addition to our other hardy

climbers, and will doubtless ^oqtx find its way into the
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Garden Exhibition, June 11.—Notwithstanding the oppressive

heat of the atmo.^phere, and the continued drought which had

been experienced for some time previously, robbing the lawns

alike of their verdaiit tint and their luxurious coolness, there

was an immense concourse of spectators to this, the most fashion-

able of the summer shows. And although the exhibitionwas not,

ou the whole, so striking: and grorgcous as that of the 14th. ult.,

owin*^ to the absence of those pich and inimitable masses of A2:ti.

leas which were then present, it was, considered in itself, ex-

tremely excellent, and in some of its features, surpassing that just

referred to. At the May fete, we were called to notice the

dearth, as well as comparative inferiority, of the Heaths. Now
they may, beyond doubt, be assi^med the chief place in our

record. The hcaiity and vigour of the specimens, with the

abundant manner in which they were blooming. caUed forth

well-merited commendations. Of praise, too much can hardly

be given J
while many, who find it hard to keep their Heaths

healthy, after they have grown above nine inches or a foot in

height, may wonder how such perfect plants have been obtained.

It will not perhaps be foreign to the object of this report to insert

a hint or two concerning the practice of the most successful

cultivat""".

The soil employed is not reduced to a fine state, or sifted,

but is just roughly separated, and all the fibre retained. In-

deed that kind of Heath-mould which contains a large quantity

of fibre is preferred. By these meJins, that close coalescence and

hardening of the earth which oppose the percolation of water,

and are thus Instrumental in killing the majority of Heaths that

arc annnally lost, can be nearly obviated j and, to realise more
thoroughly the same end, small fragments of porous, broken

stone are mixed with the soil. The use of such auxiliaries is to

render the earth consthntly open, while they also serve themselves

as reservoirs of moisture, during periods of temporary drought.

Throngh their introduction, likewise, the culturist is enabled to

aff' )rd a larger pot than he otherwise would, thus allowing them an
approximation, at least, to the benefits of bemgplantcd in an un-

limited bed or border. The next great point is to make them
bushy, and induce their branches to cover the whole surface of

the pot, or even to hang down over its sides ; and this not merely

for appearance* sake, but in order to shelter the soil and roots

from the scorching rays of the sun. With most species, an early

and oft-repeated reduction of the slioots is the method by which
bushiness is attained ; though there are some kinds that will not

bear this, or will endure but little of it. For the last-named, it is

necessary that the branches be spread out, and fastened to a wire

frame, or to stakes, from the first ; directing the lowermost ones,

originally, into a horizontal or half-pendent position. It is ofthe

greatest moment, that both the stopping and training, should be

begun while the plant is very young and small, and he followed

up as occasion may arise. Again, Heaths in pots suifer much
from aridity in summer, and this is materially aggravated by their

being placed on an elevated stage in a light greenhouse.

IKncc, the best growers transfer them to pits or frames, which
have apertures beneath for the admission of air from below,

and in which a moist atmosphere is more easily preserved.

From these frames the lights are often removed altogether

hi the day, and a canvas screen substituted for them. Shade
and a freer current of ah are thus produced. Sometimes,

as was the case with one of the collections shown on Saturday

last, the pot containing each specimen is put within another and
larger pot, and the space between filled with sand, moss, or light

earth, which, being kept always moist, has a cooling and invigo-

rating effect on the roots of the plant. Where frames are made
use of. however, so troublesome a process is wholly needless.

Besides the advantages of frames already mentioned, they tend,

with little vShort of certaint>',to prevent the occurrence of mildew
—that strange and often unavoidable pest to cultivators, who
have nothing but greenhouses. Facts lead to a belief, if not to

the positive assurance, that mildew on Heaths is caused by a
close and dry air; conseqnently, the more humid atmosphere of
frames may he the means of preventing it. At any rate, it

scarcely ever appears on plants grown in frames.

What has been said, will indicate their general treatment, the
results of which were witnessed on Saturday last. The reader
will assuredly regard our observations with more interest, than
could be excited by a bare mention of the particular species ex-
hibited—which, however, we shall not entirely withhold. By far

the most remarkable Heath present was a plant of E. depressa,

from Mr. Veitch, of Exeter. It was about 3 ft. in height,

With a stem 9 iaches or a foot long, and almost 2 inches
thick—wliile the head, at least 2 ft. across, w^as a compact
mass of luxuriant verdure and fine yellow flowers; and the
branches depended around the stem so as nearly to conceal it.

It was, in fact, a beautiful miniature tree, without any of the
stuntedness or impcFfection which usually attach to such ohjects.

The same species was exhibited, from nine to eighteen inches
high, by Mr. Falconer, gardener to A. Palmer, Esq.. of
Cheam; by Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., Bromley;
and by W. H. Storey, Esq., of Isleworth. All the plants were
singularly dense, of a peculiarly deep and rich green hue, and the
flowers large, as well as numerous. E. ^legans. a species ad-
mirably suited for growing in a dwarf and compact manner, yet
frequently to be seen in a ragged and starved condition, was
shown, flonrishing with unparalleled exuberance, by Mr. Jack-
son, of Kingston, whose specimen -was is in. high, and a foot
broad. The shoots and blossoms were wonderfully close and
large. Mr. Barnes, above spoken of, had, moreover, a plant of
E. ^legans, only 6 in. in height, and quite a picture of healthy
beauty. The handsome E. tricolor, though appearing in several

f
roups, was brought, as a single specimen, by Mr. Salter, gr. to
. Yelles, Esq., of Bath, by whom it had been cultivated to an
amazing degree of perfection. Its height was about 3 ft., and its

breadth fully as much, the branches being actually more profuse
at the bottom than tiie top, and curving down very gracefully and
abundantly 3 or 4 in. below the ciX^G of the pot. When it is

stated that this large mass was composed of hranches, as closely
arranged as they could weU grow, and that every branch was
terminated by a fine cluster of long, conspicuous, but delicately
•painted three-coloured blossoms, a tolorable notion will be gained
of its loveliness. E.splendens, with its copious bunches of large,
inflated scarlet flowers, was sent by many individuals; yet none,
we think, had it bo fine as Mr. Barnes and W. H. Storey, Esq.
An extremely good plant of E. odorata alba, which is a variety
alike meritorious for the elegant disposition and bell-like
figure of its pretty, white, pendulous flov/ers, and their sw^eet
fragrance, hardiv inferior to that of the Lily of the vallpy,
was coutributed b: ^Tr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrohus. Bart ,

Chcam; the specimen — a foot high—bore an uncommon
quantity cf flowcr-hcaua, the number of blossoms on each
of vihirh was equally noticeable. E, dentieulata, a neat
and graceful spf^Ho^, -with fiowers somewhat resembling those
of au Arbutus, but pale yellow, and tipped with a nearly
hlack hue, appeared in a fine state from Mr. Green. Mr. Barnes,
and others. Mr. ( iarke, gr. tn M. J. Smith, Esq., Shirley Park,
pro d a mr."-nukcnt E. ventricosa carnea, which was 3 ft.
ingli, Huu the »iv - in breadth. The charming flash of its flesh-
cnlnurofl blossoias was not more deli<l\tt\il Than the liberality
with wh*ca they were produced, and tiie size ox their closely
packed heads. The old, hut always pleasing, £, liowieana, was
nevermore appropriately grown than by Mr. Jackson, whose
plant was 4 ft. high, yet displaying a bushiness and disposition to
ramify which is uncommon in the species, and having enormous
spikes of its pure wMtc, partially peUucirt fiowerst E.propenUcns;

one of the most interesting of the tribe, was shown by Mr. Barnes
It was 2 ft. or more in height, and well-bloomed, but appearine
as if it had blossomed too freely in the preceding season. Its de-
licate pinkish. purple, bell.shaped flowers are highly beautiful"
and their drooping character is in unison with its slender foliage*
The E. Bergiana, brought by Mr. Jackson, had reached theheight
of 2 ft., and was quite covered with small dark puce-coloured in.
florescence; it is a desirable species. In the name of Mr. Pawl
ley, White Hart, Bromley, there was a good specimen of E. cyhu'
drica, with its long, upright, salmon-coloured lilossoms, of which
this species is very prodigal. E. vestita carnea, from the same
individual, was likewise dwarf, and finely cultivated. FrtftnMr,
Kyle, gr. to D. Barclay, Esq., Leyton, Essex, there was a hand-
some plant of E, suaveolens, which had numberless large heads
of thickly-disposed, pale pink, and sweet scented blossoms. E.
vestita cocclnea, bearing bunches of brilliant red blooms, was
plentifully exhibited ; and there were other good varieties of the
same species. Still, the varieties of E. veutricosa claimed and
received universal admiration; and they are, perhaps, unrivalled,

both in respect to foliage, habit, or the profusion, delicacy, and
showiness of their flowers, or the facility with which they may
be brought into and retained in a favourable condition. If, how-
ever, all were arrested by the specimens of old and familitr kinds,

every oire must have felt astonished on beholding no less than 23

new and apparently distinct varieties of E. ventricosa, from
W. H. Storey, Esq., of Isleworth. We confess we were at a loss

whetherto be most surprised at the diversity of colour and aspect,

or the uniform dimensions and robustness of the plants. Each
was as near as possible of the sarae height and diameter, and all

were peculiarly verdant, as well as prolific of bloom. They might
betaken as a convincing proof of what can be done in the hy-
bridisation of Heaths. It should be stated that there were 45

plants, but that there were 3, 4, or more specimens ofsome of th:

sorts.

The precedence which we have just given to the Heaths
would, if gorgeousness of inflorescence, without reference to

variety, had been consulted, have been strongly contested by the

Cacti. Of these there were some that were never before equalled,

especially a specimen or two of Cactus speciosus. One in Mr.
Green's large collection reminded us of his noble AziUeas at the

last meeting. It was about 5 ft. high, and trained to a kind of

crescent-shaped trellis, between 2 and ^ ft. broad, the flowers

being brought to the front, and there collected with such extreme

density, that they were literally prevented from expanding pro-

perly. Where an extraordinary brilliancy of effect is required,

this mode of training cannot be excelled, it was also adopted with

some of the Epiphylla. When, however, the blossoms are wished

to stand out distinctly, so as to invite and bear individual exami-

nation, the best system of trainmg is to use a barrel-shaped trel-

lis, w^hich opens out graduall}- and slightly towards the top. A
plant of C. speciosus, trained to a trellis of that description, 6 ft.

in height, was brought by Mr. Upright, gr. to J. Ridge, Esq., of

Morden, Surrey. It was grafted on C. speciosissiraus. and was

blooming most profusely. The same cultivator had another

specimen of C. speciosus, scarcely 4 ft. high, very broad, and ex-

tremely rich in flowers ; and there was a plant in all respects

similar from Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq. Mr. Falconer, gr

to A. Palmer, Esq., of Cheam, had one supported by atrellisof

a pointedly conical form, and this was exceedingly fine. From

Mr. Bruce, there was also a particularly large-blossomed variety

of C. speciosus, which seems to be well deserving of attention.

C, speciosissimus was shown in a state which one would hardly

thmk could be surpassed, by not a few growers. Its stems were

occasionally from two to three inches thick; -(^hich amazing

luxuriance is obtaiped by allowing a sufficiency of pot-room,

mixing a large proportion of decaying manure with a rich loamy

soil to pot it in, and afterwards applying manured water fre-

quently while the plant is growiaig, or covering the earth with a

mulching of manure, over which ordinary w'ater is poured. It

might be assumed that such great exuberance is incompatiWe

with the free production of flowers ; however, by exposing the

plants to the sun in the open air for six weeks or two' months m
early autumn, a flowering propensity is excited, and the blossoms

are larger and richer than those of specimens under common

treatment. The plant which had the largest flowers was from

Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing Park. Mr. Upngiit,

Mr. Green, Mr. Barnes, and various other culturists, had some

splendid specunens present. They were, for the most part,

trained spirally round a cylindrical trellis, though some had their

stems supported erectly on a similar frame. Of C. Jenkmsom,

Mr. Falconer and Mr. Bruce brought admirable specimens :^lnat

of the former was 4 ft. high, and richly clothed with flowers;

that of the latter not quite so tall, yet extremely dense and splen-

did. C. Mallisoni was sent in a well-grown state by Mr. Pawley;

and Mr. Bruce also exhibited it on a conical trellis, 3 ft. hignj

trained in a densely spiral manner, and very thickly laden witn

bloom. There was, moreover, a new hybrid Cereus, from Mr.

Pawley, which is scarcely distinguishable from C. Jenkuisoni,

except that it has paler red flowers, and flatter stems, which are

unusually strong and healthy. The Epiphyllum Ackermanni,

among Mr. Green*s plants, and this species or the E. spien-

didutn, from Mr. Catleugh, of Chelsea, were probably supe-

rior to anything of the kind in point of culture, ^^^i^^.f^^-:

feet in height, they formed one continuous pile of bloom

from the base to the apex ; and no person, who is a^vart

of the expansive and flexible character of the blossoms oi tni^

plant need be farther apprise^, that the specimens m qucsuou

were inconceivably grand. ^'<,fpTv
In the class of Orcliidaccrc, which merits notice immediate J

after, if not before, the Cacti, there was not *^"'y ^.
'f,^.^VjVv

mcrous, btit a richer collection of showy sorts than at tne i.
.

exhibition. A better display could not reasonably ^^^'^
•

jte
expected; and the company evinced its taste f^^^^^^^^ t-nnof
objects by crowding throughout the whole day that P'Y",."^.

the tent in virhich they were located. The large-flowered Knm

included several varieties of Cattleya Mossiro. from ^^^esBrs.
^

lisson, of Tooting; thev differed mainly in the colour ^i ^''

flowers, and slightly in" their dimensions; C. J^^'
^.^P^in ofits

give the names under which they appeared), has "^'^ "P
^^^

flowers brightly mottled with sanguineous purple and 5,c^'" ' ]y

the outer parts darker than usual; C. M. .pallida
Jj^^^.^^nd

white sepals and petals, with pale lilac markings i" '"r
"^

' |er
is altogether a smaller flower ; C. M. atropurpiirea has ^"^^

^^(1

members of the hue of C. lahiata, and the lip ""^^P*^/- jjue
with a dark purplish tint ; C. Mossise itself ^^^ \lipoi

^^.^^
betweecnthat of the first and second varieties lu

^^^.f^^P flexed
In all, the giant size of the blossoms, the gi'afcf^J^y *,7 „a]s
character, delicate tints, and peculiar transparency ot

^
j"-.

^,^*yti-

and petals, with the pleasingly mingled variegation, an
^^^^

fully undulated margin, of the lip, combine to renu^
^.^^^

worthy of being ranked with the loveliest objects m ei
^^

Not a whit the less befiutiful, nor much behind them ^"
^^j

*
j-s.

the blossoms of Vanda teres, also from the ^lursery o -
^^^

Rollisson; and its habit is infinitely more charactcnbii
^^^

interesting; it has a tail slight stem, (which throws ^^^'^Q^ers
into the air,) and leaves of a cylindrical figure; \"^ .petals
appear in a raceme nojr the top of the stem ; the ^epai^^ ^.^ ^i

being deep pink, and the lip superbly streaked and ^'^''
^^ ^as

reddish purple and yellow ou a light ground; tlio spec,
^^^jg

finely in flower. Of a dissimilar nature, but, if Pp'^^^l'j^' i^^ the

enchanting, was the Saccolabium guttatum, li'^^'^J*;^,i ^c'^'i^s^

Tooting Nursery; hanging on a log of wood, ^^'^^ "^^.^'droop-
pendent, uncovered roots, it was sending forth five or & _^ ^^^^
ing racemes, at least a foot in length, completely cm c^'i'

^ ^^^^^

<
*-

produces; the odour of the blossoms is comparaiu^- '--
^,^^s..

but that Of the Lily of the'VaUcy: also a ^»*=.P!,^^„
a sroaJ'

dium HarriHrmijE, surpri-singty healthy ; O. ^^^'^^.\:p centre 0*

flowerea species, witli a sUsgle projection born m i^c
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its floral lip ; and a new species of Calaiithe, from Koithern India
with bright purple blossoms, the labellum of which is conspica'
ously cordate, and possesses a darker hue, with a few species of
inferior attractions, completed Messrs. Rollisson's coUection
Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., of Wandsworth, brought for-
ward Saccolabium guttatutn with seven racemes, a noble plant a
larger varietj' of S, guttatum. supposed to be S. praemorstim, the
blossoms of which are a little paler than those of the previous
species, more diffused, and in larger racemes ; and Camarotii
purpurea, an allied Indian plant, \^ith airy Vanda-like stems and
roots, and pendent racemes of lively pink flowers. Mr, Mylam
produced, in addition, a grand variety of Oncidinm crispum
grown to very high perfection ; O. flexuosum, with quite a thicket
of ascending stems, divaftcating at the summit, and bcarino-
numberless bright yellow and browji flowers; 13rought(5nia san^
guinea, which few can grow to perfection, but which was here
flowering admirably ; Epidcndrum elatum, in excellent order •

E. cinuabarinura, developing its specious reddish blooms • Den-
drubium moschatum, 6 ft. high, flowering splendidly in at least a
dozen racemes j the curious Coryanthes macrantha, whose
flowers, were they destitute of colour, would look more like an
anatomical dissection; and Cypripedium himiile, exhibiting in
the lively verdure of its interesting foliage, its numerous stems
and frequent white and pink blossoms, an extraordinary degree
of skilful culture. A very noble plant of Calanthe vcratdfdlia
aided, by no means unworthily, in composing Mr. Green's large
collection. Cymbldiura aloif6Iium, with its flower-scapes sup-
ported erectly by stakes, was from Mr. Barnes, and had not, to
our eye?, so agreeable an appearance as when the flowers are
left to hang down naturally. Oncidium Lanceaauim, well grown
was contributed by Mr. Goode, gr.to Mrs. Lawrence. The hues*
dimensions, and mode of production of its blossoms, stamp it as
a species of transcendent value. Mr, Goode showed, besides a
gigantic specimen of Gongora atropurpurea, which, with 'its
luxuriant pseudo-bulbs and leaves, the length and tenuity of its
flower-scapes, and its singular dark purple flowers, which appear
to be the skeleton of some strange hisect, had a very enlivening
effect. A variety of Dendr6bium Pierardi, which would seem to
have acculently bloomed at this season, was furnished by Mr
Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, of Hayes ; and Mr. Hunt had also at the
exhibition a specimen of the white lipped variety of Epidendrum
macrochilum, extremely well grown, and one of Oncidium flexuo
sum, the flower-stems of which were fastened down to an almost
globular trellis, so as to give the whole a highly novel and en
gaguig appearance. A plant, similarly managed, was, moreover
sent by Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. MUler, Esq., of Mitcham ; and such
was the remarkable attractiveness of both specimens, that we
could wish to see the plan perpetually adopted. Of course the
flowcrmg branches (that is. the short extei'nal ones) were suffered
to protrude beyond the trellis, so that nothing like formalitv of
trainmg was perceptible. Oncidium pfimilum, in the richest
health, and exceedingly fertile of blossoms, came also from Mr
Bruce, who, by cultivatmg this and some more species of Onci-"dium m a common cool stove, succeeds to admiration. From theDuke of pevonshire's gardens, at Chiswick, Mr. Ediftonds sup.
pied Penstena pendula, with two particularly large scapes of
bloom. Theflowersare not only attractive for their pretty spotted
aspect, but for the striking likeness to the shape of a dove • which
the outhne of their column (or the projecting portion in their
centre) presents.
To proceed with the different natiiral tribes in the order which

they respectively merit, we arrive ffow at the Climbers. We must
repeat our regret that the exhibition of these plants is so lament-
ably disproportionate to the encouragement offered to the culti-
vators, and hope that more attention is paid to them privatelythan was manifested by this show. The plant which gratified usmost was on» of Passiflora Kermesina, supported by a cylindrical

Ro n/i tT-= TTr ^iif' t ^^: ^'^^'' ^"^ ^^^'^^'^^^ i" ae the apex.Round this trelhs the plant was pretty closelv twined- and wa'*
b oommg in a very interesting manner. It was to us the more
pleasing, as being one among the many evidences, that climbers
01 a spreading character may advantageously be kept in a notand confined within prescribed limits. The specimen was from
hlrZVJr.^''' V ^^*""' Esq.

;
and it is a fact which ought tobe more commonly known, and which we mention here with the

flowers X,""^^^''^^^^
^^'^' "^^' ^^^^ ^' l^ermesina often sheds its

tr:X:l\V: i^Sr";.;\^J5/A^l^^«-^.V«t opens them hberany

S99

f-frJi l"?^ ""T ?'ff*t^l'^ or Foxglove, the blooms of wWch we
a DurcH h Hn^'^'?.^ ^l^ numerous spottings and blotcWnJs. of

nff-A'/ 'J?-*^ !°'^°"J'
^^ P^»«d on the taWe, from the gardensof the Horticultural Society. Half-hardy plants included a nm^lVerbena, called Fiosteana. from Mr. Frost gr. to LadyGrSeat Dropmorej the colours of its flowers kr% a blending of criml

^j.^„...,6 ' ""tun, mure ui tnc way oi V. teucrioides, but havingshorter and denser bunches of flowers, with less of pink in them
rrLn '^"ir l-^l ^^l' "^^ ''?"'' compact habitude. ErythrhiaCrista-galU, which is hardy in some situations, was produced ina copiously blooming state by Mr. Goode and Mr. Bruce the

^2tlTf^"^''''V^ "^ **'"• I-^wrence and B. Miller, Esq. ' Mr!Ve.tch, of Exeter, forwarded an Alstrfemfrianeraorosa. which isconsidered a novelty
; the sepals of the rather small flowers areof different shades of red, and the petals are yellow, more or le^^broadly streaked with dark brow'nish red.

^ The Valuable t^fbewhich, for the sake of distinction we tall dwarf greenhouse

quamies''werT'un'!t.^'"^'"'"'^
'''"'' """ specimens?'"?hes

S^fil ? , J v."L'^'^
'" ">*">' instances

:
one of the mostobservable of which was the Polvgala oppositif61ia of Mr Fal

^Th'-^'r" \ ''"l?."' ^^- CJi-^^^i 3 ft^^in hdght, and a.much in diameter, this plant formed a mass, which, down to

nn ,. nl°^^ JTk''^'
°^^^ P°*' ^^^ "^^^^ly an i"'--h of its surfacennoriiamented by a cluster of its beautiful flowers; in fact weexamuied t attentively for some time, and could'not perceive

Kyle, gr. to U. Bare: . , Ksq. A new variety, with somewhat si-nidar flower* to the last, yet of much taUer growth, and parta-
kinp, in the leaves, of the character of F. corymbiflora, was pro-duced by Mr. Catieugh. Another novel kind, having a slender
nabit, small and narrow leaves, and flowers withwhitish-pink se-

nfT'„«^i!2v^ ^^J*^."'
*"'l"ini«in stamens, was from Mr. Cripps,

inJcf^"?''^-?^*"'- ^''*= '^"'e'" rreenbouse species were, Ab«i.
,.^Jlf"^^""'^'°""''- ^°°''«' a standard plint, above J2ft. in

« ft fl^
°°''"'^ rracefally, and decorated liberily with its ele-

From Mr M^Avt
'''*""?

°J
Inlie^ifera. with prettj- pink blossoml.

r,fJl!'^^^ 7'^- *°^- »*5cardo, Esq.; • new Dillwynia, Uke

f7 cf/IT''''*^ »n >^*f"'' JJUt inappropriately bup-

ReTV Ch.* ^v*'?v.'
J^^'ved tron Mr. Harding, gr. to the

f.'^ra^nifl?'r,;,^°"^.i^"»l5-«. H'^-P^^J". -ith^thf name of

&abSh«T'!.?f\*'^
temperature of the house is reduced to alittle aboi e that of the greenhouse. Tlie most varied collection

Aris oI6ch,^ Hu'
^°"'"'^"t'.d by Mr. Goode: It clfmprehendeSAnstol(->chia cihosa, a species of rather dwarf habit'' w-ith smallby no means showy, but curious blossoms^ VStia cordiM^on an upright barrel-shaped trellis, 4 ft. Wgh very heaUhv andprofusely decorated with flowers / two other suecir^ens of ^he

cE'tiou ^wMcfis"a^'^"'
<l;f"^-^>^aM"for?re'rost%°erflc

Tichlnil^nA-^J ^ apparently attauied by the use of a pretty

nnt, kL^^}^ ^'^^'^"''^ shiftings till thev are brought into large

an eVcct cyu'iidc'^rj^
r'"^' ',"• '" ''<='S'^^- closclyivined rou^d

tlarX^ir , rohahfv fifi
''' "''^ P=i.rticularly handsome; Ipomrea

tion n» 4
P™>'a'^ly.the same .specimen as was at the last exhibi-

eTnci°. timTar "ann'rtv
^^<^"-flo^«"d, Ipomcea Horsf^",

trems ?et\^tb^r,nf'^^^
*'"' ^ ''^'"S' trained on a dwarf barre

soms TrL™-^
only the remains of its splendidly-coloured blos-

dXra In -^rP^f
1*"" '^^"J''' '"Alined to be sickly ; Thunbcrgia grXumora, in great hi.xuiiance. snsrinoi,. <=t,„M„^ ,^..^^. .„«„J'._.?_rr

ficialanor,fii,,r , VJ'
"'"oming well, tne moss had too arti-

'SO much ala r'nT'
""*

f?* '"^^"^' *'"= '-^PPearance of the plant

hav^ done Mr r
''",'* l^'-anched block of rough wood w-oulduttvtuone, Mr, Green brniip-hf TrnT%fT»'«7 .. r« rtri.,i« ,•„ *.i j_-*.

trellis- nltim»o.iV-V "'^"t.f''""^'
"^^ i^ioss, inclosed withm a wire

fi.:i,_'..^^V5?"&*^ ^t was blooming well, the moss had too arti-
nce the appearance of the plant
ed block of rongh wood would

health and fl"'
-!"c*^^i brought Trppoe'olum edule in the rudest

hnrofit.biJ^''''''''"'-^:^'^
handsomely; from the rich orange

to T frw I

^''^^'''"'' '^ ^^^^ ^^'^ to become a favourite companion
^oI{ avo, ^n^l^

^"/^ hracMiyceras
; like these species, it is seen

an?hS- ^^^^^ "^'^'^^ fastened to a flat trellis, which can have
^yMr^'^^^^^^^^

GomphoMbiumpoIymorphum was shown

dow™^ ^'^^^'^ 4 ft. high, which extended partly

it iV\in p^oilfJ'iV.!^"'^ .^'^^.^ ^'^^y generally clothed with flowers

;

um, to
th a flat

vhulf^i •^^''iP^''''^' ^"^' conjointly with the Tropoi'ol

surface tw"*^'"'-'"^*
^'^^" "'^'^^' requires a trellis witn a nat

bycW trv
-'^^ ^""^"^^y branches and foliage may be atoned for

facf and ir'"^;
^^'^^atis Sieboldi, judiciously trained to a flat

TvasVfom ^^^^^^y'^^^^<^^c^ with its showy two.coloured flowers,

6 ft inTpi^K;^^':;^"^''
of Bromley. A plant of RussMlia juncea,

a^ wPii f1^5 '
and creeping prettily over the edges of the trellis

atr firpn« J!\
^" P'"^*^^ of its sides, graced the collection of

beVarl^p?^ ^u^°^^^' ^""^^^ ^ ^^^^^^"^ ^'^^^ ^ Climber, it may
brnuSfn fi

'''^^ ^^^ ^^"^'^ 2^oup. Mr. Pawley, of Cromle/,
or whif ^ '® specmien (4 ft. in height) of Kennddva monophylla,

culaH ^f^*^?^^^^'^
^o us to be sucli, under the name of K. bima-

rtinn l?lu^^7
relating to the two spots existing in the white

h.. ^ T^o-
the base of the floral standard. A new Mantttia, which

into vM V^^ ^^'^ of M. blcolor, from its red flowers passing

Exeter -^ Jo^'^afds the summits, came from Mr. Veitch, of

flower
' ^^^. ^P'^'es are lanceolate and pubescent, while the

Hovaon
^^'"^^'^ ^^^ small, have the two colours above named,

and dnrJi^-r!^'
^^o^^cver old, is still to be admired for the beauty

^IniunJ 1
^^"^^ °^ ^*^ wax-like blossoms, and fur its fine, evergreen.

Tott
>ig leaves.

iottcrifi rr
^' ^^'^^ shown by Mr. Joynes, gr, to Mr. Hall,

en w-bir^K *^1 Herts, to be well suited for growing on a low trellis,

l*ownnii if
.^^oduced an excellent effect. Mr. Hogan, gr. to H.

Phvl a iV '^;' ^Pr^^K Grove, contributed a good S<51Iya hctero-
is not a^r ^l

*^^ ^^^^ of climbers ;
and AuagalUs Monelli, which

Sft.inhnjJ.?!^ ^^^^^'^^l*:^'
^''^ '''^^ ^^^""'^ to a spherical trellis,

the^e w^^'!*^^ ^ ^^^ bnlhant blue colour of its blossoms, of which
ti>i»L'Tn ti^i'^'^'^^?"^

quantity, flttod it to vie with almost any-
^abit ikn vJ,''^'^'''"'''

** is made thus to assume a cUmbing
aad kfnll- ^^^J^^y by plucking off the tlowers as they appear.^^ stopping the shoot» tUl they evolve a due proportion of

how It might be improved. Surpassed solely by the showinc.cs of

latl n7Z *i^?°u^°^>.^=^^
7'-'^ ^ specimen of Bor6nia denticu

lata, of about the Hkc dimensions, from Mr. Earnes, and another

lln^.?l'-
"''^^- ^'- '° *'^^ ^^^*^^' ^^'^ ^'^^'^'^^ wereS'

w^c fhlf f^""T^lV"^' ^"l"^-
"'*" P^^"<^^Pal clifference between the two-

f>.n
;.^?^-^^*^^

i^^l^^
cultivator's plant was alittle more diffuse on

r!nno^"i* tSt'^f^^at*^er heightened its beaut>^ The plant pro-

h l>, IZ.^^'
^^^'^''' however, gr. to M. J. Smith, Esq., was 4 ft.high, 5 ft. across, and truly wonderful. The specimens ofBoronia serrulata were, as usual, models of culture. The best

Tra ir^^f^'wl'^^^^^^^^^ l^T^l^*" ^^ ^^'^^ ^'"^' ^^' ^^"^' K^- to MissiraiU; It was 3 ft. high, the same across, and in every respect

^Z 'IK 7^^ Bor6niaviminea brought by Mr. Barnes, though
deficient m an ornamental point of view, and having mtll
foliage, as well as comparatively diminutive flowers, is one of theneatest and most symmetrical of greenhouse plants: its leaves

f^\f 1? f ^''^
"J^

^^^""^^ ^'' Tarragon. Approaching very closely

rZ^l- -i """"uKt
^P?^^"^C" of Pol^gala oppositif61ia was one, afoot higher, by Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq. ; and the Poly-gala acuminata belonging to Mr. May, gr. to E. Goodhart, Esq.,while It was not hi:hind the other in flowers, had slightly superioi^

loiiage. The Chorozema ovatum, which has been nearly lost tocountry on account of the diflSculty of preserving it in healthwas shown by Mr. Green, in a better condition than many of themore easily grown species are often seen
i it was trained on acomcal-shapcd trellis, above 2 ft. high, and the brilliant flowerswere regularly distributed over the entire surface. The dwarf

variety of G, _v:'irium accompanied the preceding species; andthough not higher than a foot, constituted a very enclmntinff

nf Mr^'r^*'''
H C- fordatum, 3 ft. in height, was in tlic collection

01 Mr. Goode. It offers a great contrast in habit to the two just
described, yet it is not the less pleasing for the laxncss of itsgrowth, when, as m the case before us, the shoots have been dulvstopped, and induced to send out laterals. The highly odori-
ferous Gardenia radicans, which may probably, with more pro-
^\;-''\- !.-"'"- -- ^^^''^ species, was astonishingly Well
cultivated by three or four exhibitors. It was rendered peculiarly
striking (we suppose through pruning and tying down the shoots)
by being prevented from growing higher tlvau u or 9 hiches
and yet forming a shrub 3 or 4 ft. in diameter, wttn the outer
branches incUmng downwards. Mr. Catleugh's plant may be
i>araed as an example of this treatment. Mr. Goode, Mrs I aw
rence's gardener, had a plant of Stjlidium fasciculatum, which
exceeded our highest expectationsofthis very interesting species.
It was about 18 in. high, considerably broader, and quite laden
with blossoms, some of the spikes of which we should consider
from 9 in. to a foot long. Three or four good species of the genus
Pimelea were at th^ exhibition. P. spectAbilis, which is une-
qualled in the size and speciousness of its flower-heads, was
brought by Mr. Green, finely grown, but the flowers fading. P.
sylvestris was another of Mr. Green's plants. 3 ft. hi height, its
stems and branches being totally screened from the eye by the
flowers. Of P. decussata, there were so many and such capital
specimens, that it would be invidious to specifv one or two ; and
we have not space to notice all. Two hvb/id Pimcieas were
transmitted by Messrs. Garraway, Mays, and Co. They had nar-
row decussate foliage ; and one bore dark pmk or crimson flowers,
the other, pale blush. They came nearest to P. decussata, but
were smaller. P. r6sea, 18 in. high, Mas from Mr. Barnes, and
was intensely beautiful. A specimen of Diosma uniflora, 4 ft. in
height, from Mr. Green, was singularly handsome and prolific of
bloom. The invaluable litUe Leschenaultia formosa was uncom-
monly abundant. Mr. Greenes plant was peculiar for partially
inclosing the pot, which is doubUess an agreeable feature. Mr.
Barnes's was conspicuous for its dwarfness; onecf Mr, Hunt's
for Its height (nearly 4 ft.), and its apparently declining condi-
tion; the other for its lowness and breadth ; Mr. Clarke's like-
wise for its breadth j Mr. Falconer's, for its flowers being brought
chiefly to one front ; and another, belonging to Mr. Clarke.gr,
to M. J. Smith, Esq.. was the handsomest plant present, but had
the fewest flowers. There were also many plants of Hclichrysum
plimilum, the blossoms of which were at this period beautifully
expanded, and looked particularly gay. Corrca speciosa, in a
very robust state, was from Mr. Clarke. Chorozema varium, 4 ft.

high, bushy in proportion, and both healthy and prolific; Coleo-
nematenuifi'dia, 5 ft. from the pot, and very fine ; with OiUwJnia
pungens, 13 in. in height, and full of flowers, came from Mr.
Barnes. Mr. Eraser, of Ley ton, Essex, sent Epacris^randiflora.
dwarf yet handsome, and another specimen, 6 ft. high, the flo%vcrs
of which were decaying. Anagallis fruticosa, a subshrubby spe-
cies, with numerous flowers that are not unlike those of
A. an'eusis, only larger, was supplied by Mr. Joynes, gr. to
Mrs. Hall, Tottcridge, Herts. The rare Mirbelia undulata,
with its prickly leaves and deep pink blossoms, appeared
in Mr. Hunt's group. Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, furnished
CampHnula rupestris. a pretty trailer, bearing large quan-
tities of light blue blossoms; and an Azalea, named ful-
gens magniflora, producing large and tolerably well-formed
reddish crimson flowers. Azalea Danielsiana, 3 ft. in height,
wssan Mr. Greenes and Mr. Goode's collections, and looked very
splendid. A plant, 18 in. in height, of Dilhrynia speciosa, from
Mr. Catleugh, was beautifully in bloom. Euchilns obcordatus,
2 ft. above the ground, with a profusion of neat yellow and
brown flowers; Arthrop<5dium paniculatum, handsomely grown
Xantho>:a rotundifmia, extremely dwarf, close, and vigorous!
Poljgalasfcciosa, excellently cultivated and blossomed; Acacia
pulchella, fi ft. from the pot, and A. alata, about U, were ail
brought by Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs, Lawxence. From Mr, Green
there was a good Leschcnaiiltia blloba, 3 ft. high, but with scat'
tcred blossoms; Coleonema tenuifolia, 5 ft. in height, admirably
flowered; and Eriostcmon buxifoUum, a handsome plant, though
the blooms had parted with something of their freshness. Some.
Bupeib Hydrangeas belonged to J. Ridgway. Esq., of Roehamp-
ton. Tn the Fi'ichsia tribe, there was F. cor>-mbiflora. 6 ft. high,
from Mr. Green, very handsome; a dwarf plant, only 3 ft. in
height, from Mr. Goode ; and another, 4 ft. from mm sol!, ex-
tremely rich and splendid, from Mr. Bruce. F. Chandlcri was
exhibited iu a finely-grown condition, by Mr. Catleugh, and Mr,

collections, with a violet.floweredCein tW o? V?^ r'/'?
""^1

also a Sinnfngia guttata, were cultivated with grea 'm iSfd ^Ja most beautiful appearance. Ronde....rcwloStl J^fTV'*^ ^^
Bhown by Mr. Greel in a .«^urprisinglytuthT^'^^
flowering, state. Ixora coccinea did honour to not aTew™e«'whose names it would be tedious to mention Emdrn,^r?^^^I
powerfuUy to the brilliancy of the show'^^^l^^oug^^^'^^^^^^^
more of a Greenhouse than a Store plant, St&ticc aTlVea m-Ybe noticed here as hoing singularly frequent, and more than or^dinarily well managed. The specimens, from 2 to 3 ft. hirh wereinvanably healthy, and richly in flower. Another plant Whichprobably belongs to the Greenhouse, Is Angcl6nia grandiflorawhich was exhibited, in a good flowering state, by Mr JacSand Mr. Goode. The latter person had. besidesKma hetero
malla, nobly uxuriant and flowering well. Ascldpias cnras^.
Tica, unusually rich ; Lcm6nia spcctabUis, a novel evergreenwiUi shining foliage, am! large, solitarj-, daep crimson Wosgnms;
the Medimllacrythrophylla, with handsome leaves, and smalpmk blossoms, m clusters, on the lower parts of the stem • Bru^
manHafloribunda,notthoroufl;hlv in bloom; Pavcttacaffra oft hieh
* splendid tree; and t oupcrb variety of Clerodendrum fpecirtsUm**mum. flowering when only two feet in height. M^^Iia Azederachta
with a steni above four feet high, branching out, and composing Ihandsome head with ita five-pmnatr foliage and pretty pinkirfi
white flowers, which have a purple centre, was from .Mr. Joyne., gr.
to Mr. Hall. By Mr. Hunt. gr. to BfUs Traill. wa« shown an im-
mense plant of Cnnum am.ibilc in full bloom ; Clerodendrum Bqua-
matum, five feet high, particularly rich ; C. apeciosiftsimum, flowerinir
profusely, at the height of two feet : and a new Bpccies of Geaner^
which haa very striking flow. :d was c^pocially well cultivated
Finally, there was an enormous plant of the intereating Lycop<5dium'
itolonifcrurtT from Mr, Jackson, of Kingston; a large and rich
Melocactus communis, with its singular cap or tuft at the apex •

from Mr. Hogan, gr. to H. I'ouuall, Esq. ; and Adiantum cuneatum'
preading, pr. _,a»din perfect flower, from Mr. Falconer, gr. to
A. Palmer, Es(i., of Cheani, The florist's flowers, by which are
meant Roses, Pelarg6mum8, CalceoUrias, Pansiet, Ranunculuses
Pinks, Sec, were shown in tolerable proftuion, and many of them
were decidedly fine.

Bougere, Eliza Sauvage)

ca;

Rosa unmca, Aiua, or wamasjc, Th shown were principally Chi-
nese Rose?, and their hybrids; established aorta, auch as Brenuiu
Fulgens, George theFourth, Coupd'Amour, Daphnd, General Allard^
and many others, that prove to be very early bloomers, and conic-
quently on that account desirable. The hybrid perpetual* were also
in great perfection ; among them, Prince Albert, one of the earliest •

Madame T-affay, Aubernon, Fulgorie,Comtedc Paris, and riementinc
Duval, were conspicuous. This class of Roses compr' ^ some of the
earliest bloomers, and yet thejr continue to flower tiU Nov«tffber

;

proving how valuable an addition they are to the irarden. Some digl
crepancica appeared to exist among the growers as to classing their
Roses: Hybrid Perpetual and Hybrid Chinese were by some placed
among " Garden Roses ;'* by others, nmong " Chinese and Hybrid
Hoses," in accordance with the directions issued by the Society. la
Mr. Kivcrs's collection, the following particularly attracted our no-
tice: Ili/hrid Peri ciuals—tnX^oTit, Aubemon, De Neuillv, Clemen-
tine Puval, Comte de Paris. General Merlin, Madame I.affay, Mar-
shal Soult, Prince Albert, Prudence RceslTj Rhcrs, Cioeler. Ilubrid
CAiTirt—Belle Marie, Blairii, No. 2; Beaute A'ive, Comtesse de Lace-
pedc, Charles Duval, De Candollc, General AUard, Great" ^^"estem"
Kieber, Lc Motcorc, Mr«. Rivers, Sylvain, Triomphe dc Xiflqueue!
Rosa a/^a— La Seduisante, Sophie de Marsilly, Princess de Lam-
balle. Damask—D^esse Flore, La Fiancee, La Chcrie, La Soyeuse
La Ville de Bruxellcs, Madame Hardy. Rosa G^iI^ica—'EclAt dea
Roses, Sir Walter Scott, Pulchra marm(jrea, Woodpigcon, Koyal
marbled, &c. &c. AustriaJi Briars—Glohc YeUow, and Rosa Har-
risoui. ii('Ui'6i>» -Madame Netard, Bouquet de Flore, Acidalie,
Madame Margat, Ceres. China—Archduke Charles, Clara Sylvain
Etna, Mrs. Bof^anquet, &c. Tea F ' 7_-r^„^.v^ n:-.. e ___•

Goubault, Prince Esterhaj^y, Safrano, &c.
The beauty of the Pelargoniums contributed more than an ordi-

nary share to the RpICBdour of the exhibition. Many persona were
apprehensive from the heat of the weather and the journey to the
Gardens that the bloom would have been deficient ; but owing to the
good management of the growers but little difference was discern*
ible. Mr. l^ell, of Chelsea Hospital, in the amateur's class, cxhi^
bited a collection of well-managed plants, for which the go!d medal
was awarded ; Brectura, Coronation, Florence, Una, Bridesmaid
and Comte de Paris, were successfully grown. The collection that
competed with this, was from Mr. Bromley, gr. to Miss Anderson
to which an inferior medal was given ; a circumstance arising no
doubt from the presence of some old and worthless kinds in the col-
lection—for the Beauty of Ware, Lady Murray, and Diadtmatum
rubescens, again made their appearance ; such flowers must always
prove detrimental to the success of an exhibitor—and this it ia to
be hoped will be their last appearance here : the plants in this col-
lection were generally well grown. In small collections from Ama-
teurs, Mr. Bourne, gr. to Sir E. Paget, gained the first prize ; Erec-
turn, Chelsea Pensioner, Florence, and Climax, were conspicuous •

the plants were compactly grown aud in ^ood condition. The othef
coilection from Mr. Hart, gr. to Miss Trad, was too much drawn up ;
Leila looked admirably, aud the flowers showy— but from their size!
out of charactfeT. In the Nurseryman's Class, Mr. Catleugh g^ned
the gold medal for his coUecti«ii of twelve well-grown varieties
Lord Mayor, Victory, Lumsden's Madeleine,.Floreuce, Lifeguards-
man, Priory Queen, Coronation, Hannah, Una, Prince Albert,
Orange Boven, and Selina; these plants were exhibited in great
perfection ; they were grown short, spread out, and uniform in size

;

and all carried a fine head of bloom. Lumsden's Madeleine, Prior/
Queen, and Orange Boven, excited admiration from their beiag lite-
rally covered with flowers. Mr. Gainc's collection was also exceed-
ingly well bloomed ; the plants were rather s^mailer than Mr, Cat-
leugh's ; Sylph was shown with a fine head of flowers. One or iv^o
white varieties would have improved the general effect of this roUec^
tion, which consisted of Leila, Jones, Exquisite, Raphael, Grand Du^tf*
Victory, Beatrice, Ccrito, Erectum, Cori>nation, Sylph, Album |MR»

foctum, and Jenny. In collections of six variet:e^» Mr, CalJf rli

took the lead, for Lord Mayor, Madonna, Victory, Gpheha, Jcv^cmM

and Joan ot Arc ; these were six plants of very ^ae gro-w^* Mr.

Gainea among others exiiibited Garth's Perfection in »|ileiiiii'J*-"^22di.

tion, and Countt9% Cooper also; the r«st were f^'" ^,f^^,^ .

deficient in bloom, a ciraum«tance that might ar^« fn^sa. the weatiier

and their joumer to the GardcTiS.
r

* *

The seedling Pelargoniums were numeroi- ; *<^ Ueaire [^'>
\iew

them wns in no degree abated : the tent ia wl^eli they wer^ exhibited

Wfl? thn.r.ged with visitors, and pencils and memorandum ^loi
were in request, to note down the most :nking varieties. Those

selected by thejudges, as flowers of superior merit, were thcfc^wnag;
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IVrilliafltiiuwcr,of a^uj'enorformi }
R

infuMd a mix ur; ^i':^'^t^^'%i^e^'^ Sir U.Vcd; thU variety

art.

Fo,t«'. SuU..... a beautiful and ^;™
,'t.ye;im.o>.,T..to which is not, however, avo.

tower peul. drfic^tr. .ai.no... I'^'^fJ.W ^.1^ ^^^ j^,^ ,pot,_ gives ;hc

flowcra ili-''ti.isui3hed»pp.-.'riJ««=^'"™ -jj;jgratuni nmong the

y (k'flCl

stitf, ^ <'^*^ iJo*cr, wlien fully cx]

',h^ u»Der I'ftal* have a large rich spot, gratluaUy
the upper 1 ^ _, .^^ ._ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^ mottled ap-

,. mn acqui-lV-". w **
*^,^Pi7e%^erracfIcrent ; it is finely formed,

^mrple*,acl^^ 'n ^.. _M:1^, „l,/n fullv expanded, retaining a

tjK petals

eappeii furm
; ";;; "'"yrhc peUU which is free troni tne moiucu ap-

^f;,
.t«theed^e';fth^^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^^^^ uurm pv.ik under

p^araace o««a'*r^^*-;" ^ I^^vo a lar^e maroon «pot BOitenjug to

petal., the. ^i'J[^ZJt^!JL^c, and^thielv foruu^l : Foster's Sun-

aricty ; the lower petals are of a bn-ht

"a slight tinge of blue iu.the centre, the

"'-""'^V^TTt- are of '\ dcLi. brilhaiU scarlet, with a dark spot
;

tins

ri.« S^t^cteTgr- notic from its extraordinary colour :
Bock's

?:*^fi:fdutiful flower, .urpas.ing all heretofore produc^

fht*'^^ "the^^rfower' is very large, and
the «*g* •. ^" „ „„,^t brillunt vani
Aine ; this U a n»j»t brill

acarlet salmon colour, \

.stvlTthe upper petals have a dark rich purple maroon

which terminates ahrupyy,leaving an edge of bright rose colour

V^^'r^^.A^":. .?.«l.mnrnetaU are delicate rose; the flower is

Leonora
th

•pot

«rrt" nneJ to caTh ^fihesV,7edlings th. silver K.ughtian medal
hiiely tnnn.^

,
t

»
_^ ^.eU.formed flower of good properties, named

r Ouke of Ucvonshire. a silver ]1;s.,l<sian medal was g.vcr,
:

and

..rtifirate, to the Jl.del of l>.rfcctlon, a flower of pood form nch

with white centre; and Meteor (Beck's)
nnt Dii.k under petals, with white centre; ami i..ciuu. v">->-» y.

uri^ct'^ e fr
."

it* ^cat UlTcaey and richness, having a dark velvety

;"r^m i't ill tho .pr,or petaU, contra..;.,. « .th very .lehcatc inider

I
lU. Jnmaiiy ca- theflovvcr»"hil>ite(I«e

ery

rf not shown accord-

ir'V<:Z^'^^ :"iLXf»ee;Ui,..s nu.nt;n. attention, which

bad not m caught exactly in porfectinn. It is d.H.eu t, in see.l.

n"f the entrust yc.r. to-arconiflish this, hut a, the show in J.ily

l^ fl am, d an" her u,.i,ortunity,it is to be hoped .everul of those, now

M.ucceT.f,.l, will aea i.. make their appearance under nioiefavourahlc
*"*""

'

From their being so numerous, those that did not

and our notice of this may aptly finish the report

id expressing our concern that so few exhibitors

of IlowVrs attach the names to their specimens. If they did but re-

me iher how mucl. more attention would be attracted to them were

Zy corieelly and UgiWv nuuie.l, we are sure that the desire of dis-

inetionwouUl^^Ionebeasulficieut stimulus to the adoption of this

nr-icti" c Those who are inaccessible by such arguments, mjy pro-

Eahly concede as much to the convenience and comlort of visitors.

Tjhvu \nRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
,„^°MhJs Gmce the Du1.e of Kichmoud. K.G.. in the Cha r.

G1. cutlcmen were elected Members. A letter was read by Mr

Pnsev from Mr. J- Williams, relative to the cultivation of the

Vetrh'at East ilslcy lr,st year. Mr. AVilliams stated that the

Vechefw«ecaUe7" Racers;" they were plaiited on the 26th

ofSsUast ^2 b.ishels of Rye and 2* bushels of Ve ches bemsr

sown p"
r acfe' on land of a moderate description, light red m

cokiur subsoil, one part chalk and the remai.ider grravel, of

r,?^nfficient strength to grow wheat. The field lies unprotected

ortheTorth s-.dc of Usley Down. The feeding off co.nmcnced

on he 5th of May. the crop beinR very good. The \ etches when

reared up were al'high as the hurdles and there
^^f^

none like

them ill that part of the country.-Mr. J. Hall, of Cambridge,

submitted a new convertible cultivator, invented by himself.-

Mr AVeissof Covent-garden, presented specimens of a manure

?rom Amsterdam.-Mr. S. Taylor, of Stoke Ferry submitted his

new wi. e netting as a protection aga.nst hares and ^=ibbits^-JIr.

on
some

cont.lvance to watercartii to water .^wcae i uriiu)-^:eeu, micr its

sowing in dry scasons.-Mr. J. l^artou cxiiresscd his w.Umpiess

miiLVto be HI time for the exhibition, the^ retarding its flowering
"

pufhine it forvvard, to have it in perfection, must have caused

pleat anxiety-an.l in many cases the greatest care and vi.dance

appear to have born batild. A very fine seedlmg m Wr. iicek s

sund. named the Brltis^h Queen, was evuiently pubt it:^ prime; this

was a lar-c flower of good substance, novel m appearance, and

one which promises to form a de^^irablc addition to this class.

Lucy nUo and the Morning Star, in the :ie stand, were both worthy

attention. A hi->^-c<)burt'a variety, named Count l>'Orsav, exhi-

bited bj Mr. Pimiplin, ^ much nntTCfd; and amonp: Mr. i*oster s

flowers, the Favourite, which had been exhibited on a former oeca-

ion, and Tasso, a specimen with remarkably fine upper petals, were

much admired. (We cannot pass this stand \uthout adverting to

the admirable manner in vl.rh air.\\nionies, c^r. to E. Foster, t-sq.,

ethibitcdhis flowers, an example worthy imitation ; each truss stood

clear above the leaf, rerpiirine no examination by the judges to as-

certain wheihcr the reenlations published by the society had been

complied with.) A^unous repetition of the Priory Queen was cxhi-

bited by Messrs. L«combe and Pince, called Bosalme, but an evi-

dent improvement in form ii; on that showy variety, and the

Beauty of \V rsiade, a l^rpc flower novel in colour. In another

utand, the Countess of Morley, a fine variety of good form and

prize-sheet for the mcctint,- at Derby.

roYAL sot;th London floricultural sociExy.

J,,,,,, li —Tlpa exhibition took place in th» Surrey Zoological

Gardens, and, notwithstanding the excessive heat, was mimerously

attended; the plants, particularly the Pelargoniums, were re-

markalily beautiful. The following prizes were awarded ;
Class

1 AmaUitn: for Pelakgo'niums, 6 varieties: 1st (fold medal,

to Mr. Edmonds, for Victory, Orange Boven, MatdJa, Coronation,

mute
ite dear vermilion flowers, ^\a.^ much admired; and Garth's

Queen of the Fairies, with its sijarkbug trusses of pure white and

toaroor received its due share of notice.

The jdisplay of C.ilvcolarius was not no splendid as at the f<»rmcr

mcenng; the season is getting a, little paat for sifing these flowers

in their greatest beauty. ITie collection of shrubl>y kinds from air.

>Iame9 exhibited no signs of the season being on the wane; his

Elants were in profuse tb..^er; and Mr. Guiucs' peculiar sorts, i' t

ave the appearance of btiui< covered with powder, were also covered

with bloom. Among tjie seedUni;'^ were many fine and prnmiying

kinds ; tho?*e selected by the juflfies as desirable varieties or as im-

pruvements upon those we already possess, were Debcatissima and

i>hr\d)bv Perfection, from Mr. Hariies* collection, and Unique and

J'nrpurea erai.dillora exhihiled by Mr Green ; that grower's coliec-

iion of seedling were all f
" red worthy of cultivat'on, consisting

of the following sorts;—Alba coccfnen, CJueen of lieauties. Queen of

Fairies, Albst atropurpt^rea, Sulphurea superba, Kmperor, Joan of

Arc, Alba tieg-ms, J-Iorasuperha, Princess, iMagiiet, Prince of Wales,

fttid Alba purpurea.
A stand of lianimculuses, from Mr. Lockhart, contained many fine

•peelmens hi perfect condition ; these bcautilul flow/rs have been

freatly improved within a few years ; and the size, beauty of colour,

and delicacy of the edging in many of the blooms excited much ad-

miration. The Pink is not at present so popular a favourite as it

deservty; to tluse who admire the flower, Mr, WiUmer's stand of

liirgc and w. 11- bloomed viuleties, would pn-ve acceptable. The
weather has latterly been very unfavourable for blooming the

Heartsease in perfection, and therefore we were not surprised to find

the display of these flowers less fine than usual.

We cannot saj' a great deal in commendation of the fruit. Among
Pine-apples, two large Providences, hardly ripe, frumHIr. TLu, gr, to

H.Oddie, Esq.jColney House, Burnet; some good Ripley Queens from

the san:e pardons; atul six Queens, of moderate quality, from ]Mr,

Dodds, gr. to SirfJ. \\ arrendep, were tbeprincipal articles in that part

of the exiiibition. Grapes, of various sorts, were largely supplied; the

Black liamburgh kind was sent, in fair condition, by Mr. Campbell,
gr. to General O'l^ghlin, Chalfont St. Peters ; by Mr. liroun, gr.

to ^I'^^srs. Clews and Co., Aston Green ; by Mr. Henderson, Cole-

orton Ha!!; and I^Tr. Wortley, gr. to T. Ufanbert, l-Nq., Norwood.
Superinr fruit of the same variety was khown from Mr. E. Mitchell,

of Brighton : arid Mr. Dodds, gr. to Sir (J. Warrender. Mr. Chap-
mans Black iramburch Grapes were small hut beautifully ritjened,

as were those of Mr. AtJee, gr. to K. IJcaufoy, Kaq. Those of Blr.

Bell, nurseryman, Norwich, were ripened in a superior manner

;

and the berries of those bntught by i^fr. Pavh*, gr. to Sir S. Clarke,

and Mr. Foy, gr. to K, Alston, Ksq., uerc large, yet pale. Mr.
Shyrt, of iJawtry, sent some Royal Muscadine Grapes, in tolerable

perfection, and some U.uzly Krontignans that were pretty good.
The Whife 31 uscat of Alexandria was shown in cxc^cut condition
by Mr. Davis, gr. to Sir S. Cldirke; the White Sweetwater, particu-

larly handsome, by Mr. Shields, gr. to J.ortl Blantyrc ; and the

Cannon Hail Slu^eat, with largo berries and fine bunches, by Mr.
Campbell, gr. to General O'L'ighlin. 'J be Peaches from Mr. Fish,

gr. to T. Sowerby, Esq., Putteridge I'ark, were respectable; the

Peaches and Nectarines from Mr. Mitchell, err. to the Queen Dow
»fer, Sudbury Hall, were too much bruised ia packing to allow

any one to d'etei He their merits; the Elruuc and Violet Hative
Nectarines, and Koyal George Peaches, from Mr. Henderson,
€oleorton Kail, vveie admirable, a.^ were the Peaches from Mr,
I>odds, gr. to bir G. Warrender, and Mr. Shields, gr. to Lord
Blanfvre. The Mav Duke Cherries from the last cuUivator, r^nd

from Mr. f es!ie, gr.' to J. Klenumr, Esq., were as fine as possible
;

and so, hkewis.,' were the Kccu's Seedling Strawberries of Mr.
Leslie, and Mr. Elliott, gr. to J. Ii Koothby, Ksq. A collection of

as well on small as on large tiees Three Melons, of good quality,

were forwarded by Mr Loudon, gr. to 9. Ouniey, Esq. ; and a large

Cantaloupe Melon, by Mr. Rcid, gr. to Sir G. Wiison, Beaconafield
From Mr. Jovncs, there was a br;ce of fine Cucumber^?. A gigantic

spike of the 'fruit of the Dacca Musa, w...i a di^h of such as hud
ifUlMi oS from tipeness, was from Mr. Scott, gr. to Six G. Staunton,

Kdmonds for Gaines' Bride, Thompson's Scarlet, Incomparable,

Gaiucs' Purple, and two Seedlings. RoseS, 12 varieties, in bunches;

Ist, liiifhf^r silver do., to Mr. Seldon ; 2nd, Jtmall silfcr do,, Mr.

Davis. For a collection of 12 sinylc hluoms: small .slhrr do,,

mV Seldon. Pinks, 12 varieticis: aniidl sUirr do.j Mr. VroctcT,

IUnunculuses, U varieties: 1st, Utrr/e silvn- f?o., Mr. Dowter;

2nd, iuiddksihrrdo., Mr. Trevers. Heartskase, 24 varieties:

l:jt, Irrnjc sHvcr do., Mr. H. I^rydgcs; 2nd. middle nilver do., Mr,

Rautrce; 3rd, svuifl silver do., Mr. Edmonds. Class 2, GV;i^/t--

uu-n's (Jardencrs: for the bbst Collection- of Miscella.\e*>us

Plvnts: 1st, qold m.'dal, JMr. Bruce; 2nd, large silver do., Jlr.

Atlec; Jrd^middle!.:: -rdo., Mr. Paterson. Pflaugo'mtjms, 8

varieties: hit. Imr/e silver do., Mr. Hudson. Calcbola'rias, 8

varieties : middle sHver do., Mr. Roser; 2nd, small silver do., Jlr.

Atlee. Roses, 18 varieties, in bunches : middle gilver do., Mr. Par-

sons. Heartsease, 36 varieties: 1st, middle sih\r do., Mr. Han-

cock- 'Ind, small silver do., Mr. Foster. Best collection of Cut
Floweus: 13L, middle silver do,, Mr. Bruce; 2r\d,S}?iall silver do,,

Mr. Inwood. Class 3, Nnrsenjmeu, Florists m^d Market GardeU'

r?.v Pelabgo'mums, 12 varieties: 1st, ffold medal, Mr. Catleugh,

for Lifcguardsman, Una, Madeleine, Victory, Priory Queen, Corona-

tion. Orange Boven, Selina, Ophelia, Madonna, Lord IMayor, and

Joan of Arc ; 2nd, large s.'. /' do., Mr. Gaines, for Sylph, Joan of

Arc, Gaines' ivibaperfetta, Gaiiics' Caroline, Erectum, Gaines* Cerito,

Victory, Conservative, Beatrice, Gaines' Rising Sun, Garth's Perfec-

tion, and Gainer' Grand Duke. BestCol-lection OF atr^t^BLi-A-

NEOUS Plants: \st, large silver do., Mr. Pawlcy; 2nd, middle silver

f^o.,5Ir.CatIeiii;h; 3rd,.Vi '?ji?i'cr(fo.,Mr.Jackson. Calceola'rias,
12 varieties: f^-umH s'' ~ r do., Mr. Gaines. Ericas, 12 varieties:

middle silver do., Mr. Jackson, fur E. ventricosa breviflora, quadri-

flora, <;legan5, esimin, vestita coccinea, tricolor, denticulata, de-

prcssa, vestita rudca, a SL-edling, and two others. Ranunculuses,
24 vari(;tiGfe: 1st, middle silver do., Mr. Alexander; Cnd, small" er do., Mr. LncUhart. Pinks, 12 Tarieties : middle silrer do.,

l\Ir. Norman. Best Collection ok Roses, in bunches: larrje

silver do, I\Iessrs. Paul; best collection of 30, in bunches: 1st,

middle silver do., Messrs, Paul ; 2nd, smidl silver do., Mr. Brown.
Hkaktskasr. .'iO varieties : .

' ' '7r.e;7<vrf7<).,Mr.'Henbre"y. Open
TO ALL classes. Best 6 SPECIMEN Vlaists : lar^i silvvr do.,

Mr. Atlee, for Fuchsia lulgens. BorOnia pinnata, B. Serrulata,,

B. denticulata, PoK gala oppositifolia, and an Erica. Best Speci-
men Plat^t : Ist, middle silver do., Mr. Bruce, Izora coccinea;
2nd, Sinall silver do., Mr. Jackson, for a variety of Erica tricolor.

Best Collection of Or* iiidaceous Plants ; la r«je silver do.,

Mr. Bruce, for Oncldium flexuosnra, Broughtoriia'sanguinea and
Oncidinm pfimilum. Best Seedling Heartsease : gmall silver'

do., Mr. Brown.—Fruit. Pine Apple: middle silver do., Mr.
Hampton. Basket of Black Gsapes: middle silver do., Mr.
R. J. Chapman. BiiST Basket ov White no;: middle silver do.,

Mr. R. J. Chapman. Collectiotv of FauiT, excfusive of Grapes
and Pines : 1st, middle silver do., and 2nd, small silver do., Mr. R.
J. Chapmjin. Collection of Vegetables : I &t, middle silver do,,

Mr. Gaines, for Artichokes, nev» Potatoes, Peas, French Beans, Cauli-

fiowers. Turnips, Carrois, Cabbage and Cos Lettuces, Cucumbers,
Radishes, Scorzonera,andCardoons; 2nd, .^ ''i'i7n/:<?ti.,Mr.Miirtin,

for Turnips, Carrots, Lettuces, Onions, Cnnlifiowers, Cabbages, Peas,
new Pot:kto-i, Cucumbers,Celery, and Horse-radish. Extra Prizes
OFFERED BY MLJiiBRES OF THE SOCIETY.— The Uu'ffe Stiver jucdal

offered to An}ateurs by Mr, Catleugh, for the best collection of Pe-
LARGUNiuMS was won by ^Ir. Davis. Tlie large silver do , gixen
to Narsevi/i. , ]>y W. Davis, Esq., for the best collection of do.
was ar.Icd to Mr. Catleugh, for Garth's Victorj-, Penelope, Co-
runna, Witch, Prince of Waterloo, Gipsey, Hannah, Prince Albert,

Jubilee, Comte de Paris, Master Humphrey, Lord Mayor, Jewess,
Sylph, Hebe, Selina, Tournament, Douglas, Hodge's Emperor,
Ruby, Bridesmaid, Kosctta sujierba, S. ""'nj^'-White, Ross's Eclipse,

Queen of Beauty, Wonder, Acme, Amulet, Parson's Queen, Una,
Ladv Graham INiorc, Ovid. Arabella, I^ladcleine, Flamingo, I\Iadamc
Ta;jlioni, Lumsdcn's Cerito, Augusta, and various others. Best
Collection of Cut Blooms of Do., 21 varieties : the large silver

do. offered to JuuUeurs by Mr. Denycr, was uuiirJcd to Mr. Davis,
Be-idts the above, a collection of jilants was exhibited by Mr. S. C.
Rawlins, of South Lambeth; collections of Pelargi'mlums, by Mr.
Bell, of Chelsea, and Mr, Davis, of Brixton ; seedling do., by Mr.
Rendlc, of Plymouth, and Mr: Gaines, of Battcrsea; Pinks, by Mr.
Cousins, Mr. Hcnbrey, Mr. Clark, and Mr. A. Paul ; 5 seedbng do., by
Mr.^Villmer, amongst which Wilmer's Princccf Wales and Cooper'*s

Prince Albert, were particularly deserving of notice ; Roses, by
Mr. Wood, of Haresfield, BIr. Dennis, Mr. Atlee, Mr. Bruce, and
by?
iVIc^srs

s^Ic

Staudishi, fu^^ na multifloni. inslgnis. h>brida, and delicata : the
latteraverypre;ty variety, having deep ijiirple petals, and pink sepals,

tipped with irreen ; it appears to be a free bloomer, and to possess a
good haVjit oi growth : a collection of Cactuses, trom Mr. Upright : a
fine plant of Manettia cor-.^jlia, trained over a flat circular trellis,

from Mr. Atlee, who also sent a large basket of Black Hamburgh
Grapes. "

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jtrne 2rtrf.~ThiH meeting vtrasheld at the Experimental Garden,

Edinburgh. The following is a list of the prizes:—Exotic
Shrubby Plants : Ntfrkfrf^mfn, ^silver medal), Messrs. J. Dick-
son and Sons, InverkiUi, for Leschendultia blloba, Diplolaena
Dampferi, Gomphf'dobium polymorplium, and Brugmfinsea aurea.
Gardeners^ 2, (silver medal;, Mr. J, Young, gr. to T, Oliver, Esq.,

We can- I Newington Lodge, for Bo^oiiia scrruiata. Stitice arbt'jrea, Eli-

^T^iTi^tnrs chrysum elcgaus, and Chorizema Viiiium ; 2, Mr. J. Addison, g,
to the Earl of Wemyss, for Euphorbia splendens, Clematis bi-

color, Pimelea dccussata^^ and Ixora coccinea. Petu'nia ph(x-
m'cea, three varieties, i, to Mr. Addison, for Emperor, Delecta,
and Vesuvius ; 2, Mr. A. Cameron, g. to J. Henderson, Esq., for
Queen Elizabeth, Defiance, and Alba. New Fuchsias: i, to

Mr. Young, for F. coryinbiflora, and F. fulgens muUiflora
; 2^ to

Mr. D. Brewster, g. to Col. Lindsay, for F. floribnnda and F.
magnifica. Caps Hkatiis: 1, (silver medal), to Mr. Addison)
for Erica vestita alba, ventricosa alba, ventricosa coccfnea, and
pnegnans; 2, to Mr. J. Reid. g. to the Lord Justice Clerk, for

Erica hvbrida, tenella. propendens, and cdorata; 3, to Mr. Yourg,
for E. propendens, Beaumontiana, elegans. and vestita alba

j 4,

to Mr. G. Stirling, g. to Lord Melville, for E. Slogans, i)erspicua,

fiorida campanulata, and ventricosa var. Seedling Erica, Mr.
K. Watson, g. to D. Anderson, Esq. Seedling Pelargonum,
named Queen Ebther, Mr. A. Cossar,g.to Lady Hay. TROP.g^'oi.uM

TRicoLORUM t 1, Mp. R. FouUs, g. to Admiral Sir P. C. H. Dur-
ham; 2, to Mr. Reid. Cinera'rias: 1, Mr. Addison, for La
Faustina, splendens, pulchella, and bfcolor; 2, Mr. Brewster, for

purpurea, Neilliana, blcOldr, and Enroprca. Cacti; |, Mr.
Brewster; 2, Mr. Young. Orchidackous Plant, (silver medal),

Mr. Alex. Smith, g. to W. Forbes, Esq.. M. P., for a very large

and well-flowered specimen of the curious Stanh6pea oculata.

The plants from the Royal Botanic Gardens were, as usual,

magnificent. The collections of Pclaigoniums and Calceolarias

from Messrs. Dickson completely occupied the smaller tent; and
although the plants were unavoidaidy crowded together, the

effect was extremely good. Messrs. Eagle and Henderson sent a

collection ofEricas, Pimeleas, Fuchsias, ail d Cacti ; Messrs. Lawson
and Son a rich collection of Pansies, and a large plant of Fuchsia

corymbiflora; and Messrs. Handasyde another rich collection of

Pansies, and two brilliant specimens of the double flowered Aza-

lea coccinea. The contributions from private collections were

likewise highly meritorious. Asi)ecinien ofAchimencs longiflora,

from the garden of D. Anderson, Esq., was the first ever seen in

flower in Scotland, and evinced the excellent management of his

gardener, Mr. Watson. Mr. Gow produced four elegant Fuchsias,

and several beautiful species hi the genera Gladiolus and I'xia,

Mr. Forrester exhibited 25 difi'crent species of Iris, in flower; also

several of the rarer species of P?e6nia, and 30 varieties of double

garden Anemonies. Mr. Cuthbertson exhibited a collection of

fine Tulips. There were some admirable Cape Heaths from the

collection of Professor Dunbar, and several fine stove and green-

house plants from the garden of Dr. Neill. Mr. Thompson pro-

duced several seedling Fuchsias, and a seedling Pimelea j and Mr.

Connacher some beautiful seedling Calceolarias, not inferior to

most of those so highly prized by florists. Mrs. Haig, Mr.Downie,

and Mr. C. Jack, also contributed showy plants or cut flowers to

the exhibition. Mr. Mossman sent a basket of Kean's seedling

Strawberry ; and Mr. Carstairs produced Eome remarkable large

specimens of Myatt's Victoria Rhubarb, six stalks, with the leaves

attached, weighing no less*than 24lb,

COUNTRY SHOWS.
naih norticuUural Socieig, Mag ig.—The second show for this

season took place m the Horticultural Gardens, Victoria Park.

The following is a list of the prizes :—Tulips, Class I. Nursery-

men: Stand of nine, 1, Triomphe Royale, Pearson's Helen, Cardi-

nal, Surpasse Catafalque, Polyphemus. Washington, Triomphcde

Lisle, Holmes's King, Lansdown, Mr. Scaley, Bristol; 2, Mr. Cole,

Wellow. Anemones : Stand of 12, I, Messrs. Gai way ^i.d Co.,

Biistol. Pansies: 24 varietfts, 1. Queen of England, Adrraral

Dixon, Princess Roval, Victory, Rotundiflora, Curion, Jehu,

Eclipse, Pearl, True Blue, Earl Fitzhardinge, Bathonia, Laura,

WildDutchman, Prince of Wales, Kate, Superb, Prince Albert, Eail

of Clarendon, Peter Dick, Robin Atiair, Miss Stainforth, Midas,

Grand Duke of Russia, Desirable, Mr. Maule, Bristol; 2, Allan s

No. 2, Carpenter's Princess Royal, Lady Fuller, Garraway s

Seedl
sirable
nia, .. — ^- .-, , . -^,

Seedling, Messrs. Garraway and Co., Bristol. Basket of Cut

Flowers : I. Mr. Carpenter. Tulips, Class 11. Amateurs: Single

Bloom, 1, Rose Manon, R.Godfrey, Esq. Collection of six, I,

Cornwallis, Ambassadeur de Holland, Miles'sNo.l, Tarn O'Shan-

ter, Holmes's King, Platoff, Mr. Miles ; 2, Vandyke, Roi de Siam.

Triomphe Royale, Platoff, Heroine, Aglaia, R. Godfrey, Lsq.

Anemones: Five Blooms, 1, 2, Mr. Gerrish. Tlrban Ranun-

cuLUSKs : Collection of 12, 1, Mr. Miles. Pansies: Collection oi

18, 1, Eclipse, Miss Stainforth, Wonder, Trivamo, Cream, ^ewm-

tonia, Carpenter's Princess Royal, Wharton's Queen of Englami,

Victory, Launcelot, Delicata, Maid of Honour. Rohm Adair,

Rival Yellow, Ducliess of Richmond, Paris, Eari of Clarenaon,

Duke of Wellington, J. M, Yeele's, Esq. ; 2, Princess Royal, duke

of Wellington, Victory, Trivarno, Grand Duke of Russia, Cunon,

Eari of Clarendon, Prhice of Waterioo, Grand Duke, *^apt^J'?_y*°'i'

Cream, Bathonia, Launcelot, Queen of England, Duchess olKcm,

Beauty of the Village, EcUpse. Bettv Twiford, Mr. Salter, .i-;^"

rieties, l, Marchman's RivalYellow, Cooke'sTriumphaut, ^eeies

Trivonia, Victory, Duke of Beaufort, Launcelot, Beauty ol Hit-

chin, Duchess of Richmond, Mrs. Hooper, Lord's Queen, \iccor>,

Carpenter's Princess Royal, Mr. G. Fisher; 2, Rev. J. ^o"";

Seedling, 1, Pond's Hero of Somerset, Miss Bayley. =»tocks.

Red, 1, T. Emerson, Esq.; White, Mr. Lidlard.—Plants i^
It^p

Class I. Kmserymen, Greenhouse Plants :
Collection oi nimr

1, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler. Cape Ericas : Collection oi su,

1, Erica hybrida. E. vestita carnea, E. mundula, K. odorata, x-.

fastigiata lutea, E. Beaumontia, Messrs. Garraway aim
|_

•

PelarcSniums: Collection of 12. I, Gaines' King, ^»"!"^'

Jewess. Joan of Arc, Grand Duke, Sylph. Boseum ^^^&^^'\f^\
thyst, Victory, Alexandrina, Gipsy, Rambler, Mr. Carpenter

, »

Maid
Clarissa
Messrs. ouiLci nuu viuccici* \^n.i.«...c.wt..(i".i^-j. .^...— * - i„pTrp

Elegans, Ftilgida, Sarah, Prince Albert, Mrs. General Anure_»

Bronze, Viscosa superba. Herbaceous, 1, BIcolor, ^**^v; '

Princess Royal, Rubra, Salterii, Splendens, l*i^''l'^'^^'\,^Tiprtion

Mayor of Bath, Messrs. Salter and Co. Hardy Plants :Couec

of eight, do. American Plants : Best 4:1, Messrs. Sai^^^"

FucusiAs-Collectionof 3 : 1, Messrs. Garraway, ^'^y^^'.^^^^i

Pendula tcrminalis, insignis. fulgens. Basket of
*^Yt .^^f^'

Messrs. Salter and Wheeler; 2, Mr. Carpenter. Ci^ass ii.
-^^^^

tears; Orchidackous: Collection of three
:
^^^^^'^^ '^^^cco-

Oncidium stramineum. Single specimen : J. Jarratt, Esq.,*
j^^.

labium guttatum. Stove Plants: Collection of five: i'
j^,.

ratt, Esq. Single specimen, 1, do.; 2, Miss Bayly- ^' ^jgg
house Plants :CoUection of six, l, J. M. Yecles, ^^^.} '

<,„£-

Bayly, Best Collection of four, 1, J. Jarratt, Esq. si>'fe'

cimen, l. J. M. Yecles, Esq.; 2, J. Jarratt, Esq. -ii-^-^.^jeana,
lection of four, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq., Ericabybnda, E. How^^

^^^

pe
Col-

E. persplcua nana, E. vestita coccinea, , ,^

Single specimen, I, J. M. Yeeles, E.sq. Fj^largonu'Ms .
e

^

1. G. C.Tugwell, Esq.; 2. W. Blair. Esq. Bose, \>}^^'^ };,rA'

G.C.Tugweil, Esq. /ierf, 1. Dr. Kay ; 2, J. M. Yeeles, tsq.
^^^

or mottled, I. Dr. Kay. Best Collection of twelve, J, •*• ^^

Esq.— Grand Duke, Jehu, Chef-d'oeuvre,
Alexandrina, Coronation, Rienzi, Florence,
and two others. Calceolarias
Esq.— Miss Kemblc,
Splendidlssima, Pilot

Shrubby, 1,

CIar^sa.A,^bcl.a,

kLCKOLARIAS: SiHruuuy, m "

r-.ndiflora,

Lady of the Lake, Magniflora granditi
^^

, TowArdii cocdnea.
(^^'':^^'%*t?m'e Albert,

Basket op Pla;
Shaw's Prizes. Pela
Shaw, Rdaeuiu elegans

l.J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; to Mf'
RCONiUMs, 12. 1. Mr. ^«*^««V^' sylp»'

, Gaines's King, Clarissa, Jehu, »y
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Pcnnis's Perfection, Bridegrroom, Uya, Priory Qnecn, Jewess,
Sultan, Alicia; 2, J. M. Veclcs, Esq., Sultan, R6seum elegans.

Six blooms, i» imiss liaiiey. I'Oiypnemus, ucroine, liclsncs's

King", Richard the Third, Captain White, Ophir : 2, Mr. Lock-
stone, Polyphemus, Lady ColUngwood/Triomphe Royale, Claud-
iana, Holmes's King, Wcirs' Addison. Fauix : Pine-Apvhs—
Black, 1, Messrs. Garraway & Co. Grapes, Black : 1, G. c' Tu^-
w-lU, Esq. White, 1, Mr. Hatch, gi; to P. J. Miles, Esq. Any
sort, Mr. Spencer, ^r. to the Marquess of Lansdowne. Melaus, I,

J. Jarratt, Esq. Strawberries, J, Mr. Spencer, ^r. to the Marquess
of Laiisdowne ; 2, R. S. Cfcttwell, Esq.; 3, Mr. Minety. Vkgk-
TABLKS: Peas, 1, Mr. Rogers. Kidney Beam, 1, W. P. Jillard
Esq.; 2, J. Wiltshire, Esq. Cmi/ifiowers^ Be^t six, i. Mr. Lidi-
ard. Asparagus, 1, do. ; 2, i\Ir. Minety. Potatoes^ 1, Mr. Liiliard
2, Mr. G. D. Fisher. Cucinnbers, l. Mis3 Bailey; 2, Mr. Cooper'
Mushrooms, 1, Mr. Minety. Cahha;^es, 1. Mr. Sparks; 2, Mr'
phackell. Lettuces, l, Mr. Sealey; 9, Mr. Lidiard. Extra Pr/zks :

Banket of Plants, Mr. Shaw. Fiichsios^ do. Grapes^ Mr. Hatch!
Strawberries, Islr.^pQWQQT

-J
Basket of do ., Miss Barley.

*

Avptes
Mr. Cooke. Basket of Salad, Mr. Lidiard. Rhubarb', Mr'
Minety. Cabbage, Mr. Cooper. Broccoli, Mr. DrevvLtt. Basket
of Roses, IMiss B.iyly. Pelargoniums. Mr. Blair. Seedling do.
Messrs. Pince and Co. Botanical Specimejis, Air, Jas. Kitley'
jun. Collection of Calceoluri'is, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler. Pe.
lurguniufus, Messrs. Price and Co.

Bolton Floral and Horticf^tural Society, May 27.—Tiie second
meeting of this society took place in the Temperance Hall. The
following is the list of prizes :

—

Tulips: Feathered Bizards:
Trafalgar, Mr. T. Walsh ; Dutch Catafalque, do. ; Alderman, Mr
Jas. Southern; Charles X., Mr. J. Morris; Firebrand, Mr. Dwn.
dcrdalej LeopoUiitia, do. Flamed Bizarcl^ : Incomparable Mr
H. Pickering; Liberty, Mr. J. Morris? Lustre, Mr. R. Dunder-
dale; Don Carlos, Mr. D. Rawsthorn

;
Black Prince, R. Hey wood*

Esq.; Albion, Mr. J. Morris. Feathered Byblcemens : Baguet Mr'
H. Pickeringj Seedling, Mr. T. Walsh; Washington, do.- Bien-
faite, Mr. R. DundercUle; Beauty, Mr, J. Morris; Unknown"
Mr. R. Dundcrdale. Flamed Byblwmens : I^Iagnus, Mr. I. Open'
shaw; Unknown, Mr. J. Seowcroft; Queen Ciiarlotte, Mr. J
Morris; Atlas, do.

; Incomparable, Mr. I. Openshaw; Uiiknown'
Mr. T. Walsh. Feathered Roses : Princess Royal. Mr. R. Dunder*
dale; Lady Crewe, Mr. II. Picketing:; Do-Little, Mr. I. Open
shaw.i Hero of the Nile, Mr. H. Pickering; Holden's Ros^ Mr
J. Morris; Seedling, Mr. T. Walsh. Flamed Roses: Unique' Mr
Mangnall; Roi des Cerises, Mr. H. Pickering: Ponceau BrilUant
Mr. J. Morris; Vesta, Mr. R. Dundcrdale ; Grand Valeur Mr j'

Morris; Lord Hill, Mr. H. Pickering. Best Bizard brecd'er Mr'
I. Openshaw; best Bylilcemen do.. Mr. R. Dundeidale - bestRose
do., Mr. R. Dunderdale; best Self, Mr. T. Walsh; best Double
J. Cross, Esq. Stovij Plaxts : Eup.idrbla Splendens, R Hey'
wood, Esq.; Dracaena Purpurea, ditto.; Ardisia Paniculata do •

Jatropha Pandursefulia, do. ; Epidcndrum Cochieatum, C.J. Dar-
bishire, Esq. GREEN-ironsK Plants: Pimelea Decnssata, C j"
Darbishire; Epacris grandiflora, R. Heywood, £-=0 • Sela°-o
Giiliesi, do. ; Azalea Indica alba. C. J. Darbishire, E'^q.V Bororaa
Scrrulata, R, Heywood, Esq. Ericas : Ventricosa Superba Mr
J. Openshaw; Vestita fCdgida, Mr. D. Rawsthorn; Propendens"
Mr. J. Openshaw; Vestita alba, .Mr. D. Rawsthorn; Persoluta
alba, do. PiiLAacoxiuMS: Sylph, R. Heywood, Esq.; Gaine*s
King, do.; Urania, do,; Lownde's Perfection, do.: Climax doHerbaceous Plants : Spiraea Jap6nica. R. Heywood Esq -'

Ci'n a iaNcilli, Mr. D. Rawsthorn; Chieraria imperial'blue
*

do •

Calceolaria incomparable, do.; Calceolaria Kentish beauty, do'Hahdy Shrubs: Clematis azurcagrandifiora, R. Heywood Esq •

Clematis BIcolor, do. : S61Iya Hcterophylla, H. and E. Ashworth
Esqrs.; Ledum latifolium, do.; Az^dca P6ntica, do. Paxsies

'

Echpse, Rev. D. Hewitt; Carlo Dolcl, Mr. R. Dunderdale- Vic-
tory, Rev. D. Hewitt; Buonaparte, do. ; Belzonii, Mr.R. Dunder-
dale; Admiral Kapier, do.; best stand of 8 cut specimens.
Mr. p. Rawsthorn

; do, of 6, Rev. D. Hewitt; do. of 4, do. Cti-
Climbers il and E. Ashworth. E.-qrs. Lettuce, J. Hardcastle,
Esq. Rhubarb, Mr. J. Hardcastle. Kew Potatoes, H. and E.Ashworth, Esqrs. Basket of Plants, C. J. Darbishire, Esq. : 2.

^f^^s, Esq. Garland, Mr. T. Walsh. Grapes, H. and E. Ash-worth, Esqrs. Judcks' Ho.vokauv Prizrs: Spinach, J. llArd-
castle. Esq.. Lettnre, do. Onwns, Mr. S.-HilL Cabbage, do.
Gooseberries, Oo. Pofy'gala Cordnta, W. Gray, Esq. Fuchsia
Corymbijiora, R. Hej-wood, Esq. Do. globosa, Mr. J. Southern.
Oleander i^pundens, W. Gray, Esq. Alonsoa grandiflora, Mr. J
Openshaw.. Fiich.^ia Standishii, J. Hardcastle, Esq. Rosa Be-
vomnnsis, do. ' Verbena Hcndersoni, Mr. J. Openshaw. Grupe^i
H. and E. Ashworth, Esqrs. Basket of Plants, Mr. J. Seowcroft!

Cambridge Florists' Society, May 24.—This exhibition took place
at the Red Lionhote!. Theawardof the judges w^as as follows •—
Tulips: Mr. R. Headly, Premier prize, Osiris. Flamed Hixarres:
Mr. R. Headly, Osiris, Polyphemus. Duke of Bedford; Mr. Hay-
lock, 3 blooms of Polyphemus, Duke of Bedford ; Mr. Cranfield, 2
blooms of Polyphemus

i Mr. Twitchett, Victory, Marc Anthony
Mr. Ready, San Josef. Flamed Byblmmens: Mr. Ready, 3 blooms
of Rubens, Wagstaff's Violet j Mr. Headly, Duke of York, Roi de
Sian^- Mr, Twitchett, Sarpasse Salvator Rosa, Duke of York,
Violet4rapenaI, Acapulca, Violet Rougoatre, Flamed Roses: Mr.
R. Headly, 2 blooms of Agiala; Mr. Twitchett, Mad. Cataliiii,
Cerise a EcUe Forme; Mr. Haylock, 3bloomsof Triomphe Royale;
Mr. F. B., Smith, Tiiomphc Royale; Mr. Crisp, Ponceau tr6s
Blanc, Tnompljc Royale; Mr. Ready, Goldham*s Maria, Dutch
Braiiant. Feathered Bizarres: Mr. R. Headly, 2 blooms of Roval
Scrvereign, Dutch Catafalque; Mr. Twitchett. Victon', Platonia,
Platoff, Abercromby, Castrum Doloris; Mr. Haylock, Platoff, Sur-
passe Catafalque; Mr. Ready, 2 blooms of Charles X., and Pla-
tonia. Feathered Byblwniens: Mr. R. Headly, Headly's Calypso,
4%wrence's Friend, Roscius; Mr. Ready, Acapulca, Orotins. Ba-
guet; Mr. Crisp, Roi de Siam ; Mr. Cranfield, Reine d'Egypte,
\Vashmgton; Mr. Twitchett, Violet Alexander, Rciuc de Sheba
V lolct Superb. Feathered Roses: JSIr. R. HeadI v. La Belle Annette

;

Mr. Ready, 2 blooms of Heroine, Cerise Blanche; Mr. Twitchett,
' udiana, Madame Vcstris, Rosa Blanca, Minerva ; Mr. Havlock,

me; Mr. Crisp, Heroine ; Mr. Catling, Heroine; Mr. Cran-
rwfld, Rcme des Roses. Pelargomums: Messrs. Hudson, Splendi-
'^Pimum, Jnaud'Arc, Hudson's Victory, Hudson's Mi^s Hudson,

i-uchess of Gloucester, Seedling, Hun.-son's Emily (seedling) ; Mr.
^M'efMi, Seedling, Beautv of Ware. Stoces: 7' ': ], Mr. Crisp-
2, Messrs. Hudson; 3, 'Mr. Twitchett; 4, 5, and 6, Mt. Green!
^hite: I, Mr. Green; 2, Mr. Ready. Purple: 1, Mr. F. B.
hmith; 2,Mr. Green; 3, Mr. Ready. A.vem().vks,6 : Mr. Green.
CoLLECTinM OF Flants : 1, Mr. Green ; 2, Messrs. Hudson. Cur
^LowKRs, Messrs. Hudson. Bouql'ets : l, Mr. F. B. Smith; 2.
Mqssrs. Hudson; 3. Mr. B. Dickcrson ; 4, Mr. Ready. A.maticurs*
LouQUKT (Mr. Green's prize), Mr. Crisp. Cactus: l,Mr. Crisp;
2. M*.,5rs. Hudson. PA.vsikS : Collection: 1, Mr. J. Taylor; 2,
Mr. J, Edis. 24 blooms: I, Mr. R. Headly; 2, Mr. J. Headland.
}^ blooms: 1, Mr. J. Sparrou' ; 2, Mr. H.Richardson. Extra
PRizks

: Mrs. Stittle, Rhododendron Pdnticntn r(5seum ; Mr. Green,
Khodanthe Mandcsii; Mr. Cri^p, Dodccatheou clcgans; Messrs.
Hudson, Seedling Pelargonium.

Cork IToriicultural Show, May 18.—The secondshow for this sea-
son took place at the Corn Exchange. The ^rnost prominent
leature in the room was the collection of plants from the Earl of
ft-ingston's garden, iu the higiir^r degree of cultivation, atid con-
tamujg many large .specimens of Cape Heaths, Pelargoniums,
i-merarias, Calceolaii.is, greenhouse Creepers, Genistas, ^c,
fjc.

; also a large collection of Vegetables and well-ripened
Urapes. Caj)t. Hill contributed a large and varied assortment
^J greenhouse Plants, comprising Fuchsias, choice PelargOniums,
^ian^ea, and Brugmansia Sanguinea. A tastefully arranged bas-»ec of flowers, from Mrs. HiU.waa univcrsaliv admu-ed. Frnm

^Anlll^
^'*

?^J?-,-^'^^5 splendid specimen of Acdcia Pulchtlla. a
collection of Tuhp., C.dceolaiias, Fucbbias. Pelargoniums, and
other plants; also fine Cucumbers. From Mr. Bradford, a choiceassortment of Cape Heaths, v ' ch were much admired; a fmc
collection of Pansics, Tulips, Persian Ranunculuses, and C^ceoli--
rias. ..Jrs. Hayncs had some beautiful Rr--^. Mrs. B.Fitzgerald's
collection consisted of £tove and greenhouse Plimts, very fmceacu and Gesn^nas, some specimens of Pelargdniums, Calceol4-
nas, and Chorozema vdrinm ; also a handsomely arranged bouquet
four feeb high. Counsellor Reeves contributed specimens of
Cle;naU3 Sieboldi, Fuchsia corymbiflora. Cactus specioslssimus,
with 47 flowers; and a fine collection of Pansies. also Victoria
Rhuoatb. IMrs. Leahy tent some Pelargoniums, Pansies, Cocks-
combs and Balsams, and Cucumbers. From S. Lane, Esq., there
\vas a fine assortment of Pansies, PelargOuiums, and Ranuncu-
luses, J. Baiubridge, Esq., contributed Tulips, Roses, and a
bouquet. Miss Lyons sent a variety of greenhouse Plants. From
A. Moore. Esq., there was a showy collection of Pelargonium'*
Calceolarias, and other greenhouse Plants. The Tulips and Auri-
culas, from J. T. Cramer, Esq., -were much admired. C. Crofts
Esq., had a collection of Sparaxis, from the open garden, double
Anemones, and a handsome bouquet. From Counsellor Hewitt's
there were some strawberries and greenhouse Plants. W* Parker
Esq., contributed a large collection of Pansies and Tnrban Ka!
nunculuses. Dr. Hodder sent cut specimens of hardy Trees and
Shrubs, which were much admired; also some good Pansies
The Plants from Messrs. Haycroft*s nurscrj' were of an exceedmgly beautiful description. We especially noticed mnnv larere
specimens of Cape Heaths, Boronias, Eutaxias. Cbnrozemas,
Pimeleas, and Fuchsias, also some new and spletmid sorts of
Caiceolana and Cineraria, and many new Pclargdniums, besides
a collection of Pansies. and a splendid specimen of Tropoeolum
tricolor. Mr. Cutter contributed a varied assortment of green-
house^ Plants, amongst which were Cactus spcciosissimus
Fuchsia corymbiflora. Cape Heaths, CalceolArias, and several
good Pelargoniums.

Royal Devon an^ Cornwall Horticultural Snciett/, May IS —This
exhiuition \va5 held at the Royal Hutel. The folloxvin- is the
list pf the prizes; and it should be observed that the nnrservmen
did not contend :-Fhuit: BL^st di.sh of Grapes, not less than 2 lbs.
weight, U., to Mr. Luke, gr. to the Earl of Morley ; 2nd best, I5s..Mr. Corbett, gr. to Sir W. Moleswofth, Bart.; :ird best 105 I*

Holberton, Esq. Best flavoured Melons of any sort, 15^ W CHodge, Esq.; 2nd Tsest, lOs.. Mr.'Roberts, gr. to Sir S. Pym. Best
dish of dessert Apples, 7s. 6d., Mr. C. Jeflcry ; 2nd best. 5.^., Mr.
b. Elhs, gr. to J. C. Bultecl, E-q. Extra Phizks : 5s. to Mr.
Luke, for Strawberries; 5s. to Mr. S. Ellis, for Cilrons.-VLOWKiisAND Plants: The best six Stove Plants, U„ Mr. Griflin • 2nd
best 15s., Mr. Corbett. Best collection of Orchidaceous Pl.nts
1/., do.

;
2nd best, lis., Mr. Griffin. The best collection of 8 sorts

of Greenhouse Plants texclusive of Pelargoniums and Ericas) 1/

^;;Y I^t"'^?"'^'^**'
^^**' Dr.Budd; 3rd best, 10^., Mr. Griffin';

4th best ;*. Grf., P. E. Lyne, Esq. The be.t group ol Ericas, IL,Mr. Griffin; 2nd best, 105., Mr. Corbett. The best group of
Tender Annuals, not less than six, 105., W. C. Hodge, Esq. ; 2nd
best, 7s. 6d,, Mr. Roberts. Best group of Pelargoniums, in pots,
not more than 18 sons. Gold Medal. P. E. Lyne. Esq.; best do.

w' ^''i^^^'^'*^^;,'^''"'
b^stOdo., 10*., do.; 2ndbestdo.. 7s. U.\

^ta: ^'^^^' ^^^-^ ^^^* Seedling, if a first-rate flower. GoldMeda
, P. E.Lyne, Esq. Newest and rarest American Plants

potted 105., Mr. Griffin ; beste varieties of J *«/e./ Indica, in pots.
105., Mr. Corbett; 6 best Petunias in pots, 55.. P. E. Lj-ne, Esq!
12 best Icrbenas , m pots, lUs., Dr. Budd ; 2nd best, 75. Cut., W CHodge, Esq. Best 12 Calceolarias, in pots. lOs., Mr. Corbett; he^t
t) Cineranas,in pots, 5s., P. E. Lyne. Esq. 12 best Double An^.
nwnes,7s. 6d., Mr. Griffin; ) 2 2nd best, o..., Mr. Taylor. Best
qollcction of Ranunculuses, 15*., Mr. Paul; 2nd best. 10s., Mr.
Taylor. Best collection of Pceonia Noutan, 7s. 6rf., Mr. Griffin.
Best 12 Tulips, iJ^itonen, 155., C. Bate. Esq.; do. named do.,
liiznrres, 105., do. Best collection of Minted Flowers, not less
than 20 sorts, los.. Mr. Grima. Best collection of Indigenous
Plants, 15.V., do. 6 best China Roses, sorts, hi pots, 10s W CHodge, Esq, 12 best iJoses, cut. 5a-.. Mr. Griffin. Best 12 Heal ts'-
euse, m pots, ijs.. H. F. Spence, Esq.; 2nd best, lOs., Mr. F W
Harvey; 3rd best, 75. 6^2.. T. Bih.s Esq. Best collection of
Stocks, 7s. 6rf,, Mr. Paul. Best specimen Plant, not having before
obtained a prize, ICs., Mr. Griffin; the rarest Plaut of the latest
introduction, 155., do, ; best design of Cut F-lowers, 1 os.. ditto.—
ExTKA Prizes: 5s. to Dr. Budd, for Greenhouse Plants; 5s toW. C. Hodge, Esq., for Mixed Flowers; 3s. 6d. to T. Briijgs, Esq
for Stocks; 55. to Mr. F. Wood, for beautiful cut specimens
of seedling Heartsease; 7s. 6d. to Mr. J. Elhs, for Indigenous
jP/««/s.-Vegktables : The best Asparagus, not less than 100, to
be decided by weight, and not to exceed 7 in. in length, 7s. (id.,
Ml". C. Jefl^ery; 2nd best, 5s.. Mr. Jackson. The 12 best stalks of
Rhubarb, 5s., Mr. Jeffery; 2nd best, 3s. 6(/.. Mr. Roberts. The
best brace of Cucumbers, 7s. 6d., Mr. Jeffery ; 2nd best, 5s., Mr.
Corbett. The best dish of French Beans 5s., Mr. Luke; 2nd
best, 35. 6rf.. Mr. Saunders. The best di>h of Peas, 7s. 6d.,J.
Shepherd, Esq. The 3 best Broccoli, 3s. &d., W. H. Evens, Esq.
The 3 best Cauliflowers, 7s, 6d., W. C. Hodge, Esq. ; 2nd best, 5s., t

T. Bnggs, Esq. The 3 best early Cabbages, 3s. 6d , Mr. J. Tay-
lor, gr. to Mrs. Tucker. The best Turnips, 3s. Gd., Mr. Corbett;
2nd best, 2s. 6d., Mr. Roberts. The 3 best Cabbage Lettuce,
3s. erf., Mr. C. Jefl=*ery. The best Potaloe Onions, 2s. 6d. Mr. J.
PauL The best six sorts of Vegetables, 10s., Mr. C. Joffery ; ind
best, 7s. 6d., T. Briggs, Esq. The best Potatoes, the gronth of
1842, 5s.,' Mr. Roberts; 2nd best. 3s. 6d., Mr. Corbett. Extra
Piuzks: 25. 6d, to Mr. Taylor, for Potatoes : 2s. 6d., Mr. Luke,
for Cucuftibers; 2s. 6d., Mr. Roberts, for Lettuce—In addition,
a variety of Cottagers' Prizes, varying in value from is. to lOs.,
was awarded for Flowers and Vegctablcs.-Mr. Lyne's collection
was very splendid. His seedling Pelargonium, to wliich the
Gold Medal was awarded, he named Lvne's Sunrise. The
petals of this beautiful plant are large and broad, forming the
most perfect circle. In colour it is a brilliant rose, having a
black spot in the upper petals; the habit is excellent. Lync*s
Lord Ebrington possesses all those quality . requisite for a
first-rate show flower: it is quite round: the ground colour is
a very delicate pink like Gloria Mnndi ; the spot covers the whole
of the upper petals, with the exception of a slight margin of the
ground colour, and is very black ; habit very dwarf. Lyne's
Cynthia has aUo been much esteemed, andby some was preferred
to any exhibited : it is somewhat in the way of Sylph, but pos-
sesses a decided superiority in every respect. We understand
that Mr. Rendle has obtained the stock of these varieties.—Of
the genus Piuus there was also a fine collection, comprising the
P. religiosa, P. Ceinbra, P. raacroohvlla, P. exceisa. P. Frazeri
P.halcpensis. P. insignis, P. TeocoWP. from Australia, P. Arctic
regions, P. Llaveana, P. IcioiJliyila, P. MontezuniEe, P. Hartwcgii,
P. Strobus, P. pscudo-strobus, P. oocarpoidcs, P. fihfoUa, P
Apnlcensis, P. Ccphalonica, P. Pinsapo, P. Morinda. P. cedrus

[

C. Lemon. Bart.; 2nd, Glo.xinia rubra. Cattleya Forbcsii, Epiden-
drum cociileatum, Oncidium luridum, On. Caithagincnse, On,
papUio, G. C. Cox, Esq. ; best specimen of do,, Franciscea oni-
tlora, J. P. Magor, Esq. Best Orchidaceous Plant, Dendr^bium
coeruK

, J. P. Magor, Esq. Best 3 Bulbous Plants, Ismeue
Aman^

, Trittfnia squAUda, Gladiolus albidus, G. C. Fox, Esq.
Btst collection f>f Succulents, Cactus Jenkensdni, Ackermannl
superbns, Millen, oxypetalus. Euphorbia meloniformis, Mammil*
Uria 3p. Mexico, Echev^riasecunda, Sempervivum glandulosum^
Sir C. Lemon. Bait. Best 6 Greenhouse Plants, Erica h^ brida„
Erythrina c. M ga li, Fuclisia bicoior, Cematis Sieboldi, tuchsia
Youelln, Alstrocmeria pulchella, G. C. Fox, Esq. ; 2nd do.. Erica,
ventricosa superba. Erica hNbrida, Fuchsia fulgens, F. tricolor^
CalceoUna, Manottiacordata, W. Daubuz, Esq, Best Specimen.
o/rfo

, Lcschenuultia biloba, J. P. Magor, Esq. : 2nd, Fdcbsia co-
rymbiflora. W. Daubuz. Esq. Best 12 Pelargoniums-Acme of
Perfection, Sr.perb. Anna, Assassin, Masterpiece, Enchantress,Maid of Saragossa, Adce, Joan of Arc, Florence, Lord
Arlington. Coronation. W. D.ubuz. Esq.; 2nd do.. Warrior,
Bridegroom, Bridesmaid. Masterpiece. Foster's Xymph,
nwu^' rTrli>''\-'f*

^o^^ci^^ Ruby. Commodore, Pontey\s
aI • » . ^.[""'^J*

^»"^ J^^'». Edward Turner, Esq..

e^^raucaria imbncata. A. excclsa,
- . > .- ' -^ ^'^^ Thujas, Cnprcssuses, and
J unipers— forming the most interesting and novel group.

Royal Horticultural Ssciefy of Cornwall, iT" 24.—The first ex
hibition for the season took place in the assemblv-room! Truro.

7,, J^V^Y'i'^
^''"'^''^ ^'"^''^ awarded :~FRriT: best Pine Apple,

1 q!, Yr ""t ^^}T''^^ i
''"'^* ^' ^' Campbell, Esq. Best 6 Pears, of

1841 Mr J. Bishop Besti2Apples. Sir C. Lemon, Bart. Extras.
Apples. Mr. J. Bishop, jun., Sir J. C. K uhlei-h, Bart. Goose,
berries, R. W, Fox. Esq. Flowers : Best 12 Stove or Greenhouse

Erythrina crista g:alli. Fuchsia fulgens. J. P. Ma-^-r. Esq. Best 6
Starve Plafifs, Sinnin-ia Schottii. Sinningia Heileri. Oacidium
fiexuoium, On. bif^lium, Cattleya Forbesii, Gesuera Suttoni, Six

best si^ Bridesmaid Life Guardsu.an.' Comte de Pari., BlushinyMad, Lndy H,>ra Hastings, GartVs Victory, Mr. S. Trcseder
bc.t speamcn,G. C, lyx, Esq.; fr.f collection of Cut Floxvcrs\
Masterpiece. Queen of Devon. Fo.ter^fi beauty. Acme of Perfed
c:':.! 'i ^x-^^'l'

^^'-''1' ^J'^""^ ^^^"'^'' lindet^room. Consoi vative.
Sylph. \md. Fair Lady, Garth's Victory, Garth>s Coronation;
Apcoc. SuItan.Joanof Arc, Sunbeam, Nymph, (ircpt Western C
C. Fox Esq GrovehiU; second do., Comte de Paris. Russcipi
( yius. brand Duke, Bridesmaid. Lady Carlisle, Foster'^ N\mi>h
Turner sConqutrur. LifeGuardsman. Beauryol Plvmonth Jewess!
Coiiseivntive, Bijou. Roseum elpgans, Svlph, Victory. 'MasierT
piece. Chmax.Gai til's Coronation, (;aiiies* Emperor. Prior> Queen
Ed. T*u-ncr, Esq..Trni.o. /test .seedling, J. S. Enys. b^sq. -, 2d do [W. Daubuz, Esq Best miscetlane-us collection of Cut Flowers S
Moyic. Esq. ti est collection of Pettlnias, C W. Fox. E^q. hesi
cot: ;/o/^ f/rVri<^(is. 9 Seedlings. Navaiiii,Odorata rrt-^ea.Twecdi-
anacarnea, Poniohie. RAgnsa rosea, Drumnmndi, Eryana, Hen-
ders6nia,R<5sea, C. W.Fox E^q. Bfstd Heut/is. W.Daubui. Esq.:
'2nd, Hybrula. .Mirdhilis, Vemix. Pninuluidi.'S, Wilnioreana, Veiu
tricosa superba. W. M. Tweedy, Esq. Bestfour Cinerarias, Water^

,

houMana. Kingii, Haben's Seedling. Splendens, W. Dauhnz, E^a.
Best Six Calreoldrias, Qiu-in of the East, Apex. Julius. Cruiifcra.
Telemachus. Seedling. G. C. Fox, E>q. Jiest collection of Hearts-
ease, Early. Rawlini:^' Nanny, Duclicss of Kenf. Hope. Grand
Duke-of Russia, Jenny Jones, Victory. WidnalPs Queen V.., .ia^
Alba, Sir H. Davy. Golden Snvereiijn, -iCrowlev Seedlings, Capti-
vation, Miss Aiolesworth, Hurst's WelJiutfton, Duke ol Well-
ington, Lal!a R-.okh, Vivid. 2 Seedlings. Mulherrv, ChHo D<dce,
Eiiily Dolce. 3 unknown, a Silver Mvual, given by Mr. Sclater,
Nurservnuoi. Exeter, W. J. Rawlinj;*, Esq., Hayle; second
best collection of ditto, Victory, Saint Paul's, Masterpiece,
Coronation, Horn. Diadem, DeVicata. Svlph, Lass of Gowrie,
Grand Dnke, Mulberry. Lady Flora Hastings. Flora superba. Dr,
Lmdley. Radical, Argo. Miracle. Duke of WeUlnptnn, Qnoen. La
Superbe. SpIendidlsUma. Rainbow. Rev. T. S. Carlyon ; 3rd do-^
Mrs. W. \V;uren. Best named collection of hardy Herbaceous^
Plants, C. G. Fox, Esq. Best six Rose*. Brown's superba odo^
rata, Crimson, Hoursanlt, Anna Maria. Caroline, SmithV Yellow,
R. \V. Fox, Esq. Best six Rnnuncufnses, G. C. Fox, Ese; 2nd
do.. W. M. Tweedy. Esq. Best three Auriculas, J. S. i-nnis,
Esq.; bf.it specimen, dft.. G. C. Fox, Esq. Best twelve Tulips,
Goldham's Albion, Strong's King. Surpasse Catafalque, old
Dutch Catafalque. Roi de Siam, Imperatrice de Maroc, Reine de
Sheba, Violet Alexander, Triomphe Royale, Cerise Blanche, Jac,
Aglaia, \\ . J. Uawlinjrs, Ei^q. Best three distinct .species of
Paonies, Fimbriata, Moutan, Blanda, G. C. Fox, Esq. Best
collection of Stocks, (doublej, R. W. Fot, Esq. Best S'x IHses
Tenuif61ia, luinihi, Eiberica, Germ&nica, Pallida. Lusilinica.
G. C. Fox, Esq.— Extra : Ten Seedling Calrdarias, W. Daubuz,
Esq. Six Stove P?«rt/5. Gloxinia mbia. Specio^a alba, Speciosa
albamax.,Vinca alba. Gardenia radicans. Manettia ^-Inbra, W. V
Tweedy, Esq. Orchidaceous specimen, Brassavola verrucosa. Sir
C. Lemon, Bart.—Vkgktabi.es: Lettuces, Mr. J. Bishop, jun.
Omons, Mr. S. Trcseder. Asparagus, A. Fox, Esq.; 2nd do.. Sir
J C. Rashleigh. Bart. Cucuinben, J,V. Magor, Eeq ; 2nd do.,
Mr. S. Treseder. Spinach, Mr. S.Treseder. Rhubarh,S,Uoylc,
Eiq.; 2nd do., A. Fox, Esq. Potatoes, 1842, \V . Daubuz, Esq. •

2nd do., A. Fox. Esq. Turnips, Mr. S. Treseder.- Extra : tihu^
bard. Sir Chas. Lemon, Bart. Cucumbers, VV. M. Tweedy, Eso.
Cabbage.^, J. S. Campbell, Esq.-M.xRXKT Gardkxbrs' Prizks-
Best basket of Vegetables, Mr. S. Treseder; 2nd ditto, Mr. J
Treseder.—A variety of prizes were also awarded to cottaerers'
for Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables.

Everton and Kirkdale Floral and Horticultural Meeting, Man
20//i.—The iirat exhibition in connexion with this societv for the
present year, took place in the pround*i behind the Derbr Arms
Hotel, Kirkdale. The show was principally fur Tulips, bu^ the dis-
play c.f otiifT riowers. with \arious fruits and vegetables, was superb
rhe following is the list of prizes:—Tclips :1, Firebrand, Lustre*
Baguet, \ lolet Wallers, Rose Unique, and Hero of the Nile, Mr. T.Roby; 2 Catafalque, George IV., Queen Charlotte, Baeuet, Lady
Crewe, and Cerise Royale, Mr. W. New. Feathered Pizard- IOld Dutch Catafalque. Mr. W. J. Gandv ; 2, Trafalgar, ditto- 3*
Firebrrvml, Mr. T. Hoby ; 4, Catafalque, ditto; 5, Suluna, ditto': ^Page s George IV., Mr. T. H:irrison. Flamed Bizard 1 PaJe'.

Toot ditto; 4, Lancashire Hero, ditto ; 5, Unknown, ditto ; 6, Ami
bassaUeur van Holland, Mr. Whalley. Flamed Bvblwmcn- 1
hportsman Mr.W. New; 2, Washington, Mr. Robv ; 3, Violet

H^.dut^; ..Ma^icf^'k. wi:^;e;: r^.;:L:^'Z^^^
nioise hupcneure ditto. Feathered Cherry Ir Host.- 1, Cheshirelieauty. Mr. Roby

; 2, Heroine, Mr. New; 3, WalwortU MrOana.v; 4, Lady Crewe, Mr. Harrison; 5, Hero of tl>e N" ,' Mr'Roby; 6 Comte de Vcrgeuues, Mr. \VhaUe"-plVs L i T O
sTov'r ?:T4 ''^"''V ^. *'•• Serving

; 4, Mr. W. TholnpJn._^TOvE I'L.\NTS: 1, Ixora caecinea, J. Sotliern Eso • 9 rift.«

bSIuSS^^ )\''' ^^^^^^^^ '^ C^loxinL"\up^ba,''Me\'^

-Grehmiouse Plants: 1, BonSnla sr^rrulata, .Mrs. Cropper; 1

SPotf' pi? ' Ventncosa cocdnea major. Messrs. Bigland and

dfu.:"^^ 1 ^''''r''"^'^\^'
Florence, Mr. Uavies ; 2. i riary Que€:>,

J v;J{ ^Y': <;tto.-HARi>v SuncTBS: L Ledum palu.tre. Rev!J^Bror.ks; 2 Azalea bybnda, Mr. Sk.rving; 3. C. '^ta Khodop,
iife;j,ditto.~Extrabasket of Cut Flowers: (prize i iven byaladj)^
J. IJenison, E^q., of Wooltoa.-Basket m Ctx Flowjbks: l.J.
botheru, Esq.

; 2, J. Dcnison, Esq.-Basket of Plants: 3. Mrs.
Cropper; 2, K. Levl-md. Esq. ; 3. ditto. -Fbl' its : P/>i^ Ud. L^v-
lAud, E.q. stro}-'---^: U Ab-^on, E^q. Ajptes: }<. hf^xhuni,
Lsq. Pi'ar.t.' ditto. Black Grapes.- 1 ar.d 2, and U htft- Gmpe^
1 and 2, J. Denison, Esq. GooS'^berries : J. Sotbern, E**i

^*'''~

ranis: R. Alison, F^n. VjcCKTAaLES — Fraj. li. Levland, S^^^q-

Frc7ich Bexjus : Mr. Uani' As^iv^yamix : dirM> C '' '- ** -'^

G. Carter, Esq. : 2, J.Denison.Ksq/^/ '
j, .^Jf. (>'ir»<su)jr;

2. B. Ali'^-'^, L.~ij. Potatoes: J. DetM&ui*, ^.^ti- ^
^'

Sothcrn. Esq. 2\-.. .. ^y.?.- Mrs. Cropp^T. .4..^
VV

I

I

d: . immt n. LpvHnd, E^n. mffluv-h: t. djrtoi 2. M
K. Miikni. E\tRxVR^7.r.^.~^.fr'hs^acreHuim(A^^ K. L^TUnd.Eaj}^

hkirving. Grap<sinPuU: K, Levland, J^. '
'kr^: J, (^.
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Mm. Cropper. Parsl'i/x Mr. Gaudy.

rw.^ Fio. '^^l^^^i Tt'LiPS iu the dinin|-room
1 ^ vicii.ay ^ tnr ir a"""j^|^^^

^^jjgn pri2es were awarded to the

The florists of Felton and

1 aiul 2,

M

Rev. Jo9. Orrell, for

Mr. W. Harrison, for

I. A. GowenSj for Cerise

Harrison, for Heroine. Bifblannem: 1, Rev.

,s Orrdl'fo'r trioniphe de Lisle ; 2. Mr. W. Harrison, for Black
IS urrtiui ... „ _ ^^^ Violette ma favorite; 4. Mr.

-r*v. * widd'*'"'*'^'^'! Anns

T
""" »e and Amadis; 3 and 4,

romte .!.: Vw^nnesand UniQj^e i 5.

n'tt,^^'*3* Mr/w. Scon, for Vioietie ma lavorite; *. i^ir.

r,,3nWoV Pearl Blanche i 5, J. Grahamsley, Esq.. for Tower

Of '"'-v 5, Rev. Jos. OrrelU Bianchc Violette. Bizareff.

I Kfv J..>/Om-ll.for Demctriu^ -J, J. Grabamsley, Esq., for

f ^.hemus; 3, Mr. Gowens, for Sarpasse Catafalque; 4. J.

f>i(nm^Ier» "
i-,

l"'>r Catafalque Supt'-rienre; 5 and 6, Mr.

GiwtuH, for Capt. White and Castruna doloris. Most of the

flowers exhiuitcd were in fine coiidiiiou, but some were a little

too ranch expanded. Tiie next show, for the e.\hibition of Ra-

minculnses and Pansies. was appointed to" take place at Mrs.

|!iiie*-s, the Northumberland Arms Inn, ou Monday, the 27th of

June, at '2 o'clock.

//awu/ lilh Um)'t$*'(tr.r Society, May 31.—Tlie first show was
heMatMr. Lid^jard's, andif wemayjndffefromthenumcrouscora-
petitors and the beauty of the flowers, the society is in a fair way
of becuminff useful to the? growth of that very interesting flower.

^.ic following ii a list of the prizes r— 1st Clash Amateurs, U
JB/'iorw.<. 1st prize 3/., to Mr. K-Inv>n(ls, Wandsworth, for Grand
0iike (H RnsMa,T)oricata. !.a'ly Peel, Mtilberry Superb, Eclipse,

1st, Major Polloclc ; two Pi'^irnjoniums, flowered in windows, 1st,

2nd, and 3rd, J. Putman, E-^q. ; Stocks, 2nd; device in Pansies,

2nd; Annu''\ 2nd; Cucumbers and MiOfhi-ooms, 2ud; Onions,

1st, :\Ir. ! avlor, gr. to fltr. Uumrcll ; pan of Tulips, 1st -yjlamed

Bizard do.,*2nd ; flamed Bi^lU^.^.n, 2nd ; /fathered do, 1st ; flamed
Rose, 2nd ; flalhcird Rose, 2:-A; Device in P^-ffsles, 1st; Cutflowers,

1st, J. E, Moslev. Ecq. Tulips, 2nd; f d Rose do., Ut ; Jia-

hjAes, 2nd'and 3rd; P ^ ^ 2nd; Rhubarb and Saind, 1st;

Aspiiroi/tt.t,^nd, R(^T. P. Dixon; Decorative Plants, 1st, 2nd, and

3rd, Mr. T. Lvle ; Dessert and Kitchen Applet, 1st ; Blanched Rhii-

barb, 1st and'ind, Capt. Hay; i;/u(6arb, 2nd, Mr. Alexander. Extba
Pbizes were given to Major Pullock for Smith's Emperor Pelargo-

nium; to D. Heywood, E^q., for Rhododendron Azaleoides ; to J.

E. Mosley, Esq., for a Campanula; to I^Ir. Lyle, for a Swans6nia;

and to Mrs, S, Rogers, for a Passiflora.

Esq.; 2d best, 15*., Mr. Griffin
; 3dbest, 75., Mr. J. Qark ; rares*

I}ts!icich Cucitmher Society^ JI/fr//2G.—The second exhibition took

place ia the Corn Exchange. The merits ol the prize fruit may
be described as follows :

—

bi CO
10 u 5!

o

Ilk. :ud prize, I/., to Mr.iiiidgcs Carshalton, for Grand
Rti«-iri, Vivtd. Eclipse, Pearl, Giautcs , Alpli 1, Briiiges*

MisaStaiHUtrth.VivitI, Rcanty of Hitchin, Yellow Defiance, Jewess^

Curion, l4t>^oSaib, Duke of Devonshire, Edmonds' Freak, Una.

Robespierre, Tmogene, Russian Dok^. IKrbert, Flora Superb,

Miracle. DesiraHK* Prince Alhert,an<l(iiantess. 2nd, prize, U. 10*.,

to Mr. Uiidi^c.-, a unpt'-M. for Rival Oukt', Bridge's Furiilc Perfec-

tion, TmoK'i'C, LndK Peel, Hamlet, l.ane s Purple, Jehu, Jewess,

Dei u\^ta» Yellow Dctimce, I'i .tifb Uueen, EcUr'^" Misfihtainforth,

Bii>wn*H Eliza, Curion, Marmion, Riverjx^e Rival, Fairy Queen.

OljLipia Superb, Pontiff, Angelina, Biidesniaid, Robespierre, and

D'iWeof R
Pa'coner, iiiiilffes* tarshalt'cn lU r.j, do. Mrs. nridffca, do. Lady
i^ii, a ). Cream. Henby's iiambu, Diogetses, Erlnga, Page's

Wiiiiuifton, CuitotJ, Jewess, Sovereign, Champion, Warren's
Jewp-". LadyFuIIcr, Baroness, and nathonia. 4th prize, 155.,toMr.

GiUiiJgham. Turnham Green, for Vivid, MUs Stainforth, Eclipse.

Peter Dick, Miracle, Jewess, Graml Dakt\ British Queen, Flora
Sucerb, La Siiperb.!, Ultra Flora. Deanty of Hitchin, Lane's
Wciuuirtoti. Juhet, Lan ' Coronation, Prince Albert, Col Dnndas,
Aiuaio , Olympia, Argo, Sylph, Launcclot. 5th Prize, IO,v., to Mr.
Brujit, iUgh, for Cook's Standard, do. Peifection, Countess of

OA'^nt:y, Ion, Lauucelot, Curion, Mulberry Superb, Maid of

H i*»nr, Br*nvii*i Ciffi^ns, Lidgard's Jew- is. Vivid. Thomson's
Pnuce Albert, Tnviiicible, Bathonia, Huie'a Lanncelot, Miss
Nu^-eiit, CtHik s Piiiice Albert, Garrick, C npion, Figaro, Miss
Xr Mt, Dnkei>fDi.v<in.siiire, Bnldero.and Jev. Cijb. Nur'^k«v.men-'s
36 IShoms, 1st prize 2/., to Miss Mountjoy of Ealing, for Dr. Lind-
ley. La S'lperba, Azurea. Thomson's Wc^rrior, do. Mabel, British
Queen, Captivati n, Bloomsbury, Misa Stainfoith, Beauiy of
Hitchin. Silverlnck's Prince Albert, Thomson's Desirable, Jewess,
Jehu, tlora M'Dondd, Curion, Duchess of Richmond, Eclipse,
D^iucata, Nymph. Sir J. Sebright, Duchess of Oldenburg, Lane's
e^.on *•' ti. Ttiomson's Yellow Defiance, do. Boldero, do.Cheva-
l?eT, dv- Liira Flora, do. Olympia, do. Vivid, Smith's Beauty of

-land. Monntjoy's Negro, flora Superb. Lauucelot, Rival
\Mdte. EnUnff Hero. 2;ul prize, U. !0.?., to Mr. P.rown of Slough,
for Cook"* Prur \*^crt. do. Pcriection, do. Defiance, do. Invui-
ciale, do. R'-v-xi ::>i^.,ndard, do. Mulberry Superb. Biouu's
Cou f OrKMpy, do. Jewe«, do. Curion, do. CroeMi"?, do.
O jf

1, do. S^rah. do. A'lmirablc, do. Ion, do. Mii'-^^.do. Figaro,
do. Nymph, liiun X^ i-cUpse, do Jebn, do. Ml-^ Staiut^^rMi, do.
C(>wj>rr, «io. Corn i. d,). Ociicata, do. Warrior, do. Diikc of
Dev"n. d'.j. P ' u, >' . Nu^t-nt, Iviiijc'^ ' .hCupA , .^,

P' , V'llasr Ma: t, Jewess, Puter Dirk, i* uho: Amulet, uiid
AUmtral t\.' i>i'l. ;udpri-'*', U , toMr. Kmgof Iver, forluvincible,
^ Kintf'-iAIert.ivi(insrH«ro.Jeha,LaSMp§rbe, Mi^:,Stain-
fiHth, Great Westerri. .' s, I ;p*ve. Lady C;unpbcll, Fmlian
Ct"'f. H. lUirns Cur

, King s >'Uipnurea«Megaii3, Cwlo Dolce.
Lau.. ^ coronation, do. Juliet, Transport, Victory, Splcndiduni*
O M«. flohh-ro. St. PauPii, Grand Duke, Miracle, Bnitn<?,
hnr

. Q-Rt-n, isjr J. Keid, Ka^.J, Champion, Olympia, Garrick,
Dr Lm.j v. I ane'sgiieeri Adelaide. 4thprixej 10*., toMr. Henby

to Mr.
Messrs.
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A^i i/iwi >, I nut; ^ w'lWd/iUeilUdV. 4LUpnX^ 105., tO*Vir.
of Croydufr, Uovvers not named. 1st Seedling prize,/*. 6d.,
Cook, for Alicia, a very beautiful white. 2nd, ;.v. 6i.,to :
Mouju'joy of Ealing-, for Zthraj 3rdand 4th, 5*. and 3«. fit/, "to Mr
Downtoij, Hampton, for Attila, and Dr. Syntax. We believe that
the proft ssioiiai florists did not take their prizes, but added them
to Uij tunds of the society, in order to insure future success.

Hrimpahire norticuUnrai Societ'i, May \Q.-^Ta.Q second meeting
washelain the Archery Rooms, Southampton, at which there were
a magiuficeiit di^pla^ of flowers, a few fine fraits, and some ex-
cellent veget^^Tes. Thcprixea were as under :-Best Orchidaceous
Mi -' Plmmi (Brassia Macuiata), dead .silver medal. J. Fleming,
Emj.

J best store PLint, nut Orchidaceous, dead silver raedal, do.

:

J»jd best (Glor: a Superba). German silver medal. Rev. F. Bea-
\* /**;1' ^'' '

'' Plants, do, J 4 best Ericas, German silvermeUa
.
H. F. Hollowav, £sq. ; best 10 Pel liums, bright silver

weual, J. Fleming, Esq. ; h^^tcollecfion of i . i u-runinmH, German
rtUver medal. Rev. F. Bcadon ; 2nd best do., ^ilt rim. br. medal,
J. i .emme Esq.

; best Hmrbaceous PtanU, Rev. the Warden of
r,"'''^«l'''f'^*^^^'*^i * ^^^^ Ci^U'rarim, br. medal. Rev. F. Bea-

%^r^!, I ^^ /^/-'r!' ,t**_f
^'1^' ^'^^ i^»^- K- «n*^tla!, J. Fleming,

<i».« Re

li^/Z ^v^'^'l^'T'
*-^^- ^'* '^«*t'^^^»-'^'«^"i«^^ rio.

: best coUec^

E^'- b* V^Z^'i'^';^;^^ ,2 H.nrtHease,Vf, J. Campion,''

±^;,"^^'' ?''*?« v^«' tto;besti'^omVs gili
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med^l. Col. v\aU ; best co^/^rr.(,» 0/ PMn/., bright si ver
Fruit : best Strawherries, gilt rim. br.medal. H. p, Hollowav v.^ \t'

""'"' ""'"""'^^-'^s, gut nm.

Mr. Huidc
, be.l I/I^^uj " ^1? I.f^^^ ;t*^--?:-!: ^''itto.

Carnitton. Esti

summer cxliibi-

lartof, Ht; rer6,'«fl*-, i,t and 2uii ;
*

*tuu.r«. m seedUr^^uir
Jatand 2nd ;Pel^^r.r4niums, rallecUon ox «; 2au ben three rthJ^*Ut 2m\ and :M, tor Tvups Bizard, flamed, *«; feaUer*wf istand 2nd: /?v^;;. ., flm^ed. tst ; ;Z<>jre, feathered, l»t ; ^c^.; Ut

v\ Ist ; yf AK ,>j*'A ut a'"! 2nd ; i . ,.4*^;,, ut^d. and 3rd ; sf^-aimir drtto, Ut; /f^'Wh j Plapf*- Ui and Sod-
Annuals, \%t\ ^yatta: Plants, }U; Basket 0/ r .p.- /\,.„f,'

'flotvrr.t^ 1st;

and 2nd; Ra>

J»t; Bouquet, ^nd; Pifieiat; Cucitmbers, lat ; f

Of the unsuccessful the following were some of the best speci-
mens
leader,

Mills
the 4th, Hamilton's Black Spine, Manchester White. Mr. Thom-
son, of Ealing, exhibited a very good brace of fruit, but rather
deficient of colour at the necks, 22 in. long. Beside the prize
fruit. Farmer Allen exhibited five brace of his Victory of Suffolk,
from 17 to 24J in: long. Mr. Milbuin, of Ipswich, also exhibited
five brace of good specimens of Weedon's and Manchester, Mr.
Golding, of Hadleigh, some capital Victory of Suffolk.

Exeter Horticultural Society, May 27.—This exhibition was held
in the Castle Yaid, and was very numerously attended. Tlie
following prizes were awarded:—Fruit: Best dish of Grrt/?^^, 1/.,

to T. Porter, Esq. ; 2d best, 10*., Sir J. Kennaway;, best Citron,
exhibited on the tree, XL, Mr. J. Grimu; 2d best, 10«., J. W.
Bullcr, Esq. ; best dibh ot Pears, 7*., F. Cross, Esq. ; dish of Ves-
aert Apples, of any one sort, 55., J. Gould, E.sq. ; dish of Kitchen
do,^ 5s., Sir T. Acland ; dish of Strauberries, 7s., Sir J. Kennaway
2d best. 5*., Mr. Griffin j best dish of Nut6, of any sort, 5*., Sir j!
Kennaway. Ejctra Prizes, Fruit: Collection of Apples, Zs.Qd.,
H. Porter, Esq. ; dish of Raspberries, 55., J. Huxham, Esq. j dish
of Oranges and Lemons, IO5., Mr. Griffin. Vkgetables: Best
dish of Asparagus, iOO heads, not exceeding; in. in length, to be
decided by weight, 75., Sir T. Acland i 2d best, 5.?,, Sir J. Kenna-
way ; best six stalks of Rhubarb, 7s., J. W. Buller, Esq. ; 2d, 5j?.,
T. Porter. Esq. j best brace of Cucumbers^ 7*., Capt. Toll; 2d 5s!
Sir J. Kennaway; best dish c^ Green Peas, Js., H. Porter Esq •

2d best. Ss.. F. Cross, Esq. ; beif dish of Kiflnef/ Beans, 5*., Sir J
Kennaway; best dish of Potatoes, the growth of 15^2, 7s., T.
Porter, E^q. • 2d best, 5«., J. Ponsford, Esq.; best bunch of
^"1. ' t^'*

^' K"xham, Esq.
; best bunch of iYew Carrots, 5s., T.

Porter. Esq.
j best three Broccoli, &s., Sir T. Acland; best three

M!ri;-f.'!r''K* I'-.^'l^-
Kmnaway? three Cabbages, 5s., Mrs.MUchcll; host SIX CosMtures, 5s., H. Porter, Elq. ; best six

Sn!«rr f^"^''^*'..®'-
'^'- ^°^*^*"' ^^n-; ^c^t dish of Spring

fcl 4i 'V J^ ^'^*=*'^"
' ^^^^ collection of Vegetables, a Silver

p1nw» *l?'"^S'.^^- -^*'* Vegetal^les, 7».. H. Porter, Esq.-F1.0WBRS. St^.rePfnnU: Bc.t coUection of li Orchidaceous

best, IO5., J. B. Swete, Esq.; six largest and bebt specimen
Pelargoniums, in pots of any size, 10s., Mr. Griffin; be&t three

ilhre
rrBu

Urinkwater; Grenihousc Plants, l^nd.; Rosct, Ut, 2nd, and 3rd ;y^rbenm, 3rd ; Pelanjoniums, six variet:
. , mand 3rd ; best three

ditto, Ut and 3rd; new ditto, 1st and 'Jnd ; seedlin? ditto, 1st and
2nd

5 P^ichsia, }%t ; Stacks, 1st; Anemones, 3rd| Basket 0/ Green-
house Piants^ 2nd; Strawberries, lat; CauHflewer^, 2nd 3 SeaKak,

best, 5s., Mr. Griffin. Greenhouse Plants: Best group of 12 (ttT
elusive of Pelargoniums, Heaths, aud CacU), 1/., J. W. Buller^

Best six, 7s., Mr. Griffin; 2(1, Ss., J. WTBullcr, Esq. J/tfi/iic-w*-
Best 12, 7*.. Mr. J. Clark; 2d, 5s., W. Couch, Esq. F ' aFloiocrs:
Tabernaemontana coron^ria, Ss,6d,, H. Porter, Esq. ; Gloxinias

of

nicum, 3s. 6^/., Sir T. Acland; Double Yellow Provence Roses
3s. 6(f., F. Cross, Esq. ; Seedling Cineraria, 3v. 6f/., Sir J. Kenna-
way; Fuchsias, 3s. Qd.^ IL Porter, Esq.; Pansies, Zs.Qd., F.

Cross, Esq.

Morniugside Horticultural .Exhibition, /^^u^ 7th.—The second
meeting for the season was held in the school-room, Worningside
when the following prizes were awarded :—Pelaeg6mums: 1, Mr!
J. Youn^, gr. to T. Oliver, Esq., for Conservative, Sultan, Sylph,

and Bridesmaid ; 2, Mr. J. Downie, gr. to Ge^. Uobertson. Pax-

Ranunculuses: 1, J. Young, for Quetu Victoria, Prince Albert,

Prince of Wales, Princess Royal, Duchess of Kent, and Shakespeare;

2, Mr. K. Anderson, gr., Burgh-muir-head. Anemoxes: 1, Mr.

\V. Denholm, gr. to Sir Jas. Forrest, Burt. ; 2, Mr. J. Fargie, gr.

to Mrs. Greg:ory/ Hardy Shrubs: 1, J. Fargie, for Scarlet La-

burnum, White Cytisus, and Robinia hispida ; 2, Mr. J. Liddell, gr,

to Alex. Thomson" Esq. Cuina Roses: 1, J. Uownie; 2, Mr. J.

Johnstone, gr., JBraidsburn. Rockets: 1, R. Anderson; 2, J.

Downie. V^^getablfs.— Turnips: I, Jlr. H. Gibb» gr. to Mis,

Stark ; 2, W. Denholm. Caitliflower : 1, H. Gibb; 2, Mr. T. Wood,
gr. to Alex. Falconer, Esq. Early Horn Carrot: 1, Mr. J. Dou-
glas, gr. to Sir Thos. Dick Lauder ; 2, J. Johnstone. Peas : I, W.
Denholm; 2, J. Johnstone. Potatoes: 1, J. Douglas; 2, J. Liddell.

Fa^ssie^ (Amateurs) '. 1, Mr. Cockburn : 2, Mr. J, Roberti^on.--

Amongst the many articles sent, the judges looked upon the following

as reflecting much credit on the exhibitors ; viz., a splendid and rare

collection of Seedling Ranunculuses, from Mr. Kilgour, raised by

him^elt; from R. Anderson, some fine Ranunculuses, and three good

Seedling Pansies ; from Newington Lodge, an excellent collection of

Pelargoniums, which attracted much attention ; and also frum Mr.

H. Gibb, a very fine specimen of Stewart's Defiance Cucumber.

' Kottingham Floral and Horticulttiral Society, May 25.—The

first exhibition of the above society for this season, took place at

the Assembly Rooms, for the exhibition of Tulips, Pelargoniums,

stove, greenhouse, and herbaceous plants. Ericas and hardy

shrubs, and different kinds of fruits and vegetables. Tumps ; 1,

Platoff, Abercrombie, Lilliard. Bien Faitc, Triomphe Royale,

Unique, Mr. Gascoigne; 2, Royal Sovereign, Captain White,

Baguet, InconiparaVde, Walworth, Prince d'Asturias. Mr. Sam.

Bean; 3, Platoff. Pagers George the Fourth, Lilliard, Incompara-

ble, Triomphe Rovalc, Flambeau de la Duchesse, Mr. Gillsou;

4, Platoff. Captain White, Scedlit.g, Queen, Walworth, Triomphe

Royale, Mr. Spencer; 5, Seedling, Albion, Seedling, Incomparable,

Unique, Seedling, Mr. Uarpham; 6, Surpasse Catafalque, Caitain

White, Baguet, Sable Rex, Triomphe Royale. Unique, Mr. Beards-

ley ;^ the best collection, Mr, Gascoigne. Feathered Bizard:

ijSavomOy, Mr.Gascoign; 2, Seedling, Mr.Harpham. Feathered

Bybloemen: I, Black Baguet, Mr. Gascoigne; 2, SeedUng, Mr, 5.

Bean. Feathered Rose : I, Triomphe Royale, Mr. Gascoii,nie; 2,

Walworth, Mr. S. Bean. Flamed Bizard; 1, Captain White,

Mr, Gascoigne; 2, Albion, Mr. Harpliani. Flamed Bybliemen:

1, Violet, Mr. Gascoigne ; 2, do., do. Flamed Rose ; 1, Triomphft

Royale, do.; 2, Unique, do. Self: 1, Louis the Sixteenth, do.;

2, Sherwood, do, lie^^t Seedling, Mr. Harpham. Best collection

of Roses, Mr. J. Pearson ; do., Cut Thorns, 1, Mr.Fiettingham;

2d do., Mr. J. Pearson. The Healer's best 20 Pansies: Seedling,

Beauty, Mrs. Walter, Defiance, Dr. Johnson, Ari;o, Scipio, Lady

of the Lake, British Queen, Seedling, Village Maid, Seedhng:,

Hope, Criterion, and six Seedlings, Mr. Frettingham. The.*lw*i-

tevr's best 20 varieties: Mrs. Thesiger, Grand Duke of Russia,

Captivation, Coronati6n, Mulberry, Agnes, Jewess, Imogcnej

Chimpanza, Climax, Rainbow, Sir G. Larpent, Magnet, Rival

Yellow, Conservative, Conqueror, Queen of Scots, Queen \ ic-

toria, Melpomene, Diana, Mr. Gillsun; 2d ditto, Mr. S. Wnghti

12 do., 1, Mr. J. Robinson; do., 2, Mr. J. Nevill. Amateur's hest

six Pelarg6.mum3: Victorv, Rienzi, Clarissa, Vivid, Climax,

and Sylph, W. Cartledge, Esq. ; 2d, Messrs. Needhain and Green.

/>ea/<?r'« best six : Climax, Victory, King, Rienzi, Joan of Arc,

Clarissa, Mr. Frettingham ; 2d, Climax, Victory, Seedling, Sylpn,

Vivid, I^imatium, Mr. J. Pearson; best collection, W. Cartled^,

Esq. Best Orchidaceous Plant; Oncidium divaricatum, u.

Walker, Esq.; 2d, do. Euph6rbia fulgens. F. Wright, Esq j
tO;

thrinaCristagalli.do,; Clematis Sieboldi, Mr. J. Pearson. Ebka.

1, F. Wright, Esq.; 2, Jasminif61ia, do. Herbaceous FtA^T5.

1, Mr, J. Pearson ; 2, do. Cactus : 1, G. Walker, Esq. ; 2» a«^^*

Best collection of Grebnhousb Plants: 1, Mr. J. Pearson,' ^.

Mr. Frettingham. Best collection of Ornamental Shklbs, ii •

J.Pearson; American Plants, Mr. Frettin-ham ;
Rhodode.-

DRoxs, ditto; Hkrbaceous Cut Flowkrs, ditto; ^^"'^^.^^^upj.
retusus, Mr. S. Wright. Fruit: Strawberries, I, G. "^,1^^;
Esq.; 2, Messrs. Needhim and Green. Dessert Apples t ^*J~?Y
Pendu Plat, Mr. J. Pearson; 2, Moss's Incomparable, do. Bofnifg

Cauliflowers, G. Walker, Esq. Cucumbers : Park Hall, do- ;W
tcr's Long Green, Col. Wildman. Lettuce: 1, Cos, **• "''^

j
Esq.; 9, ditto. Rhubarb: 1, G' it, G.Walker, Esq.; 2,

>if,^

Pearson. Potatoes: V Ash-leaf Kidney, G. WaUer, ^-4*' .,'„,

Onions : 1, Tripoli, F. Wright. Esq. ; 2, Lisbon. Messrs. ^e^''.
f

and Green. Cabbage: 1, Vanack, F. Wright, Esq.; 2, impti

G. Walker, Esq. Parsley, Messr.-!. Needhauiand Green.

0:rford^hire Horticultural Society, May ^l.-Thesecond^hoj^^^^

this season was held in the County Hall. The Tulips a^"
^f'

i,]e^

attracted much attention, and the Vegetables were ver> ^^*^"
^ueir

not only for the number exhibited, but for the excellence oj^^.^^

quality. The following prizes were awarded ="'^'''^'^*T'Jif,mphe
prize, Mr. W. Collcutt for Preciosa. Bagot Rigo, bolivar, irioi'

Royale, Bell's King, Rosa Bianca, Thalestris, Surpasse
*-^^^'^^^n,

Washington, Holmes' King, Brown's Seedling, andone uuki^^^

Second stand: Mr. J. Hind for Piatoff, Bates' 24, p^^^!}^... ^e*

, Holmes* King,' Capt.
^y^;^^^/^t^^[^^rise iTransparente Koire

, forXriomphedeLisle.Trioinphe Royale, Thalestris, 5^
Rigo, Bell's King, Rubens. Bolivar. Holmes' King:, au^f

»!J'^^rdj
Catafalque; 2nd. the Rev. the Provost of Queen's Coltegt. ^ .

gj|p^

forTmp^ratrix Florum, Mantue ducalc, ^^^^a*"^^^/,^'. '*i7,ornm;
Juno, Ro- Qnarto, Catherina. Black Bagot, and 9^f'''*4^,,:,,gton,

3rd, Mr. James Turner, for Holmes' King, Bagot Rjgo. VN £!' '^ ^e
Rose Hebe, Sir Sidney Smith, Diana, Charles Tenth, 1^' ^^*^,,j

Royale. and ApoUo Belvidere; 4th. Mr. W. Day, for
^^'ioy^^^'

King, Wellin,irton. Sir Sidney Smith, Capt White,Triomphe K >^^^^^

Washington, Roi de Cerises, and one unknownj 5tn. >> * 'q^jHs,
for Triomphe Royale, Drusus. Bijou des ^"^f^^lZ^gyont^i
Andromache, Catalani, Violet Blondeau, Rembranti x^esw

I ':
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etli, Mr. H. Bell, Eagle, Earl Grey, Trafalgar, Wellington, Bell's
King-, Frauciscus primus, Triomphe Royale, Triomphe de Lisle,
and onennlcnown. Greexiiousk Plants: 1st prize, Mjt, Bailey, gr.
to the Archbishop of York, Cytisus Canariensis, Acacia pulchella,
Selago Gilliesi, Cactus speciosissimus ; 2rid, W. Fairbairn. CoUec-
Hon of Plants: 1st prize, Mr. Day, PoUgala attenuate. Fuchsia
racemiflora, Diosma uniflora, Azalea Indica alba, Az. auraiuiaca,
Aristol(5c!ua sempervirens, Clematis Az6rea Grandiflora, Choro-
zerua cordatum. Hydrangea p(5ntica, Erica vestita fiilgida, Eu-
phorbia splendens. Heaths: 1st prize, Mr. Day, Erica hybrida,
Mirabilis, Ventricosa superba, Liiina^oides, Cupressina, " West-
phaliijgea. Pelargoniums : 1st prize, C. Webb, Esq., Joan of Arc,
Foster's Eliza superb, Vit?la, Jewess, Climax, Chef d'ceuvre; 2ud'
M. J. Johnson, Esq., Alicia, Foster's Eliza superb, Climax, Je'wess'
Dennis' Perfection, Alexandrina; 3rd, Dunbar's Sylph, Garth's
Perfection, Alexandrina, Foster's r6sum. Prima donna, Alicia.
Hardy Shrubs : 1st prize. Mr. Bailey, Rhododendron catawbien^e,"
Azdlea p(jatica, Az. var. Gaultheria shallon j 2nd, Mr. Day, Azalea
pontica, Az, rubescens grandiflor£P, Kalmia latif61ia, Deutzia scabra.
IlAitDv Herbaceous Plants : 1st prize, Mr. Bailey, Phlox divari-

]^ i^
Crowwrf; i.Mr.T. lUil! : 2. Mr. J. Ranson. Best 3 Ditto:

o'^^'^^'S^^F^'*' 2, Mr. I. Malm I. i? ' White, \,m. l.llAMln;
2, Mr. T. Hull. 3, iV/.'f/^r Cround; I. Mr. T. Haricr; 2, Mr. J.Ranson. Pa^sies.~Bcs£ Sfl : 1, Masterpiece, Mary Ann, Kc Plus
Ultra. Earl Durham. A^es, Captivation, Thompson, Coronation,
Carlo Dolci,DuVe of Wellington. Eliza, Eclipse. Flora. Julius,
Joshua, Miss Nugent, Maria, Major, Odd Fellow, Pilut. Rienzi.
Raphael, Rolls, Seedling Victoria, Victoria, Victorii Superb ZU-
lah, Beauty, Rival Yellow, Brown's Adelaide, Vivid, Golden

cata, Rhodiola r6sca, Trillins Europoeus, Mitella diphylla; 2nd
Mr. Robinson, gr. at Wadham College, Lupinus rivularis, l!
Polyphyllus, Tr61iius Europceus, Tiarella diphylla; 3rd, Mr. Jeffrey^
Phlox divaricata. Melissa grandiflora, Ranunculus aconitif^liusl
Mimulusgrandiflcrus. Pansy, Seedling: Istpr.Mr.J. S.Cooke!
Pavsies: Nurserymen, 1st prize, Mr. J. S. Cooke, for Cooke's
Royal Standard, Mulberry Superb, Erilliant, Matilda, Ringleader,
Prince Albert, Hebe, Archbishop, Lrelia, Jenny, Perfection, De-
fiance, Beauty of the Vale, Ovid, Thomson's' Eclipse, Qneen
Dowager, Delicata, Duchess of Richmond, Cicane, Optimus,
Olympian, Miss Jordan, Ultra Flora, Fire Fly, Earl's *Lallah
Ronkh, Bradford's Seedling, May's Imogene, Col. Dundas, Pete's
Dick, Marc Anthony, Smith's Defiance. Defender, Brown's Ba-
thinia, Countess of Oikney, Curion, Midas, Nymph, Dart, Love-
grove's Caesar, Henchman's La Superb, Stubbs' Conser\'ative,
and 5 seedlings. 2nd, Mr. King, for King's Royal Purple, Alert*
Great Western, Sulphtirea Elegans, Emperor, Pilot, Exquisite
Euclid, Champion. Litlgard's Jewess, Miss Stamforth,\\idnair5
Eliza, Carlo Dolce, Robert Bums, Queen Dowager, Reliance
Superb, Vivid. La Superb, Curion, Peari, Juliet, St. Paul's, Flora'
Lane's Coronation, Giantess, Olympian, Thompson's Coronation'
Lane's Queen Adelaide, Corinne Superb, Gaines's Eve, Sir John

son. Victory, Eclipse, Julia, Charles the Tenth, Una, ArgoPnnce Albert. Flora magniflora, Angelina superbe. Grand Turk'
Lictor. Joan of Arc, Victoria superbe, and one unknown. 2nd'Mr. J. Hunt, for Conrad. Apollo. Grand Duke. Conqueror*
Eliza, Giantess, Vivid, Brilliant, Countess of Orkney. Beauty
of the Vale, Flora, Duke of Wellington. Coronation, Maid of
Loire, Hunt's Lord Carrine-ton. Parln Dnlnn VfA\r.^f. tj^^..*..

1, Mr. Bailey,
'^ Robinsonii.

perial Bine, Royal Blue, Eclipse, Waterhouseana. Bicolor. Kine-
Rival Kmg, Queen Victoria. Specimen Plants •

l ]

Eutaxiamyitifdlia; 2, J. Johnson, Esq., Calceoldria 15^rfl«We5: I, Mr. Bailey, Keen's Seedling; 2. Mr. Fairbairn,
do. J^PPhs.J -VN, Henley, Esq.. M. P.. Norfolk Beaufin. Cu.
cinnbcrsx 1, Mr. Bailey. Prizefighter ; 2. Guy Thompson, Esq., do.-4^p«r«^,,5: I, Mr. W. Adams; 2, Mr. Fairbairn. Cauliflowers,

ATr' T^^u
'^^*^^^^/^* ^ Mr. Chapman; 2, Mr. Price. Peas: IMr. T Hawse, Nonpareil, a very fine dish; 2, Rev. H. Gary

2 Mr R^-?"^-
^^^^?''^^*= ^ M. J. Johnston. Esq., Green CosA Mr. Bailey, Black- seeded Cos; 3, the Mayor of Oxford: 4 G

n;tnh''''i'' J'^;V ?^^^ ^°'' ^"**"^e Lettuce: 1. Mr. Bailey,

^Ur'n'^^'^]''^^'''^^'^''''-
Carrots: 1. Mr. Railey. Early Horn;

:;« . ; S*
^^unslow. French Beans: 1, G. V. Drury. Esq., Redspeckled; 2, the Mayor of Oxford. Potatoes, Kidney: i, Mr

Round:
Bhu.

2. Mr. Horwood. do; C^t;^i, 7.* g7 V ' D'rufy^^Eso ^\1onP^4Superb; 2 Mr. Bailey; 3, 4r. John Taylon^ar^^^^^

^^^^^ll^"-^^^}'^^'^''^^
Society, June lO.-At the second meeting of this

.Society the prizes were awarded as follows :-Tuli ps ; 1 , A. Forrester,
gr. to G. Falconer Esq. ; 2, J. Pow, gr. to A. Berwick, Esq. Pe'

to ? D.nfry'''^r
J^ J- Hogg. gr.toW.Bonar. E,q. ; 2, a\ Veitch, gr.toJ.Duudas Esq. Stocks: 1, A. Gibson, gr. to J. M. Hogg.Ejq

; 2. J Pow Calceolarias: 1. A. Gibson; 2, D. Drum-
tZ^ ^o

1° rv^-
Sl^nville. Esq. Ranunccluses

: 1, D. Drum-mond; 2. A. Gibson. Anemones: I, D. Drummond; 2, J. Hog?.Pinks: 1 J Pow; 2, A. Forrester. Cuixa Roses: 1. A. Fo?-
renter; 2, J. Hogg. Peonies: 1, A. Gibson ; 2, J. Hogg. Pa.x-

Ba^4;r U •/TV^>:
A.Forrester. Hkrbaceous Plants : l/c.Baxter gr. to J. Thomson, Esq.; 2, A. Forrester. Peas: 1 J.

^, V, Drummond. Cauliflower: i, J. Pow- 2 D
Iflnri Tin f

Cucumbers: 1. G. Douglas, pr. to Sir A. Mait-land, Bart.; 2. J. Pow. Early Turnips: 1, J. Thorn-son gr. to W Brown. Esq.; 2, G. Douglas. Early Carrots:
i, J. fow; 2, J. Thomson. Amatetirs: Early Turnips- 1 I

Carlyle; 2. R. Craw. Cabbage: I. R. Craw; 2, J. Carlyle!

uV'^^^'V:^''
^' C.Stewart; 2, J. C^rlyle, Pansies: 1. J.-Car-

lyle; 2,C. btewart. Herbaceous Plants: I, J. Carlyle; 2, C.oicware.

, .^..„„, ^xv^**.io ^uviai^i^. w»m. ouiuen
bovereigu, Diana Superba. King of the Yellows, Grace Darling
Mulberry, Mr. Pattison ; 2, Mr. G. Allen, gr. to W. R. Robinson'
Esq. Best 24: 1. Maidof Judah, Maid of the iUU, Zillah, Grand
Duke, Maria. Vandyke, Prince of Wales, Xc Plus Ultra, Rival
Km;?. Masterpiece, Don John. Duke of Wellin^on, Royal Eu -le
Admiral Xclson, Adelaide, Page's Duke of Wellui^ton, Hatn'iah
More, Immutable, Jane Ann, Dr, Brown, Earl of Durham. Pilot
Beauty, Rival Yellow. Mr. T.Hull; 2. Mr. I. Mallin. Best 12 : i'
CarlorDolci, Admiral Nelson. Seedling. Victoria, Vivid. Miss Xu-
{rent, Duke of Wellinj^tnn, Earl of Durham. Thompson's Corona-
tion. Eliza, Eclipse, Julius, Zillah, Mr. J. Hastie ; 2, Mr.T. Hull.
Bouquet of Pamies: Mr. J. Hastie. Scarlet Bro-mpto7i Sfocksl
Mr. \V. Archer. White Bromptun Stocks: Mr.T. Hull. Best
Cactus: 1, Speciosissimus, Mr. T.Cook, gr. to Sir H. William-
son ; 2, Ackermanni, Mr. J. Rns?, gr. to R. Penibertoii, Esq.
3 Cacti: 1, Speciosissimus, Ackermanni. Jenkinsoni, Mr. J.
Ro.-s; 2, Jenkinsoni, Tnumphans, Ackermanni, Mr. T. Cook.
Cabbages: Improved Imperial, Mr. T. Cook. Lettucps: Belle
Bonne. White Coss, Mr. G. Alien. PiSLAaaoNiuMS, six : 1. Master-
piece, Climax, Eliza Superba, Sylph. Joan of Arc. Alexandrina,
Mr.T. Harper; 2, Masterpiece. Miss Annesley, Una, Decorum,
Beauty of Eastvvick, Fire Fly, Mr. T. Cook. Sylph and Causerfa.
tive Pelargoniums: Mr.T. Harper. Best Victory do,: Mr.T- Cook.
Calceolaria, do. Bouquet of Hardy Flowers: do. Bouquet of
Greenhouse Flowers : Mr. J. Ross. Greenhouse Plants : Kennedya
monophylla, Poiygala oppositifulia^ Clematis azurea grandiflora,
Mr. T. Cook. Stove Plants: Vinca r^sea. Erythrina cristagalli,
Amaryllis Regina, Mr. J. Ross. Apples: Mr.'T. Cook, Pears:
do. Do.: Mr. J. Ross. Cucumbers: i. Trollop's Deceiver, Mr.
Pellowe; 2, Beck's Early P^rame, Mr. T. Cook. Cvcnmber: Mr.
R. Gibson, gr. to Wm. Bell, Esq. Mushrooms : Mr. R. Gibson,
Rhuburb .- 1st and 2nd, to Mr. G. Dale, gr. to R. A. Davison, Esq.
Potatoes: 1, Egyptiai\ Kidney, Mr. T. Cook; 2, do. Mr. J. Ross,
Amateur's ctASS—Eo'otic Plf/nt: Fuchsia corynibifiora.N. Horn,
Esq. Pelarg6nmm: Pav(5nia maxima, Mr, J. Hastie. 3</o.;
Masterpiece, Climax, Alexandrina, do; 2, Eliza Superba, Alicia,
Joan of Arc. Mr. Crons. Calceolaria: Green's Prince Albert, Mr.
T. Harper. Best 2: I, Shepherd's Queen Victoria. Major's Publi-
cola, Pol>'phemus longifiora. Mr J. Hastie; 2, Charlotte. Gem,
Favourite, Mr. Harper, 1 2 Hardy Herbaceous Flouers, Mr. T. Cook.
Gentlemen's Gardkxkrs*—Exotic Plant: Pimelea elegaus,
Mr. T. Cook. Pelargdninm : Jewess, Mr. J, Ross. Best 3 do. .-

1, Village Maid, Beauty of Ware, Climax, do.; 2, Grand Duke,
Duchess of Gloucester, Clarissa superba, Mr. T. Cook. Calceo.
idria: Floribunda, do. Bests Calceolarias: 1, Favourite, Harle-
quin. Majorana superba," do; 2, Sultana, Transparent, Major's
Publicola, Mr. G. Allen. 12 Hardy Herbaceous Flowers: Misses
Watson. Extra Prizes : Mr. T. Cook, for 3 beautiful Plants of
Kalmia latifdlia ; R. A. Davison, Esq., for a collection of Verbenas.
Balsams, &c. Sec. ; Mr. J. Dagg, gr. with H. Gibson and Son. for
Seedling Pelargduiums ; R. T. Wdkinson, Esq., for Cherries*
Mr. Crone, for Rosa Humea odorata; Mr T. Harper, for aYellovv
Chinese Rose; Messrs. Gibson and Son, for a collection of rare
and beautiful Greenhouse Plants. Various cottagers' prizes were
likewise awarded.

son. Asparagus: I, D. Gates ; 2, H. Frears ; 3, T. MaTin. Pota
toes^hew : I, S. Dodd ; 2. Mi>sSniith. "^"lad: 1, R FUiot; 2, H-
Frears. Cu-umb, .• : 1, S. Codd; 2, J. Fisher. CattHtges": 1, H-
Frears ; 2, W. Thornton Extha PKizJis.—H. Frears, Gooseber-
ries; T, Maim, Broccoli, Rhubarb.

Pow

Warrington Tulip Show, 2ilay ig.—The prizes at this meeting
were as follows : Tc lips—Premier, Heroine, Mr. Hunt. »«-
thered Bizards: I, Page's George the Fourth, Mr. Hardy; 2. Ca-
tafalque Superieure, Mr. Crosfieldj 3, Sultana, Mr. Hardy; 4
Trafalgar. Mr. Crosfield; 6, Due de Savoie. Mr. Wilson; 6, Em-
peror Charles, Mr. Hardy. Flamed Bizards -1st. Phoenix, Mr.
Wilson ; 2, Platoff, Mr. Hardy ; 3, Belle du Bois; Mr. Wilson ; 4,
Surpassele Cantique. Mr. Heaih ; 5. Black -Prince. Mr. Peuketh;
6, Catafalque Superieure, Mr. Hardy. Fgathercd Byblwmen^l]
Ambassador, Mr. Wilson; 2. Cheval Noir, do.; 3, Washington,
Mr. Nunnerlcy ; 4. Baguet, Mr, Hunt; 5, Beaut^ d'Anglaise, Mr.
Nunnerly; 6. Maitre Partout. Mr. Peuketh. Flamed Dybltfmen— 1, Queen of May, Mr. Peuketh; 2, Violet rougeatre, do.; 3,
Laura, Mr. Hardy. 4. Alexander Magnus, Mr. Peuketh ; 5, Wash-
ington, do. : 6, Maitre Partout, Mr. Xuiniedcy. Feathered
Boses^l, Heroine, Mr. Jones; 2, Walworth, Mr. Hardy; 3, Hoi-
den's Rose, do. ; 4. Comte de Vergennes, Mr. Jones ; 5, Dolittle,
Mr. Wilson; 6, Hero of the Nile, Mr. Bloor. Flamed Hoses— \,
Lord Hill. Mr. Crosfield; 2. Grand Valeur, Mr. Hardy; 3, Rose Ves-
ta, do.; 4. Roi des Cerises, Mr.Nannerley ; 5, Walworth, Mr. Wil-
son ; 6, Vulcan, Mr. Hardy. Bizard Breeder-!, Old Dutch Ca-
tafalque. Mr. Hardy. Pyhlaimen Breeder— ^. Beauty, Mr.
Hardy. Base Breeder-^UX, Mrs Mundy. Mr. Hardy. Yellow
Seff—Ut, Mined'Or, Mr, Nunnerlcy, White Self—lst, White
Flag. Mr. Peuketh.

Wingham Horfictiltural and Floral Soriefy, Jtrri' ?.—This, the
first exhibition of the present season, j relented a gay display <wf
floral beauties, although th^ attendance of companvwas not so
numerous as on some former occasions. The following is the
award of prizes:— Fi.o\vEfis: Best three Pc/ar^'^?i7wmjf, Jewess,
Matilda, Prince Albert. Rev. C. Oxendenj 2, C....th's Perfection,
Joan of Arc, Una. do.- best single plant, Leila Joues, do. Best
Heroaceous Calceoldrias, Mabel, Hero, Invincible, J. Godfrey,
Esq.; best three Shrubby ditto, Roval Standard, Chancellor, Del-
ftolYnii, ditto. Bestthrce Annuafs, Phlox Drnmmondi. CoUinsia
bicolor, Nemophilainsiguis. D. Denne, Esq. Best three Cacti,
Specms^issimns. Sir B. Bridges, Bart. ; bett Cactus, Ackermainii,
do. Host Bulb m flower. I'xia patens, Mr«. H^'immond. Best
>i.'c/i.vm, Fulffcns, D. Denne, Esq.; 2, Globosa. <io. Best Bose,
Lee s Blush Perpetual, Ladv Bridge?. Bestsix Greeiil Plants,
Lirevillia Manglcbu, Pimelea decussata, SijUyahet-"-"hvlla, Me-
trosidoros speciosa, Fabiana imbricata, Pol> gala grandiflora, J.
Godfrey. Esq.; best three do., Pimelea decussata. Metrosideros
saligna, Cnieraria formosa, R. Brooke. Esq, ; best one do., Erica
hybrida. Mrs. Dickens. Cut Flowers: Be^t six JJo*^* Gri«i90W
Chnia. Queeu Victoria, Princess Esterhazy, Hymer.^k Yellow
Chnja, Common China, J. Godfrey. Esq. Best 12 Rnnanrut' 9

Mrs. Hammond
; 2(1 do., Mr G. Denne. Be^t three 2u^ :,iu,As]

Giant, Mrs. E. Collard ; best three Purple ditto, Brompton, S. M.
Hilton, Esq: Best ]2 Hearlneaie, Jev: -^ Incoinjmrable, Delicata!

*

Duchess of Richmond, Haidee, Sylvia, Countess of Orkney Jehu
Eclipse, Diogenes. Vivid. Bridesmaid, Rev. J. G. Hodgson- 2'

Queen of the Isles, Pilot, Cream Superb, Peter Dick, Duchess
of Richmond, unknown, \ATiite*s Perfection, Marchioness of Lo-
thian, Prince Albert, Imogene, Eclipse, DcHcata, ditto. Bestsix
PWar^(;;jiK7ns,Jewpsp,Garth's Perfection. Conservative. Colcssus,
Chef d'(Euvre, Beauty of Ware, Rev. C. Oxenden. Best Botiqvef,
Lady Bridges; best Bouquet of Hardy Flowers, Mrs. Brook,
'Bq^X Device. Crown, Mrs. Plumptre ; 2, Fountain, Capt. Swann.
FRt'i.rs : Best bunch of Grapes, White Frontignan. J. P. Plump-
tre. Esq.; 2, Black Hambro'. do. Best 24 Strawberrits, Keen's
Seedling. Lady Montresor; 2, do., Sir B. W. Rridges. Hart. Best
Gi^ht Dessert Apples, Court of Wick Pippin, Mr. J. Elgar ; ?. Aro-
matic Russet, ^r. Dadds. Best six Kitchen Apples, Lady's Fame,
do.; 2, Holness Seedling, Mr. W. Cooper. VECfiTAarEs: Best
quart of Green Peas, Early frame, Mr. Cousins. Bcbt brace of
Cvcmnbers, Roman Emperor, Mr. G. Denne; ?, White spine, S.
M. Hilton, E^^q. Best 30 Asparafnin, Gravesrnd, Mr. E. Gibbs;
2, do., Mr, J. Sutton. Best 30 French Beans, China Dwarf, Sir
B. W. Bridge. Kart- Bestsix stalks of ii;/(/^^«rA, Victoria, Mr.
Sankey; 2, London market, Mr, Harrison. Best Cauliflower,
Mr. Stubberfield. Best Lettuce, Paris C*.s, D. Denne, Esq. Best
t*abb(Tge, London Market, Mr. Cooper. Best 12 new round Pota*
toes, Cockney, Rev. C. H. Ilallett; best 12 new Kidnej^ do.. Ash-
leaved, do. Various prizes were likewise a\vr.rded to cottagers,
forthe best productions of fruits, flowers, and vegetables. There
was a very fine collection of Heaths, from Mr. Masters, of Can-
terbury, comisting of the following sor<s:— Erica Lsevis, Vestita
rdsea. Cuprcssina. Taxifolia, Ambigua, Fidgida nana, Persoluta,
Odorata r<^sea, Vestita alba. Tubifiora. Intermedia and Lin-
Hfeoides; and a tine stand of nameTl double anemones. The fol-
lowing Pelarg6niums were from Mr. Miller's nursery. Ramsgate

:

—Nymph. Comte de Paris, Gipsy Maid, Firebrand, Prince Albert,
Lady Carlisle, Pixey Queen, and Beauty; besides a collection of
cut blooms, of several other sorts.

Yorkshire l^^orlh Biding^ Horticultural and FloncuUural Society,
il/«t/ 27,—Thp first ^hibition for the presf^nt season took place ia
the Court Yard, Ntfnhallertcn. The day was an auspicious one for
the occasion, and the display of plants, flowers, fruits, and vr;ietah]es
was numerous and select. Amongst the many fine specimens of
plants, we particidurly noticed the Stove plants, exhibited by J.

Drummond.

-1, Mr. J.
1, Mr. Eraser. 6 Pb-

South Essex HoriicnUvral Society, May 19.-The first exhibi-
tion for this season took place in Wanstead Park. The produc-
tions, which ailcd two spacious marquees, presented a very jrayand beautiful appearance. The following prizes were awarded -

LoLLECTio.v OF Plants: Nurserymen—\,Ut.F. Kraser; 9. Mr!
v,i w^«r":

Large Collkctiox op Plants Gardeners~\,
xMr WWright, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Rushout; 2, Mr. J. Kvle
&r. to R. Barclay, Esq. Small Collection: l. Mr. R. Forster'
er. to the Rev. W.Milton. Bkst 6 Plavts : AmatcHrs-i,m
R. Poole: 2, Mr. J. Mallard; 3, Mr. J. Brock. Simglk Rpkci-MEx

: I, Mr. J. Kyle ; 2, Mr. F. Fraser. Do. : Amateurs
Brock

i 2. Mr. R. Poole. Single Azalea
lARcoNMUMs: diUo. 12 Pkla RGONiLMs : Gardcncrs-l, Mr.
J- Kyle

i 2 Mr. Wright. 6 Do. : 1, Mr. S. Gad, gr. to T. Lennox,
1 >t'?;

^**' R- Forster; 3, Mr. Loudon. 6 Do. : Amateurs—
^ Mr, R. Poole; 2. Mr. J. Brock. 6 Calceolarias : I, Mr. Fra-

1 \V
\^^'"* P^^^Plin- »2 Do.

: Gardeners—% Mr. Wright. 6 Do :

\' \f
'^^^^^ ^ ^^' • -^wa^tfwrs-l, Mr. Poole : 2, Mr. Mallard;

^>
Mr. R. Golledge. Skedlixg Do.: l. Mr. Pamplin. 12 Eri-cas: 1, Mr. Fraser. 6Do. : 1, Mr. Kyle. 3 Cacti : 1, Mr. Kyle.

ftiMGLE Do. : 1, Mr. Kyle ; 2, Mr. Forster. Bouqurt : l, Mr.
vyight; 2, Mr. Forster. Stocks, ditto. 12 Pots of Ferns : 1,

r ii T
^'^^' 12 Tulips: I.Mr. May. -Ditto: Amatears-\^ Mr.

Gart
' t'"^^&''Ove; 2, Mr. G. Hipkin. 24 Heartsease: 1, Mr. S.

da
; 2. Mr. J. Monk. gr. to W. Drake, Esq. : Amateurs— i, Mr.J. Pells

; 2, Mr. Poole.

Whitehaven Tulip Shoiv, May ig.—Tliis tonk place, as nsual, at
the Savings' Bank, and was allowed bv all judges to bebv farthe
most splendid exhibition of the kind that has graced the rooms
since the formation of tiie Society. The following is a list of the
prizes: Tiuaps—Feathered Bizards: 1 and 6, Rev. J. Fox. Trafal-
gar, Trebisonde; 2, 3, Miss Mossop, Goude Buers, Count Pla-
toff; 4, Miss Fox, Firebrand ; ."5, Mrs. Roper, Pearson's Rt^ at.
Feathered Byblcemens : I. 5, Mrs. Roper. Lord Rndnev; 2,6, Rev.
J. Fox. Biea faite, Partout; 3, Miss Mossop. Bien faitc; 4, Miss
Fox, Washington. Feathered Roses: \, 5. Miss Fox, Dolittle,
Comte de Verj-ennes j 2, 4. S. Dodd, gr. to Lord Lonsdale,
two blooms of DoHttlej 3. Rev. J. Fox. Hero of the Kile,
o, Mrs. Roper, Dolittle. Flamed Bizards .

Abercrombie ; 2, Rev. J. Fox. Duke
Miss Fox, Grande Bergcre; 4, Mrs. Roper,
5. 6. T. Falcon. Esq., Unknown. Flamed
Steel, Violet Wallers; 2, Miss Fox, Vulcan! 3. 5, Rev. J,
Fox. Cerise Parmo. Bacchus Rectified; 4, WlUiamsim Pciie,£.sq.,
Unknown ; 6, S. Dodd, Bicn faite. E.itru Prize by Mr. J. Mos-
sop : 1, J. Steel, gr. to W. Peile. E^q., Violet Wallers. Flamed
lioses: L Rev. J. Fox, Triomphe Rovale; 2, 3, Miss Smith. Tji-
omphe Royale, Cerise k belle foime: 4, Miss Mossop. Rose
Unique; 5, Mrs. Roper, Rose Unique; 6, Miss Fox, Trioniphe
Royale. Selfs: 1, 2, J. J. Gaitskell, Mine d'Or; 3, T. Falcon,
Esq., Unknown; 4, Miss Mossop, Mine d'Or; 5, William
M. Hobson, Roi de Mine d'Or; 6, Mrs. Roper, MirabeUe.
Best Double Tulip: I, W, Ellwood, unknown; 2, W. Peile. Esq..
unkaown. Best Pan of Tulips : Rev. J. Fox, Trafalgar, Bjen
Faite, Roide Siam. Glaphyra, Walworth. Firebrand, Rose Unique.
Second Pan: Miss Fox, Trafalgar, Bien faite, Cardinal, Vulcan,

\. Miss Mossop,
of Lancaster; 3,

Sir Sidney Smith
;

Byblcemens : 1, J.

From the Earl of Tyrconnel, T. Walker, Esq., and from the >Tar-
q^iiess of Ailrshury's garden, at Jer^aux .\bbey, were many fine speci-
mens or plan — from the latter pKicc we noticpd a beautiful new
Cineraria, named Prince Albert, which was much admired ; and
from many other members, various productions of Flora. The
splendour of the Calceolarias exhibited, excited the admifetion of all
present, from their novelty of colour and for their siie, which sur-
passed those of all previous exhibitions. The Pansies were splendid;
nothing could surpass the beauty of the winning stands, which con-
tained most of the best varieties in culfivation. The Bouquets, both
hardy and tender, were numerous; and from their chaste arrange-
ment added murh to the splendour of the show. The 'Julips were
Teiy numerous, and amongst them were some fine flowers, but .the
season \ia* too far advance.! for them. In noticing the fruits, we
must add, that the high state of preser\'ation in which the Ribj-ton
Pippin Apjtles were brought forward, is very hijrhly creditable,
being as fin#* in flavour and appearance as at ChTistmafi^ The Rhu-
barb exhibited was of pood quaUtr ; the length of some was nearly
four feet, and a bunrde of t«ielve stiJks \^as supposed to wpi^fti
nearly .SO lbs. Ten lears .vuice, twelve stalks of Rhubarb could not
be produced to wei^h twelve pounds in this neighbourhood. The
Cucumbers, particularly the winning brace, were pronouncet^, for
symmetry and ^'ood growth, to be the fim-st ever exhibited at this
me,etiugr. The prizes wfreas follow*: Stove Plants— 1,2, J, Hut-
ton. Esq, So^Wier Ilili, J^inningia guttata, Haemanthua coccinea.
GREENno'SE Plants: 1,2. do., Mav's Fuchsia stUosaconnicua,
Bordma Perrulata. Ericas: 1, 2, Mr. Mav, E. pinift'lia purpurea E,
hIc«*lor. Calceolarias, 1,2,3, 4,5, 6, I^dy Constable. Svlph, Vic-
tory, Uouder, Zenobia, V*nus. all seedlinprs, Mr. May. Pelargo-
mums: ria^sl -1, Mr. l\Iay, Jewess; 2, Mr. Hepton, Jewes«i. Cla*3
2-i, Mr. ^lay. Mi-s Herbert; 2, Mr. Hepton, Ophelia. Class 3—

i

Mr. HeptoM.Kin.i?;2.do., Masterpiece. Class4 I.Mr EUiott.Grand
Dukp; 2, Mr. l\Iay, Ma.^imum. Class 5— i, Mr.^Ieptbn. Vi- torv •

2, Mr. Banmnp. Garth's Perfection. Class 6-1, Mr. Hepton
Apollo; 2, Mr. Hepton, Chef-d'CEuvre. Pansies : Stand of VB^
r, Mr. Linton, with I\Iay's Goldsmith. Puche^s of Cleveland, CoK
Dundas Imogene. air. Brown, Amulet, Jewess, Lalla Uookh, VanAmburgh, Nicol Jarvie, Enfield Rival, Marc Antony, Wond«^r, Paul
Pry, Albina, Mrs. Ward, Ha. net, and Harnardiana ; 2, Mr. Lintnn.
^^anrf 0/12-^1, 2, do, Staudof^-Ao. TuLlPs : Cla.s 1-1, Mr.
l.inton : 2. Mr. HpnfrAn. rin*« o_i tit- ^i « »*^ «_:._

2 Xf c -k'
^' FJIuit. — jPmt,s.- 1, Mr. W. Wright;

^ iNir. b. Murray, gr. to C. Tebbutt, Esq. Black Grapes: l,

s/!.* ; ^*^«^on, gT. to S. Gurney, Esq.; 2, Mr. L. Murray.

JifJ.7'l^'^' j^r. Wright; 2, Mr. L. Murray. Cantaloupe

Mr w~ I. ^- ^^^^^^ ^^* ^^ ^- I^'n^lejr. Esq. Cucumbers-l,

hill i"?f ' ^' Mr. Braveuder, grr. to J. Whcen. Esq. Vegeta-

KiM^A A^'
}'^'^''^'^^'

' 2, Mr. S. AUon, gr. to G. Sharpe, Esq.

Mil. r
^PP^e^r-\, Mr. Forster; 2, Mr. Kyle. Dessert Do.-\,

to^L* ^'"'""^*^^*^®i 2, Mr. Forster. Prizes were also awardedto cottager.*? for theirproductions.

7wuse or Stoue Platits, neither Ericas, Pelargoniums, nor Calceola-
rias: 1,5, J. Gaitskell, Boronia serrulata, Grevillea suiphurea

-

2, S. Dodd, RusscUiajuncea; 3, 4, 6, R. EUiolt, gr. to G. Hartley
Esq., Fuchsia fulg-cns. Cactus flagelliformis. Clematis Sieboldi'
Calceolarias-best four : 1, J. Gaitskell; 2, T. Bell. Best Hardy

Th^^S ^^^ ^^or/;^«/^wr^/flnrf Florirulturat Society, June 7th —
thn 1*1 ''^'^^*^°" ^^^ *^^ season was held in the Laree Hall atTne Atheaaeum. The following Is a list of the prizes :- Tulips.

collection sent solely for Decoration: 1, S. Dodd; 2, T, Bell 28
varieties; 3, R. Elliot, 19 varieties; 4, I. Fisher, 4 varieties.
Ericas: I, T. Bell, Erica persp^cua nana; 2, J. 'aitskell. E. ves^
tita alba; 3.4, 5, 6, I. Fisher, E. ful-ida, E. hybrida ; E. campanu-
lata. E. sulphArea. British Plant : i, R. Elliot. Cypripedium
calceolus; 2, J. Steel, not named. Bouquet: |,J. Gaitskell;'
2, 4, M. Lithgow, grr. to T. Hartley, Esq. ; d, D. Gates, gr. to T.
Aiasworth,Esq.j 4, M. X-ithgow; 5, R. EUiot; 6, W. M. Hob-

May. Class 2-1, 2, ^U. Linton. Class 3-1, do.; 9, Mr.Reed,
Claims 4-13, do. Class 5 -1, 2, Mr. Linion. Class fi-^l, 2. Mr.
Hepton. Stocks, Bed, Mr. Reed ; Pnrpie, Mr. Banning; White,
Mr. Puikncy. Stove and Grbenhocsb BouauExs-!, Mr,
Jlay ; 2, Mr. Banning. HAROt BocarETs— 1, Mrs. Booth; 2,
Mr. May. Fruits: Dessert Apples- 1, 2, Mr. Telford, pr. to h.
Hartley, Esq. Baking App!es-\, 2, Mr. Telford. Btrtm^berries—
1, Mr. Banning, gr. toJ. Hufton, Esq. Vegetables: Cucnmbers
—\, Mr. Banning ; 2, Mr. Burrowes Kidneif Pofaloeg—l, Bcv. T.
Moriey; 2, Mr. Teltord. Bou?- f Potaioes-i, Mr. Tefford ; % Mr.
Banning. Asparaaus—l. Mr. Burro^ve* ; 2, Rer. T. Morler- JSiamM
Bhubarb— i, 2, Mr. Reed. la. .^ /?At/6art— I, Mr. Baumr^; 2,

Mr. Telfor.l, Kl .. >f Bmn9—i, Mr. Elliott, gr. to the Eari t>- r^
conncl. > / ;

' '-1.2, Mr. Tflfnrd. P' k J ^^-kd&,
— I, do. ; », Mr. Cu m, gr. to J. C. Ifc rd. E«<|- a^i^»i'^—

J £t: al,Mr.7V..unl; 2.Mr. EUiott. -Vabba0e U *''''''- ^^'^^

'

Mr. Telford. C. ^ - I . I\|r. jr. Mav. gr. to the Ber,

2, Mr. Banc' ,:st k*-r,t 0. ns~U Mr. aepton; 2, Mr. 1 eiford

Ma^on
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See., Revl ed ly Dr. SchfeUen.—(Tran

Geraiaii).--Few books publisheJ in modern times have

excited a more IWely interest or attracted more attention

from nuoieron* classes ail over Europe, than the publica-

tion, whose title is at the head of this paper, though ap-

parently the number of its readers must be limited. Soon

after iU pubhcation it was hailed, by a great number of

people, as a most ingenious production, and as a torch,

calculated to spread light over the darkest mazes and

labfrinths of science; but at the same time voices were

beard from all sides contradicting its principles, As the

number of the latter is daily increasing, it is to be appre-

hended that the book will fall into discredit with the s;ime

rapidity with which it has risen above the common leveK

In inve^tisratinff the real value of this work it is not difn-

hited from the I rfuced by internal, but material, powers ; and inorganic
matter, which, not being subject to changes, is subject to
the mathematical laws of nature. The mental functions

cu!t to point out that part by which it obtained the appro-

bation of so many persons in so sliort a time* It is much
less easy to lay open with precision and clearness thoSe

numerous errors and deficiencies, wliich no doubt will

soon produce a decided alteration, and cause it to full as

quickly as i( has risen. A work may easily get into favour

with the public, which is written in lively and bold bn-
gnage, full of confidence and certainty, and which lays

down in a few principles, expressed with perspicuity and

'precision, those scientific results which have been ob-

tained by many tedious and laborious researches during

many centuries, and which besides boldly establishes new
laws, by which it seems easy to solve with certainty the

most difficult problems, and to explain the most compli-

cated phenomena. Such a book is sure to get into favour

with that portion of the public which, incapable of form-

h\g its own opinion on the matter, wishes to be put iu

possession of the results of scientific researches, if that

end can be obtained without following the deep investiga-

tions of scientific naturalists ; and especially if the book

be written in a language adapted to moderate talents and

pretty free from technical terms. Had the book appeared

under a different title, nobody would have found fault with

its author or entered into a dispute with him ; for no

doubt agricnlturlsts, and other practical men, may learn

many useful things from it, which they must otherwise

have collected from many works with great labour. But
the title of the book, and still more the account the author

gives in the introduction (p. ix.) of what induced him to

undertake it, has subjected his publication to strict criti-

cism, in order to ascertain, its real value in a scientific

point of view. The title of the book alone shows, that a

single person is not able to form a just idea of the value

of its contents in all their bearings, and that the opinion
of the chemist, of the agriculturibt, and the physiologist,

may differ much respecting that point. Up to this time
the opinion of only the two first classes (chemists and
agriculturists) has been published. The chemists have
found fault with the author for having produced very little

which is new, and for having published \diat was already

known before, as if it had been found out by himself, with-
out mentioning the name of the discoverer. The agricul-

turists have probably taken well founded objections to

many of the principles laid down by him, especially to his

theory of manuring. It is now time that the physiolo-

gists should raise their voice, I mean the vegetable phy-
siologists, as the other classes of physiologists find very
little information in his book, if we except a few pages

(pp. 299-3i^) where the author speaks of poison, miasnia,
and contagion. The vegetable physiologists have now to
determine the value of Dr. Liebig's work, as far as it re-

lates to the science they profess. Such a step on their

aide is completely justified by the treatment they have ex-
perienced from this author, who, as often as an oppor-
tunity occurs (and sometimes he fetches it from afar),

speaks of the physiologist with such wanton contempt,
that in some respects the whole book is nothing better
than a libel on this class of naturalists. Since Dr. LiebiV
aiserts (p. 32) that even the most distinguished of our
physiologists do not connect any meaning with such terms
as— acids, bases, alkalis, etc., 1 think we shall be justified
in trying to prove that we, physiologist?, understand much
tnore of chemistry than Dr. Liebig of physiology and the
objects of onr science. It will then be obvious which of
the two has most to learn from the other.

But it may be asked, why I take so much trouble with
an adversary, whose book contains so little which is exchi-
blvely his own, and that little of small importance, whilst
there are found in it such numerous errors, and many things

• bordering on complete absurdity. I therefore find mvself
obliged to lay before the public what entitles the author
to this attentiou on my part, and how it happens that

ll'* ??^^ °'sg»^ace for me to enter the lists against him
Dr. Liebigisno philosopher. Even in the literature of
philosophy he i* so extremely ignorant, that, without
comment, he thinks proper to call the fancies of Schdlin
the " I>*atural Philosophy of the Germans." Still it
paustbe confessed, that his work «dhercs closely to one
gre^t fundamental principle of philosophy; and this he
owes to the soundness and clearness of his genius which
Bobody can deny him to be possessed of. But it does not
appear that he had been fully conscious of the intimate
connexion of that principle with researches in science.
The principle I nieai> is the possibility of a natural
science, founded exclusively on a hylological (material)
view of the creation, The only principle or end of all

scientific researches must be, to place all nature under
strict mathematical laws, which do not aJmit of excep-
tions, and which ultimately are all reducible to the laws
provided by those movements of matter, which arise from
their fundamental qualities. This principle must be ap-

plied, without exception, to all objects of organic or inor-

ganic nature- If this term is rightly understood, we must
say that there is fa nature only organic matter, or such as

is subject to be continnMy changed by movements pro-

\

S-

alone are entirely independent of these laws; but as the

mind derives its origin from a source of quite a different

nature, it must eternally remain excluded from the scien-

tific (theoretic) researches of materia:! nature, as an object

which cannot be connected with ll:e;o. This difference,

however, is not very obvious; and only by a slow pro-

gress men have at last risen so far as to form a clear idea

of this state of things. The union of the mental and ma-
terial view of the creation in the same subject, has for a

long period led men into error in this respect. This appears

in the ancient myths, who attributed to each stone a spirit,

a god ; in the more refined entelechia of Aristotle, who
found himself compelled to adopt a spiritual prin-

ciple for the explanation of the formation of forms
;

and in the monades of Leibnitz. We even find that the

most ingenious investigators of nature, who, as it

were, by instinct, have acquired the idea that the mate-
rial world constitutes an independent body, have been
cried down asatheists, Butat last the day began to dawn,
natural philosophy gradually freed itself from the fetters

imposed on it by scholastic wisdom derived from tradi-

tions and ancient writings, and, leaving books aside, it ap-

plied itself to investigate the processes of nature by experi-
ments, as soon as this manner of scientific research had
been introduced by Galileo. From that period many
phenomena have been placed without the pale of the mys-
tical system. Kepler. Newton, and La Place, at least,

have completely succeeded in liberating the movements of
the heavenly bodies from all spiritual influence, and in

subjecting them them to the laws of motion. That portion
of natural philosophy which is called physics, and
chemistry, have likewise gradually attained their true posi-
tion, and achieved their independence. But in those
branches of natural philosophy, whose object is the in-

vestigation of organic nature, the old disorder still remains,
on account of difiiculties arising from the complication
of the problem to he solved ; and more especially, because
in the most perfect organic body, in man, we continually
encounter the mysterious union of mental operations and
of matter, which probably will remain unexplained to all

eternity. Nevertheless, in these branches, too, science con-
tinues its progress on a safe road, although for a moment
it has been led astray by the poetical fictions of Schelling
and his adherents. The whole science of the organic world,,
both in physiology and medicine, advances irresistibly,

propelledbytheunitedefi'ortsof those who apply themselves
to the investigation of these subjects. All researches now
tend tov.ards one ultimate end, namely, the establishment
of a complete independence, on the part of the material
world, of explanations drawn from the spiritual world,
and the securing it on scientific princijdes. This is the
bond which invisibly connects all the distinguished investi-
gators of nature of our own times, and which unites all the
different individuals engaged in the pursuit into one great
school, however widely they may ditfer in their opinions
and views. This it Is which impresses on the natural
philosophy of our days a peculiar character, of which it

will not be deprived by the quickly-vanishing dreams of
philosophical mysticism. Here I might confess that the
manner in which organic chemistry is treated by Mr.Liebig,
tends to the same goal, and I repeal, that on that account
his book deselvcs to be noticed; though perhaps it will be
in the end discovered that the author has not solved a
single problem of vegetable physioli>gy_that most of them
he did not understand—and that consequently his book is

useless, as far as the advancement of vegetable physiology
is concerned.

If, on the one hand, we admit that an author has di-
rected his views towards right objects, and that he has
never swerved from the idea which must give hfe to his
labours, we must, on the otlier hand, ask two questions
before we can conceive a precise idea of the real value of
his work. We must firstly inquire what degree of clearness
this leading idea has attained in his mind, and how far it

has been combined with the consciousness of its scientific
tendency ; and, secondly, how he has applied this idea to
specific objects. It is extremely difficult, I may say im-
possible, to separate these two questions, and to answer
thera^ singly, in giving an opinion of this publication of Dr.
Liebig's. For in reference to the last question, the prin-
cipal reproach to which his work is subject is, that it
has been written wi'hout consideration, and without its

auilior having previously digested the matter as he ought
to have done, as is evident from the circumstance that
nearly every pnge, and certainly every chapter, is either
not in accordance with that which precedes, or is fre-
quently in plain contradiction to it. The whole work is

in fact, a strange mixture of contradictions, superficial ob-
servations, gross ignorance, ingenious ideas, and rich and
powerful combinations, with which are interwoven the
opinions and views of other authors, sometimes named
and sometimes not, and just historical notices ; although
in other places the author intentionally, as it seems, falsi-
fies historical facts. The reader is frequently uncertain
what opinion he has to form ; he does not know whether
he understands the views of the author, or whether he is
studying ideas conceived and written down in haste, or
whether, supi^osing that the true view of the author is
maceout, it is worth exposing and proving that it does
not rest on any foundation. Liebig himself does not hesi-
tate to designate as lUitera'te all those who despise the
value of foreign literature the more, the less they are ac-
quainted with it ; and we shall add, thatit is onlya proof
of mental X'tdganty when a man extols his own business as
elevated above all others, and presents his own limited
views as the only ones founded on truth. Dr. Liebig who
speaks so contemptuously of physiologists, and asserts

that even the most distinguished among them do not
nect any idea with such terms as carbonic acid, acids

^^^^

bases, does not show in his book that he is'himselfn
quainted with the publications of any botanical physiol^'
gist, except those of Ream, whom nobody regards -s
vegetable physiologist ar all, and the general phyliobir^ or
Burdach, who adheres to the poetical fancies of Schelling
which are rejected by nearly all who have acquired any rf*
putation in these branches of science. Besides, he seerr
to have forgotten, or perhaps, he never knew, that Miiller^
Schwann, and other physiologist?, have distinc^ui^Led
themselves by important discoveries in chemistryr J
deed, Dr. Liebig would seem lo^know nothing about
anything except chemistry, and even in that^'science
to be only acquainted wkli his own views, when
among other observations, he maintains in 'a very
arrogant way, that the art of making experiments can
only be acquired in a chemical laboratory. It would seem
as if he had never heard of experimental natural philo-
sophy, and that the names of Faraday, Arago, Biot See-
beck, &c., have never reached his ears. What conclusions
then, shall we draw from his assertions ? It is a most uu*
pleasant task to enter into a dispute with an author who
evidently has not digested what he has published, for
in such a case it must remain a matter of great doubt
how far he intends to be answerable for his own opinions
and assertions.

We are bound to support these our opinions of Dr.
Liebjg's work by some passages taken from the book
itself. He says, p. 18, *' It is certain that plants decompose
carbonic acid ;

" p. 60 and GI . however, he thinks it very
improbable that the carbonic acid is decomposed, andshows
that it is much more probable that water is decomposed.
Page 35, he says, ** As pure starch of potatoes, when dis-
solved in nitric acid, leaves behind a ring of the finest wax
what can be objected if the chemist hence draws the con-
clusion that each niolecule of starch is composed of con-
centric layers of wax and amylum, which thus reciprocally
protect one another against the influence of water and
ether?" It does not appear to have occtirred to Dr^
Liebig that the term ''reciprocally" must expose him to
ridicule. One kind of matter must be on the external
surface ; and by the alternate action of water and of ether
the molecule of starch should, of course, be dissolved r

which, however, does not take place, as is well known.
It is hard to suppose that Dr. Liebig is so ignorant of his.

own science as not to know that starch is easily dissolved

in boiling water, diluted sulphuric acid, and diluted

alkalies, and docs not leave a residuum of wax ; and that

nitric acid not ordy dissolves starch, but decomposes it/

Page 8, he says, '*The qualities of humus and of humie
acid have been transferred in an inconceivable way by
vegetable physiologists to that constituent of mould to

which the same name has been applied." (By whom?--I
think only by chemists.) We do not know whether to

consider ic as ignorance of the history of his own science^

or as an intentional falsification of historical facts, when
we find that Dr. Liebig does not even suspect that tli&

whole theory of humus, and its application to explaiaing

the manner in which plants are nourished, have been in-

vented and fully developed by Saussure, Sprengel, Mala-
guti, Berzelius, IMitscherlich, Mulder, and others, who
were all chemists ; and that but few vegetable physiologists

have adopted it from them without making any material,

change. Dr. Liebig does not s.-crn to know that many -

yegetable physiologists have always asserted huuiui

only to contribute to the nourishment of plants by being

converted into carbonic acid. This is the opinion of

Senebier, Ingenhouz, Agardh, &c. I myself heard it

from my teacher Bartling; and it was only at a later pe-

riod that I became acquainted with the theory of hu-

mus, as explained in books, and to which I am not

inclined to give my assent. But in another part of his^

book he does seem to know this fact, and speaks there of

Senebier, Ingenhouz, &c. We read at page 22, **The-
same current of air which, produced by the rotation of

the globe, h^s traversed the space between the equator

and the poles, brings to us, on its return to the equator,

the oxygen which there (where ?) has been produced, and

carries to it the carbonic acid of our winters?" Must
we, in reading this monstrous theory of the winds, ascribe

it to an entire ignorance of natural philosophy ? or to mi

utter confusion of his ideas when the author was writtog

down this passage? Page 37 :—** In those plants of the

torrid zone which are filled with nvilky juices, caoutckouc
and wax surround the water with a kind of impeuetrabb
cover, similar to what is observed in oily emulsions, there-

fore they abound in juice. As in milk the pellicle formed
on the surface prevents evaporation, thus in these plants

the same effect is produced by the milky juice." Such
an assertion would excite a smile on the face of a youth jusC

beginning to study the anatomy of plants, and 'hardly de-

serves to be refuted. The whole families of Euphorbiace^,
Asclepiade^, Milky Cacti, i<:c., consist of large tbin-

sided cells filled with watery juice and a little chlorophyll-
Among them are distributed a k.^ thick-sided vessels,

filled with a milky juice, which contains but little water,

ihese vessels are not mechanicallv united with the
first class of cells, and perhaps 'even their organic^

connexion may not be important. In despite of this

milky juice, the watery matter of the cells would soon
evaporate if it were not protected by the c7ose tex-

ture of the epidermis. A person who api))ies to vegetable

physiologists a language like that used by Dr. Liebig,
Should, wc think, endeavour to understand at least the

elementary principles of vegetable physiology. It is need-
less to produce more instances of this kind, which may be
^ound on nearly every page ; our assertions will be abun-
tian ly supported by what still remains to be iatroduced.

It must be considered as an unavoidable consequence of

I
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vccatebasbeen easily thrust aside. I feel it my duty
this expressly, as many persons would otherwise

tlic haste with which Liebig has ^worked, of his striking

T\-:int of scientific knowledge, and of the little considera-

tion he has given to his subject, that his reasoning may be

refuted point by point, evcti in matters where his views

are just. - In my opinion there is nothing which proves

more evidently the uselessness of an author, than the cir-

cumstance that his reasoning is open to well-founded ob-

jections while his evidence is admitted. Such a man can-

not fail to create a prejudice against science itself, because

many will imagine that tiiey have put au end to a subject,

however solid its foundation, when the defence of it by a

weak ad

to state mio tAj'icao'j, ci3 j».uiij |Js^io»ji;a wyuiu ocuerwisc
blame me for having attacked Liebig on account of views
which I myself liave defciided at other times. My object

in writing this paper is not ti) treat of certnin laws and
principles ofphysiology, but to show, what Dr. Liebig docs
not understand—the problems which that science has to

solve; and that at least, in this publication, he has not

in any essential way contributed to the solution of these
problems. In order to proceed regularly in the perform-
ance of this task, I shall subject the principal sections of

his work, as far as they regard vegetable physiology, to a

more exact and minute examination.

The first section (from G to 43) treats of the assimila-

tion of carbonic acid. I have already mentioned that he
begins with stating as an historical fact that which is not
true. The humus of the soil has indeed been identified

ivith artificial humus, and has been considered as the
principal source from wliich jdants receive nourishment.
This, however, has not been done originally by the vege-
table physiologists, but by chemists ; as is evident from
the circumstance that Dr. Liebig, in his short view of
the theory of humus, does not produce the name of one
physiologist, but only those of chemists,

, Further, Dr.
Liebig is of opinion, that it can be shown by the strictest

proof, that humus, in that form in which it exists in the
soil, does not, in the slighlest way, contribute to the nou-
rishment of plants. According to my view of the matter,
we are not yet so far advanced in our researches as to be
authorised to make such an assertion. It is easy to show
that Dr. Liebig has not succeeded in establishing what he
promised; but, instead of it, he has adduced a fact which
perhaps may give a slight probability to this view of the
matter. Hi5 first observation (p. d), is, that the cold of
winter and the heat of summer deprive the humic acid of
solubility in water; which is quite in accordance with the
old experience, that drought in summer and a high degree
of cold without snow in winter, considerably dipainish the
fertility of soil. This observation, therefore, may rather
be considered as supporting than as refuting the theory of
humus. The observation which follows, that cold water
deprives the good mould only of the salts of the rain water,
and that it remains colourless, is not true, according to
the experiments of Berzelius (viii. 3S6). I myself always
Lave obtained from good mould a yellowish extract, u^iich
indeed differed considerably according to the difference of
the earthy matter, but which always contained a consider-
able admixture of brown organic matter. By these two
observations, which evidently prove nothing, Dr. Liebig
tlnnks he lias succeeded in completely disposiug of humic
acid (p. 10), and passes to humic salts. Here lit offers us
some calculations by which he intends to prove that theV
are equally incapable of supplying a plant with the amount
ot carbonic acid required for its nourishment. All calcu-
lations beginning with such phrases as, " Let us sup-
pose " Let us put aside for the present," &c., are
usually valueless to science ; and if they are made without
tlie ieast regard to essential points, and are based on arbi-
trary suppositions, as those of Dr. Liebig, they are per-
tectly childish. His first calculation is to prove that the
a^hes obtained from a plant, if all its salts have been
taken up as humates, are only sufficient to account for
one-thirtieth part of the carbonic acid which is produced.
Here we first meet with the erroneous assumption that
potash and soda do not differ from lime in their capacity

Liebig, will show how insignificant such estimates are

:

An acre contains 40,000 square feet. If the crust of soil
operative ui vegetation is taken to extend to t^e depth of
a toot, and the i^pecific gravity of the earth at 2.0, the acre
contains 4,000,000 cubic feet. Suppose that it contains one
per cent, of humus, the humus amounts to 40,000 lbs. Ac-
cordmg to Berzelius thgse materials absorb from the atmo-
sphere in 24 hours 40,000 lbs. of water ; conspquently ia
ilO d^iys, during.the period of vegetation, 4.800,000 lbs.
of water. To these are to be added 700,000 lbs. of rain,
which raises the quantity to 5,500,000 lbs. of water. In
this way the plants receive 2,200 lbs. of lime saturated
with humic acid, which is equal to 2,01Glbs. of humic
acid, or to l,lC91bs. carbonic acid. Now Ihe Corn and
Straw grown on the acre contain, according to Liebig.
1,020 lbs. carbonic acid. There is, consequently, still leTt
149 lbs. to account for the carbouic acid .consumed in
forming roots aud the lower part of the haulm. Again,
according to the opinion of the author, the atmosphere
always contains ammonia, which is readily absorbed by
bumus, and forms that salt which is moht soluble and
contaiiis the greatest proportions of humus. If, for the
formation of humate of ammonia ten times the s .me
quantity of water is required, that quantity (700,000 lbs,)
brings to the plants 70,000 Ih^. of liumate of ammonia.
This quantity contains, according to the calculation of
Mulder, 42,000 lbs. of carbonic acid, and if we suppose
that only one-tenth of the water is used in the nourish-
ment of the plants, they receive still 4,200 lbs. of carbonic
acid. I could wish to learn from Dr. Liebig what the
plants are to do with this immense surplus of carbonic
acid ?

On the other !»and, the author at page 13. has made
calculations wdiich render it in the highest dejrree impro-
bable that plants are nourished by humus contained ia soil.

After having repeated the old observation, that in forests
or meadows, in despite of the crops annually taken from
them, the soil continually increases the proportion of
humus without the assistance of manure, he produces a
calculation, according to which equal spaces of ground,
whether used for the growth of Forest-trees, Grass, Corn,
or Turnips, produce annually nearly the same quantity of

If this was true, it would prove that the
production of carbonic acid is entirely independent of the
mode of culuvalion and the application of manure. The

that carbonic acid is dissolved in the leaves of nlmts, has
not in any way been proved, and he himself iliinks it very
improbable in another pirt of his book. Lastly, that the
leaves absorb all the c„.bomc acid r.l.:, ;. '.;, rfcquijcjifor

the maintenance and growth of the plants from the e^'-"-
sphere

;^
that the plants, when tiiey are peiTectly fbru:ed,

are not in need of the carbonic acid of the soil ; and that
want of n^oislure and comj'l"*" ^'—"'~~ ^'^ *he soil do not
impede the completion of their r .elopment (p. AG) ;— all
these propositions are mere fictluus, and I. ... c.idtntly
been written without c^-^iideration. For r • --"--peri-
ence shews, that plants ti .t die if the soil h . s its
moisture entirely, d t^ .futes the ctatemcnt of the
autiior in a manner wL.cii c— ii be r '' -ed. In
ceiving tlds unfounded t -^ " c evidently has 1

flnenced by a solitary instance mentioned in his Appendix
(p. 181.) I do not call in doubt the c-^^ '-'^''-ty of Mr.
W, Macnab, though many iaaj.^ Uut JIC.l/'s have
risen in my mind on r. ading his account ; but I must
olferve, that Ficus australis is a jdant whose roots gro
in the air, and that it appears to me more tlmn probable
that such plants are, more than others, posseatcd ofV|ualitics
wliich enable iheui to condense the moitture of t!u: atmo-
sphere. But even if (his fact is ndiiiitted in all iu force.
It proves nothing more, th.m Hal Ficus au:-.._:scoufetilutea
an cxcei)tion to the general rule.

COll-

n in-

carbonic acid.

ted, and
But these

OJ saturation. I should have expected Dr. L'.ebig to know
that the difference is very great. Further, he has entirely
omitted -ammonia, which forms the salt richest in humus,
ana which, in his own opinion, is introduced into the
Piant by the roots, on account of its great affinity to the
^luuc acid of the soil, probably as a humate, being
^terwards decomposed by the plant for the purpose of
lorming matters containing nitrogen. Lastly, the author
j^BS not taken notice of secn;tion from the roots, of which he

elsewhere a strenuous advocate. According to this
jeory, It vvould be probable that a great quantity of bases,
«ter having given the plant this humus, are secret
^nsequently cannot be found in the ashes,

es can again be directly saturated %\ith humic acid, can
^iius re-enter the plant, aud will then undergo again de-
c<>mposUion and secretion, and so on. This calculation,
^^en, IS entirely void of all the fundamental data required

of h^^°^^''
^^^^^ I'emotely, the improbability of the theory

umus. The second calculation has for its object the
Jijiantity of humic acid which n^ay be introduced into a
^?t by the water which is contained in the soil. Liebig
^ins by assuming that (according to Schubler) an acre

j^jj
^^/eceives, during a ]>eriod of four months' vege-

•^^F < 00,000 lbs. of rain water, which reaches plants
saturated with that salt which is the most
and contains the greatest quantity of humic

th .V" .^^^^ lime; but by this, not one-sixth of
^e carbonic acid which is produced can be accounted

*^**- This calcuhUion

^hile

sohtble

, -^ ..«»^«i«..iuu IS equally worthless with the last,

th^^"^^-^^"^^
constitutes neither the most soluble salt, nor

at which contains the greatest portion of humic acid.
£mmonia, indeed, is such a salt; and this, according to

eOig himself, is always found in sufficient quantity.
*4ie following calculation; vr-hich I oppose to those of Dr.

facts on which this calculation rests are n«t within my
province, but D\\ F. X. Ulubek, in las examination of tHis
our author's book, has proved, in a very satisfactory way,
that these facts are mere fancies of Dr. Liebig.

The. author arrives at the conclusion, that as the soil
cannot be the source from which carbonic acid is derived,
it must be the atmosphere. I think he bus come to this

conclusion too haj-:tily. I venture to affirm, that it is cer-
tain that the vegetable matter contained in soil is changed
into carbonic acid by the oxygen of the air, by way of
combustion. It cannot be questioned, that the carbonic
acid produced in this way is absorbed by the moisture
contained in soil, and then attracted by the roots. It is

therefore very probable that soil contributes much to the
nourishment of jdauts ; and this probability is increased
by the obaervatlcn, that the quantity of carbonic acid

does not appear to have increased in forests, which for

a thousand years never have been cut, and certainly not
in proportion to the quantity of vegetable matter produced
by the falling of leaves, the breaking of branches, &c.

Dr. Liebig next inserts ([>. 15) a very absurd obser-

vation :
" Ilumiis," he Fays, '*is produced, according to

the opinion of all scientific men, by decomposition and de-

cay. Therefore there cannot be an original humus, as there

existed plants before the humus." T answer; "carbonic

acid is produced, according to Dr. Liebig and the opinion

of all scientific nien, by the process of combustion and
respiration; therefore there cannot have been an original

carbonic acid, as there existed plants before animals and

combustion." But of what use are such follies in a

scientific work.^ What do we know of the nature of that

process by which the earth forms her productions.' I

think, just nothing. Carbonic acid is a combination of

carbon and oxygen ; humus is a combination of carbonic

acid, ox3'gen, and hydrogen. Does Dr. Liebig think it

more difficult for nature to bring about the combination

of the three last mentioned substances, than that of the

two first ?

After Dr. L'ebig (p. 17, &c.) has repeated the well

known facts respecting the continued production of car-

bonic acid, and that nevertheless the portion of this matter

contained in the atmosphere does apparently * not increase,

he briefly asks, •* what becomes'of the carbonic acid?"

and he answers as briefly, •* it is absorbed by the leares of

plants from the air. decomposed into its constituents, and

after the carbon has been fixed in the plant, the oxygen is

emitted." This question, however, cinuot be decided in

so hasty a way, if it were only because the answer ex-

presses mucli more than the question implies. The ques-

tion, What becomes of the carbonic acid } and the answer.

It rem.ains fixed in the plants, have nothing to do with the

other questions, By what organ is carbonic acid intro-

duced into a plant ? and, Is it there decomposed, or only

fixed ? That carbonic acid is the matter from which the

carbon of ]ilants is derived, is a fact which has been stated

long ago, and which, up to this day, has been asserted as

true, by a great number of physiologists. That nnder cer-

tain circumstances plants absorb carbonic acid, and emit
oxygen, by means of their leaves, is likewise a fact, which has
been acknowledged since the times of Senebier, Priestlt y,
and S'lussuie. But that it is certain, as Dr. Liebig thinks,

• Mr. A. Pumas, in his Statics of Oreunic Chemistry, lias shown
that our outhouictric experiments arc much too scanty to prove that

Lxperimcnts by which
this question is settled may h^ made every day. It will
be found that a plant iu a pot dies if it is not watered, that
in the opcii ground it continues to live for a con.^ider-' !e
length of time without rnin, because the soil continually
absorbs the watery vapours of tlie atn.usiihere, especially
during the night; but that wiien drou^a con*'- -^^ for a
long period, plants growing in the open country snfTtr,
especially because th- drought diminishes the capacity of
the humus for absorbing moisture (Mitscherlich). Tb^ ~-

facts are known to every pc /. to every rardener, but
as it seems, are unknown to Dr. Litbig-
To prove the absorption of carbonic t '

\ by lenvc?, the
author appeals to tbe wclLkno^vn cxperin 's of Saubhure.
According to the same experiment, he is obliged to admit
that they emit carbonic acid at night ; but he asserts.
without any kind of jiroof, that this carbonic acid is derived
from a quite dilTcrent source, and that the quantity Uius
emitted is not equal to that which has previously bccu
absorbed. But since the experiments of Sau,.... w, Link,
and Grischow, according ^o which, plants vc2;etaling in an
air, to which that of the atmosphere hn? not access, do not
change the air in its qualitivc or quantitive relations, have
not been reported by Dr. Liebig, I shall take the liberty
to 0]>pose these well conducted and exact esptjrim.cnts,

to the phr . of Dr. Liebig, aud 1 think I may assert

that in this matter there is still a great vacuum in our
knowledge, to fill up which, this author docs not seem
better qualified than physiologists.

Meyen being aware of these difticulties, was nearly the
first and only physiologist to deny that the atmosphere Js

improved by the functions of the leaves, aud he has pro-
posed a theory, resting, indeed, on a very weak founda-
tion. Now, Dr. Liebig asserts (p. 21), that in the writings

of aft vegetable ])hysiologists aud botanists, the assimila-

tion of the carbonic acid of the air is called in doubt, and
that most of them Jeny that the air is improved by
plants. This is another proof of his great ignorance, or
rather gross falsification of historical data known to every
body, and it is not worth my while to answer them more
fully.

Dr. Liebig, after having (p. 2C) enumerated a number
of single well-known facls, wliich have produced in his

mind the certain conviction that th^^ carbonic acid emitted

at night by plants enters them originallj' in tliat state, and
that the ox3gcn absorbed d ps not serve for the com-
bustion of the carbon, he at last, (p. 30), produces a de-

cisive proof which, in his ojunioii, clearly shows that the

plants give a greater quantity of oxygen to the air than
they withdraw from it. He rests tlifs proof on the known
fact of air-bubbles beneath ice, which arc said to be filled

with pure oxygen ; and this oxygr n is stated to be derived

only from plants. Dr. Liebig asserts that it is pure oxy-

gen, and we must give him credit ; and he adds also that

this oxygen is always increasing in quantity, and never
diminishing. But, I ask, must this be C'-n-idercd as a
proof of that great art of making experiments, only to be
learnt in chemical laboratories? If it is so^to^be consi-

dered, I am glad that I have learnt it in other places.

llow is it possible that Dr. Liebig can expect to solve, iu
ditches and ponds, such delicate problems, in such a way
as to render them in the least degree useful to science?
He does not seem to know that ice absorbs gases ; Ih't
certainly water is never separated from the air hermeti-
tically, as it were, by ice; that in water a continual ab-
sorption and exchange takes place between the gas: ; that
carbonic acid is more easily absorbed by water than G?;ygen ;

that frost separates from the water the gaacs which it has
absorbed ; that such a separation especially takes place at

points and edges, and, consequently, at leaves and t;na!l

branches ; that—but this is enough to prove, that he wJio

considers the solution of tlie above-mentioned problem, su

very easy a task, must have but a supe'rtici.il kuawledg?* ^i

the matter ; and that this rtniuant of knowle '
. is arro-

gantly employed for the purpose of showing up, as ignorant

fellows, all those botanists who have entertained dii.^^ent

opinions, although founded on innumerab'e f '^. Tbosgh

I certainly am not partial to Mr. Meyen, an<i c;
'

-^^f

differ from him in the solution of the problem inqxx '"»

yet I assert boldly that, in concein'rjg hia theory, u 3

evinced a degree of sagacity and of kn. le^eof cuk^^^-^^^^J

much superior to that of i)r. Liebig iu f.

Assimilation of Carbonic Acid. Tsot to
.

queat contradictions, his historical, physical, and physio-

iifr on the

ation his fre-

'^^X^^uT
" """' '"'^''' "^ "^' "^""^^ " ''' '"^"^'" "' '"^

I

lagical perversions, Ue shows m .this 'chapter a ^aut of
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kaowMgc in even his own chemutry, by prodticing his

uateaablo theory of starch. The only new thing which

ho Las advanced in it, is the uew that carbonic acid is

-similated by plants by means of their leaves ;
and this

proposition mast, for the present at least, be regarded as

quite im;.anded. In proof that carbonic acid dissolved

troduced into plants by their roots, I shall
in water is in

: produce two calculations,

r%h f^,^r,f\f^tinT%*^ Slid vct a^rr

which rest en very dif-

fer**ntVoiindation3, and yet agree in so remarkfible a way

with one another, and prith other facts, that I think many

will ba inclined to put some value on them.

I. According to Hales, a snnflower, S-J ft, high, eva-

porated every day 1 lb. and 4 oz. ; therefore in ^120 days,

during its vegetation, 150 lbs., = 3 cubic feet. These,

saturated, contain .3 cubic feet of carbonic acid- 1 shall

allot to every plant 2 square feet of soil. There would

therefore be on the acre, assumed by Dr, Liebig, 20,000

of such plants. 3 cubic feet of carbonic acid haVe the

we*-^t of about 5 oz. Therefore all the plants absorb

with the water 6,250 lbs. of carbonic acid, or 1,600 Ibs.'^of

carbon. The production of carbon over the surface of an

acre is, according to Liebig's calculation, equal to 1,029

lbs. There remain, therefore, still C30 lbs., which have

been employed in the growth of the roots, ccc,^ as also

in that of the leaves which have withered during the period

of vetjetation.

»* li. The supposed acre, if we assume one foot for the

depth of the earth which contributes to the growth of the

plants, contains 40,000 cobic ft. ; or, if we assume the

specific gravity of the earth at an average at 2.0, it con-

tains 400,000 lbs. of earth. These again contain 40,000
lbs. of Inimus, or T per cent. They absorb from the atmo-

sphere, in 2 J hours, 40,000 lbs. of water, and in the as-

sumed period of vegetation, i. e, in 120 days, 4,800,000
lbs. of water. To this is to be added the average quantity

of rain, viz., 600,000 lbs., and then we obtain 5,400,000
lbs. of water. The sunflowers, which Hales used for his

experiments, have only on the lower side of their leaves

stomates by which evaporation takes place. Let us sup-
pose that the surface of the plant is 38 square ft., but that

only 2 square ft. are occupied by the stomates, by which
evaporation is effected : then we find' that that portion of

the surface of the plant by which the evaporation goes on
is equal to the surface of the earth from whFch it draws its

nourishment. If we suppose that the evaporation does
not vary, *e obtain for all the plants 2,700,000 lbs., or

64,000 cubic feet of water. With this water an equal
number of cubic feet, or 5,62.5 lbs. of carbonic acid, are
introduced into the plants, which answers to about
1,500 lbs, of carbon.

Though, from the nature of the subject, the facts on
which these two calculations arc founded have no claim to
great exactneis, and are only to be cTonsidered as a very
rough estimate, yet they give a result in which the differ-

ence is not very great ; and they prove at least one thing,
namely,— that the carbonic acid which enters plants with
water, by means of their roots, is completely sufficient to
explain the source of carbon existing in the platits.

When we consider, moreover, the capacity of humn3 to

absorb carbonic acid, we shall be almost justified in as-

suming th^t the water which is absorbed by roots is com-
pletely saturated with carbonic acid.

1 have now shown that Dr. Liebig h^s not at all under-
stood the problems of physiology, as far as he has touched
upon them in this chapter; that he has not produced
any new fact, with the exception of the unfounded
assertion that equal ejttents of soil produce equal
quantities of carbon ; that he does not know, or pre-
teuds not to know, that all the false theories on
which he has stumbled, have been invented by chemists,
and have only been adopted from them by physiologists,
among whom, however, there always have been some who
have entertained more just views ; and lastly, that the
only new thing which he has introduced, appears, accord-
ing to our present knowledge, to be quite unfounded.
It cannot, then, fail to excite indignation, that Dr.
Liebig should, at the end of the chapter, make a vio-
lent attack upon physiologists, of whom, in his ig-
norance, he has formed an idea, existing only in
his own fancy, and on iivhich all his offensive Ian-
guage 13 grounded. It is rather unfortunate that in a
^^"* f««5^cat6d to Alexander Von Humboldt, the author
should assert, that the most distinguished of our physiolo-
gists are unacquainted with the elements of chemistry,
wnust that clasg of natural philosophers with pride and

hhnseir'^'^^''^^''
'''"'^''^ ^^"""^ ^^""^ ^^^^^ philosopher

Dr. Liebig reproaches vegetable physiologiatg witii iz-noranceof chemistry and physics, and'says, they are inci

.u n
,^*^^"" "Periments. As to tlie first point, Ishall use the wards of Dr. Liebig himself, and assert that^aatn^an acta like a blockhead Iho treats other1 i^wth contempt in proportion to his ignorance of them.

pable of mak

JVhoever has read the publications of Dutrochet, Mohl"Unger, Goppert, &c., will certainly confess that thev know
quiteas much of chemistry as cm be required from per^SODS who do not profess that science ; and that in those
writers no such absurd theories are found as the nonsense
about alternate layers of starch and wax protecting one
another reciprocaUy against the influence of water* and
ether. As to their knowledge of physics, I think they
have a much greater share of it than Dr. Liebig, us is evi-
dently proved by his Theory of the Winds.

^ Dn^^Liebig thinks that all the talents of vegetable phy-
siologists have been wasted in a study of the structure
and formation of j)lants, and that they have proceeded in
this task without consulting chemistry and' physics, I
confess that our physiologists, in their ignorance, have al-

ways been such simpletons as to think that a person must
first be perfectly acquainted with all the parts of a ma-

3

chine—with its wheels, levers, Sec, before he can expect

to be able to explain its action in any reasonable way. I

do not doubt that they are also of opinion, that if Dr. Lie-

big had only had a small idea of the structure and physio-

logy of plants, he would have avoided expressing himself

as he has done in speaking of the milky jaice ; or, as at p.

66, where he says : *' The vegetable physiologist considers

a leaf in every case only as a leaf, notwithstanding that a

leaf, which produces oil of turpentine, must be of a

different description from that which ogives oxalic

acid." A leaf is indeed always a leaf. But the physiolo-

gist has ascertained, by the anatomy of plants, that neither

leaves nor stems of themselves produce oil, or any other

matter, and that these are formed only in separate cells.

It is indifferent whether these cells occur in the leaves or

in the stem. To explain these processes, it is of the great-

est importance to investigate anatomically the most minute

portions of the cells ; for the productive power of two cells,

placed near one another in the same leaf, differs frequently

much more than that of twoplantsdistantfromoneauother,

and quite different in their habits. If Dr. Liebig had the

least notion of a microscope, and its use, he would not have

exposed himself to ridicule by hif idle objections to the

existence of fungi producing fermentation. That the mi-

croscope may lead to more certain results than common
cl^mistry, may be proved by his view of the composition

of starch ; and what he says of gluten in bread (p. 36),

proves nothing more than that he does not know how to

use a microscope. Nobody has ever thought of distin-

guishing, either with the microscope or the naked eye (for

in this matter it is the same), things which possess th

same qualities in an optical view. But if, as is probable,

gluten and dextrin have a diflferent capacity of refracting

light, and these two substances are indeed mechanically

mixed up in the bread, Dr. Liebig may be certain that

the distribution of gluten in bread may be discovered

well by the microscope as by his chemical processes.

As to the inability of physiologists to make experiments,

I confess that we do not make experiments like those of

Dr. Liebig, where a fish-pond represent^ the pneumatic

trough, and a seating-ground a graduated tube. They know
too well what they are about, and that their object is not

to reason about the possibility of a chemical or physical

explanation, but to ascertain how nature proceeds in her

operations in each given case. We are far indeed from

be^g able to effect tliis, and the principal reason of our

inability mfht be looked for in the state of chemistry,

which leaves us in the lurcli, and offers nothing to our as-

sistance except a great number of ines and ides, which

are useless in the explanation of the theory of vital ac-

tions ; and about as many hypotheses respecting the com-
position of organic matter, which are just as useless, be-

cause they do not rest on consistent ideas and are not

coherent in themselves. Dr. Liebig is, no doubt, able to

explain how, according to the opinion of some cheinists,

it may be imagined that an atom of starch is composed
by the combination of his elements ; but can he prove how
it must be composed according to scientific principles,

which do not admit of any objection ? Is Dr. Liebig able

to give us a theory which explains the transformation of
starch into gum and sugar, &c., and which contains some-
thing more than empty phrases—such as catalys, contact,
a body in activity, and so forth ? So long as in these two
matters, which themselves constitute the real foundation
of vegetation, we cannot give a satibfactory explanation,
we can hardly expect to understand the zoochemistrv of
the cells of plants ; nevertheless, it may be herea'fter

found that the life of the whole plant, and of its organs,
may result from the life and productive faculties of single
cells. It cannot be denied that vegetable physiologists
have made many experiments little to the purpose ; but
it is unreasonable to inveigh against them on that account

"

and is it not most indecent, when it is done by the che-
mist, and in the arrogant way of this book ? would Dr.
Liebig wish to be reproached with all the nonsense which
in the last thirty years has been produced by chemists ?

That most silly proposition—that plants are able to form
metals and earths from water and air, was the result of
the bad experiments of chemists. In fact, Dr. Liebi'^
may look into the literature of starch, his own views in-
cluded, to convince himself how little chemistry is entitled
to reproach physiology with the mistakes which have been
committed by particular individuals. Dr. Liebig, how-
ever, would no doubt be ready to answer. *' other chemists
are nothing to me ; when I use the term Chemistry, I un-
derstand by it only myself—mc, Doctor Justus Liebig, of
Giessen, the only German chemist, the director of the
only laboratory existing in Germany." Thus, at least, he
has explained himself formerly.

{To he continued.)

To Destroy the Turnip Fhj.—A correspondent of the
Mark Lane Eccpress says—** I have great pleasure in
communicating to my brother farmers, that I have disco-
vered gas lime, sown upon Turnips before their coming up,
to be a sure preventive against the ravages of the fly.

When gas lime cannot be obtained, gas tar, reduced witli
common lime, may be successfully applied between the
drills, carefuUy avoiding the plants. A mixture of twenty
pounds of flour of sulphur with a ton of lime (which will
not injure the plant) may be sown upon two acres, which
will also produce a beneficial effect."— irorcf-i^/er Herald.

\

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
tnSlTfT''^'7^-* *l[" ^^^ ^*^8^^^^"» «^ summer that the groat, fea-

on .If .t''^^
'°/^"

"l,^""'*"*^ P^^^ ^^-^ ™«»t striking ^for^t 5,then that the woods are filled with haulu of RUoJodeudJon; A7,aka«,and Kalmia. of aU colour, and forma ; lh« border, with myriads ofRoyen
; and the flower-beds are covering with their carpet.s of whiteand azure and cnmaon and gold. Early .ummer ia the veuoQ. toowhen the J*me wood, are fragrant with their balsamic exhalations*

when the new fohage u emcralding the Fir-tree$, and when the wild

flowers still retain their freshness. Such \\-as the condition ofni^
more a feiv days since: walks embowered with thousands nf nT^^'
sault and de Lisle Roses, through which the sunbeams shed a riidH
and broken glow, led to the Architectural Gardens, whose weU-fiU J
borders and marble statuary were so relieved by deep banks of v
dant laurels, that the drsness of the neighbouring country seemed^"
dream. The earth, indeed, was hot and parched, for waterinir w^
hardly possible ; but the plants were fresh and vigorous, and show^
no sign of suffering. Among the many beautiful flowera here in jrreat
profusion, the ** Pink Nosegay *' Pelargonium was conspicuous for
its beauty on the walla, and the ** Compactum'* in the border
FInri?its, mdeed, despise such things ; but walls and borders have an
equal contempt for Florists* Pelargoniums, Among the vello
flowers in large masses, Calceolaria viscosissima was sin&ularlv
striking, from its dwarf and compact mode of growth, and colden
yeUow blossoms, llosa Banksia was there too ; not in flower in
deed, but in long festoons, produced in wild luxuriance. The season
for i)runing it had just arrived, and Mr. Frost was about to cut it in
in order to secure a full crop of flowers hereafter. He had succepded
in obtaining a fine hybrid Fuchsia, between fulgens and globosa
which deserves to be in general cultivation. In the Pinethm, the
specimens of Coniferous plants were all beautiful, except the Stone
Pines, wbich are dying off. Abies DouglasU is forming cones of the
clearest and most transparent greea ; and the Araucarias arc dartintr
up higher and higher every month. Abies Webbiana, too, is pro-
chtcinff itf singular concSy erect on its rigid branches, of the deepest
plum colour, fashioned with aduiirable sjinmetry, and already
streaming with tears of transparent balsam. That this magnificeni
species should have borne its fruit for the first time in Europe at
Dropmore, is only what was to be expected in the finest Pinetum in
Europe, and must be highly gratifying to Lady Grenville. But in
what terms of indignation shall we speak of the thief who, taking
advantage of the libeiality with which this noble lady allows her
beautiful grounds to be visited, has stolen one of these rare and
precious cones ! He would he kicked out of every garden from the
Land's End to John-o'-Groats, if he were but known. As is alvsaya

the case, the keeping of the whole garden establi hment here was
excellent, and reflects the greatest credit upon, not only the skill

but the zeal and untiring industry, of Mr. Frost, the gardener.

Mrs. Man-yatVst Wimbledon,—In the Orchidaceous house are
some beautiful sptpcimens of Oncidium flexuosum, whose grace-
ful and drooping panicles areloaried with an abundance of yellow
tiow-ers; the singularyet beautiful OncidiumPapilio ; BrassiaLan-
ceana, andEpidendrumvariegatum, with 7 spikes of green flowers,

spotted with purple; Epideudrum nocturnum, which exhales
Such a fragrant peifume during the night; Deudrtjbium secun-
dum, with several spikes of delicate rose-coloured flowers; Cat-
tleya Forbesii j 'AcanthophippiuTti bicolor ; an immense plant of

Cymbldium aIoif61ium, loaded \vith racemes of waxlike blossoms;
and an excellent variety of Oucidium ampliatum. An immense
plant of Passiflora alata covers the whole, roof of the stove,

where we observed Auigozanthos coccuiea, in flower; and Cur-
cuma longa, a pretty tuberous plant, which> althoug:h introduced

above 80 years since, is nevertheless seldom seen. Here is also

a well-grown specimen of AUamanda cathartica. In the Greeu
house we saw AcropbyUum venosum, a handsome shrubby plant,

from New Holland, of rather recent introduction; the flowers,

which are w^hite, are produced in whorls ; the leaves are deeply

and regularly serrated, and arranged in threes around the stem.

The beauty of its foliage, independently of its blossoms,is sufficient

to render it worthy of general notice. This house also contains

some noble specimens of Cacti, which will be splendid objects in

a few days ; fine plants of Fiichsia affinis and Witsenia corym-

bosa, and several varieties of Lilium lancif6lium. The Heath-

house is very gay with well-bloomed plants of Erica vestita coc-

cinea, E. tubiflora, E. ventricosa superba, E. perspicuanana [^q
latter not more than 6 in. hig-h, but a complete mass of bloom

;

Lachnsea ericif6lia, covered with heads of delicate white flowers;

Bc1'6[iia serrulata. Azalea fulgens, A, varicgata, and Piraelea

decussata. A fine plant of Triptilion spinosum is just coming

into bloom. The Tacs6nia pinnatistfpula partially cunceals the

joof of the conservatory, from the rafters of which its twining

branches hang in festoons, covered with a profusion of beautiful

rose-coloured blossoms. Here also are some Hydrangeas, with

blue flowers, which are produced by being potted in the pure

Wimbledon loam. The flower-garden, which is tastefully laid

out, is partly surrounded by a belt of Rhododendrons, which are

now in full perfection, and add greatly to its lively appearance.

We noticed a particularly good method of training Standard

Roses, which ought to be more generally adopted; name]y, over

a circular iron trellis, somewhat resembling an umbrella in form,

upon which tl^e branches are tied down as they require it. The

stem of the Rose, in the present instance, w^as about 5 ft. high,

and its head of the same diameter; when the blossoms arc fully

expanded it will be a complete mass of bloom. A clump of Gaul-

theria Shallon, about 28 ft, in circumference, is covered with a

multitude of its suow-white flowers. In the centre of the flower-

garden is a fine spreading specimen of the deciduous Cypress;

andonthelawnanoble tree of Salisburia adiantif61ia, near which

a large plant of Stu^rtiavirginica is just coming into flower. The

Vineries and Peach-house contain abundant crops; one of the

former was almost filled with Camellias, which had nearly com-

pleted their growth of wood. Mr. Redding, the gardener, allows

them to remain in heat until their blossom-buds are about the

size of peas, when he removes them to a cooler situation. This

treatment succeeds admirably.—/?. A,, June 6.

_
Crewe Hall, Cheshire.—A noble specimen of the Cactus specio-

sissimus is now fiow^ering in the Conservatory here, having up-

w^ards of 350 flowers upon it ; forming a mass of brilliancy easier

to be imagined than described by the spectator.— /ii/te H.

IsOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Mimosa Fri-gitensis. The Uruguay Mimosa. (GreenJiOuse

Shrub.) Polygarnia Monce'cia. Leguminosse. § Mim6se£e.-A
pretty greenhouse shrub, very nearly hardy, which would no

doubt improve much in appearance under the hands of a good

cultivator, and It would reward his pains. It is a native of the

province of Buenos Ayres. whence seeds were received by the

Hon. W. F. Strangways, and given to the Horticnlturiil Society.

It flowered at Chiswick. in June 1941. It requires such protec-

tion in this country as is given to Verbenas, Acacias, and thnigs

of that description. It grows well in a mixture of light loam

and leaf-mould, and may be readily propagated by cuttings in

the usuil manner.—iJo/. ne^.
Habranthus priATENsis. Meadow Habranthus. AmaryllidA-

ceae. Hcxandria Monogynia. {Stove Bulbous P/a«^)—The hulDs

of this beautiful plant were received by C. B. Warner, Esq.. jro"J
South Chili. It has a peculiarly brilliant appearance, on account oE

the contrast between the rich yellow at the bottom of its floweia

and bright crimson of their limb. It seems to like a light loamy
soil to g-row in, and sends up its flower-stems and leaves early in

spnnj.. After the flower fades the plant ought to be grown ma
light situation and freely watered, in order that it may be able to

perfect its leaves. Wlien these are fully formed and die ofT, ij

should be removed to a dry shelf, and kept there uutQ the penoa
of growth comes round, when it can be watered and treatea ai»

before. Young bulbs are formed round the old one every season,

by which it can be propagated.-i?o^ Ecg.
, ^ .

Co; MA Baueraxa. Mr. Bauer's Coetia. Orehiddcefe,
§
JP*-

dendreae. GynAndria Mon&ndria. (Sto^je Emph7jte.)-ThBV^<^^}^
liidies and Mexico produce this little epiphyte, which, although
white and inconspicuous, is, like our own Lily of the Vnlley. so

sweet that it must take precedence of most of its race. No Ha^j*
thorn hedge is more fragrant than a bed of this Ccc'Iia. 1 i'»

plant succeeds best when cultivated in a cool stove, and suspentte^
Irom the rafters on a block of wood. Almost all those persons

Who grow manyof this tribe arenowdividingthose which require

a hot temperature from others which grow best in a cooler place-

Amongst the latter, therefore, this should be placed, and it will

then flonnsh with UtUe care. It grows fast and is easxly multi-
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Encyclopedia of Collage, Farm, and Villa Arcliiieclure and Ftirnlture; Irhigiuq
down Improvements in these Arts to 1842. Illustrated by numerous woodcuts By
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as svnonymous with dog-keunel and cattle-shed, as they in melancholy tiuth have
been, and still are. Rich men in former days built castles for themselves, and styes for

their vassals and serfs. In later times, vassals changed place with their lonls ; but

vhile houses rose up, and surrounded the mouldering walls of feudal fortresses, the stye

remained to the cottager, and, to the shame of too naany of the selfish of all European
countries, still remains.

It is, however, consolatory to find that what was formerly the rule and custom is

now the exception and disgrace ; and that Ihe strong condemnation of society compels

n attention to the comforts of their cottagers, even fromthose who have not human feel-

1^ enough to see the propriety of it. We have at last arrived at the time when the rich

„rc willing to recognise the existence of other rights on the part of tlie poor than such as

the cold page of thestatute-book prescribes. The inevitable effect of tliis must be not only

to increase the good feeling which binds together the various ranks of society, but

'to improve the taste of the middle and lower orders, and to create a demand for works in

which the arts of design and arrangement are treated of. Half a century ago, such a

book as this of Mr. Loudon's would have been a bibliographical extravagance ; under

existing circumstances, it is a work of the utmost practical utility. Indeed, we are not

sure that we do not agree with the "Times" in considering it the most valuable of all Mr.
Loudon's many writings ; for there is nothing theoretical or fanciful in it ; but it is a

vast accumulation of sound practical information upon just that subject which most
men are anxious to understand, but are little able to judge of in the absence of a

safe and elaborate guide. There are few country gentlemen who do not build cottages
;

in ordinary cases it is not w^orth employing a professional architect to design them ; but

the planning is left to a country carpenter or bricklayer who knows nothing of anything

except joinery or brickwork. The consequence is just what might be expected ; mate-
rials are wasted, and estates are disfigured.

The work before us is an 8vo of 1300 pages, including a Supplement which has just

appeared. It comprehends an infinite variety of designs, working drawings, and csil-

mates of expense^ for cottages, farmhouses, farm-buildings, country inns, paiochial

schools, corn-raiUs, malt-houses, cider-houses, brick-kilns, villas, stables, aviaries, lodges,

dog-kennels, garden-buildings, fountains, and we know not what besides : moreover,

there is information concerning all manner of fittings up, furniture, ovens, kitchen uten-

Bils, and all sorts of domestic conveniences ; so that there is hardly a question that can
be asked concerning buildings connected v^ith the comforts or wants of country people
that is not well answered. For example, a correspondent inquired last week where he
could best obtain a plan for a lime-kiln. Upon turnii\g over Mr. Loudon^s pages, we
find full information upon that subject at p. 600 of the work before us, with 6 or 7 ex-
planatory woodcuts.
Even the analysis of a work illustrated by no fewer than two thousand three hundred

woodcuts would be an impossible labour. We shall therefore confine ourselves to a
couple of extracts, which will show the manner in which Mr, Loudon has treated his

numerous subjects ; selecting them from the Supplement, which has just appeared, it

being the newest part.

The folic Nving are plans and designs for a model on which the cottages of mechanics
may be constructed

:

The Mechanics' Model Cottage may be built singly, but the most economic|J
arraugement is obtained by building them in pairs. For the idea of this model
we are indebted to Thomas Wilson, Esq., of the Banks near Barnsley, who sent

2047

us. the design, fig. 2048, on which our draftsman, Mr. Marks, made the improvement,
with a view to economy in building, shown in fig. i049, which being sent to Mr.
\\usou, he completed the work by changing the entrance to the stair from the back-
room to the porch, as in fi^, 2050, the advanUges of which, to use his own words, • are
great: tlie sitting-room is altogether private; and, in case of illness, thereis an obvious
gam m not havmg to p--^ through the house from a sick-room. There is another point
not usually considered : uhtn an inmate has to be removerl to bis last home, the pre-
parations and particularly the carrying down %\r- , would by this .cment of the
stair, all be accomplished while the family were in the sitting-room.^ In cottages as they
are at present built, that which is never accomplished without dimculty, is almost
a ways );endered scarcely practicable by the narrowness and awkwardness of the
stairs. No architect of feeling should overlook thi..' lu fig. 2047 a is the rorch into
which the staircase opens

; h is the back kitchen, wiih a pump and sink-stone! arranged
in connexion with a tank or well, as in the agriculturist's model cottage ; c is the prin-
cipal room

: d a pantry
; and there is a light closet under the stair, r. in fig. 20.>0.

There are three bed-rooms shown in the plan of the adjoining cottage at ^ /, 9. in fig.
2048. In the back^yard. h, there is a place for fuel, i; a privy, A- ; n liquid-manure
tank, /; and place for ashes, &c., m. The gardens may be arranged as in the figure, or
in any other mode that is considered most convenient. The isomcirical elevation of
fig. 204/ IS shown in fig. 2046.

*' General Estimate. — The
cubic contents of the two cottages
are 15,200 feet, at Gd, per foot,

'MOL ; at 4 J., 253/. ; at 3d, 190/.;

and at 2d., 1207. ; cr for each
cottage, 100/., 12G/., 9:>/., and
G3/.

''Remark's,—Our readers, we
are sure, will agree with us in
thanking Mr. Wilson for his most
economical and commodious plan,
and for his very humane and feel-

ing observations respecting it. We
consider the design, finally im-
proved, as uniting more comfort
at less expense than any other
given in this Supplement. The
only drawback to the arrangement
that we know is, that it is neces-
sary to pass through the back kit-

chen in order to enter the best
but this might be remedied, either by enlarging the porch, or by adding a porch

^ ;. In either case additional expense would be incurred. Where comfort is more
the object than expense, we would recommend the fireplaces not to be placed in the an-
gles, but b;ick to back, as in {\g,

2048, by which tnore room is ob-
tained for persons sitting round
the fire, and the heat is more
equally radiated through the room.
For the sake of economy we have
shown dormer windows in the ele-

2048

E m

room
;

in front.

vation, fig. 2051, and also in. the

isometrical view ; but where eco-

nomy is not an object, we would
prefer having the side walls as high
as the lops of the windows. A cot-

tage of this form may be rendered
highly ornamental by enlarging

the parlour window, and project-

ing it with a bay ; by forming two
separate windows to the principal

bed-rooms, ornamenting the ga-

bles, and forming a group of co-

lumnar chimneys. It might even

be rendered more artistical by simply splaying the jambs of*the doors and windoirfi,

slightly rounding their upper angles, and either raising the side walls so as not to
have the windows in the roof, or ^-r.^^

retaining them in the roof and

finishing them with'pediments and
gpau' roofs.

" As this design is not shown

placed on a platform, it is pecu-

liarly suitably for having the walls

covered with ornamental shrubs,

such as Climbing Roses, Honey-
Clematises, Chimonan-

2050

suckles,

thus, and Virginian Creeper; or

with fruit-trees or Vines.

"All the ornamental climbers

which have been mentioned, with

the exception of Chimonanthus,

may be planted about two feet

apart, and trained in direct lines

from the ground to the eaves

;

but the Chimonanthus, being a
^

woody plant, should be trained more in the fan manner practised with Plums, Peaches,

and Apricots.
** The fruit-trees should be trained differently, according to their kinds : the Pear and

the Apple horizontally ; the Plum, Cherry, Apricot, and Peach, in the faa manner ; and

the Gooseberry and Currant
shootperpendicularly, one

only, or at most two, being

carried up from each plant.
*^" The Vine may be trained

in the perpendicular manner,

placing the plants at two feet

apart, retaining only one shoot

to each plant, and obtaining

the bearing wood by spurring

in that shoot : but t!ie best

mode of training the Vine
against a house is to have the

main branches of every plant

in the form of the letter T,
and to train the bearing

branches upwards from the

two horizontal arms, in the

manner practised at Thomery
near Fontaineblean, on tha

houses ia Stockbridge and Broughtou iix Ilampsliirt

\
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Rt Southampton
ffofficient for nny

rccouimenti the

trcaf ' in detail.

These hints on trmnin- treea against the walls of cottages will be
inesB 111"

. . ,..._„ '^-se who ilo not, we would

and the upper fiiilsLing of tbe plinth may be the outer

g trees is

ucb depends

ice in a wet

,
flngstone, tiles, or bricks, laid in cement, extending tUroueh

i wall, in order to prevent the rising of damp
; the appearanc

f

their dij^onal line in Uie direction of south and north, trees may be traiized on every

side without danger cf producing damp, as every side would enjoy sun,"

As an expression of the conclusions at which I^.Ir. Loudon has arrived after many

years' experitnce in Cottage Architecture, the following statement deserves attention :—
• Siluali.-.—It ought to be constantly borne in mind, tliat the main object in building

a CO**-— is to produce a comfortable dwelling; and th^it for this purpose a dry airy

Bituation, in which, if possible, the ground falls gently from the cottage on every side
;

an aspect that will allow the sun to shine on every side wall of the cottage a portion of

every day in the vear; thiclt walls, and thick or double far-projecting roofs of high

pitch; are most desirable requisites. , Whether tlie front, the end, or one side of the

cottage is parallel to the adjoiniiig road, ought to be considered a matter of no

consequence
;

'indeed, so far from a parallel position being desirable, an oblique one

is In general preferabk', as we have shown § 2237.

^Garden.—The garden ought always^ if possible, to surround the cottage, and it

ought never to be less in extent than a sixth of an acre; but as in cottages already

existing It miy often be found impracticable to surround the cottage with its garden,

the next best arrangements are, to have the garden before, or behind, or on one side ;

or partly before and behind and partly on one side. If the main body of the garden

inu:^t of necessity be separated from the cottage, then there should be a direct commu-

nication with it by a pa'th, so as to diminish as much as possible the inconvenience and

discomfort of an isolated girdea. Cottage allotments, by which are to be understood
'

portions of ground in a fiehl allotted to cottages at some distance, are much better than

no gardens at all ; but they are fir from producing the comfort and enjoyment of a

g&rden in close contact with the cottage to which it belongs.

jMaieriais.—When the walls are of pis(?, mud, cob, clay lumps, or any other

dcscriptiun of consolidated earth, the thickness of two feet may be obtained in solid

materials ; and tlii^i may also be the case where stone is abundant ; but where brick

must, of necessity, be U5ed, the thickness of eighteen inches or two feet is to be

attained most economically by building the walls with brick on edge hollow, and

filling them up with concrete. By this means we form a mass of solid material,

which will, of course, h:ive a greater capacity for heat than a hollow wall, and con-

sequently give out more when it is wanted for heating the air of the rooms. The
advantages of thick walls, and of thick or double roofa, of high pitch, and projecting at

the eaves, with reference to retaining heat, are greater than can well be conceived by

those who have not dwelt in a cottage. A high and dry floor is essential, whether this

be obtained by placing the cottage on a terrace, as in the model cottage No. I. in p,

1141 ; or by raising the floor inside, and ascending to it by outside steps, as in the me^
chanic'a model cottage in p. 11-13 (that we have selected in the preceding extract).

Designing Coi/ar/es.—lu page 1140 we have summed up the essential requisites

for a labourer's cottage, with a view to convenience, comfort, and other directly useful

properti.:s. The following rules are to be coasidered as additional to those given in

the page referred to, and a^ having for their object to superadd to comfort and con-
irenience, architectural design and taste. 1. Every exterior wall should show a plinth
at its base, and a frieze or walhplate immediately under the roof. In the case of
earthen walls, the plintu should b2 of brick or stone, and the wall-plate of wood.
The stones of the plinth should be larger tiian thuse xised in the plain parts of th

wall which are above it

;

edge of a course of slates

the entire thickness of the

of the edge of this course as a moulding or string course crowning the plinth7wilT
therefore, be highly expressive of utility ; or the entire plinth may be built in cement'
which will be equally effective in preventing the rising of damp, as well as expressive

of that important use. 2. The pitch of the roof, whatever may be the material with
which it is covered, should be such as to prevent snow from lying on it ; and for this

purpose the cross section should generally be an equilateral triangle. Cottages which
form gate-lodges in the Grecian or Italian styles form exceptions to this rule ; but such
lodges never express the same ideas of comfort as high-roofed cottages, with high and
bold chimneys. Such lodges, indeed, are commonly called " boxes ;

*' and in fact many
of them are so deficient in height, and in every other dimension, that they give rise to

ideas the very opposite of those of freedom and comfort. 3. When the wall is built of

rubble-work, small stones, or bricks, a framing or casing of larger stones as quoins to

the exterior angles, and jams lintels and sills to the doors, windows, and other

openings, seems to add to the' strength and security of the wall, by preventing the

small stones or bricks from being .loosened by the weather or by accident, an4 so

dropping out. Hence all doors and windows in such walls should be surrounded by

facings of some sort, or have the jambs, sills, or lintels splayed. Hence, also, the pro-

priety of quoin-stones at the angles or corners, of coping-stones to the gables, of cut

and dressed stones to the chimney-tops, and of larger stones to the plinths than tbose

generally used in the plain parts of the wall above them. In the case of earthen walls,

the jambs may be splayed, or both jambs and lintels may be faced with boards or formed

of brick carried up from the plinth. 4. Every stack of chimneys should consist of

four parts ; a plinth, which should be distinctly seen above the roof; one or more base

mouldings, or splayed weatherings resting on the plinth ; a shaft rising from the base

mouldings, of analogous proportions to the doors and windows; and a capital or cornice

mouldin<' and cap or blocking, as a termination to the shaft. The materials of the

chiraney^tops ought in general to be superior in quality to those of the walls ; for ex-

ample, if the walls are of rubble stone, the chimneys should be of stone squared and

dressed. When the walls are of earth the entire stack of chimneys will, of course, be

built of brick or stone. 5. When the flues of the chimneys are carried up in the outer

wall, there ought always to be a projection outwards in that wall, beneath the chimneys,

carried up from the ground, so as to give the necessary space for the flues, the strength

of a buttress to the wall, with a sufficient breadth for supporting the chimney-tops,

and the architectural expression of all these purposes. 6. Eaves-gutters, and ridge

and hip coverings, with similar details essential as ** finishings >" as well as for habita-

bleness and comfort, should never be omitted. The eaves-gutters should be properly

supported by brackets, these being of stone or brick, except in the case of earthen

walls, where they ought to be of wood. 7. Over the front door or porch of every

cottao-e, there ought to be a worked stone, on which should be cut the name of the

cottage, the initials of the first occupant, a number, a sign, or some distinctive

mark of the cottage, by which it may be registered in the Book of the Estate.

See § 2327, 8. In rendering cottages ornamental, the most important parts and mem-

bers of structure are those on which most decoration should be bestowed ; such as the

porch, entrance door, window of the principal room, upper parts of the gables, chimney-

tops, &c. ; and, in ornamenting each particular part, the most important details of that

part should receive the highest degree of decoration ; for example, the hinges and latch

or lock of a door should be made richer than the muntings and styles, and the munt-

ings and styles richer than the panels ; and, hence, a door in which no ornament

is bestowed ou the latch or the hinges ought not to have the muntings, styles, or

panels, studded over with ornamental nail heads as is often done. 9. Nothing

should be introduced in any design, however ornamental it maj appear to be, that is at

variance with propriety, comfort, or sound workmanship.
In conclusion, we most strongly recommend this work to all who are interested in the

matters to which it refers.

«

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
Ufon »oila not naturauy retentive of moisture, all kinds of plants,

aad more CBpt:^.«*Uy thoac whose (luality depenJs upon tiieir succu-
lence, must have auAikd severely from the kiigtheneii and excessive
brought. To ^i\•G only temporary relief in the ttsual way, hy means
of watrrinsr-put.i and manual labour, to the many hundreds of plants
that retpure it, is totally impossible ; and merely to keen those alive
upon which the future supply of the table depends, is beyond the
liinitpd nip.in* of many r'ard.^ners to accomplish. This, therefore, is

a ia\ .ii>ie opportunuy to direct the attention of our readers to the
great adranta6:es of surface irrij^ation (by means (..^op'^n drains azid
siuices} ; a practice which has been recommended by several writers
on gardening, but which proprietors have generally been deterred
from adopting by its apparently heavy expense. But a little calcu-
lation '-.vhich it is not necessary to enter into here} will show that in
a feu- }ear», economy would be on the bide of irrigation, in places
suitable to the adoption of that system,—independently of the benefit
and gratification of having:, in the dryest season, an abundant stock of
fresh and juicy vcgetaiiles. Our object in bringing forward this siib-
ject now is not for the purpose of recommending an immediate or a
hasty adoption of this system, but to point out, at a time when it can
be properly appreciated, its unquestionable superiority,

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHAKD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—The directions given last week for shading, watering,
&c

, ought to be followed so long as the drought and heat continue
;but m case a change to gloom and rain should take place, no shade,

and lea* moisture, mu>t be given. As a general rule, young plants
•hould be potted at any time thev retpiire it ; but unless they aro
taking hariu for want of shifting, it is always better to wait a short
time tor dviU weather, which u much more suitable for the operation
laaji such scorching heat as we have lately had.
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X ...nousE.-See the r'- nions in last weed's Calendar

CucvMBSRS AND XlBLOJfs.—Train the shoots of the suceM«mti^lcr;ps before they get confused ; it cannot be done arlc7wa f" u^^^^twistmg and brmsing them. Plant, upon which Melons are swelUngmust not be stinted tor wmi of water; and the fruit should be nretTented from coming m contact with tbe damp earth, by placinz apiece of slate or other hard sub^t.-ince below it. If the maiS stem is

iI^^Jv/'^^^mTPJ^*'* ^r"". r^l^^*^'^
^^^^thas been gathered, cutback the old stalks to a healthy leat or a yoimg.hoot, gTve the plantsa good watering, azid afterwards keep them warm, when they will

r.Tl ""Plu I ''^'^i'
^"".^ if canker has made its appearance at thebase of the stem the plants had better be replaced by young ones,

alter changing the soil. j j s» j

-^ , . ,
Otii-door Department,

Lttlasm particular spots which have lately be«n favoured by sho^6rs,

nothing can now be done w?th the parched soil except hoeing and
loosening its surface. The watering of transplanted crops must not
on atiy account be neglected. Take advantage of the first rains
to plane out Lettuce, Celery, Cauliilowers, and every kind of crop
that is required. Herbs of many kinds may now be cut, and dried
in the shade ; the flower-stalks of such plants as Sorrel should be
constantly cut off.

AspAKAGUs.—Cease cutting after this tim.'?,

Celeuy.—Water this daily while the hot and dry weather con-
tinues. The surface of the ground about the plants should be fre-
quently stared with a hoe, which will prevent it from drying bo
qui(>k!y. The plants for later crops must be well supplied with
moisture, and kept free from weeds,
E.NDivE.—Thin the young plants moderately, leaving enough for

transplanting at the first favourable opportunity.

Lettuce.— It is indispensable to have a regular supply of th
in many places, whatever the weather may be ; therefore, if neccs
same plants should now be put out

; previously well waterin ^*^^»

ground, and afterwards keeping theui shaded,
Mdstaud /l^9 Cress must be regularly sown, and, with Radishes

and all small salading, constantly watered to make them succulent.
TuRMPS — Sow a good breadth immediately, if the previous crop

is found deficient, otherwise it will be best to wait for rain. In the
farmer case, water the ground well after the seeds are sown and then
fill in the drills. ^

'

Okciiard.—The finest Strawberries should be kept clear of the
grc:md,by supporting the stems with forked sticks ; these preserve
them in some measure from slugs, and likewise keep them compara-
tively dry and clean. If necessary to water the beds, it should be
done thoroughly, after gathering all the ripe fruit. Raspberry plants
are grievously mismanaged in many gardens, by permitting three or
four times the number ot cauci to grow up, than are likely to be
wanted fjrnext year's bearing *ood. To obtain strong canes and
fine fruit, cut off all the wCTq shants of the present year, leaving from
three to five, according to the vigour of the plants. Continue the
nailing of wall-trees ; they should also be engined as often as con-
venient.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—If the weather continues warm, give all the ventilation
which can be commanded, by opening the doors as well as the
fiashcs ; the plants will get weakly and drawn if this is not attended
to. The stove should be muna^ied more like a greenhouse now ex-
cept that the plants require the atmosphere rather more moist ; they
should also be shaded more than greenhouse plants. Any seedlings
which have vegetated lately should be potted off without delay, and
placed in a warm and shaded place, until tliey establish themselves.
GnEEKnousE AND CoNS EUVATOEY.—In the latter house, the

plants in the borders will require much water now ; they should aUo
be occasionally washed with an engine. Use tobacco-water or

*"llu^'*/ *^'i
destruction of aphides; smoking a large conservatory

Will he found very expensive, and such hcmses being generally attached
to the mansion, the smell of tobacco would be offensive. As Calceo-

:

Unas m the (greenhouse lose their beauty, replace them \vithMalsams and other annuals from the pits. Pelargoniums, which

wond nw '^''TT'
'^^"^^ ^*^ «^^ ^° =* **^^^^y Pl^<^« to "pen theirwood, previous to being cut dawn.

o«VJn /?"/^^*"'^^-~'^**^^ ^^^^ t^iat cuttlnps, young seedlinffs.

£u? do n^r'' f^r\^'^.^^^P"ly'^^^<^'l ^^ the heat of the day
n^Ll^Jr'^^"^'*'^^ .^^^ ^'^^^ unnecessarily. Propagate a goo\i

l^^tl ?
^"^^^"=1^' AnagaUises. &c., to fill those bed. in the flowergarden, now occupied by .ueh short-lived annuaU as CoUinsia bUcolor, and GSlia trfcolor. Some annuals should also be kept in pots

F

Out-door Departvient.
^ ^

Hedges should now be clipped; also box-edgings, if not yet

done. On level lawns, the mowing machine will be found much

more cfhcient than the scythe, while the ground continues d^rj*.

AVater transplanted shrubs and trees, and loosen the surface Uiter

watering, if the ground is not mulched. Hore atteniion than

usual is requisite in sweeping the lawns and walks ; the drought

having caused evergreens to shed their oldleaves in a greater quantity

than is natural. Water regularly, and continue to tie up floivenng-

plants as they require it. Sow Brompton Stocks on a north border;

these are to be potted in autunjn, and sheltered during winter.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuRSERY.—Roses for standards might now be budded if the stocks

are in a fit state. At this early season, it is best not to work any hut

perfectly hardy varieties, because as the buds are almost certain to

push before winter, the immature shoots of the more tender sorts

would be liable to be killed by frost ; these, therefore, should not be

budded till August. . . ,

Forest and Coppice Woods.—Proceed with the work pointed

out in the three last Calendars.— J. B. Whiting, The Deepdme,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jun^^^'

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

June
Friday 10
Saturday 11

Sunday 12

Monday 13
Tuesday 14
Wednesday la

Thursday 16

AversKe

Baroueikr.

Max. Alin.
30.1(0 30.064

a^Mso 3a 133

30.253 30.24

1

30-293 30.1.'is

SO.OfjJ 30 0i2

30.048 £^.989

29.995 29.990

30.139 30.(j83

T« KRJilOliETKR.

Win. Mean.
V\ind.

Arax.
F

m 51 6ff.O N.E.

89 54 71.5 N-K.
©0 51 70.5 S-E.

DO A5 72.5 N.K.

B3 63 70.5 S. W-
80 48 C4.0 N.E.

- ^

" 48 6i.O

68-

1

N. SV-

4

«4.8 61.

i

Rain

a

.CO

and-June 10. Clear; hot and dry with brisk N-E. wind; clear,

very fine at night.
Very fine; hot and dry; sultry; clear.

.

Clear i very hot and dry ; fine, with clouds at "'S^^' ,^,,4..

Clear; very hot and dry; lightning: in the cvennig'; ciou ;

and fine.

Hot and dry ; cloudy, and very fine at night.
Fine with light clouds ; overcast at night.
Light clonds ; overcast; cloudy and fine.

Mean temperature of the week 6i° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during ll o last iC ye»is, fo»*

the ensuing Week ending June 25, 'H?:,——r7"

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

June.

Sun. 19
Mon. 20
Tnes. ill

Wed. 22
Thur«.23
Fri. 24
S at

.

S5

A ver. Aver.
Tli^liest Lowest
Temp. Temp.

70 8 60.3
72.6 ."51.

a

73.2 52.7
71.0 49.7
75-4 4R4
72-3 49.7
72.1 G0.8

jVfean

;Temp

60.

G

62.2
62.9

60.3
80.4
61.0
61.4

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
qnantiiy
ot Kain.

The highest temperature during the above period ccci

tbeoist. in 1834-thernionieter 91°; and the lowest of. tne

in 1830—thermometer 39°. The prevalence cf W. or r^.vt.

on the 19th is remarkable.

on

winils

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Tveek ending June \7, ^^^\.y^. bavc been

ALTnoncu the Bupplies of both fruit and vegetables na ^
good during the pa3t week, yet the absence of rwn bcgms

t

''•i
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Mverch' felt. Trndc has, upon the whole, been much brisker than

in our fast BepcTt.—Frttit. Pioes are rcuiarkublj fiue, untl are sellinp;

from fi«. to 12*. per lb. Grapes are abundant and of good quiUity;

the Vuscats are fetching lO;.'- per lb., the IMack Hamburgli and other

kiads from U. to 8s. per lb. Melons are plentiful, of the same kiads

as meuiioncd in our Inst account. Peaches and Nectarines are some-

n^ at advanced in price, being from IS*, to 2Ss, j^er dozen. Cherries

are'ahunriant ; the wall-fruit is good, and fetches from 2*'. to 5s. per

lb • the standard fruit is rather small and deficient in fi . ur, frmi
25' 'Cd. to 35. 6rf. per dozen lbs. Strawberries are exceedingly

nlentiful from 6/f. to 2s, per pallon.
^

Gooseberries continue

much the same, but Currants are beginning to change colour,

and ^ve risen to 4s. and 7*- per half-sieve. Apples are very

scarce- fre observed a few Guoseberry Pippins, which were selling

from "s to 12s. per bushel. Cucumbers arc abundant, from 4s. to

fo ner dozenr re^<^/f/*/fs.—Asparagus is neariy over ; of the small

Guantity to be procured, the best is selhng at Is. per bundle. Cauli-

flowers are tolerably plentiful, from Is. to 5s. per dozen. Peas are

considerably cheaper ; the common kinds fetch from 2s. to 3s. per

bushel-sieve; the PrusMan from 4s. to £s., and the Imperial 5s. 6d,

Tier sieve* A few "Windsor and IMazagan Beans arc to be Ci!>tuined,

from 2s. to 5s. per sieve. New Potatoes arc beccming more abund-

ant • some have appearetl from the open ground, selling from 4d. to

"d per llj. ; the frame kinds from 3t/. io 6d. per lb. Cahbages are

rather scarce, and consist of Uttic but exterior leaves : their price is

the same as in our last report. Articliokes sell from 3s. to Gs.pLer

dozen Mushrooms arc very scarce, and have risen to ^'s. Od. ahd

4» per pottle. i'7o«rrs.—flross Roses are particularly abundant;

and amongst the other cut flowers we observed tine specimens of

Uora, Kalmia, Krica, Cacti, Picctce, and the Balsam.

I'KICKS Satitrpay, Junb U, !843.-yKUlTS:—
Melons, each, 3« to 7*
Cherries, wall

, per Ih. 2i lo 5*
— standard, perdoz'. lbs., 2i6d to 3*

CTOOFet)prries, prrhf. sve., Sj thi to 3* Od
('uirrtnia, pur litilt sievf, 4x to 7«
Ahnonds, perpeclij 7'
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3j

Walnuts, per tiuhej, 1(J» to 24m
Nuts,'per bus-hel—
— iirazil, 20«
— Spanish, 16*

— Barcelona, liOt to2i»

Apple*, K!tchpn.p*'ihuph.,5tol-<

Sirawberriea, pi-r gallon. G,l to 2*

reat-iif !t, per doz. 15* to 2!}»

NeciartneB,per doz., 155 lo 28a

Pine Apple, perlb. a* toll'*

Grapeii, hothouse, p*r pound, 4s to Bs

_ Muscat!", per pound, 1U«

Oianifes, per dnz., 1/ to 2i Cd

_ per iOO,<Ji talGi

teniona, per doz. \s to9t€A
_ per 100, GHO 1'"*

Cucumleri, per doz., 4i to €t

VKGETABI.ER.

Cabtage, per doz. 1* to St

CabhH^'e Plants, per doz., 3« to 4*

Cauliriovvers, per doz., l*to 5i

Vt&9, per sieve, 2* 6d to 6* 6d

per half sieve, W 6d to 3*

_ per patk, fi* lo 10*

Beftn8,Ki.lnev,force(!,p.l00,Uto3*
_ Windsor, p. 8ieve,2* to 4*

Poutoesj per ton, 4-'isto 80*
,

^ per cwt. 2* Cd to 4s
per bushel, \t6it to Qt 6d

* _" I^idney, per bnsh. 2*to 2**'//

«. New, per Jb., 2d to Cd
Natural per lb., id to 7d

AriwUdke^, per doz^Ss to e,x

Tiirnipt, White, per doz. bun., 2^ to «.>

Carroti. per doz- bunch, 4s to 12*

Ked Be-'t, perdttfen, U to Is 6d
Hnrne lU>U«h, per bundle, 'JsGd to7'
Kaiiish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9d to ]a

— Turnip, p. doz. Ix'h.j DJ to \s

Spinach, per sieve, ]a tJd

Ch'iytSj per pot, Zd

Leeks, per do/en bunches, 1> to 2j
Onions, Old, per halt iicve, 4* to 5*— Green, per doz. bch., 2i to 4s
Garlic, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Shallotg, per bch., 3.7 lo 4d . f

Asparagu?, Jjer 100, lai^e, 5*
— Second or IMiddlinp, 1j.(j<7 to 5sGd
— Sprue, or Small, 1< to li 6d

Lettuce, Cabbage, p. score, \s6d
— Cos, GU to 1« 6d

Celery, yniinfr, per bundle, la to 3a

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
\Vatercress , p. d 7.small hunch. 4rf to CJ
Parsley, per bait sieve, 1j to 1* Gd

Tarraf^on, per doxen bunches, 3*

I'Vnnel,per dozen hunche.s, 2*

Thyme, per doz. bunches, 2*

SnKe, per do^- bunches, 2s

Mint, pel dozen bunches, 2i to 3*

M rjoram, per doz. bunclies, 2#
Savory, per doz. bunch., 2#

Basil, p*^r doz. bunches, 2*

Khubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 4< to 6*
Mushrooins, per pullle, 23 to 4*

N'olices lo Correspondents

.

MANY COMMUNICATIONS, for wbicb we have been anxious
to find room, have been unavoidably l\ept back, in consequence
of the long report upon the Exhibition of the Horticultural
Society.
A CoRRESPONDKVT Signing himself J, O., would feel obliged

by any of our readers informing- bim of the best method for
destroying the House Crickkt. His bouse haS" only been re-
cently erected, but as soon as the liglits aie extinguished in the
evening, these pests come forth from the oven and fireplace by
hundreds, and are occasionally found in the bedrooms.

//. i/.'5 three grubs are true v.ire-worms, which will produce
beetles of the genus Elater : we M'ish we could tell him how to
get rid of Ihcm eflcctually ; the most successful plan in a gauleu
is to stick down Blices of Potato near the iiifcstcd plants, and ex-
amine them every morning, when they will be found in and under
the pieces. The beetles are the CuaruMO (Hvlobius) Abiktis,
the larvre of wbicli are often bred iji Fir-trees.—ii-

Mt\ Page's Bee is the Mkgachile cekti;ncclaris, which cuts
out portions of the leaves of Roses and various plants to con-
struct its nest; we do not remember to have heard of its attack-
ing the flowers of the Geranium, but a French species lines its
cells with the petals of a scarlet Poppy. The description and
history of these Bees will be found in *' Curtis's Biit. Ent.," fol.
213, with a figure, SiC.~Ii,
W.Ii/s three insects arc Cuacui.io (Liophloeus) n'ubilus,

Carahus (Abax) Trogla. and the common Cockroach Blatta
OHiENTAi.is. The first would naturally feed upon plants, and we
think there must be some error in supposhig that it killed the
other two insects. The best means of destroying Curculios will
be found in Vol. i, p. 292.— ii. -

S.—The proper season for heading down the Portugal and
,Comm()v Laurej. is during the winter, or early in the spring.

A, W.\s plant is the Hoteia Japonica.
X. 0. P. may propagate any kind of Roses from ccttixgs of

Uiis year's wood. The most successful method of striking the
Tuscan and other similar sorts is to make a hole in the ground,
of the required dimensions, and about lift, deep, filling this with
rrcsh stable litter; or other fermenting material, and covering it

to the depth of five or six inches with fine sandy soil. Let this
be covered with hand-glasses, and in a few days the cuttings may
be planted beneath them. The following CuEJiPKits are suitable
tor a small greenhouse :—Maurand) a Barclayana, M. floribunda,
iropoi'olum peregrinum, Rhodochiton voKibile, Kennedya Mar-
ryattps, K. racemosa, Zichyn glabrata, Clematis
Tlo^a, C. Sieholdi, S61Iya heterophylla, and S. line

I>tdfj})ius,~

bcndca,
ii. A'.'* plants arc,— 1, Goodtnla ovata; 5, Tristunia conferta;

3, a species of Rhus j 5, Puvaua, rp. j 6, Ruscus andrfSg\'nns.
€iiria.-^lt is the nature of Fu'chsia corvmbiplora to beco

bare of leaves at the bottom j it can only be partially remedied
^y cutting it back, and this is not generally recommended. If,

iiowGver, you wii^h to prune back your plant, you bad better de-
merit until the autumn, or early iu the spring. Granges, and
various other evergreens, are liable to sport from their natural
green to a variegated state: it cannot be satisfactorily ac-
counted for.

^. iJ.'jf plant is Eurchellia capensis,
Jiosd.—Your best plan to check the increase of the Grkev-flt

JJpon your Roses will be to procure some Tobacco-water, and
^aymg diluted it with an equal quantity of pure water, to dip the
P2.uits of all the' infested shoots into the mixture. This will

cnectually stop them.
i^ffsor's weevils which destroyed the early Peas, are the Cur-

ctTuo ;SiToxA) LiNEATA. We are obliged to him, and wish he
could be certain that they are the insects w hich notch the Bean-
ieaves.—ii.

^^indsor^s insects arc a species of Chaff*er called Anisopia
«ORTicoLA, which sometimes injures the Rose-flowers to a great
extent. The maggots producing them are smallish grubs, which
hve under turf, completely destroying it in some seasons.— Jt.

*y* .V. A'.—Your seedling Pklargoxium had fallen to pieces
J^heti w-e received it, so that It was impossible to determine whe-
ther it was a good one or not. If you will send another bloom
" ^ay» perhaps, be more fortunate.
«0fe5ud.—The name of the Rosb which you observed on the

azurea graudi-
aris.

Your plants are Verdnica agrestis and Salvia ver-

me

wall in the vicinity of the
Society's Garden, is Rosa

Coniniiltcc-room, in the HorticuUiirnl
_. a Blairi, or Trionii he ile Ka\arre. The
UiciTAi.is exhibited at the mce'' j v, gent by Mr. Gaines, of
iiatteista. No donbt it would T>e much better if all Ro^i:3
KxiiiniTKD forPkizes wctc shcwn in sjuglc fiowers cr branches :

at all events there must be an entire change in the manner of
exhibiting them before another year.

P. B'. //.— The large seedling Pklarconum with Falmon-
coloured llowcrs, will make a striking ornament for the gitcn-
house ; there are certain points in its structure wl.ich prccluf'
its crnnng into the c.^^s of prize flowers; for instance,— the
lower petals are toQ narrow and too long-, and tlic upper petals
are too much crumiiUd; the colour is very beautiful, and Ihc
upper part of the flower very rich r.nd cfTective. The general
form of the lighter variety is much more perfect; the under pe-
tals are much shorter and broader; the spot is good, and the de-
licate purple tint of the flower very desiiable; the upper petals
are a little too iiointed.

W. J?.— Year seedling VEritEXAS arc pretty and th.owy varicr
ties, but thuy do not vary sufilciently from those we already ih.s-
sess; every person who has cultivated this beautiful little Dower
from seed, has raised varieties resembling yours. Ihe blue
Aiiagallis is pretty, from the circle btiiig so well filled-up, Tlie
pink one, also, is an improven.cnt in this respect; many we have
seen have been too starrj*.

T//j*o wnll find his question fully answered in one of cur previous
leading articles.

An Jmateuy.—\Xe must refer you to some of the adveitibc-
mcnts in our columns, fur an answer to ycur question respect-
ing' a IIoT-wATKK Boiler. It will be more advantageous to
procure it of any of these persons than to cmidoy a common
iron-founder to make one. For a house 10ft. by 12ft. a very
small one will be required.

J, Mthufitld.— No. 10 is a first rate Pansy, inside white and
small, in consequence of the band of deep tich bluish-purple
which surrounds the lower petals being very hro&d. The eye is

bold and rich ; the upper petals are mulberry-purple ; the flower
is large, of fine form, good substance, without crumple.
Geranium.— y^'G know of no means of obtaining autumn Pelar.

gonium flowers except by constantly nipping ofi' the early blos-

soms as they appear.
A, T.— Let your CnAiiBiiU.LKY become putrid, then mix green

vitriol with it till it ceases to smell, and afterwards employ it

sparing:ly as a liquid manure. SoArsuns require no preparation.

As to the ffuanttfp to be used, that you must ascertain by experi-

ment; and if vou will favour ' us witli your resuhs we shall be
obliged. Your Peaches are mildewed. This disease may be
checked by dusting the infected parts with flour-of-sulphur. The
IxsECTS infesting your Plum-trees arc the Aijhides, or Green-
fly; and the black insects upon your Morcllo Cherry-tree are
another species of Aphis. They may both be destroyed by dip-

ping the ends of the shoots upon which they appear into a saucer
filled with T(tbacco-water.

An Admiring Reader.—"With the best intentions ycur friend at

Calcutta has taken the greatest pains to prevent your Seeds
^growing, aiid we anticipate no success with them fuithcr than
has already been obtained. For the reason of cur opinion M'e

must refer vou to p. 715 cf last year's Chronicle. Of your seeds

Nos. 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 19, and 21, are new; Nos. 7. 9i Ifi,

and 19, are valuable and showy, particularly Limunia laureola,

which is a hardy Evergreen. All of them are haidy, with the

exception of No. 5, which requires a stove.

A Subsrribej' wUl not find any remedy cflicacious for destroying

thcMii.nKw ov Roses, except cutting-ofl" all the infected parts

as soon as they appear, and burning them immediately. A little

sulphur dusted over the bashes, tifter the diseased parts have
been removed, would probably prevent the reappearance of the

evil.

G. ir.—The plant is a green variety of Catasctum mftcutatum,

a very variable species. Your Dendrubiums. which produce

shoots instead of flower"- stems, have been kept too continually

in a state of growth. They want more rest than you have given

them. Stcphanotis fioribunda is a fine climber, recently intro-

duced from tlie Isle of France,

H. G. n.—K you can force Gooseberries and Currants you
will be cleverer than your neighbours. It is very difficult. The
only cha]\ce of succeeding is to use no fire-heat at first, very little

afterwards, and none at all at night.

D. A. G.— The reason why so many of your Melons drop ofl^,

after the blossoms have faded, is probably owing ta your having

allowxd the plants to produce fruit before they have attained

sufllcient strength to sweU them. It is advisable when Melons

are first put out, to nip off aU the blossoms as they appear, until

the Vuies nearly cover the interior of the frames, at the same

time thinning-out the shoots, and stepping them, \\ henever neces-

sary. V»hcn the plants have collected strength enough to swell

their fruit, the blossoms may be allowed to remam; and the fe-

male flowers, as they expand, should be fertilised with the poBen

of the male flowers. It should he remembered that two or three

good-si/cd fruit arc sufficient for any ordinary plant to swtU at

one time. Your Cvxisrs appears to have been affected by the

long droifght. Dry weather acts so partially upon plants ot this

genus, that sometimes whole branches will die without any ap-

parent cause, while other shoots, upon the same tree, ai'e grow-

ing with vigour.

J. jy. iK.—We would recon

around tlie bulbs of your S
know of to prevent them from decaying. ^^ atcring

Tobacco-water is more Ukely to hicrease than to remove the

disease. The stocks of Lauurm'm and other trees upon which

the grafts have failed, will answer very well for budding upon

this season. Sn.vER-sAxn procured from pits m various parts of

this country is the best adapted for cuttings. In i>aeparing CcT-

Tivr.s OF RoRES, choose the half- ripened wood, and with a sharp

knife cut it through immediately below a joint, about three or

four inches from the top of the shoot, and remove the two bot-

tom buds or eyes, which will prevent them from forming suckers.

When the Crcr^BKRS whieh you wish to preserve for seed have

bee

in

onuK-nd you to remove the soil from

InALLOTS ; this is the only remedy we
,.^T« H«/.avmc. WateriniT them with

the ,

come K-rfectlv yellow, you may cut them off, and place them

... a vinerv or other warm situation to ripen thoroughly, lou

may increase the Calvcanthus FL(3nii>A by layers, and

White flowering JAsaiixK by cuttings.

A Countrt/ Vicar.—As yon disclaim all prctcnsirn on the part

of your little Pelarconilm being re?rarded as a prize flower.no

one can object to so cheerful-looking a greenhouse companion,

more especially if it proves a free bloomer; its briUiant colour

and white throat make it attractive. Wc have seen varieties

somewhat similar, but none so well formed and pretty. Your

Pansies are too small. No. 3 is t-. aty, on account of its deli-

cate blue edging, but none of them pos.^e^s any of the distin-

guishing marks of a good flower; they arc deficient m form,

size, and substance.
, , ». *-u

A. E. AT.—Your PEi.ARcovirws are well formed, but the co-

lours are common, and we have too many ni the -ame way
superior in size and substance. , .

Banii I Judd.—Yc^wx toward are numbered accnrt.mg to their

merits. No. 1 is the best ; the colour is good, and the rich spot

in the upper petals is weU defined ; there appears ^to be a Bttlc

j4. 5.—Acacia decurrens.
Gmikron.— lt is illegal to prefix the price of a book to a review,

or we would gladly do so. Your letter will appear next week.
An fh-i^nnnl ^ ' "'yt.— Plans for Ward's Casks will be

found at
1 p. l'24 and r^fi- We fear Mr. Ward would he over-

whelmed if he were to aI!ow cveryhcr'y to see his cases. There
would be no haun in WTiting toasic him.

L. L.— It is imi- ole to extirpate your W£BDS without inces-
sant hceing and cleaning; if. howcvu', ycu never let them seed,
pi.;' ^ tl ^ UiUtt in time. Ylu cannf t use any atrent that will
kill wcr ' which will ni t al>u kill ofl , ' :

' - We do f ad-
'vise you to dcsir^^*- the plants in ycur pond : thi?y no doubt keep
it sweet; you may keep them sufficiently under by frequent
cutting.

J. A.—Vsc should throw the Sea- , . k n and PjiAT together in
heaps to putrify, adding fibh, if pi..->_ihie, to accelerate and in*
crease the ferment- 'on. If the , r fishcimen were to trin^
home unsaleable fish, and employ them thus, they wouM - —

n

have plenty of excellent manure. It w-'^W Vr> 'm]iTcvcd by ad-
ding the a^hf s of burnt sea-weed. The *' ilicro.>w..,ical Journal

"

may be had throu^^h ; 11 bOL:ks.clkrs.
II. S.S,—Yo\n plant of T:iu< a W n-uArt ia, which has

just ceased to flower, and which is again pntnngou' -budi,
will be strengthened and rendered b- ' v by y ' ing-off the
buds. The pond for the Agapantbus umbellatn^ may be 1 J(t. or
2ft. deep, according to the depth nf ibe pot in which it is prown

;

a considerable portion of the leuv. ; :d be allowed to i , ear
above the water. ]j)onHea Lcarii will tliiive better iun holiiouftc
than in a greenhouse.

CAuiies.—Your plants are,— 1, Carcx terctiuscnU; 2, Cnrex
stricla; 3, Carexovalis; 4, Tecbdidia nudicauli^ 6, Arubis hir-
suta; 8, Alopecurus iiratcubis,

(fiAoSTTtfi^a.—Your seeds are,— 1, Ahrus prccat<Srir.s ; 3, GuS-
landhia lionduc ; 2, another species of Guilandina.
W. P. {]. F,—'i'hc on'y difficulty we have f^-^.d v*,..i CVRToro-

niL'MS ia in niiking them foim fiower-Klcma; v! in f<'rnicd, ihcy
pcnerally perfect the fl<,\v< r», if tlte iilinit i« in a he.dtliy ^ \ Wc
ret;onimend you to pot it in rich loamy soil at the next uhifiing.
"Without knowing lomethinp more of your general treatment, it is

imiiosRiblefor u» to say what i& the reason of the flowers falling cff.

Arc you furc your plant is a Cyrtopodium at all ? There i»no ^uch
plant'!- Cyrtopodium Venus* 1.

LtmenV'A*.— Our statenunt about the now swoj-ng machine wai
taken from common report, Wc are not ourselves acquainted with it.

U'. C J.—We are not sure that Sulphate of Soda will im-
prove theijuahty of the mud of ditches, Sucha *nbotance sliould he
of itself rich in alkaiics, BciUr try the cxperimejit g< ntJy, and le-
port the result.

Jl, A'tVg-owr.—We have not received the Ranimculusei.
As usual, many letters have arrived too Inte for answers this ireek.

NEWS OF THE AVEEK.

cularc ; 6, Geranium striatum ; 7, Sedutn Forsterianumj 8, Sedum
acre; 9, Sedum dasyphyllum.

Bouble DorsePs plant is Horminnm pyrenaicum,
5. Ji/,—Your plants are,— 1, Abutiion striatum ; 2, Lescbe-

na<iItiaformosa; 3, Lotus Jacobceus j 4, Lobelia gracilis.

q^hevhaWs Clirrbing plant is Fcriplcca Graca.
D. ^y, ^.—Your seedling is Cratregus torminalis,

J". J.—Vonr Verbitnas -were quite withered when they ar-

rived; it lS| therefore, impossible to pass «m opinion upon themt

In France, the dissolution of the Chanibcrs anJ the

aj>proacLing elections exclusively occupy attention. The
session wns closed on Saturday by Royal onlonnance

;

the elections arc fixed for the 9i\\ July, and the first meeting

of the new Chambers will taVe place on the 3d August.

As might have been expected from the present position of

parties in Frunce, the rcsnlt cf a general election is re-

garded with great interest; and although powerful efforts

are already making by the Opposition, it is believed that

the Government will succeed in cbtnining a decided Con-

servative majority.—In Spain, riie "Ministerial cribis still

continues, ax^d all atlempts to form a new nJnnnistratioii

have hitherto been unsuccessful. Gen. Kodil, who has

undertaken the task, has at present found only two col-

leagues, iiud considerable anxiety htgins to be felt for the

result. The Regent is said to have determined to dissolve

the Cortes, as it is thought that no Ministry can be ftund

strong enough to carry on the affairs of the courtrj','un'ess

it be composed of members of the Opposition, most of

whora^decline office. In the meantime, there arc daily in-

dications of events threatening the Y^txct of the kingdom ;
411

the Jtepublican party gains ground, and serious apprehen-

feions are entertained of another revolution. The Consti-

tution cf 1812 1: 5 been proclaimed at Eurgos/ and

disturbances have again occiirrtd at Barcelona. The

Regent has acted with his usual vigour in repressing these

outbreabs by ihe poster of the military, but the general

condition of the country is such as to excite alarm for ill

continued tranquillity.—From Portugal we learn that the

commercial treaty has been definitively concluded, and

that although some new difficulty has occurred in regard

to the Slave trade treaty, it is rot likely to impede the

ratification of t!ie measure. The elections took place on

the 5th, and ] asscd off quietly, giving a considerable

majority in favour of ihe^overnment.—In Switzerland,

the long pending question of the new Constitution of tlie

canton of Geneva has been eettltd by its adoption in the

Electoral colleges by a large majority.— Advices from

Turkey mention that no advance has been made in the

settlement of the Syrian and Greek questions; the Porte

is said to have resolved en maintaimng the present state

of things in Sjria, and to have refused the recall of the

Pacha of the Lebanon-.—From the United States we learu

that Lord Ashburton's mii^bion is advancing favourably ;

the Boundary dispute is likely to be speedily arranged, and

commissioners have been appointed by the States of

Maine and Massachusetts to confer t\ith the Federal Go-

vernment iu regard to the definitive settlement of the

question. The intentions of the Government have assumed

a more friendly aspect ; a general reduction of the arma-

ments has taken pkce, and the improved credit of the

financial department also indicates an increasing con fi-

dence in the maintenance of peace.—From the \Vest In-

dies we have intelligence of a calamitous ^^^V J'^'

which has desolated ht, Domingo. It was severely feU

in all parts of the island, but chiefly in the town of tape

Haytien, which vas totally destroytJ? and «t icas

10,000 persons are said to b«« perished. The shock ap-

•«.ar« d havi. br<.n f^lfc in OHe W(otm huS UirOUgllOUt| «
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great porlioa of South America; but it is believed that

our TVest Indian possessions have escaped without injury.

At home, Parhament continues to excite general inte-

rest by the importance of the measures still under discus-

&iua. In the Lords, the proceedings have been chiefly con-

nected with the discussion on the third reading of the In-

come Taj Bill; an amendment, aflirraing the inexpe-

diency of the measure, and the greater comparative ad-

Tantages of reducing the duty on corn, timber, and sugar,

was moved last night by the Marquis of Lansdowne, and

negatived hy a large majority- In the Commons, the de-

hates I.-.e principally been confined to the Tariff; the

difTerent clauses have given rise to lengthened discussion,

and all the proposed amendments have been negatived.

Ministers, however, have moJified their original intention

respecting the export of coals, by reducing the duty from

4j- to 2s, a ton. The bill has passed through com-

mittee, and been read a third time ; and Sir Robert Peel

has announced, Ihat as a general rule, the new duties will

come into operation from the passing of the Act.—The

trial of John Francis for the late attempt against her Ma-
jesty's life took place yesterday at the Central Criminal

Court ; he was found guilty of high treason, and sentenced

to death with tlie forms prescribed by law in the case of

traitors.

Court.—Iler Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal continue well. On Satur-

day the Queca reviewed the Royal Horse Guards and the

1 0th Reg. of Foot in the Great Park, Windsor- On Mon-
day Her Majesty received an address from the Eton
scholars on the late treasonable attempt on Her Majesty's
life. In the afternoon of the same day the Queen left

Windaor Castle for I'uckingham Palace, proceeding to

town, for the first time, by railway; a special train and
carriage having been prepared for the occasion by the
Great Western Railway Company. On her arrival in

town, the Queen held a Court and Privy Council, at

which Her Majesty made a declaration signifying her ap-
probation of the marriage of Prince George of Cumberland
with the Princess Alexandrina Mary, daughter of the Duke
of Saxe-AItenburg. On Tuesday the Qneen honoured the
Italian Opera with her presence. On Wednesday Her
Majesty received addresses at Buckingham Palace from
the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and from the
Corporation of the City of London. In the evening of
the same day the Qaeen and Prince Albert honoured the
Duke and Duchess of Sutherland with their company at
dinner, at Stafford VIousc. On Thursday Her Majesty
held a drawing-room at St. James's Palace, which was
numerously attended. The Honourable Misses Paget
and Liddell have been succeeded by the Hon. Misses
Hamilton and Stanley as Maids of Honour. The Queen
has appointed the Hon. Clementina Hamilton to be one
of the Maids of Honour in Ordinary to Iler Majesty, in

the room of the Hon- Sarah Mary Cavendish. It is

rumoured among the fashionable circles, that Her Majesty
and Prince Albert intend to honour the Dukeof Buckiug-
tam and Chandos with a visit at his mansion at Stowe
in August next.

T/ie Q?urn Doivager.—Uer Majesty the Queen Dowager,
who is now entirely recovered from her late illness, left

Marlborough House on Wednesday, by a special train on
tlie South-Western Railway for Southampton, where Her
Majescy embarked for Ryde. Her Majesty's visit to the
Isle of Wight is understood to be for the purpose of
selecting a temporary residence in that island. The Queen
Dowager is expected to return to town this day, when Her
Majesty will go to BusIiy for a fortnight or t.hree weeks.
It is said that Her Majesty will reside about three months
at the Isle of Wight, and pass the winter in the metropolis.

Church Prcfermaii,—The Rev. Geo. Tomlinson, Mi-
nister of St.:^Iatthew's Chapel, Spring Gardens, and
Secretary of the Society for promoting Christian Know-
ledge, lately nominated to the Bishopric of Gibraltar, has
^en accepted by her Majesty di the recommendation of the
Arcbbiahop of Canterbury, and appointed to the new See.
Ui^m/ Af. i,,!fun.ts.-^hG Queen has appointed

Maior-Gen.SirW.M.Gomm, K.^B., to be Governorand Commander-ui-Chief of the Island of Mauritius andlU dependenci^.
^

clnA^iTT'^r'
^^^«""'^«'«—^^Ir. Harris, the Liberal

.ll^'t't-J""'
^""^ ^'^^e-l fo>^ the borough of Newcastle-

the same month, Ey a subsequent article the two Cham-
bers are convoked for the 3d Aug. It is, however, stated by
the '* Dcbats," that the first session will be of-short dura-

tion ; and that the verification of the claims of deputies to

sjt, the nomination of president, secretaries, and questors,

will be its onlj business. Every exertion is making by
the friends and advocates of the different political parties,

and by the different journals by which they are supported,

to secure a majority in the elections ; but though the

'papers anticipate the result differently, according' to their

several political views, it appears to be the general impres-
sion that the present Government will obtain a consider-

able majority in its favour. It is computed that the entire

number of electors who mav be expected to go to the poll

will not exc'eed 150,000.

Trade with England,—Th^ "Journal des De'bats,"

referring to the subject of the increased duty, proposed to

be laid by^ the Government on the import of English
linens and threads, to which we have before alluded, argues
stror;gly in favour of such a measure, and contends " that
England, levying a tax of 400 per cent, on French wines,
and of 700 on brandies, would with a bad grace com^ain
of France raising the duties on foreign linens and threads
to 15 or 20 per cent, as a protection for a manufacture
just springing into existence. A protecting duty of 20
per cent., under such circumstances, ought to be regarded
as a proof of our moderation, for which the English ma-
nufacturers should thank our Government. 20 per cent, is

the minimum of the English tariff. England keeps np
duties of from 20 to 30 per cent, to protect her cotton and
woollen manufactures, in which she has no rival, and she
is astonished at our endeavouring to shelter our first at-
tempts at weaving linen by machinery by a duty of 20 per
centl W^ere this pretension put forth seriously—and we
are confident this cannot be the case—it would deserve to
be treated with severity. But whether it be serious or
not, we repeat, that the determination of Ministers to in-
crease the import duty is irrevocable."

The Press.—It has been officiiilly announced that the
King has exercised his prerogative in the case of M. Levy,
printer of the V Charivari," who was sentenced to six
months* imprisonment for having printed a libel in that
journal, and M. Proux, the printer of " La Mode," con-
demned to three months' imprisonment for a similar
offence, by reducing the period of their imprisonment to
two months and one month respectively. M. Levy was
set at liberty on Saturday.
Boulogne.—knoilitx trial, which has created some in-

terest, has just taken place before the Civil Tribunal in
this town, in connection with the French Post-office and
the London Press.

,
The suit originated in the stoppage by

the Boulogne Post-office, of an important letter connected
with the Indian mail, and winch should have been for-
warded immediately to the London morning papers. The
action was brought by the agent of the papers referred to,
agamst the Post-office director in this town, by whom the
letter m question was kept back 24 hours, and the dam-
ages >vcre laid at 10,000 francs. The defence set up by the
Post-cfilce authorities was, that by virtue of some old law
of the Republic, the office was not responsible for any
letters thatomght be lost if not registered at the time of
posting The report of the proceedings extends to great
length, but ultimately the court decided that the Post-
office was responsible for letters though not registered, but
considering that the agent could show no just claim for
damages on tli,e ground of injury received, they declared
his demand lU-foundcd and not receivable in his facts and
conclusions, and condemned him in the costs.

•i/^^Wa.—Accounts have been received from Algiers of
7th inst. They contain a long despatch from Gen.the

^nder-Lyne
; the numbers at the close of the poll beinT-l

for Mr. llarr.s, 49'J ; for Mr. Cok,uhonn, 477.-M lor-

that M. r~ P R r'°1
^'"'^'^"^ Committee have decidedthat All

.
G. P. Beresford was not duly elected for thit hr.

rousb.and that Mr. Farrell was dufy Sted, and ou^U
to have been returned.-Tae Brighton elect on peUtohas been abandoned. I'^^.iuyu

FRA.VCE.— n^ Chaml .-The dissolution of the
Lhambcr of Deputies, and the approaching elections
occupy public attention to the exclusion of almost every
other subject. The session closed on Saturday. In the
Chamber of Deputies there were about 80 members pre-
sent, several of the Ministers being on the Ministerial
benches. M. Duchatel. Minister of Public Works, read
the Koyal ordonnance closing the session of 1842. The
same ceremony took place in the Peers. Oa Monday the
*' aioniteur" fn^^'-shcd the Royal ordonnance pronouncing
the dissolution of the Chamber of Deputies, and convoking
the Electoral Colleges for the 9th July. The two E lec-
tori Colleges of Corsica are not to meet until the 12th of

Bedeau, who commands at TIemcen, in the west of Al-
geria. It begins with an account of the reduction of some
tribes, and then states, that the Emperor of Morocco had
given positive orders that no assistance should be rendered
to Abd-el-Kader, and was desirous of giving the French
no cause of complaint. Gen. Bedeau adds, that if the
Emperor is sincere in this, the rest of the tribes of the
West will submit before the end of June. Private letters
however, received from Algiers in Toulon, state that there
was a rumour of an insurrection in the province of Con-
stantine, and that Abd-el-Kader had re-appeared in the
province of Algiers at the head of 200 horsemen, having
left the rest of his troops on the frontiers of Morocco,
under the orders of El Barkani and SidiEmbdarach. The
Emir, it is said, was going to join Ben Salem and the
Marabout Ben-Sadoud, with the intention of attacking the
French in the east of the regency. A telegraphic despat^ih
subsequently received by Government and published in
the '*Moniteur'' of Tuesday makes no mention of this
rising in Constantlna against the French troops. Its
date is from Algiers the 10th inst., and states that the
Governor-General arrived at Blidah in the afternoon of
the 9th ; that the Oran division and 2,000 Arab horse,
allies of the French, who marched with the Governor-
General, were expected to arrive at Blidah on the 10th
mst, as well as the column of Gen. Changarnier ; that
Bubmissions were multiplying in the environs of Blidah,
and that the great tribe of Slouzaia was among those who
had already submitted.
Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid are of the 11th

mst. Gen Rodil arrived in the capital on the 3th, and
imn^ediately had an interview with the Regent. It ap-
pears, that on his arrival it had been contemplated to

r^ % ^^f^'^-'-^^y
^i^itary Cabinet. It was stated that

fn? M ^ '
^''!;^"°' ^y^'*^^' ^^P^^' ^^^ Linage, were

to hold offices nUhe new Admini.tration/the plan of which
however, seems to have been soon abandoned, as incom-
pa ible ^ith the exigencies of the Parliamentary paftv.
Although nothmg was decided on the 6th, the followin
combination was considered as most probable ;~Gen

or

Rodil, Minister of War and President of the Council-M. Almadovar, Mmisterfor Foreign Affairs ;'M Labord
Minister of the Interior; M. Ayllon, editor of the «F
del Coraercio," Minister of Finance; Gen. Capaz V^
President of the Council, Minister of Marine. Lander
was mentioned for the Judiciary Department. The general
opinion, however, appeared to be that the members of th?Government would ultimately be chosen out of the ranks
of the Coalition, and that whatever ministry came i

would merely bring forward supplies and close the session
immediately afterwards. M. Valle was believed to Lave
no objection to retain the department of Finance. Th
*' Gazette " publishes another circular against the Repub-
licans, signed by the late Minister of the Interior but
which is supposed to have been drawn up by the Re'^ent
himself. This document is couched in terms still more
energetic than the former, but it was feared that it would
not prevent the expected proclamation of the Constitution
of 1812. A banquet was given to the retired Ministers by
their Parliamentary friends on the Gth inst. The number
of guests was about 70 ; the Ministers present were
Messrs. Gonzales, Infante, San Miguel, Alonzo and
Camba. M. Surra y Rull, late Minister of Finance, who
had likewise been invited, was indisposed and could not
attend. Great cordiality, it is said, prevailed during the
dinner, which was concluded by toasts to the Queen, the

Constitution, Ihe Regent, the Ministers, the Presidents of

the two Houses of Congress, to the memory of Riego and
Mina, to liberty, and to the union of all Spaniards, M.
Gonzales declared on this occasion that he and his col-

leagues would support their successors in office, provided

they did not depart from the constitutional path.-—An
attempt fias been made at Burgos to proclaim the Consti-

tution of 1812. Gen. Hoyos has been sent from Madrid
wijh troops to put down this attempt. The papers state

that Senor Lopez, one of the most distinguished members
of the Opposition, had met with a severe accident, frac-

turing his arm in two places by a fall from his horse.

Gen. Ayeibe had arrived at Tolosa to assim^e the command
of tlie army of the north, which Gen. Rodil had confided

to him on leaving for the capital. Letters from Barcelona

of the 7tli inst. announce that some disturbances had

taken place in that city, in consequence of the determina-

tion evinced by the operatives not only to resist by force

the importation of foreign manufactured goods, but to

tear off the dresses of those persons whom they suspect

of tvearing articles not of Catalonian manufacture. It

appears that a party of workmen, having forcibly stripped

som.e individuals who had continental clothes on, made a

bonfire of the spoil. The authorities succeeded in restoring

order, but an impression appears to prevail among the

foreign mercantile coiiimunity resident in the city, that

neither life nor property is safe during the present excited

state of the population. Accounts from Badajoz mention

the appearance in that neighbourhood of sixty armed

men, who had crossed the frontier from Portugal, hut it

is not stated whether they were Cailists, Christinos, or

brigands. The '*^Times" of Thursday, referring to the

letter reported to have been written by Maria Christina,

ex-queen of Spain, to Don Carlos, given in our last, ob-

serves, that the non-appearance in the French papers of

any observation on it may be regarded as estabhshing its

authenticity. It adds, that of the answer to tliat letter on

the part of Don Carlos no copy has been obtained, hut

that the general tenour of it may be collected from the

contents of a second letter, written on the same subject, by

the ex- Queen of Spain to Don Carlos, and which it gives

at lengtli. Our space will not admit of our giving it en-

tire ; but the substance of it is, that Maria Christina ex-

presses her acquiescence in Don Carlos's proposal for a

marriage between her daughter, the Queen of Spain, and

the Prince of Asturias ; adding—'* However this consent

on my part may run counter with the views of a powerful

throne, which have been long entertained, it is my duty,

for the prosperity of my well-beloved subjects, and urged

on by circumstances, to unite with your desires."^ She

then proceeds to say that she would desire that this alh-

ance be not concluded until a year after the defeat of him

who has usurped all her powers—po^'ers which are to be

restored to her immediately after ,the establishment of

peace. She states that it does not enter into her views to

deprive Spain of a constitution, although, at the same

time, she must admit that that which j^ now in force ne-

cessitates certain modifications and ameliorations.
^

After

expressing a hope that his Highness will coincide with her

views and proposals, the letter concludes with the follow-

ing words:—"I therefore desire that, without further

hesitation, you should commence, with the enterprise pro-

jected between us, the regeneration of a country equally

dear to both—Your affectionate, M. C." ,

PoRTL-GAL.—We have advices from Lisbon by the usual

weekly steamer, to the Gth inst., but neither the commer-

cial nor the slave trade treatv have arrived. The f^""^^'

however, had been definitively concluded, and ^-'^S'/; - f
time the packet left, in the hands of the copyist. ^^^^^
difiiculty had been started with reference to the slave a'aue

treaty, but it does not appear to be of such a nature as i

cause much trouble, and both treaties were expected to n

forwarded, duly signed, by the next packet. The electiL-n

had taken place throughout the kingdom on the 5th mi-tM

and the result, so far as they were known, gave a

majority in favour of Government, ^^^turbanccs

been apprehended in some quarters, but the ^^^^^^

everywhere had passed off quietly." Some changes weie

the point o*f taking place at Lisbon. The British "^^"'

j

war Indus was to leave in the course of the week w^ ,

Mediterranean, the Alban war steamef having an^^

early in the week with orders to that effect, /he >) ;

3-gun brig, was to remain in the Tagus, and a ^'^\.

battle ship was expected out from England to compi^^

large
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the British force. It was believed that the Peninsula
Company intend to remove the Tagus and The Lady
Mary'Wood from the Lisbon station. The Ambassadors
of France and Spain had loth been recalled, the former in

disgrace, having been petitioned against by the French
residents in the capital, and the latter to fill the post of

Foreign '^Secretary in the new Government at Madrid,
The change in the Spanish Government was not expected to

affect in any degree the stability of tlie existing order of

things in Portugal.

Germany.—Accounts from Berlin, dated the.tth inst.,

state that the King of Prussia on that day held a chapter
of the Order of Merit for the Arts and Sciences at Pots-

dam ; Baron Humboldt officiating as chancellor of the

order. The same accounts inform us that the King has
ordered the tragedies of Shakspcare to be represented at

the Royal theatre, with (he scenery of Queen Elizabeth's

time. M. Yon Rochow, Minister of the Interior, has
issued a circular to all the chief presidents of the prorinces

of the kingdom, in which he states that it has hitherto

been supposed that copper-plate, IHhographic, or other

prints, intended for sale, were liable to the censorship
;

but that, on mature consideration, he is convinced that

there is no legal authority for subjecting prints to the ccn-

sotship.
* The law refers only to printed books, pamphlets,

&c. The censorship, he says, being an exception to gene-
ral rules, must be understood in the strictest sense, and
be rigorously confined within the limits assigned to it by
positive laws. Engravings, therefore, are no longer to be
submitted "to the censorship. If there is any inscription

on the print, it is of course to be submitted to the censor
previous to publication. The police is to confine itself to
hindering the sale of immoral aud offensive prints. The
rescript on the censorship of prints, of Jan. 21, 1823, is

therefore revoked.—^The papers inform us that Berlin is

about to be enriched with a collection of 845 Indian ma-
nuscripts, almost all in the »Sanscrit, and containing the
whole of the Vedas, which Chev, Bunsen, the privy coun-
cillor of the embassy at London, has purchased from the
heirs of the late Sir K. Chambers. It is added that the
Vedas are in no library, either at London or Paris, and
the Bodleian collection at Oxford has obtained this work
only within a few weeks, by Professor Wilson's agreeing
to cede his valuable collection. The copy of tlie Ycdas
purchased for Berlin alone cost 1,000/. in India, and com*
prises 120 numbers. Itis said that the whole collection cost
Chev. Bunsen 1,250/.—The '"^ Frankfort JournaP' an-
nounces the occurrence of a serious accident at Coburg.
It seems that the riding-school of that town had been con-
verted into a temporary theatre ; and during the perform-
ance the edifice fell ia with a loud crash, just at the rising
of (he curtain. Thirty lives were 'lost, and many persons
wounded.
Hamburg.—Accounts from tLis city inform ns that

active progress is making in the removal of the rui/is
caused by the late conflagration, and in the re.'.onstruction
of the city. The relief committee has published the last
report of its proceedings to the end of the month in which

Jf^^s formed. It had received up to the end of May,

^nyn-^^^^^^
currency {about IG marks to 1/. sterlmg),

i J7 02/ marks banco (13 2-5th to 1/. sterling), and 1,000/.
fiterhng The general relief committee appointed by the
feenate has likewise begun the publication of the sums re-
ceived. It commences with the gifts of several kings and
sovereign pnnces, and then gives those received from dif-
terent places, in alphabetical order, beginning with Auc-
iam, and ending (as far as is at present published) with
ivonigsburg. The sum total is not yet given, nor is the
nat complete, many contributions having been received
smce It went to press. A special committee has been
tormed to promote the rebuilding of St. Peter^s church.
Belgium.—Accounts from Brussels iuform us that the

time for the opening of the stations of the railway to the
trontier of France is finally determined, and that on the
j^/thJuiy^ the anniversary of the arrival of the king in
lielgmm, the section from Mons to Quiverain will be
opened ;^ and on the 21st of the same month (the date of
tlie Ivmgs entrance into Brussels), the section from Cour-
tray to Monseron will be open to the pubhc.. It is also
ayinounced that the section from St. Sanloe (Valenciennes)
to Quiverain will be opened on the 8th Aug., the anniver-
sary of the inauguration of the King of the>rench.
Holland.—The Luxemboui

Russia—Private letters from St. Petersburgh state,
that the Government had entered into a negotiation with
the house of ^teiglitz to obtain the funds necessary for
the construction of the railroad from St. Petersburgh to
Moscow. The sum required is 50,000,000 rubles, to be
advanced at the rate of 10,000,000 each yean The Trea-
sury had proposed to guarantee an interest of five per
cent, to the lenders.

Itai.y—It Is now announced that Mr. Brunei, who, as
stated in a former Number, has recently visited this coun-
try, with the view of constructing a line of railway be-
tween Genoa, Milan, and Turin, proposes to 'apply the
atmospheric principle to a portion cf the line where a
mountain steep is to be passed. Water-power, of v,hich
there is an abundant supply, will, it is understood, be
employed in working the air-pumps. The length of the
line from Genoa, including an extension to the Lngo Mag-
giore, will be about ISO miles. The railway from Milan
to Venice is rapidly advancing.—Accounts from Pisa
state that some students of the University in that city
have been arrested on suspicion of being engaged in a
-conspiracy against the Government, and of having pledged
themselves to hostile proceedings against all their profes-
sors of Conservative principles.

Malta.—Accounts from this island of the 5th inst.
state that the squadron under Sir W. Owen had returned
from its cruise to Sicily on the 4th inst. The Savage left
for Tunis on the 3d. It was not known whether any ne-
cessity would exist to send a squadron to Tripoli, as Ash-
ker Pasha had been recalled by the Porte, on the demand
of Sir S. Canning. Advices had been received from Athens
to the 21st ult-, but they contain no political news.- Some
interest had been excited in Malta on the subject of a
siippoaed insult cft\ red to the French Admiral Lasusse On
his arrival at the Pirceus, by Capt. Chambers, of II. M.S.
Monarch, who did not salute the Adoairars flag. It ap-
pears that the orders from the Admiralty are to salute
foreign admirals when meeting them at sea, and Capt.
Chambers, differing in opinion from other captains who
have been on this station, considered that as he was at
anchor in a foreign harbour when the French Admiral's
flag came in sight, he ought not to salutejiim. It is as-
serted tbat Admiral Lasusse has given orders to all French
vessels on the station not to salute any English admirals.
The Vernon sailed for Corfu on the 14th inst. The Bea-
con and Magpie surveying vessels were at the Pirceus ; and
no change had taken place in the French squadron.
Turkey.—By the arrival of the Levant mail we have

intelligence from Constantinople to the 27th ult. Tlie
Syrian and Greek questions appear to have made no ad-
vance towards a settlement. The representatives of Eng-
land, France, Russia, Austria, and Prussia, on the 27th
ult., held a conference with Sarim Effendi, the Minister
of Foreign AiTairs, on the subject, it was supposed, of
Syria. It is stated that the Porte is determined to main-
tain the present state of things, aud that this determina-
tion has been confirmed by a petition to the Porte, signed
by the principal Maronite Sheiks, expressing their satis-

faction with the Turkish local government, and objecting

to the restoration of the Emir Beschir*s family. It ajv

pears, howeverj that a counter petition, signed by 40 in*

ferior Maronite delegates, had also been prepared ; but that

authority on the part of that state. As a proof of the

peaceable intentions of the Government it is stated that

the orders whicb had been given for launching four frigates

from four different navy-yards have been countermanded,
and that further orders had been issued to discharge nu-
merous workmen, and to suspend public works in the
yards. It is also said that t!.^ army and nary are greatly
reducing ; and it is thought that this would not be the case
if the Government anticipated any prospect of a war with
England. Another fact regarded as favourable to the
continuance of peace is the return to specie payments hj
several Southern and Western banks, as also the loan of
three millions and a half to Government by Messrs. AVard
and Co. The resumption of specie payments by the New-
Orleans banks appears to have b. ;. the cl_, , of distuib-
aiicci in that city, which at one timeasfiumed a rather se-
rious appearance. It seems that, owing to the New
Orleans ship-broliers rcfusing'^to take '^ muninpality notes"
at any discount, a mob collected in that city, and de-
stroyed several brokers' office^ appropriating ahoxA
20,000 dollars in the confusion. The riot, howc*^r,
was promptly si.,

^ ..ssed, without bloodsh^, by the citi-

zens and military, and the ringleaders taken into custody.
The papers inform us that although the governor of Vera
Cruz had offered Fanny EUlcr an escort of a hundred
men from that port to the capital of Montezuma, sheliad
declined the offer and had returned to New York, in order
to proceed to Europe. More than G,000 immigrants landed
in New York within the week before the steamer left;

the Governor of Rhode Island had sent requsitions to tha
governors of several other states, requiring them to appre-
hend and give up to the authorities of Rhode Island, T, W,
Dorr, the insur^ .t governor, elected by the revolutionary
party, to take his trial for offences which had nearly
produced much bloodshed.— The fiteam-shin, British
Queen, had grounded on the rocks of Corlaer's Hook, while
entering the port of New York. A steamer was sent to
her a Stance, and .'^V was got off, but not without
difficulty and after sustaining considerable damage, the
amount of which was not fully known Mr. Petrich, the
sculptor, was attacked in his own house at Washington,
ou the 30th ult., by two men disguised ; who forced their

way into his studio, and after inflicting several dangerous

Str.
pes were eniertained of

his recovery. The authors of the attack, as well as the
cause which ltd to it, are "Unknown.—Letters have also

reached New York from Mexico, stating that Mr. Egerton,
an English artist, and a female with whom he had eloped,

were recently murdered in the city. of Jlexico, under cir-

cumstances of much mystery. From facts which have
come to light, there appears no doubt that the act was
prompted by revenge of the most determined character,

St. Domingo,—The New York papers brought by the
Acadia, are filled with accounts received from Port-au-
Prince, in St. Domingo, of a terrific earthquake, which
occurred in that island on the 7th of May, attended wifh
great loss of life. The principal fact of which we yet have
anj accountj is the entire destruction of the town of €ap«
Ilaytien, and the loss of at least 10,000 persons. The fol-

lowing details of this serious calamity are furnished by the
The approach of the earthquake was indicated ia

wounds on him with knives, made their escape.

Petrich was still alive, but no hopes were entertai

papers,

the Seraskier, having discovered that foreign agents were Port-au-Prince by great heat, and heavy clouds that
' "' "* wi

-
1- __ 1

covered the neighbouring hills, and followed the direction

^ pa})ers give a long ac-
count of the entry of His Majesty the Grand Duke into
«he city of Luxembourg, on the 7th inst. Ilis Majesty,
^'ho was received with enthusiasm by the inhabitants, en-
ered the city on horseback, accompanied ])y the Prince of
range. On the same day his Ivlajestv opened the session

CI the Estates of the Grand Duchy with a speech in the
'rench language. Ilia Majesty having declared the ses-
sions opened, the n;embers took the oath of allegiance,
which was read to them in both languages, that each
^'ght choose which they pleased. All having t..ken' the
oath his Majesty and the Prince withdrew, amidst re-
newed acclamations.

^^'^yiTzEKLAND.^Accounts recfiived from Geneva, dated
•e lOth inst., announce that the new constitution has

iQ^4 ^^^r*^^^ ^y the Electoral Colleges by a majority of
^fil't ngainst 530. The constitution of 1811 had only
^'-1 votes, out of 40,000 inhabitants, whilst that of the

f^^^ll^^^ion of 1812 had nearly double the number, out of
•^-'rHOO inhabitants. The journals announce the arrival at
lierne of Count Morier, the French Ambassador. They
"owcver deny that the French Government has declared
tself positively on the question of the convents, as had
^^cn stated, and seem to expect that INf. Morier will act
«^s a mediator in "this affair between the Canton of Argau
8nd Austria, the latter of which has expressed itself in
decided terms against the course e(dopted by fh« Govern-
^«Qt of the Cantcfl,

accessary to this proceeding, arrested the bearer, and sup-

pressed the petition. These agents, it is added, in their

reports to their legations, denounce the original petition

as the result of intrigue and compulsion. The Porte has

yielded to the application of Sir S. Canning, and deposed

the Pacha of Tripoli, 5s stated in our Malta intelligence
;

Mehemed Pacha, Jate Governor of Angora, has been ap-

pointed in his place. Private letters mention the dismis-

sal of Hadschi Saib Pacha, the Governor of the Darda-

nelles. The Porte has addressed a communication to the

Danish Minister, refusing the firman to allow a frigate of

his nation, having on board Prince Frederick of Hc??e

Casseli, nephew of the King of Denmark, to enter the

Dardanelles, on account of the convention of the 13th

July, signed by the Five Powers, confirming the right of

the Sultan to shut the Dardanelles and Bosphorus to all

vessels of war. An order had also been addressed by

the Porte to the Greek Patriarch, prescribing cer-

tain reguktions for the printing of religious and other

works of the Christians in Turkey.—The intelligence from

Persia, received in Constantinople, was stated to be fa-

vourable to British interests. The Shah was observing

strict neutrality; and a report that he had been sending

troops to Herat, to encourage the Affghans in their insur-

rection, proves to be without foundation.

Egypt.—The intelligence from Alexandria brought by

the Levant Mail possesses no interest for a foreign reader,

our advices, which are to the 26th ult., being only one

day later than those reported in our^ast number, which

were brought by the overland mail.

United States.—By the arrival at Liverpool on Mon-
day of the royal mail steamer Acadia, we have received

New York Papers to t1ie 2d inst. Vrith resp^t to the pro-

gress of Lord Ashburton's negotiations, they do not sup-
ply any prctiac information ; but it appears £till to be the

general op n on that everything is proceeding favourably.

It was thcu^ht that the boundary dispute was in a fair

train to le sjoedily settled. The Governor and Council
of MassEcliasetts had appointed the lion, Abbott Law-
rence, and Messrs. Mills and Allen, to be commissioners
on the part of the state, 'with full powers

^ to assent to

such an arrangement of the North-eastern boundary as
i^iay be negotiated by the General Government, provided
the conditions are, in their opinion, consistent with the

rights and interests of the state. The Legislature of

INiaine had appointed the Hon. E, Kent, Messrs. Preble,

Sf

of the south-west to the north-east. Tlie sailors on board
the vessels at anchor, state that they experienced the shock
before they saw the houses .agitated, froni which it is con-
cluded that the shock came from the west* There were
two shocks at Port-au-Prince d:~**nctly felt, the first not

so long as the second ; the latter contirming about three

minutes. Every person hastened to get out of the house

and the strtets were filfed with the affrighted prj-ilation.

It is said that there is hardly a house or a wall in Port-au-

Prince that has not suffered, and some have become
almost unrnhabitublr. The front of the Senate House,
where the ^rms of the Republic are sculptured, was
detached and broken, but the interior was uninjured.

On several sncr -- e days there were other severe

shocks felt ; but the mischief done by them was not
so great, although the alarm created amongst the

habit.ints is repi' 'Uted to have been extrem.c-

letter from St. Marc states that the earthquake
felt there with great violence. JTany honscs were se-

riously damaged, and Eome destroyed, but no loss of life

fs mentioned. At Gonaives the shocks were more serious,

the greater part of the houses being overthrown. A fire

broke out at the same time, and there was no water in the
town. All the houses that were not burnt suffered from

A
was

the earthquake ; and the Church, Prison, Pahns National,
Treasury, ai^d ArsLual were all destroyed. The number
of persons killed at these places, had not been fully ascer-
tained, lutrliigence had been received by the Govern-
ment at Port-au-Prince from the Governor of Limbe, a
place near the Cape, stating that after the shock he sent

to that city for news. His aide-de-camp|fuund the city

destroyed, and the ruins covered by the sea, with the ex-

ception of a small portion, where were assembled the

surviving inhabitants and authorities, most of the latter

seriously wounded. The population con^^iated of 15,0W
persons, of whom 10.000 are supposed to have been de-

stroyed by the earthquake. In addition t.; u*l. j;., - -s

intelligence a courier arrived at Port-au-Prince a few ;
its

previous to the departure of the pncket which htou^^t

the news to New York, who stated that a ^re brvkc out

at Cape Haytien after the earthquake, whu-
_

troyed

the powder magazine, and with it the remnant of the in-

habitants who had escaped arth,

St. Nicholas and P6rt Paix are tdi^o said to be destroyed.

Other parf^- of the island had not j^en heard from when

The towns of

Cavanagh; and Otis; to be comjaissioners; with simiiar
j
these adyic^s l«ft5 but it is ft^»reJ that all tUeto^nsiu the
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north are a mas. of ruin.. Bi^sides the places above

noticr-'- to which the earthc,«ake exfcnded accounts by

th. southern mail receired at .New \ ork. state, that on the

game day thar Cnpe Haytieii ^as destroyed, a severe shock

was felt at St. MartinsviHe and other towns in Louisiana.

At Catahoulon, Louisiana, a lake and river rose six feet in

a few minutes, and did much damage, drowning several

persons in the country, and subsiding again as suddenly

mB they rose. At Opelousas and A-ttakapas the shock wns

aJsa severe. As far na accounts have been received, the

earthquake appears to have extended from west longitude

56^, in tiie northern part ef the tropics, to west longitude

91". It passed Cuba, and to the west of that island, and

Bcems to have gone northward through the Gulf of

Me-Tcico, and to have entered the United States in Loiiiai-

ana. The most northern limit of its influence, so far as

our advices yet extend, was in lat. 3{^. Although the

length of the course the earthquake seems to have taken,

is - ) great, yet in breadth the region affected by the shoclcs

appears to have been comparatively narrow ; and therefore

hopes are entertained ]||8t most of the British West India

islands have e .uped. Further accounts, however, are

looked for nith interest ; and it i» fctrcd that they will

bring intdligence of still more serious loss of life and pro-

pctly than is at present known.

India.—The *< Mornin<^ Potit " of Thursday contains

the following para^nph relative to the fate of the garrison

of Ghuzncc :^" We have been permitted to transcribe the

following' melancholy passage from a private letter, ad-

drt:<sed to one of his friends in Ensjland by an officer of

the ad Native Infantry :— * Abmedabad, April 22, 18-12.—

Intellig^ce has just arrived that these poor fellows have

been destroyed to a man. Tiirre were about 25 officers

and TOO men, sick included. The sepoys could not hold

their muskets, and the Ghazis referred to in the P.S.,

perceiving this, closed upon and destroyed them.'"

Parliament.
HOUSi: OF LORDS.

Jf/mif^i/.— Several hills were hroufrht up from the IIousc of Com-
mons, iin.lreatla first time. Lord Wharncliffe, in answer to

Komc oli'^r-rvatinns by Lord Beaumont and the Dulte of Clcve-

iand, .-utatcd tluit fJovcrnmer.t were ahout to ado|)t somn measure to

facilitate the exchange of H^^ht sovereigns for those of full weijiiht.

MurMmpf^sition, he 8aiil> hud been practised upon the more igno-

rant holders of light coin, but from the average of that which had

been received at the Bank, the actual deficiency in weight appeared to

amount to n-it nmrt; than from one and a half to two per cent. Lord
Campbell then, purs- t to notice, brouc^ht on his motion for cer-

tain papers rflat--"- to a trial hefore the Lord Justice Clerk at the last

Stirhng Assizes, iu which the evidence of the prosiccutor was, at the

r*»rommemlat\<m of the Jud^e, withdrawn as hcin^ unworthy of cre-

dit, «n thf ^'''^uud that the w\ .^aan athci>t. The noldc Lord en-
tered at Jr- -'h mto the suhjret of the evider' . and after citins; a

number of authorities to prove that the course which had hcen taken
was contrary to the law hoth of England and Scotland, concluded by
exprc^.-ting his intention, if there were any ambiguity, of bringing in

fthlU to remove it.

nic Lord CnANrELLon defended the course which had been
jwlop*"'! by tbc Judges who had presided at the trial, and after a pro-

longed (bscussion, in which Lords Den man, Buouguam, and seve-

ral othur law l^ords took part, the mt '
, withdiisvn.

Ti'^silftff.—^Aficr tK • i«: ntation of j" tifi .n-:, the Duke of Wf.l-
MNGTON moved the oraer of the day for groin?: into committee on the

Property, tax Bill, V^count Dunxannon hiid on the tabic the rc-

» dutiou uitciiv.>.d to be moved as an aniendment to t!:c biH by the
WurtptU f.f T.ansdowne, which watta follows: '* That while the House
is tttuviiiinir to nhstruct ihc profj^ressof measures calculated to supply
the prf.^cnt dcficicucvof the public income, and make it fully ade-
quate to meet the public charges, it cannot refrain from recording
its opinion that a judicious alteration of the duties affecting com,
11^, and timber wouM have grreatly diminished the amount of ad-
ditional taxation required by the exipHfas of the State; and would,
at the same time, from its e/fects in incir "ng the comforts of all

classes, and lessening the privations of the great body of the people,
tusr^ther with sncli additions as mierht have been obtained from some
otlicr sourcc-i. have been preferable to a tax on income in the pre-
sent circumstances of the country." The Bill then went through
committee, was reported without amendments, and ordered to he
read a third time on Friday.
The Marquis of CLATJafcARUK a&ked some questions respecting

the Tipperary special commission.—The Duk^of AVhllington ob-
jecting to such questions, without notice, declined answering them.^
Lord Wharncli-fe presented apctltion from a person who com-
plained of the law requiring individuals on trial to plead to their
indietmentR. Lord Oenman said that the plea of " Not Guilty," by
a guilty person, was an addition of solemn falsehood to crime, and
that the law requiring pleading to indictments was unnecessary.
Similar sentiments were expressed by otner law Lords.
Lord Bbougiiam moved the second reading of the Witnesses'

Indemnity BilU He denied that it was the exclusive privilege of
the other House to legislate for the prevention of br bery in the elec-
tion of its members, contending that theoifence was one which came
to much aaany other under the cognisance of their Lordships. By
the h\U which he had himself introducul, and to the compilation of
which he had been ursred by the general cry throughout the country
at the - .....itiea wU^a had lately made elections a mockery, he had

? * S'
W"^ ^^** preacut moa^ure proposed, ir.demnity to witnesses,

ftnt only the powet to a cym.aittec of mdcmnlfying those who should

P^

aUhougba arge portion of it wa«, word lor word, retained a newmea«ire had l>eeu sub^tuuted and a most unaeee^^arr delay in thecontemplated inquiry incurred. He conld not but su;nect thatVmemotive more potent and more personal than a re^arffor Se^chad wei.hr 1 wtHi ,^^c of iho». .. ho had adoptedlhi* course Imtas ttie bn.t m ' of frustrating their desiims he wmlS Vo ' i
that the bill, with-all it. cUfect/, sh.uM ^"^'ais'edT^n^u^loopho e of escape might he left. Alter contra^tintr his own w th thepresent measure, and cxprr..mg ia. opinion that/shoru as the latterwms^fsomcot U.^ man valuaV . provisions, the inquiries conducted
mnler it m.ghtstd be beneficial, he concluded by pL.7ng the Hon'

e

to throw no obstacle m tiic way but to render as nmch aipossibleof
the remainmg period of the session availabi- " r the inquiry —Lord^VicKLOw had no objc^.ion t^ ^.le bill, but thonght it unnc rv
to ausiKJnd the staudiugr c./,^.^ to proceed with it.—Lord Camp beii
(IcfcnJed the other House from the inqjutation of tardiness and want
of/^Gil inthesuppv ion (.f bribiTV. and char<;cd Irtjrd Brougham
frith a disposition to c^'-t iiri] ' ition^ upon an cmbiy of which he
had been so many years a member.— Lord Baoi faiAM rej ' >! ; and
after a few words of expiMiation, thestanding orders were suspended,
and the bill went through committee, was reported, read a third time,
and pas .'d.

TA ' .'/,—Lord IIostkagle moved for a return of the number
tad amoLint of Kschcquer Bilja which had been buught on account
of the Savings* Banks, and converted into stock ; also the dates of
such purchases, and the price of such Exchequer Bills, and the price
of stock at the time. He said his object in making this motion was
to rcmoye some niisapprcheaiioas which had gQue forth on thi? sub-

ject.—The motion was granted.— Several Bills were brouy-ht up from

the IIousc of Commons, and advanced a ^tage.—The Sugar Duties

Bill was read a second time, and the committee fixed for this day.

The Earl of Uaiinor asked for certain returns relative to the im-

portation of corn into this country ; and took the opportunity to ex-

pres3 his hos^tility to the present Com Laws. He concluded by
askin*; if Government meant to take any measures for the relief of

the distress before the close of the session ?—The Duke of \Vf.l~

LiNGTON replied that Govemmtnt did not contemplate any other

mc than those already under their consideration, which he

thought wtro calculated to give great reUef, not merely to the manu-
facturing interests, but to the whole community.—Lord Kinnaird
moved for a copv of the report made by the gentlemen sent i^own to

Paisley to investigate the state of distress in that place ; but with-

drew the motion on its having been objected to by the Duke of Wel-

lington and Lord \VharncUtfe, on the ground that the communication

v.. trictlv a confidential one-

The Eafl of AnEnnFSx, in reply to questions by Lord Howden,
said that the recent accounts from Syria were in some degree more
favourable than those previously received : but that still there was
much, not onlv in the condition of that country, but of every other

Turkish province, which presented matter for regret and disappro-

bation. The question, however, was, how far we could interfere,

with due respectfor the independence of Turkey. In restoring Syria

to the Turkish authority, we did not engage to govern it also; still,

good faith required our interference on behalf of the inhabitants of

Syria, which had taken place in concert with the other Powers of

Kurojic. Their great tfuty was to see that more especially the

Chr: .n population of vSma were secured in certain privileges,

hitherto possessed by them, and whose continuance had been pro-

mised under the auspices of the British Government. Part of the

pledges, such as relief from the excessive burden of taxation, had been
redeemed by the Turki.->h Government; and the British Government
would still continue to use its intluencc on behalf of the inha-

bitants of Syria.

The Lonn Chancellor brought in a Bill, which was read a first

time, to reguhite the practice of County Courts ; and stated, in reply

to I-ord Campbell, that it was not a Local Courts Bill.

Friday.—The Sugar Duties Bill was read a third time, and passed.

The Earl of Rirox, in a speech of considerable length, moved the

third reading of the Income Tax Bill, and entered into an elaborate

estimate of the probable produce of the tax. The Marquis of Lans-
downc then moved^ as an amendment, the resolutions of which notice

was given on Tuesday, A long discussion ensued, and the House
dividrd, negativing the resolutions by a majority of 60 to 5U. The
adjournment of the debate was then moved, and after two divisions,

and a long desultory conversation on the inexpediency of taking

the third reading at so late an hour, (3 a.m.), the debate was ad-

journed to Tuesday.

HOUSE OF CJMMONS.
Monday —The Lords' amendments to the following Bills were

agreed to and the B^lls passed :—The Tarmouth and Norwich Rail-

way Bill, the Slug-road Bill, the Dundee and Arbroath Railway Bill,

the Indemnity and Mutual Insurance Company Bill, and the Kings-
town Manners Church Bill.

mijtiy a recogmrion oi tac latier us an intK'peiiaenc siuie ; nut iic

should feel it his duty to uphold the good faith of the British Go-
vernment by advising the ratification, within the specified period, of

the treaty with Texas ; and he said this without expressing any opi-

nion as to the wisdom of that treaty, but simply on the ground that

It had been concluded on the part of tliis country by persons duly
authorised for the purpose who, so far as he had reason to believe,

had not exceeded their instructions.

In answer to a question from Mr. Childers, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer said he would take that opportunity to dispel the
delusion which seemed to exist among a great ponion of the public

Ias
to the cxtreiiic depreciation of the gold coinage. Tlie utmost de-

preciation did not exceed from 1:^ to li per cent., so that a deduction
of 3«/. from the value of any light sovereign was the utmost that
should be exacted,

BIr. O'CoxNKLL asked if there would be any objection to lay
the coroner^' inquisition on the table of the IIousc, relating to the
late serious transactions at Ennis, in Ireland?— Sir R. Peel said
that the Irish Government had promptly sent down a barrister to
invrsiiigate the whole matter; and. n? the parties implicated bv the
coroner's inquest must take their trial, he hoped that'nothing would
be asked for nhich might tend to prejudice the proceedings.
The committee on the Tariff was then resumed.— ?,:r. Mitchell

proposed to raise the duty on cables from 6/. to S/. per ton, arguing
that the Government rate of duty would not give sufficient protection
to the interests concerned.—Mr. Gladstone opposed the amend-
ment, which, after a short discussion, Mas negatived by a majority
of 1G3 to 35.— i\rr. G Baxkks proposed the continuance of the duty
on stones for building purposes, chictV with a view to the protection
ot the quarries in the Isle of Portland.— i\lr. CunisriE supported
the reduction proposed in the T.iriif; and stated that the population
was one among which the truck system was extensively prevalent.

—

After a few words from Lord Asulkv, Mr. Gladstone contended
that a continuance of the prcsont duty, 20 per cent, on eo rude an
article wa?* more than even the parties interested themselves asked
for.—The amendment was then withdrawn.
On the article of foreign coffee, Lord Howick moved that the

import duty, set down in the Tariff at Si-^. per lb., should be reduced
to yd. He said that at 8^. per lb. the better kinds of coffee from
foreign plantations would pay about 100 per cent., and the inferior
kinds a much Ihrgcr per ccntngc; and these were duties upon an
article entering largely into tiie consumption of the poor. ^This high
impost could not be justitied on the score of discouragement to the
slave-trade, for the great foreign coffee country was 'that of Hayti,
which is cultivated by free labour. The reduction he now sought
being only Id. per lb., could not be important to the revenue—nay,
he believed would be fully made np by the increase of consumpt-on'
to say nothing of the advantage which would be produced in
the discouragement of adulteration.—Mr. Gladstone ur"-ed tlie
House to maintain the higher duties for the present, matnly on
the ground that in some of the now pending treaties with foreign
states, the remission of these duties might be made the consi-
derations for important concessions to the trade of this country.—
Mr, Hume supported Lord Howick's proposition, and regretted he
did not go farther.—Sir R. Pkel admitted that, amongst philoso-
phers, it was doubtless sound philosophy that we should buy as cheap
and sell as dear as we could. But as we' were not dealing with pliilo-
sophers, but with nations, whose protectLul intercuts were strong, wc
should not liglitly throw away advantag-es which we possessed for
appealing to their sense of common advantage, with a view to the
extending of the market for our manufactures. For instance the
unwise proposition of tjic French Government to raise the duty on
our linen yarns was creating a great sensation in tiie winc-growin"-
districts of the south of France.—Mr. Hawes objected, that the
effect of the per ccntage in the Tariff would be to let the rich have
their coffee at a lower proportiopate duty than the poor.— I»r. Bow-
ui?(Cr was persuaded, that in order to conciliate Franco, the best in-
strument we («uld use would be a diminution of the dutv on herwmea— ajr. Bartxg said, he should have understood Sir IL Peel's

*

arguMent abouc negotiation, if he had let coffee alone alto:rcther : but
i iJJ f !

-^^

r^^'*
^^^^" on '2d,, which he seemed to think quite harm-

L„!
*^^* ^ip\0R^acy, and yet entertained a great apprehension fromone penuy which Lord Howick desired to reduce.-After a few re-

nr/wu"*^""
a^r \ iLLfERs, the committee divided, rejecting LordHowick s amcndtueat by a mnjt>rity of 81 to 4H.

^

cofferi'lJ'bnn'^.''!'''*'*^^'^" 'r^^'''^
"'^^^^'^ ^^""^ ^^^<^^ «f naturalised

WorV Li I ' T ''''=^* "^^ ^^^^* ^'^ *^^^ ^^^y^ ^^'^'^^--b «^all arrive on or

r, /»! .'*'^
^'^f'

''""^^^ *^^^^^ ^° ^^'l"<^^d from 9./. to 7r?."-Mr

ia^Inf^mn^^^^^^ «^^^»t ^^ individual

IJlfJ i
P?"^^"^ hardship which however could nut stand in the

whf.Ste'^V"''''"'"^ ^?"? ^^'^^^^<>" e^^ued, in the course ofWhich Sir R. Peel contended that no sufficient wounds had bee t^ma4« m iQX m flaunt U would have been ^no.-ihip^ tlVl

carried the Tariff, had regard been paid to individual intere&tii
amendment was finally negatived by a majoritv of 133 tn fin

Tbe

hooks, Sir R, Veel, in answer to a question from Dr. Bowrin»
pressed his intention to reconsider the duty, with refereocp t

^*'

effect upon copyright.—On the item oftallow candles, Lord Wone
*^

beg-ed that the protection, instead of lOs. per cwt., might be lof^
but Mr. Gladstone adhered to the lower sum, which was adont 111

'

the committee.—On the proposal of a duty of 5d. per pound on r V
squared for rounding, Mr. T. Dcncombe moved tlrat the dut i

reduced from 5d. the pound to Is, the ton. After some discu
*

the committee divided— for the amendment, 81; against it ^i^**
majority, 56. ", 13/;

On schedule 20 (spirits and wines), the last of those rclatine to
'

ports, Sir R, Peel, in reply to Dr. Bowring, said that, with resn'^f
to any difficulties that existed as to arrangements with France u
the duties upon that article, none of them had originated on tie

^^^

of the British Government, and that France was aware that th"^
country wag perfectly ready to renew negotiations upon the fa"*
principles of commercial policy.— Dr. Bovtking then proposed an /

valorem duty of 20 per cent, on straw hats and platting, instead f
the Government duty of 8.s. 6d. per pound on straw hats*, and "« fiif

on straw platting. This was negatived without a divi'sion.-lAft''
some further progress, the committee rose, Sir R. Peel cxpresi:'
hope that the Tariff would be entirely disposed of the followin*
evening. ^

The Chaxcellou of the ExciiEauER obtained leave to brine in a
bill for the composition ofAssessed Taxes. The bill was thenhroutrl t

in, and read a tirst time, " "

Tuesday.—Gair'a Naturalisation Bill and the Carlow Roads Bill
were read a third time and passed. The following bills Vere reads
second time and ordered to be committed:—Bourne's Naturalisation
Kill, Leshazielle*s Naturalisation Bdl, Ashton's Divorce Bill and
Toxteth Park Paving and Sewerage Bill.

'

Mr. SiiAW then moved the issue of a new writ for Belfast.-- Lord
Saxdon, with reference to the suspension of this writ on the' 3rd
inst,. on account of an alleged compromise, read a letter from Mr.
Tenncnt and Mr. Johnson, the late members, denying that they had
been parties to any such arrangement.—Mr. O'Connell moved at
an amendment, the appointment of a select committee to inuuire
into a corrupt compromise, the fact of which was not denied. He
said he was provided with proof of the bribery and personation prac-
tised at the last Belfast election, the guilt of which, he considercJ
was shared by both parties. After a few remarks from Capt. Poluill*
^ir H. W. Barkon said he was enabled to state to the House the
names ot tlie parties who made the compromise, and the amount of
money agreed to be paid. The person who acted on behalf of the
Conservative candidates was Mr. John M'Neile, of Belfast ; and the
gentleman M'ho acted for the petitioners was Sir. Campbell, of the

same borough. The money agreed to be paid to prevent anythinf'

from going before the committee—to keep back the evidence, and
prevent members of the committee from knowing anything of the

kind was, GOO/. paid down, and a further sum of 400/. agreed to he
paid according to the arbitration of a gentleman resident in Belfast.

That gentleman the parties agreed to fix on to determine whether the

additional 400^. should be paid or not. He thought he need notftive

that gentleman's name, as he was not mixed up in the transaction,

but if the House required it he was prepared to do so.—Sir R. Peel
thoucht this case analogous to that of Peurhyn, where the sitting

member had disclaimed" all share in any compromise, but where,

nevertheless, the writ had been suspended. The House ought to

shov.' that it was in earnest in its endeavours to suppress bribery.

He ralmitted the necessity of an inquiry, and should vote for the

suspension of the writ for a limited period. After a few observations

from Sir C. Lemon, Sir H. Inglis, and Mr. Redington, Lord I.

Russell said he did not agree in thinking- that the suspension

would Le useless, except with a view to disfranchisement. Inquiry

might lead to disclosures, which would prevent much corruption at

the approaching election. Mr. Siiaw replied, after which the House
divided ; when the numbers were, for the motion, 73 ; for the amend-

ment, 170 ; majority against issuing the writ, Q7.
The House then went into committee on the Tariff, when the first

resolution relating to the duties on exports, and which merely states

that there shall be charged upon goods, wares, and merchandise ex-

ported from the United Kingdom to foreign possessionsj the duties

to be afterwards agreed upon, was adopted.
The Chancellor of the ExcnEauEE then brought forward the

Government proposition for imposing a duty of 2s. on the export of

coals to foreign countries. The original intention of Government

was to propose a duty of 4s., from which they anticipated a revenue

of 200,000/. But having, on consideration of the interests involved,

altered their intention, the anticipated revenue would probably be

reduced by 60,000/., which, however, might be compensated by in-

creased exportation.—Mr. Bell expressed his satisfaction at the

reduction, and his hope that even this diminution of duty wouhlhe

modified should it be found to act injuriously.—Lord Howick read

various documents relating to' the negotiations of the coal-owners

with Government, which, he said, ended in their obtaining this com-

promise, as a condition of their foregoingtheir threatened opposition.

Small as the amount of this diminished impost might appear, it

would materially affect our export trade in coals, which was at pre-

sent exposed to a competition that threatened our hold of the Medi-

terranean and continental markets. So far from making foreign

nations tributary to us by this tax on coals, we should drive them to

those supplies of cheap fuel which were within their reach ;
and for

what were we going to incur all this risk ? For a revenue of I40,000(.»

from which must be subtracted the additional cost to be incurred

in collecting it.

lilr. HuTT resistad the proposed tax on similar grounds to those

urged by Lord Howick.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
gave some explanation as to the alleged compromise with the coal-

owners, which he distinctly disclaimed.—Blr. Liddell vinmcatea

Mr. Bell and the other North of England members acting fpr ttie

coal-owners, in the course which they had adopted in acquiescing i

tlie amended proposition of Government.—Mr, BeRNAL supporte^

the amendment to the Government proposition.—Mr. ^^^^^^^
j-

observed upon the extreme difficulty of raising revenue in any nio

whatever, since there wa«? alwavs an equally strenuous resistan

whether the proposed taxation were direct or indirect. There w

objections, no doubt, to all modes of taxation, but no peculiar ou-

jection^ to the taxation here proposed. lie was not afrani tuac lu

duty would be unproductive; for it would not in general maKe a

addition of quite so much as ten per cent to the selling prices in

forci'm markets.

-

After some observations from Mr. ^-^"?^^^M
Lord JIauon supported the Government proposition, on geoio„

arguments. He said he wished to husband our stores of c?^*v," .„„iour Ejtui^^^j w. ^ ' r ,

prevent fin the words of a witness before a committee of the Wouy
'*foreigi;crs from eating the vitals of our posterity. ""^^'^:

,
'

^i

Bahing was much obliged to Lord Blahon for an a^^:?^*^i.
.^.j^^^

upon the assumption that the proposed measure would eJicci '/

check the export of coal. The reason assigned for the ta^ w*J^ .^

venue; but the amount to be derived was altogether ^'^^^"ff ^t

comparison to the important interests which were cndangereu j

such as the maritime trade. ,^^„a for
Sir B. Pekl rejoiced that, the income tax had been securLu,^^^

this niL-ht's debate had shown what sort of chance he wouwnj
for raising a revenue of four millions on articles of ^on^""»H

'^^^
The present proposal was pretty generally supported ny *

trade ; but that, they were told, was through a compromise.
^^.^^

he would ask, Government to be debarred from co"^""i"J.*^^"^nment
parties inter* d in these changes ? If the conduct of i^owi

m this case w re a compromise, then Lord Howick himi^.eltv^a j
^^

to smular charsres, for no later than the previous night litM>^
^^

J

r
r

-J-

I ^-

»>.

«aw U9 4«ngcr to b« kcurred by the impPsUioa oi the t«
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Mr. Hume resisted the imposition of this duty as opposed to all

»ound commercial legislation.—Mr. H. Hi.nde, on the part of the
coal-owners, tould not say that they actually approved this tax.

Willing, however, when he could not get what he wished, to take
what he could get, he was prepared to support GoYcrument in the
pre-'-nt rote. — Lord J. Russell, considering that this tax was pro-
, cd solely on grounds of revenue, and not from any anti-commer-
cial moti'-c, would vote for it. There was doulttlcss some risk in tlic

experiment, but he did not apprehend such injury to the trade as to

Jcad him to refuse Government the revenue they wanted.—After
some remarks from Mr. C. Buller, in opposition to the tax, the
House divided, when there appeared—For tlie Government proposi-

tion, 200 ; against it, 6/-

Aftcr some conversation on the expediency of allowing a drawback
ou coal exported for use in British steam vessels, and on some other
points, the duties on the exportation of coal, clay, and china stone,

&e., were agreed to. The last item was the resolution authoriiin'^

on the articles of this taiiif, the levy of the additional charge of 5 per
cent., introduced hy 3d VictoTia, chap, i;.—After a few words from
J>r. BowitiNG, the resolution passed, and the Committee concluded
its labours on the Tariff,— In reply to a question, Sir R. Peel said

that as a universal rule the new duties would come into operation

fr(»m the passing of the Act.—The House having resumed, several

Hills were forwarded in their respective stages.

Wedrirsrhf/.—The Lords' amendments to the Great North of Eng-
land Railway Rill, and the Boston Harbour Bill, were agreed to, and
the bills i^asscd. The Stourbridge Roads Bill was read a third time
and passed.

The Scotch Church Patronage Bill had been expected to occupy the
attention fif the House this day ; but soon aftcj the public business
began, it appeared that a formal obstacle existed to the progress of
the measure, in the want of a consent from the Crown to its intro-
duction ; that i>rrliminary sanction being required by the constitu-
tion to .iny provision aflfecting the Crown*s patronage, Jfr. F. Maule
asked whether Sir R. Peel was willing to wave this objection. Sir
K. Pf.ei. declined to depart from precedent: and Wr. F. Maule
then irave notice of a motion on a future day for an address to her
Majesty upon the sulject.

Sir J CiRAHAM, in answer to Lord J. Russell, gave a contradiction
til the rumour that Government were going to alter the Poor Law
Bill now in the House. They meant to press it forward in the shape
in which it had been presented.

Sir K. Peel in reply to t^ucstions from Mr. Disraeli respecting the
state of the negotiation nith America on the boundarv question
s.iitl, that the transaction rested altogether between tliesta'tc of Maine
and the Government of the United States. Negotiations of the
utmost importance were pending, but he felt that it would be wholly
inconsistent with his duty to make any statement respecting them to
the House.
The motion of Mr. MACKirixox for the issue of the Southampton

writ was postponed for a fortnight, on an announcement from Mr.
O. STA^LEY that he should move, on Thursday, for a select com-
mittee to inquire into the allegations of bribery and treating at the
last election for that borough.
Mr, M. Gibson moved the second reading of the bill to prevent

Any person registered as an elector fof a borough from losing his vote
by a removal between the registry and the election. Mr. Hodgson
objected to the measure, as tending to increase expense, by allowing
voters who had quitted the place to be brought back to it, for the
purposes of the election. SirG. Obey supported the bill. It would
be easy, he thought, to exclude outvoters by altering the form of the
third question put to them at the poll, and substituting for the in-
quiry whether the voter retain the same qualification, an inquiry
whether he be still resident within the limits of the borough. After
a few remarks from Mr. Buotherton, Mr. Escott said that the
pomt upon which he disagreed with his right hon. friend was, that
the residing within the limits of the borouErh should constitute
the qualification. The Reform BUI established a 10/. qualifi-
calion, and a voter ought not to exercise the franchise unless
he could show he was in possession of that quabficition.— Sir
J. Geauam admitted that the present rule did often operate
with consitlerable hardship. But the persons who in large cities
wtre the most apt to change their residences, were the lowest class
ot voters, the most liable to temptation, and therefore the mostcare-

ondowmLr^l * by pew rents, xxhcrc voluntary subscription, or

^J^^'J./:"?^.?^ ^«"l4J>e sufficient for the purpose of maintaining the

at

-^c. *^ ^vi.ci.tiuii— inc pain given to tender conscicnc s,
imprisonments, and unseemly contests—which accompanit
rates? On these and other grounds, which he did n<

fh^r^K^V n-
^^^^^^hnient

; and for an amount «) insignificant
that which Ihssenters were considered to contribute to this impost,was U worth while to keep up all the bitternpas and mischief attcndl
ing Its collection— the pain given to tender conscicnc. s, the fines,

nied Church-

.^^ „ ^,
-. - —" c— "— » — —^ "'-* not wish to

aweii on, as the subject had been so repeatedly discussed, he moved
for leave to bring in his bill.— Mr. M. PniLirs seconded the motion.
—Mr. S. CRAWFORn said that opposed ns he was to all these im-
posts, Tithes, Church-rates, &c., on principle, he supported the
motion, and regretted that Sir J. Kasthope did not take hr-^(>r
and bolder ground, and question the right of the people of Knglaud
to be burdened with a church establishment at all.-Sir R. Inglis
and Mr. G. Knigut opposed the motion.
Lord J. Russell ridiculed the argument of the inseparable con-

nexion between an Established Church and Church-rates. M'hat
was wanted was some suitable provision fur the fabrics of the estab-
hshment; and it was not to be denied that the present svstem of
collecting that provision was productive of much evil. Sir j. F;.st-
hopehad very properly, in proposin:; to aboU^^h Churcli-r
gcsted a substitute; and without giving any opinion on thatV'
which he feared a majunty would not suiter to be Uroueht before

sug-
an,

the

in

on

mane mfully to be watched. And if the proposed alteration tverc ...„^. ...
the third question, those scrutinies must be held at the poll which
It was one great object of the Reforhi Act to preclude.
Lord J. Russell approved of the principle of ]\rr. Escott's sug-

gestion, but did not yet see his wayclearlvto its accompll.shment.
lie would support the second reading, and try to apply the desired
remedy m committee. Some further discussion ensued : and finally

,Ao *"^
•

'''
- '

"^^'^^^^ ^^'^''*^ appeared-For the second readincr,
102

; Against it, 120 ; Blajority, 18.—It was next proposed that the
Win Should be read on that day three months.—Mr. Hume asked if
Uu^e^nmcnt would bring in a bill to renTcdy the admitted grievance
^hich It was the object of the lost bill to provide for?-Mr. Dln-coMBE also asked if Sir R. Peel intended to bring a rei-is-
tration measure, as they had been led to expect. A simi-
question was put by Lord Clements with respect to Ircland.-

f *i IT
^'^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^J o*" *\^<> Sir J. Graham would state

t^r M "^^ mtentions of Government in reference to these mat-
ers, flir. Fox Maule, upon this, moved, as an amendment, that

J^J^T^" H^®^^^^^^^^^^^ o^ that day week.—Another divisiun
loott place, when the original motion was carried by 101 to 79-

(X %^^-?^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ the Salmon >'isheries (Scotland)

frt r^ A'
^*^^*^^^^ amendments having been made in it, was agreed

10. ihe Dean Forest Poor Bill, Ecclesiastical Districts Bill, and the

^}^
Jiriavcl's Small Debts Bill went through committee.—Mr.^REENK brought up the report of the committee on the Tariff, which

s reconsidered in committee, and several amendments were agreed
u witnout any discussion.—The House then resumed, and the reportwas ordered to be received on Thursday.

«-^
''""^''^:~'^^*= appointment of the Belfast election committee^as proposed by Mr. 0'Co»ELL.-Sir R, I.nglis said he would

1 Jiirouble the House to divide on that question, but he must strongly
J rutcstagamst such a proceeding as the present. ^A^le^ his right

hcaH f M ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ *^*^ Govcmracut, and the noble Lord at the

!/.,« f
P^^'y opposite agreed upon any course, it was quite nscel«s to oppose them.

» f .r , i e

anH v,^' f^'^^'
^^^^ *^^t his hon. friend had again referred to him,

ftiu J
^"^refore, had again to repeat, that all he asked was to be

inT ^^ exercise his own individual judgment. He did not uish

vnt v^^? ^^ influence anv one. He had not asked any man for his

be h M ^^^ claim for himself the right of deciding what cou^:^e

}i->,f
.^^*" take. Considering the appearances of compromise that

TiTw
j^^ shown, and considering the extensive bribery that has been

hUH^Vk^
^i^^e prevailed at the last general election, he stated it as

credit f^^^ opinion that it would not be to the character or the

ttno f i,*^*^
House of Commons to put these questions aside solely

pon technical objections. If any parties are guilty of corrupt corn-

he n
^^^ ^^^ purpose of preventing inquiry into practices of bribery,

abi
^''^^ would use the influence of party to prevent inquiry into such

cncT^t'
,?^.H^O"plit that such a course would have a strong tend-

Th ^/^'"^^iiis^ the high character of the House of Commons.
nose who were guilty of bribery, if there are any such, must take

eif
*^?'^*^^l^^P<^f;''» for he now gave public notice, that he would not

inr^'^
'^^ ^**y influence he may possess for the purpose of preventing

l^iry. After some conversation the committee was appointed.

mj^^ •?• ^^ssELL's Bribery at Elections Bill was read a first and
=P^Qndtime. In answer to Mr. Hawc3,SirR. H. Uclis repeated the
»s^urance of his intention of bringingthe subject of church cxcension

mov 1 f
""^se during the present sr-.Mon.~Mr. \\\ O. Stanlbt

eicrt
'^ cottttiiittce of inquiry in the case of the Southampton

cuon. The committee, after a fc# observations from one or two
^Ji^mbers, was agreed to.

House, he hoped that the time vu;^ liot fuj distant when the subject
would be taken up with a view to a satisfactory alteration of ihc law.— Ine Chancellor of the ExciiEauRR gave credit for si rily to
^ir J. Easthope, in thus producing a fuhstitute for Church-rates

;

but thcphm of raising the necessary sums for nvaintaining the fahrica
ot the Church by pew rents, was opposed to the doctrines of our re-
ligion, which t iught that the (lospcl should be preached to the poor.
He should therefore oppose the motion. -Aftir some further discus-
sion the House divided, when there appeared, for leave to bring i

the bill, SI ; against it, 162 ; majority, 81.
Capt. PKtruELL moved for rcturns'relating to the number of slave

vessels brought before the Courts ol Mixed Commission ; and also of
claims for bounties, &c., which, after some conversation, was
agreed to.

Mr. Ferrand brought forward a motion, that the Hou^o should,
the 21st June, resolve itself into « committee of the whole House,

for the purpose of considering a resolution that an address be pre-
sented to her I\fajesty, praying for the immediate application of a
sum not cxeeerling one niilliun sterling, for the temporary relief of
the distress and destitution of the working classes in (he manulaciur-
ing districts; and that the House woubl malic good the same. The
House of Commons had voted twenty millions fur the emancipation
of the slaves in the West Indies, who were much better off than the
working classes of England. These classes h»d been robbed ol their
property without their consent, banished, under the new i'our-law,
from the south to the north of England, where they were dying at
the doors of their masters.

Sir R. Peel said he rose to speak, lest his silence should be con-
strued into indifference for the sufferings of the working clasirs. He
protested against the motion, as dangerous in precedent, and opposed
to equity; and also cautioned the House against being led away by
what appeared exaggerated statements of the sufferings which the
working classes were enduring. At the same time, he hoped that the
appeal to the sympathies of the public mind would not be made in
vain, and that something effectual would be done to relieve the dis-
tress, which was boruc with so much patient fortitude. 'JhcRt. Hon.
Baronet concluded by saying, " The poor, I know, are suffering, aud
I can assure the Hon. Member that the dietrcss is a subject of pain-
ful attention on the part of Government, who are si!cntlv (for
publicity may frustrate our efforts), but not ineffectually, attempting
to assuage the sufferings of those who, it is admitted, are exposed to
great privation and suffering.**— After a long debate, in whieh
several Members joined, the motion was ultimatelvlost by a majority
of 106 to 6.

The report on the Customs Acts (the Tariff), was brought up, and
leave was given to bring in a bill lounded on the resolutions.

. A debate arose on the motion, by the Karl of Lincoln, for going
into committee on the Forest of Dean Ecclesiastical Districts Bill,

with the object of granting an augmentation of the incoint s of the
clergy, and to jirovide for the spiritual wants of the inhabitants of the
forest. The bill Mas opposed by Dr. Bowbikg, IMcssrs. T. Dun-
combe, Hawes, and Hume, as being a stealthy measure of Church
extension ; and a division took place on a motion of Mr. Duncomhe,
that the Speaker leave the chair, when ther:; appeared 10! against, 25
in its favour. — Mr. Hume still persisted in his opposjtion, and called

on Sir R. Peel to explain the ground on which the Government sup-
ported this bill.— Sir R. Peel, in reply, said, that the spiritual deati-

titution of the inhabitants of this public property, ca'.lcd for public

interference, on every consideration of moral right and duty, which
would be amply compensated, even on the lowest pecHniary grounds,

by the improved condition of the district.— After Mr. Protheroe ha 1

spoken in support of the bill, Mr. Hume again divided the House,

on the motion that the Speaker leave the chair, when there appeared

101 to 13 against it.

The House then went into committee on the bill, wliich, after

some further discussion, was considered, and ordered to be reported.

Fridaih—Sir J. Grauam moved the order of the day for the

second reading of the Poor Law Continuance Uiil, and contented

himself with simply referring to his former statements as to the pro-

visions of that measure.—Mr. S. Crawfokd movcil that the Bill

be read a second time this day three months, supporting the motion

in a speech in which he opposed tne bill on the ground of its viola-

tion of the constitutional rights of the people of England, and the

despotic power which it gave to the conimissicncrs.-Capt. Pecuell
seconded the motion.
Mr. Pakingto.\, Sir J. Graham, Col, Vroon, and Mr. Liddell

spoke in Javour of the second reading; and Gen. Jounsow, Col.

tJiBTUOKr, aud iMr. Fekkaxd opposed it.—The House then divided,

when there appeared—For the second reading, 2(>0 ; against it, 6i :

majuritv, 199.
, , , , . ,

The other orders of the day were then disposed of. The third

reading of the Dean Forest Poor iJiU was resisted; but was earned,

on a division, by 32 to 21.

high treason. The Chief Justice then j>assed the sentence
of death usual in the case of traitors, directing that he be
drawn to the place of execution on a hnrdle, and there
hung ; that his head be cut off after death, and his bodj
quartered. At the conclusion of tbe sentence, the prisoner
fell back fainting in the arms of the gaolers.

Court of Common CoiuiciL—On TL.^day a Court vaa
held for the despatch of public business. Among other
matters of less importance, Mr. B. L. Jones moved that
the report of Of' is and Clerk's Committee, relative to
the office of Town Clerk, recommending that the salary of
that officer should be fixed at 2,000/. per annum, Sic, be
agreed to. An amendment was j . posed b) :,li\ Peacock,
that the salnry be reduced to 1,500/. per annum. After
some dihxussion, the original motion was carried by a ma-
jority of 11. the numbers bting—For the report, 52;
against it, 41. The report was then- referred ba-k to the
committee" to be carri,ed into exe-ntion. A mot:on was
then made, « Thnt upon the election of Town Clerk in
place of the late lleury Woodthoirpe, Esq., the standing
order ' That no person not having been adinitfrd to the
freedom of this city two y rs, except entitled thereto by
servitude or patrimauy, shall be elecJ to any p'- e or
appointment of emolument in the gift of this Court, or of
any committee or commission chosen by them,' be sus-
pended." After a debate of some length, the Court then
divided, when there appeared in favour of the su^^ :. ion
of tbe standing order, a majority of 13, the numUrs beings
For the report, 68; agakist the report, 55. The Lord
Mayor then informed the Court that the election for the
office of Town Clerk would take jilace on Thursday next.
The report of the Committee for repaying London Bridge
was then brought U|). It recommended, that as well for
the convenience of the puhlic as the durability of the work,
the bridge should be completely closed, as regarded th«
traffic, during the rc-j)aving of it. Alderman Sir M-
Wood said, the incouveuience to the public business
would be serious if the bridge was wholly closed, and
suggested the propriety of keeping open one-half of the
carriage way during the period of the repaying. Petitions
were presented from the managers of the joint stations,

and others, against closing the bridge entirely, and the
majority of the Court approved of the suggestion of Sir

M, Wood. The report was ultimately referred back
to the xommittee, with instructions that during the re-
paying of llie bridge the puhlic accommodation should be
jiroperly attended to.

JMelropoUtaii Improvcmenh,—On Wednesday a depu-
tation from the Metropolitan Improveuicnt Society, headed
by Lord R. Grosvenor, had an interview with Sir R. Peel,

their chief object being to prevail on Covernment to advise

with tlie Commissioners of Woods and Forests, and other
competent parties, upon the practicability of carrying out
the plans now in progress for the improvement of the

metropolis, on a scale better adapted to the end pro-
posed. They were also desirous, as a basis for future

legislation en this subject, that Government should cause
to be prepared an official scientific report upon the general

character of the imjirovements required in reference to

new thoroughfares and open spaces, roads connecting the

railroad termini, tlte most practicable means of throwing
open the banks of tbe Thames, nnd the steps to be taken
for the drainage of unhealthy districts. Sir R, Vccl said,

that without troubling the deputation to enter into any
particular explanation, he might at once say that the sub-

ject was one which had engaged h?s serious attention, and
that with the general views expressed by the deputatioa

his own opinions co ncided. Without pledging himself

to the exact course which he might deem it desirable to

take relative to the appointment of any board, he certainly

thought that the object would be promoted by taking a

broad and comprehensive view of the whole subject, in-

stead of legislating wholly upon detail : and that for this

purpose a committee of the House of Commons—open,

perhaps, to local influencr—was not the most desirable

He
im one -

of paramount importance, both in reference to the sanatory

state of the poorer districts, and the greater facilities of

communication required, he did not think tlie consideration

of a trifling expense should stand in the way, and he
should probably not hesitate to propose such a grant
as would be sufiicient to render the inquiry effectual.

Some conversation then ensued relative to the cha-

body to whom such an inquiry should be entrusted,

might further add, that as the object appeared to hir

CITY.

Money Market, Friday,—Consols for the account closed

i)l|toi; Bank Stock, 1G7 to 168; Exchequer-bilU, old,

45s. to 47s. premium ; Ditto, new, 40s. to -125. premium ;

and India Bonds, 21s. to 23& premium.

f li *
'^^^.^^^''E moved, pursuant to notice, for leave to bring in

1>p
'

I
? '***^^^'*^ Church-rates. After soiuc introductory remarks,

*'csaja he prup.)-«cd to abobsb CUi

a

-„ -_ .,ur<!i-rutcs aitoircther; and f<ii* tbe

nott
"^"^^**^ the fabrics of churches and chnpi-Is, he wouhl g

-"^><;r to tbe churcbwardena and other authoritioi to muite up the

ittcivopolis nntJ its Ficmfai.

Trial of FrancL for Wgh Tren.^on,—h true bill against

Jobn Francis- hayinj^ been found by the Gjand Jury on
Wednesday, the trial cnrae on yesterd:iy, at tlie Central

Crimiuul Court. The prosecution was conducted hy the

Attorney and •Solicitor-Gcn., Mr. Adolphus and Mr.-
Waddington. The prisoner pleaded Not Guilt}^, and W'as

dercnded by Mr. Clarkson. The evidence for the

cution closed at one o'clock, when Mr. Clarkson' com-
menced his defence, urging in behalf of the prisoner that

there was no direct proof that the pistol wa^ loaded with
ball. The Solicitor-General having replied, Lord Chief
Justice Tindal summed up the evidence -, the jury returned

a verdict finding; the prisoner Guilty on the second and
third counts, but stating that they were not satisfied on

tbe lirst, which aHlinned that t!ic pistol Contained a hnllef.

This amounted to a sentence of Guilty on the charge of

prose-

racter of tbe improvements now '\n progress, plans of
which were produced; Lord Grosvenor especially urging
the attention of Sir R. Peel to the fact, that if the
formation of the new main thoroughfare streets were
built of a width of 52 feet where 60 feet at least were re-

quired, and made crooked where they ought to be straight,

the opportunity lost might be a constant source of regret,

but could never be recalled.

Boat Race.—On Saturday the great annual rowing
match between the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge,
which usually excites considerable iutertst. cjme off on
the Thames. Great numbers of spectators assembled on
the banks of the river and the different bridges to witness

the race, and seven steamers accom.panied the ro\Ters. It

was a cutter match, each boat containing eight mta. Ox-
ford won the choice of str.tion, and took the Middlesex

side of the centre arch of Westminster bridge, the march

being from Westminster to rutaey, with ti,\. After

starting, they kept together some time, until at ica^h tm

Oxford boat took the lead ; and, after a spirited and wcH-

contested race, {lasscd through Putney bridge sJt asconds

a-head of their opponents, amid the cheers ot the specU-

tors, and after one of the finest races ever witnessed,

Puhlic Meclimj^.—On Saturday a meeting wai_ ^v.d of

the committee and subscribers Co the AVilkie testimomal.

Three t^uvitioiiS were submitted to the meeting for^tbeu
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decision : first, the ch and nature of the testimonial;

S,d,„';h» .h».d ta_;h. •«;... .,!:,;* f«p-.t.>,i

Sir P. Laurie was

llewa. of opinion that a statue should be erected and

that the sum of LCOOL should be appropriated to that

purpose. He thought that the memory of one of o^.r

crcatest artfits ought to be perpetuated, and that l,bUO/.

would not be too high a remuneration. For bis own part,

if a first-rate sculptor demanded 2fiQ0l. for the required

statue, he should not like to refuse it,

of opinion, that even should the amount of subscriptions

be more than IfiOOi., it ought to be given to the sculptor

who might be selected to -erect the statue. After a short

conversation between the chairman, the Bishop of LlandafT,

and Sir P. Laurie, a resolution was agreed to, that the

full amount of the subscriptions should be applied to the

erection of the proposed statue. The chairman said that

they had now to consider who should be selected to execute

the statue. Mr. Hall proposed that Mr. Joseph should

be employed, on account of his having made a bust of Sir

D- AVilkie, which was •considered by Sir David's family

an excellent likenc . Sir W. Newton, R.A., seconded

the resolution. An amendment was then moved, that the

execution of the statue should be decided hj open com-

petition. Sir P, Laurie and Sir C. Forbes spoke in favour

tof the original resolution, and deprecated competition.

They cited the Duke of Wellington as an authority, wlio,

in the instance of the Nelson pillar, had advised the com-

On Monday, the sale of Horace

mittee not to have recourse to competition. After a loug

conversation, the following resolution, proposed by Lord

Malion, was ultimately adopted : "That this pieeting be

postponed until Saturday, the 2d July, and that the com-

mittee meet on that day for the purpose of choosing an

artist for the execution of the statue." It was also re-

solved, *' That at the next meeting the name of uo artist

should be pro])Oscd, unless previous intimation had been

sent to the secretary seven days before, and that the names
cf the artists should be then stated to the committee."

Easi India Trade,—A circular has been issued by Mr.

S. BriggSjthe object of which is to state, that the tem-

porary suspension of payments by Messrs. Briggs, Thur-

iurn, and Co., of London and Liverpool, announced in

our last, will in no ^degree affect the house of Briggs and

Co., of Alexandria ; and that with respect to the drafts

of this latter firm, arrangements have been made with

Messrs. Heath, Furse, and Co., to pay them when due.

jMortcdUy in the MeiropoUs.—The total number of

deaths in the metropolis, from all causes, registered in the

week ending the 4ih inst., is 7C0. The average weekly
deaths in 18U were 912.

i^traulcrry Hill.

Walj- '^'^'s collection of original drawings and prints com-
menced, at Mr. Uobins's rooms, Covei.c Garden, and has
continued throughout the week. The catalogue contains

nearly 1 1,000 lots, among which are some rare and valuable

1/
its. The sale created considerable interest, and has

ecu well attended. Some of the drawings realised high
priecs ; those mast sought after being the portraits illus-

trative of the reigns of Queen Anne and tlie first two
Georges, many of them of great rarity. The sale is

expected to last altogether ten days^ and to realise several

thousand pounds.

DcptforcL—On Sunday some interest was excited in

this town and neighbourhood by the arrival in the river of

an Arabian man of war, th- first, it is said, that ever ap-
peared in English waters. She was moored off the Vic-
tualling-yard, having a pennant flying at her main-top-
mast head, with a red ei;sign hoisted at her mizen, and
was the object of much curiosity. She is from Zanzebar,
and has brought over four Arabian horses bs a present
from thelmaum of Muscat to her Majesty. On ^londay
Bbe was towed up to the St. Katherine's Dock, and after

some trouble the horses were finally landed without any
accident, and conveyed to the royal stables. A large con-
course of persons witnessed their landing. The vessel is

a fine-looking ship of 300 tons register, and carries 10
trass guns. She is officered and manned by Arabs, with
the exception of an interpreter, and a native of the United
States. She has on board other presents, consisting of
•bawls, spices, &c., for her Majesty; and has brought
passenger SaidAlic Bin Nassore, the governor of Morabas-
Many thousand persons, it is said, have visited her since
her arrival in the Docks.

iroo/a?ic/i.— The King and Queen of the Belgians are
expected here on ^londay, on a visit to her Mnjesty.
Tbeir Majesties were to have left Ostend on Thursday,
and were CTspected to arrive early yesterday morn-
ing. A guard of honour was in attendance to receive
their Majes ies, but their dep.Kure was postponed.On Monday, some fresh experiments were carried
on in the Marshes beiore Col. Cockburn and Lieut.
Col. Dansey, members of the select committee to test
the r|uahties of metai tubes, of one and a half inches and
two inches in length, f_.d with u composition, some of
them plugged, and others not plugged, to ascertain the
number of seconds from the time they were fired until
the time of their explosion, which was regulated by apeu-

,
dulum. The range was 1,250 yards, one gun for 32.
pounders, and the other eight inch shells. The practical
class of gentlemen cadets attended in the Marshes for the
purpose of firing a heavy 24-puunder, and a heavy 13-
pounder, mounted on \^hc;i carriages placed upon new
pktformp, at a rangp of 400 yards. Tnc object at which
they were to fire was a breastwork, representing the
gabrons of a fuftification within which have been placed
two old 12-pounder gunF, mounted on ship carnages,
which the cadets were to attempt to destroy when firing.

The interruption, however, in the river being vqvj great
in the afternoon, as on former occasions, the practice was
postponedt Souie gogd ricochet practice,, however; took

place, carried on by the Royal Artillery, under the com-

mand of Lieut.-CoL Wylde, from the various batteries.

The rocket troop also went through their practice in the

Marshes, and the discharges of ten rockets at one time

had a striking effect.

Chatham.—Xn official order was received in this gar-

rison on Monday for an embarkation of troops to proceed

immediately to China. The men, amounting to about

1000, have been selected from the provisional battalion to

fill up the casualties which have happened to the regiments

in that country. The trpops received orders to be in

readiness for embarkation on Wednesday, when they

marched from this garrison to Gravesend, and there em-

barked for their destination.

Birmingham,—A public meeting, numerously attended,

has been held in this town, for the purpose of taking into

consideration a proposition condemnatory of the introduc-

tion of the lN"ew Poor Law Amendment Act into the town.

The Mayor presided and briefly introduced the subject

before the meeting, Mr. Alderman Cutler then rose, and

after alluding to the probable introduction of the New
Poor Law Act into the town, and strongly animadverting

on several of the clauses proposed by Sir J. Graham, con-

cluded by proposing a resolution :—That the powers of the

local act for the management of the poor of this parish are

sufficiently ample, that their application has hitherto been

satisfactory to the parish ; that, therefore, any interfer-

ence by the Commissioners of the New Poor Law, cannot

fail to be mischievous, and that a petition be presented to

Parliament for the exemption of this town from the opera-

tion of the said bill. ^Ir. Alderman Mathews, in second-

ing the motion, said that the New Poor Law was an in-

novation of the rights of the people by the aristocracy, and

the industrious classes were the victims of it. It was an

innovation upon the rights of the poor receivers, and an

imposition upon tlie parishioners who were called upon to

pay. It was their duty to watch the progress of the

measure through Parliament, and to do all in their power

to counteract it. Alderman IMuntz agreed that those who
paid the poor-rate ought to have the power of its manage-

ment and disposal ; but in the first place he did not

believe the commissioners would have the power over local

acts which it was said the new law would confer upon
them. He moved, aS an amendment, " That this council

petition Parliament that powers be given to guardians of

the poor to administer out-door relief in all cases they

deem necessary," A desultory conversation ensued, dur-

ing which the Mayor took occasion to defend the Poor
Law, and expressed his opinion that the popular outcry

a<;ainht it was greatly abated, and would soon cease

altogether. After a lengthened debate, the proceedings

terminated by the withdrawal of both the previous resolu-

tions, and the unanimous adoption of the following :

** That this council, apprehensive that tlie bill now before

the House of Commons, for the amendment of the Poor
Law, may be construed to interfere with the present man-
agement of the poor of Birmingham, resolve that it be
referred to the Parliamentary committee to frame such a
petition as it shall think requisite, declaratory of the
opinion ot* the council that such interference is not called

for, and would be contrary to the wishes of the rate-payers
generally and the interests of the poor." It was also

resolved, ** That the council do petition both Honses of
Parliament for such alteration in the laws relative to the
government of the poor as shall empower the guardians to

administer in their respective parishes such out-door relief

as to them may appear expedient." The petition was
then drawn up, and directed to be transmitted to the
borough members for presentation, and the county mem-
bers were requested to' support it.—A meeting of the
guardians of the poor was also held on IMonday, when it

was resolved to adopt every constitutional measure to

resist the introduction of the New Poor Law into this

town, and a petition against the bill was agreed to and
forwarded to the House of Commons.
Burnley,—Tht local papers publish the following state-

ments, in confirmation of the accounts we have given in a
former number, of the serious distress prevailing among
the operatives of this town and district. It is stated that
the Burnley Union comprises about 26 townships, having
an aggregate population of 53,000, cf which upwards of
12,000 are upon the parish books. The increase of the
poor-rates in the respective townships is represented as
very great; particularly in the townships cf Marsden,
BrierclifFe, Rough Lee, and Barrowford, the greater pro-
portion of the population in them being employed in hand-
loom weaving. The annurj value of the rateable property
in Marsden is 13,000/. ; the average rates from 18:U to
1S39 were 950/. per annum, but from the 1st of Jan. 1842
to the present date, there have been collected rates to the
amount of 2,710/., and the township is indebted besides
to the union upwards of 800/.. The annual value of rate-
able ijropcrty in BrierclifFe is 4,000/. ; the average rates
for 1836 and. 1837 were 210/. per annum ; in 1841 they
were 1,900/,, and from Jan. 1IJ42, to May D, they amount
to COO/. This township is also said to be indebted to the
union. The annual value of the rateable property in
Rough Lee is 1,700/.; the average rates; from 1834 to

e

it almost impossible to collect the" rat'eVat'eUr The
annual value of the rateable property in Barrowford is not
stated, but from 1834 to 1836 the average rates were 630/
per annum

; in 1841 they were 1,120/. ; and in the first
quarter of the present year they amounted to 420/. It is
added that wages of all descriptions of labour are on the
decline

; that artisans who have lately been in the receipt

of sufficient wages are for the most part unemployed!^
that the distress generally prevailing among this class of
persons is becoming daily more serious.—A fire broke out
on Saturday at the mills of Messrs. Barker and Barwise
between this town and Todmorden. It appears that about
nine in the morning, w^hilst the mill was at work, th*
cotton in the upper story, used for tlm process of dress-
ing, suddenly ignited. The flames spread with rapiditv
to other parts of the building, and in the course of two
hours the whole of the premises were destroyed, tot^ether

with 50 bales of cotton, and the ipachinery,^the lo^s
being estimated at from 9,000/. to 10,000/. A number
of v;orkmen will be thrown out of employment by this
unfortunate occurrence.

Ileriford.—A serious fire, attended by great destruction

of property, occurred at Hitchin, in this county, on Sun-
day. In consequence of a deficient supply of water the

flames spread with great rapidity ; and the fire having

broken out in a close neighbourhood, chiefly inhabited by
the working classes, no less than 14 houses were destroyed

in the space of two hours. By great exertions tlie fire

was at length got under; but the extent of the damage
done is considerable, and nearly 50 families of the labour-

ing classes have iu consequence been deprived of tbeir

homes.
Manchester.— A preliminary meeting of the shop-

keepers of this town was held on Monday, to take^a':o

consideration the depressed state of their trade. From
statements made by several tradesmen present, it appears

that the working-classes in this great manufacturing tonn

and district are in a veiy Veduced condition, from want of

employment and the inability to procure the necessaries

of life ; in consequence of which the business of shop-

keepers has suffered several)', occasioning the bankruptcy

of many, and seriously reducing others. After several

tradesmen had addressed the meeting and entered into

long details in proof of the above statements, a resolution

was adopted, adjourning the meeting for a week, with a

view to the full consideration of the subject, and the adop-

tion of means for the attainment of immediate relief.

O.rford.—At the late Convocation held in this University,

it was unanimously agreed to affix the university seal to

an address to the Queen on her Majesty's providential

preservation from the late treasonable attempt uponher life.

The Rev. E. Ilarington, late fellow of Brasennose College,

has been elected principal of that college, in the room of

the Bishop of Chichester ; and ,Mr. W, Kay, fellow of

Lincoln College, has been elected to fill the Pusey and

Ellerton Hebrew scholarships.

Portsmouth,—Some interest was excited in this town

on Wednesday, by tlie arrival of her Majesty the Queen

Dov/ager. A Government steauier left the harbour at an

early hour, and proceeded to Southampton for the purpose

of embarkiug her Majesty, who arrived by the noon train

from London. About two in the afternoon the steamer

passed through Spithead, with the Royal standard flying;

and at three o'clock her Majesty and suite entered the

harbour, receiving the customary salutes from the men-of-

war and batteries ; many persons assembled on the forti-

fications and beach, and loudly cheered her Majesty as she

passed. The Queen Dowager visited the Victory, and St.

Vincent, fiag-ship of the Commander-in-Chief, .Sir EJw.

Codrington, and proceeded up the harbour rouad ihs

Hastings 74, in which ship her Majesty, on her hie visit

to Malta, embarked. At seven the Royal party proceeded

in the steamer to Ryde, where her Majesty landed, re-

maining the night at the Pier Hotel, and proceeded the

following day to the village of Ventnor, where it was sup-

posed her Majesty would remain a 'fev/ days.—^.^- local

paper states that a rumour is prevalent in wcll-inforn:ea

quarters in this town, that sii additional sail of the line

are to be immediately commissioned. The same paper

adds that the armament for the Vengeance and CoIHng-

wood, of 84 guns each, has already been got ready in li^e

gun wharf at this port.

Rughy,—\YQ regret to announce that the Rev. Thomas

Arnold, D.D., head master of the school in this town,

died on Sunday morning, of disease of the heart, after au

illness of a few hours. Dr. Arnold was well known as one

of the most distinguished writers and classical scholars u

J

the day. He was in his 52nd year, having been for i^

years head master of this school.

Truro.—HhQ local papers state that considerable dis-

tress prevails among the working classes in this town an

neighbourhood ; and that there are from ^,000 to 5,0UU

men out of employ in the mining districts, with a consi-

derable number of women, boys, and girl?, whose emphiy'

ment is connected with the mines in these parts. I

^
want of employment is stated to arise from the recent

itoppagc of several mines, in consequence of ^^p P^^"J

new Taritl dutyamong the shareholders, produced by th

on foreign copper. . ,

Windsor,-~0r\ Saturday the [Queen reviewed, m "c

Great Park, the regiment of Royal Ilorso Guards, and u.e

loth regiment of Foot Her Majesty was accompamea

by Prince Albert, the Duchess of Kent, Count ^ensdot

and his four sons, and a numerous suite. Her ^^'''J^

|^^
was on horseback, and wore the star and ribbon ci

Order of the Garter. On the Queen's arrival on ine

ground, the Royal Horse Guards marched past by sq"a r

rons and by threes, and trot!eJ past by troops, tn

wheeled into line on the c.^nil giound and r_ '-31106^.

and went through a variety of tvolutions. The \oih r

of Foot afterwards passed by in parade order, oetu

leaving the ground. Her Majesty and the P^nce coropi

e reRiments on the soUhtT-i ke

The Royal Hor^o
mented the Colonels of the :giments

appearance and discipline of the men. * .
j^^-

Guards, by special command of her IVIajesty, ^'^re on
^^^

occasion, for the first time, their new helmets ;
tuey

considered to be an in3i)roycment on the pW 0^^*' ^

I

I
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'.
; NortliMidland, 3,980/. 1 7s. Od]
df 1,570/. 2s. bd.—An accident,

With respect to weight and appearance, A number of

{ergons assembled to witness the review ; and her

lajcsty, both on her arrival and on leaving the Park,

was loudly cheered.

Railways.—The following are the returns of the princi-

pal railvvays during the past week :—London and Birming-
ham, 17,352/. 7s. 9(L; Great Western, 13,581/, 145. Srf.

;

Southwestern, 6.303/. lO^. 5r/.; Brighton, 3,233/, Us. 3r/.;

Blackwall,l,158/.165. lOf/,

York and North Midland
fortunately not attended with fatal consequences, occurred

last week on the line of the Great Western Railway, It

seems that some empty carriages, which had been used in

conveying passengers from Ascot Races, had been left

on the line, and the down mail train ran into them, and
two or three passengers were rather seriously injured, but

fortunately no lives were lost. It is stated that one of the

trains to Ascot, on the day of the races, carried no less

than 1,GOO persons.—On Wednesday, a special general

meeting vras held of the shareholders of the Northern and
Eastern Railway Company, for the purpose of considering

the propriety of disposing of 3, IPC forfeited shares, and

on other business. The mode of disposing of the shares

submitted by the directors was by means of public and
private tender, to be sent in before the 6th July, which
would then be opened at the station in Sboreditch, in the

presence of five shareholders. After a long discussion as

to the necessity of selling by tender, instead of appro-
priating the shares, the plan of the directors was adopted
unanimously. The question of disposing of another lot of

958 shares, in the hands of the company, was adjourned
for further consideration. In reply to a proprietor, the
chairman. said the total expenditure to the present time
was 817,300/., and that the treaty between this and the
Eastern Counties Railway Company, for a reduction of
toil, so as to cheapen the fares, had been broken off.

IRELAND.
Dublin, The Government has decided upon issuing

a special commission, notwithstanding the near approach
of the assizes, for the trial of prisoners iiow in custody
for the serious outrages perpetrated in Tipperary during
the last two months, and to which we have referred from
time to time. It has been resolved that the two Chief
Justices, Pennefather and Doherty, to whom the commis-
sion will be directed, shall preside at the trials, and that
the prosecutions shall be conducted by the Attorney-
General in person.—A return recently made in the House
of Commons of the spirits taken out for home consump-
tion in Ireland since the 5th Jan. to 5th April last, and
corresponding periods of 1840 and 1841, shows that the
decrease has been very considerable. In the quarter end-
ing April 5, 1810, the number of gallons was 2,212,465;
while in the corresponding quarter this year it was only
1,GI]2,,548, a reduction of 529,917 gallons in three months.

Considerable interest has been manifested with respect
to the judgment delivered by the Court of Queen's Bench,
in this city, relative to the validity of Presbyterian mar-
riages. The question, which has been in abeyance some
time, was raised by two distinct trials for bigamy, in which
the defence set up by the prisoners was, that the mar-
riages in question were illecal, in consequence of their
having been performed by Presbyterian ministers. The
result of the Court's decision is, that marriages so per-
formed are not valid. In giving judgment, however, the
Court differed in their opiaions. Mr. Justice Perrin and
Mr. Justice Cramptou were in favour of the Crown and
tie vahdity of the marriage; the latter upon one part of
tlie case, but the former upon the whole. Mr, Justice
^urton and the Chief Justice gave judgment against the
l^rown and in favour of the prisoners. The Court was
thus equally divided

; but Mr. Justice Perrin gave way
pro formd, in order that an appeal should go to the
±iouse of Lords.—The Repeal Association held its weekly
meetmg on Tuesday. The Secretary, among other letters
and subscriptions, announced the receipt of 9s. 8d., all in
lartbings, from the coal-porters of this city. The repeal
rent for the week was stated to amount to 71/- 9s. 9^d. In
the course of the i^roceedings Mr. Daunt brought forward
fis motion in reference to the late unfortunate loss of lifem Jijonis, and concluded a long speech with the following
resolution:—

'^ That this Association, viewing with horror
ttie recent lamentable loss of human life at Ennis, and
nio?t deeply sympathising with the survivors and advisers
ot those who have fallen in that fatal occurrence, do never-
tneless address to the Irish people their most solemn and
^arnest entreaty to await with all possible patience and for-
oearaoce the due course of law." The resolution was se-
conded, and carried unanimously.

Belfast.—A meeting has been held in this town, for
tlie purpose of celebrating the establishment of Presbjte-
nanism in Ireland 200 years ago. The Rev. Dr. Cooke,
Moderator of the Assembly, was called to the chair. A
number of speeches were delivered by Presbyterian minis-
ters in praise of this form of church government, but the
proceedings present no feature of particular interest.

Ennis,—We noticed in our last a collision which
Jiad taken place in this town, between the police and
he people, in consequence of an attempt made by

if' u^^^^^
^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^^ flour-mills

:
the result of

^nich was that the mob were fired on by the police,
'fhen two persons were killed and a number of others
seriously wounded. The affair has produced consider-
able sensation, not only in the town and neighbour-
hood, but throughout the country, in consequense of the
lact that the Riot Act was not read before the police fired;
and that the latter acted without orders either from their
officers or the magistrates.

great interest, and considerable excitement wai manifested
among the mob who crowded the court and its neighbour-
hood. There was much conflicting testimony in the evi.
dence adduced, and the only facts which appear certain
are these :—That on Monday the 6th inst Messrs. Ban-
natyne, corn-merchants of Ennis, had reason to apprehend
an attack upon their premises by the populace of the
town, for the purpose of pillaging their stock of provi-
sions

; an outbreak of a similar character having
taken place on the previous Saturday. They re-
quested from the authorities a guard of police ; and a
force of 42 policemen, men and officers, were charged
with the service of protecting them. In the evening, to-
wards dusk, the anticipated attack took place. A nu-
merous mob of men, women, and children, assembled

;

stones were^ thrown, policemen and magistrates struck^
and worse violence seemed about to follow. The confusion
increased as night closed in; both magistrates and in-
spectors of police appear to have losT; their self-possession;
some magistrates absented themselves, or would not act
with their colleagues ; excited discussions arose, in which
the necessity of firing was talked about, and the word
*' fire !

'* was audibly used, but by whom does not seem to
be clearly ascertained. At last, whether with or without
orders, (for this point still remaius uncertain,) but before
the Riot Act had been read, the police firedj^when up-
wards of fifteen persons, including women and children,
were wounded, two of w^hom loon afterwards died. The
verdict of the jury was, that the police did not receive
suflTicient provocation from the people, who were tumultu-
ously assembled, to warrant them in firing, and that they
fired not only without orders from any magistrate or any
officers, but in opposition to the positive orders of the
officers. 38 policemen have consequently been committed

:

and in their removal to the gaol, the escort of a numerous
body of troops was required to protect them from the
mob. Great escitement prevailed throughout the town,
and the military constantly patrolled the streets to prevent
any outbreak. An inquiry into the whole affair has been
instituted by Government, and Mr. Smith, Q.C., has pro-
ceeded to the spot, to investigate all the circumstances
connected with it. Two other persons wounded by the
fire of the police have since died.

venicnre has been experienced by the public in getting the
light coin exchanged ; but, from the statements made by
Ministers, it ia expected that some measure will be
adopted by Government for the relief of the public in this

respect ; and it is said that arrangements are now making
with the Bank and the Commiaaioners of Customs, Ex-
cise, and Stamps for this purpose. A new coinage will
be immediat 'j >truck, the Master of the Mint having, it

is said, received a no^ce from the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, t^liat Government will call in the gold coinage
from 1817 up to 1835 ; on what conditions, however, is
not yet stated. It is reported, that out of about 50,000
sovereigns and half-sovereigns exchanged since the issuing
of the proclamation at the Bank, upwards of l.^.'^OO have
been found light, particularly those of the coinage of
George III., issued in 1817, and George IV., in 1821,
1823, 1824, and 1830. Those of the present reign are,
generally speaking, full weight, or the wtar and tear very
trifimg. Among those prc~ Ucd at the Bank, and at
other Bankers in theJIetropolis, arc some perfect coins of
George IL and IIL, said to be in as good a sUte of pre-
servation as if just struck, particulariy *' spade" guineas,
which have been hoarded up for nearly' two-thirds of a
century. At the Privy C^ouncil held by her Majesty
Monday, a proclamation was ordered to be issued
specting a new coinage of half farthings.

on
re-

SPORTING.
ASCOT BACKS (t^nchuledfrom htst week).

Friday.—The course was more mnucrously atte: ' 1 tlian usual
on the last day, and the Fport \^;iti excellent. The races comiuciiced
%t half- past Iwelvc with—

T'fie binncr Prodf/f^e Stakes (flQQsovs. each. Old mile. (1 rubs.)
-^Mr. nrcvillc's Cuntcr walited over.
Thr }Vokingkfim Sfakts y/3 sovs, ench. {h^.

quarters of the ^ Uic. (38 sul^s.) {First ( '.)

Mr. Gardnor's Monops

J^ast three

Mr. Payne's Johnny
Cul. Wyudham'i Singleton

CChappIc)

SCOTLAND-
-At/r.—A pubHc meeting was held in this town a few

days since, to take into consideration the construction of
a railway from this place to Cumnock. The line, which it

is computed will cost about G,000/. per mile, or 132,000/.
for the 22 miles, its proposed length, will, it is said, be so
laid down as to pass through the mineral districts whrch
abound in this part of the country, either by way of
Joppa, Ochiltree and Auchinleck, or by Joppa, south
of Ochiltree and Auchinleclc- The general feeling of the
meeting was in favour of the scheme, and an attempt, it

is said, will at once be made to accomplish it.

Dundee.—On Monday a serious fire occurred in this

town, attended by great destruction of property. It ori-

ginated on the premises of Messrs. Taws and Soni, mill-
spinners, in Lower Chapelshade. In consequence of a
deficient supply of water, the flames spread with rapidity,

and entirely destroyed the building in which the fire com-
menced, together with an adjoining house. It is stated

that from sixty to seventy workmen will in consequence
be thrown out of employment, which will add greatly to

the distress already existing among the operative classes

in this town.

I

3
3

The folluwing also sUruJ, but were not placed :—Lord H'^'^slya'a
Cornuto; Mr. J. Stanlcj la. Sister to Glon. ,_; Gcu. Grosvenor ua.
Knightshridge; I>ord O.-nentinck's Vnrl;>^li)re Lady; Mr.C. lirookca'
e. by Zealot, out of Zillah ; Lurd Kglinton iia. Victor; Mr. \Vre-
ford'sf. byTauriii, out of IN'-apc; I^rd Exctcr'a Albion; Lord
March's Teapot ; Xvord Vcrulam's Gazelle ; and ISlr. lVv^*t'« Sweet-
meat. Betting—4 to 1 agit Johnny, to 1 agbt KnigUubridffC, 8 to
I .each agst Monops, Escape filly. Albion, and Singleton, and 9 to I

agst Sweetmeat. Kmght^ljridge jumped on wuh the lead andraaiic
strong running for three parta of the distance ; Monops, Johnny,
and iiingloton then passed him, the former taking the lead, kcoping
it to the cad, and ttinning by half a length j Smglclon was a bad
third.

Su'^Tjisf'ikesoflOsova.eacJii 50/ '?t'rf. T7. 'nner to he
soldfor 500/. The Old Mil r..

Mr. Clarke's ch. c. Vakeel, by Plenipotentiary— Acacia . • 1

Mr. Shelley's lole 2
The following aUo started but were not placed c—Lfr. Charlton's
Lasso, Mr. Goodman's Hover, and Sir. PhiUlmore's Sol<jmon.
Betting— 6 to 4 apst the Acacia colt, 4 to 1 each agst lolc and Rover,
and 5 to 1 agst Solomon, lolc made play to the turn, where the
favourite passed her, raatlc the remainder of the running*, and won
cleverly by a length : Solomon was beaten off". The winner wa«
claimed,

Th>' W*:l-h-igh(im Stakes tf 5 s . each, {$< ? Class). §r.
Lord Stradbroke's Jeremy Diddlcr . . (Bartholomew) 1

Mr. H. Scott's Windsor a
Mr. Gardnor's c. by Camel, out of Cecilia . . . t S
The following also started, but were not placed '.—Mr. Clarke's Cur-

THEATRICALS.
Italian Opera.—Much interest was felt in the per-

formances at this theatre on Monday, in consequence of

the reappearance of Signor Rubini, for a fe^ nights only,

previous to his quitting the stage. The house was crowded
throughout ; her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Queen Dow-
agei*, and other members of the Royal family, with a great

number of the nobility being present. The opera per-

formed was '* La Sonnambula," Signor Rubini taking the

leading part and Madame Persiani Amina. The perform-

ance was frequently interrupted by loud applause, and at

the fall of the curtain, Signor Rubini, together with Ma-
dame Persiani, was called for, and received with general

and long-continued cheers. On Thursday, he appeared

in his favourite character of Don Ottavio, in "Don
Giovanni."

An inquest has been held on
a ^ornan named Catherine Sheehan, one of the persons
*^iHed by the fire of the police. The proceedings created

iJfliSfdlaiuous.

The Gold Coitiace.—The proclamation issued by Go-
vernment, given in our last, relative to the gold coinage,

has produced considerable confusion among the com-

mercial and trading community^ and has occasioned much
inconvenience to all classes. Great ditnculty has been

experienced in passing gold coin at all, without consider-

able deduction ; and in some instances, particularly among
the poor, on Saturday night, a great panic prevailed ; as

much as 5s., it is said, being exacted in some instances,

and in the generality of cases the deduction amounting to

Is. From the statements made by Ministers in Parlia-

ment, it appears that the avcra[;e deficiency is about 2§d.

or 3d. on each sovereign ; but the loss on the exchange at

the bullion shops is gencrrdly much higlier. The cxchang
at the Bank of England has caused a scene of bu^lc and
confusion in that establishment during the week ; although
the business has been divided into three departments

—

sums not exceeding 100/. being taken in the rotunda,
those not exceeding 500/, in the hall, and all above 500/.

in the bullion- office. The amount already exchanged by
the Bank is very considerable, as much as 70,000- sove-
reigns having been presented in one dav. As the "Bank,

however^will receive no sums less than 50/., much incon-

e

Robert's nd. Decision, Lord Exeter's Saros, Lord Kxeter's Patch-
work. Betting— 3 to 1 ag.st Windsor, 7 to 2 acrst All Fuurs, 6 to I

agst Vnkccl (Acacia c.}, and 7 to 4 each agst Trident and S ionion,
and 7 to I eaeh agst Trident and Cecilia colt ; the winner not men-
tioned. This w as too hollow a race to call for a description. Jercmj
Diddler had it all his own way, and won by three lengthj, Kvery
other horse was tailed off.

Plate ofbOL^ given by thr 3ffinders for thr Borough, (tMtd to a
Swfepstake of 10 ^mt. each. The win tier to b ">idfor200l. Tkrce-
gvartfrs of a mile. (Six ^fhs)
Mr. Booth's St. Jean li'Acre . . • . • (b^^y 1

Lord G. Bentinck's African ,.,..-. a
flir. LichtwaiU's Trident - 3
The following- also '.irtod, but were not placed:— IMr. S. .Scott*8 f,

by Glaucus, d. by Comus, Jjord Exeter's Patchwork, and Mr. Good-
man's Bother'em. Betting—? to 4 agst Txident, 5 to 2 agst African,

3 to I agst Bother'em, «n(l 6 to 1 ag«t St. Jean 0*Acrc. St. Jeau
D'Acre made all the running, and won 3n a canter by two lengths.

He was claimed.
The Selling Stakes of 5 sors. each, u-ifh 50 added. The second

to receiot JO/., and the winner to he sold for 150/. Old Mile.

(9 subs.)

Mr. Philliniorc** Bochcstcr ..... (Chappie) 1

Mr. Forth'B Camillus . 3
"ibe following were not placed :— Lord Exeter's Bevision, 1x3x4 G«
Bcntinck's Jfi&s Heathcote, Mr. Balchin's Dromedary, Mr. KVmg'g
Dahlia, and Lord Rosjlvn's Cornuto. Betting— 2 to 1 agst Camillus,
5 to ^agst Mi&3 Heatucote, and 4 to I agst Rochestpr. Rochester
made all the running, and after a good race from the staad, won by
half a length.

Vici Chaxckllor's QovKT.— DH7xcan v. Cam^&ei/.— The
plaiiitiff, John Gray Duncan, filed this bill agaijist his wife, and
the trustees of their marriage settlement," under these circum-
stances:— In 182S two Scotch ladies, MargBrot Campbell and
Marion CarapbcU, of Culreath, in Scotland, executed rautual
deeds, by wiiicUthey reserved a life interest in their properties to
themselves and the survivor of them. And they charged their
personal and heritable means with payment, after the death of the
survivor of them, of 3,ooo/. to Helen Hodges. In 1629, Helen
Hodges, being entitled to this reversionary intcie&t, luurx!,^ the
plaintiff at Java. In 1833, Mr. and Mrs. Onr.can had r :rned to
England, and Margaret Campbell beinir then dead, they applied to

Marion Campbell, the survivor, to a' L tiiem by au immediate
advance of a portion ofthe 3,000/., to^vhichp^opofca^she assented;
and iu Oct. lajs adccdwaspreiiarcd in $cotch pb ^j, by
which it was recited tVnt Marion Cat' '!, at the request of Hr.
.- ^Trs. Puiican, lifiu n-rrced to advance thera two i --Aid

pour. ^

,
" ill 1 r^ler to cmible t a to make jwovision l- * ^' '

.selr-' and the survircr of them, by sinking the m^^^^-
with two thousand pounds more of Mr. Dunc«^n'« n^ ti

the purchase of au annuity for

survivor, or forinv itig; that ?

public rities,thciiut^rcsttobcpayabietothenii ^m

lives, «nuthe prineipal to be at the disposal .. >^*' *Tftpi fr,r th^
and that the remainingr one thotusand p ^^^^

^™rinftS^
pvr.hi.ive use of Mrs. Duncan. And then ^*^V/^'^^*7-i^X.n .«r1
instrument consisted iu the retosc ot iuc Mmes C^iipbelUnd

their ' ' from the two tiiou^an.! ponmis tl^;.vi^ a.jcrrt And
u was proviucu that tije deed should be rc^i«weU m bcoUand.

*s ,»

t

<'.
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";
, I H,. Marion Campbctl in Scotland, and hy

Thi. dccU wa.s eNCCuted br ^a"^^
^J-J,

i^

^^^ ^^ f^„r thousand
Mr. PMnoftii and hi. V..- ^^»';

^ ^^^^j. About sU years a^o

i • » " "''
T«i' from her hnsband. who had since obtained a

^-
:

'>"^^«>"
tr;i M^r Mr Duncan, by this hill, clain.cd pay-

dm>rce « m^'r^'
W^^^^^^^ whole dividtnds. Mr. John

mcnt t*.

l\^^^^<'l'l ^^^'"'oH^^^ who had received the diTi-

S"V.rS adva^^ce: \'o Mrs. Duncan, for the support

nScl/ ai.d her child, born since the elopement, to the amount

^f 'nH/ which lie claimed to be allowed. The reuiauiiug trustee

Sad not interfered. The Counsel for the husband contended that

tli- deed of Oct. 1833 was to be construed accoidnig to Engush

Tw am! that the husband was entitled to receive the whole di-

vidends during the joint li ^ of himself and his wife. ITis Ho-

nour in .iriving- judgment obsen-ed that there was very goof* rea-

gont: theiiistniment of Oct. l>33 should have been prepared

accordiuj- to the Scotch form, because the 3,000/. was charg:ed

upon real estates in .Scotland, and at the same time there v. a^ an

Inconsistency in treating tlie persona! crnitract contained m it be-

tween parties domiciled in Eni,-laud a. au English contract. Hia

Honour further observed, that Mr. Duncan was, in the strictest

sense, apurk' r for valuable considcmtion of llie benefits he

wiis entitled to in the I/'^t?.. for he had contributed 2,000/. of his

own to the fund. Under tiiat instrument the husband bad a

rij-ht to demand payment to himself} and as the wife had, by her

own miscouduct, produced aatate of things in which the husband

'Uxuv with propriety (and uo impropriety was alleged against him)

li: parate from her, she \.nf\ made out no case for intercepting

the fund. He therefore decreed that the husband was entitled to

receive the divi ''^nds.
, „ ..

.

/iffrnVir^ v. Vi.'HC.-This casc^caine before the Court m a peti-

tion, and the question raised was ratlicr a curicuis one. The late

Mr. Ahicni nil Winch, 'r, on the marriage of his daughter with

B Mr. R , )venautcd to settle upon her the sum of 3,000/., pay-

tthle after hi>^ dentil. Row, in like manner, covenanted to settle

the sum of TsflOO/-, also payable after his death. Alderman Wm-
chesterand Mr. iio\r were BuLsequently made baiikinpts, and

Mrs. XU)WWB«m)wMrs. Burridge. The trustees of.the settle-

ment had proved the vhIuc of Row's settlement umlor the com-

mission against him ; but shortly afterwards he died, and the

whole 5,000^ was paid, in consequence of an assurance upon

Row's life. The question therefore was, to whom the dividends

upon the proof acuinst Row's estate belonged. Row had a revcr-

6ioa in tli^- 5,0f)0/., nnd his rev .n had been bought by Alder-

m;in U inchesti r, and was now vcsteil in the assignees under his

bankruptcy. Ou the part of the plaintifts it was contended, that

if the dividends belonged to the assignees, under the purchase uf

the reversion, Mrs. liurridge had a lien upon tiic same for the

amount of her father's bond. His Honour said, upon the whole

case, lic must make a decree cst;;blishing the lien.

CoriiToF QiKCN's Bkn'CU— T/n'Qm<?^7? v. the Directors of l/ic

5f«M,7f;(;;.V/H/f^/i7/rffv.—This wasan appeal against a rate made
for the relief of the^ poor of the parish of Mctchcldcver, in the

county of Soutliampton. by which the dcfeudauts were rated at

the sum of 1,320/., by a rate of whicli the followirtg is a copy :—
*» Loiu'.on and Southwestern Railway Company, railway 4 miles

and a half, 1,320/." The defendants appealed to the sessions.

Where the rate was confirmed, subject to a case. When brought

np to " "s court, it was admitted that the rate could Jiot be sus-

tained to the iu.v.ont of t.3'i0'. ; but the question was whether it

was lobe reduced to 3,800/, or 1,40 A/. Lord Dcnman delivered

judfincnt, deciding in favour of the principlcof rating adopted by
thr parish, andieducin^ the rate to the sum of 3,800/.—Judgment

iUugly.

NEW WORKS.
}.

LETTERS FROM HOFWYL, on the Educational

Institutions of De Fenenbcrg. By a Parent. With an

Apncndix, containing Woodbridge's Sketches of Hofwyl, re-

printed from the ''Annals of Education." Post 8vo, 95. cloth.

** A very pleasing and informing book."— Jtv/i/i Bull.

2.

THUCYDIDES' HISTORY of the PELOPONNE-
SIAN WAR. A Kew Recension rf the Text, with an amended

Punctuation, and copious Notes. By the Rev. S. T. Rloom-

Fii;Li>. IXD., F.S.A. Illustrated by Maps and Flans, In 'J vols.

Vol. 1, Bvo, 185. cloth. Vol. 2 is hi the Press.

HE USE and STUDY of HISTORY. By V/.Tok-

RENs M'CuLLAun, of tlic Roypl Iri-h Academy, and of the

ArchEcological Society of Ireland. 8vo, 7a-. 6(1. cloth.

••A work of remarkable eloquence and power."— il/. Chronicle,

n^IlE LIFE of OLIVER HEYWOOD, one of the

X Founders of tlie Presbyterian Congregations in the County

of York, lG30-I70->. Exemplifying the Ri^c of the Old Dissent.

By the Rev. J. Huntkr, F.S.A. Svo, 1 Is. cloth.

MARK LANE, Friuay, Ji've 17.—Wc have had very little

English Wheat up since Monday which has been taken off at

fully that day's quotations.—For free Forr'-n the demand has

been liimrcd. hut wc do not observe any alteration in its value;

in Iloatin^ cargoes and 1 Ma litUc doing, the holders

Keuc*.*A*j injf firm in ttuir »: , wh'eh buyers are unwil-

ling to cnmidy with.— Harlcy, "
, and Peas, are each is.

d* ;uer. t)ats bate al?^o ach-anripd !s. per ^ir , but the demand is

jr ' o itvciy asonWednL.-,uHy,ailhoughbtiU active for bonded at

fuUy 2«. over Monday's prices.

niUTISil, TEK lALQt'AnTKn.
Wheat, K^-.-x, Kont, '

'
• • ^VMte

«- Nwiii'lk, Lincuiimhiri'Hnd V^»IX^^i^< . . .

lUrlfV . ^ M:t!trnK' :indt?J»tilIin|f

OaU.'r.incoWuhirB and VctlisMry . , . r.^arils

N.iriliti. rJdiid snd Stottrh .... Feed
Irii-h Kffd

Rye . . . . • , . - - . 30 to 34

Be:\as, .^fu/axm, <.? I ami new . 2i t» 33 Tit k 2Jto 3S
Fl/^eitn, ileti/^oland . . . 31 to 40 U'indi. *_ to—

P^as, White :;irn:{^ Maple 23 to 31

WEEKLY iniPKItlAL AVERAOKS.

£0 to m
5(1 to 5a

80 ic 2.5

\Stn 25

10 to 31

B to CO

9. S.

Red 40 to 60
Alhitc .^Dio6£
Grind. £0 to S6
Feed Id to £4
Piilacn 17 tj 25
Tiuio 15 to 24

H;urow 2a u> 38
I,onj;pod — t*j—
Grty 25 (6 28

April
Mar

June

S9
e
13

2)

, 3

Wh««t.
I
Barley.'

t

•' 83

8

10
r.

27
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7

£t I

25 11

25 11

86 6

twee^i' Aggxef^Ale Avtx, 61 3' 26 7

Oat
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it>
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1
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9

[

•'13 a 31 «
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t
31 3 31 S
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38 1
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31 3
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ARRIVALS IN THE RlVKf: LAST WEEK.
1- ,r.

I

U'lir. Barl.
I

Mah. Oats, i Kye. Bn?.
Rnclish . Ciae Sks.
Irish . . S'^0 „

Brla.

400 It

54iJ3

27007
i

>75
230

C-i.> £7-^0
I

I24t^
I
—

2900

Tfiii

20

10 fi

Pea?
CI

GAZKTTE OF THE W'KFTC.

BaMvR; ITrv ANNULLED
flannel ni^rrirtnt.
BANK

Ch.i3. Nichcllf, Shrewsbury, Sl.ropshire,

. VoMTME will be published on the 30th instant
is volume contains Pt/xcu's Almanack, Vaiev*

PUNCH, or, the LONDON CHARIVARI. -, The
Second

price 85. Thi
_^^ , a. r.N.

TINES, and Lioxs of London ; and many hundred lliustratinns
by Harvky, Bkown, Lefch, Ckowquill, BIkauows, and other
eminent Artists. A Number is published e\^ery Saturday, price 3d

Office, 13, Wellington-street, Strand.

Nov.' readv, with 150 "Woodeuts, fcap. Svo, 8s,

OTANY FOR LADIES; or a Popular Introduc-
tion to the Natural ^^ystcm of Plants. By Mra, LouDox.

John HTuiray, Albemarlc-strcct.

5.

/"lONVERSATIONS on BOTANY. With 22 Plates.

w Ninth Edition, fcap. Svo, 7s> 6rf. cloth 5 with the Plates

coloured, 125. cloth.
0.

Kcprattcd, with additioji-^ and corrcctior.?;,

A GENERAL CATALOGUE of the best MODERN
VVOUKS, in all branches of Literature, classitied and ar-

ranged; with the full Title, size, price, and date, pvcn under

eaeii work 5 and a t'ciicral Alphabetical Index. Second edition,

in Svo (pp. 152), 2s. firf. cloth.

••A manual of great value, and a necessary api)endageto every

library 5 literally a cosmorama of the world of letters."—6>or^"»g-

ItcfU'W. _. _ . . , ^
1, One-

Volume Encyclopsedias ana uictionanes; j, j-arancrs Cabinet

Cycloprcdia; 3, Kcw Works in ficneral Literature and Science

{in Two Parts); 4, Educational Works and School classics; 5,

Medical and Surgical Literature; and C, Secondhand Books,—
reprinted for 1812, may be had Gratis of all Booksellers.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

cview.
*»* iMessrs. Longman and Co.*s Six Catainf;;:ucs,

-

Dlume Encyclopsedias and Dictionaries; 2, Lardncr's

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, ^;c. &c.

Just published, and sold by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and Longmans,
Paternoster-tow, price l.v.,

A WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, nnd a NEW^
MANURE—ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

Bv W. H. PoTTKR, M.R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist,

The New Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

is more effective, and free from moisture, sand, &c. Price 1 55.

per cwt. cash.—Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

NEW WORK ON
In Pmall Svo. (with numerous Engravings on W^ood), price 12-s.

Tk/l Y BEE.BOOK. By the Rev. W. C. Cotton, M.A.,
XtX student of Christ Church, Oxonj and Chaplain to the

Lord Bishop of New Zealand,
Rivingtons, St. PauFs Churchyard, and W'aterloo-place.

Just published, by the same Author,
SHORT and SIMPLE LETTERS to COTTAGERS. (With

Woodcuts.)—!. The Village.— 2. \illagc School. Part I. (To
School Children.';— 3. Village SchccT. PAr.T IT. (To Parents.)—
4. Village School. Paht III. (To Schoolmattcrs and School-
mistresses.) Price 6</. each, or 5s. per dcz.

M AGAZINE OF DOMESTIC
ECONOMY. — This day is published, in cloth hoards,

6fi. 6rf., the Seventh Volume of tliis popular Magazine,—
etins: the First b'cries.

price 6

completing
On the 1st July will be comn^enced a New and Eujarged Scries,

price One Shilling, under the title of "THE MAGAZINE OF
BOMEbllC ECONOMY AND FAMILY KKVIEW." This
sltcration has betn adopted as likely to incnase the usefnl-

ne.-s of Ihc Work, by gtvng space for the notice of many sub-
jects hithert;> necessarily excluded.

"A review of the labour of seven years, an<I Ihc vast mass of
original aiid selcctqu inftrmrtion diruseri over the First Scricsf

will coiiviiice every impartial person of the ulility of T/'ie

Mn^'.zhr 0/ Vamtsttc EcutU'Viij ; and we do but repeat the cr:co-

miumsthat l-avc been bcstnwed upon us so liberally in piiblic

arid private, when we venture tu assert that a more valuable
present ihau the ferics embraced in the seven voluncs which we
now conclude, cannot be made to a young wife when entering
XL\or\ the important riutius of man. _' ^ a household."— £'^.'/7/c£

from Preface tn Vul. 7.

Londcn : \V. S. Orr and Co., Paternoeter row; and sold by all

Booksellers in tov/n and country.

THE BOTANIC GARDEN,
At Is. 6(/. and is.

'^piJE NUMBER FOR JUNE contains an Index to
JL theFioPvAL Rkuistpr, and an Index to tbc Aucta[;ium.
These two works combined form a quarto volume uniform with
the Botanic Gahokx. The Volume contains nearly l,2«i» Wrod-
cuts and Descriptions of the rarest Flowering Plants cultivated
in Great Britain ; and also nearly 200 interesting articles on Gar-
dening, ^c.
Purchasers of Eight Volumes of the Botanic GAnni:\' receive

this wrrk without extra charge. Lar^c 37,v., Small 11$^., per vol.
See Advertisement in last week's Chrtmicl^.

Sinipkin, B^arshall, and Co.; and Sherwood and Co.

Publiphirg INIonthlv, Price Sixper^^ in Svo, 24 paces,

HE FLOHICULTURAL CABINET & FLORIST'S
MAGAZINE ;. conducted hy JosErn Harrison.

T7MIGRATI0N TO NEW ZEALAND, under tie
l-i NEW ZEALAND COMPANY, Incorporated hy RovqI
Charter. Governor.

*

JoSKpH SoAiKS, Esq.

Deputy-Govemor— How. Francis Baring.
Directors.

Viscount Ingcstre, M.P.
Lord Petre.

H. A.Agiionby, Esq., M.P,
J. E. Boulcott, Esq.
JohnWm. Buckie, Esq.

Charles Buller, Esq.. M.P.
Sir Isaac Lyon Goldsrtiid, Bart.

J. Robert Gowen, Esq.

John Hine, Esq.
Sir Ralph Howard, Bart., M.P.
William Ilutt, Esq., M.P,
William King, Es(i.

^ -

.

.;h
^. f'

., .V, wriffht ftjid (Jtr

eris, (ilris-

—A. V?iH ntfc. OlasRow, manufacloMr »nd i-wiUer_T. Saunden nnd J. hdinit
I>undee J tkI Uinr." ' . it

'

A n.TnuUuii; Spmtr, iVrih
hoot Antl &iiceroak*'r—J. Siulieiiinti, VMirbirr^'h^bi'nkieUer l* iietv!ip»per-ag«i]t'.

l>IUTIJS._nn the 4th in..f., at Hartir^ ,^i,t} e nife of W. fruitin, E«<i ,

of a d.^l'fi;lltP^

—

<)n ihe l^'tii hi.-t. in Cadt>^,in piar^.the Iv^tly i ' ieutC ; >;!
^ilveff, ui tJ;c 3r:idra9aiiny, ii a s'<n— Jtn llfafcrd-suecf, M j.air, the lica!
AIr» S(t*r(, of a wn.
MARRIt;X>

—

Oa she \ "n*tact, at Mt. i ^, H-movFr "oimrr. the H< n.
ami Rf V. K. i.'^trhortlr Grir u, 2n<! ann i»f ih* *:.at! biuI C unt*-^^ ' t Vera?
f" KrHiJceB 11 , rld«¥' uhl' T-J. ?,fr>ripr. Esq,, " Uiniirer ,it Drr?^
titii—Untiie t«h !p = *

, »t Ilirali';. , the Hey. T. h. CA&Mp^hum ^ liiar vi Kiddt-r^
injn«t-r, to rhe lip: .Julia Susannah, dan^'hter of the latp .Tnd filter lo thr pre
»cnt fold Ward.

FlonculJun.
This Puhlicntion has been honoured fir nine ycara with the &up

port of a Floral Public to an unprecedented degree—its monthly cir-
pdaiion Tar exceeding that of any other Floricultuml Publication.
" .oral testimony of

'•
S li'i

1 n br
i uiue of t^

ii in c(M> ^ '.re

R ccmmimica .^

' puhiic patronage in its favour, h;
oi the Number, Variety, and Practioitioal

and XUad .Uaat«r of Kugby SchooL

^. A ^ . > ,; V'—^' M.
^'"'^^ "^'^^^ ^^^^ ^^'''rk has been cl.

r^-hed. ,Lu /,of \ol. 10, wiUhcpubli' ionJulvlst. 'that, or
the prcviouftly-piihhfchcd > umbers, or Volumes in cloth, mn' be ob
tamed thr ^ the order of any BookseUer, or of the Pui)ii«hcr^
Mes?r,'«. M hittakcr and Co., Avc-Maria La-- London.
Also, by the same Conductor, and puV* ' ' by Messrs. WhittaUer

and Co,,,

THE GARDENER anb FORESTER^S RECORD.
Eacli Number contains 24 pages of Leti. r-j rcss, utth cviouro^!

Figures of one or tuore of the newest and best iuuds of Fruits. Three
Volumes are now publiished, bound, Bs, each.

R. D. Mangles, Esq., M.P.
S. Majoribanks, Esq. M.P.
Sir \\\ Molesworth, Bart.
Alexander Nairnc, Esq.
The Lord Mayer,
J. Abel Smith, Esq., M.P.
William Thompson, Esq., Alder-

man, M.P.
Hon. Frederick James Tolle-

mache, M.P.
Arthur Willis, Esq.
George Fred. Young, Esq.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Ships will be regularly

despatched on the 1st day cf every month during the pi-eseut

year, to one or more of the Coinpany^s Settlements of WcUUig-
son, Nelson, and New Plymouth.

In the Wellington District the Sales take place by Auction, and

an allow^ance of 25 per cent, is made towards the passage-money

of purchasers arriving from England.
Lands in the Nelson Seltlcmcnt are sold in this country at the

price of 300^ per allotment; comprising 1 town acre, 50 acres of

accommodation, and 150 acres of rural land. Purchapers receive

passage allowances not exceeding 25 per cent, upon theu- pur-

chase-moneys.
Lands in New riyniouth arc sold in this countrj- to actual co-

lonists at 75/. per allotment of 50 acres j and a town lot, with

passage allowances not cAcceding 25 per cent.

The Company continues to offer a Free Passage to Agricultural

Labourers and Mechanics of good character, and eligible accord-

ing to the regulations.

Maps and Views of the Country may be seen, and all necessary

information obtained, by application at this House.
By Older of the Court,

John Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,
19th May, 1842.

CHIPS TOR NEW ^ALAND, — NOTICE IS

O HEREBY GIVEN, that the following Emigrant Ships have

been Chartered by the New Zealand Company to sail from the

ports and on the days undermentioned, viz.

—

FOR NELSON.
OLYMPUS, A I, :3l6 Tons, from London, June 15th.

NEW ZEALAND, A 1, 3£0 Tons, from Greenock, July 1st.

FOR WELLINGTON,
GEORGE FYFE, A I, 391 Tons, from London, June 15th.

FOR WELLINGTON and NEW PLYMOUTH.
BLENHEIM, A 1, ;i74 Tons, from Plymouth, July 1st.

Applications for Free PasFagc by labouring persons duly Rueli-

tied are received daily at this House.
By order of the Court,

JonN Watd, Secretary.

New Zealand Hcuse, Bread-street Buildings,
loth May, 1S42.

TO MAKKEP GAKl^ENEBS. «r^r-x'^O be LET, a very extensive WALLED GAEDEM

;

-I also an ORCHARD of choice Fruit Trees in full bearing; togc-

thef with an excplleut and varied ns»ortment of Wall-Fruit irees,

(.-luuif* the whole

_ t complete,

hin the vails.

The whole is delightfuBy situated, b* '

r cileotuaily ^.-^^t^-rcd from

the preraiJing cold winds, and is in the highest state of cultivauon.

tains ore cr more uneXcej ' nablc references.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, by Private Contract, the

LEASE of an Old Established NURSERY, v\ith S5edsnop,

ITotheusGs, Pineries, Greenhouses, and every other ^^n^'^n^^^^^,
.

qiiisitc for a firnt-ratc Tnirln, compri.sing about Seven Acres stoc

>vith the choiqef^t Trees, Plants, and .'Shrubs fit •^'".'"^J"^ 1 .^^nji
There arc upwards of sixty vears of the Lease unexpired, aua

portion of the ground is erected Ten Cottages, with =i»Jl^^^/.vi'^^^^

the erection cf Ten more. The rent is moderate, and
"""JVi„a

miscs in most excollmt repair. The premises are situate^

short distance of Loudon. For cards to view, and parlicuiars, >f j

to Mr. Ntal, Solicitor, 4, Tokeuhouse-yard, London

ECEPTION AND FRAUD.—The reputation of

llEAD^S GARDEN ENGINES and ^I-^^'^^^f ^/^.prs ta

. ficultural purposes, has induct'! some i'"P""^.^1*^y/
t Mnrhiacs;palm upon the Public hask i>:itatio>s of his^ I ^'^^\

and to deceive the i

stating them to be •'MfcAua *^^ '"'-'* *'^v" "^;n«it these
RINGES," &c. J. R. begs to caution the Puhhc »^^ '"^^'g^HP-
impostors, who would palm upon their Cvsttnucrs ^'^•"^'^^ '

jj^antt.

MKNTS for the sakr ol gain. I'hc genuine lustmnients ar
^^^^^^

facturcd only by the Patentee, 35, RcgentCircus, liccau^:.

they may be seen and proved. , t, HEAP'S
N.R. None arc genuine except stamped with the v-anis

PATENT.'*

D
nnvarv, C.rd. ;ne exlubited ill thru ^^^gy.'
.c -HEAD'S 13Jl>HOVEI> I'A'iKNr ^

odoriferous
r:>OWLAND'S KALYDOR, a creamy;

,. . j^„o*n
-*-^ preparation from Oriental Exotics, ia "»* ,""^^r^f„ skin »^^
as the only safe and efficient protector and bcautl^.cr oi u^V

\^^^'^^
Complexion. Its virtues a.o comm y displayed "

1 {(jer un-

enV dintr all nimnlrs. siuf -. redness, tan, irccLles, ai"
ding all pimples, .-^lUfN,

sightlv cutaneous defects: in hcnhug sun-hums, 'j*'"^.".'
Vft au^

Icrinc the most rough and uneven slau P^^^^" -iri^c, and

'o the complexion it imparts a juvenile, rosea *

and in rcnri

j smoeth. T piexion ic imp;iii» •ji*^-^"—' •_,„i]p(5

to the neck, band, and arm, a ^itW.
. n' ^"^ ^^''/''"'^^t"" h Hurlnr?

a renovating and rcueshn-.g W asn. i _
It is invaluable as

fra-

tiie

Ceutknicn
veiling, orexpr. re to the sun, (Kist, f'f .'h"'^*^^

*}fjf,*'„,^"\"iii fi^id it

;
pain-

P^icc'Jyrtirt'.'and S.'6(/. per l^ottle,
du(y^mcuicf^|j^

^
X
- Rowland's Kalydor.- " A- Rowland A bon.

^^j^^.^^ ^,f

heated at,nosphere of ciov.dcd .''-->-cmbh€ .
O

^,^.,_.:«ej paui-

pan.cularly grateful after shaving, in
^^^'^^l^' ^ l^:V-^['^^^^^

Ask for

Cardtn,*' are engraven tn the Government Stamp.

Imitations.

\

Printed by Mesira. IUadhurv and
the rrednitof Wfiitetn;iii, in the < Uy
the OtFICi:, 3. (;HAIlLM-^rRM5T, COVBKT
wKfre all /Idverctf'esnttntK nnd Comnn
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THE GARDENERS 5

CHRONICLE
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LlNDLEY.

GENERAL NEWS.

1842. SATURDAY, JUNE 25.
IVDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN

tTHE LAST NUMBER.
3M b I

Liebig, Prnfessor, critique on
396 a
398 a
897 b

8»8a
406 c

409 a

AiBftteur'B Garden
Aphh, to destroy on Wall-treet

B«e*, effeits of neglecting
Bulbilf treatment of . «

Clematis aiurea grand iflora,

hardj
Cwha Bauerana
Creepen, for a greenhouse
Crawe Hall, remarkable Cac-

tus at 406
CjTtopodiums* treatment of
Dropmore, Gardens, noticed .

Forest-treex, to prune
Konntain in St. James's Park
Gardcaers, at exliibitiuns
Hss- water, effects on Spinach ,

Uabr^nthus pratensis «

HeJIebore-powder on Cater-
pillars . • . .

Horticultural Exhibition^ Chis-
wick • . j . .

Laburnum, purple^ #|potting of
J'lebJK'* Oiganic Chemistry,

rev. by IJr. Schlei*len •

409

397
396
395
S&7
406

c

c

b

c

c

c

c

c

397 c

895 a
397 b

403 e

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Cot-
tage Architecture, rcT.

Marryatt. Mrs., her garden
noticed . . , ,

iVrelons, cause of fruit dropping
Mimosa Uruguensia ,

Peaches, to check mildew on ,

Pink, treatment of . , .

Rhododendrons, soil for .

Hoses, improvement in exhi-
biting

— malformation of . ,— qualities of
— to check the Green-fly
on
— to increase by cuttings .

Sea-weed, to convert into ma-
nure - . . . ,

Turnip-Hy, to destroy
Wlreworm, remedy for
Words, their meaning altered

by Acti of Parliament

895 c

407 a

406 c
409 b
406 c

409 6
396 a
397 a

396 c

397 a
39/ a

409 a
4U9 a

400 c

406 b
398 a

398 a

Price Qd.

MTHE PASSIFLORA MIDDLETONIA OR FR\GR\NS
ESSRS. MARNOCK and MA.NLEY beg to'inform
their friends and the Public that flowers of this i psnHfui

new Chmber will be exhibited during the next fortnight at
Messrs. Warner and Warner's,' 28. Cori.hill. by whom orders wiU
be rccpired.—Nursery, Hackney, June :;4th, 1842.

'^piIANET FLORICULTURAL and HORTICUL-
J- TURAL SOCIETY.—A Prize of lOZ., open to all England,
will be awarded at the Exhibition, to be held July the I4ih, at
the Ranelagh Gardens, St. Peter's, (Two Miles distant from Mar-
gate,) for the best Miscellaneous Collection of Flowcrine Plants.
Nurserymen, Gentlemen's Gardeners, and others, desirous of ex-
hibiting are particularly requested to signify their intention to
the Secretary, on or before the 7th of July.
Vicarage, St. Peter's, near Margate, J. G. Hodgson,

June 6th, 1842. Hon. Sec.
N.B.—No Plants admitted for competition after 1 1 o'clock.

HLILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
GROOM, Clafham Rise, near London. (Re-

• moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her
Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobilitv, Gentry, and Public
that he has a fine stock of Lilium lancifolfum, Album, and Pund
tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.
He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.^
T * ^^^c^ '^^ NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS.
JAMES PAMPLIN, Nurseryman, WaULamstow,

ODF ^^^^A ^^^f
*° acquaint Nursery men and Amateurs that hisSPLENDID PELARGONIUMS, which have been so much and

justly admned, viz. — Enchantress, Camilla. Van Amburgh
Anna, Alice Grey, &c. &c. &c. ; together with many New and
bplendid Seedlings not yet in the possession of any other person
are now m Bloom, and may be seen at his Nursery.
Walthamstow, June pth. 1842.

"ORITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMrANY,
"~;,. ^ ». Princes- street, Bank. Ix)ndon.
This Institution is empowered bv a special Act of Parliament,

4 Vict., cap. IX., and is so cousUtuted as ti» afToid the benefits of
Life Assurance, in their fullcf* — ut, to Policy-holders, and to
present greater fiic.ues and acr- mmcdatitm tl.an can be ob-
tained in other Offices. The dcciacu superiority of its plan, and
its eiaira to public preference and support, have been proved, ii>-
conlcbtably, by its extraordinary and uni.;^.. Rented succcaa,

act from lucreasiug Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of 100?. for whole term of l-ife.

Age.

20
30
40
50

St fire I 2i

'ears. J y
I 4^^ I

1st fire

>

1 6 4
1 16 1

2 16 7

Annual Premium payable during
2d five

ears,

h 10
1 13 2
S 4 4

3 9 4

3d five

veara.
£\ 10 11

1 19 1

S 14 6
4 5 5

4ih five

years,

8 7 4

3 7 3

5 6 3

Remainder
ofLifc.

i^S 3 8
1 2 17 6
1 4 S 4

<J IS 7

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.
A liberal commission allowed to Solicitors and Agenla.

^^

HULL BOTANIC GARDEN.
HTHE ANNUAL GRAND FLORICULTURAL and
J" HORTICULTURAL EXHIBlTION—open to all England-
will be held in the Botanic Garden, Hull, on Tuesdajs the 30th
of August next. Two valuable Silver Cups, and other Prizes in
Money, will be awarded to Dahlias : and suitable Prizes to all
other articles enumerated in the extensive Schedule.

F. R. Horner, M.D..
Hull, 2lst June. 1842. President of the Garden.

Vy^lLLLXM MAY begs to announce that lie is now
» sending out his SIX NEW FUCHSIAS for 30*.. and his
SIX NEW CALCEOLARIAS for 42*. "Lady Constable" Cal-
ceolana, if separate, at 21s. each; this plant wUl be sent post
free. He has also a few collections of his splendid SPANISHCHRYSANTHEMUMS left. Descriptive Lists may be had on
application.—Hope Nursery, Leeming-lane, near Bedale. York-
shire, June lOth, 1842.

rPO NURSERYMEN and HEATH-GROWERS.
-L About 40 splendid Specimens of ERICA ECHIIFLORA
raised from seed. These plants are beautifully grown, in perfect
health, and will be parted with a great bargain. May be s^en,

I

and further particulars obtained, of Mr. Story's Gardener
^ Isleworth. '

NEW AND SPLENDID FUCHSIAS.
IVTESSRS. YOUELL have much pleasure in referring
-^'J- the admirers of the above beautiful tribe to their list as
advertised in the Gardener's Chronicle of the 18th July, which
they continue sending out per post, free, upon the terras there
named.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 23, 1842.

(CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — CHANDLER and SONS,
v-V Nurserymen, Vauxhall, London, beg to state that they have
good plants, m small pots, of their Chrysanthemums now ready,
to send out, and that they can supply the Jersey varieties at Vis
per dozen, different sorts; and also the French and Spanish
varieties at iHs. per dozen.-A list of their collection may be had
on apphcation, if by letter, prepaid.

rn ^TT^TT^^^'^^^'
NURSERY, MIDDLESEX.

1. WILLMER, Florist to Her Majesty, will have
• Plants of 20 new superb PINKS to send out iu Sentember. at

M ROSES.
ESSRS. LANE and SON. Great Berkhampsted,

P^i.r..\.Lr\ .^^^
*?f,

honour to inform their Friends that their

^^^^Z ?-}}^^'''''t?^
^^^?^^' *^- ^^« ««^ i» Bloom

;
und thev

rrisft ]'^V M
''"^'^^"''' ^^?^ ^^""^^ ^*^« ^^^^"^ tl^ei^ Nmseries with

Tl! i-' "? f''_^._'^S^''V
^'^ ^^ l^igiily gratified.

at the following hours ;

nt R TK.M -•-
X.

..at7,9,ll,andl2,20m,
pc.b. 1 he Nurseries areabout atiuarterof amilefrom

ht^irnnd «. iV^
Station. AH the Trains stop at Tring, Similes

SnldTri-'"'^'*'^^ ^^?^ persons arriving too late for the Berk-^!^P^^edTrams^may avail themselves of this opportunity.

- 1 !
^^^'"s leave Fusion- square, London,

/, 8, 4-pt. 1, 3, and 6 respectively: leturninK

FblSf"?^^'^"'- P'- ^- TheNurseries areaboul
the Berkhampsted station. AH the Trains stop at Tring, Similes

Vji* ?^^\^^' Nurseryman and Florist, Lough-
form hu t^*^"^

^^^^^» ^^^'^^ Brixton, near London, begs to in-

OF Rnlp«
^"''^ ^"'^ ^^^ ^^^^^c that his splendid COLLECTION

has inrr^ ^/^ """^ "' l^loom, aud worthy of inspection. He
worthvnf 'r^"*

^""^^ y^^^'^ «t°^^ ^>th ail the new varieties

is thP h«f ^19^^^%' antl informs them that the period of blooming
to colonr f

^^ ^^"^ orders to be given, as abetter selection, as^ colour, form, &c., can then be made.

QPLENDID SALE of the WOODHALL COLLEC-
^^ TION OF EXOTICS.
There will be Sold by Auction, within the Gardens of Wood-

hall, in the parish of Bothv/ell, and County of Lanark, lying 10
Miles cast of Glasgow, between Airdrie and Holytcwn, on
Thursday, the 28th day of July next, and following day,
commencing at H o'clock each day, the whole of that ex-
tensive and celebrated COLLECTION of HOTHOI'SE andGREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of numerous rare and
valuable species, among which are many maguificent specimens
ofCamelUas, Heaths. Epiphyllums. Citrons. Oranges, Shaddocks,
Zamias and other Palms; with a very extensive and superior
variety of Pelargoniums {Geranium), Indian Azaleas, and other
niiscellaneous Greenhouse and Stove Plants ; of which Catalogues
may be had by applying to Mr. Murray, of the Botanic Gardens,
Glasgow; Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan, Nursery and Seedsmen,
Trongate, Glasgow; Woodhall Office, 33, Buchanan-street. Glas-
gow; or to the Gardener by Holytown,
The collection of Camellias is well known as not surpa^^cd

by any in the Empire, the specimens being of the very finest
growtii, many of them from 15 to 20 feet in height. The
Heaths also afford numerous specimens of the finest sort, which
for size and furnishing, it is believed far surpass any collection
ever shown.
The whole of the Plants are in the very best state of health

i

and as the operations of the mineral workings on the estate
have already encroached upon the garden, they must be
sold off, as it is, in consequence of the said operations, to be
entirely broken up; therefore, great bargains may be expected.
The Plants will be set up in Lots to suit purchasers, beginning
with the Camellias, Heaths, Epiphyllums, &c.
The collection may be viewed any day prior to the Sale, by

applying at Woodhall Garden. Further information learned, and
pnrticulars given, on applying to the Factor, Woodhall-house,
Holytown. Barclay and Skirvixo,
Woodhall-house, May 1842. Auctioneers.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS,
'^FO BE DISPOSED OF, by Private Contract, the

LEASE of an Old Established IsUFx^ERY, with Seedshop,
Hothouses, Pineries, Greenhouses, and every other convcni<:nce re-
quisite for a first-rate Trade, comprising about Twelve Acres stocked
with the choicest Trees, Plants, and Shrubs, fit tor immediate sale.

There are upwards of sixty years of the Lease cf Seven Acres unex-

YV^ESTERN LIFE-ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
» T OFFICE-49, PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER.

Capital 5(to,ooo;.— 10,000 Shares, 50/. each.
^ Deposit 6^ each Share.

This Society is established for the Assurance of Lives, upon
principles combining ecouomy with perfect security.

Henry Edgcwnrth Bicknell, Esq.i 28, Upper Bedford-place.
WiUiam Cabell. Esq., Neuington-placc. Surrey.
Thomas Somers Cocks, jun., Esq., Charing Cross.
George Henry Drew, Esq., Bermond5CV.
Wilham Evans, Esq., Millbank.
William Freeman. Esq., Millbank -street.
Francis Fuller, Esq., Poultry, London, and Croydon.
James Hunt. Esq.. \MiitehaU.
John Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.. Greenwich Hospital.
Edmund Lucas. Esq., Milibaiik-street.
George Kcnnct Pollock, Esq., Great George-st., Westminster.
James Lys Seager, Esq., MiUhauk.
John Bazley W^hitc. Esq., Millbank- street, and Swarscombe.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq., Artillery-place, Westminster.
Henry Wrench, Esq., King William -street, Ixmdon Bridge.

Tr«j^c<?«.^WUaamWhateley, Esq.j L.C.Humfrey, Esq.; George
Drew, Esq.

Auditors.— Oxmw^ Biddulph, Esq.; John Freeman, Esq.; John
Bazley White, jun.. Esq.

Comultinff Comm^/.—William Page Wood, Esq,
Conveyancing ro?/n«f/.— Samuel Jay, Esq.
PAi/Aicia«.— William Richard Bashara, Esq., M.D., 17. Chester-

street, GTosvcnor-place.
-Alfred Leggatt. Esq. ; George David Pollock, Esq.
Messrs. Cocks, Bidtlulph, and Co., Charing Cross.
-Messrs. J. L, BicknoU and J. C, Lethbridge, 25,

Abingdon-street, Westminster.
Tablk op Premiums to assure .^eioo for the whole term of Life.

Surgeons.
Bankers.-
Solicitors.

Age.

20
25
30

Ann. Pre.

I 14 2
1 18 II

9 4 8.

Age.

The object of this
benefitij of LiXe-

35
40
45

Societv

Age.

50
55
60

to the

Ann. Pre.
j^ ff. d,

4 3 3
5 5 4
6 15 3

Assured all the

1

Ann. Pre. I

^e s. d.

2 11

2 19 6

3 9 1

is to afford
auce, At a gn^vX reduction in the rates of

Premium.— For Examplb—A person aged 30, may with this So-
ciety assure his life for 500/. by the annual i)aynieiit of 1 1/. 3*. 4<i.,

which in a Society where the boinis is held out as a main induce-
ment, would cost him 13^ 7»- 4rf., or, in other words, for the
same annual premium he could at this Office assure yqty nearly
600/., whereby he derives AN IMMEDIATE AND CERTAIN
BONUS OF 100/.

All particulars as to Shares, Loans, Assurances, Si.c , may be
obtauied on application to the Secretary; and, if required, for-
warded to the country.

Parties in the country eligible for undertaking Agencies are re-
quested to apply.
A \ety liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

EDW. T. RICHARDSON,
Actuary and Secretary.

M HOSKS
^^ ESSRS, PALL & SON *

Florists, &c., Cheshunt,

ROSF t
^^•^'' ^^^^^^ heen requested by manv admirers of the

Pfirferti
give notice when their Collection would be in the greatest

TniF /'i
Dioom, have the pleasure of announcingthe Present

^ Mghlv ra^*fi*^

V^'^^"*^'^^^^^^^ that whoever visits their grounds wiU

leZ^n^1 ^"V*^^**"^
company who honoured them with a visit Ia.st

prc^d M *^**^ intimate, that tlicir CoHeclion this sea.son wiU

<rf"r.f^».r J y interesting in consequence of the numerous additions

bald'a Po'tI""
"^°'" *"'""» *^>t'^er tnrougu tne grc»,w .«»v«

The X J.*^^
through Tottenham and Waltham Cross.

^tious^n**^*^!^^l^
^^^ Eastern Railway also affords a cheap andcxpe-

rioii tA \v 1 L
°^ »"i^3ching the Nurseries, trains running from Lon-

whenrn
"^^^^»i Cress in the short space of half an hour, from

N B ^"^^ '^^* *« ^^e Nurseries in ten minutes,

eish'tti ^^5 trains run from the station, High-street, Shoreditch,

ham r,? o
^>'' and return eight times, all stopping at the M^alt-

J>J_ V station.

1^^^^}^^^^^̂ June 18, 1842.

A^w^^^^^^ IMBRICATA.—W. Skirving,

Pubhf* K-'^^'^"^' Nursery, Liverpool, begs leave to offer to the

loliowi.
^^^-^^'^^^^^ Stock of this interesting hardy Tree, at the

"vwiug Prices, viz.—
2 years* old from Seed ... 6*. each.

lieh' ^\ ^*^ ^^^^^ ^''^ Plants of Araucaria BraziUenf=is, 2i feet

oautif.i i"
^^^^' ^"^ some very fine specimens of that most

m Tpn >1 .
^^ tx^^s^ the Araucaria excelsa, five to six feet high,

be sprif V^^^® ^^^^' '^^e BhovG Plants are aU in pots, and can
^*^ safely to any part of this Kingdom, or the Continent.

i

pired, and upon a portion of the ground are erected Ten Cottages,
with ample room for the erection of Ten more. The rent is mo-
derate, and ail the premises in most excellent repair. The Nursery
and other premises are now in the occupation of Messrs. Adaroson
and Sun, of Stokc-Newington Common, and immediate posseamon
will be given, if required. For cards to view, and particulars, apply
to Mr. Neal, Solicitor, 4, Tokenhouse-yard. London. _^J___

ENDERBY, NEAR LEICESTER.
STRAWBERRY, FRUIT, AND TEA-GARDENS.

TO 13E SOLD BY AUCTION, on Monday, the llth
day of JuLV, 1842, by B. Pavxe & Sox. at the BeU Hotel, in

Leicester, at Six o'clock in the evening,
This highly-favoured spot, consisting of a comfortable Cottage

Residence, and Thirteen Acres of Land, beautifully arranged, in
excellent condition, and ia every way adapted for Hortic>^tural
purposes.
The House is situate in the centre of one of the most delight-

ful valleys, surrounded by Gardens, with their Evergreens, Rural
Arbours, and Beds of Flowers.
Tui: Land is well planted with upwards of l/^OOO Fruit Trees,

of the choicest sort, consisting of Apples, Cherries, Plums, Pears,
Gooseberries, Currants, Filberts, &c.
Thb Trkes are in the greatest vigour, laden with fruit, and the

annual produce is very great.
The STRAWBKKRV-Bans are the admiration of all beholders,

not only for their produce, but also for their excellent arrange-
ment, being on a plan dissimilar to almost aU others, and the
land peculiarly adapted for their growth. Upward of One Ton
a-day of this delicious fruit has heen forwarded from these pro-
ductive Beds to Leicester, and other neighbouring markets.

Tiifi Serpentine, and other Gravel Walks, are very extensive,
and admirably planned, interspersed with rustic seats, &c.
E\-nERBV is situate within five miles of Leicester and of the

Midland Counties Railway, ten from Lutterworth, and eight from
Hincklev.
The Garosns have been for several years past the resort of

parties from I^eicester, and the surrounding places, during the
summer months j and the only cause of the Proprietor being uis-
posed to sell, arises entirely from ill health,
For further particulars, apply to Messrs, B. Payne and Son,

Leicester;

Note—Half the purchase-money may remain on security of the
premises, if required.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at vcrv moderate char^-t .^ erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2. HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailev having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efllcient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservator>^ lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their arious drawings
and models, at 272, Holboni, where they have the oppoitunity of
cxhibiting.amongstotlier metal works, an extremely conrpleteaud
convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baii.ky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. BAiLKvhave prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate deliver)- ^ they-
beg to introduce to pubUc notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactoo'*

J

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

JOHN WALKER, 46, St, John's Square, ClerltenweH,

London, having been for many vears cxten^ivciy en^^^

^

W^arming Churches. Manufactories, Hospitals, Hot-ho«w>» con-

servatories, and Pri\„.v.- Hoii«f>«. by means oi ^^^Z^^^^^of
in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidentH- rec mend tuis »^ ,

heating- m preference to any other. Numerous ''^^^^^'^f^f^^I
given both in town and country, wb«« he ha»succt „'LIw
^tisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted-up and ^^«*^li° *fXm^
mai^ner. Orders executed in aU parts of the Country vntii puac-

tuaiity and dispatch.
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TTOTHOLSES. and eye J *j.^ Buildings, Mansions

^H .^CS;K «P%Htt tl*- above apparatus on the most

iiiiprovcdand .dentific
""^^^^^VMosley-street^ Manchester} beg:

W.WALKKRandC^^^ execute works of the above
to •nnounce that t^^^^^

introduced a variety of impoTtant

t^nfemeats of a satisfactory nature, especially to Hortictil n-
Improvements or

^^.^ principle on a more extensive

Sil'thaxi ha* ererbeen hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-

!^itoTan"lIothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

^fn numerous other extensive estahlishments, with the most

^TJfhavT'^^^^^^ successfully applied C. W. IVUUams' Patent

Arrand Furnace to their boUers, and have made arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much

complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus. ._.-..
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom

punctuality and despatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

PUNCH ; or, the LONDON CHARIVARI.—The
Skcoxd VOLUMK will he published on the 30th inst., price 8j.

This Volume contains Plnch's Almavack, Valentixks, and

Lions of Lovdon; and many hundred Illustrations by Harvey.

Brown, Leech, Crowquill, Meadows, and other eminent

Artists. A Number is published every Saturday, price 3d.

Office, 33, Wellington-street, Strand.

THE QUVRTERLY REVIEW, No. CXXXIX., is

published THIS DAY.—Contexts—
1. Paris-lhe Dangerous Classes of its Population.

2 History and Completion of the Encyclopedia Bntannica.

3 Rio on the Royalist InsurrecUon of the Breton Students, in

Sti'ong's

with

rrilE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEAVEN, Ironmonger, Ac, Sevcnoaks, Kent.

, , . ,

J. SirEWKN having had every opportunity afforded bun by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Medsrs. Chandler & Sons* Kiu -cry, Vauxball ; Messrs. Loddiges ,

Hackncyj MesflfS. Henderson's, Pineapple-place j Mr. Knight s,

King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

'
4. "Liebig's Animal Chemistry.

» , ,

5. Mure's Tour in Greece and the Ionian Islands-

*' Greece as a Kingdom." „ , * «*Tir,^«,«^
6. Report on Colliers and Collieries-Employment of Women

and Children in Mines. , , . ^ ^
7. Mad. d'Arblay's Memoirs-Court and Household of George

HI.' and Queen Charlotte-

8. The Flower- Garden.
John Mnrray, Albemarle-street.

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London

MEXICAN BOTANY.
This day is pubhshed, part Second, price U.,

T3LANTAS HARTWEGIANAS IMPRIMIS MEX-
JL ICANAS, adjectis nonnullis Grahamianis, enumerat no-

vasQuedescribit GeorgiusBkntkam. „ * •

part the First may still be had, price 2s. Od., or the two Parts m
one, complete, price 3s, Gd. „ , ^

William Pamplin. London,

WARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.
REGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND
MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET, and 57, GRACE-

CHURCH-STREET, City, beg to inform the NoUlity and Gentry,

that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on

Ward's pruiciple (see No. -ip of the Gardmera' ChromcJe) with

plain and ornamental stands. Al^o GALVANIC PLANT PRO.
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc Fanlights, Skylights, and Gothic

Frames for Conservatories, Hothouses, Forcing Frames, &c.

Garden- stand Frames, Engines, Watering pots. Flower Labels,

Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, &c. &c. Experienced

workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zinc,

Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas, &c. &c.

a^O FLORlbTS, HORTICULTURlSTS,AMATEUR
. GARDENERS, ^-c.-CL.\RKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for

the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, l*ineries,

fic.i the application of this COMPOST will add greatly to the

beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden, In

making new Gardens it will be found invaluable; it has long

been In use in the Royal Gardens at Kcw. Price One Guinea per

bag, containing two cwt,, sufficient for a good-sized ^rden for

one year.
Also, Prepared HAIR DUST. This Preparation will eflTectually

preserve Flowers, Plants, Bulb-roots especially, from the ravages

of -worms, grubs, and all kinds of crawling insects. From its im-

perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per bag. Addr.- ;, Stanbridge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf, King's

Cross i or Henry Clarke, seedsman, 86, High-street, Borough.

TV^UTT'S EEE-IllVES.—GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
-1^ begs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-

ton a large stock of KutVsImproved Bee-Hiv«s,jn whicharc em-
bodied all recent improvements j and being the only authorised

agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally

MaiuHt purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made
in accordance witli the exact principles of the Invciit^T, from

partien who unauthorised use bis name j in such causes purchasers

are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatusbeingim-

pcrfect and incomplete. Geo. Neitfhbour has also a variety of

improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, &c. &c., which are very

tastefully made, andoniamentaJ to the garden, from each of which
tlic honey may he taken at any time of the season without d'e-

sttoying the Bees.
Apiarian Dep^t and Honey Warehouse, 13!, High Holbom,

London.— Letters relative to the above must have postage-

stamps enclosed.
%* NUTT ON BEES (ath edition) now published.

EDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworth, Middlesex, reppectfuUv informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servator)' Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, &c., FOR THE GARDEN.
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock
• of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WHRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for
the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS,
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN ARCHES,
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility
stand unrivalled.

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,
FUMIGATORS, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT, with
every other Implement.

Ga' I Cattls Fencinc in variety.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES,
WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place.

* Kmg's Road, Chelsea, Horticultural BuUders, &c., have
invented a most simple and easy contrivance for shading Horti-

f"i^'iir f^f^^,^\- .J^^,
principle upon which it arts is so simple^d ^ectual, Oiat It onJy requires to be known to be universally

adopted. To be seen m use at most of the London Nurseries
andattheirHorticulturalManufactor)-, Gloucester-plac?,Sea,
GARDEN SEATS, FLOWER STANDS, TVIRE WORKGREENHOUSES, &c.

^ uitii,

CRIPPS, No. 11, ]Markham Place, King*s
mc * J^^^^'^^ff-^'A'^^'^eWorkerby special appointment to her
Majesty Queen \ ictona, the Dowager Queen Adelaide, and her
Boyal Highnesa the Ducheaa of Kent, begs respectfully to inform
the Nobility and Gentry that he has at present on hand, the larEcst
stock in London of Rustic and other Garden Seats, Chairs, StooU
Tables, Mower Stands, Mignonette and Plant Boxes, Wire Work
of every description, a» Arches for walks. Flower Bordering, Trainers
for plants, &c. &c. J, C. Use coa»tr(icts Forcing Houses, Conser-
vatories, Greenhouses. Verandahs, Alcoves, and Summer Seats,
Invisible and Hare-proof Fences, Gates, &c, ; in short, almost every
decorative appendage to the Rural Residence.

Plans and Estimates submitted for works in contemplation.
Blinds of every description made, repaired, altered, or painted.

TTTTTSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BOTANY-JUST IMPORTED
FROM MADRAS.

WIGHT'S ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BO-
TANY. Volume 2d, Part 1st, price 255.

Any of the previous Parts may still be had, price 7«. 6J. each Part.

WIGHT'S ICONES PLANTARUM INDI^ ORI-

FNTAI IS. Volume 2d, Part 3d, price 30s,

Any of the previous Parts of this Work also may still be had,

nrice 5s. each Part.

WIGHT'S PRODROMUS FLOP^ INDI^ ORI-

ENTALIS PENINSUL.E, &c. New, in cloth. Vol, 1, price l6s.

WIGHT'S CONTRIBUTIONS to the BOTANY of

INDIA. New, in cloth, price T-f. ^d.

William Pamplin, 55, Frith-street, and 9, Queen-street, Soho-

square, London.
'

^

__-

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, &c. &c.

Just published, and sold by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and Longmans,
Paternoster-row, price 1*.,

WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANURE-ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By W H. PoTTKE, M.R.A.S,, Agricultural Chemist.

The New Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

is more effective, and free from moisture, sand, &c. Price 155.

per cwt. cash.-Chemical Works. Upper Fore- street, London.

A

T3AXT0N'S

Now ready, with ISO Woodcuts, fcap. Svo, 88.

OTANY FOR LADIES; or a Popular Introduce
tioD to the Natural System of Plants. By Mn^ Lottdoiv.

John Kurray, Albemarle-street.

In UTonOtlJ/ Nos., Svo, with Tour heauVfuVy- coloured Plates.

Price 2s. Gd.

MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
— The Number for June, 1842, contains highly-finished draw-

ings of Epidendrumphaniceum, Fuchsia cordifoHa, Lobelia hcte-

rovhtflla var. Major, and Clerodendron splendms ; likewise Papers

on Gardening as a science j Advantages of removing decaying

Flowers 5 Tender Climbers for Summer Purposes ; Floricultural

Notices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanical

Periodicals for May, and of those in flower at the principal Subur-

ban Nurseries and Gardens; together with a complete Calendar

of Monthly Operations for the Garden.

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers o'f flowers are requested to obser^x—

L That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species j the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asseited that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers,

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

A NEW EDITION,
Corrected, with a Surpr-EMENT bringing down the work to 1842.

In Ope thick 8i-o. Volume^

Consisting of about 1200 pages of letterpress, and nearly

3000 Engravings bkautipully executed on Wood,
Price jea 35.,

'^I^HE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM,
JL and VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE; em-
bracing Designs of Cottages, Farm-houses, Farmeries, Villas,

Country Inns, Public-houses, Parochial Schools, &c., including

the interior Finishings and Furniture; accompanied by Analytical

and Critical Remarks, illustrative of the Principles of Architec-

tural Science and Taste, on which the Designs for Dwellings are

composed; and of Landscape- Gardening, with reference to their

accompaniments.
•* No single work has ever effected so much good in improving

the arrangement and the external appearance of country dwell-

ings generally."—"Times," Feb. 2, 1839-
" One principle pervades the whole book—the desire for an un-

lunited diffusion of a love of comfort, and even of elegance."

—

*' Penny Magazine."
" A vast accumulation of sound practical information upon

just that subject which most men are anxious to understand, but
are little able to judge of in the absence of a safe and elaborate
guide. Indeed, we are not sure that we do not agree with the
• Times,' in considering it the most valuable of all Mr. Loudon's
many writings,** — Dr. Lindley, in The Gardeners* Chronicle,
June 18. 1842.
" The most ample instructions for improvements in cottage

building will be fonnd in the invaluable work of Mr. Loudon—
* Encyclopsedia of Cottage, Farm, and ViUa Architecture,* Ac.
No land- proprietor ought to be without this book."—TAe Pea^
saniry of the Border, &c.; by the Rev. Dr. Gilly.

A SUPPLEMENT to the ENCYCLOPEDIA of COTTAGE
ARCHITECTURE, bringing down Improvements in Rural and Do-
mestic Architecture and Furniture to the year 1842 j with nearly
300 EngrariDgs, Sto^ price /«• ^*

w
two years

ANTS a SITUATION as GAnDENERTF^
Man, aged 31. Has a perfect knowledge of his*h«

-"^^
well recommended from his last situation. whnr"\^j[*»

FietdT

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Sin^u
Man, 30 Years of Age, who can undertake the ma^^

ment of the Kitchen-garden, Flower-garden, Greenhou^p^
house, and general Forcing. Can have a good character Lw
his employer whom he is about to leave. No single.hand^ nfU
accepted.—Apply, by letter, to M, C. Stone-Dean, Beac^iS
Bucks. "«Wfl,

arried
WANTS a SITUATION as GARDEx.x:.ix, a jm

Man, aged 30, with a gooff character from his la&tai^
where he had the management ofthe Flower and Kitchen Gard^
and Forcing in all its branches. His Wife can take the manat?
ment of a Dairy or Poultry, if required. Direct W, A. Post <rf£*
Blackheath, Kent. "^'

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER. An«-
perienced Young Man, aged 34, will be happy to eneir^

with any Nobleman or Gentleman who maybe in want 0^
useful and confidential servant in the above capacity.—Addrefc
A. Ingram, Gardener to Col. H. Bcntinck, Tilgate, Crawlw- ". Satisfactory testimonials can be had from Col. BentinS'

rtier employers, if required. - •

i

Sussex
and forrti

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER.-John
Ilalliday is about to leave his present employer Lonl

Sondes, and is desirous of obtaining another situation, Hebwi
good practical knowledge of his business in all its diftrfnl

branches, and can obtain most satisfactory testinioniala rrom
his present employer. Address, J. Halliday. Elmham Hall, nev
Dereham, Norfolk.

wANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Sinrfe

Man, who can with confidence say he is thoroughly

acquainted with Forcing, and Kitchen and Flower Garden, baviM

from early life lived in most excellent places of practice in ercy

respect ; he possesses also a thorough knowledge of thecultin.

tion of Plants, having been a pupil of the late Mr. R. Sweet Hu
lived three years in his last situation.—Address A. B., No. J,

Melbourne- place, St. John's W^ood-road, Maida-hill.

' Just published, in 2 vols. 8yo. cloth, price 245.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the Q^JEE^*S of

ENGLAND. By Hannah Lawrancb.
" These laborious and interesting memoirs."—^^Acn<rum.
** This very industrious and interesting work."— fjaminpr.

" One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions wlikk

English history has received for many years."— Bri/isA Mag.

'* Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas.'

—Atlas. Edward Moxon, Dover-street.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.

'^FHE HAND-EOOK OF GARDENING ; express^j

-L intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating!

Garden of moderate size. Price 2s, cloth, a New and Eclargtil

Edition-
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANYj

Or Linnfcan Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden

Practice. Price Us.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.

Price \.s 3t/

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes, Price 25. cloth.

THE HANP-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;

Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty ol

Person, Price 2-s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRYj
Expressly intended for those who " wash at home." Pnce \i>¥>

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of >ecd, when ProfesfiKJUai

Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-EOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY-

Price \s. gd, •
^ . ,,•

London : W. S. Orr and Co. > and W. and R. Chambers, EinbuTe..

t

TO MARKET GAKDExXEKS. ^.„„pvT.

-'O be LET, a very extensive WALLED GAEUt^.

^ also an ORCHAED of choice Fruit Trees in full

^f""'^j^w.
thet with an excellent and varied assortment ot ^^^j; juj^tjn

trained to a wall from 10 ft. to 12 ft. high, which
^'^"°™f' 'Sett,

area, comprising about four acres. The Premises ^^ ^»**
'A ^ ijDt

and contain extensive Conservatories, rincnes, «c., wiimu

The whole is delightfully situated, being ^ff^-^'^f/jXvatioD.
the prevailing cold winds, and is in the highest ^''''^ °y,7c„n)«-

Applications, addressed to H. T., P<>st-offi"^
"""*'^d furtb"

thensh.re (prepaid), will be immediately attended to »m
_

particulars given ; but no application will be noticed unless

tains one or more unexceptionable references

T^'land^^1 OTHERS. W^antedtorentwithinl2milesofC^^i^^^^oi

a good Market Garden, from 12 to 20 acres, and a ^^f^^^^qmutc

meadow and arahle land, with a tlw^Uing ana mu
^^^^^^

huildings for carrying on the business «^ «
^f'^^ No. 3-

Address, by prepaid letters, to W. P., Chronicle ^

Charles-street, Covent Garden.
^

.—
"'^^ttnE"

-HE -ROYAL ESSENCE OF ^GLAN^t,,^

^ for the Handkerchief, is prepared
5^^V 45-6^-**'*^

Chemist, 24, Cornhill, London, i» b««^f,\^^ ^Va^^^^^^
each. Wherealso may be obtained the AKU^Y

^t 35. each.

eful in Headaches, Fainting,
«?;'/^:tii postajieadaches, Fainting, '*,V-'"jth Postal*

N,B, Public Offices and Merchants caiibesupp"^^^^ p^^.
ESSENCE" so useful

N,B, Public Offices and Merchants can uc=^^k^^^
Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at^Go>ernii__ _

ryllE following cornmunication (tran^slate^^^
t: roliowmg communicttiiw.. V— «'

«-iand*s
A&eai

-

German) was addressed ^o f^^f^^i/nu^^^^^^^^
Cologne:- 1^' S*^^'^w«"fl 1841. ..

Mr.Th.S.Ditges._
^ _._.„,

May 23, IMl
extffof

Sir,-I have much Pleasure munu..""-«^ - „ por abo^

dinary effects of '• ROVVLAND'S MACASbAR 01i>
^^^ ,«^

nine years I had not a particle
ot.^«"L°°hrated Oil atrial; ^^

casually recommended to give tl»%*^'^™: cstabUshinent. "^
cordingly purchased two bottles at yo'^'.

«^fbe course of »«

strictly followed the Pri"ted directions. ^n"e ^^.^ jb^

months my head was covered with ^P^^f^^^ of theOd^
cutoff, and continued to persevere in tne us

^^^ ^rt*

result is, that after five months' P^^^^^^^.^f'. In j u^tice to^J

as ^ood a head of hair as any man '" j'''^
"'/^aii feel gre»tJ^

inventors I make this acknowledgrnent and sna ^^t
sure in satisfying any -<l'"/J;7/|!:^^^„f8rti^tU:cry^Bn^!^.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR '^^^P^Z'^^^^^J^^^'^^'a
or turning Grey ; changes Grey "Jir to us or B

^^j^ ^^
it from Scurf aid Dandriff. and make. >t beautn }

%* Ask for " BOWXAJID's M^CASSAB
OU-

g,

The .owKST PB.CK is 3.. M. ; the next pnce « .*•

2U, per bottle*

frees Iq

^r.\
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HORTfCULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

Thb la^^ Exhibition will take place on Saturday, the Qth

of July. Subjects for Exhibition must be at this Office on Fri-

day, the 8th of July, or at the Garden before half-past Eight
o'clock, A.M., on the day of Exhibition. The Gates will be
opened at One, P.M.—Tickets are issued to Fellows at this Office,

price OS. each ; or at the Garden in the afternoon of the days of
Exhibition at 10*.' each ; but none will be issued without an order
from a Fellow of the Society.—21, Recent-street.

MR. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is

now reprinted in the form of a small volume, for general
distribution, price 3c?. each copy; it may be ordered of all Book-
sellers. Gentlemen wishing to distribute copies among their

c-^tracre tenantry may have them delivered in an?/ part of London
by reraittini: a Post-office order to this Office, at the rate of 5*. for

ev'ery 25 copies required.

QS^avUmtv^' Chronicle

SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday ..... ZoologK-.il . • , . .

Wednesday .... Geological 8.

CouKTRv Shoivs.—Mliuie 27, FeUon Florists. B8, Tamworth^
Nottingham.

p. M.
p. M.
29, Norwich,

Few things are of greater importance to those who
live in bleak situations, or on the coast, than to know
in what way they best may break the force of the pre-
vailing winds. Belts ofwood are generally resorted to,

and when they can be formed, they are the best kind
of defence; but the difficulty is to obtain them.
Many persons are to be found in these islands who,
after incurring considerable expense in the attempt,
have been obliged to abandon it as hopeless. In Mr.
Stephens's ''Book of the Farm,'* of whiclti we have on
former occasions spoken as a most valuable work, full

of interesting practical information, is an account of a
method of protecting bleak situations effectually,
which will certainly be interesting, and probably v;ill

be new to our readers; and which, by permission of
the proprietors of that work, we have been able to in-
troduce into our pages. The excellent remarks of the
author render any addition on our part superfluous;

air, I give a sketch fsee below), to show you its effects
better than words can convey. The wall and the wood
next it are of the same height, but a few yards only
inwards, the wood rises to a considerable height, and
this is effected by a very simple contrivance, namely,
the peculiar form of the cope of the wall. It is raised
like an isosceles triangle, by which the wind, when
it beats against its side, is reflected upwards into
the air at the same angle. Had the cope been flat, the
blast would have cut off the tops of the trees in a ho-
rizontal direction. But without the wood such a form
of coping would afford similar shelter. Suppose land
exposed on the top of a high coast, where the wind ge-
nerally sweeps along the surface of the ground, injur-
ing every plant it blows against by a momentum ac-
quired in passing over miles of ocean. Were a wall
built on the top of the crag, at such a distance from
Its brow, and of such a height and with such an angle
to its cope, as would deflect the wind upwards, it

would cause the wind to have lost most of its momen-
tum before it again reached the ground. Such a wall,
or such a belt of wood, or such a plantation without a
wall, if projected on a large scale, and planted near
the top of a sloping precipice, or other rising ground,
would shelter a large extent of country against the pre-
vailing winds. Were such barriers placed in lines, in
suitable places, across the country, not only its local,
but its general climate would be greatly ameliorated.

" Instances are not wanting to show the usefulness
of such barriers. Even within the experience of the
present generation, shelter has been found to amend
the climate and increase the crops of particular parts
of the country. As instances of wall shelter, the gar-
den of the Earl of Lauderdale at Dunbar, and the
plantations along the sea-side of the Earl of Wemyss,
at Gosford, both in Kast Lothian, afford good ex-
amples. In the latter instance a coped wall, has
afforded so perfect a shelter to the plantations, that
at the distance of from twenty to thirty yards the
forest-trees are scarcely affected by the sea-breeze,
on ground wliich formerly produced nothing of
higher growth than sweet-briar and whins. The

\ nually crops of Oats, Barley, Peas, Potatoes, and Tur-
nips; and in spring, 1838, exactly 40 years fmm the

time of putting down the said plantation, I sold four
acres of Larch and Fir (average growth) standing
therein for 220/., which, with the value of reserved
trees, and average amount per acre of thinnings sold
previoiily, gave a return of 67L per acre/ In some
situations trees will afford better shelter than stone
walls, the latter being most available near the sea-side
in warding off the blighting effects of the sea-breeze.
On the summit of Shoiley-fell, IG miles W. of New-
castle-upon-Tyne, Mr. Burnet, of Shotley-bridge. en-
closed 100 acres of moorland with h?^*^ none walls,
and he cropped the ground in an easy manner for the
s^il. The land was thus kept in good heart ; but the
soil being very poor, stock advanced but little, and
consequently the land would not have let for above
6d, an acre, even under tlie best management, and
after all that had been done for it ; but the centre
part of each field was tlieu put within a planUtion,
and the improvement was then surprisinc:"

At a lecture the other evening at the Royal Insti-
tution, it was shown that the process recommended
by Dr. Bouchcrie to render wood incombustible, does
not possess the property ascril)ed to it by that author;
for deal, saturated with muriate of lime, was found, at

the end of a twelvemonth, to be as combustible as that

'* mlt^^\t^^^^f
^^^^"^^ shelter," says Mr. Stephens,

the WA»-^fif
cognisant to every one

wa»-Tv.f
^f ^ walled garden,—the calm felt

Feel

in

a
"w^armth

how^r *^^ti
^^'^^ ^^ ^^^" ^ °^"^ compared to the

»ng blast around,—observe the forward grass,

mmr ^, ^P""& oil the south side of a hedget^mpared to that on its other side,-and listen
"le subdued tone of the wind under a shed to its

a?'if
'"^"s i^oise heard in the open air. Sensibly felt

iated
"^stances of shelter are, they are but iso-

in a
*^?^^' ^^ niore extended spheres, cottages stand

what
^^ the midst of a forest, come the wind from

unH t^
quarter it may. Farm-steadings lie snug

felt \ u ^^ ^^^"^^ ^^ a ^i'l- Whole farms are unaf-

anH vL l^""^"^ ^^^^ embayed amidst encircling hills;

van*. ^ shelter, therefore, great or small, the ad-

it^tn^^ 1-^^'''^ f^o"i i* are sensibly felt. As one

Iow*n^ ^^^""^^^ ^^ shelter afforded bv even awau to a park, from the cuttine: effects of the sea

garden of Air. ; Traill, of Woodwick, at Kirkwall,
Orkney, affords another remarkable instance of the
benefits of wall-shelter. But the benefits derived from
plantations are far more extensive and important, not
only in affording shelter, but in improving poor land.
•Previous to the division of the common moor of
Methven (in Perthshire) iu 1793,' says Mr, Thomas
Bishop, • the venerable Lord Lynedoch and Lord
Methven had each secured their lower slopes of land
adjoining the moor with belts of plantation. The year
following I entered Lord ilethven's service, and in
17!)8 planted about 60 acres of the higher moor-
ground, valued at 2s. per acre, for shelter to 80 or 90
acres set apart for cultivation, and let in three divi-
sions to six individuals. The progress made in im-
proving the land wa^ yery slow for the first 15 years,
but thereafter wfent^jou rapidly, being aided by the
shelter derived from me growth of
and the whole has now become fair kni'beariug

which had not been so prepared.
In consequence of this failure, some specimens of

deal charged with anodier substance, the nature of
which we are unable to state, were exhibited a few
days afterwards to the Horticultural Society, and were
shown to be really incombustible, e\-en iu the state of
fine shavings, which it must be confessed is by no
means a fair way of testing them. Placed in the
flame of a candle they would not burn, but became
black with difficulty, and eventually only charred. .

So very important a property being thus 27?-nved to

exist in wood thus preparetf, we made some inquiry
into the nature of the preparation. It proves to be
the subject of a patent taken out by Mr. Cliarles

Payne, concerning which a friend has furnished us
with the following memorandum ; to which we are

bound to add that specimens of wood, prepared under
the patent, are evidently Jil/ed throughout with the

' substances, of whatever nature, with which they are

prepared:

—

" The attention which has, of late years, been di-

rected to the discovery of an efficacious and economi-
cal method of preserving timber from decay, has led,

as is well known, to Roucherie and Kyan's processes,

and to that of Sir WiUiam Burnett. To these has
now to be added a system patented by Mr, Charles
Payne. With reference to wood, Mr. Payne attains

the following results: — 1st, Wood is rendered
thoroughly proof against dry and wet rot. 9nd. It

is rendered •uninflammable. Srd, It is rendered
proof against the ravages of insects. 4tb, The most
inferior woods are rendered, in point of strength, du-
rability, and usefulness, equal to the hardest and best

descriptions. 5th. Wood, for pavement, can have a
surface given to it that will in a great meaaure, i£ not

entirely, prevent slipperiness. The process is also

applicable to the preservation of canvas, he Sec.

*' These residts are obtained by applying to wood
the force of exhaustion, pressure, and filtration, for

the purpose of filling the tissue with metallic oxides,

alkalis, and earths, so as to form in the substance, by
means of single and double decomposition, )tew and
insoluble compounds. The materials employed are

of such trifling cost, that where any considerable quan-
tity of work is done, the expense in this respect is

scarcely appreciable."

We are informed that repeated and conclusive ex-
periments have proved, in the most satisfactory man-i

ner, that the results narrated above are really obtained.

We perceive by a paragraph in " The Times" that
the British Association commenced its sittings in Man-
chester on Thursday morning, and that the number of
members attending it is not so great as was expected.
It required no great foresight to anticipate that this

would be the case ; and, without much risk, we may
predict that the falling off of members will increase,

unless the management of the Association undergcws
a great change. The geologists may be held together,

y in that case to have the Asso-
ciation to themselves-

Thi: Bankaian is one of the most beautiful 'of

Roses, but it baffles the skill of even very good gar-

deners to bloom it At Dropmore, however, the pro-

fusion of its flowers, when it hangs in festoons over

some lofty trellis-work, is a subject of uni^^ersal ad-

miration ; and we are sure our reader will be glad to

know in what way Lady Grenville s skilful ganlener,

Mr. Frost, contrives to succeed so much better than

his neighbours. A communication with which He

has favouret! us has enabled us to explain the matter.

The Banksian Rose produces its bla-oms upon one

year old wood, and not otha-wise. If. as js customary,

the plant is pruned in the spring, all the flowenng-
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wood is removed, and so good bye to blossoms till
[
is found still to differ from its fellow in 1

new wood can be formed, iiy the autumn,^ the new
^i^J^l"^^^^!^^^

wood is ready ; but in the succeeding spring, it is usu-

ally cut off again; and 'in this ^vay the flowering

branches ^re incessantly removed.

I'he proper time for pruning the Banksian Rose is

Midsui/uiur^ ixfter the flowering is over; then new

wood is formed abundantly in the latter part of the

year; and when the spring arrives, will pour forth its

floral treasures with the profusion of a prodigal. Now,
then, is the season for cutting the branches close

back, and we trust our readers will profit by our ad-

Mr. Frost finds that the stronger the plant is.vice.

and the more young wood is laid in after ^lidsum-

mer-pruning, the finer will be the bloom, for there

will be a cluster of Roses on the end of every shoot

that starts from the bosom of the leaves.

KENSINGTON GARDENS.
Since our last communication some further informa-

tion has been obtained respectiug this interesting subject,

which does not at all tend to lessen the objections already

entertained, but rather to strengthen them very consider-

ably. When the plan was brought out, it was stated

that one part of it was the making a public way between

Kensington and Bayswater ; at least, it is generally so

understood. It turns out, however, that the road is to

be anything but a 4)ublic one: it is to be closed at each

end by gates, and these gates kept by persons paid by the

holders of the villas. lu fact, excepting the conditions

which may be made, and which, in so numerous a body as

forty proprietors, may easily be evaded, the road will be a

private one, by which certain portions of the public will

probably be allowed to profit ; but the restrictions al-

luded to completely deprive that part of the plan of any

general advantage to the community at large.

This road is to be carried through the centre of the

ground, and to be 70 ft. wide ! Had it been intended to

sacrifice and destroy the valuable ground in question, no

more effectual plan could have been devised than this mode
of laying it out. The inherent defect in the ground is that

it is narrow in proportion to the length ; and the cutting

it in two longitudinally, of course, aggravates the evil in

The breadth of the road as projected

hue, in tint, and
e preference is

merited. Though the Ranunculus, however, will bloom

most profusely when properly cultivated, it is yet impatient

of improper treatment ; and hence has it obtained the un-

inviting character of being an uncertain and capricious

flower. The fault is really attributable to the unfckilful-

ness or mismanagement of the cultivator himself: and if

the following directions be adhered to, the reader may

rest assured, that he will rarely again esperience regret

and disappointment, but that every healthy root in his

collection will bloom.

Soil and Silualion.—V:^ are instructed by the natural

habits of the Ranunculus tribe, that a somewhat moist

and cool situation is the most suitable. The bed, there-

fore, should be so situated, that it receive but a few hours

of the morning sun, and be in the lowest part of the

garden. It must not be raised higher than the surround-

ing walks, should be two feet in depth of soil, and have

board instead of Box edging, that slugs, &c., which often eat

the tender foliage and opening flower-buds of some varieties,

may not be sheltered. The only suitable soil, is a reten-

tive loam from the surface of a rich old pasture, the sods

included ; to which should be added, and well incorporated,

one third of thoroughly decayed cow manure. Fresh

manure must be avoided, as the roots will not bloom

where it exists, but many will perish ; all hot and stimu-

lating composts are equally pernicious. With the en-

riched soil just recommended, the bed should be made at

the beginning of October, and finished oflF, and on no

account disturbed till planting time : for it is all-import-

ant that the soil be compact and close in which the roots

are planted. The practice of putting some inches of

manure at the bottom of the bed, is not to be commended;

the roots either will not reach it at all, or if they do, their

sudden transition into deep compost is, at least, un-

natural ; it is more consonant witli reason that the food

should be generally and equally distributed.

rianiing,—It is impossible to insist too strongly on

the importance of early planting. It should always be

done at the beginning of February, and never deferred

beyond St. Valentine's-day. At this time the ground is

moist; the roots rapidly vegetate, and become firmly fixed

in the soil. Whereas, if deferred till March, arid winds

are apt to prevail, the soil becomes dry ; the young roots

lack moisture, are injured, and unable so to establish

rr

o

forth roots again, if allowed to remain too long in the
ground—this fatal event being most liable to occur under
the influence of heat and moisture. Hence, if the weather
be showery, the top awning should never be removed till

the stalks and foliage of the plants have turned yellow
indicating the proper period for taking up the roots-
when they have put on this appearance they should be
at once harvested. If the tuber has again vegetated, it

will either grow weakly, or, in all probability, perish when
planted the following year. But though the young roots

may not always be visible to casual observation, if but an
impetus be given—an efiFort, as it were, to grow be in-

duced—there will be a failure in the bloom the foHowin
summer ; the root being weakened and injured by its pre*^

vious attempt at growth. When taken up, they should be
kept in a dry yet airy apartment, being very liable to con-
tract mould ; a proper cabinet should be provided for the

purpose, or they may be kept in partition drawers, or

hung up in paper bags.

In conclusion, the friendly caution is given to the young
florist, not to purchase any of the older varieties of the

Ranunculus, with the exception of about a dozen sorts

the self-coloured ones: they are uncertain, poor, and
meagre in the extreme, when compared with the splendid

varieties raised by Messrs. Tyso, and with the best sorts

of the Scotch seedli;ig, of Messrs. Lightbody and Water-
stone.

—

F, R. Horner, M.D., Hull,

feet are no object at Hounslow or Bagshot j but in such a

locality as this it is preposterous, and a useless sacrifice of

"Valuable land. With re?>pect to the laying out the ground,
on more fully considering the subject, there appears to be
no great objection to the p\an of continuous villas, say, in

three blocks or divisions, so that an opening may be left

between each, in case of future alterations ; and the road

xuay be left either in front or rear of the bouses. If it he

meant to be a restricted road, it is better in front, and

the backs of the houses on the boundary ; but if the public

could have the full and entire use, it would be better on
the extreme limit of the land, making the entrances to the

houses, in any case, to the road. If this be done, a neat

row of buildings, not too high and with good elevations,

woald be fur from unsightly as a termination to the Gar-
dens; and the situation would be so desirable, that there

is no question they would be readily let.

As to the ground itself, whether it be left entire or not,

why not make it an Italian terrace, or ornamented walk,

with vases, statues, evergreens, and such like characteristic

ornaments ? The form particularly fits it for this mode
of appropriation ; and^ from its sheltered position, it

would make an admirable and beautiful winter promenade.
There is nothing in this style about the metropolis

;

though in the Regent's and St. James's Park, and in

Hyde Park, we have the most admirable specimens of the
English, or free style of gardening; and improperly done,
there is probably nothing in any metropolis in Europe
which would equal it.

It is the more incumbent on the Government not to

acrifice this ground, because, as every person must be
aware, buildings are extending on both sides of Kensing-
ton ; even the nursery-grounds are hardly safe, but are
daily being sold ofi" to the builders ; and every exertion
•hould be made to add to the lungs of the Metropolis, as
well as to increase the ornament of it; nor do we know
a more easy and more legitimate source of popularity to
the Queen and the Government, than attending to such
subjects, and carrying on the great improvements in the
Parks, which the present generation have had the good
fortune to witness.— IF. C.

very great degree.

is far too great; those in the Regent's Park are under themselves as," at future periods, to afford sufficient nutri-

l^Oft, and are models of size and convenience. A few ^^^^^ ^^ throw the plant into bloom. The bed being

about 4 feet in width, and any suitable length, and

having been neatly smoothed over, the roots should be

planted about 5 in. distant from each other, in rows,

which, again, should be about 6 in. apart: if planted

closer, as is commonly the case, the plants will grow

comparatively weak, and bloom more sparingly. The
situation of the rows having been marked out, holes l^in.

deep should be dibbed with the finger, or other instrumeri't,

in which the roots should be compactly set, and covered

over with soil, after the manner of dibbling Beans, so

much approved of by agriculturists ; by this means the

surrounding soil is not disturbed, but left close and reten-

tive. The next best plan is, drawing drills across the bed
in rows, setting the roots therein, and then filling them
up with the displaced soil ; the worst of all plans being,

the raking the bed evenly over, setting the roots on it,

and then covering the whole 1^ in. with loose soil : yet

this is commonly practised.

General Management,—About the beginning of April,

the young plants will appear above ground, when the

loosened soil should be carefully, yet firmly, compressed
with the fingers about the roots. During the months of

April and May, should a continuance of dry weather pre-

vail, water may be cautiously administered, at intervals, in

an evening, but only just so much as will prevent the soil

of the bed from cracking; or a little moss, or old spent
tanners' bark, tScc, may be neatly placed between the'

rows, which will retain the moisture in the soil. The
injudicious and over-abundant application of water is a
very common error, and one of the greatest evils. It not
unfrequently happens that plants, which have looked well

for a time, at length begin to turn yellow in the foliage,

and the flower-buds dwindle and go off. This indeed is a
very common cause of complaint and disappointment ; it

is chiefly attributable to the practice of deluging the bed
with water between the rows in hot dry weather. The roots

absorbing the large supply of water thus artificially af-

forded to them, transmit it in abundant quantities to the
leaves, which are now excited by the hot and dry atmo-
sphere to greatly increased exhalation ; this unnatural ex-
citement at length weakens and destroys their vitality, and
they perish. Hence the common and trite caution, to
water only between the rows, and not on the foliage, lest

it should thereby be turned yellow, is founded altogether
on a mistaken hypothesis. The dying of the leaves in
some instances evidently depends on a want of vigour, or
partial rot in the root ; and in some few cases it would

ON THE CULTURE OF THE RANUNCULUS.
The Ranunculus is of the class Polyandria, order Poly-

gynia, Linn ffius, and of the natural order Ranunculaceffi
of Jtissieu. The variety R. Asiaticus is ti;at which is cul-
tivated in our gardens, and is said to be a native of the
Levant. In its character of a single flower, it has been
grown in England for some centuries ; the splendid double
varieties of the present time, the only ones prized by
florists, having been gradually produced in the progress of
its cultivation*

This flower is an universal favourite ; not only is it

highly valued by the critical florist, bat the general ad-

mirer of flowers ever regards it as one of Flora's most
attractive beauties. And, indeed, when we contemplate
its luxuriant and elegant foliage, green-carpetting the

ground; its graceful stems rising from the midst, and
supporting an iniposin"' 'cad of flowers, enriched with

every diversity of coluar,^ which, though blended and
mixed, is yet arranged in most exact and constant relative

order ; while each flower among tho gorgeous multitude

appear to be caused by large earthworms forming their
wide tracks amid the roots of the plants, nearly under-
mining them ; but in the great majority of cases it is pro-
duced by injudicious watering, as just explained. During
the expansion of the flower-buds, and when they are fully
blown, a stage and awning should be erected over the bed,
as in the case of Tulips, that rain and hot sun may be ex-
cluded

; and gentle waterings, every second or third even-
ing, may be given, which will keep the bed cool and
rnoist and promote the size of the flowers. As much air
should be admitted as possible, that the flower-stems be
not drawn and weakened.

Taking up the Jioots.~~0( all the points in the culti-
vation of the Ranunculus, this is the most vital and im-
portant. The tubers are extremely apt to start, or put

ON THE PROPAGATION OF PINKS.
Although many persons defer this operation until a

later period, yet I would not recommend it to be delayed

longer than the last week in June, or the first week in

July. The reason for commencing thus early is obvious

;

not only will the young plants form more vigorous roots

before the approach of cold weather, but their blooms

next season will be finer than could be produced by cut-

tings, which, not being properly rooted, would have a hard

struggle to live through the winter.

The most certain and expeditious method of propaga-

tion is by pipings, or cuttings of the grass of the present

year. Before commencing this operation, a slight hot-bed

should be formed of leaves, or any other material whicH

is not likely to heat violently. Upon this, a layer of the

rough siftings of decayed vegetable mould should be spread

to serve for drainage ; and upon the whole a mixture of

finely-sifted leaf-mould and silver sand, to the depth of

three or four inches. This bed^ after being made perfectly

level, and firmly beaten down with the back of a shovel,

should be well watered through a fine rose ; and in a few

days it will be fit for use.

In selecting the grass for pipings, strong and short-

jointed shoots should be chosen. The piping should be

cut ofl" with a sharp knife immediately below the second

or third joint from the top of the shoot; and it may then

be readily disengaged from the two leaves which surround

its base, and which are commonly termed a sheath. The

tips of the leaves should be shortened, for the sake of

convenience ; otherwise, when planted, it will be difficult

to prevent the hand-glass from resting upon them, or

from disturbing them whenever it is removed. As the pi-

pings are prepared, they should be put into a basin or

pan filled with water, to prevent them from flagging be-

fore they are planted. For this and similar delicate ope-

rations, the cool hours of the evening are most suitable.

In planting the pipings, they should be pressed firmly

into the soil to the depth of about half an inch, leaving

them an inch and a half apart every way ; and after being

properly secured, they should be gently watered through

a fine rose to settle the mould closely round their stems;

and as soon as the leaves become thoroughly dry, a bell

glass should be placed over them. The glass should be

pressed lightly into the mould to prevent, as ^"*^^^^

possible, the ingress of air- In sunny days, the bed

should be shaded from 7 or 8 o'clock in the morning un-

til 5 or 6 in the afternoon ; and if there is any apPJ^^"

ance of damp amongst the pipings, the glasses should be

occasionally taken off to allow them to dry, and all plants

80 attacked should be immediately removed.

It is very probable that the pipings will not require to

be watered until the greater part of them have taken root;

should watering, however, be necessary, the leaves mus

be allowed to become dry before the glasses are replactd.

As soon as roots are formed, the hand-glasses should be

slightly raised on one side, and this may be gradually lo-

creased, until at last they may be entirely dispensed wiin.

The young plants, after being by degrees inured to the

sun, may be transplanted six inches apart in an open be ,

previously prepared for the purpose ; in which situa lo

they may remain, until required for planting finally in

the beds, where they are to bloom.— T. i?.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXVI.
^

I SHALL now suppose the amateur to be walking roun^

his garden, viewing and enjoying the results of his labour.^

and I may, therefore, take this opportunity of pointiDg

out to him the state in which it ought to be, P"^*^^^!*.^^"

the directions which have been given from time ^'^

^
have been attended to. The late dry weather has been

very unfavourable to the growth of trees and shrubs wni

were carelessly transplanted, or injudiciously '"^^*'"1'»""
ig

last spring. Hence it is no uncommon thing to see ^Ij*^.^

and Pear trees pushing very weakly, and losing t

leaves almost as soon as they are formed. They hve,

is true, but they have received a check which they will n^^

recover for two years. Evergreens, too, such as ^^^^^
'

tinus, have been destroyed in the same way, and oa^^

presented such an unsightly appearance, that it has e

necessary either to cut them over or tO remove them a

gether. Such things ought not to be if these operatio»^

I had been performed in a proper manner, and even vf

4
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the unfavourable season which we have had, not one ever-

green in fifty ought to have failed. With regard to fruit

trees, the root-pruning was intended to check over-luxu-

riance, and to throw them into a state of fruit-bearing.

By dohig this, in the first instance, in a judicious manner,

and by afterwards watering, during dry weather, in the

\^SLj which I formerly described, the trees will now be

forming short stiff shoots, instead of the long luxuriant

ones of former years, and, in many instances, they will

be showing other signs of fruitfulness. Thus, by pro-

ceeding with caution and discretion, the trees will be pre-

vented from being unsightly or from dying, and the object

will be sooner gained. This is the test then by which

the amateur must try the soundness of his practice.

In what state are the tender summer flowering things

which have been transplanted or sown in the clumps or

borders? The self-sown annuals, which last spring were

directed to be thinned and attended to, ought with scarcely

any care to have flowered in high perfection. The spring-

sown ones, in most places, have come up badly, and, in

many instances, have never appeared at all. This failure

has been owing to the excessive dryness of the soil and

air; and the bad effects in this respect could only be

counteracted by frequent watering, and at the same time

shading the ground, in order to prevent evaporation from

going on so rapidly. If the amateur has failed in this

part of his management he may forgive himself, for many
good gardeners have done the same, and the warm and
feasonable showers which have fallen lately, will soon

cause his seeds to germinate, and his garden will yet be
gay with their beautiful flowers- Pelargoniums, Helio-

tropes, Verbenas, and other things which were turned out

about the middle of May, ought now to be flowering well,

although not in such perfection as may be expected a few
weeks hence.

How does the greenhouse look ? Although the greater

number of the floral beauties of New Holland are now
gone by, is it still gay with flowers ? Such plants as

Balsams, Hydrangeas, Fuchsias, Phlox Drummondi,
Rhodanthe Manglesii, late-flowering Pelargoniums, and
various other plants, are well adapted for this purpose,
and they are not much injured by being grown under the
shade of Vines ; so that the amateur, who has only a small
greenhouse, with the rafters covered with Vines, may
still contrive to have the shelves filled with flowering
plants.

—

R. F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Summer Watering in the Open ^iV.—Although the

principles of watering out-door plants has been so fully

explained in the " Theory of Horticulture,*' and also more
recently in the Chronicle, by Mr. Fortune and Mr. Whit-
ing, it is lamentable, in the present scorching weather, to
see how very inefficiently, I might say foolishly, this ope-
ration is performed, even by those from whom much bet-
ter things might be expected. Not only is water of the
very worst description used, but that in a far too small
quantity to do any good to the plants watered. Watering
under any circumstances with water that is much colder
that the soil can do little good ; because although it may
refresh the plant a little, it must be recollected that by
reducing the temperature of the soil, it paralyses, to a
certain extent, the energy of the plant, and consequently
the fruit is but little increased in size ; and by watering
daily in small quantities this check is periodical, so that
the alternate excitement and enervation do the plant
more harm than good. The temperature of the ground
at this time, if it is at all porous, will be at least 60 deg.,
and that of spring-water about 46 deg. Now to give the
soil a sufficient watering with water at that temperature,
would, no doubt, reduce it to the mean temperature of
the two, namely—53 deg., and the plants would thereby
sustain a check ; but if the temperature of the water,
lully exposed to the solar influence, was 70 deg., the soil
would be raised to the mean of the two, viz.—65 deg. ; so
that instead of being reduced 7 A^g., it would be raised
^ deg and consequently the plant much accelerated in
growth.

^
Hence the preference of pond to spring water,

and the importance of using it in sufficient quantity to
give the ground a thorough soaking. The object of this
paper, however, is to direct the attention of amateurs to
the watering of plants adversely situated. Mr. S. Taylor,
ot ^stoke Ferry, in the *' Gardeners' Magazine*' for 1840,
recommends the use of bottles, with two small holes in
ttie sides, near the bottom, for watering plants. The bot-
tles are buried to the neck near the roots of the flower
^hich requires watering ; and after being filled and corked,
^le water is allowed gradually to exude through the holes.
llHs though undoubtedly an ingenious method, is objec-
tionable, because the roots of the plants are liable to be
injured m plunging the bottles, and that it would require
so many of them, where copious watering was necessary.A better plan is to take moderate-sized flower-pots, and
na\ing placed au inch or two of rough gravel in the bot-
tom of each, to place them round the plant to be watered,
and fill them with water, which as it percolates gradually
through the gravel, will soak into the ground. For plants,
sunh as Standai'd Roses, Rhododendrons, &c., closely
turfed over on lawns : or for anything in a sloping situa-
tion this a most excellent plan, as the pots filled with
yater may be placed at night and removed the nextmorn-

JJ^g)
so as not to become an evesore. Watering plants in

flower-beds is at all times a difficult matter, because if the
borders are sufficiently full of soil to give them a convex
form, which they always ought to have, the water runs to
the sides of the borders as fast as it is poured on. In
such cases it will be found advisable to perforate the beds
«s thickly as possible, without injuring the roots, to the
depth of six or eight inches, with a stick one inch in di-
ftxneter, and by filling these ten or a dozen times the

ground will become thoroughly soaked. With Annuals,
]

Verbenas, and other grouping plants, I have found
this a most excellent method. In connexion with the
watering of Strawberries, a radical improvement is re-
quired ; for although gardeners are pretty liberal with the
limpid fluids over the heads of the plants, they are not
good conservators of the quality of the fruit. It is true
by copious watering both the size and quantity of the
fruit is much increased, but it is equally true that if

water is used over the plants, ^fter the fruit is half grown,
the latter will be much deteriorated in quality. We all

know that Strawberries in a wet season are never so high
flavoured as they are in a dry one, and what is the reason ?

Why, because there is a superabundance of aqueous mat-
ter in the fruit ; and so it is with plants, copiously watered
over-head in dry seasons^ In truth it may be laid down
as a rule, if fine-flavoured fruit be a desideratum, water
ought never to come in contact with it after the saccharine
or maturing assimilation commences. Hence in water-
ing Strawberries, let it be poured from the spout of the
watering-pot upon the soil, but on no account let it touch
the fruit; or what will be better, fork the ground over
between the plants, give it a good soaking to at least the
depth of a foot, and cover it two or three inches deep with
clean straw. This will both prevent the evaporation of
moisture, and the radiation of terrestrial heat ; and as the
straw from its colour and non-conducting qualities will re-

flect, instead of absorbing, theheat. the fruit being subjected
to increased temperature, will in consequence be im-
proved in flavour. If water is required after the straw
is placed on the beds, let it be applied through pots,
placed one foot apart, as recommended above for plants
on a lawn.— TF. P* Ayres,

Wall-Trees,—If those who regard neatness in training
their Wall-trees will adopt Mr. Hayward's method of fix-

ing the branches, they will find it to be far preferable in

many respects to trellis, or nails

and shreds. It is as here repre-
sented : nails are driven into the
wall at equal distances, regulated by
a plumb-line, and small wires are
fixed and drawn from nail to nail

up and down. For Peach-trees
the wires do well at six inches
apart. If both the nails and the
wire are of copper, it may be diffi-

cult to calculate how long they
will last—probably for ages. The branches are tied to the
wires with small twine ; and if the twine be once passed
round the wire before fixing the branch, it will prevent its

shifting up and down.

—

Lyme, May, 1842.

Heating by Hoi Water,—In reference to the simple
plan of heating by hot water, described by M. Beaton
(p. 348) and Mr. Weestove (p. 380), I may observe that

I witnessed the plan in most successful operation at Sud-
bury Hall Gardens, as adopted by the intelligent gar-

dener, Mr. Mitchell. Simpler means than those he
showed me could not be devised, and the surprising lux-

uriance and extraordinary health of the plants in the Cu-
cumber and Melon frames, where the method was applied,

announced, with emphasis, its excellence. I am per-

suaded this plan far exceeds any other method ever de-

vised, not to mention that it puts it in the power of indi-

viduals of moderate means to carry it into practice ; the

expense being a mere fraction of that of the system of

pipes, which require a safety tube; and even with that

appendage, if accidentally neglected or forgotten, might,

from the expansion of the included water in the act of

freezing, burst the pipes and produce havoc and devasta-

tion—a circumstance that happened to Mr, J. Clark, jun.,

of Birmingham.

—

J, Murray,
Management of Vines.—In the forcing and manage-

ment of the Vine there are two practices prevalent among
many of the gardeners of this country, against which rea-

son exclaims, and which cannot be defended by any of

the laws that govern the vegetable kingdom. In the first

place, syringing Vines through all stages of their growth,

under the idea that leaves cannot be preserved in a proper

state to perform their functions, nor kept from the ravages

of the red spider without it, is a complete absurdity. The
functions of leaves are those of respiration, perspiration,

and digestion. Let me ask, how fir does syringing pre-

serve or insure any of those offices unimpeded to the

plant, as some persons suppose ? The contrary is very

often the result, especially if the water used is not

thoroughly devoid of dirt, or matter that may settle on
the leaves; close or choke up the stomates, and thereby

render them unfit to perform those functions that were

intended to be preserved by syringing. But if the water

be ever so clear, how it can be of service I am equally at

a loss to know. I have always observed that a very small

portion of each leaf retains any moisture. Immediately
on pouring water upon a leaf, large pitches will become
dry, as if the surface were oiled in several places and the

intermediate parts have an attractive power ; even plunge
a leaf wholly in water and the results will be the same.
It would, therefore, follow, that if syringing is of service,

the parts retaining the water would derive most benefit,

causing a visible difference iu the appearance of those
parts which retained the water and those which did not,
but no such difference appears ; one part seems as healthy
as another, thereby plainly showing its inutility, and that
it may be safely dispensed with. If we merely do it for
the prevention of the red spider, we plungs into double
the absurdity. A humid atmosphere will prevent the ap-
pearance even of this pest ; and to insure the preserva-
tion of all the above functions in a Vine, humidity alone
is sufl^cient. Air charged with moisture coutinu^jHy com-
ing in contact with a leaf, does more than syringing

towards keeping it in a fit state fur the performance of

all its functions. Water should be thrown copiously on
the paths, pit (if there be one), or floor. If the house is

heated by hot water, troughs should be placed on the
pipes ; or if by flues, pans containing water should be
placed over them, which will be continually evaporating,
and filling the air with watery particles. All persons agree
that moisture is essential to the proper development of
the grapes, and that without it they never swell properly^
In this I agree with them, but it cannot be eff'ected hy
syringing alone. If the floor, paths, flue?, i?tc., are wa-
tered about 6 o'clock in the morning, this will keep it
damp till breakfast time, and again occasionally during
the day

; a constant supply of moisture will be the conse-
quence. When the house is closed, another good sprink-
ling should be given, and. again before leaving it for the
night. This I can from experience say, will keep the at-
mosphere damp, the leaves free from dirt, or any other
deleterious matter, and will insure good berries. The only
time syringing is at all necessary, is before the buds push,
when no doubt it will be of service, as the water thrown
on the stem will be imbibed and distributed through the
system, causing the sap, which is at rest during the win-
ter, and which is of a denser nature than the water taken
in, to become thinner, and flow with greater rapidity

;

but as soon as the buds are fairly burst it may be dis-
pensed with for the remainder of the season. The second
practice or operation is that of stopping the fruit-bearing
branches, at one eye above the bunch, and which is

adopted by almost every gardener. If this is not done,
they say the resources of the plant are exhausted and thnt
it causes barrenness. Does this agree with what physio-
logists say and teach? And if any practice exists repug-
nant to physiology, it cannot be relied on; and nothing
in the world can be more opposite to what it teaches than
fore-shortening. Is it not an established fact, that ** the
more leaves over a given part, the more that part will in-
crease in diameter, and. the more secretions will be formed
for fruit ;" and if the leaves over a fruit, or a bunch of
fruit, or opposite to it, be taken away, it never comes to
perfection ; which shows plainly that without leaves we
should have no fruit. And is there any difference be-
tween the leaves at the b^se of a shoot and those on the
top, or do they form different secretions j if they do,
then fore-shortening is correct ; if not, the practice must
be wrong. And again, the knowledge we have of the
functions of a leaf shows plainly that every leaf contri-
butes its moiety for the above purposes ; and has not a
leaf, placed at the distance of a yard above a bunch, the
same power of doing this as the one directly opposite ?

And will not the quantity of matter contributed by one
leaf, be increased in a ten-fold proportion by ten leaves ?

Undoubtedly it will, for we have no proof to the contrary.

I am not for allowing them to run to their full length, as
by so doing the leaves miglit become too crowded, and be
deprived of the influence of lii^ht, without which they
become worse than useless ; but I am for preserving as
many of them as can possibly be exposed to the light. I
could give many reasons for not cutting them back to one
or two eyes above a bunch, did I not consider what I
have said sufficient to show its evil results.

—

A Tyro.

The Tendril,—You define the tendril to be an abortive
inflorescence ! that is to say, according to these eminent
authorities, Johnson, Sheridan, and Walker, an untimely
flower ; and you add that it maybe expected occasionally
to produce flowers. Are we to understand that a tendril

is a gratuitous appendage, and of course worse than use-
less? I, on the other hand, believe that tendrils are de-
stined to subserve a particular purpose in relation to those
plants of which they form an integrant part ; and I there-

fore regard them as a distinct evidence of design. Is it

correct to say that an untimely flower may ]>roduce a ma-
ture inflorescence ? If such inferences belong to the
dialectics of morphology, I can only say it is an inversion
of the logic in which I have received my rudiments of
reason.

—

J, Murray, [Is our correspondent serious in

referring to these literati as authorities in matters of na-
tural history? It would be idle to rais ; an argument
upon their definitions. We must refer foi the dialectics

of morphology to morphological writers.]

To stop the] Blecdinglof Trees,— I stiongly recom-
mend your correspondent, who complains of being
unable to stop the bleeding of a favou ite tree, to
try the following plan ;—With a sharp I uife cut out
any part of the wound which appears d seased, and,
having well cleaned it, apply a red-hot iron, an ! sear it well;
this will in all probability close up the injured vessels,
and revive the drooping foliage, which flags from exhaus-
tion.— IF. W.

The Seeds of the Lahurnum,—Allow me to thank you
for your notice in the Chronicle of 11th inst., respecting
the deleterious effects of the seeds of the Laburnum on
cattle. Your opinion, however, being by no means
positively expressed, since yoif say "the action of these
seeds may possibly not be dangerous, though, from their

powerful principles, it is probable they would be fatal to
animals as well as man,*' my question still remains un-
settled. I should, therefore, like to have it put to your
readers, whether any have Laburnum trees growing in

plantations to which sheep and other cattle have access,

and whether they have known aity evil to h^re I -^^encd

from this cause.— Omikroiu

The Seeds and Flojcers of the Lahmmnm.— I beh'cve

both of these are poisonous, as well to man as to inienor

animals. In the house of a friend of mine, abont a fort-

night ago, one of the inmates had given some flowers of

the Labcrnum to a ]^arrot, a very ftm

f^eone. These flowers the parriit

and became soon afterwards ^xtr<

dying ; I directed three t«a-=iOonfn..

! V (

'ird from Sierra

" X devourt.l,

. and appeared
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chl oride of Hme to be given it ; the

ered.—J"- Murray.

Honey Dew.— Some plants in my greenliouse were

much infested with aphides, but no honey dew appeared

on them untU the morning after the house waa fumigated,

when a spot of it appeared where, I suppose, an aphis had

been. Does not this look as if the leaf had been punc-

tured and the sap was escaping ? The leaves are now

thickly spotted with this clammy substance,

—

Hibernia,

Oxalis acetosella.— In allusion to the remarks made

by your correspondent, Mr. P. M'Kenzie, in a former

number of the Gardeners' Chronicle^ re'garding the Oxali*

acetosella, as a substitute for turf-edgings under the shade

of trees, I stated, through the same medium, that, '* It ii

pretty well known to gardeners that the leaves of the

Oxalis acetosella disappear about the end of November^

and are not seen again till the month of April." By the

Bides of the walks in the woods here, where I have had

occasion to piss almost daily for at least 13 years, there

are thick patches of the Oxalis acetosella, the leaves of

which began to disappear in December last, and by the

middle of January I considered them quite unfit for an

edging ; about the middle of February they vanished alto-

gether, excepting a few straggling leaves here and there

;

and it was not until the middle of April that the young

leaves were produced. I still maintain, therefore, that

the Wood-sorrel (at least so far as my observations goj
** on account of the perishable nature of its foliage, is

objectionable as a permanent edging." At the same time,

small distorted tufts of this plant may be seen in certain

fituations, at all seasons of the year ; but this, in general,

is far from being the nature of the plant. In Loudon's "En-

cycIopBerfia o( Plants," it

year

believes the above statements, he may satisfy himself of

the truth of them by visiting the groves at Blair-Drum-

mond any time during the summer months, and after-

wards in January, February, or March. I have planted

tin edging with the Vinca minor, 18 in. broad, and more

than 200 yards long, under the shade of evergreen trees,

which answers the purpose and looks exceedingly well.

1 have an edging in a similar situation, planted with

Myosotisscorpioides, another with the Clajtonia sibirica,

and Saxifraga umbrosa ; several pieces with Polytrichum

commune, and P. undulatum ; some natural pieces with

Polytrichum undulatum, and Oxalis acetosella, the last of

which disappears as stated above, while the species of

Polytrichum remain, with their leaves rather shrivelled,

during the spring months.^

—

James Drunimond^gr,^ Blair'

JJrummond^
The Megachile centuncularh.—In your answer to Mr-

Page last week, you observe that you have not heard of

the Megachile centuncularis ha.«iag attacked Pelargo-

niums. The following account may not be uninteresting.

During the hot weather, in thfi week before last, I ob-

served some of the petals of my Pelargoniums with large

elliptical pieces cut very cleanly out of them, and at first

was di6[>o3ed to attribute it to the honey-seeking bees, who

will impatienUy cut open the bud before the flower is ex-

panded, to reach the hidden sweets within; but as the

disfigurement of my flowers increased alarmingly, so much

ao that in a smail house I had at least half the plants

more or Jess injured, I was induced to examine more
closely into the source of the mischief, and was not long

in detecting a different enemy at work, viz., the Megachile,

as I suppose. The rapidity with which the little animal

despatched its work, to the no small detriment of a flower,

was remarkable ; but there is an excellent account of its

proceedings, which you have doubtless read, in Kirby and

Spence's Introduction. Just as is there said, '* nothing

can be more expeditious; she is not longer about it than we
should be with a pair of scissors.'* I was surprised at the

large pieces which the insects flewaway with, as long as their

whole body, and which they easily supported while hover-

iiig under the exterior awning, seeking an aperture to es-

cape at, Thf oeea (as I imagine I am not wrong in at-

tributing the jvork to the same bee as Mr. Page refers to)

have disappe red since the weather has become cooler. My
plantshaveb ;en so completely disfigured this year by these

Ittkcarpent srs,whoseingenuity onecannotbutadmire,that
I must have recourse to what I believe will be the only re-

medy, viz,, gauze curtains, running on wires, within the
hoiise, and h ave some contrivance also for the doors ; for if

I bad wishe I at the time, it would have been impossible to
have exhibit sd a single plant, unless, indeed, it had been at

an entomological society.

—

Apis,
Bees,—A. lady, who has one of Nutt's bee-boxes, with

« very strong stock of bees, and the middle and one side

box full of honey, would be obliged, by a hint from some
one who has succeeded, respecting the best plan to take
the honey from the side box. A friend tried Nutt's plan
of ventilation, and taking it early in the morning; but
found considerable difficulty in dislodging the bees. Would
it be better to take it in the middle of the day, when a
much larger proportion of the bees are absent than at

night or early, when the box is crowded ? Perhaps it

may not be uninteresting to those who are novices, like

herself, to mention that her bees swarmed a fortnight ago,

supposed to be owing to the heat of the hive, from imper-

fect ventilation. The swarm was taken in an empty hive,

and in the evening the edge of it was placed level with the

entrance of the hoxt to which all the bees returned- This

occupied at least two hours, and even in the morning there

was a considerable number out ; but since that, by

shading the box with a mat, and occasionally covering the

front and sides with wet woollen cloths, when the sun was

617 hot, the temperature of it has been reduced, and the

bi.w have worked most industriously, having shewn no

inciiaatioa to swarm since.— fFi^^^^Mry.—On the 6th ult.

1 M?94 s^ im£um of ll»66d into a^qo^iro ^XpifUoki* ^6^

- - --
^ ^- ' *

enough to contain a much more numerous colony. "Would f

any of your correspondents inform me which is the best

way of uniting another swarm with them ? A little tract,

which was published a few years ago at Oxford, recom-

mends that the intruders should be smoked with a stupi-

fying fungus, and their queen taken away. Is this ne-

cessary ? If so, what is best to use for the purpose ?

Would tobacco do? Or would it not be a good plan to

collect a number of bees from hives that are taken in the

usual way in autumn, and distribute them among one's

weak stocks ? My box has an aperture closed by a slide

of tin, by which a communication can be opened with an-

other box by the side of it ; and if the new swarm were

hived into that, both colonies might be compelled to use

the same front entrance, which is cut out of the bottom

board, six inches long, and capable of being divided in

two by a slip of tin which runs through the bottom-board

from front to back. But I fear it would be found, as in

insects of a larger size, that " the nearest neighbours are

not always the best friends,"/ Any information on the

subject will be thankfully received.

—

Rusticus.—[Excel-

lent advice upon all these points is to be found in Mr.

Cotton's bee-books. He recommends smoking bees with

dried puff-balls, or with linen rags soaked in nitre ; this

stupifies them, and renders it easy to manage them.

Joining weak stocks to strong ones, taking away the

queen of the former, he also advocates. If the queens are

left their subjects will quarrel ; but under one sovereign

they behave themselves peaceably, and work as bees

should mork.}
House Crickels.— I destroyed house crickets, which

annoyed me in my sitting-room, as they have done your

correspondent of last week, by mixing arsenic with roasted

apple, and leaving it all night on a sheet of paper in the

room.—Laffarge If '*J. O.*' will well sprinkle his

kitchen floor, and the crevices about the fire-place and

oven, at night, with spirits of turpentine, he will soon be

free from the nuisance of which he complains. I found

this remedy perfectly effectual, under similar circum-

stances, seven years ago, since which time I have never

seen a cricket in my house. The turpentine causes instant

death if it touches the insect. WiU ''J. O.V be good

enough to give us the result of his experiment?

—

W. S. B,,

Grove Parsonage, n^antage,—li your correspondent

** J. O." will use the arseniated potatoe, as recommended

by me for the destruction of cockroaches, beetles, &c., his

crickets, no doubt, will soon disappear. The natural

habits and food of the cricket and cockroach are similar,

and I fear not but they are both equally fond of potatoe

sweetened with arsenic.

—

F, S. Horner^ Hull.

The Turnip Fly.—^I lose no time in communicating to

you an unexpected discovery, by means of the microscope,

of one of the causes of the failure of Turnips ; for the fact

is of some importance. The farmers' two " enemies " are

the fly and the mite. The latter, " tarn fera qnam minima,"

as mischievous as minute, is described by Baxter as ** a

little larger than the cheese mite and but seldom observed."

Numbers of them attack the stem of the infant plant at

the surface of the ground, and by extracting the sap, soon

destroy it. The farmer sees his crop disappear, and is at

a loss to account for the cause. *'This insect," adds

Baxter, ** is most prevalent in newly enclosed land," I\ly

own crop of Turnips this year would certainly have fallen

a sacrifice to the mite, and the "newly enclosed land"

would, of course, have been condemned, had I not fortu-

nately discovered by the microscope, that the almost im-

preceptible dust, which was thickly sprinkled over the

seed, was the very enemy in question. I immediately

turned to Baxter, who describes the mischief accurately

enough, but is very far from supposing that the sower is

to blame ; yet this is just the fact, and thousands of mites

placed upon a slip of glass, and millions of eggs, to be

hatched just in time for the common work of destruction,

may give the farmer a lively idea of looking well to his

seed before he condemns his land. The process of cleansing

the seed is very simple. All that is necessary is to shake

the seed rather briskly in a rough linen bag, and then to

place it upon a hair sieve, \uider a stream of water from the

Sump. The mites, previously killed by friction in the

ag, as well as the eggs, are entirely washed away ; and

the seed, after being placed in the sun to dry, may be

drilled without the slightest chance of an attack from the

mighty slain.—J. B. Beade, Stone Vicarage, Aylesbury,

Guano.—I have been closely examining my Camellia

plants, which I had previously shifted into a compost of

yellow loam, heath mould mixed with sand, and well de-

composed leaf mould. Into the compost, which I put

immediately over the drainage, which was at least 2 inches

deep, 1 had added a small quantity of guano. I never saw

my plants so strong and healthy ; the foliage is a very

dark green, remarkably firm and glossy, and the plants

have every prospect of a good bloom next spring. Few
experiments have yet been made with guano, as a substi-

tute for rotten dung 3 I therefore trouble you with this, as

I have no doubt that with care it will be found very bene-

ficial.—tJ. Wedgwood, Seabridge,

Guano.—Having heard a good deal of the effects of

guano as a manure for greenhouse plants, we procured

some of it and applied it at the rate of about a small tea-

spoonful dry to each plant, watering immediately ; those

to which it was applied now appear of a darker green,

more vigorous and healthy.

—

Hibernia,
Asphalte Mortar^—Your directions for the preparation

of an Asphalte Mortar, coincide with a conversation I had
with my gardener, on the best means of preventing the

roots of Wall-trees from striking downwards, and finding

their way into a retentive loam, which formed the sub-

stratum of my garden. To this cause I attribute their

unhealthy state^ and their Cailing to ripen their wood in

autwuii omog to tb« al^uadwt ii:«ljitare tbey imbibe

from the soil. To remedy this, I was suggesting an
Asphalte preparation, resembling the one you have de-
scribed, which, if laid at a given depth and made the
foundation on which the trees are to be planted, would
seem to oppose an effectual barrier against the downward
tendency of the roots. Before trying this experiment, I
would wish for your opinion ; whether you think it likely

to provQ efficacious, and whether the Asphalte preparation

contains any qualities prejudicial to the roots of Peach and
Nectarine trees, should they come in contact wllh it.—
Omikron. [We are of opinion that the material in ques-

tion will answer the purpose perfectly, if the trees are not

planted over it till its smell has gone off.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

/tt7ae21.—R. W. Barchaid, Esq., in the chair. G. Clive, W.
Hackblock, Alex. Murray, G. Tomkins, Esqs., and Mrs. E. What-
man, were elected Fellows. A paper was read from Mr. Rendle,
of Plymouth Nursery, upon an economical system of heating
propagating and other houses, lately introduced by him, without
theaidof flues, hot-dung, or gther fermenting substance. The
following is a brief description of the plan :—In a house 24 feet

long, and 8 feet wide, at about 20 inches from the exterior walls,

another wall is raised to the height of 3J feet; upon^this awoodi-n
tank 4 inches deep, is placed for the reception of water. This

tank is in connexion with a boiler, and is divided along the centre

by a partition, exceptiug a space left at the extremity farthest

from the boiler for the passage of the water as it circulates.

As soon as the fire is lighted, the water passes from the boiler

into the tank, by means of a small pipe, and circulating round
the partition, returns as it cools, by another pipe, into the boiler;

thus a regular circulation is maintained. Slate slabs are placed

over this tank, upon which a layer of sand or sawdust is placed.

The heat of the water is commuuigated to the sand, and passes

from thence to the roots of cuttings or any plants which may be
placed upon it. A genial and temperate bottom heat is thus kept

up at a trifling expense all the year round. This method of heat-

ing, although diflTerent from any hitherto described bears never-

theless considerable resemblance to the open gutter or trough

system, which is now coming into general use.—Mr. Jackson, of

Kingston, sent a collection of well-grown Ericas, consisting of

E. gemmifera, covered with a profusion of wax-like blossoms;

E. Plukenettii, a singular variety, with drooping, reddish- green

flowers, from which the brown stamens protruded in a remarkable

manner; E. Bergiana ; E. halacacaba, with curious large green

flowers; E. jasminifloraalba; E. elegans; and a seedling, bear-

ing considerable resemblance to E. ampuUacea. -A Baiiksian

medal was awarded for these. From Mrs. Lawrence, a large

collection of Orchidaceous and other plants, amongst which were
Oncldium pulvinatuth, producing a slender raceme of yellow and

light brown flow^ers ; Maxillarip, stapelioides, the blossoms of

which are dull green, curiously banded with brown j Aristol6chia

cjliosa, a singular climber, having the flowers surrounded with

long green fringes, curved inwards; Schweiggera pauciflora, from^

Cuba, the blooms of which resemble those of the white Violet,

and a pretty herbaceous plant, from the East Indies, which ap-

peared to be a species of Aikinia, with violet coloured flowers,

having the throat spotted with white : for the latter a JBanksian

medal was awarded. From Messrs. Rollison, two varieties of

Stanh^pea tigrina, varying considerably in the size and marking

of their flowers : a certificate was awarded for these. From Mr.

Appleby, of the Fence, an Aspasia from Brazil, called A. lunata

;

the flowers are green, spotted with brown, labellum dirty white,

slightly tinged with purple ; it is, however, far from being a

showy variety. From Mr. Beck, of Islewerth, two seedling Pe-

largdniums ; one grown in a slate pot, the other in a common
porous garden-pot, to show the error of supposing that plants will

not grow as well in a solid as in a porous material : from a regis-

ter kept by Mr. Beck, it appears that the plants were, when potted

on the 9th of February, as much alike as possible ; the one in the

clay pot has since been watered 19 times, while that which was

grown in the slate pot has only required to be watered twelve

times ) thus proving the great quantity of water evaporated

through the former. They have since pottuig received the same

treatment ; and the plant grown in slate certainly at the present

time appears the most healthy of the two. From Mr. Hooker, a

collection of Roses, some of which were raised from seed ; a ceiti-

ficate was awarded for them . Mr. Lane, of Berkhampstead, seiit a
^

seedling Fdchsia, which partakes of the short bushy habit of F.

fulgens to a great degree. From Mr. Piper, of Chiswick, a Moss

Rose, sporting to the Provins, one of the shoots being cofvered

with Moss, while upon the other, it was nearly, if not entirely,

wanting ; giving satisfactory evidence that the Moss Rose was

originally raised from the Provins. From Mr. Henderson, Cole-

orton Gardens, a collection of seedling Verbenas ; some of these

were good, but not sufficiently distinct from other varieties m
cultivation. From Mr. Parsons, gr. to A. George, Esq., a plant

of Gloriosa superba, four Queen Pine-Apples, of the respective

weights of 2lbs. 14ozs., 2 lbs. J2 ozs.,2 lbs. 10 02s., 2lbs.l0ozs.;

and a dish of handsome seedling Strawberries. From. Mr- &.

Rylance, gr. to S. B. Glegg, Esq., two Montserrat Pine Apples,

weighing respectively 2 lb. 1 oz., and 1 lb. 11 ozs. ; some fruit 01

Passiflora edulis, and some fine Nectarines, called the Brinmon,

but which appeared to be nothing more than well-ripened New-

ingtons; for these a Banksian medal was awarded.
*'*'^J^

^*

Solly, Esq., a smaU, highly-perfumed Caboul Melon, raised trom

seed brought over by Dr. Rovle. From Mr, J. Roberts, gr. xo

M. Wilson, Esq., a brace of Melons and some weil-npenea

Peaches; for the latter a certificate was awarded. *^rom Mr.

Myatt, of Deptford, some exceedingly fine fruit of his Britisn

Queen and Prince Albert Strawberries, for which a certificate wa»

likewise given. From Mrs. W. Phillips, of Streathara Common,

some white Cucumbers, a kind seldom seen, and principally usea

for stewing. From the Gardens, a large coUection of Orclnaa-

ceous, and other plants ; including the curious Catasetum macu-

latum, Oncidium Wentworthianum, from Guatemala, with ugnt

brown and yellow flowers, approaching closely to On.altissimum,

a box filled with well-grown plants of Achlmenes longiftora, ura-

chycome iberidif61ia, with beautiful violet star-like fl^^'^J^',^J
btha ramosa, an annual from Swan River, the blossoms o* ^mui

are of the brightest blue; these are produced freely, aiidciosc

early in the afternoon ; Milla biflora, a bulbous plant, witn aeau

white flowers, not so much cultivated as it deser\-es *^2."^' j"

Loasa PentLandica, covered with numerous hairs, whicn suub

violently. There were also a collection of Roses and cut n^^^"

of Pae6nia albiflora fragrans, and P. Hfimei, two good late-tiower-

ing pink varieties.
. ^oi^rt

BorticuUural Society's ^^AiAihon.-Having seen m yourrepori

of the Exhibition of the Horticultural Society, that some orap«

were exhibited by Mr. Short, of Bawtry, I shall thank yO'^J"

contradict the statement, as T. Short, Esq.. of Martin Hall, nt^

Bawtry, did not exhibit anything at the gardens, but the Cxrapea

were shovm by me.—T. Shori, Market Gnrdemer, Worksop.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
June 15.—W. Miles. Esq. in the chair- C. A. Knight, Esq., ww

elected a Governor, and 56 gentlemen Members.—Col. Chaiionei

gave notice that he should move at the next monthly ct^*^"*^"*

that the secretary collect aU the communications that have uee

presented containing agricultural or other information, ana m
them in such order that they may be referred to In furtherance u^

the objects of the society. Mr. Shaw gave notice that he s^*^^^

move at the next monthly council that a committee be ^Pl**^iJ}^f-

to leport to what extent the proceedings of the councU should w
reported, and what papera read at the meetings, but not "j-

t«i4e4 i9X pul^Ucfttivn ta ttw ^9}iii»i$ ^oftld be publiAw wewJ

4
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•nthe Aericultural Papers. A report was read from Mr. Man-

nine on the progress of the works at Bristol. The Duke of Rich-

moud transmitted a hydraulic copying press, and Luccock*s Work

on Wool- Col. W. Vaughaii his work on the Agncultnre of

sicilv • Mr S. Taylor, copies of the first and second Annual Re-

nnrts of the Stoke Ferry Farmers* Club. Communications were

feceived from Mr. Grey, respecting the lecture to he given at

Bristol- from Mr. Lance, requesting a lecture-room at the meet-

^z- from Mr. G. Drake, on the standard points by which the

iudffes are to decide on the merits of prize animals; from The

Hon W. H. B. Nugent, on improvement in the quality of stiff

clay land effected by his new subsoil plough ; aiid from Mr. Mus-

kett on liquid manure. Mr. Stott transmitted a sample of his

ioluble and concentrated saline amnioniacal manure, which Sir

C Lemon at the request of the council, undertook to get ana-

lysed by Mr. Edward Solly, orthe Horticultural Society, to as-

certain whether the manure contained elements essential to the

iupport of vegetable life. Mr.'Morton submitted the model of

bis new reaping machine. The Marquis of Downshire commu-
nicated Mr. Turner's Report on Furrow Draining to the Rugeley

Farmers' Club; and Mr. Marmont transmitted from Bristol a

form of agreement from the Committee of the Victoria-rooms, to

be executed by the council in pledge that no damage would be

done to that building during the meeting.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
June 21st, 1842.—Edward Forster, Esq., in the chair. John

Bright, Esq,, was elected a fellow. Mr. Yanell exhibited a

specimen of the AuguUla acutirostris, sharp-nosed eel, of ayellow

colour, which was caught in the river ICennett, and sent him hf

Mr. Winterbottom. A paper was read by A. H. Hassell, Esq., on

the growth and reproduction of Enteromorpha intestinalis. The
author had observed this plant during its growth, it consisted of

filaments like the Confervse, but it increased by a division and
increase of its cells, as the XJlvse. Hence he assigned it a position

between the two genera. The author objected to the pleonasm
conveyed in the specific designation intestinalis, and proposed to

call it E. lacustris- The remainder of Mr. Clarke's paper on the

'ixidoicea sechellarum was read. The flowers are seated on long

spikes or racemes and are very slow in developing, so that it is

not uncommon to see fully ripened fruit, with all the degrees of

ripening from the undeveloped hud, upon the same spike. The
fruit is also a long time in coming to perfection ; a female flower

that was impregnated artificially in 1839, did not ripen its fruit

till 1841. The fruit is very large, the embryo and albumen
are eatable, the husk of the fruit is made into bonnets, and
a variety of other uses are made of it by the simple inhabi-

tants of the islands on which it grows. The meetings of the

ociety are adjourned till the month of November. We were
orry to find a long list of defaulters in payment for above three
years, hanging up in the room. We hope, in many instances,

that this has arisen from thoughtlessness, and that these names
will yet be retained on the list of fellows.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jwn#21,—The third exhibition of the Floricultural Society of

London was held at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand.
The principal attraction among florists was the Pink, of which
there was an excellent display. The seedlings from Mr. Brown,
of Slough, were very fine, and there is an evident improvement
going on; the serrated edge is disappearing, and the grand desi-
deratum, viz., the approach to the smooth rose-leaf petal, is con-
spicuous. The Roses were not so numerous, nor so fine, as we
aoticipated. For the silver cup, offered by D. Sheares, j«n.,
Esq., for the best collection of 36 blooms, which we expected
would have brought more competitors, only 3 collections
appeared. The prize was awarded to Mr. Paul, of Cheshunt,
Amateurs, 12 varieties, single blooms : 1, Mr. Selden, of Brixton;
2, Mr. Bridges. Professio?ial Florists; 24 varieties: 1, Messrs.
Lane, of Berkhampstead. Vi wks.—Amatenrs; stand of 12: I,

Mr. Bridges, of Carshalton j 3, Mr. Bragg, of Slough. Profes-
sional Florists : 1, Mr. Norman, of Woolwich. Open to all classes:
best red-lace, Mr. Norman, for Creed's President ; best purple
do., for Ke>'ne's Ne Plus Ultra. Pklargoniois.—Amateurs;
collection of 6: Mr. Edmonds* 'Rx^vNCvuiSES.—Atnateursi
stand of 12 : Mr. Dowler. Usarts ease.—Amateurs: collec-
tion of 24, I, Mr. Edmonds; 2, Mr. Bridges. Professional Flo~

nstsi 36 varieties; i, Mr. Brown ; a, Mr. Cook, of Longwick. Se-
veral Seedling Pinks. Pansies, and Pelarg6niums were exhibited,
the result ofwhich will appear from thefollowingaccount:—Seed-
ling Pelargo'xiums : There was no Seedling sufliciently fine to
merit being placed as a first-class flower, ^nd Class, Omega,
(Catleugh). a bright, clean, pink' ground, with a small intense
spot, clearly defined in the upper petals; Pride of Surrey,
(Gaines), a large, well^formed, rose-coloured flow^er, with broad
under-petals; Oberon (Hodges), white nnder-petals, the spot
covenng the upper part; of the flower, with the exception of a
narrow margin of white round the top petals. Several Seedlings
were exhibited, some of which had been too much shaken to
allov^ of any opinion to be passed on them; others wanted
novelty, being too much like varieties already out. Sked-UXG PiN'KS. 1842, 1st Class: Brown's Eclipse, a fine full-

*"^
1

.^ ^^^^ ^"^^» ^^'^ ^"® crown, good rose petal, and
periect lacing

; Brown's MudeL large flower, good petal, and per-
lect lacing \st Class, 1841, six blooms : Brown's Garland, rose

il^V?'^
^^^*^ edging, the white of a very superior quality.ma Class, 1842: WUlmer's Black Prince, Maid of Middlesex, and

^«»te. find Class, 1841, six blooms: PHnce Albert, a very large
nroaa-iaced red; best red lace, Creed's Presideyit (Norman), a
pinK, With perfect lacing, edges very even, but the flower ratheruim and small

J bestpui-ple lace, NePlus Ultra (Norman), edging

iftif
°?!!^?*® ^n^ perfect. Seeulino Heartsease, Ut Class,

inln
(Cook), this is a large and finely-formed white, with

gooa eye
; the petals are large, finely-propGrtioned, and ofgood sub-«^cej a valuable and desirable flower, and considered by manypowers as the best white that has yet appeared. Blue Perfection

\^t \ A
^^' ^° ^- Edmonds, Esq.), white inside, good eye, top

t1 A *^^^ ^^^^* ^^'^^^ ^ broad band of the same colour continued
rouna the bottom petals; this Heartsease is novel in colour,nemg of a bright pure blue, without the slightest tinge of purple

;

« \s nnely-formed, and perfectly distinct in colour from every
J»nety we have seen. — (Lane. Berkhampstead), a large
^wer, of good form and considerable substance, inside yellow;we lower petals Borrounded with a broad band of an indescri-
t^oie colour, a mixture of purple and yellow? the upper petals«ine same singular colour. 2nd Class \ (Laoel, a yel-ww mside, with bronze pnrple upper petals.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

^A R f*'^ RCSsiA ALBA. Rosy white Fuchsia. {Half-hardy
^^7^') Ouagraceae. Octandria Monog5'nia.—Thii is a neat
wttpretty variety, and flowers very freely. It is not known
^Tr"5^ it was raised ; but it ia believed to have originated in
^onoik last season. Th* plant is a free grower, and vigorous,
**^n the flowers first expand, they are white, but gradually
«ume a beautiful flesh-colonred tinge. It is an interesting ad-
ttjnon to thU lovely family of plants.—f'/or. Cuh,
WARTv'xiA FRAGRAW*. Ffagraut Martynia, {Half-hardy

Mnual.) Pedali^ceae. Didynamia Angiospermia.—A very beau-
ttJui and fragrant plant, received from Mexico in 1940. It is an
winual, growing from two to three feet high, and as much in dia-

« K
^*

r^
produces its lovely flowers in spikes of eight or ten on

?*|^h. When the terminal flower-spike appear*, then numerous
|«eral ones from the branches are produced, altogether form-

ing;
a heautiful object, and rendering it worthy of a place

™
.
«^^ery department where it can be cultivated. It re-

qmres, if grown in the open border, to be raised as China

x^h ^**^i&o^<l3# &c., early in the spring, and to be for-waea so as to be Btrony by May, when, if planted out in awMm ana sheltered situatiou, in a rich soU, it will bloom

freely, and the colours of the flowers will be deeper than when I

grown in pots in the conservatory or greenhouse. When grown I

in the latter situations, however, the plants become larger, and
bloom more profusely. When cultivated in pots, it requires a
similar treatment to the Balsam, rich soil aiid frequent potting
amply repaying for everj- attention. It blooms from May lo Ko-
Tember, when properly cultivated.— F/or. Cab.
Fu'cHsiA ixtegrif6lta. Entire-leaved Ffichsia. {Greenhouse

Shrub.) Onagricese. Octandria Monogynia.—Mr. Miers has the
merit of making tliis beautiful Brazilian Fuchsia known to
Botanists of this country, and to cultivators, by the introduction
of it to our greenhouses from the Organ Mountains, where, as
Mr. Gardner remarks, this plant is very common, especially in

the virgin forests by the sides of streams, where it climbs to the
height of 40 or 50 feet ujj^ the stems of large trees, and flowers
among the branches, givfng the trees, to which it has attached
itself, the appearance of being Ffichsias themselves. At an ele-

vation of 5,000 or 6,000 feet, it loses its climbing habit, and be-
comes a bush, varying from two to four feet high, in which
state it has a good deal of the appearance of F. macrosterama,
which the flowers considerably resemble. The leaves are gene-
rally opposite, frequently temate, froni 3 to 5 inches long, ellip-

tical, subcordate at the base, toothed towards the extremity, gla-
brous, except in the nascent foliage, deeply tinged with purple
beneath and on the raid-rib and petiole, which latter is halfan-
inch long, grooved above. The flowers are of a beautiful crim-
son colour, with the staniensmuch protruded,— C«r/i.s'52Ju^3/u^.
EpinB.VDRCM PHtENi'cKUM. Purplc-flowcred Fpidcndrum.

(Stove Epiphyte.)—Orcbidacese. Gyndndria Monandria.—Messrs.
Loddiges, who have" introduced so many noble Epiphytes into
this country, and in whose magnificent collection several new
ones develope their flowers every month, imported this handsome
Epidendrum from Cuba some time in 1840, and it bloomed with
these gentlemen in the summer of 1841. Its pseudo-bulbs are
large, nearly round, and have an unusually clear and agreeable
aspect. The flower-scape reaches from two to three feet in

height, and is proportionately strong; it is covered with minute
asperities. The flowers, which are scentless, are of a consider-
able size, and continue opening for two or three months. The
sepals and petals are of a light purplish tint, indistiuctly mottled
with pale green, while the lip is of a delicate pinkish or lilac hue,
and has crimson veins. Its appearance altogether is very im-
posing when in flower, cverf part being more or less ornamental,
and at the same time in character with the rest. It requires the
same treatment as others of the genus.

—

Paxton*sBot. Mafr.
CANn6LLKATBTRAXDRA. TetrandrousCanddUca. Dilleniiceac,

Polyd^lphia Polyandria. i^GreetUiouse Shrub*)—This plant has
been mistaken for a variety of Cand611ea cuneiformis; it is,

however, a different and far handsomer species. The leaves are

fully two inches long, and broad in proportion, and coarsely
toothed. The flowers are four times as large, much like those of
Hibbei'tia volubilis, paler yellow, and with the petals, which ara
flat, not crumpled, considerably larger than the calyx. Moreover
the stamens are regularly arranged in bundles of four each, in-

stead of six to nine, as in C. cuneiformis.—JJo?. Reg,
Gesnera Sutton'i (with white flowers;. Gesnerdceae. Didy-

ndmia Angiospermia. (Stove Herbaceous plant.)—Messrs. "^Tsitley

and Osbom, of the Fulham nursery, have just flowered a whit©
variety of this plant; which is an unexpected and very pretty
alteration of the prevailing scarlet in Gesneras. There is the
least possible shade of delicate salmon tint upon the flowera,
which are otherwise in size and form precisely like those of the
original. It was imported from Brazil.—Bo/. Reg.
CAMPA'vn.A Grandis. Large Bell-flower, Campannlfice«.

Pent^ndria Monog^'nia. (Hardy Herbaceous plant*'}—Thin plant
ia now flowering iu the Garden of the Horticultural Society,

where it has been raised under this name, from seeds received
from St. Petersburg, and is very like a magi^ificent variety of
Campanula persicif^lia, with the flowers of C. pyramidalis.
Natolia is said by Steudel to be its native country. The flowers

are deep blue, of the form of Campanula pyramidalis, and between
two and three inches in diameter. There are few hardy herbaceous
plants so handsome.

—

Bot, Reg,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Liehxg^s Organic Chemistry {Continued from page

4C0)j Reviewed hy Dr. Schleiden,—What our author (p,

37) says respecting the value of esperimenta made for the

purpose of refuting other experiments at an earlier period,

is no better digested than what we have examined. Each
page of the history of chemistry convinces us, that we
can only expect a steady advance of the science by sub-

jecting the more ancient and less exact experiments to

the controul of others more modern and more exact, to be

re-examined, rectified, or refuted. That bad experi-

menters make bad experiments, and, therefore, do not

obtain the results which had been produced by more
ancient and more exact inquiries. is an observation not

remarkable for its value. In every experiment we must
look at the skill with which it is made, not at the object

to which it tends, and an examination of the experiments

of other people has just as much value as any other sci-

entific investigation. It is not an examination of the

views of these people, which have been supported by

proofs, as Dr. Liebig expresses himself very incorrectly,

but an examination of the pretended proofs themselves.

If it can be shown that they cannot be relied on, the

views which have been founded on them fall to the ground

of themselves, without any necessity for another view of

the matter in their place. But enough of this ; it is not

worth while examining such ill-considered matters in all

their points- Let us pass on to the following chapters, of

which I shall have the less to say, seeing that the previ-

ous observations apply to them also in many cases.

Dr. Liebig, in speaking of " the origin and operation

of humus," briefly explains the received theory of its

formation from woody fibre, but in a very superficial way
(as compared with Mulder, in Bull. d. Sc. Phys. et Nat.

en Neerlande, 1840, p. 1, etc.). He then gives us a short

view of the development of a plant, as he supposes that

it takes place. In doing this, he introduces a new law,

which, as being full of very deep wisdom, he has caused
to be printed in italics, namely, ** The size of a plant is

in proportion to the surface of its organs, namely, the
leaves, which are destined to conduct food into it." How
bad then must be the condition of the enormous Cactus,
which has no leaves at all, or the gigantic Cecropias and
Palm-trees, with the small number of their leaves ! Sud-
denly, however, Dr, Liebig forgets his whole theory, and
says, the small Turnip of Teltow attains the weight of
several pounds, when planted in a soil where it is forced
to take as much nourishment as it can. M'hat has, in

this case, become of Dr. Liebig's carbonic acid and am-
monia, which exist everywhere in sufficient quantity, and
neither of which originates in the K>il ? The Turnip of

Tdtow grows near Berlin, in a light sandy aoil, mi ux the

islands of the river Elbe, in a marshy ground, which con-

tains much clay and a great portion of humus. But in

both these places it is a small root, notwithstanding the

great difference of soil and cultivation. I think Dr.

liebig, in speaking of this little Turnip, should have been
aware that there are some principles and relations, which
he cannot comprehend with all his genius and knowledge.
I pass by hb explanation of vegetable life, since he there
speaks of a matter of which he has not the slightest know-
ledge. But I must advert to a proposition occurring at

p. 49 : " The nutrition of both animals and vegetables is

inconceivable without a secretion of excrementitious mat-
ter." Here again is more confusion. There arc many
very diflFerent things which are conceivable. The secre-
tion of excrementitious matter ia in no way connected
with the idea of organisation, life, or nutrition. We can
only learn by experience, whether or not the introduction
of new matter is attended by the secretion of such matter
as has become useless. It is not inconceivable that a pa-
rasitical plant, for instance, may receive nothing except
assimilable nourishment ; it is therefore very conceivable

that nutrition can exist in plants without a secretion of
excrements, more especially if the secretion of gases and
aqueous vapours is not considered of that nature. But in

treating every problem, not merely chemical, Dr. laebig

cannot penetrate beyond the surface- What follows con-

tains nothing but analogies, with which physiology knows
not what to do. Such are the solution of albumen in an
infusion (not decoction, as Dr. Liebig says) of the acid of

the stomach of a calf, the transformation of starch into

sugar by means of a decoction of malt (not barley, as Dr.
Liebig says). But who is it that puts a decoction of malt

to the germinating grain of rice? Dr. Liebig should

know that, if indeed there be in nature operations resem-

bling those of life, they nevertheless differ ; and that the

physiologists do not look for what is possible and conceiv-

able, but for what really exists. Here, as on other occa-

sions, Dr. Liebig mentions with contempt the ** vital

force" of physiologists ; but he evidently does not know
the meaniDg of the term, or he would speak of it differ-

ently. By this expression is impUed the fundamental

cause of all (all, without exception) the process^ of life.

Dr. Liebig is always talking, as if vital force was ap-

plied only to a few operations related to chemical facts^

which, nevertheless, are just those which are most unim-
portant. The formation of form is the result of vital

power, and a most important one ; it is obvious that this

has no connexion with chemigtry. Even where our au-

thor treats of mere chemical relations, there is still some-

thing in his reasoning which shows that he tries to con-

ceal his superficial propositions behind phrases. He as-

serts that plants secrete what is not assimilable ; but why
just what is not assimilable? Why not what is assimi-

lated ? In what way does the plant distinguish one from

the other ? Why does it not secrete fluids through its

leaves, and aeriform fluids through its roots t Why, be-

cause of their peculiar nature ; and it is just this peculiar

nature which is called by us vital power, until we shall

acquire more just ideas, and be able to express such ope-

rations by a better term. Both in organic changes and in

the chemical processes of assimilation, superficial people

deceive themselves, when they fancy they have succeeded

in imitating such processes in their crucibles. Let us
suppose that starch is converted into sugar in a germina-

ting plant, in the same way as in a mash-tub ; can yon.

Dr. Liebig, explain the process of fermentation, or do you
know anything about the transforming power of yeast, or

sulphuric acid? Call such phenomena, then, vital force,

specific, dynamic ; and be content with terms which you
reject with such chemical indignation. We physiologists

employ these terms to express phenomena which we can-

not explain ; and we do not attempt to pass off our igno-

rance for wisdom, as the chemist does with his catalyse,

contra-action, and bodies in activity. But enough. Pur-

suing the proper subject of this chapter, we find the old

observation, that humus contributes to the nourishment of
the plants by forming carbonic acid, and then another

instance of the carelessness with which Dr. Liebig has

formed his notions. He says, charcoal can be used as a
complete substitute for mould, for it never forms carbonic

acid. 1 have little doubt that Dr. Liebig, when he was
writing this, had in his head the idea that humus con-
denses carbonic acid from the atmosphere, and thus intro-

duces it into plants, and that in this important qoalityr

which, however, he entirely omits, humus and charcoal

agree. This fact, however, we do not learn from Dr, Lie-

big, but from Lucas, Berzelius, and Mitscherlich.

In the succeeding chapter, in treating of " the assimila*

tion of hydrogen," Dr. Liebig thinks it much more
probable that water is decomposed, than carbonic acid,

though previously (p. 18) he had declared that the latter

was a fact beyond all doubt. In the absence of anything
new, I may as well notice theiollowing wntence ;—** We
do not know," says Liebig, " in what form the consti-

tuent parts of organic matter are produced.'* This know-
ledge is properly the ultimate object of physiology, but
those who apply themselves to this science arc not con^

tented with "mere images, having no other end but to

render those processes comprehensible;" and they ask,

with some reason, wherefore Dr. Liebig, after having pro-

duced such a iesiimomum pauperlaiU, should pour io^
his calumnies upon the obstmate and ig«o"»»£_^j^^lf
physiologists who show such distnclinatioa to

riches afforded them by chemistry. ,^ . ^\.ir-u

Next comes "the assimiUtion of nitrog«J, lo wnica

aothing material is found, with the «3Kreptio» ot
^^J^^Z.

researches of Boussingault This is the only subject of

which physiology has not yet made iise. Before Bouasin-

gault's researches, both physiologist* ^^^ ^^^f^^.^f*
Liebig included, were igaormt oi the true ongm of uwy\

OS the
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gen in plants; and since those researches have been pub-

lished, no work on phy^ology has been printed.

Then tollowri a chapter on the '*inorf?anic constrtueute

of vegetation" (p. 83). Here we first have a number of

known facts, proving the existence of salts in plants, and

next a riew/which, indeed, is very ingenious, and w4iicb,

if pursued, cannot fail to excite great interest. From the

analysis of the ashes of two kinds of fir-wood, made by

Sau«sure, and of two kinds of pine-wood, made by Eer-

thfer, Dr. Liebig draws the conclusion that every species

of plants absorbs from the soil a certain quantity of

alkaline bases, containing an invariable proportion

of oxygen, in order to saturate a quantity of vege-

table acidj likewise constant, which is produced by
the process of vegetation. This idea strikes the

mind forcibly, and certainly deserves to be investi-

gated by exact and very comprehensive analyses. But
unhappily for Dr. Liebig, he soon afterwards states,

that in Lichens oxalate of lime is to be considered as a

. aubstitute for the woody fibre, which is absent. It is

hardly possible to keep one's temper in speaking of such

nonsense. Woody fibre consists of elongated tubes, and
oxalate of lime occurs only within cells, which are usually

of a roundish shape; and it occurs moreovernot only in Li-

chens,but also in other plants, as inmany Cacti, which con-

tain as much as 85 per cent, of this matter ; a much larger

quantity than is found in any kind of Lichen. This fact is

known to every chemist's apprentice, who has attended

lectures on botany. I muit leave the reader to discover

the value of Dr. Liebig's speculation. Our autlior (at

p. 74,) asserts that it can be easily proved that animal

manure affects the growth of plants only by forming am-
monia ; but (at p. 98) he forgets what he said before, and
attributes the advantageous effects of cow-dung on the

banLii of the Rhine to the potash it contains. It must be
obvious how little science will be promoted by a book so

evidently written without consideration, and, in fact, made
up of unconnected accidental conceptions.

(To be continued.)

Martin, bright pink; Clementine Duval, pale Carmine; Coquette
lie Montmorency, red, shaded with violet; Madame N6raid, pink,
with a whitish margin ; Theresita, bright carmine ; and the Queen
of the Bourbons, a delicate salmon colour, cupped, and one of the
best autumnal bloomers. China: Abbe Mioland, crimson; Arch-
duke Charles, rose, shaded with crimson, globular; Cramoisie
suptrieure, reddish crimson j Etna, pink, shaded with crimson;
Fabvier, fiery crimson, striped with white; Infidelite de Lisette, a
beautiful white ; Napoleon, shaded blush ; and Theresie Stravius,
pale flesh colour. Tea-scented: Bougere, rosy bronze, a very
lar^e flower ; Caroline, delicate pink, rosy centre ; Claudia, cream
colour, tinged with pink; Delphine Gaudot, beautiful white;
Goubault, pale salmon, shaded witli rose, and remarkably sweet;
Le Pactoie, pale yellow ; and Mac Carthy, pink, nicely cupped.
Noisettes : Aimee Vibcrt, pure white, an abundant bloomer;
Cuisse de Nymphe, delicate French white ; La Biche, pale rose
and white; and Madame Jouvain, shaded rose. Damask: Ar-
linde, a rosy blush, cupped ; and Madame Hardy, an exceedingly
good white, very large, and cupped. Mr. Lane also pointed out
a good and distinct seedling Fuchsia, called F. Laneii ; the
sepals are bright carmine, somewhat reflexed, the petals purple,
the stamens and stigma white, much exserted ; it appears to be a
bushy and free-blooming variety.

—

R. A., June 20.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs, Lane and Son*s Nursery ^ Great Berkhampstead.—The

Roses here are in excellent health, and, notwithstanding the
great quantit>- grown, there is hardly a trace of the Green Fly to

be seen upon them. The late heavy rains have damaged some of
the most forward blooms ; but this is of little consequence, since
they win cause the succeeding buds to burst forth with greater
vigour. It would be an endless task to comment upon each
flower, where every step we took, brought us in contact with one
cquadly deserving of such disUncUon , we shall, therefore, endea-
vour to select a few of each class which struck us as being parti-
cularly beautiful. Moss RosEa; Camee, a delicate blush colour,
very double and globular ; Cellna, deep carmine, a large flower,
and a decided improvement upon Rouge de Luxembourg ; E'cla-
tante* bright rose, large and globular, one of the best of this
class; Moussettscpaitout, rose-coloured, having the surface of
the leaves as well as the stems covered with a mossy appearance

;

Prolific, delicate pink, a good double flower, and an abundant
bloomer; Pompone,g. pretty small-flowered blush variety; Scarlet
PcHnpone, a hand'some rfwy pink, well-cupped, but far froia being
a scarlet; Unique de Provlns, a facsimile of the favourite old
"White Proving, but the caiyx i» prettily studded with moss-like
appendages; White Bath, a pure white, verj- compact and double;
Orested Moss, rose-coloured, very large, and double, the seg-
m^ita of the calyx being curiously fringed, so as to rcbcmble a
crest. PaovjN';, or Cabba{;e; Illustre IJeaute, light rose, a
yood compact and dnnhle flower; Rcfnc de Provence, pale blush,
larerp and globular : this and the preceding appear to be the bfest

in this class; l/m'que Striped, a remarkably pretty white flower,
with pink stripes, and in thib soil it comes very true to its cha-
racter; Wenington, rosy carmine, bloom large. Rosa Gallica,
or Frkvch Rose^ : Anrelie Lamarc, delicate rosy lilac, large and
weU-cuppedi L^titie, crimson, mottled with pink, cupped and very
double; D'Yebles, exterior petals lilac, centre bright rose, a large
and very double variety; Bizarre maitre, a first rate flower,mottIed
crimson, the outer petals frequently coming edged with white;
Chapeau noir, lake, shaded with dark purple, form good and dis-
tinct ; ComteFoy, bright rose, flowers exceedingly large; Colbert,
purple and dark crimson shaded, a superior variety; Cynthie,
light blush, large and globular; Louis Philippe, crimson, shaded
with purple, fine compact habit; Boule de Nantenil, reddish
crimson, beautifully cupped and very double; D'Aguesseau, a
bright crimson, imbricated, a splendid flower j Fanny Parissot, an
old but extremely pretty pale blusli variety; General Foy, crim-
son, one of the brightest and best shaped varieties ; Rosamond,
carmine, nicely cupped, but rather small ; La Calaisienne, delicate
rose, large and exceiient shape; Reboul, reddish crimson, com-
pact and large, one of the beat uf its class. Rosa alba : Achille,
rosyblnsh, very compact; Blanchefleur. white, with a pinkish
centare, remarkably double; Felicity Parmenticr, white, blush
centre, finely cupped ; Princesse de Lamballe, pure white, a very
free bloomer; Sophie de Marsilly, white, rosy centre, large and
cupped

; Petite cuisse de Nymphe, delicate flesh colour, well
cupped and a free bloomer. Hybrid Puovins; Aspasie, delicate
blush, very double ; La ville de Londres, deep pink, a \Gry large
apd expanded flower-. Mclame Waldcr, a good cupped white-
MicAlea, pale blush, very com pact. Hybrid China: Adonis, pinky
JbJac, cupped, atid large ; La Dauphine, white, well cupped : La
Grandeur, bright crimson, shaded with purple, alargeand first-rate
flower; Beauty of Billarri, t rlet, good shape and a free bloomer ;Coup dlleb^s bnsht pink, the interior petals forming a perfect
cup ;

Great VN estcm, crimson and purple shaded ; Stadtholder
biush tinged with lilac, a good old variety; Las Casas, bright
rose, an excellent elobular flower; Madame Plantier, white, very
compact ; Madeleuie, French white, edged with carmine ; Riche-
lieu (Duval), pale flesh colour, a first-rate globular 'flower-
Karcisse Desportes, dark rosy crimson, large and very double •

Triomphe de la Queue, rosy lilac, large and globular a first rate
flower ; Magna rosea, a very large pink variety, but not compact •

Brennus, bright carmine, finely cupped; Vandael, crimson'
shaded with purple, very large and compact Hybiud Per-
FETUALS : Aubemon, vermilion, very large; Fngorie, bright
rose, globular, and remarkably sweet; Gloire de Rosom^ne,
bright crimson, but not very double ; Madame LaS'ay, crimson*,
nicely cupped; this blooms freely all the autumn, and is un-
gubtedly the bef^t of its class ; Reine dc Guilloti^re, red and

shaded, a very free bloomer; William Jesse, crimson,
ywigfid with lilac, very largt- and globular; Julie Dupont,

iytr^t- roSeSvell cupped ; Alicia, rosy lilac, mottled with white

;

Rivers, Wgj^iosy carmine, cupped, a free bloomer; Miss Elliott,

JurpUah roftji good shape; Due d'Aumale, bright carmine; Flora
fac Tvo^, U^t rose, well cupped: Earl Talbot, purplish crimson,

-V^y^^gey*d globqjar; Duchess of Sutherland, rosy carmine,
cuppFd,*^ iSfge flower, Pbrpktvals : La Mienne, deep rose;
3eTnard, salmon and rose; Antinous, dark crimson, and striped
Crimson .perpetual, are the best of this class, Bol^rbons; A
ileur dc KevHira, rosy carmine, with flowers resembling those o/
the doQble^leander; Augustine Lelicur, large, bright rose.
^oacpet ife^Flore, xeddish carmixie, fiaely cupped; Gciieraj

A Cyclopadla of Practical Hushandryy by Martin
Doyle (How and Co., and Gumming), was published

some time Bince^ and met with a very favourable

reception—not, however, more favourable than it de-

served. It was written by an Irish clergyman, who calls

himself plain Martin Doyle, instead of avowing his real

name ; a piece of concealment quite uncalled for, con-

sidering that his writings are all, as far as we have

seen them, so useful in their matter, and so excellent in

their tone, that any one might be proud to own them.
His little book on Gardening is one of the best short trea-

tises we can recommend to those who have nothing beyond
a kitchen-garden and a few hardy flowers ; and so of the

publication now before us. Without any affectation of

learning, or parade of fine words, which we too often see

employed as cloaks to ignorance, he here gives the result

of his own knowledge and experience upon the most impor-
tant operations in farming, or such other topics as inte-

rest the cultivator of land. Although the book is appa-
rently written for small rather than large farmers, yet it

contains matter which deserves the attention of every-

body. In the second number, for it comes out in parts,

there is an excellent article on Bees, which comprises

nearly all that the cottager wants to know upon the lubject.

The Farmers* Magazine for June is a fair number,
illustrated by a portrait of Mr- Paull's prize Devon Bull,

and containing a variety of reports of Farmers' Clubs, and
some papers chiefly borrowed from other sources. We are

so largely plundered by contemporary publications, that

we hardly know what would become of some of them if the

Gardeners* Chronicle were to disappear- It strikes us,

however, that although there would not be less dishonesty

in such proceedings, it would be at least more straight-

forward, if those who borrow our property without our
leave were to say where their matter comes from, instead
of imposing it upon their readers as their own. In this

number of " The Farmers' Magazine " the editor has the
following articles, borrowed without the least acknow-
ledgment from our columns, viz., New Clover, p. 429

;

New Mowing Machine, p. 440; Manures among the
Chinese, p. 452. Respectable people should be above
such proceedings.

Mrs. Loudon^s Botamj for Ladies is written, the
authoress tells us, to meet the wants of those, who, like

herself, may be unable to comprehend works of strict

science, in which the characters of the natural orders of
plants are formally described, or even such elementary
books as Dr. Lindley's Ladies' Botany. The book is

written with the usual tact of the authoress, and we trust
will find favour in the eyes of the class of readers for whom
it is intended. Better wood cuts and greater care in
spelling the Botanical names, would have rendered it

more useful.

Beid's Elements of Jstronomt/, although not within our
limits, may be mentioned favourably, as a well-arranged,
cheap, and useful little work, containing all that nine-
tenths of the world require to know respecting the heavenly
bodies. It is well printed, and the diagrams, 46 in
number, are clear and good-

Chalwin^s Catalogue of Potatoes is the best arranged
list of varieties of this important plant which we have
seen. The properties, appearance, colour, size, form,
habit of growth, and other attributes of about 150 varieties,
are described in it.

V

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
It was stated in a previous Number, that " there is much to

learn respecting the summer management of waU-trees;" and in
proof of this, it is only necessary to refer to the majority of gar-
dens, in which Pear, Plum, and other spur* bearing fruit-trees are
20 years old and upwards. It will be found that in lieu of fruit,
these, for the most part, present a luxuriant thicket of unmanage-
able shoots, which are suffered to grow unmolested till they have
formed perfect leaf-bads and vessels to feed them, and are then
cut off, leaving several inches of the base, from which, if early
enough in the season, another strong shoot or two wiU push ; or
otherwise, the Icaf-buds will remain dormant tUl the following
spring, then to burst with increased vigour into another wilder-
ness of barren breast-wood. In this way, the unsightly excres-
cenceg, miscalled "spurs," are progressively formed, and from
these it is vain to expect good fruit, even should they produce
any at all. The radical remedy of cutting off the supplies is the
only effectual one to change this perverted habit; but on that
subject more wiU be said at the proper season. The object of

fH
^

•, V
^'^ young trees under their care should be to prevent

tneevu here alluded to. Unfortunately, however, a system of
management, by which, in conjunction with weU- made bordersand other requisite conditions, spur-bearing trees may be re-tamed in a fruitful and yet sufficiently vigorous state through
Miccessive years, remains to be discovered by close obser\-a-
tmn and extended experiment. Ai a mere suggestion, it might
be mentioned here, that perhaps a better way of disposing of the
summer shoots upon young trees would be, to cut a!! the strong-
est ctuite out, so as to leave iio stump for the after production of
similar vigorous shoots j while the weaker spray might remain
untouched till after Midsummer, and then be shortened in the
usual w^y, when some of the buds would possibly underiro a

change, and advance one step towards fruitfulness. Tt may also
be worth whUe tu try the effect of checking the development of
shoots that are not wanted, by pinching them off when onitp
young and tender, and thus directing the sap into other different
channels. ''

I."KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PixERY.— Plants that are swelling off their fruit should be kent
in a state of luxuriant health by judicious treatment, that the
fruit might attain the highest perfection of which it is capable
Ahealthy system of roots is essential to this; these, therefore"
must be carefully guarded against great and sudden variations of
temperature, and be regularly, but moderately supplied with wa
ter. Encourage the production of young roots, rather than give
those which exist an imnccessary quantity of stimulating ma
nure. If practicable, collect all plants in fruit into one house"
where, in a humid atmosphere, the temperature should raiiee
from 70° in the morning to 90° or 95° (^with air) during the day--
which last point the bark-bed ought not to exceed, if the pota
are plunged. If the weight of the fruit causes any of the stalks
to bend, they should be supported by sticks in an upright posi-
tion, or the crowns will grow on one side.

Vinery.—Vines trained on the long-rod system will require
frequent dressings and tyings. When the fruit in the late house
is ail thinned, aiid the plants properly dressed by shortening all
lateral shoots, give the leaves a good washing Muth a fiue-rosed
syringe; this should be repeated daily, ifany red spider is found
Do not suffer the leaves of other plants to touch the Vines parJ
ticularly Kidney-Beans, which should now be taken out oV the
houses.
Pkach-housjs.—Take the lights off the early house at any con-

venient time, but continue to wash the trees occasionaUy till the
leaves fall, and do not permit any lateral shoots to grow upon
the young wood ; the borders will also require watering now and
then in very dry weather.
FiG-HousE.—The first fruit will now be nearly, or quite, over-

particular attention must, therefore, be paid to the second crop]
which a little neglect at this time would destroy. Maintain a
regular state of moisture in the borders, and in dry weather sy-
ringe the leaves twice a-day.
Cucumbers and Melons.—Old Cucumber- plants which have

become unproductive, should be rooted up, and the frame re-
stocked with young ones, first taking out the exhausted soil, and
replacing it with fresh compost. Where heat can be commanded
these will bear up to Christmas. The ridge plants may now be
let out of the glasses, by raising the latter on bricks. Cover the
whole surface of the ridge with short grass.

Out-door Department.
The late rains having been very partial, planting will yet be

hardly practicable in many places ; those, however, who have been
favoured, should lose no time in getting out their winter and
spring crops, especially of the cabbage tribe. Retain the moisture
about the roots of plants, by slightly earthing up those previously
transplanted.
Borecole.—Plant a good breadth of this, and likewise of

Brussels Sprouts, and Savoys, from the last sowing. If short of
ground, these may be put between the rows of early Potatoes, by
which they will be beneficially shaded, until they get hold of the
ground.
Broccoli.—Put out the principal winter crop. Ifthe rows are

two feet apart, and the plants in the rows one foot, every alternate
one to be removed in autumn, one fourth more plants can be
grown upon the same ground, which is an important object at a
time of the year, when the whole of the garden is under crops.
Where the cabbage grub is prevalent, it would be advisable to
try the effect of some fetid mixture, such as spirits of tar, or gas
water, mixed with earth to the consistence of mud, in which the
roots and stems are to be dipped. The liming process does not
appear to be an effectual preventive.
Cabbages.—Sow a bed to produce Coleworts; this should be

done* immediately.
' Celery.— Plant out all that is fit- The same nursery bed may
be used to prick out the latest plants upon.
Kidney-beans.—Put sticks, or some other supports, to the

runners. The scarlet variety will bear abundantly if kept dwarf
by cutting off the twining stems.
Onions are in many places a failing crop, owing to bad seed

and the prevalence of the Onion grub. Iri such cases it will be
advisable to procure the thinnings of amorefortunate neighbour's
beds, and plant them lightly on rich ground.
Potatoes.—Earth up the late crops while the ground is moist.
Orchard.—WaU-trees will need much attention, in order to

keep them free from injurious insects, of which the increase has
been greatly favoured by the late hot and dry weather. The
only available check upon the red spider, is repeated washings;
and tobacco, in some form, wiU be found the most effectual

destructor of every species of aphis. The leaves of home-grown
tobacco, dried and ground to powder, may be used as a substitute
for snuff. Thin the shoots of very bushy Currant-trees, to admit
light and air to the ripening fruit.

n,—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department,

Stove.—Orchidaceous plants in the cool house, will now re-

quire a liberal supply of water, as the greater part of them are

growing rapidly; take care not to rot the young shoots. Such
plants as Saccolabium, Aerides, in the warmer house, must have
plenty of sphagnum or peat tied round the block on which they
hang, and this must be kept moist; these things will not succeed
unless this point is attended to.
Greenhouse and Conservatory.—The greenhouse plants

out of doors should be watered now and then with lime-water, to

kill any worms that may have made their way into the pots ;
and

at the same time see that the drainage is not choked up. Shorten
the shoots of those plants that are disposed to grow in a straggling
manner, and let them have plenty of space to form compact and
symmetrical heads. If any plants are suffering from exposure,
remove them to the shelter of the greenhouse or pits ; but in no
case should a sickly or shabby plant be permitted to occupy a
conspicuous place in the houses. Use every means to keep down
insects.

Pits and Frames.—Chinese Azaleas, New Holland plants, or

any others that are making their growth under glass, must be

particularly attended to, Let them have plenty of air, shade in

very hot sun-shine, and a sufficiency of soft water, with occasional
syringings overhead. Remove tall Cacti, whose bloom is over>

to a sheltered situation in the open air,, where the shoots they
make will be shorter, but much more prolific in flowers, than those
formed under glass. The pots may be supported on bricks, or

inverted flow er pans.
Out'door DeparftncJit.

The seed-vessels of Rhododendrons and Azaleas should be

picked off, to strengthen the plants. Also remove the fruit and
fading flowers from choice Rose-trees.' AU trailing plants, as

Petunias and Verbenas, ought to have their shoots fastened to the

ground, till they cover the surface of the beds. Salvias should
likewise be pegged down, and have the flowers cut off for a time.

Lupinesand other herbaceous plants, that have done flowering,

should have the seed-vessels cut off, unless it la intended to save

seed from them. Gather Anemone seed, which might be sown
immediately.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Nurskrt.—Cuttings of most kinds of Roses will strike root

readily now if planted under hand-glasses, and properly attended.
Continue the budding of wild Stocks at every favourable time.
Plum and other stocks, intended to be worked, should be pruned
in readiness. Whenever the bark, separates freely, the buds^igbt
be put in.

Forest and Coppice Woods.—This is an excellent season for

trenching and preparing ground for planting, which should there-
fore he persevered in so longasit continues firy^—J* B* WMtingi
The Deepdene,
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State of the AVeather near London for the Week eTiding June 23,

ig-42 as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chis-wick.

Ba]|.(}ukter
»l'
1 flEBllOMKTtR.

June

Saturday
Sunday
U«nday
Tuesday
TV<?dne?day22
Thursday 23

17
18
19
20
21

JMaz.
30.084
30.041
29.7fi9

S9.r34

29.7C7
29.823

AT^ra^e 09.841 I

Alin.
30.0A8
29.888
^.G88
29.665
29.640
29.735
29.767

29.776

Mind. Rain

E.
S. .12
w. .34
s. .01

sw. ^1
w. .20

w. .01

.69

Jane 17. Fine and very dry m the morning;,: overcast and fine;

cloudy.
18. Slightly overcast; heavy showers , cloudy and fine.

ig. Rain j calm, with heavy thunder showers.

20. Cloudy and very fine.

21. Cloudy and fine; showers in aftemcon.

22. Verj^ fine; cloudy; heavy shower, with some hail and sun-

shine at same time, between 5 and 6, p.m. j cloudy at night.

23. Very fine ; overcast ; windy at night.

Mean temperature of the week equal to the average.

State of the Weather at CLiswict durirp thelast Ifiyears^for

the ensuing Week ending July 2. 1842.

reatest D_—^—

—

Jun e.

Aver. Aver.
Higliest LoweBl

Sua. 2a
Mnn. 2*

Tues. i»
Wed. 29
Thiirc.30
July.

Fri. 1

Sat. 2

Temp Temp

Mean
Temp

62.5
63.B

No. of
Years in
wliich it

Rained.

/

9
4
4
5

7
6

quantity L • U • H 1

«

4

*

of Rain. ,^ - H t

^^
1

3 51.00 in. -1 2. Sf—
0.30 ] 1| 1 8 3 3 5
0.65 1 1' 3 1 3 2 1

0.20 2 a
:
2

1

— 5 3
0.S2 '—

1 3 1 4 3 2

0.38 1 1 3 3 3 4
0.78 — 1 2 i^^ 4 4 4

z
1

4
1

2

1

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 28th June, in 1826—thermometer 91°; and the lowest on the

1st July, in 1837—thermometer 37°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For t?ie u-eek €7id\ng June 24, 1842.

TiTE late genial showers have increased the supplies of out-door

fruit and vegetables, the qualities of which are likewise much im-
proved. Trade during the week has been pretty brisk. Fruit,—
Pines are plentiful, of a good size, from 85. to IO5. per lb. Grapes
are somewhat cheaper, the Muscats fetching from 5*. to 7s. per lb.

;

the Black Hamburgh and other sorts from 3*. to 6s. per lb. Me-
lons are abundant, many of them being the large Dutch kinds.

The Peaches and Nectarines are very fine, from 15*. to 30*. per
doz. Cherries are exceedingly plentiful ; the best wall fruit may
be obtained for Is. M. and 25. 6rf. per lb.; the standard fruit is

selling for 55. 6rf. and 6s. per bushel. Strawberries are also

abundant, from Qd. to 25. per gallon; amongst them are some un-
commonly fine samples of Myatt's British Queen and Prince
Albert. Ripe Gooseberries are to be obtained at 55. per hf.-sieve.

Currants are a little cheaper than in our last account.
Raspberries have appeared in rather large quantities, but
are smaller than usual, from lOd. to U. per gallon. Apples
are entirely over. Cucumbers are plentiful, from 25. to ts. per
do2. Vegetables,—'But \^ry little Asparagus is now to be pro-
cured ; the best Is selling from 45. to %s. per bunch ; the inferior,

from Is. 6rf to 35. per bunch. Cauliflowers have increased in

size, and their price continues the same as quoted last week.
Cabbages are somewhat cheaper, from 8rf. to l5. ^d. per doz.
Peas remain much the same. Windsor Beans have also varied
little in price since last week, being from I5. 6tf. to 25. Grf. per half
sieve. French Beans aremuch more plentiful, from lOy. to 125. per
half sieve. The supply ofNew Potatoes from the open ground has
increased, considerably ; they are selling from 35. to 5«. per half
sieve ; the frame kinds from 6rf. to ^d. per lb. Artichokes are
more plentiful and somewhat cheaper, from 25. to 45. per doz.
"Vegetable Marrows have appeared through the week, at 25, and
35. per doz. Splnage is tolerably abundant, at 25. per sieve.
Young Celery is not very plentiful, and its price is the same as in
our last report. Turnips and Carrots have much improved of
late ; the former fetch from 3rf. to Srf. per bunch ; the latter from
3ff. to grf. per bunch. Mushrooms are a trifle cheaper, bemg from
l5. 6rf. to 25. 6rf. per pottle. Flowers.—We observed a fine collec-
tion of Roses, and handsome blooms of Pinks, Picotees, Ericas,
Pelargoniums, and Bign6nia venusta.

PRICES Satu*dav, J
Pine Apple, perlb.nj to JO*
Grapes, per pound, 3* to 6^

•^ Muecats, per pound, 5s to 7«
Melons, each, 3* toff*
Feaches, per do*. 15* to30j
Neciarinea, per doz., 15j to 30*
Cherries, wall, per lb. U6rf to 2* 6d— standard, per bush., 5*6d to 6*
Gooseberrieg, per hf. sve., 9^ 6d to 3* 6d
Currants, White, per hf. sieve, 4*— Red, for wine, 3* to 4*

— for dessert, 5* to 7*
Cucumbers, per doz., 2* to 6*

UNB 25, I842.-I'HU1TS:—
Strawberries, pergallon. 6d to 2*

Raspberries, Red, per gall. (2 pottles)

lOd to ]*

Oranges, per doz,, 1* to 3*
— per 100,6* to 16*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*
— per 100, 0* to 14*

Almonds, per peck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Walnuts, per bushel, 16*
Nuts, perbushel—

.

— Brazil, 2o*— Barcelona, 20* toMt

Cabbage, per doz. 1* to 2*CabWe Flams, per doz., 3*
Cauliflowers, per doz., Uto5»
•r eas, per sieve, 2j 6d to 4* 6d~ per half sieve, 1* 6J to 3*— per sack, 5« to 8*
Weans, Kidney, per hf. sieve, 10* to 12*— U mdsor, 2* to 3* 6d
Potatoes, per ton, Nfw, l40t to 200*— per LWt.7« to ID*— per bushel, 3* 6it to 5*

1 -".
,

'***' ^^- sieve, 2* to 3* ed '

AriKhokeP, per doj:.,8# to fi»
Turnip,, White, per doz. bun., 3* to8*
Carrots, pe, doz. bunch. 3* to 9*
«.e<J Bee*, per dozen, 1* to UOaWorse Hadiah, p«fr bundle. :?,e,j to 7*-^dish, per dot. hands (24 to 30 each)
»« to 1*

«J^.^T"™'P' P'-loz. bch., 9^ to 1*
»pina4h, per sieve, a*
Chives, per pot, arf
*''^l£». per dozen bunches, 1* to 2*

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Old, per half sieve, 4* to 5*
— Green, per doz. bih., 2* to 4*

Cooking, per doz. bch. , 2* 6d to 6t

Garlic, per bunch, 4(/ to Gd
Shallots, per bch., 3dlo 4d
Asparagus, per 100, large, 4* to G*

— Second or Middling, 1* Gd to 3*

Lettuce. Cabbage, p. score, I* to l»6d
« C<M,6d to I* 9d

Celery. young, perhnndle,l« to 2* 6d

Small Salads, per punnet, itt to 3d
Watercress, p. dz.small bunch- 4ti to6d
Parsley, per half sieve, 1* to I* 6i£

Tarragon, perdoien bunches, 8* 10 3*

Fennel, per dozen bunches, 2*

Thyme, per doz. bunches, 2*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*

Marjurann, per doz. bunuhet, S*»

Savory, per doz. bunch., 2*

Basil, p*^T doz. bunches, 2*

Rhubarb Stalks, doz. bundles, 4* to 8*

Vegetable Marrow, per doz., 2* to 3*

.Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* 6d to Ss 6d

«Lm and water are added. To revovatk your old smg
'^ens of Oak and Ash trees, water the ground near thi
plentifully with nitrate of soda dissolved in water. It i

ICotlces to Correspondents,
^^^^allader.—lt is in all probability beneficial to Boxes to mix
Miem with sulphuric acid, in the manner recommended at p. 368.
Tney should be reduced to powder, and well soaked in the acid
and water. If you allow them to heat for any length of time
««eir ammonia will be lost ; but their manuring action will be
quicker if they have become slightly putrid before the sulphuric
^id and water are added. To revovatk your old single speci-
**"*"" '^ " "

"

their roots

t , "*'.* *> 1.L11 iiuratc oi suua uishuivcu iii wuici. it IS rather
late now, but still it may be done , a handful of that salt in four
gallons of water will be enough, and each tree will perhaps
take half-a-dozen potsfuU. If you have not nitrate, use wood-
*«ne8 and bone-dust mixed together; they must, however, be
PPhcU as far from the main stem as the longest branches extend

It IS ofno use to apply them near the bole. Woollen Raos, or
^d carpeting, are an excellent manure, much used in Hop-
STwinds

; they are worth about 5/. a ton ; they suit most crops,
*s^«ially \\ heat and Turnips. Srr.pHATE op Ammonia may be
hadof dry&alters. The principal subjects introduced into these
notices to Correspondents are indexed at the end of the year.
A. P. K.—We would recommend you to remove all the shoots

iromyour Krctari?^ ^. - - ..».. which yon cannot conveniently lay in,
cuttme them off auite close tn the main branches, to orevpnt fh*

unsightly appearance of spurs. On the vorva treks, which
have made shoots upwards of m yard in length, leave as much
wood as you can, to check their luxuriance, and train in some of
the laterals, or side shoots, also. The best work upon the treat-
ment of VVall-trbks is "Lindley's Gnide to the Orchard."
Dahlias are better when left to assume their natural form, with-
out topping the leading shoots ; but some of the lateral shoots
and buds may be thinned-out, to throw strength into those
which are left. The whitibh insect which you meet with, enve-
loped in a frothy substance, is a species of Cic.\da, and may
easily be killed by squeezing it in that state. For the whitish-
brown bisect which flies rapidly from one Dahlia to another, and
perforates the leaves, we know of no remedy. Tobacco-watkr
is far preferable to clay- and-water for dipping the shoots of
Roses into, which are infested with the Green-fly. Your question
respecting Cucumbers shall be atteiided to next week.

T. S, P.—The following plants may be added to those already
trahied against the wall with a S.W. aspect:—Wistaria ctilycine)
sinensis, to be planted in the centre and trained each way ; Mag-
nolia grandiflora, M.conspicua, M.Norburti; Passiflora coertilea;
Clematis Sieboldi and C. azftrea grandiflora; Bign(5ma radicans;
Chimonanthus fragrans grandiflora; Jasminum revolutum and
Wallichianum 3 the Yellow and White Banksian Roses; Ceano-
thusazureus; and the double-flowering Pomegranate. For the
border, 5ft. wide, fronthig this wall, the following plants will be
suitable:—at the back some of the tallest and most ornamental
sorts of Phloxes, Pentstemons, Chelones, Fuchsias, and Ver6.
nicas, with Salvia patens, Alstroemeria a6rea. Sec. j nearer the
front, the Dog*s-tooth Violet, Winter Aconite, American Cowslip,
Hyacinths, Crocuses, Irises, Cyclamens, Fritillarias, and Gen-
tians may be planted. In the summer months the intervals may
be filled with Anagallises, Mesembryanthemums, Verbenas, and
tender annuals,

UIvius,—There is no effectual method of destroying Woodltcb
in stoves ; but with perseverance they may be kept under in the
following manner :—Put a cold boiled Potato into a small pot,
and cover it loosely with moss; place this trap in the corner of
the stove which the insects most frequent. This should be
looked to every morning, and all the insects collected in it de-
stroyed in boiling water. A few of these traps will soon reduce
their numbers. You have probably overlooked the labels in the
Horticultural Society*s Garden. Specimen plants are named;
but the labels are often fixed to the branches of trees, and not
stuck in the ground. Duplicates, ^c. are not named.
W, Q. B, can hardly expect to preserve th© petals of his Pk-

larg6niums from falling off longer than two days from the time
of their expansion, during such hot weather as we have lately

experienced, particularly if he allows the bees free liberty to
range his house. These insects, in penetrating to the nectary of
the flow-er, fertilise the stigma, and the oflSice of the flower being
then fuUy performed, the petals drop sooner than they otherwise
would. W> are not surprised that all the expanded blossoms
^should drop immediately after fumigation ; and as we know no-
thing respecting the action of Guano-water upon Pelargoniums,
we cannot say whether this might not partly be the cause. It is

impossible to have six or eight trusses of flowers in bloom, atone
time, unless the plants are strong and in ^oorfhcalth.

J. B.—The white-lipped Orchidaceous tlower is Oncidium leu-
cochilum ; the other is Maxilliria aromitica.
H. J,—We have heard of bruised Lavrel-lkaves being re-

commended for the destruction of Green-fly, Thrips, and other
insects w^hich infest the Cucumber. If you try the experiment,
you must shut your frames up warm, and spread the bruised
leaves over the vacant parts of the bed; taking care tbat there
are no breakages in the lights by which the confined air may
escape.
A Pembrokeshire Gardener^s worms are the Polyuesmus com-

planatus, a species of millipede which infests the roots of a
variety of plants. We beg to refer him to Vol. 1, p. 196, of the
Gardeners^ C/irom'c/e, where the animal is figured, and the only
means we know of suggested for destroying the millipedes.— /^.

John Kyle.— The Lilium is Thunbergianum, and comes from
Japan. The Verbena is handsome and very brilliant: it is no
doubt a good variety.

J, itf.—There is nothing remarkable in Mushrooms being
found under an old haystack. They will grow in dark houses as

well as in light; and as to pressure, we have know them bear up
paving, and burst through the hard surface of a turnpike-road.

Such is the wondrous force of vegetation,

if. M, C. and S. M, F,- Letters about planting must now
stand over till the planting season. Yours shall find place in the
autumn. Remarks upon Summer pruning will be more appro-
priate to this season.

/Je6^.—"Sweet's Greenhouse Cx:ltivator" is one of the

best and cheapest works upon the treatment of greenhouse-
plants,
^?«tcw«.—Your plants are,— 1, Amorpha fruticosa; 2, CoKitea

cruenta; 3, SymphOria racemosa; 4, Hibiscus Syriacus,

G. P. T^,-Your Rosa ruga is infested with the Mildbw, the

best remedy for which is to cut off all the shoots upon which it

appears, and to burn them immediately. Calla -^thi6pica will

stand the wijiter in deep water, but Agapaxthus cmbkj.latus

had better be removed to the greenhouse for protection. If the

Cj(RVSit.is, which you had sent forC.compacta.isthe same as ca-

lifOmica, it is certainly wrong; the former is much more bushy
and compact in habit than the latter.

A Friend.—yQUI Grasses are. No, 1, Festuca Myurus: 2, Poa
trivialis; 3, Agrostis vulgaris; 5, Arundo Phragmites; 6, Ahra

flexuosa.
Herbaceous,—The plants sent arc,—!, Crataegus odoratlssima;

2, Verbascumphoenlceum; 3, Lobelia Erinus; 4, Geranium no-

dosum; 6, A'llium moly.
W, J.—Your Rose is the double yellow, and it will not force.

Its season of tloM'ering is the present time; does not the plant

tell you that ?

/. C. wUl find it more beneficial if. instead of giving air by

means of the front and end sashes of his greenhouse, every even-

ing after he has syringed his Vi.vBS, he were to close the house
immediately, and keep it much warmer than he has hitherto

done. If the temperature of the house is S5° when he closes it

in the afternoon, it will not injure the Grapes. As soon as he

perceives the bunches beginning to colour he must leave off

syringing immediately,
S. Buckland.-YoxkX PLANT is unknown to us. The specimens

were unfortunately neglected till they weie too dry for exami-

nation. •

B. A/.—Thanks for your hints. We must, however, answer
everybody; what has no interest to your friend has much in-

terest to the querists. Depend upon it we do not answer such
questions for any gratification of our own.
Lusor.—We plead guilty. Your plants were named by an

assistant who is mistaken. No. 1 is Lepfdium Draba of De Can-
dolle; it is omitted by Smith and Withering. No. 2 is Lepldium
Smithii. No. 3 we do not know. It is a curious plant; can it

be a variety of No. I ? Linariatriphylla cannot be regarded as
wild, considering how long it has been cultivated in gardens.

hiquirer must buy a book on Familiar Chemistry, if he has not
our Paper for last year, in the " Rural Chemistry" of which he
will find all the information he wants. ** Johnson's Elements of
Agricultural Chemistry " will suit him ; it only costs a few shil-

lingrs. Rain is measured by an instrument called a rain-gage.
Good figures of farming implements are given in "Stephens's
Book of the Farm."

J. W. Jones is answered in the last paragraph.
Jl/»/f*.—The easiest method of propagating the Aza'le.* Tnoita

and all the varieties of Came'llia, is by inarching the sorts re-

quired upon stocks of less value. The former may likewise be
increased by cuttings, and the latter by layering. Any of these

operations may be performed at the present time—the sooner the

better.

A, X-.—Your quwtion, m to wbether a wbt ob a prv 3*^^on

jii «&i>uai maimer rounu a circular treilis; the
shoots will check the flow of sap sufficitutly, i

into bloom. The seedling Pelargonium No. 2 is

is most troublesome to gardeners, is rather difficult of solution.
It is our opinion, however, that a dry season ia the least so,

although a great deal of watering is required: but it must be
remembered that weeds make great prot;ress, and are difllcult

to eradicate ui a damp season ; whereas dry weather is a great
auxiliary in this very necessary operation.
A Subscriber.—Neither of your Peti^tas are distinct from some

varieties already in cultivation. W'e do not recommend either
breaking or cutting off the tips of Cactps shoots. Train them
ill a spiral manner round a circular trellis; the bending of the

and throw tbcm
^ „ not worth keep-

ing; the under petals are considerably too long and too narrow,
Ehowing divisions high up between them ; the u ijner petals are
too high and uneven at the edge.
Erinoides^-Yiom the appearance of the leaf sent, it is possible

that your plant may he a Loasa.
J Limeric/c St/i«rri6<?r.- Cutting of AlCvsi A tiTRiooonA, or

the Lemon-scented Verbena, will i^trikt readily if put in at this
season of the year.

i>, P. >r.-Your Grasses are,— 1 and lo, Holcus mollis, 2 Alo-
pecnrus pratcnsis

; 4, Cynosurus crisutua ; 7, Aveua flavescens ;
8, Phleum pratensc; n. Alopecurus agrestis. The rciit were so
broken that it was impossible to determine what they w ere.

J. l*irA-'A- Ferns are,-l, Onoclea senslhilis; 2, Aspldium spi-
nulosum; 3, Aspidium filix mas.; 4, Blechnum oricntale: 5,
Aspidium ore<5pterys.
Hi6^TOm.-The seeds of Fu'cmsias maybe cleansed from the

pulp by washing them in water, or by mlxhig them with sand,
which wili absorb the moisture: they may be sown immcdi.
ately. Some varieties of Ruses are more liable than otVurs to
form leaves in the centre of their flowers; probably this may be
the case witli Kt.ine dc& Beiges.

O. H. will find It of more advantage to strike fresh cuttings of
Pelargoniums, than to cut hi? plants back to the old wood, be-
cause he has allowed them to grow too straggling. If he intends
to cut them down, he may do it immediately, but they will nerer
make good plauts.

An Amateur.—n is evident from Wecstove'a paper that the
pipes only connect the boiler with his m'atiir-tuolgh, and do
not pass through the water. A scale fs given with Mr. Beaton's
paper. Prepare your night-soil, by mixing it in the first instunce
with weak vitriol and water till the smell is destroyed; then add
coal-dust, if you are in a country where it U worthless, or cinder-
siftings and sawduht, till it all becomes like mould, and lay it by
for a few weeks, when it will be fit for use.

J. A, P.—PfeLARcoNirMs are plants with the petals of unequal
size, like the Heartsease. Geraniums have the petals all of the
same size; the latter are wild flowers, or hardy perennials; the
former are the greenhouse-shrubs you admire so much. Pelar-
goniums have usually only ; anthers; Geraniums have lU; and
Erodiums only 5,

T.—Asparagus next week.
(r.//.—Your Pelargoniums are,— 1, SpWnriidum; 2, Climax;

3, Garth's Perfection; 4, Gem; 7, Lady Mary Hussey; 8, not
known.
An Amateur.—"So. 1 is the best among your Pelarg6niums,both

in colour and in substance, and the petals are of a good shape.
Further than tliis we cannot say, as the flower dropped to pieces
upon being touched. The remainder of the Seedlings are not
worth keeping.
56Hi/Aum^fonm.— Your plants are, 1, Stachys sylvatica; 2, Fi-

lago germanica; 3, Ver<'>nicaBcccabunga.
.Ji.-The plant which you find growing in patches in your kitchen-

garden, is the Scorzoiicra, well known on account of its edible
roots.

A.S.O.—The Horticultural Society does not defray the
personal expenses of exhibitors, nor such chaiges as would be
connected with the plants you describe.

As usual, many letters have an-ived too late for ans\vers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
In France, the pending elections are tlie exclusive sub-

ject of attention, and the journals are hlled with comments
on the addresses of the candidates. The great question

upon which both the candidates and the press appeal to

the feelings of the elector?, is the threatened imposition of

a heavy duty on English thread. This measure meeti

with unanimous approval ; and candidates of all shades of

opinion express unqualified hostility towards this country.

The result of the elections is expected to give a decided ma-
jority in favour of Government- A rumour of the King's

illness, in the ear?y part of the week, produced a serious

fall in the Funds; but they recovered as soon as it was

known that the report wa« without foundation. In Spain

the Miuisttrial crisis is at length terminated, by the

formation of a Ministry under the presidency of General

Rodil ; but strong doubts are entertained of the stability

of the new Cabinet. Renewed disturbances of a revolu-

tionary character have taken place in the provinces ; a re-

public was proclaimed at Barcelona and Figueiras on the

16th, but the movement was suppressed by the military,

though not without some show of resistance and a charge

of cavalry. Accounts from St. Sebastian state tbat the

Government have shown unusual vigilance in strengthen-

ing the posts along the frontier, in consequence of the

large number of Carlist and Christino emigrants who had

collected there, and that an approaching outbreak in that

quarter is generally anticipated.-—From Portugal we learn

that the treaties with England are still delayed, but that

no serious difficulty wili occur, as the conditions stipulated

by the Duke of Palmella will not be insisted on by the

Government, if they should be disapproved by the British

Cabinet. The result of the elections has been favourable

to the existing ministry, and has entirely defeated the

icoalition. The Commission on the Tariff has sent in its

report, and the new duties are likely to be soon arranged.

From Germany we have little news beyond the account

of the projected meeting of Sovereigns on the bank? of the

Rhine in August, at which the Emperor of Russia is ex-

pected to attend. Some disturbances have taken place in

Berlin in consequence of a police ordonnance proliibinng

smoking in the public streets ; and a strong Bem^tion has

been produced by the energetic protect of the Chamber

of Commerce at Kunigsbeff, against the renewal of

the convention with Russia far the mutual surrender

Of de8erters.--Iiv timmm grtMt preparaUon$ are making
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for prosecatiDg the Circaagiau war on an enlarged scale;

said to be resolved to bring it to an

An overlaoJ dispatch from India has
and the Emperor

Immediate : ne,

been received by Government this week ; its contents

have not transpired, but it is believed that the news is not

of a later date than that already published.—Advices from

New York to the 7th inst. reached town on Thursday ;

I^rd Ashburton is said to have conceded some of the

most disputed points of the boundary question, and there

is a prevailing impression in New York that the mission

will soon be brought to an amicable and satisfactory con-

clusion.

At home, the royal assent has been given by commission

to the Income-tax Bill, which has now become the law of

the land. In the Commons, the Tariff has been read a

second time ; the New Poor Law Bill has been under dis-

cussion in committee ; several amendments in opposition

to the measure have been negatived on a division, and

the debute on the continuance of the commission has

been adjourned to ^londuy. Mr. Ward's motion in

favour of the ballot has been rejected by a majority of

133. A long debate has taken place on a motion for

the production of documents relating to the occupation

of Affghanistan, which was negatived by a decisive

majority, only 9 voting in its favour. During the debate

Sir R. Peel, without giving his approval to the policy of the

war, expressed tliC determination of Government to main-

tain the honour of our arms, and to allow no instance of

perfidy or treachery to pass with impunity. He stated

tis conviction that the recent disasters will be repaired, and

that they will not in the least degree shake the confidence

of the people of India in the supremacy of this country.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue at

Buckingham Palace. Her Majesty has taken her accus-

tomed exercise in the Parks during the week. On Mon-
day the King and Queen of the Belgians arrived from the

Continent, on a visit to the Queen, Their ^lajesties are

expected to remain in England about a month. On
Saturday the Queen visited the Museum of Chinese Curi-

OKties, at Kuightsbridge, and in the evening of the same
day honoured the Italian Opera with her presence. On
Thursday Her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied
by the King and Queen of the Belgians, honoured the

Duke and Duchess of Buccleuch with their company at

Richmond. Count Mcnsdorf and his four sons embarked
on Thursday at Woolwich, on their return to the Conti-

nent. Prince Albert reviewed tlie liousehold troops- in

Hyde Park on Thursday. The Countess of Charlemont

has succeeded the Countess of Dunmore as the lady-in-

aiting on the Queen ; and Viscount Hawarden iind Gen.
Sir W. Lumley have succeeded Lord Rivers and Mr. Gore,

as the lord and groom in waiting on her Majesty,

Gaxette Annouiicements.— Hev Majesty has created

Gen. Sir Robert Sale, commanding the garrison at Jella-

labad, in Affghanistan, a Knight Grand Cross of the Order
of the Bath. TiiQ Queen has appointed George Graham,
Esq., io be Registrar-general of births, deaths, and mar-
riages in England, in the room of T* H- Lister, Esq.,
deceased. The Queen has approved of M. Herbet, as

Consul at Dublin, for his Majesty the King of the French.
The Queen has appointed F* Graham, Esq., Fate Post-
master at Carlisle, to be Her Majesty's Consul at Bayonne.

France.
iForeign.

-The Elections.—Public attention appears to

be entirely engrossed with the subject of the approaching
elections, the result of which is anxiously looked for,

though little doubt appears to be entertained that they
will terminate by the return of a considerable majority in

faTour of the Government. The journals are principally
occupied with this subject, and publish a number of ad-
dresses to the electors from the different parties interested.
They, however, present nothing of particular interest,
with the exception of one from M. Cormenin, a well-
known writer, entitled *' Advice to Electors," in which he
argues with some force against the claims of the present
Government on the support of the country, and resorts to
Tarious statistical returns to establish the great increase of
taxation within the last twelve years—that is, since the
July Revolution of 1830. The publication of this aildress
appears to have produced some sensation. The Legiti-
mist journals of Monday publish the circular of the Royal-
ist Election Committee, suggesting that the RoyalisU
should propose a candidate of their own at the first ballot,
whicli will enable them to estimate their force, and that*
in a compromise with other parties, the Royalists shall
only give their votes to such candidates of an adverse
opinion as may offer personal guarantees of independence
and loyalty to promote the general principles of i\\i

Royafist party. The elections of Paris appear to be the

particular object of interest, and are likely to be closely

contested.

The Capital.—A considerable fa!l took place in the

funds on Saturday on the Bourse, owing principally, it is

said, to a report that his Majesty was ill. Similar jumours
have been in circulation some time past, and the present

one is now known to be equally unfounded. It seems that

the Kingr whilst the Bourse of Saturday was reporting him

to be seriously indisposed, was presiding at Neuilly at a

Cabinet Council. In the afternoon of the same day his
^

Majesty lefi KeuiUy for Versailles, stopping on bis way at

iSt, Cloud; where^e jjo^pected tbe^ works in progress of

construction. His Majesty stayed a short time at Ver-

sailles, where he was received by the civil and military au-

thorities. He then inspected the alterations and improve-

ments now making in the Palace, and returned to Neuilly

in the evening.— Rain fell in Paris on Sunday for the first

time during three weeks, and continued the greater por-

tion of that day and Monday.—A Cabinet courier arrived

on Sunday from St Petersburgb, with despatches for

Government, which were immediately forwarded to !M.

Guizot at Auteuil.

The Colonies,—The '* Moniteur'* contains an official or-

donnance, sanctioning certain changes introduced into the

customs tariff established in the French West Indies by

the ordinance of the 8th Dec. 1839. By the new ordi-

nance several articles hitherto admitted into those colonies

on payment of an import duty ot 5 per cent, per 100 kilo-

grammes are prohibited. These are spices, cassia, rocou,

cloves, &c., which are produced in them in great abund-

ance. The duty on Teneriffe and Madeira wines is re-

duced from lOOf. per hectolitre to 65f. By another article

of the ordinance of 1839, foreign goods proceeding from

French entrep(5ts could not be imported for consumption

into the French West Indies until they had been nation-

alised by the payment, in France, of the duties required

by the general tariff. By the new enactment, the mer-

chants are to be relieved from this necessity, and will here-

after pay the duties in those colonies.

The Press.—The Cour Royale has reversed the judg-

ment of the Correctional Police, which ordered the sup-

pression of the '* Temps," on account of informality in the

names of the responsible publishers, noticed by us in a

former number. The Royal Court has also diminished

the fine of 80,000f. to 20,000f., and has relieved the jour-

nal from the additional fine of 10,000f. imposed on it by

the inferior Court, M. Hebert, the Procureur-General,

who in his conclusions had demanded the suppression of

the *' Temps/' will, it is stated, appeal to the Court of

Cassation against the decision of the Cour Royale.

The Provinces.—The provincial Journals are full of

accounts of the damage occasioned by storms in various

parts of the country. The Marseilles papers state that

a severe thunder storm visited that city and neighbourhood

on the 13th instant, which seems to have caused consider-

able damage to different descriptions of property. A boat

in the roadstead, having nine persons in it, was struck by

lightning; five were killed, and the boat set on fire; and

but for the prompt assistance they received from the shore,

-

the other four persons must have perished. The rain fell

in such quantities during the storm that tlie city and its

vicinity was in many places inundated to a considerable

depth.—The Lyons Journals of the 15th inst. describe the

appearance of the different crops in the neighbourhood of

that city as very promising. The rape-crop, which was
unusually abundant, had been gathered. The price of

wheat showed a tendency to rise, but it was expected if

the weather continued fine that a fall would soon take

place in the market, as the accounts received from all parts

of the country state that the wheat crop was everywhere
very abundant. The vintage is also said to promise wine
of superior quality, and it is in consequence found difficult to

dispose of any of the wines of 1840 or 1841.—The '* Sen-
tinelle des Pyrenees'* of the 16th inst. states, that on the
7th inst. a Spanish armed trincadour, from Fontarabia,

entered the port of St. Jean de Luz and searched a French
chaloupe, notwithstanding energetic remonstrances on the
part of the captain.—Accounts from Toulon state that the
Prince de Joinville embarked at that port on Tuesday in

the *' Belle Poule" frigate, of which he is commander, for

the purpose of joining the squadron under Admiral Hugon.
—A letter from Lyons states that the Chamber of Com-
merce of that city had-4*eceived a communication from the

Minister of Commerce announcing the intention of the
Government of the United States to levy the import duty
on French silk hereafter by weight instead, of ad valorem^
as formerly.

The Fortijicalions,—The Journals state that Paris is gra-

dually becoming a fortified town of the most formidablekind;
that on the exterior it is enclosed with bastiles and loop-
holed bastions, and that in the interior the barracks are daily

multiplied. It is added that the Municipal Council and the
Minister of War have agreed to convert the former oil

stores in the rue de Pontoise and the military storehouse
in the rue Cherche Midi into barracks, the first for the
municipal guard, and the second for troops of the line.

Algeria.—Government received on Sunday, by tele-

graph from Toulon, a despatch from Algiers, dated the
15th inst. It was from the Governor General, and stated
that the last manoeuvre in the Atlas had obtained the sub-
mission of the tribes of Beni Sala, Mouzaia, Beni Mes-
saoud, Soumata, Beni Menad, and Chenfiua, and all the
Hadjoutes ; that the division of Oran was on its march to
descend the Chelif ; and that the division of Algiers,
formed into three columns, was preparing to move.

Spain.—We have received intelligence from Madrid by
telegraphic despatch from Bayonne to the 17th inst. The
long continued Ministerial crisis appears to have termi-
nated, and a Cabinet has been formed under the Presi-
dency of Gen. Rodil as follows : Gen. Rodil, Minister of
War and President of the Council; Almadova, Foreign
Affairs ; Zumalacarregui, Justice ; Ramon Calatrava,
Finance

; Capaz, Marine; Torres Solanet, Interior. The
Chambers were not to meet before the 20th inst. Appre-
hensions appear to have been entertained that some rioting
would take place in Madrid on the 13th inst. on the occa-
sion of a bullfight ; but the spectacle, which had attracted
a number of spectators, pa^st d off without any disturb-
ance. The '^Patriota," Ministerial organ, announces
that the Government has signed a contract with the bank
of Saa Ferdinando for .a loan of 15,000,000 reals, destined
to the payment of the next half year'3 dividends of the

Three per Cent. Debt, both home and foreign. A
extraordinary had been dispatched with different remit-
tances, among which were 7,000,000 reals placed in the
Bank to the order of Messrs. Rothschild of London, by
the representative of that house at Madrid. It was
rumoured in the Capital that the Duke of Lucca aspires

to the han4 of Queen Isabella, and that he is supported
by the Courts of Paris and Turin. The Journals state

that 4,000 troops are about to arrive in the neighbour-
hood of Madrid, as a reinforcement; to the already numer-
ous garrison of the Capital.—Accounts from Barcelona
inform us that an insurrectionary movement took place in

that city on thelGth inst. The mob attacked the prisons

with cries of ** Viva la Republica ! '' but were dispersed

by a charge of cavalry. The latest accounts inform us
that tranquillity had again been entirely restored in the

city. It is stated that certain demonstrations of a dispo-

sition to disturb the peace of the country had manifested

themselves throughout the province and in the adminis-

tration. The Carlist bands were becoming more numerous,

and had appeared in the neighbourhood of Barcelona. It

is also said that a society of 5,000 Republicans had been

formed in Lamperdan, having for its leader Abdon Ter-

rados, who was ill atPerpignan. Accounts received from
Figueras, in Catalonia, of the 17th inst., inform us that an

outbreak had taken place in that town, and that the Re-
public had been proclaimed. It appears, however, that it

did not assume great importance, and was easily sup-

pressed by the authorities. In our two last Numbers we in-

serted two letters, stated by the " Times'* to have been
written by the ex-Queen Christina to Don Carlos. In the

Royalist print, the Paris " France" of Saturday, Senor

Zumarez, Don Carlos's Secretary, has, by order, it is said,

of his master, addressed a letter, dated Bourges, June 14,

declaring that the letter inserted in the ** Times," and

said to have been sent to Don Carlos by Queen Christina

on the 14th March is an unfounded invention, and that

the Prince *' has never up to the present moment charged

any person with a message of any kind for his august

sister-in-law, who, on her side, has manifested the same

reserve."
• Portugal.—The LadyMaryWoodYrom Lisbon reached

Southampton last night. The election of delegates from the

parishes to form the provincial colleges,by which the depu-

ties of each province are nominated, appears to be the chief

subject which occupies public attention. The returns for

one or two provinces are variously given by the organs of

different sides, but no doubt seems to be entertained that

the Septembro-Miguelite coalition had been completely

defeated. The province of Alentejo, which returns ten

members, was the only province in which there appeared

a probability of bringing in any of their own partisans.

Estremadura sends 24 deputies, and as the Government

majority among the parochial delegates is comparatively

a small one, it is understood that the coalition will sup-

port such candidates of Chartist principles who could not

be considered partisans of the existing Government, and

thus endeavour to divide the Chartist votes. It is ex-

pected that the great majority of the new Chamber will be

Chartists, but the proportion of members likely to prove

decided partisans of the present administration appears to

be still uncertain. Expectatiops appear to be entertained

that some changes in the composition of the Ministry

will take place. The company of Queen's Archers, of

which the Duke of Palmella is captain, had voted in favour

of the opposition candidate in one of the Lisbon parishes.

It is understood that the Government has decided upon

not allowing the demands lately raised by their plenipo-

tentiary, the Duke of Palmella, referred to in our last,

from finally preventing the signature of the commercial

treaty, should they not be acceded to by the British Go-

vernment. The Portuguese commission on the Tariff had

presented a report ; and an English commission of three

members, two from the cotton and one from the woollen

trade, was about to be appointed to consider it M. de

Varennes, French Minister at Lisbon, came passenger by

the steamer that brought these advices, on his way to

France. There was a report at Lisbon that he was likely

to be sent as Minister to" Madrid. ' The Indus, British

line-of-battle ship, had sailed from Lisbon for the Medi-.

terranean.
\

Germany.—The journals inform us that a great meet-

ing of kings and potentates will take place on the Rhme
in autumn; and that the Emperor of Russia will attend.

—Accounts from Beriin inform us that his Majesty will

set out on the 20th or 21st inst. for St. Petersburgh.

During the King's absence the Queen wiU be at Dresden,

where her sister, the Princess John, is said to be still m
indifferent health. The King has recalled Count V. Don-

hoff, Prussian Minister at the court of Bavaria, and ap-

pointed him to the post of his Majesty's Plenipotentiary

at the German Diet. His Majesty has granted the request

of the Minister, Von Schon, to retire from the post of

Chief President of the province of Prussia. Private let-

tera from Berlin state that a police ordonnance, interdict-

ing smoking in the streets and public promenades in that

capital, produced on the 8th inst. a scene of great disor-

der. Several persons, it seems, had been arrested and

punished for not attending to this injunction, and on the

day above mentioned some people, who were smoking

near the Hamburgh gate, were also taken into custody,

upon which the populace assembled, and rescued them- A
reinforcement of the guard was sent for, and these wer»

assailed with stones and other missiles, which was conti-

nued until a stronger military force was called in, which

soon cleared the streets, and tranquillity was again restored.

—A fourth volume of the Collection of Poems, written by

the King of Eavarm, has just been published at Munich.

It is composed of fugitive pieces, chiefly written in Italy.

Hamburgh.—Accouata from this city, dated the 17th
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was :-

in all,

instant, inform us that the first meeting of the Senate

and citizens since the fire took place on the previous day.

The Senate proposed the following measures for the con-

sideration' of the citizens:—1. The appointment of a

commission, consisting of 19 members, 5 of the Senate

and 14 of the citizens, for one year. 2. To contract a

loan, not exceeding 32 millions of marks banco, to make

good the loss sustained by the insurance fund ; to pay the

interest and principal of this loan, an extraordinary in-

gurance-tax of 1 per cent, per annum, to be paid on the

present.insurance. All the loan shall be paid off. 3, To

fix on a plan for rebuilding the part of the city that is

destroyed. 4. To make some regulation respecting the

building of the burnt quarters. 5. That the commission,

the appointment of which is proposed to depute two of its

members to the existing " Board of Relief," and also to

agree with the Senate on the principles according to^which

the funds shall be applied. The Assembly of the citizens

agreed to Art. 1 in every point. Art. 2. They approve

the loan, but do not approve of part of the means pro-

posed for the repayment. They fully approve of the re-

maining articles. Among the recent donations for the

poor of this city, is one of 10,000 marks banco from the

Kins of Sweden. The Hamburgh papers state that the

number of ships that passed the Sound in May, 1842,

From the North Sea, 971 ; from the Baltic, 914 :

1,885. Of these there were 410 English, viz.,

from the North Sea, 248, from the Baltic 162.

Holland.—The papers inform ns that the village of

Wasserbillig, situated at the conflux of the Sure and the

Moselle, in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, was de-

stroyed by fire, the church included, on the night of the

11th inst. Only five houses remain standing.

Belgium.—Accounts from Brussels, dated the 16th

inst., inform us that the King and Queen, who have since

left for London on a visit to her Majesty, received on that

day a deputation from Liege, which had proceeded to

Brussels to solicit their Majesties to be present at the

opening of the railway. Their Majesties promised the

deputation that they would honour the fetes with their

presence on their return from England* On the 15th

inst., M. Dermanet de Biesone, brother-in-law to General

Vandermeere, sent to the King his resignation of his seat

in the senate. It seems that for several nights lately,

strong patrols have traversed various parts of the city in

all directions; that some of the principal military posts

have been doubled ; and that numerous police-officers

have also been on duty. It is supposed that these mea-

sures have been adopted on account of the rejection of

the appeal of the persons condemned for the recent con-

spiracy. The tranquillity of the city, however, has not

been at all disturbed. The journals state, that in a cabi-

net council on the 14th inst., at which the King presided,

the punishment of death, pronounced against Vanders-

missen, Vandermeere, Van Laethem, and Varpraet, has

been commuted to that of hard labour for life, which,

however, includes public exposure in the pillory.

Italy.— The journals inform us that a convention has

been agreed on between the French and Neapolitan Go-
vernments for the transmission of passengers and letters

direct from Marseilles to Naples. The conveyance of

letters between those two cities now requires eight days,

but by the new arrangement it will be performed in five.

The estafettes which ran between Naples and Marseilles

during the reign of Joachim Murat performed the distance

in five days.—A, railroad from Florence to Naples, by the

Maremma and Civita Vecchia, is said to be determined
on at the suggestion of the Tuscan Government.

Russia.—Intelligence has been received frool St. Pe-

tersburgh announcing the death of the distinguished diplo-

matist Count Matuschewitz, which took place in that

capital on the 2d inst., of dropsy of the heart—Accounts
received from the Polish frontier inform us that Prince

Czernitscheff himself will take the command in chief of

the army in the Caucasus, to make an effort to overcome,
with a great superiority of force, the insurgents of Cir-

cassia and Abchasia. The contest, as it has hitherto been
carried on, appears to have been too protracted, and to

have coat the Russians too much blood, without any cor-

responding advantage. Although they have always been

victorious in the summer, they have regularly lost every

winter by surprise several of the forts erected in the ex-

.treme line of operations, and at the opening of every new
campaign they have had to employ much time and labour

to recover their position of the previous year ;
and

although they have certainly succeeded in confining the

mountaineers within narrow limits, it appears to be the

general opinion that if the same system of operations were

continued, the war might still last several years. Two
circumstances are supposed to have led to the resolution

to endeavour to end the war at once by the employment
of great masses of troops—the state of affairs in South

Asia, and the death of Guz Bey, the most dangerous of

the Circassian chiefs. The present chiefs, Mansor and

f 12th inst., inform us that a steamer had just arrived, hav-
ing left Constantinople the 11th, inst. She was said to
have brought an important despatch from the Ambassador,
which had been forwarded to England by the Vesuvius to

Marseilles, The greatest secresy on the subject was
maintained, and no particulars respecting it could be as-

certained ; but it was believed that this despatch announces
the settlement of the Syrian question. The despatch has

been received by Government, by special express from

Paris ; but its contents have not been published. Private

letters have been received from Constantinople dated the

1st inst., which throw some light on the probable na-

ture of the despatch. They state that the ambassadors

of the five great Powers had a conference with Sarim Bey
at the Foreign-office relative to the affairs of Syria, on the

27th ult. It is said that the Ambassadors having proposed
to Sarim Bey that the ancient order of things should be

re-established in Syria, and that the Schaschah family

should be restored to the sovereignty, Sarim replied, that

the tranquillity of Syria and the general peace of the

country would be infallibly compromised if matters were

restored to their former footing ; that the British am-
bassador complained in warm language of the want of

good faith of the Ottoman Government in this affair ; on

which Sarim said that the Porte would not adopt any de-

finitive resolution on the subject, but would refer it to

the ambassadors to take the state of affairs 5n Syria

into consideration.—M. Bourqueney was about to leave

Constantinople, to be replaced by Count de Pontois.

United States,—By the arrival of the British Queen
steamer at Southampton 6n Thursday we have intelligence

from New York to the 7th inst. The British Queen per-

formed the passage in fifteen days. She reports the exist-

ence of unusual quantities of ice in the Atlantic. On the

12th inst. in latitude 42 38, and longitude 52 45, the ther-

mometer suddenly fell from 60 to 48, in consequence of

her being in the vicinity of great masses of floating ice,

which she was continually passing during that and the

following day. There is not much news in the New York

journals. Private letters, referring to Lord Ashburton's

mission, state that the Commissioners from Maine and

Massachusetts had passed through New York for Wash-
ington, there to settle the ti;eaty about the Maine bound-

ary, and Mr. Webster had left for Washington on the same

errand. They add that all the points of this treaty re-

quired by Mr. Webster were acceded to some time since

by Lord Ashburton except one : and that on this one

point his Lordship had received such special instructions

from his Government as to enable him to grant all that

the United States' Government asks. These letters also

state that there is a point in the new treaty by which an

arrangement is to be made, yielding to the Americans all

that they have desired in regard to impressment and the

right of search, which is to be a separate and distinct ar-

rangement from the present treaty on this subject between

England and the other European Powers. It appears to

be the general impression at New York that the negotia-

tion will end amicably, and that the friendly relations be-

tween England and America will not only not be inter-

rupted, but even be placed on a better and more perma-

nent basis by the pending treaty.—The Warspite, 50,

Capt. Lord J. Hay, arrived at New York on the 9d mst.,

to receive Lord Ashburton, when his mission is concluded.

Mr. Horsley Palmer, and Mr. Ricardo, had arrived in

New York. The reduction of the navy appears to have

caused dissatisfaction to some of the journals.—The great

printing establishment of Messrs. Harper has been de-

stroyed by fire, occasioned by an attempt to steal a copy

of Mr. James's new novel of '*Morley Ernstem, for the

purpose of publishing a pirated edition.

VanDiemen'sLand.—We have received HobartTown

papers to the 4th Feb. Few questions have ever excited

so great a sensation throughout the colony as the sudden

suspension of Capt. Montagu from the office of Colonial

Secretary, and the appointment of Mr. Boyes xn his

room ; the announcement of which appeared in the * Co-

lonial Gazette" of the 2nd Feb. A long account is pub-

lished in the Hobart Town paper, ** the Courier, on the

subject of the probable causes that led to this rupture be-

tween the Lieut-Governor, Sir John Franklin and Capt.

Montagu. It appears that Sir J. Franklin charged the

latter with general disrespect towards him on several occa-

sions, but more particularly on account of his «a^»"S

countenanced and lent his support to a local paper which,

though originally made the organ of Government, had

lately published some articles highly disrespectful to his

Excellency. A letter on this subject had previously been

written by Sir John's private secretary, Mr. Henslow, to

Capt. Montagu, which the latter, from some expressions in

the letter leading him to regard it as a strictly private com-

munication, answered by declining his interference m the

matter. This correspondence was afterwards communicated

to Sir J. Franklin, and seems to have been the piincipal

cause, among others of less importance, that led to the
wic v>ircassian chiefs. The present cmeis, x'^anai/* «*— v.„«.^, ^...^.-e. -. '" " . ^ *, p-_*. Mnnfapu'a dii-
Tschannazare, are said to be at variance, so that the pre-

^^^'f^^^l^'J^^^^^^^^
sent appears to be considered a favourable opportunity to missal .^Fe^ Istwas the day fix^

•ubdue them. Accounts from South Russia state that

there is a great movement of troops, who seem to be con-

fident of success. Meantime, to prevent the mountaineers

from receiving any supplies of arms and ammunition,

Russian ships strictly blockade the whole coast from

Sinops, the seat of the English agents, to Anapa, Icka-

terinodar, Kawkaskaja, and Stawropol, on the right bank
of the Kuban. The Leghrans on the right bank of the

Terek are no longer dreaded, but the Abchasians are said

to have collected in the neighbourhood of Sochunkule.

—

The St. Petersburgh journals contain at length the ukase

iBsued by the Emperor, dated the 7th April, for the sup-

pression of the slave,trade.

Ty»oT,"^Accottat3 receiyed from M»lt» dated th«

to give up his post ; and in the mean time he informed

the Lieut.-Governor that he was unconscious of having

been disrespectful, and assured him, upon the honour of

a gentleman, that he never intended anything of the kind,

requesting to be informed what were the passages in his

correspondence, and the parts of his conduct, which were

considered in that light ; and adding, that before so strong

a measure was taken against him, he ought at least to

have had the opportunity of explaining. It is further

gtated, that this opportunity was then afforded him by Sir

J. Franklin, who, after hearing them, admitted that his

explanations were satisfactory, but that he felt he couW

not carry on hi« gOTcrnmeatto his satisfaction
^^fj-^^

Moutagu at Cgioaial Secretary, ai Iw wa» of opiaioa tM%

during the last three months the public business had been

impeded ; at the sanae time, he bore testimony to Capt
Montagu's talents and usefulness in office under any Go-

vernment excepting in Tan Diemen's Land, and stated

that he should so report to the Secretarj- of State. Capt.

Montagu then forwarded another communication to the

Governor, stating that he had never received any commu-
nication, nor had any grounds to imagine that the Gover-
nor had been dissatisfied with the management of the pub-

lic business at any period during the last three months.

He assured Sir John that there was no evidence cf the

public business having been impeded, either in the Colo-

nial Secretary's, or in any other department of the Go-
vernment ; and that he had been suspended from his office

without any caution^ without totice. and without being

heard. He also remarked, that during the period referred

toby the Lieut.-Govenior, he had received his thanks in

the Executive Council for his public conduct, and that

those thanks had been repeated in an ofiiclal document iu

the Colonial Secretary's Office within the last three weeks.

Here the correspondence terminated; and Mr. Boycfl

having received a commission from the Lieut. -G>Vfrrior,

appointing him Colonial Secretary, Capt. Montagu gave

up the office, and has since taken his departure for Eng-

land. Considerable sympathy appears to be felt by the

public for Capt. Montagu, and a meeting had been held

in Hobart Town for the purpose of presenting him with a

service of plate.

India,—By a telegraphic despatch, communicated from

Marseilles to Paris, published in '^The Times" of Tues-

day, intelligence has been received thatan English packet-

boat has arrived at that port from India with despatchei

for the English Government. A British oflScer, who came

passenger by her, started immediately on her arrival for

London. This mail is said to have brought no news.

Cape of Good Hope.—We have received papers from

this colony to the 23rd April. They are chiefly occupied

with the discussion of the ** border policy," some alarm

having spread through the colony on account of movements

observed among the Caffre tribes. Itappears that besides

thedepredationsof the aborigineshaving increased to a great

extent, they have exhibited symptoms of restlessness

which leads to the belief that they meditate a descent upon

the frontier district^. It is asserted, that with this view

they have collected strong forces, that they have had con-

Ktiltations on this subject, and that it had been determined

among them, that the period of the occupation of ISatal

by the Government troops would, as it had attracted the

greater part of the military force of the colony to a dia-

Unt point, be the most favourable opportunity for the

execution of their enterprise- The subject appears to have

created a good deal of anxiety and alarm iu the colony.

The Lieut-Governor had protracted his stay at Fort

Beaufort, The chief Tayliawas dying under a pulmonary

attack, and the Lieut.-Governor's presence there was con-

sidered necessary to subdue any refractory feeling when

the chief's dissolution took ]>lace. At Fort Pt^ddie and

Mancazana, the fears of the farmers on the subject of

Caffre war appear to be very general, and they were, in

strong terms, asking protection for their lives and pro-

perty. A communication has been received from Fort

Peddie stating that guns of a superior description had

lately found their way into Caffreland, and that a great

many of them were already in the hands of the Caffres,

who have found that the common musket soon gets out of

order. The report adds that at a late meeting of Pato «

and Kama's people to settle a dispute, not less than 500

guns were mustered. Another fact, mentioned as cor-

roborative of the supply of ammunition among the tribes,

is, that two Caffres had been killed on the spot by the

accidental discharge of a quantity of gunpowder. In the

meantime news had arrived from the Lmzimvoobo,

that the troops on their march to Natal had passed over

that river all well. The last accounts from the Natal

emigrants were that they had decided on settling the

question in a pacific manner, those who had wished the

contrary having been forced, by the majority against them,

to resign their temporary power. At the Cape local im-

provements were making way ; a road across the C ape

Fiats was to be constructed, to increase the facilities of

traffic and otherwise render that part of the suburbs avail-

able for business. The master and four of the crew of the

Georgia, bound to London from Calcutta, destroyed by

£re at sea some time since, noticed by us in a former

number, had arrived in Algoa-bay, having been landed

from an open boat on the Caflfreland coast, 300 miles

further eastward. They had been five days without water

and food, save about a doien pumpkins and a few heads of

Indian corn. Intelligence has been received from Cape

Town from Lord Saltoan, commanding the reinforcements

now on their voyage to China, The letters are dated

March 17. On the 9th Feb, the squadron had experi-

enced a heavy gale of wind, with thunder and lightning,

and parted company with the Apollo troop-ship, but they

afterwards fell in with her off the little island of Tristan

d'Acunha. The troops are stated to be all in good health.

HOUSE OF LORDS. . .^
Sa/wrtfn^V.-The royal ^-^^nt was given by

<^^^,^f^^. m^
Sugar duties BiH, the Pentonville Pnsons H^U^^VA

^J^^^^.
d^uity BiU, the Fines ai.d Recoveries BUU ^^^^^^^ several

meT»trilr1laLd; Bill, the Civil BiU. the I>«f
f^fj;
J^^re for.

RaUroii and other PrivateBiUs Severa^er^^,.^,^ ^^

wartfeti a star*- The remamtler <^ the «au»#

hearing ar^unients on writs o^'error.
.^^^,^ from the in-

T««iilv.—Lord Clarendon prescn'^^^^u,.* the government
hehitanis of the Cape of Goo<i"''P^'£^2Tiii»il«««d to the free

of that colony mirht be in some "W^ ju^om pointed out the
institution* oC the mother coantry*—y^ syaUaa upoa a popula-
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Cape, and wassupported in this view by
J-<>J^

Br^u^^^m
TfX«,;..,v imwpvrr. maintained the right of the colony to

Lord

Howi>EV, however, maintained the rignt oi me coiony to a con-

«titutiuii.-Aftcr some further conversation, dunng which the

Eaxl . f niros stated that the subject is now occupymg the atten-

tion of the Secretary- for the Colonies, the subject dropped.

Their Lordships then passed to the order of the day for the

third readinirof the Property tax. TheMaxqais of Clanricardb

opposed ir. Pfe said, the n^ore time he had had for reflecting

upon this bill since the last discussion, the stronger was his con-

Tiction that it was a measure which ought not to pass. It might

be saki, that at this stage it would be improper for this House to

reject the bill. That was an argument which could be suggested

only by a wcuk Government. That House did not sit to register

the edicts of the House of Commons. He hoped that, from a due
sense of the diguity and independence of this House, such an
arg'ument would not be urged. He contended that the bill was
cbuoxioiistotbe nation, degrading to the character of the people,
and repulsive to their feclins's. He concluded by saying that the
Government measures, so faj; from relieving the distresses of the

country, would rather increase them. Goveniment, in dealing
with the financial difficulties of the country, had merely endea-
voured to ascertain how easily they might obtain money, neglect-

ing to provide a permaiuut remedy for the evils under which the
nation suffered. He begged to move that the bill be read a third

time that day three months.—The Earl of Wicklow regretted

that Ireland had not been included in the operation of the
meaiiure. He wished to see similarity of legislation, simi-

larity of taxation, and similarity of benefits, exi:iting in both
countries; and when such taxes as this were imposed, he
was desirous of seeing them applied to Ireland, because
he wished to see that county fit to bear them. — Earl

Sta.vhupi; said be would support the amendment. He was
decidedly of opinion that the measures of Government were
most detrimental arid destructive to the agricultural interests of

the country, and he could not give them his support. When the

new TarifT was brought before the House, he would consider it

his duty to vote for the rejection of that measure also.—Lord
Bbauuunt expressed his intention of voting against tlie amend-
ment, and was followed by
Lord FiTztiKRALo, who strenuously a?:scrtcd the necessity of

the tax proposed by Government, from the exhausted state in

which, when entering on office. Ministers had found the national

finances. He concluded by saying that the advisers of the Crown
had preferred a property tax to any measure of a merely specu-
lative character—they had preferred it to any transitory or un-
certain scheme of temporary finance. It was believed that they
bad done so with the full approbation of that as well as the other
House of Parliament ; and they felt that they had not deceived
themselves when they reckoned upon being supported by men of
property with the same spirit which their ancestors displayed in

times of similar financial difficulty.

Lord MoN'TKAGLEcntercdinto a lengthened defence of his own
llnnncial administration, and contended that no necessity had
been made out for such a measure. In opposing this property
tax, he said he did so on the same principles on which he had
opposed it when he had the honour of being a Minister of the
Crown, because he thought it unwise, uiijust, and that it would
be ineffective.

The Earl of Ripom defended the Government measure. He
said that the question was a very simple one J and all the argu-
ments of the noble Lords who had addressed the House against
this measure resolved tbemseWeb into this question—*' Is there
OTnot a case of tinancial necessity to justify it? '* Government
did not dispute that the property tax must be liable to very grave
objections, and he had stated that it was only to be justified by
very strong necessity. He concluded by saying that he con-
sidcred it was the duty of their Lordships to adopt the bill now
before them, with a view to meet the present emergency.—Their
Lordships then divided, when the third reading of the Bill was
carried by a majority of 70 : the numbers being—For the amend-
ment, 28 ; against it, C8. The Bill was then read a third time
and passed.

Wednesday.—The royal assent by commission was given to the
following bills:- the Property-tax Bill, the Australia Waste
l^nda Bill, the Metropolitan Wooden Pavement Company Bill,

tlie Ferrybridge and Boroughbridgc Road Bill, the Charter-house
K>tate Bill, the Britwell Salome Inclosure Bill, and the Kilming-
ton Inclo?nrc Bill. The commissioners were the Lord Chancellor,
the Karl of Shaftesbury, and Lord Wharncliffe.
A number of private biiia on the table were advanced a stage.

—On the motion of the Earl of SuAyTfiSBUiiy, the Commons*
amendments to the Justices Jurisdiction Bill were agreed to.
Thursday,— The House sat for a short time only, on appeals,

and advanced two private Bills a stage.
Friday.—The Marquis of LoxnoNDKimv presented a petition

from the coal owners of Durham, &c., against hasty legislation
on the empl yment of women and children in coal mines. He
denied the statements of the Commissioners, and said that *' the
children were as happy as the day was long, and no young class
of workpeople were so joUy and so joyous."
The Duke of Wxli.incton, in reply to the Earl of Bel-

haven, said that Government had prepared a measure with
the view of settling the questions at issue in the Church of Scot-
land, but had abandoned it on finding that it would not satisfy
both parties. Government, however, would still give their atten-
tion to the subject.

The Copyright Bill was read a third time, and passed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Saturday.—The House was occupied in considering the Rail-

ways Bill in committee. When the order of the day was read,
Mr. Hardy inquired what precautions had been taken on the oc-
casi,>ii of the Queen's late passage by the Great Western Railway
frorn Slough to London, and was informed by Mr. C. RussBLr,
chairman of the company, that two carriages had been interposed
hetween that of her Majesty and the engine, so as to obviate all
nsk of collision. A clause moved by Mr. Palmer, of Berkshire,
cmpoweniigthe Board ofTrade to require fences in certain situa-
tions where radways might run near common roads, was with-drawn by its proposer, after some discussion, and an explanationfromMr. GtApsTONE, who *ated that the particular railroad

w TwT^I ^n^'^'*'"*^
^°/ *^« purpose. A motion was then madeby Mr. S. O Bribn, to prevent ihe locking of the doors of pas-senger carriages on the side nearest to the station. Mr C RusBELL Showed, from a return of the accidents which had actuallyhappened on the Great Western RaiUvay, that they had almost

all occurred to persons jumping: in and out while the Uain was in
motion, and that not a single misadventure had happened in consequence of the locking of the doors.-Mr. Gladstone objected
to thi.s kind of mmutc legislation, and to the responsibility which
it would cast upon Government in matters of which the regula
tion ought to devolve upon the directors alone.— Sir R ^¥,h:-L
thought that public opinion would supply the best controi • and
if there were any old ladies or ecclesiastics who were afraid of
being: locked up, the directors aiid those people might settle it
between them.— The clause, on a division, was rejected by 92
ag?iinst ^9.
Mr. Plltmptre next proposed a clause forbidding the use of

railways on a Sunday, except " in cases of charity or necessity."
—Mr. Macaulav asked why, when other Sunday conveyances
were allowed, a prohibition should be imposed on that particular
mode of travelling which caused tl^ least exertion both to man
and beast.— Other members objected to this kind of legriUion,
which Mr. G. Bjtrkklev characteris:ed as puritanical ; and SirR.
Inolis concurred in recommending the withdrawal of the clause.
—ft went, however, to a division, and was negatived by I05
against 8.

'

Lord R. Grosvsxor proposed a clause, the object of which
WM to give a controlling power over railway companies
having a common terminus, or using rails in common, so that
xasUks advantas-e should not be taken or siven bv one comnanv

to the prejudice of another.— Mr. Gladstone, without denying
that this subject, which involved important proprietary rights,
was one for the adjudication of which it might be proper to con-
stitute some tribunal, did not consider that the powers proposed
could be satisfactorily exercised by the Board of Trade; and
hoped the clause would not be pressed. It was brought, how-
ever, to a division, and negatived by a majority of 41 to 40.—The
remaining clauses were then agreed to.

The Customs' Act Bill (the new Tariff Bill) was read a second
time.
Monday.— After the presentation of petitions, Sir J. Graham

intimated that it was not the intention of Government, during
the present year, to interfere with the present system of English
registration of Parliamentary voters, but that they would intro-

duce a bill before the close of the present session, in the hope of
carrying it early in the next session.— Sir R. Pkel, in reply to

Lord J. Russell, said that Government did not at present intend
to interfere with the question of Irish registration.

On the order of the day for committing the Poor-law Amend-
ment Bill, Mr. C. BvLtKR called the attention of the House to
the recent proclamation respecting the gold coin. He thought it

highly unjust that the whole loss of 25 years' wear should fall on
the accidental holder. That loss was a heavy one to poor indivi-

duals, but would not have been heavy to the nation at large, for

the whole amount of light gold was but about 6,000,000/. ; and
the loss on this amount, according to the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer's own estimate of ij percent., would have been only
about 90,000/. He then cited precedents, to show that, on former
recoinagcs, the holders of coin, depreciated merely by reasonable
wear, had always been protected; but here there was no protec-
tion at all, and Government had not even adopted any sort of
precaution against the evil which it was obvious would ensue.
The period, too, which Government had chosen he thought was
exceedingly unpropitious— a period of great public distress 5 and
the injury inflicted on the public by this measure would be pro-
ductive of more damage in a fortnight than the Tariff could com-
pensate in a year.

The Chanckllor of the Exchequer deprecated this mode of
bringing on important questions. The law authorised all indivi-
duals to refuse gold coin, which wfs below the weight required,
as a legal tender. He admitted that it would have been better if

the public had been more frequently warned of the effect and
operation of the law; but, passing over this, he declared that the
intimations which Government had received of the evil of the
depreciation of the present gold coinage required some executive
interference; aad they had therefore selected that seasonable
moment for interference, which they believed, if neglected, wculd
not soon occur again. Government had adopted this measure
with a view of relieving the pressure on the monetary interests,
which were ultimately the interests of the whole community.

—

After some observations from Mr. Hawes, Mr. F. T. Baring
thought it his duty to declare that the time selected for this ope-
ration was a fit and favourable one ; and he agreed that the loss
had been properly divided between the private holders and the
public revenue.—Mr. Bkrnal made a few remarks, disapproving
of the course pursued by Government ; after which.

Sir R. p£EL said, that under existing circumstances no other
course was open to the Executive than the one they had adopted.
It was a matter in which to have given notice, directly or indi-
rectly, to any man or set of men, would have been a great injus-
tice to the public. Alinisters would have been much to blame if,

after the numerous representations made to them from the high-
est authorities, of the growing evil of depreciation, they had not
availed themselves of a season of favourable exchanges to cor-
rect it. It was now said that the Treasury ought to have borne
this loss. The Treasury was to bear that part of the loss which
would arise from the re-coinage ; but the loss on the depreciation
was not improperly borne by the public. Any other course taken
to remedy such an actual evil would have led to a positive depre-
ciation of the coinage more severe than that which now existed,
aud which, by providing a market for '* clippers," and other de-
predators of the coinage, would have materially enhanced the
grievance felt by the public. There was no safe protection against
so profligate a waste of public money, but the sort of direct and
sudden proclamation which had been issued in this instance.
Mr. Hume approved of the course adopted by Government, but

was of opinion that they might have obtained their object with
Igss loss to the commercial and trading classes, who were suffer-
ing severely from the effects of the proclamation.—Capt. Berkk-
LET complained that light sovereigns had been paid by Govern-
ment to the men in one of the dockyards since this very procla-
mation.— Sir G. Cock burn doubted the fact, which he said
appeared to be contradicted by accounts from the Admiral on the
spot. After some further conversation, in which Lord Ebrxngton
and Messrs. Attwoou and Turner joined, the subject dropped.
The motion was then put for goinginto Committee on the Poor

Law Amendment Bill, on which Col. Sibthorp recommended
the total cessation of the Poor Law Commission, and the transfer
of its powers to the Poor Law Guardians, controlled by the Home
Secretary. With the view to take the sense of the House on this
vital point, he would move that the bill should be committed on
that day three months.—Mr. W^klev supported the amendment
at great length. He believed that any obstacle to the progress of
the bill would be a benefit, for the bill was calculated to sow the
seeds of revolution in the country. He opposed the bill on the
various grounds of its unconstitutional nature, its despotic
powers, its inhumanity, and its tendency to destroy the liberties
of the people of England. Both of the great political parties, the
Tory and the Whig, were responsible for this measure, against
which the entire country prayed.—Lord Courtenay was induced,
by the experience of several years, during which he had acted as
a guardian, to give his cordial support to this bill. The present
system was not justly appreciated without some reference to the
evils of that which had preceded it; those evils it had effectually
removed.—Mr. Lawson strongly opposed the bill.— Sir R. Peel
declared that the measure was themcasure not of any individual,
but of her Majesty's Government, He was not a member, but an
opponent of the Government which originally proposed this
measure; and, hi supporting it in this matter, he had seen nothing
to change his opinion during the interval. He then read an
official report made by Commissioners, among whom were the
Bishops of London and Chester, setting forth the wretched and
vicious state of the country workhouses in general before the
new law, and the London workhouses, for the most part, were no
better. If Government had wished for a little popularity, they
might have now proposed the discontmuance of the Commission •

but they believed that the Commission could not be safely super-
seded in less than five years. It would require that time to'mature
the contemplated improvements; but it would not at all follow
that the Commission must be made a permanent one. He was
convinced that the vices of the old system were too inveterate to
be otherwise rooted out. and he, therefore, should give his cordial
support to the bill before the House. The House then divided,
and the amendment was rejected by 219 to 49.
Mr. Ferband, after some observations, moved the adjonm-ment of the debate for a week.—Mr. Fielden seconded the mo-

tion
; warning the House against granting the unconstitutional

powers proposed to be perpetuated by the bill to the Commis-
Moners.--Mr. Mark Pitileps supported the bill, and attributedmuch of the resistance against it to the vanity of guardians un-
auie to brook the control of a superior authority.— Sir J. Graham
thJ^l ^^ nuesHon some statements by Mr. Ferrand, relative tothe conduct of thejiiardiansof the Keighley Union, which he saidhe was quite Wlliinpr to submit to the invPRti<raHAn rxf a c*>I*.^f

u

^^.v,«.** Ar. ^^ ^^® investigation of a select
committee. After some further debate, a division took place,when Mr. Ferrand's motion was lost by 255 to 18.- Some further
discussion ensued, and the bill went into committee pro forma
The other orders of the day were then disposed of.

Tttetrfrty.—After the presentation of several petitions, some
conversation took place on the subject of the coinage, in the
course of which Mr. Gi-Ansxo.vE stated that the extraordinary

demand for silver coin had arisen from the discredit of the half-
sovereigns. This would be speedily remedied by a new issue of
the latter description of coin.— In reply to Sir C. Napikr. on the
subject of Capt. Warner's invention, Sir R. PiiEi. said he'had of-
fered to refer the subject to Oflicers to be appointed bythe Master!
General of the Ordnance, and that the public should bear the ex-
pense of the experiments. It was necessary that Government
should proceed cautiously in affairs of this sort, as there would
not be a guinea left in the Treasury if the claims of every man
should be implicitly acknowledged M'ho thought he had made a
valuable discovery.
On the motion of Lord J. Russell, the Bribery Billwas read a

second t'lme pro/ornidt with an understanding that the discus
'

should take place in committee on Tuesday next.
Mr. W'aro, pursuant to notice, then brought forward his mo.

Hon on the subject of the ballot. He enlarged on the bribery
practised at the last general election, which he admitted to have
been quite as widely and grossly perpetrated on his own as on
the opposite side of the House. But bribery was not his only
complaint; influence and intimidation were still greater evils-
and through these means the tenantry of England were now
sunk into a state of slavery. He believed the ballot would get
the better of all this mischief, and cure what the law could not
reach. He concluded by moving, ''That, in all future elections
for Members of Parliament, the votes be taken by way of ballot "
—Mr, H. Berkelkv seconded the motion. He said, the evil, as
proved to exist under the present system, was too gre^t to allow
a possibility that any^ statement of it could be an exaggeration.
Ballot was the proper cure for it; and how could that resource'
be objected to as un-English in a House, 500 of whose members
belonged to clubs employing the ballot box ? In all elections
there were screws. The hop-merchant was tlie screw on the
brewer, the corn factor on the corn-grow^cr, the cheese-factor on
the dairy farmer; but the great screw of all was the banker
screw. He then entered into some details respecting the late
elections in support of his arguments, and concluded by saying
he should give the motion his decided support.-After a few re-
marks from Capt. L4.YARn and Mr. CnttiSTiE, in support of the
motion, Mr. Gkanville Ver^ox spoke on the opposite side.
He believed that the generality of voters would disdain the
proposed disguise, and be forward in publishing their votes.^
Capt. Bkrkelky desired to justify himself for now voting in
favour of ballot, which in former sessions he had resisted; but
Lord John Russell on introducing the Reform Bill, had stated one
of the main objects of that bill to be the diminution of bribery-
whereas the actual effect of the Reform Bill had been enormously
to increase it. He now saw no other remedy than the ballot.—
After some remarks from Capt. Bernal, in favour of the motion
Mr. MiLNES admitted the advantage afforded to the advocates of
ballot by the recent exposures ; but yet he believed that fewer
votes were bought with hard money at the last than at any
former severe struggle. He did not believe the ballot would
operate against the higher classes, but he objected to it in prin-
ciple; and the few persons who had a disposition to punish

I
electors for their votes, were, in his opinion, quite as likely to in-
dulge their violence upon suspicion as upon positive knowledge.
—Mr. Po.NSONUY advocated the ballot as a barrier to ulterior
changes.—Mr. Byng opposed it. He thought it would injuriously
alter the character of the House. Besides, true Englishmen
would never be able to conceal their votes ; for they were bred to
truth, and they could not disguise it.—Mr. M. J. O'Connell
supported the motion, and Lord J. Manners opposed it, observing
that he was convinced that the nation did not desire the ballot.
— Mr. Sheil was anxious to have it understood that there had
been no engagement on the part of Lord Grey's Ministry at the
date of the Reform Bill to exclude the ballot throughout all time
to come. On the contrary, it had been expressly arranged among
those Ministers, and it was announced by them to Parliament,
that on this subjectno final decision was then to be takenby that
Cabinet. Lord AUhorp, Lord Wharncliffe, and others, had then
predicted that the effect of the Chandos clause would be tocreate
a demand for the ballot. Lord Stanley himself had also then de-
clared that if, after that enactment, a few leading gentlemen of a
county should meet and agree upon a candidate, there would be
little doubt about the result of his canvas. Intimidation thus
became the great evil to be remedied. He denied that the ballot
would diminish the influence of property, or that it would pro-
duce hypocrisy and breach of faith. In general promises would
be kept; and if extorted ones were broken, the sin of the breach
was not greater than the sin of the extortion. It was urf^ed that
the ballot was un-English ! No doubt duplicity w^as un-English,
but tyranny was un-English too. But public opinion was relied
on as a sufficient check. Now, public opinion had declared itself
against bribery, but against intimidation there was no effectual
exhibition of feeling; and your great men openly claimed their
right to do as they pleased with their own. For this the only re-
dress was the ballot, and he besought the House to adopt it.

Sir J. Grauaji gave some explanations of the views enter-
tained by Lord Grey's Government on the subject of the ballot,

and quoted a declaration of Lord Althorp, who, though indivi-
dually favourable to ballot, opposed Mr. Grote's motion for it, on
the express ground that the Reform Act had been introduced by
Lord Grey*s Cabinet a:> a final measure. That declaration it was
which gave birth to the modem word "finality." He denied that
the ballot would be a barrier to ulterior changes j on the con-
trary, when the people at large should be precluded from seeing
the way in which that trust was exercised, they would loudly
demand admission to exercise the franchise for themselves. He
would repeat that the ballot could afford no useful protection.
There were other passions besides fear of tyranny—there were
envy, revenge, hatred, and all the bad feelings which connected
themselves with cowardice. He felt deeply on this subject, and
he trusted the Horse would concur with him.
Mr. Murphy supported the motion, and was followed on the

same side by Mr, O'Coxnell, who said that when all undue in-

fluences should have been abolished by the ballot, there would be
but one influence for ambition to rise by—the influence of cha-
racter. The present discussion would at least evince that a ma-
jority of this House thought so modestly of their own merits as
to decline such a test.
Lord J. Russell said that his recollection did not materially

differ from that of Sir J. Graham respecting the discussions which
had taken place among the members of Lord Grey's Government
He had himself at that time, as he had also subsequently, opjiosed
the suggestion of ballot. He had stated to Parliament, and there-
in he had differed from Lord Althorp, that he considered it open
to the late Government to go beyond the Reform Bill, should
such ulterior measures become expedient for the state. But he
felt serious objections to the present proposal. It would prevent
the detection of bribery ; and it would aggravate the dissatisfac-
tion of the non-olectors. The very Chartists had declared against
ballot, unless accompanied by the other measures which they re-

quired. W'hat other measures the proposer of this motion con-
templated were not apparent; but it was apparent that he
contemplated some; and the House, untd they should know
what these were, would not properly judge of the proposal before
them. This he knew, that the logical, natural, and necessary
consequence of ballot would be an extension of the franchise.
His Lordship then referred to the effects of the ballot as exhibited
in other countries, from which he concluded that it would prove
inefficient, and, in many respects, highly objectionable in our
own. He concluded by saying that, at all events, before he would
vote for such a change as this, he must have before him the en-
tire plan of its proposers. To the present measure he would
again, as before, record Ids decided opposition.
Mr. Waklky endeavoured to show that ballot would not lead

to an extension of suffrage.—Mr. WARr) briefly replied, and the
House divided, when there appeared—Against the motion, 29O;
for it, 157: majority against the ballot, 133.
Upon Mr. Roebuck's motion, Mr. W. Miles and Sir W. Heath-

cote were dischwg^ed from their attendance upon the Election
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Compromising Committee, Mr. E. Yorke and Mr. W. Patten beinp

added in their room. The other orders were then disposed of.

WedfiesduT/.—Af^er the presentation of several petitions, the

Chancbllor of the Exchequer stated, in reply to Mr. Hume,
on the subject of the present reported deficiency in the supply of

the silver coina^, that it was not quite three weeks since repre-

sentations had been made to him, by persons most competent to

judge of the matter, that there was an excessive quantity of

silver, and Government was applied to to take some of it out

of circulation. He had, therefore, no reason to apprehend th^t

there would be so soon a deficiency in the supply. That day,

however, it had been represented that there was a deficiency, and

application was made to Government to supply it. Government,
j

accordingly, would adopt such means as were in their power to

procure, at the earliest period, an additional supply. He might

further state, that there was an ample supply of gold coin to re-

place what might be taVen out of circulation, and he hoped that

would, 33 far as possible, abate the neces>ity of adding to the

silver coinage.
. , . ... ^ .^.

Several bills were forwarded m their respective stages. On the

motion for the Speaker's leaving the chair, on the order of the

day for the committee on Lord Ashley's bill respecting mines and

collieries, Mr. Scott (pf Walsall) made a statement, tending to

show that, as far as related to the collieries of Staffordshire, there

bad been some exaggeration and misapprehension about the

apprenticeship of lads, and the hardships endured by children.

He was desirous that the legislature should at present pass only

that part of the bill which prohibited the employment of females,

postponing the other clauses till a future session.—Mr. Aldam
wished for a fortnight's delay, which was opposed by Mr. Waud.
—The House then went into committee, and the first clause, pro-

hibiting the employment of females, was passed without opposi-

tion. '
, . . , , » ^ A

On the clause limiting the employment of boys, Lord Ashley
said that, in pursuance of an arrangement made with several

experienced and humane persons representing- the mine, owners,

he should propose a modification, lowering the minimum age

from 13 to 10, but providing that the boys under 13 should work
but three days a week.—Mr. Huaik wished for some enactment
making it compulsory that the three off-days should be devoted

to schooling.—Lord Ashlev wished to see such a devotion of

time ; but feared it could not be at present made compulsory, in-

asmuch as there were not yet sufficient schools in existence.—

After a few remarks from Messrs. Lambton, HABuy, and Bkll,
Mr. AiNSWOBTH said, this clause would throw many of the thin

mountain mines of Lancashire out of employ, and he hoped Lord
Ashleywould reconsider this proposal.—Mr.Protherok regretted

that Lord Ashley had assented to any reduction of the age below

13 ; and protested against compelling bqj's to go to school at all

on the working days.—CoL Roi.lkston, Messrs. Walker,
BROTUEaxox, V. Smith, and others, maintained for some tim6 a
discussion respecting the relative merits of the daily and of the

alternate system.—LordAsEiLEY said, it would be impracticable

to make exceptions of particular districts, or to entrust parents
with any discretion in the employment of children.—The clause

was then carried as proposed by Lord Ashley.
Mr. Vii.LiERS doubted the necessity of the clause forbidding

apprenticeships. It was necessary, he said, that in some way
the workpeople should learn their business.—Messrs. Bell and
Protherok bore their testimony that no such practice existed in

the collieries of Northumberland or Gloucestershire.—The clause
was carried; as was also the clause requiring that the charge of

all engines for lowering or raising the workpeople into or out of

the mines, should be entrusted only to adults.—The other various

clauses of the bill having been agreed to without alteration, the
report was ordered to be brought up on Friday.
On the report of the Sudbury Disfranchisement Bill, Mr,

Blackstone moved that it should be recommitted, in conse-
quence of an error in the service of the requisite notice to the re-

turning officer,— Mr. Rbdingtox opposed the motion, which,
after some conver.satiou, was negatived by a division: the
numbers being 48 to 19.
The other orders of the day were then disposed of.

Thursday.—Vlx . O'Conkeli., pursuant to notice, moved that
the committee of inquiry into corruption at Belfast be empowered
to appoint an agent to each party.— Sir R. Peel opposed it; and
after a short conversation, the motion was withdrawn.
Mr. H. J. Baillik. pursuant to notice, moved for copies of the

correspondence of Sir A, Burnes with the Governor- General of
India during his mission to Cabul, in the years 1837 &"<! 16^8,
with other documents connected with the occupation of Affghan-
istau. Mr, Baillie spoke at considerable length in support of his
motion, the object of which was to elicit information on the sub-
ject. He condemned the occupation of Affghanistan as a great
political mistake, an opinion which, he affirmed, was a universal
one; and expressed what he considered to be a general senti-
ment, that it would be a fortunate circumstance if we could
withdraw our troops from that country without a stain on our
national honour and lowering our military reputation. But
though strongly condemning the conduct of the Indian Govern-
ment in entering on this war, and deprecating the circumstances
attending it, he admitted that there was now a necessity for
maintaining our honour and our reputation, if we wished to
maintain our Indian empire.—Mr. D'Israeli seconded the mo-
tion. In a speech of considerable length, he reviewed the cir-

cumstances under which we held sway in India, and argued from
thence that it was quite unnecessary for us to raise a barrier
against Russia for the protection of our Indian territories. He
described the w^hole foreign policy of Lord Palmcrston as charac-
terised either by a fatal inertness, or a more terrible energy;
and said that the noble Lord's policy usually commenced by
neglect of his own duties, 'and terminated by violating the rights
of other nations.—Sir J. C. Hobhotse deprecated the unfairness
and partiality of the statements of the mover and seconder of the
motion, and defended the late Governor-General of India. Lord
Auckland, from their aspersions. He said that, in all the attacks
made on the late Government by the then powerful opposition,
the Affghanistan war had not formed a staple subject of assault j

an assault which was now dictated by the course of events, im-
plicating a policy which had received the sanction of the East
India Company. He then entered into a lengthened defence of
the policy of the late Government with respect to this war, which
he said had been entered on after the fullest consideration, and
consultation with competent authorities, who trad advised them,
as their best Indian security against the encroachments of Persia,

under the active guidance of Russia, to secure the mastery
of that important part of Central Asia. It was not true, he said,

as had been asserted that Sir A. Burnes had been opposed
to the policy of Lord Auckland. He conc;uded by saying that
be did not believe that any Government would dare mate-
nally to modify Lord Auckland's policy, which, if perse-
vered in, would, he thought, not only enable us to repaur
the late melancholy disasters, but secure our Indian empire.—
Lord JocKLvx followed, and expressed his conviction that we
should pause before wc attempted thereconquest of Affghanistan.

—Mr. Hogg said that though he had been alluded to by Su: J.

Hobhouse as having done so, he had neither approved of the

Affghau war, nor were the Directors of the East India Company
at all favourable to the policy which led to it- But he did not
think that this was the proper time for idle declamation on that
policy. We had disasters to repair, wrongs to be avenged ; and
he, for one, would not at this moment seek to paralyse the ener-
gies of this countr*'.— Mr. Hutt briefly vindicated the policy
v/hich ledtothc war.— Sir II. Pkbl said that having formed his

conclusions on public grounds, he had come to the decision that,
in i!ie present state of our Indian affairs, it would not be expe-
dient to grant the papers asked for by the motion. The Russian
Government had disclaimed all desire of disturbing oar Indian
Empire, and nothing had since occurred to discredit these assur-
ances, which had been accepted by this country as entirely satis-

factory. The present position of affairs in India disposed lam to

deprecate all discussion on the subject, and to oppose the pro-
duction of the papers asked for. *Mt appears to me," he said,
"and I trust it will be so, that whatever course Government may
think best to pursue, it will not be forgetful of the influence
which it must have on our possessions in India, to show that the
honour of British arms will be maintained, and that no instance
of gross perfidy or treachery shall be allowed to pass with impu-
nitj'. It has been represented to the House that a cUsaster has
taken place in Affghanistan. It is true that we suffered a great
military reverse, but we are strong enough to admit it; and if

we have suffered a military reverse in Affghanistan, it is not a
disaster of a nature to affect our dominion in India. If wc have
sufferefl a disaster, it is impossible to see the examples of forti-

tude and valour which that disaster called forth, and to iwrmit
ourselves to despair. When we think of the patient endurance
and the surpassing valour of Sir Robert Sale, or when we witness
the heroism of that lady who shared his dangers—and when we
think upon the effect which such an example must have— we
cannot permit ourselves to be cast down for one moment. There
has been a great military reverse; but it has not been greater
than reverses which we have met with before: and 1 am confi-

dent that, through the valour and fortitude of British arms, those
disasters will be repaired, and that they will not have the effect

of in the slightest degree shaking the confidence of the people of

India in the supremacy of our arms, as I trust their confidence
had never been shaken in the justice of our civil Government.

I-ord Palme BSTox retorted on Mr. D'Israeli his accusation of

supineness, though he could not add that he had followed up
that supineness with "terrible energy." Reviewing the trans-

actions connected with the occupation of Affghanistan, he con-

tended that all the competent authorities connected with India

had considered that active remedial measures were necessary to

protect our Indian frontier J
and expressed his conviction, that

even now the Indian Government were replacing us in the same
commanding position with Affghanistan which we held last year.

He deprecated the sentiment, that we should send an army into

that country with the mere purpose ofavenging ourselves on the

inhabitants, and then to abandon it; he hoped rather that Go-

I'ernmcnt would pursue the policy which had led us to consider

it as a secure barrier for our Indian possessions, and wliich in our
own hands would render them impregnable on thatquarter. The
noble Lord concluded with a lew observations defending the ge-

neralforeigu policy of the late Government.—After a few obser-

vationsfrom Mr. Hume, Lord J. Rcsskli, said that the late Go-
vernment had no objection to make to the production of the pa-

pers, though he considered the reasons assigned by Sir R. Peel to

be sufficient for their being withheld. His opinion on Lord Auck-
land's policy had not been in the least shaken by what had since

occurred; and he was glad to find that those who had reserved

their attack till misfortune had clouded theirown arms, had made
out so weak a case as they bad done.—Mr. Bailmk replied, and
said he was willing to withdraw his motion (the debate having

lasted from before five o'clock till half-past one), but Mr. Hi'me
objected to the withdrawal, and a division took place, when
there appeared "5 against the motion, and 9 for it.

Sir J. Graham obtained leave to bring in several bills—the first

to encourage the establishment of district courts and prisons;

the second, to atnend the laws concerning prisoners; the third,

to continue, until the 1st Oct., 1843, the exemption of inhabitants

of parishes, townships, and villages, from liability to be rated as

such in respect of stock in trade or other property to the relief of

the poor; and the fourth, to amend and continue for one year

the Acts regulating the police of Manchester, Birmingham, and

Bolton.—Mr. Gr.AnsTONK moved in committee on the Customs
Bill, " That it is expedient to permit foreign wheat to be delivered,

under certain regulations, from the warehouse, or from the ship,

duty free, upon the substitution into the warehouse, or the deU-

very for exportation, of equivalent quantities of flour and bis-

cuit." The motion was agreed to. The House then resumed,

and the other orders of the day were disposed of.

Friday.—Or\ the motion for going into committee on the Poor

Law Amendment Bill, Mr. Fikldkn said he would avail

himself of all the forms of the House to oppose it. — Mr.

T. DuNcoMBK moved that a temporary measure should

be passed, as the present session was too far advanced

to allow time for deliberation. — Sir J. Graham thought

the motion a very proper one, and hoped the House would
give a decided opinion.— Mi". Fbrrand contended, that if

the Government passed this bill, Sir R. Peel would totally

destroy his present influence and power in two years.—

Mr. Roebuck said that the honest and industrious labouring

classes had received more real benefit from the Poor Law Com-
missioners than from any other scheme that had ever been de-

vised.—Sir R. PKfiL protested against a factious opposition, and,

after vindicating himself from the charge ofallowingthe Poor-law

to be made a party engine, took a general review of the whole

question, from the Act of Elizabeth to the passmg of the present

Law.—Aftcr a long discussion, the adjournment of the debate was

moved by Mr. Fiei.den, and negatived by a majority of 29" to

29.—Sir C. Napikr then moved the adjournment of the House, to

which Six R. Peel yielded; and the House adjourned to Monday.

ordinary and e;ctraordinary receipt and expenditure of the

City cash, which presents no feature of particular interest.

Some discussion followed on the subject of a projected

viaduct from Holborn-hill to Skinner-street. JVlr, R. L,

Jones said that there were no wars or means of accom-

plishing the object, and that, at last. Parliament n:;ust de-

cide upon the question. Mr. Anderton then made some

observations upon the instance-B of bribery and intimida-

tion lately exposed elsewhere, and concluded byroovinga
resolution, that in the opinion of the Court there were

just grounds for believing that bribery, corruption, and
intimidation \rere committed at the late general election ;

that, therefore, the Court do petition the Legislature to

institute a public and full investigation into the subject

;

and if such practice &hall be found to have existed, to

adopt such measures as will prevent it in future. After

some debate the resolution was adopted unanimously. The
Court then proceeded to the election of a town clerk in the

room of Mr, Woodthorpe deceased. The votes were
taken, and at the close the Lord Major declared Scrg.

Merewether the successful candidate, the numbers being

for Serg. Merewether 106, for Mr. Pritchard, oO, ma-
jority 26.

Public Meetings On Tuesday, a public meeting of

the African Civilisation Society was held at Exeter Hall,

Lord Ashley in the chair. Among the gentlfmen on the

pliitfoim, were tlie EarU of Chichester, Harrowby, Euston,

Fortescue, Lords J. Russell, Groavenor, Fitzroy, Mahon,

Teignmouth, and Sandon, Sir Robert Inglia, the Bishops

of Gloucester and Korv.ich, and several other distin-

guished individuals. The report of the committee was

read by the Rev. Mr. Dealtry and Sir R. fngHi", from

which it appeared that the Niger Expedition, though par-

tially unsuccessful, had led to the conclusion of treaties

with two of the native chiefs, but that, having ascended

nearly 300 miles, the " river fever" obliged it to return,

though not before atrangements had been made for the

purchase of a tract of land at the confluence of the Niger

with the Chadda, on which to carry on future agricultural

and other civilising experiments. The expedition, the

report said, h^.d also considerably increased our know-

ledge of the navigation of the river, and enabled the oflS-

cers on board to make a more perfect chart of its course;

and it had led to a further acquaintance with the habits,

dispositions, and varied dialects of the native population

on its borders. Though the sacrifice of life was great, it

bore no comparison with what is yearly sustained in en-

terprises of national aggrandisement or private gain. With
regard to the abolition of slavery, the report set forth

that this country had concluded treaties for its suppres-

sion with every Power in Europe having a maritime flag,

except Belgium, Greece, and Hanover, and that there was

no reason to doubt the accession of these Powers to simi-

lar engagements ; that she had entered into treaties with

every Power in America excepting the United States, the

Equator, New Grenada, and Peru, and with the three last

Powers treaties were under negotiation. Conventions

eral of the most influential chiefs

CITY.

Money Market, Friday.—Consols for the account closed

91| sellers ; Bank Stock, 166^ to 167^; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 9U tof; Three and a Half per Cents. Reduced,

100 to i; India Bonds, 24s. premium ;
Exchequer-bills,

2d. issue, 40e. to 42s. premium; and ditto, ^^d. issue,

45s. to 47s. premium-

In the

illetropod's nnH its Ficmitj).

Annivsrsari/ of the Queen's Accession,—Moxyday being

the anniversary of the Queen's accession to the throne, the

day was ushered in by peals of bells from all the metro-

politan churches, the royal standard was hoisted on different

steeples and public buildings, and the Park and Tower

guns fired double royal salutes at one o'clock,

evening her Majesty's tradesmen illuminated.

Common Council.—On Thursday, a Court was held

for the election of a town clerk of the corporation, and

for the despatch of a great deal of public business. The

Court was numerously attended. The subject of the dis-

tress prevailing throughout the country first occupied the

attention of the meeting. Mr. R. L. Jones moved that

the Court subscribe the sum of 500/. in aid of the funds

arising from her Majesty's letter for the relief of the dis-

tressed manufacturers of England and Scotland. Mr,
Stevens seconded the motion. Mr. P. Taylor said he

could not give a silent vote upon such an occasion, and

I in strong language reprobated the conduct of those who
supported the Corn Laws, which he considered to be the

cause of all the existing misery. He concluded by mov-
ing, as an addition to the proposition of Mr. R. L. Jones,
" That the Court recommended that the money to be

granted in aid of the manufacturers be laid out in the

purchase of corn to be admitted free of duty» and that

Government be petitioned by the Court for that object."

After some discussion, Mr. Taylor's amendment was ne-

gatived, and the original motion carried. Some conver-

sation ensued on the subject of the Income TaX; and the

had been signed with

on the coast of Africa, viz., the Chiefs of the Bonny, of

the Cameroons, of the Timmauees, and more recently

with the Chiefs of Eboe and of Egarra. And that orders

had been issued to British Governors in the African set-

tlements, and to the Commanders of the British naval

forces there, to Uke every opportunity of negotiating

with other native chiefs for the same purpose. The in-

fluence of Great BiiUin had induced the Bey of Tunis not

only to abolish the slave trade, but to emancipate his owrj

personal slaves ; and it had persuaded the Pacha of Egypt

to formally abolish the slave trade in the provinces under

his government, although it was feared that the practice

was not entirely extinguished. The report concluded by

recommending increased exertions in pursuing the objects

of the society, to promote the cultivation of the soil, com-

mercial intercourse, and the establishment of the Christian

faith on the continent of Africa. Lord J. Russell moved

the adoption of the report. He said that the socnety

pledged itself to persevere in their efforts, and that they

would not allow the clouds which had darkened the dawn

of this enterprise, to prevent them from pursuing the

holy work they had commenced- His lordship then pro-

ceeded to speak on the general subject of slave trade and

the efforts made by this country for its suppression. With

respect to the Niger Expedition, he said that when a

Minister of the Crown, he had felt it to be his duty to fit it

out in the very best manner, though none were employed

in it except those who voluntarily offered themselves.

Great as had been the failure of a part of that expedi-

tion, it was by no means to be considered as a com-

plete failure. It had shown the flag of England, under

the authority of England and of the Sovereign, en-

gaged in putting down the slave trade, and introducing

civilisation into the centre of Africa. His Lordship con-

cluded by saying that he felt satisfied, though this attempt

had failed, that the spirit of universal emancipation, aided

by the spirit of the Christian religion, would ultimately

obtain for them the happiness and the civilisation of mil-

lions. Archdeacon Wilberforce seconded the motion,

which was carried unanimously. Lord Sandon moved

the second resolution. He said they had gained no small

object when tley saw that the flag of England had beea

seen in the heart of Africa, abolishing tliat trade w -^

formerly it

The losses

greater far

SSing'^^^^^'i,^:^:i::^^"istances connected -'^^^ .^^^ "f'^^Zol^Lon tl... tliu
inspire, tLe meetmg

«J<»^f^
'"

^^,L'l by it. It was
extmction of slavery had been promvi^^^*^ j _

^conded by Earl Fortescue, and earned unanimously.

The substance of the rcsolu
j
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The Bishop of Gloucester mored the third resolution, 1 thence. The unique appearance of the entrance to the

„hich eiprcflned the approbation and admiration of the

meeting of the tetd and conduct of Capt. Trotter and the

gallant indiTiduals who accompanied him, and its sym-

pathv xrith the frienda of those who had fallen in the en-

terprise. This resolution was passed unaniaiously, as was

a.Uo another proposed by the Bishop of Norwich and se-

conded by Mr. Buxton, pledging the society not to relax

Hln the prosecntion of their project of the entire extinction

of the slave trade. After several speeches had been deli-

rered, the treasurer announced the state of the society's

ftinds, from which it appeared that from June 1841 to

June ]842 there was received the sum of 1,729/., which,

with the balance of the preceding year, raade3,'>92/. ; the

expenditure this year was 2,453/., being a balance up to

thi? time of 1,238/., which w^s only enough to meet the

liabilities and ene;agements of the society.

East India House.—On Wednesday the half-yearly

general court was held of the proprietors of the East

India Company. The court was made special to consider

the subjects of the deportation of the Hill Coolies to the

Mauritius, and also to take the opinion of the proprietors

whether the expenses of the war.in Affghanistan ought not

to be borne by the British nation—not by the natives of

India. The court was well attended. The Chairman,

Sir J. L. Lushington, took the Chair, and after some pre-

liminary business had been transacted, and a long com-
munication read from the Board of Trade on the subject

of the New Tariff, and the duties about to be imposed

upon the produce of the East Indies, the question of the

deportation of the Hill Coolies was brought forward. After

the subject had been briefly introduced by the Chairman,

Mr. Weeding rose to call the attention of the court to the

papers that had been presented relative to this important

stibjecf, and said he had to express his regret that there

was a feeling on behalf of Government fo encourage the

emigration of the hill coolies from the East Indies to the

Mauritius. He then proceeded to argue at considerable

length against the proposed practice ; and concluded by

moving a resolution, the substance of which was that the

court recommend to the Directors to abstain from sanc-

tioning the measure contemplated by Government, of

attthorising and facilitating the deportation of Hill Coolies

from the East Indies. Mr. C. F. Brown seconded the

motion, and after a long debate, in Tvhich several pro-
prietors joined, the court divided, when there were, for

the motion, 22 ; against it, 54. Mr. D. Salomons then
rose to bring forward the motion of which he had given
notice relative to the war in Affghanistan. He said the
expense of this war ought not to be thrown on the natives
of India, but ought to be defrayed out of the Exchequer of
the United Kingdom. He entered at great length into
the subject of the present state and condition of our Indian
affairs, and cnnduded by moving, *' That upon the con-
sideration of all the circumstaucea connected with British

intervention in the afTairs of Aff^hmnistan, as they appear
from the papers already kid before ParHiment, it is the

opinion of this court that the expense of that war oui^ht

not to be thrown upon the people of India, but that it

should be borne by the Exchequer of the United Kingdom."
After the resolution had been seconded by Mr. Lewis,
Major Oilphant moved the adjouruaient qf the debate till

^fonday, which, after a short conversation, was put and
carried.

WaierioQ BanqueL—The anniversary of the Battle of
Waterloo was celebrated, on Saturday, by the customary
banquet at Apsley House, given by the Duke of Welling-
ton to the officers engaged in that memorable battle.
Prince Albert was present, attended by the Marquis of
Exeter, being the only individuals in the party who had
not been actually engaged in one of the actions of the
^16th, 17th, or 18th June, 1815. Covers were laid for 80
guests, and the whole entertainment was of a sumptuous
character. On the table was the beautiful silver plateau,
presented to the Duke by the Portuguese nation ; and on
a beaufet, at the northern extremity of the gallery, was
a costly display of gold plate, with the Shield of Achilles,
designed by Flaxman, and presented to his Grace by the
citizens of London. The apartment was brilliantly lighted,
and the coup d'mil was grand and imposing. The usual
loyal toasts were given by the noble host, whose health
was proposed by Prince Albert, A number of other
toasts were given, including " The heroes who fell at
Waterloo," which was drank in solemn silence. The party
broke up soon after 10.

Review of the Household Troops.—X reviewlof the
troops forming the Household Brigade, consisting of the
first and third battalions of the Grenadier Guards, and
the tvro batUlions of the ScoU Fusilier Guards, took place
on Thursday morning in Hyde Park, in the presence of
Prince Albert, the Duke of Cambridge, Prince George, the
Duke of Wellington, Lord Hill, and a nnmerous staff of
general officers. The ground was kept by the 2d Life
Guards, and a numerous assembly collected in the Park to
witness the spectacle. It had been generally reported that
the Queen would be present, but this proved to be incor-
rect. Some disappointment was also experienced by the
spectators, in consequence of his Majesty the King of the
Belgians not being among the distinguished personages
present. The appearance of the troops, and the manner
in which they went through their various evolutions,
elicited the approbation of the distinguished officers

present-

Chinese Ejchibition.—A spacious building, called the
Chinese Museum, has been recently erected on a piece
of ground contiguous to the White Horse Tavern, for-

merly occupied by the Foot Guards' barracks. The ap-
proach to it, which fa from Hyde Park-place, is through a
"Chinese summer house," being a copy of the model of
a summer residence, made in China^ and brought from

Museum has attracted many observers. The collection,

which is said to be of an interesting character, was not

opened to the public until Thursday, the proprietor delay-

ing to do so until it had been visited by the Queen. On
Saturday, her Majesty, accompanied by Prince Albert,

Count Mensdorff, and his sons, visited the Museum. The

room in which the curiosities are collected, is 225 feet in

length and 50 in breadth, and its general appearance is that

of China in miniature, there being nothing in it foreign to

the subject. There is a rich screen work at either end of

the room, elaborately carved and gilt ; and there are a

number of variegated lanthoms suspended from the roof,

together with native paintings, maxims adorning the co-

lumns and entablatures, gaily embroidered silks, every

variety of domestic furniture, models of bridges, junk-

houses, river boats, and a great number of implements of

husbandry and manufacture. Mr. Dunn, the proprietor,

is snid to be an American gentleman, who resided up-

wards of twelve years in Canton, during which time he

succeeded in forming so close an intimacy with the great

officers of the Government and the Hong merchants, as

to be able to obtain a collection of Chinese rarities hi-

therto unknown in this country. The Queen inspected

the whole of the curiosities, and after remaining upwards
of an hour took her leave, having expressed to the pro-

prietor the gratification she had derived from the inspec-

tion of the exhibition.

Death of Mr, Yates,—^The daily papers announce the

death of Mr. Yates, the performer and manager of the

Adelphi Theatre. His decease took place suddenly on
Tuesday afternoon, in Euston-square, Mr. Yates having

just reached town by the Birmingham railway. It seems
that he had once or twice ruptured a blood vessel, and
had for some time been in a declining state of health.

Mortatity in the Metropolis,— The following are the

number of deaths that have occurred in the Metropolis

from ail causes, registered in the week ending Saturday,

the llth inst. :—Males, 447; females; 400; total, 847,

Weekly average 1838-9-40-1, males, 467 ; females, 445
;

total, 912.

CamherwelL—It is stated that all the difficulties which
have prevented the erection of a new church on the site

of the old edifice, destroyed by fire in Feb. 1841, have at

length been removed, after repeated discussions in the
parish for a period of 18 months, and that a new church
will now soon be raised on the spot where the ancient one
stood. A number of men are already employed in mak-
ing the necessary arrangements in order that a proper
foundation may be formed. The new church is to con-
tain accommodation for 1,500 persons, and the cost is

not to exceed 1G,600/,

Islington.—On Monday this neighbourhood was again
much excited, in consequence of a report that a ifemale

had been murdered by her husband, who had afterwards
attempted self-destruction, and subsequently efTected his
escape. The reports, however, appear to have been ex-
aggerated, and the following are the correct particulars of
the affair :—-deceased, whose name was Martha Carter, the
wife of a labouring man, had for some time been in a state
of ill health, and her husband had for several nights
watched by her bedside in attendance upon her. On
Sunday, however, at' her request he went to bed, but, on
awaking early in the morning, he found that his wife had
disappeared, upon which he proceeded to search for her,
but for a long time without success. He at length dis-
covered that the covering of a well, a short distance from
his cottage, had been removed ; and as he had himself
secured it the previous evening, he suspected that his wife
had committed suicide by throwing herself into it. He
immediately gave an alarm, and the ^ell being examined,
the dead body of deceased was found in it much mutilated.
On the body being removed to his cottage, the husband
became much excited, and it was considered necessary to
remove him from the spot. It seems that he afterwards
made an attempt to destroy himself by cutting his throat.
In this, however, he did not succeed, and he then ran
away from the cottage, but again returned in the evening.
An inquest has been held, at which the husband and niece
of the deceased were examined, who proved that she had
been for some time in a disturbed state of mind and the
jury returned a verdict, ''That the deceased destroyed
herself, being in a state of unsound mind, and that there
was not the siiglitest suspicion attached to the husband of
the deceased."

r

Woolwich,-.On. Monday, their Majesties, the King and
Queen of the Belgians, who were expected to have arrived
on Saturday, landed at this dockyard from the continent,
on their way to town, on a visit to the Queen. Their
Majesties did not arrive till 10 o'clock at night ;' and the
guard of honour, and other preparations that had been
made for their reception, were consequently dispensed
with- Their Majesties, however, were received, notwith-
standing the lateness of the hour, by a large concourse of
spectators, by whom they were repeatedly cheered. Their
Majesties and Suite proceeded immediately to Buckingham
Palace.

Richmond.—On Thursday the Duke and Duchess of
Bucclench gave a brilliant entertainment at Queensbury
ViUa, to her Majesty and Prince Albert, the Queen Dow-
ager, the Duchess of Gloucester, the King and Queen of
the Belgian^ the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, the
IJuchess of Kent, and other members of the royal family,
r ive hundred of the leading persons in high life were also
invited to the entertainment. Her Mnjesty, who arrived
about half-past three, was received by the inhabitants of
this town wuh every demonstration of loyalty and attach-
ment. The Queen Dowager was also loudly cheered.
Previously to entering the Lower Road, the royal party
passed under \ triumphal arch of great height, formed

On the right, "The Prince of Wales;'* on the

entirely of flowering shrubs, surmounted by the words
"The Queen and Prince Albert—God bless them!"

left,

"The Princess Royal." Under the portico of the
Villa the Queen and the Dowager Queen were received
by the noble host and hostess, and, after passing through
the saloon, the Queen and Court visited the lawn, and
inspected the preparations for the fete, the band of the
Blues playing the national anthem. There were a great
number of pleasure-boats ou the river, and at the water's
edge were moored the barges belonging to the Queen and
the different Companies, with those belonging to the
Admiralty and the Trinity, In the back ground appeared
a vessel, the masts covered with flags, all national emhlemg.
Under a covered way the Queen and Court visited the
subterranean arch, through which her Majesty went to the
grand tent, where a banquet was laid out with covers for
480 persons. The Queen then visited the marquee, where
the royal table was placed for (54, ornamented with delicate

festoons of white roses. Tlie tent was erected near the
left wing of the pavilion, on the most picturesque part of
the lawn. At 7 o*clock the royal party sat down to a
banquet of great splendour. At 9, there tvere preparations
for a display of fireworks, which commenced soon after
and were very brilliant, a battery being erected on the
opposite shore. At the same time the whole of the lawn
the trees, and the shrubberies, became suddenly illumin-
ated ; and thousands of variegated lam [is, placed on the
groun(Jin every vacant place, were lighted up, whilst fes-

toons were suspended along the line of the mansion
down to the water's edge, forming a sort of barrier to the
boats which invested the shore. It is stated that a scene
of greater grandeur or beauty was never before seen in

any country. The Queen and royal party remained until

it was nearly midnight, and then retired, expressing their

delight at the gratification they had experienced.

Braintree,—It seems that the Poor-Law Commissioners
recently issued an order to the Board of Guardians of this

place, directing " that their clerks do transmit to the

Assistant-Commissioner of the district, after every ordi-

nary meeting of the Guardians, a copy of any special mi-
nute made, or notice ofmotion on the books.'* The Board
of Guardians forwarded a strong remonstrance to the Cen-
tral Commissioners against this order ; and on Monday
they held a meeting for the purpose of taking the reply of

the Commisssioners to the remonstrance into consider-

ation. As the Commissioners vindicated the legality, and
defended the expediency, of the obnoxious order, and ex-

pressed their determination to enforce it, the chairman of

the board, the Rev. J, P. Wood, resigned his office ; and
the board, having first passed a resolution of thanks to

Mr. Wood for his conduct as chairman of the board, and
another, declaring the order unnecessary and arbitrary,

also resigned, leaving the business of the Union in the

hands of the clerk and the relieving ofHcers,

Brighfon.—Some excitement has lately been caused in

this town, by a report that a child, named Shopsmith,
aged six, had been starved to death in one of the Poor-

Law Unions in this county.- It seems that the child was
brought to th;s place about three weeks ago from the

Ringmer workhouse, which is under the Chailey Union,
in an emaciated state, and unable to stand. He had the

attendance of a surgeon, hut a few days after he sunk
under extreme debility, and died. The fact was commu-
nicated to the parish authorities in this town, who caused

an inquest to be held. The inquiry lasted a considerable

time, and a number of witnesses were examined, whose
evidence was somewhat contradictory ; and ultimately the

jury returned a verdict—that the child died in a na-

tural way, but that the deathwas accelerated, if not caused,

by the dietary of the Union workhouse at Ringmer, which
the jury thinks not sufficiently nutritious for growing
children. They were also of opinion that the deceased

did not receive that medical attention in the workhouse
which his case required.

_
J5rzs/o/.—Within the last few days a number of daring

highway robberies have been perpetrated in this neigh-

bourhood. They seem to have been all committed by the

same party of men, seven in number, armed with pistols

and other weapons, who have robbed and seriously mal-

treated a number of persons within a ?t*iort distance of the

city. On Saturday evening they stopi^ed a farmer's wife,

returning home from market to Almondgbury, accompanied
by another woman, a man who was driving, and his son ;

and after robbing them of all they possessed, beat them so

severely with the butt ends of their pistols, that fears are

entertained for their recovery, and the man's case is con-

sidered hopeless. On the same evening they stopped two
labouring men, and treated them in the same manner. A
reward has been offered for their apprehension, and the

police are using every endeavour to trace them.—Some
excitement was also occasioned in this city on Monday,
by a serious affray which took place on that day between
a party of Irishmen and the police, in which one of the

latter was so severely wounded, that he died shortly after.

An inquest has been held, and from the evidence adduced
it appeared that the Irishmen having attempted to rescue

a prisoner whom deceased had in charge, the latter re-

sisted, when he was knocked down by one of the party,

and then beaten, while on the ground, by six or seven
persons, all armed with bricks, until an accession of force

enabled the police to save their comrade from further
violence; but he was then so severely injured that he
died soon after. After a long investigation the inquest
was adjourned. Six Irishmen, all identified as having
been of the party who attacked deceased, are in custody.
Bury.^^i^ aerious fire has occurred in this town,

*
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thereby the large cotton-mill, belonging to Mr. J. Whit-

worth, has been almost entirely destroyed. Several en-

gines were soon on the spot, and every exertion was used

to subdue the flames, but for a long time without success;

and it was with difficulty that the adjoining mill, belonging

to Mr. Openshaw, was saved. The cause of the fire is not

known. It is said that a boy, who worked on the premises,

was buried in the ruins. About 250 hands have been

thrown out of work by the destruction of this mill.

Carmarthen,—The local papers detail at great length

the damage caused in this place and neighbourhood by the

severe thunder-storm, which seems to have prevailed very

generally throughout the country on Sunday, the 12th

inst. The lightning was very vivid^ and the injury occa-

sioned by it, and by a heavy fall of hailstones, has been

considerable. A. young girl at Llandissil was struck

dead by the lightning, and several horses were killed in a

field in the vicinity of this town. The lightning tore up

the pavement for some distance ;
and the rain fell in such

quantities, that it nearly inundated several houses in this 1

town, the water in some cases being 21 inches deep. The

Btorm did great damage in the vale of Towy, and also at

Taliaris, the seat of Mr.W, Peel. At Cwmceilog, a farm

belon«-ing to that gentleman, the lightning descended

through a hayloft, passing through a large quantity of hay

and straw, which however it did not damage, and killed

three calves in the stalls beneath. At Courthenry, the

seat of the Rev. G. W. Green, a large tree was uprooted,

and the fine oaks in Dynevor Park were many of them

much injured. At Llanthermawr the hailstones are said

to have been an inch and a half in circumference, and

about a foot in depth on the road, and considerable injury

was done by them to young plantations, and to hot-houses

and all garden ground generally.

Colne.—On the 15t.h inst., about two o'clock in the

morning, the cotton spinning mill belonging to Mr. Sagar,

of Carry Bridge, near this town, was discovered to be on

fire ; and so rapid was the progress of the flames, that the

whole building was soon involved- Several engines were

soon on the spot, but they were unable to subdue the

flames for several hours, by which time the mill was en-

tirely destroyed. Nothing certain appears to be known

as to the origin of the fire. It seems that the men left

work at half- past five on the preceding afternoon, and the

mill.was accidentally seen by the proprietor at half-past

ten that evening,'and by three other persons who passed

it as late as twelve o'clock, when all appeared safe. In

the forenoon of the day when the fire broke out, a box

with some lucifer matches was found about 50 yards be-

yond the mill ; which gives reason to suspect that the fire

was the work of an incendiary.—This town and neighbour-

hood is reported to be in a very unsettled state^ from the

great distress prevailing generally among the working

classes; and fears appear to be entertained for the preserva-

tion of ihs peace of the district. Several Chartist meetings,

numerously attended, have been held in the neighbour-

hood ; but the proceedings have hitherto been conducted

peaceably, A great many of the operatives, it is said,

have taken to the roads, and are pursuing a system of

highway rgbbery to procure themselves the means of sus-

tenance. Considerable alarm has been created in this

and the neighbouring towns by the fact, that a number of

persons have lately been stopped on the highway, and

compelled to deliver up all the money they had about

them. On Tuesday, it is said the neighbourhood of Bar-

naldswick was in a state which rendered it necessary to

apply for military aid, and a troop of soldiers was sent

from Burnley. The latest accounts, however, from this

and the neighbouring districts inform us that no further

disturbances had taken place.

DeaL—It is stated that great progress has been made in

the important undertaking of erecting a lighthouse on the

Goodwin Sands. It will perhaps be remembered by our

readers that several attempts, noticed in this Paper at the

time, were made last year to effect this object, and that

the undertaking was at length obliged to be suspended, in

consequence of the stormy weather and the approach of

winter. It appears that the caisson has now been placed

perfectly air and w'ater tight, at low-water mark, and that

as soon as the tide will allow, it will be floated to its place.

Falmouth,—On Wednesday the royal mail steam ship

Medway, Lieut. Smith commander, arrived at this port

from the West Indies, with mails from all the colonies

and stations, which were delivered too late for notice this

week. She brought about 60 passengers, a million

of dollars, 150 serons of cochineal, and 30 supernumeraries,

lately belonging to the Medina. The Medway left

Havannah on the 1st, Nassau 3d, Bermuda 7th, and

Fayal 16th inst. II, M. brig Pilot arrived at Havannah

24th May. and sailed 26th, with mails for Belize. On
the 27th, the royal mail steamer Teviot arrived at Ha-

vannah, from the Gulf of Mexico, with mails and specie ;

and the Trent also arrived there on the 31st following.

The Isis was passed near Nassau by the Medway.

Hehton.—^xx R. Vyvyan has addressed a long and ably-

written letter to the electors of thi» borough, in which he

enters at great length into the general policy adopted by the

present Ministry since they came into office, and denounces

the wliole financial scheme of Government. He states that

Ministers have generally deceived the constituencies by

whose suffrages they have been raised to power, or, at least,

that they allowed them to deceive themselves ;
that the

electors, particularly those of the counties, never contem-

plated such a decided recognition of free-trade principles as

Government are at present advocating ; and he concludes

by saying that he looks upon the passing of the Tariff as a

fatal blow to the general welfare and prosperity of the

country.

at the preliminary meeUng of tradesmen and shopkeepers, I united to the tree, and quite sound, and overgrown by the

held in this town a few days since, reported in our last,

another public meeting of a similar character has been
held *^ for the purpose of publicly making known the ex-

bark, 80 as to render them entirely hid from sight.

Badnor.—On Sunday this county waa visitea oy a

storm of thunder, lightning, and rain, which has been

ceedincly depressed and alarming state of their trade,*' very destructive in its effects. The lightning is repre-

and adopting such measures as might be deemed advisable

to remedy the evil. The meeting was numerously

attended. The chairman, Mr. G. H. Winder, opened

the proceedings by reading the advertisement convening

the meeting, and briefly explained its objects. He was

followed by Mr. Heywood, who concluded a long speech,

detailing the seriously distressed circumstances of many of

the shopkeepers in this town, by moving the following

resolution : " That we, the tradesmen, shopkeepers, and

retail dealers of Manchester, assembled in public meeting

in the Town-hall of this borough, this 16th day of June,

1842, feel called upon solemnly to declare, that the ex-

isting distress among our body is greater than was ever

before experienced ; that trade has fallen off to an extent

without parallel; that the profits on such restricted trade

have also been greatly reduced; that, nevertheless, the

taxes, both national and local, have very materially in-

creased ; that confidence in trade transactions between

man and man is well nigh destroyed ; and that we cannot

reasonably anticipate, without an immediate legislative

interposition, other results than rapidly progressive decay,

and early and general ruin." The resolution was passed,

but some confusion arose in consequence of a demand on

the part of several chartists in the meeting to adjourn to

Stevenson's square. Thts was^ ultimately acceded to, and

the meeting, considerably increased in numbers, re-

assembled shortly after in that place. The proceedings

were then resumed, and Mr. Moody came forward to

move the second resolution, ** That we attribute the great

and grievous distress now existing among our body, first,

to the general want of employment by our industrious

population ; secondly, to the totally inadequate remunera-

tion of those yet in partial employment ; and, thirdly,

to the deficient supply of food, and its consequent

high price." He then delivered a long speech on

the reduced condition of the trading classes and shop-

keepers. Mr. W. Birch, after "an address of a similar

character, moved the third resolution :—That we are firmly

convinced that there is no remedy for this appalling dis-

tress but in the removal of all legislative restrictions on

commerce, and (its inevitable consequences) an extension

of the markets, both home and foreign, for our manufac-

tured goods, and an abundant supply of the necessaries of

life from the best and cheapest markets in the world."

The Rev. W. V. Jackson then came forward to move an

amendment. He said he fully agreed with all that the

previous speakers had stated, and with every resolution

that had been proposed ; but he thought they did not

go far enough. His amendment was— •* That it is the

solemn opinion of this meeting, that the only method by

which the present alarming distress can be removed,

our home and foreign trade increased, permanent employ-

ment and good wages secured to the whole of the indus-

trial classes, and security for ail classes firmly established,

is by causing the document called the people's charter to

become a legislative enactment." After some discussion,

the amendment was put, and carried almost unanimousl3\

Another resolution was then proposed, the object of which

was to call upon the tradesmen, shopkeepers, and retail

dealers of the other towns of the empire to meet for the

prompt consideration of their distressed condition, and to

co-operate with the present meeting in their efforts to ob-

tain immediate relief. This, however, was met by another

amendment on the part of the Chartists, similar to the for-

mer one ; and after a long debate, although it was stated

that all the arran^ments of the meeting would be inter-

ftired with by the adoption of the amendment, the Chart-

ists still; persevering in pressing it, it was ultimately ar-

ranged that neither the resolution nor the amendment

should be put to the meeting, which then broke up.— Jt is

stated that a number of gentlemen have proceeded to

London from this town and other manufacturing places in

the north of England, for the purpose of placing before

Government and the Legislature facts connected with the

present serious state of this portion of the kingdom. It

is added, that they have already had interviews with Sir

R. Peel, and several of the leading Members on both sides

of the House of Commons ; and that a committee has been

formed to inquire into the subject—It has been announced

that a large paper factory in the neighbourhood of this

town has stopped payment? the engagements are said to

amount to upwards of 200,000/., one of the local banks

being a principal creditor. A great number of hands will

be thrown out of work by this event.—OnThursday night,

the 16th inst, an attempt, was made by some person or

persons to set fire to a quantity of cotton deposited in the

Mr. Chappell's mill, at Beswick, nearyard attached to Mr. Chappell

this town. It seems, however, that the injury done to the

sented to have been very vivid ; while the rain, which

came down in torrents, and was accompanied with hail-

stones of large Bite, poured down the mountains, and col-

lecting in the plains, overflowed many hundred acres of

ground. It is said that several farmers have lost a num-
ber of cattle. In a field belonging to Mr. Lloyd, of Llan-

dive Hall, 15 head of cattle had sheltered themselves

under an oak-tree in the centre of a field, which wai

struck by the lightning fend shivered to pieces, and all

the beasts killed on the spot Several similar casualties

are reported : many fields had the seed in them washed

away, while a large quantity of glass was broken by the

hail ; and the injury done to gardens and conservatories

was very great.

Ramsey,—The local papers inform us that a severe

thunder-storm occurred in the neighbourhood"of this town

on the 14th inst., attended with loss of life. It seems that

two lads, who had been fishing near Lord Palmerston'a

seat, Broadlands, sought shelter beneath a tree during the

storm; when the tree was struck by lightning. One of

the lads was killed on the spot, and the other severely in-

jured. The same papers state, as a singular fact, that

there has been no storm in Hampshire for many years pait

which has not been more severely felt in the neighbourhood

of this place than in any other part, and that in every in-

stance some fatal accident has resulted, or some cotisider-

able destruction of property.

Stamford.—The local papers are occupied with long ac-

counts of the damage occasioned by a severe thunder-

storm, which occurred in this town on the 14th instant.

When the storm was at its height, the lightning struck

the spire of St. Mary's Church, about six feet from the

top, displacing nearly 2 cwt of the stonework, which fell

in numerous fragments, fortunately doing no injury. It

is thought that it will be necessary to remove and rebuild

some feet of the upper part of the spire, the expense of

which will be considerable. The lightning also struck the

house of Mr. Mortlock, High-street, perforating the roof,

and doing considerable damage to the interior of the

house. In the next dwelling it struck one of the chim-

neys, displacing many of the stones, and otherwise injuring

it; it then entered the house in several places, tearing

down the bell-wires in its course, and doing other damage.

It is stated that for some time before and after the storm

was at its height, the atmosphere was tainted with a sul-

hurous effluvium. Fortunately no loss of human life was

sustained, but the gardens in the town and neighbourhood

suffered considerably from the hail.

Windsor.—On Sunday evening, this town and neigh-

bourhood were visited by a severe thunderstorm, accom-

panied by a heavy fall of hail and rain. The hailstones

which fell in many places are said to have been upwards of

half an inch in diameter. The damage done by the storm

does not, however, appear to have been great, though some

cattle are rej>orted to have been killed.

Wolverhampton.—A serious explosion, attended ^ith

great loss of life, occurred on Monday, in the shaft of a pit at

the Cleveland Colliery, situate between this town and

Portobello, It seems that the men and boys belonging to

the pit, amounting to 13, assembled at the usual hour for

the purpose of going to work. The engine was set to

work, and the whole 13 proceeded to descend the shaft in

a single skip. The mine, which had not been worked

since Saturday, was not tried with a safety-lamp, and the

party took lighted candles with them for the purpose of

lighting themselves while at their labour. They had not,

however, descended far, when they came in contact with

a body of foul air, which had accumulated in the shaft

An explosion took place, and seven of the men and boys

were thrown from the skip to the bottom of the shaft, and

all killed on the spot The remaining six retained their

hold of the skip, and were fortunately drawn back again

to the mouth of the pit. Some of them, however, were

so seriouslv burnt, that doubts are entertained of tbeir

recovery.
' The accident was owing to the adoption of

common candles in place of the safety-lamp.

Railways—The following are the receipts of the princi-

pal Railways during the past week :—Blackwall, 1,151/. ;

Greenwich, 827/. ; Croydon, 523/.; Brighton, 3,406/.,

Eastern Counties, 1,00G/.; Northern and Eastern, 1,362/. ;

South Western, 6,395/.; London and Birmingham;

16,6:37/.; Manchester and Birmingham, 474/, ; Birming-

and Gloucester, 1.733/, ; Birmingham and Derby, I,li/6/.

;

Hull and Selby, 913/. ; North Midland, 4,057/.; Mid-

land Counties, 2,558/. ;York and North Midland, 1,524/.;

and Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,018/.—It is stated that the

works on the Eastern Counties Railway are now in a for-

ward state, Thp bridge at Wi
,
tnat tne injury oone to me waiu svaic, xuc unu^c au ^ iviiwivt, ^^^«. w^ ^^ «..v. -. ---

cotton was not considerable. A reward of 50/. has been most perfect works on the line, is finished, and the Chel-

-r 4-u„ :«««r.,i;„^;=« t-k^ mer Tiaduct is completed, and the earth waggons are ex-

L Manchester^ pursuance

offered for the apprehension of the incendiaries—The

British Association commenced its sittings in this town on

Thursday morning. The proceedings as yet present no

feature of particular interest; and it is said that the

number of members attending is not so numerous as was

expected.

Plymouth,—^A local paper states, that a few days since,

whilst two sawyers were engaged in cutting a log of rough

elm timber, upwards of three feet in diameter, to make the

gripe (a piece of wood that is fixed at the lower end of the

stem and forepart of the keel, and materially helps the

ship to work to windward) for the Albion, 90, building at

this dockyard, there were discoyered fire pieces of oak,

about two inches thick by four inches wide, and each piece

about one foot in length, lying in a direction to^rd*^*^

centre of the log ; the pieces were txmlj aaa cioteiy

pected to pass over it in a few days. A number of men

are employed in erecting the viaduct over the river Cann,

which is to be 50 feet high, and 700 feet in length ;
13

abutments are already completed, and the centres for four

of the arches are finished. The centres for the prmcipal

bridge over the Toad in Duke-street are also in a state oi

preparation, and will, it is said, be put up
'^^fl^'^^^l

next week. The ten arches connected
^^^^^l^"^^^^

are approaching to a ^^^l ^^^;'7/2cm«. that the
baring their centres struck. It ^^ /^^^ ^; ^.^^^^ ^j^at

bridge will be built ia about a montb.-I/^stateam^^

the distance traversed daiFy by the
P^«f„^J^*^^^o^^^^^^^

on eight of the principal raUwayt. «-o-^^^

miles; and the wrij dittance la 3,.j6.,^^» miies, ine
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Grand Junction, Birmingham and Derby, Midland Coun-

ties, Alanchester and Leeds. South \Vestern,and Brighton;

and it appears by the Parliamentary returns that during

the year 1841 the ouniber of passengers conreyed on these

lines amounted to 4,C0U,000, and that during that period

the total number of persons injured was 5G, of whom 22

were killed.

IRELAND.
Dublin,—Rumours have for some time been in circu-

lation, which appear to have obl-inea -vCQC'rie^.ee of

credi^, that Earl de Grey 13 about shortly to resign the

office of Lord Lieutenant. It is also reported that liis

Excellency's successor will either be the Duke of Buc-
cleuch or the Earl of Jersey, Another report states that

his Excellency, accompanied by the Countess De Grey,
intend leaving Ireland the first week in July, en route for

the German spas, which have been recommended by his

physicians for his Lordbhip's health.—The anniversary of
the battle of Waterloo was celebrated on Saturday by a

general review of all the troops in garrison. The Lord
Lieutenant and a numerous suite was present, and a great
number of persons assembled in the Fifteen Acres, where
the review took place, to witness it. The General Com-
manding the forces^ and his Lady, gave a ball and supper
in the evening, in commemoration of the event. Their
Excellencies tlie Lord Lieutenant and the Countess De
Grey honoured the festivities by their presence.

Maynooth.—A correspondent has sent us nn account
of the violent thunderstorm which occurred in the village

.of Lelbridge and its neighbourhood on the 13th inst., and
which seems to have been very generally experienced all

over the country, as will be- seen by reports given of it

above and in other parts of our paper. In this neigh-
bourhood our correspondent informs us the storm was
ushered in by a hot and sultry state of the atmosphere;
the thunder and lightning were very severe, but no loss

of life seems to liave been occasioned. The chief damage
was caused by a heavy fall of hailstones. At Castletown,
the seat of Col. Conolly, M.P., the storm was very severe,
and the hail in a short space covered the ground to the
depth of a foot, some of the bail stones being as large as
a crown-piece. The destruction of glnss in hot-houses
was very great, almost every pane in the fine ranges of
vineries and peach-houses being demolished, and all the
crops of fruit and the garden generally being much in-
jured. The storm Icstrd altogether about an hour.
I Enn\s,~kxi inquest has been held on the two persons
who have died, as noticed in our last, of the wounds re-
ceived from the fire of the police during the late riots in
rtiis town. The inve:itigation lasted three days, and great
excitement was manifested by the mob, who assembled in
considerable numbers in the neighbourhood of the court.
Several witnesses were examined, amongst whom Ivere
two of the policemen who were^ou duty on the evening of
the affray, and who deposed that the word *^Fire" was
given by Capt. De Ruvynes, commanding the police force,
echoed by the county insjiector, and followed up by Mr.
FiUsimon with the expression *' Fire, fire. *' With the
exception of this testimony, the general features of the
case were the same as have been pi-eviously i)ublished.
During the time the jury were deliberating on their ver-
dict, the crowd outside conducted themselves with great
violence, making: use of abusive language, and throwing
stones through the wjndowa. The jury returned a verdict
that the deceased came by his death from the effects of a
gun-shot wound inflicted by one of the party of police,
consisting of \Q men, stationed on the Mill-road, for the
projection of Mr. Bannatyne's property ; but by whom of
said party said shot was fired, there was no evidence.

tempting to save that of his horse, at a point of the rail-

way near to Gartsherrie iron works. It being Airdrie
fast-day, extra waggons, horses, and drivers were required
to convey the throng along the line ; and M*Kellar, in his

anxiety to keep up with his horse, which had become res-

tive, fell under the wheels of one of the trains, and was
killed on the spot-

Greenock.—Intelligence was received on Monday of the

total loss of the emigrant ship Kent, Capt. Gardner, on the

night of the 8th ult., in the Western Ocean, off the Seven
Islands, during a heavy snow-storm. The vessel belonged
to this jjort, and was bound for Montreal, having seventy
emigrants on board. The disaster, it is said, occurred be-

tween 11 and 12 o'clock by the ship running on a mass of

sunken rocks, a short distance from the coast. Owing to

the severity of the storm which prevailed, it was for some
time expected that she would fall to pieces. Providentially,

however, she held together until daybreak, when the whole
of the emigrants were safely landed on the coast, though
in a very distressed condition, many of them having lost

everything they possessed.

They also found that the people were in the act of retiring
when the shot was fired; that no necessity existed for
firing; that the word 'Tire" was given to the police by
Mr. Browne and Mr. Fitzsiraon, immediately after Capt.
De Ruvynes said *• If you don't disperse, the men must
fire;" but they considered his saying so no justification
for the order so given. When the verdict became known
the mob testified its disapprobation that Capt De Ruvynes
was not included in it with the others. They at length,
however, separated, without committing any serious dis-
turbances. In consequence of the different verdicts re-
turned by the juries, at this and the former inquest, the
police bemg exonerated by the one and implicated by the
other, the Coroner has referred both findings to the law
ofHccrs of the Crown, requiring advice as to the course tobe adopted respecting all the parties. In the meantimeMr. Browne, the county inspector, and Mr. Fitzsimon,

n r.^ "^f "^^ ""^ constabulary, have been committed
to gaol, under warrant of Mr. Whitestone. the city coro-
ner, upon the charge contmned in the verdict of the last
inquest. Two of the policemen .ho were stationed in
Ml-. Bannatyne's yard dunng the riot have been admitted
to bad by consent of the law officers of the Crown TheGovernment inquiry still continues, and is likely to lastsome time longer. Nothing of importance has transpired
relative to the proceedings. Some disturbances of a simi-
lar description to those which have occurred in Chis town
have taken place at Kilrush, in this county. A mob it
seems, collected^ and were proceeding to attack some pro-
vision stores; but were prevented by the Rev. Mr. Kenny
and his curates, who promised with others to wait on the
magistrates, and have subscriptions opened to relieve the
immediate wants of the poor, who are ia much distress.

WaierforcL—Itis stated that Government has decided
on giving Co this city tlze benefit of a new corporation, as
speedily as possible.

SCOTLA.ND.
Glasgow.—A few Jays since, a man of the name of

M*Keliar, employed as a supernumerary driver on the
Glasgow and KerkintUIock Railway, lost his life in at-

iWisctflanrous.
Gold Coinage.—The confusion occasioned by the recent

proclamation relative to the light gold coinage, has been
but little relieved during the past week, and sovereigns of
full weight have so generally been refused by tradesmen
without some deduction, that the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer has thought it necessary to announce in Parlia-

ment, that any person refusing gold coin of the required
weight, commits a breach of the law and is legally punish-
able. The inconvenience occasioned by this measure of
Government has been still further increased this week by
the refusal of the Bank of England and all private banks
to issue any silver ; and applicants at the bank requiring
change for their notes can only receive it in gold. The
subject, however, has engaged the attention of Govern-
ment, and steps have been taken to meet the difficulty by
an immediate issue of new half sovereigns. New sove-
reigns have already been issued from the Mint. The
Bank has announced, with the view of further accommo-
dating the public, that they will receive and exchange
light sovereigns in any sums above 20/., instead of, as at
first announced, above 50/. In consequence of the impo-
sitions practised by speculators on the ignorance of the
working classes as to the real weight that the gold ought
to be, and making use of weights and scales not stamped,
the Master of the Mint has issued a notice, stating that
whereas it is provided by Act of Parliament that all

weights to be used,for weighing the gold and silver coin
of the realm shall be regulated by the standard weights
at the Royal Mint, and stamped with the stamp, or mark
approved of by the Master of the Royal Mint ; any per-
son counterfeiting or selling such counterfeit weights
subjects himself to the penalty of 60/. or three months*
imprisonment^ Pocket-balances intended to ascertain the
weight of coin, which are constructed so as to be used with-
out weights stamped as ^' ^ore-mentioned, cannot be con-
•idered in law of any eiPwC in determining the weight of
coin, neither can any person legally refuse coin as light
except it is determined so by the aforesaid legal weights.
All money weights stamped as appointed by the Master
of the Mint have on one side her Majesty's crest (a crown
surmounted by a lion), with the words ' Royal Mint,' and
the date 1821 ; and on the other side the current weight
of the denomination of the coin. On Wednesday, the jury
of the Fix assembled and were occupied during the whole
day in witnessing the assay of the different coins of the
realm. At the conclusion, they proceeded to the resi-
dence of the Lord Chancellor, and dehvered the following
verdict to his Lordship :_" That they, the jury, found,m one or two instances, a slight deviation from the weight
prescribed, but it was within the allowance made in the
Mint Indenture, bearing date April 17." The Lord
Chancellor then ordered the verdict of the jury to be re-
corded in the usual form. The foreman of the jury said
he was requested to suggest that as the Master of the
Mint was on his trial on these occasions, the scales used
during the assay, should not in future be supplied by the
Mint, but from some other quarter, although they had no
doubt of their accuracy. The Lord Chancellor said he
was glad the jury had made the suggestion. The pro-
priety of having them furnished from another quarter was
evident, and the subject should be attended to.

construction being put upon a bequest in the will of a gentlemannamed Steel, who died in the year I807. The plaintiff was his
daughter, and had enjoyed the income .for a period of 35 yearsand the question now was as to a limitation in default of her
children. An objection had been taken that althongh there wota representative of the surviving trustee, a defendant to the binbefore the court, yet there was no representative of the testator
himself, Mr. Steel, on the record, which, it was submitted wsk
requisite, notwithstanding the lapse of time. The objection pre
vailed when the case was before heard bv his Honour, but theCourt on that occasion bad said, that if the plaintiff would pro
cure letters of administration de bonis non, with the will of Mr'
Steel annexed, he would not put her to the eipense of amendinir
her bill. The Counsel stated that this had been done, and trusted
that as the Court had already saved expense by the course
adopted, it would, alter so long a lapse of time, feel justified in
directing the income to be continued to be received by the
daughter, without any reference to the Master to inquire
as to the existence of any debts due from the testator's es
tate. His Honour said, that as the hill had not been amended
in the particular referred to, the decree must specially men-
tion the granting of the letters of administration. He would
also direct that the income of the funds, which were to be
brought into court until further orders, should be paid to the
plaintiff, she having indisputably enjoyed the same for so long a
period of time.
Central Criminal Court.— On Saturday Thomas Cooper was

tried for the murder of the policeman, Timothy Daly, at Highbury,
the circumstances attending which were given at length in our
paper at the time. It will be remembered that the prisoner had
been suspected of being concerned in several highway roberies in
that neighbourhood, in consequence of which he was watched
by a policeman who saw him follow a gentleman across the fields
in a suspicious manner. On perceiving that he was followed, the
prisoner turned- round on the policeman and discharged a pistol
at him, wounding him in the armj he then made his escape
across the fields, but being closely pursued, was overtaken at
Highbury Earn, where he offered a determined resistance to' his
captors, and on the deceased attempting to seize him, he shot him
dead on the spot, and with another pistol seriously wounded
another man. Ail these facts were established by the evidence
of a number of witnesses, and were not disputed by the prisoner's
counsel, by whom, the only defence set up, was that the piisoner
was the subject of insanity, and therefore, not accountable for his
actions. Mr. Justice Patteson having summed up, the jury re-
turned a verdict of "guilty." The sentence of death was then
passed upon the prisoner, who was removed from the bar, after
behaving very violently, and uttering threats against all the wit-
nesses who had given evidence against him.

TATTERSALL'S, TnuusDAv.-The attractions of Kewcastle
and Bibury Meetings rendered this a blank day. The attendance
was unusually thin, and the little business done was confined to
the Goodwood Stakes at 6 to i agst Scott's lot (Knight of the
Whistle and Rhodanthe). 20 to I agst Mr. Griffith's Tnpsley, and
20 to 1 agst Mr. Treen's Una,
The Late X)crb^,— Y, iih respect to the settlement of the ac-

counts on this race, for which \ve have before stated there were
several defaulters, it has been announced that a payment of 8*.

in the pound has been paid by some of them.

MARK LANE, Fridav, June 24.—Although we have had a
continuance of stormy weather since Monday, particularly Inst
night, we are unable to announce any improvement in the
Wheat trade; the supplies of English have been limited iu the
extreme, and being held firmly, realized Monday's prices.— Old
free Foreign is much neglected, but the new finds buyers on fully
as good terms.—There was a little inquiry for bonded, but the
transactions are of trifling amount, without Improvement in
value.— Spring Corn of all descriptions is dull at Monday's quo-
tations, and Oats must he written fid. cheaper; the demand in
bond has almost entirely subsided.

BRITISH, PER imperial QUARTKn. J. S.
Wheat, Kssex, Kent, and Suifolk . . , AVbile 50 to 68—- Norfolk, Limolni'hire and Yoikfehire. . . 5V lo 5fi

Ba.Tley Malting and distilling 22 t" JS
Oata.LlncnlnBhire and Yoikshire , , . J'olai tis 3 6tn 25

Northumberland and Scotch . ".
, . Feed 19 to SI—— Irish Feed

^y* •• .,• i,... , ... .. ,

Beans, Mazagan.old and new , S6 to 35 Titk
figeon, Heligoland . . . 3i to 40 Windi.
White Sltnsa MaplePeas,

8 to SO
SO 10 34
25 t o ?,6

— to —
30 to 34

Red 6nioC0
^\'hite .^aioes

Grind. £0 to S7

Feed 15toE4
Pctalo 17 t3 PS

Potato 15 to 24

Harrow 32 to 38

I.cn^'jjod — to—
Grey 28 to 31

WJBEKLY IMPKRIAL AVKBAGES

May

June

13
20

»7
8
JO
J7

« weeks* ^ggrregate Aver.

< *

English
Irish .

Foreign

Duties

ARRIVALS IN THE
Flour,

) Wht.
Ska. — Brls. 4405— », — ,,3.3

2924 „ .- „ sei04

Wheat. Barley. Oats Rye. Beans.
59 Q 26 3 19 6 Bl S 31 9
fiO 9 25 n J9 fl 32 4 31 7

61 10 25 Jl 19 7 33 7 32 J

63 6 S6 6 19 7 33 6 aa 5
64 ss a 20 6 34 9 33 1

63 10 26 20
i

26 4

21 6

20
,

.S6 10

33 3

9 6

83 P

' 62 3 ' 32 5

10 6t 10 10 6

Feas.
31 3
31 4

30 n
33 5

32 7

32 6

6084

RIVER LAST IVKEK.
Bar]. Malt, Oats. Rye. Pns-

1714 5814 K860 _ cm

^^v

43 1857
5917 _ -1 ^m

31 10

10 6

Peas
176

i

ILato.
VtCE-CfjAsciBhLOR^sCovHT.-^Beatson v, mchnhon.-^ms Ho-nour j^avc judgment in this case. The question turned upon the

construction of a covenant in a lease, whereby the defendant
agreed to take a house of the plaintiff for three years certain at
50/. per annum, and after the expiration of such term he was tobe at liberty to have a further lease, determinable at r H or 21
yeare on giving notice in writing of his intention withiA threemonths after the expiraUon of the three years. The defendantwxupied the premises, and afterwards notified his intention to

rTn K.^f"'n
" f'l

"''*^ ^PP^^'" ^'^ether this notice was in writing,^e bUI aUeged that the plaintiff had consented, and that stepswere taken to prepare the lease ; but a dispute arising as to a

fied bv an'^/^^'.f'
^-^''^^' '' ^^°"**^ ^^ unconditiona??r^uali

execu^t^V 4^''?*l"'' '"i^^
^^'^ °^.^'^' *^^ defendant refused to

Sfn^th*^^ V'-^'"^'
^"^' P^^^^" °P^^^ continued, notwith-

kare ^o^f Inn^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^"^^^** f<^r the subsequent

protect hitrth",! ^"^ii^
^" '''"*^"^' ^^"^ Statute of Frauds would

prSn tc^ ^1 \ ^^'^^ ^*^*^ ^'""^" ^^^^"^ ^-^s a condition

wasnowUnp^^ !"^^!?^fVt ^Sreement, performance of which
h^Td been tS^^Sl\?i '*^'^*' ^*-^ «" ^^'^ ^'^"^^^'^^ ^o P^ovc that it

lease now sought to be enforced variert from those sl^ ' uuonby his professional advisers. Hi* Honour ovemtTc^the ob ec

t!>rm; n?th^;r f^*'
*

'!f"'^"^"
^^ ^^^ Master^o ascertai^^^^^^^^^

Iw^f f>J
^"""^^ ?^'"'*''^ "P°"' ^'^ whether they were conform,

able to the onginaf agreement; if not, then to settle a draft in
conformity thereto,
Nonela^ V, £«//*.—This cause, which had been before the

Courts on a former occasion, was instituted for the purpose of a

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
Beer -lane. Tewer-strept, carpenter—J. J-

-merchant— G. E. Cartwrigbt, Mm-
Tj ^1 -^ -' "•'— ^-- ^- -'ongh. Sirand, patent-agent— .7. G.
iSnurne, Clapham, carpenter-^J. H. Clark and H. C. Farrow, King William-
street, wine merchants—W. Mainwannc, Dudley, Worcpsterphirf^^coal-master—B. Cock-**' "---- . . - _ _ ___--. ^ •r

Llewellyn
St James,
keeper—T. Pitcaim, Liverpool, merchant—John Ormrod, Hnlme, L^mjishire,
buJder—J. Swann, Loujfhboiougli, Leicestershire, currier—J. Fiilman,.Setde,
Yorkshire, wine-merchant—W. Watla, Kinff's Lynn, Norfolk, (rrocer-X Bal-
tone, Tooley-street, Southwark, huilder_W. Bilton, junior^ Kin^.ton-upon-
Hull, wine merchant_G. Gtbwn, Liverpool, st.-ck-bioker-Mark A. HartnelJ,
Rodborongh, Gloucestershire, carrier—E. Hilton and N. M'aJsh, Over Darwen,
Lancashire^ paper makers—W. Goode, Monmouth, draper— S. Life, Clicrlton-
upon-Mcdlmk, Lancashire, milliner—Jas. Sanderson, CrBshaw Booth, Lanca-
ihire, cotton mjinufacturer_p. NevJDs, Leeds, cloth-manufacturer—J. and G.
11. Fisher. Mamhe«ieT,mcnhanl8.
SCOTCH SKQtJESTRATIONS._J. Neilson. Paisley, printer-J. Douglas
Id bon, Gretnock, watchmakers—W. Grei^. Glasgow, cabinetmaker.

BIRTHS—On
On the 2l8l inst.,

at Heatbfield Park, the wifr''ot'i27B. Curt
inst., at Hillinpdon, Middlesex, the lady

and

U.ivv]and, of a son—On tht- 2l5T inst.,

•teis, Esq.,ofada!i^hter—On the JStti

, , .
.. , J of J. Garratt,jun., Ed>,'fason-On

the 17th mst. at Sholden lodge. Deal, the lady of E. Hank?, E^q.. of a daughter
—On the 20th inst., at Bn okfield, ne«r"Rvde,'the wife cf the Kev. A. Hewitt,
ofa.»on—Oxi the 20th inst , theiady of t. DutfielJ, Esq., W.P., of a da"«bter--
—On Wie 13th inst-, at Monta u pla.e, Bryanpton square, the lady of E^m- B-
Ray, Eaq., of adaughier-On the 21st instant, in Great Kufsell-atrcet, Blooms-
bury. Mrs. J. Aldndge, of 8oi,_0n the I5th inst., the ladv of Thomas Hennah,
tsq., of Bnxton, of a snn.
MARRIEB

of the Hon
l>ie late
the 1 8th

I

y..v,«u^, *.--vi, , >, vuc noji. r.. 1 i;n:npany's ilencal C \ il service, to i^ary, v"*j
daughter of the lale M. J). Eas-nm, Esq.On the 2iat inst., at the residence of Sir C. Morgan, Bait-, 7«\ Vail MaU, the
Right Hon. George Lord Rodney, in the (Jlst year of J-is a^p-"n tie iSthinst.,
ag d7*.at Brompton.hall, 5liddlt.«ex, S. V\ Flalliday. Ksq., cniy son of the

o*, v^'.{?"V'f''^''/''I» "f ^Vestcumbe.park, Kent—On t!.e Slst in.«tant. aged
-t. 1*. W J.tlwHid, eldftstsoonf C. Freeling. Ksq.. of York place. Poriman-
«qiiarc--On the 19lh instant, at Dorking, in hi» 77th year, /ohn Todh.nter,
*.sq., of Bnghlon. lormerly of Clapton, Middlcse z.

Printed by Messrs. Bradbi av and Ev^ns. I on-Lard-street, Fleet-Mif f i» >

.v! S!™°^l^*.^^^»«^'riart, in th« City ot i ond*.n, nnd Piiblished by them at

iKT Gahckk, in the County of JWiddUW^i
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Hrnerc aJI AdvertiPemrau and Communicationt ue to he addreii^d to
-tditor—SatttrdaTj June 25* 194$,
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Reid's Elements of Astronomy,
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Turnip-fly, to eradicate .
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PELARGONIUM SOCIETY.
•VOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that at the next
1^ Exhibition in the Garden of the Horticultural Society, en
Saturday, July the Qth, the following SPECIAL PRIZES for
Seedling Pelargoniums of 1842, are placed at the disposal of the
Judges, viz —Four Frizes of 21. each for first-class Flowers, and
Four Prizes of 1/. each for second class Flowers; provided
among those exhibited so many shall be found to deserve the
distinction. Charles Fox.

/ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
^-^ ESTABLISHED 1837.

It h presumed that the Public may be ignorant of the fact that
the Aquatic Birds upon the Lake in St. James's Park have been
collected by a very small Society of Gentlemen, calling them-
selves "The Orivithological Sociktt of London." This
Association, whose Members contribute the moderate sum of
One Guinea each annually, has been able, under the active pro-
tection and assistance of Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods
and Forests, to form and maintain an extensive and inteiesting
Collection of Birds, and thus to contribute largely to the inform-
ation and amusement of the Inhabitants of the Metropolis. The
Council of ihe Society are desirous of extending their Collection
to the Water in Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens, as well as
to increase it generally, but are restrained by their limited funds.
It is hoped, therefore, this statement of their exertions and ob-
jects may have the effect of enrolling among their contributors
all who feel an interest in their pursuit, and in the amusement
and gratification of the Public generally, more especially of the
you'hful portion of Society.

Prospectuses may be obtained at the Cottage of the Society, in
St. James's Park, and of the Keepers at the Lodge, Victoria and
Kensington Gates, Hyde Park.^ Ml _ .

_
*

q^HANET FLORICULTURAL and HORTICUL-^ TURAL SOCIETY—A Prize of 10/., open to all England,
will be awarded at the Exhibition, to be held July the I4th, at
the Ranelagh Gardens, St Peter's, [Two Miles distant from Mar-
gate,j for the best Miscellaneous Collection of Flowering Plants.
Jiurserymen, Gentlemen's Gardeners, and others, desirous of cx-
iiibiting are particularly requested to signify t^cir intention to
the Secretary, on or before the 7th of July.
Vicarage St. Peter's, near Margate, J. G. Hodgson,
-, ^ ^""6 6th, 1842. Hon. Sec.
jN.iJ.—x\o Plants admitted for competitiou after 11 oVlock,

'I^HE ANNUAL FLORICULTURAL and HORTI-
.„

CULTURAL FXHIBITION, in the Grounds of the York-SHIRK Philosophical SociiSTv-, wiU be held ou Thursday, the
4th of August next, under the patronage of the Prhicipal Nobi-

ir^rJ^
^"'^''^ °^ Yorkshire, and upon the same scale as in

lormer years.

T^^^
grounds will be open at One o'clock. Admission, until

ini^e, 'is. each ; and frou Three until Five, Is. ; Children under

o'clock''^
^ ^^' Hall-price. The Exhibition wUl close at Five

ra7^^ ?^^/,^"^^ °^ Prizes may be had after the 1st July, On appli-
cation to Mr. W . Hartley, Fossgate. Secretary to the Committee

Th M^^""^"^' °^*^ ^*'- "• Baines, at the Museum,
p,;*- ^'^f*""! wUI be opened during the Exhibition. Every at-

)^nlT^^.. ^^*^ ^y ^^e Committee of Management to the
comfort of the Exhibitors and Visitors.

tn TA f
""^^^^^^ pledge themselves to use their utmost exertions

ip-^^^^°^^..^^e. different specimens sent for Exhibition, with the
least possible u.jury.-Museum, York, 23d June, 1842.

Mp^(.
^EW AND SPLENDID FUCHSIAS.

*^^oRS. YOUELL have much fieasure in referring

adv f f
atlmirers of the above beautiful tribe to their list as

thpv 5*"^^® G'/i-rfe^ers' Chronicle of the 18th June, which

TiaTv.
^°"^"^"e striding out per post, free, upon the terms there

.^l
^eg.- Great Yarmouth Nurser>-, June 23, 1842.

M'^JJ^PASSlFLORA MIDDLETONIA OR FRAGRANS.
ESSKS. MARNOCK and MANLEY be^ to inform

ttm^ r-}^^^^
friends and the Public that flowers of this beautiful«ew Lhmber will be exhibited during the next fortnight at

Messrs. ^^ arner and Warner's, 28, Cornhill, by whom orders will
_C£cceived.—Nursery, Hackney, June 24th, 1842.

n LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
GROOM Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-

w ' t^ ^"ved from Walworth,,- by Appointment Florist to Her

th
''^^^' ^^spectfully intorms the Nobility, Gentry, and Public,

tnat he has a fine stock of Liiium lancifoiium. Album, and Punc-

w^i'
^'^ich be can supply at very moderate prices.

He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

I!!Il^5f_cari^behad^ apphcation.

STANHOPE NURSERY, GLOUCESTER ROAD, OLD -JBROMPTON.AMES RIGBY, NURSERYMAN, FLORIST, and
^. SEEDSMAN, has for SALE several PLANTS, from lift to

rl'oi ^' ^^ ^^^^^ splendid Ornamental Eveigreen the ARAU-
JyARlA BRAZILIENSIS, raised from seeds collected in the
Mountains of Bra;&iL

J. R. takes this opportunity of respectfully soliciting an iuspec-
"t>n of his Stock of Greenhouse Plants. Dwart and Standard
««ses, now in bloom, and a variety of Plants and Shrubs suitable
"Or ornameuting Gardens and Pleasure-grounds.

jin
" ^'^'^*'^tt»eiit ot Cambllias, HfcATBs, and other Green-

«OU8« PldLNTs for RTti»nnT*T!rtv_

SATURDAY, JULY 2. Price 6^,

C PLENDID SALE of the WOODHALL COLLEC-^ TION OF EXOTICS.
There will be Sold by Auction, within the Gardens of Wood-

hall, in ihe parish of Bothwell, and County of Lanark, l>ing 10
Miles east of Glasgow, between Airdrie and Huljlown, on
TnuKSnAY, the 28th day of Jt:lt next, and folh^wing day,
commencing at 11 o'clock each day, the whole of that ex-
tensive and celebrated COLLLCTl'ON of HOTHOUSE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of numerous rare and
valuable species, among which are many magnificent specimens
of Camellias, Heaths. EpiphyUums. Citrons, Oranges, Shaddocks,
Zamias and other Palms; with a very extensive and superior
variety of Pelargoniums i Geranium), Indian Azaleas, and other
miscellaneous Greenhouse and Stove Plants : of which Catalogues
may be had by applying to Mr. Murray, of the Botanic Gaidens,
Glasgow; Messrs. Austin and M*Aslan, Nursery and Seedsmen,
Trongate, Glasgow: Woodhall Office, 33, Buchanan-street, Glas-
gow; or to the Gardener by Holytown.
The collection of Camellias is well known as not surpassed

by any in the Empire, the specimens being of the very finest
growth, many of them from J5 to 20 feet in height. The
Heaths also afford numerous specimens of the finest sort, which
for size and furnishing, it is believed, farnupass an} collection
ever shown.
The whole of the Plants are in the very best state of health ;

and as the operations of the mineral workings on the estate
have already encroached upon the garden, they must be
sold Off, as it is, in consequence of tlic said operations, to be
entirely broken np; therefore, great bargains may be expected.
The Plants will be set up in Lots to suit purchasers, beginning
with the Camellias, Heaths, EpiphyUums, kc.
The collection may be viewed any da,* prior to the Sale, by

applying at Woodhall Garden. Further i:iformation learned, and
particulars given, on applying to the Factor, WoodhaU-house,
Holytown. BARCLiY and Skirvixg,
Woodhall-house, May 1842. Auctioneers.

IJRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANXE COMPANY,
J"-* L Princes- street. Bank, London.
This Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,

4 Vict., cap. IX., and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of
Life Assurance, in their fulU st extent, to Policy-holders, and to
present greater facilities and accommodation than can be ob-
tained in other Offices. The decided superiority of its plan, and
its claim to public preference and support, have been proved, in-
conlestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Extiact from Increasing Rates of Prcmijm,for an Assurance
of 100/. for whole term of Life.

Age,

20
30
40
50

1 st five

y ears

.

dbl 1 4

1 6

1 16

2 l6

Annual Premium payable during

4
1

7

2d five

years.
£\ 6 10

1 12 2

2 4 4

3 "9 4

3d five

years.
^1 10 II

1 19 1

2 14 6

4 5 5

4th five

years.

£1 16 9274
373663

Remainder
of Life.

i£*2 3 8
2 17 6
4 3 4

6 13 7

PETER MORRISON. Resident Director.
A liberal commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

W ESTERN LIFE - ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
^y OFFICE-4*?, PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER.

Capital 500,000/.— ly.OOO Shares, 50/. each.
Deposit 5/. each Share.

This Society is established for the Assurance of Lives, upon
principles combining economy with perfect security.

Directors,
Henry EdgeworthEicknell, Esq. John Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.

Edmund Lucas, Esq.
George Kennet Pollock, Esq.
James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq. ^

Henry Wrench, Esq.

George

William Cabell, Esq.
Thomas S Cocks, jun., Esq.
George Henry Drew, Esq,
William Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq.
Francis Fuller. Esq.
James Hunt, Esq. *

Trustees.— William Whateley, Esq.; L. C. Humfrey, Esq
Drew, Esq.

Auditors.—Oruwxs Biddulph, Esq.; John Freeman, Esq.; John
Bazley White, jun. » Esq.

Ctmsitlting Cot/n^W.— William Page Wood, Esq.
Conveyancing Counsel.' Samuel Jay, Esq.
jPA^Aicm/i. — William Richard Basham, Esq., M.D., 17, Chester-

street, Grosvenor place.
Surgeoru.— A\ fred Leggatt, E^q. ; George David Pollock, Esq.
Bfinkers.— Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co., Charing Cross.

Solicitors.'-Messrs. J L. Bicknell and J. C Lethbridge,
Abingdon-street, Westminster.

Table OF Pkemjlms to assure ^6 100 for the whole term of Life.

25,

Age.

20
25
30

Ann. Pre.
£ 8, d.

1 14 2

1 18 11

2 4 8

Age.

Tlie object of this

35
40
45

Society

Age

IS

50
55
60

to the

Ann. Pre.

4 3 S
5 5 4
6 15 3

A±^sured all the

Ann. Pre.

^ s. d,

2 11

3 19 6

3 9 1

to afford
benefits of Life-Assurance, at a great reduction in the rates of

Premium.— For Examplb— A persrn aged 30, may whh this So-

ciety assure his lite lor 500/. by the anDoal payment of il/.3«. 4rf.,

which in a Society where the bonus is held out as a main induce-
ment, would cost him 13/. 7«. 4rf., or, in other words, for the

same annual premium he could at this Office assure ver>- nearly

600/., whereby he derives AN IMMEDIATE AND CERTAIN
BONUS OF 100/.

AU particulars as to Shares, Loans, Assurances. &c., may be
obtained on application to the Secretary } and, if required, for-

waidcd to the country.
Parties in the country eligible for undertaking Agencies are re-

quested to apply.
A very liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

EDW. T. RICHAKD&ON,
Actuary anu Secretary..

HOT-WATER APPARATUS; for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEFHENi^ON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron- work?, and Manufacturers, fil, GraCechuroh street,
London, solicit an inspection ot their improved Conical Boiler.
(See Editor's description, Gardmers* Chronicift March 12, p. 175.)
To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. Ibey are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, moveable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s, and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of building, may be obtaiutd as above ; where also may be seen
the improved Wrought- iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Lhat&worth, and many other of
the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-w ater Socket-pipes, two, three, aitd four inche«,
at Zf., 3«., and 4«. per yard.

N,B,—Wayte'8 N«w Patent Land-pratssers and S^nilM.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
1
cipies, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailky having devi ten much time to the con&idera-
tion of this subjert, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, hy improve-
ments fcuggeslcd in tlieir practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. Ihcy
have erected apparatus in Eng' . . Scotlaiid, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and bare bad the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Souciy of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservator)', lately erected ai Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailet also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawing*
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremfely cumplcte and
convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of tbe oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before The public

D and E. Bailet were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturisu, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides manjr
others in this country and on tlie Continent.

D. and E Ba i tKV have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate deUvery; thcjr
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantl}', or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be seen at their mauufactorj*

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
TOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerlcenwell,

*^" London, having been for many years extensively engaged in
Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, either
in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of
heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be
given both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily appUed it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior
manner. Carders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-
tuality and despatch.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific nicthods.
W. WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-strcct, Manchester) beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle ou a more extensive
scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at ihestupcndous Con-
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
and in numerous other extensive estahBshments, with the most
complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. W% Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangemeiita
with the Putcatee fo* its general adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfiguicment of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.
W^orks executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuality and despatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

^UTT'S BEE-HIVES.-^GEORGE NEIGHBOUR
-L^ begs to announce that he has prepared for the present sea-
son a large stock or Nutt's Improved Bce-Hives.inwhicharecm-
bodied all recent iroprovementb ; and being the only authorised
agent for their sale, cautions Apiarians and the Public generally
against purchasing Hives which they may conceive to be made
in accordance with the exact principles of the Inventor, from
parties who onauthorisct. use his name ; in such esses purchafccn
are invariably deceived and disappointed, the apparatusbeing im-
perfect and incomplete Geo. Neighbour has also a vaiiety of
improved Cottage Hives, Glass Hives, &c. &c., which are very
tastefully made, and ornamental to the garden, from each of which
the honey may be taken at any time of the season without de-
stroying the Bees.
Apiarian DepM and Honey Warehouse, 131, High Holborn,

London.— Letters leiativc to the above must have postage-
stamps enclosed.

*,* NUTT ON BEES ; 5th edition; now published.
_ _-ii _ _

-'—- ___ _ _ I
-

L DW ARD BECK. MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
J-J isleworth, Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, ^.helves,

and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at hii house
upon application to the gardener.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,
• King's Road, Chelsea, Horticultural Builders, &c., have

invented a most simple and easy contrivance lor shading Horti-
cultural erections. The principle upon which it acts is so simple
and eflectual, that it only requires to be known to be universally
adoptedf To be seen in use at most of the London Nurseries,
andattheir Horticultural Manufactor>-, Gloucester- place, Chelsea.

GARDEN SEATS, FI 0\^ ER STANDS, WIRE WORK,
GREENHOUSES, &c.

JCRIPPS, No. 11, Markuam Place, King's
• Road, Chelsea, Wire W^orkcrby special appointment to her

Majesty Queen Victoria, the Dowager Queen Adelaide, and her
Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent, begs respecttuUy to inlona
the Nobility and Gentry that he h«s at present on hand', the largest

stock in London of Rustic and other Garden Scats, Chairs. Stools,

Tables, i lower fctands, Mignoncite and Plant Boxes, Wire Work
of every description, as Arches lor walks. Flower Borderinp, TrsiirtW

for plants, &c. &c, J. C. also constructs Forcing Houses, Conser-

vatories, Greerhousea Vifi-antiahs, Alc< vc»» and Summer S«a*»f

Invisible and Hare-proof Fe ces. Gates, &c.; in short, almost evar

decorative api>endage to the Rural Roidencc. .

Plans and Esfuuaics snl-mitted for works in cootessplation.

Blinds of everj- descuptic n made, repaired, altered, or P*^**_

E XCHANGE OF PLANTS.—^ny GentitTDan wish^

iiig to make an Exchange of Plant^ TSm^VViiIm^T
Greenhouse and Stove specimens on •PP^^^'^i.^ and forwLd
72, Seymour- street, Euston-square, who wairece»*«ana lorwaru

the exch«nffe-Ust to the Adv^tlser.
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In Monthly No*., Seo, unth Four bewtifully-comrei Ploten.

Price 2ff. oa.

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Xumber for June, 1842. contains highly-finished draw-

\sa:fi<AKpidendriimpha^mceum, Ptichsin eordtfoha, Lobelia hete-

TiwkiAtu var. 2IaJor, and Clerodendrum splefulena; likewibC Papers

oii Gardening as a science; Advwitages of removing decaying

Flowers- Tender Climbers for Summer Purposes; Floncultural

Kotices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leading: Botanical

Periodicals for May, and of those in flower at the principal Subur-

baii Nurseries and Gardens; together with a complete Calendar

of Monthly Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

ttnd twenty-four pages of interesting- and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—
K That all the drawings arc taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have tlowered in Britain.

2, That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abUitica are of the hig^hest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plauts are in flower.

a. That they are lithographed by the saine individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of tht orig:inal drawing-.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

©enting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the m^ority
"being such as can be cultivated by every one possesshig a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, \n conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adaptt-d to thewants of all who delight in gardenhig

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each
Tolnnie shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Patemostcr-row.

rpiIE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CXXXIX., is

-L published THIS DAY.—Contents—
1. Paris—the Dangerous Classes of its Population.

2. fJibtory and Completion of the EncycIopEedia Britannica.

3. Rio oil the Royalist Insurrection of the Breton Students, in

18U.
4. Lieblg's Animal Chemistry.
5. Mure's Tour in Greece and the Ionian Islands—Strong's

"Greece as a Kingdom."
6. Report on Colliers and Collieries—Employment of Women

and Children in Mines.
7. Mad. d'Arblay's Memoirs—Court and Household of George

III. and Queen Charlotte.
8. The Flower. Garden.

John Murray, Alhemarie-street.

MEXICAN BOTANY.
This day is published, part Second, price is.,

PLANTAS HARTWEGIANAS IMPRIMIS MEX-
ICANAS, adjectis nonnullis Grahamianis, enumerat no-

vasfiue descrihit Gkoroius Bektham.
Part the First may still be had, price 2s. 6t?., or the two Parts in

t)ne, complete, price 35. 6d.

Pamplin, London.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BOTANY—JUST IMPORTED
FROM MADRAS.

WIGHT'S ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BO-
TANY. Volume 2d. Part 1st, price 25s.

Any of the previous Parts may still be had, price 7s. 6rf. each Part.

WIGHT'S ICONES PLANTARUM INDIJE ORl-
ENTALIS. Volume 2d, Part 3d, price 30a.

Any of the previous Parts of this Worit also may still be had,
price Tts. each Part.

WIGHT'S PRODROMUS FLORiE INDI^ ORI-
ENTAL1S PENTNSULjE, &c. New, in cloth. Vol. I, price iGs.

WIGHT'S CONTR1I3UTIONS to the EOTANY.of
INDIA. New, in cloth, price 7*. 6rf.

William Pamplin, 55, Frith-street, and 9, Queen-street, Soho-
cqnare, London.

A.

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, &c. &c.
Just published, and sold by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and Longmans,

Patemostcrrovv, price U\,

A WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANUKK—ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By Vr. II. Putter, M^R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist.
TheNew Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

is more effective, and free from moisture, sand, Sec, Price J5j,
per cwt. cash.—Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

Just published, price 20j., dedicated, by permission, to His Grace
the Duke of Portland,

A TREATISE on the ACACIA TREE (Robinia
-^^ pseudo Acacia.) By W. Withers, of Holt, Norfolk,
author of a Memoir, addressed to the Society of Arts, on Plant-
ing and Rearing Forest Trees, &c. &c.
The Work contains a complete detail of the History. Character,

Growth, Qualities, and Uses of the Tree, with the most approved
Methods of Ciiltivating it ; and an Inquiry into the strength and
durabmty of its truly-valuable Wood, when applied to the pur-po^ of Machinery, Ship-bullding. Farming Implements, &c.
To which is added a Treatise on Planting, Manuring, and

Pruning
; comprehending^ all the particulars required by the

Ranter vn the early and later growth of Forest and Ornamental
Trees, choice of Varieties, nature of Soils, and the Diseases andLaws to which Trees arc subject.

Longman and Co.. Patemoster-row-

75IITTJSH FARMER'S MAGAZINE.TJust pubUshed, price 3s.,

HE BRITISH FARMER'S MAGAZINE; No. 22,
,
for July, 1842 : comprising a series of Scientific Papers onAgnculture

;
Examination of New Theories ; Strictures on New

Projects; and other useful information for Landowners and
Tenants. The articles are supplied by eminent practical A cricul-
turists, and matters calculated to ^nefit the Farmer are carefaUy
compiled and inserted, '

The select circulation of the British Farmer's (Quarterly) Ma-
, g-azine, a publication which ha^^ been established FIFTEEN
YEARS, renders it an excellent medium for advertising. Pub-
lishers, Manufacturers of Agricultural Implements, and Seeds-
men in particular, will find it advantageous to insert their adver-
teements in the advertising sheet of this publication.
Advertisements should be sent to the Publishers, Messrs- Ridg-

way and Sons, Piccaililly, London, as early as possible, in the last
weeks of March, June, September, and December.

Jast published^ in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 2-1^.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of
ENGLAND. By HAX-VAn Lawrance.

" These laborious and interesting memoirs."

—

Athentsevm.
** This \ery industrious and interesting work."

—

Exnmin(^.
** One of the most pleasing and valusa)le contributions which

JEnglish history has received for many years.'*

—

British Mag,
NamtiTes of a* much interest as if they were pure dramas."

THE 'FRANKLIN MEMORIAL.'—The existence

of the identical press at which Dr. Fraxklin worked as a

journeyman printer when in Loudon (in 1/26) having been men-
tioned iu the "Athenaeum." many |iersons were induced to visit

the warehouse of Messrs. Harrild, in whose possession it then

was, and among them Mr. J. B. Murray, of New York, who ex-

pressed a desire that the venerable relic should be preserved in

the Museum of the Philadelphia Philosophical Society, as a me-

morial of his iUustrious countryman. To this national good

feeling Messrs. Hairild cheerfully responded, declining any price,

but, wishing to make it instrumental in forwarding a work of

charity in favour of decayed printers, proposed that a donation

should be made for that purpose. The Society's constitution

precluding any such arrangement, it was at once given uncon-

ditionally, and the piess is now on its way to America. On its

arrival at Liverpool, Mr. Murray, being anxious to carry out the

benevolent intentions of the donors, caused it to be exhibited,

and a public Lecture vas given by the Rev. Hugh M*NeUe, on the

Life of FrankUn. Tbe result was a net sum of 150/. So unex-

pected and welcome an issue has led to the proposal of founding

a Memorial of the phJosopher, and to make this sum the nucleus

of a subscription for the establishing of a pension or pensions

hearing his name, in favour of indigent printers. It is proposed

to found two pensions, if the funds will admit, one of 30/. for a

decayed master-printer, whom misfortune has "reduced to the

ranks," and one of 2^/. for a decayed overseer who has served

five years in an office with credit, or, failmg any such applicant,

a journeyman who lias retained a situation for the same period—

to be called the " Frtnklin Pensioners." Thus, as was observed

by Mr. Murray, " each country will be put in possession of a new
Memorial of Franklin : America of her citizen's Press, and Eng-

land of an endowment bearing his name j directly resulting from

the fact of his havirg worked at an English press ; and in accord-

ance vrith his benerolent and provident disposition." The above-

named Lecture has been published, and the proceeds of the sale

in England and Anerica, and further subscriptions, will be added

to the fund; and contributions, not only of the English public,

but of the American nation and the Colonies, are confidently an-

ticipated- in short, wherever an English press has been set up
(for it has now become universal*) a collection should be made,
and contributed to by all who feel that they are indebted to the

printer's a^ for the intellectual enjoyments of social life. The
name of Fkaxklim will ever be associated with that invaluable

art, and his example serve to stimulate aspiring youth in the

pursuit of its exercise. Many are they who have profited by his

precepts ; and his interesting Autol)iography has served for a
chart to the young adventurer by which to steer in the voyage of
life. Let all those who have so profited— ail who have attamed
success by following his course, look with compassion on those
who have foundered or failed in the struggle with adversity. It

is hoped at least that in ever^ printing-ofifice in the kingdom a
collection will be made ; and that every American residing in

England will hasten to inscribe his name in so praiseworthy a
record, in testimony of his approbation of the Franklin Mkmo-
niAL. Tlie facilities of the post-office wUl enable every indi.

vidual to contribute his mite, which will be thankfully received.

Subscriptions and Donations already j'eceived ;

I

Proceeds of a Lecture
delivered by- the Rev.
Hugh M'Neile at Li-

verpool, on the Life

of Dr. Franklin . ^13i 11

Donations from Visit-

ors to the Franklin
Press during its exhi-
bition at the Medical
Institution,Liverpool 15 18

Messrs. Shackell and
Lyons . •

Messrs. V. & J. Figgin
Mr. H. Caslon
Messrs. How and Par-
sons . • • •

Mr. E. Colyer
Mr. J. Morris
A. Weir, Esq.
Mrs, Kiplin ,

Sir Peter Laurie .
'

.

John Lawrence, Esq. ,

John Sheffield, Esq.
Wra. Maughan, Esq. .

William Sykcs, Esq. .

James Low, Esq.

.

Messrs. Palmer and
Clayton . •

Mr. Tew
Mr. Alex. Wilson
Mr. John Hopkinson^.
Messrs. Whitehead anit

Booth
Messrs. Lewis and Son
J. Federue. Esq. .

Mr. Brown .

Mr, llenshaw
Mr. Bishop ,

Mr. H.Gottlieb. .

Mr. J. T. RowseU
C. P. and F. .

K. C— De la Salle, Esq. .

Mr. J.UnvFin
Mr. G. Eaton

5
2
2

2
I

1

1

I

I

1

1

1

1

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

1

10

10

10

10
10

10

10

10

5

5

5

Av IS* V^> V m

Cr* Lit P« A • •

J. H
W. H

J. p. . ' .

Mr. E. Lloyd ^

Mr. J, Arnold • «

f * iv« « • 4 «

J* £ ft • • V

W • O. « m « V

Messrs. Scott and Wat-
son . . . .

J. U. V.
Mr. Shuttleworth
Mr. Davidge . •

Mr. Buckland
Mr. Gibb
Mr. E. Maughan .

Mr. Slater
Mr. J. Simmons .

Mr. Biltclif ,

V • W « ft A ^ #

F. N. .

An Admirer of great
when they are good
men . . . ,

V • 1 . • . « B

Mr. Thomas Clark
Mr, J. K. Davidson
Mr. W. ITampson
A Friend . *

Mr. Joseph Harris
Mr. J. C. Bowles .

vV . J. M. • • »

vJ. d. . • *

J. s
Mr. J. Beech
Mr. J. Harvey
A Friend
Proprietors ofthe Athe-
naeum Journal .

First div. on amount
funded, 150^.

.£0

.

5

5

5

10

6
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

2
2
2
o

2

2
2

2
2
2

6
6

6
6

6
6

6
6

6

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
|

rpHE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly
J- intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a

Gardenof moderate size. Price 2^, cloth, a New and Enlarged

Edition.
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY5

Or Linna;an LessoDS on Common Plants, for Field and Garden

Practice, Price 2s,

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested iu the Allotment System.

Price \S 3(i

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of

Perst)n. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAIiD-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who ** wash at home." Price Is. gd,

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional

Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price 15. 9d.

London : W. S. Orr and Co. ; and W. and R.Chambers, Edinburgh.

s

2
2
2
2
2
2

6

6

6

6

6

1

I

1

3

I

1

3 6

3 3

2 12 6

Mlifjf. £dwar4 Moxon, Dorer-itrcet,

Subscriptions will be received by the following Bankers:—
Messrs. Rogers & Co., 39, Clements-lane; Stevenson, Salt, &
Sons. 20, Lombard-street: and by Marchant, Smith, it Co.,
Pniiters. Ingram-court. Fenchurch-street; and Harrild & Sons,
1 1 , Great Distaff- lane, Friday-street.

* So great has been the spread of the art of printing and the
English press, that one manufmcturer has, in the last 15 years,
sent out upwards of lAOO preivct to all parts of the world ! If but
a guinsa were contributed by each of the resptctire parties^ it

woui4 miUte a lom suAcifait t9X %h^ 9^f<iX propos^Up

w

GARDENER WANTED.
WANTED a GARDENER, to manage a Small Gar-

den. A Married Man will not be objected to,—Apply at
Mr. Clarke's, Seedsman, 86, High-street, Borough,

WANTED as GARDENER and BAILIFF, a MidT
die- aged Man, without a Family, who perfectly understands

the management of a Garden and Hothouses, and has been ac-
customed to overlook a Farm, None who have not unexcep-
tionable and respectable references need apply,— Direct, -with par-
ticulars, to H.V., at Messrs. Hodgson's, Booksellers, Wirapole-st.

W"ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Si^e
Young Man, aged 25. He possesses a thorough knowledge

of Kitchen Gardening, the Propagation and Cultivation of
Plants, and Forcing in all its branches, having from early life

been^xnde^ the tuition of first-rate men in the above capacity.

Can be satisfactorily recommended by the Lady whose service he
is about leaving; also from former employers, if requisite.-^

Apply, by letter, to E. G., Mr. Anscombe*s, Stationer, Southgate,

Middlesex, -

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
M^n, 40 years of age, without family, who has had a prac-

tical knowledge of his business in all the different branches
(early Forcing in particular;) he understands the management
of Plantations, Meadow Land, &c. Testimonials and references

of great respectability, and a good character, can be had from
the family he is leaving. Distance no object. No single-handed

place will be accepted.—Direct to A. B., Mr. Westland's Nur-
sery, Dorkuig, Surrey.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, in or o7t
of the House, a Single Young Man, aged 26, where one or

two Are kept; or would not object to a comfortable single-handed

place. Reference unexceptionable.—Address C. C, Post-office,

Cheam, Surrey.
_
^— — _ . ,

.
^

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER.—John
Halliday is about to leave his present employer, Lord

Sondes, and is desirous of obtaining another situation. He has a
good practical knowledge of his business in all its different

branches, and can obtain most satisfactory testimonials from

his present employer. Address, J. Halliday, Elmham Hall, near

Dereham, Norfolk.

WANTED, a MAN AND HIS WIFE, without in-

cumbrance, by a Single Gentleman, about Four Miles from

London, where only themselves are kept. The Man as a tho-

rough good practical Gardener, and to make himself useful about

the house. The Wife as good plain Cook and general Ser\ant,

No letters can be attended to but such as contain a statement of

the previous service they have been engaged in, their ages, and

the wages required. — Address H. H., Tom's Coffee-House,

Cornhill. - _^
TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married

Man, 32 years of age, without encumbrance, who has lived

with some of the first Noblemen in England ; has been very suc-

cessful in forcing Pines, Grapes, Peaches, &c. ; as also in the

culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants; and can be highly re-

commended by some of the first Horticulturists of the day, whom
he has formerly lived under, and by the Gentleman he has just

left, who will satisfactorily answer the fullest^inquiries.—Address

W. H, R., Mr. Forrest's Nursery, Kensington.

A new Edition, considerably imitroved and enlarged.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of GARDENING;
the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Ar-

boriculture, and Landscape Gardening, including all the latest

Improvements, a general view of Gardening in all Countries, and

a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions for its

future progress in the British Isles, &c. With nearly 1000 En-

gravings on Wood, 50if. boards,
ir.

A New Edition, with Supplement, of

LOUDON'S ENCyCLOPiEDIA of PLANTS; a

Description of aU the Plants in Great Britain, down to 1840, with

nearly 10,000 Figures, by Branston, from Drawmgs by J. D. L.

Sowcrby, F.L.S. One thick vol, 8vo, 3/. 1 35. 6d. cloth.

*** The SUPPLEMENT, edited by J. C. Loudon, prepared oy

W. H. Baxter, Jun., and revised by peo. Don, F.L.S., with up-

wards of 80a additional Figures, separately, price 155.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of AGRICUL-
TURE. Third Edition, with nearly 1300 Wood Engravmgs, one

large vol. 8vo, price 2L lOs. cloth lettered.

LOUDON'S HORTUS JBRITANNICUS; »
^f

*^-

logue of all the Plants indigenous to or introduced into ^ntam.

New Edition, with a New Supplkment up *^<5 M^^'^?,^^^' ^'
h

pared, under the direction of J. C. Loudon, by W. H. Ba^*^^^';"."

revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S., 8vo, price U, us. 6d. cloth lettereu.

SUPPLEMENT, separately, 8s.

London : LonL^man. Brown, Green, and Longmans,

TO MARKET GARDENERS. .„r*rAr.
T'O be LET, a very extensive WALLED GARDli-A

,

JL also an ORCHARD of choice Fruit Trees in full Rearing; toge

thccwithan excellent and varied assortment of '^^^lA-*"'"Jiti:Me

trained to a wall from 10 ft. to 12 ft. high, which surrounds tuev^uu

area, comprising about four acres. The Premises are most ^on^P^^jj^'^

and contam extensive Conservatories, Pineries, &c., within ine

The whole is delightfully situated, being effectually
=f*^^YJ^.^,-"„

the prevailing cold winds, and is in the highest state o^,*!^^),*"" jl.

Applications, addressed to H.T., Post-office, ^^landUo, earmox

thenshire (prepaid), wUl be immediately attended to, ana luriu

particulars given ; but no appbcation will be noUccd unless

tains one or more unexceptionable references!

^HE ** ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE''
— for the Handkerchief, is prepared only by Mr. ^" '

Chemist, 94, CornhiU, London, in bottles at '^s.Cd.yis.oa.^a.ii

each. Where also may be obtained the "AROMATIC Ft- i>"

ESSENCE " SO useful in Headaches, Fainting, ^^^^^^.f'^Z^tase
N,B. PubUc Offices and Merchants can be s npphed ^^^ f% ^

Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at Government pnceb
^

WHITE TEETH. ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or

PEARL DENTIFRICE.—This is an efficient White ro

derfor the Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental Herbs ot ^^^^
delightful odour, and of sovereign virtue for &trengthenmg, P^^. ^
ing, and thoroughly cleansing the Teeth. It ertidicates ^^rt^ "

^^
the Teeth, removes spots of incijiient decay, poUshes and pres

h it gives a pearl-like whiteness ; and, above
y^

g properties, gives sweetness to
"^"^.^^^f

'"'
eru.

an antiscorbutic, the gums also share in its transcendant pow

Scurvy is eradicated from them, a hsftlthy action and ^«^"^
^^^t

the enamel, to which

induced, thwt offer to the notice of the medical practitioner tht

indubitable signs of their healthful state. Price 2a. 9d. per oo^» " '

included. *,• Notice—The Name and Address of the ^"'P"!;"J
A. HowtANn Asn Son, 20, Hatton Garden, Londou, ftr? fiugr*!

on the GoYcmment stamp which is pasted on each.

- '
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

Tns last Exhibition will take place on Saturday, the 9th

of July*. Subjects for Exhibition must be at this Office on Fri-

day the 8th of July, or at the Garden before- half-past Eight

o^clock, A.M., on the day of Exhibition. The Gates will be

opened'at One. P.M.—Tickets are issued to Fellows at this Office,

T»rice 5s. each ; or at the Garden in the afternoon of the days of

Exhibition at }0s. each ; but none will be issued without an order

from a Fellow of the Society.—21, Regent-street.

MR. PAXTON%S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is

now reprinted in the form of a small volume, for general

distribution, price 3d, each copy; it may be Ordered of all Eook-

Rellers. Gentlemen wishing to distribute copies among their

cottage tenantry may have them delivered in any part of London

by remitting a Post-office order to this Office, at the rate of 5«. for

fevery 25 copies rectuired.

is no answer to the arguments of Dr. Schleiden. That ! Giessen, owing to the liberal arrangements of the Hessiaa

we agree with Dr. Gregory in his high estimate of the government, is fifty. I rejoice to say. that, owing to the

Halents of Professor Liebig, and of the value of his exertions of Prof. Liebig, a great improvemeat m this re-

work, IS well known to the readers of the Gardeners'

Z^t QS^M^mtt^' (S^xmitlu

SATURDAY, JULY 2, 1842.

h

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
{HorticultuiaL » . • . 8 f

.

Floricuhural . . . . 7 »
Saturday , . . • • Koyal Botanic . • • • 3^p.

The mode of growitig Asparagus in glass bottles, so

as to dompel that plant to form a head, which we some
time since metitioned as being practised at Nice, has,

we believe, failed everywhere. We therefore presume

that the exact mode of obtaining this excellent ve-

getable in such a form was not correctly reported to

us. We find, and so do our correspondents, that when
Asparagus is compelled to grow in a wine-bottle, it soon

shoots up to the top of the bottle, then turns itself a

little spirally, and afterwards ceases to grow altogether,

becoming hard, and unfit for the table.

The causes of this are threefold : in the first place,

it does not grow fast enough ; secondly, the long action

of light upon it causes it to harden; and thirdly, its

stem is so much compressed by the narrow neck of the

bottle, that this circumstance of itself prevents its free

development. It seems' necessary to grow it faster, in

the dark, and in a bottle whose neck is wide enough
to allow the stem to expand without being pressed

upon. It is also probable that the sprouts of Aspara-
gus should have their ends broken offwhen introduced

into the bottle, so as to induce the side branches to

form themselves immediately. But it is too late to

attend to these things now ; we can only recommend
them to the attention of gardeners next spring. In
the mean while, we have much pleasure in adding the

following account from a correspondent, of the result

of adopting the advice we ourselves have given as to

the true mode of cultivating this important vegetable

:

'^Ihave "5aysourcorresipoadentJ".J?.ir.L,,"twobedaof
AsparagusaboutG years old* They were originally very badly
made, not having been half filled with plants; and the
naturally hungry gravelly soil Laving been neither re-
moved nor replaced by belter, nor enriched by good dress-
ings of manure* No great proof this, you will say, of
good gardening. I acknowledge it, but plead partly in
extenuation that I was from home when they were made.
As might be expected, the "consequence has been that the
heads have always been few in number, small in size, and
inferior in quality. The land is likewise so foul and
given to weeds, that unless constant diligence be exerted
it IS almost impossible to keep it clean ; and the beds, if
left only for a short time to themselves, become one mass
of matwork of Knot-grass, Field-speedwell, Groundsel,
and Grass. I have frequently intended to dig them up,
and remake them, but something or other has always oc-
curred to prevent me ; I may, perhaps, have cherished a
hope that they would mend, and have frequently sown
aeed in the vacant places, but the yojwng plants have as
constantly been choked up by the weeds, or pulled up with
them.

^
When early in the Spring I read in your valuable

Vhronicie the mode of cultivating Asparagus practised on
the coast of Spain, I resolved, in humble imitation, to try
an experiment, knowing that if I killed all the plants I
should do no great harm. I therefore, long before any
heads made their appearance, forked in some manure from
an old Cucumber-bed, levelled the surface, and com-
pletely covered the beds with fine salt, at least a quarter-
ot-an-inch in thickness. As no rain fell for some time, I

endeavoured to wash it in by copious waterings, and al-
though we have had rain in addition, the salt has not long
entirely disappeared ; the watering and the sun toge-
ther caused it to form a crust which it took some time to
dissolve, and upon tasting the surface of the soil within
the last five minutes, I find it very perceptibly salt- But
what has been the effect?—Every weed is entirely de-
stroyed, and the beds are as clean as a well-trodden turn-
pike-road. But the Asparagus ! what has become of that ?

Ihat has thriven, and been improved in a remarkable
manner. The plants have thrown up numerous heads of
surprising size and excellent quality, and I wish I had an
opportunity of sending a dozen for your inspection. I
«m accustomed to see bundles of very fine heads from Ely
and Wisbeach, which places are noted for excelling in the
growth of this vegetable, but I never saw finer than mine,
and ail this alteration caused in a few weeks in plants be-
fore almost valueless."

Schleiden's bitter criticism of Liebig's Book has
produced the following letter from Dr. Gregory, of
Aberdeen. "We insert it from the respect wa bear
fox tlic talented writer, but we SQUSt ob»«nrf that it

Chronick^ and is sufficiently pro\ ed by the notices we
published of it in the beginning of last year ; but it

does not follow that we therefore ^ink his views in-

fallible, or that we approve of his attempt at riding

roughshod over his contemporaries. On the contrary,

we agree with Schleiden in regarding his insolent de-

nunciation of vegetable physiologists most unbecom-
ing, especially in a man who evidently knows as little

of minute physiology as they of minute chemistry.

Schleiden's caustic style may be complained of: and
we must confess that we ourselves countenance it on
one ground only—namely, that of its being formed
upon the model of Professor Liebig's ; but we must
observe, that an eulogium of the talents of the one is

no answer to the specific criticisms of the other,
•* Having just seen in your paper the first part of a

critique on * Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry/ by Dr.
Schleiden, I cannot, as a friend to truth, and an admirer
of the genius of Dr. Liebig, refrain from addressing to

your readers a few remarks on this review.
" I would first point out the fact, that in all cases where

an individual makes a great step in advance in any science,

opposition is sure to arise, and that generally in two
forms. At first his facts are boldly denied, his reasonings

contemned, and he is denounced as an innovator. After-

wards, when the facts can no longer be denied, he is

accused of plagiarism in regard to those very facts which

were formerly denied. The third stage, however, is sure

to arrive when his facts and opinions, so far as they are

founded on true induction, are quietly admitted.
'* The work of Professor Liebig has, in most cases,

passed through the two stages of opposition, and has
reached that of acquiescence—the best proof of which is,

that the press teems with the most unblushing piracies of

his principles, in many of which his name is not even
mentioned.

** As an example of the first kind of opposition, T may
refer to the papers in the * Quarterly Journal of Agricul-

ture,' where most of Liebig's doctrines are denied, and the

old view of the action of humus, attacked by Liebig, is

strenuously defended. Your own paper offers an example
of the second kind ; for you admit fully his doctrine that

the carbon of plants is derived from carbonic acid, but
maintain that that doctrine was universally adopted in

this country, at the very moment that the * Quarterly

Journal' maintained the opposite view. It is not my
business to reconcile these conflicting statements, but I

allude to them as the invariable accompaniments of every

great advance in knowledge.

"Dr. Schleiden admits almost all Dr. Liebig^s doc-

trines, but writes in a very strong manner against the

author. This at first sight appears anomalous. But on
examination, it is easy to trace the origin of Dr. S.'s in-

vective. He is offended at the charge preferred against

physiologists of ignorance of chemistry. Now I will not

say that I approve of all the terras in which the charge

was expressed ; but, as a chemist, and after much reading

of physiological works^ I am prepared to maintain that it

is substantially true. Eut without entering on recrimi-

nation, which is quite unsuited to a scientific discussion,

I think the main question may be brought into very small

compass. Will Dr. Schleiden, or any other individual,

point out any previous work where the agriculturist can

acquire the knowledge (admitted by himself to be valu-

able) which is conveyed in Liebig's work? I am not

acquainted with any such work ; and if here and there

doctrines similar to Liebig's are to be found, their authors

have never succeeded in demonstrating them, nor have

they furnished an intelligible system. Nay, I maintain

they could not have done so, since organic chemistry,

which is essential to the investigation, was not yet de-

veloped. The time has at last come, and, as always

happens, the man also.

"Dr. Schleiden makes free use of the name of Muller.

Now I have the best reason to know that no man enter-

tains a higher opinion of Liebig's work, oris more sensible

of the deficiency of chemical knowledge among physiolo-

gists, than that truly eminent writer. I speak here from

positive knowledge,
*' In the concluding senteuce of this first part of the

critique. Dr. Schleiden, forgetting the calm demeanour of

a man of science, makes a most unbecoming attack on

Dr. Liebig, and alludes contemptuously to his laboratory,

which he says Dr. Liebig has described as the only

laboratory in Germany, Now, as I have on two occasions

enjoyed the privilege of working for many weeks in this

laboratory, and have besides a pretty extensive acqusdnt-

ance among German chemists, I may safely defy Dr.

Schleiden to name any laboratory where the art of research

is actually taught, except the following: via:., those of

Wohler at Gottingen, Erdmann at Leipsic, Redtenbacher
at Prague, and, I believe, I may add, Varrentrapp at

Brunswick. The two former gentlemen I know well,

and they are Liebig's most intimate friends, and among
his greatest admirera. The two latter I also know; they
are among the most distinguished of his pupils, and one of

them has only been professor two years, and the other

one year. No one admires more than I do the genius
of Mitscheriich, Rose, Magnus, and the other distinguished

Prussian chemists. But where are their schools ? ITie

truth is, the arran^ments in Prussia, like those in Eng-
land, do not admit of the formation of a school of r«-

f
search : and it is out of the nower of these gentlemen to I

spect may be looked for in Prussia. This subject is,

admit, irrelevant; but as Dr. Schleiden has introduced ity

it is fit that the truth should be known.
*• It is not my intention at present to enter on a

critique of Dr. Schleiden's review- Dr. Liebig k well

able to defend himself against far more formidable attacks.

Besides, I wish to see the whole review. But I fee*

bound to warn your readers against the spirit of this re-

view ; and I pledge myself, if necessary, to show that Dr.

Schleiden has misapprehended, or misrepresented, (I do

not say knowingly,) all those doctrines of Liebig which he
has attacked in his first part.

'* Finally, for the present, I would beg to point out, that

no one chemist of eminence hasstated any objection to the

chemistry of Liebig's work ; that many agriculturists

have, to my certain knowledge, expressed their sense of its

infinite value, and of its superiority to the works of vege-

table physiologists; and that, although in the first attempt

of this nature many imperfections must necessarily exist,

yet your readers will not find in any other work even an

approach to the amount of sound principle, and of im-

portant hints for practice, contained in the truly valuable

work of Prof. Liebig. I differ so entirely from Dr.

Schleiden in my opinion of this work, that I firmly be-

lieve, and I have good reason for doing so, that, noLwith-

standing the numerous piracies in a popular form, which

owe all their value to the plunder of this work, its charac-

ter is steadily rising, and has not neariy rrnched its cul-

minating point. I willingly stake my reputation, as fl

chemist and as a man of science, on the opinion that

Prof. Liebig's work will continue for many years to be a

standard one. ^Vhen I have seen the remainder of Dr.

Schleiden's review, I may again address you."

LIME-KILNS.
Herewith I send you sketches of one'of the simplest,

and, I believe, most efficient lime-kilns, either for agri-

cultural or building purposes, that I have met with. They

are much used in Yorkshire and Derbyshire, and are

generally built by the side of the rock from which the

limestone is quarried ; by which arrangement the kilns are

easily charged. Supposing, however, no rock or hill to

be near, it will be necessary to build the back as shown in

the section bv the dotted lines (which will make it a rect-

angular building). There must be a small jib or crane

fixed on the top for hoisting the limestone-

ELEVATION.

PLAN'.

SKCTIO?;.

Great care must be taken that the kiln is properiy dried

by fire heat, before it is subjected to the intense heat re-

quired to calcine the limestone ; otherwise it will be

destroyed by expansion. The fuel used is small coal m
alternate layers with the limestone. ,

I am informed the cost of a kiln oi tUs ^f^P^;
with the shaft of fire bricks, the external walls of r'j«^<^^«

being
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that the best and cheapest way to preserve Fuchsias
]

through the winter roonrb» is to bury them. I buried

300 last winter in the following manuer:—

At the approach of frost 1 shook them out of the soil,

and cut all the laterals from them, as if trlaiming a riding

cane ; upon tho«e intended to be trained to a wall, pal-

ing, or trellis, I left three, four, five, or aix canes, some of

them 5ft. and Cft. long. They were then ready to be de-

posited in the soil until the end of April or beginning of

May : I dug out a pit in the centre of my heath soil (any

other tolerably dry soil or sand will do) about 3ft. deep,

3ft. ^ide, and 6ft. long, so as to contain all my plants,

and placed them in a sloping direction in the pit, with

stakes driven here and there diagonally over them, so as

they might be kept hollow, and to prevent the soil from

pressing too much upon their brittle stems.

In covering them I used no straw or matting, but al-

lowed the straw to fall amongst them, and formed it into

sharp ridge on the top. When I opened them at the

end of April, I was pleased to find that they were all

breaking remarkably strong, and had made some very

long shoots, with vigorous roots, In all directions, from

bottom to top, as a pit of Willow shoots would do under

aimilar treatment ; these very soon shrunk up on exposure

to light and the atmospheric uir; but on being potted, and

placed in a large pit, the plants were soon excited, which is

the natural consetiuence of a transition from darkness into

light. Those trimmed for a wall were planted out at

once, in the beginning of May, and arc now growing vi-

gorously from the trained branches. Some of the tender

kinds were more or less injured by the frosts iu the begin-

ning of May, but, generally, they are doing well, and I

intend to go over them immediately, to thin the young
•boots, so as to increase the vigour of those that are left.

It will be encouraging to the cottager, and those who
have neither greenhouse nor any frames to place them in,

to learn that those which I planted against a south-east

wall, towards the end of April, are now as forward as

those which I have just planted out into' beds and borders

from the frames and greenhouses* Those which I potted

hnd their roots tolerably well trimmed. in, so as to enable

ine to put them into six and seven-inch pots for conve-
nience, and to keep the roots as near to the side of the

pots as I could ; they do best in comparatively small pots,

till ready to plant out into beds, when the weather be-

comes favourable.

Ihf many four and five feet long, and stripped of

their young wood, to form into standards and into umbels.
It is of great importance to know that such deciduous
plants as Fuchsias, Bouvardias, &c., of which a great
stock is necessary to be kept through the winter, for

summer embellishment, can be well pre&erved at little

expense, without the aid of either greenhouse or frame.

—

John Meamsy F.H.S., Leeds Bot. Garden.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXYII.
Chrysanthbmu^^ are now well rooted and may be

shifted into pots of the next larger size. Cut or pinch off

the top of each plant, and several of the buds below will

be forced iuto growth ; they must be " stopped " again
by and by, and the plants will thus acquire a dwarf bushy
habit, which is much prettier than when they are allowed
to grow long and straggling. Place them out of doors
fully exposed to the sun, but slightly sheltered from the
eflVcts of high winds. They will grow well in any rich
free soil, such as a mixture of loam, leafmould, and rotten
dung, in equal proportions. If very large specimens are
wanted, they must be frequently shifted into larger pots,
and flowered in *M2s" or 'M6s"; but it is generally
more suitable for the purposes of the amateur to flower
them in ''328" or "243," as they are then better adapted
to fill baskets or stands in rooms. No plants are more
easily managed, providing they are liberally supplied with
water ; but if this is neglected, they soon lose their under
leaves and become very unsightly. Manure water should
also be frequently given, as this produces the most bene-
ficial results. They should be left in the open air, until

. some of the earliest begin to expand their flowers in Oc-
tober, and then removed to the greenhouse, or other shel-
tered situation, when they will flower in great splendour
for many weeks in winter. A vinery, for example, which
IS often nearly empty at this season, answers the purpose
extremely well, and the possessor would thus have plenty
of pretty flowers, at & season when they are generally very
scarce. Many of the earlier varieties flower well out of
doors, particularly if the autumn happens to be fi;.c.When intended for this purpose, they can be planted out
at once, m front of a wall or on some sheltered bed, andwhen the stems grow taU they can be pegged down to the
ground, which they wiU entirely cover with their leaves :and when they come mto bloom they will have a dwarf
and pretty appearance. For this purpose, I would parti-
cularly recommend such sorts as Wheelcr^s Changeable
Yellowand Early Bla8h,on account of their early flowerine.Any spare time which the amateur has to devote to
gardening at this season of the year, cannot be more pro
fitably spent than in visiting public gardens ornurseries.
feuppose he is fond of Roses, and has a quantity of Stocks
ready for budding, hundreds of the finest kinds are now
in full bloom, which he can examine for himself, uking
down the names of those which he most admires, and pro-
curing bods of them as soon as they are in a fit state for
budding. The same remarks apply to Verbenas and other
summer flowers, as well as to the more common perennial
herbaceous plants, and also to fruit trees. Lists of such
things, given in the autumn or spring at the time of plant-
ing or grafting, are well enough, but the amateur is much
more likely to get what will suit him if he follows the
advice now given.

Ladies who are fond of window gardening, but who hava

not much convenience for propagating their favourite

plants, cannot select a more appropriate time than the

present. The plants are now in a vigorous state, and will

strike from cuttings very readily. All sorts of free-grow-

ing things, such as Pink.^, Pelargoniums, Roses, &c., may
easily be struck, if a bed composed of loose Bandy soil is

made behind a wall or hedge, and covered with hoops and

mats to shade them during bright sunshine.—iZ. F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Model Cottaget.— In your paper for June 18th is pub-

lished a design, by Mr. Loudon, for a mechanic's cottage,

which I should have passed without notice if it had not

been admitted into the Gardeners' Chronicle, You justly

say— •• What a change is there in cottage architecture I " 1

fear, however, if we were to take this model cottage as a

specimen of "an economical, commodious plan, uniting

comfort with little expense," the change would not be

found to be for the better. In my opinion, whether in

point of architectural taste, or arrangement, comfort, and

construction, it is utterly unworthy of being copied. As
to the arrangement, &c., we have in the first place an en-

trance to the living-room (c) fig. 2047, through the back

kitchen (b) ; than which nothing can be more absurd.

We have next a pantry (d) with a south-east aspect, a

situation where no one, who knew its proper use, would

place it. We have then ** a light closet under the stairs,"

without any light, or visible means of obtaining it ; for a

light could not be made in the outer wall at the end, as the

stairs pass there before they rise more than 2ft. Gin.

Let me, however, be liberal enough to allow Mr. Wilson

a borrowed light from the living-room. When we consider

the proximity of the living-room door, living-room fire-

place, stair-boxing, and door of closet under it, I think we

can hardly give the author credit for many ideas of com-

fort. Mr. Wilson blames architects for making staircases

so inconvenient, in removing an individual to his last

home; but while he has so much sympathy for the dead,

I wish he had some compassion for the living. Let us

form an ideal section of this cottage. From the ground

to the top of the chamber window-case is 17 ft. 6 in. ; de-

duct from this 6 in. for entrance step, and 7 in. for joists,

and 2 in. for floor and ceiling—we have 16 ft, 3 in. left.

Now we will give Mr; Wilson every advantage, and allow

8 ft. 3 in. for the chambers, and 8 ft. for the ground floor

;

then we shall find that we have steps only 2 ft. 6 in. long,

with DO more than Sin. tread, while the rise is exactly

8 in. But iu addition to this, and independent of the fact

that the situation of the stairs spoils both the living-room

and chamber over, and leaves insufl&cient room for the

passage of a good-sized coflin, they cannot be executed ;

for the curbed ceiling of the chambers (see the height of

casings in the elevation) will come down to within 3 ft.

9 in. of the landing, 1 leave it to Mr. W^ilson to say if it

is fair to give living subjects only 3 ft. 9 in. to stand up-

right in, while he would allow ample room for the dead.

Again, from the height of the roof I find its pitch is 45^
;

then, if we take the level of the chamber ceilings at the top

of the dormer window-case (and it cannot be lower), we
shall find that we have only 3 ft. of level ceiling and 3 ft.

9iu. of upright wall in the chambers. I therefore simply
ask Mr. Wilson what sort of beds he will put up at /
and </, in fig. 2050 ? Yet this is a model cottage.

Secondly, this cottage has no architectural character in

its composition, although exactly the same means arranged
by a person of taste would have produced it. This is the
natural result of any one attempting a subject which he
does not understand. And this leads me to ask, where a
mechanic, without a cow-house or pig-sty, is to collect his

liquid manure from? Would it be worth his while to

keep a tank (/), with pump, &c,, for simply the dish water
from his back kitchen ? I think not I object to double
cottages ofthe same plan reversed; but, perhaps, this is

more a matter of taste than of reason
; yet, even suppose

we admit that the families agree, and that the method is

economical, still we find that both dwellings cannot be
equally advantageously placed in regard to aspect ; and
this is the reason why the pantry (rf) is so badly situated.
All such double cottages, however, should be placed, so
that the diagonal line, in the direction of North and South,
should not be thus '^l^-^^ as in the model cottage, but
thus ^^.^^^ in order that the front windows may catch
the morning sun—the morning being the most delightful
time to feel his rays. In conclusion, let me ask Mr.
Loudon if he considered the waste of material when he
recommended all roofs, of every sort of covering, to be of
such a pitch, that a cross section would orm an equilateral
triangle— a pitch greater than was commonly used in
Tudor architecture. How would he like to see his favourite
Italian tiles, so highly and frequently recommended in the
" Gardener's Magazine," covering the sides of a roof ris-

ing at an angle of 60 degrees ? As you may not think it

fair to criticise Mr, Wilsou*s plan so freely without oflFer-

ing BoraethiDg better, I have no objection to send you a
design, if you wish it, that will, whatever its deficiencies
may be, at least be free from the defects of the ** model
plan ;

" but it shall be a single cottage, for the reasons I

have given in the foregoing letter.— ^cru^a/or. [We shall
be most happy to publish the promised improvement.

—

As to the plan thus criticised, we must leave Mr. Loudon
to defend iu merits,]
Model Coitaf/es.—A few mechanics in our village who

nave IkUe gardens, ciub our weekly pence to buy the
Chroniefe, and though there is sometimes a good deal that
is above our <K>mpreheusion, we are, on the whole, well
pleased with our pennyworth. This was so long as you
kept to gardening ; but when you took to building
cottages, which Is a little in our line, we began to doubt.
At last our mason pointed out t^t they were not your

cottages, but one Mr. Loudon's, and that perhaps you
would be obliged to us to tell you our minds of them.
Fir&t place, it seems that one Mr. Wilson sent to Mr.
Lo\idon a plan of a cottage, which is number 2048, and
which they call a '* model cottage." We don't know ex-
actly what they mean by a model cottage ; but we suppose
it means something particularly good, better, at all events
than common chaps like us could contrive. Well, we
looked at the plan, and we could not find anything very
wonderful about it. It is narrower behind than before
which we don't like, because it causes expense, and makes
inside corners in the walls, v^hich corners are sometimes
damp ; and then the stairs begin close to the fireplace

which we don't approve. Still, it is a fairish sort of a
plan. But it did not suit Mr. Loudon's draughtsman, I

think they call him ; so he sets about mending it : and a
pretty concern he has made of it ! He makes an ugly
notch in the front room, to hold the stairs, which Here
much better in the back ; and he contrives it so, that

whoever wants to go to a bedroom, must come all through
the washhouse, and nearly all through the living-room,

before they can get there. Every thing and every body
that has to go to or leave a bedroom, must be paraded
through the whole house, in sickness and death, as well as

in health, for father and mother, for boys and for girls,

and for lodgers, if they have any. Then the fireplace of

the best room is stuck in the corner close to the door, and
close to the lump made by the stairs, so that when the

tea-table is drawn comfortably to the fire, no one can go
up or down stairs without disturbing the whole family;

and when the good woman is sitting alone, if she takes

her chair to the' hearth to make the most of her bit of

fire on a cold day, she is close to the draughts of the door,

and too far from the window to see even her knitting. In
short, you may take our words for it, there never was such

a thing as this improved model cottage. Well, then they

send it back to Mr, Wilson, to show how the draughtsman
had mended.it; and I suppose Mr. Wilson is a good sort

of a person, who did not want to hurt anybody's feelings,

80 he adopts some of the changes, but gets rid of the

worst of them by making a new entrance to the stairs from
the lobby- Still he suffers his best room to be spoiled,

and the family to be driven up in a corner close by the

door and the stairs, and away from the light. But what
provokes us most is the pretence about enlightening the

ignorance of us country folks, when there are hundreds of

better cottages than the best of these in every county

throughout England, If these model cottages are so very

good, they had better draw the plans of those we build,

and show us where and why they are bad. Some day we
will perhaps give you our idea of a good cottage, if you

will let us. Talking the matter over to our curate, he

said that we must not judge of Mr. Loudon by this ; that

he was a very clever man, and had done some better

things than -these model cottages. So, hoping that you

and he will take these remarks in good part, I am, for the

Club, your servant

—

Stephen Slump, carpenter. War*
wickshire.—I don't think anybody, could make the plan

and the elevation suit with one another.—5. S.—[We
hope our friends "Stump" and *' Scrutator," since they

do not like Mr. Loudon's cottage, will give us something

better ; for which we, and our readers, shall be much
obliged to them.]

Cedar o/ Ze^anon.—A correspondent having inquired

as to the best method of rearing the Cedar of Lebanon,

I am happy to contribute my assistance. There appears to

be a difference in the growth of some specimens, but it is

very trifling, although they are distinguished by the names

'*Cedrusglaucus"and '* C. Lebani ;" the former growing

with an upright stem, from which the branches shoot

horizontally ; the other from various stems immediately

from the ground. They may be seen (as varieties) in

the grounds of Spring Grove, the seat of the late Sir

Joseph Banks, The cones are precisely alike, as I have

one brought from Mount Lebanon, which has been com-

pared with those produced here. I am, however, wander-

ing from the subject of their cultivation, which commences

with seed, which ripens well in the southern parts of Eng-

land, or from plants which may be met with in most nur-

serymen's establishments. As the plants make roots very

fast, they should be shifted every year into larger pots,

and when removed out of them into the ground, wber'e

they are intended to remain, they should be surrounded

by shrubs for protection, but by no means to come in

contact with them, as the points of the young shoots must

have liberty to grow. When the plants appear well esta-

blished, which will probably be in four or five years, all

the shrubs around should be removed, when the more ex-

posed to the weather they are the more vigorous they will

grow. There are two here treated in this manner, which

I planted in 1821, being severally eighteen and twenty-

one feet high ; and also one planted in 1804, forty-four

feet high, and the stem eight feet in circumference at five

feet from the ground ; this is generally admired for its

complete appearance in every respect, and is now produc-

ing cones; the lower branches extend from the trunk

twenty feet in length, and are still increasing every year.

A, P.f Cheam.
Pruning Forest Trees.—Another correspondent having

made his appearance in the Chronicle oi the I8th inst.,

on the subject of Forest-tree pruning, I feel induced, by

his remarks, to mount my Pegasus again on the same

subject. Mr. Crec styles bis " The concentrate system,

and evidently thinks it the ** true one." I feel bound to

believe his statement of results, namely, 10 ^t. of altitude

in three years. This, in the South Highlands of Scot-

land, where Biergar is situated, is cert^^mly marvellous

progress; and if it could be proved that the same trees

would not have made equal or greater progress if le»t

nnpruncd, I should feel more disposed to believe the
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** concentrate system" the "true one," than I do at

present. Nearly all persons who have written in com-
mendation of Forest-tree pruning, with the ostensible view

of facilitating the increase of timber, proceed^upon this

(to me, erroneous) principle, viz., that the activity of the

root is uniform in supplying from the earth the material

of increase ; and that what is not expended in the pro-

duction of what they consider useless or superfluous

branches, must necessarily be laid upon the stem in woody

iihre, or first (as Mr. Cree terms it), in " cambium, which

forms the annual rings*" This, too. is Mr. C.'s line of

reasoning, when he says :
—" It is obvious that this cam-

bium, having less superficies to cover than when the

branches are extended at large, there is a more abundant

quantity for every part ; and as little is required for the

branches that are shortened and slender, the trunk re-

ceives the main supply." Now, from all this I beg to

dissent ; for, h(»wever much the leaves of a tree may be

improved (or rather, increased) in size by pruning, which

most of us know from every-day experience, yet Mr. Cree

must admit that his " concentrate system" must greatly

diminish their number, and, consequently, disturb the

balance of reciprocity on which I think, according to ana-

logy of nature, the true principle of increase depends-

Mr. C remarks also:— *• He who will have branches of

various lengths and sizes, without any assignable reasons,

is unnaturally capricious." 1 beg to say, that he who
will train all his trees into uniform cones, is much more

80. It is true enough, " Nature in the Larch admits no

iuch irregularity ;" neither does she in the Spruce, nor

the Cypress, nor the Irish Yew; but am I ** unnaturally

capricious," if my Oaks, Elms, and Chesnuts are not

forced into the same form ? I certainly think quite the

reverse. I am gratified to infer, from Mr. Cree's state-

ments, that trees rise so rapidly in the vicinity of Biggar,

—a little primitive-looking town, the vicinity of which, in

my younger days, gave propriety to the stanza,

In Scotland's realm, where trees are/ew,
Nor even shrubs abound;

^ But where, however bleak the view.
Some better things are found, &c.

But thougli Biggar could not formerly boast of many
trees, it may be interesting to the horticulturist to know,
that it was famed for a very useful production, the me-
moirs of which I invite Mr. Cree to give to the Horti-

cultural world, namely. Early Potatoes, which were highly

esteemed and extensively cultivated, from Maidenkirk to

John-o'-Groats, if not in other regions.

—

Quercus.
Allow me to say that very little can be learned from books
or papers of any kind regarding the manner in which
forest trees ought to be pruned ; the directions given in

your leading article of the 28th nit. may be in some
cases applicable, yet in many their application differs en-

tirely from the results there given. For instance, when
two leaders of equal strength appear in an A.sh or an Elm,
merely taking the tip from one of them gives to the other
but little advantage in overtopping its partner. It would,
therefore, be better for it to be cut off nearer to the
bottom ; a few shoots from it would do no harm, and the
main leader would then receive the whole supply of food.
I by no means infer from this that a tree ought to be
pruned up Hke a walking-stick ; on theother hand,! am per-
fectly aware, that a certain proportion of foliage is neces-
sary to carry on all the functions of nature. I am glad,
however, to hear you advocate thick planting; some
writers of the Chronicle have condemned it, and one hai
advised the planting of Gorse, Broom, or Privet, to acL as
a nurse to the trees, while small; but I cannot learn the
reason why they do not plant something likely to prove
useful; at the age of 10 years Larch Fir is often valuable,
and is recommended by S. N. T. as one of the best nurses
we have. I may here mention, that the remarks of
S. N. v., in page 365, correspond entirely with my opinion,
and much useful information is contained in that com-
munication.—/T. M. C. [We sec no reason to alter our
opinion, if the ftopping is done early enough. All depends
on that. When stopping has been neglected, there is

nothing left but pruning, if trees must be meddled with.]

Summer Pruning.—The advantages derived from sum-
nier pruning are great. I would, amongst other things,
advise your readers to prune Raspberries and Gooseberriei,
as soon as the fruit is off. Cut out all the old wood of
Raspberries at once, and if not done before, as much of
the new wood as may be spared. Prune Gooseberries
back to a new leading shoot, and cut out clean all the
new shoots which are not wanted, but shorten none of
them. Everybody shortens, or cuts back in the autumn,
^w shoots of Peach and Nectarine trees; is this right I

v\ hat would be the effect of leaving ripe wood its full

length ?—^. H, [The wood of the Peach never ripens
fuliy in tins country. It is cut back, in order to get late-
ral shoots.]

Rotation of Crops.—I have pursued with luccesi for
^any years the following rotation in preparing ground,
*nich has been almost exclusively devoted, daring fifty

years, to the growth of Strawberries :— It was usual, in

renewing the bcdis, to mow down the plants after the
frait was gathered, and to dig up the middle of the beds

M * *^^*^* retaining the runners that had struck in the
old one, to bear the following season. But the ground
being overrun with Couch grass. Fox-tail grass, and Bind-

J^eed, I despaired of cleaning it without destroying the
"cds entirely. The usual plan would have been to trench
the ground; but aware that I should only increase the
evil by dividing the roots of such weeds as could not be
picked out, amidst an accumulation of Strawberry plants,
I had them mown off close to the ground, which was
afterwards trenched carefully, by breaking each spadeful,
fij^« picking out every root that could be seen. It was
then planted with Celery; and every time the plants were

moulded up, those roots which had escaped in the trench-
ing were picked out. In the spring I i^in gave it a
shallow trenching, to incorporate the dung in which the
Celery grew ; and I afterwards planted the ground with
early spring-sown Cauliflowers, which were all cut by the
middle of August. A good coat of manure was then dug in.

and Strawberries were planted in patches, three or five

together (according to the sorts), two feet apart in the
rows, which are two and a half and four feet wide alter-

nately. These plants bore a crop the following season,

equal to what they would have done had they been planted
out singly the previous spring. Whenever I make a new
plantation, I usually follow the same rotation—except that
I have no occasion to trench the ground. Previously to

making the Celery trenches, I have only to strike a spade
under the patches, and remove them with the few runners
they have made attached ; a lirtle hoeing being sometimes
necessary, if there are weeds on the ground. I annually
dig amongst them, and, as soon as possible after the fruit

is gathered, I remove from the patches all the runners
they have made. It may be objected that it is more diffi-

cult to keep the fruit clean than when the plants occupy the

whole row ; but as I can get plenty of short grass, it is

easily accomplished. I am of opinion that if the patches
had double the room, I sliould be no loser ; for, about six

years ago, I removed alternate patches from two rows of

Keen's Seedling—the fruit they have since borne has been
very fine and not less in quantity than there would have
been had I not removed any. They continue to bear well

still, but I seldom allow them to stand longer than four
years. Sometimes, instead of Cauliflowers after the

Celery. I have a late crop of Peas, in which case I do not
plant the Strawberries till the following spring ; but I

cannot calculate on much fruit that season.

—

J. Murdoch,

Disease in Melons,—Last season, just as my ISIelons

were beginning to swell, small brown blotches began to

appear on the upper surface of the leaves^ the under part

of these spots looking pale and shrivelled. These increased

in size and number, until in two or three days the whole
of the leaves seemed scorched, and the fruit of course de-

stroyed. This year the same symptoms again begin to

show themselves; small red spots are appearing, and the

cdjges of some of the leaves are drying and curling up. I

have occasionally watered them overhead, though spar-

ingly, and have fumigated them thrice, but this does not
eem to prevent the disease, for every hour more of

the leaves seem to be attacked, and all the plants,

which two or three days ago appeared in perfect health,

with a fine crop of fruit, are likely to go off. What
occasions this, and what ought to be done in order to

prevent it?— F. P» [We don't know.]

Stvainstone Scarlet Strawberry—As the time is at hand
when Strawberry forcers will begin to think ^of preparing

their plants for the coming season, it may not be amiss to

mention that the Swainstone Scarlet forces excellently,

and moreover has the peculiar quality of continuing in a

bearing state for a very lengthened period. I saw a few

weeks back a splendid crop of this kind in the forcing-

bouses of Messrs. Endsdale, of Stansted, Essex ; and
Mr. Stacey, the gardener, assured me they would continue

in a bearing state until November,— IF- -P. Ayres,

Niirale of Soda for Strawberries,—While on the sut>-

ject of Strawberries, it may be worth while to mention

that nitrate of soda is likely to prove an excellent manure
for them; and, contrary to most known cases, it may be

applied over the herbage without injuring the plants. On
calling upon Mr. Rivers a few days back, he pointed out a

bed of rather sickly plants, half of which had been libe-

rally dressed with nitrate, as a kill or cure remedy, and

the improvement in the colour of the foliage was so de-

cided, that a person might see to an inch where Jt had

been aj>plied, so that there can be no doubt of its nutri-

tive qualities.— W^ i*. Ayres.
The Lahujnum.^ln No. 26, "Omikron" inquires as

to the injurious effects of Laburnum seeds on animals.

I beg to state, after an observation of 30 years, that in a

field, with a plantation principally of Laburnums, and

open to cows, horses, and sheep, no hurtful effects were

produced. But the reason of that exemption ajipeared to

be, that those animals never eat either the branches or

seeds of those trees, which flowered and hung down luxu-

riantly, while other flowering shrubs were cropped and

torn down by them. May not instinct have taught those

animals to avoid the Laburnum as poisonous? I con-

sidered it so, and, after a time, planted Laburnums only

where exposed to the cow, horse, &c.

—

A Constant

Reader,
Chamomile You ask where is the evidence of the

curative effects of Chamomile? (seep. 349). I can only

add that I have proved it to my own satisfaction, in not

a few instances, and I was led to make the experi-

ments by having pointed out to me in the garden of Mr.
Cort, of Leicester, a fine healthy plant in the borders.

There were two small pots of Chamomile, one on each

side and in contact; I was assured that the plant previ>

ous to this application was rapidly perishing.

—

J. Murray,
[We still fcay, where is the proof f Mr. Murray, as a

chemist, must be aware that such an experiment as this

prove.H nothinrj,']

Fuchsia Bellana,—Observing that you have noticed

in the Chronicle a Fuchsia called F. rosea-alba, 1 beg to

say that it was raised by Mr. J. Bell, of Bracondale, near
Norwich, and is a very distinct and beauliful variety,—
CM.
Habranthus pralensis.—You describe this as a green-

house plant. 1 received it from Bridges several yeari^ag©*

and planted it in the open ground, two feet in front of my
greenhouse wall, where it has lived ever sisMa, and it

flowers strongly. Phycella igncs, which I received at the

same time, I have lost, and should be glad to find for love

or money.—i?. B,
Bees.'-X lady, who has one of Nutt's bee-boxes, is

fortunate in having so splendid a stock; I have followed

his system, and have not succeeded with boxes ; I am,
therefore, trying it with common beeskeps, and expect to

meet with success. I have tried his plan of taking honey
from a side box ; but I prefer the following method— take
the side box away in the middle of a fine day, when there
are few bees in it, to an empty room, with a sash window,
or one easily opened; or what is better still, one which
opens outwards on hinges. Turn two chairs back to back,
about nine inches apart at the top ledges ; place the box
carefully on the tops of the two chairs, about four feet
from the window; the bees, finding they are separated
from the queen, will fill themselves as full of honey aa
possible and take themselves off. They will fly against the
window and by degrees collect together ; and when they
have done this, open the window and turn thern out

;

taking care to shut it immediately, to prevent their coming
in again. When more bees have left the box, and got to
the window, open it again, and let them out also ; and so
on till the box is quite clear of them, which will be in
about half an hour. T5e very careful to keep the window
close to prevent the bees returning ; they will otherwise
very soon carr^ away all the honey. I should recommend
an empty box being put in the place of the full one. The
best plan of uniting stocks, is to fumigate with fungus;
take the queen away—sprinkle some honey and water over
the bees, and put them under the stock you wish to

strengthen. It is rather a risk to distribute them amongst
different stocks, for then a little fighting will follow in all

;

which is better in one than half a dozen. In uniting them
never put together different kind of bees, of which there

are several. 1 have tried this ; the total destruction of one
is the consequence, and many of the other. I separated a
double stock a few days ago, and gave each an empty hive

;

they are doing well.

—

M. H, G,—The lady with the bees,

must, in the hottest time of a fine day, shut up the com*
munication between the central box and the side one
which she wishes to take ; the front entrance in the side

box should be opened, and the preventive door put on ;

this will cause all the bees to leave in a hurry, but they

cannot return into that box, I have driven them out in

15 minutes (excepting they have had a queen there), and
taken the box to a distant part of the garden, where there

were only a few inoffensive drones, which were shaken out
and destroyed.— r. IT. Bath,
House Crickets,— if your correspondent J". 0. will

place a few saucers, with treacle in the bottoms of them
to the thickness of about half an inch, he will soon catch

every cricket about hii house. 'It will be necessary to

pick out the insects every morning, or such as afterwards

get into the saucer can walk over those fast stuck in tha

treacle. I have caught many thousands of these insects,

and cockroaches alio, in this simple way, both in hot-

houses and private dwelling-houses.

—

Albanach, It

is very probable that your correspondent, J. O., i^aay

find it difficult to destroy the house cricket. I was
annoyed very much with them some years since, and
about 11 or 12 o'clock at night I used to kill them in the

kitchen by dozens ; I believe, however, I should never
have got rid of them entirely in this way. but fortunately

an old domestic cat took it into her head to follow tnj
example, and so effectually did she apply herself to the

task, by being constantly near the kitchen fire where these

animals took up their abode, that in a few months the

crickets cither forsook the house or were all killed by
pussey, and I have heard nothing of them since.— a. $. 7.

Sea-Fences.—The woodcut in the leading article of the

last Number correctly represents the fence to the sea at

Gosford, in East Lothian, the leat of the Earl of We-
myss, and is well worthy of imitation by those who pos*

aess lands similarly situated, with a loose sandy soil. You
have, however, omitted to state (what, perhaps, you may
not be aware of) that the plant occupying the front

ranks many yards deep, is the Sea Buckthorn (Hippophae
rhamnoides), which not only protects the trees behitid it,

but ii of great service in fixing the loose sands on the flat

grounds by the sea-side, from its natural tendency to

spread its roots even to high-water mark. As the plant

grows wild on the coasts of Kent, Essex, Norfolk, Lin-

colnshire, and Yorkshire, it may be easily obtained.

M, D, P.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Jun€ 22.— His Grace the Duke of Richmond, K.G.,in the chair.
His Grace the Duke of Bedford, A H. Moatgomer>, Esq., and
O. Ricardo, Esq , were elected governors, wid 73 genUemea
members. The mayor of Bristol addressed to the coancil an in-
Titation to dinner at the Council-house, Bristol, on the 12th of
July, which was received with thanks and accepted. Mr, Slaney
read an account from Mr. Ford of Mr. Irving's new Tiles for

Draining; Mr. BuUen, secretary of the Royal Agricultural Im-
provement Society of Ireland, transmitted a letter on the subject
of Judges of Stock for the Meeting at Cork j Mr. Stott aommu-
nicatert the ingredients of his proposed new Saline Manure; Mr.
W. Townsend, a paper on destroying the Wire-worm ; Mr. Mor-
ton, a letter in reference to the Lectures at Bristol > Mr. ShoII, a
paper on Hiving Bees; and Messrs. Coote, on Rye Gr«ai. The
Duke of Richmond presented a copy of the Labourers' PrfSBinra

Certificate of the East Susies Agricultural Association, franked

in Oak and varnished, as presented to the meritorious candidates;

Mr. Shaw, a copy of Mr. West's Remarks on the Turnip a«ei»^

tion. and on the use of the SubsoU Plough for V^^'^^^^m
Mr. Revis,the tirst Annual Report of the ^^<^^^^^ fzl^s^
Clubhand Mr. Evans, the 5th dumber of the jMirim^^^

Cumvator," from Canada. The CouncU ordered £h.M»i ^mpr

«« or 3,00* copies of Mr. Burke's compd«t.. ^^^^^,,^1
Economy and Cookery shoui^i he ^^™Z7--rMnolicatio») at
an,o„K cottagers, ai.d be -suppHe; to«e«^ *^JP^~»^^'^>

«
one penny each; also a second »naP'^^'^'^" ^ „-*' t>,*fni»mpr
Main's Paper on Cottage Gar^eninr, at «ie same price, the former

copies having been nearly distributed.
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iiT^HFSTER BOTWICAL* HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

TUKSu of tS^ *" honour of the British Associa-

tioa for S^ AdTancement of Science, gave an exhibition of Hor-

ttcultwiU «d Flcricultural specimens on a scale hitherto un-

?^am^cd oTof the bouurtaries of the Metropo is , and their ex-

enions were acknowledged hy the crowd of visitors to the gar-

dii» ind the spirited competition which took place among the

Smbitor» who amonnted to about 150 in namber. The day was

eloomy and threatening, foreboding heavy rainj fortune, how-

ever favonred the company, who flocked to the gardens about 3

o'clock, when a scene of fashionable gaiety, enlivened by the mu-

sic of the 1st Royals and 6oth Rifles, occurred, which has rarely

Ijcen witJiessed in this town on any similar occasion. The ar-

rang^ements were excellent, and we noticed a considerable num-
ber of distinguished savans who honoured the town by their pre-

sence at the meeting of the Association. The following is a list

of tlie prizes, and tiie names of the persons to whom they were

awarded: Roses: Best Crimson or Blush Moss, 1, J. Grimshaw,
Esq. ; 2, Mr.T. Barber; 3, Mr. E. Deas ; 4, Mr. J. Plant, gr. to

W. Bow, Esq. Whiie Mom, 3, 2. Mr. J. Massey; 3, Mr. T. Mar-
Tin j 4, Mr. J. Buckley. Single Moss, 1, 2, 3, Mr. E. Dean; i,

E. Leeds, Esq- Dark, I, Mr. S. Brr)mby ; 2, Mr. W. Brundrett;

3. Mr. T. Marvin; 4, Mr. J. Wild. JV/iite, 1, Mr. S. Bromby; 2,

R, Taylor, Esq. ; 3. 4, Mr. T. Barber. Red or Bltt.fh, I. Mr. Jute

;

% Mr. N.Cranifcaw; 3, Mr, J. Fanlkner; 4, Mr. T. Marvin.

Marhh'd or Striped, I, Mr. J. FUdesj 2, Mr. N. Cranshaw j 3,

Mr, T. Appleby, gr, to T. IJjrocklehurst, Esq. ; 4, Mr. T. Mar-
vin. Double Yellow, I, Mr. T. Atkinson j 2. Mr. W. Deas, gr. to

P. Lucas, Esq. J 3, Mr. J, Chadwick ; 4. Mr. S. Heywood. Best

CoixisCTlOKr OF RhsBS: I, Messrs. Goodwin; 2, ditto; 3, Mr. A.

MitcheU. Panhiks: 24 carieties, I, Mr. W. E, Burton ; 2, Mr. J.

Davenport; 3, Mr. J. Ashton; 4, Mr. H. Mayor^ 5, Mr. A. Mit-

chell, RT. to the Queen Dowager. \2 rarietit-s, 1, l\rr. S, Hey-

wood j '-V Mr. J.Gaskdl; 3, Mr, J. Moalt; 4, Mr. R. Turner; 5,

^Ir. H. Openshaw. Sto<:k3 : Smrlet, 3, Mr. W. Deas, gr. to P.

X.ucas, E i 2, Mr. W, Brundrett; 3, Mr. J. Massey. Purple, 3,

Jlr, W. Peas. Peonies; I, 3, and 4, Mr. W, Knowles; 2. Mr.

Brundrett. Ankmonks ; l, Mr. L. Robinson; 2, Mr. T. Marvin.

i*iNK8: Purfile'laced. 1, Duke, and 3, Mango, Mr. J. Taylor; 2,

Admiral Napier, Mr. D. O'Brien ; 4, Lustre, Mr. \V, Oldham ; 5,

Suwarrow, Mr. A. Southward; 6, Grcenside, Mr. Thos. Whalley.

Hrd-tactd, 3 and 9. Mr. A. Southward j 3 and 4, Mr. J.Dicken;

6, Mr. J. Nicholson j (3, Mr. W. Bradshaw. niack and White, 1,

^r. J. Knott; 2, Mr. J. Dicken j 3, Mr. G. Holgate, ^r. to James
Hatton, Esq.; 4, Mr, J. Knott; 5, Mr. W. Smith; 6, Mr. J. Ash-

ton. Bkst CoM.Krrrov OK PiN'Ks: I, Mr. J.Dicken; 2, Mr. W.
I^ge; 9, Mr. J. Knott. Ranuvculusbs: Dark Self, I, Mr. W.
Bradshaw; 2, Mr. R. Calvert; 5, Mr. W. Bradshaw; 4, Mr, S.

Heywood. Light Self, 1, Mr. W. Bradshaw; 2, Mr. J, Osbaldes-

ton, gr. to Mrs. Doveston; 3 and 4, Mr. W. Bradshaw. Striped,

1 and 4, Mr. \V. Bradshaw ; 2, Mr. R. Calvert, gr. to — Andrews,

Esq. ; 3, Mr. T, Marvin. Yellow-edged, or Spotted, 1. 2, 3, and 4,

Mr. W. Bradshaw. White-edged, ^r Spotted, 1, 2, and 4, Mr. W.
pradshaw; 3, Mr. Thos. Marvin. Dark Grey, or Purple- shaded,

UMr. R, Calvert; 2 and 3, Mr. W. Bradshaw; 4, Mr, W. Sharp.

Orchidacbjs : Miscellaneous Collection: 1, Mr. W. Hammond,
gr. to the Rev. J. Clowes ; 2, Mr. T. Appleby, gr. to J. Brockle-

horst, Esq. ; 3, Mr. J. Plant, gr. to W. Bow, Esq. Siyigte Speci-

mens: 1, Stanh6pea oculata, Mr. W. Hammond; 2, Saccolabium
guttatum, Mr. T. Appleby ; 3, Stanh6pea Pevoniana, Mr. R.
Allen, gr. to J. Knowles. jun., E^q. ; 4, Gongoramaculatafulva,
Ifr, T. Appleby; 5, Braa8tasp.,do. j 6, Cycaoches ventricosus,

do, Sxovfi Plant*: ATiJSr*?U«neoiM Coi/fC^ion: 1, Mr. W. Deas;
3,Mr. T^Appleby. Single ^ypeciinens: 1, Steplianotis floribnndus,

Mr. T. Appleby; 2, Ardlsia colorata, Mr. J. Edwards; 3,

^Kschynanthus sp., Mr. J* Holme, gr. to S. Heelis, Esq.; 4,

CHoxInia rubra, Mr. J. Plant; 5, BurchtUia capensis, Mr. G.
Holgate, gr. to J. HiiiDn, Esq.; 5, Comhretum purpCireum,
Mr. R. M'Vine, gr. to J. Walker, Esq. Grp.rn'hovsk Plants:
Miacelianeoua CoUfction : 1, Mr. J. Plant*, 2, Mr. W.Dees. Single

Speeimeng: 1, Piraelea dccusaata, Mr. R. navies, gr. to Mrs.

Cropper; 2, Angophora floribuuda. Mr. J. Edwards; 3, Roella

cnliata, Mr. J. Plant; 4, Stdtice arb^irca, do.; 5, PolVgala cordata,

Mt. j. Rogers, gr. to A. French, Esq. ; fl, Alstrcemeria tricolor,

Mr. H. Davics. Cacti t 1, Cactus Ackermanni major, Mr. G.
)>aniel», gr. to E. Chadwick, B^q. ; 2, C. Jenkinsuni, Mr. R.
M*Vine i 3, C. speciosissimus, Mr. \V, Deas; 4, C. Jenkinsoni,
Mr. J, Edwards; 5, Mr. W. Deas. Ehicas : E. Shannoniana,
Mr. J. PInntj 8, E. trfcof*^, Mr. W. Deas; 3, E. odorata, Mr. R.
Daviea; 4, E. ventricosa superba, Mr. W. Deas; 5, E. viriditlora,

Mr. R. Davies; 6, E. tricolor Regans, Mr. J. Plant. Pelargo-
jtfiL'Ais: Dark: 1, Erectum, Mr. J. Plant; 2, Speculum, Mr. W.
Choriton; 3. Jewess, Mr. J. l|ulme ; 4, Arabell^f, Mr. D. Saxon

;

ff, Prince of Waterloo, Mr. R. Allen; 6, Flash, do. Light: \,

Sylph, Mr. J. Plant; 2, Alexandrina, Mr. G. Holgate; 3, Nymph,
Mi. j. Plant; 4, Matilda, Mr.R. Burghall; 6, Lady Bradford, Mr.
J. Holme; a, Foster's Eliza, do. Calckolahias : 1, Formo-
sfssima— 2, Queen — 3, Prince Albert— 4, Constellation—5,
Adonis, Mr. J. Wood, gr. to H, Wadkin, Esq. Fuchsias :

i. Fuchsia fulgent, Mr. R. M'Vine; 2, F, corymbiflora,
Mr. J. Hulme ; 3, F. globosa, Mr. R. M'Vine; 4, F.
^handleri, Mr. J. Hulme ; 5, F. globosa maxima, Mr. J. Wood.
Ornamental Plants : 1, Mr. R. Alien, gr. to J. Knowles, jun.,

.; 2, Mr. J. Plant; 3, do. ; 4, Mr. T. Appleby ; 5, do. ILirdy
HRrss: I, Menziesia polifdlia alba, Mr. W. Choriton; 3, Cle-

matis bicolor, Mr. J. Plant; 3, , Mr. J. Wild; 5, Gaultheria
Shallon, Mr. J. Plant. Herbaceous Plants: 1, Campanula
grandis, Mr. J. Burghill,gr. to E.Leeds, Esq.; 2, MimulusMacki-
anus, Mr. R, Davis; 3, Gladiolus, var. Constantine, Mr. J. Plant;
kLllium longiflorum, Mr. J. Wild; 5, Mule Pink. Mr, J.

nt. Baskrt ov Plants: l,Mr. J. Plant; 2, Mr. R. Owen,

S^
to G. R. Chappell, Esq. ; 3, Mr. R. AUen; 4. Mr. J. Hulme.

ASRST o? Flowbrs: 1, Mr. J. Wild; 2, Mr. J. Plant; 3, Mr. T.
^Uber ; 4, Mr. W, Deaa, Extra Prizk to Mr. J. Rogers. Mis.
CiLtANsous DassERT: 1, Mr. T. Appicby ; 2, Mr. W. Deas; 3,
Mr. G, Holgate, Pinks : Brace, 1, F. Ramsden, Esq. ; 2, Mr, T.
Roylc, gr. to R. E. Warburton, Esq.; 3, Mr. J. Eccles, gr, to J.
Pooley, Esq. ; 4, Mr. F. Macbeth, gr, to R. Mann, Esq. ; 6. Mr.
P. Mottershead. gr. to T. Barnes. Esq. Single, \, F. Ramsden,

of this hew hardy shrub has flowered in the garden of W. Wells,
Esq., of Redleaf, where it has been raised from Nepal seeds- It

is something like B. aristata, but has much narrower leaves, very
decidedly glaucous underneath. From B. coriaria it differs in the
same character, and in the flowers being much smaller, and in

long staJiced clusters. The biauclies and spines are remarkably

slender. The leaves are narrow, obovate, mucrcnate, slightly

toothed, with very distant veins on a glaucous ground upon the

under surface.

—

Bot, Reg,
VBRrtvicA Ni'vEA. Suow-whitc Spcedwell. Scrophulariacese.

DiAndria Monog^nia. (Greenhouse Herbact^ous plant.)—A native

of the mountains of Van Diemen*s Land, where it was originally

found by Mr. Gunn. It appears to be half shrubby in its native

country, with stems a foot and a half high, stout and stiff. The
leaves are cut into many narrow segments, and the flowers are

pure white. It is a pretty greenhouse plant.—Bo/. Reg.
BEcit/M bIcolor. Two-coloured Bccium. Labiatse. Didy-

n^mia Gyranospcrmia.— Raised from Abyssinian seeds sent to the

Horticultural Society, from Paris. It is a shrub with downy
stems, ovate- lanceolate, serrated, slightly petiolated leaves, and
vcrticillasters of beautiful flowers arranged in short spikes. The
calyx has a broad upper lip; the corolla is large, white, with
lilac veins; and nearly an inch long. Tlie upper lip is 3-labed,

with the middle lobe split at the point, and the points of all rolled

back ; the lower lip is of about the same length, oblong and con-

cave.— iio/. Reg.

?*^' ^' ^V *• **^' ^- ^^***5 ^ **"*- *• Macbeth. Mjiions :

X, Mr. Cjr, Holgate ; 2, do. SxoAWBRit&ifta: i, Mr. J. Renshaw;
3, do. J 3, do. Extra Pbizk; Mr. Myatt, of Deptford, for his
Bntish Queen. CHBRRt«s:2.Mr.P.Motterabead5 4,Mr,T. Royle.
GooSKBBaaiBs: 1. Mr. T. Marvin; 2, Mt.J.Maaaey; 3, Mr. G. Hol-
gate. Currants: I, Mr. R. Davis; 2, Mr. W. Choriton ; 3, Mr. J.
Renshaw. RASFSBiiRifiS: I.Mr.R. S. Yat^; 2, Mr. J. Renshaw.
CecuMBfia : 1, Mr. W. Deas; 2, Mr. R, Owen; a, do. ; 4, Mr. P.
Mottershead ; 5, Mr. J. Renshaw. Rhubarb: I, Mr. J. Howard
gr; to J. Smith, Esq.; 2, do.; 3, Mr, W. Choriton; 4, Mr. J. Ren-
abaw. KxTRA Prizb ; Mr. J, Howard. Mushrooms: 1, Mr. R.
S. Yates ; 2, Mr. H. E. Barton; 3, Mr. J. Edwards. Pbas : 1,
Mr, J. Renshaw ; 2, Mr. R. M'Vine ; 8, Mr. W. Deas. Bbans : i^

Mr, R. Petrie, gr, to S. Brooks, Esq. ; 2, Mr. F. Macbeth ; 3, Mr.
T. Barber. Frs.vch Bba.vs: 1, Mr. R. Petrie; 3, Mr. W,
Chorlfcou. Caflij'lower : 1, Mr. J. Wadeson, gr. to W. Cross-
ley, Esq.; 2, Mr- J. Renshaw; 3, Mr. R. S. Yatea. Cabbaob:

1

1 and 2, Mr. J. Renshaw; 3, Mr. F. Macbeth. Carrots : 1, Mr,
F. Wadeson; 2, Mr. J. Howard; 3, Mr. R. Petrie. Turnips : 1,

Mr. J. Harrop; 3, Mr. J. Howard, pr. to J. Smith, Esq.; 3,;Mr.
J* Wadeson. Lkttuck : I, Mr. J. Holgate; 2, Mr. T. Frith, gr.

at the Deaf and Dumb Institution ; 3, Mr. G. Holgate. Collection

ofMiscellaneous Plants • 1, Mr. W. Lodge ; 2, Messrs, H. Big-
land and Co.; 3, Mr. W. Lodge.

NOTICES OP NEW PLANTS W HIGH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORiVAMENTAL.

Bs'ftBXRxs UMBKLLATA- TJmbcl-flowering Barbeiry, Ber-
fiexandria Monogj-nia. {Hard^ SAru^.)—-A specimenk. w

MISCELLANEOUS.
LieUg^s Organic Chemistry, reviewed hy Dr, ScJiieiden,

I
(continued from p. 424).—In the chapter on Culti-

vation, little could be expected of interest to vegetable

physiologists ; and having been as badly arranged as

the remainder of the work, at least half its contents

consist of isolated physiological observations. First,

huraus is again taken up, and found to be an inex-

haustible source of carbonic acid, which feeds the plants.

By this process, the quantity of humus contained in

the soil is, he says, subject to a continual diminution.

Dr. Liebig has forgotten that, in another place, he had

asserted the reverse to take place. Then comes a most

surprising statement. He says (p. 109), that in a soil

which communicates a yellow colour to water, no plants

thrive; and that few plants flourish on barren peat-soil,

or marshy meadows, whose soil has that quality. One
would think that Dr. Liebig had never seen a peat-moss,

or a marshy meadow, or the dense mass of vegetation

which is spread over it ; or that he had never heard of

peat being continually reproduced by the perishing vege-

tation that it bears, and which quickly shoots up again ;

or, that on this peculiar quality of peat-moors depends

the inexhaustible nature of peat-pits. The matter, how-

ever, stands thus : Farmers call that soil barren in which

those plants do not thrive which they cultivate, notwith-

standing that it mfty otherwise produce a most luxuriant

vegetation. On the soils named by Dr. Liebig there do,

in fact, grow as many plants as on any other soil, but of

peculiar kinds. Many of them,^ doubtless, require a large

quantity of humus, as, for instance, many kinds of Moss ;

while Reeds and Sedges do not seem to thrive at all, ex-

cept in soil containing a large quantity of free humic acid.

Dr. Liebig had already settled, as we thought, all that is

requisite for the growth of plants ; but (at p. 109) he

suddenly produces quite a new requisite, namely, the ex-

istence of free oxygen in the soil ; without, however,

mentioning for frhat purpose it serves, and whether
or in what w^ay it is introduced into plants, and what
changes it undergoes there. Further on, amidst a

number of well-known observations, are more erroneous
conceptions. In a preceding page of his book (p, 23),
he had asserted that " no matter can be considered as

nutritious, or as necessary to the growth of plants, which
possesses a composition either similar to, or identical

with, theirs—as in such a case the assimilation could
take place without the decomposition of carbonic acid by
the leaves." This is mere fiction ; it has no application

to parasitical plants. Of equal value is what he says,

p. 115:—"Leaves serve to produce starch, woody fibre,

and sugar ; if we therefore bring these matters (starch,

woody fibre, and sugar) into plants, by means of their

roots, the vital functions of the leaves are disturbed, &c."
Now woody fibre is the most insoluble vegetable matter
which we know. It is incomprehensible how such a sub-

stance could be conducted by the way of the leaves to the

trunk of a tree to serve there for the formation of annual
rings. Starch occurs in plants only in the shape of grains,

and therefore it likewise cannot be introduced into the

trunk and bark by the leaves. As for sugar, it has been
proved by the experiments of Saussure and Davy, that

plants thrive exceedingly in dissolved gum and sugar, if

the iolutioa is not so concentrated as to render endos-
mose, and consequently nutrition, impracticable. But Dr.
Liebig possesses great talents in the way of omitting facts

which do not suit his theory; and instead of confessing

that there are many things he does not know, he prefers

saying that all those things which he is unable to explain,

do not exist. Thus we find(p, 116) the following propo-
sition :

—** Each grain of wheat contains within itself the
matter which produces its germ and root-fibres (namely,
starch and gluten) ; and we must suppose that these two
substances are found there ejcactly in the proportion ne-
cessary for the development of those organs. But the
two matters are completely consumed in the formation of
the first parts of the roots and leaves, and a surplus of
either could in no way contribute to the formation of
leaves, without a portion of the other matter exactly cor-
responding to it in quantity." This sounds well, and
seems to be the dictum of a great genius; but, unfortu-
nately, it is mere romance, and is contradicted by well-
known facts. The proportion of gluten and starch con-
tained in wheat varies greatly—the first between 7'0 and
35-0, and the second between 70-0 and iO'O. Can we
assert that 7:70 and 35;40 form two proportions,* exactly
corresponding to one another ? And yet the kinds of corn,
thus differently constituted, are equally capable of attaining

complete development.

After bringing forward a fresh supply of well-known

facts, Dr. Liebig produces an idea, correct indeed, but
familiar to every physiologist as soon as he begins his
studies. He says (p. 120), ** From this view'* (the view
the author had taken cannot be inferred from what pre-
cedes), *^it is evident how greatly the products of a plant
can vary according to the relative proportion of the nou-
rishing matter it receives." This is just the point which
renders all modern chemistry useless to vegetable physio-
logists ; and this is the reason why physiologists cannot
like Dr. Liebig, conduct experiments on whole acres of
forest or meadows, nor in ditches and ponds. Thev are
obliged to make multitudes of exact, tedious, and laborious
observations on individual plants ; because their object is to
learn the processes of vegetation as they actually go on in such
plants,—and not to guess at the probable effects of vegeta-

tion on the natural history of the globe. I think Dr. Liebig
would have been less ready to heap his invectives upon
physiologists, if he had known that they have not to deal

with a salt, composed, according to the constant formula
1 (a -1- ^1-) + 1 (c + ^^). but to investigate organisation,

which is very changeable, and gifted with a great power
of adapting itself to circumstances. For, despite of all the
formulas of chemistry, there always remains an unknown
^, which we for the present call vital force, notwithstand-

ing the sentence of death pronounced upon it by Dr. Liebig,

But 1, this moment, perceive that I have wronged him.

The great chemist, who has in his pocket all explanations

ready made, who, at page 18, is quite certain that plants

decompose carbonic acid, and at page 60 thinks that this is

extremely improbable, feels on a sudden (p. 121) an utter

consternation at discovering the miraculous effect of this

vital force, which is able to produce a thing that no
chemist can imitate with the most powerful galvanic pile,

although it is nothing more than a simple chemical decora-

position, namely, that of carbonic acid in plants, which has

once more obtained his approbation. But, Sir, did you not

feel, when you were writing this passage, what a silly

figure you must cut in the eyes of physiologists, after

having heaped upon them so many opprobrious terms ?

We find that 999 thousand parts of the vital functions of

vegetation are inexplicable, but we perceive that the last

thousandth may admit of a chemical explanation ; at the

same time, however, we confess, that our poor chemistry has

not advanced so far as to be able to imitate even this in-

significant trifle, exactly in the same manner as it occurs

in the organised body. In such a case, I think the term
* vital force' would not be so very unsuitable to indicate

all that is still unknown to us.

The author goes on speaking of tjie decomposition of

carbonic acid in leaves, and says (p. 123) that it has been

proved by experiments made with cut-off leaves, which of

course did not receive any nitrogen together with the

carbonic acid, that nitrogen is not necessarily required for

the decomposition of carbonic acid. Is this the art of

making experiments which is so much extolled, and can

only be learnt in chemical laboratories ? Does Dr. Liebig

not know that every leaf itself contains a great quantity

of nitrogen, and that this matter is possessed of such quali-

ties as enable it to produce the most astonishing chemical

metamorphoses and decompositions? Is it possible that

he should be ignorant that every cut-off leaf, according to

its nature, sooner or later, ceases to decompose carbonic

acid? and what has he to answer, when I inform him that

itceases to decompose carbonic acid as soon as the nitrogen

contained in it has been consumed ? Such propositions

as the above are not admitted into vegetable physiology.

The author continues : " The carbon derived from carbonic

acid assumes a state in which it is soluble, and this we

c\l11 sugar, when it is sweet ; gum or mucus, when tasteless ;

and excretions, when it is secreted by the roots, &c- '

Such observations as these are as worthless in chemistry

as in physiology It is nonsense to call sugar a fluid form

of carbon, when oxygen and hydrogen are as essential to

its formation as carbon, and as it is only by the union of

these three substances that sugar is produced. Nor is

there more sense in what is said of excretions, among

which occurs not only matter containing nitrogen, but

uch varied substances as oil, resin, oxalic acid, &c.

The succeeding observations, which consist of apho-

risms founded on old facts, I might leave to the agricul-

turists, to whom they are introduced, with the same

courtesy as he has observed towards the physiologists.

I must, however, notice one passage, if only to prove m
how hasty and superficial a way Dr. Liebig draws con-

clusions. According to the experiments of Saussure,

plants of wheat yield before they are in blossom 0,070,

whilst they are in blossom 0,054, and when the corn is

ripe 0,035 of ashes. Hence the author infers that plants,

from the time when they begin to blossom, return to the

soil a portion of their inorganic matter ; which certainly

is a false conclusion. These facts only show that the

relative proportion between the organic and inorganic

constituents has been changed ; and this may have taken

place whilst the absolute quantity of inorganic constituents

in each single plant has been increased tenfold, or m any

other proportion. I am decidedly of opinion, that a great

increase of this matter takes place, if we consider the

absolute weight of plants in blossom, and when loaded

with seeds. It is quite distressing to mention such things

to a chemist, for he at least should know how to estimate

them.
The chapter on the Rotation of Crops and Manure

contains little to interest a physiologist. The author first

mentions excretions by the rootSt respecting which there

exist no experiments of any value, except those of Macaire

Prinsep. Although we poor physiologists may not have

acquired the art of experimenting in chemical laboratories,

yet we know, I trust, what are the requisites of a scientific

experiment ; and we think those of Mr. Prinsep not made

with such skill as entitles them to form the foundation oi

>
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- theory, as is evident from the weighty objections made

to them by Meyen in his ** Physiology." A theory

founded on such experiments can only be a plaything.

Scientific naturalists are aware that, in the complicated

processes of vegetation, many things are to be considered,

cf which Dr- Liebig has not the most remote idea. A few

Dropositions in this chapter, placed side by side, will show

yt\ih what facility shallow people can explain things that
^

are inscrutable to those who penetrate below the surface

of the subject. '* According to Macaire Prinsep, it is by

their excretions that plants return to the soil such consti-

tuents as have been introduced into them during their

growth. These excretions cannot be assimilated by any

plants 'until they again have been converted into humus.

Clover secretes matter which becomes humus with great

difficulty. All Clover-like plants, especially Saintfoin and

Lucern, form such excretions abundantly, and continue to

do it for several years in succession." Fiom this the

reader would probably infer that no plant can thrive

where Clover has been grown ; but Dr. Liebig does not

draw such a conclusion. It is well known that many

plantfl grow in the midst of, and almost immediately after,

Clover, at least what are commonly called weeds. Ac-

cording to Liebig's first and second chapter, humus in no

way contributes to the nutrition of plants ;
nevertheless

he here tells us that one of the principal effects of the

rotation of crops is the artificial production of humus,

which is most completely obtained by the cultivation of

Saintfoin and Lucem." Alas ! for the poor farmer, who

is to borrow the theory of his art from Dr. Liebig's book.

But, to proceed: " It is evident," says Liebig, ** that

after from five to seven years the soil must be impregnated

with excretions to such a degree, that all the roots will

be surrounded by them ; and as they remain for some

time in a soluble condition, they are again introduced into

a plant, which suflfers injurious effects in consequence,

because they are not capable of being assimilated." Dr.

Liebig does not consider that roots eRl^end, and that food

enters them only by their extremities. This extremity, which

is to receive nutrition, is annually leaving the place which,

according to his theory, is poisoned with these pretended

excretions, and it extends into a soil which is free from them.

Sometimes these extremities advance over a considerable

space in a short time. I think, therefore, that the bare

places found in a field of Clover, after 5 or 7 years, are not

produced by the roots refusing a soil impregnated with

excretions, but that the life of such plants has arrived

at its term, and that they could not continue to vegetate

even in the best soil. If excretions were the cause of this

change, the whole field would be depopulated at the same

time; but we find that it is only single plants that die, and

thus, according to the difference of their qualities, become

Booner or later extinct. Thus bare places are formed on

the field of Clover, but these places do not remain without

vegetation until again converted into humus by the sun

and atmosphere ; on the contrary, even before the Clover

has entirely died, they are covered with small plants, which

thrive very well, although, according to Liebig, the soil

has been poisoned by unassirailable excretions. It seem*

as if the author never saw a field, and that the bare places

in it are known to him only from books on rural economy,

where the term '* bare places " is used to imply those

spots where the cultivated plants do not grow, but not a

bare soil destitute of vegetation. In his explanation of

tjiis subject, we find, p. 153, the following proposition:

**Though a certain quantityof carbon in the soil be sufficient

to bring many plants to complete development, it is not

sufficient to provide their different organs with the greatest

possible supply of nourishment." According to my weak

understanding, nothing is in this passage clear, except it*

absurdity. No plant can attain more than its complete

development, and the quantity required to produce that

effect is called the maximum of nourishment, whilst a

and physiological lecture. [This is the substance of some
"

long observations, for which we have not room.]

The ostrich, says the fable, hides its head in a bush
when hunted, thinking that what it sees not, exists not.

On a former occasion. Dr. Liebig unsuccessfully denied

the existence of the fungi of fermentation ; he now thinks

to proceed with more prudence by not taking notice of

them. But, sir, you are much too late. Every person,

who has a good microscope, knows that they exist and

are composed of cells. It would have been wiser to attack

them, for your silence may induce people to think you

ignorant of their existence. Two substances are required

to produce fermentation in the most simple cases, namely,

a solution of sugar and yeast. The product is alcohol

and carbonic acid ; water and a little ferment (?) remain

undecomposed. A theory of fermentation is now de-

manded, as was formerly the case with the formation of

lected during the expedition of Capt. Beechy, from the

Chinese Seas, from the Sandwich Islands, from Califor-

nia, Chili, and New Holland, 3/. 135. Gd. ; Deppe and

Schiede's extensive Herbarium, chiefly Mexican plants,

above 1,000 species, 21/.; Hartwcg's :Mexican plants,

comprising from about 500 to 600 specimens, lOL ;

Gillies* South American plants, chiefly from Men-
doza, containing nearly 4,000 species, 52/. ; Afxelius' Herb-
arium of "Western Africa, chiefly from Sierra Leone,
about 400 species, 6/. 65. ; a large collection of
East Indian plants, principally from Bombay and West-
ern India, 10/. ; a small collection of North American
plants, by Nuttall, Baldwin, Fraser, Boott, and -

others, including many species from Labrador, about
150 specimens, 5/, IO5. ; Wallich'g plants, about 150
species, as arranged by Mr, Lambert, 10/, 10;?. ;

manaea, as was lormeny vue case nitii mc luiiuanwu ui Pursh's extensive Herbarium, chiefly North Ameri-

salts; an explanation of the latter was found when the can plants, between 750 and 1000 species, 25/. lOi.;

Roxburgh's Herbarium, from 2,000 to 2,250 specimens

minimum implies that the nourishment is so scanty as to

be hardly sufficient to maintain the life of the plant.

Possibly Dr. Liebig has here confounded the plant with

the field, and intended to say, that even when some plants

in a field attain their complete development, there may not

be suflScient nourishment for all of them, so that the field

does not yield the maximum of produce. At p. 74, Dr.

Liebig promises to prove that "all animal manure acts on

vegetation only by forming ammonia.*' But at p. 154,

where he treats of manure more copiously, he says, the

opinion that manure acts on plants by the nitrogen it con-

tains, and that this matter is assimilated by the plants for

the formation of gluten, is quite void of foundation. For,

continues he, the quantity of nitrogen contained in animal

manure is so small, that it cannot be taken into account

At p. 74, he himself had produced the well-known facts,

which prove the increase of gluten in Wheat, as soon as

manure containing much nitrogen (t. e. animal excrements)

is employed ; and in the following pages he proves beyond

all doubt, that we know no means by which the gluten of

cultivated plants can be increased, except from ammal

excrements, and that « the powerful effect of this kmd of

manure can only be ascribed to the quantity of nitrogen

it contains/' I have no doubt that Dr. Liebig, in speaking

of this matter, applies the terms " animal manure 'and
** animal excrements," in one place to solid matters, which

contain only a small quantity of nitrogen, but are rich in

fialts, and in another to the fluid excrements, which con-

tain much nitrogen and only a small quantity of salts.

But if so, his meaning can only be guessed at by persons

^ho bring to his book a knowledge of the matter as com-

plete as his own.
But my patience begins to be exhausted, and so, 1 fear,

does that ofmy reader. I shall, therefore, quit Dr. Liebig,

his contradictions, his confusion, his possible explanations,

and J^g impossible conclusions, his physiological blunders,

and his chemical mistakes, with a short moral, chemical^

bases and acids had been decomposed into their consti-

tuents ; the law of saturation could never have been dis-

covered otherwise. Now, then, for the problem of

yeast. We know tolerably well the nature of sugar

and water, as far as regards their constituents ; but_ as

for yeast, do you know anything of that, Dr, Liebig ?

Did you .ever inquire whether it is a simple body or a

compound; and if the last, did you ascertain what

the elements are of which it is composed, how they are

combined, and how far each contributes to the pro-

duction of fermentation ? You have not ! You must be

joking. What! a great man like you, who has acquired

the art of experimenting in chemical laboratories, to at-

tempt to establish the theory of a process, one half of

which is completely unknown to him ? The thing is im-

possible ! Matters containing nitrogen are among the

essentials requisite for the formation of yeast. In what

state are those matters when in the wort ? What changes

do they undergo in forming yeast? And how are we to

explain the remarkable fact, that ferment which is entirely

exhausted much resembles woody fibre, and is there-

fore destitute of nitrogen ? Whence is derived this woody

fibre met with thus unexpectedly? Here now we,

poor, ignorant vegetable physiologists apply to chemistry

for assistance. Since you cannot answer us, permit me
to read you a short physiological lecture:—Cells in plants

are only formed where sugar or gum occur, and a sub-

stance containing nitrogen ; this nitrogen forms nuclei,

and afterwards changes the sugar or gum altogether into

fibrous matter (faserstoff) ; the cell being completed, it

afterwards grows only by distention. In wort exist all

the material conditions required for the formation of cells;

the other conditions we are unacquainted with. When
the yeast, which originates in the wort, is examined by a

microscope, cells are found somewhat large and frequently

connected with each other ; with care, the whole process

of their increase may be perceived. Such cells, at first,

always consist of the nucleus containing nitrogen; besides

which there frequently appear other smaller kernels in the

interior of the cells, which are otherwise filled with clear,

watery juice. Such cells may easily be broken by pres-

sure ; when their contents come out, a small empty bag

remains. As soon as the wort no longer contains matter

capable of maintaining vegetation, the formation of yeast

ceases. When much alcohol has been formed, this renders

vegetation impossible, and wine ceases to ferment. When
beer-yeast is well washed with distilled water,,and rubbed

to a powder in an agate mortar, and then treated with

water, alcohol, ether, &c., there remains fibrous matter

(faserstoff) as a residuum, and the dissolving agents extract

from the yeast a little gum, matter resembling wax or fat,

and a substance containing nitrogen. My purposes are

sufficiently served by this chemical analysis, which was

not made for the purpose of publication; besides, I am

only a poor physiologist, whose art of making laboratory

experiments was learned from the deceased Stroraeyer,

my venerable teacher. You, I hope, will soon pubhsh a

more correct analysis of yeast, and then perhaps—but not

at present—you may be able to give us a theory of fermen-

tation which shall at least have some utility. Till that

event takes place, I offer you this trifle as a proof that

you may learn a good deal of physiology, and even a littls

chemistry, from the physiologists.

—

M, J. Schleiden,

Sale of Mr. Lambert's Herbarium,—This celebrated

collection has been just disposed of by public auction.

Considering that it was in bad condition—broken, soiled,

and in great confusion, the sum it produced (1170/.) is

considerable. The following are the prices which some of

the best lots produced : Sieber's plants, consisting of

those collected by him In Egypt and Arabia, 150 species

;

in Candia and Crete, 250 species ; in New Holland,^ 400

do. ; in Martinique, 150 do. ; his Herbarium Paloestinen-

sis, Flora Trinitatis, Flora Mauritiana, 150 species; and

his Flora Capensis, 100 do., 15/. lOs. Mathew s Peru-

vian plants, collected chiefly in the Cordilleras, nearly

1,000 species, 21. 5s. I ; Bennett's plants, collected m the

Sandwich Islands, most of them attached to paper of na-

tive Polynesian manufacture, and containing between

1,500 and 2,000 species, 20/. ; Labillardiere's Nevr Hol-

land plant*, a bad collection, 3/. 5*.; a large collection

of plants, in 60 small folio bundles, supposed to be a por-

tion of Pallas's Herbarium, and containing between

3,000 and 3,500 specimens, 12/. 12^.; a large collection

of Peruvian plants, comprising a portion of the Ruiz and

Pavon collection, and containing about 2,500 specimens,

71/. ; an arranged collection (Linnean), similar to the

last, in 30 large bundles, 177/. ; Ruiz and Pavon's Herb-

arium, as arranged by Mr. Lambert, containing between

1,500 and 1,750 species, 270/. (this was bought for the

British Museum) ; an extensive collection of South Atne-

rican plants, endorsed '* Bolivia, Kelly, and Fentland,

about 1,500 species, 13/, ; an extensive set <rf piaata, coi-

from the Indian Archipelago and Continental India,

34/. ; Professor Pallas's Herbarium, containing above
2,000 species, 49?. ; a large collection of plants from
Nepaul, by Hamilton, about 500 species, 9/. (this sup-

plied the materials of Professor Don's Flora of Kepaul) ;

Martin's Plants of Guiana and Cayenne, 15/.; a collec-

tion of plants made by Mr. A. Menzies, in Vancouver's-

voyage round the globe, ^^/.

Agricultural and
New South JVales,

Chronicle"

Horticultural Society^ Adelaide^

We observe in the ** Adelaide

of Jan. 22, that a large and respectable meet-

ing was held in that settlement, for the purpose of forpaing

a society for the furtherance of Agriculture and Horticul-

ture. At the conclusion of the meeting, it was agreed

that a society should be established under the above ap-

pellation, and under the patronage of his Excellency, the

Governor.

Signs of the Ttm«.—Among the many indications of

the prevailing fondness for flowers, is th6 opening a shop

in Conduit-street by a Mr. Hardmg, who styles himself

Marchand de Bouquets.

Meeting of the Italian Scientijlc Assodation.^^lt U
announced that this will take place at Padua, on the 15th

of September next.

CiEsia hirsuta.—'We understand that Mr. Wailes, of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, has been so fortunate as to flower

this beautiful New Holland plant It has fine blue flowers,

transparent Tike Agapanthus umbellatus, and although fu-

gitive, most lovely while they last. It was raised from

seeds sent to Captain James Mangles, R.N., from the

Vasse River, by Mrs. MoUoy, a lady enthusiastically fond

of flowers, and a most valuable correspondent of Captain

Mangles-

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Mr. T. Rivert*s Nursery, Sawbridgeworth.—The late boisterous

winds and driving showers bave destroyed the beauty of th€ most

forward Rose blooms; but should the weather hereafter prove

favourable, the succeeding buds and later-flowering kinds pro-

mise to open well, and repay, in some measure, for the disappoint-

ment occasioned by their being thus injured in the height of their

perfection. Notwithstanding the havoc made, there were sUU
many left to admire, amongst which the Mos« varieties were the

most prominent i and mo shaH therefore coauaence with those of

this class, which struck us as being either nenr or particularly

good, Angelique, reddish blush, cupped, habit erect and dis-

tinct ; Celina, brilliant crimson, double, but inclined to sport

and lose its moss ; De Metz, brilliant rose, a large and distinct

flower: Grandiflora, veined rose, large, but not double? Princess

Royal (raised from seed by Mr. Rivers), crimson purple, mottled

with red, not quite double, but very distinct ; Hortensia, bright

pink, not double J
Rosinella, reddish carramc, bright, and yerj

double ; Pompone feu, resembling the Luxembourg, but smaUeri

Lancel. deep reddish rose, compact, calyx covered vath moss^a
bright green 1 Mousseue presque partout, bright rose, a free

bloomer, and of a robusthabit.-the leaves of this are not qmte

so much curled as those of Mousseue partout; Miniature (Juvers),

very small, light crimson, and semi-double, distmct; Prolific^

gloljular. rose, of a dwarf and disthict habit, formmg a compact

^ush-this is a good variety for forcing ; Single Cnmson (Rivers),

bright purplish crimson, many of the flowers this yew are ne^ly

double ; Louise Colet. blush, very double, the divisions of the

calyx are frctiuently converted into leaves, which give to the

flower a pretty and novel appearance. Provkxcb :—UUacea va-

riegata. lilac, striped with white, cupped, but rather mconatant 5

Rochebardon, deep rose; Sylvain, deep rose, both good cupped

flowers; Spotted, carmine spotted with white; Tnomphe d'Ab-

beville, light vivid crimson. Rosa Gallica.;—Agnodice, crim-

son, large, compact, and very double ; Briseis, bright rose, large

and perfect, a robust grower: Baron Cuvier, purple, a good

cupped flower; Fleur d*Amour, shaded crimson, finely capped;

Columella, deep rose, edged with blush : Grandissima, brilliant

crimson, very large and double ; Cerise superbis^irae, brilliant

scarlet, an exceedingly vivid flower; GU Bias, bright shaded

rose, cupped, of robust habit, and distinct; Kean, generally

scarlet, but this season more of a crimson colour, very perfect in

form, and a first-rate flower ; Latour d'Auvergne, crimson, heau-

tifully cupped, one of the best of this famUy; Nel^, Wnah»
tinged with a buff or fawn colour, of erect and distmct habit ^

Pharericus, rosy red, large, cupped, of perfect f<HTO; Roug©
eblouissante, bright velvety scarlet, cupped; Raucoort, bnlUaut

scarlet, very vivid. Hybrid Provkncb :—Celinette, Wush,^ge
cupped flower; Elisa Leker, rose spotted with white, quite disn

tinct; Enchanteresse, deep rose, perfectly cupped, an old va-

riety, but one of the finest and most perfect of Roses ;
Glandiu

losa, rose, globular, curious on account of the foliage bein^

edged with yellow excrescences ; La volnpt^, deep rose, weu
cupped, one of the best of this class; Cleopatra, blush, with

deep red centre. Hvaain CuiNAi-ArOdeur de P^te d*AmMjde,

red. cupped, of a vivid colour and delicious scent; Chen^dole,

light vivid crimson, fiower larger and brighter than Brennus.^ic

has also bloomed with Leveson Gower. Esq-, ^^^J^^^J'^
men. and is one of the most striking and *^^*iV?it^^S
introduced. Decandolle, brilliant cnmson and sc^^let.^^^
distinct; Hippocrate, bright rose, one of the mo^t |g^^
cupped 'of this class; Henry Barbet^bnghtpidc^^

VFcll cupped ana msnncT:; »>iy;iiii.
""l";Z"nd cuppe^?

Ro..AALBA:*Attila, ^^r ^^S^^^J^^r^ y^^''''^ '^
^

Luxembourg, flesh colour. 'w^^r^^^^iSd twi«afalj Queen
S^ttteante. brilUant rosy blush, com^ Damask :-"BacheUer,

of Denmark, blush, larp^^J^,^?"^!,^' 0<»u«W pink, ^PP^
rose, cupped, large and d»«$f«: ^%mCf to^ calour, pln^
flower-stems erect, Twyo"*"^*^^
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centre, a fine flwwrj Polcherie, pure white, cupped, of a du-

tinct and clejfant habit. Evj5»crken'. - Bauksircflora, white

with yellow centre, a pretty little flower; Donna Mana. pure

white, neatly cwedj Odorata, creamy white and very fragrant j

PrinceMC Marie, brig-ht pink, cupped, and a ftee hloomer;

Jaunatre fawn-coloured rose, aud sweet scented ; Rampant,

pure white biootus freely i» the autumn Hybrid Perpetuals:

Clementme Serin^e, rose colour, globular, flower-stalks erect.

lar» and double; Comte de Paris, light crimson, tinged with

lilac
* Duchess of Sutherland, bright rose, mottled, large, and

cupped; Coquette de Montmorency, cherry colour, distinct;

Duchesse de Neniours, rose colour, blooms in lar^e clusters;

Xelanie Coxua, purplish crimson, very double; Prince Albert,

cupped, deepparplishredj^enerally, hutnow blooming-inlarge clus-

ters or different shades of colour ; Pauline Plantier, blush, of very

erect habit. Bourbons:— Acidalie, white, well cupped, and
larg-e: Crimsou Globe, purplish crimson, of dwaif habit; Emilie
Courtier, deep rose, perfectly cupped; Pierre de St. Cyr, pale

Uosh, a flue pillar rose ; Trioraphe de Plantier, roay red, of ro-

bust climbing habit; Proserpine, deep crimson purple, the finest

of the family. Chiva :— Archduke Charles, rose changing- to
crimson, cupped; Clara Sylvain, pure white, globular, and dis-

tinct ; Mrs. Bousaiiquet, pale flesh colour, cupped, aud resem-
bling wax; Virginie, rose and crimson, shaded, very erect and
distinct; Buhens, rose changing to deep crimson; Napoleon,
blush, very large, and finely cupped. Tea-scextkd:— Comte dc
Paris, pale rose, large, and cupped ; Duchesse de Cazes, creamy
flesh colour, very delicate and beautiful; Elisa Sauvage, pale
yellow, with orange centre; Charles Reybaud. rose colour, very
large ^ Safrauo, bright fawn colour, this is beautiful when in bud;
Heine de Bassora, rose, with buffcentre. Notsettk :— Angelina,
deep purplish crimson, the darkest of this class; Due de Nemours,
lilac, well cupped; Elizabeth, nearly white, very double; Juli-

enne le Sourd, bright pink, dwarf and pretty ; Miss Glegg, pale
fleshy nearly white, when half open the blooms are of a bright

rose; Victorieuse, pale Wash, large, and showy. Mr. Rivers
alto pointed out some Strawberries upon which a kill-or-cure

•xperiment was tried with nitrate of soda, about a month since

:

to a few days after the application some of the young and tender
leaves appeared quite dead ; but the plants have gradually re-

covered since that time, and are now looking remarkably healthy,
and of a most lively green; so much so that the limits of the ap-
plication are distinctly visible. The proportion used was about
3 oz. to the square yard. It was also tried upon Roses, but in-

fallibly occasioned their death, thus proving that, in the vegeta-
ble, as well as in the animal kingdom, that which is the food of
one plant is the poison of another. Guano was also tried upon
another patch of strawberries, but its effects were far from being
so apparent as those of the nitrate of soda— il. ^ , June 27.
Mr, Denyer*s Nurserj/, Loughborou^h-road, By'ixton. — The

Roses here are looking well, which, considering their proximity
to the smoky atmosphere of London, is rather surprising.
AmoDgst the most showy we noticed the following:— Rosa
Gai.lica.— Cecile Bercau or Bizarre Marbre, mottled crimson,
a larg-e and compact flower; Boula de Nanteuil, bright crimson,
well cupped; Charles Augusta, pale crimson, imbricated, and
very double; General Donnemont, dark purplish lake, margined
with a lighter colour; Madame Dubarry, crimson, compact, and
remarkably good. Rosa alba:— Blanchfleur, white with blush
centre; Queen of Denmark, blush with rosy centre, well cupped.
Hybrid Provknce:— Duchesscd'Angoul^me, rosy blush, a good
double flower; La ville de Londres, bright pink, large; Reine
des Beiges, pure white, nicely cupped, and a free bloomer. Hr-
uaiD China:— Brennus, reridisb carmine, a large well-formed
fliawer; BeUe Marie, rose coloured, well cupped; Coupe d'Amour,
pink, a pretty free-blooming variety; D ike of Devonshire, pale
rose, soroetimM striped; Fulgens, bright crimson, a beautifnl
colour, but thin of prtals; Fi i-briata, bright red, with fringed
petals; Hnrtensia, flesh.c\»lour€d, a large flower; Morning Star
bright red ; Petit Pierre, shaded dove colour, flowering in large
trusses; Triomphe de Goerin, delicate pink, a good globular
fiower. Damask :— Helvetius, rosy lilac, bright, but not well
fllled Dp in the centre; La ville de Bruxelles, pink, large, and
cupped; Madame Hardy, pore white, an excellent bloomer.
Skmprrvirbns:— F<Slicit^ perp^tuelle, creamy white, a remark-
ably free bloomer- Pkrpktuai*:—Bernard, salmon and rose,
rather small, but nicely cupped; Josephine Antoinette, rose, well
cupped. Noisbttk;— Aimtc Vibext, pure wliite, a neat little
«ttpped flower, and a very free bloomer; La Biche, pale rose and
white, somewhat larger than the former, and also a prolific
bloomer.—A A., Jurw 33.

J/y Bee Book. By W.C. Cotton, M.A. fivo. Rivingtoo.
This book deserves the attentive perusal of all who

keep bees, for it abounds with plain practical information,
and contains some curious matter reprinted from old bee-
writers. It is, moreover a very handsome volume, beau-
tifully printed, and illustrated with excellent woodcuts.
To be^ or not to bee might have been taken as a motto

fbr the work—for it is an able advocate of the system of
'•driving" bees instead of killing them. The inhumanity
of the latter practice is continually pointed out, and what
is more likely to produce an effect upon bee-keepers, the
disadvantage of it is clearly shown.

Never kill a Bee is Mr. Cotton's maxim. It has been
well said that man, who ought to be their friend, is often
their worst enemy. Bees have no defence against the
brimstone match, though they can conquer h11 their other
foesif man will help them. Be kind to them and they
will repay you amply. Take no heed of those who tell
you that in two or three years bees will do no more good—
that they get old and lazy, and that, therefore, they had
better be destroyed. Bees do not live more than a year ;their place as they die is taken by others newly hatched ;and all ihe bees burnt in September are of the same yearns
brood, and ready to begin work the next y
ton's system is to smoke bees out of their

forced themselves even on my notice, inexperienced as I

was, and straw hives, with glasses on the top, were gra-
dually substituted for my boxes. But as I was ignorant
of ventilation, the proper method of feeding, and the ad-

vantage of good winter quarters, what could be expected
but failure ? My stock once reached the number of six

hives. But on my return from Eton in Easter (I think,

1829-30), I found all but one dead. The winter, as far

as 1 recollect, had been very warm, and if the preceding

year was a bad one for bees, the result is easily accounted

for. I remember my grief at taking up the hives one
after another, and seeing the bees all dead between the

combs, which were quite empty. Had these been fed, as

were my bees in 1836. I doubt not but all would have
been saved. The stock which was left, swarmed in the

following summer. The swarm was put into the storify-

ing boxes, and placed away from the parent stock, in a

situation nearer the forest. The news of the '' three

glorious days" had just been received in England, when
a remarkable instance of the rapid diffusion of the revolu-

tionary mania, and its eager reception by all classes, fell

under my observation. I was sitting quietly in my room,
about four o'clock in the even of a fine August day, when
my sister came puffing into the room, and exclaiming.
* Oh ! Willy, make haste, and come into the garden

;

the bees are swarming !
* • Nonsense,' I said, ' they can-

not be swarming : it is August, and four o'clock in the
even.* Nevertheless, I was bound, as a loving brother,

to see what grounds my wise sister had for her asser-

tion. T got up, went to the window, and although I

was at least four hundred yards from my bees, the air

seemed full of them, I rushed out to the garden; the
first sight of my hive made me think my sister was right.

On looking more narrowly I perceived that the bees were
hurrying in, instead of swarming out; and on peeping
about, I saw, lying on the ground, the

" * Defuncta corpora vitS.

"Magnaiiimum heroum,' ,

Each old veteran, where he fought, there he fell. They
all had died fighting, as the play-book says, ^ pro hares et

fojcesJ The stock, though heavy, was not strong in bees.
My plan was soon laid. I determined to pay off these
most unruly plebeians, who had dared to fall upon my
poor bees with such murderous effect. I soon fetched
some sulphur squibs, which the gardener used for taking
wasps' nests. These I lit, put in at the mouth of the hive,

and stopped it up. When the squib burned out, I turned
the hive up, and the number of bees which I had slaugh-
tered was quite extraordinary. The attack on my hive
was evidently not the unpremeditated work of a single
stock, but of a joint league. (What a glorious opportu-
nity this would have been for capturing the robbers, and
adding them to my own stocks, bad I then been ac-
quainted with the narcotic and fumigating apparatus ! !*)
1 carried the hive away to the house as fast as I could, to
save the honey, surrounded by bees, who were so intent
on plunder, that they did not attempt to stirtg me, and
dashed into the burning squib which I waved round
my head.

"My thoughts then turned to myotherstock, which was
about a quarter of a mile off. I ran to it as fast as I could;
hardly had I arrived there, when an advanced body of the
robber regiment followed me ; they soon thickened. I
tried every means I could think of to disperse them, but
in vain. I threw dust into the air, among the thickest

;

and read them the passage in Virgil, which makes the
throwing of dust in the air equivalent to the Bees'
Riot Act

:

off aU laterals except the uppermost, but take care to retain^
the principal leaves uninjured; air must Ukewifie be more Uberallv
given, and syringing discontinued, '

Peach. HOusB.- Bo not neglect giving air soon in the mornmp.
to the late house, while the fruit is stoning. When that prorp f
is completed, the trees should be regularly dressed, loose shoou
neatly tied in, and all that are not wanted cut close off exren?
those which have fruit at their base, when a spur with a fpw
leaves upon it should be retained.
FiG-HousE.— If this house has been very gently forced, and tha

fruit is not yet ripe, cautious management must be exercised
while it is taking its final swell. Give a great deal 0/ air andSmoderate in watering over the top.

*

CucL'MBKRs and Melons-— When Melons are full swelled
give the plants one good watering, and then cease till after the
first ripe fruit is cut ; when, if necessary, a further supply can be
given. Sprinkle growing plants daily in hot weather, and shutthem up warm

; humidity is the best preventive- of red spider bttt
this practice must not be carried too far to induce canker. Flauu
upon which the fruit is setting ought not to be sprinkled* as itn
pregnation cannot take place unless the pollen is dry.
Mushroom-house.—As a supply from the fields cannot always

be depended upon, a bed for bearing in autumn might now bemade up.
Out-door Department.

Should continued dry weather again set in, the watering of
all vegetables that were transplanted during the late rains must
be regularly attended to. Bear in mind that one thorough wa-
tering, with a little soil afterwards drawn over the moistened
part, will be more efficient than half-a-dozen dribblings. Con-
tinue to cut and dry herbs of all sorts, as they become fit.

Beans.—The drought having caused the succession crops to
blossom earlier than their proper season, it may be advisable to
cut down a row or two close to the ground ; the stalks will shoot
again and produce some late Beans, if the season is genial. Sow
in a dry and sheltered place for the latest crop.
Beet, ScoazoN£RA,and Salsijtt, should be finally thinned if

not done. • '

<( ( Hi motus animorum, atque haec certamina tanta
" Pulveris exigui jactu compressa quiescent,'

Virgil, Georg. iv,
1 should have lost this hive also had not a sudden thought
struck me, which I adopted. It being so late in the even,
I concluded that most of my bees had come home. I
therefore shut up the entrance, and let the robbers knock
until they were tired 1 I made a gimlet-hole in the top,
to give them air, and next morning, when I let them out!
all was quiet."

Mr. Cot-

JL. 1.- L i -,- .
hives by a

fonguB, which stupifies them for twenty or thirty minutes
and does them no more harm. During this their trance
be takes away queens with impunity, cuts out honeycomb'
joins weak stocks to strong ones, and, in short, acts as he
pleases with whole regiments of these little flying lancers
For the way in which all this and much more is to be done'
*e must refer to the book itself. The only extract we
can find room for is the following, from the "Note Book "

which shows the amusing manner in which our author
treats his subject, and at the same time conveys some

K bbe^'iiif0^4)4i>n :—
^-^i bavr.jJWsi'Vs loved Bees ; one of my earliest recol-

lectaon»^'&&t)^B^t

home for m^ jh

4 Carpenter,

fift«r I triei tbe

Some beautifa

the vision of a swarm being brought
tax-cart belonging to one Mr. Noble,
stayed with us only one year. for. in

ere '* murdered for their pains." Soon
rifying system, for at least four years.
xe^ of honey were obtained from the

t^ks. but the inany disadvaiitages of the system soon
T

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or rt« ensuing weeh.
Bksidks the regular routine of mowing and sweeping, hoeing

and rakmg, there are many little operations connected with
cleaning, which, although trifling in themselves, are yet essential
to high keeping. Fading Roses, for instance, if left to wither upon
the trees, detract very much from the pleasing effect of those
that are in beauty

; it would be advisable, therefore, to have those
trees which are placed in conspicuous parts of the ground looked
over every morning, and all the blossoms that are past their best
together with theatbiched seed-vessels, cut off and carried away*
The petals might be preserved for drying or distilling, and thusmade to pay for the labour of collecting. Take care that the ten-
der leading shoots of young oman^ental trees, as the Pine tribe
are properly secured to stakes ; the loss of a leader would be ab-
solute ruin to many species.

I.-KITCIIEN- GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pix«RT.--Many fruit will now probably be ripening; to
heighten their flavour, whenever a change of colour is percepti-
ble, remove the plants out of the close and humid atmospherem which they have hitherto grown, into some more airy placewhere they may be fully exposed to light. Take off the suckers!urn, shoiten the leaves of the plant, and give it no more water
(un ess there are suckers left upon \X) till the fruit is cut. Pine-apples may be kept a fortnight or longer in perfection, if, beforethey are quite npr, the plants are removed to a cool and airy

fore™t'hP frrJff f''™^*^"^.^^
necessary to take suckers off plants be-

mi tn fn^^vil^ "r- ^^ y^^^^ ^^'^ B^^*t ^^"^i'^" "^«st ^e used

?o dI?«M Ih ^% '*^*^l ^^^ * long-handled. sharp-pointed knife

ini?i?efi tfr^J'"'"'
the plant; twisting the suckers off generallyinjures either them or the plant

b /

be«meTi^i'~;^i!'^nl^f
^'

I'l^"^
""'' °^^^* invariably to be given

temner«tnrP r^o^^r^"^ ^^''^'^^ *^^ ^"" ^^ power to raise th«

condnntpd L^ tl
'\^^'^^'* ^^*t ^^« moisture which has been

d n V Hriln^'^A
'^^ ^^^""^^ *"** ^^»** '^"^'"^ ^^^ "i^tit may be gra-dually dried. As soon as the cojouring process commences, cut

'** Query :^J^houU I have been justified in^ doing, or could
the Queens of the invading stocks have taken out a writ ofHabeas Corpus against nie ? A knotty question this for the law-
yers, to whom I leave it."

Cai hflowers.—These, in all their stages, must be well sup-
plied with water, or they will form small and premature heads
Cblkrv.—Let this be liberally watered. The Celery fly (see

Vol. I., p. 660) is busily at work now; the plants should therefore
be examined frequently, and all the discoloured blotches on the
leaves either pulled off or squeezed sudiciently hard to kill the
larvae that are embedded within them.
Endivk.- Sow again; the plants from this sowing will be likely

to stand the winter better than the earlier ones. .

Lettuci.—Sow a successional crop.
Mustaru and Cress, Radishks, &c.—Keep up a succession.

' Parsley.'—Cut off the flower-stalks of all that is not wanted
for seed.
Peas.—Put in the last crop of some early sort, selecting a dry

and warm situation where they will be sheltered from early au-
tumn frosts. These (and all other seeds when the ground is dry)
should be w^ell watered before covering them.

Orchard, The nailing of wall-trees and destruction of insect*
are tlie chief matters now requiring attention in this department.
In nailing Fig-trees too many shoots ought not to be laid in, and
all that are retahied should have the terminal bud nipped off. Do
not permit laterals to grow on wall Vines, to the detriment of the
youngfruit; butthetreesmustnot be so closely dressed as to expose
the bunches to the direct rays of the sun. Prune and tie Espalier
fruit-trees. See that grafted tiees are properly secured against
violent winds. Water late Strawberries.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department,

Stovb.—Give manure-water to such plants as Hibiscus Rosa
sinensis, Musas, and Passion Flowers. Many of the young things
intended for specimens will require to be repotted. Top the
young shoots of Euphorbia jacquinidora frequently, to render it

bushy 3 this treatment should also be applied to other thuigs of
like habits. Continue to propagate and to pot-off cuttings aud
seedlings. Keep the bed and passages very moist during this
warm weather.
Grebtchodss and Consbrvatort.—Pelargoniums from which

it is intended to save seed should be gone over daily, and the
seeds secured as they ripen. Head down those plants that
bloomed early, and set them out of doors in a shady place till the
buds break. The cuttings might be planted in a bed of light soil

in the open ground, or in an old frame, where they will soon
make good plants, if attended to in shading and watering. Cal-
ceolarias whose bloom is past should be set in a shady place, and
sparingly watered; those intended to produce seed should be
kept under glass, and it would be advisable to reduce the number
of their flower-stalks, when there will be a greater probability of

obtaining good seed. The ConservaTory borders should be co-
piously watered, and the plants sprinkled overhead occasionally.
See that the plants out of doors are properly secured from being
injured by violent winds.
- Pits and Frames.— Persevere in propagating everything that
is needful. Hybrid Fuchsias ftsr flowering in autumn must not be
allowed to blossom now. CampanuU pyramidalis. Salvias, Leo-
notis. Chrysanthemums, and all the late.blooming plants, should
be repotted as often as is necessary to maintain them in a vigorous
state of growth, upon which their flowering well essentially de-

I
pends. The shoots of Chiysaiithemums that have been planted
out for repothig in autumn, should be stopped in time, to induce
a bushy growth. Inarch the more tender varieties of Chinese
Azalea upon stocks of some hardy kind, such as the com-
mon white ; all work of this kind ought to be done soon, that a
perfect union may take place before winter.

(Jut-door Department,
Ow light soils, which the late showers have insufficiently

moistened, watering on an extended scale will now he imperative,
if it be desired to keep the flower-garden gay with blossom. As
a set-off in some degree against the dearth of flowers, more atten-
tion than usual should be paid to general cleanliness. Some of

the autumn-sown annuals have probably ripened their seed,

which should therefore be gathered and the plants removefl to

make room for others. Take up bulbs as the leaves and stems
decay. All desirable herbaceous plants should now be propagated
by cuttings, either under hand glasses, or in a spare division of

the pits,

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Nursery.—The budding of all ornamental U ees that are usually

propagated by that means, should now be attended to. Train
some of your seedling Rododendrons with single stems to standard
height, to be afterwards budded With new and fine varieties;

these make singularly fine objects on a lawn. Keep seedling
plants free from weeds, and water all that require it.

Forest and Coppice Woods.—Drain, trench, and otherwise
prepare ground for planting Posts and rails, palings, and other

dead fences, should be repaired or renewed. This is also a good
time for the painting of rough wood-work, which now contains

little or no moisture.—J. H, Whiting, The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending June 30,

IS42, asohserved at the Horticultural Carden, Chiswick.

June
Friday 24
Saturday 2S
Sunday gfl

Monday 27
Tue«day SB
VVedn«ffdHyt0
Thur«Uy so

Barombtzk.
L

TRSJIMOM3KTBII.*

Max.
89.(170

S9-B0«
S0-91fi

30.2 ta
30.574
80.078
aaaas

Alin.
91). 420
S9.S85

20.143
30.128

S9.791

Max
72
66
70
73
80
89
7t

Averaga
| go.9e"5"

I t9.8l8 t^TaTi

Alin.
54
£4
40
44
Bl

M
SO

00.0

Mean.
63.0
60.0
fi».5

68.5
65.5
C/.O
Sti.5

63.0"

Uind. 'Uaia.

S.W.
W.
s w.
w.
sw.
w.
N.B.

.09

.80

Jane 24. Overcast
j cloudy and fine ; overcast at night.

25. Overcast ; cloudy with brisk wind : boisterous with rain at
night.

!•»«< f^nVB
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ofi Fine ; windy j clear and dry.
97' Clear and fine; very dr>'; light clouds; clear and fine.

as! Clear} hot and dry; sultry; dark thunder clouds; clear

*^4!^Finej hot and dry; clear and fine.
^ ^ . , ^

^0 Sliehtrain; densely overcast; very heavy ram at night.

Mean temperature of the week 0*3 deg. above Uie average.

cf'te of the \Aeatherat Chisx^icli curirp the last I6 years, for

the ensuing Wt eV ending July 9, 1842.

July.

Sun. 3

Mun. 4

H'ed. e
Thuri. 7
Fr!. 8

Sat. d

Aver,
i

Aver.
Highesi Lowest
Teinp. Tvmp.

753
77.1

77.a
76.4
73.9
74.1

73.7

Mean
Temp

ee.5
C5.S
65.4
61.4
G4.1
63.0
62.3

No. of
Years in

whifh it

Kained.

Greateit
quiuitJEy
of Kain.

6
4
C

7
8
7
S

0.78 in.

0.24

0.59
0.45
0.23
0.4fi

0.67

X

Ptevailinft Wind,

* H K

S «;—
I 3 _
2-13
- 11

1

*^ 3 -^

1

2
\

3

cr

t

t

4
6
6

7
5

3

I

i

S

6;

*!
3
3

H

.5

6

1

1

9

3
3

The hiirhest temperature during the ahove period occurred on

tlieSth, in iS36-thcrmometer 94°; and the lowest on the 9th, in

thermometer 40^.
i83y

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
Fur the week ending July 1, 1842.

The suuDlies of Fruit and Vegetables have, in most instances,

been ver/good during the past week, and trade has been tolera-

hlv brisk Frwi/.- Pines have not varied mtich since our lastre-

nnrt Graues have differed somewhat in price; the Muscats

Fet?hinrfrom57tol0. per lb.; the Black Hamburgh. Fronti-

irnans &c from 2s. to 7«- per lb. :
among them we observed a re-

markiilr fine bunch of the West^s St Peters. Melons of various

^rts arc Dlentiful, from 25. to 8s. each. Peaches and Nectarines

arc remarkably good, from I2j. to 30* p^r doz. Cherries are nn-

usuallv abundant; the wall-fruit, which is excellent, is selling

from U to 3s. per lb. ; the standard fruit from Is 6rf to 12.9. per

doz lbs" Strawberries continue to be plentifully supplied, from

6rf to IS 6rf. per pottle. Raspberries, which are small, are sell-

iner from* Ad to Is. per gallon. Ripe Gooseberries are abundant;

the de^isert fruit fetching from 2s. Off. to 6s. per half- sieve; the

kitchen fruit from 2s. to 3s. perhf.- sieve. Currants may likewise be

obtained at the same prices. Cucumbers are good, from ls.6rf to

fis per doz. Vegetables. —A small quantity of Asparagus is still to

be procured, the best of which is fetching from 4s. to 5s. per bunch,

while the smaller shoots are selling for is. 6d and 2s. per bunch.

Caultfiowers have altered little since our last report; but Cabbages

have risen in price, being from I,?, to 2s. per dozen. Peas are of

rood quality and are selling from 2s. 6rf. to 5s per bushel sieve.

Windsor Beans are somewhat cheaper, being from 2s. to 3s. per

bushel FrenchBeansare likewise considerably reduced in price,

and are obtainable at 5s. and 6s. per half-sieve. New Potatoes

are well supplied, from 2s. to 4s. per half sieve. Vegetable

Marrows are somewhat cheaper than quoted in our last, from is.

to 2s- per dozen. Onions are tolerably good ; those for kitchen

use are selling from 2*. to 6s. per dozen bunches; the small green

ones from is. 6d. to 5s. Gd. per dozen bunches. Leeks likewise

are good at 4d. per bunch. Mushrooms are rather cheaper than

thev were last week, beiugfrom is. to is. 9^?. per pottle. Radishes

and aU kinds of salading are plentiful, at the prices previously

Quoted /"ioifers.—Amongst these we observed several handsome

cut specimens of Orchidaceous plants and Hibiscus Rosa sinensis

;

as well as Picntees, Pinks, Alstroemerias, Ericas, Fuchsias, Lilies,

and Pelargoniums.
PKICBS Satubdat. Jui.y 2, lli4S.— FRUITM:—

encumbers, per doz., 1* 6d to Bt
Strawberries, ppr pottle. 6i^ to U 6d
Raspberries, per gall. Ad to li

Piae App!p. perlb. tu to iO*

Griipe*. per pound, 2* to 7*

Muscats, per pound. 3* to lOi

Melon?, each, 2j to7*
I'efiche*, per duz- 12* to 30*

"

Nectarines, per doz , I2» to 30*

Cherries, wall, per lb U to 3*

— standard, per doz. lbs., laGd tolS*

Gooseberries, perhf. sve., 2* to 5f

— des&eit, per puanet, \s ed

Currants. White, per hf. av.2*6d to3.6d

— BIhcU. per hf sieve, 3* to 4s

_ Red, for wine, 2* Gd to 4«

_ for dessert, per punn. Ii6d

Oiftn^ea, per doz., \g to 2t Gd
— per 100.6* to 16*

Lemons, per dox- I* ti^2*

— per IdO. G*to 16« '

Almonds, perpeok, 7*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 34 to 3« Gd
Walnuts, per buahel, J6*
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, 20*
— Barcelona, 20* to24f

Cabbage, per doz. 1* to 9*

Cauliflowers, per doz., l#to4*
Peas, per sieve, 3« 'o bt
— per half siere, \i6dtQ 2* 6d
— per pack, fi* to 12*

Beans, Kif^ney, perhf sieve, 5f to6*
VVinditor, per bush., 2* to a*

Potatoes, 01d,.per ton, 70* tj 120*

— per I'Wt. 4i 6d to G*

per bushel, Sf 6ff TO 3f

— Kidney, per bU:^hel, 3*
— Nevr, per owt,, 5$ to 7«

Artichokes, per doz-S* 6(' ti> 4*

Turnipbi, per doz bun., 2* to 5*

Carritts, per doz- bunch, 2* to Cs

Red Beet, per dozen, 1« to U6rf
Hors^ liadish. pur bundle, 2* 6./ to 7*

Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)
S(i to I*

-- Turnip, p. Aox. bch., 9d to U
Spinach, per sieve, 2*
Chives, per pot, 3^/

Leekw, yoimp, per doz- bun., 4t

Garlic> per bunch, 4d to Sd

VE«ETABLKS.
Onions, Old, per Jialf sieve, 4* to Bt

Cooking, perdoz.bch., St to 6*

— Green. Ciboules, per doz. bun.

Shallots, per bch., 3d to 4d

I
Asparagus, per 100, laice, 4* to 5*

— Second or Mid., 1* €d to 2* Gd

r.ettnce, Cabbajje, p- score, J* to 1 J,^*'

— Cos,9d to I* 6d
Celery, young, per bundle, 1* to 2*

Small Salads, per punnet* Sdno 3d

Watercress, p.dx.small bnni'h- 4d io6d

Parcley, per half sieve, \i 6d

Tarra/^on, dried, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*

Fennel, per dozen bunches, 2*

Thy me, per doz. bunche»i, 2*

Sage, per dozen bunches, 2*
Mint, per doz buncht's. 2m to 3*

HI arjoram, per doz. bunches, 2#
Savory, per doz. bunch-, 2*

Basil, p..T doz. buncbe«, 2*

Vegetable Marrow, per doz.. Is to 2*

Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* to 1* 6d

Notices to Correspondents

,

W. F. Z).~No. 36 would be most acceptable; we have copies

of No. 1.

jf, p, K.— Tf your Cucumbers are grown out of doors upon ft

rid^e. they will require to be looked over and watered regularly,

thinninp out all the superfluous vines, and stopping- the remain-

m^ shoots occasionally to throw them into fruit. If the plants

are in a frame, and have been in bearing for a length of time,

either take them up and replace them with younger plants, or

cut out all the useless vines, and peg down some of the best

shoots at the joints, afterwards covering them with soil and wa-
tering them gently; thefie will soon strike root, and replenish the

frame. A paper upon the early treatment of Cucumbers will be
found at p. 233 of this yearns Chronicle.

J. ojid J. GaitskelL—Vse cannot praise your Rosk. It is too ir-

regular in form ; its colour is not bright enough; in fact it looks

like a bad "Tuscany."
A Young Cottage Gardener before he puts impertinence on pa-

per should, at least, know what he is talking about. He evidenUy
does not know what Black Hellebork is when he says it is

found in every marsh. It does not happen to grow wild in this

country at all. ^. - . -

Vigneron^s plants are, — !, Gardenia radicans ; 2, Chirom»
frutescens

; 3, Escal!6nia rubra ; 4. Mesembryanthemum aureum ;

*» aGalium. The "Thkort of HoBTicuLTuaK*' is an application

of Science to general Gardening.—We do not know the work
of Professor Danieirs which yoti speak of.

A Constant Reader.—The leaves of your Pinks appear to have
been affected by the rays of the sun having struck powerfully

upon them, when the plants have not had an ample supply of

water at the roote to furnish the leaves with the fluids necessary
to enable them to fulfil their functions at so high a temperature.

i). .Y. F. will find the ludex of last year's Chroniefe in No. I of
this year. We continue to state from time to time w liat we can
learn respecting Guano, and until further experiments have been
made with it> it will be impossible to say whether it may be used
with safety upon ah greenhouse-plants. Nitkatk of Soda, if

applied in small quantities, and only upon the rools of plants, has
been found of great benefit, and might probably be of service to
Orangetrees.

<£t/*i)U5.—Both your plants are Ismene Amancaes.

-f- S.—Your marine plant is a species of GeUdium, and proba-
bly from the Chinese Seas.
n. W. H. will find " Johnson's Elements of Agricultural Che-

mistry" most suited to bis purpose.
If A Lover of Justice was acquainted with all the facts con-

nected with the meetings of Horticultural Societies near Lon-
don, he would have saved himself the trouble of writing his let-

ter. Upon referring to the observations we have made upon this

subject he will sec that we havesufficicntlyuistinguished low gar-
deners from the respectable men. As, however, he does not
seem to understand us, we will beg to ask him whether he thinks

it decent for gardeners to sit smoking and drinking in public-

houses till they are half-drunk ; and then, with red faces, loud

voices, and the odour of gin and tobacco, to thrust themselves

among gentlewonien, collecting in groups, obstructing the pas-

sages, hedging in the tables, and rendering it impossible for those

for w^hom the flowers are exhibited to see them. We repeat that

such men are nuisances. Respectable gardeners do none of these

thijigs. The low ignorant men we speak of do them all. *'A
Lover of Justice" seems to think that all this is justified by the

possession of a certain amount of skill in raising flowers, or is

excusable because of the zeal and ardour of the men complained
of- We can inform him that the great and skilful gardeners who
produce the beautiful objects that load the exhibition tables of

the Horticultural Society are not those who are thus offensive
;

the good sense which gives them the skill to be good gardeners,

also teaches them how to co?idtwt themselves. The nuisances

we speak of form a particular class, of which we may some day
give a full and particular account, and with which we suspect our
"Lover of Justice" w«uld not be ambitious of being associated.

If, however, he is desirous of joining them wc shall have no ob-

jection to include him, for we suspect we know him, although it

is a long way from London to Edinburgh.
Guillauyne's plants are,— I, Anagallis arvensis ; 2, Euphorbia

heliosc<ipia; 3, Capsella bursapastoris i 4, Medicagointcrtexta.
^

A Jour7ieyman Gardener may procure the *' Theory of Horti-

culture" of any respectable bookseller.

A Journey nifin.—We cannot give any opinion on points of Law.
Juve7us.— Ke\iOt your Aza'lkas which have done flowering

into pots one size larger than those they are now in, using rough-

ish peat and a small quantiy of silver- sand. Water them well

after potting, and place them out f>f doors in a sheltered and
rather shady situation, where they may remain until the middle

of September. Syringe them occasionally, and take care that

they are not injured by the wind. For further information we
must refer you to p. 284 of this year's Chronicle. The Climbers

best adapted for training upon a wire trellis in pots are Tropce'-

olum tricolor. T. pentaphyllum. T. brachyceras, Zlchya pan-

nosa, Z tricolor, Hardenbergia racemosa, Philibertia grandi-

flora, Gomphol6bium polymorphum, Thunb^rgia alata, T. alata

alba, and T. aurauttaca.

A Welsh Subscriber's Grasses are,— 1, Agrostis alba; 3, Poa
annua; 4, Poa nemoralis; 5, Arrenatherum aveu^ceum; 6. 8,

Poa trivialis; 7, Aira flexuosa; 9. Hulciis lanatus ; 10. Catabrosa

aquatica; 1 1, Kebtuca bromoides ; I2, Bromus squarrosus.

Vindogladiensis. -Your plant is Digitalis Kitea.

G. J. F.-Fora Grekxhocsb 12ft. by 10ft., and a propagating-

pit 4ft. square adjoining, we would recommend you to use 3in.

pipes, and one of the smallest of Rogers's boilers.

L. and M.~~The PiiLARc6Nirai is a showy and free-trussing

variety, but is deficient in form, the upper petals being too high,

and the lower ones long and narrow. The Fu'chsia is small and

pretty, but it does not appear to difi'er suflSciently from some we
have seen. Of the Mimuli, No. 2 is a beautiful variety; the

bright vermilion rose-colour of the corolla, with the deep velvety

colour of the throat, gives it a rich appearance; the other Seed-

lings aie good, as forming a contrast to the attractive colour of

No. 2.

An Old Sttbse)*iber, Cork—Vie recommend you to add the fol-

lowing Peiarg^mcms to those you already possess .— Garth*a

F6chsia corymbiflora, unl«tt grown in a very dark place; or pro-

bably the soU in which they are growing may be so nch as to in-

duce such a state of luxuriance, that they will not flower unlesi

some check is given them. Yoa might try the effect of slight

root- pruning.
W. if.—No. I is Carex paniculata; 2, is Carex remoU.

a, |8. 7—As your Fic tree drops its fruit prematurely, not only

In a dry season, but in a wet one, the cause must not be assigned

to drought. Badly matured wood often produces an effect similar

to that of which you complain, on other kinds of fruit less preca-

rious than the Fig. Tlie latter is, moreover, liable to be affected

by cold in winter and spring; especially when, as has probably
been the case with yours, the young fruit has been too far ad-
vanced in the preceding autumn. If you now pinch the termi-
nal buds, so as to arrest their progress, it will occasion some of
the buds below to break ; and you will have fruit on the firmer
wood of the early part of the season, instead of an abortive pro-
duction, which otherwise naturally forms on the portion of wood
grown after Midsummer. Yunr Pkar tree, in common with
many others, has received a treatment like that of Osier plants

:

shoots are encouraged in summer, and cut to the lowest buds in
winter; and thus successive crops of shoots are annually pro-
duced. It would have been proper to have conyncnc* -'-^pp^ng
a portion of the shoots of yotir Pear tree a mouth agO} but, as
the case now stands, you should lose no time in shortening, by a
few inches, every bhoot, except when you wii^h to extend the main
branches; and, having doiie so, obstrvc whether then* is ^tiU a
crowdhig which obstructs the light from the foliage at the base
of the shoots; and, if this is the case, shorten some of the shoots
to within three inches of their base, and a number may be cut
clean out. By this mode of proceeding your i'abse Coimar will

soon begin to bear; it is then apt to overbear itself, and will re-

quire all the sap which its roots can supply.

//. T.— vou will refer to pp. 83, n»0, and 181, of laftt year's

ChronicUt you will find instructions respecting the treatment of

PfiLARG^MUMS from some vt the most successful cultivators.

Am usual, msn.T letters have arriTed too late for answers fhi» w«sk.
Krrata.— In *No. 25. pag^iOfl, col. /j, line from the top 55, for

(Abax. Trogla readlAnAx) Stkiola; and line 1 37, /or Anisopii

rfadANiaoPtlA.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
A renrhed

town
mail.

TELEGRAPHIC dcsfiatch from Marseilles

3?ester(Iay, announcing the arrival of the India

The main facts are in every respect favourable 1

Gen. Pollock has arrived at Jellalabad. and Akhbar Khan
has begun to treat for the ranaotn of the prisunets. Gen.

England has been able to extricate himself from his dan-

gerous position, and has reached Candahar. The news

from China comes down to the 19th April. The Chinese,

on the 10th March, attempted to take Ningpo with a force

of 10,000 men, while another body attacked Chinghae, but

they were repulsed in both instances with great loss.

The threatened ordonnance of the French Government

relative to the import duties on foreign linens and threads

appeared on Monday. The duties on threads are raised

to 20 or 30 per cent., and the increase on woven goods is

even higher. These duties, whicli are avowedly directed

against England, amount to a prohibition of the coarser

kinds of manufacture, and will, no doubt, etnbarrass to a

cause

Witch, LeUa, Matilda. Cyrus, Annette, Amethyst.Evelinc^Mabel,
]
great extent the coramerciai intercourse ol the two coun-

tries. At the first announcement of the ordonnance, the

French funds declined, from an apprehension that the

measure might lead to immediate reprisals; and a fall haa

also taken j>lace in our own stcuntits from the same

The ordonnance, however, has been hailed with

warm expressions of satisfaction by the Faris prtss,

and it is expected to have considerable influence on

the pending elections, which continue to excite undis-

guised avowals of hostility to England. The reinit

of the elections is likely to give a large majority to Mi-

nisters ; and the address of Gen. Jacqueminot, one of the

most eminent of the Conservative party, is considered to

indicate that Count Mole will succeed M. Guizot in the

In Spain the new Miuibters have

of thtir intended

Gem of the West, Hebe, Paragon, Symmetry. Lyne's DviVe of

Cornwall, Garth's Queen of the Fairies, Gaines's Rismg Sun,

Lnmsdcn'sMadeleine, Hodges* Emperor, Vulcan, Grand Monarch,

Unit, Lord Mayor, Lady Mayoress, Augusta, Mr. Garth.

A Subscriber's insect which is very troublesome amongst his

stove plants is aTHRiPS, figured and described^in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, at p. 228, where he wiU obtain the information re-

quiredi— JR.

Nemo's plant is Umbilicus pendulinus.

An Inquirer,—The Orchidaceous plant is N"e<5tUa Nidus avis

;

the other is Thalictrum alpinum.

R, £,—Your plants are.— 1, Ftelea trifoliata; 2, a species of

Bill6tia; 3, Leptospermum juniperiuum ; 4, a Westrlngia. The

best book for acquiring a preliminary knowledge of Botany- is

'•LiNDLKV'S ElkMKVTSOF BOTANV."
,

B. ^.—The going off of Mignonette in patches is probably

owing to the soil being no longer able to provide it with the food

it wants. Land tires of Mignonette as well as of Clover.

R. B.—We should think an advertisement would produce th«

old Calceolaria arachnoideaand the single Dahlia coccinea.

H. R. You are mistaken in supposing that the stamens of

AoRiMON-iA are hypogynous. If you tear off the calyx, they will

come away with it ; a sufficient proof of their adhermg to it, or

being perigynous.
A Suiicn^er.—The Climbing plants you mention will all suc-

ceed in a wood, if planted in open spaces where their roots are

not interfered with ; except Passion-flowers and Bign6uia radi-

cans. Good peat soil maybe used as soon as it is cut; peat

contains iron in variable proportions—sometimes muchj some-

times little.

T. T. will be fully answered next week.
Mr. Cornish will be answered next week; the necessity of

some woodcuts delays Mr. Paxton's reply.
, ,

W. F. G. F.—The Cyrtopodium is new to us; if it is not a

variety of C. Andersonii, it must be an undescnbed species.

C. X>.—The Plants are rightly named, and Nob, 1 and 2 are

very pretty; the Horticultural Society would be greatly obliged

by cuttings or seeds of them. The Sphen^gyne is, perhaps,

crithmifolia. This has been the very best possible season for

Melons, if gardeners have known how to manage them. You

are obviously right in considering it necessary to give them un-

usual quantities of water, to supply the excessive evaporation

by the leaves. It is probable that the dry weather has forced the

Raspberry into fruit a season earlier than usual.

An Original SHAscnfrffr.—Cindkr-ashes are. perse, a useful

manure for hea\'y land, and a good application to any land if

added to the manure-heap, and incorporated with the other in-

gredients.
. i. J n^

Carfuar/flrf^r.—Black oxide of Manganese is a most Qurabla

material for black Patnt, and cheap. Gypsum may be had in

Liverpool, and. we presume, at a cost not exceeding 2^ per ton.

Lime would he a good dressing fcr your land ; if it is light, 30

bushels an acre will be sufficient; if licavT. »«« three times as

much. "We have no experience in weighing-machines. It will

not be difficult to mmove Roses at Michaelmas, but you had bet-

ter, when you do so, deprive them of all their leaves and replant

them as soon as you can.

G. B.— Itis impossible to distinguish your Vine by a leaf.

R, B.—Your Pentstemon is P. Cobsea.

BotnnisVs plants are,— J. C5tisus sessilif61iu5 ; 2, Coronilla

E'merus; 3, Myosotis palustris; 4, Melissa grandiflora ; 5, Tha-
lictrum flavum; 6. Thalictrum alpinum ; 7. Thalictrum mmus;
8, Aaperula taurica; 9, Galium borcale ; 10, Vicia cracca. The
Moss is Sphagnum acutif6Uum. Silvei-sand is best adapted for

striking cuttings of Camki-lias in; but the surest methods of

propagating them are by grafting, layering, and inarching.
•^y J) j'.-Your plants are Polem6nium cosrVUeum and Buph-

thalmum graudiflorum.
J. ^.-Your plant is not a Metrosideros, but a Cal^temon.

We never heard of any difficulty in fiowcrixig eitbtr Oiis or

power

Foreign Department,

presented to the Cortes a programniC

policy. The chief features of this document are their in-

tention to support the present system, to put down the

factions in'Catalonia by force, and to resist the suggestion

of a national bankruptcy. No division has yet taken place

in the Chambers ; but the Opposition have unanimously

resolved to oppose the Ministry to the utmost of their

and it is not expected that the Cabinet, as at

present constituted, can long hold its ground. Apprehen-

sions are entertained of another outbreak at Barcelona ;
and

some agitation of a revolutionary character has pre-

vailed at Pampeluna; but the precautionary measures

taken by the authorities have hitherto succeeded

in preserving order.—In Portugal, the Commercial and

Slave-Trade Treaties are still impeded by vexatious diffi-

culties ; and the elections are proceeding favourably for

Ministers, who are likely to have a large majority on the

entire elections. — In Turkey, the recent conference

between the Ottoman Ministers and the Ambassadors

of the Great Powers, on the affairs of Syria, has led to no

result, and little hope is entertained that any satisfactory

arrangement will be conceded by the present Ministers.

The Greek question also remains unsettled, and the mis-

sion of M. Mavrocordato has entirely failed in effecting

an arrangement of the points at issue.—By recent arnvaJa

from the United States, we learn that the negotiations of

Lord Ashburton at Washington, on the Boundary ques-

tion, are proceeding favourably, and it continues jo^

the general impression that they ^^^^^^^^^^i^
concluded. The terms of compromise are .tiiru

hut it is supposed in New York ^^^^^^^,C.. either
settled by the division or commutauon of

^-;^^.-j^^ .

in money or land : the free navigation or «^ PP

by Englih Ships, and Of the St. L*'^"^^^ *^ ^^' ^^^^ *
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by those of the United States, is also mentioned as one of

the points of discussion and arrangement.

At home, several Bills have been advanced in the House

of Lords, among which are three connected with the sup-

pression of the Slave Trade. In the Commons, the ad-

journed debate on the Poor-law Amendment Bill was

resumed on Monday, vrhen a motion by Mr. Buncombe

for throwing out the Bill, another by Mr, Wakley for

the postponement of the first clause extending the com-

mission to five years, and one by Mr. B, Wood for the

discontinuance of the present assistant commissioners,

were negatived by large majorities- On the third reading

of the Tariff Bill, Mr, Jervis moved the allowance of a

drawback of the duty on exported coal, when re-shipped

by British steamers for their own consumption ; Mr. T,

Duncombe moved an amendment of the duty on onion-

seed, and a reduction of the duty on cork ; but each

motion was negatived, and the Bill passed, amidst great

cheering from both sides of the House.

Court.—Her ^lajesiy, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue at

Buckingham Palace. The Queen, accompanied by Prince

Albert, and the King and Queen of the Belgians, ho-

noured the German Opera with her presence on Monday,
and the Italian Opera on Tues(!hy evening. On Tuesday

Ler Majesty honoured the Duke and Duchess of Buc-
cleuch with her presence at a/e^/e, given by their graces to

her Majesty, at Montagu House, Whitehall. On Wed-
nesday, the Queen held a Court at Buckingham Palace

for the reception of addresses on the throne. On Thurs-

day her Majesty honoured the Duchess of Gloucester with

lier presence at an entertainment given by her Royal
Highness at Gloucester House. The King and Queen of

the Belgians received the foreign diplomatic corps on Sa-

turday at Buckingham Palace. On Sunday, the King left

town for Claremont, and returned to Buckingham Palace

on Monday, where their Majesties still continue, but it is

now expected that they will take their departure about the

middle of next week.

Gazette Announcements,—The Queen has appointed
H. C. Cotton, Esq., to be Deputy Surveyor-General in

the island of Van Diemen's Land. G. Aubert, Esq., has

be«ii appointed to be her Majesty's Attorney-General in

the island of St. Lucia. Her Majesty has appointed Lieut.

Col. S. Dickson to the office of Civil Commissioner and
Resident Magistrate of the District of Swellendam, in the
colony of the Cape of Good Hope. Henry Rivers, Esq.,
has been appointed to the office of Treasurer in the colony
«f the Cape of Good Hope. The Queen has approved
of Col. Wright as ConsuUGeneral in London for the Re-
public of the Equator.

Parliamentary Movements.—A vacnncv bos occurred
in tlui representation of the county of Bucks, by the death
of Sir W. L. Young, Bart., which took place on Mon-
day last.

jForefan.
FkaxC£.— Ordonnance on the Linen Dntifs.—The

most importantjfeature in our intelligence from Paris this
week is the announcement of the long-expected ordonnance,
angmentiDg the duties on foreign linen thread, which ap-
peared in the **,Montteur " of Monday. The report on
the subject presented by Miniaters to the King explaini
the grounds on which Government considers such a mea-
sure necessary. It states that "the law of the 6th May,
184], had already endeavoured to circumscribe within cer-
tain limits the ^competition of foreign linen yarns in the
French market. Desirous of proceeding with reserve and
moderation in matters of so complicated a nature, we then
hoped that a protection of 10 or 11 per cent, would
afford a sufficient security to our spinners. An extra-
ordinary decrease of price, resulting from the steam-power
applied to] spinning by our neighbours, from a glut of
production, and from the lower cost of the raw material in
other countries, disappointed the calculations and provi-Hms of the legislature. To check this evil now, an im-
portant augmentation of the present duties, an augmenta-
tion which, on some classes of linen goods, will more
than double them, is indispensable," It then proceeds to
state that ** the augmentation of the tariff of threads
must be attended, as a necessary consequence, with an
analogous modification in that of the cloths and woven
goods of the tome kind, otherwise the balance between
the two branches of industry would be broken, and the
weavers would suffer by the measure intended to preserve
our spinning factories/' The report concludes with the
following words: - We think that the productions of a
contiguous country, m which the conditions of the manu-
facturer are more akm to our own, may be excepted from
the measures just explained : but as the negotiations which
have been opened with Belgium, in order to secure to us
concessions on our wines, our salt, and our silks, are not
yet completed, we have thought that this exemption ought
to be adjourned until the probable conclusion of these
arrangements/' The tariff of the new duties corresponds
with this report. The duties are raised in all instances
from 3 or 11 to 20 or 30 per cent., whether on raw
threads, bleached, or dyed ; and this increase amounts to
prohibition of Ihe coarser classes of these goods. The
proportion of increase in the duties on woven goods is even
a little higher than that on linen yarns. These duties are
only to be levied on the land frontier from Arraenti*ires to
Mairaaison, near Longwy, until the 20th July next, unless
a subsequent ordinance be made to the contrary. A trifling

decline took olace in the funds on Mondav. nrpnemnA/l hv

apprehensions that this measure on the part of Govern-
ment might lead to a misunderstanding with Great Britain.

A fall of
-I

per cent, also took place in the British funds

on the first receipt of the intelligence. The announce-

ment of the ordonnance has, however, been received with

expressions of satisfaction by the press of Paris, though

the ** Courrier Fran9ais " begins to express fears that it

may seriously affect the interests of the wine-growing dis-

tricts of the south of France.

The Elections. --'^ith. the exception of the ordonnance

relating to the linen duties, the only other subject that

occupies the attention of the public and the journals is the

approaching elections. The papers continue to publish a

variety of electoral addresses from the different parties,

which require no particular notice. The object of all the

candidates, in their endeavours to conciliate the favour of

the electors, seems to be directed to the assurance of

anti-English prepossessions; to declare that they were

opposed to the ratification of the treaty recognising

the right of search, and that they would never vote in

favour of any commercial concessions to England. The
journals said to be under the influence of M, Thiers

are particularly violent in their allusions to this country.

The most important incident, however,S[tliat has occurred

connected with this subject has been a declaration of Gen.

Jacqueminot to the electors of the first arrondissement of

Paris, in which he defends this country from the imputa-

tions cast on it in reference to the Right of Search Treaty.

Gen. Jacqueminot is one of the most eminent of the Con-
iervatives ; and his speech, which is temperate, is under-

stood to represent the views of the Ministerial members
of that party, and is thought by some to indicate that

Count Mole wiU replace M, Guizot in the department for

Foreign Affairs. The general opinion continues to be that

the result of the elections will be a majority in favour of

Government, whose popularity appears to have been con-

siderably increased by the appearance of the ordonnance

on linen duties, which, it is said, was in a great measure

determined on by Ministers with the view of conciliating

public opinion. *

Right of Search,"—The excitement which a short time

lince prevailed among the public generally, and particu-

larly the Paris press, on the subject of the right of search,

and which had, in a great measure, subsided, has been re-

vived by a report made l)y Captain Seignac, master of a

French ship called the Two Sisters, lately arrived at Bor-

deaux. The captain states that, while on the coast of

Africa, having sailed from Sierra Leone, he was boarded

on the 21 st Jan. by the first-lieutenant of the British

frigate Madagascar ; but seeing the British officer with-

out uniform and without papers, he refused to show
him his papers. This irritated the officer, who giving

the command of the vessel to another officer, re-

turned to his ship for his papers- On his return,

Captain Seignac showed his ship's papers, which the

lieutenant thought necessary to send to his commodore
;

after which they were returned, and the Two Sisters re-

leased, Capt. Seignac, however, complains that the Bri-
tish sailors robbed his ship of a great number of articles

;

and adds tljat, when he made a complaint of it, a midship-
man of the Madagascar observed that their best sailors

j were the greatest thieves. The subject baa given rise to

much angry comment in the journals ; but there appears
to be reason for believing that the captain's statement is

exaggerated, no confirmation of his account having been
received.

^/^^rta.—Despatches have been received from Algiers
to the 20th ult. They are very voluminous, and contain
reports of various encounters with the Arabs, all of which,
with only one exception, have proved favourable to the
French arms. "The exception alluded to is an affair be-
tween the natives and the garrison at Milianah ; and
though not so disastrous as it was at first reported, proves
to be serious. It was attended with the loss of two cap-
tains, three lieutenants, four sub-lieutenants, four corpo-
rals, and thirty rank and file, with two officers and several
non-commissioned officers and privates wounded. It ap-
pears, from the report of the Commandant of Milianah,
that on the night of the 6th ult. he left that town with a
force of rather more than five hundred men, for the pur-
pose of a razzia on the tribe of Beni Menasser, and ra-
vaged their territory, capturing 6,000 oxen, from 10,000
to 12,000 sheep, a great number of mules laden with
valuable effects, and making more than one hundred pri-
soners. Whilst returning with this booty, his force was
attacked in a ravine by more than two thousand Kabyles.
The combat lasted for nearly half an hour, and the Arabs
fought with great desperation, but at length gave way, for
a short itime, leaving 200 dead on the ground. The
French took advantage of this respite to effect their re-
treat, during which they were followed by the Kabyles,
and much harassed. The Commandant received a pistol
bail in his breast, bat concealed his wound from his
troops, and continued to command them. The loss of the
Kabyles from the fire and bayonet charges of the French
troops, during the retreat of the latter, is stated to have
been very great ; and the French were able to retain pos-
session of the prisoners they had made, and the mules
laden with booty which they had captured.
Spain.—Our intelligence from Madrid is to the 22nd

ult. The President of the Council presented to the Cortes,
on t»^e 20th ult., his Ministerial plan, by which it ap|>ears
that theLabtnet will maintain the pronunciamiento of
Uec, The Mmiitry had given ordera that the factious in
Catalonia should be put down ; and they protest against
the Idea of a national bankruptcy. No resolution had
been moved, nor had any division taken place, in the
Cortes. A private meeting of the members of opposi-
tion took place on the IDth ult., when, after a long dis-
cussion, they resolved unanimously to oppose the^new

Ministry to the utmost of their power, in consequence of
none of its members having been selected from their
ranks. It was generally rumoured in Madrid that Sefior
Ferrer would take the Presidency of the Council, but that
Gen. Rodil would retain the War department. The fifth

anniversary of the Constitution passed off tranquilly, not-
withstanding reports had been generally circulated that a
pronvneiamiento would take place in favour of the Con-
stitution of 1812. The Queen, accompanied by her'
sister and the Regent, reviewed the troops in the Prado
and the day concluded with a general fllumination. The
British embassy was illuminated, but no such demonstra-
tion was exhibited at the hotel of the French legation.

The Princess's Regiment of Hussars, which generally

performed duty at the residence of the Regent, at the
Palace of Buena Vista, had been ordered to Alcala de
Hernares, and was to be replaced by the Regiment of Lusi-

tania. Serious apprehensions appear to be entertained

that Barcelona will again be the scene of disorder ; but,

according to our latest advices, nothing h^d occurred to

disturb the tranquillity of that city. Accounts from the

frontiers state that some agitation had prevailed at Pam-
peluna, in consequence of a report that the Constitution

of 1812 was about to be proclaimed in that city. The au-

thorities had adopted measures for the preservation of

order, and the troops had been consigned during two days

to their quarters. On the 17th ult,, all was quiet in that

city and in the northern provinces.

Portugal We have news from Lisbon to the £0th
ult. The commercial and slave-trade treaties remained

still unsigned, the delay being attributed to some misun-

derstanding as to the force of certain words and phrases

in translating the English draught sent from Downing-

gtreet into Portuguese. The election of deputies by the

parochial delegates commenced _on the 19th ult. ; the de-

legates from each province meet in the chief town, and

elect the number of deputies allotted to the province,

which is according to the population. The province of

Douro returned twenty-nine deputies, and a telegraphic

despatch had been received from Oporto, announcing that

Government had carried them all. From Villa Real, the

capital of Tras-os-MonteB, which returns eleven deputies,

a telegraphic despatch had also been received, stating that

the deputies elected were all Chartists. At Lisbon the

electors for the province of Estremadura, which returns

24 deputies, had met on the 19th ult., when, owing to a

division among the Chartists, the combined opposition

was able to elect the board, which superintends the re-

turns, out of their own partisans, by a small majority

—

74 against 72. The scrutiny commenced the next day,

and was still proceeding when the packet left. It was ex-

pected that the result would be that the leading men,

both on the Government and opposition side, would be

returned for Estremadura, but no Miguelites ; and the

ame reiult was expected from the province of Alemtejo,

which sends 1 deputies, and where also the opposition

had carried the electoral board. It was thought that on

the entire elections, Government will certainly have a

majority of 3 to 1. The guards had been doubled at Lis-

bon with cavalry patrols in the streets, but the election

was going on quietly, and there appeared no symptoms of

disturbance. The Court has been staying at Cintra, where

Lord and Lady Howard and family were also residing.

The Queen was about to proceed to Alhandra, to stay at

the Duke of Terceira's during the bull-fights there.^ An
order had been issued by the Minister of Marine, direct-

ing all the commanders of the Portuguese cruisers on the

African seas, or at Cape Verde, Prince's Island, and St.

Thomas's, to take on themselves the responsibility , of

adopting such rneasures as they consider best calculated

to repress the slave-trade, communicating with the dif-

ferent governors whenever practicable.

GjERMANT.—The news contained in the journals is

unusually limited. It is stated that the Austrian Govern-

ment, which six months since was about to accede to the

German Customs' Union, has indefinitely postponed that

intention.—Private letters from Berlin inform us that a

M. Schmidt, burgomaster of Bremen, has been in that

city for some time, for the purpose of negotiating a com-

mercial treaty in the names of the citiqs of Hamburgh,

Lubeck, and Bremen. It is added that in case this acces-

sion should take place, the German princes belonging to

the Customs' Union would guarantee to the city of Ham-
burgh a loan of 30 or 40 millions of marks banco, which

it intends to contract, for rebuilding the portion of the city

destroyed by fire. Information was received on the 23d

at Coblentz, by telegraph, that the King of Prussia had

set out for St. Petersburg, and the Queen for Dresden.—
The journals state that a short time since the Academy
received a letter from M. Eichhom, the Minister of the

Interior, relative to their late election of the learned Jew,

Dr. Peter Reiss, to one of the professors' chairs, inquiring

if " the Academy was aware that Dr. Reiss v^^as of the

Jewish persuasion ? " This demand occasioned a rather

animated discussion, at the close of which the following

reply was voted almost unanimously: •' The Academy is

perfectly well aware of what it does, and again prays most

earnestly that the confirmation of Dr Reiss's nomination

may not be any longer delayed." As the King has since

expressed himself in 'favour of the appointment, it is ex-

pected that the public reception will not be loDg delayed.

—The serious accident which lately occurred, as noticed

in a former Number, at Schleiz, where the roof of a riding

school, used as a temporary theatre, fell in, has proved

more serious than was at first anticipated ; the total nuui-

ber of deaths, including those who afterwards died of

their wounds, is now twenty-six. Amongst the bruised

were a prince and princess of the reigning family of Reuss.

Belgium,—The journals inform us that the King and

Queen are expected at Ostend, on their return from
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London, about the Uth or 15th inst. Baron Deffauder,

minister plenipotentiary of France at Frankfort, arrived

at Brussels from Paris on the 27th ult., supposed to be

the bearer of important despatches addressed to the King

by the King of the French. M. Deffauder went to Ostend,

hut was too late ; and their Majesties having already left,

the despatches were sent to London. Baron Deffauder

waited at Brussels for the answer, and having received it,

set out for Paris on Saturday night. The punishment of

Messrs. Vandersmeere and Vandersmessen has been com-

muted, by a decree of the 19th ult., to 20 years' confine-

ment, and that of IVIessrs. Verpraet and Van Lathem to

10 years, in the fortress of Bouillon.—The British Queen,

steamer, arrived at Antwerp on the. 24th ult^ having per-

formed the voyage from America in less than 17 days.^

Holland.—Private letters received from the frontiers

of Luxembourg announce that a new commercial treaty

between France and Holland is now negotiating.

IxALY.—Private letters from Rome give an account of

a fete given on the 4th ult. by the Duke de Torlonia,_at

his villa, on the occasion of inaugurating the obelisk

brought there, at great expense, from the Simplon. Up-

wards of 18,000 invitations were sent out, and the King

of Bavaria, the College of Cardinals, all the foreign minis-

ters resident at Rome, the prelacy and nobility, and the

most distinguished citizens, both natives and foreigners,

were mingled together in the walks, alleys, and lawns of

the beautiful grounds of the Duke's residence. To add to

the general satisfaction, the Pope honoured the scene with

his presence, and remained for two hours, conversing be-

nevolently with all who were near him.—A rumour was

current among the fashionable circles of London during

the early part of the week, announcing the death of the

Earl of Lichfield, which was said to have taken place

lately at Naples, where his Lordship has been residing.

The rumour, however, appears to be incorrect, as Lord

Coke, eldest son of the Earl of Leicester, who arrived

from Naples last week, by way of Gibraltar, states that at

the time of his departure, his noble relative, though occa-

sionally suffering from gout, was not worse than when he

quitted England ; and at the date of the last letters re-

ceived by the Hon. Col. Anson, a few days since, his

Lordship's indisposition was not adverted to.

Turkey.—By the arrival of the Levant mail, we have

received advices from Constantinople to the 7th ult. The

conference between the Ottoman ministers and the pleni-

potentiaries of the Great Powers upon the affairs of Syria,

noticed in our last Number, appears to have led to no re-

sult ; and it is said that the Plenipotentiaries, finding they

could make no impression upon the Porte, have deter-

mined to adjourn the question until the return of Selim

Bey, although there appears to be little reason even then

for anticipating any satisfactory change. A council of

ministers was held on the 2d ult., at the Teherazan Pa-

lace, when the whole of the documents relative to Syria

were laid before the Sultan. Upon this occasion his Im-

perial Majesty is said to have expressed his deep regret

'that circumstances should have arisen to cause the slightest

misunderstanding between the Porte and its allies, and

strongly urged the policy of propitiating foreign- powers by

every possible concession compatible with the lionour

and interests of the empire. The Yizier and ministers

replied that they were ready to obey the Sultan's com-

mands, and desirous to preserve the most cordial under-

standing with foreign courts ; but they were not prepared

to sacrifice their duties to the Sultan, or to the empire,

by granting concessions which they considered detrimental

to the dignity and subsequent welfare of both ;
and that if

the Porte admitted the doctrine of foreign interference in

its internal administration, it must abandon its independ-

ence, and establish precedents the danger of which was

too palpable to require observation. Nothing, therefore,

appears to have been gained by this council, which broke

up without coming to any decision. According to the

latest advices, the Lebanon was tranquil ; but it is said

that foreign agents were busy with their intrigues, which

served to augment the dissatisfaction of the people, and

caused an increase of watchfulness and severity on the

part of the Turkish authorities- We noticed in a previous

Number that the Porte, adhering strictly to the treaty of

July 13, which closes the Dardanelles to all but light ves-

sels of war employed for the service of foreign legations,

had refused a firman for the passage of a heavy Danish

frigate having on board a young Prince of Hesse Cassel,

proceeding as a visitor to the Bosphorus. It now, how-

ever, appears that the refusal was accompanied by an offer

to place the Sultan's private steamer at the Prince's dis-

posal, and to receive him with every mark of honour due

to his rank. This offer has been declined, and the affair

referred to Sir S, Canning. The Grecian question appears

to be stationary ; the Porte having definitively declared

that it will not commence negotiations until it receives full

satisfaction for the outrages committed upon its subjects

at Chalcis. The intervention of Sir S. Canning, and the

mission of M. Mavrocordato, have alike failed to pro-

duce any effect.—The Hon. W. Maule has met wilh a

severe accident by the fall of his horse ; but the physicians

have announced that his injuries are not likely to prove

fatal, as was at first feared, and no bones have been

broken. The British Ambassador hasjtaken a house at

Buyukdere for five months, for which 300/, is to be paid.

A new palace is to be built forthwith, which when finished

will cost iO.OaOL Private letters state that the house of

Messrs. Nyvin, Black, and Co., of Constantinople, has

declared its inability to meet Jts engagements. A report

hns been current that a misunderstanding had arisen be-

tween M. de Bourqueney,the French Ambassador at Con-

atantinople, and Sir S. Caiuiing ; but it appears to be

without r'oundation. The mail supposed to be from India,

as reported by the French telegraph received from Mar-
willes, and giveh m our last, proves to have been the des-

patch forwarded to Government by Sir S. Canning, re-

specting the contents of which nothing hasyet transpired,

Egypt.—Our intelligence from Alexandria, which ex-

tends to the 6ch inst., is not of great importance. Gen,
Brooks, on his return from India to Europe, had arrived

at Alexandria, and had been well received by the Pacha.

The plague continued to be felt at Alexandria, Damietta, I

and Afte. A circular had been issued by the British Con-

sul to the merchants of Alexandria, stating that the Pacha

has acceded to his, the Consul's proposal, that the import

and export duties be for the future levied upon valuation

of merchandise, and in Egyptian currency, without refer-

ence to the tariff of 1839. The circular adds, that the

Pacha having declared the trade in cotton free, the 5 per

cent, duty upon imports would become payable from the

2Gth June, but that three per cent, duty would be paid

for goods passed during the interval between the 23d Nov.
of last year, and the 26th day of June in the present year.

This appears to be regarded as a satisfactory arrangement

for the mercantile interests in Alexandria.

India and China.—The Great Liverpool arrived at

Marseilles on Wednesday, with the overland mail. The

following is the telegraphic despatch received by the

French Government :—" Marseilles, June 29. The Great

Liverpool reached this morning. On the 16th of April

General Pollock made his junction with the garrison of

Jellalabad. re-establishing during his march the authority

of Thorabaz Khan at Salpoora. He is to march on Cabul

when Colonel Boulton joins him. Captain M'Kenzie

reached Jellalabad with proposals from Akhbar Khan for

ransoming prisoners. Nothing known of answer. Eiphin-

stone died on the 23d. General England had joined his

forces to Nott's at Kandahar.—China news is of the 19th

of April. 10,000 Chinese attacked Ningpo on the 10th of

March, and others attacked Chinghse ; but both were re-

pulsed with great loss."

United States.—By the arrival at Liverpool on Tues-

day of the Royal mail steamer Columbia, and the Great

Western at Bristol on Wednesday, we have intelligence

from New York to the 16th inst. The Great Western

performed the voyage from New York in 121 <^ays, and

the Columbia from Halifax in nine days and 12 hours.

The principal event noticed in the papers is the suspension

of specie payments by the banks of New Orleans, the ac-

counts received by former advices, which led to the expec-

tation that the resumption would have been permanent,

proving incorrect. It seems that a run commenced upon

the banks on the 30th May, which lasted for several days,

the result of which was thatall the banks except the Union

had been obhged to suspend cash payments until the day

for resumption fixed by law, the 5th Dec. next. The ac-

counts from Washington are favourable, and it continues

to be the general impression that the negotiations between

iburton and the United States' government will

The differ-
Lord Ashburton and the United tstates go

have a peaceable and honourable termination

ent commissioners and agents of the several states inter-

ested had arrived at Washington, and were consulting the

government during the progress of the negotiation. These

commissioners, as stated in our last advices, have full

powers to agree to a new treaty on honourable principles.

In addition to these there are also at W^ashington the

laud agents of Maine and New Brunswick ; and every

effort will be made to bring the Boundary question to a

close. It does not appear to be known exactly what are

the terms of compromise ; but it is generally supposed

that it will be settled on some principle of equity—divid-

ing or commuting the territory, either in money or land.

It is thought that the free navigation of the Mississippi on

the part of England, and of the St. Lawrence and the St.

John's on the part of the United States, will be one of

the points of discussion and arrangement. The Carohne

and Creole affairs are not expected to involve any di fa-

culty ; and it is said that the right of search, as developed

in the quadruple treaty to suppress the African slave-trade,

though not likely to be assented to by the United States

government, will not present any obstacle to the conclusion

of the present negotiations, as any arrangement on the

subject of slavery will form the basis of a separate treaty

between Great Britain and the United States.—Another

arrival has since taken place, the packet ship George

Washington, which arrived at Liverpool on Wednesday,

bringing passengers Mr. Charles Dickens and his mic^

The George W^ashington left New York on the bth ult.,

and consequently brings no news which is not anticipated

by the intelligence received by the Columbia and Great

Western.
. i, i-i.

West Indies.—The letters and papers brought by the

Medway last week, and which were delivered too late to

be noticed in our last, bring intelligence which is on the

whole of a satisfactory nature. The crops generally^ pro-

mised to be abundant, although to a certain extent injured

in some islands by drought, and in others by excessive

rain ; still, however, the prospect is described as far more

cheering than in 1841. Trade remained greatly depressed,

but from all appearances was expected to revive shortly.

Lord Elgin, the new Governor, had been sworn in, and his

arrival appears to have given general satisfaction. The

condition of Demerara is stated to be even worse than it

was reported by our last advices- The planters were un-

able, either by persuasion or reward, to induce the la-

bourers to work : and consequently the quantity of pro-

duce was expected to be less than it had been last year.

The condition of the public treasury, and the inability of

the colonists to support the imposition of any increase of

taxation, forbade the hope of obtaining immigrants with

the assistance of the Executive. The House of Assembly

had been called together for the purpose of voting the or-

dinary supplies for the year, and had reported that a de-

ficiency of 208,000 dollars existed upon the expmses of

former years, and recommended, as the only moww left to

' meet it. a considerable reduction on all brajM*efl ol tixe ex-

penditure.—Further accounts have been received by the

Columbia relative to the late earthquake in the island of

St. Domingo. A private letter from Cape Haytien, dated

the 14th May, is interesting from being written from the

spot where the calamity occurred- It states, that on the

7th May, about half-past five, p. m., the city was laid In

ruins, and it is supposed that half the inhabitants were at

once destroyed. Shock after shock had followed up to

the date of the letter, and at the very moment while it

was writing, one of the severest had been felt, which lasted

nearly a minute, being accompanied by a loud subterra-

neous noise, generally the forerunner of a shock. Fort

Dauphin had experienced the same fate as Cape Haytien,

with the additional calamity of the powder magazine hav-

ing blown up. Gonaivea had been destroyed, but only

one life lost ; and Port de Pai*, according to a report at

the Cape, was annihilated. The writer of the letter de-

scribes himself as having been in the upper part of his

house at the time the calamity occurred, and as having

been dug from the rums comparatively unhurt, half an

hour afterwards. The fallen walls had completely blocked

up every street in the city, and it was difficult to pass

along the ruins. Every house had fallen ; and during the

first days of the calamity the misery of the inhabitants bad

been greatly increased by the people from the plains rush-

ing among the ruins for the purposes of plunder, and even

murder. At the date of tl^e letter the marauders were

quarrelling and murdering one another, and the arrival of

several companies of the National Guard had put a stop

to these disorders. Tlie occurrence of famine and pesti-

lence appears to be regarded with great apprehension, par-

ticularly the latter, which, it was feared, might be occa-

sioned by the number of unburied bodies. A singular fact

is recorded in this letter, that only one foreigner lost his

life—a Frenchman, from Cuba, who had sought a refuge

in Cape Haytien from his creditors.

Australia.—We have this week received Adelaide pa-

pers to the 4th Dec. The accounts they contain speak

favourably of the progress of the colony, A long state-

ment is given of a public dinner, given on St. Andrew's

Day by the Scottish portion of the community, in celebra-

tion of the day. The meeting was numerously attended,

and among other toasts, one. proposing " The agricultural

and pastoral interests of South Australia." gave rise to

some interesting remarks on the natural capabilities of the

colony. Mr, Murray proposed it, and entered at great

length into a review of the past and present prospects of

the colonists. Those who had been there some time, he

said, could not but remember the very desponding feelings

which were generally entertained among the settlers two

or three years ago, as to the productive capabilities of the

plains of Adelaide ; but they had now sufficient proof

that those plains were capable of producing the finest

wheat man could wish for. Those plains extended from

Mount Terrible to the Sources of the Light, a tract of

land of about 100 miles in length by 20 in average breadth,

every acre of which was susceptible of cultivation ; and it

was scarcely possible to calculate what amount of popula-

tion they were capable of supporting. Mr. A. M'Laine,

in replying to it, said the time had been when such a

toast would have been a doubtful proposition ; but that

day had now passed away. He had himself followed both

agriculture and grazing to a small extent, so that he could

form an opinion for himself from his own experience ;

and he was happy to say, so far as that went, he had no

doubt whatever as to the capabilities, both grazing and

agricultural, of their adopted country. Mr. Duncan

M'Farlane proposed " The Horticultural interests of the

colony," He said he gave the toast with great pleasure,

for he was sure no better indication could be obtained of

the capabilities of the colony than the productions of

their gardens. He had been over a considerable part of

New South Wales, but he had not seen, in any part of

that colony, any gardens more luxuriant than those

around Adelaide and Mount Barker. The bananas

and other tropical fruits growing in the gardens of his

friend Mr. Stevenson were worth the while of any

colonist going to inspect, and he hoped to see Mr.

Stevenson's example much more generally followed than

it had been. The whole country within many miles of

Adelaide was remarkably suited for the growth of the vine;

and he hoped to see soon a large portion of it covered

with that plant. In the cultivation of the grape, and the

growing of wheat, the colonists need fear no competition;

and the sooner they extended their operations in these

branches of colonial wealth, the better, Mr. Stevenson,

in his reply, said that he could now say, from his own

personal knowledge and experience, that this colony was

capable of producing to perfection all tjie fine fruits of

Syria, Persia, and other parts of Asia. It had been said

that the colony could not produce potatoes; but he might

leave the chairman to decide whether he had ever seen

finer than those produced last year in Mount Barker. In

other countries the vine took five years to come to perfec-

tion, but here it produced freely in the second, and

abundance of fine fruit in the third year. The same

might be said of several otljer kinds of horticultural pro-

duce, their progress towards maturity being much more

rapid than in other countries. The fig, the banana, the

pomegranate, the olive, and others, would be m abund-

ance; and no country, he was persuaded, would ever »ur.

pass South Australia in the nchness and
J^^%^l^l''

horticultural produce. Mr. Sutherland, in propo^^^^^^

- The Commercial and Shipping Interests of the Cclonj^

remarked that these, though of great
^"f'^^^^^f^^^^ ,^

It had been allbased on the agricultural and pastoral

had been on rather
^\^''T:fcommenced exportation

importation ; but now they had
^^f"^^^^^^^ '^„,^ -^

pretty largely, and importaci

proportion to tbdr exports, -

neighbooring coioniea Uxat they could wad
Xhey had now shown
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cbeesc, and even fat cattle—all of i^Iiich had been ei-

ported within the last two months ; and he thought, iD

another year, if not In this, they would be able also to

Bcnd them wheat. He said he had travelled through

En"-Iand. Scotland, and Ireland, and be had seen as fine

wheat growing' on the plains of Adelaide as he had ever

seen in any of the finest districts of those countries. A
number of other speeches were made ; all the speakers

representing the condition and prospects of the colony in

very favourable point of view.—The other news con-

tained in these papers are chiefly of a local nature,—We
have also received papers and letters from Western Aus-
tralia to the 22ad Dec. They are chiefly occupied with

reports of a statement from Capt. Stokes of H. M- S.

Beagle, addressed to the Hon. J. S. Roe, giving an account
of a journey undertaken by the Beagle, for the purpose of

ascertaining beyond a doubt the existence of Port Grey,
as described in the accounts published of it and the

neighbourhood by Capt. Grey. These accounts, giving a
very favourable description of the place and neighbour-
hood, had been for some time before the public, had been
generally credited, and Mr. Arrowsmith's map, drawn up
from them, had been filed among the records in the Survey
Office. Capt. Stokes, in a despatch dated '* Gage's Roads,

Dec. in, ISll.*' states that after the most diligent search,

he has been unable to discover such a phice as Port Grey,
within a degree of the lat. marked down for it on the map.
He further adds, that the whole neighbouring country,
instead of piesenting the fertile and attractive appearance
represented by Capt. Grey, is quite barren, and affords

little or no wood, and no water, but what is either salt or
very brackish. The following is an extract from Capt.

Stokes's report :
** If such a h.irbour as Port Grey ex-

isted in 29 deg-f as according to Arrowsmith's charts we
must have seen it; moreover, I feel assured, excepting the

bight fronted with rocks, situated 5 miles south and by
cast of Point Moore, and the secure summer anchorage
bi-aring the name of Champion Bay, there are no bays or
bights offering an indiffc^rent anchorage for ships or vessels

on this portion of the western coast of Australia, between
the lat. of 28 deg. 20 min, and 29 deg. 20 min." Capt.
Stokes is of opinion that Capt. Grey has misiaken the
locality of Champion Bay for the place set down in the
map as Port Grey- The report proceeds to state :

*' We
left Champion Bayou the morning of the 16th instant.

After stretching out to the N.W., we met a favourable
westerly wind, which, by afternoon, carried us past the
bight soutlj of Point Mooie, and sufficiently near to see
that its shores were fronted with many sunken rocks.
This leads to the conclubion that Champion Bay is the
port Captain Grey speaks of in his journal, placed in
Arrowsmith's chart 12 miles south of its true situation.
Our position during the early part of the 17th afforded
xoeans of laying down some islands, reefs, und a portion
of the coast passed by Cnpt. King in the night ; and on
the afternoon of the 18th we reachtjd Gage's Roads, after

fully and satisfactorily accoinplishiner the object in view
with most fortunate despatch. The tracks of the Beagle to

and from Champion Dayj in addition to her former ones,
"must tend to satisfy the public that no dangers exist out-
side of 9 miles from the coast between Swan River and
the Abrolhos."

P'arltaincnt-
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday. -After the presentation of petitions. Lord Dsnman
moved the second reading of his bill for aciniittiiig in judicial pro-
ceedings as ecjuivalent to an oath, the affirmations of Baptists and
several other sects <.f Dissenters who entertain conscientious ob-
jections to incurring that sacred obligation.—The Earl ofWick i.ov
Oi^posed the measure on the ground that the cases of hardship
under the present system were few, and mostly imaginary.
The Bishop of Loxnox said that he could hardly make up his
mind on one side or the other as it regarded thereUg-ious scruples
of a most respectable religious body. He did not think that these
objections to taking: oaths were valid, but as they were consci-
entious he thought they, were bound to respect them. He was
willing to relieve persons who consciciitiousiv objected to take an
oath, hut he, at the same time, did not like to support this
measure, as he saw that it would lead to the abrogation of all oaths.

Lord Abingkr, in refusinghis concurrence to the measure, said
that m the course of the debate the case of the Quakers had been
referred to, as one in which Parliament had consented to remove
the necessity of taking an oath. He did not think this measure
had been attended with very fortunate results. The Quakers

'^^Sl^^' ^^^" ^^^^^ ^s witnesses in courts of justice, weremost difficult to fence with; and he had often, hi cases where
Jt^^ ^rJl e^*°»i^^ed before him. been compelled to make an
rf^^E ^^T ^? ^^^ J"'^

•
^^^'^^ ^" ^^''^* it ^as a part of their

wia u?. T *" ^""^ ^ '^"^^'t ^"^'^^'" o» ^>' occasion
; and thiswas so much a matter of certainty, that whenever a ijentiemanproponed to ejamine a Quaker, he never expected to ge? a dTectanswer He be^^^ed It, however, to be understood that he w^not speakmg in disparagement of Quakers, far from it. He hadnever meant to say that an evasion to teli the truth was a part ofthe religion of a Quaker

j but what he had «aid was that a directanswer to a quesnun could seldom be obtained from a member ofthat sect
;
and he had said that he hadoccaSona ly^adeTn ap^flogy for them, for th.u- not giyiug direct answers, becausltheir re-ligious feelings were of too rigid a nat are to allow them to do soHe concluded by saying that he should be reluctant to sanctionany measure which should have the effect of abolishiuff oathsLord Brougham, in defending the Quakers, said he had kno'wnthem m pubhc and m pnvate during a long and uninterruoted in

torcourscwitli many of them, and he would venture to ^v that
there existed in no part of the community a more constant
ac^emn, and serious regard for the truth—fw the obligation ofwhat they called an affirmation, and what others called an oath
and to violate which ihey professed as great an abhorrence as we
professed for the violation of an oath. He believed that the noble
and learned lord had fal cji into this mistake, that he had con-
fonnded their great scrupnlousne.-s in affirming that which was
njattcr of fact, with an attempt to evade questions which were
put fro tljem. They felt the force of the obligation i { the affirma-
tion adminiJitered to them ; and it was because they did so— be.
cau.se they felt how solemn the occasion was on which they were
called upon to speak, that they were most .scrupulous in selecting
the language which they employed, and that they were fearful of
givingr a colour to a statement of facts, to which, according to
their recollection, it was not entitled.— Lord Desman also de.
fended the Quakers from the imputations of Lord Abinger, and,
on a suggestion from the Bishop of Lo.vnoy, which was supported
hy U>t LoRDCaAxc£tLOB, the bill was withdrawn; on the tmder-

standing that the entire subject be referred to a select committee,
with a View to some future legislative proceedings.
The Slave Trade Suppression (Hayti) Bill, the Slave Trade

Abolition (Argentine Conlederation; Bill, and the Slave Trade
Treaties Bill, respectively passed through committee, and the re-

ports were ordered to be received on Tuesday.—The Drainage
Ireland) Bill, and the Railways and Conveyance of Troops Bill,

were brought up from the Commons, and read a first time.
Tuesday,~AiX.tT the presentation of petitions, the Municipal

Corporations Act Jreland) Amendment Bill -was brought up from
the Commons, and read a first time.

The Duke of Richmono moved, on the suggestion of the Bishop
of London, the appointment of a select committee to inquire into

the effect of the administration of oaths in judicial proceedings.
The Earl of Moitntcashel directed the attention of the House

to the report on the medical charities of Ireland, which he cen-
sured as not being trustworthy. He complained of the suppres-
sion ot letters bv the Irish Poor-law Commissioners, and moved
tor their production. Lord Wharncliffk replied that the Com-
missioners had intimated that these letters were confidential docu-
ments, which they were ready to produce should their Lordships
require them. He hoped, however, that no such order would be
given.—A debate ensued, in which several noble Lords joined,
and the Duke of Wkllington said he thought there could be no
doubt that the motion ought not to be agreed to by the House,

—

The Earl of Mountca5H£L wished to withdraw^ his motion, but
the Duke of Richmond insisted on its formal rejection, which was
done without a division.

Several bills were then forwarded in their respective stages.

The Lord Chancellor laid on the table a Bill to prevent in-

convenience to counties from the Quarter Sessions Bill coming
into operation in the middle of a session. The bill was read a first

time^ and the Loud Chancellor gave notice that on Wednesday
he would move the suspension of the standing order to expedite
its progress,

Wednesday.— 1\iQ House sat only a short time. The Jurisdic-
tion of Justices Bill was read a second time, and the standing
orders having been suspended, the bill went through the Com-
mittee, was reported without amendment, read a third time, and
passed. On the motion of the Earl of Shaptbsburt, the report
of Sir J. Walsham on the state of the Burnley Poor-law Union,
and the correspondence on the subject with the Poor-law Com-
missioners, were laid upon the table.

Thursday.—T\iQ Royal Assent was given by commission to the
Assessed Taxes Composition Bill, the Slave Trade (Argentine)
Compensation Bill, the Slave Trade (Hayti) Suppression Bill, the
Slave Trade Treaties BiJl, the Jurisdiction of Justices Bill, the
Agents and Factors Bill, and several private bills.—The Customs*
Duties Hill was brought up from the House of Commons, and
read a first time, and ordered to be read a second time on Tues-
day next.

In reply to a question from the Earl of Mountcashel, the
Duke of WkllingtoiV stated that the present Government in-

tended to act up to the spirit of the undertaking of the late Admi-
nistration in respect to advances of money for carrying on public
works in Canada. Ministeis were now in communication with
the Governor-General of Canada, for the purpose of determining
the amount that would be required, and how it might be most
advantageously applied.— On the motion of the Duke of Welling-
ton, the standing orders were suspended, and the Irish Corpora-
tion Bill went through its several stages and passed.- Lord
Broloham presented a petition from a deputation of individuals
connected with the manufacturing districts of the north of Eng-
land, calling attention to the distress of the labouring population,
and gave notice that he should bring the subject fully before the
House on Monday Uie Uth inst.— In reply to some remarks irom
Lord KiN'NAiaD, the Duke of Wellingto.n said that the money
which had been collected in virtue of the Queen's letter had been
placed in the hands of the manufacturers' relief committee, an
establishment which had existed in London some years ; and he
had full confidence that they would distribute it in* a perfectly
•atisfactory manner.—The regulation of the Municipal Corpora-
tions Ireland' Bill, and the new Tai iff Bill, were brought up from
the Commons and read a first lime.
Friday.—T\Mi Royal assent was given, by commission, to the

Jurisdiction of Justices Act Amendment Bill, the Copyright Bill,
the Public-houses Regulation Bill, the Municipal Corporations
(Ireland; Bill, and the North American Colonial Association Bill.— Some petitions were presented, and their Lordships adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday,— Mr. Rokbuck, as chairman of the Election Proceed-

higs Committee, appeared at the bar. and stated that Mr. Walter,
who had been summoned, refused to attend and give evidence.
The main ground on which Mr. Walter refused was expressed in
a letter he had written to the committee, in which he stated that
however disposed to yield obedience to the legal orders issued by
the House, through one of its committees, he objected to appear
and put himself in the power of a court the presiding member of
which had manifested undisguised personal hostility to himself.
The ground for making this statement was an expression used by
Mr. Roebuck during the last session ot Parliament, when, in re-
ference to some comments on his conduct in **the Times" news-
paper, he said that, "if any hon. members were attacked by *the
Times,' and did not wish for a repetition of the attack, he would
suggest to th^m at once to horsewhip the propriettir, Mr. Walter,
and they might depend upon it the attack would not be re-
peated."—The House ordered the attendance of Mr. Walter on
Tuesday

; and some conversation ensued on the subject of the in-
quiry before the Election Compromises Committee being con-
ducted with closed doors.— Mr. Robbuck stated that the com-
mittee had come to a unanimous resolution that the inquiry
would be best conducted in that manner, though they did not
dispute the right of any member of the House being present. The
proceedings were ordered to be printed, with the votes^ for the
use of members only.
The adjourned debate on the Poor Law Amendment Bill was

then resumed by Mr. Fikluen, who strenuously opposed the
measure.—Mr. Lawson said that Mr. Roebuck had decried as
vulgar the opinions of those who disapprove the Poor Laws :

whilst the opinions of the vulgar were those of the very classes of
the people whom Mr. Roebuck professed to represent.—The House
then divided :—Against Mr. Duncqmbe's motion for throwing out
the Bill, I56> for it, 3;: majority against it, l\g.
The House having resolved itself into committee, Mr. Waklev

moved the postponement of the first clause, which enacts that
the period of duration of the Poor Law Commission shall be for
five years. He said that his object in proposing the postpone-
ment was to get the provisions of the bill settled, and the power*
of the Commissioners defined, before the |>eriod of duration of
the Commission was decided on. He supported his motion by a
long speech against the New Poor Law, warning the House
agamst the serious consequences which he considered would re-
sult from the passing of the Bill -Sir J. Graham protested
against the language used by the opponents of the Bill, and the
narsh accusations which they indiscriminately brought against
Its supporters, who were of all parties. Tory, Whig, and Radical.

nLw^f"fv ?^''* ^'**^^^y ^^at there was no intention of passing a

f\irJ^i
biU and abandoning the rest. He hoped to pass all

l.^/!^ 'i^^r'^
^ ^^^ °^**^'* *" ^^i<^h t^ey stood. Feeling deeply

n„ *tl. ^ ^""^ "'^ present distress, he was the more anxious,

^rlnr^f
Very accouut, to carry this bUl, and to carry it in theorderof Usclauses.-Mr.E. Bum.er endeavoured to show thatthe primitive Poor-law Acta of Elizabeth were far from deserving

the credit for humane consideration for the poor which was
usually ascribed to them.-After some observations from Mr.Bbnktt lu opposition to the bill, and from Mr. Rick in support
of It, Mr. S. WoRTLKv thought it reasonable to postpone the
Clause, and to consider, when the rest of the act should be com-
plete, what length of time shotUd be allowed to the commission.
—Capt PscasLL supported tlie motion for postponement.—Mr.

he did

Cardwell also pleaded for the postponement of the clause on
the ground that it was unfair to ask them to come to a decilin
on the continuance of the commission, until they saw wha^
would be the charficter of the bill. -After a few observations fm
Mr. Darbv, Mr. T. Dcxcombe said, the House had a rieht t^know what were to be the duties, before they settled the duraHn^
of the authority for discharging them. He quoted a sueech nJ
Sir E. Knatchbull, who last year, on the bill of the late MiiUstrv
had moved the postponement of the corresponding clause -^Si
E. Knatchbull said, he had certainly made such a motion' anri
finding the general sense of the House against him, had withdrawn it. He had made that motion with respect to a bill whichnot approve i but he was not, therefore, to concur in a
similar motion with respect to this bUl, which he did apurov**He admitted that he had seen cause to be dissatisfied with the
commissioners in some particulars.—Mr. P. Howard supDort*Iri
the New Poor-law. He thought that part of its unpopularity
arose from the use of terms by the commissioners which had the
appearance of harshness.— Mr. Waklky replied, and the commit
tee divided, negativing the motion of postponement by a malontv
of 206 to 74.—A motion was then made by Mr. B. Woud, bavin?
for its object the discontinuance of the present assistaut-commis
sioners.— Sir J. Graham maintained that the assistants were the
hands and eyes of the central commission

; and that if the former
ihould cease, the latter would be entirely useless. Col. Sir
THORP had no objection to the present proposal because it
would knock up the whole system. He could not brooic an
institution under which the gentlemen of each district were to be
controlled by paid Commissioners, however respectable.— Mr
Fkrrand animadverted in strong terms upon a report made bv
one of the Assistant Commissioners, in which he, Mr. Ferraiid
and his brother magistrates were censured.— Sir J. Graham
gave some explanations on the subject, and repeated his offer
made on a previous evening, of a committee of inquiry.— Mr B*Wood replied; and the committee dividing defeated his proposal
by a majority of 228 to 45 —Capt. Pechkll then moved to ad-
journ the Committee. Some explanations took place between
Mr. Ferrand and Sir J, Graham j and the committee adjourned
The report of the Customs Bill was brought up and read - and

the bill, with the insertion of an amendment by Mr. Gladstone
the object of which was to reduce the duties on nutmegs, &c.*
from one shilling to threepence, w^as ordered to be engrossed.-^
The report of the British Possessions Abroad Bill was brought ud
and read. The New South Wales Bill passed through committee.
The Stock in Trade and the District Courts Bills were read a
second time. The Municipal Corporations Bill went through
committee.
Tuesday.—After the presentation of petitions, Lord Eliot, in

reply to a question from Mr. D. Bbownb, stated that the Irish
Executive were taking measures to mitigate the distress in the
west of Ireland, though it was not at present expedient to de-
scribe particularly the nature of those measures.—Mr. Hcsijb
asked if the announced issue of half- farthing coins was a hoax.—
Mr. Gladstone said it was no hoax. The coin was inconstant
demand in some of the colonies, to which they would be shipped
if they were found to be useless in this country,
Mr. Walter was then called to the bar, and repeated the state-

ment which he had made in his letter sent to the committee, that
his refusal to attend arose from no disrespect to the House, or re-
luctance to give evidence, but from a feeling that every subjet*
of the realm ought to be arraigned and tried^before an impartial
tribunal. The chairman of the committee, Mr. Roebuck, had
used terms respecting him within the House which indicated
strong personal hostility. He. however, submitted himseli to the
House, claiming its protection.- Mr. Roebcck moved that Mr.
Walter be ordered to attend the committee, and give evidence.—
Sir R. H, In'qlis sjtrongly deprecated the course pursued in the
case of Mr. Walter, by which he was deprived of the advantages
of an impartial tribunal. At the same time he admitted that he
had not acted judiciously, first, in writing liis letter to the com-
mittee, and then in abandoiung his high ground in appearing at
the bar, and offering to submit.— Col. Sibthohp said he had seen
with great pleasure the respectful yet firm demeanour of the hon.
gentleman who had just left the bar. He should have been proud
himself to be placed in the same position ; and would be among
the first, if Mr. Walter should be committed, in paying his re-
spects to him.— Sir G. Ga^v suggested that Mr. Walter should \m
admonished. Sir R. Peel thought that the authority of the House
would be upheld by an intimation from the Speaker to Mr.
Walter that it was his duty to attend.—^A division took place on
the motion that Mr. Walter be ordered to attend, which was car-
ried by 223 to 77^

Sir G. Grev then moved that Mr. Walter be called to the bar,
and receive from the Speaker a communication of the detetmint-
tion of the House.— Another debate arose, in which the question
of the propriety of these election inquiries, Mr. Waklkt,
amongst others, strongly condemning the appointment of Mr.
Roebuck's committte as a tyrannical exercise of power to inquire
into what were private transactions.- Lord Stanlev argued that
Mr. Walter had been summoned, not as a defendant, but as a
witness, and had therefore no right to object against any member
of the committee. -Sir R. Inglis endeavoured to show that, in

substance, Mr. Walter was a party accused ; a new crime, that
ofcompromise, being charged against him.- Mr. Walter was re-

called, and the Speaker acquainted him with the resolution.—

A

report was then presented by Mr. Robbuck from the same com-
mittee, informing the House that another gentleman. Mr. A. B.

Cochrane, had likewise refused to attend, which report was or-

dered to be taken into consideration on Wednesday.
On the third reading of the now Tariff Bill, Mr. Jkbvis moved

a proviso, providing for a drawback of the duty paid on exported
coal, when re-shipped in foreign ports on board British steamers,
for their own consumption. He pleaded for this concession,
from regard to our steam navy, and the interests concerned,
which were at present struggling with difficulties and scarcely
realised any profits.— After a few remarks from Mr. W'allace, who
seconded the motion, the Chancellor of the Exchkqi/kh said

that Government had been anxious to concede this point, bat
experienced officers of the Customs had satisfied them of the in>-

practicability of the idea. A drawback to be allowed, not in our
own dominions, but in foreign ports, would lead to frauds of the

most extensive nature.—Mr. Humb, Sir C, Napikr. and Mr. M.
Attwoou severally supported the motion, arguing that every en-

couragement should be given to our commercial steam marine-
Mr. Glad=itoxe and Sir Roht. Pkel opposed the resolation, and
again went over the grounds urged on the former debate on the

same subject, on wiiich Government refused to concede the pri-

vilege.— After some discussion, the motion was rejected by SO to 42.

Mr. T. DuxcoMBK proposed an amendment on the duty on
onion- seed. He said the present duty is eight guineas the cwt.j
in the first edition of the Tariff it was reduced to .55., but on the

repeated solicitations of interested |>arties, Government raised it

to 10«., and then 20s. ; and not content with this, they yielded

still tarther, and consented to postpone this 2rt«. duty till 1843.

The interested parties were so elated by their success, that they
sat down somewhere about Mark-lane, and drank champagne,
toasting the amiable weaknesses of the Board of Trade. He
thought the great similarity between onion and leek-seed would
lead to great fraud; an<l the reduced duty on leek-seed was to

come into immediate operation. He moved that the words be
struck out. postponing the operation of the duty.-Mr. Gi-.^n-

STOVK said that Mr. T. Duncombc had drawn largely on his ima-
gination in his description of the interviews of parties with the
Board of Trade, In reducing the enormously high duty on onion-
seed, and postponing the operation of the reduced duty. Govern-
ment were actuated by a consideration for t!ie home-growers,
vvho were exposed to a more sweeping change than any other
class affected by the Tariff, and to whom time was of great im-
portance. Care would be taken at the Custom- house to prevent
onion-seed from being introduced as leek-seed. Mr. Alderman
Hi'MPufiRv produced »everal samples of leek and onioo
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Bceds, and contended that they were so much alike, that the Cus-
j
Mon, but he would produce no documents and ansvrpr no qne«s-

tom -house officers wonld never know the difference, and thus the

opportuijit>- for fraud was given »jy the Governmentproposal to re-

duce theduty on leek-seed immediately, whilethey postponedtheir

onion duty till next year. Leek-seed wonld be introduced and

iold for onion —Mr. Humk tUonprht that Mr. T. Duncombe had

completely made out his case for the immediate reduction of the

duty. It was plain tliat Government had been cajoltd.— Mr. Ea-

BiKc entertained no doubt that the difference of duty between

leek-seed and onion-seed would be a fruitful source of fraud.—

Mr. T- Dlncombe replied, and the amendment was rejected by

g3 to 63.

Another amendment, proposed by Mr. T Duncombe, that the

amount of duty to be levied on cork stiuared for rounding be re

duced from iGs. to 4s. per cwt., was rejected by UO to 7-J. On
the question that the bill now do pass, Lord J. Russkll said he

would take this last opportunity of speakin?: upon the general

principles ofthe tariff. Conp:ratulating the country on the liberal

declarations of Government, he yet lamented that they had not

befn practically applied to sugar, corn, coffee, and otlier import-

ant articles of food and consumption. He regretted that Govern-

ment had not used its great power to give the country a consis-

tent tariff, dealing with all the great articles of consumption on

aiinilar principles.
, - ^ » i e j.-u

Sir R. Pbkl said he should be sorry at this final close of th«

tariff to introduce anythingthat should savour of party asperity,

esiwcially as he must acknowledge the support he had received

from opponents as well as from friends. He had himself

contended, so long since as 1825, for the principles which

he had now applied. It was »aid he had not earned them

far enonpb. Now on coffee he had given a greater relief than

even the late Government had proposed. On butter and cheese

a duty, for revenue, had indeed been retained ; but the late Go-

vernment itsplf had proposed no alteration there. On meat he

had made a large remission. Sugar, for specific reasons, ap-

peared to be an exception from the general principle. The corn

question had been dealt *ith separately ; and he believed that the

conclusion which the Legislature had adopted on that head was

the correct one. But the tariff must be taken as a whole
;
and

in this \iew, he believed that the reflecting part of the commu-
nity would deem the influence of the Government to have been

exercised wisely, and the changes of duty to have been made as

extensively as the state of the country will allow. He trusted the

result would benefit the country, by reviving her resources and

her trade ; and if so, there was no labour which had been, or

could be, undergone by Ministers which they would not regard

as amply repaid.

Mr. C. Berkeley asked whether the accounts published re-

specting the French and Prussian imposts on English goods

were true.

Sir R. Pbel deeply regretted to say, not merely on account of

commercial considerations, that the accounts which had been
published respecting the French ordonnance were true. The
accounts which Ministers had received were brief j but they

contained the same information as that which, he believed, had
appeared in the public newspapers. With regard to the Ger-

man League, there had been no opportunity of raising the duty

upon mixed cotton wool, an^ h e trusted that it would not be raised.

After some farther conversation on the extent and character of

the changes in the tariff, the question was put that the bill do
pass, which was carried amid loud cheering from all parts of the

House. '

On the motion for the third reading of the British Possessions

Abroad Bill, Mr. Laboccherk brought up the clause, of which
he had given notice, to allow the free importation of flour from

the United States to Canada.— Mr. Gladstone opposed the

clause, which was negatived on a division, the numbers being

;

for the clause, 83; against it, 16q; ma]orit>- against the clause. 77-

Mr. M. Gibson moved that the clause which subjected sugar

refined in this country in bond and exported to the colonies to an
ad valorem duty of 10 percent be struck out.—Mr. Glapstonk
opposed the motion, and the House divided ; for the clause, 105

;

against it, 36; majority, 69,—The bill then passed.
The Stock in Trade Bill and the District Courts and Prisons Bill

passed through committee. A select committee to inquire into

the allegations as to the management of the poor in the Keightley
Union contained in the report of Sir J. Walshara and Mr. Mott,

was agreed to on the motion of Sir C. Napier.
Wednesday,- After the presentation of petitions, Sir R. Peel,

in answer to Dr. Bowring, said that the five powers were una-

nimous in opinion as to the policy to be pursued by the Turkish
Government in Syria, and were labouring concurrently to induce
the Porte to carry out their views. *

Mr. T DuNdjMBE, alluding to the inconvenience occasioned in

the country by the proclamation relative to the gold coinage,

exhibited a copy of a handbill, circulated by the guardians of the

poor, in the city of Norwich, announcing that, in consequence of

the scarcity of silver, they were issuing tickets of the nominal
value of \s., which they received back again, in amounts of not

less than 105., which he said he supposed they did that they might
be enabled to pay away their lijrht half-sovereigns.— Tlie Chan-
CKi.LOB OK THE Excni::QU£R said he bad not heard of this matter

before. The Mint was coining silver, and every exertion was
making to remedy the inconvenience felt by the public.

Mr. ROKBUCK brought up a report from hiaCommittee^ praymff

the sanction of the House for the exclusion of Members as well

as strangers during the examination of witnesses. This prayer

he supported, on the ground that it was the way to get at the

truth in the most complete manner, with the least pain to indi-

viduals.— Major Bbrksforu objected to this secret mode of in-

quiry, which was. he said, analogous to the unconstitutional

procedure of the Star Chamber, and by a curious coincidence,

the committee assembled in that very apartment where the Star

Chamber had held its sittings. For himself, pubhcly accused as

he had been, he asked for a public investigation.— Col. Siutiiobp

expressed his strong disapprobation of the committee, its consti-

tution, and its objects, and his resolution to persevere in his an-

nounced motion for its dissolution. He desired to move as an

amendment, that the order appointing the committee should be

discharged.— Lord J. Rltssell was satisfied that the committee

had every disposition to do justice, and expressed a hope that

Members would abstain from claiming their privUcge of being

present during their proceedings.— Sir R. Pkel must oppose Col.

SibthorpN amendment. He did not regret having voted for the

committee, and doubted whether a refusal of inquiry would n-t

have been very injurious to th*- character of the House. He was
glad to see that the committee were pursuing thcit investigations

with a view to public advantage, and not for individual punish-

ment. He was, however, opposed to giving the committee any

additional powers, and hoped they would not ask for what would

constitute them specially a secret committee. -Sir R. H. Ikglis

claimed for all parties implicated in these inquiries the right of

being present, irrespective of the right of eVtry Member of the

House to be present at all committees, except secret ones. After

some further discussion, in which several Members jomed, Mr.

RofciBucK said that the committee would act on the suggestion

thrown out by Lord J. Russell, and recommended by Sir R. Peel,

of leaving it to the good sense and taste of Members to aostajj*

from being present. A division then took place, when Col.

thorp's amendment wa:^ rejected by 177 to 55.

Mr. KoH&vcs. they moved that Mr A. B. Cochrane, one of the

members for Bridport, be ordered to attend the committee ou
Monday next. Mr. CncHnANB repeated, that every part of the

statement he had formerly made lA the House was true- His

reason for declining to answer was, that indictments were pend-

ing agahiat him. upon which his testimony before the Committee
might be given in evidence. The con^mittee intended to examine
bim before they examined Mr Warburtan, thus leaving him no
oppoFtutnity of replying to Mr. Warburtou's statements. He ob^

lected also to the secret prot^cdureof the committee, but if the

House willed that he should attend it, he wouid bow to lt« deci-

tions which would in the renmtest degree implicate any one of
his constituents, Mr, Roeblck interposed, statim: that if Mr.
Cochrane pleascri, the committee would examine Mr. Warburton
not only before him, but In his presence.— Mr. Mitchkll intl.

mated that he also would attend the committee, but wonld give
no information tending to criminate.— Sir R. Peki. reminded the
House that Mr. Cochrane had expressed great aitxiety for an in-

vestig^ation, and he did not, therefore, understand his present
objectionto the committee of inquir>'. He referred to the Speaker
for an opinion a^ to any precedent for an order of the House,
requiring a member to attend a committee.— The Speaekr cited

several cases in which the House had directed that members
should be examined before committees If they so thought fit ; but

said he had sought in vain for precedents of a peremptory order

to a memberto submittobe so examined.— Sir R. PKELSuggested
the appointment of a committee to search for precedents.— Lord

J. Kl'sskll proposed the adjournment of the debate, with the

view of getting out of thedifficulty, by giving time for considera-

tion, or of allowing the members concerned voluntarily to attend

the committee. This motion was ultimately agreed to, and a

committee to search into precedents was appointed, on the motion
of Sir R. Pkel.
On the motion of Mr. Mackinnon, the order of the day for the

motion to issue a new writ for Southampton was postponed for a
fortnight. The discussion on the second reading of the Sudbury
Disfranchisement Bill just commenced, when the House wa*
counted out.

Thursday,-'The Lords' Amendments to the Korth American
Colonisation Association of Ireland Bill were agreed to. and the

Uill passed The London Bridge Approaches Bill, the Toxteth

Park Paving and Sewerage Bill, and the Leeds Burial Grounds
Bill, were read a third time and passed.

Sir R. Peel presented copies of the ratified treaties between
this country and Texas; at the same time observing, that these

treaties were suggested and concluded with the republic of Texas

by thelate Government, and acting upon the general principle

that is always followed on occasions of this nature, the present

Government, seeing that the agents engaged in the negotiations

of these treaties had in no decree exceeded their powers or in-

structions, have felt it to be their duty to recommend their rati-

fication.
. , , ,

Sir R Peel, In reply to Mr. OTonnell, said that the latest ac-

counts he had received from Mexico stated the blockade not to

be an effectual or bond Jide blockade, and he entertained some
hope, although he could not say he had any specific grounds for

doing so, that the Government of Texas would not persist in car-

rying on the blockade.
LordEMOT. in answer to Col. Verner, stated that Government

do not intend this year to increase the grant to Maynooth.— Sir

R. pKKL said he wonld take that opportunity of warning hon.

Members to receive with distrust those accounts of the Irish Go-

vernment which are published in the Irish papers. He had seen

accounts of dissensions and other matters, which but for tho^e

papers, he should never have known. He would therefore warn

hon. Members not to draw conclusions from such assertions

hovvever positive.— Sir R. Peel, in reply to a question from Mr.

Wallace, stated that it was not the intention of Government to

alter the standard of value in this country, or to propose the

adoption of a silver standard.
^ .^ tt

Lord Mahon called the attention of the House to a petition

from Mr. S. Knowles, Mr. D. Jerrold, and others, complaining of

the present state of the Jaw with respect to the drama. He
poit'ted out the evils arising out of the present state of things,

not only to dramatic authors, but to the public generally. With

reference to the monopoly possessed by the two great theatres.

Drury-lane and Covent-gardcn, he contended that it was not

profitable to those who possessed it. and he would rather vcbt

the appointment of the licenser in the Governiucut than in the

Lord Chamberlain. He concluded by movmg for copies of any

communications addressed upon the subject of the drama to the

Secretary of State for the Home Department in the course of the

nresent year.— Mr. G. Kxight seconded the motion.—Sir J.

Graham confessed that he had not turned his attention to the

subject, and was not prepared to l?ring m anjmeasure on it j but

he would give his best coDsidorationto any measure which might

be brought forward next session by the noble Lord or any other

Member. The motion was then agreed to.
.

, ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Sir R. Pkel, in reply to Mr. M. Milnes, said that he had not

received anv intimation of an intention on the part of Prussia to

propose to the Zoil-verein an increase of duty on the import in

Germany of British productions.
^ • ,, i. *i,

Mr G Knight moved for copies of certain ukasesissued by the

Russian Government in 1841. relating to the admniistration o

Poland He reviewed the conduct of Russia towards Poland, re

erettine: the loss of its nationality, and expressed his conviction

that it was not for the interest of Russia itself, so to act towards

that conquered nation.-Sir F. Bltrp^tt seconded the motion ;

and after a short discussion, in which Messrs. Humk, M Milnks,

P. M. Stkwart, and Sir R. Ixglis joined. Sir R. PfiEi. said that

an exactly analogous motion was made in 1832. which was unani-

mously agreed to, and he could not think of taking an opposite

course now. He was glad that no harsh or ofl^ensive expressions

had been ijitroduced into the debate, for the Russian Government

had ^iven unequivocal proofs of its friendly feeling towards this

country. Still, speaking as a public man, he could not say that

the policy of Russia towards Poland had been wise; for harsh

and unjust treatment of a naliant people was neither safe nor

wise. But it would also be delusive towards the Poles, to hold

out any expectation that we could interfere in their behalf;

though he did hope that the Emperor of Russia vrould ameliorate

the condition of that people, by adopting a policy which would

redound to his own honour.—After a few remarks from some

other Members, the motion was agreed to.
, ^, . .^ „f

Mr- CowpKa called the attention of the House to the state or

the Greenwich Hospital schools, which he said were deficiently

suppUcd both in religious and civil instruction i
and moved a re-

solution that it is expedient that these schools should be open at

all times to the visits of inspectors appointed by the committee oi

Privy Council on Education, and that reports of such inspection

should be annually laid upon the table of the Ho^^^--^/- ^
Herbert. Secretary to the Admiralty, admitted the correctness

of Mr. Cowper's description of what is caUed the lower school,

the condition of which, he said, was disgraceful. The upper

school, however, was in a better condition, and had sent nut boys

who were a credit to the service. The Admiralty were directing

their attention to the subject, and arrangements were making to

render the system of education as efficient as possible.- borne

conversation followed, after which the motion was withdrawn.--

Lord Clrmen^ts moved for a select committee to inquire into tnc

administration of the grand jury laws in the county of Donegal.

He entered on a variety of detaUs with a view to show that gross

fraud and other irregularities prevailed in Donegal. -Col. Lo-

nolly said that Lord Clements was ignorant of all he denounced.

He gave an explanation of the circumstances which had been

called in question: and, after some discussion, the motion was
negatived without a division.

Friday.- On the motion of Lord Stawlky, the ^ew South

Wales and Van Diemen's Land Bill was read a third Ume and

passed. Lord J, Russell's Bribery at Elections Bill was refer-

red to a select ctmunittee.—Mr. Wallack moved aseries of reso-

lutinns affirming the existence of severe distress, and moving an

address to her Majesty that Parliament be not prorogued until an

effecrive remedy be provided for the relief of the country.— Mr.

Attwood supported the motion.—A long discussion ensued, in

which Lord J. Russell, "S well as Sir J. G>iauaw and Sir R.

Pekl, opposed the resolutions. The debate was at length ad-

joumed to Monday—The Mines and Collieries Bill was read a

third time, after several unsuccessful divisions in order to obtain

an adjournment of the que-ition.— Mr. Gladstone brought in «

I Bill regulating linen manufactures in Ireland ; which WM reaa »

t Jixflt and second time, and paswd through committee.

CITY.
Money MarJcei, Friday.—ConsoU for the account ad-

vanced to Ol^ to ^ •. S^per Cents. Reduced. 91i to f; Ex-

chequer-biUs, 2cl. issue, 4ls. to 43s. preoiium ; ditto, i?Jd.

issue, 458, to 47s. i>rem. ; and Bank Stock, 106^ to 167J.

/llciropod's anil tts Frrmtt|i*

FCtes.to Her Majesty,--On Tuesday, the Duke and

Duclicss of Buccleuch gate another bjilliant feie at their

mansion, WhitehHll, to the Queen and Prince Albert.

The King and Queen of the Belgians, the Duchesses of

Kent and Gloucester, Duke and Duchess of CambnVge,
Prince George and Princesses Augusta and Mary of Cam-
bridge, nn(^ Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar, together with

a select circle, composed of the foreign ministers ami the

leading nobility in town, were also invited to the enter-

tainment. Her Majesty arrived shortly before 5 oVlock,

atid was loudly cheered by a crowd of persons who had

fissembled in the neighbourhood. The Queen, a ho wa»
followed by the other royal guests and a numeroi*8 suite,

was met at the foot of the grand stain e by the Duke
and Duchess of Buccleuch, and her Majesty having ac-

cepted the arm of the noble host, proceeded through the

hall to the state apartments, and thence to a pmlion

erected on the terrace next the Thauies, where the re-

mainder of the company were already assembled. The
whole party then took their seats, and witne^Fed the boat-

race, by selected watermen, to whom the Duke of Buc-

cleuch had offered a prize of GO sovereigns for the encour-

agement of the watermen of the river. The river facinj

the Duke's mansion, was crowded by wherries, yachta^

and craft of every description, and Wt-btmiusTer-bridge,

and every part of the opposite shore which could com-

mand a view of the house and gardeus, were thronged by

persons of all cla?Fes anxious to obtain a sight of the pro-

ceedings. During the whole time the band of the Cnid-

ftream Guards played select ons from some favourite

operai. The entertainment that followed was of a cosily

and superior description. The Royal table was laid in

the principal saloon, whilst other apartments ffere appro-

priated for the general company. The party began to

break up about seven, when the Queen and Prince Albert

took their departure, and were again loudly cheered by

the people assembled in Whitehall.—On Thursdwy, the

Duchess of Gloucester gave an entertainment to her Ma-

jesty at her residence, Gloucester House. The Ktng and

Queen of the Belgians, several members of the Royal

family, and a select circle of distinginshed visitors, were

invited to meet her Majesty. The Queen, accompanied

by Prince Albert, arrived at Gloucester House about ten-

o^clock, where her Majesty was received by the Duchess

and condvicied to the state-rooms, where a succession of

tableaux was represented by a party of the nobility and

gentry, in an adjoining room, in the following order :-^

Tableau 1. Lalla Rookh. 2. Marino Faliero before the

Council of Ten. 3, Group from Pinelli. 4. Bride of

Lammermoor. 5. Scene from Sir Charles Grandison^

6. Vice. 7. Novice. Finale, "God save the Qneen."

The whole entertainment was of a brilliant description,

and the Queen, who did not leave until a late hour, was

loudly cheered both on her arrival and departure.

Death of the Earl of Leicester—This venerable noble-

man died at his seat, Longford Hall, Derbyshire, on

Thursday last, the 30th ult. For nearly 70 years he

was before the public, not only as a politician, but as the

first commoner in England, and the first of English agri-

culturists As Mr. Coke of Norfolk, he is said to have

been the first English gentleman of large estate and for-

tune who devoted his entire attention to l"he improvement

of agriculture, and thereby induced others of rank and in-

fluence to adopt it as their pursuit. Lord Leicester s ex-

periments with live stock are too we I known to require

observation: from their successful results Norfolk has be-

come the centre of attraction for drovers from all parts c^

the kingdom. His Lordship was born May 4, lyj2, and

was consequently in his 91st year.

Ea.st India House.—\ special court of the proprietors

of the East India Company, adjourned from last week",

was held on Monday, to take into further consideration

otion of Mr D. Salomons, relative to the war m
Affghanistan. Sir 3. L. Lushing'on took the chair. Mr.

Lewis resumed the debate, and in a speech of considerable

length maintined that the expenses of the war, which he

said was European in its origin, should be met by the

British Governuient and not be thrown upon tlie East

India Company or the people of India. He concluded by

eying that he trusted nccess would attend the Hntisb

forces in AiTghanistan, but let mercy and not revenge

prevail. We should recollect that we had no right to wage

war in Affghanislan ; that we entered that country without

any just cause, and that it did not become us to have re-

course to a revengeful and cruel spirit. He trusted we

should quit that country if successful, and leave the people

as God had made them— the best, safest, and the strongest

barrier that could be raised against Russian influence.

Messrs. Fielder and Thompson followed on the same side,

and maintained that the Indian Government ought not to

be called on to contribute anything to the eipeuaes ot the

war. The chairman s;iid it afforded him great satisfaction

that the present question had been brought betore the

Court of Proprietors, as it would assist the Director* jn

getting the just claims due to fnd.a per/.^j;^^^

British Parliament. The question under
<^-f;-; „^,

he would admit, one of an J'^«'"^P*^*"^;;^
«n Vnd«ai cba-

not altogether .0, but was mixed «P ^/^^ «^,j^ ««aer
»k the mover of tbe^r^^^^^ .^ .^^

whole Oi the ex-

the m

by rbe

racter. He would a

*

discuMion. to allow a slight alteration ^
to the eff.ct that a po^^""" '''"'"''' ^ b^Zc Bntii Go-
pense of the war, ought to be delrayco »j

ir
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vernment : and if such an alteration were made, he thought

there would be a much better chance of their gaming their

object. He was most anxious that thecourt should come

to an unanimous vote on the present occasion. After a

few observations from Mr. Weeding, Mr. D. Salomons

consented to the alteration in his resolution suggested by

the cbafnnan, which, after a long discussion and a divi-

sion, «a5 carried, the numbers being, for the chairman's

alteration 23, against it 20, majority 3.

ETiterlainment to Sir R. Peel.—On Wednesday, the

Goldsmiths' Company gave an entertainment in honour

of Sir R. Peel, as first Minister of the Crown. Several

Cabinet Ministers and a select circle of distinguished in-

dividuals were invited to meet the Right Hon. Baronet,

who was loudly cheered on his arrival by a number of

persons assembled in the neighbouring streets as well as

the company in the hall. After dinner, the usual loyal

toasts were given, when the Prime Warden proposed the

health of Sir \x. Peel, and expressed a hope that he might

long continue to direct the affairs of the country. Sir R.

Peel returned thanks and said, he felt that lie was under

a deep obligation to that company for the great and uni-

form kindness which he had met with at their hands- He
knew of no institution which was more entitled to their

respect, admiration, and support. He said he was sure

he need not tell them that Ministers were attempting to

perform the duties which they owe to the Crown aud to

the country to the best of their abilities, and that to them

the highest reward would be an assurance df approbation

and support from such a society as that which he now
had the honour of addressing ; and if they entertained a I

hope that they should be enabled to relieve the country

from all her distresses—and of this they did entertain a

confideot hope— it was founded upon the belief that they

ihould be supported and upheld by the esteem, the appro-

bation, and the sympathy of the classes of which that so-

ciety was composed. A number of other toasts were

given, among which were the Church, acknowledged by

the Bishop of Llandaff ; the Army and Navy, respectively

acknowledged by Sir H. Hardinge aud the Earl of Had-
dington, first Lord of the Admiralty, and the House of

Commons by Sir J. Graham. Sir R. Peel left at an early

hour, and the company soon after broke up. The Rt.

Hon. Baronet was again loudly cheered on his departure

by a large concourse of persons, who crowded the ap-

proaches to the Hall,

Public Meetings,—On Wednesday, a public meeting
of planters, merchants, and others interested in the colony
of Jamaica, was held, Lord St. Vincent in the chair, for

the purpose of offering to Sir C. Metcalf their assurance
of their participation in tlie sentiments of gratitude aud
admiration expressed by the colonists for the manner in

which he has governed Jamaica, and also of their regret

at his resiguaiion. The meeting was numerously at-

tended. Mr. Burge addressed the assembly at some
length, and eulogised the policy ^araued by Sir C. Met-
calf iu his administration of the Island of Jamaica, nhich

he said had united that colony in the strongest bonds of

amity with the mother country* He then spoke in praise

of Lord J^ Rus^^U and the late Government for the uni-

form support which they gave Sir C. Metcalf in the dis-

charge of his duties, which he said he had undertaken at

the instance of the 3Iarqui'a of Normanby. In conclusion,

he moved a xesolutloaf pledging the meeting to present to

Sir CharJeSj upon his arrival in this country, an address
ejipressive of their admiration of the manner in which he
administered the government of Jamaica. Sir A. Grant
seconded the resolution, which was adopted, unanimously.
A deputation, consisting of the principal gentlemen in the
room, was then appointed to present the address to Sir
C. Metcalf upon his arrival.—On Thursday the sixth an-
nual meeting of the South Australian Company was held.
Mr.^M'Laren, the manager of the company, read the
report^ from which it appeared that the division of the
company into two establishments had taken place in July
1841 (banking and trading), which had caused a reduc-
tion of the dividend from six to four per cent, for the next
year. From an inventory taken abroad, it was found that
the conapany's property in South Australia amounted to
333,680/., and that the surplus of asseta beyond liabilities
was reckoned at 57,000/. The total revenue for the year
ending 1841 was 17,281?/. 10*. Zd., and the balance of the
profit and loss account was 9,121/. 15i\ icL After some
conversation, the report was adopted. Mr. Davenport
observed, that the present Governor of the colony, though
be declared he would not draw bills on England, but get
a loan in the colony on bis arrival, found he was obliged
to do the same as was done by the former Governor,
namely, draw on the mother country. Several papers
were read by the chairman, which showed the colony •"
be in an improviug state, and the crops very abundant.
On Thursday a public meeting of authors and publishers
was held, for the purpoae of adopting measures to prevent
the great and increasing evil of foreign piracy of British
literary works, Mr, Thos. N. Longman in the chair. The
meeting was numerously attended, and amongst the gen-
tlemen present were Lord W. Lennox, Sir Chas. Morgan,
Mr, James, Mr. T. Hood, Mr- Horace Smith, Mr. Buck-
jngham, Mr. Spottiswoode, Mr. Bentley, Mr. Duncan,
Mr. Colbum, &c. The chairman opened the business by
simply stating the object of the meeting. Mr. James, in

a speech of some length, explained the great injustice

which literary piracy by foreigners inflicted upon British

authors and publishers. He instanced cases wherein
works which cost here 1/. lis, 6d, were sold in America
for Is, 2d, \ and wherein several thousand copies were
published abroad, while only one thousand were put in

circulation here. He concluded by moving a resolution,

asserting that a right of property in literary productions

ought to be r6Cogui;9ed bjr all clTllised oatioju. Lord W.

Lennox and several other gentlemen moved resolutions

condemnatory of foreign literary piracy, as detrimental to

authors, publishers, and readers ; and it was ultimately

resolved that the resolutions adopted should be forwarded

to the proper departments of Government, in order to

induce ilinisters to give the subject their immediate at-

tention, and to adopt means for bringing about such

treaties with foreign powers as would enforce a mutual

recognition of literary property* A committee was ap-

pointed to carry out these resolutions.

Metropolitan Improvements,—It is now decided that

several of the narrow and densely-populated streets of the

district of Whitechapel are to come down, and a new street

is to be immediately constructed. The line is to run from

the London Docks through Whitechapel to Spitalfielda

Church. This new street is expected to prove a great

convenience to the merchants and traders of the neigh-

bourhood.
The Shrievalty,—A common hall has been held for the

purpose of electing the sheriffs for the ensuing year. The
Common Sergeant first read the names of the several gen-

tlemen who were eligible to serve the office of sheriff, and
a show of Iiands being taken, the Sheriffs declared them
to be in favour of Mr. Alderman Hooper and Jeremiah
Pilcher, Esq., citizen and haberdasher, who were conse-

quently declared elected to serve the office of Sheriffs for

the ensuing year.

The Nelson Monument,—On Saturday, the block of

Granton stone, presented by the Duke of Buccleuch for

the statue of Lord Nelson, which is intended to stand on
the summit of the column now erecting in Trafalgar-

square, was landed from the river at Westminster, in the

presence of a large number of spectators, and conveyed
by twenty-two horses through Parliament-street and
Whitehall to Trafalgar-square. Its elevation, however,

to the top of the column still remains to be effected. It

is stated to weigh thirty tons, and has been reduced from
a block weighing forty-five tons ; it is of the description

known as " Craigleith,'' of the liver rock, and in point of

durability equal to granite. The entire height of the

column will, it is said, be about that of the spire of St.

Martin's church.

Kinc/^s College.—On Thursday the distribution of the

prizes among the successful competitors in the various

classes at King's College took place in the theatre of that

establishment. The Archbishop of Canterbury presided

and delivered the prizes. There were also present the

Bishops of London, Winchester, and Llandaff ; Lords
Bexley, Monteagle, Radstock, Sir R. H. Inglis, together

with a considerable number of the metropolitan clergy,

and many friends of the institution. After an address

from the Rev. J. Lonsdale, the Principal of the College,

Ibe Archbishop distributed the prizes, after which the

various Professors of the College handed to his Grace the

list of those pupils who had obtained the prizes in each of
the other classes, and gave a satisfactory account of
the industry and good conduct, not only of the prizemen
themselves, but of all the students under their instruction.

The prizes consisted of valuable books-
Newgate,—At a recent Court of Aldermen, held for the

dispatch of public business, the subject of the admission
qI the public into the Chapel in Newgate during service
on the ** condemned sermon " day, a practice which our
readers will remember has lately been animadverted on in
both Houses of Parliament, was brought before the meet-
ing. After some discussion, a resolution was passed that
the public should in future be excluded from the Chapel
on all occasions ; and a resolution was also adopted re-
ferring to the gaol committee to consider whether any
and what alterations, if any, ought to be made in the re-

gulations for the admission of strangers on days of the
execution of ciiminals.

Fires.—On Thursday a serious fir^ occurred in Ber-
mondsey, attended with great destruction of property.
The fire broke out in the eastern extremity of that district,

which is very crowded'and densely populated ; the northern
side consisting almost entirely of large warehouses and
corn granaries adjoining the river^ and the southern being
chiefly occupied by shops. The fire commenced on the
premises of Mr. Ramsey, painter and glazier, 13> Ber-
mondsey Wall, about three in the morning, and was dis-
covered by a policeman passing by. Numerous engines
were soon on the spot, and every exertion made to subdue
the flames, but without any success for many hours-
There appears to have been at first a deficiency in the
supply of water ; and a strong wind blowing at the time,
caused the flames to spread with great rapidity. The fire,

however, was effectually got under about one o'clock ; by
which time 25 houses had been burnt down, and property
to the amount of 15,000/. destroyed.

Mortality in the Metropolis.— The following are the
number of deaths that have occurred in the Metropolis
from all causes, registered in the week ending Saturday,
the 18th ult. :—Males, 380; females, 372; total, 752.
Weekly average in 1838-9-40-1, males, 467; females, 415;
total, 912.

'

Chatham,—On Saturday, a naval operation of an un-
usual character was carried into effect in this dockyard,
which excited considerable interest among a great number
of spectators. The Penelope frigate, 46, had been cut in
half for the purpose of converting her into a steam. ship,
and the process of separating the two portions was now
Pj^form^d, Two large booths were erected on each side
of the frigate, and were filled by naval and mUitary offi-
cers, and upwards of 1000 persons altogether witnessed
the operation. Three ropes were fastened to the gunwale
of the ship from three capstans, which were fixed iu the
ground facing the dock, and which were worked up by
windlasses by nearly 200 convicts. On the arrival of the
Rt, Hqa. X, Corjf Qxie of the Lord* of tb« Admiralty;

together with Sir W- Symonds, the surveyor, and Capt
R. Brandreth, architect of the navy, and other officers*
the master builder, Mr. Fincham, gave direction for all
hands to w;ork. The fore part of the vessel was then
gently moved up the dock, until having been brought ud
to the mark allotted, a space of 62 feet was left between
the two parts of the ship, which will admit of her bein*
lengthened to about 190 feet.- She is to have in her two
engines of 650 horse power, and to have engine room for
600 tons of fuel ; complete stowage under hatches for
1000 troops, with four months' stores and provisions ex-
clusive of a crew of about 450 men, and is to be armed
with 20 guns of the heaviest calibre, besides carronadet^
She is expected, when complete, to be the finest war-
steamer in the service.

The accounts received from different parts of the
country represent the condition of the labouring classes
generally, but more particularly in the manufacturing dis-
tricts and towns in the north of England, as seriously
distressed. A deputation from the country, at present
holding its meetings in London, for the purpose of receiv-
ing accounts of the distress prevailing among the working
classes from all the different towns and districts through-
out the empire, have published some startling statements
on this subject, from which the following details are se-
lected :—It is stated that in Leeds nearly 20,000, or one
fourth of the population, are subsisting on the poor-rates.
In Newcastle-upon-Tyne the labouring part of the popu-
lation is also represented as suffering greatly from want of
employment ; in consequence of which a meeting has
lately been convened there, at which it was officially stated

that 11,000 of the population were receiving parish relief*

In Wolverhampton the number of persons out of employ-
ment is also represented as very great. It is said that in
Accrington, Lancashire, out of a population of 9,000 per-

sons, not more than 100 are fully employed. In Marsden,
'

near Burnley, out of 5,000 persons, 2,000 have become
paupers, and most of the remaining 3,000 are said to be
nearly reduced to the same state. The poorVrate is Is.

in the pound per month. The poor's-rate in the town-
ship of Great Bolton in 1836-37 was 3,95U. ; 1839-40,

8,950/.; 1840-41, 12,750/.; 1841-42, 16.'740/. ; and for

the next six months not less than 10,000/., it is stated,

will be wanted. To prove the depreciation in the value of

the property of Bolton, it is mentioned that out of the

rated rental of 86,000/. a year, only 36,000/. is paying to

thepoor-rates, theremainderbeing either empty property,or

the occupiers unable to pay the rates. In Stockport many
thousands are represented as being entirely without the

means of living, except from charity. Last year the poor's-

rate was 6s. in the pound, and this year it is said that IQj.

will be required. The guardians are 5,000/. in debt ; and, as
_

a proof of the amount of unoccupied property, and the de-

preciation in the value of that which is occupied, it is stated

that a rate of 2s, in the pound now does not yield more
than a rate of 4c/. produced four years since. From Pres-

cott and Saddleworth the accounts are equally distressing.

The poor's-rate in the township of Sheffield, in an average

quarter of 1836 amounted to 162/. ; the quarter ending

June, 1839, to 541/. ; in 1841, to 1,836/. ; and in 1842, to

4,253/. In Nottingham, the poor's-rate for the year end-

ing March, 1841, yvas 4,963/. 16^. 7d. ; in March, 1842,

it was 7,277/. 145^, 6d. ; being an increase in one year of

2,318/. 175. lid. The number of persons receiving parish

relief in 1841, was 4,453; in 1842, it was 7,938 ; shewing

an increase in one year of 3,488. In the midland counties,

where the hosiery trade is carried on, more than one third

of the population are described as unemployed. The
accounts from Leicester state that one housp in the glove

trade in that city paid 500/. weekly two months agtf*

whereas they now pay only 200/., thus employing about

600 persons fewer than before ; and other houses are said

to have diminished the number of their workmen in about

the same proportion. The deputation conclude their

statement by saying, that details of a similar nature might

be given of the distress prevailing in a great many other

towns and districts in Scotland as well as England, and

that they are in possession of facts of an equally painful

character from almost every part of the country.
Arundel.—We understand that it is in contemplation

to carry into effect a variety of improvements at the Castle

gardens, and that the Duke of Norfolk has determined on

making a new garden, of a supefi&r description. The

time for carrying the proposed plan into effect does not

aeera to have been yet decided on by his Grace i
but it IS

thought that it will not be later than next spring.

Berwick,—The local papers inform us that the commiB-

aioners in the bankruptcy of the Tweed Banking Com-
pany, noticed by us in former numbers, are making ar-

rangements for the payment of a first dividend to the

creditors—namely, a dividend of 5s. in the pound to the

creditors of the joint estate of Messrs. Batson, Wilson,

and Langhorn (the partners in the late firm) ; a dividend

of 3*. in the pound to the separate creditors of Mr. Bat-

son ; and a dividend of bs, in the pound to the separate

creditors of Mr. Wilson. No dividend has yet been de-

clared upon the separate estate of Mr. Langhorn, in con-

sequence, it is said, of the Saving's Bank of this town

urging a preferable claim, amounting to the full value of

created
the assets.

Bradford,— Considerable alarm has been
throughout the whole West Riding, by an announcement
that it is the intention of Prussia to impose heavy duties

on all worsted and woollen goods imported into the states

included in the Prussian League. This determination on

the part of Prussia, occurring just at the time when France

and the United Stales have also signified their intention

to iocrease the customa' duties ga all maaufactur«4 S^ow
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imported into those countries, will, it is feared, occasion *

very serious injury to English manufactures generally, but

particularly to the worsted stuff trade. It appears that as

soon as the intention of Prussia to propose an enhance-

ment of the duties was known, a circular was issued by a

house largely engaged in the German trade stating the fact,

and requesting the principal manufacturers and merchants

in the worsted stuff trade in the West riding, to meet at

Bradford, in order to consider what steps ought to be taken.

A meeting has accordingly been held in this town, when

a committee was formed to arrange evidence and facts to

be laid before Ministers ; and a deputation is to be ap-

pointed to wait upon the Premier, The declared value of

woollen and worsted exports to Germany, exclusive of

yarns, was 564,740/. in 1821, 424,992/. in 1831, and

883jB78Z. in 1841. It will be seen, under our Parliamen-

tary intelligence, that Sir R. Peel stated on Tuesday night

that, with regard to the German League, there had been

no opportunity of raising the duty upon mixed cotton

wool, and he trusted that it would not be raised.

BrisioL—The adjourned inquest 'on the policeman

killed in this city, as stated in our last,by a party of Irish-

men, has, after a lengthened investigation, terminated by

the jury returning a verdict of « Wilful murder" against

Charles Dwyer, and against two others as accessories.

The remaining prisoners have been acquitted; but they

are summoned to appear before the magistrates to answer

a charge of assaulting the police in execution of their duty,

Cambridge,—The festival in honour of the installation

of the Duke of Northumberland as Chancellor of this

University, which will commence this day, has attracted a

large number of distinguished persons, so that the town is

said to be more crowded than has ever been known. The
preparations made for the reception of visitors have been

on an extensive scale, and the coming week is expected to

be one of great gaiety.

Carlisle.—A local paper informs us that on Tuesday,

the 22d ult., the shock of an earthquake was distinctly felt

at Cartmel. A considerable change had taken place in

the atmosphere, the temperature having suddenly fallen

15 degrees ; the air was filled with clouds of a dark red,

and it was supposed that there was about to be a fall of

rain. Between ten and eleven at night a strange rumbling

noise was heard under ground, which made several houses

shake, after which the noise died away, and was not re-

peated. A Westmoreland paper contains a similar state-

ment of a shock felt in that neighbourhood.

Chelmsford,—Since the recent proclamation relative to

the gold coin, public attention has chiefly been drawn to

the inconvenience occasioned by it in London ; but the

consequences resulting from it to the provincial towns

seem to have been still more serious. Accounts from this

town state that the banks are crowded with applicants for

a change of gold, who find a difficulty in getting anything

but paper money, or other sovereigns, which in some in-

stances, it is said, have also proved to be light. It is

added, that the manufacturers, agriculturists, and relieving

officers of the poor have been compelled to offer a pre-

mium for such quantities 'of (silver as they require, this

being compensated for by a deduction from the wages of

the labourer. Even for a sovereign of full value it is dif-

ficult to get change in silver. Altogether, it is stated,

the present excitement in this town has been equal to that

during the panic in 1826.
Hasti7igs.—The Belvidere Temple on Harting Hill Up

Park, near this town, the seat of Sir Harry Featherstone,

was destroyed by fire on Monday night- This building,

which from its commanding situation served both as a sea

and land mark, was discovered to be in flames at midnight

:

and although immediate assistance was procured, it was
too late to save the temple, which was burnt to the ground.

It appears that Sir Harry Featherstone has for some years

opened his park and grounds at this season of the year to

the neighbourhood for promenade and gipsy parties ; and

it was at first supposed that one of these parties had omit-

ted to put out the fire used by them in the temple, and that

some sparks had communicated with the woodwork. An
investigation, however, is now going on to ascertain the

real cause of the fire, and it is said there are grounds for

aupposing that its origin was not accidental.

Ziiserpoo/.-^The usual yearly comparative statement of

the rates and duties received in this port in the years end-

ing 24th June, 1841 and 1842, has been published, from

which it appears that the total income of the trust was, in

1842,198,782/.; in 1B41, 195,251/.; increa»e in 1842,

3,520/. The duties on tonnage were, in 1842, 93,291/.
;

iu 1841, 91,755/. ; increase in 1842, 1,536/. The duties

on goods were, in 1842, 83,871/. ; in 1841, 83,750/; in-

crease in 1842, 120/. The number of vessels which en-

tered the docks in 1842, was 16,458; in 1841, 16,108 ;

increase 350. The tonnage amounted in 1842 to

2,425,319 ; in 1841, 2,425.461 ; decrease, 142,

Lymingtoiu—It is announced that the long-established

mail between this town and Southampton will be taken off

the road on the 10 th inst., and that the country post-bags

will after that period be conveyed with the London mail-

bags. This will give the inhabitants of this town the ad-

vantage of two hours longer to answer their western cor-

respondence ; and the cross post letters will also reach

this town two hours earlier in the morning than they do

at present-

Manchester.—On Saturday the British Association for

the Advancement of Science resumed its sittings, the first

ofwhich was noticed in our last ; and the seven sections

of science met at the usual hour, and were attended nume-
rously. The Marquis of Northampton, Lord F. Egerton,

Professor Besael, and a number of other distinguished in-

diYiduals attended ; but the section broke up at an early

^our, and nothing of importance occurrtd. The American
^liJEUjsUr, Mr, Ererett, bftd aa address pre$eat«4 to luoi

on Monday, said to be from the merchants, manufacturers,
and traders of Lancashire, expressing their wish for the
establishment of perfectly free relations with the United
States. A dinner was given in the evening to the members
of the Association, Lord F. Egerton in the chair. After

dinner a number of toasts were proposed ; none of which,

however, require particular notice, with the exception of

the health of the American Minister, Mr. Everett. The
chairman, in proposing it, among other complimentary

expressions, said he was sure that England would^consider

she could not have had a higher compliment paid to her

by the United States than in sending Mr. Everett as her

representative. Mr. Everett, in returning thanks, said he

should be more or less than man if he did not feel consi-

derable embarrassment at the manner in which the toast

had been received. He was, however, relieved by the

conviction that it was meant to reach far beyond himself

—across the Atlantic—and that it was meant for the peo-

ple whom he had the honour to represent. Republicans

as they were, there was a much greater affinity between

America and Great Britain, politically speaking, than be-

tween any of the European monarchies, or any two nations

on the face of the earth. With the Americans, as with the

Britishj liberty was enshrined in the constitution. His

Excellency concluded by expressing the happiness that he

should feel in being instrumental in cementing the best

understanding between England and the United States.

At the meeting on Monday, the city of Cork was, after a

long and animated discussion, determined on as the place

of meeting for the Association next year. On the subse-

quent days of the week, the various sections were well

attended, and numerous communications, which our space

does not allow us to notice, were read.

Preston,—The local papers inform us that during the

past week the colliers in the employ of the Earl of Bal-

carras have received notice that the working of females in

the colliery will be discontinued, as «oon as the necessary

arrangements can be made for that purpose.

Winchester.—It is stated that the authorities contem-

plate raising a new regiment, to be designated the 100th

Foot; and that this city has been named as the place

where it is to be organised. The arrangements for this

addition to her Majesty's land forces are expected to be

completed by the end of next month.
Railways.—The following are the receipts of the prin-

cipal Railways during the last week:—Blackwall, 4,061/. J

Greenwich, 752/. ; Brighton, 4,061/.; Eastern Counties,

1,012/.; South ^Veslern, 7,237/.; Great Western,

14,534/; London and Birmingham, 17,713/. ; Birming-

ham and Derby, 1^279/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester,

1,947/.; Manchester and Birmingham. 490/.; Manches-

ter and Leeds, 4.505/. ; Hull and Selby, 931/.; North

Midland, 4,362/.; Grand Junction, 9,188/.; Midland

Counties, 2.870/. ; Great North of England, 1,239/. ;

York and North Midland, 1,GG2/. ; Edinburgh and Glas-

gow, 2,122/.—On Tuesday a special general meeting of

theshareholdere of the London and Blackwall Railway

was held for the purpose of getting their sanction for

raising 6G, 000/. more capital. The chairman stated that

the present capital was 800,000/. by shares, and 200,000/.

on debentures, in addition to which they now required

6G,000/., about 20,000/. of which would be required for

the purposes of the railway, and the remainder to settle

liabilities. Against this sum was about 70,000/. worth of

property unsold. He was still of opinion that the total

cost of the concern would not exceed 1,025,000/. W ith

regard to the rumours current about steam-boats, he

stated that not a single farthing of their cost had been

taken from the funds, though the directors of the company

had aided a speculation which they thought to the interests

of the proprietors. Mr. Serg. Gazelee asked a number of

questions, and concluded by moving that the question be

adjourned till the next meeting in Aug. The chairman

replied that the reason why the arches did not realise

8,000/. a year was because they had not been constructed

for houses, as originally intended ; th^t the steam-boat

wharfage was in one week 150/. ; and that, up to March,

1841, there was no boat running between Blackwall and

Gravesend : but in the April following 10,000 passengers

landed at Brunswick-wharf, in May 26,000, and in June

40,000 ; whilst in March, 1842, the number was 29,000,

in May 57,000, and for this month it was reckoned at

70,000. The adoption of the motion for raising the sum

required was then moved, and carried unanimously.

I Ireland on the 1st Jan. 1842, from which it appears that

they amounted to 8,931 officers and men, with 287 horses*

This includes the inspector general, deputy inspector-

general, provincial inspectors, and all other officers. The

total expense caused by this force for the year ending the

31st Dec. 1841, amounts to 433,661/. \s, l^d. This

includes the stipendiary magistrates. The proportion of

this sum, borne on the consolidated fund, was 260,623/. ;

and the proportions borne bv the cities and counties, cities

and towns, 173,037/. lOi. 6iV.
Ennis.—The two magistrates and the police-officers

who had been on duty on the night of the recent riots in

this town, have been suspended by Government, pending
the trials connected with the subject, which are about to

take place at the assizes at Clare. The local papers state

that since the late disturbances, and the committal of the

police, the authorities appear to be paralysed, and that

there seems to be a complete neglect of local duties by the
police force, the consequence of which has been a renewal

of the riots, though on a small scale. A few nights since

a mob of the lower classes boarded a vessel containing

flour, lying adjacent to the quay at the village of Clare.

They succeeded in taking away about a dozen bags, when,

the tide having receded, they were unable to get through

the mud between the quay and the vessel, and conse^

quently all further plunder was abandoned. Ko stept

appear to have been taken by the authorities to prevent or

repress these disorders.

Waierford.—This town and neighbourhood was on
Sunday thrown into a state of painful fxcitement, by the

report that a serious accident had happened to the Marquis

and Marchioness of "Waterford. The accounts, which

i

IRELAND.
Dublm.—Jt is stated that the Lord Lieutenant has

deferred his departure from this country for Baden till the

16th inst., and tbat Mr. Magenis, the private secretary,

will accompany his Excellency. It is added, that the

Countess De Grey will remain at the Viceregal Lodge

until the return of his Excellency, and that one of her

ladyship's daughters. Lady Mary Vyner, is expected to

arrive shortly at the Park, accompanied by her family, on

a short visit A Privy Council has been held at the

Castle, the Lord Lieutenant presiding; at which it was

ordered that a circular be issued to the magistrates of

Ulster, stating that it is not the Lord Lieutenant's inten-

tion to issue a proclamation against the breach of the

statute for suppressing illegal processions, which it appears

has usually been done by former Governments about this

time, in reference to the anniversary of the Battle of the

Boyne, his Excellency being desirous to make itknown that

his abstaining from so doing arises from a confident hope
and expectation that a spirit of obedience to the laws may
lead to a discontinuance of processions of every kind,

which can only tend to excite party and religious animosity,

and which have been so repeatedly attended with conse-

quences of a disastrous character.—The papers pubiiiih «

lUtweat gf th€ mQtm force 9( police ^pioy«d m.

were at tirst exaggerated, stated that although the Marquis

had escaped unhurt, the Marchioness was so serionsly

injured as to leave little hopes of her recovery. The
following, however, are the correct particulars of the un-

fortunate occurrence :—The Marquis and Marchioness

were driving in their phaeton, unattended, with a pair of

horses, which his Lordship had purchased only a few days

previously for 150 guineas. One of the horses got restive,

and becoming unmanageable, in one of his plunges fell and

upset the carriage, when the Marquis and Marchioness

were thrown out. Her Ladyship's head' came in contact

with a tree, and it is feared she has received a slight

fracture—she has also received some severe contusions on

different pferts of the body, and a slight wound across the

chest. The Marquis fortunately escaped unhurt. Medical

attendance was immediately procured, and after having

been bled, her Ladyship, according to the latest advices,

remained composed, and without fever, though still weak

and languid. The escape of Lord Waterford is considered

extraordinary, as he fell between the horses while they were

most violent. One of the horses has died from the injuries

it received, and the other is not expected to survive. Sub-

stqueut accounts state that on Tuesday the ^Marchioness

was improving, although still in a condition which creates

some uneasiness. The local papers state that the ^lar-

quisof Waterford has intimated to his agent, his intention

of relinquishing to the whole of his agricultural tenantry

one entire year's rent, and that this munificent act was de-

termined on by him immediately after his recent nuptials.

SCOTLAND-
Edinburgh,—At a recent Court of Session held in thia

city, a process of reduction having been raised by tha

minority of the presbytery of Strathbogie, for the purpose

of setting aside the first decree of suspension and inter-

dict, obtained by the majority of the same presbytery,

annulling the sentence of suspension pronounced by the

commission of the General Assembly in Dec. 1839, a pre-

liminary defence was put in, to the effect that, before the

pursuers of the reduction could be heard in that cause,

they were bound in law to pay all the expenses incurred

by the other party in obtaining the said decree of suspen*

sion and interdict Lord Cockburn, as ordinary, over-

ruled this objection ; and the majority of the presbytery

having reclaimed to the second division, a debate took

place some time ago. The case came on to be finally ad-

vised a few days since, when the court altered the Lord

Ordinary's interlocutor, and found the majority of the

presbytery entitled to the expenses demanded, and the

additional expense occasioned by the discussion in the

outer and inner houses. Lord Medwyn held that the

majority were entitled to their expenses. Lord Moncreiff

was of opinion that it was in the discretion of the court

to give such part as they thought fit, on considering the

circumstances. Lord Meadowbank [concurred with Lord

Medwyn, and hence his lordship's opinion became the

judgment of the court. The Lord Justice Clerk retij-ed

before the opinions were given.

Glasgow.—A case which created some interest came

lately before the Conamissioners for Assessed Taxes in this

city, being an appeal by a gentleman against a charge for

armorial bearings. On being examined, the appellant dis*

claimed the use of any armorial bearings whatever ; he

said he had no armorial bearings on his carriage, none on

his plate, and, in short, did not wear them in any way

whatever. He was asked if he had no signet, ring, or

stamp, on which armorial bearings were engraved? and

replied that, at a former period, he had used somethings

of the kind, but that latterly he had thrown it aside into a

box, and did not now make any use of it whatever. XB/

appellant was here shown a le"^^,.^^^^^^^,
^J^;;^^:

complaining of the charge agamst which ^fj^f'"^h^
pealed, and the authenticity of which he

f^f^^^^^^^^
^ax with which this letter w^

^^'^^J^^^^^^^^^
of armorial bearmgs, was

^^/PJ^^.^i ^^^ the court
aioners ; and this fact /ermi^e^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^
givmg sentence against the ^PPf^^^A^A ^^ thp Gr^f^n
Cooke, the mn-ixLOwn equestrian, situated oa the Oreea

'^1
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in this city, was entirely destroyed by fire on Monday-

The fire was first discovtred by a policeman engagt^d to

watch the building, but the flames having already com-

munii^ated with the hayloft, soon gained such an ascend-

ancy, that it was found impossible to get them underj

until' the vhcus was entirely destroyed. All the horses,

however, were saved. Not more than a quarter of an

hour elapsed from the first discovery of the fire till the

buifdiog was burnt down. The audience had begun to

assemble for the evening's performances when it broke out,

nearly 300 being in the gallery at the time, and a few in

the pit and boxes, but they all got out without accident.-

The circus was opened on Saturday for the first time since

its re-erection. It appears that Mr. Cooke's circus has

several times before been destroyed by fire ; once in Ame-
rica, when his whole stud, as well as other property, was

consumed.
Pais/et/,—The distress among the operatives in this

town, to which we have referred in U rtner Numbers, con-

tinues to increase, and is said to be at present very seriuus.

It apj>e«rs that the number of unemployed, with their de-

pendents, as taken upon a new inspection, amounts to

8,OoO, ft ho for some weeks past have been supported with

funds intrusted to their charge by commis>ioners from

London, It is^ however stated that Mr. Twistleton, one

of the commissioners, has iutimated that his connexion

with the Paisley relief committee has now ceased, and that

he his been appointed by the relief committee in London
to organize a new committee to take charge of the employ-
ment. In consiequence of this change a committee of 14

gentlemen has been appointed.

I

pedition had sufficiently recovered from fever to allow of
their being invalided to return to England. One death
had occurred among them while in hospital at Ascension.
The Albert remained at Ascension, undergoing a refit.

The Gold Coast had been visited lately by a swarm of

locusts, which bad done much damage among the corn,

&c. The Ashantee mission had been established under

favourable circumstances, and the two princes, Quanta-

missab and Ausah,were residing with the Rev, Mr. Brook-

ing, at Coomassie. Capt. Stanley, late 2nd West India

regiment, and Lieut Fairholme, invalided from the Soudan,

passengers (per William Canynges) from Cape Coast,"

French Statistics,—From a recent statistical account of

the industry and commerce of France, it appears that

there are 84,954 looms in the country, producing annually

a quantity of silk equal in value to 250 millions of francs.

These looms employ 170,000 workmen, and work up 140

millions of francs' worth of silk. The hand labour amounts
to 705923,965f., or about 41 If. each workman. The
manufactories at Lyons aloue, in ordinary times, employ
40 to 50,000 looms, iiO.OOO workmen, and nearly 100
millions of silk. The home consumption of French silk

amounts to 75 milUous, and the exports, on an average,

to about 140 millions,— From another statistical ac-

count recently published, it appears that the agriculturists

of France possess the following number of animals :

put forward on the part of the defendants, who were the reore
seutatives of a trust created by tfee heir-at-law, was, that the
testator left blanks in his will, which he afterwards fiUed up in
pencil, and rubbed out, sr.bstitntingr others, as caprice die
tated, and that the card containing the index had no existence
until the day it bore date, when a previously existing card was
probably destroyed. That the testator had tampered with his
will after it was attested, was evidenced by the fact, that he
left fiO^ per annum, and the care of a parrot, in the will, purport-
ing to be executed in 1820, to a person designated by a letter
which, on looking to the index, represented a married woman
named Martha Hanks, who was, in 1820, a s^^inster, aiid her name
was Martha Bradley. From this instance the jury were called
upon to infer that the testator had, in other instances, altered his
will after attestation, in which case the Statute of Frauds was not
complied with, and the real estates would pass to the heir at-Iaw
Lord Abinger said the question for the jury was, whetherthe card
now productd was referred to in the will, so as to make it part of
the will? That again depended on the qucbtion whether the card
produced existed as an index to the will of 1825, or in 1827, when
the will was attested. U the jury thought the card existed in
1825, or in 1927, they should find for the plaintiff. If they believed
it did not exist as an index to the willuntiltheriay it was purported
to be signed by the testator, namely, the 30th Jan., Ib28, they
ought to find for the defendant. The jury, after a short delibera-
tion, returned a verdict for the defciidant, thus dicidiug agauist
the validity of the will, as regarded the real estates.

THEATRICALS.
Italian Opera.—A scene of great tumult took place

at this theatre on Saturday, in consequence of the displea-

sure of the audience at an unexpected change in the per-

formances.. The opera announced for that evening was
the ** Pnritnni,'' in which Madame Persian! and M. Ron-
coni had before appeared with great success. Just before

the opening of the doors, however, the public were in-

formed by placards that, owing to Madame Fersiani's ill-

ness, the opera was necessarily postponed, and ** Beatrice

di Tenda" substituted in its room; this announcement
being accompanied by a regular medical certificate. On
the opening of the doors, the theatre was soon filled in

every part. The performance did not commence precisely

at the time usual on Saturday evenings, which gave occa-
sion to some murks of disapprobation ; and at the rising
of the curtain, the performers were hissed from the stage,
amid great uproar, and calls for tBe manager. After a
short interval, the stage manager 'made his appearance,
and first attempted to address the audience in French; but
not being listened to, he made some endeavours to e:cpress
himself in English, but could not obtain a hearing, the cry
being for the manager, Mr, Lumley. Sig. Rubini then
came forward, and was received with general cheering ;

but, when he attempted to address the ai^Jience, he also

Oxen and cows .

Merino sheep

Common sheep .

Horses and mules
Pigs • • • ,

6,6^1,000 estimated at 877,343,000f.

766,310 300,524,000
30,845,852 616.917,040
1,656,000 66,105,500

3,900,000 3,000,000

43,849,162 l,869,790,340f.

From the same calculation it appears that the annual pro-

duce of the French soil amounts in value to 6,000,000,000f
Freaks of Nature.—A lady residing in Garstang, who

is a fancier of birds, possesses a Canary, which has for

some time been sitting upon one egg ; on Monday last it

laid another egg, and on the Saturday following both the

eggs brought forth young ones, which, as well as the old

bird, are doing well, and are visited by all the bird-fanciers

in the neighbourhood.— Facile,

ILalB. V

i

was hibsed, and twice compelled tg^ v-'^* !-ctv. The con-
fusion oonrin""^^ till r-nst nine o'clock, when Mr. Lumley
presented himself, and endeavoured to pacify the audience
by assuring them that Madame Persiani was really so ill

that it was impossible (or her to appear ; and that, not
being himself aware of the fact tiii the middle of the day,
he had no alternative but to change the opera, or close the
house. This explanation, however, failed to satisfy the
audience, and Mr. Lumley was obliged to retire. The
noise continued, and attempts were made in vain to begin
the music o^ the opera. Mr. Lumley then came forward
a second time, and said that, as a part of the audience
seemed determined not to listen to the opera, he had
given orders to proceed with the ballet ; and that those
who desired to have admission another evening should re-
ceive tickets for that purpose. This appeared to satisfy
the audience, and the ballet of *^ Alma" was then performed
without further disturbance. It is stated that the Queen
had intended to be present at the performance, but the
account of the tumult within the house, which had been
transmitted to the Palace, deterred her Majesty from
coming. The King and Queen of the Belgians, the
Duchess of Kent, ihe Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,
Princess Augusta, Prince George of Cambridge, were pre-
sent with a great number of the nobility and fashionable
world. Oa Tuesday Il^ladame Persiani was so far reco-
vered from her mdisposition as to make her appearance as
Ll^ira, in the - PuritanL" She was well received, and

Rubini, La-

1

her performances, as well as those of Sig. .v«,
blache, and Ronconi, were loudly applauded by a crowded
audience, h— ^* ' - . ^ . .- ^

and Queen

.., ..^.^ .WU..1J a^jjuiuueu uy a crowaea

A ^^^'^^^^ *"^ Prince Albert, with the King
of the Belgians, and several other members of

the Royal Family, were present.

/nisccllancous.

, .'^^fr,.-^''/:r^^^»^»-~On Monday Capt. Walters, of the
ship William Canynges, arrived at Bristol from Cape Coast
Castle, which he left on the 22d March, bringingsome inter-
esting information respecting the Niger expedition. The
following ia an extract from Capt. Walters' report : ** The
William Canynges sailed from the Cape Coast Castle on the
22d March. At Cape Coast Castle were her Majesty's
ship Madagasc^ir and the steam-packet Wilberforce at-
tached to the Niger exi>edition. This vessel (Wilberforee)
arrived on the 20th March from the island of Ascension,
on her way to Fen ando Po, whence she was to proceed, in

compMny with the Sou'hm steamer, on a second attempt to
a^^Cejid the Niger. With the exception of one case of
dysenterv. all on board the Wilberforee were \n tderable
heakh. The Wilberforee brou^^ht accounts from rhe island

of Ascension as late as March 20. At that time the island
was healthy, and most of the invalids from the Niger ex-

CouRT OP ExcuEQCEK,—^)•^e?^ v. P«//e?J.—This was a rule for

a new trial involving an important question as regards landlordss and
tenants. It was an action by the landlord to recover 15/. for a half-
year's rent of a house at Hoxton-terrace, which was let upon lea>e to
the defei dant upon a covenant, amongst others, to keep the house
in as good repair as it was when he took possession. It appeared
that very soon after the defendant entered into the occupation, it

was found that the drainage and sewers were in so defective a state,
that the house could not be inhabited with a due regard to the health
of the inhabitants, and that the commissioners of sewers for the dis
trict, for some reasons, had refused to take the sewers connected with
these premises under their superintendence. It was also admitted,
that, to perfect ttic drainage and make new sewers, would involve an
expense equivalent to that of rebuilding the defendant's house. Ihe
purchase of the plaintiff* s interest in the premises was recent, and
It was not suggested that tbfre was any concealment or misrepresent-
ation on the part of i-»e

; itiff. Under those circumstances the
i|«v.j..„.i .. us, w nether the defendant was hound to continue the rent
although he derived no benefit from the premises. The jury found
for the defendant, upon which a rule was obtained to set aside the
verdict, and enter a verdict for the plaintiff, if under the circum-
tances the Court considered the defendant bound by his lease. The
Court was of opinion that as the defendant had bound himself by the
lease to pay the rent, and there was no fraud or misrepresentation
on the part of the plaintiff, the contract was not voided, and the de-
fendant continued liable. The circumstance that the defendant, to
render the house habitable, must rebuild it altogether, however hard
it might be, was no reason for saying he should not perform his con-
tract. The verdict was ordered to be set aside, and a ferdict entered
for the plaintiff, damages 15/.

Clayton V. Nugent.—This was an issue directed by the Court of
Chancery, arising upon the facts comiected with a document
propounded as the will of the late Sir Gilbert East, Bart. It ap-
peared that Sir G. East, vrho was residing up to the time of his
death on his estate in Wiltshire, died on the iith Dec. 1828, leav-
ingr personal property to the amount of-^,000^, and real estates
to about the same value. Amongst other peculiarities. Sir Gilbert
had an unconquerable aversion to the employment of lawyers in
the management of his affairs, and determined to make a will
without legal assistance, which should pass all his real and per-
sonal property after his decease. The instrument by which the
testator sought to give effect to his testamentary intentions was
altogether in his own handwriting, extremely elaborate, and
smgular in many respects. It resembled an ordinary banker's
pass book of unusual thickness. The pa^'es were regularly num.
bered, and, in describing the objects of his bounty, they were re-
ferred to, in most instances, not by their names, but by alphabe-
tical letters, an index to which was to be found contained on a
card, which was referred to as annexed to the will. In many
cases blanks were left for the names, or the letters which were to
be substituted for names, and these letters were afterwards in-
serted by the testator in pencil. Pages and portions of paffes
were also left in blank. By the Statute of Frauds, a will to
convey real property must be witnessed by three persons; and
the testator appeared to have perfectly comprehended this pro-
vision, as he had the will attested on three different occa-
sions by three of his servants. The first attestation was in
3820. the second in 1825. and tlie last in June, WI7. These
renewed attestations became necessary, in order to enable
the tebtator to dispose of newly-acqnired property, which he
had purchased in the interval since the former attestation.
Ihe piamnff, who is the second son of Sir William Clayton ap
peared to be the principal object of the testator's bounty, as he
left hira the bulk ot his real estates j but he also provided formany other persons by legacies, and made a most comfortable
provision for his dogs, and for a favourite parrot. It was ad-mitted oa all hands tliat the wiU was an operative instrument ^ofar as regarded the disposition of the personal property, but itsvabdity was impugned by the heir-at-law, as regarded the real

fnntl^V 'l'?
^»^«.fro""^ 'hat the card, which was meant to be anndex to the wi 1. and vnthout which the alphabetical references

sam^^r^l '"I't*'*
be wholly unintelligible, was not made at the

^tTo!,rT X}^'^
'*'^^' ^'*^ ^'^^^ "O existence when the will was

form of I't. i!^H^
ca»-J. which was drawn up by the testator in the

ttcii irfhU l^n-
^^^«''"*'^ ^o tt^e nar

. represented by certam

tionoftho wi^ n ^:*» *^*^n '"f^'^ths after the last attesta-tion of the w d. Oiu I the testator's servants deposed that he

the Usta»or. but he could not swear T hat it was the card now pro
ducetl. and fc.und after the testator's death, and .t was obvious
that if it had beet» the same card, it mnst have been altered to
adapt It to the arrangements made by the testator when he had
the Mill attested on the last occasion. The conjecture which was

'J
'

1

a to ]

Una
"Weltare (taken)
Arnay:ill (taken)
Tupsley (tatn'ii).

GOODWOOD CUP.
The Squire (taken)

|
12 to 1

Beeswing | 7 to 1

^
ST. LEGER.

550 to 25 agst Aittid Dodger (taken)

1750 to 50 agst Progress colt I 1750 to 50 agst Napier, laid in one
1750 to 50 Cother^tone, and j bet

TATTERSALL'S. Tuvrsday,— Gooduood Stakes,~Vn^, Ama-
g^ill, and Tupsley were backed freely, each w^ith a decisive effect
on the prices; we give the last that were laid, but 10 to l against
Arnagiil. and 12 to 1 against Tupsley, had been previously taken
several times. The Knight of the Whistle was backed at 8 and Q
to I, and closed at offers of the lower odds, with a very slijjht call
of Una.
Goodwood Cup. —The only clianges of any consequence were

the retreai of Beeswing to double the odds laid a fortnight back
and the debut of Marshal Soult, who opened at 18 and 20 to i*

and was run up in a short time to 12 to 1 ; 11 to 2 was taken to
50/. about The Squire, ami an offer made to back Miudleham at
JO to 1. Nothing worth speaking of was done on the St. Leger
or Derby. Offers of 3 to l on the field for the July Stakes, but no
bet laid; a very '*dark race," and not likely to be speculated
upon with any spirit. Last prices :—

GOODWOOD STAKES.
8 to
9 to

JO to

U to
13 to

11 to

10 to
2
1

1 agst Knight of the Whittle 17 to 1 agst Vakeel
17 to I The Corsair

Vakeel and The Cnr-
sair (taken and aftenvardi
offe led)

Marshal SouU
liecswing & Mariu8(t.)

MARK LANE. Friuay, July I.—There was but little Eng-
lish Wheat offered on saje this morning, and prices were the same
as on Monday. The maiket for I^oreign w as very tlat, and the
business transacted was to a limited extent, but there was no
difference in value ; bonded is much neglected for want of specu-

lative demand.— Barley comes sparingly to market, and com-
mands the same prices.— Peas aiul Beans are unaltered in value.

—The Oat trade is nominally the same as on Monday.
BRITISH, PER IMPKKIAL QUARTKH. S. A'. ». S.

Wheat, Kssex, Kent, and Suffolk . , . "Wliite 50 to 70 Red 50 loK
— Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Voikshire. . . 60 10 68 White SDtotS

Barley ,,.,,. . . Jtfaltinp and distilHng
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkhhire , . . I'oliiiids

—— Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed—— Irish , Ffed
"ye ••»».••••,«..•* .

Beans, Mazagan, old and new . S€ to 35
Pigeort. Heligoland . .; . 31 to 40
White ai to rPeas,

Tiik
Winds.
iMaple

22 tn la
1 6 to 25
\0 to 01

8 to 20
30 tn Si
£5 to 36*

— to —
no to 34

Grind. KO to £7

Feed ]5to£4
J'l.tatn 17 t3 £S

Vaiutt) 15 to 24

Harrow 33 to SB

Longpod— to—
Grey 2S iv$\

WEEKLY IMPKKIAL AVKRAOFS.

May

June

20

a
10

37
24

8 weeks' Agi^regate Aver.

Dutiei

Wheat. Barley. OaCB Itye. Beans.
60 9 1 2fi 11 ^ 19 6 32 4 BJ 7

61 10 26 11 39 7 33 7 33 1

63 6
,

26 6 19 7 33 6 3S £

64 S6 8 20 6 31 9 33 1

63 (0 36 !0 ai S 36 10 S3 9

63 It
J

27 6 21 7 31 7 34 4

1

G3 2G 7 20 4 33 3 32 a

9 10 6 6 JO 6

re»i.
31 4

30 n
32

32
32

33

5

7
6
S

ARRIVALS IN THK RIVER LAST WKEK,

Gn^liah . SoM
Irish . . —
Foreign . 2670

Flour.

650

I Will. BarL iMah.' Oats.
rl«. 3fi43 670 348.5 4177

»i
i _ 10 :3SB4

fs 37831
1 _ 3460

llye- 1
Bns.

t

1

405

32 2

10 6

Peas
lis

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS._D. Barbour and J. Norris, Liverpool, soap-mamifactureis

C M. Darby, St. Marylebone, Middlesex, printer, ^.
BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED. - A, Strach^n, Friday-Street, City,

J. S. Aird, East Herrinctoi., Durham, catiJe^?alesman—J. Hoskins, CroBcomer

SomerBeishire, balier—R. and H. Steane, Coventrj', ribb<in-nJanufaitnreri- i-

irKSton-upon-Hull, t^hlpwriKflt*-"'

J. Layton, Leeds, fruit-mertbani. , „ .^SCOTCH SEQUEST^ATIONS—J. T. Moss, Dundee, iKrocer-J«.I rorm-

fnnt, Miuklaree, Perthshire, farmer—Joa. liJitL-hell, Paisley, dyer—D. feymon,

Invernesi^, painter.

BIPvTHS.-On the 26ih ult , at W.-burn Park, Surrey, the Ihn. M"- ffJ}?
Ftinpr, of adaufihtei—On the B-Hh ult., in Portland rlat-c, Madanie Van oe

Weyer, of;, daufihter—On the 26th ult., in the Clapham ru-id. the ""^^ *^V"
*

B. Bishop, Esq., of a dauirbter-On thp 34th ult., at Matfin Hali. ^<^^thllmt>e^-

hire—On the 30th ult , at Sloke Aeningftcn, ^\" j}^'/'
Esv, youngest stn of the late P. P. EUerv, Esq., of Plyuiouth, to Ann ivezK.,

2d danprhterof W. Scales, Esq., (.f Stokt* Nevvirii'tDn. , c:r
DI£D._On the 27th ult.. at HiKhenden Uuuse, near Wycombe, ^V^^^'XW. L. Voung, Bart., IH. P._On the 27th ult., at Stonehouse, near Plyinoufn.

in his 75lh year. Major General PL " " ' '"
*

mouth, a^pd 57, Airs, Symons, widow
—On the 30th iiJt , atherr»--iden.e,Rui;and (iare- Hyde P»rk. in her 68th je^r,

J.iti-, Cfuuie^s Di-naRer of (Talh.way—On the 29ih ult, in Giotvenor-.-qu»ro
in the Bath year - f his ape, Uie Rig t"H..n. Sir William Alfxandei. ot Air^"'"'

tbult., at Stonehouse, ne»r ^l)"^"" '

'

.ewis, R. M -On the 15th ult., ***/**'

f the late Mr P. Symona, of tha' town

Printed by Messrs. Bhadhvrt snd Evam. I.ombard-rtreet. Fieet-sn^eti -.-

the Precinct of WhitefriHr«, in the City «1 1 ondon, and Fublisbed *>y. them »»

the Orric«,3,CHARU«-»TB«BT, Covbht Gakpi^k, in the County of ^*'^'*^*',Kawhere ali Advertii.ementi and Communicationt axe to bt addressed to »**•

caitori—Satuxday, July 2« 184*»
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ivTiP-i: OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS
INDi-X VT Lni,

^^^^ ^^^^ NUMBER.
436 a
43.5 a
435 a

U\ b
438 b

437 c

438
43(5 C

to

Amateur's Garden . - •

MpiTHgus gruwn in bottles .

tieatinenl or • •

Aialeas, their treaiment. after

llonrring^ . . - •

Becium liicolor . - . •

Bees, to oVici*in thejr honey
Berberi* "niViellata . •

Cedar ot Lebanon, to rear

Cham'^mi'le, a restorative

lickly i.laiits

Cinder-ashes, aa a manure
Climber?, pood gieenhuuse
Ctrsia hirsuia . . .

Cottages, rredcl, critKiFed

Cotton's Bee Book, rev. .

Crickets, to destroy .

Crops, rotation of . •

Ciuninbern, treatment of .

Denyer, Mr., his Nursery
ticed ....

Kigiree, cause of fruit dropping 441

Foiest-Trees, to prune . . 43fl

Fnchnia Bellann • ._ . 437

F'lchkiasj to preserve in winter 435

usa

437
41)
4^1
430
436
440 a
437 c

43;
441

b
b
h
c

b

a
a

no-
440 a

c

c

b
c

Gypsum, wh^re obtained
Hfibranthus pratensis .

Hippoplme rhiimnoidtSj its

in Hxing loose soils . ,

La1>urnuin, not eaten by ani-
tnals .....

Lambert's Herbarium, sale of .

Liebig's Organic Chemistry, rey.
by Dr. Sfbleiden

Lime-kilns, formation of .

Melons, disease of . , .

Pear-tree, its treaiment in sum-
mer

Felargoniums, ^ood sorts >

Fines, cause of their leaves
spotting ....

Pruning, advantage of summer
Rivers, Mr., his Nursery notii'cd

Sihleiden, Dr., eririciaed by Dr.
Gregory . • .

StrHivberrips, improved by ni-
trate of soda •

Strawberry, Swainstone Ffarlet
Veronica oivea....

IN

441

437
6
6

437 c

437
b

433 b
435 c

437 6

441 c

441 b

44t a
437 a
439 C

435 b

437 b
437 b

4JU b

17'LORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
X Tub carnation axd PICOTEE SHOW is fixed for

TuEswAY the 10th inst., when 12 Prizes for C'llcctions will be

awarded to Amateurs and Professional Florists, viz. :— 6 for Car-

nations, and 6 for Picotces; the stands of Carnations and Picotees

to consist of 6 Flakes and 6 Bizarres. In Class showing, 9 Prizes

will be awarded for the best of each Class of Flake and Bizarre in

Carnations, and for the best light and heavy red and purple- edg-cd

Picotee; in addition to whi^ an Extra Prize of One Guinea each
will be presented by Mr. Headly, of Stapleford, for the best Car-
nation and Picotee of any Colour.

To Seedlings, as many 1st and 2d Class Prizes will be given
by the Society as the Judges may consider proper—one bloom of

Seedlings of the present year being required, and three of those
raised previously; tog^ether with a Silver Cup, of the value of

Five Guineas, presented by Dr. Lindlev, F.H.S., &c. /^-c, for

the best seedling: Picotke, provided the flower be of the 1st

Class ; but should it be decided to be only second-rate, the prize

will be reduced to half the amount. Seedlings may be entered
for this prize separately J bvit any f!ower to which a first-class

Prize shall have been awarded by the Society inust be subse-
quently entered for the Cup.
The competition in the Amateurs' class is confined to Members,

but in all other Classes it is open j and country growers who
wish to compete for the Seedling or other Prizes may forward their

Flowers to the Secretary at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, on
themorningof Show, carriage paid, with the entrance, and accom-
panied by the name intended to be given to the flower, as well as
that of the raiser and the year when raised.

,

Entrance for Collection : Members, 2s. 6t/. ; Kon-members, 7«.

For Single Blooms and Seedlings : Members, I*. ; Non-members,
3s. For Dr. Lindley's Prize, 55, Exhibitors to provide their own
stands j and notices (except for Seedlings to be forwarded to the
Secretary on or before Monday the 18th inst., addressed, " Grove-
place, Southampton-street, Camberweli."

T. C. WiLDMAN, Hon. Sec.

SPLENDID SALE of the W OODHALL COLLEC-
TION OF EXOTICS.

There will be Sold by Auction, within the Gardens of Wood-
hall, in the parish of Eothwell, ajid County of Lanark, lying 10

Miles east of Glasgow, between Airdrie and Hcl)town, on
TnuRSDAY, the 28th day of July next, and following day,
commencing at 11 o'clock each day, the whole of that ex-
tensive and celebrated COLLECTION of IlOTllOCSE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of numerous rare and
valuable species, among which are many magnificent specimens
of Camellias, Heaths, Ei)iphyllnms, Citrons, Oranges, Shaddocks,
Zamias and other Palms ; with a very extensive and superior
variety of Pelargoniums (Geranium), Indian Azaleas, and other
miscellaneous Greenhouse and Stove Plants; of which Catalogues
may be had by applying to Mr. Murray, of the Botanic Gardens,
Glasgow

J
Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan, Nursery and Seedsmen,

Trongate, Glasgow: Woodhall Office, 33, Bnchanan-strcct, Glas-

1
gow ; or to the Gardener by Holytown.
The collection of Camellias is well known as not surpassed

by any in the Empire, the specimens being of the very finest

growth, many of them from 15 to 20 feet in height. The
Heaths also afford numerous specimens of the finest sort, which
for size and furnishing, it is believed, far surpass any collection
ever shown.
The whole of the Plants arc in the very best state of health ;

and as the operations of the mineral workings on the estate

have already encroached upon the garden, they must be
sold off, as it is, in consequence, of the said operations, to be
entirely broken up; therefore, great bargains may be expected.
The Plants will be set up in Lots to suit purchasers, beginning
with the Camellias, Heaths, Epiphyllums, &c.
The collection may he viewed any day prior to the Sale, by

applying at Woodhall Garden. Further information learned, and
particulars given, en applying to the Factor, Woodhall-house,
Holytown. Barclay and Skirving,
Woodhall-house, May 1842. Auctioneers.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
1, Princes -street. Bank, London.

This Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,
4 "Vict., cap. IX., and Js so constituted as to afford the benefits of
Life Assurance, in their fuiUst extent, to Policy-holders, and to
present greater facilities and accommodation than can be ob-
tained in other Offices. The decided superiority of its plan, and
its claim to public preference and support, have been proved, in-

contestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Extiact from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of 1 CO/, for w hole term of Life.

KINGSTON.
n^HE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY has
J- fixed their ANNUAL EXHIBITION for Thursday, Sept.
15th, 1842,—For particulars apply to

James Jackson, Hon. Sec,
Tbames-st., Kingston, Surrey.

Age. 1st five

\unual Pre
2d five

mium paya
3d five

blc during
4th five Remainder

1

1

20
years.

j^l 1 4
years.

£\ S 10

years.
.^1 10 11

years.
^\ 16 9

of Life.

^^2 3 8
30 16 4

1

! 1 12 2 1 19 1 2 7 4
,

2 17 6
40 1 16 1 2 4 4

L
2 14 6 3 7 3

1 4 3 4
SO 2 16 7 ! 3 g 4 1 4 5 5 5 6 3 6 13 7

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A liberal commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
TLT GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-
-*--- • moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her
Majesty, respectfully informs the KobiUty, Gentry, and Public,
that he has a fine stock of Lilium lancifolium, album, and punc-
tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.
He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

NEW AND SPLENDID FUCHSIAS.
1\/TESSRS. YOUELL have much pleasure in referring
-^'-^ tbe admirers of the above beautiful Tribe to their List as
advertised in the Gardeners^ Chronicle of the 18th of Juile, which
they continue sending out per post, free, upon the terms there
named.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 23, 1842.

\;i/ESTERN LIFE - ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
V* OFFICE— 49, PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER.

Capital 500,000/.— 10,000 Shares, 50/. each.
Deposit 5/. each Share.

This Society is established for the Assurance of Lives, upon
principles combining economy with perfect security.

Virectitrs.

Henry EdgewrrthBickncH, Esq. \ John Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.
William Cabell. Esq-
Thomas S. Cocks, jun,, Esq.
George Henry Drew, Eeq,
Waiiam Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq.
Francis Fuller, Efq.
James Hunt, Esq.
Xrnstees.

Esq
George Kennet Pollock, Esq.

James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.
Henry Wrench, Esq.

1

Auditors.

"MANETTIA hiCOLOR."
MESSRS. VEITCH and SON have now ready for de-

livery Plants of this beautiful New Greenhouse Climber,
at 42.T. each.
N.B.—A Medal was awarded to this Plant at the Horticultural

Society's Meeting in Regent-street, in April last. .

Exeter, July 0, IS42.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

JT. WILLMERand SON, King's-road, Chelsea, by
• appointment Florists to Her Majesty, beg to announce

that their Splendid Collection of the above Flowers are pow in

Bloom, and will continue so for the next Three Weeks. Admit-
tance gratis (Sundays excepted).

William Wliateley, Esq.; L.C.Uumfrey,Esq.> George
Drew, Esq.

Ormus Biddulph, Esq.; John Freeman, Esq.j John
Bazley White, jun.. Esq,

Consulting Cot/t?5e/.—William Page Wood, Esq.
Conve^ancifig Cow/tsf/.— Samuel Jay, Esq.
/V/^siWan.- William Richard Easham. Esq., M.D., 17, Chester-

street, Grosven or-place.
-Alfred Leggatt, Esq. ; George David Pollock, Esq.
Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co., Charing Cross.

-Messrs. J. L. Bicknell ai^d J. C. Lethbridge,

Abingdon-street, Westminster.
PRiiaiiuMs to asKiirp -fiMHi fnr the whole term of Life

Surgeons.
Bankers.-
Solicitors. 25,

A^e.
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Age.

50
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Ann. Pre.

4 3 3
5 5 4

. 6 15 3

Assured all the

TO HEARTSEASE GROWERS.
r PEARSON'S SPLENDID PANSY, the " Rlack
^ • Prim e,'* is ready for delivery at 15*. each j on receipt of a
Post-office order, it will be sent by post, picphid. It is much
larger and better shaped than '* Black Diamond," brighter black,

and fine golden eye. The usual allowance to the Trade if two or
more are taken,— Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS.

lyi ESSRS. J. C. and S. STEVENS will Sell by Auc-
'^^•*- tion, at their Great Room, 38, King-street, Covent Garden,
en Wednesday, 20th July, at 12 for 1 .o'clock precisely, a large
and valuable Consignment of ORCHIDACE-.E, just arrived in
^ost beautiful condition, and collected from a range of country
comprisuig upwards of 300 Miles, in the neighbourhood of Gua-
temala, in Central America, and consists principally of the hardy
<^pld- climated Plants adapted for the Greenhouse. — May be
viewed the day previous and Morning of Sale, and Catalogues
had of Messrs. J. C. and S. Stevens, 38, King-street, Covent-
grarden.

^nVENTY-THREE VASES and PEDESTALS to be
-*- Sold very cheap. They were made by Messrs. Austin and
Skkley, for a deceased Gentleman, and are composed of the best
artificial Stone, each .>f the Vases being 3ft. high, and the Pedes-
tals 4lt. 4in. high. They arc of a mo:^t elegant form, and well
Worthy the attention of any person wishing to possess such or-
naments.^Apply to Messrs. Austin and SEBtifit, New-road, near
the Kegeufs Pwk, wUere the Vases a«w Pedestals can be seen.

•benefits of Life-Assurance, at a great reduction in the rates of
Premium.—For Example—A person aged 30, may with this So-
ciety assure his life for 600/. by the annual payment of I XL Zs. -id.,

which in a Society where the bonus is held out as a main induce-

ment, wotild cost him 13/. Js. Ad., or, in other words, for the

same annual premium he could at this Office assure very nearly
()fO/., ^rhcrebv he derives AN IMMEDIATE AND CERTAIN
BONUS OF 100/.

All particulars as to Shares, Loans, Assurances, &c., may be
obtained on application to the Secretaryi and, if required, for-

warded to the country.
Parties in the country ell^ble for undertaking Agencies are re-

quested to apply.

A very liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.
EDW. T. RICHARDSON,

Actuary and Secretary.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6l , Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.
(See Editor's description. Gardeners* r//rq»ic/e, March 12, p. 175.)
To Amateurs these Boilers will he found invaluable. They are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, moveable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or is hours, price 5/. 5«. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating ai»y description
of building, may be obtained as above; where also may be seen
the improved Wronght-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smnke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility's &eats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, Ac. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B,—Waytc's New Patent Land-presscrs and Drills.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CirURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate chargea, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D, and E. Bailby having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience fii the erection of,
apparatus for the abovc-menlioiicd purposes, have, by impiove-
meuts sugije^tcd in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in tbe charg«. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and' have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailet also construct in metal all de^ciipUeais of
HorticulturalBuildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibit ing, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitcht-u apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailkv were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quaiitity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to Introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, lor Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manuiactory.

HEATING BY HOT \V

JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,
London, having been for many years extensively engaged in

Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means ol Hot Water, cither

in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend tliis mode of
heating in preference to any other. Numerous references ran be
given both in town and country-, where he has snccessfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior

manner, ^rders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-
tuality arj#despatch.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. ,late of Mosley-strect, Manchester) heg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to HorUcultu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-
servatory and Ilcthoui^es of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most
complete success.

They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus. %

Works executed in every part of the United Kmgdom with
punctuality and despatch.— .^3, Brown-street, Manchester.

"^HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained Qf any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &^c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be 5:ecn at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vanxhall; Messrs. Lodriiges',

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King's, road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's. Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London,

WARD'S PORTABLE GREENHOUSES.
TREGGON AND Co., ZINC MERCHANTS AND

MANUFACTURERS, 22, JEWIN STREET, and 57. GRACE-
CHURCH-STREET, Citv, beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

that they are now manufacturing Portable Greenhouses on
Ward's principle (see No. 49 of the Gardeners* Chronicle) with

plain and ornamental stands. Also GALVANIC PLANT PRO-
TECTORS AND BANDS, Zinc I'anlights, Skylights, and Gothic

Frames for Conservatories, Hothouses, Forcing Frames, &c.

Garden-stand Frames, Engines, Watering-pots, Flower Labels,

Perforated Safes, and Dish Covers, Baths, &c. &c. Experienced

workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom, for covering with Zinc,

Churches, Spires, Houses, Terraces, Verandas, &c, &c.

EDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworth, Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS tor Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted npon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES-

J WEEKS & CO., Architects, &c., Gloucester-place,
• King's Road, Chelsea, Horticultural Builders, &c., have

invented a most simple and easy contrivance for shading Horti-

cultural erecticns. The principle upon which it acts is so simple

and effectual, that it only requires to be known to be universally

adopted. To be seen in use at most of the London Nurseries,

and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester- place, Chelsea.

TO FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS,AMATEUR
GARDENERS. &c.—CLARKE'S ALMATIC COMPOST, for

the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,

&c.: the appUcation of this COMPOST will add greatiy to ti»e

beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen G^tieii. in

making new Gardens it will be found invaluable; it nas ioi-.

been in use in the K ; al Gardens at Kew. Price One (

bag, containing twocwt., sufficient for a good .2ei

'"AlLTpVeparedHAm DUST. Thismparation^-af-t«^^
cser ve Fio^ver:^, P"' -

. Bulb-root^ c-pecia^. mjo^
,^^ .-^_

S^

from
Pnrf^ One iiulnea

lire w— . ' -

of we ^, grubs, a»d all kinds of crawling

perishable nature, its tiucfc will he
\^ ^-^ y^^^^ Jving's

per bag. Adcires*^, Stanbridgo Clarke, \^^.^^, Borough.
Crvb^vx Heiu-y Clarke, i,eedsmft», »«>«

H3«h-««reeii i>orou5
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Jn Munthlu Not., 8w, ttWk Four beauVfull^- coloured Plates.
^ * ' Price 2*. W.

PAXTON*S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for July, 1842, contains highly-finished ^v^v,^-

\r\t:%of llabranthus Praf^mig, Borbnia Anemontpfblia, Cineraria

Webberi^na, Tropa'ofum EdiUe; likewise Paper* on Gardening

as a science J
on Suspending Plants in Greenhouses and Stoves.

Reviews—Si/uvcdale Price on the Picturesque; Loudon's Ency-

clopsedia of Trees and SUrnbs. Floricultural Notices of new and

beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanirat Pe^odicais ,for

June, and ol those in flower at the principal Suburban Nurseries

d Gardens ; together with a complete Calendar of Monthly
Operations for the Garden. »

This woric comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

mud nvonty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe

—

). That all thetlrawings are taken from nature, and are conse-
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities arc of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants arc in fower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,
being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

Bentinff the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can bo cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame*

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishnicnts, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening;
and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for these who wish to become subscribers.

Loii..^ii : W. S. Orr and Co., Patcrnoster-row.

This Day, Post octavo, bs.,

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY for FARMERS and
LANDOWNERS.

By Joshua Taimm£h, F.G.S.

By the same Author, octavo, with 200 Hlustrations, 125.,

PRACTICAL GEOLOGY and MINERALOGY, and
the CHEMISTRY of METALS, with an Introductory Discourse

on the Nature, Tendency, and Advantages of Geological Pursuits.

London : John W. Parker, West Strand.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDEN ER.—John
Halliday is about to leave his present employer Lord

Sondes, and is desirous of obtaining another situation. He has a
good practical knowledge of his business in all its different
branches, and can obtain most satisfactory testimonials from
his present employer. Address, J. Halliday, Elmham HaU no^
Dereham, Norfolk. '

^^^

Just pubUshed, Post 8vo, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt,

price 7s. 6J., THE
OTANICAL LOOKER -OUT among the WILD
FLOWERS of the FIELDS, WOODS, and MOUNTAINS,

of ENGLAND and WALES; forming a familiar Monthly Guide

for the Collecting Botanist. By Edwin Leks, F.L.S.

London: Tilt and Bogue, Flect-st. ; and H. Davics, Cheltenham

A

MEXICAN BOTANY.
T' *

: tlay is published, part Second, price U.,

PLANTAS HARTWEGIANAS IMPRIMIS MEX-
ICANA:^, adjectis nonnuliis Grahamianis, enumeiat no-

\ ^ ' ribit Gkoruils Bkntham.
Part the First may still be had, price 25. 6rf., or the two Parts in

one, complete, price 3*. 6rf.

William Pamplin, London.

ILL^'^TRATIONS OF INDIAN BOTANY—JUST IMPORTED
FROM MADRAS.

WIGHT'S ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN BO-
TANY. Volume 2d, Part 1st, price 25s.

Any of the previous Parts may still be had, price 7*. ^. each Part.

WIGHrs ICONES PLANTARUM INDIJE ORI-
ENTAT.TS. Volume 2d, Part 3d, price 30*.

Any of the previous Parts of this Work also may still be had,

price 5.T. each Part.

WIGHT'S PRODROMUS FLORAE INDI^ ORI-
ENTALIS PENINSUL.L, &c. New, in cloth, Vol. I, price 166".

WIGHT'S CONTRIBUTIONS to the BOTANY of
INDIA. New, In cloth, price 7«. 6ii,

William Pamplin, 55, Frith-btreet, and 9, Queen-street, Soho-
square, London.

HISTORY OF BRITISH FERNS, By Edward
Nkwmax, F.L.S., B.S., &c. In one volume, 8vo., with

Eighty.se\^n Illustrations, price 105. cloth.

OPINION'S OF THE Press.—To cvery lover of British Botany

we cordiallv recommend Mr. Newman's volume.—il/a^-a^ine of
Natural History. Tliis is a very elegant and pleasing work.—
Spectator. The clear account of species and the popular sug-

gestions for their culture, contained in this volume, justify our

cordial recommendation of its pages.—^^/aj. The embellish-

ments of this pretty volume are executed with equal good taste

and skill.— GenWemrtrt*.? Magazine. A valuable present to the

lady botanist.

—

Louduii's Gardener*s Magazine. No lady in the

country ought to be without lU—Gurdtners^ Gazette, It is just

such books as this which render Natural History so attractive to

everybody who finds other pleasures in a country life besides

hunting, coursing, fishing, and s^iootiu^.— Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Those who are desirous of acquiring an intimate acquaintance

^with our native species of this beautiful and interesting order of

plants, cannot do better than consult Mr. Newman's " History of

British Ferns."—3/r. Ward, on the Growth of Plants in closebj-

glazed Cases. If there be a little damp nook or dell with rock-

work and water at command, let it by all means he made a fernery,

for which Mr. Newman's book will supply plenty of materials.

—QuarterIt/ Review,
John Van Voorst, Paternoster-row.

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, &c. &c.
Just pu' ; Vied, and sold by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and Longmans,

P^*'^moster-row, price is.,

A WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANURE-ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By W. H. PoTTBR. M.R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist.

The New Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,
18 more effective, and free from moisture, sand, &o. Price 155.

per cwt. cash.—Chemical Works, Upper ^orc-st^cc^, London.

HAND- FOR PEOPLE.

IMPORTANT AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
Published by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and to be had, by order, of

every Country Bookseller.

A POPULAR TREATISE on AGRICULTURAL
^^ CHEMISTRY, intended for the use of the practical Farmer.
^.^'^"^''^*^ SciuARKV, Chemist, Price 55. bound in cloth.

The writer of this work has succeeded with great skill and
abUity m simplifying a subject generally considered too abstiuse
for a large portion of the agricultural body."—far/uers' Journal.

2. THE NATURE AND PROPERTY OF SOILS.
By John Morton. Third edition, enlarged. Price 7s.

3. ON FERTILISERS
; being a complete Guide to

every knid of Manure—to what Lands each is adapted, and the
best means of application. By Cvtheert W. Johnson. Esq.
Price 125. » ^

4. THE COTTAGE FARMER^S ASSISTANT. By
CoTHBERT W. JoHxsoN, Esq. Price U., or for distribution 9«.
per dozen. r

5. SINCLAIR ON GRASSES.
coloured plates. Price 30s.

A new edition, with

^ADAPTED FOR SCHOOLS, PRIVATE TEACHERS, AND
STUDENTS.

pOOLEY'S ELEMENTS of EUCLID,
v-^ With Explanatory Appendix and Exercises. Price 4*. 6rf.

bound.
" The best edition of the Elements which has yet appeared."—

** Cannot he easily surpassed,"

—

Dublin University Magazine,

COOLEV'S GEOxMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS; a Key to the

i:5ercis€« appended to the Elements, Price 3*. 6rf. bound.

COOLEY'S FIGURES of fiUCLID, wiUi Enunciations. Price

London; Whittak^r and Co, : sola by all Boolwellers.

^FIIE ilAND-BOOiv OF GARDENING; expressly
Intended for Persons possessiogr and fond of cultjvatiugr a

GarUeu of moderate size. Price 2s. cloth, a New atid Enlarg^ed I

EditiuD, J

THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTAXY;
Or Linnroin Lessons on Common Plants, for Jlcld and Garden
Practice. Price 2*.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested iu the Allotment System.
Price is. '3d.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the nsc of the Middle Classes. Prsce 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE?
Having- in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of
Person. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who *' wash at home," Price Is, Qd.

- ^ THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE

j

Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional
Aid caimotreadily be procured. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price U. Qd,

London : W. S. Orr and Co. ; and\Y. andR. Chambers, Edinburgh.

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. Itis

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary

Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or

whose attention has not been directed in early life to such

studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences are rendered as familiar, and brought as near to our

commonest ideas as possible; the demonstrations of proposi-

tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their

simplest, but to their shortest form.

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary

and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science

in its leading Truths and general Principles. By George; Dar-
LEV, A.B. Fourth Edition, 4s. Gd. cloth.

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in Vhich
the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,

and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,

with numerous Cuts. (A Second Edition is now ready.) 4s. 6d.

cloth.
3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on

Proportions and Progressions: Third Edition. 4s. 6d. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane
and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the
application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 35. 6d. cl.

" For students who oiUy seek this limited knowledge of these
sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with
more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebia."
—Library of Useful Kuoivledget Article " Mecha?iics.**

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

,
College, 28, Upper Gower- street.

A new Edition, considerably improved and enlarged,

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of GARDENING;
the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Ar-

boriculture, and Landscape Gardening, includmg all the latest

Improvements, a general view of Gardening in all Countries, and
a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions for its

future progress in the British Isles, Sec. With neaVly 1000 En-
gravings on Wood, 50s. boards.

II.

A New Edition, with Supplement, of

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of PLANTS; a
Descripdon of all the Plants in Great Britain, down to 1840, with
nearly 10,000 Figures, by Branston, from Drawings by J. D. C.
Sowerby, F.L.S. One thick vol. 8vo, 3/. 13^. 6d. cloth.
*** The SUPPLEMENT, edited by J. C. Loudon, prepared by

W. H. Baxter, Jun., and revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S., with up-
wards of 800 additional Figures, separately, price 155.

III.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPiEDIA of AGRICUL-
TURE. Third Edition, with nearly 1300 Wood Engravings, one
large vol. 8vo, price 2l, lOs. cloth lettered.

LOUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS; a Cata-
logue of all the Plants indigenous to or introduced into Britain.
New Edition, with a Nett Supplkmknt up to March 1839, pre-
pared, under the direction of J. C. Loudon, by W. H. Baxter, and
revised by Geo. Don, F.L.S., 8vo^ price U. lis. 6d. cloth lettered.

SUPPLEMENT, separately, Hs.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

WANTS a SITUATION as UNDER-GARDENER
a steady industrious Man, aged 23, who has been accus!

tomed to the business, and has had the charge of a Garden • he
w^ould not object to a Horse or Cow, or to make himself usefuL
Can be well recommended by the Gentleman he is about to leave
Wages no object.— Address R. U., 3, Salvadore-place. Lower
Tooting.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDEI
V f active, Married Man, without encumbrance, who perfectiy
understands his business, and can have five years* goodcbaractw
from the place he has just left.—Direct to L. H., Mr. Denver'*
Nursery, Brixton Causeway.

Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 24*.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of
ENGLAND. By Hannah Lawraxce.

" These laborious and interesting memoirs."—^/A^MtPwrn.
"This very industrious ai^d interestnig work."—•fi'.i'amin^r.
"One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions which

English liistory has received for many years."—Bri^uA Mag.
'• Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas."—Atlas. Edward Moion, Dover-street.

Just published, price 205., dedicated, by permission, to His Grace
the Duke of Portland,

A TREATISE on the ACACIA TREE (Robioia
^^ pseudo Acacia.) By W. Withers, of Holt, Norfolk,
author of a Memoir, addressed to the Society of Arts, on Plant-
ing and Rearing Forest Trees, &c. &c.
The Work contains a complete detail of the History, Character,

Growth, Qualities, and Uses of the Tree, with the most approved
Methods of Cultivating it j and an Inquiry into the strength and
durabUity of its truly-valuable Wood, when applied to the pur-
pr ^ of MacUjnery, Ship-building, Farming Implements, &c.
To which is added a Treatise on Planting, Manuring, and

Pruning; comprehending aU the particulars required by th?
Planter in the early and later growth of Forest and Ornamental
Trees, choice of Varieties, nature of Soils, smd the Diseaseii and
Laws to which Trees are subject.

JUon^mau aa4 Co*> Patemoster-row*

wANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a respect-
able, steady, sober, industrious MarrietJ Man, without en-

cumbrance, who understands Forcing Grapes, Melons, and
Cucumbers; Kitchen-garden; Pruning and Training Wall-trees
and the treatment of Meadow Land. No objection to the care of
a Cow or two. Can have a good character from his last place.—
Direct to J. W., i, Denmark-road, Camberwell.

G
ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, &c., FOR THE GARDEN

390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

B. THOiMPSON having added to his General Stock
of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY a large assortnientof

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for

the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS,
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STAND;>. with GARDEN ARCHES,
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility

stand unrivcdled.

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,
FUMIGATORS. SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT, with
every other Implement.

Gamk and Cattlk Fencing in variety.

WIRE -WORK, HOT -WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

ST. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-
PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of

INVISIBLE^ WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren-

dered Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

Bordering, Flower-stands, Pheasantries, &c, HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and

economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings aud

Estimates free. Work for the 7'rade as usual.

MARKET GARDE^JERS.

Hj^O BE DISPOSED OF, in consequence of the death

JL of the Proprietor, the Unexpired Lease, for Seven Years, of

l6 Acres of productive Garden Ground, well stocked aud crossedi

together with good Dwelling-house, and all necessary Out-

buildings for carrying on the business. Situate within Five

Miles of Hyde Park-Corner.— For further particulars apply to

Mr. James Elliott, Appraiser, Putney, Surrey.

WATERING STREETS.

DEAN'S PATENT WATER-CARTS, for Watering

Streets of any Breadth, by passing once along them, are

superior to any Machine hitherto invented for

IRRIGATING LAND WITH LIQUID MANURE;
For carrying- off Water after Floods j Draining Fens or Marshy

Land ; and may be so constructed as to be instantly converted

into FIRE ENGINES
, , * •

Of immense capability; thus combining, in a smgle useful Agri-

cultural Machine, the most economical means of preserving

Roads, aud the best protection against Fire.

PATENT GARDEN ENGINES,
Dispensing with the tiresome action of the Hand P^°^P' ^^^

serving as Fire Engines of great power, and capable ol oemg

worked by any number of persons.

PATENT MILL MANUFACTORY.
SHERL0CK-STRI:ET, (Smithfield.) BIRMINGHAM.

N.B.—Especial attention is directed to Dean's Patent Fobta-

BLK STEAM iMILL, consisting of a very superior STLAW ^^

GINE, attached to a Patent Flour aud Meal Mill af^/^j^f;"'

ino Machine, with a Malt and Corn Crusher; all oi ^int"

are upon one Iron Frame, occupying very little ^t^**""';*^^

wheeled about, may be worked in any convenient P^^"' 7^ -^^

no fixing or 5^1// in working; and the cost of the ^^^*%r* .

Boiler complete, warranted to grind and dress Six Bags oi/V

per day, to split Twenty Bags ot Beans per day, or to cr"sn uju^;

Malt, or other grain, at the same time, is only /Ol. me ^"s
'

when detached from the Mill, for the greater c^nv^imence

movin- about, is exceedingly simple and compact ;
and ij^l*!;

^^
to a Tlirashing Machine will perform more work V^^.,„ L,W
four Horses. Food for CatUe may he steeped, ^'''^''^.f;""": ^ddi-
and Baking Ovens heated, by the surplus steam, wittioui. .n^

tional fuel.

rpHE ^' ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE''
X for the Handkerchief, is prepared only hyJ^^^- Jldss.
Chemist. 24, CornhiU, London, in bottles at 25 6^., 45. Orf^^^^

each. Where also may be obtained the "AROMATIC PU^ ^^^
ESSENCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting, &c., at m. c*

N.B. Public Offices and Merchants can be supplied ^Jth
Postage

cf3r««B onH PnvpirtnAQ in nTiv niiantitv at Government rnwc

UN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other Disfi-

pleasingly unique preparat i

gurements
licated by that unique prepniaLiv*., —

'vprsally
KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous Uquid, and now ""^^j" ^
admired for its sovereign virtues in completely ^^^^11.^.^ly
cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the complexion «^^"; .

'

clear and fair. It is invaluable as a renovating a»*i/*^^J^!^g

wash during travelUng, or exposure to the »"»' ^^^"^^ °
mbliea.

winds, and after the heated atmosphere of crowded a^^ ".,j-
Gentlemen wiU find it peculiarly grateful after ^having, na^j
ing the smarting pain. , .

CAUTION.—Ask for " Rowiamd's Kalydor," and s^^
.J^gg

these words are on the envelope, with their signature ^"" *"
. »»

in r#d :
" A. Rowlawjq & Son, 20, Hatton Gakde^t.

^JP^f^'^CS
the same aro engraven on the Government Stamp amicu

the cork. j» -^ „ f TrtcrSi
Sold hv the Prnnrifitnrs. and bv resDCCtable Chenusts & Penumw^i
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MR, PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is

now reprinted in the form of a small volume, for general

distribution, price 3d. each copy^ it may be ordered of all Book-

sellers. Gentlemen wishing to distribute copies among: their

cottage tenantry may have them delivered ifi any part of London

Ijy remitting a Post-office order to this Office, at the rate of 55. for

every 25 copies required.

fflrartr^uerjS* ^Kfjronicle.

SATURDAY, JULY 9, 1842.

MEETINGS IX THE ENSUING WEEK.
CocKTBY Shows.—Jiily IJj Felton Florists'. 15, Roxbargtuhire Hotticul-
.m1tural

The operation of budding, which at this season is

about to be practised everywhere, deserves some notice

from us. We shall not, however, pay our readers so

bad a compliment as to suppose them unacquainted

with the art of doing it ; our remarks will be confined

to the principles w^hich appear to determine its success^

Budding is a kind of transplanting^, and tlie causes

of success or failure are not very different. In trans-

planting, a tree is dug out of the ground in one pl<

and is removed to another. In budding, a piece is cut

out of the stem of one tree, and is removed to another.

The earth is the so\irce of food to the former ; ele-

ments already extracted from the earth are the nutri-

ment of the latter. If from any cause a transplanted
tree loses its fluid contents faster than it can get more
from the earth, it dies ; if a bud loses its fluid contents
faster than it can get more from the living tissue to

which it has been transferred, it also perishes. The
transplanted tree must form new mouths at the ends
of its roots, wherewith to feed ; the transplanted bud
must form new mouths over its whole under-surface,
for the same end. Let us, however, be more precise.
The leaf.bud of a tree consists of a central vital

portion, called the growing point, over which a skin of
bark is drawn. If the growing point is destroyed, the
bud perishes- It forms what is nam.ed the eye of the
bud, and being brittle and tender, easily snaps offwhen
the wood of the bud is jerked out; if, however, it is

pulled out in that part of the operation, the bud is

useless, and will remain "blind." This accident
usually occurs when the bud is not completely formed.
Buds should therefore be selected quite perfect, which
is known by their prominence and plumpness.

Before the operation can be performed, it is neces-
sary that the bark of the stock should run " freely," so
that the wood may completely separate; and as this
takes place most readily in half-ripe, young wood, the

wif^
^^ ^^ ^^ preferred to wood of a previous year.

When first inserted, the bud is mainly nourished by

T"f i

s^»* down from the leaves of the stock ; it
should, therefore, be introduced near the lower end of
a shoot, and not near the point. The number of buds
to be put into the same branch is no fartlier material
than that many incisions in the same branch will have
the eftect of impairing its general health.
As the young bud is to be nourished at first by the

leaves above it on the stock, the best place to insert it
IS close beneath some leaf in full activity ; it is not,
therefore, the most open and smooth part of the stock
^tiichis to be selected, when a choice can be made,
i^or the same reason, it might appear injudicious to
shorten the branch into which a bud is inserted ; but if
the shoot is not stopped, the rising ss^ will be attracted
into the youngest leaves, and expended in their increase,
whileon the other hand, if the shoot is stopped, the
«ap will be forced laterally into the buds already form-
ing on its sides, and the new bud will participate in
this advantage. It is therefore, upon the whole, ad-
vantageous to cut off a part of each shoot into which a
bud is introduced; the removal of a quarter of it is
enough to answer the intended purpose.
As it is important in every way that the vigour of

the budded branch should be preserved for the buds
which it is forming, all flowers or fruit should be cut
Oh It, and from the twigs in its vicinity, otherwise
those parts will consume the organisable matter which
should be apphed to the service of the new buds.
inckles, however, do no harm, and may possibly be
iiseful, although we do not know what their use is;
'We therefore presume they had better be preserved.
,

It is of httle consequence what material is employed
jn tying the bud down. Bast is as good as anything.
ine great pointis toapplv the ligature firmly, without
cutting the bark, and to relax and re-tie it when, after
some time, the bark shall be found swelling a Httle

{\^^U^'
^- ^^ ^^^ desirable to remove the ligature

nnally until, from the greenness and plumpness of tlie
^ud and the slight swelling ivhich takes place in it,
evic^nce is had that the operation has succeeded.

ih' u ^^^PP^^s when the bud is skilfully inserted is

T^- 1 «
^ f^rface of the inner bark of the hud is ap-

pneu tirmlv to the young moist wood of the stock ; in
lois way the cellular systems of the two are brought

ilu ?f^^^^^' a"d, under favourable circumstances,
wiii adhere in a few days. In the mean while woody
"tatter descends from the leaves above the bud, and

interlaces itself with the new cellular matter forming
between the bud and wood, and ties them together ; as
soon as the growing point of the bud begins to

quicken, it too sends down fine streams of woody
matter, and increases that entanglement which, in the
end, renders the bud and the stock inseparaiJe. If
a quantity of wood is left on the inner face of the bud,
this union is more difficult ; and therefore the com-
plete removal of the wood of the bud is desirable, pro-
vided, as we have already said, the growing point is

not jerked out. If the latter event takes place, the
bark and wood may adhere, and the bnd may remain
green, but it will not sprout.

The only other point to be considered is the pro-
priety of leaving a leaf upon the bud to be inserted.

This question is one which practice can answer better
than theory. Theory says the leaf will iiijurc the bud
by carrying off its fluid particles, and assist it by the
secretions it will send down to it, and to the nascent
tissue forming beneath it. Now, since the abstraction
of fluid is rapid and dangerous, while nutrition is

slow and of the less moment, because the leaves proper
to the branch will themselves furnish food, it seems
most advantageous to cut off the leaf, or at least the
principal part of it. After a time, nature settles the
question for us by throwing off the leaf, which is a
:ood sign ; for it indicates a rapid augmentation of

tlie bud itself, to which the leaf cannot respond.

! panng manure. It should be a trench or ditch, large

in proportion to the quantity of manure to be pre-

pared. The bottom and sides should be made hard

witli clay or any other material that will prevent a
waste of the water used in preparing the manure.
This trench should fall towards one end ; and at that

end a hole (A) should be made, well puddled, so as to

hold water, into which all the liquid matter that runs
from the manure should drain. By the side of the
trench should be a pump and well, which might be so
contrived as to throw water in a stream all over the
manure, when necessary. All things being ready, a
quantity of raw manure, consisting, as usual, of straw
and all sorts of impurities, should be placed in a layer
on the bottom of the trench, well watered, and

by this means it will be enabled
than if it was drv. for the

down

;

faster

tram pled
to decay
mass will begin

suckcannot suck up
which it should

disp

No one who has been watching the progress of
Agriculture for the last few years can for a moment

^lute the importance of the foreign substances
which, like nitrate of soda and guano, have been in-

troduced into husbandry. But, admitting to the fullest

extent the value of these materials; admitting, too,

the utility of some of the artificial manures com-
pounded for sale ; we must observe that it is most ab-
surd for the farmer to put himself to the expense of
purchasing them until he has utterly exhausted all

the means which his farm affords him for nothing, ofin-
creasing the fertihty of his land. Such substances should
be employed in aid of ordinary manure, not instead
of it. The art of farming and market-gardening con-
sists, or should consist, in obtaining the greatest possi-

ble amount of food at the smallest possible expense.
Now it must be obvious that those manuring sub-

stances which are necessarily produced upon a farm
are the least expensive of all things ; to the careful
collection and preparation of them should the good
husbandman turn his attention in the first instance ;

and when all the resources of skill are exhausted upon
that preparation, it is time to look abroad for assist-

ance. Farm-yard manure is, therefore, the first object
of improvement; and it is to this great end tliat our
remarks upon manures have of late been principally

directed. The man who wast^ his farm-yard manure,
and buys other things, can only be compared to him
who should leave his wheat upon the ground, and buy
rice or maize to make good his prodigality. We assert,

without fear of contradiction, that the farmer does, in

the great majority of cases, commit a folly eqijiva-

lent to this ; not, indeed, intentionally, but from not

knowing better.

It is not, however, merely because of its cheapness
that farm-yard manure is the best of all substances for

enviching land, but because it contains such a great

variety of substances, among which each crop finds

that which it most requires, and in the fittest state for

becoming its food. " Fortunately," says Dr. Daubeny,
in one of his excellent agricultural discourses, " we
ai:e provided, in the dung of animals, with a spe-
cies of manure of which the land can never be said to

it was dry,

to heat : what water the straw
will run into the hole A, out of
be afterwards drawn, and poured

again over theljeap, At the same time that the layer
of raw manure is placed upon the floor of the trench,
there should be scattered among it a quantity of gyp-
sum, if that earth can be had cheap, or else some
powdered green vitriol ; then the fluid which <irains

away will consist of those ingredients or their ele-

ments, water, &c. The object of adding such sub-
stances is to prevent the loss of ammonia, an inva-
luable substance, which flies away from manure, if

you let it alone, but which either- the gypsum or the
green vitriol holds fast, and keeps with themselves in
the manure. Gypsum is, in many places, the cheap-
est material; but the wholesale price of green vitriol

is not more than 5s. per cwt. in the London market

;

and probably the material called salt cake, and now
worth about 3s. 6i. per cwt., w^ould answer the same
purpose.

When there is a fresh supply of raw manure ready,
it should be placed in a layer over the first, mixed
with gypsum or green vitriol, or some other "fixer,''

and vvell trampled down ; then let it be thorouglily wa-
tered with the fluid in the hole A, if there is enough
there; or with water from the pump, if what has
drained into A is not sufficient. Water, or drainings,

should be constantly added to these heaps, for it is of
the first importance that the manure should be kept
continually moist, in order to hasten its decay.

In this manner the manure heap may be increased
from time to time» as raw manure accumulates, until
it is too high to be conveniently raised further, or to
allow of water or drainings being easily poured over it.

By degrees the whole mass will become a soft pasty
substance ; and when in that condition, will be fit to

In the

tire, for this simple reason, thut it contains within it-

self not one alone, but all the ingredients which plants
require for their nutrition, and what is, perhaps, of
equal importance, existing too in that precise condi-
tion in which they are most readily taken in and assi-

milated." No wonder, then, that the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England should have made the ma-
nagement of farm-yard manure the subject of one of
their prizes, and that we should in the mean while be
turning our feeble efforts in the same direction.

It must be evident to those who have read our pre-
vious articles on this subject, that the great pointe to

attend to are— Istly, to reduce the animal and vegeta-
ble matter of manure to a decayed state; and 2dly, to
keep everything that results from this decay, whether
fluid, or sohd,*or invisible, after it has been obtained. It
is of no use to catch the hare, if you do not hold her.
The farnier lets his stock trample straw and manure
together in the yard, and by degrees it becomes par-
tially rotten ; it is then thrown in heaps, and allowed
to ferment ; and then it is used. The market-gardener
carts the long stable litter from London, throws it in a
heap, lets it ferment, and then appUes it to his land.
In both these cases, rain and other fluids wash away
one part, which runs to waste ; the fermentation drives
off another, which disappears in the air; and what is
left is at the most about half as good as it should be-
This cannot be the way to manage manure.
What should be done is something like this :—Erei*y

for pre-

put upon the land, or to lie by till' wanted,
latter case, however, care must be taken not to allow
any of its "goodness" to be washed out of it again ;
and reservoirs should be formed at the edge of it to re-
ceive what does run from it, which should be poured
over it again, or carried elsewhere.

If this plan were merely speculative, we should have
nevertheless thought it worth proposing; but it is, in
fact, the result of experience. It is essentially the
same as that practised by Sir. Schattenmann, as men-
tioned by us on a former occasion, and seems to us the

best method ofmanaging the dunghill that has yet been
proposed. It has the great merit of saving everything,

of wasting nothing, and of causing no other additional

expense than that of the purchase of gypsum, which
would probably be bought without being thus ap-
plied, or of a boy occasionally to attend to Ihe water-
ing the dunghills. Although we entertain no sort of
doubt of the extreme importance of attending to these
suggestions, and of the ample return they would make
for any expense connected with them, w-e shall be
quite satisHed if any of our readers will try them first

in a small way, and then ascertain the relative effect

per load of common farm manure, and manure pre-
pared in this more careful manner. We are inclined
to prefer it to liquid manuring, which is contrary to
the habits of our cultivators, and is attended by incon-
veniences that are better avoided.

place lit..

In the Chronicle of June 4 (p. :363). are some ob-»
servations on the principles of pruning, and the effect

of stopping young plants in good time. Our worthy
correspondent, Mr. Billington, has written us a long
letter on the subject, in which he complains, that, al-

though these views are the same as his own, as pub-
lished by him in 1823, yet no allusion has been made
to that circumstance. We are glad to be reminded
that so good a forester entertains the same opinion as

we do ; but we can assure him, that neither he nor
ourselves have the smallest claim to credit for origin-

ality in this matter. The truth is, that what we bare

recommended is a mere application to practice of the

simplest principles of vegetable physiology, and fci»

been well kiiowa at least since the days of MjUer bbo.

DuhameJ. It is true that foolish plans have in many

cases driven such sound practice out of sight; but we

will undertake to say, that no foresUr who under-

stood the principle of his businc^ was ever unac-

quainted With its yalue. We omsdves hare seen it
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in Norfolk ^hen a boy, and we never heard of its

T^e mentioJ this matter, partly for the sake of put-

ting Mr. Billington right, and partly for the sake of

statin^v once for all, that we lay no claim to originality

in the^'views which are from time to time introduced

into our columns. Multitudes of facts are familiar to

men ofscience, of which the mass of the world is igno-

rant ; whenever such facts have a practical application,

it is desirable that they should be proraulgated in a

popular form, and it was precisely for this purpose

that our Chronicle was established. We have neither

leisure nor inclination to runamage the history of

discovery ; and if any one fancies he has a right to

the views we publish,-he is perfectly welcome to them,

for wc lay no claim to their ownership.

We take the present opportunity of correcting a

typographical error in the article now alluded to.

» Plant thickly'' was misprinted for *' Plant thinly ;"

as must have been evident to those who remember the

arguments used some months ago (Feb. 26), to prove

the disadvantage of thick planting.

HORTICULTURE OF GUIPUSCOA.
[Continuedfrom p. 284.)

The Capsicum; Fimiento (Spaaish) is not cultivated

with success on the light soil covering the sandstone, hut

in the neighbourhood of Tolosa, Aspeitea, and other

places where limestone abounds, it comes to great per-

fection. The cultivators consider a strong soil, with heat

and moisture, requisite to its success. These are to he

found near Tolosa, where, at the base of limestone hills

varying from 400 to 600 feet in elevation, anacoumulation

of red loam (deriving its colour from an oxide of iron,

with which the district abounds), is met with of great

The summer heat is increased in the hollows and

No. VII.< FAMILIAR BOTANY.
The Common Laurel.—It is the practice of the com-

mon people to confound things of the most different kind,

because of some vague and unimportant general likeness

that they find among them. They consider rock-crystal and

diamonds to be a sort of glass, because they have no co-

lour and are transparent; but, on the other hand, they

distinguish things that are much alike, because of some

trifling but striking differences scarcely connected with

their real nature : and thus they cannot perceive the ame-

thyst to be a sort of flint. It is just the same among
plants : Cherries, the Bay-tree, and the Daphne, are all

looked upon as Laurels, although they are plants liaving

little or no relation to one another ; but people fail to dis-

cover the resemblance of the Nettle and the Fig, although

these plants are really near relations. We must never^

then, form an opinion of the real nature of things upon

vulgar names; and this is one reason why the names of

icience, although hard to remember, are so much to be

preferred.

The Common Laurel is, in truth, a kind of Cherry, and

some persons call it the Cherry-laurel ; but that name is

but little used. It i» named in Latin C^rasusLauro-cerasus,

and belongs to the same group of plants as the Almorid,

Plum, Apricot, and Peach, which are themselves a branch

from the great Rosaceous order. Collectively, all such

plants are said to form the Apaygdaleous subdivision, be-

cause Amy gdalus ia Latin for an Almond. Of the common
characters which bind them together, the chief is their

bearing stone-fruit ; another is that they have 20 stamens,

or thereabouts, placed ia a ring at the edge of a waxy cup

(the calyx), which also bears five petals. '

It is not a little aingular that these plants, which are

so useful to as on account of their fruit, an important

article of our diet, and which, moreover, pour forth a clear

Insipid gum, like gum-arab/c, when they are wounded,
should nevertheless be poisonous. Yet such is the case.

If we chew their ieaves, or their bark, qt even their kernel,

we immediately perceive that peculiar taste, called the

favour of bitter almonds. This is owing to the presence

in them of the most subtle of all poisons, prussic acid
;

and accordingly the distilled water of our Common Laurel
has been used for the purposes of assassination ; and its

bruised leaves have been recommended for the more harm-
less object of destroying insects that infest plants in

greenhouses and gardeners' frames. How it is that the
same plant should thus be able to form such different sub-
stances as gum, and astringent matter like tan, and the

sweet subacid pulp, and this prussic acid, by means of the
same organs, is one of those problems which neither the
chemist nor the physiologist can pretend to solve, hut
which must be referred to those constitutional peculiarities

stamped by the Almighty, at the creation, on all living
things, each after its kind.

There is one curious circumstance connected with the
Common Laurel which is little known, but which we must
by no means pass by. The leaves of plants are usually
regarded as the organs by means of which a plant is able
to breathe and to digest its food, and to perspire ; and here
in general its attributes are said to stop. But when we
look at the natural emission of honey by some, of drops of
water by others—of wax by the Cabbage—of poison by the
Nettle, and of lime by the Saxifrages—we must add to
their duties that of throwing off excreted matter. In most
cases, aa far as has been observed, this discharge takes
place by the whole surface, and probably through those
microscopical holes, called stoftiates, of which millions are
bored through the skin of many leaves. In the Common
Laurel, however, there is,a particular apparatus specially
destined for this purpose. If yon look beneath its leaf,
yon will find near its base, and close to the midrib, about
four roundish or oval spots,which are very like tiny plates
sunk in the substance of the leaf ; they are green when
young, and reddish when advanced in life. In a morning
they are often covered with a globule of some transparent,
apparently sugary fluid, which dries up as the day ad-
vances, and which while it lasts is the favourite food of

heQs ; this is the excretion of the Common Laurel. The
.»|ipta #ife ' herder than the substance which surrounds
them, aail stand in the centreof a number of veins directed

*<'^arus them, probably for the purpose of pouring into

them the flnid theyexcrtie ; and
The -hrpa^ii a thousand tubes the wave distils,

AnU thli^tygtinds discharge the exuberant rills.

-X:^

depth.

ravines at the base of these hills by radiation from the naked

rock, and water is abundant. Under these combinations

the produce is abundant. The plants are reared under walls

having a south aspect ; and when about six inches in

height, are planted out, which generally happens early in

June; the ground is previously well dug, but not ma-

nured, and the young plants set out in rows five ft. asun-

der, and about three ft. apart in the rows. Great care is

observed in transplanting them ; and if the weather prove

hot and dry, a bright moonlight night is chosen. Should

there be no moon, the evening is necessarily taken.

Holes are made about six inches deep, at the distance al-

ready mentioned, which are half filled with moss, fresh

cut grass, or weeds, and well watered. Upon this the

young plants are set, and covered in with earth, but not

watered. This method succeeds so well, that I have rarely

seen plants flag, even in the hottest days, that succeeded

the operation. Afterwards they grow rapidly, and al-

ways produce fruit in plenty from August to October.

During the heats of summer the plants are watered plen-

tifully ; the time chosen is between three and five in the

afternoon ; the mode of doing this is common over all the

south of Europe, but perhaps not generally known in

England. Long narrow dams, the walls of which are con-

structed of manure, are filled with water, which is then

carefully conducted round each plant in succession; the

water for the purpose is most frequently collected from a

stream or rill into deep ponds, which are made to overflow

for watering the plants by a simple contrivance : one,

two, or more half barrels are placed in a pond, and

loaded with stones ; thus causing a supply at discretion

for keeping the dams or reservoirs at the proper height.

Care is taken to stir the earth gently to prevent it becom-

ing encrusted after these waterings ; but the ground is

never moved deep, as the cultivators consider any check

to be prejudicial to the shape of the fruit. Those that are

intended for winter use are suffered to ripen on plants set

apart for the purpose ; the others are gathered when
about six inches ia length. The large -variety named by

the Spaniards piroentones, and by the English abroad the

Bell capsicum, attains an immense size under the above

treatment, and is an excellent ingredient in cookery.

Celery ; Apis (Spanish.)—Is grown in abundance, but

only n?ed for cuhnary purposes. No skill is exhibited in

its culture, as far as regards blanching or endeavouring to

produce it of a large size.

Cucumbers ; Pepinos (Spanish).—Like the preceding,

they are not an object of horticultural emulation. They
are generally sown in the neglected parts of gardens,

where, of course, but small and ill-shaped fruit is produced.

Endive ; Chicoria, achicoria, escarola (Spanish.)—No
plant in a Spanish garden occupies more of the gardener's

time. The seed is sown in June for the first crop, and in

August for a crop to stand the winter. The seed is scat-

tered very thinly in drills 18 inches apart on the ground
left vacant by the previous year's Lettuce, and which, as

will be hereafter shown, has been well manured. As soon

as the plants appear, they are thinned to three inches

apart, but not transplanted ; when they become crowded,

they are again thinned to six inches, and finally to about
18 inches apart. The blanching is generally performed

by pressing the heart of the plant gently down, on which
a fragment of tile is laid ; over this a light covering of

earth is sifted. The fringed edges of the exterior leaves are

carefully freed from earth, and exposed to light ; having
small bits of tile laid over that portion of the soil from
whence they protrude, to render the blanching perfect,

and produce what the gardeners particularly pride them-
selves on, viz.—a plant of Endive white all overexcepting

the edges of the outer leaves, which should show about
two inches of green. The plants thus cultivated are

slightly bitter, crisp, and juicy ; no hquid manure is used,

water is given freely whenever needed.

Lettuces ; Lechuga (Spanish) ; are grown in large quan-

tities. A piece of ground well open to the sun is selected,

that for at least three or four years has not borne a simi-

lar crop. The beds are of any length, and about five feet

in width. In the autumn a trench is opened lengthwise

two feet wide and a foot deep, which is filled with the

freshest night soil that can be procured by the growers in
the neighbourhood of St. Sebastian. Those remote from
that city must of necessity procure the man*ure at other
places. The exact limits of the manured space are then
marked by four stakes, and the earth dug out in the pro-
cess of trenching replaced as a central ridge, on the shel-
tered side of which in the month of November, the plants
sown early in October are pricked out to stand the winter.
Early in the March following, if the weather prove fa-
Tourable, the seed is sown thinly in shallow drills, drawn
parallel to the sides of the trench, at about eight inches
disUnce

; so that if the trench he 20 feet long, 2 feet wide,
and the drilla B inches from the sides of the trench, it

follows that the plants when they come up will be 3 feet

4 inches apart in the rowg. When they liave attained the
proper si:^e for transplanting, they are thinned to 10 inches
apart, and tlie remainder are removed to a bed similarly

prepared, the same precautioai being used in the trans-

planting as described for Capsicums. Water is liberally

supplied ; and when the root fibres have penetrated to the
manured trench, which is readily known by their luxuriant
growth, they are tied up for blanching. The lettuces thnt
grown are i-emarkably large, tender, and juicy. After the
summer crop is all drawn, the bed is thrown up into one Ion?
ridge, leaving the central trench undisturbed. This ridge
is the spring following occupied by some light crop, when
it is levelled, and in July or August Endive is sown within
the limits of the trench, in drills 18 inches apart. The
Endive, after having been treated as mentioned in the
notice of that article, is succeeded by Onions.

Onions ; Cebollas (Spanish),—The beds, as before stated

which had been previously cropped with Lettuce and Ea'-

dive, are in the early spring of the fourth year prepared

for this vegetable by deep digging, and by well incorporat-

ing the manure of the central trench with the earth, to

which, if necessary, sand is added. The seed is sown
broadcast, and the after treatment is similar to our own,

except frequent waterings with liquid manure. The infe-

rence I venture to draw from this mode of culture, which

is eminently successful, both as to the size and flavour of

the vegetables, is, that slightly decomposed night soil pro-

motes the growth of Lettuces in an extraordinary degree;

still more decomposed, it is equally favourable to the En-
dive ; and in the last stage of decomposition, to Onions.'

Farsnep; Chirivia (Spanish).—Rarely grown in gar-

dens, and the produce very inferior.

Peas ; Arvesas (Spanish).—^Rarely grown in gardens.

Some cultivators, however, devote a little time to their

sticking and hoeing, and occasionally bring them into the

market early in June.

Pumpkin ; Calabaza (Spanish).-—Grown in abundance,

generally between the rows of Indian Corn, or in any

other place where heat and shade may be found. The
Spaniards prefer the Indian Corn grounds, as they are of

opinion that the large leaves of the plant prevent the too

rapid evaporation of moisture. The seed is sown in May,

at the same time as the Maize, and frequently produces

fruit I5 foot or more in diameter- The young plants are,

however, destroyed in great numbers by the mole cricket,

a most active enemy.
(To be continued.)

THE ROSE GARDEN.—No. I.

This has been, on the whole, an unfavourable season

for Roses ; the early flowers were scorched by the exces-

sive heat, and the late tempestuous winds have irreparably

damaged the buds of all the summer kinds, so that we

must look to the autumnal Roses for fine flowers, which

calm weather and soft dewy nights will alone bring to

perfection.

Among those universal favourites, the Moss-Roses, very

few new varieties have bloomed satisfactorily. Tempting

descriptions from the French growers induced Rose-ama-

teurs to form high anticipations of the following, which

this season at least have not been realised:—Moss H or-

tensia, Sanguinea, Pomponc feu, d'Orleans, -a Feuilles

pourpres, Mauget and Helena Mauget, seem seedlings

from the Luxembourg Moss : all pretty, with bright red

and pink-cupped flowers, but too much alike, and all

lacking that desirable quality possessed by the common

jNIoss-rose, viz., large and globular form and complete

plenitude of flower. Celina, one of the best of the new

Moss-roses, is deficient in this desirable quality. It is

decidedly an improvement on its parent, the Luxembourg

Moss, in colour and size of flower ; but it has not that

desirable globular form, neither is it double enough to

constitute a first-rate variety, This'deficiency in shape is

the result of crossing with the Rosa Galiica, to procure

depth of colour, by which much of the fragrance and form

of the genuine Moss-rose is lost.

Among the new Moss-roses, however, one has been in-

troduced peculiarly distinct and beautiful, namely, the

Moss Unique, or Mousseue Unique de Provence, exactly

like our favourite Unique Rose, in its robust habit and

tendency to bloom in large clusters : its flowers arc pure

white, and abundantly mossy. ,

A Moss Rose, raised by Mr. Rivers from the Spotted

Moss, crossed with the old dark Tuscany_ Rose, is at pre-

sent the darkest Mo»s Rose known; its flowers are m
deep crimson purple, mottled with red, but it is not at ai

double enough for a first-rate variety, having hut five

six rows of petals. Its shoots and leaves in spring are 01

the deepest red, so that before it bloomed, it was antici-

pated that the great desideratum—a black Moss Rose

was at last obtained. It seems exceedingly difiicult to

procure a genuine Mess Rose from seed with any depth o

colour; seedlings from flowers that have been crossed wiu

dark varieties of Rose Galiica are inclined to lose their

moss, as are in fact some-of the established varieties, i-

^
Luxembourg moss, on its own roots, has this ^^^fF^'^
two or three places in rich soils, lost every particle o

moss, and cannot be distinguished from a variety ot x

Galiica. ,r I-

Moss Roses, particularly the White, Lancel, de ivieu,

&c. &c., when budded on the Dog-Rose, are in m^i^^J^

soils short-lived, or have hut a languid existence atter in

The best stock for them is the old ny

has large semidouble
first year or two.

brid Bourbon Rose, Celine, which ..»« — j^- ^ ^^

flowers, and blooms in immense clusters. This is a ni &

vigorous grower, and strikes readily from ^"^^'^"^f^'-.g

planted in the open border in October. For the \\n»^

Moss, ia particular, this will be a roost eligible ^^^^^'^

making this shy and delicate Rose grow freely and hioop

abundantly.

—

A. Z, .« wj*

-I

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXTIll-
As the season for budding has now arrived, a lew

^^

servatious upon that subject may not be uninteresting

"*

ii. .
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jfcose for whom these papers are more particularly written.

A grcit deftl of the pleasure which is felt m performing

and succeeding with an operation of this kind, must neces-

garily depend upon understanding its principles. If tliese

are not understood, the operator, it is true, may 'succeed,

but he knows not the reason why he does so ; and if he

fails, he cannot tell the cause, nor guard against such a

failure for the future.

The novice in gardening is generally astonished when
he is told, for the first time, that a bud or shoot taken

from one tree may be made to grow upon another ; and

yet, if he considers the subject a little, he will soon see

that the principles which regulate that operation are

essentially the same as those^ which regulate the

striking of a plant from a cutting. Suppose, merely

for the sake of illustration, that the Rose-tree, instead

of being considered as a single individual, be looked upon as

a colony, each bud possessing within itself the means of

independent existence, providing it is placed in favourable

circumstances ; then the question naturally is, what are

those circumstances ? The moisture in the soil and air,

with a certain degree of heat, eiiables the buds of a cutting

to send down roots, and to form fresh leaves, and so in

time to become a perfect plant. But if only one bud was

taken from, a tree, and planted in the soil, in many in-

stances the experiment would fail, because the circum-

stances would not be favourable to its growth, although in

many more it would succeed, as in the case of Vines and

other things which could be mentioned, that are propagated

in this way. Instead, therefore, of placino; the bud in the

soil, it is put between the bark and wood of a tree of the

same family, and is, in fact, as nearly as possible in the

same circumstances in which it was before it was removed
by the knife of the gardener. Its food is ready prepared,

and it commences immediately to unite and send down
woody matter to the stem ; which is, of course, analogous

to the roots which a cutting sends down into the soil.

After this explanation, the amateur will see at once, that

the main thing to be done in budding, is simply to adapt
the bud and the stock for each other : in short, to place

the bud as nearly as possible in the same circumstances in

which it was before, and then tie the wound up with
matting, to prevent the air from drying up the moisture.

Those who are not acquainted with the operation should
see it once done by a good gardener before they begin.

The budding of Roses may commence immediately, or

as soon as the bark rises freely from the wood. This
showery weather is of great service in keeping the buds
moist. If the advice given last week has been attended
to, the amateur will now have fixed on the more beautiful

kinds, and of course will endeavour to procure buds of

these for his garden. If he has not stocks to bud upon,
it maybe worth his while to go to a nursery and fis. upon
the plants he intends to purchase in the autumn.

Peaches, Plums, and Cherries may be budded shortly ;

hat as some parts of the country are more early than
others, the same test must be used as for Roses, namely,
when the bark separates freely from the wood. In the
earlier part of the season I gave the names of the better
sorts of Plums and Cherries, to which the Amateur is now
referred. The following are the best Peaches and Necta-
rines for a succession on the open wall i^Fcaches—Early
Anne,.Acton Scot, Grosse Mignonne, Royal George, No-
blesse, Harrington, Bellegarde, Late Admirable. Necta-
r/Ws-^Elruge and Violette Ilative.—jR. F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Cottagers' Prizes,—I am a young man, unmarried, and

living with ray father, assisting him in the labours of a
small farm ; and I have devoted about half a rood of one
corner of a field to the cultivation of flowers and vegeta-
bles

; and I have this year sold a few shillings' worth of
D'ly produce, chiefly Celery plants and a few Cucumbers ;

which having come to the knowledge of the committee of
the Dewsbury Floral and Horticultural Society, of which
I am a member, I have received intimation that I am no
more eligible to compete in the Cottagers' class. I, there-
fore, enclose you a copy of the rules of the above society ;

and hope that you will favour me with your opinion, whe-
ther such proceeding is in accordance with reason?

—

Indus-

^^V' [If you have already been recognised asa *' Cottager,"
your selling the produce of your garden cannot disqualify
you, either according to the rules of the Dewsbury Society,
or the suggestions of common sense. But wx should not
think you, living with your father, who is a farmer, to be
such a person as is usually considered a cottager. By
that terra ought to be understood exclusively day-la-

bourers, living in their own cottages, or their children.]

Cottag€r*s Calendar In consequence. of inquiries ad-
uresspfl tn A/f.* PoT*-rt»i iit^nn cnme points in his valuable

sent us the following
Series of memoranda :

—

Keen's Seedling Strawberries
for cottagers may be phinted in 4-feet beds, 9 inches apart,

planting them at right angles and allowing the outside
rows to be six inches from the edges of the bed ; this will

live fi\e rows, but they must be kept free from runners.
Old Pine may be planted in the same manner, allowing
them one foot apart or four rows ia the bed.—The White
or Brown Spanish Onions are usually sown broadcast, to

stand the winter; and they may be allowed to remain as

they come up, without thinning, until spring. About half
jjn ounce of seed will be sufficient for a moderate
bed. Some persons do allow iheir onions to remain
in the seedbed without transplanting, and by pick-
ing off the flower-stem as soon as it appears, sometimes
obtain very good Onions ; but I very much prefer trans-
planting them, by doing which, on well-prepared ground,
better Onions are obtained, many of them not running to
<ed at all, as they almost invariably do when allowed to

remain in the seed-bed.— In Training Pyramid Pears,
^ith pendulous branches, the first tier may be about 18
inches from the ground, and it is not strictly necessary
that they should afterwards be in tiers, but four or five
side branches may be left each season, or more, according
lo the strength of the tree; the diameter of the tree at
the base should depend upon its height ; but if this is six

or seven feet, then from four to five feet is a proper width

;

but this is a matter of taste. The annexed woodcuts will

give a better idea of their training than any description.

The branches should not be tied in a pendulous position
for a year or two at first; unless the tree is growing very
vigorously; and the neatest way to secure them is to drive
down five or six stakes at equal distances round the stem,
and form a hoop by connecting them with cord or walch-
ing ; to this the lower shoots maybe tied with bast, which
will last a season.—Dwarf Apples are wsnMj grafted on
Paradise, and Pears on Quince stocks ; but, whether on
dwarf or free stocks, they may be kept within the required
bounds by root-pruning ; the kind of soil has more lo do
with the choice of stocks than the mode of training to be
adopted ; for moist land, dwarf stocks are preferable; for
very dry situations, the free ^iock,~Joseph Paxton.
Model Cottages.—In your last Number I perceive an

article (p. 436), in which the writer animadverts with se-
verity on a design for a mechanic's cottage in Mr. Lou-
don's Cottage Architecture, as if Mr. Loudon had over-
looked or authorised the defects which he points out.
Now it is but fair to say, that Mr. Loudon himself had
noticed, under the head of '' Remarks," the very same
things which have called forth the lecture in your paper,
even to the approving a single cottage rather than a double
one. Your correspondent's paper, therefore, I conceive,
pughfc not to have been sent to you for admission, for two
reasons : the first, that its remarks had been anticipated

;

the second, that the author of them should not have at-

tacked Mr. Loudon with weapons which he had borrowed
from Mr. Loudon, and then turned against him.

—

Amiens
Loudoni,

dressed to Mr. Paxton, upon som
*' Cottager's Calendar," he has

Training Forest Trees to Supersede the Necessity of
Lopping, Mutitatingj or Pruning,—After what I have
before stated on this subject, I am astonished that
" Quercus ** should still persist in condemning my system,
having, as he acknowledges, never seen it practised nor
described ; and further, he hopes •' I will now give in,"
as he perceives that ** my opinions begin to waver."
Mine, however, are not merely opinions, but natural truths
derived from experience! He says the principle he set

out with, was the "reciprocity between the root and head;"
the roots we cannot see, but I believe the roots are in-

creased in proportion to and from the branches; with this

I perfectly agree. Further, he says, in page 380, that
your leader has completely superseded the necessity of his

reply to my observations, they are so convincing that '* I

must now give in," Had " Quercus" perused my publica-
tion, which he ought to have done before he cast so
many doubts upon it, he would have seen the principles
and proofs from actual experiments, which he says are so

convincing, when coming from another pen in the leader

alluded to, and almost in the same .words, with diagrams
or woodcuts nearly similar. As an act of justice to me,
I would, therefore, beg " Quercufi " to procure my publi-

cation, and look into Chapters 3, 6, 7, 8, and 10 ; he will

there find, fully described, the use of the branches and
leaves, as the cause of the increase of the girth, and, by
proper regulation, the height of the tree, even to the
stopping of the young shoots with the finger and thumb.
Were this begun and followed up from the infancy of the
plants, as I have so frequently recommended, there would
be no necessity for lopping and mutilating, nor would
much pruning be required. There is no wavering on my
part, for what has been advanced as the true principle of
pruning in the article alluded to, and which is to make
me "give in," is exactly my system brought forward in a
fresh form. The altering my term from '* pruning forest
trees," to the '* training or preventive system," has been
the means, I verily believe, of bringing out this '* no-
pruning system." I have been long convinced, as I have
before remarked, that I had used a wrong term, from the
evil effects of Pontey's system, which, I am sorrv to ob-
serve, is still extensively practised. If *^ Quercus " should
feel a desire to see my publication, I could inform him

jwhere he may procure one, as it ia nearly out of print. I
j

I
should be glad of a private communication if agreeable.

/F. BUlington,

The Laburnum,— In answer to your correspondent
" Omikron," I beg to state that I have some hundreds of
Laburnums in plantations, to which cattle have had access
for many years, and I have never known or heard of any
evil happening to them in consequence ; though I have,
for other reasons, excluded cattle from most plantations,
yet I have some in which they have free access to the La-
burnum trees, one or two of which are within reach of
sheep. That the ceeds are poisonous to man 1 have
learned from experience, having once made myself very-
ill when a boy by eating some ; the effects were those of
narcotic poison.—P. C

The Portugal Lmirel—ThU tree has exhibited, in
many instances, a remarkable feature in its physiology, in
the bending down of its branches to the earth, and their
rooting in the manner of the Pandanus candelabrum and
others. There is a good example of this phenomenon at
Sudbury Hall, but the most remarkable fact of the kind I
ever witnessed was at Penjerrack, near Falmouth, in Corn-
wall- This tree covered an immense space, and the root-
ing branches formed an impenetrable thicket.—J". Murray,

The Banksian Rose May I add, in confirmation of
Mr. Frost's statement, as to the best season for pruning
the Banksian Rose, that I have a white one which covers
a grcLt space of trellis-work in the greenhouse, and which
has every spring, for the last five years, been covered with
bloom ? I have pruned every season either the last week
in June or the first week in July ; this year it has been
the admiration of all who have seen it.— b. Burton, Dit-
ton Park,

Curious Instance of Vitality in a Noisette Rose.—
During the summer of 1841, I observed a Noisette Rose-
tree, which is naturally a free-growing variety, to become
stunted, having only produced two shoots of a yellow
tinge, about eighteen inches long, from the extremity of
each of which a bunch of flowers, of a pale and sickly
colour, depended. For some time I was unable to account
for its unhealthy state, and attributed it to the soil being
unsuitable for it. As I was determined to ascertain the
cause of the disease, I examined the stem closely ; and to

my astonishment, I perceived that for about twelve inches
above the soil it was quite dead, being hard and brown
throughout, without even a particle of the bark showing
signs of vegetation ; but where the branches forked, two
^hite excrescences, about the size of a marble, had been
formed ; these were ready to throw out shoots, and were
evidently trying to make an impression upon the mortar of
the wall. I applied fine earth to the roots, and in about
three weeks obtained two healthy young plants, which are

now flourishing in my garden. This curious effort of
nature may be common, but I have never before observed
it. Is not the above fact a proof of how large a portion
of nourishment plants and trees take up by their leaves ?

The Rose-tree in question XQUSt have heen existing many
days without deriving any sustenance from the roots. The
circumstance \ have related is much in favour of a plan,

which I, as an amateur, have always adopted, though in
opposition to the opinion of practical gardeners, namely,
that of watering my flowers in the evening during hot and
droughty weather ; although I felt convinced that the
roots could derive but little benefit from the operation,
the small quantity of moisture not penetrating half aa
inch into the ground.— IF. W, [This is analogous to

what happens in such Apples as the Bur-knot, in the Vine
in a damp hothouse, and to the Common Laurel in dark,

damp situations. The afem of tlje Rose was, no doubt,
alive in the centre long after it appeared dead on the out-

side, and even then it probably conveyed sorne fluid up-
wards from tHe soil, whith the excrescences, by virtue of

their root quality, were able to take up.]

Moss Roses.—I have been quite at a loss to account
for Moss Roses, when highly cultivated, losing their mossj
this I find often the case. I at one time thought that the
moss was the result of high culture. Can you oblige your
readers with a few words on the subject?

—

Rosa.—[No-
thing is known to physiologists upon this subject. The
mossiness is supposed to be a diseased structure j but whe-
ther induced by low diet, or high feeding, or neither, is

unknown.]
Stratlotes aloides.—The multiplication of this singular

aquatic is truly wonderful. One or two plants being
brought from a considerable distance (Ormskirk, if I re*

member right), were incidentally thrown into a pool near
Preston, in Lancashire, several years ago ; I may safely

say that these have now become thousands. They ap-
peared to me almost entirely to monopolise two ponds, to
the exclusion nearly of all other aquatics. A plant of the
Water Aloe cost, if I mistake not, the late Lord Yernoja
half a guinea, and it has already cost the present Lord
more than a hundred pounds to get rid of its progeny.
J, Murray,

Mills' Improved Pits.—I beg leave to contribute my
testimony to the superiority of the above pits over every
other which I have seen constructed for the growth of
Cucumbers and Melons. My employer last autumn
erected two pits according to Mills' improved system,

one of which was 42 feet long, in four divisions, of three

lights each ; the other was 26 feet in length. They both

answer admirably, and it is surprising how quickly th«

Cucumber plants grow in them. I have not the least dif-

ficulty in obtaining a good crop of Melons, as upim «
average ten or a doztn fruit set upon each plant. I do^

not but it is adapted for the growth of Fines «*^\-^ ..

for Cucumbers and Melons.—VT. Junes, Rmfh^ ^^^h

2'UH bridge. ,i^ ak*^
Turnip Fly.-^Mr. Read's observatioiu up<>« «**^

^\\^
which infests tbe Bra^.^ica tribe are very jUSt; and i

have observed them in great qnmums on the s€e<J, ana

;is

m^
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It often happens when

^^icularly upon that which has been kept in paper. J

r* good pl«n to preserve the seed m drawers in a dr

SHeedt'^t iLt T/fl'^destroys the plants as soon

!. fKp7mike their appearance; and I know a farmer in

SeSortHf England, who so^ed a field of 60 acres xvith

^urnipf^^^^ car^e up very well. In the course of the

following week he perceived that the seed-leaves were be-

coming spotted, and by the nest morning he found that

half his crop was gone ; and after another day and night

the whole of his Turnips were destroyed. I therefore

tend you a receipt which may perhaps be useful to your

readers: Procure a deal plank, one inch and a half in

thickness, six feet long, and one foot broad, with the

tmder side planed smooth ; a little wheel should be affixed

to each end, about the size of those on garden chairs ;
and

it should have a handle to draw it by, similar to that of a

truck. Beneath the back part of the board some holes

should be pierced, to admit some feathers from a fowl's

wing. The under side of the board should then be painted

pretty thick with white paint ; and by drawing the board

as level as possible over the Turnips, the brushing of the

feathers behind throws up the ily, which sticks firmly to

the paint. One of this size will be large enough for a

garden ; but for a field, the board should be larger, and

drawn by a horse, and will require to be painted every

time of crossing the field. This operation should be per-

formed when the sun is

shining powerfully; and

the board should be cleaned

after being used. The ac-

companying diagram will

give some idea of the ma-

chine. The ground should

be rolled previously to
^

the seed coming up.

—

WmBrnmhj. [This cor-

respondent confounds the Mite with the common Turnip-

ily (tlea).]

Insects injurious to Ash-Trees,—X correspondent in

the Chronicle (p. 269) has made some inquiries respect-

ing the insects which are injurious to the Ash-tree; and

my recent journey into Cheshire has given me an oppor-

tnnitv of gratifying his curiosity. There is scarcely a tree

of this description in the vicinity of Northwich which is

not showmg symptoms of decay in consequence of the de-

predations of an insect of the Coleopterous order, nearly

allied to the Scolytus Destructor, which a few years since

proved so injurious to the Elms in the neighbourhood of

l^ondou. Like it, this little beetle pierces the bark, in

the inner part of which it forms a horizontal passage ; and

at right angles to this passage, on both sides of the same,

the larvie form other minute cavities, nearly parallel to

each other. The name of this insect is Hylesinus Frax-

ini ; its colour varies from slate to chesnut ; the head is

depressed, the antennae clavate,andthe elytra striated and

dotted. The larvse are small fleshy grubs, with white bo-

dies and chesnut heads. Its nature and habits are so si-

milar to those of the Scolytus, that the same means would

probably be equaUy effectual in destroying both. It has

been recommended in the case of the latter to cover the

tree witb a mixture of tar and train-oil in March, to a cer-

tain height from the ground; corrosive sublimate and

turpentine have also been mentioned as a probable preven-

tion of the mischief; butas I have nothadan opportunity

of proving their good effects in the present instance, I can

by no means speak with certainty as to the eligibility of

such applications. Another insect that has of late years

done much damage to Ash-trees in Staffordshire, is the

larvse of the Cossus ligniperda, or Goat-moth, which bores

passages in the alburuum, of the size and appearance of

auger-holes, from which they have here received the name
of "auger-worms.*' I am not acquainted with any other

insects besides the above which are 4)eculiarly detrimental

to Ash-trees.— O, Mosley, Rollf^ston HalL

Remarks on the Weather at Jericho, Van Diemen's Land, Lat.

42° 25' South, Long. 147* 20' East; elevation 1,260 feet, ac-

cording to WoUaston's boiling point of water Apparatus, and

a mountain Barometer used by Count Streleski.
_

Months.

o
00

to
C4
00

January .

February ,

March
April
May .

June
July
August
September
October .

November
December

Mouthly
average of
days on
which it

Rained.

Monthly
average

Days' Snow,

1 in 14 years
1 in 7 years

1 altern.yrs.

2
2
24
1

3 in 4 years
1 in 2 years

Monthly
average
Nights*
Frost.

2 in 3 years
lin 14

1

2
•1

6

7
4
8

3 in 4 years
4 in 5 yeais
1 in 2 years

Remarks.—During this period of 14years the greatest number

of days on which it r&ined—9t» in 1832; least do.. 59 in 1833;

greatest do. snowed, 15 in 183; ; least do., 3 in I826. On the 3d

January, 1832» the severest frost remembered destroyed all the

crops in the district; on the 10th, the same month and year, the

thermometer stood at 122^ in the sun, and on the 19th at 118 !

In June same year 5 nights' frost, and in July 6 nights' frost *- On
6th and 8th Nov., 1833, thermometer 1I0° in the sun ; 1st and 4th

same month low lands flooded; on l6th deep snow.

Range of thermometer for three successive years; observation

taken at 8 o'clock. p.m.; the glass under cover, but exposed

to influence of air :

—

*

Months.

1837.

January
February ,

March
April
May .

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1838. 1839.

Remarks.—On 12th Nov.. 1837, a frost occurred similar to

that of 1832. On 5th Nov., 1838, very severe frost, cut off all the

fruit, and injured Turnip crop. On 5th Nov., 1839, frost similar

in severity to that of previous year. On 24th of same month,

highest flood remembered for many years.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Launcesion, Van Diemeh's Land^ oOth Kov»^ 1841.

Subjoined are remarks upon the state of the weather for

a number of years in one of the central districts of this

colony. The observations were made by a person upon
the accuracy of whose statements perfect reliance may be
placed. The table is condensed from a somewhat diffuse

manuscript ; and it will be seen that the range of the
thermometer has been taken for the concluding three
years only ; it may, however, furnish data sufl&ciently ac-

curate to determine the nature of the climate, and may
possibly guide your deductions in reference to the habitat

of plants of which you may possess specimens from the
locality referred to, or be indirectly useful in drawing a
comparison between the climate of this and a correspond-
ing region in your northern hemisphere. The average
monthly temperature will show that the climate is vrell

suited to the cultivation of any plants which will thrive

in the gardens of Britain ; whilst the recurrence of frosts

at the elevation of Jericho will demonstrate that neither

care nor skill can guard against occasional and serious in-

jury to horticultural produce ; so hazardous indeed have

the contingencies been found, that some occupiers have

abandoned the cultivation of most of tb« fruiU, except,

perhaps, the Gooseberry, Currant, and a few varieties of

Apple, and of the more tender sorts of vegetables. On
this, and on the southern side of the island, the tempera-

ture is by some degrees higher, and summer frost almost

unknown : consequently our gardeners have every induce-

ment to exertion ; the formation of two Horticultural

Societies has given rise to a spirit of emulation, from

which much may be expected, although it appears to ope-

rate more upon the amateurs than the professional class.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
MEETING

OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT MANCHESTER.
[Botanical Skction.]

As might have been anticipated from the early period at which

the Association met this year, very few botanists were present.

The following is a list of the officers and committee of this

section \^^

President.—The Hon. and Very Rev. Wm. Herbert, LL.D.,

F.L.S , Bean of Manchester.
Vice-Presidents.^^ohn Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. ; John Moore,

F.L.S. ; Sir \Vm. Jardine, Bart., F.R.S.E.5 the Bishop of Nor-
wich, P.L.S.

Secretaries.—'Edmn Lankester, M.D., F.L.S. j Robert Patter-

son, J. A. Turner.
eommitiee,~Profes&OT Royle, G. T. Fox, F.L.S., H. E. Strick-

land, Professor Owen, John Elackwall, F.L.S, Capt. Brown, Pro-

fessor Daubeny. John E. Gray, F.R.S. , Richard Taylor, Sec. L.S.,

C. C. Babington, F.L.S., Rev, W. Scoresby, F.R.S., Count Von
Keyserling, Dr. Roget, Sec. R.S., Arthur Strickland, Rev. J. B.

Beade, F.R.S., B. Maund, F.L.S., E. Charlesworth, F.G.S., J.

Aider, G. Webb HaU, H. Denny, Dr. Fleming.
We shall select from the proceedings that which we think may

be interesting to the readers of the Gardeners^ Chronicle,

Thuradinj.—^T. Babingtov ^cad a report from a committee
appoiTited to ascertain the best substances for preserving animal
and vegetable matters as preparations for museums, &c. The
result of the experiments hitherto performed by the committee had
been to prove that none of the solutions of simple salts of potassa,

soda, &c., w^ere good preservers of either animal or vegetable

substances. The best preservatives were found to be arseniate of

potassa and bichloride of mercury. Naphtha, also, and naphtha
and water, in the proportion of one part of the former to seven of

the latter, had also preserved specimens w^ell. The greater num-
ber of experiments had been made on animal matters -, but those

substances which preserved animal matters best, also preserved

vegetable matters best.—Dr. Ricuardson stated that he had used
Goadley's solution, but he had not found it answer so well as

spirits of wine ; and he thought nothing had as yet been proposed

that was a good substitute for this agent in the preservation of
animal and vegetableraatters.—Dr. Lankester said that the best

mode he had seen employed of preserving animals for dissection

for a length of time, was injecting their arteries and veins with a
solution of arseniate of potass and bichloride of mercury, and
placing the whole in a strong solution of common salt. He
pointed out the fact that substances, both animal and vegetable,

when kept along time in solutions of salts, often had crystals of

the salts deposited in their tissues, which might mislead the mi-

croscopical inquirer, if he were not aware of the fact.

Mr. MooRB. of Manchester, exhibited some specimens of para-

sites on fishes; which was followed by a discussion on the causes

of parasitic beings, on both plants and animals.—Dr. LANKESxaa
beUeved that, where parasUes appeared iu large numbers, the

animal or plant on which they appeared would be found to have
been previously in a state of disease. In cases where crops had
been attacked with plant-lice, or blight, he had observed pre-

viously a sickly state of the plants. This might in general be
traced to meteorological changes.—Mr. Webb Hai<l stated that

it was very well known that previously to the attacks of blight,

&c., a sickly state of the plants was first observed ; and he be-

Ueved this depended on the state of the atmosphere.—Mr. E.
SoLEY, jun., thought that atmospheric changes might produce a
state of disea^ in plants ; hut he was anxious to know if the in-

organic manures that had been lately used, as nitrate of soda,

gave any tendency to mildew, &c., in the plants. He was lately

struck with the fact that solutions of sulphate of copper favoured
the development of fungi.—Mr. Babingtov, of Cambridge, had
lately seen two parcels of corn, one of which was manured with
nitrate of soda, the other without anything; and that which had
the nitrate of soda was entirely destroyed by mildew, whilst the
other w^ in a comparatively healthy state.
Friday.—h paper from Mr. Couch was read to the section, con-

taining Uie times of the flowering of plants, the arrival of birds,

&c., iu certain districts of Cornwall. This paper was drawn up
in compliance with a request made by Mons. Quetelet, of Brus-
sels, at the last meeting of the British Association, in order to
enable Mons. D^ Longchamps to ascertain whether any and
what relations existed between the phenomena of the organic

* Our readers will remember that June and July are the winter

of Van Piemen's Laact

world and the physical changes that are going on in the atmo.
sphere, and on the surface of the earth.

Mr. H. E. Strickland read the report of the committee ap-
pointed to investigate the growth and vitality of seeds. The
operations of the committee had been of two kinds : first, pro-
curing seeds of great age, and planting them; and secondly,
preserving seeds, in order to be planted at a future time. Under
the first head, it was reported that none of the seeds obtained
from old herbaria, and various other sources, had grown when
planted. Some of the seeds preserved had been planted, and
amongst these it was found that of seeds gathered in 1 835-36.37
the greater proportion had failed to grow when planted in i84U
The mode followed in preservhig the seeds had been to enclose
them in brown paper, and place them in jars, opened at one end,
surrounded by sand. The committee requested the coutributioa
of ripened seeds, with the date of their being gathered, as also
specimens of soil, &c., in which old seeds were supposed to be
contained. A long discussion ensued on the reading of this re*

port, and many instances related of the great length of time that

seeds retained their vitality. Mr. C. C. Babixgton doubted
altogether the fact of seeds from Egyptian tombs having vege-
tated. The Arabs were in the habit of selling these seeds to

Europeans, and previously deposited them there. He had in.

vestigated several of these statements, and found reason to doub
them. The President and Mr, A. Strickland relatedinstances

in which, after the cutting of a canal, the banks were covered

with the common rape, which had not grown there before, Mr.
H. Strickland said, that frequently in new cuttings, &c., a soil

was thrown up which suited a plant, and seeds already there, or
carried there by the wind, &c., would immediately commence
growing. In these ftases it was necessary to examine the soil, to

ascertain, if possible, the presence of the seed. If this was not

done, all these facts must be set aside, as tending to prove the

great vitality of seeds. Dr. Lankestkr thought the negative m.
dications given by the seeds from herbaria as of no value, as

seeds obtained from this source would be, in almost every case,

exposed to circumstances unfavourable to the retaining their

vitality. The inquiries of the committee would be inter£bting in

connexion with the character of the seed, as related to the em-
bryo and albumen. It would be undoubtedly found that the

quantity and quality of the albumen would influence, to a great

extent, the powers of vitality of the embryo, which it inmanyin-
stances enclosed. ^

Srt/wrrffly.—Professor Royle read a paper on the cultivation

of the various species of the Cotton-plant in India.' After enu-

merating the authors that had described the species of Gossypium,

he stated his belief that they might' all be reduced to four, viz.,

two indigenous to the East Indies, G. arboreum and G. herbaveum^

and the two cultivated and indigenous in America, G. pemvia^

nnm or acuminatum, and G, barbadense. He pointed out the

varieties of these species, and the changes which they underwent

by being grown in different soils. He then went into an examin-

ation of the causes of the inferiority of the Indian Cotton to that

brought from America, and traced it to the much greater care and

labour bestowed on the cultivation of the Cotton in America than

in India. The author pointed out the difference of the soils in

which the Indian and American species grew; and stated that

although the American species would not grow where the Indian

did, yet there were plenty of soUs in India on which the American

species would grow. Experiments were now being made in

several parts of India, under the superintendence of American

Cotton-growers, to grow Cotton there for the British market.

The last accounts from these experimental farms were of the

most satisfactory nature; and Dr. Wight, in a letter written as

late as last Maich, to Dr. Royle, stated his belief that next year

India \Vould send to Britain lOOO bales of Cotton fit for the Man-

chester market. Dr. Royle concluded his paper by exhibiting

specimens of the Cotton of the American species grown 011 the

farms of India.- Several Manchester manufacturers were present,

and pronounced that one of the specimens on the table, grown at

Cawnpoor, was equal to any of the American-grown Cotton

brought to their market.— Gen. Brig gs expressed his great satis-

faction at the result of the experiments in growing Cottonm

India ; and pointed out the superiority of the north- western dis-

tricts of India, for the growth of American Cotton, over those of

the south ; and hoped that no want of success iu the latter woultl

induce the present experimenters to abandon the former. He

went into some calculations to prove at how great advantage to

this country Cotton might be cultivated in India.— Mr. Bazlky

said that such Cotton as he had seen this morning, at a lowprice,

would be the means of setting again at work the looms of the

Manchester Cotton-spinners,
Monday,—Ut. Webb Hall read a paper on the means ot pro-

moting the growth of plants. In this paper the author detailed

the general principles on which the application of manures shoum

depend. He pointed ont the necessity of carbonic acid to tne

growth and development of plants, and stated that ^^^ &^^^^^^

desideratum in manuring plants was some substance that, 05 a

slow combustion {eremecausis) should afford this gas m tne

greatest abundance to plants. ' This he thought had been securea

by Mr. Dauiell's new manure, which principally consisted oi

Ugnine combined with bitumhious' matters and ammonia.-^r.

Daubeny stated that, as the agriculturists had in a manner under-

taken to supply the country with food, it was their duty to seek 10

supply it in the largest passible quantity, la the ea^?)" P^'"]?
. "l

man's settling on a soU, he found the earth stored with snfflciem

manure. In the course of time he had to supply it ^5°"^.!^"""

out with animal manure; and when cities ^t^f^an to rise, it ^ *

necessar\% in order to produce enough food for their mhauitanu,

to supply the earth with artificial manures. There was no ame-

cedent improbability with regard to the success of
*"i?[^^ff J^*I

nures like Mr. Daniell's, and it was from such sources that gre*

improvements must be looked for.-Dr. Playfatr observea uidt

bethought DanielPs manure would be better without the oiiu-

minous matter, as it was known to be injurious to pia»5^'
^ .

carbonic acid would be formed in just as large 1*^^^^^^^.^^^'

just as weUwithoutit.—Dr. Lankkster thought that tnisnia

nure might faU on many soils. It evidently did "«\c°"*^"Lge
the ingredients necessary for the nourishment of Wheat; u;

ingredients were probably present in the soil on which tne ^^i;^

riments were made, and would not be in another soil
:

^"°

manure would thus become a failure. It was stated at ""^ ^'
-g

that sulphur was an ingredient in this manure. He t»*^"8:^T^J-

an important agent iix organic processes: it was ^[™°*\ -«.

stanUy present in smaU quantities in organic bodies, it
'Jr' 5

bably introduced hito plants in the state of su>P^"'*^"^.?|,
ipg-g.

gen. The decorapositlou of the sulphates in contact witn vt^^

table matter would supply this gas in almost every son- '

Edward Solly, junior, would not reject the ^itumnious mat
^^

from this manure. They might act mechanically, ^nicn «
_

great importance in the soU. Liebig had stated suiphureueu
^^^

drogen to be injurious to vegetation in any quantity; ne ue
^^

ft small quantity might be necessary. Beans and I'eas^^
^'Ir'^ro.

had watered with water impregnated vrith sulphurettea n)
^^

gen grew well. Cruciferous plants flourished "J^eomnioniy wc
^^

dunghills that gave out sulphuretted hydrogcn.-ProfessorJ -^

bton, of t)urham, thought that DauielPs manure ""f^Jl".
faUure on many soils. It did not contain all the mgrediet.is i

cessary for nourishing Wheat, Sprengel had pointed ^^,-^^
value of the sulphurets as manures. Which acted

^J;^^^ ^^
most probably by giving off sulphuretted hydrogen. ^•J^^^^Vnt
very few soils iu which sulphuretted hydrogen was not Pj^^^ '

and it probably arose from the cause referred to by
^^*;'*'^'y^^on

The Rev. J. B. Rkad wished to call the attention of the s^"'
^

to the use of the microscope in detecting salts, both in i'^"^:^
jjj

and in plants. He had succeeded thus in detecting *^"^^"L (rf

rain-water. He also thus found that the ulterior of tj'^
y'lita.

ceUuiar tissue were lined with a coating of various «*""?,
°\\.oll.

Dr. Plavfair read the report of Professor Liebig on tne avv

cation of Chemistry to Animal Physiology.-Mr. ^^^'^^
jjy,

proposed a vote of thanks to Professor Liebig for to repon»—
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DArBfixr seconded this motion, and in doing so referred at some

lenfftU to a review of Professor Liebig's last report to the Asso-

ciaUon, which had been written by Dr. Schleiden. and had ap-

pearcd'last week in the Gardeners^ Chronicle. He did not agree

lirtth that review, and thought its tone too severe and reprehen-

lible. Professoi Liebig had perhaps fallen into some errors ; but

every one must allow that to him organic chemistry was more
indebted than to any man alive.—I>r. Playpair returned thanks

in a speech highly laudatory of his friend and tutor Dr. Justus

Licbiffi

The Rev. J. B. Read read a paper on the fallacies of I.iebig's

theory of fallows. Liebig: had stated that the advantage of a fal-

low was, that it allowed a'certain quantity of alkali to be disinte-

grated in the soil, that was necessary for corn crops. If, however,

the Leguminosffi were planted as fallow crops, they would do no

harm *' as they arc remarkable on account of the small quantity

of alkalies or salts in general which they contain." The author

did not dispute the correctness of the theory of fallows, but of the

practice with regard to it. He had found that Legnminos?e con-

tained a large quantity of alkaline matters, especially potassa,

which Liebig had denied they contained. He then detailed the

experiments by which he had concluded that Clover, Beans, Peas.

&c contained potassa, and recommended that they should not

be planted as fallow crops.- Dr. Playfai a doubted the correct-

ness of Mr. Read's experiments. -Professor Johnston believed

Mr Read was correct. He had no doubt that the Legumiuosse

contained potassa, and that Liebig' s theory was wrong. Spren-

^ers analyses proved that green crops contained both potassa

and soda.
, . ^ - x. ^ „

TMMrfav.—Dr. Daubenv related the following occurrence:—

An Aloe began to throw up its flower-stem in May 1841. The

first blossoms opened about the end of July, and it went on

flowering till October. Several suckers w^ere removed from the

plant, after the blossom was over, and one which grew on a kind

of underground stem, perhaps two feet and a half long, which

had apparently been lengthened in seeking for a convenient place

to reach the light, had three buds at the end of it. This was
planted, and in May 1842 one of the buds opened in the form ot an

imperfect flower, having some green leaves, with spines on the

edge, as in ordinary leaves, and others approaching to the form

and colour of true petjals, and two perfect stamens, with anthers

and farina, and others distorted.—Dr. Lankkster observed that

this was an interesting specimen of regular morphosis, especially

as it had occurred in the Aloe. This development of the flower

had arisen from the want of that supply of nutriment which the

sucker had received when on the parent plant,

Mr. H.G. Strickland exhibited specimens ofaMedickofvery
rapid and large growth, which he had obtained from the Ionian

Islands. He thought it would answer for cultivation as a green

crop.—Mr. Babtngton pronounced the plant to be the Medicago
xnaculata. It was not uncommon on the sandy sea coasts of

Great Britain.

Mr. Edward Sollt, junior, called the attention of the sec-

tion to specimens of diseased bark from Ash-trees. He stated

this disease was producing the greatest ravages amongst the

Ash-trees of Cheshire, The disease seemed to invite the at-

tacks of an insect which was everywhere found in the diseased

parts. He also exhibited the larvse of the Cossus ligniperda,

which attacks the Oak-trees. Mr. Babinoton stated that the

insects of the Ash-tree were the Anobium striatum and the Hyle-

cjetus fraxlni. These insects w^ere not at all the cause of the dis-

•ase in the treesj but preferred living in diseased trees.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
jutp 5.—SirC. Lemon, Bt., M.P., in the chair. M. Bell. J. Giles.

T. Pakenham. and J. E. Winterbottom, Esqrs., were elected Fel-

lows. On account of the near approach of the Garden Exhibition,

the subjects shown were necessarily few. Mr. Mills sent a brace

Of handsome Cucumbers, cut from plants raised from cuttings, to

show that such will succeed as well during winter as other plants

raised from seed. The fruit exhibited were produced from cut-

tings struck in Oct. 1841, the fruit of which were shown at Ips-

wich on the sth of Feb. last, and also on the 25th of May, being

pronounced by the Judges the best Black Spine Cucumbers exhi-

bited. Tiiey were grown by Mr. Mills in one of his improved
pits, and clearly evince that plants raised from cuttings are

equally productive with those raised from seeds. From Mr.
Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus. were Scyphanthus 61egans, a
climbing plant, with bright yellow flowers, formerly called Loasa
voliibilis J a Calceolaria raised from imported seed, said to be
sweet-scented, but its perfume (if it has any) is scarcely per>
ceptible; it bears considerable resemblance to a badly-grown
specimen ofCalceolS.riaara(ihnoidea; and two seedling Caeti, one
with small, the other with large flowers, having much the appear-

ance of C. Ackermaiuii. From Mr. Brown, of Hampstead, five

seedling Fuchsias : one, named Prince Albert, seems to be a prolific

bloomer ; but they were all too much like other known varieties

to prove very attractive. Mr. J. D. Parks likewise sent two seed-

ling Fuchsias, which possessed the same fault as the preceding;

and a seedling Pelargonium, of a lilac colour and a large size,

but deficient in those properties which constitute a good flower.

From the Garden were a collection of Orchidaceous and other

plants, amongst which Milt6nia spectabilis stood conspicnousj the

flowers are large and produced singly^ the perianth is white and
the centre of the labellum dark purple, which becomes gradually

lighter towards the margin ; this species is well worthy.of a place

in every selection of Orchidaceous plants, on account of the

beauty of the flowers, and the length of time which they will con-

tinue in perfection, sometimes, in a warm and moist atmosphere,

remaining unimpaired for six or eight weeks j there were also two
pans of Brachycome iberidif61ia, with violet-coloured aster-like

flowers, one of the best aunuaU of recent introduction ;
Ronde-

l^tia speciosa, a handsome stove plant, producing dense clusters

Of bright and orange blossoms, and Statice mucronata, of a pale

lilac colour, which deserves to be more generally cultivated.

Besides these, there were cut flowers of Triptilion spinosum, a

half-hardy biennial, introduced some years since from the moun-
tains of Chili ; since which time it has been lost to the country

and again restored ; the blossoms are of a rich deep blue, and the

'

leaves are of a prickly nature j the plant not only requires protec-

tion during winter, butappears to suffer from the heat of summer,
and it should, therefore, be kept cool and moist during the latter

season. Pentstemon gentiauoides cocciuea, with flowers of deep

crimson; Potentilla insignis, of a bright >ellow^ a collection of

Verbenas, amongst which were some excellent varieties of V.

teucrioides, and a collection of Roses, were likewise from the

garden of the society.

ROyAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
June 29.—H. Handley, Esq., President, in the chair. The Earl

of Powis was elected a governor, and 80 gentlemen membera.--

The council decided on the prize sheet for next year at the Derby

meeting, and resolved that all certificates and entries should be

delivered by the istof Jane; the president called attention to the

appointment of judges for the show at Bristol, when all present

Who Intended to be competitors on that occasion having left the

board-room, the remaining members proceeded to nominate the

judges for the particular departments of the exhibition. Pro-

fessor Royie presented some seed of the Khelat Lucerne ;
W.

Vaughau, Esq., transmitted a packet of Wheat from the Sand-

wich Islands, the produce of seed left there by Vancouver; U.

Pryme, Esq., M.P., sent half a bushel of a new kind of Cole or

Rape seed; and the proprietors of "Bell's Weekly Messenger
presented the scarce numbers of that journal to complete the

ociety's copy; for which the council voted thank*. The report

of the Bristol committee, and a communication from Professor

Sewell in reference to a lecture at the Bristol meeting, were read.

BOTAXICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
/ttijf l'.—j;e. Gray, Esq., President, In the chair. The following

oottfttiona were announced:—Specimens of Lastreea crtetata

ffrcsl;- cglicctwl at Holt, la NwfgU, prewnted hy the agtaoicftl

Society of Holt. Specimens of GeUdimn roatratum (Harvey), col- I toes, carried on by Mr. Fleminrof Barochan. "All were
l^S^^'l ^1 Aberdeen by Mr. G. Dickie, and presented by him. ^^^^^^ j^ ^^^ ^^^^ manner wilh farm-yard manure, at the

rate of about 30 cubic yards per acre. The Potatoes were

all planted on the 25th of March, on the same heavy black

soil. The several dressings were applied on the 20th of

May, and the Potatoes were all lifted on the. 28th Sep-

tember.

British Plants had been received from Lady S. vvindham and Mr.
F. Robins. Seeds from the Cape of Good Hope, from Mr. R.
Phillips. British Mosses from Mr. J. F. HoUingrs. Various
Specimens of Plants and Specimens of Woods, purchased at the
sale of the Botanical Museum of the late A. B. Lambert, Esq.,
and presented by some of the Members. Donations to the Library
were announced from the Imperial Academy of Sciences, the
American Philosophical Society, and the Academy of Sciences,
Philadelphia. Mr. T. Twining:, Jun., exhibited a collection of
cultivated specimens from Twickenham. Mr. T. Sansom com-
municated a paper, being "Notes on an excursion taken by some
of the Members of the Society 5nto Kent, in June last, and con-
taining' a list of the plants observed."

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jult/ 5.—Mr. Wildman in the chair. Mr. Day, of Oxford, sent

three seedling Fuchsias, named r6sea 6leg:ans, rubra, and Vivid,
for the*"opinion of the society, which was as follows :

— ** That the
blooms were larg^e, but coarse, and possessed that samenesi of
colour which pervades most of the varieties lately raised."

LAUNCESTON (VAN DIEMEN'S LAND) HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

March 9.—This meeting was held at the society's rooms, and
was numerously attended. The display of fruit was particularly

g^ood ; the principal prizes bcin? given for Hothouse Grapes

;

Early Newington Peaches; Nectarines; Coe's Golden Drop;
Magnum Bonum and Green Gage Plums; Jargonelle, Gansell's
Bergamot, Crassane, Brown Beurree, and Swan's Egg Pears;
Ribston Pippin, Court of Wick, Alexander, Nonpareil, Nonsuch,
Golden Harvey, and various other Apples ; Black Rock, Canta-
loupe, and Water Melons; White and Red Currants, and Bar-
berries. The flowers consisted chiefly of Balsams, Dahlias, Roses,
Cratieguses," and Cape Bulbs. Among the Vegetables were the
Italian and common Vegetable Marrow; White Spanish and
Madeira Onions; Savoy and Red Cabbages; White Beet; Red
and Black Potatoes ; Carrots, Cap'iicnms, Tamatoes, Pumpkins,
and Cucumbers. The prizes were chiefly won by the Rev, R.
Davies, and Messrs. J. Bonney, J. Cox, S. Smillie, T. Bartley, J.

Reid, S. Henty, J. C. Underwood, and J. Gleadow.

—

Lau/iceslon

Exajniner,

COUNTRY SHO\YS.
TamwOi'th Moyal HorticitUuml Society, June 26.—The second

meeting of the Society was held at the Town Hall, and a finer display

of Pinks and Rosea has seldom been witnessed, upwards of 300 being

staged for exhibition ; but we BtiU have to lament the want of support

from gentlemen who have st9ve3 and greenhouses. The Society are

under great obligations to R. Green, Ksq., who kindly contributed

to decorate their table. The prizes were awarded as follows:

—

Thk
Adelaide Prize: Cornncopui, R. Greene, Esq. Heatus, Mr,
Holmes. Fuchsias: Mr. J. Bramall. Pelargoniums: Collec-

tiony K. Greene, Ksq. Nosegay \ 1, Mr. R. C. Browne; 2, Mr.

Garry, Robes {Dark): 1, Prince Charles, Mr. Holmes; 2, George

the Fourth, R. Greene, Esq. Light Red: 1, Princess Royal, Mr.

Holmes ; 2, Brennus, R. Greene, Esq. Blush : 1, 2, Mr. Cowde-

roy. White: 1, Madame Hardy, Mr. Holmes; 2, Moss, Mr. Cow-
deroy; 1, Spottedy R. Green, Esq. Collection of Ranuncu-
luses : Mr. J. Willcoi. Pinks; Purple Laced^ 1, Drury's Conser-

vative, Mr. Clerk; 2, Earl of Staa.ford, Mr. Cowderoy ; 3, Seedling,

Mr Clerk. Red Laced-. I, Lord Calthorp, Mr. Cowderoy ; 2, Lord
Codrington, BIr. Clerk ; 3, Unknown, Mr. Merry. Self'. 1, Eclipse,

Jfr. Clerk; 2, Parry's Union, Mr. Merry. Pansieb: Twelve Vari'

eties: 1, M. Holmes, with Jehu, Eclipse, Delicata, Prince Alberts

Superha, Jewess, Marchioness of Anglesea, Holmes'a Dark Perfec-

tion, Brown's Otho, Brown's Jewess, Stubb's Rival Yellow, Laun-
celot. Dark Perfection. Six Varieties : 1, Mr. Holmes, with
Thompson's Eclipse, Jehu, Jewess, Marchioness of Anglesea, Dark
Perfection, and Rival Yellow. Vegetablbs: Peas, 1, Mr. Eaton :

2, Mr. Harding. Potatoes: l, 2, 3, Mr. Uheeler. ArtichoKe$t

Capt. Inge. Auiumn-soicn 0>i«on#: Mr. Wheeler. Spring-sown

do.: Mr. Eaton. Turnips: Mr. Harding. Carrots: Mr. Hard-

ing. Beans: l, Capt. Inge; 2, Mr. Harding. Lettuce: 1, Mr. R.

C. Browne ; 2, Mr. J. Willcox. CaidiMwer : Mr. S. Keen. Cabbage :

Mr. Wheeler. Shallots : Mr. \VheeIer. Garlic : Mr. Wheeler,

Cucumbers : Mr. J. Bramall. Cherries: \, Capt. Inge ; 2. Mr. Will-

cox. Straii'hen-ies: Mr. Willcox. Raspberries : I, Mr. Willcox; 2,

Capt, Inge. Currants: Mr. J. Willcox. Cottac.ers' Prizes:
Balsam: W. Rayson. Calceolaria '* Mrs. Harding. Nosegay: W.
Ray-on, Pansies : do. Strawberries : do. Raspberries i do.

Currants: do. Cabbage: I, E. Evorall; 2, W. Ra.vson. Peai : J,

T. Cook; 2, W. K:.yson. Potatoes: 1, 2, W. Rayson; 3, T. John-

son. Turnips : I, T. Cook; 2, T. Johnson. Carrots : 1, W. Rayson ;

J.T.Johnson. Onions: 1, 2, T. Cook. Beans: I.T.Johnson;
J, T. Cook. Lettuce: J. Kitchen. Shallots: do. Garlic: J,

Evorall. W. Bian'a Prizes : For best Collection : 1, T. Cook; 2.

T- Johnson.

NOmCES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

BARKE'RiASPKCTA'BiLts. Showy Bark^ria. Orchidaceae. Gy-
n4ndria Monandria. (Stotie Epiphyte.)-VndQT the name of Flor

de Isabal, this beautiful plant forms one of the votive offerings of

the Guatemalese. Mr. Skinner long since sent living: plants to

England, and more recently Mr. Hartweg. one of whose speci-

mens has just flowered in the garden of the Horticultural Society.

It forms a tuft of cylindrical stems about four or five inches high,

each of which bears two fleshy lanceolate acute leaves, separated

from each other by intervals of about an inch. The raceme
rises out of some brown dr>- sheaths, and in the plants that have
flowered bears about six most lovely nodding blossoms: but ac-

cording to Mr. Skinner's account it varies in length from there

inches to a foot. The expanded flowers are nearly three inches

and a half wide, their colour is a bright lUac; the sepals are

linear- lanceolate, the petals ovate-lanceolate in form and un-

spotted : but the labellum is white at the base and in the middle,

lilac at the edge and poitit, and richly marked with small blood-

red spots. Along its middle, below tl?e column, are five purple

lines, which pass into three elevated colourless ridges, beyond
the place where the anther touches the lip. It is vrith Cattleyas^

and such beautiful plants, that this charmJing speciesis worthy to
be arranged.

—

Bot. Reg.
• AcHiMEVKs pEi>uxcLLATA. Long-stalked Achimeues. (Stove

Herbaceous Plant.) Gesnericeae. Didyn&mia Angiospermia.—
The shady woods of Santa Maria, in Guatemala, produced this

finespeciesforMr.Hartweg,who forwarded it to the Horticultural

Society. It blossomed for the drst time in Sept»mberie4l. The
flowers of this species arc nnraerous, large, and of a peculiarly

deep scarlet, richly marked with rows of crimson spots. It is a

good addition to collections. It was introduced at the same time
as A. longiflora and A. r6sea, and requires much the same treat-

ment as those species. Thestemsdieoff after it has doneflowering
in the autumn, and then the pot in which the bulbs are, oughtto be
kept perfectly dry until sprinj,% when they should be re-potted in
fresh soil, and kept moist. They will soon grow vigorously, and
will then require a liberal supply of water. Any light rich soil

will suit them, and they may be grown in a house a little warmer
than a common greenhouse, but uot so hot as a stove. Like the
other species it may be multiplied abundantly, either by parting
the scaly bulbs in spring, or from cuttings of the young shoots.
The period of flowering is during the summer and autumn.—Bof,
Reg.

' MISCELLANEOUS.
Manure for Potatoes.—We find the following import-

ant statements ia the last aumber of the •* Quarterly

Jounwdof Agrigultorei" caflcenung experimeats oa Pott-

No.
Description of top-

dressing.

Rate
per im-
perial

acre.

Produce Weight of
per im-
perial

acre.

produce of

18 yards*
drill.

Increase
in bolls.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Nothing,
Nitrate of Soda,
Sulphate of Soda,
Do. & Nitrate of Soda.

160 lb.

200
SCO

99

66 bolls

80
73

no7

ff

77 lb.

93
86
124

ft

24
7

41

Note—The peck is 35 lb. weight, and 16 make a boll or 5 cwt.

"This break of ground consists of a piece of poor clay,

mixed wilh moss, about 9 inches deep ; subsoil a very stiff

blue till. The dung was old from the farm yard, about
the ordinary quantity (30 cubic yards per acre), spread
upon the land, and dug in* The Potatoes were drilled in

with the hoe; as the ground was wet the plants came up
but weak. The nitrate of soda was sown before the other

top-dressings, and bad remarkably quick effect, as it

showed the third night after being sown. The sulphate of

soda does not occasion the dark green colour which is

seen upon the Potato after the dressing of the nitrate;

but there is not the smallest doubt of its beneficial effects,

although not in so great a degree as the nitrate. Tht^ mix-

ture, which is composed of two-thirds of sulphate of soda,

and one-third of nitrate, has a wonderful effect in strength-

ening the growth (which it keeps longer than with nitrate

alone), and the mixture has the same effect in producing

the dark green colour as the nitrate alone.*' Professor

Johnston, in remarking on this and similar experiments

furnished by Mr. Fleming's gardener, observes :
** Those

who are the most sceptical in regard to the benefits to be de-

rived from agricultural experiments, when well conducted,

will scarcely question the importance of this result—the

most backward in making experiments will be anxious to

repeat this upon his own Potatoes. The cost of the mix-

ture to be applied, in the quantity used by Mr. Fleming,

is as follows :—
Sulphate of soda, 75 lb. dry, at 10*. per cwt,

or 150 lb. in crystals, at 5#,, . . £0 6 9

Nitrate of soda, 75 lb., at 225., • OU 9

£116
The return for this 21*. 6rf., was in each of the above cases

rf
upwards of 8 tons of Potatoes.

tea of r/iii^/.—This is of great importance in the trade

of Ladakh, and the consumption of it in the country is

very considerable, but it is also exported in large quan-

tities to Kashmir and the Punjab. According to informa-

tion obtained from two iuteUigent natives of Bisahar, the

Tea of that province is of two kinds, green and black.

The green Tea is the produce of a shrub which is an ever-

green, seldom exceeding A.\ feet in height. It grows both

in Bisahar and Kulu on a dry soil, especially near the

banks ; and in greatest abundance about Jhagul, between

Rampur and Sarai. New leaves appear about the end of

April or beginning of May, and are gathered from July

to November ; the peasants cut the smaller branches into

pieces and mix them with the leaves, selling the whole to

traders. The latter infuse this Tea in hot water for some
time, until it has imparted much of a reddish colour to

the water, and then throwing away the infusion, squeeze

and rub the leaves between their hands and dry them in

the sun. They say that if the first infusion were used, it

would heat the body and occasion pains in the limbs ; but

I drank some tea prepared froaa the leaves which had not

undergone this process, and experienced no ill effects. It

is not much in request. The black Tea of Bisahar is pro-

duced by a deciduous shrub, found near the villages of

Asrang and Lipi, about seven days' journey from Rampur
and eight from Fiti, in a situation more elevated than

Jhagul. The leaves are put forth in April, and fall about

October or November; they are plucked in July and
August, and are sold to traders, being prepared in the

same manner as the green ; but a colouring extract is in

the first instance mixed with them, of which, after the

first infusion, enough remains to tinge the water in which

the Tea is boiled. The leaves are rolled and dried in imi-

tation of the China Teas. It is not much used by those

who can afford t0;buy the Tea of China, but is very often,

mixed with the latter by the poorer people. I have drunk
of it freely unmixed, and found no inconvenience from \t»

use. The infusion of the green Tea is of a yellowish

green colour, with less aromatic flavour than that of

China. The black yields an infusion of a dark red colour,

but of little flavour. It was the opinion of Mohsiu AU,a
wholesale dealer in Tea to a large extent, that the Teas

of Bisahar differed from the coarser Teas of China only

in the mode of preparing them for market.

—

Moorcrofi'*

Travels f vol. i,, p. 350.

Cauliflower Fritters.— Prepare the Cauliflowers and

boil them ; when done enough drain them, pat them in

an earthen pan with a dash of vinegar, some salt, and

whole pepper. Let them remain for haif-au-hour, draia

them, dip them in a light batter, fry, and when of a g^

cqlour serve up. ^no/^r iraj^.— Boil and dr^a a»

before ; then cut into pieces, an inch and afaalf iouf, trfm

batter, -and serve with grated Parmesan cheese pom*^^^

over them*

GARDEN MEMORAIVDA.^^^^^^.^^^^
A. m>wland, Ssq.%Rosenthal,Uw^^f''^ tthe" Vaia of Rases,*'"

^mg decorated on ^^^^yj^^'^^lfg^^ is from the draw.
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In-'-room ftdjoiuiug which in a Hmall aviary, which communicate

I^^n\?n?oie*to ?^^^ ^^-^^^^ supported b. light

iwttrVof «ood^^^^ ^"'» over whose roof, Roses to

&enfsi^2ea orcolour .re carefully trained. In the centre of

t/TafPrnnlptafltefuny decorated with shells, is a fountain, which,

^'enTe't tnfrlJtion', imparts a lively appearance to the scene.

Mail V of the Rosei are of the first order, and being sheltered from

the wind* by the surrounding shrubs, are still blooming pro-

fusely The choice varieties are protected from the sun and ram

by acanopv about 4ft. in diameter, composed of canvas, spread

over a circular frame of wirework, from the circumference of

which extend across at rigrht angles two other wires, bowed
upwards, and formitiff a convex roof, which cflTectually excludes

the wet, and preserves the colours of the flowers unimpaired for

a considerable leiigtb of time. The whole is supported by an

iron stake, firmly fived in the ^ound. The principal walk leads

from the bouse beneath several arches, hung with festoons of

Roses, to a small piece of water, in which a fountain is continu-

ally playing-. On the right of this miniature lake a grotto, com-
posed of immense masses of Derbyshire marl, is erected, from

which the view of the house and grounds is peculiarly pleas-

ing. From this grotto is a walk, shaded by an avenue of trees,

which terminates in a Rose-parden, the extent of which is

iU)out two acres j this Is planted chiefly with the crimson Per-

petual and common ProvenQe kinds, which at this time pre-

sented one mass of bloom. Mr. Rowland informed us that he

had applied to a portion of them ^previously well manured) ni-

trate of soda, in .tmnU quantities, and that their growth after-

wards was remarkably strong, but this might probably be owing
to the manure. The nitrate, however, produced one good effect,

which cannot fail to recommend it : the place, which had up to

that period been Infested with slugs, was, after the f^rst shower
of rain, completely cleared of these pests, nor has one been seen

since near the spot where the soda was applied. A path through
another smaller Rose-garden leads us to two small Vineries; the

roofs of both houses being covered by a single Black Hamburgh
Vine, which is loaded with an abundant crop in diflTcrent stages

of maturity.—ii. A., Juhj 4.

x

Journal of the Roynl Aiticultural Society of England,

Vol. III. Part I. 8vo. Murray.
TiiK first article in the present volume is a sketch, by

Earl Spencer, of the improvements at ilollvbam, of which

the following was the earliest cause :
—'* It happenetl that

the lease of a large part of the land which now forms

Holkham Park was within two years of its expiration. In

the lease previous to the one then current this land had

been let at 1 5. M. per acre ; on the then current lease it

had been raised to 3^. Lord Leicester offered to the

tenant to renew it at 55. ; but Mr. Brett, the tenant, who
deserves to have his name recorded for the great good he

unintentionally did to the country, refused to give so much
for the land ; upon "which Lord Leicester determined to

take it into his own Viands." This land, for which Mr.
Brett refused to give 5s. per acre, now, under an improved
system of management, produces nearly 4 qrs. of Wheat
per acre. •* The lease having expired in 1778, Lord Lei-

cester commenced farming.'* It may be inferred that for

Beveral years he did not meet with much encouragement
from success, since " Wheat was first sown on the farm in

1787. At that time the agriculture of the kingdom was
recovering from astate.of great depression, and consumption

was on the increase in consequence of the stimulus given

to the trades and manufacturea by Mr. Pitt's treaty of

commerce. Similar causes were })roducing similar effects

in France. About a year afterwards, Arthur Young noted
that the price of the 4 lb. loaf of wheaten bread was lOd,

in Picardy. The discontent occasioned by this rise of

prices led to the annihilation of French commerce and
manufactures. Fortunately this danger was warded off

from our own, and during a quarter of a century the two
countries exhibited a perfect contrast. The expense of
making the barren wastes of Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and
other counties capable of producing 4 qrs. of Wheat per
acre was fully remunerated by high prices ; whether with-
out them the same improvements would have taken place
generally, is doubtful. The example of the Earl of Lei-
cester might have been as ineffectual as had been that of
Duhamel in France, where Arthur Young found his drills

and other implements stored away as curiosities. Lord
Leicester was fortunate in possessing upon his estates a
most " effective source of fertility, which, under his ma-
nagement, was adopted to a much greater extent than it

hitherto had been. The surface soil of the whole district

is a very light sand, but nearly throughout it there is a
Btratum of rich marl at various depths underneath. Pits
were opened, and the marl dug out and laid upon the sur-
face. This not only increased its fertility, but gave to the
•oil the solidity which is es^ntial to the growth of Wheat.
By these means Clover and other artificial Grasses were
raised, and the power of keeping more live stock was
attained."

.

This snccess induced another great Norfolk landowner,
Mr. Angerstein, to recommend the same method to his
tenants on land in Lincolnshire

; on land similarly situated,
one of them, who had been on the brink of ruin, brought
Lis affairs into a highly prosperous state by marling. Its
effects were such, upon another of his farms, that the
tenant having, in the last year of his occupation, sown
wheat upon two-thirds of it, Mr. Dawson, the largest and
most successful farmer in the county, declared in evidence
upon a trial for damages, that the land was not exhausted
by this over-cropping ; he mentioned that the effect of
marl was more powerful and permanent than that of bone
manure, which has been so wonderfully useful, that it is

proposed to manufacture it according to a communication
made by the secretary at a late general meeting of the

society.

Lord Spencer*'s paper is followed hy an account of the

relative draught of Ploughs—a short but very important

communication, showing the unsuspected drain on farmers'

resources, which extensively exists in consequence of the

use of implements of unnecessary draught. Other articles

are from Sir Robert Peel; on Drainage; Sir H. De la

Heche, on Geology ; Col. Le Couteur, on the Jersey

Plough ; Mr. Curtis, on the Insects affecting the Turnip

Crop; the Rev. Mr. Rham, on the comparative value of

the different kinds of Fodder ; Mr. French Burke, on

Cottage Economy and Cookery ; Mr. Morton, on Agri-

cultural Mechanics ; Mr. Murchison, on the Black Earth of

Russia; and Dr. Daubeny, on the application of Science

to Agriculture. These communications are all valuable,

but will hardly bear abstracting within the space we can

at present allot to them. Perhaps we may notice some

of them fleparately hereafter.

The Magazine of Domestic Economy. 8vo. : Orr and Co.

Vol. 7 having lately appeared, we take the opportunity

of recommending this book to public favour. It is a

useful miscellany—carefully conducted, and embracing an

infinite variety of domestic subjects, as will be evident

from the volume before us, which contains articles on

Electricity and Dress-making, Quack Medicines and

Cookery, Manures and Monetary Matters, Wet-nurses and

Hydropathy, Camellias and Fish-ponds, Scented Snuff

and Fomentations ; to say nothing of Puddings, Butter,

Jellies, Dyeing, Servants, Laces, Bathing, Brewing, and

we cannot tell what besides. For the amusement of our

readers, we pick out the following extract from an article

On Making the Skeletons of Leaves.—" Choose the

leaves of trees or plants which are somewhat substantial

and tough, and have woody fibres, such as the leaves of

Orange, Laurel, Apricot. Apple, Oak, &c. ; but avoid

such leaves as have none of the woody fibres which are to

be separated and preserved by this method ; such are the

leaves of the Vine, Lime-tree, and some others. These

are to be put into an earthen or glass vessel, and a large

quantity of rain-water to be poured over them ; after this

they are to be left to the open air and to the heat of the

sun, without covering the vessel. When the water eva-

porates so as to leave the leaves dry, more must be added

in its place : the leaves will by this means putrify, but

they require a different time for this ; some will be finished

in a month, others will require two months or longer, ac-

cording to the toughness of their parenchyma. When
they have been in a state of putrefaction for some time,

the two membranes will begin to separate, and the green

part of the leaves to become fluid; then the operation of

clearing is to be performed. The leaf is to be put upon

a flat white earthen plate, and covered with clear

water; and being gently squeezed with the finger, the

membranes will begin to open, and the green substance

will come out at the edges ; the membranes must be

carefully taken off with the finger, and great caution

must be used in separating them near the middle

rib. When once there is an opening towards this sepa-

ration, the whole membrane always follows easily

;

when both membranes are taken off, the skeleton is

finished ; and it is to be washed clean with water, and then

dried between the leaves of a bo'ok.'*
r

Stephens*s Book of the Farm closes the first volume
with the 7th Number, which has just appeared^ It is an-

nounced that the commencement of the second volume
will be delayed two months, in order to give time for the

erabodyment of new materials. We can only add to what
we have already stated on former occasions, that this

work maintains its character as it proceeds, and that we
know of no book in which so much useful information on
general as well as special farming is to be found. The
present Number is chiefly occupied with draining and
ploughing. Let us hope that when completed there will

be a full general Index of the manifold contents of the
two volumes.

Lees's Botanical Looker-out (8vo. Tilt and Bogue)
contains the author's observations upon wild flowers and
other natural objects, arranged beneath each month of the

year, and interspersed with poetry selected, for the most
part, from favourite authors. It is a pity that so much zeal

and knowledge of natur£\l history should be grafted on a
vicious, affected style, which would ruin the most beauti-

ful descriptions ; and the pity is the more because, not-

withstanding, the book has much that is agreeable and
instructive.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.
The early forcing-houses being now out of use, a convenient

opportunity is a^orded for putting them into perfect repair. With
this object, therefore, the fire-holes, flues, or other heating appa-
ratus, ought to be' examined and made efficient j and then the
sashes, rafters, and other woodwork, should be cleaned and
painted. This last operation is often put off from year to year,
tiU exposure destroys the texture of the surface of the wood, and
then paint has much less power as a preservative. A light coat
of paint annually would be more conducive to neatness of ap-
per.rance, and little less economical in the end, than the too ge-
neral method of giving two or three coats every four or six years.
Plant-houses, too, being now partly empty, ought to be tho-
roughly repaired. Colour is, of course, a mere matter of taste,
yet we venture to recommend a subdued stone colour in pre-
ference to an uhnatural green, or a glaring white, for the exterior
of hothouses.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—Examine the bark-beds frequently, to ascertain whe-
ther their temperature is confined within proper limits, for an
injury now to the roots of growing plants would be likely to mar
all the previous care bestowed on them, by causing them to start
into fruit. Beds which have recently had an addition of fresh
bark will probably be too warm, when the bark must immediately
be drawn away from ttie pots to let the heat escape. On the
other hand, if the bed lias not been renovated since the May
thifting, its surface may have become too dry to uphold the ne-
ceasary fermentation, in which case watering, and afterwards
stirring the bark with a prong, might have the desired effect.
This snouid be done without disturbing more of the plants than
is absolutely necessary. Bear in mind that plants which have
filled their pots with roots wiU require water oftener than those
which have been lately potted.

ViXERT,—Where Vines root inside the house, the borders must

be well supplied with water. A layer of good manure, hid by %
slight covering of mould, will be of great service on the border
as the water in passing through it will carry its nutritive particles
down to the roots; it will likewise prevent the borders froni
dr>ing so rapidly. The outside borders must also be watered in
dry weather, if they are not mulched. Look over Grapes that are
swelling off, and take out a few of the Inner berries where they
are too close together. Give all the air you can hi fine weatLer
to fruit that is colouring, and keep the house drier than before.
PEACH-HorsK.—The Royal George Peach, which is one of the

most common in forcing- houses, is peculiarly subject to mildew.
The best remedy is sulphur, which should be applied immediately
upon the appearance of the disease. K not yet done, the sash^
should be taken off the early-house.

Fio-HousE.—The directions given in the preceding Calendars
must be applied according to circumstances. If the first crop is

gathered, use the syringe freely, and also water liberally at the
roots ; but if the fruit is nearly mature, too much moisture will
be prejudicial j and ripe Figs must never be wetted, or their
flavour will be much deteriorated.

CucuMBKRS AND MELONS.—Maintain a gentle heat by linings

to the pits and frames, which will be of great benefit to the plants
in cold and dull weather, and noway injurious in warm days,
provided plenty of air is given. When the night temperature is

low, which has often happened of late, it will be well to cover up
the Melon-frames, observing always to uncover early in the
morning. Fumigate upon the first appearance of aphides or
thrips. for if these pests are once permitted to breed, they cannot
be eradicated without much trouble.

Out-door Department,

Cardoons.— Thin the young plants, leaving only one in a
place.
Carrots.—If such things are required, sow a smaU breadth of

the Horn for drawing young in autumn.
Cklery,—The first crop will now require earthing, which must

not be done when the plants are wet. Take away the small leaves,

and also the side-shoots that sometimes spring from the neck of
the plants.
Chervil.—This, with Lamb's Lettuce, and all annual herbs

that are used in salads, should be sown to supply the demand in

autunui.
Endive.—Plant from the early sowings, but not largely.

Garlic and Shallots.—Take these up if the foliage begins to

wither, or if the maggot has attacked the roots, and lay them in

the sun to dry. •

KiDNKY-BjiANS.—Jf the autumn be dry and warm, the dwarfs

sown a month ago will probably not continue so late in bearing

as might be desired j therefore, by way of a reserve crop, a few
more may be put in; at the foot of a south wall, if such a situa-

tion is available. For this purpose choose a sort which comes
quickly into bearing, such as the Negro or the Dun-coloured.

Leeks.—Plant out the principal winter stock, in very rich soil,

if large stalks are required. Those left in the seed-bed should

stand thickly, small Leeks being sometimes wanted.

OrcAarrf.—Preparations should now be made for procuring^ an
ample stock of Strawberry-plants for forcing next spring. To
obtain strong plants, we can, from experience, recommend the

layering system, as here described: Fill the required number of

pots (32*s is a convenient size) with rich soil, and after distri-

buting them among some established plants, lay one of the young

plants, which are now forming upon the runners, on the soil in

the pot, and keep it in a proper position by placing a stone upon

the runner, cutting off that portion of the latter which extendss

beyond the plant; with a little attention in watering these will

soon strike root and grow vigorously, when they might be de-

tached from the parent runners, and removed to any convenient

situation. When the pots are filled with roots the plants must

be shifted into others a size larger, and afterwards the usual rou-

tine of watering and weeding is all that is necessary till they are

removed to winter-quarters.
IL—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.

Stovk.—Move the plants frequently which are placed on the

bed, to keep the roots from taking permanent hold of the ground

below. Reset them from time to time, giving the best plants the

most favourable situations. If the weather should happen to

be cold and dull for a few days, heat the flues or pipes of the Orchi-

daceous- house during the day, allovdng the fire to go out m the

afternoon. This is necessary to preserve the young shoots from

damping. Do not light fires at night, for it is unnatural to have

the temperature at night higher than during the day.

Greenhouse and Conservatorv.—In fine weather too much

air cannot be given ; but during very rough winas, which have

often occurred of late, the sashes should be only partially

opened. Plants that have been tenderiy reared, such as Glox-

inias, Achimenes, Balsams, &c., must necessarily suffer from ui-

judicious exposure to wind or cold. After the leaves and stems

of Tropseolums are withered, take the tubers out of the pots, and

lay them in dry sand, to remain till they again vegetate. Camel-

lias that have not been repotted should have occasional supplies

of liquid manure. Orange-trees, especially those in fruit, shouia

also have manure-water once in ten days or a fortnight.

Pits and Framks.—Propagate by offsets another set of Cine-

rarias, to bloom after those taken off in June, which will now

probably require re-potting. Seeds of Primula sinensis sown as

soon as ripe will produce plants to bloom next sprmg. i>ow

seeds of Tiopseolum tricolor; if the hard outer sheU is taken on.

the seeds will soon germinate -;, but if that covermg is not re-

moved they will lie dormant till it decays naturally, probably tiu

next spring. Bud seedling Orange-trees with the cultivated va-

rieties; cuttings of the young wood may now also be put in.

Out-door Department,
Remove biennials and annuals from the mixed borders as tuey

lose their beauty, and replace them with others from the resene

beds, or from pots. Failing beds of short-lived annuals, ^s i^e-

mophila insignis and Gilia tricolor, should be replanted with ver-

benas, Heliotropes, Petunias, or any species which flower a lon^

time successively. Layer Carnations and Picntees, ''^n« 1'"^ "'

pipings of Pinks. Likewise put in cuttings of the finest bnap-

dragons, many of which are exceedingly handsome, but cannot

be depended upon from seed. Save seed of coloured ^owsi'P^

and Primroses ; also of Hepaticas, which would probably give

some new varieties, ,^
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

NuRSERV.^Sce that the shoots from last year's h^^^. ^a
from the present season's grafts, are effectually secured again^/-

high winds. Worked fruit-trees, which were headed ^o^vn "

spring, should also be looked to, and their young shoots P'^^^"''

trained to stakes. Grafts that were late in pushing will now re-

quire untying. Weed, thin, and water young seedlings oi *^

kinds, according as they require these operations.

Forkstand Coppice Woods.—This is the proper se^oniu

the summer pruning of young timber trees, and we
f^J^l^

who wish for straight and clean boles, to adopt that ^^siti .

Common sense tells us that it is better to " train up a y^* "^. ;^
way it should go." than to suffer it to grow according *o ^ne ut;

of its inclination for a number of years, and t*ie^*^~."X--
mutUatc It into a prescribed form.-/. B. Whiting^ The Deepaenc.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending July 7t

1942, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, ChiswicK. _^

Wind. ;

K^ln-

July
Friday I

S.iturday 2
Sunday S
Munday 4
Tufisday 5

Wsdnetday 6
Thuraday 7

BAaousraa^ TllKRUOVBTaR.

Max.
S9.fl49

S9.S48
».901
S9.770
»a823

ao.009

Min.
29.7^
29.830
£9.890

80 103

AvergR* B9.B17 I ».«»
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July !• Heavy rail! ; very fine; cloudy.

2, Very fine > heavy showers in afternoon j cloudy at night.

3. Very fine j cloudy j overcast.

.4! l>ensely overcast; exceedingly fine; overcasti boisterous

at uipht.

5. Drv and wimly ; heavy showers; evening very fine,

6. Clear; very fine throughout.

7. Overcast; rain.

Mean temperature of the week 47 deg. below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswiclt during- the last 16 years, for

the ensuing Week ending July 16, lfi42, ^^^^

Jidy.

Aver.

Temp.

Mean
Temp

63.3
63.8
63-5

62.2

63.0

62.5
€2.7

Ko. of
YeHrs in
whiLh it

Rained.

4
4
8
6
7
10
4

f *«-..« .t PrevaUirfiAVindt.OreatPet 1 , z^

H .2 ai ^J^
quantity
oi liain.

1

0.86 in.

0.18
1.10

0.72

o.co
1.4fi

0.12

1

N
Z

I

C£

1

2 _
1'

1

I

1

1

1

I

1

J

1

3
4

3

S
3

6
3

5
10

S
8

6

3

Ji

3
4

5

2
3
S
I

1

t The highest temperature during the above period occurred on

the 1 Uh, in 1836—thermometer 88°; and the lowest on the 13th, in

^S40—thermometer 41°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN
For the week ending July 8. 1842.

The Market has been well supplied during the past week with

fruit of every description, and vegetables, except in a few cases,

have been plentiful ; trade also has been very brisk, fj-wi^—The

best Pines are somewhat cheaper than in our last account, bemg

from 6? to 8s. per lb. Grapes have varied but litUe; Muscats

are selliug from 5*. to 7s. per lb., and Black Hamburghs, &c. from

2s to 5s per lb. English Melons arc from 3s. to 5s. each ; and

the Dutch, of which there are a large quantity, are from is. to 4s.

each Peaches and Nectarines are considerably cheaper, the

highest price being I8s. per doz. The quantity of Cherries offered

is very great ; the wall fruit fetches from !s. 6J. to 2s. Qd. per lb.,

the standard fruit from is. 6J.to 4s. per doz. lbs. The supply of

Strawberries is good, the best consisting chiefly of Myatt's British

Queen and the Elton Pine; the average price is 2s. per gallon.

Gooseberries are very plentiful, and the best fruit is selling from

2s. to 4s. per half-sieve. Currants are quite ripe; the dessert fruit

is fetching from 3s. to 5s. per sieve. Cucumbers are good, and rather

dearer than in our last account, being from 3s. to Qs. per dozen.

ree-€/«A/ts.—Asparagus is no longer to be obtained. Cauliflowers

arc plentiful and good, from is. 6rf. to 4s. per doz. Cabbages have

altered little in price since our last report. Peas are abundant,

nnd are selling from 3s. to 4s. per bushel. Windsor Beans are

considerably cheaper, having fallen to Is. 6^. and 2s. per bushel.

French Beans are more plentiful, and fetch from 35. to 5s, per

halfsieve There is little alteration in the prices of Turnips and

Carrots, which the late rains have materially improved. New
Potatoes are offered in l?rge quantities; the Kidney kinds are

selling from 4s. to 5s. per half-sieve ; and the round ones from

3s. to 4s. per half-sieve. Vegetable Marrows are becoming more
abundant, but their price is not altered. Lettuces are good, from

U. to Is. 6(/, per score. We observed a small quantity of excel-

lent Endive from France, which was selling from is. 6rf. to 2s. per

dnz. Young Celery has been rather scarce, and has consequently

risen In price. Spinach has been well supplied, and fetches

fromss. 6i/.to5s. perjunk. Artichokes are tolerably numerous,

j^om lfi.6J. to 2s, per doz. The small quantity of Mushrooms to

be obtained areoifered at 2s. 6cf. and 3s. per pottle.

PRICES, Satujujay, JuLT 9, IB4S.—FHUITS:—
Gooseberries, perhf. sve., 24 QdX.QG9

Cucumbers, per doz., 3j to 9#
Strawberries, per gall. ,2*
Raspberriea, per gall. U 3d *

Oiaa^«s, per dox., 1* to 2tGd
~ per 100. 6< tol6«

Lemons, per dox. J* to 2i '

_ per 100, 7* to 14*

Almonds, per peck, 7*

Sweet Almoads, per pound, 3j to Z* 6d

Nuts, per liuihel—
— Braxil. 20<
— Barcelona, SO* to24*

VEGETABr.KS.
Chives, per bun., Sd
Leeks, youn^i ppr dnz- bnn., 4»

Garlic, per bunch, 4d tq 6d
Shallots, per bi:h., 3d to>d
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. Bcore, 1« to li 6d

C6%,9d to It ed
Eudive, per doz- U 6d to 2/

Celery, per bundle. (12 to 15),2* to 3x

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d

\Vatenress ,
p.d z-small bunch. 4d to 6d

Pine Apple, perlb.6* to R#

Grapes, per pound, 2* to ^
— Muscats, per pound, 5# to 7'

Meloni, English, each, Zt Co 5c

— ; Dutch, 1* to 3«.'

Pertchei, p<;r doz. 1S« to 1&«
Nectarines, per doz-, 13* to iBi
Cherries, wall, per lb. l»6d to2j 6d
— standard, per doz. lbs., }sf>d to4»

Currants, White, per )tf. st. SttoS* 6d
— Black. perhlsv.,2»6Jto_3»G<i
— Red, for wine, 9f 6d to 44
— for dessert, Z*6d to C*

Cabbage, per doz. 2* to Is 6rf

Caiilifiowers, per doz., \$ ^d to 4/
Peas, per sieve, 2« Sd to 5«— per half sieve, 1 « 6d to 2t Gd
—^ per sack, 64 to lOs

Beans, Kidney, per hf. sieve, 3* to5i
— Broad, per bush., U Gd to 2s

Potatoes, New, per ton, 100» to200s
— per cwt. 5* tu lOs

per bushel, 2ji 6d to 5i

Kidney, per bushel, 3* to lOj Parsley, per half sieve, U to Is Ed

Articliokes, per doz., 2s 6d to 4s
Turnips, per doz bun., 3« to 4c
Carrots, per doz. bunch, 4j to 6c
Red Beet, per dozen, Ic to Ic6d
Horse Radish, per bundle, 2t 6d to7«
Radiah, per doz. hands (34 to 30 each)
9J to \s

— Turnip, p. doz. bch., 9d to Ic

Spinach, per sieve, 2t6d to 3*
Onions, Green, per doz. bun. 2< to 4c

— Cooking, perdozbch., 2c to 4s6d

Tarragon, per doz. bun-. Be to 3c

Fennel, per dozen bunches, 2c

Thyme, per doz. bunches, 2c

Page, per dozen bunches, 2c

Mint, per doz. bnnches. 3*

Marjoram, per doz. bunches, 2c

Savory, per doz. bunch., 2'

Basil, p«r doz. bunches, »# to 3#

Vegetable Marrow, perdoz., Ic 64^ to Sc

Mushrooma, per pottle, 2c 61-' to 3* Gd

N^ot'ices to Correspondents,

Country Shows.—As it is our intention next week to publish

a Double Number, we shall be oblig-cdto any of our Correspond-

ents, who have not sent in an account of their exhibitions, if

they will forward them to our Office before Wednesday next.

P. R, \V.—0( your plants No. 1 is Triticum repensj 2, Aira

flexuosaj .T and 6, Agrostis vulgaris j 4, LAIium perennc ; 6. Fes-

taca pratensisj 7, A'llium vincale; 8. Polygonum aviculare.

J. Mtu'doek's Pear-tree leaves are blistered by the larvae of

TrvKA (Aroyromioes) Ci.BRCKELLA,ii«rt., figured and described

in vol, 1, p. 261, of the Gardeners' Chronicle, where means are

suggested for freeing the trees from this little pest.—Jl.

A Northern Reader^s insect is the Woodlouse : we beg to refer

him to p. 425 of this Journal, where he will find a method for

destrovingthem, and probably boiling water poured along the

base of the frames, both inside and out, might thin their numbers.
We have only to add that if the frames be old and decayed, every

chink should be filled with putty, and all the crevices in the

brickwork well stopped with mortar or Roman cement, as the

Woodlice deUght in such places, and are generated there.— iJ.

5im;7/c,—Your plants are,— 1. CUanthus carneusj 2, Ageratum
album ; 3, Acacia pulchella.

Clericus,—lt is the practice when Pelarcoviums have done
blooming, to remove them from the greenhouse to a situation

where they are exposed to the influence of the sun and air, that

the young wood may become hardened. This will be effected in

about ten davs or a fortnight, when it will be proper to cut them
down. You wiU find the following varieties an agreeable addition

toyoar collection:— Coronation, Orange Boven, Matilda, Made-
leine, Leila, Arabella, Bridesmaid, Grand Duke, Amethyst,
Hodges* Emperor, Cyrus, Erectum,
^. I^ O.—Araucdria braziliensis will not stand the winter in

this climate; Cimninghamia lanceolata probably may. The soil

should be ti^rfy loam, and a rather exposed situation, with a
perfect drainage, will suit the latter.

J* C. ^.—Your Gongora is G. atropnrp^rea.
A Limerick Subscriber.~\ye should imagine that strong liquid

tnanure applied to KucHSt A tulokn's would cause, it to drop its

blooms • if, as you say. the plant has plenty of pot-rootn, and is

^ttnged in tbt fiower-borderi we can account tot it in no other

way. FucusiA Atkins^xia is one of the oldest varieties, and is
now almost forgotten; there are many better to be obtained.
R. X.—Your plant is Thymus serpyllum.
A'.—Your seedling FicnsiA is a pretty pink variety, but it is

impossible to form any opinion of its merits by the mere sight of
a flower.

Caduallader.~Yo\xr Pea is Lathyrus caAxmyLORus, which
never produces seed, and is propagated by division of the roots.
All the old shoots of Raspberries, as soon as they hare done
bearing, should be removed.
A. Y.—The colour of your Pklargonicm is pretty, and the

substance of the flower good ; the form is, however, destroyed by
the narrow under petals. There are so many superior varieties
in the same class that a flower to merit notice must possess a
superior form, with some distinctive quality, to render it worthy
attention,
A Constant iZeatfer.— There is no downright necessity for

transplanting autumn- sown Onions to make them form bulbs the
following spring ; but where this is done, the bulbs are materi-
ally increased in size, and are less liable to throw up flower-
stems. We would advise you to sow a small bed broadcast this

autumn, and transplant them early in the spring upon rich soil

which has been previously thrown up in ridges during the winter.
Delphinit/m.—The seedling Fuchsia is small, and too much like

other varieties cultivated. The Delphinium aiso bears too much
resemblance to D. mesoleucum.
Win,—Your Bignuma radicaxs growing against a south wall,

which was planted seven years ago, and has progressively in-

creased till now, being above 12ft. high, and very healthy, but
which has never flowered, requires some check to throw it into
bloomy since its over-luxuriance appears to be the principal cause
of its not flowering. If the roots could be raised nearer the sur-
face of the border, so as to be brought more under the influence
of the sun's rays, there is no doubt but it would bloom freely.

W. H. JJ/j*.—Your seedling Pixks are of a peculiar class. They
are remarkably small; the lacing, however, is perfect, and the
pods are well formed. No, 2 is decidedly the best, from the near
approach of the petals to the smooth rose-leaf edge, and from the
crown of the flower being better filled with petals. The remain-
der partake too much of the serrated qA^q ; they are too small to

be of any value, as show flowers, in this part of the kingdom. Of
the Pklargo'nicms, the bottom petals of No. l are too narrow.
2 is an attractive flower; the colour is rich, and the spot, though
small, clearly defined ; it is a decided improvement upon a variety
named Splendidum, which it somewhat resembles, but is supe-
rior to it in the form of the flower and the richness of its colour.

T. H, Hnsfrng^s.—Your varieties of Mimulus cARnivALis are
pretty, but they appear to want brilliancy. This arises from the
flowers requiring some distinctive marking—as a yellow throat,

or a dark spot surrounding it. We have lately seen seeillings

thus marked, in comparison with which your specimens want
decision and brightness. The flowers sent for our inspection,

which have invariably arrived in good condition, have had their

stalks enveloped in wet moss, and tied up securely with bast

;

they should then be placed in a pan of water till they are packed
up, that the moss may imbibe all the moisture possible. The
flowers should be covered with tissue paper, and surrounded with
cotton wool, and the whole lightly packed up in damp moss. It

is important, in order that the flowers should be as fresh as* pos-

sible, that they should be gathered soon after they have expanded,
and before the bees have had access to them. A waterproof
wrapper is not necessary, but it would doubtless assist in preserv-

ing their freshness. Ivy or Laurel leaves would be of little use
if the flowers had to travel a considerable distance.

V, P.— It is probable that the under surface of the leaves of

your Melons are infested with the aphides, which, exhausting the

sap from them, cause the leaves, when exposed to the sun, to

assume the scorched appearance you complain of. If you grow
them in proper soil, you may keep back the insects by fumigating
them once or twice a week ; the best way to do which is to place

a live coal in a flower-pot, and, after shaking a little tobacco over
it, to shut it up in the frame, and having thrown some wet mats
over the latter, to let Ihe^pot remain in till morning. The heat

of the beds should never be allowed to decline, and they should
be slightly shaded during the heat of the day.—J. W.
I beg to ask "V. P." whether the woodwork of the lights tmder
which he grows his Melons has been Kyanised?—as I have wit-

nessed the same result in a house of Vines, caused by the

above.—J. H.
P, A, K.—lt is impossible to recognise Verbenas which have

been packed up in a letter for twenty-four hours ; in fact, we
cannot devote time to the naming such plants.

A. ^.—We recommend the foUowing AUTrMVAL-FLownRixc
RosBa :—Aubernou, Fulgorie, Madame Laffay, Prudence Uaescr,

Crimson Perpetual. Striped do., Bernard, Queen Victoria, La
Mienne, Josephine Antoinette, Antinous, and Perpetual Rivers.

They will, no doubt, grow well in peat; but they would flower

stronger if some good turfy loam were mixed with it previously

to their being planted.
J. D.—Your plants are, 1, LiUum Martagon, the pale variety;

2, Mimosa marginata; 3, Lavandula pinnata; 4, Medicago ar-

b6rea? 5, Plumbago capensis; 6, Hypericum balearicum; 7i a
species of Gledltschia.

A Subscriber,—Ho, We would recommend the second volume
of HooKKR*s Briiish Flora, as a guide to the Cr)'pt<^gamic

plants of Britain.

A. H.—Your plant is Genista tinctoria, Wefearyour only hope
of extirpating it is in the constant use of the plough. When wn e-

worms attack farms they can only be destroyed by burning, or by

the natural enemies which God has provided for them. Salt will

do them no harm, and in large quantity will ruin your land. If

your land is heavy, burning it will improve the soil and annihilate

your enemy.
J. B. H.-We see no difl5culty in picking off the young fruit of

the Asparagus by hand ; a child can do it. When in flower, the

stems, drawn smartly through the closed palm, would have been

to a great extent cleared of the flowers. On no account cut the

stems dow^n ; that would ruin everything.
S. 'S. J.—The best paper for an herbaricm of wild plants is

stout foolscap : they should be neatly fixed down on half-sheets,

with weak carpenter's glue; and only one species should be put

on each half-sheet. We know nothing of short-hand : to gar-

deners St is useless, and of very little use to anybody else except

reporters.
iomar.—Your seeds are all of well-known stove plants; they

must be raised on a hotbed, and when raised are ofno interest in

this country except in Botanic Gardens.
5(TccAt«.—Climbers and trailers come equally within the mean-

ing of tl.e expression '• climbing plants." But Mirbelias and
Platyl<3biums are neither the one nor the other,

A Little Gardener,—HQ\ii&H Treatisb upov the Vine is an

excellent work upon the treatment of out-door Vines, but is not

applicable to those cultivated In Vineries or other houses. We
know of no recent method for the cure of the Caxkkr in Fruit-
treks ; the best plan is, with a sharp knife, to cut out the dis-

eased part in old trees, and to protect the wound from wet with
clay or some other material, until the bark has closed over it ; if

it appears on young trees, cut off the infected branches imme-
diately, to prevent, if possible, its further progress.

An Inqitirer.—The letterpress at p, 436 is perfectly correct:

straw, and not earth, is to be allowed to fall amongst the branches
of the Fuchsias. Cle'matis fla'mmula and others of the genus
may be readily increased by cuttings and seeds. Cuttings of the
young wood, taken off now and planted in light sandy soil, with
a slight bottom heat, will soon take root. Jasmines, IToncy^-

suckles, and Erythrina Crista- galli, may be increased in the same
way. Short cuttings are far preferable to long ones.

H, C—Th© Fio is indigenous where a mild temperature pre-

vails pven in winter, and where Its vegetation U not so much
arrested as to prevent a sufficient supply of sap from being for-

warded for tlie maintenance of the autnam-formed fruit* ifl

proportion to the advanced sUte of the young fruit, so Is its de-

pendence on the flow of sap Increased; and if yonr fruit have

been 60 far advanced as to require a more active circulation than

tlkat almost torpid condition which the rigour of our winters

induces, nothing can prevent your Figs from dropping. If,

however, thev have as yet a fresh, nt.t a yellow appearance,

they may attain maturity, by your affording a sufficient Supply
of moisture to the roots, and pinching off the extremities of the

shoots J you may also cautiously ring some of the strongest
branches.

-4. C— Mr. KNICUT*S PnVSIOLOClCAL and HoRXICULXUttAL
Papers may be Obtained through the order of a bookseller.
Query.—Your plant is CaUichroa platyglossa, and is an annual,
Semperrirens,—Another week.
Jl/i/jr.— See Familiar Botany, No. VII,
T. T.—See leader of this day.
Discipulus.—The upper part of the half-ripened wood of Roses,

and in fact of most hard.wooded plants, is found to be most
suitable for propagation by cuttings, although many person? pre-
fer to have a small portion of the old wood adhering to the base
of the cuttings. All kinds of Roses maybe propagated in this
manner, if the cuttings are properly treated. The Prince Al-
BkRT Strawberry is a most abundant bearer, but of very in-
different flavour. Your Strawberries are, 1, Keen's Seedlii^g j 2,
Dwarf white Carolina; 4, 6, 7, Surinam; 5, W^ilmotV Superb;
and are all inferior sorts, with the exception of Kccn*8 Seedling^.
^. A'.—The best course for you to take with the contents of

your Cesspool, is in both instances to mix it with earth and
gypsum. What you have been burying is most valuable manure,
and it is extravagance to waste it. Suppose you placed a layer
of gypsum 3 inches thick all over the soil and then *' turned it

in" among the substances buried beneath it. The common
operation of bastaid trenching would probably mix the materials
sufficiently.

T. W^—The numbers to your Pansies having been displaced,
we cannot refer to any excepting *J5. This is of little consequence,
as they are all similar in character; being large, flat, finely formed
flowers, with the eye bold, and well defined in each. No. 2a, and
one eiitirely white, arc the best. The yellow one is very inferior

to the white varietie-^, the lower petals being small and deficient

in form, and it is, moreover, disfigured by a deep notch in the lip.

A Gentleman*s Gardener,—Your VtsEt from the appearance of
the leaf sent, appears to have been scorched by the rays of the
morning sun having struck full upon it, before air has been ad-
mitted to the house. We have seen similar instances, in which,
of two Black Hamburghs, in the same liouse, one has been affected

like the specimen sent, and the other has not been the least in-

jured; probably owing to the roots of the latter being in a more
healthy condition.

A New Subscribe f-.^Vt'c would recommend you to cut np your
STRAWBKRrirKS whlch have been planted 4 years ; taking care of
the best runners for future plantings. Trench up your ground
well, giving it a good dresbing of manure and lime rubbish, and
replant it with Keen's Seedling, Elton Pine, and American Scarlet.

We do not wonder at your want of succ with Myatt's Pine,
since few persons can grow it satisfactorily. The Khonld-be-white
Fuchsia may be struck from cuttings as readily as any other
variety. Passifiora fragrans is a Greenhouse climber.

P. If. C. — From the appearance of the specimen sent, wc
should judge your plant to be Cynoglossum canesctns.
Lombardy^s plants are, 1, Brachyp6dium sylvaticum; S and 6,

Chenop6dium cymlgcrum ; 3, Sagina procumbens ; 4, Circa:a

lutetiana; 5, Sedum da-syphyllum.

H, H.—Your plants are Poa trivialis, Festuca duriuscula, and
Carex panicca.
W. n. is right. The Carex is C. divulsa.

0. i4.—Your plant appears to be a species of Cerop^gia.

N, r.—The seedling Antirrhinum is a very good one, but th^e
are plenty closely resembling it. it will not cometi'ue from seed.

Tumwor^.—Your debcription agrees pretty well with the

Beechwood Melon; yet, if you have found it only pretty good, it

must be wrong ; this variety IS excellent.

H. J. 5.—We are not acquainted with any book which gives

the names of English trees exclusively. They will be found in

Lindley's Synopsis of the British Flora.

Igiwramus.—V\Q do not know the cause of your Mic\ovett«
dying off; it is impossible to tell without seeing the ground.
Perhaps the wireworm has attacked it,

W^ f/,—The question for the judges to determine is not what
your opinion of your plants may be, but what theirs is. They do
not seem to have agreed with you. We arc not judges.

F, G, C, having several acres ef young Larch, observes
this summer that in almost every tree one branch has withered,
and fearing that the disease may increase, he would be glad to

know^ wliat is the cause of it, and, if possible, a cure. Can any
one say ?

jlBo^a/nVa/ /KyMtVpr's plants are, 1, Myriophyllum verticilla-

turn; 2, Rhinanthus Crista-gallL

Z. shall be answered next week.
Industry.-GKWKS wiU not ripen well on the open wall so far

north as the West Riding ofYorkshire ; we would therefore advise

you to plant Peaches or Plums, instead of Vines. Bcnnixo should

be performed upon thisyear'swood, whenever practicable, within

a few inches of the base of the shoot. The dimensions of a Dahlia

stand for 12 blooms should be 22 inches long by l6i wide, -4 in

depth, and '^i from tube to tube. l6i by Ui will be the propor-

tion for a stand of 6. The surface of stands is generally pointed

a light green, a colour which shows the flowers off to the greatest

advantage.
W, R. F.—The plant is Vallota purpurea.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week*

I

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Our lionie news contains an account of atiotlier at-

tempt upon lier Majesty, as incomprehensible in its cha-

racter as the one which so recently occurred. It took

place on Sunday, the^day on which the inhabitants of the

Metropolis were made acquainted with the reprieve of

Francis. The event caused the greatest excitement in

London, during the afternoon of that day. The Privy

Council was immediately assembled, and sufficient evi-

dence has been adduced to lead to the committal of the

prisoner for the misdemeanour, the capital charge having

been abandoned. The culprit, in this instance, is a mere

lad, apparoiitly without accomplices of any kind; and

the act seems to have been entirely unconnected

with any political motives.—^Parliament continuea

to be actively engaged in the discussion of various

important measures. In the Lords, the amendments

on the Tariff Bill, proposetlT during its passage through

committee, have been negatived by iai^ majontie*

;

and the Bill was read a third time last night la C*«

Commons, on the motion of Lord Stanley, ^^™
resolutions respecting the financial arrangement* of ^atn

Australia have been agreed to, by which it« g^^^^^^ go-

vernment will be pl^^cd in the hands of tbe Croy^n, on a

footing similar to that of our other colome*. Lord AaH-

ley^a Bill on the Miaet and Coilieri^ hm beta md «
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third time and passed, after several unsuccessful attempts

to retard its progress. The National Floating Break-

^wter Bill and the Bill for the Disfranchisement of Sud-

bury have also passed. The attention of the House has

been chieflj occupied with the adjourned debate on Mn
Wallace^ resolutions for an address to her Majesty re-

specting the existing distress. The motion was opposed

by Ministers, as involving a variety of important topics,
j

without the possibility of any useful result ; and the de-

bate waa brought to a close last night, when the resolu-

tions were negatived by a majority of 125.

The India mail has reached towa since our last. The

anticipations excited by the telegraphic despatch of last

week have been confirmed, and the intelligence now re-

ceived is of a very favourable character. The leading

facts are, as we stateJ in our last, the safe arrival of Gen.

Pollock at Jellalubad, the death of Shah Soojah, and the

intended march of the combined forces on Cahul. Gen.

Elphinstone died soon after the departure of the last

mail ; he is said to have left behind him several docu-

ments, which are expected to throw much light on the

unexplained circumstances of the late rebellion. Akhbar

Khan had sent a British officer to Jellalabad in order

to treat for the ransom of the prisoners ; but the re-

sult of the negotiation is not known. Tlie Governor-

General has issued a general order extolling the con-

duct of Sir R. ^ale and the garrison of Jellalabad, and

directing various honours and rewards to be paid them for

theirgallant achievements.— From China there is no news

beyond what we stated last week. The Chinese have been

repulsed with great loss in two attempts to force the

British jiosition ; no decisive movement had been made,

and the advance on Pekin was delayed until the arrival of

fresh troops.—In France the elections, which commence
this day, are the great topic of attention. Their general

result is expected to strengthen the power of Govern-

ment, and there is no doubt that all the Ministers who
are candidates will be returned by considerable majorities.

In Spain the new Cabinet maintains its ground, and it is

not expected that the Opposition will commence any mea-

sures of active hostility during the present session. The
Ministry are taking effectual measures to preserve tran-

quillity in the provinces, and to place the navy on a

respectable footing.— From Portugal we learn that

the Government has been defeated in the elec-

tions for the province of Estremadura, which al-

ways returns the leading personages of both parties, and
consequently is by far the most influential election in Por-
tugal. This result is considered as a serious check to the

^linistry, and as likely to embarrass them at the opening

of the session.—From Turkey we have the important in-

telligence that Austria, France* and England have de-

termined on adopting coercive measures against Turkey,
in order to compel the Divan to make the concessions

demanded hj the Powers in regard to Syria. Letters

from Beyrout mention that the appearance of a combined
squadron of France and England was daily expected ; but
it was believed that the Porte would submit before the
fleet resorted to any hostile demonstration.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princess Royal are well, and continue at
Buckingham Palace.—On Sunday morning another attempt
was made on the life of the Queen in St. James's Park, as
her Majesty was proceeding to divine service at the Chapel
Royal.—The Queen took her accustomed airing in the Park
on Wednesday.—On Tuesday the King and Queen of the
Belgians took their departure from Buckingham Palace,
and embarked at Woolwich, on their return to the Con-
tinent.—On Thursday the Hereditary Prince and Princess
of Saxe Coburg Gotha arrived at Buckingham Palace from
ttie Continent, on a visit to her Majesty.—-Viscountess
Canning has succeeded the Countess of Charlemont as the
Lady in Waiting on the Queen ; and the Earl of Warwick
and Admiral Sir R. Otway have succeeded Viscount
Hawarden and Gen. the Hon, Sir W. Lumley, as the Lord
and Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.

Another Attempt on the Life of Her Majestv.—On
Sunday afternoon the Metropolis was again thrown into a
State of general excitement, by the circulation of a report
that another attempt had been made on the life of the
Queen as her Majesty was proceeding from Buckingham
Falace to attend divine service at the Chapel Royal, St.
James s. The first accounts of this attempt were con-
fused and contradictory ; and the secrecy maintained at
the Palace and the Home Office, and by the police, had
the effect of giving rise to many exaggerated and mistaken
Statements. The following, however, are now ascertained
to be the particulars of this painful occurrence : About
12 o'clock on Sunday morning, as her Majesty, accom-
panied by Prince Albert and tlie King of the Belgians,
and attended by her suite, was proceeding along the Mali,
In St. JamesV Park, when about half-way between the
Palace and the Stableyard-gate, a youth of deformed ap-
pearance was observed to present a pistol at the last car-
riage of the corieffe, which contained her Majesty, Prince
Albert, and the King of the Belgians, being at the moment
slightly in advance of the hind wheel on the off side of the
carriage, and within three yard* of her Majesty. The
lact of such aa attempt iiaring; beea ju&de does not appear

to have been observed by the Queen or any of her attend-

ants, as the royal cortege proceeded to the Chapel without

stopping ; and the whole affair, it is thought, would have

passed unnoticed had not the act been witnessed by a

young man, named Dassett, who states that he observed

the person pull the trigger of the pistol and distinctly

heard the snap, although he saw no flash. He instantly

seized him, as well as the instrument he had in his hand,

and seeing no policeman near, dragged him in the direc-

tion the royal carriages had gone, until he met a police-

man, whom he called upon to apprehend the prisoner, at

the same time showing the pistol. The policeman, how-

ever, supposing that the charge was a hoax, refused to

take the accused into custody. The young man then took

him to another policeman who was near, who treated the

charge in the same manner, and the yourtg man then al-

lowed the prisoner to escape, retaining, however, posses-

sion of the pistol. The proceedings of the young m^an

had by that time attracted a crowd of persons around him,

which continued to increase as he related to them what he

had seen; and at that juncture another policeman came

up, and seeing the pistol in his hand asked him what he

was doing with it. The young man explained the circum-

stances as they had occurred, when the policeman told

him that he must accompany him, in order that a proper

inquiry might be made into the matter, to the station-

house, whither they proceeded, followed by a crowd of

nearly 3,000 persons. In the me^n time, the report that

another attempt had been made on the Queen's life spread

rapidly among the large concourse of persons assembled

in the Park, and was immediately conveyed to all parts of

the Metropolis, creating everywhere the greatest excite-

ment and alarm. Information of the discovery was at

once forwarded to the chief office of police, in Great Scot-

land-yard, and from thence to Sir J. Graham, at the Home
Office, Whitehall ; and by direction of the police com-

missioner, a description of the supposed traitor was for-

warded to all the station-houses of the Metropolitan and

City police, in order that an active search might be made
after him. Messengers were also sent ^o the residences

of Ministers and the law oflScers of the Crown, with infor-

mation of the occurrence. Within a few minutes after

the circumstance became known, the neighbourhood of

the office in Scotland-yard was crowded by members of

both Houses of Parliament, and individuals of the highest

rank, anxious to ascertain the truth of the report. Soon
after 1, several members of the Cabinet arrived at the

Home Office, for the purpose of entering upon an inquiry

into the circumstances. The investigation Avas conducted,

like ihat of Francis, with closed doors, and the greatest

secrecy was observed. Several witnesses were examined,

including the young roan Dassett and his brother, who
also deposed to having witnessed the occurrence, and one
or two other persons, whose evidence confirmed the state-

ment of Dassett, The pistol on being examined was found
to be charged with powder and small portions of a clay

tobacco-pipe. The Council did not conclude the inquiry
until 8 o'clock. In the mean time, the order forwarded to

the different police stations in the Metropolis, accompa-
nied by a minute description of the accused, was immedi-
ately attended to, and an active search instituted after

him. It seems that the orders from the Home Office

were to apprehend every individual bearing any resem-
blance to the description given of the supposed traitor

;

and, in consequence of the anxiety of the police not to
allow him to escape, a number of strange and, in many
cases, ludicrous scenes took place ; almost every hump-
backed individual that could be found being apprehended
or strictly examined. On Monday, a number of contra-
dictory reports were in circulation with respect to the in-

dividual who, it was ascertained, had been apprehended
;

and at first it was generally believed and stated to be a
youth named Oxman, a surgeon's errand-boy residing at
Somers' Town, who exactly corresponded with the descrip-
tion given of the accused ; and all the circumstances con-
nected with his apprehension, identification, and supposed
guilt were minutely detailed in the papers of the following
day. It was soon, however, discovered that a mistake
had been made, and the real criminal was soon after ap-
prehended. With respect to identity there appears to be
no doubt in this instance, as the prisoner has been seen
and recognised by the youth Dassett and several other
persons who witnessed the occurrence. He is named
John William Bean, and is the son of a working jeweller
residing at Clerkenwell. It seems he had for some days
left his father's house on account of some misunderstand-
ing, and had been living a vagabond life about the streets.
On the Sunday, immediately after the attempt, he re-
turned home, where he was apprehended. It has been
ascertained that he purchased the pistol used on the oc-
casion a few days previously of a pawnbroker. Immedi-
ately after his apprehension, he was conveyed to the Home
Office; but the Privy Council having broken up before his
arrival, he was not examined till the following day, when
he underwent an examination before several of the Cabinet
Ministers, and after a long inquiry was remanded until
Wednesday. Nothing is known of the proceedings at the
Privy Conncil. In connexion with the subject, it may be
mentioned that, on Monday, Mr. Thomas Steele waited
on the magistrate at Bow-street, and said that he was
presiding the previous evening at a repeal meeting of the
Bloomsbury district, when one of the speakers, named
Crow, stated that at a public meeting, held some evenings
previous, he heard a person state that " Her M;.j.^ty
should be made away with." He, Mr. Steele, immediately
dissolved the meeting, and in consequence of the attempt
made on her Majesty's life, he, as chairman, considered it
his duty to lay the matter before the authorities, ' Mr.
Crow was sent for, and being questioned by the magis-
trate, repeated the aecouat gireu hj Mr. Steele, and aaid

the language was made use of at a Chartist meeting, but
he considered it merely such a tirade as is usually made
use of at their meetings, and that nothing of a threatening
nature was intended against her Majesty or any other per-

He then gave his address, and promised, should heson.

be required at any future time, to pay every attention to
the orders of the Court. The examination of the prisoner
at the Home Office, on Wednesday, lasted a considerable
time, and a number of witnesses were examined. It is

understood that nothing beyond what was already known
was elicited. The prisoner stands committed to take his
trial for a misdemeanour, the capital charge being aban-
doned ; and as a misdemeanour is a bailable offence, it was
intimated to the prisoner that if he could find two suretiei

in the sum of 250/, each for his appearance at the next
sessions, he might he liberated from custody. About 5
the prisoner was conveyed ba'ck to the Tothillfields Bride-
well, where it is expected he will remain until the period
of his trial, the amount of bail required being so large.

The Revenue.—From the official report just pubhshed
containing an abstract of the net produce of the revenue
of Great Britain in the years ending 5th July, 1841, and
5th July, 1842, it appears that the total income for 1841
was 44,672,225/., and for the present year 45,337,400/,,

showing an increase; of 605,175/. The decrease on the
Excise for the year is 34,000/., on the stamps 37,201/.,

amounting to 111,201/. decrease of the ordinary revenue,

to which must be added the decrease on repayments of

advances 3,527/., making a total decrease of 114,728/. The
increase for the year on the Customs is 38,858/., on Taxes
67,843/., on the Post-office 106,000/., on Crown lands

32,500/., Miscellaneous 463,147/., making an increase on
these branches of the ordinary revenue of 708,348/., to

which must be added the increase on imprest and other

moneys 713555/., making a total increase of 779,903/. By
deducting from this sum the total amount of decrease, the

accounts show an increase on the year of 665,175/. as

above. The accounts for the quarter just ended show a

decrease on the Customs to the amount of 426,395/., to

which must be added the decrease of repayments of ad-

vances 40,988/., making a total of 467,383/. On the

other hand, there is an increase for the quarter of 94,788/,

on the Excise, on Stamps 17,55S/., on Taxes 28,543/.,

the Post-office 25,000/., Miscellaneous 195,552/., amount-

ing to 371,411/. on the ordinary revenue; to which must

be added imprest and other moneys 69,545/,, making a

total of 440,956/. : by deducting from this sum the total

increase as above we find a decrease on the quarter of

26,427/. It will be seen that the increase on the year

arises from the large sum placed under the head of Mis-

cellaneous, of which, however, no details are given.

The Income-tax.—The following notice was put up on

Thursday in the dividend, pay, and transfer offices, at the

Bank of England;—"To receivers of dividends, whose

total income is under 150/. per annum. If your total in-

come-is less than 150/, per annum, y<)ur claim for a return

of the tax must be made to the commissioners of the

district in which you reside. The assessor of your parish

will supply you with the necessary forms."
Church Preferment,—The Bishopric of Van Diemen's

Land has been conferred on the Rev. J. R. Nixon, M.A.f

late Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford. The Rev. T,

Parry, M.A., late Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford, has

been appointed to the Bishopric of Barbadoes. The Rev.

J. Davies, M.A., has been appointed Bishop of Antigua ;

and the Re^. W. P. Austin, M. A., has been appointed to

the Bishopric of Guiana.

Jporefgn.

France.— 7%^ Elections.—The electoral struggle con-

tinues to be the all-absorbing topic in the Paris papers ;

but the details of the proceedings in connexion with it,

which are principally of local interest, present nothing

that calls for particular notice. The general election com-

mences this day, the 9th inst, ; and by Tuesday it is

anticipated that the Government will be informed by tele-

graph of the persons returned as Deputies throughout the

country. It is stated that the Ministry still continue

confident as to the result : that all the members of the

present Cabinet will be re-elected, and that there will be

a considerable majority returned in favour of Government.

Private letters mention, among other circumstances con-

nected with the addresses put forward by the different

candidates, the singular fact, that in an electoral ad-

dress suppressed by M. Odillon Barrot, soon after he

had published it, he states that he was bffered office by M.
Thiers when the lat of March Cabinet was constructed,

and that he refused to join that Ministry because the

Premier failed to procure from the King a carte blanche

for a dissolution whenever M. Odillon Barrot migbt thmk

it necessary.

Right of Search Question.—This question, which ap-

ed a

cajjbuiu 01 tne xwo ciisiers, reporcea in our lasL, uu^ —

-

from the publication of a letter from Captain Bouet, com-

manding the French station on the western coast of Africa-

The letter has been addressed to one of the Paris papers,

for the purpose of correcting some errors in that journal

relative to the affair of the Two Sisters. Capt Bouet

states, that although he highly approved of the treaties of

1831 and 1833, he had changed his mind as to their in-

tent, being now convinced that England intended theffl*

as well as that of 1841, to put obstacles iii the way of

French commercial enterprise ; and that the execution of

the right of search has been a perpetual source of annoy-

ance to French ships on the coast of Africa. Capt.

Bouet's letter appears to have produced considerable sea-

»ation in the capiul, and the Opposition prints make oie
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of it for the purpose of expressing hostility to this

country.
Treaty wiiJi Belgium.—Private letters from Paris state

that the commercial arrangements between the Belgian

and French Governments are near their conclusion, and that

Jl. Cunin Gridaine, Minister of Finance, hoped to sign the

treaty before he proceeded to the elections, which take place

this day, as we have above stated. Belgium, it is said, has

consented to lower its duties on French wines, salt, and

gilks ; and France admits Belgian linen and thread, but

still refuses to grant any favour to Belgian iron, which the

Cabinet of Brussels, it is stated, insists on. This appears

to be the only point at present dividing the two Govern-

xnents. It is further stated that offers have been made to

England to come into a treaty, which may compensate her

for the French prohibition of her threads, as well as

for the adhesion of Belgium to the anti-English com-

mercial union.

Boulogne,—We noticed in a former Number a trial that

had taken place in this town, in which the parties con-

cerned were the London Morning Papers and the French

Post-office; a prosecution having been instituted by the

latter against the courier employed by those papers for

conveying despatches from Marseilles under circumstances

opposed to the law. The Post-office at that time gained

a verdict, and the courier was sentenced to a fine of 150 f.

and costs. An appeal has since been made by the Lon-

don journals to the Superior Court of St. Omer, which

has reversed the decision of the tribunal of this town. A
trial of a similar nature, and arising out of the same cir-

cumstances, has come before the Correctional Tribunal of

Tarascon, which has also decided against the Post-office,

Algeria.—Despatches have been received by Govern-

ment from Algiers, da^ed the 1st inst., stating that the

column from Medeah has a second time destroyed the

fortifications, partly rebuilt, of the fort of Boghar ; and

that all the tribes on the route, and even at a distance,

have submitted. This division had brought back one

piece of cannon and a number of deserters from the regular

troops of Bakani, which were completely destroyed ; and

the despatch adds, the troops had returned because they

had no more enemies to combat. All the chiefs of the

tribe of Beni Moussa had made their submission, and
the whole of the eastern portion of the province is repre-

sented as disposed to follow the same course. It is stated

that commercial relations were establishing rapidly. The
whole of the Kalifat of Ben Salem had applied to make
submission, and the chiefs had announced that they would
be at Algiers on the 4th or 5th inst. A previous tele-

graphic despatch from Algiers, dated the 25th ult., states

that the Beni Menacers, a large tribe near Cherchell,

and the Rhigias, near Milianah, had submitted ; and
that the whole chain upon the Arach, as far as Cherchell,

appertained to the French, Nearly the entireprovince of

Tittery had submitted, and the chiefs were on their way
to Algiers. Gen. Changernier had also obtained a number
of submissions, and was making great progress in the

Yfest of the department of Sidi-Embarak. The internal

commerce is represented as being considerable at Blidah.
The Ministerial papers, with a view, it is supposed, to the

elections, speak in high terms of the successes of the
army in Africa, and of the commercial consequences
likely to result from the consolidation of the conquest*
Spain.—Our intelligence from Madrid is to the 28th

ult. On the 27th the Minister of Finance presented to

the Chamber of Deputies a project of law for the levying
of the ordinary taxes until the supplies should be voted.

At the sitting of the Cortes on the 26th, the Minister of

War announced that Gen. Zurbano^had been appointed to

the command of the expedition to Catalonia, and that

Gen. Gastaneda was to succeed him in the government of
Biscay. M. Sanchos de la Fuente having called on the

Ministry to publish the names of the individuals invested
with office by their predecessors, previously to their retire-

ment, Messrs. Gonzales, San Miguel, Surra y Riill, and
Alonzo, members of the late Cabinet, severally entered

into explanations, which were considered satisfactory by
the Chamber. A long debate had taken place in the

Chamber of Deputies on the Bill fixing the effective of

the army for 1842, at 90,000, and the reserve at 40,000.

Count de Las Navas contended that 50,000 would suffice for

the effective, and that the reserve mightbe increased accord-

ing to circumstances. On the 28th ult. the debate ter-

minated by the Chamber dividing, when there appeared a

loaajority of 60 votes to 22 for the law fixing the whole
force at 130,000 men. The Ministry have withdrawn the

proposed law relative to the provincial deputations. It is

expected that the opposition will not commence any raea-

Bures of active hostility against the new Cabinet during

the present session, but that they will reserve their

itrength for the next. The Cortes were not expected to

be prorogued before the end of the present month, as the

budget was to be discussed during the present session.

The ** Gazette" contains a decree dated the 26th ult.

dissolving the army of the North. The troops of

which it was composed are to. pass under the command
of the Captains-General of Navarre and the Basque
provinces. General Rodil, now President of the

Council and Minister of War, was the Commander-in-
Chief of the Army of the North, and it is thought that it

maybe to avoid the embarrassment of finding a successor,

or of keeping the post open for himself in the event of a

change of Cabinet, that this decree of the Regent has been
issued. The Ministry was active in taking precautious to

maintain public order, and precise instructions to that

effect had been despatched to the provincial local autho-

rities. The journals dwell much on Zurbano's departure
for Barcelona. The ** Gazette" also publishes a. circular of
the Minister of Marine to his subordinatea, in which he
promises to place the nayy on a respectable footing, jso as I

to enable it to afford protection to their transatlantic pos-
sessions. The editor of one of the Madrid papers had
been condemned for libel, and sentenced to imprisonment
during four years in a fortress, and to the privation of his
office and decorations. It is stated that the Regent's
reason for ordering the regiment of Hussars of the Prin-

cess out of Madrid, noticed in a former Number, and
which had given rise to many conjectures, is now explained.

The eldest son of the Infante Don Francisco de Paula
holds a commission in that regiment, which was constantly

oji guard at the palace, or escorting the Queen in her pro-

menades. It was apprehended that the intercourse which
this constant communication between her Majesty and her

cousin gave rise to might hereafter defeat all the matri-

monial projects of diplomacy, and it was consequently
deemed advisable that the Prince, on his return to Spain,

I

should not keep garrison in Madrid, and particularly not
in the Royal Palace. The papers announce the arrival of

the two sons of Don Francisco de Paula at Corunna, on the

1st inst., coming from England. It was said that they were
to proceed to Madrid. —Subsequent accounts have l^een

received by telegraphic (despatch forwarded to Paris from
the Spanish fortress of Figueras, in Catalonia, stating that

the celebrated Carlist chief Felip, who had long been the

terror of the Eastern Pyrenees, had fallen into the powder

of the Queen's troops, and was shot at Yic on the 3d inst.

Portugal.—We have news from Lisbon to the 27th
ult. Neither the slave-trade nor commercial treaty came
signed by the packet which brings our advices, but it is

said that the two plenipotentiaries had come to a better

understanding. It is also positively stated that the Duke
of Palmella was about to join the Administration as

Foreign Secretary and President of the Council, and that

Senhor Campelo would be replaced in the Marine Depart-

ment by a statesman more generally approved of.

—

The following intelligence, which gives the final results of

the general elections, was published in a second edition of

•'The Times" of Thursday :—** Lisbon, Tuesday, June
27, 3 P.M. The scrutiny of the elections for Estremadura
has this moment concluded, and the result is, that the

Government has been defeated by a large majority, there

being 16 of the Coalition and only 6 of the Government
candidates returned. This is by far the most important

election in Portugal, the candidates on both sides being

among the most notable politicians in the kingdom,. As a

set-off to this triumph of the Coalition, the Government
will certainly be victorious in the contested election of

Evora in the Alemtejo, their candidates having been re-

turned (as I have just now ascertained by the telegraphic

despatch) by a majority of 6 to the Bureau which has the

management of the electoral scrutiny- There ii scarcely

a doubt that these candidates will be finally returned by

the same majority. The names of the 16 Opposition

members returned for the Estremadura district are :

—

Rodrigo da Fonseca Magalhaes, J. R. de Miranda, A. C.

de Vasconcellos, J. G. da S. Sanches, Faiutino da Gama,
Joaquim Antonio d*Aguiar (late Premier), Avila (late

Finance Minister), Vieira de Castro, Gatrett, Beirao,

M. A. de Campos, Jose Estevao de Magalhaes, Mouzinho
Albuquerque, C. Castello Branco, Ottolmij and M. D. Lei-

tao. The Governmentmembersreturnedare—Costa Cabral,

the Ministers of Marine and Justice, J. J.

d'Oliveira Borges, and J. da C. Carvalho.

most perilous, and may prove fatal to the

nistration. Everything is quiet, but the

the Opposition is extreme.

turned there is one Miguelite,

Falcao, M. B.
This result is

existing admi-
enthusiasm of

In the Coalition List re-

The defeat of the Go-

t

vernment is owing to the ratting of two individuals, and

to three others absenting themselves on the plea of ill-

health. They are said to have received 300 mikeis each

from the Coalition to secure that result."

Germaky.—The intelligence brought by the German
journals continues to be limited. Tbe Frankfort papers

state that the King of Prussia arrived at Pcsen on the

24th ult. ; and that the following great personages are ex-

pected to assist at the manauvrea which are to take place

in the Rhenish provinces on the King's return from St.

Petersburgh :—The Kings of Bavaria, Hanover, Belgium,

Holland, Wurtemberg, and Saxony ; two reigning Dukes,

two French Princes, and a Prince of Sweden.—Private
letters from Berlin, dated the 26th ult., state, that on the

24th ult. an accident occurred on the Potsdam Railroad,

which had nearly proved as fatal as that on the road to Ver-

sailles. The sparks of fire from a locomotive set fire to

one of the waggons, when the persons inside, perceiving

the smoke, endeavoured to open the doors, but they were

locked. At length the conductors, having heard the

screams of the passengers, succeeded in extinguishing

the fire.

Hamburgh.—Accounts received from this city, dated

the 1st inst., inform us that the senate had given

notice that it had resolved, according to the prescribed

form, to order a general fast, on account of the late

calamitous fire, and that it had fixed the 7th inst. for

that purpose. A general collection in the churches

was to be made, the produce of which is to go towards

the rebuilding of the churches of St. Nicholas and
St. Peter. The Exchange and the Bank were to be closed,

and no bills protested on that day.

Belgicm.—Advices from Brussels, dated the 30th ult.,

state that there seems to be every reason to believe that

within a year from this time the Belgian railway will be
joined to that of Rhenish Prussia, and that this junction

is expected with great impatience by the merchants and
manufacturers of both countries. It appears that the rail-

way from Antwerp to Germany was commenced in 1833,

and as it is to be completed next year, that ten years will

have been spent in laying down this line of thirty-one

leagues. The works, however, on both sides of the fron-

tier are now said to be carrying oa with great actifitj. *

is stated that the Prussian engineers reckon that the rai^

way to the Belgian fiontier will be finished in the middle

of next summer, and that M. Masui has promised that one

portion may be opened in Sept. 1843. The <' Moniteur

Beige*' has promulgated a law for the construction of a

canal from Zelzaete to the North Sea.

Switzerland.—Accounts have been received from

Geneva, informing us that the celebrated historian, M. de

Sismontli, died on the 2oth ult., at his country seat near
that city, in the 69th year of his age.

Italy.—Private letters received from the frontiers of
Italy state that arrests had been made lately at Pisa, in

the kingdom of Naples, and in the Pontifical States, and
that although numerous bodies of troops are quartered
throughout the peninsula, symi)toms of serious disturb-

ances manifest themselves on all points. It is added that

the Swiss troops at Naples inspire no fear.

Russia.—Intelligence has been received from St.

Petersburgh, dated the 23d ult., informing us that on the
2l6t May a serious fire destroyed the old salt-works of
Novo-Uiolsky, in the government of Perm, the property
of the Stroganoff family. The conflagration spread to the
extent of 2^ versts, and lasted three days. Besides the

salt-works, with the extensive provisions of all kinds of

fuel made for them, from 5,000 to 6,000 inhabited houses

connected with the manufactory, a large church, and nu-
merous other objects, have been entirely destroyed.

Turkey ANn Syria.— Private letters have been re-

received from Constantinople, forwarded by extraordinary

despatch'from Marseilles, containing the important intel-

ligence that the three powers, Austria, England, and
France, propose using coercive measures to make the

Porte keep the stipulations made to the people of Leba-
non ; but that Russia, and finally Prussia, though con-

senting to remonstrate, and agreeing in the necessity of

having a Christian governor, still object to coercion. Not-
withstanding, however, the objection of the two powers, it

is ^id that the English and French squadrons will repair

to Beyrout ; and as information has been received th"^t

the captive sheikhs have escaped, it is feared that another

insurrection will take place in the Lebanon, unless the

Porte yields. This is supposed to have been the substance

of the important despatch stated in a former number to

have been received by Government, which was mistaken

for the extra Indian mail, and which has given rise to

much speculation. Our ordinary advices from Constan-

tinople, which come down to the 17th xilt., make no men-
tion of the above fact, but state that the Syrian question

continued to be the all-absorbing topic, although no pro-

gress seemed to have been made in it. Accounts had been

received from Beyrout to the 10th ult, stating that aflfairs

were again threatening to assume a serious appearance,

and an apprehension was entertained that a general rising

would shortly take place in the mountain. On the 8th

ult. Emir Abdalla, with his two sons, sought refuge on
board an English frigute, not choosing to subscribe to a

declaration contrary to bis conscience. On the 9th ult.

tbe Seraskier Mustapha and Izzet Pacha waited on Col.

Rose, the British Consul, to demand the surrender of the

Emir. The Colonel having returned a formal refusal to

this application, a warm discussion ensued, and the

Pachas, it is said, threatened that, they would carry

him off by force. The Colonel then replied, pointing

at the frigate, that he was there, and they might

take him if they could. In the morning of the

10th, twelve Sheikhs, all related to the family of

Shabab, likewise retired on board the same frigate, having

been informed that they would be arrested in the course of

the day. Several others who did not avail themselves of

the caution were actually apprehended. It is further;

stated, that the Turks had arranged a plot for seizing by

a coup de main the Catholic patriarch of Lebanon. Meh-
med Pacha, the new Governor of Tripoli, was to leave

Constantinople for Tripoli on the 25th ult., taking with

him new troops. Tranquillity had been restored at Aivali,

lately the scene of insurrection. Tlie Greek negotiations

were still stationary- Private letters state that cousider-

able movements were observable among the Turkish

troops in Thessaly and Macedonia ; that they were t usy

fortifying Salonica, and had already 250 pieces of cannon

mounted on the works.

Malta.—We have accounts from this island to the

25th ult. The Prometheus steamer left on the 20th ult.

for Constantinople, with Lady Canning and suite- Th«
English fleet was expected to leave the station on cruise.

The affairs of Tripoli continue to create great sensation in

the island. Askar Ali Pacha, the Governor-General, who
has been recalled from the command, as noticed in a for-

mer Number, owing to the formal demands of Sir S. Can-
ning, had been perpetrating great cruelties. The ** Malta

Times" contains advices, received from Tripoli, dated the

20th ult., announcing that the famous chieftain of Fezzan,

Abd-el-Gelil, and his brother, Seif-el-Nasar, had been be-

trayed by sX)me of his most trusty officers into the hands

of Askar Pacha, and decapitated by his orders. Their

heads, after being paraded through the streets of Tripoli,

and particularly in front of the British Consulate, had been

packed up to be forwarded to Constantinople- The three

children of Seif-el-Nasar, and a son of Abd-el-Gelil, 'four-

teen years of age, having fallen into the hands of the

It

Pacha, had been likewise beheaded, notwithstandingr th«

interference on their behalf of Col. Warrington and the

commander of a British steamer. AU ^l*" ««°l£f*':
withUe Turkish Governor, and surrendered

^^^'J^*
prisoners, experienced the same fate. The rei^der of

the insurgents, 4,000 strong, had fallen bacit on Sockna to

join Sheik Sady, Abd-eI-Geli!'s general.
_

^ ECYPT.-Private letter* b.« beea reeled from Alex-

andria by tbe overland mail to the 2»j^
«lt- A^^mir of

tbe Haotiaa, who .oaght refuge oa board her Majesty »

'if
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ship Inconstant, luid orrived there, and proceeded o

Malta. It wa. reported that Meheniet Ah had offered to

the Porte to send 7 regiments pf the line to assist m dis-

•rmiag the Syrian mountaineers. This rumour seems to

h&fc oriKioated in some military preparations making at

Cairo where a few regiments were organising for an un-

known destination. Ibraliim Pacha left Cairo on the 9th

ult.for Upper Egypt, to superintend the erectiou of sugar

BiUj which he is building for his own account. The Nile

fteamerwas fitting out at Alexandria to convey the Pacha

toDamietta* Mr. Brook, an English resident, had died

of the plague ; and the case had created considerable

alarm among the English in Aleicandria.

India.—We gave in our last the leading points of the

intelligence brought hy the Overland Mail, as communi-
cated by the telegraphic despatch from ^larseilles. The
following are the particulars derived from the papers and

letters which we have since received. The dates of our

intelligence are from Bombay, May 23, and Calcutta,

May 13. From Affghanistan the news is of a favourable

character. Gen. Pollock had arrived at Jellalabad, reliev-

ing Sir R. Sale and the garrison of that fortress, on the

16th April, ile had experienced little opposition on his

march, except from some roving tribes, who had only suc-

ceeded in cutting off a few camels, and had even been able,

when assured of Sir R, Sale's safety, to detach a part of

bis forces to the ; istance of a friendly chief, whose active

services in behalf of the British had drawn on him the

enmity of Akhbar Khan. Col. Bolton's brigade also, which

bad been unable to overtake Gen. Pollock in time to ac-

company him through the Khyber passes, had, with the

assistance of our Seikh auxiliaries, and a reinforcement

dtttuched from JcIIalabad, reached .\U Mu5:jib without

difficulty, and were expected to arrive at Jellalabad about

the 5th May. Col. Bolton had under his convoy a heavy

comuiissariat train and some artillery, all of which had

threaded the passes in safety. The system of purchasing

the aid of tiie Afredis and other predatory tribes appe

to have worked well. The combined forces would, it was

supposed, maintain their position until about the end of

June. In consequence of the death of Shah Soojah, at

Cabiil, the report of whose murder, brought by the last

mail, is now confirmed. Gen. Pollock has changed his in-

tention of returning to Peshawur, and will move upon
Cabul as soon as sufficient supplies and carriage can be

obtained for tlie passage of the army. The city and ad-

jacent country are said to he in a state of anarchy conse-

quent on the dissensions between^ the rebels and the

partisans of the late King ; and it is thought probable that

tfee British will not meet with any serious opposition in

their progress to the Affghan capital- The numerous
followers who formerly adhered to the standard of Akhbar
Khan have dwindled down to a small party of about 100
horsemen. It appears that Futteh Gung, son of Shah
Soojuh, who succeedrd his father after his murder, did not

long retain possession of the throne, having also been
murdered by the opposing party ; and Timor Shah,

•another son of the late kving, who is said to have been
always friendly to our oauAC, has been set up in his stead.

This Prince, it seems, still holds the reins of government,

.yd he 18 said to be looking out eagerly for the advance of

Our army, with the expectation of being assisted by us in

Iteeping pos«r»sion of tlie throne. The hostages, prisoner?,

and aiclc and wounded (between 300 and 400 in number),
who wtre left in Cabul at the time of the capitulation, are

id to have received much ill-treatment during the con-
fusion which succeeded the murder of the Shah ; but it is

hoped that Timor Shah, if he really be on the throne, has
taken them under his protection. Affairs once settled at the
capital, Gen. Pollock will, it is believed, proceed to Ghuz-
nee, Candahar. and Quettah, and then re-enter India
through the Bolan pass. The prisoners have been removed
by Akhbar Khan from Lughman, where they were originally
confined, to a fort near Tezeen. With the exception of
Gen. Elphinstone, who died on 24th April, of dysentery,
all are well ; and one of them, Capt. Mackenzie, has been
allowed to proceed to Jellalabad on his parole, to enter
into some arrangement for their release. It is not known
what are the terms which have been proposed by Akhbar
Khan, or whether there is any probability of a successful
negotiation

; but it appears from tlie last accounts, that
Capt. M'Kenzie had returned to Tezeen. An enormous
ransom is said to be demanded bv Akhbar Khan. The day
previous to his death, Gen. Elphinstone signed a docu-
ment containing a detailed account of the proceedings
connected with the Cabul insurrection, up to the time of
his being taken prisoner; and whirh, it is said, will, to
a great degree, exonerate the General from the charges
brought against his personal character. Gen. Elphinstone's
report was broi^ht to Jellalabad by Capt. M*Kenzie, and
it was currently stated in camp tha% at the council of war,
held previous to the retreat. Major Pottingtr's objections
to such a step were overruled. Other narratives also are
taid to have been prepared by the prisoners ; one, by
Capt. Eyre, of the Artillery, which is reported to be very
fuU and accurate. It is therefore expected that the mystery,
in which so many of the occurrences of the rebelUon have
hitherto been shrjuded, will thus be cleared up. All
doubt has bcien removed as to the author of the
tion of Sir W, Macnaghten ; Capt. Mackenzie having as-
serted that he saw Akhbar Khan himself perpetrate the
muider. Akhbar Khan was reported to have died from
the effects of an accidental wound, but the rumour was not
credited. The prisoners do not appear to have been treated

so well as was represented. Tlie letters received have
been chiefly from T.ady Sale, who is said to have usually

written in good spirits, and made light of the hardships
and privations to which all the captives were subjected.

From a letter written By Lady Safe during the journey, it

appear! that they all suffered extreme privatioasi and that

the whole party were huddled together at night in close

and miserable quarters. On their arrival at Tezeen, mat-

ters were somewhat improved, and the prospect of a

speedy release from their captivity had put them all in

excellent spirits. Four accouchements had taken place

since they had been together, and four more were ex-

pected. Several camp-followers and others, belonging to

the Cubul army, had arrived at Jellalabad, some deficient

of toes, and some of fingers, which had been frozen off by

the intense cold. Among others, a trumpeter belonging

to the 5th Cavalry had arrived, who stated that many

more were alive, wandering about the hills. Cornet

Wrench, of this regiment, who was supposed to have pe-

rished, is also, it appears, safe at Jellalabad. Oar intel-

ligence respecting the force lately under Col. Palmer at

Ghuznee is scanty. It appears that he left the citadel on

the 2fith March, and took up his quarters in a portion of

the town. There, as in the case of Cabul, the Ghazees,

apparently without orders, attacked the troops, and a

frightful slaughter ensued. The leader of the insurgents,

Shumshoodeen, interfered, and took the officers under his

protection, and they are described as now living as pri-

soners in the citadel. About 100 only of the sepoys are

supposed to have escaped. The following is a list of the

officers who have been saved :—Col. Palmer ; Capt. Al-

ston; Lieuts. Barnes, Poett, and Harris; Ensigns Williams

and Nicholson ; a doctor, supposed to be Dr. Thompson,

37ih B. N.I.; Lieut. Crauford, 3d B. N. I., attached to

Shah Soojah's force. Lieut. Luinsden had attempted to

escape with his wife, in disguise ; but they were detected,

and both killed. Gen. England had, it was believed, suc-

ceeded in relieving Gen. Nott at Candahar. At Ilykulzie,

the scene of his former repulse, he had attacked the ene-

my's position, and carried it without the loss of a single

man. Major Reid had reached Dadur with a valuable

convoy of treasure and 4,000 camels, with which he was

to ascend the Bolan pass on the 3d or 4th May. India

itself remained in profound tranquillity. The measures

of Lord Ellenborough appear to have given much satisfac-

tion, and with the army especially he was extremely po-

pular. He has issued a general order, expressing his high

approbation of the manner in which, under circumstances

of great difficulty, Gen. Pollock had carried into effect the

orders of the Government, and of the conduct of the

troops under him. The Governor-General, at the same

time, expresses his high sense of the services of Gen. Sir

R. Sale and the garrison of Jellalabad, " terminated by a

decisive victory, which would have left nothing to desire

had Col. Dennie survived to enjoy it" The Governor-

General testifies his opinion of the just claims of that gar-

rison to the gratitude of Government and of their country,

and confers several honorary distinctions on the troops

composing the garrison, " as a memorial of the fortitude,

perseverance, and enterprise," evinced by those several

corps during the blockade of Jellalabad," A silver medal
is dire<ited to be made for every officer and soldier of the

garrison, and a donation to be given to each of six

months' batta. The order concludes by requesting the

Commander-in-Chief of the Army •' to give instructions

in due time that the several corps composing the garrison

of Jellalabad may, on their return to India, he received at

all the stations on the route to their cantonments, by all

the troops at such stations, in review order with presented
arras."

China.— Our news from Canton is to the 4th April.

On the morning of the 10th March, the Chinese trjoops,

estimated at from 10,000 to 12,000 men, attacked Ningpo.
The enemy scaled the walls, and advanced to the market-
place, in the centre of the city, before they met with any
opposition from the British troops. It seems, however,
that this did not arise from any neglect on the part of the
garrison, all the necessary preparations for receiving the
enemy having been made some time previously. It seems
that his Excellency was desirous of allowing the Chinese
to advance a considerable distance unmolested, with the
hope of punishing them severely for their temerity. The
enemy were quickly routed and compelled to quit the city,

leaving 250 dead in the streets. The artillery rendered
good service in the pursuit, the guns being drawn by a
number of ponies, previously trained for that purpose.
H. M. 49th reg. were sent a considerable distance after

the Chinese, and had not returned to Ningpo on the 12th
March, the date of our latest intelligence from that place.
Aa attack was made on Chinhae simultaneously with that
on Ningpo. This also proved a failure, the Chinese
having been repulsed with great loss. The mandarins
also contemplated an attempt on Chusan, for which pur-
pose they had collected a considerable force on the island
of Taisara. Their intentions were, however, frustrated,
by the steamer Nemesis having been sent to reconnoitre,
and ascertain the extent of their preparations. A boat'
having been despatched from this vessel, was fired on by
the Chinese, when pulling into a creek ; iipon which the
steamer's crew were immediately landed, and they suc-
ceeded, after killing many of th^ enemy, in capturing 30
junks, supposed to have been intended to convey troops
to Chusan. It was remarked that all the Chinese soldiers
left dead at Ningpo and Chinhae had a few dollars about
them. It is supposed from this that a gratuity was issued
to them immediately before they attacked the city, in order
to induce them to advance. It is said that the Emperor

^"n j^^*^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ provinces which are the seat of war
ihall defray the whole of its expenses ; from which it is
inferred, that the Cabinet of Pekin do not conceive it
necessary to make a great national effort. The inhabitants
of the invaded provinces were disinclined to bear the
whole of the heavy pecuniary charges necessary for carry-
ing on hostilities ; and the Chinese army to the south of
the Hangchow river was in want of pay, and destitute of
supplies, from which cause the troops were in such a state

of insubordination, that it was expected they would shortly
disband themselves. The whole of the operations above
referred to were effected without the loss of a man on the
side of the British. Several skirmishes had also taken
place along the coast,but with no decisive result, although
in each the enemy had suffered considerable loss. More
vigorous measures were, it is said, in contemplation, and a
movement to the northward was intended upon the arrival
of the expected reinforcements. The preparations for the
defence by the Chinese of the river between Whampoa
and Canton were still in progress, and nearly completed •

and their officers were unremitting in their exertions to
practise their artillerymen in the use of great guns. In
the mean time trade appears to have been carried on as
usual, but, with the exception of cotton, not upon remu-
nerating prices. Barter was the only means of commercial
intercourse.

Van Diemen's Laxd.—Accounts have been received
from Van Diemen's Laud and Norfolk Island to the 26th
Deo* Capt. Maconochie has been for two years residing
at Norfolk Island, the colonial penal settlement for the
twice and thrice convicted felons, in order to try the effect

of his new system of convict management. Capt* M. comn
menced with 1,200 of the old convicts and GOO new pri-

soners, assisted by three free overseers and a surgeon. In
spite of the obstacles thrown in his way, and the prejudice
he has had to contend with, he has succeeded in abolish-
ing flogging and all kinds of vindictive punishment, and
has, by moral influence and kindness, effected a complete
reformation in men who were before regarded as the most
degraded of the human race. The whole body are repre-
sented as reduced to the utmost order and discipHiie, de-
sirous of pursuing some useful mode of life, and anxious
for a continuance of the system under which they have de-
rived so many advantages. The superiority of moral in-

fluence over the physical force which was formerly applied
in the case of these prisoners is represented as extraordi-

nary ; and it may, perhaps, be considered a proof of its

beneficial influence that the system is violently opposed
by all those authorities at Van Diemen's Land who are

interested in maintaining the old system and in keeping
the convicts subject to the cruel discipline by which they

have hitherto been hardened in crime. It is hoped that

the knowledge of Capt. Maconochie's success at Norfolk
Island may induce the home authorities to carry out Ids

system in the other penal settlements.—The "Tasmanian
Journal" publishes an interesting paper, giving an account

of Mr. Eyre's expedition overland from South to Western
Australia. He left Fowler's Bay on the 25th Feb. of last

year, and arrived at the head of the Great Australian

Bight on the 3rd March. The privations which he there

encountered were so severe that his horses perished, and
the native boys who accompanied him deserted ; he ar-

rived at King George's Sound on the 7th July, after hav-

ing travelled over an extent of country which, from sinuo-

sities of the coast line and other obstructions, exceeded

upwards of 1 040 miles in distance from Fowler's Bay ; and

for the last 590 miles he was accompanied by no one but

a native of King George's Sound. During this journey,

Mr. Eyre met with very few natives, but they appeffred

timid and well-disposed ; he found the language spokeu
by them exactly similar to that of the natives of King

George's Sound as far as the promontory of Cape le Grand,
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^arliaiu£nt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

iVo?(f/rt^.—Lord Brol GUAM presented a petition from a Baptist

association in Ireland, representing eleven congregations in that

country^ against the Uegium domnn, and all similar grants.

The Duke of Richmond asked the Secretary for Foreign Affairs

whether the reports that had been circulated were true, of an

attempt having been made on her Majesty's life. He could as-

sure his noble friend that he did not ask the question out of mere
curiosity, and he begged of him not to give an answer if there

was any objection to give it; but he thought the house, meeting
that day, ought not to separate without asking whether there wa*-

any truth in these reports.—The Earl of ABEanEEN, in reply,

could only say that he entirely syvpathised in the feeling which
his noble friend had evinced, and which he was sure was felt uni-

versally by the House aud throughout the country. He had to

state that the individual referred to had beeifttrestcd, but as he

was stiU under examination, he thought It ^would be premature
for him to express any opinion or to make any statement ou the

subject at present.
Lord Brougham put a question to the President of the Board of

Trade, respecting a matter which he said had given some alarm

in the City, particularly among persons connected with the funds.

It was understood that the income tax was to be levied on the

July dividends, so as to extend back to Jan. instead of April,

when it came into operation. It seemed to him that it could be

properly levied only upon a moiety of these dividends.—The Earl

of Ripox said he would make inquiry on the sub^^cct.

Tuesday.^Mtcx the presentation of petitions, the Earl of

Ripo.v moved the second reatUng of the Customs Duties (Ta-

riff) Bill. The necessity of such a measure he considered to

have been admitted by the frequent agitation of the question

since the conclusion of the war, and Uie principle upon which
the revision should proceed— that of a more free and open

trade—had been as constantly asserted. One olject of the pre-

sent measure, in which almost all hiterests agreed, was the re-

moval of all positive prohibitions ; but he thought that althougu

the scale of protection now proposed was lower tiian that

suggested by Mr. Huskisson, it was still abundantly sufficient.

After passing briefly over several items of minor importance, t»ie

noble Earl then came to the question of admitting foreign cattle

at a reduced duty—a measure which, he contended, was renderett

necessary by an increasing population, but from which the agn-

cultural interest had little ground for apprehension, as jtie

scarcity of catUe in foreign countries, and tlie increase of value

consequent upon the opening of a new market, would preveni

an extensive importation at low prices. He defended the expe-

diency of commencing such a change as the present by a reduc-

tion of the duties on a great mass of articles, rather than upon
one or two only of first-rate importance; and concluded by cx-

prcsMng his conviction that the consumer would be benefited anu

the prosperity of our commerce promoted by this bill, without a

serious injury to any interest.
Lord Stanhope, in moving, aa an amendment, that the bdl oe

read a second Ume that day six months, went into a variety oi

details respecting the cost of growth and fattening of cattle in

different countries, to prove the inexpediency of admitting the«
upon the proposed rate of duty. He coutended at the same time
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that the arguments hy which the measure was supported neu-

tralised each other, one class of evidence being intended to show

that the price of food would be greatly reduced, whUe ou the other

hand it was confidently asserted that there would be no reduc-

tion at all. He was opposed to the principle of free trade j he

was convinced that the measure was regarded with apathy by

aU except those who expected from it general disorgani*

sation, and a new distribution of political powers and he

implored their Lordships not, by thus aggravating the

present great distress, to bring about such a consummation.—

The Duke of Richmond supported the amentlmcnt. He ex-

pressed his fears for the effects of the bill, in leading to the abs-

traction of capital from agricultural pursuits. If Government
had consulted the welfare of the agriculturist, they would have
permitted the importation of cattle by weight instead of by head.

For his own part, he was not prepared to go so far in following

up the principles of free trade i
for the English agriculturist, with

hi6 present load of taxation, could not compete with the fo-

reigner. He was also fearful that the bill would lead to further

(jjjanges,—The Marquis of Cl a nricakpk would give the measure

his hearty support as an important advance towards free trade.

—LoidMoLNTCASHBL opposcd it as iuj urious in its probablc Ope-

ration both to the colonies and the home producer.—Lord Mont-
EAGLK supported the bill, though he considered the speech of the

Barl of Riponwas calculated to lead to the belief that little or no

benefit would result from it. Reconsidered that Sir R. Peel had

laid down the princii>les of free trade in the broadest manner in

bringing forward this measure J
and expressed a hope that these

principles would be applied more extensively than by the present

bill. He expressed doubts as to the policy of the duty ou the

exportation of coal, which would not tend to conciliate foreign

countries, or induce them to adopt a more liberal policy with

this country.—After some obser%'ations from Lord Colchkster
in favour of the bill, and from the Earl of RtPON in reply, the

House divided, when there appeared, for the amendment, 4;

against it, 59 j majority against the amendment, 55. The bill

was then read a second time.

Thursday.—T\iQ Sudbury Disfranchisement Bill and the Mines
and Collieries Bill were brought up from the House of Commons,
and read a first time. Ou the third reading of the Liverpool Im-
provement and Police Bill having been moved by the Earl of

Shaftesbury, the Duke of Richmoxd moved to expunge the

second clause, which compelled the closing of public-houses till

after one o'clock on Sunday.—The Bishoi)s of Salisbury and
Norwich, and Lord SKELMERsnAi.E, severally supported the

clause, and on a division the amendment was negatived by a ma-
jority of 48 to 15. Another division took place on the motion of

the Duke of Richmond to expunge the clause prohibiting the

sale of liquor to persons under sixteen years of age, which was
negatived by a majority of six. The numbers behig 38 to 32.

On the motion that the House resolve itself into committee on
the Customs Duties Bill.— Earl Stajjuopk said that he could not
allow the Bill to go into committee without stating again the ob-

jections which he entertained to its passing into law. His Lord-
ship then again went over the grounds of his objection to the

different clauses of the Bill, and concluded by saying that he
must aga'n entreat the House to pause before it passed a
measure, the inevitable effect of which would be to throw out
of employment innumerable multitudes of their fellow- creatures.

—The Earl of Radnor supported the^measure, and said the only
complaint he had to make against it was, that it did not go far

enough.—The Earl of Wick low also supported the bill, and said,

he was fully persuaded that the course taken by Ministers was
one in every respect likely to increase the manufactures, and to

promote the industry of the country. He was convinced, under
the circumstances in which the country was placed, the im-
provement which had been made in every department of our ma-
nufacture, with our great wealth, and with the means of dispos-

ing of our manufactures, we might bid defiance to all competi-
tion with the rest of the world, and this was one of the reasons
which induced him not to consider the bill now before the House
as a final measure.—Earl Fortkscue said, thepanicthetariff pro-
duced among the agricultural classes in Devonshire was past.—
The House then went into committee. All the clauses up to 56
were ai;reed to. On the clause referring to the duties on oxen,
bulls, calves, and lambs being proposed, Earl Stanhofe pro-
posed, as an amendment, that the duties on those animals should
be tallen by weight.—Their Lordships divided on the amendment,
and the numbers were —For the amendment, 8; against it, 44;
majority, 36.—On the schedule relating to seeds being read, Earl
Stanhope proposed the omission of the part of the clause re-
lating to seeds. The motion was negatived without a division.—
Earl Stanhope also moved the omission of the schedule relating
to foreign woods. This motion was also negatived without a
division.—The other clauses in the schedule were then agreed to;
the House resumed, and the Bill was reported without amend-
ments, and ordered to be read a third time on Friday.

Friday.^0\\ the presentation of petitions on the Mines and
Collieries Bill, the Earl of Devox said he should move the second
reading on a future day.—The Duke of Richmovd mentioned the
necessity of a select committee, and the Duke of Wellincto.v
said that although the reports of the Commissioners had made
great impression on his mind, he thought the House should
examine into the mode in which the evidence had been taken.
The Bill was then referred to a select committee. The Customs
Bill, ou the motion of Lord Ripox, was read a thitd time and
passed, on a division, by a majbrity of 43. The Railway Bill was
read a second time.

HOUSE .OF COMMONS.
iJ/on(f«^.—There being only 23 members present at the usual

hour, the House was adjourned until Tuesday.
Tuesday.—MtQT the presentation of several petitions, Sir" H.

HAanixGE stated, in answer to a question from Lord VVorsley,

that as soon as the Commander-in-Cliief had been informed of a
rumour imputing to Col. H. Dundas that he had used expressions
cUsrcspectfuI to her Majesty, he had required him to forward
whatever explanation it was in his power to offer. Col. Dundas
had, however, failed in exculpating himself from the grave of-

fence laid to his charge, and had in consequence, with the ap-
proval of her Majesty and the.fuU concurrence of Government,
been dismissed from his appointment as aide-de-camp to the
Quf^cn, and removed from the command of his regiment.

Sir J. Geaham intimated that a bill is to be brought in this

session authorising her Majesty to grant new charters to the Col-
leges of PUysiciBins and Surgeons. In consequence of there being
uo House on Mojiday, the orders which stood for that day be-

came " dropped orders/' and Mr. "Wallace, acting on the rule

which forb ds the briuging on of such orders, except by universal

consent or by a renewed appointment, objected to the resumption
of the adjourned debate on his motion respecting the distress of

the manufacturing classes, unless the order were regularly re-

newed. Accorduigly that debate, and the business of the supply,
as well as the Committee on the Poor Law Amendment Act, were
postixmed to Wedncsdav and other davs of the week.
Th« order of the day having been read for the last stage of the

Dean Forest Ecclesiastical Districts Bill, Mr. Hcmz, on the mo-
tion for the Speaker's leaving the chair, proposed a scries^of re-

solutions adverse to any grant from the revenxie of the Crown
lands for the endowment of clergy or the maintenance of the
fabric of church®. He contended that, as the public now
pay to the Sovereign a life annuity by way of equivalent
for the Sovereign's life interest in the land revenue, the

- land revenue belongs to the public /and ron.sequcntly, that any
grant for ecclesiastical purposes from that land revenue is tanta-
mount to a grant for tl purposes from the corutoUdatvd fund.
Ifc observed that there art* a great number of parishes not con-
taining io(» inhabitants eac^ • and he thought that the population
find the ecelciiastical provision ought to be averaged together by
air^nerai reform, before the introduction of any such meastirc as
this. He thought that the present time was peculiarly unsuitable
for it, siuce, but for the income-tax, the Exchequer would now be

1

bankrupt. There was an ecclesiastical commission for applying
the fluid produced by certain aboMshrrt sinecures of the Church
to iu real wants; «nd to that commission he considered that
Government ought to have made application for the spiritual en-
doM-ments which might be wanted for the Forest of Dean.—Sir J.
Easthopb seconded the motion.—Lord Lincoln briefly opposed
the resolutions, insisting upon the great increase of population \n

'

that district, while the revenue derived from it had risen from
800/. a year to 5,000/. After some observations from Mr.
Williams, the House divided, when the resolutions were rejected
by \77 to 44.

The House then resolved itself into committee on certain reso-
lutions respecting the South AustraUan Government. Lord
Stanley stated that the resolutions which he intended to lay
before the House related to the liuancial arrangements of the
colony. The financial affairs of South Australia had been, from
the commencement, in the hands of their own commissioners,
while its political affairs were entrusted to a Government board
appointed by the Crown. He thought that this divided authority
was injurious to the exertions of each. The insufl^ciency of the
sums which had been raised by the colony had also thrown its

finances into great confusion. He, therefore, proposed that the
general government of South Australia should be placed on a
similar footing to that of our other colouics. The bill would
place the government of the colony in the hands of the Crown,
reserving for her Majesty the prospective power of modifying its

present provisions. The noble Lord further pointed out the
financial necessities of the colony ; and concluded by moving a
series of resolutions in accordance with the propositions he had
laid down. After a brief discussion, in which Messrs. Williajus,
MACKINNON, V. Smitu, and Wauu joined, the resolutions were
agreed to.

Lord AsHLEvmoved thefurtherproceedingon the third reading
of the Mines and Collieries Bill.—Mr. Ainsworth presented peti-

tions against the bill, and argued that the measure would have the
effect of seriously injuring the working clas^ses concerned, many
of whom would be driven to the workhouse. The commissioners
who had inquired into the matter had made, at least in many
cases, a one-sided report, and had drawn a very exaggerated pic-

ture of the existing state of things.—Mr. Bennett strongly sup-
ported the bill.—Mr. ViLLiKRs vindicated the motives of those
who objected to the bill, and who were anxious that one evil

should not be committed in correcting another.— Mr. Attwood
believed that the bill had been pas?cd rather hastily through the
House, and considered that iiUerference with the employment of
boys might be productive of evil.—Mr. Stansfield also objected
to many of the provisions of the bill.— Messrs. BnoTJiiiUTo.v,

Hawkes, and FiELDEN then commented on the bill; and Lord
AsHLKV called the attention of the House to a letter which he
had received from a gentleman largely connected with collieries,

which he said was only one of a large number of testimonials in

favour of the bill. He felt deeply grateful for the attention which
the House had bestowed upou the bill.—Lord PalmeiisT(jn ex-

pressed a hope that the bill would speedily pass into a law un-
altered, which he thought it would, if Government cordially sup-
ported it in the House of Lords.—The bill then passed its final

stage.
Wednesday,—ThQ National Floating Breakwater Bill was read

a third time and passed, after some opposition to it by Sir C.

Douglas and the Marquis of Douro, by a majority of 3^ to 20.

— Some clauses proposed by Mr. Blackstone in the Sudbury
Disfranchisement Bill, for the purpose of extending the franchise

to the adjacent hundreds, were negatived by 134 to 53. The Hill

was read a third time and passed.—Mr. Rokblxk withdrew his

motion for the attendance of Mr. Cochrane bcfoic the Bridpbrt

Committee, and Mr. Cochrane then declared that havuig exam-
ined the precedents that bore on the case, he would attend the

Committee on Thursday.
The debate adjourned from Friday night, on Mr. Wallace's mo-

tion relating to the distress of the country, was resumed by Mr.
Williams, who dwelt on the great extent and severity of the

suffering aiflong his own constituents at Coventry. He insisted

on the necessity of a change in the Corn-laws ; but warned Lord
J. Russell that an 8s. duty would be very little better than the

system lately enacted. He. objected to the Income-tax, which
he said would have the effect of taking 4,000,000/. from the poor-

est people in the country.—Mr. Aldam, while admitting that the

distress in Lancashire was more severe than in the manufacturing
districts of Yorkshire, was convinced that the suffering would
rapidly increase amongst the Yorkshire woollen mauufacturers,

who have hitherto been a manly, honest, independent race of

men. After describing the condition of Leeds and the adjacent

districts, he intimated an opinion that, as a measure of tempo-

rary relief, the opening of the ports for the free admission of

foreign gram, say up tUl next Christmas, would give such a sti-

mulus to trade and commerce as might, with the aid of the

Tariff, obviate for some time longer any further change in the

Corn-laws,—Sir B.Hall produced a statistical document, ex-

hibiting that in the parish of Marylebone, the residence of the

wealth and aristocracy of London, the number of paupers rose

and fell with the price of corn.—Mr. Broth erton Ukewise bore

testimony to the extent and severity of the distress in his own
district —Alter some observations from Messrs. Ja>ies and Att-

woon, Viscount Howick thought that Mr. Wallace's motion was
neither suitable nor satisfactory. He doubted the propriety of

postponing the prorogation of Parliament, in order to go into an

undefined inquiry. He would rather wait to see how the new
financial measures operated; and if they failed in giving relief,

then again to summon Parliament at an early period, and resort

to a removal of those commercial restrictions which he believed

would be the only effectual remedy. He hoped that Government
would seriously reflect on the frightful condition of the country,

and carry out the principles which they had avowed ; for himself

he looked forward to the approaching winter with dread. Averse

as he was for farther political movements, he could not disguise

from himself the fact, that a great change was coming over the

sentiments of the middle classes, which might lead to serious

results.— Mr. MoRKisoN saw no reasou to believe that the dis-

tress would be permanent. Our coal-beds and our capital were

not exhausted; and pur manufacturing power was still superior

to that of ever>' other country. The Tariff would do some g^d,
but, he thought it would not give so great a relief as Sir R. Peel

had promised from it. He regretted that the fixed duty on corn

had not been adopted, and commented ou the uncertainty which

he considered inseparable from the the sliding-scale. The rapid

increase of our population would, ere long, he was persuaded,

compel the abolition of the duties upon food.—Mr. G. Palmku
argued that the distress arose from a vicious system of credit,

which enabled our manufacturers to overstock every market m
the world.—Mr. Eluce reviewed the history- of the commercial

reactions from 1S19, the date of Sir R. Peel's Currency Act, and
assigned, as a main cause of the distress, repeated tampering

with the currency by the Bank of England. He believed that

the existing distress would be mitigated by a change m the Corn-

law.—Sir C. Napier thought that the Com-bUl was as effective

as the Qld one in keeping corn out of the country.—After some
observationsfrom Capt. Lavard, and Messrs. Srnoi.EFiELn and
S. Crawforo, in support of the resolutions. Lord Palmeuston
expressed liis regret that the motion was so framed as to prevent

him voting for it. At the same time he thought that, coirsidcrhig

the extent and nature of the distress, Government, instead of

sitting by with apparent apathy, and expecting snrae miraculous
interposition of Providence, should be prepared with some prac-

tical measures of relief. For a plentiful harvest they could not
hope, for this summer sun could not repair the mischiefs of the

last autumn's rains. Did they .look, then, to the Tariff? or to

private charity, in its very nature limited ? or to a vote of public

money? They had nothing to propose, and they asked the Op-

position for a proposal. The answer of the Opposition was. that

the channels of trade were choked, andough*^ *o be cleared ;
and

that the remedy for the disUcss would be found in a remuvai oi

the duties upon com and upon sugar. He considered that tljc

distress arose from causes within our own control ; and as com-
mercial jealousy in France, and the effect of our laws in Ger*

many, prevented expectations from continental Europe, we must
look to America. South and Xorth. In India the great measure
taken by the late Government in Atfghanistan had opened a wide
field for British commerce. He had a right to say that the Mi-
nisters tliemsclves approved that policy; since they had written

to Lord Auckland very shortly after their accession, requesting
him to continue in his government. In China, too, the measures
taken by the late Muiitters had laid the foundation of an extensive
commerce. But it would take time to bring these resources into

operation, and meanwhile the distress required a present remedy.
— Lord Stanley said, that in assuming the possible apathy of
Miuisters during the approaching vacation, the noble Lord took
A verv inadequate view of the difficult: which he and his col-

leagues had left behind them. At home Government looked for-

ward to ^ better and an earlier harvest than Istc years had
yielded. But they could turn their eyes to scarcely any (oreigu
quarter of the globe wUei e they did not see our commerce para-
lysed by the policy of the last Admhiistralion. In Eurci'pe, Lord
Palmerston had admitted that thcix- was little to be hoped. In
North America we were met with quarrels and jealousie?, festered
by the i>olicy of the noble Lord. In South America rhe same
hand was visible in disputes and blockades. To Chiiia he turned
with pain, for he saw there a doubtful war against an unwarlike
people. In Central Asia, to establish an imaginary bulwark
against an imaginaiy foe, the noble Lord had brought upon us a
scries of anxieties and losses. The noble Lord, however, con-
curred with him in one conclusion—iu condemning th« pre^^nt
motion, as involving a variety of impuit.iut topics without the
possibility of useful results. One speaker pointed out one cau«c of
riistress,—another, another. The topics of eueh a debate were (Ur

too wide tobedealtwithin the way proposed by these rcsolutioiis.

—Mr. O'CoNNKLi. then moved the adjournment of the debate,

but Sir R, PistL cutrcated that it should be closed. Mr OTon-
NELL, however, persisted; and said that the people were sTarv-

ing, and not a hope was held out to them.— Mr. Hi^me said, that

many Members still w^ishcd to speak; among others, Mr. Fer-

rand.- Mr, FfcRRAND said, he had wished to speak, merely for

the purpose of making it known that tl.c working-classes re-

garded the talkers on the opposite bcucl; ~ ^ of "hum-
bugs." He had abstained from rising, only because he had been
given to understand that it was material to the public buUuess
that the debate should close.—Mr. Hawks resented the word
"humbugs," and wished to know why Minipters hid not made
a House on Monday.—Mr. Chjpps stated, that at four o'clock on
Monday a great number, perhaps 3!i, of the Members who sup-

port the motion of Mr. Wallace appointed for that evening, and
on whose sincerity on the subject of public distress the gentlemen.

accustomed to collect the House had unfortunately relied, refused

to come in, and went away boasting that tlicy ••whipped cut**

the House.
Sir R. Pekj. assured his hearers, that the Ministers, who had

been occupied till half-past four o'clock with the investigation

into the cowardlv attack upon her Majesty, had been greatly

disappointed at the failure ou Monday, lie reminded the House
that the supply had been postponed only because the public inter-

est required that priority should be given to the Tariff.—Mr. Ba-
Kivo confirmed the sUtement of Mr. Cripps.—The House di-

vided: against the adjournment, i;^; for it, 84; majority, 89-—
Mr. HuMK then moved the adiournmeut once more.— Sir R, Peel
yielded; and after some further conversation, the debate was
accordingly adjourned. ,- ,.

77/ »r,^f>«v.— After the presentation of petitions, Mr. Hcmk
moved for a select committee to inquire into the proceedings of

the Commissioners for the Reduction of the National Debt, &c.,

from 1836 to 1841, with refcrcni.'c to the amount of 5.395,569r.

Three per Cent. Stock being added to the debt without the pre-

vious sanction of Parliament.-The CuAT^CELLoa of the Exchb-

dCEtt said he could not accede to the motion; an opposition iu

which Mr. F. T. Ua.ring coincided.-After tome remarks Jrom
Messrs. Williams and Escott, Mr. IU'me prcissed his rnotion

to a division, and was defeated by 1/3 to 34.

Mr. Sergeant Mvrphy rose to move that on the 13th inst. the

House should resolve itself into a committee of the whole House,

to take into consideration the Act emituled " An Act for provi-

sion of ministers in cities and corporate towns, and making the

church of St. Andrew's, in the suburbs of the city of Dublin, pre-

sentative for ever," with a view to the repeal of so much thereof

as relates to the provision of ministers iu cities and corporate

towns iu Ireland. The object of the motion was that the House
should pledge itself to consider the propriety of abolishing what
is called "Ministers* Money" in Iceland.—Mr. Sergt. Jackson
felt bound to meet the motion with a decided negative. -Mr.
Sheil said that the motion was only a portion of a large and
important question-one which was not dead, but only dormant,

and which was likely to be revived with great force during the

next session of Parliament.—After some conversation, m which

Messrs. Shaw, M. J. O'Co.xxtia, and Sir R. Inglis joined. Lord

Eliot expressed his surprise that this grievance should now be

brought forward for the first time.—After which the House di.

vided, when the motion was rejected by 85 to 56.

Mr. Hardv. pursuant to notice, moved that the petition of

WUUain Roberts, on the Anatomy Act, be taken into considera-

tion, and proposed that a committee be appniuted to inquire and

report on the working of the act, and. if necessary, to suggest

amendments on the Bame.—Sir J. GaAUAM thought the subject

little calculated for Uiscu.ssion in that House. The Anatomy Hill

had accomplished the important objects it had in view. The
allegations that had been made against Dr. Someryille had been

laid before the commr-^toners appointed by him (Sir J. Graham)

to inquire into them, namely, Mr. Rodgcrs, the Queen's counsel,

and Mr. Green, the surgeon, and they had reported on the sub-

ject, after the fullest examination. The substance of that report

was, that some irregularities had taken place, which had been

checked by him ; but that, on the whole, Dr, Somerville's inten-

tions were good and his conduct correct. The object of Mr.
Roberts*s petition was to obtain remuneration for a discovcr>- of

a fluid to prevent bodies from undergoing decompcsition
;
but

his method had been tried, and had proved a complete failure-

Mr. Hardy withdrew his motion.

Sir R. Inglis moved that parties implicated or accused should

be present of right at the proceedings of the election compromises

and bribery committees.—Mr. Roebuck hoped that the Uoose
would not withdraw its confidence from the committee duiing

the remainder of its proceedings, unl^ ^ upon actual accu.^atiou

of a misuse of its powers. After a fevr observations from Messrs.

EscoTxand Labouchehk, Sir R. Pee i.briefiy opposed the motion ;

when Mr. T. DirvcoMBK moved as an amendment the ja^evious

question. To this amendment Sir R. Pkel olyected, referring a

direct ** Aye ** or '* No " to the original motion. Ou this afarther

and prolonged discussion followed, ending in a tUvision
" previous question," which was carried by 1 21 to 49-

Mr. Bannermax, in puxsuance of notice, brontrht forward his

motion for affirming the expediency of Vvoting ia her Maje^rv.

with the advice of the Privy Council, a power of regnlafengor

discontinuing the dutv on forcigu corn, should circM! '^"ccs sn.

require, during the r.cess of Parliament.-Mr. Wai. i vrBsecmide*

on the

fiyr !^nr n:
the motion. .

Mr. Glausto.vk, while e.\i>ressing respect

tion which was directed to the
^«^i"^^?/^ ^'J^:;,,,^^,,^ ,-

ounoscd the present one, on account of its riaPS-trou^ i

The circumstances attondii-r tue ptr^

difPtaTntaumth.se of the pre:-
. ^. ^^«^^v r" ,___ ^. -nary

const;tut. al objections to rT" :':'^J^^ ecou.,.
h. .i thnt the

e<ient^ aAi^<-^- ^^^^^

^ J pre w^»<^' ^ronK

c»:ch iarftpe

power.* to Government; it would ^

tx> ask Parlia-nient to repeal the L

new Corn-law, in cOnjuncti

orn J#w
a fav«)u

i. 1

s.'i whutJi

. ^-.,1^ ««ch a quantity of com to
we imve a fair P^-o^pect ^.^m... c^^

^^^^^
b€ liberated from bond as ivouid oc » ^^J'

-

1
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country.-Mr. Wa ri. thought that « ^eat
^^'^^-'^^^^^^fi^^^^.^'

J°

be met by an ext nlinary effort ; and he supported the raotion.

as the be^t thine that could be done with a view to the immediate

^\ln.%7^%^^^ of the eouatry -Lord ^Vor^lkv was con-

Tinced that great danger would result from S^^vn.ff such powers

to Goverument, aad that great injury would be inflicted by it on

thea'^riculturbts.—Mr. M. Milnks regretted that Government

would not adopt the proposition, in order to alleviate the appal-

nner distress.—Mr. P. M. SxJiw'ART, as one of a small but increas-

iM sectiou in the House who were opposed to all duty on com
Importation, said he should support the motion.—Mr, Wallatk
addrt ^ the House In support of the motion, and intimated his

determfuation to endeavour to moot the Corn-law question once

more before the House before the close of the Sesbion, After a

few remarks from Mr. Parkcr» Sir R. Pkei. e^cplained the cir-

cumstance attcndin;:: the precedent of 18-26, when a similar

measure had been adopted, and which, he said, had been adopted
flrom a conviction of the evils of the existing^ Corn-law, and which
was followed by the contrivance of the **bliding scale," a con-
trivance which it was hoped at the time would supersede all future

necessity of such extreme measures. But twoir.onths after a re-

adjustment of the Corn-law to adopt the proposition before the
Hoiisc, would introduce confusion and uncertainty into the Com
trade, give a bonus to speculators, and agg-ravate instead of re-

lieving' the distress:—Lord Howies argued, in reply to Sir R. Peel,

that the measure of adinitting com for a temporary period free of
duty, or at a low rate, would give reliefwithout injuring' the trade,

by compelling the speculators to come into the market. He ad-

mitted that there were grave objections to the motion ; but these

were comparatively of a minor character when contrasted with
actual circumstances.—Lord J. Hl'sssll said that every dis-

cussion ou the Com law exposed the unsoundness of the prin-

ciple of a sliding scale. He could not support the motion; but if

circumstances arose which might imperatively call for such a
mca^'iirc during the lecess, he thnujrht Government might then
assume the responsibUity, and that Parliament would grant in-

demnity. After some observations from Mr. Hume, in support
of the motion, the House divided, when there appeared, for the

motion, 113; against it, 175 > majority against it, G2. The other
orders of the day were then disposed of.

*

Fridap.—After several notices of motion, the adjourned debate
on Mr. Wallace's resolutions respecting the distress of the coun-
try wa?? resumed by Mr. O'Conmsi-l, who dwelt mainly on the
distress in Ireland.— Lord Eliot replied, and exposed the way in

which appearances of distress are exaggerated by the Irish jour-
~ Is.—A long discn ' ni ensued, in which the motion was snp-
|K>rtrd by Mr. P. Stewart, Mr. M. Phillips, Mr. Ewart. Mr. C.
Ruller, Mr. Cohden, Mr. Roebuck, and Mr. Villiers; and opposed
by Mr. Borthwick, Mr. Grimsditch, and Mr. Ferrand* After
which Mr. Fielpen^ moved the adjournment of the debate.—Mr.
Watlace requestetl him to forbear; but Mr. Fielden persisted.

—

Sir R. Pbel protested against this course, and appealed to the
justice as well as courtesy of the House.—The question, how-
ever, was put; and defeated by a majority of 231.—Another ad-
journment was immediately moved and defeated; when Mr.
FzxLDK.v a third time renewed the motion, which was equally
unsuccessful. At last a division was taken on the original ques-
tion, and Mr. Wallace's resolutions were negatived by a majority
of 125.

1 per

Ex-

CITY.
Money Market^ Friday.—Consols have declined

ceDt.; they closed for money and accoxint at 91|
chequer bills, 2d issue, 45s. to 478. premium ; ditto, 2id.
iasne, 489. to 508. premium ; 3 per Cents. Reduced, 91|^

;

3i per Cents. Reduced. 100| to f ; New 3A per Cents.,
9y| to I } and India Stock, 247 to 249.

ittettopolis auMts, IJuinity

.

Coiirt of Aldermen.—On Tuesday a Court was held
for the deti patch of business. Alderman Wilson^ after

some observations upon a letten written by the Lord
Mayor, expressive of his lordship's wish that the chief ma-
gistrate's \isit to Rochebter should not take place in his
mayoralty, moved that the Lord Mayor be requested to
Uke the surrey on the days appointed by him, viz,, tlie

2Ist, 22d, and 23d inst., before any objectioa was offered
to the proposition that it should be taken out of the sep-
tentiial course. He stated that as the present Lord Mayor
was particularly well acquainted with the river in conse-
queuce of the nature of his commercial pursuits, and as
an extensive surveyof the river had beea made under the
authority of the Admiralty, and at considerable expense,
it would be more desirable that the visit should be paid in
the present than in the succeeding mayoralty. The Lord
Wayor said he would much rather decline taking the sur-
vey ; but he was in the hands of the cotirt, and if they re-
quired him to act, he would not flinch from what, if they
agreed upon the subject, he certainly should consider to
be his duty. Alderman Thompson said that the survey
was a septennial one, and would properly occur in the
next mayoralty, and he could see no reason for departing
from the general rule, unless some strong case of necessity
we^e made out. Alderman Lucas seconded the motion
that the present Lord Mayor be requested to take the sur-
vey on the days specified by Alderman Wilson ; and after
orae di&cussion the motion w.^ carried, eight hands bav-
in- been held up for it and none against it, in a court con-
sisting of thirteen members. The survey will take place
onthe21st,^^2d, and23dinst.

^

Cimmon CounciL^Oa Thursday, a court was held to
choose eight persons, four of xvhom to be aldermen to be
returned to the mayor and aldermen for commissioners
under the income tax act. The following aldermen were
chosen :—bir J. Duke and Messrs. FaLrbrother,
and Magnay. The following commoaers were^then elected

- commissioners -.—Messrs. John Dixon, Cope, Knott and
Eyton. The Town Clerk informed the court that'they
were immediately to proceed to elect under the 32d
fiection, by which it was enacted, ** That the mayor, alder-
men, and common council of every corporate city through-
out Great Britain, or any three or more of them, not in
any case exceeding seven, should be commissioners for
executing the act, and the powers therein contained in re
lation to the public offices or employments of profit in
such city, and in every guild, fraternity, company, or so-

ciety, whether corporate or not corporate, within such
city.'' Upon the motion of Alderman Copeland it was
resolved that five j)ersons should be appointed commis-
Bloners to perform the^ duty specified in the section just

read. The following gentlemea were then appointed to

act as comtnissioners under the 32d section of the act:
Messrs. Brown, Bridge, Finnis/Lart, and Westwood.

Mrt Hall brought up the repwt ou the subject of Yeati-.

Gibbs,

lating the courts of law in the Guildhall. It recommended
the adoption of Mr. Day's plan of ventilating these courts,

as better adapted to their situation and circumstances than

that of Dr. Reid, which would cause extensive alterations,

and the permanent employment of an engineer, and other

inconveniences, which it was considered judicious to avoid.

Mr. Hall believed the expense would amount to between

600/. and 650/. The saving of expense, however, was not

the object. The report was agreed to, and referred back

to the committee to be carried into eifect as to its recom-

mendations.
University College.—On Saturday the annual meeting

of the Council and Professors of this College took place

for the purpose of distributing prizes to the youths who
had distinguished themselves in the Faculty of Arts,

Lord J. Russell took the chair. There was an unusually

numerous attendance of ladies and gentlemen ; and his

Lordship, in presenting the prizes, warmly congratulated

the students. Tiie proceedings being over, the chairman

addressed the meeting at considerable length on the flou-

rishing condition and prospects of the institution. He
alluded to the original intentions of those who founded

the institution, as one required by^thc circumstances of

the times. One of these, he said, was that persons dis-

senting frona the Church of England, or bei'ng of a dif-

ferent persuasion from it, could now obtain those distinc-

tPons to which learning, science, and moral excellence

were entitled. They had at first to contend against the

prejudice, that the mere fact of being situated in the Me-
tropolis would be an impediment to the new institution

;

they had also had other prejudices to]_struggle against ; it

could notj therefore, be expected that the success of the

University should be at once rapid; still he had the gra-

tification of finding that, since its foundation, not less than

4,000 students had received, or were receiving, instruction

within its walls, and that it had expended upwards of

100,000/. in the promotion of education. Ilis Lordship

noticed the high character of the general attainments of

the pupils of the institution, and alluded to cases where

several had particularly distinguished themselves. He
enlarged on the advantages resulting from a good general

education to every individual, whatever station in life he

might be about to fill ; and concluded by expressing his

earnest wish that the University might be aided by the

blessing of God in its progress, so that, in addition to the

other institutions of the country, they might look upon it

as one more by which knowledge and science were pro-

moted, and in which honest and religious characters might
be formed.

The Wilhie Statue.—On Saturday an adjourned meet-

ing was held of the committee appointed to consider the

best mode of commemorating the name of the late Sir D.
Wilkie, for the purpose of^ electing an artist to carry but
the resolution agreed to at the last meeting, for erecting a
statue to the memory of that distinguished artist. Sir R,
Peel presided, and said, that it would be desirable to ap-
point a sub-committee for the purpose of superintending
the work of the artist who should be selected by the meet-
ing, before the election took place. He had a list of
names, and he hoped that no gentleman would object to

serve upon the committee, as the duty would not be oner-
ous. The Right Hon. Baronet then proposed that the
sub-committee should consist, in addition to the already
appointed officers, of the Dnkes of Sutherland and Buc-
cleuch. Lord Mahon, Sir J. Clark, Sir T. Mabon, Sir M.
A. Shee, Sir W. Newton, Mr. Phillips, Sir M. Monte-
fiore, Mr. Burnett, Mr. Rogers, and the Right Hon.
Henry Labouchere. The following artists were then pro-
posed, and a ballot commenced, viz., Mr. Bailey, Mr.
Campbell, Mr, Weeks, Mr. Lough, Mr. Watson, Mr.
Marshall, and Mr. Joseph. The following was the state

of the ballot at its close : For Mr. Joseph, 26 ; for Mr.
Campbell, 13 ; for Mr. Bailey, 5 ; for Mr. Watson, 3 ;

for Mr. Weeks, 2 ; for Mr. Lough, none ; for Mr. Mar-
shall, none. The sum of money for the purposes of the
testimonial now in the hands of the treasurer exceeds
1,700/., which it is believed will be almost enough. It is

expected that the statue will be finished in the course of
twelve months.

Public Meetings,—On Saturday a meeting was held of
the shareholders of the Commercial Steam Navigation
Company, to adopt resolutions for the dissolution of the
company. The meeting was called pursuant to a propo-
sal at the preceding meeting, that in order to relieve the
company from its liabilities the whole of the property-
should be disposed of. It then appeared that the sum of
112,000/. was offered for their vessels, which left the sum^
of 28,000/. to be raised. It was also stated that it was
proposed to raise two nefr companies, which would be
open to the shareholders of the company for the invest-
ment of their shares on favourable conditions. The se-

cretary read the minutes of the previous meeting, which
were confirmed, and a statement was given as to the best
mode of the final adjustment of the affairs of the company.
This being approved of, a resolution was unanimously
agreed to, subject to confirmation, that the dissolution of
the company forthwith take place.—On Saturday a meet-
ing of the proprietors of the London Dock .Company
was held, for the purpose of declaring a dividend for
the half-year ending the 30th ult, and for other busi-
ness. The secretary read the report of the directors, which
stated that during the six months ending the 31st May,
there had entered the London Docks 482 vessels, measur-
mg i04,3Hj tons, and in the corresponding period of IS41,
414 vessels, of 87,762 tons, being an increase in favour of
the present year of 68 vessels, and 16,557 tons. The
income to the company toTVluy 31, this year, was 169.694/,,
and to May, 1841. 166.377/., being an increase of 3,38^/.
The expenditure during the same period, from the exten-
«ion of business, had been increased by 814/. A dividend

at^ irate Qi Ih l^f for tbe balf-jc^x w^ feeQffitt«A4«d

by the Directors, and also the appropriation of a sum of
10,000/. towards liquidating the amount outstanding for
the erection and completion of new. works. The Chairman
stated that out of an increase of about 21,000 tons which
entered the port of London in the past half-year the
London Docks had secured, by the united exertions of the
directors and the proprietary, no less than 16,000 tons.—
Ou Tuesday, the half-yearly meeting of the proprietors' of
the Colonial Bank was held. From the report it appeared
that the debts of the company were as follow^:— Circula-
tion, 139,675/. 45. 2d!.; deposits, &c., l5033,437/."135.7rf..
'paid up capital, 500,000/. ; reserve fund, 24,147/. 25. 9rf.-

bad debts, 3,0G7/. 135. ; profits for the half-year, 15,104/'
9s. 7d.; the assets were, specie, 473,242/. lOs. 2d,; other
assets, 1,240,683/. 14^. 4df. ; balance, 11,505/. I85. 7rf.

making a total on both sides of 1,715,432/. 35. Id. The
available balance of profits was 14,104/, ds. Id,, from
which a dividend of 2| per cent, for the half-year endin?
the 31st Dec, 1841, was recommended. The directors
regretted that the unfavourable state of things in the West
India colonies had not enabled them to announce a hij^her

dividend. Mr. Levy complained that it did not suffici*

ently appear what the assets consisted of, and a propri-

etor asked the amount of the bad debts, to which the
chairman replied that it would be impossible to enter into
all the details the proprietor wished, and that the amount
of bad debts could not be correctly given at present. The
report was then adopted, and a resolution for the pay-
ment of the dividend was passed,

Anti'Corn^Law Conference,— The members of this

conference, who have again assembled in London, met on
Monday, and have continued their sittings during the sub-
sequent days of the week, for the purpose of taking into

consideration the present distresses of the country, and
the causes of that distress. Deputies from each of the

Associations throughout the country forming the Anti-

Corn-Law League, and from thfe numerous branches of
the Metropolitan Anti-Corn-Law Association, were pre-

sent. Mr. P. A. Taylor presided, and briefly introduced

the subject for which they were met. He commented at

length on the distress throughout the country at the

present moment, and which, if not speedily relieved, he
believed "would ere long make itself heard in a voice of

thunder, which would frighten the Government and the

legfslature from its propriety." Several persons addressed

the meeting at great length ; and the different delegates

from the country reported to the meeting statistical details

of the distress prevailing in their respective towns and
neighbourhood. These reports and speeches occupied

the meeting until Thursday evening, at which time no de-

finite resolution had been come to with respect to the

future operations of the conference, or the course which

it might be advisable hereafter to adopt. The chairman

stated that no answer had been received by the com-

mittee to an application which they had made for an in-

terview with Sir. R. Peel. He said that when an answer

was received, they should be better able to decide upon
the course which it might hereafter be proper to adopt.

Post-office,—^The following statement has been published

of the number of letters delivered in the United Kingdom
during the week ending June 19, 1842:—3.858,360 ; ditto

June 20th, 1841, 3,773,136; ditto, Nov. 24, 1839,

1,585,973; increase since 1841 on the week's letters,

85,224 ; ditto 1839 ditto, 2,272,387.
Thames Tunnel,—It is stated that the atmospheric

railway apparatus is likely to be laid down in the Thames
Tunnel, and that it is proposed to apply it to the ascent

and descent, not only of passengers, but horses, carriages,

and goods, by means of the existing passenger shafts, so

as to obviate the necessity of further openings, which would

prove expensive. It is expected that the cost of the ap-

paratus will not amount to one-tenth of the sumfnecessary

to form carriage approaches, as originally intended.

Newgate,—On Saturday a reprieve was received by the

Sheriffs at Newgate for John Francis, wjio attempted the

life of the Queen. The life of the convict has been

spared, but he is to be transported to the penal settle-

ments, and kept to hard labour for life. On Tuesday

he was removed frofti Newgate to the South Western

Railway station, and thence conveyed to Gosport, where

he was put on board a transport ship about to sail

immediately for the Australian Colonies.—On Monday
Thomas Cooper, convicted of the murder of the police-

man Daly, was executed at Newgate, in the presence of a

smaller number of spectators than usual on such occasions.

No one was admitted into the chapel on the previous day;

and all were excluded from the prison on the day of exe-

cution, in accordance with the recent resolution of the

Court of Aldermen on this subject.

Morlallty of the Metropolis,—The following is the

number of deaths in the Metropolis, from all causes,

registered in the week ending Saturday, the 25th ult. :
—

Total, 742 ; weekly average in 1841, 912.

|9robiiuial.Neb3S*
Cambridge—The long-announced festival in this town

in honour of the installation of the Duke of Northumber-

land, as Chancellor of the University, the preparations for

which have for some time occupied public attention, com-

menced on Saturday, and has proved highly interesting

and attractive. The town has been crowded with dis-

tinguished visitors, and the greatest difficulty has been

experienced in procuring accommodation. The finencsfl

of the weather has also added to the general gaiety and

interest of the festival. The greater number of visitors^

among whom were the Duke of Cambridge and several of

the Cabinet Ministers, arrived on Saturday ; ou the even-

ing of which day, a selection of sacred music, both vocal

and instrument^, was performed at St, Mary's Church*
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the University assembled at St. John's, and acconapanied

his Grace, the Chancellor of the University, to St. Mary's

Church, where a sermon was preached by Professor Whe-
welL Early on Monday morning the town was thrown

into a state of great excitement, in consequence of the

rumoured arrival of a Cabinet messenger with despatches

for the Duke of Wellington, Lord Lyndhurst, the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, and other Ministers, announcing

another attempt on the life of her Majesty, It was con-

sequently feared that the Duke of Wellington, who was

expected that morning from Bourn, the seat of the Earl

ofDelawarr, would be prevented from attending. This

anticipation, however, proved erroneous, and about ten

the approach of the Duke was announced by the firing of

several pieces of artillery. Soon afterwards, his Grace,

dressed in the robes of a Doctor of Civil Law, made his entry

into the town in an open carriage, from which the horses had

been detached a mile or two from the University, by a

body of gownsmen and other inhabitants who had gone

out to meet the procession by which the Duke was accom-

panied, and who drew it into Cambridge amidst the cheers

of the crow^ds assembled to witness his arrival. The road

for soaje distance was strewed with boughs of laurel, and

the tenantry of the Earl of Delawarr formed an equestrian

procession, preceding the carriage. The Duke was drawn

to the gates of St. John's, where he alighted, and pro-

ceeded to attend the levee which the Duke of Northumber-

land, as Chancellor of the University, was holding in that

college. The levee, which was numerously attended, was

not concluded until nearly twelve. After the levee, the

Duke of Northumberland, with all the distinguished

visitors, went in procession to the Senate House, where

a number of honorary degrees were conferred by his Grace.

In the evening a banquet, which is said to have been of a

very splendid description, was given by the Rev. Dr.

Archdall, Vice-Chancellor of the University, to the Duke
of Northumberland and a large party of the visitors ; and

there was also a concert at the Senate House. On Tues-

day there was another meeting in the Senate of all the

authorities of the University, the distinguished visitors,

and a numerous assemblage of spectators. Several degrees

were conferred, after which the prize poems were read,

several of which were much applauded. The public orator

then pronounced the Installation ode, an elaborate com-
plimentary composition in Latin, and was loudly cheered

during its delivery, particularly in the parts referring to

the Duke of Northumberland and Lord Lyndhurst. After

the close of the meeting a brilliant file was held in the

grounds of St. John's College, and in the evening there

was another concert. The Duke of Wellington and the

other Cabinet Ministers left for London during the day,

in consequence of the announcement of the attempt on her

Majesty's life. There was also in the evening a display of

fireworks in the grounds of Jesus College, where-- great

numbers of the townspeople assembled, and remained till

a late hour. On Wednesday morning the oratorio of the

"Messiah" was performecl at St. Mary's, to a numerous
audience ; and in the evening a ball, which was nume-
rously attended, took place in the Fitzwilliam museum.
The master of Trinity also gave a banquet in the hall of

that College. A promenade, which took place on Thurs-
day, at the Fitzwilliam museum, brought the festivities to

a close ; and on Friday almost all the visitors had again

quitted the town.
Carlisle,^-The local papers inform us that the cele-

brated floating island on Keswick Lake made its appear-

ance on Thursday, the 23rd ult. ; being earlier this season

than usual.

Leeds.—Oii Monday the fiax-spinners of this town held

a meeting, at which" it was resolved to memorialiise the

Lords of the Treasury respecting the serious effects of the

recent ordonnance of the French Government on the linen

trade of England, and requesting Government to endea-

vour, by a commercial treaty involving mutual concessions,

to avert the calamity. Fears appear to be entertained

that the flax-spinners of this town, who have not yet

worked short time, or reduced their wages, will be obliged

at the approach of winter to run their mills only four and

a half or ^ve days in the week ; a measure which will add

seriously to the distress of this district.—A local paper in-

forms us that, a few days since, as one of the clerks of the

Post-office in this town was in the act of stamping a letter,

some detonating powder, or other combustible material

inside the letter, immediately exploded. Though there

was little or no report, there was a bright flash of light,

followed by a vapour that had a strong sulphurous smell.

The letter apparently received no damage, except having

a small hole burnt in it. It had been received from

London by the mail, and was addressed to a lady residing

near Otley. It has been forwarded to its destination, and

the Postmaster-General has been made acquainted with

the circumstance.

Manchester.—A public meeting has been held in this

town, of parties interested in the manufacture and sale of

worsted and woollen goods, mixed worsted and silk, and

worsted and cotton fabrics, convened by twenty-four of

the principal firms in these branches of trade, " to con-

sider what measures ought to be adopted to prevent the

increase of duty on those fabrics contemplated by Ihe

Prussian Commercial League." The meeting was at-

tended by nearly all the merchants and manufacturer*

in these branches of business. Several speeches were

made, and ultimately it was resolved that a memorial be

drawn up, stating the importance of this branch of trade

in this district, and the injury that would accrue to it if

an increased duty were imposed by the Prussian League.
The chairman, Mr. E, P. Thomson, and two other gentle-

taen, were requested to draw up the memorial, and to

take the necessary steps for promoting its object. It was
also resohed that circulars be sent to all the towns inter-

ested in the matter, requesting them to take measures to X-

forward similar memorials to the Government. The mc- '

morial agreed to by the meeting, after haviug been signed
by 25 merchants, 18 printers, and nine manufacturers,
was forwarded to Mr. T. M. Gibson, M.P., for presenta-
tion to Sir R. Peel.—The serious distress prevailing

among the working classes in this town has been increased

by the discharge, within the last few days, of a consider-
able number of workmen. It is stated that the whole of

the machinery in the extensive mill occupied by Mr, "R.

Roberts ceased working on Saturday, and that the Hano-
ver mills will also be stopped next Saturday ; that a large

spinning and weaving establishment in the Oxford-road will

cause 400 looms to be laid up, and spinning machinery
to a corresponding extent; and that the firm of Messrs.
Sharp, Roberts, and Co., extensive machine and locomo-
tive engine makers, have given notice to between two and
three hundred hands that their services will not be re-

quired after the present week. It is calculated that alto-

gether there are likely to be no fewer than 1,500 additional

hands thrown out of employment,
Portsmouth,—The Board of Admiralty has ordered two

new ships of the line, the first to be called the Prince of

Wales, of 110 guns, and the second the Princess Royal, of

90, to be built at this dockyard ; and they are accordingly

already on the stocks.— Sir Charles Metcalfe, late Gover-
nor of Jamaica, arrived in this town on Saturday, on his

way to London, after an absence from England of nearly

forty-two years, having been thirty-eight years in the

East, and four years in Jamaica. '

Wakefield,—The local papers state, as a proof of the

great extent to which crime has increased in this town
and neighbourhood, that on Saturday last there were no
fewer than 820 prisoners in the House of Correction.

IVorcester,^—It is stated that the London mail which

runs through this town to Ludlow will shortly be taken

off the road, and that the letter-bags for this town, Lud-
low, and the intermediate towns, will be sent on the Great

Western and Birmingham railways, and conveyed to such

towns from the nearest stations by mail-carts. It is added

that Lord Lowther, the Postmaster-General, has deter-

mined to abolish mail-coaches, where it is practicable to

do so, and has also intimated bis intention to dispense

with mail-guards on railways. It is said that the payment
by the Post-office of the stafif of mail-guards necessary be-

fore railroads were completed, would have increased the

expenses of the department by an item of 70,000/.

Ra%hvays»—The following are the receipts of the prin-

cipal railways during the past week:— Great Western
14,087/.; South Western 7,184/.; Greenwich ^^bbL\

Northern and Eastern 1,457/. ; London and Birmingham

17,502/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester 1,838/.; Birming-

ham and Derby 1,286/.; Manchester and Birmingham

489/.; Manchester and Leeds 4,581/.; Hull and Selby

1,000/. ; Midland Counties 2,784/. ; North Midland

4,338/.; Yoik and North Midland 1,732/.; Edinburgh

and Glasgow 1>819/. A special general meeting has been

held of the directors and proprietors of the London and

Birmingham Railway, for the purpose of considering the

propriety of empowering the directors to purchase the in-

terest of the proprietors of the Warwick and Leamington

Railway, and also to enable them to raise funds for that

purpose by creating, from time to time, new shares. The
chairman, G. C. Glyn, Esq., after shortly stating the ob-

ject of the meeting, proposed two resolutions for the sanc-

tion of the proprietors, for the purpose of carrying that

object into eff*ect. After some conversation the resolu-

tions were unanimously agreed to.—On Friday, the 1st

inst, that portion of the Bristol and Exeter Railway

which connects the towns of Bridgewater and Taunton,

being a continuation of the Great Western Railway, was

opened as far as Taunton. Considerable interest was felt

on the occasion throughout the wh«le line the train had to

pass ; and an unusual number of passengers availed them-

selves of the opportunity to proceed firom Bristol to

Taunton. On arriving at Bridgewater, the train, which

consisted of a great number of carriages, was met by a

large concourse of spectators, who lined the banks on

either side of the rail ; and at Taunton almost the entire

population came forth on the occasion—the day being

kept as a general holiday. The train arrived in Taunton

at about eleven o'clock ; the journey from Bridgewater,

11 J miles, occupying 20 minutes. No accident or ob-

struction of any kind took place.—On Saturday a fire

broke out in one of the trains of the Birmingham and

Gloucester Railway, while on its way to the latter city.

It commenced among the goods contained in one of the

trucks, and is supposed to have been occasioned by a spark

falling on it from the chimney of the engine. The engi-

neer, who perceived that the truck was on fire, did not

stop the train, but proceeded at a greater speed towards

Eckington station—supposing, it is said, that be shoul^

there procure assistance and a supply of water to put out

the fire. In the meantime the rapid motion of the train

caused the fire to spread rapidly, and four trucks contain-

ing goods were soon involved in the flames- The passen-

gers who were behind the trucks, and were thus able to

see the fire before them, were thrown into great alarm.

The train arrived at the station without any accident to

the passengers, and every exertion was then used to get

the fire under; but it was found impossible to save the

four trucks, which with their contents, containing goods

to the amount of 800/., were entirely destroyed*

IRELAND.
Dublin,—It has been announced that the clerks in the

post-office of this city whose salaries exceed 150/. per an*

nam, are subject to the demands of the income-tax though

resident in Ireland.—^The expense of taking the census of

the popuiation of Ireland last year amounts to 3^500i.

The "First of July" seems to have passed over without

any disturbances in the north of the country ; and the

Lord Lieutenant's proclamation seems to have produced

the desired eflfect, as the papers contain no account of the

usual processions, collisions, or toasts calculated to create

any disturbance of the peace.

Enuia.—The Commission for the County of Clare As-
sizes was opened in this town on Saturday. The case of
the provision riot, and the committal of thirty-eight po-
licemen and two officers upon a charge of homicide, has*
drawn a large share of public attention to these assizes.

Mr, Baron Richards, after the commission had been
opened on Saturday, said he would defer addressing the
grand jury until Monday. The court re-aasembled on
that day, when Mr. Baron Richards addressed the grand
jury at great length, principally in connexion with the case
of the policemen committed for firing on the mob during
the late riots, His Lordship detailed all the circumstance!
in connexion with the subject, and explained the law as it

apphed to the case ; after which the grand jury ignored
the bills. The accused parties will in consequence be
liberated. Some unimportant trials occupied the court
up to the time of its adjournment.

Limerick.—The local papers inform us that serious ap-
prehensions have been entertained of a disturbance of the

peace in this part of the country, where^reat diatress is

said to prevail; and that a few days since, in consequence
of an unexpected representation from the magistrates of
Rathkeale, Col. Mansel, district adjutant-general, for^

warded a detachment of Gnarda from this town for Rath-

keale, in aid of the civil power. No disturbance of the

peace, however, had since taken place, altliough some ap-

prehensions seemed still to be entertained of provision

riots. About the same time a troop of Guards, and two
companies of the ooth reg. were also sent to Bandon in aid

of the civil power, in consequence of an apprehension of
party riots. The local papers state that the detachment
of Guards, stationed in Ennis since the provision riots,

has been ordered to return here.

Tipperary The special commission appointed by
Government, as noticed by us in a former number, for the

purpose of disposing of a portion of the numerous crimi-

nal cases on the calendar in this county, and also with a
view to suppress the disposition to crime and disturbance

that has for some time prevailed in this part of the coun-

try, commented its sittings at Clonmcl last week ; and
having disposed of all the cases that came under its notice,

closed its labours on Saturday. The cases which came
before the commission were murders and acts of violence.

In all of them, with the exception of William Kent, tried

as accessory to the murder of Mr. Hall, the Crown has

been successful, and verdicts have been obtained from
mixed juries without hesitation. Kent was acquitted in

consequence of the insufficient evidence adduced in corro-

boration of the testimony of the approvers. In proof of

the good effects produced by this measure, it is stated

that, since the announcement of the determination of

Government to issue a special commission, there has been
a complete abstinence from outrage in those portions of

the county where crimes were previously of daily occur-

rence ; and a confident hope now pervades the well-dis-

posed of every class, that the demonstration of the power
and authority of the law, which has been made during^ the

past week, will have the effect of converting that tempo-
rary lull into a permanent calm. At the clo^e of the

proceedings, the Attorney-General for Ireland stated that
" no exertion shall be spared on his part, or on the part

of the Government, to rescue the county of Tipperary

from the disgrace which hangs over it, as the consequence

of these deplorable calamities;*' and that ** the whole

power of the State, the whole authority of the law, will

be exerted, until this domination and tyranny are put

down.''

Waterford,—The latest accounts received from thia

city state that there is every reason to anticipate the early

restoration of the Marchioness of Waterford. The imme-
diate danger from the effects of the serious accident she

met with last week has now passed ; and the last medical

report states that her ladyship is free from pain and fever,

and is going on in the most favourable manner.— It is

announced that the Municipal Act will be put in force in

this city in November.

THEATRICALS.
Italian Opera.—On Wednesday Rossini's last work,

the *' Stabat Mater," the announcement of which created

a good deal of interest, was performed at this theatre for

the first time. It is a sacred piece, of which the sorroHTS

of the Virgin before the Cross are the theme. Nearly the

whole vocal and instrumental force which this theatre can

command was mustered on the occasion, to give effect to

its execution, and the interest excited drew together a

crowded house. The whole performance was received by
the audience with loud applause, and many of the piece*

were encored. The chief singers were—MesdamesPersiani,

Moltini, and Gramaglia; and Signori Rubini, Lablache,

Ronconi, and Guasco. Prince Albert, under whose im-

mediate patronage the ** Stabat" was executed, was not

present ; but it is expected that he will attend ita repeti*

tion on Wednesday next.

jWtsaOanrous.
The Gold Coinage.^On xMonday the Bank of Engtod

issued the following notice:— «' The public are «^^^™'
that, as the Rotunda will be required for the p«>meaE ox

Svide^ds, no further amotints cf light gold can be re-

e^ived in that office after the 6ih inst. i
hut he receipt of .

amounts from 20/. to 80/. wiUbe resumed « the ^rliest

possible period." It is also announced that the Bank wOl
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contlnne to recf^i^e amounts from 80/. to 500/. m the

ilall. and from 500/. and upwards either in the Bullion

Ofiicc or the late Po.t BiH Office, until further notice,

between the hours of jiine and three.
^
It :s thought that

this alteration will not cause any great inconvenience, the

larger part of the light coin having been already withdrawn

from circulation. It is stated, that notwithstanding the

Bank of England has issued for the last fortnight a large

quantity of new half-sovereigns to meet in some degree

*the run made upon them for silver, they are not yet able

to meet the demand. The Bank is having a large quanlity

of fiilver struck at the Mint to meet the Emergency, and in

a few days, it is said, the new half-crowns, .hillings, and

sixpences, will be ready for circulation. The quantity of

light gold presented at the Bank since the late proclama-

tion exceeds 1,500,000/. sterling. As the light coinage is

received at the Bank, it is put apart in another branch of

the establishment, and sept to the Mint to be re-coined

into sovereii^ns and half-sovereigns, the Mint not taking

less sums than 10,000(. sterhng, I5y this means Govern-

naent expects to be able soon to call in all the old gold

coinage of George 111. and George lY. from 1817 to 1830.

The same practice is observed with the silver .which is

deficient in weight ; as it is paid into the Bank, it is not

reissued again to the public. The demand for silver in

France, Belgium, Ilollind, and Hamburgh is also great,

and during the last week a considerable qnnntity in specie

and in bars has been exported by tl>e bullion dealers in

London to the latter port.

Siave Trade.—Accounts received from Patras state, in

proof of the ineffectual manner ia which the execution of

the Greek law prohibiting the trade of slaves is carried

out, that two vessels with slaves from the Barbary coast

had Utely anchored at the port of Navariuo, one under

the Ottom?in flag, and the other under Aat of S^tmos ; and

that the latter was in that port on the 12th March, and

was not molested by the Greek Government. The
" Hampshire Telegraph " informs us that on Sunday the

6th Feb., when in lat. 26° 20' S., and long. 43° 25' W.,

11. M. brig Cartridge, Lieut. A^^m. Morris, commander,
proceeding from the River Plate to Rio de Janeiro, with

the mail, fell in with and captured a very fine brig of 210

tons, imder Portuguese colours, and called the St. Antonio.

The vessel had a slave- deck laid, and was furnished with

water and provisions for GOO slaves ; she had left St. Se-

bastian only a few days previously to her capture, and was

bound to Ambriz, where a full cargo of slaves was said to

be ready for her.

MelropoUlaa Police,—From the annual statement lately

published by the Commissioners in Scotland-yard, of the

number of persons >^ho were taken into custody by the
MetrupoWtau police in the year 1B41, we learn that B,573
persons were apprehended charged with offences against
the person; 214 with offences against property, committed
with violence ; 1 3,477 with offences against property with-

out violence, 2,134 with malicious offences against pro-

perty, 868 with forgery and offences against the currency,

and 43,n6'j with other offences not included in the be fore

-

mentioned classes; making a total of 68,961, of which
number -16,358 wertj males, and 22,()03 females. Out of

the total number, 5,418 were charged with common as-

saults, 2,168 with assaults on the police, 1,210 with lar-

ceny from the person, .5, 108 with simple larceny, 2,9^0

with misdemeanours with intent to steal, 1,D19 with un-
la^/ful possession of goods, 2,082 with wilful damage,
12,795 with being disorderly characters, 15,006 with
drunkenness, 4,88? as suspicious characters, and 4,841
as vagrants.

SPORTIiNG.
Neivmarket July Meeting.—These races comraencecl on Tues-

day, and were on the whole well attended. The weather was
fine, and added greatly to the interest of the sport. The races
commenced with—
Handicap Sweepstakes o/20 sovs, each. New T. I'. C. (9 subs.)

Mr. Rogers's Bridegroom . . . ^Bartholomew) 1

Lord Exeter's Abydos . ...,,., 2
Lord G. Bentinck's Proof Print , , *, , ..30
Col. Petl'sHawk's-ej-e; 4
Mr. Thomhiirs E(iuatiou 5
Bettinf^- 3 to I each ag-st Bridegroom and Hawk*s^eye, and 7 to 2
agst Eqaarion (taken;. After the dead heat, even betting.
Hawk'a-eye took the lead at a good pace, followed hy Abydos and
Bridegroom, the others lying up. At the plantation corner Hawk's-
eye resigned, and the running was taken up by Abvdos, Bride-
groom waiMngonliim to the last, when he made his rush, and
finished with a dead heat : Proof Print a re^ijcctable third. In
the deciding heat Bridegroom made all the running, defeated a
desperate challenge within the cords, end won by a neck.

i-n/"'c''*^ r ' ' "-^ ^^ *°^*- *«^^- -^"^^^^^ ^ i- C.-Mr.Thorn-hiUa Slater to iLuchd (Pettit), l ; Lord Exeter's f. by Jerry, out
of Macremma, 2 j Col. Peel's Murat, by Slanc. out of Hester. 3.lhcfoUowin-al:w> started: -Lord Albemarle's Filcho: Lord Or.

tT^^n\^lH I
Clearwell, out of Goldpin ; and Lord G. Bcntiiick\sFarmtosb. Bettm^^-2 to 1 r_, . Lord Exeter's filly; 4 to 1 apst

v« r Ji i^^^^**^^'^" rat and Goldpiu. Sister to Euclid
took a slight lead at staxtmg. Murat lyin^; at her shoulders, andthe others c.o.e alongside. Ti;e pace was bad at starting, butmended sufficiently to depose of Murat. Fiicho, Lord Orford's
filly, and Farmtosh. before they had cleared the corner of the
plantations. The Jerry filly then went to Sister to Euclid andran her a smart but unsuccessful race, the latter wimiing by half
a length, ^

\yk,usM,3DAY.Sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each. LmihalfofB* M
The winner to be sold for 200^ (5 Suba. —Lord Orford's er f
by Clearwell, (Nat) 1; Capt. Colquit's Piekpccket, 2- Mr

Farintoj^h

the running to the Plautatiou, where Pickpocket and Lord
Or/ord'ii filly took it from Jiini and fiuished the race, the latter
winning- by a 1 :d. The Hornsea colt came with a r t the
last, and wfia a ri spectable thiui : the otlier two were beaten off.

Sweepstakes of I i) sovs. each* New T, I". C, The wiitner tube
soldfor Mm. (5 Sabs.)
Mr. Crockford's b. c. by Bentley
Duke of Graiton's b. f, Lisburn
Mr. Goodvvin*s Drummer Boy . . • .

The following aLso started, but were Jint plac?d ;

-Iiuloleiice, and Lord Orford*s f. by Clearwell,
d'K.^pag-ne*s dam. Betting, j to a aer^t Drummer Boy, / to 2 agst
Lisbnm, and 4 to 1 agstthe Clcar^veli ^\Xjn Lisburn made aU the

(Rogers)

3

1

2

-Mr, Bercsford's
out of Chapcau

running to the cords, where she wasjoined by Drummer Boy and
the Bentley colt. The race betwee i the three was contested with
great spirit, and was so near a thing at the finish that the judge
pronounced it a' dead heat between the Duke of Grafton's and
Mr. Crockford's colours, the Drummer Boy losing the chance of

a second race by a head only. Many of the bystanders thought
he had won. In the deciding heat 1 1 to 8 was laid on the Bentley

colt, which won cleverly by half a length, and was claimed.

Yiftu Pounds, From theStarttng PostofT.M.M, to theendofRX.
Mr. Pettit's St. Francis, aged; walked over.

TwvKSDAY.— Handicap Sweepstakes of 15 sov. each, from the

8farting-post ofB.M. to the end of new T. Y, C. \5 si(bs.)—'DM}ie

of Rutland's f. by Bizarre (J. Hewlett), Ij Mr. Price's The

Oneida Chief, 2 ; Mr. Pettit's Langolee, 3 ; Mr. Thomhiirs Me-

nalippe, 4. Betting, 2 to 1 agst Langolec, 3 to 1 each agst Bi-

zarre filly and Menalippe, and 5 to 1 agst The Oneida Chief. Me-
nalippe and Lan;;olee laid in front in the early part of the race,

but were headed by the other pair at the hill, the Bizarre filly

winning easy by a length.

The Chesterfield Stakes of 30 sov. each. Last half of B.M. 23

,u^,i-._Gen. Yates's ch. C.Canton by Cain (Nat.), 1 ; Lord Exeter's

f. by Jerry, out of Macrerama, 2. The following also started,

but were not placed: Captain Colquitt's Pickpocket, Duke of

Bichmodd's i. by Physician out of Young Sweet Pea, Lord Ches-

terfield's ch. c. by Gladiator out of Anchorite's dam, Lonl Exe-

ter's f, by Beiram or Sultan out of Fanny Davies, Mr. Coleman's

Jamal (late Bacon}, Mr. Thornhill's Extempore C9 lbs. extra), and
Duke of Orleans' Sister to Jeffy. Betting, 2 to 1 agst Lord Ches-

terfield's colt, who coughed repeatedly, and had no backers; 7 to

2 agst Young Sweet Pea, 4 to 1 agst Canton, and 10 to 1 agst any
other. The running was made by the Fanny Davies filly, the

favourite following her, the ruck, headed by the Young Sweet
Pea colt, lying up. This order was maintained with scarcely any
change to the rise of the hill, where Canton and the Macremma
filly singled themselves out to finish. The filfy, however, with

the extra weight on her back, had no chance, and was beaten ea-

sily by a length. Extempore and the favourite were tliird and
fourth, and everything else tolerably well up, with the exception

of Jamal, who assisted PicTcpockct in making several false starts,

(in one of which he got rid of his jockey), lost start, and never

was able to reach the front. The winner is in the Derby-

The Town Plate of 50/. iJ.il/.—Mr. Rogers's Bridegroom (Ro-

gers), 1 ; Mr. Newton's Ma Mie, 2. The following also started,

but were net placed: Mr. Townley's b, c, by Hymen, dam by
Perchance; Mr. Arnull's Miss Sally, Mr. Pettit's Espartero, Gen.

Yates's Iffcahorse, and Lord Kelburne's c. by Retainer, dam by St,

Patrick. Betting, even on Seahorse, 3 to I agst Ma Mie, and 5

tol agst the Hymen colt. Seahorse and Bridegroom occupied

differejit positions at the commencement of the race, the first

leading, and the other bringing up the rear; at the top of the

hill, however, the favourite cried peccam, and Bridegroom going

in front with Ma Mie, defeated her with difficulty by a head ; Sea-

horse third, and Lord Kelburne's c. fourth.

Betting after the Jiaces,

GOODWOOD CUP.
11 to 2 agst Mr. Bell's The Squire.

— Mr. Ramsay's Middlehara.
— Duke of Orleans' Nautilus.
— Lord Chesterfield's Marshal Soult.
— Mr. Theobald's h. by Priam, out of Seamew.
— Seamew and Monseda (taken.)

ST. LKGER.
6 to 4 on tbe field.

Ofi'erstotake 10 to 1 about Cabrera.

8 to I

12 to I

13 to 1

20 to

9 to
1

i

Hail).

Privy Council.— Escott v. Mastin.—Their Lordships gave
judgment in this case, which has excited considerable interest in

the Church, and among dissenth^g bodies. It was an appeal from
the Ecclesiastical Court, in a suit against the Rev. Mr, Escott,
vicar of Gedney, in Lincolnshire, for refusing to read the burial
service over the body of a child, the daughter of Thomas and
Sarah Clifi", on the l6th and 17th Dec, 1839, on the ground that
she was unbaptised—i, e. had been baptised by a Wesleyan
minister, which, according to the appellant's construction of tlie

canons and rubrics of the Church, amounted to no baptism at all.

The foundation of the suit was the canon of l6o3, entitled,
" Ministers not to refuse to Christen or Bury," by which it was
ordained that "No minister shall refuse or delay to christen any
child according to the form of the Book of Common Prayer, that
is brought to the church to him upon Sundays or holidays, to be
christened ; or to bury any corpse that is brought to the church
or churchyard, convenient warning being given him thereof be-
fore, in such manner and form as is prescribed in the said Book
of Common Prayer; and if he sh^Il refuse to christen the one or
bury the other (except the party deceased were denounced, ex-
communicated, Tunjori excommnnicntionet for some grievous and
notorious crime, and no man able to testify of his repentance), he
shall be suspended by the bishop of the diocese from his ministry
for the space of tiuree months," The sentence of the judge below
was, "That the Rev. Thomas Sweet Escott, clerk, be accordingly
suspended for the space i)f three months from all discharge and
functions of his clerical offices." Lord Brougham, after disposing
of a preliminary objection to the incompetency of some of the
witnesses, on the ground that they had done acts subjecting them
to excommunication, went at great length into the arguments
on the part of the appellant, on which it was contended that bap-
tism by a person who had not received episcopal ordination, was
of no more eflTect than baptism by alayman, and that laymen were
forbidden, by the canons and rubrics, from performing this rite

j

that consequently the rite so performed was invalid, and the per-
son receiving it unbaptised; and if so, the ministers of the church
were not only justified in refusing to read the burial service
in such a case, but were bound to do so under severe penal-
ties. Their Lordships were of opinion that taking Wesleyan and
other ministers, not episcopally ordained, to have no more au-
thority to baptise than laymen, there was nothing in the Canon
of 1603, or the Rubrics of Edward the Sixth and Elizabeth, to
show that lay baptism was invalid. There were passages in each
which i-howed that cases were contemplated in which the at-
tendance of a clergyman could not be procured from want oftime
or distance of place ; and although lay persons were subject to
ecclesiastical censures if they obtruded themselves unnecessarily
into this or any other office of the church, it was plain that the
rite was valid, by whomsoever admuiistered, if done in the pre-
scribed form, vi2., by the sprinkling of water,/ind in the name of
the Trinity. This had been declared expressly and repeatedly by
competent authorities, and amongst others by Bishop Hooker, in
his '* Ecclesiastical Polity." It had been contended that the Act
of Uniformity, and the changes in the Rubric which then took
place, had had the efi'ect of making lay baptism altogether inva-
lid, but no such intention was expressed ^ and as the old and new
regulations mj^ht very well stand together, their Lordships were
of opinion that the old ecclesiastical law upon this subject re-
mained unaltered. That this was not repugnant to the principles
ami usages of the church was clear from the case of marriage,
which was a sacrament in tiic Romish church, and yet that rite
might be p'.. rnied by iavmcn both iii Protestant and Catholic
conntnes. In F- -ind it iir.d bom so until the Marriage Act of
the 'jyth ofGe—e IT., and was so in Scotland to this day. After
go'.nsr at length into the other points, his Lord,'^^--- concluded by
cxi.r^ ''^^ their Lordships' strong disapprobation of the languas;em which a judgment of SHr John Nichol in a former case (in
which he had come to the :

^ le conclusion; had been spoken of
by the appellant and "other reverend persons," and which he
could only ascribe to *' tliat heatoftcmperwhich is unfortunately
too commonly found in theologital controversieti ;" and stated
that the sentence of the court beiow must bo atfirmt a with costs.
Court »>f ExcuEyuKii.

—

Tintrnion v. Hyng and ofhers,~On
Saturday the Court was crowded at an early hour to Uear the

I trial of this cause, which arosi out of circumstances connected
with "the Gurneyaflrair,"to which we have alluded in a former
Number. Great interest was manifested in the proceedings, and
many ofthe leading men on the turf were present, and almost
every w^ell-known sporting character at Tattersall's. The coun.
sel for the plaintiff opened the pleadings by statuig that
this was an action brought by thb plaiiUiff against the de-
fendants, the Honourable G. Byng, the Duke of Bedford, and
Col. Anson, to recover damages for a libel which had been
published in the newspapers by the defendants in their capacity
of stewards of the Jockey Club, and in which it was stated that
the plaintiff was a defaulter in the payment of his bets according
to the practice of the turf, and which tiublicatinns were of a na-
tureto do the plaintiff'scharacter serious iiijury. The defendants
had put upon the record a plea of ** Not guilty," and a justifica-
tion of the truth of the facts contained in the alleged libel. The
damages were laid at 5,000^ The case arose out of certain trans-
actions connected with the Epsom Races of lS4l, which have
already been noticed in this Paper, and need net now be re-
peated. The Solicitor- General addressed the Court at great
length in behalf of the plaintiff, and Sir T. Wilde supported the
case of the defendants. A great number of witnesses were exa-
mined to prove the case on either side; after which, Lord Abin-
ger summed up. After recapitulating the evidence, he put it

to the jury, whether they considered the publication which had
been read was one likely to have an injurious eflfect on the plain-

tiff's character ? Was it a libel on the plaintift:? lie would like-

wise call their attention to this point: supposing the Jockey
Club had acted strictly according to their jurisdiction, supijosiug

they had a right to call the plaintiff before them, and he had at-

tended and refused to pay his bets, they had a right to exclude
him from Newmarket or from Tattersall's ; they might send to
the Duke of Portland to warn him from coming on the ground of
the Jockey Club; but wexe they justified in publishing him as a
defaulter in the newspapers? He thought they v.crc not justi-

fied in doing so. The very offence of a libel consisted in the pub-
lication. That which was not a libel while contained in a man's
pocket, became so if he pubHshed it. There was a part of the

justification, too, which he did not think proved, lie then laid it

down broadly, that though the decisions of the Jockey Club
might be considered as binding on their own members, and even
on others who had agreed to submit themselves to its decision,

in which case it became a simple matter of arbitration, yet the

case was widely different where the parties did not agree to be
bound by their decision, and where one of them openly dissented

from being bound by their dictum ; in which case he considered

that the Jockey Club had not a right to publish a man as a de-

faulter. After commenting upon all the circumstances, his Lord-

ship left it to the jury to say whether, on the one hand, it was a
libel ; and, secondly, whether, presuming they believed the facts,

they considered the circumstances proved, under the particular

situation of tbe parties, a sufficient justification for the publica-

tion in question.—The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff-

Damages 200/. ^
•

MARK LANE, FaruAV, 3vi.y 8.—The weather has beccme
unsettled, but not sufficiently so as to do any injury to the grow-

ing Crops. Some runs of Essex Wheat were lett over from Mon-
day, and that day's prices have been realise^!.—There has been a
tolerably good sale of free Foreign Wheat at the rates of Monday,
and a few cargoes of bonded afloat from Odessa have been dis-

posed of at rather declining prices.—Barley is a dull sale, and
there is not much offering.—Peas and Beans are in limited de-

mand, and Irish Oats are ^ili declining in value, whilst English

maintain Monday's currency.
BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QCARTBR.

Wheat, Essex, Kenc, and Suffolk . . . Wljite
—. Norfolk, Lintiolnsliire Rnd Yoikshire. . .

Barley. Malting and distilling

Oata, Lincolnshire and Votlishire , . . Folauds
Northtimberland and Scotch- ...» Feed
Xnsh , Feed

Beiina, IMazaK^'n* old and new . S6 to 3i^ Tick
. Pigeon, Heligoland ... 31 to *i> Wind*.

Pa as, White iilto S3 Maple

S. S.

oO Uf 70
GO to 68
22 tn S3

15 to 25

19 to il

8 to 20
30 to 34

25 to 36
_ to-^
30 to 2i

S. 8.

Ked £1)10 63

White SOtnfB
Grind. 20 to 2?

Fe?d 15 to £4

Puiaio 17 to 25

Fol^it" 15 10 S*

IlHiroW 3310 28

Lon^pod — to —
Grey 20tb31

WEEKLY JMPERIAL AVJERAGKS.

May
June

July

S7
3

10

X

Wheat.

03 G

64
65 10
63 II

64 3

6 weeks^ Aggregate Aver. 63 7

Dutiet

Barlev-
85 11

26 6

2S 10

27 «
27 7

S6 10

10

OaiB Ky« fiennn

19

19
20
SI
SI

8^

7
7
6
&
7
4

33
33
SI
36
31

32

7
6
9
10

7
3

SO 10 ^ s

32
33
33
33
34
31

J

e
I

a
4

\

6 t Q G

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.

.S3 5

9 6

Feac.
90 II

32 5

32
33

33
35

7
6
2
6

8S 10

Engliih
. I risn .

ForeJKn

Flour.
5104 Ska. —
— „ ^

—

21 8D „ —
Brl a.

it

tt

Whc. Barl. Mali. Oats. Rye
5110 I4i0 locsn 42!H

i855

50

14544
1

1

50DO
1

Bns.
43d

Til

10 6

Feai
111

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS— I.. Dnrblarher. 15, Old Burlintfton-Ptreet, St. ^^"•^\''

Wfstininater, dealer in pictures—C. Brays.'haw, Great Citsile-street, KPReni-

street, tailor — D. Low, Adam's court, Old Brrad street, tity, mErchdnt-"-

Lamerte, Providence-row, Finshnry, blacliingfiraiuiiacturer.
BANKRUPTCIKtj 6UFEKi>EDED.-J. Ellison, Leeds, nail nJiinuiacturer

—R. Catlin, I.ejfester, hnrpe dealer.
. ^BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED—J. Monteith, Touies^ Devonshire, nit-rc"-

BANKRUPTS—E. Po^ire, Bampton. DevonsliiiP, druuifrist—J. Smith, noo-

mill, Haselor, Warwickshire, miiler—J. Johoson, Manchealer,
^"'1^'^f

,"'^
"*

facturer—R. Hentig, Kingaton-upon-HuU, merchant—T. AspinaH,Uail£Uriof.B

mill, Halifax, Voikshiie, worsted-spinner-J. R.-binson. l>i'"^^^*^v^''"^"''^S"
mission merchant-. G. Hawley, Goole, Yorkshire, cohI merchant—U- l*-^niioi

son. South Shields, Durham, miJler—C. Ratherham, Birmingham, b«ildt'r_-ru

F. Watkinson and W. Haigh, now or late of Huddersfield, Yorkshire, «''«y™

cloth menhants-J. Hawkins. Maidenhead, butiher—H. Word, MuncheMe'^*

stuff and moussel

Manchester, hat trimming manufacturers—S. Evans,
woollen-draper—D. Paul, Red Lion-wharf, Upper Thames-street, cua
— (t. T. F. Johnr^on, Norwich, chymist and dru>;yist,
SCOTCH SEUIJESTRATIONS R. Bo

Coathridfje, merchant—D. M'Grej^or, 'ia.i^•.

Glasgow—J. Aloncur, ilaughend Jby Dunkeld
corn merchant.

I merchant

tb,
we., Glasgow, joii.er-0. For^ th.

,f Beith. innkeeper, and nn«^t

eld, didtillcr-J. Thom-in, Leith,

BIRTHS—On the 7th inst., ftt r ham, the l.ulv "f E. Thornton,
^=f>J'^

the Bengal Civil Service, of a dauf^hter—Un the 7th in?t.. at l'*'";'^!""^*^:**
il' ^ ' ' • nf Lieutenant-Cohmel J. J. Underwood, i^ladraa t-^M

e£7thult..theladyofibe Rev. E. l^""'by, ^f' p^.k
son- On the I st inst., at &0, Oxford terni^e, Hyde i*tri^»

Uyda Park, the lady
neers, of a son—On th
Thurrock, Essex, of a
the lady of R. C. Kthvardi, Esq., of a son.

E."'!., .,f Ivenaworth, to Emily Wansey, only cbiid of the iste J. >* a-if
« y

of WahhBT •-,^y.

e,C.B.,Marfrji«

I'riniad by "^^
• -srs. Baaujh av d Eva>.v, Linbard-strcct,

^^'^^«'-»*'*'''J'the rreclnctoi Whilediurs, in the City of lond'in, and luhHs-hH hy
^'^f""'

'

theOrjrii:a,3,Cn4ni.sa-rrii««T, Covknt Gaupkk, in the County of ^''^"'^!fc^
where aB Adveni -uls wnd Communlgauoua we to be »ddreMefl " "*

iU4a.
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IXDEX OF THE PUINCIP.
XHfc*

Aloe, cnrious morphosi? of

Auiateur^s Garden
Arnucaria Braziliensis, tender
A5h-troes, in-ei'is iiijuri(Mis to

Asparagus, to pick tecds trom
fiii^ni^niu radicrins, to ilower *

}tudding,how perti>rmcd -

Cifnker, to chetk in Fruit-trees
Cauiiriower Flitters, to^irep^ire

C^ir^prM>I, In ronvert into iiiaaure

Cottayeis' Prizes - <

CotiaK*^* Modfcl '
. ^ *

Cotton, its t uUivationin Jntlia

])iihjLaSt stand foi . •

Fijr, cause of fruit drop£Jingf
'

.

Fluwers* to pack
Forest- trees, to prune

— to train
Fachsiaful^ens, cau^e offlowers

dii'^ ^ ng • . . «

Guipusrott^ horticulture of
Herbarium, to form
Journal of the Royal Agricul-

tnral Sofietv> rev.
Laburnum^ not eaten by caitle
I^athyrus prandiflorus, its pro-

pH^afion - . . .

Launceston (V. Dj I-and), re*
marks on the neather .

Laurel* rommnn, described
— Portugal, curious growth

of , • • - .

Lee's Botanical Lookerout,rev-

455 a
452 c

457 l>

4,S1 o

455 c
457 c

453 a
45» b
454
457
457
4-i7

451
453

AL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS
LAST NU3I«ER.

Manure, Daniell'Sj-ingredienta
of

IV/nnure, to improve and prepare
Magazine of Domestic Economy,

*tV* « a a , ,

Af elona, L-ause of their spotting
Oiiidns, to sow ....— to transplant . .

Pears, trairieti as pyramids •

VtlarKoniums, llieir treatment
aitpr flowering' , , .

Pitp, Mills's improved
Potatoes, manure tor . .

Roses, autumnal flouerinj^
Kose> B^nksian, to prune
— I'uriuii^ instance^of vital-

ity in a Noisette
Rose Garden ....
Ko^es, instances of varieties

losing; their Moss
„ to propagate .

RowJand, Mr., his garden no-
ticed . . • .

Seeds, their vitality- . •

Specimens, to preserve
Stephens's Book of the Farm,

rev.-*

Stratiotes aloides ...
Strawberries, to plant
Tea of Thibet, account of
Turnip fly, to destroy •

Vine, cause of blotches upon the
leaves .....

IN

464
451

466
457
453
457
453

C

b

b
b
*
b
b

c

c
b

b
c
b

457 a
452 b

457 b

45(» a
453 c

457 h

454 a
45:? a

453 c

456 b

457 a
453 c

455 b
457 6

453 C

453
45S

453

467

e

e

c

c

455 c

454 c

451 b

45r, b
453 c

453 a
455 c

453 e

457 c

™ TP'

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
AWARD of MEDALS at the EXHIBITION at the GAR-

DEN", July Qth, 1842.

TuE Gold Knigiitian Medal.— 1, to Mr. Goode, g:r. to Mrs.
Lawrence, of Ealirig Park, for a large collection of Stove an(^
Greenhouse plants; 2, to ]\Ir. Dodds, grr. to Sir G. Warrender,
Bart., for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit.; 3, to Mr. Davis, gr.
to Sir S. H. Clarke, Bart,, for a miscellaneous collection of Fruitj
4, to Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., for twenty species
of Cape Heaths,
The Gold Baxksian Mkdal.— 1, To Mr. Cock, of Chiswick,

for a large coUectlqn of Pelargoniums j 2, to Mr. Gaines, of Bat-
tel sea, for a largo collection of Pclarijoniumsi 3, to Mr. Barnes,
gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., for a collection of Stove and
Greenhouse plants ; 4, to Mr, Catleugh, of Chelsea, for a collec-
tion of Stove and Greenhouse plants; 5, to Mr. Roberts, gr, to
M. Wilson, Esq., of Eshton Hall, for a miscellaneous coUeclion of
Fruit ; 6, to Mr. May, gr.,to E. Goodhart, Esq. ofLangley Park,
forsix species of Cape Heaths; 7,toMr.Mylam, gr.to S. Rucker,
E6q.,jun.for six species of Orchidaceous plants; 8, to Messrs.
RoUisson, of Tooting, for six species of Orchidaceous plants.
Thk Large Silver Gilt Medal.— 1, to Mr. Cock, of Chis-

-wick, for a small collection of Pelargoniums; 2, to Mr. Catleugh,
of Chelsea, for a small collccUon of Pelargoniums; 3, to Mr.
Davis, gr. to A. Smith, Esq., of Wood Hall, for Grapes; 4, to Mr.
Chapman, of Vauxhall, for Grapes ; 5, to Mr. Spencer, gr. to the
Marquessof Lansdowne, for Pine Apples; 6, to Mr. Brewin, gr.
to R. Gunter, Esq., for Pine Apples ; 7, to Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs,
Lawience, for twenty species of Cape Heaths; 8, to Mr. Jackson,
of Kingston, for twenty species of Cape Heaths,
The Large Silver Meoal.— j, To Mr, Burrup, of Brixton,

for Carnations ; 2, to Mr. Norman, of Woolwich, for Carnations;
3, to T. Barnard, Esq., of Brixton, for Picotces; 4, to Mr. Dick-
son, of Acre-lane, for Picotees; 5, to Mv. Bourne, gr. to Sir E.
Paget, for alarge collection of Pelargoniums; i5, to Mr. Catleugh,
for a large collection of Pelargoniums ; 7, to Mr. Gaines, for a
small collection of Pelargoniums

; 8. to Mr. MUne, gr. to C. S.
Chauncey, Esq., for common Garden Roses; 9, to Mr. Hooker,
of Brenchley,for common Garden Roses; 10, to Mr. Cobbett, of
Horse]], for common Garden Roses ; il, to Mr. Milne, gr. to C.
S. Chauncey. Esq., for Chinese Roses: 12, to Messrs. Lane and
Son. of Great BerkhanipstcuU. for Chinese Roses; 13. to Messrs,
Paul and Son, of Cheshunt, for Chinese Roses; 14, to Mr. Green,
gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, for a collection of Stove and
Greenhouse plants; 15, to Mr. Frazer, of Leyton, for a
collection of Slovc and Greenhouse plants ; l6, to Mr.
Enice, gardener to B. Miller, Esq.. of Mitcham, for a
small collection of Stove and Greenhouse plants ; 17, to
Mr. Catleugh, for asmall collection of Stove and Greenhouse
plants; IS, to Mr. Goode, gr.to Mrs. Lawrence, for Stove and
Greenhouse climbers; IQ, to Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir. George
Beaumont, Bart., for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit; 20, to
Mr. Black, gr. to C. I, Holcombc, Esq., for Grapes; 21, to Mr.
Fielder, gr. to W. Linwood, Esq., for Pine- apples; 22, to Mr.
Pawley, of Bromley, for six species of Cape Heaths ; 23, to Mr,
Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, for six species of Orchidaceous
plants: 24, to Mr. Brewster, gr. to Mrs. W*ray, of Cheltenham,
for Barkeria spectahilis; 25, to Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker,
Esq., .Tun., for Nepenthes distUlatcria; 26, to Mr. Dawson, of
Brixton, for Erica Massoni ; 27, to Messrs. Luccombc and Pince,
of Exeter, for Erica ampuUacea.
The Silver Kxightian Medal.— I, To T. Barnard, Esq., for

Carnations ; 2, to Mr. Dickson, of Acre Lane, for Carnations; 3,
to Mr. Edmonds, of W^andsworth road, for Picotees : 4, to Mr.
Norman, of Woolwich, for Picotees ; 5, to Messrs. Lane and
Son, for Moss Roses; 6, to Mr. Betteridge, of Abingdon, for
Common Garden Roses ; 7, to Messrs. Lane and Son. for
Common Garden Roses ; 8. to Messrs. Paul and Son, for Com-

. mou Garden Roses; 9, to Mr. Cobbett, of Horsell, for Chinese
Roses; 10, to Mr. Whoroes, gr. to E. Forster, Esq., of,
Ciewer Lodge, for a Seedling Pelargonium (Lord Chancellor)

;

11, to Mr. Pamplin, of W'althamstow, for a Seedling Pelargonium
(Count d'Oisay); 12, to Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt. of
Wimbledon, for a collection of ;^tove and Greenhouse plants ; 13,
to Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, for a collection of Stove and Green-
house plants; 14, to Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt, for a mis-
cellaneous collection of Fruit; 15. to Mr. Spencer, gr. to the
Marquess of Lansdowne, for Grapes ; I6, to Mr. Wilson, of Milli-
chope, for Black Hamburgh Grapes ; 17, to Mr. Henderson, gr. to
Sir G, Beaumont, Bart, for Pine-apples ; 18, to Mr. May, gr. to
E. Goodhesrt, E&q., of Langky Park, for Pine-apples ; 19» to Mr,
Parsons, gr. to A. George, Esq., of Enfield, for Pine-apples; 20,
^o Mr. Shiells, gr. to the Lord Blantyre, of Erskine House, for
Peaches; 21, to Mr. Lauder, gr. at Downton Castle, for Necta-
rines; 22, to Mr. Errington, gr. to Sir P. G. Egerton, Bart.,
M.P., for Peaches ; 23, to Mr. Davis, gr. to Sir S. H. Clarke,
Bart., for Nectarines; 24, to Mr. Hall. gr. to W. B. Harcourt,
Esq., of St. Leonard's Hill, for Green-fieshed Melons ; 25, to R.
Barnaid, Esq., for a Gieen-fleshcd Melon; 26, to Mr. Redding,

.
gr. to Mrs. Marryatt, forsix specieS of Orchidaceous plants ; 27,
to Mr. Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehur&t, Esq., for Oncidium sp.
iiov.

; 28, to Mr. May, gr. to E.Goodheart, Esq., for Erica radiata;
20^to Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Laurence, for Euphorbia splendens.
Thk Silver Banksiax Mspal.— 1, To Mr. ABaway, of Son-

Jiiiig, for Carnations ; 2, to Mr. Orson, of Kennington. for Carna-

*?i"*'
i*» to Mr. WJllmer, jun.. Chelsea, for Carnations; 4, to Mr.

Ailaway. of Soniung, for Picotees j 5,toMr. Willmer, ofSunbury,
for Picotr -

- 6, to Mr. Willmer, Jun., Chelsea, for Picotee* ; 7. to
Mr. Garratt, gr. to Sir H. J. Fust, for a large collection of Pelar-
ffouiums ; 8. to Mr. Garratt. gr.to Sir H. J. Fust, for a smaU coU

lection of Pelargoniums ; 9, to Mr. Cobbett, of Horsell, for Moss
Roses; 10, to Mr. S. Hooker, for Moss Roses; 11, to Alex. Row-
land, Esq., Lewisham, for Common Garden Roses ; 12, to Mr.
Betteridge, Abingdon, for Chinese Roses; 13, to Mr. S. Hooker,
for Chinese Roses ; 14. to Mr. Whome, gr. to E. Forster, Esq., for
a Seedling Pelargonium (Acta^on) ; 15, to the Rev. R. Garth, of
Farnham, for a Seedling Pelargonium jConstellaUon) ; iG, to Mrs.
Fleming, of Binstead, Isle of Wight, for Chinese Roses ; 17, to
Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq., of Muswell Hill, for Grapes;
18, to Mr. Jones, gr, to Sir M. Disney, of East Acton, for Grapes 3

19, to Mr. Fielder, gr. to W. Linwood, Esq., for Grapes; 20, to
Mr. Appleby, gr, to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., for Pineapples; 21, to
Mr. Burr, gr. to H. Preston, Esq., of Morebyllall, for Pine applcsj
22, to Mr. Wilson, gr. to the Rev. R. Pcmbcrton, of Millichope,
for Peaches and Nectarines; 23, to Mr. Davis, gr. to A. t.mith,
Esq., of Woodhall Park, lor Melons ; 24, to Mr. Martin, ol Thames
Bank, for Melons; 25, to ,* for Oncidium pTilvinatum ; 26, to
the same for six species of Orchidaceous plants; 27, to Mr.
Appleby, gr. toT. Brocklehurst, Esq., for six species of Orchirince-
ous plants ; 28, to Mr. Cock, of Chiswick, for Achimenes longiflora;

29, to Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., for Burtonia con-
ferta; 30, to Mr. Veitch of Exeter, for Pink Echiles ; 31, to Mr.
Edmonds, gr. to the Duke of Devonshire, for Banksia speciosa;
32, to Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H. Story, E-^q., for Fuchsia pulcher-
rima ; 33, to Mr. J, Lee, of Hammersmith, for Shrublaiid Scarlet
Pelargonium; 34, to Mr. Baile, Covent Garden, for Globe Scarlet
Compactum Pelargonium; 35, to Messrs. Lane and Son, for
Fuchsia Lanei.
The Cbrtifjcate of Merit.— 1, to Mr. Pamplin, of Waltham-

stow, for a seedling Pelargonium, (Prince of Wales); 2, to Mr.
Gaines, of Battersea, for a seedling Pelargonium, (Duchess of
Sutherland); 3, to S. Smith, Esq., of Walworth, for a seedling
Picotee, (Prince Albert); 4, to Mr. AUaway, of Soiniing. for a
seedling Crimson Bizane Carnation, (Vcniis;; to Mr. Green, gr.
to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., for seedling Calceolarias, (C. fioribunda
and pulchella) ; 6, to Mr. Kyle, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., for a
seedling Verbena fspcciosa) ; 7» to Mr. Nicholson, gr. to the Earl
of Orkney, for Peaches and Nectarines; 8, to Mr. Parker, gr. to

J. Oughton, Esq., of Roehampton, for Melons and Strawberries;
9, to Mr. Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., for Braf^ia sp.

nov. ; 10, to Mr. Fielder, gr. to W. Linwood, Esq., for Cattleya
crispa ; II; to the same, for Odontoglossum Iseve; 12. to Mr.
Edmonds, gr. to the Duke of Devonshire, for Hsemanthus multi-

florus; 13, to Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, for Abulilon
Bedfordiensie; 14, to Mr. Bourne, gr. to Sir E. Paget, for Cam-
panula fragilis; 15, to Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, for

Erinus Lychnidca; 16, to the same for Cuphea Melvilla.

YORK GRAND FLORlCULTURAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL EXHIBITION- — Open to aU England.—

Under the Patronage of the principal Nobility and Gentry of
Yorkshire,
THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION of Flowers, Fruits, Plants, and

Vegetables, will be held in the Grounds of the Yorkshire Philo-
sophical Society, at York, on Thursday, August 4th, 18 12.

Schedule of Prizes.

1st. 2d.
I

3d. 'ith.lBtn.

s. d. s. d.\ s. dAs. d*\s, d.

100 0,60 n

20

10

10

10

7 6

7 6

20 C

20

10

10

5

5

5

6th
^d

Ift

7 C

7 6

SO Olio

10 7 6

10 7 6

20
20
10

5

oio
10

10

5

SO
10

7
2

6
6

7 6

2 6

30

7 fi

7 6

5

5

7 6'

5

5

7 6
7 6
5.

Optm to Amateurs, Gentlemcji's

Gardeners, Nurserymen, and
Dealers.

C/«55
'J
For the best stand of 24

A. > blooms of Dahlias, of
} different sorts

B. Do. Ghloomsof do, of diffe-

rent sorts, sent out for

the fiirst time in J842 .

C. For the be&t Dahlia of any
colour

D. For the best unnamed Seed-
ling Dahlia of 1841-42

Opc?i to Amateurs onfr/.

E. For the best stand of 12
blooms of Dahlias, of
different sorts

F. For the best Dahlia of any
colour, sentout for the
first time in 1842

G. For the best Dahlia of any
colour

Open to GentlemeTi's Gardeners
OTily.

H. For the best stand of 12
blooms of Dahlias, of
different sorts

I, For the best Dahlia of any
colour, sent outfor the
first time in 1842

K. For the best Dahlia of any
colour

The fulUiwing are open to all.

For the best pan of 24 Carua-
tions of different sorts, setup

Do. of 12 Picotees, of do. do. .

Do. of 12 Carnations, of do. do.
Do. single specimen Carnation
Do. pan of Q Picotees, of dif-

ferent sorts, set up
Do. single specimen Picotee
Do, tray of Roses, ivith names
attached . . ,

Do. single specimen Rose, do,

.

Do. miscellaneous collection of
Stove Plants ....

Do. specimen Stove Plants in
Flower , . . . .

Do. miscellaneous collection of
Greenhouse Plants

Do. specimen do. in flower
Do. collection of Exotic Ferns .

Do. specimen Hardy Plant
Do. specimen Annual in pot
Do. 6 dissimilar Pelargoniums .

Do. specimen do., any colour .

Do. Shrubby Calceolaria ,

Do. Herbaceous Calceolaria
Do. Fuchsia ....
Do. collection of Ei I' :s .

Do. Erica . • . , .

Do. Balsam ....
Do. Cocl^scomb
Do. Stock . . . _ ,

Do. collection of cut Verbenas .

Do. Verbena . , .
'

,

Do. Lobelia ....
Do. tray of 24 Puusies
Do. do. 12 do. . . ,

Do. do. 12 Seedling do,

* Owhig to some inaccuracy in eatcring this plant, it is not

kuowu to whom it I>elg2i£ed.

5

5 02 6

40 20

20 10

6
20 10

10 7

10 7

10 7
& 3
20 10

10 7

7 6 5

7 6 5

7 6 3

15 7

7 6 5

6 2
5 2

5 2

10 5

5 oi a
5 ol 2

10 7

7 6 5

7 6i 5

7 G

5

6

6

6

6

6
6
6

6
6
6

5

3
5

5

6
\

05 0|2 62 6

2 6

Pbick 6d,

Best tray of 24 China Asters
Do. do. French Marigolds
Do. Pine . . ,

Do . W h ite G rapes
Do. Black do. , ,

Do. Melon . . . ,

Do. six Peaches , .

Do. six Nectarines
Do. six Apricots
Do. six Figs
Do. dith of Yellow Plura«
Do. do. Red do, ,

Do. do- Green do.

Do. do. Cherries .

Do. do. Raspberries
Do. do. Strawberries .

Do. do. Gooseberries .

Do. do. - Currants -

Do. six Pears . . , .

Do. six Dessert Apples
Do. six Baking do.

Do. Dessert of 8 dishes of Fruit,

of different sorts .

Do. dish of Onions
Vo. do. Peas
Do. do. Beans . * .

Do. do. Lettuce .

Do. do. Celery
Do. do. Turnips .

Do. do. Carrots ,

Do. do, Cauhflow
Do, do. Cabbage .

Do. do. Cucumbers
Do. do. Beet

•
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20
20
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7
5
5

5

3
3

3
3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3
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20
3

3
3
3
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6
a

6

6
6
6

6
6
6

6
C
6

6

6
6
6

10

5

5

2 6

3

3
3

3
r

3

3

3
40

10

2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
3
3
2

20 10Do. Design in Flowers

%* Persons showing in Oasses B, F, and T, arc requested to

attach the names of the Dahlias,
No Exhibitor to be entitled to receive more than one Prize in

each description of article exhibited, with the exception of the

single Specimens of Dahlias, and for Fruits and Vegetables.

The Judges have power given them to award extra Prizes to

any articles of merit not included in the Schedule,- and to with-

hold the Prize from anv Article which does not appear to them

to deserve it.—The Judges wiU be directed to disqualify any DaH-

lias they consider mutilated.
^

Rkculatxon's, &c.
The Grounds will he opened at One o'clock. ' Admission from

Oneo'clockuntUThree, 2«. each; and after Three o'clock unUl

Five, 1*.; Children under 14 years of age; HaKpnce Ticket*

may l>e had after the 20th of July, of Mr. Sotheran, Bo^l^f
^i"*

Coney-street, and on the day of Exhibition at the Entrance totne

Grounds. The ExhibiUon will close at Five o»deck, at w^tiicn

hour it is necessary that the Grounds he immediately cleared, m
order to the removal of the articles exhibited.-No charge wiu DC

made for articles cxhibi-^ed.-Exhibitors will be allowed to take

their Plants, Sec, into the Grounds, to be deUvered to the persons

appointed to stage thein.—The Committee pledge themselves to

use their utmost exertions to restore the different specirneus sent

for exhibition with the least possible injury.—AU arucles to ne

exhibited by persons residing in York, or within one mile otme
City Walls, must be upon the Grounds before Ten o^olock, otDer-

wise they cannot be admitted ; if the Exhibitors reside at agreater

disUnce, they will be allowed until half-past Ten o'clock alter

which time no article whatever can be received. All articles in-

tended to be exhibited mu-?t have been the property of the LXiil-

bitor or of his Emplover forat3ea5t one month previous to the day

of Exhibition. These l:lules will be strictly enforced.- Diihes for

Fj-uits and Vegetables, and Botfles for Single Specimens, will be

supphed by the Society.—Evcrv attenrion will be paid by the

Committee of Management to the comfort of the Exhibitors and

Visitors-
"

, ., ^ •*.*.

Wm. Hatfield, Esq., Chairman of the Committee

of Management.
Mr. W. Hahtlev, Fossgate. York, Secretary to

the Committee of Management.
^ -

KINGSTON. ^,^ ,

I^HE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY h«fi

X fixed their ANNUAL EXHIBITION for Thursday, Sept.

15th, 1842.—For particulars apply to 1

James Jackson, Hon. Sec.,

Thames-st., Kingston, Sarrey-

ETTIA
IV/TESSRS- VEITCH and SON have now ready for de-

1>X livery Plants of this beautiful New Greenhouse Climber,

st 42J Cftcll

N.B.-A Medal was awarded to this Plant at the Horticultural

Society's Meeting in Regent-street, in April last.

Exeter, July 6, 1842.

NEW AND SPLENDID FUCHSIAS.

"\f i^SSRS. YOUELL have much pleasure in refernng

IVX the admirers of the above beautiful Tribe to their l>ist fis

advertised in the Gardeners* Chronicle of the ISth of June, which

they conUnue sending out per post, free, upon the terms there

named.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 23, 1842.

LTLIUM LANCIFOLIUM.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-

• moved from Walworth,) bv Appointment Florist to Her

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and Public,

that he has a fine stock of Lilium lancifolium, album, and punc-

tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.

He begs to say bis Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANXE COMPANY,
1, Princes-street. Bank, London.

This Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,

4 Vict., cap. IX., and is so constituted as to afford the benefits 01

Life Assurance, in their fullest extent, to Policy-holders, >^^^}^

present greater facilities and accommodation than can he 00-

tained in other Offices, The decided superjcnty of its plan, s^
its claim to public preference and support, have been P^JV"'

"**

conlestably, by its extraordinar>' and unprecedented succe^*.

Extract from Increasiug Rates of Prcmiuwi, for anAs&nr»nce

#if i««; for whoi ft term Of Life-

Ag<

20
30
40
60

r

1st five

years.
£:i I 4164

1 Id 1

2 16 7

2d tlve

years.
^l 5 to

i 12 3
2 4 4

I^emium payame annu^
3d five : 4th fire

,

It

years, f y^^

3 14 fif 3 ;

9
4

5 ^ 3

i'i Life.

WS 3 8
2 17 ^
4 3 4
6 13 7

PETER MOJ
commisaiva alloWU
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SOCIETY.11^ ESTFRV LIFE - ASSURAiNCE
V\ OFllCE-49 PARLIAMENT. SI REET. WESTMINSTER.

Capital'500.oeO/.- 10.000 Shares, 50/. each.
,

Uepofit 5/. each Share.

Tills Society is established for the AsSnrance of Lives, upon

principles cofabinins economy with perfect security. •

*^ *^ Directors.

HenryEdgeworthBicknel],EBq. I John Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.
Edmund Lucas, Esq.
George Kennet Pollock, Esq.
James Lys SeaRer, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq,
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.
Henry Wrench, Esq.

William raheil, Ei^q

Thomas S Cocks, jun., Esq.

George Henry Drew, Esq.

Wiiliam Evans, Esq.

Williara Freeman, Esq.

Francis Fuller. Esq.

James Hunt, Esq.

Trwj^tfe*.—William Whateley, Esq.; l,.C.Humfrey,Ebq.; George
Drew, Esq.

AudUors^—Oimns Biddulph, Esq.; John Freeman, Esq.j John
Bazlcy White, jun., Esq.

ComulHng Cotinae/.—William Pa^^e Wood, Esq.
Conveyancing rown^e/.— Samuel Jay, Esq.
PA^M«an.-Wiiliam Richard Basham, Esq., M.D., 17, Chester-

street, Grosvenorplace.
—Alfred Lcggatt, Esq.; George David Pollock, Esq.

-Ml- rs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co., Charing Cross.

-Messrs. J. L. Bicknoll and J. C. Lethbridge, 25,

Abingdon- street, W'estminster.

Table of Prk.mu ms to assure if100 for the whole term of Life.

Surgeons
Bankers.
Soiicito

Age.

20
25
30

Ann. Pre.

1 14 a
1 18 11

2 4 8

Age.

35

40

45

Ann. Pre.

di «. d,

2 110
3 19 6
3 1

Age.

50

60

/nn. Pre.

^ s. d.

4 3 3

5 5 4
6 13 3

The object of this Society is to afford to the Assured all the

benefits of Life-Assurance, at a great reduction in the rales of

Premium.-For Examfle—A person aged 30, may with this So-

cietv assure his h(> for 500/. by the annual payment of 1 1/. 3a-. 4rf.j

which in a Society where the bonus Is held out as a main induce-

ment, would C( * hiiJi 13/. 7«*4^.. or, in other words, for the

»ame annual premium he could at this Office assure very nearly

fino/., whereby he derives AN IMMEDIATE AND CERTAIN
BONUS OF 100/.

All particulars as to Shares, Loans, Assurances, &c., may he
obtained on application to the Secretary; and, if required, for-

warded to the rountry. \

Parties in the country eligible for undertaking Agencies are re-

quested to apply.

A very liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.
EDW. T. RICHARDSON,

Actuary and Secretary.

E'^ CONOiMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
No. 34, BRIDGE- STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.

Estabhshed 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, aWilliamlV.
Lower bates of raEMiUM than those ofakt other office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits^ as follows :

—

50Age.

Annual

15 20

i

rrt,miam|l 10 %.\ 14 7,1 19 0.2 4 3,2 10 11

X \
per cent.'

The BoNL^ declared in 1H34 amomited^uponwi^verage to^/.
per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second
BONUS was awarded, amounting on the average to 3li. per cent.
on the premiums paid dnring the preceding five years.
No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, wilir- or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof tb another diuinp peace, to Assurers, not being sea-
faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upon *"erms proportionate to the ri^a.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
tlic hands of justice, are not void as respccta the interests of
parties to whom they may have been Ic^Uy assigned.
Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,
Campbell James DoWKkr, Secretary,

-\-

SPLENDID SALE of the WOODHALL COLLEC-
TION OF EXOTICS.

There will be Sold hy Auction, M-jthin the Gardens of Wood-
hall, in the parish of BothweU, and County of Lanark, lying 10
Miles east of Glasgow, between Airdrie and Hulytown, on
Thursday, the 28th day of July next, and following day,
commencing at 11 o'clock each day, the whole of that ex-
tensive and celebrated COLLECTION of HOTHOUSE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of numerous rare and
valuable species, among which are many magnificent specimens
of Camellias, Heaths, Epiphyllums, Citrons, Oranges, Shaddocks,
Zamias and other Palms; with a very extensive and superior
variety of Pelargoniums (Geranium), Indian Azaleas, and other
miscellaneous Greenhouse and Stove Plants ; of vi-hich Catalogues
may be had by applying to Mr. Murray, of the Botanic Gardens,
Glasgow? Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan; Nursery and Seedsmen,
Trongate, Glasgow j Woodhall Office, 33, Buchanan-street, Glas-
gow ; or to the Gardener by Holytown.
The collection of Camellias is well known as not surpassed

by any in the Empire, the specimens being of the very finest
growth, many of them from 15 to 20 feet in height. Tlie
Heaths also afford numerous specimens of the finest sort, which
for size and furnishing, it is believed, far surpass any collection
ever shown.
The whole of the Plants are in the very best state of health 5and as the operations of the mineral workings on the estate

have aJready encroached upon the garden, they must be
•Old off. as It ts, in consequence of the said operations, to be

Tk^'SiI . ?»^^^' therefore, great bargains may be expected.

i^fh t"?r<5
"^^\y^ ^^^ '^P 'Ti Lots to suit purchasers, beginning

^it^^^f;^'".^^^'^^-
Heaths, Epiphyllums, &c. »

B g

inerollection may be viewed any day prior to the Sale, bvapplyuig at Woodhall Garden. Further information learnedfknd
ITm^.!^!^^

^"*^°' ^"^ Wiying to the Factor, Woodhall-house,

w^ ^ n Y, ^.
Barclay and Skirving,

Woodhall-house, May 1842. Auctioneers.

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS
]y| ESSRS. J. C. and S. STEVENS wm Sell by Auc-

i; V"*"' ,** their Great Room, 38, King-street, Covent Gardenon Wednesday, 20th July, and following dav. at 12 for 1 o'cS
precisely, a large and valuable Consignment of ORCHIDACEiE
just arrived in most beautiful condition, and collected from arange of country comprising upwards of 300 MiKh, in the neigh-
bourhood of Guatemala, in Central America, and consists princi-
pally of the hardy cold-cUmated Plants adapted for the Green

-

hotise.—May be viewed the day previous «uid Mornings of Sale,
and Catalogues had of Messrs. J. C. and S. Stevkns, 38. King-
street, Covent-garden,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description. Gardeners^ Chronicle^ March 12, p. 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, moveable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in U or J 5 hours, price 5/, 5*. and upwards. Further

particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above; where also may be seen

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter^s

Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Wayte's New Patent Land-pressers and Drills.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailby having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conser\-atory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and £. Bailey also construct in metal all desciiptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or rangre, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bat lky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery^ they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester) beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con-
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous oihtr extensive establishments, with the most
complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. "W. Williams* Patent

Arg;and Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,

«nd TemtweB iku n«l«fKnce and di&tigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is anew and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuahty and despatch.—.^3, Brown-street, Manchester,

EDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworlh, Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SL^TE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

J WEEKS & CO., Architects^ &c., Gloucester-place,
• King's Road, Chelsea, Horticultural Builders, &c., have

invented a most simple and easy contrivance for sliading Horti-
cultural erections- The principle upon which it acts is so simple
and effectual, that it only requires to be known to be universally
adopted. To be seen in use at most of the London Nurseries,
and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chelsea.

This day is published, in Royal 8vo, Vol. 1, price 30*., bound
in cloth,

THE BOOK OF THE FARM,— Detailing the La-
bours of the FARMER. STEWARD, PLOUGHMAN.

SHEPHERD, HEDGER, CATTLE-MAN, FIELD-W^ORKER, and
DAIRY-MAID. By Hekrv STEPm?:xs. Illustrated with Seven-
teen Engravings on Steel and nearly Two Hundred Woodcuts.
William Blackwood and Sons. Edinburgh and London. Pub-

lishers to the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
*»* A Second Volume will complete the work, the first Part of

which will be published on the 30th of September.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,^ London, having been for many years extensively engaged in
Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
serv * >ri^ti, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, either
in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of
heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be
giv*i4i both hi toun and country, where he has succef:^fully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior
manner. Orders executed in all parts wf the Country with punc-
tuality sma des|^ch»

IMPORTANT AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
Published by Kidgway, Piccadilly, and to be had, by order, of

every Country Bookseller.

A POPULAR TREATISE on AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTRY, intended for the use of the practical Fanner.

By Charles Squarey, Chemist. Price 5«. hound in cloth.
** The writer of this work has succeeded with great skill and

ability in simplifying a subject generally considered too abstruse
for a large portion of the agricultural body."

—

Farmers^ Journal.

2. THE NATURE AND PROPERTY OF SOILS.
By John Mortox. Third edition, enlarged. Price 7*.

3. ON FERTILISERS ; being a complete Guide to
every kind of Manure—to what Lands each is adapted, and the
best means of application. By Cuthbkrt W.Johnson, Esq.
Price 12j.

4. THE COTTAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By
CuthbeetW. Johnson, Esq. Price is., or for distribution 9s.
per dozen.

5. SINCLAIR ON GRASSES. A new edition, with
coloured plates. Price 30.?.

Tills Day. Post octavo, 5s.,

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY for FARMERS and
LANDOWNERS.

By Joshua Trimmer, F.G.S.

By the same Author, octavo, " '••h 200 Illustrations, 12s.,

PRACTICAL GEOLOGY a.a MINERALOGY, and
the CHEMISTRY of METALS, with an Introductory Discourse
on the Nature, Tendency, and Advantar^'^ of Geological Pursuits.

London : John W. Parker, West Strand.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER.—John
Halliday is about to leave his present employer Lorrf

Sondes, and is desu-ous of obtaining another situation. He has a
good practical knowledge of his business in all its different
branches, and can obtain most satisfactory testimonials from
his present employer. Address, J. Halliday, Gardener^ Chronicle
Office.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER or G\RDENER and BAILIFF, a Married Man, 33 years cf a^e^who has lived in some of the first Noblemen's establishments inEngland; has been very successful in forcing of Pines, Graues
Peaches, Szc, as also in the culture of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants ; can be highly recommended by some of the first Horti
culturists of the day whom he has formerly lived under as well
as by the Gentleman he has just left, who will be very 'happy toanswer satisfactorily the fullest inquiries of any Nobleman nr
Gentleman. W. H., 54, MUton Street, Dorset Square.

WANTED a SITUATION as GROUND FOREM\N
in a Nursery. The advertiser has a thorough practical

knowledge of the profession, having been in the Nursery and
Seed business all his life; is married, without encumbrance and
aged 33 years. The highest testimonials as to abilities, &.c! can
be given.—Address, post paid, D. E., Mr. Pearson's, Eschol Nur-
sery, Hampstead Road.

WANTS a SITUATION as UNDER GaI^JDENER^
or a Single-Handed place, a Young Man, aged 22, who can

give an unexceptionable reference to the place he is about
leaving.—Address A, Z., Tolluigton Nursery, Homsey Road
Islington.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a M^i^
Man, aged 30, without incumbrance; has a thorough prac-

ticai knowledge of early and late Forcing; Ffuit, Flower, and
Kitchen Gardening; and the management of Meadow Land, if

required. The roost satisfactory character will be given by a
highly-respectable Family he is about to leave.—Address A. D.,

care of Mr. Alex. Russell, Turnham Green, Middlesex.

T\7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single
VY Man, 32 years of age, with a practical knowledge of Gar-
dening in its various branches. He would have no objection to

take charge of a few Acres of Land, or to act as Gamekeeper
where there iS a small preserve. Six and a half years' character

can be given from the place he has just left.—Address A. B. C,
Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, &c, &c.

Just published, and sold by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and Longmans,
Paternoster-row,- price Is.,

A WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANURE—ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By W. H. Potter, M.R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist
The New Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

is more effective, and free from moisture, sand, &c. Price 15*,

per cwt. cash.—Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 245.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of

ENGLAND. By Hannau Lawrance.
•' These laborious and interesting m&inoirs.^*—Atheneenm.
••This very industrious and interesting work."— EjamiKcr.
" One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions which

English history has received for many jeRis."—British Mag.
•* Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas/*

—Atlas, Edward Moxon, Dover-street.

THE «' ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE"
for the Handkerchief, is prepared only by Mr. White,

Chemist, 24, Cornhill, London, in bottles at Is. 6rf., 45. M., and 8s.

each. Where ahso may be obtained the " AROMATIC PUNGENT
ESSENCE " so useful in Headaches, Fainting, &c., at 5s. each.

N,B. Public Offices and Merchants canbe supplied with Postage

Stamps and Envelopes In any quantity at Government Prices.

GREAT AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT BRISTOL.
Agriculturists are informed that

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO is ready for de-

livery in any quantity, in Casks or Sacks, at 15/. per ton.

" We advise our agricultural friends to give Mr. Potter's Arti-

ficial Manure a fair txidl."—Gardeners^ Chronicley June 4th.

Analyses of Soils carefully performed, and the mode of improve-

ment pointed^out.—Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street, \aux-

hall, London.
^

O Ask for Potter's Guano.

HODGSON and ABBOTT's PALE ALE.— The

above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended ^y}^
Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewer)', »o^j

Middlesex. The Trade not being suppUed, the Pale Ale caraiui

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street.

GARRETT'S DAHLIA & FLOWER PRESERVER,
^ an Effectual Remedy against Insects of all kinds, so ae-

structive to these Flowers, has been tried with success, p

tronised by the Nobility and Gentry, and totally ^^3*^,%':,"'

Insects, without injury to the choicest Flowers.—Sold m """^ '

3s. 6d. each, at 41, Union- street, Bishopsgate-street Without, w

by the following Agents r^Charlwood, l4,Tavistock-row.v>uv

Garden; Littlejohn and Son, King William-street, City; tt.juiui

stone. 68, Cornhill; and Price and Co., Lombard-street.

Orders per post, with Post-office order, w ill be attendea^

DAVIS, 34, Wych-street, Strand, London, begs to

inform the Nobility, Gentry, and HorticultunsU, tna^^^w» » miorm me jNOLtuuy, ^jrenuy, aim tjv/i«..»-w"^— «r! other
has adopted a system for heating Forcing Ho"^^!,,^^".

-ud
buildings by Hotwater, upon the most simple, ^^^^^^V''

j^

economical principles ; as a proof he will refer them to m^
^^

completed, for the most noble the Marquis <>f. Sa^ifJ^^^^
'j p

Simon Clark, Bart.. Oak Hill, Barnet; A^^l Smith, i-sq^.^
^^

Woodhall Park, Herts. &c. AU orders conferred upon lu"^

be punctually attended to.

COPY of a Communication addressed to Messrs. Row-

land and Son, No. 20, Hatton Garden, London . , ^^^d
Gknti.emkn,—Being called upon to attend a ^^"//-onge-

had a complaint in her head about a year before, »P^'" -

g rc-

quence had lost neariy all her hair ; I found very ^^^^^. ^^y
maining, and those just like down, with no aPPe^^^^T^n but I

fresh roots. She stated her desire to use your ^^^^^f^:{x^recO'
felt 1 could not conscientiously recommend anythmgioi

very, as i considered it too far gone. Shehoweverdetermintu ^^
one bottle, which was used in about a month, and ^^.^"^^5:^.^0^
shop for another,statingherhairtobemuch improved;

sneu*^^^^

used eight bottles in as many months, during which ^}^'^}-
^^

frequently pointed it, and have now the pleasure to iniuj-'geti

that it is quite thick and long ; and she is so
"^?f" J^fMo?,

withi the change, that she says the expense ^ ""; jof
and she will never be without it. If you thiiik this

„Jf "maiOi
facts worth publishing, you arc at liberty to do »o ;

anu
j

JoHV LicKLKv, aaii-i."yours respectfully.

19» I^"- ^.c^ok-a
ROWl*ANP'S MACAfeSAK
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Coc-NTRY Suows—July 21, Hoddesdon CoUagers*. 22, Spilsbj-

We have for some years had much at heart the

creation ef English names for all our Garden and
Native plants^ la lieu of the hard and unattractive

words employed in systematical Botany ; we have
received many letters upon the subject urging us to

take it up, and we have occasionally promised our
correspondents to consider it. We have, however,
been disheartened by the apparently insuperable dif-

ficulty of the task, and the improbability of our suc-

ceeding in establishing a system of names more agree-
able than tliose in use. No one, in fact, except he
who has tried the experiment, is aware of the nature
of the task.

Some observations in the last Number of the Quar-
terly Review, in an article called the ^'Flower- Garden,"
evidently written by a scholar and a man of taste, as
well as an amateur well acquainted with the subject,
now lead us to introduce the topic. The writer says:

" Before we have done with the florists and botanists,
we must say one word about their nomenclatures. As
long as the extreme vulgarity of the one and the extreme
pedantry of the other continue, they must rest assured
that they will sc:ire the majority of this fastidious and busy
world from taking any great interest in their pursuits.
Though * a rose by any other name would smell as sweet,'
there is certainly enough to prejudice the most devoted
lover of flowers against one that comes recommended by
some such designatioa as ' Jim Crow,' or 'Metropolitan
Purple/ or ' King Boy/ or ' Yellow Perfection.' When,
indeed, Calceolarias and Pansies increase to two thousand
* named varieties,' there must of course be some difficulty
in finding out an appropriate title for every new upstart

;

but, in this case, the evil lies deeper than the mere name.
Jt consists in puffing and palming off such seedlings at
ali, half of whioh are either such counterparts of older
flowers, that nothing but the most microscopic examination
would detect a ditference, or else so utterly worthless as
to be tit only to be thrown away. This is an increasing
evil

; and if auythiug gives a check to the present growing
taste for choice flowers, it will arise from the dishonesty
and trickery of the trade itself.

Meanwhile, let there be at least some propriety in the
names given. We cannot quite agree with Mr. Loudon,
who seems to approve of such names as ' Clareraont-nup-
tials Primrose/ and ' Afflicted-Queen Carnation !' though"
they do point to the years 1816 and 1821 as the dates of
their respective appearances; neither will we aver that
Linnreus was not something too fanciful in naming his
Andromeda/ and in calling a genus Bauhinia, h-oxn two

illustrious brothers of the name of Bauhin, because it had
a doiMe leaf; but surely there is marked character
enough about every plant to give it some simple" English
name, without drawing either upon Jiving characters or
dead languages. It is hard work, as even Miss Mitford
has found it, to make the Maurandyas,and Alstroemerias,
and Eschscholtzias—the commonest flowers of our mo-
dern gardens—look passable, even in prose. They are
sad dead letters in the glowing description of a bright
scene in June. But what are these to the poUopostemo-
nopetalte and elciUheromacrostemones of Wachendorf,
with such daily additions as the native name of i^r^flrc/^po/l

^ciixochiil icohuejjoyov tlitmove^ classical ponderosity of
Erisymum Peroffakyanum

—

' — likG tliG verbuna Graicum,
Spenuagoraiolekitholakanopolides,
Words tba't should only be said upon holidays.
When one has nothing else to do.'

Asto poetry attempting to immortalise a modern bouquet^
It is utterly hopeless ; and if our cultivators expect to
have their new varieties handed down to posterity, they
must return to such musical sounds as Buglosse, and Eg-
lantine, and Primrose, before bards will adopt their pets
into inimortal song. We perceive some attempt made
lately m * Pax ton's Magazine/ and the better gardening
jounials, to render the names somewhat more intelligible
by Englishing the specific titles, as Passiflora Middleton-
lana—Middleton's Passion-flower, and the like ; but this
19 not enough ; the combination of a little observation and
taste would soon coin such names as ' our plainer sires'
gave m • Larkspur/ and * Honeysuckle,' and * Bindweed/
or even m ' Ladies'-smocks/ and 'Ragged Robin/ and
' Love-lies-Bleedin *

• High-soundin? words our worthy gardener get*.
And at his club to wondering swains repeats;
He there of ilhus and Rhododendron speaks,
AndAllium calls his Onions aud his Leeks.
Nor weeds are now 5 from whence arose the weed.
Scarce plants, fair herbs, and curious flowers proceed ^

Where cnckoo-pints and Dandelions sprung-,
(Gross names had they our pteiiner sires among,)
There Arums, there Leontodons we view,
And Artemisia grows where Wormwood grew.*

"To make confusion worse confounded, our botanists

are not satisfied with their far-fetched names ; they must
ever be changing them too. Thus it is a mark of igno-
rance in the world of flowers to call our old friend Gera-
nium otherwise than Pelargonium ; the Glycine (G. sinen-
sis), the well-known specimen of which at the Chiswick
Gardens produced more than 9,000 of its beautiful Lilac,

Laburnum-like racemes from a single stem, is now to be
called Wistaria; the new Californian annual CEnothera is

already Godetia; while the pretty little red Hemimeris,
once a Celsia, is now, its third designation, an Alonsoa

;

and our list is by no means exhausted,
" Going on at this rate, a man might spend the morn

of his life in arriving at the present state of botanical
science, and the rest of his days in running after its no-
velties and changes. We are only too glad when public
sanction triumphs over individual whim, and, as in the
cases of Georgina proposed for Dahlia, and Chryseis for

Eschscholtzia, resists the attempted change/'

We must, in the first place, remark, that the force

of this criticism is much diminished by its exaggera-
ration. No such words as those we have put in
Italics were ever in use, although they are to be found
in books; and it is no more fair to charge upon Bo-
tanists the follies of a few eccentric persons, than
upon artists the vagaries of—no matter whom. We
would next remark, that if the critic is serious in his

objection to such a word as Andromeda, which, whe-
ther we regard its classical origin, or its agreeable
sound, or its universal adoption, seems to us by no
means to be complained of, we see no hope for any
general improvement in nomenclature. For suppose
some English word, say Pipe-stem, or Sorrel-tree

names actually in use in the United States—were to

be substituted for Andromeda, should we not expe-
rience more inconvenience in the change of a name
'* familiar as household words/' than we sliould derive
benefit from the substitution of English for Latin?
That a recognised English nomenclature for all

plants would be a great advantage, we freely admit;
but \ife should regard a word like Andromeda as ad-
missible as Julia ; for, whatever its origin, it is a
child adopted by the English. We acknowledge, to

its fullest extent/our opinion, that the language of
science cannot be made the language of common par-
lance, without putting in peril the very existence of
systematical Botany in this country; and we agree
with those of our correspondents who consider its no-

But we are, what

\

r

)

rr
o

^vs names run at present, the ordinary amateur is
obliged to give up the whole matter in despair, and rest
satufied with the awful false quantities which his gar-
"t^ner IS pleased to inflict upon him, who, for his own
PJirt, wastes hours and hours over names that convey tomm no information, but only serve to pufl' him up with a
lalse notion of his acquirement, when he finds himself the
sole possessor of this useless stock of * Aristophanic com-
pounds and insufferable misnomers/ Crabbe, whom
nothing wag too minute to escape, has admirably ridiculed
this botanical pedantry

;

/ eu

menclature as the greatest bar to the diffusion of
Botanical knowledge among us.

our correspondents are not, aware of the serious prac-
tical obstacles opposed to all change. The habit of
the mass of the pubhc—and, we fear, their taste as

well—is against the change; in corroboration of
which, wc may refer to the " Botanical Register/'
which is the great magazine of new plants. For some
years past, the Editor has been endeavouring to supply
the place of the technical names of Botany by popular
English equivalents : for instance, in the volume for
last year we find C'jrtopodium translated by Curvefoot.
Brachiicome by Swandaisy, Coka by Reirei, ^Eschi/-

nanthus by Blush wort, Strobilanthus by Cone- head,
and so on. But who employs these names ? No one.
On the contrary, the universal practice is to adopt
the so-called Latin names, and to toss the English
ones overboard. Whether this is caused by the feel-

ing of the public being against the English terms, or
because the latter are ill-contrived, we will not pre-
tend to say ; but such is certainly the fact. Perhaps
the public agree with a friend of ours, from whose
letter, now before us, we are tempted to select a pas-
sage:

—

*^I fear you will find an attempt at a standard English
nomenclature very objectionable. Yoa would be obliged
to take names already in use ; but these are so often so
absurd, contradictory, or uncertain as to be very unnaa-
nageable. If a white-Ieaved plant is called Chrysophyl-
lum, it is no great matter, for few care for the original
meaning ofa Greek word ; but an English misnomer, such
as Red Oak, or an absurd name, such as Goosegrass,
strikes one directly ; besides, tliat they are are generally-
local, and if you adoj>t the meaning of one locality, you
lead others, who attach a difTereat meaning to the word,
into error. For instance, in some places, Lamiums are
called Nettles, and Urticas Stinging-Nettles ; in others,
Urtica is a Nettle, and Lamium a dead Nettle. Goose-
grass is here a Potentilla, there a Galium. Witch Elm is
in some districts Ulmus montana, in others a variety of
U. campfstris, as opposite as possible to U. montana, and
soon; aud I assure you, that even in Ladies' Botany,
there are names apphed to plants in the East of England
which are quite uniuteUigible in the West, where they be-
long to very different plants. It is much easier to have a
totally new scientific name learnt, than to iuduce anyone
to unlearn a common name, and substitute another unsci-
entific one for it."

*

Be it observed, we do not put lorth these objections

as our own, but m those of an extremely sensible man,
to whom we mentioned our project of attempting a

uniform English nometiclature.

One part of such a plan would necessarily be the

abandonment of two-thirds at least of the names now
in use; and how little encouragement may be ex-
pected in that respect, although it is inevitable, may
be collected from the Quarterly Reviewer himself, who
complains of all changes, even although Chryseis the
classical be substituted for Eschscholtzia the barbarous- -

For ourselves, we admit with regret, that our hopes
of seeing a recognised English nomenclature of plants
waxes fainter and fainter. AV^hat with the capricious-
ness of individuals, the inherent dithculties of the task,

tlie refusal of so many people to acknowledge any au-
thority whatever, the extraordinary ignorance of some
of the dealers in plants, and the inconvenience of un-
learning evenabarbarous nomenclature, we fearthat we

hold out no reasonable hopes of achange for the bet-
ter. The gentle public is not like a political party; there
is no apparent bond of union to be caught hold of

;

and as for harmony of opinion, we fear that that at
least is to be met with only in the regions of Utopia.

The period at which the common Lauiel should be
pruned is one of those subjects about which there is

much difference of opinion among gardeners. As
happens in so many other cases, this difference is more
apparent than real, and is produced by circumstances
which are unobserved, but which materially influence
the effect of the operation.

For instance, there are those who advocate autumn
pruning for all Evergreens

; and tlie reason aijsigned

does not appear open to objection. It is alleged that
when Evergreens are cut back in the autumn, the
roots, which are not affected by the pruning, continue
to absorb food during the whole winter, and to render
all the mutilated branches turgid with sap against the
return of spring ; the consequence of which is, that

every bud pushes with great vigour. It is also said
that if pruning Evergreens is delayed till the spring,

the removal of branches filled with the sap, which
would otherwise have been concentrated in tlie trunk
or stock, produces the effect of weakening the tree,

and rendering its sprouting thickly less certain. We
believe that in mild situations, where there is no dan--

ger from severe frost, this mode of reasoning is cor-

rect. But is it so when Evergreens are grown in cold

climates?

It is to berecoUectedthatthegreaterpart of our Ever-
greens are natives of countries much warmer than our
own. The common Laurel is from the Black Sea, the

Portugal Laurel from Portugal and Madeira, the Phil-

lyrea from the coast of the Mediterranean, and the
Alaternus, the Arbutus, the Evergreen Oak, and many
more, from similar climates. It is true that such trees

are sometimes exposed to severe frost; but their win-
ters succeed extremely hot Bummers, wdiich have the
effect of ripening the wood so thoroughly as to render
it far more capable of resisting cold than with us
under even the most favourable circumstances. Jt is

found in practice in this country that if Evergreens
are cut down in the autumn, a hard winter is certain

to injure them severely, partly, perhaps, because the
natural protection afforded by the leaves to the soil

they grow in is removed, and partly, no doubt, be-

cause the turgid state to which the naked branches
are brought by the influence of the roots, above ad-
verted to, renders the wood more susceptible of cold.

It is notorious that a given plant suffers from cold in
proportion to the quantity of fluid it contaius.

Autumn pruning Evergreens, then, is poutively
disadvantageous in cold climates ; for the adverse ac-
tion by frost is much greater than the favourable ef-

fect of the aci^uniulation of sap.
Inhere are those who prefer midsummer, to all other

periods, as the season for pruning Evergreens ; and
there is no doubt that in many instances they will
break freely ; but it is invariably found that if a hard
winter succeeds midsummer pruning, the trees suffer
severely—no doubt because the shoots, produced late
in the summer, have not time to ripen.
Upon the whole, then, spring is to be recommended

for pruning Evergreens. Nowhere in the world are
the Laurel hedges more beautiful, "or in better order,
than at Dropmore ; and the practice of Mr. Frost, who
has the management of them, entirely bears us out in
this opinion. He has had great experience in the
matter, and he has invariably found the months of
March and April most advantageous ; in^geiif the
weather at the end of March remains semi^ ^ ajt^

gether defers the operation till Apr^.^/n . ;:
' ^n

Laurels, he recommends leaving th^fe^ at van'

heights, from one foot to four feet jpi hisba-. and Wt
to tell them close to the ground ; itjamitl^.^tfh^ ^'i-

dependently of all otlier reasons, thf^t^pcs - L^*^'*'

more means of forming young sh^
than in the latter case, ^s^*

-;-iO

*rf>'

'f^*

iu^

^m

For the result of the la^t exftihiti«u

of the Honicuhural Socieij, we refer our^rertcm to

the ample report iu &ei>ther place, The iveather w«

«</
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il^vourable ; light showers fell without inuch inler-

tnhsiun; and'consequeatly the number of visuors did

not exc^ 3,500; but the exhibmon itself was the

best we hare ever seen m July. One hundred and

thirtv-seven medals were awarded.

The most remarkable plants were a handsome new

pink Echites, with a blue Cinchonaceous plant, from

Messrs. Veitch and Son. of I'lxeter ; and a new Mexi-

can Oncidium, with large rose-coloured flowers, from

iUr. Brocklehurst's garden at the Fence.

Of the Fruit, we shall only say that it was worthy

of the best limes of English gardening. We would

point more especially to the Peaches and Nectarines,

amongst which those from Mr. Sheills, Lord Blan-

tyre's'gai'Je"^^' jMr. Errington, gr. to Sir Philip Fger-

ton, and Mr. Lauder, gr. at Downtou Castle, were

conspicuous.

We regret to add that some one was dishonest

enough to steal a large and valuable Pine-apple, be-

longing to Sir George Beaumont, tlie legal proceedings

connected with which will be found in our police re-

port as soon as they become the subject ofjudicial ex-

amination.

MECHANIC'S COTTAGE.
Agreeably with your request, I send you the plans and

elevation of a mechanic's cottage. It is supposed to be

built m a locality where stone may be had for the external

walls, and brick for the inteiior divisions. This cottage

occupies less space than one of the model cottages in your

Paper of the 18th ult. ; and as its cubic contents are not

more, we may conclude that the expense of building would

be much the same ; the effect in the present elevation

being produced by the following simple means ;

The quoins are projected 1 J in. beyond the coursed work

of the wall, but are not dressed or chamfered. The pHnth

is formed by two courses of wall-stone projecting 2 inches;

the effect of the blocks at the easing is produced by con-

tiQuing the common rafters 6 in. over the walls; the

labels over the windows are formed by inserting pavement

in the coursed work ; the corbel-stones of the gables are

projected iu the manner shown to give character ; and the

coping over these, together with the pinion- tables, are

merely 3 in. thick pavement.

In like manner the lintels, jambs, sills, &c., 'project

frostt the face of the wall, with blocks under the sills ; the

mdlions and transoms of the windows of wood are be-

TcUed, and painted like oak, TUe ornamental porch is

composed of simple fillets of wood^nalkd upon a frame in

ornamental forms, &c.

Now, with regard to the accommodation of the internal

arrangemeut. We have a trellis-porch (a) ; lobby and

staircase (i), 5 ft. 6 in. wide ; closet under stairs (c) ;

living-room (cf), IG ft. by 12 ft. ; back kitchen (e), 12 ft.

by iO ft. ;
pantry (/), 8 ft. by 3 ft. 10 in, ; coal-house

(g) ; ashes (h) ; and privy (i). The chamber plan con-

tains three bed-rooms (beds placed as shown) and a closet.

Now, to give Messrs. Wilson and Marks (who, en pas-

sant, are sadly out in the cubic contents of the model

cottage, and in making the doors of fig. 2,050 only 1 ft.

6 in., with an elevation of 18 m. by the scale, shorter than

the plan) some idea of my notions of comfort in a small

house; I would say that the Honeysuckle and other orna-

mental creepers should be trained up and around my
trellis-porch :

Around my ivied porch shall spring

Each flower which sips the moming dews.

And although I do not intend that the wife should spm

and sing in the porch, I should have a seat there for her

to sit and sew on fine summer evenings ; while the hus-

band took the opposite seat with his book, or ^as busied

in his garden. In the right-hand corner of the lobby as

we enter, I should have the 30 hours' clock, in a well-

polished elm case ; and that part of the closet under the

stairs, not occupied with Potatoes or other roots, should

hold the man's tools, so that they might not be littering

about the rooms; while, at a proper height, between the

living-room and closet-doors, would be fixed a peg-rail for

hats, &c. My living-room fireplace should have a small

oven, and boiler on either side of the grate ; and the bay-

window splayed with a seat all round, where the wife can

sew and the husband read in cold or wet weather. On
either side of the bay-window are recesses : that next the

front should have a cupboard in the lower part for holding

groceries, ike, about 3 ft. high, and the glasses and better

sort of china displayed on the top. On the corresponding

side would be placed the family squab, or common sofa ;

and just above its back, the recess would have a shelf cor-

responding to the top of the cupboard, for holding the

books ; and if the occupant was fortunate enough to pos-

sess many of these, the recess might have shelves all the

way up, with a neat chintz curtain to let down at cleaning

times. When we have placed the tables in the space be-

tween the door and back wall, with a smaller table in the

angle next the porch, a flower.stand in the bosing of the

front window, and a few prints, in plain-, oak, bevelled

frames, being opposite the lights, with the regular com-

plement of chairs, &c„ I think our living-room will be

pretty tidy ; and it must be kept tidy too, if the wife has

any value for domestic comfort. The back kitchen has a

boiler for washing or brewing, and a fireplace, as all the

dirty work must be perfornted here ; with a back-door,

for ready access to the coals, &c. ; a slop-stone in the

window; and two rows of shelving where shown, for hold-

ing saucepans, &c. &c. The pantry will have a stone bench

and wooden shelving ; and opposite the door there is a snug

\ corner for holding the small barrel of beer, for the wakes
or Christmas, The outbuildings will have a shed-roof
over them, and speak for themselves, as also will the
chambers, in regard to the position of the doors, windows
beds, &c. ; so that no draught may pass across the beds.
The closet at the top of the stairs is to be shelved at one
end, for holding the bed and other linen ; and a pco--rail

is to be put up in it for hanging gowns, 5cc., on : so that

the chambers may always be kept tidy. I believe all will

agree with me that a cottage of this kind, placed on a
slight declivity, would have a pleasing appearance, as well

as prove exceedingly comfortable for a person ia the sta-

tion of life for whom it is designed.

Having now so far disposed of the house, we will pro-

ceed to the garden and its arrangements.

a a are plots of Grass, npon which, in convenient

situations, a detached China Rose or other choice plant

may be placed.

b b are irregular lines of flower border, planted with the

dwarfest flowers next the grass, (or each point may be

reserved for a separate florist's flower). This will create

a pleasing effect from the windows, for it frequently

happens that cottagers take the greatest pride in placing

their choicest flowers where they can be most readily seen

by passers-by, without seeming to care whether they can

be seen from the house ornot ; and this is unfortunately not

done because they wish to gratify the love of flowers ia

others, but from self-pride in their productions, which

would be laudable when rightly directed ; to which end we
would advise the first endeavours to be—giving all the

gratification we can to those at home who share in and

soothe so many of our cares, and then yield as much
pleasure as leis in our power to our fellow-men. This

can be done by inviting those of our neighbours, of similar

tastes, to view and admire our flowers; which would be a

poor gratification, if daily seen as they passed. The sides

next the boundary fence should be occupied with dwarf

flowering shrubs, as the scarlet flowering Currant, Persian

Lilacs, Rhododendrons, Laurels, &c: •

c is the drying and play ground, in which may be

planted a few Dwarf Apple-trees, and the fence may be

covered with Black Naples Currant ; which if eaten by the

children, will do them no harm, being gentle aperients,

and as a jelly are invaluable in a family, in such cases as

sore throats, allaying thirst in fevers, &c., &c.

d d are herb borders.

e a west border suitable for early Potatoes or Peas, and

after Celery or late Cauliflowers.

/ south border for earliest productions, as first Peas,

Radishes, Lettuce, Cauliflower, seed-beds, &c.

g east border for Rhubarb, Sea-kale, and Strawberries.

h Raspberries.

The central portion of the garden is divided into three
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equal divisions, one of which, or more, according to the

wants of the family, must be cropped with Potatoes,

leaving the remainder for the main crops of Cabbage,

Onions, Peas, Beans, &c. On either side of the narrow

walks are rows of Currants and Gooseberries; and at

each corner is a pyramidal Pear-tree. By dividing the

garden into three or more equal divisions, a system of

rotation cropping may be carried on ; which should always

be practised, as neither Potatoes nor any other vegetable

should be grown two years upon the same ground. The

trees round the boundary may be Apples, Pears, Plums,

and Cherries.

The area occupied Ly the house and garden is about

one-eighth of an acre, which, we doubt, will be considered

too great a space of ground for a mechanic to cultivate

properly ; but this will not be found the case if he is

industrious, and certainly not if he is fond of gardening as

a recreation, and wx believe the great advantages of such

a garden, well cropped, to a family, none will deny.

''Amicus Loudoni," in your last Number, instead of

refuting my objections to the Mechanic's Model Cottage,

asserts that they were anticipated by Mr. Loudon, and

that I have attacked that gentleman with weapons borrowed

from himself. This is not the fact; for Mr. Loudon has

only noticed two points repeated by me, and these but

slightly—namely, the entrance by the back kitchen, and

the situation of the fire-place ; as any one may see by re-

ferring to pages 407 and 436 of your JournaL Mr.
Loudon has therefore overlooked the principal defects

wjiich I pointed out ; and he has authorised them virtually

ty recommending the "Model design" in preference to

nny in the supplement. Will "Amicus" show us a

practicable section through the staircase of the model
cottage ?

—

Scrutator,

ON THE CULTURE OF THE RANUNCULUS.
Having seen Dr. Horner^s excellent paper on the cul-

ture of the Ranunculus in a late Chronicle, I wish to ex-

press my approbation of it, and to add a few suggestions

of my own. It is now nearly seven years since I wrote
an article on the same subject for the "Horticultural

Journal;" since which time further experience has con-

firmed me in the opinion I then gave of the necessity of

preparing the beds at an early period, so as to ensure a ge-

neral bloom. Dr. Horner recommen'ds October: I would
prefer doing this work in August, or not later than the

beginning of September. In the former month, the culti-

vator has many chances of fine weather to get the surface

soil of his beds thoroughly sweetened, by frequent turn-

ings and exposure to the sun and air. He «lso obtains the

autumnal rains requisite to consolidate his beds, so as to

make his success almost certain in the cultivation of this

flower,

I quite agree in the advice given to keep the beds low,

(tAie wood-edging should not exceed an inch and a half, or

two inches, above the paths) ; and likewise in having a re-

tentive loam for the subsoil. But I would demur to the

wse of soil from an old pasture, except every particle (sods

included) were minutely examined for that pest of the

florist—the wire-worm.
I would also insist on the use of cow-dung at least one

year old ; if older, more of it should be used- I have
sometimes used old dung from a hotbed without any evil

result ; but I would rather use the cow-dung, on account
of its cooling property. To put manure low down is en-
tirely waste.

Dr. Horner gives good advice to cultivators when he
recommends February as the only month when planting

should take place. I am of his opinion, and for the same
Teasons that he so ably expresses. I would say, plant so

soon as the surface soil of the beds is sufficiently dry to

rake ; and I would recommend the same distance between
the rows, and between the plants. Some of the vigorous

Mew seedlings would require to have six inches apart al-*

lowed them; and even at that distance, when the flowers

are in bloom, the surface of the beds will be covered with

a mass of tangled foliage. I prefer planting in drills; to

regulate the depth, I use a very simple instrument, viz., a

piece of wood that extends across the bed, with a notch at

each end 1 5 in. deep Aftermarkiagtherowson the surface, I

scoop out a little earth from each drill with a trowel, then

press down the piece of wood till the projecting parts rest

upon the framework of the bed.

If the lower part is covered with tin or lead, it will pre-

Tcnt the soil adhering, and cause it to work with facility ;

the back serves for a strike. Two persons, by holding it

down close to the wood-edge, can draw the superfluous

soil toward the centre of the bed ; when it can be re-

moved, and by means of it the bed made perfectly level.

Another instrument, equally simple, may also be-used.

It consists of a piece of wood with knobs 1| inches deep,

and of sufficient diameter to allow of a root being easily

placed in the hole formed by each. The knobs ought to

be covered with some substance to prevent adhesion of the

«oil, and placed five inches apart ; this will make a good
^n^ ready dibber. The cultivator has here a choice of

two instruments—both good—with which the operation of

planting can be performed by two persons very expedi-

tiously. When the roots are placed in their position,

press them gently to make them Srm, and prevent worms
from casting them out.

I would sdso condemn the practice of removing 1^ inch
^f the surface soil previous to placing the roots, and after-

awards filling up the bed with loose soil.

The situation of the beds should be on a level part of
ihe garden ; and since such cold wet summers have been
recently experienced, 1 'twould prefer an open, airy situa-
^o^; exposed to the fall euq^ so as to have something

Ilik e a certainty of having my roots ripened before the sea-
son was too far advanced-
The placing them in a situation where they are exposed

only for a few hours to the morning sun mny answer per-
fectly well for the old sorts, which in general are ready for

taking up at the time when they ought to be in bloom ;

but I would advise an open situation for all the new sorts

which are of vigorous habit, and which are later in per-

fecting their roots. Last year, in a situation such as I

have mentioned, it was the month of September before I

had the last of my roots taken up. Had they been in a

shaded situation, I would have run every risk of losing

many of my sorts. Persons wishing to compete at flower-

shows may have a spare bed of duplicate roots, in such a

situation as Dr. Horner recommends, for the purpose of

prolonging their bloom.
Under the head of General Management, the advice given

by Dr. XL cannot, in my opinion, be amended. IMy prac-

tice is, when the plants are well up, and when the surface

soil is moderately dry, to stir the soil between the rows
and about the plants, to the depth of about an inch, and
to break jt fine. I then sprinkle over the whole surface

about \ inch in thickness of exhausted Auricula compost

;

tills prevents the surface cracking, helps to keep the plants

cool, and answers for a top-dressing.

During the whole of last April there was no rain in this

part of the country ; the sun shone fiercely throughout
the day, accompanied by a cutting east wind, and inva-

riably by frost during the nights. Yet during this trying

time, I never watered my Ranunculuses; consequently, my
plants received no check from this cause ; yet I had a fine

and strong bloom. When water is given, let it be pond-
water if possible : if spring-water, let it be exposed to the

sun for some hours before it is used, to soften it and raise

its temperature. If this precaution is not adopted, the

cultivator will to a certainty scald his foliage, and most
probably destroy a number of bis roots. Whenever there

is any indication of frost, water should on no account be

given. With respect to taking up the roots, I would in-

sist on the cultivator not waiting until the' whole of his

roots are ready to take up before he commences that

operation, but to take them up singly whenever they are

ripe, and deposit them in safety in the bag or drawer ap-

propriated to the sort. The beds should be frequently

looked over ; and as the roots attain to maturity, let them
be taken up, till the whole are secured.

To accelerate the ripening of the roots of late sorts, I

have adopted with success the practice of cutting the

fibres a few inches below the surface with a trowel, and
gently raising the ball of earth about the root, half an inch

above the level of the bed. By this method, I have saved
many valuable seedlings, and 1 have never found plants

treated in this manner to be at all the worse for it. I am
confident had I not done this, many fine sorts which I

now hold would have been totally lost, •

I would also recommend the awning being kept in

readiness to ward off heavy rains after the bloom
;
gentle

rains will increase the size of the roots, but heavy rains,

by saturating the beds, will retard the ripening of the

roots, even if it does not cause renewed vegetation; and
will cause rot, to a certain extent, to take place among
some of the roots.

I have had many applications made to me by various

persons for instructions to prepare Ranunculus beds; I

will, therefore, again state my method. The depth of soil

in my beds is 2~ feet ; the subsoil is from the Carse of

Falkirk. It is a rich, clayey, friable loam, very retentive

of moisture ; about six or eight inches from the surface

is a rich light loam, of a sandy nature. I prepare my
beds next month ; I remove the whole of the soil with the

remains of the dung given last year, and turn up the sub-

soil a whole spade in depth, breaking it well. If the

beds are allowed to remain in this state for a day or two,

to sweeten the subsoil, I consider it to be an advantage.

I then place upon the subsoil a layer of cow-dung, at least

one year old, three or four inches thick; when this is

equally distributed, I scatter over it the fine powder of

new-slackened lime, to correct any acidity and destroy

the worms. By using lime, I am seldom annoyed by
worms disturbing my beds ; I then fill up with new light

soil, generally taken from the surface of my Tulip bed,

which has for some weeks before been frequently turned
to sweeten it, and I prefer to have it in a dry state when
placed upon the dung ; I also reserve a portion to fill up
with from time to time, as the beds subside. I keep my
beds always full, to allow for subsidence through the win-

ter, as I would much rather have some soil to take from
the surface when I plant, then have to add fresh to it. I

have found a light soil, from which a crop of early Pota-
toes has been raised, suit most admirably for the surface

of Ranunculus beds ; but I would advise that it should be

turned several times before it is used. I rake the surface

frequently, filling up well toward the edge.

The cultivation of the Ranunculus is very simple, pro-
vided the grower will only be at ordinary painstaking, and
follow the excellent advice given by Dr. Horner, and any
suggestions, by way of improvement, which this paper
may supply^ For the last fourteen years, 1 have never
failed to have a strong and general bloom, during which
time my beds have been prepared in the manner I have
detailed.

—

George Lightbody, Falkirk.

moved to a less exposed situation until they start a^aia

into growth. Now, when it is so fashionable to grow
large specimens for exhibition at the horticultural shows,

the opera^tion of cutting down is perhaps the most critical

in the management of thia favourite flower. If this is not
done properly, no after .management will compensate for

it, and the plants will either be badly formed, or they will

have few flowers. Ha\ing the plant before him, the ama-
teur should in the first place determine the particular

shape which he intends it to assume the following year-

He should then examine the branches, and see how they
may be made to take that form, and cut them to it; at

the same time taking care not to cut them lower than is

actually necessary. When they are cut too low, it is pos-
sible to grow the plant to a large size, but it will generally
flower indifferently. The matter which is formed in
autumn in the ripened stems, is doubtless a storehouse
which supplies the flowers of the following year; and
hence we see how well plants flower which are only cut
partially, or not at all. But if they are left in this state,

they would be deficient in foliage, and would have fewer
flower-stems—besides, it would not be possible to renew
the soil without giving them a check which they would
not easily recover. In practice, therefore, it is found
best only to cut as low as will enable the plant to fill np,
and become bushy from the top to the bottom. After the

stems have begun to grow, the plants should be turned
out of the pots, and the balls of earth reduced. The roots

should be pruned at the same time, and the plants re-potted

in pots considerably smaller than those which they have
been in during their period of flowering. After this opera-

tion they ought to be put in a situation which is well

shaded from bright sunshine, until they commence to form
new rootlets for their support, when they may be more
exposed, in order to prevent them from being drawn. la
the autumn, before the stormy weather commences, they
must be taken into the greenhouse.

Where Pelargoniums are not intended for exhibition, I

think the amateur should never attempt to grow them to

a large size- They are much neater in small houses, and
are better adapted to his purpose, when they are grown la

such pots as I6's, 24*8 or even 32*8, than when in 12*8,

8's, and 6's, Besides, a much greater variety can of course

be grown, and the whole will not present such a formal

appearance as we are now accustomed to see. The quality

of the flowers should also be a principal object, for the

beauty of those which were raised six or eight years ago
will bear no comparison with those of a more recent date.

The florists' standard of beauty may he called arbitrary,

and in some things it perhaps is so ; but in so far as the

Pelargonium is concerned, 1 think any one, who knows
anything about the properties of a good flower, if he has

his choice of two, would choose the good in preference to

the bad one. There is something in the full round form,

the thick velvety petal, the clear rich colours, and the

clean eye, which attracts universal notice and ad-

miration. Cuttings struck now, or small plants pro-

cured in the autumn or spring, will flower beautifully nea;^

summer.

—

R, F.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXIX.
Pelargoniums in the greenhouse which are now going

out of flower may be removed to a situation in the open
air, and fully exposed to the sun. In the course of two or

three weeks the wood will be sufficiently ripened, which

will be visible by the green colour of the stems chaioging

to brown; an^ the plants may then be cut down and re*

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Liehig^s Agriculiurai Chemistry.—In the course of the

late meeting of tlie British Association at Manchester^
during a discussion which followed upon the reading of
Professor Liebig's second communication to that body, I
took occasion to advert to the strictures on his former
report which had just appeared in the Gardeners'
Cbronicky &r\d if I had not found myself anticipated by
Dr. Gregory in many of my remarks, should now request
your permission to give them a wider circulation by trans-

ferring their substance to your columns. But, under
present circumstances, I am content to leave the question

in other hands ; for although it may be true that your
correspondent has not entered into a detailed enumeration
of Dr. Schleiden^s arguments, yet I am persuaded that

this labour will be spared us both by Professor Liebig
himself, or by some of his numerous disciples in Germany,
if not on account of the weight of the objections urged
against his views, at least in consideration of the reputa-
tion belonging to the individual who has assailed them.
I shall therefore merely attempt to remove from your
country readers any prepossession that may have been
created in their minds by a hasty perusal of the articles in
question, against those principles of Rural Economy
which, on the authority of Professor Liebig's widely,
diff'used and justly popular treatise, are beginning to obtain
currency amongst farmers. These views I am happy to

find, in all essential particulars, unshaken, I might almost
say, untouched, by the criticisms alluded to ; nor can it

fail to be regarded as a strong corroborative proof of their
correctness, that an author, so eager to fasten upon all

the weak and dubious points of the work he professes to
criticise,as Schleidenbas shownhimself tobe,should either

expressly or by implication admit the greater part of those
principles which, mainly in consequence of this work,
are exerting so important and so beneficial an influence

upon British agriculture. I ought not, however, to con-

clude without deprecating the tone of disparagement

which Dr. Schleiden has throughout assumed in spcakiog

of the labours of an individual whom Germany has reason

to regEild as one of her brightest ornaments, rescuing **

the same time that it should have been in ^^T f^f^
provoked by lacgrnge of undue depreciation ^PV^^J
Liebig himself to the Botanists and Physiok^^. *^^ ^^

own country. I must, however, remark, ^^^L^^ t *^?^

somejostilicdtidn of a style of criticism, wji^ *.*^'°.";«

wish to see altogether banished from s^tific disqmsi.

tions, may be collected from a perusal/^ ^r- feciueiaea s

own critique, as, at the very dme he M accusing a Chemist

of entertaining erxon^Qvuf ni>^Qns xtsgardmg the atructD^^
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he himself cvinoci a degree of

Chemistry and
and functions of plants,

.

.orance on matters connected with

ysics, which one is surprised to meet with Jom so

accomplished a Physiologist. Witness his citing Faraday

MM an example of scientific eminence attained by one noi

Iroaght up in a laboratory, as well as his infernng that

the soil toust contribute to the nourishment of plants,

hecause» if it did not, the quantity of carbonic acid in

forests would go on accumulating. Of course I do not deny

the conclusion, which indeed, notwithstanding certain

ambiguous passages in his work, I do not believe it was

the intention of Professor Liebig to controvert, as a

ffeneral truth, seeing that the entire substance of his

theory respecting humus appears to proceed upon such an

assumption. But with regard to the ground alleged, I can

only say that it seems to imply on the part of Schleiden a

want of familiarity with the laws concerning the diffusion

of gases, which, in consequence of the nsearches of

Dalton and of Graham, are known in this country to every

tyro in science* I may also observe, that the severe

comments which Liebig has passed upon the naturalists

of Germany, when speaking of the function which plants

discharge in imparting oxygen to the atmosphere, appear

to me palliated to an extent for which I was not prejared

by the contents of the paper of which you have given us a

translation. When a Physiologist of the 19th century, so

distinguished as Meyen, denies that the atmosphere is

Improved by the functions of vegetation, and when
Schleiden himself contltnds that plants vegetating in a con-

lined portion of air do not change its constitution, either

in its qualitative or its quantitative relations, one ought

not so much to wonder that a Chemist, regarding such

eminent persona as the type of the body to which they

belong, should animadvert rather strongly upon the

Naturalists of his own country, for their apparent neglect

of those lights which they might have borrowed from an-

other science to clear up the obscurities of their own.
Foreign Naturalists, however, who have no wish to inter-

fere in these personal disputes, but are interested in the

diffusion of the discoveries by which both these distin-

guished men have enriched the common patrimony of

science, cannot but regret that either of them should have
adopted a tone of controversy calculated to impede the

reception of truths in which the well-being of society is

concerned^ by shaking the confidence of the public in each
others authority as experimentalists or as reasoners,

—

Charles Dauheny, Professor of Rural Economy, Oj'ford,
Model CQllages.—A friend of Mr. Loudon's complains

that your correspondents only repeat his own objection as
to tlie passage through the back-room into the front.
But iaasoiuch as, after all, tiie engraving of the cottage is

left with this defect, of what value is Mr. Loudon's re-
mark? It becomes merely an admission that the defect
is irremediable in the model plan. Instead, therefore, of
flo much criticising, the best course for Mr. London**
friend would be take up " StumpV challenge, and show
where and why these model cottages, with such a multi-
tude of counsellors and improvers, arc better than those
commonly built, during the present century, by ordi-

nary country workmen. For my own part, I agree with
Stump," that the majonty of the recently-erected dou-

ble five-roomed cottages are very much better than the

best of those in question. In fact, I should say of the

model plans, that die first is oo; '-on-place, and the last

ingeniously inconvenient ; while the transition cottage
(No, 2,04y) is unquestionably the paragon of absurdity.

—

PhUo-Stnmpi^
Improved Wateririg-Poi—Wc have received the accom-

panying engraving of an improved pot from Mr. G. B.
Thompson, 390, Oxford-street, who states that it is supe-
riority consists in the roses being so formed as to give the
water thrown from them the nearest resemblance to a gen-
tie shower of rain, which renders it peculiarly suitable for

watering seedlings or other tender plants. As the brass
joints which connect the roses to the spout are made
water-tight, there is no danger of its returning outside^ to
the annoyance of the person using it.

n

ff,' the spout to which the rosea are screwed ; 5, the box
to contain either spout out of use ; c and «/, the holes in
which the joints are placed ; e, a large rose for watering
flower-beds ; /, a smaller rose for watering plants ia

pots, &c.

MffecU of GtiG7io,'-'As 1 see many questions in the

Chronicle concerning Gnano, I send you, for the benefit

of your readers, the following observations which I have
jnade during a period of 16 or 17 months ; having used it

both in its natural and liquid state. I find the following

method of applying it to succeed beit on soil which is

of a light sandy nature, on a red wmdstoile formation.

For Peas, Beans, Onions, &c., and all other crops for

which the ground is prepared in the autumn, it should be

«iaed at the rate of I lb. io 4 square yards (mixed with

baif its Qwa quantity gt wood aslie^; VfjA^re they cw be

procured) ; when used in spring or any other season, it

should be well dug into the ground before planting or

sowing ; for if seeds come into contact with it during

germination, the stimulus is too strong for them. The
Cabbage tribe seem particularly benefited, as it not only

promotes their luxuriance, but prevents them from club-

bing. Our Cauliflowers have this year been very fine,

and free from that pest ; whereas last year they were

literally devoured ; and I attribute it entirely to Guano
having been nsed this year instead of other manure. 1

may also mention, for the information of those who are

troubled with slugs, that if they will dust the ground now
and then with it, these enemies will very soon disappear.

Potatoes, Turnips, Lettuce, &c., sfnd in fact everything

for which it has been used as a manure, show its beneficial

effects ; when the crops are gathered, I will send the com-

parative weights of the produce of it and other manures.

When used in a liquid state, 4 lbs. will be sufficient for

10 gallons of water ; and in this way I prefer it for all

plants in pots, having used it for Camellias, Pelargoniums,

and many other things, with the most gratifying results.

I water with it twice a week ; the leaves of the Camellias

are dark green, and from their shining appearance seem

as if they had been washed. They have made good wood,

and show abundance of fiower-buds for the next season.

Cucumbers also, watered twice a week with the liquid,

assume a healthy green peculiar to Guano ; we have cut

many this season 22 in. and 2 ft. long (a cross between

Kenyon's and Walker's), grown at the back of a Pine

stove, and watered as before stated. The Pine-apple also

luxuriates under similar treatment, and I have now about

40 Black Jamaicas swelling fine fruit, which I think would

not have been half the size if they had not been watered

with the liquid twice a week. I may state that I allow it

to stand 12 hours after mixing ; and I prefer using it before

it has stood too long, as it then gives off its ammonia.

—

J.

Selkirk, Aigburth, near Liverpool.

Effects of Liqrdd Majiure upon Fuchsia fnlgens,—In

last week's '^Notices to Correspondents," you state that

strong liquid manure, applied to Fuchsia fulgens, will pro-

bably cause it to drop off its flowers; and I can safely

assert that such is the case. I have a plant six feet high,

and thinking to improve the colour and size of its flowers,

I applied manure water to it, when all the flowers that

were formed dropped off, the leaves turned yellow, and, in

fact, the plant was nearly destroyed. Imagining the

cause, I desisted from applying the manure water, when
it entirely recovered, and is now one of the greatest orna-

ments in the conservatory.

—

Dame Gilletely.

Effect of Soap-suds on Cabbages,—I believe it will

be a thankless piece of service for one gardener to teach

another how to grow Cabbages and Cauliflowers
; yet as

I
these crops of vegetables have failed this season in various

parts of the country, the following; notice may perhaps be
of use fo your cottage readers. Wherever soap-suds have
been \iseA -pienttlwUy, Cabbages and Cauliflowers have
grown luxuriantly. I have made several inquiries of
others who have used them, and in no instance have I

heard of a failure where soap-suds have been applied. I

intend to try them over Broccoli, to see if they will prevent
them froni clubbing. Others may do so likewise, and
make known the results. Whether the alkali in the water
has prevented the enemy from destroying the roots, or
given the roots more vigour to resist the attack, I do not
know ; but one thing is certain—where such matter has
been applied, it has produced the most beneficial results.

I think cottagers may take a lesson from this, and save
that which would nourish their languishing crops ; for it

is a pity to see a pool of filthy water polluting the neigh-
bourhood with its stench, while, within a few yards of it,

the vegetables of a garden are dying of starvation.—P,
Mackenzie,

Effects of Ammoniacal Liquor upon Slugs and Worms.
—I have tried ammonia water, in a diluted state, upon
slugs and worms ; the former relish it as little as they do
a pinch of Scotch snuff spiinkled over their bodies. The
gray slug is sometimes difficult of detection, its colour
being nearly similar to that of the earth ; but when the
water reaches it the tentaculx are instantly drawn inwards,
the body appears convulsed, and is soon encased with a
white, slimy covering, by which it is easily detected.

When the ammonia water touches the worms, they jump
out of the earth in as great a hurry as if a dozen moles
were in pursuit of them.

—

Peter Mackenzie.
Coal-tar.—Coal-tar, judiciously applied to the stems

of Apple-trees, certainly prevents the destructive effects

of their decortication by Rabbits, without the slightest

injury to the growth of the tree. I have lately witnessed
numerous proofs, in different places, of this successful
application, and mean to adopt it myself.— J". Murray,

The Sting of a Wasp.— Ammonia, or that called
'* Spirits of Hartshorn," I have found an effectual anti-

dote to the sting of a Wasp, I remember, two summers
ago, on sailing from Guernsey to Sark, a Wasp alighted
on the arm of a child, and inflicted a wound, acutely
painful. I applied liquid ammonia immediately, and the
pain was instantly subdued. I cannot doubt that it

j
would prove as efficient in the cure of the sting of a Bee.—J. Murray,

The Cofmnon Ilouse-J^y.—lt jovl have made any ob-
ierration on the presence of the common house-fly this
season, aa to whether they are more or less frequent than
usual, or whether there is the average supply of them, or
should any of your readers be disposed to favour mc with
their observj^ona upon the subject, I shall be greatly
obliged. We have scarcely any, nor have I seen any
common butterflies s wijce the end of May and beginning
of June I have met with 6my 4^q cockchafers, very few
moths, and not half a dozen wasps] t:a^ itaiay, perhaps,
be too early for them yet/ I^ the presence ortWfly^indi-

1

//.

cative of a wholesome atmosphere or otherwise? 1 have
heard it stated that they are most numerous in the most
salubrious air. What has become of the swallows !

B.f Essex*
Summer Pruning of Wall- trees,—As my summer ma.

nagement of Pears and other free-growing Wall-trees on
the spur system, differs from the general practice, a short
description may probably not be uninteresting to your
readers. About the end of June I commence with the'
strongest-growing shoots, by laying in the necessary youne
wood, according to the mode of training practised and
with the finger and thumb, carefully breaking dowu
each superfluous shoot, leaving it about a fourth of its
original length, with two or three eyes at the base. The
young wood lives in this pendulous form, and the leaves
continue slowly to perform their functfons until Septem-
ber, when the shoots should be removed, by pressing
them upwards with the hand. This removal invigorates

the trees, by assisting the eyes upon the spurs to become
plump fruit-buds ; therefore it should not be delayed after

the danger is past of the upper eyes pushing into leaf.

In the autumn I root-prune the trees, by divesting them
of half the strong roots, three or four feet from the trunk
with a sharp instrument ; repeating the summer and au-
tumn treatment every season, until the trees are reduced
to a healthy fruitful conditiQn, which is effected in a few
years. At this winter pruning, the rough ends of the

new spurs should be cut smooth with a sharp thin-bladed

knife. Experience has shown me that, by the recumbent
form of the summer shoots, the sap juices are choked in

their free circulation, and the eyes at the base partake so

moderately of the secretions of the leaves, that they soon

become fruitful. It is well known that the too free appli-

cation of the knife in summer management of fruit-trees

is the source of great evil, and should therefore be avoided.

It must be wrong to deprive a tree, in ihe middle of its

growth, of so much young wood, every leaf being a vital

organ to give life and strength ; therefore this summer
cutting must reduce the resources of the tree and hasten

decay.— //. Bowers^ Laleham.
Forest Pruning,—If my good friend Mr. Billington or

any other writer make use of wrong terms to express their

ideas (mental images), they must not be surprised, nor

need they be offended, if they are sometimes misunder-

stood. I had formed the notion that Mr. B.'s system,

whatever it is, and whether the *' true one'' or not', is still

a system of " pruning." By pruning, as apjdied to trees,

most people understand taking off or amputating some

part ostensibly f©r the benefit of the whole ; but, by what

now appears, the term ** pruning" should never have been

applied to Mr. B.'s *^ system" at all, and I am really glad

to find we are so near of one opinion, and I beg to assure

Mr. B, that it never was my intent to do him the slightest

injustice, and should be glad to peruse his book on this

controverted subject—were it comeatable. Had you, sir,

thought fit to print the verbosity of my former letters, Mr.

B. would have seen with how much personal respect I

spoke of him, though I have never '* seen bis face in the

flesh," If, in fact, the alteration of Mr. B.'s term from

to " training and preventive" has been the

means, as he alleges, of *' bringing out this no-pruning

system," then he may congratulate himself on having

rendered the tree-pruning public a very essential service.

I beg to inform all whom it may concern that my notice was

attracted to the subject by the articles of several corre-

spondents in your earlier columns ; but long previously to

the appearance of the Gardeners^ Chronicle my opi-

nions were pretty well settled on the matter, and I have as

yet seen nothing calculated to disturb them. Now for a

word or two about ** Originality." It is very flattering to

human vanity to be able to lay claim to originality in any

useful invention. Fulton in America, and Symington at

Grangemouth (N.B.), each applied the steam-engine to

propel vessels on the water about the same period, totally

unknown to each other. Which of the two was the

oridnal ?—or were they not both? At one time when

I was partly, as formerly stated, a disciple of

Pontey on tree-pruning. My present opinions are entirely

the results of unaided experience and observation. Am I

not then as much an original on that subject as Miller or

Duhamel, or even my friend Billington himself? But^I

must have done. It is matter of regret that Poutey s

system still has its followers. I hope what has appeared

from time to time in your columns will at least help to

cap it with the extinguisher.— Qucrcus,
The Laburnum.—I can assure your correspondent that

neither the wood, bark, nor leaves of the Common La-

burnum are injurious to cattle ; for my cows, with a

flock of from 50 to 100 sheep, became at large a short

time since in the plantations, and the only shrub Ihey ap-

peaj-ed to attack was the Laburnum, which I fi^^ "^*

rather improved their health than otherwise; andtheseed,

I should say, is not injurious, as I find an eq^ual porUon

of that gone also.

—

H. C, ,

Araucaria Braziliensis.—Tn the Chronicle of the Wi

instant, you have stated in the " Notices to Correspond-

ents," headed «E. T. O.," that *' Araucaria Braziliensis

will not stand the winter in this climate
;

" wheresl

towards the autumn of last year I tried the experiment m
my garden with a plant which I had raised from seed m a

hothouse ; and I beg to suy that it has stood during the

whole of last winter, without any cover or protection

whatever, and is now in a healthy and growing ^*^^^^*rTJ

J. S. Balham. [We apprehend some mistake here. An

the Brazilian Araucarias that we have known to be ex-

" pruning"

young

F. G.
posed to the winter have invariably perished.]

Disease in Firs.—In No, 28 of the Chronick,
'

C," has observed that upon almost all his Larches one

branch has withei-ed, and that he suspects the disease wiU

increase. Two ymn ago I noticea the extremity w o»«
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branch upon a Silver Fir, about 30 years old, to have be-

come yellow for the length of two or three joints, about

two-thirds of the distance up the tree. The disease did

not spread, but last year the tree was covered with insects

which adhered to the bark in millions. When I saw the

tree this spring it was iu the same state, covered with in-

sects, and the yellow spray still remaining as before. Now
I have very little doubt but this spray was the original

nidus of the insect which afterwards spread over the

tree ; and it is probably the same with « F. 6. C.'s
"

Larches. I recommend him, therefore, to cut away all

the sickly branches, except he will leave a few for the

sake of vfcrifying my conje^ure, and to send specimens of

them to you for examination. Since I expect the Silver

Fir which I speak of will die^ though at present it bears

up well, and as it conceals an obnoxious object, I shall

wish to leave the trunk and cover it, if possible, with strong

climbers, which may form a tall bush about it as long as

it will stand. My present notion is to plant Roses round

it, and I shall be obliged if you would name some of the

quickest-growing ones, which have fine bunches of flowers

and which blossom plentifully during the autumn, as well

as the quickest-growing and most ornamental of the ever-

green Roses,

—

N-Tom-Ologlst. [The quickest-growing

Roses are the Boursault, Elegans, and Gracilis ; Madame
D'Arblay and the Garland, hybrid chmbing Roses, will

flower plentifully during the autumn ; and the best ever-

green Roses are Donna Maria and Rampant, the latter of

which also blooms freely in the autumn.

J

Cause of Milde IV in Peas.—I some time ago gave my
reasons for forming the opinion that the cause of mildew
on the foliage of Peas^ was an over-supply of moisture.

Your correspondent J, M, thinks that the want of

moisture is the cause of mildew in his crops. How, then,

is this difference of opinion to be accounted for? We
both appear satisfied that every effect must have a cause;

and in both cases there is reasonable presumption for

grounding the statements we have made. Perhaps one
intermediate fact will solve the difficulty, and harmonize
the apparently opposing statements. In the generality of
cases, it will be found that damp or moisture is the cause
of mildew. The currier and leather-cutter can prove that
it attacks their dressed leather when deposited in damp
cellars ; the mariner knows that, when his sails are stowed
away in a damp state, they are soon seized with the
"canvas mildew;" the possessor of old folios knows
that, when they,are allowed to remain in a damp situation,

they soon become marbled with mildew ; and writers on
Horticulture admit that the cause of milcfew on the leaves
of the Peach-tree proceeds from the tree being planted in
a damp situation, or from ** cold damp weather ; " others
affirm that the mildew on the leaves of the Hawthorn is

occasioned by the want of moisture, as in the case of
J. ii/.'s crops of Peas. But if we would bear in mind
that Fungi are part of Nature's scavengers, ever ready to
act upon decaying matter, and render it fit to enter into
new combinations, then, perhaps, we shall be enabled to
see our way more clearly. It is said that Fungi never
appear upon or attack vegetables or timber while in a
healthy state ; yet, from their extreme smallness and the
general distribution of their spores, they are always in
readiness for acting if circumstances render their action
necessary. It is probable that the dry sandy soil in the
garden of J, M, contains a considerable quantity of the
oxide of iron, or some other ingredient pernicious to the
welfare of the crop; these, together with the want of
moisture, may cause a stagnation in the juices of the
plant, and prepare it for the Fungi to act An over-
supply of moisture will also prove injurious to certain
crops

J
and, in conjunction with this, the chilly nights

sometimes experienced in autumn, will prepare the way
for the mildew to work its ravages. Much may depend
upon the nature of the soil, and the ingredients which the
water may dissolve ; but the soil in which my Peas grew,
whicli were attacked vpith mildew, was chiefly peat. Such I

a soil is very likely to hold water in excess, and water,
too, of an antiseptic nature, from the tannin in the peat.
It also contains a considerable quantity of acid matter,
which, according to Lord Meadowbank, is of the nature
of gallic acid. If we receive it as a general maxim that
some diseased state of the plant must precede the attack
of Fungi, then we may conceive it possible for crops of

to fall into bad health, both where there is an
abundance of water, and where there is a deficiency. Fur-
ther investigations in vegetable nosology may throw more
light upon the subject.

—

Peter Mackenzie.
l^getabie JMonsters.— I inclose a flower of Fuchsia mu-

tabms, in which some of the anthers are tipped with the
petals.

—

JohnlVedgwood,^[lL\ih is a curious case of ve-
getable transformation. The petals are in a state of
transition into stamens, having lengtliened into a thread
rquivalent to the filament, and contracted into a hollow
P -pie point, approaching the structure of the anther.
It^a not a little interesting to find how entirely all these
mstances of unusual structure confirm the doctrine that
every part of a flower is made up of leaves.]
Double Canterbury Bells.—There has lately been sent

^o the Horticultural Society, by Mr, S. F. Gray, of
St. Jamcs's-street, some remarkably fine specimens of this
Uower. They were both dark nnd light coloured, very
large, and in most cases produced by the mere addition of
a second corolla. The number of flowers in the usual
distorted state was inconsiderable.
Sale of Orchidaceona Plants.—Our readers will per-

ceive in the advertising columns of last week, that an ex-
tensive sale Qf these very valuable plants will shortly take
place at Stevens's Auction Room, Covent-garden. We
learn from a correspondent that the collection contains a
nne maaa of Barkcria spectabilis, noble plants of L^Tm
*uperbxens, aud a large quantity of Cattleya Skinueri.

There are also large maaats of Stanh6pea venusta, and
MaxilMria cruenta, with 20 plants of a species of Mor-
modes, and immense quantities of the comparatively hardy
Odontoglossum grande and Oncidium leucochilum. The
plants are stated to be in excellent health. Mr. Skinner
has announced his intention of being present at the sale,

in order to explain to buyers the quality of the lots,

Marchandde Bouquets,—1 observe in the Chronicle
of July 2d a notice of my shop, wherein you state it to be
in Conduit-street. I shall feel obliged by your correcting

the mistake, as it is in Cliff'ord-street, Old Bond-street.'

C. T. Harding.
The Vllalily of Seeds,—In the proceedings of the Bri-

tish Association, held at Manchester, the Vitality of
Seeds is questioned ; and no clear understanding appears
to be arrived at as to the length of time the embryo will

remain in a perfect state under favourable circumstances.
The following may or may not be interesting. About four
years ago, when the Birkenhead and Chester Railway was
being formed, a good portion of which was excavated, I

was frequently passing that part of the line which is cut

through several old meadow-fields, about 14 ft. deep. This
part of the line was in active formation from November
to March following ; the soil, from about a foot from the

surface to the bottom of the cut, was strong adhesive

loam, and, from its regular appearance, I concluded that

no human efl'ort had ever been employed to disturb the

subsoil before. In the month of April, on either side of

the slope, the Charlock (Sinapis arvensis) was visible,

springing up in millions ; and by the beginning of June
it was one dense mass of yellow flowers, at least a quarter

of a mile in length.- Now, as there is no arable land that

may produce Charlock within the distance of half a mile,

where did the seed of the Charlock originate from ? I

cannot, without further instruction,* come to any other
conclusion than that this seed had remained in a perfect

state ever since Nature's great eruption C.Penny. •

The Princess Boyal Strawberry.—We have received a
note from Mr. Morris, of Deptford, complaining that

plants of this Strawberry, sold to him last year as a new
sort, by Mr. Newsome, of Dewsbury, at the rate of 5/,

per hundred, and which were to weigh 12 to the lb., have
proved to be nothing more than the Elton. We have also

seen a letter from Mr. Newsome himself, who, in answer
to the complaint, merely says that *' there may be some
resemblance to the Elton Pine, but he raised them from
seed/' Now if plants are called new and sold at such a
high price merely because they have been raised from
seed, we have no hesitation in saying that the public is

imposed upon. We know nothing personally of this

Princess Royal Strawberry, but it looks very much as if

it were an instance of this practice.

As^mragus grown in Tin Tubes,—Since growing Aspa-
ragus in bottles has failed, it may be interesting to your
readers to know that in a gentleman's garden in Ireland
they insert tin tubes over the heads, and thus obtain very
fine ones. These tubes, of course, neither have narrow
necks, nor admit the light—to which you attribute the

failure of the bottle system. I am not aware that this

practice is universal in Ireland ; but more information
shall be obtained on the subject, and, if desirable, sent to

the- Gardeners* Chronicley either immediately or at a more
seasonable time.

—

J, A. -P.—[We have seen this method
practised, and an exceedingly good one it is.]

Peas

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris.— The *' Paulovnia imperialis" has lately

bloomed in the Jardiu des Plantes of this city; and the

botanists here consider themselves entitled to no little

merit, for having introduced so noble an addition to the

Park and Lawn. It is, without doubt, a valuable acquisi-

tion, and will be in much request. Its robust habit,

enormous leaves, and numerous panicles of large blue
flowers, give it a gay and striking appearance. Too great

expectations had probably been formed of the beauty and
magnificence of the blooms ; neither the colour nor
style of flowering being such as had been anticipated. In-
stead of several flowers opening at the same time on each
bunch, one or two only were to be seen ; and these were
not flesh-coloured, but of a bluish lilac. It, however,
possesses one^ valuable property, which was not expected :

five years' experience have proved it to be perfectly hardy;
and if sufficienlly robust to withstand the winters of the

Continent without protection, little danger need be appre-

hended from the climate of England, where the seasons

are usually less severe. Even the flower-buds, which were
formed last autumn, remained unhurt, and expanded early

in the spring. It may be said that last season was less

rigorous than usual; but the frost of 1840-41 was suffi-

cient to destroy Laurels, Magnolias, China Roses, &c.&c.;
yet the Paulovnia even then escaped untouched. Let it

not, however, be inferred from this, that very young
or tender plants would bear this treatment ; it is pos-
sible they might, but a slight protection of leaves or
straw is advisable for the two first winters, after

which no particular care will be required. French
nurserymen appear to be fully alive to the value
of this .tree, and knowing with what eagerness plants
really good are sought after, especially on the other side
of the Channel, they have called into exercise all their skill

and activity to multiply it in every possible manner.
Roots, layers, cuttin'-^, and leaves have all been put into
requisition ; so that by next October there will certainly
be not les=: than 20 or 30,000 saleable plants. Tliis is no
exaggeration, since I speak from facta which have come
under my own observation. Last autumn a plant waa
worth from oO to 80 francs ; now it can be got at S or 10.

and I should not at all be surprised at the price being 5/.

or V* per hundred ia September, It is in the possessiou

of every nurseryman, and no two persons demand the same
price for iU All^eem decided upon one thing—that large

quantities will be required from every part ©f Europe and
North America, and that they cannot hare too many of
it ; without* perhaps, considering that it ia already exten-
sively circulated in Belgium and Germany, as well as in
all the principal nurseries of London, This forced mul-
ti(tlication cannot fail to be highly injurious, and very few
will be able to realise anything for their trouble and ori-
ginal cost The most extravagant statements have been
circulated As to the supposed foreign demand ; I was told,
only a few days aince, that one English house had adver-
tised for 5,000 plants, and that it would not be possible
to execute one half the commissions already received.
This must be a delusion ; since a new thing is seldom
much reduced in price in one year, if the supply is not
more than equal to the demand. The circumstance of se-
veral hundred plants having been sent to one London
house last autumn, is now becoming genially known ;

and the fear that it has been equally multiplied there will

prompt French nurserymen to sell as early and as cheap
as possible ; because the demand for home will be com-
paratively pmnll, and, after next season, will hardly pay for

the expense of propagation.

Norfolk Island, Dec. 2G/7i, 1841.—The vegetation here
is very rich and varied

; yet with a soil and climate suiU
able to grow every fruit found within the temperate or

tropical zones, there is not one kin^ worth gathering ; the
few sorts to be met with having been raised from seeds

brought over by persons totally unacquainted with the

rules of cultivation. In the Talleys the heat is tropical

;

but on the hills and the coast the temperature is cool, even
in the height of summer, from the never-failing sea-breeze.

The Tree-ferns grow to the height of 40 or 50 feet, their

long wavy leaves being fanned by the slightest breeze

;

while the gigantic Pine, peculiar to the island, throws out
its huge dark arras, protecting from wind and rain the

more delicate offspring of nature. The other trees are

not large, but their foliage is of endless variety and of a
vivid green ; while a profusion of creepers twine around
every naked stem, as if to hide each unpleasing object.

With the exception of a few varieties of Convolvuli, the

native herbaceous plants are few and insignificant. Tliere

is a Wistiiria, with bright shining leaves, which bounds .

from tree to tree, hanging in cord-like festoons for the

more delicate creepers to cling to. Lemons are extremely

abundant, whole woods being formed of them ; and
Oranges once were plentiful, but the trees have been de-

stroyed. A few roots of Narcissus Polyanthus, which I

brought two years since from Europe, have increased ra-

pidly, and produced heads of flowers of a size seldom

seen in their native country* A few seeds of Hybrid

Gladioli, at least five years old, which I sowed in May
after my arrival, came up in a month, and flowered the

following September. Fresh crops of fine Potatoes are

obtained every three months ; and a graft will bear fruit

the first yean A double Dahlia, raised from seed sown
in September, flowered in the following November. All

this is scarcely credibl^^ but is, nevertheless, quite true ;

the purity of the atmospTiefp, the depth and richness of,

the light vegetable mould, with sufficient moisture, unite

to make this island the most prolific ,spot in tliis hemi-
sphere. We are in sad want of a gardener, to be the head
over an agricultural and horticultural school, as many
here would gladly learn gardening for a future honest

livelihood, and no trade is so well paid in our colony.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BRITISH ASSOCIATIOX FOR THE ADVANCEMEXT OF

SCIEKCE,
We horrow from the ** Athenaeum" the following additional mat"

ter, which our own reporter overlooked, iu the Chemical Section :

—

A paper was rcrtvl from Mr. K. Hbmt, on the influence of light on
the germination of seed* and the growth of plants. The subject had
been intrusted to lUr. Hunt, for experiment, by the AMOciftlion.

He had provided six boxes, »o constructed tliat no light could enter
except through glass of different colours—the first being de<»p red,

the last deep jrreen. In these boxes he had raised Ranunculuses,
TuUp»t and other plants. The Tulips he found germinated the Jirst

under the orange glasses, and last under the blue and green. Under
the blue glass, the piant», although slower in germination, were
more health^, and promised to come to maturity, and be perfect
flowers; while under the orange they were more forward, butuckly.
A curious result was noticed with respect to the red glaia. Uadec
allothercircumstances,plar>ts bent towards the light, but those under
the red glass bent away from the light. In nearlv all cases germina-
tioin had been prerented by the absorptive power of the yeliow r»VR.

— Dr. Daubs7<y, as one ot the committee appointed to investigate
th« mbject with Mr. Hunt, hoped the committee would continue the
grant to the latter gentleman. The i^alts at present ohtftined
secnietl indecisive; and he thought 5fr. Hunt ought to have a fur-
ther opportunity of establishing his principle that chemical rajs pro-
duced a specific and positive influence on the perrainatioa of plants.

^
"On the. Agricultural importance of ascertainiaf^ the minute por-

tions of matter derived from organic sources that may be presetv^
in the surface soil, and on the chemical means by which its presence
may be detected," by Dr. Daubeny. The restarchci of Sprengel
and Licbig, by showing the manner in which uilivute r^iiantities of
certain ingredients may impart to the soil into which they enter sut

constituents entirely new properties with reference to the ur^ u^es
of agriculture, have given additionalrntere»ttothemetlM>dsof acai^
sis, which aim atdeiermininig the chemical eouaposiiion of tiie Mif-

face and of the substratum from which the former principally derires

its chief ingrediei ts. The rude mechanical method adopted, even hy
such chemists as Sir H. Pavy, is no longer considered tJoSment.

The nature, as well as the amount o4 the organic matter preacat,^d
the existence of phosphates, *rc., «» the proporti5>n of

thousandth, or even one ten-thousandth part of the entire
^

points deserving investiiration, and afford a cine to the ^^**^^ "^^,.u
manures most lilcrfv to be useful, and to the grneral frear-^'^nt «^

the land mav refjuire. It is aba obvi<Hi« feat ^^^'^^.-^ ^^ce
at hes to a knowledge ot the consUtution of the *«^|^„ ^j,.

the adi^tages of exposing to atmospheric hifl^.
„;'^-^^.nd other

integrfltinirth^pArtions nndornpath by ^'^-^trmut^gr^

.iej^end up«n it^ eontoinmg ^gredi^-nt* i**^ ^ ^J^ ^^^^ -^ ^
Its irtibwsteooc, and ot whi-^ ^h^

T^'^^^n « -"^H often bo. fm.** a
great degree exhausted. . ^. ^'f 2Sf lumrtr^ e
question svith thv fan . wheriier ft rflll Wfmore e

with the soil a given quauaty «f phn««liste of hme. or to mcur the

M«w flf »9 brcatog tip » p^tum vr iw ftubjacea^ r^cb, m %o un-

rt^**

ilLC

aiicai to mix
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iMk A« it were for the use of the crop, that quantity which it con-
lOCK, AS ic were, lor »-"^ . constituents. This inqmrv,

^^:^ tZulZ^ TL^leteo. hi. part of the j^isten^. of

^S^^ip^^HmrhHhesoS. and of the relative proportion it bears

Jhe L^Tt*^^ ofrt^ned chemical analy^.. A few simple and easy

^c^ations mav "how how very small a proportion of this ingredient

^Iht suffice, diinng a long period of time for the demands even of

th se cru- 'nch require the largest amount of it for their nutrition.

SuDDOse^he subsoil of a single acre of ground, turned up to

the depth oi' a foot, to weigh 1,000 tons : now ifthis rock should be

found to contain only one-thousandth part of phosphate of lime,

it wiii follow that no less than a ton of this substance might be ex-

tracted from theuppermostfootof the subjacent rock, by the action of

tfcc elements, or by chemical means. Now one ton of phosphate of lime

would be adequate to supply 125 tons of Wheat, or 6S0 tons of Tur-

nips. And if we reckon the average crop obtained from an acre of

land to be, of Wheat, one ton, and of Turnips, 15, it is evident that

we have at hand as much phosphate of Ume as would be necessary

for 1*25 crops of the Tormer, or for 45 crops of the lotter. Dr. I>au-

beny said he hid great reason to believe that many of our secondary

Tocks, those especially which coniaia organic remains, and which

appear, in a great measure, to be made up of shells, would be found,

it" examined, to contain as large a quantity of pho:?phate of lime as

that mentioned. Though the soil ot Great Britain be found deficient

*in the phosphate^ there is reason to believe the subsoil might, in

many cases be made, by proper management, to impart to it what
WHS wanting. It is now some years since the discovery, by My.
Buckland, in the lias and other secondary rocks, of the solid fiecesof

certVin extinct animals, consisting of phosphate of lime, induced Dr.

Pauheny to test a variety of specimens of limestone, with a view of

ascertaining whether traces might be found in them of the same in-

gredient. The result was, that phosphate of Ume in minute quanti-

ties was much too commonly distrihuled to be attributed to coprolltic

matter, or to affonl any independent evidence of its pm-icnce. When,
indeed, we recollect that the shells of invertebral animals contain

from three to six per cent, of phosphate of lime, and that, according

to Mr. Coanel, the scales oFextinct fish, taken from rocks aft old as

the coal formation, possess no less than 50 per cent, of the same
ingredient, it would be wonderful, indeed, if all traces of this sub-

stance had disappeared from rocks, which appear often to be made
up, in a great degree, of the debris of shells and other marine exuvire.

Dr. Daubeny was, therefore, not surprised at being informed, by

M, Schweitzer, who is intrusted with the management of the Ger-

man Spa at Brighton, that he had detected, in the chalk of Brighton
JUowni, as much as one-thousandth part of phosphate of lime.

From experiment* since made by Dr. Daubeny in the same rock,

triten from various localities, he was inclined to believe that minute
portions of this substance are pres*>nt not uncommonly in that

formation. The frequent occurrence of phosphate of lime in cai

careous rocks, aud the probability of its having been derived from
the shells, or bony matter of the living beings contained in the. cal-

careous rock, led Dr. Daubeny to suspect that traces also of the

organic matter which contributed to make up the animal structure,

might hkewise be found accompanying it. To determine this, the

Doctor had applied a test to about 50 differeut specimens of lime-

stone selected from his cabinet, aud found, that whilst the solutions

of the pure marble, such as that of Carrara, continue unaffected,

equally pure and white limestones taken from the chalk and tertiary

formations in general become distinctly darkened by the addition of

nitrate of silver. With regard to the presence of organic matter in

the subsoil, iL* detection may be a matter of some agricultural in-

terest, when we remember that the small quantities of nitrogen which
aT« required f"r the growth ot" those vegetables that fii^t start up in
a new country could not have taken place from an accumulation of
mould, by the decay of antecedent plants, but must have been de-
rived in a great measure from the animal matter which is contained
ia the rock upop whi.:h they grew, and which proceeds from the ex-
UTiSE of racea Of beings bclou^nng to a f-nuer period of creation.
Ia a more advanced period of ve;---it\on, this same material may be
«f some value to the crops th«t occupy the soil. Dr. Daubeny sug-
gested whether the more rompacj tc:itttre of cortaiu calcareous rocks
tktn of others, might not be Connected with the existence in them of
organic matter, which, by its interposition, m:iy prevent a crystalline
arrangement of its particles f^om taking place. It may be that the
attraction between the partickm of matter, which, if uncontrolled,

would prove too powerful for the agents of decojnpositioa to over-
'cua-e, may he weakened by the presence of organic matter, and thus
'be il-naMed to supply the veqrefahiofl that tafce root in it with the solid

matter which their structure requires. To the geologist, too, it can*
not but be of interest to trace the several steps by which the organic
matter, which primarily must have constituted so large a portion of
the bulk of ttie various extinct animals and vegetables, have dis-
«^peared from the strata which enveloped them.—Mr. Webb Hall
wished, as a question of practical interest, to know whether the
Doctor's discoveries would influence the mode in which calcareous
matter was a:ppUed to the soil, so as to increase the fertiUzing effect.—Dr. Daubkny said, he doubted whether, in ordinary cases, the
•mail quantity of organic matter which limestone contains could be
of great importance: Still, it was useful to know from what the first
yegetables derived the nitrogen they required,

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
E^rhihitions at the Garden, July gth. — A scantiness of such

flowers as can alone be brought to these exhibitions is invariably ex-
perienced in the present month, and the July show is, therefore,
tkemr so brilliant noT so well attended as the two preceding ones.
On this occasion, the usual conditions were not altered ; and the day
beiRgboth dull and rainy, the number of visitors was comparatively
limited. The lawns had recovered their verdure, and everything in
the gardens had a much more vigorous appearance than in June

;

but the dampness of the grass and the frequency of the showers ren-
dered the promenade far from pleasurable. In the conservatory, the
plants are particularly handsome, and the introduction of flowering
Orehidacew among them, together wirh the splendid patches of
Achimenes longiflora, Brachycome iberidifolia. Lobelia heterophylla,
»nd oiuers, produced a very showy effect.
When U is stated, however, that the exhibition was not so iroodU those of May and June, it must be understood that only^the

general collections are spoken of. The specimen plants in some of
these, and such as were shown by themselves, were remarkably
liMbdsomc and finely cultivated: while the Orchidacea were cer-
tamly finer and more numerous than we ever remember to have seen
Oiem. On this account, they wiU stand first in our notice. Had we
before been unaware of the circumstance, the Orchidacea? exhibitedwould have distinctly proved to us that different cultivators, who
each adopt for the most part a uniform system of treatment, succeed
to pcrfecti -n with certain species, genera, or groups, and with those
^one. It may, thereiore, be deduce f, apart from experience, that
A discriminative mode of management, in which these peculiar tribes
are placed in conditions varymg with the respective stages of their
«r9wth, and with their individual habits, is the most suitable. To^oi^ acquainted, then, not merely with their natural peculiar-
Jtift% .bvv- with those which the? evince under artificial tendance
should be ih» ajm of the cultivator ; and he will thus be able to give
tOjjach its prO^ef 3ttention. And though it may hardly be found
aricticable to effect ;.his last in one house

;
pita, stoves, or even

fcrcenhoiwe*, can be emp»oyed to furnish the requisite repose at a
letting period. Besides, it is almost inconceivable to what an extent
aidefcy of treatment may he att*.ined under one roof, by making use
of a. few little coiitnvaoces. < r taking advant ^ of existino; circum-
tancc8« Teuipcrature* sha^ie, and utmospheric moisture, no less

thaji cr>tiij;ootj water, and receptacles, admit of application, to a very

great diversL.y of degree, in the same structure. Plants suspended
over a cisterji will be always surrounded with moisture j and a thick

shading will teud to retain that moisture about them, a^ well as to

keep t£em coL>Itif. Those, again, that are auaoit v\it}iout shading,
aoii remote from any reservoir of water, will be hotter aiiJ drier.

The one state aua;ogizes with the growing stage in their native

country; the other nith their resiingr 'period. Ventilation, too, can
be readily adapted to tjie wants of individual plants. Some species

tuxuiriate in a position where there is a constant current of air during

f

I

summer, and many will not endure such an infliction. To set the
former near the place where the air enters, and the rest at a distance
from it, is a work which none will have any difficulty in performing.
But beyond the changes of treatment necessary to different species,

one point, which is too much disrcgrrded, may be held indisput-

able. It is that numbers of Orchidaceous plants are grown in too
hot and humid an atmosphere, to their manifest injury. That
many exotic shrubs, which were maintained on their first introduc-

tion in a higher temperature than they needed, suffered materially

from this cause, is generally acknowledged; and it is alike admitted

that, in a cooler place, they not only flourished more healthily, but

flowered in richer abundance, and were altogether more bcautiiul.

The application of these facts to Orchidaccte leaves no room to doubt
that a considerable proportion of them also would be im-
mensely benefited by being rendered hardier ; and experiment has,

in not a few cases, demonstrated the truth of the statement. It

were out of place to enter here upon the details of cultivating

Orchidacese, We wish merely to indicate the point at which
cultivators have arrived, as shown by the specimens produced on Sa-

turday, Still, there are one or two other things that should be men-
tioned, and among these is the suspension of the plants from the

roofs of the hothouse. The natural situation of the principal kinds,

hanging, as they do, around the stems and branches of trees, seems
to direct a preference to be given to the mode of suspending all that

can be conveniently so treated, because their blossoms can be much
better seen when above, or on a level with the eye, than when they

have to be looked down upon. As a general suggestion, the caule-

scent species, or those having true stems instead of pseudo-bulbs,
are best suited for hanging up in baskets, unless they grow to too

great a size. Some of the pseudo-bulbous species, too, should be
suspended ; particularly those which have pendulous flower-scapes,

such as the Stanhopeas and Gongoras of Saturday's exhibition; and
where these are of too great dimensions to be hung up with safety,

they ought to be elevated on posts or pedestals, around which their

blossoms jnight hang down. Another feature that should determine
the position of a plant is the situation and nature of its roots. If these

are on the stem of a caulescent plaat, or on the ascending rhizoma of

a pscudo bulbous one, and are copious, flowing, and conspicuous, they
impart an epiphytal character Which should be sustained by sus-

pension. But when the species has diminutive roots, that penetrate

the soil, or are concealed from view, ifnothing else make its suspension
desirable, it will be proper to preserve its more terrestrial aspect by
keeping it on a stage. For all suspended plants, baskets of wood,
wire, shells, or other material, or rough wooden logs, are the most
appropriate. The baskets should be as open as possible, to secure
good drainage, and likewise, as with Stanhopeas, to allow the de-
scending flower-scape to issue from them without interruption.

Baskets may further be used for the staged plants that would be best
suspended, hut are too large for it ; and for any specimens that may
require much water. Moisture drains through them much more cer-

tainly than through pots, and they have a more characteristic ap-
pearance when they can be aptly substituted. The flower-stems of
Orchidacese, moreover, sometimes Heed support. This should not
be given save where absolutely necessary ; for nothing looks more
graceful than flexible shoots waving in the air, provided they are not
awkwardly arranged, or removed too far from the eye, or apparently
in danger of being broken. The many and lengthy stems of several

Oncid a require some kind of support. They must not, however, be
tied to ah erect stake, seven or ten feet in height, according to their

character, but twined neatly over a trellis, or collected into the com-
paratively small compass of from 2ft. to 3ft. high. Examples of

both these plans were seen at the late exhibition ; and no particular

refinement of taste is needed to say which was the most agreeable.
Oncitlium dftfaricatum, trained to a strong upright stick, 7lt. or Sft.

in height, was deprived of verymuch of its elegance, and would have
assumed a totally different aspect had it been fastened loosely to a
small stick about 3ft. high, and left to rest on another, scarcely so
long, a foot or more distant from the former. There were, again,
Broughtoniasanguinea, Catanthe veratryolia, and Epidendrum ionos-
mum, all capable of supporting themselves, attached to thick stakes.
And while we willingly believe that these, in most of the instances
specified, were furnished solely to assist in packing them safely, the
ease with whicTi they could be taken away in the morning and re-
placed at night, and the manner in which they detract from the
beauty of the plants, would strongly enjoin their' avoidance.

'i'he Orchidaceous plant which united novelty, loveliness, and su-
perior culture in the most extraordinary manner, was Barkeria specta-
bilis, described in the last Number of this Paper, p. 435. It was sent
by Mr. Brewster, gr. to Mrs. Wray, of Cheltenham, and had eight
noble spikes of flowers, each bearing about nine or more en-
chanting blossoms, The pant was growing in a wooden basket,
and had evidently been kept in a comparatively dry and cool house.
As a model of perfect cultivation, there wa* a fine variety of Aerides
odoratum, from Mr. Mylam, gardener to S, Ruckcr, Esq. Wands-
worth, Surrey. The exquisite delicacy and fragrance of the flowers
is generally familiar; but this specimen had upwards of twenty
racemes, stronger, and with larger blossoms than usual. The
breadth and intense verdure of the leaves with the general lux-
uriance of the specimen, were much noticed. For superbness
of colour, we may select the Cattleya violacea, exhibited by Mr.
Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing Park. The species has tall
slender stems, and blooms like C. Harrisonise, with similar flowers ;

which are, however, of a much darker purplish or \iolaceous crimson
hue, the lip being paler. It had two racemes, each composed of the
uncommon number of six blossoms. Likewise from Mr. Goode,
and eminent for iln astonishing exuberance, was Mormodes citrina.
It had two long and large half-drooping racemes of showy orange-
yellow flowers, tinged with brown. There were at least 20 blooms
on each raceme. The rare Angrsecum caudatum, conspicuous for
the pure whiteness of its elegant blossoms, and their singular length
of appendage or tail, was shown, well-flowered, by Mr. Mylam, gr.
to S. Rucker, Esq. A charming species of Aerides, like affine, with
blossoms in which various shades of pink and white, with a few spot-
tings, are happily blended, was brought by Messrs. Rollisson, of
Tooting. It has a broad flattish labellum; and the specimen was
producing two very long and densely covered racemes of inflorescence.
Mr. Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., sent a new Oncidium,
somewhat like O. Galeotti in the appearance of the pseudo-bulbs,
which are stout and shining. It has flowers which, in their outline,
may be likened to those of Odontoglossura pulchellum. They are
large, nearly flat, of a beautiful pinkish white tint, with a little

yellow in the centre of the lip. The flower-spikes are short and
upright, and the blossoms are collected closely together at their
summits. It is very lovely. Odontoglossum leeve, another new
plant, though not so interesting as the previous one, was communi-
cated by Mr, Fielder, gr. to W. Linwood, Esq. The sepals and petals
are narrow, yellowish, banded with brown, and the lip is of a purplish
lilac colour, white at the point. The entire flowers have a stiff and
rather dull appearance. Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, sent Calanthe
Masuca, a novel species, from the North of India, with very rich
purplish flowers, which' ctiange their hue to a dingy brownish purple,
after having been expanded for some time. From Mr. Edwards, gr.
to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, was exhibited the curious and
very pretty Polystachya rcflexa, collected by Mr, Whitfield, in Sierra
Leone. Its remarkable form, -And bright purple, yellow, and pink
colours, joined to the dwarfuess of its habit, and its appropriateness
tor growmg to a block of wood, throws around It a peculiar interest.
Uu the same log was another species of Polystachya, also from Sierra
L.eone, the pseudo-biUbs of which set close to the wood and to one
another looking not unlike smooth miniature ovster shells. It has
uarK yellow flowers, which are by no means unin'teresting. Of Stan-
nopeas some splendid plants wrre contributed, and they fiUed the tentwub their delicious odour. H. tigrina was brought by Mr. Mylam, gr,
to-^^ Hucker, Esq.; the magnificence of the markings in the flowers,
recall viyuUy to temcnibrance the gorgeous clothing of the animal
after which U is named, p. ocukta. with many scapes of its prettily
spotted blosaoms. which give out a highly aromatic p-rfume ; and a
pae yellowish-flowc.vd kind, with indistinct and teu- spottings,
resembhng S. amea, were further brought by Mr. Mylam. Messrs.
RoIIiyson sent a variety of 8. Waidii, called pallida, with peculiarly
light-coloured blossoms, destitute of marks, except at the base of the
lip, which is of a deep yellowish brown. They had, besides, a very

handsome variety of 3. oculata, in the flowers of which the spots were
much larger, darker, and clearer than those in the original J^pecies
There was, too, another dark variety of S. oculata, from Mr, Goode'
gr. to Mrs. Lawrence. Messrs, Rollisson, and Mr. Mylam, cultivate
their Stanhopeas, most successfully, in a far cooler house than that
appropriated to the majority of Orchidacese. From Mr. Applebv
gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., was a new species of Brassi;i. ul
flowers have a darker than ordinary cream-coloured ground* the
sepals and petals are narrow, short, with dark blotches, and the'liui
particularly large, with few spots. Brassia verrucosa, distinguish*
able by the wart-like elevations on the labellum cf its flowera wa*
from Mr, Mylam, gr, to S. Rucker, Esq., who further produced a
specious variety of Oncidium pubes. The flowers are half as lar^e
again as in the common form, andinstcad ofbeing dull and din^^y com*
bine the most brilliant yellow and brown colours. A good specimei
of Oncidium pulvinatum was sent by Mr. Lee, of Hammersmith f?)
It is one of the most pleasing o( the yellow and brown flowered
species, as well from the liveliness of iis blossoms as from the elevated
white cushion in the middle of their labellum. The flower stem was
judiciously trained over a low flat trellis. From Sir. Barnes sr to
G. W. Norman, Esq., Bromley, was a collection comprisino-'an ex-
tremely well-grown Broughtonia sanguinea, with several large spikes
of its rich purplish crimson blossoms ; a pale-lipped variety of On,
cidium Lauceanum ; a Gongora, with pretty dark-spotted flowers'
Oncidium altissimum, 6ft. high, very elegant, but trained to too
great a height ; Oncidium luridum, 4ft. in height, and therefore
having a better effect than the last, because the flowers were more
concentrated ; and Calanthe veratrifolia, with a great quantity of fine
stems, profusely laden with suowy flowers. Mr. Appleby, gr. to T
Brocklehurst, Esq., showed a group containing Epidendrum ionos-
mum, which has not showy flowers, but the blossom* of whirh are
redolent with the odour of violets ; Oncidium divaricatura, gft. bi'-'h

very handsome, and remarkable for being so late in bloom ; Cycnoches
Loddigesii, in a particularly thriving ondition, and flowering: most
liberally; the strange Coryanthes macrantha, which, but tor its

abundant variegation, might be considered some part of an animal
skeleton; a Maxillaria, with the name of anrea, whi^h has solitary
flowers, large yellow sepals, pale small petals, and a striped lip ; with
the delightful little Burlingtonia venusta, bearing two racemes of
transparent pinkish white blossoms, which have a blotch of yellow in
the centre of the lip. It is popularly distinguishable from B.;candida
by the deep tinge of pink in the sepals and petals of its flowers. The
collection furnished by Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Eahng
Park, included Chysis aurea in a healthy state, which is rarely wit-
nessed; a singularly rich specimen of Cycnochcs LoddifjesU, the
flowering pseudo-bulb or stem of which was growing out of that of
the previous year, and throwing its roots around the latter, without
any covering; Oncidium Lauceanum. very strong, gorgeously tinted,

and with a splendid dark lip ; Zygopetalum intermedium, poorly
flowered ; and Gongora atropurpurca, in a pot, with another in a
wire basket. The two last plants were of an immense size, and
equally large in all their parts, besides being finely in flower. That
in the basket must have had an admirable effect when suspended,
seeing that all the racemes of flowers arc long, slender, and drooping.

An exhibition from Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt, Wimbledon,
was made up of Zygopetalmn maxillare, valuable for the flue

blue frill-like character of its labellum, and the great length of time
which the flowers continue open ; Vanda Hoxburghii, a variety

mottled with light brown on its sepals and petals, ana having a bright

crimson lip ; Cymbidlum aloifolium, in excellent health,—another of

the plants which require suspending in order to exhibit its pendent
racemes of lively flowers ; a plant, between 4 and 5 ft. in height, of

Oncidium flexuosum, with an abundance of stems, nnd flowering

most prodigally ; Epfdendrum variegatum, the flowers of which are

covered with small dark spots on a dull cream-coloured ground ; a

variety of Oncidium ampliatum, with enormous pseudo-bulbs, and a

very dwarf thick flower-stem, well laden with bright yellow blossoms;

and the JMaxillaria aromatica, famous for the profusion of its showy
orange blooms, and the rich aroma which they diffuse through the

atmosphere around them. Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. llucker, Esq.,

produced beyond those already referred to, Oncidium Ha^^i^onianum,
improperly named O^, hians, very nicely cultivated; the pale-flowered

variety of Vanda Roxburghii, identical with that above noticed

among Mr. Bedding's plants, and a dark variety, mottled with

deep brown on a greenish ground, and having a handsome bluish

purple lip ; Oncidium roseum, with its neatly chequered red and
white blossoms ; Cirrhsea tristis, completely surrounded w>.th

densely clothed pendulous racemes of curious flowers ; Cirrhsea

pallida, also richly laden with paler blooms ; and both species

peculiar for their graceful elegance and superior culture. On-
cidium luridum guttatum, the variegation of the flowers of which

is indescribably attractive, completed the group. The space devoted

to Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, was filled with a good specimen of

Cycnoches Loddigesii; a small plant of the delicate Cattleya inter-

media; the light variety of Vanda Roxburghii; Bifrenaria atropur-

purca, seldom seen, and developing almost numberless chocolate-

coloured blossoms close to the pseudo-hulbs ; with a variety ofPhaias

albus which has no stripes or marks in the lip, but has altogether

pure white flowers. The Cycnoches chlorochilmn was shown by Mr.

Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., with only one gigantic yel-

lowish-green flewcr; and Cattleya crispa, in by no means a flourish-

ing or highly floriferous state, was from BXr. Fielder, gr. to W.
Linwood, Esq. A new Oncidium, with gracile twiiiingflower stems,

which has been promising to bloom for several months, was exhibited

by Jlessrs. Rollisson ; the blossoms are small, of the ordinary ytllow

and brown colours, and not at all striking.
TiUien as adisrinct natural tribe, the Heaths should follow the Or-

chidaceae in poiat of excellence. Defective specimens, it is true,

M-ere not thinly interspersed with those of the highest quality ;
yet,

on the whole, a favourable opinion must be pronounced upon them.

We observed that, by dint of constant shading during the day, some

cultivators had mana'ged to preserve, in tolerable perfection, plants

that were at the former show. But while we would commend the

practice to the attention of those who may adopt it for private pur-

poses, we think it a pity tl^it the same specimen should be showu

twice or sometimes thrice in the season. Heaths that are brought

twice will probably be in perfection on the first occasion ;
but the

next time, they will at least be beginning to fade, and are hkely to

create an unfavourable impression. It may be mentioned here, too^

that other greenhouse plants are occasionally brought in May witn

the flowers imperfectly opened, in June with the whole of them lulrf

expanded, and in July having a withered or withering appearance.

It would surely be wiser to produce them only in June, and thus to

show the species to the greatest advantage; instead of wearying tfc

spectator with a repetition of the same thing in an inferior coeditiTyn-.

Perhaps the finest Heath present was Erica arapullacca, from ^^^^|"*

Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter. The specimen was ^'**'°'}*- ? j
high, and 4 ft. across ; the entire upper surface being densely clothea

with large heads of handsome white blossoms. The flowers also ex-

tended round the sides of the plant, as well as the top, and down to

the very edge of the pot. Scarcely differing from it in any ^'^^^P^y

»

was the E. ampullaceaof Mr. May, gr. to E. Goodhart, Esq. -^ptn

were magnificent specimens of culture. The E. ampuUacea majo^

from Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, was 3 ft. in breadth, closely g^^^^'

and extremely beautiful. E. Irbvana, which is well known to oc a

difficult one to manage, was sent", nearly 3 ft. in height, and V^^^'
tionateiy bushy, by Mr. Dawson, of Brixton, Surrey. This, a"^ ^r"
E. iMassonii from the name individual, the plant heme about a »•

high, and richly furnished with its handsome heads of blooni, i^crc

exceedingly han.isome and healthy. A deep piuk variety ot i'-* ^^""
tncosa, exhibited by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir Edward Antrobus, tJart.,

and Mr, Eraser, of Levton, Essex, was particularly splendid, -i""

bunches of flowers were aingulariy numerous and large, some nein^

fully 6 or ;in. long, and from 3 to 4 in diameter. Iii^"^^"^^ P'.?t°^
of E. vindiflora were contributed by Mr. Bruce, gr. to B.

^J*'^*-*J
Esq., and Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence. The dark green hue ot

the flowers prevents them from being very beautiful; »"^ ;l*"
|

astonishuig numbers, and the luxuriance as well as symmetrical

shape of the specimens, rendered them extrcmelv interesting.
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-r to E, Goodhart. Esq., had two specliwens of E. radiata, one Hft.

hiffh the other "itt. hrAi, and branching amply. The flowers have a

JiTh crimson tube, which passes into white at the top. Their

beauty is very striking. Erica Savillea, a pretty dwarf species

with a brilliant xube oi small purplish blossoms; aud E.

tricolor low, but in beautiful condition, came from Mr. .Paw-

Icv of Bromley. A handsome little tree of E. Bowieana, appeared

in Mr. Goode's largest collection. It was 4 It. high, with

a stronET stem, well branclied at the top, and bearing' Yery fine spikes

of its lovely white blooms. Among Mr. Barnes*^ plants were an E.

eletrans, dwarf and healthy; E. depressa, a pyramid of intensely

cveen folate aud bright lellow flowers ; E. tricolor, 3 ft. high, the

same breadth, and f^plendidly in flower ; and E. Massonii, most su-

perblv grown and bloomed. Sir. Goodc, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, sup-

pliedE.vestitacoccinea, 3 ft. high, finely cultivated, and bearing many
large bunches of deep scarlet ilowers ; E. tricolor, in a pleasUig dwarf

condition; E.vcntricosa carnea, 3 ft high, and magnificent ; E.de-

preapa, forming a charming cone, 18 in. in height; and another good

plant of E. Bowieana. Froiu Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, there ap-

peared a small :md very close plant of E. clegans, with the flowers

fading; E. vcntricosa superba, 5 ft. in height, a most extraordinary

specimen; E. tricolor, very ^^^rge, yet slightly stragelin-, and not

feufiiciently provided with foliage; and E. comosa alba, 9 m. high,

b.ishy in the extreme, and literally enveloped in neat w.hite blossoms.

A great many other Heaths were exhibited, and some of them were

highly meritorious ; we deem it needless, how^ever, to give the names

of any but those which most r.rrested our notice.

Of Cacti, the lateness of the season precluded any display. There

was nevertheless, a very noble plant of Cereus apeciosissimus, t]ie per-

lum with tlif. habit of E. Ackermannipe, but with stouter and some-

what triangular stems, and flowers of unusual dimensions, was pro-

duced ; and, further, another similar seedling, with less blooms,

having a decided dash of the blue tint, so much admired in the blos-

soms of Cereus spcciosissimus. The most distinct seedling we have

yet seen, however, was one from Mr. Pamplin, of Walthamstow; in

habit it approximates most nearly to Cereus Jenkinsonii, while the

flowers have the colour and figure of C. speciosus, being, besides,

nearly twice as large, of a deeper aud richer pink tint, and rather

fuller of petals.

At the previous shows we had to deplore the scantiness of the

Climbers, and they were even more deficient on Saturday ; only one
collection was furnished, and this contained plants which had been
•ent in May and June,- with others which were nearly destitute of

fiowers. Whether the tribe is slighted from apathy or ignorance, we
cannot pretend to determine; yet do we repeat our assurance that

they deserve to be better thouTht of by every cultivator. Those sup-

plied by Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, comprised Ceropejiia

elegans, on a treUis 3 ft. high, well cultivated and flowered ; Thun-
bergia alata alba, on a fancy flat trellis, and making a lively appear-

ance from the contrast between its delicate white blossoms and their

dark centre; T. an rantiaca, trained to a similar trellis, and favour-

ably grown ; Manettia cordifolia, on an upright barrel-shaped trellis,

4ft. high, splendidly studded with bloom; and two plants of the
same species on globular-shaped trellises, presenting a sheet of the
finest scarlet inflorescence ; Mandevilla suaveolens, 8 ft. high, sup-
ported by a cylindrical trellis, with scarcely any flowers ; Thunbergia
grandiflora, very healihy, and amply clothed with leaves to the

ieifiht of 9 ft., yet having but few blossoms; Gompholobium poly-

morphum, a handsome specimen ; and Allamanda cathartica, ex-
tremely luxuriant, and producing its noble yellow flowers in great
liberality: the last-named plant was attached to a barrel-shaped
trellis, 4 ft. high, and, in conjunction with the Manettias, was de-
serving of the highest praise. Scattered throughout the more com-
rehcnsive collections, was a Gompholobium polymorphum, from Mr.
arncs, gr. to G. W, Norman. Esq., closely covering a trellis 4 ft.

high, which partially enveloped the pot; the plant was flowering
beautifully. Stephanotus floribundus, twined round a cylindrical

trellis from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in height, was exhibited by Mr. Barnes,
and Mr. Pawley, of Bromley. The specimens were highly verdant,
smd loaded with their sweet-scented blossoms; proving that the
species can b^; both grown and bloomed to perfection in a small
conipass. Mr. Pawhy had, moreover, a Thunbergia aurantiaca,
grown to a low, bairel-shaped trellis, from which the blossoms pro-
truded on all sides in rich |>ritfusion; and Russellia juncea, a broad
and dense mass, 4ft. high, i»f weeping branches, though not flowering
freely. Passiflora kermesina, covernig a cylindrical irelUs of about
4ft. in height, was blooming viv handsomely, from Mr. Frazer, of
Leyton, Essex, who also sent Sollya heterophylla, with the aspect of
a self-supported shrub or bush, and Sollya iinea«-la. having very dark
ar.d beautiful blue flowers, with m:>rc scanty foliage. Mr. Jackson,
of Kingston, had another fne plant of Sollya heterophylla. Exhibited
as single specimens, was Tropaeolum penfaphyllum, surrounding a
trellis 4ft. high, and forming a very engaging object. It was from
3fr. Baile, of Covent Garden. An extremely fine specm en of the
Pitcher plant, Nepenthes distillatoria. was shown by Mr. Mylam, gr.
to S. Rucker, Esq. It was 5It. hi;fh, unusually healthy, with spa-
cious pitchers hanging from the ends of its leaves, and a long, half-
pcndent spike of dull hrown flowers issuing from thet p 'f the stem.
Messrs. Vcitch, of Exeter, produced branches with flowers on them
<*f two new species of Echites. One, obtained from Brazil, had dis-

tant joints, slender stertis, small shining leaves, and dark br wnish-
purple flortcrs, about an inch or an inch and a half in diameter at the
margin. The other had very long, broad, wrinkled foliage, and pe-
culiarly large blossoms. They were from two to three inches across,

and pale pink or blush- coloured, with a darker throat. This was
oneoftliK handsomest novelties in the exhibition. The strange
Tauius elephautipes, with atuberextravugautlylarge. was sent by Mr.
Holland, gr. to I\Iiss Tunno. Although producing its small twining
stems, it had not arrived at a blooming state.

Both new and old varieties, with some of the more recent species

of Fuchsia, were largely exhi'dted. F. corymbifiora was present,

from JMr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, and Messrs. Lane, of Berk-
liampstead. Both plants were from 4 to 5ft. high, very broad, and
copiously decorated with their pendent bunches of deep crimson
flowers. They were alii; e dense and handsome. Of F, fulgens,

there was a particularly vigorous specimen, 5ft. in height, from Mr.
Baile, of Covent Garden, and a variety of that species termed su-

perba, of the same size, with shorter and thicker flowern. F. Stan-
dibhii, grown to the height of 4ft.. came from I\Ir. Kedding, ^'r. to

Mr:*. Marryutt; of Wimbledon. It attested the capacity of that sort

for being rendered in the highest degree ornamental. In a slate tub,

which seemed to suit it thoroughly, F. formo.sa elejjans was shown by
Mr. Heck, of Islewortb. Beiiig one of the most showy varieties, and
admirably culti ated, it had a very prepos»essin-r aspect. A hybrid
called Prince Albert, from Mr. Brown, of the Bedford Nurserj*, has
pale pink sepals and crimson petals to its flowers ; it is not of mm h
value. Another seeding, bearing the name of conspicuaarborea, of

*nuprijht, strong habit, with long flowers, wliich have pinkish se-

pals and scarlet petals, and one named Una, having crimson petals

ffljid light red sepals, tinped with i\hitish, were contributed by iVIr,

C^atleugh, of Chelsea. F. Buistii, » so from Mr. Catleuch. s very
Ipear FTformosa elegans ; but F. roseo-alba, from the same grower,
is quite distinct. It has a slender habitudfe. and small foliage. The
JBuwers are graceful, with a reddish corolla, and a nearly white calyx.

F. Laneii has immense flowers, of the globose kind, soraewiiat like

those of F. Standi^hii, but shorter, lartjer, and more expansive. It

is a really eood variety, and was abundantly exhibited by Messrs,
Lane, of Berkhampstead. A very splendid plant, perfectly grown, of
A variety designated iiinescens, was from . Mr. Beck, of Islevvorth.

Ordinary cr.mson sepals and purph^ petals compose the flowers; but
*be pUnt would have beea contiidcrfd a mocfel of cultivation had
there not been one much finer, of a varirty called pulcherrima, from
JMr. Storey, of Islevvorth . The flowers pf this were hardly distinguish-
able from those of the other. The plant was. however, 4ft high,
and 5rt, arross, the stems constituting a perfect thicket, and being
nchly bedecked with blossoms. Excepting that F. pulcherrima was
the larger of the two, both these plants may be described as here-
iofcre unapproarhid in beauty, and as indicatins the extent of
<^UvaUon of which Fuchsias are susceptible.

The valuable class of dwarf greenhouse shrubs comprehended
many specimens of great beauty. RoelU ciliata, which is gene-
rally met with in a straggling and shabby state, wa» brought
by Mr, Goode, gr. to Mrs, Lawrence, a foot high, and eighteen
inches in diameter, literally a mass of fine blue blossoms. It i» an
admirable plant for late summer and autumnal purposea. Crassub.
coceinea (by some called Kalosanthes coccinea), was another of !\lr.

Goode*splants, of which he had two specimens. Both were about
four feet from the pot, and had a prodigious quintity of bloom. One
had a stem like a small tree, and its flowers were of an uncommonly
deep scarlet hue. Mr. ^^oode exhibited, in addition, Mahernia pi >-

nata, presenting an impenetrable cone, four feet high, includin,;^ the
pot, which was enveloped in branches ; and the whole of this cone
was thickly be sprinkled with pretty red bells, which, however^ did
not expauJ nicely. Siphocampylua bicolor, highly cultivated, only
three feet high, yet very dense, and flowering splendidly; and
Swainsonia gale^ifolia, displaying its elegant crimson flowers, toge-
ther with the white-blossomed variety, both handsomely cultivated.
Phccnocoma prolifera, two feet high, and singularly compact and
bushy, was producing its crimson everlasting flowers, from Mr.
Barnes, gr. to G. W, Norman, Esq. There wua Lechenaultia for-
roosa, as beautifully in blossom as any that were exhibited in June,
from Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., and a good H»-li-

chrysum pumilum, the flowers of which were fading in the centre,
from air. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., as well as from IMr. Barnes,
gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq. StatJce arborea, one foot high, with
enormous heads of bloom, was shown by Mr. Goode, anna plant
two feet in height, flowering richly, by Mr.' Frazer, of Leyton. Sta
tice puberula, about six inches above the soil, anti blossoming
finely, was a beautiful object, from Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Mar-
ryatt. Gardoquia Hooker!, 18 inches high, prettily grown and flow-
ered ; and Erythrina crista galli, not more than two feet high,
blooming superbly, were from^Ir. Catlcugh, of Chelsea. The inter-

esting Geranium tricolor, in a compact mass, two feet from the pot,

and Hibiscus Cameronii, kept dov\u to three teet, witha profuse sup-
ply of branches and flowers, came from IMr. Jackson, of Kingston.
Triptilion spinosum, a plant that always looks shabby, but bears
showy blue blossoms, was sent, in its ordinary condition, by Mr.
Redding, gr. to I^Irs. Marrya^t. From Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W.
Norman, Esq., was forwarded a species of Campanula, wiihvariously-
formed leaves, and very showy expansive blue flowers. U was
trained on the concave side of a hemispherical trellis, in the centre
of which was a smaller hemisphere, with the convex side uppermost.
Its efl"ect was most ornamental. Other detached specimens from
Mr. Barnes were Swain-onia coronillifolia, four feet high, and
charmiuglj in blossom. Boronia vimiuea, a bush, impervious to the
sighti copiously bedecked with simple pink flowers ; Burtonla viola-

eea (orconferta), surprisingly healthy, and just xinfolding its band-
some purple blossoms ; and Polygala cordifolia, three feet in height,
and wonderfully dense, with large foliage and flowers. The two last

specimens betokened great skill in their culture. More properly a
greenhouse than a stove plant, Achimenes longiflora came from Mr.
Frost, gr. to Lady Grenvilie, at Dropmore ; from Mr. Bruce, gr to

B. Miller, Esq., of Mitcham; and from Mr. Cock, of Chiswick, The
first was a poor specimen, the second had rather pale flowers ; and
the third produced the darkest blossoms, Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs.
Lawrence, brought Erinus Lycbnidea, about two feet in breadth,
and though the flowers want shnwiness, they were exceedingly pro-
fuse, and the specimen was decidedly fine. Mr. Goode had again
a good plant of Babingtonia camphorosmre, of which the flowers
were only in bud ; the same cultivator furn shed, of larger green-
house plants, Abutilon Bedfordianum, a new species, with broad
cordate leaves, and large upright striped flowers, quite distinct from
A. striatum A double pink-flowered variety of Nerium Olear.der

was sent from Mr. Pawley, of Bromey ; and a much handsomer
specimen from Mrs. Ronalds, of Chiswick. Banksia spcciosa, ci^ht

feet high, growing luxuriantly, and putting forth its strange hends of

flower , Was contributed by Mr. Edmonds, gr. to bis Grace the Duke
of Devonshire, Chiswick; Chelone barbata, which is nearly hardy,

came from Mr. Clarke, gr. to Lady Liraond. It was a fine specimen,
and blooming in rxtreme profusion.

Plants requiring the heat of a stove were not very abundant or va-

ried ; Cuphca Mel villa, which will succeed in a cool stove or warm
greenhouse, was shown by Mr. Goode, gr. To Mrs. Lawreiice, who
brought two capital specimens, five feet high, with stemii innumer-
able, and each termiuAted by a cluster of highly cohmred flowers.

Mr. Goode supplied, moreover. Brugmansia flonbuuda, with spa-

cious leaves, and long racemes of bright orange coloured

blossoms ; Achimenes rosea, one of the new species raised by the

Horticultural Society, with the flowers larger than those of A.

coceinea, deep crimson, and spotted; P^uphorbia splendens, 5ft.

high, an inunense specimen, and very full of flowers; Ci^lumnca

scandens, with its branch s and bright crims.m flowers partly hang
ing over the sides of the pot ; Rondeletia od.irata. 4 ft. high, trained

to a front, aid particularly weil-bloomed; Clerodendruni squama-

tum, with splendid cones of scarlet inflorescence, 4 It. in height;

Gardenia florida, quite a tree, and bloasoraing freely ; Hedychium
coronarium, garlanded all over with its fine whitish and odorifi-rous

blossoms; and Gesnera mollis, 10 ft. above the pot, very extraordi-

nary. By Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, E>q., were sent a

species of Gesnera, like Cooperi, with mnny (-terns of 3 ft. in height,

and terminated by numbers of glowing scarlt;t flowers ; Ixora coc-

einea, a blaze of g.»rgeous red blossoms ; Clerodi-ndrum squomatum,
splen'lidly flowered; Clerodendruni speciosiss-mum. with a prodi-

giously large spike of bloom ; with the beautiful little Ges era ru-

pestns. bearing leaves and flowers to an extent that would astonish

those who have only witnessed it in its usually stunted conditirn.

There were magnificent plants o* Clerodendrum peciosissimiim,

from Mr. Gieeen and Mr. Bruce ; equally good ones of Rondeletia

odoratft, from Mr. Green and Mr. Pawley; and the same of Ixora

coceinea, from Mr. Bruce, Mr. Pawley, and Mr. Catleugh. Gloxinia

rubra was shown, handsomely flowered, by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E.

Antrobus, Bart. ; Lantana spectabiUs, with broad pink and white

flowers, by Mr. Catleugh. of Chelsea; a species of Pothos, having

long leaves, and curious spikes of inconspicuous flowers ; with

Crinum americanum, producing a dwarf stem, crowned with whitish

blossoms, by Mr. Redding, gr. to Miss Marriatt, Wimbledon;
Plumbago rosea, a beautiful spreading plant, and .Angelonia grandi-

flora, bearing tall spikes of dark purple-spotted blossoms, by Mr.

Jackson, of Kingston A peculiarly fine specimen of Begonia seni

perflorens, throwing its graceful branches and elegant white flowers

about in all directions, and yet mantaining a due degree of com-

pactness, was from Mr. Pawley, of Bromley; it bore an amaz ng
quantity of floviers. Mr. Pauley further sup} lied a plant of Ardisia

crenulata, in flower nnd fruit, 5ft. in height, with a bare siera of

about 3ft. ;^ the peculiariy copious clusters of uncomra^ nly large red

berries, sheltering amongst the fine evergreen loUage, and having

above them a free production of pretty white flowers, united in occa-

sioning a striking effect. Mr. CuthiU, Nurseryman of Camberwell,

produced Lisinnthus Russcllianus, in good health, and giving the

as-iurance of a fine display of flowers, though no more than one had
developed itself. A rare bulbous plant, Hsemanthus multirlorus, the

blossoms of which appear like an- agpregaiion of very stroriti; red

threads or wires, but which nevertheless, from their numbers, have

a showy aspect, was sent by Mr Edmonds, gr. to his Grace the Duke
of Devorshire, Chiswick.' Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, furnished a
Cinchonaceous plant from Brazil ; it has long tubular blue flowers,

which are truly ornamental. Fiom Mr. Lee, of Hammersmith,
there was a species of Echinocactus, with a large and handsome
whitish flower. Lastly, i\Tr. Appleby,, gr. to T. Broelitel.urst, Esq.,
brought Gymnogramma chrysophylli, aa elegant little ftrn, bavirg

|

all the back* of its leaves covered with a golden powder, which im-
parts to it a high degree of beauty.

We now turn to a group made up of Pelargoniums, Roses, Pansi«is,

Picotees, Pinks, Carnations, &c. It was generally anticipated that
the tent occupied by the Pelargoniums would not on this occasion
(from the lateness of the season) have befn so attractive as usual :

this idea, however, was dissipated immediately on beholding the

splendid specimens which composed the two collections contributed

by Mr. Cock : we do not remember any former occasion when b*» had

been so successful in producing his plants in such perfect condstjon

;

they were large aod healthy, the foliage clean, and the fiowers m the

greatest prufusion ; the plants were trained with the lower branches
spreading outwards, that the upper part of the pots nere tiidden,
thus forming a broad bead of bloom. Such specimens as Claxi&aa,
Lady Carlisle, Orafipc Bovcp, and Oliver Twist, can seldom be seen,
and the encomiums passed upon them excites no surprize. How Mr-
Cock could have produced the latter flower in such vigour and style
isincom^irehensibleto those who know the weakly habit of the plants;
thisFpeciracn measured 4ft. acroM, and was literally coverea with ica
brilliant flowers, and though unworthy of so much labour and atten-
tion, will be grown until its high colour is transferred to a flower of
better properties. For these two collections Mr. Cock received the
highest rewards—they contained the following varieties; BritanBia,
Clari-sa, Lord Mayor. Mabel, Lady Flora, Fbwh, Orange Boven,
Acme, Annette, Wonder, Jupiter, Pendopf*, Lady Carlisle. Oliver
Twist, Eliza Superb, Clarissa, ; nd Prince of Waterloo. Mr. Bourne,
pr. to Sir E. Paget, obtained the second prize for 12 neatly growa
plants ; they were not large, but uniform in &ize, and display ed good
management. Matilda was a beautiful object in this collection. The
third prize was given to Mr. Garrett, gr. to Sir Herbert JennerFuat,
who appears not to be accustomed to growing plants for the purpose
of exhibiting— the sorts shown were very injudiciously chosen, being
deficient in variety, and consisting principally of old sorts unworthy
now of cultivation. The contest m the Nurserymen's cUhw was be-
tween Mr. Games and Mr. Catleugh ; both collections were good
for the season, the superiority appearing in favour of the former, he
received the gold medal. In tht , aud also in their smaller
collections, some noble lip'-cimens w ere shown ; but no novelty
appeared, Vith tie exception of a fine plant of the Witch,
among Mr. Catleugh's plants, and the Rising Sun was
a conspicuous object in Mr. Gaines's collection. The tent
in which the seedling Pelar_gfoniums were exhibited foraied.
an attractive and interesting obj'ct; it was, as on former occasions,
crowded with visitor*, a^id the facditiea afforded for seeing the
flowers, owing to the better regulations enforced uithin the tent,
were so well managed, t^at no person who wished to obtain a si^ht
of them, quitted the gardens without being gratified. The sfedlmgs
were numerous, and those selected by the judges form an index to
the ^lite of the collection. Additional interest was given to iblt
department in consequence of the special prizes offered fur the best
seedlings of the current year by the Pelurgonium Society This
di?.tribution will in future seasons take place at the June meeting,
the month when more seedlings are in bU»om and in better conditioa
than at a late period of the year ; but owing to unavoidalde circMra-
atances, a necessity occurred in the present season for postponingitto
July. The silver Kuightian medal via# awar<ied to Mr. Wh^mes, gr.

to E. Forster, Esq., for a fine seedling Pelargonium named the
Lord Chancellor; this Is a beautiful and high-coloured flower, of good
form, the lower petals broad, of a bright rosy salmon colour ; the
upper petals have an intemsc spot, terminating abruptly, and sur-

rounded by a broad band of bright scarlet crimson. The tame medal
was also obtained by Mr. Pamplin, fora very attractive high-coloured
variety, named Count D'Orsay, the under petals of which are of a
fine rosy salmon, the spot in the upper petals large and deec, sur-

rounded by a dash of scarlet, which again changes to a rosy colour
at the margin. This flower difl'eis from the Lord Chancellor ia
being of a deeper and more rosy colour ; in the Lord Chancellor the
scarlet tint predomidates. 'Ihe silver Banksian was awarded to

Actaeon, a sesdling from the collection of E. Forster, Esq. ; and to one
named Constellation, raij^ed by the Rev. R. Garth ; the former a clean

bright fltiwer, with a large deep sp t in the upper petals; the latter a
large flower of good substance, with spot nearly covering the upper
petals.- Certificates were also granted to the Prince of Wales, a tine

variety, belonging to Mr. Pamplin; and to the Duchess of Sutherland,

from Mr. Gaines, a large brighr. clean flower, with a small clearly-de-

fined spot in the upp- r petttla, a showy distinct variety. Many of the

seedlings so strouiily resemble varieties that are already in^ cult va-

tion, that they cannot be recommende<l as s»fBciently distinct, and
these principally predominate in the rose-coloured family in

which our greenhimses abound j high coloured flowers, and de-

cided varieties are now required and sought after, to make %
change and enrich our colleciion ; such flowers as Count D'Orsay,

the Lord Chancellor, and Beauty of Essex attract more tttentioa

than varieties in wh;ph thobc brilliant colours do not appear.

The Seedlings selected by the judges, for the prizes oflere^* by the

Pelargonium Societv, were the following varieties. Seedlings of
1842: -1st class, Forst(:r''s Sidtatia: The general form of the flower

IS tine, ^r» slightly cupped shape; the under petals are short, well

rounded, of a r«»sy salmon colour, the upjier pttal? ar« scarlet crim-
son, with a larire deep s^ot; a d*'ep, rich, and attractive fluwer. 2d
class, Act<POti (ForsUr't) : The flowertr«f a good Nrm.l.wer petals

delicate salmon colour, a bir^e and deep 9]K>t in the upp< r petals gra-

d;iting to the edge, which is o* a bright Ralm.in colour; tlii> fl'wer is

clear and bright in appearance; it has a foJd in the upper peta!,

which appears permannt Flambeau (ForsUr*$): Lower petals rosy

salmon, short, and nther narr^.w; the upper petals are rem.irkably

fine, havintr a lar>rc. deiip, rich, velvety spot, surrounded with bright

scarVt salmon. Milo : This flower is of bright rosy crimson, with a

delicate tince of blue in the centre ; the upper petals have a*dark

spot terminating abruptly, surrounded by a broad band of scarlet

crimson : there is a f^ld" in the upper petal of this flower, which is

brijiht, cleir, and be:iutiful m cobmr ; of a tooi form Eros (Fotm-

tcrU): Dc'lica'e salmon under peta's, the unper petals disiinrt, bemg
of a scarlet crimson ; the spot, uhich is not dark, gradually Roftens

to the edge; delicate and *i*tinct iu appearance. Con$Ullation

(GarVi's): Ihe centre ot this fluwer is white, with the remainder of

the under nttals pink, with a deep spot in the upper petals whiph
nearly covers them, this flower is very larae. of g^od substance, and
finely formed. Prince of Wales fPampHns): The general form ia

good', the petals firm, keeping the flower m a fine cuype^ shape; the

dark spot cover> the surface of the upper petal, with the excejition of

a narrow rim of ros*" colour; lower petals rose, petting lighter as

they approach the centre; an excellent -xariety. Sir Isaac Aevton
(Pamplii}^s) : Top petals have a large dark spot, grarually getting of

a nisy colour at the edge; lower petals short, of a delicate pinU}
general form good.

'J hat portion of the large tent in which the Pict^tees and Carnatloain

were exhibited, appeaed td create jienera! interest , never h-ve ve
seen at the Chiswick Gardens so fine a display of these beautiful
flowers. The statids were more numerous than on any farmer occa*

sion, and the exhibitors had evidently prepared for a friendly con-

test, fur all the stands bore e\idenre uf great care and skill in the
management of the flowers. The Picotees were in tg y fine coodi-

tion ; "the flowers were clea and rhe edging fine in colour ; and what
we had great pleasure in noticing, the flowers were not overdressed;
though put in on^er, they still retained their natural ajpearancc.
The season has not been iavourable lur the Caniat'.oa, and the white
generally is «1 a pouncy character; a few blooms only m all the

stands were tree fr m ibis blemi!*h : and we noticed in the x-ariout

collections many 'Id favourites, a d a few n^w varieties in both
classes, in high condii ion. Among the Carnations Puxley's Prince
/•Iheri, Holmes' Count Paulina, Colcutt's Biutus, Lord Br. ugham.
Young's Eail Grey, and Cariwripht's Rainbow, were very fine in

the Bizaires; and Brook's Hora's Garland. Wilson's Harrirt,

Willmer's Kndvmion, Knott's AU'red the Great, Addenbroke's
L-tdia, WHllmer*s So'ander, and Hogg*s Colonel of the Blues w«
noticed as being very superior in the Flakes. The Picotees

were certainly finer in their class than the Carnation*, and

more diirieult to select Irom. Wood's Agrippina, Giddeo's

Teaser, Brinkler's Masterpiece, a rather belter flower ;
""^

Teaser, Sharp's Gem, a new and fine variety. ShMiJ*» Crife-n^.

Po.len'8 Lady Peel. Dicksan's Trip to Cambridge, ^c ^J^J'T^
conspicuous among the finest Tarieties. T. Barnard Esq . *^*^j^
lead among amateurs id the Picotet-s, for a *^=^^'^,?/.J^i ^own,
flowers, containing the following varietiw: - ^^ i^'^'^^^.i^i^pf,

RusseU-s Ladv Hardwick. KirM.-md'B Dukco* ^^^5-^^-"^^

Chesterfield, Giddens's Teaser. Gidiicn**^^'^^^^
Garret'. Ladv Dacre, Gv^^}^

Lady
1. Bar-

nard-s Mrs. Barnard Garret', ^a'^-^ p^^' ^^jP&t Ackiand,

Dickson's Trip to Cambridge, H*>gg;- ««CJ"^i«n; Green\ Qu*.en,
Mrs OniUeBrmklers Masterpiece, I^dy3/«^ Wilson's Harrr
girtland's Pnnce^S Aogos^a. Oirfdefl* up* *

. .»

Wood's Pamela, Dcariove** Favontc* ^^ ing. A Picot^e of gov4
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; ZT^ Ij p-;>i^^ Albert, received a certificate
property from ¥':?'^^^^^^J^ to a cxim.on bizarre named

^Jj^'i "NTrTl^wt^^^^tifwhUe was of good qnalitr

;

U P°——* -^« • ^^ieraktHbuied. A seedling Verbena from
rlear. mod «*«^«*";g^^ »„ ahifaited, and rweived a certificate;
Mr. Kjk. «^^tKS^i^r^d iu ^our is bright vermiUon.

M^^'^B^^ -^"^^"^^^ eonsiitel of Colonel of

«fr T^i^ J*u/kMU'. UlyB«e-s r^avhou'8 No. 1, Colcutt's Brutus.

KnJtWW the Great, Eley'B Mane?o, Christian*. Excellent,

H^VCount Paulina, Lady Chetwynd. Brooks'* Flora'* Garland,

i^l^r'3 Beautr of VVeodhouse, elegy's Harkaway. Puxlej's
Georgiana, Voung's Earl

' " '» Princess
ham, Huf-

t^^s Rosa, Wakefield's Jla^a Charta

A ng thp Seedling Calceolaria*, two only were selected as distinct

varieties^ poMcaung desirable qiialitie«i the remainder varying little

from the sorts now cultivated or about to be sent out : these were

Floribunda and Pulchella ; the former a dark mottled claret-coloured

vmrtetyt oi fine form, the latter having « bright brown spot upon a

delicate lemon ground.
Fruit is always more liberally supplied at the July show than at

•itber of the others; and this circuowtance, together with the sti-

u^us given to growers in 4 late leading article of the present paper,

no doubt tended to *U the tent devoted to that seetion. Taking a

cursory sttrvey of the whole, it may be remarked that the Fine-Ap-

pies were mostly of a flrst-rate description. The Grapes, too, had

generally large berriea, yet many of them lacked that depth of co-

lour which giyes them nuch a rich appearance, and others had b?en

robbed of their bloom by travelling, Pearhea and Nectarines were

fhiefty eiccUent, and very few had been injured iu the transmission.

The MelonH were likewise fine for the most part. Two novel

fruits were on the tables j one, that of Sabal Blackbumiana, a kind

•f Fan Palm, was in ft very long and branching raceme, covered with

•reenish fruit, about the size ofsmall nuts, and consiating mainly of

421 eT'»«*ively hard kernel, which does not seem to be edible. Tliis

WAS shown by Mr. MiehoUon, gr. to J. J. Blackburn, Esq., near

Uverpool. The other was the pulpy berry of Physalis edulis, com-
monly called the Cape Gooseberry, which is eaten as a dessert fruit.

It was eahihited by Mr. Paxt^n, gr, to His Grace the Duke of

Petonshire, Chatsworth. Of Pine-Apples, there were three fine

Queens trom Mr. Fielder, gr. to E. Linwood, Esq.; three still better

fr»m Mr. Parsayj a very good one from Mr. Henderson, Coleorton

Hafl; and many handsome Providence and other sorts from different

raltirators, wh*>se names, where their productions were thought
worthy of reward, will occur in the prize list, ta which, once for all,

we may refer for an account of the merits of the fruit exhibited,

IMaek Hamburgh Grapes were in good order from Mr. Henderson,
«^ Coleorton U\\\; pale, fcut large, from Mr. Clarke, gr. to W.
Block, Esq,; extremely fine from Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Mar-
quis of Lansdowne; very good from Mr. Mitchell, of Brighton

j

handsome, yet wanting colour, from ^Ir, Fielder, gr. to w. Lin-
wood, K.-^Q.; in an enormous bunch, with Targe berries, from Mr.
Wilson, 01 Mllliehope^ good from Mr. Itolfe, of Woodham, Essex;
and simitar, though hgnt-colonreH, from Mr. Lumsden, gr. to H.
Beran, Esq.; in all respects splendid, from Mr. Spencer, gr. to
the Marquis of f-ansdowne ; fine, but wanting bloom, from Mr.
Elliott, gr. to Earl Tyrconnel; very tine from Mr. Oodds, gr. to
Sir O. Warrendco, Bart. ; In dense bunches of diminutive but pecu-
^ariy black fruit from Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryait; well-
ripened from Mr. Davis, yr. to A, Smith. Esq., Woodhall ; and
intensely black, as well as covered with bloom, though rather
«naUin the berry, from Mr. Chapman, of Vauxhall. The Grizly
Frontignac was nitelj ripened hv Mr. Roberts, Eshton Hall; the
Cannon HaH Muscat was particulariy good from the same grower.
There were some fine white Sweetwater from Mr. Paxfcou, of Chats-
worth, Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marrvatt, Mr. Jones, gr. to vSir

Moore Uisncy, Bart., and Mr. Rolfe, Woodham, Essex; with im-
mense but unripe Cannon Hall Museats from Mr. NiGhoUon. ar.
to the Earl of Orkney; and pretty good Muscat of Alciandria
from Mr. Spencer, gr. to the MarquU of Lausdowne. There were
excejlent Ncctannes, and large yet pale Peach" from Mr. Davis, of
Oak Hill ; good Peaches and Nectarines from Mr. Dodds, gr. to
Sir G. Warrcndcr, Bart.; aj^lendid Peaches and admirable Necta-
rines fronA'Mr. Wilson, of Miltichopc, and Mr. Nicholson, gr. to
the Eart of Orkney; fine though injured Peaches, from Mr. Shiells,
Erskinc House Ciardens ; very superior Downton Nectarines from
Mr. Lauder, gr, at Downton Custle ; noble Peaches from Mr. Erring-
ton, gr. to Sir P* ^Mrtoc, Bart., and capital Peaches, from Mr.
Paxton, of Chatsworth, Particularly good Bigareau Cherries came
from Mr. Paris, of Oak Hill, and Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs.
Ilarryatt; with superior Mar Dukaa from ^Jr. Leslie, gr. to J.
Fleming, Esq., Stoneham Park, Well-grown Bokhara Melons were
sent by Mr. Henderson, of Coleorton Hall; six fine Windsor Pnze
Melons by Mr, Appleby, gr. tp T. Broeklehurftt, Esq. ; and a very
large green-fleshed Melon by R, Barnard, Esq.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Jui0 I4.fr-Th« show of stock, implements, seeds, &c., at the long

«q»ecUd Bristol meeting took place to day, aod was most nume-
rously attended ; in fact, every tho«>ughfare in the city which led
in the direction of the aUou -yards was crowded with persons hurrying
tawards the busy scene. The exhibition of cattle was exceedingly
goeii. The prixea were awarded as follows : —SnoaT Hobks :

Class 1 : SulU calned pfem^mhj to the ]st ofjfimmry, 1840. Ut
pn^e, »•*,, to Messrs. J. Parkinson and J. Booth of Cotham; 2, 16^
Mr. T. Forrest, of Stretton. OcJisa S: Bulls culved since the Ut
^fJmu^rp, 1640, 2«/,, the Rev. C. Mordaunt, of Badgworth Rec-
tory. Ci.A.aa3; Cou:$ in Milk, UK Mr. J. Booth, of Catterick.
Ct.An 4 : /»-«i(/ heifer», 15/., Mr. J. Forrest, of Stretton. Class
4: Ymriing keifers, lOi.. Mr. R. H. Jaque«, of Silton Hall, York-
akire. Hunaroans—Class 1 t 1, 30/,, Mr. J. Yeomans, of More-

, ^-•W; 2. i^'f Mr. J. Pnee, Upton-upon-Severn. Class
5: 20/., Mr. J. Pnce, of Poole House, Upton-upon-Severn. Class
V ^'»-t»'»- J- Yeoman*. Glass*: U/., Bev. J. R. Smythies, of
Lyach Court. near Leominattr. Class 5 3 !•/., Mr. J. Walker, of

TT^ '"/' « "^l*^^. *>"0''»-Clas9 1 t 1, 30/., Messrs. J.
». Bidt and J Bon* of Kingalon and Heathfield, for a ^ull, bred by
^Li' Sj'^i*!!^^^**^^^*^ ' »' ^^'^ ^^- C. H. Webber, of Bam-
irta^a, lor a N«lfc Devon buU, lOso Iwred by Mr. Quartlev. Class

Of North MMton, Devon. AwTBaERnoaCaoss—

C

LASS 1: 15/.. Mr.

rlilf^
.B-5 TewkSbu^,^ a pure%ut^;,- H^ifz^^:

bred by himsdf. Class 5 : lo/., the Hon. M. W. B. Nugent f0^1pnre Leicester or long-homed heifer, bred by himself Hoa^F«--
Vlkhs I', Cart StalHon^for AgrieittfurtU parpfises lat ^iU Mr
Neeld, of Gnttieton; 2nd, S»^., Mr. H. Heith, and J c. Gadd of

a pure Southdown ram, 28 months old. Class 3: SJi^arVng
EwtSy 1st, 10/., Mr. S. Webb, of Babraham, for a pen of fine

Southdown shearling ewes, 16 months old, bred by himself; 2nd,
5/., Mr. J. Beavan, Jun,, of Thomham, Wilts, for a pen of 5 do., ^7
months old. Long-woolled Sheep, not qualified as Leices-
Tims; Class 1 : Ist, 30/., Mr. C. Large, of Broadwell, Oxford, for

a new Oxfordshire shearling ram, 16 months old ; 2d, 15/., Mr. C.

Large, for a new Oxfordshire long-woolied do., bred by himself.

Class 2 : 15/., Mr. C. Larae, for do., 2S mouths old. Class 3:

Ist, 10/., Mr. E. Smith, of Charlbury, for a pen of 5 shearling long-

woolled Oxfordshire ewes, Ij^ nw^nths old, bred by himself ; 2nd,

5/., Mr. C.Lai-ge, for a pen of 5 sheariing long-woolled ewes, bred by
himsfdf. Pigs : Class 1 : Boort, 1st, 15/., Mr. Jos. Thoralinson,

of Liverpool, for a Leicester boar, 2^ years old, bred by Mr. T.

Crofton, Durham ; 2nd, 6/., 3Ir. Barnard, M.P., of Gosfield Hall,

Easex, for an improved Essex boar, bred by himself. Class 2

:

mwofanpage, lu/., 3Ir. J. Thomllnson, of Laverock Bank, for a

Leicester sow, bred by Mr. W. Doi.j'Jd, of Salway House, Cumber-
land. Class 3 : penx of breediv - ,-, 10/. Mr. Barnard, M.P., for

3 improved Essex sow pigs, 8 months old. A great number of extra

stock was also exhibited, many of which were highly commended,
but only four received a prize, viz., Mr. J. Yeomans, an award of 5/.

for a Hereford yearling heifer, bred by himself; Mr. T. Miller, of

Castle Farm, near Sherborne, 2/., for a S-months-old calf, bred

by himself: Mr. W. Kllison, of Kendal, 1/., for a Sizergh boar,

and also 1/. for a sow of the same breed, both reared by himself. The
exhibition of implements was very extensive, but the prizes had
not been affixed to them when ue left the show-yard. Mr.
J. Smyth, of Yoxford, sent a new Turnip seed and manure drill ; the

principal advantages which this possesses over others are in its having
steerage levers, with joints, by means of which the coulters are

readily guided upon the ridges ; the manure and seeds fall sepa-

rately, so that a portion of earth divides them, which prevents the

heat of the manure from injuring the vegetation of the seed ; the

drill is formed upon the sliding principle, which allows the rows to

be drilled of any required distance: also a drill for com and general
purposes. From Mr. W. Groundsel!, of Louth, a drill for corn and
general purposes ; the coulters and (frills being removed from this

machine, an apparatus filled with dust may be affixed to it, which
being drawn over Turnips, or any other young crop, will scatter it

upon the fly and destroy It ; if filled with lime, it would probably
assist in the destnu'tion of slugs, Mr. H. Garratt, of Saxmxmdham,
sent a newly-invented horse drag rake, for the purpose of raking hay
or com on any surface, however uneven, by means of the teeth work-
ing independently of each other ; they are cleared by a pair of
eccentric pulleys, which are moved by pulling down a lever handle
behind the rake ; an iron field roll, made with three separate revolving

cylinders, so as to turn without injury to the crops ; a patent horse
hoe, which may be increased or diminished in size, by means of a
movable axletree, so that the wheels may be readily kept between
the rows of plants ; the shafts, aUo, are readily altered, so that the
horses may walk either in the furrows or in any place where the crop

is least liable to be injured : an improved portable threshing ma-
chine ; ft drill for corn and other general purposes ; a turnip and
manure drill, with a slip axletree to vary the drill to different widths
from 2 to 3 ft., or by shifting the coulters the rows of seed may be
deposited as near as 12 inches ;*thiA drill is so constructed that

Turnip and Slangel Wurzel-seeda are taken up by the cups
separately, and deposited together down the conducting appa-
ratus ; besides these, Mr. Garratt sent a large quantity of other
farming implements. From Mr. E, D. Falkner, of Fairfield, were a
pair of Arched Harrows, for clearing weeds from ridges of Potatoes
and other crops ; the pressure being regulated by a wheel lever,

which also clears the teeth, if choked by w-eeds ; the teeth are move-
able, and the centre ones maybe taken out when not recjuired ; a
light Single-horae Plough, weighing 10^ st, 5 a plough, for two
horses, either yoked abreast or singly, for general purposes ; and an
expanding horse-hoe of a new construction. Mr. T. Huckwale, of
Over-Norton, sent a newly-invented turnwrist plough, which pos-
sesses a double-acting share, and this, with the mould-board, can
be easily turned from one side to the other : a set of implements
combining a manure and turnip-drill, a fluid-drill, and a horse-hoe
for hoeing aati Ahinnine: Turnips; and various others. MesSTS.
Ransome, of Ipswich, exhibited a portable and locomotive steam-
engine, for agricultural purposes, with threshing-machine attached

;

also portable threshing-machines of one, two and fonr-horse powers;
several patent chaff-cuttinpr engines ; a Kent turnwrist plough, on
an improved principle, made under the direction of Mr. W. Smart,
of Rainham ; the ploughman can easily shift the rest and coulter,
without leaving his place at the handles, and effect any alteration in
the dip of the jilough ; and no less than 13 other plou^s of
different descriptions. From l\fr. Crosskill, of Beverley Woods,
a portable Potatoe-steamer; an improved two-horse power Hay
and Straw-cutting machine, in which the knives are brought very
near the rollers, which prevents the machine from becoming choked

;A patent clod roller; a drill for sowing soot, which answers well'
even when the soot is damp— the quantity sown being regulated by
means of wheels; a single-row turnip drill, and numerous other im-
plements of husbandry. From Mr. J. B. L, Farrant, of Maidstone,
a single-hand turnip drill; a hoe for beans and peas ; a threshing
machine; and a small clod breaker, suitable for hop gardens, but
which appears as if it would soon be choked in stiff soils, From Mr.
R. Stratton, of Bristol, no leas than 12 waggons and 15 carts, of dif-
ferent descriptions, with 6I other implements of various kinds, not
for competition. From Mr. B. Ury, of Newport, a 4-horse-power
and a 2-men-power hand-threshing machines. Mr. T. Wedlake
sent various machines for making hay, breaking oil-cake, sowing
seed broad-cast, &c. Mr. A. Dean, of Birmingham, a patent hy-
draulic machine, for irrigating land with liquid manure, watering
streets, &c., and which maybe easily converted into a fire-engine of
great pow«r ; a patent portable rail] for grinding flour ; and various
other machines. Numerous implements were likewise exhibited
by Mr. K, Law, of Glasgow; Mr, H, Carson, of Warminster;
Mr, J. Richmond, of Salford ; Mr. J. Fcrrabee, ©f Stroud

;

Mr. R. Edwards of Bamburj, and different other gentlemen.
Messrs. T. Gihbs and Co , Piccadilly, exhibited samples of the most
approved Grass seeds for laying down land, consisting of 22 different
sorts, with dried specimens of the same. The few Turnips which
were shown belonged principally to Messrs/Gibbs; the large Green
Globe appeared to be the best of these. Among the seed Wheats, those
named Berkshire Triumph, Lc Couteur*s Belle Vue Talavera, Vil-
morin, and Fly's Gigantic WTiite, were remarkable for the size of ear,
Mr. n. Cormack, of Manchester, also exhibited specimens of Grasses,
and ofthe new EgyptianVetch, both in a dried and a growing state ; with
samples of Sir J. Murray's new patent fertilisers or manures (in which
limeseems to he a principal inpredient). Mr. C. Williams, of Car-
diff, exhibited models of various agricultural implements. Mr. J.
Read, Piccadilly, hydraulic, fire, and other engines. Specimens of
cheeses were sent by Mr. E. Churche, of Axbridge ; Mr. E. Jones.of
Somerset, Mr. J. Leonard, ef Water End, Gloucestershire; Mr.
W. Norris, of Glastonbury, and numerous others. The Queen's
cheese (the produce of the milk of 737 cowsj, was likewise exhi-
bited : it^form is an octagon, about 2^ feet across, and 20 inches
ie^, bearing the royal anus upon the uppersurface.

Mferet and FoaU, 20/., Mr. G. Thomas, of Shirehampton. Cl\ss
4 : Tiro pear old FilHes, 10/.. Mr. R. Daintree. Ci.a?««' 5 :

Thomn^h-dreet StaiHonfi, M/., Mr. H. Rerve, of Wroughton, Wilts'
for iKmfiiua^ bred by the Duke of Cleveland. SnEEr, LEicasTEa-i
C^LAsg }: Sh^ariing Rfrmn, Ist, 30/., Mr. J. Bennett, of Tempsford,
Bedfordshire, for a ram 16 months old; 2nd, 15/., Mr. 9. Bennett,
of Bickerings Park, Bedfordsrtiire. Ci:.ass2: Rams *>/ anp age
above two ymrSi Ist, 30/., Mr. 8. Bennett, for a ram, 40 month*
old, bred by himself; 2nd, 15/., Mr. J. Bennett, for a ram 32 months
old, bred by himsctf. In Class 3 the prire was withheld from want of
inerit. SoTJTHDowpT a.\d other snoET-wooLLBD Stieep—
Class 1 : 9*/., flfr. S. Grantbam, of Stoneham, Lewes, for one IS
jnonth* old; Sad, 15/,, Mr. J.Webb, of Babraham, near Cambridge-
Cjlass «: 1st, 38/., Mr. J. Webb, for a Southdown ram, 64 months
Xkk^ biedbyiumseif J 2nd, u/., Mr. J, Harris, of Bm^m, Berks, for

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Ak^Fdef^^hire Hnriieulttiral Soeit fi/, June 21 .—The second exhi-

bition of this institution \va^ held in the New Markets, which
were fitted ap for the occasion. PrizcR were awarded as under :—
/» \. *«»•! a»d 8, Mr. D. Gaims, gr., Glenbervie; 1. 2,and 3 Mr. Alex. Mackle. ^,, Arbuthnot. Seediing, 1 , G. William-

^n, L^it, Pslargoniums: I, Mr. Alex. Mackie j 2 and 3, Mr.
«.CarUu^gT.,CoruhiU;4,Mr.D.Gaim8. Cacti, 1, Mr. T. Darling;

w ^- o • *?*' ^^B-^-i^TSKASB : land 2, Mr. Alex. Mackie ; 3,
Mr. ^ Smith Irises: i, Mr. 3. Watt; 2» Alex. Forbes, Esq.
Mklov: Mr. Alex. Mackie; Sand 3,Mr. J. Jamieson.gr. toAlex.
Blackie, Esq. PaESKavEn Apples: i and 2, Mr. N. Glennie,
CHKRRiBst >, Mr. D.GlBon; 9, Mr. D.Smith; 8, Mr, J. aark;
4, Mr. J. Wood. SniAWBEaaixfl: i, Mr. J, Wood; 2, Mr. F.
Deans; 3, Mr. T. Robertson; 4, Mr. J. Piric. I^ASr l,Mr.W.
Barron: 2, Mr. J.Wood: 3, Mr, D, Smith; 4. Mr. J. Forbes.

Cardno. Border Flower
3, Mr. W. Walker.

LOWER
: 1, Mr. R. Hardy; 2, Mr. J. Forhea'HoME-MADK Wive : J. Birnie, Saq. KxTa*

Prizes : Mr. G. Cardno, lor an Orange Tree; Mr. A. Matkie for
Fucijsia Corymbiflora; and Mr. G. Gamiuie, for KhododendroB
Ponticum.

Bath Ropal United Horticultural Society ^ June 23.—The third
exhibition took place at the Sidney Gardens. The following k
the list of prizes:—Florists' axd Cct FLo^rsRs. Cl^issX for
Nttrserj/men: Pinks, 8 Varieties, 1, Mr. Sealey ; 2, Mr MUes
Roses, IS bunches, I, Mr. Cole; best 18, 1, Mr. Cole; 2, Messrs'
Salter and Co. Fansies, collection of 24, 1, Mr. A. J. Maule^ *j'

Mr. Cole
J

Seedling, l, Mr. Cole. Ornamental eoUectinn ofCiH
Flowers, 1, Mr. Lidiardj 2, Mr. Kitlcy. Class 2, for Amateurs-
Ranxncufuses, 5 blooms, 1, Mr. Bennett ; 2, Mr. G, D. Pi*?her
PinkSy 5 blooms, I, Mrs. Niasj 2, Mr. Parker. Roses, 12 blooms'
I, Hon. Capt. Howard; 2, Miss Bayley; 6 blooms, i, H. Co!i: u!
Esq. ; 2, Hon. Capt. Howard. Pansies, collection o/24, I, MrG
D. Fisher

J 2, Mr. W.Salter. Ornamental collection of Cut Fhtrera'
!, Mr. Pyatt; 2, Mr. Ford.—Plants in Pots. Class I, for Nvrl
serymen: Stove Plants, best 6, 1, Slessrs. Salter and Co. Green'
house Plants, best V2, 1, Messrs. Salter and Co. Pehirgoniums
best 12, 1, Messrs. Salter and Co. Calneolarias, Shrnhbi/, 1, Messrs'
Salter and Co.; Herbaceous, l, do. Cape Ericas, 6es/4,*L Messrs!
Salter and Co. Herbaceous Pere7iniuls, best 4, 1, Mr. T)ier!
Fuchsias, G varieties, 1, Messrs, Salter and Co. Ornamental
Basket of Plants, 1, Messrs. Salter and Co.; 2, Mr. Drumrnond.
Class 2, for Amateurs : Orchidaceous Plants, coUeetion of ^, 1,

j',

Jarrett, Esq. Stove Plants, collection of 6, l, J. Jarrctt, Esq',
Qreenhoiise Plants, collection of G, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; 'sinffta

Specimen, ditto. Pelargoiiiums, best 12, 1, Miss Bayley; 2, J,
Jarrett, Esq ; Light, 1, G. C. Tugwell, Esq.; 2, Miss Bayley-
Pink, 1 and 2, Miss Whitehead; Red, 1 and 2, do.j JJark or Mot-^
tied, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Cape Ericas, single Specimen, J. M.
Yeeles, Esq. Amaryllis, single Specimen, Mr. G. Shaw. Cal^
ceolarias, collection of 8, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. ; Herbaceous, J,
Jarrett, Esq. Fuchsias, collection of 5, J. M. Yeeles, Esq"
Alstremceria, Mr. G. Shaw. Ornamental Basket of Plants,
I, Miss Bailey; 2, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.—Fkcit. Pine-apples,
Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquess of Lansdowne. Grapes^
Black, I, Mr. Sturge; 2, Mr. Spencer; Jl''hife, l, do. Straw.
berries, I, Mr. Wheeler; 2, Mr. Kitley ; 3, Emerson, Esq,
Cherries, 1, — Emerson, Esq. Currants, White, 1, Mr. J. Cooke;
Red, 1, Mr. Lidiard ; Black, 1, Mr. J. Cooke. Raspberries, 1, Mr.
Lidiard; 2, Mr. Sparkes. Melons, 1, Hon. Capt. Howard; 2, Mr,
Spencer. Apricots, 1, R. S- Cruttwell, Esq. Vegetables: Co/-
lection of Lettuces, Onions, Turnips, Potatoes, and Broad Beans,
I, Mr. Lidiard; 2, Mr. ICitlcy; 3, Mr. J. Cooke. Collection

Strawberries, Mr. Cole. Orchidaceous Plant, Messrs, Maule,
Pelargonium, seedling, Messrs. Garraway. Fuchsia, Messrs.
Garraway. Herbaceous Plant, Messrs. Salter. CaheoUiria, J.

Jarrett, Esq. Fuchsia, seedling. Miss Bayley. Gloxinia, Miss
Bayley. JEschj/nanfhus, Miss W. Maule. Fuchsias, J. M. Yeeles,

Esq. Onutmental Device in Cut Flowers, T. Emerson, Esq.

Cauliflower, T. Emerson, Esq. Cockscombs, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.

Ericas, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. SociETr's Plate Puizk, value one

guinea, for the best stand of 18 Rijses, Mr, Bennett. Mr.
Jarrbtt's Prizes : Pelargonitnns, Best 12, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq.;

2, G. C. Tugwcll, Esq. Si^, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2, J. Jarrett,

Esq. Three, I, Miss Bayley; 2, Mr. Geary- Mk. J. M. Ykeles's
Prizes: Roses, collection of IS, i, Mr. Bennett; 2, Mr. W. Salter;

3, H. CoUison, Esq. Various prizes were given to cottagers re-

siding within 4 miles of theGuild-hali, Bath, for vegetables, fruit,

and dowers.

—

Balk and ChcUenham Gazette,

Binh' jhnn and Midland Floral and Uf '^cultural Soeiettf.^

Second Exhibition^ June 23.

—

Eoses : Premier \ Yellow Noisette,

J. Gough, Esq, Moss-. 1, Provence, Mr. J. Moore; 2, Blush, J.

Gough, Esq.; 3, Crimson, Mr. J. Coudrey. Wkitex 1, Unique, i.

Gough, Esq. ; 2, Princess de Lamballe, Mr. Coudrey; 3, Globe

White Hip, Messrs. Pope and Sons. Pink, 1, Coutarde, Mr. J.

Cowdrey; 2, Blush Belgie, Mr. Moore; 3, Belle Marie, Mr. Cou-

drey. Blush, 1, Duchesse d'Angotiltoe, Mr. J. Coudrey; 2, Ruga,

Messrs. Pope and Sons ; 3, Belle Auguste, Mr. Coudrey. Red, 1,

Atheliu, Mr. E, Phillips; 2, Ne Plus Ultra, Mr. Coudrey; 3, Gi-

gantic Velvet, Mr. Coudrey. Purple, 1, George the Fourth, Mr. J.

Cole; % Violet Bhie, J. Gough, Esq.; 3, Princess Augusta, Mr.

Coudrey. Barh, l, George the Fourth, Mr. Coudrey; 2, Tuwany,
do. Striped or Mottled, I, Queen of Beauty; 2, IlosaMandi; 3,.

Painted Damask, aicssrs. Pope and Sons, 'Solseffp or Cluster, 1,

Ornament de Parade, Mr. E. Phillips: 2, De Meaux, Mr. Moore; 3,

La Grande, J. Gough, Esq. Pinks: Premier, Duke ot St. Alban's,

Mr. J. Haines. Bark Laced, 1, Duke of St. Alban^s Mr. Haines ; 2,

Eliza, Mr. Coudrey; 3, Elizabeth, Mr. Haines. Rrd Laced, 1,

Rainforth's Prudence, Mr. Coudrey; 2, Duke of Buckingham, Ao.

;

3, Emperor, Mr. Haines. Plain, 1, Lea Arrow, do.; 2, Seedling*

Mr. Fiiudell; 3, Seedling, Mr. Haines. Seedlings, !, do.; % ^*
Ranumculcses : 12—1, Mr. Britten ; 2, Mr- Mellon. 6 ^*?'"r^'

Mr. Fhillipa; 2, Mr. Mellon. Pansies: Ist twenty-four, Mr. >V.

Earl, with Zaphara, Eclip&e, Prince Albert, Angelica, Maid of Milan,

Jehu, Imogene, Jupiter, Lady Lucy, Jewess, Earl of Clarenaon,

Amulet, Marmion, Rufua, Launcelot, Mulberry Superi>, Brilliant,

Lovely Bride, and six seedlings ; 2d do., Mr. T. Mellon, with Miracle,

Imogene, Eclipse, Paul Fry, Model of Perfection, Jewess. Doctor

Lindiey, Duke of Wellington, Giant's Bride, Antagonist, Argus,

JuUet, Flora Major, Model, Mdlle. Celeste, Uncas, Garrick, and

seven seedlings, 1st twelve, Mr. Earl, with Hope, Imogene, Jewe^,
Victoria splendens, Jupiter, Jehu, Maid of Milan, Mannion, An-

gelica, and three seedhngs ; 2nd twelve, Mr. Mellon, with Efhps^fc

Imogene, Paul Pry, BTodel of Perfection, Jewess, Dr. landlcy,

Giant's Bride, Napoleon, Antagonist, Model, and two seeilhngs.

SecdUtyos^^ 1, 2, Mr. Eari. Oschtdacic/r : l, Oncldiuin altls.sinium,

A. Kenrick, Esq. j 2, O. flexuosum, do.; 3, Acrides odoratum,

do. «TOVE Plaxts: I, EpiphyUum, Mr. Moore; 2, EuphOrOia

splendent, Messrs. Pope and Sons ; .^, Gloxinia rubra, J. Gougp.

Esq. G»EE?ffHorSE Plants: 1, Pimelea derussnta, J. Gou^ii.

Esq.; 2, Fuchsia corymbidora. Mr. M. Kellett ; 3, N^rium spien-

dens, A. Kenrick, Esq. Ericas : 1, ampullacea, Mr. Coudrey; -»

tricolor, Messrs. Pope and Sons; 3, fulgida, Mr. Moore. Pelas-

Go.MUMS: 1, Sylph, Mr. Coudrev; S, Victory, A. Kcnriek. LsQ-

•

3, Foster's roseum, do. Roses in Pots : 1, White ^loss, Mr. Belliss ;

3, Waterloo, Mr. Moore ; 3, Fairv Rose, J. Gough, Esq. Calcso-

lauias: 1, Seedling, A. Kenrick, Esq. ; 2, Seedling, J. Mason>

Esq.; 3, Ladv of the Lake, Mr. Kellett. Hardy Shrcbs: M «-

n^ttia, »p., Messrs. Pope and Sons ; 2, Kilmia latifolia, Miss Bellamy

.

3, Genista tinct6ria, Mr. Moore. Herbaceous or Frame Plants.

1, V«rb«M Phillipsii, J. Gough, Esq.; 2, Gladiolus Colviilu, Mr.

Moore; 8, Campanula macrautha, do. Best Eicr.T Greenhocse
Plants, Meaiirs. Pt>peand Sons. BESt Etcnr Sxove Pla>t8, *»•

Mas4>n, Esq. Best Six Cut Roses, Mr. J. Cole. SwEEPSTAKFis
FOR Pot Roses: 1, M

BRPSTAK OP T
Vfr. E. Phillips ; 2, Messrs. Pope and Sons.

HRKE Pansies, Messrs. Pope and bona.

I

HoNORAUT Prizes: R. L. Chance, Esq.'. for Keene's bccouri?

Strawberry 5 J. UpfiU, Esq., forPopr's Seedlincr Fuchsia ;
Mr. W.

Kellett, for Fuchsia Chdndleri and do. for F6rhaia Stundishi-

Grapeit, l, Blaek Hambro', R. L. Chance, Esq. Jl/e/.... ,
^'

V***,"

Flesh, A. Kenrick, Esq. Straw^err^^, I, Keene's Seedling, Mr. J.

Mwt; t, Imperial, Mr. Coudrey. Ctfcumherji, 1, Roman Kmj^eroA
A. Kenridr, fisq. ; 2, Manchester Improved. J. Mason. Eso. /^*
1, Early May, /. Mason, Esq. B^'inx, I, Johnson's Wonderfui,

J-Gough, £a^. J 9, Long Vods, J. Mason, Esq. French Beans, », a*

Kennck, Esq, CaJj^^^ l, Wonparcil, J, Gough, Esq, QtMUfio^^*
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1 2 Mr. J. Rodway. i2A«rf»at*, 1, Green Gianfe, Mr. J. Gold ; S,

Mjatt's Victoria. ]\Ir. J. Mist. FoUUoes, 1, Ash-leaf Kidney, Mr.

"W Baker; 2, Hawberry, Mr. I. Uavies. Onions, 1, Tnpoh, Hr.

J Rodway; 2, White Spanieh, Mr. J. Hsdnea. Carrots, I, Early

Horn Mr. I. Davies. Turnips, l, Dutch, R. L. Chance, Esq. ; 2,

Stone Mr Baker. LeiOfCr, 1, Golden Cos, Mr. Baker; 2, Drum-

feead/lHr. Baker. Various Cottagers' Prizes were also distributed.

Birmingham HorticuUural Society, Jz/ne l6.—The folloTvrng Is a

list of the prizes awarded to the successful competitors at the ex.

hibitioii which took place at the Society's Gardens :—Exotic Or-

chipackjk: l, Cattleya Ackl&ndise, G- Barker, Esq.; 2, Oncidium

cri^pum, do. ; 3, Cvttochilum hastatum, do.; 4, Oncidium altissU

mum, A. Kenrick, Esq. Bitto, aix plants : 1. Cattleya M6ssi8e, C.

M6ssi3e ffuperba, C. M6esi8e lutea, Perist^ria guttata, Br&ssia

verrucosa, and Stanh6pea saccata, G. Barker, Esq.; 2, Oncidium

crispum maculatum, Epidendrum cuspidatura, Oncidium pubes,

Vanda Roxbtirghii, Oncidium pulvinatum, and Epidendrum ciU-

cus Rosa-sinensis plena, D. Houghton, Esq.; 3, Gloxinia speciosa,

do.: 4, Lantana aculeata, do. Grkenhousb Plants: l,Diosma

teniif61ia, J. Willmore, Esq. j 2, Gomphol6bium polymorphum,

do.; 3. N^rium splendens, A. Kenrick, Esq. ; 4, Fuchsia fuigens,

J. Gouffh, Esq. Ericas: l, ventdcosa superba, T. W. Belles.

Esq. ; 2, exSniia, A. Kenrick, Esq. j 3, vestita alba, Messrs. Pope

and Sons: 4, ventricosa carnea, do.; mx plants: J. Willmore,

Esq. Pelargoxivms : 2, Victory. A. Kenrick, Esq.; 3, Garth's

Perfection, T. W. Belles, Esq. ; 3, Priory Queen, A. Kenrick, Esq.

;

4, Louis Quatorze. T. W. Belles, Esq.; supplants: J. UphUl, Esq.

Calceolarias: seedlij^g, J. Willmore, Esq.; *t> plants, 1, 2,

and 3, J. Willmore, Esq. Cacti: 1 and 2, G. Barker, Esq,

ALSTRfE-MERiA: 1 ,
pelegrina, Messfs. Pope and SoDS. Mimuluses:

J, ele^ans, Mr. J. Moore; 2, seedling, do. Groups of Flowers :

land2, J.F.Ledsam, Esq. Six Alpine Plants in pots: 1, Messrs.

Pope and Sons; 2 and 3, Mr. J. Moore, Six Heuhaceous
Plan'Ts in pots: 1, Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2, Mr. J.Moore.
Six Hardv Annuals in pots, 1, J. Gough, Esq. Ranunculuses,
1 and 2, J. Wilmore, Esq. 3, Mr. W. Earl; 4, J. Gougrh, Esq.

Six Ferns, 1, Messrs. Pope and Sons ; 2, Mr. J. Moore. Orangk
Tree in Fruit, 1 and 2, F, Ledsam, Esq. Pansies {Gardeners and
Amateurs), I, J. Willmore, Esq. : {Kurserymen), 1, Mr. W, Earl; 2,

Messrs. Pope and Sons; 3, Mr. F. Brewer. Rosrs, 1, Blairii,

G. Barker, Esq.; 2, Gen. Laraarque, do.; 3, George the Fourth,

J. Gough, Esq. Rhotiodenduons, 1, Standard Ponticum, Messrs.

Pope and Sons; 2, Spectabile, Mr. J. Moore; 3, Lowei, Messrs.

Pope and Sons. Grapes. 1, Black Hamburgh, Miss Turner; 2,

White Muscadine, do. Melon, 1, A. Kenrick, Esq, Straw-
BERRIES, 1, H. Dawes, Esq. Brace of Cucumbers, 1, A. Ken-
rick. Esq.; 2, Defiance, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.; 3, do. Pkas, 1, H.
Dawes, Esq. ; 2, J. Gough, Esq. Kidney Beans, I, A. Kenrick,
Esq. Potatoes, 1, J. F, Ledsam, Esq.; 2, H. Dawes. Esq. ; 3,

J. F. Ledsam, Esq. Turnips, 1, J. Gough, Esq. Cabbage,
1, do. ; 2, H. Dawes, Esq. ; 3, do. Onions, I, do.; 2, J. Gough,
Esq. Lettuce, 1, G, Barker, Esq.; 2, H. Dawes, Esq.
Extra Vkiz^s.—Roses, 1, J. Gough, Esq. ; 2, Messrs. Pope and
Sons; 3, Mr. T. Beach. Krythrina lattrifolia, A. Kenrick, Esq.

;

Seedling Cactus of Merits Mr. J. Moore. Apples, unknown, G.
Smart, Esq.; ditto, Pearmain, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.

Chkhesicr Horlicidiurcd Society, June 23.—The summer meeting
was held in the Council House, when the following prizes were
awarded:—Mr. Shepherd, gr, to the Rev. L. V. Harcourt, 1, for

hlack and while Grapes, Sirawberrks, Carrots, Onions, Turnips,
Frenchhea7is, Calceolarias, and Stove Plants ; 2, Cut Pelargoniums,
and 2 prizes for Specimen Plants, Mr. Evans, gr. to J. B. Frcdaud,
Esq., for Jtoses, Salpiglossis. M^y Currards^ Gooseherrics ^ and
Cherries. Sir. Bfann, 1, for Phies and Cucumbers. Mr. Graham,
ET. to Mrs. Smith, 1, Pelargoniums, Greenhouse Plants,' Bouquet,
Peaches, and Mushrooms', 2, Stove Plants and Roses, and also a
prize for a Peach Tree in fruit in a pot. Mr. W^hite, gr. to Blrs.

Gen. Dorrien, for Tropical Plants, Specimen Plants, Roses and Ehu-
harh. IMr. Kent, for Seedling Pelarfjonium . Mr. SuIUvan, gr. to
J. Baring, Esq. 2, for Pn: s. Mr. Bund, gr. to J. A. Smith, Esq.,
1, for three baskets ofjloicers, Beans and Potatoes ; 2, for Cucumbers.
Mr. n. S. Titcheuer, I, for Cut Pelargonium^-, 2, for Specimen do,
Mr. Fielder, gr. to C. S. Dickins, Esq, ; 2, Black and white Grapes,
Bouquet, andPeas. Mr. Hall, gr. toM. Snooket, Esq. ,1, for lettuce;
2, for Sfraivherries,

Cork Horticultural Society, June 22.—This exhibition took
place at the Com Exchange, and was numerously attended. We
subjoin a sketch of the various contributions:—From the Earl of
Kingston's gardens a collection of Pelargdniums, Heaths, Cal-
ceolarias, Verbenas, and FiTichsias; also well grown specimens of
Abutilon striatum, EutA.xia pungens, Biplacus puniceus, Ste-
phanotis fioribundus, Fvlchsiafulgens, andPol5^galaoppositif61ia;
with some well ripened Grapes, and a large assortment of vege-
tables. From J. S. Barry, Esq., of Lota, a collection of Pelargo-
niums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, and other greenhouse plants ; an
assortment of annual flowers and vegetables. From the Marquess
of Thomond's garden, some splendid Oranges; and from Viscount
Berehaven, a dish of immense Shaddocks and Oranges. Mrs. B.
Fitzgerald contributed some choice Pelargoniums and Ericas,

fine specimens of S<511yaheterophyIla, Bor6nia serrulata, Diplacus
puntceus, and Swains<5nla galegif6Iia; also, Grapes, Cherries,

Strawberries, and a collection of vegetables. From Mr. Alex.
Moore, a showy lot of Pelarg6niums, and Fuchsias ; also Lettuces
and other vegetables. From Col. Longfield, two dishes of well-
grown Peaches and Nectarines. Mr. W. Parker sent a collection
of Pansies, and a glass globe filled with honey, taken from one of
Natt*s beehives. Mrs. Morrogh sent a large assortment of Green-
house and Herbaceous plants; amongst them a fine specimen of
Fiichsia Chandieri, and Calochortus luteus. From W. M. Reeves,
Esq., large specimens of Fuchsia fulgens and corymbiflora, Gla-
dtolus insiguis, Alstrcemeria psittacina, Clematis Sieboldi, and
Lychnis coronata ; also some splendid Rhubarb and Cauliflowers,
From Mrs. Haynes, a large collection of Roses, tastefully ar-

ranged, and some seedling Pelargoniums. From D, Leahy, Esq.,
welj grown Balsams and Cockscombs ; many new Pelargoniums
and Greenhouse plants ; Cucumbers and other vegetables. Capt,
Hill sent a large collection of Pelargrtniums, Dahlias, and an
assortment of fruits and vegetables. Miss Lyons sent a variety
of Greenhouse plants. Balsams, and other tender annuals. Coun-
sellor Hewitt had a variety of Roses, specimens of Brugm^nsia
sangufnea and Ifitea, Erythrina crista galU, Fuchsia fulgens, and
Vallota purp<:irea; also some Balsams and PelargOuiuma. Mrs,
Foley sent a varied assortment of Greenhouse plants, a Bouquet,
and some Pansies. From Sir W. Chatterton, Roses, bardy
Annuals, and a Cactus, dish of Cherries and Strawberries,
a large Bouquet; with fruits and vegetables, in great variety.
J.T. Cramer, Esq., sent specimens of various flowers and vege-
tables. C. Crofts, Esq., a Bouquet, Pinks, Ixias, Ranunculuses,
and Cherries and Strawberries. From J. Lindsay, Esq., a Bou-
quet, and a collecUon of Pinks ; some Cherries, Strawberries,
Cnrrants, and vegetables. From Mr. H. K. Feath, Roses, and a
variety of well-grown vegetables. Mr. M. Conway contributed
some Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Petunias, and Fuchsias. Lieut.
Eriend. Strawberries, Gooseberries, Currants, and Apples. There
were also some fine Apples of 1841, from the Rev. — England.
Mr. Bradford had a collection of Heath.s. P^largOniuna^, and dther
Greenhouse Plants, and a collection of Pinks, Roses, and Pansies,
From Messrs. Haycroft, a beautiful plant of Ftichsia corymbiflora,
six feet high, in full flower, and a lar^ coUection of Greenhouse
plants. Mr. Cutter contributed some Ftichsias and Calceolarias.
The competition for native plants was confined to Mr. D. Murray,
|r. to Counsellor Reeves, and Mr. D. Sullivan, pr. to P. Maylor,
Esq.—The next exhibition will take place on the 27th of July,

h

Feliiyn Florists Society, June 27,—The florist of Ftiton and its

Vicinity held their aoaual exhibition of RanunculuseB and Pan-
sies at Mrs, Hine's, Northumberland Arms Inn. when the follow-
ing prizes were awarded t-RANUNCuLusK«: Varieguled, I and 2,
Mr. A. Gowens; 3, Dr. Grahamsley ; 4, Mr. W, Harrison j 5 and
6, Mr. Gowens. Stlft, \ and 4, Rev. Jos. Orrell; 2, Mr. Har-
rison; 3, 5, and 6. Mr. Gowens, Pansies: 1, Stamdnftix, Mr.
J. Jeffrey, Rolla. Ne plus ultra, Thompson's Victoria, Isabel,
Pilot, and Maid of the Mill ; 2, Mr. Forsyth, gr. to A. J. B. Cress-
well, Esq., M.P,, Thompson's Eclipse, Isabel. Pilot. Forsyth's
Jewess, Champion, and Counsellor; 3, Mr. J.Jeffrey, Negro Boy,
Lord Durham, Agnes, Isabel, Victoria, and Pilot; 4, Rev. Jos.
Orrell, RoUa, Victoria, Pilnt, AVeliington, Isabel, and Unknown

;

5, Mr. Forsyth, Isal>el, Champion, Jewess, Anna, Fanny, and
Bloomsbury. 6, Rev, J. Orrell, RoUa, Wellington, Victoria,
Pilot, Isabel, and Joan of Arc. Seedling prize, Mr. Forsyth, for
Isabella. The show of Ranunculuses was verj- good, although
many were rather too old. The stands of Pansies were far su-
perior to any ever exhibited here before; the numerous Seedlings
shown by Mr. Forsyth were generally admired. The next show,
for Pinks and Roses, was appointed to take place at Mr. Liddle's,
on Monday, the 11th July.

Guernsey HorticnlturfU Societp, May 2.'^.—This exhibition ex-
ceeded all others which have hitherto taken place In this island.
The following were among the more successful exhibitors :— Mr.
Hoyle, for Cucumbers, Pelargoniumn, Heartsease and Stove Plants;
Mr. Vidamour, for Roses, Ericas, and Calce.oldrias i Sir O. Carey, for
Grapes, Oranges ^the latter grown in the open air;, Pea.^, Cumm-
bcrs, and Lettuces; Mr. C. de Jerf^oy, for Collections of Flowprs
and Vegetables, Pelargoniums, and Auriculas s Captain Appleton,
for Ranunculuses, A coUection of Annttfils, and a, Bovguet ; Mr.
J. Dobree. for Tulips, Greenhouse Plants, Lrias, and Pelarg6-
nhifns ; Mr. H. O. Cd^rre, for Dessert Pears. Numerous CoUagers'
Prizes, var>-ing from \s. to 5a. each, were awarded for Tulips,
Ranunculuses, Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Stocks, Cut Flowers,
Strawberries, Gooseberries, Apples, Pears, Potatoes, Peas, Let-
tuces, Cucumbers, and other vegetables.

—

Gazette de Guernsey,

UanU Horticultural Soetrfij, June 22.—This exhibition took
place at the Corn Exchange, Winchester, where the fillowing prizes
were awarded:—Orchidaceous Plants: Miss Gamier. Stove
Plants (not Orchidaceous): Rev. F. Beadon. Greenhouse
Plants, do. Climbers, cuf or tnjwf*: Rev. C. Rashleigh Pelar-
goniums : I, Rev. F. Beadon; 2, Mr. Ralfe. Collection qf do.,

J. q\ Waddington, Esq. Ranunculcses: G. R, Ricketts, Esq.
Best Collection of do,. Rev. Mr. Willis. Calceolarias : Shrirhhj/,

W. J, Campion, Esq. Herbaceous, Collection ofdo,. Rev. Mr. Wills.
Pjeonies, cut or in pots: Col. WalL Hardy Herbaceous
Plants: the Warden of the College. Roses (not China): Miss
Gartner; China, J. Fleming, Esq.; Collection, the Dean of Win-
chester. Pinks: W". J. Campion, Esq. Picotees : J.Taylor,
Esq. Heaetskase: W. J. Campion, Esq. FucBSIAS: Rev,
Mr. Henville. Iris: Rev. G. C. Rashleigh. Cockscombs a^d
Balsams: Rev, Mr. Henville. Ornauektal Flowkrs : Rev. F.
Beadon, Plants ov all kinds : Rev. G. C. Rashleigh. Fruits,
Pine Apple and Melon : J. Fleming, Esq. ; Strawberries, 1, W. J.

Campion, Esq.; 2, theWarden of theColIege; 3, J. T.Waddington,
Esq. Vegetables : Peas and Bcatis, the Warden ; Caulijlowers,

Rev. Dr. Maberley; Potatoes, I, Mr. W.Barnes; 2, Dr. Maberley;
Cucumber, Rev. — Henville; Turnips andCarroto, W.J. Campion,
Esq, A few Cottager's prizes were also distributed.

Hertford Horticultural Society, June 23.—The second exhibition

took place at the Town Hall, and was well attended. The following

is a list of the prizes :—Pines : 1 , Mr. Davis, gr. to A. Smith, Esq.,

M.P, ; 2, Mr. J. Dawson, gr. to Lord Melbourne. Grapes : Black,
l,Mr. Da%i9; 2, Mr. T. Dawson, gr. to Farl Cowpcr. White, 1,

Mr. J. Dawson; 2, Mr. J. Hanip. gr. to E. Chuck, Esq. PeachkB:
Mr. J. Dawson; Nectarines: Mr. T.Dawson. Melons: Green
Flesh, I, Mr, J. Dawson ; 2, Mrs. Hanbury. Scarlet FUsh, 1, Mr.
Davis; 2, Mr. T, Dawson. Strawberries: l,Mr. J.Dawson; 2,

Mr. Tinsiey, gr. to S Adams, Esq. ; 3, 5It. T. Dawson. Specimen
Plant: 1, Mr, Williams, gr. to J. Warner, Ej^q.; 2, Mr. Slowe,

gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq.; 3, Mr. Plumbly, gr. to C, J. Dimsdale,

Esq. Stove Plants: Mr. Slowe. Geeknhouse Plants: 1,

Mr. Slowe; 2, Mr. Plumbly. Miscellaneous Plants : I, Mr.
Slowe; 2, Mr. Williams. Pelargoniums: 1, Mr. T. Dawson < 2,

Mr. Milne, gr. to C. S. Chauncy, Esq. ; 3, Mr. Plumbly. Seedling,

1, Mr. J. Hudson ; 2, Mr. T. Dawson. Heaths : I, Mr. Plumbly;

2, Mr. Slowe. Calceolarias: Herbaceous, Mr. Slowe. Shrubby,

1, Mr. T. Dawson; 2, Mr. Williams. Roses: Garden, ZO varieties,

J , Mr. Milne ; 2, Mr. Williams. 24 varieties, including Noisette,

China, and Bourbons, 1, Mr. Williams; 2, Mr IVtilne. 3, Mr. Sim-

monds, gr. to the Rev. R. Jones. General Selection of do., Mr.
Milne. Pinks: Mr. J. Dawson. Ranunculits: 12 varieties, Mrs,

Foster, Heartsease : 30 varieties, 1, Mr. Hurst, gr. to J. Batho,

Esq.; 2, Mr. G. Smith. British Plants: 1, Mr. D. Spriggingsj

2, Mr. Simmonds. Cactus; I, Mr. Slowe; 2, Mr. Plumbly.

Alstr£Emerias : Mr. Williams. Hydrangeas: Mr. T.Dawson.
Fuchsias: Mr. WilUama. Cockscombs: 1, Mr. T. Dawson; 2,

Miss Hadsley. Balsams: 1, Mr. WilUama; 2, Mr. Milne. Cut
Flowers: Mr. Williams. Cottagers' Prizes were also_distributed

for flowers, fruit, and vegetables.

Inverness and Northern Horticultural Society, June 22.—The
following is a list of the'premiums awarded :—CALCEOLAaiAS : Sijp

Varieties, Mr. J. Stephen, gr., Ni Castle, for C. Pandora, En-
chanter, Darling, Rosabella, Pilot, and Topaz ; 2, Mr. Bain, gr. to

Lord Lovat, for Pirate, Royal Standard,'HenrietU, Rosabella, Pater-

sonia, and Margaretta. Pelargoniums: Six Vai'ieties,\, Mr.W
Dallas, gr, to L. Mackintosh, Esq., for Alexandrina Victoria, Sylph,

Imogene, Garth's Perfection, Prima Donna, Alicia ; 2, to Mr.
A.Praser, gr. to J. Thvimsou, Esq., for Garth's Coronation, Joan of

Arc, LadyCarlisle, Sylph, Orange Boven, and Aleiandrina. Exotic
Plants in Flower: 1, Mr. Stephen, for Siphocimpylus bicolor.

S6llya heterophylla, Leschenaultia formosa, Po.Jgala speciosa, Gar-

denia radicans, Pimelea decussau ; 2, Mr. Fraser, for Pimelea decus-

sata, Bordnia serrulata, Cactus Mallisoui. Pimelea hispida, Abutilon

striatum, and Crissula eoprfilca alba. Pitfo Specimen, Mr. Stephen,

for Malva caperiais. Paksibs: Twelve Varieties, 1, Mr- Taylor,

gr.. Kilravock Castle; 2, Mr. J. Lawrence, gr„ Inverness. Heaths :

Four Varieties, 1, Mr. A. Fraser, for Erica odorata rosea, tricolor,

ventricosa superba, and ventricosa hirsuta; 2, Mr. Stephen, for

Erica \cntricosa superba, E. curvifiora rubra, E. vestita-fulgida, E.
grandiflora. Harry Herbaceot s Plants: l, Mr. Taylor; 2,

Mr, Macdonald. Iris: 1, Mr. D. Williamson, gr.. Culloden; 2,

Mr, Taylor. Cinerarias in Pots, Mr. Stephen. Mimulus:
Sit Varieties, 1, Mr. Dallas, gr., Raigmore; 2, Mr. Bain. Ver-
bexas: l,Mr. Kain; 2, Mr. Stephen. Petcmas: 1, Mr. Dallas;

2, Mr. Bam. American Plants; Six VarUiies, 1, Mr. Bain

j

2, Mr. J. Maccallum, gr., Reelig. Anemones : 1, Mr. Macdonald;
2, Mr. Stephen. Fuchsia: 1, Mr. Bain, for F. Fulgens; 2, Mr.
Dallas, for F. Globosa major- Ornavental Basket af Plants:
I, Mr. Fraser; 2, Mr. Bain. BonacEX: 1, Mr. J. Fraser: 2, Mr.
J. Lawrence. Apples: 1, Mr. Bain ; 9, Mr. J. Fraser. Melon,
Mr. Taylor. Cocumbkrs: 1, Mr. Eraser; 2, Mr. J. Fraser, gr..

Balcony. Cbereies: 1, Mr. G. Ross, gr., Bught ; 2, Mr. Bain.
Strawberries: I, Mr. Eraser; 3, Mr. Maccallum. Straw-
berries, fbr Ji<ivour : 1, Mr. Maccallum; 2, Mr. Macdonald.
Peas : 1, Mr. D. Mackenzie, gr. to Lady Mackenzie > 2, Mr. G, Ross.
Cauliflower: 1, Mr. Dallas; a, Mr. Eraser. White Dutch
;ToRi*ip8: 1, Mr. Stephen ; 2, Mr. J. Maccallum- Potatoes: 1,

Mr. R. Fraser, gr. toE, Baillie, Esq.; 2, Mr. Dallas. Cabbages:
1, Mr. Bain; 2, Mr. Mackenzie. liETXucB: I, Mr. Maccallum

;

2, Mr. Mackenzie,—Inverness CourUr*

Messrs. UsrgresvM; 2, Humphr<»yCheethani— 3, LordCodiington

—

€, Beautv of Thumham, J, Stout, Esq. : 8, Seedhngr, Mrs. S. Har-
rison. Block mtd WhiU, 1, Ladf Bold Houghton, Mr. Htrgrsv^f
f. Lodge** Pilot—6, Overall, J. Stout, Es<|.. 3. Parry's Union, i.

Seedling, Mr. Richardson ; ^t Unknown, Mr. Wballev. Roses:
jDoHt^ Dui*APi/#y*r, 1, 6. Mr. Hargravwi ; S, Ifr. Richardson;
3. 4, 5, M' . llar«Tcavt Crimson a» d Red Scarlet, l, ^^^'

Jopson; 9, 4, Mrfi. Ford; 3, T. J. Knoniys, Erq. ; 5, 6, M^'sert.

Hargreaveft. Rose C^iOHred or Bl%i$h, ), Uetars. Hargreavei; 2. 3, 4,

Mr. Jopson; 5, Mr. Richardson; 6, BIr. Harpraves- Yellow: Jiliite^

fl»d Striped, I, 5. Thomas Rawtthome. F«n. ; 2, 3, Mr J. Walms-
ley ; 4, Mrs. Ford ; 6, Mrs. E. G. Hornby. Moss Ro$es. 1, 3, 4, 5,
Messrs. Hargreaves ; 2, Mr«. Ford; 6, Mr. Hargraves. Chl/ta and
Odorata Roses, 1, 2. Sirs. Ford ; 3, Mrs. S. Harrison. Grapes : I,

Mrs. Godson ; 2, Mrs. Ford. Melons, 1, Green Fle»h, Mrs. Ford;
2, Sweet Iklelon of Ispahan, J. Slout, Esq. Strawberries: 1^

3Irs. Ford; 2, J. Stout, Esq. GREE^^0l:s£ Plants: 1, 2, Mrs.
Ford; 3, Mcfara. Harcrreaves; 4, Mr. Jopson. Heaths: 1, Mrs,
Ford; 9, Mrs. S. Harrison. Hardy Heebaceocb Plants: I,

Mrs. Ford ; 3, 8, 4, Messrs. Hanrraavss. Pans of Pansibji: 1«

T. Rawsthornc, Esq.; 2, Mrs. E. G. Hornby ; % Mrs. Ford.
Calceolarias: I, Mr. Jopson. PELAEOONirMS : 1, Mrs. Ford;
2, Mrs. S. Harrison. BoravETS composed of Flowers growx
IN THE OPEN GARnrv r 1,2. Mrs Ford. Bonaf^Ert compopfd
of Exotics: 1, Mrs. S. Harrison; 2, Mrs. Ford. Ckmr^t
Goo$^>erries, Bi<i~k Currants, J. Armstrong, Esq.; RaspberHm,
Orartaes, Citrons, Vxtcumbers, Onions, Mrs. Ford; Pots^oeis, White
Curro}ds, 'Rel Currants, T. J. Knowlys, Esq.; Art' ' kes, Rhubarb
Canlifoiver, BofiliaSt T. Rawsthomc, Erq.

Norfolk and Kortdch Horiieultural Qoricfy, Jwrte 29-
—

'Hiis exhi-
bition was held in St. Andrew's Hall, where the following prizes

were awarded : Flowers :—Roses r Coltvction qf lOO t'orisW**,

Nurserymen, IjRfessrs. Macule and Ewing; 2, Mr. J. Tookf ; OOi'a-

rtefifjr/eqnal. J.Catton.gr.toRev.C.FeUowcssndRev.J.Burroughest
48 varieties, I, Mrs. Burronghes; 2, Rev. T. Blofield ; ». Rer. fi,

Dennis; 36 varieties. \, J. Caiton; 2, Rev. T. C.Blofield: S, R.
Spence, gr. to Sir W. B. Proctor, Bart.; 18 mzHetf^, ^, Mrs. Bur-
Tou^hes; 2, Rer. .1. Burroughes. Calceolarias. Rev J. Bur-
roughes. Ieis, Mr. G. Thnrtell. Pinks : 24 rarieties, Mr. Tliur^

tell ; 18 varictia. Rev J. Burroughes ; 12 varieties, Hon. and Rer.
R. Wilson. Picotees. Rev. J. Burroughes. Green hovsi
Plants : I, W. Rippingale, gr. to G. Morse, Esq. ; 2. 8- Short, or.

to J. Stracy, Esq. ORCHinArE^, single plant, Cstasetum maeula-
tum, Mr. Walton. Cut Flowers, cfl""'^OT» of, I, J. N. Waite,

Jan., Esq.; 2, Rev. J. Burroughi's. Calceox.arias. seedling* R<^«
J. Burrouphes. Picotee, seedling, Mr- Hi' Atkinson. Cacti,
collection a^.S. Short. Stocks. coifcction qf, 1, J.'S Maskett, Esq.;

2, J. Gordon, Esq. Fruits.—Graf black, H. Cook, Esq.

Melons, /7''^'p?j Isftahan, \, Rev. W, Howard; 2, ^Ir. Walton, gr.

toR. SandVrson, Esq. M.V. Stravsbereies, Eeene*s Seedling: I,

Mr. C. Aldborough, gr. to G. S. Kett, Esq. ; 2, Mr. S, Short; 3, J-

S. Muskett, Esq.; 4, Rev. O. Matthias; .'i, Mr. Wm. Gale, fT. to

Mrs. Kett. RASPBEEltirj', J. S. Muskett, Esq. ChEkries: 1^

Mr. S. Short ; 2 and 3, Mr. Wfltf^rs. gr. to f^ord Wodehoiae. Cvit*

rants. Mr. W. Kemp, gr. to Sir E. Strarcv. Apples, Mr. W,
Scarlett, gr. to Mrs. Kett. Orange Tre£ IN Fectt. J.S. Musltett,

Esq. VuGKTXBhViis^.— Lettuce, Blrs. Burrouphrs. Pafatoet, «jtra/,

Mr. S. Short and Mr. W. Kemp. Peas, Jinerone, 1. Mr. W. Scar-

lett; 2, Mr. S. Short. Beons, equal, J. S. Muskett, Esq. and Mr.
W.Scarlett. Cauliffowers, Mr- B. Ennis, gr. to H. Gurney, Esq.

Ttimips, Mr. W.* Scarlett. Rhubarb, Myatt's Victoria, Rev. O.

Matthias. Cabbages, Mr. J. Potter. Ci/eumter, C. K. Thompson,
Esq.—iYo/*w/c/i Mcrcu7y,

North BrUUh Professional Qardentr9* ^ocU'j, June 22.—The
second meeting for the season was held in tlie Calton Convening

Room, where the following prixe* were awarded:—Pelargo'siums :

1. Mr. J. Young, gr. to T. Oliver, Esq., for Sylph, Coronation, Ame-
thyst, Conservative, Sultan, and Masterpiece , 2, Mr. J. Doi\Tue, gr.

to Gen. Roberuon. Seedlinu do. of 1841 i 1, Mr. Kinabom, gr.

to Sir R. Houston, Bart.; 2, Mr. J, Voung. Calceola'riasi 1,

Mr. J, Downier for Earl of Dalbousie, Enchantress, Lus of Rich-

mond Hill, Miss Hopo, Picta. and MnrquU of Waterford; 2, Mr. J.

Young. Stocks : 1, Mr. P. Thomson, fr- to A. Rutherlurd,^- K-
3, Mr. J. GoodsH, juiij^ gr. to Lawrence Buchain Eso.

Lancaster HnrHeultnral BochUj, JuYie^ TheMtond exhibition

was held in the National School, where the foUowiiig prizes were

awarded : Pinks : Purple Laced, \, Duke of St. Albans—2, Ln^trf^—

8, Perfection—4, Suwarrow—6, Rambler, J. Stoat, Escf.? 5,i--*iwi-

^>eih, Mr, J, Walmsley, .Bfcf Laced, 1, Mars, 4, SpectOation,

Esq. {

Hardt
Shrubs: 1, Mr. P. Tbdroson. Rhododendron Catawbiense bj*
bridum. K^lmia latifdlia, MeT]Ei^M»..^lif6!ia alba, Rho(^odendron

ferrugfneum. Genista flonda, and .HnArtium janceum flore pltno ; 2,

Mr. G. Srirlingr, gr. to Viwount Melville. Raninc^jlus: Mr. J-

Young, for Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, Prince of Wales, Princess

Royal, Milkmaid, and Duchess of Kent. Pinks: 1, Mr. VV, Cuth-

bertson, jrr. to the Kight Hon. the Earl of Roseberry. forQueen Vic-

toria, ' Conqueror, Duchess of Rutland, Mrs. Harrison. Duchess of

Kent, and Duchess of Devonshire. 2, Mr- Alex. Fort^sier, gr. toG.
Falconar, Esq. China Roses: 1. Mr. P. Thomson; 2, Mr. R.
Watson, gr. to D. Anderson, Esq. Pansies: 1, Mr. J. Voung, for

Duke of Northumberland, Mirror, Decora, Hecate, Angelica, and
Lavinia; 2, Mr. Alex. Forrester. Seedling, IS41, Mr. J. Young.
Grapes: Black, 1. Mr. R.Watson; 2, Mr. J. Goodall. DiOo Qf
any sort, l, (Muscat of Alexandria), Mr. J- Goodall, jun. ; 2, Mr. J.

Goodall. Melon : (Ionian Green Flesh), Mr. R. Watsen. Cavli-
flower: 1, Mr. G. Slirling: 2, Mr. J. Goodall. Caeeots; Mr.
J, GoodaU; 2, Mr. J. Downie.

r

North De' Horticultural Socigijf, June 22.—The first PTblbi-

tion was held at the Rooms, where the followinr prizes were
awarded :—Fruit.—Pine Appie. \, I5s., Mr. Saul j 2, I28., Mr.
Bartlett. Grapes, white. 5s., Mr. Harriett j A/aeif, ««. ditto ; the

best dish of named sorts, 1 OS., ditto. Melons lOS-, 1, Mr, Saul;

2, 78., ditto. Apples, 1841, 38. 6d., Mr Barllett. Stranherriee, 1,

3s. Mr. Saul; 2, as. 6d., Mr. Westacott; 3, as., Mr. Saul. t'Aer-

n>«, 3s , Mr. Griffin ; 2. 2s. 6d., Mr. ^ul. Gooseberries, 2a., Mr*
Edmunds. Currants, 2s., Mr. Bartlett; Citrus tribe, ihe be^t
collection, 56. Mr, Saul ; ditto, ike bestspeeimen, 2s. 6d., Mr. Saul.
Raspberries, 1. 38., Mr. Westacott, 2, 28. 6d., Mr. Gerry. Extra.
—Grapes, black, 3s. fid., Mr. Saul; Apples. 2s. 6d., ditto. vS^hw-
berrfes, 5s,, Mr. Griffin. Cherries, 2s., ditto. Citrus /rtfte, as. fid.,

Mr. Bartlett. Currants, Is. 6d.. Mr. J. K. CottOtt- FL<»WEft8.—
StnvePlants', 6s., Mr. Edmonds. The beU Climber, 5s., Mr.
Bartlett. TAree Bulbous Plants, 5s., Mr. Saul, GreefihM^t
Plants, six, 1, 7s., Mr. Gerry; 2, 5s,, Mr. Saul. Thretbesi Greets^

house Bulbs, of sorts, 5s. M^ Edmonds. Best Climber im Flov^er,

5b , ditto. Three best Ttitio, 7a. 6d., Mr. Bartlett. Pelargoniums,
twelve, 1. ins., ditto; 2 "s. 6d., C. E. Palmer, Esq, ; 3, 5s , Mr,
Gerry; best single specimen, 3s. 6d., Mr. Edmonds. Rrrnunnf
luses, 5s., Mr- J. K Cotton. Pinks, 1,5a, Mr. Edmonds: 2,

83., Mr. Gerry. Rases 59, ditto. Bouquet of Flowers, 3s. 6d.^

Mr. Gerry. Tender Annuals, I, 5s., ditto; a, 3g. Mr. Bart*

lett. Hrj'tlg herbaceous Plants, 3s. fid., Mr. Gerry. Cactus
speriosissimus, 5s., ditto; three best do., 7s., Mr. Edmonds.
Heartsease, fwelre sorts, 1, 3s,, Mr, Bartlett; 2, 2s,, Mr. Gerry.

Calceoldrins, best six herbaceous, 5s., Mr. Westacott; besi

aijt shrubby, \, 6s,, Mr. Bartlett; 9. Ss. 6d., Mr. Getry.

mulus, 2s. ditto. Verbenas, 5s., ditto. Stocks, Ss. tHf
Edmonds. PetHnias, 1, 3a., Mr. Bartlett; % -^s.*

Gerry. Salpiglossis, 1, .^s. 6A., Mr. Cotton; 2, 2s.,

Westacott. Best specimen of Hftmemtkum, 5s.. Mr.

KxTRA-SfDPe Plants. 3s. 6d., Mr Saul; do., 3s. 6d., Mr ^^
lett; B«M«, 3s. 6d., Mr. Edmonds; ^^^o^^^^iJ^^'^-Vi-^.
lett ; Orange-tree uHth fruit, 2s. «d., do. ; 6i> ^*^/- ^; .^.
Fuchsias, 2s. 6d.. Mr. Gerry ; Balsaths, Is^ m ,^r

^ ^^ ^^
Cor*scomA*,2s.6d . Mr. F.^mo^^d^. Peli0'^m^^'^'^% ^.^.^

I monds. V«OKTABr.K*—^*/>flm^«, l. 5s. Mr t.^'^
K. Cot-

Mr. Saul; Rhubarb, 1, 5s., Mr. Edmonds; ^' f-Jf, Edmonds,
ton; Cucftmbm, 1,5s., Mr. Saulj 8*3^^ v«'friiBn. Green
Beans, 1 ,

2s. 6d Mr. ^^^^<>^^^f^,frJi^rrots,l,ls.,UT.

Saul ; P^>tatoes, Kidj^^U 3.. Mr- |^,; ,^ti^^^^^ 23/,

Mi-
Mr,
Mr.
Mr.

0m^

r

Mr. Bartlett; 2, 2s - (M., Mr. Sawl^ ^ w^ata/'oft. 3 aa Mr
Mr, Edmond^, (MHa^is, 1, s*. ^d., ^U ^eatacott, 3. 23., Mr.
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Griffin
r ^, ^ . •• ft! do : Cabhagi, 2s. fld , Mr. Bart
Lettuces, ron. 1%.^-: '*''

V^'^'^/'as. fld,. Mr. Gerry.

MW^, ?o/ft^/iWCu^ m^^srs, lOs., Messrs. Lacombe and Pmce

;

a^f/.hot^^^ collectinn, I5s., Mr. Veitch 5 J2os£*, IDs., 1.

«,•«». 5J Mr. Hill J
(ireenhome Plajits, 5s., Mr. Pontey > Hoi-^s.

ZtT. Mr. ireiand. Numerous Cottager's Prizes were also awarded.

—iforth /hvan Journai,

yt/itingham Floral and Horticultural Soeiett/, June 29. -The
ttcoud meeting was lield at the Aaseiubly Rooms, where the follow

ina-prizes were awarded :—KA^u^C0JLUSE3 : 1^ Mr. Frettingham ;

S 31r. Lee. Roses : pan o/24, (/or dealers), 1, Mr. J. Peursop ;

3, fllr. Frettingham; 3. Mr. T. Wood, t^an o/24, (amat^^trs)y Mr.

S. R. P. Shilton. Pan of 15. Mr. J. Hobinson. Fan of\% 1, G.

Walker, Esq.; 2. Mr. Hutchinson. Pan of Q^ Mr. 5i. Buswell.

Collection of Roses [dealersu I. Mr. J, Pearson; 2, Mr. F. Fretting-

ham. Colkciion iatmteurs), I, F. Wright Esq. ; 2, Mr. S. R. P.

Shilton. Moss, I, Mr. J. Pearson; 2. Mr. S. Shilton. French,

1 :ilr. Pearson; 2. Mr. Shiltnn. Hybrid Provence, 1, Mr. Pearson;
3' Mr. Shilton. Hybrid China, 1, Mr. Pearson ; 2, ?.Ir. Shilton.

Alha, 1, Mr. Pearson; 2, Mr. Sihilton. Scotch, do. Amtrian Briar
BndZ)a»ja*A,l,Mr.Pearfton ; 2. Mr.Shilton. Provence, do, Swectbriar,

1, Mr. Pearson; 2, Mr. Shi ton. Ayrshire, Mr. Pearson. Multi-

fiora Mr. S. Shilton. Evergreen, Bonrsaulf, Hybrid Climbing, 1,

Mr. J. Pearson; 2. Mr. Shilton. Perpetual, 1, Mr.-Pearaon : 2,

Sir. Shilton. Bourbon, I, Mr. Pearson; 2, Mr. Sliilton. Chlna^

l,Mr. Pearson ; 2, >/m**, Mr. Shilton. Tea China, Miniature, Noisette:

Mr. Pearson. Macartney, Microphylla, Hybrid Perpetual, ^Ir,

Shilton. ExTBAPRi7.ES://flr(/yflo*^^. Mr. J. Pearson. PiNKs:I^re€

oai*** 0/ Blooms, J, Mr. F. Wood. Janson's La y ^fiiner, Admiral

Codrin^oB, Dreadnought, Lady Parry, Lodge's Paulina, P.irry*s

Union; 2, Sir. Lee. Dr. JohnsoD. Grecnside, Criterion, Secdliuf?,

Duchesaof Devonshire, Snowball; 3, Mr. J. Robinson, George the

Fourth, Earl Grey. Snowball; 4, Mr J. Pearson. Purplc4accd,

Mr. Robinson. Purple-laced Seedlings, Mr. J. Robinson, Redlaced
Seedlings, Jfr. Lee. Best collection, Mr. J. Robinson. Pa.nsies: Pan

of twenty, 'dealers), 1, Mr. J. Pearson ; 2, Mr. F. Wood; 3, Mr. Lee.

^un of twenty. famaUurs), I, Mr. J. Neville, Ann, Chimpanzee, Cap-

tivation, Mrs. Hannvortli, Delicata.Mary Ann, Larpent, C< nqucror,

Qaeen of Scots, Jewess, Crcjm, Jehu, Beauty >»f Hitchin, three seed-

Rnjfs. Eclipse, M^y, AV'ellington ; 2, Mr. S- R. P. Shdton, Capti-

vation, Jewep, anJf cigliteen seedlings; 3, Mr. Gilkon, Coronation,

Conqueror, Mrs. Thesiger, Climax, Mary An.i, Jcrt-ess, Queen of

Scots, Ne plus ultra, Carlo Dolce, Rival Yellow, Melpomene, JTiss

Jane, Queeo, Rainbow, Triumphant, Lady Flora Hastings. Conser-

vative, Diana, seedlinp. Ttn btooms, {amateurs), Mr. J. Robinson,
Chimpanzee, Eliza. Lady Wetherell, and seven seedlings. Collection

of Cut Flowers, \, Mr. J. Pearson; 2, Mr. Frcttin^^ham. Six A.v-

KUALS : 1, Mr. S. R. P. ShiltOn ; 2, Mr. Frettingham.
Mr. S. R. P. Slulton. BouaotT: Mr. S. R. P.

Pelargoniums: I, Mr. Frettinj^ham, Sylph, Seedling,

Perfection, Ahcia, Alexander, Unknown ; 2, Mr. Pearson, Sylph,

Alicia, King, Clarissa, Conservative, Alexandrina. Seedling, Mr.
Frettinjiham ; Collection, Mr. J. Pearson. Stovb Plant : 1 and 2,

G. Walker, Esq. OacuiD.vCKWUS Stove Pl.i.vt : ] and 2, do
©EBKNUOUSE I'LANT! I and 2, F. Wright, Esq. Collection of
CaEENHOusc Plants: do. ; Erica ventricosa, 1, do. ; 2. Eximia, do.

Cacto* SpEciosisaiMiiS: G.Walker, Esq, Fuchsias: Fulgens,
Lee's Dark. Glnbosa, Chandleri, Huesti, Fuigens Muliiflora, Mr. J.

Pearson. VaiBENAS-. Mr. L«€. Hbebaceocs Pl\,nts : 1, Mr. J.
Pearson: 2, Mr. Frettingham. America:^ Plants: i , do ; 2, Mr.
J, Pearson. Ulicm ExiMiuM>do. Pentstemon GanTiANoiDEs
CocciWEA: dt>. Collection of DiaVteluses: Mr. J. Neville
Vines IN Pots , honorary : Mr. Hupcraft. Fruit: Grapes, Uoyat
Muscadine, G. Walker, Esq, Sirav^icrries , Keen's <eedlinfj, l, do.

;

3, F. Wright. Esq. Cherries^ BvHtrmm^ I, G. W^allcer. Esq. ; 2. do.
May Duke. F. W'richt, fiaq. CurraskU, White, do.; Red, do
Apples, Dessert, Mosses Incotnptssmbte, Mr. J. i'.^i^^n. Veoe-
»ABL£3: Peas, I, Sir. J. Robinson : 2, G. WakLf, Esq, B is, Mr.
S. >hilton. Vaulifow&rs, I. G. Walker, Esq. ; 5^, F. VV^ri^^ht. Esq.
Cucumbers, I, G. v* alker, Es<|. ; 2, Mr. S. R. P. ShiUon ; 3, Mr. J.
Robinaon. Lettuce, Cos, I, F. Wright. Esq. ; 2, Mr. Lee. Autumn^
sown Onions, G. Walker. Esq. ^ spring do,, Mr. J. Robinson.
Shallots, Col. Wi/(i[nan. Parslep, Mr. Lee. Carrots, F,'WnQht,
E»q. Turnips, Col. Wildman. Extra Prize : Black GrapiS, Mr.
Hopcraft.— Jn'ottiu^^ucm Mercury,

Stocks:
Shilton.

Deimia's

Xuneham Annuil Ranunculus Show, June H.—This was held at
the HarcourtAcms Inn, where the rollowiog: prizes were Awarded :

Stand of 9 varieties: 1st prize, Mr. Hastings, jun., with Elegant
and « seedtings ; 2iid, Mr. Simpson, with Temeraire. Milan Heauty,
and 7seedUu«r3i 3rd, Mr. Molyneaux, with Kenning Costars,
Caruation, and 7 seedlings j 4tb, Mr. Stiles. Stand of 9 Selfs

:

1st, Mr. Hastings. jun„ with Henrietta. Apollo, Vertumnus,
Tiajan, and 5 seedlings; 2ud, Mr. Simpson, with Henrietta,
Varies, Sanspareil, Apollo, Naxara, and 4 seedlings; 3rd, Mr.
Molyneux, with Sanspareil, Apollo, Henrietta. N"axara, Trajan,
Varies, Eliza, and 2 seedlings. \st Seedling Prize: Mr. Hastings,
jua., named Elizabeth j 2nd do., Mr. Simpson, Virgin Queen.

Oxfordshire Horticulturat Society, June 8.—The third exhibition
^asheldtnthcBotanicGardens. the use of which had been granted
for that purpose by Dr. Daubeny. The following prizes were given :

Pblaugomums. Premier, Rev. A. H. Matthews, Weston on-the-
Green, Enchantress, Foster's Roseum, Alicia, Jewess, Erectum,
Annette, Sylph. Joan of Arc, Conservative, Florence, Victory,
Coronation ; Six varieties, 1, Mr. Robinson, gr. at Wadham Col-
^e. for Sylph, Jewess. Perfection, Roseum, Harriet, Alicia; 2,
T. Ensworth, Esq., Perfection, Champion of Devon, Jewess. Ko-
•eum. Alexaudrinsi, and Prima Donna; 3, C. Webb, Esq., Sylph,
Conservative. AlexandMna, Perfection^ Jewess, and Prima
Donna. Specimen PtatU, Rev. A. H. Mattiiews, Joan of Arc.
i^eeUing, Mr. J. S. Cooke, not named. Ranuxculusks, iV*

i^^rZ'ltl' ^'llf'^l'
.^^^'onsi^^on, Sabina, Attila, Felix. Apollo.

S^-T^^'^lN/'^i^.V^. !^y Q!^*^en, Sai^in. Divan. Prince Albert!

Bmsey, Cedo Nulh. Horatio, \ ictoria. Eliza. Sanspareil, Xaxara.
Trajan, ApoUo, and a seedimg. 4, Mr. W. Belcher, Abin-don
Nftxara, Costar's Corona, George the Fonrth, Eliza. Henrietta
fiabiaa, Apollo* Kiligrew, and Cedo NuUi. Ni7ie varieties ^\
Mr. B, Costar, Edgar. Delectus, Felix. Coronation, Prir.ce-^s
Royal, Prince of Wales, Julia, Cinderella, and Cyclops • -2 iiv
W.Coilcnff, Thompson's Queen, Louisette, Scotchman, Elek^iuit^
Argriis, Medora. Victoria, Robert Burns, and Addison ; 3, Mr. j!
CoUcutt, Dr. Franklin, Thompson's Queen, and seven seedlings^
4, Mr, W. Belcher, Thompson's Qneen,Nestora,Costar'aCorona-

1

tion. Prince Albert. Louis«tte, Princess Victoria, Addenda.
Scotchman, and Sophia; 5, Mr. J. Hasting-,jnn , Sophia, Spotted
Scotch, Horatio. Costar's Coronation, and five seedlings. Sf^ed-

angs, J, Mr. J. Collcutt; 3, Mr. J. Hastings, jun. Roses, ^tand
o/i2-l, Mrs. Quaitennafne: 2. Mr. W. CoUcutt; 3, Mr Bail-
ielt. Stand ofZtl—U Mr. Day; 2, Mr. Robinson. Lnr^e Collfc-
iion. Mr. Uetteridire. Pansiks {Nurserymen}, I, Mr. J.'*S.
Cooke, Defender, Duke of Richmond. Lord Howe, Smith's Defi-
ance. Cream, Duchess of Richmond, Imogene, Miss StainTorth.
Prince Albert, Hibe. Cook's Defiance. . Perlection, Siiiphurea
Elegans, Curion. Eclipse, Optimus, Oberon, Mulberry. Superb.'
Nymph, ton, D.^rt. Oiympja, Royal Standard; Morning Star,
Ovid, Bathonia, Xicior, Lcauty of the Vale, Queeu Dowager,

Britannia, Brilliant, Modesta, Champion, Ringleader, Matilda,
Jane. Peter Dick, Uitraflora, Golden Masterpiece, Con-
servative, Beauty, and nine seedlings ; 5, Mr. King,
Amateurs: 1, Mr. Kurtland, Chippington; 2, Mr. Hunt, Apollo,
Duke of Wellington, Conqueror, Giantess, Grand Duke, Ba-
thonia, Conrad, Eliza. Model of Perfection, Lord Catrington,

Reliance Superb, Prince Albert, Eclipse, Beauty of the Vale,

Coronation, Peter Dick, Jewess, Brilliant, Victoria Superb, Vivid,

Alert, Triumph, Col nel Dundas. and a S^rdlingr. Seedling, 1,

Mr. J S. Cooke. Grkemiouse Plan'tp: i, Mr. Bailey, gr. to

tiie Archbishop of York, Ffichsia formo-^ia C':vi;ans, Elychrysum
hjbridum, StyHdinm glandulosum, Pimelea decussata ; 2, C,

Webb, Esq., t l^raatis Sieboldi, Abiitilon striatum, Fuchsia ful-

gent, F. racemiflora ; 3. J. W. Henley, Esq., M.P., F6chsia ful-

gcns, F. globoia, Epiphyllum Jenkinboni. Calceolaria Harlequin.

4, T. Enbwr rth, Esq , Cactus ^enkhisoni, C. Ackermanni, Fuchsia

ful^ens. Salvia patens. Collection, 1, Mr. Day. Hkaths: I, Mr.

Bailey, h\brida, Cupresshia, Bergiana, Linnaea superba, ventri-

cusa, tubifloraj 2, Mr. Day, hybrida, veslLta ftilgida, ventricosa

superba, vent, carnea, Daplmoides, Westphalitigia. HAnnr
HKRiiACKors Plants: I, Mr. Jeffrey. CaixkolahiaS : 1, Mr.

Bailey; 2. Mr. J. S. Cooke; Seedling, !,Mr. Bailey. Fu'chsias:

1. Mr. Day; 2, M. J. Jchnson, Esq. ; Seedling, I, Mr. Day. Bal-
sams: T. Ensworth. Esq.; .specimen Plant, I, J. \V. Henley,

Esq., M.P., Pimelea decussata; 2, Mr. Bailey, S611ya hetero-

phylla. Cockscombs, M. J. Johnson. E^^q. White Rockets,
Mr. Soden. Cct Flowkus, Mr. Fetteridge. Dkvices : 1, Rev.

V.Thomas, a flower-garden very tastefully arranged; 2, Mr. S.

Jeffrey; 3, Mr. Day. PrvKS, Mr. Belcher. Grapes: White, 1,

Mr. Bailey; 2, T. Ensworth, Esq. Black, ditto. Mklovs, Mr.
Bailey, Ciikrriks; 1, M. J. Johnson, Esq. STRAwaEuuiES : I,

Mr. Morris; 2, Mr. Robinson. Appli-js: 1, J. W. Henley, Esq.,

M.P. Cl'ClmberS: 1, G. V. Drury, Esq.; 2, J.Parker, Esq.

Caulffi.owlrs: I.Mr.Day; 2.Mr.Bailey. Peas: I, Mr. From

;

2, Rev. H. Gary. Long Carrots, G. V. Drury, Esq. ; Short do.,

I. do.; 2, J. W. Henley, Esq. Lkttuce : 1, Mr. Molyneaux; 2,

the Mayor of Oxford. Potatoes : Kidney, I, Mr. Fidler; 2, Mr.
Molyneaux; Round, 1, Mr. Fidler^ 2, Mr. Soden.

^
Frbxch

BiSAVs: ], G.V. Drury, Esq. Asparagus: 2, Mr.Adams. Car-
Bagks: 1, G. V. Drury, Esq.; 2. Mr. Hawse. "Numerous
Cottagers' Prizes were likewise distributed for Flowers and Ve-
getables.

—

Oxford Chronicle.

Orford Pink Show, June 28.—The first exhibition took place at

the Cock-pit, in Holywell, when prizes were awarded as follows :

—

Mr. T. Looker, I, for Kirtland*s Dr. Daubeny, Reiner's Matchless,

Dry's Earl of Uxbridjre, Davey's Britannia and Standard, Fox's

Ov'ington, Jeffery's Emily; Mr* J. Turner, 9, for lory's Uxbridge,

Dr. Duubenv, Standard, Dracon's Burdett, Fox's Ovington, Bridg-

water s Emily, Kelner'a Matchless; Mr, J. Maltby, 3, for Dry's

Uxbridge, Dr. Daubeny, Creed's President, Clarke's Adonis, Fox's

Uffington, Davey's Standard, JelCs Mary Ann; Mr. J. Bates, 4,

for Hodges* Matchless and Jupiter, JJaig's Lady Sherbourne,

Creed's Pipsldent, Hodges' Gem, Piggot's Beauty of Cheltenham,

Dr. Daubeny; Mr- T. Kinir, 5. for Adonis, King's Prince Albert,

Davey's Standard, Dry's Uxbridge and Venus, Uffington, Dr. Dau-
heny— Seedling prize; Mr. J. Stevens, d, for Dr. Daubeny, Geo.

Kelson, Beauty of Cheltenham, Botley Hero, Standard, Wilmer's
Queen, Bridgwater's Emdy; Mr. H. Bell, 7, for Britannia. Kel-

ner's Emma, Barlow's Geo. IV., Dr. Daubeny, Lady Hamilton,
Beauty of Cheltenham, Standard.— Ojford Chronicle,

Royal UoriicuUural Society of Ireland, June 23.—The follo-n-ing

is a hst of the prizes:

—

Stove Plants: 1, A. B, Crofton, Esq., for

Rondeletia spcciosa, Crinumscabrum, Gesnerarutila, Justicia carnea,

H8emanthuscoccine\is, IpomaaLearii ; 2, D. H.Sherrard, Esq. ; 3, 1.

M. D'0>itr, Esq. Best Epiphyte, J. C. Lyons, Esq., Tor Oncidium
dWaricaium. GRKF.Nunrst: Plants: I, I. M. D'Olier, Esq., for

Anigozanthus ^TaniiU^ii, Erythrlna Cri'-ta }ia 11, Fiichfeia Youclli, Pi-

meleahispida^ Euchiluaobcovdatus; 2, A. B.Crofton, Esq. ; 3, the Earl
of Charlemont. The Loan LIECTE^ ant's Prize : 1, Mr.
Jones, gr. to \. M. D'Olier, Esq:, for Ardlsiacrenulata, Combretum
purpt^reum, Clcthra arliorea, Rondeletia specio?a, Musa Cavt'udishii,
Ipomcea I^eani, Pimelea decn-^suta, Crinnm crubescens, Erythrina
Crinti galli, Fuchsia corymhiHora, Diplacus punicens, Aristol(5chia

cihosa, An^eldnia pubescens,Cyrtop6aium sp., Am ryllia costata ; 2,
Mr.lL Wright, gr. to D. H. Sherrard, Esq., for Erica gcramifera, E.
ventrifosa carnea, E. splendc-ns, E. pcrspicua, E. prsegnans, Eli-
chryaum prolifernm, Pimelea decussata, Erica quadreeflora, Oncidium
dexuosum, Ipom(£ascabra. I. »p., Ceropegia tlegans, Gesnerarutila,
G. atricta, Mauettia cardata. Anigozanthus Mangl^sii, Ans:el6nia
sp., &c. Pelaegomums {Darkt: 1, W. Andrews, Esq., for Con-
servative, Splendidum, Splendidissituum, Orange Boven, Albert; 2,
Co!. Cash; 3, W. Rathborne, Esq.; {Light), I, R. Cane, Esq. ; 2,
Col. Cash; 3, W. Andrews, Esq. Seedling {Dark), the Lord Chief
Baron. {Light), I. M. D'Ohcr, Esq. The HEasERT Pkizf: for
Pelargoniums: Mr. Kevins, gr. to Ool. Cash, for Conservative,
Sylph, Joan of Arc, Climax, Isabella, Lowndes' Perfection. Ericas :

I, T, Hutfon, Esq.; 2, the l\arl of Charlemont. Orxa.mental
Plants: l, I. M. D'Olier, Esq. ; 2, A. B.Crofton, Esq. Cjtrus: I.

M, D'Olier, Esq. Single Exotic in Flower: 1, the Hon. Mis.
Lawless, for Alpfnia nutans; 2, the Earl of Rathdowne. Herba-
ceous Plants: 1, D. H. Sherrard, Esq., for Dictaranus rubra, D.
alba, Lilium longiilorum, L. atrosanguineum. Phlox intermedia.
Salvia paten* ; 2, K. Shaw, Esq. Calceolarias: \V. Andrews,
Esq., for La Belle Lucie, Lavinia. The Nun, Tigrida. Prince Albert,
Clarissa. Rose5 {Garden V^arieties) ; 1, Col. T. White, 2, Rev.
C. Wooleslev. Moss, Col. T.White. Chinese and other Hybrids : I,

A.E. Crofton, Esq. ; 2,Col.T White. Pinks (Zac^d) : I, J. W. Laine,
Esq. ; 2, R. Shaw, Esq. (Plain): 1, R. Shaw, Esq.; 2, W.An-
drews, Esq. Rancnculvses : 1, W. Rathborne, Esq. ; 2, A.
Kirkpafrick, Esq. ; 3, J. Sturgeon, Esq. Pansies: 1, W. Rath-
borne, Esq., for Thompson's Queen, Mountjoy'a Queen, Pluto, Con-
servative, Miss Rathborne, Negro Boy, Princess Augusta, Ivanhoe,
Vesta, Eduard, Miss Paul, Prima Donna, Regina, Mulberry, Pilot,
Criterion^ &c. ; 2, W. Andrews, Esq. Annuals; T. Hutton, Esq.
German or Russian Stock: Mrs. Williams. Bocuuets: 1,
H, Stock, Esq.; 2, W. Rathborne, Esq. PUBLIC GARDENS.
— Stove Plants: 1, Messrs. Keefe, for Hibiscus sineuz^is nevus,
Bilbergia nudiflora, Oncidium Hnrrisoni, Gloxinia maxima, G. rubra,
G. canetcens. Greenhouse Plants: Messrs. Keeffc, for Cle-
matis Sieboldi, Epacri* grandiflora, Stiitice mucronata. Fuchsia mag-
nlrica, F. arhurea, Anlgosjuthos sp. Pelargoniums {Dark):
Messrs. Keeffe, forConsejvative, Alarm. Rubens, Dennis* Perfection,
Splendidissimum, Lifeguardsman. (Light) : Messrs. Keeffe, for
Erin go-bragh, Keeife's Duke of Leinster, Coronation, Victory,
Rienzi, Joan of Arc. Seedling: Messrs. Keeffe. Ericas: 1,

Moss, Chirtcsc, and other
Mr. Robitison. Single
grandis. Ranunculuses:
1, ;»ies5r3. Briugeford; 2,
TABLKs : Grapes '.Black)

:

HybHds, Messrs. Bridgeford. Pinks:
Exotic : Slessrs. Ket-ffe, for Fuchsia
Mr. Robinson. Herbaceous Plants.
Messrs. Keeffe. Fruits and Vege-
Frootli'nac or J^Iuscut, 1, Mr. Alexander,

gr. 10 his Grace the Duke of Leinster; 2, Col. T. tt'hlte; 2nd prize
.<>.oaorary), the Duke of Leinster. {Black) : 1, Col. Conollv, M.P.

;

2. \\ f. C.-lvUV. Esq. (l^/^^' : Frontignan or JMuscat, 1, Col.

h^'J '. ,-^^"e Duke of Leioster- {White) i Any variety, 1, the
Duke of Leiu»t( r

~ "

of Leinst'

Etq. ; 2, Col
Thompsoi., Esq. ,.iar....x: ]. H. Thompson, Esq.; 2, CoL
ronolly. MeUms > r. tle>h„ t, u:. B^Watleft:sq. ; 2, H. Thomp-

ic jjiiKC ot L.eio»ter. {n htte)i Any variety, 1, the

*to
^ ' ^^*^'

P""*^'^y 5 2ud prize Jionorary), the Duke
P -ies: tSligiionne or Noidesse-, 1, H Thompson,
; Conoiiy, (^j^,^ Uarr } : I, Col. White; 2, H.

son, E»q. {A7iy f

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, June 24.—The p\on^i^
Compt-tition took place in the Society's Garden, Inverleith. when
the following preminmswere awarded :—RANuxcuLiisfcs: i i^jr

G. Lightbody, for Sadi, Model of Beauty, Prince Albeit, Zobeide"
Admiral Keppel, Vanguard, Crusader, Firebrand, Grace Darliusr'
Duke of Sussex, Lilias Campbell, Sir Piiilip Broke, Tccumsch
^Una, Miss Neill, Mystery, Erskine, Laroe, Carsten, and Princes*
oyal; 2, Mr. R. Kilgour, for Waterson's Robert Burns—tii«

N
R
others being seedlings raised by Mr. Kilgour. and named Victoria
Dr. Neill, Mr. Ferguson, Spot, Colonel Ferguson, Princess Royal*
Invincible, Mottled, Queen of May, Prince Albert, Lady Leven*
Mrs. Pratt, Mrs. Ferguson, Milkmaid, John Fergus, HTrota, Ju!
piter, Rosa, and Dr. Bowriug.—Moss Roses: Mr. A. Forr^tor'
for Moss de Meaux, Blush Moss, Common Mc^s, Bath Mo«s*
Crimson Moss, Mottled Moss, Striped, White, find Per '^etual Moss'— Stocks: Mr. P. Thomson, g. to J. Hope Vere, Esq. Besides

Lady Anne
Hay. for Firebrand, Rosetta, Syltih, Rierizi. Conservative, and
Masterpiece; 2, 2/ , Mr. J. Young, gr. to T.'Oliver, Esq., for Fos-
ter's Nymph -- - • — • . . ^

and r oster s kj* *|^ii. m^j%,i. i»«. ..»»>..&« ^.^ i» .^ . *, i.ii , ^ ..rtuuisoii er
totheEarlof Wemyss; 2, Mr. A. Kinghorn, gr.to Sir R. Houston!
Pavsies, 21. : Messrs. P. Lawson and Son, for Waveiley, Grand
Duke of Russia, Giant's Brule. Lord^Douglas.LaSuperbe. Gibson'*
Maria,
Lalla Roo

. Masterpiece, Bridesmaid, Conservative. Jnpiter
Sylph.—ExTUA Pke.miujIs: I, Mr. J. Addison pt

Lavinia. Envoy, Cook's Chequers, Earl of Clarendon
)okh, Angelica, Holmes's Prince Albert. Beauty of Hit-

berland. Princess Royal, Tippoo Saib, Robert Burns, Q^a!;cre^s,
Decora, Ivanboc. Belzoni, EarPs Maid of Loire, Jessie, aiid Dun-
can. E.Ttra Prize: Messrs. T. and W. Handasyde, for Beauty of
Soutra Hill, Miss Stainforth, Bridesmaid, Prince Albert, Brown's
Curion, Duke of Cornwall, Brown's Flora, Duke of Devonshire-
Paul Pry, Brown's Duncan, King Alfred, Angelina, Ada, Mrs,
Banner, Hecate, Robin Adair. Edmonton Hero, Black Knight,
Victoria splendcns, Beauty of Hitchin, Archbishop of York^
Brown's Victory, Jessie, Queen Superb, Golconda, Unique, Ku^
perb. Lord Durham, Model of Perfection, Bonny Bessie, Mrs.
Wyse, Lovely Bride, Queen, Courier, Lovegrove's Coronation,.

Wellington, Regina, and Earl of Aberdeen. Pinks, 21 : Mr. G,
James, gr. to J. Balfour, Esq., for Princess Victoria, Omnibus,
George the Fourth, Queeii Victoria, Neptune, Warrior, Village
Maid, Robert Burns, Candidate, Miss Johnstone, James's Con-
queror, James's Prince Albert, splendens, Egyptian Prince, Patti-

son's Queen Victoria, Suwarrow. and James's Renown. Besides
the articles sent for competition, both tents presented a brilliant

display of plants for exhibition only. The small tent was occu-
pied by a collection from Messrs. J. Dickson andS<,ns. This con-
tained many well-grown Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Calceolaiias,

and some splendid specimens of plants, either new or rarely seen

in flower. Amongst these may be noticed, Scutellaria splendens.

Gloxinia rubra, Rosa Devoniensis, Oncidium fle.Kuosum, and Ne-
penthes distillatoria. Mr. A. Cameron, gr., Trinity Cottage, also

contributed liberally to the exhibition. A basket containing se-

veral curious species of Echinncacti, for exhibition by Mr. Robt.

Hall, gr. to G. Forbes, Esq., was much admired, and a premium
voted for it. Among the plants suspended from the roof of the

pavilion were two fine specimens of Orchidacese, from Dr. Neill,

remarktible for rarity and beauty. Of these, Oncidium iiutvinatnm

attracted much notice, having a flower- spike Ave feet long, on
which were upwards of .500 blooms. From Granton House there

were likewise several specimens of heaths and other plants.

Many rare plants virere exhibited from the Society's collection;

amongst winch were several remarkable for their mode of culture.

Two specimens of Acr6stichum alcicorne were suspended from

the roof of the tenf ; one of which had been growing about two

years in an inverted position, and the other in its natural position,

the roots of bo;h having been previously covered with Hypnum
moss. There was also suspended from the roof a fine plant of

Ardisia crenulata, covered at this time with fruit and flowers

;

the plant being nourished wholly b)" water, (conveyed to it by

means of worsted threads acting as syphons from a vessel of

water above, and which has Ijeen growing in this way for three

years past. Other curiosities of a similar description were also

exhibited.

t

'^Harlesion Horticultural Society, June 21.—At the second exhibi-

tion of this Society the productions were very good, and the pnzcs

were awarded as follows :—l3t,y^>' Melon and Greenhouse Plants

^

2x\&Pelar<jonlums extra, 'Mv. \'y .^(t'^.cit, gr. to Rev. Archdeacon

Oldershow; 2nd Cut Flowers, Rev. W. P- Spencer, Starston ;
2nd

Melon, 2nd brace of Cucumbers, and 6^*^ Cut Flowers, Mr. J. Brew-

ster, gr. to Rev. W. Leigk ; best Clierrics o^wdPeas, J. Vv^hittlcton,

gr. to Rev. N. White ; 3rd Strawberries, 2nd Peas; 2nd 12 Roses, i'.

L. Taylor, Esq.; b^st 24 Pamnes, 12 best do., hcst 24 Roses, Cut

Flowers extra, J, JefFes, Esq.; 2nd ^fra -^r^^ies, 1st and 2nd

Potatoes, best Lettuces, 2nd Greenhouse Plants, R. Priest. Esq. ;
best

collection of Pelargoniums, ]^fl•s. Priest ; Roses and Cut Floieers,

Bev. W.J. S. Donni^on; best 12 Roses, W. Bunn, Ejq. ;
Cut

Flowers, Mr. Vrancis ; best Strawbei-ries, Mr. Hill; best Ramiricuhis,

Mr. Nichols ; best brace ofCucumbers, Mr. Ptarman. 20 Cottagers

also received yrizes.-^NorwirJi Merem-y,

Sandbach Floral and Horticultural Society, May is:—The fii*st

meeting for the season took place at the Town -hall, and was

numerously and respectably attended. The collection of Flowers,

Fruits, and Vegetables, was excellent ; and a few specimens or

the Oichidaceous Plants, exhibited by J. Brocklehurst, Eso^

M. P., were much admired. Thefollowingi.salistofthe prizes:

TrLiPS : Premier pan, Mr. E. Snelson. Feathered Bizards: ist,

Mr. OUerhead; 2nd and 3rd, Mr. Steele; 4th, Mr. Oilier; r>th, wr.

Ollerhead. Flamed do. : 1st, M. Ollerhcad ; tznd, Mr. Cooper; 3ra,

Mr. Steele ; 4th, Mr. Woolley ; jth, Mr. Amson. Feathered By t) ice

-

mens: 1st, Mr. Cooper; 2nd. Mr. Steele; 3rd, Mr. Fumival; 4tn,

Mr. Woolley; 5th. Mr. Latham. Flamed do.: 1st, Mr. Brace-

girdle; 2nd. Mr. Woolley; 3rd. Mr. Latham; 4th. Mr. Cooper;

.nh, Mr. Steele. Feathered Rabies: Ist and 2nd, Mr. Steele;

3rd, Mr. S. Aliceck ; 4th, Mr. Furnivall: 5th. Mr. A;;^\^"'

Flamed do.: Ist, Mr.Amson ; 2ud. Mr. Furnivall ; 3rd and 4th, wr.

Amson; 5th, Mr. Bracegirdle. Sfffs: 1st, Mr. Steele; 2nd, Nr.

Woolley; 3rd. Mr. Ollerhead; 4th and 5th, Mr. Oilier. Greln-

house Plants: Ist. Mr. Sutton; 2nd and 3rd, Mr. Mellor; 4in,

Mr. S. Allcock. Pei.argoxiu.ms: for Nurserym>'n and ^^'"^^y

men's Gardeners, 6 varieties: 1st, Mr. Lawlon ; 2i)d, Mr. S^ Ai

'

cock; Amateurs, 4 varieties: 1st, Mr. G. Furnivall; 2nU, Mr. u.

Bailey. Miscem-aveous Plants: l.-^t, Mr. G. Bailey; -*;^'^i|."

Lawton; 3rd. Mr. W. Mellor; 4th, Mr. T. Stringer; 5tb, 3ir-

Lawton ; 6th, Mr. J. Plant. Ericas : Mr. W. Mellur I^'^?-/^^ V
Nurserymen. 24 varieties : Ist. Mr. S. Allcock ; i:nd, Mr. J. ^'j^^V;^

Jan.; Amateurs, 12 varieties: 1st, Mr. G. Furnivall; -=^°' ^"V
W.Latham. Calceolaijias : Ist, Miss Twemlou'; ^ndsnti^'^"^

Mr.W. Mellor; Hw/'tfy. Miss Twemlow. Kosf:= :
1st auci -ihj.

Miss Twemlow; 3rd, Mr. \V. Allcock. ExTi:APRizbS :
^''*'^"^ '.

Miss Twemlow; Orchidaceous Plants, H. Brock. ...orst, t^q-,

M. P. Pines: Ist and 2nd, Sir P. Egerton. Cncvrahers: i->^»

T. Hutton, E^q. P^as: Sir R. Shaw, Bart, Beans x H. C. Single-
ton, E^q^.—Dublin Freeman's Journal,

"K ^

fitrawberHes, Sir P. Egerton. Goris<?.V/-r/Vw : 1st. Mr. J. Allcock.

Jun.; 2nd, Mr. J Plant. Currants, Sir P. Egerton. Asp^iru^^'-''*

do. Potd£oc..:Kidn€y, 1st, Mr J. Allcock : Jnd, tir P. KS^rton-

,i:-,r, MiRS

tjlsogivcn'

to Cottagers for the beat House Plants and Vegetable^.

Slough Pink and Heartsease Show, June 24.—The secona annu^

Exhibition wa« held at Mr. Bragg's, the North Star Tavern, wben a
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.S^ii^^^^i;^" ,ook ,.1.0. , the Pinlc. being ^1 tbat cc^ld^^c

;7;hed fo7,'both in quality and quantity. The stands of Mr Bro«n

-InTur. Norman in the Ut class, Sir. Bragg and Mr. E.hs in the

Id cUss Zr^e^ceeiQiylu.. There Vere some superior seedhngs,

the best being by Mr. Brown. posscssir.g the first qualities of a show

flowerrviz.. rose leaf, good white and distinct lacnig ;
also two pro-

Ss^ flowers from Mr. Hale, Uxhridge. Mr. Cook, of Loug« lcl^

^ bUed some good seedling Heartsease-the best teing a pood

l^ite with fine eye, named Alicia. The foUnwmg is the award of

«ri7es^PT "ks, L C/uss, 12 Blooms^l, A Silver Cup, Mr. Brown,

^'th 6me-arE^^rl of U.-^bridse, Emma, White's Warden. Mary

att's Conqueror, Earl of rxbridge, Lmma, bEcoxD Cl

Homns, Amateurs,--!, SnfCr Cup, Mr. Lragg, for Earl of
Bairatt's Conqueror, Earl oi uxoriuse, i:.m...ci, Secoxd Class,

12 lilooms J-' •'•>'" - 1 S;i,;'r Cud. Mr. tragg, for Earl of Ux-

b

Rosan
Jug
h
Tom
'Alb

son Lttdv Acklaiid, Rosanna, Prince Gcorp:e of Cambridg-e, Barratt's

Conqueror Kmma. Third Cl.\ss, Yatng Growers, ^ Blooms— \,

Mr. KeUow, 6 Tea-spvons, Tom Davey, Well's Brilliant, Alpha,

Ome^a Dr Coke, Cousin's Victoria, Knight of Henley, Duchess ot

Cornwall, Rosanr-a; 2, Mr. KAX.rair of Silver Forlis. LadyAcIixud,
r John, Eavlof Uxhridge, Bexley Hero, Norman's Oe-Kmma, Young _ « >, , ,

fiance, WelU^s Rival, Mars, Earl of Cheltenham. FouRTu Class,

Shillings, 1, Mr. Ero^-n, not named; 2, do., Brown's Garhnd j 3,

ditto. Eclipse; 4, ditto, not named* Heaetsease, 5/7* C/a.«^, 36

Blooms, Open to all—Gravy-Spoon, Sir. Brown, with Mulberry

Superb, Rufus. Emperor, Brown's Ion, Curion, Midas, Meteor,

Sarah, Aduiii-able, Jewess, Figaro, JIan of Kent, Striata, Defiance,

Bathonia, Cream, Coronation. Cupid, Cook's Perfection, Ra]>hael,

Launoel t. Miss Stainforth, Eclipse, Cook's Prince Albert, Silver-

lock's Prince Albert, Lane's do,. Warrior, Dr. Lindley, Olym'jia,

Jewess, Ultraiiora, Peter Dick, Sulphurea elcgans. Hales' Prince

Albert, Lidgard's Jewesis, Royal Standard. Sixth Class, Ama-
teitrs't 21 BloOiiis-~1j Silver S<iuce-Ladli% ]\rr. Hancock, with Cte^ar,

Rival White, Jehu, Great West^im, Miss Stainforth, Beauty of

Hitchin, Indian Chief, St. Paul's, Curion, Grand Duke of Russia,

Invincible, Grand Turk, Sulphurea clegans, Victory, Diogenes,

Olympia, Ovid, Reliance, Lidgard's Jewess, Garrick, Diadem,
Rising Sun, Sylph, Revenge: 2d, Silver Sugar-stranter, Mr.
Dragg, Brown's Curion, Eclipse, ISIiss Stainforth, Launcelot,

CaJsar, Cream. Cook's Prince Albert, Midas, Beauty of the Vale,

Bathonia, Defiance, Oberon, Peter Dick, Miss Nugent, Triumph,
Fiura, Lidgard's Jewess, St. Paul's, Coronation, Jewess, Dr. Lind-
l^y, Olympii, Carlo Dolce, Countess of Orkney. Se-ventit Class,
SeedliuijSt 2 first-class prizes, Mr. Cook; 1 second do., Mr. King;
1 second do., Mr Cook.

South Ksstex IIortH'uUuraJ Society.—The second exhibition took
place in Wansteart Park, on Thursday the 7th inst. The unpro-
pitious state of the weather prevented the attendance of many
subscribers and visitors, whilst the exhibition itself was very
good for a July show. Among the most striking were the large
collections of Mr. J. Fraser, KuiHeryman, Lea Rridge Road, !,

do., Gardener's Class, Mr. S. Gad, gr. to T. Lenox, Esq , Plaistow

;

2, Mr. W. Wright, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Rushout, Wanstead ; 3,

Mr. J. KyJe, pr. to K. Barclay, Esq., Knottsgieen. Small Collec-
tion nf Plants, 1, Mr. R. Forster, gr. to the Rev. W. Wilson,
Walthamr^tow; 2, Mr. B. Daly, gr. to F. R. Redwell, Esq.,
Walthamstow. Specimen of Stove Plant, 1, Mr. S. Gad, Piaistow,
12 Germiiums^ I, Mr. Pampliii, Nurseryman, Walthamstow, who
obtained first prize for Seedling Geranium; his collection of
Seedlings, raised by Mr. J. Wilson, attracted much attention,
they having beetx generally considered as not yet surpassed. 12
Geraniums, Gardener's Class, I, Mr. B Daly. 6 ditto, Mr. J. Kyle ;

2. Mr. J. Monk, gr. to W. W. Drake, Esq.j Walthamstow. 6
ditto, Amntettrs, I, Mr. R. P<iolc, Leyton j 2, Mr. J. Brock, Bark-
ing- 12 Calceolarina, \, Mr. W. Wright ; 2, Mr. J. Kyle. Seedling
do., ), Mr. Kyle ; 2, Messrs. F. and A. Smith, Nurserymen, Cara-
biidge Heath. Single Cactus, \, Mr. J. Loudon, gr- to S. Guruey,
Esq , Upton. (fBaUums, \, Mr. B. Daly. 6 Cockscombs^ I, Mr. S.

Murray,gr.toC.Tebbutt, Esq., Leytonstone; 2, Mr. J, Bravender,
gr. to J. Wheen, Esq.. Leytonstone ; 3, Mr. W. Green, gr. to J.

Sheppard. Esq. Collection of Fitchsias, I, Mr. F. Eraser; 2, Mr.
J. Pamplin. JVUto, Amateur's Cla^s, Mr. R. Poole, Leyton.
3. Hydrangea, \, Mr. W. Green; 2, Mr. R. Forster. Bouquet, I,

Mr. W. Wright. Cut Floivers, I, Mr. Xvyle; 2, Mr. S. Gad. 24
Hearfseftse, I, Mr. Joseph Monk; 2, Mr. B. Daly. 24 ditto.

Amateurs, I, Mr. W. G. Breavhigton, Castle House Farm;
2, Mr. K. Poole. 24 Itoses, 1, Mr. F. Frazer ; 2, Mr. R. M'Pher-
Eon, Jan., I^urseryman, Plaistow. 12 ditto. Amateurs, Mr. Poole.
12 Carnations, 12 Picotees, Sft^dling Carnation and picotee, 1st prize

to each, Mr. Norman, Florist, Woolwich : the&c were most per-
fect flowers, and much admired. Queen Pine, I, Mr. W. Wright.
Black Grapes, 1, Mr. J. Black, gr. to C. T, Holcomb, Esq., Valen-
tines, lUord, who obtained 1st prize for White Grapes&ni\ Stnnv^

hcnies. Black Grapes, 2, Mt. J. London. White Grapes. 2, Mr.
J. Morris, gr. to E. N. Buxton, Esq., Leytonstone. Green Fleshed

Melon, I, Mr. J. Pviorris; 2, Mr. 1). Robertson, Edmonton. Scarlet

Melon, 1, Mr. S, Allen, trr. to G. Sharpe, Esq.; 2, Mr. Lindley
Murray. \)it Black and White Cherries, Islr, D. Robertson, also

1st for GiiOHcherrios, Red Curraiits, and White Currants, 2nd,

Mr. J. Carter, gr. to Mrs, Hall. Ilford, for Gooseberries, Bed
Currants, ?i\\(\ White Currants. Collection of Fruit (6 varietiesl,

1, Mr. J. Kyle; 2, Mr. Robertson, Cueumbera^ i, Mr. J. Duck,
Plaistow; 2, Mr. G. Statcher, gr. to R. F. Reynolds, Esq., Upton.
1st prize to Mr. L. Murray, and also to Mr. Duck : 2, Mr. G. H.
Lovcgrovc, West Ham. Upwards of 30 prizes were awarded to

Cottagers for fruit and vegetables, mostly grown on the allot-

ments let out by S. Garney, Esq., Upton: they thus receive a
double reward, in the superior quality and abundant crop, and
also the value of the prizes—varying iii amount from 5^. to nearly

30s. each.

Sudbfrp Horticultural Socicl//, Jahf 5/A.—The first show for

this season was held at the New Corn Exchange; the award ot

prizes was as follows: An extra prize was given to Mr. Davis for a

t/'./u -/ii^mror.?, and to W. Wright, Esq. for a fine Citcuwher,

grown in the open air, wlth-nit any as>istance from glass. 3Iessrs.

Bitss and Brown's extra paizK of 6 PelcfrgoniuviS, to the ama-
teur who olitained the greatest number of prizes, was awarded te the

Rev. W. Sycr. A:\tATEnRS. Pclarqoniufos, 1, Mr. Fuicher; 2, W,
R Revan. Esq. PansicSy 1, Rev.' W. ^vcr ; 2, Mr. S. Q Viall.

Hoers, \, Rev. W. yyer ; 2, J. Sikes, Esq. NuRSEavMBN.—-Pf^r-
ffoniitms, Me^isrs. Bass and Broun. Pansks, M:. Chater; Rtises, 1,

Messrs. BasK and iJrown ; 2, Mr. Diliiston. Br^t 12, BIr. Chater.

General Pat t?.s.—Tender Plant, i, W. R. Bevau, Esq.; 2, N.

Cactus, 1, N. C. Barnardiston, t- sq : 2, Mr
C Barnardiston, Esq. 0>/7. N\ R<-' •

W.
Sjcr. BoH(p '. \V. R Bevan, Esq. Bi'sii/n in Fl-^"'*'> ^- ^'^^

B'^-'-'-k; 2, Rev. W. Sver. FurrT A\n VEnp-r-^^r fS.---1/?p^\?,

1. K. StQdman,. Esq. ;
2.' Col. M-vricfe. '*•-*' ^ ^- ^y^^^^ ^-^"l- J 2.

J^fr, y^i^er. O^iioiw,' 1 , Rev.

»^V#, -i^'Mr. CKatPr; 2, Mr. Davis. Gtnta^bt, ii^.'i, I.Coi. Merrick;

2, P.fe. StcUwian, Esq. Rhubarb,^. C. Barnardihton, Esq. Cacum-
hcrg, I, J. Sikes, Esq.; 2, Mr. S. Q. Viall. Cnuli:' ers, 3. Mr.
Davis; 2, Mr S. Q. Viall. Potatoes, J, R. Jones, Esq.; 2, Mr. S.

Q. Viall. Idluca, 1, Mr, Pavis ; 2, Col. Mcvrick. Turnix^t, I,

C. Baruardiston. Esq
Fulfher BaUauiS, S.

p \V o>eri 2, iVlr. D^vis ; 3, J. bikes,

r'. Sycr; 2, P. E. Stedman, Esq. Chrr-

5.Mr. Fuicher; 2, Rev. W. S3'er. Carruls, 1, E. Stedman, Esq. :

R. Jones, Esq. '". *'
, 3. Pol. Meyrick ; 2, .T. Sikes, Et-q. P-. nt,

I, Mr. Davis; 2, N. c'. Bamardiston, Esq. Basket of Vegetabiu,
I, N. C. Barnardiston. Esq. ; 2, Rev. \\\ Sycr. English Wild-
Floweks, Rarest 2o 9pc<i..>^,a, Mr. Chater."

ThorrJmry Fit ' "nral Societv, /??n« 22.—This exhibition took
plRC3 in the ruins of Thombury Castle, when the following piecea

of plate were awarded :—Pansies: '2\blooms,opentoall England,
1. Mr. A. L. Maule, a piece of plate; 12 blooms, 1, Mr. Rich.

Corunck, a piece of plate. Ti:e following pieces of plate ^-ere

awarded to subscribers living within the distance of 10 miles,

viz. :— 24 blooms: Mr. R. Cornock, a yiccc of plate. 12 bfooms

:

Mr. R. Cornock, a piece of plate. Seedling: J. M. Baxter, Esq.,

apiece of plate. Ranunxl-luses : I, Mr. R. Cornock, a iiiece of

plate. Numerous other prizes were awarded, and were paid in

cash. The Da>ilia show will take place ?ome time in September
Cof which dsie notice will bo given], when two handsome pieces

of plate will be given. Some pieces cf plate will likewise he

given to subscribers living within the distance of 10 luiles.

TThUfJiaven Ro^e and Pink Show, June 30.—The following U an

account of the prizes awarded :

—

Roses : Moss, best ihree, 1, A. C.

^^oisette, 1. 4, J. and J. (JaitskcU ; 2, D. Gates ; 3, M. Lithgow ; 5,

Mrs. Jefferson ; 6, A. C. Gibson. Criunon, yardcu, 1, J. White; 2,

M. Lithgow; 3, 4, 6, J. and J. Gaitskell; 5, D. Gates. 3Ud, J, 2,

J. and j": Gaitskell; 3, M. Litlit-ow; 4, J. Steel; .5, Mrs. Jefferson ;

6, A. C. Gibson. Bh'$h, 1, J. White; 2, h. J. and J. Gaitskell; 3,

D. (rates; 4, M. I.ithtrnw; G, K. Elliot. While, 1. J. and J. Gait-

skell; 2, 5, R. Ellio"^t ; 3, M. Lith^ow ; 4. (3, J. Steel. Pi>ks:
Purple Laced, 1, 3, 6, H. Gird; 2, 5, Mi?s Mossop; 4, J. White.

Red Laced, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, H. Gird; 6. J. Steel, niacl; and Wlilti\ 1,

2, Miss Moasop ; 3, 4, J. Steel; 5. P, J. and J. Gaitskell. Best Pan
ofPinks, 1, J. White ; 2, J. and J. Gaitskcll. Panbies : best Pan
ofTicentif, 1, T, Williamson; 2, J. White; 3, J. Steele; 4, A. C.

Gibson; 5, M. Lithgow, Heaths: 1. 3, 4, J. and J. Gait&kell,

with Erica vcntricosa sapcrba, E. quadrirf<5Iia, and E. curvifloia; 2,

R. Elliot, Erica vcntrlcosasupcrba. PELABCOMfMS : 1, I. Fisher,

pr. to J. Hartlev, Esq., with Svlph; 2, 3, 4» 5, 6, S. Dodd, gr. to

the Earl of Lonsdale, with Forsten roseum. Alarm, Garth's Perfec-

tion. Jewess, aud another. Greenhovse or Stove Plants: 1,

5, 6, I. Fisher ; 2, 4, S. Dodd ; 3, R- Elliot. Plants
sent solelyfor Dreorafiuu : 1. S. Dodd, 43 varieties; 2, I. Fisher, 30

varieties; 3, R. Elliot, 15 varieties; 4,W.M. Hobson, IQ varieties;

5, I\Irs. Vickers, 4 varieties. British Plant : L J- Steel ; 2, R.
Elliot, Orchis maculata. Bouol et : 1, R. Elliot : 2, W. M. Hob-
son ; 3, M. Litbgow; 4, J. and J. Gaitskcll; 5, D. Gates; 6, Mrs.

Spedi:ing. An extraprize was awarded to Ko. 5forheaaft/ of design.

Bouquet OF British Pla>t.s : 1, R.Elliot; 2, M. Ei#gow.
Bouquet of Annuals: 1, J. and J. Gaitakell; 2, D. Gates.

Peaches : l, 2, R. Elliot, Royal Geori,^c. Currants: Black, 1,

T. D.'ividson ; 2, Mrs. Spedding. Jicd, 1, T. Davidson ; 2, T. Mann.
White, 1, T. Davidson; 2, T, Maun. Goostberries : 1, H.

Frears; 2, J. White. Urnvicst Dish of'2h, 1, 2, J. and J. Gaitskell.

Cherries: 1,M. Lith^ow: 2, R. Elliott. Strawberries: 1,

J. White; 2, I. Fisher. Heaviest Dish {{f 23, 1, 2, J. White.

Raspberries; I, T. Mann; 2, T. Gates. CArLirLOWERs : 1,

T. Mann ; 2, H. Frears. Clcumbers: 1, L Fisher; 2, R. Elliot.

Peas: 1, T.Mann; 2, T. Davidson. Extra Srizes : Best Col

-

Mrs. Buckham.— Whitehaven Herald.

Worcester Borticulfurnl Society, June 22.—The third exhibition

took place pn Tuesday, when the following priies were awarded -.

—RanuxcuLuses: Bark and Dark Purple, 1, 2, 3, Mr. Bond.
White Ground, Striped, Spotted, and Edged, 1, 2, 3, Mr. Bond.
Yellow Ground, Striped, Spotted, and Edged, I, 2, 3, Mr. Bond.

Orange and Yellow Selfs, 1, 2, Mr. Bond. Scarlet and Crttnson

Selfs, 1,2, Mr. Bond. Lfgfit Selfs, \, 2, Mr. Bond.-PiNKS : Stands

of Sir Biooms, 3, Mr. Hooper; 2, Mr. Harnes. Single

Blooins, Pnrpte^laced, 1, -Mr. BiddcU ; 2, Mr. Cook. Red^

iaceJ, 1, Earl Coventry; 2, Mr. Barnes. Plain, I, Mr. Barnes:

2, Mr. Cook,-Roses: 1, B:;niard's Perpetual, Mr. Thompson;
2, Unknown, Mr. T. Hooke ; 3. Unknown, Mr. Smith

; 4,

Catafalque, Mr. Smith ; 5, Yellow Noisette, Mr. Cook; 6,

Celestial, Mr. Smith; 7, Boula de Nanteuil, Mr. Hooper
j 8,

Julia, Mr. Smith ; 9, Bath White Moss. Mr. Smith; 10, Mess, Mr.

ThomifSou; U, Duchess of AngouIOrae, Mr. Brown.—PA^SIKS :

1, Mr. Tyler; 2, Mr. Hooper. Cotlectio7is, 1, Mr. Smith; 2. Mr.

Bennett.—Stovk Plants : 1, Enphrtrbia splcndens, Mr. Burliag-

ham; 2, Epiphvllum Ackermanni, Mr. Smith; 3, Gloxinia viola-

cea,. Mr. Smith; 4, Xylophyllum latif6Uum. Earl Coventry.—

Green'Hou.se Plaxts: 1, Erythrina laurifolia, Mr. Tyier; 2,

Fuclisia globosa, Mr. Bennett ; 3, Statice arb^rea. Rev. G. Wood-
cock: 4, Fuchsia Youellii, Mr. Bennett.—Pelargo'viums : 1,

Conservative, Mr. Burlingham; 2, Sylph, Mr. Burlinghani; 3,

Priory Queen. Rev. G. Woodcock; 4, Alexandrina, Mr. Tyler.—

Hardy shrubs: 1, Rhododendron hirsutum, Earl Coventry ; 2.

Clematis Sieboldi, Mr. Bennett. Hkrbaceous Plants : 1, Cal-

ceolaria, Mr. Burlingham ; 2, Pentstcmon gentianoides coccinea,

Mr. Cook. Cut Specimen-K : I. Earl Coventry; 2. Fuchsia corym-

biflora, Mr. Cook. Heaths: 1, Erica ventricosa stellata, Mr.

SniiLh; 2, E. vestita, Mr. Smith. Annuals: 1, Phlox Drum-
mondi. Rev. G. Woodcock; 2. CUntonia pulchella, Mr. Hooper.

Nosegays: 1, Mr. Kceley ; 2, Mr. Ball. Pinks: 1, Earl Coven-

try; 2, Earl Coventrv. Mki.oxs : I, R. Nuttall, Esq.; 2, R.Nutt-

all, Esq. Graphs: 'Black: 1, Mr. Thompson ; 2. Earl Coventry.

White: 1, Mr. Thompson; 2, Earl Coveutry. Peaches: I.Mr.

Thompson. Nectarixes: I, Mr. Thompson. Cherries: 1,

Mr. Eaton; 2, Mr. Burnett; 3, Mr, Bennett. Stuawberries:
1, British Queen, Rev. G. Woodcock: 2, Mr. Thompson ; 3, Mr.
Bennett. Cauliflowers: 1, ^Ir. Bennett; 2. Mr. Tyler.

Peas: 1, Earl Coventry; 2, Earl Coventry; 3, Mr. Thompson.
Beans: 1, Mr. Bennett; 2, Earl Coventry. Lkttuce : l, Mr.
Presdee; 2, Mr. Presdee. Extra Prizes: Collection, Mr. T.

Hooke,jan. ; Cymbldium AloifUium, Mr. Bennett; Alsln^m^ria

Pelegrina, Mr. Thompson; Splendidum, Mr. T. Burlingham, jun.;

Campanula, Mr, Stanton, , Earl Coventry; Peaches, Mr.
Thompson J Cucumbers, I and 2, Earl Coventry; Erica Bowieana,
Mr. ^oiith.— WoreeMcr Herald,

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

E'ria polyura. Many-tailed Eria. OrchidAceae, \ Melaxerc.
Gynindria Mouandria. {Stm-e Epiphyh.]- Of the now very
numerous species of Eria this is one of the more graceful, pro-
ducing from the sides of long leafy fleshy stems a prolusion of
delicate tails of flowers, each nearly six inches long. They re-

semble little semitransparent bells just tinged w^ith pink, and
having a rich purple and yellow coiitre. The latter appearance
arises from the labcllum, which is ovate, heart-shaped, andarich
port-wine i:>ur[ile, with a bright yellow tip. Mr. Cuming found it

in Manilla, and sent it to Messrs. Loddiges, with whom it flowered
in October IS4I. It is a plant of the easiest cultivation, but re-
quires a hot damp atmosphere, such as that of an Oichidaceous
house where Dendn'ibiums and such plants tioarish. The general
treatment ought to be the same as is given generally to the ex-
ten.sive race to whichjt .belongs.—'J5o^ Beg,
Hki.leborus ORiRxtAL-i3. Eastern Hellebore. {G -nhmtse

Herbaceous Plant.) RanunculacesE. PolyAndria PeiitagJ'"'*-^™
The roots of this species were sent to the Horticultural i.>ciety

from Bithyniau Olympus. It is undoubtedly hardy, although, on
account of its great rarity, it has at present bceft k ept in the green-

house. If so, and it should flower at the same time as the Christ-

welcome addition to ourmas Rose, ns is probable, it will be a
, ^

cnUectinns. In the greenhouse it produces its pui>iC flowers in

February and March, and requires ratiier a damp shady fitua-

Uon, with peaty soUto grow in. U is easily increased either by

dividing the old plants, when soflicicntly large, or by seeds, wlach

should be sowu directly they are ripe.— /?o^. Beg*

MlSCELLANEOrS.
New Z^aliindConifcrotisPIantsandFerns.—W'e extract

thefollowing memoranda from an interfisting account of the

New Zealand Vegetatiort, by Mr. Colen5;o, published in a

late Number of Sir W. Hooker's London Journal of lio-

Nothing can equal the elegant appearance cfiamj
listhe fruit of Podocarpxisfet rugineus, when i^W^ ripe,

carmine-coloured drupes, besprinkled with a glaucous

powder, present a most beautiful and te jtptins^ object to

the (traveller. Unfortunately, the fl.ivour possesses so

very much of that turpentine- like gust (or smack) j-ecu-

liar to the Pine tribe, as to cause these fruits to be inva-

riably rejected, after a single trial, by the European visit-

ant. The fleshy receptacle, which berirs the naked ovule,

ill Dacrydium e^cehitm, is much milder, and a favourite

article of food with the natives. I have partaken of this

pretty freely myself, and can assure you that it is by no
means bad eating. So also tlie f!t:shy receptacles in Da-
crydium cuprcssinum {Rlmu) and Po-hcarpus Tviarra

(the Totara)y are CQnsuu^.ed hy the aborigines ; but being

much smaller, they are not so highly e:->teemed. The re-

ceptacles ill all the species are coloured from o:^^^^

to crimson, and in their season assume a most splendid

appearance. The New Zcalanders have lold uie about a

Kahikatea ( Dacrydium excehum ) which bears its ovules

on a ichite receptacle. I have not yet seen it, though I

have made assiduous search, and therefore canr.ot pro*

nounce whether it be merely a variety of D, cupre^i^iuum,

or a distinct species. The /nnp of the whole hi is my neio

Pine, from the high hills near the Eastern coast. For

many years I had heard of this tree from the aborigines,

but could never obtain a specimen, no oneknowin;^ where

it was to be found. They had heard of such a Tine, and

some of the oldest chiefs had occasionally seen it when
hunting or shooting in the forests ; but all agreed that it

v;asvery rare, only growing singly. The reason, too, for

its unfrequent occurrence was this : Tuue, one of their il-

lustrious dcmi-gods, hid it ! Still it existed—a distinct

tree— which never rotted! As a proof of all this, the

people, wherever they could find one, reserved it for

a coffin to hold the remains of a chief. These statements,

you may well suppose, only iullamed my desire to possess

this wonderful tree. I sought and sought, but all in vain ;

wherever I went, making inquiries and offering rewards

for it, uut^il I actually gained a name among the natives

for doing so. At last, rather early in this year (1841),

after a toihomc march through unfrequented spot and

jungle to the place where I bad been informed that one

grew, I found it ! I will not attempt to describe my sa-

.ttsfaction, which was much increased by observing that

the specimens 1 had acquued were in fruit. The tree (for

rt Pine^ is not large—about 50 ft. high, and 2| ft. in

diameter ; but, from the New Zealanders' account, its

chief value resides in its resisting rottenness. In ap-

pearance it somewhat resembles ihQ Kahikatea {Dacrydium

e.Tcehrtm); and I venture to suppose that it may consti-

tute a new and connecting genus between Phyllodadus and
Dacrydium. I leave, of course, the bestowing of an appel-

lation to you. I also send a specimen of the wood. The
bark on the trunk is deciduous, but not like that of the

Tolara, which is fibrous ; this is only scaly and brittle,

as in the Dammara Australis, Subsequently, on the

same range of hill, I saw two other of these Pines, of

nearly similar size. Among them is a true Pine {Podo*

carpus Totara), perfectly formed, with root, foliage, and

fruit, yet only three inches high ! The branches of this

pigmy tree were brachiate and recumbent, and formed a

circle of a foot in diameter. A friend, who lives at Ruto-

rua, one of our Mission stations, about three days' jour-

ney from Tongariro, gathered and gave me these minute

specimens, havingrhimself performed the adventurous Jour-

ney to the top of this volra'ho. The Arborescent Ferns
attain a great size in New Zealand. I lately observed a

prostrate, though still living stem, perhaps, of Cyathea
mediiUaris^ which measured 42 feet in length, as it lay;

t. €.y from the end of the trunk to the apex, exclusive of

the petioles of its fronds. It had been recently felled by
a native, who had lopped off its leafy honours ; it had>

however, subsequently, while in that condition, shot out,

two new fronds. The pith of the C. fneduHaris is eaten

by the New Zealanders, and constitutes one of the best

and most nutritive of all their indigenous articles of food.

The fronds of this most graceful Fern form a droop, often

of IB feet; and when seen to advantage, growing (as it

frequently does) singly, on the bank of a purliug rill of

delicious water, it presents such an object as may well

entrance the beholder*s gaze. The main staik seldom at*

tains a great height, from 12 to 11 feet up to the

springing of the petioles. DicJcsonla squamosa, a truly

stately Fern, may often be seen in groups of from

10 to 40, their average height from six to ten feet. Tlie

Cyathca dealbata ^ the must light aud airy of a'l our

Trte-fcrns—recalling, in its general appearance, tho?e

Palms which form so striking a c'uaracier in Oriental

scenery. At Owae, on the east coast, I once sent my

little native lad, called ' Ruru,' to the fop of a C^athmr

in order to ascertain its height. He gained the apex. •»
sate, rocking like a monkey, on the crown ;

the h

he cast down I accurately measured, and found

more than 38 feet in length. An owl m^y ^

umbra^eousiy secfudcd from * Sol's %ii^rlng t

on the petiole of one of its frontfe.

it to bd

(;trc]icd

The * Para' of the

natives is al.o a Tree-fern, and mei to &r« one of tLeir

favourite articles of food, to wW.* i'f F'-^^^PJ
»carc,ty ,«

probably now omng. It h >,pp*rentlr the MaratUa ,le.
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gam of EnJlicher. It is remarkable for the joinfe-like

procc96 by which iU frondieta are attached to the stipes,

fad which, in the living state, act like joints, permitting

the UeUcate foVi^ge to plaj up and down with every bieeze

of wind. L..iiaria Fra:ien, a Tcry pretty Fern, often

when grawiiig in its favourite Lumid woods, attains an ar-

borcscent character. Once, when returning from Wange-

rei Bar, I passed through a dense and wet forest, where

this graceful plant abounded. I gathered two specimens

(one of which I now forward to you) and much wishing

to preserve them entire, I carried them both for many a

weary mile through thick juugle and forests ; sometimes

protecting them with the flap of my coat, and sometimes

with my body, from the Rxibus and other shrubs which

seemed determined on destroying my prizes. But I had the

tiafaction of bearing them home uninjured."

Rooks, GriihSy and Sings,—It is of great importance,

in all cases, to know accurately the enemy we are called

to contend with. The farmer spares no labour to extir-

pate the weeds from hia soil; but he, in many cases,

kaows not wliat to do in order to avoid the depredations

of grubs, slags, wirewormF/; flies, beetles, caterpillars,

mildew, field-mice, &c. ; and, while he sits bemoaning
his fate, a Druid accosts him, and among other precioui

advices bids him invite the rook^ to his ground, protect

their sacred nests, and leave the vermin to their care.

—

The larvre of the crane-flies are almost the only species of

grubs known to be eitcnsively hurtful in the fields. These
grubs breathe by their hinder extremity, by small pores

having coverings fitted to protect them while the insect

mines its way below ground (this shows their adaptation

for creeping below ground) ; while slugs breathe by an

orifice near their front, through gills (this shows them little

fitted for working their way under ground). Grubs feed

on the tender roots of the grasses (including corn) ; while

slugs devour the tender leaves. Grubs feed wholly below
ground ; while slugs feed chiefly, if not wholly, above
ground. Grubs are killed by moisture only at the time

of their first transformation (into the pupa state); slugs

cannot at any time live without moisture. Grubs never

come above ground, at least during the day ; slugs, in wet
weather, are seen above ground at all houfs, and in dry

weather they come out at night, or during the dews.

Grubs can live for a time, and crawl freely, in dry soil

;

slugs have a slime on their body, which unfits them for

creeping except on moist surfaces. Grubs begin to live

in October or November, and do most injury in April and
May; I know not when slugs begin to live, but in the
middle of February they are little larger than pin heads,
and do no material injury till June, or the end of May.
The slug here referred to is the common white one, which
injures the turnips, oats, and wheat.—Nothing can be
more unfounded than the opinion that the rooks, either in
winter or in spring, destroy grubs to any valuable extent.
The grubs work below the surface, where the roolcs cannot
reach them. I have had goodlea of four or five years old.

I have often gone over It in spring, and attentively exa-
mined it with a magnifying glass where 1 knew that grubs
abounded, yet I never aaw one of them above ground.
But when I cut.the turf, I found plenty ^bout an inch
from the top. The grubs are said to come above ground
at night ; and it Is in be/ief of this that farmers roil their

oat-fields during night, in hope of thus killing the grubs.
And tliey teJI us that the roller becomes clagged over with
the bruised grubs. It might be worth their while to as-
certain whether they had not killed earthworms and slugs
instead o^f grubs. In young oats, I have sometimes found
a grub within half an inch of the top ; but I never knew
a case of rolling decidedly killing the grubs to any great
extent. On heavy clay soils, rolling, though it does not
at once kill the grubs, will so compress the soil that the
injury done by them will be greatly diminished, and (if

the ground is not rolled till after the plants are fully

formed above ground) vegetation will thus be allowed to
advance with little injury from them. But where the soil

contains light moss, rolling for grubs is utterly useless.
But rooks so seldom visit the lea-fields in winter or spring,
that their visits are by country folks viewed as portentous
of storm. How, then, can any maintain that they destroy
grubs in winter or spring? 1 have felt interested in seek-
ing to discover what rooks are epoployed about on these
occasions, and therefore I have followed them to the spots
where they alighted, sometimes immediately after they sat
down, and at other times after they had been for some
time on the ground. I found manv casts of earth-worms,
and sometimes several small white slugs on the surface,
but no grubs

; and my conclusion from these observations
that

low these they find either grubs or earth-worms; but after

germination, it would be vain to expect many grubs
under clods. By far the greater part of them are then
dispersed over the soil, and preying on the roots. I

sowed a few acres of a five-years-old lea field on 17th ult.^

and have often examined it since : and I aver, that during

the first week after the seed was harrowed, I found many,
I may say hundreds of places scraped by the rooks, ex-

actly as the hens scrape ; and, from attentive inspection

at different times since the oats germinated, I estimated

the average number of grubs on a square foot of the sowed

ground to be at least ten, and the average number which

the rooks might take, by turning over the clods, one on
every ten or twelve square feet of surface. It is easy to

distinguish where clods have been moved after rain has

fallen on the soil. The above estimate makes it impossible

for the rooks to take more than one per cent, of the grubs

from the germinated oats ; a small compensation for the

mischief done by them at al! seasons I If any person

doubt that so many as ten grubs may be found on a square

foot, Messrs. Kirby and Spence will tell him that 210

have been found on one square foot.* It will naturally be

inquired, * How are we to save our crops on fields which

have been late ploughed, and where we find grubs

abound?* I shall copy part of an article from the

'Northern Agricultural Magazine' for September, 1828,

as describing the best method I am acquainted with :
—

* During the last fourteen years,' says the writer, *I

have invariably got rid of them (grubs) by dibbling ; and
though in 1818 I had upwards of sixteen acres which, to

all appearance, were gone, so much so that my neighbours

advised me to plough them up, I persevered, had an ex-

cellent crop, and sold the whole for 11/. 145. per acre

;

while those around me who persisted in rolling during the

night sustained a total loss. The process is simple, and
the expense from 3.?. id. to 4^. 2d, per acre. When the

braird turns sickly and yellow, be assured the grub has

been busy. Lose no time in rolling (which is merely to

smooth and firm the surface), then put two or three

women on each ridge, according to its breadth, with iron-

shod jpotato dibbles, and let them proceed, entering it

about six inches, and turn it round, leaving the holes en-

tire and smooth, and about twelve or fourteen inches

separate every way. As night approaches, the worms
(grubs) move about, and falling into the holes remain
there. I have often found eight to sixteen in each. In
the morning they soon die, and in the course of the day
they have the appearance of a spoonful of common train

oil. And unless it be from this very substance affording

additional nourishment to the roots, I am at a loss to ac-

count for the crop, when thus infested and treated, being
always the best in the field.'—I shall now state a few
facts with respect to the farmer's enemy, the white slug.

I have mentioned the supposition that rooks may, in win-
ter and in early spring, eat a few small white slugs, I

know that they devour earth-worms at all seasons of the
year, because I have often seen them follow the plough
and pick them up ; but I never saw them eat slugs,

though I have often seen them pass places where slugs
abounded. Therefore, I consider their eating slugs as a
mere supposition unproved. But it is no supposition—it

is a notorious fact that their services against the slug are
utterly without value to the farmer. The facts of last

season alone may set this question for ever at rest* The
winter and spring of 1840, mild and moist till 15th Feb-
ruary, gave the rooks at least the usual facility of destroy-
ing slugs ; but what were the effects ? I had a field of
four-years-old lea, a superior gravelly loam, pretty uniform
in quality, and only from three hundred to five hundred
yards distant from an extensive rookery. Circumstances
compelled me to plough and sow this field in different lots,

and at different times. Lot 1st was ploughed between the
9th and 13th of March, and sowed on 30th and 3 1st. No
slugs were on its plants on 29th June ; at least I found
but one slug in going over four or five acres, and the
plants had no appearance of being in the least injured by
slugs. The crop on this lot then looked fully equal to any
in the district. Lot 2d was but one ridge on the north
end of lot 1st, at least equal in soil. It was both ploughed
and sown on 3Ist March* It had, on an average (on 29th
June), about one slug on each oat plant. Lot 3d con-
sisted of a few acres contiguous to lot 1st, on its south
end. It was ploughed on 13th and 14th March, and
sown on 14th April, It had on an average about three
slugs on every two plants. Lot 4th, also a few acres, was
ploughed between 23d March and 12th April, and sowed
on 13th April. It lay west from lot 1st, and separated

I

was, that the rooks were employed in seeking earth- from it only by a patch of dry meadow. It had fully two,

!l^J?„'*ur':,^® J*A®"^^^l*!"Ss. I express doubt of their
j
or perhaps nearly three, slugs on each oat plant. Lot 5th

eating the slugs, because I have never heard of any per-
son who ever saw a rook take a slug in his mouth, or had
any satisfactory evidence that they ever taste slugs ; while,
on the contrary, every ploughman has an hundred times
seen them devouring earth-worms. The rooks have in
winter been accused of rooting up whole crops of clover.
If they were then in search of grubs, their services were
dearly bought. But who ever saw rooks tear up grass on
old lea, where grubs chiefly abound? They have not
strength enough for this; and without tearing up the
grass, they cannot get the grubs at its roots. How fool-

ish w^ould it be, how unlike the sagacity of rooks, to labour

so hard for grubs, at a season of the year when an hundred

(1 may say five hundred) would scarcely be a meal to one
of them, and when they can so much more easily tear up
wheat plants, and get plenty of earth-worms ! But if the

rooks do cot eat grubs in winter or early spring, I am
told that they take them afterwards to their nests, and
feed their young with them. I believe there is some little

truth in this. They turn over a few of the clods after, but

not before, the oats germinate on the 30Tm fields, and be-

lay south from lot 4rh, was ploughed between the I8th
and 21 st March, and sown on the 20th April. I am sorry
to be compelled to state that the slugs on this lot as ex-
ceeding four on each oat plant ! The appearance was
most melancholy and disgusting. Every blade was more
or less, injured by the slugs; many blades were stripped
so, that only some thready fibres remained, and many were
half withered I The plants were very strong in stem, yet
many were half bent down with the weight of slugs on
them. Need I tell the rook advocates that these were the
slugs which injure the corn, and these were the slugs
which rooks will not eat ? For, as I stated before, the
rooks passed over them every day, yet not one would light
on them ! The slugs were set up to tempt the rooks, but
the temptation was vain! How long will some men ad-
here to absurd notions 1— Dumfries Herald,
Asphodeleous /*/an/^-.—Many of these secrete in their

bulbs volatile oils or acrid principles, and these being in
greater or less proportion to the rest of the herbaceous
portion, several species hare been employed as condiments
or as medicines. Though ia the parts of Asia eariiest in-

habited the Asphodeleee are less abundant, yet many aro
mentioned by the Persian writers on Materia Medica in
consequence, probably, of their being indebted for their
information to the Arabic translations of Greek authors
The Onion, Garlic, and Leek, called in Arabic Busl, Som'
andKorras, seem to be alluded to in the earliest parts of the'
Bible (Numbers, ch, xi., v. 12), as the names there used
are very similar to these. All are cultivated in gardens in
India, as well as Allium ascalonicum and A. tuberosum
The bulbs of Allium leptophyllum are eaten by the hill-
people, and the leaves are dried and preserved as a condi-
ment. Muscari moschatum, ^oX^os (fieTcKos of Diosco-
rides, is literally translated Busl-al-kue by the Arabs. SquiU
has been most anciently and extensively employed, owinjc
to the presence in it'both of a volatile acrid matter and a
bitter principle called scillitin ; according to the dose
Squill may stimulate various functions or act as an emetic.
It is curious that in India a species very closely allied to
the Mediterranean plant, and called Scilla indica by Dr.
Roxburgh, is substituted for the Urginea or Squilla ma-
ritima, and Iskeel given as its Greek name; the bulb is

also used by weavers in preparing their thread. Aspara-
gus officinalis contains a peculiar principle, which by Vau-
quelin and Robiquet was called Asparagine. The roots of
Asparagus racemosus and of A. adscendetis are both used
medicinally in North India ; those of the latter, conical
in form and semi-transparent, are considered a good sub-
stitute for salep.

—

Royle^s Illustratioiis*

Management of Bees in Kashmir,—Every farmer in
the Eastern district of Kashmir has several hives in his

house, in building which a provision is generally made, by
leaving appropriate cavities in the walls, which cavities

are cylindrical, and extend quite through the walls.

These tubes are lined by a plastering of clay mortar, about
an inch thick, and the mortar is worked up with the chfiff

or husk of Rice, or with the down of Thistles. The
dimensions of a hive are, on an average, about 14 inches

in diameter, and, when closed at both ends, about 20 or

22 inches in length. That end of the cylinder next the

apartment is closed by a round platter of red pottery

ware, a little convex in the middle, but the edges are made
flush with the wall by a luting of clay-mortar, and the

other extremity is shut by a similar dish, having a circular

hole, about a third of an inch in diameter, in its centre.

The process of preserving the whole swarm when the

honey is taken is well worthy of imitation in Europe, and

is effected in the following manner :—Having in readiness

a wisp of dry rice straw, and a small quantity of burning

charcoal in an earthen dish, the master of the house, with

a few strokes of the point of a sickle, disengages the inner

platter of the tube, bringing into view the combs suspended

from the roof of the hive, and almost wholly covered with

bees, none of wdiich, however, offer to resent the aggres-

sion, or to enter the room. Having placed the straw upon

the charcoal, and holding the dish close to the mouth of

the whole, he blew the smoke strongly against the combs,

but removed the straw the instant it took fire, to prevent

it from burning the bees, and quenched the flame before

he employed it again. Almost stifled by the smoke, the

bees hurried through the outer door, when the farmer

introducing his sickle, cut down the combs nearest to him,

which were received into a dish previously slidden under-

neath them, and left undisturbed about one third of the

combs, which were almost close to the outer door. He
then replaced the inner platter, and brushing off hastily a

few bees which clung to the combs, though apparently in

a state of stupefaction, threw them out of the house. Ob-

serving many others lying motionless on the floor of the

hive, I inquired whether they would recover, I was

answered in the affirmative, but was not wholly satisfied

that this recovery would take place.

—

Moorcrofi^s Travels^

vol. ii., p. 155.

Horned or Spurred Rye,—It is well known that the

Rye is subject to a disease which causes its grains to

lengthen, harden, turn black, and form horns or spurs

upon the ears. Where Rye is the food of man or of cattle

most dreadful consequences have followed the use of the

spurred grains. The French call this disease the Ergot,

a name now familiarised among us. Some curious ob-

servations have lately been made upon it by M. Bonjean.

He says that the action of Ergot on anim^als is extremely

similar to that of morphine, although it in fact contains

no trace of that substance. The first effect of it is to pro-

duce a loss of appetite, and a kind of stupefaction ;
when

it begins to act, dogs howl frightfully until they are com-

pletely under its influence, and then lie down and groan.

In fowls the comb and crop become black. It appears that

the Ergot which breaks with a white fracture is quite aa

dangerous as that which is violet ; but until it is quite ripe it

has no dangerous action; six or eight days are sufficient for

its maturity, and even its being very old, hard,and dry seems

in no way to impair its venomous qualities, M. Bonjean

adds that the Ergot contains two principles entirely dif-

ferent : one, of an oily nature, is venomous ; the other, of

a watery character, is harmless, but produces the extra-

ordinary medical eflTects for which Ergot is employed

particular in stopping the most frightful cases of hemor-

rhage. He asserts that the watery part, which he calls

hcemostatic extract^ may be prepared without difficultyr

and that he.has administered as much as 2 drachms of it>

which is equal to 9 or 10 drachms of the Ergot, without any

dangt*ou3 consequences.
A Gre&z m^tune,—ln a late Number of the '* Bo-

tanical Magazine^ h^ figure of a plant called Mr. Wailes s

Catasetum. A young laaj> hearing this mentioned, ex-

claimed, *< Mr, Wailes's cat-has-eatMbi«ii what a ^ad death

to die!" »
Hungarian Naturalisis.—It is announ<^d that th#

next annual meeting will be held at NeusoM and Izliacs,

oa the 4th of August.

m
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THE TARIFF,

AS^IT HAS PASSED BOTH HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT, ...

.

>^AR AS AGRICULTURAL .OR HORTICULTURAL PRO
- DUCE, AND TIMBER, ARE CONCERNED,

Rates of Duty.

ARTICLES.

each

If

It

If

ij

Asses
Goats •#••**
Kids »

Oxen and Bulls • • « >

Cows .•-••
Calves - M » *

. V 1

Horses, Maree, Geldin|:s, Coats, Foals

Mules .*•«•'
Sheep -«••••
Lambs•«»*
Swine and Hogs . •

Piifs (sucking) • » * • - ,

Poultry . . for every lOOl. value

Arrow-root *?u T^-
Capers, including the Pickle , - Y^^\
Cassava Powder . * • ,,*. ^^^.
Chicory, or any other Vegetable Matter appU-

cable to the uses of Chicory or Coffee :—

Boasted or ground . . the lb.

Raw or kiln-dried - . the cwt.

Cucumbers, preserved . for every 100/. value.

Fruit, Raw, and not otherwise enumerated,
for every 10I>/. value

Almonds, not Jordan nor Bitter, Uiecwt.
Joidan
Bitter
Paste of, for every lOO/. value

Apples, raw • . • the bush.

^^ dried •••»»
Berries, ixnenunierated - . the cwt.

Cherries, raw • for every 100/. value

„ dried . • . . the lb.

Citron preserved with salt, for every
100/. value

Cranberries • . - the gall.

Currants . - • . .the cwt.

Dates
Figs
Grapes . . for every lOO/. value

«f

If

If

If

ft

19

If

ff

II

If

ff

If

ff

It

**' Ih **'

jS 8. d.

1

10

*9

»f

If

ff

ff

If

Ift

ff

ff

II

If

If

>
fl

the bush,
the bush.
the 1.200

the cwt,
the bush.

ft

ff

ft

11

ff

If

II

If

Medlars . , * •

Nuts, viz.—Chesnuts •

Cocoa-nuts » *

Pistachio Nuts
Small Nuts ' * *

Walnuts . * »9

Nuts, not otherwise enumerated,
except such as are commonly
used for expressing Oil there-

from . for ev^y iOO/. value

Olives the gall.

Oranges and Lemons, viz.

—

In chests and boxes not exceeding
5,000 cubic inches . the box

Over 6,00e cubic inches, and not
exceeding 7.306 . . the box

Over /i^OO cubic inches, and not ex-2
ceeding 14,000 . . the box

For every l.UOO cubic inches ex*
ceeding 14,000 , - , .

Loose ^ . , , the 1,000 o
Entered at value, at the option of

the Importer, for every loo/. value ;5
Pears, raw , * . the bush, o

„ dried ... „ jo
Peel of Lemons • • * the cwt. o
„ of Oranges . • - «
„ of Pomegr*m«tQS - . ,»

Plums (commonly called French Plums)

« 260 26

3 9

7 €

15

6

3 9

7 6

the cwt.
II

If

tf

II

}i

f»

the 1,000
the cwt.

. the 1,000

If

and Pruneiloes
,» dried or preserved

Pomegranates
Prunes . , »

Quincef . , , . . ,___
Raisins , , , , • . the cwt.

9, Tamarinds . * . . the lb.

Grain, not rated as Com or Seeds, viz.

—

Barley, pearled . . . the cwt.
Beans, Kidney and French . the bush.
Rice, not rough nor in the husks, the cwt.

„ rough and in the husk the quarter
Hay the load
Honey ,.... the cwt.
Hops . , . . - . f.

Liquorice Roots • • . • „
Oil Seed Cakes , . . .the ton

of all sorts, including the vinegar, and
not otherwise enumerated . the gall,

preserved in salt . • . „
Provisions, viz.—Bacon . . . the cwt.

Beef, salted, not being corned Beef, from
and after lOth October, 1842 the cwt.

„ fresh, or slightly salted
Butter , . • •

Cheese ....
Eprg^ ....
Hams of all kinds .

Lard , .

Pork, salted Tnot iTanii?), from and after

10th October, 184*2 .

,, fresh .

Puddings and Sausages
Tongues .' - . . , .

Salted or Fresh Meat, not otherwise de-

scribed . , . , , the cwt.
Tapioca
Truffles the lb.

Vanelloes »

Vegetables, viz.
Onions
Plantains
Potatoes , . , , _ „
AH Vegetables not enumerated or described

for every 100/. value

2
1

1

1

6

7
}

15

*i

the 120

the cwt.

•f

the cwt.

the lb.

the cwt.

Lentilei
tf

the bush.

ft

the cwt.

If

Seeds, vix.—Acoms
Aniseed
Canary
Carraway

,

Carrot
Clover
Cole . ^

Coriander ,

Cummin #

Fennugreek

Forest

. the bush,
the cwt.

the bush,
the cwt.

I

t*

ff

the qr.

the cwt.

11

theqr.
thecwt*

1

1

6

4

t

1

e

5

10

7 6

3

5
30

e

7
16

10

10

1

6

6
14

8
8
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2
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6

I
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10
3

S

1

1

5

3

1

I

1

6
2

2

e

1 a
5

4

10
10

1

1

i

1

5

5

5

10

75

I

1

e

4

a
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15

3

2
1

1

1

7«
5 6

7
1

76
1

2 6
5

6
1

S d
5
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1

9

3

3 6

9
2
5

2

3 6

6

2
2

2

2
1

1

5

1

6

3

2
1

10

2
2

5

6
6

6
I

2 5
2 (J

« 6

5

5
1

Garden, not particularly enumerated or
described, nor otherwise charged with
duly . * . . , the lb.

Grass of all sorts, not particularly enu-
merated or otherwise charged with
duty . • , . . the cwt.

Hemp the qr.

Leek .- . - . . . . the cwt.

Lettuce • • , ^ » the qr.

Linseed • , , • . „
Lucerne . , . * . . the cwt.
Lupines »
Maw the qr.

Millet the cwt.
Mustard the bush.
Onion, from and after 5th July, 1843, cwt.
Parsley . , . , . the cwt.
Poppy ,, ... the qr.

Quince • • . » • the cwt.
Rape the qr.

Sesamum ..... „
Shrub or Tree .... the cwt.
Tares * « « * \ the qr.

Trefoil . . , . , the cwt.
AVorm „
All seeds not particularly enumerated or

described, nor otherwise charged with
duty, commonly used for expressing Oil

therefrom , , . . the qr.

All other seeds not paiticularly enume-
rated or described, nor otherwise
charged with dut)-, for every 100/. value
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Timber or Wood—not being Deals, Battens, /

Boards, Staves, Handspikes, Oars, Lath-
wood, or other Timber or Wood saw^n, split,

j

or otherwise dressed, except hewn, and not
being Timber or Wood otherwise charged
with duty '. the load of 50 cubic leet

f
Deals, Battens, Boards, or other Timber or

Wood, sawn or split, and not otherwise-^

charged with duty, the load of 60 cubic feet
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staves • . • the load of 50 cubic ft.

Birch, hewn, not exceeding 3ft. in length, nor
exceeding 8in, sqnare, imported fot the

sole purpose of making Ifening Barrels

for the use of the Fisheries, the load of 50ft.

Firewood . the fathom of 216 cubic ft.

Handspikes, not excc^^ding 7ft.in length, the 120

„ exceeding ;ft. in length the 120

Hoops, not exceeding 7«ft. in length, the 1,000

not exceeding 9fc. in length „
«xceeding Qft. in length »*

Knees, under ain. square • « the 120

„ 5in. and under Sin. square „
Lathwood . the fathom of 216 cubic ft.

Oara the 120

Spars or Poles, under 22ft» ia leiaist^ and an-

der 4iii. in diameter « • • the 120

T 8 020

1

10 8

»
f*

I

I

2

2
s

2
3

10

10

6
1

4
6

7 10

i

1

3

3

I

3P

\q 0^

Spars or Poles, 22fl-. in length and upwards,

and under 4in. in diameter . the V20 2 000 1 9i

and under ^h\. in
the 120

„ of all lengths, 4in.,

diameter . • .

Spokes for \Miccls, not exceeding 2ft. m
length thel,eoo

„ exceeding 2ft. in length . ,
Teak . . . the load of 50 cubic ft.

Wastewood, tIz.—Billetwood or Brushwood,
used for the purposes of stowage, for

every lOO^ value

I400 0^0

10

1

2

1

Wood planed, or otherwise dressed or pre-

pared for use, and not particularly enu-

J

merated, nor otherwise charged with"*

duty ,,•••••

500
><M per Ft

cintents,
Rnd fur-
ther fur f

rerjr 100/

value,

jlO

'From ft»d

after the
j

lOth Oct.,

1B4S, 7^^
per Ft. vt

cubic con-
tent*, ftnd
further
for tvrry

value

I

3

For
every
100/.

value,
u

9f

ft

i

rr
f

Nuts, or Kernels thereof, not othGr\vise enu-

merated, used for expressing Oil, the ton

Alkali, not being BorUla - . .the cwt.

Ashes, viz.—
Pearl and Pot ....
Soap Weed and Wood
not enumerated . for every 1007. value

Barilla the ton

Berries, Bay . . . . .
• the cwt.

Juniper . . • . •

Yellow......
not enumerated, commonly made use of

in chemical processes . . the ton

Camomile Flowers . . . • the lb.

Glue . . . -. . - < the cwt.

Clippings, or Waste of any kind, fit only
for Glue • for every loO/- value

Lavender Flowers • . • • the lb.

Leaves of Hoses . • • • j*

Madder the cwt.

„ Root
Nitrate of soda . , • • .

Orchal
Sal Ammoniac . . . . •

Wax, Bees'

„ in any degree bleached .

„ Myrtle ,..,.. $9

Woad ,«.... the ton

Wool, viz.—
Alpaca and the Llama tribe . the cwt.

Sheep or Lambs' Wool, not being of the i

value of is. the lb. thereof the lb.

being of the valne of U. the lb., or

upwards .... the lb.

Gypsum .*;-.. the ton
Books, viz.

—

being of Editions printed prior to the year

1801, bound or unbound . the cwt.

heing of Editions printed in or since the

year 1801, bound or unbound, the cwt.

being of Editions in the Foreign Livin-

Languages, printed in or since the

year 1801, bound or unbouixd,thc cwt.

Bones of Cattle and other Animals, and of

Fish (except Whale Fins,") whether burned
or not, or as Animal Charcoal . the ton

Feathers for Beds, in Beds or otherwise,
the cwt.

Flower Roots . - for every lOO/. value

Greaves for Dogs . . . • the cwt.

Guano ... ... the ton
Hoofs of Cattle • for every 100^. value
Horns, Horn Tips, and Pieces of Horn, the ton
Manures not other\vise enumerated or charged
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with duty ....
Mustard Flour . . ^ y

Plants, Shrubs, and Trees, alive

Old Woollen Rags . ,

bait ...•
the ton

Ihe cwt.

the ton
f

I

6

12
6

12

Free.
006
Free,

f

Abundance of

006
Free.

Fruits, Trees, and Plants of Kashmir.

fruits grow wild in this country, and many thousands of

acres, skirting the foot of the hills, are covered with

Apple and Pear trees, and Vines in full bearing; they are

also cultivated, as are Apricots, Peaches, Cherries, and

Plums. Tlie Walnut is one of the principal articles of

cultivation ; there are four varieties of it^ but one kind is

remarkiible for being much thinner In the shell and larger

than the rest. Its superiority is said to be attributable to

its having been originally engrafted ; however this may be,

it is now raised from seed alone, and does not degenerate.

The nuts, steeped in water for eight days, are planted in the

beginning of JIarch, and the shoot generally makes its ap-

pearance in about 40 days. If reared by grafts, the process is

performed when the plants are five years old ; the head being
cutoffhorizontally,at a convenient height, is partiallysplit,

and the scion is inserted into this without any binding ; but

clay mortar, mixed up with rice husks, is put round it,

and kept from being washed away by being enveloped in

broad slips of birch bark. About 12,000 ass-loads of

Walnut kernels are annually a|-propriated to the oil press

in Kashmir, where "Walnut oil is preferred to Linseed oil,

and is chiefly employed in cookery and for burning in

lamps. This oil possesses such qualities as fairly entitle it

to introduction into Europe, and if divested of its mucilage,

it might, perhapsj compete with oil of Olives, at least for

medicinal purposes, and could be raised in any quantity la

the British Indian provinces. There are said to be 18 or

20 varieties of Grapes in this country, of \vhich only 4ara

of foreign introduction ; these are usually cultivated oa

high horizontal trellises of wood. The indigeno-us Tines

are generally planted at the foot of a Poplar, and run np

to the height of 50 or 60 feet, bearing abundance of fruit.

Tlie Grapes are commonly thick-skinned, rather rough and

astringent, but juicy. They are gathered aboBt Octo^y^f

and are kept through the winter in shallow e^l^enre.-^^

til! the spring, when they are applied tothefabnc^ or

wine, vinegar, and brandy. ^^ ^"-^^^ ''' ^^ ^^^"^^""^ ^^

Kashmir, and has a beautiful ^VPl^^^^^f.;,.,^.^ ^i„Tj, ^
exquisitely sweet, and its fruit, by distilW.^^n, yields a

£e?erage which the Chinese hold to he not inferior to tha

of the Grape, The Horse Chesmt » ^^^^* and tbe Hazel

is abundant, but so touriantm the production of the wood

The Sanjit(?} h plenli

its jflowers are

#
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and leaf, that the nuts, snrccly of the size of peas, do

not c^uic taperrection. The Aider is of rapid growth, and

the shooU nre fall, straight, and ftee (rum kuots. The

mo^t valuable tree, however, is the Deodar, a variety of

Cedar, the timber of which is extensively employed ia the

construction of houses, teaiplea, and bridges; pieces of it

from the ZeJn-ul-Kadal bridge were found little decayed,

although exposed to the action of the water for 400 years.

The Crocus of Ka&hmlr has long been celebrated for the

exccHence of its saffron ; it produces freely the third year

after Lein^ planted; the gre.iter part ia exported to Hin-
dustan. Amongst the other useful plants occur Alisma
plaiitago, and the C^rthamus tinctorius'. The Cotton
plant also grows here, ia every variety of situation : it is

fc^.Jora higher than two feet, and if tuller, is said to yield

aa inferior article. It is sown in May, and the cotton is

gathered in September and October. About a thousand
Rsa-IoaJi of the root of the Kulh, or Costus, from the
mountains, are annually exported to Cliina : for what pur-
pose the Chinese Uio it, 16 not known ; but in the north
of Hindustan it is celebrated as a vermifuge, being admi-
nistered to children in nn infusion of the powdered root

;

it is al>o used a-^ a topical application in chronic rheuuiut-

ism.

—

MoorcrofCs Travels, vol. ii,, p. 1-15.—[What is

Sanjit? Tlie Hazel, Alder and Crocus here Fpoken of arc

not the same species as those of Europe. In what way is

AliAma Piantaeo used ?

Flums of Thibet.—The orchards of
famous for Pomegranates and Plums,
kinds of the latter, one a large bhick Plum or Gage, the
other called Kara Alu, the Damson of England, This is

preserved In an intermediate state between dry and frash,

o perfectly, that the skin can readily be separated from
the pnip ; at the time I had an opportunity of tasting it,

the beginning of February, it was infinitely preferable to
the best French Prune. The Plums are gathered with
their footstalks, and tied with a thread to a Willow twig
SO as nut to touch ; they are then hung up to dry,

MoorcTofCs Trave/s, vol. ii., p. 491.

tJ^^LY l(y.

Dell Dadeh are

There are two

9i?£tue(us.

Si'lby''s Brithh Forest Treea^
r Tn Nos. 4y 5, and 6 of this excellent work we find po-
pular notices of Willows, Poplars, Alders, Birch, and
Oiks, the history of all which is condensed with the same
skill and practical knowledge that have elicited our appro-
bation on former occasions. The following account of the
Athenian Poplar will be new to many of our readers :

" As a species nearly allied to the Aspen, but as an or-
namental tree superior to it in many respects, we deem
the Pcpulua grjeca of Aiton, and other writers, worthy of
a few remarks. The specific term of grseca, and classic
appellation of Athenian Poplar, naturally lead lo the sup-
position that this species ia indigenous to Greece, and that
it derives its iiam» from the city of Minerva; such an
opinion we entertnined in common, we believe, with many
others, and even botanical writers gave wei^^ht and cur-
rency to the supposition, as Willden<5w records it in his
*' Sf)ecies PJantarum " as a native of the islands of the
Archipelago, It appears, however, from the account
contained in the ''^ov, du H»mel," and from other evi-
dence, that the North American Continent is its real na-
tive country, and that growing abundantly in a particular
township calied Athens, it received from 'it the imposing
and euphonious title of Athenian Poplar. This ongia
lioadon thinks the more probable from the circumstance
of its having been first introduced by Hugh, Duke of
Northumberland, who served in America during the colo-
Bial war, and imported from thence a great variety of
American trees, many of which now adorn the grounds at
Sion House and Alnwick Castle, at which latter place the
original tree from whence our own plants and those dis-
seminated in the north of England ire derived was firht
planted. It is a tree of handsome appearance, wirh a
stem rather slender in proportion to its height. The bark,
until the trees become of a considerable size and age, is
very smooth, and of a pale greenish-grey colour, and the
leaves, which are roundish-ovate in shape, and terminatem a sharj) point, are of a pleasant, deep, and rather glau-
cous green ; they expand early in spring, immediately suc-
ceedmg those of the Balsam Poplar, aad havje the advan-
tage of being retained till a late period in autumn. The
catkins are shorter than those of the Aspen, and come out
at a much earlier period. It grows rapidly, young trees
often making shoots in one season of five or six feet in
length, and. though a slender-stemmed tree, has the valu-
able property of resisting the wind, and is never seen,«veu in the most exposed situations, but with an erect and
perpendicular trunk. The same objection, however, at-
tends the cultivation of this species a. that of the Aspen,
Viz., the throwing up of numerous suckers from the sur-
ftice roots, and on this account its cultivation as an orna-
mental tree must always be limited, and of the propriety
of planrmg it m mass with a view to proht, in outlyinff
situations, we cannot venture an opinion, having had but
little experience of the properties and cmalities of the
wood.''

In the account of the Alder are gome observations as to
its efinfct on soil which deserve attention.

*' Favourable, however, as our opinion of the Aider may
appear to be, viewing it as an ornamental tree, and much
as we should regret its disappearance from scenery where
it is an expected and natural attendant, we are far from
advocating its cultivation upon an extended scale, or as a
profitable limber-tree ; on the contrary, we advise the
planter to be chary in admitting it into his grounds, and
when he does, always under certain precautions and in
limited numbers. In many treatises on planting we find
the Alder mentioned, and recommended as a proper plaafc

to fill up moist tracts in woods and artificial plantations;
but the authors who thus recommend it seem not to have
been aware that in so doing tliey were giving directions
which, if adopted, woold soon convert into a complete mo-
rass or bog, ground that otherwise by draining and plant-
ing with trees of a different nature might be rendered
comparatively dry and productive. Such, however, is the
nature of the Alder, that wherever planted it attracts and
retains the moisture around it. This effect is occasioned

by the nature of its roots, which are chiefly composed of

a huge mass of small fibres, whose capillary attraction

is always in action, and prevents the escape of the re-

dundant water in the vicinity of. the plants. This pro-

perty of creating swamps we have repeatedly observed
in the Alder, and from experiments we have made, are

fully convinced that a plantation of Alders would soon
render the ground (even should it be previously of toler-

ably sound and dry quality) soft and spongy, and in

time convert it into a decided bog. The Alder, therefore,

in our opinion, ought never to be planted in low bottom
ground of a moist or wet nature (except in particular

localities, such as where it is cultivated in the coppice or
holt fashion, for the valuable charcoal it produces) ; if in-

troduced at all, it ought to be where it cannot well retain

the water in any quantity around its roots. All nioist and
spongy land we would recommend to be well drained by
open cuts, and then planted with trees whose roots, in-

stead of retaining water, act rather as drains ; such are
some of the Poplars, the Ash, &c., whose roots are thick,

and extend horizontally to a great distance on every side."

Speaking of the Oak, Mr. Selby has some valuable
practical observations upon the effect of pruning it.

*'-The excision of large branches of the Oak close by
the stem we have always found attended by injurious
effects, but to a much greater extent when performed dur-
ing the dormant or winter season than when the tree was
in leaf, and its vitality in full aclion. If performed dur-
ing the first-named period, in addition to a rapid taint or
incipient decay of the surface of the wound, we have gene-
rally observed that the bark at its lower angle lost its

vitality and began to decay, thus enlarging the wound to
a considerable extent downwards, as shown in the figure,

and exposing, in addition to the space occupied by the
branch, a large surface of the stem to the action of the
air and moisture. This, however, rarely takes place in a
healthy tree when the branch is taken off during summer,
or immediately after the tree has expanded its leaves, for
its vital functions are then in full activity, and it has
already begun to elaborate and deposit its layer of albur-
num or young wood, which immediately begins to form
around the edges of the wound as shown in the figure,
(where the white ring represents the recently-deposited
wood,)^and, continuing to advance upon it, has generally
by the end of summer so far covered it as to protect the
lower angle from the effects of cold and moisture. But
the Oak in mixed plantations, or grown in mass, does not
require the artificial pruning that Pontey and others have
advocated, to give it length and cleanness of stem, to
qualify it when mature for plank timber; in such situa-
tions it must necessarily make every effort to keep pace
with the growth of the other trees around to secure its
portion of light and air; its growth is, therefore, for many
years principally confined to the elongation of the trunk
or main stem; this, together with the confined space to
which it is restricted, prevents the vigorous growth and
great enlargement of the lateral branches, which always
takes place in single trees, or where they have space and
air. Indeed the difficulty is to induce the Oak in planta-
tions to retain lateral branches suflicient to maintain and
support it in vigorous health, and this can only be effected
by oft-repeated thinnings to admit of sufficient light and
air, and prevent too close an interference of other trees
with its growth and head room ; for how often do mixed
plantations meet the eye wherein the unfortunate Oaks,
from want of air and timely thinning, are drawn up to
long consumptive-looking poles, entirely divested of their
lateral branches, or as it were deprived of a portion of
their lungs, and barely kept in a lingering state of exist-
ence by the few topmost shoots, that in the struggle for
life have forced their way to the light ! At Twizeli, where
thinning has been freely administered and carefully at-
tended to, the Oaks in plantations of about thirty years
old have run up with fine straight stems, many of them
full thirty feet in length, and still carrying an upright
leader. All these, however, still retain a portion of their
lateral branches, which assist so essentially in the im-
portant functions of conducting and e'aborating the sap,
and witliout which the deposition of the woody fibre can-
not be effected to the extent necessary to the health and
vigour of the tree ; these laterals, we expect, will retain
their vitality so long as the trees require and are benefited
by their presence, their removal or decay only taking
place gradually, or as the upper branches which are to
form the future head of the tree become enlarged, and
are able to take upon themselves the entire support of the
lo^er portion of their trunks. Upon single trees, or
where the Oak stands free and unencumbered, the prun-
ing knife must be used with the greatest caution, and only
at an early stage of growth, when it may be necessary to
remove a second leader, or to curtail a side branch that
threatens to interfere with the form and destroy the ha-

tr^'.f ,

^'-^*"'^^ ^""^ ^^'"g naturally a wide-spreading
ree the lopping of the side branches in order to give
lengtn ot stem, as directed and recommended by some
writers, is certain not only to destroy its characteristic
beauty and grandeur of form, but to prove most injurious
to Its growth, as the tree is thereby deprived of those
very members upon which its health and vigour mainly
depend, not to mention the risk of producing early decay

^

by taint received through the medium of the vounda
caused by the excision ol the branches,"'
We ha^-e only to add that the woodcuts with which thiwork is illustrated continue to be beautiful sueHm««.^

art.
specimens of

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuhiawe^k
As the present is a good time for budding fruit-trees UitaVe this opportunity of reminding those who work their own ntthe importance of selecting those sorts only whicli exped^ncJhas proved to be best suited to the soU and situation of thelarden they are mtended permanently to occupy. The comDann^;

parts of some soils are so happily blended by nature that *Uhthe assistance of a favourable climate, all kinds of hard
'

Ir^^f
attain perfection in them; while there are other soils in whi^halthough accordnig: to chemistry no appreciable deficiency ofl, .^
essential constituent may exist, some particular variety of fmih
refuses to thrive. Pears, for example, differ exceedingly in nua.htym different soils, so much so that a sort which is of the hiJ- ntfr
excellence in one garden, is in another scarcely worth eatin^and it is well known that in many places the Moor. Park Aurif^of
cannot be made to succeed. So far as it is practicable thereforp
It would be desirable to prove the various sorts by froitine- thnm
before they are extensively propagated, and this might be donp
to a great extent by working many kinds upon one bearinir tree
thus the annoyance and loss consequent upon nursing a voun^
tree for years, and then finding its produce worthless mav in a
great measure be prevented. j ^ *u a

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department,

PivERY.—When any considerable number of suckers has been
collected, and there is no pit at liberty, a dung-bed should bemade up for their reception. Put them into small pots in Vxzhi
soil which is rather dry than moist. If they are lightly ^yrinled
every day, the soil will not need watering till roots appear which
will soon take place in the close moist atmosphere of a dun?
heated frame, provided there is a brisk bottom-heat to excite
them into growth. Whenever a sucker is taken off a plant it
should, after the necessary trimming, be at once stuck into the
bark- bed. It is a slovenly system, and likewise injurious to the
suckers, to let them lie about the houses and sheds for two or
three weeks before they are potted. Suckers are preferable to
crowns, inasmuch as they make fruiting- plants in considerably
less time; therefore the latter need not be planted unless suckers
are scarce.
ViNEftY.—Try to prevent Red Spider in the late houses, by

maintaining a moist atmosphere and by gentle syringings. If
the Vines upon which there is now ripe fruit are infested? mea.
sures must be taken to extirpate them as soon as the fruit is cut,
that a stock may not be left to produce a brood next season, lu
Vineries this can he done by often-repeated washings, hut when
Vines are trained upon the rafters of Pine-stoves, it will be more
difficult, and they should be turned out of the house rather than
deluge the Pine-plants with water. Sulphur has been repeatedly
recommended, but its efficacy seems doubtful.
Peach-house.—As in the Vineries, every exertion should be

made to free the trees from their injurious enemy—the Red
Spider. If one washing in a day is found not to reduce them, let
the foliage be thoroughly moistened morning and evening, ob-
serving to throw the water chiefly upon the under side of the
leaves. This must be attended to in the early houses also, where,
although the fruit is gathered, the leaves are still necessao' to
perfect the buds for next season.
FiG-HOusE,—See the last Calendar.
Cucumbers and Mklons.-^As Melons ripen keep the atmo-

sphere of the pits dry, to prevent them from cracking; air should,
consequently, be given to such frames or pits earlier than to i hose
in which the fruit is swelling. Plants may be put out now to
produce very late fruit, but it must be in pits to which fire-heat
can be applied when required. Cucumbers may likewise be
planted with a similar object. The glasses might now be taken
awav from ridge Cucumbers, Fasten the shoots firnily to the
ground with pegs.

Out-door Department.
Brans.—Where very late Beans are required, it might be ad-

visable to sow a few rows of Marshall's Prolitic in a well- sheltered
part of the garden, but a very scanty return, if any, can be ex-
pected from them.
Broccoli.—-Transplant from the latest sowing. Plant these

one foot apart in the rows, and every alternate one may be re-

moved in autumn to a north border, where they will produce
some very late heads.
Cabbages. -In late situations this vegetable should now be

sown to furnish the earliest spring supply ; but in waim gardens
the last week in the present month will be soon enoujjh.
CAULiKLowEas.—Plant from the bed sown in May. These

may be put in closer together than the former crops.
Celerv.—Continue to plant for late crops.
Pars LEY.-Sow now, that the plants may get well established,

and able to stand the winter.
Peas,—Those who have warm gardens may put in a few rows

of some eaily kind on a south border, but ft must be done imme-
diately; these may possibly produce a dish of Peas towards the

end of October. If the ground is dry. the drills should be weU
watered < the seed ought also to be soaked previously.to sowing.
Rhi'bahb —Thin seedling plants where they are too thick, and

also Sea-kale.
Spinach.— Sow a good breadth for late autumn use.
SuccoRY.-Sow in drills on trenched ground; this is a most

useful spring salad plant when Kndive becomes scarce.
Tomatoes. -Let these be regularly nailed. The nail^ might

be driven through the stems, which will save shreds, and no way
injure the plants.
Turnips.—Sow a large breadth of the Stone, to supply tlie table

during the winter months,
Orchard.-ln many situations wail- Grapes will now bcfor^vard

enough for thinning, which should therefore be done. The her-,

ries ought to be well thinned out, which will cau^e the fruit ta

ripen better. The nailing of wall-trees ought now to be finished.

Continue to prepare Strawberry i)lants for torcing (using 48-saea

pots, not 32*s, as written by an oversight in the last Calendar)-

When Currants are perfectly ripe, some trees should be matted,

to preserve them lor late use. The late sorts of Gooseberries
maybe kept a considerable time by the same means ; but they

must not be covertd up till the fruit is quite ripe ; the trees must
also be dry when matted.

II.—F1.0WEH-GARDEN AND SHRUBEERV.
In-door Department, .

Stove.—Any repairs required may now bo done, and if requi-

site, the planta may be placed in a sheltered situation in the open.

air for a short time, without suffering any permanent injury. At-

tend particularly to the cleaning of the wires and walls where

creepers have been. Of course ihese things must be done at tne

most convenient time, but must not be put off until late in the

season, as the weather wiU then hecome too cold for the plants.

Grbkvhousk and Conskrvatokv.— Gather seeds of thennest

CalceolariasandPelargoniumsasthey ripen, and sow them im-

mediately. Take care that the Greenhouse Plants which are feCt

out are not loosened from their supports, so as to be blown about

and strained by strong winds, and see that they are properly vf^-

t rod. Climbers in any of the housed must be neatly ami regu-

larly fastened np. and if any that are growijig in pots or boxe»
require shifting, let it be done soon, that they may get wcU esta-

blished before winter. Mark tha finest Balsams for seed; Up^
Cockscombs seed might be taken when ripe, without at aU xxn^'
mg the comb.

Pits and Fa aajes.- Cuttings of the choicest Pelargonium*
had betier be potted singly, and kept for a short time \u a Orame,

Where they wUi sooner make plants thau ifplattteaproimscupus.iy

•
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in a bed with the common stock. Shift young- plants of the Chi-

nese Primrose which are iutciided for waiter flowering-. Cacta-

ceoas plants grnwing- on dung beds should be very cautiously

watered, particularly in dull weather.
Ouf-dottr Department.

All trailing plants should be constantly fastened down to the

beds they are meant to cover, both as a safcg:uard ag-ainst high

winds, and for the sake of neatness* Rose-trees whose bloom is

over shoaUl be cleared of the remains of the flowers. The flower*

in»- of many kinds of annuals niigrht be proloug:ed by preventing

the plants from bearing seed. Take up the tubers of Anemone
and Ranunculus when the leaves decay ; those.of the latter plant

soon commence a new growth when left in the ground. Many
herbaceous perennials, as Chelonc, Pentsteraon, Phlox, kc, may
be propagated by cutting-s under hand-glasses.

NURSERY AND FOREST BEPARTMEXT.
Bud stone-fruits whejiever the bark runs freely. Rose-trees

which were budded early will most likely require the ties to be
loosened by this time. Those who po3->ess young Laburuums fit

for standards should bud tiiem at the proper height with other
ap^^cies of Cytir^us, especially C. nigricans ami C. purpureas. These
highly ornamental trees are much neglected.

FonKST AVD Coppice Woods.—See the two last Calendars.

—

J. D. Whiting, The Veepd'jne,

State of the Weati»cr near London lor the \Yeek ending July 14,

1R42, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

I

BAKOMErrR. TlIKnMOMBTKR.

July Mhx. iM i n

.

Alax. Min. Alean.

Prldar 8 fi9.tl04 sa.eii 6Q 48 67.0

SAlnrday 9 29.71? 29.h'3« 78 49 60.5

Simdar 10 39-ai>4 £9.864 79 60 61.5

Monday 11 29.859 £9.611 78 53 65.5

Tuesday 12 ao.c'ie S9.83iS 75 49 CJ.O

NVednesdayia 30.23 J 30. 1 43 73 4S 60.5

Thursday 14 30.337 30.3UO 70 45
1

6U.5

Averft^e
i

•9.9B3 29.8Ca
1

73.3 48.S 61.1

Wind. ' Rain

S.W.
W.

S.W.
S.W.
s. W.
S.W.
M'.

.43

.03

.08

fc

Julys. Slightly overcast^ cloudy J very fine ; excessively heavy
rain at night-

Q. Overcast; cloudy and fine; rain in afternoon ^ overcast at
night.

10. Clear and very fine j li^ht clouds ; fine at night.
IK Cloudy and fine, with biisk S.W. wind; overcast.
12. Very fine; cloudy; clear at night.
13. Cloudy; very fine; overcast; clear and fine at night.
14. Very fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the week 1.7 below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for
the ensuing Week ending J uly 23, 1342,

July.

Sun. 17
Miin. 18

Tues. 19

Wed. 20
ThurB.2l
FrU 22

23

Aver. Aver.
Highest' Lowest
Temp, /lerap.

IVfean

Teintt

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
ot Rain. Z,

Prevailing Winds.
«

»
. K

us
cc' ^

The highest temperature during the above period occuiTcd on
the l/th, inl 834—thermometer 94° 5 and the lowest on the 1 9th, in
1832~thermometer 41°.

-« REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Juh/ 15, 1842,

^
Owing to the continued fine weather, the supplies of Fruit and

Vegetables have been very good during the past week, and trade
has been tolerably brisk, although not so much so as in the pre-
ceding week. Frttit.—FineB are plentiful ; and amongst them we
observed some fine fruit of the Providence; their price varies
from 4it. to 8*. per lb. Grapes are very good, and are selling at
the same price as quoted in our last account. English Melons
are from 2s. to 6s. each j the Dutch, from i*. to 45, Peaches and
Nectarines are becomhig much cheaper j the inferior fruit may
be obtained at 6s. per dozen, but the finest fetches 21s. per dozen.
Cherries are not quite so plentifal, although there is, not-
withstanding, agood supply ; the wall-fruit is sellingfrom is. to 3s.
per lb. ; the standard fruit from is. to Gs, per doz. lbs. Straw-
berries do not vary much in price. Currants are abundant j the
Red are fetching from 2s. fid. to 5a. per half sieve ; the White and
Black from 3s. to 4s. per half sieve. Excellent Gooseberries are
to be obtained for 3s. 6d. to 5s. per half sieve. Raspberries are
plentiful, from 6d. to is. 3d. per gallon. Apples have been rather
plentifully supplied; the dessert fruit from 5s. to 6s. per bushel j

the cooking do. from 3s. to 4s. per bushel. Fears have also
made their appearance, principally the small Citron des
Carraes, from 5s. to 6s. ber bushel. Cucumbers are plentiful,
from Is. to 8s. per doz. Vegetables.—The price of Cauliflowers
continues the same as in our last report. Cabbages are
selling from 6J. to Is. 6d. per doz. Peas are abundant
from 2s. 6^. to 4s. Qd. per bushel ; and broad Beans from Is. 6rf.

to 3s. per bushel. French Beans are considerably cheaper; the
younger samples selling from 'Js. to 2s. 6d. per-half sieve, Rnd the
older from is, 6d. to 2s. per half-sieve. Turnips and Carrots are
remarkably good; the former fetch from 2s. to 5s. per dozen
bunches; the latter from 3s. to 6s. per dozen bunches. Lettuces
have materially fallen in price, very good ones being obtainable
at Qd. and Is. per score. Potatoes are also cheaper; the Kidneys
are selling from 2s. to 4s. per half-sieve, the round ones from
I*. Gd^to 2. 6d.pex half-sieve. Artichokes are tolerably plentiful.

Vegetable Marrows are reduced in price, fetching only 6d, and is,

per dozen. A small quantity of Endive may still be obtained
from Is. to Is. 6rf. per dozen. Flnners.—We have not seen so
good a display of these in the market for some time. Amongst
them were a very good collection of Roses, several varieties of
Alstrcemeria, Bignonia venusta, Ceanothus azureus, and hand-
some Picotees, Carnations, and Pelargoniums.

rUICKJj, SATi/»rAV, Jlly J6, IB42.—FHUITS :—
-Apples, deasen, per b«»h., 4a to ««
l^eara, dpBsert, per hf. sieve, 3j 6d to 5*

"rapes, per pound, 2j to bs— Muscats, per pound, 7*
Mftions, English, each, 2* to 6*— UuttU, 1# 10 4*.
jraaches, per daz. 6« to 2I*~
J^ectannes, per do»., G$ to 2U
"-berries, wall, per lb. U to3*— BUuidard.perdoz. lbs.. I»tofj
*-urr.inta. White, per faf. sv. S$ ft/ to 4*— Blaclc. perhf.sv.,a46rfto3jfirf— Red, for wine, 3« Gd to 4*— for desert, 4j to 6*

Gooseberries, perhf. sve., 9i6dto5s
Cttcumbera, per do7., 1* to 8»

Strawberries, forced, perjrall., 6J to 2*

Raspberries, per gHll. 4d to U 3tl

OranKCR, per dnz,, li to 2«
— per 100, 6# tol4#

Lemons, per di'i. IstoSMOd
-~ per 100, 6ito ]6«

Almonds, perpei'k, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

{ Walnuts, frreen, per bush., 4t to Gt

Nuts, per bushel—
~ Brazil, 2o«
— Jiarcelooa, SOi to£^4t

.
VEGETABLES. -;

<'!„r/*'' P" ^t>z.6<i to U 6d i Chives, perbtin., 3i
^rtuimuH-prs, perdnz.. l*to4/6i 'Leeks, youne, per do/, bun., 4t
eas, per sieve, 2$ 6d to 5«

j
Uarlic, per bunch, 4d to Crf— per half sieve. Is 6d to 2* Gd IShallota. per bth., a*f to 4i

Bep^?"^*^*f»"ey,perhf. sv-..lifid toffs S*/
**"'"*"' New, per ton. 90* to llGs— per cwc. 4sM to ^j 6d

-^ per bushel, 9« Gd tn 3j

Ar.»n 1
^"l"^'. per fau-^hel, 3s to ffs

Artichokes, per dnz.,?. to 4«
Attrnips, per doz. bun., 9# to 5s
^»rrots, p*r dnj. bnnrh, 3, to (Is

Hn? ^S*"*:?" dozen, U to U6d
«»dish per dor. hand! (24 to 80 each)

8^«,^'""'P» P- "^o*- bch.,9d to IJWpUiuh,prr were, ffs«

^"'r*^'"*'"' P" dot. ban. 2i to 4i

Lettuce, Cabbage, p. score, Cd to 1» rj

_ Cos,Gd to Is 6d
Endive, per *'nT- Is to Is 6J
Celery, per bundle, (13 <f»lM.'' ^ *'

Small Salads, per punnet, Sd to M
\Vaterires»,p.dy. small bum:h.4d to6d
Paroley, pf r naif sieve, U to Is 6d

l'arras<»n, perdoi. bun-, 2j to 3s

FenncT,per doien biinrhes, Cs

Thyme, pet do«. bunt^ea^S'
Sag^e, per dozen buni^hM, 2s

Mint, per dm. bunches, 2s tn Sf

Marjoram, perdos. bunches, V«
SUvory, per doz. bumh., 2s

Basil, p*'r dox. bunches, 8s tnSs
Vegetable Marrow, perdox,, Sd to U Cd

^-ooiiing, |.er dox. bch,, 2sW lo 4<
^
M usiirooai, p«r pottle, 1$ 94 to 2*

ISTolices to Correspondents,
Mr. PAXTON'S COITAGER'S CALEXUAR is tiow repriuted

in the form of a small volume, for frr-neral distributiou, price 3d.
each copy; it may be ordered of ail Bl * sellers. Gentlemen
wxshutg to distribute copies among their cotta;;e tenantry may
have tlieni delivered in any part of London hy lemittinfr a p—v
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5». for every 25 copies re-
qnircd.
Br.'mlry.^n is probable that the burstin^rnf your Ghapbs,

^hich are grown in a ^rceuhou^o, is caused by the exct- ;ve
dampness of the atmo^^pherc, which should be gradually dimi-
3u:iaeU as the Grapes approach maturity, otherwise their flavour
will be inferior. All kinds of Ross^, whether standards or not,
will strike from cattiag:s put iji at the present season.
rhitomda can hardly expect u-s to name lus plants if he will

not take the trouble to number them.
C. il/.— JPextstemoxs and other HAT.p-HAnnv Perevxials

may he readily propag:atcd either by seeds or cnttintrs ; if by the
latter mcth. a1, the sooner the cutt.iigr« are put in the hetlcr. The
best varieties of Pentstcmcn are Murray anus, grentiiiUdides, gen-
tianoidcs coccineuN, Cobcca, Ktouleri, pulchellus, speciosus, and
campanulatus. 'i'his is the proiicr season for incrca>in^ the Pin-k
Laul'r.^um, which may be budded upon the common yellow spe-
cies. All tlie varieties of Cistus mav he propagated by cultiugs
or by Uyers. The plant ?ent U Cynauchum VincetOxicum.

.Dnng-ff/x??.—Smith's Ykllow Hose blooms best whcu budded
on stems of the common Dog K -

; but it requires to be pro-
tected during: winter, and should not be grown in too rich a soil.
In our answer to ** A. A.," p. 457, you will see a list of Au-
TUAi.vAT.-FtowEniNG RosKs, to wluch you may add the Duchess
of Sutheriand, Sisley, William Jesse, Comle de Paris, Emile
Courtier, Clementine Duval, Bouquet de Flore, and Madame
N^rard.
A Jerser/jnan.—The reason why some of your Pelaroonmitms

do not swell oflf their seed, is because the seed has not been per-
fectly impregnated. Your failure has probably been owing to the
stig-nia of the flowers not having been in a fit state for the recep-
tion of the pollen.

. -W. f^.—Your Salvia is S. blcolor ; it is hardy and a perennial.
The height of a Vink is not so essential to Its bearing fruit as the
age and strength of the plants. Many Vines will show fruit the
first season alter being planted out, but no fruit should be al-

lowed torcmain upon them until the second year, in order that the
plants may get fairly establii^licd. "We would recommend you to
try the effect of root-pruning upon ApRicoT-TnKK<!, which have
not borne fruit for three years, although to all appearance healthy.
A Constant Reader.--Yout seedling Pktlnia is a large and

fine variety. \Ye can say nothing in favour of your Pelarco-
Nir.Ms J they arc badly formed, not at all suited to the present
state of this tribe of plants.

It. Aldridffe, //oj^on.—The bloom of your Dahlia is not so
good as that we received last season— it is too early to have them
in perfection—we expected to have seen it larger.

F. li. If'.—No. 2 is Pinguiculalusitanica; 3, Juncus bufoniusj-
5, Bromus mollis; G, Euphorbia exigua. The whole were in a
withered state, having been collected and packed without any
care; those omitted are indeterminable.

^
T,—Prom the quantity of seedling Pklargoxiums raised, va-

rieties appear so closely resembling each other, that the dilTer-

ences can be perceived only by close examination. \Ve have
seen more than one repetition of.your seedlina: this season; the
distinction consisting in a slight' variation oi colour, or In the
form of the petals. Your flower is of a good colour, and is bold
and attractive; its faults ere in the form, which is too long, and
the upper petals are rather pointed ; they are also uneven at the
edge, which being thin, gives them a watery appearance,

Alliuan's Pear i^ the Muscat Petit, or Little Musk.
Zf. W. I), has had Pontedk'ria Cra's^^iprs for nine years

without its ever having shown the slightest disposition to flower,
and it has been tried by floating in water only, anil with the mud
newly dry, and by various alterations in the summer from the
stove to the greenhouse, and to a pond in the open air. What
treatment will render it productive ?— [It probably w^auts more
bottom heat.

JJuvies.—The American spotted autumnal Gentian is probably
G. ochroleuca.
An Onginul Sulscrihcr.—ThQ nearest station to Chatswortii

on the North r>lidland Railway is Chesterfield, We believe that
the Conservatory is only shown to persons specially introduced

;

the other part of the Duke of Devonshire*s grounds is always
open.

J. TF".—It is a good practice to bend down the tops of Oxioxs
when they arc nearly full grown, as it checks the flow of sap up-
wards, and throws a greater supply into the bulbs, which are by
this means materially increased in size,

A. ii.—The sepals of your FcrcHsiA do not possess the dingy
hue wiiich ctiaracterises most of the seedlings lately raised; the
petals also ai'e of a good purple colour. It appears to be a pro-
mising variety.

IT. i>/. i>,—A correspondent ('* Bringlass") would be obliged
byyour stating the manner in which yourDovBLK Ykt-lowRosk
has been treated; particularly as regards the nature of the soil,

the aspect, pruning, and the age of the tree ; and whether it was
grown upon its own roots, or budded upon the Dog Rose or any
other stock.

C. li ?.—Most of the AvRSTfTRK Roses flower freely and
look well, if allowed to trail upon the ground j the everlasting
Pea, and some cf the Clematises, such as flammula and viticella,

would probably succeed iii like manner. CEnothcra crespitosais

a perennial, ^Wh white flowers, not quite so large as those of
CEn. Missouricnsis, which it much resembles in habit; it is apt
to rot oflf in winter, if planted in a damp situation.

3f.—You had better plant your Bulbs at once, unless they
should be very fine and sound.
A Small Farmer.—Yonr Carlisle Alabaster is Gvpsvm, and you

have only to grind it to powdci to render it fit for use. Don't
bum it.

Wm. 5.—We are not aware that there is any instrument for

testing the strength of Gas-watkr.. The appearance on the

seeds of Turnips is not produced by the ova of the Turnip-fly.

There is an excellent account of this insect, hy Mr. Ciirtip, jn a
late number of tlie ''Tranbactions of the Royal Agricultural

Society."
F. il—"LJndley's Synopsis of the British Flora" contains the

flowering plants of this country, arranged in their natural orders.

The same author's " Introduction to the Natural System," £d
ed., is a review of the whole vegtUblc kingdom, upon the same
plan.
A Subscn^er.—VTe really do not know how to avoid calling

things by their right names, even although we should he ill-

understood by our readers. What if we called Nitrate of Soda
Cubic Petre, and Sulphate of Soda Saltcake, should we be at all

clearer? We doubt it. Saltpetre and common S^alt wou!rt pro-
bably be used for these substances. Certainly our great object
is to be under&tood by the meanest capacity, for it 5s in this way
only that we can eflTect real good ; and we are infinitely obliged
to our correspondents for hints and advice upon the subject. We
are not acquainted v.ith a Double White Hcpatica,

Z.—Your uiformant deceived ^ i when he told you that Ixora
coccinea was a greenhouse plant, for it requirePi a. Rtovc. You
ci^nnot do better than follow Mr. M'Intosh's directions, which
you have quoted. By resting: it he means to keep it rather dry and
cool, but not to withh(^ water altogether, for then, as you sup-
pose, it would surely die. The best time lor repotting is in the
spring, and the best soil is leaf-mould, peat, and roUeu dung.
These should be mixed together, and frequently turned over bo-

fore being used. If you have a tan or leaf bed to place it upon,
in a stove or pit, it is sure to succeed, but it will net do to keep it

in a very dry stove or in a greenhouse.
Anojtr/moui.^VfC doubt the advantage of usbg asphaltc ft* ft

bottom for a small riRn-povn. It would be a Ung time before

the water would cease to be aflccted by the taste of that sub-

stance. Better render the ^idr^ with cement upon brick-work,
and puddle the Uottfjm, jdacing over the puddle a foot W clean

coanse gravel. In any caFe take c<ire that you have a ready
means of coutinually turniug-cfif the water as it becomes foul.

j4. S. />.—A distinct" .betv n Pritish trees and Britlf^h jjlants

We can only parody the old saying,— ** a mare is a horse, but a
horse is not a mare.'* A tree is' a plant, but a plant is not ^neces-
sarily) a tree. We fear we do not understand the intention of
your question.
D. Vaux.—VCc are not aware tbat the Khelat Lucerxk re-

quires any treatment different from common Luc :.e. All that
we know of it wss ment'- led a few weeks back.

Knthlecu.—U our fair correspondent will toll us what plant she
means by the Allspick-trek, we will tell htr how to manage it.

W> should have supposed the Calycanthus was intended, but it

is not a tr Nothing will grow in a sit nation v \. te T- - . is no
sun, very little air, and much damp, except FfiaMa, and it is tlie

very place for them,
J. -Is^/e.—NiTRATB OF Soda acta very beneficially on Rose-

plants, if applied to their roots—not leaves—when they are
growing. It may be applied dry by strewing it on the ground, or
melted in water. An ounce per Rcse bash isprobably enough.

Ccmpfiiflitis.-^Yonr plant is Er6d:umincnrnaiuiii.
Jl/. P.—The seeds of Colli?jsta bicolor which have just ri-

pened, will flower again in thcaiitninn, if!>owu now. We do not
advise you to tuui into the open ground a Fuchsia corymbitlora
about throe feet high, which has just done flowering in a room,

T. H. /f.—We regret to report from the judge* an unfavour-
able opinion of the varieties of Mimalus.
M. C, BiitU^—A very good Cucumber, yet not equal to the

bcist prize sorts, judging from the growth of the si>ecimen that;

we received.
n. II. TT.—Your plant is the true M-all PclUtory, and its Bota-

nical name is ParietAria officinalis,

T. S. /'.—Your Apple. Pear, i*lum, and Cherry trees that have
only been plamji;!) 6 years, could not as yet be in condition to
bear much fruit; but as your Gooseberries, Currants, and R&sp-
bcrricH, planted at the same time, bear plentifully, there is every
probability that in due time your other fruit* will also be produc-
tive. It is, however, absolutely necessao'* in the first instance,
that wood should be produced whereon the fruit may be after-

wards supported. Your selection ofsorts is very good. A rocky
subsoil, such as you describe, is not injurious. Cherries will suc-
ceed as espaliers, and under that mode of training' they can be
protected from birds. All the varieties of fruits you enumerate
are adapted for cither standards or espaliers; and for either you
may add Hacon's Incomparable, Dunmore, Knight's Monarch,
and Thompson's, to your Pears, and Royale llativeand Ickworth
Imperatrice toyour Plums.
A\ J9.—Sappho is a pretty and well-formed Pansy, but tod

small; there are varieties In cultivation, very like it, larger
and finer.

H. 3/«yi7r.—The Pansy you intend to name the Bridegroom is a
dci^irable flower; tlie eye is bold, and the general form of the
flower is good

J
the inside is a good white, and the border round

the under petal deep and rich.

W. Lodge.^l. The Lancashire Witch is a bold and attractive
flower; in its general form the lip extends a little beyond its

proper limits; the deep bright blue border which surrounds the
lower petals is fine in colour, and iki^idedly marked. 2. White,
with very good eye. 3. This is the n\oht correct flower in its

general form and projx^rtions, but the eye is too weak; light

flowers require the eye to be bold and i *w*i. This is not saflficiently

good to send out.

ir. Taylor,—The Aniaryllidaceous plant is Phycella Jgnca ; the
other is Lotus major.
A. G. C—We are unacquainted with the plant said to be called

Tarrara inKew Holland.
>'(ici/e,— if you will forward to us leaves of the Strawberries

sent you as] Myatt's British Queen and Swaiustoue Seedling,
wc will inform you whether they are correct. Vour description

of the ftuit docs not appear to correspond with their general cha-
racter.

Ai usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
-- - - *-— ^*- I* *!- -

The afflicting calamity which has fallen on the Royal

Family of Fiance, in tbe violent death of the Duke of Or-

leans, IS an event which not only touches the hearts and

interests cf the French people* but involves in its pos-

sible consequences the future destinies of Europe. Among
the severe dispensations which have stricken the House

of Bourbon, there is none which has been felt more

deeply than the awful accident by which the heir-

apparent to the throne has just perished in the

streets of Paris, IIow great the loss may be to

France, it is imposiible to te!I. Regarding it merely

on personal considerations, the untimely death of a young,

high-spirited, and gallant Friuce, distinguished ia the

field, amiable in domestic life, and unexceptionable in

private character, h an event calculated to inspire

universal sympathy. But, looking to the political conse-

quences which may follow, it is impossible not to feel

that it suggests matters of more extended interest, and

that an infant heir, ia the present temper of tbe French

people, involves the prospects of Europe in doubt and

obscurity. The life of Louis Philippe, which has so often

been providentially preserved, is now more than ever

valuable, if, indeed, it be not essential to the peace

of the world. The King lias borne las dreadful af-

fliction with his customary firmness ; his health and
vigour are unimpaired, and we may therefore hope- that

his life may long be spared to consolidate the institu-

tions which he has hitherto so ably maintained, against

difficulties which no less powerful mind could have con-

trolled. Previous to this melancholy occurrence, the papers

were entirely occupied with the elections. The results in

the Capital have been very unfavourable to mir.'-'ers, who

have likewise been defeated in several important contest*

in the provinces. In the early part of tbe week it was

believed that a resignation must ensue, and that no C^ht*

net of moderate principles could carry on the Gov^Ai-

ment. The later returns, however, have som^-^^
J^'

stored the balance of parties ; and it is now known that

tlie ministerial loss and gain arc nearly eqonl, and

that the new Chamber wiO be ««a*itnted^ very

nearly like the last. In the pretent crisis of

affairs, the duties of the Ch^mbet will be unusually
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a RercncT Bill will necessarily rending a scene that melancholy spectacle occasioned. A
clergyman of St. Philippe da Roule, and the cure of Neu-

illy, TTcre called in, but could only administer extreme
fiM.. -n-: j!^j „•• i,^««. ^'M-^^v M. Le Baron

ooeroua and important

;

_
, , . i-u

be one of their first acta, and the issue of their delibera-

tions may be looked for with great interest.—From Spam

there if little news beyond the prospect of an approaching

prorogatiort. Tiie Session is drawing to a close, and the

Opposition appears to reserve its strength until the com-

mencement of a new campaign.—From Portugal we have

at length the gratifying intelligence that the Commercial

and Slave-trade treaties have been signed by the two Ple-

nipotentiaries and forwarded to London, The Queen was

to open the Cortes in person on the 10th, after which the

Duke of Palinella was expected to enter the Cabinet as

Secretary for Foreign AflTairs.— In the Levant, the state

of Syria continues to be the source of much anxiety.

The Divan is determined to pursue the line of policy against

which the Allied Powers have so long remonstrated ; and

it is feared that a demonstration of hostilities is not far

distant.—From the United States we learn that the

mission of Lord Ashburton still inspires the utmost con-

fidence in the result, and the American papers look for an

early and satisfactory adjustment of the boundary ques-

tion, and all other matters in dispute.

At home, Government have introduced a bill for the

better protection of her Majesty's person, which has been

BO well received that it has passed both Houses during the

week. By this act, power is given to dispense with the forms

usual in casea of high treason, and to meet such offeacea

as those which have recently been before the public with

corporal punishment,—a provision which has met with

general ap]>robation from all parties. The Poor-law Bill

has made but little progress ; the clause for the con-

tinuance of the commission for five years has passed

thatafter opposition

;

and it is expected

a temporary Bill, and
a warm

Ministers will consent to pji

bring the whole subject forward at au early period of next

session* The new Tariff received the Royal assent on

Saturday, and came into operation on Monday, Lord

Ashley'ft Bill on Mines and Collieries has been read a

second time in the House of Lords, after being subjected

to several material modifications, in order to conciliate its

opponents.

CoTiftT—On Saturday afternoon the Queen and Prince
Albert accompanied by the Hereditary Prince and Prin-

ecTO of Stx« Gotha, left town for Claremont. The Prince
of Wales and the Priuw-.^ Royal followed in another car-

riage. Her Mftjpsty and the Court remain at Claremout,
and continue in excellent health. During the week, the

Queen Dowager, the Duclxesa of Saxe Meiningen, and the

Duchess of Kent, have visited'her Majesty nt Claremo,nt.

The Queen Dowager on Wednesday visited Greenwich
Hospital, accompanied by the Duke, Ducliess, and Here-
ditary Prince of Saxe Meiniflgen, who left Greenwich on
the same day to embark at Dover for the Continent. The
Duke of Cambridge attended divine service on Sunday
morning in Cripplegate Church, and afterwards honoured
the Rev. Dr. Biomberg with his company at luncheon.
On Monday his^Royal Hiiijhaess went to the review at
Wimbledon, and on the following day left town to attend
the Agricultural Meeting at Bristol, The Court will go
into mourning immediately for the late Duke of Orleans.

Parliamrntary Movements,—It is announced that Mr.
Parnham Phillips, of Wendover has consented to come
forward on the Liberal interest, to oppose Capt. Fitzmau-
rice at the forthcoming election for the county of Bucks.

^
France.—D^<2/A of 'the Duke of Orlea7is.—li is with

sincere regret that we announce the sudden and -violent

death of the Due d'Orleans, the heir-apparent to the
French throne. The lamentable event occurred on W^ed-
Besday afternoon, in consequence of a fall from the car-
riage in which his Royal Highness was proceeding from
Keuilly to Paris. The following are extracts from the
Paris papers, giving the particulars of this melancholy ca-
lamity, which has called forth a universal feeling of deep
and unaffected sorrow. On Wednesday morning, at half-
past twelve, the Due d'Orleans, who was about to set off
for Plombitres, where the Duchess is at present staying,
was returning from Neuilly after having Uken leave of his
family, when in the centre of the Chemin de la Revoke,
« short dibtance from the Porte Maillot, the horses ran
away in spite of the efforts of the postilion, and there was
every reason to fear that the carriage would be overturned
on the slope at the side of the road. At this moment the
Duke, to avoid the danger, leaped from the carriage • but
unfortunately his spurs, or, as some say, his sword, caught
kifl travelling-cloak. This accident caused him to fall,
and the Prince received some contusions on the temple

jand the wrist. A cerebral cons^estion was occasioned by
the shock, and was Hucceeded by a suffusion on the brain.
Having fainted in the road, his Royal Highness was re-

moved to the nearest house, occupied by a grocer, and
assistance speedily arrived from the Tuileries, Bleeding
Was resorted to almost immediately, but the Prince did

not recover his consciousness. Dr. Baumy, happening
to be on the spot, erave every assistance to Dr. Pasquicr,

his Royal Hi^,.»»wj d physician, who had come from Paris-

The King, who was to preside at a Cabinet Council in

Paris, had quitted Neuilly. He arrived at tlie spot where
the accident occurred when the Prince waa being raised.

His Majesty was accompanied by the Queen and Madame
Adelaide, Our readeris may well imagine bow lieart-

unction. The Prince died at three o'clock.

Fain left immediately to announce to the Ministers as-

sembled at the Tuileries, the event which had delayed the

arrival of the King. The Ministers immediately started

for the purpose of being near his Majesty. The Due

d'Aumale, who was at Courbevoie, as soon as he heard of

the accident that had happened, set off in a hired cabriolet.

This carriage broke down on the road, and the Prince was

obliged to continue his route on foot to see his dying bro-

ther. The body of the Dake was placed on a litter, and

carried by soldiers to the chapel of the Chateau of Neuilly.

The King, the Queen, Madame Adelaide, and jM. le Due

d'Aumale, followed the funeral cortege on foot, attended

by a battalion of the 17th Light Regiment, Their duty

drew tears from the soldiery. Behind the litter, mingling

indiscriminately with the members of the Royal family,

followed the Ministers, officers of every grade, and citizens,

of every class, who had collected on the first tidings of the

catastrophe. Several clergymen followed the cortege^ re-

peating prayers for the Royal dead. It appears that the

Prince was alone in the carriage. The carriage, called a

demi-Daumonty carried a /amiowr in front, which came off

and struck against the horses. The startled animals ran

away, but the postilion succeeded in stopping them when

they had run about forty paces from the spot where the

Prince had fallen. The death of the Prince is attributed

to the dislocation of the spine. The King gave orders to

General Ruraigny to depart for Plombieres immediately,

where the Duchess of Orleans was staying. The late

Prince had testified the greatest pleasure at his in-

tended journey, for which preparations had been made in

the Tarious towns through which he was to pass. He was

to have taken the command of a camp of 40,000 men in

the course of a few days. Nothing can exceed the sensa-

tion produced in Paris by the event. The death of the

Prince, who was one of the most gallant soldiers of France,

was regarded as a national calamity. The streets of Paris

were crowded, and grief was painted in every face. The

theatres were closed. The funds fell rapidly, and_ the

consternaticJn at the Bourse produced quite a panic in

the' commercial circles. A telegraphic despatch was

issued by Ministers to the Prefects of Departments, an-

nouncing the calamity, and stating that the King has borne

the affliction with his custom^ary firmness. The Count de

Paris, bom Aug. 24, 1838, is now the heir to the French

throne. It would be idle to speculate on the probabilities

of a long Regency, or on the possible effect which this

event may have on the prospects of France after the de-

cease of Louis-Philippe. The public mind is too much
absorbed with the calamity to look beyond it for the pre-

sent ; but it is impossible not to regard with doubt and
uncertainty the consequences to which it may give rise at

no very distant period.

The Eleciiojis.—With the exception of the melancholy

fate of the Duke of Orleans, the Paris papers, as might have
been anticipated, are occupied almost exclusively with the

elections. The results in the capital, and in several of

the departments whence the telegraph had brought
the returns, caused great anxiety in the early part of the

week, as they were by no means so favourable to Govern-
ment as there was reason to expect. The total number of

candidates appears, from a table published by one of the

journals, to have been about 700. Of these nearly 300
were of the Opposition, and the remainder Conservatives.

In Paris, Ministers have been unexpectedly defeated. Mi-
nisterial candidates having been returned only in the two
first colleges, comprising the rich quarters and the Bourse.
In the 12 others the Opposition have carried the day, two
of them returning Republicans of the most ultra princi-

ples. The fiercest struggle was in the third arrondisse-

ment, between M. Billaut of the Opposition, M. Thiers,

Under-Secretary of State, and M, Legentil, a wealthy man
of business. M. Billaut carried his election by 746 votes
against G17. M. Guizot has been elected at Lizieux, and
M. Thiers at Aix. MM. Delessert, Piscatory, Royer Col-
lard, De Laborde, and more than 20 other Ministerialists

have been rejected. The Government, however, have
gained a decided triumph at Strasburg, where a Conserva-
tive has been returned in place of M. Martin, the Radical
deputy for that city. Of the other great towns, Bordeaux
has returned its old members, being two Conservatives,
and one attached to M, Thiers. Marseilles has returned
its three old members, M. Berryer and another Opposi-
tionist, with a Conservative. Toulouse returns its old
members, three Oppositionists. Nantes returns its old
members, a Conservative and a Liberal. Rouen has
elected three Oppositionists and one Conservative, choos-
ing M. Laffitte amongst the former, and rejecting M. Bar-
bet, its old mayor, by which Ministers have lost one vote.
The Opposition, on the other hand, have lost nearly thirty
elections, including many of the most eminent of their
party. M, Gamier Pages has been elected at Yerneuii,
where, as in most districts, the Legitimists voted for the
Liberals, and even for the Republicans where they them-
selves had no chance. The Legitimists are said to have
gained in the smaller towns. At four o'clock on Monday
the Opposition calculated on having already gained 17
votes; while if the remaining returns gave a result simi-
lar to those already known, it was generally stated that
not merely M. Guizot, but Count Mdl<:« would find it im-
possible to carry on the Government ; and the struggle
would then be between M. Thiers and M, Dufaure. The
funds underwent considerable fluctuation and depreaaion
on Mondiy on the Paris Bourse, but they improved a
little towards evening, when the results of 336 elections
were known, showing that the Ministers gained ground,
although the QpfQjsitign had gbtained another vot^ in the

tenth arrondissement of Paris. The Ministerial majority

then reached 47 votes, and there remained about 100 more
results to be known, which were expected to increase

the Ministerial strength. The general results up to that
time were, nevertheless, unsatisfactory to the dispassionate

friends of Ministers, who considered that a Chamber not
more ardent nor constant than the last in its support of
the policy of the actual Government would be rather
more dangerous than a consistent Opposition. It waa
everywhere believed that if the last Chamber, when ap-
proaching its natural expiration, had become unmanage-
able, a new one composed of the same materials could not
be relied on. On Thursday, the papers announced that

the results of 450 nominations were known, and that
the Ministerial loss and gain were about equally ba-

lanced. The amount of loss was as great on the side of
the Opposition, but the candidates were by no means so
eminent as those of the Ministerial party.

The Capital.—A scene of disorder occurred last week
at the cemetery of Mont Parnasse on the occasion of the

interment of M. Bauny, a physician, well known for his

violent republican principles. The procession was com-
posed of a great number of persons in plain clothes, and a

certain number of National <Juards of the 12th legion in

arms, and several in uniform, with their sabres. The
body was deposited in a temporary grave, and the usual

salute fired over it. Four speeches were then delivered

;

the first and third being political, and impressed with a

spirit of opposition, but without going beyond certain

limits ; the second, by a medical student, was perfectly

consistent, being purely biographical and scientific; but

the character of the last was completely seditious. When
this last speaker came to excite disobedience, and even

resistance to the laws, and to a declamation against the

rights of property, a commissary of police interfered, and

insisted that such language should not be continued.

Threats, hisses, and cries of** A has le com missaire,'' were

uttered. The agitators, wishing to make a collection for

the benefit of political prisoners, remained stationary.

The commissary, therefore, gave orders to detachments of

the Municipal Guard to disperse the assembly. Upon
this the agitators threw stones at the armed force, crying
*' Aua^ armes" and some actually drew their swords.

This, however, did not prevent the arrest of the most

violent, and the restoration of tranquillity.—The lighting

of Paris with gas is making great progress. Within the

last few weeks no fewer than 38 streets, passages, &c. in

different quarters have received the benefit of this im-

provement.—It is stated that a large number of suicides

have lately taken place among the troops engaged on the

fortifications, and that many have contracted fever while

labouring at the works.

The Provinces—The Lyons papers of the 6th mention

that the rain which fell in that neighbourhood on the pre-

ceding day had completely dissipated all fears for the

harvest-—The StrasLurg papers state that the manufactur-

ing interests in Alsace are threatened with a new crisis.

At Mulhouse a number of calico-printers are unemployed,

and at Colmar no less than 50 weavers applied for employ-

ment at one establishment and were refused. Several

mills have been closed in consequence of a want of water.

The Navij,—The " Moniteur " contains a report to

the King from the Minister of Marine, recommending

that a gold medal should be given to Dr. William Davies,

an English physician, of Port Jackson in New Sgnth

Wales, for his prompt and able assistance rendered, in

December last, to several of the crew of the French

corvette Aube, who had become dangerously ill by eating

some poisonous fruit. The report states that when Dr.

Davies was asked what his charge was, he replied, " I

should be ashamed to receive payment for assistance

rendered to an English ship of war, and I have the same

feeling as regards a French ship. " The King has approved

of the recommendation of the Minister.—The journals

announce the arrival, at Toulon, of M- Ratti-Menton,

late French consul at Damascus, who obtained so much

celebrity in the affair of Father Thomas, assassinated ia

that city.

Imports and Exports.—I'he, '*Moniteur'' publishes

the table of French exports and imports during 1841.

The chief increase of importation is in coals and iron.

There is a sensible decrease in the importation of ma-

chinery, and an increase in its export. The greatest in-

crease of export is in the article millinery. The export

of cotton and linen goods shows a decrease, that of woollens

and silks an increase- Glass and porcelain also show an

increase.

Algeria.—'MhG accounts continue highly favourable.

The last despatch announces that the Government of

Abd-el-Kader is broken up. This chief, formeriy at the

head of a more powerful nation than was generally believed,

is now an outcast, with a handful of cavalry. The war is

in earnest finished, and there now only remains to destroy

some scattered vestiges of a power skilfully establishea.

General Changarnier gained a signal advantage on the is

inst. on the right bank of the Upper Chelif, at 50 leagues

from Algiers, over the Khalifat Sidi Limbanah. He made

3,000 prisoners, and took from 15,000 to 20,000 head of

cattle, of which 1500 were camels. The Governor-General

adds that they must now seriously consider the P^"^^^^"'^'

tion of the conquest, so as to render it useful. '* The

army, he says, will be for a long time the only means ot

government, for we can neither govern nor direct these

people by political opinion, nor by religious sentiment.

Spaix.—Little seems to occupy stttention in Ma<h»d

but the approaching prorogation. The llodil Cabinet had

issued a circular, prescribing to the local authorities tu«

utmost vigilance in putting a stop to smugglings ^"^ ^^

the greatest evils with which Spain is afflicted. The ses-

mxk q{ the Cortea was fast ftpproaching to a close, the
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coalition being inactive ; the different budgets ^'ere thus

voting rapidly, and the Senate was expected to be equally

as expeditious, so that by the 15th the prorogation was

expected to take place. Rodil is said to have disarmed

the coalitioa Opposition by a threat of dissolution. In

the Chamber of Deputies tlie Ministers for Foreign Af-

fairs and Finance alluded to the necessity of a project of

law to authorise the Cabinet to modify the tariff. Count

Almodava observed that this authorisation was the more
requisite, inasmuch as negotiations were on foot with

Belgium to conclude a treaty in respect to linen cloths,

and it could not be signed without a modification of the

Spanish tariff. A telegraphic despatch from Bayonne of

the 9th brings advices from Madrid of the 4th inst., on

which day the Cortes had granted the Rodil Cabinet the

necessary authorisation to collect the taxes. The proroga-

tion will therefore speedily follow.—A despatch from Per-

piguan of the 8th announces that Gen. Zurbano had entered

Barcelona on the 4:th, charged by the Queen's Govern-

ment to put down the Carlists in Catalonia, and to intimi-

date the republicans of that province. The republican

organ of Barcelona affects to regard with satisfaction the

expected arrival of the General, as the only man calcu-

lated, from his knowledge of mountain warfare, to put

down the Carlist guerillas. Barcelona was quite tran-

quil on the 2d. The eldest son of Don Francisco

de Paula was expected at Madrid from Corunna. A
Cadiz journal contaius an account of a less agreeable

visitant on the shores of Portugal— the plague, or some
similar disease characterised by the appearance of buboes.

The Junta of Health at Seville were already occupied with

the consideration of this subject, so serious to their city,

between which and Cadiz steamers now ply constantly.

The health of the Regent is said to be re-established ; he
Las consulted Dr. Costello of London, who has given a

favourable report on his case, considering that there is no
chance of another return of the painful malady to which
he has been subject.

Portugal.—Advices have been received from Lisbon

to the 4th instant, by the Braganza steamer, acquaint-

ing us with the gratifying fact that both the com-
mercial and slave-trade treaties had been signed by the

two Plenipotentiaries on the previous day, and were
forwarded by this packet. The Duke of Palaiella

would not immediately enter the Administration. His
Grace's (resolution on this subject had taken the Govern-
ment by surprise ; but there was the best ground for be-

lieving that it was not intended as definitive, and that

after the division on the first stormy debate in the Cortes,

wliich were to be opened by the Queen in person on Sun-
day the lOch inst., his Grace would enter the Administra-
tion as Secretary for Foreign Affairs, His Grace's reasons
for the course now adopted, which were embodied in a

long letter, had reference chiefly to the part which he
took as head of the short Administration in February
last, by which the restoration of the Charier was momen-
tarily opposed, and to the false position in which his too
ready acceptance of office would probably place him.
Belgium.—The representatives of the linen manufac-

turers have had interviews with the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs, the Interior, and Finance, on the subject of the
French ordonnance respecting linen fabrics. After de-
tailing the state and prospects of the manufacturers,
they said that it w^as necessary immediately to take a pro-
visional measure, in order to prevent the importation into

Belgium of large quantities of English thread. It is re-

ported they said, that a vast depot of English thread is

going to be formed in Belgium, and that the necessary re-

fiult will be, that if the French market is closed against

the English, its thread and linen will take another direc-

tion and be passed into our market. The Minister of

Finance replied that he had received day by. day an account
of the English importations into Belgian ports, and that

he had not heard of any importation ; and that if any such
thing should happen, he would immediately take some
steps to prevent it ; if the existing laws should not

allow the application of a sufficient remedy, recourse will

be had to the legislature. He stated that no consignment
intended for France had had its destination changed, and
been sent to Belgium. The explanations given by the

Minister were received with confidence by the deputation,

and relieved the apprehension of most of the members.
The deputation has since had an audience of the King,
who stated that he would do his utmost to obtain a modi-
fication of the French tariff, which was chiefly aimed
against England and English manufacturers.
Germany.—Letters from Berlin state that General

Van Boyen, the minister of war, will not go to the pro-

vince of Prussia till the 7th of July. At the meetiug of

his excellency with the King, on his return from Konigs-
berg, the plans for the fortification of that city will, it is

said, be determined on. Several able engineers are

already gone to Konigsberg in order to draw up the de-

tailed plans. It is also stated that the difference respecting

the fortifying of Kostadt are arranged, and that that place

is to be a fortress of the first class. It is expected that

the works will soon conimeace, and that 6,000 workmen
will be employed.—Letters from Dresden mention the

t^rought prevailing throughout Saxony ; notwithstanding
'^bich, all tbe fruits of the earth are remarkably fine : the

vineyard^ especially promise to yield abundantly. In

Sohemia, on the contrary, everything is burned up, and
tbe prices of corn are rising. The Elbe becomes more
auil more shallow, and even the Prague steamboat, the

Bohemia, which kept up the communication between Dres-
den and Teschon, for travellers going to the Saxon Switzer.

land and Toplitz, is now laid up.—The pajjcrs mention
the sudden death of Lady Whittingham, attributed by her
Physicians to a diseased liver, and an excessive use of
»trong SpaniiU snuff* Lady "SVliittingliam; vrbo was tlie

widow of the English general of the same name who held
an important command in India, was a native of Spain,
and was said to be descended from the illustrious family
^^. -^j"-^>^£S. She was a woman remarkable for her
abilities. Lady Whittingham was on her way to Aix-la-
Chapelle, accompanied by Prince Paul of Wurtemberg.
Hamburg.—The 7th inst, having been appointed by

the Senate as a day of thanksgiving and humiliation—in

fact, a general fast—it was so kept, in the strictest sense
intended. Business was entirely suspended, and the

churches, as well as those buildings which are now used as

substitutes for St. Nicholas' and St. Peter's, were
crowded to suffocation during their several services, and
liberal contributions were made towards the re-construc-

tion of those sacred edifices, the loss of «hich is so uni-
versally deplored. Divine service was likewise performed
in the British church. The committee appointed by the
Senate has published a list of contributions for {he aid of
Hamburgh, including the money .received by the relief

committee. The amount received up to the 22d June is

about 3,230,000 marks banco.

Denmark.—Letters from Altona state that the King
of Denmark has acceded to the petition of a company to

make an iron railway from Altona to Kiel. A letter from
Copenhagen mentions that Mademoiselle Rachel is to

visit the Danish capital on her way to St. Petersburg.
She will pass some time in the last-mentioned city, during
the festivities in honour of the 25th anniversary of the

marriage of the Emperor and Empress of Russia, and is

engaged to give eighteen performances, for which she will

receive 36,000 silver rubles.

Russia.—The papers announce the arrival of the Rus-
sian Minister of War, Tchernitschew, at Teflis, on the

20th of May last. It appears that he will not assume the

command of the army about to act in the Caucasus, but
merely inspect the provinces, and put an end to the exist-

ing abuses. The same journals announce the intention of

the Duke of Bordeaux to proceed to the North on a ma-
trimonial speculation. It is asserted that a new conven-
tion relative to deserters is to be shortly concluded be-

tween Prussia and Russia, but for a brief period only.

Italy.—A letter from Turin announces that the Mar-
quis de Spinola^ Grand Chamberlain to the King of Sar-

dinia, has discovered, in an obscure corner of the Palace

at Genoa, a portrait of Pope Julius II., painted by Ra-
phael, It had^ from misusage, become very much defaced

;

but being cleaned and restored, indubitable proofs of its

authenticity were brought out, particularly the device of

Rapliael on the Pope's ring.—A riot has occurred at Man-
tua between the Jews and the inhabitants, which the

Government has been obliged to put down by force,

Turkey AND Syria.—Letters from Constantinople of

the 23d ult. announce the sailing from that port on Jhe
previous day of two frigates and three corvcUes, having a

large reinforcement of troops on board, together with a

million and a half piastres for the Ottoman army in

Syria, where the Divan w*as determined to pursue the line

of policy against which the representatives of Great Bri-

tain, Austria, and France had remonstrated. These let-

ters also refer to some misunderstandings between Ru.'^sia

and the Ottoman Porte, evincing the disposition of the

latter to assert its full independence. Sir John M*Nie],

our Envoy in Persia, left Constantinople on the 20th, on
his return to this country via Vienna. Baron Sturm sr,

the Austrian Internuncio in the Turkish capital, was to

leave Broussa for Italy. A great fire, destroying 120

houses, had taken place at Hasskien, a suburb of the har-

bour of Constantinople. Letters from Jerusalem state

that the Bishop continues to exercise his duties without

open interruption from his Christian colleagues, and that

he receives all due protection from the Governor, Tayar

Pacha. The difficulties encountered in establishing the

foundations of the new church have been overcome, and

the work is proceeding in a satisfactory manner.

United States.—The packet-ship England, Capt.

Waite, which sailed from New York on the 20th ult., ar-

rived at this port on Sunday morning,' and the Russell

Glover, in the evening. The papers by the latter are six

days later than those by the Great Western, but their con-

tents are unimportant. No authentic particulars had been

allowed to transpire respecting the negotiations between

Lord Ashburton and the United States' Executive. The
Queen's messenger cai'ried to Halifax by the Rhadaman-
thus steamer arrived at Boston on the 18th ult., in the

Britannia, and proceeded express to Washington. The
negotiations for a settlement of the differences between

Great Britain and the United States would be quickened

on the arrival of the despatches of which he was the

bearer, and terminate, it was hoped and believed, in the

pearly and satisfactory adjustment of the boundary and

other disputes. The' bill extending the tariff lawg till the

1st of August was before the Senate on the 18th ult. It

was generally believed that the President was deter-

mined to veto any bill providing for the collecting of the

existing tariff after the 1st of July, or imposing an addi-

tional tariff, unless the same bill should provide for the

repeal of the law distributing the proceeds of the public

lands among the states. The Hibernia has since arrived,

bringing accounts of a large meeting in favour of the nomi-
nation of Mr, Clay as the new President.

Canada.—The Montreal Papers contain no less than

seven and a half columns filled with the names of persons

appointed justices of the peace in four several districts in

Lower Canada. The whole list embraces more than 1,200
names. The papers complain tliat there are too many
French names, and state that Sir Charles Bagot is evidently

attempting to carry out the policy of Lord Durham, so far

as giving the two races a fair ihare in the government*

West Indies.— By the arrival at Llverpotrf of the

last packet from New York, w« fejr« tecdHi ^Ixepor-

taut news from St. Domingo, stating that a revolution

lias taken place in Hayti; President Boyer has been deposed

and his life was in imminent danger. '* We learn to-day,

sr^ys the Philadelphia Journal of the 23rd ult., from Capt.

iliu, of tlie brig William Thatcher, which arrived here

from St. Croix on Saturday, vhich place she left on the

7th inst., that just before his departure he was informed
by one of the most respectable citizens of St. Croix that

letters had just been received by an arrival from St. Do-
mingo, giving the important information that a revolution

had taken place in the island, that President Boyer bad
been deposed, and had been, or would be, put to death.

In the hurry of departure, Capt. Hill did not make
very pariicular inquiries. The impression, however, is

strong on his mind that his informant said that Presi-

dent Boyer had been put to death, but of this he ia

not positive." A letter from Cape Hayti, dated the
29th May, contains a description of the late calamity at

St. Domingo, fully confirming all the horrors of the
earthquake, and the depredations of the mountaineers,
with a few additional particular*. It appears that all the

towns within 150 miles have suffered more or less, and
that the Palace of the celebrated Christophe, and the

citadel in which he is buried, which is about 14 miles

from Cape Hayti, are a mass of ruins. The city itself,

which is indifferently called the city of Cape Hayti, Hay-
tien, or Francois, was built by the French while in pos-

session, and so magnificent were its buildingi, that it wai
styled the *' Palace of the Antilles.*' In exteut it is about

a mile square, the streets running at right angles, and
among the principal buildings were a palace built of

marble brought from France, barracks, a splendid hospital,

a cathedral, just finished at an enormous expense, and
large house built by Borlax, the late Governor, for a

theatre, but used as a Freemason's lodge. The recent

death of this Governor Borlax, who was also commander-
in-chief, seems to be very much regretted, for it is said

his character was such that he would have acted like the

General commanding at Port de Paix, who, finding some
of his men refusing to obey orders, at once ordered

them to step out of the ranks, and shot them on the

spot. The consequence of this act of timely severity

at such a crisis was, that not a dollar was lost ; while

in Cape Hayti, for want of sufficient discipline, there seems

to have been a needless sacrifice of life and property. The
sick and maim'ed of Cape Ilayti, when taken from the

ruins, were moved on board the Active, a Hamburgh mer-

chant-vessel, the master of which, named Price, is spoken

of in the highest terms for the great kindness he dis-

played to the sufferers. The Governor, Boyer, was

already falling into disrepute in consequence of adopt-

ing arbitrary measures. Some time ago, finding the ma-

jority of the T -^^islnture opposed to his government, he

placed a guard before the House of Assembly, giving the

officer a list of the names of about 30 members who were

to be forcibly excluded. These pohtical differences had

beeji interrupted by the earthquake, which, of course, has

been all-absorbing ; but it seems certain that no more Pre-

sidents will be elected for life.—The only intelligence in

the Jamaica papers is the wrious illness of Lady Elgin,

who had been dangerously unnell, but was again in a fair

way of recovery. The merchants of Kingston are ccm-
plaining loudly of the bad management of tJie Royal Mail

Company ; and the ** Jamaica Dispatch" quotes at length

the remarks of the colonial press on that subject The
promotion of the Hon. Edward Panton to the office of

Vice-Chancellor had created a vacancy in the speakership

of the House of Assembly of Jamaica. The ** Barba-

dian'' states that the wcatuer continued exceedingly dry,

the cane plants were drooping under the fierce and burn-

ing heat of the sun, grain and vegetables becoming ex-

tremely scarce and dear.

^Parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS,

Snturdap^—Tlic House met to hear the royal assent given by
commission to several bills.

The Speaker )Df the House of Commons, attended by several

Members of that House, having appeared at tiie bar, the commis.
slon was read, and the ruyal assent ^iven in the uaual form to the
following bills:—Tlie Custom Acts Bill (the tariff), the Uean
Forests Poor Bill, The Deptford Pier BUI, the Ross and Cromarty
Court House BUI, the Marine Insurance Company Bill, the Vork
Cathedral Bill, the Statford Grammar School Bill, and to the
Manners' Estate Bill, Hawkes's Divorce Bill, and some other
private hills.

3Iond(ij/.—The Tinkc o( BcccMucn reported from the select
committee that the House might proceed with the con&ideratloa
of the Mines and Collieries Bill.

Lord EKorcHAM, pursuant to notice, brought forward hi»
motion on the subject of distress, and concluded a verj'long
speech by moving the appointment of a committee of inquiry.—
The Earl of RiroK opposed the motion, on the ground that it

would be unwise and unjust to excite expectations, by the ap-
pointment of a committee, which could not he realised by that
measure.—The debute was protractcdtoalate hour, but pjcsentcd
no important feature differing from the statementsand arg-nment*
advanced d\iring the recent discussion of the same subject in the
other }louse of Parliament, On the division the numbers
were :~Contents, H^ Non-contents, Ci ; raEyt^rity against the
motion, 4/.

T«fAi3(ti^.— Several petitions were presented against certain

clauses of the Mines and Collieries Bill.

On the motion of the Marquis of Claxricarhi:, the Witness**

Indemnity Bill was read a second time, \vcntthroughComin>tfee»

was reported, read a third time, and passed, the ^''andhie ^
r.'rr^

having been suspended in order to allow tlie Bdl to foe pas^a

through the several stages.

The Marquis of LoNDONPSRnv, in pr—nting- petiUon

the Mines and Collieries Bill, read several documents

raunicatlons upon thesul^ect. tM^^mnntvs of
U^rdVinAJiKCLiFFK, after laying: on the ^ff^Jes,,,,tea

a

Uie v.ancil ofBtecation, for the year^ Ml f';;^'^.,!^Hved in!
petition. \ued by above },i^o rcr^r- ^»^^^^. ^^^"^JHi^
itructiun in the elements of mn^ic in the

^*lt~~fv.mn.f^ nr^T;
whl.. prayed that means might ^^TZ^^cet^Z^^^
iVivy CouncU for Educath^ to rc«difri^»tftnce to tb^^s^

-3 ftira
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tnHed by the >>.Eemj and expressed a decided opwion lu favour

Of theol»i«tnMr»n#'tUioner*lia<lin view.-Ihe Marriuis of Lw^.
Powv,iiua I.-rd HR* AM corroborated the statements, and

fonfttrrcd in tiie views of the Lord Fre?«idcut ;
the latter ex-

pj. - a„ 'al interest iii the extension of the system araon^

the UwMA'ia i>f Scoi...;.d.-Lord Wharnxi-iffk observed that

If the Ui8*ei»t«T9 of Scotland nndcrtooh to build a normni school,

M Uj<«^ of Knpinnd had done, they wcuM then have the same
claim to Eance.— Tlie petition was then laid en the table.

The J^raiuas-c Bill was read a third lime.

TA/rr*rf/»y.— Jnconimittcc on the Railways Bill, LordCAMrnELL
proposed a clause forbidding " lockiiiij- up " of passengers in car-

riage:-, which was rejected by 35 to 31.

The WuccnVs Protection Bill was brought: up from theCommon<^,
and the Duke of Wellivgtov g^ave notice of his intention to
move the suspension of the standing* orders, in order to carry the

bill through Ha different sta^jes on Friday.
The Earl of Devov moved the second rending; of the Mines and

Collieries Bill, statinjr the alterations which were made in it, in

order to conciliate its opponents. He hoped thoir Lordships
would at oftcc adopt the bill, so far as the exclusion of females
was concerned. With respect to boys, their age for entering he
would liave no hesitation to fix at ten years, their apprentice-
•hips not to c;;tend beyond 18 years of age. But he reluctantly

acceded to the proposition of pernntting- the employment of per-
Bons at the en^jine under 21 years, as no Ruflicicnt reason ap-

peared to him to have been urged, except the fact of the general
employment of lads of 15 and l6 years. Lord Hatiiertos and
the E^rl of Raunoii said that these alterations had removed many
of their objections, though the latter objected to legislative mter-
ferencc wiih the freedom of the people in the choice of their em-
ployments.—The Kfir! of GAir.owAT supported the bill.—The
J3ukc of Welmnotov declared his support of the principle of the

bill, atid would state his views on its details when it went into

committee.—The Marquis of Loxdondkrry was afraid that a
compromise had been entered into between Lord Ilatherton and
the promoters of the bill. After complainhig of the mode in

whicti the commlsBinners had got up their report, he moved that
the bill be read ftsr mi time that day six months. —LordWna rn-
CMFFK wished to avoid committing greater evils than those

which were to be cured. He thought that the House of Commons
had not done it^i duty by this bill, but had passed itun an impulse
of mere humauity, aud without a due consideration of the capital

and interests involved. As the bill was now altered, however, he
was enabled to support it.—The Duke of Bi/ccleuch supported
the bill; and after some further debate, the gallery w^as cleared

Ibr a division, but none took place, and the bill was read a second
time.
i\ u/a//.—Tiic Lonr> CiiA.\'CJin.oa moved the second and third

reading of the Queen's Protection Bill, which was seconded by
Lor<l MEr.nouRNF.— Lord Cottevham and Lord Brougham
warmly supported the measure.—An addition, suggested by Lord
Campuell, providing against cases where persons possess or
produce firearms intended to alarm her Majesty, and another
respecting; intruders into the PiJacc, were adopted.—Tiie Duke
of Wei.mvgtov concurred with Lord Brougham in exprc^-ing
the deepest canceni and sympathy with the Royal family of
France on their recent calamity.—The Bill was then read a third

time and passed. •

HOUSE OK COMMONS.
Sidiirfln}}.—T\\Q\c WHS a very thin attendance of Members, the

only \ incsa before t H^ a being to hear the R<iyal assent
g'iven by comm^ssitm to liic Customs Act and some other Bills.

^onr'-'v—Mr. O'CoNNELL brought up the report of the Belfast
lucp,.^.v* .1 r- uv *ee, wUh the minutes of evidence, which were
ord. : \ to . !.

In rt'ply to Mr. Hume, tlie Cuawcpllou of the ExcHEauF-u
stated tliat ^he Mint was at work upon silver coin, and was sup-
plying the ^^.. P'- faat as poh^iblc. The Bank had recently is-

sued -JOO. .'. ;.. .iilver.

In nioviu'r the order of the day for the l...ase to resolve itself

Into cijm; * c of suppJy, Sir R. P took ot ion to advert to
the stitemcnt mr-dc by Lord Palmer *^n a few ever" ; ago, that
l^rd Auckland had been ref]'"^* a by the present Government to
retain tlie office of Govcmor-Geueral of India, and to the infer-

ence dmwn by the nchXe Loi d from that fiict, viz., that rhe pre-
•tnt Government had exyiMHlits approbation of tlie policy pur-
sued with respect to Aff^ha/iistan, The right hon. Baronet said
that Lord Kllenborough had a high personal opinion of Lord
Anckland, and if he made the alleged request, it must have been
the expression of his private feelings, for the Government had
been no party to it,

Mr. ViLi.i':n.s, as an amendment to the motion for going into
committee of supply, moved the repeal of the Corn-laws, which
gave rile to a long discussion.

Sir R. Peel said, that so long as the hope of a diminution in
the duty should be kept alive by these discussions in Parliament,
the new law could not have fair play- If it could really be made
out that the Corn-laws were the cause of the present distress,
and that their repeal would relieve it, he would not hesitate to
concur in that repeal, nor, he was persuaded, would the friends
around him. He then gave some explanations relative to those
articles of import on which there has been a recent diminution of
revenue, from the suspense occasioned by the proposed reduc-
tions in the tariff, and to those articles on which, being untouched
hy the tariff, the revenue had actually increased. Jt was said
that something must be done for the relief of distress. He trusted
that the subscriptions, though they could not permanently cure
it, would not be discontinued, for they were of the utmost im-
portance as a temporary mitigation ; but his more lasting hope
was in the extension of commerce. Perhaps the repeal of the
Corn-laws might afford a temporary stimulus j but he believed
the day would early follow when the depression of the agricul-
tural classes would bring a deep regret for that short-lived ap-
pUance. He had been censured for not carrying his own princi-
ples far enough, yet he had lowered the duty, not onlv on cattle,
but on rice, fish, potatoes, aud all the raw materials of manufac-
ture. He adverted shortly to the chief measures of his Adminis-
tration, and acq -'uted the House that the commercial treaty
with Portugal had now been brought to a satisfactory conclusion.
He deprecated a precipitate condemnation of his experiments,
and declared his ' Ungnessto tevisc thcra should they be found,
after a fair trial, m disappoint the hopes he had formed of them.
Lord JoHK Rus^iEM, considered the conclusion of Sir R. Peel's

speech a^ hUiwatin- no great confidence in his own measures
He denied Ihut the cuby of corn was obstructed by these motions •

B similar motion hrai been made respecting sugar, and yet in
aa^ar there hud be^n an increased import. He agreed that even
the temporary sllcviation afforded by the subscriptions was a dc-
sirable and important one; how much better still would be a per-
manent alleviation, net by charity, but bylaw! The late C ern~
ment had : .

.
n conritinncd q.< incapable; another had snr^ eded

of absolute v.isdom ; sxud v.hat had it done ? It had e>:prc'^-^^d its

hope of .1 ir<3od harvest. Why, thelate Government could equally
have hopcil for thaf. Their abilities might not have been very
shining, but at least they were competent to look at the baro.
meter. He gpoke \>u>.li strong sympathy of the patience with

and suffering life

cc. Hecoiddnot
concur in the proposal for a total repeal of the existing law; but
he would vote for a committee to consider its i)ruvisions.

Mr. Conrms denied tliat in times of ordinary prosperity labour

3s dijijjlaced by improvements in machinery. It was feared that

the land would be thrown out of cultivation : but the Scotch, the

best farmers, laughed at the notion of your being defeated in the

tillaj^ of your land. When the tide which had flowed into the

towns shfiuld ebb hack upon t!:e rural districts, what would be-

come of the agriculturists then? The Legislature, when they

called on the working people to pay a high fixed price for their

loaf, seemed to forget that they had passed no law to fix a high

j^rke of wa^res. If England bad no Custom-hoose, it xuight he

which the poor were enduring their privations,

itself to ebb away, without violence or impatien
I

unreasonable for the manufacturers to call upon the Government
for markets; but, under a tariff remitting duties on almost e\ery-
thing else, they had a right to require that their corn should be
imported freely.—After some remarks from Lord I1ow?ick, Mr.
GuiMauiTca, and Sir J. HAXiiEri, the House divided :—For com-
mittee of supply, 231 > for committee on Corn-laws, I IT; majority
for supply, 114.

S'.T U. PKEf- declared his intention to go on at once with the
supply, postponing any one or more votes which it might be
thought desirable to discuss more fully than the lateness of the
hour would then allow.—Lord Johv Russell approved this

course; and the House went accordingly into committee of

supply.— Sir G. Ci.Ean moved the sum of 806,566L for the expenses

of the war in China.—After some discussion, the vote was passed.

—Sir G. Clekk next proposed a sum of 108,000/. for miHtia and
other expenses in Canada j which was also agreed to.—Upon the

next motion, for the sum of 10,000/. for the improvement of har-

bours, &c., Mr. Williams, to prevent the further progress of

public business, moved that the resolutions agreed to be reported

to the House. A division took place, in which he was defeated

by a large majority ; but Mr. Hi-'ME and Dr. Bowrixc persevered

in repeating the same species of motion, until it being manifestly

useless to contend longer against such opposition, the committee
of supply was postponed.
On the order of the day for the adjourned debate on the Flag

Officers (Navy) Bill, the House divided:—For the motion, IG;

against it, 60; majoritj', 44.

Tne!=iday.~K\r R. Peel presented a petition for the singing
classes at Kxeter Hall, similar to that presented in the Lords by
the Lord President. The right hon. Baronet stated, that on the

part of the Crown, he had no difilculty in acceding to the request
of the petition, that a reasonable amount of money should be
devoted to the encouragement of a science so conducive to the

refinement and amelioration of the people.

Sir R. Peel moved for leave to bring in a bill for the better

security and protection of her Majesty's person. He stated the
objects contemplated by the bill, which is intended to dispense,

when deemed necessary, with the formalities observed in the
examination and trial of persons charged with high treason, and
to inflict thepunishmcnts of transportation and personal chastise-

ment on persons guilty of the wanton and cruel modes of alarm
and annoyance practised recently. " 1 propose," said the light

hon. Baronet, "to constitute no new offence, and I do not intend
to constitute any new piuiishment ; I merely propose a change in

the form of proceedings in cases where a charge compassing the
wounding of the Sovereign is made, and to assimilate the form
to that observed when the life of the Sovereign is said to have
been attempted. It was on this principle that we recently acted
in the case of Francis. In that case, after full consideration, not-
withstanding that his life was forfeited, we determined that it w^as

not for the public interest that the sentence of capital punishmejit
should be carried into effect. The decision to which we came was
founded upon the unanimous report of the judges before whom
the prisoner was tried, and the law officers of the Crown who
conducted this prosecution. It was no feeling of false humanity
which tempted us to remit the capital sentence, but into the
reasons which influenced us I am sure the House will not expect
that I should enter into detail. The bill now proposed will also
provide for other offences beyond those which bear the name of
treason. I propose that after the passing of this act, if any person
or persons shall wilfully discharge, or attempt to discharge, or
point, aim, or present at or near the person of the Queen any
gun, pistol, or other description of fire-arms whatsoever, although
the bame shall not contain explosive or destructive substance or
material, or shall discharge or attempt so to discharge any ex-
plosive or destructive substance or material ; or if any person
shall strike or attempt to strike the person of the Queen with any
offensive weapons or iu any manner wiiatever, or if any person
shaft wilfully throw or attempt to throw any substance whatever
at or on the person of the Queen, or with intent, in the cases afore-
said, to break the public peace, or with intent, in any of the cases
aforesaid, to excite the alarm of the Queen ; in all these cases I

propose that the party so offending shall be subject to the same
penalties v/hich apply to cases of larceny, that is, that he be sub-
ject to transportation not exceeding ^even years ; but we propose
also another punishment more suitable to the offence, aud more
calculated to repress it—that there be a discretionary power of
imprisonment for a certain period, with authority to inflict

personal chastisement (the right hon. Baronet was here inter-'
rupted for some time with loud cheers from both sides of the
House.; 1 think," he continued, "that this punishment will
make known to the miscreants capable of harbouring such designs
as are pointed out by this bill, that instead of exciting for their
offence a most misplaced, and I may say stupid sympathy, their
base and malignant motives in depriving her Majesty of that re-
laxation which she must naturally need after the cares and
public anxieties of her station, will lead to a punishment propor-
tioned to their detestable acts. I do confidently hope that, with-
out calling for any powers of extreme severity, the provisions of
this bill will be effectual for the purpose ; for observe what we
have to guard against— it is not any traitorous attempt against
the peace of the nation by conspiring to take away the life of the
Sovereign; but it is the folly or malignity of wretches who are
guilty of acts prompted by motives which are scarcely assignable.
The law, in its charity to human nature, has omitted to provide
for the case of any being.'formcd like a man, who could find a sa-
tisfaction in firing a pistol at a young lady—that lady a mother,
and that lady the Queen of these realms. It never entered into
the conception of former law- makers, that anything so monstrous
should arise as that the Queen of these realms should not enjoy
a degree of liberty granted to the meanest of her subjects. I am
sure the house will respond to the proposition to give the secu-
rity of this law for the protection of her Majesty. We have every
confidence in the protection vouchsafed by Divine Providence j

and we trust that the strong feelings of veneration and affection
of her Majesty's subjects will have the effect of drawing a ram-
part round the throi»e which will prove too powerful, not only
for any attempts which may be made to disturb the peace of the
realm, hut what is more to be guarded against, which would bear
harmless her Majesty's gracious person, whatever designs
wretched miscreants may entertain against it. The knowledge
that such attempts should be made have disturbed not only her
Majesty's peace, but that of every loyal subject in the empire :

and if we can devise an additxonai security against them, by an
enactment such as I propose, which trenches upon no principle
of En.'r*" h jurisdiction—which invokes no undue severity of pu-
nishment, I am sure it will meet with the unanimous approval of
this House, and that every individual member will retire with an
increased satisfaction in having contributed to secure that free-
dom, or rEi.:her, that tranquillity cf mind, to which the Sovereign
is at least as well entitled as any of her subjects. I beg to m.ove
for leave to bring in a bill to provide for the security and protec-
tion of her Majesty's person. ^
Lord J. RrssKLL expressed his hearty concnrrcnco. and ob-

served that the offence was undoubtedly new in its kind, and had
itsorisdn in srme base and malicious passion to injure the per-
^un ot the Sovereign

; he considered that as it is the oflencc ofbase
andd= -*-aa< "fings, a base and degrading species ofpunishment is
most fitly applied to it ; for it is impossible to think, or almost to
aivuic, what kind of motives are those hy which this crime is
prompted. Mr. IUmk expressed himself quite satisfied that the
Houbewonh' ass this law unanimously; and Mr. OXon.vell
aaid he could not avoid exprcsE^ing, in the name of his constituents,
and m the name of that part of Ute empire from which he came,
the universal ai)h«rrencc and d^^-ust felt there at those
baseofiVnccs committed agamst her Majesty's perspn, and the
thankfulness which they will entertain towards her Majesty's
Government for a measure calculated to mark with the con-
temptuous execration of the whole nation these brutal attempts
on her Majesty's life. Leave was then given to bring in the bill;

aad it was forthwith brought in^ and yrent through the two

stages of being read a first and second time, and orderprt t^T"
committed on Wednesday. ^^^ ^ »«

On the order of the day for going into committee on the P^nrLaw Bill, after a questionfrom Mr. Liddell, Mr. T. Dlncou
asked if Government really meant to go on with the bilL **!**
the near approach of the termination of the commisKion--Sir'?
GriAifAM. attaching great importance to the bill, feltbound tn li^
on, and ascertain the sense of the House with respect to it
Capt. Bern'al declared his determination to resist iUprotfresRA conversation arose on the expediency of going on with the hiiTand Su- R. Peel, confessing that the Government were ulacer!
a difficult position, thought the House should first decide whlther the commission should continue for five years or not —Aftsome further discussion, Sir J. Grauam reiterated the recon^^mendation of Sir R. Peel; but several Menibers, especialiv Mr'OX'ONNBLL, entreated the Government to pass a temporary billand bring the subject on at an early ijeriod of next session At
last Sir J. Graham expressed, on the part of the Government a
disposition to concede the point of pressing the entire bill W
asked for a decision as to the continuance of the commission for
five years, a point which he considered essential. For this nur
pose the House went into conjmittee, and Mr. S. Crawforo
pleaded for shortening the duration of the commission to one
year, moving an amendment to that effect.—Mr, Ferraxd se
conded the amendment^ which w-as supported by Mr, Aglionbv*^
Mr. Hardy, Sir C. Napier, and Mr. Liddell. Mr. Hawks spoke
in favour generally of the Poor Law Amendment Act, as a great
social benefit, and expressed his regret that the Government were
not going to press the entire bill before the House during the pre-
sent session.—After some observations from Mr. C. Wood insuD*^
port of the permanency of the commission, andfromLord Sandov
who argued in favour of a frequent revision by Parliament ofi
the commissioners* powers. Sir J. Graham said that there could
not be a greater mistake than to assume that the commissioners^
were irresponsible. Their powers were subjected to a rigid su-
pervision, more so than any other authority in the country. He-
argued at considerable length against many of the objections
urged against the bill, A desultory debate continued for some-
time longer, when a division took place, and there appeared, for
the amendment, 92; against it, l64. Repeated divisions, 'andi
considerable debate, arose on motions to compel the adi'^au'n,.

ment of the proceedings, which ultimately ended in the clause-
being voted by 146 to 2d.—Some other business was then dis-
posed of.

Wednesdaj/,—In reply to Mr. Grimsditch, the CaAjtCELioa
of the ExcnEQrsR stated that the Commissioners for inq,uiriug
into the circumstances connected with the forgei Exchequer
Bills fraud, had already examined 130 witnesses, and that they
expected shortly to bring their inquiry to a close..

Sir R. Peel moved that the House resolve itseif into committee
on the bill for the protection of her Majesty's pisrson.—Mr. Hume
desired to know whether the Ministers, who were about to ask
for votes of public money, were prepared with any measure ot
economy? He would recommend that they should advise her
Majesty to reduce the expenses of her household by one-hall
He believed that the splendours of the Palace were very unpala^
table to the people. The same principle ought to be applied to
the whole civil expenditure, upon w hich he said that two or three
millions sterling might be saved.— Sir R. Peel presumed that thr
speech just made had been delivered under the mistHke^ appre-
hension that the motion then before the House was forgoing
into committee of supply. He regretted the reference to her
Majesty's personal expenditure and bounty, and hoped that XYf
House would proceed this evening to vote the supply withcak
needless obstruction.— Sir R, Inglis rebuked Mr. Hume for Ais

topics, and far the occasion which he had taken for introducihg
them.—Mr. Kume defended himself > and was seconded by Miv
W^illiams.— Sir R. Peel interposed in a conciliatory tone.—Sir

R. Inglis explained; and the altercation then ceasing, the Pro^
tection Bill went through committee.- Sir R. Peel took this op^
portunity of stating that Francis was to be transported td th^-

most penal of the convict colonies.
Sir R. Peel, in reply to Mr. Hawes, said that the C Jincaent

did not contemplate any grant for church extension.
The House then resolved itself into committee of snpply.-Mr,

Hume and Mr. Ewart* on the vote for the British Museum, of-

fered various suggestions, with a view to render its contents^
more accessible to the working classes, children included; and;
Mr. Hume demanded a share for the public in the election of the
trustees.—SirR. Peel showed the practical working of the pre
sent constitution to be better than any results which Mr. R ime's
reforms were likely to produce.
On the estimate for public buildings and Roval palaees, Mr..

Hume suggested some alterations at Hampton" Court,, but Mc
Williams questioned the propriety of keeping up so manypa-
laces at the national expense.—Mr. Protiieroe suggested tho-

annexation of a chapel to Buckingham Palace, for the sake of re-

lieving the Queen from the danger to which she had lately been
exposed in her drive to the Chapel at St. James's. Mr. Ewart-
and Mr. Hawes pressed for a more general openingof Richmond
and Kew Parks.—Lord Lincoln said that a chapel at Buckiug-
ham Palace had been contemplated irrespectively of the recent
outrages. He vindicated the admission of the public to the parks.

On the vote of a sum for the completion of a model prison, Mr^
Williams contended that the silent system, which that prisoa
was intended to try, was not likely to answer in this country*
He condemned the discontinuance of transportation. In the last

opinion Sir J. Graham concurred; but he was very desirous thaJ

a fair trial should be given to the model prison, which might* kft

thought, be made a useful auxiliary to transportation.
On the item for the expenses ofthe two Houses of Parliament,,

amounting to 62,300/., Mr. Hume required an account of ihc ex-

penditure of the House of Lords.— Sir R. Pekl said that the

House of Lords had, from time immemorial, refused to give this,

information ; and this sum formed the only portion of the public-

money over which they had no control. The amount was placeC
at the disposal of the House of Lords by means of an address to^

the Crown. He therefore hoped that Mr. Hume would notiusiSK

on the information, as it was calculated to revive jealousies «^
twecnthe two Houses. Mr. Hume, however, persevered., aP*
moved a reduction of the vote by 21,000/., the amount ap|«opn-
ated to the House of Lords. He was defeated, on a divi ^n, by

90 to 23. He made another attempt by moving the re'.iitctionof

the vote to 12,000/., but no division took place, and t^je origiuai

vote was agreed to.

Tbeiestof the evening was occupied in disc.assing variety

other grants, such as the expenses of the Poor-I aw Commission,
the Consular Establishment. &c. ; after wK^ch^ the Queen's Pro-

tection IMII was read a third time and passed; and the orders oi

the day were then disposed of,
Thuisdin/.^Ur. Hume called the attentiou of tlie Konse to the

report oi the select committee on national TOPnuments in Jun^i
I3U, aud moved an address to the Queen, that directions begi^C?
to the trustees of the British Muse^am, National Gallery,

authorities at felie Tower, and persons in charge of pubKe edifices

and catliedrals, for the'adoptiou of those faciUties towards the

public and improvements which ai*e recommended in that report.,

one of them being that such places as the British Museum s,hom
be opened to the pubUc on Sundavs. without interfering with the

hours of tlivine -worship.-Mr. Ewart seconded the motion,
pressing on the Government the impoitance of the subject.-^ I*
Chan-cslloe of the Exchequ¥R admitted the importance of n,
and expressed his cordial desb^ to see every proper step taken
which would tend to the elevation of the great body of bis fcllo^^

subjects. The opening to the public of the parks, frc., in tl;?

nciKhbourhood of London, produced advantages, not only as it

conduced to the amusement and health of the humbler classes,
but in the D-raHfv;*^™ ««« *.t-.... . *.„ j *_ *i,>.«« «n«<rfn(r mabut in the gratifying scenes thus presented to those moving m a
higher order of society. There was no sight that could confer
more re^ pleasure on a humane and ratlona
seeing the humbler c^aaaes erdoying the gUta

that of
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jnnocent and beneficial manner ; and he (the Chancellor of the
Jtxchequer) frequently resorted on Sunday to the Parks, for tbe
purpose of seehig his fellofr-being-s enjoying healthful and salu-

tary recreation. Between him and the Hon. Member there was
one point of difference in the committee, namely, on thepropriety

«f opening" the British Museum and the National Gallery on Sun-
days. Toe Hon. Member -would call this a prejudice j but the

way to change the mhids of those who entertained that opinion
-would not be to move an address to her Majesty for the interpo-

sition "of her authority. He would advise the Hon. Gentleman
not to persist in a course which would meet with great opposition
froHt those who thought that opening the institutions on Sundays
TF<j»ald be extremely prejudicial to the moral habits of the people,

bft.t to leave those prejudices, if they were prejudices, to be oper-

ated on by the reflection that might produce a change of opinion.

"The Hon. Member himself nscd some observations which made
against the expediency of the course he now proposed to pursue;
for be showed how public opinion was gradually doing what
could not have been effected by violence, and that the disposition

was daily increasing to open not only public, but even private

"grounds and buildings of general interest, to the public. It was
aclniltted that the snggestionsofthe committee had, in Greenwich,
.and other plates, had the effect of procuring increased accom-
wiodation to the pubhc ; and if every indulgence that might be
«lesired c^uld not be granted, there was every disposition to ac-

commc-date the public as much as possible. He hoped that Mr.
HuTGe would not press his motion, but rest satisfied with liaving

obtained a getieral expression of opinion from the House favour-

iaWe to the objects he had in view.—Sir R. Inglis could not con-
vnir in these objects. The recommendations of Mr. Hume's com-
Bmittee appeared to desire that a race should be run between
Xondon and Paris in the desecration of the Lord's Day, by throw-
ing open to the Londoners the various places of public amuse-
ment on Sundays. He denied that there was any connection
between improvement iu the fine arts and the morals of a people,
for in Greece and Rome high art and great corruption were con-
temporaneous.—Mr. G. KNiGUTcxpressed hissurprise at the sen-
timents uttered by SirR.Inglis, who appeared to him to speak more
in the tone of a holy monk of the middle ages than of an enlight-

ened legislator. He cordially supported the motion, as he believed
in the humanising infiuence of art, and could see nothing but
ijeneficial results from permitting hardworking men to improve
themselves in the British Museum, or recreate in the Parks,
«dnrin^^ those hours of Sundays which did not interfere with the
time set apart for divine worship.— Sir R. Peel pointed out that
there were objections to the motion, founded on technical and
decorous considerations. " In my opinion,'* said the right hon.
Bart^ " free access should be afforded to the working classes to
lour national monuments, for I think that it would be of the
gresttest advantage to refine the public taste. I agree with my
^on. Friend, the Member for Oxford, that it would be most unsa-
Xislactory to propose them as a substitute for religion j but it is

not as a substitute for religion, but a substitute for drunkenness
on the Sabbath, that I support the view of the hon. Member for
Montrose. The duties of religion discharged, it would be much
tetter for the poor man to spend the remainder of the day in con-
tf.mplating the wonders of nature or the resources of art, than in
drinking ^is earnings and squandering his health in a public-
liouse. The greatest advantage to the community would be de-
rived from a refinement of the public taste. There is also another
advantage in the proposition, namely, that, if carried into effect,

it is likely to enlist the great body of the people in favour of our
institutions. At present they rarely come into contact with the
State, except for the purposes of punishment. But I want them
to see that, iu our expenditure, we have their interests as much
«t heart as our own. By this means you will have a guarantee
for the security of the monarchy, and for our present form of
government. There is, therefore, a double object in acceding
to th« recommendations in the report of the committee,
namely—the refinement of the people and the enlistment of
their sympathies in favour of our existing institutions. I
<5'o Tiot, however, agree with some points of the motion. For
"instance, T do not think it for the advantage of the public
that the British Museum and the National Gallery sho^ald open
on Sunday. We should carry all classes along with us as much
•as possible in our improvements. The jealousy of admitting the
public at large I hope will be gradually removed. Indeed it is iu
evidence that it is not the poorer class who do the damage that is

complained of, but the vulgar rich, who can afford to pay the
price of admission. The only object of these institutions is to
promote sefinement and national taste, and that is only to be
done by giving free access to them.—After some further conver-
sation, during which several Members agreed that this discus-
sion would produce a most favourable impression on the public
mind, Mr. Hume expressed himself satisfied with the debate, and
withdrew his motion.
Mr. EwART then brought forward a motion, "That it is expe-

dient that the Government School of Design be formed into a
Central Normal School, for the instruction of teachers of design,m communication with other Schools of Design throughout the
country- andthat the generalrecommendatlons of the commit-
tee, which reported on this subject in the year 1836, be adopted."—Dr. BowaiNo seconded the motion.—Mr. Gladstoxe said that
the recommendations of the committee of 1838 were gradually
adopting. Six provincial schools of design are to be established
in Manchester, Birmingham, York. Coventry, Norwich, and
anothertown not yet fixed onj and the objects of the institution
of the central School of Design are to be extended. But in the
present state of the experiment it would not be advisable to adopt
the motion.—Mr. Labouchkrk expressed his satisfaction with
this statement, and gave some account of the gradual progress of
the School of Design.—After some further conversation, Mr.
Kw'AUT withdrew his motion.

Sir R. Pkkl moved for leave to bririg in a bill to continue the
act for the trial of controverted elections. As be only proposed
that it should extend till the end of next session, he avoided say-
ing anything on the principle of the measure, and did not antici-
pate controversy.—After a brief conversation, leave was given to
bring in the bUK
Aftor certain returns connected with the clergy reservesm Canada were granted, on the motion of Mr. Sheil.—Sir J.

Easthofk, at the request of Sir R. Peel, founded on the absence
of Sir J. Graham, from indisposition, postponed his motion for
returns of the amount and application of every church-rate in
every parish for the last three years.
^^r- HuMfi then moved for a copy of the last patent constituting
the commission for executing the oflice of Lord High Admiral,
"With various particulars connected with the rank and emoluments
of each Lord.—Sir G. Cockburn stated the gradual, though rapid,
steps by which he himself had risen in the profession, aa a proof
that Mr. Hume*s charges as to the favouritism and jobbing in the
navy were not well founded.—A compromised set of returns was
otfered to Mr. Hume, with which he was not satisfied; he then
divided the House, and was defeated by 99 to 23.
The Chanckllor of the ExcHJS<it er obtained leave to bring in

bills to reduce the expenses of the offices attached to the Supe-
rior Law Courts in Ireland, and to effect alterations in the English
l^urt of Exchequer.—The House then went into committee on
the stamps and assessed taxe^s, when a series of resolutions were
agreed to, preliminary to the introduction of a bill.

Y*^«^-—After some conversation respecting the gold coinage,
and a short Bill to correct errors in the Tariff, the House went
mto committee ofsupply. Several votespassed without opposition.
Mr, Williams then divided the House on the vote of 39,200/- for
a-c ^t service money, which was afTlrmcd by a majority of 104.

Hi t ^•"^.J''^^^
of 30.000/. for public education, a discue-sion of con-

A V ^^"Kth ensued, which ended iu the vote being carried.
Another division took place on the vote of 13,215^ for the Colo-

lir Hp^''*^^ establishment, witen the vote passed by a majority of

tJ: ,
,^^ ^o*^c of 50,000f. for the National Board ofKducatiou in

Axexaud led **i a discussipn^ WhcaMr. Ward insisted on a divi-

sion, wnen there appeared—for the vote, 94 ; apainst it, noi
The resolutions were then reported, and the House adjourned.

CITY.
Money Market, Fridat/,—The lamentable intelligence

of the death of the Duke of Orleans, has had a very un-
favourable effect upon the English funds. Consols on
Thursday rapidly declined f per cent. At the close yes-
terday they were 90^ to f for money. Three per Cents.
Reduced, 90| to 1 ; Three-and-a-Half per Cents. Re-
duced, 99J to 100 ; New Three-and-a-Half per Cents., 99J
to I ; Exchequer Bills, 48s. to 50s. prem.

JlUtropod's rnxXt its Ficmftp.
Court of Aldermen.—A Court was lield on Saturday to

elect tvpo active and two passive commissioners for carrying
into effect the provisions of the Income Tax for the City.
The Court having been officially informed that the Court
of Common Council had elected four aldermen and four
common councilmen to act as commissioners niider the
Income Act^for the Cily, proceeded to the election, when
Alderman Farebrother and Alderman Gibbs were elected
the active commissioners, and Mr. J. Dixon and Mr. Cope
the passive commissioners, for the purposes of the Act.

Public Meetings.—The annual general meeting of the
subscribers to tiie London Diocesan Board of Education
took place on Tuesday, the Lord Bishop of London pre-
siding. The report stated, that during the past year the
committee bad appointed an inspector to visit those
schools in union with the Board and the National Society.

From his report it appeared that the benefits of the system
were already felt, and that tbe number of schools was
daily increasing. Schools had been established in Duke-
street, [Manchester-square, Islington, and Mile-end, under
the superintendence of the clergy, where the children of
the middle classes, in addition to the principles of Chris-
tianity being taught them, received a sound commercial
education. The central school, in Rose-street, Soho, had
now 100 pupils ; but it was a source of regret that, owing
to the inadequacy of the funds, the board had been com-
pelled to raise the terms for pupils from 51, to 6/. per
annum. In order to assist the funds, the bishop of the
diocese had caused a circular letter to be issued, and
through it the sum of 470/. was collected, of which sum
the Queen Dowager subscribed 50/. Notwithstanding
this sum, after paying various expenses, but a very small
balance would remain at the discretion*bf the board. The
report, after alluding to the establishment of a national

school for the training of masters, concluded by stating,

that the amount of subscription received on account of the

National Society's fund was 805/. lis. IIJ,, including a

grant from the board of 332/. lOs. \d,j and, on account of

the Diocesan Board of Education, the receipts, including

the balance last year of 481/. 2*. Id,, amounted to

997/. 7s. 7d., and the expenditure to tlie same amount,
including grants to the amount of 322/. 75. Qd. Lord
Radstock moved the adoption of the report, which vras

seconded by the Rev. Dr. Russell, and carried unani-

mously. The Bishop of London "then adverted at con-

siderable length to the necessity of encouraging education,

and cited the opinion of the Rev. Mr. Eden, who had
been inspecting the schools in Essex, and who observed
that bad the Government of the country in former days
directed their attention to the education of the poor,

there would have been no occasion for the present police

establishment. He (the Right Rev. Prelate) was of the

same opinion. It would have been far cheaper for Go-
vernment to have built churches and schools, than to

erect poor-houses, penitentiaries, and gaols. This was a

truth which was now felt by Government, who were using
exertions to place the education of the poor on a firm and
proper basis.—A meeting of the Colonial Society was held
on Tuesday to consider the most appropriate mode of ex-
pressing to the Right Hon. Sir Charles Metcalfe, tbe
grateful sense whicb the Society entertains of the im-
portant benefits arising from his government of Jamaica.
The Earl of Mountcashel, who presided, said they were
called upon to bear testimony to the services performed
by Sir Charles Metcalfe. It was almost unnecessary to

dilate upon his merits ; but it behoved the Society, as a

body representing the interests of all the colonies, to come
forward and publicly express their approbation of the

conduct and the sound policy which had been upon all

occasions manifested by him. The noble chairman then
gate a history of Sir C. Metcalfe's career in India, and
said tliat it was his intention to have retired into private

life, when he was solicited to accept the governorship of
Jamaica. They would recollect the unsettled state of

Jamaica at that time. The authorities were almost in a
state of rebellion ; at least, they were very much opposed
to the Government and policy of England ;

great dissension
prevailed, and it was at one time feared that civil war
would take place. It was at that time that Sir C. Met-
calfe accepted the appointment of Governor, and it was
soon after his arrival in the colony that, by dint of sound
policy and judgment, matters were brought to a smoother
state, and the insurrection quelled. The disturbances
between the coloured population and their employers were
peaceably subdued, and having restored the tranquillity of
the island, he had returned to this country. His conduct
was approved of by Her Majesty, by Her ISIajesty's late
and present Government, and by the inhabitants of
Jamaica. In his lordship's opinion they would be doin^-
as much honour to themselves as to Sir Charles by pub-
licly expressing their admiration of his conduct. Mr.
Burgc, the agent for Jamaica, then brought forward the
address, fvhich was adopted, and a deputation appointed
to present it.

Metropolitan Roads The income ilprived from the

tolls on the Metropolis roads siocc the introduction of

railroad travelling in 1837 has progressivelv decreased

from 83,497/. to 67,475/., a falling off of 16,000/, per

annum. The Commissioners, in their report just issued,

sute, that under these circumstances they found it in-

cumbent upon them to contract their expenditure ; and
with this view, after duly considering the nature of the

various branches of service for which they had to provide,

they resolved to* relinquish the expense of lighting tK'e

roads, and w^hich presented, in their opinion, the 'most
appropriate source for reduction, being an accommodation
more applicable to the parties living by the sides of the
roads than to the general traveller ; and, moreover, being a
service to be performed at the discretion of the Commis-
sioners, and not imperatively imposed upon them by their

Act. They considered, therefore, that tins expense might
be properly saved, and transferred to the respective
parishes through which the main lines of road pass which
were lighted by this Commission. It appears that the
greater part of the parishes have taken on themselves the
lighting of the turnpike roads. The exceptions are the
Kensington and Brentford roads.

Police Arraiigementt,—Several cases having lately

occurred in which criminals have not been taken into
custody so promptly as the public bad a right to expect,

the Commissioners of Police have arranged that a new
company shall be immediately raised out of the present
police, to be called the "Detective Force." It is to con-
sist of two', inspectors and eight Serjeants, and private

constables to be selected by the oommi.ssioners from the
most efficient officers belonging to the various divisions of
the present police force, who are to have full range of the
whole Metropolitan district, with power and funds to en-
able them to prosecute a diligent search, in order to detect
and bring to justice offenders whose crimes have laid them
open to the punishment of the law. The two inspectors

are to receive each 200/. per annum, and the pay of the
other eight officers is to be raised to 30*. per week each.

Custom Hon^c,—The new tariff came into operation on
Monday. The clerks in the Import-office were in attend-

ance at their respective posts as early as eight in the morn-
ing, and throughout the day the greatest activity prevailed

in the establishment in granting clearances for bonded
goods. At the Bonded-office, in the docks, a great deal of
business was done, and a considerable quantity of foreign

produce, which had been wailing the passing of the bill,

was cleared from the different warehouses. The Hamburg
steamer, which arrived on Monday morning, bnd a quan-
tity of poultry and meat on board, which was admitted by
the new bill.

Metropolitan Improvements.—A parliamentary paper
just published states that a favourable opportunity having

presented itself to prevent the perpetuity of a nuisance

which has long existed in the Kensington-road, in conse%
quence of a public-house, called the Half-way House,
standing iu the road itself, and occupying a considerable

portion of its width, tbe commissioners, in conjunction with

the Commissioners of her Majesty'sWoods and Forests,

made arrangements with the Dean and Chapter of West-
minster for the purchase of their interest in these premises.

This transaction has been lately com])leted, and the com-
missioners have purchased the property for 470/. 15^. 10./.,

but the transfer of this deed is delayed for a time by some
official formalities.—A new arcade, to bear the name of the
Duke of Vrellington, is about to be erected. It will ex-

tend from Wellington-street north, inimediately opposite

the portico of the English Opera House, to Catherine-

street, Strand. The boarding has been erected, and the

preliminary clearings for it have-already commenced.
Vaiuvhall Gardens,—This pleasant place of entertain-

ment is again opened to the public with various objects of

attraction, the principal of which is the representation of

the lace fire at Hamburgh, painted by ^Ir- Marbball. The
scale upon which it is painted may be judged when it is

known that the spire of St Nicholas is nearly 150 feet

high, and may be seen from the different bridges.

Duel.—A duel took place yesterday morning in tbe

neighbourhood of Osterley Park, between Capt.^BoIdero,

M.P., and the Hon. Craven Berkeley, M. P. The dispute

arose in consequence of Mr. Berkeley having attributed

to Capt. Boldero the use of certain expressions disrespect-

ful to the Queen, which the latter peremptorily denied.

The parties exchanged shots without effect, and a long
correspondence has since been published, containing

letters from several Members of Parliament, supporting

Capt. Boldero's version of the affair.

Police.—On Tuesday, a tradesman in the City applied

at the Mansion-house for advice whether any criminal

proceedings could be taken against the persons concerned
in the Westminster Discount Loan and Investment So-
ciety. He produced a receipt for tbe sum of 671- paid as

a deposit with the society, when it had an office in Buck-
ingham-street, and before it opened the great bouse in

Adam-street, Adelphi, as a savings'-bank. From the re-

ceipt it appeared he was tbe 150th depositor as early as

September 1841, and that the institution was enrolled

under the 5tb and Gth Wni. IV., c. 23, the Act for esta-

blishing societies for making loans not exceeding 15/.

The receipt specifies that tbe money is taken as a deposit

for one month, at live per cent, interest, subject to with-

drawal on four days' notice. The applicant stated that on

applying for the return of his money at the house iu ^^-^

Adelphi, he was referred to a solicitor, v,ho saiti he wa«

unable to give him any informa.-'jn. He had sh<> f^-

deavoured to learn who were connected with tbisconatn

is shareholders. He had receired a copy of the Sun, wet

from the press, in February iMt, contaimng ;- Report of

the la^t general meeting, from which it scemtd they were

thriving, having loaned 130,000/. m Unf years, and

divided eight per cent amoug the ehareholders. He had

been induced to mre«t hi$ moaej merely by reading the
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advertisements in the ncw.papers, in which there appeared

to be some rcspeetabie naiDes. Sir Peter Laurie said it

w^s not always the law protected the inconsiderate. He

reminded the applicant of the Independent and West

Middlesex Comjjany, and said that there was more

iwindh'ng going on fn the form of companies than by in-

diyidaaltf, and two years ago a comnpittee was appointed

by Parliament to inquire into such concerns, which made

iittie progress ; but he hoped the subject would be again

taken uj). He should be happy to assist the applicant

;

bat he was at present not sufficiently informed about the

facts and the parties to be assisted. The applicant must

consult and act with some of his fellow-sufferers. It has

since been announced that a respectable solicitor has been

employed to wind up the concern.

The Weather and the Crops,—The country papers are

beginning to report on the prospects of the coming hnr-

est. In Sussex, the latest accounts state that the wheat

crops look well ; the straw is unusually high, the ears

large, and the grain good. In Hampshire, the crops are

looking remarkably well : the late showers and fine wea-

ther hare brought forward the corn, and a bountiful har-

vest is expected. In Devon, the early wheat has come

into excellent bloom during the warm weather; but the

lately sown is stunted, and will prove a short crop ; the

early barley promises well, but the late grain is very back-

ward. In Gloucester, tlie wheat has been greatly bene-

fited by the rains ; a little has been beaten down, but not

to any injurious extent* In Herefordshire there is no

doubt that the hay and clover harvest will suffer from the

heavy rains which hare visited that county ; the hop-

grounds have also been injured, and the crop of apples is

variable. In Leicestershire the grass is light ; the wheat,

though very thin, is of good quality ; and the corn crops

generally will be of an average quantity if the weather

•continues fine. In Derbyshire there has scarcely been

seen such an abundant wheat crop, and a luxuriant harvest

\% promised. In Cumberland also a good harvest is anti-

cipated ; the growing crops look well throughout the

country. In Lancashire the weather has been cold and

windy, accompanied by rain ; the grass is nnt so heavy

as was expected, but all kinds of grain have a healthy ap-

pearance. In Wales the rain has not yet been injurious

to wheat, barley, or oats, but fine weather is yet wanted
to ripen and house the corn. Several fields are in a for-

ward state and are beginning to turn colour fast ; the bar-

ley IS also looking well.

Brighton.—Tht Nautilus, 10 gun-brig, Lieut. Paulson,
is still cruising off the coast for the protection of the

' fisheries. While lying at anchor a few days since, off this

town, a party of ladies went on board to look at her

;

during their stay it came on to blow a gale of wind, so that

the Nautilus was obliged to slip her cable and pnt out to sea,

carrying the ladies with her, who were thus unexpectedly
compelled to go on a cruise, which lasted several days, as

there was no opportunity of landing them until the weather
became more moderate.

Bristol.—The great meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society of Eogland has completely filled' this city with
viaitors from all parts of the country. All the inns have
"been crovfded, and throughout the week it has been diffi-

cult to jwocxxTC lodgings in private houses. The Duke of
Cambridge arrived ou Tuesday, and took up his residence
at the seat of Mr. Miles, where the Duke of Richmond
was also staying. The entries for the exhibition of stock
were very numerous ; above a thousand tickets for speci-
mens had been issued in the beginning of the week, and
it' was confidently expected that the show would exceed
that at Liverpool in point of numbers. On Tuesday the
Mayor gave a dinner at the Merchant's Hall to the
council of the Society, at which his Royal Highness and a
large number of the nobility were present. The speech of
the evening was that of JUr. Everett, the American
Minister; he said that there were many associations be-
tween the ancient city of Bristol and the United States,
and he felt satisfaction, while at such a distance from, his
bome,'at being in a city which from the earliest times had
been connected more or less with his own country. Per-
haps it was not known to many who were present that
thefdiscoYerer of America, the great Columbus himself,
bad been at one period of hia life a Resident in Bristol,
engaged m carrying on the trade of a common pilot be-
tween Bristol and Ireland. In later times associations
had sprung np between Great Britain and America which
he hoped would be advanUgeous to both countries. St
navigation had still closer cemented the'iutimacy of botJi
.countries, and he could not forget that to Bristol was the
honour due of having first originated that navigation across
the Atlantic

;
and he could assure them that the arrival of

their noble Great Western at the shores of America was
considered as an era in the history of their country, which
he hoped would prove but the harbinger of a closer union
and that the steam navies of both countries would only be
used to assist each other. He assured them that he felt

at honce in this the home of his fathers, and in coming
dov»n from London to-day every name and every spot on
the map appeared familiar to him. This was to be ac-

counted for from some of the earliest settlers in America
Coming from this part of England, and they in the United
States had their liristol, their Bath, their Wells, their

Exeter, their Gloucester^ every name in this neighbour-

hood seemed to remind him of the home of his heait, and
to make him, a pilgrim in a strange land, feel at home.
Mr. Everett then concluded by expressing a hope that the

communication between the two countries would be still

earn

and there appeared every reason to believe that the re-

sults of the meeting will be as satisfactory as those of last

year's meeting at Liverpool.

Denhifjh.—Great sensation has prevailed in the parish

of Caerwys, and the vicinity of the Vale of Clwyd, in this

county, in consequence of the death of an aged farmer,

named Roberts, from the effects of poison administered to

Lim by his wife* It appears that he was seventy-seven

years of age, and held a small farm in the parish of

Caerwys, at the distance of half a mile from the town.

About two months ago he married a girl of 19 in inferior

circumstances to himself, wiih whom he lived on unhappy

terms. On Friday, the 10th ult., the prisoner went to

Holywell, and purchased some arsenic, which she admi-

nistered to her husband on the following Sunday in his

food. He died on the following day after considerable

suffering. The jury at the inquest returned a verdict of

Wilful Murder against the wife, who has been committed

to take her trial. Since her committal she admits the

deed, and says that she was instigated by a young man,

the son of a late mistres^, who had some time promised

marriage to her, previous to her knowledge of deceased.

Halifax.—The poll for the church-rate in this town

terminated last week. On Monday, the vicar attended in

the vestrv, and announced the result as follows;—for the

rate, 5-11 ; against the rate, 1,561, Majority against the

rate, 1,020.—On Thursday evening the Commerce coach

was overturned on its way to Leeds, in Godley-lane, near

this town. There were six or seven passengers ac the

time, all of whom were more or less hurt ; one female

sustained a concussion of the brain, and another had one

of her arms broken.

Lichfield.—The local papers mention with much satis-

faction that the health of the bishop continues to improve

although slowly. At the request of his family public

thanksgiving for his lordship's convalescence were offered

up in the cathedral on Sunday morning.

Manchester.—A long correspondence on the subject of

printed or stamped wafers on newspapers have been pub-

lished in the Manchester papers. It appears that a gen-

tleman of that town received a newspaper sealed with a

printed adhesive wafer or label, and which was charged by

the post-office authorities for having ** information on the

wrapper." The gentleman complained to the Postmaster-

general, and received for a reply that the newspaper was
correctly charged, and that the amount of postage could

not be refunded, •
Portsmouth,—The neighbourhood^ of Havant, in this

county, has been thrown into great alarm wilhin these three

weeks, by various acts of incendiarism and malicious injury

to cattle, accompanied by a system of threatening letters,

which, in one or two instances, have been but too punctually

performed. The Rev. Mr, Mountain, the rector of Havant,
has had his barn burned down, and a. valuable carriage

burned with it. The Rev. gentleman received a letter con-
taining threats of personal violence. Another fire took place
immediately after the last mentioned, and was equally de-
structive. Some cattle and sheep have been maimed, and
left lying about the fields in that state. Various other at-

tempts to set fire have occurred in this immediate vicinity

;

and letters of a threatening character have been received by
Mr. Andrews, one of the guardians of the Havant union,
and by Mr. Longcroft, the clerk to the^board, A commu-
nication has been held with the Home-office upon the
subject, and precautions have been talfen to abate the un-
easy feeling that at present pervades the neighbourhood.
His Belgian Majesty's steam-ship, the British Queen, sailed
on Monday for New York from the Motherbank, where she
arrived on Friday night from Antwerp. She did not pro-
ceed to Southampton as announced, but has been remain-
ing at the Motherbank, where she has taken in her mails
and passengers. Capt. Keane, R.N., who commanded her
the last voyage, does not do so the present one, as the
Belgians were desirous that she should be commanded by
one of their own naval officers, and not by a British one.
It appears that a great part of the cargo has been insured
in several of the London offices, with the understanding
that the vessel was going out under the command of Capt,
Keane. As no official or public notice has been given by
the Belgian Government of this change of command, and
as even up to the last hour the vessel was advertised to
Bail under the command of Capt. Keane, should any ac-
cident befal the ship or cargo, that country will be liable

to pay up to the shippers the full amount of freight, the
insurance being rendered invalid.—On Monday morning
the Echo steam -vessel took nearly three hundred convicts
from the York hulk, and embarked them on board the
Marquis of Hastings, at Spithead, which will get under
weigh in the course of a few hours for New South V/ales,
The convict Francis is one of the number.

Stockton-on-Tees.—On Thursday morning the fine ca-
thedral, erected by the Roman Catholics of this town,
aided by contributions from wealthy members of that com-
munion, resident elsewhere, was dedicated and opened for
divine worship by the Catholic bishop of the district. The
Rev. R, W. Sibthorp, who lately seceded from the Church
of England, preached to overflowing congregations in the
morning and evening.

Stockport,—Mr. J. Howard, a manufacturer of power-
loom cloth in this town, has given notice to reduce the
wages of the power-loom weavers in his employ, to the
amount of 15 per cent. The weavers are taking measures
in consequence of this proceeding ; and on Thursday even-
mg a public meeting was held on the subject, in the Char-
tist Association Room, Bomber's Brovsr. From the lan-
guage made B»e of on that occasion, it appeared the
operatives were driven to a state of desperation, and one
of the speakers said the extent of their present earnings
was 5*. 6d, per week from two looms ; and he declared he

want bread, he would take it from where it was to be had
Others made use of violent language, and it was unanU
mously resolved, that the weavers to whom the reduction
is offered should cease as they finished their week's work
The other weavers promised to contribute to their support
during the strike.

Windsor.—It has been finally arranged for the Court
to visit Windsor for a somewhat lengthened period imme-
diately after the prorogation of Parliament. The repairs
and alterations which were commenced at the Castle im-
mediately after the departure of her Majesty on the 13th
ult 5 will be completed for the Queen's reception at averr
early period in the ensuing month. In excavating the
ground nearly in the centre of the quadrangle, for the pur-
pose of erecting a reservoir to contain several thousand
gallons of water to be in readiness in case of fire, the
workmen have reached the crowii of the arch of an exten-
sive well, which was first discovered by Sir Jeffry Wyat-
ville, in the reign of George IV., at the time the qua-
drangle was lowered. This curious excavation was found
hollowed to the depth of nearly 80 feet in the chalky rock.

Its shape is circular, and the descent to it was by a flight

of stone steps, at the base of which had been the entrance.

Several bones of animals mixed with rubbish were its only
contents, and it is conjectured that it was used as a depo-
sitory for treasure. There was also discovered, at the

same period, on the east side of the quadrangle, a sally-

port, arched and roofed with stone, leading under the an-

cient moat into the park, and retaining traces of having

been defended by massive doors. The entire arch of the

well, to the depth of five feet, has now been removed, and
iron girders thrown across the walls on each side to sup-

port the tank, bricked arches being thrown over from
girder to girder. This reservoir will be completed in the

course of next week, when the erection of cast-iron tanks

at the top of the towers will be immediately pro-

ceeded with.

Wycombe.—On Thursday morning a rick of sanfoin

hay was discovered on fire at the bottom of Carver-hill,

belonging to Mr. Treacher, of Hill Farm, near this town.

There appears to be no doubt that it was the act of incen-

diaries, as on inspecting the premises, it was discovered

that the rick had been recently thatched, and a quantity of

loose straw left around it, some of which had been col-

lected together and set fire to, about four or five yards

from the rick. From this was found a layer of straw

communicating to the rick in different parts, but owing to

an early discovery, timely aid was afforded, and the greater

part was saved,—The piece of plate to be presented to the

Duke of Buckingham by the farmers of this county has

just been* completed by Messrs. Green and \A^arcl, of

Cockspur-street. Its height is about five feet, and it

weighs upwards of 2,500 ounces.

more frequent and their union more cordial than ever.

The agricoltaraJ exhibitions commenced on Wednesday, I would aerer work at the reduced priiesj and ihould he

IRELAND.
Diihltn.—The Lord Lieutenant has addressed aiettertq.

Earl Donoughmore, the Lieutenant of Tipperary, ex-

pressing his warmest acknowledgments to the gentry and

magistracy for their aid and support at the late triali.

His Excellency adds, that their prompt attendance in

such numbers has enabled the officers entrusted with the

administration of the law to vindicate its authority with-

out having recourse to any extra-oflicial proceedings, and

will, he trusts, have the most beneficial effect upon the fu-

ture tranquillity of the county.—Intelligence has been

received in Dublin of the death of Mr. Justice Foster,

which took place suddenly on Saturday, at Cavan, where

the learned Judge hud been on circuit. His Lordship

had retired from the court on Saturday, and added a co-

dicil to his TvilL In a few minutes after, he expired. It

is not many months since he was removed from the Court

of Exchequer to the Common lleas, to make room for

Baron Lefroy. He was a kind and benevolent man, and

one of the best landlords in Ireland.—On Thursday, Gen.

Bustameute, the ex- President of Mexico, arrived at the Im-

perial Hotel, and, attended by his suite, proceeded to in-

spect the Royal Barracks, flnd other public establish-

ments. On Saturday, he was present at a review of the

troops in the Phoenix Park, under the command of Sur h*

Blakeney. The Lord Lieutenant was present,^ and re-

ceived the salute as the troops marched past^ They then

formed for manoeuvres, and a number of brilliant evolu-

tions were performed.—The papers are filled with detjUtf

respecting the death of Mr. Augustus Byrne, which has

taken place at his residence, Albert-terrace, Rathmmes,

under very suspicious circumstances, and a coroner s i
-

quest is occupied in inquiring into it. His death appe

to have been concealed by his wife and family till his body

had become putrid, and the cause of his death is at pre-

He was not more than 30 :? ears of age^

and moved in a highly respectable sphere of life. "^^-^^^^

was a widow, with two sons by a former marriage- ^ J
have been arrested, together with the servants, to a«a

the issue of the inquest.—Intelligence reached town o

Wednesday of the death of Dr. Dickenson, Bisiiop oi

Meath, which took place at Ardbraccan on the pvevio

day, after a short illness. j -o -iii

DundrJk.—kX the Assizes on Thursday. Judge rerini

addressed a jury in these terms :— '* Gentlemen, you
^j

discharged from your attendance at these assizes, am

am happy to inform vou that I think 1 am entitled to a

pair of gloves, as there has not been a single conviction

the assizes of the county of Louth." Lord Jocelyn, ««=

high sheriff", who was beside his Lordship, said he was ae

lighted to know that such was the fact.

Longford.—kt the late assizes, a man n^med M canu

was tried before Baron Pennefatber, for Ribbomsm. to«n

guilty, and sentenced to seven years' transportation, a

evidence brought the fact home to the prisoner in i

cJearcBt manner^ and consisted of the mixed testimony u*

sent a mystery,
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approvers, and of other witnesses not liable to exception.

The eTidence of an approver named Hagan was remark-

able. He said about one-third of the lower classes in the

county are Ribbonmen, and that he has known foreigners

to attend their meetings : there was one from France in

1832, and one from America in December last. The ob-

jects of the society were opposed to Orangeism. If any

member was dispossessed of land, and any one else took

it, he would not have long to live. He had himself

initiated above 200 members into the society.

Tipperary.—The proceedings of the recent commission

still occupy the attention of the public. The Cork papers

mention, as a proof of the lamentable state of this county,

that of 13 gentlemen from the northern district of Tip-

perary, who met at dinner during the commission, there

were but two who had not lost a father, a brother, or some
immediate relative, by the hand of the assassin ; and that

the reader will not wonder that juries, composed, as they

usually are, of persons easily accessible by a bullet, are

sometimes tenacious of pronouncing a verdict that may
doom themselves to death. Among the 11 sufferers was

the brother of Mr. Welland, murdered] in the company
of Mr. Cooper ; the latter gentleman, it will be remem-
bered, was murdered also.—In regard to the culprit

Byrnes, now under sentence of death for the murder of

Mr. Hall, the papers refer to the circumstances connected

with his trial at the last assizes for Nenagh, where he was
arraigned on the same charge. The same witnesses were

sworn, the same evidence was produced, and few who
heard the one or who read the other could have required

much time for deliberation; yet II of the jury were for

acquittal, while only one would have pronounced him
guilty. That one had immediately after to quit the

county. His life was not safe in the neighbourhood in

whicli he lived, and he had to seek an asylum elsewhere.

Even to this hour, so much does he dread assassination,

that he is preparing to emigrate.

Wicklow,—The case which has been so often before the

public, and created so great an interest, that of Lord
Powerscourt against the squatters on the commons of the

Sugar-loaf Mountains, his Lordship's property, and which
was to have been tried by a special jury at the present
assizes, has been amicably adjusted to the full satisfaction

of the noble plaintiff, and the record withdrawn,

SCOTLAND.
Edinhurglu—Much interest has been occasioned by the

intelligence that Government has determined to act with
decision in the case of the Strathbogie Ministers. The
papers state that the Moderator has received a letter from
Sir James Graham, intimating to the majority of that
Presbytery that they would be protected in all their rights
and privileges ; and that, in any legal measures they were
forced to have recourse to, they must apply to the Crown
agent, who had directions to do whatever was requisite
for their interests.—We learn from the charge of the
Bishop of Edinburgh, that in the short interval between
November last, when the scheme was first published, and
the present time, 15,000/., being more than one-half of
the required amount, has been subscribed towards the
establishment of the Episcopal College in Scotland,

Arbroath.—A meeting has taken place of the Arbroath
and Forfar Railway Company, it appeared from the
report that there would be a dividend of .5 per cent, to the
new shareholders ; but the absorption of 1,288/. \2s, llrf..

which^tliis payment would cause, left only a balance of
836/. 7i\ M. out of the 2,125/. 0*. ^d. net profit of the
year, and therefore prevented the declaration of a dividend
to the original shareholders. The total revenue of the
Company appeal's to have amounted to 9,327/. 125. 7|^.,
and the gross expenditure for the year has been
7,218/. \^s. id. The report of the Directors states that
although the traffic of the line has not as yet answered the
expectations formed of it, it is still believed that the
success of the undertaking will within a few years be
complete.

Dumfries,—A formidable meal mob occurred in this
town on Saturday night, A story was bruited abroad
that the grain dealers had entered into a combination for
the purpose of raising the price of oatmeal, although most
of them, from particular circumstances, have been selling
lately at or under prime cost. The mob assembled in
number about 500, including many women, and several
shops were visited and plundered. Special constables were
sworn in, and 12 of the ringleaders were apprehended.
Dunbiane.—A smart shock of an earthquake was felt

last Sunday, about mid-day, by the congregation assem-
bled in the cathedral church of Dunblane. The shock
occurred just before the dismissal of the congregation in
the forenoon* Volcanic agency has for some time been
suspected to be at work in this locality; and noises have
been heard for some time under the church. The instru-
iiaents indicated the direction to have been in a line from
north-west to south-east,

Glasgow—Tuesday a serious accident happened on
the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway. The train from
Glasgow, and the one from Edinburgh, had both reached
Cowlairs, and were slowly passing, each on its proper
line, when, owing to the negligence of the pointsman
HI leaving the points shut instead of open, the Edin-
purgh train passed over to the other line ; the engine,
*n consequence, came in contact with the last carriage
*>£ Ihe Glasgow train, the buffer rod of which was
driven into the last carriage, which was considerably in-
jured by the blow, and a passenger inside had one of his
legs much bruised or broken. The pointsman was taken
into custody immediately after the accident, and has been
handed over to the legal authorities, that the necessary in-
vestigation may be made into the matter,—The meeting of
the Glasgow, Paisley, and Greeaock Railway Company,

held on the 1st inst., showed the revenue of that under-
taking for the last half-year to be 18,085/. Is. 6</., and the
disbursements 12,396/. IS*. 6d., leaving, after deducting
the interest payable on debentures and the addition of the
balance of the last half-year's accounts, the sum of
2,846/. 11^. applicable to a dividend. The directors sug-
gested that out of this amount a dividend of 2s. 6d. per
share should be declared on the old shares, and 7 l-5d. per
share on the new or half shares, and that the balance,
606^, Ms., be carried to the credit of the next half-year.

Fife,—A new railway from Halbeath, in this county,
to the collieries of Lamphinoans, Lochgilly, and others, to
connect them with the sea at Inverkeithing, and thus open
up a coal-field of immense extent, is projected ; and from
the general concurrence it meets with in the neighbour-
hood, an act of Parliament, it is believed, will not be
required.

Ferl7i,~The reports from the moors are of the most
cheering character; they concur in stating that f^rouse
will be found this season in more plenty than has been the
case for several j^ears past. This they attribute to the
favourable state of the weather during the period of incu-
bation, which was neither too hot nor too wet, either of
which extremes generally proves fatal to two-thirds of the
young during that process. Partridges and pheasants are

likewise very forward, and promise more than an average
number.

Peterhead,—Intelligence has been received here of the
arrival at Lerwick, of the Mary, the first British ship this

season, from the Greenland seal fishery, which has again
unfortunately failed in yielding a successful return to
those engaged in it, almost all of whom have zealously
persevered in the prosecution of it, and whale fishing, for
many years. The following is a list which has been
received from the Mary:—Echpse, 1,000 seals; Mary,
1,700; Union, 2,000; Ranger, 1,400; Traveller, 700 ;

Resolution, 1,700; Jane, 900; Gleaner, 6,000; all of
Peterhead. Fairy, of Dundee, 1,800; True Love, of
Hull, 1,700; Jane, of HuU, 1,700; and Caledonia, of
Kirkaldy, 900.

iiHisccUantous-
South'Polar E.vpedition.—The ''United Service Ga-

zette" has published the following extract from an officer

of this expedition, dated the Falkland Islands, Al^^y 1st,

giving the details of the return of the expedition :
—** The

Erebus and Terror were at the Falkland Islands on the 1st

of May last. They left New Zealand on the 23rd of No-
vember ; entered the ice on the 18th of December; were
beset in it nearly seven weeks, but succeeded in taking up
a position for exploring near the place they retired from
the summer before—about 7S degrees south—but were
unable to add more than 80 or 90 miles to former disco-

veries. This was iu a continuation of the great barrier of

ice (connected with the volcano), which they still found
stretching east and west, but they had the satisfaction of

making seven miles more southing ; for on the 23rd of

February, when they were compelled by the season to

make their way northward, the ships were in latitude 78

10, longitude 1G2 20 W., within three or four miles of

the barrier. They saw no land, although at one time they

were driven within 100 miles of Franklin Island, where a

landing was effected last year. They did not leave an
hour too soon ; for, before they got clear of the region of

icebergs, dark nights overtook them, and on a stormy

night, while hauling away from a cluster of them, both

ships unavoidably came in contact* The Terror got off

with the loss of some spars, but the Erebus lost her bow-
sprit and foretopraast ; they, however, had a fair passage

after, and arrived at the Falkland Islands on the fith of

April, One man belonging to the Erebus was unfortu-

nately drowned off Cape Horn. Every one else was quite

well." The expedition will return to the ice next year-

Burialin Towns,—Our readers will be gratified to learn

that the parliamentary committee appointed to consider

the important questions connected with the health of the

inhabitants of towns, have sent in their report. They state

that, after examining numerous witnesses, they have unani-

mously come to the conclusion, that a legislative enact-

ment, prohibiting interments in towns and their vicinity,

is required for the welfare of the community, and that it is

desirable such enactment should emanate from the Go-
vejcnment.

•iJhe committee conclude their report with the following

resolutions, to which they have agreed :

Resolved, that it is the opinion of this committee

1. That the practice of interment within the precincts

of large towns is injurious to the health of the inhabitants

thereof, and frequently ofiTensive to public decency,

2. That in order to prevent or to diminish the evil of

this practice, it is expedient to pass an Act of Parliament.

3. That legislation upon the subject be, in the first in-

stance, confined to the metropolis, and to certain other

towns or places, the population of which respectively at

the last census exceeded 50,000.

4. That burials be absolutely prohibited, after a certain

date, within the limits of such towns or places, except

in the case of family vaults already existing, the same par-

taking of the nature of private property, and being of li-

mited extent.

5. That certain ptions, as applying to eminent public

characters, be likewise admitted with regard to Westmin-
ster Abbey and to St. Piturs.

6. That certain exceptions be likewise admitted with
regard to some cemeteries of recent construction, according

to special local circumstances, to be hereafter determined.

7- That within the dates which may be specified the

parochial authorities in such towns or places be empowered

and required to impose a i»te fiw the purpose of forming

cemeteries at a certain distance from the same.

8. That a power be given to the parochial authorities of

two or more parishes or townships of th* same town to

combine, if they think proper, for the same cemetery.

». That a mifiimum of distance be fixed for such ceme-

teries, from the same motive that leads to their establish-

ment—the public health ; and that a ma.rimum of distance

be likewise fixed, so as to secure the lower classes, as far

as possible, from the hardship of loss of time or weariness

in proceeding to a great distance to attend the funerals of
their relatives,

10. That the parochial authorities be responsible for tlie

due and decent administration of each burial within the

new cemeteries, in the same manner as they now are within

the present churchyards ; and that, on the other hand,
they be entitled to the same amount of fees on each burial

as they at present receive.

11- That due provision be made for the perpetual pos-

session by the parishes or townships of the ground on
which the cemeteries shall be made,

12. That due space be reserved, without consecration,

and within the limits of the intended cemeteries, for the

separate burials of such persons or classes of persons as

may be desirous of such separation.

13. That no fees from any such burials in unconsecratcd

ground be payable to any ministers of the Church of

England.
14. That, subject to the conditions expressed in the 10th

and 13th resolutions, arrangements be made to equali

far 85 possible the total amount of fees payable on burials

within the same cemetery, whether in the consecrated or'

the unconsecratcd ground.

15. That considering the difficulty of fixing the same
date for the prohibition of burials within the limits of dif-

ferent towns, or the same distance for the construction of

the new cemeteries, and the importance of having reference

to various local circumstances, it does not appear desirable

to observe in all cases a uniform rule in these respects,

but that the time and manner of applying the principles

set forth in the foregoing resolutions should be entrusted

eifher to some department of the Government, or to a

Board of Superintendence, to be constituted by Act of

Parliament.

16. That the duty of framing and introducing a Bill on
the principles set forth in the foregoing resolutions, would

be most efficiently discharged by her Majesty's Govern-

ment, and that it is earnestly recommended to them by
the committee.

Longevity.—We quote the following from the Presse^

relative to a venerable author formerly well known inLon-

clon :
—** The oldest man of France is M. Noel de Quer-

Eonnicrcs, who was formerly a commissary of the army,

now living in Paris. Though born at Valenciennes in

1728, he is not subject to any infirmity, takes four meats

a day, shaves himself, reads and writes without spectacles,

sings very agreeably, and sleeps soundly. He writes very

good poetry, and his conversation is full of wit and sense,

abounding with anecdotes. At the age of 90 he married

a young English girl, aged only 16, who died in giving

birth to a son. He states that his grandmother died at

the age of 125, and would have lived longer but for a se-

vere fall. When conversing gaily he will frequently invite

his friends to his funeral in the next century,"

Railroads.—A correspondent of a Morning Paper has

communicated the following statistics on railways, which
will be found interesting, as giving a comprehensive view

of the progress of the system all over the world. Jt

appears that England possesses 21) principal railroads, and

108 branches. Amongat these are only 30 railroads of 5

to 7 miles in length, the average length of the others being

from 30 to 40 miles. The Great Western is 140 miles

long, and the Birmingham 130 miles. There are several

other undertakings from ;0 to 90 miles in length. It is

calculated that during the presentyear the money received

by the various railway companies in England for passenger

traffic on their lines will amount to little less than

3,000,000/. The total length of railways in England is

estimated at 2,336 miles, which cost on an average 40,000/.

per mile. The Manchester and Liverpool cost 46,000/.

a mile. In France there are at present IG railroads, the

most important of which is that between Basle and Stras-

burg, and the Paris and Orleans line- The railway which

cost the most for construction is the line from Paris to St.

Germain, which, in consequence of the value of the ground,

&c., required an expenditure of I'sOOO/. per mile, and the

one which conveys the most passengers is that between
Paris and Versailles, which has carried 40,000 persons in

one day. In the United States there are 5,000 miles of

railway, the State of New York alone possessing COO miles

already completed, the principal line of which is that from

New York to Erie, which is 350 miles long. In Germany
20 lines of railway are completed ; the most important

line is that from Vienna to Bochnia, which is 140 miles in

length. There are also several other great lines con-

structing, viz., from Berlin to Hamburgh, Frankfort on
the Oder to Stettin^ and from '^'"^gdeburg to Cologne.

When these are completed, the Prussian and Germa
Confederation will possess :^,900 miles of railway. Austria

is forming five principal lines—from Vienna to the fros-

tier of Poland, to Lintz, Hungary, Trieste, Milan, a»d

Venice. Russia is constructing railroads from St. Pet^fs-

burirh to Varsova, Odessa and Moscow, and froin 3j ^^
to Varsova and C :.*sa. Belgium has ^\^ ^f'^' |^
principal line being from Osteud to Ais-Ia-Ch^w-

Italy he Milan and Monza railway was
^^^^fornieted

and th^ line between Naples and Noc^raas now completed.

TING.
SPORTING

Wzx^^m^j^^^-^ll^X^^^^^ *ovs each, 30 added.

Shadow, Cumerj and Me«Ji
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The Prixlure S'-^^^-f of 69 s ^. each b.f 7 subf ., won by Lord

Derby's Fortune-TeUer CHolme5\ beating bir R. Bidkelcy's c. by

Boagle, hy a head.

The Bidtertti^fe Staha of I0« onvs. each, h.f., 6 subs., won by

Lord Westminster'* Canilahar u^Ia"on)) beating LordG. BentincU's

Peloponnesus by a head.

Tf"' Se/ton Stakts. for ffllip", of 30 sova. eacb, h.f., 9 subs., won by

3Ir. BleUdam'a Florence (Tcmpleraan}, beating Col, Crawford's f. by

jj^ngar» and three others. A fine race.

The Jfcrsiy Si'ihs of 25

Ulr. O. Clarke»s Philip (Holn;

Clink, and Gipsy Queen, by h

The 5/r^''"*^'''A('j of 500 sov-

min^tcr*s Auckland.

TheJUr'''n Plate of;0/., v

beating llccompcncc, the Vol»

Tnt'RSDAT.— T/'f FrCi'ff

by Ciinker C^^^^ij beating Ar«

The Foal Sfakct of 100 sov». each, h. f., 7 Pubs., won by Pelopon-
nesus (Ro^erfl), beating Bc-^ Fide and Sir R. Biilkclcy's c. by the

BIolc. i

THE CUP.
^fr. Holmes's Vulcan (J. Day, jun.^ 1

Lord Chesterfield's Rhodanthe . . . • (Chappie)

The following also «tarted :—The Currier, Satirist, Bellona, Cruis-

kccu, the Lord Mayor, Portrait, Prince Carador, ColUua, Retriever,

Blaf:k Beck, Miss Stiltun, Clinker, Champagne, Thirik, Pagan,

FoKstcr, Una, and Phaon. A dead heat between Rhodanthe and
Vulcan. It wai a splendid race, and won by a neck.

The Da by JInncHcap of 10 sots, each, SO added, 25 subs,, won by
Enncngardis, beating William dc Fortibus and several others.

The Queen^s FlaU of 100 gs. was won by Mr. Mciklam's Physician.

li, 50 added, 22 subs., won by
beating Egidia, Jlaria Day, Colin

A lengtli, easy,

'i, h.f., walked over by Lord West-

Jfr. i;. Clarke's Woldsman (Xat),
., i.lly, Fatalist, and three others.

'i^jof lOsovs. each, 7 subs,, won easy

Hato.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

ArrFALS.— Tfte lieB. John Ferguson and seven other Ministers,

nndAndrew ^forrison and fivo others, Eldcvs, forming the Prcsby^

teri^ of Aurhtprarder,\. the- Earl of KinnouU and the Ilev, B,
Younff.—TluH was an nppca! against a decree of the Conrt of Ses-

sion, arising out of the following circumstances. In the year

1834, the Earl of Kinnoull, the patron of the church of Auchter-
ttrder, presented Mr. R. Young as his nominee to that church.
The Moderator and Presbj-tery of Anchtcrardcr were required, in

the usual form, to take trial of the qualifications, &c., of the said

Robert Young, and alter having found him qualified, &c., for the
functions of the ministry of the said church, to admit and receive

him thereto, ajid give him his act of ordination in due and com<
pctentform. On the lith of October, 1831, the deed of presenta-
tion, together with a certificate of the patron's having qualified

to Goremmcnt, a parochial certificate, and a certificate signed by
five ministers of Dundee, that the presentee was a Ucentiate of
the Presbytery of Dundee, &c., were given in, and at the next
meeting, on the 27th of October, 1834, other documents were
produced, one of which was a recommendation from the Presby-
tery nf Dundee. The Presbytery of Auchtcrardcr so far sustained
the presentation, as to appoint a day for moderating in a call to
Mr. Young. The Presbytery, at a meeting held on the / th of
January, 1835, did, on the sole ground of the male heads of
famUies, commumc?.nt3 in the parish of Auchtcrardcr, who had
<V -nted. without any reason assigned, from his admission as
minUur, refused to take trial of the qualifications of Mr. Young,
and did then reject him as presentee to the church, so far as re-
garded that presentation. Intimation of this was given to the
patron and the presentee, and they thereupon instituted a suit
against the Fresh} *^ y of AucMcrardcr, against each of the imli-
vidual members composing the i^ame,ftn(l piayed a decree that he
had been lawfully presented, and that the Presbytery, as the only
le^al ai»d complete court to that effect hy Jaw constituted, was
bound and astricted to take trial of the qualifications of the
patentee, and his rejection in the maimer before described was
illegal. In March, 1P38, the Lords, on t^e first division, pro-
nounced a judgment riorlnringthe action competent, and finding
that in rejecting the presentee, in the manner stated, the Presby-
tery had acted to the hurt and injury of the pursuers, illegally
and in violation of their duty, and contraryto the statutes libelled
upon, and decreed accordijfg^ly. On the 3rd of Ai;nl, 1S38, a
memorial was presented to the Pre bytery of Auchtcrardcr,
setting forth this decree, aad requiring the members to
take the said Robert Young on trial, aiid thereafter proceed
iu his settlement as minister of the church without any
further delay. Nevertheless, the members • of the Presby-
tery refused to make trial of the pursuer, Robert Young,
and to proceed in his settlement as aforesaid, and therefore
the pursuers, in their respective interests as patrons and
presentees, protested that the Presbytery, and the indivi-
dual members thereof, should be conjunctly and severally liable
for all loss, &c. The Presbytery of Auchtcrardcr, and the several
members thereof, having reierrcd this memorial to the Synod of
Perth and Stirling, the Synod referred it to the General Assembly,
which approved of the conduct of the Presbytery of Auchtcrarder,
and authorised the Procurator for the Church to appeal against
thejudgmentof the Court of Session. The appeal was heard in
this House, and the judgment of the Court below affirmed. The
judgment of the House of Lords was applied in the common form
by the Court of Session, and the cause remitted to the Lord Ordi-
nary (Lord Murray), who, on the Sth of June, 1839, pronounced
a judgment whereby it was found and declared that the said Pres-
bytery, and the individual mcmbcis thereof, *• are still bound and
n^tncted to m:\ke trial of the qualification of the pursuer. R.
Young, as presented to the church and parish of Auchtcrardcr:
ana If m their judgment, after trial and examination in the com-mon form, he is found qualified, to receive and admit him minis-
ter of the church and parish of Auchtcrarder according to law."
Ihis judgment was duly notUicd to the FrcHbyter>'. which, and
the individual memt>ers thereof, or at lea^t a majority of them,

fTJf^'-^^lf.? '^^^^*'lf ^P^*^ °^ ^^^ ^^^ ^f ^''^y- ^^39. refused totake trial of the qualifications cf Mr. Young, or to fix any time

(hn Pr/hT'"^'^7 ^"^ \'^^^' thereupon Ltice was served onthe Presbytj^ry and on each individual member, for notifying that
all and each would be held liable to the pursuers for ^l darSa^e«and costs thereby sustained. The action wTs ate wa^^^^^^menced against the i^ndividual members eompostng th^maSwhich thus refused obedience to the orders nf H.n r«».K J^'/

appellants, and insisted that the judgment now brought under
their Lordships' consideration, could not be maintained. The ar-

gument was founded mainly on the question whether the indi-

vidual members of a corporation \Yere liable in damages for the
acts of the corporation ; the learned counsel contending that if

such an action could be maintained, the consequence would be
that the legal unity and indivisibility of a corporation would be
destroyed. The next great principle on which it was contended
that this action could not be maintained was, that the duties

which the Presbytery had been required to pciforin were those of

a judicial nature, and for the performance r.r non-performance of

which, it was, therefore, clear that no action would lie.—The So-

licitor-General, Mr. Wortlcy, and Mr. Cooke, of the Scotch bar.

were heard for the respondents. They contended, first, that the

Presbytery was not a court or corporKtion; and, secondly, that

even if it could be so considered, the individual members of it

miiifht be so responsible for its refusal to perform the ministerial

act's which the lav/ required it to perform. The act here required

was purely ministerial; it was not judicial. Ti^e Presbytery was
required to take Mr. Young on his trials, that was clearly a mi-
nisterial act. The decision, after bis trials, might be called a
,^ • » -«^*-. hut to put him upon them was purely a ministerial

' th' rgnment on the otlier side arose in a
,i_rn conlouiiding judicial and ministerial duties

:.. ^ er, itiid arguing as if the c\empt:ou from liability which
existed in one case extended to the other. The members who
were willing to obey were not to be made responsible for the con-

duct of those who refused to obey—on the latter alone must fail

the consequences of the course they had thought fit to pursue,

and if by what they had done they had inflicted an injury on the

rights of any individual, they must compensate him iu damages
for the injury so inflicted.—The Lord Chancellor said that this

was a case of great importance, and the House would take time
to consider it.

Court of Co-mmon T lk as.—Baiiei/ v. Smith,—The trial cf this

cause, which occupied the whole of Friday, was resumed on Satur-

day morning, and was not finally concluded till 7 o'clock in the
evening. It excited great interest from the extraordinary facts

which it developed. The action was brought to recover the sum
of 2,875^ and interest, at 4 per cent., upon a promissory note pur-

porting to have been made by Mr. Robert Smith, ironmonger, of

No. 12, Great St. Andrew-street, Seven Dials, who died ou the

26th of September last intestate. He was well-known in the
metropolis as a man of penurious habits, and his appearance and
dress were of so dirty and mean a description that he was not
unfreqnently mistaken for a beggar, although, at the time of his

death, he had a sum of 15,000/. in the funds, and several houses
which he had built by Avay of investing his surplus cash. The
plaintiff is Miss Ann Bailey, who at the period of the money trans-

actions referred to in the course of the trial, resided with her
father, at No. 45, Upper Arthur-street, Belfast. It appeared, ac-

cording to the statement made by herbrother, tbeRev. W. Bailey,

LL.D., of Trinity College, Dublin, and minister of St, Peter's

chapel, Queen-square, Westminster, that Miss Bailey had sent
over to him a sum of money in November, 1833, in order that he
might invest it in English Government securities, and that Smith,
with whom he had,been acquainted for some years, recommended
him not to buy into the funds, but to lay it out in the purchase of

a rent-charge
J
adding, that in the meantime he would himself be

Miss Bailey's banker, and would allow her a larger rate of interest

than could be obtained from the Government. Dr. Bailey accord-
ingly gave him the 550^. which he had received from his sister,

and other sums which she transmitted to Inm from time to time,
for which Smith gave his I O U. The last sum of consequence ad-
vanced was 500/., on the 1st January 1911, and upon asrttlement
of accounts between Smith and Dr. Bailey, as his sister's agent,
upon the morning of Thursday, the 12th of August, 1841, the
Doctor pressed Smith to give him some security, observhig that
the sum which he now held for Miss Bailey v/as a very large
amount—2,875^ Smith said he could not give him one then, but
he would call upon him at bis chapel, where ^he occasionally
attended, in the evening. Accordingly, shortly before the service
commenced, he went into the vestry-room, and there handed to

... ^.^ .. ... ., — damages 5,000/.
to the Earl for mjury to his rights as patron ; S.ooof. to R Youn?
for being kept out of the temporal rights of the church and a
further sum of 2.000/. as b. soiutiffm for the injury done to his cha-
racter and usefulness and his status iu the Church of Scotland
and also to his feelings ; and 1,000/., more or less, for expenses!
The picas in law for the defehders were— 1st, that it was not
competent to pursue individual members of a lawful court for
any act done by them in their corporate capacity ; 2d, that it was
not competent so to pursue them without showing malice on the
part of such individual members ; Jd, that the Presbyteries of the
Church were the ojily courts competent to grant holy orders, in
which they were subject to no review excepting that of the supe-
rior church judicature; 4th, that no civil court was entitled to
gjant a decree for the admission of any man into the Church

j

Sth, that, till so ordained, a man could receive no damage from any
refusal to receive and admit him ; and, tilh, that such was the case
with the pursuers here. The Com t gave judgment in favour of the
competencyofthis action, and the present appeal wasthen brought.
The Attoruey-Gcueial, Mr. Pemberton, and Mr. Bell, the Procu-
rator for the Scotch Church, were heard or a former day for the

to it as witnesses, and it will be all right." Dr. Bailey and Mr.
Nixon, who was about to read prayers for the Doctor, signed their
names as wituesses, and Mr. SaJth went out of the vestry into
the chapel, and remained during the service. Dr. Bailey, how-
ever, was, upon consideration, not satisfied with this I O U,
and he asked for a mortgage, which Smith positively refused
to give, but asked Dr. Bniley to draw out a promissorv note,
which he said he would sign, and also a letter to Miss Bailey,
promishig, should she require it, to give a bond or a warrant of
attorney as a further security. The note was dated on the gth of
September last, and Smith signed both the note and tiie letter.
In corroboration of the account thns given by Dr. Bailey, a Mr.s.
Ellen Gray deposed that she happened to be in the vestry-room of
St. Peter's on the evening of Thursday, the 12th of August last,
and that she saw Smith hand a piece of paper to Dr. Bailey, who
said. •• I do not like this." The paper was read over in her pre-
sence, while she was reading her Prayer-book, but her mind was
not so absorbed in the book before her but that she could hear the
words "two thousand and odd pounds," v.hich excited her cu-
riosity, as she thought it strange that Mr. Smith, an emaciated,
duty- looking man, should have so much money. She was sure,
she said, it was the second Thursday in August, because she had
gone the preceding Thursday to hear Dr. Bailey preach, after his
return from a visit to Ireland, and shehadtheabeen disappointed.
She happened to be show-n into the same pew with Smith, whom*
she had seen twice before ; and after the ser\-ice she walked
home with him, and on her way asked what that money meant?
Smith told her that it was Miss Bailey 'a, and that it was well that
he had it, or she \vould have been sure to have fooled it away.
Further confirmation of the truth of Dr. Bailey's accounjt^'as
also tendered by the evidence of Caroline Laxton, who swor*^ that
on the 1st of January, 1841, at a time when slie was housemaid
in Dr. Bailey's service, she was mending the carpet in the bark
drawing-room while Mr. Smith and Dr. Bailey were sitting to-
gether in the front room, the folding doors being parUyopen, and
that f^bc heard Smith say, " 300/. more, and tiien it will make up
around sum of 3,000/." Upon her cross-examination she went
still further, and swore that she saw the Doctor give seven or
eight bank-notes to Mr. Smith. She stated a^so that she had
been on two occasions to Mr. Smith's house with notes from Dr..
Baiky. and had brought answers back. This vras the substance
of the plaintiff's case, which rested principally, as his counsel ob-
served, upon Dr. Bailey's credit; but many facts were elicited
upon cross-examination of the witnesses which threw the greatest
suspicion upon the story told by him, and the evidence for the
defendant directly contradicted some facts positively swoni to by
Dr. Bailey and Mrs. Gray, and made other parts of their story ap-
pear in the highest degree improbable. No account was given of
the manner in which Miss Bailey acquired the money alleged to
have been transmitted by her to her brother, and no correspond-
cuce wa:5« produced on the subject, although Dr. Bailey had, ac
cording to his own statement, chicfiy communicated with his
fat^ser^ on the subject of the business with Smith, and as his
latLer s executor he had obtained access to his papers. He stated
also, that generally the notes sent over were Irish banknotes,
and that he alv,

. . handed over to Smith the precise notes which
hercceavt'd

; butitwp ..^ that Irish bank-notes were subject,
on c.Tchange.toa deduction cfono percent, on every 1 CO/., increas-
ing the per ceuta;;e when ttu^ notes were Muail n\ amount, and it
was urged with great force on Uie part of the defendant, that it was
not probable that a raLseriy old man like Smith would quietly :^ub-
rait to a loss of one per cent. The stockbroker, also, whom Smith
had employed for the last eight or ten years, deposed that
Smithj who |)urchascd stock about four 01 five times ia the

lew sovereigiia. xt appctucu, iiiorcover, uiac smith's books
which had been examined by an accountant since his death had
been kept with great regularity, but that no trace of any accouM
with any person of the name of Bailey could be found hi them
Further, a witness named Hiron, a builder in the eniploy of Mr'
Smith, and his foreman, swore most distinctly, that at lOmioutej
to 7 in the evening of Tiiursday, the 12th of August last, Smith
came by appointment to Stanhope-place, Hampstcad-road*, where
the witness Hiron was then building a house for him, and that
Smith remained there giving directions about the works, for he
was his own surveyor, till about a quarter to 9 o'clock, when he
walked home\vards with HiK-.n. The witnesses weVe positive
about the day. as it was Mr. Hiron's wedding-day, and his wife
had told him the evening before that Mr. Smith had Uft a mes-
sage for him to tlie effect that if Smith could not pec Hiron the
following evening at Stanhope-place, Smith must employ some-
body else. Mrs. Iliron was also examined, and corroborated her
husband's testimony. It was shown also, that instead of alatch-
key, which Mrs. Gray had represented Smith had on one occasion
taken from his waistcoat-pocket, and with which he had opened
the door of his house in Great St. Andrew-street, the only key to
the door was an immense house-key, which Smith always used
to carry in his coat-pocket. It sho\ild be added, that Mr. NL\un
whose signature attested the I O U. died about the same time as
Smith, so that he could not becpUed as a witness. Four or five
witnesses of great respectability stated their behef that the sig-
natures to the note, the letter addressed to Miss Bailey, and the
statement of an account between them in a book kept by Dr.
Bailey, as well as the I O U, were not in Mr. Smith's h^ndwriti
ing-, and three very respectable gentlemen swore they would not
believe Dr. Bailey on his oath. It is but fair, however, to add,
that two of these last-named gcntlcn^cn had had some differences
with Dr. Bailey, who about seven years ago went to Tuubiidge.
wells, where a chapel was built ou speculation, and who having
failed to procure a license from the Bishop of Rochester, was
obliged to go through the Insolvent Court. The right rev. pre-
late, who sat by the Lord Chief Justice during the trial, was exa-
mined as a witness, and stated, in contradiction to Dr. Bailey's

own account, that the explanation which Dr. Bailey had given to
him respecting a Mr. Pearce's signature to a testimonial was any-
thing but satisfactory to him, and that he had never intimated to

Dr. Bailey that he was satisfied with it, although he had written
in a friendly tone to Mrs. Walker, Dr. Bailey's mother-in-law,
upon the subject of the license. The Lord Chief Justice summed
up the evidence, and the jury, after delibcrathig for about three-

quarters of an hour, returned their verdict for the defendant.

MARK LANE, Fiuday, Jlly 15.— Several urns of English

Wheat left over from Monday continue unsold, and that day's

currency cannot be maintained.—Free Foreign is taken in retail

on the same terms, but bonded is much neglected. Barley, Peas,

and Beans, are all a dull sale without alteration. Oats are rather

declining iu value.

BRITISH, PKR IMPEKJAL QUARTER.
Wheal, Essex, Kenc, and Suffolk . . . A\'hile

I\orl"olk, Liucolnhhir*- and Yoiltsliirp . . .

Barley ....-. • . Maltini; and di.'^tillinj;-

. . Poliirds

, _ . , Feed
. . . Fped

Outs, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire
—— Korthiiinberland and Scotch

Irish .... • . *

Rye **. .- ...
Beans. Malayan, old and new .

Pipeon, Heligoland . . .

WhitePeas.

26' to 34
31 to 40
31 to S3

Tut
Winds.
Maple

WISEKLY IMFKUIAL AVERAGES.
Mheat. Barley.

S. Jf.

50 to 70
cu to ca
32 to £7
15to ?5

19 to 21

8 to £0
30 to 34
25 to 3S
— to —
30 to M

Red
AVhite
Grind.
(>ed
P» taio

PutaU'

Harrow
Longpod
Grey

«. S.

50 toM
fiO to ( fi

20 to £6

J 5 to f4

17 to 25

1 5 10 24

33 to ?8

— to-
ss to 31

June

July

3
10
J7
S4
1

8

6a 6 26 6

64 aa 8
6-3 10 S6 !0

63 11 27 6
54 3 27 7
G4 10

' £7 5

fi weeks' Aggrt'^^aie Avcr.^ 64 I £7 1

Duti«B 8

Oats Rye.
19 7 33 6
20 6 31 9
21 S 36 10

21 7
i

31 7
22 4

,

32 3
22 2

:

29 5

SI 3
1

33 7

6
1

10 6

Bean
32

33
33

34
34
35

5

I

9

4

D

1

S3 n

Peas
.^2 5

s^ 7

32 6

S3 2

35 e

34

33 4

Enjflish
Irish .

Foreiiin

ARRIVALS IN THK
Flour. .

I

Wht.
4545 Ska. — Brls. 3i'»7

— >i — » i '^0

3343 „ 5370 „ • '30190

9

RIVKR LAST WEEK.
Bar].

I

MaU. Oat». lt>e

9 6

lOOfl

220

fiSIfl 2C92
;5009

339C:

Bns
SU7

215

6

Fras
1£8

GAZETTE OF THE AVEEIC.

Suward, St. Leintird's Boulrfine, corn merLhant,
^ ..,-,Ur D

BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSKDED.-J. Wade, Warw ukehire, currier-i/

S. Walker, Great St. Helen s, London, India rubber manufacturer ,,

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED—W. licy wood, now or late ot Hasm^naii

street, Lond.m, and cf MaJiihe^ter, m arehouseman. »r,-'h9nt
BANKRUPTS.—G. H. Harrison, late ot i2, MoorKate-street. City, "^eunan

L. Durkcher, 15, Old Biwlington-street, pkturedealer--.L l'ishe^r,^.norn^^^

cesttr, money strivcner—J. 11. Jackson, Eastwood. N"^"°6*'^T,^*'w?,',f Pater-
E. Moss, Liverpool, draper—A. Bovver, Manchester, banker—

\^
-M^'S'.j.

ham, Surrty, innkeeper~J. ^V. Palmer, Old Buckenham, INortoJk, i^l^^^

F. Green, LeadenhaSl-fltreet. merc-hant-G. H. 'VVal.on, btourmont-coltafae,

•Moscow-road, Bayswatcr, apothec:iry.

tavern keeper- J. aiiiler and Co., Edinburgh, bone-dust-manulat-iuvci.

Wallace and Co., Glasgotr, manufacturera*

Esq., t^f *

dauKkter—On the Kih in»t , the lady oi tlie Kev. W. Vakntine, i«-^^'">^"JJ*
bent of St. Thomas'i, Stepney, of a dauj;hter_On the 10th jnsC. ?* ;.

"C^ijig.
rs. St. Clair, of a daujihter—On the 12th inst., in ore

BIRTHS.-On the £5th ult . at Cadiz, the lady of F. Lonerf^, J

adv oi tlie Rev. W. Valentine, M-A
"
List., at

ist., in

street', Brnnswiek-squarc, the lady of H. Nicholls, Esq.. barrisier-at Jaw",
Surrey, the H<in. M of

son—On the 12th inai., at Leeds C
Esq., M P., of a son—On the I3th
dau'^hter—On the 13th inst., in Ber

of Grenada, West Indiea—On theiSlh inst., at Haventry, the Bfv.
^-,^^^,13,

son, M.A., Rector of Ashby-cnm-Fenby, Lincolnstare, to
^J^'^xi 1 nh init-i

•econd daughter of the late C. Rattrav, M.l>., ' f Pavtntry-On tne
.-^ Bi-bop

at St Mary's, Bryanst^-ne-square, by the Hon. and Right Rev- the ^i, ^^ne,

merly ( f Laurence Fountney lane, Lcndon-

T'rinted by Metsrs. BRAnnrxT and Evani, Lombard-street. ^ l*?*'*". ^J a(
the Preeinctof WhUetriars, in the City of 1 „ridon, and l'»^^'*^^7l7:aai«»'»'
IheOKiricB, 3,C»Aiii.Bii.aTiut»T, CovKWT Gabdbk. in the County oi ^''"

g,.
where all Advenihemenw aT.d CommuAicaiiona »ilt W ^. ^•1"*^^'^

Editor,—iiaturdayi July le, 1843.

•
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KINGSTON.
n^HE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY hasi fixed their ANNUAL EXHIBITION for Thursday, Sept.
latli, 1812,—For particulars appl^ to

James Jacksok, Hon. Sec,
Thamcs-st., Kingston, Surrey,

EAST NORFOLK GRAND SHOW OP CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND FUCHSIAS.

Florists to Her Majesty the Quekn Dowager,

MESSRS. YOUELL have much pleasure in announc-
ing- that the Show of their unequalled collection of the

above Flowers will commence on MONDAY NEXT, the 25th of
July, and will continue three or four weeks. Upwards of 2000
Pots will be staged this season ; and they beg: to state, that havmj?
spared no expense in obtaining every new variety attainable,
possessing superior merits, it will be found one of the most
splendid Exhibitions of the kind in the King"dom.

The communication between London and Yarmouth as under ^

Steam.—" Ramona," from London Bridge Wharf, every Siitur-
day Evening at six o'clock. "Ailsa Craig," St. Katharine's
Wharf, every Tuesday Evening,
Coaches.—"Star," Spread Eagle, Graceclnirch-strcet, every

Morning at Half.past Six o^clock. "Telegraph," White Horse,
Fetter-lane, every Evening at Six o'clock.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 21, 1842.

"MANETTIA EICOLOR."
]\TESSRS. VEITCII and SON have now ready for de-
-LTJ- hvcry Plants of this beautiful New Greenhouse Climber,
at \2s, each. -

N.B.-A Medal was awarded to this Plant at the Horticultural
Society's Meeting in Regent-street, in April last.
Exeter, July 6, 1S42.

HLILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-

• moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her
Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and Public,
that he has a fine stock of Lilium lancifolium, album, and punc-
tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.
He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

QTAPLETON ROAD NURSERIES, near BRISTOL.
Y "^' MAULE and CO. beg to call the attention of Horticultu-
rists to a new and desirable FUCHSIA, which they intend send-
ing out by the name of " Racemiflora elegans.'' Its habit is

gracefully elegant j the lateral branches arc set at every johit
with numerous long deep-red flowers, l^in. to 2in. long, droop-
ing around the main stem of the plant, forming a complete co-
uruu of beauty. It is allowed by competent judges to be one of
the best varieties in cultivation.— Fine strong plants, in bloom,
will be sent, if ordered, at 5*. or 7*. ^d. each.

W. AGATE, Florist, &c., Croydon, Surrey, will

• send out, in September next, at 3s. 6J. per pair, his new
Superb Dark-laced PINK, Sir Robert Peel, and two new
PANSIES, Eliza and Nymph, at 35. 6rf. per plant.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
1, Princes-street, Bank, London.

This Institution is empowered by a special Act of Parliament,
4 Vict., cap. IX., and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of
Life Assurance, in their fullest extent, to Policy-holders, and to
present greater facilities and accommodation than can be ob-
tained in other Offices. The decided superiority of its plan, and
its claim to public preference and support, have been proved, in-
contestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Extract from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of 1 00/. for whole term of Life.

IV/TYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
-*-^^ after two years' competition, still maintains its pre-emi-
nence; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-
commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size caimot be equalled. Price per 100, each,
fiOs.

; and their Eliza, 20s. Runners arc now ready, and may be
bad on ajiplication to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.
Wyatt's famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50*. per 100 sets, or 1*. 6rf. per

root, will be ready iu October.^^ ^^— T ' ' ' "-"' -'~~'"^" m^^ HiHiii
r

NEW SEEDLING GOOSEBERRIES.
JYfESSRS. JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to
-*-'-- intimate that they have now got into stock of the splendid
new varieties of SEEDLING GOOSEBERRIES andernoted,
which took the first prize at the Autumn Show of the Royal Cale-
noniau IlorUcultural Society last year, and are described iu the
report of the Committee as of " Beautiful appearance, full-sized,
and exquisite flavour."—See "Gardeners' Gazette" for August
last.

The seven varieties will be sent out in October nest at U, per
plant, or bs. for the whole.

Messrs. J. D. and Sons expect to be able to exhibit samples of
the fruit at the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Show on Friday
next.

'

No. I, Kippendavieana, sulphur coloured.
2, Mrs. Stirling, white, resembling Whitesmith.
3, Queen Victoria, fine flavour.
4, Prince \'bert, yellow, large.
5, Princess Royal, while, superior flavour.

6, Sommervilliana, yellow, great bearer.

7t Land of Content, yellow,

^ ,. ,
Seed Warehouse, 32, South Hanover- street.

^Umburgh, July 12, 1842.

Age.

20
30
40
50

1 st five

years.
£i 1 4

1 6 4
1 16 1

2 I6 7

Annual Premium payable during
2d five

years.

^1 5 10

1 12 2

9 4 4
3 p 4

3d five

years.
£\ 10 II

1 ID 1

2 14 6
4 5 5

4th five

years.

£\ 16 9
2 7 4

373
5 6 3

Remainder
of Life.

aff2 3 8

2 17 6
4 3 4
6 13 7

PETER MORRISON. Resident Director.

A liberal commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.

WESTERN LIFE - ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
OFFICE-49, PARLIAMENT SI REET, WESTMINSTER.

Capital 500,000/.— 10,000 Shares, 50/. each.
Deposit 5/. each Share.

This Society is established for theAssuranCe of Lives, upon
principles combining economy with perfect security.

Virectors.
Henry EdgeworthBickncll, Esq. 1 John Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.

Edmund Lucas, Esq.
George Kennet Pollock, Esq.
James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.
Henry Wrench, Esq.

gc. Ann. Pre.
^J £ s, d.

20 1 14 2

25 1 IS 11

30 2 4 8

Ann. Pre. Age. 1 Ann. Pie.

£ s. d. \ £ s. d.

2 11 SO
I

4 3 3

2 19 6 55 5 5 4

3 9 I 60 1 6 15 3

William CabcU. Esq.
Thomas S. Cocks, jun., Esq.
George Henry Drew, Esq.
William Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq,
Francis Fuller, Esq.
James Hunt, Esq.
Trws^fes.—W^illiamW'hateley,Efq.; L. C.Humfrey,Esq.j George

l)rew, Esq.
Auditors.-—Orvtiws Biddulph, Esq.; John Freeman, Esq.; John

Bazley White, jun., Esq.
Consulting Cow/^se/.—William Page Wood, Esq.
Conveyancing Cott?wf/.— Samuel Jay, Esq.
P/i^sfcmn.— William Richard Basham, Esq., M.D., 17, Chester-

street, Grosvenor-place.
Surgeons.—KX^TCA Leggatt, Esq. j George David Pollock, Esq.
B«?iA:e)'5.— Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co., Charing Cross.

So/tt'iVors.—Messrs. J. L. BickncU and J. C. Lethbridge, 25,

Abingdon-street, Westminster.

Table of Prk.milms to assure .^100 for the whole term of Life.

Age.

35
40
45

The object of this Society is to afiord to the Assured all the

benefits of Life-Assuraucc, at a great reduction in the rates of

Premium.—For Examti-k—A persr-n aged Sorhiay wHh this So-

ciety assure hiii life for 500/. by the annual p#nnent oi JI/.3*. 4rf.,

which in a Society where the bonus is held out as a main induce-

ment, would cost him 13/. Js. id., or, in other words, for the

same annual premium he could at this OflSce assure very nearly

600/., wherebv he derives AN IMMEDIATE AND CERTAIN
BONUS OF 100/.

All particulars as to Shares, Loans, Assurances, &c., may be

obtained on appUcation to the Secretary i
and, if required, for-

warded to the country.
Parties in the country eligible for undertaking Agencies are re-

quested to apply.

A very liberal Commission allowed to Solicitors and Agents.
EDW. T. RICHARDSON,

Actuary and Secretary.

QPLENDID SALE of the WOODHALL COLLEC-
^^ TION OF EXOTICS.
There will be Sold by Auction, within the Gardens of Wood-

hall, in ihe parish of BothweU, and County of Lauafk, lying 10

Miles east of Glasgow^ between Airdrie and Holytown, on
TuuBSDAT, the 28th day of July next, and following day,

commencing at 11 o'clock each dav, the whole of that ex-

tensive and celebrated COLLECTION of HOTHOUSE and
UUEENHOUSE PI^VNTS, consisting of numerous rare and
valuable species, among which are many magnificent specimens

of Camellias, Heaths, Epiphyllnms, Citrons, Oranges, Shaddocks,

Zamias and tdher Palms; with a very extensive and superior

variety of Pelargoniums (Geranium), Indian Azaleas, and other

miscellaneous Giccjihouse and Stove Plants ; of which Catalogues

may be had by applying to Mr. Murray, of the Botanic Gardens,

Glasgow J
Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan, Nursery and Seedsmen,

Troni,-ate, Glasgow; Woodhall Office, 33, Buchanan-street, Glas-

gow ; or to the Gardener by Holytown.
The collection of Camellias is well known as not surpassed

by any in the Empire, the specuneus bemg of the very finest

growth, many of them from 15 to 20 feet in height. '"'-~

Heaths also ftffbrd numerous specimens of the finest sort,

for size and furnishing, it is believed, far surpass any coUection

ever shown. ^ . ,..

The whole of the Plants arc in the very best state of health ;

and as the operations of the mineral workings on the estate

have already encroached upon the garden, they must be

sold off, as it is, in consequence of the said operations, to be

entirely broken up; therefore, great bargauis may be expected.

The Plants will be set up m Lots to suit purchasers, beginning

with the Camellias, Heaths, Epiphyllums, Src.

The collection mav be viewed any day prior to the Sale, by
applying at Woodhall Garden. Further information learned, and
particulars given, on applying to the Factor, Woodhall-house,

Holytown. Barclay and Skirvixg,
Woodhall-house, May 1842. Auctioneers.

The

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
n^O BE DISPOSED OF by Private Contract the I^ase
JL of anold established NURSERY, with Seed-shop, Hothouses,
Pineries, Greenhouses, and every other convenience requisite lor

a first-rate Nursery ^ comprising about 12 acres, stocked with the

choicest Trees, Plants, and shrubs, fit for immediate sale. There
are upwards of 60 years of the lease of 7 acres unexpired, and
upon a portion of the ground are erected 10 Cottages, with ample
room for the erection of 10 more. The rent is moderate, and all

the premises in most excellent repair. The Nursery and other

premises are now in the occupation of Messrs Adamson and Son,

of Stoke Newington Common ; and immi diate pos^ slon will be

given, if required. For cards to view and particulars apply to

Mr, NeaS, Solicitor, 4, Tokenhouae-yard, London.

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS.
MESSRS. THOMAS WIXSTANLEY AND SONS

(of Liverpool) announcpiothe Admirers ofcurious and rare

Plants, that they are instructed to sell by Auction on the Premities,

AiGBURTH, near Liverpool, on Monday, the 29th of August next,

and following days, at 12 o'clock i.rec.ly each day,

THE UNIQUE, WELL-KNOWN. AND JUSTLY-CELEBRATED
COLLECTION OF ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS,

The Property of Richard Harrison, Esq.
In the Collection will be found large and rare specimens of the

Angrjecm EBunvitTM: Cattlktas, including Skinneri, Fer-

rini (fine) ; Labiata (very fine"^ ; Crispa (very large) ; Mossii ; Lod-
digesi; Guttata; Citrina; Superba, &c. &c.; EpinBVDRUMS,
all fine; named and severalunnamedMax illabias; Onci»ivmsj
DKNDROBiLMa; Ak'riuks Brookii, comutum, and odoratum

;

Odontoolossum grande, maculatum, ^c. : with about four hun-
dred other varieties of choice Parasitical Plants— including

Feniandesia, Grobya, Gongora, Heterotaxia, Hillia, LissochUus,

Liptotes,CyrtopoUium,Calauthes,Cypripediura, Coryanthcs, Cir-

rhaea, Catasctum, CcElogyne, Cyrtochilum, Cycnochcp, Cym-
bidium, Neottia. Brassavola, Vanda, Rodriguezia, Mya-
thus, Mormodcs, Miltonia, Phaius, Bras&la, Burlingtonia, Bifre-

naria, Batemannia, Stanhopea. Sec. &c. : Uklia anceps, autura-

nale, and others. Together with a general Assortment of Hot-

house plants of an important character, and highly interesting to

the lover of Botany.
The above Collection, for its extent, is allowed to be one of the

finest in Europe, and is the result of twenty years* formation, by
Mr. Harrison, regarding only variety and perfection.

The Plants having been attended to by a skilful gardener, are

in excellent condition, and wiU be sold without reservation.

The whole may be viewed on Friday 2fith, Saturday 2rth

August, and on the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues, which wiU
be ready in a few days, had at the following places:—The Offices

of the Gardeners' Chronicle and the "Gardeners' Magazme;
Messrs. Winstanleys, Paternoster Row, London ; at the place of

Sale, and of Thos. Winstanley and Sons, Liverpool.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY
HOT W^ATER.

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c., Gloucester-
• PLACE, Ivixg'sroad, Chklsea, Hothouse Builders and

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the

Nobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

de»<d.|»tion , and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of aH ^'zes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and wdi heat a range of Forcing Houses 300 ft. in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally

adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

NobiUty and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-sguare.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,

London, having been for many years extensively engaged iu

Warming Churches, Manufactories. Hospitals, Hotliouscs, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, cither

in Pipes or Pedestals, can confideiitly recommend this mode of

heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be

given both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior

manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-

tuality and despatch.

OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufact urcrs, 61 , GracechuTch - street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description, Gardeners' Chrotiicle, March 12, p, 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They axe

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, moveable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. T>s, and upwards. Further

particulars, vrith plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above ; where also may be seen

the improved W^rought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's

Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the NobUity's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.
N.B.—W'ayte's New Patent Land-pressers and Drills.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester) beg

to annouiice that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of impt^tanc

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists. They have applied this principle en a more
f^^f^JZ^

scale than has everbeen hitherto adopted at 'hestu|,wu>a t^
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke *>i.-f^T2rEiost
and in numerous other extensive establishments, wiin t^^

complete success
al«o success " " — " ..iiliams

:o their I

eneral adopuoo. ^^
;;,:jire, »o mnch

«Bd riinovcs mcnuissijice and f^^^^r^'"^";';"' ^ valuable feature

Argand Furnace
with the Patentee

— — r

general adopti
.fjQCtf3Ji.ses 1

compiained of by Gardeners, and is anewaad

in these Apparatus.
United Kingdon
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTiCULTrR.\L BUILD [NGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, aiid MANUFACTORTES, upon Improved prin-

ciples, and at rery moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D, taxd £. Bailky having" devoted much time to the considera-

Uon of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing: not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and grentlemeu, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticoltnral Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswiclc.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Building-s and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
mtn, and the public to an inspection of their various drawingrs
^nd models, at 272, Holbom, -wheie they have the opportunity of
exhibiting", amongst other metal worlcs, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange. adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near ho«0oa to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
Bttached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this conTltry and on tlie Conttnettt.
D.and E. Bai lky have preparcfl a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

throtectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to puMic notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Hou-w.; where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which maybe seen at their manufactory.

''PHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
*- by J. RoaERs, Esq., maybe obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. SuKWKv having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extc :ve practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
oflfer it as nio-t efficient and economical; it may be seen at
Messrs, Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall

J Messrs. Loddiges*,
Hackney j Mes^rfl, Henderson's, Pineapple- place; Mr. Knight's,
Kiug's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
the UarUcnB of the Horticultural Society of London.

T^DWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
--^ Isleworth, Middlranr, respectfully informs Horticulturists,
that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBfci for Orajige Trees and Con-
BCTvatory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

In Monthly Nos., Qvo, with Four beautifully-coloured Flutes.
Price 2s Gd

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY,
The Number for July, 1842, contains highly-finished draw-

m^s of Habrdnthus Prat^nsis, Borhnia Anemonesfolia. Cineraria
WebberiUna, Tropze'olum Editle; likewise Papers on Gardening
as a science ; on Suspending Plants in Greenhouses and Stoves.
Reviews—Sir Uvedale Price on the Picturesque; Loudon's Ency-
clopaedia of Trees and Shrubs. Floricultural Notices of ntw and
beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanical Periodicals for

June, and of those in flower at the pruicipal Suburban Nurseries
and Gardens; together with a complete Calendar of Monthly
Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe

—

1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain,

2. That, with few Exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,
being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing,
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-
senting the most popularnovelties, as well as the more neglected,
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this
work is well adapted to thewants ofallwho delight in gardening;
and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers,
.— London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

A FOREMAN WANTED.
MESSRS. VEITCH and SON are iu want of a rp

spectable and industrious person of good address tn notFOREMAN in the Plant Department of their Nursery' He ^
have to take charge of and grow a fine collection of VyJ\
Florists' Flowers, &c. &c. ^oucs,

N. B. An experienced Propagator is also kept in the samp a
partment.—Exeter, July 20, 1842. .

'"^ ^^»^e de-

VyANTED by HUGH LOW & Co.. a parser
» » good character, qualified to take charge of a small r.>f -i

Seed-shop and to act as clerk. He wUl also, in aU probabilitv k1
required to travel for two qx three months annually. He mn *
have a practical knowledge of Nursery business in general h^more particularly of Exotic and other Plants. A person whoh»
been accustomed to travel in the same line, and who has a knnw
ledge of the French and German languages, would be preferrpl!*
Applications to be made by letter only. ^'

Clapton Nursery, London. July 22, 1842,

SITUATION WANTED.
WANTS a SITUATION as HEAD GARDENER

a Single Man, who perfectly understands his business andwho lived 16 years with a family of distinction, from whom he
can have an unexceptionable character.—Address to A. Z Mr
James Curtis's, 238, High Holbom, London. " ''

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a persoa
28 years of age, who has some knowledge of early Forcing

of Fruits, the management of Oichidacese, Stove, and Greeru
house Plants; wages 70/. a-year, with cottage. For reference
and particulars, address, J. S. Dow, 12, Polygon Buildings, Clap-
ham, Surrey.

TIOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c., Made and
-tX Fixed complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One, tw^o,
aiid three-light Cucumber and Melon Boxes and Lights of all
sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts
Of the Kingdom; warranted best material. Two-light Boxes and
Lights complete, from jtf i 85. Garden-lights made and glazed,
1». per foot, at JAS. WATT'S. SASH MANUFACTORY, CLARE-
MONT-PLACE, Old Kent-road. Referevce givbn.

'T'O FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS,AMATEUR
v /J

"^^^^NERS, &c.-CLARKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for
the tlower and Kitchen Garden. Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,
&c.: the application of this COMPOST wUl add gieatly to the
Deauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden. InmaViug new Gardens it will be found invaluable; it has long
been ni use in the Royal Gardens at Kcw. Price One Guinea per
Mr> containing twocwt., sufficient for a good-sized Karden for
one year.

Also, Prepared HAIR DUST. This Preparation will effectually
pr. rvc Flowers, I'iiuitH. Bnlb-roots especially, from the ravages
of worms, grubs, and all kinds of crawling insects. From its im-
perishable nature, its efl'ect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per bag. Addrew, Stanhritlge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf, King's
Cross; or Henry Clarke, seedsman, 86, High-street, Borough.

ORNAilENTAL WIRE-WORK, Ac, FOR THE GARDEN
3iJQ, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

r^ B. THOMPSON having added to his General StockV^ • ofFURNlSHING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of
^ .

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for
toe inspection of the NoijUity and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER BASKETS
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN AHCHE&
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility
stand unrivalled. ^

In one small volume, price 15/.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-
sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally

sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-
nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as other
classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior
to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once
apparent ; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical
Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying
it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time submitted
to hia inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-
ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species, which could
reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only b«
sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an
assistant ; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or
friend of horticulture, the Pocket Botaniciil Dictionary is decidedly
indispensable.

London: J. Andrews, Bond-street; Orr and Co., Paternostcr-row.

Handsomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-Engravingsi
Price 6s. Gd.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
-l FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D,
From the British Magazine.—" This is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject.*"
From the Birmingham Herald.—"A valuable and indispensable

accession to the Ubrary of every Biblical student."
From the Jlev. Thomas Hartwdl Home's Introduction to the

Critical Study of the Scfiptures.—'' Nearly three hundred texts of
Scripture are more or less explained in this elegantlj^-executed
volume, and in a manner equally curious and interesting."

Tilt and Bogue, Fleet-street.

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES
FUMIGATOftS, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT with
every other Implement.

Gams and Cattle Fkncixg in xaxiety.

I7AIVIILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
J- A.B., Author of a System of Popular Geometry,—Companion
to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebrj,—and a
System of Popular Trigonometry, liirao, with Engravings, os. cloth,
lettered,

" There 18 a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed iu a
most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little volume,
which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent of its in-
telligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents of its pro-
jector and editor, Mr. Darley.

—

Sun,
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 23, Upper Gower-street,

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS, &c. &c.
Just published, and sold by Ridgway, PiccadUly, and Longmans,

A
Patemoster-row, price Is.,

WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANURE—ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By W. H. Potter, M.R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist.
The ^ew Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,

il!!^^^*^"^'iJ^^®' ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ moisture, sand, kc. Price 255.per cwt. cash.^Chemicai Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

ri^HT? '^x?ii'"?J"O^^SAND. Price One Shilling,

T*i?tp I^tP^^^^-'^^X EPITOMISED AND SIM-
Comi^si™s Of tL^^^^

NicaoLsox. Esq., Clerk to the

" Its accuracy is attested by the Board of Stamps and Taxeshavmg ordered Two Hundred Copic8."-i^erf.Xr^.rv "This

m^^^nm "- s;lT.^ ''^fS?^^"^
^^^"^ ^ Clerk to^dTbomS'

?J^^f "±yort^^j^^^^^ ^,«
recommend it to the notice of our

^eat ability -^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^vith

K"--S« TimL^^'n'- ^^eiyesthelncome.Taxinanut-

simplification of the Act.'Wa/ru,^ "ThT^Wt^x^^f^T^^^^^^
every clause of the Act. "-X^edli- InteUigencer. '•Execu^a^ift!
the Author's nsnal ability." -rorA-,Atr.L^^/., "l^stft^SS^pamphlet."-3fomtn^ Adrrrti^er. ^^ ^^^
London : Smith. Elder, and Co. ; Bell ajad BradfntP. Rrii«KMr»i.

One Volume, price 7s. 6d,.

nr^HE LIFE AND TIMES OF RIENZI.
-- "Not less mteresting than Sir E. Lytton Bulwcr's eloquent
Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is this historical record of the
Conspiracy of Gabrini."

—

3Tonthly Repository,
" To all who have read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's * Rienzi,' its perusal

is, in a measure, a A\xij.^*—Spectator,
"A curious and pleasing volume, and full of matter of historical

character and illustration."—XiYe/«r^ Gazette,
"The publication of this work is well timed .... The Life of

Kienzi is to us full of interest."

—

Athenantm.
" Those that wish to become acquainted with the true history of a
an who was, in some sort, the Napoleon of his own aa:e and countryman

would do well to consult the extraordinary narrative of the * Life and
Times of Ricnzi.' "— TrtiT* Magazine.

London: Whittaker and Co.

ADAPTED FOR SCHOOLS. PRIVATE TEACHERS, AND
STUDENTS.

COOLEY'S ELEMENTS of EUCLID,
With Explanatory Appendix and Exercises. Price As, 6d,

bound.
" The best etiition of the Elements which has yet appeared."—

Aihenauru,
*• Cannot be easily surpas<=cd."—/>K5/m University Magazine,
COOLEV'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS: a Key to the

Exercifes appended to the Elements. Price 3*. 6d. bound.

COOl.EY^S FIGURES of EUCLID, with Enunciations. Price

London : WMttaker and Co. : sold X>j all Booksellers,

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 55.6rf.,TOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.

*^ A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, »uch omissions
and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater delicacy observed in modem conversation; but, that the
volume might have some substance, and be a good table or tra-
velling book, copious additions have been made from other old
volumes of Facetiae.

Extract from the Preface,
'* Another strange circumstance conuected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he himself and everybody eUe is perfectly
familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his
acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred ever set eyea

publih^d
^* " ^^ consequence of like questions that this edition is

London : Whittaker and Co.

N
1 nee 7#.. illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cage*, &c.,

. ™-,„ , ^ A NEW EDITION OF THEATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS ; their

««i fJ^.^^l^T^'V^^**?'.**' ^"^^ Diseases, Treatment, Breeding.and the Wetlod. of Catching them. By J. M. Bechstein, M.D.
" A very debghtful book of its kind It seems to us

an indispensable book for the bird-fancier.*'— .S> ifr>r.
" It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-room

table. It ;s superbly got up, with an immense number of vignettes
and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals.' '— Weelily DUpatch '

London ; \V. S. Orr and Co.j luid \V, R. Chambers, Edinburgh,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single
Man, aged 30. Can give eight years' reference to the

Gentleman he has just left. Can wait well, and has no objection
to assist the Footman occasionally. Address, W. K., 3, Sutton-
street, York-road, Lambeth.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER.—John
Halliday having left his employer, Lord Sondes, is desirous

of obtaining another situation. He has a good practical know-
ledge of his business in all its different branches, and can obtain
most satisfactory testimonials from his late employer. Ad-
dress, J. Halliday, Gardeners* Chronicle Of!ice.

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. Itis

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or

w^hose attention has not been directed in early life to such
studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences arerendered as familiar, and brought as near to our
commonest ideas as possible j the demonstrations of proposi-

tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory

;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their

simplest, but to their shortest form.
1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary

and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science

in its leading Truths and general Principles. By Gkohge Bar.
LEV, A.B. Fourth Edition, 45. Qd. cloth.

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in which
the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,

and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,

with numerous Cuts. (A Second Edition is now ready.) 4s. 6rf.

cloth.
3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on

Proportions and Progressions. Third Edition, is. M. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the

application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 35. 6rf- cl.

" For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be rcHd with

more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebra."
—Library of Useful Knoivledge, Article " Mechanics

V

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University ,

College, 28, Upper Gower- street.

Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 24*.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of

ENGLAND. By Hannah Lawranck.
" These laborious and interesting memoirs."—^//it«<^ujB.
<'This very industrious and interesting \\ox\.''—Examiner.

"One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions whicn

English history has received for many years."—Sn7jsA Mag.
^^

" Narratives of as much interest as if they were pure dramas.

—Atlas, Edwatd Moxon, Dover-street.

Just published, price Qs, cloth,

THE HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; with a

complete Index of Reference. By G. H.) Cauntkr, Esq.

London ; W. S. Orr & Co. ; and W. & R. Chambers, Edinburgn.

'T'HE ''ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE"
-*- for the Handkerchief, is prepared only by Mr. Whitk,

Chemist, 24, Comhill, London, in bottles at 2s.6rf.,4s.6rf.,and8.t.

each. Where also maybe obtained the "AROMATIC PUNGhNi
ESSENCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting, &c., at 3s. cac".

N.B. Public Offices and Merchants can be supplied with Postage

Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at Government Pnces.

HODGSON and ABBOTT's PALE ALE.— The

above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by toe

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurcb-Btreet, ,

IT'OR SALE, Four Years' " GARDENEli^GA-
J- ZETTE," separately and neatly bound, for the Y^^'^'^l^^'Xl
1838. 1839, and 1840; edited by Mr. Glennv. Also, the VvorKs

on "LANDSCAPE GARDENING," by the late Mr. Rbpton,

with Plans, &c. &c. ; neatly bound.—For particulars address,

post-paid, to ** J. B., Mr. Law's Nursery, Clapton, Middlesex.

WHITE TEETH. ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or

PEARL DENTIFRICE.—This is an efficient White Pow-

der for the Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental Herba of the most

delightful odour, and of sovereign virtue for strengthening, P^^^jT!
ing, and thoroughly cleansing the Teeth. It eradicates tartar trom

the Teeth, removes spot-* of incipient decay, poUshea and presene

the enamel, to which it gives a peari-Iike whiteness ; and, above a"i

from its disinfecting properties, gives sweetness to the brcatn. ^
an antiscorbutic, the gums also share in its transcendant P^^'^7^
Scurvy is eradicated from them, a healthy action and redness wj
induced, that offer to the notice of the medical practitioner the na<»

indubitable signs of their healthful state. Price 29. 9d. per box, <^^^
included. *,* Notice—The Name and Address of the Propneto^
A. Rowland a.vd Son, 20, Hatton Garden, London, arc enjraTca

on the Goremment stamp which is pasted on each.

Be «ure to a»X for "ROWLAND'S."%•
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

A SMALL QUANTITY OF VALUABLE SEEDS
having been just received by the Society from Guayaquil,

notice is hereby given, that they are ready for distribution to such

Feliows of the Society as may apply for them ; and that they will

be sent out in the order in which the applications are made until

the supply is exhausted.

^attJ^neriS' Cfjtonicle*

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday • . * . South Ijondon • . • < J p. h.

Country Shows.—July 27, Berkshire Royal, Cork, and Guernsey.
Wingham. 30, Wexford.

28,

The best Strawberry yet known, is, beyond all

comparison, Myatt's Pine ; but so few persons can

grow it, tbat it is scarcely to be met witn in cultiva-

tion. Even Mr. Myatt liimself no longer succeeds

with It. What is not a little singular, those who do
contrive to manage it, do so under opposite circum-

stances. For example, the late lamented Baron Fos-

ter found it thrive in very old cowdung, unmixed
with soil. In Mrs. Marryatt's garden, at Wimble-
don, where there is a profusion of it,, it is planted

in pure Mlmbledon loam; and in the grounds of Mr.
Shepherd, a market-gardener at Deptford, who is one
of the fortunati niwiUm, it bears ample crops in a
black boggy soil, the very reverse of the other two.

It would seem, then, that soil is not what this Pine
is so solicitous for, and that something else is at the

bottom of the mystery. We do not know whether
the following sensible letter, from Mr. Robert Reid,

of Noble Thorpe, near Barnsley, will enable garden-
ers to secure this Queen of Strawberries ; but we cer-

tainly recommend them to make the attempt once
again :

—

*' Is it not remarkable," says Mr, Reid, "long as we
have had this splendid Strawberry in.ourgardens, that

so few should understand its management? In truth,

there is not one amongst all our varieties of easier

cultivation than Myatt's Pine ; and there is not one
that will produce as much fruit on the same space of
ground. In cold wet summers, or in dry hot ones, it

is all the same—always a heavy crop. It demands less

time and trouble than others. All that is required is to
make a new bed every season ; to plant in the same
way as with other sorts ; and when the plants begin
to grow, to spread betwixt the rows two or three
inches of rotten manure, covering it with soil, to keep
the sun and wind from drying it up. The runners
will root into this, and produce such a crop the fol-

lowing feeason as will astonish you. My bed is just
now (July 20) in its prime, with a splendid crop ; we
have gathered ripe fruit from it every day for three
weeks past, and it will continue for three weeks or a
month to come. The. fruit is always clean in all wea-
thers, the ground being entirely' covered with fo-
liage. The cause of its bearing so much longer than
other sorts is, I suppose, owing to the runners strik-
ing root at different times, some early, some late.
Now is the time to make beds, and you cannot too
strongly recommend your readers to look out for plants
if they have not got any. 1 have placed about 200
pots round my bed, some to try how they will force,
and by way of experiment to plant some of them in
beds with their balls entire, to see whether they will
bear a crop next summer. I apprehend Myatt's Pine
is a cross from the Hautbois ; its habit ami flavour
niake this probable; and all the Hautbois require the
same sort of treatment to have them in perfection."
_We are not aware that any evidence exists as to the

origin of this fine Strawberry, but that it has in some
way been bred from the Hautbois we entertain no
doubt ; in all probability, it has originated between
that variety and the old Pine, itself a most valuable
sort, far superior in flavour to Keen's seedling, which
has driven it out of many gardens. [Since the above
was in type, we have received from Mr, Mearns a
communication upon the same subject, which will be
found in another column.]

^Yt, are perpetually urged by our correspondents
to expose the system, now so prevalent, of selling old
plants at high prices under the pretence of being
wew, or bad seedlings as valuable new varieties.

J^ne man complains that he has bought an old Straw-
berry, or a well-known Grape, under a new name ; a
second laments over the loss of his money, wasted in
acquiring new Roses with high-sounding tides, which
turn out less than half as good as those he had before";
a third is angry at bad Cucumbers having been the
produce of half-crown seed packets, puffed offassome-
^ing extraordinary ; a fourth says he bought a
Peach-tree, an<l received a Nectarine ; and finally, we
have now before us a letter full of indignation at the
writers having purchased a score or two of new
shrubs, not one of which turns out different from old
and well-known sorts, except in name. " Is it not
scandalous," says he,'^ that people, calling themselves
'"^pectable, should sell the common Abies microcarpa

I

under the name of Larix Americana. Popuhis dila-
tata as P. fastigiata, and even the old Menziesia cm-
rufea under the fine title of Phyllodoce taxifolia?"

We have put together all these subjects of com-
plaint, although they refer to entirely different of-
fences. We must distinguish the selling seeds of
bad quality from that of old things under new names,
both from the sale of one thing for another, and all

these from vending pretended novelties called seed-
lings, which are either not materially different from
others previously raised, or inferior to them. The
second subject we shall take first.

We are far from intending to defend those who
attach arbitrary names of dieir own to their plants
without taking the trouble to ascertain whether
others have been previously published. On the con-
trary, we regard this practice, which is notorious
among a small class of nurserymen, both in this coun-
try and on the Continent, as one for which there is no
excuse; it is in every sense a fraud, for which the
apology of ignorance, the only one that can be
offered, is inadmissible; although we are ready to

concede that those who shelter themselves under this

plea are ignorant enough. For malpractices of this

kind there are two remedies: one is, not to deal with
such people ; and the other is, not to pay their bills.

It would be difficult, we apprehend, to find a jury
disposed to give a verdict in favour of a plaintiff

claiming payment for a horse, provided the defendant
could show that he, in fact, purchased only a donkey.
It is, however, to be observed that these observationg do
not apply to the particular cases specified by one of our
correspondents. It is his own ignorance—we beg par-

don for the expression, but we have no other at hand
—and not the nurseryman, which has misled hiiu.

All the names he has mentioned are synonymes of
the i)lants he has purchased; he might have easily

ascertained this by reference to the nurseryman him-
self, who would have told him so ; and not having
taken that trouble, he has himself alone to blame. It

unfortunately happens that almost all our common
plants are known by several different names: in fact,

the aliases of Botany would puzzle the most expert

Old Bailey lawyer. For example, the common Blue-
Bottle is Centaurea Cyanus, alias Cyanus arven-

sis, aVuis Cyanus segetum, alias Cyanus vulga-

ris; and even the Hawthorn rejoiceth in Cra-
taegus oxyacantha, alias Mespilus oxyacantha, alias

Crataegus monogyna, alias Mespilus apiifolia, alias

Crataegus elegans, alias Mespilus intermedia, alias

Crataegus laciniata, alias See. &c, Linneeus began this

confusion by his extensive changes in the names of

his predecessors, and his successors have ^mply re-

taliated upon him and one another. But w^hile we
thus deny that blame is much imputable to nursery-

men for selling old plants under unfamiliar names,
we must at the same time express our opinion that it

would be far better for them to leave all the Babel of

Botany to the botanists, and to stick to the name by
which a plant is most commonly known, whether bo-

tanically right or wrong, provided it has been actually

described in some book of authority under that name.
It would save themselves from the appearance of pe-

dantry, their customers from a necessity for complaint,

and it would answer every end with which they have

to do. What earthly purpose, for instance, is gained

in their trade by abandoning the old name of Glycine

sinensis, and substituting, in the first place, Wistaria

sinensis, and then, to please a fancy of Mr. Loudon,
shifting it to Wistaria Consequana? It is true that

the plant is not a Glycine, as that genus is now limited

by systematical botanists, but itiseqHally true that it

has been so described, that it once belonged to it, and
that it has only been excluded in consequence of mo-
dern refinement, and that eterybody hious it by that

nayne. Nurserymen are not able, in die generality of

cases, to appreciate the soundness of the views of bota-

nists : they cannot tell whether, when a botanist chanjges

a name, he is justified in doing so; and consequently

they have no means ofjudging r/'an alteration is likely to

be permaiient—a most important consideration, because

if not permanent, they will be forced back upon the

name they have abandoned. A notable instance of

this is afforded by the genus Berberis. Mr. Nuttall,

an American botanist of some reputation, changed the

name of Berberis Aquifolium to Mahonia Aquifolium,

upon an erroneous supposition ; the nurserymen have
to a certain extent adopted the change; the erroneous

supposition has been corrected, and now Mahonia
Aquifolium has become Berberis again. Surely it 1

would have been better to have let it alone.

With regard to the offence of selling one thing for
another—as, for example, a Peach-tree for a Nectar-
ine, a Sweetwater Grape for a Muscat of Alexan-
dria, or a baking Pear for a dessert variety—that we
believe to be now of rare occurrence ; although it was
once disgracefully common. When it now takes
place, it aris^ from accident, which is sometimes in-

evitable, and is certainly unknown in all respectat^
nurseries. There is, indeed, a tradition oi a nursery-

man, of some ceiebr^ m hia day, having uadertakflii

to plant a Vinery with twelve of die best kind of

Grapes, which all proved when fruited to be the Sy-

rian (!). In that instance, the nurseryman was threat-

ened with an action, and was glad to hush the mat-
ter up by making such compensation as was de-

manded. The evil by d^rees wrought its own cure

;

the places where such practices existed became noto-

rious, and their trade was of course destroyed.

"\V^e cannot occupy ourselves with observations upon
the salfe of seeds of bad quality ; that is a mere shop-
keeping question, for which every one has his own
remedy.

In the matter of seedlings said to be novelties, and
whicli turn out worddess, or not novel, we would
refer to some remarks in our Journal of last year (p.
579). We there pointed out the extreme folly of at-
taching any importance to a plant merely because it

had been raised from seed ; and we mentioned some
of the instances in which the world had been foolish

enough to pay a high price for what might have been
seedlings, but which were not to be distinguished
from old and well-known plants, it is morally, if not
legally, fraudulent to sell a plant as a new variety

raised from seed, unless it is essentially different from
all previously in existence ; but our calling it fraudu-
lent will not prevent the practice, so long as

the public is eager to possess everything that is

puffed off as new by interested parties. The fault

to a groat extent, and the remedy wholly, lies with the
purchasers. If buyers would refuse to lay their mo-
ney out upon anything the quality of which is not
attested by well-known and competent judges, the
sale of all spurious varieties would soon be stopped ;

buyers have a right to expect such a guarantee, and
in the present state of gardening and farming, there
is no difficulty in giving it. There are the great ex-
hibitions in London, the ordinary meetings of the

Horticultural and Agricultural Societies, those of the

Floricultural Society, and, let us add, the pages of the

Gardeners' Chronicle^ all offering ready means of ob-

taiinng a distinct declaration of the value of new seed-

lings ; if such a declaration is not produced, buyers
should keep their money until the information is af-

forded. If they will not do this, they must be con-

tented to be imposed upon.

CULTIVATION OF MYATT'S PINE STRAW-
BERRY.

I ALWAYS regret when I see any remark -made upon
the waut of success in the cultivation of the best of

all Strawberries, Myatt's Pine; and in yonr Chronicle

of the 9th instant, you have noticed this fact. Allow
me, therefore, to state the method by which I most
successfully cultivate this and all other kinds. Take
off the first runner plants as soon as they have rooted

—now is the best time, and the weather being showery,

it is the more suitable for transplanting. Get a
piece of well-exposed rich ground ready for their

reception, according to the quantity desired, and Jet it be

divided into four feet beds. Plant them about four inches

every way ; water them and shade them for a few days if

the sun should be powerful, and keep them clear from

weeds. Get a piece of ground prepared for their final

transplanting either in autumn or the following spring,

by trenching and manuring it. Plant them eighteen

inches row from row, and nine inches in the row, and if

any blossoms appear the first season, pinch them off,

and keep them free from weeds ; but it is not neces-

sary to divest them of their runners until tlie follow-

ing spring, when the beds are to be cleaned, and all

runners cut off ; but the soil should by no means be
stirred between them, any further than, with a Dutch-hoe

to loosen the surface lightly, and without destroying more
of the surfftce-roots than can possibly be avoided, as they

are of great importance towards the success of the crop.

Before the leaves cover too much of the surface, toe
gently amongst them to destroy all weeds, and afterwards

cover the surface in the original old fashioned way, with
clean-drawn straw ; whence the designation of Strawberries

and of Strawberry-beds, so that such might be the more
readily distinguished from Gooseberries and Raspberries ;

the one being then in use as seasoning for a goose, as the

Apple is at the present day: and the other, probably, from
its raspy canes. I have had Myatt's Pine.by the above treat-

ment, in the greatest reasonably desired abundance. Take
the first produced runners from them, and plant them in a
nursery bed as in the previous season ; and when the fruit

is all gathered, destroy the old plants, and the groun<} will

be then ready for Cauliflowers, or any other crop required

to be put out at that time. Myatt's Pine will do little

good by remaining a third season upon the same ground,

however well manured ; and this is generally applica-

ble to Hautboys, the Elton Pine, Downton, and, in fact,

to all Strawberries. It might be thought, until proved,

that much time and trouble are necessary for theforegomg

Operations ; but the reverse is the case, and much iess

ground will he required, than is usually occupied fortn^

Strawberry ; and considerably less time thrown »^«^^^
the gathering, as in most cases you may, «» * Slj^are
say in'g is,

;
iad. them up by the haadft.

-(^^^^l^^^
.cry superior. I may observe ^^er^

'^^^^^^^^ geutle-
practice, many years ago, from that naosra^V

Vni^^Ht
msd^and enthusiastic hordcuitufi«t,tfaeJate T. A- Kmght,

Esq. and I have long been «tisfi<.d with its importance,

-John Msams, F.ks,, i^^ ^^^«^'^ ^^^^"'
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MODEL COTTAGES-
\Ve make bold to send you our notion of a good double

cottajre ^^hich we think generally better than single

cottatefi, though in other things we agree pretty much

with jour friend ]Mr, Screwtater. In our plan one-half

Bhows the ground-floor and the other half the upper-floor.

We make our buUdiog the same width front and back,

because it will look better, and because all ins and outs

cause expense and weakness, and damp, especially in the

roof, which cannot be made too simple. We cover the

«ame quantity of ground as in the model plan, making the

building rather less from front to back, to make up for the

extra width behind. By this means, the fireplaces, though

placed anglewaySj are nearer the light and quite away from

the door, but they may be at the side of the room if it is

preferred. The stairs are got at without passing through

any room, and there is a large light cupboard or pantry

under them. The light of the pantry may be at the back

or side so as to avoid the sun. The back kitchen window
should be a sash door, so as to go in and out of the back

garden that way, which is handy for washing. There

should be a little fireplace in the back-kitchen, as well as

a copper, in order to save lighting a fire iti the living room,

to boil the kettle, during summer. On the upper-floor we
have three bed-rooms, and the doors not quite so close

together as in the model plan. We have likewise two

roomy closets on the landing, which are as useful for poor

folks as for their betters. The staircase gets a little light,

and the whole is, we think, more snug and convenient and

cheaper than the model plan. At the same time, we beg

to observe that there is very little new in it* We believe

that there are many cottages ia the country and near

London, not very unlike it, and some perhaps that are

better. It may, of course, be made smart with enriched

chimneys, or ornamented gables, or bay windows, or a

little porch; but all these things are quite out of the

question, while comfort is sacrificed to cheapness. On
this part of the subject, the cheapness, we must admit

that we have a great deal to learn ; Mr. Loudon's estimate

«ays that at Gd, per foot the cottages will cost so much,
and at 4c/. so much, and so on ; the lowest estimate being

63/. per cottage. We do not know what part of the world
this must be in, and we should be glad to have the par-

ticulars ; for I don't think we could do them for the moncr
if we stole the materials; nothing less would do than
stealing them, according to the old story, "ready made."
Thanking you for your kindness, I remain, for the club,

your servant, Stephen Slump.

ON CYPRIPEDIUMS.
^
A CORRESPONDENT has cxpresscd a wish to obtain some

information respecting the various kinds of Cypripedium,
Others of your readers may be likewise interested in the
cultivation of this beautiful genus ; the extreme difficulty
with which they are propagated, or preserved in a flower-
ing state, having deterred many persons from attempting
to grow them. I will therefore endeavour to answer
your correspondent's questions in the order in which they
appear.

The sorts in general cultivation, are Cypripddium ve-
nustum (purple and green), purpuratum (purple), insigne
tgreen and purple), hiimile (purple and white), guttatum
(^yeUow), ventricosum (dark purple), pubescens (yellow),
arietmum (hght red), spectabile (purple and white), parvi-
floram (yellow), macranthos (dark purple), and our own.

Jk™ ^ .
^^

l^^""^^^*
Calccolus (yellow). Of these, the

m^r. fh r^'^"^
"^^'^^ latitudes, and consequenti; re-qmre the temperature of a stove ; the remaining sorts

S; andS! '^^ ^ "^^'-'^'^ ^-^-^^- ^--^ the

hJJ'f TJa y^^'^t^''' ^<^^^^ ^0 succeed tolerably well bybe ng potted in soil composed of rotten wood, moss and ahttle silver sandj while the hardier kinds thri;e best -henplanted xn a shady situation, in sandy peat. The American
vaneties require a protection of straw, or some olher
material, to preserve them from the effects of severe frostsand to throw off the rain in wet seasons. At Messrs'
Rolhsons', of Tooting, they succeed remarkably well m a
peat border adjoining the back wall of a heath house •

being covered, during the winter and spring months, with
sphagnum, to the depth of two or three inches. Another
successful method of treating them, ia to pot them in
good sized pots, in a mixture of sandy peat and rotten
sawdust, keeping them in a cool greenhouse or frame.
The reason why they are so seldom met with is, as baa

been before stated, because they are so difficult of increase
They may sometimes be propagated by division of the
roots; this, however, occurs but rarely. Occasionally, in
favourable situations, they will perfect seeds; especially if
care be taken, when the flowers arc in a proper state,

not the delicious perfume of the latter wanting, which shows
how difl5cult^ it is to arrive at perfection, even in a Rose.
The flowers of Prince Albert in many situations do not
appear to open well, and it is a most variablekind, some-
times lilac, sometimes red, and anon a deep velvety crim-
son, on the same plant. When its flovfera do expand
properly, their perfume is quite delicious ; it also forces
admirably; coming into flower in February, and if possi-
ble it is more fragrant then than when grown in the open
air. Aubernon is also a sweet Rose in every sense of the
word. Due d'Aumale, one of the newest, is of a deep
crimson, with erect trusses of flowers, but is scarcely at all

[fragrant; this is one of M. Lafl^ay's new Roses, as is
" Perpetuelle Rivers,'' ** dedicated," as they say in France,
*'to the Rose-grower of that name;" it is a large arrtl

brilliant Rose, approaching sometimes to Brennus in
colour; its habit is robust in the extreme; its perfume
not very perceptible. Reine de la Guillotiere is a Rose
which was raised at Lyons, and, like Clementine Seringe
and Pauline Plantier (also raised there), has a marked and
distinct character

; its leaves being dark and glossy, habit
dwarf, flowers very double, and of a brilliant yet dark
crimson, and is a charming and distinct variety. Guillo-
tiere is a suburb of Lyons, whence its long name, not the
most agreeable to the taste of many Rose-growers. Aricie
and Mrs. Elliot are lilac-coloured flowers, rather destitute
of brilliancy :" the former seems dwarf and distinct in its
habit, but its petals are too flaccid. Calliope is dwarf and
pretty ; its flowers are of a brilliant red, without perfume,
and generally defective in shape,
William Jesse and General AUard are classed with these

Roses, but they do not always bloftm in autumn ; they
also group badly with them, as they make long unmanage-
able shoots. In a bed of Hybrid Pcrpetuals every shoot
should have terminal flower-buds. All these kinds strike
readily from cuttings planted in September under a hand
glass

; and some of them form fine standards. As a rule,
no Rose of dwarf delicate growth should be chosen for
this purpose. They have a beautiful effect in beds on
their own roots, as they make compact bushes, and are
covered with flowers all the summer and autumn.—v4. Z.

to apply the pollen to the stigma with a camel hair

pencil.

With respect to the quantity of water which they require,

I can say but little. As they are plants which thrive only

in shady situations, where the rays of the sun do not

penetrate with sufficient power to cause a speedy evapora-

tion, but little moisture will be necessary, even during the

summer, particularly if protected with a covering of moss;

and during their period of rest, in the autumnal and winter

months, water may be entirely dispensed with.— T, R.4^ *

THE ROSE GARDEN.—No. II.

Among the fashionable Roses of the day are those Hy-
brid Chinese Roses which continue to bloom till Autumn,
whence called ** Hybrid Perpetual Roses." They seem
to bid fair to supersede those perpetual Roses derived

from the old Four-seasons ; as they grow and. bloom more
freely, and also strike readily ftom cuttings. The Hybrid
Perpetuals grow well in the priest and most unfavour-

able Rose-soils, when cultivated on their own roots ; and

it is to be regretted that at present but few of them pos-

sess that powerful and agreeable fragrance, so remarkable
in the old perpetual Roses, which have for their type the

Damask Rose. The Crimson Perpetual, Bernard, Jose-

phine Antoinette, Royal, Grand et Belle, &c. &c., are not

yet rivalled in this respect, as theif perfume, like that of

the old Cabbage Rose, seems to please every one, however
indifferent to the odours of the flower-garden. This new
race of Roses has one fault, common to most flowers

originated with facility from seed—they are too much
alike. Thus, PrincesseHelene, Fulgorie, Comte de Paris,

Marshal Soult, Queen Victoria, Augustine Mouchelet,
Melanie Cornu, Louis Buonaparte, Edward Jesse, Lady
Fordwich, and Newton, are of the same reddish-crimson,

tinged with purple, and when gathered can scarcely be
distinguished from each other, even by Rose growers, who
would all be '*put to confusion'' if asked to name them
when placed indiscriminately in a case in clusters. Most
of the above have been raised by M. Laifay, near Paris ;

and they are, to use a florist's phrase, in ** one strain."

Still they group well, and are well adapted for a bed of

one leading colour. The most fragrant of those, parti-

cularly in autumn, are Fulgorie and Princesse Hele'ne, In
this family, as yet, there are few rose-coloured and blush
flowers ; however, Duchess of Sutherland, Clementine
Duval (this season blooming more beautifully than ever),

General Merlin, Julie Dupont, Duchesse de Nemours,
Pauline Plantier, Prudence Rseser, De Neuiliy, and Cle-
mentine Seringe, are all beautiful Roses of these shades of
colour; the three latter remarkably fragrant, more parti-

cularly Clementine Seringe, which is as sweet as the Cab-
bage Rose. Prudence Reeser blooms in large and beauti-
ful clusters, and is also remarkably fragrant, and distinct
in character. Clementine Duval is a dwarf-growing Rose,
and, with General Merlin, is well adapted for a small bed
in the rosary. One of the most distinct and beautiful
among these Roses, i| Madame Laffay ; it would surpass
the Crimson Perpetual, which it much resembles, were

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. .......
Besides the several kinds of fruit trees and Roses,

which were recommended to be propagated by budding at
tHis season, there are two other kinds of trees which can
easily be increased in the same way, and which are parti-
cularly worthy of notice. I allude to the different varie-
ties of CratjDgus or Hawthorn, and Horse Cbeanut, There
IS, perhaps, nothing more beautiful on the lawn of a small
garden thao a group of Hawthoru trees. The common
one of the hedges is, in itself^ a ^beautiful object, when

allowed to grow in its natural form, and some of its vari
eties, such as the double and scarlet flowering, are parti'
cularly striking. One group might be form'ed of these"
and another of such kinds as Aronia and Odoratis*
sima, which bear large and handsome fruit. The fruit of
many of them is even more interesting .than the flower
and gives them an additional claim to our notice, partit-u*
larly as it continues in perfeciion very late in the season'
The Tansy-leaved, the oval-leaved, the Aronia and Odo'
ratissima, already noticed, as well as many others look
well on a small grass-plot as single specimens ; but wher
the lawn is extensive, a group with single specimens hera
and there near it, has the finest eflfect. The diflFercat
kinds of Horse Chesnuts are also very ornamental iiarti
cularly such sorts as jEscuIus carnea, Ohioten&is, and th
different varieties of Pavia. The Hawthorns and Horije
Chesnuts are as easily budded as the Rose or Peach with
which the amateur is perhaps better acquainted, 'if he
has not stocks of the common varieties in his possession
he can procure trees of the above kinds in any nursery in'

the autumn.
There is another shrub, which has been in flower for

several weeks past in nurseries and public gardens, which
has a most graceful appearance upon the lawn ; and I ad-
vert to it now in order that the amateur may find it out
and judge for himself. It is called Spirsea Arijefolia and
grows from 8 to 12 feet high, forming a handsome bush
and producing large graceful panicles of drooping flowers.

It is a beautiful object when growing near a lake or stream •

but cannot fail to be ornamental in whatever situation it

may be placed. Of course the autumn or sprinf' is the
proper time to procure it from the nurseries.

In saving the seeds of annuals, which are now ripe, a
little discretion is required. Every year new varieties are
produced, some having their flowers smaller, some larger

than the original, with difi^erent shades of colour. As the

amateur wants only a small quantity of the seeds v.hich

are ripened in his garden, he can afford to choose those

which the finest plants produce, and to reject the worst.

.He will thus stand a better chance of having fine'r varieties

raised from these seeds, than if he had saved them indis-

criminately, as many persons are in the habit of doing.

Where there are Vines on the rafters of the greenhouse,

they will now require frequent attention ; the berries, of

course, having been thinned long ago, in accordance with

the directions which have been already given. The late-

rals must be kept ** stopped," and not allowed to ramble

about, shading the fruit and wood from the influence of

the sun. The same observation applies to those grown
on walls in the open air.

—

M, F,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
On the collecting of Wood and other Vegetable Sub-

stances in distant Countries.—Xylography, although it

will prove to be one of the important branches of vegeta-

ble physiology, has not been so generally attended to as

it deserves. The apparent uniformity of European wood,

and the few collections which were judiciously made in

distant parts of the world, are some of the reasons of the

slow progress hitherto made by Xylography. Most of the

specimens of wood, until lately, brought to Europe, were

square blocks for ornamenting chess-boards, &c. ; besides,

such specimens were not of the least value to the botanist,

as the species of plant to which they belonged was mostly

unknown. These considerations struck me on the outset

of my late travels ; and I collected xylographic specimens,

which are now in the collections of the British Museum,
and those of St. Petersburg, Berlin, *&c. The following

instructions and observations may therefore be useful to

travellers, or persons sojourning in distant countries.

The pleasure of perambulating tropical forests is very

great; not to mention the enjoyments of vision, the fra-

grance which we there meet with is beyond description.

Far different is it from our climate, where most flowers

have either no smell at all, or a very indifferent one.

There, on the contrary, everything exhales perfumes the

most refined. Not only have flowers a particular smell,

but the fruit also,—even the leaves and the bark; and

if (as I did often) you cut a tree with either axe or

saw, perfumes will, in many cases, meet you, and

the blackened instrument indicate that some particular

sort of sap is contained in the vegetable limbs whica

you have injured. These qualities, as a matter of course,

point out the properties and virtues of these phmts,

in many cases quite unknown ; and it is Materia Medica

as well, which will partially advance by the collecting of

specimens, as recommended. 1 shall therefore first speak

of collecting specimens of wood in general, and then ad-

vert to some especial rules relating to drugs, &c.
_

The

season, nay, the phase of the moon, in which a tree is cut

in the tropica is, it seems, of some importance, concerning

which Martius has made some remarkable observations

in the Brazils. In this respect, the collector will have^some

scope for observation as to the rising of the sap in different

climates ; and his task will be, to note properly in whica

season (or even in which phase of the moon) a specimen

has been procured. When a tree yields a particu-

lar sort of sap, like the Euphorbia phosphorea, ttie

boring of such trees, for the sake of obtaining these

substances, will be of consequence. For obtaining

good specimens of wood, a healthy, fine, straight tree

should be chosen ; for such as are either hollow or

decayed will not yield instructive specimens* The

bigger a trunk, the more iuteresui»g its structure ;
o\it

this certainly has its limits where trees of 7—10 feet dia-

meter may be at hand. The thickness, however, of sucU

Secimens is never a matter of consequence, except lor

e collector who wishes to provide several collections, be-

cause from 2 to 4 or 6 inches are sufficient to serve all the

purposes of the observer. To giver however, to his speci-
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mens an equal thicliness or length will certainly increase

the value of the collection. The centre of a tree is a most

important part of the specimens; and for obtaining this

in trees where the whole segments are too large to carry,

triangular parts of such segments may be chopped off with

an axe or hatchet, by which means the centre, the whole

length of the radii of the fibres, the bark, and adjacent

parts will be obtained. Having just spoken of huge trees,

it may be as well to observe that, on the other hand, there

is no shrub so small of which the wood (stem) is not of

importance ; each specimen can be procured with a knife.

There are many trees and shrubs abroad, under the bark

of which, or on the surface of which, gums, resins, or

other vegetable secretions, are to be met with- To col-

lect such is of the greatest importance. In fact, there is

no part of a plant, either different in its structural or peri-

odical development, which is not interesting to the phy-

siologist, and, if the plant has some internal qualities, to

the chemist or pharmaceutist. Such are the roots, buds,

leaves, flowers, fruits, &c. Of the collecting of specimens

for the herbarium, we do not speak on the present occa-

sion, but the foHowing additional remarks may be of use

to the collector of woods and other vegetable products.

Specimens of woods should always be dried before they are

packed up, for which an airy open place, not exposed to

the rays of the sun, is the most appropriate. As the bark

of eonie trees or shrubs separates from the wood, it is ne-

cessary to tie it to the specimens, or to fix it with some
tacks, in order to avoid the mixing up different sorts. But
all the foregoing instructions would not accomplish the

perfect usefulness of specimens, if the species of plants to

which they belong should not be known. There are few
persons, however, who would be able, whilst travelling in

distant countries, to determine at once the plants whose
wood they collect. Corresponding numbers between the

physiological specimens and the herbarium are very use-

ful ; still these also are liable to be rubbed off. I have
therefore resorted during my travels to a most simple

means of avoiding this inconvenience, by tying to every

specimen of wood a few twigs of the plant, either in blos-

som or with fruit, or, in fact, as complete as I could find

them. If 1 had gums or resin before me, I tied my little

branches to the paper in which the former were contained.

This, as everything else in collecting, must be done care- jects information would be valuable and acceptable,

fully, and never left until the collector has come home ; but
every branch should be tied to its specimen at the time of

collecting.. By the way in which this is done, the bota-

nist in England will at once see whom he has to deal with,

and value the collection of a man who has not neglected

even such things as may appear trifles, but are in reality

most essential.

—

A Traveller,

Chemistry as applicable io Agriculttire.—The -public

are certainly much indebted to you for the early promi-
nence you have given to Dr. Schleiden's views on the sub-

ject of Manures. The publication of Dr. Liebig's Agri-
cultural Chemistry has indeed been a great era in the
advance of the science ; but there is still much to be
done before arriving at perfect principles to guide the cul-

tivators of the soil in their operations, of which nobody
seems better aware than Dr. Liebig himself. The experi-
ments in the laboratory are necessarily on so small a scale,

that some very trifling unperceived circumstance may lead
to conclusions which will be disproved when nature itself

comes to be consulted by practical men in the fields. That
Dr. Liebig was amongst the least likely to be mistaken has
been conceded on all hands. Still some of the views he
has taken on the subject are startling; and before being
largely adopted in practice, will require further confirm-
ation. The most prominent of these are his views of the
manner in which plants get their carbon, the most essen-
tial element in their composition. If, a» has been ad-
vanced, plants derive the whole, or almost the whole, of
their carbon by their leaves from the air—if only water,
nitrogen, and inorganic earthy salts, are required to be
absorbed by the roots, then the carbon, the most bulky
portion of the manure, might as well be spread on the
highways; as the air is said also to contain always the
same uniform portion of carbonic acid. We, practical
luen, have found so much benefit from burying quantities
of manure in the soil, that it will be difficult to divest us
of the opinion, that the carbon is necessary also ; never-
theless, if it can be found that chemical extracts will an-
swer the purpose as well, the saving in expense, especially
to such as are at a great distance from towns, the present
sources of manure, will be very great. One of the prin-
cjpnl data on which these opinions are founded, are the
experiments of chemists with plants growing in air from
which the atmosphere has been excluded, in which it has
been said the carbonic acid is found to diminish by the
action of the leaves on the confined air. On this sub-
ject, however. Dr. Schleiden differs, and says, in the ex-
periments of Saussure. Link, and others, that confined air

bas not been found, in the aggregate of the experiments,
to be altered, either in its qualitive or quantitive rela-

tions. The emission of oxygen has been brought forward
as another proof that the carbon is derived from the air

;

but it is impossible here to say what part of the oxygen
js from the carbonic acid of the air decomposed in the
*eaf, or what from the decomposition of the carbonic acid,

^ater, and other substances, in the plant itself. DrSchlei-
oen has also pointed out the probability of more than suf-

ficient quantity of carbon being furnished to plants from
the water absorbed by the roots and evaporated; and the
»i"ch more than bufiicient fromhumic acid,and such com-
pounds as humate of ammonia, potass, &c. It maybe
Mid the Sunflower, the plant mentioned by Dr. Schleiden,
possesses a very great po^ver of evaporation, and th^
buraic acid is apt to be decomposed ; but there appears
^buudance to make up for these deficiencies. It is known
•n practice, that when the top of a tree is headed down,

it renews its surface of leaves much sooner than it would
have done its roots, had these been cut away. This may
partly arise from the want of a sufficient absorbent sur-
face for moisture, as here the roots are cut out ; but the
great vigour displayed by the young shoots that spring
from the roots, shows the great dependence the tree has
on the roots.

^
That some plants Jo absorb carbon, and at

times everything necessary by the leaves, may be seen in
the lower classes of plants, as Lichens, &c., the whole sur-
face of which has an absorbent power. The vegetation,
however, is feeble; and though the foliage of the higher
classesof plants undoubtedly possesses the same power,
yet a separate and more perfect absorbent system seems
necessary for their wants. How far it may be possible
to rtnder plants vigorous in soils nearly destitute of or-
ganic remains, by the application of other substances, to
the exclusion of carbon, has never yet been put to the
test. It must at least be admitted to be very doubtful if on
a poor hungry sand, or barren clay, destitute of organic re-
mains, the same crop of any description could be raised of
equally vigorous growth, from water, nitrogen, and the
inorganic and other substances of manures, separated
from the manure itself, the bulky carbon alone having
been retained. If such experiments were instituted, it

would put the theory to a fair test, and we should then
have practice, the safest of all guides on a large scale, to
confirm or destroy theoretical opinions. It will be dilli-

cuU to get practical men to believe that bulky farm-yard
manure is not the most suitable for their crops, yet the
preponderance of opinion among scientific men seems
to lean to the opposite side- In the present state of agri-

culture the opinions of scientific men are sought after with
avidity ; and if Dr. Gregory had leisure to add his quota,
it wouia undoubtedly be very acceptable. Dr. Schleiden
has also recorded his opinion that the chemical power in
the leaf is more assisted than generally allowed by the ac-
tivity of organic secretion, stimulated by electricity from
the sunbeams.^ That plants are not wholly dependent on
leaves, we may instance the fact, often observed, of Tulips,
Ice, producing their new bulb without ever having sent a
leaf above ground. It is also found in practice that some
crops, as Beans, &.c., which contain more nitrogen than
Wheat, do not exhaust the soil so much. On these sub-

It

matters little the form in which the opinions are issued

;

it is the substance, not the manner, that will be attended
to. ' No mistakes into which Dr. Liebig or Dr. Schleiden
may be led, in the application of science to practice, which
is as yet only in its infancy, can at all injure their charac-
ter, which is too well established to be in any danger; nor,
in the present avidity for information, is there any risk of a
want of sale for the works of such men. That Dr. Liebig
has been a little hasty io arriving at some of his conclu-
sions, and that Dr. Schleiden has perhaps felt it too keenly,

is possible; but the valuable information to be derived from
their vast and extensive knowledge on chemistry and phy-
siology will leave everything else in the shade 7?.

Lymburn,
Ponlederia crassipes, — As L. W. D. is desirous of

flowering this plant, I beg io refer him to the method of
cultivating it, as mentioned in Vol. 1 1 of Loudon's Gard.

Magazine, which I have adopted with success. By plung-

ing the plants in a Melon-pit during the present month,
and by carefully pinching off the side shoots as they suc-

cessively appear, the plant will flower freely during the

months of September and October.

—

J. F, M, Evoy,
Clapham Common,
Bees,—In reference to the questions respecting the

treatment of bees, proposed in your number of June 25,

by a lady and by Rusticus, I offer the results of my experi-

ence in the management of these interesting creatures. To
take the honey from a side box, made according to Nutt's

plan, the most simple way is, to take the box off its board,

and set it, bottom upwards, on the ground, near the front

of the middle box, and to tap it gently with a stick or the

hands ; when the bees, being much alarmed, will hasten

to rejoin the queen and the rest of their companions in the

middle box. It may be safer for the person performing

this operation, to wear a wire mask, such as is used by

fencers, having a bit of cloth sewed all round the edges,

which may be tucked inside the coat, and also a pair of

gloves on the hands. The alarm, however, caused by the

tapping and by the ^udden exposure of the bees to day-

light, will prevent them from attacking the operator, if be

possesses coolness and uses no hasty or violent actions.

The tapping must be done very lightly, otherwise there is

a danger of loosening the tender combs, and suffocating

the bees, as well as of letting out the houey. To avoid

this, it is, perhaps, better to cnt out the combs from the

box one by one, sweeping the bees gently off them with a

a feather, and laying the combs in a dish ; if it is not

desirable to keep them attached to the box. It is said

that cutting off the communication between the middle

and side boxes, and shutting the entrance of the latter, so

as to keep the bees prisoners* in it for a day or more
previously, will induce them to leave it as soon as opened

again ; but for this I cannot vouch. Should the bee-

manager be afraid to adopt either of the above methods,

he may siooke the bees \x\ the side box, till they fall

stupified from the combs. To 'effect this, it is necessary

to place some dried puff-balls, or rags soaked in nitre, in

a perforated tin vessel; in which they will burn and the

smoke escape without danger of the bees falling on the fire

and beiug burned. The rose of a watering pot, or a small

flower pot inverted over a saucer containing the smoking
substance, would answer the purpose. Having made this

ready, set an empty tide box, bottom upwards, put inside

of it the smoking puff-balls, and upon the empty box place

the one full of bees, so that the edges of both boxes fit

accurately. In about five minutes the becfl will be All

stupified by the smoke, and on tapping the upper box,
most of them will fall from the combs into the empty one ;

but a few will j)robably have inserted their heads into the

cells to avoid the smoke, and will there remain. Remove
the vessel with the fire from amongst the apparently dead
bees, and set the box in which they are on a chair, with
its bottom towards the middle box, having first sprinkled
the stupified bees pretty freely with sugar and water.
They will soon revive when exposed to the open air, and
rejoin their companions in the middle box, who will
welcome them by licking off the sugar and water, and the
reunion will be effected quite amicably ; as I believe it

would be, even without the sugar and water. The few-
bees still adhering to the combs in the box of honey, will
soon leave it on reviving, if the box be placed bottom
upwards in a shady place, or screened with a cloth near
the hive. I may here mention, that I have this season
taken a straw hive full of honey, worked like one of Null's
side boxes; and that the bees were induced to leave it,

and to return to the parent stock, by the first tnentioncd
method, i. £., by being drummed out. It wm done towards
the middle of a fine day. The same -bees arc now fast
filling another straw hive, placed by the side of their own,
as well as a bell glasa on the top. They are act up on a
doubling board, as described in Mr. H. Taylor's ** Ike-
keeper's Manual, 2nd edit., p. 21." This plan answers
the purpose of Nutt'sboxcs, enabling common straw hives
to be used ; and they are the only ones which will ever be
generally employed. In iiiiav\er to Rusticus, who wishes
to know how to join another swarm to one already hived
in a square box, I would remark that this is a more delicate
operation than that of merely inducin^a part of a hive of
bees to leave a side box. In the first case, we have two
distinct communities, with two queens, to be united, and
one of them to be forced to leave not only combs full of
honey, but perhaps some containing brood cells also.

This last consideration makes it unadvisable to unite
swarms at the present season of the year, unless it be done
within a day or two after one of them has been hived, and
consequently before it has beguji to make comb. Should
Rusticus have another swarm tnis season, he may safely

unite them to any other hive he pleases, within a day or
two after the new swarm is hived ; but those already
established I would leave undisturbed till the autumn,
when all weak hives should be united to strong ones. The
simplest way to unite distinct swarms is as follows :—In
the evening, when all the bees are in their hives, having
prepared a small basin full of thin sugar and water, in a
Watering can with a rose, let an assistant gently raise the

box containing the new swarm, and place it, bottom up-
wards, on the ground, near the one to which it is to be
joined ; whilst you water the cluster of bees in it with the

sugar and water. Then let the assistant place the box, to

which the first is to be united, gently over it, and if

necessary, a wet roller-towel may be tied round the line of
junction, to prevent any bees escaping between the two.
Now, whilst one person holds the two boxes together

steadily, the other must drum gently, with the knuckles
or a stick, against the sides of the lower box ; when its

inhabitants will gradually, with a loud buzzing, crawl up
and mingle peaceably with those in the box above, who
will be so alarmed as not io think of resisting the sudden
invasion. Afterabout ten minutes, when the sound seems
to have left the lower box, leave them tied together till the

nextmorningjwhenthe upperbox containg the united colonJ
may be replaced on its stand. There is no necessity for

the trouble of looking for the queen, and taking her from
either hive; for I suppose the bees put a supernumerary
one out of the way quietly. I performed this operation

exactly as described, only a few days ago, with perfect

success, and also in previous autumns, when depriving a
hive of its honey, without the loss of a bee- It is well if

the hives to be united have been standing next to each
other previously. If the bees to be united are in straw-

hives, and not ia boxes, the bottom hive, from which they
are to be driven, must be supported by thrte stout sticks^

about 18 in, long, driven into the ground near together at

the bottom, and sloping" outwards at the top, so as to hold
the hive securely, bottom upwards, betweeix them. The
sticks should be driven or thrust into the ground very
quietly, for fear of disturbing the bees. There might be
more difficulty in preventing the escape of bees when they
are to be driven out of a round hive into a square box ;

but in that case I should jdace between the two a board as

large as the box, having a large hole cut in the centre for

the passage of the bees, and then proceed as before. To
the other questions of ** Rusticus" 1 answer;—I should
be afraid of using tobacco for stupifying bees. It is an
excellent plan to take hives in the autumn by drumming
the bees out, in the manner above described, into the stock
hives which are to be kept through the winter, and which
are thus rendered much stronger the following spring. I

have done this for cottagers, to prove to them how much
better they might manage than by stifling their poor bees
with sulphur. Care must of course be taken that the

stock hive be heavy enough to support the inmates through

the winter; and if not, they must be plentifully fed in

autumn. I have tried the.plan of hiving a swarm into a

side box, and making them use the same common entrance

with the stock from which they swarmed ; but they \^oMld

not agree.— r. T,

Efficacy of Sulphur in the Destruction of Red Sptder,

I perceive in your last Calendar that the eff.cacy ot

[phur in destroying Red Spider is doiihted by ^l^'

Whitinff. Thi.-, emanating from such authorit/, a.urii

surprised me, as the remedy ia doubtless, when properly

applied ; and it is indeed the only known one, wher^ fruit

Jripe or ripening, at which time the attacks of th.smsect

arc LixMj most vigorous. In ^.ell-uiana^ed vinenes it is

rarely seen until that time ; «ad if it ^^ ^^0^^*^ ^o remain

sul|
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tinmolested until the fruit is cut, the leaves will be pre-

maturely destroyed, or their functions so much impeded,

that the bearing-wood for the following season would

be materiaUy injured. In fact, the effects will be

precisely the same, as if the leaves had been injured

by any other means at this important season; and

every gardener knows what this would be. In the

latest vineries,—for instance, where the Grapes are

expected to hang for a lengthened period, if sul-

phur be not used to extirpate the Syider until the

fruit is cut, most of the leaves will have fallen ; and

previous to this, the pest will have increased so much,
that the fruit stems will be covered with them* I am
prepared to speak positively of the efficacy of sulphur in

the destruction of red spider, having used it with success

scores of times, both in Vineries and Peach-houses John
Stewart, Middleton Hallj Derbyshire,

Rigidella immacidata,—It is worth mentioning that

while Rigidella flammea expands its flowers at three in the

afternoon, the new scarlet one expands earlier and closes

about three. They are both flowering in the open ground,

having stood the winter, and as they grow near together

this difference in the time of their expansion is con-

Bpicuous.— IV. Herbert,

Amphicome arguta,— This, which I frequently see

treated as a greenhouse plant, is perfectly hardy N* S^

Hodsouy Bury f^t. Edmunds,
Management ofthe Feach-house,—It is a custom with

many gardeners, when they have gathered the crop from
their Peach-house, to remove the sashes immediately, and
expose the trees to the open air. Though this is a common
practice, I cannot imagine for what purpose it is done, or

how Peach trees can be benefitted by being exposed to the

air. Is it because the wood ripens sooner, or better, that

the sashes are taken off? I should think not ; for I am
persuaded that neither of these effects can be produced by
iuch treatment. I cannot, then, see any reason for re-

moving the sashes of a Peach -house immediately after the

fruit is gathered. We have, up to the time that the fruit

is gathered, treated the tn«es more like tender exotics than
any thing else ; for months they have been used to a warm,
humid atmosphere, many degress above the temperature
of the external air ; their shoots and foliage are conse-

quently tender, the sap is flowing rapidly and thinly, and
the trees are luxuriating in a tropical climate. Suddenly,
the sashea are removed, and they are subjected to all the
vicissitudes of a British climate, exposed to the "pitiless
fttorm," the cold nights, and all the variations to w^hich
our climate is subject. What, then, are the consequences
of this exposure ?—nothing favourable to the health or
strength of the trees, t apprehend. A diminution in the
temperature, of course causes a diminution in the flow of
the sap; the growth of the tree is partially arrested, and
it does not regain its vigour for that season. These checks
must have a most mischievous effect on the health of the
trees ; it is certain that the wood is never perfectly
ripened under this treatment. Thus trees, that are
forced in hothouses, never last so long as those that are
planted out of doors ; and the gardener frequently finds

it necessary to give his plants, at least such as are
forced early, *'a rest'* for one year; that is, he does
not force them, but leaves them to nature for a year,
excepting the disbudding, pruning, and other neces-
sary operations which they may require. But Peaches,
and very fine ones too, are grown in countries where
frost or very cold weather are unknown ; for in-
stance, in Persia, their native country. They can-
not "rest" their trees there; nor is it necessary,
for the winter's cold is proportionate to the summer's
heat. The trees are not subjected to a highly exciting
temperature one half of the year, nor to one as depressing
for the remaining six months. I must admit that I have
seen very fine fruit grown in houses from which the sashes
have been removed immediately after the fruit has been
gathered ; but it requires no little skill to keep the trees
In a healthy and bearing state. I must admit, too, that
there are other circumstances prejudicial, besides taking
off the sashes, which tend to decrease the vigour of the
trees ; but I think their removal to be the principal one.
Unless, then, the sashes should be particularly wanted for
some other purpose, I should recommend their being kept
®^ *^^ house. Air may be admitted pretty freely during
the day-time

; the trees may have a good watering over
head two or three times a week, which wiU keep the leaves
^ean and enable them the better to perform the important
Ructions allotted to them. When, however, the trees
hegin to exhibit symptoms of having completed their
l^-owth for the season the syringing had better be discon-
tinued. By these means the trees will go on regularly
adding new matter to the heart-wood, which at the time ofpruning will be found hard and well ripened, and withmuch less alburnnm than those trees that have been ex-posed to ^ind and weather throughout the autumn and
winter. Though the latter may produce fine fruit, I think
the former will produce fruit much finer.—Ofi^errafor
£That the practice here recommended is right, there is no
doubt ; but the illustration of it by Reference to a Persian
climate is unfortunate. Persia is very hot in summer and
very cold ia winter. Look at Cabul !]

'

Summer Pruning of Wali-irees.—We have received
from Mr. Bowers, of Laleham, specimens of Pear-tree
shoots in different stages of advancement towards fructi-
fication, to show the beneficial results produced by hia
system of management, from which it is apparent that the
practice of breaking down the shoots instead of wholly
removing them is a good one. It is particularly appli-
cable to strong growing trees, and in conjunction with
root-jprufling in autumn, will, no doubt, as Mr. Bowers
observes, restore trees to fruitfoJness where the pretalent
Jystem of summer-pruning has entirely failed. The shoots

of these may be broken down, within two or three inches
of their base, so as to preserve about I-4th of their sub-
stance in connexion with the tree. He likewise removes
half the strong downward growing roots the first season,

and the other half the next one, which he finds to be suf-

ficient root-pruning for several years ; but the summer
treatment he repeats until the trees are reduced to a

fruitful state.

Aratiearia imhricata.—There is something, with refer-

ence to soil or clime, in local influences relative to plants

not sufficiently understood. Thus the Laurustinus, usu-

ally hardy, almost entirely perished, in some places, even

of Hampshire, during the severe season of 1837—1838
;

whereas with me, in Scotland, the only loss I then sus-

tained was the Gum-cistus, though the Arbutus Unedo and
Erica mediterranea suffered considerably- The Araucaria

imbricata succeeds very well sub dio at Alton Towers,
Sudbury Hall, and in the Botanic Gardens at Birming-
ham, while it does not survive in some parts of Hereford-

shire, Near Ludlow, the Arbutus Unedo scarcely sur-

vives an ordinary winter, while with me it both flowers

and fruits.

—

J. Murray.
Squirrels,—I saw a letter in the Gardeners* Chronicle

some weeks since, which I think said that squirrels did

not destroy the eggs of birds, nor were they in any way
carnivorous. I think it may be interesting to some of

your readers to hear what I saw to-day, and which makes
me doubt whether squirrels deserve the good character

given them in the above-mentioned letter. I was walking

in a wood belonging to me some few days ago, when my
attention was attracted by a great noise and cries of dis-

tress from some birds. On looking through some bushes,

I saw a squirrel descending a low Spruce Fir, with a young
bird in its mouth, which was crying out very much, and
several thrushes, chaffinches, and other birds were flutter-

ing about, and apparently endeavouring to frighten away
the squirrel. On reaching the ground, the squirrel began
biting the young bird, as if to kill it. I drove it away,

with my hoe, and found the bird was a young thrush,

much mangled, about a week old. In the nest from which
the squirrel had taken it was another young one alive.

—

A Subscriber, Esher,

Effects of Guano and Nitrate of Soda,—With a view
of trying the effects of guano and nitrate of soda, I se-

lected three plants of Impatiens glanduligera, of equal

growth, and planted them in similar sized pots as follows:

—one in sandy loam and leaf mould, with dung, the re-

mains of an old Cucumber bed ; a second in the saine

soil, adding about a dessert-spoonful of nitrate of soda on
the surface ; and a third in equal parts of the former soil

and pure sandy loam, adding about a table-spoonful or

more of guano. They were placed in similar situations.

The plant in the Cucumber soil is much the largest, being
upwards of six feet high, but its wood is very long-jointed.
That in guano is about 4 feet high, much more compact,
of a deeper green, and its foliage much smaller than the
others. That with nitrate of soda grew more slowly than
either of its companions, and is not materially different in

appearance from that in the Cucumber soil, except that
its leaf is smaller and the plant more compact. The
flowers of that planted with guano, as far as they have yet
expanded, are much smaller and deeper coloured than
those of No. 1. I may mention that if there be any dif-

ference in their situations in regard of light, No. 1 is most
favoured, so that its tendency to draw does not arise from
that cause.

—

J, R.
r

Gooseberry Caterpillar,--^l wrote to you last year on the
management of Gooseberries, and now have the pleasure
to state, that this spring I mixed a little quick-lime with
the earth under each Gooseberry bush (viz. 200 bushes),
and that there is not one caterpillar on any of the bushes,
or other insect visible to the naked eye.

—

James Jack-
sony Trungle,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Sierra Leone,—At this colony 1 had the good fortune

to meet with that enterprising naturalist Mr. Whitfield,
who at this time had a fine collection of living plants,

as well as birds and animals, which he intended to bring
to England. The plants I have since seen thriving, under
the judicious management of a nobleman's gardener, in
the vicinity of London. Being on a botanical excursion
together at the time he was collecting the edible fruits of
this country, I had an opportunity of leeing a great num-
ber of those mentioned in a paper in the Transactions
of the Horticultural Society of London. The African Teak,
which certainly is a most noble tree, was pointed out to
me ; it grows to a great size, but is rarely to be met with
about the settlement, owing probably to its having been
cut for commercial purposes. The principal place from
whence this timber is obtained is thirty or forty miles up
the Sierra Leone river. The Pineapple is found in great
plenty, both in a wild and a cultivated state ; but not so
thick as to obstruct the path of the traveller, as has been
reported by some who have visited this part of western
Africa. The practice generally adopted in its cultivation
is to form beds of about four feet in width, and raised a
little above the ground-level, in which they are planted
^ut in three rows, and about two feet apart in the row*
The Pishamins are now plentiful upon those grounds
which were cleared a few years back, and upon which a
young vegetation has since sprung up. The Pentadesma
butyrkcea, spoken of as being plentiful by Mr. Don, at
the Ume he was at Sierra Leone, is now very rare. Although
Fig Trees are found in great abundance, I did not see any
in fruit; the leaves of one species are so rough that they
are used by the African women in the operation of wash-
ing. I met with a beautiful specimen of Passiflora and
Cerop^gia, which I trust are among the collection intro-
duced by Mr. Whitfield ; also a specimea of Indigo. th«

leaves of which, if rubbed between the hands, will dye
them of a deep blue. The Pomegranate, mentioned in tLe
list of edible fruits, is still rare about the colony

; but I
found it in great abundance at Cape Masurada and Grand
Bassa—at both which settlements it is totally neglected
by the natives. I did not meet with either the velvet or
the brown Tamarinds, nor could I gain any information
respecting them. I was informed by an American re-
siding at Cape Palmas, that he had found the Guava in
the interior of the country, at a gre^t distance from that
place. Phoenix leonensis is rarely to be found about the
colony. Of cultivated plants and fruits they have a great
quantity. Plantains and Bananas are both extensively
cultivated. The Cocoa Nut Palm is plentiful now, although
rare at the time of Mr. Don's visit to this place. Cashew
Nuts, Mangosteen, Mango, Rose Apples, Avocado Pears
Cabbage Palms, Limes, Lemons, Oranges, Melons a
great variety of Gourds, Papaws, Sweet and Sour Sop
and Palm Nuts are frequently met with. It is said that
the best Palm Wine is made from the Elais ; I have how-
ever generally found this operation perfooKed upon a
species of Areca, and very seldom on the Elais guineensis.
The shrubby species of Capsicum and Egg plant are also'

grown. Among the vegetables are the Artichoke, Spi-
nach, French Beans, Calocasia mucronata, Yams
Sweet Potato, Cassavas, Sugar Cane (which is eaten by
the natives in a raw state). Ground-nuts, Rice, and Indian
Corn. The market is well supplied with these fruits and
vegetables, which may be bought at a low price, owing to
the free Africans bringing the produce of their ground to

the market, and trying to ovtdo each other in their pro-
ductions. The Cola Nut is brought from the interior

being rare about Sierra Leone. The natives make a kind
of tinder from some part of the Elais guineensis, which ii

sold at the market. The seeds of Gourds are lold, and
used in the preparation of some of the African dishes.

Pineapples may be purchased for about twopence each
and are brought on board of vessels, visiting this port,

in great abundance.

—

J, A,

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

JmTj/ ig.— Lieut.-Col. J. P. Holford, J. E. Body, W, Cathrow,
E. L. Gatacre, G. H. W. Heneage, C. Kiddey, W. W. Simpson,
and B. Stocks, Esqrs,, were elected Fellows. From Mr. Goode,
gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, was a large collection of Ericas and other
plants, containing a well-grown specimen of Epidendrum flori-

bundum; a pretty variety of Oncidium Barkeri, with a small pe-
rianth of yellow mottled with brown, and a singularly large
bright yellow labellum ; a handsome plant of Roella ciliata, com-
pletely covered with its delicate blue bell-shaped flowers; Bur-
t6nia conferta, a good Papilionaceous plants a well-flowered
specimen of Erica exiraia ; E. Boweiaim, loaded with a profusion
of its snow-white tubes ; E. daphnoides, with dense clusters of

lovely pink flowers ; E. ceriiithoides, having heads of wax-like
blossoms of the brightest vermilion, and many others : forEpiden-
drum floribundum, the Oncidium and the Heaths, a Knightian
medal w^as awarded. Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt, also

sent a collection of plants, araong:st which Triptilion spinosum,
with its pretty heads of blue-and-"white flowers, was conspicuous;
there were also a welU§;rown specimen of Statice arb<5reaj a
Cactus opuntia, in bloom, but not remarkable for beauty ; Stan-
h6pea oculata, flowering freely ; and a cut specimen of Stanhijpea
Martiana : a certificate was awarded for Triptilion spinosuin. An
uncommonly luxuriant specimen of Stephanotis floribundus was
sent by Mr. Edmunds, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
at Chiswick ; this, as well as a larg-e plant of Erica viriditiora,

which accompanied it, was loaded with a multitude of blossom

:

a Eauksian medal was awarded for the former. From Mr. My-
lam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., a singularly fine plant of Aerides

odoratam, every branch being crowded with trusses of beautiful

pink-and-white flowers, which, with the Stephanotis before men-
tioned, filled that quarter of the room in which they stood with

the most agreeable perfume: a Knightian medal was awarded
for it. G. Barker, Esq., sent a fi.ne species of Mormodes, named
luxatum, which has not previously flowered in this country; the

blossoms are creamy white, but when first expanded have a tinge

of yellow ; this species is of recent introduction from the West of

Mexico, where it is held in great request by the natives, who use

it in decorating their temples, beinjj less remarkableforthe beauty

of its flowers than the delicious fragrance which they ejthale: ^
Knightian medal was awarded for this. Messrs. Veitch, of Exe-

ter, exhibited a pretty Ciuchonaceous plant, with elegant tubular

blue flowers, recently brought over from the Organ Mountains,

for which a Banksian medal was awarded. From R. Barchard,

Esq., were several well-grown plants of Lisianthus Russellianus,

a showy annual which has long been treated as half-hardy, but

which experience has proved to succeed best when treated as a

greenhouse plant, and by being allowed plenty of heat and a

damp atmosphere in the earlier stages of its growth; for these

plants a certificate was awarded. Mr. Cuthill also exhibited a line

specimen of the same plant, accompanied by a cutting, whjcn

when it had formed roots was placed in a phial of water, where it

has since remained, and where it continues to put forth fresh

roots; proving- that this plant requires an abundance of water

when in a growing sate. From the Hon. W. F. Strangways was a

large collection of cut flowers sent to show what might be done in

the open air in Dorsetshire ; most ofthem were such as in this part

of the country are treated as greenhouse plants, consisting oi

New Holland MyrtAcese, Nerium Oleander, the Italian Anthylhs,

and various others, which in that mild part of the country stand

out unhurt during t|ie winter. Mr. Willmer, of Sunbury, sent »

handsome collection of Carnations and Picotees, Good stana*

of these were
by Mr. Atkins
Messrs. Beck and Co., of the Strand, were a large collection o

German Stocks, of every colour in cultivation, and some Mari-

golds. J. Saunders, Esq., exhibited a pretty seedling P^^^^^^i;'

nium, in which the colours were remarkably clear. From mt;

R. Thompson-, of Stansty Hall, was a collection of fruit, aj*^^"^

which were some very fine Black Hambugh and
^°"!"^J^^

Grapes, but their beauty had been considerably impaired by me
eflfects of carriage ; they, nevertheless, obtained a Banksiaji me-

dal. Mr. Atlee, gr. to H. Beaufoy, Esq., also exhibited a.^^s^et

of Black Hamburgh Grapes, in the highest state of perfection, ror

which a Banksian medal was awarded, Mr. Errington, gr. lo &u

Philip Egerton, sent a dish of fine Murray Nectarmes. J^^^.
the Garden of the Society were, as usual, a large collection oi

Orchidaceous and other plants, amongst which the flrst place

must be assigned to Oncidium incurvum, a rare and peculiarly

graceful species; its beauteous rose-and-white flowers contrast-

ing finely with the dark foUage of other Orchidaceous plants-

there was also a good specimen of Grammatophyilum mu ti-

florura, a plant the colour of whose flowers varies consideraoiy

indifferent individuals; those in the present case were not su

deeply spotted as usual ; the singular Cycnoches ventricosu^
with a spike of large green blossoms ; a small plant oipJ^ooy^

Amherstise, with transparent spotted petals, the rest of 'f^°^
ers being mottled with brown and yellow j SUene ^aciniftW, »»

exceedingly showy frame peremual, witli blossoms of bnght vw-

collection of Carnations and Picotees, Good scanu.

:re likewise furnished by Mr. Hogg, of Paddington, ana

ins, gr. to T. Leach, Esq.. of St. John's Wood, irom
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milion : this, although introduced nearly 20 years since, is little

cultivated, on account of the difficulty with which it is preserved
during: the winter. There were also cut flowers of several of the
best varieties of Verbena at present cultivated, with various
plants in glazed pots, brought forward for the purpose of showing
that the common notion which prevails, that plants groNvn in a
hard or glazed material will not succeed as well as others potted
in the soft porous earthenware gcueraDy used, is unfounded.
Amongst the plants was an Abies, one of the most difficult of pot
culture. The principal requisite to insure success appears to he
a larger amount of drainage in the bottoms of the glazed pots
than is used in the common ones. There was also an excellent
seedling Pelargonium, from Jos. Dobinson, Esq.. with first-rate

propertiesi its fault was its too great resemblance to some otliers

In cultivation.

Erratum.—In our last week's report of the Exhibition at the
Gardens, we mentioned a Campanula trained upon two hemi-
spherical trellises, as having been sent by Mr. Barnes ; whereas
they were exhibited by Mr. Bourne, gr. to Sir E. Paget.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Wk last week gave a short notice of the proceedings jft the

great Bristol meeting, for a longer account of which we must
refer our readers to some of the agricultural papers, from which
we have, however, gleaned a few additional matters of interest.

On Wednesday a lecture on Drainage was delivered by J.
Smith, Esq., of Deanstdw, who commenced by showing that the
soil of Great Britain, of whatever nature, must be greatly im-
proved by '* thorough " drainage, but that " less than thorough "
would not do. By the assistance of a map he explained the prin-
ciples proposed by him. He recommended drains about 2rt. 6in.

deep, and about 18 to 20ft. apart, composed of small stones,
covered over by turf to prevent the drains being choked. As,
however, it was not convenient to use stones in all counties, he
showed specimen of peat tiles, and a drain tile, invented by Lord
jas. Hay, composed of one measore of dry lime, one-half ditto
cinders, three ditto fine sand, and three of gravel, the process
of making which was explained in the lecture. After showing
many specimens of soils and clays, before and after draining,
and answering a number of questions, Mr. Smith proceeded to
explain the principle of the "sub-soil plough," an instrument of
his invention, which has been eminently successful in the culti-
vation of land. The object of this instrument is to break up the
sub-soil, without in any way mixing it with the active soil, by
which means, and by ploughing it at right angles with the drains,
the water is enabled to pass through it to be drained off, an'd the
place of the water being supplied by atmospheric air, it becomes
of a rich nature ; and, in consequence of the roots of grass, &c.,
penetrating it, which before they could not do, large crops are
produced on land which otherwise could produce nothing.

Dr. BucKLAND stated that he had visited Mr. Smith's farm,
and spoke in unqualified praise as to the success that had there
attended the systems of drainage and sub-soU ploughing. He
further stated that he had recommended these plans to Sir Robert
Peelj and from a letter he had lately received from him, he found
that a piece of land, worth not 2«. 6rf. an acre before drainage,
&c., had produced Turnips to the value of \l. 5s, an acre.
On Thursday the exhibition of Implements and Stock, with the

award of prizes, took place. Amongst the various objects of
rarity displayed, there were none of greater interest than the
unique colossal cheese, presented to the Queen in 1841, and ex-
hibited at Bristol by permission of her Majesty. The following
are its dimensions:— yft. 4in. in circumference, and 22iu. deep.
It was made.on the 28th June, 1839 (the first anniversary of the
Queen's coronation), from the curd of 20 hhds. of milk, drawn at
one meal from 737 cows, being the whole number of milch kine
kept in the parish of WestKennard, near Glastonbury, Somerset.
The prizes for Agricultural Implements, &c., which were not in-
cluded in our report of last week, were as follows :—Foj- Agncul-
tvral Implements : Hon. Mr. Nugent, for his subsoil plough, 15/.
Mr. Howard, of Bedford, wheel-plough, y. Eail of Ducie, swing-
plough. B?. Mr. Hornsby, of Grantham, djciU for corn and general
purposes, 30/. Messrs. Garrett, of Leiston Works, turnip and
manure-dnU, 20/.; horse-hoe. 10/. ^ cake-crusher, 5/. Messrs.
Saunders and WUliams, of Bedford, turnip-cutter, 5/. Mr. Gingell,
ot Bristol, cheese-presser, 3/. Mr. Lovell, of Glastonbury, hay-
making-raachme, in/. Mr. Grant, of Cambridge, horse-rake, 5/.
Mr. David, of Cardiff, harrow, 5/. Mr. Law, of Glasgow, trench-
ing and subsoil-plough, 5/. Mr. Mason, of Grafton, a 2-wheeled

?n?^^ ^^ knives attached, for pulverising the furrow-slice,
lOi. Mr. Grounsel, of Louth, an improved mode of distributing

^^v\^ ^u^ w°^' ^^ drilliug-machines, 5/. Mr. Plenty, horse-

T\2l7
^°^.'^^*^^^*ag.raachines, 5/. Messrs. Cottam and HaUen, augnt grubber, 5/.; a dynaiaometer. 3/. Mr. Law, of Glasgow, a

mJ^c.^' n ^"
!J"£'''^^^*^'^

^^*^*^' 3/.; an expanding horse-hoe. 3/.
Messrs. C. and T. Thatcher, a cart with self-acting brakes. 5/.

Tnl^K.- K ' ^.^l^itl-manure depositor. Slessrs. Ransome, of

mir ^ ' ^" application of locomotive steam-power to agricultural
purposes. 30/. Mr. Cambridge, of Market Laviugton, WUts. do.,

itttm S*'®\T^^^^^^'
and Co.. London, cocoa-nut-fibre sheep-

tnr fof f^ • .
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ J'^npltments: Messrs. Proctor, of Bris-

nf R«r« 1
^'^ ^^"^^ ^"^ chaff-cutter combined, 3/. Mr. Croskill,

«fYm h! ^l P°^'^^°"^'^^^^^*'' 2/.; grass-cultivator, 5/. J
soot and

nf w^.iP^^ ' ?'• ^^' Barliug, of Maidstone, an improved mode
nff-rinr li^**^^^^-*^^^s^i"& machine, 5/. Mr. Marrett, of Ap-

innnH '
f o I.

h^*"se-hoe, with harrow attached, 21. Mr. Kich-

Siwka Salford, Worth's chaff-cutter. 3/. Mr. Dean, of Bir-

hr\<^n^
corn-grinding and dressing^mill, 5/. Mr. Stratton, of

wa^nnQ ^^^1^^^ wagon, and general exhibition of carts and
whit^<aA

^^^'^^*^* Mr. John Talbot, of Bolton Borough, for

tar^ntl^f\?^^^^ cheese, 10/. Mr. E. Church, of Biddisham,

Se. of cI''H*^^^'^
*'*'^«^^' ^I'-Seed Wheat: The bfst three sam-

were. «^^" -. ?-*^^*^ ^°^ ^"^^ "^^^^ ^^»6 direction of the Society,

___i -^0^"F*^±J| W-t --J"J^

Davis, of Yatton, near Bristol.

T„» f ^^ , FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,
of Cirn^? ^^°^ ^^ ^^^ Fiuricultural Society, for the exhibition

on TnPBH
"^^^"'^ Picotees. was held at the CrowTi and Anchor

admiraKii^^' I ^^^^ ^^® ^ strong gratheimg of the fancy, and an
and nrnf

^^^^^y of these beautiful flowers, both from amateurs

ofthe kin^^^^if^
florists. It proved to be one of the best exhibitions

filled TA^fh ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^" ' the stands were numerous and well-

ffratifvin t
1?'^'^^'^^®'^ blooms, and proved highly attractive and

the dav
^ numerous visitors who attended iu the course of

Dr r^j^ljJ^'^^'^The Silver Cup, value five guineas, presented by

NeVnu f
' ^°^ ^^^ ^est Picotee of 1842, was awarded to Mr.

the for
^^,* ^'&^t red-edged Picotee, to be named Dr. Liudley;

petals f
•
^^^ flower is good, being: round, well fiUed with

edeini l^^^^^ a good crown ; the white is very pure, with the

whiclfu ^'i^roken, and confined to the edge of the petal,

bited wa
'^°*^^^' or but very slightiy uneven; the bloom exhi-

Proved ^^^^^' *^ promises well, and will, no doubt, be im-

Sarah J^;^^^^^
under good cultivation; it resembles Headley*s

to a Hpt *^P**^^^^^^te ^^ tt^e petals, 1st Class Prize was given

from T R rose-vermilion-edgcd flower, named Mrs. Lindley,

ufficif'* ii^"^*^» -Esq. ; the bloom was young, and the crown not^^entiy expanded}, it is of a promising character, the outer
•^«uf. oemg broad and well-formed. 2d C7a&s, Emily, T. Edmonds,

Durnlp v"^"^*^^^^* delicate rose; do., WUlraer, a heavy-edged

Purn P
^ beautiful briifht colour; do., Willmer, light-edged

KQfui r»«*. .
^'^"**' Scarlet Bizard, Willmer, white, rather pouncy,

roo" ?fi?i' C'^^ flower. 2rf Cla^s, Scariet Bizard, Vivid, Brown, a
iting in the

,_^ - -^ -.,.. -«^^ J .— , — ., Rose-dake,

t84i TJ * oelicate and pleasing variety,—Picotkks : 1st Clasa,

the Det^^"^' Headley, heaved-edged purple, of a rich colour,

2</ cL»# o
^^*^"t, the flower well-formed, with a good crown.

^*«w, Sarah, Headley, Ught red-edged, good form, high in the

cenrrei tfo.. HaHiday. light red-edged, with stout pcUl ; rf.

Robinson, Nottingham Hero, purple edges. i$t CIom, Red-flak
iiriseis. Bates, flower large, colour and striping fine and bold

;

very good variety.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Royal HoHicultural Societp of Cornwall, July 12.—This exhibi-

tioa was held m the School-room' at Redruth, where the following
prizes were awarded :-BkstCollection op Fruit: White Heart
C-herry, Knight s Early Black, May l>uke, Red Antwerp ttaapbcrry,
ieUow ditto, 'iellow Globe Gooaeberrv, Crown Boh ditto, White
Crystal Currant Naples Black do., Knight's New Red do., White
Dutch Currant, Oshn Apple. Early Red :\r-argaret, Old prime Straw-
berry Urove End ditto, American ditto, Lemons, Gamfthena Shal-
Ion, A\^ite Ischia Fip, White Frontignan. and Black Harabro
Grap^, the SxU-er Medal, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M,P. Pike Appl. :

1, J. C. Campbell, Esq.; 2, J. Vivian, Esq. Grapes: G. C. Fox,

w,^' ^*/ ^"'i''*' S- ^- ''*^*' E»q-= 3' ^' C. CampbeU, Esq!Melon
: G. C. Fox, Esq.; 3, J. C. Camphell, Esq. CnEKEiEi:

Mrs. Sampson. GooaKutRaiEs: G. C. Fox, Esq. j 2, Mrs. Samn-

n ; r^Vr''"'' ^^l'
^' ^3f^^P' J"^* ^'"^^^ ^'' "'^'^'^ ^^'^- Sampson,

^erf, J.Viviaii Esq, Cuerants: ITAi/t', G. C. Fox, E^m. ii^j,

Tln9:
^^.^^i^n^^art., M.P. Black, J. Vivian, Esq. RAsrB2»»iES :

WfAiie, G.C. Fox, Esq. -Red, Mrs. Sampson. STnAWBrnnlEs

:

Mr J Bishop.
J on ; :2. Sir C. Lemon. Bart., M.P. Exotic Feuit:

G. C. > ox. Esq. ExTUA.-PuNE, G. C. Fox, Esq. Apples, Mr.
^. Hodge. Raspbirribs, Sir C. Lemon, Bart.. M.P. Stove
PLANTS! A^rides coTOutum. Oncldium papHio, TrichopiHa tortiHs,
t>oryauthes speciosa, Hartwegia purpurea, Bifrenaria aumntiara, Sir
C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. j J. Oucidium Lanceanum, O. hifolium, Ron-
deletia spenosa, Oncidium Loddigesii, O. flexuosum. O. papilio. J.
P. Magor. Ks(i. BeH gpedmen. Stephanotis floribundu«, S. Date
Esq. Gkke^bocsb Plants: J. P. Magor, Esp. Si^ ditto/
Davey, Esq.; 2, G. C. Fox. Esq. B€$e specimen, J. P. Magor,

.Esq, The MOST Oknamental Plant in Flowkr, introduced
in 1811, Oncidmm sphacelatum. Sir C. Lemon. Bart,. M.P. Best
MlSCKLLANEOCS COLLECTION 0|r ORNAMENTAL PlaMS, J. P.
Magor, Esq. Pelabconiums : Coixitr dc Paris. Maid of Sarra-
^ossa, Bndtiamaid, Kmg John. Enchantress. Rose of Oxton, S.
Davey. Esq.; 2, Queen of Devon, Nymph. Forster'a Beauty, En-
chantrcss, Conservative, Acme of Perfection. G. C. Fox, Esq. Col.
LECTION op Cut Flo^ebs. J. P. Mugor, Esq. Fucusxa« : Tou-
«T\ri^" P'

Moneypenii, insignis. arhorea n«va, Batesii.W.M. Tweedy, Esq. Salpiglqssis : J. P. Magor. Esq. Pents-
TEM0N8 : gentianoides coccineus, latif^lius, gentianoides, speciosus,
barbatus, J. P. Ma^r, Esq. Heartsease (Uido, Lady Fuller,
Grand Duke of Russia, Alice, Imogcuc, IMiss Templar, CaUura Beg,
Miss Belfield, Brown's Zoe, Gypsey King, AmcUus, Brown's
Beauty, Mrs. Vyse, Jewess, alba perfecta. Lady Middlcton Flora
superba, Mias Hoare, Lady Campbell. Mulberry superb, Vitnivius,
Wonder, Euphrosyne. Natolia, Black Knight, Souter Johnny. Cha-
meleon, Charles XIL, Harriet, Captlvatiou. Louisa. Sir C. Lemon,
Bart., M.P.; 2, Duke of Wellington, Eclipse, Grand Duke of Rus-
sia. Widnall's Victoria, Sir H. Davy, Miss Molesworth, Windsor
Castle, Hope, Tippoo Saib, Joan of Arc, Homer, Westminster
Abbey, Seedhng. Mulberry, Perfection, &c., &c., W. J. .^a^vlings,
Esq. Best Collection ofTe.nderAnnuals. G. C. Fox, Esq.- a,
J. P. Magor. Esq. Haedy Annuals, J. P. Magor, Esq. Peuen-
NiALs,Sir C. Lemon, Bart. Roses, Sir C. Lemon, Bart. ; 2, G.
C. Fox, Esq. Collection of Roses, G. C. Fox, Esq. Carwa-

Mana. Duke of Bedford, William the Fourth, Latiy Rowley. W.J.
Rawlings.Esq. Stocks, Mrs. Warren. Best Collection orMl-
MULUS. Mrs. Warren. Balsams, J. P. Magor, Esq. Extra—Mis-
CELLA?jEous COLLECTION OF Ornamemtal Plants, S. Davcy,
Esq. Stove Plant, Oncidium sphacelatum, do. Hedychium flavum',
Sir C. Lemon, Bart. Peas : J. Vivian, Esq. ; 2, Sir C. LcmoB, Bart.
Kidney Beans, Mr. S. Treseder. Cauliflowers, J. P. Magor,
Esq.

; 2, S. Davey, Esq. Lettuces, Mr. J. Treseder. Artichokes,
Sir C. Lemon, Bart. Cucumbers, JH*.,J. Treseder; 2, J. Vivian
Esq. Cartiots, Mr. S. Treseder.' ^xrsiA—Potatoes, air. S.
Hodge ; CucumberSj W. Daubuz,Eaq.

; Carrots, Mr. J. Treseder;
Turnips, Mr, S. Hodge; Potato Oniom, J. C. Campbell, Esq.
Market Gardeners* Prizes; Best Basket of Vegetables, Mr.
S. Treseder; 2, Mr. J. Treseder; 3^ Mr, J. Bishop, jun. Numerous
Cottagers* Prizes were likewise dlstiihuted.'-CorHuaU Advt^-tiser.

Kenilwarth Horticultural Society , Jufy 7.—At the setrond exhibi-
tion the productions in general were good : and, althoufrh the weather
was unfavourable, the attendance was numerous, and highly respect-
able. The following is a list of the prizes:—Greenhouse Plaats:
1, Mr. Baddeley; 2, Miss Ryley. Pblargo'mums: 1. Mr. Sut-
ton ; 2, Mr. W. Robins. Verbenas; 1, Mr. Baddeley; 2, Mr.
Sutton. Pinks: 1 and 2, Mr. Baddeley. Roses: 1, Mr, J. Bur-
sell; 2, Mr. L. Heyne:|, Annuals: 1, Mr. \V, Randle. Cut
Flowers: 1, Mr. Sutton: 2, Rev. Mr. Twisleton. Device in
Flowers : 1, Mr. Sutton : 2, Mr. C. Robins. Pansies: I and 2,
Mr. W. Robins. Cabbages: 1. Mr. H. Draper: 2, Mr. W. Sut-
ton; Cucumbers: Mrs. Parr. Cauliflowers :*1, Mr. Banbury;
2, Mr. H. Draper; Peas : I, Mr. Dickson; 2, Mr. Sutton; 3, Mr.
Freeman, Bea.ns i 1, Mr, R. Draper, Salad : Mrs. Parr. Let-
tuces : I, Mr. Freeman ; 2, Mr. Sutton. Potatoes, 1 and 2,
Mrs. Amherst. dprioNS: 1, Mr. Evans : 2, Mr. Penn. Carrots,
Mr. Penn. Turmfs, I, Mr. Sutton. Strawberries; 1, Mr,
Penn; 2, Mr. W. Randle; 3, Mr. Sutton. Cherries: 1, Mr. Bad-
deley; 2, T. Cotton, Esq. Gooseberries; 1, Mr. Evans; 2. Mr.
Sutton. Currants, I and 2, Mr. Sutton, Rasfberries: 1, Rev.
Mr. Twisleton ; 2, Mr, Penn, Wild Flowers : I, Mr. C. Robins

;

9, Mr. Benbow. Extra Prizes: Basket of»Flower8: X, Miss
Ryley; 2, Mr. Sutton, Fuchsia Fulgexs : Mr. Baddeley. Ax-
nuALS : Mr. Suttoa. Various Cottagers* Prizes were also awarded,—Royal LtamingtoH Spa Chronicle.

using* a flat trellis^ the shoots shoald be arranged closely, or th«
poverty of the leaves will be too obvious, and Uie flowers wiil bo
too much scattered. To ensure denseiicss, it is better to avoid
high trellises, and only to employ those which the strength of th«
tpecimen readers it urobable that it will thorouchlr cover.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Htdbot-b'-via Mblbagris. Spotted Waterband. (Greer^use
Bulb.) Iridacea;. Monadelphia Triandria.—The appearance of
this plant is by no means attractivre; buttheinteriorof the flower
when carefully eramlned wiU be found to exhibit beauties of no
common order. The curious watery band, which g:litters as if

covered with dew, or as if constructed out of broken rock, crys-
tal, is one of the most curious objects known. The stig-mata too
are extremely remarkable : each divides into two arms, which
are rolled up as if forming a gutter, with a dense mass of bright
papillae at the end, and a single tooth on the inneredge ; between
the arms stands a short mucro, which is free from glands, and
forms a minute horn. It is by the union of three such stigmata
that the nine lobes of the style are produced, Uydrotas'nia is a
greenhouse bulb, of which the cultivation is extremely simple.
The pots in which it is kept ought to receive no water after the
leaves have withered in autumn, until they begin to grow again
in spring. A dry shelf iu the greenhouse is an excellent place
to keep it during the winter. When it commences its growth, it
ought then to be placed in a light situation, aud to be watered
gently at first, and then freely afterwarda, when it will soon
form its leaves and flowers. It succeeds perfectly in equal parU
of loam, leaf.mould, and sand, and is multiplied by offseU or
Aeed%,—Bot. Reg,

'

TaoP-«'oLUM KOULE. Edible-rooted Indian Cress. (Green-
house Climber.) Balsaminacece. Octiudria Monogynia.—This is
a strong-growing species, varying, Uke T. tricolorum in this re-
spect, according as iU treatment is more or les^ favourable. The
flowers (that is, the exterior of the calyx) have a deep greenish
hue while iu bud, and when opened, the petals we of a »feowy
and bright orange colour. If the tubers are not duly covered with
soil, or the pot in which they are grown be toosmallp or an insuffi-

ciency of water be supplied, the plant la very apt to die off in dry
weather, before having opened its flowers, ta trniningit, besides

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Sinhara^ and Nymphaa Lotus.-^The Sinhara or

water nut forms one of the principal articles of the food of
the common people. It grows abundantly in the different

T T f ^? l^^
vicinity of the capiul. and cspecialJy in tho

Lular lake, which yieldg an average return of 96 to 120
ass Ioad*a-year. It is fished up from the bottom of the
river in small nets, and affords employment to the fisher-
men for several months. It constitutes almost the only
food of at least 30,000 persons for fire months in the year
After being extracted from the shell, the nuts are eaten
raw, boiled, roasted, fried or dressed in various way*; after
being reduced to flour. The most common preparation is
boiling one ser of the flour with two quarts of water, co as
to form a sort of gruel, which, though insipid, u nutritive.
Another article of food derived from the lakes is the stem
of the Nymphsea Lotus. In the autumn, after the plate
of the leaf has begun to decay, this has acquired maturity
and being boiled till tender, furnishes a wholesome and
nutritious article, which supports, perhaps, 5000 personam the city for nearly eight months.—Jlfoorcro/^'* TraveU,
vol. ii., p. 13G.— [The Sinhara is the Trapa biopinos*!
very nearly the same as the Water Chesnut, Trapa natani
of the French.]

G7-fl/im^.^Pr. Edmonson's place Is under the charge
of Mr, Feast, jun., a young man of much taste and con-
siderable practical knowledge, united with a great love for
plants. We here saw grafting in ail iU rarieties ; Echi-
nocdctus Eynesii grafted upon tlie ends of the pendulous
stems of Cereus flagellifbrmis ! having a singular appear-
ance. Ccreus triangularis and several of the Opuntias are
used for stocks ; and, in some instances, several kinds ar©
grafted on one plant. All the weaker growing sorts are
cultivated altogether by grafting, and they bloom more
abundantly, and with finer flowers. Cereus serpentxnus.
upwards of 10 ft. high, was fuU of buds. A novel experi'
ment had been tried in grafting the wax plant (Hoya car-
nosa) upon the stapelia, and the scions had commenced
growing. How it will continue to flourish remains to bo
seen.

—

Hovey^s Magazbie,
On the Cuidvation of Antholyxa <Bffti5ptca.—(By A.

Saul; extracted from •' Hovey's Magazine.")—On look-
ing over your review of the American edition of Lindley's
"Theory of Horticulture," in the chapter on Tempera*
ture, in referring to its influence on the successful growth
of wliat are technically called Cape bulbs, you arrive at
'the conclusion that Antholyza aethiilpica, which you have
never seenbloonfi, and consequently rejected as worthless,
might be made to bloom by the epplication of an extraor-
dinary high temperature to its culture. Antholyza rethid-
pica is an old acquaintance of mine, and I have never seea
or found any difficulty in blooming it, treated precisely
the same as I'xia Babiana, and that class of Cape bulba,.
which is directly opposite to the above suggestions*
Among other bulbs, same two or three years ago, wer»
some of Antholyza asthicfpica in pots. In the moath of
September of that year, I shook them out of their pota^
&c., where they had apparently stood several years, and I
repotted them in some fresh compost, of equal propor-
tions of peat and loam, with an eighth of white sand
(more or less peat and sand, in proportion to the tcxCur*
of the loam); they were then placed in a cold frame, with
other things of their class, with the lights off day and
night at first ; and as they began to grow, and the nightm
got colder, shut up at night, and always, from a luper-
abundance of wet, watered only as they required it. la
this situation they were kept as late in the fall as possible*
protected by mats from frosts at night, until the seaaoa
began to have a wintry aspect, when they were removed
into a cool part of the greenhouse, where they Lad plenty
of light and air. In this way we have had, in the month
of March, for the last two years, Antholyza Kthidpica
flower very freely. Although not the most splendid genus-
of the order, it is really very curious and handsome : wa
have also had several species of Txias, Spardiis, Gladiolus,
Watsonia, &c., bloom splendidly, treated in the above
manner. WTien done flowering, and as soon as the grass
or leaves hegin to decay, they are placed on shelves, or
any other convenient place, to be kept in their arid ^to
until September, when they should again be annually re-
potted. Treated in the above manner, I have never knowa
any of the Cape bulbs to fail bloomiog, and I believe the
Irxdeae include all which are technically called Cape bulbs.
I do not wish to be understood as claiming anyworiginalitys^
in my system of treatment, being nothing more than I
have seen practised successfully for many years, and,
sequently, well known to most practical and all sckntifio
gardeners. But being anxious my old acquaintance, An-
tholyza sethidpica, should not be rejected as worthless^
and fearful lest some inexperienced amateur, who may
perchance get a few Cape bulbs, may he induced to expe-
riQientalize on high temperature, &c., la their treatmeaj^
I was induced to forward for your con^derafion the abom
remarks.

Remedy for the Turnip Fiy «fkd Gruh.—Mu Ht^*

combe, of Tlford, in a letter to the Mark Lam Ejtpre*^

states, that having found gaa lime to be a dang«»a» ar-

ticle to use upon young Turnips, on account ot ^ts greafe

causticity, he made use of some of th« bte^^ top-dressings

formed by the patent process of heaciag retorts with chalky

gas-tar, and oil mixed with the soot, the produce thereof;

and he had found it a much morf »«fc ao<^ effective pre-

ventive against the %, and an excellent manure also. Ifc

was tried upon the worst part oi s field of Wheat, which
is now one-fifth better than any other in every respect.
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being put on at tlap rate of about twenty- four bushels to

the acre, sowed broadcast

Sale of Orchidacc^.—There has this week been a sale

by auction, hi the rooms of Messrs. Stevens, of a large

quantity of fine Orchidaceous plants, in excellent order,

jast received from Guatemala. There was a good deal of

competition among the buyers, and a considerable sum

xvns realised by the importers. The following were the

prices given for some of the lots:— For an unknown species

of Chysis from the Oratorio, 3/. 5s."; for a large mass of

Lielia superbiens, 10/. IO5. Four fine specimens of Odon-

toglossum grande were sold for 3/. IQs., and six plants of

the same for 4/. Oncidlum Cavendishianum, with several

smaller ones, supposed to be O. bicallosum, for 3/. ; and a

Cycnoches, probably Egertonianum, for 4/. lbs. Three

large masses of Cattleya Skinneri realised respectively

13/. IQs.r 13/., and 8/. 5s.; an immense mass of IMaxilIaria

cruenta, 10/. ; while the principal object of attraction,

namely Barkeria spectabilis, produced 26/. 5s, Some

Tery small specimens of the latter were bought for 3/. 35,,

and two large clusters of Epidendrum Stamfordianum se-

verally for 4/. I5a". and 5/. 15s. A good plant of Epiden-

drum macrochilum roseum produced C/. 10s., and a mass

of- Lffilia acuminata or rubescens, 3/. 15s. There were

besides several remarkably fine specimeus of L^elia super-

biens, which sold for 9/., 7/. 5s., 7/., and 5/. The total

proceeds of the sale amounted to upwards of 550/.

Cheap Fruit,—It is a fact not generally known, that at

the commencement of the fruit season, 2,000 baskets of

Cherries vv^^re imported from France into this country,

each basket weighing six pounds. The consequence was

that the English growers were under the necessity of sub-

mitting, at the outset of the Cherry season, to a very low

price for this article. Tne effect, however, of this early

importation was principally felt in the south of England,

where the supply of home-grown Cherries bad proved un-

expectedly abundant ; and of this abundance the people of

Yorkshire are now largely partaking. A fortnight ago 420

•baskets of Cherries, each 48lb3. weight, arrived at the Leeds

market, per railway, from Kent. This arrival reduced the

price at Leeds one penny per pound j but its effect upon

the wholesale dealers was somewhat serious, it being their

custom to purchase from the growers in this neighbour-

hood, whose practice it is to arrive at the market very

early, and dispose of their fruit to the dealers before the

regular market business begins. This large importation

of Cherries from Kent being unknown to them until after

their usual purchases had been made, they of necessity had

to submit to a considerable reduction on what would other-

wise have been the market price. We understand that the

low price of Cherries in this neighbourhood is not so

much owing to importations from abroad as to the abun-
|

dance of this article in the south—an abundance which

has for many years existed, but which, prior to the open-

ing of the railways, could not be participated in by the

Yorkshire people, in consequence of the serious injury

which fruit sustained in the unsteady mode of transport

by stage-coach, or the protracted journey of the carrier's

waggon, or the fly-boat and steam-vessel. In Kent
Cherries are said to be so plentiful now, that had there

stem is already l6ft. in heigbt, and upwards of lOin. in diameter
at the base.—ii. A,, Juty 17-

The Acacia Tree ; Us Growth, Qualities^ and UseSf with

Observations on Planting ^ Mamirinffj and Pruning.

By Wm. Withers. 8vo. Longman.
It is now about two centuries and a half since the false

Acacia was introduced into Europe from the United States.

During that time it has been generally dispersed through

Europe ; many books have been written about it, the quali-

ties of i ts timber and its applicability to useful purposes have

been highly extolled over and over again, and millions of

plants have been raised from seeds, of which thousands

scarcely remain. Why is this ? It is asserted upon un-

questionable authority, that its wood is more durable than

any of our timber, and experiments appear to show that

it is stronger than oak. We all know that it grows with

extraordinary rapidity ; there is even a case upon record

of a shoot having grown 20ft. long in a single season;

and yet it is little planted. Why, again, is this? We
have looked in vain through Mr. Withers's book for his

answer to these questions. His great experience as a

planter, and his thorough acquaintance with the subject,

must have furnished him with ample information ; and

we confess our disappointment that he should not have

given it. Instead of this, he has preferred treating the

subject like a cause in a court of law, placing himself on

the barristers' bench, and submitting to the public, as to

a jury, the evidence he has collected from others. In this

way a great mass of valuable information has been brought

together, and we trust the world will appreciate it.

The matter relating to the Acacia, contained in Mr.

Withers's book, consists of translations from foreign works,

extracts from English book^, and communications from

bis correspondents, stating their experience in its cultiva-

tion, or qualities, or rate of growth. The conclusions to

be drawn from these materials is no doubt in favour of the

good qualities of the Acacia ; but as we have already

observed, there is nothing to explain the singular fact,

that with all its excellence, and notwithstanding the

millions that have been raised, it is still a comparatively

uncommon tree even in such a planting country as Eng-

land. We believe the true state of the case to be this
;

the quality of the timber is first-rate, but its sap-wood

perishes as fast as other wood, and therefore it is only the

mature timber that can be employed. The rate of growth

is great when young, and considerable always under favour-

able circumstances, but its branches are brittle and so apt

to be broken by wind, especially when young, that large

trees can hardly be raised except in sheltered situations.

It does not Uve long in heavy land, or ill-drained soil of

any kind ; on the contrary, in such situations it is apt to

rot at the heart and to become mossy, scrubby, and un-

sightly. Finally, when young, "it is liable to be destroyed

by game, which are very fond of it.

These, especially its brittleness, seem causes quite suffi-

cient to explain the scarcity of the Acacia tree even here,

and we fear will always operate against it. We say we
fear, because it is really a matter of regret that planters

not been a ready outlet to this and the neighbouring dis- should not more avail themselves of such a tree in those

tricts by railway, the greater j)3rt of them must have been I situations, of which there are many, in which no obstacle

thrown away. Large imports of red Currants from France

have already arrived in the metropolis and many of the

provincial towns, and they are generally preferred to tbe

home-grown fruit. Apples and Pears also are now being

brought in from Hamburg and Rotterdam, and abun-

dant supplies are expected during the season. Indeed so

extensive has the foreign fruit trade become, that we have
heard several persons in this neighbourhood are about to

take up their residence in France and Hamburg during

the summer, for the express purpose of purchasing fruit

to forward to England.

—

Leeds Mercury,

GARDEN MEMORANDA-
5. Rucker, Esq.% Wrst Utll, Wandsworth.—At few yili^CCi are ex-

otic Orchidaceous plants grown in such perfection as at this ; the
brigiit green of their foliage, and the immense size of many of the
speciniens, bearing testimony to the judicious treatment they re-
ceive. Among the most conspicuous were three plants of the
fragrant Aerides odoratum; the largest of these has no fewer
than 6a spikes of beautiful pink and white flowers fully ex-
panded, which being all brought forward so as to foma one prin-
cipal front, present a charming and gorgeous display. Miltonia
pectahUia ia also producing its showy blossoms of white and
purple In uncommon profusion, one specimen having thrown up
17 fiower-stems. upon maiiy of which a second blossom is already
making its appearance. A specimen of Vanda Roxburghii, with
?'ellowi»h Bepals and petals mottled with brown, and alight purple
abellum js eminenUy handsome ; nor is Oncidium Lanceanom far

1)ebSnd it m the striking contrast of colours which it presents. A
fine plant ofPhaiusalbuB is flowerinarindenseheads ofpure white,
deUcately streaked with purple ; and Epidendrum fioribundum is
expanding counUess numbers of its small green-and-white
flowers. MaxilUna tetragona had entirely concealed the surface
of the pot m which it grew with clu-^ters of its green-and-purple
cnps. A strong growing plant of At'rides quinquevulnera, which

. vre believe, has seldom bloomed in this country, is throwing out
fine flower-spikes. We likewise noticed amongst several species
Of JManhopea a peculiarly pale varietj- of St. Wardii, with scarcely
any spots upon it j Aerides affine, with racemes of light purple
flowers spotted with a darker colour; Sarcanthus rostratus,
orange arid brown, with a lilac spur, bearing considerable resem-
blance to a winged insect ; Cycnoches chlorochilum, with im-
niense greeu flowers j Maxillaria macrophylla, with petals of
Iftrlc^brown a^ud a white lahellum; and Brd^^ia verrucosa, with
^tt islng-ulai' strap-like perianth and warted labeUum. Many va-

rieties of Cirrhoea are blooming profusely ; their long slender ra-

/ cemQ« of spotted flowers hanging around the pots, and appearing

w like so many itisects. A, large plant of Stephanotis foUicularis is

Jrained over the roof oT the Orchidaceous-house, and is covered
-writh multitudes of its white sweet-sccutcd blossoms. The cu-

rio*i« I^epoatheij 4iytiUatQria has likewise produced a fine spike

of iiowor». In the greenhouse we observed a large plant of

Uiiufti leuciffiiiam coniiug into bloom, and good specimens of

Brica Aitoniana. M4ssoni, Fuchsia Monypennii, and various

^ pthers.— /2. A., Jul// Wa
•J.

' 3Sr9. Jiunfjtirff^s, West Hill^ Wandsworth.— AX. the residence of

Jh'^ lad.^ ij-4, i.vjlile jSpceimen of the A^ave Americana, upwards
Itf tea ye£W4 pQ,.\v^ilch willshortly.be ia blossom. The flower-

{

exists to its success- Let us hope that the materials so

industriously collected by Mr, Withers will restore it to

favour.

In works of this kind, whose whole aim is usefulness,

it 13 perhaps unnecessary to dwell upon trifling inaccura-

cies, where they do not affect the main object of the

author. We would, however, recommend, that in a fu-

ture edition, the errors of Neuchateau, and a writer in the

Penny Cyclopaedia, who confound different plants with the

Locust-tree, Wecause of a similarity of name, should be
corrected. M. Neuchateau, for instance, states, that he
never drank anything to be compared with a liqueur dis-

tilled from the flowers in St Domingo ; but the Locust-
tree of the West Indies is Hymensea Courbaril, and the

Rohinia Pseudacacia, our Locust-tree, is unknown there.

Our plant is also spoken of by the same author as being
Chinese—another mistake, for which we are unable to

account.

The second part of Mr. Withers' book contains an
essay on planting and the management of trees, by an
author unknown; and a most useful treatise on forest

pruning, by the late Mr. Sandys, who for so many years

had the management of the late Lord Leicester's woods,
and who was certainly one of the most sensible as well as

experienced men of the present century. To the latter is

added a short commentary by the Duke of Portland.

Mr. Withers' former works on the subject of planting

so full of sound information, and ^o very valuable to those

who have the management of plantations, that everything
upon that subject, published under his sanction, is most
welcome. Our space, however, forbids our commenting
at present upon this portion of his work, to which we
must return at an early opportunity.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the^ ensuing week.
If some amateur of gardening, who possessed sufficient Icnow.

ledge of entomology, were to devote his leisure hoiirs to the in-
vestigation of the habits of 3ome of the many insects injurious
to cultivated plants, with a view to the discovery of a certain
method of destroying them, he would coni'er a most important
benefit on gardening and gardeners j for, unfortunately, many of
the nostrums recommended as infaHlble, have, upon trial, proved
utterly useless. Among aU the plana proposed for the extirpation
of the Red Spider, with the exception of water in some form,
which cannot he applied in every case, not one seems to answer
the desired end when the in5^cct has estaldished itself. Bruised
I.aurel-leaves were said, first by a writer in the *' Gardeners'
Magazine," and more recently in this publication, to be certain
death to the Red-spider in Melon- frames ; but a trial, conducted
precisely as directed in the " Gardeners* Magazine," completely
failed ia destroying the insects. Some gardeners likewise deny.

ff

and apparently with reason, the efficacy of heated sulphur for th#»
same purpose. There is no doubt that the effect of a remedy dp
pends very much upon the manner of its application, and also
upon other conditions, such as weather favourable or adverse to
the propagation of the insects. We have known Plum and Chcrrr
Trees freed from aphides by two or three successive washinM
with soapsuds, but this season that liquid is no greater check tothem than pure water. Manufactured tobacco, either ia the form
of powder, or of a strong liquid, readily destroys every species of
aphis i but upon a large scale this remedy would he au expensi-e
one. Home-grown tobacco, being much less powerful, does notseem to be of great use for this purpose, when applied as a liqmd
Gas-water has also heen extolled. By way of preventing club in

. a garden extremely liable to that disease, the roots of some yount
Cauliflower-plants were puddled in a mixture of that liquid withmud from a cesspool; the effect of which was to kill all the
young fibres in a ver>'' short time, reducing the plants to mere
rootless cuttings J

and yet maggots (apparently not the species
which causes the club,) were found greedily feeding upon the
stump. Some shoots of a Cherry-tree were also dipped into un-
adulterated gas-water, without in any degree discommoding- the
aphides with which they were covered. Perhaps the narration of
these failures might induce some persons, who have leisure to
try the effect of other nauseous or deleterious substances upon
insects, and report the result.

I.—KITCIIEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiNfiRV.—Next month is the time generally preferred for the
re-potting of Pine plants, but any that have filled the pots with
roots ought to be shifted immediately, rather than run the risk -

of throwing them into fruit by restricting their "growth at a sea-
son of the year when it is generally most free. As such plants
will not be shifted again till next spring, they should be deeply
potted in pots larger than ordinary, which, if not quite filled with
soil at present, will give roon« for a top dressing when the bark-
bed is made up for winter. Keep the plants near the glass, and
guard especially against too much bottom.heat. 'VYhile warm
and bright weather prevails there need be no fear of maintamin
too great a degree of humidity in the house.
ViN-ERY,—Keep the late Vines free from lateral shoots, and

thin any bunches which, as the berries swell, are found too
thick. Look over ripe fruit occasionally, for the purpose of re-

moving decayed berries, but do not handle or rub the bunches;
be particular also to keep them free from dust or dirt.

Pbach-house.—The fruit in the late houses will now be swell-
ing rapidly, and must therefore be liberally supplied with water.
In case there is little or no rain, give the outside border an effi-

cient watering, and then loosen the surface, to prevent the

ground from drying quickly. All the air possible ought now to

be given, leaving the sashes partly open on fine nights.

Fig- HOUSE.—Although advisable to withhold water as far as

possible when Figs are ripe, the loss of a second crop should by-

no means be risked for the sake of a few ripe fruit j such ought,

therefore, to be made a secondary consideration, and water be

freely given at the roots of the trees, when required, on account

of the advancing crop. Leave air at the house all night.

Cucumbers and Melons.—Give air to the frames betimes in

the morning, if the leaves of the plants are damp from the previ-

ous evening's sprinkling. In hot weather these plants require

more water than is generally given to them. Regulate the young
shoots of advancing plants, and impregnate the earliest fertile

flowers of Melons, which hy their demand upon the plants for

sap will check any tendency to over luxuriance. If canker ap-

pears on the stems of the plants, cover the affected part with

powdered quick-lhue, which must be changed daily.

Out'door Department.
Artichokes.—Do not let any heads remain uncut till they get

old, to uselessly draw upon the plants and diminish their future

produce.
Broccoli.—Should dry weather continue, let the youngest

plants be regularly watered. Earth-up those of larger growth as

they advance.
Cabbages.—If not already done, sow for spring use. This

sowing is intended to furnish the principal early supply, hut a

secondary sowing is to he made in the first week of August,

Cauliflowers.-Thin those which may have been sown iu

rows with the intention of obtaining some very late heads, Icav-

ing one plant only in a place.

Celerv,-Earth-up the early, and water the late crops, as re-

quired.
Endive.—Plant from the successional sowings as they become

large enough for removal, selecting the driest ground for the

plants which are intended to stand all the winter,

Hamburgh Parsley.—This being cultivated only for the fleshy

roots, the plants should be thinned to about gin. apart.

Lettuce,-Keep up a plentiful supply by planting various sorts

between the rows of late Celery.
Radishes.—Sow for succession, with all other small saladmg

that may be required. The Spanish kinds may now be sown ior

winter use. . .

Salsafy.—If the first sowing of this, or of Scorzonera. is in-

clined to throw up flower stems, they should be contmuauy

broken off. ^ * fhn
Vegetable Marrows.—Make the long shoots fast to uit

ground with pegs, that the wind may not blow them about.

OrcAarrf.—Use the engine as often as practicable ^PJ". ^^f!'

trees; where this has been omitted, it wUl be found that Kca-

spider has made disagreeable progress. If late ^"^^"^^^,.1.

desired, they might be preserved a considerable time upon a noiu

wall, by protecting them as far as possible from wet ;
for

''Y^^
purpose a temporary coping might be constructed, and ^'^^^

.

triply covered with netting, or with single coarse canvass, m^k^

young plantations of Scarlet Strawberries, and increas^e s^V^'^.

and valuable varieties. Gooseberries and Currants 3^%"^^ ,-^
must be protected by nets or mats ; some trees of the ^^^'' ^

ton (which is, perhaps, the best for late keeping) in the quarur .

should also be covered with mats,

n,_FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY,
In-door Dtpartment. . , . „

Stove.—Keep the house as cool as possible durnig tne u
^

while the weather continues so warm. The Red-spider is v
/^

apt to increase at this season, and must be watched a""
.

^^
under by every available means. If any single plant in

^ 1^

^
infested, it had better be removed from the rest, and ^^^^^^^^^uje
with the flour of sulphur. Continue to propagate ail aebii-

plants, from which good cuttings can be obtained, Ama-
Greenhouse and Conskrvatory.—When the leaves oi^^^^^j^

ryllidaceous plants begin to assume a yellow colour, "^^-^^^
. g^c

be withheld; and when quite withered, tbe pots may "^.7^ j^^er
out of the way, till the time comes for arranging ^"^^

"Vatten-
quarters. Plants in the open air should receive the same ^

tion as though they were in the house in regard to cleMun^,
^^

ing, stopping, potting, and watering. If it is found ^hat ^

have made their way into the pots, use lime-water once ui^

and observe particularly that the drainage is in aa ^"^^'^;; Arable
Pits ani* Frames.—Continue the propagation of all i^<f^

^^^
plants, and pot off rooted cuttings as soon as they ^.^ "

l^ants,
young shoots of many Heaths, and other hard-woodca ih<*

will now strike freely. Balsams, Globe Amaranths, ap..^^^

blooming late, must not be cramped for pot-room, ^jj^^^^^g.
nure given occasionally wili increase the vigour of sucn pi

Out'door Department. . ^ -g.

As the foliage decays, take up all bulbs ^"d tubers wtm-u^
quire a period of absolute rest. Crocuses, Narcissi, f".!""

„„
Snowdrops, and other perfectly hardy kinds, may be taKt

>

^^.^

separated, and replantetl immediately, retaining s*>nie o
_

strongest roots for blooming in pots. Any extra i»lants mv
^^ .^^

goniums might be turned out into the borders, wnere ^»^[ ,^

probably make a new growth and bloom again late in au».w
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Cut off all plants whose beauty is pabt, and let notliing remain

that is uiisightly.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NcRSERV.—Freiiueiitly stir the surface between the rows of

youn^ trees, which will not only Veep down weeds, but also pre-

vent the ground from baliuig and crackiii^^ Cutting-s of Ever-

rreens. and late-planted young: stuff, must be regularly attended

to in watering-. Continue to bud Rhododendrons, Pavias, Rose
Acacias, and other shrubs.

FoRKST ASD COPPICE WooD«i.— We agahi str<>ngly recommend
the summer prunin^: of young plantations, which ought to be

done immediately, if intended.—J. iJ. Whiting, The Deepdene.
, ^ —

Sate or the Weather near London for the Week ending July 21,

lS42,jis observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

July
Friday 15
Saturday 18

Sunday IJ

MonJay 18

Tue-day 19

We<lne*da>20
Thursday 31

«

Arvrajce

Harowethk. '1 KHRUOMETEB. |

-M.iX. M in. Atax- A! in. Mean.
SQ.sm S0.25:» 74 46 6m.

30.175 3Ct.003 75 55 65.0

SO.894 fil),789 75 63 63.5

SO.P5>3 Sfl.822 81 57 C9.0

sa&4j 2i».754 73 ti 63.5

29.735 39. GOO I'd 50 6' 1.5

KM4 20-718 65 47 6C.0

2;).J!C4 J
«9.8fil ' 73.7 51.3 62.5

Wind.
, Rain

NE.
E.
E.

S.W.
S.E.
S.

N.

.OS

.01

.»

.01

.16

July 15. Very dry, with slight ha7e ; clear and fine at night.

16. Clear; bright sunshine j evening clear and fine.

17. Fine, with slight dry haze ; cloudy ; very fine at night.

18. Fine; sultry; cloudy; slight rain.

IB. Very slight rain ; overcast ; cloudy and fine ; slight drizzle

in the evening.
20. Fine, with light clouds; showery; lightning at night,

21. Densely overcast; sliglit showers in afternoon; clear.

Mean temperature of the week about the average.

State of the Weather at CLit-wick during tlelast 16 yenu, for
the ensuing Week ending July 30, 19-12,

Jnly.

Aver. Aver. AIPBD
No. ot

Years in
Greatest 1Vevailir K ^Vindi

Hi^liest

Ttinp.
Lnwest
Temp. T tm p which it

Itained

.

quantity
of Kain. -1" cc ^i

Sun. M 7«.l 63.4 62,7
1

4 I.P3 in. — 42 «
i 2

^—
1

4! 1

Mon. 35 74.3 .53.1 63.2 0.C2 S 3 1* — 2! 7
TuM. W 73.9 fi3.4 C3.B 6 0.70 1 !' 2| 1 S

:

5' 3

U'ed. »7 75.1 5M 6.3.1 8 0.30 1
«1 3^-: a 4i 2

Thiir<«.?8 77.4 63.4 65.4 7 0-32 1 1 « s 1 e' 2
Fri. 29

;

74.3 53.1 GO.

9

1

I.Sl — ll 4_ 2 6| 9|

Sat. 80 74.5 60.5 62.5
^^ 1

9 0.B8 s 2; 3_! 1
' 1

2 A
1 I

1 1

z
2
1

1

2
1

2
1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the2Sth, in 1835—thermometer 91°; and the lowest on the 27th, in

1829—thermometer 42°.

REPORT ONCOVENT GARDEN MIRKET,
For the week ending July 22, 1842.

Thk market has been well supplied with fruit and vegetables
during the past week, but trade has not been quite so brisk as
during the few previous weeks. Fruit.—Pines have been
plentiful, and of good quality; their price remains unchanged.
Black Hambro* Grapes have settled to Is. 6rf. and 4*. per lb., and
the Muscats to 4s and C5. Peaches and Nectarines continue
good at last week's prices. A fe.w Apricots are offered from is. MAo
4ff. per dozen. Plums have also made their appearance; the des-
sert fruit fetching from Is, to l5. 6rf. per punnet. Good Strawberries
are rather scarce, and the best fruit is selling at 3*. per gallon.
There is still agood supply of the inferior sorts of Cherries, but
the best dessert fruit has now become less plentiful. The quan-
tity of Currants offered is great, but the prices remain the same
as quoted last week. Ripe Gooseberries are considerably
cheaper, and may be obtained from is. 6rf. to 3.?. per half sieve.
Raspberries do not vary in price, but still continue small. There
is an abundance of Apples, principally Red June eatings, Kes-
wick Codlings, and Hawthonidens, varying from 25. to 4s. per
bushel. Of the small and more common kinds of Pears there is
also rather a large supply from 3s. to bs. per bushel.
Cucumbers are plentiful at the prices named in our last
report. Wahiuts are in an excellent state for pickling, from
2ff. 6rf. to 5s. per bushel. Feg'e/uZ'/es.—Cauliflowers continue to
be well supplied, and their quality is good. Cabbages have cou-
siderably advanced in price, and are fetching from Is. 3rf. to 2s.
per dozen. Peas and Broad lieans are plentiful, and have varied
httlc in price during the week. Turnips and Carrots have much
improved in quality within the last few weeks. Spinach is be-
coming very inferior, and but a small quantity can be procured.
The Potatoes offered are generally of good size and clear-skinned

:

the Kidneys from 3s. to 4.9. 6(f. per half-sieve, the Round ones
from 2s. to 2s. ^d. per half-sieve. Mushrooms are remarkably
scarce, and consequently fetch a high price, Flowers,—The dis-
play of Roses is uncommonly fine; and amongst the other cut
flovFers we observed Combretum puipureum, Roella ciliata.
Plumbago capensis, Bignonia venusta, and a variety of Alstroe-
merias. Gladioluses, and Yellow Picotees.

FRICKS, gATURHjiv, Jur.Y 23, IB42.—FKUITS :—
Apples, dessert, per hush., 3* to 6*
•^ears densert. per hf. sieve/2j 6J to Gs
j;ine AppU, per ]^,,4, ^^^^
ijrapet, per pound, 1, 6J to 45

M 1
jVfuscats, per poimd,.4»to6f

Welnns, English, each; 2i to St— DiitL'h, Uto3<
lynches, per doz.6# 10 201
J<ectar.nM,perdoz.6, to20i

rI?.^ " '^^' ^<^rced, per^all.. 6d to 3*

ChliT""' P" P«'I- «''tol-
Cherries, WHl], per Ih.u to 2f

"tandard.perdoz. lbs., 3« to 6*

4f
^dTil.flowen.. perdoz., 2#to4reai, per iieve, 2* ffrf to 5j

per half sieve, 1 * CJ to 2x 6J
-^ P^r.sack, 5# tolO*
"cans, Kidney, per hf. sv., U cJ to 2* U
PnT..

^^^^* per sieve, Ci
*'otatoe«,perton,70ito90.
— per cwt. 3# 6d to fl*

Arii<KrL ^"''*y' per bn!.hel, 3# to fl*

Vtl^l?*' P«^doz bun., 4, to 5*C.rrots. per doz. bunch, 4* to 6/

"orseKad&h, perbundle,a<to5*

Currants, White, per hf. sv. 3* to 4*'

— Black, per hf. a v., 216(^104*
— Red, for wine, 3* to 3» Gd
— for dessert, 4* to 6*

Gooseberries, perhf. sve., 2j tu5*
Cmnimberg, per tloz., It to 8f

OritUKes, per doz., U to 2* (JJ

_ per 100, 5j toia«

Lemons, per doz. U to 2*

— per 100, 64to 16f

Almonda, perpeck, 7'

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3f

Walnots, green, per bush., 4« to Cs

Nuts, per bushel—— Braxil, 20«
— Jiarcelona, S0# to 24j

VEQETAULKS.
Radish, per doz. hands {24 to 30 each)
9d to }s

— Turnip, p. di.z. bch., 9J to U
Onions. Green, per doz. ban. 3* to 4r

— CookinK> per Joz. bch., 2*€</ to 6*

Chives, per bua., 3J*
r.ppkB, younp, per doz. bun., 4*

Garlic, per bunch, 4J to 6*' ,

Shallots, per bch.,3<ito Ad
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. »core, 1# to 1* W

Cos,9(/ to ]j 6^
Celery, per bundle. (t2 to 15),l*ta 2*

Small Salads, per punnet, 2<f to 3d
Parsley, per half sie%e, 1* to IfM
Vegetable Marrow, perdoz., Orf tol*

Mushrooms, per pottle, 2» 6d to3#

- ISTotices to Corrcspo7idenis.

'

j,,7.'*- P^^^TOK'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
ui tne form of a small volume, for gnneral distribution, price 3rf.

^.^^.^*^Py; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen

hftvA tv
^^ flistribute copies among their cottage tenantry may

ave them delivered in antr part of London by remitting a Post-

quired^'"^^'^
to this Office, at the rate of 5*. for every 25 copies re-

f'
is quite right ; the articles he alludes to in the *' 1

xHriners Journal " are coijied from the Gardeners' Chronicle,

An} ^^'^"a'^ledgment.
(.•^•^^-t -^aaarA-.—Your plants are,— 1, Jancus acutiflorus; 2,
*rcx recurva

; 3, Saiiguisorba officinalis ; 4, Triglochin palustre j

ri.^ *;^''^^*^^^^"Sly minute specimen of Phleum alplnum ; 6, Spi-
"^^a niipendula.

New
but

A \ ouug Botanist should be aware that it is impossible for ua

Of a*rf^^
^^^ platits unless hesends lkavbs upon kach spKcniKV.

tthu t
^^" sent only one has a leaf upon it. Those which we are

8 vift,'*^^^'''^^"*^ are,-3, a Spargauium ; 6, J
"' ^i-rythrffia Centuurium ; lo, Galium verum.

uncus acutiflorus

T .—W e can see nothing different in the colour of your Fuchsia

r S °^^*^' ^^^^ which have lately been raised. The petals arc
of the same colour as the sepals, and where such is the ca&e thb
plants are of little value.

P, R. IT.** plants are, Jasione mcntaua, Veioiuca officinalis:,
Avena strigosa, Md!ica uniflora, Aira coispitosa, Ervumhlrbu-
turn, and Vicia angustif<51ia.
A Limerick Subscriber,—Tlie bulbs of the Whitk Lit t may be

separated in the autumn after the leaves have died down j the
soil best suited for them is turfy peat, with a blight admixture of
loam. The following FcrnsT.vs may be rccon^mendcd :— F. for-
mosa elegans.roseo-alba, Monvp^nnii, Lanei, stylosa consplcua,
Riccart6nia.

G. r.—Your plants arc,— 1, Valeriana officinalis ; 2, Lythrum
salicaria: 3, Cuscuta cpithymum ; 4, Lotus major; 5, Erica
tetralix; 6, Vicia cracca

j r, Centaurea scabiosa.
P. ir. J.—Your Apple is the Red June-eatinp,
J. J/.—We never take in unpaid letters or parcels.
Geor^tiw.—The name of the Ambkican iikai.ino pi.akt, which

IS stated to have the repuUtion cf diawing with oijC tide of its
leaf, and of healing with the other side, Is Valeriana svlvat: .

G«//(Wmtfcs.—We cannot say in what proportion N'itratk or
Soda should be applied to Greenhouse-plants. The first Number
cf the Gardtncm' Chtonicle was published January 2d. Ift4l.

J. O.—We see nothhig particularly handsome in your t.. Wxiig
Fuchsia; the flowers are of the same colour, hut sinallcrthan
those of F. fulgens, with a sloi- '-r tube about Sin. lont.
H, j-I.— It is impossible to give any opinion respccthig your

Verbena, as the specimen sent was completely shrivelled up.
R* JZ.— It is customary for News-agents to charge 7«. per Quar-

ter for the <7«rrfencrA* CI 'clet uuless the sub.*;ciiption is paid
in advance.

J, J. and a Lover of fro^flrm.—For a sketch of Mn i.s's IM-
paovjinMELOx-PiTS.and an accountof his melhod of treatment,
we must refer you to Mr. Mills's pamphlet upon the bubjuct ; the
contents of which we have no right to purlqin. Pklaroumim
BKKi) hhonld be sowni as soon as gathered. We do not know
whether the Eliza Strawberry will force as well as the Keen's
Seedhng,

11*. S.—Your plants are,— I, Kdgia Irginica; 2, Myoporum
parvifulium ; 3, Elcocharibca:spitosa.

7,omf/j.—Thc roots of your WisxA'niA sinknsis, which was
turned out against a south wall three years ago, and which has
not grown &ince, were no doubt matted together, and not having
been straightened at the time of planting, they can barely sus-
tain the plant alive. At all cvtntb it is worth while to raise- the
plant and see whether such is the case, as the evil must iiec . j-

sarily lay in the had condition of the root?. You had better de-
sist from stopping the shoots of your Chrysantmkmums, and
allow them to grow up for bloom, otherwise it will be extremely
late in the season before they flower. Cuttings of Stanuabu
Roses put in now will grow this year, and will be benefitted by
being removed after they hare formed roots. Achimenbs lokgi-
FLORA is a perennial, and may be propagated readily by cuttings.
A Subscrider.^Thc best-flavoured early Stbawbkhrv, which

will ripen before Keen's Seedling, is the Roscberry. If the soil

of your garden is light, and cracks in dry weather, wc would re-
commend you to mix some stiffish loara with the natural soil

before planting the Strawberries, and to keep the beds well
mulched with litter or short grass during the bearing season,
Amaryllis longif^lia will flower in the open air, treated «.-, an
aquatic. It is the Oil of Vituiol, or StLPMURic acid, which is

used to fix ammonia. It is impossible to state tlic proportion
which is required to take away the unpleasant smell, as the
quantity of ammonia varies greatly in different manures, and the
strength of the vitriol is not always the same. It should
be diluted with water and applied to the manure until an
offensive smell is no longer perceptible. The Macnojuia
granditlora, which has hcen planted 8 or lO years against

a south wall, and which grows luxuriantly, but docs not
blossom, is probably planted too deep. By severing some of the

roots w^hich penetrate perpendicularly into the ground, youwiU
most likely bring it to flower.

iyT0^6\oyos,—You cannot have a very clear idea of the value
of time in London to suppose that we can sit down to name a
box full of Beetles and Moths. With e\cTy wish to oblige you,
this is a task we carmot undertake.

G. F. H.— The plant sent is a Mesembnantheihum; but with-
out a flower we cannot determine the species.

J, C, i.—The Maxilhiria is M. rufescens.

A Young Gardtner^s plants are,— 1, Man^ttia cordifulia; 2, Lan-
tana aculeata; 4, Bign6nia capreolata; 3 is a very curious new
plant, with which we are unacquainted. If you will send a ]!et-

tcr specimen, or a small plant of the latter, with an account of

where it was received from, we will endeavour to learn its name.
Hibernia,—V^e would advise you to examine the roots of your

CLiANTHUSPUNiCEus,andsee whether thewitheringofthe leaves

is not caused by the drainage of the pot having become choked.

We know of no method of clearing a pond from Ditrweed, ex-

cept by raking it ofl' as fast as it appears. You will find your
question concerning the treatment of Pklabooniums fully an-

swered at p. 469 of last week's Chronicle. It is a bad plan to

place old plants in a hotbed after potting ; it is sure to draw them
up weak and unsightly.

J. i?.—Your plant is Coreopsis lanceolata, and may be propa-

gated by dividing the roots in spring.

J>iscipnli/s,—Tho Cuttings op Rosks must have been formed

of wood not sufficiently ripened, or you would have succeeded

better. In packing tender fruit, such as Straw^berries, &c., tissue

paper should always he placed between them and the cotton-

wool; otherwise the cotton adheres to the fruit, and renders it

unfit to be eaten.

6. IF.—When the blossom-buds of Camellias have arrived at

the size of peas, the plants should be removed to a somewhat
cooler situation, which will prevent them from bloommg before

the spring. They may be kept in pits during winter, by preserv-

ing the interior of the pits dry, and by covering them with double

mats during severe frost; allowing the plants plenty of air in

favourable weather,
E. T.'5 insect is the Cicada (Tettigon-ia) spumatiia, Linn.,

whose history we hope to give next week.— R.
W. Trs No. 1, which was found on the Digitalis parvifoUa, is

Apis (ANTHiDiuM)MAVicATU3i,imn.jvideCurt.Erit.Eut.,pI.6i.
No. 2 isTEXTHBEDo (Trichiosoma) Lucorlm, Linn., probably,

but it is too mutilated to determine the exact species. No 3 is a

Lettlra 'Donacia), allied to HvDRorHSRinis, Fab.-^R.

S. y.—Tlie red Cherry 5s the Red Heart ; and the black is the

Black Tartarian.
Facile.--yoxu Strawberries, judging from the leaves sent,

appear to be perfectly correct.

J. ^.—Your plant seems to be Abroma fastnosa. As it now is

we have got only half a flower, and it is really impossible to do
anything with such fragments.
M. /'.—We will inquire about Prof. Henslow's report. Wc

recommend to you the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

W. ilf.—Willing as wc are to give information, it is quite im-
possible to sacrifice the time required to answer correspondents
who send us plants fob names without any evidence upon
which to form an opinion. Naming rare plants is very trouble-

some, and takes a long time, even with the most complete in-
!

formation ; without it, the task is more than wc can undertake
to execute. In your case, as well as in that of many others, this

is strikingly exemplified. You send us a Clematis for a name, in

the form of one flower and half a leaf, the latter crumpled as if it

had been worn in the pocket ; and iu addition to this, you neither

say whether it is a hardy or a greenhotise plant, nor where yoa
obtained it from. Surely, in applying to us for information, iti«

only reasonable that an applicant should furnish us with such

information as he himself possesses. ,

Jf, J. L. has a brick pit covered with glass, 8ft. long. "*.^';;f'

4 high at the front, and 5 at the back. It is heated }r ^-^^"^^^S^l

water pipes, from the boUer of a greenhouse, ruaaing wuna tne

pit, at an average height of IS uuhes from the floor. He would
use the pit frr forcing a few grecnhoiw^ pUnts during winter,

and for propagating in summer. His pUui is to make a
n.. /.v.iiit boaiutd floor, 2 feef from the bottom, so as to Icavt the

pipes in a lioUow chamber, and then to put some substance pother

than lark) on the hoards, a foot deep, to plunge the pots In. Ha
Inquires Mhcthcr he can use his pit to more advanta^; and if

not, whether the phinginir substance should be ashes or sawdust,
or \\..^T else ?— [Wo are ol opinion that his plan is a good one

;

but he must use tubes, or openings of some kind, to connect the
hollow ' itcd chamber and the air above the plants. It matters
little wV,at the pin- -'ng suhKUuce is j sawdust will do very well,
so will drift sand^ and so will coal ashes if they do not contain
ttjn much sulphur]
A Constant Rfttdfr-AVe hmrt only received one of the parrels

promised. The j
-^ h^iit arc,— l. CK'matis viticella, double

flowering var. j 2, Erica tt^tralix ; 3, A£&iea vi^cosaJ 4, Spiraea
saliciiwi.a; 5, Rhod044end-on hirsutum j 6, Hypil^r'cum calycinnm.

lti4U.— Your seedling pAXbrKs very infHicvr to Uie flowers of the
present day; the f(^^m i* not good, and the lower ]>etaN aic out
of jjroportion, beuig t ..sI! for the sire of the flovvtr.—You
r -^- pull the weak ci^tsteiotJi of your l.ii.v ar n Vai.i.kv <jui (Y
your bed now, in order to expose the oihtrs to the influence of
the sun and air. \\«^n tlie phoi's iiie off in autumn, you can
then thin the bed jimperiy.—VicRaitXAs areiiow very numerous

j

but the best and oust distinct varMlea are the fallowing:
ChaudU'rii, ^' '' ^rcs Bup<'rha,Tweed1anagraiidiftora, Hislupiuna,
ignca. Hcndereonii, purpurea, teucrloldes, teurrioif* ' - -^^ ^^-rri,

t. carnca, t. r6sos, and incit^a.—Vou will not be able to y uie a
complete £ct of the Chrumi^U for la&t year.

S(iuthucsfrr,^\\\*hH\\i uctiwd no fHTccl or commimlcaUon
uiidir this hitjnatiiic.

W. J. A>p*.—The b!os?om of your seedling pKLARCOKltTM wat
of an unusually large kiite. It is usual, before cutting down these
plants, to expoF^elhcni to the miu and air, to harden the v^ood ; and
the plants > cut down are not distutbed till they have made
fresh shoots alxtut an imh in It iigth, win n It U i roper to repot
them. Kxrellmt direr iums were p-ivrn In the former volume of
the C/ironicle for the management of Pelargoniums, at pp. 83. 100.

Ibl. No advantage could be obtained fay planting the old root in
the open bordt:r ; the young rootlets niu&t he injured when it is

taken up to p<»t !t for the winter f easoii* Your Fuchsia is the
variety kn< \s n ns F. Vduollii.

A Friend ti \i\mit9 arc- 3, Poa fluitans 1 6, H<Srdeum mnrfnufn ;

6, Catabrosa aqtiiiica
j 7. Eiit>i'i*t^i»»m vsginatum; h, 'liii*ilium

striatum; 9f Tiildlium scabrum; 10, A'rabis hiisutaj 11, A'ciuos
vulgaris ; ]2, Juncus acutiflorus.
Al usual, many letters have arrived too late for anii^ en this week.
Erratum.— In No. 2p, p. 47ft, col. ft, Hue from the bottom ft,

for •* Wc have scarcei)^ any, nor have i seen any common Butter-
flies

J since the end of May, &-c.," read " We liave scarcely any,
nor have I seen any coniUion ButtLrfiics since the cud of May
and beginning of Jui:c; 1 have met with, &c."

Ni:WS OF THE WEEK.
TuK recent death of the Duke of Orleans continues to

be the chief topic of interest in our foreign news. The
French Chambers are convoked for the ^GtU inst., the

anniversary of the first day of that revolution winch placed

the House of Orleans on the throne. The King will open

the session in person, and Minister* will i.. .eJiattly in-

troduce a Regency Bill to provide for the ficcurity of the

crown in the event of his Majesty's death during the mi-

nority of his graudchtld. In the beginning of the week,

it was expected that the question would give ciec to an

active opposition ; and public opinion was divided on the

selection of a Regent. It was understood that the Govern-

ment measure^ in accordance with the feelings of the

Court, would j>ropose the appointment of the Duke of Ne-

mours. The Opposition^ on the other hand, 5U]>ported the

claims of the Duchess of OrJeaos as the mother of the

heir apparent, and there was every prospect that the ques-

tion would be discussed with much party warmth. M.
Thiers, however, who was considered favourable to the

Regency of the Duchess, has annouoced his intention

to support the Ministry, and there seems to be little

doubt that the personal wishes of the Royal faraily will

be consulted in the choice of the Duke of Nemours.

The calamity which has rendered these precautions ne-

cessary, is snid to have created a sense of common danger,

which has united men of difiereut parties ia support of

the Constitution ; and the Minifeteria! papers express

their belief that it will lend to strengthen the Govern-

ment, and consolidate C- interests of the reigning dy-

nasty. The commercial treaty between France and Bel-

giura, which has so much excited the fears of our manu-
facturer?, has been concluded. By this treaty, Belgium

is bound to impose a duty upon English linens equal to

that levied in France, and to reduce the duty on French

wines to one-third of the existing tariff.—From Spain we
Jearuj by a telegrapliic despatch, that the Session of the

Cortes was closed on the I6th. Gen. Zurbano arrived

at Barcelona on the 4th, and has signified his inten-

tion to adopt the most rigorous measures to reduce

Catalonia to obedience.—The Queen of Portugal opened

the Ccrtes in person on the 10th; the speech alluded

to the late changes in the constitution as a concession

to the spontaneous expression of the national will,

and adverted to the conclusion of the slave trade

and commercial treaties with England, The mutual re-

duction of tlie tariff is still under consideration ; the

Portuguese commissioners have sent in their report, pro-

posing a redaction of 40 per cent, on one class oi British

manufactures, and 20 per cent, on another ; but notbisf

has yet been settled in regard to the reduction of tfeft

British duties on Portuguese wines.— In the Le^a^f ^'^-

affairs of Syria continue to give rise to much '*»^''^

'

and the Turkish provinces on the Danube
'^J^J"

™-
.|g^ state.-From the United States we le^m th^t the l le-

s dent has put his veto on the Tariff Bill, «nd that a change
.

tnZ cabii^t is considered ineril ^ ^ Lord Ashburton;.

negotiations a're representedas ^drBncwg
favourably, and it

is understood that a courentional ime oi boundary and the

details of the proposed equiraJenta have been agreed 00.
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At home, the proceedwgB of Parliament have heen un

usually long and interesting. SirR. Inglis has postponed

his motion relative to Church Extension, on the under-

standing that Government will taVe the subject into their

serious consideration during the recess, and state their

intentions in the next session. The Bill for allowing

Bonded Com to be manufactured and exported iu the

form of Biscuit, has passed by a majority of 87. Minis-

ters have abandoned their intention to press the Poor-law

Bill at this advanced period of the session ; and have an-

nounced their intention to introduce a fresh Bill during

the ensuing year. In the mean tinqe, the early clauses

relating to the continuance of the commission, the

appointment of assistants for special inquiries, and

the management of the casual poor, have been

carried ; and a bill, embodying these provisions, was

read a third time last night. On Thursday. Mr. T.

Duncombe brought forward his motion on the distress of

the country, and moved an address to her Majesty, pray-

ing that Parliament might be convened at an early period,

in case the present cri&is should continue ; but after a

long discussion, the motion was negatived by a majority

of 56, Another motion on the distress of the country

was brought forward last night by Mr. Gibson, and nega-

tived by a majority of 92.

CouKT.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, have returned from Clare-

mont to Buckingham Palace, and are in excellent health.

The Prince and Princess of Saxe Coburg Gotha, still con-

tinue on a visit to her Majesty ; during the week they

have visited the British Institution, the Chinese Collec-

tion, and the Coliseum. It is rumoured that the Court
will leave town for Windsor in a few days. The Gazette
of Tuesday contained an order from the Lord Chamber-
Iain for the Court to go into mourning for his late Royal
Highness the Duke of Orleans. The mourning com-
menced on Thursday, and will last for the usual period of

a fortnight, but the Queen and Prince Albert will continue

in mourning for a month. The French papers announce
that her Majesty and the Prince have written letters of
condolence to the Royal family of France on their late

affliction. The Viscountess Jocelyn has succeeded the
Yiscountess Canning as the Lady in Waiting on the
Queen, and Viscount Sydney and Captain Hood have suc-
ceeded the Earl of Warwick and Admiral Sir Robert Ot-
way, as the Lord and Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.

Parliamenlary Movements.—It is stated that Parlia-
ment will be prorogued ou the 10th or lUh of August.
The Election for Buckinghamshire has terminated in the
return of the Hon. W. E. Fitimaurice, of Taplow, in the
room of the late Sir W- Young, Bart,

jforeign.
France.— TAe late Duke of Orleans,—The papers are

still occupied with the melancholy death of this lamented
Prince. In addition to the details which we gave last
week, we have gathered the following from the recent

.journals. The Prince Royal left the Tuileries in the car-
riage we have described, but it is not true, as had been
reported, that the horses were frightened by the falling
down upon them of a front boot, as the carriage had no
boot or seat on the fore wheels. Every part of the car-
riage was in perfect order, having been carefully examined
in the morning. The horses were not frightened, nor did
they suddenly run away ; but the .accident is said to
have arisen in the following manner. The Duke of Or-
leans, in returning from Paris, was accustomed to take
the avenue leading from the Porte Maillot to his residence
of Villiers, and from thence obtained entrance to the Park
of Neuilly by the gate which is opposite to this avenue.
But on Wednesday his Royal Highness wished to go by
the road which crosses Sablonville obliquely to the old
Neuilly road, and then enter the Park by the grand gate.
Having been driven very fast, the horses, on reaching the
Forte Maillot, became excited, and, in spite of all the
exertions of the postilion, took the road to which they
were habituated instead of the diagonal road the Prince
intended to go. Finding themselves approaching their
steDles, the animals became stiU more eager, and the horse
tne boy rode kicked out several times, and struck the
cross-bar, which, from the nature of the carriage, came
rather close to his haunches. Then it was that the Duke
stood up, and fancying that the postilion had lost all com-mand of his horses, caUedtohim, The boy replied thathe sta held them, and, ia fact, the hand-horse was per-
fectly temperate, the lad firm in his seat, and puUinJ at
the bridle. The springs of the carriage are said to have
been very shght, and it is supposed that the Prince was
thrown out by a sudden jerk. This opinion is confirmed
by the testimony of an eye-witness, who states that he did
not see the Prince throw himself out, and is still further
substantiated by the report of the surgeons at the post-
mortem examination. They state that the skull was frac-
tured from ear to ear, and express their conviction that,
as the head sustained the whole force of the fall, the
Prince did not jump out, but was thrown out of the car-
riage by some violent shock while standing up. Although
still overwhelmed in the deepest grief, the Royal Family
are as well as can be expected. A Council of Ministers

, was held on Wednesday, at which Marshal Soult presided.
It lasted from half-past twelve to two o'clock. When it

broke up, tht Ministers bet out for Neuilly. There a
fresh council was held, at which the King presided. The
papers state that his J^Iaiestr. in announcini? the holdinir

of this council, lost nothing of the admirable firmness
which he exhibited at the moment of the late dreadful

catastrophe. " The blow is terrible," was the remark of

the King, " but it ought not to shake our confidence in

the future. We shall surmount every difficulty." The
Queen is not less heroic in her resignation. Every inci-

dent related of the members of the Royal Family proves

how cordially united they are in domestic life. The
Duke de Nemours arrived on Thursday from Nancy ;

and on Saturday morning the Duchess of Orleans reached

Neuilly from Plombiores. The Prefect of the Vosges was
informed by the telegraph on Wednesday, five minutes

after the fatal accident, that the Prince had been thrown
out of his carriage, and was in a dangerous state. At
eight at night this despatch reached the Prefect, who im-

mediately went to Plombieres, and informed Gen. Ban-
drand, thePrince's aide-de-camp, who was with her Royal
Highness. The General, with great delicacy and precau-

tion, communicated the tidings to the Princess. She re-

plied that she must instantly leave for Paris ; and at five

in the morning her Royal Highness left with her suite.

She was much agitated, though she had no idea the Prince

was dead. On the road between Epinal and Neufchateau,

M. Barten de Veaux, the Princess aide-de-camp, met the

Duchess's carriage. When her Royal Highness saw him,

her emotion could not be controlled. She said, ** I un-

derstand he is dead !
" From that moment she gave her-

self up to despair, and would receive no consolation.

After passing Merecourt, they met the Duchess of Wei-
mar and the Princess Clementine, with letters to the

Duchess from the King and Queen. A most distressing

interview ensued. The Duchess of Orleans had a succes-

sion of fainting fits. The unfortunate sisters went direct

to Neuilly, where the Duchess again became insensible

when she was embraced by the Royal parents. It was
only at three in the afternoon that she came to her
senses ; at half-past three her children were brought
to her, and she then was relieved by abundant tears.

After this painful scene, her Royal Highness was intro-

duced to the chapel in which reposed the remains of the

Duke of Orleans. After having knelt and prayed, the

Duchess asked that the coffin should be opened, that she
might once more contemplate the remains of her husband-
Her Royal Highness was then conducted to her apart-

ments. The coffin will remain in state in the chapel at

Neuilly until the 30th inst., and on the 1st and 2d of

August the body will lie in state in the cathedral of Notre
Dame, where the public will be admitted. On the 3d the

funeral ceremony will take place, in presence of the

church, civil, and military aufiiorities ; on the night of
the 3d the body will be removed to Dreux ; and on the
4th the final interment will take place in the family vault,

in presence of the King and all the Royal Family, as it is

expected that the Prince de Joinville will have returned
before that time from the French squadron, now cruising
off Sicily. The King and Queen of the Belgians arrived
at Neuilly on Sunday. The will of the late Prince Royal
has been opened. It was dated prior to the Duke's de-
parture for the siege of Antwerp, but several codicils had
been added on the eve of his Royal Highness's departures
for the African campaigns, particularly his last one at the
expedition of the Portes de Far. The Duke in this will
exhorts his brothers aiid his own family to concord, and to
implicit obedience to and confidence in the will and wis-
dom of the King. The ^' Prcsse" says— '^ We can add
that, in one of the clauses, the Prince, whilst giving fitting
praise to the elevation of character and superiority of
mind which distinguish the Princess Helena, speaks in
express terms of the necessity, in case of a minority, of
not entrusting the Regency except to virile hands, able to
support the weight of state affairs in grave conjunctures,
and to defend the independence of the institutions and
liberties of the country. We believe we can state that,
before it was known that such was the wish of the la-
mented Prince, the same opinion had heen^voluntarily ex-
pressed by his august widow." The King has purchased
the house where the Duke died, No. 4, Chemin de la Re-
volte, which has been closed since the fatal day, and
intends, it is said, to build a chapel on the site. Crowds
hourly visit the spot. A statue of the Duke will be
erected at Versailles, and a monument at Dreux, for which
purpose M. Pradier took casts of the face, hands, and feet
of the corpse, on Tuesday. M. de Cailleux, director of
the Royal Museums, superintended this operation. The
features of his Royal Highness were not at all altered by
death ; they still expressed his natural benign serenity.
The work was entirely successful, and there is no doubt
that M* Pradier will produce a perfect resemblance of the
Prince, of whom there is only one t'ruly faithful portrait,
that recently finished by M. Ingres, which is deemed one
of the masterpieces of that artist. Queen Christina, in the
evening of Thursday, came from Malmaison to condole
with the Royal Family. Her Majesty, with delicate con-
sideration, would not enter the court-yard in her carriage,
but alighted at the gatesj and walked from them to the
Palace in evident emotion. She was immediately received
by the King and Queen. The Archbishop of Paris has
issued a pastoral letter to all his clergy, directing masses
to be performed in every church of his province, for the
repose of the soul of the departed Duke. The same so-
temnity has been, or wiU be, ordered throughout all the
dioceses of the kingdom. The Grand Rabbi of the Jews
has also instituted a solemn service on the occasion in all
the synagogues. All the Peers in Pans have hastened to
^eullly to inscribe their names, as coming to make in-
quiries of condolence after the King and Royal Family.
Even some who were at great distances have travelled
up expressly to perform this sad duty. The **Moniteur"
of Sunday publishes long accounts from the provincial
papers of the state of public feeling, as well as long lists of

addresses of condolence from, the army, municipal councils
&c. Marshal Soult has issued an order of the day direct'
ing that mourning be immediately worn by the army until
further orders ; that crape be placed on the colours and
standards ; the 'drums be covered with black serge, crane
and mufflers affixed to the trumpets ; and that officers
wear crape on their swords. Count Gerard has issued the
same instructions to the National Guard ; and the Minig
ter of Marine has given similar orders to the navy.* The
Minister of the Interior has addressed a circular to the
Prefects throughout France, stating that as France is in
mourning for the heir to the throne, no festival can take
place on the anniversary of the days of July; and that
the funeral service in honour of the victims will alone be
performed. In connexion vrith this calamitous event it ig
mentioned as a remarkable historical fact that for the last
two centuries, that is since the accession of Louis XIV
in 1643, no French King has transmitted his crown to hi's

son. Louis XIV. and Louis XV. were succeeded by their
grandsons, and since the death of Louis XVI. it is well
known no son has succeeded his father on the throne of
France, Another circumstance recorded is the fact men-
tioned by the daily papers that the news of the Prince's
death was published nearly as early in London as in Paris
the sad occurrence appearing simultaneously in the Thurs-
day's papers of both capitals—a proof of the rapidity with
which intelligence is conveyed from one part of the world
to the other-

The Regency,—The King has issued an ordinance con-
voking the Chambers for the 26th inst. His Majesty will
open the session in person. It was said that he would be ac-
companied by his youthful grandchild the Count of Paris
but the report is contradicted. The Regency question will

be the first object of attention, and the papers have already
begun to discuss it with much party animosity. Ministers
are said to have prepared a bill giving the Regency to the
Due de Nemours, and, in default, to his brothers in suc-
ce?sion ; the guardianship and tutelage of the Princes
being given to the. Duchess of Orleans. The-general im-
pression appears to be that the Due de Nemours will be
appointed, and that the melancholy event which has ren-

dered the measure necessary will be the means of uniting

Count Mole and M. Guizot, and thereby strengthen the
Conservative party. The Opposition papers at first did

not acquiesce in these views ; they brought forward the

claims of the Duchess of Orleans, although the Constitu-

tional Assembly in 1791 set aside women from the Re-
gency. The organs of M. Thiers avowedly declared

their intention to support the Duchess; but the subse-

quent arrival of the Ex-Minister in Paris is said to have

induced them to forego the threatened opposition. M.
Thiers had an audience of his Majesty on Sunday, which
lasted several hours ; and it was announced on Tuesday
that he had decided in favour of the Regency of the Duke
of Nemours, and had persuaded the Opposition to follow

his example. If this be confirmed, it is believed that the

Duke of Nemours will be appointed without opposition.

On the other hand, the Legitimists openly exult at the

blow received by the Orleans dynasty. One of them,

the ** Gazette de France," denies the right of the Cham-
bers to name a Regent. Another, '* La France/' says

** that Providence having effaced the name of the Duke of

Orleans from the page, has thereby shown its intention of

writing the Duke of Bordeaux in lieu of it." In short,

the proceediftgs of the Legitimists seem to have had great

influence on the LiberaLs, who declare that after these

avowals they must separate from their alliance with them.

From all these facts, there is still a strong impression that

a warm conflict may be expected in the Chambers, even

though the Regency question may be amicably settled.

CommeTciai Treaties,—The treaty of commerce be-

tween Belgium and France has been concluded, Belgian

linen and thread are to be still admitted into France on

the existing duties, but British articles of that kind are

not to be imported into Belgium except on payment of the

duties set forth in the French tariff. Belgium is to reduce

the duties on French wines one-third. The Navigation

Act is moreover to be altered so as to give to French salt

the advantage on that produced or manufactured m
England.
Spain,—Several of the Madrid'Journals have ceased

to appear for some days past, iti consequence of a strike

among the operative printers., "yhere is, therefore, little

news from the ordinary channels; but a telegraphic de-

spatch has reached Bayonne, announcing that the Cortes

closed their session on the 16th.—The mails from Ca-

talonia of the 11th inst- represent Felipe as having

been executed, and several of the smaller chiefs taken.

Gen» Zurbano arrived on the 4th, and established his

head-quarters at Gerona, He writes to his military

friends in Madrid in excellent spirits, talks of hav-

ing issued an order amongst his officers that nothing

is to be said of him in the newspapers, and of his |°t^^"

tions of treating the enemies of the constitution in the

most constitutional manner.-^Private letters advert to the

extraordinary spectacle lately presented in the Congress,

of the late and the present Ministers of Foreign Affairs

denying the existence of any proposition on the part or

England for the establishment of a treaty of commerce be-

tween the two countries, notwithstanding that facts to the

contrary are well known in Madrid, and that Sir Robert

Peel in Pariiament had stated the fact of the harmonious

progress already made in the matter. This proceeding on

the part of Ministers is attributed to their desire to propi-

tiate the contrabandistas of Catalonia and Andalusia for

party purposes;

PoaxucjAL—We have Lisbon news to the 11th inst.,

brought by the Royal Tar steamer. The Cortes were

opened by the Queen on Sunday the 10th. The Royai

speech is a short one : the late changes are referred to «*
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Leing a concession to the spontaneous expression of the

national will- The conclusion of the slave trade and com-

mercial treaties with England, and the arrival of the Pope's

Isuncio and of the Prussian and Sardinian Ministers, were

the chief topics of the speech. It was expected that after

verifying the returns, and ordering writs for the elections re*

quired by the double returns, the Chambers would be fur-

ther adjourned over the hottest of the summer months.

The Ministry continued without change, though mo-

difications were expected. The Queen and Court

returned to Cintra after the openhig of the Cortes.

The Peers, when the packet left, were occupied with an

interesting question relative to the right of the 30 new
Peers to sit, under the terms of the Queen's convocation

of the Cortes, which under one interpretation requires a

deliberate ratification of the new system. The new Peers

threaten, if defeated, to go down to the Chamber of

Deputies, and proclaim the Upper Chamber in a state of

revolt. The Portuguese Commissioners have given in

their final report as to the reductions in the tariff which

they propose for embodiment in the supplemental article

to the commercial treaty. These are a reduction of 40

per cent, upon one class of British manufactured goods,

and 20 per cent, upon another. The larger reduction is

upon those goods which pass through Portugal to Spain.

They did not touch the question as to the reduction of

our tariff upon the importation of Portuguese wines. The
British Commissioners have made little progress. Every-

thing remains in statu quo, until the Duke of Palmella

shall have had a conference with the Government, conse-

quent upon which will be his proposition of mutual tariff

reductions to Lord Howard de Walden.

Germany.—The King of Prussia has addressed to the

Minister of Public Worship an order relating to the con-

nexion between the English Bishop of Jerusalem and such

Protestant German communities as may be formed in

Palestine. He encloses a letter from the Archbishop of

Canterbury, dated June 18, offering the protection of the

Bishop of Jerusalem to all Prussian subjects of the Pro-

testant religion residing under his jurisdiction. The King,

after expressing his satisfaction at the proposal, declares,

" I shall always be ready to lend my support to such

properly qualified persons as may be anxious to go to

Palestine to convert the Jews, and who can give proofs

that they will faithfully adhere to the evangelic belief

founded on the dogmas of the Confession of Augsburg."

—

A letter from Berlin, of the 11th inst., states that the

King, when passing through Dantzic, on his way to St.

Petersburgh, orderedameasure to be observed towards the

Polish provinces of his kingdom, which forms a strong con-

trast to those adopted by the Emperor Nicholas with

regard to the Polish nation. His Majesty ordered that in

all the schools in these provinces education should be

given in the Polish language, except religious instruction,

which may be in Polish or German, according to the

choice of the parents. He has further ordered, that no
German, or other foreigner, shall be appointed a professor

to any of the schools, unless he is able to speak fluently,

and write correctly, the Polish language,—The Berlin

papers state, that an experiment has been made on the

Berlin and Potsdam railroad, as to the possibility of using

the line in case of war, as the means of transporting artil-

lery. For this purpose, a park of guns, with all their

articles, and the usual number of men and horses, was
placed on the common carriages of the railroad, and was
transported with the greatest safety, by a single locomo-

tive, from one town to the other in 20 minutes.—Letters

from Toplitz state that the visitors to the waters are this

season extremely numerous. A German paper makes the

arrivals to the 1st instant, 1738. The Germans are chiefly

Saxons and Prussians. There are many Russians, and

some English, among whom Lord Mount Edgcumbe is

mentioned.
Belgium.—The King and Queen, with their suite,

arrived from Laeken on Saturday morning, at the railway

station- After remaining a brief space in the reception

room, where a number of persons of distinction had

assembled to offer their condolence for the calamity which

has visited the Royal Family of France, their Majesties

proceeded by a special train to Mons, on their route for

Paris. The King, dressed in a plain suit of black, and

wearing no decorations, looked extremely pale. The
Queen, with all the Royal suite, were also in deep mourn-

ing. The papers state that it was most affecting to mark
the almost insupportable sorrow of the Queen. Her Ma-
jesty when first informed of the death of her brother,

was so grievously affected that her cries were heard in

many rooms of the Palace, and was scarcely able to arti-

culate, or walk to the carriage that was to convey her to

Paris, Few persons were able to restrain their feelings.

Italy.—The " Papal Calendar," published at Rome, has

just appeared for the year. According to it, the Pope will

complete his 77th year on the next anniversary of his

birthday (Sept. 18th), in the 11th year of his papacy.

There are at present 60 cardinals, at least this is the

number put down for the college. There are six cardinal

bishops, 43 cardinal priests, and 11 cardinal deacons.

Card* Russi, the oldest cardinal, is 87, and Prince Schwart-

zenberg, the youngest, is 33. The ages of all the cardinals

make 3,580 years, the average of which is 59 1-3.—Letters
from Naples state that the import duty on books has been

reduced one-half by a royal decree.—Considerable sensation

has been produced at Florence by a fracas between Mr.
Delamore, an English gentleman of large property, resid-

ing there with his family, and Mr. Baldwin, an American
of fortune, also living lately in the same capital. Mr.
Delamore and Mr. Baldwin were at one time very intimate,

and were in the habit of playing together for snaall stakes.

The former having been a winner, Mr. Baldwin urged
ium to play for large stakes; as high aft a hundred louii a

I
throw. After repeated trials, Mr, Delamore left off a
winner of 6,000/. and upwards, for which Mr. Baldwin
gave his bill at sight, with the understanding that he was
to be allowed time to*payhis losses. This occurred in

April, but in May, Mr. Baldwin, in company with a Mr.
Taylor, accused Mr. Delamore of playing with false cards
and dice. Angry communications passed, and Mr. Dela-
more submitted a statement of the affair to Lord Holland,
the British Minister, expressing his desire to have it

investigated. The cards and dice are under seal at one of
the principal banking-houses.
Greece.—Letters of the 30th ult. state that the Mon-

arch line-of-battle ship was then at Athens, and that her
ofl5cers and crew have suffered very much from sickness,
caused by the marsh fever, caught at Xanthus, where the
ship had been embarking the antiquities found by Mr,
Fellowes. Major Meech and Lieut. Burton, both of the
Royal Marines, had died from this cause, and were buried
at Athens, The crew was now, however, convalescent,
and only one more death was expected. The letters

mention as a curious fact, that the "French squadron
went from "Athens to Rhodes, but on meeting the
English men-of-war, and finding that they had em-
barked the antiquities, they proceeded to Smyrna. It

is asserted that the French Admiral declared that should
he have found the Engli&h had abandoned the affair

for the summer, he would carry the antiquities off to

France.— The financial affairs of Greece are in a very

unsettled state. The King had sent the Budget to the

Council of State, and the Greek newspapers do not scruple

to assert that it will be utterly impossible for the Govern-
ment to pay the troops much longer, unless the Allied

Powers come to the assistance of Greece with more money.
The Budget sent to the Council of State clearly shows a

deficit of a million, which will in reality, it is said, amount
to three times that sum.

Russia.—^The St. Petersburgh journals confirm the

rumoured recall of M. Perrier, the French charge d'affaires

at the Imperial Court. It is stated that he was personally

disliked by the Emperor, and that the Secretary, M.
Andr^, will carry on the business of the legation. * The
"Augsburg Gazette" announces that the Circassians

have gained an important advantage over the Russian

corps of Gen. Grabbe, who were attacked in a forest by
the Lesghians, and cut to pieces. The Russians are said

to have lost 1,500 men and 25 officers. The artillery,

being in the re^r, was saved.

Turkey and Syria— Letters have been received

from Constantinople of the 29th of June. The affairs of

Bosnia and Wallachia are in a very unsettled state, and

give rise to much anxiety. Fresh instructions have been

sent to the Sultan's agents in Syria, to institute renewed

investigation into the causes of the Maronite grievances,

and, by personal interviews, to endeavour to elicit the

truth. In the mean time the state of the Lebanon is said

to be deplorable ; and the accounts express fears that

coercive measures, if adopted, may lead to revolution

and civil war. The people, excited by foreign intrigue,

are ripe for revolt, and are taught to expect assistance

from foreign powers. In consequence of the disposition

to squabble with the Turkish authorities, and the want of

conciliatory language and manner on the part of our con-

sular agents in the Ottoman empire, Sir Stratford Canning

has addressed a circular to these gentlemen, reminding

them of their duties, and calling upon them to use their

endeavours to unite more closely, by cautious and tempe-

rate proceedings, the bond of unity that connects the

Queen's and Sultan*s Governments. This document has

given great satisfaction to the Turkish Ministers. The
Greek Patriarch died on the 24th, and Yermanos, arch-

bishop of Therapia, long [in favour with the Russian em-

bassy, has been chosen by the Synod in his stead. He
was inaugurated as Patriarch on the 28th ult., and was

reminded by the Grand Vizier that he was responsible for

the loyalty of ten millions of the Sultan's subjecti. The
abuse of the system of granting protections to the Sultan's

subjects by foreign legations, especially by those of Russia

and Greece, has called forth a strong remonstrance from

the Porte, addressed to all the legations. Formerly this

system was restricted; but latteriy any Turkish subject

obtaining a passport for Odessa is enabled to obtain

Russian protection, and to return a Russian subject,

emancipated from all allegiance to the Porte.—Lady Can-

ning and family reached Constantinople safely, on board

her Majesty's steamer Polyphemus, on the 25th ult,

Egypt.— Advices to the 26th ult. inform us, that

couriers have been despatched to all the provinces, or-

dering the new wheat to be brought down without delay ;

but there is ao little water in the canal, that for another

month no arrivals of importance can be expected. The
Pacha is about to despatch a frigate he has in the Red
Sea, built some time since in Bombay, with a cargo of

wheat to the Mauritius, under the superintendence of an

English merchant who sails with the vessel, entrusted

with the charge of opening markets in the Eastern

seas for Egyptian produce. An idea seems very preva-

lent that the inundation this year will be very scanty ; but

it is too early yet to base this calculation on any correct

data. Some English subjects had died of plague at Alex-
andria.—The contract for supplying the carriages to cdn-

Tey passengers across the desert has been obtained from
the Peninsular Company by Mr. Andrews, of Southamp-
ton. Each carriage is to be in the form of a small omni-
bus, to carry four inside and two out* They will be of a
very light construction, for the purpose of passing easily

over the sand. Each carriage will be drawn by two Arab
horses, to run seven- mile stages. Porty carriages are to

be ready by the 1st September next.

Unitep States,—The Royal mail steamer Britaniua

arrived on Saturday last at Liverpool- She failed from

Boston on the afternoon of the 2d, and Halifax (off which

port she was delayed by fog 36 hours) on the morning of

the 6th inst. The passage from the latter port occupied

ten days. She has brought upwards of sixty passengers

from Boston and Halifax. Among them is Mr. Cook, a

special messenger from Lord Ashburton, bearing des-

patches for Government. We have received by this con-

veyance files of New York papers to the afternoon of the

1st instant inclusive, Boston to the 2d, and Halifax to

the 5th. Canada papers of late dates have also been re-

ceived. The President and the Congress had disagreed

on the question of the revenue. As the Compromise Act
would expire on the 30th of June, and as the legislation

on the subject contemplated by that act had not been ma-
tured, and was not likely to be so in time to meet this con-
tingency, a temporary bill had passed both Chambers, ex-

tending to the 1st of August the duties in force on the Ist

of June, and the laws for collecting those duties. This
temporary bill was called '* the Little Tariff Bill," and
upon it the President put his veto- As there were not
two-thirds in either House to carry the bill, notwithstand-

ing the veto, the measure is defeated. The tffect of the

veto would be, that the distribution of the proceeds of
the public lands would take place immediately. Private

letters &tate that it is impossible at this moment to

foresee the consequences of the veto ; but it is expected
that the first effect will be a change in the Cabinet,

and the retirement of Messrs. Webster, Spencer, and
Forward, all of whom are from high-tariff states. Ru-
mours of a projected change in the Cabinet are already

current, and it is reported that Mr. Marcy, late Governor
of New York, will preside over the War Department

;

that Mr, Webster will go to the Court of St. James's,

and Mr. Everett to Paris.—The negotiations with Lord
Aahburton are said to be advancing favourably to an
honourable adjustment. Indeed, it was well understood
among the Members of Congress that a conventional

boundary line, equivalents, &c., had been agreed upon.
—The State of Rhode Island had been the scene of a re-

bellion. The universal suffrage party had, under the

command of Dorr, their irregularly elected Governor,
actually taken the field- A foice amounting to between
700 and 800 men, fully armed, had taken up a position

near a place called Chepachet, and thrown up field-works.

The Government troops and the militiaj to the number of

nearly 3,000, under the command of Major M*Neill, moved
against the rebels. But before the attack commenced,
the universal suffrage men, deserted by their leader, Dorr,

broke and dispersed. Only one or two lives were lost on
the side of the rebels, about 200 of whom were made
prisoners. A large reward had been offered by the Governor

of the state for the apprehension of Dorr, who had eluded

pursuit, and, it was supposed, made his escape into

Canada,—Mr. Horsley Palmer left Washington on the

28th inst. for Philadelphia, New York, and so on to

Montreal. Lord Craubourn has also left Washington,

after a sojourn of a few days, for Canada, and intends

being in England by the middle of September,

Canada.—The papers received by the Britannia state

that the new tariff, in relation to American flour, will

enuse numerous mills to be erected in Canada to grind

United States wheat into flour for export to England; or

rather, perhaps, Canadian flour will be sent to England,

and American grain ground in Canada for the consump-

of the province. It is estimated that 600,000/. will be

expended this year in Canada, in public works and im-

provements. Large amounts of British goods are smug-
gled across the Canadian lines into the United States, and

sold at from 20 to 30 per cent, less than the regular im-

portations. Many new-comers are settling on the Canada

Company's Huron tract, where lands are very cheap, no
money to be paid down, but hd, per acre the first year, up

to 21^/. per acre, &c., in six years, until the whole shall

be paid off.—The Montreal papers notice the receipt of a

number of a New York work, called " The New World,"
containing the whole of Mr. James's last novel, entitled

" Morley Ernstein," at the price of Is. lO^d., the publish-

ing price in London being 1/. 11»". G± There can be no

doubt of the necessity of an international copyright, when
the colonies are thus supplied by the piratical booksellers

of America.

^Parliament.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Saturctatf.—Tht Commons assembled to hear the Royal consent

g-iveu by commissiou to the I^otectiou of Her Majesty's Peiaou
Bin and several private bills.

itfonrfay.—Lord Wharncliffk, in reply to Earl Radnor, said

that the Government did not intend to bring" forward any specific

measure for the relief of the existing distresa, which they be-
lieved to be ameliorating by that revival of trade aud commerce
which was following the passing of the recent measures.
The Lord .Chaxckllor moved the second reading of three

bills, which he thought might all he discussed together—the
Bankruptcy Bill, the Lunacy BiU, and the County Courts BfU.

By the Bankruptcy BiU it was proposed to extend the jurisdiction

of the London Commissioners from 40 to 100 miles round the

metropolis
J by the Lunac)- Bill, to establish Commissioners for

the trial of cases, and to diminish the extravagant esi»ensM ^
present attendant on these proceedings ; and by the Coimty

Courts Bill to provide, instead of resident judges, who imglit m
warped by their local feelings or prejudices, judges who woma
go their circuits like the judges of the land. The ^o^. "^
learned Lord made a long statement, and entered at ^^^.
the subjects of the three bUls.-Lord CoTTSMHAMespr^^pUj-
gret that the bins did not go far enough. He ^V^^^^svk-
vlsions, pointing out where he thought ^^^yj^'^l^^f^mhm (^
eient. professm* himself ^^^^^^^l^^^f^ft f^lhe Bankruptcy
impriijonment for debt, and contended that Ui«

; -^bodied, it

BiU the principles for which he argued were
_ hrocuham

would he difficult to do so at a f'i^"^^" ujou^h he admitted
concurred generally with Lord Cottenham.^ougn

ne
^_

that the bills vjere ^^P^ff^/^^Um^^ i^SekeXS

the Lord Chancellor for these '^' .^-„vnint—thP nnp with
the pomtioas of the tasolrent »ad the banltrupt-Uic oue wita
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,." .,.^. ^ „„:««. /.--r him lone afterwards, and undergoing im-

pnsonraent, the other^im^^^ imprisonment. He was

Ifrlfa tlfaV^trbiU^^^ i" the way of further improve-

S-Afte^^^^^^^
Chancellor, the bills were

'^TuVZT^VoTd%oTTKsnx^i gave notice for next session of bis

intcntioa to move for leave to bring in a biU to aboUsU impnson-

*"
A^debatl^^ose on the Irish Drainage Bill, the Earl of Glkk-

CALL moving tiiat it be referred to a select committee. This was

neeativedou a division; after which the House went into com-

mittee and a somewhat long discussion followed. The bill ulti-

mately went through committee, and after some other business

the House adjourned.
, , .

Thursday.—The Earl of Shaftesbury occupied the "W oolsacK m
the absence of the Lord Chancellor from indisposition- The

Lunacy Bill was read a third time and passed. Several bills were

advanced a sUge, and their Lordships adjourned.

Fn'rfai'.—Lord Radnor moved for returns connected with the

Corn Trade, which were granted, Lord \\"jiAaxcLiFF« observing

that the new Corn Law could not proO ace all the benefit expectedj

so long as it is supposed that government will not have the firm-

v^ss to act on tlieir own measures. Some bills were brought

j and read a first time, and the Bankruptcy BiU passed through

L rnmittce. A conversation ensued on the Mines and Collieries'

Bill and on the appointment of the sub-couiuussioncrs. Lord

LoNnoNDBRnv complained of the report, which was defended by

Lord CAMPasLL and Lord Norman'bv.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Sa^wrtZ^tw.—After some unimportant business the House went

Into committee on the Licensed Lunatic Asylum Bill.—Lord

Asm KV expressed a hope that the measure would tend to ame-

liorate the condition of the pauper lunatics throughout the king-

dom He hHd formerly entertained some doubts as to the prac-

ticability of carrying out the system of non-restraint, but those

doubts had been removed by a visit which he had lately made to

the HaiiWcU Asvlum. Having witnessed the system pursued

there he felt that he could not speak too highly cither of the

system itself or the manner in which it was carried out by Dr.

ConoUy. The bill then passed through committee, and was

ordered to be reported on Monday.
IhoJrish Fisheries Bill, with amendments, then passed through

committee.
, , ^ ,, ,, •

> *i *. i

Monday.Sir R. Peel, in reply to Mr. Hawes, said that he

would take the subject of church extensiun into his serious con-

sideration during the recess, and would statehis intentions in the

next session.— Sir R. Inoj.is then said he would postpone his

church extension motion till next session.

The order of the day having been read for going into committee

of supply, Mr. Sheil made some animadversions on the policy of

the Government in Ireland. That poUcy, he said, was stilltainted

with the old spirit of Toryism. Ireland, whicli Sir R. Peel had

some time since acknowledged to be his chief difficulty, wotild

always remain so to every Ministry who should be obliged to

govern against the opinion of the majority of the Irish members.

He referred to the declarations with which the present Irish

Government had been ushered into office, and from which he had
inferred that it was about to act independently of the Tory party

in Ireland, liut he lamented to say that the days of exclusion

were stiU continued. Ko single Roman Catholic had been placed

in any high situation. Although Serjeant Green had been con-

tinued in the Counselship to the Castle by the Government of

Sir R. Peel in 1835, yet the like lorbearance had not been
preserved in the case of Mr. Monaghan, a Roman Catholic,

who held the same offices on the late change. The new Soli-

citor-General and Mr. Serjeant Warren, at the election of the

former for Dublin University, had selected, as one of their topics

for attack, the education system, for which Ireland was so much
indebted to Lord StaiUey. At the election for Dublin city, the

popular party applied to have the duties of the shrievalty executed

by the sherifT elect, rather than by the old sheriffs, who were keen
partisans; but this reasonable application had been refused,

liberal professions were made, on Lord D« Grey's accession, of

the Government's resolve to administer justice impartially; yet

the judge appointed to succeed Mr. Justice Johnson was Mr.

Lefroy, an able lawyer indeed, and a high-minded gentleman,

well titted to have decided Irish appeals in the House of Lords,

but too warm a partisan in Irish politics to be fitly sent upon
Irish circuits. Mr. Sheil then entered into some details respect-

ing particular trials, in order to show that juries still continue to

be unfairly composed, and that the Attorney-General opposes

undue impediments to challenges. He concluded with a com-
plaint respecting the indulgence shown to Mr. St. George, who
had been formerly removed from the magistracy for an indecorous

letter to Lord Normanby, while holding the office of representa-

tive of the Sovereign in Ireland. Application had been made to

the present Government to restore him. The Iri.sh Chancellor

had refused to do so, iniless upon condition of an apology or ex-

planation. Mr. St. George had peremptorily refused; and at

last, without any apologry or explanation at all, had been
restored. Mr. Sheirs moiiou was for the correspondence con-

nected with Mr. St. George's case.

Lord Eliot rejoiced in the opportunity thus afforded him of
Tindicating the Irish Government. He contended that the de-

clarations which he had made had been acted up to in spirit as in

letter, Hereviewed the various appointments of the Irish Govern-
ment, and justified its interference in the Dublin election; defended
the conduct of the Irish crown solicitor, with reference to the
trials adverted to by Mr, Shell ; and, after explaining the circum-
stances attending the restoration of Mr, St. George to the magi-
stracy, declared that it would be inexpedient to produce the re-
quired correspondence.—After some remarks from SirW. .Somer-
viLLi£,the Solicitur-Gknkral for Ireland contrasted the fair and
manly' course of Mr. Sheil with the conduct of Mr. 0*C'onnell,
who, after promulgating charges against the law officers of the
Crown, and giving repeated notices of motion respecting them,
none of which hy ever brought forward, now thought fit, when
the opportunity arrived for making known the truth, to absent
himselfon the pretext of municipal business in Dublin. The So-
licitor-General retorted the charge of wanton challenging,
and showed Mr. Sheil to have been himself an Indiscriminate
challenger on his Irish circuit. He vindicated the appointments
of Lord Chief Justice Pennciather and Mr. Lefroy, insisting par-
ticularly on the importance of Mr. Lefroy's great knowledge of
equity, with reference to the present circumstances of the Irish
Court of Exchequer, and showing that, under former Govern-
ments, he had no less than thrice been requested to accept a seat
upon the bench. The SoUcitor-General, in conclusion, strongly
reprobated the attempts of agitators at public meetings and in
the press to abuse the pubhc mind in Ireland.—Mr. M. J. OXon-
jfShL entered generally into the subject of the discussion, con-
tending that the present Irish Government, by their libel prose-
cutions, were attempting to stide the liberty of the press.—Lord
JocELVN justified his interference in the Dublin election, denying
that in his canvass any threats had been held out to such of the
electors as were under Castle control. Thelate Government had,
however, used their influence to compel the Dublin electors to

vote against their feelings and conscience.—Mr, C. Bullkr con-

demned the late prosecutions for libel in Ireland, the course

adopted with respect to the striking offjuries, and the charge of

Lord Chief Justice Pennefather on the before-mentioned trial.

If these abusea were to be tolerated in Ireland, they wt idd ere

long be introduced into England; and then the press must be

conducted in a manner very different from that to which we had

now been long accustomed in this country.—Sir J. Grauam re-

minded the House tiiat the present Irish Attorney-General had

been the law officer of, and much trusted by, the Administrations

both of Eari Grey and of Lord Melbourne. Gentlemen had found

fault with the appointment of Mr. Lefroy, on the ground that he

had been apolitical partisan. Why, all the Judges appointed by the
late Government hadrt-achcd the bench through the road ofpolitics
— Pcrrin, 0*Lochlin, Woulfe, Ball, Richards. Brady. Crampton.
IfLord Jocelj-n, whenattachedtothe Lord-lieutenant's household,
had canvassed in Dublin, Mr. Byng, when Controller to the H ouse-

hold of the Queen herself, had been ^airman of a Westminster
committee. With respect to trial by jury, he feared there was
no analogy between the state of England and of Ireland. So

long as the arbitrary^ right of challenge should be exercised by

the prisoners in Ireland, a corresponding power must be exer-

cised by the Crown ; but, in fact, it had not been exercised other-

wise than accordhig to established rules, upon sound and fixed

principles, and with the fullest examination and approbation of

the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, Sir E. Sugden. It was not the

wish of Government to multiply prosecutions for libel; but ma-

lignant and mischievous attacks must be punished by a Govern-

ment.— Lord Palmkrston, giving credit to the Lord Lieutenant

for good intentions, was not surprised at the failure of the Irish

executive in obtaining the confidence of the people. Their ap-

pointments v»'ere unfortunate; and the rightof challenging jurors

ought undoubtedly to be exercised so as to inspire confidence in

the administration of justice. Still he was pleased with the tone

of the debate, which was honourable to both sides of the House,

and indicated that change of feeling which Lords Normanby and
Fortescue had been so instrumental in bringing about.—Mr. Gre-
coRV made some remarks in reference to his election for Dublin.

Sir R. Peel, addressing himself to the specific subject of Mr.

Sheirs motion, vindicated the reinstatement of Mr. St. George,

and appealed to the House whether there was any connexion be-

tween the motion and the general subjects of the speech by which

it had been introduced. He felt how important it was that justice

should not only be done, but believed by the people to be done.

The mitigation which Lord Palraerston had noticed in the tone

of this debate was a proof that the Irish Government was suc-

cessful in its attempt to govern Ireland. He enumerated the chief

appointments of that Government—those of the Lord-Lieutenant,

the Chief Secretary, and the Lord Chancellor—as guarantees of

the spirit in which he intended that Ireland should be governed.

He certainly had never supposed the gentlemen opposite so

simple as to believe that he meant to take the chief officers of his

Government from the ranks of his opponents. He had merely

ftaid that religious opiiuons should be no disqualification, ex-

pressly reserving the right to place his own supporters in those

political offices which he should be called on to fill up. He then

vindicated his judicial and other legal appointments, adding, that

a lecture on this subject from those who were parties to the offer

of the Chief Barony to Mr. O'Connell, really savoured of some-
thing which he believed it would not be unparliamentary to call

•• assurance," He adhered in office to the principles which, out

of office, he had professed ; and by them he desired to be tried.—

Col. Vkrnkr gave some explanations of a local and personal cha-

racter ; after which the House divided, rejecting the motion by a
majority of 71, the numbers being—For the motion, 75; against

It, 146.

Twf*rfi.v.—Captain Fitzmaubice took the oaths and his scat

for Buckinghamshire.
Lord Stanley declined to answer a question put by Sir R. In-

glis, as to the determination of Government to insist, in the

pending negotiations with America, upon the principle that the

moment a slave touched the soil of Britain he became free. To
another question put by the hon. Member, his Lordship replied

that the surrender of criminals who had escaped from the United
States into Canada was regulated by treaty.

Sir J. Graham, previous to moving the order of the day for

the committee on the Poor Law Bill, announced that at the late

period which the session had now reached, it was the intention

of Government to press only the early clauses (which are those
relating to the continuance and powers of the Commission), to-

gether with some miscellaneous provisions, relating principally

to casual poor and lunatics, and to the qualifications and powers
of guardians. In the next session, the Government, he said,

would introduce a fresh bill, embodying the clauses now to be
dropped. Considering this altered state of things, he hoped that
gentlemen opposite would forbear from insisting on the amend-
ments of which they had given notice. Mr. FfKLDEiV and Mr.
CRAwroun, who had motions preliminary to the commitment of

the bill, declined to acquiesce in the proposal. Mr. Crawford
moved an instruction, to the effect that the Commissioners
should be empowered to order relief for the Irish poor **on the

terms of the out-door labour test." No answer being called

forth by the speech in which this instruction was proposed, the
House divided forthwith, rejecting the motion by a majority of
]0i.—Mr. FiKLDBN, on the motion for the Speaker's leaving the
chair, moved, by way of amendment, a resolution that the House
would proceed no further with the bill, until the good effects ori-

ginallv anticipated from the central authority should be ascer-

tained' by inquiry to have actually followed the constitution of it.

This motion was seconded by General Johnson, and opposed by
Mr. GaiMsuiTCH, Mr, Aglioxby, and Sir J. Graham, who ex-
pressed his belief that the existing system had produced a benefi-

cial effect on the poor. Aftersome further discussion, the House
divided, negativing Mr. Fielden's motion by a majority of 117,

and proceeded to resolve itself into committee.
On the second clause, enabling the Commissioners to appoint

assistants for the conduct of special inquiries, Mr. T. Duxcomhe
proposed that on any such inquiry it should be competent to any
party to attend by counsel or agent.— Sir. J. Graham observed,
that he wished to take time for considering this proposal,
and said that it was not intended to intrust any special commis-
sioner with the revision of the conductof the central authorities.

His duty would be limited to questions merely local.—A de-

sultory discussion then ensued respecting the appointment of
the special commissioners by the Crown, during which Sir J.

Graham objected to any change which would break in upon the
principle that the power of the Central Commissioners ought to

be supreme over the whole administration and machhiery of the

Poor JLaw. The Executive Government was not nitended to be
responsible for anything but the conduct of the central autho-
rity itself. The question being put that the clause stand part of
the hill, Capt. Pechell opposed it by calling for a division; when
the Committee decided in favour of the clause by a majority of
50.—The first four clauses having been passed, which are those
relating to the Commission, the Committee proceeded to strike

out a great number of others, being those which Sir J. Graham
had declared his intention of embodying in a future act. It

being proposed, however, to retain in the present bill some mis-
cellaneous clauses, among which was one enabling guardians to

require work from persons relieved as casual poor, Mr. Suarman
CaAWFoan objected to this enactment as tyrannical, and divided
the Committee against it, but was defeated by a large majority.
—The 38th clause, which provides for the costs of apprehending
vagrants, was, after a great deal of discussion, withdrawn.—The
Committee, having gone through all the clauses in the printed
bill, Mr. Darby proposed an additional one for exempting places
under local acts from the control of the Commissioners, unless
with consent of two-thirds of the guardians. This, hesaid, would
enable those Unions where the machinery worked well to let
well alone; while, if the machinery worked ill, the guardians
would thus be in a condition to supersede it by substituting the
control of the central authority.—After some discussion, the
Committee divided-For Mr. Darby's clause, 42 ; against It, Ql

j

majority, 49.—The House then resumed, the chairman reported
progress, and the report was ordered to be read on Wednesday,
On tlie motion of Lord Sxanlky. the House went into commit-

tee on the South Australia Bill.—After a few words from Mr.
HuMK, the Cuanckllor of the Exchequer, and Mr. B. Wood,
Mr. Hume expressed his strong disapprobation of the manner in
which the colony had been governed, from the time of Lord Gle-
nelg downwards, and moved that the clause relieving it from its

liability be omitted.—Lord Stanley opposed the motion.—The
committee divided, and the numbers were—for the amendment;

10 • against it, 73 ; majority in favour of the clause. G3.—On the

motion of Lord Stanley a clause was added, providing lagainst

the colony being made a penal colony.

Wediusdai/.—ln reply to questions from Lord Palmerston, on

the state of our relations with the United States, Su- R. Peel
said, that with respect to the boundary question nothing had yet

been definitively settled, nor are the papers relfitmg to it pre-

pared to be laid before the House. The delay, he believed, had
chiefly arisen from the necessity of some barometrical observa-

tions being completed. The negotiations on the subject of a
convention for the surrender of convicts are still going on,, and

on this part of the question he could not therefore say more at

present. With regard to the Slave Trade Convention, the papers

notalreadylaidonthetable would be ready in a few days.

Sir J. Graham, in reply to Mr. Barclay, stated that he had re-

solved to postpone till next session his announced measure re-

lative to the charters ofthe Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.

Mr. Gladstone moved the second reading ofthe Bonded Com
Bill. He regretted that he had formerly opposed a similar bill,

but a full investigation of the subject convinced him that, with-

out injuring the agricultural interest, the measure w^ould be bene-

ficial to the trade of the country. He intended to introduce some
amendments in committee.— Col. Rushbuooke opposed the bill,

as injurious to the agricultural interest ; and moved, as an

amendment, that it be read a second time thatday three months,

A desultory discussion ensued, during which Mr. Rokulck at-

tacked the landlords for opposing this measure on interested mo-
tives.— Sir T. Acland indignantly denied that the country gen-

tlemen wished to uphold their rents at the expense of the people.

—The House then divided, when there appeared, for the amend-

ment, 29; against it, 116; majority for the second reading, 8;.

On the bringing up of the report on the Poor Law Amendment
Bill, Mr. EscoTT moved a clause, that it shall be lawful for all

boards ofguardians of the poor in England and Wales to grant

such relief as in their judgment shall be necessary to poor per-

sons at their own homes, any o^der, rule, or regulation of the

Poor Law Commissioners notwithstanding. He had taken great

pains to get at what was the principle of the Poor Law, but was

arill ignorant of it. If its principle were the denial of relief ex-

cept in the workhouse, then he strenuously opposed it, and be-

lieved that it could not long stand. As a resident in an agricuL

tural district, he knew from personal experience that the in-door

labour test was productive of the very worst effects. The honest

hai'd-working labourer refused to go into the workhouse, and

lingered on till poverty and disease broke him down, while the

idle and profligate went into it, and got fat. He freely admitted

that there were evils contingent on the adoption of his proposi-

tion j but on the whole, bethought that these evils were lesser in

amount than those attending the workhouse test. He knew in-

stances in which boards of guardians violated the law by giving

out-door relief, under the guise of loans which they never ex-

pected to be repaid; and it was a shocking state of things to

drive humane men to violate an Act of Parliament. He called on

the House to adopt his proposition before a coming winter laid

its iron grasp on the poor.

Sir J. Graham complimented Mr. Kscott for the ability, as

well as sincerity with which he had argued the question. But it

was quite a mistake to suppose that out-door relief was prohi-

bited ; the guardians had discretionary power to administer it in

casesof sickness or distress. Returns (produced by Sir James)

for the last three years, strikingly exhibited this; the number of

thoserelieved within the workhouse during those years (1839^^*

1841) bore no proportion to the numbers relieved out of it—a fact

which was still further illustrated by the figures exhibiting the

proportions of the rates expended in relief within and without the

workhouse. The right hon. Baronet argued strongly against

the adoption of Mr. Escort's clause, as calculated to revive all

the old evils, without producing any counteracting benefit.—

A

long discussion on the general question ensued, in which several

Members on both sides joined ; and at length the House divided,

negativing the clause by 90 to 55. The bill was then ordered to be

read a third time on Friday.

The House then resolved itself into a committee of supply.—

Several grants having been voted without opposition, that of

8,926/. for the Roman Cathohc College cf Maynooth was pro-

posed.—Mr. Plum ptre objected to the vote as being one most
offensive to several of her Majesty's subjects, and expressed his

determination to divide the House against it. A discussion en-

sued, which partook of a theological as well as party character,

and was marked by much personal animosity; the house then

divided, affirming the vote by 95 to 48.

Onthe motion that the report of the South Australian Bill be

brought up, Mr. B. Wood addressed the House in opposition to

the measure.—Lord Stanley followed in its support. Dr. Bow-
king moved that the debate be adjourned. The House divided,

when there appeared, for receiving the report, 59 j for the ad-

journment, I ; majority, 58. The report was then received.

The Prisons Bill and the Election Petitions Trial BiU were read

a third time and passed.
Thursday.—Sir R, Peel suggested the expediency of postponing

the motion for papers relating to the negotiation on the Stade

duties, of which Mr. Hutt had given notice, as in the present

state of the negotiation he could not, consistently with his duty,

take any part in the discussion. The motion was then with-

drawn. Papers relating to the deposiUon of the late Rajah of

Sattara were ordered, on the motion of Mr. Hume.—Sir R. Peel

said that in his observations on the state of Indian finance, on

bringing forward the budget, he had not by any means admitted

that the Indian Government had any claim upon the English

Treasury on account of the Affghan war. — The Solicitor-

General stated thatthe Local Courts Bill and the Bankruptcy Bill

would certainly be proceeded with this session.—On ihe motion

of Capt. Pechell, returns were ordered of naval officers who had

been admitted to HaslarHospital.—Mr. T. Buncombe brought on

his motion with respect to the state of the country. After con-

trasting the conduct ofthe ministerial partywhen in opposUionw'itn

that of the present opposition, he expressed regret at the apathy

evinced by the majority of the House respecting the distress ot

the country—a distress which threatened social dissolution, and

which rendered the peace and tranquillity of the country not

worth forty-eight hours' purchase. The people had hitherto

suffered in patience and with hope; but hope was vanishing,

and winter was approaching. Confident expectations were

uttered with respect to an early and abundant hai'vest; but the

'* Mark-lane Express " authoritatively discouraged any anticipa-

tions of that nature. He called on the House to entertain his

motion, which was for an address to her Majesty, praying that, u

no amelioration take place in the condition of tlie country at an

early period after the prorogation of Parliament, it may ue

speedily called together again, in order to devise means to give

an impulse to trade and industry, and avert those calamities

which the inclemency of winter must produce. —Mr. "-^^^

seconded the motion:- Mr. D*Is.ha eli admitted the extent of the

distress, but attributed it to the foreign policy ofthe late Govern-

ment, and said that it could only be remedied by commercial

diplomacy ; upon which Mr. Ewart observed that if this t^^^f'J"^

were correct, the distress would be cured by placing Mi"*

D'lsracU in the Foreign-office.—Mr. Brotheuton read the

requisition addressed to him, and signed by the Borougn-

reve and other authorities of Salford. requesting him to jom
in stopping the supplies, and said that it was a striknig

proof of the condition of that part cf the country.—
Mr. RicARDo adduced documentary evidence as to the alarm-

ing state of affairs in Staffordshire.— Sir J. Graham had never

denied the existence of great and wide- spread distress, but ob-

jected to taking the state of things in Staffordshire as a measure
of iU severity. Mr. Duncombe had brought his motion lorwnra

in a fair enough way, but it was only a peg for a renewed ^^s^"^"

sion on an exhausted subject— the repeal of the Curn-luws. Ihe

time of caUing ParUament together was a matter which shouia

be left to the discretion of the responsible advisers of the Crow'"-
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—Mr. Hawks contended that the present Corn-law was a mere
makeshift, which must give way to public opinion; and, for him-

self, he would seize every opportunity of bringing the subject

before the pnbnc— Mr. M. Philips also declared that he would
not shrink from his share in any discussion on this important

subject, for the tariff would do little towards relieving the dis-

tresses of the working classes.—After some remarks from Mr.
Pabbbb and Mr. Thorxklky, Sir R. Peel said there never was,

in any session of Parliament, so iweat a relaxation as that given

by the tariff, and he was surprised to find it disparaged by those

who prrdsed it in its progress. He deeply deplored the distress,

but thought the condition of the country was not such as to war-
rant the discouraging tone taken in the debate, which he illus-

trated by showing that there was an increase in the aggregate
number of inhabited houses during the last ten years. The es,

scnce of the motion before them was neither more nor less than
that a pledge should be given by the House that, at an early pe-

riod, the Corn-laws should be repealed. The responsibility of

bringing Parliament together should be left with the executive

(loverument; any minister who believed that Parliament could

relieve the distress, and neglected to advise the Crown to sum-
mon it, would be guilty of a gross abandonment of duty.

Lord Palwerston thought that the ministerial side of the

House had evinced a sound discretion by their comparative si-

lence, because they had nothing to say. The tariff was a valua-

ble uistalment, but still only an instalment, [of the great princi-

ples of free trade, and hut for the aid of the Liberal party it

would never have passed into law. As to the allegation about

the deficiency left in the revenue, and the necessity for the In-

come-tax, let it be remembered that the measures proposed by

the late Government would have saved that alleged necessity,

and have materially mitigated the existing distress. He did not,

any more than Sir R. Peel, despair of thefortunes of the country,

but the energy and hope of the people must be inspired by souud
legislative measures.—At the conclusion of Lord Palmerston's
peech, Mr. HuM£ moved the adjournmentof the debate, but sub-

sequently withdrew the motion.—The House then divided—For
the motion, 91 ; agriinst it, 147; majority, 56.

On the motion that the South Australian Bill be read a third

time the House divided; an amendment to defeat the Bill having
been proposed by Mr. Hume. The numbers were—forthe amend-
ment, 15; against it, 6s : majority, 53.

Friday.—hoTd Ashley brought up thercport of the Newcastlc-
nudcr-lvvme Election Committee, stating that Mr. J. Q. Harris
was not duly elected, and that l\Ir, Colquhoun ought to have
been returned. On the order of the day for the third reading of
the Poor LawAmendment Bill, Mr. Crawfohu divided the House,
on a motion for postponing it for three months, which was nega-
tived by a majority of 73. On the motion of Sir Thos. Acland, a
clause was adopted to enable guardians to appoint local com-
mltces for receiving applications from the poor of pai ishes situated
at a distaiice of four miles from the place of meeting of the board
of guardians. The Bill then passed, on a division, by a majority
of 78. Mr. Gibson' moved, as an amendment to the Committee of
Supply, that the House resolve into committee to consider the
distress of the countrj*. A long discussion ensued, when Mr.
CoBDEN moved an adjournment, which was negatived, and
after a long debate on the main question, the House, on a divi-
sion, negatived Mr. Gibson's amendment by 92, and went into
Committee of Supply.

CITY.
Moner/ Market, Fridn?/.*-- Consols for the Account

closed at 90^, and DOf for money ; Bank Stoclf, 105 J to 6^;
Three per Cents. Reduced, 91 to 1; Three-and-a-Half
per Cents. Reduced, lOOf to f ; New Three-and-a-Half
per Cents,, 100 ; India Stocky 248 to 9 ; Exchequer Bills,

4G3. to 48s. prem.

iWetvopolts m\ti its Ficmitg.
Metropolitan Improvements, — The parish of St.

George, Hanover Square, have resolved to pave Picca-
dilly with wood from the Black Bear to Lord Ashburton's,
at the corner of Bolton-street, the work to commence at
the close of the season.—A petition, respectably signed,
was presented some months ago for widening that part of
Piccadilly between Bolton-street and Park-lane, and her
Majesty was pleased to grant the land of the Green Park
necessary for that purpose. The daily papers now an-
nounce, that in consequence of some dispute between St.
George's and St. Martin's Vestries as to which parish
shall keep in repair the additional carriage TV'ay, this im-
provement is not likely to be effected for the present.-^In
compliance with the will of the late Mr. Barber Beau-
mont, an Artesian well, 264 feet deep, has been sunk in
Piccadilly, opposite St. James's Church, and a cast-iron

•^^*"^' resembling a gothic shrine, has been erected over

II

^^ s^PpJy of water is abundant, and the quality ex-
cellent. The pump, which was opened on Wednesday
to the public, bears the following inscription :—" This
pump was erected, and the well sunk to the depth of 264
leet, by the representatives of the late T.Barber Beau-
luont, Esq., and by the commissioners for paving the
parish of St. James, in order to carry permanently into
cltect the desire of Mr. Beaumont to afford the public an
uninternipted supply of pure spring water, A.D. 1842."

^,
^ne Thames JVavi^^otion,—The Lord Mayor has held

iiia annual Courts as Conservator of the Thames and

M M?
^^ ^^^*^ Medway, in the counties of Surrey and

.
*\'^''^lt^sex, for the purpose of receiving reports from the

juries on the state of the river. The following is the sub-
Stance of the report of the Middlesex jury, which is con-
»t-ered to be the most important, as it relates to topics of

great interest along the banks of the river in its most
"angerous parts. The jury reported, that in the execu-
Jon of their duties they presented the bridges of Battersea

tl « k*^"^^
^^ nuisances and obstructions. They believed

lese bridges to be dangerousimpediments to the common
passage, inasmuch as the most skilful pilots were fre-
quently of no avail iu their attempts to steer clear of the

Jo
^^

^'^l]^** support those constructions, whicli cause the

^
ss of boats, paddle-boxes, and not unfrequently the loss

to tl

' ^^ sf^Iiciting the attention of the chief magistrate

j^
"ese dangerous nuisances, they submitted an opinion

tak^
^''^"*^^**'*sly beld, that iiun.ediate steps should be

brid.?^^
"i'^oot a portion of the piles or supporters of the

41 .^^' *** ^s to throw two openings into one, wherever
"ac can be effected with safety. They also reported that,

^
constquencc of ihe constant and daily demand made for

.^-raordiuary accommodation, arising from the annually

zh^^Uu
'^^™^^^ ^^ steam-boats and passengers, steps

ouid be taken by the Conservator of the river fully to
protect the public, particularly in regard to the numerous

landing places for passengers. Their attention had been
]

especially directed to those at Hungerford Market and the
Adelphi, which, in their opinion, call for the immediate
interference of the Court. The report of the Surrey jury
briefly stated that the wreck of a brig belonging to Rolher-
hithe, caused an obstruction and impeded the free naviga-
tion of the river ; that some blocks of wood were impro-
perly laid opposite the wharf of the Sieam-boat Company
at Lambeth, which were covered at high-water, and thus
rendered dangerous ; that a nuisance was occasioned by
the chemical works on the banks near Battersea-fields

;

and that Battersea and Putney Bridges ought either to be
wholly removed or widened as to some of the arches. The
Recorder informed each jury that the City Solicitor should
receive instructions to act as the various occasions seemed
to require, and the Court was adjourned for 12 mouths.
PuUic Meetings.—On Widay evening a public dinner,

at which the Duke of Richmond presided, was given at
the Thatched House Tavern to Sir Allan M'Nab, by
the British American Association. The dinner was in-
tended as an acknowledgment of the loyal services ren-
dered by Sir Allan to the mother country and to Canada
during the outbreak which occurred in British America in

1837.38, and was attended by a large number of distin-

guished guests. Capt. Drew, who headed the volunteers
and was instrumental in the capture of one of the steamers
on that occasion, was also present. Sir Allan M'Nab, in

alluding to this circumstance, said that he had the grati-

fication of publicly declaring in England that no service
could be more difficult, more dangerous, or more gallantly

performed than the destruction of a vessel employed to

succour and sustain those who were in arms against her
Majesty, and he well knew that he expressed the senti-

ments of the people of Canada, when he stated that they
look forward with intense anxiety to see the loyalty and
gallantry of Capt. Drew generously rewarded. They feel

that he rendered them a great and important service,

which, as loyal and honest men, they never can forget or
too highly appreciate, "We have long felt, he said, in

Canada the want of population, and there is no portion of
the world from whence we so naturally and so earnestly

desire to receive that population as from our fatherland.

I was therefore delighted on my arrival in this country to

find that an association had been formed, and was fast ri-

pening into maturity, which, if carried into successful

operation, will confer incalculable benefit both on Canada
and the parent state ; and I can only add in the strong

and beautiful language of the Aborigines of that country,

my sincere hope that the glorious connexion between
Great Britain and the North American Colonies may con-

tinue "as long as the waters run and the grass grows."
City Companies—At an inquest recently held before

Mr. Payne, the City coroner, the summoning of!icer said

that a party had objected to attend as a juror, claiming

exemption on the ground of his being a freeman of the

Worishipful Company of Cooks, who are exempt from

serving on juries, &c. ; to prove which an Act of Parlia-

ment, dated 1664, called the 1 6th of Charles IL, was pro-

duced- The party having proved that he was entitled to

this privilege, was excused from serving.

River Steamers,—An act received the royal assent on

Friday, by whic)i some fresh regulations are made for

public-houses and the management of steam-vessels on the

River. It enacts that no excisable liquors shall be sold by

retail on board any steam-boat or other vessel, moored or

lying at anchor within the Metropolitan Police district,

during the hours of Sundays, Good Friday, or Christmas

Day, on which licensed victuallers are by law obliged

to keep their houses closed ; and any master, steward,

or other person, who shall during those hours sell any ex-

ciseable liquors on board, is liable to a penalty not exceed-

ing 5/.

MaryJchone.—On Saturday a meeting of the vestry took

place for the purpose of receiving the report of the com-

mittee appointed to consider the number of police-stations

and policemen employed in the parish, and to ascertain

whether the amount levied on the pariah for the mainte-

nance of the police force is a fair proportion as compared

with that levied on other Metropolitan districts. It ap-

peared that from the year 1818 to 182? the average cost

of the police force in Marylebone was 9,566/. The num-

ber of officers employed were, for day duty 59, and for

night 197— total 256. From the year 1830 to the 29th

Sept. 1841, the amount spent in the maintenance of the

police had been 301,4G^/. Gi\ 8</. This demand was made

for one superintendent, four inspectors, 25 sergeants, and

181 police-constables, or 211 men. During the eight

years ending 1827, the amount paid for the Marylebone

watch during that period was 79,014/., giving an average

annual amount of 9,880/. lO^*. Taking the eight years

under the present system, after the passing of the Act,

which provided for the payment of a proportion of the

rate from the Consolidated Fund, the amount demanded

by the police commissioners was 204,797/.; and the

amount actually paid by the parish appears to have been

153,535/. Since the introduction of the new police the

annual increase was 9,311/., being ueariy 100 per cent.,

although the difference in the numbers is 45—the num-
ber employed on the parochial watch being 256, and the

Metropolitan police 211, The Report recommended im-

mediate measures to rouse the attention of the parish-

ioners to the increasing expenses of the present system,

which involves no less than one-sixth of the whole local

taxation of the pariih.

Kensington,—On Saturday, at the Divisional Petty

Sessions, the magistrates were occupied for a considerable

time in hearing and determining a nun)ber of informa-

tions at the instance of the county inspectors of wcigbta

and measures, against publicans and ihopkeepers, residing

in the parishes of Chelsea and Fulham, for having m

their possession, and using, unstamped and deficient

weights and measures, 88 well as fraudulent balances. In

most of the cases convictions took place, and the defcnd-

antF were each fined in sums varying from 3/. to 5/., with

6^. 6<i. costs in each case. The finefl, &:c., amounted to

a total of 29/. 11*.

Islington,—On Monday night, between 40 and 50 able-

bodied paupers, in a ragged condition, from various parts
of the country, besifged Islington workhouse and de-
manded relief and admission, saying that they were ex-
hausted through starvation ; they had sought work with-
out success, and could proceed no further. Crowds of
persons aaaeaibled, and were loud in their exclamations
against the parish officers for not admitting them imme-
diately, and it was much feared that the result would be
violence. A communication having been made to the re-
lieving overseer, he came and furnished them with an or-
der for food and beds for the night, and they were ad-
mitted as casual poor. On Tuesday morning, it wa» found
that they had been very unruly durirg the ni^ht, and had
destroyed tlicir clothes for the purpose of being kept in
the workhouse or supplied with new clothes. They were
therefore, tiiken to Clerkenwell police court, when the
prisoners in their deftncc said, that they had come from
various parts of the country in search of work ; they met
accidentally and formed themselves into a body for the
purpose of demanding and insisting upon being relieved
by the parishes through which they passed. The magis-
trate said tliat such conduct could not be tolerated, and
committed them to the House of Correction for 21 days.
It was stated in court that 19 paupers were committed
from Guildhall a few days ago for similar misconduct.
Peckham.—An inquest has been held at St. Thomas's

Hospital, on the body of James White, a labourer, late

in the em]>loyment of Messrs. Noble and Mcp, extensive

farmers and milkmen, of Frier's Farm, Pcckham-ryc, who
died from the effect of wounds inflicted on his head while
sleeping in the barn on the night of Tuesday, the 12th
inst. A fellow labourer, named Webb, is in custody on
suspicion of being concerned in the murder, but as the
evidence is not at present complete^ the inquiry has been
adjourned for a week.

Aforiali/t/ of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths in

the Metropolis from all causes registered in the week end-
ing Saturday, July 9, was as follows :—Males, 37! ; fe-

males, 374 ; total, 745. Weekly average 1838-9.40-1,

males, 4G7 ; females, 445.

Greemcick
last in the Pensioners' j-iorarj

Stopford in the chair, when five blind pensioners, in-

structed on the Phonetic principle, or by Mr, Frere's

system of teaching reading to the blind by the combina-
tion of elementary sounds, read the Scriptures before a

numerous assembly. One of these pensioners, aged 78,

who learnt at the age of 75, read before her Majesty the

Queen Dowager, on the occasion of her late visit to Green-

wich. Another, who had never been able to read when
possessed of his eyesight, had learnt to read the Testa-

ment embossed upon this principle, when blind, iu five

lessons. Several other blind persons, not belonging to the

hospital, also rtad. One blind young woman, who in-

structs eight blind girls, not only in reading, but in work-
ing, attended with two of her pupils, and gave several

examples of their proficiency.

Chatham.—Orders were received at Woolwich during-

tlie past week to build a war steam-vessel, of very large

dimensions, to be named the Dragon. The order has

since been countermanded so far as regards her being

built at Woolwich, but it is understood that she will be

immediately commenced at this pore Some idea may bo

formed of the magnitude of this vessel, when it is stated that

her engines are to be of ttie power of 800 horses. The
Devastation and other first-class steamers at present in

the service have only engines of 40(1 horse power.^—The

Goliath, 80, and Virago, a large class steamer, will be

launched from this dockyard on Monday next, the 25th

inst. The Goliath is to mount 68 32-pounders, long guns,

and 12 six-inch guns. The length of her gun-deck, 190

feet ; her burden in tons, 2,599. The Virago is to mount
two long guns, 84-pounders, and four 32-pounders- Her
lenirth on deck is 180 feet • -^'^ ^"-^^" '^r^ fntis IJ

iL,ii.jaJi^O| -lit/*

.—A public meeting toolc place on Monday
nsioners' Library of the Hospital, Sir Robert

and burden in tons, 1,000.

IBrcbmtifll ^S^ctos

Bolton.—The local papers have published the follow-

ing statement relative to the distressed condition of the

hand-loom weavers. On a careful survey, made a few

days ago, it was found that in one street there were 46

looms out of a total of 92 standing idle fromwantof work.

In another district, comprising about 70 houses, there

are 200 looms idle, and it is calculated that out of the

whole number of 2,800 hand-loom weavers in this bo-

rough, 1,500 are out of employment. The average earn-

ings of 700 weavers employed at Christmas last, by one

of the best houses in the town, amounted only to 5^. O^d,

per week, and from that sum a deduction of 3f/. for each

shilling must be made for materials used, leaving only

Since that time a reduction has been made

of 20'per cent, in the wages paid to hand-loom weavers.
^

Bristol.—The first meeting on the Messrs. Acraroans

bankruptcy took place on Saturday, at which [^^^'^
of assignees, &c., took place. The liabilities of the m^
are stated to be neariy 300,000/., in a^^^'^^^%*;;^;^,

of

3*. 9id. net.

bilities of each of their private estates. ^''*
^ ,,j .^

debts proved up to the close of the n^eetm
«™""^'Xet

84,000/. There is another branch of •i'';.

J
" ^^^^

wh.ch « fiat has been issued as steam .t.p-bui.ders. a. d

the whole is said to have been tLe mo.t exten.we private

commercial estabUshment in the kiDgdotn.-lhe Agncui-

tural Society closed iU aunirersary last week irfter a very
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ftfourable meeting ; at one of the dinners which took

place Bubsequ.uUj to oar la.t report the Americaa M,-

nister, Mr. Everett, In a very eloquent speech^ alluded to

the connexion of th« United States with England, and

especially to British agriculture, m terms which cannot

fail to be g'ratifying to our readers. « It is a singular cir-

cum-tance," he said, " that the history of North America

rnaa back to this very point. Its very tirst chapter waa

written in the chamber of the merchant adventurers of

Bristol, I am not now alluding to the coincidence I men-

tioned the other day, that Columbus himself was resident

here; but to the more striking circumstance that Sebas-

tian Cabot, who was the gr*at discoverer of America, and

sailed from this port when he discovered Newfoundland

and ran down the coast of North America to Florida, was

a native of Bristol. And we all know that it waa under

the auspices of the Plymouth Company that the settle-

ment of New England began, and the rock upon which

the fathers of New England first set foot was called, and

is called to this day, Plymouth Rock. The father of Wra.

Penn, the great founder of Pennsylvania, lies buried in

the vaults of St. Mary Redcliffe ; and although William

Penu was not himself a native of Bristol, yet doubtless,

from his having heard in his youth the stories of the navi-

gntora of this port^ on coming back from their Western

adventures, he first derived the thought of settling in that

region, I assure you, gentlemen, that the community

between us, 'arising from common descent and connected

by the tiei of common language and kindred blood, is not

confined to speculations of business or commercial adven-

ture : this is the least important part of it. This common
origin—this kindred blood—this tie of common ancestry,

actually makes us one people in all but political jurisdic-

tion ; for every purpose—social, literary, moral, and in-

tellectual— it does make us one people. We have kept

our eye particularly on what has been doing for the im-

provement of agriculture. The climate of New England,

though more severe than that of England, running into

cither extreme to a greater extent, is yet. on the whole,

not much dissimilar ; and we are enabled to derive in-

struction from all the works that issue from the British

press in relation to agriculture. These works are read

with avidity, and I wish the intelligent agriculturists of

England to know that the seeds of improvement which

they have scattered here are literally sown broadcast in

America. You cannot, by your improvements, shorten

the bones of a pig, straighten the back of a cow, or make
the wool of the sheep finer, but in due time the effect of

all your improvements is felt across the Atlantic, I am
glad that the interest awakened in these most peaceful

pursuits, has an effect far beyond the material interest.

I believe that people must be good friends with earh other,

and nations must be kindly to each other, who are engaged

together in the prosecution of such pursuits ; and while Mr.
Smith is lending us his system of thorous^h draining, that

leasonwill at the same tim^ tend to draw ofl* the bitterwaters

of international jealousy, creating a warm and genial soil on

the surface for the peaceful fruits of liarmony and good-

will.'' In a subsequent speech he said, **Itha$ been stated

that that mnn will be the greatest benefactor of his race who
can make two blades of grass grow where only one grew

before. I have been told, and statistics have been shown
me, giving in figures the proof as plain as day, that by

the improvement of agriculture during the last generation

—it might probably be said within the last few years

—

not two blades only, but four, and even six, have been

made to grow where one grew before. I think, sir, this

is not only a benefit, but absolute creation. If yon double

the food required for the sustenance of man and beast,

have you not doubled your territory ? Is it not as if, by

stretching out a magic wand over the unruly sea, you

could make another England rise up—as if you could raise

another island like this out of the bosom of the deep,

with all
' Her waving fields and pastures green.

And gentle slopes and groves between'?

And all this, sir, to be subjected to the peaceful sway ofyour

youthful and beloved sovereign—and all this, too, to be

accomplished without the cost of a single pound, ex-

cept that which would come back with benefit to the
people, and without shedding one drop of human blood,
"What are the conc^uests of all the Alexanders and C«sars
that ever wasted mankind compared with this ? This
Eeaceful triumph of your Society, sir, is one which cannot
e confined to your own country, but of which all nations

will share the benefit, and to which all nations must wish
God speed."

Camhridge,—An ivory model of the celebrated Indian
temple, the Tage Mahal, at Agra, has been presented to
the University by Mr. E. Barney, M. A,, of Christ's Col-
lege, and has been placed in the Pitt Press. The value of
the model is stated to be about 7,000/. On the 10th of
October a grace will be offered to the Senate to affix the
seal to a letter of thanks to Mr. Burney for his present.
A similar grace will be offered on the same day to aflfix the
seal to a letter of thanks to Messrs. Rundell, Bridge, and
Co., of London, for a bronze cast of the shield of Achilles,

by Flaxman, lately presented by them to the University.
'

Epping.—A gang of highwaymen has recently been dis^

covered in Epping Forest, where they had constructed a

cave in the thickest and least-frequented part of the forest-

The police, in consequence of numerous robberies in dif-

ferent parts of Essex, scoured the forest last week, and

succeeded in finding the cave. By watching the move-

zsents of the partv, four men, well known to the police as

bad characters, were apprehended, and committed to II-

ford gaol for three months* hard labour. The police are

now using every exertion to apprehend their companions.

M^tet,—A correspondent informs us that a series of

fatal accidents have occurred at Bicton, the seat of Lady

RoUe, within the last few days. On the 8th inst., the

foreman in the kitchen-garden, a young man named

Robert Vinicombe. fell from a ladder in the tool-shed,

and was so seriously injured, that he died on the 12th

inst- The jury returned a verdict of Accidental death.

A short time previous to this, a young man named Pile,

while making some alterations to the fireplace in the hot-

house department, feUinto the boiler, and was so severely

scalded, that he died a few days afterwards. Subsequently

to these occurrences, one of the coachmen was found dead

in the Park, having ruptured a blood-vessel while return-

ing from this city with his horses.

Lancaster.—O^ Friday last, about four in the after-

noon, during a heavy shower of rain, a singular occur-

rence happened at Constable, about two miles from Has-

lingden in this county. The day had been altogether

rainy,, but unaccompanied by any wind or thunder, when

suddenly a whiriwind commenced, exceeding in violence

anything of the kind ever remembered. Trees were up-

rooted ; others had large branches torn off the trunks,

and scattered about in the fields like straw. Cocks of

hay were entirely removed. A cart, standing in the road-

side, was lifted up, and turned upside down ; chimneys

were thrown down, and a considerable' quantity of the

slates blown off a factory in the neighbourhood. A wo-

man was raised entirely from the ground, and carried

over a wall into the adjoining field. Her cloak was

stripped ofT, and was afterwards found at a distance of

half a mile from the place. No other accident occurred.

The whirlwind lasted for about two minutes, and was not

felt more than a quarter of a mile from the place where

it began,
jr^-^^^.—On Monday a meeting of the bankers, mer-

chants, and manufacturers of this boroUgh was held at the

Court-house, ** to take into consideration the present ap-

palling state of trade and of the country, with the view of

making another appeal to her Majesty's Ministers and

Parliament on the subject before the close of the session,

irrespective of all party feeling and party measures." The

requisition calling the meeting was signed with the names

of several of the leading gentlemen of the town. The

meeting was numerously attended, the Council-room being

completely filled. The Mayor was in the chair. Several

gentlemen addressed the meeting, detailing the alarming

distress in the manufacturing districts ^ and resolutions in

accordance with the requisition were unanimously carried.

LiverpooL—A public meeting of the inhabitants of this

town was held on Monday, in Clayton-square, for the

purpose of taking into consideration the great and daily

increasing distress of the country, and to petition her Ma-
jesty not to prorogue Parliament until remedial measures

have been adopted. There were between five and six

thousand persons present. Mr, Hugh Hornby presided.

Several of the most influential inhabitants addressed the

meeting, showing that the distress of the country, even at

this most favourable period of the year, was unparalleled

in extent and severity. The principal resolutions affirmed

that no measures could save the nation from impending

ruin in all its interests, agricultural, commercial, and ma-

nufacturing, except such as could remove the hindrances

to trade. All the resolutions were unanimously carried.

^Manchester.—In addition to the cotton-mills before

stated as having been wholly or partially closed, there are

now to be added two others, belonging to Mr. Guest, in

which were employed 500 or 600 hands. The extensive

mills known as the Salford Mills are also standing, which

when fully occupied did not give employment to fewer

than 1,000 men, women, and children.—The memorial to

the members of this borough to stop the supplies until the

restrictions on the food of the people be abolished, received

30,000 signatures in one day.

Nottingham,—The local journals mention that last

week upwards of 200 operatives of this town, who are in

a state of starvation owing to their inability to obtain

1 work, paraded the streets four deep, soliciting charity.

They were headed by a cart drawn by men, and several of

their body went to the different houses and solicited alms

of money or bread. They had a considerable quantity of

the latter in the cart, which would be distributed by an

equal division. At Bulwell also the greatest distress pre-

vails ; a great many are totally unemployed, and others

have but half work. Last week 36 operatives drew a

waggon-load of lime through the streets of this town and
Newark, and expressed their willingness to undertake any

kind of labour for subsistence.

Portsmouth, The perpetrators of the incendiary fires

in the neighbourhood of Havant, and the authors of the

numerous threatening letters, have just been discovered

and committed for trial. They turn out to be a young
man named Parrot, and another named Sparkes, son of

the gardener of Mr. Longcroft, of Havant. Both pri-

soners had been employed by their masters to watch the

premises during the last few weeks, and have confessed

their guilt since their apprehension.—It is stated that the

St- Vincent, 120, with the flag of the Commander-in-
Chief, Sir Edward Codrington, is to be fully equipped
and to proceed to Spithead, where she is to take up her
moorings instead of lying in the harbour. It is also

stated that the flag-ship at Sheerness, the Camperdown,
is to take her station at the Nore, and that the flag-ship
at Plymouth, the Caledonia, is to be moored in the Sound
instead of Hamoaze.—One of the largest seizures of to-

bacco made at this port occurred last week, whenupwarda
of four tons were discovered by the officers, concealed in

cases of confectionery from Guernsey.
Rugby,— The election for the Head Mastership of

Rugby School excites increased attention as the day of
election approaches. The following candidates have been
announced ;—Rev. S. Donne, D.D., Master of Oswestry

School; Bev. J. A. Giles, D.D. ; Rev. U. Hiffhton. As-

sistant-Master of Rugby (educated at the School)
; Mr. B.

Price, Assistant-Master of Rugby; Rev, C. J, Vaughan,

Vicar of St. Martin's, Leicester (educated at Rugby)
;

Rev. C, A. ^^^aldron, of Westbromwich ; Professor

Brown, of King's College, London ; Rev. H. Kynaston,

Master of St. PauFs School ; Rev. R. Michell, Rev. R,

J. Spranger, Rev. A. C. Tait; Rev. B- H. Kennedy, D.D.,

Head Master of Shrewsbury School ; Rev. J. W. Blakes-

ley. Rev- J- Hildyard, Rev. C. Merivale ; Rev. W. A,

Osborne, Head Master of Macclesfield School ; Rev. T.

H. Steele, one of the Masters of Harrow School; Rev,

R. Shilleto; Rev. R. Bingham, Master of Gosport School,

Hants ; Rev. W. Fletcher, Master of Derby School. Al-

though the emoluments of the Head Master depend in

some degree on the number of the pupils, the annual in-

come may be estimated at about 4,000/.

Shrewsbury. The local papers announce that the

colliers at Ketley, on the estate of the Duke of Suther-

land, have turned out, and are going about the country in

large bodies. As this place is only 25 miles from the

Potteries, it is feared that the movement may add to the

difficulty of a settlement in the disturbed districts of

Staffordshire. The ringleaders have been apprehended.

Stafford.—Serious disturbances have taken place in the

Potteries of this county, which have excited considerable

apprehensions for the public peace. It appears that

within the last two or three weeks the masters have made

an attempt to reduce the wages of the men employed in

the collieries of North StaflFordshire, the consequence of

which has been a turn-out of the miners. The proximate

cause of the disturbance appears to have been the reduc-

tion of Id. per day from the wages hitherto paid to the

colliers by Mr. Sparrow, whose works are situate near

Burslem. Such is the magnitude of Mr, Sparrow's

establishment, that the reduction of 7d. in each man's

wages made a difference of not less than 300/. per week.

At the first outbreak, Burslem, Hanley, Stoke, Tunstal,

and Lane-end, the chief towns within the Potteries, were

greatly excited ; so much so, indeed, that the authorities

deemed it necessary to call in the immediate aid of thp

county police and military. The turn-outs, to the amount

of some thousands, visited the collieries, iron-works, and

potteries, where men were to be found who had accepted

the reduced scale of wages, and in some instances inflicted

personal violence upon men whom they found peaceably

engaged at work. Many of the country people were

lightened of their stocks on their way to market ;
and in

the neighbourhood of Lane-end, market-carts proceeding

to Burslem and Hanley, were regularly stopped and

cleared of their contents. The turn-outs threatened to

pursue the same system with the butcher's shops on

Saturday night, and, in fear of such tlireats being put into

execution, many of the provision tradesmen of the district

closed their establishments. Some few acts of violence

were committed ; but the presence of the troops, the

strength of which had been augmented by the arrival of

two companies of Foot from Weedon Barracks, prevented

the execution of a premeditated attack. The Cheshire

troop of cavalry, and the Newcastle troop, subsequently

arrived at Newcastle, and encamped, in conjunction with

the regular troops, in the Pottery race-course- There

was a great number of magistrates and principal gentle-

men of the place present, and the whole had an alarming

appearance. So great was the terror amongst the shop-

keepers, that many of them closed their shops, and all

trade was suspended. Many of the inhabitants, in order

to save themselves from being plundered, gave many of

the rioters food and money liberally. The county magis-

trates assembled on Monday, in order to effect an ami-

cable arrangement between the masters and the workmen,

who declared that they were not disposed to break the

peace, but were determined not to return to work until

they obtained their old prices. From all accounts it

would appear that the turn-outs are almost exclusively

colliers, upon whom, as a matter of course, the pottery

manufacturers depend for their ordinary and necessary

supply of coal. The event most dreaded is the non-

employment of the potters—a certain contingency, if the

colliers continue their turn-out for many days longer.

In the beginning of the week coal became scarce at the

pit's mouth; and in another week the pottery esta-

blishments will be for the most part without a sup-

ply. It is also feared that the potters will avenge

themselves upon the colliers as the authors of their priva-

tions, or combine with the turn-outs against the masters ;

the most lamentable consequences must then ensue. By

such an event at least 40,000 persons will be thrown

out of employ. Tliese apprehensions are not without

foundation, for on Tuesday the works of Messrs. Cope-

land and Garratt were closed for want of coal, and other

houses have since been obliged to shut up their establisn-

ments.
Stockport.—The distress in this town continues to in-

crease : 15 cotton-mills, 149 shops, 10 pubhc-houses,

and neariy 3,000 cottages are now to let. The number

of dwelling-houses, shops, and taverns in the borougn,

according to the census of June 1841, was 10,890; so

that one-fourth, or upwards, are now to let, while the

number of cotton-mills amounts to about one-half, frop^

the stoppage of which, and the reduction of wages within

the last two years and a half, about 3,800/. per week are

paid less in wages than previously to that tirae_

two minutes* walk, in the principal street in the borough,

there are 37 tenantless shops, and the tenants of 6^^

others in the same street are about leaving their preanscs.

In 1840 there were about 240 beer-houses in the borough

;

the total number now is 104. There cannot be less than

between 4,000 and 5,000 factory operatives out of employ-

ment at the present time, who have to be supported chiefly

from the poor-rates, which are now higher, anij the chanco
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of paying them less, than was ever before Jcnown. The
local papers state that nothing will probably prove the
existence and increase of distress in Stockport more than
the poor-rates i and, referring to these, it will be found
that in the year 1836 the poor-rate was 2^. 6t/. in the
pound upon the annual rental ; in 1837 the amount was
3«. 6d, ; the two following years, 4^. ; in 1840, 6s. ; and
in 1841, lOs.; and with this increased amount the late
gnardians retired from office nearly 3,000/. in debt,

Warrington,—K fatal accident occurred on the How-
ley Locks on Saturday, It appears that the Old Quay
Company have for some time past been engaged in re-
pairing their locks at the terminus of the canal joining the
river Mersey, and for that purpose had erected a tempo-
rary railway upon bulks of timber, to convey the blocks
of 5tone. On Saturday, during the operation, the found-
ation gave way, and the whole machinery, carriages, en-
gines, &:c., fell into the excavation upon the workmen be-
low. Two were instantly killed, and nine others had their
limbs broken. A coroner's inquest was held on Monday.
The circumstances of the accident were detailed, and a
verdict returned that deceased met their death acciden-
tally, owing to the defective state of the frame-work on
which they were employed, A deodand of 5Z. was laid
on the machinery.

Railways.—The following are the returns of the prin-
cipal railways for the past week :—London and Birraine-
hara, 17,342/. 17^. 2d. ; Great Western, 14,563/. 9s. 6d -

South Western, 7,064/. 13^. 2d,; Brighton, 3,477/ i/
lOrf.

;
Blackwall, 1 ,333/. 65. 2^?. j Greenwich, 910/. 17s'

10</. ; Croydon, 4631, 2s. id.; North Midland, 4,501/*
2*. 4d.

; York and North Midland, 1,596/, I85. ; Edin-
burgh and Glasgow, 1,800/. 5^. 2r/.

; Eastern Counties,
1,133/. 15*. 2d.; Glasgow and'Ayr, 1,059/. }3s, 2d •

Glasgow, Paisley, and Greenock, 1,100/. O5. 5d. ; South
Eastern, 84G/. 5s. H^f.—The '* Railway Magazine "states
that experiments are about to "be made on the Eastern
Counties' Railway, under the superintendence of Mr
Hood, for the purpose of inquiring into the cause and
phenomena of the crystallisation of railway axles.-^Se-
veral of the raUway companies have intimated an inten-
tion of publishing and distributing among their share,
holders their reports which they present at their yearly
and half-yearly meetings, a fortnight before such meetin/s
actually take place, in order to put the proprietary in full
posscFsion of the subjects likely to be discussed. Such
an arrangement has long been adopted with great success
in trance.—It is mentioned as a curious fact connected
^ith railroad travellmg. that on We4nesday the 13th, the
Great Western train took down at one time 1,800 pas-
sengers, of whom 1,400 went all the way to Bristol. xMost
or them, It IS presumed, went with a view of attending
the great agricultural meeting. They were drawn by two
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^T^^^.Co'-o^er's Inquest on Mr. Byrne, alluded ton our last. ,s not yet concluded; numerous witnesseshave been examined, and the affair continues to excite
considerable mterest.-The papers give favourable reportsof the prospects of harvest,

'

r/>;>.rary The two men, Byrne and Quilty, cap!-
tally convicted at the Special Commission, the former
for the murder of Mr, Hall, the latter for that of LafSn

S/dr'^' i" ''T °^C'-'^^el Jail on Saturday;

SSS^'".^ ^'l^""'^'
'^ ^^'^ ^^''' '^^^ ^^"^^" Catholic

priesthood in the baronies of Ormond, Tipperary, joinedma memorial on behalf of this man. averring IhiirT'

ul! ^"%^^^';« innocence. To this appeal the Lord
Lieutenant rephed, that he had read with the deepest at-
tention the statements in that memorial to invalidate the
evidence upon which the prisoner was found guilty, and
he regretted to be obliged to add, that he found nothingm their statements to authorise him in setting aside the

ofthejury which tried the case, and which had
such ample opportunities of weighing the value of the
testimony on both sides.

^.'^^'"^''••--^^ ^VV^^rs from a return just published, that

1 iVo7
*^o^'fn»^ent have already expended the sum of

n AT'oT' ' ^^^ 'f
*^^ ""^ ^^'^ distressed population in

f
^^\^^^^s arch-diocess of Tuam, in grants varying

from 5/. to 100/., according to the exigency of the c.sc!A correspondence has taken place between Lord Eiiot
and the Archbishop respecting the case of a man and his
tamily at Tuam. who were stated to have been for five
days without food.

*
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The archbishop in his letter ex-
presses his conviction in the truth of this statement, and
enters into long details of the general distress of his dio-
cese. He concludes by saying, " when I seriously con-
sider all the delays, and inquiries, and correspondence,
and explanations, and impracticable conditions that are
annexed to the stingy measure of relief, resembling the
fabled food of Tantalus, by snatching from the grasp the
fugitive morsel by which hope and hunger are excited—
when I consider how the lives of a fine people are iriiled
with, and their misery mocked, I must confess I have
never read, in the annals of civilised governments, any-
thing more pamful or discreditable than that men should
be perishing of want as some have already perished
near the very centre of that empire whose strength they
are faithfully sustaining, while its vast resources are waste-
fully expended on a host of overgrown pensioners at home,
as v^eil as on every extravagant enterprise and speculation
over every region of the globe."

and the gross amount
the fee of the land

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,—kt the meeting of the United Associate

Presbytery, on Tuesday, the 5th inst., a letter was read
fronn the Moderator of the United Associate Synod, en-
closing a copy of a communication from the Rev. Dr. Welsh,
Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland, requesting the co-operation of the Associate
Synod in observing the proposed fast. After discussing
the subject at considerable length, the Presbytery came to
the unanimous resolution that, as the chief reason assigned
by the General Assembly as a ground for fasting, viz., the
sins and difficulties of the Established Church of Scotland,
is one in which Dissenters cannot sympathise, the Pres-
bytery decline the proposed co-operation. All the other
dissenting bodies in Scotland hare come to a similar re-
solution.

Comrie—On the 10th inst., a shock of an earthquake
was sensibly felt here. The weather at the time of the
shock was calm, but imnoediately after it the wind began
to blow from the west, a good deal of rain having fallen
during the preceding night and morning. The local
papers mention that more wind and rain preceded this
shock than any which has been felt since the 10th of Sept.
1841, and that the present shock was more sensibly felt

than any since that time.

Glasgow—The papers mention that Madame Petrisci,
or Harris, better known as the " Lady Thief/' was dis-
missed from prison on Saturday last, after having com-
pleted her period of 18 months' imprisonment, to which
she had been sentenced by the Circuit Court, for com-
mitting thefts in three of the hotels in this city, which
were reported in our paper at the time. During the
period of her imprisonment, she was principally employed
in light needlework. She left the jail handsomely dressed,
and no one who observed iter could suppose that she had
only an instant before been liberated from the felons' ward.
She left the city the same day ; and has kept her secret
so well, that as little of her real history is known now as
on the day of her apprehension,

Perth.—For the last fortnight the salmon fishery has
been more successful than for many years past. This
fortune, however, is not general to all the stations in the
Tay, but is confined entirely to those fishings between

j

Perth and the top of Mugdrum Island—a length of line
hardly exceeding seven miles. Below Mugdrum Island
the season as yet has proved but indifferent, and above
the bridge the quantity caught has not been very great.
The value of fish caught last week is reported to be
between 2,000/. and 3,000/. Salmon, grilse, and trout,
were proclaimed by the town-crier as selling at Id., bd.,
and Ad, a pound respectively, and are still at these priceit

oamc m cngiand was MMHBg the new »ilver coinage, the
demand at the Bullion -oflfice, on Friday and Saturday, bf
tradespeople, was greater than has been for many years,
which proves tlie great «carcity there is throughout the
metropolis of small coinage. In consequence of the divi-
dends hating been in course of payment since the Tth
instant, the run upon the Bank for silver has been very
gre^at. and, notwithstanding that 300,000/. has been struck
at the Royal Mmt of half-crowns, shillings, and sirpenceS,
^ince the issuing of the Royal proclamation of the 3d ofJune on the light gold coinage, there is yet a very short
supply of Sliver currency, as a very considerable quan-

).!Lr- .f"
""^^''^fo the country to the branchbanks m the manufacturing and agricultural districts,

where it is greatly required at the present moment
as the harvest approaclieg. The officers of the Mint

!r. S ^^^'*' '^ providing the Bank of England
as quickly as they can with silver specie, the quantity ofnew sovereigns and l^alf-aovereigns being sufficUnt for the
public demand. A very large n.imb.r of guineas, of the

kT' f^^*^"^.^
!•> I^'. HL. and other perfect coins thathad not b^n circulated for above a century and a half

have found their way into the Bank since the light told
panic from various parts of the United Kingdom. Thedemnnd for allver for the Continent and India has rreatir
decreased the stock of bullion at the Mint, as the exports
during the last month far exceed those of former years.
ihe amounts paid by Government to the East India Com-
pany, on account of the war in China and Affghanij^tan,
have had a tendency to cr( 'c a scarcity both of gold and
silver. It appears from an official return that t'hc follow-
ing sums have been paid since the last two years :—18i0
October 27, 150,000/.; 1841, July 2, 100,000/.; 18^2
February 9 23.442/.^TotaI, 573,142/.; besides the re-
mittance of June last of upwards of 50,000/.

Anttqmiies,—Tht Museum of N.irbonnchas lately been
enriched by some interesting discoveries of antiquities
made near that place by the Archreological Commission.
Among them are numerous funereal urns and lamps of mar.
ble, glass, lead, stone, and terracoLU; phials for perfumes,
ornamented with various and most curious emblems, and
other designs, Roman, Kg^^ptian, and Gallic. On some
the glazing remains perfect, although it is tiiought they
must have lain buried at least eighteen centuries. The
names of many of the artists who made them arc Btill
legible upon the urns—some having Roman, and others
Gallic terminations. Among the other objects are some
amphorre

; an ex voto representing the finger of grace of
the Vestal Virgins ; fibulse, or clasps; buttons; iron
keys; dice

; needles ; pins for the hair ; metal mirrors
;

fragments of musical instruments, and a probe for bound-
ing wounds. Near several of the tombs which contained
these relics were found a great many oyster-shells, the
fish having, it is supposed, been eaten at the funeral feasts.
,To these are to be added an antique head of the Indian
Bacchus, in bronze, of Roman workmanship, in perfect
preservation

; a Janus Bifrons ; an amulet of lead of the
god Fascinns, similar to those attached to children to prc-
sene them from the evil eye ; a small statue of Minerva
with the iegis; a bronze Mercury, in very fine style; a
head of Trajan, and some unknown busts.
Natural History.—We are informed by'a correspondent

that a gentleman in North Wales haa a hen of extvrv^
ordinary instinct .—During her state of incubation, she
took charge of two large bantam chickens, which a hen had
just forsaken; and, what is still more curious, she now
continues to protect and nestle them under her wings, with
« brood of 17 chickens. About a year ago, in the farm of
the same gentleman, a large cock of the Friesland kind,
which w as of a blood-red colour for three years, suddenlT
changed its plumage into a milk white.

Spurious Ancient Coi«5.—The '* Times '' states that it

"succeeded some time since in stopping the career of a
forger of Greek, Roman, nnd Saxon coins, who by his
ability in imitating the scarce types of these series de-
ceived some incautious collectors, and robbed them of con-
siderable sums of money. Another advfnturer is now
supplying the market with counterfeit coins, for which
dies have actually been engraved, and the skill of some
able artist engaged. Among these may be pointed out as
clever forgeries, and likely to deceive even experienced
numismatists, pennies of Stephen, penny of Edward VI.,
shillings of Philip and Mary, and the ryal of Queen
Mary—the last a gold piece of great beauty,"
Bee Swarming.—T\i^ following account is published in

the ''Elgin Courant'' « During the present forcing wea-
ther It may not be amiss to relate an anecdote 'just fur-
nished by a respectable individual, who vouches for its
truth. ' •

'

^M%1 05 id A ^r^K^""^ ^^c f«« of the land is*«^vO*.^8A, and the damages 2.307/. 7*. Id., v^hich
iWfeftllancous

An old gentleman in Ayrshire, while standing in
his garden, waiting for the casting of a hive, had the mis-
fortune to attract the swarm, as it, rather unexpectedly,
came off, and the bees, thick and clustering, settled over
his throat, his face, mouth, and nostrils. In a moment
after, his eyes were blinded by the clinging buzzing throng.
Lxpectmg the infliction of instant agony from a thousand
stings, he dreaded to make the slightest movement by
voice or limb, and there was no person present. A minute
or two passed—tlie heat was intolerable, and the sensation
maddening

; at this dire extremity of no less than proba-
ble pain and death, reason at length suggested—and tht

old gentleman cautiously raised his hands to his ha^
moved it gently, imperceptibly lifting \t a few mches

above his head, and then steadied the hat in that p^icion.

The queen bee must have approved of tki^ model hive, for

the old man began to breathe freely, and in a tkort time

the whole swarm took up their abode in the hat, which he
aubsequently displayed to his fnends in triumph and
thankfulness, without having recdved so much as a sineie

The IiTew Coinage, iaiown

stmg."
A Coincidence. '«p<radcnt of the *' Times " has
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sent to that paper the /ollomng dale.,M hare ex-

cited, it says, some alar n among the credulous :

Fall of Robespierre.

To which add 1794 gives 1815.

4

Fall of Napoleon.

To which add 1815 gifes 1 830.

Fall of Charles X*

To which add 1830 gives 1842.

1842

The Earl of Rosse\s Telescope,—The fullowing parti-

culars, published by the Morning Papers, give some idea

of what will be the magnifying po^cr of this gi^'antic

instrument, which is expected to materiaHy aid astro-

nomical discovery :—'*The meta! is six feet diameter; it

is five incliea and a half thick at the edges, and five inches

at the centre; its weight is about three tons. By grinding

ten

nd polishing, its thickness will probably be reduced one-

?nth or one-eii^hth of an inch ; it will be formed into a

telescope of fifty feet focal length, and will, there is every

reaaon to hoiie, be actually in use this year. The spe-

culum will have a reflecting surface of 4,071 square inches;

whilst that of the telescope made by llerschel, under the

auspices of King George III., had but 1^811. **
.

Ilnb).

.
ViCfi-CiiANCKLLOns' Coi'RTS,—Yo tins ^' ^^^'^ Waterpark,^

The question in this case arcse under the settlement made upon
the marriag-e of Sir Iienr>' Cavendish and Lady Waterpark, dated

the nth of August, i;57/by which a sum of 10,000/. was provitled

to be raised for youngrer children's portions out of certain real

estates, now belonging to the present Lord Waterpark, Sir

Henry Cavendish had a power of appointing this sum amongst
the younger children, and in default of appointment it was to be
cqtially di\ided— the shares of sons at 21, and of daughters at 21

or marnage, to be paid them the day after the death of Sir Henry-

Cavendish. In exercise of this power, h^ executed three several

appointments—viz., 2,000/. to Lady Mountiiorris, one of his

daughters, in 17S3 ; a like sura to Lady Kilmaine, another
daughter, in 1793, and 3,000f. to Frederick Cavendish, a son. in

1801. In addition to these three children, Sir Henry had four

other younger children, and in 1803 he attempted, in further

exercise of his power, to appoint the remaining 3,0uu/. in favour

of his sou George Cavendish. Mr. Augustus Cavendish and f-ady

Musgrave, two of the children of the testator to whom no appoint-
ment had been made, having died, this bill was filed by Mr.
Young, their administrator, against Lord Waterpark and others,

to compel the payment of their shares of the 10,000/., and the

question was whether the power of appointment in the sc-ttlc-

ment would have enabled Sir H. Cavendish to appoint the 2,000/.

to one of the remaining fonr children, or whether the fund was
distributable amongst them as in default of appointrrcnt. The
Vice-Chancellor said he thought it a very clear pointy '

= he under-

stood the law upon the sub^'-jt The first three aj'pointments

made were certainly good, and then the 3,000/, became liable to

be appointed amongst the other children, aiid in ricrault of aj)-

pointment to go equally, between them. The rnle of law was
this, that where certain Objects of a power were named, the ap-
pointment must include all the objects of that power; therefore

the last appointmetit was bad, and the plaintiff, who represented
two of those objects to whom nothing was given, was entitled to

have two-sevenths of the 3,000/., part of the principal sum of

10,000/., raised upon the property and paid to him, with interest

at 5/. per cent, from the death of the testator, the 4th of Aug., 18C4,

Baron de Bode v. the Attorney-General,—This case, the par-

ticulars of which have been often before the public, came on for

argument, upon a demurrer, put in by the Attorney- General to a
bill filed by the Baron dc Bode for the purpose of perpetuating the
testimony of certain witnesses. The bill stated that the plaintiff

had some time since presented his petition of right to herMajesty^
stating his claims to compensation from the English government
out of a certain sum of sixty millions of francs, allowed by the
French Government, upon the treaty between France and the
allied powers, for compensating English residents in France,
who^e lands had been confiscated after the Revolution, in respect
of certain property which had belonged to the plaintiff in Lower
Alsace. The bill then stated that her Majesty referred the peti-

tion of right to the Lord Chancellor, with^the usual indoraement,
•• Let right be done." That after the petition had been heard the
Lord Chancellor directed that a commission should is.snc to iu-
Quire iato the truth of all the matters in the petition. The com-
m.-. iouers found that neither the name or claim of the Baron
de Bode appeared to have been registered as directed by tlie
•ct, which provided for the compensation of tiie claims of
British subjects until after the passing of that act. That
after payment of all the claims of the duly registered clahn-
ants which had been established, a large surplus, amounting
to 482,7"2/. 6s. Brf., remained in the hands of the commissioners,
ofwhich surplus a sum of 200,000/. and upwards had been ap-
plied to satisfy claims which had t.een tendered after the time
Umited by the Qth article of the convention of the 20th of Nov.
18lu, admitted under the authority of the Lords Commissioners
of the Treasury and the residue, amounting to more than
200,000/., was paid into the Bank of I nglnnd on Government ac
count. And further, they found that the value of the immove-
able property in Lower Alsace, lost by the plaintiff, together with
the interest payable thereon, according to the terms of the con-
vention, amounted to 36l,26{3/. It was then stated that many of
the witnesses examined before the commitisioners were fo-
reigners, and were with much difficulty induced to come to Eng-

. land to give their' testimony, and intend to leave England in a
few days for the pur^iose of returning to France, and, as the
plaintifffeared and believed, would not be induced again to come
to England. That it was the intention of the Attorney-General
to traverse the inquisition and finding of the jury to compel the
plaintiff again to prove all the matters and things found by the
inquisition in the Court of Qucen*s Bench. The bill, therefore,

prayed that the plaintiffmight be permitted to examine certain

"witnesses named, touching the matters proved by them on the

inquisition, and that a proper person might be employed to in-

terpret their examination, and that their testimony might be
preserved and perpetuated. To this bill a demurrer was put in

by the x\ttorney- General on behalf of her Majesty, that the com-
plainant had made no case entitling him to have the witnesses

examined as prayed by tlie bill, or to have their testimony

perpetuated , and also that the complainant had shown
no equity against the defendant to entitle him to relief.

—The Vice-Chancellor said it appeared to him quite unnecessary
to hear the counsel for the plaintiff, because without giving any
opinion upoa Uie merits of the case, all he had to do wa» to con-

sider whether the demurrer ought to be allowed or not, and he

thought it very clear the demurrer could not be sustained. The
passa'^e cited from Lord Redesdale's book on the subject of de-

murrers in the second edition, and which remained unaltered in

the last edition, was sufficient authority. It was stated for the

Crown that- the plaintiff had no case, and that the finding of the

jury was of no value ; but then it appeared that the bill, after

setting forth the findingof the jury, also stated that it was the in-

tention of the Attorney-General to traverse the inquisition and

fiud-no- of the jury; and the plaintiff then went on to state, that

in the event of such traverse by the Attorney- General, the inqui-

sition could not be made the subject of judicial investigation, or

be properly tried before the witnesses had left the country, and

that the plaintiff would be therefore deprived of their testimony

unless their evidence should be preserved. His Honour thought

that what the bill contained, together with what was stated by

Lord Redesdale, was quite sufficient reason for overruling the

demurrer J
and when the Attorney- General had decided upon

traversing or not, then such application, might be made to the

court as the plaintiff thought fit. ^ ^. , ^v ^ «. „f fi.ic
Prkrogative Col'RT.— 3/o;rcon'OV. Candida.~-T\\c facts ot tins

case have frequently been before the public. Is is a claim made

by the Baron Moncorvo, on behalf of the Portuguese govern,

ment. ofwhich he is the ambassador in this country, for letters

of administration of the goods of the deceased in the cause, who
died about 40 years ago, and who was a Knight of the Holy Mih-

tary Order of St. John of Malta. The claim on behalf of the Por-

tuguese Govemment is opposed by Signer Candida, who is the

•* Lieutenant-head and Representative" of one of the branches of

the order, now settled at Naples. On behalf of the Portuguese

government, it was set up in plea, and contended in argument,

that this order had existed for some years in Portugal, and con-

tinued to exist there up to 1831 > that at that time, in consequence

of the political disturbances of the country, the holy order was

abolished by the government, and all their property confiscated j

that the property which the deceased possessed necessarily fell

within that predicament i
and that it therefore was and must be

pronounced •* forfeit and confiscate to the state" of Portugal.

The claim of the representative of the order rested upon grounds

entirely different. They trusted to a regulation of their own body,

of which the deceased was a member, and by whose rules he was

bound. The law upon which their hopes ofsuccess depended was to

the effect that every member upon entering the order should resign

all individual and personal right in his property, and that it

should become part of the public fund of the society. Practically

the deceased had disobeyed their order. He foresaw storms m
the horizon, and he feared that the little bark of the Maltese

knights might be wrecked amidst their fury. He looked out for

a port of refuge, and found a safe one in the Bank of England.

I>espite the rule of the holy order, and in defiance even of the

Pope's anger, he deposited some of his property in this country,

and that is the property now disputed. For the order it is con-

tended that such conduct on the part of the deceased was illegal
j

that he was not entitled to invest it wherever he pleased ; that,

in fact, it was not his, but the society's. Signer Candida had been

appointed to his office by the Pope, who had for many years acted

as grand master of the order -, and he was, in his official capacity,

entitled to bectmie the receiver on the part of the society. These

were the grounds on which the separate claims were founded.—

Sir H. J. Fust gave his ophiion as to the validity of these claims.

He thought that neither party had established their claim, and

that neither of them wxre entitled to letters of administration.

The Portuguese government was not; for it could never have

had powder to confiscate English property situated in tjiia country.

They had, unquestionably, full authority to abolish the order in

Portugal, aiid to confiscate all its property ; but such confiscation

could not apply to property out of Portugal. Nor was Candida

entitled to receive letters of administration : the propert)', ac-

cording to the regulation of the order, belonged to the Knights

of Malta, but he had shown no authority to assume the character

of receiver-general. The Pope, who had assumed the position

and duties of grand master, had appointed him for the govern-

ment of the body entrusted to his care, bat not to receive any

property in the name of the whole society ; this was naturally the

duty of the grand-ma.ste. T^A-iJourt, OierefOre, could not grunt

letters of administration to cither of the partits before it.

Flott V. Ge}ig€,—T\\c deceased in this case was the Rev. Henry
Masterman, and the only cu-cumstance connected with his life

which has any bearing on the present suit is, that having made a

will, he obtained his attesting witnesses, from w horn, however,

by folding up the paper in a particular manner, he concealed his

own signature. He subsequently took the paper to a third attest-

ing witness, acknowledged to him his signature, and he attested

it; and the question now was whether this was a sufficient ac-

knowledgment under the new will act. Sir H. J. Fust decided

that it was not, in a judgment of great length and elaboration.

The leading case under the statute of fraud was, •* The Trustees

of the British Museum v. Whice." That case was tried in the

Common Pleas, before the Chief Justice, and in it a will which
had been pronounced by the special verdict of a jury to have been

already signed, was placed by the testator, without exhibiting his

signature, into the hands of the attesting witnesses. This was held

to be a sufficient acknowledgment, but that case came within the

provision of the statute of frauds, and that statute only required

that in devises of real property the will should be signed ai;d ac-

knowledged in the presence of three or more attesting w^itnesses,

&c. Now the new act specified distinctly that the signature itself

should be acknowledged by the testator to the attesting witnesses

;

and this certainly could not be said to have been done, w hen, by

folding the paper in a peculiar way, the sigT\ature was concealed

from two of the witnesses. Besides, in" Doe on the demise of

JacU.^Dn V. Jackson," Mr. Baron Parke had almost gone the

length of expressing his opinion that an acknowledgment was not
i^l;t^lcient where a testator had placed his arm across his signature

when the witnesses were attesting the will, even though the jury

hud jubt decided that the testator intended to acknowledge his

signature. The court, therefore, held that in this case there had
not been a valid acknowledgment of the signature as required by

the act, and pronounced against the paper propounded.
Bow-STRKKT. Jniy l6.—Robert Chapman, a Fruiterer in Covent-

garden Market, appeared before Mr. Jardine, upon a summons
granted to the Horticultural Society, calling upon him to explain

how a Pine-apple, stolen from the Society's garden on the gth of

July.came into his possession. Mr. R.Tliompson, superintendent

of the Fruit department in the Society's garden, proved that on

gave him a Pino-apple to carry away for him, which he

did There being no farther evidence, Dr. Lmdley stated

that the object of the Society in bringing the matter belore

the magistrate was that it might be judicially niyei.tigated.

Upon Mr. Chapman's own showing, he had purcnascd the fruit of

a man whom he knew perfectly well not to be Mr. Hen-

derson, although the fruit was marked with Mr Henderson's

name as the owner of it ; and it was impossible to say he acted

with proper caution in the transaction: the Societj- was deter-

mined to protect the property of exhibitors, and woidd prosecute

in all cases where evidence could be procured; otherwise such

irregularities would be repeated, and other robberies might be

committed under the pretext of buying. Chapman undertook to

give into custody the man who had sold him the Pine, when-

ever he sawhhii, and the case was dismissed. He then ap-

plied to have the Pine given up to him; but the magistrate de-

cided that it was now in the hands of the right ov.ner, and refu:=ed

to make any order upon the subject ; the effect of which is that

Chapman has to beai- the loss himself.

TATTERSALLS, Thursoav. — Goonwooo Stakes. — The

Knight of the Whistle w^as backed in one "or two quarters at

Monday's quotation, and maintained it, but certainly was not in

force. It was otherwise with Helpmate, who was supported
" '

' AVelfare was
e busi-

ness turned— the St. Lawrence, Tnpsley, Rhodanthe, and Arna-

gill parties having been dead letters. The Goodwood Cup ex-

cited considerable interest, and exhibited two or three changes.

The Squire, Middleham, and Sleight of Hand were backed occa-

lorce. 11 was cinciwiac Yvim lx^^i^^^.—-, „„.. .„j,

zealously, and closed second favourite at 8 to 1, Wellai

also in favour,.and on these three nearly the whole ot th

g appearance, Ducueiivtu tu iiii.i.u «oci..L".iv>v- ^^ ..»^v.^ ^,^^.»„g

that, after a good deal of money had been got at 13 to 1, he

sprun^ three points, and left off second favourite. Charles the

Twelfth rose from 20 to U to 1 upon a smaU outlay, holding the

course of the day that be had galloped at Epsom, and would ac-

company Scott's horses to Goodwood. The price current at the

close was as follows:—
GOODWOOn

1 aftst Knight of the "Whistla8 to

8 to

12 to

14 to

1

I

L

4 to 1

10 to
11 tv

1

I

11 to 1

(taken)
Helpinaie
Welfare {taken)
Tupsley

GOODWOOD CUP.
The Squire (taken and 12

afterwards ufFered) 12

Marshal Soult (takenj
Charles XII. (taken
and after, oiTercd)

Fiiatn I

pnc

STAKES.
IG to 1 agst Daddy Lonplepr* (ta.)

18 to 1

SO to I

£0 to 1

20 to I

Cor>-air (tak) )i)

Studley Hoyal (taken)
Arna J,' ill

Retriever

to

to
1

1

20 to i

S]eight-of-Hantr(lak.)
Middleham (taken &
atterwards utfered)

Belcoeur (taken and
aiter^rards offered)

10 to I Cabrera Mtteor
ST. LINGER.

I
40 to 1

DERBY, 1843.

1000 to 50 eacli against Catherine colt out of Attila'adam, and Napier, in one

Yord Westminster's SUJghtof-Hand, Van AmTjurgh, and tvro others, have

arrived at Goodwood.

MARK LANE, Fridat, Jti.Y 22.— Our English supplies since

Monday have been tritiing, and taken off at that day's quotations.

—The arrivals of Foreigrf being considerable, a decline would be

submitted to, were there purchaseis for a quantity.— Barley,

Beans, and Peas, are unaltered.—The Oat trade is very dull, and

fully U-. cheaper.
BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTBR.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . AVhite

Norfolk, I-iniolnshireand Vorkshire . . .

Barley • • Malting anddistilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire
Korihumherland and Scotch ,

.<— .— Irish »,..(....
Rye ..•..«••• .
Beana, i\f azagazi, old and new . 26

l^i^reon, Heligoland .

to B4
31 to 40

Peas, White 31 to 37

FolanoK
Feed
Feed

' Tick
Winds.

.
iUaple

;.0 to 70
56 to 68
21 in»6
14 to 21

18 to £0
7 to ifl

30 in 34

25 to afi

— to —
30 to 33

Red 60 to to

Wiiite 5i>to62
Grind. 1I> to 25

Feed 14 to £3

Potato 16 to £4

Potato 14 to 23

WEEKLY IMrEUIAL AVERAGES.

June

July

10
17
2^
1

8
15

J vreeki' Aggregate Aver

Duties

Wheat. Barler- Oat:8 Rye.
64 26 S ' 20 6 ' 31 9

63 10 26 10 21 6 .S6 to

63 U SI 6 21 7 31 7

64 3 87 7 £3 4 32 3

64 10 27 fi £2 2 29 5

65 8
1

SU 22 3t) 6
_— —

1

' —
64 b 27 4 £1 33 fi

1 ^ 1 I

S 1 9 6 1 9 6

Harrow 33 to 38

Long-pod — to—*
Grey 28 to 30

Beans.
S3 I
33
34 4
b4 9
85 1

34 10

34 4

8 6

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER jLAST WEEK.

Pe»F.
32 7
32 6
33 2

3a 6
34
35 5

._
—^

33 10

9 6

Irish -

Foreign

Flour.
8152 Sks. ^ Brla-

2^m
99

2763
*«

»>

AVht.
67m>

431] 3

Bftrl. ( Mall.
1857

700

7286
Oats.
3354
80)0

I ;4295

Kye, Bns.
779

Peai
283

24

OF THE WEEK.
1 C. Bindley, Birmingham, coach maker pnri livery stable

t,West Hoathley.Susaex, cattle dealer-J. lU'Gakey, Liver-
INSOLVENTS

keeper—S. Knigh
pool, printer. . »

BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLEH.-J. Johnsi n, Leeds, tow ^^^^^y-i'
Dawson, Tudeley, and W. Dawson, Tonbrid^e, Kent, contractor! and buiJderi

—R. B. Scale, Halstead, Essex, faimer. '

.

BANKRUPTS—C. M. Darby, 3iP. Reprent-street, St. Mary5ebone, rrmje'^

and bookseller—D. Low, 4, Adam'scourt, Old Broad-street, City, merchant—

J. Atkins, sen., and J. Atkins, jun., Coidsdon, Surrey, lime merchants—J. *»

Vogel, 4, Cloak
dealer—J. BoJsh
pool, coal inert h..-. ^, - - . o, - -j , -

, , l „
Yorkshire, blanket manufacturers-J. Rate, Eastgate, Bourn, Lincolnsftue,

feltmon^er—W. Williams, Goudhu'rst, Kent, wheelwright—S. Brown, Liver-

pool, millw rJKhl—S. H, Smyth, Cambridge, coauh maker- J. Sp=i'"^'^"^'J jl,„
Troston, Suffolk, miller—S. Rushttm, Nottingham/, ironmonger—W. ^r«ed(ton

and F. Jordan, St. Helen's, Lancashire, millers-L. Vablonsky, Birminghani*

jeweller— J. Walsh and E. H:.lford, Nottingham, tailors and drapers—J. »!;»"»,

London-wall, canal carrier— 11. Fawcus and R- Fawcu?, Stockton-upon-leea*
timber merchants- G. Skipp, Malvern Wells, Worcestershire, cider merchant

—C Timmis DarL^ston-green, StaiTordshiie, tlint-grinder.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—J. KingJun.,GlaiKOW,deceaaed,wrlte^-

J. Hunter, EJinlmrghjBilkmercer—A. and W.Phillipa, Aberdeen, upholBteiers-

BIRTHS.—On the IGth inst., at Clapham
«on—On the leth inst., at Victor ia-»quare
Cross, Esq., barrister-at-law, of a son—

O

Acland, Kkq., M.I*., of a Bon—On the 16th

that occasion he received seven Pij^-applesTiom Mr. Henderson,
gardener to Sir G. Beaumont, iSrt., of Coleorton Hall, with
orders to send them, after the meeting, to Mr. Dulley, Fruit-

salesman in Covent-garden Market; that of these Pines, one, a
Queen, weighing ahout 3 lbs., was stolen from its place very
near fruit exhibited by Mr. Chapman j that it was marked con-
spicuously with the name of Mr. Henderson as its owner; and
that as soon as it was missed notice was given to the exhibitors
and the police. Michael "Webber, in the employment of Mr.
Dulley, deposed that he was accnstomed to receive fruit from
Coleorton ilall for sale, that he knew Mr. Henderson's Pines by
their marks, and that on Monday morning he found the stolen
Pine in a basket on the stand of Mr. Chapman, Sen. ; that 12«, a
pound were asked for it, and that he bought it for gs. a pound.
He added, that in the evening of the same day, Robert Chapman
called upoij him respecting it, and said he had bought it. Mr.
Chapman, being called upon lor his defence, stated that he
bought the Pine-apple in the garden, in the middle of the after-
noon of ihe day of exhibition, from a person whom he knew by
sight, but whom he could not produce ; that he gave 12«. and a
bottle of wine for it, and that it waa carried openly out of the
garden. He called Mr. R. \V. Dutton, who described himself as
a watchmaker, and who deposed that on the day of the robbery
he met Chapman with another man, and wasinvited by the former
to drink a glass of vdne with them ; that on offering to pay his

ihare. Chapman told him he need not do that, as it was part of the

purchase-inone7 of a Pine-apple > X\i9X Chapman afterwcu:ds

nani-piace, me iaay oi \^. jp . riuin, i:,sq., oi aaaugnier—\/ii tnc ><"

Southsea, Portwm* nth, the lady of Captain W. V. Brooke, 5Bth Ke^iment,oia
son—On the 19th inst-, in Endaleigh-street, Tavisiock-squarr, the lady oi vt

-

H. Palmer, Esq., of a daughter.
'

e

MaHKJED—On the 16th inst., at Tottenham, Mr. Thomas Twycross,oi

Winton-hall, Kirkby Stephen, Westmorland, to Mary, second daughter c? in«

late W. Middlecoat, Eaq. of the Audit office, S<>mer5ei-hoiiae—Ou the 19ih mn.>

at St. Botolph'3, Aldersgate-street, Mr. J. T. Hunt, of Denmark-hiU, CamDer-

well, to Miss Mary Steer, of Christ's Hospital—On the I6th insi., at Christ-

church, Marjiebonf, F. H. Simpson, l^sq., youn^et son of the late J. ^'J"??^!
Kaq , of Barton-crescent, to Mary Anne, youngest daughter of the late J* '

^•*

ton, Efiq,, of Charlotte-fctieet, BJoomabury—On the aith inst, at St James «i

Piccadilly, the Earl of Bective, eldest aon of the Marquess of Ileadlort, to

Amelia, the only child of Alderman Thompson, M.P.
DIED—On the IfJth inst., at Upper Berkeley street, Eliza Barclay E vacs,

eldest danghiero(the Rev. E. J. Evans, vicar *.f Kilbroney, Rosstrevor, agea

23—On the 17ih inst., in Surrey-square, Mrs Lee, in the HJrd year of her ngCi

On the 17th inst ,at his rereliit of the late Mr. Henry Lee, of the same place—
sidence, Nascot house, near Watford, in the 87tli

present at his death—On the iJith inst., at &6, Eat. n place, Susan, ycnngest

daughter of the late E. G.-dfrey, Esq., and the Cunnte.'^s Dowager oi >["»'' ,'

aged six years—On the 20-h inst., at Orton-hnuse, Brinht. n, Henry Wheeler,
Esq , ut Chester-terrace, Regent's-park, and of the Slot k Extbange.

ir^rMt

Printed by Messrs. BaADBujtv and Evani, Lombard -street, Fleet-street, JP

Ihe Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City ot Iona«,and Published by them »i

the OrricB, a.CuAHUu-ffntsvT, Covmit Gawjwi, in the County of Middliif**
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^^^ HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

No. 31—1842. SATURDAY, JULY 30. Price fie/.

INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN
THE LAST NUMBER.

Amve Americana, fine speci-

men of «6a
Amateur's Garden . . , 49i b

Amphicome ar^'uta, hardy . 494 a

Aniholyza .'Eihiopicft, ita treat-

Dient . . • • . 495 c

Araucaria imbricata, influenced

by soil and climate • • 494 b

Bcei, management of . * 493 b

Cactaceae, to graft . • 495 e

CamelJiaj, their treatment - 497 *

Chemistry, as applied to Horti-
culture • • . » •

Cottapes, Model
Cypripediums, treatment of •

Drainaf^ej lecture oa , •

Fruit, imported from France •

Fruit, to pack . . •

Fuc)tcia5, good kinds
Guano, effects of • •

Bydrotaenia meleagria • •

Lime, (ff use in destroying Ca-
t«rpillars • ;

Nitrate of toda, its elTects •

4Ci3a
i92 a
492 a
495 a
496 a
4r»r b
497 I
494 b

495 b

494 b
494 b

Old plants sold under new
names, remarks on • , 491 a

Orchidaceap, saleof . , • 496 a
Peach-house, management of . 404 a
Pit, for growing plants in . 497 b
Pontederia crassipes, its treat-
ment 403 I

Rigidella immaculata , 494 a
Rose Garden , . , 4y2 b
Kucker, Mr., his garden noticed 49€ a
Sierra Leone, its productions 4&4 6
Sinhara, an article of fiHjd , 495 c
Squirrels, carnivorous . , 494 6
Siiawberry, Myatt's Pine, Us
cultivation . • . 491 a and e

Sulphuric acid, to apply
Sulphur, its eMcacy in destroy*
ing the Red Spider , ,

TropBPoIuin edule . •

Turnip-fly, remedy for ,

Verbenas, good kinds . ,

Wall-trees, summer pruning of
Withers's Treatise on the Aca-

cia, rev
Wood, to collect specimens of .

497 b

493 c

495 b
49.1 c

497 c

494 a

496 b

493 c

KINGSTON.
q^HE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY hasX fixed their ANNUAL EXHIBITION for Thursday, Sept.
15th, 1842.—For particulars apply to

James Jackson, Hon. Sec,
Thames-st., Kingston, Surrey.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
XT OTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural-^A Buildings, Churches, Chapels, PubUc BuUdin^. Mansions
and lar^e Rooms, fitted up \rith the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, Manchester) beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
impiovements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-
rists. They have applied this principle on a more extensive
scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at the stupendous Con.
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire
and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most
complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. W. Williams' Patent

Arprand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,
and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuality and despatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

WINDSOR AND ETON ROYAL HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The Annual Graiid Show of this

Society will take place on the 3rd of September.
Windsor, July 28, 2842.

DAHLIAS.
rPHE GRAND ANNUAL DAHLIA EXHIBITION
-i- ON SALISBURY PLAIN, will take place on Wedxesdat,
AccrsT 31st, at STONEIIENGE. under the immediate patronage
of Lady Antrobus. Full particulars may be had on application
to J. Keynes, Hon, Sec,

Salisbury, July 26, 1842. Salisbury.
STONEHENGE is Six Miles from Salisbury and Two from

Amesbury. There will be accommodation at both places for
conveying Exhibitors and their boxes to the Stones.

TT OTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c., Made andJ^A Fixed complete in aU parts of the Kingdom. One, ^?^o,
au4 three-hght Cucumber «nd »|e!on Boxes and Lfghts of aU
sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to aU parts
of the Kmgdom ; warranted best material. Two-Ught Boxes and
Lights complete, from jffi 8«. Garden-lights made and glazed,
Ij. per foot, at JAS. WATT'S. SASH MANUFACTORY. CLARE-
MONT-PLACE, Old Kent-road. Retk «[VXK.

T^DW ARD BECK. MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,-—
' Isleworth, Middlesex, respectfully inforais Horticulturists,

that bis IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for OraiifC Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
aiid Edgmgs for garden paths, may be aeen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener.

UNCH'S GUIDE TO THE
WATERING PLACES, Illustrated with upwards of On«

iluNDRKD HuMoRoui Cttb of ttic pTtncSpal Characters and
Subjects, will be published on the SOth inst., price 3rf.: bcine
No. 55 of *• Punch, or the London Charivari."

PaitXIII.. containing "the Guide," is now ready, price u. 4rf.

** The Second Volume of this highly popular Periodical,
enriched with many hundreds of Woodcuts, may be bad, price 8#,
—Back Numbers always on sale at the

Office, 13, Wellington^ Street, Strand.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BV
HOT WATER.

T WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c., Gloucestsr-^ • place, Kino's. road, Chblsea, Hothouse Builders and

"MANETTIA BICOLOR."
]\/rESSRS. VEITCH and SON have now ready for de-
-*-'J- livery Plants of this beautiful New Greenhouse Climber,
at 425. each.
N.B.—A Medal was awarded to this Plant at the Horticultural

Society's Meeting in Regent- street, in April last.
Exeter, July 6, 1842.

H
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM-

GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-
moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility. Gentry, and Public,
that he has a fine stock of Lilium lancifolium, album, and punc-
tatnm, which he can supply at very moderate prices.
He beg-s to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

]Y|YATrs BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
-^ ^ after two years' competition, still maintains its pre-emi-ncnce; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
n!?^ * A ^^^^ T' ^y^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^y ti^ey can with confidence re-commend It as the most supei b fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per loO, each,

hnriL v'^^l
^^'^^' ^'^** Runners are now ready, and may be

iiad on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.

rooh t^iif ^^"'^V'.'''''^^^
Kbubarb, 50^. per loo sets, or \s. Grf.perroot, wiU be ready m October. -

Hot- water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the
Nobility and Gentry that their busijiess, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of G\txy
description, and the HEATING of them by tlOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 300 ft. in
length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally
adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estiraates,
&:c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

This day is published, price It., No. II. of the New Series of

q-^HE MAGAZINE OF DOMESTIC
-L ECONOMY AND FAMILY REVIEW. Contents:— I,
Larder and Kitchen,—2. Legal Economist.—3. Fashions.—1.

Chemistry i Domoetic and Agricultural.— 6. Statistics; Income
Tax.— 6. A few more Words on Adulteration.-w, Relatirc Value
of Diflferent Kinds of Food for Cattle— 8. Agricultural Report.—
9. Garden Walks.— 10. Cure for Hydrophobia.— 11, Review of
New Works.— 12. Miscellaneous Domestic Matters.— 13. Cor-
respondence,— 14. Meteorological Diary.—16. London Markets,
&c Ac.
On the 1st of June was published, in cloth boards, price 6«. Si/.,

the Seventh Volume of this popular Magazine,—completing the
First Scries.

London: W. S. Orr & Co., Paternoster-row i and sold by all

Booksellers in town and country.

J^COXOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
TP^.u- ?' ?1'o

BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFEIARS, LONDON.
x-siauiisncd 1823. Empowered byAct of Pariiament, 3 William IV,

tW ^^f^^i^'Vl^^
^^ PREMl-DM THAN THOSE OF AKY OTUEK OFFICE,

^;;
a£^ntme the assured to participate .in the profits, as follows :—
Age.

Annual
Premium
per cent.

15 20 25 30

1 10 8 1 14 1 19 2 4 3

35
I

40 45 30

24011 2 19 9 3 II 9 4 8

Dfr cp^^f ^\ .*i^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^3-* amounted upon an average to 16/.

Eovn?T;.o" ^.P^^'^^^""^® **^*^" P^^^J ^"^ ^n 1839 a second

on thn n^^
awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.

Nn P?f ^^V'^^ P^^^ ^*"^^"& tli*^ preceding five years.

ProcrnH^V,^ ?- ^^^ ^^^ residence in any part of Europe, nor for

Port thiff ^^? * decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
faring mnt ^^o^^er during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

of th% ^l^^A^ profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

Polir^
"P°" *c™s proportionate to the risks,

the LanH«°V- '^^'^^ of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
nartip* f^ ^ justice, are not void as respects the interests of

As.Tirl
^^^^"' they may have been legally assigned.

assurances may be effected on any and every day.
By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell James Downer, Secretary,

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
TOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,^ London, having been /or many years extensively engaged in
Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means, of Hot Water, either
in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of
heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be
given both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior
TQ^nner. Orders executed in Eill parts of the Country with punc-
M|Kt>' and despatch.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co.. Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6i, Gracechurch-street,

V^.^^A^»V^rv= twi^«^??' ^"'^,7lf*;
(^^^onwle, March 12 p. 175.) eommcnced with the p/esent year, and as it is inten

To Amateurs these Boilers Will be found mvaluable. They are
*^

-^
' _ .

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, moveable at

pleasure, very omEunental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans .and estimates for heating any description
of building, may be obtained as above ^ where also maybe seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobilitj's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work. Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hpt-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Wayte's New Patent Land-pressers and Drills,

In Monthly Nos., Bvo, tcith Four hefiufifu lit/-colon red Plates,
Price 2s. 6<2

AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for July, 1842, contains highly-finished draw-

ings of Ha&rdn/Aufi /'ra/^Mjrij, Borbnia Anemona/iiliat Cineraria
Webberiuna, Tropis'olum Kdile; likewise Papers on Gardening
as a science ; on Suspending Plants in Greenhouses and Stoves*
Reviews—Sir Uvcdale Price on the Picturesque; Loudon's Ency-
clopaedia of Trees and Shmhs, Floricultural Notices of new and
beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanical Periodicals for

June, and of those in flower at the principal Suburban Nurseries
and Gardens j together with a complete Calendar of Monthly
Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe^

1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse*
quently made fromplants which have flowered in Britain.

2. Tliat, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithograplwd by the same individual, and,
being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-
gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-
senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessin^r m,

flower-border and a greenhoufie or frame.
It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for tlie

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, thi»

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening:;
lithographed

intended that each
volume shall now be* perfect 'in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscriber*.

Loudon : W, S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS. &c. &C.

Juat pubUshed, and sold by Ridgway, Piccadilly, and Longmans,
Paternoster-row, price 1j.,

WORD OR TWO ON GUANO, and a NEW
MANURE-^ARTIFICIAL GUANO.

By W, H. PoTTKa, M.R.A.S., Agricultural Chemist.

The New Manure is prepared from a careful analysis of Guano,
is more effective, and free from moisture, sand, &c. Price 15».

per cwt. cash.—Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

lUTANNlA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
1, Princes-street, Bank, London.

is empo\Ycrcd by a special Act of Parliament,
and is so constituted as to afi'ord the benefits of

T^^s Institution i

Life a'*
^^^' ^-^'^ ^^

present^^^*^^'
ia their fullest extent, to Policy-holders, and to

tahinii ^5,®^^^ facilities and accommodation than can be ob-

its clain f^
Ofllccs. The decided superiority of its plan, and

contefifni 1 ^JJ^V^ preference and support, have been proved, in-
lauiy, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

-^ lact from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance
of 100/. for whole term of Life.

Age.

20
30

40
5n

1st five

years.
^1 1 4

6
16

16

Annual Premium payable during

1

1

2

4
1

7

2d five

years.
jei 5 10

I 12 2-244
3 Q 4

3d five

years.
^1 10 n

1 Id 1

2 14 6
4 5 5

4th five

years.
j£l i6 9274373

5 6 3

Remainder
of Life.

j£^2 3 8

3 17 6
4 3 4
e 13 7

A liK. ,
PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.A Uberal commission aUowed to Solicitors ana Agents.

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at verj' moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailet having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
diirability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen aiKl gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLcmdon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conserv'ator>> lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailet also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to aji inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this coanby and on the Continent.

D.andE. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant 1

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they i

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi- 1

HORTICULTU
Saturday, Sept. 3d, wiU be published, price 2d,, 16 pages royal

8vo, to be continued Weekly^

THE GARDENER & PRACTICAL FLORlST,No-L
—A new Work, comprising Original Papers by distinguis'hed

Writers on the Culture, Properties, and best Modes of Exhibiting

Plants, Fruits, and Flowers i Critical Notices of New Books,

Flowers, Plants, Implements, and other subjects connected with

Horticulture ; Observations on the Proceedings of Public Socie-

ties, and the Management of Public Gardens ; and the spirit of

ail valuable Works on the various branches of the Science ; form-

ing a Text-Book FOR TUE Florist, a Guide to the Amateur, a
Library for the Gardener, and a useful Book for the Million.

London : Richard Groombridge. Patcrno.ster-row% where Ad-

vertisehients, Books, Plants, Communications, Sec, for the Editor

may be forwarded.

ADAPTED FOR SCHOOLS, PRIVATE TEACHERS, AND
STUDENTS. ^.T-^r TnOOLEY'S ELEMENTS of EUCLID,

W- ith Explanatory Appendix and Exercises. Price 4*. otf.

bound. ^ „
" The best edition of the Elements which has yet appearea.

^ "'^roi be easily surpassed."-i?«W.>i ^'''^^"'^^
^^T^'e

COOLET-S GF-METRfCAL ^ROPOSmOS^^^^ ^^

E^^cises appended to the Elements. ^'^^^^'^^^^ j^^^

'

COOLEY-S FIGURES of EUCUD, wm Enumm^ns, Prtce

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at Inter- | u. 0^ ^ |^^^ BookseliOTf*^

vals, required, and wliich may be seen at their maauiactory. I l^<?n^<«i - Whittaker and Co.
,

sold ry
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T^\RL«Y'* SCJrSTiiiC LIBRARY, Ibr the Ubo
J of »cfciooi«.Frivmte students Artij^ts. and Mechanic*. It is

Am Durpoit ot IMi Wijrk to ruruwU « Serie* of KlcmenUur

TreatiiMon Mftthfrna^cal Science, adapted to the wants of the

Pablicat larvfl^ Toyoofcliof titiier sex at public and private

•choola. to persowj* whost education baa been neglected, or

irhoae attention baa not been directed in early life to such

studies, and f ' Artists and Mechanics, these Uttle Works will

^fmijlomt^ particularly suited. The principles of the various

SKm*k09» ^« reuilsfed a^ familiar, and broui^ht aa aflar u> our
oomBMW^^titk^- as possible; the dennonstratioii^ of proposi-

tion« are made plain for the mind,, and brief for the memory ;

and tnc Elements of each Science are reduced, uot only to their

lioipiest, btit to their shortest form.
1. A. SY.SXKAI OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so nxuch of the Elements of Euclid an Is necessary
and suificient for a right understanding of every Art and Science
in its lakdinff Truths and general PriacipJes. By Gkoegh Dah-
ixr, A.B. Fourth Edition, U. f^d, cloth.

2. COMPANION TO TflE POPULAR GEO'WFTRV, in which
the Eltniients of Abntract Science «r6 familiarised, iilustrated,
«nd rendered practically useful to the Yarious purposes of Life,

with uumero^ Cutji. {A Secoud Edition is now ready.) 4«. M.
cloth.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on
Proportions "and ProKressIona. Third Kdition. 4s. M. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPtL/VR TRlGUXOMETRY, both Plane
and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Lvhiirithms, and the
application o/ Alj^obrato GeooaeUy. Second Edition, 3«. 0c/. cl.

** FurstudenCii who only seek this limited knowled|fe pf these
sciences, there are perhaps no txcatises w:hlch can bsraadwith
more advantairc than Darley's Popular Ocometry and Algebra."
-^IMjrnry ft/ l/W/ui Knowiadge, Article ^* MechanicnV
^ Taylor and Walton, Book-iellers ami Publishers to University

College, 2H, Upper Cower- street.

Just published, price fls. cloth, «.
rpIIE II.VND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; ^th aX complete Index of Reference. By G, H. Cau.vter, Esq.

London : W. S. Orr A: Co.; and W. & R, Chambers, Edinburgb,

Junt published, in. 2 vols. 8ro. clotli, price %U,
HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of

ENGLAND. By Hazvmau Lawhancs.
" The«e laborious and interesting memoirs.'*—JMtfn<rwi»,
••This very industrious and iutcrt'^trnp: woric."— Kxaminffr.
**Ono of the most pieasinfc »nd valuabtc contributions which

Kuifltsh hirttory has received for many years. "^Bi-iffjiA ^t^id*

"Karratjrrs of as much Interest a» if they were pare dramas."
^^AUa*. lulward Moxou, Dover-strcvt.

Price r*., UlUBtrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.,

A NEW EDITION OF THE
NATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BTRDS ; their

Management, Hnhits, Food, IMseasas, Treatment, Breeding,

and the Methods of Catching them. By J. M. Bechttein, M U,
*• A very delightful book of its kind It aeema to us

an indispensable book for the bird-faneicr."—Specfaio?*.
*' It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-room

table

*nd.

London : W. S. Orr and Co. ; and W, R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

Lc» It is superbly got up, with an immense number of vignettes,

, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals."— Weekly Ditpaick,

TTantisomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-Eagravings,
Price 6s. 6(1.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND' Con-
firmations OF SACRED IILSTORY, from the Monu-

ments of Kgypt. By W. C. Taylob, LL,D,
Frumthe BrilUh Mfigazinft.—** Th\% is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject.''
yrom the BumimgKam HeruU.—'^'A Taluablc and indispensable

accession to the library of every Biblical student."
Tromthc Rev. Thuinas BartweU Uoni^'s Introduction to the

Critical Slud^ of the Scriptures.—'* yttkrly three hundred textii of
Hcripture are more or less explsdned in this elegantly-executed
Tolume, and in a manner equally curious and interesting,"

Tilt and Bogue, Fleet-street.

17A.MILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
•^ A.B., Author of a System of Popular Geometry,-Companion
to the Popidar Geometry,—a System of Popular Ali^ebri,—and a
hysteru of Popular Trigoaometry. 12mo, with Kngravings, 5s. cloth,
lettwed.

" There is a va^it deal of astronomical inform., "jn conveyed in a
most winmng and unassnminjrmuiin. r in this delightful little volume,
which, nyt less for the novelty of its plan than the extent of its in-
telligence, feflecta inftnite credit on the ta&teand talents of iu pro-
jector and editor, Mr. Durley."*

—

Sun,
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and inibUshcrs to University

College^ M» Upper Gower^ street.

TOne Volume, price 7*. 6*f.,

HE LIFE AND T ! M E S OF RIENZL
**Not less interesting than Sir E. LyttonBuIwcr's eloquent

Romance, and acarcely less romantic, is this historical record of the
Conspiracy of Gabrini."—il/o/i/A^ Uepositorjf,

^
** Toail whohave read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's * Rieuii/ its perusal

IS, in a measure, a duty,'*—S/Jifr^/^yr,
"A curious and pleasing volume, and full of matter of historical

character and illustration."

—

Literary Gazette,
'*The publication of this work is well timed . , . , The Life of

Kienzi 13 to us full of interest "

—

Athenteum*
"' Those that wish to become acquainted with the true kistory of a

man who was, in some sort, the Nnpoigom of his own age and country,
would do well to consult the extraordinary narrative of the ' Life aud
Tunesof Rienzi.' "— TaiVs Magtzine.

London: Whittaker and Co.

HODGSON and ABBOrFs PALE ALE.— The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured ordy from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,
Middlesex. The Trarlc not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot
be genuine if procured elsewhere.

City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street.

''IMiE * FRANKLIN MEMORIAL.'—The existence
-I- of the Identical press at which Dr. FrankltS' worked as a

journeyman printer when in London in (1726) having been men-
tioned in the "Athenieum," many persons were induced to visit

the warehouse of Messrs. Harrild, m whose possession it then

was, and among them Mr. J. B. ifurray, of New York* who ex-

pressed a desire that the venerable relic should be preserved in

the Museum of the Philadelphia Philosophical Society, as a me-
morial of his illustrious countryman. To this national good
feeling Messrs. Harrild cheeriuUy responded, declining any price,

l>ut, wishing to mai^c it instrumental in for\vardiiig a work of

charity in favour of decayed printers, propu^cd that a donation

should be made for that purpose. The Society's constitution

precluding any such arrangement, it was at once given uncon-
ditionally, and the press is now on its way to America. On its

arrival at Liverpool, Mr. Murray, being anxious to carry out the

benevolent intentions of the donors, caused it to be exhibited,

and a public Lcctiure was given by the Rev. Hugh M*NcUe, on the

Life ol Franklin. The result was a net sum of lAOf. So unex-
pected and welcome an issue has led to the proposal of founding
a Memorial of the philosopher, and to make this sum the nucleus

of a subscription fur the estaltlishing of a pension or pensions

bearing hi« name, in favour of indigent printers. It is proposed
to fouud two pensions, if the funds will admit, one of 3u/. fur a

I
decayed master-printer, whom misfortune has *' reduced to the

ranks," and one of 20/. for a decayed overseer who has served

five years in an ofl&ce with credit, or, failing any such applicant,

a journeyman who has retained a situation for the same period

—

to btt called the '* Franklin Pensioners.'* Thus, as was observed
by Mr
^lemorial
land of an endowment bearing his name; directly resulting from
the fact of his having worked at an English press; and in accord-

ance with his benevolent and provident disposition." The above-
named Lecture has been pubUshed, and the proceeds of the sale

in England aud America, and further subacriptions, will be added
to the fund ; and contributions, not only of the English public^

but of the American nation and the Colonies, are confidently an-
ticipated: iu short, wherever an English press has been set up
(for it has now become universal*) a collection should be made,
and contributed to by all who feel that they are indebted to the

printer*s art for the intellectual enjoyments of social life. The
name of Fsanklin will ever be associated with that invaluable

art, and his example serve to stimulate aspiring youth in the
pursuit of its exercise. Many are they who have profited by his

precepts ; aud his IntercatinK Autobiography has served for a
chart to the young adventurer uy which to steer in the voyage of
lite. Let all those who have so prohted—all who have attained
success by following his course —look with compassion on those
who have foundered or failed in the struggle with adversity. It

is hop?d at least that in every printing-otlice in tlic kingdom t
collection will be made; and that every American residing in

England will hasten jo inscribe his name in so praiseworthy a
record, \n testimony of his approbaticm of the Franklin Memo-
BIAL> The facilities of the post-office will enable every indi-

vidual to contribute his mite, which will be thankfully received.

. Murray, "each country' will be put in possession of a new
rial of Franklin; America of her citixcn's Press, and Eng-

Subscriptions and DQiiations already received:

K.

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE! t

Bound in cloth, price 5f. 6rf.,

TOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOV A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions
and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater dehcacy observed in modem conversation ; but, that theoume might hav r some substance, and be a good table or tra.
ve hng book, copious additions have been made from other oldTolumcs of FacetiK. *

.
Eriraet from the Preface,

•^.Jr'?
strange circumstance connected with thts work is. that^eTTh.)dv PTi^ume. that he himself and everybody else Is perfectly

tnT^^il • " ^^^''" *^*^ ^^^ "^^^ *^« hundred ever set eyeson_a copy
. ^

It « ux c queaee of like questitms that this editiorf ispublish^.

London : Whittaker and Co.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.

T^^.rltf^;^'^^^ ^^ GARDENING
; expressly«- InteDded for Persons poswssiag and fond of cuttlvatini; {grdea of moderate Mz.. p^tee ^..^loth/aKew aad k^fed

It

Or Linnaean
TOE HAXD-BOOK OP BOT\N*Y-

pJactTce!^^{^°'
°° ^^"""^^ Plants, for Pieid and Garden

TH£ HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.
^L a aCw a ^* ^^a

THE HAKD BOOK OF COOKERY;
latexided for the use of tUe Middle Cta^ea. Price U. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OP THE TOILETTE}
Having In view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty o/
Person. Price 2*. cloth,

THE HAND BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY>
JKxprcssly intended for those who " wash at home." Price 1^, ^d,

THE. HAND-BOOK OF MEDICLVK;
Forming a Useful Manual io time of Need, when ProfowioiuU
Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 3«. cloth.

THB HAND-BOOK OK NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price U, 9d,

taeadou; W. S, Oir unci Co. j kxxd W. and R. Chambera, Edinburgh*

Proceeds of a Lecture
delivered by the Rev.
Hugh M'Neile at Li-

verpool, on the late of

Dr. FrankUn . ^^34
Donations from Visitors

to the Franklm Press
during its exhibition

at the Medical Institu-

tion, Liverpool .

Messrs. Shackell and
Lyons

Mf --r^. V. Sc J. Figgins
Mr. H.CasIoQ • •

3Iessrs. How and Par-
sons . • • .

Mr. £. Colyer
Mr. J. Morris • •

A. Weir, Esq. • .

Mrs. Kiplin . « .

Sir Peter Laurie .

John Lawrence, K^.
John Sheffield, Ksfj. •

W'ni- Maughan, £s({. .

William ^ykes, Esq. •

James Low, £sq< . •

Messrs, Palmer and
Clayton

Mr. Tew . • •

5Ir, Alex. Wilson . •

Mr. John Hopkinson .

Messra. Whitehead and
Booth

Messrs. Lewis and Son
J. Federuc, Esq. .

^fr. Brown .

Mr. Renshaw . .

3Ir, Bishop . . ,

Mr. H. Gottlieb .

Mr.^J. T. Bowsell
C. P. aud F- ,

— De ta Salle, E?»q.
Mr. J. Unwin . .

Mr. G. Eaton

Subscriptions will be

11

15 18 4

(

At 15. L'f t V

u. L* P, « • •

V* H« a t 9 •

W. H. .

J. H. P.
J. P. .

Mr. £. Lloyd
Mr. J. Arnold ,

Mf* id • . . .

J. E. ,

W. S
Mesfliv. Scott and Wat-
son • . . «

J. U. V.
Mr. Shuttleworth •

Mr. Daridgc . «

Mr. Buckland
Mr. Gibb
Mr. K. Maughan .

Mr. Slater . »

Mr. J. Simmonis . •

Mr. BUtchf .

F N
An Admirer of
when they arc
men . • .

J» A . • * •

Mr, Thomas Clark
Mr. J. K.DavidsoD
Mr. W. Hampson
A Friend
Mr. Joseph Harris
Mr. J. C. Bowles »

W. J. M. .

G. S. .

Mr. J. Beech .

Mr. J. Harvey
A Friend , . ,

Proprietors of the Athe-
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I
funded, 150^,

-, - — received by the following Bankers;
^Mes^r.. Rogers & Co., 29, Clement's- lane; Stevenson, Salt,
>ons, 38, Lomhard.«treet ; and by Marchant, Smith, 9c Co.,
Printers, Ingram-court, Fenchurcb-atreet ; and UarrUd & Sons,
11, Great DUti^-Uoe. Friday- street.

* So great ha^ been tbe spr '

of the art of printing and the
Enghsh press, that mm turer has, in the last 15 years,
sent out upwards of 1500 presses to all parts of the world 1 If
but a guinea were contributed by each of the respective parties, it

\vouId make a sum sufficient for the object proposed.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
WANTED, by a Young Man of some Capital, who
» ' understands the businaaa. a PARTNERSHIP in anZtta.

blished Concern, where he can take an active part in its manage*
ment.—All communications, through the post, to be addr<
to A. B., No. 3, Grove Terrace, Kentish Town.

A FOREMAN WANTED.
MESSRS. YEITCH and SON are in want of a re^

spectable and industrious person of good address, to act asFOREMAN in the Plant Department of their Nursery. He wiU
have to take charge of and grow a fine collection of Exotics
Florists^ Flowers, ^c. &c.

^

*

N. B. An experienced Propagator is also kept in the same de
partment.—Exeter, July 20. 1S42. ,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, wh^
' ^ one or more hands are kept, a Married Man, under 40

without family, who well understands his business. His wife if
required, can take the situation of Cook and Housekeeper. The
most
given.

street.

respectable references as to character and ability can btu—Direct to J. K., Messrs. Noble's, Seedsmen, 152, Flcet-

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a bigbly-
respectable Single Man, aged 32 j he has lived in some of

the first Establishments In the country for practical aud general
Gardening; can be highly recommended from the place he has
just left, and his general conduct will bear the strictest investiga-
tion.— Direct A. B., 32, Soho-square, Oxford-street.

- - i

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, without incumbrance; who thoroughly understands

his business. His Wife will act as Plain Cook, Laundress, or
Dairy-woman. Can have good characters from the place they
have just left.—Direct to F. G., Mr. Taylor's, Gardener, Little

George-street, Greenwich, Kent;

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER.—A Mar-
ried Maut aged 37f of first-rate abiUtie^t b desirous otob.

taining a Situation in the above capacity; who perfectly under-
stands the management of Pines, Vines, and Peaches, together
with every kind of Early Forcing; also the Kitchen and Flower
Garden; with the treatment of Wood Plantations. Can have the
highest testimonials for sobriety aud general conduct.—Address,
if by letter post paid, to G. H., at Mr. Kohler's, Oilman, 1, Mary,
lebone-street, Regent*s-Quadrant.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single
Man, aged 26 years, who thoroughly understands his

business in its various bianches, and Is witling to make himself
generally useful ; and can have a good character from the place
he has just left, in or out doors.— Direct to S. W., Post Office,

Edmonton.

WANTS a SITUA'EION as GARDENER, BAILIFF,
and MANAGER, a middle-aged married Man, without

encumbrance, who has had very great experience in Forcing, the

Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens, the Valuation aud Manage-
ment of Timber aiid Growing Plantations, Farming, and the
Valuing and Managing Estates, Ac* ; the Wife to manage the

Dairy and Poultry, if required. An undeniable refefence as to

abilities and general conduct, from a family of the first distinction.

—The Advertiser would be willing to contract for laying out

Gardens on economical principles,—Address H. D., 52 Grosveuor
Place, Pimlico.

FOR SALE, Four Years' *^ GARDENERS* GA-
ZETTE,*' separately and neatly bound, for the years 1837,

1838, 1839. and 1840; edited by Mr. Glkn'nt. Also, the Works
on "LANDSCAPE GARDENING," by the late Mr. Rkptu.v;
with Plans, &c. Sec, neatly bound.—For particulars address,
post-paid, to •' J. B., Mr. Low's Nursery, Clapton, Middlesex."

'T^HE ^' ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE"
J- for the Handkerchief, is prepared only by Mr. White,
Chemist, -24, Cornhill, London, in bottles at 2*.6rf.,4«. 6rf., and 8*.

each. Where also may be obtained the "AROMATIC PUNGENT
ESSENCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting, &c., at 3*. each.

N.B. Public Offices and Merchants can be supplied with Postage

Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at Government Prices.

GARDEN NETS, FISHING NETS. SHEEP NETS,
TENTS.—Net to protect Fruit from Wasps and Flies, 6^.

and 74d per yard : much approved. Fishing Nets, from 4 to 400

yards long, Draa^s, Sieves, Flues, &c. &c. Sheep Net, 4ic?. per

yard, 3ft. 6in. high : a strong, neat, durable fence, and one easily

removed. Tents for Lawns, Gardens, &c., on a new principle,

put up or taken down in one minute, 6ft. high in the lowest part,

and 36ft. round, 5/., plain or striped.

—

Rob. Richardson, Net

and Tent Maker, 21 Tonbridge-piace. New-road, near Euston*

square.

PORTRAITS by MR. CLAUDET'S INSTANTA-
NEOUS DAGUERREOTYPE PROCESS, under the Pa-

tronage of her Majesty, are taken daily, at the ROYAL ADELAIDE
GALLERY, Lowther Arcade, Strand. The sitting generally occu-

pies less than One Second, by which faithful and pleasing Like-

nesses are obtained. The introduction of Back-grounds, repre-

senting landscapes, interiors of apartments, &c., is the invention

of Mr. Claudet, for which he has obtained Letters Patent. Con-

siderable alterations have recently been made for the convenience
and better accommodation of Mr. Claudet's visitors. Portraits

and Groups of Figures are also taken upon plates of an enlarged

size.
1

ROSS'S WEATHER INDICATOR, or HYGRO-
BAROMETER.—In this Instrument the influences of the

Weight, Temperature, aud Moisture of the Atmosphere are com-
bined so as to indicate its real condition with greater certainty

than has hitherto been attained by one instrument. It is con-

structed upon philosopliical principles, and offered to the public

as a ready means of ascertaining the actual state of the weather
by mere inspection.
ANDftfiw Ross, 21, Featherstone-buildings, Hdlborn, late of

33, Regent-street, Piccadilly.

CUN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other Disfi-^ gurements of the Skin, prevalent at this peculiar season, are

pleasingly eradicated by that unique preparation, ROWLAND'S
KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous liquid, and now universally
admired for its sovereign virtues in completely removing all

cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the complexion delicately

clear and fair. It is Invaluable as a renovating and refreshing
wasb during travelUng, or exposure to the sun. dust, or harsh
Winds, and after the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies.
GenUemen will find it peculiarly grateful after shaving, in allay-
ing the smarting pain.

^ CAUTION.—Ask for " Rowla.nd's Kalydor," and see that
^ese words are on the envelope, with their signature and address
m red: "A. Rowland & Son, 20, Hatton Garden, LoND0?)i"
the same are engraven on the Government Stamp affixed over
the cork.

Sold by tte Proprietors, and by respectable Chemists& Pcrfuxnerit
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
-VJOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that after August
ly the 2d, the MEETINGS OF THfcJ SOClExV in Recent-
Street will be DISCONTINUED till Tuesday, October the 4th, in
consequence of the Meeting'-room being under repair.

4

^PoSdtof. '^'T"!'^*^' ^'^'^ when thus ex-

Ju^de m^LT^St"^ ^'^ '^' evaporation from the

^fSl?.^'"^"" ^^^ 5«»tents of tlie Tessel in a state

ffi^atHeitetjS* Cftrom'cle

nesR

SATURDAY, JULY 30, 1842.

MEETINGS IN THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tiip^dav fHoniuuHuial . . . . 3 p. ».^""**^^ IFIoricuItuial - . . . 7^ P. M.• CouKTRy Shows.—Aug. 2, Tduivvorth. 3, Noitingham.

In' another column will be found the commencement
of a translation of such parts of Professor Charles
Sprengel's important Work on Manures as appear
most suited to the objects of English farmers. In this
country, everything relating to these matters is now
judged of by the majority of people with reference to
the views of Liebig; it has therefore become very
desirable that the statements of Professor Sprengel
his immediate predecessor in that all important sub-
ject, should also be made known. A portion of Spren-
gel's work on animal manures having been already
published in the Journal of the Koyal Agricultural
Society, Vol. I., we have selected his remarks on in-
or2;anic manures as the next in point of interest.
While these papers will form a constant subject of in-
terest to the more scientific of our readers, they will
also, we trust, be found abundantly supplied with
maxims of practical value, from which all who are
occupied with the cultivation of land may learn some-
thing useful.

Another correspondent wrote « ,ctt
the following is still worth extracting :

^

*' I have been a gentleman's gardener, and foreman
in a nursery

; ana fond of growfug plants, and against
the use of glazed pots. Aly experience proves thusmuch

: when hard-bumt or glazed pots have beenmtermixed with porous pots, and fillecl with the same
soi and plants placed in a house or out of doors in
beds. I have always found that in hard-burnt or dazed
pots the plants have never grown hke those in porous
pots, but have either died or grown weak. I have

ously embarked therein ; the results hare been, it is
plcaging to record, equal to, if not beyond, their eznecta-
tion. But ft barrier to progressive improvemeat—and an
insurmountable one it will be, unless aid from abroad is
called in—exists in the paucity of adequate labour, and
the consequent high rate of wages. The planter, who at
a considerable expense for hire, and an unusual amount of
physical exertion himself, succeeds in putting his crop
mto the ground, finds, when it is ripe, a difficulty in pro-
curing sufficient help to reap it and transport If to market

:

and there are instances when he has been forced tom the
fruit of his exertions perishing before his eyes, owing to
an inability from the general lack of labour, to obtain the
requiMte aid for gathering it in. Wuh facts so weU au-
thenticated, and so generally known, which might be
easily multiphed, ,t needs uo elaborate argument to point

^ffi ii' i'"''"^
of taking ,jep« to promote, on an

efficient plan, emigration to these islands. From the sur-
taken the sickly plants and turned them'ont 3 «f

^'^^^ P^^^^' e^^ig

SojiE time last year (p 419), we published a com
munication from Mr. Forsyth, Lord Shrewsbury's
gardener, at Alton Towers, recommending the adop-
tion of glazed pots for growing plants, in preference
to the soft and rude pottery now employed. In our
simplicity we saw nothing unreasonable in this pro-
position, which had the merit of enabling people to
use vessels something handsomer than those with
winch even sitting-rooms are now disfigured. It cer-
tainly did appear to us that dirty earthenwire is not
more becoming to a gay flower than dirty boots to
a gentleman

; and that a well-selected flower-pot
might be as advantageous to a pretty plant as a well-
selected dress to a still fairer part of the creation. Lit-
tle did we dream of the explosion to be produced byMr. Forsyth's epistle; we had no notion that the
ground was mmed beneath our feet, and that a sparktrom Alton Towers would produce as much mischief
as a shell in a magazine of combustibles.

"

however, discovered our error.

soil has dropped away from the few weak roots, and
has had a sour unwholesome smell, while those in the
porous pots have had a good ball formed, were
healthy and the plants in a thriving state. I have
taken those plants from the hanl-burnt or glazed pots
and placed them on the potting bench to dry, in a
short time repotted them in porous pots, with good
drained sod, and treated them according to the sea-
son—they have recovered, and made good plants."
But now, at the end of a sliort year, what do time

and facts say ? Early in the autumn of last year,
rumours began to prevail that plants, w/raj/^ diclu!
would grow as well in slate as in soft eanhenware.

u "u'^^'iT
* "'"""y °^* ^^'^- Teabody, in Spitalfields,

who had been grooving a Geranium in a cracked and
glazed teapot, with a hole in the bottom, and which
had quite taken the shine out of her neighbours'
But these were only rumours. The slate wa.s said to

suited to our immediHte and
increasing wants

; at the same time it would be laviug tlxc
foundation of « sturdy, active, and industrious pewantrr
for the assistance and behoof of the present and gucceed-mg generations."

We will add that the Bermudas arte perfectly
healthy and that the only evil to be guarded against
is an indulgence in the use of spirituous liquors. They
are an eTcellent station for sober, industrious people,
but they are totally unsuited to persons given to
drinking.

In another column will be found a letter from a
correspondent upon the subject of employing the ma-
nufacturing poor in draining land, an operation the
immense importance of which every landlord is now
acquainted with. We earnestly invite attention to this
proposal, which, if carried into effect, would be cx-

_ „., .,„,,. ,„
tremely advantageous to the agricultural interest, and

be very different from hard earthenware, and was, ^^'"^ ^'^ be a good and practicable means of taking off
fo^e part at least of the pressure now so severely felt
in the manufacturing districts.

We soon,
- On all sides poured in

remonstrances, advice, sneers, sarcasm, and indi^na-

rlr^n "^-V .?'^' '7 f'^""^
^^^^ ^^ ^ad becH sowing

toTvour'^^^^^^
"""^ '^'' '"P '^'' ^P^^^g ^P ^'^ ^^^^

mtji!
humility we suggested that Mr. Forsyth

1^ g U possibly be right, tFut no apparent reason Ex-isted which could explain the disadvantage of elazed

ettXr T^ '^'\
'r''

'' ^-^^ were requi'red toset le the question. - Facts T* cried an aged Andrew
Fairervice; -why, man, I've been potting plants

Irbur'n '".^''^^r'^^^^^ ^ ha.e invariabl/used
soft burnt pots -and if that is not fact enough. I don'tknow what is;' Mr. Fairservice did not, however, tell

SikL"^ -
P^'T''''^ ^^ ^^'^ b^^" employing his life in"^is ingenious occupation, nor did he produce evidence

Soved""- '\ '^1
^^'^l^

"^ ^'' P'^^^^ ^^^W not be im-

£kl' '"''^^^' ^ his letter bore the post-mark of

that S..""^ f"^f'
"^^ entertained some doubt upon

SZT' ^"^'t?' ^T^^y p^^^«" ^^<^^^ "s a longE rl?^^^^^
decided disappointmentand dia^

SrSn f^^-^ ^^'^^ ''^^^'- ^""'^y^ having so far

Sa ^ ^''' ^^^ '^ " the most tallentedproffe.

do nnr^fr' f to recommend a system which " must

^Led 1^ !.-.k"'
*'''"^"". ^ ^^^^^^^^« gentleman fa-

iC ohH T^ ^ .^y ^^ ^^^^^«' ^"d a melancholy^n^ obliged us with a lament over the evil-minded-

somenpfrf'/ '^l^""
now-a-days were always trying

m?uJ^^f^
*'^^'^' ''^"'^' there were those who argued the

ODinion •
^^^ouable men, and defended the existing

SCS^^^ ''''
t^^^.p^^

by - ^PP-1 tS

that tKr ? Among other things it was alleged

the s hI'^'"''^
produced by the evaporation throtigh

Plant.
^^,™glHzed pots was emineniJy salubrious to

thusorn^ \" r^^^ ^^^'^^ ^"^«^"t of evaporation

the fat. r'
' '^^/«"^^i"S extract from a journal of

H^p! n '^''. ?^Sald Carmichael, publis

some ni.7;.^^:r ,^"f
^"^^y^ ^^^ adduced :-" In

cientlv^^i ?
^^^ '^^^"^ "^ Mauritius the soil is suffi-

^or^of& '""n^l""'^^
b^^"S manufactured into a

estimah?^. ,^^lH^«^-^^"^^"^-S which possess the in-

^ZllZl^^^
of preserving water at a temperature

sphere K "' ?^'' *"' ^^ '^'' surrounding atmo-

^i^yglazin^^Tr''^'' "'^"'t^'
very thin, and without

Jf grazing. They are accordingly so porous, that when

moreover, vaguely suspected of being in league with
Mr. l^orsyth m maintaining his heresy ; the old lady's
teapot was positively asserted to be no teapot at all
but a Wedgewood ; for, said they, how can a plant
grow in glazed earthenware, when Mr. Accum, the
great chemist, in his '' Death in the Pot," assures us
that glazed earthenware is dangerous to both horse
and man? Latterly, however, the outcry seems to
have been dying away : the teapot is admitted to
have been a Kockmgham.and nota ^redgwood—Mr.
Accum is no longer spoken of—and the possibility of
plants growing in glazed earthenware is quietly
admitted. And why? Because in March last Mr.
Beck, of Ideworth, produced pots of slate, 6 inches
square, in which Calceolarias and Geraniums had lon^
been growing in the most perfect healih; because the
same gentleman, at the Horticultural Society's exhi-
bition, placed on the table a most noble Fuchsia, whose
roots had clung to the inside of the slate tub with as
much affection as if it had been dear old pottery;
and finally, because, at the last meeting of the Horti-
cultural Society in Regent-street, specimens were ex-
hibited of different plants that had been growing in
giazed pots, made for tlie purpose, which were in all

respects as healthy as if they had been prepared by
our friend^Andrew Fairservice, with the help of his
fifty years' practice aforesaid ; and perhaps more so,

then, at last, that we were right in

We beg to call attention to a report in another column
of the proceedings of die yeoman ly of Norfolk, assem-
bled to promote a subscription for a monument to the
memory of the late Earl of Leicester. No men are
more able to judge of nlie real value to his
country of this lamented nobleman than his neigh-
bours and countrvmen : who, Hke sensible men,
have laid down their political feelings (would they
would oftener do so,) and with one voice have expressed
their atl miration of his princely hospitality, his kind-
ness as a landlord, his munificence asagenlleraan, and
his lasting services to his country as a promoter of
agricultural improvements. Let us hope their appeal
will be answered—not by the county, but by the
country. We have monumeuts of generals and ad-
mirals—of poets and architects—of princes and kings ;—may we now see a column higher than any of them
to the memory of Thomas Wiirmm Coke. Earl of
Leicester, the model ofan Enghsh country gentleman!

I

published in

It appears , __ ^

patting Mr. Forsyth on the back, and that Mr. Forsyth
was right in being so patted; and we will now add
one thing for the peculiar edilicaiion of a certain class
of Garderiers:

—

He who can grow plants well in a glazed
flower-pot is a good Gardener ; and he who cannot^ ha
bad one. This is not a bad test of a roan's real value.
Gardeners are like coin,: there is much excellent and
sterling metal current, but there are many counter-
feits ; you cannot ring a Gardener like a piece of
silver; but you may try him by the experiment of the
glazed flower-pot, which for him is just as good as for
a guinea is the Mintmaster's assay.

In a late Number of the*' Bermudian,'* a paper pub-
lished in the Bermuda Islands, we find the following
observations, which we recommend to the notice of
our country friends interested in emigracion :

" The want of labour in this country has become so
palpable, from the inert habits, the unbearable indolence
of the working classes, that it has become nftC only desir-

able, but absolutely necessary, to endeavour to remedy
the existing evil, and meet the exigencies of the colony,
by obtaining from abroad persons suitable for the agricul-
tural and other departments of labour. To this* end, the
House of Assembly have been in committee during the
week on that portion of His Excellency the Governor's
speech relating to the introduction of white labourers

;

and we understand it is in contemplation to bring forward
a bill for the encouragement of emigration to these is-

lands from the mother country. We hail such a measure
as fraught with real benefits to the colony—a measure
identified with the interests of every industrious and well-
thinking member of the community—and one which will
materially assist in the agricultural and commercial ad-
vancement of these islands. LaUeiiy the attention of a
great portion of the inhabitants has bwn steadily di-

rected to agricultural porstxits. &nd msLat have BUt

ON ORGANIC-MINERAL MANURES.—No. L

I

i

Bj Professor Charles Sprexgel (translated from the
Crerman).

Ukdbr the name of organic-mineral manures are com-
prised those materials which (a* the name implies) are
composed partly of organrc remains and partly of mineral
substances; thereto belong mould, mud, artificially -pre-
pared Compost, rubbish collected in the streets, the soil of
sinks, &c. These organic-mineral manures are of great
importance in agriculture.

1, Mould.—Mould is that kind of sojl which occurs
often in low lands, is very rich in humus, and at times
contains some remains of plants. If the situation is not
too damp, and if the higher grounds which surround it are
composed of clay, argillaceous, marly, or calcareous sub-
stances, it generally possesses such superior qualities, that
it can be immediately carried and spread as manure, inas-
much as, under the circumstances just mentioned, it con-
sists of a mixture of earths impregnated with humic acid
and other materials strongly promoting vegetation. If,

however, this mould is accumulated in wet places, and the
surrounding heights are composed of sand, it is, generally
speaking, of such an anomalous composition that it will
spoil auy ground on which it may be carried, unless it

undergoes some previous preparation, because in this case
it contains much protoxide of iron impregnated with
humic acid, and is, at the same time, very deficient in the
earths combined with that acid, as well as in the saliiie
substances which constitute a most essential nutriment of
plants. The value of every sort of mould depends (as is

the case with all substances used as manures) on its com*
ponent parts. If it. is, therefore, intended to ^tm at
once an accurate idea of the effect which this manure ^\\l

produce, it is to be subjected to an accurate chemical
analysis ; especially the organic remains containma: nitrogen

are to be inquired into, inasiflucbas its value will entirely

dti^eud upon their quantity—^an analysis of which J ija^e

treated ia my work on soils (Bodenkunde). The gefifirtfJir-

reccived &]^xdon howevrr is, that any sort of mo '
ta

only in so fwr useful as it supplies the soil mth « greairr

quantity oi kumus. I have already mi^S^^ ^^ ^^^* *o*"^«

If mooid which were used as laanmtfS, sod for the sake of

provmg what I have just suttKi,! subjoin the analysis ofa

motdd which came from « vaikywwmded by Mad-hiili,
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and which, in its application, did not produce any consider-

able result, .

100,000 parts of it are composed ot-

silica and qoartz
52,910
31,2^9
10,200
2,312

0,04t

0,632

per acre, a mould will be required containing 30 per cent, of form a large triangular brown space, the fore part of the
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humic acid.

coal of humus and vegetable remains,

alumine, combined partly with humic
acid, but mostly with silica.

protoxide and oxide of iron, combined

with humic and phosphoric acid.

protoxide of manganese, partly com-
bined with humic acid.

lime, mostly combined with sulphuric

acid, but partly mixed with the coal

of humus.
magnesia, partly combined with silica,

or mixed with the coal of humus-
Bulphuric acid, partly combined with

calcareous earth, partly mixed with

coal of humus and vegetable remains,

phosphoric acid, combined with oxide

of iron,

common salt.

potassa, mostly combined with silica,

and traces of substances composed of

nitrogen.

100,000 parts.

If an approximate calculation is made of the quantity of

humic acid which is combined with the bases (alumine,

manganese^ and iron), it will be seen, that this mould con-

tains at least 15,000 parts of free humic acid, acting as

such. To this is. to be added, that it contained neither

Immate of lime, humate of potass, or soda, nor any sub-

stance containing nitrogen ; and another reason why it

could not yield a good manure is, that it contained a

quantity of humic protoxide of iron. Upon a Magdeburg
acre of sandy soil, about 50,000 lbs. of this mould were

carried, which was thus supplied with 15,680 lbs. of

humic acid, 5,100 lbs. of coal of humus and vegetable re-

mains, (manuring as soon as they are decomposed,) 316

lbs. of lime, 74 lbs. of magnesia, 435 lbs. of sulphuric acid,

22 lbs. of phosphoric acid (provided we assume that phos-

phate of iron in small quantities be a nutritive substance),

4 lbs. of common salt, and 5lbs, of potash. In this case

it will be seen that it was merely the humic acid of this

mould which was of any use, because the great proportion

of gypsum was superfluous, and the other substances, in

which the sandy soil operated upon was deficient, were
contained in the manure in such small quantities, that

they do not deserve to be taken into the account This
zuould was therefore, as we said before, of very little use;

so much so, that an additional quantity ofcommon manure
was required.

All those kinds of mould which are ascertained to

possess superior manuring qualities, and which are found
in low places, surrounded by clayey or argillaceous hills,

are, on the other hand, composed of the following sub-

stances ; 33 per cent, humic acid, 6 per cent, coal of hu-

mus, 9 p. c- alumina, 3J p. c. lime, ^ p. c. magnesia,

2^ p. c. oxide of iron, § p. c. oxide of manganese,

42 p, c, silica and quartz or sand, i p. c. gypsum,

f p. c. phosphate of lime, -} p. c- potash, -^ p. c. common
salt, and l| p, c. organic remains containing nitrogen.

From the quantity of bases here, it is clear that such
kinds of mould cannot contain any free humic acid ; they

consequently act very differently from the last. At
times good kinds of mould contain only 12-13 p. c. of

humic acid, and 45-50 p. c. of sand.

Whenever mould contains a great quantity of free humic
acid, it must, if it is to yield good results, be either ap-

plied to a soil containing a great quantity of free bases,

or it must be mixed with loam, lime, marl, ashes, or dung,

and left to remain in a heap for a long time, by which
means those humates which are so beneficial to the growth
of plants wiJibe generated ; otherwise the superabundance
of humic acid will be detrimental to vegetation. But if

the mould should contain much humic protoxide of iron,

it must on no account be ploughed in soon after it has
been spread, because, if left on the surface, the oxygen of
the air will have time to change, by its contact, the pro-
toxide into a peroxide. My own experience has taught
wie that a field may be spoiled for several years if such
a sort of mould is not left on the surface for one whole
summer at least. It is best, therefore, to use such mould
for top-dressing pastures, as in this case we never need
fear that it will injure the subsequent crops.

It would be supei-fiuous for me to detail again in what
manner the humic acid of the mould is beneficial to vege-
tation, as this has been stated repeatedly on former occa-
sions. If it contuin organic remains composed of nitrogen,
they form by their decomposition nitric acid, which then,
combined with the different bases, forms saltpetre, possess-
ing powerful manuring qualities.

^
Mould improves, chemically, all sorts of soil, even that

richest in humus not excepted, because it contains gene-
rally from 50-60 p. c. mineral substances, amongst which
we, as we have just seen, some very efficient ones. The
mould, or the humus contained in it, renders a clayey soil

more light, whilst a sandy soil is made thereby more
firm, and kept in a damp state. It is, consequently,

especiaJlj adapted for soils that burn, in which it is often

more eScacious than even dung. If the soil is light and
ffcmriy use of a mould somewhat clayey; if,

trdiy/ll^ soil is clayey, a rather sandy mould
mployM^ "^-The quantity which is to be brought

,^,^^.__^^€reaia areXiito be determined by the proportion

*^/W its 4<^eji? 10^1' iDg|€^Jents ; and although it is assumed
iSD-< i^uaiL=Jteooldri to be placed on a field, that the

i jfXLnwci soil reo^iyes tMreby 2 per cent of humus, it is evi-

a^t «ietrfor OilsS^e of effecting this with 100,000 lbs.

humus ; but as most sorts of it do not contain more than

15 p, c, 200,000 lbs. per acre will be required. It is the

readiness with which mould can be had that will determine

the quantity to be used ; for every one will first calculate

how much the conveying of so many cartloads, or

thousands of pounds upon an acre, will cost, for the sake

of seeing whether the advantage to be derived from it be

proportionate to the outlay of carriage and labour.

The length of time during which the effects of the

mould may continue, cannot be easily determined, as it

depends on its quality and the quantity used. Large

quantities improve the soil after even 20 and more years,

whilst small quantities act but for a comparatively short

time.

The most efficient mode is to' carry the mould on such

fields as are summer-fallowed, because, in that case the

most certain mixture with the surface is effected; which,

however, is always much easier than by the manuring

with clay, sand, or loam. Before the mould is ploughed

in, it is to be well pulverised, which will have the adyan-

tage of causing the seed of weeds which maybe contained

in it to germinate, and of inducing the protoxide of iron

contained in every sort of mould sooner to change into

the oxide. It is this protoxide which produces the sharp-

ness or acrimony which is so distinctly perceivable in

some sorts of mould. It is also advantageous to scatter it

in winter over growing rye, and ftien to harrow it in early

in the spring, and roll it. The latter operation is, how-

ever, not advisable with a mould which is very light and

rich in humus ; such mould is better applied when the rye

IS a few inches long, otherwise it may be carried away by
^^ r

the wind.

If it contains a considerable quantity of vegetable re-

mains undecomposed, it is always advisable to collect it

at first into smaller, and then into larger heaps, for the

sake of drying it, allowing it to decompose in that way for

a year or a year and a half; and this will be still better

accomplished if it be mixed with lime, marl, ashes, or

dung, or concocted into compost, as I shall state

immediately.

That mould or mud, in which there are many infusorial

animalcules, will be very efficacious, is probable, but has

not yet been ascertained experimentally. It may be ex-

pected that such mould will yield by its decomposition,

either in heaps or strewed over a field, a certain quantity

of sal-ammoniac or nitric acid ; because infusoria, like

other animals, contain a great quantity of nitrogen.

former being ochreous, and the apex of the latter, which

is acuminated, is whitish ; the ovipositor is received into

a fissure beneath the apex of the abdonien ; the wings,

when at rest, are deflexed ; the superior, called also

elytra,

slightly

or less

patches

middle,

these is

are somewhat elliptical, with a few nervures,

reticulated at the apex ; they are brown, more
mottled with ochre, having four large whitish

on the costal margin, the first pair being near the

the second pair towards the apex, and between

a heart-shaped spot on the suture, and a smaller

one near the tip ; the inferior wings are ample, transpa-

rent and eridescent, with a few dark nervures, and suf.

fused with brown at the base ; the six legs are rather

short, the hinder being the longest and formed for leap-

ing ; the hinder tibise have two spines on the outside,

and the apex is furnished with a coronet of spines all

tipped with black ; the feet are triarticulate, the two basal

joints being small in the four anterior, but long in the

hinder pair, and margined with short black spines ; pul-

velli distinct ; claws small and black ; the line by the in*

sect gives its natural length.

To sucgest any efficient means of extirpating these in-

sects, which one correspondent states " have committed

great' depredations upon the leaves of some young Peach-

trees and Vines, planted this season in a Peach-house and

Vinery," is not in our power ; in the early stages some

check might be given to their increase by cutting off and

burning all useless twigs, 5tc., infested with the froth, and

many more might be crushed or wiped off with the hand

;

when in their perfect state, as they skip off readily, they

might, by lightly brushing or shaking the flowering plants

over a bag-net, be easily collected into it and destroyed.

One of the natural enemies of the Froth-flies is the

Gorytes campestris,* a sand-wasp, which has been detected

conveying the pupae of T. spumaria into its cells, formed

in banks, to feed its young,—JRwrico/a.

Y ENTOMOLOGY.—No.
Tettigonia spumaria, the Froth-fly,—In April or

the beginning of May, small patches of a white frothy

matter (fig, 1) are first seen in our gardens upon the

young shoots of various plants, and I have observed them

much attached to Hollyhocks, Lilacs, Michaelmas Daisies,

and Southernwood ; they are not only unsightly and ren-

der flowers unpleasant to touch, but they are undoubtedly

injurious to the growth of the plants. On removing the

froth from the stalk, one or two small pale green larvEc

will be found concealed in the midst, which shine very

much, from the moisture which enveloped them, and

they are able to skip away when disturbed ; these little

animals become by the middle of June, or earlier, as large

as the object represented at fig. 1 ; they are at that time

pupae or shortly become so (fig. 2 mag,), when they are

of a green colour with ochreous abdomens, and at the

same time perfect. Froth-flies are often resting upon the

various flowers surrounding the spot where they were

bred ; these keep increasing in number during the sum-

mer months, and do not disappear until September or

October. When the perfect insect escapes from the

pupa, it leaves amongst the froth a transparent horny

case, which, like the true Cicada, is attached to the stem

or stalk by its feet. About the beginning of August, mul-

titudes are often paired on every plant, but when and

where the female lays her eggs is still undiscovered, but

most probably in the young twigs or buds which are

formed to produce leaves the following spring. These in-

sects are called Froth-flies from the secretion with which

they cover themselves ; this, no doubt, is the sap of the

plant which afl'ords nourishment to the animal in its

different stages, the rostrum being thrust, as in the

Aphides, into the stalk, and it seems to be ejected in

the form of frothy matter, which at once protects their

tender bodies from the heat of the sun, the cold at

night, and the attacks of parasitic flies. This froth is

also frequently termed cuckoo-spittle by country people,

from its becoming conspicuous about the time when the

cuckoo arrives in this country.

From the great variation in the colour and markings of

the perfect insects, the supposed species have received

different names ; for instance, a black one with a white

head and thorax is called by Linnreus Cicada leucocephala,

another black one with white eyes is named C. leucoph-

thalma, and a third has been described by Fabricius as

Tettigonia capitata ; they are, however, generally included

by modern authors under the Linnsean name of the typi-

cal species, which is called T, si^umaria, fig. 3 ; it is of a
dirty yellowish white, thickly punctured and clothed with
short depressed hairs ; the head is somewhat triangular
and broad, with an eye on each side at the base, and two
minute ones called ocelli on the crown ; the rostrum is

rather long, extending to the coxse of the intermediate
Icp, between which it rests in repose; the antenna are
terminated by a fine projecting bristle, which arises from
two small oval joints inserted close to the inner margin of
the compound eyes ; the face has a black stripe down
the centre, with several horizontal black lines radiating

on each side, like a comb, and there are two black dots

on the point of the forehead ; the thorax and scuteUum

^\

>,

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No, XXXI,
Ever V possible means should be used to keep the leaves

of Peach-trees on the walls free from the attacks of the

Red Spider, which is so apt to increase during dry wea-

ther at this season of the year. The leaf is a laboratory

in which the most delicate chemical operations are con-

stantly going on, provided it is uninjured and placed in

favourable circumstances ; it not only assists in bringing

the fruit of the present season to a state of maturity, but

also sends down matter for the formation and nourish-

ment of the leaves and fruit of the next year ; which latter

operation is commonly called the ripening of the wood.

It is not the quantity of leaves which is so much re-

quired for fruit-trees, regularly pruned in spring ; other-

wise the " stopping" of Vines would be a very bad prac-

tice; but it is their quality—that is, each being sound and

healthy, and able to perform its functions. If, therefore,

the leaves of the Peach-tree are allowed to be injured by

the attacks of the Red Spider, the wood is not properly

ripened ; and consequently the injury done is not confined

to the unsightly trees and bad fruit of the present year.

But if the leaves are to be kept in a healthy state, a re-

medy must be applied in time. Any application at pre-

sent known is of little use, if not applied until the whole

of the leaves are covered with the insect ; for if even the

spider is destroyed, the leaves will have been too much

eaten to recover before the autumn comes on, when they

must fall from the trees.

When the Red Spider first makes its appearance, the

leaves ought to be well washed once in the iiQorning, and

two or three times in the evening, with the syringe or

garden-engine. It is ofno use merely to let the water fall

upon them like a gentle shower, for the insects are under

the leaves, and as safe as the amateur is under his shed or

umbrella. The water must be sent under the leaves with

considerable force, so as to break the webs and actually to

wash the insects to the ground. Another remedy is the

flowers of sulphur. Many gardeners seem to doubt that

this is actually a check to them ; but if it has ever failed,

I think it must have been owing to the difficulty in apply-

ing it properly out of doors. It will be of little service if

it is merely scattered on the surface of the leaves, for the

reason which has just been given. A calm day should be

chosen for the purpose, and the under side of the leaves

as well as the upper, the stems, and the wall, should be

well dusted over ; and if the disease is not too far gone,

there is litile doubt that a cure will be effected. I would

advise the amateur to look carefully after his trees, both m
the house and out of doors, in time ; and he will have no

difficulty in keeping them clean by attending to the above

directions. Those who may not know what the Re^i

Spider really is, are referred to page 164, Vol. I., where it

is figured and described.

Leaf-mould is of great service to the amateur for many
purposes; and as the leaves are already beginning to fall, I

would recommend him to sweep them up by themselves,

instead of mixing them with the other rakings of rubbish ;

ann nil _
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* Curt, 33rit. Ent., pi. and fol. 524.
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I send

and to lay them in a heap in the compost yard, ^here they

will make excellent soil in a year or two.

—

R, F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Distressed JManufactui-ers,—The extensive circulation

of your Paper induces me to ask you to give publicity to

the follovrin^ proposal ; namely, that the distressed manu-
facturers might be greatly relieved by the agricultural

body, in the neighbourhood of our great manufacturing

towns, employing many of them in draining their farms.

In that part of England they commonly fallow for Wheat

;

therefore here, before Wheat-sowing, they might well drain

all tlieir land by employing these people, under proper
direction, to dig the drains, to break the stones, or

cut the wood requisite to be laid in them,—and thus im-

prove their land beyond anything they ever think of.

Meadows and Grass land they may continue to work on

till Christmas. Thus the present distress may be made
the instrument of lasting improvement, and farms rendered

nearly doubly productive.— W. 4.

On destroying Insects by means ofBoilmg Water^

you tlie following remarks on the utility of boiling water

for the destruction ofinsects generally, in addition to those

I made a few weeks ago on the destruction of the Otio-

rhynchus picipes. I have found it to kill effectually all

uch Beetles as feed on plants in the day-time ; for in-

itance, such as we so frequently see devouring the crops

of Peas and Beans, as well as those which sometimes
completely strip whole plantations of Raspberries of their

foliage. Preparatory to using the boiling water, the
grouud between the rows of any crop should be raked
fine ; and when a little time has been allowed for the in-

sects (which will have fallen off and made their escape
during the operation) to re-ascend the stems, one person
should shake the plants gently to dislodge them again,

and throw them on the ground ; another closely following
and pouring a moderate quantity of boiling water over the
whole surface of the ground about him. To destroy those
that feed in the night, and secrete themselves in the earth
during the day, it will be necessary to prepare the ground
as before, and make drills or smell furrows near the

and fill them with tauuer's bark, bruised bean-

509
formation as to the appearance of the house-fly and otherm ects in different localities, as there is a scarcitySmTnhis ne ghbourhood. ^^ ith respect to the house-flv, they arenot less numerous than usual here. With twoVpeoies ofthe common white butterfly (Pontia Brassicas and Rapx)nny garden is actually besieged, and I anticipate your
correspondent H. B. has seen enough of them ere this,
lliose which are now so numerous, are the produce, ah ovo
of those which he observed in the spring months. Moths
have been plentiful, especially some of the Noctuidse, such
as Tnphfcna pronuba and inuba, Mamestra Brassicse and
oleracea, Xylophasiapolyodon and lithoxvlea, A-rotis ex-
clamationis and segetum

; but that detestable little moth,
Botys forficahs, has been particularly abundant- the
larvse of it spin a kind of web in the heads of Caulifl'ower
Broccoh, &c., and it is almost impossible to wash them*
^"^^1. c^^P'

are also pretty numerous.— C.-?^/.,C/^»Ag„».
The Sting of a Bee.—As a late CA^onic/^ mentions

ammonia or hartshorn as an effective remedy against the
sting of the wasp, I beg to add that a few drops of lauda-num have proved efficacious in allaying the pain from the
sting of the Honey Bee, by being rubbed on the part
affected for a few minutes, when hartshorn or spirits of
ammonia did not produce the effect required.—J\r s
IIodso7i, Bury St. Edmunds.

Florists^ Flowers.

The terminal
piping is pared clo&e to the

plants,

stalks, or aught else that would afford concealment to the
insects ; and in the day-time to pour boiling water over
them, which will effectually destroy them, without injury
to the plants, even should a moderate quantity fall on the
stems. The Black Beetle which feeds on ripe Straw-
berries may be destroyed in the same way, by form-
ing traps in the paths. The Woodlouse and Earwig,
which often prove injurious to wall-fruit, may be
successfully destroyed, by first making drills in the
earth close to the wall, &c., providing a cover for
them of the materials mentioned above, and then by ap-
plying hot water in the day-time. This should be done
before the fruit is ripe, although it may be performed
after; for the insects may be dislodged by carefully stir-
ring the clusters of leaves, and gently sponging the
branches among which they are lurking; and when they
have retired to the hiding-place provided for them, the
boiling water may be applied. To destroy woodlice in
Cucumber and Melon frames, pits, &c., make traps, as be-
fore, round the sides

; place over them here and there a
few leaves, in order to induce the insects to feed and lodge
tliere, and then scald them. Hot water may also be used
with advantage in frames and pits when the old Melon
and Cucumber plants are cleared away in the autumn, andm the forcing and plant houses when the Vines, Peach-
trees, &c., are pruned, and the plants in general are regu-

t^^':t
Everything—walls, frames, bark-pits, earth, &c

should then be watered copiously ; and thus the red spider,
thnp, aphides, cocci, &c., which may have been shaken
from the trees and plants, will be totally destroyed, and
their future depredations prevented. Ants are supposed
by some to be useful in destroying the aphides. This, I
think, IS erroneous, for when they are seen wandering
over the plants, they are in search of the excrementitious
fluid ejected by the aphides or cocci. W^hen, therefore,
tney prove troublesome in gardens, boiling water will be
found to be the best remedy for them. The water should
lie poured into the nests, after making holes in the latter
*ith a pointed stake, to enable the water to spread the
fiiore readily, and so do the more execution.—JojAwa
^^ajor, Landscape-gardeiier^ Knosthorpe.

Bees,—Having seen many methods of taking honey
mentioned by correspondents in the Chronicle ^ I beg to
recommend the following, which I have practised with
success. Choose a dark shed, not far from the hive, and
ttiake an aperture in the roof, by removing a tOe. When
you wish to take the honey, go in the middle of a warm
oay (being well protected), and take away the box re-
quired, with which go immediatelv to the shed. Set it
aown, and shut the door ; when 'the Bees, being con-
founded by the darkness, will quickly leave it.—^. Thax-
«^^, i\ orwich,

Bees.-^WiW the author of ''My Bee Book/' or any

^ your correspondents who understand the manage-
ment of Bees, have the goodness to answer the following
question ?_Will Bees not work in glasses on the top of
jne hive after they swarm ? Last spring, some Bees which

^^®
;^. a common straw hive were very strong, and

warmed in April, and a second and third time early in

'hP' i^^
^^^® ^^^ "^^^ heavy in June, and as the

ees seemed again getting numerous, I placed a glass upon
^ue top ot It, but they do not work in it; and at the

n.nf!v*^ l'^^ ^^^y ^^^ hanging out in great numbers at themouth of tne hive. Before putting on the glass, I washed
«• o\er the inside with sugar and beer, to make it more

^1^'^K''''^
^a^e kept it quite dark; but they do not«em Indmed to have anything to do with it.—^ Cottager.

*ne -«ott<e-/y.*^A correspondent (p. 4/0) requests in-

- . , ^
^n looking over your opinion of

florists flowers among the Notices to Correspondents I
have often been disappointed at not finding the raiser's
name mentioned ; or if his name is given, the flowers are
only numbered instead of being named. This is really

;

unpleasant to a person who is anxious to purchase all the
best varieties, as he can have no idea in what quarter
they are to be found ; whereas, if the name both of the
raiser and flower were given, he would know how to act
when they were advertised. If the opinion were unfa-
vourable it would be useful to your readers, as every one is
sure to send his best seedling for judgment ; therefore, if
the flowers sent were very bad, he would have none worth
purchasing. Nothing appears of more importance to the
trade in florists flowers than to have the character of
seedlings fixed by some impartial person, whose judgment
can be depended upon; for it is discouraging to be told
that to obtain the best new flowers of any tribe, he must
purchase as many dozens of them as there are growers. It
would be more to the honour of the florist, and eventually
to his interest, to select one or two of his best seedlings,
and send them out at a fair price, if really good, than to
associate them with ten inferior flowers, and sell them at
a price which, though not large, if the whole twelve were
first-rate, makes the good ones very dear, wlien the others
are thrown out. A neighbour told me this spring, that he
had ordered several dozen Pansies last year, from seeing ad-
vertisements, and that he had paid from 2*. 6d, to 15*. each
for them ; when they bloomed he could not have sold
them for as many pence as they had cost him shillings.
I told him that if they were really as bad as he stated,
that I would not pay for them. True, said he, but the
men requested a post-office order from unknown corre-
spondents, and you know the old adage about *' butter
and the dog's throat."— T. B, Pearson, ChilivelL [We
do not intend to alter our practice with florists' flowers.
If they send them to us, we tell them what they are good
for ; and if they propagate them for sale, they have our
character to rely upon. It is the business of the growers
to make their flowers known in our advertising columns,
where everybody looks for information upon such points.]
New Fuchsia and Pelargonium.—At the July meeting

of the Horticultural Society of Newcastle- on-Tyne, a
splendid new hybrid Fuchsia, raised by Mr. Deans, gar-
dener to Miss Cuthbert, Benwell, and named F. Deansii,
was exhibited, and was an object of universal admiration,
for which an honorary medal was awarded. It is a cross

between F. globosa and F. fulgens,but partakes more par-
ticularly of the character of F. globosa ; although it wants
the globular-shaped blossoms peculiar to the latter. Tlie

habit of F. Deansii is drooping, and its graceful branches
are thickly covered with long elegantly-formed blossoms
of a deep scarlet colour. It appears to be of vigorous

growth, and is a remarkably free bloomer. Among this

charming tribe of plants it is one of the most interesting

varieties that has yet been produced, anil will be a great

ornament in the best collections of its now very numerous
family. At the same time there was also exhibited a large

plant of a seedling Pelargonium, raised by Mr. Adam
Hogg, nurseryman, near Newcastle ; which has been
named Anne Clayton. The form of the flower is first-

rate; and, as a variety in the class of light grounds, it will

be readily admitted into choice collections. The lower
petals are a fine delicate pink colour, with a slight rosy

tinge towards the t^gQ ; and the upper petals are nearly

covered with a beautiful velvet black spot, finely fringed

with rosy pink. An honorary medal was awarded to it

;

and, whether in the greenhouse or the window, it will be
a very striking flower.— T. L.—[We state this entirely

upon the authority of our correspondent.]

The Culture of the Ranunculus.—Dr. Horner's excel-

lent instructions for growing Ranunculuses, I doubt, are

not correct in one point. Being of the same opinion,

that the lowest part of the garden would be the most
suitable for a plant loving moisture, I have repeatedly
shifted our bed to the lowest part of the garden here,

which is very steep, but found they always spindled, and
grew weaker than in the more elevated portion. I ima-
gine there is something Alpine in the nature of the Ra-
nunculus ; the best grower of that flower in this quarter
has his garden on an elevated knoll. The directions to
take up as soon as ripe, before a second growth com- ,

planting is generally best, though sometimes they are
hurt by frost in our cold climate- Too deep planting is

very injurious
; if the roots are surrounded with sand, it

keeps them fresh and sound. Tliey are here planted ra-
ther closer in the row than he recommends ; the shade of
the foliage is beneficial to keep out drought. They are
very apt to go back in the flower, and get yellow in the
leaves, and ripen off without flowering, if very dry sunny
weather ensues in May. Watering rather does harm un-
less the surface of the ground is covered with moss,orthe
bed shaded. This last, however, is apt to draw them up
weak in the stem

; the elevating of the shade, so as to allow
the air to blow freely about them, helps this in some
measure.

—

R, Lymhurn.

^
Pink Pipings,—A very good way of making Pink pip-

ings is one I have first m. practiced by Mr. Aitkin, of
Lanfine Gardens, and differs a little from the more cus-
tomary way recommended by «T. R."
joint alone is retained, the piping is

^ .^
joint, and the leaves are pared off quite close to'thrbud!
The cutting is thus a mere eye or growing point, and hav-
ing but little surface to evaporste, it seldom fails, if'the
situation is warm, to keep up the excitement of growth
Vitality is most active in the terminal joint, and the roots
are soon protruded, the activity of growth making up for
the want of a reservoir of food in the stem. If well wa-
tered and covered with a hand-glass, they need no shad-
ing

; the greater the force of the sun the better ; and thia
method is generally more successful than the other, which
often fails in dry weather.— iJ. Lymlurji,
Hardy Annuah.^l have made out the following list

of hardy annuals, the greater portion of which I have seea
in flower during the present season. Being anxious,
however, to increase the collection to about 50 varieties, I
should be obliged if some of your correspondents would
supply me with the names of any new annuals possessing
desirable qualities which they may have seen in flower, and
also what annual varieties of the Campanula and Lupine
are worth growing. Those which I possess are Eutoca
multiflora, Platystemon Califurnicum, Nemi5philainsignis,
N. atomaria, GiHa tricolor, G. capitata. G. gracilis, Col-
linsia bfcolor, Limnanthes Douglasii, Calandrinia speciosa,
Anagallis iudica, A. carnea, Erysimum quadricornu, Bar-
touiaaurea, B. albescens, Campanula Lorei, C. punctata,
C. hispidula, Leptosiphon densiflorus, L. androsaceua,
Fedia cornucupiae, Hugelia densiflora, H. lutea.

—

A Con-
siant Reader, Jiirmingham^

Fuchsia fulgens,—In the Chronicle of the ICih, D.
Gellatly has stated that the Fuchsia fulgens drop]>ed its

flowers when watered with liquid manure. I shall be
obliged to him, or any other correspondent, to inform me
whether they have succeeded in flowering Fuchsia fulgens
in pots plunged in the flower border during summer, with-
out shedding its flowers.

—

A Subscriber.
Awards of Judges.—We have received a very long let-

ter from Mr. William Barnes, one of the exhibitors at the
garden of the Horticultural Society this summer, com-
plaining of the awards of the judges in the matter of
Heaths. By the printed regulations of the society, it is

directed that Heaths shall be exhibited in Collections of
twenty species. Mr, Barnes complained to the Vice-se-
cretary of the society, that at the Juue meeting he com-
plie'd exactly with this regulation, but that the principal
medal was given to another exhibitor, although he did not
comply with the rule ; and Mr. Barnes says various things
respecting this affair, the meaning of which is, that he
thinks himself an ill-used man. We find upon inquiry
that this statement of Mr. Barnes was laid before the
judges, who answered that the allegation was true ; but
that neither Mr. Barnes nor anybody else complied with
the rules, and that as Mr. Barnes' plants were badly
grown, the judges gave the medal to the best case of cul-
tivation. In our opinion this is a bad answer ; and the
judges were not justified, under the circumstances, ia
awarding the medals to any one ; at all events, it is clear
that Mr. Barnes has nothing to complain of, although the
society has. He, however, asserts that this statement of
the judges is not true, and he forwards us what purports
to be a list of the Heaths he did exhibit both in June and
July, to prove himself in the right; asserting always that
the twenty Heaths he exhibited were so many distinct
species. We are too much accustomed to the unreason-
able complaints of disappointed exhibitors to regard their
assertions with much consideration, but we confess we
were not prepared to find a man disproving his own asser-
tions socoolly asMr. Barnes. In his June list,we see among
his twenty Heaths Perspicua and Linneeoides^ which are
the same species ; Humeana and dilecta, both of whick
are varieties of E,fastigiata ; d.x\d gemmifera and Massoni^
which are varieties of each other ; so that in June he had
only seventeen instead of twenty species. In July he
had, he says, E. dcnsa and ventricosa, both the same
species; and Westphalingia and translucens, varieties of
each other, thus making eighteen instead of twenty. And
yet he contends that he complied with the regulations !

We have at present assumed that Mr. Barnes's Heatha
v.ere rightly named, and really what he calls them ; bat
we fear he has some mistakes among them, for most as-

suredly we ourselves saw E. tricolor twice over in the col-

lection exhibited in July. Such does not, however^ appear

from the list he has sent us, to have been the case.

The Confusion of Botanical T^riw^.—What a nite

philosophical instrument that same Dog-Latin ib I "^^W*

it has actually 14 words, or 54 syllable?^ hei^t^ m^:f

others designated by alias (as you informed as ^S.1^^^
last number), for the name of the Hawthora. What a

rich superabundant language ! No doubt science must

flourish under such a system. And then to think of the

imnfnetrahle mvsfprv thrown oret Botmy and Gardening,

roots, and made up in autumn to consolidate. Early |
hj the weU-contriYed aad artful iiiisFo^™«^*^<^» « *w
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n who taik Uiin mad Greek, ia tut, bot tLej

Uht M wril Ulk t Pray Pr«««d '." ^^^ t^^
work Ton hate bocofi. 4«a rontiuue to wntc m frvoor of

U wua^at toning time: for I can awure yuu there area few

f! amiMpp/lo ••. oniy a. few jiet) intruding wreJchca

wko wouiti Mttch wuh to UDJef*ta>i»I BuUny ami Gardeii-

Jn», though tkeir Latin educatiua haa been entirely

ftMlecteil * ^ cannot speak of auch prcanmption with any

pmtiencr I wbh I had the aame meana that you have,

aiNi 1 wuuid write them down. 1 tniat joa will do your

beif to baffle them.— E^ica Arbutus,

Magaxin Boianiqu0.— lu a late ChrunleU^m week or

two back, 1 obaervcd, in an article headed '* Signs of the

Tittes," the o\^tu\n% of a thop in Clifford-ttreet, by Mr.

ii^rdin^, who ftylet himself " Marrhand dc Douc^ueta !"

lam ri4i.ii»-r aurprii»ed that you did not notice at tho tame

tiine the Magaztn HutHniqutf. opened at No. 3, Maddox-

atret-t. by n Mr. Juliru ; wbo» I am told, ia a %ery cclc-

brattti inu*iciin—a rather odd roizture of profeaaioni.

Aitht)UL;h the aunuuact:mcnt oter llie shop wuulJ lead

any pemon to auppo^e that there waa a Uotanieal colkc-

tk>o to ht uuide^ ttia. however, no more than the

abop of another M^irdunJ dc Bouquet*.

—

Argus.

The S0«dji nfihe Laburnum.—Seeing in your Ta, r of

the W)th in»t., under the luad of Laburnums, and signed

//. r.,a alatenent to the effect that neither the wood^

bark, nor leaves of iLc couimuu Labumvm are injurioua

to cattle, becsoae, forsooth, hia cows and sheep got

iuto his plantati , and eat some of bis I-nburnums,

which he foouil ratbcr to tmprfrVe thuir healtL thaa other-

wise; to which he adds, **th«aeej, 1 should say, is not

ju^uriotts ;" I beg to differ with him on this point; for

J look upon the ?<(*< d of the Laburnum to be a deadly

^laotu Two or three years ago, three of my children ate

aouic Laburuum seed \ they soon after became v?ry ill,

And •eemed to have lost all power of their limh't ; and it

was only by timely aid and the administration of strong

•naelics that they recovered. The medical gentleman in

attendanee »taU<U that if they had eaten a greater quan-

tity, or had net been promptly attended to, the cases

would baire becu serious. It ia to caution parenta and
others not to allow ci>iidren to run into such danger that

Jl state the nbove fact. No good or intelligent agricnltU"

mt would thiuk of running such a risk with his cows or

cattle ; and 1 fear //. C. must be a very young stock-

master.— W. T.—[Our correspondent does not seem to

uuJcrat&nd the question to which//. C/s answer applies.

In an article on Familiar Botany (p. B47). the seed of

the Laburnum was ^own to be poisonous to man ; bat it

was a question whether animals are affected hj it in the

same manner. To this i/. C. answered, no; and what
pro»if has IF, T. that he was wrong?]
Management 0/ Fin^jr.— I expected to have seen in the

Chronicle a drfrncc of the present ** manflgemcnt of

Vinea/' ag^ainat the aweeping doubts entertained of It by
^Tyro/' who ^eems to &utini%t« Out we are aa little directed

by reason in utopping the i^hoots, as the animal from which

tfte practift' is said to be derived ; It is of little conae*

^uencf- to the ^mwing crop, whether the shoots are

stopped at the bunch or allowed to run several joints

bcyoud it. I have seen rxi client crops obtained by stop-

ping the shoots with the point of a penknife, as.soon aa

the embryo bunch could be discerned, and by never per-

mitting any laterals to remain ; so thai there is no criterion

/or a guide. 1 am convinced that botk systems have their

advantages : first, by allowing more leaves to remain,

greater ahade is afforded to the fruit, which is not so

Jinble to shank ; secondly, the greater portion of light

which close stopping admita to the wood, renders it better

fit for another year's office. Surely five or six leaves,

which by their colour, size, and texture, show that they

imbibe the juices of the Vine, and deposit them in the

wood required to be perfected, are far preferable to a host

of leaves excluded from the influence of light and air, and
decorating a lot ofbrushwood which must be removed in the

winter -pruning, I have frequently, when training up a

young shoot to replace a spurred rod intended to be re-

moved, ren.arked it, though at first weaker than shoots

topped above it, eventu^Hy to become the strongest ;

but it ia a problem with me, if the others were allowed
tke aame liberty, whether it would have had the advan-
tage* I have likewise allowed all the laterals to remain
wpoa some shoots, and have chosen others u|M>n Vines of
eqa^ strength from which every lateral has been re-
wwved J a&d I never found the wood of the latter to be
SmRller or leas firm than the former, but the bads were
snore prominent and more easily escited the aexiseaaoa.
I am no advocate for much syringing, but I think it

W(Hiid be injurious to a Vme, and produce '* elongation
father than growth," besides being at variance with its

neural habits, to keep it always in such an atmosphere
as would prevent Uie breeding of the Rfd Spider in a
forcing-house, heated with common flues, and where
l!rench Beans and Strawb*,....^ were growing. Until
•* Tyro" can produce facts, by slewing bis Vines to
ramble at pleasure, and prevent the atUMks of that little

pest by the means he proposes* 1 am afraid be will get

few to abandon a system of which experience has proved

the necessity.— ri/u.

The Beech.— I do not find mj E^^ch-hedaies or tracs

Aet lnjnnon!«ly on plants around them, or otherwise etert

a baleful influence. The opinion of your correspondent,

I presume, belongs to the class of antijiathica whuU
involves the B^-rberis.

—

J, M^rrnj/.

Newsome'a Princess Royal Strawberry.^l perceive

that Mr. Morris, as also yoursdf. h«vf made some

femark*? respecting Newsome's Prin^ 9 Roysl Strjiwberry,

which bear hardly upon Mr. Newsome. and do not appear
prizes :-Clasi. t.k Ici r. Amnieur., m^ktrs ^tvt Von thk

to be strictly just. Mr. Morris eannot expect his plants »asT 12 Biooms of Wuim-GR(y»'FiroTKKs iW mr*iai. Trip

to b^areifara^rdiaarilyfiae fruit tlic first J ew; andLezaust
j to CaffibriOge, Walnrt 41uecn VictQiia, Sirs, mi. Miss Xx-

bc decidedly wrong in stating that they have proved no-

thing more than the Elton, as the fruit, when perfectly

ripe, is darker^ and of a different flavour. Mr. N., for

whose veracity I can vouch, assures me that he never

had a plant of the Elton Pine iu his garden ; aod there-

fore hia seedlieg could not have been impregnated by that

variety. I ::hould consider that Mr. Newsome is justified

in eonaidering a seedling plant to be a new kind, when

far 1 from seed of his own growing, and when the fruit

is of such fine quality, flavour, and size, as the Princess

Royal has proved to be, even though it bore some re-

semblsnce to an old kind. I can only say that the fruit

in IHII was truly gigantic in size, and that twelve of

them, aa Mr. Newsome states, weighed 1 lb.— 7*. 5.

Brvoke, Dewsbury. [We beg to repeat that we have

offt-rcd no opinion upon this subject. We know nothing

about the Strawberry in fjuestion.]

Mynlt^s Strattberry,—So much bad been said about

the difficulty of cultivating Myatt's Pine, that it was my
intention of stating, through the Chronicle, how well

mine had succeeded with no other attention than that

given to other kinds. Last August I procured some

luniurs, at a time when the ground was wet, and in very

bad condition for making beds for tender Strawberries.

However, thcv must of necessity be planted, and towards

the middle of October all the plants were putting forth

flower stems ; these I piuched off. The followfog spring

the beds were raked, and the surface loosened and cleared

of weeds ; and in due time indications of a most abundant

crop were very manifest. But ia the midst of my expec-

tations the plants suddenly began to droop, the flower-

sttiius to drop off, and other symptoms of death made
their appearance. The cause of all this was the maggot

of the Crane fly, which came in such numbers as to be

the destruction of almost all the plants in my garden.

Yet, had it not been for ihi"* pest, I make no doubt that I

ahould, with this ordinary treatment, have had an abundant

crop of thia delicious Strawberry; half the plants were

quite kilied. My soil is pood, but of a very strong adhe-

sive nature. The rest of the plants are looking healthy.

DL^cipuIus.

Waiering Cabbages^ ^c-

—

^^ transplanting Cabbage

Plants, Broccoli. &c., it is generally the practice, in dry

weather, to water them frequently ; which I think does

them more harm than good, as it only tends to harden the

ground round them, as well as to cause unnecessary la-

bour. The method I pursue is this: After I have opened

out the holes in which the plants are placed, I pour a

liberal supply of water (say about two quarts) into each

hole; and after planting I never give them anymore,
even in the driest weather. My plant!*, so treated, have

always succeeded perfectly well.

—

AL N,
Preparation ^ Marrure*—It might perhaps be a useful

addition to your instructions on the preparation of ma-
nures, to recommend a covering, open at the sides and

ends, to throw off heavy washing rains and excessive heat

of th un. If the mnnure heap is kept moist, not wet or

dry, it will be soonest fit for use; and if kept cool by

hading and turning frequently, there will be less loss

than Is generally anticipated. It has not yet been proved

that if carbonate and Lumate of ammonia are once fairly

buried in the soil, and the soil kept in a moderately moist

state, there will be much loss. The experiments of

J. R. L.," formerly recorded in the Chronicle^ did not

give a fair chance to the most volatile agents, as the whole

were spread on the surface.— jB. Lymburn,

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTTJRAL SOCIETY.
July 26.—This, the second exhibition in the Surrey Gardens for

the sea^^on, vras namerously attended ; and the display of flowers,

particularly of Carnations and Picotee^, remarkably srood. The
winning stand of the latter exhibited by the Rev. A. H. Matthews
could scarcely have been excelled, and many of the other stands

were not far behind it in merit. The cut Roses sent by Messrs.

Lane and Paul were uncommonly good ; the collection of the

former was very extensive, and was accompanied by several

plants of their new aeedlioK Fuchsia. Some of the coUections of

plants were bi^hty creditable. Amongst those sent by Mx. Clark,

gr. to F. Smith, Ebq.,wejc well-flowered plants of Cr6wea sa-

ligna, Pol;^ralaoppoditir<Uia, Txoracoccinea, and several Ericas.

Mr. Atlee exhibited a pretty iipecimen of Bart<^nia conferta. Erica

Savlleana, and E. Ewcrwia superba. The principal objecta in Mr.
Jackson^seollection were the Ericas, amoni^t which the varied

colours of E. princepa, £. jasminiflora alba, E. SavUeana, and
ventricosa superba contrasted weli^ with these was Calceolaria

WUImoreana, of the same colour as C. Standishii* and marked
much after the same manner, but decidedly superior to It In point

of shape. In Mr. Pawley*» collection were two we!l-|rrown plants

of Man^ttta cordata, the beautiful vermilion Erica cexinthotdea,

(hicldiuro flexnosimi, and the sinf^ular Cyprip^ium Insigne. Mr.
Catleugh had several pretty varieties of Fuchsia, particularly F,

r6s€o alba, of a delicate flesh colour ; HeUchrysiim proUferum : a
large plant of Leschena^Itia formos«» and a handsome specimen

of Gard6quia Ho<Skcri. Mr. ttownlay exhibited Stephanoti'* flori-

bundus; a welLllowered plant of Neriuna splendens, and Jaa-

minum gracile. From Mr. BusheU were Fuchsia fulgens, Mau-
rAndia semperflorens, and a large specimen 0/ Gomphocarpus
fruticoaua in full flower. The seedling Picotees that Vierc placed

were:—from Mr. Headier, Xo. I, light, red edge, named the

Duchess of Cambridge, which promises well; the bloom was not
fully developed, btit the form is good, the petals even, and the white
very pure; it has a fine pod, with plenty of petals to formacrown.
No, 3, alight-cd^d red; 3, heavy-edged purple; 4, light-edged
red; 5, a ver> pretty rose-edged Picotee from Mr. Gaines. Abloom
of Twltchptt'^ lair Rosamond was exhibited; being a Picotee
with a distinct r scoloured edge : it is rather too much b«rr<;d,

hut pnyscaaaa a fine |>etaf, with a pure white ground. A puce-
coloured Dahlia, called Redgauntlet, was ^own by Mr. Mount-
Joy ; a goo4l.»l£ed fiowci, of fine^ t»ropcrti««, and though it

docs TK)t dtfTer In colour froiri niT»nv otlipf*. it is bo well formed
that it >in become a favoonte with exhii r<. A very fine
white wtt* ai«wi al»awu by Mr. Bte^wo. of Slough, calitd White
Tower

I agowl Mi^ flower, round, with good depth of petals,
and ia dr ledly an improvement upon the white varieties
now in cutfivatjoii. The exua jirize fa Unnean roedaH, for
cot indigOMms plants la iower» Vivvn toy W. Ihflf. la^., w«« won
by Mr. Coa£ta» So whose collection tine Linn^mclaaa and order of
each plant were atta^^^ '^'l, Tlw loUowing is the award of the

f

nersley, Princeti Angnsta. Sharpens Hector, Burroughes' Syl^jh'

Lady Deere, L^j Penn, Puke of Wellington, tircen's VictotU,

and Vespasian, Rev. A. H. Matthewa; 2, large sUver rf©., Mr.

Edn ' BssT 12 Blooms of Car>ations: (urge tit^Hor 4h,^

Mr.Hcadley; 2. middle tiher do. ^IA.t. Dowler; 3, small gilper 49.,

Ml. S. Smith. Bkst 24 VaaiaTiss or Hsabtsla:** : largesiUfr
do.^ Mr- Brydgesj % middle gilver do,, Mr. Bawtrce; S.aneHMj^
(/., Mr. Fytfe. Bistr Collection or Clt FLowsaa: ariM^
sr r do.^ Mr. BusheU ; 2, smtill do., Mr. Rowley. BasT Coul^c-
Tiov or Mi-CKLLAVKOcs pLAXTS : large do., Mr. Townley •

j^
middle do., Mr. BusheU. Class tub Seco.nu : Gentl'^m^*B gmr-
dmsera: Basi Cullrction or MiMieLLANaous Plants: Oatf
medal, Mr. Clark, gr. to T. Smith. Baq.; ^, large silver dm., Mr.
Atlee, gi- to H. Beaufoy, Esq.; 3, middle do., Mr. Pattlson.

EaiCAS: middle do., M. T^mplete, pHnceps. Parmentieri rdsta,

eximia, ampultacea, Maaaoni, infundibuliformU, tricolor, SSat^
noniana, and vartons others. Mr. Wilson. Bkst Collection or
CocastowBb: middle do., Mr. ^correr. BuhT \-2BAL^Mb: middle

do., Mr. Doran, gr. to T. Ilawes, Esq. Btsr Coilkctiov or
Roses: juiddfe do., Mr. Foster ; 2, smalt do., Mr. Parsons. Bb^t
12 CAttNATinxs: 1 and 2, Mr. EmMeton. Bkst 12 Wnira-
CBOTvn PiroTKSS: middle do., Mr. Embleton; 2, smalt do., Mr.
Hancock, Best 24 Heabtskasb: middle do., Mr. Hancock.
Bk-t Coli-bctiom or CcT Flowers: large do,, iAr. Bruce; S,

middledo., Mr. Bourne. Best 4 Sorts or FaoiT: middie do., Mr.
farsons; J,*ffia//rfo., Mr. Atlee. BkstBaskkt ok Ga^rts; aBWrffc

do.^ Black Hamburgh, Mr. Atlee. Best6Sortbof Vkoetablki:
middledo., Mr. Gooderham, gT. to — Hemming, Esq., of Brix-

ton; %, small do., Mr. Bourne. Class TUKTiiiRO: Muraejymen,
Market Gardrn/^B, and Florists: Bkst Collbctio.n oh Mis-
Cbllankul'b Plants : gold medal, Mr. Jackson

\ % large

silver do., Mr. Pawley ; 3, jniddle do., Mr. Catleugh. Bibt Col-
LKf riov op Pklaroonilms: large do.. Sapphire, Cecilia, Louis

Quatorze, Angnsta, Beanty, Launcelot, Witch, Dm«iUa. Flash,

Una, Nymph, and Coronation, Mr. Catleugh ; 2, nUddle do., Alex-

andrina. Grand Dnke, Prince Henry, Victory, Joan of Arc, Fire-

brand, Arabella. Beatrice, Captivation, Lifi-Guaidsman, Ama-
ranth, aiid Caroline, Mr. Gaines. Ericas : large silver do., Mr.

Jackson. Roses, ik bun( uks . large do., Messrs' Lane; 3, mid-

dle do,, Messrs. Paul. Best 36 varibtiss, rivrli sPEcmsKa:
small do.t Messrs. Lane. Best 12 Carnations : large do., Ely't

Duke of Bedford, Brooke's Flora's Garland, Barnard's Duke of

Roxburg, Roi des CapucinB. Beauty of Woodhouse, Young's Sir

H. Peel, 11 ufton'b Prince George, Hufton'a Duke of Wtllington,

Jacques, Georgiana, Mansley's Bonny Be^s Karl of Leicester,

and Martin's Splendid, Mr. Norman ; 2, viiddh do., Mr. Frank-

lyn; 3, small do , Roi des Capncins, Pollit's First rate. Wjllmer's

Hero of Middlesex, Stone's Venus. Brooke'b Flora's Garland,

TwHchctt's Don John, Ely's Lady Ely, Ueadley's William Cob.

bett, Jacques's Georgiana. Addenbrook's Lydia, Brown's Kentish

Beauty, and Willmcr's Timaiidra, Messrs. Dickson. Bbst 13

WniTB-OROL'xn PicoTBBS: large do.. Green's Queen Victoiia,

Sharpens Hector, Gidden'sMrs.Hennel, Barnard's Bride, Sharpens

Duke of Wellington, Brinkley's Duchess. Barnard's Cornelius,

Sharpens Invincible. Barnard's Mrs. Barnard, Sharpe's Cleopatra,

Brinkley's Purple Perfection, and a seedling not named, Mr.

Dickson j 2, middle do., Gidden's Diana, Crask's Queen, Sharpe's

Hector. Burroughes's Sylph, Sharpe's Wellington, Gidden's Miss

Desborough, Squire Annersley. Birtles's Lady Fair, Purple Per-

fection, Sharpens Invincible, Gidden's Teazer, and Sykes's Eliza,

Mr. Norman; 3, small do., Mr. King. Hkartsba«b, 50 VaSIB-

TiBS: middle do., Messrs. Lane; a, small do., Mr. Thompson.
Bbst SIX SORTS OF Fruit: middle do. ^ Mr. Martin. Pink: mid-

dle do., Mr. R. Chapman. Bkst baskkt Grai-bs : middff do.,

Mr. R. Chapman. Bk-^t coi.lkctiox of Vl'-ktablbs: middle

rfo., Mr. Gaines ; 2, ,sm«//rfo., Mr, Martin. Ofbnto all classss:

Best 24 Scccclents: large do.. Mi. Bunney. Bkst four Oa-
CHinArEOtra Plants: large do.,Mi.liT\xcc. Bkst six sfsciwkn*

Plants : large do., Mr. Bruce j 2, middle do., Mr. Coutts. Bkst
SINGLE SFBCiMBN : largf do., Mr. J. W. Dow^on: 2. middfe do.,

Mr. Schroder. Best saBULiKG Wnirr oround Pitotkb : small

do.. Due? lof Cambridge, Mr. Headley. BtsT sEKnLiNO Car-
nation : small do., Mr. Ward. Extra Prizes offkrkd by Mkm-
bers of the Society: silver cup, given by Messrs. Dickson, /or

tke^esi la White-ground Picotees, to Amateur Mtmhersonly, Fel-

lowes' Annette, Gieen's Queen, Beauty of Reading, Mra. Barnard,

Sharpa's Wellington, Sharpe's Hector, Brinkley's Duchess,

Brinkley's Purple Perfection, Garret's Lady Dacre, Gidden's

Princess Royal, Kirtland's Mrs. Annesley, Wildman's Isabella, Mr.

Barnard. Middle silver medal, given by Mr. J. S. Prockter. for

the second best do., Mr. Edmonds. One guinea given by T, Bar-

nard, Esq., open to all classes,for the best Bizarre Carnation, Mr.

Headly; ditto for the best Flake, Flora's Garland. Mr. Norman.

One guinea giren by G. Edmonds, Esq., for the best light-edged

Picotee, with white grovnd, Mr. Headley ; ditto,for the best heavy-

edged^ Rev. A. H. Matthews. The entrance-money, distributedfor

the best seedling Picotees, was won by Messrs. Henbrey, Headley,

and the Rev. A. H. Matthews. The Linnean medal, given by W.

T. Iliff, Esq., for cut Indigenous Flowers, was awarded to Mr.

Coates.
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,

July 19.— In addition to the list of prizes which we noticed

as having been awarded at the last meeting for Seedling

Carnations and Picotees, we subjoin the following:—Carna-
tions, Amateurs, Stand of twelve: 1, Mr. Headley, for Don
John, William Cobbett, Queen of Scarlets, Empress of Purples,

Unknown, Mrs. Betts, Wilson's Harriet, at»d Incognito; 2, Mr.

Bucknell, for Lady Rowley. Bnckncll's Ulysses, Squibb's Superb,

Ely's Lady Ely, Leader, Hero of Middlesex, Ely'a Mrs. Barnard,

Pixlev's Prince Albert, Franklin's Queen of Hearts, Willmers

Solaiider, Smith's Wellington, Brooks's Flora's Garland, Cham-

bers's Kate, Stone's Venus and Hero of Middlesex, TK'urserymen:

I, Mr. Orson, for Cartwright's Rainbow, Roi des Capucins. Ely s

Mr^ Barnard, Martin's Phcenix, Knott's Alfred the Great, Ely^s

Lady Ely. Ely's Regulator, Turner's Princess Charlotte, TriompUe

Royal, Earl of Leicester, and Fire King; 3, Mr. NorroM. for

Beauty of Woodhouse, Bishop of Gloucester, Manby'a R. Bums,

Duke of Rochester, Roi des Capucins, Wilson's Harriet, Elys

Lady Ely, Prince Albert. Martin's Splendid, Smith's Wellhigton,

Pagers Caroline, and Solander; 3, Mr. WiUmer, of Sunbur>, for

Bishop of London, Altenbrooke's Lydla. Wood's William the

Fourth, Duke of York, Seeley's Prinoaaa Royal, Hero of ^^^^,'.^'

sex, Solander, Huxley's Prince Albert, Bates's Wellington, >>u-

son's Harriet, Green's Sir Robert Peel, and WiUmer's Seedling.

Picotees, Amateurs, Stand of 12: 1, Mr. Barnard, for G>^^" *

Queen, Gidden's Sir R. Peel, Brinkler's Purple Perfection, Gid-

den's Princess Royal, Sharpe's Wellmgton, Walne's Victoria, Mrs.

Barnard, Brinkler's Duchess, Wells's Lady Flower, Crask's Nic-

toria, WUdman's Isabella, and Gidden's Albert j 2. Mr. Edmonds,

for Ace of Trumps, Princess Royal, Mrs. Veasey, Gaines's Qaeen,

Mason's Charlotte. Teaser, Queen of England. Cornelius, Lady

Dover, Waiue's Victoria, Invincible, and John Perry; ^, Mr.

Headley. for Waine's Victoria, Headley's Sarah, Unknown, Bruik-

ler's Lord Althorp, Green's Victoria, Hector, Invincible, \e^pa-

sian. Gem, Taylur'tt Eliza, Criterion, Nannette. and a Seedling.

2<vr^'^ymen: I, Mr, WiUmer, for Orson's Queen, WiUmer s

Princess' Royal, Niilli seconds, WUlmer's Alcemona, Sharpc s

Wellington. Wildinai/s Isabella, Jessop's Sir W. Middleton,

Green's Queen, Gidden's Miss Desbnrouph, Willmer's Queen,

WardVSir R. Hi v, and KirkUnd'a Princess Sophia; 2, Mr-
Dickson, for Barnard's Bride. Kurkland'a Princess Augusta, Gid-

den's Vespasian, Orson's Queeu Adelaide, Sharpe's Duke of Wel-
Uneron, Bridkler's Purple Perfection, Dickson's Trip to Caw-
hritjge. Green's Qoeen, Sharpe's Invincible, Gidden's Teaser,

Annwsley'a SampRon, Bernard's Mrs. Barnard. The Prize of

one Guinea given by Mr. Headley, for the best Carnation, wss
won by Mr. Bucknell ; for the best Picotee, by Mr. Barnard.
The prices ^en by the Sor-ety for the h^^Scftrletl.zorrf'C^

-

rjwm, was awarded tu Mr. lloUiday, for Martin's Splendid i
ior the

i«{ Crirmm (ft?., to Mx, WUiaaer, (qx Ma\44sie7'§ B, Burns i
for
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For the best heavy-edged Picotees, Red, to Mr. Barnard, for

Sbarpe's Wellington; Purple^ to Mr. Norman, for Kirkland*s
Princess Augusta; light-edge lied.to Mr. Headley, for Headley's
Scailet; ditto Purple, to Mr. Headley, for Gidden's Vespasian.

REIGATE COTTAGE GARDENERS' SOCIETY.
On Saturday evening, the 23rd inst., the first anniversary of the

Society was held at the Town Hall, for the distribution of pre-
miums for the best caltivated Cottag:e Gardens within the parish;
where the members with their wives and friends attended, and
exhibited a very respectable display of vegetables, fruit, and
flowers, the products of their gardens. The Earl and Countess
Somers, and Viscount Eastnor, with a numerous assemblage of
ladies and gentlemen, resident in the parish and immediate
neighbourhood, honoured the meeting with their presence. The
Treasurer stated, that a year ago, several working men, chiefly

agricultural labourers, were invited to hold evening meetings,
monthly, for the purposes of mutual improvement, the exhibition
of specimens of the productions of their garden^, and by a small
monthly contribution of sixpence, to be enabled to purchase and
circulate useful books on gardening and rural economy. At
these meetings many points interesting and improving to them had
been communicated, and had been the subjects of conversation,
and thefae opportunities of friendly converse had proved very
pleasing and gratifying t.o them. Among the various subjects
communicated and discussed, had been that of bees and bee-
keeping; their natural history and management; and on which
they had been favoured with a lecture by Mr. Hanson : the
cultivation of the Sun-flower as a source of profit, the seeds being
a nutritious food for pigs and poultry from the quaritity of oil

they contain : on the best sorts of trees, plants, and seeds; the
distribution and exchanging of seeds; more especially as regards
the all-important root, the Potato: the qualities of various
manures; the value of manure in a liquid form, its advantages,
and the care to be observe^ in collecting and preserving it: the
blessing, if it may be so termed, of being able to keep and fatten
a pig for the use of the family. They were informed of the pro-
ceedings of the "Labourers' Friend Society," and of their exer-
tions in promoting the establishment of allotment gardens, to
supply, in some degree, the lamentable deficiency of gardens
attached to, and in contiguity with, the dwellings of the labour-
ing poor. Likewise, in mitigation of the same evil, many
humane farmers were in the habit of allowing their constant
workmen to plant with Potatoes such odds and ends of fields
and hedge rows as the plough could not very well reach.
Among the publications of the "Labourers' Friend Society,"
their "Useful Hints" were pointed out, particularly those of
caution in reference to the publichouse and the beer-shop

;

the deplorable and ruinous consequences to the health of
individuals and the happiness of families by resorting to them
The leading article in that valuable and cheap periodical,
*' Chambers' Journal," of .7th March, 1840, entitled " Self Help-
fulness," was pointed out to them, and each member furnished
with a copy, as exhorting the working man not to look for and
depend on any extrinsic helps; but always to rely solely on his
own industry and exertions: to exercise his various talents use-
fully, by settmg a good example to his children, and trainmg them
to pursue a similar course of usefulness and respectability; and,m addition to the employments of the day, when not engaged in
the garden, and during the winter evenings, various little articles
of manufactuie might be executed, of cheap and easily-procured
materials. The premiums were then delivered to the most
meritorious individuals, in rewards of 2/.. ]/. lo*, U., I5s., lOs.,
and55. To each ofthe unsuccessfulcandidates,—all,however, being
deservmgof praise,—25. 6rf.. in addition to a new gardening tool,
according to choice ; and to one of them, the leathern jerkin and
gloves usually worn by a woodman.—The Rev. G. A. Webb then
addressed the meeting, observing that though he could oflTer no
information, theoretical or practical, on gardening, he could not
but be sensible of the great advantages of a well- cultivated
garden to the family of the working man. as essentially contri-huting to their support, their comfort, and welfare; affordingemployment to them during their spare time, abstracting themfrom temptations to evil ways, and substituUng the pure and
delightful satisfaction attending the cultivation of the earth ; the
raising useful vegetables and fruits, and more especially flowers,
to adorn the happy home of the industrious and praiseworthy
labourer with these beautiful productions.-The Earl Somers
then expressed his entire approbation of the objects of the
aociety, and his cordial wishes for its successful course. His
Lordship favoured the meeting with several useful sugges-nons on cottage garden cultivation, and his conviction thattne welfare and happiness of the labouring class must be deeply
interesting to every benevolent and well-regulated mind ; andmat ne should he most happy to assist in promoUng the viewsana Objects of this association.-At the request of the meeting,

M 5^"^^>*s most kindly expressed his willingness to be con-
sidered as the Patron of the Society. All present then retired, well
Pleased with the proceedings. The meetings are to be resumed
alter harvest.—The members are honorary and ordinary. The
subscriptions of the former are designed to defray the expense
ot the premiums; and those of the latter to purchase books
ongardening, rural economy, and other kindred subjects.
Erratum.—In the report of the last meeting of the Horticul- |

rural Society, at Regent- street, a stand of Carnations and Picotees
^as stated by mistake to have been exhibited by Mr. Willmer,
of Sunbury; whereas they were the property of Mr. Wiilmer. of
Chelsea. '

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Limerick Practical Horticultural Society, July l6.—The annual

summer exhibition of this society was held in the new rooms of
the Philosophical and Literary Society, where prizes were awarded
to the following compeHtors:—Mr. Heafy obtained 8 prizes for
hest Black Grapes, Plums^ Pears, Gooseberries, Carrots, and
Parsneps. Mr. Walsh, gr. to Sir A. De Vere, Bart., 5 prizes, for
« best Dahlias, second-best Collection of do., and Pansies; alsogr the best Collection of Roses and Peas. Mr. Drury, gr. to Sir
H. D. Massy, Bart., obtained 2 prizes, for best-flavoured Red
t^urrants and Cherries, Mr. Carmody, gr. to W. Monsell, Esq..
Obtamed 7 prizes, for a Melon, Plums, Cherries, Carrots,
vniom, and Turnips, Mr. Fitzgerald, gr, to G. Tuthill,
jsq., 2 prizes, for best White Grapes and second-best Goose-
berries, Mr. G. Mac, gr. to Mrs. Cooper, 6 prizes
lor tiie heaviest Melon, 6 Balsams, Bunch of Cut Flowers,
potatoes. Collection of Pot-herhs, and a dish of Mushrooms. Mr.
^loheny. gr. to the Rev. J. O'Grady, for a new kind of Straw-
oerry. Mr. T. Gaynor, gr. to Capt. Stacpoole, obtained 2 prizes,
lor second-best Strawberries and Tender Annnafs. Mr. CoUopv,
gr. to G. Bevan, Esq., obtained 19 prizes, for the best Collection

^^nc-uf,pu^, wrange.tree, Vollectian 0/ Da^ilias, the second-best
(rreenhome Plants, Hardy Annuals, Calceolarias, Pelargdniums,
^nd Collection i,f do, Mr. MVMahon, gr. to M. Fitt, Esq.,
lor b^t Calceolarias, second-best Fuchsias, Herbaceous Plants,
best China Roses in pots, Mr. Gardener gr. to A. Furlonir.
Esq., 1 prize for the best Cauliflowers.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, July 15.—This meeting
was held in the elegant Hall lately erected in the centre of the
Society's Garden at Inverleith. The display of spechnens was
extensive, and the following premiums were awarded :—Focb
KiXEST Shrubby E'xoTics: Silver medal, "Sir. G. Stirling, gr. to
Viscount Melville, for Aphelexis hiamiUs, Pimelea decussata, Jus-
ticia cocclnea, and Cheiranthus mutabilis. Fuchsias : Mr. J.
Young, gr. to T. Oliver, Esq., for F. globosa splendida, fulgens
multitlora, and Chandlerii. Orchidace^: Mr. R, Middleton,
gr. to Dr. Neill, for Oncidium pulvinatum and O.pfimilum. Best
Exotic Spbcimkn : Mr. Young, for Leschenaultia blloba; and
for the best newly-introduced perennial, Mr. J. Addison, gr. to
the Earl of Wemyss, for Achimenes longiflora. Two guineas,
offered by Messrs. Dickson and Co., for the four best Cape
Hkaths, were voted to Mr. D. Fowlis, gr. to Alexander Blair,
Esq., for Erica Massoni minor, ampuUacea, ventricosa superba,
and jasmiuiflora. Extra Premiums were awarded to Mr. Addi-
son, for E. metulseflora, jubata, ventricosa pra;gnans. and ven-
tricosa var.; and to Mr. J. Gow, gr. to Count Flahault, for E.
ventricosa, spiiria, comosa, alba, and bicolor. Two guineas,
offered by Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons, for the six best Pelar-
go'niums, were awarded to Mr. Addison, for spldndidum, Addi-
son's seedling. Bridesmaid, Jupiter, President, and Conservative.
A second premium was voted to Mr. Young, for Comte de Paris,
Gem of the West, Rienzi, Bridegroom, Sylph, and Conservative.
Two sovereigns, offered for the six finest varieties of Calceola-
ria, were assigned to I. Anderson, Esq., for Yellow Defiance,
George Heriot, Margaret, Dunbariana, Ariadne, and Grahamnia,
being seedlings of his own, and remarkable for the singularity and
beauty of their markings. For the four most curious Native
Plavts, the premium was voted to Mr. Middleton, for Sagina
procumbens flore pleno, Anagallis tenella, Cotyledon umbilicus,
and Asplenium alternif^lium. For the best Annual, the pre-
mium was awarded to Mr. R. Arthur, for Limnanthesgrandiflora.
Many admirable specimens were sent for exhibition only

jamong which the plants from the Royal Botanic Garden were
pre-eminent. From the Society's Garden was exhibited a large
specimen of Euph6rbiasplendens, having all the branches (which
are naturally straggling) trained into a circular form. An ex-
tensive collection of flowering plants from the nurseries of
Messrs. J. Dickson and Son tiearly filled the small tent. Among
the more remarkable were, Fuchsia Venus victrix, with blossoms
of very delicate white and purple tinges ; the new Achimenes lon-
giflora, Lisianthus Russellianus, Milt6nia spectibilis, Gloxfnia
rubra, Gesnera zebrina, GuzmAnnia tricolor, and Leschenaultia
hfloba and violacea. For this collection a premium was awarded
to Mr. J. Kelly, foreman of the plant department of that Nur-
sery. Various other premiums were also awarded. The Society's
bronze medal was voted to Messrs. E. Sang and Son, for a boi>
quetofrare tropical Orchidacete, including Stanhopea oculata,
Gongora maculata, Brought6niasanguinea, MaxiUariaracemosa,
and several others; and to Mr. J. Finlayson, for Pansies.
Extra Premiums were likewise voted to Mr. J. Gow, for a
collection of seedling Heartsease ; to Mr. R, Fowlis, for a splendid
display of Gladiolus cardinaHs, cultivated by him in the open
ground, the bulbs being kept in clusters, and protected only by a
layer of tree-leaves during winter ; to Mr. J. Smith, for new
French Roses; to Mr. Alex. Forrester, for Herbaceous Border
Plants; to Mr. Downie, for a basket containing trusses of Pelar-
goniums; to Mr. R. Watson, for Cape Heaths: and to Mr. Jas.
Duncan, for Heaths and Fuchsias, Mrs. Haig sent splendid
plants of Crassula coccinea. and various rare Ericas; Miss
Broughton, elegant Fuchsias; Mr. W. Connacher, seedling va-
rieties of Mimulus; Messrs. Lawson and Son, collections of Pan-
sies and Roses; Mr. J. Mackie, gr., Hermitage Hill, specimens
of French and African Marigolds; Mr. Geo. James, some good
seedling Pinks; Mr. J. Thomson, a promising seedling Pelargo-
nium ; and Mr. R. Hall, a basket of Kean's seedling Strawberry.

the growing MMOf] is 'past, ft does not require so muchwat^-,
but should never at any time be kept too dry.—jBo<. Rt^,
AauxuiNA uensa. Close-flowered Reed Orchis. {Stoue Epi-

phyte.) Orchidaceae ^ Epid^ndrese. Gynandria MonAndria.—
Of the fine Oriental genus Arundina we now posse - two species
in gardens, this and A. bambusiffMU. Two only, A. chinctisis and
minor, remain to be introduced; the former is found on the island*
near Macao, the latter is from Ceylon. This species is a native
of Sincapoie, whence it wa*! sent to Messrs. Loddiges t-y Cuming»
It differs from A. bamhusiloha in its leaves being nearly eQual«
and not gradually diminishiuginto smaU sheath's asthey approach
the floi^ers ; and in the flowers being ver>' closely, but Jooselv,
arranged; and in the small sixe of the middle lobe of the lip,
which IS almost blended with the lar^e lateral lobes. There
IS a difference, too, in the crested veins of the Up, which
are all three crisped in A. densa, while the middle one U straight
and even in A. bamhusifolia. Not only are the flowers of this
very handsome, but they emit a most agreeable perfume.—Po^
Register.

CiNBRA'RTA Wbsberiana. Mt. Webber's Cineraria. (Greets
house Herbaceous Plant,) Compdsitae. Syngenesta Sup^rflua.—
This variety was raised in the spring of last year by Mr. Smithers,
gardener to R. Wimams, Esq., and in habit somewhat resembles
C. Waterhousiana. It hm ample foliage, the upper side of which
IS of a bright green tint, while beneath it is rich purple. The
flowers are Urge, of a deep, rich, brilUant,bluc colour.— Poj/c/n'*
^^og. of Botany.
Gbsneba lo.vcxf6lia. Long-leaved Gesnera. (Stove Herb*

aci-ous Plant.) Gcaueracett. Didyndmia Angiospfcrmia.—This
species grows about two feet high, and is closely covered by «
dense grey down. The leaves grow in whorls, and are sometimes
eight or nine inches long, of a lanceolate form, thick, petlolate,
serrated towards the upper end, and by no means wrinkled. The
flowers are produced in long close cylindrical terminal whorled
racemes, three or four growing together from the axils of short
floral leaves. The corollas arc brick red, about an inch long, some-
what cylindrical, but inflated above the middle, with a short five-
toothed spreading limb, whose divisions are all of the same sire
and form. There is no trace of the obliquity which occurs in G.
bulbosa and its allies. The ovary is half superior,and surrounded
by five yellow tooth-shaped glands ripped w ith red. It is a native
of Guatemala, whence it was sent to the Horticultural Society by
Mr. Hartweg. Nothing can be more easy than its cultivation;
for it requires the same management as is given to such plants
as Gloxinia maculata. It is increased fx<m\. the young shoots,
which should be treated In the following way: when they are
two or three inches long, take them off and put them in pots flUed
in the ordinary way with sand ; give a little water to settle the
cuttings, and cover them with a bell-glass. Then place the pota
on a warm flue, or, if in summer, on a warm shelf in the stove,
shading them from the sun by placing a sheet of paper over the
glasses; they will sooh root freely, and may be transferred to
small pots filled with a mixture of sandy peat andleaf-mould un-
sifted. They will afterwards require shifting and plenty of water
during the growing season ; after which they should be rested by
gradually withholding the supply of water.—£o^ Reg,

Thanet Floricultural and Horticultural Society, July 16.—The
st exhibition since its establishment was held in the Ranelagh

Gardes. The following prizes were awarded, Bkst miscella-
neous collection of PLAKTS,grait'ftmpo/* CIO/.}, Mr. W.Miller;
do., not less than 12, Sdlvia patens, Mesembryanthemum album,
Mimulus moschatus, Cytisusracemifiora, Thunbergia aurantiaca,
F6chsia consplcua. F. magnifica, F. variegata, Loasa aurantiaca.
Hoya parnosa. Pelargoniums—Victory, Louis Dix-huit, and
Lowndes* Perfection, T. N. Harris, Esq. Best single specimeji, 1,
Sir R. Burton; 2, J. B. Judge, Esq. Pelargoniums, 1, Joan of
Arc, Orange Boven, and Maria, T. N. Harris, Esq. ; 2, Vulcan,
Lord Mayor, and Matilda, Rev. J. G. Hodgson ; 3, D. Hooper,
Esq. Single do., Leila, Rev. J. G. Hodgson. Heebackous Cal-
ceolarias : Royal Standard and two seedlings, Rev. J.G. Hodg-
son. Balsams, 1, L. C. Humfrey, Esq. ; 2, do. Cockscombs, do.
German Stocks, Rev. J, G. Hodgson. Climbek: Thunbergia
aurantiaca, T. N. Harris, Esq. Fuchsias, J. P. Powell, Esq.—
Cut Flowers. Best six Pelargoniums: 1, Erectum, Jewess,
Sylph, Alicia, Comte de Paris, and Masterpiece, Capt. Isacke; 2,
Gaines's King, Maria, Sylph, Masterpiece, Victorv, and Jewess,
Rev. J. G. Hodgson. Best 12 Pansies : 1, Dr. Johnson, Cooke's
Perfection, Cooke's Prince Albert, Cooke's Ovid, Cooke's Royal
Standard, Delicata, Jehu, Sylvia. Curion, Cream Superb, Mar-
chioness of Anglesea, and Beauty of Hitchin, Rev. J. G. Hodg-
son ; 2, Victory, Robin Adair, Ovid, RoyjU Standard, Dr. Johnson,
Beauty of Hitchhi, Azurea, Jehu, Delicata, Tippoo Saib, Peter
Dick, Yellow, and Defiance, Rev. J. G. Hodgson. Best six Car-
nations: Elizabeth, Puxley's Prince Albert, Lady C. Lyster,
Wilson's Harriet, and Christian's Excellent. Rev. J. G. Hodgson.
Best sU PicoTiKs: Gidden's Teaser, ditto. Wood's Victoria,

of Ericas, Greenhouse Plants, Collection of Greenhouse Plants in
^jower. Pelargoniums fnamed King. Sylph, Jewess, Hebe, Garth's
reriection and Spartacusl ; for Seedling Pelargdniums ; foT&Basket

rC^r 1
^^'""'"*' including Climax, Lady Elirabeth Bulteel, Lady

Queen of England, do., and Vesuvius, do. PamKHWiALs, J Slater,
Esq. Annuals, Hon. Mrs. Hodgson. BouausT or porced and
HABDT F&owE&s, L. C. HumfTcy. Esq. ; do. or hardt Flowers
only, do. Floral Device, 1, Capt. Isacke; 3, Mra. Millner.—
Extra—Pelargoniums: Prima Donna, Erectum,and Beauty, T.
N.Harris, Esq. Fuchsias: Corymbiflora,Youellii,and Chandlerii,
J. B. Judge, Esq. Single Fuchsia: Gracilis, Sir R. Burton. A
Forai Uevice, L, C. Humfrey, Esq.— Fruit: Melon, 1. U. Pass-
more, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Alexander. Bunch of Black Grapes, l, J. P.
Powell. Esq. ; 2, do. White do., I, do.; 2. L. C Humfrey, Esq.
Cherries. I, J. P. Powell, Esq. j 2, R. Tomson, Esq. Gooseberries,
1. Mr. Moss ; 2, Mr. Silver. Red Currants, Sir R. Burton; Black,
do.; White, i\o. Rfd Raspberties, do. Strawberries, J. V.9ov,-cl\,
Esq. Dessert Apples, 1841, do.; do., 1842, H. Pett, Esq.— V^ege
tables: Peas, I, L. C. Humfrey, Esq. j 2. Prickett, Esq.
Broad Beans, J. Slater, Esq. Cabbage, Mr. Cramp. Lettuce,
Mrs. Alexander. Cucumbers, I, H. Pett, Es^.3 2, J. Slater, Esq.
Onions, L. C. Humfrey, Esq. Basket of Vegetables, J. Slater, Esq.
—Extra. Strawberries: WiUmott's Superb, — Prickett, Esq,
Ptne, L. C, Humfrey, Esq.

rar+i X " '^^i^^f iviasccrpiece. He
Brn^ 7 r^^

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ Herbaceous Plants, Pinks, second

Pinnf "•'
i*f

Piowers, Hardy do.. Specimen Store or Greenhovsc

rfm/l:l
»'* 6^oow, and second best Black and Red Grapes, Cauli-

Gahh/fV
^^^^""Ses, Roses, and Dahlias. Mr. Kemy, gr. to P.

Pic^lZJ: ^t"^-' 1/'"J^*' ^11 '^^^^'' ^««"«^^. Cucumbers, best

to ivr « ""^ Plants, Cabbage, and Verbeyins. Mr. Grady, gr.

inrf»;,,
p°"*"' ?^?/' ^ ^^''^^^' ^""^ Crdsm,la cocrinea. Cucumbers,

^fv^Lrlf'^' I;e«w^^. ^V«.»/iror>ms, and for second-best Collection

tL.t^ i'
'^'''' ^^' ^- M*Douce. gr. to W. Lloyd, E>^q., 8 prizes

Su^VK. ^;i:'^"-^''i^ ^^^'^-^<J ^-^i^^^ ^y^i^e ^nkbeZied
r/^^f;;T^"^."^^/i5*'*^***"**^*'

Pfl^i/o^i, and the best Collection of^^S^Mi^h J, a^jj ^x, to J, KusselJ; Esq.j 8 prizes, for the best
i

NOTICES or NEWPLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Epidbn-dru? AxiFKttiTM. Fto^'E^'idendrum. {Stox^e Epiphyte.)
OrchidicesB, i Epidendreae. Gynandria Mon4ndria,—Although a
good deal like E. nutans, this species is really very distinct, and
indeed far handsomer, in consequence of the rich purplish brown
spots with which the sepals and petals are profusely decorated.
The species is not exclusively from Mexico; Mr. Schomburgk
having found it also in British Guayana. This aoccceds weil in
a pot amongst turfy peat, and should be Uberally supplied with
water during its period of growth. It wUl be feend of «My fi^a-

uagemeut, u cultivfttea is the cooii9n:hi4«cec»i£9 stores Wi^en

MISCELLANEOUS.
Monument to the Memory of the late Earl of Leices'

ier,—A meeting of yeomanry and tenantry wag held on
Saturday last, at the Swan Inn, Korwicb, for the above
object, and was attended by many of the higbest respecta-
bility from both political parties. Mr. John Hudson
stated that he had taken the liberty of calling the meeting
together because he felt that it was best that such tcsti-

monials should always be commenced immediately. He
was glad to see so respectable an attendance, and would
propose that Mr. Leamon, of Wliitwell, should take the
chair. Mr. Leamon stated his cordial concurrence in th©
object, for to no individual was this country, nay the
world, more deeply Indebted than to the late Earl of Lei-
cester. The object of the meeting would be to raise a
tructure of such a nature as would be equally acceptable
to the late Earl of Leicester's family, honourable to the
subscribers, and to the architect who might rear the
monument. Mr. Hudson then briefly moved the resolu-
tions :

—

First—That this meeting, deeply impressed with the irreparabl*
loss they have sustained by the death of that great and good
man, Thos. Wra . Coke, Earl of Leicester, are anxious immediately
to express their gratitude, by thus publicly acknowledging th«
many acts of kindness, of friendship, and princely hospitality^
which, for so long a period, and on all occasions, they invariably
experienced at his hands.
Second—That, as farmers, we owe to the late Earl of Leicester

a debt never to be discharged, for, whilst many have now to la-
ment the loss of the kindest and most liberal of landlords, in him
we all have to deplore the loss of the greatest iriend. and patron
of agriculture the woild has hitherto seen.
Third—That this meeting, therefore, deeply impressed with th«

private worth and virtue, with a due sense of the public service*
and the encouragement so liberally, so successfully, and so patri-
otically bestowed on agriculture by the late Earl of Leicester, are
desirous of testi^ing their gratitude, for friendship so sincere and
disinterested, for services so great, and for benefits bo lasting and
extensive, by the erection of a public monument to his memory,
fourth—That ft subscription be immediately entered into for

the above most desirable object.
Fifth—That a committee be now appointed to receive and col-

lect subscriptions, to consist of the foUowing gentlemen :— [lli*
list including the names of nearly 100 gentlemen.]
Sixth—That Messrs. Gumeys and Co. be requested to act as

treasurers, and that subscriptions be received ut the various
banks in the county.
Seventh—That this meeting of the yeomanry and tenantry, al-

though feeling it incumbent upon them, in gratitude to their de-
ceased and revered benefactor, to come thus prominently forward,
most respectfully and cordially invite the nohiUtv, gentry, and
clergy, and aU others who participate in their sentiments, to join
them in furthering the object in view.
Eighth—That a public meeting of the subscribers be held at the

Swan Inn, Norwich, on the 30th day of Jnlv, at il o'clock for 13
precisely, when a committee shall be appointed, and a chairman
and vice-chairman elected to preside over all future meetings.—Mr. J, Neave had great pleasure in seconding the reso-
lutions, for a more eminent aad useful character than the
late Earl of Leicester this country never produced. They,
the farmers of Norfolk, were doing themselves honour in

raising a fund for Uie purpose of producing aome testi-

monial of his valuable services. He was giad to aee the

feeling of harmony which existed on this occasion^ f<^

they had met with one mind and one heart in sinJdJ^a^

party feeling. He hoped that the object of the meetwg

would ^ forth and prosper. A converMtion atine ns to

whether a maximum of subscription should be stated, but

it waa ultimately determined that the amount oi suUcnp.

tion be left op^n. A committ^ c '^-^.? of gentlemen

without distinction of party, was then appomted to collect

and receive subscriptip::
, '" all p*rt» of the CQWoXj^^Nqt-
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Grafiina the Peach with success -I am not aware

that any process has beea devised for grafting upon the

Teach stock with any certain prospect of success. Ex-

renments doubtless have often succeeded in rearing grafts

wpon Peach stocks, but more often failed. A gardener in

my neighbourhood informed me that he once grafted upon

one hundred Peach stocks, and all the grafts died, and

most of the stocks. He was always successful in grafting

upon other kinds. Last ywr I was induced to investigate

the matter, with a view to devise some means of obviating

this failure, as it is desirable in many cases to graft in

L'en of budding, persuaded that although the discovery

might be of no great practical utility, yet it would be an

interesting acquisition to the science of arboriculture.

The Peach-tree is of more rapid growth than any of our

orchard trees ; and frequently with us, in congenial soil?,

the first year from the seed, attains the height of six feet,

with stems from one inch to one inch and a half dia-

meter. The circulation, of course, must be very active, and

the sudden check from heading down such a tree, will in

many cases destroy it. But should it live, the roots con-

tinuing in a state of activity, the scion is overflowing, as

it were, by the sap ; that is, the sap flows so fast from the

wounds, as to prevent the process of granulation, by which

the scion is united to the stock. To graduate, then, the

supply of sap to the wants of the scion, is the primary

object ; and the measures necessary to secure this condi-

tion are just those which tend to preserve the life of the

itock after heading down. To carry my purpose into ef-

fect, I proceeded contrary to some of the ordinary rules

for grafting. In the middle of July, I selected the scions

from thirty trees, with four or ft^^ eyes, taking care to

choose those which contamed leaf-buds. The stocks

chosen were moderately-growing instead of thrifty stocks,

and were trees of the growth of that season from the

seed. Before heading down, I passed a long sharp knife

down entirely round the tree, and severed all the

lateral roots at the distance of three or four inches

from the trunk, according to its growth. This

done, the trees were headed down at a point where the

stem was just the size of the scion, or a little larger, as

the scions were inserted a little on one side of the pith.

The insertions were made in the ordinary way of cleft-

grafting. The scions were then secured by a narrow strip

of sheet lead, wound spirally over the whole length of the

cleft, and a small ball of grafting clay put over the whole.

.To my gratification, every scion inserted in this way grew

off finely, ami the coming season will doubtless make
handsome trees. I do not know that the lead binding or

mode of insertion is essential, and although I have tried

BO other plan, yet I presume that other methods will an-

swer equally well, provided the preliminary steps are pro-

perly attended to. On other stocks I have grafted with

success, with no other binding or protection than the strip

of lead, and have used lead ligatures with great expe-

dition and success in budding. The introduction of

lead ligatures was merely an experiment with a view

to expedite grafting and budding in large nursery

operations. Thus far I am inclined to give the pre-

ference to the old methods. When heading down
the stocks, I took care in every case to leave either

one or two small shoots, some leaves, or several nas-

cent buds. In order to continue all the functions of the

tree until union had taken place between the scion and the

stalk. As soon as the buds of the scion began to put

forth, all below upon the stalk was pruned off. When the

scions were taken from the trees, the leaves were all re-

moved as in budding, leaving only a small portion of the

footstalk, yhe clay and ligatures were removed in the fall,

when vegetation had ceased, and the wounds were all

well closed. I am not sure that it is absolutely essential

to leave anything growing on the stalk, and regret that I

did not try some without.

—

Charles G. Page, M,D,y in

Albany (United States) CuUivaior.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
HorticuUurnl Societ^^s Gurderij Turnham Green.—The growth

of the plants in the larg-e conservatory has been very rapid j se-

veral Acacias, and two species of Eucalyptus, have already
leached the top of the house. The beautiful iarg;e variety of
Bigii6nia jasminifiora is blooming freely? its white trumpct-
Bhaped flowers, with tubes of rosy purple, contrasting: well with
the bright ^reen of the foliage. The most splendid object, how-
ever, in the house is Hibiscus splendens, the flowers of which are
of the clearest rose-colour, and measure at the least 7in. in tJi-

amcter. Canavalla bonariensis, a beautiful climber, of the papi-
lionaceous onUr, is also in bloom; the standard is of a brig^ht
purple colour, and the flowers are protluced on racemes of six or
eight together ; and Euthales macrophylla is completely enve-
loped with drooping panicles of bright yellow. Lilium puncta-
tum, in a pot, is producing its large white flowers, covered with
curious rosy glandular excrescences; and some more varieties of
the same genus are growing strongly in the conservatory border.
Wirbeha undulata, a pretty leguminous plant, of a deep rose
colour; BurcheUia capeusis, a larpe bush, with heads of bright
scarlet flowers ; GrevUlea acanthif^Ua, with prickly leaves, and
coi%picuous crimson pistUs, and many other interesting plants,
are also blooming freely. Amongst the Orchidaceous plants in
flower are Stanhopea venusta, with flowers of waxy white,
marked with dark yellow at the base of the column ; a handsbme
variety of St. Wardii; Bifienaria aurantlaca, a bright yellow-
flowering species, prettily marked with reddish-brown ; Mor-
jnodes pardinum, with singularly-distorted blossoms of dull yel-
low and brown, very fragrant; Oncidium Wentworthianum, with
long spikes of pure yellow mottled with brown; the pretty On.
Incurvum, rose and white ; and Sobralia macrautha, a new and
exceedingly beautiful terrestrial species, with large flowers of rich

crimson, which continue to expand successively for several

.weeks. In the pita we observed the finest plants of Achimenes
longiflora and A. rrisea which we have yet seen ; with strong-

lowing ones of the new Achimenes peduncuJata, not yet show-
ing signs of flowering. In front of the stoves are large patches

of Brachycomeiberidif<51ia, of diflTerent shades of violet; Lobelia

ramosa, deep blue; and Mesembryanthemura tricolor, studded

with an innumerable quantity of lovely star-like flowers of white

«Btf purple J
all beautiful annuals, which everybody ought to

possess. In the pits of the hardy department the handsome Ri-

fidella immaculata, with reflexed scarlet petals, is flowering

n*eiy; and Bouvardia splendens, with tubes of the brightest

Bcarlet, is a decided improvement upon the old B. triphyUa, which

it much resembles in habit. Here also are in flower Aplophyllixm
patavinum, a small yellow Rutaceous plant ; Cytisus elegans, a
large bright variety ; and Talinum teretif6hum, with pink flowers,

which only expand during bright sunshine. Paulovnia imperialis

has made vigorous growth, but does not show any signs of flow-

ering. Several Yuccas are in full bloom in the Arboretum ; and
the flower-garden is gay Ifflth beds of Gladiolus psittacinus, the

best varieties of Verbena, and different annuals, amongst which

the old Nem6phila insignis still maintains a prominent place. In

the kitchen-garden we observed the Nocera Onion; it is silver-

skinned, buttons remarkably well, and will jundoubtcdly prove

the best pickling kind yet hi cultivation. A new Beet» called

Whyte*s Gigantic, if it does not grow to too great a size, promises

to beat even the Castelnaudary for straightness and depth of co-

lour. The Prince Albert Marrowfat Pea is now in full bearmg,

but does not seem to differ in the least from the Milford Marrow.

In the curvilinear Vinery the following new Vines are bearing

fruit, namely—the Admiral, which partakes of the general cha-

racter of the Black Hamburgh; the Zibibbo of Sicily, which, in

its present stage of growth, scarcely differs from the old Muscat;

and Burckhart's No. 10, of remarkably strong growth, with large

woolly leaves and footstalks.—R. .4., July 25.

Messrs. Dickson's Model Room, Chester.—At this place there are

now on view models of various interesting constructions, con-

nected with Agriculture and Horticulture. Those more particu-

larly worthy of notice are:—a section of the Peachhouse at

Nannaa, with moveable lights, by means of which the trees can

be kept either above or below the glass, according as their period

of growth may require : a circular flower-stand, which, by re-

volving upon its centre, presents the various objects in rotation

to the spectator; an exceedmglyneat rustic bridge, In the shape

of the letter X, which is kept in its proper form by means of cross

timbers at the top and bottom. A hunting stile, the rails of which,

by means of an ingenious contrivance, can be reduced to one

third of their original height; and a swing gate, constructed at

Abergavenny, in South Wales. Besides these, there are models

of drains, drahiing implements, spades, shovels, &c. Those who
have not an opporUmity of visiting this collection, can obtain a

lithographed representation of them by communicating with

Messrs. Dickson.

The Orchidacea of Mexico and Guatemala, By James

Bateman, Esq., F.R.S-, cScc, Part 6.

The last number of this beautiful work contains several

highly finished representations. The first is Sobr^Iia

decora, which is decribed as being " a pretty and interesting

plant, but by no means an adequate representative of the

genus to which it belongs. Ail the species appear quite

at home, potted either in peat or sandy loam, or even

suspended in the stove, with no other aids or appliances

than what may be obtained through the medium of the

dense masses of fleshy roots with which, on their importa-

tion, they are often found to be well provided ; yet under

no circumstance do they appear to succeed so perfectly as

when grown in a house of moderate temperature and

potted in sandy loam." The description concludes with a

handsome'vignette of a woman of Guatemala, attired in one

of the most becoming dresses of her country. The
second drawing is that of Stanhopea Martiana, which has

flowered recently, in high perfection, in the collection of

Mr- U. Harrison. ** This is a species of great interest and

beauty ; and no drawing, however accurate, can convey

an adequate idea of the peculiar lustre and transparency of

its colours. The singular manner in which the extremities

of the huge uncouth horns are twisted into slender cirrhi,

will at once distinguish this from all other species of the

genus." The tliird tableau represents the highly beautiful

Barkeria Lindleyana, which is said to be '* not less attrac-

tive than the rare B. elegans. In addition to the beauty

and delicacy of its colouring, B. Lindleyana has the

advantage of a more tractable disposition than the former

species, and may be cultivated with the most perfect

facility ; its flowers too are freely produced, and continue

in perfection for the unusual period of two months. Com-
ing from the mild shores of the Pacific, it does not require

a great degree of heat, but appears quite at home in a

temperature of little more than 60°. It will not succeed

in broken peat, but prefers a mixture of small sticks and

twigs, into which, after the true fashion of an air plant, it

delights to thrust its little store of fleshy roots." This

description is adorned with a vignette affording an example

of the conchology of the Pacific. The fourth drawing ex-

hibits the truly elegant Oncidium incurvum, which is

stated to be similar in the general aspect of its flowers to

On. omithorhynchum, but is apparently much rarer than

that species, even in its native haunts. The last repre-

sentation is that of the magnificent Schomburgkia tibicinis,

which is decribed as •* the most manageable species of the

untractable genus to which it belongs. Suspension on a

block of wood, in a hot and damp situation, appears to be

the condition most congenial to its growth, but a season of

rest is necessary to induce it to flower." In such request

are the hollow stems of this vegetable held, as trumpets,

by the wild urchins of the Honduras, that they are fre-

quently, in their endeavours to procure them, precipitated

from the summits of the trees upon which this species

is found. Such a catastrophe is well delineated in the

beautiful vignette which accompanies the foregoing de-

scription.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.

The observations of a correspondent in the last Number of the
CAroni>?ff make some further allusion to the sulphur question
nece&ftary. We are not prepared to deny that sulphur has the
property of destroying the Red Spider upon growing' plants,

without injury to the latter. Its efficacy in this respect is main-
tained by many gardeners besides Mr. Stewart ; others, again,
as strenuously deny it ; and this conflicting testimony seemed to
ua a sufficient reason for the doubt expressed at p. 480. It is

possible that when failure has occurred, it has arisen from some
error in the application of the remedy j but whatever may be the
cause, it U certain that with many persons sulphur has not had
the desired cfTect. One Instance may be here mentioned :—last
autumn we had the flue which heats a small plant stove well
coated over with a whitc-wash composed of quickUme and sul-
phur, which- had sufficient power, when the flue was warmed, to
injure considerably the leaveis of some of the plants j but the Red
Spider, which the proce«» was intended to kUl, did not seem at
all incommoded by it. As a further trial, an infested plant of
Thunbergia was placed at an angle of the flue, near where the
heat entered, and almost in contact with the bricks—in which
situation it must hare received the full Influence of the sulphu-

I
reoua fumes ; the plant remained there all night, and yet the in-

sects were as brisk as ever when it was removed next morning.
Such a case as this would naturally give rise to doubts of the effi-

cacy of sulphur as a cure for Red Spider. If Mr. Stewart, and
others who have been successful, would describe the exact man-
ner in which this remedial process should be conducted, specify,

ingthe quantity of sulphur which might be used with safety in a
house of a given size, with the degree of heat and the length of
time required to kiU the insects, some fixed rule of appUcation
might be deduced from it, which would render failure of less fre-

quent occurrence.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department

.

PixERT.—Preparations should now be made for a general
shifting of the whole stock, which is best to be done early
in the month. Where a selection can be made, choose
rough bark for renewing tlie beds; such will heat longer
and less violently than that which is ground small. Sort out and
wash a sufficiency of pots of all the sizes likely to be wanted,
taking in preference those with a smooth and even iimer surface.

House the soil while it is dry ; if too dry, chop it up roughly, and
sprinkle it slightly with pond or dung water. Also prepare plenty
of broken crocks for.drainage, that nothing might be deficient, to

hinder the progress of the work when begun. Any plants that
are showing fruit should be top-dressed, or repotted, and taken
at once to their winter quarters in the fruiting-house.

Vinery.—When the leaves of early-forced Vines are quite

withered, they, with any laterals which may have grown, should
be taken off, and vegetation in the Vines checked as far as it can
be done, by turning them out of the house, if a Pine-stove, or by
giving all the air possible, if in a Vinery. In the latter case, the
lights might be taken off, and usefully employed for some tempo,
rary purpose, such as the forwarding of wall-Grapes. Give
abundance of air to all the Vineries, and maintain a humid atmo-
sphere in those where the fruit is still unripe.

Peach-house.—The principal points to be attended to now are,

keeping the foliage free from insects, advancing shoots neatly

tied in, the borders properly watered, and a sufficiency of air at

the houses. Where fruit is nearly ripe, cease watering, and ex-

pose every fruit to the sun's rays by removing any leaves that

happen to cover it; if this is not done, the shaded fruit will be
deficient in colour.
Cucumbers and Melons.—In such weather as now prevails,

the plants generally ought to be dewed overhead twice or thrice

a week, observing always to use a finely perforated rose for this

purpose, as a heavy stream breaks down the leaves, which often

do not return to their proper position. For the same reason,

when the plants require water at the roots, it is best not to use a

rose, but to insinuate the spout of the watering-pot between the

leaves. Sow seeds, or put in cuttings, of some free-bearing Cu-
cumber, for fruiting in the Pine-stoves, or in fire-heated pits.

Mush nooM-HOusE.—Take advantage of the dry weather to

make spawn. For directions, see the Gardeners^ Chronicle of last

year, p. 520.
Out-door Department.

Herbs for drvixg or for Distilling should be cut before

their flowers expand, and the former laid thinly in a shady place.

See that all recently-planted crops are duly watered; the succes-

sion crops of Beans, Peas, and Kidney Beans, must, also be at-

tended to in this matter, or their produce will be exceedingly

scanty. The present droughty season affords incontestable proof

that mildew on Peas is greatly furthered, if not actually caused,

j by an insufficient supply of moisture.

Broccoh.—If the planting of the latest crop has been put off

for want of rain, it ought to be no longer delayed on that account

;

puddle the roots of the plants, and give them daily waterings.

Cabbages.—Attheendofthc week make another sowing of the

sorts most approved. If Red Cabbage is sown now, it wUl attain

a larger size than that sown in spring.

Capsicums.—Let these be regularly watered, and otherwise
properly attended to.

Carrots.—Sow the Horn in a dry situation, to stand through
the winter. Look over the main crop, and pull up all that run to

flower.
Endive.—Transplant whenever a favourable opportunity oc-

curs. Some prefer planting in drills, when the plants can be

partially blanched by drawing the soil close round them as they

grow.
Garlic and Shallots.-When sufficiently dry, spread these

thinly on a dry floor ^ they can be bunched and hung up on a

wet day.
Lettuce.—Sow on a south border for a late supply.

Onions.—The autumn sown ones will now generally be ripe

enough for drawing. Vacant pits or frames furnish a convenient

place for drying them.
Savoys.—Sow a small bed. These will produce larger heads

than those which will be sown next spring.

Turnips.—Those for late autumn use should be allowed plenty

of room, when they will be less liable to rot in wet weather.

Orchard.—Early kinds of Pears should be gathered before they

are quite ripe, by which their juiciness will be increased. Keep

wall-Vines clear of laterals. Any hothouse or frame lights that

are not in use might be fixed in front of the Vines, to forward

the maturity of the Grapes. jAmidst all the attention which has

been bestowed upon the improvement of our hardy fruits, one of

the most useful—the Raspberry, has received little or none. We
would therefore suggest to those who are engaged in such pur-

suits, the possibility of obtaining from seed a sort which should

unite the size and flavour of our best varieties with that late-bear-

ing property, whichis now restricted (unless the '* Victoria" is^au

exception) to the old " Double-bearing Raspberry." It is now t»D

late for cross fecundation, but some of the finest fruit might stiU

be selected for seed.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Departments

Stove.—Sow, without further delay, any seeds received from

warm countries, or saved at home, that the young plants raised

from them may get strong before the winter comes on- Look

carefully over Orchidaceous plants, and remove decaying or

rotten pseudo-bulbs, which arc apt in this state to injure those

next to them
;
pull out Ferns or other weeds which are choking

them, and loosen the soil on the surface of the pots. Any of these

plants which are in small pots, and which arc growing vigorously,

may be shifted into larger ones. .

GEEENnocsE AND CONSERVATORY.—As few Grcenhouse plants

flower at this season of the year, the gaiety of the houses must

be chiefly maintained by showy annuals, which should be removeti

and renewed as occasion might require. The hybrid Fuchsias

are useful additions to the Ust of Greenhouse plants. By grovrmg

these freely, and not permitting them to flower earlier in the

year, they might be produced in great beauty at this season.

Examine CameUias, and if any require repotting, let it be done

immediately, that the plants may have time to fill the new pots

with roots before winter. The same rule should also be acted

upon with other Greenhouse plants.

Pits A>d Frames.—Seeds of Salpiglossis, Schizanthus, Ne-

mophila, Colllnsia, and many other handsome annuals, may he

sown now la pots, for flowering in the greenhouse early next

spring. Sow likewise Calceolaria, Cineraria, and Pelargonium
seed, and prick out any seedling plants that are large enough.
Stop the growing shoots of young Leschenaultias, Ericas, Sec, to

make them form compact and bushy heads.

Out-door Department. ,

Dahlias will now require considerable attention in pruning and
tying, especially if it is desired to grow them fine for exhibition j

in which case the flower-buds should be reduced to a moderate
number. Place pieces of Bean, or other hollow stalks, among
the leaves, for earwig-traps. Continue to gather seeds of the

finest annuals as they ripen ; and if, at the time of puUinff up the

stems, some of the seeds are scattered here aud thexe upon th«
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mixed flower-borders, their produce will probably live over the
winter, aud bloom early.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuESERT.—Attend to the necessary weeding and watering" of

seedling: and other youn^ trees. If the bark rises freely, the less
hardy sorts of Roses should now be budded. Buds put in now
vrill remain dormant all winter, and in that state they are less
susceptible of injury by frost.

Forest and Coppice Woods.—When time permits, resume
the preparation of ground for planting, which should be com-
pleted before rainy weather sets in.—J.i;. Whiting, The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending July 28
1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chi&wick."

July
Friday 22

Saiiirday 23
Sunday 24

Monday 25
Tuesday Sfi

WedneBday27
Thursday 28

Averag'e

Baronrtbr.
I

Max. Min.
30.128 29.695

80.197 30.163
30.118 29.927

£9.903 29-81^
30.066 29.9«7

30.156 30.106
30.055 29.893

so.oas 29.975 t

Trbbmombtbr.
Wind. (Rain.

24.

25,

26.

2;.

July 22. Fine; cloudy^ clear and f5nc at night.
23. Very fine; dry haze at sunset; clear.

Cloudless in the morning ; hot and dry; very sultry; clear.
Fine; light clouds; clear at night.
Clear and fine; hot and dry; clear; slight rain.
Slight rain; lightly overcast and fine; lightning and rain

at night.
28. Thunder and lightning, with heavy rain early in the morn-

ing, most violent between 5 and 6 a.m. ; sultry; cloudy and fine.
The mean temperature of the week was nearly 2^ below the

average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years for
the ensuing Week ending August 6, 1S42.

'

and wm n^;i;r^
Calvcanthl-s Ki/minvs U perfectlv hardy.

hnu'^v^r^K ^ i^ ?"^ ^""'^ *^^^ ^^' "^ot very sUff ind damp • i>cat

lav^ers o; from V^^^^K^'f
^^^^'- ^* "^^^ ^^ '^^^'^r Propa|»te'?ty

cured.
^^*''^^*^^^^ American seeds, when they ckn be pro-

K3^^~^'•^^^S'^^^®"'* PaACTicAL Garhenkr" contains the

thi gai^d^^^^*"'^'
^""^ '^'^ ^*^^^^^* operations in each depaitill^nt of

^A'
^•~'^*^® AVERAGE PRODCCK of cach of the following crops,and QUANTITY OP SKKD required per acre, are said to be-.

Wheat, 24 bushels . produce 40 bushels.
Barley, 2^ do 40
Oats, 5 do 50
Rye, 2i do 35
Beans, 3^ do ^q
Peas, 24 do. • , . , .30
Sainfoin and Clover, 34 do.
Turnips, 2 do. .. , , . 35 tons.Hemp and Flax, 2^ do. .

l^and^^'whir^^
of seed will of course vary with the quality of the

"S^.. ? l^^
^""^ '^ ^""''^^ "'°^«^ ^^*^^ ^^^^^^ be allowed.

STEpnEjjs's Book op thk Farm " has been repeatedly adver-tised m our columns, to which we must refer you for its price.
A Suhsm7,er.~niQ Asu-LBAYKD Kidn-ev is thebcc^t earIv Po-tato, and may be planted at the foot of a south wall, or in anvother warm situation, about the last week in February, provided

the weather will permit; the tops must, however, be protected

fff

ft

AcAcia Kermcsina is a stove plant, and requires the same treat-
mt'iit as the other stove kinds ; the flower re crimson.
W. Vf'.—The green CATEnni.rAR, with white-and-lilac n-arlc-

injs on each side of the body, and which you found feeding on
an Ash-tre€, is the lar\'a of the Sphinx Ugustri, or Privet Hawk-
Moth, and is not uncommon in many parts of England.

/»fti7fmiWa.—The plants are.— I, Penthorum sc^,ide»j 2, CoU
Itoia grandiflora

, 3, Aster cordif(5Iius ; 4, Cuscuta e],ithymum.
C, Af.—The Carices are,— l, Carex rip&rfa; 2, C. divnisa; 3, C,

vesicana; 4, C. paludosa; 3, C. recurva: 6, C. ampuU^cea; 8, C.
vulpma. No.7UScirpustriqutter.
n. X.—Voor plants are,-i, Cclastrus pyracantlius ; 2, Olca

Jiuropaca -4, Solanum pseudo-capsicum ; 5, Sr lanum tomentosum.
Jtm. Lodge.—The blooms of your Pel- --onium were too muchsnaktu jn their passage to town, toallow of our giving an opinionupon the form of the flower; it api>ears to be ratheTsmall ; andthough the colour !5 - - d, the dull blue in the cenue of the flower

IS of great disadvantage to it.

^^^'J^'T^^^^^ ^^^'^'^^^^^tv^U fromihe t^mKUnr- ^ the blooms,can be of no use as a .>how flower. It will »>e valuable to those

pact, which increases its advantaprs for the purpose
G. G.—Your plant* are,— 2, Ltjbelia Erinu* ; 3, i

anthemum; 4, Cami&sia

July.

San. 31

AugtuC
Mun. 1

Tues. 2
Wed. 3
Thiirs. 4
Fri. b
Sat. 6

Aver. Aver.
IVtean

TempHighest
Temp.

T*owest
Temp.

74.0 60.0 63.0

75.3 62.3 63.8
759 64.7 65J
75.3 63.5 64.4
74.8 53.3 64.1
73.6 iB2.D 63.3
72.2 63.C 62.9

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

7
8
8
6
8

Greatest
quantity
oi Kain.

0.66 in.

0.43
0.65

0.60
0.84

0.23

0.58

FrevailinR Winds.

1

1

]

2
I

5_
3

H

J

3
I

1

3

J

3
1

I

I

I

X

i

s
i

1

2

6
2

8
1

3

3
8
5
5
5
4

i

4
2
3
2
2

3

S

I

1

1

3
I

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 31st, in 1826—thermometer 89°; and the lowest on the 6th. in
1S33—thermometer 36^ *

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week endinfr July 29, 1842.

TiiE supplies of Fruit and Vegretables during the past week
have been good; but owing to the unfavourable state of the
weather, trade has not been very brislc. J'rttiY.—Many of thePmes offered are remarkably fine, at the same prices as quoted in
our last report. Peaches and Nectarines are well supplied, and
their quality is excellent. Apricots are becoming more plentiful
but have not varied in price. Of Plums there is a fair quantity •

Green-gages are selling for 3s. per punnet, but they are hardly
npe; other Dessert Plums are fetching U. and 2s. per punnet.

5*"^l^^
^® "^^ ^° plentiful, consisting principally of Bigarreaus

and Morellos: the Wall-fruit fetches from \s. to 3*. per lb. : thebtand^d Fruit from 4*. to 125. per doz. lbs. Currants have some-
wnat advanced in price; but Gooseberries continue steady at lastweek s prices. Strawberries will soon be out of season ; the few
ofiered are from u. Gd. to 25. per gallon. Apples are abundant,
consisting principally of Red June-eatings, from 4*. to 5s, per
bushel

J and of Keswick Codlings, from 25. 6d. to 3*. per bushel.
\\e Observed some very fine Jargonelle Pears, which were selling

7 *;?^5 ^^ ®^^^^' ^^^^^ Cucumbers are plentifully supplied,from 6rf. to 25. per doz. Feg-e/a^/^s.-Caulillowers have consider-ably risen in price, the best heads selling from 55. to Ts. per doz.^o difference has taken pl^ce in the price of Cabbages, Peas, and^eans
;
which continue to be well supplied. Potatoes are some-

TPnat cheaper than in our last account. Turnips and Carrots are

?hl J^'ll / ^''''^' ^^^ ^^^^^'^ ^^0"^ 25. to 45. per doz. bunches,
ine latter irom 35. to Ss^per doz. bunches. Good Radishes mayDC obtained from I5. to I5. 6d. per do?, bunches. Mushrooms are

OH «° ^i^^^'ce as they were last week, but are still fetching I5. Qd.ana 2s. M per pottle- i^/oit'ej-s.—Amongst the cut flowers we ob-
served Agapanthus umbellatus. Crassula coccinea, Nerium
spiendens, Combretum purpureum, and handsome collections of
I'lcotees and Carnations,

., ,
- germhiation. as soon astae young plants make their appearance, remove them to a cooler

place, to prevent them from becoming drawn up. A li^t of goodAutumnal Roses is given at p. 457, all of which are perfocUy

J. M. P.—When nKRBACEors Calceolarias have done flow-
enng, remove all the old flower-stalks and dead leaves from the
stems, and top-dress them with a mixture of light loam and
silver sand, so as to cover the principal shoots. Remove them
to a shady place, where by the end of September they will have
formed roots, and may be potted off separately into pots. By re-
potting them as they require it, good flowering plants will he
formed by next spring.
Cadwallader.—rhG following are good successional Straw-BERRiKs:— Roseberry, Keen's Seedling. Old Pine, Myatt's Pine

where it can be grown in perfection, Elton, American Scarlet
and Coul late Scarlet If your runners are sufticientiy rooted
now, you cannot plant them at a better time, as they will get firm
roothold before the approach of winter.
P. G., Brisiol.^The article on the Tum!p.fly in the "Mark

Lane Express," was purloined from the columns of the Gardm.
ers Chronicle. "VVe leaUy cannot explain the notions of honesty
of some people. There are those who say ** KUling is no mur-
der," others are of opinion that stealing is no robbery.
L. J*".—There is a great number of Fuchsias already in culti-

vation, which your seedling closely resembles,
£.£. K—Balsams require to be grown in a moist warm at-

mosphere, and to be repotted into rich soil as frequentlv as the
pots become filled with roots, otherwise it is impossible to grow
them m perfection. If the roots once get matted together the
progress of the plants is at once checked. It is \ciy probable
that this is the case with yours.
A Jersey Subscril^cr.—ThG minor edition of the " Ekolish Bo-tany " is the cheapest complete work which contains coloured

mc) ntd.
. , tfMrscmbry-

ti-^v- , > ;. uknta; 5, PUysianthua albicans; fl,Echmops hrirrnlus
; 7. Er> ngium alpinum. Vnnr P«i.aroom'um

IS a clean and pretty flower, but It in not equal to several varieties
already m culuvation which resemble it in colour, Tlie lowtr
petals arc too narrow, ami the flower wants substance Whatar«we to do with the thi ce.halfi)enco sent ?

G. i/,—TheSTnATTBKRHiKs yciu M-nt are the kind called the
l^rccuy or Green Pineapple Strawberry. It is ea " cultivated ithe prmcipal requisite being to prevent the runners from hccom-mg overcrowded, and thus orra&joning mouldincss on the nuitwhich is very apt to occur if due precautions arc not adopted!
It bears profnsely, and Its green juicy fie^h has somewhat of arine-apple flavour.

^."^^j^i^^S^^^^^criber.—YoxiT Strawberry leaves are. No. I.the British Queen
, 2, are uncertain j 3, the Elton.

Mnrp,—M ' '

for they are
on your Rose-leaves are produced by an inject," an'd'arV of tilesame nature as gaUa. Cut one open, and you will find the grub
coiled up in a chamber, much more skilfully fashioned than any
built by the greatest of human aichitects. The word Obchida-
CEO^js, now in such common use, is derived from Orchis a
pretty wild flower, and signifies, lilce an Orchis. You may budRoses upon standards bearing other Roses ; so that you mayhave a dozen or mare sorts on the same bush, if vou desire it.lour Hydrangeas will, in all probability, flower' by aud bywhen they grow very fast, they always bloom late. Your insect
is called the Common Vapnnrer, or Red-spot Tussock Moth, from
the tufts of hairs with which its beautiful caterpillar is orna-
mentetl. We are very glad indeed to find that your garden proa-
pcrs under our advice. See what a good thing it is to read the
hurd/'nera* CkronivJe.
W. Ab.^Your plant is Andrtlmcda axillaris.
iJido's plants arc C>T3anchum Vincctrtxicum and Stenochilus
aculatus, Earlt Pkars will be much improved by being ga-

1 ^uvuM
i z, are uuceruiia ; 3, tne liiton.

It is not of such questions as yours that we complain,
-e clear, and have an intelligible object. The tcmouhs

mac

PKICES, SaturdaTj'Joly 30, 1842.—FRUITS :.

Apples, dessert, per bush ., 3# to 7#
l^eara, dessert, per hf. sieve. 2j to Biriae Apple, per lb.-4i to 7*
lirapes, per pound, U to 4*— Muscats, per pound, 6s
Melons, English, each, 3» toff*— . Dutch, U to 2s6d
i^eaches, per doz. Ct to 20*
^ectarines.per doz , 6s to 20*
Apricots, per doz., ]« 6d to 4s
riums, dea?ert, perpunnK, Is 6Jto 5s— Baking, per hf.-sv., 2s 6d to 5s
Greengages, per punnet, 2* Gd to 3*
nirawberriea, perg^all., U 6d to 2*
Raspberries, per gall. lOd to ij 2d
Cherries, wall, per lb. 1* 6d to 3#— standard, per doz. Ibs.j4*toI2«

Cabbape, per doz. Off to Si
Cauliflowers, per doz., 2* to 7$
Peas, per sieve, 2a 6rf lo 5»
— per half sieve, l»6d to 2* Gd— per sack, 6* to 10#

Beans, Kidney, per hf. av.^ijCd to2t Cd— Broad, per sieve, 2s to 3«
Potatoes, per ton, 75# to I00«— per cwt. 4j to 5s— per bushel , 2s to 3s Gd

Kidne

Gooseberries, perhf. pve., S* 6d to 5#
Currants, White, per hf. sv. 3« to 6*— Black, per hf.sv.,3i6(f to7f— Red, for wine, 3* Gd to 4' Cd— for dessert, 4* to 6*
Cucumbers, per doz., 6d to 6$
Orang^es, per doz., ]« to 2«— per 100,6* to 16*— JBitter, per 100, as to 16*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to s«— per 100, 7« to 16*
Almonds, perpeck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound. 3* to 3* €d
Walnuts, per bush., new pik., 4* to &*
Kuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil. £0*
— Barcelona, 80* to 24*

VEGETABLKS.
Spinach, per sieve, 2* to 3*
Onions, Green, per do». bun.3*to4*— Cookinjf, per doz. bch., 4* to 5*
Chives, per bun., 3d
Leeks, j ounp, per dor- bun., 4* 1

Oarhc, per bunch. Ad to Sd
Shallnts, per bch., SJto Ad
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. score, €d to Ss— Cos, 6rf to 1* Gd
Celery, per bund., (12 to 15), l*eiito2*

2<i to 3il

^ . totsGd
Tarragon, perdaz, bnn.,Sj to 3*
Mint, fjer doz. bunches, 3*
VegetabIe.IVIa.rrow, perdoz., erf to I*
Tomatoe?, per punnet, We^toS*

A ... 1
-«y, per bu»h..3*eJto6*!Sman Salads, perpunnet,

Artichokes, perdoz.,3« to 5* Parslev, per half sieve. Ulurnlps, per doz bun., 2*to4* — -

Carrots, per doz, bunch, 3s to 3i
Red Beet, per dozen. 1* to IsGd ^
Horse Radish, per bundle, :I*eJ to7*
itadish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

istoliC'd
— Turnip, p. doz. bch., ]* to 1* 6<f

Capsicums, green, per lOOO, 7t to 10*
pe, per doz., &d to 1* Bd

shronms, per pottle. Is 9d to Ss 6J

Notices to Correspondents

,

inVT^^^^*^^^'^ COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in tne form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3rf.^chcopy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen

^t f?
*o distribute copies amoTiff their cottagre tenantry mav

r!ffi

them delivered iii any part of London by remitting: a Post-

qul^ed"
*o this Office, at the rate of os. for every 25 copies re-

Ppn'r.?*
S.--What you want is one of the many privileges of the

cieVvT °%,1^? Horticultural Society. Any Follow of that So-

EToJnf 7^
oi^tain It for nothing. No one else can obtain it at all,

J ir S^^ ^e nurser>'men, whp must be paid for it.

trtn^nff
«•—The specimens sent are Ceauothus azureus and Be-tunica incana,

cenP^^'i^Zi!^-
^^^^^ *? Sisyrinchium striatam. The orange excres-

know of «. '^ Prevaient on many Roses Is the Uredo Rosie. We
Wh^^ u 1 ^^Tu^I^'^ ^^^ prevenUon of Blioht ov Cabbages,

^n^f k'^^?^'*'"'"-
The leaves of your Rosks have evidently

Mtt^^l '1^'lV \y P*^'°ff ^*°*« '^^'^«** *»>e stems, you
»«« P^?^»^ly be able to capture some of the depredators, andaeaw imgbt then be devised for their destruction.

*'"*^°'^' ^*^

plates of all the indigenous plants of Britain.
Subscriber's Rose appears to he Aira(5e Vibert, one of the best

of the Noisettes. The dwarf Roses will thrive well in a mix-
ture of turfy loam and vegetable mould, to which a small portion
of well-decayed mauuie may be added.
John's Alpine plant is Silene acaulis.
M. P.—Profkssor TIkxslow's Lectvre ox TiiK Rotation of

Crops for ii years, delivered before the Agricultural Society,
has never been published. " Stephen's Book of the Farm '*

is
published monthly, and is one of the best publications of the
kind.

T. S. i'.—The specimen sent is the Rhamnus frangula, or the
Black Alder. We would recommend you to try the following
RosKS for covering a sloping rock^ provided there is sufficient soil
for their support:—Bennet's Seedling, Ayrshire Queen, and the
Myrrh scented. In pruniuff China, Ayrshire, and Boursault
Roses, cut out all the old wood as far as practicable, and all the
unripened parts of the shoots of the preceding season. Ckavo-
THUS Aaiekicanus is not the same as C. azureus; the latter be-
ing tender aiid blue-flowered, the former hardy and white.

M, C. il/.—We are of opinion that wood is preferable to free-
stone for making shelves for Mushroom-beds, on account of its
non-conducting properties. The beds should be 3 ft. wide, and
at least 18 in. allowed between the surface of each bed and the
bottom of the one above it. As ventilation is seldom, if ever,
required, one window will be sufficient to light the house, when
necessary.

G. 31. £.—The Passiflora is P. lunata ; the Tropae'olum is T.
brachycerasj and the papilionaceous shrub from ChiU is some
species of Adcsmia.
P. G. Z..—The Lathyrus is the true L. grandiflorus, which we

never recollect to have seen producing seed before. The Epil<i-
bium from New Holland is Ep. Billardierianum. We know of no
named purple Da HMA which co«^/rt«% blooms with one white
petal in each flower, although such an occurrence is by no means
uncommon. Your seedling will in time cease to do so.
^^•^•—We advise you to employ for your f^reenhouse a second-

sized RoGKRS's Boiler, and 4.inch pipes. We doubt the advan-
tage of uging open troughs in your particular case. It will be
only necessary to carry the pipes along the front and two ends.
We should make them rise about a foot to the- end most remote
from the boiler.

y^ T.—The soil best adapted for growing the Pansy is loam en-
riched with leaf-mould and cow manure. Your soil probably was
too light for the situation chosen, for the bed appears to have
been a good one. It is necessary in order to keep up the size
and character of the blooms, to keep the plants young and vigor-
ous, for which purpose succession-beds will be required, the first

to bloom early in the spring, another in summer, and a third
early in autumn. The situation chosen for the beds should be
adapted to the season, where they are protected from the heat of
the sun, and sheltered from cutting winds,
D. li.f Bath.—No. 3 is the best of your seedling Calceolarias

;

it is a distinct and beautiful variety. The remainder do not differ
suiliciently, nor are they so fine, as many sorts we already possess
in the same style.

^- C—Your Apple, very early and handsome enough, but not
of first-rate flavour, is not known.
Erica-arbutus.—There is no remedy, that we are aware of, to

check the progress of Mildbw on Peas. Spiraea ariaef6lia may
be readily propagated by layers.
R. JV.—Your Cherry is the Ox-Heart.
Bentley^s Cherry is the Black Eagle.
H. J.—It is extremely probable that the cause of your Peaches

and Nectarines falling off", when partly swelled, is from too lit-

tle air having been given to the house in which they are grown,
during the period of their stoning. If, as you say, they have
been plentifully supplied with water, we can assign no other
reason, unless they are planted too deeply.
^.—Your plant is a Vitex ; but from the specimen sent it is im-

possible to determine what species. The Pear is Knight's spuri-
ous Monarch.

5. i/.—The Ferns arc,— 1, Pteris hastataj 4, Pteris serrulata;
D and 7, Davdllia canariensis ; 8, Pteris chinensis ; g, Polypodium '

afireum j 3 is a Pol>'p6dium ; and S an Aspidium ; but we have not
time to determine their species.

67j/A-j/j.—We know of no such plant as Glycine H«rrf*^niW'

thcrcd a few days before they are perfectly ripe.
O. P. Js right. The plant is Scheuchzeria palustris.
B. if.—The flower sent is a heav>*-edgcd Picotee, and not a

Camation.
GVouttsitTs/aVe.—Neither paint nor coal-tar should be used for

the interior of the boxes in which you intend to shift your Ai.obs :

the surface of the wood should either be lelt untouched, or it
should be coated over with pitch.
W. J, Epps.^Yonr Picotee is a fine border variety, the general

form aud bize bting good, with a well-formed pod. The petal*
arc too serrated at the edge; and the colour, which should be
confined to the margin of the petal, is too much distributed over
its surface for a show flower. The FLrcnsiA you mention rcscm-
bles Youclli in the general appearance of the flower; how far the
plant may differ from that variety in habit we cannot say without
seeing it.

As usual, many letters Iiave arrived too bite for answers this week.

covering them
I used no straw or matting, but allowed the soU to fall among-st
them, Sec,"

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The French Chambers were opened on Tuesday by the

King in person ; and a more affecting scene can hardly
be imagined than his Majesty's appeal to the nation,

under the distressing circumstances of Lis position. The
speech alluded, in dignified but affectionate language, to

the calamity which had brought them togethefj and to

the necessity of providing against the consequences of
his own death, by securing the country at once from
any interruption of the constitutional Monarchy. It

reminded the Chambers of his old aee. and feel-

Pro-

age, an
ingly adverted to the merciful dispensation of

vidence in still preserving to him children worthy of
his tenderness. The speech concluded by stating that
the Regency Bill will be the only business submitted to

the Chambers at their present sitting, and that they will

be summoned at a later period of the year to resume their

ordinary labours. The delivery of the speech, and its re-

ception by the Chambers, are said to have been one of the

most touching scenes ever witnessed iu a Parliamentary
assembly : the King was completely overcome by his

emotion, and the Chamber was affected to tears. There
is no longer any doubt of the tactics of the Opposition :

it appears that they will bring forward no amendment on
the address, and will offer no resistance on the Regency;
but they intend to contest the election of a President,

and at a later period will make an attempt to over-

throw the Ministry.

ment is to compel

Ministerial papers announce the readiness of the Cabinet

to accept the challenge, and express great confidence la

the result. The appointment of presidents to the <^
ferent committees commenced on Wednesday, andg^^e a

decided advantage to the Government The faner&l of

the Puke of Orleans will take place on the 3d of August,

for which preparations, on an extensive gcak,have already

commenced.—From Spain ire learn thst the Infante Don

Francisco de Paula and hia family hare been ordered jto

leave Madrid, on account oi»amUigw on the fart cf big

The main object of this more*

M. Guizot to retire; but the
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Highness to effect a marriage between the Queen and his

eldest son. the Duke of Cadiz. Gen. Zurbano is at Barce-

lona, and IS pursaing extreme measures for the suppression

of the Curliita and their alJies.—In Portugal, the Chambers

arc occupied with the usual preliminary proceedings ; the

the Duke of Palmella has not yet signified his acceptance

of office, and the Ministerial arrangements are conse-

quently still imperfect.—Our Levant news mentions a

protest submitted to the Porte by Sir Stratford Canning,

on the recent cruelties of the Pacha of Tripoli ; and

announces a decisive victory gained by the Turkish army

over the Persians, in which the latter sustained a loss

of four thousand men. No fresh disturbances have taken

place in the Lebanon, but the affairs of Syria continue in

the same unsettled state.

At home, the Mines and Collieries Bill has gone

through committee in the Lords, the House having nega-

tived several amendments, having for their object the de-

feat of the bill or the omission of its most important

clauses. The Poor Law Amendment Bill has also passed

without alteration. Lord Stanhope's motion, that it be

read a second time that day six months, having been re-

jected without a division. In the Commons, a long de-

bate took place on Monday respecting the apprehension

of a Chartist lecturer in Stafford: on a motion by Mr,

t T. Duncombe for the production of the indictment, the

motion was resisted by Government as an attempt to

throw discredit on trial by jury, and was negatived

on a division by a large majority. The Colonial

Passengers Bill has passed after a long discussion on the

transportation of Hill Cooh'es from India to the Mauri-

tius. Lord John Russell's Bill to prevent Bribery at

Elections was brought in on Wednesday, and passed

through committee after several of its disputed clauses

had been withdrawn. Mr. Roebuct on Thursday brought

forward a series of resolutions on the report of the Com-

promises Committee, the main object of which was the

suspension of the writs for the towns affected by the re-

port, until further legislative enactments have been

adopted. The motion gave rise to a long and animated

debate, which terminated in the defeat of the resolution

by a considerable majority.

without

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied

by the Prince of Wales, the Princess Royal, and the Prince

and Princess of Saxe Coburg Gotha, left Buckingham
Palace on Saturday for Windsor Castle. On Sunday her

^Majesty attended divine service in St. George's. Her Ma-
jesty reviewed the 1 5th Reg. on Thursday, and the 2nd Reg.

of Life Guards yesterday, in the Home Park. On Monday
tbe Duchess of Cambridge gave an entertainment to the

Queen Dowager aud the Royal Family, at Kew, in honour

of her birthday. On Tuesday the Duchess of Kent

left town for Frogmore Lodge. The Prince of Wales and

the Princess Royal are quite well, and have been taken

out as usual, accompanied by the Dowager Lady Lyttleton.

At the close of the ensuing week, the Queen Dowager
goes on a tour of visits in the Midland Counties- Her
Majesty is expected to honour the Marquis aud Mar-
chioness of Exeter with a visit at Burghley House, on
Monday, the 8th of August, to remain there till the Thurs-

day following. The Earl and Countess of Brownlow and

Earl -Howe will also be honoured by visits at Bclton-

bouse, near Grantham, and at Gopsall-hall, Leicestershire.

Their Serene Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of

Anhalt-Cothen, attended by Count de Behr, have gone on
a tour in the manufacturing districts, and have already

' visited Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, &c. Their

Serene Highnesses, during their tour, are expected to visit

the Earl of Shrewsbury at Alton Towers, and the Duke
<tf Devonshire at Chatsworth.

Official Appointments. — The High Stewardship of
"^ estrainater has been conferred by the Dean and Chapter
on the Duke of Buccleuch, vacant by the resignation of
Xx)rd Sidmoatb. Her Majesty hM appointed Mr Partridge
l»r portrait-painter extraordinary, and his Royal High-
Btta Prince Albert has conferred on him a similar honour.

Parliameniary Reports,—'The Compromises Commit-
tee have sent in their report to the House of Commons

;

it runs to a great length, and enters generally into the
particulars of all the evidence, which has since been pub-

ietaiL The leading facts of the report are as
At the last general election at Harwich, the

committee found that a compromise was entered into, by
which the petitions against the return of the sitting mem-
bers were to be withdrawn ; on condition that Major Be-
resford retired by accepting the Chiltern Hundreds within
a month after May 3, that Sir D. Le Marchant was
allowed to stand unopposed by Mr. Attwood and his

agent, and that Mr. Attwood paid by way of deposit^ as

guarantee, 2_,50r)/., which was to be forfeited provided

that the engagements entered into by Mr. Attwood on
behalf of himself and Major Beresford were not fuitiUed,

Mr, Attwood himself stating that he, considered that he

had paid the sum of 2,000/. out and out ; the remaining

500/. being paid for Mr. Attwood. by his agent, Mr.

Carrie. The Committee found that the uumber of electors

was 182; that among 33 persons a sum of above 3,000/.

was expended in direct bribca. At Nottingham they

found that a compromise was entered into between the

agents of Sir J, C. Hobhouse and Sir G, Larpcnt on the

^ae part; ^nd an &g^ wbo ji%ue4 m ^fent «v tbe p«ti-

lished in detail,

follows

:

tioners against the return, and of Mr. Walter, the de-
j

feated candidate, on the other. The arrangement, as set

forth in a written agreement, specified that the petitions

should be abandoned, on condition that one seat be

vacated within four days of the agreement ; that 1,000/.

be paid to cover the expenses incurred in the petition ;
that

Mr. Walter be returned for the vacant seat; that the

sitting members engage a certain number of their sup-

porters not to oppose bis return, and at the same time

deposit 4,000/. as security for the due fulfilment of the

contract. The committee report that the number of

electors was about 6,400 : that the sum expended in the

election on the part of Sir J, C. Hobhouse and Sir G.

Larpent was 12,000/.. of which a very large part was ex-

pended in an illegal manner ; some in direct bribery

some in treating, and other unlawful proceedings—withe

the personal cognisance of the candidates; and that the

expenditure on the part of the opposing candidates appears

to have been about 4,000/. or 5.400/. ; the smallness of

the sum being attributed to the poll not having been

taken. At Lewes, they found that a compromise was

entered into by the agents of the sitting members, on the

one part, and of Mr. Fitzroy and Lord Cantalupe, on the

other, sanctioned and acted on by the principals; by

which the petitions on the ground of bribery were to be

withdrawn, on condition that, in case the agents should be

unable to place Mr. Fitzroy in a majority by a scrutiny,

then one of the sitting members should resign, by accept-

ing the Chiltern Hundreds, and that no opposition was to

be offered to the return of Mr. Fitzroy, either by Mr.

Elphinstone or Mr. Harford. The committee report that

Mr. Fitzroy and Mr. Elphinstone were placed on the poll

above Mr. S. Harford by a pre-arranged scrutiny, and

Mr. Summers Harford was unseated. They found that

the number of electors was about 850 ; that the gross cost

of the election to Mr. Elphinstone and Mr. S. Harford,

on the one side, was 5,000/., of which sum 2,000/. was

expended in treating, and about 1,200/. or 1,500/. in

direct bribery; that the two members stated that

they were not personally cognisant of this bribery,

either before or during the election; and that the

gross cost of the election of Mr. Fitzroy and Lord

Caatalupe was, as nearly as the committee could ascer-

tain, 2,000/. At Reading, a compromise was entered into

by the agent of Mr. C. Russell and Lord Chelsea on the

one side, and the agent of Mr. T- Mills on the other, and

was afterwards signed and acted on by the principals

themselves. This agreement stipulated that the petition

against the return should be withdrawn, on condition that

one of the sitting members vacated his seat in such

time that a new election might take place during the pre-

sent session; and that both of them should use their ut-

most endeavours to secure the election and return of the

petitioner at the next election for the Borough of Reading

(whether caused by such vacating, by death, advancement

to the peerage, or any other circumstance), without oppo-

sition, and to induce the Conservative electors of the bo-

rough of Reading to do the same ; and that in the event

of the petitioner's election not being effected in the way

above proposed, the sitting members should forthwith pay

2,000/- to the petitioner. The committee report that the

constituency of Reading is 1,050 ; that the expenses have

not been clearly ascertained, but that they are too large

to have been spent in a legal manner. At Penryn and

Falmouth they found that a compromise was entered into

by the agent of Captain Plumridge on the one hand, and

the agent of the petitioners and Mr. Gwynn, the oppos-

ing candidate, on the other ; that the petition was to be

withdrawn on condition that Captain Plumridge would

thereupon, and before the 1st of July, accept the Chil-

tern Hundreds, and thereby vacate his seat. That

no opposition should be given by Captain Plumridge

to the return of any person proposed by the party

presenting the petition. They report also that this ar-

rangement, though made by the authorised agent of

Captain Plumridge, was made wholly without his know-

ledge or consent ; that bribery was common to both

sides ; that the gross sum expended on the joint election of

Captain Vivian and Captain Plumridge was, by the agent,

stated to be about 4,000/. ; and that the gross sum expended

by the opposing candidates was, by their agent, stated to

have been 4,000/, At Bridport they found that a com-

promise was entered into for the withdrawal of the peti-

tion against the return ; by which Mr. Warburton ac-

cepted the Chiltern Hundreds, and Mr. Cochrane was

elected without opposition ; that the cost of Mr. Warbur-

ton's election was 2,166/., part of which sum was expended

in treating ; that counter petitions were presented against

the returns of Mr- Mitchell and Mr. Cochrane, and mu-
tual indictments preferred on the ground of bribery ; that

at length an agreement was entered into by which Mr.

Mitchell agreed to withdraw all the actions and indict-

ments, and all other criminal proceedings against Mr.
Cochrane and his friends, together with the petitions

which had been presented against the return of Mr. Coch-
rane ; Mr, Cochrane, on the other hand, agreeing to with-

draw the petition against the return of Mr. Mitchell : that

the circumstance which led Mr. Mitchell to agree to this

arrangement was the fear of being unseated on the charge
of bribery by his agents ; and that Mr. Cochrane was led
to agree to this arrangement from a fear of the conse-
quences of the various investigations to himself and his

friends. They found that the sum expended by Mr.
Mitchell in the election was 3,300/., of which a large por-

tion was spent, some in treating, some in direct bribery.

This bribery, they state, was commenced without the

cognisance of Mr. Mitchell, but was continued after it

had become known to him, not being interdicted by him ;

and they add that this l^ot waf learned from Mr. Mitchell

Umelti mi Irom one oS lui Uimii* Th^ report con-

cludes by adverting to the fact that Mr. Cochrane refused

to answer several material questions, respecting chiefly

the sums expended in his behalf; but they state that all

the evidence plainly shows that bribery in the present

case did take place, and they entertain no doubt that it

was extensive and systematic, and that it was practised

by the partisans of Mr. Cochrane, as well as by those of

Mr. Mitchell.

France.— Oj^enzn^ of the Chambers—An extraor-

dinary express reached town on Wednesday from Paris.

bringing an account of the opening of the Chambers on

the previous day. The King was accompanied by the

Duke de Nemours, the Prince de Joinville, the Duke
d'Aumale, and the Duke de Montpensier, The proces-

sion was headed by a party of cuirassiers, with their band,

followed by a strong detachment of the National Guard on

horseback. The Royal carriage was surrounded by a bril-

liant staff, a marshal of France riding at each door. All

the domestics were in deep mourning. The attendance of

troops of the line, national and municipal guards, was un-

usually large, and in some parts a double rank of troops

of the line was drawn up in rear of the National Guards.

The usual salutes were given by the drums and bands

when bis Majesty passed ; but the people preserved a re-

spectful silence. The precautionary measures were un-

usually strict, and it was impossible to obtain the slightest

view of the King, in consequence of the number of

oflScers who rode near the doors of the vehicle ; but cor-

dial expressions of sympathy and regret were heard on all

sides as the carriage passed along. The Chamber was ex-

tremely crowded, a larger number of Peers and Deputies

being present than on any former occasion. After^the

Ministers had taken their seats, the arrival. of the King

was announced ; shortly afterwards his Majesty en-

tered, and was enthusiastically cheered by the assembly.

The King stopped on the stairs and bowed repeatedly,

evidently much affected by the warmth of his reception.

Fresh shouts of *' Vive le Roi" attended his appearance

on the estrade, which he again acknowledged with great

earnestness of manner. His Majesty and the Princes

then took their seats, and when silence was restored, he

proceeded to read the following speech :

—

"Gentlemen, Peers, and Deputies,
** In the grief which overwhelms me, deprived of that

beloved son whom I thought destined to succeed me on

the throne, and who was the glory and the consolation ofmy
old days, I felt the necessity of hastening the moment of

your assembling around me. We have a great duty to

fulfil together. When it shall please God to call me to

him, it is necessary that France and its constitutional

monarchy be not for a moment exposed to any interrup-

tion in the exercise of the royal authority.

*'You will have, then, to deliberate on the measures

necessary to obviate, during the minority of my well-be-

loved grandson, this immense danger. The blow that has

just struck me does not make me ungrateful towards Pro-

vidence, which still preserves to me children so worthy of

my tenderness and of the confidence of France.

''Gentlemen—Let us to-day ensure the repose and

the security of our country. I will summon you later to

resume on affairs of state, the usualcourseof your labours."

The circumstances attending the reading of the speech

are said to have been unparalleled in the history of par-

liamentary sittings. The King's emotion was so great

that he found it impossible to give utterance to the

words. He made the attempt a second time, and again

he was unsuccessful. The auditory burst forth into one

long cry of ** Vive le Roi 1" which seemed to give him

courage. He at last found utterance, but his voice was

thick, and broken with agitation. At the word '* conso-

lation" the King could no longer withstand the torrent of

his grief; he laid down the document, and burst into

tears. The whole auditory was deeply affected, none pre-

sent could resist the contagion, and all the accounts agree

in stating that there was not a dry eye in the chamber.

Loud, long-continued, and reiterated shouts again greeted

him. He then resumed, and his voice became stronger

until he spoke the words mon fils, when it again faltered

At ma iendresse tears again prevented his proceeding, aiid

the shouts of the auditory were again necessary to give

Mm confidence to conclude- At the end his Majesty rose,

crossed his arms on his breast, and, in an effusion of gra-

titude for his reception, after bowing to the Chamber,

sunk back on his seat, and sobbed convulsively, hiding bis

features in his handkerchief. It was altogether one of the

most affecting scenes ever witnessed, and it was long before

the persons present could recover from their emotion*

The Duke de Nemours and the Duke d'Aumale sat on the

right of the King, and the Prince de Joinville and the

Duke de Montpensier, on the left. They all appeared ex-

ceedingly cast down, and the Duke de Nemours was much

changed in appearance, being thinner and jmler than

usual. The King looked in good health, but bore evident

marks of the severe suffering he has undergone. After

the speech, the King advanced to the front of the estrade,

and repeatedly acknowledged his affectionate reception.

The cries of ** Vive le Roi" were again loud andlong-con-
' tinned. The Minister of the Interior administered the

oath of oflBce to some of the members of the Lower

Chamber, elected or re-elected since the last session.

The Minister of Justice having then, in the usual form,

annoimced that the session of 1842-3 was duly opened, the

King and the Princes retired, and returned by the same

route and with the same cortige to the Tuileries. The

effect of these circumstances on the Bourse was favour-

able. The funds opened at an improvement on Monday *

prigeiB I tbey contiaued to rise utes^dily. wd are utili fii*^'
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The Late Duke of Orleans.^Dv, Duval, the physician
who attended the Duke of Orleans in his last moments
has published the following account of the melancholv
scene :

—"When I arrived at the house where the Prince
lay, M. Not was there, and M. Ley came at the same
time that I did. We were the only medical men about
him from half-past eleven till one o'clock. Ihe Prince
was stretched on two mattresses. His head, reclined on his
chest, waved from side to side as his body was stirred *

his respiration was deep and diflScult, his eyes half shut!
There was no sign of outward fracture, merely some
severe contusions, with blood on his right eye and ear.
Blood was first let, and produced little effect, except that
the Prince tried to remove the band on his arm from the
bleeding. We imagined the Prince might have some con-
ficiousness of his state, but the autopsy has shown this to
be impossible. The violence of the shock had been such
that if not broken by thd disarticulation and breaking
of the bone, it would have killed him on the spot. Cold
lotions were applied to his head and stimulants to the
respiratory organs ; friction was employed, still no sign
appeared of intelligence, but merely automatic movements.
At mid-day the Royal family came in. The Queen flung
herself at the foot of the bed ; never did a mother's grief
burst forth in expressions more full of grief and distraction.
The King asked, was there a fracture? We gave a
negative answer, though with some hesitation. On this
the King tried to console the Queen, stating that ac-
cidents of a similar kind had occurred to himself. The
patient, however, grew worse. Sixty leeches were applied
to the back of the head, when the Prince uttered a few
words in German, He tried to tear off ihe leeches. At
half-past one sinapisms were employed

; the pulse became
better, but the respiration worse. The involuntary motion
of the limbs ceased, and a convulsive trembling began.
This by degrees subsided into tension and stiffness!
Anxiety and despair were on every countenance. The
Queen, in agony, supplicated the Almighty for one gleam
of consciousness to be given to her son. She offered her
existence for such a boon. The Due d'Aumale said,
' What will Joinville feel on such news?' The King's'
resignation was more poignant than the louder agony of
those around him. The physicians durst not look up

;

they had no hope to give. Several more physicians
arrived

; and at 2 o'clock the curate of Neuilly came to give
extreme unction to the Prince. Convulsions were renewed.
At three o'clock there was no pulsation but of the carotids!
Medication was suspended. In this the King and Queen
saw the announcement of the approaching end of their son,
rushed towards him, embraced him in sobbings, and paid
him the last adieus. ' How announce such a misfortune
to Helena !' exclaimed the Queen. At balf-past four the
Illustrious patient expired."—A funeral service for the
repose of the Prince's soul was performed on Monday in
all the churches of Paris and the departments. The
churches of the Metropolis were fitted up in a magni-
ficent style for the occasion. On Sunday next, the
day after the body of the Duke is to be transferred
to Notre Dame, the chapter of the cathedral and the
clergy of that parish will be admitted to sprinkle the
coffin with holy water ; and on Monday and Tuesday all
the parishes of the Metropolis will perform the same
ceremony in succession, for which a rota has been issued
by the Archbishop. The preparations for the funeral on
the 3d of August are on the grandest scale. All the
singers of the Conservatoire and Academie Royale are
engaged for the choir, and M. Auber is composing a
funeral mass for the solemn occasion. Nearly all the
municipal councils which had voted funds for the celebra-
tion of the fetes of July have decided that they shall be
appropriated to works of charity, in memory of the
Prince. The King is reported to have appointed to the
household of the Count de Paris the officers who formed

The
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s^chZ"'' 0^^' P^^^'^'' ""''^ °^ ^^^ ^^''^^^ oppositionschool Other accounts state that a plot was set on foot

Dute'of r^H-'' L° ""'h^
^'^^^ ^ "-"^^^ between the

i
Duke of Cad)E, his eldest son. and Queen Isabella, forwnich purpose an appointment was procured for him in
the Queens regiment of Hussars, It is also stated that
to effect their object, the partisans of his Highness had
endeavoured to act upon the feelings of the national
guard. It is generally supposed that the Infante and his
tamily will go to Santander, and that the Prince will
be sent to join another regiment at some distance from
the capital. In order to expedite their departure Go-
vernment had advanced 10,000 piastres to pay the ex-
penses of their journey. The printers' strike had not
ceased on the 18th. Accounts from Barcelona of the 19th
bring additional accounts of the proceedings of Gen Zur-
bano,jn the accomplishment of his mission to put down
the Carhsts and overawe the Republicans. After shoot-
ing about a dozen persons in Girona, he had issued orders
for the execution of two inhabitants of St, Esteban de
Llemana, one for having given a letter of recommenda-

nf? /^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^** accompanied the late Carlist
Chief Fehp; and the other, for having given some food
to this monk, who had taken refuge in a cavern. He had
also issued an order to the Military Commandants '* to
shoot every individual taken prisoner by the Carlists who
should agree to pay to them a ransom for his deliverance;
every individual who should enter any town or village on
the part of prisoners in the hands of Carlists to ask for
money for the ransom from the family of the detained

;

and every individual who shall be the bearer of the whole
or any part of this ransom."—The British frigate Belvi.
dera, of 46 guns, anchored in the port of Barcelona on the
14th. It appears that some Spanish vessels of war are to
join her in a cruise on the southern coast of Spain.
Portugal.—Our advices from Lisbon are to the 18th

inst.

I

The Chambers were occupied by the usual prelimi-
nary proceedings, verifying returns and diplomas, elect-
ing committees, &c. Count Lavradio had moved a vote
of censure against the Home Minister for irregularity in

I

summoning the new peers to the Royal session before
their diplomas had been presented to the Chamber ; and
had also attacked the nominations themselves, as an abuse
of the Royal prerogative, but his motions i^trt rejected by
about 2 to 1. The Chamber had decided in favour of ad-
mitting the sons of former peers without any fresh nomi-
nation, but a question had arisen with respect to the^ons
of Miguelite peers, which was still undecided. The
Miguelite peers forfeited their own rights, by the de-
cree of Don Pedro, afterwards confirmed by the Cortes;
but the question had arisen, in the case of the Conde de
S. Louren9o, son of the late Miguelite Marquis of Sabu-
gosa, whose claims to sit as a peer had been urged by
Conde da Taipa, The matter had been referred to a
special committee. The Tariff commission (Portuguese)
had presented another report. The papers were in
the hands of Baron Tojal, who was thought likely, in
case the Duke of Palmella continued his refusal of

leave

part of the military suite of his deceased father. ^^^
fiaost respectable meeting of British residents of Paris ever
witnessed assembled on Saturday, the Duke of Montrose
in the chair» and voted an address of condolence to the
King and Royal Family.
The Capital.—Vfe regret to state that typhus fever

prevails to a great extent in the hospitals of Paris, and
that scarlet fever is also general So high and unfavour-
able has been the temperature during the last month, that
no surgical operation that could be postponed has been per-
formed during that period, from fear that erysipelas would
supervene. The church of the Madeleine was opened
on Sunday for public worship. It was crowded at each
ervice, but municipal guards having been stationed at the
doors to preserve order in entering, no inconvenience was
•iperienced.

The Provinces,—The papers state that M. Guizot met
With an accident on Friday which might have been at-
tended with fatal consequences. On leaving his house at
Auteuil in his carriage, the horses plunged forward and
dashed the pole of the carriage against a tree, which was
Shivered to pieces. M. Guizot fortunately escaped un-
Jiurt.^M. Lenormand, Ex-Commissary of Police at Tou-
louse, has been condemned by default to be divested of his
civil rights, and to pay a fine of 400 francs, for connivance
and other corrupt practices in the execution of his office,—
J-he provincial journals announce that the harvest is pro-
ceeding favourably in all parts of the country.
SPAiN.—The intelligence of the death of the Duke of

^rleans reached Madrid on the 17th, on which day the
itegeut ordered the Court to go immediately in mourning
ror forty days. Private correspondence states that the
eldest son of the Infante Don Francisco de Paula was to^ave arrived on the IGth. The departure of his fatherirom Madrid is again alluded to, the Infante and his wife
aaving made themselveaj^noxious to the Regent by their
cncouragemsttt of Opposifioa Deputies ftMd wtimacy nith

office, to leave the Finance for the Foreign depart-
ment. The Duke of Palmella had been sent for by the
Queen to Cintra, and went there with his Duchess

; but
though it was believed he was urged to take office, he still

refused to do so, mainly, it was thought, owing to the in-
fluence of the Duchess. The army was to be increased
by 4,295 men, to make up the legal number voted in 1840.—A decree had appeared for the immediate and effectual
enforcement of a tax of 10 per cent, upon every descrip-
tion of property.—It appears that 2,755 pipes of wine
were exported from Oporto in June, of which 2,291 were
to England and its dependencies. In the last six months
13,713 pipes have been exported, of which 11,186 went
to Great Britain and British colonies.
Germany.—Letters from all the great capitals of Ger-

many mention the deep impression produced by the death
of the Duke of Orleans. The ftinds, both in Vienna and
Berlin, fell on the receipt of the news, and did not recover
for some time. Accounts from Berlin state that the
works for the fortifications of Ulm and Rastadt are to be
advanced with the greatest speed—A letter from Dresden,
of the 18th instant, represents the Elbe to have become so
shallow, that the water in general is not more than four
feet ten inches in depth, and in many parts is fordable, so
that for the time the river is unnavigablc—a state without
example in the memory of man.—Accounts from Baden-
Baden state that great numbers of persons are flocking to
the Rhine and to Baden-Baden, which will be this year
the rendezTOus of the high society of Europe. The papers
estimate at 7,289 the number who have arrived since the
1st of April; and it is almost certain that this number
will be doubled before the month of August. It is sup-
posed that at the end of the season 25,U00 persons will

have visited this fashionable watering-place. " The
Rhenish journals mention that in preparing the ground
for the railroad along the left bank of the Rhine, dis-
coveries interesting to geologists have been made. Near
Offenburg, about 30 feet below the surface, in a bed of
marl, were found portions of the skeleton of a mammoth.
They consist chiefly of a masticator, nearly perfect, and of
two molar teeth, larger than any that have hitherto been
found in the valley of the Rhine. Each of these is 13
inches in length, and weighs nearly lllbs.—The German
papers report that the inhabitants of the Black Forest,
living principally by the manufacture of wooden clocks
and articles of wood and straw, which are exported in
great quantities into France, are greatly alarmed at the
new tariff made known by the French Government, which
is from If. 40c. to 2f. lOc. upon all clocks from the Black
Forest, The French Government is said to desire the

transferetice of this branch of industry into. A^jfc^ aod
wiih tlie.iababitanCd of th& £ia«k £qi&% ia^e«(abli^ii

themselves in France.—A letter from Munich states that
the Walhalla, or Temple of Fame, which the King of
Bavaria has constructed on the Danube, has just been
terminated, and already 2C0 busts of illustrious Germans,
for whom his Majesty has composed the inscriptions, have
been placed there. The Walhalla is, without doubt, the
greatest edifice in Germany. It is situated on a steep
rock, 30-4 feet high, close to the left bank of the Danube,
in the neighbourhood of the town of Donaushaufen, two
hours journey from Ratisbon, and opposite the picturesque
ruins of the fortress of Hauff", which are on the other
bank of the river. The temple is raised on three terraces,
formed one above the other, of immense blocks of unhewn
stone, joined together without cement. The form of the
building IS nearly the same as that of the Parthenon at
Athens, being of the Doric style, with iu frieze orna-
mented with triglyphs. 52 columns, 5ft. 9in. in diameter,
form the porticoes, in front and in the rear. The two
pediments contam representations of the battle in which
Arminms (Hermann) conquered Varus, and delivered
Germany from the Roman yoke. These representations
are composed of more than 40 figures in alto relievo, H
feet high, and the pediments are the only modern ones in
which figures are formed in full relief, or entirely isolated
From the foot of the rock runs a wide flight of white
marble steps, conducting to the portico of the principal

oQo^
A''0"»cl the interior of the building is a frieze,

292 feet long, ornamented with sculi)tures represeatinr
the most remarkable actions of ancient German history
from the heroic times to the epoch of St, Boniface, who
first preached Christianity in the country. The Walhalla
is 228 feet in length, lU8 in width, and 59 in height, ex-
elusive of the pediment It was built after plans given
by the King, under the superintendence of the celebrated
architect, Von Klentze, to whom Munich is indebted
for its finest modern monuments. The sculptures on the
pediments were executed by M. Stigelmayer, and the
great frieze in the interior was modelled by M. Wagner,
at Rome, The King intends inaugurating the Walhalla
himself, towards the end of August or the beginning of
September.
Belgium.—The railway from Liege to Ans was opened

last week with great festivities ; but these ceremonies
were surpassed by the spectacles in honour of the inau-
guration of the statue of the musician Gre'try, which took
place at Liege on the 18th. The heart of the composer,
which had been brought from Paris for the purpose,
was deposited in an urn in the pedestal of the statue, and
a chorus in houour of the occasion was executed by 500
musicians. The town was illuminated in the evening, and
the presence of a large number of visitors added to the
gaiety of the scene.

Italv.—Letters from Naples state that the FrencL
fleet, under Vice-Admiral iHugon, composed of three
three-deckers, five two-deckers, four large frigates, and a
war-steamer, have unexpectedly arrived at Naples. His
Majesty lost no time in announcing to the Admiral, that
according to existing treaties, the force must be reduced,
or rather spread ; .and suggested the sending one division
to Castellamare, and a second to Baiae, whilst a third could
remain at Naples ; whereupon the Admiral gave him to
understand that it purposed shortly weighing and pro-
ceeding to do honour to the festivities of Santa Rosalia
at Palermo. The King remarked that, that being ihe capital
of Sicily, the treaty extended to it likewise. A hint was
also thrown out that the appearance of so large a force
at Palermo would attract the English fleet, which was not
at all desirable. It is said that the Royal Family intend
to proceed to Palermo, to be present at the fetes of
Santa Rosalia.

Malta.—A nublic meeting of the British-A pubuc meeting of the British inhabitants
was held on the 1st inst. at Valletta, for the purpose of
aiding the endowment of the bishopric of Gibraltar ; the
Governor, Sir H. F. Bouverie, in the chair. Resolutions
expressing the satisfaction of the meeting at the ap-
pointment of a bishop, whose chief residence will be in
Malta, were unanimously carried, and subscriptions weie
entered into for the purpose of promoting the endowment.
—The Admiral, Sir Edward Owen, in the Queen, accom-
panied by Rear-Admiral Sir F. Mason, in the Howe, and
the Impregnable, Rodney, and Indus, ships of the line,
attended by the Devastation war steamer, had left the
harbour, but their destination was unknown. By some it
was supposed that they were going to Palermo and other
ports of Sicily, where the usual festivities are about to
commence in honour of the patron sainU of the respec-
tive ports, but this would appear to be contradicted by the
fact of the ships having provided themselves with quaran-
tine grounds, so as to entitle them to free pratique on
their return from any place subject to quarantine, pro-
vided they do not communicate with the shore. The ge-
neral impression is, that they are about to join the French
fleet now in the Sicilian waters, in order to repair and
make a demonstration on the coast of Syria.
Hamburgh.—The Hamburgh papers contain an ac-

count of a vessel having been raised near a place called
Oro, and taken into Malimo, which is supposed to be the
Magnet, sloop of war, commanded during the war of 1809,
by Capt. Morris, She mounted two 9-pounders and six-

teen 32lb. carronades. From her appearance it is surmised
that she bag been many years under water. A number of

cases, containing spike nails, and a quantity of ciotiiea,

have been saved. Of the klter the linen portion ar« rot-

ten, but the woollen, on the contaary, pBrticnlady the

blue cloth, is ia good preservation. '^^'^ '""''* mrinn.

circumstance is the excellent state of —
sliver watches found in the cabin, whrch, \t appears, after

the inspection of a watchmaker, ai^ capable of being re-

paired. The remains of a man's body mtre discovered ia

The most curioua

three
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gone, and from the Jamage to the bows it s suppo ed he

must have been run IbIo bj a large vessel
^^^j-^^^^^^^^^^^

of oak. and copper /astened, and is represented to be worth

the expense of raising. _ ^ , ., , , i .

TuBKBVAN-D Syria.—The Levant mail has brought

few particulars of interest. Sir Stratford Canning had

addressed a note to the Forte, accompanied with a r^ort

of the cruelties recently perpetrated by Askar Pacha at

Tripoli. The murder of the Arab chiefs, who, with forty

other prisoners, had been betrayed into his hands, and

whom he had gone into the interior to seize upon in

person, is mentioned as the least revolting feature of the

tragedy. The Arabs, who under promise of reward had

given up the chieftains, and the children of the latter,

mere infants, shared their fate, having been massacred

and their bodies thrown into wells. ' Sir Stratford Can-

ning had made an earnest appeal, in order to prevent the

Porte from compromising itself, or inadvertently assuming

the responsibility of these crimes, by leaving the author of

them unpunished ; and in order that the chances of retri-

bution may be the more certain, he had particularly re-

quested that the report be laid before the Sultan. Ac-

counts had been received of a victory gained by the

Turkish army over the Persians at Bayazid. The loss of

the Persians is said to have amounted to more than four

thousand men. The intervention of Russia, which had

been previously invoked, has Uius been rendered super-

fluous.—Letters from Beyrout of the 1st inst. announce

that there had not been any fresh disturbances in the Leba-

The Druses, who had been carried off, still remained

The Emir Abdallah, of Gazir,

the explosion

Bouri, whereby
and 28 killed

:

non.
in the prisons at Beyrout

bad quitted the British frigate on board which he had

sought protection, lie had received a formal promise

from the Turkish authorities that he would not be further

molested, on condition that he should not return to his

district for lome time-

Greece.—Accounts from Athens of the 10th instant

state that the Greek Ministry, finding the treasury nearly

empty, were about to apply to the French Government

for a fresh loan. They had, moreover, adopted extreme

measures of severity against such persons as were in arrear

of their Government taxes. It was said that at Messena

alone 3,000 individuals had been arrested. The Ministry,

who were entirely devoted to French interests, were be-

coming every day more unpopular. An observatory was

on the point of being built on the summit of the Pnyx.

The famous Theocaris, accused of the murder of Signor

Crokidas, and whose trial has lasted three years, has been

condemned to death by the Criminal Court of Athens.

Egypt.—Our intelligence from Alexandria of the 6th

Inst, states that Said Pacha, the son of Meheraet Ali, a

youth of 22 years of age, had been appointed Admiral-in-

Chief of the Egyptian fleet. The Pacha had suffered a

serious loss by the death of Selim Bay, one of the most
distinguished officers in the Egyptian army, and General-

in-Chief of the Artillery, who died of a coup de soleil, in

the 33d year of his age. The plague continued to rage at

Alexandria. A report was current that Mehemet Ali had

assured the French engineer Mungel that he wished to

realise the dream of his life—the junction of the Red Sea

and the Mediterranean by means of a canaL It was even

stated that the Pacha had written to Mr, Brunei, pro-

posing to him to undertake this work. •

United States.—The Acadia steamer arrived at Li-

verpool on Thursday night from Boston and Halifax.

Some impediment has occurred in the progress of Lord

Ashburton's mission, and a reference to an independent

sovereign is talked of. The rejection of the Tariff

Bill still gives rise to much discussion. Two steam-

boat accidents are mentioned in the papers, one bein^;

of the Edna at the mouth of the Mis-

63 persons were nearly scalded to death

the other was the explosion of the Sham-
rock, near Montreal, by which 62 emigrants from Great

Britain were killed and 20 seriously injured. Lord Mor-
peth had arrived at Montreal. Amoiig the passengers by
the Acadia are Lord Glamis and Fanny Elsler.

West Indies The Royal Mail Steamer, Tweed,
reached Falmouth on Tuesday from the West Indies,

liaving sailed from Turks' Island on the 30th June, from
I^assau on the 4th, from Bermuda on the 10th, and from
Fayal on the 19th inst., and bringing about 40 passengers,W serons of cochineal, and 200,000 dollars on freight.

Tfce scarlet fever was raging at St. Jago de Cuba. The
Jamaica papers announce that Lady Elgin was safely
delivered of a daughter on the 18th ult, A severe shock
of an earthquake vfas felt at Ponce, Port Royal, on the 7th
ult. It lasted for three minutes. The inhabitants ran
out of their houses, and knelt down in the streets praying.
Several hogsheads of sugar and molasses on the beach
were destroyed. Occasional shocks of earthquake were
felt throughout the Islands, though without any serious
results. The parliamentary committee to inquire into the
state of the colonies, had made considerable progress.
Trinidad and Barbadoes had first engaged their attention •

and as soon as Antigua and St. Kitts are disposed of, the
case of Demcrara will be taken up, then Grenada, and
afterwards Jamaica.—The republic of Ilayti is said to be
completely upset, both by the late earthquake and the

tyranny of the President Boyer, who had not been assassi-

nated as reported in recent advices from New York, but

is, however, approaching his last moments.

'ipaiTfantfiU.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Saturday.—Th^ Earl of SuAFTESULar sat as Speaker.—Mr. M.

fiutton and others from the House of Commons brought up the

Iriah Fisheries Regulation Bill, the Poor-law Amendment Conti-

nuance Bill, and some private bills, which were read a first time.

Monday,^ X conversation took place between the Bishop of

i*aNt>Q.v «nd Lord WaAAXCUFFfi ou the subject of national edu-

cation, at the conclusion of which the Lord Presipent ex-

plained that in his speech some days since, upon the subject of

education, he had desired only to express his intention, in appor-

tioning the grant between Churchmen and Dissenters, to abide

by the rule which had been laid down, and hitherto acted upon

by the Committee of Privy Council. He denied the inference that

because elementary instruction on other subjects was afforded

the relisious education of the classes was to be neglected and

declared that Government would support no schools in which re-

ligious culture did not form a part of the system.

On the motion for the recommittal of the Mmes and Colhenes

Bin. Lord BuoircHAM inculcated great caution m the application

of the principle of interfering with the rights of labour. He ad-

mitted that the Legislature might interfere with the employment

of children in occupations injurious to their constitutions, but

was jealous of interference with the occupation of adults, as the

principle adopted in the present bill might be extended to other

occupations, such as that of pin and needle-making. Scc-The

Marquis of Lovdoxderry hailed the support of Lord Brougham

in opposition to the bill, as otherwise he had stood alone, having

been thrown overboard by Lord Ilatherton. He moved that the

bill be referred to a select committee. After a short discussion,

the recommittal of the biU was carried by 49 to 3. The bill was

then recommitted, and Lord Skelmersdale moved that women
above 40 years of age at present working in coUienes snould stiU

be permitted to do so. After considerable discussion, this was

rejected by 29 to 15.—The Earl of Mouxtcashel proposed to raise

the limitation age of children from 10 to 12 years. This was

negatived without a division. The bill, after some further discus-

sion, went through committee.
. i .,.

Tuesdaij.—'V\{Q Duke of Wellingtox, m moving the second

reading of the Poor-law Amendment Bill, expressed the satisfac-

tion wliich, as one of those who had originally approved the

measure, he felt at its general operation. In many cases it had

certainly been carried too far—buildings, which had acquired the

nickname of bastiles, bad been unnecessarily erected, and tiiese

had been ko constructed as to inflict uncalled-for deprivation

upon the inmates. He had seen much of the practical working

of the system, however, and was satisfied with its general man-

agement. The noble Duke then proceeded to enumerate the al-

terations and deftciencies in the present bill, and concluded by

promising that whatever additions might be required to render it

complete should be introduced early next session.

Earl Stavhope spoke at considerable length, and with great

warmth, against the bill, which, he contended, would so disgust

the workhig classes as to lead to a revolution. He moved that

the bill be read a second time that day six months.—Lord
Brolguam censured Earl Stanhope for his declamatory appeals

to the passions of the people, and his prophecies of rebellion.

The working of the New Poor-law was a sufficient test of its

value. Karl Stanhope's amendment was negatived without a

division, the bill being then read a second timej and after some
other business the House adjourned.

Thursday.— On the third reading of the Customs Acts Amend-
ment Bill, Lord Montsagle asked questions relative to the pro-

gress made in the commercial treaty with Portugal, the present

state of our negotiations with the Brazils, and what steps tlie

Government had taken with respect to the French ordonnance
affecting our linen yarns.—The Earl of Ripov replied, that it was
fully expected that the treaty with Portugal would soon be

brought to a satisfactory conclusion, that we were carrying on
negotiations with the Brazilian Government respecting the treaty

shortly to expire, and that representations had been made to the

French Government on the subject of its ordonnance.

The Poor-law Amendment Bill went through committee j to be

read a third time on Friday.

Lord Campbelt. brought on a motion that a standing order be

established, prohibiting any Member of the House of Commons
from pleading at the bar of the House of Lords on any biU which
might be under its discussion. He reviewed the practice of the

House on the subject, stating that he could only find three in-

stances ill which Members of the House of Commons had pleaded

at the bar on a bill, one of these instances being the celebrated

Bill of Pains and Penalties against Queen Caroline. He did not

question the right of any Member of the House of Commons ap-

pearing at the bar of the Lords on any judicial proceedings, but
contended that great inconvenience might arise from that per-

mission in legislative matters, as there might be a clashing of

the two functions of zealous advocate and independent legisla-

tor.—The Lord Chancellor opposed the motion. The House
colild act in any particular case as it might think proper, and it

was better to leave the matter in that way, than to adopt any
absolute rule. No doubt possible inconvenience might arise, but
in practice there had been none. If the House should think pro-

per to interfere, it should be done with great deliberation, by
means of a select committee next session.—Lord Brougham
strongly censured Lord Campbell for want of delicate considera-

tion, and a deficient sense of the gravity and importance of the

subject, in bringing forward this motion. Supposing that in any
case a Member of the House of Commons, by accepting a re-

tainer to appear and plead on any particular bill, should have his

judgment and independence as a legislator warped and destroyed,

that was for the House of Commons to consider, and not the

House of Lords.—After some observations from the Marquis of

Cla.vricarde, and a reply from Lord Ca3ipbkll, the motion was
negatived without a division.

Fridaj/.^The Poor Law Amendment and Commission Conti-

nuance Bill was read a third time and passed.

The Marquis of Clanricarde withdrew the Sudbury Disfran-

chisement Bill for the present session, in consequence of the

state of public business.

The Earl of Glevcall called the attention of the House to the

excessive allowance for travelling expenses made to the assistant

Poor-law commissioners in Ireland.—The Duke of VVellivoton
said that those expenses, if too high, would be reduced by the

Treasury.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Saturday,—^Ir. Gladstone moved the order of the day for a

committee of the whole House on the Copyright of Designs Bill.

Mr. M. Pnn.ips opposed the motion, and declared his Inten-

tion of doing all in his power to defeat the bill. He protested

against proceeding with a measure of such importance on a Sa-

turday, after a week of unexampled Parliamentary toil and exer-

tion. He moved as an amcudment that the bill he committed
that day three months, but the motion was negatived without a
division. The bill then went through committee.
On the order of the day for a committee on the Government of

Newfoundland, Mr. 0*Convkll presented a petition from a
delegate of the House of Assembly against the bill. He said he
did not intend to offer any factious opposition to the bill, but
having received the important petition he had presented
only about ten minutes before he entered the House, he hoped
the noble Lord would aUow the committee to be postponed to
that day week.—After some conversation, Lord Stanley con-
sented to postpone the committee to Wednesday next,—The Lu-
nacy Bill was read a second time. The Grand Jury Presentments
(Ireland; Bill was reported.—The Manchester, Birmingham, and
Bolton Police BiU was read a third time and passed.
Monday,—'Mt. Colquhocx took the oaths and his seat for

Newcastle-\mder>I.ynie.
In reply to a question asked on Friday night by Lord Palmer-

ston, it wasintimated by Sir U. Pekl that a supplementary grant
of 10,000/. is to be proposed, in addition to the usual education
grant of 30,000^

Sir J. Graham, in reply to Mr. Ewart, said that Government
were not prepared to substitute another punishment for that of
transportation.
On the motion for going Into committee of supply, Mr.T. Dcv-

combe called the attention of the House to the case of John Ma-
sou^ a Chartist lectureri audothersj committed for trial at the

late Midsummer Assizes of the county of Stafford, moving for

copies of the indictments, &c. The man had been apprehended

and tried ontheinterference of a constable, who had interfered

with what he considered to bean unlawful meeting.—Mr. Hcmb
seconded the motion.—Sir J. Graham vindicated the conductor

the parties concerned in the apprehension and prosecution of the

prisoners, and whohad carried on the case without any communi-
cation with Government. He objected to the motion, being indis-

posed to convert the House into a court ofreview of trial by jury.

—Mr. Aghonev and Mr. IL\wes expressed alarm at the doctrine

which they understood Sir J. Graham to have advanced, that a
constable can make himself a judge of the tendency of oratorical

addresses to produce a breach of the peace.—The Attornky-
Gk.veral corrected their misapprehension of Sir J. Graham's
meaning, and stated the law to be as Sir J. Graham had reaUy

put it. that a constable is not only justified, but bound, to inter-

pose as soon as he perceives any act done, or any language used,

the immediate tendency of which is to produce a breach of the

peace -such interposition being at his own peril, if groundless or

premature.—Mr. 0*Connell contended that the constable had
himself commenced the riot which was alleged to have taken

place at the meeting, for participation in which the prisoners were
tried and convicted. He though^ it unwise, in the present con-

dition of the country, to strain the letter of the law with respect

to what might be considered unlawful assemblies.— Sir R, Inghs
was assured that this motion, if carried, was calculated to im-

peach trial by jury.—The Solicitor-Gexeual, looking at the

motion as a censure on judge and jury, objected to it. To grant

it would lead to perpetual and unseemly discussions on verdicts

obtained through the usual tribunals of the country.—Mr. Sueil

said that at this rate any meeting whatever might be dispersed by

an ignorant constable taking upon himself to decide some nice

point of law, whereon the highest authorities might be divided.—

Sir R. Peel, without denying the right of the House to review a
trial in an extreme case, protested against its interference byway
of appeal under any ordinary circumstances. If thiswere aUowed,

there would hardly be a night without some such appeals from

parties unsuccessful in the courts below.—Lord Palmerstox,

while admitting the perfect propriety of abstaining from unneces-

sary interference, was nevertheless not disposed to admit that

certain functionaries should act on their own interpretation of

what was the law, and thereby involve the personal liberty of

individuals. The motion furnished prima facie grounds fur in-

quiry.—After a few remarks from Mr. Villiers, Mr. Ewart, and

Mr. M. Philips, a division took place, when the motion was

rejected by ll6to32.
On the motion for goinginto committee of supply, Mr. S. Craw-

ford caUed the attention of the House to the present distressed

condition of the poor of Ireland. He was convinced that the

corn-laws had been productive of much injury to Ireland ; and as

an Irish proprietor, was quite willing to bear his share in any im-

posed burden for the relief of the distress, which was so sG\-cre,

that many of the poor might perish of starvation during the re-

cess, if not by some means rescued before Parliament was pro-

rogued.-Mr. Fielden seconded the motion.—Lord Eliot admit-

ted the unquestioned sincerity of Mr. Crawford, who, as an Irish

proprietor, had done much for the welfare of his humbler fellow-

countrymen. But there was nothing in the general condition of

Ireland to inspire despondency—rather the reverse. The present

distress was of that usual and unfortunately annual nature, aris-

ing from the condition of a merely potatoe-consuming population,

and to remedy which the Government had taken measures of re-

lief. Otherwise the country was steadily progressing in improve-

ment, and the people actuated by a spirit of enterprise hitherto

unknown.—After a few observations from Major Brvax and Mr.

French, Mr. O'Connell. while thanking Mr. Cravvford for his

motion, and Mr. Fielden for seconding it, thought that it might

be better withdrawn, as at this late period of the session no prac-

tical result could come from it. He was used to these glowing

prophecies about the improved and improving condition of Ire-

land ; and the present distress was as severe as he had ever

known, not so much in absolute famine, as in a general want of

employment, and therefore wages. He admitted, however, that

the Irish government and individuals w^ere taking steps to alle-

viate the distress, though he contended that the present condi-

tion of the country indicated something essentially wrong.—Mr.
Cram'ford yielded to Mr. 0*Coiineirs suggestion, and withdrew

his motion.
Mr. HcME then, before the Speaker left the chair, mentioned

the condition of his own constituents, he having been called on

to do so by them at a public meeting, with their chief magistrate

presiding. When he had concluded, the House resolved itself

into a Committee of Supply, commencing with the remaining

Irish Estimates.—A conversation respecting the Lord Lieutenant

ensued, when Sir R. Peel stated that, so far from there being any

truth in the rumoured recall of Lord De Grey, the Government
had the highest confidence in his administration of Ireland, and

that he was leaving DubUu in order to recruit his health by a

short journey on the Continent.
Tuesday.—S\x R. Peel intimated, in reply to Sir F. Burdett,

that the Government mean to carry out a declared intention of

the late Government, of causing monuments to be erected to the

memories of Sir Sydney Smith, Lord Exmouth, and Admiral De
Saumarez.—Mr. Brotherton regretted the disposition to pro-

mote and glorify the art of war, in opposition to those of peace.

—Mr. Hawes also intimated his intention of meeting the proposal,

when it should be made, with an amendment for a monument to

the memory of Watt and other men of science.

Mr. Kemble made some observations, vindicatory of the Rev.

Henry MelviU, whose character he considered to have been

attacked by the mode in which a quotation from a sermon, pub-

lished without his sanction, had been adduced and commented
on by Mr. M. Gibson, in his speech on Friday last.—Mr. M.

Gib sow had not intended any personal reflection on Mr. Melvill,

whom he respected ; but thought, at the same time, when clergy-

men undertook to teach political economy from the pulpit, tiie

Church should lay down a standard to guide them in the discharge

of their new functions. The system of which he complained was

too commonly practised by the clergy.—Sir R. Imglis could not

agree to the proposition that clergymen should be reponsible to

Parliament for their sermons, or that the Church should con-

struct articles of political economy. .
,

The first order of the day was the third reading of the Colonial

Passengers' Bill, Mr. Hawes, objecting to a clause in it, raised

a discussion on the subject of the transportation of Hill Coolies

from India to the Mauritius. Several Members joined m
JjJ^

debate.—Mr. Mavglea argued in favour of the permission of tne

immigration of Indian labourers ; and Mr. Hogg strongly censured

Lord Stanley for not having pursued a fair and &traight-for\vara

course in the matter, first in his opposition to the late Goveriiniciit,

and his present adoption ofthat which he had formerly coudcnmea.

He also contended that Lord Stanley had not adopted a respecttul

course towards the House, inasmuch feis by an order in council he

had initiated this very practice of the exportation of labourers, ana

afterwards called on the legislature to sanction it. Mr. Hogg
was not opposed to a voluntary emigration under regulations

which would effectually secure that the Indian labourer knew
before he quitted his home where he was going to, and under

what conditions.— Lord Stanley, after giving a brief history oi

the legislation by which the exportation of labourers from India

to the Mauritius had been at first admitted, then regulated, ana

at last entirely prohibited, contended that it was for the ad-

vantage as well of the natives of India as for the jjlanters of the

Mauritius, that this last measure should be repealed. He eiiu-

raerated aU the abuses of the former system, and every system
and species of fraud and oppression to which the emigrant could

be Uablc, with the view of showing that the provisions of the

present bill were amply sufficient for liis protection ; and caiiea

upon the House, not in a spirit of indolent humanity, to afiirm

the mere fact that there were abuses, and deny to the Mauritius

the means of imDrovemeut. aud to India a means of employmen*
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for her starving population.—Sir R. Isclis was not convinced by
Lord Stanley that this measure would be beneficial to the ignorant
and defenceless natives of India.—Mr. Husie, on the contrary
thought it was as absurd to restrict the natives of India from emi-
gration, as It would be to confine Irishmen and Scotchmen to
their native conntries.--After some observations from other
Members, the House divided, when the clause was retained by
lis to 24. Tiie bill was then passed.
The report of the committee on the Parish ConsUbles Bill, after

some discussion, was received, and the bill ordered to be read a
third time on Wednesday. The Bonded Corn Bill was read a
third time and passed

; and the orders of the day were disposed of
}yednesdfrt/,— Mr, Roebuck g-ave notice that he should oii

Thursday, move the three followine: resolutions :—
'

«' That the compromises of election petitions, as brought to the
knowledge of this House, by the report of the committee on
election proceedings, must, if for the future they be allowed to
pass without punishment or censure, tend to bring this House
into contempt with the people, and thereby seriously to diminish
its power and authority.
" That all such practices are hereby declared to be a violation

of the liberties of the people, nnd a breach of the privileges of this
House ; which it will in all future cases strictly inquire into, and
severely punish. *

**That whereas in the late elections for Harwich, Nottingham,
Lewes, Reading, Falmouth and Pcnryn, and Bridport, the present
laws have been found insufficient to protect the voters from the
mischievous temptations of bribery, it be ordered that Mr. Speaker
do isMue no writ for any election of members for the said towns,
till further legislative enactments have been adopted to protect
the purity of elections."
Mr. C. BuLLER moved the order of the day for the committee

on Lord John Russell's Bribery at Elections Bill.—Mr. Mackin-
Now opposed the Bill as contrary to the principles of the law of
the land, and as it invested the Executive Government with
powers inimical to the independence and the privileges of the
House. He should move that the Bill be committed that day six
months. Considerable discussion arose on the first two clauses •

a proper definition of what constituted "'corrupt treating" being
one of the subjects of debate.— Sir R. Pkel expressed his anxiety
that something should be done to discourage the practice, which
was not only pernicious in its influence on the constituency, but
gave the rich candidate a wholly unfair advantage over his poorer
competitor. The proper method of procedure in discovering cases
of bribery was also another topic of debate; objection being taken
to compelling: confidential and professional agents to disclose what
they might know, without reference to what is commonly consi-
dered as ''privileged communications." This was ultimately
settled by an amendment permitting such agents to be examined
'•according to the ordinary rules of evidence." During the dis-
cussion an attempt was made to get rid of the proceeding by
counting out the House, which was defeated by the arrival of a
suflicient number of members.—Several hours having passed, and
very httle progress having been made with the Bill, Su" R. Inglis
suggested that, as the prorogation of Parliament was not far dis-
tant, the probability of carrying the measure during the present
session was small, aiid that it might be therefore postponed
Sir R. Pbel urged its importance, both with reference to the pub-
he generally, and to elections which might occur during the re-
cess

; and the discussion proceeded.
Clause 5 provided, that in cases where a petition against an

elecUon was presented, its merits should be tried at the public
expense, except when the petition should be declared frivolous
and vexatious m which cases the party presenting it should be
liable to the costs.—Mr. Darby opposed the clause, on the ground
that It would produce an immense increase in the number of pe-
titions.—Several other members took difierent views of the sub-
jeet

;
and, on a division, the clause was carried by 62 to 15.

f K !u^f
^*' ^^^"^^^' constituting a mixed commission of members

01 both houses, to hear evidence with reference to alleged briberj-,
gave rise to considerable discussion. Mr. Escott and Mr.MA€KiNxox contended that the House was thereby parting with
^"ifff™ f ?'?-^^ valuable privileges, that of exclusively judging ofmatters relating to Its own members.-Mr. 0*Co?jneIl and Mr.

Shf.h'w^^.fin'i
^^P°s^d the clause, the latter arguing for a court

Tr^h-ff t^^h- 1^^ ^^^'"""l^
^^^ "'^^^ °^ t^e influence of that party

wm,iH h. n
^

f"'"". ?
commission of members of both Houseswould be exposed.-Sir R. Peel could not see that any surrender

fhi?^;^ r^^""^ ^^ ^^'^ ^""^^ ^'^s involved by the creation of
this mixed commission. The House of Commons retained theexclusive power of issuing writs, but it had no exclusive power
r.«if n lu

^^^ ^ borough
; and much inconvenience had been re-peatedly the result of the rejection of a disfranchisement bill bytne Lords, on account of the late period of the session at which

11^ T
^^^^^^'^ the'"- This wotdd be avoided in future, by makingthe Lords parties to the. preliminary investigation of cases of

th./ff' ?" which a disfranchisement bill might be based 3 and
i«f^ if i'^^'^s would be in possession of the materials for legis-

;t™ 1 S"^
^^^ ^^^^ reached them from the Commons.-After

several other members had expressed their opinions, Mr. C.^ULLER agreed to abandon the clauses, which were then ne-gatived without a division.
To clause 26 the Attorxev-Gbneral strongly objected. He

wasaecidedly opposed to any prospective indemnity to persons
enat)iing them to reveal that which might criminate themselves.
tie objected to the clause as breaking in on some of the great
naaxims of the law. After considerable discussion the committee
Givided, when there appeared, for the clause, 39: against it, 80

:

majority against the clause, 4i.
^ o

* ,

Mr. C. Bl^llkr proposed to withdraw the 27th and 28th
Clauses, which were described by the Solicitor- General and Sir
K. Peel as appendages merely to clause 26.—Mr. Crawford, in
support of the two clauses, insisted on a division, when the
clause was negatived by a majority of 42.—The enactments for
throwing the costs of petitions under this bill upon the counties
cities, or boroughs where the bribery had been practised, were all
struck out.—The clause abolishing the bribery oath was opposedby Mr. Escott and Mr. SnmL, and withdrawn by Mr. Buller -

the bill then passed through committee.
The Coroners (Warwick and Lancaster) Bill was read a second

time, after a motion of Dr. BovraiNc for again adjourning the
ceuate had been negatived by 51 to 19.—On the motion of Sir J.
^RAiiAM.the Lords Amendments to the Tithes Commutation
isui were agreed to. The Slave-Trade Suppression Act was con.
siuered in committee, and a resolution passed thereon, authoris-

» ^ r
^^^^^ Commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury to apply

» portion of the proceeds of slave-vessels captured among thecaptors —The other orders of the day were then disposed of.
-t/i«rsrfrty._Mr. DivETT stated the case of the English mer-

cnants on whose claims for serious injuries to their ships and
property by the French authorities in the Bay of Portendic a

--<?i^R^^^^*^^.^°*^
English commission has been adjudicating.

c»u- K. Peel, in reply, expressed a confident hope that the French
government, feeling the justice of the claims made on them,

thp T? T^ ^r
^^^ J^atter as became a great nation. The death of

negot^r
Orieans had caused a delay in the progress of the

^ft^r^^F^V'^J-
'I'^^stion from Mr. Fieldbn, Sir J. Graham, and

nuhiMf 1^ " ^* ^^^^' complained of the character of tlie

far? rh\5 ^^^?^^ °f ^^c interviews of the deputies of the manu-
reoort^ £. '^^'?^ r^^ ^^^ Members of the Cabinet. " These

mun^^tTr.1 k'^'A?"^^
calculated to destroy all confidential com-

CanrnV. i'
""^ they gave a distorted account of the actual facts.

re^^Infi M
^^^''*'^- ^^t^Jied ieave to bring in a bUl torequire and

tof^flr. i5''?™'''^^'^^
^^^^^ persons wishing to become themasters or chief mates of merchant vessels.

nf\v:,
"^'"^'^^*^*^*^^ moved the resolutions given in our renort

brm, *^J,'?f
^i^y- the purport of which was, that the compromise?

cSan f" T**'^'
by the Election Compromises Committee were

ennf. I"^'
If passed without punishment, to bring the Hou^intocontempt, aad that no ynit be issued for the boroughs coliTictea

' theS o? elPo^^^^'^J^^^^*^*"^^ ^^^' *^^^" P^^ce to protect

he Kf^Yr R pTe?Vb.^^^
'^^''^ ^as owing to

committee to
« "Jftf }^^^ ^^ ^f^ .^*^^" enabled to conduct thecommittee to a satisfactorj- conclusion with its proceedUnrs 1 andafter commenting on the evidence adduced, and lame&The

fhrfirst of hV.'tV^^'
'^^'^^'^"^^ '^'-'^''^^ ^'^ concluded by mfvng

il!! ?''V*'^*!^^ t^^^«^ resolutions.- Mr. C. Russell contended thatthe inquiry had done no good, and entered his protest against pro-

m ntT '''^'h^
he regarded as unprecedented and unjuft.-Ma or

fi,^"rt ^^^?v-° ^^^^^ ^'^ participation in briber^', nor could hefind anything m the report to implicate him.-Mr. H. Fitzroycomplained of some errors in the report, but admitted that Mr.Koehuck had conducted the proceedings with great courtesy.—
capt. Plumridge would have a?ked Sir Robert Peel had he beenm his place, whether or not he. Capt. Plumridge. should nowaccept the Chiltern Hundreds, and thereby carry into effect thatcorrupt compromise in bis case to which he was no party -MrLascelles and Viscount Chelsea bore testimony to the impar-
tial conduct and courteous bearing of Mr. Rocbuck.-Mr. Hawi'shad considerable doubt about the second resolution, and shoulddecidedly oppose the third, because, as a member of he commit
bnn./ ""Tf^'^^

t^^j ^ts duty was only to lay the facts before thehouse. But he would support legislative measures to put downthese corrupt pracUces.-The Solicitor.Gkneral consideringthat the committee had been appointed to investigate these proceedmgs with a view to future legislative measures, and not topunish individuals, opposed the resolutions, more especiallv as theBribery at Elections Bill, which had gone through committee onthe previous evening, was calculated to meet all the required cir-
cumstances.^ He would, therefore, meet the resolutions bv mov-mg the previous question, and hoped that in doing so he'would
not be exposed to the unfair charge of wishing to screen briberyand corruption.-Sir R. Ingms would have been bcltof pleasedhad the Sohcitor-General met the resolutions with a direct neira-
tive, because he did not consider that thev were borne out by
facts, or justified by circumstances.—Mr. Hume said that the
solicitor. General, by moving the previous question, had placed
the House in an awlcward position, because it was thereby
precluded from expressing a decision on the practices re-vealedm the report, and which it was desirable should have
been done. Mr. T. Duncombk wished to know if the Go-
vernment meant to give, on application, the Chiltern Hun-
dreds to Major Beresford, Captain Plumridge, and one of the two
of the Members for Reading, and thereby to make themselves
parties to the compromises?—The Chancellor of tub Exche-quer said that the stewardship of the Chiltern Hundreds was in
his gift, and that he would decide on the subject when the appli-
cations were made.- Capt. Plumridge thereupon, amidst con-
siderable laughter, applied for the office, and wished to know the
Chancellor's decision, denying that he was any party either to
bribery or compromise.—^fter a few words from Mr. Cochrane.
SirR. Peel said he had supported the appointment of the com-
mittee m order to reform the system, and not to brand indivi.
duals for pursuing practices well known, and even tolerated.
Compromises were bad, for they tended to conceal the truth •

but the House had, in some measure, been a party to tncouragi
ing compromises, by saddling parties with costs in cases of fri-
volous or vexatious defences. He would prevent these practices
in future, not by a resolution, but by law. But while he sup-
ported the necessity of a legislative enactment, he could be no
party to the suspension of the writs of the boroughs named in the
third resolution, not considering the grounds sufficient for a
proceeding affecting the rights of so many constituencies. After
some remarks from Mr. V. Smith, Mr. Aglionby. Mr. S. Craw-
ford, and Mr. Turner, Mr. Roebuck replied; and on a division
the " previous question" was carried by 136 to 4".
Mr. Hume then asked if the Government were prepared to

complete the corrupt compromises, by granting the Chiltern
Hundreds.—The Chancellor OF the ExcHEguER said, if Mr.
Hume would apply on his own behalf, he would be happy to
grant his request. Mr. Roebuck's resolutions were then put,
and negatived without a division. Some routine business w*as
then transacted, and the House adjourned,
Fridat/.—The Nottingham writ was postponed until Monday,
On the motion for going into committee of supply, Mr. Hutt

moved as an amendment, that an address in favour of the Danish
claimants be presented to her Majesty.—Mr. Hume seconded the
motion, which was opposed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
and withdrawn.
After some conversation on the subject of the importation of

American flour, the House went into committee. A division took
place on the vote for South Australia ; the other votes were
grants supplementary to the education grant, and to the service
of the war in India and China, AVheu the House had resumed,
Mr. S. CRAWFoan moved the issue of anew writ for Notting-
ham.— Sir R. Inglis seconded the motion.—Some discussion
took place, in the course of which Sir R. Peel supported the
motion, which was carried without a division.
On the report of the Canada Loan Bill, Mr. Humb divided the

House against the measure, when the resolution was carried by
89 to 0,

er

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols for money and the

account closed at 91^ to :i
; Bank Stock, 167 to. 169;

Exchequer Bills, 2d. issue^ 49s. to Sis. prem. ; do., 2:J:d.

Issue, 51s. to 53s. prem. ; India Stock, 24D to 251
;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 91^; TIiree-and-a-Half per
Cents, Reduced, lOOf ; New Threcand-a-Half per Cents.,
100 to I ; India Bonds, 30s. to 33s. pre'm. ; and Long ^An-
nuities, 12^.

iWetropoffs antr its iTfcmfig,
Thunder Storm,—During Wednesday night, and early

on Thursday morning, the Metropolis and neighbourhood
for several miles round were visited by the most severe
storm of thunder and lightning that can be recollected for

years past. It was attended, we regret to say, with very
disastrous consequences. Between four and six o'clock

the fury of the storm was terrific—the flashes of the
forked lightning succeeding each other in rapid succes-

sion, accompanied with loud peals of thunder. The storm
was most violent at the western suburbs, particularly

about Battersea, Wandsworth, Putney, Roehampton, and
Barnes. In the two latter villages a number of houses
were unroofed, and several haystacks destroyed. A num-
ber of barges on the,river between Vauxhall and Putney
bridges were sunk. Stacks of chimneys and roofs of
houses were thrown down ; great damage was sustained
among the craft in the Pool, and many had their masts
and rigging shattered. The steeple of St, Martin's-in-the-
fields, in Trafalgar-square, was struck by the lightning
shortly before six o'clock ; tlie church received consider-
able damage, large portions of the stone work of the
steeple being thrown down, and all the glass of the
southern window being shattered. In Vincent-square,
Westminster, the lightning struck one of the houses,
throwing a stack of chimneys through the roof and set- I dfi^^OI. ;

ting fire to the furniture in the rooms. The tower of the I 2i~00O/. __ .

Fishmongers' Almshouses, at Newington, was struck^ and
J
to the 1st of January last bad mea received

j
ana tH©^

the clock and windows shattered to pieces. In the Hamp-
stead-road several houses received considerable damage,
and many buildings were injured on the Surrey side of the
water, particularly near the river. At Hammersmith, «
labouring man ^lio was proceeding along on the high
road to Lis work was struck dead. At Vauxhall, the
lightning struck a house in Clarence Place, and forced its
way mto several apartments, shattering the glass and fur-
niture, and even the beds in which the familv were sleep-
ing, but they fortunately esrnped unhurt, 'in the New
Road, Woolwich, it struck one of the houses and traversed
the rooms m a similar manner ; the inmates of which were
equally fortunate in escaping without injury. In the til-
lages around town great damage was done, and furth
accounts of fatal accidents will doubtless be received.

The Conservancy vf the River.—Th^ Lord Mayor's
beptennial Survey of the Thames and Medway, as Con-
servator of both rivers, took place on Thursday, Fridav,
and Saturday last ; the present Lord Mayor having con-
sented to take the survev, at the particular request of the
Court of Aldermen. The Duke of Wellington had trans-
muted a letter to the Lord Mayor inviting his Lordship
to take his embarkation at the Tower, in consequence of
which his Lordship embarked there in the Mercury
steamer on Thursday morning, accompanied by the Lady
Mayoress and several of the aldermen and their ladies,
the members of Ihe Navigation Committee, the principal
city officers, and a number of Members of Parliament and
private friends. The Chief Magistrate was loudly cheered
by the crowds assembled on both sides of the river, and
at Blackwall the Mercury stopped, in order that the launch
of the East Indiaman, built by Messrs. Wigram and Co,,
might be witnesied by them. Immediately after the launch
the Mercury went down the river, occasionally stopping
for the purposelsf taking on board additional visiiors. On
Friday the Conservator was received by the Admiral of
the Fleet. When the Mercury arrived at Sheerness, Copt.
Brace, the flag-officer, accompanied by his first Lieute-
nant, came alongside, and his Lordship and Lady Pirie,
with several of their guests, proceeded to the Camperdown,
the Admiral's ship. The yards of the ship were manned,
and all her signals flying as the visitors approached, and
the Lord Mayor was received by Admiral Sir E. Brace,
Commander-in-Chief at Sheerness, and a numerous party.
Upon leaving the Camperdown, the Lord Mayor pro-
ceeded up the Medway to Upnor, and landed there, in or-
der to inspect the boundary-stone of his jurisdiction in the
eastern district, at Cockham-wood, The party formed a
circle round the stone, upon which the colours of the city
were flying; the Lord Mayor proposed the toast, ** God
preserve the city of London,'* and distributed wine and
new coins amongst the assembled multitude. The party
then returned to Rochester, where they were received by
the mayor and corporation of that town with the usual
formalities. The Crown Hotel was the place selected for
the residence of the Conservator during his stay at Roches-
ter, and the first part of the survey concluded there. In
the evening his Lordship gave an entertainment
to which the nobility and gentry of the neighbour-
hood were invited. On Saturday the Lord Mayor
received his guests at nine o'clock at breakfast, and
at ten the party embarked on board the Mercury
for the purpose of proceeding to Southend, and thence to
Leigh, the boundary of his jurisdiction in Essex. As the
steamer passed the Camperdown, the crew of the flag-ship
manned the yards and saluted the Conservator with three
cheers. The Admiral and several other men of naval rank
followed the Mercurv in a vacht to Southend, where a
dejeuner was provided at the Royal Hotel. Ilia

Lordship, attended by the Aldermen and the principal

City officers, then proceeded in boats to Leigh, where tlie

Court of Conservancy was opened. The Lord Mayor
exercised his right of jurisdiction, proceeded three

times round the stone, on the top of which was hoisted the

city colours, drank *' Prosperity to the City of London,"
directed the usual inscription to be cut, and distributed

coin and wine to the populace, who had assembled in con-

siderable numbers to witness the ceremony* The Court
was then dissolved, and the party returned to town in the
course of the evening.

Public Meetings.—On Friday the Middlesex magis-
trates assembled for the purpose of electing a chairman of
the sessions for the ensuing year- The circumstances that
gave rise to the present meeting arose out of the intention
of Government to appoint an assessor to act as judge of
the Quarter and General Sessions, The proposition was
opposed by Mr, Witham on the county day. and in order
that the sense of the magistracy might be taken on the
propriety of such a proceeding, that gentleman nominated
himself in opposition to Mr. Sergeant Adams, the ordinary
chairman. The candidates for the chair were Mr. Serg.
Adams and :Mr. Witham ; and at the close of the ballot
the scrutineers declared the numbers to be, for Mr, Serg.
Adams, 20 ; Mr, Witham, 2 j majority for Mr. Sergeant
Adams, 18—The half-yearly general meeting of the pro-
prietors of the Australian Trust Company was held on
Saturday, J. Abel Smith, Esq., M-P., in the chair. The
report stated that the company had commenced business
in Sydney, on the 2d August, 1841, and was proceeding
under peculiarly favourable circumstances; the invest-

ments had proceeded regularly, and without any prospect

of early interruption, on the scale authorised hj them of

25,000/. a month, and the advances did not exceed one-

half of the saleable value of the property mor^ag«d to the

company. The state of the company to the 2*?^\ •(*!/;

184*2, was as follows :-—Sums received on calls, UbyJim,;

deposits and promissory notes, 61,249/.,- inferest received.

other receipts, 21,25;/.—naakiag a total of

The whole of the inter^t due m Australia
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directors did not aoubt that thej would be enabled to pre

pose to the proprietors, at the meeting to be held in Jan

S^t a dividend of 4 per cent for the half year, being at

?h" nite of 8 per cent, for the whole year upon the paid-up

tiauiul of the company, and have a large surplus for a

reierved fund. The accounts of the company had been

audited by N. W. Senior, Esq., one of the Masters m
Chancery, and the Lord Mayor. The report was adopted.

The " Times" Scholarship—Our readers will remember

that a subscription was lately entered into by many in-

flpential members of the mercantile world in this and

other countries, with a view of acknowledging, and in some

degree compensating, the exertions and expenditure of the

proprietors of the "Times" in the exposure of the con-

spiracy developed in the trial of ** Bogle r. Lawson."

The proprietors having declined, with every feeling of

reBpect to the subscribers, to avail themselves of any por-

tion of the sum contributed, it was appropriated partly to

the erection of tablets commemorative of the circumstances

in the New Royal Exchange, and in the *' Times "_ office,

but chiefly to the foundation of two Scholarships in per-

petuity for the encouragement of learning at the Uni-

versities of Oxford and Cambridge, one of which was

assigned to the pupils of Christ's Hospital, and the other

to the City of London School. The first election to the

Scholarship at the latter institution took place on Friday,

when it was gained by Mr. W. Emery, who is proceeding

to the University of Cambridge, The first election at

Christ's Hospital took place on Tuesday last, when the

successful competitor was Mr. W. Romanis, also proceed-

ing to Cambridge. The value of the exhibition is 30/. a year.

Miver Navigation The daily papers have published

some curious statistical accounts of the rapid increase in

the steam navigation of the Thames. They state that the

number carried by the Iron Steamboat Company, on Sun-

day last, to and from the various stations between London-

bridge and Chelsea, was 30,000 ; the wooden boats of the

Westminster Company carried upwards of 20,000 on the

same stations ; the seven steamers of the Watermen's Com-

pany conveyed to Greenwich, Woolwich, Blackwall, and

Charlton, 10,000 passengers, and brought back about the

game number. The old Greenwich and Woolwich steamers

Theconveyed to and from those places 30,000 persons,

earnings of the Railway Company^s steamers, between the

terminus and Gravesend, exceeded 300/. The other

Gravesend packets were well filled, and the number of

visitors who landed at Gravesend and Korthfleet was

about 35,000; the various steamers making about 80 trips

to and from those places. The steamers which carried down
passengers to the Rosherville-pier at Nortlifleet for Qd,

each, were so crowded that more than 1,500 persons were

left behind. The City of Canterbury and the Red Rover

took down 1,000 persons on Sunday on an excursion to

Heme Bay and Margate ; and, notwithstanding the fares

have been lately raised* those two vessels are daily crowded.

Every village between Richmond and Gravesend has now
its steam-boat piers for the accommodation of passengers ;

and the banks of the Thames, above and below bridge,

have become the outlet for a vast portion of the people of

the metropolis every Sunday during the summer season.

Wandsworth, Putney, and Richmond received 12,000

-visitors on Sunday and Monday, and the villages of Erith,

Greenhithe, Purfleet, and Grays, on the Kent and Essex

shores, are beginning to be visited by the citizens. There

are now 140 steam-vessels navigating the Thames, in

addition to the General Steam Navigation Company's fleet,

and the Irish, Scotch, and foreign steamers- There will

be at least 30 more next season, and the Watermen's

Steam-packet Company have just determined on building

five more, to be ready by the spring of 1843.

Police^—A further investigation into the affairs of the

Westminster Loan Society took place on Wednesday at

GuildhalL The justice-room was crowded with persons

v^ho had invested their money either as share-

holders or as depositors. Sir P. Laurie read a let-

ter he had received, respecting the parties concerned

in "getting up" the company. Several statements

were made by persons who had been ruined by the

loss of their deposits ; and a long conversation took

place between both parties, which ended in the magistrate

advising that the sufferers should attend at the next ses-

sions of the Central Criminal Court, prefer a bill before
the Grand Jury, andrprosecute all the parties, ^—On Thurs-
day, a labouring man, named James Wyatt, was brought
before the magistrate at Queen-square, charged with
throwing a stone at Lord Sandon, as his Lordship was
leaving the House of Commons on Wednesday evening.
The prisoner stated that he had intended to throw it at
Sir R. Pee!, and would intercept every carriage until he
struck him. The magistrate said that it was his impres-
sion that the man was insane, and he should, therefore,
commit him, in default of bail, for three months, in the
course of which time two of the visumg justices at the
prison might, if they sa^ cause, ou the certificate of the
medical attendant, place him under restraint for the future.
Boat Race,—The match between the Westminster

scholars and those of Eton College, which has been for

some time talked of, came off on Tuesday evening. The
distance rowed was nearly fi^e. miles and a half, and was iu

that part of the river which lies between Barker's-rails and
Putney-bridge, the start being from the first-mentioned

place, and the winning-point the bridge. The river was

crowded with steamers and the boats of the different dubs^

«nd presented an animated appearance ; the bridges and

those parts of the banks from which a view of the match

could be commanded were covered with spectators. The

boats were both built on the recently improved system, but

the Etonians had the advantage of weight. The start

to<^ place at Ave minutes past seven, and both crews

went to their work in gallant style, lie lead was tidcen

by the Westminster boat almost immediately, and off

Barnes-terrace she began to show her superiority ; she

gradually got away, and before the distance of two miles

had been rowed was three boats' length in advance. The

pace was very good, assisted by the running down of the

tide ; the boats cut through the water with great rapidity,

and at 27 minutes to eight the Westminster boat reached

Pntney- bridge, the Etonians being about 120 yards behind

her. The winners were greeted with loud cheering from

the steamers, the shores of the river, and the people on

the bridge. Both boats rowed in beautiful style, and the

match was altogetheroneof the best of the present season.

Marr/Iebone,—On Friday the ratepayers of Marylebone

forming the committee appointed to maintain the public

** right of way '* over Primrose-hill, in the dir^tion of

Kilburn, which has recently been obstructed, viewed the

ground, in company with Sir B. Hall and Sir C. Napier.

Mr. Wilson produced a sketch taken from Roque's map

of Marylebone, dated 1745 ; which clearly defined the line

in dispute, and was corroborated by those subsequently

published by Bowies and Eaden. The committee, after

carefully tracing the path, discovered by their sketch that

another and an important right of way had been infringed

on, leading from the estate of the Duke of Portland over

Barrow or Blood-hill, and communicating with Primrose-

hill, on the south side from the outer circle of the Regent's-

park, and which has been blocked up by gates. The

borough members were satisfied that the public had a

*' right of way/' which had been infringed on, and it was

agreed that the vestry be called upon to direct their sur-

veyor to make a survey of the boundaries of the parish at

Primrose-hill, and define it and the footpath by a course

of stones, and that the borough members and the com-

mittee should then request the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests, who have purchased Primrose-hill for the use

and recreation of the public, to assist in preserving the

means of gaining free access to it.

death of Mr.
an active can-

The following
— Mr. D. W.

Mr.

has been examined before the magistrates, and bound over

in heavy sureties to keep the peace.

iroolwich.—On Monday night an incendiary fire was

discovered in the stackyard of Mr. Johnstone, at Park

Farm, near Plumstead old church, in this neighbourhood.

The engines of the Royal Artillery and of the Brigade

were promptly on the spot, and the fire was extinguished

before it had spread to the dwelling-house. The stacks

were completely consumed, and some damage done to the

outhouses ,that adjoined. From inquiries made by the

police, no doubt is entertained that the fire was the work

of an incendiary, who has hitherto escaped detection.

Chatham.—On Monday her Majesty's ship Goliath, 80

guns, and the steam frigate Virago, of 1,059 tons, were

launched at this dockyard, in the presence of a great

number of spectators, who bad come down from town to

witness the spectacle. The Goliath was named by the

Duchess of Buccleucb, and the Virago by the Hon. Mrs,

Grey. Both vessels went off the slips in gallant style,

and a finer launch was never seen. The festivities, how-

ever, were greatly checked by a lamentable accident, which

occurred in the morning to the gig of her Majesty's

steamer Shearwater. The boat had left the steamer at

Sheerness, with Lieut. Cudlip, Dr. Corral (the surgeon),

and six of the crew, for the purpose of seeing the launch,

and was proceeding up the Mersey under sail; when it

was suddenly capsized near Gillingham, and instantly

went down. All on board perished, with the exception

of Lieut, Cudlip, who contrived to lay hold of the back-

board of the boat, and thus prevent himself from sinking.

After floating for three'-quarters of an hour, he was picked

up by one of the City steamers, proceeding with a party

to the launch, and conveyed on board the Shearwater

in a very dangerous condition ; but he is now doing well.

coroner.

airobmcfal Netos

Southwark.— In consequence of the

Holmes, the High Bailiff of this borough,

vass has commenced for the vacant office.

gentlemen are mentioned as candidates ;

Harvey, Mr. Pritchard, Mr. Payne the

Ledger, Mr. Jupp, Alderman Brown, and Alderman Sir

W. Heygate. The situation is said to be worth 3,000/. a

year. The Court of Common Council on Thursday ap-

pointed Mr. Pearson, the City Solicitor, to act as High

Bailiff until the election should occur.

Peckham.—The inquest on the body of James White,

who died in St, Thomas's Hospital, on the 18th inst.,

from the injuries inflicted on him on the 13th while sleep-

ing in a barn on the premises of his employers, Messrs.

Noble and Mee, at Peckham-rye, was resumed on Tues-

day. It will be remembered that the first inquiry, which

took place last week, was adjourned in order to collect

further evidence against William Webb, a fellow-workman

of the deceased, who was taken into custody on suspicion.

As no additional evidence had been adduced, the jury re-

turned m verdict of *' Wilful murder against some person

or persons, but there was not sufficient evidence to prove

who that person was.*'

Chelsea,—Considerable alterations are contemplated in

the management of the Royal Hospitals of Greenwich and

Chelsea, which will prove a great saving to the public,

and an accommodation to the retired solders and sailors

enjoying the benefits of these magnificent institutions.

It is proposed to join both establishments under one

board, the members of which will hold their sittings at

Somerset-house, an examination having already been

made to ascertain if there are suitable offices in that

building for the purpose. When the arrangements are

completed, it is intended to pay retired sailors in districts,

by officers, as has already been adopted with retired sol-

diers in Scotland.

£>eptford,—This town on Tuesday evening was thrown

into a state of excitement by a Chartist riot. A large

assemblage of persons had met at the meeting-house in

High-street, for the purpose of hearing a lecture by Mr.

G. Thompson, on the distress of the country. The chair

was to be taken at seven o'clock, by which time the meet-

ing-house, which is capable of accommodating about two

thousand people, was crowded to excess. The Minister

having taken the chair, announced the unavoidable absence

of the lecturer, who was compelled to attend a meeting at

which considerable opposition was expected. A person in

the gallery then proposed that a general discussion should

take place; this excited an uproar, in the midst of which

a body of Chartists proposed that the chair should be

filled by a working man. Several Chartists attempted to

get possession of the table, and a general fight and scuffle

ensued. The entrance of a body of police, accompanied

by an inspector, served to increase the riot, and their

attempt to secure the principal parties induced their friends

and partisans to join the fray, and prevent their being

captured. After several ineffectual attempts to restore

order, during which some violent speeches were delivered,

a repetition of the violence ensued, which at length as-

sumed such an alarming appearance that another body of

police was sent for ; and, in the midst of the confusion,
the meeting was declared to be dissolved. The Chartists
then proposed an adjournment to the Broadway, which
was agreed to. Hundreds who had been unable to gain
admittance, followed to the Broadway, and in a few mi-
nutes the large open space was filled, and the highway
blocked up. Dr. M'Dowell began to harangue the
multitade, but his address was cut short by the arrival of
the police. The meeting was ordered to disperse ; which
was met with determined opposition, upon which Dr.
M'Dowell was apprehended, and conveyed, with several of

the Chartist leaden, in custody to the station-house. He

Brighton,—The new steam-packet wharf erected by the

Railway Company at their terminus at Kingston was

opened on Monday. The Dieppe packet conveyed a large

party there on that day to celebrate the occasion. The

wharf is fitted up with a place for the examination of

passengers' luggage, so that, within the shortest possible

time after the arrival of the packets, passengers will pro-

ceed by a special train, which will be sent on the packet's

arrival to convey them to the Brighton station ; and those

who proceed to London may do so by the first train after

the packet's arrival. Passengers from London may also

place themselves in the railway train at London-bridge,

and, in less than three hours after, embark at the wharf

in smooth water. The improvements in Shoreham har-

bour, and the accommodation afforded by this branch rail-

way, will add materially to the convenience of passengers.

Birkenhead.—On Tuesday evening, the 19th, the

inhabitants of this town were alarmed by a whirlwind,

similar to that recorded in our Lancashire news of last

week.
^
Not a breath of wind was felt at the time, when

suddenly a loud noise was heard, resembling the falling of

waters, which continued about two minutes, when tte

wind came from the south-east, apparently embracing only

about eight yards in breadth ; its force was so powerful

that it bent down everything before it, shaking the houses

it passed to their foundations, and throwing up the water

in the pits to a height of three or four yards. No other

injury was done than the breaking of some windows, and

throwing down bricks, slates, &;c. The passengers by the

Chester train were coming up Jay-street at the time, and

many of them were thrown upon the ground by the wind.

The effect of the whirlwind was not felt more than three

minutes.

Cardiff.^On Saturday last, Richard Edwards, or

Tamar, convicted at the late assizes for the murder

of his mother, underwent the last sentence of the law

in front of the county gaol in this town. There were not

less than 10,000 persons present. The criminal was only

28 years of age, but had become notorious from being

associated with many of the worst transactions which have

occurred in these parts for some years past.

Cheltenham,—On Friday last, the county coroner and

a jury assembled to inquire into the cause of the death of

Mr. T- Sollis, a farmer of Bishop's Cleeve, near this town,

who was accidentally drowned in a stone-trough, in afield

at some distance from his house. On their proceeding to

view the body, the floor of the room gave way, and the

whole party, including the jury, surgeon, and police, were

precipitated into the cellar, together with the body of the

deceased farmer. No serious injury was sustained, al-

though a large quantity of broken timber and rubbish fell

upon them ; and after a brief interval they were able to

resume the business of the inquest.

Crediton,—A fire broke out on Monday night in this

town, by which from 30 to 40 houses were entirely con-

sumed. Our readers are probably aware that no provin-

cial town in England has suffered so greatly from fir^e a*

this place* Since its total destruction in 1712 and 1/9^,

extensive fires have occurred almost annually, and the

losses have chiefly fallen upon the insurance-offices. The

present fire commenced at about 6 o'clock on Monday

night, in a dwelling-house opposite the old cathedral. The

supply of water was very scanty, and the flames rapidly

spread. Before assistance could be procured from Exeter

20 houses were consumed, and it became necessary to pull

down several buildings, in order to arrest the progress of

the fire, which was not extinguished before nearly *"

houses were destroyed. Several accidenU occurred, but

none of a serious character are mentioned.

BeaL efforts

Bush last year to construct the lighthouse on the Good-

win Sand», to be colled the <' Light of all Nations,", were
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impeded bj repeated failures. His caisson has since been
recoustructed ; and about three weeks ago he succeeded
in getting it afloat. It was however doubtful whether
success would crown his efforts during the present season

;

but these doubts were resolved on Wednesday, when the
caisson was towed to its station ; it soon settled down^and
the other works will commence immediately. '

Macclesfield,—The Staffordshire colliers have been en-
deavouring to excite the colliers of this county to join them
in their strike for wages. On Thursday the 21st, a large
body of them marched into Congleton. Their numbers
were estimated at from 800 to 1000, and they were most
of them armed with formidable bludgeons. In several
instances, it is stated, they entered shops, and demanded
provisions or money ; and, of course, their demands were
at once complied with. After committing some acts of
violence, they proceeded to this town. Information of
their*moveraents had already been forwarded toManchester,
and a squadron of 1st Dragoons was despatched towards
Poynton, which the colliers were expected to visit. Two
companies of the 60th Rifles and a company of the 72nd
Highlanders speedily followed in the same direction. The
Tatton troop of the Cheshire Yeomanry were also ordered
to assemble at Congleton, to guard against the return of
the disaffected workmen to that town.^. On Friday the
colliers proceeded towards Poynton; not, however, in one
large compact body, as at Congleton, but in small scattered
groups, and apparently as if reconnoitring the place.
Finding a strong body of military there, it is supposed that
they had thus separated ; they showed no hostile inten-
tions whatever, but some of them distributed hand-bills,
containing a copy of the resolutions passed a few days
before at a meeting of the Staffordshire colliers. ' It is said
that the terms which those resolutions prescribe are less
advantageous to the men than the wages now given to the
colliers in the pits of Lord Vernon, at Poynton. It is also
stated that it was their intention, if they had not been
checked by the presence of the troops, to have turned out
the Poynton colliers, and closed the pits there, and then
proceeded to the collieries in the neighbourhood of Stock-
port, Hyde, Dukinfield, Ashton, and Oldham. They des-
patched emissaries in that direction^ but their intentions
as to the Poynton collieries being frustrated, they appear
to have abandoned their intention of proceeding further
north, and set out on their return to the Potteries. With
the exception of what occurred at Congleton, the parts of
Cheshire visited by the rioters have not suffered from any
violence, which is attributed, in a great measure, to the
prompt arrival of the military,

-On Friday, the 23rdt a case was brought
on for hearing before the stipendiary magistrate, at Sal-
ford, which, on account of the respectability of one of the
parties, Excited much interest in the town.

who honoured it with Royal visits on twelve sereral

Manchester,

The party
accused was Mr. D* Hardie, who carried on business as a
share-broker

; and Mrs. Wilding, a widow, who attended

*?
^^l^^^

^^® complaint. It appeared from the evidence,
that Mrs. Wilding, who could not read or write, had a
sum of money in her possession, which she gave at vari-
ous times to the prisoner, in order that he might purchase
shares in the Liverpool Plate Glass Company, with the
understanding that she was to receive a krge profit She
advanced altogether 450/., but the prisoner would never
give up the scrip for her shares, telling her that she knew
nothmg of such matters, and that he would keep them for
her until Christmas, when the interest would have accur
mulated to several hundred pounds, and that he would
pay her in one sum. After various unsuccessful attempts
to obtain a settlement, the prisoner became embarrassed
and was arrested, when he admitted that he had never
bought a single share with .the money. The magistrate
said that the only evidence wanting to prove the case, was
that of the Plate Glass Company, and he, therefore, should
commit him for trial as soon as the necessary witness was
forthcoming*

Newcastk'Under-Lyne The colliers at Hanley are
beginning to return to their work, but some still conti-
nue out. On Monday there was a numerous meeting of
colliers

; but nothing definite was arranged as to future
operations. The markets on that day were deserted, only
about 15 butchers out of 70 or 80 having appeared. The
poorhouses of Burslem and Wollaston union, situated in
Chill, are filled with paupers ; and distress, such as never
before existed in this part of the country, now prevails.
All however is quite peaceable, owing, no doubt, to the
appearance of the military stationed at this place. . In the
southern districts of Staffordshire the turn-out assumed
a more serious aspect. On Tuesday the colliers, to the
nuoiber of some hundreds, marched out of Bilston to
^* aisall, where a large meeting was to be held. They also
turned out in large numbers and surrounded the poor-
house, and commenced levying contributions on the in-
habitants. They compelled the men employed in the lime
and other works to leave off, and great alarm was ex-
cited. The 3rd Dragoon Guards and the Yeomanry were
called out, and stationed in different parts of Walsall, and
the magistrates assembled in order to preserve the peace.
A lie mob ducked in the canals several men who had re-
used to join them, and then proceeded towards Bloxwich
to atop the works there. The latest accounts, however,
state that these extreme measures were prevented, and that
a compromise with the masters has been effected.

Northampton,—It is announced that in the month of
September her Majesty, accompanied by Prince Albert
and the royal suite, will honour the Marquis of Exeter
with her presence at Burghley House, in this county,
where preparations have already commenced for her Ma-
jesty's reception. The mansion is already known in con-
nexion with the *' progresses" of English Queens. It waa
founded in 1585, by the celebrated statesman Cecil, first
i^ord Burghley, Lord High Treasurer to Queen Elizabeth,

sion« H • l t
^ ^^"^^ ^^ ^"^^^^^ sct^tjA occa- 1 the Directors »tated that they had reason to believe thatMoiK, ana was m the habit of sojourning there for more the acconnU laid before the meeting were correct- From

than a week at a time. There are many antique relics of
Historical interest preserved there. Among other trea-
sures, thejewel-closet contains a gold basin and spoon,
used at the coronation of Queen Elizabeth ; and a rosary
worn and used by Mary Queen of Scots.

Portsmouth—The operations against the wreck of the
Royal George are still continued. Five or six divers de-
scend at every tide, and a large stock of timber, shot, bal-
last, Stc, has been recovered during the present season.
An accident occurred on the 11th to one of the divers, a
private of the Sappers and jMiners, by the bursting of the
air-pipe ; and although the greatest alertness was dis-
played in hauling him on board and relieving him of the
dress, he sustained considerable injury, his face and neck
having become black, and his eyes so Wiously affected as
to deprive him of sight for some time. The accident
arose from the iron wires which bound the pipe having
corroded and burst the India-rubber coating.—The n^w
Governor of the Mauritius, Sir W. Gomm, and suite,
embarked for his destination on Sunday, under the usual
salutes, in H.M.S. Cleopatra. R^ar-Admiral the Hon.
D. P. Bouverie resigned his command as superintendent
of the dockyard and the ships in ordinary at this port on
Thursday, and was succeeded by Rear-Admiral Hyde
Parker. Admiral Sir E, Codrington will also retire from
his command as Port Admiral here in a few weeks, when
his time for holding the appointment will expire. It is

believed that he will be succeeded either by the Hon. Sir
J. Talbot or Sir Byam Martiii.

Rugby.—J^ meeting of the trustees of Rugby School
took place on Thursday for the election of a Head-
Master in the room of the late Dr. Arnold. There
were present the Earls of Denbigh, Aylesford, and
Howe ; Sir G. Skipwith, Sir F. Lawley, Sir H. Hal-
ford, Sir G, Crewe, Mr. W- S. Dugdale, M.P., Mr,
E. J. Shirley, M.P., and Mr. Holbeche. The trus-

tees proceeded to the business of the day, when the
Rev. Archibald Campbell Tait, Fellow and Tutor of Bal-
liol-college, Oxford, was elected Head Master of the school.

Windsor and Eton,—On Saturday afternoon, her Ma-*
jesty the Queen, accompanied by Prince Albert, and the
Hereditary Prince and Princess of Saxe Coburg Gotha,
with a numerous suite, left Buckingham Palace, and pro-
ceeded by the Great Western Railway^ to Windsor Castle.

The terminus was crowded with persons, by whom her
Majesty was loudly cheered. Tbq train consisted of the
royal saloon carriage, two first-class carriages, and an
open carriage. This was the first occasion on which her
Majesty has travelled by the railroad from London to this

town.—The annual celebration of Eton electioncommenced
on Saturday, The cloister speech was delivered by Mr.
Tarver, son of the French Master ; it alluded as usual to

the principal events of the year, particularly dwelling on
the birth of the Prince of Wales and the visit of the King
of Prussia to the College. The election regatta took
place in the evening, and the festivities closed with a dis-

play of fire-works. On Monday, the annual speeches

were delivered before the Provost and a distinguished

party, after which the examination and election of scholars

on the foundation commenced. In the evening, the Pro-

vost gave an entertainment to 100 visitors, among whom
was the American Minister, who addressed the company
in a very happy speech. The election was concluded in

the evening, when twenty-three foundation scholars or

collegers were admitted. The number of scholars upon
the election list was 649, being an increase of twenty-four

since last year, and upwards of 300 since the commence-
ment of the present century, when the numbers were only

357. The following, showing the gradual increase of the

pupils during the last seven years, will interest a'l old

Etonian^ ;—in 1836, there were -l-ll boys at the College ;

in 1837, 472 ; in 1838, 522; in 1839, 560; in 1840, 593;

in 1841, 635 ; and this year, 659.
Railways.—The following arc the returns of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week: Blackwall 1,361/.,

Greenwich 935/., South-Western 7,933/., Eastern Coun-
ties 1,183/., Northern and Eastern 1,700/., Great West-

ern 20,627/., London and Birmingham 17,763/., Birming-

ham and Derby 1,386/., Birmingham and Gloucester

2,149/., Manchester and Leeds 4.645/., Hull and Selby

1.032/., Midland Counties 2,849/.» North Midland

4,291/., York and North Midland 1,746/., Great North of

England 1,349/., Edinburgh and Glasgow 2,214/.—The
half-yearly meeting of the shareholders of the North

Union Railway Company took place last week. The re-

port stated that the usual half-yearly dividend of 21, 10*.

per share would be paid out of the surplus of profit of

16,588/. 105. ld,y leaving a balance of 741/. to the credit

of the profit and loss account of the next half-year. The
general depression in trade was alluded to as the reason

for the decline in traffic ; but to meet this depreciation,

the directors had exercised great vigilance and economy,

and thereby preserved the former rate of dividend to the

proprietors. A negotiation, which appears likely to be

brought to a favourable issue, has commenced between

this company and the Lancaster and Preston Company

—

A special meeti ng of the Manchester and Birmingham Com-
pany has been held for the purpose of considering what

course the Directors, under the advice of the shareholders,

should pursue, eiFectually to conclude the negotiation long

since opened with the Grand Junction Railway for the

settlement of the Ihie of road. After some discussion a

committee was appointed to co-operate with the directors

in the matter.—A meeting of the Chester and Birkenhead

Company has been held, to receive the balance-sheet and

report of the Directors. It appeared that the accounts

were so obscure, that the assistance of two ej^erienccd

persona had been found necessary to unr*vcl them ? but

the report it appeared that the total amount of traffic for

the year 1841-42 was 30J84/. 6j. 8^/., while the expendi-
ture was 25,247/, As, 9d. The directors acknowledged
that this was a high charge for the working of the railway,
and attributed it chiefly to the shortness of the line. A
dividend of 20*. per share was announced, the
balance oF the traffic account with the surplus pre-
viously on hand being 8,852/. 1^. 3d., the whole
of which was stated to be available for division.—

'

On Sunday evening a fatal accident occurred ou the
Croydon Railway. While the train was proceeding over
Croydon-common, a gentleman got out of the third-class
carriage, and, after walking over the tops of two carriages
at the imminent danger of his life, the train going at a
rapid rate at the time, sat himself on the roof of a first-
class carriage. The guard, Joseph Clutterbuck, imme-
diately left his seat for the purpose of going to the pas-
senger ; and while in the act of walking across the
carriage, his head struck one of the bridges, dashing him
on the coupling chains. The screams of the passengers
who witnessed the occurrence induced the engine-driver
to stop the train, and the guard was placed in a carriage,
and conveyed to London, when it was discovered that the
injury must have caused instant death, the head being
completely shattered. The passenger made his way out
upon the arrival of the train at New-cross, but he wai
instantly followed and given into custody. He gave his
name and address, Mr, Cramer, Devonshire-street, Queen-
?(juare, and stated that he was a civil engineer. An in-
qiiest has been held on the body of the guard, and a
verdict of •' Accidental death" returned. Mr. Cramer,
on Tuesday, was brought before the magistrates, under
the provisions of the General Railway Act, to answer for
the misdemeanour. The magistrate refused to settle the
case summarily, and sent il for trial at the assizes at
Guildford; it came on yesterday. Mr. Cramer pleaded,
guilty, but the Judge thought the indictment could not be
sustained, and discharged the prisojier on payment of a
nominal fine of iQs.—On Monday morning, a fatal acci-

dent occurred on the South-Western Railway ; the lug-
gage-train from Southampton having passed over a man,
who was asleep and lying iicross the rails on Woking-
common. The obstruction created by the body gave inti-

mation to the engine-driver that all was not right, and he
stopped the train within a few yards of the spot where .

the accident had occurred. The guard and stoker pro-
ceeded to search for deceased, whom they found groaning
dreadfully, the right leg having been torn off. The man
was carried to the train as carefully as possible, and con-
veyed to 24ine Elms ; but he ceased to live before he had
arrived at Esher. When taken up he said his name was
John Mitchell, but he had not power of speech sufficient

to state anything further. When the train arrived at the

terminus at >iine Elms, the guard, hoping that the de-

ceased might be only in a state of syncoj^e, sent for a
surgeon, who declared the man to have been dead some
time, and attributed his death to excessive hemorrhage.
The evidence at the inguest showed that he was probably
intoxicated, and the jury returned a verdict of '* Acci-
dental death/'—On Monday an accident, resulting in the
death of a farmer named Leak, occurred on the line of the
Manchester and Birmingham Railway. Deceased resided

near Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire, and on Monday forenoon

went towards the railway to overlook some men, whom
he had set to mow on the slopes of the line. While he
stood watching them, the train from Manchester to band-

bach was seen advancing. At this moment a dog, which

had accompanied him, lay basking on the line, and did

not heed his call. He ran to it, and had taken hold of it,

but before he could get out of the way, the engine struck

him on the head, and several of the wheels passed over

his body and killed him on the spot.

IRELAND.
DulJin,—His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant left the

Viceregal Lodge on Sunday evening, for Kingstown, and
immediately embarked on board H.M.'spacket Merlin for

Liverpool, on his way to London.—The papers publish

the decision of the Government upon the report of Mr.
Smith, the commissioner appointed by the Lord Lieu-*

tenant to inquire into the conduct of the magistrates and
police who had been on duty upon the night of the fatal

conflict in Ennis. Mr. L. C. Smith, the stipendiary ma-
gistrate stationed at Ennis, who had been in command of

the force, is retained in the service of the Government

;

but his Excellency deems it expedient to remove him to

another station, and accordingly he will at once proceed to

Borrisokane, County Tipperary, in place of Captain Duff,

who proceeds to Ennis- Mr. Fitzsimon, the sub-inspector,

proceeds to another station. The decision of his Excellency

regarding Mr.Browne,the county inspector,is not yet made
known. All the police party, who had been on duty on the

night of the riot, amounting in number to 37, are ordered to

this city, where they are to undergo an examination be-

fore Col. M'Gregor, the inspector-general of the consta-

bulary.—Accounts have been received in town of the death

of the Very Rev. Peter Brown, Dean of Ferns and Incum-

bent of Gorey for upwards of 50 years, who died at Gorey

on the 21st inst.—The papers continue to report unfa-

vourably of the state of the Bishop of Cashel's health, ^o

amendment appears to be taking place; and the venei^o^

prelate \m yet unable to comply with thejecommes*^«on

of his physicians to try the eifects <>f ^ ^^^^f^j'^fjl:
-The inquest on Mr. Byrne is still

f^'^^'^fj^fj^^^
prtjceedinls are reported at great length, but they present

as yet little public interest.
^ ^ . ^ii.„..«T q«.:«*^

Cork.-The meeting of the Royal Ar^cultural Society

of Ireland has just taken place in this to^n. -ru. ,...iThe loc4

:.— -i» -I
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papers are filk.1 with details of the proceedings, which

seem to have drawn together iarge numbers of the nobihty

and eentry from all parts of the country. The grand ban-

nuet took vlace on Thursday, the 21st. The company

amounted to about 1,000. The chair Tvas taken by the

Marquis o( Downshire, and the vJce-chair was filled by

the Earl of Shannon. Of the exhibition, the papers say

that oa the whole it went off well, '^here was less stock

than seems to have been expcr'^d, but many breeders

Tvere deterred from sending cattle in consequence of the

fatal distemper prevalent in some parts of Ireland. This

affection appears to be of a very iualignant character, and

to present the ordinary symptoms of pulmonary disease.

It commences with a short continuous cough, and the

lungs on examination after death are found to be com-

pletely decayed. Hundreds of cattle are said to have been

carried off by it within a very short period.

Armagh.—Another Ribbon trial under the recent sta-

tute was held at Armagh on Friday, the 22d, before Mr.
Justice Cramptou. The Attorney- General attended in

person to prosecute. The parties tried were four in num-
ber, all of whom, along with a fifth, who had forfeited his

recognisance and absconded, had been tried at a former

assizes ; but in consequence of the jury not agreeing, they

were held over for a second trial on this occasion. There

was a sixth who had never been made amenable to justice.

The jury found all the parties guilty. The Court, in

forcible terms, urged ail members of the illegal confedera-

tion of Ribbonmen to take warning by the example about

to be made of their five associates, and sentenced each to

transportation for seven years. All the convicts were of

the better class of farmers.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Geueral Assembly having appointed

Thursday, the 21st, to be observed aS a day of solemn
humiliation, public worship took place in the churches of

the Establishment. There was a good attendance on the

part of the different congregations. The Dissenters having

declined the invitation made to them through the Mode-
rator of the General Assembly to co-operate with the

Church of Scotland on this occasion, the observance of

the day was almost entirely confined to the latter. The
shops were shut as generally as on ordinary fast days ;

and, as the weather was beautiful, great numbers availed

themselves of the opportunity to take a trip to the most
interesting localities in the neighbourhood. The number
of passengers entered at the Edinburgh station of the

Glasgow railway amounted to 5,600, being more than three

times the number booked on the occasion of the sacra-

mental fast in April last. The number who travelled on
the various branches of the Edinburgh and Dalkeith rail-

way, including children, was above 7,000. The number
who paid way 6,861 ; and it is stated that these were

chiefly of the respectable classes in middle and lower life,

a;nd that not a drunken or disorderly person was seen on

any part of the lines Mr. James Miller has been elected

Professor of Surgery to this University, in the place of

the late Sir Charles BelJ. The other candidate, Mr.
Lizars, was not even proposed. The election to the Chair

of Pathology, vacant by the resignation of Dr. Thomson,
will take place on the 9th of next month. The candidates

are Dr. Craigie, Dr. Henderson, Dr. John Davy, Dr,
Handyside, and Dr. Bennett.

Harris.—The island and parish of Harris, constituting

a middle link In the great chain of the Hebrides, called the

Long Island, has presented a scene of considerable com-
motion for the last three weeks, in consequence of nearly

400 of the population having resolved to emigrate to North
America- It is said that the proprietor, the Earl of Dun-
more, has given about 700/. to assist these destitute people

to defray the expenses of their emigration. About 500
persons from Loch Boisdale are also destined for America,

SPORTING.
Goodwood Races.— Tr/^.?rffiy.—These popular races commenced

this day, and were very numerously attended. The proceedings
begin with

The Craven Stakes of 10 sovs. each. Mile and a quarter. 9 subs,
"Won by Mr. EtwaU's Discord (Melody colt), (J. Day, Junior),
beating Lord Jersey's f, by Bay Middleton out of Trampoline,
Col. Anson's Elopement, Duke of Richmond's The Currier, and
Mr. Forth's Paul Totter. Won by two lengths.

Thp Lax-ant HUikes of 50 sovs. each, 30 ft., for two-yr.-olds.
Half a mile, i; suba. \Von by Lord Maidstone's The Castor
(Scott), beating: Mr. Trcen's Bastile, Lord Exeter^s c. by Beirara,
d. by EmUius, Lord G. Bentinck's Bramble, and Mr, Gratwicke's
HopcfiU. ^Vorl cleverly by a length.

The Drmvmg.room Utakeff of 25 sovs. each, with a bonus of 10
sovs. each. 4i subs, to the stakes, and 30 to the bonus. Won by
Duke of Bedford's Envoy (Robinson), beating Col. Peel's Seahorse,
Col. Anson sAttila. Duke of Richmond's Eaglesfield, Mr. Grcvill's
Gunttr, Mr. Goodman's Rover, Lord G. Bentinck's Misdeal, and
Lord Exeter s Albion. Won by half a length. Seahorse beating-
Attila by a neck. The others were tailed off an immense distance.

Sweepstakes of 300 sovs. each, h. ft., for four-yr-oUls. 12 subs.Won by Lord G. Bentmck'a Mustapha (Rogers^, beating Lord
Westminster s Van Amburgh, and Lord Chesterfield's Mehcmet
Ali. Won by 20 lengths.
Uie Graiwicke Stakes of 100 sovs. each, h.ft., for thiee-yr-olds

67 subs. Won by Lord Verulani's Robert de Gorham (Cotton)'
beating Mr. Wreford's Wiseacre, Lord G. Bentinck's Firebrand'
Duke of Richmond*s f. by Elis out of Balcine, and Mr. Bowes's
The Lady of Silverkeld Well. The favourite jumped off with a
lead of about 20 lengths, and kept ittotheeud) such a tailing
mcc for the distance has seldom, if ever, been seen,

T/ie Goodwood Club Stake* of 10 sovs. each, for thrce-yr-olds

and upwards, ridden by members of the Goodwood Club. 18 sobs.

Won by Mr. Toilett's The Tiger (General Gilbert), beating Lord
Egliiiton's The Young'un, Lord G. Bentinck's Proof Print, Count
Batbyaoy'.s Nicholas, Sir C. Cockerel], named Man Friday, Lord
6. Bentinck's Flytrap, and Lord G. Bentinck's The Yorkshire

Lady. W^on by a head, after a fine race.

Match t 3,000 sovs., h.ft. Cup course. Won by Mr. Johnstone's

Charles ^n. (Marson), beating Mr. Lichtw^d's Hyllus. Won by

The WcUf:r Stakes of 20 sovs., for three-yr-olds. Gent, riders,

&c. 7 subs. W^ou by Duke of Richmond's The Currier (Lord

March), beating Mr. TTolnies's Vulcan. A dead heat; after which
both horses divided the stakes, and The Carrier walked over.

The Ham Stakes o( 100 sovs. each, h.ft., for two-yrs-olU colts.

T.Y.C. n2 subs. Won by Lord Eglinton's Aristidcs, by Bay Mid-
dleton (Lye), beating Col. Peel's Murat, by Slane, and six others.

A good race ; won by two lengths.

The Innkeepers* IHate of 50 sovs., added to a sweepstakes of 6

sovs. each. T.Y.C. 4 subs. v;on by Lord G. Bentinck's African

(W' . Hewlett),beating Mr. King's Sultana, Lord Rosslyn's Cornuto,

and Mr. GrevilTe's Pickwick. Won easy. This day's sport was
not over till seven o'clock, making nearly seven hours' racing.

Wednesdaif.— The Qiteen^s Plate of 100 gs. Won by Mr. Forth's

Vibration (Bell;, beating Mr. Holmes' Vulcan, Mr. Wreford's

Warden, Mr. Bignold's c. by Emilius out of Memima, and Lord

G. Beutiuck's Tripoli. Won very cleverly by a length. A fine

race for second. m ,- i^

The Sfeicards' Cup, added to a handicap of 5 sovs. each. T.\.C.

30 sovs. Won by Lord Jersey's f. by Touchstone out of Adela

(Chappie), beating Lord G. Bentinck's Misdeal, and Col. Peel's

Garry Owen. Several others started, but were not placed. Won
by a head; Misdeal beating Garry Owen by half a length.

The Goodwood StaJies of 25 sovs. each, 15 ft. Cup course. 151

subs., of whom lOl declared, «:c. Won by Major Hay's Retriever

(Murphy), beating Lord Kilmore's c. by Muley Moloch, d. by

Action, and Mr. Shelley's Daddy Longlegs. Several others

started, but were not placed. Retriever made all the running,

was never caught, and won by six lengths.

The Handicap PUite of 50 so\s., added to a sweepstakes of 5

sovs. each. Mile heats. Won by Duke of Richmond's The Cur-

rier (Rogers), beating Mr. Theobald's Pocahontas. Mr. Ley's c. by

Elis out of Partiality, and Lord Rosslyn's Gilbert. Won in a canter.

The Cowdray Stakes of 25 sovs. each. T.Y.C. W^on by Sir W.
Stanley's Cecil (Butler), beating Lord Chesterfield's f. by Muley
Moloch, and Lord G. Bentinck's Tiptoe. Won by a length cleverly.

The Members' Plate of 501. with 50/. added by the Ladies, and
10/. from the fund for the second horse. Heats, once round.

Won by Lord Eglinton's The Young 'un (Lye), beating Mr.

Gregory's Fitzroy, Lord G. Bentinck's f. Stop-awhile-says-Slow,

and Lord Vcrulara's Concertina. Each heat won easy. Fitzroy

broke down in the second heat.

Thursdai/.—This being the Cup day, the stand was crowded,

and an immense assemblage of spectators had collected at an
early hour.
A Sweepstakes 6/25 sovs. each, for 2-yrs-old colts. T. Y. C. 12

subs. Won by Lord Chesterfield's Peter the Hermit (Natt),

beating Mr. Sadler's Decisive, Mr. Wreford's c. by Sultan, jun.,

f. out of Victoria, and Lord G. Bentinck's Gaper. A dead heat

between the two first) the stakes were divided, and the Hermit
walked over.

The Molecojnh Stakes', of 50 sovs, each, h. ft. T.Y.C. W^on by
Lord Maidstone's The Caster (Scott), beating Mr. Wreford's Vic-

toria colt, and Lord G. Bentinck's Bramble. Won cleverly by a

length.
The Duke of Biehmond's Plate of 100/. New Mile. Won by

Lord Rosslyn's Catmelino (F. Butler), beating Mr. Forth's Vibra-

tion, and several others. Won cleverly by a neck,

The Hacking Stakes, of 50 sovs. each, p.p., for 3-yr.olds. New
Mile. 26 Subs. Won by Lord G. Bentinck's Misdeal (W. Hew-
lett), beating Lord Westminster's Candahar, and several others

which were not placed. W on by a length.

The Goodwood Cap, value 300 gS., by subscription of 20 sovs.

each, with 100 added. Ctip Course. 50 subs. Won by Mr. John-
ston's Charles XIL (Robinson), beating Mr. Forth's Policy, Mr.
Ferguson's Fireaway, Mr. Ettwall's Thistle W^hipper, Lord West-
minster's Sleight-of-Hand, Mr. Bell's The Squire, Mr. Allen's Bel-

cceur. Lord G. Bentinck's Yorkshire Lady, and Mr. Higgins'sh. by
Priam, out of Seamew. Thistle Whipper was in front at starting,

but in a few strides ccmtentcd himself with the second place, the

lead being taken at a good pace by Policy, Thistle Whipper and
Fireaway lying next, Yorkshire Lady and Belcceur fifth and sixth,

Charles, The Squire, and Seamew horse bringing up the rear.

There was no alteration of the slightest moment in the leading

horses until they reached the last turn, where Charles and the

Squire moved towaids the front. At the distance the race was
over— Charles went by his horses, made the rest of the running,

and won in a canter by two lengths, Fireaway was beaten two
lengths from the second. The Seamew horse pulled up a mile

from home, and Sleight of-Hand, the Yorkshu-e Lady, and Bel-

cceur, were tailed off two distances. The pace was good.

The Anglesey Stakes, of 15 sovs. each, for 3-yr-olds, &c. Gentle-

men riders. The new mile. 13 Subs. Won by Mr. F. Clarke's

Currycomb (Mr. P. Williams), beating Lord G. Bentinck's Proof
Print. Mr. Graydon's Helpmate, and Sir W. Stanley's Cecil. After

the first quarter of a mile. Currycomb made the runmng, which he
kept up to the end, and won in a canter by two lengths.

Rolls Court.— C/arA-ff v. Yonge.—hord Langdalc gave judg-
ment in this cause, reported to the Court in May last. The
suit was by the trustees of the will of the Rev. Thos. Young,,
formerly rector of Necton, Norfolk, as impropriator of a portion

of lay tithes in Necton, consisting of a moiety of the tithes of

corn, which, upon the dissolution of the monastery of W^estacre,

came to the Crown, and was granted as a lay fee and vested in

the testator, Thos. Young, who devised it to his brother, the Rev.
W. Young, now dead, for life, with remainder to his children,

and was brought against thepresent rector, the Rev. W'm. Yonge.
In April, 1839, there was a commutation of the tithe for an annual
rent-charge of 905/., to be paid to the defendant, as rector, and
his successors. In consequence of the unsoundness of mind of

Young, the brother and devisCc for life, the registrar of the dio-

cese of Norwich was appointed his substitute j but no notice was
taken of the existence of the portion of lay tithes. After the de-
visee Young's death, the plaintiffs filed the bill for a reasonable
proportion of the annual rent- charge of 905/., and for an appor-
tionment of it, according to the values of the lay moiety of the
corn tithes, and of the tithes belonging to the rectory.—Lord
Langdalc said, the first question was, whether the testator, Thos.
Young, was entitled to the moiety of the corn tithes. His Lord-
ship went through the title from the time of Henry VUI., and
was, of opinioii that the title to the portion of tithes was made
out.' The testator was rector of Necton from 1791 to 1837. It

could not be expected to find, under such circumstances, the rela-

tive rights of the rector and of the portionist. From the circum-
stances it was improbable that there should have been a separate

possession of the tithes by the rector and the portioner. For 28
years before his death the testator was both rector and portioner.

It was called ** about a moiety," The writings lead to a conclu-
sion that there was an equality of value. He was of opinion it

could be reasonably construed only as a description of a moiety
of the rectorial tithes; and, therefore, that the testator in his life-

time, and the plaintiffs as trustees under his will, were entitled

to a moiety of the com tithes in the parish. Under the Tithes
Commutation Act, the lands had been discharged from future
payment of tithes. The act providedthat persons having interest
in tithes should have the same right over the rent-charge as they
had over the tithes. The plaintiffs were not excluded from seek-
ing to establish their claim to a portion of the rent charge com-
mensurate with the portion they had in the tithes. He should
declare the plaintiffs had been entitled to one moiety of the com
tithes, and were now entitled to such a proportion of the rent-
charge (905/. a year) as the one moiety of the com tithes bore to
the whole of the tithes; and there must be a reference to the
Master to settle the proporUou. The plainUffg were not entitled
to any further account. There was no foundation for concluding
that the defendant had notice of the plaintiff's right until the
claim was made. The defendant was justified in requiring the
claim to he made out by legal proceedings; and although it might
have been wished that some of the defence^ had not been resorted
to, he was of opinion that plaintiffs must pay the coats of the suit.
AssizK LvTKr-LifiRvcE.—Wkstkrn Ciucvit, Exktkr.—E/ira-

&€t/i Sniail'^as indicted for stealing from the person of William
Ilardiogthcsum of28/. This case presented an instance of extra-

ordinary superstition on the part of the prosecutor; and, to per-

sons unacquainted with the ignorance that still spreads over many
parts of our agricultural districts, would seem to belong to the

history of many centuries past. It appeared by the evidence that

the prosecutor, who kept a beer-shop at Sandford,m this county,

was, in the month of April last, ill a feeble state of health. He
happened upon some occasion to see the prisoner, who is an old

gipsy^woman. He fell into conversation with her on the nature

of his complaint, and she was enabled to persuade him that one
of his neighbonrs had looked upon him with the evil eye, which
was alone the cause of his malady, and that until the baneful in-

fluence of this evil eye could be counteracted it was impossible

that he should get well. The prosecutor was induced to give her
first half-a-crown, with which she crossed her hand, and per-

formed other absurdities. It is hardly necessary to add that the

evil eye was not removed. The parties met again, and the
prisoner at this time succeeded in obtaining double the sum he
had before given to her. Still them/ t'^eglaied on him with all its

malignant influence, and none of its consequences were removed.
He saw her again, and again gave her 55. ; which, no doubt, con-

vincing her of the extreme creduhty of the man, she ventured to

test it yet still further. Shenowinformed him that it was neces-

sary that he should get together all the money he could possibly

command; thathe should bringthat money with him to a place on
a neighbouring common which she indicated; and that he must
then kiss her hand and show the money; and having done this,

she promised she would bring before him the person by whose
evil eye he was then suffering, and cure him of his complaint.

After this conversation he went to a person for whom he occa-

sionally worked, and borrowed of him 25/., which this person

immediately lent him, on his saying that he wanted it for some
private purpose. Having borrowed the money, he went to the

spot indicated, and there, as he stated, saw the prisoner. She
desired him to produce the money, which he did in his hand,

when she said that he must for a short time give it into her pos-

session. This seems to have alarmed him, and he somewhat de-

murred at the proposal. On hearing this the prisoner made a
snatch at the money, succeeded in getting it, and set off at full

speed across the common. The prosecutor stated that he was too

feeble to follow, and that she escaped w^ith the booty. He did not

see her for some time after, and when he did he gave her into

custody. To this evidence was added the testimony of the poUce-

man by whom the prisoner was apprehended, and who deposed

to her having immediately recognised the prosecutor when she

was taken, and admitted, in answer to an interrogatory put to

her by him, that she remembered his kissing her hand. Another

witness also deposed to the fact of having seen her near the place

where the prosecutor stated that he had met her. For the defence

two witnesses were called to prove an aiihi. They differed, how-
ever, in several particulars on their cross-examination, though it

did not appear, from anything elicited from them, that they had

anv interest in giving the testimony they did, they not being

related to the prisoner, nor yet of the gipsy tribe, but simple

peasants of this county. Mr. Justice Cresswell summed up,

pointing out the perfect agreement of the evidence for the prose-

cution, and the discrepancies in that for the prisoner. The jury

immediately found her guilty, and she was sentenced by the

court to a year's imprisonment,

MARK LANE, FainAY, July 29.—The little English Wlicat

left over from Monday was held at that day's prices. The busi-

ness transacted in Foreign has been to a limited extent, but the

weather being unsettled has created rather more confidence in

the trade; there are but few buyers of cargoes afloat. Barley,

Peas, and Beans, remain unaltered in value, but the supply of

each article is small. The Oat trade continues in a vcr>' dull

state.
BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QrARTER,

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . Wliite

Norfolk, Lincolnsliire anrf Yoikshlre . . .

Barley Malting and distilJing

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . I*olands— Northumberland and Scotch , . . • Feed
Irish ^''^a

Hve /
Beans, IVfazagan, oM and new . 26 to 34 Tlik

Pigeon, Heligoland . . . 31 to 40 Winds.
White SI to 37 AlaiJlePeas,

60 to 70
66 to 68
21 to 26
14 to 84

Ifl to 2(1

7 to 19

80 to 34
£5 to 36
— to —
30 to 33

ff. S,

Red 60 to CO

%Vhite 59toCa
Grind. 19 lo 25

Feed 14 to £3

F<>tato Ifi tD 24

rotate 14 lo 23

Harrow 32 to £8

I-r>iippod — to-
Grey 28 to 30

WEEKLY IMrERlAL AVERAGKS.

June

Jul7

37
24
1

a
35
22

5 weeks' Aggregate Av«r.

Duties

I

Wheat. Barley. Oats
63 10 26 10 21 6

63 11 27 6 21 7

64 3 27 7 £3 4

64 10 27 5 22 2

65 8 28
,

23

65 4 27 10 21 6— "

64 7 I
27 fl 21 10

8 I 9 6

Kye.
36 10

31 7
32 3
29 5
38 6
36 b

Beans.
38 9
84 4

34 f)

85 1

34 10

35 I

34 3 34 a

3 6 a 6

Peas.
32 6
63
35
34
35
84

S

e
I

34 \

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
Flour.

English . 8153 Sks. —
Irish • • — ,5 —
Foreign . 27^6 /. 27G3

Brla.
Wht.
6790

43113

Karl, i Malt.i Oats. Hye,
1867 1 7286 3354
— 8010
700 — 14295

Bns.
779

8 6

Pra»
£B3

24

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS—R. Bjers, Pitfield-street, Hoxton, laoeman—J. Till, Kjji«

Elms, Brewer. „ ,BANKRUPTCY SUPERSEDED—F. E. Turner. Holyweli, druggist.

iJANKUUPTS—G. Chapman, JPullin's-place, Islington, cowkeeper—T- «.

M'lnday, Fore-street
upholsterers—J. Cotton.

A, Leighton, Liverpool, iinr.w*t..«»

—

«. ^..^.w'.'.t ^......«s '^"^c a 1
Hodgson, Sandwich, Kent, banker—J. Lang, S. Armitage, R- Redfearn, and J.

Sykes, Liversedge, Yorkshire, blanket manufacturers— F. F.Riihardson, ivian-

rhester, publican—J. Dickins, Northampton, upholFterer—E. AVilkins, Swansea,

Glamorganshire, linen-draper—R. C. Gray and H. T. Gray, Upper fetanUora-

Btreet, Blackfriars—H. Weatwnod, Wolverhampton, steelyard maker—b. beoff-

ley, Dudley, grocer— T. Clarke, Rugby, Warwickshire, mercer—W- Stone ana

R.
.... * ^.. -

M
Street Chambers, Strand, bill-broker—T. Chapman, Tottenham-court-roaa,

Middlesex, dairyman—C. King, J. Sandell. and D. H. King. Berners-strert,

Oxford-street, Middlesex, paper-stainers-J. Fitton, Bulton-le-Moors, o^Hp
ware dealers—C* L. Wrenshall, Liverpool, music dealer
Arthur, Birmin^jham coach makers.

.r. Arthur and E.

mcfSCOTCH SEUUESTRATIONS.—J. Benton, Iluntly, Aberdeen, gram, mer-

chant—J. C. Henderson and G. C. Balfour, wine merchants, Leith—G. Marshau,

Jedburgh, grocer-H. M'ilson, Kirkcudbriglit, spirit de;iler—H .
tore".

Greenock, draper—A. Corstorphine, Kingsbarns, Fifeshire, banker— R-Jas
son, Glasgow, bookseller—T. Kinnon, Rutfaerglen, merchant—J. and J. t^rwKi

Partick, builders.

BIRTHS—On the 25th inst., in Grafton-street, the lady of E. J^kylU ^sq ,

of a son—On the 26th inst., in WePthourne-atreet. Hyde-park-gardens, the la"/

of F- \V. Rui<sell, Esq., of a son—On the 25th inst., at Coombe Lrcige, ^^^

ladyofR. Allfrey, Esq., ofason-On the 25th '- ' ' '" ^—""" "">'««•

race. Lady Ridley, of a ?on—On the 2Cth inst
of a son—On the 26th inst., in Albany-street, *.v,;it..« - ^ , -, ,_„.
Geddea. Esq., surgeon, RX., of a daughter—On the 27th inst., in ^cciesioii^

street, Chester-square, the v* ife of J. Scott, Esq., of a st>n—On the S7th *"'^^jj,

Merton-cottage, Surrey, the wife of W. Adams, Esq., of a son—On ioe

inst., at Ctapham-common, Mrs. Hudson, of a daughter. , «-«
MARRIED—On the 23rd insi., at Broiidwater Church, Worthing, the »"«•

J. C- Westcnra, iVJ.P., second sun of Li rd Rossmoxe, to Ann, daughter oiu

late L. C. Daubuz, Esq., of Truro, Cornwall—On the esih inst., at St. ^\^^ *

Bryanstone-square, Robert John, only son of J. Bagshaw, Esq., "'
^I'^^^^^m-

place, to Georg"
- ..-,-. .._- ..t u^rnt»^

house, Elstree
youngest son of
second daughter »>i <j. v^napman, r.Bq., ui »» rtusLcau—wu mc *"«•• .i

George's Church, H;inover-square, T. 1. Smith, Ksq.-of Oporto, to Mary, Wi"^

of the late G. Sandeman, Esq., St. SwJthin^s-lane, London. , . ,i,

DIED—On the 26th inst., at his residence, in the Retreat, Sfuth I^""^"i
fice of high bailiff of the

^J^^'^^^.fr

Printed by Messrs. Bradwukv and Kvans, Lonibard-street, Fleet-street,
j

the Precinct of Whiteiriars, in the City of London, and rublished >'y
J5f"„,,the 0»ncB, 3, CnAKiHa-sTBrnT, Cotbrt Gabufn, in the County of

'^*'S';' iw
where; oil Advertisemenu and Communicatio&a me tx> be Bddxc8»e« *''

Editor.—Saturday, July 30, iwa.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 6.
X OF THJS THINCIPAL HOKTICULTURAL SUBJECTS INTHE LAST NUMBKR. ^

Apr'^'"^*"^^ produce, and aye-
rage qiiantity of seed required 513 6

Amateur'* Garden ... 603 c

AnniiiN. Hat of hardy . . 509 c

Bateman's Orchidaceae of Mex-
ico and GuatemRia, rev.

Bt-pch, not injurious to plants
Dee, to cure its sting' • .

Becs^ queries resperting^ •

^ to take their honey . •

Bermuda, advantage of emigrat-
ing to - . -

R'tinical terms, confusion rf •

Tikbbages, injured by waterinpf
Calceolarias, their treatment in
sntumn 613

Florists' flowers, remarks on .

Froth-fly, nrC'Jiinl of
Fuchria lulgena, dropping its

flowers • « . • ,

FuchaiA,-Rcw ....
Prazed fiower-pvts, remarks on
Gifen)iot)se. to heat

.

Hort- Soc. Gardens, noticed •

Insects, remarks on » •

613 b
510a
509 b
609 /z

500 a

507 b
609 c

610 b

609 b
608 b

609 c

609 b
607 a
513 b
612 a
609 a

I

Insects, to destroy whh toilliia
' water , . - . , ^
Judges* awards, remarks on .

Laburnum seeds, poisonous .

Manutacturers, means of em-
ploying those distrpised

Manure, its preparation .

Messrs. Dickson's model-room,
noticed

Monument to the Earl of Lei-
cester . - . . .

Pansica, soil for ....
Pearh, to graft with success
Peaches and Nectarines, causa
of their falJin^ . . .

Pelargonium, new . . ,

Pinks, to strike ...
Potato, best early . , ,
Ranunculus, its culture .

Sprengpl's Treatise on Organic
Mineral Manures, No. 1. .

Strawberries, good succespion ,

Strawberry, Myatt'a Pine— Newsome's Prin-
cess RoyaT ...

Vines, treatment of^

.

609a
609 c
610 a

fiC9a
6!0 A

612 b

611 e
513 b
612 a

613 b
609 b
609 c

613 b

600 b

607 e
613 /.

610 h

610 a
610 d

satrcKo^Cosl^i^^^'^^'^
»^- -<> >>"'« exhibiting ^f'fh'l

Price 6J.

"pilE FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON

v„ c-- \\\
--v.^.*.rtn^)ua ui tiiu ;iocicty, oy sthan Six Blooms of Seedlings raised in leil aid one of the urcsciit year addressed to the Secretary (carriage frce\ and accSm"pnnled^v,th the name of the raiser/ and, n:.5f ;mW-^Mr% ihcname intended to be given to the llowc^^nr^Uct ln<^<^\ii^respect ha^ng led upon several occasioas to the unavoidable r?jection of specimens sent for judgment.

""''^"Hiaoic rc-

P.S. Tho DibTin ci,^ • c . r
'^- ^' '^'^nw^^-'^. Hon. See.me uaniia Show is fixed for 20th Sept.

EAST ^'ORFOLK GRAND SHOW OF CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND FUCH&IAS,

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN,

All persons interested in these Exhibitions are invited to suirtrest
fcuch improvements as may occur to them. The desire of the
Society is to do everything that is calculated to attain the crcat
object for which the Exhibitions were instituted, namely the
promotion of Horticulture; and -any suggestions that may bemade by letter, addressed to the Vice Secretary, ^1 Refrcnt
itrect, will be laid before the Exhibition Committee for consi
deration. Tiie following were the regulations observed durinn-
the past season :— ^
Subjects of Exhibition.—These will be divided into Classes

as explained further on. No articles not of horticultural pro-
duce wjU be allowed to be placed upon the tables. Exhibitors
wiU do weU to make thcrasclves acquainted with the arrange-
ments described m the followmg list, as they will hi all cases be
required to sign a declaration stating under what letter their
plants are to be shown

;
and they are particularly reque.<.ted to

take notice, that if errors m the awards of the judges should
occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of exhibitors in
fillmg up such declarations, the Society cannot undertake to rcc
tify such errors afterwards.. To enable the officers of the Society
to attach names to the objects exhibited, it is requested that cor-
recthsts may be delivered to the clerk as soon as the exhibitor
reaches the Garden.

'ate Growers

T. m^J^l:?.^^^'^^
'^^ ^^^'^ Majesty THK Qikkn- Dowager.

J\TESSRS.
ing tha

. "V OUELL have much pleasure in anno
t the Show of their unequalled collection o

unc-
of the
week.

si a ;. th.f { ' " ^°^ "^'\^ ""^ ^^^S:c<l this season . aud tlicy -beg to

^LV,?'.»'^-'
''?,""^ ^^^"^""^ "° cxponic in obtaining every hew va-

one
netyattainabc. possessing superior merits, it will be fo ndof the mostsplend.J exhibitions of the kind in the kingdom.

^i .T'"T'™*"^" ''Cf^^^n Loniion and Yarmotha, undcr:-

dav ov. .'m,. ^f"^?"'- 'f>"m J-™"]™ Biidcc Wharf, every Satur-

Wnrf cv ,^T f
'"'^°''^- "'*"'* ^'^'S" St. Katharine's\>narr, every luesday evening

CoAcnns. "~
Morning
rt'ttrrlane
Great Yarmouth Nurscr"y, Aug. 4/7342.

• vjj xiivzi^nmy evening.

'^VT".?^^'"'"
^i*r*-^=»^i ^agle, Graccchurch-strcct. every

at half-past six o'clock. " Telegraph," White Horse,
le, every evening at six o'clock.

pULLburs NEW HYBRID WINTER RADISH
ftp h::Ti«*!.r!V''''lI?^.?

^f SEED of this dcacJous Esculent is Inthe hands of the Subsrnbcr. and is now ready to be :,..it out ia

fi^Jtf/' r^^ ^-^^^ ^° '^^'^^ "'^ » Post-office order for 5^. A cer-

nf t^n wf^^n^r^
was awarded to the raiser of this Radish at oneofthe ^ inter Exhihuions of the Ix)ndon Horticultural Society In

lot in^^mnv •>!:"""'] *
f
ncomium. upon it. One or two small

cnffi.^/. tr ^ "''''^*' '^''™^ ^^»^ V^f^^nt monUi. which wUl
suffice for the scason.-Address, William Mav, Hope Nur.civ,Lecmmg Lane, near Bcdale, Yorkshire.

ui.c.^,

WIT tH^'?.^ S:^^^ nurseries, Plymouth.
~

^ Vl^^^^' l^^'^'I^LE, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
and Monst.hasthc pleasure uf uffcriAig to the NobiUty.

Amateurs, and the Trade, the following new varietk& of'

fKLARCOVTUMS,
raised by P. E. Lyn«. Biki., of Scpbon, the entire stock of whichhe has succeeded in obtaiaioR:—

lyne's Sunrise . . .

Duke of Cornwall .

I^rd Ebrington . .

Princess Royal •

C.vnthia ....
Modesty ....
Hamlet . , . ,

Bassett's Glory of the West

.

The tisufU Ducounts to the Trarff,
Strong Plants of Princess Royal and Glory of the West are now

ready for delivery. The otber sorts wUl be sent out in October.
Agents in IvOndon—Me8Rri,WamrT. Seedsmen, Cornhill, and

Mr. Will. Hnstowe, Seedsman, Kuightsbridgc; from whom
1 lanls and dcscripUons can be procured, and wlu-re drawings ofFomc of the sorts may be seen. Descriptions of the Seedling can
also be had on application at the Union Road Nursery, Plymouth :.
or by reference to the Gardeners* Chronicle of August C, 1S12.
Union Road Nursery, Plymouth, August S, 1842.

9
S
9
I

1

1

S

s
3
3
3
10

10

10
3

6 each
t
•
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rt

I*

B.
C.

E.

Class T.—Flowers for which Nurserymen and
exhibit independently of each other.

^' ^l^^^^^'^l^H^^^^^' ^'^ ^*^ ^^*^^^^ ^^ numbers not exceedin
1/, IjU, J-.&, Jslv.

Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB
Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB
Pinks, in pans of 2 i blooms, SK, SB.
Cape Heatlis, in collections of 20 species, GK, SG LS SKCape Heaths, in collections of six species, GB,*LS VsK —A .B. No person who shows in E will be allowed to'exhibit

&ISO JJl l*

.

^""cies Gb!'S''Ik
''' ''''^^'^*^^''^ ^^ ^°^ ^^^^^-P"* than six spc-

Exotic Orchidaceae, in single specimens. LS. SK SBPelargomums, m collections of 12 varieties in pots/not ex-ceedmg 12 to a cast, GB, LS, SK, SB. ^ '

Moss Roses, SK, SB.

^'sce^nfpd'' ^JT'^ ^^^^^' ^"'^^ ^^ Bourbon, Noisette, Tea-scented, and similar varieUes, LS. SB, SK.-A'.i?. No ex-

rfin nff J^.^'^s ^^n be allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.

e^al to ?n^f^ ^^f ^^ ^'^ ^.?"'' ^^^^^^' ^^^"^ d*^'^^'^' is

t^^A^ Z II ^^ ^^ '^^^'^s- J^ any Exhibitor gains the first

Gold R.^f^ ^ ^\^.'- ^^ ^ O' ^^ ^«i l^^ '^'^titled to a

StnvP nr
%^''''? "'*''^^ ^^'^^^'^ °^ ^he three SUver ones.

°lt?5 S!;^^^^i'"^lPl^pts, in coBecUons of from 30 to 60

G.

H.
I.

K.

L.

M.
N.

O.

DAHLIAS.
"^PIIE GRAND ANNUAL DAHLIA EXHIBITION^ ON SALISBURY PLAIN will take place on WEnxKsnAv
tfllZ'x'l' f STONEHENGE, under the immediaLpatro^^^^^^^^
of Lady Antrobus. Full particulars may be had on appUcation

r, ,. , , , - •'• Kbynes, Hon. Sec,
Salisbury, July 26. 1842.

'

Sa shurr

A K ^"^^\?^ ** ^''^ ^^'J^s from Salisbury and Two JromAmesbury There will be accommodation at both phccs forconveying Exhibitors and their boxes to the Stones

II.
LH.IUM LANCIFOLIUM.

Majestj
that
tatu pply at very moderate prices.
He bc£s to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on appUcation.

TVIYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRA^V^ERRY,
-i-^-^ after two years' compcUUcn. still maintains its pre-emi-
nence

j and, in returning thaiiks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can \Mth confidence re-commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Sccdlhig Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per lOO, each
50s.

;
nnd their Eliza, 2C5. Runners are now ready, and may he

had on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.
Myatts famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50*. per ICO sets, or U. Crf.per

root, will be ready in October.

P.

R.

S.

T.

V.

X.

Y.

plants, GK, GB, SG. LS.

^JL^"" -^i'^^T^o ^oS?
^^^"ts, in collections of from 15 to £0

piancs, ijJj, LS, SK.
Stove or Greenhouse Plants,in coBections of six distinct spe-

cies, LS, SK.—N.B. Persons exhibiting in P and Q wiB notbe allowed to compete in R also.
Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.
Shrubby Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB,

^^Jt.^^
II.7: Flowers, for which aU persons are admitted to equalcompetition:

—

*-•!"«*

U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse Climbers. GK GB I s
SK.-JV.iJ The Gold Knightian medal is not to be awarded
for fewer than 12 distinct kinds.

TaB Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
Single specimens of Ornamental Plants. LS SK SB CM^ceBaneous Flowers, SK, SB, C.-JV.B. Cockscombs
Hydrangeas, and cut flowers, arc altogether excluded from

SecdUng Florists' Flowers, SK, SB, C—iV.J5, Every seedlinc"
inust be shown singly, and must be marked with the namen is to bear. The same seedling cannot gain a prize morethan once in the season. Felaigoniums are to be shown
in single trusses, with a smgle leaf, so far below the flowers
as not to support them j and they are not to be dressed
\Vith cotton or wool, or any similar substance, but must beshown exactly as they grow on the bush.

hahV";-*'""*^'^^^^ ^^^"^^ market- gardeners, or persons in the

^Thlv*
.''^^"^^''^ supplying the market, and private growers,

rin^ n \4''*'*^P^"'^^"^*y °^ ^^^^ other.-iV,B, AB Fruit must be"pe and weU-coloured; if the contrary, it will be disqualified.
^. MisceBaneous coUections of Fruit, consisting cf at leastthree different kinds. Peaches and Ncctaiines being con-

sidered as only one kind, GK, GB, LS.-AT.^. Cucumbers
lomatoes. Gourds, and similar kitchen-garden produce.are excluded from this letter.

P^^uuce,

Grapes, SG, LS, SK, SB.
^me-applcs, SG, LS, SK, SB,

Bd Mi^pnn^
'''' Nect^ines, in dishes of six specimens, SK, SB."' ^^^cellaneous Fniit. SK, SB, C.

GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD. HERTS.

aa.
BB.
CC.

JUD GBS.
"hine'tho m?.i?K "^^f^

^^''^ the power of increasing or dimin-

Socktv fnr^°'.^'^^^'^ r?^"^*^
""^ ^^ ^^^•^'" ^^^'^^^ offered by the

tf^ or^Certi^ffr.J!"^
°^^^*^^'' "^"^ ^'° ^^ conferring Silver Me

tions? if thev^^^^^^^^
^"^^^ aot contemplated in these regula-

jf» ii mey think it necessary to do so. ,

toedu1i^^r%*''^J'l^° required to bear in mind that the Society's
BDerinf.^'' "f^/^"^'

^^^^ ^^"^ ^^^w and curious objects, than lor fineKw ^^^ Horticultural skill, the design of the council ' "

co&f *^f^
nieeting* being not so much to encou^ ^couector as to reward the slullul gardener ; they arc alsg not to

in m.
"•c the

TUCE SEED, the qualities of which are superior to any other-
withstanding the severity of Winter, and remaining a long time
on the ground before running to seed. It is also an excellent
Summer Lettuce, and is well known and api-reciated by the
practical gardeners in the neighbourhood,

I'ackets, from Is. to 5^. each, sent free of postage for r poit-
office order or postage-stamps.
Their splendid new Seedling FUCHSIA LANEII will be sent

out m April next, at 7s. Cd, each, in succession as ordered.
No allowance to the trade unless six plants are taken.
A\:g. 2, I8t2.

XpLOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING. The
-^ undersigned begs leave to recommend the following Hower
Seeds for present and Autumn sowing;—

60 extra fine var. German Stock , . . 17 6
^

The same in smaller Packets , • , 10
25 f nc dwarf varieties German Stock . .080

The same in smaller Packets . . .050
12 fine branching German Stock . . .036
J2 „ wallflower- leaved do. . . . .036
Ij ,. Autumnal Stock . , . . .050

Tl. ^ame in smalkr Packets

.

. . .030
10 var. Queen Stock . 4s. 6d, small * 3
8 do. do. . 2*. 6^ „ .016

Beautiful mixed Wallflower, large Packet .010
i> t» Heartsease . , . .010
M ,1 Cineraria . . . .010

5 finest var. new largc-flowcrcd Scabious .026
30 very fine var. German Hollyhock . . . 6
60 fine hardy Annuals inch the Califomian ,0100
KO „ „ Perennials 10
££ •» i> >> 10«. 25 do. .050

var. Ncmophila 2
6 „ Calliopsis .0 2 6
8 „ Schizanthus 2 6
6 „ Clarkia . , 16
7 tt Antirrhinum , , « , , .020
15 „ Pcntstemon ^ . . , , .060
12 „ Salpiglossis 6
12 „ Grcenhouf-e Climbers . . . .050
12 „ Greenhouse Perei.nials . , . .050
8 „ Gesneria and Gloxinia . , . .060

f»* Anew and extensive Catalogue of Hower-Bulbs, com-
prisuig several rare Exotics, cxchnively in his pos5 ^ ion, wiU
be forwarded, free of all expense, on application to James Carter,
Secdsmaa and Florist, 238, High Holboin. Loudon,

SPIR.«A LINDLEYANA.
A TKINS & JEYES beg to announce they have a fine

-^-^ stock of the above beautiful New Spiraea (raised by them
from Himalayan seeds:, and now blooming for the second season
in their wtwacry*. The raccmci. of flowers, of •'beautiful creamy
white, are upwards of two feet in length, and leaves eighteen
inches, formnig one of the most graceful hard^ shrubs yet intro-
duced. Good plants, well established in pots, 7*. 6d. each / a few
extra strong, lug. 6rf. Northampton, 8 mo., 4th, 1842.

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS,
MESSRS. THOMAS WINSTANLEY AND SONS

(of Liverpool) announce to the Admirers of curioui and
rare plants, that they are instructed to sell by Auction on the
Premises, AicBuaTu, near Liverpool, on Monday, the 29th of
August next, andfoUowing days, at 12 o'clock precisely each day,
THE UNIQUE. WELL-KNOWN, AND JUSTLY-CELEBRATED

COLLECTION OF ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS,
The Property of RirnAiin Harriso.v, Esq.

In thecoUection will be found large and rare specimens of the
Angejbcvh EnuKML'M; Catxlkvas, mcludiug Skinneri, Per-
rini (fine), Labiata (very fine), Ci ispa (very large), Mossii, Lod-
digesi, Guttata, Citrina, Superba, &c. &c. EpiujiNnsv^s, all
fine; named and several unnamed Maxillarias, Oxcidu'ms,
DENDaoBirMs; Ae'ridks Brookii, comutum, and odoratum;
OnoNTOGLossL-M graudc, maculatum, SiC. ; with about four hun-
dred other vaiietiesof choice Parasitical Plants, including
Femandcsia, Grobya, Gongora, Heterotaxis, Hiilia, LiasochUus,
Leptotes, Cyrtopodiiim. talantliefi, Cypripedium, Coryanthes,
Cirrha:a,Catasetum, Coelogyne, Cyriochiluro, Cycnoches, Cvm-
bidium, NeotUa, Brassavola, Van^ia, Rodriguezia, Mvanthus,
Mormodes, Miltonia, Phaius, Brassia, Burlicgtonia, Bifrenaria,
Batemannia, Stanhopca, &c. &c, : L^lia anceps, autumnale, and
others. Together with a general assortment of Hothouse Plant:*
of an important character, and highly interesting to the lover of
Botany.
The above Collection, for its extent, is aUowed to be one of the

finest in Europe, and is the result of twenty years* formation, by
Mr. Harrison, regarding only variety and perfection.
The Plants having been attended to by a skilful gardener, are

in excellent condition, and will be sold without rcser^-ation.

The whole may be viewed on Friday 26th, Saturday 2rth
August, and on the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues, which will
be ready in a few days, had at the following places :—The Offices
of the Gardeners^ Chronicle and the '* Gardeners' Magazine j"
Messrs. Winstanleys. Paternoster Row, London j at the place of
Sale, and of Thos. Winstanley and Sous, Liverpool.

HEATING BY HOT W^ATER.

JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenweil,
London, having been for many years extensively engaged in

Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, either
in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of
heating in preference to any other. Numcrotts references can be
given both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior
manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-
tuality and despatch.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 3/2, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailbt having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned piTvposcs, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
hfLve erected apparatus in England. Scotland, and Ireland, for
manyiioblemcn and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswi

!i-

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all desciipticns of
Horticultural BuiU!ings and Saslies, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an insi>ection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom. where tl:ey have the ppportunity of
exhibiting, amongstotbcr metal works,an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, orrange, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement cf the {^xcn : e ctaax-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the pubiic.

D. and E. BAir-ET were the first to introduce metallic r

near houses to horticuitorihts, and tan refer to the Cm^a^fSL^oty

attached to the Panthton as one of their works, bn^-w Biany

others in thi-^ country and on the Continent.
^ . ^^..--^icpiant

D. and E, Ba 1 t.Kv have prepnreG a ^juantity of the J«^T^^^ %'J*";

Protectors, which arc now ready for i^'^'^^i^^^^^Hkl^^J
b^ to introduce to pubUc noUce a new ^i rougfl ijipe, xor urciii.

daceous or other Houses where vapour is CTMasftaiUy, ot at inter*

vals, required, and ^hicli may be »cc» at thejr maauXactory.
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1!fbe found invaluable. They are

^i^friT'wATER ArPAHATtrS, for Ilorticulttiral and

II T'^nl^n^^ -STEi'll KS6US aud Co.. AftnU for the

ClMra>«i^PO^P"gJ^^^I^ „, ^K-lr fmnmrerf Conical

^{ifr-i'ii
-*—'"*^""'

''*L*,

to Aflutfctir* thc*« 4»<^- ^' .,. ^

I^^verr ornamental in appearance, and rctiiure atteotioa

«^^^ tat* or lA Ifcours, price 6/- 6#. and upward*. Further

f^Heolara. with plana and estimates for heating aiiy description

JTbaUdiiMT. tamy be obtained as ahore ; where also may be acen

thm improved TVrouirht-Iron Boiler, a^ applied with Chanter's

aminp Furnaces at Chataworth, and many other ol

KobUity'i Seats. Iron Fencing, Uurdlea, Bedsteads, Orna-

itaJ Wircrwork, Garden linplemeats,&c. &c. The trade aup-

i with Hut-water Socket-pipes.

W-B.-*WaTtc's New Patent Land-prcsscrs and Drills.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
IrOTHOUSBS, and erery description of Horticultural

i- liuUainjcs, Charches, Chapels, PubUc Buildings, Mansions
and lanpe Koomn, fitted up with the above apparatus ou the most
improved and scientific methods.
W. WALKER and Co. (late of Moslcy-strcet, Manchester) beg

toamiouucc that thc^ continue to exccnte works of the above

dt ription. In which thcyharc Introduced a variety of important

Iraprovtuicuts of a satl-ifactory nature, especially to Horticultu.

lists. They hare applied this principle ou a, mute extensive

icalethan has ererbceu hitherto adopted at thestupciiJuua C _.a-

terratoryHnd Hothouses of Ui« Grace the Duke of DeroDsbire,

and in numerous other cxtcnAive establlshmentaf with the most
compMi sacceaa.
They have alao sncccs^fully applied C. W. Wllliaras' Patent

Arirand Furnace to their boUers, and hare made arranpemmts
with the Patentee for Itsr^neral adoption. It ccouumiscb fuel,

and ruuuvea the nuisance oud disilffureiiient of smoke, so much
eomplaiucd of by Gardeners* and I^ a xicw and valuable feature

la tlii Apparatus.
V,' Kceatr.l In ercry part of the united MnKdom with

i^unctualily and despatch.—33, Browa-strcet, Manchester.

<^ri[K CONICAL nOT-WATER 11OILERS invented
-i- by J. RooKR."!, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
BMKVVKM, Ironmonfror, Ac,, Serenoaks, Kent.

J. KuKWK.v having had every opportunity afforded him hy an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, boKs to
**fT it as most efficient and economical : It may be seen at
M, -irs. Chandler ik Sons* Nursery, VauxUalli AU^ Loddl^fcs^
Hackney I M . Henderson's, Pineapple-placet Mr. Knlght^s^
Itlng-'sroart^ Chelsea; M-^rs-Veitch and Son's, Exctcrj and at
thn Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

—-— ——-"'— - —- . —

nOTlIOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c., Made and
Fixed complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One, two,

and three-Utht Cucumber aud Melon Boxes and Lights of all

sizes kept r^uly for tmnuMliatc tna, packed and sent to all parts
of the Kingdom ; warranted best material. Two-tight Boxes and
lights complete, from ^l Bj. riardcn lijcht^ made and glazed,
U. per foot, at JA8. WATT'S SASH MANUFACfORY, CLARE-
MONT-rL.\CE, OldKent.road. RsyBRSNCK oivav.

IV DWAUD UK( K, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
-Li Isleworth, Middlesex, respectfully iiiforma Horticulturiata,
that his IMPROVED SLATK TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
senratory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cislems, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden pfctbs, may be seen In use at his hoase
QpoTi application to the gwrdcncr*

TO FLORISTS, HOi.nCLLTURlSTS, AMATEUR
GARDKNF.US, /^tc,—CLARKE'S AIMMK: COMPOST,for

tlie Fliiwcf and Kitchen Garden, (irernhonsc Plants, Pineries,
Ac; the application of this C()MIM)sr wiil adil greatly to fhr
beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden, In
mddnjc new Gardcus it wBJ be found inviiluahlc; it hsm long
been in use in the Royal (ianit ns at Kew. Price One Guiaca per
bag, containing two cwt., sufficient for a good-sized garden for
one year.
Alao, Prepared HAIR DL'ST. This Preparation wiJl effectually

jtruMV a Flowers, Plants, Bulb -roots especially, from the ravages
ofworms, gxnbs, and all kimls of crawUnp insects. From its im-
perishable nature. Its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per haff. Address, Stanbridge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf, King's
Crosaj or Henry Clarke, seedsmaij, 86, High-street, Borough,

ORN.UIKXTAL WIRE-WORK, *c„ FOR TFIE GARDEN
390. OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON having added to his General Stock
• of FURNIi^HING IRONMONGERY a large assortment of

WIRE-WORK,
Salted to the Flower-Garden ajid Greenhouse, begs to submit for
the inspection of the Nobility and Gentry who patronise Horti-
cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLOWER B VSKETS
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STANDS, with GARDEN ARCHES^
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, eleeance, and utiiitv'
stand unrivalled.

^

m.^^JttJ^^^T''^'^ GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,FLMIGATORS, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT. with•ery other Implement.
GA.MK and Cattlk FsNcivcin variety.

-
, ^ . HORTICULTURE.

aaiuraay, 8^. 3d. wiU be pubUahed, orice 3d . 16 najres rnv»l

1 "^^.i^^^,^'^^^*"
PRACTICAL FLORIST, No. L

Writer. o^^rc^u'„'°*"tP'**'"f*'"^"'^
Papers by UistlngLi.shccI

Plants I^oitl ««^l;
Vropertjc, ana Ust Modes of Exhibiting

Flnwe^s PU^ fmJ^''""*'
*-'"""=*» ^'""ces of New Books.

EDI.

1
•-

.>'

Now PuWishlner, in Weekly Nuiiiberm.lW Parh

MR. MURRAY b CHEAP and FOPUlIr
TION of LORD BVRON'^ DRAMAS.

1. ^Asyiiiki}, A Dramatic Poem*

f
S. Marivo Famkro. Aa Historical Traffedr.

/ I
/Ji« Smavkn and Earth. A Mystery.

4kil|AROAVAFALi;a. A Tragedy.
5. TwoFoscART. An Historical Tra^dy.
6. 0Ki^OK.AiKD Traxsforukd. A Prama.

*^^ 7. <^4 i-v. A Mystery.
e. WkRA^SK. A Tragedy,

ach Number forms a complete Poem.
"»" jKMvcjy published* *'Loa.D Byron's Talks," in 10 Num

^s, a4Mt *'CiiiLDs Harold's Pii.cbimao»/' in 5 Numbers, a
«. e^,—John Murray, Albemarle Street. Sola alao by Tiit son
Bo«^, ftot Street.

vy

'^V.
:j

PQ^)lishinj; Monthly, price (W., in 8vo. 14 ,„„__,

n^IIE FLORICULTURAL CABINET AND FLOR.
X. ISTS' magazine ; conducted by Josarn HARRi«iON.
Each Number contains flnely-coloured Figures of TWO or

MORE of the NEWEST and MOST RARE and SHOWY
PLANTS, aelectcd for their 1)eauty and utility, vrith particnlars

of their history, Mode of Teatment. &c. In addition to which

there arc In each Number se^^iai Articles on the Culture of

other Flowers and Subjects :onnected ¥rith Floriculture ; Descrip-

tions of all the new and raiB plants aa introduced; Queries on

Floricultural subjects, and answers toj Monthly Calendar, with

Notices of, and Rcxuaiks u^ou, whatever ia known to be of use

in Floriculture, . ^„-,<^.,

The AUGUST NUMBER contains coloured Figures of FUCH-
SIA ENCHANTRESS, and VENUS VICTRIX-

,

This Publication has beex* honoured for nine years with the

support of a Floral Public to an unprecedented degree—its

monthly circulation far exceeding that of any other Floricultural

Publication. This unequivocal testimony of public patronage in

its favour has been bestowed in consequence of the number,

variety, and practical value of those communications with which

the Work has been enriched. No. 7. o^ Vol. 10, was published on

July 1st. That, or tae previously-published Numbers, or Volumes
in cloth, may be oUained throoph the order of any Bookseller,

or of the PublishcrSj Wessrs. Whittaker aud Co., Avc-a^ria Lane,

Loudon

.

^ . ,

Al^o, by the same Conductor, and published by Messrs. WTnttakcr
and Co.,

THE GARDENER and FORESTER'S RECORD.
Each Number contans 2i pages of Letterpress, with coloured

Figures of one or more of the newest and best kinds of Fruits,

price 6d, Three Volumes arc now published, bound, js. each.

illustrat:ons of British grasses.
On Thursday, August 4, was published, Quarto, with 118 Plates,

beautifully coloured, 3/. l6t. cloth,

GRAMINA BRITANNICA ; or, Representations of

the British GraaMi; with Remarks and occasional Descrip-

tions. By I. L. Knapp, Esq., F.L.S. & A.S. 2d Edition.

London: Lon^rnan, Brown, and Co, Bristol: W. Strong.

Early in September wlU be published.

The price not to exceed 20«.

THE GRASSES OF SCOTLAND; containing

SCIENTIFIC DESCRIPTION OF EACH SPECIES,
Remarks on their Use in Agriculture, &c.

By RICHARD PARNELL, M.D.. F.R.S.E.
ILLrSTRATKD WITH

A Figure of each Species and several Varieties, amounting
One Hundred and Thirty;

Drawn and Engraved by the Author.

William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh ; and 22, Pall-Mall,

London.

a

In Monthly Nom., 8po, with Four beautifully-coloured Flate$,

Price 2*. 6d.

-IJAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
JC^ The Number for August. 1842, contains highly-finished draw-
ings of ile'nJe* Broofeii, Mimulus Maclainianus, Oxylhbium Pulte-

rut'ce, and AchimbntM longijii^rai likewise Papers on Gardening
as a science; on the Arrangement of Plants In Groups; and
Culture of Chorozeraa cordatum. Floricultural Notices of new
and beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanical Periodicals

for July, and of those in flower at the principal Suburban
Nurseries andCjardens; together with a complete Calendar of

Monthly Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

I. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

'2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abiiiUc;i axe uf the highest order, and who travels iiimself
to the places where the plants arc in flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,
being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in tliis country, the rest repre-
senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
liower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commenced with the present year, aud as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

Londou : W. S, Orr and Co., Patemoster-row.

BARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. It is

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the
Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private
schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or
whose attention has not been directed in early life to such
studies, and to Artists and Mechani , these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various
Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our
commonest ideas as possible j the demonstrations of proposi-
tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their
simplest, but to their shortest form.

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containingjn
a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary
and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science
in its leading Truths and general Principles. By Georob Dar-
Lsr, A.B. Fourth Edition, -is. 6d. cloth.

9. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in which
the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,
and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,

with numerous Cuts, (A Second Edition is now ready.) 4», 6d,
cloth.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on
Proportions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4*. 6d, cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane
and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the
application of Algebrato Geometry. Second Edition, 3*. 6d. cl.

** For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these
•cicnccs, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with
more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebra."
—ii^rary of Useful Knowledge, Article *' Mechanics,**

Taylor aud Walton, Booksellers and PubUshcrs to University
CoUege, 28, Upper Gowcr-strect.

T-T Tc^r/?^* published, in 3 vola. 8vo. cloth, price 24js.H wX?,^^^^^^ MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of
..^^^^^^^*^ ByHANNAuLAWRAVca.
444^^ -^?^* ^^ Interesting memoirs."—^fAtfiwrwm.
This very mdoatrioua and interesting Work-^-K^ammff)-.

c ?^^ 3r}^^ ^°^^ pieaaing and valuable contribuUons which
fcngUsh mstory has received for many years."—iTri/wA Mag,
"Narratives of as much Interest as if they were pure dramas."

^AtiM4. Edwari Moz«su J^OTCi-strcet.

Vt
;rANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER out of the
Houw, a man aged 41 ; can have an uneiceptionaWe cha-

racter from hi^ last place, in which he lived 14 years.~Appi»
(prepaid) to J. D., at Me -s. Cormack & Co.'s, New Croaa, Banrr.
or at Mr. Fielder's, Gardener, Wadhurst, Sussex. '*

T\rANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a respect.
» > able Single Man, aged 27. He has Uved in some of the fim

establishments in the country ; has a good knowledge of the
management of forcing Pines, Peaches, and Grapes-, also tiM
management of Flowers, their propagation, and the laying out oC
Flower Gardens. Can have a good recommendation.—Direct
Y.Z., Mr. Fryer's, Nurseryman, Camberwell, Surrey.

In one small volume, price 15*.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the comprta.
siou of a ^eat Variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally

Bou^t, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those coa-
nected with his profession, should be as weD accommodated as other
classes in this particular. No such work existing, howcrer, priflf

to the i^suc of the present publication, its value wiil'be atonee
apparent; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical
Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical GloiMty.

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who msy, by carrring

it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time submitted

to hia inspection, and ia»mediately derive every intelligence respect-

ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could

reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only be
suflSeiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such ta
assistant ; and to all such iudividuaU, as well as to every agent or
friend of horticulture, the Pocket Dotanical Dictionary is decidedly

indispensable.

London: J. Andrews, Bond-street; Orr and Co., Patemoetcr-roir.

Handsomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-Engmvings,
Price 6a. 6d,

TLLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
X FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
mcnts of Egypt. By W. C. Taylob, LL.D.
From the British Afagazine*—" This is an elegant and wdl-

eiecuted little book, 'on a most interesting subject."

From the Birmingham Herald.—*'A valualile and indispensable

accession to the library of every Biblical student."

From the Rev, Thomas Hartwell Homers Introduction to the

Critical Study of the Scriptures,—**Nea.T\y three hundred texts of

Scripture are more or less explained in this elegantly-executed

Tolume, aud in a manner equally curious and interesting."

Tilt and Bogue, Fleet-street,

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Dae-ley,
A.B,, Author of a System of Popular Geometry,—Companion

to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,—and a

System of Popular Trigonometry. I2mo, with Engravings, 5s. cloth,

lettered.

"There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in a

moat winning and unassuming manner in thii delightful little volume,

which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent of its in.

teliigence, redects infinite credit on the taste and talents of its pro-

jector and editor, Mr. Darley."—5wn.
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower- street.

One Volume, price 7«. 6<f.,

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF RIENZL
"Not less interesting than Sir E. Lytton Bulwer'a eloquent

Romance, and scarcely less romantic, ia this historical record of the

Conspiracy of Gabrini."—iJ/on/A/^/ Rejwsitory.
•* Toall who have read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's * Rienii/ itsprrusal

is, in a measure, a duty.'*— S';?*^^"''"'-
, , „ ^ ,, r v * •

t
** A curious and pleasing volume, and full of matter of historical

character and illustration."—Ltierary Gazette,
rm. tt t

"The publication of this work is well timed .... The Lite ol

Rienii is to us full of interest."—iiMen^wm.
.

•' Those that wish to become acquainted with the true history ot a

man who was, in some sort, the Napoleon of his own age and country,

would do well to consult the extraordinary narrative of the Lite sua

Timesof Kienxi.' *'—Tairs Mafrazine,
London: Whittaker and Co.

SECOND-HAND GREENHOUSE FOR SALE,
part New within Three Years, glazed with small glass, wcU

painted, &c. ; complete 25 ft. 6Ln. by 13 ft., 2 ft. 6 m, high m
front, two glass ends. To save trouble, lowest pnce 30/. a«

JAS. Watts' Sash Manufactory-, 8, Claremont-place, Old heni-

road.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE,—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended oT "*

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, now,

Middlesex. The Trade not bemg supplied, the Pale Ale canuoi

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Graccchurch-street.

'yilE <* ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE''
^ for the Ilandkercliief is prepared only by Mr.

^jfj"'
Chemist, 24, ComhiU. London, in bottles at 25.6d.,4s. 6d..a?a^

each. Where also may be obtained the "AROMATIC P^^^^
ESSENCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting, &c., at 3s. cacn.

N.B. Public Offices and Merchants can be supplied with roswift

Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at Government Prices.

SHIPS FOR NEW ZEALAND, under Charter to the

New Zealand Company, to sail as undermentioned, viz-

FOR NELSON AND WELLINGTON

:

PRINCE OF WALES, A 1, 5l6 tons, from London. 1 stbept.

FOR WELLINGTON AND NEW PLYMOUTH;
ESSEX, A 1, 300 tons, from Plymouth. 1 st Sept. tmnse.
For further particulars, apply at the New Zealand «ou

Broad-street Buildings.

OPY of a Communication addressed to Messrs. Row-

land and Son, No. 20, Hatton Garden, London .— .^
Gentlbmkn,—Being called upon to attend a ^^°J .^Z^nse-

had a complaint in her head about a year before, and in c"
^^^

quence had lost nearly all her hair ; 1 found very few naii

maining, and those just like down, with no »PP«*^*"^i, hut i

fresh rooU. She stated her desire to use your Macassar ^^^^^
felt I

one bottle, which was used in about a month, and t'J^^^^IJasnoW
shop for another,statingherhairtobemuchimprovedi

snena ^^

used eight bottles in as many months, during which ^}^^ ^o^
frequently pointed it, and have now the pleasure to

^^'^^^.^g^a
that it is quite thick and long ; and she is so »»?*^**

Pii,ii,ff.

with the ' change, that she says the cxpen^ >s "^^ . ^
and she will ncrer be without it. If you think this state^c

facts worth publishing, you are at liberty to do so j
and *

J^*
yours respectfully, John Licklbt, Hair-cut*.*

Middle-street, Ripon, April 19, I84i?. ^a
** On purchasing, ask for "ROWLAND'S MACASSAB Oii*.

1 roou. sue statea neracsueco use your lyiax^a^^^
>«reco-

i could not conscientiously recommend ^r^'^^^^^'^J^Ltrr
, as I considered it too far gone. Shehowever detemuneaw^/

n
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. which trees are planted. The obiections to our adviVpNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the MEET- that we perceive have Wpntri«n™?^t? ^^^^

INGS OF THE SOCIETY in Eegent-street are DiscoN- '
««„perceive nave been taken amount to this-that

TINUED till Tuesday, October the 4th, in consequence of the
Meeting-room being under repair

a^Hvtitmv^' djronicle

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1842.
— /

We rejoice to find that the New Zealand settle-

ments continue to prosper. We mean those under
the New Zealand Company, and not Auckland, the
seat of Government, the establishment of which ap-
pears to have been a most unfortunate error of judg-
ment. Wellington, in Port Nicholson, seems on the
whole to have the advantage over New Plymouth, on
account of the latter station being bounded by a dan-
gerous coast; but there is another town, called Nelson,
rising fast into importance, to which emigrants should
also turn their attention. Seated at the bottom of
Tasman's Gulf, it has the advantage of a fine harbour,
capable of being much improved at small expense;
and there is an excellent anchorage, in 7 fathoms, not
three-quarters of a mile from the Custom House, In
a letter from this place now before us, dated March
8th, the population is stated to exceed 800, all in excel-
lent spirits; about 70 houses were built or building ; 9
ships were in the harbour ; and, what was most im-
portant, COAL and limestone had been discovered in
Coal Bay, about 6 hours' sail from the town, at a
place called Tata, This cannot fail to be an element
of speedy prosperity. Labour was so very scarce, that
no more than 20 men could be procured for the con-
struction of a road of indispensable necessity to the
town.

We have on a former occasion alluded to the
establishment of a Horticultural Society at "Welling-
ton ; no bad sign of all being well. We now learn
from the "New Zealand Gazette" that the first show
had taken place. Among the vegetables were Cab-
bages of2 1 ^ lbs. ; Turnips 2 1 inches round, and weigh-
ing 3 lbs.; Potatoes, from native seed, 9 inches long;
Apples, from trees taken out from England ; Dahlias'
seedling Pelargoniums, &c. In short, "vegetables
may be purchased in WeUington much finer and
cheaper tlianin London," produced, too, in gardens in
and round the town, on spots described as barren hills
by the enemies of the settlement. Much of the pro-
sperity of the gardening operations is to be ascribed to
the success with which seeds had been sent out; the di-
rections given in our columns of Oct. 30, 1841, having
been followed. Large quantities of seed so prepared had
been transmitted for distribution among the settlers by
James Robert Gowen, Esq., one of the Directors of
the New Zealand Company, and, with few exceptions,
had arrived, after a five months' voyage, in excellent
condition. These seeds had been gathered in the gar-
den of the Horticultural Society of London, and con-
sisted of all sorts of European fruits, vegetables, and
garden flowers. Besides these, the New Zealand
Company had despatched to the Colony a large quan-
tity of other seeds, purchased of Mr, Charlwood in
Covent Garden. Those of our readers who are desi-
rous of further information that can be rehed upon as
to the state of the colony should consult the columns of
the" New Zealand Gazette," in the 66th Number of
which is a fund of authentic information. Among
other things is the following statement made by Mr.
p. Sinclair, one of the settlers, to his uncle, the Hon.

trees, if not pruned, wiU never make clean trunks
;an(l that leaves are not necessary to the production of

timber, as is supposed. Let us examine the value of
these assertions.

" Trees must be pruned, if they are to have a clean
trunk

; if left to themselves, they will be feathered to
the^ ground, and produce a knotty, unsound log.''
This is, we think, the first line of argument. But let
us ask whether the finest trees that have been found
are not those growing wild in new countries, where
the mischief of pruners has never been committed^
Where shall we now see in England such sticks of
Oak as form the beams of the oldest buildings of
this country ? and yet they were grown widiout the
aid of knife or axe. Who was it that trimmed up
the prodigious forest-trees of the United States? The
size and quahty of our home-grown timber are evi-
dently on the decrease ; is it because the pruner is
everywhere at work ?

It is not true that unpruned trees will necessarily
feather to the ground; if a good strong leader gets the
start of the lower branches, their growth will soon be
arrested—by degrees they will die back, and eventu-
ally will disappear, or remain as mere brushwood;
and in this way nature prunes trees much better than
we can. But suppose a vigorous tree is feathered to
the ground—what then ? It does not follow that the
timber will be knotty or weak in consequence. Knots
are produced by dead branches buried in timber which
forms above them, and eventually encloses them ;
weakness results from large wounds made by the
pruner and also hidden in the timber. The timber of
well-grown trees feathered to the ground may, indeed,
be cross-grained and troublesome to work, but is not
necessarily knotty.

But it is said that the " finest and most valuable
boles of timber are such as have grown rather closely
together, so that the lower branches are consecuti>ely
destroyed by the want of light and air." Now we
apprehend that the finest and most valuable boles
that are known, are those of the Kaurie Pine. They
are of immense length, and perfectly clean, without a
knot or blemish. But they grow si?2gl?/, on the open
plains of New Zealand, and have not been drawn up
at all. On the other hand, the knotty deals that are
in common use, with dead plugs many inches long,
which, when driven out of them, leave the wood
pierced with so many auger-holes, are what hare
" been growing rather closely together f and '' the
lower branches consecutively destroyed'' are exacdy
what cause the knots with which such deals are ble-
mished.
The second statement was hardly to be anticipated

from an intelligent writer of the present day. If a
man can bring himself to believe that leaves are not
necessary to the production of timber, he may as well
persuade himself that a stomach is not necessary to
the change of food into the elements of his own organ-
isation. Good news that would be for dyspeptic people.

Roots, it is alleged, are produced without leaves—
so are bulbs and tubers; <?r^o, leaves are not necessary
to the production of those organs. We do not deny
the statement ; but the inference is wromr. An ex-

rr
Of

A. G. Tollemache; it is contained in a letter dated
Welhngton, Port Nicholson, Feb. 9, 1842 : "Valu-
able stock will always pay to bring out ; I think a
hne jackass for breeding mules as well as anything,
Mules will be peculiarly adapted to this hilly country.
Jou know I sold my bull for 105/., and refused 70/.
for the cow. Breeding stock will, no doubt, be the
inost profitable business here for years, and now is
the time to get it from New South Wales, where
things are so Tow.**

Thi: observations made some time since (p. 363)
^pon forest-tree pruning have, as we expected.
Drought forth their fruit. Prune not at all, was a
»naxim which w^e did not suppose would find favourm the eyes of woodmen, with their axes, and saws,^a knives, and all the amputating apparatus of a
wmber-surgeon

; and yet there is no great reason for
oDjecting to our advice. Othello's occupation is not
gone there are plenty of trees all over the country onwn ch mutilation may still be practised, and therewiu be lor ages to come. People will neither begin
ineir oiantations in the right way, nor manage them
properly m early youth; and the consequence will

Sw ^m rh "^^^^ ^^ "^^ ^^' *«^ ^he axe and thesaw will still be called for to remedy evUs produced
^y previous neglect. It should also be remarked, thatTvnat we said was-Prune not at all, ifyou can help it.

becaut^^^''^ ^}^ ^-^ gave this advice was principaUy
|
taken up. But Moecause the destruction of branches .and leaves is the

destruction of that timber for the acquisition of

treme case will illustrate the fallacy of such a conclu-
sion. Garlic bulbs produce cloves or young bulbs,
which feed upon the nutritive matter contained in the
mother-bulb ; but how long will this go on in the
absence of leaves ? Exactly as long as the organ isable
matter collected in the mother-bulb by the former
leaves shall be unexliausted. Destroy the young
leaves as they appear, and there will soon be an end to

the self-production of cloves by the garlic. The Po-
tato affords another instance. The tuber of a Potato
is a fleshy underground stem, filled with organisable

matter produced by the agency of leaves; it is a large

magazine of such materials- Under fitting circum-
stances, it produces young tubers without leaves, and
it will go on doing so for a certain length of time

;

but it is merely because of the ample supply of organ-
isable matter contained in the old tuber. Leave the
young Potatoes to themselves, and they will soon be
found struggling into the hghtand air for the purpose
of forming their leaves :—prevent this, and they will

perish from suffocation. Such instances, then, in-

stead of showing that leaves are unimportant, prove
exactly the reverse.

One of the advocates of digestion without a sto-

mach relies chiefly upon some well-known cases, cited
by Dutrochet, a French physiologist of eminence, of
Silver Fir roots which continued to grow in diameter
and to form wood for many years, although the stems
had been felled, and nothing was left except the roots.
He mentions two instances of this—one of a root that
grew for 45 years, and the other for 92 ; during all

which time successive annual layers were produced;
and one of the roots was still full of life when it was

Dutrochet draws from this fact

no such absurd conclusion as, that leaves are not the
origin of timber ; oa the contrary, ^rtiat be myu ia

this: '' "\^Tiere a tree is felled, and the stock does not
shoot again, the stock and the roots that fix it to the
ground generally die. Tliis phenomenon depends
upon the tveH-hiown law of vegetalionf that from the
leaves is derived that elaborated sap wliich is so ne-
cessary to the life and growth of a tree, both in the
parts exposed to air and in those which are buried/'
He then goes on to recite those singular facts eon-
nected with the root of the Silver Fir, which we have
just mentioned ; but instead of inferring from such
evidence that the leaves are unnecessary to the produc-
tion of timber, he gives the following philosophical
explanation of the phenomenon:

—

" This case of the Silver Fir may seem at first sight
to weaken the theory, that from the leaves or atrial
parts of a plant is derived the elaborated sap which
furnishes the materials of growth. But, on the con-
trary, the extreme sloicvcss of increase in the stock of
the Sdver Fir cojifinns the tkeon/ ; for this stock,
which remains alive so many years, onlv grows thus
slowly because it is destitute of leaves, which are espe^
ciallij the orgam that produce orgarmahk f^ap. It ap-
pears that in this tree roots possess the property of
elaborating a minute quantity of cnide sap, and of
transforming it into organisablc sap sufficient to main-
tain the life of the roots and stock, and to furnish
them with a trifling amount of increase for a great
many years."

We have only one more remark to make upon this
subject. The necessity of pruning is thought to be
proved by the Spanish Chcsnut. « We should be
glad," says the writer to whom we have been alludin_
''to know from the non-pnmists what sort of form
the Spanish Chesnut would assume without pruning
in its youth—an elegant tree, or a vast bush }'' Allu-
sion is here made, we presume, to the practice of
heading down the Spanish Chesnut and the Oak a
few years after tliey are planted, In order to give them
a straight single stem. It is the universal practice of
nurserymen, and, under the ci7xumsla7ices, isnecessary ;
hut why ? All foresters know that the Spanish Ches-
nut and the Oak form a strong tap-root when young.
"When they are removed from the seed-beds and. quar-
tered out, this tap-root is necessarily broken, and is

afterwards further shortened in replanting. The
effect of this Is to paralyse the young plant, and to

stop its growth straight upwards — whereupon the
lateral buds start, the terminal bud scarcely stirs,

and the plant is stunted. Here tlie mischief is

done by pi^iming the roots ; and that mischief must
be repaired by subsequent heading down. But
no such heading down is wanted if the tap-root is

not destroyed. Look at a seedling Oak or Spanish
Chesnut—how they push up their vigorous leader

;

and, if it is not meddled with, how they continue to

do so year after year, forming a stem as'straight as a
ramrod ! No heading down is required in that case,

for there is no disposition to become bushy-headed.
It is the taking them up—it is the mutilation of their
roots, that original evil, which renders severe pruning
necessary at a later period.

We are clearly of opinion that neither Oaks nor
Spanish Chesnuts should be transplanted at all. It is

far better to sow them where they are to grow. As
for the mice, and other vermin that attack them, a
man must have little ingenuity who cannot devise

some effectual means of keeping them under. But
that is another question, upon which we have at present

no space to enter.

A SHOKT time since a correspondent made some
inquiry of us concerning a plant called Glycine Har-
risonii. We answered that we knew of no sudi spe-

cies, A friend having since pointed out to us a figure

of it in Harrison's Floricultufal Cabinet, we find that
this new Glycine Harrisonii, sent out, as we hear, at
half-a-guinea a' plant, is nothing more than the common
Snail-flowerJ Phascolus Caracalla, introdxtced from the

East Indies in tlie year 1690, and as wdl known as a
Kidney Bean to everybodv who knows anything of
plants. So much for novelty !

ROAD-MAKING.
Is the Prospectus of the Gardeners^ Chronicle it was,

I think, stated that " road-making " would form one of
its objects ; and if so, wooden roads seem to fall particu-
larly within its province, although I do not recollect to
have seen any notice on these or any subjects connected
with them.

It appears to me that the art of making wooden roads
has not advanced as it ought to have done, from the ex-

perience of the last few years ; an effect which is perhaps

attributable to the rage for taking patents ; each succes-

sive projector having aimed, not so much at making a per-

fect road, as at introducing some novelty good or bMd,

which should form the subject of a monopoly. The coa-

sequence has been, that the Metropolis has been the vic-

tim of inuumerabJe crude eiperimeats, whUe the art has

remained nearly stationary ; little or no progress havmg

been made since it was first brought before the pubhc by

the volumes of the Society of Arts in the year 1832.

If it will not occupy too mocii istp^ce, it would be use-
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b^n^rr 0^ the^'socle'ty of Arts and whose

2rly labours ancl sa^ndty Reserve to be better known; for

he ieenis to hare anticipated all that is yet ascertained in

xefcreTce to tb£ applicability of this plan to the streets of

London. I wHI, on a fature occasion, endeavour to ex-

plain why, in my judgment, the good effects anticipated

by Mr. Heard have not yet been realised, and describe a

mode of making wooden roads, which is common property,

and superior, I consider, to any or all the patents.

—

A.

Tlie communications here alluded to are the following :

—

Oc£. 6, 1 832.—'* It is tlie duty of every traveller in foreign

lands to observe attentively the improvements that have

been made In useful arts in the various places through

which he may pass ; and when he perceives anything

conducive to the happiness, comfort, or prosperity of a

people, unknown at home, to communicate the same, for

the general benefit of his fellow-countrymen.
« Under this impression, I take the liberty of soliciting

that you will lay before the Society of Arts, &c., the fol-

lowing account of a mode of constructing roads in cities,

hitherto totally unknown in England, and by far the most

perfect that has ever come under my notice. I think no

person will deny that it is desirable to have the streets of

towns so paved, that in dry weather there should be no

dust, and in wet weather no mud, and as little noise as

possible from the passing of carriages- All these advan-

tages are combined in the kind of road I allude to, besides

being smoother than a macadamised road, even when the

Litter is in its most perfect state.

"In countries abounding in wood, various schemes have

been adopted for the formation of roads of that material;

but hitherto they have always been made by laying logs

or planks parallel to, or at right angles with, the sides of

the way ; these logs were easily displaced and soon cut

up by the horses' hoofs, and when once out of order, no

road can possibly be worse. The improved road, on the

contrary, will last five or six years without repair, and

were it not for the high price of timber in this country,

might be adopted with the greatest advantage ; and being

a plan of considerable national utility, possibly the govern-

ment might be induced to allow the importation of timber

for this purpose duty free.

** The following instructions will be found sufficiently

practical and explicit as a guide to the construction of

roads on this principle

:

"1. Prepare a hard and level bed of gravel or broken
stone, covered with sand and well rolled, about nine inches

lower than the intended surface of the road.
**2, Take logs of timber of sufficient diameter, and, by

means of e(^uidistant circular saws, cut them into equal
lengths of one foot each*

•* 3. These round logs must now be passed under a sex-
' angular steel stamp, which cuts off the outside of the log>

and leaves little more than the heart of the tree, in the

form of a sexangular block.

"4, Two sides of this block must now be bored three

Inches deep with an inch borer, for the reception of a

wooden pin six inches long, which is to be driven into the
" hole already prepared in the log ; the three inches of the

pin which project being inserted in the next log. The
operation of laying the blocks of wood and driving the

pins proceeds rapidly, and the surface of the road soon
assumes a beautiful checquered appearance, somewhat
resembling an inlaid floor; and the fibres of the wood
standing vertically and not horizontally, there is not a
possibility of splintering. The whole is held compactly
together by a narrow strip of stone pavement ; and no-
thing now remains to be done but to cover it with a thin

coat of boiling tar, and on the tar a fine layer of sand, by
which means every interstice is completely filled up and
moisture excluded.

" In addition to the advantages already mentioned of

never being either dusty or muddy, this road is little in-

ttnoT to a rail-road in point of smoothness ; so that it

may be safely asserted that one horse will easily draw on
it the burden of two.

" If at the end of five or six years (where the traffic is

great) the road shoiild be so injured as to require repair-
ing, it may be done by taking up the logs, sawing a new
face, and replacing them, when the road will be again
equal to new.

The one which I saw constructed in the above-men-
tioned manner was in one of the most frequented streets
^^ ^^^^'^^^^^ *^^^y

^ ^"^' ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ country, had
stood between three and four years unimpaired.

OcL 13, 1832.—« 1 hasten to supply the omission in my
paper on the constniction of a wooden road upon new prin-
ciples, by informing you that the first experiment was made
to St. Petersburg, before the house of the governor.general, '

in the street called the Great Morskoi. After this piece
of road had stood several years ummpaired, the plan was
tried on a larger scale in the street called the Maloi
Miilionne ; and this trial only served to confirm the good
opinion the public had already conceived of this mode of
pavement ; and consequently, in the course of last summer
(1832), the Nevsky Perspective, from the Admiralty to
the Anitchkin palace, was paved in a similar way—not,
however, from one side to the other (this street being of
an extraordinary width)j but two strips, each sufficiently

wide for two carriages to drive abreast, the original stone

pavement being left in tlie intermediate spaces.-
** I neglected also to state, in my communication, that

a road constructed in this manner should not be bound
together so tight by the side pavement as to prevent the

possibility of a slight expansion of the wood, from the

absorption of moisture. I was led to make this remark
bj th^ swelling up of a small piece of foot pavement on a

cast-iron bridge, where the iron sides preventing the leasti

expansion, the natural consequence of the absorption of

moisture was the swelling up of the pavement ; but this

never occurred where the log pavement was held together

by a strip of common stone pavement
" I think it also necessary to observe, that although the

above-mentioned streets, in which the experiments have

been made, are places of so great traffic that roads con- '

stmcted upon the macadam principle were found of in-

sufficient durability, yet' no excessively heavy loads com-

parable to the wagons and heavy carta used in England

ever passed over them ; I therefore would not pledge my-

self that such a road (however desirable for the west end

pf London) would bear uninjured the enormous burdens

continually passing through the streets of the city."

ON ORGANIC MINERAL MANURES.—No. II.

By Professor Charles Sprengel (translated from the

German).

(Continuedfrom page hQ2.)

2. Mud of Ponds and Diiches.—The mud of ponds

and ditches never contains so much humus as mould, and

generally does not possess so many manuring substances

as the latter, because the saline substances, easily soluble

in water, will always flow oflf with it. But if the pond or

ditch has no escape, and is situated in a locality where,

along with the water, excrementitious materials can be

conveyed to it, then it is obvious that such mud will be of

much better quality. To determine, however, whether

the mud of ponds is worth having—an operation, mostly

requiring much labour—it will be always best to subject

it to chemical analysis. I subjoin, in the first instance,

the analysis of mud from a pond without escape, situated

near a farm, and used as manure with great success.

100,000 parts of it consisted of

75,802 M silica and quartz,

• 2,652 91 alumina,

3,360 9» peroxide and protoxide of iron.

5,548 M li"f*6.

0,430 »y magnesia.

0,280 „ oxide of manganese.

0,150 „ potassa.

0,058 t» common salt.

0,625 „. sulphuric acid, combined with lime.

0,897 ,f
phosphoric acid, combined with lime

and iron.

0,490

5,000
0,548

3,160

fy

if

ft

humic acid, combined with potassa,

lime, and magnesia.

coal of humus..
organic remains, containing nitrogen.

carbonic acid^ combined with lime-

100,000 parts.
E

Of this mud, about 50,000 lbs. were spread upon one

Magdeburg acre of sandy soil ; consequently this area of

land obtained thereby 1,300 lbs, alumina, 2,774 lbs. lime,

215 lbs. magnesia, 75 lbs. potassa, 29 lbs. common salt,

308 lbs. sulphuric acidj 448 lbs. phosphoric acid, 745 lbs.

humic acid, 2,500 lbs. coal of humus, and 274 lbs. of or-

ganic remains^ containing nitrogen; all which substances

produced a very good effectj for the soil was not deficient

in humus, and they rendered the ground for many years

very productive.

Another sort of pond mud, the water of which flowed

away, contained, on the other hand, in 100,000 parts

88,000 parts of silica and quartz sand.
If

il

ft

it

4f

alumina.

peroxide and protoxide of iron.

lime, mostly combined with silica.

magnesia, also combined with silica.

gypsum.
potassa, combined with silica.

common salt.

phosphate of lime.

0,480
0,133
0,358
0,120
0,260
0,070
traces of

traces of

10,579 parts of humic acid and coal of humus-

100,000 parts.

Those who ascribe all fertility of the soil to humus,
might have asserted that this sort of mud would manure
better than the former ; but in reality it produced little

effect. The action of even 100,000 lbs. per acre was

scarcely remarked.

At times, the mud of ponds contains a great quantity of

protoxide of iron, in which case the same process is to be

resorted to as has been stated in regard of mould. Such
mud also contains, very generally, mucli coal of humus,
on which account it should be dried, and placed for a year

and a half in high heaps, and to be well worked up several

times before it is used. To facilitate the decomposition

of the coal of humus, it is also useful to mix it with lime,

dung, or aahes ; in other words, to make compost of it.

The more seeds of weeds the mud contains, the longer it

should lie in heaps ; in fact, all which has been stated

previously with regard to mould, may be also applied
to mud.
How much thereof is to be used on every acre of land,

and how long its effects will continue, depend on the pro-
portion of its manuring substances. The mud or scour-
ings accumulated in the ditches of fields or meadows
should never be neglected ; if it is put in heaps and al-
lowed to rot, it yields at times a very valuable manure,
more especially if much grass or other plants had grown
in such ditches.

3. Sea-Mud.—This sort of mud, which accumulates at
the mouths of rivers, is very often carried away during low
tideS) and conveyed to fields, meadows, and pastures. As
its manuring powere are quite astonishing, I have subjected

it to chemical analysis, and found that 100,000 parts are
thus composed

:

60,140 parts of very fine quartzose sand and silica.

7,405

3.300
0,200

6,210
2,900

0,187

0,032

0,610

0,390

9,200

3,000

6,426

If

fy

if

f?

»
ft

»?
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9'

M

1}

alumina.

peroxide and protoxide of iron.

oxide ofmanganese.
lime.

magnesia,
,

potassa, mostly combined with silica.

common salt.

phosphate of lime, and a little phos-
phate of iron.

gypsum.
humic acid, combined with alumina

iron, lime, and magnesia.
organic substances, composed of ni-

trogen.

carbonic acid, combined with lime
and magnesia.

100,000 parts.

This mud contained a great quantity of fragments of
marine shells, whence the great proportion of carbonate of

lime. The organic remains, composed of nitrogen, may
owe their origin to marine animals ; whilst the humic
acid has been carried into the sea from the adjacent

heaths, moors, ravines, and forests ; and has formed hu-
mates of lime and magnesia by the decomposition of gyp-
sum and chloride of magnesia. After sea-mud has been
kept for a long time in heaps, about 40-50,000 lbs. are

used upon one Magdeburg acre of land ; consequently the

soil of this surface is enriched by 3,105 lbs. of lime, 1,950

lbs. of magnesia, 93 lbs. of potassa, 16 lbs. common salt,

305 lbs. of phosphate of lime, 195 lbs. of gypsum, 4,600

lbs. of humic acid, and 1,500 lbs. of organic remains con-

taining nitrogen. This explains the cause of the great

manuring power of sea-mud. The most striking effects

are always observed on meadows and pastures composed
of peaty and marshy soils. In cases where such land

yielded nothing but coarse grasses and rushes, immediately

after the application of sea-mud sweet grasses and trefoil

will make their appearance. When applied to fields, very

fine wheat will be grown, which is said not to be subject to

mildew.

i. Mud ofditches enclosing Fields or Highways,—In

many countries it is usual to collect the water from the

ditches of sloping fields, or which flows down from much-
frequented roads into deep reservoirs, for the sake of its

depositing there its manuring substances. As soon as these

reservoirs have been filled, the contents are thrown into

large heaps, with which the fields are afterwards manured.

This mud is the better the more fertile the fields are

whence it has been derived—or the more frequented the

roads are, as in these cases it will contain much animal ex-

crements. It is best adapted for light soils, as it is of

very fine grain, and very clayey. The mud derived from

roads is most valuable when they are paved with basalt

or limestone, as in that case the mud is rich in lime, po-

tash, and soda. But although in this case the mud scraped

from high-roads is a very valuable manure, it is of little or

no value if the road is made with quartz or gravel. It is

always advisable to collect the mud of roads into heaps,

and to work them over several times ; for it always con-

tains much protoxide of iron (derived from wheels and

horse-shoes). If this is neglected, a field may be poi-

soned by its application.

5. Mudfrom streets in towns,—\n the neighbourhood of

large towns, the mud or sweepings of streets afford a kind

of manure of great value, as is well understood in Bel-

gium. There the mud scraped from the streets of a town,

containing 00,000 inhabitants, is often sold for 20,000

dollars ; whilst in many towns in Germany, thousands are

paid every year for getting rid of it. The mud of streets

is composed of animal excrements, soil, filth, house-

sweepings, soapsuds, urine, vegetable remains, the rub-

bish of buildings, ashes, &c. ; it must therefore be neces-

sarily an efficacious manure. On account of the great

diversity of its constituent parts, it is advisable to prepare

it properly before being used—viz. to put it in large heaps;

to moisten it, if it be too dry, with water, urine, or dung-

water ; to work it up after a few weeks, and to take out

all broken earthenware, stones, &c. Theheap, after stand-

ing for sometime, will be completely rotten, and fit to be

conveyed on the land, where it is best adapted for top-

dressing.

The best street mould is always obtained in towns where

an active traffic and many trades are carried on, and where

the paving is either basalt or limestone- Great care must,

however, be taken, that such mould does not convey noxi-

ous substances upon the land, which may very well be the

case if it contains much refuse of dyers' manufactories,

&;c., in which there are often m|xed mineral substances,

noxious to vegetation.

6. Rubbish of Farm-yards,l^c.—Jn the yards of farm-

houses, where carts and wagons draw up, earth is always

to be found which consists of animal excrements, vegetable

remains, and similar substances. This may be scrapea

up at intervals, and either used as a top-dressing on mea-

dow land, or may be added to the heap of compost ;
"

usually contains seeds of weeds.
(To be continued.)

ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
,

Thb great improvement which has been effected withm

the last few years in this tribe of plants, is a sure indica-

tion of their having become general favourites ;
and as

they bloom naturally at that season of the year when there

is little else to enliven the Conservatory or Greenhouse,

they cannot fail in maintaining that high place m tne

public favour which they have already acquired.

The principal requisites towards growing Cbrysafiwie-

4
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mums to perfection are :—to allow them plenty of pot-

room, and to shift them as often as the pots become filled

with roots ; to give them a rich and rather Btrong soil

;

to water them freely, and grow them in a situation where
there is a free circulation of air, but where they will be
sheltered from boisterous winds. Neglect in watering
the plants, and growing them where they are shaded by
trees or surrounded by sheds, cause them to become
drawn—their lower leaves wither and become unsightly,

and their bushiness is totally destroyed.

The time is fast approaching when the plants will be
shifted into those pots in which they will remain to flower.

The soil for potting them in should be composed of two-
fourths good turfy loam, one-fourth kitchen-garden soil,

one-fourth cowdung and a small portion of night-soil ; to
every barrowful of which a handful of saltpetre may be
added. This will prevent the soil in the pots from be-
coming 80 soon dry, and consequently lessen the labour
of watering them, at the same time that it will impart a
more verdant tint to the plants.

At this season of the year Chrysanthemums are ex-
tremely liable to become infected with mildew. Those
plants upon which it makes its appearance should be im-
mediately separated from the rest, and well dusted with
flowers of sulphur. This should be allowed to remain on
them at least a day or two, and may afterwards be washed
off with a syringe or garden engine.

Let the plants be placed in a situation where they are
fully exposed to the sun ; and.water them two or three
times a week with diluted liquid manure. Each of the
advancing shoots should be neatly tied to a separate stick.
On strong plants it may be well to leave about five leading
stems; but on weaker ones not more than two or three
should be allowed to remain. When the flower-buds are
distinctly discernible, pinch out the smallest of them, so
as not to leave more than three upon each shoot ; and as
the blooms begin to expand, let the plants be removed to
& cool frame or greenhouse, where they will be protected
from wet. The early varieties will sometimes flower in
the open border in warm situations, and in favourable
seasons ; but where there is a scarcity of room it is hardly
worth whUe to run the risk, when Dahlias, Salvias, and so
many other more certain plants can be obtained. The latter
will continue to bloom until destroyed by the autumnal
frosts ; whereas the Chrysanthemum is only then showing
signs of flowering, and is destroyed at the moment when
the amateur is anxiously looking forward to be rewarded for
the trouble which he has taken in its cultiTation.—r. Jt.

planted, ought now to be got ready, and I will shortly !

furnish a list of those particular Tarieties whJrh «rp n,n,f
approved.—^, F,

HOME CORRESPOiNDENCE.
Country Shows.—As a consUnt reader of your paper I

beg to suggest that it would be highly useful if you each
week gave a list of all the forthcoming shows, with their
dates* This used to be practised in the defunct Horticul-
tural Journal, and, I believe, in one or two other works. It
IS, in my opinion, a valuable plan for ready reference, and
saves persons the trouble of noting down the shows, or
referring to the back numbers for the advertisements.—
Sunburnt. [Whether we do, or do not, insert th6 dates
of country shows the week previous to their taking place,
must depend entirely upon whether we are furnished with
the necessary information. If the Secretaries of the dif-
ferent Societies do not think proper to forward to us a list

»^^^^
^^^n^^*^°"^'

'^^ ^^ impossible for us to insert them.]
Myati s Pine Strawberry.—I can state from experience

that Myatt's Pine Strawberry is one that will not succeed
for early forcing, as the flowers will nearly all go blind,
however well the plants may be prepared ; but it may be
forced late. Forced Strawberries generally lose their flavour
when conveyed to any distance; and I determined to try
Myatt's Pine, although it had failed with me the previous
season, as I judged, from being too early excited. From its
peculiarly high aroma, I made no doubt, if I could succeed
in obtaining a crop, that it would carry its deserving merits
with it to any reasonable distance. I had discovered that

AMATEUR'S GARDEN._ „
, ,

- - -No. XXXII.
^
IHK Hydrangea has always been a favourate in gardens

since Its mtroductxon into England ; and although indi-
iduals, who profess to have a refined taste for flowers,
may sneer at it, and call it common, yet it is one of those
things which will always retain a corner in the greenhouse
or garden of the amateur. As most of the plants are
now in good condition for taking off cuttings, I will ex-
plain the method by which a very large head of flowersmay be produced upon a small plant, and in a small pot.Many amateurs have been astonished at the large flowers
which they have seen at exhibitions, and have naturally
attributed the effects to something in the soil, or to
manure water of some kind. This, however, is not the
cause. It depends upon a law which is almost universal
in nature--namely, the younger and more vigorous a
Plant IS which flowers freely, and the fewer flowering
branches that plant is allowed to produce at one time,me larger will be those which are permitted to come to
maturity. This is taken advantage of by the gardener,

,
m the case of those plants which I have just mentioned

;

mey are struck from cuttings about this season of the
year, and potted off as soon as they are rooted. The
point of the shoot is not pinched out, as is the case with
plants which are wanted to form a quantity of branches ;
out It is carefully trained to one stem, and if any laterals
njake their appearance on the sides, they are re-
moved. After being kept in a cold frame or green-
Uouse during the winter, they are shifted into 48 or 32
sized pots in spring, and liberally supplied' with water
when they commence their growth. If these points
are attended to, the most common treatment in other
respects, and any light rich soil, will be suflScient to
enable the plants to produce very large bunches of flowers.
When the flowering season is past, a number of lateral
Blioots will be produced ; the plant will acquire a bushy
fitbit and if allowed to grow on until another season,
many heads of flower will be produced, but individually
they will be small ; and therefore if small plants with large
iieads are preferred, these must be struck from cuttings
every year. Where a number of these plants are grown,
It IS very interesting to have the flowers of different
colours They may be brought out blue, as well as pink or
rose, which is their natural colour, by growing them in cer-

w^ri °^ ^^^^' ^"^^' ^^^ example, as that of Nor-

T^rn!?' ^^^l
London

; some kinds of peat are also said to

tflW^^^ M®^*^^ ^^^^^' T^e particular substance con-

rrrcJi/^ ,
"^^^^^^^ produces this change is, I believe, at

.f'^^l'^\f^»own. Alum is said to do so.

niAnr
,^'^'''"£63 makes a beautiful autumn-fiowering

«nH t^-n !" gr*^'^^g in some corner of the flower-garden,

Jonrwf ."'l''^"^ * *^^S'^^ protection even in the neigh-ftourhood of London. Where the sub-soil is cold and

r^e .1.0?!*^^
^'^^ barrowfuls of brick-bats or other drain-

S^nl.n ? ^? ^"1*" ^^^ ^°'^*^™ of the hole, and the Hy-

HnL^c f
'^ ^^^^' ^^.^^* ^^^^ ^^o^^"S ^^^ flowering.

l7lZr f '"P «"PPly ^f ^^ter, and in winter a little

2?m tK '"''L'^t^^ l""^*^""'"
'^'^ ^°ot« «"^ among the

IR».,^ whole being afterwards protected with
J^ ""^ "^^^s in the usual way.
*hat Dart of the trnrAf*^ iry ^\ii^U C*..««.l : , •

it would not be safe to attempt forcing it till towards the
middle of March ; as I could then nearly expose them in
the middle of the day to the direct rays of the sun, and
abundance of atmospheric air, by pushing down the lights,
and leaving on a portion of it through the night;
keeping the temperature up by artificial means to between
55 and 60 deg. By pursuing this method, I had an excel-
lent crop ; and after their journey to London, they were
pronounced excellent. Small low pits are best, where
there are such, for forcing them ; and the best situation
for them is in the top angle, where they are near the in-
tercepted light, close to the reflection of the whitened
back wall, and at an acute angle with the glass, which is of
great importance to them, with a good ventilation, conve-
nient for all necessary fiperations. As they become se-
curely set, they can safely be removed to a higher tempe-
rature, and give place to others for succession. If they
are a cross from the Hautbois, it is probable that they may
carry along with them some of their other habits, and be
subject to run off, or to be overrun by males, or imperfect
blossoms ; and it would be safest for those who are desir-
ous to grow them successfully, to procure their plants
from the most successful cultivators of them.—JoAn
Meatus, F,HS^ Leeds Botanic Garden,

Myatt's Pine Strawberry.—In the Chronicle of the
23rd, I observed with regret that there are few who culti-
rate this Strawberry with success, at which I am rather
surprised. jI have known it for the last four years suc-
cessfully grown in the north of Scotland, under the same
treatment as the Keen*s Seedling, Elton Pine, and the
Roseberry, without even hearing of any symptoms of its

failure. I will, therefore, lay before you the method
adopted in cultivating it. The piece of ground intended
for the plantation is trenched two spits deep in November,
and in the process of trenching, a good coat of dung is

given, the surface soil being left rough during the winter.
In the beginning of March it is dug over, and the rows
marked out twenty inches apart from each other. Holes
are made with a large dibble in the rows six inches apart,
which are filled up with a mixture of rotten leaves and
bone-dust ; the plants are then taken from their nursing
situation, and transplanted in the holes ; by this means
they grow luxuriantly, and produce an abundant crop
the second season. Afterwards, they are treated in the
same way as the kinds above mentioned.

—

Cicero.
There are many instances where Myatt's Pine Strawberry
has produced partial crops, when cultivated in the ordi-
nary manner stated by Mr. Mearns, and your other cor-
respondent. At the same time we are well aware that
this same method has failed times innumerable, and
where every care bus been taken of it. It is, therefore,
evident that it requires peculiar treatment, being of a
very weakly habit ; consequently, the way to give it all

the vigour it is capable of receiving, is to make it produce
a crop of runners annually, rooted in richly-manured soil.

When treated in this way, it never fails to produce an
immense crop. I would strongly advise every one to

adopt the above plan, and they will be richly rewarded
for their pains. Having no fear of your friend '* Stump,"
or the ** Club," making any improvement on this

plan, I shall therefore call it the "Model Plan" for
growing Myatt's Pine Strawberry. To produce a crop
of the stronger-growing kinds in the highest perfection,
the same system ought to be adopted ; or an equally
good plan is to allow the runners to strike in pots,
on pieces of turf, cut square, and a stone laid upon
the runner till rooted, which would be in eight or ten
days. Move them afterwards into a well -prepared bed, a
foot apart each way. When planted in this manner, they
will produce a finer crop of superior fruit the following
summer than they will do in the second year if planted in
the usual manner.

—

Itolert Rcid^ Nolle Thorpe.
After all that has been said about Myatt's Pine Strawberry,
I believe the true principle of growing it has not been
fully pointed out. Uy some it has been grown success-
fully in almost all soils and composts ; and in other cases,
although various soils have been tried, it has been a com-
plete failure. Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt, grows

|
it in good rich loam on a slope ; these words are deserving 1

of repetition, on a slope. It would not grow planted fiko |

other varieties on level ground, in the garden of the Hor-
ticultural Society, but is now doing very well since planted
on'a sloping border, as practised by Mr. Redding.

—

R. T.
Kcwsome^s Princess Royal Strawberry.— I was sur-

prised at seeing in your Paper last week an attempt by
Mr, Brooke to prove ihat the Princess Royal Strawberry
was a new variety, and to vindicate Mr. Newsome's con-
duct in sending out an old sort for a new one, merely be-
cause it was a seedling. W^hat proof does Mr. B. bring
forward that the Princees Royal is a new variety ? Simply
this—that Mr. Newsome said such was the case. Mr.
B. does not seem to understand the culture of the Straw-
berry, or he would not lecture Mr. Morris on his unrea-
sonable expectation as regards the size of the fruit borne
the first year after planting. The fact is, the largest fruit
IS obtained from the same year's planting, I have
gathered fruit this summer from runners, planted in the
spring, weighing each above an ounce. I fully concur
with Mr. Morris that the Princess Royal and the Elton
line are one and the same thing. I should not have
arrived at this positive conclusion had I not planted them
both this spring

; I have watched and tasted them, as havo
several other persons, in their different stages, and ai to
the darker colour of the Princess Royal, which Mr. B.
urges as peculiar to it, that is impossible, as every one
knows that the Elton when quite ripe is nearly black. I
have seen Mr. Sheppard, of Deptford, one of the largest
and most successful growers of Strawberries, who fully
agrees with me in declaring that the Princess Royal and
the Elton are the same. He, like myself, was unfortu-
nately a purchaser of the former, as a new variety. I do
not dispute the possibility of his seedling producing fruit,
twelve of which may weigh one pound. The Elton, in a
good rich loam, wiU do the same. In making the above
remarks I do not mean to insinuate that Mr.N. intentionally
wished to deceive the public, but I say that he ought not
to send out a seedling for a distinct sort, without being
acquainted with the varieties already in cultivation, be-
fore he pronounced his seedling a new sort, and charged
the public 5/. per 100 for it, under the high-sounding title
of the "Princess Royal."—G. Imms, Woolwich. You
will, I am sure, allow me (in corroboration of Mr. Brooke's
remarks) tosay that I consider Newsome's Princess Royal
Strawberry to be as distinct a variety as any in cultivation.
I have this year grown the Elton Pine, the Swainstone Seed-
ling, the Victoria, the Eliza, the British Queen, Roseberry,
&c., and last, but not least, Newsome's Princess Royal. It
is the largest fruit 1 have ever seen, and from the sample
that Mr, Newsome sent me last year, I can readily believe
what Mr. Brooke states, that he grew them twelve to the
pound. How this Strawberry can be confused with the
Elton Pine I cannot imagine. The Princefls Royal is of
an oblong form ; the Elton, for the most part, is pointed,
of a perfectly conical shape. But the flavour is as dif-
ferent as the form, and I should give the preference to the
Elton Pine in that respect. The growth, again, makes a
decided distinction, and 1 do not hesitate to say, if we
recognise distinctions at all, that the Princess Royal has as
much pretension to the distinction given it by Mr. New-
some as any other Strawberry //. B., Essex. [We
must now put an end to this discussion. Mr. Newsome
has himself sent ns fruit of hh Princess Royal Strawberry,
and they are not dtsHnguishahlefrom the Elton,}

Bees.—In answer to the inquiries of a cottager ia the
Chronicle of Saturday last, I beg to refer him to mj
treatise on the ** Honey-Bee;'' in which he will find that
I have cautioned my readers against supering swarms of
the current year, and have also adverted to the occasional
aversion of bees to accept a super when so given to them.
My reason for the caution is this. Bees have always a
disposition to carry their stores upward, and ifsupered
the first year of their establishment in a hive or box, may,
if they accept such supering, carry that disposition so hr

'

as to impoverish the box in which they are to be supported
during the winter, and thus be reduced to the alternative
of being either fed or famished. Whereas if an eke or a
full-sized nadir were made use of, no such danger would be
incurred, nor would any indisposition be shown for carry-
ing on their operation?. In all future years, supering
should be preferred to nadiring, as greatly lessening the
risk of having brood interminged with the honey-combs.—
Edward Bcvan, Llanferry,
Bees.—U your correspondent will hold the bell-glass

under the bees which hang out of his hive, and get as
many of them into it by sweeping them off the hive, or
whereon else they cluster, with a goose wing or anything
else, so as to prevent injuring them, and covering a tin or
thick paper over the bottom of the glass, place it on the
top of the hive, by removing the tin or paper, the bees
will work into the bell-glass and thank him for his trouble.
If he pursues any peculiar method by which he obtains a
swarm early in April, and two more, from the same stock,
early in May, most bee-keepers would feel obliged for in-
formation on the subject.

—

M. II. G.
Bees—^WiU your correspondent ^* A. Thaxter, Nor-

wich, have the kindness to inform me if there is any way
to save the Bees after leaving the hive, which had been
placed in the dark shed, as stated in the last week's Chro-
nicle ?—£. M.
On the VilalityofSeeds,—Ifm the experiments at Om*

ford it is intended to try what method will best prtserts

seeds, and not to test the merits of the particular pUn
pointed out, I am afraid the phui itself is faulty- From
long practice among seeds, I am of opinion tiwt if they

are once properly prepared for keeping, vitality is sooner

injured by excessive drying than by an/ of the oraix^rf

accidents they are subject to, perhaps from losing the fixed

water, which De Saussure calculates at 10 in 198; or

from one of the most necessary n^nts in germination,

beat, being present without its necessary accompaaimeat
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of moisture. From whateTer catise, h^^^^J^ .7y ™'
excestire drying is the most prejudicial of any of the acci-

de^^hat c7a Attend seeds. AI dealer, m seeds espe-

cially Grass seeds, hare to comp am of this ;
v.lien damp

Scy will not keep, and are generally put on the top of a kiln

to drr off the external moisture ; but if the process be

iuffered to go beyond this, and if the natural moisture

of the seed is much trenched on, it will be as

white, and fair, and full of farina as before, but will

not grow- I have frequently observed that small quan-

tities of Onion and other seeds, kept over year loose

in the drawers or in paper parcels, would not grow; when

the same seed in a quantity, in a damp bag, or double-

bagged for safety, grew well. I have seen parcels of

Onion seed weighed and put up in paper parcels, and

which had been kept for a few weeks in that state, owing

to a change of weather not permitting their being sown,

that on weighing were found to have lost more than an

onnce in the pound. It is familiar to seedsmen the in-

drink in weight of such as Carrot seeds when long kept.

Most practical men also must have noticed that when dry

weather is long continued after sowing, especially if warm,

the best of seed will either not germinate at all, or do so

cry weakly. All these are proofs that seeds are much
Injured by the drying action of air; and when set aside for

preservation in our cool climate, they should be as much
excluded from the air as possible, and not exposed in jars

pierced with holes for ventilation. In sending across the

equator ventilation is best, because heat is the greatest

drying agent there, and requires most to be guarded

against ; and as no coverings will exclude the heat, there

h least risk in ventilation. The above principle of excess

in drying has been often applied to the keeping of Pota«

toea by drying on a kiln, when there is no loss from

•prouting in the ensuing spring ; but it does not seem to

be generally known

—

li, Lymourn^
Vitality of Seeds,— Tour correspondent, Mr. C.

Penny, gives an account of the growth of the Charlock

(Sinapis arvensis), after a recent opening of the soil on

the Birkenhead and Chester Railway. Many instances

of tins kind are related, and the inference is made that

the seeds have been buried in the soil, and brought to the

surface by the cuttings, as in this case of Mr. Penny's

;

but if we consider that such an inference would give to

teeds a power of retaining their vitality for periods, com-
pared with which the two or three thousand years that

»eeds from Egyptian tombs are said to retain their vitality

Vould fall into insignificance, the greatest care should be

taken that the fact is correct. If Mr. Penny, or any
Other person in the neighbourhood of the cuttings of rail-

Ways, canals, &c., would take care to procure some of the

toil from those spots, and ascertain that there are seeds

of plants present in it, and, by preventing all sources of

accidental introduction, thus prove that they had been
deposited with the stratum in which they are found, they

would, I am sure, greatly oblige the committee of the

British Association appointed to investigate this subject.

There seems a good deal of evidence to prove that seeds

may be buried in the earth for ages, and then grow when
placed in favourable circumstances ; and there is really

nothing a priori improbable with regard to the fact ; but

still the experimentum cruets is wanted.

—

E. L,
Budding,—In the last leading article on budding, the

generally-received opinion that the piece of wood connect-

£ag the bud with the alburnum, when jerked out, produces

a blind bud in the spring, has been adopted, I was also

%red up in the same opinion, and continued to hold it for

some years ; but having observed that in practice the best

buds were most apt to have that fault, and cause their re-

jection—and being also of opinion that the piece of wood
jerked out formed no part of the bud, as it appeared quite

sound without it, and trusting to its being again renewed
by the cambium, I determined to give it a fair trial. For
several years I selected a portion of these buds, and
marked them with a tally, and in spring they generally all

started away at the growing period. There were much
fewer failures among these thim the others, and I now
Xiever reject any of them. Blind buds appear to owe their

origin to the bud itself being diseased. A very excellent

method of bndding was taught me some years ago, by Mr.
Pairbaim, long of the IMlle-end Nurseries, I think he
ealied it Sweet's mode. In the ordinary way of budding,
yhtxi the piece of wood and bark both are cut from the
shoot and the wood pulled out afterwards, the edge of the
bark la apt to get rough, especially if there is much work
to be done, which is against the success. A better way,
Wid more easily performed, especially with such as

S !?^1^ ^^^ Plums, is to mark out the size of the shield
of the bud aa round with the point of the knife, cutting
into the ^bumum

; then applying the thumb to the bark
at the side of the bud, and squeezing it gently out, the
iwk wiU nse aa smooth on the edges as if cast in a mould,
if the sap has been running freely; without which it is inam to try budding.— 2?. Lyniburn.

Pruning Forest Trees.—Your exceUent directions on
pruning forest trees, by stopping the leader in time, will
•are a vast deal of trouble if properly attended to. It ig
possible to err in planting too thin as well as too thick.
The standards to be left ultimately for timber should all

be selected of the most vigorous, healthy plants; and for
this purpose there should be sufficient to choose from.

They also help to improve one another when young. The
leaves they shed are, perhaps, as much as they rob ; and
the thinnings, if good, are exceUent for other plantation!.

It surely may be possible also to grow trees quicker than

they will solidify; the slowest-grown Oak may not be
always the best : but we see the growth of other trees

spongy a»d unripened at the ends when grown more lux-

uriant!j than the ordinary state of the climate will ripen

;

l&ax it fiot be ik9ime with ike Osk ukg i'^B, It/miurxk

[Certainly, All we mean by advocating fast-grown timber

is, to recommend that it should be enabled to grow as fast

as is suited to the climate. We shall soon return to the

subject.]

Araucaria Brazilierisls,—I observed in the Chronicle

of the 16th instant, that you published my remarks of

having planted in the open air an Araucaria Braziliensis
;

and that it stood the whole of last winter, &c. But you

have added, " We apprehend some mistake here. All the

Brazilian Araucarias that we have known to be exposed to

the winter have invariably perished." I now reply

that what I then asserted is a positive fact, and in order to

be certain of my plant being the Araucaria Braziliensis,

one of several which I raised from seed was, about 18

months ago, submitted to Dr. Lindley, who pronounced it

to be of that species.—J. S., Balham, [Wearenotcon-
vinced.]

Fuchsia fulgens.—I beg to inform "A Subscriber," that

Fuchsia fulgens flowers well with me in the open garden

without shading. I have been in the habit of making a

bed.of it for these last four years ; the plants flowc/beau-

tifuliy, and the blooms are much brighter than those in

the greenhouse. I may add, that I find a small quantity

of bone-dust mixed with the mould, a sandy loam, to be

an excellent manure ; as it tends'to produce flowers, with-

out a great increase of foliage, which is oftentimes the

case when too highly manured,

—

J. N.^ Dorset,

Fuchsia fulgens will bloom beautifully, in the open ground,"

either in plunged pots or planted out. The cause of the

blooms dropping off is from the roots being allowed to be-

come dry ; and if F. fulgens is exposed in a pot, without

being placed in a saucer or plunged in the ground, the sun

will heat the sides of the pot to such a degree as will

invariably cause the flowers to fall off.

—

J, R., Woolwich.
1 have been successful in flowering Fuchsia fulgens

both in the open ground and in pots plunged in the

borders, without dropping its flowers. I have also made
a group of them in the flower-garden, by turning them

out of the pots, and they have grown very luxuriantly,

without even a flower falling prematurely. The soil they

were planted in was composed of loam, sand, and leaf-

mould.

—

D, Gelletely.

New Plan to preserve Gooseberries,—I observe in the

ChronicJeot ihQ 23d ult, that Mr, Whiting recommends
Gooseberry-trees to be covered with mats, in order to pre-

serve the fruit for a lengthened period. I therefore pro-

pose to lay before your readers a method which I have

seen practised with success, and at very little expense

—

preferable, in my opiniooj to the one just mentioned ; as

the fruit continues longer in a state of maturity, and with

the flavour unimpaired ; which is far from being the case

with those covered with mats, owing to their being ex-

cluded from light and air, which causes the fruit to

shrivel, lose its flavour, and ultimately fall off.—Procure

boxes (made of any dimensions to answer the size of the

bushes which they are intended to cover) open on three

sides ; the other side, which is intended to face the south,

being closed with boards, and the roof formed of the

same material, at a slight angle, to carry off the rain. The
sides which are left open may be covered with thin can-

vas, to exclude wasps and other pests, so troublesome to

the gardener ; which will admit light and a free cir-

culation of air—both very beneficial in keeping the

fruit dry, and in preserving the foliage from decay. It is

requisite to take off all the superfluous shoots before co-

vering, in order that the fruit may have the advantages of

light and air. I have seen excellent Warringtons pre-

served in this manner, gathered in the end of November.
A Journeyman Gardener, [We are afraid this plan

vrill be too expensive to be generally adopted,]

Destruction of the Gooseberry Caterpillar,—Much has
been said of late in the Chronicle about Hellebore pow-
der and Gooseberry caterpillars: I will therefore tell you
and the public what I was told by a late relative, of the

old school, and what I did in consequence. My Goose-
berry-bushes being one year much infested with these vo-

racious consumers of foliage, I was complaining of them
to my friend, when he said—** Oh, you may easily get rid

of them.'^ How so ? '* Go out to the roads, and get some
dust, and powder them well early in the morning ; I war-

rant you they will all die." Accordingly, the remedy
being simple, I did not go to the road, but took some dry

clods, and having pounded them to powder, I applied it

as directed. The result was (whether that killed the

creeping things or not, I will not vouch), that they very

soon disappeared, and my bushes were clean. I at first

objected that the fruit would be spoiled ; the answer was
Oh, the first shower will put all that to rights/' and

so it was,-^Gro55M/aria.
Triple Dahlia,—From a neighbouring garden I have

received a purple double Dahlia, with three quite perfect

flowers, formed into one, which I take to be a rarity,

never having seen more than two united before. The
flower-stalk is much flattened, and deeply reeded, so as to

look exactly as if three stalks had been stuck together ;

and the flowers are placed triangularly, back to back, with

a crown at the top, which is composed of some petalli from
each of the blooms.—Z.. W. D., Sketty Hall.

Lilium lancifSlium.—^Will Mr. Groom bo kind enough
to inform me, through the medium of your columns, at
what season of the year, and at what period of the growth
of the plant, he was successful in obtaining b\ilbs at the
axils of the leaves by surrounding the stem with peat and
sand aa detailed in a Number of last year's Chronicle^ and
whether in the operation the leaves were allowed to pro-
ject through the surrounding mould, or whether they were
completely covered ?—^1. Whittaher.
Mildew on Peas.—I beg to diifer from your corres-

pondent, '* P. Mackenzie," as to the cause of mildew on
Few*. .He i«erai to Uux^ it h caiued byu OTer-»iiffly

ti

of moisture ; while I think, or, I may say, I am con.
vinced of the contrary. I am ready enough to admit
"that mildew in canvas and in damp cellars is caused by
damp ;" but I consider mildew on plants and the same m
damp cellars to be different species. In this part of the
country we have had scarcely any rain all the summer •

to use a gardener's phrase, *' we are completely dried up ;''

and my Peas, Roses, and Wall-trees are completely co-
vered with mildew. I think this proves, that it is in this

case over-dryness that causes the mildew.

—

E. M.
White Swallow,—At Pegglesworth Farm, near Chel-

tenham, a snow-white swallow has been hatched during

the present month, and has been seen flying by several

persons. There were two other young birds in the nest

but they were of the usual colour. A man, who has lived

on the farm for the last eighteen years, informed me that

in July, 1837 (the year his late master died), the following

remarkable instances of change of colour were observed

upon the same farm, viz., a white hare, a white rat, and a
white hlack'hixi\,—R^ A., Charlton Kings, July 30/A.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

August 2n(f.—R. W. Barchard, Esq. in the chair. R. W. Gaussen,
S. Ram, and H. Russell, Esrirs., were elected FellowB. Mri,
Lawrence exhibited a very handsome new Papilionaceous plant,

of a partly climbini: habit, with racemes of broad dark purple
flowers ; Besleria pulclira, with bright orange blossoms, streaked

with dark red; Clerodendrum squamatum, with panicles of bright

scarlet : C. paniculatum, with a much larger panicle than the
former species, and smaller flowers, of a brick red coloar ; a well,
grown plant of Statice arborea ; exceedingly fine specimens of

Erica retorta; E. infundibuliformis, a most elegant species, with
blossoms of the brightest pink, and E. inflata alba, quite a bush,
completely enveloped with swollen tubular flowers of the purest

white. A Eanksian medal was awarded for the three Ileatha,

and another for the Papilionaceous plant. From Sigismund
Rucker, Esq., Jan., was a remarkably beautiful plant of Milt6nia

Bpectabilis, with no less than 19 flowers expanded at the same
time, the pure white of the perianth forming a striking contrast

with the deep purple of the labeilum j also Oncidium Lanceanura,

a highly ornamental species, no less deserving of notice than the

preceding; and Cycnoches chlorochilum, with large green
flowers, not remarkable for the beauty wliich they possess, but

as exhibiting an extraordinary instance of the various forms

which this tribe of plants assume: a Knightian medal was
awarded for the Miltdnia. Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, sent a large

collection of Heaths, amongst which were a gigantic specimen of

E. veutricosa purptirea, 5ft. high, covered with dense heads of

rosy purple) the highly beautiful E. Savilleana, with nearly

globular flowers of purplish rose ; E. jasminiflora alba, an elegant

variety, with long inflated white blossoms j and E. vestita coc-

clnea, with tubes of the brightest crimson : for the two former a

Banksian medal was awarded. Messrs, Veitch exhibited a cut

specimen of a new species of Echites, from the Organ mountains,

in Brazil; the flowers are of a dark maroon colour, and the plant is

Baidtopossessaclimbinghabit,tobeafree grower, and an abundant

bloomer; it flourishes best in a temperature intermediate between

that of a stove and a greenhouse : a Banksian medalwas awarded

for it. From Mr. Mountjoy, of Ealing, was a particularly hand-

some Seedling Phlox, named Picta, with small white flowers,

beautifully shaded towards the centre with rosy purple; the

blossoms are produced in dense heads, with great profusion, and,

in fact, bear more resemblance to those of a Leptosiphon than

any species of Phlox at present cultivated ; this variety is a hardy

Herbaceous plant, growing to the height of about two feet, and

will prove a valuable addition to the many ornamental kinds which

this genus already contains. Mr. Mountjoy also exhibited an

interesting little Herbaceous plant under the name of Pentstemon

Mexicanus, but evidently not belonging to that genus; aplant of

the same kind was exhibited by Mrs. Lawrence, at a previous

meeting a few weeks since; in addition to these were a well-

grown specimen of Achiraenes longiflora and a handsome Seed-

ling Dahlia, named Virgil. Certiflcates were awarded for the

Phlox and the Pentstemon? From Mr. Watts, gr. to R. Mar-

shaU, Esq., a beautiful specimen of Lisianthus RusseUianus,

with flowers of an unusually large size and of a rich violet colour;

the plant was raised from seed in l fl40, and has since then received

alternate greenhouse and vinery treatment, being grown m the

latter during the spring months; the soil in which it is potted

being composed of equal portions of leaf mould, peat and loam,

with a little silver sand : a certificate was awarded for it. From

Mr, CuthUl, of Camberwell, was also a plant of Lisianthus RussciU-

anus, with better shaped but not such highly coloured flowers

;

accompanied with a cutting in a phial of water, the same as was

exhibited at the last meeting. From Messrs. Lane and Son, or

Berkhampstead, a Kerium, called Reyanot, semi-double, witn

crimson blossoms striped with white; it closely resembles theoia

variety in general habits, but is much handsomer on account oi

its \'ariegated flowers. From J. Schrouder, Esq., of Brixton, a

noble plant of Lilium lancif61ium punctatum, with showy wnixe

blossoms, curiously dotted with pink ; for which a certificate was

given, Mr. Todd, gr. to J. G. Monypeuny, Esq., senta rather hana-

some seedling Fuchsia, caUed Gibbouiana, but not suflicienuy

distinct from other varieties. From Blessrs. F. A. Snntn, oi

Hackney, were two showy seedling Dahlias, named Sir K\«?fJ

and Rainbow. From Mrs. Morris, a variety of the very variaoie

StanhOpea oculata. From Mr. Hamp, gr. to J. Thorn, ^sq., a

pretty species of Chironia, supposed to be new, with Pretty rose-

coloured flowers ; the plant is of compact habit, and blooms '^^eeiy •

W. Leveson Gower, Esq., exhibited a stand of Picotees, pnnu-

paUy seedlings, contahiing many beautiful heavy-edged and ugn*

varieties ; the ground colour of some of the flowers was renmr -

ably pure, and the colour nicely distributed along the wiarguw.

From Mr. Ivery, of Peckham, were two seedling Fiichsias, "am™
Gem and F. Iveryana. Mr. SeUers, gr, to L. V. Watkms, e.sm.,

exhibited six remarkably weU swelled Queen Pine-apples
:

iwy#

weighing respectively 4lb. lOoz. and 3lb. l5oz., cut i^om piam

grown in open soil, heated by hot water; two others, of ^^°: V^
and 3lb. 5oz., from plants grown in pots, plunged in tan "P^V .^
rims, according to the general method; and two of less weig »

from plants plunged in coal-ashes: showing that mucn ^^^
fruitmay be produced by plants grown in open soil than "P°"^"g55.

whose roots are confined in pots, although the latter may P .

bly bear fruit of richer flavour : a Knightian Medal was
^^^^^.

for the two former. Prom Mr. J. Spencer, gr. to the
^^^^^^^

of Lansdowne, were two handsome specimens of ^^f^'^nat-
Pine, called the Cayenne epineux, which is stated s^i"*^™^!;

"iTed
tain the extraordinary weight of 20lb. ; the fruit exhibited ^''^.^^
41b. 120Z. and 4lb. 6oz., being of a perfectly cylindrical f®^^' ^'

large flat plps; the spines upon the leaves rather large and irreg

lar: a Banksian Medal was awarded for them. From Mr, i^rTiua

ton, gr. to Sir P. Egerton, Bart., a well-swelled Enville ^^"^
Black Jamaica Pine- apples. From Mr. Saul, gr. to

-^^i ^^^/l^viest
three remarkably handsome Queen Pine-apples, ^^^^-f^^^-p..
weighing 41b. ioz., and a dish of good Bellegarde PeacDeb

a Banksian Medal waa awarded for the Pmes. From i
^

Henderson, gr. to Sir G. Beaumont, were well-formea ^
cimens of the Brown-leaved Sugar-loaf, and what ^^^. A
powd to be the Antigua Pine-apple. Mr. Roberts, gr. ro

Wilson, Esq., exhibited some very fine Black Hamburgn »"

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, for which A Banksian Meuaiv*

awarded. Mr. EiUott, gr. to Sir W. Ingleby, sent some mut
the Carica Papaya, or Papaw tree, the blossoms of ^*^^«nra as
IfSiwe to le iBayyegufttea duriBg; tbeii expausioa to »»*"••'

X.
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abundant crop. It is stated that tougli meat hung upon the
branches of this plant is rendered tender in a few hours, and that
this singular effect is produced by some peculiar exhalation from
the tree. A variety of Melons was sent by Mr. Robertson, gr. to J.
Currie,Esq,, but without names attached to them. From the Gar-
den of the Society was a large collection of Orchidaceous and other
plants, including the lovely Cattleya crispa, with flowers of the
most delicate pinky white, finely contrasting with the violet co-
lour of the curiously-fringed labellum ; the handsome Oncidium
Lanceanum, with six spikes of brown and purple blossoms* the
pretty drooping Phaius albus ; a large box of the showy Achira'enes
longiiora, found to succeed bestma moderately warm and humid
atmosphere^ Achimenes r(5sea, closely allied to the well-known
Trevirana coccinea, but much exceeding it in point ofbeauty -, Tro-
pKolum Moritzianum, which is far from being the handsome
plant at first imagined, its large leaves almost conceaUng the
umall inconspicuous flowers; and Aloe xanthacantha. or the yel-
low-spined Aloe, an elegant species, producing its pretty tubular
scarlet and yellow blossoms in gracefully drooping clusters, and
not singly upon erect stalks, as is the general habit ofthe tribe.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
H. Handley, Esq., in the chair. The Earl of Powis, W. H. H.

Hartley, and N. V. E. Vaughan, Esqrs., have been elected
governors during the month of July, and 217 gentlemen members.
Dr. Lyon Playfair, Mr. Edward Solly, and his Excellency the Hon.
H. Everett, have been elected honorary members. A communi-
cation was received from the Rev. W. H. Fisher, concerning the
Dy'ock Oat; who states that, having seen, in the Transactions of
the Agricultural Society of Scotland, a report of a series of trials
made with this Oat by Mr. J. Watson, he was induced to apply for
a small quantity of the seed j and that so far as the return of one
year and the appearance of his crops can be condsiricred as bear-
ing-testimony to the value and probable utility of this Oat, he is
enabled to confirm the favourable opinion expressed by Mr. Wat-
son. The land on which he sowed the half-quarter of seed is a
poor red soil, resting upon a clayey subsoil, at an altitude of from
400 to 500 ft. above the level of the sea, and was enclosed from a
common about 20 years ago. A poor crop of Turnips had been
grown upon it the year preceding, with 20 bushels of bones to the
acre, one-half of which was drawn, and the other eaten off with
sheep. The alleged qualities of the Oat in question, which induced
him to make trial of it, were early maturation and an abundant
return. As a test of the former, he selected the Potato-oat to
sow with it in the same field, upon land of the same texture.
The early part of the season of 1841 was remarkably fine, and the
Potato-oats were sown on the I8th of March, the ground being
in beautiful order. On the following morning the Dyock Oats
were sown ; rain having interrupted the sowing and rendered the
soil less favourable for harrowing in the seed. In both instances
the seed was sown broadcast at the rate of 5 bushels to the acre.
The crop was better than was anticipated, growing rather vigor'
ously, but with a perceptible advantage, as regards for^^ardness.
In favour of the new variety j though, when reaped, the straw of
the Potato-oats was a little longer. These were reaped on the
20th of Sept.; the Dyock Oats having beencut on the 3lst of Aug.
The returns were, from the Potato-oats 6 9-20 times the seed-
frora the Dyock Oats 8^ times. The former weighed 36 3-5 lbs!
per bushel, and yielded of Oatmeal 17 3-20 lbs. per bushel- the
latter weighed 40 lbs. per bushel, and yielded of Oatmeal 21 7~g
lbs. per bushel. The straw is of excellent quahty, weU adapted
for fodder. This Oat takes its name from a Mr. Dyock, who first
raised the variety in Aberdeenshire. If, after a further test, its
food properties be maintained, there is little doubt of its proving
• highly valijable acquisition, especially upon the cold elevated
lands of the northern part of the kingdom. Mr. Watson states
tnat It usually arrives at maturity from 12 to 16 days before
l-otato-oats

; and the higher the altitude, the greater is the dis-
panty in this respect. It is rather small in the grain, but is

ite hS^k
^ ^rom other early varieties of Oat by the thinness of

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
r.™f^:- '"^**vP* Shears, jun., in Ihe chair. Several seedling

I^f^ e ^'P'^^^^^^'^'i Calceolarias were sent for the opinion

hLitto^^^^^;-
^''^^ Mr. Dover were five bloomsof a crimson

.^«ii fl

^^™»*^^on» raised in 1841, which was adjudged to be " a

Sa^r'dpf^ "^'"'^ ?*^^ '^^^^^ ^^^ P"^^' ^"*1 colour good
J but

T^Xvn^ deficient in crimson." Mr. Oakley sent six blooms of a

hZlfn^n/^l"^'^^^^'
colour. Crimson Upped With White: "the

Wr.^?^ ^^? ^^^^ ^y ^^^ Society, and in shape second-rate,

I^^ hinn^'l
%^^'^^':* ^" ^^*^ ^^^tre." From Mr. Mountjoy, were

rW fl^^ »
a cnmson Dahlia, called Virgil, of 1S41 : "a first-

f^9 n^Z'A^^'?,'^^^''''^' ^P^' ^^ Hampstead, a Dahlia, of

flnwp "^f*^
Firebrand, crimson scarlet: "a very promising

Wn^^' ""^® sunk in the centre, but not much." From Mr. S.

frlw ' ^^ extensive collectionof Calceolarias : " notsufficiently

e/n,?«^^o ""t'^^*^
^^*"8^ properly judged; some of the herba-

^a^i f>f
' V^'u^^ ^°^- ^' ^^' ^6' ^d '»' pretty, but much toownau; the shrubby ones not worth cultivating." Mr. Smith, of

Brmfv.^ ^'fff"^^ ^^^^^ of a Dahlia, called Sir R. Sale, andanotner of Rainbow; Mr. R. Aidridge. five blooms of his Hoxton
vileJi. ^^^ ^J- *W*^a^e, of Elcot, a bloom of a dark Dahlia.

«,i I i?^
all flowers raised in 1841. were set aside; the rules ofine bociety requiring six blooms of that year to he exhibited be-

tw S^^^i^S: their opinion. Mr. Barnes, of Evesham, also sentiwo I'icotees and two Carnations, without names or any other
pmiculars attached to them, as required by the Society, and as
stated m our advertising columns of to-day: they were, there-
fore, not judged.

P. Plumptrc, Esq.
' : Early Lau^ence^
Heorf, Mr. Cozens,
Biparreau, J. Elgar,

Grbbn ditto:
Red Goosebekbies: CrowyiBob, Mr, okdds.
ffoughboj;, J. Godirey, Esq. YeLlow no^: :

a/^V^tTk 5'°^^^ -"o->^^Vr^ M;;?Hu^?r'R^/D''^^^^

ti «^^^** • -'^^^^''^i Mr. Cozens. Red Raspberriks : Mr, J.

1841 : Lad^s Fame, Mr, Dadds, Ditto, 1842 : Hawthornden, J
Cozens. Pears : Grceyi ChiseU, Mr. Cozens, Peas : l, \Yrinkled
3/«n-o«;.Mr.Sankey; ^, KnighVs Marrow, Ux.G.Iitnvie, BroadBeans; »Ft^or. Mr. Fostall, Cauliflower : J. Godfrey, Esq.CABBAGE "^-o"" "'•'-" -M-T^-i-i- _ -''I
Rev. J
DennC;
BLES

:
Mr^ Sankey,-ExTRA Prize : lirown JscAia>7^5.'Lady Mon^

h^-n''-"*!^'^
Cottagers' Prizes, 45 in number, were^con^cted forby yO cottagers

; 33 of whom obtained prizes, and to each, in ad-
i '^^ n ^^^^^^^^A^^^ presented a copy of Paxton»s " Cot-tager's Calendar." The sum of 5f. was also distributed, in sums

ra^riPn^/fnTv,''/'.^?."^'-
^^-' ^° ^^^ '^ best cultivated Cottage

Cxardens in the district, accordmg to their respective merits, witha copy of Paxton-s " Cottager's Calendar" to each. From Mr.Masters' nursery, Canterbury, there were some rare and curious
plants, which were greatly admired, particularly the following
Orchidacege: Stanh6pea insignis, with the flowers protrudingfrom beneath the plant; Oncidium papilio, with flowers like a
butterfly; pncidium flexuosum and Cattleva Forbesii. both very
curious

;
with PortulaccaTheUusoui, Verbe'naBurleyana. Besleria

pulchella, Passiflora Loudoni, Achimenes longiflora, Lilium lan-
cif6hum punctatum (very elegant), and Larocheafalcata. From
Miller s, Ramsgate, were fine plants of several varieties of
I-achsia, as Globosa variegata, Dalst6nia Chandleri, Fulgens su-
perba consplcua, racemiflora, and magnlfica; and from John-
son s. Dover, FOchsia Venus victrix, a new and curious variety,
and some other rare plants.

NOTICESofNEWPLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

e^^v^.^^^'^^'
PiLosuM. Hairy Stylewort. {GreenJwiise Perennial,)

StyUdiacese, Gyn^ndria Diandria.-The plants of this Stylewortnow in cultivation have been principally raised from Swan River
seeds; the species being not uncommon in that colony. It has
the largest flowers of any yetiutroduced, and when in good health
Has rather a handsome appearance. It is sometimes met with
under the name of St>'Udium Dicksoni. The natural situation of
such plants is said to be sandy plains, dry on the surface, but wet
and springy underneath, by which, notwithstanding the hot sun
which shines upon them, they are able to maintain a healthy
state. Art will, however, render them much handsomer than
they are when wild, if we are to judge from what has recently

their humidity, till they become in a fit state for laying by
in the herbarium. For this purpose common brown
paper is generally employed, and perhaps it is altogether
the best ; Foft absorbent paper, such as blotting paper,
loses its texture and becomes rotten so so9n, as to be both
too expensive and too perishable. The following is as
little troublesome a method of drying plants as any with
which I am acquainted. Take separate sheets of small-
sized common stout brown paper ; between the leaves of
each sheet place your specimens compactly, so as to get
them in as small a space as possible, without their press-
ing too much on each other ; having filled a convenient
number of sheets in this manner, place them between
two stout pieces of brown paper boards, or what are
called miUboards. of the same size as the sheets, and tie
the whole together tightly by means of leathern straps, or
a strong cord. After the specimens have been thus
pressed for a few hours, till the paper may be supposed to
have absorbed a considerable portion of humidity from
the plants, uncord the package, and strew the sheets over
the floor of a room till the paper begins to become dried ;then tie them together again as first directed, and repeat
the operation of unpacking and repacking till the speci-
mens are perfectly deprived of their moisture, when they
may be placed in fresh paper, and laid by. It will be found,
that in the process of drying, as thus directed, some kinds
of plants will be fit for laying by much sooner than
others

; the parcels should therefore be examined from
time to time, and the specimens selected as they become
ready. If, as upon journeys in a wild country, there
should be no convenience for spreading the sheets of
paper upon a floor, the specimens should be packed
as closely as possible in a bundle, which may be carried
on the back, and they may be laid not only between
the leaves of single sheets of paper, but between tha
sheets themselves. The nightly fires which are made
upon such a journey will serve for drying the sheets of
paper, in which the specimens may be immediately re-
placed. By transferring into a single spare sheet of dry
paper the plants in the first sheet of damp paper, and
then drying the damp sheet, and so on, a large collection
of fresh specimens may be quickly shifted, and daily re-
ceive all requisite attention without difficulty or inconve-
nience. Specimens, when finally prepared, are usually ofbeen done with St. fasciculatum; and we do not despair of seeing -r i , * ,

- - - -

the very species now before us with a large panicle of flowers. * uii"Orm, more or less dark brown, colour ; they should
It is a neat little greenhouse perennial, requiring: a soil composed be quite flat, and will often become brittle, and tO the

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Wtngham Horticultural and Floral Society, July 28th.—The

wuowin^is the award of prizes:—Pelargoniums: 1, Matilda^
^eauty of Ware, and Joan of Arc ; 2, Jewess, Alexandrina, andBeauty of W are ; Rer, C. Baylay. Balsams: Lady Bridges.
JjOCKscoMBs: D Denne.Esq. Pbrennials: Commelina cieles-
^Si UnAna dalmdtica, and a new-striped Antirrhinum,Mr.Sankey.

t^Z"^^":^'-
^^^°^ Drummondi, Salpiglossis picta, and Marttnia

proboscidea.Mr. Sankcy. Bbst Cmmbino Plant: Clenaatis
weDoldi, Miss Montresor. Fuchsias : 1, Fulgens. YoucUi, and
a^ndishi, p. Denne, Esq. ; 2, Fulgens multifiora, Moncyp^nnii,and racemiflora, J. Godfrey, Esq. Best Fuchsia : Formosa ele'

ino 'r:.^-
P^«>^Ptre, Esq., M.P. Grekxhouse Plants > Mins glutmosus, Tristdnla neriif6Ua, Clethra arb6rea, Jasmi

Of sandy peat, mixed with a smaU portion of loam. It should be
kept in small pots, and treated as a subaquatic during the grow-
ing* season in summer, but must be kept rather dry during the
winter, and in a cool part of the greenhouse, where there is plenty
of light and air. It is easily increased from seeds.— Bo/. iJfg-,
StvlIdium ciliatum. CUiated-leaved Stylidiura. {Greenhouse

Perennial.) Stylidiacese. Gyhandria Di4ndria.—This species
from the Swan River colony, is now in the cultivation of Mr'
Lowe, of Clapton; and is extremely different, especially in the
colour of its flowers, from any species yet introduced into our
greenhouses. The leaves are rosulate. densely imbricated, and
springing from the top of the root; the stem, as well as the calyx
and outside of the corolla (w^hich is yellow}, being clothed with
long spreading hairs, tipped with a viscid z'^^^^-— Curtis'$ Bat.
Mag,
Philadblphus mexicanus. Mexican Syringa. {Half Hardy

Shrub.) Icosandria Monogynia. PhiladelphaccEe.—This new half-
hardy, or perhaps hardyshrub, has been introduced by the Horti-
cultural Societyfrom Mexico, by the assistance of Mr. Hartweg.
It forms a small bush, with weak branches, and has the merit of
being an excellent plant for forcing. It is cultivated at Jalapa,
and grows wild in the hedges there ; also at Oaxaca, and the
city of Mexico, according to Schlechtendahl. Hartweg found it
at the Hacienda del Carmen, which is mentioned in the Linna^a
as the locality of Philadelphus affinis, a species with S-flowered
racemes, and therefore very different from this.—Bo?. Beg.
Epioendrum Grahami, Dr. Graham's Epidendrum. {Store

Epiphyte.) Orchidaceae. Gynandria Monandria.—This pretty
species Of Epidendrum, belonging to the group Enc5'chum, was
received at the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, from Mexico, and
well deserves a place in every collection. The pseudo-hnlbs are
smooth, of a pale green, about the size of a pigeon's egg, bearing
two somewhat obtuse coriaceous leaves. The scape, which is
about 14 ft. high, produces from eight to ten rather large flowers,
of a yellowish green tinged with brown. The labellum is deeply
lobed, with two white prominent lamellae at the base; the side
lobes yellow, almost convolute, so as to embrace the column f
the middle one large, orbicular, waved at the margin, white,
beautifully streaked with red.—Cur/wV Bot, Mag,

Ts : Mimu-
num

frl^^°4'^^"^"™' Crassula coccinea, and Bfe'ckia virgata, J. God-
ImH ^^3* .Best 3 Do.: Siphocampilus bicolor, Bse'ckia vh-gata,nnci Pettinia picta. Mr. Sankcy. Best single Plant: Lady
I irr5^^'

"^'^^^ ' ^' Theresa, Florida, Maria Leonida, Minette,
**UXembOUrp-. nnrl A/^;^»i:a.n rr*.««««„ T „j- ^-; t%c . __-

dfti;^ T '°"Ji!^'
^^^ Acidalie j 2, Theresa, Leda, Crimson Moss, Aci-

^iTiK- r .5*^^^' ^^^ Florida ; J. Godfrey, Esq. Dahlias : i,

DuXL/f o-^/^^^"' ^""^^^ Darling, President of the West,

chcisof Rf^vjf^°\^^*^' "^P^» ^"^ -^^^ ' 2. Pickwick. Argo, J^m-

den r/lx "™°"^* ^^^^* MeteUa, and Lady Mill ; Rev. C. Oxen-
son's Hn^\"^^^- Hale's Prince Albert, lAdyCbetwynd, WU-
Jacoues l^H Vi^^^^^^^y's ^™C€ Albert, Holmes's Mary Ann,
Teaser wn«^»H'^^» ^e^- J- ^' Hodgson. Picotebs : Gidden's

creon ami p?^ ^
'^"l^-

Gidden's Diana. Queen of England, Ana-

^Gr^d Dnv2 n?n^^^' ^^^P^' ^^^- J- G- Hodgson. Heartsease :

Lord Glamio A Vu"^^^^'
Imogene, Black Knight, Hope, Amulet,

Chameleon^^J^^^^' Alpha, Countess de Grey, Lord Durham.
Robin Ad^;^. Conservative, Mr. Keeler; 2, Cook's Perfection,

Maid of Hn«? Johnson. Seedling, Stubbs' Purple Perfection,

Cook's Pii!.n^T»:
^?''^'^ ^^^^' ^""^^^ Western, Jehu. Victory

Stocks f^^'^ri ^ii^
Ultraflora. Rev. J. G. Hodgson. Gkr:

-««KNi:,A7a: Ir'^-f^^^P^^'^sq.; 2, Mr. Dadds. Best 12

BestTpvoeJ t?»;
''^^^; Best !2 Annuals: R. Brooke, Esq.

^Its.bS n"«S'^''^^'*^T.^"'^^^' BBSTHAunYBouQUBT:
%(^kltM% nr^l

Floral Device: l.rroirn, Mrs. Plumptre;
B W rA^"^*^^^- ^^^'^'^'—^^^^o^'-'^, Cote's Green Flesh S\i

na GiiAf.8; i mA a. Black mm^rgh, /. F, Vl^^^J^i

MAN
Pe

MISCELLANEOUS.
To prepare Dried Specimens of Pla?its.~The modes

of preparing dried specimens are various, depending very
much upon the circumstances under which they are to be
procured. To explain, therefore, the general principles
upon which they should be prepared will, perhaps, answer
every necessary purpose, and enable those who may hare
been previously unacquainted with the mode of drying
specimens, to apply general directions to their own parti-

cular case- First, as to selecting the specimens for drying.
They should be chosen when in flower, or when in fruit,

or in both those states ; and they should be reduced, if

very large, to such a size, that they may be conveniently
laid between the^two leaves of a sheet of common brown
paper ; but they should be in all .respects in as perfect a
state as possible. Generally, no other preparation before
commencing the operation of drying is necessary; but
there are certain plants, such as Pinuses, Heaths, and
fleshy-leaved plants in general, which, if placed in paper
in the state in which they have been gathered, will either
part with their vitality so irregularly as to fall in pieces in
drying, or so slowly as to render the operation very long
and tedious. If such plants are plunged for an instant
in boiling water, the inconveniences I have mentioned are
entirely removed, and the process' of drying will go on
as rapidly and uniformly as in other plants ; or if the
papers in which they are first laid be made very hot, the
same end will be attained. When the specimens have

eye of inexperienced persons very unlike what they were
when fresh. I mention this in order to guard against the
very common mistake of supposing that unless speci-
mens retain their colours, or at least some portion of their
beauty, they are useless. Even European plants, pre-
pared by the most experienced collectors, can rarely be
brought to preserve their colours ; with tropical plants no
such effect can possibly be anticipated. The object in
preparing them is, by pressure, to make them capable of
being retained between the leaves of a book, and, by dry-
ing, to arrive at a state in which they are no longer af-
fected by the humidity of the atmosphere. In many
cases both leaves and flowers become perfectly black ; it
frequently happens that the specimens fall in pieces at
every joint; large fleshy flowers will shrivel into a third
of their size, and the gayest variations of brilliant colour-
ing will be converted into a uniform dull black or brown
colour. But these alterations are of no importance; be-
cause, in whatever state the specimens may be, macera-
tion in boiling water will restore their original forms ; if
they should have fallen in pieces, the scars upon the
branches will indicate whence the parts have separated,
and loss of colour does not interfere with subsequent in-
vestigation for the jjArposes of science- In sending spe-
cimens to England, it is necessary that very great care be
taken to keep the case containing them in as dry a part
of the ship as possible ; and that the paper in which they
are finally laid be not only dry, but either new, or at least
not deprived of its texture by previous use, A single
sheet of rotten paper will infect a whole bundle of
fresh paper. If the collection is small, common wooden
boxes answer every purj}Ose for. packing. But if it is so
extensive as to render the stowing it in a good part of the
ship inconvenient, the specimens, well secured in external
coverings of paper, should be placed closely in casks,
cased over with wood, some dry material being rammed
in tightly between the cask and its case.

Orchidaceous Plants,—^We perceive that another large
collection of these fashionable flowers is announced for
sale by auction. It is the property of Richard Harrison,
Esq., of Liverpool, who is removing to London, and dis-
continuing their cultivation. Here will be found some of
the oldest and finest specimens in the kingdom, especi-
ally of Cattleyas.

To Force the Chinese Chrysanthemum. -~ Mr. J, B.
Garber, of Columbia, Pa., has succeeded in flowering the
Chinese Chrysanthemum in the month of May. The
plan which he pursues, is simply to detach the sprouts or
suckers in the autumn, when the plants are in full bloom,
and place them in small pots, keeping them in a tempera-
ture of not less than 50° Fahrenheit, with occasional shift-
ing as they advance in growth, not neglecting to keep the
•oil at all times moist ; from which experiment, he is Jed

to believe that there would be no difEculty in forcing the

Chinese Chrysanthemum so as to have it in flower tka

whole year.

—

Hovey*s Magazine.
Phlox Drummondiif as a Greenhouse Plant'

—
"^

«

have so often alluded to this beautiful plant, that we fear

our readers will think that we are giving it more import-

ance than it can truly claim, as an object of ornament for

been properly prepared, the second operation is to place I the garden. To this'opinion, however, we cannot give our

them between sheets of paper, under a gentle pressure, j
consent. It may be said that we are prejudiced in its fa-

and, by successively shifting them from the paper which 1 Tonr. Ifadmiration of its ejquisitff fiowers may be called

becomes damp to dj^ paper, to extract from th^a all I prejudice, we sre decidedly sa 1 for we neyer look upon it.
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or cut one of its clusters of flowers, but we are mvolunta-

Sy fed So exclamations of its great e egance. As a sum-

L.Vl '"
.nt of the border, and as a winter inmate of the

mer ornament of the

I Z -l 7, eauallv to be admired. Now that the

Sn ifathaAVhr i?is to be seen in its full splendour

The seeds,

the latter

Ld when its seeds should be planted to produce

idants for blooming in the greenhouse in the spring

months we are induced to make a few observations

npon its cultivation in the latter place. 'THp «pp^«.

to produce good plants, should be sown

part of August, or, at the latest, by the middle of

September. Collect them from the plants now grow-

ing, if such can be had, or procure them from the

seedsman. Select a shady situation in the garden, whtre

the sun only shines in the morning or afternoon, and plant

the seeds, after having well pulverised and prepared the

soil. In the course of a week or two they will be up.

the vounir plants free from weeds, and in theKeep the young plants

latter part of September if the seeds were sown in Aug.,

or in Oct. if they were sown in Sept., take up the young

plants into pots, placing one on each in a No. 1. Any
common soil of the garden will answer for potting them.

The pots should then be removed to a frame, where they

may remain until November or December, giving occa-

sional waterings, though they will need but a very small

quantity at thif season of the year. At the end of this

time the plants may be removed to the greenhouse, placing

them on an airy «helf, as near the glass as is convenient,

watering them very sparingly. About the 1st of Feb.,

the strongest of the plants may be removed into No. 2

pot«, using about half loam and leaf- mould, or peat and

a small quantity of sand, giving at the same time a good

drainage to the pots. The weaker plants need not be re-

potted until March, When the flower-stems appear, they

should be tied to neat sticks, painted green, to give them

a handsome form. If allowed to trail over the sides of

the pot, tlicy do not look well, from the half-erect habit

of the plants. We have trained them to small deli-

cately-made trellises, of a fan shape, and found the plants

to present a very showy appearance ; this, however, is un-

necessary, unless the amateur has leisure time, and wishes

to indulge in such fancy work : to look well, it must be

done neatly, and the plants often looked over, and the

Btems tied up with fine bass or grass matting. In this

manner the plants are rendered the gayest objects of the

j^reenhouse or parlour, blooming abundantly from March
to June. The plants might be then turned out into the

T}order, where they will continue to flower all summer.
Horey's Mag. of Hortktdiure,

' Cdcry,—^The method of cultivating Celery in the gar-

den of Mr. Douglas, of Washington, is quite different

from the usual plan of growing it in single trenches.

The system is, to prepare abed about four feet wide, and
of any length the ground will admit. In this bed the

plants are set out, in rows about six inches apart, and six

inches from plant to plant. This takes place the latter

part of July or tirst of August. As soon as the plants get

well rooted and begin to grow, the operation of branching

commences, and the earth is filled in between the plants

every fortnight, until they complete their growth. The
object of this mode is principally to counteract the effects

of dryness. "Wlien the earth fs thrown up in single ridges,

evaporation, under a hot sun, takes place much more rapidly

than if there was a large body of earth, as in beds four feet

wide- The consequence is, that the plants have a con-

stant supply of moisture, and as ridges are formed between
the beds, where the earth is thrown out, in all heavy rains

the plants receive all the benefit of the rain ; while, by
the method of growing the plants in single rows, all the

water is carried away from them into the hollows which
are formed, as soon as the plants are earthed up above
the surface of the soil.

—

Hovet/'s Magazine.

On the CuUivation of Sahafy.—The seeds should be
sown in April, in rows about ten inches apart, in good
light rich soil, dug very deep, so that the roots may pene-
trate the earth, and meet with no obstruction to make
them crooked. Thin out the plants to the distance of
four or six inches ; give due attention during the season,

and keep the beds clean by occasional hoeings between
the rows and by hand-weeding, and the plants will make
a good growth. In October, or early in November, the
roots should be taken up, and housed in the cellar, pre-
cisely in the same manner as the Parsnep, and may be
used from time to time as needed. W^e have left them out
all winter, as they are as hardy as the Parsnep ; and
wliere there is a plentiful stock, one or two rows might
remain until Marcher April, when the roots should be
dug. There are various methods of cooking the roots ;

but one of the most simple is to boil them, then mash and
form them mto cakes, and fry them in batter, Served in
this way, they resemble a real ** native" ovster, challeng-
ing even the palate of a grand gourmand to detect the
substitute, and arc an excellent accompaniment to many
dishes, particularly m the country, where ovsters are a
tare article at all times,'

—

IIovey*s Magazine/
" Liebig,—On the 4 th of last month this great chemist
was elected a Correspondent of the Academy of Sciences
of Paris* He is expected shortly in this country.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Hoyal Botanic Gardens^ Keiv.—Numerous improvementB have

taken place in these gardens within the last few months. The
lawn has been increased In sfze; fresh walks have been formed^

«Md the Orang-cry has been undergoiiif? extensive repairs. The
hardy plants had been arrang-cd in their natural orders as far as

practicable before the season was too far advanced for their re-

ixioral; and one portion of the garden has been exclusively dc*

voted to the collection of native plants, which are also arranged
|«cordingto their natural orders. In one of the stoves Pothos

coriicca and several more of the same genus are growing: laxuri-

act!r upon hlocks of wood, witii their roots enveloped in moss;

Allamanda cathArtica is blooming: freely, and Lissochilus strepto-

petalus, a handsome Orchidaceous plant, continues to expand its

sing-ular twisted flowers of brown and yellow. Amongst tlie

aquatics in bloom are Nymphiea ca;rulea, blue with well-con-

trasted yellow stamens; Saururus cernuus, with curious tail-

like spikes of white blossoms, and Valisneria spiralis, whose in-

conspicuous white flowers rise from the bottom of the basin on a

Blender spiral stalk of great length to the surface of the water.

Here, too, are Jatropha multifida, with handsome fan-like leaves,

producing cymes of bright scarlet; Gesncria lanata, a strong-

growing species, flowering in whorls of red and orange ; and a

fine plant of the Dammara orientalis or Amboyna Pitch-treo.

The Palm-stove contains two large specimens of Sabal Illack-

burniana, some of whose gigantic fiabelliform leaves measure H
or 12 feet in diameter, and a branching plant of the Pandanus or

Screw Pine. In the Conservatory Cham£erops humilis and Cory-

pha australis are growing luxuriantly, and a noble pltmt of Arau-

caria excelsa has already reached the roof. The Banksias, of

which there is an extensive collection, are in excellent health,

and many of them are remarkable for their large size; Banksia

spcciosa Is in flower, with Dryandra plumosa, Anadtnia Man-
glesii, several Grcvilleas, Leucospermum hypophyllum, and Tris-

t4nia conferta. In the same house with these are straight- grow-
ing plants of the rare and graceful Dacrydium cupressinum and
Dammaia australis. In the Orchidaceous-house we observed in

flower, Cattleya Forbesii; Pleurothallis Gr<5byi, a delicate little

plant, with spikes of yellow glume-like flowers; Zygopetalon
Mackaii, dark browni, having the labcllum beautifully marked
with blue and white; Griffinia hyacinthma, a handsome bulbous
plant, with light blue flowers, the two upper petals being mar-
gined with a deeper colour; and Neliimbiura speciosum, a splen-

did aquatic, with petals of deep rose, gradually changing to

white towards the centre of the flower; the stamens are yellow,

and the top of the ovarium, which bears some resemblance to that

of a Poppy, appears to be studded with numerous distinct stig-

mas. Amongst the Cactacea; in flower, are Echinocactus eriuii-

ecus, yellow; E. ceuteterius, dull red; Mam miliaria quadrispina,

scarlet; and Op^intia Dillenii, bright yellow; the singular Euphor-
bia meloniformis is also producing its inconspicuous green

flowers ; and many new species of Echinocacti and Mammillariae
from Mexico will shortly be in blossom. The noble plant of

Araucaria Bombeyi on the lawn is rapidly increasing iii size, and
is producing four globular cones upon its uppermost branches.
In front of the Orangery are magnificent specimens of Araucdria
excelsa, A. Braziliensis, and A. Cunninghami, in tubs, the former
of which is at least 20 feet in lieight. The Kitchen-garden con-
tains a great extent of glass, devoted to the forcing of Pines,

Grapes, aad Peaches ; and the healthy appearance of these is

very creditable to the gardener who has the management of

them. One Vinery in particular has a crop of the finest possible

fruit : the Vines have been planted only three years, and are

spurred close to the main stem every year; the shoots are inva-

riably stopped two eyes above the bunch, and certabdy the pre-

sent appearance of the Vines argues little in favour of allowing
them to ramble about the house at will. The quantity of Pines
in different stages of growth is very great ; one pit contains some
remarkably strong plants of the Providence, and one of the Trini-

dad,' the latter in fruit. It does not, however, answer to the
description given of this Pine in the Hort. Soc. Transactions,
being rather broader at the top of the fruit than at the bottom

;

whereas it is there stated that the fruit is of an elongated conical
form. The Peach-trees look very healthy, and aae well cropped.
— fl. A., July 25.

Standish's Nursery, Bagskot.—Viithiw the last two or three
years several plants have been raised in this Nursery of great
merit: such as Fuchsia corymbiflora, F. Standlshii, and Calceo-
laria Standishii. There are nowin flower seme excellent Hybrids
raised from F. formosa elegans (Thompson's), crossed with F.
corymbiflora. The petals are of the richest purplish crimson, and
the sepals are finely reflexed. The habits of the different plants
vary, but the whole seem to be very free bloomers, some of them
sending bunches of flowers from the axil of every leaf. We
observed some excellent pits built of turf at a trifling expense,
which are particularly w^eU adapted for keeping half-hardy plants
during winter; for they arc much warmer and drier than those
which are built of brick or stone. These pits are now filled with
many thousands of hybrid Aziileas, raised from seeds saved from
A. varicgata, crossed with the best of the other varieties. They
seem to grow as freely as "Willows, and will probably be more
easily kept alive than those which are struck from cuttings.

—

1

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.

Thk remarks^ lately made by "A Tyro" on the stopping of
Vines appear to havcprovoked a discussion on the subject, as
though the propriety of the practice admitted of a reasonable
doubt. Experience is in all cases the safest guide to practice ;

and that the system which we have recommended in this Calendar
is correct, is abundantly proved by its adoption by almost all

Grape- growers, in preference to any other method of summer ma-
nagement. The arguments of "A Tyro" are founded upon the
assumption, that much of the true sap generated by all the leaves
above a bunch is expended upon the fruit—when, as a matter of
course, the greater the extent 'of digesting surface or leaf, the
greater would be the amount of food afforded to the Grapes; but
this assumption is certainly erroneous. Unquestionably the fruit

is fed through the agency ofthe foliage (not, however, by the fo-

liage only, which extraordinary doctrine has been promulgated
by some modern, chemists) ;yet if two perfect leaves are capable
of assimilating all the i^utriment a bunch of Grapes requires to
bring it to perfection, as isproved byevery-day experience, it may
he questioned whether a single particle of the assimilated matter
furnished by the superior leaves goes to increase the size of the
berries. After supplying the bud in its axil, each leaf contri-
butes a portion to the general system of the plant, thus adding to
its bulk and solidity; therefore, the more leaves, or rather, the
greater available superficies of leaf, a tree carries, the greater
will be its general increase in size. As, however. Vines are cul-
tivated, notfor timber, but for Grapes, the object of the cultivator
should be to cause the vigour of the plant to be expended in the
production of fruit, and not in the growth of a great quantity of
wood, which cannot be turned to any useful purpose. A little

observation and rcflecUon will convince "A Tyro*' that increas-
ing the wood of a Vine to the greatest possible extent will not
incrcasethc fruitinthe same ratio; besides, the system he advo-
cates would incur a great loss of space, because two yards of
young wood would be laid inand j-equireroomtogrow, instead of
about as many feet. Respecting the syringing of Vines, we will
merely observe, that the practice can only be defended on the
plea of necessity ; and if old Viues in old houses can be kept free
from red spider by a better method, syringing may be dispensed
with,

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery,—Proceed with the repotting of the plants, beginning
with those intended to fruit next spring. If the soil in the pots
is at all dry, let it be watered the day previous to potting. As
the roots will now be x)laced in a large mass of earth, sufiicient
drainage should be used to insure the free egress of water; a
little moss, spread over the crocks, will prevent the soil from
tricklmg among them and choking the passage. In potting,
place the baU deep in the pot, which need not be quite filled up
with soil, uulese embryo roots are formed in the axils of the
lower leaves ; a few of which fehoiUd then be pulled off, and the
young roota mnnlded up. Almost ever>- Pine-grower has his
favourite sou, diflTenng from each other as widely as possible in
composition: some choosing pure loam, without manure; while
others give the preference to the richest and most stimulating
mixtures. As pUuts ore found to thiive in all these soils, it fnl.

lows that this matter is of less impAtance than is generallv
supposed: the soil should, however, be rough and fibrous that
the water may percolate freely through it. Raise the surface of
the bed, that the plants may stand near the glass ; and if a large
quantity of fresh bark is required for that purpose, bury it i^
trenching below the depth of the pots, that the roots may be
surrounded by bark which is partly spent. In replunging, giyg
the plants an uicrease of room, and take pains to set the pots
level; and, as a strong heat may be expected, the trenches should
no^ be filled up at present, but an open space left round each pot
Mr. Paxton recommends each pot to be set upon an inverted
empty one, which, no doubt, is a good precaution. After uiityine
and regulating the leaves, the plants should be syringed over-
head, but not watered at the root. Keep the house close and
damp, till the heat rises in the bed.
Vjneky.—Remove laterals, and regulate the leaves, so that

every bunch of ripening fruit may receive thetieneflt of sunlight
Deficiency of colour in Grapes is, perhaps, as often caused by
over-cropping, or by an unhealthy state of the plant, as it is by
the want of free air and light.

Pkach-house.—Direct exposure to the sun's rays appears to
be beneficial to the young wood of Peach-trees, probably by ex-
haling its watery particles, and thus making the wood more firm
When, therefore, the leaves of the early-forced trees are found to
come off with a touch, which is a sign that they are no longer
necessary, all that are loose had better be removed, by brushing
the trees lightly over with a besom ; but if the leaves are still iu
vigour, continue to wash them and to water the roots as before.
Cucumbers AND Melons.— If, in spite of all the precautions

hitherto taken, the red spider increases in the frames, the steam-
ing process described in a former Number should be repeated as a
last resource. The safest course will be to put a thermometer in
the frame, and when this rises above 100°, to shade the lights yith
mats; the frame need not be opened again till the following morn-
ing. This process is inapx>licable when the fruit is nearly ripe,

as upon these the vapour would have the same effect as water,
causing them to crack. Water Cucumber plants liberally. .

^ Out-door Department.

Rain has fallen so partially this summer, that while in some
parts of the country there has been a superabundance, others are
so parched by extreme drought, that garden produce can only be
kept alive by continual waterings. In the latter places, watering
is now the chief occupation. Where a sufllcient supply of water
for everything that requires it cannot be obtained, the preference
should be given to such standard crops as Celery, Cape and
Grange*s Broccoli, autumn Cauliflowers, &c., because the want of
these at the proper season would be less easily remedied than a
deficiency of a particular crop at the present time.
Cabbages.—Water the seed-beds regularly, and unless a change

of weather soon occurs, they had better be shaded, if fully exposed
to the sun.
Endive.—Make a sowing to stand late in spring.
SuccoRV,—Thin the youngplants, and water them occasionally.
TuaNiPS.—At the end of the week, sow the Stone for use iu

spring.
Orchard.—Wasps will most likely soon be getting numerous;

their nests should therefore be sought out and destroyed, before

they do much mischief. Most kinds of insects which are injurious

to plants abound this season; and constant attention will be
requisite to keep them under. If earwigs are troublesome to wall,

fruit, they can be caught by cutting tdic hollow stalks of Beans in

pieces, and placing them among the branches. Let Peach-trees
be washed with the engine ?is often as practicable. Should the

hot weather continue. Cherries, Gooseberries,;and Currants against

walls will keep better if covered with mats instead of nets. See

to the watering of Strawberry plants for forcing.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department,

Stove.—Where there are flues in the house, they should now
be cleaned and repaired; hot-water apparatus should also be ex-

amined and put in order. If any alterations which were intended

are not yet done, this is an excellent time to do them; the house

may be painted within and without, the walls washed, and the

wires for creepers throughly cleaned.

GiiEEriHOusE AND CONSERVATORY.—Particular attention must

be paid to the watering of aU pot plants, while such hot and dry-

ing weather prevails. Delicate plants are sometimes irreparably

injured by the sun striking directly against the sides of the pots,

and drying up the tender roots. To prevent this mishap, the pots

which contain very choice plants might be placed in empty ones

of a larger size, and the interstices filled with moss^ The Con-

servatory borders will need a liberal supply of water, and such

plants as are not in blossom should sometimes be syringed. Let

all necessary repairs be made before the time arrives for housing

the plants.
Pits and Frames.—Put in cuttings of scarlet Pelargoniums

for bedding out next spring. If potted singly, they will not need

shifting again. When offsets of Calceolarias show a disposition

to protrude roots, let them be taken off and potted in small pots

of light sandy soil. Some cultivators lay a little soil.round the

base of the shoots, into which they strike roots before being taken

off the old plants. Pot Hydrangea cuttings.

Out-door Departments

Watering and cleaning is now the chief work in this depart-

ment; if the replanting of any vacant beds is indispensable, they

had better be shaded afterwards. Cuttings of the finest Pentste-

mons, Snapdragons, and many other showy herbaceous plants,

may still be put in under hand-glasses. The double varieties oi

the various kinds of Lychnis and its kindred genera arc mucn

less cultivated than they deserve.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT^
Nursery.—When time can be spared, prepare ground by

trenching or digguig, for the reception of cuttings of evergreens,

'Which will succeed weU if planted in moist weather towards tne

end of this month, or the beginning of next. Clean the grouna

thoroughly between the rows of young plants, likewise aJI seea-

beds ; or when rain comes, the whole will soon be a wilderness

of weeds.
Forest and Coppice Woods.— If not already done, young

trees and the bottoms of hedges should be cleared of grass ana

weeds before rainy weather sets in. A man with a mattock coui

clean round the stems of a great manyyoung trees in a little tim^

and the rubbish might be left upon the ground as a mulching.

J. B. Whiting, The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending August 4,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.
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July 29. Overcast; densely clouded; clear at night.
30. Cloudy and cool with North wind ; fine; overcast.
31. Overcast; cloudy and fine ; clear at night.
Aug. 1 . Overcast; very fine ; clear,
2. Light dry haze; sultry; clear at night.

, ,, ^
3. Light haze; sultr>-; hot and dry; distant thunder in Rltcr-

noon ; clear and fine.
4. Very fine ; overcast ; sultry ; hot and dry ; a high tempera-

ture bemg maintained throughout the day, and also at night.

Mean temperature of the week I'^'S below th^ avexage.
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State of the WcalLer at Cliiswjck during the last 16 years, for

the ensuing Week ending; August 13, 1342.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the nth, in 1835—thermometer 92°; and the lowest on the 13th in
1839—thermometer 32*^. '

REPORT ON COVKNT GAUbKN MARKET,
For the week eliding August 5, 1&42.

The Market has been •well supplied during the past week, and
the long-continued fine w^cfither has greatly accelerated the ri-
pening of Plums and other late fruits; trade has, however, been
rather on the decline. i^/wzY.—Amongst the Pines, we observed
some fine Providences. Black Grapes nmain steady at the for-
mer prices; Muscats arc a trifle cheaper. Eng-lii>h'McIons are
from 2s. to 35. 6rf. each ; the Tntcli from \s. to 2s. M, Peaches
and Nectarines are remarkably fine, from 105. to I85. per d( zen.
Tho best Apricots are fetching from 2s. to 25. ^d. per dozen

;

Green Gage Plums from 25. to 3s. Gd. per punnet, and other good
dessert Plums U. Crf. per punnet : early Orleans and Violet Plums
arc plentifully supplied, the former from 2s. M. to 45. per half
sieve, the latter from is. 6d, to 25, per half sieve. The sup-
ply of Cherries has diminished greatly ; and Strawberries
are quite over. The dessert Apples consist principally of
White and Red Juncataigs, the Duchebs of Oldenburg, the As-
trachan and Manks Codling, from 35. to 55. per bushel; and
culinary Apples are from 25. Gd. to 4s. per buihel. Jargonelle
and Windsor Pears are very fine, and fetch from 4s. 6d. to 7s. per
bushel. Nuts have appeared during the week at 9d. per lb.
Frame Cucumbers are from 35. to 75. per doz., and Girkins for
pickling, from 85. to ijs. per WOO.— Vegelub/es : Cauliflowers still
continue to fetch a high price. Colcworts may be obtained from
25. to 35. per dozen bunches. Peas are somewhat cheaper than
they were last week ; so likewise are Windsor and Kidney Ecans.
Good Lettuces are to be procured from 6d. to l5. 6d. per score'
Artichokes are plentiful from 25. to 45. per doz. Vegetable Mar-
rows are very abundant, and are selling from 4d. to Qd, per doz.
Mushrooms are not so scarce as they have been during several
previous weeks ; they fetch from is. to 25. per pottle.—i='/oirers:
We observed in pots some wcll-liowered plants of Campanula
pyramidalis, and Oleander splendens; with Hydrangeas, Fuchsias
and Balsams. The cut flowers consist of Dahlias, Stocks, Picotees]
and Carnations, with a few blooms of Iloya carnosa, Bouvdrdia
triphylla. Gardenias, Ericas, and Bign^nia venusta,

PRICES, SATumnAY, ArouBT 6, 1842.—FRUlTt*:—

-^^v aiiswcitu jii anoioerpari or tne Paper. The duty no^on foreign seeds is stated in the Tariff at p. 479. \Vi
nothing of those you mentioned beyond what vou find in

Pine Apple, per ]b.4i to 7*
Grapes, per pound, ]* 6d to 4s— Muscats, per pound, 5#
Meloni, English, each, 2i to 3i Gd— I Dutch, 1« to SsCd
Peaches, per doz. 10* to 18*
Nectarines, per doz., iO# to 18f
Apricots, per doz., 1« to 2s CU -

PJums, dessert, per punnet, 1j to 2j
GreenKa^es, per punnet, It Gd to 9s 6

J

— Raiting, pel hf.-sv., 2* C<i to 3f
Apples, dessert, per bush., 3* toBs
Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 3* to C*
Ktepberries, per gall. lOd to U 2<i
Cherries, wall, per lb. Is edto2* Gd— «*ndard,perdoz. lb».,3*eii to.^#
Gooseberries, per hf. btc.. Si ed to St

Currants, White, per hf. sv. 4* to 6t— Black , per hf sv. , 3j 6d to 7*— Red, for wine, 3r to 3* 6d— for dessert, 4«to 6*
Cucumbers, per doz., 3x to 7#— for pickling, per 1000, a* to 9#
Oranges, per dear., 1« to 2s— pec iO0,6* ttvlii

Lemons, per doz. It to 2s— per 100, 6#to 14s
Almonds, perpeck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pnnnd, 3s

E, S. C—The general form of ycnr f ccdline PELARcoviru Kn
M'.oM^'L^r^

'•

H'l P*^*^ ^' ^^" formed. wUh dean ed^^^^^^e

form nf t^^,^^^"'l"• ^o, S is net Worth prcserx'ing. the

2id\^y!!!»^^^'" '' '^^^^ '^^ ^^' teit^e of ^hc pctaU'iLin

kef;^afft,T^fi'"^'''"*"\'^-'''^
^'^^'"^ Calceolarias do not

fl^^.^ e
^^ the present improved state of these beautifulflowers. So much has lately been cfTectcd as regards size andmarkmg that your blooms are poor, compared with the varicUesnow cultivated in the neighbourhood of London.-*

''^'^^*^*

^n^mflfewr.—Vour question respecting CnavsANTnEMrMs is

i"i L^"f!!L^^f5_'il
anotherpart of the Paper. The duty now levied

e know

vcrtiscmcnt. Such manure as you describe wiu"bc'of"cxccKent
quality. The party who advertises Carnations we believe to be
respectable. There is no necessity for taking anj/ bulbs out ofthe ground fc>r the winter, except for the purpose of ripeningthem

i many npen well enough of themselves, even in this co dcountry Tuhps and Hyacinths, with lender species of Clamolusand similar i-lants, require it.
«"iiJiuH,

X. r. Z.—The Pea sent is the Purple-podded
An Ifiuuirervrin find his question fully answered amcngbt thisweek's Miscellaneous matter.

^A^^r''"r''"''i''l"'-"^^ ^"^ ^^ ^'^ ^^ J»**t^c ^'•^^"^ the appearance

ti^lVlc^vcT^^^
''''*' ^""^ ^^'^^' is the Tilia parvif61ia, or

^^ T:~7*^'^\"®^^tsentisthcnt'MiinyG-iiiRnnAWK-.M0TH re-markabjc for the rapidity with which it darts from flower toflower, in order to extract the nectar which they contain. Youmay rest assured that the caterpillar which Uestroyed the leaves
of your Ipomoea Learii was notthelaiva of this insect- as itfeeds entirely upon the diflfcrcnt species of Galium. In some
parts of the country it is rather common. The annual which youhad sent from London under the name of Brachycome ibcridiftMia
IS decidedly incorrect; the flowti sent is Callichroa pjaty-
glossa. * ^
A. TF.—Your flower is Gosncra DougldsiU
I. shall be attended to shortly.
J. .^.-Thc seeds of the Bkhmuha Ckhau will rcntiirc to besown in pots m a frame ; the sooner the betlcr. This is the kind

of which the Cedar ships arc buUt in the Bermudas- but it is
too tender for this climate.

C. E. C—You arc right. The plant which was sent you fromLondon, as a new pink Vehukna, is nothing more than the
Crucianella stylosa.
A Comtant J?ff/^^.—Your plants arc, 1, Inula cnsifolia; 2

Spiraea fihpendula; 3,Draecc^phalum Moldavicum: 4.Lysimachia
nummulciria; 5, Campanula pfimila a!ba,

Zaccheus.^i:hc word sepal signifies a division of the calyx
just as petal means a division of the corolla. You aremistakenin
supposing the word sepal to be new.
An Observer.—Vk^c arc not acquainted with any Moxn-TRAr

except the gauze forceps used by entomologists. You may easily

r

Id

Corouilla virium ; 6, Gerinium proFtratum ; 8, Monarda fii,tu-
Icsa; 10, Justlcia speciosa; II, Lantana salvircfolia; 12, Fran-
coaramosA.
$y» ^Vhifthaven^ say^ "that ft gardener iii his neighbourhood

grows what he calls Mvjitt*» Pixb Steawmbrv, and has from
rt most abundant crops, on a soil little better tlian rubbish from
a freestone quarry—but it is manured well. His fruit ripens the
eathest in the neighbourhood—and the berries are of a bright red
colour: do these agnt with the Myatt's Pine ? if they do, he in-
tends adopting the plan recommended by Mr. Rcjd in thi^ \\^^k*&
L/iromcle, andplantsome nmnrrs th!s autumn. Heasksifwc can
^lll- '^.V,^^' ?i^*^^

cJiaractcr v>ecuU«r to them, that he may not bedeceived?" -[The fruit of Myatt's Pine Strai^-beny Is orate or

n^iif'^ivT.^Pu .'''''• "^'^^ y*^ll^^^i^li grains, which are promi-

^rrAh^
l^utBhghiiy embedded. Theleaxc> have a ycllowish-

f^f^Kv""^ '

/*"^ '"^'^'^'^ '^^^^^ ^« rerular!) val, the side leaflets

S^xe^l ^^Jt'J
*' '''"^ *^' '^*?*^ '*^"^ ^^"^^^ *»« ^"^^ ^StJ^ Silky rcl

^f tho lio^ I ^* ^''''^^ ^^'- '^y adprcsscd ; the upper surfaces

?he und?rsidi!r
"^'''^'''^ ^'""^ ^'" "^^^^ '^^^^ "^"^^ '^^

ipid'»"f;.Cw\rt^^^*?^
ofPL'CHsiA coaTMnirLoaA. Which baas

f^ot of
shoots ^ranchmg from the bottom, to the height of H or 9

lr?.V 1 1 T^""^*"
'^'^^ ^""^ ^^^^'^^ ^^e ^^t Indication U. flower, hai

rl^n^l^' ^a''''
^^'^'•-Pottrd, and prown too fiecly. We the.eforerecommend you not to hhift it, and try whcthcf .starving it wiUnotrauBCit toblostom,

o^nj, u wju
An Original SuUcribcr.

Carmes.
GJa^cd Flower Pots again next week.
A T^ro.-TheLinirittisL. rcpcns; the other specimen Js no-tmng more than a slender growuig plant of Thymus &crpyl-

liosamrmd.-^Thc seeds of the noRSK-CiiKiwtrr which you havesent ub are dead
; therefore It will be of no use fur you to plautthem. You must procure Mime fresh nuts, as soon as they drop

naturally from the trees, and preserve them in sand through fho
winter. Tliesemay be buwn in March, in rows about two or
three inches deep, and about six inches apart. After standing in
the secd-beda for one year, the plants will be fit for removing

J. iowtW.— Your Elm from the neighbourhood of Holt whichyou suppose produces 0;ik leaves on its laterals, is. we f u'^rrctno Kim at all, but a Honibeam, At all events, the so-called Oak
eaves are nothing more than a natural ^>oit to tliat kind of cut-
leaf which gives theirnamc to the fern-leaved Beech, the Goosc-
bcrry-leaved Alder, and the Kern-lcavcd numbeam.

The Pear you i^ent is the Citron des

Fi]beris,Kng]ish,;per.lOOlbs.75#tolOO«
Hazel Nuts, per lb, 9d
Nuts, per bushel
— Brazil, fiO»— Barcelona, S0# toE4«

- .. VEGETABLES.
cabbage, per doz. 6d to 1* Cd -Horse Radish, perbtindle, 1, Gd toSs— plants, or Colewort, per doz. Spinach, per sieve, 2* to 3s
/, ,.- «» to 3f
oauliilowera. per doz., 2s to C*
i'eas, per sieve, 2# to St— per half sieve, is 3d to 2s fid— per sack, .^# to 10*
Bean8,Kidney,per hf. 8v.,]i toe/

•-- Broad, per sieve, I* r,d to I's GJ
rotatoes, per ton, 40i to 60*— per cwe.2* to 3i6rf— per bushel. If flj to St Cd

n ,
Kidney, perbii5h..3#to4s

Arttchoken, per doz., 2* to At
Turnips, per doz. bun., 2* to 3* 6*/
Carrots, per doz. bunch, 3« to 6j
Red Reet, new, por dozen, 9J to U
HJWjsb, per doz. hands {24 to 30 each)

is to 1* ed .

_

— Turnip, p. do«. bch., li to U CJ

Onlona.Green, perdoz.bun,]«6<^to 3s Cd— Cookinif, per doz- bth., 2# to 4s
Chives, per bun., 3d
Leeks, per doz. bun., 3< to 4t
Garlic, per lb. 4d to 6d
Shallots, per lb., 10*1 to U
Lettuce, Cabbajje, p. score, 9d to Js 6d— Cos.ej to Is Gd
Celery, per bund., (I£ to 15), 9d to ff«

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Parsley, per half sieve, !«
Tarragon, per doi. bun., Sj to 3j
Mint, per doz. bunches, 3«
Vcfjetable^Marrow, per doz., 6fl to9d
Capsicums, green, per 100, U Cd lo St— Ripe, per dust., Od lo U 6d
Chilies, per loO, It fid to 3* fd
Mushrooms, per poltlt. Is lo

__ N'otices to Correspondents,

infK V^'^^'^9^*^ COITAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
^ tne lorra of a small volume, for general distribution, price Hd.^cn copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemenwisning to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry maynave them delivered in av^^ part of London by i emitting a Post-omce order to this Office, at the rate of 55. for every 25 copies re-
quired. .

^ ^'^' -S'—The charge for your Advertisement should have been
^'- ^^^ had better in future send direct to the cfiice.

is. Af, if.—-In packing Cacti in foreign countries, two things
only have to be observed. The first is to take them up when
Jney are not growing, and on no account to injure their roots: I

tne other is to pack them in the driest material that can be pro-
cured—very dry sawdust is as good as anything. They must be
packed perfectly tight, so that they may not afterwards become
loose and be bruised by knocking about in the box,

^/l^-^- ^•—One of your plants is Liniria bipartita ; the other, a
Mathiola, probably tristis.

Amicvs.—Thc best method of propagating Camellias is by in-
arching them : the best time of performing that operation is in
jne month of April. They may, however, be inarched in Septem-
ber, keeping them in rather a shady part of the house, with a
temperature of between 55° and 60°. It is impossible for your
j-amellia glauca to be in even apparent excellent health, if thele^es and blossom-buds keep dropping off. Probably it has
suffered from want of water.

^' ^l ^-—There are many freaks of nature which we cannot
unaerstand or explain. Among them is the uuusual circumstance

,Lf^ Apple-tree (with Apples on) blossoming again at this^^ of the year.

ticnl'^'*
'Pl^^ts are :— l, Equisetum sylvaticum ; 2, 0'robus sylva-

fl ST^AY^*^*^ cracca; 4, Ervumhirsutum; 5, Euphorbia Pcplus;

dVsenK •
Ldthyria; 7, Hypericum peiforatum ; 10, PulicSria

si- iQ e^' ^MIyP*^ricum quadrangulare; 12, Mentha arven-

We-arii ,™*^">s sylvaticaj 14, Mentha hirsula; l6. Prunella

riiis^fi.'
.^^' Sct<jnica officinalis; 18, Arum maculatum; 19, To-

Sedum ac'^^*:**^
' 20, Galium palustrc; 21. Lotus corniculatus; »2,

oria var. rubra; 29, Pen-
26 Vorx.^:"' .^^» Lathyrus pratensis ; 25, FumAria officinalis:

thornm . H^:^^^^^is ; 28, Silene Armo
• Lr '*^^,^^des; 30. Dianthus superbus.

and rvi^^H
"'^•~"^*^"^ Clkmatis is new. It is near C. viorna

Is vprv^ .^* ^^^ ^^^^^ *s '^ it were a cross between them. It

AnA^*^^^^^^^^^* *"*^ ^ ^^^^ addition to the collections.

PAv<;r1c Cl^''*
i^arWw^tfon.—No. 1 is the best of your seedling

naturp r.^ lu l^^
^"^ general form are good, but the undecided

be a P^rvof ^ r .^ colour throughout the flower we consider to

WftT. tht o -'^'^ ^ '* pretty, but surpassed by many in the same
A 'n c^'^

in 3 renders it of no value.—*

ia a flowfi^of^'""^''''''"*'^^^
Crimson D^n ma, tipped with white,"a nower of good general form ; the centre is well ud and it has^„",!*?e^aWe depth of petals; it is also very regXtrtipJid

•l^V^ ? ^^f*^^"^
^°^^"^' «^^"'^ '* provec^stStu 4m f^*• i^wy deeirable addiUou to thia class of flowers,.^*

collect these insects in abundance by such means. But, ft
heaven's sake, don't send your acfjuisitions to us ! What w'oul..
become of the questions of polyonymcus correspondents if the
Editor of G. C. were Moth-eaten? We recommend you to apply
to a florist to supply you with Picotees and Carnations for form-
ing abed, and leave the selection to him ; in addition to this as
you want them for nosegays only, it would be advisable to have
a bed of seedlings, as they blossom most abundantly, and remain
a much longer time in flower.— *

Gflfmnm.—Your seedling Picotees with yellow grounds are both
good varieties—the Duke of Orleans is the better of the tw^o ; the
yellow ground being very clean and bright, and the heavy edging
of a good colour. Princess Helen being a light-edged variety
with a delicate yellow ground, the beauty of the flower is much
impaired by having the under side of the petals much spotted
which, curling up at the ends, make the ground appear dia!
coloured. The pods of both are good.— *

•P; ^- W.—The plants sent are, Poa aquatica, Rumex crispus,
Lepidium rudcrale, and Scolopendrium vulgare. Those numbered
are:—1, Aspidium filix mas.; 2, Aspidfum aculeatum; 3, Asijlc-
nium filix fccmina; 4, Polyp6dium vulgare.
raul iVy.—You will find a list of the plants best adapted for

KORCixG at p. 144 of last year's Chronicle.
Lo7}i(u'.~Yonr plants of Salvia tatkns in the open ground

are more likely to have withered from the attacks of some grub
or insect at the roots, than from having received too much
water.
A. B. next week.
Conta^o.— yVhen yon tell us that your Vines, until Iatelv,have

j
been in excellent health, and that they are now covered' either
with mildew or dirt, you speak of two things so entirely different,
that, without you are more explicit, it will be impossible for us
to prescribe a remedy, since what would be the cure for one,
would infallibly increase the other. You furthermore state, that
you can trace a small insect upon them ; if so, it is undoubtedly
the BROWN SCALE, which can only be subdued by peeling the
rough loose bark from every branch in winter, and brushing or
scraping off all the insects discernible : afterwards coating the
whole Vine over with soapsuds and sulphur, of the consistence of
paint. We can recommend nothing better for your Gooseberry
bushes, which are infested with the crekn fi.y, than to dust all

the infected shoots with Scotch snuff. The Capk Jasminx re-
quires to be kept in a moist heat after flowering, to perfect its
growth, and form blossom-buds for next year.

S. 5.— Mr. Sandts's Treatise on Fokesx PauKiNC forms a part
of Mr. Withers's book.
An Amaieur.—We will attend to your request next week.
Dr. il/. says, •* In a late Number of the Chronicle, p. 422, 1 ob-

served that Beks can be stupified and removed from then: combs
by means of puff-balls or rags soaked in nitre. As I cannot easily
get the puff-balls, and nitre is always at hand, I will feel obliged
if you can direct me how to use the latter. I used to cut out the
combs from the hives, and then join the Bees to the neighbouring
hive ; but this is troublesome, and I would much prefer keepuig
the hpney in the hive when it has been made, if I could depend
on merely stupifying my pets for a little while." [Mr. Cotton re-
commends a pointed tin box, with holes in the top, and a sharp-
ened point on the under side, to fasten into the under empty hive.
The holes being small, and the form of the top conical, the Bees
arc not burned or injured by their fail. He prefers the puff-baUs,
but says that linen rags soaked in nitre will do. Of course they
are burned in the tin box in the same way as the puff-ball,

Cuishaw.—A young gardener, who wishes to know the best
work on plan-draMing, should fii-st of all make himself perfect in
practical geometry, and then he will find "Clark's Drawing," in
" Chambers' Educational Course," of great use in enabling him
to draw greenhouses, Ac, correctly. In so far as the mere
ground-plans are concerned, practice and a few lessons are what
he most requires,
A Limerick Subscriier.—CiRRiioPK'TAtVH SI.^E^-sE has not yet

been figured in any of the periodicals, but will appear shortly in
the "Botanical Register." Mvatt's Pink S-niAwiiKitRr was
sent out in the spring, at 5/. per 100 plants. Lelieur is a good
crimson Noisette Rose.

T. Savoy.—ThG seeds of Clkvtonia pulchella may be sown
in pots as soon as they arc ripe, and the young plants as soon as
they have obtained a sufficient size may be pricked out, three or
four together, into small 48-s1zcd pots. These plants, if protected
from the frost during winter, will bloom well when planted
out in beds towards the middle of May. The soil should con-
sist of equal portions of sandy loam and peat, with a small
quantity of manure. The seed sent is not the Flanders, but the
New Zealand. Spinach. The plants arc, Stenactis speciosa. Digi-
talis ferruginea, Troximon glaucum, and Gerojwgon glabcr.
A 5ii*5cn6erVplantsare—l.Camassiaesculenta; 2, Helianthas

moltifiorus; 3^ ^teuactis apeciosa; 4, UjIkIja B^s^^mmimi &,

Ilortulanvs.- On no account place hot-water pipes unonirst
the roots of Vines in the border in front of your Vinery, unless
they are inclosed in a hollow chamber

i and it is much better not
to do so at all.

Ae usual, many letters hare arrived too late for axMW«n Uiii wsek.

^NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The arrival of the Overland Mail has stipiilied ub with

recent intelligence from India and China. The news from
Jellalabad comes down to the 29th of May: the troops
had remained inactive since the arrival of reinforcements,
and had suffered much from heat and from the want of
supplies. Some contradictory accounts have been received
relating to the evacuation of Affghanistan. An order
appears to have been issued by the Adjutant- General for

the troops serving'west of the Indus to retire within the
British provinces, and some excitement had been produced
in the different PresidencieB at the supposed withdrawal
of tlic army under existing circumstances. It is said,

however, that the instructions were misunderstood, and
that the order for the withdrawal of troops applied only to

Jellalabad. Notwithstanding this explanation, other cir-

cumstances are mentioned which are considered to indicate
the Intention of the Governor-General to evacuate the
country beyond the Indus at no very distant period- No
arrangement has been effected for the release of the British
captives. Akhbar Khan had demanded, as the price of
their ransom, an exorbitant sura of money, and secure
possession of the throne of Cabul ; these terms were
of course rejected, and in the mean time the prisoners
have been removed to some place nearer the hills, with
little prospect of an immediate release* General Sale's

victory had struck terror into the minds of the people ;
and it was thought that the army might have marched on
the capital without resistance, if it bad been furnigbed
ftith the indispensable supplies. An attack had been
made by Akhbar Khan on the Bala Hissar, which had
Signally failed ; but the Khyber Pass is said to be re-

occupied by the mountain tribes, and the whole road to

Cabul stockaded.—In China some fighting has taken place
in the neighbourhood of Ningpo, in which 1,100 British
routed 6,000 Chinese, with the loss of some hundreds on
the part of the enemy ; Sir H. Pottinger remains at Hong
Kong, waiting the arrival of reinforcements, before he
undertakes any operations to the northward. A rumonr
was current at Macao that an Imperial Commissioner
was on his way to offer 40,000,000 dollars as com-
pensation for the expenses of the war, and the surren-
dered opium, with the ces&ion of Hong Kong, as the price
of peace; it was also said that the Chinese are preparing
to rebuild the Bogue Forts : hjit both rumours are con-
sidered to require confirmation.—Our European news
also increases in importance; in France the contests of
parties have begun with more than their usual animosity,

and the proceedings in the Chambers indicate a spirit of

opposition to the Ministry which is likely to lead to tJw

retirement of M. Gui20t. The disclosures relative to the

recent elections afford some startling proofs of intrigoei

between men of extreme political opinions, ^ho hire

united to effect the overthrow of the Ministry; a«d so

determined is the hostility of the Opposition, that they

have resolved in the approaching contest for the Pre-

sidency to oppose one of their own members, because

he is favoured by the Cabinet. TJ^e funeral pro-

cession for transferring the rtmama of the Duke of

Orleans to Notre Dame tc«* place oa Saturday ; the
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church ceremonies were performed oa Wednesday, and

the body wa. removed on the following day for interment

in the Royal rault at Dreiix. The people assembled m
mat number*, and their demeanour evinced a respectful

Jympathy for tiie meJapcholy event.—In Spain the jour-

naia are beginning to protest against the cruelties com-

roitteJ hj Gen. Zurbano in his mission against the

Carlifits of Catalonia; it is believed that the late Cortes

^ill not be agaip assembled, and that a general election

will take place in the course of the autumn.—Our Portu-

guese news mentions the recognition of Donna Maria by

the Emperor of Russia, and states that the Duke of Pal-

mella has positively declined joining an administration

in which the present Prime Minister holds office.—T5y the

Levant mail we learn that the affairs of the Ottoman

Empire are daily becoming more embarrassed, and that

the foreign relations of the Sultan have assumed a serious

aspect. "War with Persia is on the eve of declaration ; a

Persian army is preparing to march against Bagdad, and

another against Erzeroum; while a fresh outbreak has

occurred on the Servian frontier, and the whole of Bul-

garia is in open revolt against the Porte.

At home it is announced that Parliament will be pro-

rogued on Thursday next by the Queen in person. Both

Houses during the week have been occupied with the

completion of various measures preparatory to the close

of the Session, and several bills which had given rise to

much discussion in their earlier stages have been passed.

The progress and prospects of the harvest are highly

favourable ; the accounts from all parts of the United

Kingdom sliow that the country was never blessed with a

finer season ; and even where the supply is likely to be

deficient, the quality of the corn promises to be better

than has been known for many years.

the Sub-Prefect, rallied round him all the friends of the ) on his inspection of the troops in Africa, from which he
was returning. Two days previously, his wife expired at

om£ Nctos.
Court.— The Queen, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal remain at "Windsor, and

are in excellent health. Her Majesty is expected in town

early In the week, for the purpose of proroguing Parlia-

ment in person ; after which the Court will immediately

TCturn to Windsor. On Monday the Duke of Cambridge
and the Princesses Augusta and Mary of Cambridge ar-

rived at the Castle on a visit to her Majesty, and returned

to town on Wednesday. The Queen Dowager arrived on
Wednesday on a visit to her Majesty, and returned to

Marlborough-house yesterday, in order to proceed this

day to Gopsall Hall, on a visit to Earl Howe. Prepara-

tions are making at the Castle to celebrate the birthday of

Prince Albert on the2Gth inst., when his Royal Highness
will enter his 24th year. The Duchess of Kent is about

to proceed to Wiesbaden for the benefit of the baths, and
will make a short stay at Brussels, in passing through
that city. Lord Sydney has been succeeded by the Mar-
quis of Ormonde as the Lord in Waiting on her Majesty

;

and the Hon. Col. Grey has 'been succeeded by Col.

Buckley as Equerry in Waiting on the (Queen, Col.

Wylde has relieved Col. Bouverie as Equerry in Waiting
on Prince Albert.

Parliamcnlary Movements,—It has been announced
that Parliament will be prorogued on Thursday next by
the Queen in person. The new writ having been issued

for Southampton, Mr. St» John Mildmay, and Mr. Hope,
Under Secretary for the Colonies, have addressed the
electors on the Conservative interest ; Lord Nugent and
Mr. G. Thompson, the Anti-Corn Law Delegate, are the
opposition candidates. At Nottingham Mr. Walter the
Conservative candidate was opposed byMr. Sturge, who was
actively supported by the Chartists ; at the nomination on
Wednesday the show of hands was in favour of Mr.
Sturge ; a poll was demanded on behalf of Mr. Walter, who
was returned by a majority of 81.

Election Compromises—A letter from the Chancellor
of the Exchequer to Lord Chelsea, one of the members
for Reading, has been published, in which the Chancellor
refuses his Lordship the Stewardship of the Chiltern
Hundreds, and states his intention to withhold the office
in all cases where compromises have been entered into.

Gazetie Announcements.—O^cizS. notice was given in
fee GaTette of Tuesday, that Lord Monteagle, as Con-
troller-Oenerul of the Exchequer, and Mr, Arthur Eden,
the Assistant Controller, have full authority, under thenew act passed in the present Session, to sign Exchequer
Bills in their own names respectively. The Queen has
appointed Mr. C. G. Young to the office of Garter Prin-
cipal King of Arms

; and Mr. E. H. Gibbon to the office
of 1 ork Herald, vacant by the promotion of Mr. Young

iFotcign.
Fhance.— TA^ CAamfr^rs—The state of the Minis-

terial and Parliamentary question becomes more and more
complicated, and the contests of parties have commenced
with more than their usual acrimony. The Chambers have
been engaged in discussing the validity of disputed re-
turns, and some startlmg disclosures have been made of
electoral intrigues in which several members of the Cabinet
iufler as much in estimation as the Opposition leaders, whe-
ther Republican or Royalist. The'first case brought on was
the election of M. De Larochejaquelin, the Royalist
deputy for Ploermet. M. BiUaut read a letter from the
Sub- Prefect of the district, stating that he had at first ob-
terved neutrality in ^e election, but that when he saw the

Fxefect, lufl superior; ieeukto^tb6^I^itum;stc£ui4ldate7 he,

Revolution of July, and supported the candidate of liberal

opposition against the Legitimist. Here was proof, ex-

claimed M. Billaut, from the mouth of a Government

officer, that Government favoured a Legitimist against a

candidate of dynastic opposition. M. Larochejaquelin de-

clared that he had not been supported by the Government,

and retorted on the opposition by quoting letters from M.
Thiers and M. Odillon Barrot in support of various

Roj alist candidates. M. Larochejaquelin then took his seat,

but the Government have dismissed the Sub-Prefect for

writing the letter in question, on the ground that such a

document is contrary to all the rules of administrative

service when permitted to be read publicly. The next

case was that of M. Pauwels, Ministerial deputy for Lan-

gres, whose election was opposed on the score of bribery

and corruption. After a warm debate, on the admission

or non -admission of M. Pauwels, the Chambers divided,

giving 191 for his admission, and 205 for the adjournment.

"Until the question is finally settled, M. Pauwels is allowed

to retain his seat, but the division is considered by the

Opposition as a blow to Ministers. Another angry dis-

cussion has taken place on the validity of M. Baude's

election, and the Opposition have made a fierce attack on

the interference of Government in the elections. M. Du-

chatel on the part of Ministers alleged in their defence,

that the Opposition intrigued and interfered too; but his

speech was received with shouts of derisive laughter, and

with cries that the conduct of the Ministry was immoral,

as it had not only patronage and power at its disposal, but

the secret funds as well. M. de Beaumont was the chief

speaker against M. Baude. After an angry speech from

M. Barrot, the election was declared valid. The election

of M. Eraile de Girardin, editor of the ** Presse," who has ac-

quired some notoriety from having killed M. Armand Carrel,

of the '* National," in a duel, then occupied attention; an

objection had been raised to his nationality, and some in-

formality having been discovered in his qualification, it was

considered doubtful whether he would be allowed to take his

seat for either of the places for which he has been returned.

The commission had proposed his election by 25 votes to 3,

but the question was adjourned. In regard to the election

of President a warm and angry contest may be expected ;

as soon as the Ministerial organs announced that the Con-
servatives would vote for the Presidency of M. Sauzet, the

party of MM. Dufaure and Passy, to which M. Sauzet

belongs, resolved not to vote for a candidate, even of their

own, who was favoured by the Ministry. They have re-

solved to bring forward M. Dufaure himself, and the Op-
position papers begin to recommend a reconciliation with

M. Thiers, who had announced their intention of support-

ing M. Odillon Barrot. There is a general impression

that if these candidates go to the ballot with M. Dupin
and M. Salvandy, who are also proposed, they will each

have a respectable portion of votes, but none of them suf-

ficient to form an absolute majority and render the elec-

tion valid. At present nothing is known with certainty,

but the fact that the different sections of the Opposition
are ready to support any plan which may be most effec-

tual in overthrowing the Ministry, It is generally believed

that the election of M, Dufaure will be followed by the

immediate retirement of M. Guizot.

Funeral of the Duke of Orleans.—The funeral proces-
sion for transferring the remains of the lake Duke from
Neuilly to Notre Dame took place with great solemnity
on Saturday. The day was fine and cool. The troops of

the National Guard and of the garrison were all under
arms, and lined the road the whole length of the proces-
sion. The clergy, both on foot and in carriages, were far

more numerous, and in greater pomp, than at the funeral
of Napoleon. The Archbishop of Paris himself was in the
procession, whilst many of his clergy were on foot. The
heart of the Prince, contained in an urn, covered with
crape, was borne in a state mourning coach, with four ec-

clesiststics. The hearse was drawn by eight ^hors£s, and
the cords of the pall were borne by six grandees on horse*
back. Marshal Soult, and three other Marshals, bore
four of these cords ; the Chancellor and the President of
the Chamber of Deputies bore the two others.
Prince's charger, a grey, was covered with a black gauze,
studded with silver stars. The Princes, the ministers, the
deputations of peers and deputies, followed in a long line

of mourning coaches ; and the demeanour of the public
evinced every sympathy for the melancholy fate of the
Prince and the grief of his family. On W^ednesday the
funeral service was performed in Notre Dame, in the pre-
sence of an immense concourse of spectators and the
State authorities. The mass was celebrated by the Arch-
bishop of Paris, The body was removed to Dreux on
Thursday, where it will be deposited in the Royal sepul-
chre in the presence of the King, the Princes, and the
grent Officers of State.

The CapUaLr-'Oii Friday, the Chamber of Peers pre-
sented an address to the King on his recent bereavement.
Tn his reply, the King said, ** I am much affected by this
address. I find in it the expression of those sentiments
with which my own heart is penetrated, and a new pledge
for that union of all the powers of the state on which is
founded security for the present, and a guarantee for the
future against the dangers to which they might have been
exposed from the cruel blow which has fallen upon me."
1 he editor of the •* Gazette de France" has been prose-
cuted for alleged seditious libels which appeared in that
paper «n the 10th and 20th ult., in articles referring to
the contemplated Regency, and aentenced by default to
two years imprisonment and a fine of 24 ,000f.—Accounts
have been received in Paris of the death of Baron Larrey,
the eminent surgeon whom Napoleon pronounced to be

Bicvre. The Baron was 76 years of age. He was a mem-
ber of the Academic des Sciences and Inspector du Con-
seil de Sante des Armees. Commencing the career of his

professional life in 1787, when he embarked for America
as a surgeon-major in the navy, he continued it without
interruption up to his last mission to Africa.

Spain.—We learn by the Madrid mail of the 26th ult,

that Senor Arguelles, the Queen's guardian, continued to

make changes in her Majesty's household. He had ap-

pointed Senor Lujan, a deputy to the Cortes, and an in-

timate friend of S. Gonzales, tutor to the Queen. Ma-
dame de Belgida, the friend of the Don Francisco family,

had been replaced as Lady of Honour by SenoradeMon-
tijo, well known for her opinions in favour of the Carlists.

This curious appointment had given rise to much com-
mentary ; and a rumour was current that Senor Arguelles

had resigned. Great doubts are expressed of the stability

of the Rodil Ministry. The Infante Don Francisco and
his family had obtained permission to remain in Madrid
till the end of the month, when they would leave for St.

Sebastian. The Madrid papers, which had been com-

pelled to appear in half-sheets for some days on account

of the printers' strike, were expecting compositors from

the provinces, and by this mode it was hoped to put down
the coalition.—It is stated in private letters that the con-

centration of Spanish troops on the Portuguese frontiers

continued, the object being, it was supposed, to suppress

smuggling more effectually, although political motives are

assigned in some circles. Accounts from Barcelona men-
tion that Gen. Zurbano had left Girona for Vich. On his

arrival in the latter town, he ordered the list of the rebels

in prison there to be presented to him. After having per-

used it, he ordered six of them to be shot on the follow-

ing day, and the remainder set at liberty. The Madrid

journals are filled with complaints of the cruelties com-

mitted by Zurbano. They express their astonishment

that the Government had not interfered, and hint that the

orders had emanated from General Rodil. Private letters

state that the late Cortes will not be again assembled, and

that the new elections will take place in about 3 months.

Portugal.—No parliamentary business has yet been

entered upon by the Chambers. The validity of the

returns and other preliminary matters continue to occupy

their whole attention. The Commission on the Custom-

house Tariff in reference to British goods has made little

progress. It is reported that the Duke of Terceira has

intimated his intention of retiring from office, and that he

will be succeeded by the Baron Campanha. The Duke

of Palmella has been strongly urged to take the portfolio

of Foreign Affairs, but is said to have positively declined

serving in an Administration in which Costa Cabral holds

office. The last Russian papers announce, officially, the

recognition of Donna Maria by the Emperor of Russia,

and the appointment of Count Stroganoff as Russian Am-
bassador at Lisbon,

Belgium.—A project of law has been presented to the

Chamber of Representatives by the Minister for Foreign

Affairs, in consequence of the convention just concluded

with France relative to the importation of linen and thread.

It provides that the King may extend to other states the

reductions stipulated by the convention, with such clauses,

conditions, and reservations as his Majesty shall judge

necessary or advantageous, and that the present law shall

be binding the day after the promulgation. The King and

Queen will not return from Paris till the end of next week.

Germany.—Letters from Berlin inform us that the

collections made for the establishment of an hospital and

school at Jerusalem, for German Protestants, amount to

44,635 dollars, without the collections in the Grand Duchy

of Posen, which have not yet been received.—Much ex-

citement has been produced at Vienna by the murder of

Baron Philibert de Stramitski, Director of Accounts of

the Austrian public debt, a nobleman nearly 80 yean of

age, 55 of which he had passed in office. He was mur-

dered by a young Venetian, whom he had liberally pa-

tronised, and appointed to a lucrative place in his office;

The
J
he was struck down by a stone in a handkerchief, while

in the act of taking money from his chest, to hand to the

murderer a hundred fiorins, which he had solicited as a

loan. The Baron was greatly respected, and was one of

the oldest functionaries in the finance department of the

Government.
Italy.—The papers contain an account of an inter-

view with which the Pope recently honoured an Eng-

lish Quaker who had visited Rome. The Quaker, it

seems, suggested the interference of his Holiness

to prevent the desecration of the Sabbath which

prevails in France ; when the Pope replied that the

time when the person occupying the chair of St. Peter

could directly interfere in the affairs of foreign states, and

when emperors, kings, and princes attended to the behests

of the Vatican, had passed away ; he could not now exer-

cise any temporal authority beyond the limits of the Papal

States. All that he could do to repress vice and crime in

foreign states was by addressing letters of advice and re-

monstrance to the heads of the church in communion witn

the Catholic church in those states. He had remonstrated

with those in France on the open violation of the Sabbath

in that kingdom, and should not omit any opportunity ot

expressing his strong disapprobation of the anti-Christian

practices which there prevailed.—Letters from Naples

state that during the sojourn of the French fleet under

Admiral Hugon, off that city, several fights took place be-

tween the crews and the Neapolitans, and that a fatal duel

had been fought in one of the hotels between two naval

pupils of the French squadron. The King, however, had
the most honest of men. He died on "Monday last, at I irdered the p'artiM^c^nTernTd to*b7givrn V^o ^« ^^
Lyw3, m the arms of_his sw, who had wcompaiued bim | miral, on coadition >hat thej wero at oacs removed to
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France ; an act of indulgence which was fortunate for the
French officers, as duelling is punished with death or the
galleys in the Neapolitan dominions.
Greece.—Letters from Athens mention that on the

8th ult., during the eclipse of the sun, the ceremony of
laying the foundation-stone of the new Observatory
was performed. The building is to be erected on the
NymphBGum, to the west of the city, near the Pnyx. His
Majesty, with Prince Frederick of Hesse Cassel^ the Ba-
varian and Austrian Ambassadors, and all the civil and
military authorities, attended the ceremony. The Bishop
of Athens pronounced the benediction on the stone ; and
Professor Bury deliveied in the open air an appro-
priate address. The Observatory is to be erected at the
expense of Baron Von Sina, the Greet Consul- General in

.
Vienna, and is to be furnished with instruments made by
the celebrated optician PlossL
Russia*—Advices received by way of Constantinople

confirm the rumour of last week, that the Russian army
has sustained severe reverses in Circassia, and the reports
of a great victory gained by the mountaineers are said to
have spread excitement along the whole coast of the Black
Sea. It is said that the Circassians, either in anticipation
of the advance into their territory of the Russian army, or
while it was actually fighting its way through a^distantT)art

of the country, suddenly united their forces, and made an
attack upon the fortress of Aboon, which is situated in the
interior of the province of Shapsook, and is the grand de-
pot of Russian stores and provisions. The place was car-
ried by assault, its garrison killed or made prisoners, and
all that it contained for the supply of the army during the
present campaign has fallen into the hands of the Circas-
sians. It is asserted, indeed, in some quarters, that the
catastrophe is complete, and that the invadinn- force
amounting to upwards of 40,000 men, has been dfspersed',
killed, or captured.—Letters from the Turkish frontier
state that a considerable number of Alsacian families, who
about thirty-five years ago left their native country on the
banks of the Rhine, to emigrate to Russia, had arrived in
Wallachia, having given up their settlements in Southern
Russia, where they have hitherto resided. Dissatisfaction
with some ordonnances of the Russian Government, and
with their whole position, seems to have induced them to
this new emigration,

Turkey and Persia.—Letters just received by the
Levant mail represent the affairs of the Ottoman empire
to have assumed a serious aspect. Complications and
embarassments of various kinds menace the Porte on
every side. War with Persia is reported to have been de-
clared, or to be on the eve of declaration : the Schah is
making preparations for an immediate war against Turkey

;
a Persian army is to march against Bagdad, and another
against Erzeroum

; and troops have already marched from
leheran to Amedan on their way to Bagdad. It appears
that the cause of quarrel is a disputed boundary line, and
that the Schah had forwarded an uUimatum to the Porte,
sigmfymg his intention to take possession of the territory
in dispute if it were not ceded to him by the 5th of Octo-
ber.

^
In the mean time the Turkish Pasha of Erzeroum, the

contiguous frontier, was preparing for defence. A body of
d,000 regular troops was collected, and the militia were
being armed. The Schah's demand had created considerable

season.

TherP J, ^Hii"'
*"/°tert«ined of a deficient inundation.
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Berenice, with the Bombay mail of the

1 :»
4^°^' arrived at Suez on the 18th ult. Her mail

reached Alexandria on the 22nd at 3 a.m., Malta on the
^7th, and Marseilles, by the Polyphemus, on the 31st, at
fe A.M. In Affghanistan matters remain nearly in the same
state as at the date of our last advices; a report waa
current that Lord Ellenborough had ordered the immediate
evacuation of the country beyond the Indus ; but it seems
to have arisen from some misapprehension of instructions
for the withdrawal of the troops from Jellalabad. In other
respects the accounts on this point are very contradictory.
There appears to have been little done in the shape of active
measures since the arrival of General Pollock at Jellalabad,
Akhbar Khan had become more tyrannical than ever • and
had demanded as conditions for the liberation of his
prisoners, personal indemnity, eight lacs of rupees, and his
being placed and supported on the musnud of Cabul as
Ameer, with a gift of two lacs per annum by the British !

The first and third conditions being inadmissible, he had
removed almost all his prisoners into^the mountains to the
north-west of Cabul, while with some of his adherents he

uneasiness at Constantinople, the treasury being quite
empty, and but few troops disposable. It is said that
there is every probability that the Schah will penetrate into
lurkey, giving the war a religious character; in which
case he is likely to be joined by all the Shiah sect of the
lioiy cities and Bagdad—while the Arab and Kurdish
Uibes are all of them more or less disaffected to the
lurkish government. In the mean time the Schah has
appomted^ the Russian minister at Constantinople his
ehargc^ d'affaires. To add to those embarrassments,
there is another outbreak at Nissa, on the Servian fron-
tiers, the Bulgarians being again in open revolt against
the iorte, excited, it was supposed, by Greek emissaries.
Ihe Bulgarians invite the whole Christian population in
Turkey to proclaim their independence, and shake oflf the
Mussulman rule. The energetic measures adopted by the
Ottoman government were expected to put down this out-
break; which, however, cannot fail to leave its fruits be-
hind in the moral effect on European Turkey. Prince
Mayrocordato has at length been able to open the nego-
faations with the Turkish Minister for Foreign Affairs for
the commercial treaty between Turkey and Greece.—
Accounts received through Vienna mention that the
Austrian and Russian Commissioners had come to an
understanding with the Porte to settle the Bucharest dis-
putes. Prince Ghika was to be secured from personal
responsibility.—Accounts from Moldavia state that the
plan of a railway, to traverse Moldavia from north to
south, so that the southern terminus would be at the
Harbour of Galacz, on the Danube, seems to be in a fair
^ay of being realised. It is proposed to execute, in the
nrst instance, only a line of 60 or 70 German miles, and

rec^^^H ^ only horses. This scheme has been well
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F"ri, IS regarded as a satisfactory proof that the

was carrying on a conflict of murders and intrigues from
Cabul against the partisans of one of Schah Soojah's sons,
who was in possession of the Bala Ilissar, which he had
attacked without success. IVIajor Pottinger was forced to
attend him in these movements. The mission of Capt.
Mackenzie to Jellalabad, to treat for the liberation of the
prisoners, had proved ineffectual ; a report had been got
up that Akhbar Khan had given liberty to Capt. Mac
kenzie, in consequence of his having so honourably fulfilled
his promise by returning twice into his power, but the
report had not proved correct; on the contrary. Lady
M'Naghten had been plundered of her jewels. During
this lull at Jellalabad, Gen. England had succeeded in
joining Gen- Nott at Candahar. A system of combined
movements was, therefore, expected by the retreat of Nott'a
division within the Bolan Pass to the borders of the Indus,
and of Gen. Pollock's troops to the eastward of the Khyber
Pass towards Peshawur.—The "Delhi Gazette," of the
8th of June, which contains the same intelligence, asserts
that General Pollock had received positive orders to
retire in the direction of Peshawur, and that he had
even made preparations for removing the heavy bag»
gage by rafts down the river, and that the advance
towards Cabul was but a ruse to keep the army in good
spirits. From all these circumstances, it would appear
that there were negotiations on foot which might lead to
their withdrawal.—From Candahar there is news of a vic-
tory gained on the 21st of May over the Affghans under
the command of Suffer Jung. They attacked the fortified
post of Khelat-e-Ghilzee, and even placed scaling ladders
against the walls, but were repulsed and routed,"with up-
wards of 100 men killed, besides the prisoners, who, having
attempted to escape, were cut up by the garrison. The
idea of the British retiring from before the Affghans, has
excited the indignation of many, who did not hesitate to
declare that such a retreat would become the signal for
numerous revolts of the Mahomedans in the provinces of
the interior, and that it would serve hereafter as an encou-
ragement to the Affghans themselves to make an invasion
of this country. Judging from several facts, it would
appear that Lord Ellenborough had not made up his mind
to effect the withdrawal instantaneously. Some accounts
state that orders had been issued for rendering Jellalabad
a Btrong position i and it was further asserted that it had
been determined to send forward towards Cabul both the
divisions simultaneously—viz., from Jellalabad and Can-
dahar, in thefirst week of June, when the harvest around
Cabul will be ripe and provisions plentiful. In addition
to these statements. Gen. Sale, who had in October last

fought his way from Cabul to Jellalabad, ha4 declared that
if Gen. Pollock would give him another brigade in addi-
tion to his own, together with a squadron of the 3d Dra-
goons and four guns, he would march from Jellalabad
back to CabuL The spirited conduct of this general has
redeemed the reputation of the British troops among the
Affghans. The Indian journals continue to publish details

of the unfortunate retreat in January last, which arc said
to show the incapacity and want of energy of the military

|

chiefs on that occasion. It is also said that Sir W. Mac-

I

were attributed to incendiaries, and large rewards were
offered for their detection. A small ship, the Kate, laden
with coals for Aden, also caught fire, but by great care its

destruction was prevented. The new Governor of Bom-
bay, Sir Geo. Arthur, arrived there by the May steamer,
and met with a flattering" reception. The Parsees of
Bombay were highly delighted with the elevation by her
Majesty of one of this body to the dignity of knighthood.
The new knight, Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, bad, in com-
memoration of the event, made to his co-religionists the
munificent gift of three lacs of rupees, to be vested in
trustees, for the purpose of having instruction diseemi-
nated among them. The cholera had considerably abated
in Its ravages.

China,—Tlie overland mwl bringi newt from China,
but only eight days later than that last received. Some
new conflicts had taken place in the neighbourhood of
rviDgpo, m consequence of the Chinese having attempted
to obstruct the supply of iirovitiona. A body of their
troops having encamped at Tbct-kee, about 11 miles to
the westward of Xin-po, the British Commander-in-
Chief resolved to dislodge them. A force of about
1,100 men was landed on the 15th of March at a
place near the Chinese encampment, to the west of
Tsee-kce, where the enemy, amounting to about G,000,
vras found posted in rather a strong position. The
walls of the town were soon scaled, without any opposi-
tion, but considerable rciistance was made at the camp.
This resistance was strengthened by the nature of the
ground over vsliich the Briiibli troops had to proceed to
the attack, and three men were killed and about forty
wounded. The Chinese were, however, soon routed, and
from five to seven hundred killed. The Chinese troops
were subsequently rallied by some Mandarins, and large
reinforcements collected near the city of Shou-hing, to
the north of Yu-yaou, whence Sir Hugh Gough expressed
his intention to expel them. It waa rumoured that the
Mandarins, at the head of 30.000 men, had contemplated
an atUck on Ningpo ; but their views were anticipated by
the British General, who in return was making prepara-
tions for a movement on Hang-chow-fou, the capital of
the province of Chekeang. This movement, it was sup-
posed, would produce the abandonment of the poaition at
Ningpo. Several conflicting rumours were circulated at
Hongkong and Macao. Some represented the Mandarins
at Canton as determined to oppose to the labt the attempts
of the Engliiih to obtain a footing in their country, for
which purpose they had even contrived to build a steamer,
had strongly fortified the banks of their river, and had
also commenced clearing away the ruins of the Bogue
forts, as a preparation for rebuilding them, while they had
put into practice the most stringent measures for suppress-
ing piracy in the Caatoa river, having in one day cap-
tured 100 offenders, of whom 44 were at once decapitated
in Canton. Another rumour stated that the Mandarins
in other provinces were much alarmed kst the war should
extend to their districts, and had therefore induced the
Celestial Government to send an Imperial Commissioner
with an offer of 40,000,000 dollars as compensation for the
expenses of the British expedition and the surrendered
opium, all which, together with full possession of Hong-
kong, the Emperor was said to be disposed to grant as
the price oi peace. The reinforcements from England
continued to arrive, and, as the season for operations wag
approaching, it was expected that the dtchivc measures
which would be speedily adopted would oblige the Em-
peror to propose terms for a lasting peace.

':i9arlfam£nt

^mmunication may be calculated on with certainty, even

con^l?''^^
unfavourable season of the year. She had to

«» from port to port. There is nothing importance
njK Of the ^'ik thia

Naghten had engaged in some act of treachery against the
Affghan chiefs, which was discovered by them, and led to

the fearful retribution by which our army was destroyed.
The fate of the prisoners continued to be an ob-
ject of the most painful interest ; it was asserted
that they are in the keeping of the high priest of Ca-
bul, and that Col. Palmer, with several other oflBcers,

remain in custody at Ghuznee. The Governor- General
was at Allahabad, where he intends to assemble an army
of observation, and to raise eight new regiments. His
Lordship is to come in September, it is said, to Agra.
In India tranquillity prevailed. The monsoon had begun,
and the people of the country were busy in agricultural
pursuits. The only remarkable event was the death of
the King of Oude ; by the good arrangements of the Bri-
tish resident, the rightful heir succeeded to the throne
without any trouble or confusion.—A dreadful hurricane
has taken place at Calcutta, destroying numerous houses,
and damaging about 50 vessels in the river, with great
loss of human life. The loss of boats with produce down
the river wiU be enormous, and of ruinous amount,
particularly in sugar, saltpetre, rice, and cotton.—At
Bombay two ships have been destroyed by fire within the
last fortnight,—the Vansittart, formerly one of the East
India Company's China ships, and the Cornwallis, both
on the eve of sailing for China ^rith cotton cargoes. The
loss Qi property amooutd to fSoQit 100,000/. Tl^ese fir«d

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Saturday.—Lord SnAFTSSBuR-v sat as Speaker, in the absence

of the Lord Chancki,j,or.—Tlie Commons were sumraoned to
hear the Royal assent to the Poor Law Act Continuance Bill, the
Customs Duties (Tariffs j\mcndmcnt Bill, the Preparation of Ex-
chequer lUUs Bill, the Perpetuation of Testimony Biil, the Eccle-
siastical Jurisdiction Suspension Bill, the Dean Forest BUI. the
Prisons Bill, the Tithe Commutation Act Amendment Bill, the
Controverted Electkuis Bill, New South Wales Bill, South Aus-
tralian Bill, Slave Trade Suppression Treaties Bill, and several
others of private or local iulcrest. Several bills were then ad-
vanced a stage.
Manda$f.—The Earl of Rrpov moved the second reading of the

Bonded Com Bill. The ohject of the biil was to allow a certain
quantity of bonded corn to be taken out of bond and g:round into
fiour, or made into biscuit, which was again to be returned into
bond, aiid not to be taken out till the duty was paid on the flour, at
the rate which might then prevail. The biscuits might be taken
out for the purposes of exportation.—Lord Bkacmont opposed
the biU. He apprehended that it would open the door to nu-
merous evasions of the Com Law.—Lord Ripon, in reply, said
that the noble Lord seemed to forget that vessels could now pro-
vision themselves at Hamburgh, the United SUtes, and elsewhere,
which, by the operation of this bill, would be enabled to lay in
their stock as cheaply at home. It appeared to him that the bUl
would remedy a great inconvenience, and injure no one.—After a
few words from Lord Monteagle in its support, the bill was
read a second time. *^

The Earl of Aberpekn laud on the table copies of treaties re-
lative to the suppression of the slave trade; also a bill for sus-
pending the operation of an Act now 5n force for suppresshig the
slave trade, as far as related to Portuguese vessels: which was
read a first time.
Lord REOEsnALE, in the absence of the Earl of Devon, moved

thethird reading of the Mines and Collieries BilL—The Marquis
of LoNDOMiKaRY opposed the third reading. He said it would
show the haste with which it was framed, if he cited the claua*
enabling a Government inspector to inspect collieries and mines
at all times, which was absolutely inoperative. The 'mspect^
might come, but there was nothing to compel the coalown^ to

put him down the pit, or to carry on the work of the pit ^^Lr|
was there.—After a discussion, in which Lord Redesdale, *jO«i

CampbeB, the Marquis of Londonderry, and Lonl ^^^P^:^^
took part, a clause was added, on the motion o( *'^^.\:"w^*
CLXFFK, to remedy the defect which had given rise ^ *^*;^,^*^
vation of lx)rd Londonderry, rendering it i«^«^^f,^i\ "Pf?
mine-owners to admit duIy.appointed iasp€ct<jrs to visit tneir

^^-X/.-Onthe third reading of the Xflsolrent
P^^'^^^^Pi*

Lord BiOccHAM took the opportunity af expressing h» ^ratituda
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SS a scco^nd Um^^^^^ Bkouoham then brought forward a

«otinn of which he had given notice, for the adoption of more

•Orient mcas ares for the suppression of the slave trade. He
ttroTcd by a variety of statistical information that the traffic was,

Snot on the increase, at least perpetuated !n its internal activity

throughout Cuba and the Brazils by British enterprise and by

the aid of British capital ; and after demonstrating the defects of

tlie present law, and how readily its provisions might be evaded,

concluded by impressively calling upon the House to cease to

protect the slave-monger, and resolutely to apply itself to the

extirpation of the traffic. The Duke of Wellington recommended
that Lord Brougham should himself propose some measure for

the improvement of the existing law, and promised, in the name
of the Government, his cordial support. Some discussion fol-

lowed as to the nature of the amendment necessary, and the no-

tice was ultimately withdrawn, on the understanding that Lord
Brougham should introduce a bill early in the ensuing session.

TAttMdrty—The Earl of Radn'or moved the second reading of

his bill for repealing the duties on the importation of corn, sup-

porting hia motion at some length.—The Earl of Rirux met the

motion by an amendment, that the bill be read a second time that

day six months.—Lord KixvAian, in support of the bill, pleaded

•trongly for a repeal of the Corn-laws, as detrimental to the in-

terests of the country. After a reply from the Earl of Kawnor,
the motion for the second reading of his bill was negatived with-

out a division.

The Bonded Com Bill and the Court of Exchctiucr Cill were
read a third time and passed.

Fni«2/.—The Royal Assent was given to several hills, among
which were the Assessed Taxes Bill, tlie Lunacy Bill, Court of

Exchequer Bill, Western Australia Bill, &c. Several bills were
then advanced a stag«. On the motion of Lord CAftiriiKLL> the

Bribery of Elections Bill was read a second time, after some ob-

f^crvations from Lord Brovuham, who wished it had gone fur-

ther, and abolished the bribery oath.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Saiurdajf.~On the order of the -liay for the committee on the

Kewfoundland Bill, Mr. O'Coxxbll moved that the committee
Bhould be postponed for three months, in order to afford time for

ft communication from the particsto be nflfected. He had no objec-

tion to the increase of qualification for the members, but he would
leave that chanfee to be made by the local legislature itself j and
as to the proposed increase of qualification for the electors, he
protested aflfainst it altogether. To require, as this bill did, a 5/.

occupation in the towns, and a two years' occupation of a 40*.

freehold in the country, wofild disfranchise a targe proportion of

thoi!te inhabitants whom the Governor, Sir John Harvey, had de-

ftcribed as the most valuable part of the population. He de-

nounced the fusion of the Legislature into one assembly—the
conversion of it into a divan. Rather re-establish tiie old des-

pottsm in the colony than insult it with this mockery of a consti-

tion. He felt a persuasion that the colonists were thus pcrse-

Cftted only because the majority of them were Roman Catholics.

At the present period of the session it was impossible that the
bill could be fairly discussed.—Lord Stanlky denied that it was
the aim of this bill to extinguish the constitution of Newfound-
land. The late Government had determined, in consequence of
the violences committed at the last elections, to discontinue the
House of Assembly ; and this bill was intended to replace it by a
modified representation. He wished to avoid religious topics;
but though he would throw no blame on the Roman Catholics as
ft body, he must say a considerable number of their priesthood
had evinced a description of activity at the elections which
icreatly scandalised mariy respectable colonists of their own faith.

The Government, in the hitroduction of this bill, had no view
to any reli^ous distinctions at all. Their object, in the con<
ftoUdatiou of the two legislative bodies, was merely to preclude
ft repetition of those collisions between them which had lately

Bnsj>cnded the whole business and revenne of the colony.
The change of the electoral qualification would not affect Roman
Catholics peculiarly, but it would limit the franchise to those who
had a permanent ijiterest in the soil. The actual state of business
In Newfoundland was such that the greatest embarrassment to
its affairs mnst be the consequence of postponing tlie present bill.

—Mr. Hl'mk contended that Newfoundland was entitled to be
beard by counsel, as Jamaica and Canada had been. The effect
of the bill would be to transfer the representation from the inha-
bitants of Newfoundland to the merchants of London, Liverpool,
Bristol, and Dartmouth. The members of Assembly in New-
foundland have been paid by wages, and he wished the same
coorse was pursued in England. He had been accused of stingi-
ness, but he would have real service paid

; gratuitous service was
bad service.—On the motion of Mr. Pakinoton, the debate was
then adjourned. *

_Mr. P. M. Stewart brought up the report of the Ipswich
election committee, declaring that the Earl of Desart and Thomas
GUdstone, Esq., were not duly returned to serve in Parliament
for tbat borough, and that the last election was a void election

;

and, further, that the late members had, by their agents, been
Ifuilty of bribery and treating.

M(yndaf/.^On the motion of Mr. P. M. Stkwart, it was ordered
that no new writ be issued for the borough of Ipswich until the
report of the committee on the last election, and the evidence, be
printed.—On the motion of Mr. Mackjnnos, the Southampton
writ was ordered to issue. In the discussion of this motion. Sir
R. Prei. assured the Hour>e that it was the intention of her Ma-
jetty's Government to give their general support to the bill then
«* Pf'^^ejc^a for the suppression of bribery and treating.
Mr.T.DuNCoMBE brought oa a motion for a select committeeto

^v«iff„t ^\^ drcurastances under which a Dr. M'Douai.l wasttkcn into custodym the act ofaddressing abody ofpeople, at Dept-

OUT PanJ nr u*T ^^^L
'^^^^ particulars of this case were liven in

combe^now r^L'^'i'V.;!''^"
""^^ Metropolitan news. Mr. Dan-

T,^J G^Tn^^r^.^^^^\^ ^^^^'"^ '^ *^ "° pretence for the arrest.-

of th; nartiesTJHfi?H^?>.^^? f^J^*'^'
contending that the conduct

01 ine parlies justified the mterfcrence of the police and that the

S^2^tt^e'-MTTc'S^'
"""^

'Si'y
invesUeatKforTfhe ponceniagisrrate.—Mr. U'Coxnkli,. Mr Hawrc uir c,,~,, «„^ » a

PAtMEHSTox, contended tha\ th^re t^r^'^^i^efem'g^^^^^^^^
referring the matter to a select committee; the nobfe Lord inparticular arguing that if the shield of authority were thro^^over constables mterfenng with public meetings, ^ their o^iew of what constituted an illegal assemblage, ^eat da^^e^might result, not only to public Uberty, but to the pnhUc nelJe^-The Attornky and the Solicitor Genbral recapit^ilated the
/acts, and argued that no ground whatever was shown for the in
terference of the House.—Sir R. Pksi. argued that the law waa
open, if the parties deemed themselves aggrieved by the interfer-
ence of the police; and that, with little cost, adtcisionof the
ordinary tribunals of justice might be obtained, which would be
more satisfactory than an inquiry by any committee of the House.
This Deptford meeting had been from the beginning a tumultuous
ftssembi/j the seats had been torn up in the chapel, and bludgeons
called for; and now tt was termed a squabble or a scuiHe. Per-
haps Mr. O'Connell remembered tlie man in Ireland who called
the rebellion of 1793 **« Aurry/'—or the other Irishman who,
ipeaking" of the Dublin riots in 1803, in which death was inflicted,

described it as " the dispute in Thomas-street." He exhorted the
House to abstain from condemning- a policeman who, under such
circumstances as these, had felt it his duty, as the evening ad-

|

TftOceU, to interfere for the preveutloa of further miscliief,—Mr. I

T. Dl'ncomjie replied, after which the House divided, rejecting
the motion by 89 to 30,

The House then went into a Committee of Ways and Means
j

and votes for Exchequer Bills, &c.,were agreed to. The Tobacco
Regulations Bill created some debate. Mr. T. Duncombe opposed
its recommittal, on the ground of its vexatious character and
onerous provisions.—The Chanxkllor of the Excuequek, in

supporting the bill, made some statements as to the very general

and extensive adulteration of tobacco which was practised. To
meet the objections to the bill, he intended to introduce a clause,

giving further time to the dealers for disposing of the stock which
they might have on hand of adulterated tobacco, and a more ex-

tended time for snuff.—After a discussion, Mr. T. Duncombe's
amendment for recommitting the bill this day three months was
lost by 53 tog.
Mr. V. Smith opposed the farther progress of the Ecclesias-

tical Corporations Leasing Bill, stating at length his objections

to the measure.—Sir J. Graham said that he intended to intro-

duce some amendments on the third reading. He avowed his

conviction that all the available means of the church should be
made use of before the stale was called upon to contribute to

church extension, which this bill was calculated to promote.

1 After a short conversation, Mr. V. Smith withdrew his opposition

at the present stage, and the report on the bill was brought up.

The otlier orders of the day were then disposed of, including

the Bribery at Elections Bill, to which some clauses were added,
on the motion of Mr. IIawes.— Sir J. Graham obtained leave to

bring in a bill to annex the county of the city of Coventry to

Warwickshire, and to define the boundary of the city of Coven-
try. The bill was read a first time.

Tuesdat/*—Sit J. Easthopk, who, on a former occasion, had
withdrawn a motion for church-rate returns, at the request of

Sir R. Peel now re-produced his motion, having modified it so as

to meet the objections of Sir J. Graham. In now moving for

these modified returns, he asked whether the Premier intended

to take tho subject of church-rates into his consideration, with a
view to the legislative settlement of the question duringthe next
session; or, ifothcrwise, hewere satisfied withthestateof thelaw
relating to it.—Sir R, Peei. could give no assurance that he
would bring in a bill to settle the question, nor would he say
that he was satisfied with the present state of the law.—Sir R.

Inolis thought the hon. Baronet would have done better if he
had given notice of his motion in the usual manner. He would
beg leave to ask Sir J. Graham by what process these returns
weretobeobtained?— Sir J. Graham said the honourable gentle-

man had, at his request, withdrawn his former motion, and had
submitted the present motion to him, and he certainly could see

no objection to it. He admitted that there might be some diffi-

culty in procuring the return, and he did not know that he pos-
sessed the power of enforcing it; but he, in obedience to the
order of the House, should feel it his duty to apply to the different

churchwardens to make the returns in conformity with the orders
of the House.—After some conversation, the returns were or-

dered, •

The Bribery at Elections Bill was read a third time and passed.
A long discussion took place on the Copyrights of Design Bill,

Mr. Williams moved the recommittal of the bill, and w^as sup-
ported by Mr. Hkathcote, Mr. M. Philips, Mr. Ellice, Mr.
Ht;MK, and other members.—Mr. Gladstonk defended the Bill

as a just protection.—Lord Palmkrsto.v contended for the ex-
emption of thelace trade from its operation. Sir T. Fremantlb
desired, on the contrary, that at least the branch of the pillow
lace trade mi^ht be included in the protection held out by the
Bill.— Sir R. Pjskl observed upon the hardship of allowinga man,
who had incurred no hazard or cost of his own, to lie in wait till

the patterns of the season were brought out at great expense by
others, and then seize upon all the successful ones.—Mr. Wil-
liams's motion was then lost by a majority of 73 to 13. After
some further discussion, the Bill was ordered to be read a third
time on Wednesday.

Sir R.PEELmoved that the House would on Friday resolve it-

self into committee, with a view to an address for defraying the
expense of monuments to Lord Exraouth, Lord de Saumarcz, and
Sir Sidney Smith.—Mr. H. B. Curtkis said, that at a time when it

was necessary to burden the country with a new load of taxation,
they ought not to think of creating new expenditure by voting
money for the erection of monuments. He hoped when the mo-
tion was brought forward, some hon. member would move as an
amendment that no such monuments should be erected until the
prevailing distress was alleviated.— Sir C. Napier was much sur-
prised at the speech of the hon. gentleman, and did not think he
should be doing his duty if he did not express his cordial support
of the proposed address. No men of the age better deserved mo-
numents to their illustrious memories than the gallant officers to
whom it was proposed to erect these trophies. He only hoped
that their monuments would be worthy of their fame.—The mo-
tion was then put and agreed to.

Sir G. Clerk brought in the Exchequer Bills Bill, which was
read a £rst time.

Wednesday.—On the motion of Sir G, Clerk the Slave Trade
Suppression Bill and the Canada Loan Bill were reported; the
Slavery East Indies Bill was read a third time and passed; and
the Consolidated Fund Bill was read a second time.
On the adjoiirned debate on the Newfoundland Bill, Mr.

Pakincton and Sir Howard Douglas spoke in support of the
bill, as a choice of evils; it was opposed by Mr. C. Buller, Mr.
P. HowARn, and Mr. Wvse.—Mr. Vrrwon- Smith admitted that
the state of the colony required legislation, but suggested that
the duration of the bill should be limited, and that an objection-
able clause, altering the qualification of electors, should be
omitted.—Lord Stanley agreed to these suggestions, with the
view of obtaining more extended support for the bill.—Mr.
Laboucherb admitted that by these concessions the bill was
stripped of its most objectionable features.—On a division, the
bill was supported by 68 against 13.- On the motion that the
Speaker do now leave the chaur, Mr. O'Connkll expressed his
opposition to the biU, contending against tlie injustice which it
would inflict, and protesting against the compromise which he
considered to have been entered into with respect to it between
the members and friends of the late Government and those of the
present.—Some further debate followed, after which another
division was taken, when there appeared 82 to 21. The House
then went into committee on the bill, and after several divisions,
in each of which the Govemracut had the majority, the several
clauses of the bill were agreed to, with the exception of the 6tb,
on which the discussion was adjourned till Friday,

Thursday.—'Mr, Mackik.von obtained leave to bring in a bill
to improve the health of towns, by preventing the interment of
bodies within their precincts.

Sir F, BuKDKTT moved for a select committee to inquire into
negotiations of the Government with Mr. Warner respecting his
invention.— Sir H. Douglas recounted the various circumstances
connected with the commission appointed to examine the merits
of the invention

J and Sir R. Peel detailed the negotiations with
the Government, and showed that both the late and the present
Ministry had offered the most ample facilities to Mr. Warner ; the
right hon. Baronet expressed his decided conviction that the al-
leged invention, for which a guarantee of -JOO.OOOi. was demanded,was of a questionable character.—Mr. Brotherxon also read
viif?^''^*^ S'howedthat Mr. Warner had not so scrupulouslykept the offers of hia invention exclusively to this conntryas he
h^^U^'^^J^'I' ^^^ ^^^ endeavoured to sell it some years

^otiJ^,?i?J I f*^"""-^ ^"5 ^*'^*^ instance, as in the present, the nc-

Sm nn^n« ^^^^J"
^^^^'^^^ ""^^r ^^'' Warner's demand for pre-

«TriiZ^K^TK**-r'^"'*^^^^'^«>»*'t^e motion of Sir F. Burdettwas negatived by 72 to 2,
-wMivi^^^k

Lord ASHLKY obtained the consent of the Government to a mo-
tion for procurmg a further inquiry, by the mines and collieries
commissioners, into the number and ages of children and younir
persona cmployca as apprentices in coal and irou mines, with the

nature or terms of the indentures or agreements under which
tehy serve.

Mr. T. Duncombe moved an address to the Crown, for taking
into merciful consideration the case of John Mason and sevcQ
working men (the circumstances of which were brought before
the House last week), now confined in Stafford Gaol, with a view
to their immediate discharge.— Sir J. Graham resisted the mo-
tion, which, after a short discussion, was rejected, ou a division'
by 53 to 30.

'

Mr. H uME then brought under the consideration of the House
the case of the ex-Rajah of Sattara. During his speech the
benches became almost deserted; and after some observationa
from Mr. Baring, the House was counted out.

Fricfay.—On the adjourned debate on the Newfoundland Bill
the clause for abolishing the Legislative Council gave rise to fre-
quent divisions, in all of which the Mhiisterial measure was
affirmed by large majorities. The Bill then went through com-
mittee. Mr. O'CoNJTELL moved for copies of correspondence
between the Government and the police, respecting the spy-
system disclosed at the late trial at Armagh. Lord Eliot rei
sisted the motion, which was negatived by 72 to 24. — in rel
ply to a question on the Income Tax papers, the Chaiscelloe
OF THE Exchequer said that unavoidable delay had occurred in
their delivery; but although they arc required to be returned
within 21 days from the date they bear, Jhe Government will
afford every facility and make a' due allowance of time in cases
where they have not been delivered at the proper time.—The
Ecclesiastical Corporations Leasing Bill was read a third tim«
and passed.—The House went into committee on the Bankruptcy
Law Amendment Act, after which Mr. Masteraian moved that
win« merchants be allowed a drawback on their stocks of Portu-
guese wines proportionate to the late reduction of duty; but the
motion was negatived without a division.

CITY.
Money Market^ Friday.—The great abundance of mo-

ney in the market had produced arise iin Stock on
Thursday, but a reaction took place yesterday of 4 per
cent. Consols closed at 91i for money and account;
Bank Stock, 170 to 171; India Stock, 24D to 250^;
Exchequer Bills, 2d. issue, 49s. to 5!s. prem. ; ditto,

2^d. issue, 51s, to 53s. prem.; Three per Cents. Re-
duced, 911; Three-and-a-Half per Cents. Reduced, 100
to ^; Long Annuities, 12| ; and India Bonds, 32s.to 353.

prem.

iflftctropotis miti its 17"icm(tp.

Mansion House.—The Lord Mayor gave a banquet on
Friday in the Egyptian Hall to the Governors and Di-
rectors of the Bank of England, the East India Company,
the East and West In^iia Dock Companies, the Marine
Insurance Company, the New Zealand Company, the

Copiapo and Cobre Mining Company, the South Austra-

lian Bank, the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation

Company, and other public companies. Among the com-
pany were His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge,
the Duke of Buccleuch, Lord'^and Lady Sandon, Lord D.
Stuart, Lord W, Thynne, Sir G. Murray, Dwarkanauth
Tajore, and Cliunder Mohun Chatterjee, the Indian mer-

chants, several Members of Parliament, and the leading

merchants and capitalists of the city. The usual toasts

were given, and a variety of speeches were made in con-

nexion with the commercial interests of London, The one

which produced the greatest impression was that of tho

Rev. Mr, Melvill, in responding to the toast of ** The
Church." " I hope," he said, *' to be pardoned if I attach

a special worth to the manner in which the present toast

is received by this assembly. 1 am surrounded by the

representatives of the wealth, the power, and the majesty

of this emporium of the commerce of the world. Is it,

then, presumptuous if, when they express warm attach-

ment to the Established Church, I receive it as a pledge

that the transactions of commerce shall not only be con-

ducted on the principles, but made conducive to the pur-

poses of Christianity ? This were to giv6 permanence as

well as to increase the national prosperity ; the motto of

your City arms, as I see it emblazoned around me, is a

prayer for the direction of God, and commerce hallbwed

to so righteous an intent would be sure to find the prayer

abundantly answered." The Duke of Cambridge, Sir

George Murray, and the Duke of Buccleuch, also addressed

the meeting, which is stated to have been one of the most

interesting of the season.

Court of Aldermen.—In consequence of an order from

the Vice-Chancellor of England, in a cause now pending

in the Court of Chancery, respecting the property of in-

testate freemen of the city of London, the Court have

unanimously agreed to a report, stating, for the informa-

tion of the Vice-Chancellor, that by the custom of the

city, when there are several orphan children of a freeman

who dies intestate, the share which any one may take by

reason of surviving a child that dies an infant, survives

among the other children in case of the death of the party

to whom it has come under the age of 21 years ; and tbat

if there be an accumulation of interest upon an orphanage

share, the accumulation survives in the same manner as

the original orphanage share.

Public Meelinys.—The Anti Corn-Law Conference,

which has been sitting in London for some time past, was

brought to a conclusion on Monday. The Chairmao

in dissolving the meeting stated that they had taken the

necessary measures to put the Government in possession

of their sentiments, and having failed in obtaining their

object, the onlycourseremaining to them was to return to

their constituents. An address to the public was after-

wards submitted for approval to the meeting, and the

Conference was then declared to be dissolved.—A bazaar

has been held during several days of the past week, at the

Centenary-hall, Bishopsgate-street, for the benefit of the

Wesleyan Missionary Society. In addition to the usual

display of fancy articles on these occasions, tlie bazaar

was furnished with supplies of useful clothing, arranged in

small lots for easy distribution among the poor. Th®

walls of one of the rooms were covered with rare skinSi

furs, and various otlier articles, sent over for the p"''

pose by missionaries in connexion i\ith the Wesleya^o

community in every quarter of the globe. Among the

collections were several costly preseats from the Kiog ^^
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entomological and mineral specimens, collected by mis-
Bionaries in distant countries^ and scientifically classified •

^several manuscript sermons and autograph paraphrases of
texts of Scripture by John Wesley and his brother Charles.
The sale was numerously attended, the articles appeared
to find ready purchasers at good prices, and such was the
abundance of the supply, that the managers resolved to
keep it open beyond the time originally fixed for the
purpose, '

Metropolitan Improvements,—In the House of Com-
mons on Wednesday, Mr. Wortley presented a petition
from the inhabitants of a portion of St. Giles's, generally
known by the name of "the Rookery/* stating that within
the circumference of 700 yards, upwards of 1,299 families
comprising upwards of 5,000 individuals, resided ; that
the condition of the place was rnost unfavourable to the
health and morals of the population, and praying the
House to render it compulsory on persons buildino- to
adopt improvements.—A report of the proceedings of the
Metropolitan Improvement Society has just been pub-
lished. It takes a general review of the transactions of
the Society from its formation in January last to the pre-
sent time, and adverts with satisfaction to the interview
with Sir R. Peel, and to the concurrence of the Right Hon,
Bart, in the propriety of appointing an efficient board to
institute inquiries and take a broad and comprehensive
view of the whole subject. The committee state tliat they
have begun to form a collection of maps and plans of the
metropolis, and that several valuable suggestions have
already been received. Tlie means of abating the nuisance
arising from the smoke of furnaces in the great factories
and breweries, and in the river steamers, have also occu-
pied their attention. They dwell upon the importance of
adopting such steps as may lead to a better legislation on
matters connected with building, and to a revision of the
existing Building Acts. They desire especially to effect
an improvement of the over-crowded and ill-drained neigh-
bourhoods of the poor ; to provide a better description of
dwellings for the lower classes, and to adopt every other
available means of checking the fearful mortality now
ragmgin the poorer districts. They are anxious to im-
press the public mind with the consequences arising from
the burial of the dead in crowded places, and to encourage,
as much as possible, cemeteries formed at a distance from
the metropolis. The naming and numbering of streets is
another subject to which they direct attention, pointing
out the great public inconvenience resulting from the total
abandonment of this branch of the duties of municipal
administration to individual caprice, and illustrating it by
the fact that, in the commercial part of the metropolis
alone, there are no fewer than 2S King-gtreets, 20 Queen-
streets, 26 Charles-streets, 25 Church-streets, 20 George-
streets, and 23 John-streets, with numerous other examples
of a corresponding character. The committee also desire
to obtam for the metropolis a better supply of water, not
only for domestic purposes, but a supply so regulated as
to be instantly available in case of fire, without the neces-
sity of pumping, and for the cleansing of the streets and
Rouses. They state that during the last four years the
nres in London have been morcvthan COO per annum. Tf
each fire on tlie average incurred a loss of 500/., the total
loss annually would exceed the total cost of the supplies
or water for the whole of the metropolis to the inhabitants,
wnich, according to returns made to Parliament in the
year 1834, amounted to 276,200/. They conclude by re-
ferrmg to these facts as a i>roof of the good which may be
accomplished by the Society, and appeal upon these
grounds to public support in order to render their exer-
tions effective, and institute proper inquiries on the various -

topicsof their report.—The commissioners appointed to
carry into effect the City improvements have entered into
engagements to complete the line of street leading from
i-arringdon-street in the direction of Clerkenwell-green

;

and contracts have been signed for the erection of houses
on each side of tlie new street. They will be iecond-rate
buildings

; the frontage of each being about 18 ft., and the
depth varying from 50 to GO ft. They are all to be of a
Bimilar elevation, and to be erected according to plans
and specifications at Guildhall.—The works for the new
Chapel Royal at Buckingham Palace will be commenced
about the end of next mouth, and be completed by next
season. The chapel is to be constructed on the site of
the conservatory, joining the middle of the building at
the southern extremity, and will be on a level with the
lower state rooms.—A notice has been posted on the doors
of St. Paul's Cathedral, stating that during the cleaning
of the church there will be no performance of divine
Bcrvice, but that due notice will be given when it will be
resumed. Workmen are at present engaged in repairing
the exterior of the dome, but it is understood that very
lew repairs are required in the interior.—The surveyor
appointed by the churchwardens to examine the steeple of
it. Martin's-in-the-Fields, which was struck by lightningm the great storm of last week, has reported that the
greater part must be pulled down, and that the total cost
of rebuilding it will exceed 2,000/.—In consequence of
the continual accession of members to Lincoln's Inn, the
«>enchers have resolved on building a new hall, and a
contract has _ been entered into for that purpose. The
^HQ chosen is nearly the centre of the terrace on the
^estern side of the garden overlooking Lincoln's Inu-
nelds. A council-chamber and library are to be added to
the new erection

; the old hall will be reserved for the use

^•^v
^ord Chancellor when sitting out of term, as

itaerto,—It is said to be in contemplation to convert
toe rising ground in the vicinity of the Hippodrome into
pleaaUre-erOUndfl. fprm/^^au o^./l wi'lUo fn h^ onHo^ ir««_

Bimilarto the Regent^ Park. "
"^'. '" ^'

CourTofihf P ^^^,"f—0^^ Friday, a special GeneralCourt of the Proprietors of East India Stock was held atthe India-house, in compliance with a requisition signedDy &ir C, Forbes and seven other proprietors; Sir J. L.
Lushington m the chair. The Court was thinly attended.
1 he requisition referred to the circumstances attendin^r
the deposition of the Rajah of Sattara, and embodied a
resolution affirming that he had been deprived of his pro-
perty and exiled without haviag been heard in his defence

;and that such proceedings were repugnant to the princi-
ples of justice, and subversive of the British interests in
India, The business of the meeting having been opened,
the chairman moved an adjournment, when Mr. Thomp-
son, m a speech of fi^e hours' duration, spoke in favour
of the resolution. Several interruptions took place, and
ineffectual attempts [were made to adjourn the meeting.
At length, after a sitting of thirteen hours and a half a
division was called for, when the motion for an adjourn-
ment was carried by a majority of 24 to I. The Court
then adjourned at half-past one on Saturday morning,
having sat for a longer time than on any former occasion.

The Thames Tunnel.—This undertaking was opened
on Monday, for the first time, on the Wapping side of the
river, and upwards of 500 visitors of all nations passed
through the tunnel as far as the shaft on the Rotherhithe
shore. The High-street, Wapping, was thronged with
people, and the vesiels on the river were gaily decked
with flags of different nations, in celebration of the event.
At mid-day there were upwards of 100 visitors prome-
nading in the tunnel; the names and residences of more
than 30 Americans from different parts of the United
States were entered in the visitors* book, together with
those of persons from all parts of Europe, and many from
Asia. Indeed, about one-half of the visitors were fo-
reigners. The shaft by which the descent is accomplished
is about 58ft. 9in. in depth, and 42ft. Gin. in diameter;*
a staircase, consisting of two flights, and supported by
strong iron fastenings, passes along the wall of the shaft
from the summit to the basement. The staircase is pro-
tected by an iron balustrade, while there is a super-
structure above the shaft, through which a sufficiency of
light is afforded. On the Surrey side a similar shaft will
be completed in about two months, when there will be a
direct communication through the tunnel for foot pas-
sengers, and toll will be received. Several months must
yet elapse before the viaduct will be formed for the transit
of carriages ; as further excavations must be made, for
which purpose an inclined plane of from 150 to 200 yards
on each side of the river will be formed, unless, as has
been proposed, the system of lowering and raising goods
and carriages by means of the atmospheric railway be
adopted ; [in which case, it is understood, a large saving
would be made Jn the expenditure necessary to complete
the undertaking.

The Alodel Prison,—The new prison at Pcntonville has
been so far completed that some of the officers' apartments
are now occupied, and it is beheved that the prisoners sen-
tenced atj the forthcoming sitting of the Central Criminal
Court will be sent there. Uuringthe past week the Duke of
\yeIlington, Sir R. Peel, and several of the Ministers have
visited the establishment, and examined the arrangements
for the prisoners.

Southivark—The several candidates for the vacant

To convey some idea of the mngnitude of a vessel of this
class, it may be observed that the largest flrst-class steam-
frigates at present in the Navy, the Gejser, Devastation,
and others, do not eaceed about 1000 tons and 400 1

power, and that the Penelope, 42 gun- frigate, at present
being converted into a steam-vessel, will only be fitted
wnh engines of C50 horse-power. The steam-vessel now
ordered is in addition to another of great dimensions, with
engines of 800 horse-power, named the Dragon, to be built
at Sheerness or Chatham.
CAa^Aam—The adjourned inquest on the bodies of Hfr.

Lorrall, the surgeon, and the 4 seamen of H.M/s steiimer
Shearwater, who were drowned in the Medway, while pro-
ceeding to the launch at this place, was resumed on Mon-
day. After the usual evidence had been adduced, the
Jury returned a verdict of " Found drowned." Mr. Cor-
rail had only been married four months, and three of the
seamen have left families.

99robnufnl Nttog
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office of high bailiff have been busily engaged in their
canvass during the week. Unless the law of the corpora-
tion be suspended, and the two aldermen candidates are
allowed to enter the lists, it is generally supposed that the
contest will be between Mr. Daniel Whittle Ilarvpy and
Mr. Payne the coroner.—On Jlonday, a vestry meeting
was held at St. Saviour's for the purpose of receiving a va-
riety of reports connected with parochial affairs, and to
make a church rate. Mr. IL B. Clark, warden of the
great account, was in the chair. After a variety of
speeches and statements had been made relative to various
items for the repairs of the church, the payment of salaries,
disbursements, &c., the Chairman said it would be neces-
sary, to enable him to get rid of the debts, to apply for a
rate of M, in the pound for the ensuing year, as the total
expenditure would be 3,755/. 3^. SJ. An amendment was
then moved in favour of a sixpenny rate ; after a long and
stormy discussion, the amendment was carried by 20 to 16,
upon which a poll was demanded, and refused by the
chairman, who said he would take legal measures to en-
force the original motion.

Vaitxhall,—The masquerade which has been for some
time back announced, and for which most active prepara-
tions have been made for some weeks past, came off on
Tuesday evening. It was attended by the ususl patrons
of amusements of this sort and went off well, although few
appeared in character. The whole of the gardens were
thrown open for the occasion. The entertainments of the
evening, in] addition to the concert, fireworks, rope-dan-
cing, &c., consisted in the performances of the stud of the
lateMrDucrow and their riders, and in the performances of
La Petite Tnglioni, a precocious dancer of great promise.
The illuminations and the instrumental band were good,
and, on the whole, everything was done that could gratify
the pubhc taste, and maintain the popularity of this well-
known place of amusement

fToo/ttiic/i.—Considerable activity prevails in this Dock-
yard in the preparation and equipment of new steam-ships.
An iron steamer, called the Rocket, has recently been
built by Messrs. Faiibairn, at their establishment in the
Isle of Dogs, for the service of Government, and has ar-
rived here in order to befitted for service. The Admiralty
have ordered Mr. Lang, master-shipwright of this vard, to
submit a plan of n steam-vessel of 1650 tons, and suitable
for engines of 800 horse-power, with a crew of 300 men.

j

-The provincial papers are filled with
details of the progress and prospects of the harvest.
The report is, almost without exception, highly satisfac-
tory. In BeIk^hire reaping has commenced under very
favourable auspices, and the crop of wheat is generally
good in quality, and of a fair average quantity.—Some
new ^heat was sold in Uxbridge market last week, at
i2s. per quarter; it weighed 641b. per bushel.—In Buck-
inghamshire several fields of wheat have been cut during
the past week, the crops of which are said to be excellent,
-—In Sussex the wheat hsrvcst has become general, but
doubts are expressed whether the crop will be an average.
—In Hampshire the weather has been most propitious,
and by far the greatest portion of the wheat in the neigh-
bourhood of Portsmouth is cut. In the country around
Winchester the wheat harvest is nearly completefl ; the
crops are reported to be very fine, ripening with that
clear and even colour which indicates the toUl absence of
blight. The burden of straw is saiJ to be not so heavy
ns on some former years; but the wheat is remarkably fine
in the head, free from weeds and grass, and will produce
a large yield of grain. The barley is much improved, but
the long drought in the spring seriously damaged much
of it, and the quality as well as quantity is expected to
be below an average.—In Wiltshire the weather has been
most favourable, and wheat-cutting has become general.
All accounts speak most favourably of the crop In
Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall, there has been the most
brilliant harvest weather, no rain of five minutes' dura-
tion having fallen for several days. At Totnes, Bodmin,
Exeter, and Taunton, very fine samples of wheat hare been
brought to market. In the three western counties less corn
is beaten down with rain than there has been for many years;
the wheat is very fine in quality, and remarkably heavy in
the ear.—In Gloucestershire finer weather for ripening the
crops could not have prevailed up to the present time.
The wheat is remarkably perfect in the car, and likely to
be productive. Reaping has become general, and in the
southern districts the sickle is in full operation.—In Ox-
fordshire the accounts from all parts are very gratifying.
In many places reaping has commenced, and the crops are
yielding abundantly.—In Worcestershire several days of
glorious weather have advanced the crops towards matu-
rity, and enabled the agriculturists to secure their haj, a
considerable portion of which was still out. In favoured
situations reaping has already commenced, and should the
weather continue propitious, it will soon become general.
—In Warwickshire there is every prospect of an abundant
htirvest. The crops of corn are rapidly advancing, and the
reapers will soon be actively employed.—In Cambridge-
shire the cutting of wheat has commenced in different

parts, and will soon become general. Where thinness of
plant was complained of in the wheat, great improvement
has taken place. The early-sown barley will be a full ave-
rage in quantity, and the quality promises to be good if

there be fine weather to secure it ; the later aown must be
an uneven and irregular crop, and the quantity in all pro-
bability inferior, Oats are much improved,^but do not
promise to produce an average.—In Norfolk the harvest
has become general, with the exception of those places in
the vicinity of the sea. The wheat is said to be below aa
average, though very good on some ioils ; but the barley ia

far beyond the wheat.—In Yorkshire the crops are ad-
vancing rapidly towards maturity, with the promise of an
early and fair average harvest. New wheat has found ita

way into some of the southern markets, so that the har-
vest may be said to have commenced under auspicious cir-
cumstances. The plant is represented as rather thin upon
the ground, owing to the unfavourable seed time ; but the
car is generally full and bold, and exhibits a good sample.

—

In Durham the crops in all parts are favourably reported.
The wheat is remarkably forward, and will, in about a w^k,
be ready for the sickle; according to the general opinion,
it is healthier and more forward than at this time last
year, Oats promise a good crop ; and the beans are better
than for some years past, being entirely free from insects.
Barley is the same a& last season, and has already been
cut at Chilton.—lu Northumberland the crops are faat

ripening, under the present delightful weather. In manf
parts there is a good deal of grass ttill uncut, and upon
the whole the hay is light. The crops are generally ifl *

forward state. Barley was cut last week at ThornJey Pit

Houses and at Oringham, and a sampl« of the produce

has been exhibited in Hexham market. The 1«*^^f{ ^*

described as excellent, weighing about bGlbs. per bushel.

It seems to be the general opinion among f^irmers in this

county that the crops arc upon the whole lighter, though

the produce may be expected to be finer, and got in

earlier, and under more fevourable circumstances, than for
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wme vears past.-Frora Wales, the reports are equally

Z^!(IZ7y! U Pembrokeshire the country for n.any

yem^^^^^^ not exhibited so luxuriant aa appearance as

r*" r:: *!,» «..«,.nft season. The weather has been very
it does at the present season

propitious for securing the hay, and although the crops are

ienerally light, the quality will prove excellent. The

crops of corn are advancing rapidly, ^and ther? is every

..r/.flnp/.t nf an earl? and abundant harvest. In Carmarthen

At Pilruath and at Llvrndu
harvest has already begun,

wheat was cut last week ; and other fields have since been

cut in other parts of the county. The grain is very good,

and should the present fine weather continue, a splendid

harvest will follow- In Flintshire and Denbighshire the

com crops all look healthy. In the Vale of Clwyd, wheat

barley, and oats, approach an average crop, especially

barley, which in general is particularly fine. On good

lands" the ears of wheat appear to be heavy, though in

parts the crop is thin. In Flintshire the crops are lighter,

though in some parts the ears are well filled. In several

districts oats are quite ready for cutting, and wheat nearly

so. To all ai"pearance the harvest will be early, and will

closely follow the hay-harvest-

Birmingham,—On Monday morning tlie populous vil-

lage of West Bromwich, situated about midway between

this town and Wolverhampton, was entered by at least

10,000 persons connected with the coal and iron trades

in the neighbouring districts. They met for the purpose

of combining against the proposed reduction of wages,

notice of which expired on Saturday, although only 5

masters out of 50 had actually carried the proposal into

execution. The men came principally from the neigh-

bourhood of Walsall, Bilston, Dudley, and Wednesbury ;

but after agreeing to a series of resolutions similar to

those adopted by the colliers in South Staffordshire, they

separated quietly. The military were marched in at 10

o'clock, and the show of strength and preparation had

the effect of preserving tranquillity,

BradjieId.^—-The late storm was severely felt at Brad-

field-hall, the seat of Mr. J. P. Fennington. The lightning

struck a tower over the entrance gateway, and threw it on

the range of buildings immediately adjoining, which are

appropriated to domestic offices. The roofs of the

buildings were driven in, and two servants who slept in

one of the rooms were greatly injured. Seven head of

deer were foui^d dead in the park, and several large trees

were split and shattered. An immense Norway fir, which

grew at the end of an extensive range of conservatories

and hothouses, "was shivered to pieces, and the splinters

falling on the glass-houses below, totally destroyed a collec-

tion of exotics, and the produce of the vinery.

Brighton.— A. curious announcement was made on
Sunday from one of the pulpits of this town^ which has

been attended with some unpleasant consequences- At
the close of his sermon at the Chapel Royal in the morn-

ing, the Rev. S. R. Drumraond, the officiating minister,

addressed his congregation, and stated that although it

might be considered a novelty for a clergyman to speak

from the pulpit at the close of service, he wished to tell

them that two notorious pickpockets were present, and

that it would, therefore, be well for them to he careful.

Such an announcement coming from the pulpit, and so

close upon the races, created great sensation ; and, as if

by common consent, the eyes of the congregation were
turned in the direction of a pew, where sat two gentle-

manly-dressed strangers, who had entered the church
during the reading of the Litany. The two strangers on
leaving the chapel were followed as far as Castle-square

by a large portion of the congregation, when they asked
the meaning of such an attendance, and were informed by
one of the headboroughs that they were suspected to Le
pickpockets. The gentlemen protested their respectability,

which they offered to prove to any gentleman in the crowd
who would accompany them. The headborough iranie-

diatelj got into the fly, which was driven to the house of

« respectable lady resident In Brighton, who stated that

the suspected pickpockets were the Rev. Mr. Moore,
curate of Barton-on-Humber, and Mr. Moore, a fellow of St.

John's, Cambridge, residing at Blackheath. Mr. Drum-
mond on discovering the error into which he had been led
wrote a letter to each gentleman^ tendering the most
Htnple apology, and expressing his regret at the conse-
quences which had arisen from his error. At the same
time he sent copies of his letter to each of the local papers,
to remove any unfavourable impression which might have
been created by the circumstances.

ja^o/,—A paragraph appeared in the Sunday papers*
stating that accounts had been received by the new tele-
graph from Deal that the caisson for the foundation of
the intended lighthouse on the Goodwin Sands had burst
on Saturday night. It now appears that no such report
was received at the telegraph ; and that, so far from such
AH accident having occurred, the utmost advantage is
being taken of the present favourable weather, and rapid
progress is making with the underUking. Since the
caisson was placed on the Goodwin last week, two addi-
tional tiers of plates have been added, and the stone-work
Las commenced. The caisson is now 42 feet in height, and
18 above high-water mark.—The new telegraph between
London Bridge and the Downs, to which we have alluded

in former Numbers, was put in full operation on Monday,
the line from the Downs and the North Foreland being

rendered complete by the erection of a telegraph at San-

down Castle by permission of the Board of Ordnance.

The arrival and departure of vessels are now communi-
cated to Lloyd's immediately they are telegraphed.

Exeter.—The local papers mention in reference to the

ate failure of the Newton and Totnes Banks, that a fur-

ther dividend of 15^. in the pound will be shortly declared

payable to the private creditors of Mr. Wiae, whicb| with

the 55, paid on Wednesday, will constitute the full sum of

20s. in the pound upon his separate estate.

Falmouth,—The Cornish papers express great pleasure

in reporting that there is every prospect of a successful

season to the parties engaged in the pilchard fishery.

Large shoals have been seen off the coasts, but it is too

early at present to find them of full size. The drift boats

continually take considerable quantities, which are eagerly

purchased. From the importance of these fisheries to the

western coasts of Cornwall, it is hoped that the promise

of a favourable season will be realised.

Gainslorouyh.—T:h^ question of Church Rates which

has so long excited this town was decided on Saturday

the 30th, at an adjourned meeting of the vestry, when

a rate of 2rf. in the pound was carried by 482 to 215. The

local papers state that few towns in England contain a

larger proportion of Dissenters than Gainsborough, the

parish containing only one church and 12 Dissenting

chapels, yet a church-rate has been invariably carried on a

poll of the rate-payers, but never before by so large a

majority.

Ilarivich.—Our readers will not have forgotten the dis-

astrous fate of her Majesty's ship Fairy, in November

1840. engaged in surveying the coast near this port, when

Capt. Hewitt, his brother-in-law the Master, Mr. Adam,

son of Sir C. Adam, then one of the Lords of the Admi-

ralty, and the whole of the ship's company perished. It was

thought that she had sunk near Lowestoft, and the Admi-

ralty desirous of regaining the valuable surveying appa-

ratus, and the charts and memoranda, the results of years

of labour of Capt. Hewitt, sent a Government steam-vessel

to look for her, and offered large rewards to any person

discovering the precise locality of the wreck ; but, although

continual search was made, nothing more was heard of her

until last week, when the fishing-gear of one of the trawl-

ing-smacks got entangled with some wreck, which is said

to have been proved, by marks upon the timbers hove up,

to be the remains of the ill-fated vessel. The wreck lies

about 13 miles south-east of Lowestoftjn 17 fathoms water.

Lancaster,—For some time past the neighbourhood of

this town has been the scene of nearly a dozen robberies

and burglaries, all supposed to have been committed by

one gang, who, although known to the police, contrived

to elude detection until last week. They generally

went in a body of nine together, and neither strength of

locks, bolts, nor doors, withstood their attacks, their prac-

tice being to use a large beam of wood against the door of

the house they intended to rob, as a kind of battering-ram,

until the door was either broken open or the locks gave

way. Several houses at Forton, Wyerdale, Scotforth, &c.,

were robbed in this manner. On Wednesday, the 27th,

the police succeeded in capturing five of the party, and

there is said to be little doubt that the remainder will

speedily be brought to justice* •

Leicester.—The storm which was so severely felt in the

Metropolis on Wednesday the 27th, extended to a great

part of this country, and was particularly severe in the

village of Queniborough and the neighbourhood. The
lightning struck the spire of the church, which at the

moment presented the appearance of being enveloped in

flame. The cap-s^one was broken, and some large frag-

ments fell into the bell-chamber. The bells vibrnted vio-

lently, and, with the immediate crash of the thunder,

caused much terror to the inhabitants of the surrounding

houses. The lightning did not enter the church, but
passed off externally, or much damage might have hap-
pened to the fabric, which is well known as one of the

finest specimens of church arcliitecture in this county.

—

About the same time the town of Melton Mowbray was
visited by the storm, accompanied by the heaviest fall of

rain witnes.-ed for many years. The streets were com-
pletely flooded in a few seconds, occasioned by the stop-

page of the grates of the culverts ; the obstruction lasted

for nearly half an hour, but no damage was done to the

buildings.

Manchester,—For some days past the mill of Messrs.

Gardner and Bazley, cotton-spinners in this town, has
been " picketed" by a large body of unemployed opera-

tive cotton-spinners, abput 200 in number, who parade up
and down the street, in front of the mill, while the bands
are coming to the mill, or leaving work. They do not
appear to have used or threatened violence, or attempted
to induce the spinners to leave their employment. It

seems that since the turn-out, which occurred in 1829,

through the interference of the spinners' union, Messrs.
Gardner and Bazley have declined to employ any spinner

who is a member of the union; and the object of the

picket would seem to be to compel or induce the hands in

the employ of the firm, amounting to about 400, to join

the union, and help to maintain all the unionists who are

unemployed. The assemblage of 200 men in a public

thoroughfare for hours together has excited a good deal of

curiosity and inquiry, and at times a considerable crowd
has been collected. With a view of protecting the hands
from any actual violence, five or six policemen have been
stationed in the street, where they remain all day, not in-

terfering with the ** pickets," but watching their proceed-
ings,—A pamphlet has been published by Mr. Adshead,
giving a statistical account of the state of the labouring
classes in this town from 1840 to the present year. The
details are very voluminous, and make known some
startling facts in relation to the existing distress. It
appears that the relief fund raised by voluntary subscrip-
tion, in 1840, 3,732/, Is. 6^„ was expended in bedding
and clothing, with which 10,132 families were relieved in
24 days, and there remained upwards of 2,000 families
unrelieved for want of funds. Of the 45,591 individuals,
6,978 were hand-loom weavers ; 38,613 of various occupa-
tions ; 25,792 were English ; and the other 19,799 Irish.

The number included 16|S00 childrea uuderj and 9^030

children above 12 years of age. Of the number, 2,040

families, comprising 9,179 persons^ upwards of one-fifth

of the whole, lived in cellars, mostly damp and without

ventilation. Another examination of 2,000 families gave
an average total income of Is. 2\d, per head per week for

8,8GG persons, or 2,000 families at 55, 3^-^. per week; in

whose possession were seen 22;417 pawn tickets, more
than 22 in a family on the average ; the amount of articles

pledged being 2,7S0/. 14*. Ad., an average value short of

2s. 6d. per pawn ticket. Another examination of 2,000

families, by the agents of the town mission, gave the

average earnings of Is. 6|rf. per head weekly, or 6s. 3|rf.

per family; the amount of pledges was 2,835/. IO5. lOi
In 1841, a gentleman visited 258 families, mostly weavers,

whose aggregate weekly earnings were 32/, 5s. ^ or less

than 7-if/. per head per week. In 1842, 8.072 families

were relieved with 3,029/. 15^, 11^., '^ the Prince of

Wales's fund." Besides this, about 2,500/. Jiave been

contributed to the soup charity, 'and from 2,000/. to

3,000 persons have been daily supplied with soup for the

last three or four months. The parochial expenditure on

account of the poor in 1838-9, was 28,304/.; in 1841-2,

40777/.; the voluntary contributions in 1839-40, were

3,732/,; in 1841-2, 5,529/.—together, 9,261/.; and the

poors'-rate and voluntary contributions together exhibit

an aggregate increase of relief afforded of 03^ per cent,

since 1839—viz. from 28,304/. to 46.307/." 200 pro-

vision dealers, selling on credit, had lost 23,664/. in three

years ; and 50 shopkeepers in Salford had their receipts

diminished from 197,700/. in 1839, to 130,100/. in 1841
;

a difference of 67,600/., or a decrease of 1,300/. per week.

Newcastle—An accident which threatened very serious

consequences occurred last w^eek in this town as the south

mail was preparing to start from the inn, after having

changed horses. It appears that one of the wheelers took

fright as the coachman, "with the reins in hand, was about

to mount, although a boy was holding them at the time.

The latter vras dragged a short distance, but succeeded in

extricating himself; but the coachman hung on by the

reins, and succeeded in keeping pace with and directing

the course of the horses. The mail at length came in

contact with a cart, which it threw over, but immediately

afterwards it was stopped by a large waggon. The guard

had previously attempted to check the progress of the

horses by putting on the screw-drag, but in doing so he

was thrown with violence from the coach, but without

sustaining any serious injury. One passenger threw him-

self off, and also escaped danger. The horses having been

brought to a stand by the waggon, were instantly secured.

The passengers then alighted, and another coach having

been procured, the mail proceeded on its route.

NewportJ—The Welsh papers give a long account of a

melancholy accident which happened on Thursday the 21st

ult. to the two daughters of Mr. George Gethin of this

town. It appears that the young ladies, accompanied by

their mother, went to bathe in Dunraven Bay, but they

ventured too far, and being carried by the strong current

round the point called Trwyn-y-wWitch, were unfortu-

nately drowned. The eldest being nearest the shore, on

perceiving the danger of her sister, rushed to her assist-

ance, and being carried off by the same current, met a

similar fate. Their mother, who was also bathing at the

time, witnessed the scene, and, although at so short a dis-

tance, was unable to render her children any aid, having,

in her ineffectual efforts to rescue them, nearly lost her

own life. Her shrieks, however, soon collected the few

persons who were on- the sands, and, among others, Mr.

Gethin himself, who arrived at the spot only a few seconds

after the disappearance of the last of his two children.

The bodies have been found, and the jury, at the coroner s

inquest, have returned a verdict of Accidental Death-

Oxford Much satisfaction has been caused in this city

and the neighbourhood by the announcement that the

Archbishop of York has given instructions for the gardens

and park of his seat at Nuneham Park to be thrown open

for the recreation of all classes three days a week, Tues-

days, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

Plymouth Our readers will no doubt remember the

loss of an East Indiaman on the coast of China soon

after the commencement of the war! The commander,

Capt. Noble, and his child were drowned ; but his wife

and some of the crew fell into the hands of the Chinese.

The Plymouth papers, in reference to this subject, men-

tion that among the articles brought home in H.M.^.

Wellesley from China, is the identicaUage in which the

unfortunate lady was confined for six Weeks.^ It re-

sembles the coop in which birds and small animals are

sometimes brought to this country. It measures 2 ft.

in. in length, I ft. 6 in, in breadth, and 2 ft. 4 in. in depth

;

the top, or cover, has a small hole for the head to pass

through. It is roughly made of fir stakes, and will, it is

said, be sent to the British Museum, where it may be 01

interest, as showing the mode of putiishment to wnic

prisoners are subjected in the Celestial Empire.—Inq^^'

ries have been made by the Admiralty of the authorities 01

this Dockyard as to how short a period of time will be re-

quired to refit tenpackets, lately paid off; of the new class

10-gun brigs, for the service of the West India Mails, a^

present performed by steam-vessels. The irregularity 0^

the steamers is said to have led to this result, and it is sup-

posed that a saving of 50 per cent, will be effected by re-

turning to the sailing.packets.

Portsmouth,—GtQ^t alarm was occasioned in the George

Hotel in this town on Friday morning last, when tue

house was filled with visitors for the Goodwood Races, oy

a loud explosion in the upper part of the hoteh

occurred at 2 a.m,, when everything was quiet, and "^^^r
violent as to alarm the neighbourhood and even the police

establishment in an adjoming street. The explosion tooK

place ia a lobby into which four dotrs open^ The doon
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were forced off the hinges, the windows of the rooms were I don. and Dnvpr i;n»» f„, .u i . • r~,
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- chattered, the skylight broken ; wainscots, ceilingSj &c.
destroyed ; thecarpets were set on fire, &c., and numerous
fragments of cartridge-paper and cordage were lying
about. It is conjectured that a firework of strong paper,
repeatedly folded and lashed with cordage, had been placed
in a corner, or suspended from a bell-wire, after having
been lighted by a slow match. There is not at present
any trace of the delinquent ; but it is hoped that the rem-
nants of paper and cord of wh;ch the firework was com-
posed may yet lead to detection.

Rugby»—Recent letters from Rugby convey the grati-
fying intelligence that the late Dr. Arnold at the time of
hisjdecease had just completed the third vol of his ** His-
tory of Rome," and that his friend, Archdeacon Hare, has
undertaken to superintend its progress through the press.

Shuglorough,— For the last fortnight, Shugborough
Hall has been visited by large numbers of persons, at-

tracted by the announcement that all the properly of the
Earl of Lichfield, including this ancient seat of the Anson
family, is about to be sold by auction. The house is rich
in fine specimens of statuary and painting, most of which
were collected by the gallant Commodore Anson, to whom
all the valuable portion of the library and other collections
is attributed. The sale of the books commenced on
Monday, The lots, with one or two trifling exceptions,
were evidently added to the family library before the time
of the present peer: they realised indifferent prices, and were
bought chiefly by the London booksellers, who had assem-
bled in greater number than usual. The sale of wines
will follow that of the books, and the other valuables will
be brought to the hammer early in the ensuing week. '

IFmi/sor.—An extraordinary horse, supposed to be ihe
smallest in the world, arrived at the Royal Mews on
Monday, by railway from town, as a present to Her
Majesty, from Java, in which island it was foaled. It is
only 27^ inches in height—indeed, not as tali as many of
the Newfoundland and other dogs belonging to Her Ma-
jesty. It is rising five years old, is a dark brown, well
formed, and extremely quiet and playful, '

Shortly after
its arrival, it was taken to the Quadrangle, where it was
seen by Her Majesty and Prince Albert, the Prince and
Princess of Saxe Coburg Gotha, and the visitors at the
Castle, On Tuesday, being the anniversary of the battle
of Blenheim, fought in 1704, the annual tributary banner
from the Duke of Marlborough arrived at the Castle, and
was deposited in the Guard Chamber, over the bust of
" Queen Anne's hero."

^
Wolverhampton.—TDxt Staffordshire colhers still give

rise to much uneasiness, and on Monday the authorities
were not without apprehensions of an outbreak. Close by
the side of placards announcing a public meeting to be held
at Swan village, at which the Chartists would attend,
were posted large bills issued by the magistrates, in which
It was declared that any acts of intimidation towards per-
sons, or injury done to machinery, would subject of.
fenders to the punishment of transportation or imprison-
ment. At Wednesbury the population was considerably
excited, and a troop of the 3d Dragoons was quartered in
the town, ready to act at a moment's notice. The itine-
rant Chartist missionaries are said to keep the people in a
state of excitement, and the Magistrates have thought it
necessary to call out additional troops of Yeomanry. It
appears, from all accounts, that the miners are suffering
extremely, although, in several instances, they refuse to
return to work, even at their old rate of wages.

Railways.—ThG^ receipts of the railways for the past

o^i^^^
^^^ ~^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^s follows :—South-Western

as

only 3,402/ makmg an average of 567/. per month ; but
during the last two months, since the increased toll hai
been received, the average has been 9ML per monthwmcU left a hope of greater prosperity as the traffic of the
other hnes came into operation. The total cash, to the
30th June, was 1,012,3367. Is, 6J., and the balance in
hand 15, /^05/. 3^. lOrf. The receipts for the half-year
were 27,570/. 2^. 4c/., and the number of passengers was
824,29U. After a warm discussion of several hours the
report was adopted.—The half-yearly meeting of the pro.
pnetors of the Grand Junction Railway was held on
Monday in Liverpool. From the report it appeared that
the income of the Company had been, from January to
July, 207,635/. 145. 7rf. The net profit for the last half-
year had been 113,661/. 125. Sd. ; to which must be added
thereserve fund, amounting with interest to 8,220/. 0^. 4d

;
making a total of 122,487/. 135. The report says—" The
income-tax, amounting to 1,826/.105. llrf., becoming pay-
able to Government, will first have to be deducted for the
three months ending the 30th of June ; and the directors,
for the reason given by them on the last occasion of their
meeting the proprietors, have again to advise that the
sum of 5,000/. be placed to the fund for the depreciation
and renewal of engines and other stock. From the ba-
lance they have now to recommend that a dividend of 5/.
per cent, be declared, amounting to 110,105/. leaving,
after the above deductions, the sum of 5,495/. 14s. Id. to
be carried to the credit of the reserved fund, and appli-
cable to future dividends. The depreciation fund, with
the above appropriation, will, consequently,be with interest
10,040/. 7*. 6c/. The net receipt for Sunday travelling is 10*,
per share of 100/.—An entertainment has been given to 236
of the children belonging to the day and Sunday schools
connected with the Railway station at Wolverton, on the
London and Birmingham Railway, The children were
afterwards examined by the chaplain of the station, and
numerous reward books given for proficiency. The Epis-
copal chapel at the station having been found too small, it

has been determined that a church and parsonage-house
shall be erected there, and about 3,500/. have already been
subscribed or promised in aid of this object.—A fire broke
out last week in the train between Birmingham and Derby,
supposed to have been caused by spontaneous combustion
among the goods in one of the luggage-waggons. Great
alarm was excited among the passengers in a third-class
carriage attached to the waggons, and on approaching the
Derby station several persons jumped out and were seri-
ously injured. The waggon in which the fire occurred
was entirely consumed, and the second was much burnt.

he lost the office. The action for libel against the paper
was the result; and Mr. Conway, proprietor of that journal,

who pleaded a justifcation, was amerced by the jury in

damages and costs to the amount of upwards of 1,000/.
Some time afterwards Mr. Gray was tried for murder at
the assizes of this town, and acquitted. But a new charge
growing out of the same occurrence, of shooting with in
tent to kill, was brought against him at the present assizes.
Mr. Brewster, Q.C., attended on the part of the Crown to
prosecute. The jury was composed of about an equal
number of Protestants and Roman Catholics, and, after
having been locked up a considerable time, they were dis-
charged, as stated above, without agreeing to a verdict.

^ G«/H*a^.—The trial of Mr. Owen Lynch, f^ho killed Mr.
Kelly in an affair of honour, about a jockeying transaction,
near Ballinasioe, last year, hasjust taken place at these as-
sizes. The seconds were indicted at the summer assizes last
year

;
but all the witnesses produced on thepart oftheCrown

declined, with one consent, to give any account of what
they had seen, alleging that they did not choose to crimi-
nate themselves. At the court was therefore precluded
from entering into any inquiry, the prisoners were dig-
charged, Mr. Lynch, the principal iu this affair, has now
been arraigned, and, after a similar formality, pronounced
not guilty.—At the same assizes two young men named
Blake, sons of a gentleman of coubideration in the neigh-
bourhood of Tuam, were tried for having cut off the ears
of a man who had been a servant in their father's family.
They pleaded guilty, and were sentenced to be transported
for fifteen years.

Tlie Harvest.

Greenwich 878/.; Croydon, Brightonfand South-
eastern returns withheld; BlackwaU 1,316/,; Eastern
Counties 1,182/.; Northern and Eastern 1,601/,; Great
Western 15,507/.; London and Birmingham 17.788/.;
Birmingham and Derby 1,401/. ; Manchester and Leeds
4,801/.

; Hull and Selby 1,059/.; York and North Mid-
land 1,756/, ; North Midland 4,7G0/. ; Great North of
England 1,435/. ; and Edinburgh and Glasgow 2,464/.—
A special general meeting of the shareholders in the Li-
verpool and Manchester Company was held last week in
Liverpool, for the purpose of declaring a dividend. The
report of the directors referred to the depressed state of
business, inL conseauence of which the gross receipts have
diminished in every department, compared with the cor-
responding period of 1841. The directors are actively
availing themselves of the permission granted at the spe-
cial meeting for constructing an amended line of railway
from Ordsall, across the lands of the Manchester and
Bury Company, for conjunction with the Manchester and
Leeds line at Hunt^s Bank. The gross income of the
company from January to July had been 114,076/. 155,
8d.

; and the net profit 54.496/. 2s. lOd., which, with the
surplus of 8,122/. 9s. Id. from the preceding half.year,
enabled the directors to declare a dividend of 5/. per share,
being at the rate often per cent, per annum. The report
was received with satisfaction, and the necessary authority
jvas unanimously accorded to the directors to receive on
loan the required sums for the completion of the intended
works.-—The Manchester, Bolton, and Bury Railway
Company, at their recent meeting, declared a dividend of
20a\ per share, which, out of their net revenue, leaves a
surplus of 1,300/. 12^.—The half-yearly meeting of the
proprietors of the London and Greenwich Railway was
also held last week* The report stated that there-laying of
thepermanentway on wooden sleepers in lieu of stone blocks
W nowaccomplished, and has effected great saving in the ex-
penditure

; but the receipts had been diminished through the
altered fares, which induced the directors to think of a re-
™rn to the former prices. There was a balance of 3,201/.
^is. 3d. applicable to the payment of a dividend, which

IRELAND.
The Harvest,—The Dubhn papers state that nothing

can be more propitious than the prospects of the harvest.
The markets already afford a sensible indication of the ap-
pearance of the crops ; and new potatoes, of the very
finest quality, have been selling for Od, a stone. They
state that the old times and seasons seem to have re-

turned, and that, within the memory of the oldest man
living, there has never been a more extraordinary luxuri-

ance and abundance of the crops than there is this year.

Not a field of corn is prostrate by wet or storm. In the

southern counties not a drop of rain has fallen. The past
week was one of almost unclouded sunshine, and the days
have had, from morning to night, a degree of warmth such
as the country has not known for years. The harvest is fast

ripening, and will shortly commence, under favourable'

auspices. In the north oats have been already cut on the

farm of Messrs. Scott, nurserymen, of Belfast ; the crop
is excellent, and the grain quite ripe, full, and plump.
The field, about four acres, was sown on the 16th of

March last, ami this is the third successive year that it has
produced the earliest harvest in this country. .

Dublin.—Accounts have been received in town, stating

that Dr. Sondes, the.Bishop of Cashel, who is now sojourn-

ing at Cheltenham, is considerably improved in health.— '

The Marchioness of Waterford has entirely recovered from
her recent accident, and no unfavourable result of any kind
is now likely to ensue. At the special meeting of the

Dublin and Drogheda Railway Company last week, it was
stated that the negotiation with the Government for a loan

of 150,000/,, at 5 per cent., was progressing in a satisfac-

tory manner. With regard to this railway, it was also

stated that the capital of the company is 450,000/., about
one-half of which is said to be subscribed by English capi-

talists. The sum of 132,000/. has been paid up by the

proprietors, of which 120,000/. has already been expended
on the undertaking.—The Repeal meeting took place on
Monday. Several letters from the United States were
read ; among others, one said to have been written by
President Tyler, expressing warm interest in the object of
the Association, After the routine business, Mr. J.

O'Connell addressed the meeting on the proceedings of
the late trials for Ribbonism in Armagh, and on the al-

leged employment of spies by the Irish Executive.

Monaghan.—Great interest has been excited through-
out Ireland by the third trial of Mr. Sam. Gray, at the
recent assizes in this town. The trial lasted two days

;

the jury were locked up on Friday, and were discharged on
Saturday without agreeing to a verdict. It appears that
the accused is the person who obtained from a corporate
jury of Dublin a heavy verdict against the " Dublin Even-
ing Post," for the publication of an article objecting to
his appointment as Sub-Sheriff of Monaghan, and in that
capacity the officer intrusted with the impanelling of juries,
on the ground that he was an Orangeman who had loBg
taken a leading part in the factious contentions of the dis-

trict. Lord Normanby, then Lord-Lieutenant, deemed it

necessary to cancel the appointment of the High-Sheriff,

who bad elected Mr.Gray as his depatj : and in coi»^iie£tce

SCOTLAND.
-Tiie Edinburgh papers state that great

progress has been made towards maturity in the grain
crops, so that there is now no doubt of an early harvest;
and if the weather prove favourable for gathering it into
the stackyard, it will be the best crop of the finest graia
with which Scotland has ever been favoured, lu the
neighbourhood of Glasgow the weather has been exceed-
ingly mild, and the crops are advancing rapidly. In one
or two favoured districts the barley harvest has already
commenced, and other two or three weeks of equal sun-
shine will see the wheat and oat crops laid before the
sickle. Great numbers of Irish reapers are already
making their appearance. At Greenock oats have been
produced in the market, and reaping has begun under
very advantageous circumstances. In the neighbourhood
of Inverness the oat crop is equally fine, and the pro-
spects are very promising. In Dumbartonshire, barley
has been cut on various farms, and the crops generally
are in a forward state. Indeed from all parts of the
country the reports are favourable, and the harvest is

daily becoming general.

Edinburgh,—Several paragraphs have lately appeared
in the papers relative to the neglected state of the grave
of Sir Walter Scott. The Edinburgh papers, in reference
to this subject, mention that the iron railing which
surrounds the tomb at Dryburgh was put up by Sir
Walter Scott's family after the interment, and, by Sir
Francis Chantrey's advice, a mass of granite was in-
tended to be put over the gTei\'Qi for which he was to fur-
nish a design ; but a variety of pressing engagements,
delicate health, and, finally, his sudden death, combined to
deprive the abbey of what might have been expected from
him. The accounts add, that it has not yet been decided
whose assistance shall be asked to carry out the plan, and
that the absence of the present Sir Walter Scott in India
has necessarily occasioned delay in the completion of their

arrangements.—The Edinburgh papers mention the fol*

lowing circumstance, showing the force of vegetation,

which resembles the instance mentioned in our Paper a
short time back as having occurred at Cheltenham :—On
Thursday last a pavement stone on the road leading

through Circus-pla<re, which had been laid down in the
month of March, was observed to be raised upwards of an
inch from its bed, and, upon examination, was found to

be resting upon three large fungi, two of which were each
upwards of three feet six inches in circumference, or about
14 inches in diameter. The stone which was thus raised
measured three feet nine inches in length, one foot eight
in breadth, and four and a half in thickness ; and it is said
to have been not less than 2J cwt

Glasgow.—The local papers of last week contained a
statement that the banns of marriage between Count
Sartoris and Miss Adelaide Kemble had been published in
that city ; adding that the lady was already a widow, havii^
two children at Milan. The marriage took place at St.
Mary's Chapel on Monday week, but the statement re-
specting her widowhood is contradicted. It appears
that Miss Kemble was engaged to be married to Signer
Cartegenova, a bass singer, who appeared at the Itahan
Opera in London a few years back ; but he died a short
time prior to their intended marriage.—Some curious
accounts of the proceedings of George Wilson, the steeple-
climber, who recently repaired Carrickfergus steeple
without scaffolding, have been published. It appears that
he still continues to follow his occupation, and is ready to
make repairs, even in the most dangerous positions, without
incurring the expense usual in the erection of scaifoldii^.

During the fair week he repaired the large stalk at Messrs-

Muir and Co.'s works, at Anderston. The height of the

staik was 150 feet, and during the late storm it 5

cracked to the extent of 25 feet from the top, Wilsoa

mounted the stalk in his usual way, by inserting pins of

iron in the inside of the building, and using them a« ft

ladder. He then took off 15 feet, to l^ht«n the top of

the erection, dropping himself down, as occasion required,

by means of a block and tackle, being balanced m his

descent by heavy weights. The work is said to have been

comoleted to the /vimnanv's efltif« aatiStRCtlOa. FrOItt
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W .bon's statement Le Joes not seem to entertain any fear

in accomj)!i8hing his labours. He says there is little

danger of falling, as the needles are driven firmly m, and

he attache* hlmsdf to one of them at every step by means

of a belt— \^'e regret to state that a strike has taken

place anions the colliers around Glasgow, which has ren-

dered it necessary to call out the military.
^

i*rr/A.-—Several barrels of American beef have arnved

this week in Perth, one of them ordered by several gen-

tlemen anxious to ascertain the quality and exact cost of

Buch wcatj and the rest to provision-dealers. The quality

was found to be excellent, although not equal to prime

pieces of home produce ; and, all charges included, stood

the importers 2|j. per lb. : it has this week been retailing

in the town at 3(/.^

/Miscellaneous.

Pigeon Expresses.^Tht Society of Trogress of Brus-

sels sent, some time back, 57 pigeons to Liverpool, with

orders to have them let loose on the 4th ult. This was

done accordingly, and the following is the result of the

trial :—The first pigeon returned on the 1 1th, and gained

the chief prize for "M. Camille de Dast, of Ghent, a mem-
ber of the society ; the second came home on the 12th,

belonging to the same gentleman ; the third on the 1 lib,

the property of M. Jolly, of Brussels ; and the fourth

later on the same day, belonging to the winner of the first

and second prizes. Tl^e delay is attributed to the con-

trary winds which were prevalent on the day they were let

off. Of the 57 pigeons, upwards of 30 had returned from

London some time before, in another trial, and more than

20 hate come back from Orleans, Tours, Vendome, and

Lyons. The Morning Papers, which make great use of

the pigeon expresses, have received news which left Paris

at ten at night, and published it at nine on the foHlowing

morning lu Loudon.
The Earl of Rosse*s Telescope.

—"We recently gave

some account of this instrument and its probable effect in

facilitating astronomical research. During the past week

Sir James South has addressed a letter to the ** Times,"
stating that he has received from the Earl of Rosse the

gratifying intelligence that on Saturday last the speculum

for his leviathan telescope was safely removed from the

annealing oven, where it had lain nearly IG weeks.

Morlality.—It appears from the official quarterly table

of mortality in \\\ of the principal districts, including

nearly all the large towns of England and Wales, that the

total number of deaths in the quarter ending March 31,

1842, was 44,479. The number of deaths in the Metro-
polis during the same period was 12,306. The total of the

average quarterly deaths in the great towns for the past

three years was 41,1L*3, and for the past three winters

41,889, of which number 13,062 occurred in the Metro-
polis. During the three last winters tlie mortality in the

live districts of the Metropolis has been as follows :

West District. 1,947; North District, 2,330; Central
District, 2,710; East District. 2,948; South District,

3,121.

sK) kting;^
Goodwood Race3.— Friia.y.—These interesting races con-

cluded this day with the biip^^possihlc effect.

Thp March (Banffhap') Stakf^s of \ sovs. each, 5 ft. if declared,
Sot all ages, ridden by meinbers-of the Goodwood Club; 34 subs.
Divided into 2 dassea, the winnersof each to run for the 5/. forfeits.

The Jirst class won by Lord G. Bentinck's African tLord March),
beating- Lord Rosslyn's Coruuta, Mr. S. Herbert's Arctic, Mr. Bell's
Man Friday, and Lord G. Bentinck's The Yorkshire Lady. African
made all the running: and won by a length. The second class \vou
by Lord G. Bentinck's Tiptoe (Lord March), beating Count
Bathyany's Nicholas, Lord G. Bentinck's Tripoli, Mr. Bell's Sister
to Ferneley, and Mr. Graydon's Helpmate. Tripoli made the play
throughout, and won easily by 2 lengths ; a dead heat for second.
ne Nnsscm Stakes of 50 sovs. each. The new mile; 22 subs.

—

Won by Lord Chesterfield's Dil-bar (Nat), beating Lord Exeter's
Celia, Lord G. Bentinck's Firebrand (61b. extra). Sir G. Heathcotc's
Mingrelia, Lord Westminster's Evening: Star, and Mr. Bowes's
Ladye of Silverkeld WeU. Won cleverly by"a Icng-th.

The Chesterfield Cup, by sabs, of 15 sovs. each- (handicap).
Craven Course; 33 subs.—Won by Megor Hay's Retriever
(Mnrphy), beating Colonel Peel's Garryowen and Mr, Payne's
Johnny. Eleven others started, but were not placed. Retriever
made nearly all the running, and won in a canter by two lengths.
A good race for second place.
March Slakes. Challenge for the 5/. forfeits.—Won by Lord G.

Bentinck's Tiptoe; walked over.
Match. 200/. each. Craven course.—Won by Duke of Bed-

ford's Envoy (E. Edwards), beating Lord Eglintoun's Pharold.W on easily by two lengths.
Match, 25 sovs. each. Craven course.—Won by Lord Eglin-

toujis ThcYoong'un (Captain PettetJ, beating Lord G. Ben-Unck s Proof Print. Won by a length.
Produce 2Utck, 300 sovs., h. ft.—Won by Lord G. Bentinck'sU^r; received forfeit from Lord Kelburne's Oeerslaycr.

riPrfn^'
.^"'^'•' h ^^' ^^ milc.-Won by Mr. Theobald'sGlenury

; received forfeit frotn Mr. Greg<)ry'a Defter.

«^?nn awl«/rvJ J- Y. C.-Won by Lord G. Bentinck's Let-

K?o'r?:fnVS''ron^^ ^^^^^"^ ^^^ ^-^^ ^^

Iters), beating bu- W
. StaiUey^s Cecil and Colonel Ansoii's EloVement. Won by a neck. «^ter a fast and finely-Ssted racebetween the first two. These were two of four racermarip nfGoodwood-house on Thursday evening, and proved^^ex^ellent^nale to a briUiantly successful meeting. The only comu Lint

lieard was that the racing was too abundant. ^ complaint

The prospects or nest year arc very satisfactory
j the Earl ofVcrulam and Lord Maidstone will ofiaciate as stewards and the

Btakcs arc progressing most favourably. There are already nearly
150 subscribers to the Goodwood Stakes, about 40 to the Cup
upwards of 50 to the March Stakes, about 22 to the Goodwood
Club Stakes, 13 or 14 to the Anglesey, and 9 or lO to the Welter
Stakes ; the last four arc for gentlciiitn riders. The Two-year
old and other stakes are fillinir well.

Hato.
HorSB OF Lords—ArrTTAL-^.— Tfttf Cheers of State and the

Mt^d Advocate of Scotland v. Lord l>unglass and anotherf et e con^
#ra,—These were appeals from a decree of the Court of Session in
Scotland, arising- otit of the following circumstances :—In the
year 1827 Lord Diinglass was appointed chamberlain and collec-

tor of the rents and revenues of the lordship of Ettrick Forest,
^rt of the heieditary revenues of the Cxowu* The other de-

fendant was his deputy in office. The Lord Advocate, in 1833,

brought a summons for reduction of the grant against Lord
Dunglass, for the purpose of setting aside the grant of the office

to him, on the ground that the grant was for his life, and that

under the provisions of the Civil List Acts the Sovereign had no

power to grant such an office for any teiTQ beyond his own life,

thi'sc acts in fact placing the hereditary revenues of the Crown
at the disposal of Parliament daring the life of each successive

Sovereign. Lord Dunglass contested this construction of these

acts, and contended that Uic grant made to him was valid, and

he disputed the title of the Lord Advocate to bnng the grant into

question. By an interlocutor of the 24th of December, IS36, the

Court of Session sustained the objection to the Lord Advocate's

-title to support this summons of reduction, but gave no judg-

ment on the other points of the case. By another mteilo-

cutrr of the 10th of February, 1S37, the court awarded costs

to the present appellant. A second summons of reduction was

then brought in the name of the Duke of Argyll. " keeper of the

great seal, and others our officers of state for Scotland, for our

interest; and the Right Honourable J. A. Murray (the Lord Ad-

vocate), for and in the name and behalf of the Commissioners of

our Woods and Forests and Land Revenue," &c. To this new
process for reduction Lord Dunglass put in a defence of curnnh/tio

actionum, but the judgment in the first suit having been actually

given, the Court of Session held it to be final, and proceeded,

therefore, in the second, to adjudicate on the merits, and gave a

judgment for the crown, declaring the grant to be void. An
appeal was afterwards brought by the officers of state against the

decree in the first summons, and the respondent now put in pre-

liminary defences, on the ground that as the appeal related only

to a judgment on matter relating to the title of a person to appear

as pursuer In the court below, and also to an award of costs, the

appeal could not, by the practice of the House, be sustained.

Lord Dunglass then brought an appeal against the decree in the

second summons. The cases were heard some time since, and

the House took time to consider them. Lord Brougham now
delivered judgment on the point raised In the second appeal,

namely, that which impeached the tlccree declaring the grant to

be void. After stating the facts of the case, and the opinion ex-

pressed by the Court of Session upon them, his Lordship said that

it M-as not necessary to go into all the reasons on which the Court

of Session had come to a decision on the illegality of the grant.

One alone was sufficient, Tlie salary to be paid under the grant

to the officer was 120/. a-year, while the whole revenue which he

collected, and for the collection of w^hichthis salary was to be paid

him, amounted only to 335/. So large a sum to be paid for the

collection of one of such small amount, showed sufficiently well

that the grant was merely tliat of a nominal office ; that, in fact,

it was a mere grant of a pension ; the more especially as the

salary was to bo paid ont of the rents and other funds thus

collected. If the Sovereign could in this way grant a part

of the rents, he could grant the whole of them. It was,

therefore, unnecessary to consider what power the Sovereign

had to grant an office of this kind under the Civil List Acts,

for this was clearly not an office; and, in a similar case,

occurring in the reign of George L, a grant of this sort had been

the subject of remonstrance to the Lords of the Treasury. Under

these circumstances he was of opinion that this grant could not

be supported, and that the judgment of the Court of Session, de-

claring it to be void, must be affirmed. There was an ohjcction

taken in the courts below, that the reason of the insufficiency of

the grant had not been properly stated in the summons, and

could not, therefore, be lawfully adopted and acted on by the

court. This had been his chief ground for wishing the case to be

postponed for consideration ; but, on looking into the summons,
he found it there distinctly stated that the pension had been he-

stowed under the pretence and *' disguise of a grant of the office

of chamberlain." That allegation was sufficient to get over the

chjectic.n. He therefore moved to affirm the decree, which de-

clared the grant to be void, and to reverse that other decree,

which had declared the process of reduction not to be competent.

—Lord Campbell was entirely of the same opinion, and, there-

fore, slionld not have added anything to the opinion of his noble

and learned friend, but that he could not help taking notice of a
mistake in the construction of the Civil List Acts committed by
the Judges in the court below. Some of the Judges seemed to

suppose that the King, by his speech, surrendered all the laud
revenues of the rrowi> for &vcr, and that the Act of Parliament
was only a re grant of them. This was altogether errorcons.
The speech could efifcct nothing by way of grant or surrender.
The surrender was only made by and with the Parliament, and
was only made for the life of the individual Sovereign. As to the
grant of this supposed office, he considered it a mere shift to

grant a pension, which was charged in a way that the Crown had
no power to charge it on these revenues. It was, in fact, the

grant of an annuity under the name of an office, and that office

undoubtedly fell in on the demise of the Sovereign who had made
the grant.— Lord Brougham stated that he was authorised to de-

clare that the noble and learned Lord who had likewise heard
this case, but did not happen to be present to-day, entirely con-
curred with his noble and learned Friend and himself in this dc-

cision.—Judgment of tlic court below, declaring the grant to be
void, affi.rmed.

VicE-CHANCELLon's CouRT.

—

De Saulcey v. BeSaulccy,—This
was a bill fi.lcd by Madame de Saulcey, an English lady, domiciled
in France, against her husband, M, de Saulcey, and Mr. Daniell,

her trustee, to compel the execution of a decree of the Tribunal
at Uouen, which it was alleged entitled the plaintiff to her pro-
perty for her sole and separate use. Madame de Saulcey was
possessed of about 25,000/,, which upon her marriage was made
the subject of a French settlement. M- de Saulcey having be-
come very extravagant, an arret of the tribunal at Rouen had
been obtained, which directed that gentleman to restore to his

wife the possession and the ministration of the whole of her es-

tate. Subsequently, his embarrassments becoming still greater,

the tribunal at Rouen directed Madame de Saulcey to allow him a
certain sum as alimony. M. de Saulcey, however, had endea-
voured to throw obstacles in the way of the proceedings in this

suit, and the tribunal at Rouen had suspended the alimony with
the view of assisting tliis court, and bringing him to terms. Mr,
Cooper, Q.C., who appeared for Madame de Saulcey, submitted
that there should be a transfer of the funds to trustees for her
sole and separate use. The French contract of marriage was ac-
cording to the "regime dotal," and that in effect amounted to
the" sole and separate use" of our law- His Honour said that
there must be a declaration that M, de Saulcey was not entitled to
the property, and the funds mustbc transferred as the lady desired.
This case showed that ladies should pause before they married
foreigners without proper settlements. As Madame de Saulcey
could make no admissions, there had better be inquiries as to the
rights; but M. de Saulcey must not have his costs until he had
executed the necessary transfer.

Rolls Co URT.—i?am^^ynv. BtVc/ifl//.— This case, which has fre-
quently been before the Court, came on upon a demurrer to a
supplemental biU. This bill, which was filed on the 25th June
last, stated that William Blackburn exhibited his original bill
a-ainst Frank Hall Standish. now dead, stating that Sir Frank
Standish, of Duxbury Hall, Lancashire, seized in fee of Duxbury
Manor, ^c, died on the I5th of May, 1812, unmarried and intes-
tate

; that Thomas Standish, otherwise Stanley, weaver, was his
heir-at-law

; and setting forth a pedigree from Alexander Stan-

?'J*+"£*^
**^ Chorley, on the 29th of June, 1622, who was

.
„.*^ ^^ ^^^ common ancestor of the late Sir Frank Standish

(cndant; that there were outstanding terms of years, and mort-
gages upon the estates, and the original bill prayed that Black-
burn might have a discovery thereof, and that Frank Hall Standish

might be restrained from setting them up as a defence to the
ejectment, and that all impediment's to a fair trial might be re-

moved. Frank Hall Standish demurred to this bill, but the de-
murrer was never set down, and he died in December 1840, being
then in possession, and upon fiis death the defendants entered as
his devisees or rci>resentatives. The insolvent Thomas Standish
dicdin Julvl3. IS3G, leaving the defendant, James Standish, his

heir, and B'lackburn died in March, 1811 ; and the plahitiff on the
5th of April, 1841, was appointed assignee of the estate ofThomas
Standish, and as such was entitled to have the possession of the
lands of which Sir Frank Standish died seized delivercito hira.

The present bill prayed that the suit which had become abated
might be revived, that the plaintiff be declared entitled to the be-

nefit of the originftl suit, and entitled to the estates, or that an
issue might be tried, or that the plaintifT might try his title by
ejectment, and that the defendants might be restrained from set-

ting up outstanding terms on legal estcites. The demurrer was,

that the plaintiff had not entitled himself to a discovery, and that

the personal representatives of Frank Hall, otherwise Standish,

werenotpartles. LordLang<ialesaidthequcstion was, whethcrthia

was a proper continuaucc by want of supplement to the original

suit. The want of parties was a defect that might be supplied;

but if the bill could be altogether demurred to, he hardly ought

to give leave to amend. He took time, however, to consider it,

and gave judgment on Monday last, allowing the demurrer, and
refusijig leave to amend.
. A5SIZK Intei.lige.vcb, Guiluford.-^ Hmw/ v. He/ps.— This

was an action by the plaintiffto recover the sum of 2,000/. from the

defendant, who is the secretary to the British Fire-office, upon an
assurance to that amount effected upon bis property by the

plaintiff. The defendant, by his pleas, admitted that the policy

had been effected, but he alleged that the plaintiflT had made a
fraudulent claim upon the office, and also that the premises had

bill

and Thomas Standish, and as such heir he was entitled, on Si
ir rank btandisU's decease, to the lands as tenant-in-fee. The hi..
tnen stated that Thomas Standish, in I820, took the benefit of the
Insolvent Act, and William Blackburn was his asiiignec ; that
after Sir Frank Standish's death, Frank Hall Standii>h entered
into possession of his real estates, and had since continued there-
in without any title thereto ; that Blackburn had brought an
cjectiuent, to which Frank Hail Standish had made himself a de-

been wilfully destroyed either by the hr.nd of the plaintiff or by

hisconnivar.ee. The issue being upon the defendant, his counsel

proceeded to address the jury, and said that the plaintiff in this

action was proprietorof some i>aper mills, situated in the Grange-

road, Bermondsey, and upon wtiich he had effected an assurance

in the British Fire-office lor the sum of 2,000/. ; and he soue:ht to

obtain that sum by means of the pre.-cnt action. Under the cir-

cumstances, however, that would be detailed in evidence, thfi

company felt themselves compelled to resist the claim, bccansc

they believed it was a fraudulent one, and that the duty they

owed to the public and to their own interests left tlicm no other

alteniative. The jury would have learned from the pleadings

that the grounds on which the company resisted the claim were,

that the plaintiff had made a fraudulent c^aim for property

which had never been in his possession. The trial lasted

two days, and several witnesses were examined for the de-

fendant; but the most important evidence was that of Mr.

J. Abbott, survcvor to the company, who stated that he had

some conversation with the plaintiff after the fire, in reference

to a claim amounting to llC/.fcr some part of the articles alleged

to have been destrovcd, and told him that he wished to have a

detailed account. The plaintiff then valued the paper at 8/., the

string at 8s., and the benches, he said, were worth 15/. He went

through the other articles to make up the sum, and the amount

in detail was only 50/. The witness asked him why he charged

140/. for articles which only came to 50/., and he replied that he

thought he would do the best he could for his creditors. Lord

Abingcr considered this evidence decisive; and the plaintiff's

counsel admitted that he felt the difficulty, and undoubtedly if

the jury thoup-ht the evidence of Mr. Abbott went to estabhsh

that the plaibtiflr had wilfully made a fraudulent claim, it would

be useless to go on. Lord Abinger said it appeared to him the

only question was, whether the jury believed Mr. Abbott or not?

If they did. he thought the defendant must have a verdict upon

the counts he had referred to. The jury deliberated for a

sUort time, and they then said they did not think the arson

was made out. Lord Abinger said he concurred with themm
that opinion ; but the question they had to decide was, whether

they believed the evidence of Mr. Abbott as to the admission

made by the plaintiff. The jury then retired to deliberate for

a short time, and on their return they said that they could

not disbelieve the evidence given by Mr. Abbott; and upon tins

a verdict was entered for the defendant upon the two first issues,

and for the plaintiff on the third.

MARK LANE, Friday, A u^^TX^^Xh^rc has heen but little

Wheat at Market in addition to Monday's supply, and that couiu

not be sold unless a further decline of 25. was submitted to.—

The sale of Foreign continues very limited, and lower rates are

taken where sales arc ciTectcd.—No inquiry for bonded. Barie>,

Peas, and Beans remain unaltered in value. There is raincr

more doing in Oats, but at no improvement in prices.

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
Wheat.
C3 11

64 3
64 10

65 8
65 4
63 9

3 weeks' AggrefiRie Aver., 64 7

Jnno 24
July 1

8
^— 15
.. ffa

«. 29

Barley.
27 6
27 7
27 6
28
27 10

28

Oais
21 7
22
22
22
21

21

A

2

6
5

Ry e. Beans.
31 7 &4 4

32 3 34

29 5 as ]

38 e S4 10

36 5 35 I

S4 9 Z4 7

27 9 21 10

ButleB S 9 6

83 iO

9 fi

34 9

8*^

Peas.
33 2

35 IS

34 i

35 S

S4
33 10

34 4

7T

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENT—W. Freeman, Actonstreet, BapniKge Wells-road, tmiiae -

BANKRUPTCY SUPERSEDKD.-W. Webb, Northampton-terrace, »ur

street, Citv-TPad, \vatchma.lcer. ,, ^ ,, ,«„^ rloth
BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.-J. Dawson, Hudderafield, woollen cioin

merchant. ~
,» t Ttr^tTrTn^oniBANKRUPTS—J. Ivery» High Wycombe, carpenter--H. J. >vatKin»

Birstal, Yorkshire, card maker-C* Bindley and P. Copland, B.rm.ngnain,

coach makers—H. Hilton, Over Darwen, Lancashire, ^'^^"^''-"Vv'.CXlcl.
Dartmouth, wine merchant—T. Collett and J. Smith, Ossett, near

>*

f*l" |'

cotton spinners—W. Ward, Manchester, plumber— J. M'Gahey, *;'*"*.^y.

printer- J. Early, Jun., Witney, Oxfordshire, J?i"^-web "lamitaaurer

ArmstronK, Conduit-street, PadaJngton,TOerchanl—R. RoHo, Durham-sirr ,

Vauxhall-road, merrhant—J.

Tivertnn, dealer and vhapma
dealer—R. Lynn, Hiyh Ilolbom, cabinet maker. , laBala
SCOTCH SE(iUESTKATIONS.- J. H:irlcy and Co., Glasgow. wn^'t'^^J

HaddSck, Warrington, book»elIer-R. toosemore^

m-8. Knight, West Houthley, Sussex, cattle

warehou.iemen—J. Uilruth, Dundee, ironmonger-1^ "^^^^^""V, Jir T „« Tro-
Dunftrmline, mill spinner—J, Naismith, Hamilton, bnilder—W. W^"*;"'

jTant

BIRTHS —On the 29th ult
J. Bourne, Esq., of a son—On
Bradley, of a dauf^hter—On the
K. Murray, Esq., of a son—At Beach-house, WaImer,on

ool, the lady of
.. at Heathfield-hoitfe, near Liverpool, ^ue '*"'„

the Ist inat., at Gibson-square. Islmpton, wr..

he 1st inst., in Noiting-hill-square. the w fe otj.

^^ai^:^^^^
ot Captain Sir Keith Jackson, Bart-, of a son—On the Ist inst-. an UpP«'

ley-sireet, the lady of E. Pepys, Esq., of a son—On the 2nd mst., at ^j^*".

bridge-square, H>de-park, the lady of G. Wilde, Esq., of a dau«hter--Y°
3rd inst., in Great James-street, thelady of S.H.T.Hayne, Esq., of adauffnir

On the 3rd ult-, ai Broscley Rectory, Salop, the Hon. Mrs- O- "ojester, w
^MARRIED.-On the 31st ult., at Heme! Hempstead, Herts, Mr. -A-^* "^ j[

of George street, rortman-?quare, to Martha Parker, y<^»""^*"^^ '^^"*^.
"j,yrcfa.

Bacon, Esq., of Redlands, Berks.
DIED.-On the 1st inat., aped 81. Margaret, relict of the Inte O. Bclfo '

t»q., of Linroln'8-inn-fields—On the 2nd inst., suddenly, at East »^"^°J;;;^,i
39, Fr:incM Jane, wife ot the Rev. T. Pitman, vicar of East Bourn—On ine

inst-, at Tottenham-preen, Wargaret, wife uf H. G. Windus, >-9*l*- _ , =-.1..
Inst , at Pt. Ives, HiintinpUrnahire. E. Oretne, Esq., aged "4—On the »r^

J" j,

at his seat. Kiitford hail, Lancashire, ajfed fi6, Sir Thcmas Dalrymple
^*5J^^ {

Hart—On the 4th ioBt., aprd tJ9, Mrs. Taylor, ot Highbury-terrace, «
the Inrp J. Taylor, Esq., of Finsburv-SQUaTe. -

idow

Printed by Messrs. BRinnirRY and Evam. Lombard-street, ^^«f\;'^ltl^'
the Precinct of Whilefriars, in the City uf Londcn, and Published by

fj*°
the OrwiCM, 3, CHABLM-sTnaBT, CovBNT Gaiii>kk, in the County of J*Ji«°''

^j,^
where all AdvertiseTnents and CommunicfttioiU U« tO b« |ularM»«*»*
Kdiwr—Satiirday, August 6, js-ia.
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THE GARDENERS' CHSONICL
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

GENERAL NEWS.

No. 33—1842. SATURDAY, AUGUST 13.

INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HOUTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IW
THE LAST NUMBER. ^

Amateur's Garden . . • 5S5 a

Ar^ttic-dria BrazUiengis, hardy 526 b

Bees> 10 hive .... 5j?5 c

lostupifjr . . . . 52U i»

Buddinjj, remarks on
Bulbs, treatment in winter
Catti, to pai-k . . • •

Camellias, lo propapats .

Celery, treatment of
Chrysaniheiuuins, their treat-
ment > * . . •

— to force •

Clint'nia pulcbella, its treat-
ment , . . . ,

Country Shows - • .

Pa)ilia, triple . . . .

Epjdendrum Grahaml .

52'! a
529 b
639 (J

529 a
533 a

534 c

637 c

55D A
625 b
52^1 b

627 b

5?6 b
523 c

Forest-tree pruning* . 533 a, 5i?fl a
Fuch&ia corymbiflora, to flower 629 *
— fiilirens, tause of the
bloom? dropping . . ,,

Glycine Harri&onii . . .

Gooseberry Caterpillars, to de-
stroy . . •

fioosebprries, to protect •

HJt-water pipes iifjuiiuus to the
roots of Vines , ., . ._

52f> b
526 b

529 c

Horse Chesnut?, to sow . ." 529 cKew Royal Botanic Gardens, '

noticed . . , . /628 a
Liliiimlancifolium, forming bulbs

at the axiU *'t the leaves , 5b6 hNew Zealand Settlements, pro-
Fpenms slate ot . . , 523 a

Orchidacese, sale of , , . fi27 c
OrjianicMineralJIaDiires, No. 2 524 b
Philadehihiis Mexicanus . . 527 6
Phlox Drummondl, foi the
greenhouse . . . . 627 c

Plan-d rawing, beat introductory
w. rks tip«n , . , , 529 6

Roads, their formation , , ftS3 t
balsafy, its i-nltivation . . 628 a
Si-ale, to eradicate ', . . 529 A
Seeds, their vitality , 525 c, 526 a
Sepal, its definition . . .j ;6ii9 6
Specimens, dried, to prepare . 527 b
Standisli'a Nursery, iiotifed . 5'>H b
Strawberry, Myatt's Pine 525/. 629 e— New»i;me's Frin-

ces. Royal , . . . 525 c
StyJidiuni ciliatiim . . . 687 6— pilosum , . . 527 ft

Swallow, white . . , , 52ti c

P
SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS OF 1641.

A:ND a. smith and Co. beg to invite Amateurs
T»*TT T^°^

^^^ Trade generally to inspect their SEEDLING
DAHLIAS, Bianca, Sir R. Sale, Rainbow, &c.,\vhiM in growth
and they fiattcrihemselves thai they will (from their Novelty And
€uperior form: well repay the trouble of a visit, and prevent
GTsappointment. Blooms may also be seen at must of the Seed-
shops in London.—Hackney, London.

Price %d*

GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD. HERTS.XT LANE & SON beg to call the attention of the

'i^Trpcp'i'n'^i^
their stock of Black-seeded Bath COS LET-

1 ULi^ bJifcD, the quahties of which are Bupcrior to any other -

withstanding the severity of Winter, and remaming a long time
on the ground before running to seed. It is also an excellentSummer Lettuce, and is well known and appreciated by the
practical gardeners in the neighbourhood.

Packets, from \s. to bs. each, sent free of postage for a post-
office order or postage-stamps.
Their splendid new Seedling FUCHSIA LANEII will be sent

out in April next, at 7.?. U. each, in succession as ordered.No allowance to the trade unless six plants are taken.
Aug. 2, 1842.

VALUABLE ORCHIDACE^.
TV j ESSRS, J. C. and S. STEVENS beg irspectfuHy to

CLi .i,?°7?"?^!
^^^ ^^^\^ ^"'* received a second importation of

valuable Orchidaccse, collected from the neighbourhood of the
source of the River Polochie, bordertoir^ the Stat« of Quesaltc-nango; which, although comprising many kiiown specie*. **»!.
from their character, and the different habitat they have hithert^been received from, may prove varieties, whilst there are a numbercf them decidedly new. They will be Sold by Auction, at thdrGreat Room. 38 King Street. Covcnt Garden, on Thursday, 1 8thAugust, at Twelve for Oneo^aock, and may be seen the daV prior
and Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

'

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON,
GARDENS, INNER CIRCLE. REGENT'S PARK.

EXHIBITIONS, 1843.
The Council hereby give notice, that in the course of the en^

suing year Exhibitions will be held in the Gardens, at which
Premiums wMll be awarded for the best specimens of Ornamental
and Interesting Plants and Flowers, and of Paintings, Drawings,
Works of Art, and Manufactures in which the representation of
Plants and Flowers is introduced.
Full particulars will be announced in future advertisements.

By order cf the Council,
Aug. 6th, 1842. Jamks nt; Carlk Sovverby, Sec.

QALT-HILL DAHLIA EXHIBITION will take place^ on FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER the IGlh. Particulars will be
given next week.

CTAPLETON ROAD NURSERIES, near BRISTOL.^ A\ . MAULE and CO. beg to call the attention of ITorticuItu-
nsts to a new and desirable FUCHSIA, which they intend send-
ing out by the name of ** Racemiliora elcgans." Its habit is
gracefully elegant; the lateral branches are set at every joint
with numerous long deep-red flowers, l^hi. to Sin. long, droop-

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS.
iVJESSKS. THOMAS ^VINSTANLEY AND SONS^^^ fof Liverpool) announce to the Admirers of curious and
rare plants that they are instructed t(. ^cll by Auction on UiePremises, Aigbvrtii, near Livcrj 1, on Monday, the 2mh ofAugust next, and following days, at 12 o'clock prcriscly each dayTHE UNIQUE, WELL KNOWN, AND Jl STLY-CKLEBIIATED

COLLECTION OK ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS,
The Property of KunAau HAaaiaoN, Esq.

In the collection will be found larfftand rare specimens of the

will be sent, if ordered, at 5^. or ;s. 6rf. each.

DAHLIAS.

THE GRAND ANNUAL DAHLIA EXHIBITION
.
ON SALISBURY PLAIN will take place on Wednesdav,

August 3!st, at STONEHENGE, under the immediate patronage
of Lady Antrobus. Full particulars may be had on application
*" J. Keynes, Hon. Sec,

Salisbury, July 26, 1842. Salisbury.
STONEHENGE is Six Miles from Salisbury and Two from

Arnesbnry. There will be acconimcdation at both places for
conveying Exhibitors and their boxes to the Stones,

HREWSBURY DAHLIA SOCIETY.—The Fourth
Meeting of this Society, being for DAHLIAS. &c. will be held

in the Town Hall, Shrewsbury, on TnuasnAY. Sept. 15, w^hen it
IS proposed that TWO SILVER CUPS be shown for, open to all
England

: one for 20 Blooms ; subscription from Members of the
Society 75. fiti. each, from non-Members lOs. each. The other for
12 Blooms, the property of Amateurs only; subscription from
Merabtrrs ^s. each, from non-Members 7ft'. Crf. each. Notice to be
sent to the Secretary, Mr. Th( mas Groves, FrankwcU, Shrews-
bury, on or before Sept, 1st, who will take care that blooms sent
from a distance arc properly staged, if they are in the room by
o'clock, A.M.. on the day of exhibition.
A prize of One Guinea will be given for the best bloom of a

Seedhng Dahlia of 1842.
- NoSeedlingDahlia will receive the Premium, unless declared
worthy by the Judges.

TO GROW'ERS OF HYACINTHS, AND OTHER DUTCH
BULBS.

TT^ARMOUTH approximating so closely to Haarlom,
J- the transit between the two places not occupying more than

10 or 12 hours, has induced Messrs. Youbli, to pay repeated
visits, for the purpose of inspecting not only the Blooms, but of
ascertaining the best Growers; and having concluded the objects
they had in view in this respect, they have now the pleasure
ofannouncing that this Season thcv will import a large quantity of
Hyacinths, and other Bulbs for which Haariem is so justly cele-
brated

; and they confidently assert that the many causes of com-
plaint so frequently made, and in most cases not without good
groundP, of Bulbs proving unsatisfactory when blooming, will
now be obviated. The Bulbs, they beg to add, arc remarkably
fine; and parties at a distance favouring them with their com-
mands will have Bulbs included, to compensate in some degree
for carriage.

Catalogues may bo liad on application.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, August Uth, 1342.

"pULLER'S NEW HYBRID WINTER RADISH.
J- —The entire STOCK of SEED cf this delicious Esculent is in
the hands of the Subscriber, and is now readv to he sent out in
packets, post-free, on receipt of a Post-oftice order for 5«. A cer-
tificate of merit was awarded to the raiser of this Radish at one
of the Winter Exhibitions of the London Horticultural Society in
1841. See Dr. Lindley's encomiums upon it. One or two small
sowings may be made during ine present month, which will
suffice for the season.—Address, William May, Hope Nursery,
Leeming Lane, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

nne; named and fccvcral unnamed Maxillarias. O.vcinirMS,
DKNDRonirMs; AK'KinBB Brookii, cornutum. and odoratum •

OnoxTOCLOSsrM grandc, maculatum, &c. , with about four hun-
dred other varieties of choice PAnAsirirAt Pi axt!*, hidudinir
Fernandesia, Grobya, Gougora. Heterotaxls, Hillia. Lissochilust

Mormodes, MiUonia, Phauis, Brassia, Burlingtonia, Bifrenaria,
Batemanma.Stauhopea, &c. &c. : L«UAanrrps, autumnalc, and
others. Together with a genera! assortment of Hothouse Plants
of an important charsctcr, and highly inter csUng to the lover of
Botany.
The above Collection, for its extent, is allowed to be one of the

finest in Europe, and is the result of twcntv vears' formation, by
Mr. Harrison, regarding only variety and perfection.
The Plants having been attended to bv a skilful gardener, are

in excellent condition, and will be sold w'ithout reservation.
The whole may be viewed on Friday t6th, Saturday srth

August, and on the mornings of Sale, and Catahgucs, which will
be ready in a few days, had at the following places :—The Offices
of the Gardeners* Chrouivle and the " Gardeners' Magazine ;

'•

Messrs. Winstanlcy^, PattxnoMer Row, London ; at the place of
Sale, and of Thos. Winstanley Kbd Sons, LiverpooL

H.
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.

GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-
moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her

Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and Public,
that he has a fine stock of Liliura lancifolium, album, and punc-
tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.
He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

IVyjYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
-^'A after two years' competition, stiU maintains its pre-emi-
nence; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-
commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productivenci^s and size cannot he equalled. Price per 100, each,
50«, ; and their Eliza, 20s. Runners are now ready, and may be
had on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.
Myatfs famed Victoria Rhubarb, oOa. per 100 sets, or U. 6rf.per

root, will be ready in Octo])er,

pLOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING. The
J- undersigned begs leave to recommend the following Flower
Seeds for present and Autumn sowing :

—

j£ s. d,
60 extra fine var. German Stock . . . 17 6

The same in smaller Packets " , . .0100
25 fine dwarf varieties German Stock . .080

The same in smaller Packets . . .050
12 fine branching German Stock . . ,036
12 „ wallflowcr-lcaved do. . . . .036
15 „ Autumnal Stock 5

The same in smaller Packets. . , .030
16 var. Queen Stock . As,U. small .030
8 do. do. . 2*. firf. „ .016

Beautiful mixed Wallflower, large Packet .010
n i» Heartsease . . . .010"

- »» »» Cineraria . . . .010
8 finest var. new iarge-fiowercd Scabious .026

fo I^'^v^*^^
^'^^' German Holh hock . . . §

50 nne hardy Annuals, incl. the CaUfomian . 10

^A " " Perennials 10
^2 " '• *f lOs. 25 do. .050
6 var. Nemophila 2

^ „ CaUu)psis J 6
o » Schizauthns . . . . . .026
6 ., Clarkia . 1 6
7 „ Antirrhinum . , . , . ,030

5 j 7F Pentstemon 5
12 „ Salpigiossis 5
^2 ,, Greenhouse Climbers - . . .050
^2 „ Greenhfiufce Ferciiiiials • • . .050^ >t Gesneria and Gloxinia . , . .050

".* A new and extensive Catalogue of Flower-Bulbs, com-
prising several rare Exotics, exclusively in his possession, will
ne forwarded. /rce of all expense, on application to James Carter,
^scedsmaa aad Floritit, 2J3, High Holbgiu, Lcudcu.

q^WITCHETT'S DON JOHN CARNATION (the
-L finest Scariet Bizarre in England); HEADLY'S SARAH, a
splendid light-edged Red Picotee— each One Guinea per pair.
See Wakeling's ''Florists' Guide" for Sept. 1S41 and June 1842.
AlsbTWITCHETT'S FAIR ROSAMOND, a rich rose-edged Pi-
cotee on a s^now-white gtound, 10^. 6rf. per pair. The Trade
allowance if six pairs be ordered. Address Mr. Twitchett, Cam-
bridge, or Messrs. Dickson, Acre-lane, Brixton, London.
Mr. Twitchett will show 21 blooms of his Don John against the

like number of Martin's Splendid, or any other Scarlet Bizarre,
for Two Guineas each bloom, and Twenty Guineas the odd, July
1843, p. p.

SPIR^A LINDLEVANA.
A TKINS & JEYES beg to announce they have a fine

-*^^ stock cf the above beautiful New Spiraea iraised by them
from Himalayan seeds), and now blooming for the second season
in their nursery. The racemes of flowers, of a beautiful creamy
white, are upwards of two feet in length, and leaves eighteen
inches, forming one of the most graceful hardtf shrubs yet intro-
duced. Good plants, well established in pots, 7s, 6rf. each; a few
extra strong, lOs. M. Northampton, 8 mo., 4th, 1842.

{

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.
NORWOOD, SURREY.

FREEHOLD RESIDENCE, NURSERY GROUND
AND BUILDING LAND. Mr. Hexbv Brown will Sell by

Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on Friday, September
9th, at 12, in two Lots, a valuable Freehold Estate, L^and-Tax re-

deemed, situate at Norwood, near the Beulah Spa, distinguished
as the Zion Nursery ; comprising a modem detached Dwelling-
house and Shop, with extensive ranees of Greenhouses, Forcing
Pits, Stabling, Sheds, &c., and upwards of four acres of Garden
Ground, planted with fine bearing Trees; also a plot of Building
Land of two acres, suitable for the erection of a Villa, and occupy-
ing a considerable frontage to the high-road leading from Croydon
to the Beulah Spa. and about a mile from the Jolly Sailor Station

on the Croydon Railway, one of the most elevated and choice
situations in the County of Surrey, with an abundant supply of
fine water. May be viewed and particulars had of Mr. TansJcy,

on tlie Premises; at the Jolly Sailor and Beulah Spa Hotel,

Norwood ; the Greyhound, Croydon; cf Mr. G. FliKht, Solicitor,

1, Adam*street. Adelphi; at the Mart; and of Mr. Henry Brown,
Auctioneer and Surveyor, 22, Thrcgmorton-street.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY
HOT WATER.

T WEEKS and Co., AiiCHiTECTS, &c., Gloucjkstsr-^ • PLACK, Kixo'sROAj>, CnELS£A, Hothoufic Builders and
Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the
Nobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of aU tizesj their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attentiou once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 3uuft. in
length.
Their improved j^an of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally
adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlcmcn*s Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates.
Ac., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

TO NURSERYMEN, PINE GROWERS AND OTHERS,
]\/f ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed
1>X by the Trustees of Messrs. Adamscn and Son, Stoke New-
ington Common, to submit to public competition, early in Sept.
next, the whole of their celebrated Stock of Pine plants, Green-
houses, Hothouses, Graperies, Carts, Waggons, and general
Farming and Agricbitural Implements, and a considerable quan-
tity of Building Materials. The whola comprise about 3o,C00
feet of Glasp, with Brick and Ironwork and Water Apparatus
complete ; about lO.OOO Pine plants of the fir.^t quality, and well-
known established Stock ; a considerable nnmbcr of Cucumber,
Melon, and other Frames ar.d Lights; the stock of Greenhouse
and other Plants. Further particulars will shortly be advertised.
The whflc of their splendid Nursery and other Stock will be dis-
posed of by public Auction about the third week hi October next,
of which timely notice and particulars will be given.
American Nursery, Leytonitoue,

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, at3d every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific UiCthcds.
W. WALKER and Co. (lale of Mosley-street, Manchester) b«ff

to announce that they conthiue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-
rists, They have applied this principle on a more extensive
scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at ihestupendcus Con-
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
and in numerous other extensive estabUshments, with the iLOtt
complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. W'. Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,
and reinoves themiisance and disfigurement of tmoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new- and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom with

punctuality and despatch.—S3, Brown-street, Manchester.
—^ ~r

HEATING Ef HOT WATER..

JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Sqitare, Clerkenirctl,

Londfin, baling been for trany year? r^^tcnsively ei«»fcd la

Warming Churches, Manufactories, Ho>^pitfs'«. HottJan^^trs* Uon-

servatoiics, and Private Houses, by means of Uot Wa^cr, citner

in Pipes < r r> * !s, can o( nridcutJr rrconinuii*^ ' mode of

heating n\ preference lo any other. Niimeroti*--^-'^^**'^ can oo

given both in town and country, where he has ^nct fu.ly and
satisfsc.v-.ily applied it. Baths fitted «p a'^^ heated m a superior

manner. Orders executed \Xi all part f the CounUy with punc-
tuallty and despatch.
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^FfrTfFARATU S FOR HEATING

CHUR^fJ and^UXUFACTORIES; upon i-P-ed^^prin-

Ses '^d at very x„oder.te ch^|es.

EDWARD BAILEY, 27?, HpLBOR.N.
erected by DANIEL and

having devoted much time to the considera-

tion o7tht ^.""cl and Ld .n.uch e^^^^^^^!^^}^:^
apparat
merits i

ing not

^^^?cte"d Ippafatus in England, S<h3tland. and Ireland, for

mflnr noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

^Aioloyed by the HoHicuItural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their syleiidid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D andE.BAlLKV also construct in metal all descriptions of

^""""^i^ms to thea^^ purposes, have, by improve-

?^^^T^se^^^ in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

not 0^7 vtry efficient, but very simple, and have combined

the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

THE HEALTHIAN.'—Published on the 1st of every

Month, Irf. per Number. The above periodical is devoted

to an investigation of the Life and Health Laws, and desi^jned to

promote the cause of Temperance.

Publisned by Strange, Patcrnoster-row ; and may be had of

all Booksellers.

Im Monthly Nos., Svo, u-ith Four heautifully-coloured FUUes.
Price 2s. 6rf,

pAXTON*S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an cxtrfcmcly complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted tor the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangrement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the pubhc.

D andE Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their Works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

_

D.and E. Bai lky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

t*rotectors. which are now ready for immediate deUveryj they

h^^ to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

Aaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

Tals. required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,Made and

Fixed complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One> two,

and three-light Cucumbtr and Melon Boxes anH Lights of all

sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts

Of tbe Kingdom ; warranted best materiah Two-light Boxes and

Liffhts complete, from^i U, Gardenlights made and glazed,

li. per foot, at JAS. WATT'S SASH ilANUFACrORV, CLAKE-
MONT-PLACE, Old Kent-road. RttERKXCK gi vex.

T^DWARD RECK. MANUFACTURER IN SL.ATE,
J-i rsleworth. Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

that his Improver slate tubs for Orange Trees and Con-

servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgings Cor garden paths, may be seen in use at his house

upon appUcatiou to the gardener.

ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCET SOCIETY,
XO. 34, BRtl^nE-STREET, BLACKERIARS. LONDON.

Established 1S?3. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3 William' IV,

Culture of Chorozema cordatum. FloricuUural Notices ol new

and beautiful Plants figured In the Icadiup: Botanical Penodicals

for July, and of those in flower at the principal Suhur))Hi\

Nurseries and Gardens; together with a complete Caleivdar of

Monthly Operations for the Garden. ^^ ^ k ^
This work comprises, hvmthiy, fOUf attmlrably-coloured plate*,

and twenty-four papcs ot iutereisHhg ftnd useful letter-press. 1 he

admirers Cf flowers are requestctl to ttblseiv^—

1. That all the drawinffsare taken fiom nature^ and arc consfe-

GUeutly matie from plants which have lioVverert in Britiih.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by One ftrtlst,

whose abilities are of the highest onVer, and who tl-avcls himself

to the places where the plants ate \x\ Colder.
. ^, .^ , ,

3. That they are lithogVftphcrt by the same individaal, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
^

4. That Rboat one-half of the drawings arc from plants which

have never before been tigurcd iu this country-, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neirlected.

though sometimes far handsomer, old species j the majority

being such as c«n be cultivated by every one i)09se85uig a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.
, ., , ^ ,. . ^,

Itmav. in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beautv of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithograjihed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shaU now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opporfunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

Loudon : W. S, Orr aiid Co., Pateiuoster-row.

Lower rates of PR£Uic:u tuan those ofa:sy other office,

that entitle the aswred to participtite in the profits, as follows :—
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I
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The Bonus declared in ISU amnvmted upon an average to l6/.

per cent, on the preraiura* then paid, and 111 1839 a second
Boxes was awarded, amounting on the averse to 3H. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding live years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceedhig (in a decked, sailing, or steam vesseV f»-om any one
P6rt thereof to another during peace, to Assnrers, not being sea-

faring men by profeasiou. Llcenaaa are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks-

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the iutcrcsta of

parties to whom they may have h^^n legally asaigiled.

A^^nrances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Ca:uebbll Jamks Dow.veb, Secrctar)-.

PAXtON'6 BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. — This

Volume contains an immense quantity of lJ»efnl and Infer-

C3ting fuformation, relating to the History, Culture, and Hmm
of an known Plants. U is, in ract, a Pocket Companion for

every one fond of Botany, Whether a.*^ a Pursuit ot Amusement.
As a book of reference it will be found indispensable. It

may he strongly recommended M the must useful work ever

kMt)Ught before the public.

London: J. Audiews, 167, New Bond-street; tnd W. g. Orr,

Pft*efiioster-row.

ARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for tLe Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. It is

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary

Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the ifrants 01 the

Public at large. To youth of either sex At public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or

Whose attention has not been directed in early liffe to auch

studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought n^ ne^ir to our

commonest ideas as possible; the demonMrations ot propoM-

tions arc made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and theElemenU of each Science arc redaced, not only to their

simplest, but to their shortest form.
. .

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of EucUd ad is ucccs»*ry

and sufficient for a ri^bt umlerstandlng of every Art and Science

in its leading Truths and general Principles, By GKORf^a Dar-

LBY, A.B. Fourth Edition. \s. fid, cloth.

9. rOMPANrON* TO THE POPULAlt GEOMElKV.m which

the Luiaenta of Abstract Science are famiUari.^. d. illustra*'^^!,

and rendered practically useful to the variau?* purposes of Lile,

with nuir —ous CuU. tA Becoad JUiitloh Is now ready.) if. 6<rf.

cloth

.

8. A SYSTF,M OF POPrLAR ALGEBRA, ^th a Section on
Proportion'^ and Progr^^ions. Third Edition. 4*. 6rf. cinth.

4. A SYSTEM OK POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithran, and the

application or Algebra to Geometrv. Second Edition, 9#. fld. cL
'* For students who only seek this^linilted knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no tr_ "^ises which can be read with

more advantage than Darleys Poptilar Geometry and Algebia,"

—Library of Uteful Knowledge, Article " MeehftnicM.''

Taylor and Walton. Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower-Strect.
rfh

ILLUSTRATIONS OF BftrTlHH GRASSES.
Putolisbed this day, qaarto, With lis Plates, beautifully

colourt-d. pp. 350, 3/. l6«. b^'^rds,

GRAMINA BRlTANNICA; or, Representations of

the British Ormssw. with Remarks and oeca^tlosal De-

eeriptioDS. By I. L. Knapp, Esq.^ f.L.5. and A.S. Second
SditioD.

London : iJ&agman, Brown, and Co. Bristol : W. Strong.

new TRACTS FOR COTTAGERS, *, i TUE REV. W. C.
COTTON.

In l2mo, price 6(/., or 5». per doz* 'with Woodcuts,)

MikRY THOMPSON'S COTTAGE , WALLS.
By the Rev. W. C. Corrojf, M.A.,

Student of Chri*l Church. Oxford ; Chaplain to the Bishop of
N«w Zealand j and author nf «• My Be« Book."

Rivingtons, St. Paul's Churchyard, and Waterloo place.

Also jast published, by thfe ftame Author,

^J-,J^*^^'^^^-^^^" 2. The VILLAGE SCHOOL, Part !. To
ChtldriEn.* H. The VTtXAGE SCHOOL, Fart IL (To Parent

til *2Lli^^^£.*^ ^ ^iOOL, Part III. (To Schoolmasters and
Mtstr«Ma«0 Biiee6rf. each, or o.t. per dozen.

HORTICULTURE.
Saturday, Sept. 3d. will he published, price $4.^ l6 pages roysd

8vo, Illustrated with Wood Kngraviilg^, to be continued Weekly,

THE GARDENERS PRACTICAL FLORIST, No. 1.

—A new Work, comprising Original Papers by dKt*ngM»*bod

Writers on the Culture, Properties, and best Modes of EXiii>>Utn-

Plants, Fruits, and Flowersi Critical Notires of New r k^.

Flowers, Plants, Implements, and other m^i ' nneotcd wun
Horticultnrf' i Observations on the Proceedings of Public Socle-

tie**, ahd the Management of Pnblic Gardens [ and the spirit of

all valuable Works on the various bratiches of the Scii^ico ; form-

ing a Tkxt-Book Foft TttK FLORtsT. a Guidc to the Amfttcurj a

Library for the Gardener, and A useful Book for the Million.

London: Richard Groorabridge. Patern'>*iter-row, vvliere Ad-

vertisements. Books, t*lants, Communications, Ac. for the Editor

may be forwarded.

A GRICULTURAL INm RUCTION.—Tlic opportu-^^ nity for Young Lads to acnuirc a knowledice of theTHEORY -and ?RAC%ICE of FARN^IHG, in S^Uon vrith
the uauid routme of an oidiaary education, is now offered by the
opening of the AgncnUural CoUege at Shepscomb^. Glour- '

r

J^^^'Z^'"'' P*^S^*« "^P^y ^i*.^^e principal, addressed (poat
free; Shepscombe House, Mar Paimwick; or to Mr. Caselia, No
23, HattoQ Garden, Londtm.
N.E.—A few Apprentices are taken, vacancies for whom are

still existing. Terms for an apprenticeship of three years, 5©^
in easy payments i for which every expexiise of board and clothi^
is provided. LasU taken on trial for three months for 51., exclu-
«ve of eatiaace-fee of 5/. 2.?. for tools, &c.

Handsomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-EngravingS,
Price 69. 6d.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
JL riRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from tfaa Monu-
ment* of Ezvpt- By W. C. Tavlos, LL.D,
From the' British Mn^atine.^" Thi% is aa elegant aad well-

executed little book, on a most interesting aubjcct."

From ike Birmingham Herald.— *' A valuable and mdiajp«n«aDlC

acc^ston to the library of ftvery Biblical atudant.'*

frorf' M/- Ilea. Thnmnft HnrlwFtl Homf'n lntrr>rf '***n to Mf
Crir f >hidf/ njTfhe Srripturf^.—'*yeM\f Ihrpe huadrrd texU of

Scripture are more of l^^i ei plained in this clegantly-eawatad

voluMa, and in a oaanner equaUjr curious and interesting.**

1\U and Bugufl, Fleet-^f rp»*f.

Price 7s,, illua^ted with %Vood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.,

A NEW EDITIOX OF THE
ATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS; their

Management. Habits, F€K>d, Dlse^ i. Treatment, Breeding,

d the Methods of Catchirjg them. By J. M. Bech«t«n, MD.
N

A if^ry delightful t»ook oi its kind It se^ms to us

an indiufwiistjhle b*x>k for the bird-fancier. "—-^/Vcfitfcr.
•• It wili bp * m^ to every genUeoian's library or dra^ring-room

M^. It i» superbly got up. with an immtfnrt Siumberof vigaettea,

and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals.*'— IP'idUff Dispaich,

W. 3. Off anWk». ; and W. R, Chsunberg, Edinburgh.

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darlev,
A.B., Author oi a System of Popular aeonietry,—Companion

to the Popular fieometry,—a System of Popular Alarebra,—and a

8)*t€m of Popular Trigouometry. 12mo, with Engravings, is. cloth.

lettered

.

'^Thfrrets a ^^^ dad of aitrt>nnfnicftl information Conveyed in a
most wmnmg an i unaasuminf tnaaaer in thitdeiigiitfulhttle volumr,

which, not les^for the novelty of its plan than the eitteat of its ia-

telligence. reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents of it* pro-
laMor &ad editor, Mr. Darley.*'—*m».

Tav' t and WaltoTi, Book»eller» and Publishers to tTniT^aity
C«Ue«e, 28, Upper i- -er^street.

*
a

Jaskimbjii^cd, in 3 vols. Sro. cloth, price 2U,

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS of
EN0LAND. ByHAN:xAn Lawrawc*.

•* These lahorion^i and intcre«^^ng m^mQixfi."'—Athen4Xum,
**This very industrioij<* and mtere-^Htie- work.'*— ^x^mlwrr.
** One erf the most pleasing and valuable eontribntiotw which

English histOTy has receired for many years."— Br»<ma Mf7g.

"Narratives Of an m^-h interest as if they were pure dramas."
—AtUu, Edward Mex«n« Dorcr-ibtrcet.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, to board
in the House, a Single Man. who has a practical know-

ledge of Gardening in its various branches, and can have an
unexceptionable chaiacter. Address, by letter, B. H., Post-office

Peterborough.

VTTANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER and
V\ STEWARD, or GAai»K.\LU om.v.—A Married Man, 33

yeais of ape, being now dibCiJ^"tsed, begs to offtr his services to
any Nobleman or Gentleman in want of a thorough practical
person in that capacity. He has had great experience hi the
ErccUon of Agricultural and IL>rticultural Builduigs, the Drain-

!ng and Mnnngonient of Land, and in the Culture and Forcing of
Pines. Wrftpca, Ciicrries, Orchidaceous Plants, Greenhouse Plants,

Heaths, and other Hurllcultural Pioductioub; his buceess has
been almost unparalleled— h> can be testified by the prizes

awarded to him hv the Horticultural Societies of London, Liver-

pool, 9^c. In Landscape Gardening and raising Plantations on
rxposed situations he has had great experience, having been en,
gaged in that department for many years ; and tbe merits of his

sy^^uin of thinning and pruning Plantations, the numa^enient of

Wall and Espalier Fruit 11 s only require to be known to be
univei-sally adopted.—Address, Mr. Henderson, Puie Apple-place,

Edgeware-roadj London.

\\7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a re-
VV spectablc single Man, aged 22, who is competent m the

various branches of his business, and can have 3 years* character

from the place he has just left. Direct H. Y., 1, Charles-street,

Ucutinck-tcirace, Regent's -park.

"

^i

-FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 5#. 6^.,

OE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the tint and Benumc edition, such omissions

and alterations only having baan nmdc as were required by the

greater delicacy observid in modern conver^ntinTi ; but, that the

volume might have some Substance, and be a good table or tra-

velUng book, copious additions have been made from other old

volumes of Fatuii«.
SJttract from the Prnarfi,

** Another strange circumstance connected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he hu If and everybody ehe is perfectly

familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader will aak hU
acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five humlrcd ever set eyes

on a copy. It is in couseqaeiuc ^i like questions that this edition is

pubUbhcd.-*
Loudon: \vbittaker and Co.

HirS FOR NEW ZEALAND, under Charter to the

New Zealand Compw*y, to pail as uudrrmentioned, viz.—

FOR NBL80N AND WELLINI^TON

:

PRKVrr or WALES. A 1. Mft tons, from London. i!*tSept.

I- OR WELMXGTOX AND NEW PLYMOl lif:

EJ^KFX, A 1,3eot . ft-om Plymouth, tstSept.

For further particulars apply at the New Zealand House. Broad-

street Bnildini,'«i.

Ill 1 ini^M

nODGSON and ADBOTl^^ TALE ALE.—The
abotc cclctmited Btcr, so: ,--agly recoiamendcd by the

Faculty, ia (o he prociai«4 •nli- frdm E. A»i»orT, Brfawfery, Bow,

MlddleaM. l tie Tr.. ti ^ supplied, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine U procured olMlwherc.
City OAoi^ 08. nrscecbarckiStrcet.

IMIE •* ROYAL LSSKNCE OF EGLANTINE"
A for the Handkerchief is prepared only by Mr. ^Vihtb,

Chemist, lA, Coru«al, Ix>ndon, Iu btAtle^ nt 2«.0</m 4s. R^., ^ukd 8*.

Mch. Who- alao may be obtained the •'AROMATIC PUNG^T
ESSENCE" •'onsefnl in H I !* FaShting, ^c., at »«. each.

KB. Pub!,rnflW*«and ucanbcsnpphedwi*^* Po.^tage

Stamps and Envei- , iu any quantity at Government Prices.

1 feet high, A\d. per

Wasp and Fly Net, to

WISHING NETS, SHEEP NETS, AV ASP N^TS.-
JO FUuaig ts, from 4 to 4jtf» yards !<*&. ,^/\"^^»,P!l^'
TraouMiis, Ac. &c. Shaop-fuldiav Ket, 3i

yaril-m"''h approved for f*^ s, ^^- ^-^ ^^, -, ^,,lh
nrntrrt Prarb"^. nrap***. pinm^. <vc., w. and iAd. P*-''„>**^":

Oar.sn X.-t, 14-. f»> :. L«na ^ - - ' "nbbitW Tarred

rr.ice Net. t yard hip st raUii cRl*^, dogs poultry, ft»^

2d. per yard, kapami.i.fe itnts. for Lawns, ^made "« a |^€w

principle,) 85 Uci *.>und, 6 f-
*^ high In lowest pait. -i-^J^^

Rr>rt. RftHAiM.-.n«. Nat aud lent Maker, ai, TonbTidgc-p*acc,

New^road, near Eustou-squarr.

TJORTRAITS by MR. CLAUDETS INSTAJS^A-
i: NEUtS DAr--RRr(>TYPKPK- "*'''. ""/.^'f^^fiin^^^
agcofherliaiPSty,ar<-ikendttlty.at the RUYAL APELAiut.

GALLERY, Lowlher Arcad*. Strand The slttmir f^^^
occup.es less than One Second, by which faithful and plea.m^

LikeoeasM are obtaioed. The lntr„-.ction of \'''\^^^^^^^;!1^
presenting landsciq;w:s, Jntcrii^ra of a#^ments &c.. Is ^^^r;^^
tion of .Ntr. Cland.t, for which he h '

'^"^^^^^Ifrthe "a^
Considerable alterat^ . have recently been '"•'*%^^r/J|!:^».
vcniehce and better accommodation of Mr. ^-^a"'^*^^

«JfTa«
Portraits and Groups of Figures are al^o taken upon plates m

enlarged size.

DESTRUCTIVE ANIM.^LCULA.-A-^"!^^" «P,

proaches the larvie of DESTBUmVE VN«t-
,f, 'i^/^.

pagated in inllniU multitudes, and iM: ^e with ""}^7*
„,^

aecu th« very air ^ebrcat^ . J- REn)l>*.^. truoform Nam^m^^
Amateur axil Practical Gaffknan, thst h.^ ka. ^"^^"/IVJi:* tho«e
DIsrHARfF TUBEb to aU his Blachinf* for ^^}^'-^^^,. uei»
Animalcula which make -^ch deadlf liavoe "" ""

v^a^'prW-
and PlanU at thU «ra.on of the fm. Tmm thirtyM,ue y«wj K^^

ticaIeitp*Tiencem gardening in all it* bfar ;;*, ^- **'"?: „„«»Ud
them the bc»t »d.i}dnd for HMflhave iiMpy i CT , 1 be calves being«

inctal, tlipv cannot gel out of re|*iur.

ManuTacTured and Sold by ihr Patwate^,

Piccadilly. Sold also by the most r«|pecUble

men In Ihf' United Kingdom.—N.h. N*

sUmped with the words, "Reads Patent,

allowed to the t

Numery and Sew
are genuine except

A n^>cral discount

and other DUfi-
aieCUN-BURNS, FRECKLE*^. TAN, ^,O guretncnts of the Skin, prevalent at this P*=culiar s^"^j;-p.s

pleasingly eradicated by that aniqae preparation.
'*"\;.''_*saily

KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous liquid, *nlJ!^*LSovii« »i^

admired for its aovereign virtues in ct>m^mmF r~T ^cately
cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the p^^^P*^^

, ,„ft.*>ahh*.... ...
^ fanovating anu reu^''

barsb1 lair. ic is mvaiaaoie as a iw»u*«v»"6 --- - harsn
rinetravelBrig, or exposure to Ui« »^.^';* flnibUes.
^d after the heated atroogphere of crowds^ »^°^*%ay.
c« ..ill find it necuiiarlv eratefol aftar siiaTingF ^a^ilHng, in ^^

clear and fair.

Wash
winds, and
G&uUemc^ ..ill find it peculiarly grateful aJ

Ing tbe smarting pain. .. ^^ . .gc that
CAUTION.—Aak for " Bovfuand's KAi.tfi"»T Hftdw.-?

these are on the envelope, with thf ir aignature ^""r"^^ .»'

in red :
' .. ftv^T » >-n fr Soii. 9^. Hatton ^a*^"''' Xcd over

the fcama ai« engraven oa the Govemoiant biamp am*

1^

Sold by the Proi/*ietoTs^ ui4 by r«H>«cU.^*« Ch€iii .--J
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HORTICULTURAL SOCfETY OF
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the MEET-

INGS OF THE SOCfETY in Regent-Street are DISCON-^
TINUED till Tuesday-j October the 4th, in consequence of the
Meetiiig'-rooin being under repair.
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nave to manage, they wiO enter upon their first occu- ' part closely packed. The resi..::. cf this experiment uxm
pation wth all the chances in their favour of using I

given »n the following very inteitstiBgcommttnicatioos
^isely the opportunities they may hare of applyin^^

' ^^^ ^^ Gibsoa andMconer ; tke formfr in the Ro---
their knowledge to practice. ^ ^ay Presidency near Po<ma, and the latter at SahartiBpoor,

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, 1842.

MEETINOS IN" THB ENSUIKG WEEK
Tuesday FloiicuUurai 7^ i^. X.

Amoxg the many Steps now taking to improve the

education of the yeomanry, one of the most efficient

will doubtless be the establishment of schools in which
lads can be taught in a formal n^anner the principles

on which the business they will afterwards have to

follow are dependent* We have now before us two
prospectuses of such institutions, one near Komford,
and the other in the neighbourhood of Gloucester

;

the latter is, we understand, under the direction of

Mr. Morison^ whose ^lan for asylum farms^ instead

of workhouses, we noticed sometime ago.

IFe cannot pretend to form an opinion of the suc-

cess wuth which such plans will be carried out, so

much depending upon the tact, as well as theoretical

and practical knowledge of the directors; but this we
can say, with confidence, that they must be a great

improvement upon the manner of educating the sons

of farmers. In such schools as we remember, the

object of the master seemed to be to keep a lad in the

greatest possible ignorance for the longest possible

time; and when he was sent to learn to farm, he was
provided with no kind of elementary knowledge that

could bear upon that important subject, to which all

his energy and talent and capital were to be devoted
during the remainder of his life. A mind untrained
to habits of reflection is in the w^orst possible state to

enter upon the great field of accurate observation;
and this is one great reason why farming has made
such slow progress^ and has become so much a mere
routine.

While we thus unreservedly express our opinion as
to the great national ' "

- - -importance of agricultural
schools, and our pleasure at seeing them already be-
ginning to arise, we must however add, that it is
only by a very judicious system of teaching that they
can be made to answer the purpose. It will not do
to cram boys.

wen ; and let everything be presented to them in an
attractive way. Lotany and Chemistry are not to be
learned at the age of fourteen by the same ingenious
processes as are employed to infuse the matter of a
Latin grammar into the head of a poor child of
seven. By fourteen the servility of the human mind
is gone, and the natural independence of man begins
to be felt.

But our space forbids our pursuing this subject fur-
ther for the present

Two letters upon the subject of glazed flower-pots
have reached us. One is the composition of a sensible
inan ; and, as it explains the rationale of pot cultiva-
tion in general, we print it entire without other com-
ment than what is found at the end of it. The other
letter is very much the reverse, and we do not pub-
lish it. It is unfortunate for some men that they
should never have learned the art of reasoning cor-

rectly; for the moment they trust themselves to an
argument, all tl>at practical knowledge which would
be so valuable to them in subjects like gardening is

only so much waste strength.

The correspondent to whom we allude supposes us
to recommend the use of " hard-burnt, glazed, uur
crocked pots;" and thereupon turn tire whole of his
comments. But we have not recommended the em-

a much more distant station ;

The letter froni Dr. Gibson is dal^d Colabar, 2^^a Jan.,
1842, and rnnsthaa :—" I write to let you know the fate
of the cuttings brought by the two last despat^*^**' Tho»
first sent appeared to hare suffered much, and I had no
hope of any of them when 1 p«t thctn into the ground

;

T ^f tl^otv, Ux. i«.,"T,f T.*i J .1 i

*^°^^ ^^ ^^^ arrived in much better order. In the nia-Let them be taught a httle, and that
\

jority of these the wood .vas green. I put them in pots
under charge of the collector. I will iMaafter send for
them to place them ia the hUla."—In another letter,
dated 27Lh April, 1842, Dr. Gibson savs—" Almost all the
cutungs of the Jargonelle Pear, ice., &c.. received hy
the mail, which arrived iu January, have rooted^and iiU
the beginning of the hot season vrcre nourishing. Since
then they have drooped much, and I fear they will die.**

The following is Dr. FalcopL/a letter, from Saharua-
poor, Feb. IG, 1842, upon the «»tnc subject r—** A signal
triumph over the didiculties presented by distance and
climate in transferring the living vegetable produclions of
one remote country to another luu lutely been effected

between England and India, by means of the overland
route* Most of the readers of the Garde -.rs' riironicl0
are aware of the great saccess whi<4i within tiic last three
years has attended the introduction of UimaUyan seeds
into England. The Dtodar Corisr, Cupreesus toruh)sa»

Piuus Gerardiana, &c., which formerly used to cast from
one to three guineas a plant, now ought to be bad front

nurserymen (some of them at least) at nearly the same
price per score ; and the suppUes sent from India are qow
on such a large scale that in course of a few years they
will probably be the most common acclimated Conifers
in the country. Tiiis Result haa followed the establish-

ment of the overland communication between England
and India.

ployment of glazed pots; we have merely insisted

upon the possibility/ ofgrowhig plants in them as xcell as

in nnglazed pols~B,nd that we think we have proved.
"VTHiether or not glazed pots should be used is a ques-

the pockets of cultivators,
What idea is a young man to form of the diseases of I tion ofmoney, and toi

cattle, who does not know even the meanmg of the [^^ith which we have nothing to do. As to having re-

commended the use of glazed pots uncrockcJ, ih^t also
term animal physiology ?^ , How is he to understand
the circumstances that affect his irops, if he is igno-
rant of the general laws that control the growth of
plants ? By what methp^ is he to judge of the pro-
.bable value of manures in an entire ignorance of che-
mistry? and whence can any improvement in the
instruments of husbandry be derived, when the first

principles of mechanics are unintelligible?
What ! it will be exclaimed, must a farmer be a

physician, a botanist, a chemist, and an engineer ?

Certainly not ; it cannot be of any real service to him,
as a farmer, to be any of these things ; his business is

to be a farmer. But it is highly desirable that he
should understand the generEd facts connectetl with
these subjects, so as to understand what he is about.

\,M ^^^^ plainest duty of parents to provide their
children with such information whpn it can be pfo-
c^Ured; and we believe the age is enlightened enough
to agree with us.

We have no visionary plans. We have no fancy for
Utopian schemes. No one will ever hear us advocat-
ing a system of over-education which does infinite
mischief, putting men out of that station in Ufe iu
which it has pleased God to place them. We entirely
disclaim all such sentiments; but it does not therefore
follow that we approve of under-education ; in truth,
one is as bad as the other. If a farmer can neither
read nor write, he will certainly be cheated ; if he does
not learn to ride, he is very likely to break his neck ;
if he knows nothing of the practical business of his
farm, he is pretty sure to be imposed upon by every
one around him; therefore, he is taught such things.
But we also submit that if he is ignorant of the
causes which influence his success or failure as a
cultivator of the soil, and is compelled to trust ex-
clusively to such usages and practice as he may be
taught ; if he is driven to work altogetlier *^ by rule
of thumb,'* he contends with the elements, and di-
rects his course of husbandry, at just as much dis-
advantage as he would contend with other things, if
he could neither read, write, cypher, ride, sow, plough,
nor reap.

What folly it is to bore country boys with Latin,
Greek, and French ; to annoy them with algebra ; and
waste their growing energies on mathemaiical puzzles;
at the certain sacrifice of all that time which could
be so usefully employed in bringing them acquainted
with the material obiects that surround them

!

is more practical wisdom
a block of w^ood, a horse';* hoof,

or even a dunghill, than from all the so-called learn-
ing of the schools.

•n
1^ ^ow^^try boys remain at tlieir ordinary schools

uU Uiey are fourteen, transfer them to au agricultural
school for a couple of years, and then, when they are
sxteen, it is early enough to put them to learn to be
Waiers. Accustomed to correct observation, ac-

is a piece of imagination on the part of our corre-

spondent, as he will discover if he will take the trouble

to understand what he reads.

This was by no means a trifling question, inasmuch
as it involves the inquiry of how far gardens or

drawing-rooms are capable of being decorated by
handsomer ware than that in common use. For oar
own parts, we now consider it settled. *

ON THE TRANSMISSION OF FRUIT-TREES, &c.,
TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Your readers are aware that the transmission of seeds
to and from India is now regularly carried on through the
India-House,—such as are suitable to the different climates
and seasons of that extensive empire are sent thence by
every mail; and, in return, from the East India Com-
pany's Botanic Gardens, are received Pines and various

other plants suited to the climate of this country. The
success has been so complete, that the Deodar may be
mentioned as an instance of a rare plant now become
common in every part of the country. As the time em-
ployed in the transit is so short, no particular precaution
would seem to be required ; but as the dawk, or mail, is

conveyed in India by men, the letter-bags are often ex-

posed to wet, either from rain or in crossing rivers. Hence
it is necessary to cover the parcels of seeds with a sub-
stance like India-rubber cloth, which is impenetrable to

wet, since this has, upon the whole, answered remarkably
well ; but care must be taken that the seeds or fruits are
not in a moist state when covered up, otherwise they are
apt to become mouldy and to lose their vegetative power.
As it was desirable to attempt the transmission of

cuttings, as well as of seeds, several endeavours have been
made to effect this object. Here the difficulties were
greater, because we have not only to exclude exteriial

damp, but to prevent the natural moisture of the cuttings

from evaporating when e^cposed to the great heats of an
Indian sun.

objects
depend upon it, there
to be gained from

The first attempt was made by Dr. Lindley, at the
request of Lord Auckland ; when he adopted the plan of
enveloping the cuttings of fruit-trees in the India-rubber
cloth. Some of these, on their arrival in India, showed
symptoms of life ; but none vegetated when placed in the
ground. The next year a second attempt was made ; but,
owing to a mistake, the success was not so great as during
the first. The cuttina^s, when sent from the Horticultural 1

Society, seemed so nicely packed that I did not think it

desirable to open them out, but enveloped them in the
water-proof cloth, not knowing till afterward^ that this
had already been done, and that the parcel was much
more protected than was necessary. A third attempt was
therefore made la^t winter, in which care was taken not
to include too much moisture, by parti&Hy drying the cut-
tings, and hy interposing a good non-conductor (ootton),
whidi would prevent the cuttings fVom drying up, by ex-
cluding the influence, as much as pos^ le, of external
beat, while the ends were dipped in sealing-wa:s, as thei
only substance at hand when the piicket was making up,

and the whole enveloped Iq a layer of ImFm-mbfeer cloth.

Some were sent iu large, others in srnali packets, »o a« to

"Everything which ii was desirable to effect ia the
transmission of the productions of ludia to England was
accomplished to the fullest extent. But the same amount
of succeu was not realised in the despatclxes /rom England
io India. Seeds and bulbs of every desrription were re-

ceived in excellent order: but failure had followed on
almost every attempt to iutroduce the fine torts of
European fruit-trees into the temperate parts of India.

If sent in Ward's cases, a considerable portion of them
will reach Calcutta alive by sea ;' but the voyage up the

river to Saharanpoor, at the foot of the Hiraalayabs, is

certain destruction to them. The voyage occupies from
two to five months, at the least. The same result in-

variably followed on numerous occasions.
** It thence became a matter of much interest and im-

portance to determine whether cuttings and sHps of

fruit-trees might not be sent out from England by the

overland mail ; for although good sorls might in the long-

run be expected to be raised from seed, the hmited num-
ber of cultivators in India, and the small number of sta-

tions in the temperate juirts, where the trial might be
attempted, made it of consequence to effect that end by
some speedier method. Iu the winter of 1838-39 a des-

patch, from the London Horticultural Society, of slips for

grafts, consisting of AppleSi Peare, Cherries, Gooseberries,

&c., was sent out to Lord Auckland iu India, by the over-

land mail ; but not one of them rr-'Hied alive. A similar

trial was made in the winter of 1839-40, hy a despatch

from the India-house to the Botanic Garden, Saharan-

poor. The package was made air-tight by means of

numerous envelopes of India-rubber silk, and the slips

were tied up in small bundles carefully rolled in mouim

Their ends being left uncovered at the wounds, they all

arrived dead, apparently through mildew and sphacelation.

The moss was moist, and exhaled » yeasty odour, m if

})artially fermented. They were about three months be-

tween the India-house and Saharunpoor. The fnilure in

this case appeared to have arisen from an excess of

moisture ; the slijis had come, in fact, in a sort of vapour-

bath,—and it was recommended to Dr. Royle to try a

more open kind of p ..kage, to do the ends of the slips

over with pitct, and to use perfectly dry moss-
** A third trial was made by a despatch from the India-

house on the 30th Oct., which arrived at Saharunpoor on
the 18th Jan., being 80 days. These cuttings were loosely

packed, the ends of them being done over with sealing-

wax, and the bundles rolled up, some of them in dry moss
and some of them in cotton. They were all found ou their

arrival to be dry, crisp, and withered ; the failure on this

occasion appearing to have been caused by desiccation in

consequence of the too free access of air. A fourth trial

was made in a despatch of three small par' '' from the

India-house on the 30th Nov., which reached tlic Bo- ni»

Garden at Saharunpoor on the 27th Jan. last, having been

58 days on the journey- The cuttings in this instance

were packed in duplicate, in two different ways. All of

them were rplled up in cotton, and done over with sealii^-

wax at the ends; but one packet was wrar i upln aa

envelope of India-rubber cloth, so as to be *.^arly, if not

completely, air and water tight,—the other had osly tw®

loose covers of paper, so as to be freely permewule to air.

In the first, or India-rubber packet, ttiere ^^re Vl^ip^f

1 of which were Apples and Fears, and 5 ttor^fr^r vi^

Cherries and Fliiros. The latter wet e ail lonnd ta
&e

dend, the pith dry and browti-colotir % ^zj^ ,,":„;"

colour of the liber gone. T!ie / App^ \^'
u ^

were m\\ in a more or less viiroroas «t*f^'
. ; V^^ ^^^^

and green, and the bark, nlthot^ s*^*'*^^^ -- i- ^ ^^^

livelv- ThQ filips from 7^-r!mg ^a-^r> ^-e a.udi we^er

than' the older on<« ; and the Fear ^m '^ere ob^irved to

be Btror .V than those <rf ti^e Apple* In the second
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Siio/X-tJiH^Xf^^e co„«nea to H^JP--- put

il -««ftf. these were dead also, i^- live cut-

?C Teirr^e:iS put in the ground ;
and there is

«erf proiPect «t present of the development of the buds,

ZdofrootB being thrown out. The ino»t promising

Ajnong tbm are a Jargonelle Pear Blip and Malo de Carlo

^pp!e. -n 1. I.
-

'* The result is of no ordinary interest: Bombay being

abont 6,100 miles (via the Red Sea, Suez. Alexandria, and

Malta) distant from Falmouth, and Saharunpoor about

900 miles from Bombay, the cuttings in question tra-

velled all this disUnce, closed up for 58 days ; they under-

went two sea voyages* subject to considerable vicissitudes

of temperature, and two laud journeys, the latter of which,

across the continent of India, was 000 miles, tumbled

about with letters in a mail- bag carried by a runner. Yet

with all these drawbacks, they reached their destination

with a fair moiety of them alive. So much for the aJ-

Tantagea of the steam communication between England

aod luJia, as affecting gardening matters. With the bene-

fit of experience, greater success may be expected to

attend future trials. The Store plants and the Ribes

tribe liave hitherto been failures. Nurserymen in Eng-

land may find their advantage in resorting to the plan with

others of the colonies; and by extending it to suitable

ligneous plants, besides fruit-trees, they may be able to

introduce from abroad valuable and interesting -species at

a cheap rate. The plan has proved to be efficient for a

distance of 7,000 miles, if iravelled in less than two months.
** The method which the experience above referred to

wo«Ul suggest as the best, is this;—let the slips be cut

early in winter—say in November—selecting oldish, firm

twigs, with the greatest number of buds ; roll them up

separately in cotton, after paying over the wounds at the

ends with cobbler's-wax, or some similar composition,

—

•eaiing-wax one would imagine must be injurious by

scorching the ends, and thereby destroying the vitality of

the terminal portions of the slips. Then make them up

into bundles of from 6 to 10 each, and wrap these bundles

separately in cotton, coiled round them with moderate

firmness; 20 to 40 slips are enough for one packet. Put

a wrapper or two of paper around the whole, and finish

with an envelope of stout silk, or even cloth, freely spread

over on the inside with India-rubber, in the liquid or ad-

besive state, so that the side and end folds may stick in

close apposition, making* the whole air and water tight."

A subsequetvt letter from Dr. Falconer, dated April IG,

1842, statejs that " Capt. Neabitt, of the Windsor, brought
out two of Ward's cases, filled with young fruit-trees.

For the first time» they reached Saharunpoor in beautiful

order; 11 plants being alive, consisting of Apricots,

Peaches, a Nectarine, Apples, and a Black-currant bush.

Aloat of these were in a vigorous state. There were
Gooseberries, Red-currant», Raspberries, &c., in the case ;

but theae were all dead/'
In the proceedioflra of the Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Society of India, it is stated that Baron Von
Ludwig bad a box cOntalaing 1,200 young plants des-

patclied to him from Germany, which were five months
ia the box« Of these not more than two dozen failed

to vegetate. The folio wiug method of packing was in

this instance adopted :—** The plants are taken out of

the ground in the depth, of
are bare of leaves and all the

roots.

winter, when the stems
sap has descended to the

shaken from the roots,The earth is carefully

which are then immersed in a thin compost four or
five times, till they are completely coated over to the thick-

ness of ^ to 3^5 of an inch, and allowed to dry perfectly,

when they are placed in a strong box prepared for the
purpose, on a layer of dry straw. As soon as one layer of

plants is completed, a layer of dry straw is placed over it,

and BO ou till the box is completely filled, and well pressed
down ; the lid is put on, the seams well pitched^ and the
case made as air-tight as possible."

By paddling with clay, or according to the foregoing
tecthod practised in the transmission of living trees, &c.j
to the Cape of GoodJlope, by a better selection of cut-
tings, and by improvements in the methods of packing,
complete snccess will no doubt be attained.—J. F. H,

H-

ON 0RG.\NIC MINERAL MANURES.—No. III.
Bj PttorEa«oa Charles Sprengel (translated from the

€ferman)r
{Continuedfrom p, 524.)

7. Compoi/.^Uader this name is ^comprised an artifi-cal competition of mineral, vegetable, and animal sub-
atances. Layers of these different materials are coUected
into large heaps, and moistened with water, urine, or dung

^t ;/. pI^?T "^tl '
^'^' ^y^"^ ^or'aevera'l weeks^

they are carefully worked up, and immediately collected
into heaps again, and again moistened as before if necea
aary

;
after which they are left quiet for a few weeksagam worked up, agam put in heaps, and after afcw weeks'

subsequent to the last-mentioned operation, the compost
is ready to be used as manure. In making comport, the
chief point to consider is, that no substances arc mixeti
together which act disadvantagcously upon each othrr, or
cause the evaporation of the manuring substances ; oa the
COjatrary,,^h only are to bo brought together as mutually

<^«^pose and improve each other. It is true, that for
'ing ei^mj^^atf earth rich in humus, dung, marl, lime,
mon iisues, th». ashes and lye of soap-boilers, loam,

clay* gyps^*^> comm^ bait, bone daat, the refuse of salt-

works, peat^ turf, wedds obtained from fields, meadows
and gardens, dried lieaUi, hntnan excrements, the sweep-
ings of thrasijing ^o&m—'nx shortfall th«kae materials may
beus^d wiiich weiii^jf iiitherto spoken of; still, it re-

J_
*^,

/fE3k

#T 31*
V

quires a knowledge of their component parts and several 1

qualities, so to mix them, that the beat compost may be

produced. In fact, it is not so easy as it is generally be-

lieved, to prepare a compost perfectly suited to the pnr-

poses of the cultivator. Whoever wishes to prepare the

best possible compost, must leave nothing to chance ; on

the contrary, certain fixed principles must be attended to,

and chemistry must be consulted; because it is that

science only which can teach us in what substances soil

is deficient, and what are to be applied, in whatever form,

if the most abundant crops are to be produced.

However advantageous the preparation of compost be,

it has, nevertheless, been stigmatised as useless ; and it

has been asserted, that it occasions unnecessary labour

without producing any essential benefit. Its advantages

are, however, undoubted. Among the principal are the

following :

—

1. By mixing different substances and putting them

into heaps, their more perfect combination is secured by

the heat thus generated. If, on the contrary, these sub-

stances are carried unprepared upon the land, they can-

not come into close contact, and there is no generation of

heat, which ia such a powerful aid of chemical com-

binations.

2. By making compost, substances of little original

value as manures are speedily converted into most pow-

erful fertilisers, especially humus, whether in the state of

coal or of acid, and vegetable remains, which, by close

contact with dung, loam, lime, and marl, are changed into

a fertile earth ; for in this way many humates are created.

If, therefore, in preparing compost, land be for sometime

deprived of manure, it is to be considered, on the other

hand, that in the course of half a year, by one cart-load

of manure, two cart-loads of sour or barren humus are

converted into an excellent fertiliser, whereby the labour

of making compost is fully repaid.

3. If dung and urine are mixed in compost heaps, with

earth rich in humus, no part of the ammonia disengaged

by those substances is lost, because it becomes chenoi-

cally combined with humic acid. The longer, therefore,

the dung is left in the dunghole, the more advantageous

will be the preparation of the compost.

4. In compost heaps, the seeds of weeds, which are

often contained in earth rich in humus, as well as in the

dung itself, are brought into germination, so that the

crops will be afterwards more clean.

5. If the earth used in the making of compost con-

tains protoxide of iron, or other substances detrimental

to vegetation, they are decomposed by their close contact

with dung, ashes, lime, and marl, as well as by the heat

and frequent working of the heaps (whereby contact with

atmospheric air is much facilitated), and they cease to be
injurious to plants.

G. In consequence of the heaps of compost compre-
bending all the materials of manure in a small compass,
those substances are thus brought, without difficulty, into

that condition which is most advantageous to plants. If

flcattered upon a field, they are*often unable to attain the

state of decomposition, because they are deprived of the

necessary degree of humidity: a compost heap, oft, the

other hand, may be wetted with water, urine, or dung
water, if the substances which have to act upon each

other are too dry.

7. When thoroughly well-prepared compost is used for

manure, crops will riot be laid, because the substances in

dung, by which this is caused, have entered into combina-
tions which will not over-force the plants.

8. By the use of compost, weak crops may be rapidly

improved, because it can be applied as top-dressing even
when plants have attained a considerable size. Compost
always contains much perfect vegetable nourishment,
which, as it can be at once received by the roots, improves
vegetation speedily.

If, therefore, all the advantages of compost are consi-

dered, it becomes obvious that they are so important, that

no opportunity of preparing it should be omitted. Com-
post is most generally used in England, especially in the

counties of Bedford, Hereford, and Berks. It is of the
greatest value in light, dry soils, which, as they are al-

ways rich in humus (or ought to be so at least), are thus

kept damper. It also prevents the particles of manure
from siuking into the under soil, for compost is always
used as top-dressing, or is harrowed in with the seed.

For a light, dry sandy soil, a fresh manure, or one com-
posed of much straw, is more detrimental than useful; but
if this sort of manure is brought into a heap of compost,
it is converted into substances advantageaus to vegeta-

tion, without any of the manuring substances being
thereby lost

One of the objections against the making of compost
is, that much carbon is lost by being converted into
carbonic acid, which, however, is only the case when
ashes, marl, lime, loam, or alumina, have been added in
too small a quantity. If these substances are not defi-

cient, dung, as well as earth rich in humus, will yield
humic instead of carbonic acid, which will combine with
the bases of marl, ashes, &c., into humates, and thus be-
come chemically fixed.

In makmg compost, some general rules are always to
be<>bserTcd, of which the following are most essential :—
It IS beat to use fresh dung, conUining much straw (es-
pecially horse or sheep dung), which, in decomposition,
not cmly giv^ out a good deal of heat, but also—which is
very Important—keeps the heap loose, and facilitates the
access of oxygen. By the decay of fresh strawy dung,
ammonia is also gencratea, and acts as a solvent on the
coal of humus, or, as the loose state pamits a UtQ access
to oxygen, nitric acid is formed by the organic remains
containing nitrogen. On the latter account, a frequent
working and stirring of the heaps of compost is necessary,

and has the additional advantage of bringing tlna i^b-
stances better together, and mixing them more thorooghly.

If quicklime is used in making compost, no more is to
be employed than is sufficient to saturate the humic acid
of the humus, otherwise it will expel the ammonia which
has been combined with humic acid. For the sake of
preserving the ammonia, the lime, upon the first con-
struction of the compost-heap, ought never to be brought
into immediate contact with the dung ; on the contrary,

the quicklime moistened with water ought to be placed
between two layers of humus. The same precaution is

to be observed if fresh wood-ashes are used in the com-
position of compost, as the potassa equally expels the

ammonia ; which, however, does not take place so readily,

because, being combined with carbonic acid, it is retained

mechanically by the mass of materials.

If the earth employed is rich in humus and clayey, it

is advisable to add Potato straw, Pea haulm, or coarse

materials of a similar kind, so as to keep the mass more
loose- The layer of earth should also not be too thick,

or it will still become too compact
(To be continued.)

—

K ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXXL
The Common Vapourer or Brown Tussock-motu,

Bombyx (Orgyia) antiqua.—During the last mouth, the

gardens and squares of London, as well as the suburbs,

have produced such multitudes of this pretty moth, that

we have often seen it resting upon the windows of oar
sitting room, with its fore legs stretched out like the

Puss-moth, and it has not unfrequently been observed

flitting across the streets of our city.

To the naturalist this anomalous insect offers many ia-

teresting characters, and to the casual observer a know-
ledge of the history of this little animal, which is hourly

crossing his path in the busiest haunts of man, may not

prove unacceptable. From this time to the month of

October, there will be a succession of the Vapourer-moths,
the males flying about in pursuit of their consorts, who
are not gifted with such aerial powers, for being destitute

of wings, they are content to crawl out of their tomb,
often not moving beyond the very web in which they

slept, and after depositing a large number of eggs (fig. 2)

they fall down exhausted and die ; these eggs are some-
what ovate, depressed, and hoUow on the crown, round

which is a brown ring. They are of a pinky-white colour,

and are fastened as they arc laid by a glutinous substance

to the bark of the tree, or whatever the parent happens

to rest upon, frequently to the web containing the shell

of the pupa;, they are hatched the following April, when
the larvse attack a great variety of trees, feeding upon the

leaves of Roses, BraniGles, the Apple, Plum, Sloe, Haw-
thorn, Oak, Lime, Alder and Sallow, but I think the first

and the last are their favourite food. The caterpillars often

do considerable mischief to the Rose-trees by eating large

holes in the leaves, and keeping on the under sides they

are seldom visible until they are full-grown, when they

are often an inch in length, and ramble about to select

some suitable crevice in the bark of a tree, or other secure

place, to spin their fine white silken web, strengthened

and protected with the different hairs from their own
bodies ; in this web they change to pitch-colour and

rather hairy chrysalides, from whence the moths are

produced at various periods. **

The caterpillar (fig. 3) is a beautiful creature, of a lead

or light-slate colour, with various black velvety spots and

many red tubercles round the segments of the body, pro-

ducing bundles of spreading hairs. There are also some

yellow spots, but the most remarkable characteristics are

the two elegant long brushes of blackish hairs, projecting

like horns on each side of its large head, with another

elevated at its tail, and three smaller ones on each side of

the body, which uniting with the graceful turn that is so

often assumed by the caterpillar in repose, greatly con-

tribute to the beauty of this singular animal. The black

hairs look like little spears, and with a magnifying glas*

they will be found to terminate in a club, which resembles

a little feather or brush ; there are also four large tus-

socks of dull ochreoos hairs, in a row, down the anterior

portion of the back, so thickly united as to appear like

very compact masses of spun glass. These caterpillars, as

well as most of the Bombycida?, the family to which

Orgyia belongs, have six pectoral horny feet terniinatea

by claws, and eight abdominal and two anal fleshy feet;

the males are much smaller than the females.

The male moths (fig. 4) are very active, and of a ncn

snuff colour; the antennae are rather short and bipecti-

nated to the tips, the rays being long and finely ciliated;

the head and thorax are downy ; the eyes small and black;

the superior wings, forming a triangle when at rest, are

clouded with brown, with two irregular dark lines across

them, and a largish kidney-shaped white spot near each

posterior angle, surrounded with darker brown ; the ciha;

are short and spotted with brown ; the inferior wings, as

well as the vphole under side, are dark rusty orange; the

body is slender; the legs ochreous and hairy, the fora

pair most so. The females {^^, 1) are stout, oval, apte-

rous, and sluggish, of ^^juouse colour, and clothed with

soft short down ; head small, with minute but promine"*^

eyes ; the antenna; arc very short, and composed of about

twenty joints, each having two shojrt bristly branchy iJn

the under side ; thorax small, not winged, but furn1sb«d

with two small hairy appendages; the abdorneu is 'li^

tended with eggs, which are visible ou the sides thro^»
the skin ; the six feet are short, and the palpi are aaiaU^J^

than in the males, and they havo no tongues for sucking

flowers.^ j«A-» ir

T^e^caferpiilars of the Vapourer-moth, although soli-

tary in their habits, often injure tender plants in pots as

weU as Roses; and, therefore, the females should^ ^^

t "^
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relied for and destroyed, together with any eggs they
rpay have deposited ; the caterpillars may be picked
pff the plantg or shalvenjronx them and killed. There is

another species very aimilar lo this, called the " Scarce
Vapourer," which likewise lives upon the Rose, Bar-
berry, Bilberry, Nut. Birch, and Oak, but it is very sel-

dom met with
; it has, however, occurred in Coomb-wood.

Jiiiricola,

1 degree of physical strength, and aptitnde in the use of his '

toolB. Now to my .own knowledge, which is pretty ex-
tensive, of the great mass of manufacturing operatives,
vast numbers of whom are unfortunately at this moment
out ofemployment,—and, as a consequence, involved in the
deepest misery and distress,—they as a body possess
neither qualification for draining land. A few might be
found among the hand-weavers ia the country that might
be made useful in such a way ; but the workers in facto.
lies, or the hand-weavers of light fabrics in towns, would,m almost all cases, be found deficient both in bodily
strength and manual expertness in the use of heavy tools,
not only for draining land, but for all other branches of
laborious agricultural employment. In periods of com-
mercial depression, it has been the practice in Lancashire
to put a large number of such unemployed poor who apply
for parochial aid to .the breaking of stoues for the high-
way.

^
This employment, however good as a test for po-

verty it may be, is totally unsuited to the strength and ha-
bits of such people ; and I have known the most painful
consequences to ensue, especially in bad weather. Some
other expedient than that of vour correspondent must be
devised to meet at all the difficulties of the case. Such of

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXIII.
According to promise, I will now give a list and de-

scription of the different varieties of Strawberry most
worthy of cultivation, in order that the amateur may either
add the whole to his collection, or select those which are
most likely to suit his purpose. I will take the older
kinds first, in their order of ripening. Old Scarlet ; a
good fruit, and valuable aa one of the earliest in cultiva-
tion. Keen's Setdling ; a sure bearer, and one of the
best for a general crcJp. Iloseberrj/ ; very prolific, although
not very large, and bears in succession for a considerable
time. Prolific Ilauihois ; this is the best of the Hautbois,
Tery distinct in appearance from the other varieties already
named, and much prized by many for the high and
peculiar flavour of the fruit; it bears in succession.
Dotvnion and Elton; excellent late kinds, raised by the
late Mr. Knight ; fruit large and high-flavoured. Turner^s
Tine ; a very coarse sort, and only valuable as one of the
latest of the large varieties. Red Alpine; this is a small
sort, resembling the wild Strawberry of the woods, but
valuable as bearing in successjon from June until very
late in autumn.^ It will grow m rather shaded situations,
and may be planted as an edging for walks in some shaded
part of the garden^ it does best. when raised from seed
every spring.

''

^^,
Among the newer, varieties, there are two which deserve

ft place in all collections. One is called Swainsione
Seedling, which is a good Strawberry, and is said to have
the merit of producing a second crop in favourable situa-
tions. The other is known by the name oi Myait's British
Qiieen, and is certainly one of the largest and finest Straw-
berries ^'hjffi huve yet been raised. There may be some
others deserving of notice, but these are the only two
among the new ones, with which I am acquainted, which
are worth recommending to persons who grow only a
limited collection. Mijatt's Pi?ie, of which so much has
been said, is certainly one of the finest flavoured kinds yet
raised, but it is difficult to cultivate in certain situations.
Those who may be inclined to try^ it, had better plant the
runners in rich |Qil qq a sloping border. If the above
list is too Extensive, the following may be selected from
at: Keen's Seedling, Roseberrv, Elton, Downton, and
Hyatt's British Queen.

It is a frequent complaint in small gardens, that Straw-
berries run too much to leaves, and do not fruit well: this
is owing chiefly to their being planted in confined situ-
ations. The only way to get them to fruit well in places
of this kind, is to make fresh plantations every year, or at
least every second year; and if allowed to stand two
years, they must be well thinned in the autumn. When
freah beds are made, the strongest runners should be
chosen from the most exposed situations, if possible from
the fields or from an extensive open garden. In such
places they will be found to be dwarf and strong, and the
matter which feeds the fruit of the following year will be
to a certain extent organised and ready. Moist showery
feather should be chosen for taking up and planting the
runners; and where it is convenient, the roots of each
plant should be carefully preserved. This is of the utmost
importance in small confined situations; as then the little

ball of soil, which is necessarily removed with each plant,
serves to nourish it, probably much better than the soil
in which it is planted. The above treatment has been
practised in a small garden, j>laced in a confined situation;
the result of which is, that plenty of Strawberries are pro-
duced every year, where formerly all went to leaves and
runners.— 7?, F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
The Employment of Distressed Manufacturers,—In a

late Number of your ChroniclCy ** W." recommends that
the unemployed operative manufacturers should be taken
upon the land by farmers J-esidmg in the neighbourhood
(5f large manufacturing towns, for the purpose of draining
the soil. Surely «* W/' cannot be aware of the fact, that
Mfecti\e draining is one of the most difficult, as it unques-
trohably is one ot the most important, processes of prac-
tical agriculture; that to do it thoroughly and economi-
caHy^lWquirea considerable knowledge—on the part of the
Eaaster, of ihe nature of the soil, and stratification of the
l^yja^ntrocks ; and on the part of the workman, no small

!
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the manufacturing operatives as are young and healthy,
and possess moral courage, and show an aptitude to
learn other pursuits, would do far better to emigrate as
shepherds or gardeners to some of our Australasian colo-
nies, or even to Canada, than to attempt competing in an
already overstocked market with strong and experienced
agricultural labourers,—^ Practical Fanner.

Glazed Pots,— In one of your leading articles you have
returned to the subject of glazed pots, and have there
held out that gardeners are to be tested by their ability to
grow handsome plants in them. This is an admission, at
any rate, that it is more difficult to grow healthy plants in
such pots than it is in soft or unglazed ones; inasmuch
as you assert that •* he alone who can grow plants well in
glazed flower-pots is a good gardener,—and he who cannot
is a bad one." For my own part, I do not see that it is

either diflicult or impossible to grow plants well in any
sort of pot, whether that pot be made of earthenware, or
composed of slate, stone, iron, or any other material, so
long as you give to the plant an equivalent for the porous
pot. I can bear testimony to the observations of '* A Gen-
tleman's Gardener and Foreman in a Nursery," that when
hard-burnt or glazed pots have been intermixed with
porous ones, and filled with soil and plants after the
same manner, the plants in the former generally became
sickly and unfit to be seen. And I think that my expe-
rience in the cultivation of plants warrants me to esi>ect
some credit on the subject, having been employed in the
cultivation of some of the first collections in Europe, and
having seen all sorts of pots, and vases, and tubs tried-
all, too, with equal or unequal success, just as the subject
of porosity was attended to or not, Mr. Forsyth (at

p. 4^9) instances Mr. M^Nab's heath-tubs as a proof that
glazed pots will answer as well as unglazed ones ; and I

am of the same opinion, if every one.would give the same
attention to drainage and porosity that Mr. M*Nab does.
Had Mr. Forsyth examined the tubs and pots in the Edin-
burgh Botanic Garden, he would have seen that porosity
was the primum fnobile in Mr. M'Nab's treatment. Al-
though these tubs are themselves kept well painted and
pitched, yet Mr. M, proves by his practice that he is well
aware of the necessity of counterbalancing these non-elec-
trical conducting materials by introducing into his tubs
plenty of broken porous pots, pieces of freestone, and
coarse white sand. These form a free passage for all

superfluous moisture, and leave the earth in the tubs in

the best possible state to be pervaded by the atmosphere,
or, in other words, by that almighty power which we call

electricity. For I imagine that we succeed in the culti-

vation of vegetables just in the ratio that we render the
soil pervadable by that most wondrous fluid. What else

is the rationale of Mr. Smith's frequent drain system ?

Is it not the extraction of superfluous moisture, thus ren-
dering the soil less cohesivcj and leaving channels through
which the electrical fluid can more easily reach the roots
of plants ? What is the rationale of the best growers of
plants? Potting lightly, and in earths rendered porous
by the introduction of fibrous material and incohesive sub-
stances? Is it not that the electrical fluid may more easily

reach their roots? Or what reason is there for planting
trees near the surface, and merely covering their roots
with a little loose earth ? Is it not that the electrical

fluid may reach tl>em the easier? Why does Mr. Hoare
recommend planting Vines in a heap of gravel ? (Such
may be seen at Shirley Vineyard.) And why does he
say—"It is almost impossible to make a Vine border too
dry or porous; and that it is not mere earth that the roots
require to come in contact with to induce growth and ex-
tension, but air also, which is as necessary to them as to
the leaves and branches"? Why is it 'that the finest

Peaches I have ever seen grew upon a light sandy soil, not
more than nine inches deep, and reposing upon a bed of
coarse gravel more than twenty feet in thickness? And
yet these Peach-trees never wanted watering, and pro-
duced both fruit and wood in abundance ? Why, but
because their roots were in immediate contact with the
atmosphere? Why does vegetation go on upon what is

termed the barren rock ? Why does the Grem Byssus
grow upon the exposed surfaces of things when thdy are
in a certain state of moisture? Is it not by electrical
action ? What sustains the stupendous Chesnuts on Etna,
where all around is rocky lava ? What makes the Vine-
yards over this lava so fertile—what but its porosity and
electrical action? Why is it that the growers of specimen
plants succeed better the nearer they can keep the root*
to the surface? Why is it that your fiivourite 0«hi-
dace^e delight in atmosnheric moliture. and ihnte bert in

those -puis lemlered the moat porous? Whj^ it that
Crassula'cea?, Ficoidea?, Cactaceac, Ericaceae and, in-
deed, all the aoea throughout the three great king-
doms of nature, live and die, are decomposed and re-
composed ? Why, but by electrical action ? But I think
I have adduced suflicient to show the beneficial effects to
planU of porosity, and the necessity of bringing their
roots in as close a conUct with the atmosphere as possible.A thousand insunces will occur to every observer of na-
ture of plants thriving well or ill, according as their roots
arc placed in a medium easUy or not easily pervadable br
the atmosphere. Fide nearly every fine tree, shrub, or other
plant that you know of, are their roots exposed or not ex-
posed? Or, mother words, are they enclosed in a glazed
pot without drainage ? However, I would not have it un-
derstood that I am insensible to the unsightly appearance
too often presented by dirty flower-poU, but only wish to
point out to my fellow-labourers the neccs^r^ty of looking
fortlie rationale of everything before they either condemn
or approve. That there is much inconvenience attendine
the porous pot, I admit, especially ia dry weather, as by
evaporation the soil is left in an unfit sUtofor vegetation.
Nor is this altogether remedied by the glazed pot; neither
do the glazed pots in certain atmospheres prwent th«
formation of filth. However, they are much easier washed,
and upon the whole rather to be chosen ; but great care
must be used to drain them properly. The drainage pro-
posed by Mr. Forsyth, in nine cases out of ten, will not
do, unless he makes up for it by using earths of a very po-
rous nature. There is a sort of ornamental pot mad**
about London, or rather in use there, that adds to a per.
fectly smooth and easily-washed surface considerable po.
rosity, which I think would be preferable to eitlier of the
others. Thus far I have endeavoured to show that it is
not to the material of which a pot is made that we should
look, but rather to providing a proper medium for plant*
to grow in. If we can joia elegance and utiiity, who will
gainsay it? I would not, however, in recommending any
sort of pot. lose sight of - the operations and influence of
nature upon Te-etation; for it is only by observing them
that we can ascertain what sort of pot is likely to prove
the best. 1 think the Tropseolum no test, as many such
plants will live and grow freely for a long time wkhout
making one fibrous root; as, for instance, Tamus, several
Mesembryanthemuras, Tillandsia, &c. If any of your
readers have tried the glazed pot since the time it was first
brought upon the Upis, it will be interesting to know the
result

: all keeping in mind to state facts only, as well at
the drainage, the sort of soil made use of, kc A Readev^
from the commencefmni—[We wish this very sensibk
correspondent had left out his ppeculations about electri-
city, which he, we, and every one else, know nothing
about, in its relation to vegetation.]

Vitality o/.S'eet/*.—Your correspondent, Mr. Lymborn,
is mistaken in supposing that tbe committee appointed by
the British xXbSOciatioii to investigate the vitality of seeds
inclose those intended for experiment ia jars "pierced
with holes for ventilation." By reference to the Report
submitted by them to the Natural History section, at
Manchester, it will be seen that the jars they employed
have no other aperture ei-ceptiag the one through whick
the seeds are introduced, and that this aperture is kept
constantly covered with brown paper. It is true that they
have deemed it proper to. use jars of a material as porous
as that of which ordinary garden pots are constructed;
conceiving that if no escape were allowed for the moisture
which naturally exhales from the seeds contained, its ac-
cumulation within the vessel would b^ likely to destroy
their vitality prematurely. NeTCTtbcIess it will be at all

times open to them to substitute some other plan, which,
upon mature consideration, may be deemed preferable to
the one they have selected ; only it should be always borne
in mind, that to multiply the methods of preserving the
seeds of so large a number of species would entail a degree
of labour and likewise require aa e;ttent of space, neither
of which seems compatible with the means placed at their
disposal by the Association. In the manner in which the
inquiry is at present conducted, we may at least hope, in
the long-run, to arrive at some comparative results as to
the degree of longevity of the seeds of various species or
tribes of plants preserved according to some one uniform
system; and if these results should not be found in all
cases to accord with the well-attested observations of
others, that very discrepancy may lead to the detection of
the method of preserving them which best meets the con-
stitution of the particular species. It ia therefore extremely
desirable that experiments should be carried oa by others,
simultaneously with those undertaken by the committee,
and that samples of soil taken from places which appear
out of the reach of the seeds scattered about in the atmo-
sphere should be exposed to the influence of air and
moisture, whilst still protected from the uccess of any
seeds from without, and that a careful watch should be
kept during a period sufficiently extended to asrertaia
whether any and what kinds of plants sboot ap spontane-
ously from soils so circumstanced.—D.

To Preserve Turnip Seeds from (he Attacks of ht^cis.—Turnip seeds when kept over year are apt to |be at-
tacked by the larvse of a species of weevil, which eats th«
inside and scatters the substance in the form of s^maij par-

ticles, which, by the shaking and turning of the seed, arc

gradually spread over the other whole seeds, and bus the

appearance of mitew, which I think has dtetivtd jout ^-m'

respondent. The best way to kill these is, in « i^ery in-

tense finwty, dry day, to spread the d thinly on bag*

and expose tbe insect to the cold air, which kJljs it ; the

powdety dust ouiy then be blown off with the fannera, or

it may require rubbing. The same appearance is never

found on the outside of new seed, kept in new bags } but
the general opinion is« \k^ 7ttniip9 have less folis^e ftaj

'^-^ vm^V^ 6vMtf^#- ^i*^
Itft
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adJ mo«lt of b«adJiTis^ P-^-tt'W*, &«•, a»Ml <>*>«

^ tw.. OT H» pb" proj^^.-d being nther diff -itt, and

jiMitfrtnf mmm »kill tllan »nny aa»*ti ^ p<>at€M or «fe

yflljljit t4, „^tow ajMSa the o^)erauon— 1 am indtH-td^ for

of lMftfiu<^t» Hi ihH art, to deacribe the

which Tliav^ jiiiiBBaiin the lant firar years ^^cnfniling

l^p^-^g^ 1 eomme**'^ my laboura early ?n Jane, and eon-

iinu#- ^aw till tke Utter end of Aui(Oftt. 1 aelect yomif

wvod both ^ the litork, arul to lake thr tmda f^tn ;
«/-

r 7« /.wrfw^ a maU pk^ of ih€ i«nm» to prr^m? thtr

injury. ! rahe thr bark fn the «*(ual manner,

«na ti*; It down will, ^moB wor«^t?«l tnitead of matt'mg.

i i itmpf** mrrh.Mi, if followed with ^Mumon care, ft

tare to n«rard th« lyro.— **. H^.

Tup^ m*i*SuUittUiiU *"r Ha^Hn /?//'i*if.—A qoration

I 111 r.h.' i nri> V re^rptetinft t!»c beat bandage to

tntonddtn*^. Batt» wat tt irar. Baa t li Midi 1

fcttu vr, m'^*' if not alwaya* iii a wet or damp atatc. and

la tLi» ^taia M tifd firmly r — ' thr bnd ami atock. W**t:n

tin LmI haowP'^ dry, eianuiae It, and It will be looie.

inifipairk »weUin^ of the atwk may, a&d i^'-^t, pcrhapa,

partly r...- 'y t1ii«« ; iw« a brnding which will not Ino^m,

but ratbar tifht*^ 1 ,..^Atx far preferable. I hatruted

narrow i3|w I'tr yeaft. which bein^ waed in a dry ttate,

tj^ten* on >^'ng wettf-d hy rain or othrrwiae. 1 do not

hmm one Imu m mx The tame piece of tape, with care,

Kay be aaed a doam tin«MtfHBOrr. I nao red tape, which

Itta tba advai. •>« \^*^\^y- nhlt to inform you, and that

ily, which hud hat becu uu longest ; at tbe tape loaet

Ha wWuf i» part by aap^^^ ' » thp atr. nnd that *hirl» \%

of the Utktar colour haa, 'irn^, been on loogest.

—

M. U. O.
Pcwlntcctt, indiTidtnlly, do to

Ibi^. and especialiy in dry

In rainv nt the froth

\

aight ttfnta, on to&M three or four of wUeh were ilia re-

paint of old fMo4 fowert. I carefully leparated it into

fciir pr>rti9nt, a»d i^ioca tbat time no ftir*ar di?iaiM baa

^gm Tnadf. One tn these plantt tabaaqoently died, and

die othera have now about three doicn ttemt in the ag-

Thtf? planta bare not been moved for the latt

disturbed the aoU around

Thia qtiecn of onr
in damp

mgatA Thtf? planta

fire yearly nor haa the

them, yet they flower abuodantly

native Aowera growt mder the ahade of trees

placet where the toll it a iiajey Koan ; and tnch a situa-

tion and toil in a garden w iU proper flaee. Great care

uugbt to be taken to |«revent injnry being done to the new

hoota whm Ihpy are burstinir throagli the toil in the

XV esr all the bioorot of (me of my plants

wnUof to insert the datea of lecal showts/rw o/

If we arc famiabed with the muNBj inforuation

thel 1 aecretaries do not aend ut the tnfonnttiatti af
it it irapossiL;^ fur us to do it]
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were ctettroyed by a weeder harii^ i

upon the clomp at that tiaia* S*

^ffftiifK Pine S . Vrry—Thf whole tecret of grow-

ing this variety with suroeariata U.J. it u an annoal.

Sit or n rows of strong, healthy plants, which 1 had

iHt summer, bote no tuit. I therefore let all the rtinners

rrmaia on, till they formed a dense maat. At the same

time I made up a new bed, and planted the lunneit y in.

erery way ; th*"-* also covered the aarfaee pretty thirl !y

by the antumn. I ncTcr distarbii the runaert nor the

surface of the bed, but merely gave them a slight top-

drr«<^ng of light cofspoat after the leaves had died down.

! irat delighted this SDmaar hy ohtnining a splendid .rop

of fruit from both beds, eipaciaUy fro» the new onr.

I
Another very mtterial (\ ahoaU aay the moat material)

point connected with the cultivation of x\\\^ kind (at least,

to far at my rxp^.^uice goct), is the blade of its own

leaves. There arc many kind« of planta and fruiu that

THE ROYAL HIGHLAND AGRICULTITUL SOCTWr
Tub anmial mectiner of this important institution biu

been held iji Ediuburgh, and is reported to hare been one of __
Interest. An iimaense numhar of peraons attended it, snd tac
show of implements as well at atock ma quite remarksblr

. Or
Monday a lecture was delivered by Dr. Maduen '* Ou tti« CrmM^
tion of Son at Seed-time, as liiflnendng the future jwx)»prci»« I

Crop." T!e proposed to rive an so^ unt of the different soU» tt

the time of puttii^ seed intu the ground -, and to showthat^mm
•I 1 ..Mjk

andpractice werenotaodirerscas they wfites:entr«illyittppcB(g
rertcntly piacea a ^^ y^ ^^ ^r.t thini* that occurred to tho seed after sowlnr

aermination^to which t*rocesa air, moisture, andacertajird^

of warmth were necMBury. Tbesoll, winch U thi tiL.teihror.j^

which tlik wore communicated to the ' '^f con >ii Qf
particles of various shapes and size^, aiid thtxe were ^;t.-ii(-Tiiy

porous*, though some of the smallest as^iuncd a »o«« i.^i7\». The
fine dust of *oU is fouml by the microscope to comM of broken.

down ve^able matter. Ihcre were two disthict khids of pores

in soil ; those between the ditTcrcut paiticles and thme wM^
exist iu the particlaa lb* >vh Dav-^n^uw were prodoeed
representing aift wh CI I th-. , ; wore -^iippiuii with air alon*,

where the pores wcr« 'iprrabundanily supplied iriTh water, tna
with water alone ; and when the pores In the iiarticlcw were mup.

^led with water while the other pores admitted air. Thetastws*
the proper state of tiit . uil. Another diagram rf^T^rcsented so** *!

whiclL the interstitial pores were obliterated ; tills vraa tn fsrt a
clod, and of no Btorc use for acnninatlun than a ' ne. The ^rst

state uf too great dryness was verj-rarc In this country, occurrinf

In coarse sand, and the mode of detaining tho moisture aimlBt
in some ptaees wat to leave the stones on the sarf^e, so as Id

prevent the evaporation ut v^ater. In the sacoAd iustaaot^ Uit

water was absorbed by the pores of the partMea passlns throaffa

thecan&)<, and the soil remained damp or rooi^t, butwsAitu
will not grow in the shade of other plants or trees, which ^^^ jj^ however, from the occurrence of spring water, too

' • ' • ' —

*

•' much water for thopores was ftinnshcd, the canals rnsat sf

necessity be fUled. This was the condition of imdrslnert <;oD,nid
erthcleaa leem to thrive best in a mass, where they can

obtuiu the i}^rtial shade of their own foliage. The Straw-

berry ia one of these, and ia always foujid naturally in

mB«(*;«t. 1 think 1 never saw thevaliwand importan^^ of

the whole proccsa (tf Rcrminatinn and vef^ctatiua was iBatenaUy

interfered wiui. Hence f necessity for thurooah drainlia*

The first effect of this state of soil was to exclude the air, vrMeh
warn eaaaatisl to leermiiiation ^ the second was to reduce tkt

I iy •*u r*

hrtrm t() planla as

rirs like the pr*»ient* in rainy

washed away, and as they ca£not bear exposure, thi7

pt-rish either from tba* ise, or hy their natural enemies

having readier s'-^ess to them. Each frothy i Imost

ffttarlably contains two tntlifidsttls, tomettmes three, and

Swijm only one. Tlic'u early history is still, like that of

aaoal natloet, aoaaewhatobtcure. Thefaot of tUcir being.

tL>. lart^ *titw.

m f' 1^ from the aarHett stagea of

d on Titants arMnated from joung cy\t-

thannear tljr »ipnt where t^*"v ^f*» fnttT>d f*»*»d\ri vathcr

intheaiMt -- sa^-i«<^b|'' ^
^^^i l*rnbably tV^re

a«» two brnoitA: as leip^fe (!t ineaai^ are just now emerg-

f*^ frfwn w. '^•w-reiate. I ^M ew^tuur to elaar wp this

part of thnr History for )

"Raricola'* i* wroni^ I

tMnk tiMf do not eaaraar
their finni t ran *t \ ru I

f

Prr^on^ patsingby thebedtw
thing but masaet of teavet : and every fruit which, from

I
being near the edget of the bed, or from other causes, was

exposed to the full g^aie of the ann, was shrivelled, dimi-

minutive, and worthies!, compared with the rich and

beantifal fruit, wlucb, on searching among the leaves,

was found in the greatest profasion and perfection. Act-

ing on the above principle, 1 make my beds 4 ft. wide,

planting them 9 in- apart every way, and 3 ft. between

the beds. Thus, while I allow the plants in the beds to

run together, and enjoy their own shade, the breadth of

timts <rf Iha same year, would ka4tto t»^« H^reace, that 1 the spaces between the beds permits a free circnlation of

it in pairs in the spring, air and hf">*. Some people may imagine, that it ^ould

be impossfblc for the fruit to ripen treated as above ; but

as well may It he said that the Bilberry will not ripen

in the dense shs''* of our woods and forests. The

enriiei^t npe fmil oi the Cherry nnd some other kinds

of vfell-treet are gt ncrallr found totally concealed by

the leaves, whidk, wbil*'^ they < Imii, prevent also the

radiation of hcnt. 1 may add, in conclusion, that my
•oil is common brown loam, and ndher stiff. I grow

aiiunt a doten kinds of Strawberries, but none with so

ni„.h en*e as Jlyatt's Vine.—Cambncm.
The Lulon Onion.—As this is the aeason for sowing

the " Lisbon Onion." 1 bag to acquaint you for the benefit

6( such of your readeni as are not aware of the fact, that

this Onion is aa fine in flavonr snd as mild as the Spanish

Onions which are nsually imported. The best way of

BOwiTig them, to get the bulbs to a good size, is in drills

about 18 inches apart, and in the spring thinning them to

about n inches between the plants in the rows. They will

keep very well until after Chriatmas.—P. II, S.

I\'.,..i.„.—Pray do me the fcvour to mterpret the para-

graph subscribed ••Erica Arbutut," in a late number of

the Chronicley which 1 cannot understand* Trobably I

know too little of Latin and Greek—one of those intruding

wretches (?)—still less do 1 know of Chinese ; and, not

having visited the Celestial Empire, I may be reasonably

supposed by your correspondent to be of obscured Intellect.

Somejonmalists discreetly preftMse their "Original Cor-

respondence'* with some precautionary declnration or

other, to the effect Aat they do not hold themselves

responsible for the opinions of their corrc«:pondents ; nor

do I hohl you responsible for all that your correspondents

may write, though yo« Vindly publish it for them without

any such provision.— /f. N., /^^rjr.—[We ncverthelcaa

tnist that our reader* fully understand that we are by no

mcntta nnswerable for aU that appears in the Corre-

spondence of this Paper.]

Th€ Sanff of a M^.—Having seen several cures for the

of bees and wasps in your Paper, 1 can add the

leares to beautifullr excmp ified aa in this Strawberry.
,

-

/ ,,. ^ * . -^ie»Tes so Bcauuiuiiy ^*c |i ,,,,., ;_ L temperatupe of the soil m suunnei:, to the extent aometimebor
oulU have supposed them no

f ^^ ^^^^^ ^,^^-^^^ ^^ ^^^^1 to an elevation of i^ow icet abore

the hca—so that, aopposin^ two fields on the Karoo level, on f

Mv Imp. ^^ is, that

I that theptt|nBi4ipau< it ; I

rhcu: linihs mu^'. lUl after

ppenrt the whole of their

former life at the pump;^. But to f^uit thar hf ' rr and

to thHr drsin'*ion, which is what wc gnrdeacrs
' nnthtng will do p^ pt hani^picking when they are

ia the larva state ; and from their very conspuMnns wp-

rrnnce, thi ^ r. rt.uiily eflec' ' "spocialiy if the labour

ronfinrri to ooc let of plants at a tiaw, e. p. Pinks,

( "'.-naiiMU . rhrysantbeaiums, ^^. To attempt to catch

Aem wht^n fully dressed, will be about as profitable as try-

lag to r birds by iayiog salt on their tails ; for your

Tettigonin i« a wary fellow, always wnle awake, and with

his spi; ; on " full corV>-* and frnger on the trigger. To
sweep them up with a net in a garden, will be very like

cuttin!^ down a tine Oak to starve the larvie of Tortrix

viridana, which SO Uw^t^ntly disfigure its foliage— 5.

The Cicada in^*.fru/j//i,— •' Ruricola's" notice of the

C* i^umaria, in the last Number of the Chronicle, induces

me to troohte you with this a>mmunicatron, which maybe
interesting to ;

:r above-named correspondent* There

has been an inacct unusually abund'int this year in the

yamhftm Hop-Grounds; and where the bine is deficient,

MDt - 'p planters have employed pt nsto catch them.
A wmm >inlds a ti«j well dauU».d with tar, while a boy gives
t^ pole aMBart h*^^ with a hammer. By these means
abotac <t hirvc h one over in a iple of days,
at an *

^ nf about two sL./^i.^^ an acre; and the
quantify o( thet^ tu«tii;u depoaitcd w««ife theae traya were
envied »s m^-'Mmg, From the information of a la-

^ ^^'<' ""^ Hc^. grounds, It appew* that the
larvie '-'^vered Uie^«'--s ^y^u^^u.uag the Hopgrounds;

id It i4 oalr siaee Utt feet state that they have in-

which ws(S In a proper state, and the other was undraioed, te
dilireren<» was the same as betv^^cn a field near the level n4 the

sea and a field as lofty as the hif^hest of ihc I'eutlauU htUs. Bat
while in undrained Koii the tiuiperature was lower^^d duriet

Hunimer, it wns unnaturally high iu winter; for while thechanre

of temperature amounted to between »• aiid 40 degrees In tke

course of tlie year, the temperature of soil saturated with water

ranged ouly between some fi or 7 degrats ; tWd thr healthfiU

influence of a variation In the temi>eratnre wns lost. Dr. Madden
then proceeded to show, in Hke msjuier. the necessirj- of attend-

ing to the pulverisation of soil, so as to prevent it from ipetttog

clodded, and to the advantage of di^H mowing. He adverted to

the benefits arising from ntliintion to such points «*» th^ lie had

brought under the notice of Uie meeting ; as ncclect oi the stale

of the soil, cfcaclc^^»^ess in sovriog, aad other circum ' ucm
within the control of the farmer, to some extent at Ics^t, Kv,re

calculated to affect U»e seed uiits va^uj^' ^taaes of rcnninat.on.

growth, flowernig-, and ripening. If anftL-.-g caused the plant to

flower too early, the produce was not n6 Iar*,w ^ it w^'ild other-

wise be; and m> whatever tended to iiiterfcre wuh ihe #»
periods fixed hy nature for the liealthy pcrforamnce of these

various processes, shmtld be as carrfnlly Kiia»dcd ajrainst is

possible. After some remark u the necessity for calling iuJMe

aid of practical knowledge to correct the dedutuons of ^.w.satttc

faiauiries, he adverted, in conclusion, to the great utility of apidy-

ing the results of scienUfic research in the cautious manner whuh

he indicated to the improvement of agriculture—an art wl n

was at once the most important and the most exten cly culu.

vated.—At the great dinner some of the most distinguiMied

•giicult unfits oi ^igland and ScoUand were present, the Duke

of Kicimiond iu the chair. In tiie course of the evcnmg thenoWe

chairman took an opportunity of making some observations whiCa

deserve to be preserved, becanse of their truth and jui,.-c:

Never have I been able to find hny one reason why we fifcmr

should not bring to our assistance that science which lean

men after great research have discovered. When I «"" >>«

advMitage which commerce has derived from the applicauvii

off steam, when I see the enormous importance of the improve-

not

have

what.

1

I

H*^
1

^%.

nnt4
frstr

iteaker pla&latio

Mnndsni
vfards of a ^'^^'

Ue tJbHt tUi» UT

af Frw.li-4y may

!n ^i^^ads where the Hops are
3 iu#^^'s are seen. In the

Sou* Oi live iiavc, in totne u
, hot wh most ntim*^

sting

andI

* Q^f41,

.anees,

^ua, up-

Touch the wound

w- It is po -

\cv c\es

soai4^ ol the r ^ t

p^i.

da
but

[

^P
they wiU I t-.

of

I (cht. from thHr having Otcn ^x'^

&ot pro «u^v€ptaKleas I could wish.—/' f

are nuich obliged for Uie speeimeni, whi^^b &iavedaaf«,

and pro \o be the t \% interruple, I H form?

with 3omo otbi r sfu ^ the 4v«u» A.-li hs^»i'

Curtis's ikit. ": .. lui. and pi .J, to which wc be^ to

refer our correj^ponden t— R. ]

CyptiptiUnm Cafirohs.—One oi your corrr^pondenls

aahs how he i» to propagat<;4bia beautiful piaoU ' ' a

praceediiif abwid be a latt rcaort if he withes to succeed

Jn growing it well. Seireral year? ago. m Jur I rofl^

fifty miles to find a plant of it, in a I^cfiHty which had

been described to me- I met with U^ and it had then

following from my own experimre

with Beaufoy's chloride of lime, and the pain vrill instantly

r^n<^c ; the iwelling. however, vrill not subside for some

hours afterwards.—F. //. S. -In reply to your corre-

spondent, ! hsve to observe, that I have always found the

application of liquid ammr^nia (volatile alkali) to the wound
Iuu*v.utl by a bee, if proaaptly made, effectual in prevent-

ia« leconvenience, in a very few minutes, I conceive

I

^Son '.|

plied.

.r rorr^«ipon<^*'^* >^ad already neutralised the poi-

use o( the idkaH before the laudanum was ap-
The aiirsH should be applied repeatedly for two or

>*(?*." '^Uf I take the libr 'y of ^oaiaatii^
t ttu Svi^^x ^ '1 tbe Shows: by charfpng one

sbilbng or s\. Me pnr^ p*. r week for surh, it bein^
In fact an '^dver^U

$0< it'ties V iU!

ments which science has effected in our maT\ufactunnr

I confess I cannot understand why the farmers fhould

endeavour to profit by it Ukewisc. From the first, I

felt great interest in this Agricultural Society, because it rv*^

the laiMUerds an opportunity of meeting their tenants in

friendly and social intercourse. I brieve that we do prssi

b^iefit to the countrjr, by these re- unions. I think it u .ui-

possiblc for any man to go to the remote lands of ^l^*^ .*'^^^\?;

and to the far " tant hills, without being convinced of w
great advantages which have resulted from the effion* «
advantages of the Highland Society. They have excited a tuui*

for useful knowledge ; they have induced practical
«""J !^^

"*Jj
their minds to the improvement and the culfivation of t nt >o">

and to the better management of stock ; and they have prosM^
auUfoalered those Local Farmers* Clubs which I am of opuiton

have done great benefit, I hope you wiil not think me p. < »

if, in thi«! ereat meeting, I should tell the Highland So«

in my opuvion, may be amended. You are aware tL«. ^
society teas been Jorraed in England, which has !.-.««

service to the farmers there. But at Uiis moment the \^^
society is behind it* child iu one thing. The Society in wig«t|*

obtains subscriptions from its members ; but to each o' '

bcrs it SKJds a Quarterly Journal, not only compn-uig the ^

•ayspaidby ttaaaabfecrivt v. ui^ oi its members, but also c?"^'^^
ma^ useful papers from practical fanaers; the effect ^f^**^ .JJ
that useful knowledge is (li<^seminated in every parish oi »»

country-. I beg to call upon the Scottish landlords, t^f"'i^J^^iJ^
forward ; for )t is by them that the great expense sh _ "^-^rtS
I caU upon them to come forward with their subscriptions '^^'fj

purpose, to enable every member of this Society to ^^?^^^
has been done by hi& neighbours. Thev will there see the r^»
of practical expc its— for 1 de not call npon the ''''^**^t^

H^e t90 grrai ejrperimtnU~\ ask them to makeexj>eriraenia w .

upon sucb a scale as will not hnrt them. But to the la^^JTJ!

say that nrisTwaT WHO 6Houi» make KXPsaiassarTs. l*"^^
hops that this scntimeit of the Duke of Rickmond will "C w**

remembered and oUten quoted.]

lie

ft (
S- -!

•> --^ -.

COUNTRY SHOWS. __,_^
CtrmhH^ir^ rhrriMit SiteiMptJm^ n.—the above societT***

1 UfSnn fsf Cerjiauons. Picotaes, &^ was heki at the Red ^''*Vw-|
^ Vsiw Xhi- award of tho judgfes:—CAaifATioNW.—P- '-•^**^
* Ptv, Mr. K Ir. Tl^e rlas« of 9mtri€t BixarrfS was «

ut ? I b^ve no u«^t laoat of the ! ^''1.^^ HUjIili'^tSli^^^V''^^' ^^^.T^^**^^^^.^Sm^^
X 1 ana isr. tftwa^ s tfttto. Crtmmn ^ rws-- l. raui r*. »,^^

mm0^ : *. iaqiiei*' «©oiatoii*, s, l*aul V* y. Air. ItWcapd ^^gy^
4

"! ?^*^tn*t«^We« of the plati ; for
1

often !t hapji^ns, aftar tlt# f^x^ .a*#» ol % nv^nth's adier-
[
Prr, Mr. tiUOetiRj 5^ Dnke iS weui«t<^ J^^,]

Dr. Barac*

s • ' m

ti5f uient, that ^^ome other ^tm mi the same day yon have
done,ent:reiytbrooghtheadvert- meutb^iijlAiscootY^^^^ P t^ ^,,^^ ,^ ^

, Jack^Qfif K%fig49n* [ >> e are^ as we before stated, ?ery
\ sheba—6, Seediiijg, Mr. Headly

;

U>t^ MQtOn, JIx. Twitchett- SvarUt Flakes: U 3. =*- C,

WiihamlV.lir BiclHWdi a,I^dta,iar. i.-.,ieuai s. ^^\''Z^dL
[ipres. i Purples—3. *i^*^^y.
a, 4, queen Qf Shet?a, Mi. *»^
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dens; 5, do.,Mr. Marshallf— J2o5^ Flakes : 1, Ely's Lady Ely— 4,

Lancashire Lass, Mr. Headly ; 2, Hoyle's Beeswing—6, Wilson's

Harriett, Mr. Twitcliett; 3, Lady Petre, Mr.Marhhall ; 5. Devon-

shire, Mr » Giddens. Seedling Carnations—Scarlet Bizarres : 1,

Mr, Hcadly ; 2, Mr. MarshaU. Purple Flakes: Mr. Headly. Pi-

coTEES.—P.P-» Headly*sSar.ih, Mr. Headly. Red Picotees, kearp-

edged : 1, Duke of Wellington— 2, Ely's Dr. Horner, Mr. Headly
;

3, Duke of Wellington—5, Sir R. Peel, Mr. Giddens ; 4, 6, Duke of

Wellington, Mj^ Ready. Purple Pieofees, /tewj/ edged : Headly*s

Nannette, 4 prizes, Mr. Headly ; 5, Sharp's Invincible, Mr. Gid-

dens ; 6. do., Mr. Twitchett. Hose Picotees^ heavy-edged: 1,

Green's Queen Victoria, Mr. Tvvitchett ; 2, 5, do., Mr. Giddens ;

3, do.. Rev. J. Thackeray ; 4, do.. Mr. Greeny 6, do , Mr. Ready.

Jled Picotees, light-edged: Mr. Headly won the six prizes with
his seedling: called Sarah. Purple Picofees, light-edge.d 1,

Rickard's Lady Peei; Mr. Rickard : 2, 3, 5, Vespasian, Mr. Gid-

(Jens; 4, Purple Perfection, Mr. Marsliall ; 6, Vespasian, Mr.
Ready, itose PiQotees, light-edged : i, Sharp's Coronet, Mr.
Headly ; 2, Wain's Victoria— 5, Seedling. Mr. MarshaU ; 3, 4, Fair

Rosamond, Mr. Twitchett; 6, Miss Kitty. Mr. Ready, Yellow

Picotces. 1, 2, 4, Hewlett's Paragraph -5, 6, Martin's Victoria, Mr.
Ready i 3, Howlett's Paragraph, Mr. Rickard. Seedling Picotces

—Jled: I, Mr. Headly; 2, Mr. Giddens. Light- edged lied .- Mr.
Rickard. Six pahlias : 1, Mi*. Ready; 2, Mr. Jaspar Taylor.

Tkree DahllcLs: 1. Mr. Freestone; 2, Mr. Boning; 3, Mr. Ready.
Tii^o Dahlias : 1, Mr. Boning ; 9, Mr. J. Edis. One Dahlia : i, Mr.
Headland (Headly*s Phoenix) ; 2, Mr. J. Edis. Dahlia grown in a

poll Messrs. Hadson; Two Balsams: 1, Mr. Ready; 2. Mr. F. B.

Smith. Cockscomb: Messrs. Hudson. Plant in a pot : ], Mr.
Ready; 2, Mrs. Stittle. Cut Floivers: Mr. Catling and Mr.
Ready (equal). Bouquets: I, Messrs. Hudson; 2, Mr. Green.

Mr. Green's Amateur Bouqnet : Mr. Crisp. Extra Prizes.—JI/o-

del of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre: Mr. Catling. Collection

of Plants : 1, Mr. Green; 2, Messrs. Hudson. AfHeart Marigolds'.

Mr, Boning. French do,: Mr, J. Taylor.— CawiAnW^/^ Chronicle.

Newhy Wiske Cottagers^ HorticiiUural Society.^Thc third an-
liual show was held on Thursday the 2Sth of July. The various
productions were of a superior quality, and reflected credit on the
industry and perseverance of the Cottagers. The following were
the successful competitors for the first and second prizes-—
Potatoes, Kid/tey : 1, J. Webster; 2, J. Warne. Bound: l, J.

Wame; 2, T. Prest. Peas: 1, J. \Varne ; 9,' T. Richardson.
Beans: 1, J. Warne; 5, J. Rynner. Cauliflowers: l, J.

Davison; 2, J. Wame. Lettuce, Cabbage: I, J. Webster; 2,

J. Wame. Cos: 1, R. Sturdy; 2, J. Webster. Cabbaces: I,

W. Wetherill; 2, J. Warne. Brp:t-Root: ], J. Davison; 2, W.
Wetherill. Rhubarb: i, J.Davison; 2, W. Miller. Turnips-.
1, W. Priestman; 2, J, Davison. 0\io^ a, Spring: 1, J. Davison;
S.G.Richardson. Winter- \ 1,W. Miller; 2, J. Miller. Potato
On'Ions : l,J. Rymer; 2, G. Walton. C.AnROTs: 1, J. Davison;
2, J. Dove. Apples: 1, G. Smith; 2, J. Davison. Currants,
Red: 1, J. Williams; 2, J. .Webster. White: I, J.Davison; 2,

R. Ramsdale. Black: 1, J. Williams; 2, W. Sorrel. GoosB-
h^KKi^<^ Heaviest: J.Wcbiter. Ripest: do. Raspbereies: J, J.
Robson; 2, J. Webster. Thb best Br\XH (Tf Sweet Herbs;
E. Hogge.

Tamworth Royal Horticultural Society, '^ug. 2.—The third ex-
hibition was held at^theTowni-hall. The prizes were as follows:
Best Stove Plant. E. Peel, Esq. Best Greenhouse Plant:
I, Mr. Holmes; 2, Mr. J. Erammall; 3, H. Stokes, Esq. Best
Fbaiie Plant, Her Majesty the Queen Dowager. Annuals; l,

H. Stokes, Esq. ; 2, E. Peel, Esq. Carnations : Scarlet Bizarre,
I, Hepworth's Leader, W^. Green, Esq. ; 3, Duke of Leeds, do. ; 3,

GameT3oy, Mr. Clerk ; 4, Woolridge's King, Capt. luge. Crimson
Bizarre, 1, Gregor^^'s King, Mr. Clerk ; 2, Paul Pry, do.; 3, Lord
Milton. Rev. J. Biaromall : 4, Duke of Bedford, W. Green, Esq.
Scarlet Flakes, ?, Beauty of Eardley, Rev. J. Brammall ; 2, Lydia,
do.i 3, Ely's Volunteer, do.; 4, Madame Mara, H. J. Pye, Esq.
Purple FlakeSj 1, Rev. J. Gisbome, Mr. Clerk; 2, Squire Meynell,
do.; 3, Sir R. Peel, Rev. J. Brammall; 4, Martin's Miss Wake,
Mr. Clerk. Rose Flake, !, Lady Grey, H. J. Pye, Esq. ; 2. Lovely
Ann, Rev. J. Brammall; 3, Duchess of Gloucester, W. Green,
Esq.; 4, Lady Hood, Mr.Cowdery. Picotkes : i^^rf.l, Sir Thorn as,
H. J. Pye. Esq.; 2, Mary, W\ Green, Esq.; 3, Adn.lral Talhani,
H. J. Pye, Esq.; 4, Criterion, Rev. J. BramniiUl. Purple, I,

Princess Augusta, Mr. Clerk; 2, Miss Jane, Mr. Holmes. German,
1, Princess Royal. Rev. J. Brammall; 2, Giddens' Diana, do.; 3.
Queen Victoria, W. Green, Esq^. Pansies : Pan of 24, Mr. Fiolmes

;

Punof\'2, andf/o.o/6,do. Dahlias: 7'*'/?2 r/ia, l, Her Majesty the
Queen Do^vager; 2, Mr. Holmes. Pan of6, l , Her Majesty the Queen
Dowager; 2, Mr. Holmes. Best Dahlia of amj colour, Mr. Holmes.
Vkuit \^Melan, l, H. Stokes, Esq.; 2, H. M^. the Queen Dowager.
Plums, 1 and 2, H. J. Pye, Esq. Apricots, I, H. J. Pye. Esq. ; 2,
E. Peel, Esq. Cherries, 1, Her Majesty the Queen iJow^ager; 2.
Capt. Inge. Raspberries, 1, Captain Inge. Strtncberries, 1, Mr.
J. Harding, Pears, \, E. Peel, Esq.; 2, Mr. Wheeley. Apples,
1, E. Peel, Esq.; 2, Mr. Wheeley; 3, Captain Inge; 4, ,Mr.
Wheeley. Red Currants, l, H. Pye, Esq. White, do. Black, \,

Captain Inge. Best 12 White Gooseberries, Green and Red do.,

H. J. pye, Esq. Best Yellow, Cdipt. Inge. Vegktables : — Shallots,

1, E. Peel, Esq.; 2, Mr. Wheeley. Garlic, do. Peas, i, E.
Peel, Esq.; 2, .J4r. Harding: 3, Capt. Inge. Scarlet Beans, \,

Capt. Inge; 2, Mr. Wheeley. Dwarf do., 1, Mr. Wheeley; 2, Mr.
Harding. Windsor, 1,'hir. Harding; 2, Mr. Wheeley. Lettuce,

J, E. Peel, Esq. j 2, H. Pye, Esq. Red Beef, H. Pye, Esq. Car-
rots, Mr. Wheeley, Tz/rw?/j«, 1, Mr. Harding. Potatoes, 1 and
3, Mr. Wheeley; 2, E. Peei, Esq. Onions, Spring and Atitumn-
soicn, Mr. Wheeley. Parsneps, do. Artirhokea, E. Peel, Esq.

ISOTICESofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Eor6nia anemon.tjf6lia. Anemoue-leaved Bordnia. {Green-
home ^hrub,) RutS-ceae. Octaudria Monogynia.—This pretty
plant was raised from seed received from New Holland, by Messrs.
Loddiges, many years ago; but though they gem^niated quickly,

the plants did not blossom till within the last two years. The
leaves are composed of three and sometimes five leaflets, and
have a bolder and more prominent character than those of any
other species; they are also usually tinged with yellow or brown.
The flowers are borne upon short peduncles upon the lower part
of the branches; being of a lively pink hue, and beautifully varied
by the yellow stamens in the centre. It will grow freely in light

loamy earth, with a trifling addition of heath mould. Particular

attention must he paid to potting; for it is generally owing to a
Apurness or insufficiency ot soil, or imperfect drainage, that plants
of this character acquire a sickly aspect. Watering is, besides, a
very important point; and hard water always injures species with
fine roots sooner than others, so that it should be avoided with
such plants as Boronias. Whenever the plant evincee a dispobi-
tiou to depart from its usual compactness, an occasional stopphig
of the shoots will be useful; indeed, while young, the practice
may be adopted under any clrcumsitancefi. The young shoots,
thus removed, can be employed as cuttings.

—

Pa<rton^8 Mag, of
Botany,
Ekgo'nia crassical'Lis. Thick-Stemmed Begonia. (Stone

Herbaceous Plant,) Begoni4ccae. Monix'cia Polyandria.—

A

handsome species, introduced from Gutti. nialat!irough the Horti-

cultural Society from Mr. Hartweg. Like all the genus, it U very
«asy to cnltwate.requiriTig nothing more than a cool damp stove,

«>5 and any sort of light p^atv soiL U has the angular iMToperty of

Koducing its narrow pauicHles of white and pink flowers without
the leaves. In the laouth of February they appear in profusion

. npon rngged fleshy gouty stems, and the leaves are not produced
tai «oin« weeks later. Each flower consists of two petals only,
which, being rounded and convex, give the appearance of a bi-

vaJv*' «heU ; or, when the flowers are uoexpanOed, the biossoma
may i*e compared to clusters of fourpenny pieces,—JB</(, Ueg*

Botany,
MISCELLANEOUS,

8. On what substuuccs do
those substances obtained 'f

upon plants by light } 11.

Many persons are unacquainted with the
manner in which this subject is now taught, and indeed
with its general scope and tendency ; fancying it to con-
sist of technical names, and dry systematical details con-
nected with the classification of Linnaeus. For their in-

formation we print the following list of questions, which
formed the Examination Paper in the senior class of
-Botany in University College, London, on the 30lh July,
1842 :—L Explain the origin of the pith and medullary
rays in the stem of an Exogen. 2. What is the most
ab?olnte distinction between an Exogen and anEndogen ?

3. What organic connexion is Ihere between a leaf and a
stem ? 4. What is the difference between an umbel and
a cyme? 5. In what position must the ventral suture of a
carpel nceessarily be with reference to the axis of a flower,

and why.^ 6. In the internal structure of a plant, what
means of inter-communication are provided among the
cells, tubes, and other cavities, so as to facilitate the trans-

mission of fluids? 7. Describe the principal facts con-
nected with respiration as distinguished from nutrition.

plants feed? 9. Whence are

10. What effects are produced
At what seasons of the year

should thosa pUnts be collected for medical use whose
active qualities reside in the roots ? 12, If a tree is de-

prived of its leaves, what consequences follow ? 13. State

the Botanical distinctions between Lauraccce and Berbe-
racesB, and also tlie characters common to both orders.

14, What are the distinctions between Ranunculacejc,

Anonacese, and ^lagnoliaccEe, and what are the sensible

qualities of each order ? 15. Suppose a plant to have

the following structure, what would probably be its me-
dical use? An Exogen, with opposite leaves, a 5-lobed

calyx, a 5-lobed monopetalous corolla, the same number
of epipetalous stamens, and a superior ovary with two
parietal placentae. 16. To what purposes are Convolvu-
lacese, Solanacesej and Scrophulariacese severally aj)plied in

medicine, and how are those three orders best distinguished

from each other? 17- Distinguish Urticacese from
Chenopodiacese. 18. Name the principal orders of Exo-
gens which have a valvate calyx, and explain their dif-

ferences.—It seems to us, that the person who can answer
these questions will have learned something as much worth

knowing as the construction of an obscure passage in a

Greek or Latin Classic, or even the solutioa of an intri-

cate mathematical problem,

Monnment to the Earl of Leicester.—We are hnppy to

state that the gentlemen of Norfolk have responded to the

appeal made to them by the yeomanry on this subject,

and th'at the subscription is proceedingTapidly. Upwards
of 1 ,500/. have been already subscribed by the inhabitants

of Norfolk alone, and we trust that we shall have to an-

nounce erelong such a sum as will suffice for a monument
commensurate with the importance of Lord Leicester's

services to his country. Upon this subject the testimony

of the Duke of Sussex, who was for many years Mr.
Coke's intimate friend, will be read with intere.-t. In a

letter addressed by His Royal Highness to Mr< Leamon,
the chairman of the committee, is the following passage :

*'I advise, that, in the first instance, the yeomanry,

&c., should take the lead ; and, after their subscription has

been collected, that then the nobility and gentry, &c., should

be applied to^when I shall not fail to subscribe my mite

as a token of love, esteem, admiration, and respect, for

one of the most honest, upright, useful, and important

members of the human race, whose name will grace the

page of British history during the last two centuries, and

w hich name I am proud to engrave in my heart as one of

my best friends, while as a good man I consider him to

be ' one of the noblest works of God.'
"

Gardener's and Botnnist^s Foreum Library,—The
following new works are announced.—Neubert, W. :-—Die

Modepfianzen unserer Zeit (The rabhionable Plants of our

Age). Vol, I., The Camellia and Cactus, a Treatise on

their Culture and Propagation. Vol. II., The Roses, their

Description, &c. Svo, each vol., 2s. Thouin, A. (feu

M.):—Voyage en Belgique, en llollande.et en Italic. 2 vols.

8vo, 15 fr. Endlicher, S. :—Mantissa Botaniea, sistens

Genera Plantarum, Supplementum secundum- Vindob.

4 to. 5.S'. C^.

Fasc. 3,4, 5,

Endlicher et Martius :— Flora Brasiliensif,

\

continens Cyperaceas, auctore Neea ab Esen-

beck ; Smilaceaa et Dioscoreas, auctore Griesebach. Vi-

enna, fol.,:^/. 10a-. Quariziu3,C. G.:—PopuVares Hand-

buch (Popular Manual of Organic-Technical Chemistry).

Berlin, 8vo, 8*. Eisner, J. G. :—Handnnd Hillfshuch.

Book ofAdvice for the Small Landowner and Farmer. Stutt-

gart, 8vo.—Die Deutsche Landwirthschaft. German Farm-

ing in its present state. Stuttgart. 2 vols., 8vo.—Die PoU-

tik. Politics of Farming. Stuttgart. 2 vols., 8vo.—
Rathschlage. Advice how the Farmer has to speculate in

the production and the disposing of his Stock. Stuttgart,

8vo.—Gutes Rath. Good Advii-e for bujing and disposing

of Farms. Stuttgart. JJvo.—Die Bildung. On the

Education of Farmers in its widest meaning. Stutt-

gart. 8vo. Letellier, Dr.:—Avis au Peuple. Advice to

the People on the great resemblance and the small differ-

ence between Venomous and Alimentary Muslirooma.

With coloured figures of 10 species. Paris, 4 to.——Quari-
zius, C. G.:—Haiidhuch. Handbook of Organic-Technical
Chemistry i or, Advice to analyse the simple Substances
of Organic Nature, according to rational principles, iur the

use of Farmers, &c. Berlin, bvo. ; 40^ sheets of im-
pression." Heubeck,Dr.F.X.:-Beantwortung, Answer
to the most important Questions of Agriculture, relating

to Liebig'a Organic Chemistry. Griiti, 8?o. ; 8 sheets of

impression. Cours Complet d'Agriculture. Complete

Coura^ of Agriculture, edited by Messrs. de Morc^uCf

Payen, Mirbel, H6ricart de Thury, & ' Paris. Dr.C
H, Schultz ;—Die Cycloae, The Cyclosis of the Vital Sap

in Plants. Edited by the Imperial Academy of Natu-

ralisti. Bonn. 4to., with 33 plates. Schieiien, Dr. M.
J. :—Dr. Justus Liehig, and his position relative to the

science of the Physiology of Plants. Liepzig. 8vo.

Orchidaceous Plants.—We learn that a fresh importa-

tion of these plants is about to be offered for sale by
Messrs. Stevens. Among them are, we hear, numerous
specimens of the beautiful Epidendrum, Cattleya, and
Maxillaria named after Mr. Skinner, and many novelties.

Prolific Pl^. Branch.—In the garden of Mr. Peacock,
Slyue, near Lancaster, is a Pear branch about 10 feet in

length, upon which are growing the extraordinary number
of 900 Pe
Immense lVasp*s Nest.—A wasp's nest was found

during the past week in a seed-roora at Dallam Tower,
near Milthorp, which was of an oblong shape, and
measured 32 inches long by 28 inches across. It was
supported from the roof of the building by four ropes of
the same manufacture. The gardener has destroyed ^^

wasps' ne«ts in and about that garden this year.

GARDEN MEMORANDA,
Bayfordbury, the tfat of W. Rt. Baker, Fsq.—k sliovt dcscri|)-

tion of this place was given by Mr. Loudon, in his " Gardener's
Magazine" lor November, 1840; since which time, however,
considerable improvements have been made -—inlact, there aio
few places wliere so much h^^ been Uonc in the short space of '

or 6 years. The mansion is a fine building, situated on a lining
ground, in the mittet of a magnificent and extensive parV, finely

ornamented with trees of various kinrts, particularly the Cedar of
Lebanon ; of which there are some noble specimens, both on tiM
north and south sides oi the house, plantvd in i^GS. plants
raised from the seeds of llicse trees were in 1840 grafted with the
Cedrus Dcodara, and planted oat in the park, in 184C, together
with the above-mentioned Cedars oi Lebanon, and the Silver

variety ; to form an avenue for a road, which is about to be Uiade
as an approach to the mansion from the west end of thb parjt.

These plants ttand at present 4ft. high j and should they continue
in the flourishing condition they are now m, they will, no doubt,
in a few years, form a most splendid avenue. The lawn is

situated on the south side of the house, and is very tantutully

laid out in clumps of evergreen^i, and single specimens!
Between the lawn and a gravel walk, about 1 60 } ards long, and ^

wide, which runs the whole length of the house, are the
flower-beds, surrounded by a neat box-edginy, and filled

with almost every variety of plants suitable for beds ; which pre-

sent a complete mass of colours from one end of the house to the
other. At each end of the walk, &I»o. arc two fine specimens of
Yucca aloif6Ila, one of which Is now in flower; the fiowcr stalk

measuring: upwards of I2ft. in height. Along- one side of the large
walk many handsome vases arc placed, which are filled with the
different variegated and scarlet Pelaigoniums. At the wc^t end
of the lawn another flower-garden presents Itself, in the midst of
which is a large piece of stone rock-work, covered with the dif-

ferent varieties of A&ters, Ilrllanthemnms, Fnchsias. &c. In this

garden, adjoining the mansion, stand* the Qrchidaceous house,
in which the plants are locking in excellent condition, some of

them promising large spikes of tU>wcis. From the Orchidaceous
house we proceed to the Heath-house, through the Rotary, which
contahis a fii^e collection of China, Tea-tccnted, Bourbon, and
Dwarf Noisette Ros^; the larger- growing kinds being trained

upon poles Irom lOft. to 12ft. high. The Heath-honse, which is

surrounded by laige masses of roclc-work, made up of burnt
brick and covered with Roses, &c., is filled with 5:ome fine speci-

mens of Heaths, and some of the leading Greenhouse plants,

in very good condition. At the east end of the mansion
is a large span-roofed Conservatory, which has lately been di-

vided into two compartments : one, having been made into a
dry btove, is appropriated to the growth of Tropical plartts,

amongst which tliere are two fine spccuiicnsof ^lusaCavendishii
and M. Dacca, doing extremely well. The rafters are well covered
with the best StoveCiimbers, including IpomoeaLearii,covered with
several hundred blossoms, fully cjkpaiidcd; the other end of the
house is filled with the larger-grnuing Greenhouse plants,

such as Epacris, Chorizema, Camellia, Ac. The east end
of the lawn is covered with large clumps of Rhododendrons,
Azileas, hardy Heaths, &e., which, when in full flower, present

a charming object. At this end also are three fine specimens of

Araucuria imbrjcata, one of which lias stood the la>t six years,

without the slightest protection, and is row 8fl. high : the other
two arc from 4ft. to 3ft. We noticed about the lawn several

specimens of Musa sapientum and r<jsea, plunged in pots, and
doing remarkably weU. The Arburetum, of which a slight view
may be taken from the lawn, is situated on the west side of a
hill, and covers between six or seven acres of ground; veyy

tastefully laid out in clumps and single bpvcijucns of hardy trees

and shrubs, which are all arranged according to the natural

orders of Jussieu, Theapproach to the entrance of the Arbcretum
is through an extensive collection of Thorns, Evergreens, and
American Oaks, in the Park. The entrance itf^elf is an archway,
over which are planted the first order, Clematis and Atrugcne.
The walk from the entrance leads to the top of a hill,

where you may look dowri through Maples, ranged along the
sides, upon a collection of Paeoulas, Magnt31ias, &c., and a bank
of seedling Rcrberipes, raised from B. aquif61ium, B. fasciculare,

and B. repens; amongst which there are some gt>od distinct

varieties. Beyond this baiik is a pretty piece of ornamental rcck-
work covered with Cistus, Heiiiaithemuras, &c. After passing
from the summit of the hiil, through a fine group of Pavias,
.F.sculus, Euonymus, &c., and a numerous collection of other
genera, where we noticed a fine specimen of Ailantns glan-
dnlosa, and a pretty group of Hollies, whose glossy leaves
arc always pleasingly conspicuous, we arc led to the Piuetum.
Arnoiigijt a numerous collection of Pines and other genera belong-
ing to the Conifeia: tribe, may he seen some fiiie young sp«eimc ^

of the new Mexican Pines, such as Pjiuis patula, which has
reached the height of 34 ft. j P. Teocote, 24 ft. ; P. Montezumae,
23 ft. ; Apulcei.siB.2Ji ft. J Pseudo-*trobus, 2^, and Abies religlosa,

li ft. These, together with P. Hartwegii, Russeltiaua, Dcvoniana,
and macrophylla; stood out the whi>le of last wiuter, with little

or no protection. \Ve noticed amongst the Strobus group,
several Scotch ^Flrs grafted with Pinus lAmbertiana ; one of
which, intended for the specimen, had oii itsi^^frafts nil growing
vigorously, the others having three or four on each. The*f.
together with many others in different parts of the ground, were
grafted in the beginnhig of last June, outhe Herbaceous system

;

which, we are informed, has in this place Iweu attended with
singular sue* >. Some scions also of Pinus macrocarpa and
Sabiniana were taken from two gran4 apecimcns in the groiW<*

and grafted on P. Laricio, after the same system, in June 1®**^'

and have this season mailc shoots two ft. long- Oa ^

through the difTercnt varieties of Abies and FIcea, we «*^^
plant of Abies Douglasi and two fine ones ef Ce^ms ^j^*^^
The x^est thing that attracted our attention was a W*K^»«*5«
with the order of Copressinae, which may be '^"**^*°i ±om ^
finest in the tingdom. The Kitchen- garden. ^^^ ^i^: ^ 'X^^
Mite from the mnnsion, consists of an octagMis,

*-'^**^*""'^f
^""'-"^

three acr«of ground, with a oeaUy-bailt ^^-^^ n.e^la^^u
ence of the head gardener, forming orr <^ ^f^^«*^*

"i^t^*^„*^, l^fH
The walls of the|arden are weil f^^^^^^^^SJllI^s inrie^.' &csome of the finest sorts of Peachcj, ^^.ff.'.^^fhn^r^*'
The forcing department consists of three \ meiie^ a Peach-house,

w»da Greenhouse, witk several j^,. one of which, heated by a

tock flu^ is intended ior propaffating cutting^ and p-owing

\\jiuj,&
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encumbers dnHng tb« wineer monthn, A walk throng:h a «Toip

Irf YiiccMl€«d« to A rustic hridge over a deep ravine, which acids

mtlvtTthe romantic •ppearonce of th« ^lace ; over this bn.i^-e

V?p tt*^fA*.

CALENDAR OF OPERATION S/or Me ensui,
\\ B have latelv-^een ^ '

i* antwat-fE fn k^ « «-..* ,

require it, iu u ts and frames. It h ' ,e hv «imtf^ « f•' **"^^

made too thkk. wUl break the force of the ^rm^^ ^^3 wUhn^iwholly exciudiiijr iight, and thus supersede the troubleaome nl
cessity of sjifeadinir mats daily over the glass in bright and warm
weather. When no longer neces^arj-, the lime way easily be tp-
moved by washing,

J.—KiTCaEN-.OARDrX AND ORCHARD.
/H-4f)r>r f>fimrtment.

Pi?/f:rv.—Pcrsevrre vt potting titl the %vhr>l0 of the plants are
dope, as this is an operation which wiU not admit of delay. Take
care not to overpot huccc^alon plant*, and use plenty of drain-
agrej let them also have sniiicient room to grow, for if well
attended to, they will increase very much in size before winter.
Maintain a moist atmosphere in all the houses where the potting-
is completed, and frequently jive the plants a light dewing with
a fine-rosed syriagc. Shade on bright daya if practicable; in

Journat of the Royal AgrxcuUxtral Society of England.

Vol. III. P«"'t I. {Continued from p. 456.)

[From an occasional Correspondent.]

On (he Draught of Ploughs t ^c.—The importance of

tBeiubject of this article is increased by the necessity of

endeavouring to diminish the coat of production in conse-

qnence of the acts passed during the present session for

the purpose ofadmitting* gratis, foreign competition. Dur-
ing the continuance of highly remunerating prices, more
ttention was paid to increasing the amount of production

than to diminiihiDg the cost of it. Consequently, the

cetaatton of hi^h prices occasioned a great complaint of

t' " want of rcmnner:\tion on the part of those uho had
only lately followed the example of Lord Leicester and
other great pioneers of agriruiture, and incurred all the

dii advantages without dtfriving any of the benefits arising

from high wages and good markets. Of the length of

time that may be req^nVed for the remnneration of very

exptnMve agricultarul impruvements, some idea may be

formed from the information given ns by Lord Spencer,

that nine years had been spent by Lord Leicester in bring-

ing his barren wastes into &uch conditiqn as would allow

him to attempt tlie cultivation of wlieat. Great merit is

due to him for having entered upon a speculation ^vhich,

at the time he commenced it, must liave been too hazardous
/or nny tenant to undcrtnke.

Firmers are very unwilling to enter upon speculations

of this kind until they are assured of their results by ocu-
lar demonstration, especially if their chance of rcauiaera-
tion depend upon that fickle despot, public opinion. The
more thankful should we, therefore, be for the ex.imples

.ffven by men of rank and wealth, particularly for the per-
sonal attention paid to agriculture by our revered sove-
reign Geor^^e HI.
We understand that the farm ^t Fiogmore is uow

flourisLiug under female patronage iu such a manner ,as

will encourage the fairer sex throughout the kingdom to
bestow on agriculture a ^art of that attention to which
our instruction is principally indebted for its success.
Horticulture is indeed the proper school of agriculture, and
of cultivation generally. To thi^ department, and, per-
haps, to every department of science, the contributions of
the ladies scarcely yield the palm to those of gentlemen.
It is to be regretted that the Agricultural Society has en-
trusted the management of its affairs to a select committee
of the lords of the creation, and its weekly meetings are
not generally open even to men of science, Terhaps we
ought not to regret this circumstance, because it places in

stronger light the advantages of the meetings at the
rooms of the Horticultural Society, which are so numer-
ously favoured by the attendance of ladies. Tlirre is an-
other highly valuable society, which is conducted in the
<Miie liberal manner, but which, from its age, has stood
in some need of renovation, and which will probably re-
ceive a greater degree of notice from this ejcclasiveness
of the Agricultural ^oc\etY> The principal objects of the
Agricultural Society, Indeed all of them in which it was
not preceded by the Smithfield Club, have, from the first

estabiishment of the Society of Arts in the Adeiphi, been
continually promoted tiiere by premiums as well as by
medals, of which the reports have contained many things
that are very valuable. The discussions in its committees,
which are open to all the members, have 'rendered them a
moat useful school of mechanics ; and the attendance of
ladies is invited at these meetings, where everything pos-
sessing peculiar interest is exhibited.

The establishment at the Adelphi is better adapted to
large meetings and general purposes than that of the
rooms in Hanover-square, where the members are not
expected to attend generally more than twice in the course
of the year. However, if the usefulness of the Agricul-
tural Society were to be confined chiefly to the publication
of its *• Journal/* that usefulness will be sufficiently va-
l^l^e if it continues to be conducted as it has been hi-
iLerto. The want of a complete repository is somewhat
coBopenaated by description. The dynamometer described in
the article upon which we are now commenting was con-
sidered of Butftcient importance to be placed in the reposi-
tory formed by the Chevalier Edelcranz, at Stockholm,
afterwards attached to the Royal Agricultural Academy of

m^!suH«^ iK ^^L^"^" ^?r5^b' ^PpUed to the purpose of

^^^^XZM" f
^<^»^ncy of pjoughs, and the means of eco-

Sf ? rl Irlat i^"''^^
'^ ^'" ""^ ^^"^^^«

' ^ consideration

of^^SuSu^"'*"'' ^"""'^ demonstrating the cost

Out-door
Continue to cut herbs of all

ther Capsicums, Radish-pods,
other Vegetables for pickling.

Examine the beds daily, and if the heat should be found too
great, immediately draw the bark away from the pots, which
might he done without disturbing the plants. Those lirst potted
will rctiuirc water now, which, however, must be given sparingly
till the plaiUs get roothold.
ViXKttv.—So long as the present dry and hot weather con-

tinues, too much air cannot be given to ripe or ripening Grapes.
Do not close the houses titl the sun has left them, and let dDwn
the lia^hts soon in the morning, before the atmosphere of the
house becomes charged w ith warm vapour. In the6e houses the
floors ought not to be sprinkled, but, on the contrary, every pre-

cautlou should be u-ed to keep the air in a dry state, as upon
this buth the preservation and the flavour of the fruit mate-
rially depend.
pKAcn-nousE.—Suspend nets to the trellis, or use some other

contrivance, to prevent the ripe fruit iu the latest house from
being bruised in falling. As soon as any trees are cleared of
fruit, let them be thoroughly washed. We do not advise tiie

lights to be taken off late houses, because in the dull and damp
weather which frequently occurs in the autumn months, their

shelter will be necessary for the proper ripening of the wood j

but with t-arly houses. In which the fruit is ripe in May or June,
the case is widely different.

Fio-HOUSB.—The second crop will uow he swelling rapidly ;

therefore the trees muit be freely watered at the root, andocca.
sionally overhead. Pay particular attention to this last point,

if any red spider are found upon the leaves.

CccuAiuEKs AND Me Lo VS.—Shading cannot be safely dis-

pen?;cd with so long as the sun continues so powerful : and the
method described in the preliminary observations will be found
worthy of trial. Let growing plants also be properly supplied
with water; for wanting this, a short exposure to the sun would
most likely destroy the principal leaves. M before stated, Melon
plants ought not to be watered when the fruit is approaching
maturity, for, owing either to a sudden accession of sap, or to
the dampness of the atmosphere thereby induced, the fruit al-

most invariably cracks. Do not close the frames too early on hot
days. If large enough, pot off the seedlings intended for fruiting

in winter, one plant in a pot ; they must afterwards be very care-
fully shaded.

Department.
kinds as they become fit, and ga-
Nasturtiums, Kidney Bean?, and
The ground beuig so extremely

dry, so much time is necessarily occupied in watering, tliat it

will be useless to attempt planting until a change of weatiier
takes place. All seed-beds should be shaded, if practicable; but
tlie shading material nuust not be placed too near the plants, so
aa» to draw them up weakly. If seeds mast be sown, the ground
should be well watered, and afterwards covered with litter till

the i)Iants appear. Clear away all crops of Peas, Beans, ^c., as
soon as they cease to bear.

Cabuaoks.—Do not suffer cracked or otherwise useless heads
to remain uncut, or very few sprouts will be produced by the
stalks. Water and shade the seedbeds. Embrace the first fa-

vourable opportunity to transplant a good breadth for Coleworts.
CAUiTFr.owERS.— In cold and late situations the spring crop

should be sown about the middle of the week ; but in warm gar-
dens a few days after the 20tli will be soon enough. Water the
latest autumn crop liberally,

Cki.kiiv ouglitto be most particularly attended to in watering;
forif, from the want of sufficient moisture, the plants once acquire
a disposition to put up flower- stalks, no after care can prevent
the loss of the crop.
Evnii'E.—Tie up for blanching, and thin the last sowing, leav-

ing plants enough for removal at the first favourable change of
weather,
KiDNBV Bbaxs.—In dry ground these should be watered, or

their fruit will not set.

LKTrccE.—Some sorts, of known hardihood, should be sown in
the course of the week, for the pnn^ose of standing the winter.
Of Cos, the Browifc (by some called the Bath Cos) is a general
favourite. Some of the French kinds also are very hardy, espe-
cially one called ** Vcite d'hiver,'* Of Cabbage, the best kinds we
have - en are the Asiatic and the Brown-speckled; but-theseare 1

probably not procurable from seedsmen. The Imperial and the
Brown Dutch are hardy and good sorts.

NoRMAXDV CftEss.—Sow to Stand the winter.
Onions.—The Tripoli and the Brown or the White Portugal

should be sown now; another sowingto be made ten days hence.
i*fc;,AS.—Those intended to give a late supply should be well

watered, and some rotten dung spread over the ground between
the rows.
Spi vAcn.—Sow the main winter crop on good ground.
Orchard.— \n light soils which are not retentive of moisture.

Peach-trees ought to be watered at the roots, not merely for a
foot or two round the stem, but as far as the roots are supposed
to extend. Previously loosen the surface of the border with a
fork, and afterwards spread some dung or litter over the moistened
part to lessen evaporation. Soap-suds may be used for wash-
ing the foliage, as it is more inimical than clean water to the red
spider. If desirable to retain any old plantations of Strawberries,
the plants would be strengthened by mowing off the old leaves,
and spreading an inch or two of rotten dung or good compost
over the surface. Look daily to earwig-traps ; destroy wasps*
nests, and use means fur the dcstiuction of all insects which are
iujuriuus to fruit-

n.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door V^ irtment,

SrovK.—Where alterations are in progress, protect as. well as
possible the plants placed in the open air. Things which are likely
to come into flow er in the autumn or winter, should, if practicable,
be placed in a greenhouse or open shed, in order that their foliage
m^iy not be injured by the weather. The north side of a wall or
hedge is also a good place for such protection.
Gr&bxhousk anp Conskrvatorv.— Pelargoniums which

were headed down early will now be fit for re-potting. Shake
off all the old soil, prune the roots carefully, and re-pot the plants
in smaller pots than they previously occupied; using light friable
compost with the object of obtaining a healthy and vigorous
system of roots. Set the plants in a vacant frame, where they
can be shaded and encouraged to grow -. but do not on any account
crowd or over- water them. While tlie hot weather continues,
all plants in pfits will rcfiuire strict attention in watering. Shad-
ing would not only prevent the expenditure of so much labour
and water, but it would also benefit the plants.

Pits and F/iames.—The first set of Chrysanthemums should
now be shifted into their blooming pots, and any shoots stopped
that take the lead. Likewise re-pot Balsams, Cockscombs, Globe
Amaranths, and other annuals for blooming late. Sow Ten-
week Stocks in pots for flowering in spring ; likewise Mignonette
in light soil and well-drained pots.

Out-door Department,
Many plants will ripen seeds this season which do not com-

monly afford that means of propagation to any extent; such,
mort^foTP. atould be gathered a.s they ripen. Of these. Verbenas
,

." "i;iiotropes may be insUnced. Watering must not be omit-
tefi. Tie up Dahlias,, remove dead flowers, and keep the surface
oi the h^Ki^ and bo. ^ rs loose by hoeing. Very little mowing is

tX L ,« fir :
**''''' ^*'^ ^*^'"^ should be gone over often enoughtp^cep th«snrtace smooth.

KURSERY AND FORBST DEPARTMENT.
Nprts-Rnv See la-st Caleti^u-.

i.r****"^,"^ it*." ^**''''*^^J^'^»^'>s.-Besides the work mentioned
last week, Ilttie can now be drmc, nnleR>» it be the repairing of old
<a- makmg new dead fences. Gates, paling. ?fcc., should also be
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Aug. 5. Overcast; cloudy and fine tiiroughout.
6. Cloudy; rain; clear and fine at night.

7. Clear and very line.

8. Clear ; hot and dry ; very fine.

9- Hot and dry; cloudless. ^
10. Sultr)'; excessively hot and dry; distant thunder and slight

rain in afternoon; heavy thunder-storm towards midnight, with
rain in torrents.
11. Cloudy in the morning; afterwards clear and very fine.

Mean temperature of the week 'A°39 above the average. Theioth
w^as the hottest day since Aug. 5, 1836.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDKN MARKET,
For the week ending August 12, 1842.

Thk quantity of fruit which has been brought into the Market
during the week has been immense, and considerably greater
than the demand for it; vegetables have likewise been well snp-
plied. Trade continues on the decline. Fruit.—There are srmie
fine Pines offered, with little variation in price from last week.
Black Grapes are from 25. to 3s. per It). ; and Muscats have fallen
to 45. per lb. Peaches and Nectarines are from 85. to 15«. per
doz. Apricots abound ; the best fruit fetches from is. to 2*. 6d.
per doz. Green Gage Plums for dessert are selling from 2s. to
2^. 6d. per punnet; inferior fruit from 2s. to 3*. 6d. per half.
sieve. The Orleans Plum and other less valuable kinds are
selling from Is. to 35. Cd. per baif-sicve. May Duke and Morello
Cherries are the only sorts obtainable; the former at 2*. per
lb.; the latter at is. ^er lb. Black and White Currants are
no longer to be met with ; a few Red may be had from 3*.

to 5s. per half-sieve. Gooseberries are also nearly over. A
small quantity of tolerably good Raspberries may be obtained,
from 3d, to is. per gallon. Filberts arc very plentiful and
well filled, and fetch about lOs. per doz. Ibs^ Apples and Pears
are remarkably abundant ; the best dessert kinds of the former
are the Devonshire Qnarrenden and the Kerry Pippin. Amongst
the Pears are some good samples of the Jargonelle and Windsor:
the prices arc somewhat less than those of the previous week.
Cucumbers are considerably cheaper than they have yet been:
the frame fruit fetches from 2s. 6d. to 45. per doz., the natural
fruit from 9d. to }$. Zd. per doz., and Girkins are plentiful fiom
75, to U)5. per 1000. Vegetables.—\Qry little variation of price

has taken place during the past week. CabtJages arc somewhat
cheaper. Peas are on the decline, and it is extromely difficult to

meet with a young sample; those offered are rather dearer than

in last week's quotation. Carrots and Turnips have iuiproved

greatly; and the generality of the Potatoes appear to be uncom-
monly good. Tomatoes may be obtained from 1*. 2d[ to Is. gd.

per punnet. Capsicums are becoming plentiful; the ripe fruit

fetching from 6rf. to \s. 6d, per doz. /'/ojc/t,?.—Those in pots

consist principally of Myrtlps, Fuchsias, Hydranpreas 8rc.: and

amount the cut ones we observed Allamantia cathartica. BigixS-

nia venusta, Ceanothus aziireus, several Passifloras, Gladioli,

and Ericas.

PRICES, SatcSuav, AratsT 13, I84S.-FRUITS:—
Pine Applp, per lb. 44 to7»
Grap««, per pound, 2i in 3i
— Muscats, per pound, 4#

3Ieluiis,Kn^liih, CKL-h, Ic 6tJ loZsCd
— Duuh, 1* to 2s€tt

Peachp?, per doz- St to Ifij

Nectarines, per doz., S4 to ^S$
Apricnts, per doz,. It to St td
Figs, per doz., 3a to 4f
Plum?, dessert, per punnet, 1 1 to Ij 6i
Greengag-es, per punnet, £j to 3«
— Baking, per hf.-sv , 3« to 5j

Apples, de3seri,per but.h.» 2* Gd to &m

Fears, d&ssert, per hf. sieve, 2« to Cs
Raspberries, per f^all. 8ii to li

Cherriei, wall, per lb. 1> to£f

Uii

Cabbage, per doz. lOrf to 1*
—' plants, or Colewfjits, per duz.

8ff to 3«
Cauliflowers, perdoz., 2/ to 7«
Teas, per sieve, 2f to 4«
— per half sieve, U to S«
—• per sack, 5f to 10«

Beans, Kidney, per hf. sv.. If toS< GJ
Potawes, per tun, su< tu80«

—. per cwt. 2s 6d to 5*

-* perbushet, U 6d to 3#
— Kidney, per bu>h., 2j to 4r

A rtichokee, ptr doz., 2i to <s

ITurnipt, per dox bun.,2«io4«
OarrotE, per doz- bunch, 3t6d to 5;
Red Beet, new, perdo?en,9rf to It

iladiah, per doz. hands (S4 to30 eacKJ
9d to U ed

— Turnip, p. dox. bch., U to li 6d
Horse Hftdish, perbnndle,l«6<i to5«
Spinach, per lieve, 24 to 3j

Gooseb(?rTip9, perhf. sve., Ss 6d to U
Currants^ Red, Tot wine, per hf.

3' to 7*— for dessert, &* to 6$

CucumberB, per d(iz., it to 4a

— Gherkins, per 1000, 7i lolfl#

Oranges, per doz., Ij lo 2t
— per 100,6* tolto

Lemons, per doz. Ii to 2* Qd
— per 100, 7'to 16* )

Altnondfl, perpeok, 7*
Sw^et Almonds, per pound , 8»

Filherts,Englii!h, per lUflilM. «J» t075#

Nuts, per bushel— .i

— BrHzi!, 20*
.,.—. Barcelona, SOs to24«

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Green, perdoz. bun. 2*to3/W
— CookinfT, perdoz. hch., i*6d\o%r

Chives, per bunch, 3rf
'

Leeks, per doz- bun., 3i to 4* j

Garlic, per lb. 4d to Sd j^i
Shallot?, per !b., lOJto U *^J
Lettuce, Cabh»irp,p- wore, »^ to ''".

— Cos,6</ to u 6rf
*

Endive, per score, 1« to 1* fi' ^J *

Celery, per bund., (ifi to 15), Utq 1« W
Small Salads, per punnet. 2./ to Crf

Watercress, per doz- &m. bun. 4d loC^t

Par.ilev, per halt sieve, U ioJ« «rf

Tarragon, dried, parduz. biin-i^* ^'^ •*'

-Mint, per doz, bnnchP!", ?f to :^»

VeRel?ib!e Marrfw, perdo^-, ^'' ^^^
Tomatoes* per putmtt. 1« 3d to 1* 9d

Capsicums, creen. per }00, \a^f»'jf^*
— kipe, per doz., ed to l«6rf

Mushrooms, per poitle, 2* 10 "^d

anac-ruseu syringe, anaae on ongnr aaya u practicahle; in paiutcd white the wood isthorotiehlydrir/i^dbefo^^^w)me cases the method above menUoneU mi-ht be employed. Sets in.-/. B. ^rAiVin^, r^t i>«/J*iii?.
^^^^

I^otices to Correspondents

.

Mr, PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is HOW reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for grneral tlistribution, price 3tf,

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Geiitlemen

wishing: to distribute copies among tlieir cottage tenantry n»ay

have them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-

office order to this Office, at tlie rate of 5s. for every 2j copies re-

quired.
i>. W. S.— Of the Numbers you require fifteen are out of pnut.

A, C, will find the necessary information for nisSKCXi.vo tajb

LKAVKS OF PLANTS at p. 4oG of this year's CAro?i''cte.—t .

Herbaceous.—YQtit plants are,--l, Aconitum NapcUusj 2 ana .

3, PotentiUa pedata ; 4, Digitalis ferrugluea; 3, Hypericum cia-

tum; 6, Dracoccphalura graiuliflorum.—

t

„
*

A Regular Sttt)S€riber.—'' ^n\To^n*^ PkvVCTICAL Garwkvk*
is one of the best practical works upon general gardening-—

i

X/iJwa/MW',—The latest period at which Pst ^ "goj^um* «'?*

be left out of the greenhouse will vary with the sea-^on, aiid i» «

different parts of the country. We w^nud not advise you to «*-

po5e your plants after the latter part of September.—; .

C. D. ii,— ^ialvia pateus is a perennial, and mtMf be increase*
by cuttAOKS In the same manner a* otiu:r half-hardy 5icrbacef*n»
plants; the old plants wiU also live if repotted. We caniiot an-

swer your question respectiog the Gaiiiftrdia, unless you inform

!
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^s which species you refer to. Your Camellias would have suc-
ceeded better if they had been placed in a warm Viner>'to perfect
their £:rowth, instead of being plunged in the open border. The
plant of Azalea Smi'thii which has not flowered for some
years, requires to be fresh potted and treat'ed in the same
i^nuer. There is no way of eradicating; Coltsfoot, except by
pulling it up, ( r constantly destroying the leaves as fa&t as they
appear, Pentstemon gentianoides is very different from P. Mur-
rayanus. The plant whose leaves bear a great resemblance to
those of a Carnation is the Luzula campestris.

—

t
Jioderick.—YGXiT plants are, 2, Lycop6dium Selago; 3, As-

pldium Filixmas; 4, A^sj)lenium Filix foe'mina; 5, Asplcniura
Trich(5manes; 6, Arenarla rubra. We cannot account for the
death of yonr BBKCH-nEDCE in any other way than that it may
have suflTered from the excessive drought which has prevailed in
niany places through the summer.—

t

W* T.—Your plants are, 1, Chenop6dium bgtryodeSj 2, Linaria
vulgaris J 3, Illccebrum verticillaTum.

—

x

HI. itf., Ealhig.-Th^ Phlox is not sufficiently distinct to be
useful. Your crimson Dahlia named Virgil is decidedly "first-
rate j" we have never seen form moie perfectly exemplified than
in this flower. The crown of the bloom is so finely developed
that no depression of the centre is perceptible when viewed side-
tways; and, from its having considerable depth of petals, its form
is rendered complete.—*
A Novice^ JSlach-fHars, who states that he has had a Fuchsia for

the last three years w^hich at the proper time puts forth a great
number of buds, which drop oif without blo.wing, although the
plant is kept in the open air with others, and is in appearance
healthy, should have informed us whether the plant has been re-
potted during that period ; as it is most probable that the blooms
drop off from want of sufficient nutriment,—

t

Gamma.—Lk on on s Lkoxcrus, potted ia light rich soil, and
kept in an airy part of the greenhouse, will no doubt flower freely.
'Paulovnia impkrialis requires plenty of pot-room to keep it in
a growing state. If you m?/^^ prune your Cedar of Lebavon,
do it in midwinter ; but it should be avoided if possible. Some
varieties of Roses are very apt to sport in their colours.—

t

H, D.—A new edition of the Catalogue of Fruita in the
garden of the Horticultural Society will appear very soon.—

t

Shorthartd's insect is the Sirex Gigas, Linn. The history with
figures of a species equally destructive to timber will be found in
Curtis's Brit..£nt., fol. andf)i. 253.—Jf.

Cadwalluder's Caterpillars are the offspring, not of a Moth, but
of a Tenthredo, or Saw-fly, allied to tlie Nigger, or Black Cater-
pillar, which occasionally destroys the Tuniip crops ; whose his-
tory and economy will he found in the 2nd vol. of the Royal
Agric. Journ. Unless we could see the larvae alive, it would be
impossible to guess to what species of Tenthredo they belong;
and we regret exceedingly that they were all dead wl\en they
leached us.— 72.

Lire and let Live is referred to p. 296 of vol. 1, and p. 252 of the
Card. Chron. for the present year, for the mode of getting rid of
the Maggots destroying Onion crops, as well as for diminishing
the Flies by killing their puppe.— B,
Mr. William King's curious nest formed of Rose leaves is the

work of a wild Bee, called the *' Willow or Leaf-cutter Bee," and
is the Apjs Willughbiella of Hay. As this Is an interesting
subject, we will shortly give its history.— J?.

T^ro.—We are not acquainted with any work which treats
wholly upon plans for laying out Flower Gardkns. You will
find a great number interspersed in " Loudon's Gardener's Maga-
zine;" and an old work called "James' Gardening" "— ^''—

-

I

contains
raany curious ancient^deviccs.
A Constant Reader.^The true Swainstone Seedlivg Straw-

BEaav may he obtained of Messrs. Forrest and Co., Kensington
Nursery.—

t

W. 5.—Passifloha cocciNEA is a Stove, and not a Green-
house pTant.—

t

Ignoramus.~^YOUT plants are, 1, Hibiscus Rosa sinensis; 2,
Lantana Cammara ; 4, Vinca rosea alba ; 5, Vinca rosea. You will
not be able to obtain a complete set of this year's Chronicle, six
OS the numbers being already out of print. Your insects next
week.—

t

C, O. £.—Of your plants, No. l js Ipomoea Quamoclit; 2, Cle-
rodendrum emirnense ? 3, Clerodendrum floribundum ?—

t

^
il. S.—Wben trees have been barkfd all round the bole there

IS seldom a remedy, unless the extent of the barking is very in-
considerable

j in which case the wound should be covered thickly
witli a nnxture of fresh cow-dung and clay, and bound over with
moss, or some contrivance to prevent the plaister being washed
offagain.—

t

^' W^.—The quality of your Well-water, so far as plants are
concerned, is not likely to be affected by the impurities you de-
scnbe, unless they should be too abundant. The loss among
your plants has probably been occasioned by the long drought, in
spite of the water, and not because of it. It is in reality of little
use watering plants in this sort of weather, unless it is done
much more abundantly than is customary. A much better plan
IS to mulch their roots with old cow- dung, when it is possible.-

1

Qwem^ will find the fact of some Mushmoows having heaved
up a pavement stone mentioned at p. 535 of Ottr last week's
Chronicle, It is not so uncommon as is imagined; and, alter all,
why should it be doubted, when we see the prodigious forces of
vegetation acting on other substance-' ? The common Mushroom
has been known to heave up a hard clay road baked by the sum-
mer's sun to the consistence of a brick ; and the solid masonry
of India is toppled over by the roots of Fig-trees.-

1

.EnVA.—The colonial names ofG uayana plants are little known

;

nor are the plants themselves familiar to botanists. Such plants
are of no value in this countr>-, because they require more heat
than we have in the open air, and more space than wehaveinoar
stoves. Your Bell Apple appears to be a Bryony or a Momordica,
but such things cannot be determined by single leaves. Send us
leaves, flowers, and fruit, and we will tell you what it is.—

t

A. Whittaker.—A list of Carnatioxs, with their leading cha-
racteristics, will appear shortly, and will furnish yon with the
information you require. Twitchett's D<>x John was noticed,
p. 782, in the Gardeners^ Chronicle for 1841 ; the correctness of
the desciiption has been confirmed by the specimens exhibited
this BcaFon, the striking peculiarity of the flower being the bril-
liancy of the scarlet stripe, which is well supported by the white
and dark stripes. The colours are more equally divided ; the
white is clearer and it is fuller of petals than cither Willraer's
Conquering Hero or Strong's Duke of York j in the scarlet and
white it is superior to Roi des Capucins, but in the dark stripe it

bears a great resemblance to that flower.—*
M. C.—Your plants are, 1, Sfdvia glutinosa; 2, Aconitum versi-

color; 3, Commelina caslestisj 4, Sphendgyne speciosa j 5, Cal-
lichroa platjglossa. The other plant is Hibiscus Syriacus,and is

sometimes called the Rose of Sharon. Plants of Ribes sax-
GDfvRpM will continue to thrive for many years; and the un-
healthy appearance of yours is more likely to have been caused
by the long drought than by anything else,'as they are not parti-
cular with regard to soiL If the seeds of Comsiklina c^elbstis
are sown early in the spring, in a hotbed, the seedlings will
flower the same year,- the tubers should either be taken up and
preserved in the same manner as Dahlia roots are, or some ashes
should be spread over the border in which they are. We can re-

commend no better remedy for the destruction of the lahck
Garden' Svails than to employ children to collect and destroy
them. W"e have never heard of such a plant as the feathered
Anemone.—

t

A ^ uitscriter.^The plant which you had sent to you last

autumn as a yellow Fuchsia, is a Solanumj but, without a
flower, we cannot determine the species.—

t

S. F. P.—Yonr bulbous plant is Gladiolus psittacintis.

M,Browne.—By referring to the back Numbers of the ChrofHcIe,
you will find that the Tamworth shows have alwatfa been an-
nounced the week previous to their taking place j whicb> from
the tenotir of your letter, you seem to have overlooked,—?

A LoverofGardr?:fng,—LiQxiD Mancrk mav be used for allkinds of plants that are not too apt to run to leaf. We should,however fear it would be too powerful for Rcotees and Pinks,
it should be always appUed in small quantities at a time, and at
considerable intervhls of time. In all cases it sliculd be given to
plputs when in full growth, or ;ubt be-inning to grow. It is
worse than useless when the growth is nearly over. You will
mjd ^botU.i. dressing of good rotten cow-dung better for Pansies
than liquid manure. Why not use vour pump to return to the
danghUl the water that flows from it, so that the main body of
the manure miay be improved by it ?—

t

A'. A".—By LiME-arBBisHls meant the (^Id mortar and plaister
obtauiedwhen houses are pulled down. It is a most excellent
manure for heavy land, and not at all heating. If, however, your
gardener is afraid of it, why not try a portion of the ground pre-
pared as we advise, and the remainder according to the gardener's
way? Your question about Po\D-Mri> is answered in Sprengel's
papers on manures, now publishing in our columns. Gas-water
will not sweetefi it, most certainly. If you add powdered gvpsura
to the mud in the first instance, and then water it well with gas-
water as you turn over the mixture, you will render the mud a
far more powerful fertiliser. Far Asparagus beds the best season
IS the autumn, and the best method that described at p. 187. Give
them PLKKTV OP salt.
<^MiwiH find the general facts concerning hybrids in the

;• Theory of HorticiHture," p. 69, and more detailed information
inLnidley's " Introduction to Botany,"cd. 3. In a very short time
we shall introduce the subject into our columns. For the present,
we can only say that some hybrids are immediately sterile, and
that others are fertile.—

f

If G. H., who sent specimens of the Green Pine Apple Straw-
berry to the Gardeners' Chroitide office a fortnight since, has any
runners to spare, and will commmiicate his address, he may hear
of a customer,—

t

A Correspondent is very anxious to know the best method cf
PRKSERviNt; Grekjj Peas till Clmstnias. Will anyone favour
us with the information desired?
E. M. W. informs us "that she has a fine swarm of bees Avhich

were last year hived in one of the ** Conservative Bee-keeper's
Boxes," the centre of which they have now completely filled

;

the side box is also well furnished with comb, and nearly full of
honey, but not sealed up. She has been waiting to take it, but
as it has not made much progress during the last 10 days, she is
doubtful whether the bees will finish their work 30 late in the
season; and wishes to know if she must wait to see what the
bees will do, or take it in an unfinisheri state, before they begin
to eat it themselves." [If E. M, W. does not live in a heaUi
country, her bees will not do much more this season. She had
better take the side box as soon as she finds that it docs not get
any heavier, and return the bees to the centre one.]—

^

An Amateur, Tavistock,— Having examined the list of your
Carnatioms and Picotees.wc recommend you the following
sorts, which will form a good variety with those you already
possess.

Carnations,
Brook's Flora's GaHand, R.F.
Ely'sLady Ely, R.F.
Greasley's Village Maid, R.F.
Pollard's First-rate, P.F.
Wiilmer's Hero of Middlesex,

S.F.
Wigg's Earl of Leicester, S.F.
Wiliracr's Conquering Hero,

S.B.
Smith's Duke of Wellington,

SB.
Bucknall's Earl Fitzhardinge,

S.B.
Puxley's Prince Albert, C.B.
Chambers* Kate. C.B.

Jacques* Iris, C.B.
Picotees,

Sharpens Duke of Wellington,
Red Edged.

Sharpe's Hector.
Oiddcns' Teaser.
RusselFs Incomparable.
Craske's Queen Victoria, Pur.

Ed.
Kirtland's Queen Victoria.
Dickson's Trip to Cambridge.
Giddens* Vespasian. *

Brook's Miss Brooks, Rose Ed.
Syke's Eliza.

Wain's QueeuVictoria.
Beauty of Reading, Rod Ed.

DKcoMTOSEn Tax will not form a substitute for manure ; hut it

will impoverish your compost. We cannot accoui\t for some of
your Carnations not blooming and having a healthy appearance,
unless it arises from their behig overgrown.—

*

C Wenman.—Your Seedling Pklaugoniu.'u arrived in bad con-
dition, but we saw sufficient to convince us that it is not'tcdrth
preserving, as it is deficient both in the substance and form of
the petals.—

*

J, i?,—Your seedling Dahlia being badly packed, was so much
bruised in its journey, that we cannot give a decided opiuion upon
it. There are good points in the flower; for instance, the centre
is well up, and it possesses considerable depth of petals, but these
are too small for the size of the flower, and give it a crowded ap-
pearance; we should like to see it again. Of your seedling Pico-
TKES the heavy-edged purple is the best; the pod is good, and
the guard petals large and of good substance. The principal de-
fect is in the edging being too heavy, and not confined sufficiently

to the edge of the petals, which are barred, and the colour occa-
sionally broken through to the edge by the white. The heavy-
edged light rose lias the same fault as the purple, the petals being
too much barred ; the guard petals also are too small, and want
substance. The other variety was curled up ; we could see that
the edging was good, but the petals wanted size, and were too
few in number.—

*

.ii?uio«s.—Veiihkxas are so numerous, that to raise one worth
sending out, it should have some decided characteristic that will
distinguish it from those we already possess; your seedling is a
yery good one, but we cannot recognise any peculiarity sufficiently

strong to warrant its being sent out as a new variety.—*
K. T.— The Moyre' and HvBiUD MicaoFHYLtA are both

Roses of acknowledged merit in their particular class j your
blooms were very good ones.— *

iJ. Freestone.—Yonr seedling W^uite Dahlia is a very good
flower, being round, and having good petals of considerable
depth, with the centre very slightly depressed, in the bloom we
received the centre petals do not appear to open with suihcient
regularity

; the transition be iiig too sudden from those fully open
to those just unfolding. If the season overcomes this defect, it

will prove a very useful show-flower.—

*

F, 3/-—Your Pglaroon^um is an old variety, named Smith's
Lord NeUon.—

*

Kinghome,—Your seedling yellow Darlxa, named the Tinek-
enham liiral, we should like to see again, as the bloom sent ap-

pears to have been cut too early, the centre being too full of un-
expanded petals. If this defect is not common to the flow^ex, it

will come into the first class ; for it is fine In form, with a good
petal, and of a very desirable colour. Ladp Blr.ntt/re is a beau-
tiful bright rose, of One form and excellent petal ; it promises to
be a first-class flower. The Chieftain is a deep rich purple, pos-
sessing good properties ; but having so many of the same colour,
the flower is consequently of less value.—*
W.—The best of your seedling Picotees is C, which pos-

sesses a good petal, perfectly even on the edge; but the
rich puri)le colour is too much splashed over the surface of the
petals. In all the other blooms, the petals are too much ser-
rated, the colour broken, and not confined to the edges of the
flower ; they arc border flowers only.—*
- A. B.—We do not remember the Pelargonium called Geor-
gium Sidus.—

t

(Edijn/s.—lso. I of your plants is nothing more than Tropje'o-
kira tricolor; 2, is Melia Az^darach; 4, an Omith<*igalum : 5,
Schinus MoUe.—

f

E. F, L.—We must refer you for information as to the best
manner ofpreparinglahd for Myatt's Pink Strawbkuhv, to the
i arious communications we have lately publi^hed on this subject.
We have ourselves no experience respecting it.—

j

S. ;if.—To protect your Wail-fruit from the Wasps, we would
recommend you to procure some nets with small meshes. These
nets thould be strctchetl tightly in front of the trees, without
leaving any open spaces between the edges and the wfJh They
must likewise be kept at a distance from the wail b-ces, by m««flB

of sticks, so that no leaves or branches project through the
meshes, upon which the Wasps may alight. By these means few
if any of these destructive insects will cuter to attack the fruit.—

t

L^g^rt— It frequently hOppc that plants of Pextstkmov
srirriosrs, grown in a'situation fully exposed to the sun, during
a dry season, wither without expanding their flowers. This is

probably the case with yours.—

t

Jj^coHie-TttA-,—The Shrubland Scarlet and Globe Scarlet are
pRt.AncoxiuMs, and not Geraniums. Our little wild, flowers of
this tribe are Geraniums, properly ?o called. The term " crum-
pled petals*' could not with propriety be api-lied to the defect in
the two Pelargoniums to which you allude; as the imperfection
consists in a single ridge or fold being visible in one of the upper
petals only of each flower. With this exception, the petals were
perfectly even. The defect is slighter than you imagine j but it
no doubt influenced the judges in their decision, as they were
both placed in the second class.—f *

P. n. H^—Vour plants are A'triplex littoralls, and Hicracium
murorum.
A A'ortVf.—Your plant is Gomphocarpus fruticosus.—

f

S- Jlf.—GuA.vo is usually applied either by drilling it into the
land uith the seed, or by being spread upon the aurface of the
ground in small quantities. If used in the latter manner, it
should be mixed with soil previously to bting applied, as it is a
very powerful manure j by which means it will be more equally
distributed. It will be of no avail to use St during the present
drought, as it only acts in wet weather.—

j

Tlirdslofiiensis.^\\Q know of no remedy for checking the Wirk-
wouM which has attacked your Currot-s, unices spirits of tar, ap-
plied in the manner recommended at p. n:( of the first volume of
the Chrimicle should produce the desired effect. To thin the
number of Wasps which attack your fruit, you must iW^mioi the
nests in the neighbourhood of your garden, and likewise hang up
bottles containing a smaU quantity of swectwort or sugar and
water near the fruit. The insects will generally enter these, hi
preference to attacking the fruit j and if the' dead tiasps are
cleared oui every morning, great numbers may be so de-
stroyed.—

$

^' 5.— Your seedling Fr'f nsiA is one of considerable beauty,
and difl'erK in the great length of the divisions of the calyx from
any which we have yet seen. Their colour is also bright, and
not dimmed with that dirty tinge which usually i^-evatls amongst
this class of flowers.—

J

li^noramus's larvae, infesting his Pear-tree leaves, are called
Shig-worms, and will change to a Saw-fly, probably the Tkn-
THREUo Cerasi of Lhiuseus. They never touch Apple-tices,
but often attack the leaves of Plum and Cherry-trees.—J?.

Geranium's Pklargonium lkavks appear to be spotted and
blistered by the larva; of some insect, but we cannot inform him
what it is, as none of them were to be found iu the leaves sent.
If fresh green leaves, with blisters and spots upon them, be for-
warded to Mr. Curtis, he will probably be able to give the re-
quired information.-ii.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late 'for answers tliis week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK,
The labours of Parliament, after one of the longest and

most arduous sessions on record, were brought to a termi-

nation yesterday. Her Majesty prorogued both Houses
in person, with a speeclx from the throne. The speech
alluded to their zealotis exertions during the session, to

the important measures of finance and commerce which
they had passed, to the recent acts for improving the ad-

ministration of the laws, and to the measure for the

increased protection of her Majesty's person. It adverted

to the friendly dispositions of foreign powers, and men-
tioned the gallant defence of Jeilftlabad, as a proof of what
may yet be expected from the troopa and their dis-

tinguished commander. It alluded to the proxidential

prospects of an abunJ«nt harvest, and to tbe indications

of a gradufil recovery of trade. It expressed deep sympathy
in the distress and privation of the manufacturicsj classes,

and concluded by reminding the men^bers of both Houses
that their own personal influence and example within the

sphere of their local interests cannot fail to encourage

that spirit of order and submission to the law, without

which there can be no enjoyment of the fruits of peaceful

industry.

In France, the trial of strength on the Presidency

of the Chamber of Deputies has terminated in the

election of M. Sauzet, the Ministerial candidate* The
four Vice-Presidents have also been chosen from the

Ministerial ranks, and the Cabinet has succeeded in re-

turning three out of the four Secretaries of the Chamber.

The?e results arc considered highly favourable to the Go-
vernment. The Regency Bill was brought in on Tuesday

;

it fixes the majority of the Prince at the expiration of his

18th year ; it gives the Regency to the Prince nearest

the throne at the time of the King's death, and declares

that the full and entire eiercise of the Royal authority,

and all the legislative dispositions respecting the personal

and constitutional rights of the King, are vested in the

The guardianship and tutorship of the young
King is given to the Queen, or to the Princess his mother
so long as she remains unmarried, and in the event of
their death to the nearest unmarried female relative on
the father's side.—From Spain we have little news beyond
the departure of the Infante Don Francisco and his fa-

mily from Madrid, There is no longer any doubt of their

intrigues for effecting

Regent.

Queen Isabella ; an^

turn to Madrid until

a marriage between their^;»on and
they will not be aliowed to re-

the Queen's marriage be decided

on.—In Portugal the Ministry contihue seriousiy em-

barrassed with the difficulty of completing the Cabinet

the Chambers had beea. definitively constituted, hnt n0

legislative buainess has been transacted since the com-

mencement of the present session, and no qm^tions nn^^t*

ever had been discussed but such as assomed a p^-^iiiaAl

or factious character.— In the Levant, «oo*iicr change la

the Divan is expected to occur, by the u-d of the exiled

Grand Vizier, and the dismissal of the prraeut Ministers.

The preparations against Persia am actively proceedingjj

aithoogh it is believed that a genetd wax wiU not take place*

'!l

.'j'
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of the sa

^T^^^ui^lJBited States we bave the gratifying i;;tclligence

tisfactory nrrangement of the ^orth.Eastera

Boundary question. The line is 5aid to var^' little from

^that laiJ down by the King of Holland. The American

Government consents to surrender a small tract of land on

Oie North. Eastern Border of Maine, while we give up

Rouse's Point on Lake Chanoplain and the right to navi-

gate the St. John above the Falls. An angry correspond-

ence Lad taken place between the Secretary of State and

the President of Mexico on the subject of Texas, in which

Mr. Webster had refused, in the most decided terms, to

admit the pretensions of Mexico.

f Court.—On Thursday afternoon the Queen and Prince

Albert, accompanied by the Prince and Princess of Saxe-

Coburg, arrived in town by the Great Western Railway

from Windsor. Her Majesty held a Privy Council im-

mediately on her arrival, when the speech to be delivered

st the Prorogation of Parliament was arranged. The
Prorogation took place yesterday, the particulars of

which will be found under our Parliamentary News. The
* Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal remain at Wind-

8or» and are quite well. On Tuesday the Queen and

Prince Albert^isitcd the Duke of Cambridge at Kew, and

returned to Windsor on the same day. It ?5 rumoured
* that her Majesty intends to visit Scotland this autumn,

and that the Royal Yacht is fitting out for the purpose.

Official MovemetiH.—It is confidently reported that

Lord Hill, in consequence of the state of his health, has

expressed a wish to resign the office of Commander-in-

Chief. It is understood that the Duke of Wellington

will, on Lord Hill's retirement, be invited by her Majesty

to resume the command of the army.

Ejpchequer BUI Report,—The commissioners have pre-

sented to Parliament their Report on the Exchequer For-

gery ; but the Government have announced that it "Evill

not be taken into.consideration until next session. The
Report is a long but very complete document, arranged

with remarkable clearness, but from its systematic preci-

iion it is impossible to give more than a general outline

frf its contents. It appears that Mr. Beaumont Smith

iMQtdto Mr. Rapallo 377 biUa of 1,000/. each, which

have come under the notice of the commissioners, exclu-

sive of a large numb^ whU^h had been destroyed or ex-

changed at various times; among the former, one parcel

of 50,000/. vttfl burnt at a single operation. Of tliese 26
found their way into the hand* of Messrs. Price and Co.,

21 into those of Messrs. Ransom and Co., IGl to Messrs.

W. and J. Morgan, and 169 to Mr. W. Mariner, who
passed tlie whole nuiaber to Mr. B^; Berekem. Messrs.
Morgan and hit, De Berekem put them into general cir-

-cbI^oa* The report divides the hold into 4 classes,

each successive one having, in the opinion of the commis-
sionersj a weaker claim to indemnity from the Govern-
snent than those preceding. In regard to the 1st class,

the compaissioners find that " the holders came into pos-

session of the bills in question in the usual course of

busioessy and without knowledge or suspicion that they
were other than genuine, or had been improperly obtained

by any person whatever." The amount iu the hands of
thediffdreut Lold..^ of this class is 117,000/. Tlie class

Inciudes ail those claimants whose names are not here-
after specified under the three next classes.—The 2d claas

iflcludesSir J. Shaw and Messrs. Hichens and Harrison,
who are mentioned in nearly the same honourable terms as

those of the first cl , hut still some doubts are expressed
as to the caution which they exercised. The commissioners
rest these dmibis on the number, frequency, and large

amounts of the deposits made with them by the same
party* on the fact that the borrower frequently submitted
to pay interest above 5 per cent, per annum, and the long
periodi for which the loans were allowed to remain cur-
reot, regard being had to the rate of interest charged upon
thena, as compared with the interest on the Exchequer-
hilli themselves. At the same time the commissioners
are of opinion that there is not sufficient ground for an
kap^^tion of want of caution against any of the parties
of tfae second clasa. T&e amount in the possesaion of
tke different holders of this class is 89,0^^/., of wbirh Sir

i"
^'^fa<>4*i «.000/., and Messrs. Hichens snd Co.

4y,0U0J—Xbe 3d class is composed of Messrs. Ransom
and Co., Mcs-^ Price and Co., Mr. J. W. Scott, Mr. H.
romkms. and Mr. L. Levy. The grounds upon which
the Commismoac ::... ...IJer that there are strongreasons for
5 , ,

>iDff a want of proper caution in this class are founded

^^^T 1^^ ^.^^-^^^^-^ce that the advances to secure
which ^e deposits were given, were not R«ide to a broker,
b«t to Solaru » person whose pursuits and condition in
life were httie known,
cipal concealed.

terialist), 210 ; M. Odillon Barrot (Opposition), 131 ; M.
Dufaure, 39; M. Gros Preville (Legitimist), 22; M.
Dupin (Count Mole"s candidate), IG ; M. Berryer (Legi-

timist), 3 ; lost votes, 5. None of the candidates having

obtained an absolute majority of votes (one over a clear

moiety of the members voting), another ballot was had,

when M. Sauzet obtained 227 vote*, M. Dufnure 184 ;

giving to i\I. Sauzet a majority of 43. M. Sauzet was con-

sequently declared duly elected. The anticipation of thiu

important event had a favourable effect on the funds. The

?> per Cents, improved to the extent of 20 cents., and a

further rise of 5 cents, followed the official nnnouucement

of the result. On Saturday the Cabinet still maintained

its advantage ; three of its candidates were returned for

the Vice- Presidency by large majorities. These were M.
Salvandv, who obtained 223 votes ; M. Rignon, 208 ;

and

General' Jacqueminot, 205 ; and who were, consequently,

proclaimed Vice-Presidents for the ensuing session. M.

De Belleyme, the fourth Conservative candidate, had 162

votes in this ballot, and was elected on the second ballot

in the evening, so that all the Vice-Presidents are Con-

servatives. The Ministerial papers observe that the result

of these elections proves that, notwithstanding tlje seces-

sion of M. Dufaure, the Conservatives still possess a ma-

jority of from 42 to 66 votes. The O|)position papers

deny this statement, and contend that the victory of Mi-

nisters had been obtained by defections from the ranks of

the Opposition—a fact not denied by the Ministerialists,

who seemed perfectly satisfied with the victory, and con-

vinced that future struggles would be attended with the

like results. It appears conceded on all hands that no

change in the Ministry will be brought about before the

reassembling of the Chambers in December or January

neit, although it is considered impossible that Ministers

can go on without a more stable majority, there being a |

fluctuating mass of 200 votes, which may. according to

circumstances, become their su^^porters or their opponents.

On Monday the ballot for the four Secretaries took place.

M. De TEspdc and M. D'Anglas, both Ministerialists,

were the only candidates who had an absolute majority ;

a second ballot took place for their two colleagues, when

M. Lacrosse, an Opposition Member, was elected, neither

of the other candidali.^ having the required majority. A
third ballot was, consequently, necessary for the fourth

Secretary, when M. Las Cases, a Ministerialist, was

elected. At the close of this ballot, the Ministerial bureau

for the session was installed with the usual formalities,

vauU, the King and the Princes were left with it almost

alone, and here the affliction of the family is described as

of the most heart-rendiii<i and agonising description. They
sobbed aloud, and it was some time bcCore they could be in-

duced to leave the spot. As the clock struck four, a saJuie

of artillery announced that the mortal remains of the la-

mentcd Prince had been deposited in their last home, by
the side of his favourite sister, the riincess Mnrie of
Wurtemberg. In reference to this pahifnl subject the

papers mention with praise that the Duke of Bordeaux, on
hearing of the death of the Duke of OrlciUis, wrote a \ery

touching letter of condolence to Louis-Philippe, who ia his

godfather; and a solemn, mass had been celebrated at

Kirchberg in the presence of the exiled royal family, as a

proof of their affliction at the event.

The Capital.— Letters have been received in Paris

from Neris confirming the rumour thnt an accident had
happened in that town to M. de Chateaubriand. It was
not, however, occasioned by a carHsge, ns at Inst statcfl

;

but as he was coming out of the Post-office, he slipped on
the pavement, and fell with his head againit the garden

wall. These accounts add the gratifying Assurance that

the injury received by M. dc Cbateaubiiund is not serious.

—In the commercial circles of Paris it is stated that the

bankers and capitalists of the Capital are indignant at

the exaction of the income-tax in this country on

the dividends of foreigners, and are using every pos-

bible excrtiua to induce the French Government to re-

taliate by some similar measure.*—The ordinary routine

of life in Paris is but slowly recovering from the shock

occasioned by the death of the Duke of Orleans. The

theatres are not yet well attended ; one novelty, however,

an English pantomime by English performers, at the

Vari^t^s, draws crowded audiences. The performers are

said to have occasioned great scandal to the Parisians in

the early parlr of the week, by resolutely refusing to play

on Sunday, for which, of course, they are warndy com-

mended by all the English residents.

The Provinces.—Accounts from all the departments

inform us that the harvest is magnificent; not larger, in

many dij}tricts, than in average years, but the quality of

the wheat is so fine as to raise the produce far higher than

that of an ordinary 3rear. The straw of the oats and bailey

is, however, so short, that in order tu make the most of

if, the grain is not reftpL^i, hut torn up by the roots.—

Tlie Toulon papers of the 4ih inst. announce that the

tran^iport corvette f *• Rhin was on the point of sailing from

that port for New Zealand, with the new Commander of
and M. Sauzet took hit seat as Presideut. On Tuesday

the business of the Chambers commenced by the nomina- ! the FVench naval station in the Pacific.

tion of the coqimittee on the address in reply to the King's ' Sfain.—Our accounts from Spain a

speech. This vras followed by the presentation of the

Regency BilL and by the carrying of M. Odillon Barrot's

motion for a parliamentary inquiry into thi aiactions. This

last affair was regarded as a serious u^feat of the ^linihtry,

but the committee on the address was favourable, contain-

The ad-

iost.

left

who kept the ui&e c^ his prin-

ing seven Ministerialists and two Opposition,

dress, written by M. liamartine, was brought forward on
Tuesday, and was much objected to by the Journals on
account of its affected style.

The Regency.—The Regency Bill vras brought before

the Chambers at their sitting on Tuesday. After an ex-

ordium, pointing out the necessity of the measure, and re-

viewing the law of France in regard to the hfreditary suc-

cession, the Bill was read* It is signed and dated at the

Palace of Neuilly, August 0, 1 042, and contains 9 Articles

as follows:— 1. The King's minority ceases at eighteen

years accomplisihed. 2. At the moment of the Kin^*H

death, if his successor \yt a minor, the Prince nearest the

Throne, in the established order of succession, according

to th'^ f barter of 1830, if he be twenty-one years of age,

becomes invested with the Regency ihroughont the mino-
rity. 3. The full and entire exercise of the Ruyal autho-

rity, in the name of the King, belongs to the Regent.

4. The 12th Article of thr Charter, and all the legis-

lative dispositions protecting the person and constitutional

rights of the King, are applicable to the Regent. 5.

The Regent makes oath, in presence of the Chambers,
to be faithful to the King of the French, to obey the

Charter and the established laws of the kingdom, and to

act in every other respect in the sole view of the interest

aiul happin^s and of the glory of the French people.

Should the Chamt>ers not be eitting, then the Regent
is bound to convene them wiihiu three months. 6.

The guardianship and tutorship of the young King
belongs to the Quean, or to the Princess, his mother,

whilst unmarried ; and in the event of the demise of the

Queen, or Princess, or both, to the nearest female branch

on the father's side not married.

Funeral of the Duke of Orleans.—On Thursday the

4th, the mortal remains of the Duke of Orleans were
eomnsitted to the family vault at Dreux, built by tl^

Dotfheu Dowager of Orleaas, daughter and heiress of tlie

Dnke of Penthievre, in an old chateau of her ariceslors

All alonit the road from Paris

are to the 3d

The Infante Don France t de Paula and family

Madrid on the 1st for San Sebastian. After taking tlie

baths there, it is arranged that they are to proceed on

tarious lours (hroDgh Spain, but are decidedly not to

return to the capital until the Queen's marriage is decided

on. The Regent, the Mini ' rs^ and several personagtt

of distinction, had Ukcn Icue of the Princes. The troops

of thegarri.-^un had hern confined to tiicir quarters, in cou-

sequenrc of a report that a riotous drmonstralion would

be made on the occasion of the departure of the Infante.;

but there appear to have hero no re»ons for appre-

hcnnn^i The *'G9Xrt»-p " publishes a decree ordering all

the officers of the army who had not obtained a ^pecijl

permisaion to reside in >l jdrid. to return forthwith to their

respective corps and posts. -^ Mr. Washington Irfing,

the American I^nvoy, bad presrnted his credentials to the

Regent, at tlitPalHCe of Bucna \ i^t.i. Scnlior Albuquerque,

the Bra7ilian Mii*ister, lud also presented his crC'IrnttmS.

—The journalists in
^

' ^Ind had overcome the difficulties

arising from the coaluion of the compositors, and the

f)Bpers are nov\ publish* d as usual.— Letters from Bsrce-

ona of the 2d annou thit 1.5 military officers had

been sent to Sarragossa, to await orders from thcMort""

Executive, in r nsequm^^e of seditious toasts which they

bad drunk at a dinner of Cbristinos^ on the anniversary

of Queen Christina^! file day.

PoBTVGAL.—The Montrose steamer arrived at Soutn-

amptan on S*iturdav, bringing advices from Lisbon to tnc

31st ult. The ratification of the treaties had taken place

on the previous evening, when the British and Portugu

Plenipotentiaries met the leadiug members of the Govera-

mcnt at the Duke of Terceira's ; and the treaties, en-

fTOSScd during the week, and signed by Donna Maria,

who had come in from Cintra for that purpose, have

arrived by this psiricet to iwwive the signature of l"'"

Majesty.—The convention for tariff reductions had made

-The Government of Costa Cabralno progress
WIS

1

Co., 26,000/. Mr. J. W. Scott, 12,000/
kins, 18,000/. ; and Mr. L. Levy, 10,0001.

Mr. H. Tom-
The 4th class is

likely to fall a victim to a complication of intrigues ; ^^'\^

there seemed, unfortunately, but Utile prospect of^ff*^^

governnifnt, or even of any gotemmcnt at all.

weeks had already elap^d, and no legislative business,
^^

prelirainarie* to the taktug into con»iderstian the P^^*^*"^

neceaaities of the State, had been arraneed. Meanw^ i

There was the mo^t

Thr*e
no

composed of tho^e of whom a doubt is expressed, whether and PHnoL^i«.k^» ?,o Kill- «.««« ;«#^^ !,-.:.. t,-«Jo fi,«! ,i:j _A ...
^^^ rnnces

j

the country w»^ at a stand-atiil. _

argent necessity in every dirciUon for roads, harbour

population and authorities received the funeral procesaion water-ways, agricultural improvement, and all that eo

with honours and mourning. On arriving at Dreux the King
I

when tie bills came into their hands they did not »a»p«t 1 ^iL*; ".wT 'f"^^
the procf ssion. His Mflje.ty, who as- of the CoK« haJ

that theyhad bec« obtained by Rapallo th«»gh theS2 ' ^^ tb« fir«»es. k« could command, look^ worn and

Df some fraud. The amount of this clags is 78,oy^,, of
which Mr. S- •!• Berekem holds ^7,000/., and Messrs, W.

^^•fid J. Morgan 21,000/.

orefgtt.

PiiA?ffce,

—

The Chambers,—The clectkm of President
fnr the Chamhf r of Deputies termtBa^d em Friday in the
ret^TB di M. Sasxet, \ht Ministenai cimdidate. On iltf-

iog up the ifi^tim ttere appeared^ far M. Sauzet (Minis-

pale from sMflTering. On reaching the chapel, the body was
pi«ed oa the catafalque. His Majesty and the royal
dukes taking their seats in front of iL All seemed over,
whelmed with aMiction, and the fortitude of the King,
ibo^ for some time nobly sustained, at length yielded to
hiaewifftiong, and his uncontrollable agony fuund its way
t« every heart. The sorrow of Uie prinoaa was also most
intense ; and the papers say that altogether a scene more
painfully afflicting it is impoasible to describe or imagine.
Thfi eereflEH)ny of high mass was porfi^rmad by the Arch-
biihop of Pariff, After the body had been removed to the

stitutes material development; but in neither Cbambc

any t .pic but far'-^^us motions tjeei

mooted. The Minister, unabh^ to complete tbe rvcon

Btiuction of the GoTernment, iiitmd«d to proi^^**'*^

Cortes iuimediateiy, and it was doubtful whether ^^^'^^'^^^

address in answer to the ti^ueen's spc.^h would be f

posed in the Chamber of Deputies.—The authorm^s

Castdlo Branco had exhibited a fortunate display
^

energy in effecting the dcstructloo of a band of r^"^^'^^'

of whose repeated incursions into Spain the Utter ^'^''*!^^

j
mcht had comj)Iafned. Senor Aguilar hsd jnst f*^^^^"

to Lisbon from Madrid, charged with diplomatic rcffioa

strances, aod ^a event ia question had occurred ai

most fortunate crisis.
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Germany.—The King of Prussia returned from St.

Petersbiirgh on the 5th, and immediately proceeded to

Sans Souci. The Senate of the University of Berlin

has'received a reprimand from the Minister of Reh'gious

Affairs and of Education, for refusing to sanction a society

among the students of divinity, for supporting the his-

torical view of Christianity agninst the attaclvs of the mo-

dern school of philosophy. The Senate modified its re-

fusal on the ground of its not being able to refuse to sanc-

tion a scientific union in an opposite sense, if such socie-

ties were at ail authorised ; but M. Eickhorn intimated

that no ceremony should be observed in suppressing any

tendency to unchristian principles in the university. It

is said to be very probable that a considerable reduction

will shortly take place in the rate of postage throughout

Prussia. The rate is in no case to be higher than six silver

groschen, and the lowest to be one silver groschen.—The
Rhenisli journals inform us that an unexpected tumult

took place at Coblentz, on the 25th ult., arising from a

quarrel that spread from a low tavern into the street, in

consequence of the interference of the guard from one of

the gates. The soldiers were unable to withstand the

«nobj which indtfced a non-commissioned officer, not on

duty, to join them. He was hard pressed with the rest,

and cut a man down with his sabre. T!ie whole fury of

Jhe mob then turned on him, and he w^ns with difficulty

got into a house, which the populace threatened to pull

down. The arrival of the Governor-General with a strong

body of troops restored order.—Preparations are making
at Mentz for the meeting of German Natural Philosophers

in September. The number of members is expected to

reach 600. Alexander Von Humboldt and Professor

Oken have declared their intention to be present.—The
Heidelberg papers mention that Mr. Combe, of Edin-

burgh, has been lecturing in that town on phrenology,

with great success, and that at the close of his course an

address of thanks was voted to him, and signed by some
of the most eminent men of the place.—Letters from
Stuttgart announce that an Austrian officer named Birago
has invented anew system of throwing pontoons over rivers,

which was tried a few days ago in the presence of the King
of Wurteraberg on the Necker, near Louisburg. A bridge,

250 feet in length, was completed in thirty-five minutes,

and 100 pioneers, 100 tirailleurs, a battalion of infantry,

a battery of artillery, and. a regiment of cavalry, passed
over it in succession at accelerated paces.—The ''Augs-

burg Gazette '' publishes a letter from Trieste, dated the

28th ult., stating that Mr, Waghorn'is shortly expected

in that town, to organise a service of correspondence for

the East India Company by that route. It is Relieved

that the despatches by the Trieste line could be in London
before the Marseilles telegraphic despatch could reach

Paris, The accounts also point out the importance of

establishing the German line after the impediments thrown
in the way of expresses by the French Post-office.

Hanoa^kr.—The , Crown Prince celebrated the cere-

mony of his betrothal with the Princess Mary of Saxe
Altenburg on the 20th ult., and returned immediately after-

wards to Hanover, The King had been at Ems. At the con-
clusion of the session of the Estates, his Majesty con-
firmed the vote of the Chambers for presenting the suf-

ferers by the fire at Hamburgh w^ith 100,000 dollars.

Sweden,—The Scandinavian naturalists have just held
their annual scientific congress. They arrived at Stock-
holm on the l(jth ult^, and after visiting the public estab-

lishments, they assembled in the apartments of Baron
Berzeliusjin the University, where the foreign visitors had
the opportunity of inspecting the valuable collections of

the Swedish Academy. On the next day the scientific

meetings commenced, and lasted six' days. On the 23rd
there was a visit to Gripsholm, wbere there are many re-

markable curiosities. On the 2Gth all the members of the

meeting dined with hrs Majesty the King, and the two
following days were spent in excursions to Skokloster and
Upsala. Of the 319 scientific men assembled at this

meeting, there were two from France, one from Griefs-

waldc, two from St, Petcrsbnrgh, one from Helsingfors,

and fourteen from Norway ; no English visitors are

mentioned.
Mat.ta.—Some interest has been produced in this

island by the prosecution on the part of the Crown of

,Signor S, V. Camilleri and Giovanni Fenedi, two clerks

of the archives of the Royal Courts of Malta, for the rob-

bery and sale, as waste-paper, of certain public records of

ancient date. The latter prisoner was discharged as a

person of weak: intellect, but Camilleri was found guilt5%

The Court, in passing sentence, declared that they could

not, under the aggravating circumstances of the case,

avoid inflicting the utmost rigour of the law, and conse-

4iuently sentenced him to ten years' hard-labour at the

public works, with a chain to his leg.—The Malta papers

«tate, that an oflicer of the garrison, Mr. Wilder, formerly

a Cadet at Woolwich, and well known as an amateur

rower on the Thames, recently undertook to row round

the island of Malta in a small English gig, built by Water-

man, within twenty-four hours. At ten p.m., with a

beautiful moon and water calm as could be desired, tbe

signal for his departure was given from the lighthouse-

On starting he pulled well out to the westward to get

into the current, and performed eight miles an hour

during the first two hours, and completed the whole

distance, little short of sixty jniles, in fourteen hours,

eight minutes, and thirty-three seconds. He did not pull

round tlic west end of Gozo, but kept ia between the
j

idund of Comico and Malta. He was accompanied by a

four-oared Maltese boat the whole distance, which had

much difficulty in keeping within two miles of tbe gig,

although there was a double ctcw to relieve eacli other.

Many bets were dej>endant on the feat, which was accom-

plished m a masterly manner i?vith nine liQUrp, five minuter,

and twenty-seven seconds to spare, Mr, Wilder haviner ! of an increased and increasing desire for religious and
allowed himself two hours' rest on his excursion.

Turkey axd Persia.—Recent advices from Con-
stantinople inform us, that several minor changes have
just taken place in the Ottoman ministry, which are con-
sidered the precursors of the fall of Izzet Mehemet, the

Grand Vizier. Tt was expected that his successor will be
the venerable Khosrew Pacha, the ex-Premier, disgraced

a short time since for corrupt practices. It was also

rumoured that Reschid Pacha would be recalled from
Paris, where he now is as Ambassador, and resume his

place in the Ottoman Councils. The result of these

changes will probably be the abandonment of the hostile

attitude of the Porte towards Foreign Powers, since they

emancipated Ottoman rule from its difficulties, and pre-

served the integrity of its empire, during the government
of the ministers now about to be recalled.—There is no-
thing new as to the Persian hostilities, c^icept that their

defeat at Suleymaniah, by the Turks, is now stated to

have been much exaggerated. The Porte was embarking
troops on the coast of Asia Minor, and on that of Syria,

but had assured the Ambassadors that it will not come to

a formal war.

Unitkd States.—By the arrival of the packet-ships

North America, Hottinguer, and Rosrius, we have received

intelligence from New York to the 25th inst. The Tariff

Bill had a narrow escape from being rejected by the

House of Representatives, which, however, ultimately

passed it, with some amendments, by a majority of IIG

to 112, A motion that Congress should adjourn on the

1st August, was rejected by a majority of 3.—An angry

correspondence had passed between the Governments of

the United States and Mexico, the latter demanding, in

very strong language, that citizens of the former should be

interdicted from trading with, and emigrating to, Texas,

Mr. Webster, in his replies, states that his Government,

having recognised the independence of Texas, its con-

duct in regard to the war between that country and

Mexico will not be in the least degree altered, aud "if

for this the Government of Mexico sees fit to change the

relations existing at present between the two countries,

the responsibility remains with herself." A debate on

the foregoing correspondence had taken place in Senate,

when all parties were unanimous in applauding the spirit

of Mr. Webster's replies ; and a Mr. Sevier observed that

he hoped the same high tone might be observed towards

England. The President of Texas issued a message on

the 29th June, in which he confined himself principally

to the embarrassed state of the finances, and recommended

tliat tbe public lands be disposed of in order to defray the

Government expenses. The New Orleans, Union, and

the Mechanics' and Traders' Banks, liave stopped pay-

ment. The Bank of Louisiana was Uie only one which

continued to meet the demands of its creditors, hlx.

M'Leod had been hooted and hissed on his appearance in

til e streets of Buffalo, but he e?r;ij»ed without sustainiog

any personal violence. The papers by the Roscius con-

vey the gratifying assurance that the negotiation between

Lord Ashburton and the Government is satisfactorily

general instruction ; a growing disposition to take upon
themselves the obligations of marriage, and to fulfil the

duties of domestic life ; improved morals ; Tdi'p\^ advance in

civilisation, and an increased sense of the value of pro-

perty and independent station. 3. That, unhappily,

there has occurred, simultaneou^y with this amendment
in the* condition of the negroes, a very great diminution

ia the staple productions of the West Indies, to such an
extent as to hare caused serious, and, in some cases,

ruinous injury to the proprietors of estates in those colo-

nies. 4. That while this distress has been felt to a much
less extent in some of the smaller and more popui
islands, it has been so great in the larger colonies of Ja-
maica, British Guiana, and Trinidad, as to have caused
many estates, hitherto pro«2'*eJ'ons and productive, to be
cultivated for the last two or three years at considerable
loss, aud others to be abandoned. 5. That the principal

causes of the diminished production and consequent dis-

tress are, the great difficulty which has been experienced
by the planters in obtaining steady and continuous labour,

and the high rate of remuneration which they give for

the broken and indifferent work which they are able to

procure. 6. That tlie diminished supply of labour is

caused partly by the fact that some of the former slaves

have betaken themselves to other occupations more profit-

able than field labour ; but the more general cause is, tliat

the labourers are enabled to live in comfort and to acquire

wealth, without, for the mostpartjlabouring on the estates

of the planters fur more than three or four days in a week,
and from five to seven hours in a day, so that they have no
sufficient stimulus to perform an adequate amount of work.

7. That this state of things arises partly from the high

wages which the insufficiency of the supply of labour, and
their competition with each other, naturally compel the

planters to pay, but is principally to be attributed to the

easy terms upon v^hich the use of land has been ob-

tainable by negroes. 8. That many of the former

slaves have been enabled to purchase land, and the

labourers generally are allowi-d to occupy provision

grounds subject to no rent, or to a very low one ;

and in these fertile countries, the land they thus hold

as owners or occupiers not only yields them an ample
supply of foodf but in many cases a comakle^able overplus

in moneyj altogether independent of, and in nddirion t<»,

the high money wages whicli they receive. 9- That the

cheapness of land has thus been the main cause of the dif-

ficulties which have been experienced ; and that this cheap-

ness is the natural result of the excess of fertile land

beyond the wants of the existing population. 10. That

in considering the anxious question of what practical

remedies are best calculated to check the Increasing de-

preciation of West Indian property, it therefore appears

that much might be effected by judicious arrangements on

the i^art of the planters themselves, for their own general

advantage, and by moderate and prudent changes in the

system which they have hitherto adopted. 11. That one

obvious and most desirable mode of endeavouring to com-

concluded.

pensate for this diminished supply of labour, » to pro-

V 1- L t-- mote the immigration of a fresh labouring population, to

The line agreed upon is that whicli the Kmg
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^^ competition for employment.

12. That for the better attainment of that object, as well
Thence it runs down to the south- ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^ ^igj^^g ^^^ comioxts of the immigrants
'"'^-\''^^^^'..'^*y^"^ out a^strip of

j ^ fj^emen, it is desirable that such immigration should be

conducted under the authority, inspection, and co«trolof

responsible public officers. 13. That it ia al?o a serious

question, whether it is not required by a due regard for

tbe just rights and interests of the Weat Indian pro-

prietor», and the ultimate welfare of the negroes them-

Bclves, more especially in consideration of the large addi-

tion to the labouring population ^hich it is hoped may
soon be effected by immigration, that the laws which

regulate the relations between employers and labourers in

the different colonies should undergo early and careful re-

vision by their respective legislatures*

of Holland recommended, as far as the small lake near the

rise of the St. Francis,

west branch of St, Joh
American territory about 100 miles long and 12 broad.

We give up the free navigation of the St. John above the

Great Falls, and Rouse's Point on Lake Champlain. The

French steam-frigate Gomer had arrived at New York, with

commissioners on board, on their way to the southern ports^

Havannah, Vera Cruz, Rio Janeiro, Buenos Ayres, &c., for

the purpose of obtaining information ,
previously to the esta-

blishment by the French Government of a line of steam-

packets between France, the West Indies, and America.

Canada,—There is little news from Canada. Several

robberies of arms and ammunition had taken place on the

frontier under some patriotic pretext. Lord Morpeth was

at Montreal.—The arrivals of emigrants this year at

Quebec, to the latest date of return, are 31,938 ; in the

short space of two days 20 vessels reached that port and

landed more than 5,000 passengers.

West Indies ^^The Royal Mail steamer, Tliames,

arrived at Falmouth on Tuesday morning, bringing only the

Jamaicaand other island mails. We have neither Hav:-
|

nab nor Mexican mails by this vessel. The steamer re-
|

mained four days at Nassau wdting for them ; but not ar-

riving, the captain did not feel authorised to detain the

mails any longer. The Thames brings albout 30,000/. on

freight. Her dates are—from Jamaica, July 9th ;
Nassau,

20th ; ' Bermuda, 25th ; aad Fayal, August 3d. The

Countess of Elgin had been dangerously ill ; but on the

morning of the steamer leaving she was somewliat better.

Lord Elgin was popular. The House of Assembly would

open in October. Tbe crops were expected to be very

good. Severe shocks of earthquakes had been felt at

Antigua and at Barbadoes towards the end of June. Sir

Charles Adams had arrived at Bermuda from Belize, and

sailed in the Illustrious, on the 23d, for Halifax.—The
Report of the Select Committee appointed by Parliament

to collect evidence respecting the West India Colonies,

has just been published. The Committee state that tbey

Have examined witnesses from the colonies of St. Vincent's,

Trinidad, Barbadoes, British Guiana, Grenada, Antigua,

St. Kltl's, and Jamaica, and have agreed to the following

resolutions;—L Hiat the great act of emancipating the

slaves in the West Indian colonies has been productive, as

regards the character and condition of tbe negro popula-

tion, of the most favourable and gratifying resalts. 2. That

tlic improvement in the character of the neero in every

colony into tlie state of which this ipmm^et h«w h«d

time to wtcnd inquiry, is proved by abuadant t€»toony

HOVSE OF LORDS.
Sat to-Jay.—The House met to getthroug-h some routine busi-

ness. Several bUls were brought up and reaii a first time, among
which were the Exchequer BiUs^ BiU. the ^cclesiaaUcal J>a«es'

Bill, tbe Kast li^dia Bishops' Cill, the ikaidcd Corn HiU, and
several private Bills,

Monday .—'Essl Forte^cuk moved for returns of outrages re-

ported to the Irish constabnlar>% of which, he said, there hsdbeen
a fearful iucrease, from which his Lordship inferred that there

had been some recent dxang-e in the maiui£r iu wluch justice was
adiuiiiistered. His Lordship then referred to the late trials of
Ribboumeu at Armagh, aud coudemived in severe terms Uie em-
ployment of spies.—The Poke of "Wellington acceded to the
mntion, but ascribed the increase of reported outrages to the
greater vigrilance and efficienc>- of the police. 'Hie »olJle Duke
eulogised the character of the l^rd Chief Justice. The person
described as a spy had not been employed by tlie magistrates to
allure pcrsoiis to the commission of crime. This charge had been
advanced by the counsel for tbe defeiice, but abaiuit^Aieid disdiig'

the triaL The testimony of tbe approver had beeu corroborated
by unimpeachable witnesses, whose evidence left no doubt of tiie

guilt of the prisoners.—After a few words from the MarQuis of

CLANRicARns and the Earl of Wicklow, the Earl of Qi,sii4^it^

said the apparent diminutioa of outrages doruagrt^ «rfiMid»tra-

tiou of the noble Earl wa^ delusire. He had repeatedly warned

their Lordships that it would not hist, and that the seed^ i^ sedi-

tion had been sawn, which would soon iM-iu^iarUj tfacir ^^f^r"
Lord FrTzoEU AI.D only rose to cxpnuius eonnctioii thar

' / ^J
quiry which the noble Duke had s^SBsmeA them twui heex

by tlic Irish Goverumcjat would be fairly coaiMictKd

was then agreed to

The Earl of Hau ,

took the opportunity of stating, ia

- 5A»

A -bAsi
.. - on

fc ^-'•^w^^(^^^^*^')

The Earl of HAi-oixoroK havtar^^^--^^ ^
«„,e day»«so by a noble Me.;qu^, U^ 't^«-«^ ^^^^ ^,

1

i

of Government to make fttt »Jter^<Mi m tlwe

tween Danaghadee and Port Petriclu
iv -. repfwt of t^»el^ct

l^w ofiBiU'riacieiuiri^aad
of its rec<*»me{MiittioQscoismittec, to which the 1»U t^i^

their tarO^pft' House, wlt^ *WW to it« Iwcomu^; law donns
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the Dre'^nt session. IT"* present unsettled stnte of the law wa»
tne present «e»sion._ '"^r

. j_^„™i;safioti tn societv.
prod, ctTve oTTrea incon/enience and demoralisaUon to society.

Ser some remarks from Lord Campbell, Lord BRoroHAM,

the LoRi> Ch/v«,.t,or. the Marqms of Clakricard., and tlie

Fari nf WiCKLO>r. Uie motion was agreed to.

Tu^sdau-The business consisted chieiiyofpassingrbm? throiiErh

Hie necessary stapes, preparatory to the cinse of the session. The

Newiouiidlaiid Bill and the Marriag-e Law of Ireland Bill were

icivaiict'diii tJieir respective stages. The Portugruese Slave Trade

Act Repeal Bill was read a_ first time, on the motion of the Earl of

ABKRDifKV, who laid upon the table a treaty of commerce and
jmvig^tioa between her Majesty and the Que^n of Portufral, and
aiiother for the suppression of the slave trade.— I-ord WhAav-
ctiFFK laid on the table the report of the commission of fine arts,

and the report of the prison inspectors.

?f>rf«ff»rffl^.—The business was confined to giving the Royal
Assent by commis^sion to various bills, and to advanchig the bills

before the House in their respective stagres.

The amendments of the Commons to the Banlvfoptcy La\y
Amendment Bill were, on the motion of the Loan Chaxckli-or,
agreed to; the Lord Chancellor and Lord Brougham having both
expressed their regret that the Commons should have struck out
the clause relative to the taxation of costs.

Thursday,Several bilU were read a third time and passed.
Mr. BuRGE was heard at the bar as council for the petitioners

ftfainst the junction of the Legislative Council and the House of

Assembly of Newfoundland.—Lord Campbell moved to omitthe
clause objected to; but the motion having been negatived, the
bill was passed.
Lord Brougham, in withdrawing his Insolvent Debtors' Relief

fiUl for the present session, expressed his gratitude to Govern-
meut for the law reforms \yhich they had efTected, particularly

for the BanlcTuptcy and Lunacy Bills of the Lord Chancellor.
He lamented that all the measures they had introduced liad not
met with the same success, as they were all beneficial measures,
and had encountered no other opposition than that which was
founded upon sordid self-interest.
" Fn't//!^.— Parliament was prorogxied this day with the usual for-

inalities. Her Majesty wa3 accompanied by Prince Albert, the

Prince and Princess of Saxe Coburg and a numerous suite. After

the customary ceremonies, her Majesty read the following gracious

speech

.

" 3/y Lords and Gentlemen,
* ** The state of public business enables mo to releaseyou from further
attendance in i*arliament. '

I cannot take leave of you without expressing my grateful sense
cf the assiduity and zeal with which you have applied yourselves to

the discharge of your public duties during the whole course of a long
and most laborious session.
" Tou have had under your consideration measures of the greatest

importance connected with the financial and commercial interests of
the country, calculated to maintain the public credit, to improve the
national resources, and, by extending trade and stimulating the
demand for labonr, to promote tlic general and permanent welfare
of all classes of my subjects.
" A!thou^ measures of this description have necessarily occupied

much of your attention, you have at tlie «ame time effected great im-
provements in several branches of jurisprudence, and in laws con-
nected with the administration of domestic atfairs.
" I return you my e%pecial acknowledgments for the renewed

proof which yon afforded me of your loyalty and affectionate attadi-
ment, by your ready and isnsuuniOus concurrence in an act for the
increased security and iirotectiou of my person.

'* I continue to receive from all Forei^ Powers assurances of
their friendly dispor^tion towards this country,
" Although 1 have dee^y to lament the reverses which have be-

fallen a division of the army to tSe westward of the Indwu. yet I

have the satisfaction of reflectit^ that the gaUint defcnct; of the city
of Jellalabad^crowned By a de'^'-'ve victorv in the field, has emi-
nently proved the courage and diicipUnc of the European and
native troops, and the skill aad fortitade of their dUtingui^ed
commander.

" Gentlemen of the House of Cottnjmm,
The liberality with which you have granted fliC supplies, to

meet the exigencies of the puhUc ervice, demands* my warm ac-
loiowiedgmenta.

^^ My Lords and Genthmert,
You will concur with me in the expression of humble gratitude

to Almighty God for the farourable sf^ason which hit bounty has
vouchsafed to us. and for tk» prospects of a harvest more abundant
than those of recent years*

" There are. I trust, indications of gradual recovery from that de-
pression which has affected many branches of manufacturing indus-
try, and has exposed large classes of my people to privations and
»uffering» which have cstu.^ed me the deepest concern.

'* Vou will. 1 am confident, be actuated on your return to your se-
veral counties by the same enlightened zeal for the public interests
which you have manifested during the discharge of your Parhamcn-
tarv duties, and will do your utmost to encourage, by your example
and active exertions, that spirit of Older and submission to the law,
which is eMential to the public hapmne'^<», and without which there
can be no eB)OTm#»nl of the fruits of peaceful industrv, and no ad-
vance in the career of social improvement,"
The Lord CHAMCBLtoH then announced that Parliament was

prorogued to Thursday, the 6th October.

If
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.
S«/ttrA^.—The House of Commons met at noon; and npon

the motion for en^oacins the Newfoundland Bill, m order to its
thud readmg, Mr. B. Wall proposed as an amendment that it
Should be engrossed that day three months. His ground waa
M ^^^ ^^ sufficient information upon which to legislate.—
Mr. P. Howard ana Mr. Hums tupported the amendment,
which wasnegaHved on a division.

-Ji^'"^'"^"^**
bill for the regulation of labour In mines andTOiuenescame onder consideration, in reference to the amenrt-

i^,.«.^i*S Ji?
"^^*^. ^*° ^* ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^- The noble Lord said he

porthafw^^*'''''!!/^.?^^^^ He believed that theirre-

mn^ and^^*!l^^?J^^ P^^P**^^ with the utmost impar-

of thS nm^i^^'r*.*^'''"*=^ *« *'"^^' "^^« convinced

^the c^!^L!7**'V*^^ ^^ ^^^ ^*S^' honour and resper* "nlity

ir^jrdom cSnW ^^^ """^^ intlnential coal-ownera of the

%^th^^i^^n^^^^ ^^'^ statements contained

the great prUple InvK'^ tlTblr^rj^.^nrforla&acluded by moviBg the adoption of the amendments^I^rd P^L««»9To.v remtted theintrodnctionoftbpReaUerat^
btit thou-ht Lord Ashley exercised a sound discretion in n^tTTsfstfngthem. The Government had by no means Hven tn th^
blirt^t cordial support which they had promised They hadbeen wont, when in opposition, to taunt the then Ministers with
aiiccumbinff to the other House of Parliament : it now apiwared
fiiat they were themselves nnder the same sort of controL—Sir
J, Graham maintained that the support given to the bill by Go-
•rndwsnt had been a traly c^j/dial one, and that the alterations
admitted were not inconsistent with the principles of the men*
aare. He believed that his colleagues in the other House pos^
aemtd it* confidence a-? folly as the Ministers on the seats around
lifai enjoyed that of the House of»Commons, In both Houses
CoversiBi^t hmi cairied many and most important meaaares,
and he trusted th»teh« confidence reposed in them at the opcnfne^ t»e S^t^oa had not been forfeited at its close.—Lord AsttiKv

t

{

-.

said he had acquiesced only because he couUl not help himself.

—

Mr. C. Bt'LLKR had not felt the full worthlessness of the amend-
ments till he heard Sir J. Grv^ham's defence of them. The Lords,
be feared, were apt to view a measure with reference to the
iatercsts of land rather than of humanity. Trne, they had
passed the income-tax and the tariff; but they would havo^-^oilcd

the latter, had not the rules of Parliament withheld them.—
Sir R. Fkkl was amused with the contrast betwecn.the fears of the

Opposition at the beginning of the Session, and their foars at its

end. The Lords bad passed the Com Bill, uiul the Tariff-two
measures of the most cxtcn>ive change; and now the hon. Gen-
tleman was in a state of alnrm because they had made some
amendments in a mine and colliery bill, not introduced by a mem-
ber of the Government. He could not give pledges as to the mere
details of any bill ; the Lords were a deliberative body, and had a

right to make their own modiflciitions. Some of the changes in

the present bill he certainly disliked ; hat others he thought were
improvements^ The main alteration, howcTcr.had l)ecn ingrafted

by a member of the late Government, I-ord CamphelL— After some
further conversation, the amendments were agreed to.

Lord Palmkrston moved for copies of all correspondence be-
tucon the Chancellor of the Exchequer and any mcuibera who
had applied for the Chiltcrn Hundreds since the 1st July. He
thought that the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in refusing; any of

the late applicants, had contravened the understanding upon
which Mr. Roebuck's committee had proceeded^ that per-

sons making fvill disclosure should be saved entirely harmk^>;
whereas, if a Member had agreed to go out, or forfeit 2,U(JU/., the

effect of the Chancellor of the Exchequer's refusal was a loss of

2.000^ to that Member. Moreover a Member who had agreed to go
out rather than risk an exposure of his bribery, was by a refusal

of the Chiltcni Hundreds, retained in that seat which he had
acquired by means thus Confessedly corrupt. By the prac-

tice of nearly a century, the Chiltern Hundreds had become the
recognised and legitimate v»ay of vacating a seat ; and had been
refused only m two cases— one tliat of a member under mental
incapacity, the other that cf a member against whom some ad-

verse proceeding was pending, such as a motion for expulsion.

—

Idr. Gorr.BfRV himself seconded the motion. He wished the
correspondence to be pubhc: he liad given his answer to Lord
Chelsea's application in an official letter, for the express purpose
of having it on record- He had thought it hid duty, after what
had passed, to do his best for discouraging these compromises,
according to the intention of the Hou?e; and he thought the most
cflTectnal check to them would be the knowledge beforehand that

they could not be carried into eflfect. in ordinary cases, however,
he agreed that theChiltem Hundreds ought to be granted without
reference to the motives of the application.—Several members
gave their opinions in favour of the course taken by Mr. Goul-
bum, which Sir R. Peki. said was to be regarded as the act of
the Government.—Captain PLUMKincB, one of those who were
under terms to vacate, announced that he had in his pocket a
letter which contained his own application for the ChUteni
Hundreds, but which he should now consider it in the worst
taste to send. — The motion was then agreed to.

J/'>?ir/*'/^.— Mr. Waltkr took the oaths and his seat for Not-
tingham. The hon. Member was introduced by Sir R. H. Inglis.

Lord Stanlkv moved the third reading of the Newfoundland
Bill, when Mr. P. Howard moved, pursuant to notice, that the
bill be read a third time that day three months. Mr. B. Wai-l
seconded the amendment. The House divided in favour of the
third reading by :;5 to 12. The bill was then passed.
The House resolved itself into committee on the Bankrupt Iaw

Amendment Bill. On clause 49 being proposed, Mr. B. Wood
moved an amendment to render the joint receipt of the ofiUcial

and trade assignees necessar>' for sums greater in amount than
the security f^oa by the former. After a protracted discussion
the committee divided in favour of the clause by 52 to 16.—On
the suggestion of Sir T. Wiihk, the words pcimittijig certificated
special pleaders to be commissioners wetc expunged. The other
ctanses of the hill were agreed to, Fcvcral amendments having
been proposed andnegauved WyconrtdaTable majorltjcs.
The CHAXcai-LOR <»P tjik Kxcueqver said that it was not

the intention of the Income-tax Act that the tax should be de-
dncted from the dividends On foreign stocks pa^ ...ile in this c^'mi-
try, unless when the parties entitled to receive' them wer» inha-
bitants of Great Britain.— On the motion of Sir J. Graham, the
Boroughs Incorporation Bill passed tbrnngh its various stages,
the standing orders being suspended for thatptn^ose.
In reply to questions from Lord Palmkrstox as to the reported

order of the Governor-General of India for the withdrawal of the
British troops from AffghanTf^tAn, Sir R. Prkj, said—'* Candahar
and Jeflalabad may at this moment be the scene ofmilitary oper..
ations. The death of Shah Soojah ha^ 1 ]ace<l this country in a
new p^-^'tion with re**pect to the treaty contracted by Lord Auck-
land. The relatioua in which we stand are alao, by his death,
made the subject of diplomatic communications. I must, therc-
forCj decline answering any questions as to the instructions t»'at
have bctn eiven, or the views which are entertained. The facts
as to how tnuigs actually stand, J have no objection to state. At
this moment nur troops occupy Candahar. 1 have rMioii to be-

pro-
rma-

tion which, consbtently with my sense of duty, I can now give.
Tlip DritLsh troopa rrcupy the^c places ; nnrf. ronsidcrfn^ the
accounts that may arrive by the next mail, the HoiMMi» 1 am sure,
will not pre?«5 me for further information."
Mr, Lbfrot roae, pursuant to notice, to move that the S kcr

be directed to i&aue his warrant for the election of a Airmbrr for
the borough of Ipswich.—Mr. H. Sti/art seconded the motion.—
Mr. T, DrvroMBK moved, as an amendment.foi leave to bring in
a bill to incapacitate certain individuals fmm voting at elections
to serve in Parilamcnt, and for preventing briber)- and corruption
in the election of Members to serve in Parliament for the borough
of Ipswich.—Mr. P. M. Stewart vindicated the conduct of the
committee. His position as its chairman had been a most painful
one, as it Imposed upon him the duty of voting to unseat his most
intimate private friend, Mr. Gladstone.— Sir R, Pkkl opposed the
amendment on the ground that the Hon^e could not pass a bill
of pains and penalties without giving the parties aflTected an op.
portunity of being heard at the bar of both Houses of Parliament
— that a great length of time must nece*:cqrily be consumed in
this process—wid that it would be manifestly unjust to suspend
the franchise of a large constituency on account (.f the offence of
a am all number of individuals.— After some remarksby Mr. Tlf^-
vRM. The Hr e divided. In favour of Ifsstiing the writ, by 86 to
32.—The original motion was then agreed to.

Sir R. PKKt. obtained leave to introduce a bill to repeal so much
of the Act of !**29 as respected the &Uve trade carried on under
ttie n^e orPnrtfic-al. He moved that the House should allow the
iiui to be read a tirst and second time that evening.- After a few
words from Capt. P(?Cbbli., the motion wsl^ agreed to.

Ti/^arfiw;.—The Hou.se began its sitting m after 12 a. 31. The
report of the committee on the Bankruptcy tjll was receivtd,some addjrions were made to it. and the bill was ordered to be
r«a<* a thir4 time on Wednesday.

1. ^'!./v^**^"*** P* ' ^^^^^^ ""^^^^ expressi<M» cf reluctance and
regret, the CoujUy Courts BUI. to the next B^Wiou of Parliament-A conver-->*-ou followed this announcement, in which Mr. T.

ficpn*^ «f ..^f.'iy^^^^^^^^ ^^^ County Court of Mid<Uesex as a

^^P.r *^^'^" ^n*i inji^ice. He said that Mr. Serj. Heath

^^otil^^? ;>f.r^
^'"'"^ 1^^^ coUccted from the lowest cla^sea

m S^nr^v n V"^'^' ^"'^ *^^^^ ^^** ""^^^^ ^'^''<^ *-^^^^^ disposed frf

^d r^^mmrk." ^'\T ''l^^''
'''''• ^^^^^^ed Mr. SerjeantHeath,

dT^r^ ,«^^ ^ ^l^'^'
Buncombe to he luore cautious anddiscreet m rnakinr charges agaiu*^ individualthmg to warrant that attack

I Attornev-Gex^kral apoke in high tenos of Mr. Serjeant Heath
and his deputy, Mr. Dubois.—After some further conversation
the bill was passed through comndttce pro foriiia^ reported to Hin
House, and tlie report ordered to be printed.

At the HUernoon silthig Mr. HrMi: requested from Sir J
(iraharh an explanation of the circumstances tuulcr which thpthe
Home-ofhce had commuted, for a fine, the sentence of imprison
mcnt on a Mr. Joluiston, convicted of an assault upon a
servant girl in the house in which he was lodging --
l^ir J. (JRAirAM answered, that the case luul been brought before
him by Mr. Under-Secretary Phillipps, in consouucnceof areure

r. Serjeant Adams, who had* jircsidcd at the
Office had at first hesitated to relax the sen

le; but Mr. John«*r^n had behaved very Violently and
uckherj and Serjeant Adams thought, that thouirh
proper to rele. w him from furthcrimprisoument, tlie

licvc they also occupy Jellalahad. and there is at prcsirnt no
hability of their immediate retirement. This is alt the infoi

s. There wasfhttyo. ftx x,^^^^»^*.7L Z—,^*""e"'»**^*"«»*itiua.i!s. mere was no-

fhi .V=.,^? /* '^' '"*""• Setjfflint Heath ]md always bon«

i,^rfT;A'^^,^%'
happy that hm hon. frieml wa, not able toproduce • «fa^ie fact derogatory to that gentleman-s character

for the ui>wani« 0/ 20 years that he pretUed ia that Coort.-The

I

sentation ftom M- '-'—"' *-•"-" -^--»--J^i- .^repre-

trial. The Home
teucc, but had referred for further information to Seijcant
Adams, who had made a report in reply, deelarins' hisininres-
sioii, from evidence lairl before him since the tiial. that the as^
sanlt was made simply to force her out of the ruoia. The offence
had been committed under irritation at her m-glcct to clc:»n the
room in time • ^ * - -v --___.- .1 .

had even str

it would be
remission ought not to take place without the infliction of a fine
for the offence.

The House having resolved it?clf hito committee to consider of
an address for the erection of monuments to the incniory of Sir
Sydney Smith, U)rd dc Sanmaret, and Lord Exmoulh, Sir R
Pkkl rose to move the addr*.. . Ilis only dimcuUy,he saitl had
been in selecting the fittest among so many fit names for such
an honour. These tributes, so Influential on the minds of brave
men, were the cheap defence of nations. Alter recapitulating
successively the brilliant services oft' e thTcc oilicers, he said
that it would not be necessary to ask for a large grant of money.
The valnc of such monuments, in his opinion, did not altogetlier
consist ia their being splendid works of art; it consisted
in the inscription on the niunuiucnt, recording the ser-
vices of the Individual to whom St is erected, and iiUmulating
others to similar exertions. He trusted, at the same time, that
works of this kind might be made subscr^'ient, by a proper selec-
tion of artists, to the encouragement of art ; but he was surethat
the House would not consider it necessary to erect monuments of
an expensive kind. On the contrary, he thought the public
would more readily acknowledge the merit of these individuals if

they found that these monuments had cost a moderate sum, and
he therefore trusted the House would cheerfully and unanimously
consent to the motion proposed. He hoped Mr. Hawes would
not press his motion for adding the names of Herschcll, Watt,
and Davy. If scicntirtc men wwre to be honoured with like dis-
tinctions, this ought to be substantively and dihtinctly done, and
not as an appendageto a proposal of naval commemoration.—Mr.
Hawks said he M'ould at once give way, though not without Uie
hope that Sir R. Peel would himself undertake the subject.-Sir
R. IvoLis objected to the practice of placing in any eccl-siastical
edifice monuments to p€r^ us not buried there. He would prefer
the erection of such memoflal^ In Weiitminster Hall and the
approaches to the new Hoi- of Parliament.- Sir R. Pkki, agreed
that the selection of tie siteshoald he Uft to tlic discretion of tlie

Crown.—SlrG. rr< KacR.vexprt ' liie LTuUtudeof the navy for
this mark of respect to three or its niosluisunguishect commanders,
Sind gave several interesting details ui tucir respective i-t.rvices.—
Mr. Ulmk didnot ol^.^tiotTie p.,,j>vj&cdte»tiui..uial. but thought
it Incumbent on him m pload the mrrvoj.onding claims of sci-

ence, and to eiri.re.s his anxiety |hat all such i^oauments should
he nmde the n, 1 advancing the arts, Mr. Wvsa put in a
claim for liternry men ; and Sir F. BtniJKTi- deUvend a long
euh.j^ium on .^.r P.w.ney Snniii. Mr. liHorii .>% v unfa-
vourable to such gTRiii.*, Vr-^ true gioiy uf a country was to
cultivate thi ..rts of pea'-'^ He \w.:*icd to see honours bestowed
on tbo*»e who eared llvv. not ou tlit..w who Uv^trov-i them ; he

i'«hed H> <rce meda?* or knifjhthoods gi\..i to men ^vho distin-

ed thrniselves in peaceful <[ , Alter Rome other mem-
tien had spoken in praise of the three tjhu , ti uldress was
carried.

The Coventry i^oui.u^i^.^ Bill wa^ read a third time and
pRRScd, on the met. -n of bir J. Ghauau, after a division on the
amendmrnt of Sir C. Doi*^* •*, that i*^ be read a tiiird time that
dav thrcr v- u'd^^, wMBi the nmcudmtnt was ii«>rH!i .1 by a
niajor ! 14. *riic report of tne Liodtetious 01 Acliaus (Ire-

land) Bill waa br '.? up and a,:rn(i to, to e oj>po^ition
from Mr. HAwitiiaiiii Mr. Hcmk, wiiu utovcd as au arr litient

that ii be reported that day three months. On a division, the
amendment wr«» defrayed by 41 to 15.

W>^»--''fT/.— T];o House met twice tr ''qy. At the morning
*it'ingMr. Mn ?"*»'- and Mr, liopa took the oatAia and theu-^

Beats for S-^t imptfin.— Th*^ Banknipty Bill, with an amend-
ment Roggc^'Mi by Sir T. WiLut, wa» read a third time and
pfi eii.—On tue order oft! ^y fur the Ihirtl reading of the In-

solvent Debtors* Lui. Mr. T. i'Ks muk made a sp- h on tlw
lubject of pij:>».n iit»tit*iiiie. In*' * d i<» a h or disrosfiion, which
was put an md to at last on the point of orfler, as irrrlemut to

the quoition before the Itou&e. The bill was then read a third

time, and pn d.— Tlie Hnnse adjourned, and rcsunicd at Sr.ii.

Lord l.i ioT stated that it wan thp iuteikboa of 6w^enu:^ent td

introduce an lrj**h R« r;i'.f n i>ul next session. The noble
Lord look that oppuiiuuity of stat »t the aiMii^istratcf! hsd
exonerated themselves from th** «iiirt^> t huvinK empiiB^
Hogan, thp witness at the late UiuJ at Armagh, as a spy.
Lord Pai.mi?j*st^,., ,n moving for returns of the names ai.U

titles of Bills introduced during the &easion» took occaiion to

review the whole conduct of the present ^VUmiu,.,-ratiiJi hxnce it

came into power. After entering into an cxaminatitm of thcFtate
of Europe since the close of the war in 1BI.'5, faereferred tothenew
Tariff, the income-Tax, and the Corn Bill . The new Government,
he said, had found nothing but facilities bequeathed to Uiem
for their foreign adminiatiauon. Gentlemen might laugh; but

the fact was, that this Cabinet had been living for months on the

leavings of their prtdecesH<irs, They had fed upon the provisions
they had found in the larder j evt n the B^ o.Jed Corn Bill, for-

merly the object of so much diagu-t, had now been gidi*e<l by

them like men. They had been obliged. u\ her Majp!^ty'a<H>e«ch.
to express their sat-^-^- n at the Slave Trade Treaty, at the

treaty for the . Uiemeut of Turkey and parifioallon of Kurope,
and at the restoration of fricmJly inteTcoure>« with Ftersie All

these were works HMured by thciate Miaiatry,«ttini*ely wottnd
up by the pre-- t. So 1 ch for tlo' tommon cry, that the l»te

Ministers had left a buieau full of embnrr.r srjii rtn tt* ii.cir suc-

cessors. Ex^^'*ions had baan taken to the | icy pursued re-

specting Chuia, but on that head be would ai>peal to the

declarations of the Duke of Wellington in the House of l-ordft

aiid he must himself observe th^f u our hosUl*..^^ -th the Chi-

nese should tcriiiinate in asjiti«*iictory arrangement of commerce
with a nation oontjumng 2iitt, i»«»of jwople, a grt-Ktcr b«»«iit

to British manufacturca could bardly be ived. He would
take fiome credit alao for the se*' cnt ma*ic with Denmark re-

specting the tolU of the ii*.' - and he should be glad to know
how soon the pre*;ent Ministry would be able to produce a like

settlement with Hanover r«»pecting the toda of the »•»• "^
challenged pra.>« o>c the eflWtn which i.. and his colleague* ^^
Huccc-^ - -^ade to prwerve peace, not only for England her-

^ .., but as between other state.s^ to whom h«r mediation batt

t n given; and referred with pride to no fewer than eighteen
commercjal treaties concladed bv the late Ministais, compre-
hending, amont other matter^. tbesu>^'-rt of the Slave-tt-ade,

^r^
the qucuon herueen Lugtancl and France i«ipfecthig the

h^hery of their resi-^tirpc He claimed approbation ,*i?o

for the steadiness with which individual >n' ' cts of Great Britain

xf^itf '^ ^^V P^*>^^<=ted i«aii»t foreign oppreMioB. Thejate
Ministers had been blamed for not having settled the b-mdary

nff!r.''*'^^'"'"^> *»"W m ^^- .. tuat question b«l^«"
they had made great exertion., Th*> late Government hiwi ftlfO

done much to widen the held of hi.:.m •ommerce, not only ia
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China, but on the west of the Indus, throughout that Affghaii
territory whicU he had been taunted with assurance for alluding
to. The disaster lately sustained there had no connexion with
the policy or with the plans of the Government; and if the mili-

tary arrangements had been what they ought, the result would
have been as honourable as the defence of Jellalabad, He con-
strued Sir R. PeePs answer to his question of the preceding
night as an admission that orders liad been given to withdraw
our troops, and he should congratulate the country, if since the
transmission of those orders, an overland despatch had reached
the Governor- General^ which would avert so deep a disgrace to
the British arms, and so ruinous a blow to British commerce,
H-e then adverted to the exports and imports of this country, and
showed that between the beginning and the end of the Whig ad-
ministration, there had been a considerable increase on both
these heads. On the whole, the present prospects of the country
at home were rather cheering ; for the Government mu^t now go
forward with the principles of free trade j and if their own
friends should leave them in the Uirch, the Opposition would
snppojt them in such a career. Nor would that Opposition he
less willing to aid them, if^ abandoning the policy of submission
and concession in their foreign diplomacy, they would resolutely
maintain the independence of their country, making no encroach-
ments and suffering none.

Sir R. Peel seconded the motion, and thanked the noble Lord
for putting on record the successfullej^islationof the present Go-
vernment. The noble Lord had attributed almost every good
that had occurred to the late Ministry, and, above all, to his own
foreign policy J and had shown that exports and imports had in-
creased, all under the old Corn-law. He had cut the argument
against the Corn-law to the very roots for the purpose of gaining
credit to his colleagues and himself. The present Government
had brought forward its measures, and, considering their magni-
tude, he could not complain of the protraction of the Opposition

;

but it had occupied 48 nights. He had persevered, and at last
he had succeeded. In like manner, in 1835, he had staked his
Government upon the malt-tax, and he had succeeded. In the
present session he had staked the Government upon the cattle
question, and he had succeeded. Had he followed the example
of other Governments, he might huve truckled and yielded his
principles to keep his partisans. He had been accused of aban-
doning some bills. Why were they abandoned? Not from fear,
but from absolute want of time. More business had been done
in the last month than in any month of any former Ministry;
but he would ask where, during that month, had been the mem-
bers of that Ministry on whom the noble Lord had pronounced so
inflated a panegyric > They had all fled. Not another man of the
late Cabinet was left. Never was so strong a proof of confi-
dence in a Ministry. The Opposition had all shrunk from the
struggle of the session, and left the noble Lord, the last rose of
summer, to waste his sweetness on the desert air. Perhaps it
would be said, there was nothing particular to defend or enforce.
What did the noble Lord say to the Bribery Eill? Lord John
Russell, the great leader of Reform, left it to the late Attorney-
General, the late Attorney- General left it to the late Secretary
of the Admiralty, the late Secretary of the Admiralty to the
Chairman of tlie Committee, and all these having successively
quitted town, it was devolved on Mr. C. Bullcr, who devolved it
on the Government. Was ever more conclusive proof of confi-
dence in an administration ? Now for the financial deficicncv-a
deficiency of millions—three wars on your hands, and a boast of
bemg all the while at peace. W^hy had the noble Lord maintained
silence dunng i6 nights' debate on the Income-tax, and now, on
the last day of the session, fired this popgun at the measure'^
The reason of that former silence was, that he and his late col-
leagues had at first proposed to support the Income-tax. Tlie
Bankruptcy Bill had no doubt been deferred to a late period of
the session

; but it had been carried ; and Uie intermediate delay
'of It had been mainly in deference to the wishes of Lord Cotten-
ham. With respect to the national distress. Lord Palmerstonhad
?"^S?tS^^^''^*^^^^^^"^"^&^ tending to aggravate discontent

:

but all his contribution to the relief of it had been a barren asser-
tion, that ** something or other'* must be done next session. He
M^ouid now come to the foreign policy. The noble Lord had pa-raded his treaties about the Slave-trade : was that the main
topic of a Foreign Minister's boast ? What was the state
in which, after all his old professions of a liberal union through-
out Europe, he had left the great nations of the Continent i The
late Opposition had given every aid to preserve the friendship of
the French. This countr>' had no hostility to Francc^no feeUng
oi lear, or of rivalry; sne knew the interests of the two countries
to be the same. Lord Palmerston was alone answerable for
having entered, at the close of the session, upon points of honour
with l^rance and with the United States, when every word he
uttered was a two-edged sword; and for having employed, insome of Ins written negotiations, petulant terms, which were
suie to widen any wound already made. So little had his diplo-macy succeeded m conciliating even Portugal, that it had become
necessary to pas^ an act of Parliament authorising English
cruisers to search Portuguese vessels suspected of slave- trading.
The noble Lord had alluded to the negotiation with Hanover ; of
which he would say, that when published itwonld be found in no
wise inconsistent with the honour of England ; and he read a
document in vindication of the course taken by the present
Government. The noble Lord, however, had left, for the climax
or his speech, Affghanistan ! He confessed he was surprised to
hear the noble Lord tonch upon that subject, as if he had utterly
forgotten the reverses of last year. He had presumed much upon
the forbeayance of Ministers; and had even asked who had ever
contemplated the abandonmeht of Affghanistan. "I," said Sir
R. Peel, "could tell the noble Lord." "But," he continued
" 1 will make no disclosure on the present state of the sub-
ject, nor endanger one Indian soldier's life to relieve myself from
these premature taunts." He went on to say that he would not
adop* the objects of the noble Lord, nor make war for the sake of
promoting the study of Adam Smith among the Afi^ghans. That
might be the noble Lord's way of opening commerce for Eng-
land ; but by the lime he had taught the lesson, India, exhausted
by his liostilitics, would have no money left for his cottons. Sir
H. Peel concluded by an eloquent peroration contrasting his pri-
vate pursuits and personal feelings with the cares of office, and
declaring the vanity and futility to him of successful ambition
and extensive power> unless accompanied with the consciousness
ofintegrity, »he hope of an honciit reputation, and the satisfaction
of having served his country.
Mr. CoBDEN thought that in the present state of the people the

House might do something better than squabble about Whig and
Tory, or indulge in personal attacks.—After some remarks from
Mr. HrniK, Mr. E\7Art, and Mr.P. HowABD.the motion was put
and carried; and the House agreed to adjourn till Friday.— Sir J.
CiRAHAji then introduced his Mil for the registration of voters
in Engiend and Wales, which is to be printed and circulated
during the recess,

fr/i/^ry.—A new writ was issued for South Hampshire, Mr- J.
W. Fleming having accepted the Chiltern Hundreds. Several
notices cf motion for next session were given. A discussion took
place, on a motioB by Mr. Dijxcombe, respecting the spy system.
—Sir J.Graham denied altogether the existence of any system
of spies; in regard to Manchester he was resolved to support the
authorities in the execution of their duty.— After some discus-
sion, the motion was negatived.—The House attended in the
House of Peers tn hear her Majesty's Speech ; and alter some
routine husinciis the HouKe broke un fr r Hip spR^Irtn.

2|d. issue, 50s. to 52s. prem. ; India Stock. 2-1D^ to
250^ ; Three per Cents. Reduced, 92| ; Three-and-a-IIalf
per Cents. Reduce4, 101? to }; and New Three and-
a-Half per Cents., 1004 to

-J.

.*«

iWfctropolts aula its V

CITY.
Money lUarkeit Friday,—The Funds have been de-

pressed by the news from the Mnmifacturing Districts.
CunRoIs for money closed :)]^tn ^ ; the same for account

;

Ezcheciuer Eills, 2d. issue, 48s. to SOs. prem.; ditto.

Prorogation of Fa rhume?it.—The Queen proceeded
yesterday afternoon to the House of Lords, to prorogue
Parliaraent in person. Her Majesty was accompanied by
Prince Albert, the Prince and Princess of Saxe Coburg,
the Great Ofl&cers of State, and a numerous and brilliant
suite- The assemblage of persons was unusually large,
and the Park and streets through which the procession
passed, were crowded with spectators. Her Majesty was
loudly cheered, both on entering the HoBse of Lords and
on her return to the Pahice.

Umver^Uy College,—Tht distribution of prizes to the
pupils of University College School took place last week
in the presence of a large number of visitors. The distri-

bution occupied more than an hour. At the conclusion,
the chairman addressed the meeting, and said that an im-
portant change had been resolved upon in the manage-
ment of the school. From the present time it would be
under the direction of a single head master, instead of
two, as formerly. Mr. Key, the late Professor of Latin,
would become the sole master ; and his late colleague,
Mr. Maiden, would give the institution the advantage of
his great acquirements as Greek Professor in the College,
continuing at the same time to give lessons in Greek to
the senior class in the school. The council had filled up
the vacancy in the Professorship of Latin, by appointing
to that chair Mr. G, Long, the gentleman who was Pro-
fessor of Greek in the College at its opening, and for

several subsequent years. By this appointment the
council had completed an arrangement which had been
some time in contemplation, and from which many im-
portant benefits to the College are anticipated. The
chairman concluded by stating that a regulation had also

been made, by which a report of the state of the institu-

tion would henceforth be delivered twice in the course of
the year.

Melropolitan Tmprovemeyiis.—We have before alluded
to the restorations which have for some time been going
on in Crosby Hall, in Bishopsgate-street. The works
have just been successfully brought to a close. The
building was opened last week as the lecture room of a
literary and scientific institution, Professor Bell, of King's
College, the president of the society, giving the intro-

ductory lecture. On Friday last the Rev. C. ^Mackenzie,
vicar of St. Helen's, Bishcpst;ate, delivered an interesting

lecture ''on the history and antiquities of the Hall;"
and there is now no longer any doubt that this fine

specimen of an old English hall will be carefully pre-

served as one of the most interesting relics of the City,

—The first meeting of the commissioners appointed under
the Southwark Improvements Act has just been held.

The contemplated imjirovements are confined to the dis-

trict cf the Mint, a locality which, from the reign of

Edward IV. down to the present period, has been the fa-

voured resort of highwaymen, thieves, coiners, and others of

the very worst description. The Duke's Head, a notorious

rendezvous for *' gentlemen of the road " in those days,

was much frequented by the highwaymen of tlie last cen-

tury. Some curious particulars relative to this modern
Alsatia are to be found in a report of the Statistical

Society submitted to the House of Commons a few years

back. It seems there were at that time ten or twelve

lodging-houses for reputed thieves, each containing on an
average seventy inmates : the beds were charged id, per

' night, or 3d. if two slept together. The houses were so

constructed in the rear, as to aiford every facility of escape

when visited by the officers of justice. About two hundred
of these houses are now to be razed to their foundation.

It was originally proposed to form a new line of street,

commencing at Blackman-street, near St. George's
Church, and terminating at Charlotte-street, Blackfriars-

road. For the present there is no intention of carrying

the new street beyond the Southwark-bridge-road, but
when completed it will form a direct communicaticn between
Great Dover-road and Southwark Bridge. The expense,
as far as regards the compensation to the owners of pro-

perty, will be comparatively small, nearly all the houses
to be swept away being already in a state of dilapidation.

The contemplated alteration will entirely get rid of the

Mint district, which, notwithstanding the vigilance of the

police, is still a locality not to be approached with im-
punity.—The Commissioners of Woods and Forests have
ordered the sale of the materials of the Thatched House
Tavern and the adjoining houses and shops, in St. James's
Street, preparatory to the new improvements projected in

that quarter. The site of the Thatched House has been
taken of the Crown for the purpose of electing a new club-
house,—The new church of St. Thomas, Charterhouse,
has just been completed, and will be consecrated this day
by the Bishop of London. It is a brick structure of the
Korman style, and has been built by the Commissioners
of the Metropolitan Church Building Fund, on a piece of
ground given for the purpose by the governors of the
Charterhouse. The cost of the building is 5,560/. whidi
will afford accommodation lor 1,200 or 1,500 persons.

Public JSheting^—On Monday the Missionary bazaar
at the Wesleyan Centenary Hall was resumed, when the
tables were covered with a fresh supply of useful and
ornamental articles, together with iateresting additions
to the specimens of natural history, and of the manufac-
tures and skill of the barbarian or half-savage nations
among which the influence of the missionaries prevails.

The chased rings and necklaces from Coon: . 'e, the capi--

tal of Ashaiitee. are particulariv described as remarkable

n

specimens of the perfection to which the Africans have
arrived in the art of working gold.

St, Martin^s-in-ihe-Fields.— Operations for rebuilding

the spire of this church, which suffered so much during
the late storm, were commenced ou Saturday. Several
workmen have been employed during the week in erecting
scaffolding, and it is expected that the rebuilding and ne-
cessary repairs will occupy at least three or four months.
In consequence of the alarm expressH by the neighbour*
hood and the pew renters, as to the present safety of the
church, divine service has been suspended until further
notice. It has been ascertained that the repairs wil! be
effected without cost to the parish. It appears that a gen-
tleman who was churchwarden some years ago, had an
impression that the steeple was peculiarly exposed to the
effects of lightning, and succeeded in inducing the vestry
to insure against the consequences of damage from light-
ning, in addition ^to the fire insurance—an extra cost
which appears to have been ever since continued. There
has been some negotiation on the subject, as there was no
actual fire; but the two fire- offices where tic insurance
had been effected have waived all objections, and con-
sented to pay for the repairs. The steeple, it appears, is

damaged in three places. The iron that had been inserted
to strengthen the structure was completely melted, so that
a great portion of the steeple must be removed. The
repairs are expected to cost about 900^

The Thames Tunitel.—The iQierest of the Tunnel has
considerably increased since the completion of the new
approach. There were rather more tlian 20,000 visitors
to it last week, being more than double the aver.ng^
number that has heretofore inspected the work within the
same period of time. The staircase just opened on the
Middlesex side of the river excites general admiratiom

Metropolitan Police^—The new arrangements to wliich
we alluded a few weeks since, for the formation of a " De-
tective Police Force," came into operation this week.
The commissioners have selected to form the company
two inspectors and eight sergeants and constables, many
of whom have already signaUbcd themselves by their
activity in taking offenders into custody. It is said to be
the intention of the commissioners to increase the num-
ber of men immediately, should the company be found to
answer their anticipations.

Greenwich.—On Saturday the Annual White Bait Din-
ner of the Ministry took place at the Crown and Sceptre-
The Prince of Wales steamer conveyed the dietinguished
party from Hungerford-market Pier to Greenwich, leaving
at six oVlock precisely, with Sir Robert. Peel ; the
Dukes of Buckingham and Buccleugb ; the Earls of Had-
dington, Bathurst, Ripon, Liverpool, and Shaftesbury;
Lords Stanley, Wharncliffe, Jermyn, E. Bruce, G. So-
merset, Lowther, Lincoln, Eliot, Sidney, lledesdale, San-
don, Abinger ; Sir T» Freemautle, Sir G. Cockburn, Sir

J, Graham, Sir G. Murray, Sir F, Trench, SirE. Knatch-
bull. Sir W. Foliett, Sir A. Grant, Sir G. Clerk ; Mes.^rs.

Goulburn, Herries, 11- Baring, Dawson, Sutton, Colonel
Peel, &t;. On arriving off the General Steam Navigation
Wharf, Deptford, the Pnnce of Wales was saluted with
a discharge of cannon, which was returned from the
steamer. The ships of the company, and the yards of
tlie Marine Society's ship, were manned, end gave three
cheers to the visitors as* thlj passed. The steamer ar-

rived at Greenwich at twenty minutes before seven o'clock,

when the party were again salufrd. The party amounted
to upwards of fifty persons. -

^robtncial Nflus.

Andover,—At ihe meeting of the guardians of this

union, on Saturday, July 9, the report of the accountant
employed to investigate the union accounts, in conse-
quence of the recent embezzlements committed by Mr.
Maude, was laid before the board by the Assistant Com-
missioner, showing a deficiency of 1,338/. 13a*. did, Mr.
Lamb immediately stated his intention of repaying that
sum to the guardians, as he could not suffer the union to
sustain any loss through the misconduct of a clerk who
had represented him at that board; upon which the fol-

lowing resolution was unanimously agreed to by the
guardians, and directed to be entered on the minutes of
their proceedings :

—
** Upon the motion of Mr. Parker,

Assistant Poor Law Commissioner, seconded by the chair-
man, it was resolved, that in the opinion of*this board
the conduct of Mr. Lamb, in stating his intention to
reimbursetheboardofguardians thesum of 1,338/. 135. S^tf.,

of which the union had been defrauded by Mr. Maude, is

honourable to his character in the highest degree.*' The
above sum has been since paid by Mr. Lamb into the
hands of the treasurer to the account of the union.—The
Hampshire papers state that the oldest sportsmen have
never remembered partridges so abundant as they arc this
season thioughout this county. On the large farms
adjoining the downs, the coveys run so strong, that ia
sonae instances no less than IS young bird^ have beea
noticed in one company. The same favourable account
of the broods of this season is received from Wallop, Ted-
worth, Shlpton, Munxton, and the districtrtround. The
birds are very forward, and unusually »trOBg on the mngt
and several sporting parties are expected to arrive her« m
the course of a few days, preparatory to their t:.'..'.r.g th^

field on the 1st September.

Bath,—This cltj has been thrown into & »^i«
^i^^'

oitement for some days past, by the iUicoTerj t: ^^ a Mr«.

Parsons, the wife of a lodging-house keeper in lienrictt*

Street, had been murdered. Suspicion hafjn^ fallen on

the husbands he was taken into cr. ' >dy m await the in-

quest, which commenced on Monday- The cvklcnce ad-

duced clearly proved that deceased was murdeied by her

skull being fractured witi tie kitchea poker. The jury,
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gh Wednesday, returnea a verdict of Wilful Murder

against the huaband, Who hns accordingly been committed

to take bis trial.
4 *i. r^i, i

Srwfiion.--The fate unpleasant occurrence at the Lhapel

p4.oyal, reported in oar paper of last i^eek, has brougtt

letters from the JJishop of Lincoln, the Vicar of Barton-

on- Number, the Rer. G. G. Egremont of Lincoln, and

also from heads of colleges, magistrates, and other re-

spectable persons Ih that district, rotiching the respect-

abiJity of the Rev, Mr. Moore. The course intended to

be adopted has not yet been decided upon, both Mr,
Moore and his friend Laving placed themselves in the

hands of one of the Queen's Sergeants, who happens to be

a personal friend. It is generally believed that the affair

will be arranged without going into a court of law,

Devizes,—At Melksham fair, on Wednesday, a cotin-

tryman was looking at some horSes which were eshibiting

for sale, when a gentleman in clerical attire, and repre-

jr^htiug hihxse.lf tb be such, applied to hirn to purchase a

^airticialar animal, which he pointed oat, saying that as a

clergyman he did not like to be seen in such engagements^

ml the same time telling him he would give him a sove-

reign for his trouble. The trick succeeded—the young
man paid 13/. 155. for a horse not worth 5^. The clfergy-

man, cff course, was not to be found, and the purchaser

had tb take his bargain to himself, with "all faults/'

P'almotith.—The Tirst iiopbttatloti of foreign cattle into

this port, under the hew tariff, took place 6n Mohday,
when some cows were landed here on their way to Truro.

The Bishop of Exeter, who js at present engaged in. visit-

ing the western districts of hii diocese, proceeded on
Saturday, in the Astreea barge, from the Green Bank in

this harbour to SL Just on the opposite shore. After

confirming a large number of young persons, in getting

into the boat the bishop fell down, and iiijured his left

leg, below the knee, against One of the seats. The wound
^as so painful as to prevent his lordship's preaching on
Sunday, as intended, but it is understood that the incon-

ciiience is likely to be only of a temporary character.

Great Malvern.—A new church is to be built and en-

dowed at Barnard's-green, in this parish, under circlim-

stances of a very unusual character. The design has
beten originated by a few farmers and poor labourers, who
tbrin a population of 372 persons, resident from two to

four miles from the parjsh church. The sum of 81/. Is, 6f/.

has been subscribed by* these persons in aiiiounts varying
from 6f/. to 10/. IOj. Mr. Foley, the lord of the manor,
has given them a site and a subscription of 50/. ; and the
Itihabitants of this town ha\e formed a committee to col-
lect subscriptions. The total amount required is 1,750/,

—

til., l.UOOf., which the Bisfaop of V.'orcester requires for
9h endowment, and 750f. for the building itself. The
fchapel is to consist of chancel and tidve, with seats and
kneehnga for 220 persons. k\\ the seats art to be open
and free. The materials arc to be stope and unpainted
deal, and the design simple and inexpensive. The building
is so planned that aisles and a tower with spire may be
conveniently added at any future time. The work is to
be done by the village builder, and the farmers will haul
the materials. The Rubscriptions already received amount
to 550/. ; the sum still required ia 1,200/,

AiwrpfH)/,—In our Number of April 16, we noticed a
Mngular case which had been bi-ought before the magis-
^ates of this place, arising out of the forcible abduction of
Miss Crellin, by a Mr. M'Gill, assisted by several persons,

"^ among whom a man called Quick, and a Mrs. Clayton.
were the principal actors. Miss Crellin was a lady of
large property, about 50 years of age ; the prisoners were
charged with having kept her for some time in a state of
intoxication, and with having removed her to Gretna
Green, where she was married to M*GiH, while insensible
i^om the effects of the potions they had adtninistered.
The trial of the prisoners took place on Tuesday before
Lord Denman. The evidence ran to a great length, but
the facts adduced differ in no important point from the
statements in our Paper of April last. The Jury, after
some deliberation, found all the prisoners guilty except
two; adding, at the same time, the expression of their
opinion that Miss Crellin had been highly culpable in the
business; Lord Denman sentenced M*Gill to be impri^
•oned 18 months with haH labour, Ciaick 15 months, and
Mrs. Clayton and Richard Jones 12 months.
Ma^stone.—Th^ Kentish papers do not report favour-

ably of the appearance of the hop grounds. In the neigh-
bourhood of this town the bines are somewhat benefited by
the late*aHn nights, but are still much in want of rain,
and, coaii :. dng that an alternation of dry heats and colds
hascontmued tor .0 long a period, it is a matter of sur-
prise that the condition of the bops is so good as it is. At
Horsemorden, Marden, and Yaldiag some of the hops have
done pretty well, while others have become worse. At
licehurst the best grounds are now coming fast into hop
but are m want of rain, to give vigour to the bine!
The weak grounds are turning yellow, and will not do
much. At Mereworth, Wateringbury, and Nettlestead
the hops have grown considerably, but cannot be con-
sidered as having Improved in the manner usual at
Jhis time of y^r. Most grounds appear to tie greatly
suffering from the long drought aad wet winter, and
In many grounds that appeared healthy a \ fortnight
since, the firc-b!ast has appeared, and increases very fast.

Although there are some grounds professedly treated ia a
peculiar way that still look well, still should there not
soon be a favourable change in the weather, no doubt they
will give way as well as others, llie crop will fall f^ir

lAortof the last year.

Manch€stei\—We regret to state that this week has wit-

nessed the commencement of disturbances in this town and
neighbourhood, which have assumed a threatening appear-
Wce« and required the utmost fiiTuness and vigilance on the

part of the civil and military authorities. Although these

disturbances have taken the appearance of a turn-ont for

wages, it is said that they have a totally different origin,

and are intimately connected with the retent outbreaks

in Staffordshire and Scotland. A threatened reduction of

wages at Stalybridge was seized upon as the pretext for

their commencement. On Saturday it was well known in

the district that there was to be a general turn-out of the

Stalybridge spinners and weavers. Indeed, in the course

of the week, meetings had been held not only in Staly-

bridge, but also in Ashton ; and on Sunday a very large

meeting was held on Mottram Moor^ where eight or ten

thousand people are said to have been present, and at

which the extensive outrages committed on Monday and
Tuesday were discussed and agreed upon. Their objects

were stated to be the'attainment of "the people's charter,"

and of **a fair day's wage for a fair day's work." On
Monday the plans previously laid began to be rapidly de-

veloped. Messrs. Bayley's spinners and weavers did not

go to work, and, having been joined by reinforcements

from Ashton and the neighbourhood, consisting of spin-

ners, weavers, colliers, lab<)Ufers,]z(iid workpeople of all de-

scriptions, they went in succession to all the mills in Staly-

bridge, insisted on the steam-engines being stopped, and

forced all the hands sent out of the mills to join them.

Proceeding from Stalybridge to Higher Dukiufield, they

called at the print-works of Messrs. Hoyle, where they

spoiled some work which was in progress. Thence they

went to the different mills in the place, and compelled the

owners to fitb|> the works, and turn out the hands* At a

small place close to Dukinfield-bridge, the rioters drew
the fire from under the boiler, and thus put a stop to the

operations on the premises. They next went into the

town of Ashton, and, having" assembled in the market-

place, divided into two bodies ; one of which, after visit-

ing and stopping a mill at Hurst, went to Oldham, where
they attacked several factories on that side of the town by
which they entered. The other party visited all the mills

at Ashton; and cominitted some acts of violence at two
or three of them ; after which, proceeding through Den-
ton and Crown Point, and having forced the journeymen
hatters to join them, they went forward to Hyde, where
they stopped the whole of the factories. In the evening
they detevrmined to visit Manchester. Accordingly, on
Tuesday morning they entered this town, having turned

out all the liands at the factories they passed on the road.

On their arrival, they held a meeting in one of the open
pieces Of ground,- where they numbered about 5,000,

Most of them carried sticks. Shortly after the meeting,

a crowd of persons went along Newton-lane in a tumul-

tuous manner, demanding bread at the various provision-

shops. Some of the shopkeepers, aware of their coming,
had closed their i^ops, but thought it most prudentj in

some cases, to throw a loaf or two to the crowd. About
the same time, another party assembled in the front of
tv^o shops at the head of Travis-street, the occupiers of
which were also compelled to distribute bread gratui-
tousljr. Intelligence of these depredations having been
conteyed to Colonel Wemyss, he proceeded to the spot
with a tvoOTp of horse,, a company of rifles, and a detach-
ment of police; but, although the whole of the Ancoats
district presented a disturbed appearance, from the num-
ber of factory hands who were walking about in all direc-
tionsj no further attacks on property took place. Throngh-
out the greater part of Tuesday afternoon, most of the
shops in Oldham-street, Great Ancoats-street, and Old-
ham-road, were closed, through fear of the disorderly
ctowds which were perambulating the town. At 2 o'clock
a moli, consisting chiefly of women, attacked the mill
of Messrs. Preston, in Ardwick Island, and broke all the
windows. They then attacked the dye-works in Ancoats
Vale, belonging to Messrs. Barlow, and the mill of Mr.
Kennedy, where 300 squares of glass were broken, and
Mr, Kennedy, jnn., assaulted. About 4 o'clock a large mob
proceeded along Oxford-road, for the purpose of stopping
Messrs. Biriey's mill, and that of the Ojiford-road Twist
Company. On arriving at the latter, they demanded that the
hands should be turned out. Mr. Henry Cooke, one of the
partners, complied with their request, and immediately
ordered the engines to be stopped. Not content with this,

they demanded leave to enter the mill, in order that they
might be sure of no one remaining inside. On his refusal
tt) let them do so, they instantly smashed the windows of
the porter's lodge and entered the mill-yard; Fortunately
the military arrived at this juncture, and the only damage
committed was the flinging a skipful of bobbins into the
street. The police arrived at the same time, and suc-
ceeded, with the assistance of the military, in apprehending
14 of the rioters. While the military were escorting the
prisoners to the Town-hall, the mob proceeded to Messrs.
Birlcy's mill, the windows of which they immediately
commenced breaking. The inmates set to work a force-
pump, worked by the engine, to throw water on the crowd

;

but this not proving an effectual defence, they resorted to
more formidable weapons. Several of them ascended to
the roof, and flung down stones, pieces of iron, and other
missiles with Such fatal effect that several persons were
hurt, and a young giri was killed on the spot. The
ammunition of the mob having been exhausted before they
had broken ail the windows, they seized a cart loaded with
coals, which was on its wajr to the factory, tilted it op,
andempkj .d the contents in finishing the work of destruc-
ti(j» On the soldiers and police making their appear-
ance, the mob dispersed. While the military were em-
ployed m clearing the street, intelligence having been
brought that tlie rioters had attacked the mill of Messrs.
Steriing and Beekton, in Lower Mosley-street. a detach-
ment of cavalry and a strong body of police were des-
patched to the spot- By the time they arrived most of
the windows in the mill, and also those ia the adjoining

dwelling-house of Mr. Beckton, had been broken, rixof
the rioters were apprehended here, and taken to the Town
haU. In the course of the afternoon a portion of the mob
assembled before the shop of Mr. Rogers, in Charles-
street, Oxford-road, and asked him to give them some
bread ; on which he flung several four-pound loaves nmnn^.,4 ' -- — ^^. -.^..«..>3 .»..v... i^uu.iu luaves among
them, consiuenng that it would not be safe to refuse. I
the course of the afternoon a number of provision-shops
in-George's-road were entered by large parties, whose ap,
pearance made the shopkeepers glad to get rid of them br
acceding to their demands. On Wednesday businesswas
entirely suspended ; pTacards had been issued announcing
that the riot-act had been read; most of the shops were
closed, and it was ascertained that an attempt had been
made to cut off the gas-pipes. On Wednesday evening
from 50,000 to G0,000 persons had been thrown out of
employment by the riot. ,On Thursday morning the
steam-mills of Mr. Mouncy, at Salford, were fired and
burned to the ground. The workmen on the estate of
Lord F. Egerton, at Worsley, turned out, and a general
cessation of work took place in the course of the day at
Bolton, Stockport, Hyde, and other villages in the neigh-
bourhood. Manchester continues in a state of hifrh ex-
citement ; three policemen have been killed; and it is

impossible to estimate the consequences if the riot con-
tinues much longer.

Mariboroi(f/h,^-The Castle Hotel in this town has been
purchased by a committecj and is to be immediately con-
verted into a large public school^j chiefly for the sons of
the clergjj from 8 to 18 years of age, at a cost which will

bring it within the means of many, whose limited means
prevent their sons from obtaining the education which
their station in society renders desirable. It will not
however, be confined to the children of the clergy, as it is in

eolfitemplation to take 500 boys, two-thirds to be the sons
of clergymen, and one-third sons of laymen. The Arrb-
bishop of Canterbury will be visitor, and the Bishop of
Salisbury president of the institution.

Merthyr—The local papers mention that the colliers

and miners in the neighbourhood of Abersychan are still

" out," and that the Victoria worts have come to a stand-

still for the present. The colliers of the Pentwyn works
have returned to their labour. The accounts from all

parts of Wales inform ns that sportsmen look forward

for a good and plentiful season ; the harvest will be in

earlier than for several years past, and birds are expected

to be numerous and strong on the wing. The Pembroke
papers announce that H.M.S. Stiperb, pierced to carry

80 guns, is to be launched at the Royal Dock-yard in that

harbour, on Tuesday, the 6th September.
N'ewcastle- iindet-Lyme

,

—The whole district of the

Staffordshire potteries continues in a highly excited state.

On Saturday night a serious riot broke out at Burslem.

In the evening three men, calling themselves colliers, witk

a box, were asking contributions from persons in .the

market, when th^J^ were apprehended and put in the lock-

up. No notice seemed to be taken of the affair, and the

town was very quiet until a few minutes past 12 o'clock,

when a crowd was observed within 50 yards of the Town-

halL A shout was given as soon as the mob was opposite

the hall ; they then kicked and knocked the locks off the

doors^ liberated the three m^u, and immediately com-

menced their attack on the windows, which have been

riddled, and 1?0 squares broken. Several stones were

thrown through the illuminated dial of the clock, which

stopped in consequence of the damage it sustained. Another

party attacked the George Inn, and demolished 135 sash

squares. Several other houses were attacked, and large

quantities of fumitiire were destroyed. On Sunday night

the special constables met at the Towu-hall, to consider

whether it was advisable to protect the place during the

night with a military force, but they did not think it ne-

cessary to do so. A detachment of the 1st Dragoons ar-

rived early on Monday morning from Manchester. Many

reports are in circulation respecting the plans that the

mob intend to put in force ; their first object is said to be

the destruction of property belonging to th^ authorities and

the coalmasters. They are well organised, for as soon as

the miUtary left Newcastle on Sunday morning, a rocket

was discharged to apprise them of the fact, and at the time

the missiles were thrown at the different windows, signals

were given by the clapping of hands from the ringleaders.

There seems to be a prevalent opinion that the Chartists

are connected with the colliers. A meeting of that body

took place oj^ Tuesday at Hanley, and it was reported that

Mr. O'Connor would be there on Wednesday. Business li

nearly at a stand, and the market has been alniost neg-

lected. The distress is very great, for the workhouse is

literally besieged with applicants for relief, and upwards

of 10,000 were relieved by the union during the last week.

Plymouth.— It is now announced that twelve saiung

packets are to be brought forward for commission to con-

vey the West India Mails in the place of steamers, as

mentioned In our last. The ordinary merchant-ships hare

latteriy arrived in the Channel witii more recent J"^^*"^*'

tion than that brought by the steamers. It is said tiiat

the company, on winding-up, will be losers of nearly hau-

a-miilion sterling. •,

&'hugboro7iyh.~-The sale of the wines at Shugborouga-

HaU concluded on Friday. The lots generaUy realisea

highfprices. The still Champagne fetched 6 guineas per

dozen ; Cyprus, 7 guineas ; the Malmsey Madeira, 3 gui-

neas per dozen ; the Port and Sherry ran from 70>^ to
-/"J-

per dozen. Towards the close, the sale became slacK,

and Mr. Robins complained that at one corner otinc

table there was more freedom in the tasting than the oi
-

The sale of the furniture commenced on Saturdaj-

Many ot the articles went off at low prices, and »«»*'v^\^

the best lots were bought by the London brokers who na

asBsembied in great numbers, and seemed resolved to allow

i

ding.
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' few purchases to be made by the local bidders. The sale

of the sculpture and paintings has taken place this week

;

the pictures realised good prices, the great attraction of the
gallery, the Vandervelde, fetched 1,1 8G/. IOjt. The
sculptures numbered upwards of 90 lots, and the amount
realised by the whole was nearly 3^000^.

Sonthampfon.—This town was a scene of"great e3.cite-

ment on Saturday, in consequence of the nomination of
candidates for the representation of The borough. The
proceedings lasted eight hours, and were remarkable for

the violent language which passed between Lord Nugent
and seme of the principal electors on the Conservative
side. Lord Nugent "charged Alderman Lefeuvre with
bribery, upon which the latter retorted in such terms as

led to a hostile communication at the close of the election.

Mr. Lefeuvre at once retracted the language applied

to Lord Nugent, who explained that he did not intend to

charge him with bribery ; the affair then terminated with-
out any further consequences. The official declaration of
the poll was announced ou Tuesday, when the numbers
appeared as follows;—Mr. Mildmay, 685; Mr. Hope,
682 ; Lord Nugent, 535 ; Mr. G. Thompson, 532.

Stamford,—]lQt Majesty the Queen Dowager passed
through this town on Monday on her way fVom Gopsal
Hall, the seat of Earl Howe, to Burghley Hall, the noble
seat of the Marquis of Exeter* Her Majesty was met by
the clergy, the raayor> and Ihe principal inhabitants, a
short distance out of town, and escorted to the lodges of
Burghley Park, amidst every demonstration of loyal at-

tachment on the part of the assembled multitudes. On
Tuesday about five hundred children connected with the
parochial national schools of the neighbourhood, met at

Burghley House, and were regaled on the lawn in front of
the mansion. The christening of the infant son of the
Marquis and Marchioness took place on the same day.
The Queen Dowager took her departure on Thursday, on
her return to Gopsall Hall, the seat of Earl Howe, and
it is understood that her Majesty will visit Malvern in the
early part of next week.

St, Asaph.—We learn by the daily papers, that the
works at KinmeF Park have been temporarily suspended,
in consequence of Lord Dinorben having found it neces-
sary to obtain an Act of Parliament to enable bis lord-
ship to rebuild the mansion destroyed by fire, without
diminishing t^e fortune set apart for the junior branches
of his family. The edifice will shortly be commenced, and
will afford employment to a large number of workmen in
Denbighshire,

Winchesier.—Thz local papers state that among the
few vestiges of ancient hospitals, or almonries, now exist-
ing throughout the kingdom, may be enumerated that of
St. Croix, situated about a mile from this city, on the road
to Southampton. By the willof the founder, every traveller,
*' excepting rogues and lawyers," who knocks at the door of
this hostel, on his way to or from Winchester, is entitled to
receive from the porter a pound of wheateu bread and a cup
of strong beer, of which many highly respectable persons
have, out of curiosity, partaken. This hospital is a little
way off the high-road, and is furnished with a good gar-
den, which is kept in very neat order. Few persons who
travel on the road are aware that such an institution is
still in existence, and now that the Southampton railway
has thrown the line of traffic into a different channel, it is
very probable that the hospital will, in the course of a h^
years, become little, if at all. resorted to.

mndsor.—T\it Hon. C. A. Murray, the Master of her
Majesty's household, having wagered with another member
of the royal establishment that he would kill forty rabbits
with a single-barrelled rifle, within twelve hours, upon
one of the royal preserves in the neighbourhood of the
Great Park, at Windsor, the affair, which created con-
siderable interest, came off on Monday morning at
Norfolk-farm. The Hon. Mr. Murray commenced as
early as six o'clock, and such was the character of the
shooting, that within four hours forty-three rabbits were
bagged, only five discharges failing in their effect. The
rabbits, notwithstanding the royal farm has been much
shot over since the court hafe beeti at Windsor, are still I

extremely numerous, and will ensure plenty of sport
during the season, Mr. Murray was accompanied by
Viscount Jocelyn and the Hon. Captain Hood. Prince
Albert and his brother, Prince Ernest, attended hj their
suite, shot over the Park on the same morning. Prince
Albert shot 58 rabbits upon the preserves at Virginia
Water, the whole number killed in the course of a couple
of hours being from L*?0 to HO. Prince Albert, having
the best position, killed the greater number ; but his
brother, who is a first-rate shot, killed one rabbit, which
proved on stepping over the ground to be upwards of 80
yards distant.

Railways.—The following are the weekly receipts of the
undermeutiuned railways;— London and Birmingham,
18,784/, 25. ; Great Western, 15,483/. 4a-. ; Soufh Wes-
tern, 9,104/. 155. 3f/. ; Brighton, 4,58G/. os, id. ; Black-
wall, 1.358/. 10s. \d, ; Greenwich, 918/, lU. id, ; Croy-
don, 455/. Us. 3i(/. ; North Midland, 4,728/, 1 65. ; York
and North Midland, 1,741/. 14*. 8rf. ; Edinburgh and
Glasgow, 2,179/. 1-?, 5t/.; Liverpool and Manchester,
5,015/. 13*. 46/.; Manchester and Leeds, 4,801/. Us. Id.
At the meeting of the Brighton Company, the report pre-
sented by the directors gave some ejsplanation of those
discrepancies in accounts vrhich have already attracted
much attention. The accounts show that the traffic during
the last six months has produced 63fi3GL 7*-. 2t/., which,
•with the balance of last year's account, makes an amount
of 75,806/. 9s. IQd. This, after making the usual allow-
ances for expenditure, left a balance disposable ^ by the
company of 27,645/. V2s. It was proposed by the di.
rectors that a dividend of 10a'. or 15*. should be declared,
«tt the option of the majority of the meeting, it having

been stated from the chair that the larger sum could only
be declared at tbe expense of carrying over the half year's
charge of interest, which fell due on the 30th of June last,
to the end of the present year. After a very stormy dis-
cussion, and strong opposition from Sir L L. Goldsmid
and others, the dividend of 10s. per share was carried by a
majority^of 43 against 37, and the report was adopted.

—

The meeting of the York and North Midland Company
was held on the 2d inst. From the report it appeared that
the gross revenue for the last half-year amounted to
39,528/. lis., and that the expenditure amounted to
18,835/. 2s. lOt/., the expenses of working, &c., being
14,617/. 15.9,, and the interest on debentures 4,187/.
7^. 10(/. The directors recommended the coutinu-
aiice of & dividend of 2/. 10s. each upon the whole
shares, and of lbs. each upon the half shares, to
pay which a small amount was necessary to be abstracted
from the reserve fund. This was agreed to> and the
report of the directors adopted; The Income-tax will be
paid out of the funds of the company, so that there will
be no deduction from the dividend.—The Grand Junction
Company have declared a dividend of 5/. per cent, upon
the net revenue of traffic for the half year, which Is stated
to have reached 113,661/. 12s. To this would be added
the balance of the last year's accounts ; and after the pay-
ment of the dividend, with the charge for the Income-tax,
there would be left 5,495/. lis. Id.^ to be carried to the
credit of the reserved fund, and applicable to future divi^
dends.—The morning papers mention, as a proof of the
rapidity with which despatches may be forwarded by rail-

way, that the Government messenger, who arrived from
Lisbon on Saturday with despatches, started from the
terminus at Southampton by a special train, and arrived
at Nine-elms in one hour and thirty-five tninutes, including
two stoppages. The Montrose left Lisbon on the pre-
vious Wednesday, and Lord Aberdeen was enabled to
answer his despatches by the hiail of Saturday night.

The reduction of fare on the Canterbury and Whitstable
Railway has been productive of a considerable increase of
revenue. Tlie fare in July, 1840, was 9d. per passenger,
and during that month the number conveyed was 1^407.
In July, 1841, the fare was reduced to Gt/., when the
number carried rose to 3,241 ; and in July of the present
year, wnth the 6rf, fare, the number has still further in-
creased to 4,116,

Finhaven, in the county of Forfar, was purchased for thi
sum of 75,000/. by the trustees of Mr. Gardyne, of Mid*
dletcn, near Arbroath.

Glasgow,—The strike of the colliers in the neighbour-
hood of this place still continues. The accounts up to the
end of last week state that they had attacked the potato
fields, and carried oO* the crops, after severely maltieatin
the persons pnt to watch them. As the miner* did no-,

give the requisite warning before leaving their employment,
five individuals had been apprehended and brought before
the Sheriff, under the Act of Parliament, and the charge
of breach of agreement having been satisfactorily made
out, they were sent for GO days to prison- A deputation
from bodies of the colliers waited upon Sheriff Alison, in
this city, on Saturday. The Sheriff stated to them that
he could not interfere, except to see that they and their
masters fulfilled their contracts to each other. The mea
explained their grievances, when the Sheriff gave it as his
opinion that their general grievances and present pro*
ccedings arose from the avarice of the masters on the one
hand and their own improvidence on the othfer. He bti-

lieved that some of the poorest of the colliers spent as
much on drink as he with his large family in a twelvemonth.
The Sheriff advised those of them who had warnings to
give to fulfil their engagements with their employers, and
to return to their work;

ikELAND,
DubUn.'~rh.n active canvass for the reprBsentation of

Trinity College, has been entered on by a committee, on
the part of Mr. Longfield, and by Mr* G. A. Hamilton,
on his own behalf, on the presumption of Mr. Solicitor-

General Jackson being elevated to the vacancy on the
bench, caused by the death of Judge Foster. Nothing de-
finitive has transpired relative to the law appointments,
but it is still the general impression that Mr. Jackson will

be the new Judge.—The committee of the Irish Society
have voted 1000/. for the purpose of laying the foundation
of an exhibition in the University, for young clergymen
acquainted with the Irish language, in order that they may
preach in the native tongue. They hate requested the
Earl of Roden, Dr. Singer, and three other gentlemen to
act as trustees of the fund.—The long-protracted Inquest
at Ratlimines, respecting the death of Mr, Byrne, has now
been brought to a close. The Jury found that the de-
ceased gentleman " was found dead in his bed on Saturday,
the 9th ult. ; that he met with his death at his own ^ouse
between the 3d and 9th ult., under very mysterious cir-

cumstances ; and that the strongest possible suspicions

attach to Mrs. Ellen Byrne, his wifis, as being accessory

thereto/' On Saturday the coroner received instructions

from tiie Attorney-General, directing that, as the commis-
sion was so near, Mrs. Bytne should continue in custody
of the police, as hitherto, until the case be investigated be-
fore the Grand Jury, and the result of their dehberatious
known.

Donegal,—During tlxe last week 400 barrels of Ameri-
can flour have been imported into this town by Messrs.
Rankin and Co., being the first arrival of flour direct from
America into any of the northern ports of Ireland.

Kilkenny^—The local papers announce the death of
Mr. John Banim, the well known author of '* Tales of the
O'Hara Family," and other popular works of fiction, who
died, after a protracted illness, at his residence near this
town, on Friday morning. Mr. Banim had for some
time past almost wholly withdrawn himself from his lite-

rary pursuits- In early life he followed the profession of
a miniature painter, but the success of his first dramatic
piece, "Damon and Pythias," was decisive of his future
fate, and the pencil, at which he is said to have been no
mean proficient, was abandoned for the pen. He enj.oyed
a pension of 150/. per annum from the civil list, which
was subsequently increased by the addition of 40/. a year
for the education of his only child, a daughter.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—ThQ Edinburgh meeting of the Highland

and Agricultural Society, which has excited much atten-
tion for some time past, has just taken place. The pre-
paration for the show had been completed some time pre-
vious, the show yard being erected in Warrender Parks,
and the pavilion for the public dinner on the Castle Hill.
The Earl of Roseberry presided, in the absence of the Duke
of Buccleugh. The eihibilion lasted for two days, and
the meeting on the whole was very successful.—The papers
mention that Sir W. Rae, the Lord Advocate, is contined
at his seat, Eskgrove, near this city, by severe indisposi-
tion, which is said to render it doubtful whether he will
ever be able to resume his official duties.—The sale of the
Marquess of Huntley's landed property took plaee Imt
week in the Old Signet Hall in this city. The barocy ot

UaftJ.
Jjw'-'SK OF Lords-^Appkals.—Lo//y ffe\rtep\t CharUy, Short

2."« others \. Wihon and o/Af*i.—Judgment was gh'Cn, ori
Friday last, in this important cause—more particularlj- im-
portant as regards the Unitarians and ludcpcndcnts. witli other
Dissenters. The case had previously been for some time in the
Court of Chancery— first, before the Vice-thanceUor 1 and st*.
coudly. before the Lord Chancellor, on appeal, the fbllowiBf
IS an epitome of the ma!n facts ;-Lady Hewley, widow of SiT
John Hewley. who reproented the city of York in Pariiameht
towards the close of the leign of Charles U., d short rimb htfoft
her death, becoming: desirous of devoting the jJrincipai part of
her property fnr the purpose of encouraging tlie preaching ol thd
gospel by Dissenting pretichcrs. by her and others at that period
designated "i^dly preachers," executed two trust deeds of the
date of January !3, 1704, and April 26, l;Or. conveying to seven
trustees the manors of Kelling-hall, and lircv Croft, and Haya-
park, with other lands in the county of \"orK» for ti>e purpose of
providing for poor and godly preachers for the time being, and
poor and godly widow.-:, and for edacating young tcea designed
for the ministr)', not exceeding in number, at one tirtie, norb thtttl
five such young men, and for ^hc purpose of supporting an alms-
house which she had built. At the time of her decease Dr. CouU
ton officiated at St. Saviour's mectlng-house, which she bad en-
dowed, she being at the time in her S3d year. >;ew trustees, ad
the old ones died, were appointed, and in the yearl755, on anew
appointment of three, the Rev. Newcomc Cappe was choseti to
of^ciate as assistant to the Rev. Mr. HoUam, who had become
feeble through age. The first introduction of Unitarianism into
the chapel is attributed to Mr. Cappe, and on his death the Rev*
C. Wellbclovcd, a decided Unitarian, succeeded. After the lapsft
of some years, all the trustees became Unitarians, t)'e newly.
appointed trustees always being selected from that sett of Dis-
senters. When the CommlsslDners appointed by ^arliattienl
for inquiring Uito and coircctiug the ftbuBes of funds and
ebtates settled for charitable uses, visited York in 1826, a
foxmal tomplaint was made agaihU tbe application of the
funds to the spreading and maintaining the Umiarian d*5ctnne,
which uUiniately led to the information being filed in the Court
of Chancery, and the consequent proceedings in that Court,
which occupied not only days but weeks. When the case
reached the Iloase of Lords, it was tfeemcd of so much import-
ance that the learned judges werfe called in to give their assist-
ance in bring-ing the House to a sound conclusion; and after it
had been argued, certain gu'e^tionsi as to the cbnstructiou to ijfe

put upon the two d?eris above named, and "whether the extrinsic
evideticc adduced in the caut^e wa-s admissable fbr ttie purpose of
determining who were entitled under the terms * godly preach-
ers of Christ's holy gospel' to the benefit of the charity, and
whether linder the cOnstnictioQ of the deeds, niini:>ters or preach-
ers of what is called Unitarian belief and doctrine are excluded."
This was the substance vf the six questions put to the judges in
the course of last session, when the cause was argued. On the
iOth of May last their lordships attended and entered into inost
elaborate arguments in the opinions they expressed- Lord Chief
Justice Tindal, When speakiiig on these questions* respectin
the construction of the dfecds, whether bt hot they were friendly
to the Unitarian doctrine, or whether persons professing tlmt
belief could have the benefit of the funds, thus expressed
himself—" The opinion at which I have arrived, founded upon
that which appears to me to be the true principle of construction
of those deeds, is, that ministers and preachers of what is coair
monly called Unitarian belief and doctrine, and their wido
alod members of the congregations and persons of that belief
and doctrine, ate excluded Irom being the objects of the charities
of both those deeds. First, taliing the deed of 1704 by itself, I
think thb objects of it are hmited to the ministers and others of
the several bodies of Protestant Dissenters from the Establislied
Church, which were generally known, established, and tolerated
at the time the deed took eflfect j and I am unable to find aoy
proof, from any authentic source, that the Unitarians did form in
fact at that time a body or class of Protestant Dissenters known
and estabU>hed in the kingdom. On the contrary, so far as can
be inferred from the evidence produced, or any other evidence
of an historical nature, the Unitarians, as a body of persons of
known religious tenets in England, were unknown until a
period much later than the execution of cither of the deeds
in question ; but further, so far wtre the persons who preached
Unitarian doctrines from forming a religious body thea known
and acknowledged in the kingdom, that at the time of the
execution of tiiese very deeds such persons couid not a\aii
themselves of the benefit of the Toleration Act, 1 \ViUiara
and aiarjr cap. IS. on the ground of their being personswbo denied the doctrine of the Trinity, and, under the sta-
tute 9 and 10 \Vilham HI., cap. 32, were at tiiat time liable to

«

tf tr-.C

godly preachers
holy goi^pel, I think the answer Xq your Ixsrdships' fourth qu^St
tion (VIZ. whether persons entertaining Unitarian trliet are
excluded from being objects of the charities of that d^cd u ki«*s|

be in the affirmative—first, because th^re were existini' at the
time certain bodies of Protestant Dissenters, well knowji an4
ascertained, who preached doctrines which had been ffei»ef»2iir

undenrtood and believed in all i^fa of the church, Wi^i ^^^^'

also generally acknowledged at the time of the executios

deed of 17H, to he the Holy Gospel of Christ, of wfeicf? Ml
Unitarians did not at that time eonstilute opet •««* **

5r ^
waa so {TBmtd that the trusts were to taJi* immctii^its « ^L
operation, it must be held to apply to the pre^^M^'^ «"»

? ,T^!
of such bodies only which did then actaaiiy ^^--^ *

anfl at inat

tim© answer th% descrintJiDn in tfee^N^d—aod ff€coo««f»
»f-

caofie tfc« deed describai the pct^ns wl^ arf fco U^:? to b« the

Pfcachej-s of tbe Holy Gospel of C"-" t and it is nndewablc

that at the time of the execution pf t}iG deed both the Charch

cf England a» bf l«r «aiAhii<bhedt and an the Kgowq dassea
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Mr.
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«^.rf«i^HM«iJ) tilt- deed. an*1 Edward Bowlea'a CatechUm, are

!S!i«^r '^ • 'flloflhcchwUieaoflhedeedof I707j»ud"
from i.io anawer and eridenee In the case, that t^-^

g^tst Mf awt hody do net bettere lu the dottrtne «d ortgu

IdMdthe atynemeot In the ncusc in whWh ii t^BS »

^^p^ln that catech.J<m, and Ihcrt-r re are not pruptr objects in

tfe!^ branch of thechi* .'; " The Uarncd judge in another place

«ai4 " The
i

iicrstma who are to be admitted into the

Al«)»h' '^'^ clearly drflrrd by the terms o< the deed or 1707,

ud tne rnlft maile by l- *- Mewley pursuant thereto. They
*^- Fruteatant f

'
, -^-^t ^w* »ble t^ repeat the lord's

Pray«, Creed, Ten tommnndnieots, and Uo '» Ca»cila*m,

iMthey mu'^t cf moite heliefcin fhei* 'int'^ contamrd In the

creed »«d catrchisra. If they ar-- prtUL-iiantSj Ihonph they may

he of the Cbucc ' / ad, who Ho not c-^H'-TitlonsIy believe

in th (I'r'r 1. ihey are admlwiblc : If ^^'•^ '*o not, ihey are

incapable Of partaklnr of thi^ branch uf the chanty^** Hpon the

same nawtloas, Mr. Barm fiumey was r f ori. n, ''that ar-
sons of ITnltarian belief and Uuctiinc art- excindcd Umu beine

oyr'f* of the charities of thote dt^n. Thern!' 'ir>d rtjulstinn^

fstablisti''"! \, " ley reqiiirethat the ainin-people ihalJ be

able to rr it by heart (whlcli I understand to mean, to repeat

hfUevingiy* ibe UorrtN J'rayer, the CwinmaiitEments, the Creed,

and Bowie. » CatechNm. Bowles's Calcchiam Is InconftUtent

with th« belief and doctrine of the l*i.'»*rian»." Mr. Justice

U4-.i*n.t, on the same point. diPfrves— '• i .fer^tanding as I do

the laniiuaire of the fnoaHlation deetl, and tl ' '^ nud doctrine

Vhich f coHtM^t to he altrltuited ¥y Cnitarlans ',f hnii;;h up^ni thi»,

not hrir>)f in »ny derrce a Icjcnl qacatton, I upealc with great nn-

•rtiunty^, I think tt.vy are eAtiutfd fr-nm beinjf o^Ject^rf the

charirlM of the decii.'* Mr. Ju-^tirc cviciidge said, " If I look to

the word» of the deeds» and consider them with reftmice to the

fjigt^rv '^f the times, as to the thrn state of what is c uly

failed t'nltsrUnUm, I pee in the former cMb* indlcationi of an
Ititentlofi l<i pr c for poor ru d K^dly oiem1>ert of a body,

prcaci - to congregation^* a socce^^lfm contemplated In a

ministry then In being, ard known education proTldetl fi r tht^sc

whnwerr to come Into it t but history ili^closes that none of

those circum«itances were then applicable to tM« »ert/' " When
I find ibat the denial of ilie dnrrrine vi the innity and of the

»tr ..jMTOt formpd rhe diH ^hioc feature of the Unitarians'

laith,** *te*-tvr'* Mr. Jti^tux Emkii.e, •» an^l that thnne who at

ttt time professed It were but few, that they rejected as nn-

WrJpNiral doctrlnrn which all other ChT*Mnns had held to be

essential articles of the Christian faith; ^nd that the name of

Unitarian had been ai^umed to distinguish them fn ni the rest of

the Christian world, as paying* su^ :
mf» wor^ship to Cod the

father only; and when T find that atthi :
'

( T Lady Howlcy's

tfaad* those s^o i^cnled the Trinity were, by the!ejr1 nre. de-

Boon'pd as icu ;*> of btasphcmy; 1 cannot come to any other

cnnciu i than that l*ady Hcwley did not intend to Include ihem
tua<tcr the description of ^pisachers of Christ's >loly Gospel,*

tnd, coo«e«tue..w/. not nnder the other discriptioiw in the deed
tithrr of »;oi or 1707 ; but that lite phrsM • preachers of Christ's

floly ^
' - ^^ Stic r titc i ut^ f excluding all who

^g^g^ '

- ' ''---^'Mr.J .0 was ihc only judge
who ent«ri»incd adlfTsf*' w from iitc learned judges Opon
this part of the ea *. h*' -^ *• U opinion that t*r mlnUtcrs
and pfea'^hpft, wlfh'W*. memi (f p*"iT>f'regR*'' u*. and persons
mentioned »n til; ^ore not etrinried fro.-w " ur the

!ti the case of

to erwl* the law
h«i>n
dtecretion, .. ... * ^ i

hr an Injnry accnicato an individual, an action for damages is

•Mtalnable. This was laid down by Baron Eyre in the case of

" Sutton r. Johnaon." in the Court of Exchequer
'• Sterling e. Turner, msvor. London/' the pUmtifT was a caiid -

date for the o»c« o€ bnugcmaster. and the mayor refused a poll.

An acUon was br* rht for daraa«es, and was held well brought.

This was not the rule *» E^Und ahme. but was just *»pu<;h

the law in Seotlat^d. In the case of ** Adam Innis r. the Ma^s-

tratcs of Edinbnrgh," the plaintiff recovered damage for «U«n«i

a OY his falling into a pit in the pubUc streets, which

c open when the streets were under repair. It was
%*9 ivii

of a body, each individual member was personally re^o4*Mi4e. if,

therefore, the law was clear on those two points, there was an end

of the case.— Lord Campbell said, that he was of opinion that the

jodgment of the court below ought to be affirmed. The general

role was that an action woo Id lie for an injury. TT.erc was

\^ ' To ih' . 11 ' f the
\^K.> ' itt lictermiuuii; who wr""*

^e bcnKllt of U*c cuartty. their

!^ w.s clcucl) iuliuissible, but
'ii.uf, li .. -^i, d^duot iiiR"*'nf*c

!r nrd jndgvs i ''

0|^ert!i of the chartcies.'*

extnnHi-- evidence, for the
i

entitled, u^i.u r the trrms, '

I
-^»vi 4 f»»otigjit thut much

that oh.. ,- '
»'«! were not.

them in their o! .t !«.

I ! Cottenimm aaiil. the <
, ns cf •!

to (ir .-. itau •..:d Ihe ^ui \ (ant

aary lout* in'" '*
• «• Uii> Jrn;fth. A very »*ifcv mass

of evidence was gUen in the Court of Chancery as to want was
the intentiun 0/ Lady Ifcwiey. Tlu- jiu'pcs wrrc nof on that

point unsnimoiiR, hut jstill Hicrc was eicugh to warrant the con-
elusion that the «' f the Court below was a sound one, and
otNclit to be nfRrmvd. As regarded tlie mam qneittion, all of
them, except one. mn^idered that it was right. He trusted (hat

the funds would be admiii. tercd in fntnrcin c nformity with the

deci&ion of Che Hon«^. No btame whatever attached to the trus-

tees. Thi? he begged distinctly to state, and. In conclnsion, recom-
mended the !Tnu«5c to affirm the decree of the Cciirt below— and
he ?aw no gronnds for deviating: from ihr unl ccnrse in such
cases—with costs. Lord Brougham said, he entirely agreed with
hiM nohle and learned friend that the appeal ought to be dismissed,
and with costs. The case wasbeforehlm in the Court of Chancery,
and he heitrd tlie whole of it there except the reply, not j-ossess-

ing- the Great Seal when the reply was made. No opinion was
ttien eiven by him, ror indeed was any opinion come to, in thp
ahaence of the reply, which was heard by his noble and learned
friend who had succeeded him (l*ord Lyndhurst^', and whose
judgment it was now proposed to afiirm. The opinions of tlic

learned judges had undouhterily been of very great use to their

Lordships in assisting them in the question, and those opinions
were six oat of seven favourable to the decree of the Court below.
t«»d Campbell said tiiat bating argued this case as insel at
lhei>' Lordships* bar, be Rb( u!d wholly ab-taln from giving any
opinion upon it. The qncition was then put and agreed to, altitm-
t»|E thi- fi«cxee of the Court below, with c* sts,
Pn J futft. fitkern v. *** t .- / 0/ KhmntU and the Rev, Robert

i^iwg.—J _;niriit was deUvered on Tuesday on this appeal,
wrmug out of the weU-hr 11 Anchterarder cane. In 1839 the
^" Q'^^a^ooi presented the Rev. Robert Youngr to the Presby-
Wty 4^ Anehtemdn fur trial previously to hia admission as minis-
*ir orthe ^7i^^ and on their refvi^^U lotalie him on Uial,
Ihpvuost^on wa laAato the Court of Session, and an interiocu-
tor was po-onouucea Uirccting the said presby terj,- to take the said
Robert loungon his tHal. An appeal was mane to the House of
r^"** and Uietr UviMups afirimd the decree of the Court of

*
Tl*P l^rd Ordinary then pronounced another iuterlo-

?*Tl'
d^ertm^ th-

, bytery and the SMjpeiiauU in this cause
10 tftke Mr. \ onng on tnai. This decree was on the «d of July
Served on tikepi.*i>ytery,ami Mr. Yonngpr^Mstcd himself before
them. Two raotiofKi were made -. one that he iteuid he taken on
trial, ana the other that tb*» maUer ^oul^^ referred to ther ifral Assembly. The latter motion was carried, and Mr
Young w«» never taken on trial. The Bar! ef K i.aspatron
mad Mr. Young-, as his s^esentee, then pursued the aHW'Hant*! la
the Court of Sesskmfor damages, and the irurt vHHnm :-;

decided that they were ei^Utled to eompeasatw**. Af^amst this
decision an appeal was t*rought, which was argued a ihort time
aioce at the bar of the iricu.^e, and reported in oor Paper (.f July
16. The hord Chancellor*, ^fter alluding to tie fnr f the rn^e.
said thnt fhe;r Lordj^hips had talien tine to consider th > i^r-

ment, not from any inherent diJticulEy in theca5e, butun atcomtt
of the great Interest it had cxfcd, and the Importaat prin(-ij>ic

involved. One point, however, was clear, and ft formed the bask
of the whole case. It was the manifest duty of the defendants
to take Mr. Voungr on trial. Tliat had been decided by the Court
oelow, and afTirnied by their r.rrdships on appeal. They had no
discretion hi the matter; they were bound to take hirn on trial.

Jt was established law ; it could not be controverted; it admitted
of no appeal. Tfic defendants could notpiead ignorance, a^they
were parties to the former suit. The motion to refer the matter
lo the Uwicral Ai^swobiy was*, therefore, nothing but aa attempt

luld not but regret tne courte wiiicn lue . . . t-iuiuLa i.«m 1 ...

-

for astheeonof aclergjinan of the Church of Scotland,

It a deep interest in her wellare, being satisficcfthat to the

fore they were rftrt liable to an action for error in judgment, the
interlocutor showed that there was no ground for this defence.

The Court of Seeaion had decided that the p^ebytery werehmmtf
to taVe Mr. Young on trial, that waa therefore the declared law
of the land, and they were bound to obey it: any vioteti of

such law whereby aa Injury resulted to the parties, rend«;

them liable for the loss sustained. The only other ground eff

defence was, that the defendants were not individually ii^hle

for the acts of the body. There was hardly any gronud for sadi
an exposition of the law in England, and certainly not inSeot-

_ land The case (luoted by his noble and learned friend of " Iiml»

. u -,
. .*.. t« f.k-. r.v/rV'TireTaution''foV the" pub- L c. the Magistrates of Edinburgh," showed that if wrong had arisen

the duty of roa...trates to t^e
^^.7/^ ^^7"*^"^^^^^ f and damage had been sustained by the negligence or il!eeal ad.

lie safety; they had ncgiectCi! this, and mnis recovereu uo-
j

ax^iw ^_^_6 _^^ ._^._^.^_^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

mares awinst them. It had been stated at the bar of the

Hou»e, that the Presbytery had acted as a court exercising

Judicial functions, and, therefore, were not liable for an error

of judgment. If they had taken him on trial, and then re-

jected him on his tiuahftcations. this n ^ht be so
;
but In the pre-

sent case thty had no di^cret**, i y were Ix^und to take him on

trial, it was impt rative on them to do so. I'nder such circum-

it«iire*( the acti* n must be supported. Another objection was,

that tne a \on ought to have been brought against the presbytery

in their corporate capacity ; but the appeliaots had joined iu pre-

rcnthig Mr. Young being taken on trial, and had thereby caused

the h>«« *.».mpla!ned of, and it wasapriociplc of law that an action

waa sustainahic against them collectively or individually. Those

who did the wrong were liable to malce compensation. It was

said that tome of the arpftia: • mi^ht havcvotedinthemlnoiityj

if any had voted for takin^c bim on trial, tliat might have been, so

far as they were €oneem^», a good defence ; but this was not

allccrrd on the record, and the prctoumpUon was the other way. In

the case of •• Ri* h v, FuUun," an action for a false return was

brought againbt tUc Mayor of London; the defence was, that as

the return waa made by the mayor and aldermen, the action

ought to ha\ o brought sgahist them, and not agaiubt the

mayor alone, but the Court held that the action might be brought

against them crdlectively or Individually, notwlthbtauding a sug-

gestion that the mayor might have objected to the return The

principle of the present ci»^c was this ;-The ai-pcllants had

puhlic duty which they were bound to perform, they were

aware of their duty, that duty they had net'lccted ; thereby

Ibiiy h;ul caused an injnry to the respondents, and therefore

he submitted that the Judgment of the Court below niust be

aPUraed.— Lord Brougham said, that agreeing entucly with the

proposition of hi.^ noble and learned friend, he leit that an apology

was dtic for entering into the (iuestion at any length, nor should

he have done so had it not been for the extraorduiary interest of

the case, and that, as the point waa not before them, he was

not prepared to State that if the presbytery had taken Mr.

Young on trial, and had rejected him on his qualifications.

they would have hem acting judicially, and therefore would

have been entitled to protection. With thi:» &ingle (^ualiflcafaon

he entirely agreed with the view taken by his noble and

learned friend. The noble and learned lord then pro-

ceeded to review the facts of the case in detail, and after re-

fening to the order of the Court below, that the defendants

should make compensation to Lord Kinnouland Mr, Young, said

the onlyrincstion was, whether the action was properiy brought

against the appellants individually, or whether it ought Jiot to

have been broufrht aj^ainst the Presbytery collectively. Asthe

interlocutor of the Court of Session found that the Individuals

couslituting tlie Presbytery as well as the body collectively were

bound to take Mr. Y'oungon trial, in the event of their refusal an

action would lie against them jointly or severally, and as the ma-

jority of the Presbytery had prevented the minority from obeying

the Iftw. they were tmswerable for tiie injury thereby incurred. The
principle of law was, that any body of puiscns refuiing to perform

a pnhlic duty were aiiawerable,botlicuIlectively and individually.

An exception was made in the . of a court of justice, who
wncnot an.swerable for an errrr-'jurignwfnt, however injurious,

n^ it followed from the nature of the discretionary power en-

trusted to them; hut when there wa»r»od--Tti.ion,asinthe pre-

sent case, they were bound to perP^n »h*' duty, ai.d liable to the

o^»»^ ..^iices of non-perioruinoce. The Court of Session, which
was tlie superior, had found that the I'r jytery, which was the

inferior court, had acte<l illegally and in "contravention of the

law, and he had never heard of a case in which an interior court

had been upheld in itf^ refusal to obey its superior court. It bad
been said that the Presb\tcry was not controlled by municipal

law, but that an appeal from it lay to the synod, and thence to the

General Assembly ; hut of course they who held that the Presby-

tery was exempt from the control of the municipal law would
not acknowledge thejnrisdlction of that authority ovcrthe?ynod
or the General Assembly. This would be an imperUim in imperio,

altogether irresponsible to any law ; and yet this was
the doctrine which pervaded the whole of the reasoning
on behalf of the appellants. They were not called on to

decide, nor was he prepared to admit, that no action would
lie against one of the superior judges for breach of doty in

leaving his circuit without trying a cauj-o. The Presbytery
resembles the bishop. The bishop exercises his judicial

functions by his ofiicers j if they exceed their jurisdiction, or

refuse to perform their duty, the temporal courts interpose,

and so in the case of the judges of the Ct;urt of Admiralty.

A bishop is liable to an action for refusing to license a
cleric. By the I3th and 1 Uh of Charles II., the Act of Uni-

I
formity, no persiui can be received as a lecturer unless duly
chosen and liceu'-cd by the Mshop. In the case of ** The King
against the Bfshop of London,** in East's Reports, an appli-

cation was made for a mandamv*^ calliug upon the bishop to ex-

amine a clerk, and then, if fit, to license. The mandamus was
refused on the affidaMt of the bishop, that he could not. after

frequently hearingr bim, con«CTcnti.'Usly grant him a license j

but Lord Ellenborough, in his judgment, said that, although a
bishop was so absolutethatbe might form his opinion of a clerk's

dtness from a previous knowledge of his character, still he was
bound to inquire and determine on his fitness. However, it

could not be said that a presbytery waa vested with so absolute
a power as a bUhop. An action agai; the piesbytery for re-

fusing to receive ou IrfaU was the same as an action against an
ordinary for refusing to license. The doctrn^e that no individual

of an aggregate corporation was liable for the illegal acts

committed by such corporation was subversive of all good go-
vernment, and was without foundation either iu the law of
England or Scotland. There was great laxity in the Scotch
law relating to corporations. In Kngland they could only be
created by statute or by giant from the Crown; but in Scot-
Innd a'lnf >t any body of persons acting together can form
thcmKeives into a corporation. An action lies for a false re-
turn to a viandamffS; Riid it has been held that corporators
are liable on this action in their individual character.
Prnni July, 1S39, to the present time, the appellants have
reluaiiAl^ take Mr. Voi on trial, and this is tantamount
to a wfro! breach of the kkw j this h< e, therefore, is not
liabie to tlie chargpe that has been so often brought against
it, of violating the rights of conscience. If pwsona were

.-^led Vk«^ the state of the law on this subject, a re.

n^* L
^••cape was open to th..... The partiea to whom the

Presbytery had had recourse for advice were the parties who had
hetore n-commtnaiail t' m to rt ' bedlBiceto tl.claw. It was
fit that theaemen shoold leacn the I n tf » nee to tlie
ftuthoiities set over them; it was just that t3 - ' W n^ake
rcpwratirii to the persons the* had injured by thtu i^titinacious
rc(u«aJ to perform the duty enj, .^eU by the law. Tlieir duty was
not a donhtfnl one, they had not even the excuse of error in judg-
ment ; and must, therefore, abide the consetiuence of such viola-
tion of the law.— Lord Cottenham said, he felt great satisfaction
at the manner in which the subject had been treated by ld& oobk

no doubt that Mr. Young had sustained an injnry hy the con-

duct of the presbytery. They ought to have known that wh: •

they continued members of that body they w^.c bound to perform

the duties of that body. Those duties were declared by th« act

of Queen Anne, and could only be altered by the high.. , legitla.

tivc authority. Wrong was committed by the defendants, and

loss was sustained by the pursuers; therefore the actmi was

wen brought. The laws of England, Scotland, find all civihaA

nations upheld this principle. A Court acting judicially were not

answerable unl malice was alleged and proved. 11 thepresby-

tcry had taken Mr. Young on trial, and rejected him ou his quail-

fication as to morals or orthodoxy, no action would lie. Buthcre

they were required as a mere ministerial act, to take him on

trial ; they had no discretion. They were just as Bable for re-

fusing to do a ministerial act as for exceeding thc^r jurisdiction
;

in both cases an action would lie. Tliis was not an order from

the civil power toadmitto holy orders, but only toadmitapenoii

riulv qualified to a certain status in the church. A bishop was

bound to license an orthodox person, and an action w ould lie for

his refusal. Lords iloit, Lee. Mansfield, and Mlenborough had

laid down this principle. This action was brought agai: ' h

member for his own delinquency. Procerdlngs might be taken

against a body to compel them to do a certain act, but tliis was

an action against those members only who committed the wrong.

Malice consisted in a known disobedience to the law ; and such

there Avas here. The tcmporahties were united to the spirituil

office by the law of the land, and the ci\il courts recognised

and enforced this. A renunciation of temporalities could not be

made by those who remained members of the church. The pres-

bytery waa under a solemn ohl^ijation to act in oledicnce

to the supreme authority. In the most palmy days of

Popery, if the courts Christian exceeded their authority, the

courts at Westminster interfered by prohibition. When the law

was clear the hardship of obeying it was a topic not to be ad-

mitted ; the Ipve of power, and especially of relit:i<«us power, in-

•^idiously took possession of the human heart, and the setting up

of conscience above law was calculated to produce the most

dangerous results. The reference to the General Assembly was

not alone an evasion, but a violation ofthe law. as the motion of

adjourning the consideration of a church-rate for a twelvemonth

had been held to be a total refusal of such jate. In contlusiOB,

he could not but regret the course which the j^. .
«^^\'*"V^j^_^'],L\\';;"

sued

m1nt3tratlon''oV"iiw"clcrb"''^erc mnli^ly owing the honesty snd

intellijrence of her population. He trusted she would be perma-

nent and prosperous; but to insure this shcmust learn the .
ou

of the supremacy of the law, and pay im^.. it obedience to it.

Nor was there any disparagement in tliis. If they fcl* aggrieved,

^t th^re leZ application to Parliament, and both Hou.es would

LVve their serious attention to the subject ; hat perseverancem

fheir late ill-advi.cd courses must lead to its subvcrsion.-The

judgment of the Court below was then affirmed with costs.

TATTERPALL'S.T^ti^I^^IXvery thin a^^^^^^^ ^nd on^

three bets booked, namely. 17 to I ^f^^^^^^'f.^^^^^^^?^^^^ ,X
Artful Dodger for the St. Lcgcr. and 100 to 4 agst Cdbriia v^ui

ning that race, and Philip the Derby.

MARK LANE, Fku>av, Au.v.t 12.-There ^a^^*^^^^^^^^

Wheat at Market iu addition to Monday's ^"PP^/' «"^
.\^,td to -

not be sold unless a further decline cf 5,
^J^^,^^^^^^^^^^

The sale of Foreign continues very ^"^»^^^' "^^^^^^;'5 '%]xJy,
taken where sales are elTectcd.-No inquiry' for bonded. Bauer,

Peas, and Beans remain unaltered m value. There is ratner

more doing in Oats, but at no improvement in prices.

WEKKLY laiPKKIAL AVERAGES

July 1

8
15

— S9
August 5

Wheat. Barley. OatP
63 U

i

S7 6 SI 7
04 a

, 27 7 S3 4

64 10 97 6 S2 9

65 S £8 «2 !

65 4
i

K7 10
''

SI 6

63 ' S8
1

SI 5

Rye
SI
33
S9
S8
36*

34

3
5
6
5
9

BeiBi-
34 4

84 9

S5 1

54 10

55 2

34 7

• WMka' Aggregate AvtT. 64 7 1 S7 9 « ^O

Dutiei 8 o i 9 6

sa 10 ! 34 P

[~ 9 fi I
8 t>

35 C

34

33 I*

34"*

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS._F. Corclarny and .L KenrkV. hiTerpool, hatter.

BANKRUPTCY ^fl'ERSKDED.-D. Howard, Swallow-fltreei. Rrgeot

«tre«t, H'Mtmin ter, Yu-tnjiller. _ _ ^_ ,. .nd W. Hai«l'» J*** •*

llA.NKRUPTCV K.NLARGED—R. F. Waikinson
Hndderstield, woollen cloth mirchant*.
BANKHITTS— R. Hu^^by, \V.. d-street, ^^^^""^^jTV^' ^*a

Clark, Portman-sttiet, Fori man- square, autliuncer—J. I f-'"*,'"!!
brid^, IS, Crimsroti-street, Bermnnd»ey, rarpenter»—T .

r

nockthire. chtmist—O. JnneP, Nevin, Carnarvmi^bire,

J.OrcoP»-

drapfr—>^ ^^

EarVi Heaton. Yorksbire. blanket mannfacttirer-t. ^I'^'^.^J^^^i^^f^iiJ.
Lanca«l*ire, mercer—W. Keny, Walker, Northumberland, sHipO "I*", .,^:,,.

JefTreyi, Much WenJock, Shropshire, miller—I ^^^^^P"^^*^'Z^aG- •

irrwer-U. G. Kellock and A. D lyellock. Live: U bjoker^w^^^^^^

P. beddoD. Middle Hultcm, Lancatfiire, real dealer. -.^-jr-W.
iSCOTCH S^EOUESTRATIONS—J. MarTarpn, ''a>nj"^g"' f„„cr—*•

Clark. Dunfrrtnffne. slationrr- W. Archer, Blacksvroft, Tundee. or
^ ^^^

1 1 1huo
LeiUi, ihipovDer—J. Stavply, Glasgow, merchant.

BIRTHS.-On the Bth nlr.. at the GoTernmeiii-ho_use,^_T^['n'^'^ ^' "ppar

ii. Dunfrrtnline. slationrr- W. Archer, Hlacksvrott, i'""""' " ^|q,«J.
ins-n, Kirkintilloch, Dumbarfonshire, railway «>"Jf'^'^'"«

'

ibill. I^'"*

;ofr. merchant_W. ClemAit, Crieff, n-ercbant- A- ^* «'•;' "'U j,ckmm,
mvthire, fanner—P. Murchie, Vmt-GU^f^ow, »hip builder--i^-

i *

]

MARRIKD -Ob ihe aoih ot A!ar.t , at bydney. A- ^//«K««»'jf^7 J^^hi*"^ '
*

A. Fagel.te HiRiit Mun. Sir A. r'aget. ^ . \f \ of
DIEU—On the ff4th July Ian, the Rev. R. J- T*"""*"^'

: V; on ih^
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A STAM ID NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS
THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

No. 34—1842. SATURDAY, AUGUST 20. Price 6d,
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when to take their honey
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Budding, easy method of
Carnations and Plcoteea, list of
Cicada interrupta, destructire
' to the Hop ....
Coltfetoot, to exterminate • .
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the distressed ....
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cester • . . , ,

Moth, common Vapourer, de-
scribed

Onion, Lisbon, a good sort
Orchidaceae, sale of . . .

Fear-branch, prolific .

Seeds, their vitality . ,

— Turnip, to preserve from
the attacks of insects . .

Soil, lecture on its proper con-
dition at the time uf sowing t

Strawberry, Mjatt's Pine
Tape, a substitute for bast in
budding • . . . .
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Wasps, to diminish their num-
ber
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• HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

All persons interested in these Exhibitions are invited to suggest
Buch improvements as may occur to them. The desire of the
-Society is to do everything that is calculated to attain the great
object for which the Exhibitions were instituted, namely, the
promotion of Horticulture ; and any suggestions that may be
made by letter, addressed to the Vice- Secretary, 21, Regent-
street, will be laid before the Exhibition Committee for consi-
deration. The following were the regulations observed during
the past season :

—

Subjects op Exhibition.—These will be divided into Classes,
as explained further on. No articles not of horticultural pro-
duce will be allowed to be placed upon the tables. Exhibitors
will do well to make themselves acquainted with the arrange-
ments described in the following list, as they will in all cases be
required to sign a declaration stating under what letter their
plants are to be shown j and they are particularly requested to
take notice, that if errors in the awards of the judges should
occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of exhibitors in
filling up such declarations, the Society cannot undertake to rec.
tify such errors afterwards. To enable the officers of the Society
to attach names to the objects exhibited, it is requested that cor-
rect Usts may be delivered to the clerk as soon as the exhibitor
reaches the Garden.
Class I.—Flowers for which Nurserj^men and Private Growers

exhibit independently of each other.
A. Greenhouse Azaleas, to be shown in numbers not exceeding

12, GB, LS, SK.
^

Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB,
Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB.
Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 species, GK, SG, LS, SK.
Cape Heaths, in collections of six species, GB, LS, SK.—
N,B. No person who shows in E wiU be allowed to exhibit
also in F.

Exotic Orchidaceae» in collections of not fewer than six so*-
cies, GB. LS, SK.

*^
Exotic Orchidaceae, in single specimens. LS. SK, SB.
Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots, not ex-
ceedmg 12 to a cast, GB, LS, SK, SB.

Pelargoniums, in collections of six varieties, in pots, not ex-
ceedmg eight to a cast, SG, LS, SB.

Rhododendrons, in pots, not fewer than 12 plants, in 12 va-
rieties, LS, SK, SB.

Moss Roses, SK, SB.
Common Garden Roses, exclusive of all Chinese or Chinese
Hybrids. LS, SB, SK,

Chinese or Hybrid Roses, such as Bourbon, Noisette, Tea-
scented, and similar varieties. LS, SB, SK.—JV.B. No ex-
hibitor of Roses can be allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.
run of tables for all his Roses, which, being double, is
equal to 30 ft. of boxes. If any Exhibitor gains the first
medals both in M, N, and in O. he will be entitled to a
Gold Banksian medal instead of the three Silver ones.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of from 50 to 60
plants, GK, GB, SG, LS.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of from 1 5 to 20
plants, GB, LS, SK.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of six distinct spe-
cies. LS, SK.~^N.B. Persons exhibiting in P and Q will not
be allowed to compete in R also.

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.
Shrubby Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.

Class II.— Flowers, for which all persons are admitted to equal
competition :

—

U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse Climbers, GK, GB, LS,
SK,— N.B. The Gold Knightian medcd is not to be awarded
for fewer than 12 distinct kinds.

Tall Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
Single specimens of Ornamental Plants, LS, SK, SB, C.
Miscellaneous Flowers, SK, SB, C— N.B, Cockscombs,
Hydrangeas, and cut flowers, are altogether excluded from
prizes.
Seedling Florists* Flowers, SK, SB, C—iV.3. Every seedling
must be shown singly, and must be mairked with the name
it is to besir. The same seedling cannot gain a prize more
than once in the season. Pelargoniums are to be show^n
in single trusses, with a single leaf, so far below the flowers
as not to support them ; and they are not to be dressed
with cotton or wool, or any similar substance, but must be
shown exactly as they grow on the bush.

Class III.— Fruit, for which market-gardeners, or persons in the
habit of regularly supplying the market, and private growers,
exhibit independently of each other.—A^5. All Fruit must be
ripe and weU-coloured ; if the contrary, it will be disqualified.
Z. Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consisting of at least

three diflTerent kinds. Peaches and Nectarines being con-
sidered as only one kind, GK, GB, LS,—A\jB. Cucumbers
Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar kitchen-garden produce,
are excluded from this letter.

AA. Grapes. SG, LS, SK. SB.
BB. Pine-apples, SG, LS, SK, SB.
CC. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens, SK, SB.
DD. Miscellaneous Fruit, SK, SB, C.
Judges.—The Judges have the power of increasing or dimin-

ishing the number and value of the Silver Medals offered by the
Society for particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Me
dais or Certificates in cases not contemplated in these regula-
tions, if they think it necessary to do so.
The judges arc also required to bear in mind that the Society's

medals are offered, less for new and curious objects, than for fine
specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the council in in-
stituting- these meetings bein^ not so much to encourage the

P.

R.

S.

V.
W.
X,

Y.

collector as to reward the skilful gardener ; they are also not to
make any award in cases where the objects exhibited do not ap-
pear worthy of a medal ; otherwise a bad single exhibition might
obtain a prize, merely because there is no better exhibition of the
same class to oppose it.

WINDSOR AND ETON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

T
SOCIETY,

HE GRAND ANNUAL SHOW of this Society wiU
take place at Windsor on Saturday, the 3rd of September,

when handsome Prizes will be given for every description of
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. Printed particulars may be had
on application to Mr. J. Cleave, Windsor.

Wm. W^RicHT, Hon. Sec.

TV/JAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
-l-»-i- The Second Show of this Society for the present vear, for
the Exhibition of DAHLIAS, A-c, will be held at the Town Hall,
at Maidenhead, on Friday, the 9th Sept. next, when, in addition
to other prizes. THREE SILVER CUPS, of the value of Four
Guineas each, will be given by the Inhabitants of Maidenhead,
for collections of Dahlias of 21 varieties, Open to all England,
Further particulars and Schedules of Prizes may be obtained

on application to the Secretaries.

Frkd. T.Ward > „^„ „^^_
J, W. SilACKBL / ^"""^ ^^''^'

Maidenhead, I3th Aug., 1842.

HULL BOTANIC GARDEN.—DAHLIA, &c., SHOW,
THE GRAND ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF

DAHLIAS, FLOWERS, PLANTS, FRUIT and VEGE-
TABLES, oi^en to all England, will be heldin the Botanic Garden,
Hull, on TvESDAY, 30th August, when prizes amounting to nearly
One Hundred Pounds, including T/iree handsome Silfer Cupt of
the respective value of Shrfeen Guineas, Seven, and Five Guineas,
will be awarded.
Schedules of Prizes, Regulations. &c., may be had on application

to Mr. Smith, Curator, at the Gardens.
In the Evening, Mr, Soutbby, of the Royal Surrey Zoological

Gardens. London, will exhibit the awfully grand and sublime
Historical Spectacle, the

ERUPTION OF MOUNT VESUVIUS, WITH THE '

CITY AND BAY OF NAPLES, &c.
The magnificent eflfect of this terrific Outbreak of Nature cannot,

unseen, be conceived.
F. R. HoRXKR, M.D., President, at the Botanic Garden.

Hull, Aug. 16, 1842.

A PRIZE of ^10, open to all England, will be awarded
at the THANET FLORICULTURAL and HORTICULTU-

RAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, to be held September 8th. at
the Ranelagh Gardens, St. Peter's (two miles distant from Mar-
gate), for the best 24 Dissimilar Dahlias.

J. G. HouGSOK, Hon. Sec.
Vicarage, St. Peter's, August 16, 1842.

N.B.— Exhibitors to provide their own Stands-

HIGH WYCOMBE HORTICULTURAL AND
FLORAL SOCIETY. The Autumn Show of the above

Society will be held in the Town Hall, High Wycombe, on Wed-
nesday, the /th of September next.

J.O, TATJia'
>. TT «

High Wycombe, Aug. i;, 1842. Thos. W^hkeleb / *^°"" ^^^^•

UNION ROAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.
WILLIAM E. RENDLE, Nurseryman, Seeds-

WAN, and Florist, has the pleasure of ofl^ering to the No-
bility, Amateurs, and the Tiade, the following new varieties of

PKLARGONIUMS,
raised by P. E. Lyne. ESq., of Sepson, the entire stock of which
he has succeeded in obtaining:—

Lyne*s Sunrise ...»
Duke of Cornwall
Lord Ebrington .

Princess Royal

.

Cynthia ....
Modesty
Hamlet ....

Bassett»s Glory of the West •

The usual Discount to the Trade.
Strong Plants of Princess Royal and Glory of the West are now

ready for delivery. The other sorts will be sent out in October.
Agents in London—Messrs. Warner, Seedsmen. Comhill, and

Mr. Wm. Bristowe, Seedsman, Knightsbridge j from whom
Plants and descriptions can be procured, and where drawings of
some of the sorts may be seen. Descrijitions of the Seedling can
also be had on application at the Union Road Nursery, Plymouth j

or by reference to the Gardeners' Chronicle of August 6, 1842.
Union Road Nursery, Plymouth, August 3, 1842.
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LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
XT GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (Re-
J- J- • moved from Walworth,) by Appointment Florist to Her
MBgest)'. respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and Public,
that he has a fine stock of Lilium lancifolinm, album, and punc-
tatum, which he can supply at very moderate prices.
He begs to say his Catalogue of Geraniums is ready for deli-

very, and can be had on application.

A/IYATrs BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY^
-1.'-*. after two years' competiUon, still maintams its pre-emi-
nence ; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-
commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per loO, each,
50s. ; and their Eliza, 20.». Runners are now ready, and may be
bad on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.
Myatt's famed Victoria Rhubarb, 505. per 100 sets, or U. 6rf. per

root, will be ready in October.

PAULOVNIA IMPERIALIS,
pHAS. VAN GEERT begs to offer the above newVy and splendid tree, which has (after three years' trial) proved
to be perfectly hardy, bearing leaves similar to. buttenfold larger
than a Catalpa ; its growth is very rapid, and flowers at the height
of 10 to 12 ft. The blossoms (which grow in clusters) are larger
than a Gloxinia, of a fine bluish lilac, and of a beautiful effect in
spring.
Strong young plants. i5,«^. each, and a discount of one-third will

be allowed where six plants are taken. AH orders to be prepaid
to the address below, and accompanied by a remittance from
unknown correspondents.
Chas. Van GBKRT.Nurseryman, Antwerp, care of Mr, G. Rhan
Crescent, Minories, London.

N.B.—The carriBge will be paid to London,

STAPLETON ROAD NURSERIES, near BRISTOL.
W. MAULE and CO. beg to caU the attention of Horticultu-

rists to a new and desirable FUCHSIA, which they intend send-
ing out by the name of "Racemifiora clegans." Its habit is
gracefully elegant; the lateral branches are set at every joint
with numerous long deep-red flowers, l^in. to 2in. long, droop-
ing around the main stem of the plant, forming a cnn^plete co-
lumn of beauty. It is allowed by competent judges to be one of
the best varieties in cultivation.— Fine strong plants, in bloom*
will be sent, if ordered, at 5s. or 7s. 6d. each.

TO GROWERS OF HYACINTHS, AND OTHER DUTCH
BULBS.

YARMOUTH approximating so clo^ly to Haarlem,
the transit between the two placesnot occupying more than

10 or la hours, has induced Messrs. Yolkll to pay repeated
visits, for the purpose cf inspecting not only the Blooms, but of
ascertaining the best Growers; and having concluded the objects
they had in view in this respect, ihcy have now the pleasure
of announcing that this Season they w^ill import a large quantity of
Hyacinths, and other Bulbs for which Haarlem is so justly cele-
brated ; and they confidently assert that the many causes of com-
plaint so frequently made, and in most cases not without good
grounds, of Bulbs proving unsatisfactory when blooming, will
now be obviated. The Bulbs, they beg to add, are remarkably
fine ; and parties at a distance favouring them with their com-
mands will have Bulbs included, to compensate in some degree
for carriage.

Catalogues may be had on application.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, August I Uh, 1842.

TO NURSERYMEN, PINE GROWERS AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

by the Trustees of Messrs. Adamaon and Son, Stoke New-
ington Common, to submit to public competition, early in Sept,
next, the whole of their celebrated Stock of Fine plants. Green-
houses, Hothouses, Graperies, Carts, Waggons, and general
Farming and Agricultural Implements, and a considerable quan-
tity of Building Materials. The whole comprise about 35,t00
feet of Glass, with Brick and Ironwork and Water Apparatus
complete ; about 10,000 Pine plants of the first quahty, and well-
known established Stock j a considerable number ol Cucumber,
Melon, and other Frames and Lights; the stock of Greenhouse
and other Plants. Further particulars will shortly be adveiUsed,
The whole of their splendid Nursery and other Stock will be dis-
posed of by public Auction about the third week in Octobcrnext,
of which timely notice and particulars will be given.
American Nursery, Leytonstone.

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS.

MESSRS. THOMAS AVINSTANLEY AND SONS
(of Liverpool) announce to the Admirers of curious and

rare plants, that they are instructed to sell by Auction on the
Premises, AiGBURTH, near Liverpool, on Monday, the 29th of
August next, and following days, at 12 o'clock precisely each day,

THE UNIQUE, WELL-KNOWN, AND JUSTLY-CELEBRATED
COLLECTION OF ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS,

The Property of RicnARD Harrison'. Esq.
lu the collection will be found large and rare specimens of the

AXG&.KCUM Eblrnivmj Cattl£yas, including Skiuncri, Fer-
rini (fine), Labiata(very flnej, Crispa , very large), Mosmi, Lod-
digesi. Guttata, Citrina, Superb*, &c. &c. Ept&jcNDaciis, all

fine; named and several unnamed Maxillabias, Oncidil'ms,
DEWDROBJtjMs ; A&'RiDKB Brookii, cornutum, and odoratum ;

Odontoclosslm grande, macuJatum.. &c. ; withaboutfour hun-
dred other varieties of choice Parasitical Plants, including
Femandesia, Grobya, Gongora, Heterotaxis, Hillia, Lissochilua,
Leptotes, Cyrtopodium, Calanthes, Cypripedium, Coryanthes,
Cirrhcea, Catasetum, CtElogyne, Cynochiluro, Cycnoches, Cym-
bidium, Neottia, Brassavola, Vanda, Rodriguezia, Myanthus,
Mormodes, Miltonia, Phaius, Brasaia» Burlingtonia, Bifrenajia,
Batemannia, Stanhopea, ^c. &c. : Lalxa anceps, autumnale, and
others. Together with a general assortment of Hothouse Plants
of an important character, and highly interesting to the lover of
Botany.
The above Collection, for its extent, is allowed to be one of the

finest in Europe, and is the resnlt of twenty years' formation, by
Mr. Harrison, regarding only variety and perfection.

The Plants having been attended to by a skilful gardener, are
in excellent coudiUun, and will be sold without reservation.

The whole may be viewed on Friday 26th, Saturday 27th
August, and on the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues,which will
be ready in a few days, had at the following places ;—The Offices

of the Gardeners* Chronicle and the "Gardeners' Magazine;"
Messrs. Winstanleys, Paternoster Row, London ; at the place of
Sale, and of Thos. Winstanley and Sons, Liverpool.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions
and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most
improved and scientific methods.
W.WALKER and Co. {late of Mosley-street, Manchester) be^

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above
description, in which they have introduced a variety of important
improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticnlta-
rists. They have applied this principle on a more exiensivc
scale than has ever been hiiherto adopted at ihe&tupendous Con-
servatory and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the n.Ci-t
complete success.
They have also successfully applied C. W, Williams* Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements,
with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,
and removes ihenuisiiDce and disfigurement of smcke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature
in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the United Kingdom -with

punctuality and despatch.—33, Brown-street, Manchester.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings,- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch-6tr<:et,

,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

{See Editor's description
rt*To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They

complete without furnaces or settmg in brickw ork, m<;^«^!^ **

of buUding, may be obtained as above; where
»^«'^,J'^/.^t l^^^

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as "ly*^'^** "^l^-^fv/^ *f
Snioke-consuming Furnaces at Chat^worth. &nd fff> ^^^^^^^^

the Nobility ^s Seats. Iron Fencing. Ht.rJtes, Bedsteads Oma-
mentai Wire-work. Garden Implements, Ac. &c. ine traae sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.
N.B.^Wavtjb'h New Patent Laad-prcsscrs and Drills.
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HEATmG BY HOT WATER.

H

-rOHN WALKER, 46. St. John's Square, Clerkenwe 1,T OHN >V Al*KC.n^^ , extensivelr engaged mO London, having been
1^^^ ^^^_

Warming Chcxches^^Ma^^^^^^
ot Hot Water, either

servatories, and P^^^^^ recommend this mode of
in Pipes or

^^.^^tl^P to any other. Kumerous references can be

Sttl.^ntwfL!d coLui;! where he has successfully and

SIfsfeSr applied it. Baths fitted up and heated m a superior

^^nen orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-

taaUty and despatch.^
OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. ^ . ^ ^^
D. and E, BaileV having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not ouly very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all desciiptious of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting,amongstothermetal works, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturist!, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bai ley have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate deUvery ; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

a^HE CONICAL IIOT-\YATER BOILERS invented

by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, Sec.', Sevenoaks, Kent.
J.Shewen' having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

oft'er it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges*,

Hackney; Mcs-srs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King's- road, Chelsea i Messrs. Veitch and Son's,, Exeter ^ and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

fyO FLORISTS. HORTICULTURISTS,AMATEURA GARDENERS. &c.—CLARKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for

the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,

&c.-. the application of this COMPOST will add greatly to the

beauty of the Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden. In
making new Gardens it will be found invalnnble; it has long
been in use in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Price One Guinea per

bag, containing two cwt., Ec^cieut for a good-sized garden for

one year.

Also, Prepared HAIR DUST. ThU Preparation will effectu^illy

preserve Flowers, Plants, Bulb-roote€?pecially,frora the ravages
of worms, grubs, and all kint's of crawUnl" Insects. From its im-
perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
per bag. Address, Stanbridge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf, King's
Cross i

or Henry Clarke, seedsman, fi6, Hi^'h-strcet, Borough.

ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, «:c., FOll THE GARDEN.
3S0, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB- THOMPSON havinif added to Lis General Stock
• of FURNISHING iRONilONGERY a lar^-e attortmeutof

WIRE-WORK,
Suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, begs to submit for

the inspectiun of the Nobility and Gentry who^ patronise Horti-

cultural pursuits his numerous patterns of FLO^V£R BASKETS,
TRAINERS, BORDERS and STAND.^, with GARDEN ARCHES,
SEATS, and VASES, which for variety, elegance, and utility

fttaud uiuivalled.

Also his Improved GARDEN and HOTHOUSE ENGINES,
FUMIGATORS, SYRINGES, and PATENT WATER-POT, with
every other Implement.

Gamk and Caxxlk Fi^Ncixe in variety.

I:pDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
-^ lftl6Worth, Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

that hi* IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use it his house
npon application to the gardener.

A PLAIN and PRACTICAL GUIDE to the IN-
COME TAX. By a CoMMi35iox£a. (Price One Shilling,

post free.) For the Public to fill up their own Papers, without
exposure cr expense ; with copious Information and valuable
Instructions on Abatements, Afiirmations, Allowances, Annui-
ties, Appeals, Arrears, Affidavits, Awards, Assessments, Claims,
Compounding, Contracts, Costs, Declaiations, Dtductions, Di-
viUends, I^K^tcs, Dwelling-houses, Debts, Evasions, Evidence,
Wise Exemptions, Expenses, Forgeries, Fines, Householders,
Houses used in Trade. Inspection cf Books, Objections, Oaths,
Pemlties Parttier«., Perjury. Profits, Rtnts, Salaries; Schedules

^ 01 ' ' ** Seorecy, Provisions to ensure, and Oath of ^ Sf *

off, fehops, Scizove for Recovery, Valuations, Witnesses, &c. &c.
London J published and sold by E. Smith, at the Central Office,

No, 6, Wemngton-street, Strand; and W. Kuange. 21. Pater.
. noster-xow. & » *> *»v»^»

HORTICULTURE.
Saturday, Sept. 3d. will he published, price 3d., 16 pages royal

8vo, Illustrated vrith Wood Engravings, to be continued Weekly,

THE GARDENERS PRACTICAL FLORIST,No. 1.

—A new Work, comprising Original Papers by distinguished

Writers on the Culture, Properties, and best Modes of Exhibiting

Plants, Fruits, and Flowers; Critical Notices of New Books,

Flowers, Plants, Implements, and other subjects connected with

Horticulture i
Observations on the Proceedings of Public Socie-

ties, and the Management of Public Gardens ;
and the spirit of

all valuable Works on the various branches of the Science •, form-

ing a Text-Book FOR THE Florist, a Guide to the Amateur, a

Library for the Gardener, and a useful Book for the Million.

London: Richard Groombridge, Paternoster-row. where Ad-

vertisements. Books, Plants, Commuuications, &c. for the Editor

may be forwarded.

NEW TRACTS FOR COTTAGERS. BY THE REV W C
COTTON. '

' '

In T2mo, price 6d.. or S«. per iioz., (with Woodcuts.^MARY THOMPSON'S COTTAGE wIlLS.
By the Rev. W. C. Cotton, M.A.,

Student of Christ Church. Oxford > Chaplain to the Bishop ofNew Zealand
J
and author of "My Bee Book."

Riringtons, St. Paul's Churchyard, and Waterloo-place.

Also just published, by the same Author,
1. The VILLAGE. 2. The VILLAGE SCHOOL. Part I. (To

Children.) 3. The VILLAGE SCHOOL, Pait II. (To Parents,)

4. The VILLAGE SCHOOL, Part III. (To Schoolmasters and
J^listresses.) Price Bd. each, ox 5s. per dozen.

of

Just published, in 2 vols. 8to. cloth, price 24*.

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEENS
ENGLAND. By Han.vah Lawrance.

*• These laborious and interesting memoirs. "—.'iM^fftfum.
**This rcry industrioas and interesting work."— £j-am/ii<pr.

** One of tbe most pleasing and valuable contributions which
English history has received /or many years."—Bri^nsft Jtftg.

"Narni^Tcs of as much Interest fts If they were poredramas,"
—^««t. Edward Moxen, Dorcr- street.

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. It is

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary

Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or

whose attention has not been directed in early life to such

studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our

commonest ideas as possible; the demonstrations of proposi-

tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their

simplest, but to their shortest form. i

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary

and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science

in its leadmg Truths and general principles. By Georgk Dar-
LEY. A.B. Fourth Edition, 4«. 6rf. cloth,

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, rn which

the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,

and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,

with numerous Cuts. (A Second Edition is now ready.) 4s. Gd.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on

ProDortions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4«. 6rf. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, aud the

application of Algebrato Geometry. Second Edition, 3s. 6d. cl.

" For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can he read with

more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebra."

^Library of Vspfill Kyioicledge. Article ** Mechanica.''

Taylor aud Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower-street.

pAXTON'S
In Monthly Nos., Si'o, with Four hcautifuUy- coloured Plates,

Price 25. 6(f.

MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
TheNamber for August, 1842, contains highly-finished draw-

ings of A^rides Brookii, Mimulus Maclainianus, Ojcylbbium Pultc-

n^'te, and Achimine^i lon^ijlbra; likewise Papers on Gardening

as a science; oii the An-an^cment of Plants in Groups j and

Culture of Chorozema cordatum. Floricultural Notices of new
and beautiful Plants figured in the Icaduig Botanical Periodicals

for July, and of those in flower at the principal Suburban

Nurseries and Gardens 5 together with a complete Calendar of

Monthly Operations for the Garden. j

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and tweuty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

I4 That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in fower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the hnish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been fignred in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of aU who delight in gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present 3 ear, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.

'^PUE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly

A. Intended for Persons p^'s^essing and fond of cultivating a

Garden of moderate size. Price 2a. cloth, a New and Enlarged

Edition

.

THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;
Or Linnaean Lessons on Common Plauts, for Field and Garden

Practice, Price 2s,

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of tliose interested iu the Allotment System.

Price Is, 3rf.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Pnce 23. cloth,

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Ha\-iog in view the uniod of Bodily Health with Beauty of

Person. Price 2.s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who " washathome." Price I*. Qd,

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
F:)roung a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional

Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OK NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price Is.Qd.

Lond<M s W. S. Orr and Co. > and W, and R, Chambers, Edinburgh.

WANTS
W ? oo-pH d

. without mcumbrauce ; his Wife would not object
to Rtten"d to the Dairy, or take care of a Mansion ; can have a
good reference from his last place, where he has been upwards of
seven years. Apply to Mr. Ronalds, Nurseryman, Brentford
Middlesex.

*

WANTED a Situation as GARDENER, at Michaelmas
next, by a Manied Man, aged 30, without a Family, who

well understands his business, in all its various branches, as a
thorough practical Gardener j can have a most unexceptionable
character from his present employer, having been in his service
nhie years aiid a half. Wages, ^SO per armum, with Cottage
Address by letter, post-paid, to A.B.,

4, King's-lane, Cambridge.
caie of Mr. J, Greaves,

TO SEEDSMEN.
WANTED, by a Person who has been above seven

years in one of the first Seed Warehouses in Scotland &
Situation as TRAVELLER, CLERK, SHOPMAN, or WARE.
HOUSEMAN. The mout respectable rcfcrcncts can be given.

Address, A. C, ^Ir. Boys', 29, Bread-street, Chcapside, Loudon.*

wANTS a Situation as GARDENER, a Young Man,
who understands his business, and can produce the best

testimonials from the place he has just lelt. Address A.B.C.»

care of Messrs. T. and C. Lockhait, Florists, 156, Cheapside,

Loncton- 'j

WANTED, by a Young Man, aged 22. who has '^

general knowledge of Gardening, a Situation for improve.

meut in some extensive Private Ebtablishment. He can befell

recommended. Address J. O., Mr. "Wallins', iSlough, Bucks,

TO GENTLEMEN'S OAK
WANTS a SITUATION as Foreman, or Second

HAND, in a Gentleman's Garden, a Young Man, where the

Cultivation of Plants is well attended to. Early Forcing, &c. ; has

been five years in the line. He will give a premium according to

the work done. Can have two years* character from his late

master.— Direct F. G., Mr. Talbott's, Bridge Road, Barnes, Surrey.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a steady

active married man, aged 35, who thoroughly understands

the Hothouse, Greenhouse, Kitchen, and Flower-Garden. Dis-

tance no object. He can have an unexceptionable character from

his last place. Address M. A., M r. Odam's, grocer, Wandsworth.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a single

man, aged 24, of good practical experience in the various

branches of Forcing, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening, andean

have a moat excellent character from present and former em-

ployers. Addrcbs C. C, care of Mr. A. Dawson, West Green,

Tottenham, Middlesex.
--^^

TX7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a steady,

yy respectable Man, aged 34, who perfectly understands his

business as Forcing. Kitchen, and Flower Gardener i he can have

from three to four years' nnexOeptionable character from tlie

Situation he has lately left. DirectA. JL, at Cormack and Ohvcr's,

IJcdford Conservatory, Coveut-Garden.

WANTS
T T nh)P Yn

the Forcing, Fiower, and Kiichen Gardens, and can be well re-

commended from the situation he has Just lelt, from which he

can have two and a half ycari.' undeniable character; likewise

having Uvcd in the first of families. A single handed place ob-

jected to.-Direct to E. H.. 2, Ingleton-btreet, North Bnxton.

Just puVll-hed, price 6«. c\ot^'
^^, . . ^

^PHE HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; w^ith a

i complete inrtex Of Reierenre. «> G. II^Cauntkr E.^^^^^

London : W. S. Orr 6c Go. j ajid VS . & R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

TO FLORLSIS AND GARDENERS.

TO BE LET UN LEASE, a smail established Nursery

1 near the Lark-h.n Tavern. Lark.hall.lar.e, South Lambeth^

A small capital will \^e required
"=V^'^"'^^^rT^Ue»

farther partictdars iuunire of Wdliam Cox, on the J remises^

CJHIPS l-OR NEW ZEALAND, under Charlefto the

O New Zealand Companv. t^wH^ tinder mentioned, vlz.-

FOR NELSON AND WELLINGlON:
PRINCE OF WALES. A 1, 516 tor- ^^'^nI^'";f""r

*7.^^^'^'

*0R WELLINGTON AND NEW PL'iMOflH.

ESSEX, A I, 3U0 tou^ irom Plyxoouih, Jfet bept.

For further particulars apply at the New Zcalaud House, Broaa

street Buildings.

HODGSON aud ABBOTT'S PALE ALE,--The

above celebrated Beer, so strongly reeommei^ed by tne

Faculty, is to be procured mdy from E. Abbott, Drewcr>,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Aie cwui

be reuuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-strcet.

1 1 I

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE I!

Bound !9 cloth, price ht,6d,t .

OB MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the

greater delicacy obaerved lU modem conversation ; bat, that the
voltime mia^t have some Bulwtance, and be a good table or tra-

velling bot^k, copioua addi^ona have been made firom oU3L«r old

volumes of Facetiae.

Ertraet frmn the Pr^/nr^,
** Anoth» strange circumstance connected with tills work is, that

everybody presomei that he himself and everybody cUp is perfectly

fjundiar ^th its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his

acquaintahce, it wUl appear that not one in five hun ' ' •el «yes

on 3 copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition is

publiahed,"
London : Whitlakex aiid Co. .

riniE -ROYAL ES.SENCE OF EGLANTIJ.E
1 for the Handkerchief is prepared ^^nly hy Mr. ^b^-^^-

Chemist. r4, Comhill, London, i^,^«^^l^.\«^ ^*„^^^
each. Where also may be obtained the " A?^^^.^^^^

35 each-
r-^ENCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting. «?:'^.tu postage
N,B. Public Offices and Merchants can be S'^Pt>»'^^^^,^

p^ces.
Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at Govemmejit Prices.

r Fishing Kct8, from 4 to 400 yaT<l» '
'^. hleb. t^'i- P^'

Trammels, &c. &c. Sheep foldli.e ^^^
Hvf^^ ?, f, fw Net, to

yard- much approved tor fences. Stc. *c-
^\='^J^ "J\' ^L^ j-ard;

piotcct Peaches, Grape*. Plums, &c., '»•
^''".nj;^/^ Tarred

Garden Net, lirf. per yard. Long Uare w>d B»bWt ^^ &c.,

Fence Net, . yard high. BBain>t rabbits, cats dops. pow y ^^^^

2rf. per T"d. Expanding Tents, for Lawns, (maue oi

prin^ciplel) 36 feet'rottnd. «/-» ';«\'|
'" ^"'^^ Tonbridge-place,

KoB. HicHVHr»*o«, Net and lent Maker, ai. *""

New-road, near Euston-pquare,

or

VV VKARL DENTIFRICK.-Tlda is an efhcicnt W UU<^ _..,

delightful odour, and of sovereign virtue for
«*^*"§*J]^ "/"faVtar from

HITE TEETH. ROWLAND'S ODOIJIO
PEARL 13ENTIFaiCK.-Tld« is an fffi"-^"^,;^

tfae
tnost

he Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental ««''^^""
rre^erv-

in«. and thoroughly clean.ing the Teeth. It "aaiwc:.
^ pr^enW

the Teeth, removes spots ofmc^wnE de^sy, p^hshes an n^^^g all,

the ennmel, to which U givea a pearl-like whiteness ;
ana.

from its disinfecting properties, gives sur»'tnes» to tni'

^^
Its transccndu

th. AS

an aui„..corhutic, the guma aa^o share in its tranw.*-" ,^5, arc

Scurvy is en«li«*lrt from them, a healthy, action ^}\*:\^^r('^,^ m^^
induced, that offer to Um notice ol me mcdiral pra<^^'*j°i^"tj^x^ duty

indabitohle sirn* of their healthful itatc. ^*^^ *^ A^/pronrietors,
included. •** NoTica—The Name and Address ol *"®^:/;' graTcd

A, Rowland AN&8oif,20, Hattwn OardfU, f-oadou, arcs m

aa t^aGoTwament »tamp which U patted ou c«J- ^ „V Be.uretoa«kfor^'EaWUAM)'S.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the MEET-

INGS OI? THE SOCIETY in Regent-Street are DISCON-..
TTNUED till Tue'sday, October the 4tla, in consequence of the
Mectingr-room being under repair-

^f)e ©artJenerjEJ' ^fttonicle

SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 1842.

^
" Can you tell me/' says a correspondent, " the reason

why the Phlox changes its colour during the day? In
a large garden, with a variety of flowers, are two
dumps of the common Phlox, in a border facing the
north-west; the ordinary colour is a bright pink.
In the early morning, by five o'clock, the colour is a

to alter as the sunlightish blue, which contin _ „^.^

advances, and by 9 or 10 o'clock becomes its proper
colour; the clump which catches the sun's rays first,

first changes_, whilst the other is still blue. Is it the
rays of the sun which cause this? why is the Phlox
the only flower ? or is it the only flower ? There are
Fuchsias, Geraniums, Verbenas, Peas, &c. &a, and
no change is perceptible in them."
We wish w^e could answer this question satisfacto-

rily ;
for it is one connected with most carious phe-

nomena, now, we believe, observed for the first time
in the Phlox, but long since remarked in other cases.

Fruits in ripening cliange from green to red, or pur-
ple, or yellow, if they change at all ; but then the al-
teration is gradual, and so common that we do not ob-
serve it. The same thing occurs Iq the foliage of trees,
which, from being green, assumes all the colours of
the rainbow, and in the autumn rivals the beauty of
the flowers which were borne in the pride of summer.
The great sin)ilarity of these changes, in fruit on the
one hand, and in leaves on the other, lead to the sus-
picion that in both cases the cause is the same. And
it is stated that this cause is the continued absorption
of oxygen gas, without any corresponding decomposi-
tion of carbonic acid, the effect of which is to produce
an accumulation of oxygen, and an oxidation of the
parts thus acted upon. From this oxidation are said to
result certain colours, dependent upon the quantity of
oxygen absorbed, and the nature of the secretions
upon which that gas acts. Thus infusion of Brazil
wood is changed by acids (containitig oxygen) from
yellow to red.

But it is not necessarily a red colour that is produced
by the action of oxygen ; what the colour will be de-
pends upon the chemical nature of the substance
acted upon Thus, it is weU known, thatifthewounded
leaf of a Soccotnhe Aloe is exposed to the air. the
juice that exudes becomes at «rst violet and next
brown. This is supposed to arise from the direct ac-
tion of the oxygen of the atmospEFre upon thF^cu-
liar secretions formed in the Aloe, The wounds in
certain kinds of Fungi become blue when exposed to
the air, Boleti thus affected have been proved expe-
nmentally to alter their colour thus, if they are ex^
posed to oxygen gas, or to gaseous mixtures contain-
ing tree oxygen, or to oxide of nitrogen; but the
colour IS not produced when the Boleti are only ex-
posed to nitrogen, hydrogen, or carbonic acid. The
inevitable conclusion from this is, that as Boleti be-
come blue when exposed to the atmosphere, and as
the atmosphere contains nothing but oxygen, hvdro-
gen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid, it must be the'oxy-
gen that brings out the colour, because experiment
shows that the other principles are incapable of
doing so,

*

The change in the colour of the Phlox, although
new to us, so far as that flower is concerned, is ^r
from being a new phenomenon. On the contrarv we
all know that the four-winged Evening Prirnrose
(CEnothera tetraptera) has white flowers chantrinrr to
red; in the Snail-flower (Phaseolus Caracalla)'the
white changes to yellow, having originally been violet
The chmbing Cobaea has flowers green the first day,
and violet the second ; and there is th^ rnn'mie ^J.l
01 ine cnangeable Hibiscus. This plant, says M. Ra-mon de la Sagra, has flowers white in the morning,
pmk at noon, and bright red by sundown.

In all these cases the accumulation of oxygen is
thought to be the cause of the changes in colour. It
accumulates in flowers during the night, and dimi-
nishes during the day ; this is strikingly shown in thecommon Budleaf (Bryophyllum calycinura), which
IS acid m thQ morning (in consequence of the accu-
mulation of oxygen), becomes insipid by noon Twhen
thesurplus oxygen isdiminished), and is bitter at night
(when the quantity of oxygen is further decreas^).
This plant, the Fig.hke Cacalia (Cacalia ficoides),the
African lalse Purslane (Portulacariaafra), and many
others, will stain itmus paper red in a morning, be-
cause of their acidity caused by the accumulation of
oxygen during the night—but will not alter its colour
at noon, because at that time the surplus oxveen is
lost again. (Link, ^i^men/o, § 147.)

^
In the case of the Phlox, it is to be supposed thatsome substance is present which becomes blue bv thi*

action of excess of oxygen gas accumulated during the
mglit

;
and that, as the oxygen is lost while the dav

advances, the blue colour disappears; while the red,
which had been partially discharged bv the same
cjiuse, is restored as the oxygen is lost. Those flowers
that from white become red, are, it is imagined, af-
fected m like manner. They are not made blue, be-
cause the principle requu-ed to form that colour is not
in them; but the red is discharged by accumulated
oxygen, which, as it passes off", allows the red colour
to be restored.

It will doubtless have been remarked, that all this
has been explained in a very guarded manner. In
fact, we know very little about the cause of changes
in colour, either in plants or animals. The most we
can pretend to is, to put into a popular form some
of the received ideas upon that part of the subject
which IS connected with our correspondent's inquiry.

^
Is there any manure that will kill weeds? is a ques-

tion not unfrequentlyput tons. Will nitrate of suda,
or nitrate of ammonia, or guano, or urates? That
such questions should be asked proves one thing at
least, that there is a general desire to know how to ex-
tirpate weeds. We wish we could add, that they also
indicate some acquaintance with the rudiments at
least of vegetable physiology.

Weeds,, like other plants, have each their peculiar
constitution, prefer certain kinds of food, and perish
upon the application of others. We have seen a pound
of nitrate of soda administered to a Seakale plant
without visible effect ; half an ounce would probabK
destroy a Rhododendron. Common stable manure is
prejudicial to Coniferous plants, and in overdoses will
kill them ; an Oak feeds greedilv upon it. So it is
with weeds. Fxcessive doses of salt will destroy all
ordinary vegetation, weeds included, but promote the
%ro\\\h of Asparagus fn a most remarkable degree, as
las been shown by one of our correspondents, thus
proving Itself to be a poison to one plant and a nutri-
tious food to another. But salt cannot be used in
large doses to extirpate weeds generally, because some
may imitate the Asparagus, and may flourish under its
action, and most crops will certainly be destroyed by
it. Professor Henslow succeeded in destroying Moss
and weeds on gravel -walks, by means of corrosive subli-
mate, green vitriol, and blue vitriol, especially the
last. But corrosive sublimate destroys every living
form of vegetation, as well as the weeds, and the two
sorts of vitriol have no permanent action, encouraging
the subsequent growth of many sorts of plants, and so
promoting the vegetation of weeds rather than de-
stroying it. .

In practice these chemical agents can only be em-
ployed for the destruction of weeds in certain special
cases, such as the Asparagus, which thrives under
doses of salt which kill most other plants ; or as
Seakale, which seems to be affected in the same way;
or as Tobacco, which feeds greedily upon quantities of
nitrate of soda which would destroy any ordinary
vegetation. In general, we must look to other means
for ridding ourselves of troublesome weeds, and we
shall find those means in industry and common sense.
The two separate are good things, but they are better
mixed together.

Among the more troublesome weeds are common
annuals, such as Chickweed, Groundsel, Sowthistle,
and Fat Hen. In slovenly gardens they are abundant

;

m a well-kept garden they are unknown ; in neg-
lected places they overrun everything for a time.
It IS discreditable to a gardener that any one
of them should ever be seen upon his premises
bigger than a seedling; in that state they must
be found, because their seeds are brought from a
distance by the air, by manure, and by other means.
Yet we do see them far too often, in full bloom, and
in places where better things should be expected.

push it up again. Xow, our gardener, who cuts up
his weeds just in time to let them sow themselves
again, is only a Sisyphus in a small way ; with this
difference, however, that he rolls his *^tone at his mas-
ter's expense, and not his own. \rhen the master
complains of the scandalous state of his garden, our
horticultural Sisyphus bustles about; exclaims "I'll
put it all to rights directly, sir; " plies the hoe and
rake, and, presto, the garden is clean, and, in seeminrr^
what It should be ; but the first shower of rain brings
up all the seeds that have been sown, and there is a
green carpet of Groundsel, Chickweed, and their fel-
lows.

There is no excuse for tins sort of mismanagement,
because it cosU less to destroy such weeds in the richt
way than m the wrong. The plain and obvious rule
is to pull them up as fust as they appear, and while
still in the state of seedlings. Then every plant that
is removed is effectually destroyed, and leaves no younff
ones behind it. Any boy, at half-a-crown a week, can
be taught to distine:uish rhcm

, and if the plan is per-
severed in, there will very soon be nothing for the
boy to do. Strict atiention must, however, be paid
to their thorough extirpation when young; it will
not do to pull up almost ail, and to leave the remainder
to seed

; for in that case the labour has to be all gone
over again, just as if a gardening Sisyphus had been
at work.

People are hardly aware of the rate at which such
a plant as Groundsel increases. A little calcula-
tion will make that evident. Each flower head
of the Groundsel produces about 60 seeds, furnished
with feathery wings whereon to flv from place to
place. A very moderate specimen of the plant bears
iO heads capable of producing ripe seeds at the same
time, even when cut up; therefore every neglected
plant of the Grounds^, even if eventually destroyed.
fills the soil with twelve hundred seeiis. every one of
which will in all probability grow. This, however,
is a very low computation ; and if a single plant, in-
stead of being pulled up, is allowed to stand and flou-
rish, and scatter its seed abroad upon the wings of the
wind, twelve thousand, or even ten times twelve
thousand, seedlings will be produced: and that is a
pretty considerable stone for a garden Sisyphus to
roll up-hill again. Every precaution should therefore
be taken to prevent one single spechnen of a Ground-
sel producing even its flowers, not to say seeds, iti

a well-managed garden.

What is true of Groundsel is equally true of Sow-
thistle, Chickweed, Shepherd's-purse, Sun-spurge, and
the whole race of weeds, whether annual or peren-
nial, multiphed by seeds. A little labour well applied
at first, and steadily persevered in, will save a large
amount of it at last, and is the only effectual means
that exists of extirpating this large class of plants.

Perennial weeds, which multiply by their creeping
stems, or their roots, require special considerations,
which we must defer till another oonortunitv.

f-
FAMILIAR BOTANY._No. IX-

I

Where the herbs that hold the poison grow.

The Bryo7iij,^V:\\^t is that herb whose winding, and
scrambling stems, and coarse rough angular leaves, remind
us of the Gourd

; but whose small red berries speak of
Bittersweet and poison ? It is indeed a Gourd. So say its
flowers, with their surface alt indented with deep green
veins, bearing stamens in one cup, and stigmas in another

;

so, too, itW us the chrystal points with which the herbage
is frosted and hardened. But where are the gourds I

Or is it rather a Bittersweet, and a sister of the Dwale^
whose tempting fruit is death to the heedless woodman ?
But why, then, is its fruit below the calyx ? and where-
fore are the flowers of two differeut sorts ? It cannot be
of the kindred of the Bittersweet; it may have some re-
lation to the Gourd. Let me examine it more particularly.
When I compare the flower of this plant with that of-iiri- „ .r 1 , , o" ^^ ^^y^^x.^^v. ,f iivTii i ^.uiujjcirc luc uower 01 mis plant with that of a

TJ hen the slovenly gardener is remonstrated with for Gourd, I find, in the first place, that it is much Emaller"their presence his answer usually is. "Why, I am next, that its flowers are gree^ and yellowT and then'always noeine: them ud : hnt thpv hrppd sn facf that that the voun?frn?fU j> liHi«K«n \^.*^iA «<? - i___. •t.^.lalways hoeing them up ; but they breed so fast that
Uiere is no keeping them down/' To be sure ihey do.
They were created to produce food for small birds,
and an unusual power of reproduction is given them
in order to furnish such creatures with a constant sup-
ply of seed. But there is no occasion to make a gar-
den into a bird-farm ; the woods and the fields afford
ample space for the harvest of our feathered friends.
"But, says the slovenly gardener, '^ am always hoeina
them up

; what can I do more than ihatfr and thi^
he thinks, settles the question. If, however, we ca^t
only a glance at the slovens proceedings, we find
those weeds which he is always hoeing up, lyine on
the ground in full flower, ripening there, Vnd scatter-
ing a 1 around them a new crop of seedhngs; so that
the sloven by his own act'is pernetually renewing his
labour. The ancients had a faW of a hero, named
bxsyphus, a great freebooter, who, for his misdeeds,
was condemned by Pluto to the punishment of posh.mg to the top of a mountain a large stone, which, a«
soon ^ It reached the aummit, roUed back into
the plain below, whence the unlucky Sisyphus had to

that the young fruit is a little ball, instead of a large ribbed
pear-shaped body. If I cut this part open, I find only a
very few seeds in my wild flower, and there is a great
many m a Gourd. At last, when I come to the fruit, I
perceive that the red round berries of the wild flower have
a thin skm, and contain a quantity of pulp ; but tbo
Gourd has a hard skin—it, however, also coutabtfi »fch
pulp. That this is not a Gourd, then, is certain ; but why
should it not be a near relation of it? 1 kno^ that tha
size and colour of flowers are not of much consequence in
settling the family hmits, or, as we may say, the clanship
of plants^ because the Garden Pink, for all its large red

flowers, is of the same family as the tiny^yossomed C^>-^-
weed. I also know that the shape of the fruit is no mattar

in these inquiries, because the A pple, the Fear, antlthe Moun-
tain Ash are ail also biood-rdations, aad jei theirfruif *»«il

diffcreat in form. The quantity of see** is

thing to signify, because an Apple h«s ^^f *^
each o( iU ce2ia, and its first-coasii^ ^^ ©w^'^'

great many. Is, then, the hard i

no-

ad <k the Gourd a proof

QO claim to a family alliance ? Why, if Tobacco ami Stramo-
nium, which hav« a hard-ahelied fruit, arc very near to the

Nightshade, which Im a thin skin—why should not jny
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Wild flower also claim a place ia the family circle of the

^'^'^i' M*r« the wecuUtions and meditations of litUe

Dun'^R^H 'heTshe was joined by her father, .ho

S^d ^VaTJoU part of her soliloquy " You are quite

r^lr-md be, " Dunny dear, m these learned pros and

' rrfns
'

the plant von have found is the Bryony, and it ranks

in th« Gourd tribe, along with the Melon and the Cu-

comber, and that curious spirting fruit that attacked us

hst year at Touloase, when you fancied that somebody

was throwing dirty water at us from behind the walL In

this very Bryony the pulp conies out of the berries in the

same way, only with very little force. You must not,

however, eat them, for they are poisonous, and the whole

plant, especially the root, is extremely dangerous, except

in the hands of medical men. This root is so acrid,

that if a slice is laid on your hand it will soon blister it.

This may seem strange to you, when you remember how

harmlesa the Jlelon and Cucumber are ; but it sometimes

'happens that you have these differences in the same family.

The Melon and Cucumber, and Gourd and Vegetable

Marrow, form only a very small part of the Gourd tribe,

and arc used for food because experience has shown them

to be harmless ; but hundreds of other kinds are known

tobotanist3, many of which, like this Bryony, are any-

thin? but relations for a Melon to be proud of. Think of

the Bottle GourJ3,the Orange Gourds, that spirting Cu-

cumber you know of—all bitter, poisonous plants. Indeed,

you will find in your Bible a story about one of these

plants, which shows how unsafe it is to use any except

those which are commonly eaten. When there was a

famine in Gilgal, and the Prophet Elisha came into that

country, * He said unto his servant. Set on the great pot,

and seethe pottage for the sons of the prophets- And
one went out into the field to gather herbs, and found a

wild Vine, and gathered thereof wild Gourds, his cap full,

and came and shred them in the pot of pottage, for they

knew them not. So they poured out for the men to eat.

And it came to pass, fts they were eatii)g of the pottage,

that they cried out and said, O thou man of God, there is

death in the pot^ and they could not eat thereof/ It is

thought by some that these wild Gourds, or Cucumbers.

were the very spirting Cucumber I have already reminded

jou of, which the Arabs to this day call the Ass Cucumber.

At all events, it was a poisonous relation of the Gourd."-

<>f rf IT r* T'f-t f\

very rich and high-coloured^ white
good, but the striping rather irregular*

^^^.^jV^ ^^
Chambers' Kate ; petals j^ell formed, witn a fine crown

colours bright, but the striping irregular. r>c ^

Jaques' Iris ; petals of goo^Jorm, ecfees^8tnoo?h and
even, pink very fine, white good, and striping well divided.

Parker's Sophia; petals well formed, colog^'^tery

bright and distinct, but the striping narrow jnd irregulaj.

Scarlet Flakes.
i1(* Ol ri«^.?i*r**«-

letsmooth and even on the edge, sea

white fine, and the striping br^d and^equally distributTd!

Wigy^s Earl of Leicester ; petafs well formed, crown

fine, the colours brilliant and well divided. ^.^ j^ ^

,

BucknalFs Ulysses ; petals broadband evenlRJund the

-40 W'*^

pure, striping

^5^^
V.J.

^ »» ^«JJ

«

4*OT

tions," it will be some time before this is effected ; more ! Hi^^^^jC^M^P^I^ Burns ;
petals well formed, cTjmson

especially as these pendulous shoots must be ever waving rich^ white pure, and colouja well divided.
'

to and fro in the breeze, and consequently lacerating the El^/'s Lord Milton; petals large and well formed,

wound afresh as fast as it is healed. But even allowing crownjne, and colours verj distinct. ^ -^ ^-

them to perform their functions properly, the shade which Jaques' Georgiana ; form good, peiais nrm and of good

they occasion to the fruit and leaves at the base of the substance,

shoots must fully counteract any good that may accrue from

their retention. The only utility of these branches is,

that they serve as " waste-butts," as M^. Errington de-

signated them, some years back, in the •' Gardeners' Ma-

gazine,'* for the superfluous sap ; but it is my decided con-

viction that this sap would be much better expended

either in accelerating the growth of the leader, or more

weakly natural spurs ; in feeding the fruit ; or, if it must

have vent, in the production of a second shoot.*^ It may

be thought that in thus checking the flow of sap, some of

the embryo fruit-buds will be forced into premature growth ;

but of this there is no fear, if the shoots are removed as

will be directed in the concluding part of this paper.

Thirdly, the removal of the pendulous branches " invigo-

rates the trees by assisting the eyes upon the spurs to be-

come plump fruit-buds." Does Mr. B. mean to say, that

in Pears, the eyes on the spur at the base of the pendent

branches will become fruit-buds ? If so, the system is indeed

excellent. In Plums or Cherries such will be the case ; but in

Pears, the leaf-buds will only be advanced into the state

of embryo fruit buds, which will probably produce fruit

in the third or fourth season of their growth- The Pear

rarely, if ever, produces fruit-buds at the base of a shoot

in the first season of its growth. The most terminal buds

are sometimes in such kinds as Marie-Louise, Brown

Beurre, Jargonelle, and a few others, converted into fruit-

buds ; but this is a mere accidental circumstance, and,

therefore, not to be taken into account. Fourthly—" It

is well known that the too free application of the knife,

in summer management of fruit-trees, is the source of

great evil." If Mr. Bowers had said the use of the knife

is the ^source of great prejudice among some practical gar-

deners, he would have been nearer the truth. The fact

is, this imagined injury of the knife is a mere ignis faiuus

of our own creating, which has been handed down from

time immemorial, from father to son, but has no existence

in reality. I recollect the time when, in dressing Cucurfi-

bers or Melons (excuse me for introducing a pet child), I

was not allowed to remove a leaf, except by the extreme

point of the petiole, and then only between the finger and

thumb ; as to using a knife, it would have been almost a

criminal offence, and would have subjected me to a severe

lecture, if not to the loss of my situation. I have found

that the decaying of the leaf-stalk was a very prolific'

source of canker in the branches, and I hope to see the

prejudice against the use of knife in summer pruning of

trees ''numbered among the things that were.*' For

my own part, could I command sufl&cient assistance, I

would never allow a single branch to be removed, after it

had formed woody fibre, without the knife, not even in

disbudding Peaches or Apricots ; for I am satisfied it is

preferable to the system of lacerating the bark in all di-

rections, so frequently the case in disbudding by hand.

Fifthly

—

"It must be wrong to deprive a tree in the

middle of its growth of so much young wood, every

leaf being a vital organ to give life and strength ; there-

fore, this summer pruning must reduce the resources of

the tree and hasten decay." If the object of the gardener

was to produce luxuriant growth, and, consequently, wood
instead of fruit, this dictum would be correct ; but with the

physiological fact before us, that luxuriant growth is in-

imical to the production of fruit, and vice versd^ ought
it not to be our object to moderate the growth of the

tree, and consequently induce fruitfulness % But how
can this be done if trees are allowed to run wild until

midsummer ?—

edges ; scarlet very high-coloured,, vrfiiJe

broad and well distributed.

Wilson's IFilHam the 4th; golf

bright and well divided- ' '
^ g^ ^ j, , ^,.

Willmer's Hero of Middlesex ; petals of good sub-

stance, colours bright, striping broad and regularly divided.

Addenbrook's Lydia ; the petals well formed ' the

guard-petals broad, with good crownV*scarlet and white

very fine, striping regularly divided.

Purplt; Flakes. ,. _
Mansley^s Beauty of Woodhouse ; petals well formed

and of good quality, purple very brilliant, white clear, and

striping well divided.

Headley^s Empress of Purples; petals smooth and

even on the edges, purple very dark, white fine, striping

broad and distinct.

Headley's Incognita ; beautiful dark purple flake, pe-

tals broad and fine, colour bright, striping well divided.

Pollard's First-rate; dark purple; guard-petals very

broad and strong, with a good crown : striping broad and

very regular^ ^ ^_
^'

^^.^
^^ , , , ,

Willmer's Solander ; light purple flake, petals broad,

purple very bright, white good, and striping well divided.

Millwood's Premier ; bright purple flake, white good,

and stripes well distributed.

Strong's Esther ; dark nimle,*^White fine, and stripes

well divided. - ^^„ ^ /.„™i ^%i\ »*j

Sroo%s^s Florals Garland ; higti^coiou!-"^^*'*

^T ^A^ 't ^^

• I ^m ^ -L ^1 ^K> Att

* 'ft

rose, petals

slightly cupped, crown good^ striping very regular/;;^;;^

Greasleys Villa^^ M^k'ii^^^^}^^^^ I^-^''
^^'^

fine, form excellent, and striping well divided.' J^^ ^^^^

Wilson^s Harriet ; high-coloured rose ; a large A^wj^f.

with fine petals T white clear, striping well divided.

Ely^s Lady Ely ; high-coloured rose, a well-formed

flower, colours bright, and striping equally divided.

Siclamore's Lady Rowley ; fine lighf-fose flake, petals

well formed, white clear, stripe even, with good crown.

Pp.arsan's Madame Ma^;^ high-coloured rose flake,

petals firm, and slightly cupped, whrte very fine, with

stripes regularly divided.—JoAn^Di^^

Bristonl
w H i^

(PicoteePni^^ tdeek.')
amil iia37^ *n"*i

SUMMER PRUNING OF WALL-TREES.
^
As this is m subject upon which great diversity of opi-

mon existed and as discussion may do something towards
eliciting the proper system of management, I beg to offer
*

t^c^
^«^arks upon the article of Mr. H. Bowers at

p. \i of the e/»imk^,the leading features of which I shall
«iter u^ separately. First, his intention appears to be
ta .eh€ck the flow of the sap in the strongest-growing
ahoots about the end of June, by carefully breaking dowS
each fiuperiluous shoot, leaving it about the fourth of its
OTigmal length, with two or three eyes at the base ; and
these broken shoots are •• removed by pressing ^hem iip
wards witfithe hand in September/^ Now, apart from
the necessity or utility of leaving the branches in this pen-
4lci2oas form, 1 think the untidy appearance of the system
must ever banish it from gardens where neatness
is a desideratum ; for be it as useful as it may, von
cannot banish the idea of broken branches from \he
«nfnd ; and, consequently, thi^t harmony which is so indii-

pensabie to the proper appreciation of garden scenery, is

^tw&urbed. >Secon(iiy, "the young wood lives in this pen-
dulous form, and the leaves continue slowly to perform
their lunctiou^:^' ^ If by this Mr. B. means that the leaves

«>ntinne to return the elaborated sap to the trees, I think

Jieis mistaken ; because the first effort of nature will be
to heal the wound caused by breaking the shoot, and as

this can only be accomplished by the returning elaborated
aap, and as " tke leaves only slowly perform their ftinc-

fordshire.

fV» F. AyreSj Chicksands Priory^ Bed-

(To be continued,)

A LIST OF SOME of the BEST CARNATIONS,
WITH A SHORT DESCRIPTION of THEIR
LEADING CHARACTERISTICS.

Scarlet Bizarres.
TwitchetVs Don John ; form good

; petals firm, smooth,
and even ; scarlet very superior, white fine and free from
specks, striping broad and very distinct. This flower,

being high-coloured, is apt to run.

Martin's Splendid; good form, petals firm and slightly

cupped, colours bright and equally distributed.

Headley^s Achilles; the form of this flower is good, the

petals are very broad and regular, the scarlet high-coloured,

and the white fine, without pounce or speck ; but the co-

lours are not so well distributed as in Don John.
Headley^s William Cobbett ; form good, petals of a

good substance but sometimes a little serrated, scarlet

very bright, white fine, and the striping equally divided.

BucknaWs Earl Fitzhardinge ; good shape
; petals

slightly cupped, smooth, with plenty to form a good
crown ; scarlet high-coloured, white very clear, and striping
equally divided.

Strong's Duke of York ; form good ; guard-petals very
fine, and enough of others to form a good centre ; scarlet
good, white clear, striping broad and distinct.

Willmer*s Conquering Hero ; good form ; petals broad
and smooth, round on the edges; colours bright, but the
6tripiag rather irregular.

ChiMHOM BI7ARRES.
Piuief/s Prince AV rt ; ?ood form, petals of fair sub-

ttnnce ; crimson very rich, white pure, striping broi^, and
the colours well mixed. >»

Holmes' Count Paulina; good form, petals amooth
and free from scrrature, stripes narrow, clean, and colour
well distributed.

JtfTrf^

;f %Nf

^;^ ^^^ ON THE HEUpraOPE,.^
Although so many different subjects haifejeen treated

upon in your Chronicle, nothinc has yet been said of the

cultivation of the Heliotro^^^ATft Is a pbint which

many persons find a difficulty In preserving through the

winter, and as it merits a place in every collection, both

for blooming in the greenhouse and for bedding out upon

the lawn, a few hints upon its treatment ma^^otbe^un-

acceptable. ' "^ j^ u.,4^«i..*h , . ji„
For striking cuttings of the Heliotrope to Be planted in

the open ground next spring, a better time than the

present cannot be chosen, as with ordinary care they will

have formed good roots before the approach of winter.

The loss of young plants, which so many experience

during that season of the year, may be attributed mainij

to the cuttings being insufficiently rooted, and to a siiper-

abundance of water being given them during cold^and duu

weather. v ^^,,-9^y> .^

Prepare as many shallow 32.sized pots a^^Vxlice re-

quired, by filling them to the depth of an inch and a nau

with broken crocks, upon which a layer of the rougn

siftings of leaf-mould should b"e laid ; the remaining space

should be filled with a mixture of finelv-sifted leafjEoma

and silver-sand, previously ^ell itfcbrporated ;
wJ^ica,

when pressed down firmly, sliould be_^exactty level ^w
the border of the pots. />

.^ ^ ^ , . V

For cuttings, the tips of the young sTioots, about tnree

inches in length, should be chosen, and these shouW oe

taken off immediately below a joint or the base of a leai-

bud. After removing two or three of the lower leaves,

plant the cuttings in the pots prepared about an ^"*^^^/^^

a half deep, and two inches apart ; water them ^^;,^^
\^^^

fine rose, two or three times, so that every part ofjne

may be th*^oughly mc^stened, which may easily he Ko^w.

by the water percolating through the bottom 04^^^ P^ /

If this is not attended to, and the surface soil ^ST.^
penetrated by the water, certaipj^ail^re w|ll he the ^^

*

The cuttings, when planted .""'sfeouW be removed to

Cucumber or other frame, M(lr?^ a tolerably d^rt^^JS

cart be suj^plied ; they should be keptJBhaded froqi.

J^
sun, and air admitted in small quantities only j

during ,

hott^t part of th^day. In about a fortnight — .^, .

wilimgin to form roots, and the shading may be g^a^^^;^

8*^
m may

be
m^^

H
lOl
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FJFthis purpose \ii^
^ ^

the soil should be composed of equal parts of loam and
sandy peat, with small quantities of leaf-mould and well-

decaye<J manu|e. The two ra{!e^''ohly''sfeould be sifted,

the loam an^'peat being left rather rough, and a fair por-
'^tion of drainage being used, will allow the water to pass
off more freely, jrtiich is of the greafeslfc consequence
during the winter m^onths. The tips of the shoots should
also be pinched off, to render the plants bushy.

*!*^*Wheri^olted, they may be taken back to the frame and
*kept rather close for a few days, until they begin to root
anto the fresh soil ; after which air may be freely admitted
'to them'^^^Aboul' tie" beginning of October they may be
removed to an airy part of the greenhouse, where, if pro-
tected from, frost and due attention be paid to watering,
t^ej willlurvn^ the winter uninjured.— T. JR,

iiwow ,t9ra7o^ Q^ WINTER LETTUCES,
_ J. As the time is now approaching when the seeds of Let-
tuces for wintej^^se should be sown, and as many persons
luppose mat fnere is some secret attached to the Dutch
method of growing; them, it may be worth while to de-
tail the siJnplest aSl^cheapest way of producinj^ them,

^ with a short description of the kinds most suitable for

"(Such purposes. , ^ , .. ^y
Procure |eeds of anj of the following Cabbage Lettuces

:

viz., liardy Hammersmith, Tennis Ball, White and
' Brown Dutch, the true seeds of which may be had of
any respectable seedsman. About the latter part of this
month, sow them on a rich warm border, in the ordinary

,
way, for the first crops ; and about the middle of Sep-
tember for all others. The plants yviU soon come up, and
when large enough, select the largest and prick them out
on a fresh piece of ground, allowing them about three
inches each way; and as the smaller ones, which are left in
the seedbed, increase in size, prick them oif in like man-
ner.^ By so doing, each transplanting will make a suc-
cession for planting in pits or frames, where they are to
remain during the winter and early spring.
Towards the end of October, choose an old exhausted

Cucumber b^djO^f Melon pit, and clear ofif the soil ; fork
up the old dung of the bed about a foot deep, and replace
the soil, adding to it abo^t one fourth of good sandy peat
and a little well-rotted Sung, ' Afterwards, water the
whole thoroughly, and when sufficiently dry, make the
surface of the bed firm, and keep it \vell up to the glass

;

giving the lights (if a frame) a good pitch, to prevent the
drip in winter. For the first crop of plants, select the
largest of those transplM|^d^ taking great care to remove
them with as large balls as possible, and plant them on
the bed, about six or eight inches apart. When planted,
give them -IT,little wateVl'^Yeplace ^Uie lights and keep
them close f^^Jew days, until the plants have recovered
from their removal. The lights should afterwards be tilted
at both back and frifrit. ^o cause' a free circulation of
air in fine weather ; and great care must be taken that
no rain is allowed to fall upon the plants. They should
have plenty of air, bolh .day and night, in mild weather,
which will prevent their becoming mildewed or cankered ;

but should either these or slugs make their appearance in
the frame, the besrremeW^'to duftt them over with a
httle fresh lime. ' .--.w-

Thus, bv m«

''' -•

and very early. This is a much better and larger variety
than either of the French Gotte Lettuces. The seed of
this sort is black. This and the preceding variety are
the best suited for the first winter crops, and the follow-
ing two for early spring use; but they are all well
adapted for winter planting.

No. 3. IVhite Dutch.—Sjnonym—'Early White Cab-
bage, Laitue a bord rouge of the French. This variety
has nearly round leaves, wrinkled and slightly undulated
at the base, of a light yellowish-green colour ; sometimes
slightly tinged with a dull brown on the margin and ex-
tremity of the heads when full grown. It cabbages freely,
is firm, and of rather a large size ; its quality is good, and
it remains for a long time in perfection. The seed is

white. This is the kind grown so fine in Essex, by the
Dutch method.

No. 4. Brown Dutch.—The leaves of this Lettuce are
of a brownish-green colour, roundish, tJpering a little to
the base; much wrinkled and slightly curled at the mar-
gins. The upper surface of the expanded leaves is of a
dark brown, the under quite a dark green ; the exposed
part of the head is ako dark brown. It cabbages freely,
is rather firm, large, very hardy, and of excellent quality.
The seed is white.

—

George Gordon.

middle of October tA^(^"^^J^^ ,

_

may be had throughout winter ; observing, however,

J
that those for use in midwinter are not gp large, or so
fine, as the later oijestn spring. The ^ung plants, which
'^^ P«^JSp^ off f^'ora the late seed bed should have a
frame placed over^them when pricked out ; and if not

^wantedj or there is^no room, pr them on dung-beds, as
above stated, tliej may remain until spring in the frame,

y.tnd then be planted in the open ground, to come into use
^ after the frame ones are done. It must also be observed,
*^i*J^during winter, the frost must be excluded from the
frames or pits, by covering them with mats or long litter.

If the plants are small and do not grow fast enough for
^use during midwinter, use a very gentle lining of hot
dung to the beds about the beginning or middle of

^.December, to keep them growing ; this, however, must
*be done with great care, as too much heat would soon
i^estroy Uie whole crop. If the bed has been well wa-

' lered at first, the plants hardly ever require any more
^water during the. winter ; but if they should become
very dry, a little water may be given to them by pouring

^it between the plants, being cautious, however, not to
,wet the leaves, for if these are wetted, or the soil is made
iWP '^o*^*=«^"''^% °^^dwinter, both the mildew and can-
Jter will very soon destroy the crop. It is a good plan,
and partiqularly if the bed is to be forced, to put a thin

cogi of fine'sand over the surface after planting, which
prevents the injurious effects of damp,
.„^he following are those kinds of Lettuces best suited
for winter use, vy^ the synonyms which they bear in the
seedsiMn*s lists :—

No.l. Hardy ITamwrsmUh Cabbage Lettuce,—Syno-
nyms—Hardy Green, Roman Cabbage, Green Cabbage,
Eariy Frame, Green Dutch, Grand Admiral, Early Dwarf
glitch, Prussian Cabbage, and Lattughe verde of the^

utch. This Lettuce has leaves of a dark green colour,'

-^.yc|f, wrinkled, and slightly concave. It is of middling
size, of cjcelient quality in winter, but is not a suitable

' ' ' It is

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXIV.
A LADY was complaining last spring of the death of

some favourite window Pelargoniums, which she had
struck from cuttings and reared with great care for se-
veral years. She said they were growing rather tall, and
losing the leaves near the base of the stems, and that she
cut them down in order to make them send out fresh
branches and become handsome bushes. But she was
disappointed, for no fresh leaves were formed; the bark
began to turn black and rotten, and the plants died. The
reason for this failure was simply this—they had been cut
down when it was too late in the season. As I have
known this happen frequently, I would advise all who
have window Pelargoniums, which they intend to prune
or cut down this year, to do so now. This operation is

generally put off as late as possible, until the flowers have
all expanded, and the plants become less interesting ; but
treatment of this kind is evidently wrong. But why, it

may be asked, are they more likely to die when cut down
late in the year, than if cut down now ? I will endeavour
to explain how this happens. A plant, when cut down,
will not live for a great length of time unless leaves are
produced; hj which the food is drawn up from the soil,

and the system kept in an active state. If it is young and
healthy, having the stems near its base covered with buds
and full of sap, it will send out fresh leaves and branches,
even if cut down in mid-winter ; but if it is old and not
over-vigorous—as is the case with many plants which are
grown in rooms—the stems are hard, few buds are upon
them, and, when deprived of the stimulus whicb was
given by the leaves, the bark withers, the roots cease to

draw nourishment from the soil, and the plant dies. But
if cut down at any other season of the year, the sap, which'
is rising rapidly, forms buds, and forces them into leaf im-
mediately ; and the life of the plant is thus preserved.

When plants of this kind are grown in greenhouses or
pits, having all the convenience of an artificial climate, it

is not of so much consequence when they are cut down ;

for heat and moisture can at any time be applied, which
will enable them to commence their growth ; and hence
many persons allow their Pelargoniums to grow in the
beds of the flower-gardfen, until the flowers and leaves are
injured by frost, when they are taken up, cut down, and
potted, for the purpose of being turned out again the fol-

lowing year. Another reason for cutting down window
Pelargoniums now, is that some use may be made of the

cuttings, for any one can strike them at this season. The
branches ought not to be cut too low ; but this must be
left to the good sense of the amateur, for it is impossible
to give directions which will be applicable to all, as dif-

ferent persons want their plants to assunae different forms,
and these will, of course, betaken into consideration when
they are pruned. After the operation is performed, the
plants ought not to be too much exposed to the sun ; but
they should be kept warm and moist by being plunged in

warmest part of the garden, and shaded with a mat.
When they begin to grow, repot them, and treat them in

the manner which was formerly recommended for green-
house management. Where it is desirable to have plants

in full leaf at all times, two sets ought to be kept, one to

cut down now and the other in spring.

Chrysanthemums ought now to be cai'efully attended to.

Supply them liberally with manure water, at least twice a
week, and they will show by their luxuriant foliage that it

agrees with them, Tkis is a good time for making dwarf
flowering plauts hj layering them.«-i^. F,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

variety for summer use, Mjt soon runs to seed, ,

tie hardieat Lettuce of this kind in cultivation, and cab-
bages freely. The seed is white.

No. 2. Tennis Ball.—Synonym—Button (not Britton
,^,wntfen in some listsl The
oT a dark arpf'n polnur
the

4»:i.l»
much wrinkled and slightly curled

;

inner ^ave^ forming the head, beingj^ery white and
criip. It cabbages freely ; tbe heads are small, firm, and
teOUliu for a lom? tittxf^ in ni^r^fiot{t\n • nf AY/*Al1aMf nr.a»{(-»

Pruning Forest Trees,—The Rev. Micaiah Balwhid-
der—the hero of Gait's " Annals of the Parish''—fs repre-
sented to have been one year smitten with a strong desire
to write a book ; but his great diflScuIty was to decide
what it was to be about ! A late noble Poet, too, com-
mences one of his works thus

—

" I want a hero !—an uncommon want.
When every year and month sends forth a new one.»»

Be this as it may, it will readily be conceded that habits are
stubborn things, and when a man is turned of forty, his
ruling passion grows so upon him that there is no clipping
Its wings. This may be seen exemplified in yourcoUimus,
both as regards sentiments and actions. The forest
pruners stick to their axes, saws, and pruniog-hooks,
spite of nature, reason, and argument ; and »o 1, on the
present occasion, will stick to my old text, wMch you have
BO well epitomised iuto a sterling maxim—** Prune not

at all, if you can help it." It is marvellous that men who
are so conversant among trees, cannot see that its effects

must necessarily retard the progress of their growth. With-
out at all entering on the physiological question, or such
illustrations as you have so elaborately addaced from Gar-
lic, Potatoes, and Dutrochct, the subject only requires a
little observation, conducted with common sense or, what
Mr. Cree stjles, the analogy of nature in trees or other
plants. To adduce a few examples, let us begin low.
You may kill and extirpate the most inveterate weed, by
constantly depriving it of leaves. You may also kill a
strong Oak by the same process. Take a Dog.Rose stem
and work a Rose de Meaux, or Dwarf Burgundy, on it ;
the stem, if it does not die, will make little or no increase
of girth. Work another of like strength with Noisette
grandiflora, and the stem will soon far efceed its own
natural dimensions. Or, take two of a sort, and prune
the one hard, and the other very sparingly, or not at all

;

the effect on the stem will be the same, showing clearly
how essential head is to promote growth of stem. Should
any one e^^claim, "But see how these Children of the
Forest have thriven under my system; it must be the
true one I " 1 would just beg to whisper in his ear, *' Ay,
they have thriven in a degree, 'tis true, but can you tell
how much better they would have thriven had you let
them alone?" Again, work any common Garden Rose
on the rough Applebearing, as it is called, for a stock.
If not allowed to have any other head, it will surely linger—if not die. This is precisely analogous to keeping the
head (by pruning) below the natural proportion, and may
strikingly illustrate its effects.— Qu^rrr/.v.

The Spanish Chesnut—With reference to an allusion
made in one of your late leading articles, I beg to state
that I have aquantity of seedling Spanish Chesnuts which
were never transplanted, nor was the tap-root ever short-
ened. Their laterals (several on each), however, seemed
to compete with the leaders ; and each plant has now the
appearance of a bush, as wide as it is high, although ten
or twelve years old.— JF. Godsali, Hereford, [Then in
this case the laterals ought to have been stopped.]

Application of Sulphur.—I find that Mr. Whiting
invites further testimony as to the efficacy of sulphur in
deitroying or preventing the ravages of the Red Spider.
About ten years since I happened to call at Skirving's
nursery, near Liverpool, and in conversation with the
foreman I happened to name the difficulty of getting ridof
that pest. The bouse in which we were was partly filled

with plants notorious for encouraging that insect ; and I re-
marked the cleanly state of the plants to him, adding that
I had tried sulphur, but never could find it efficient.
" Y'ou have probably never gone far enough with sulphur,"
he replied. Facts are stubborn things, and I of course
made particular inquiry as to how much he would use in
various cases, in order to obtain fixed data on which to lay
hold. The house we were in was, as far my memory
serves me, about thirty feet long, fourteen ffeet wide, and
the back and front wail about ten and six feet respectively,
I felt quite surprised when he told me that (by the mode
and quantity which I shall describe presently) he could
bid utter defiance to this microscopical scoundrel. For a
house such as described, he used four ounces; and in con-
ducting the operation, he chose a dull day for the purpose.
The pipes or flues were maintained at a mediam heat, on
purpose, for the sulphur o]>eration ; and no air was given
during the day, unless the sun suddenly burst forth, when
some of the fumes were for tliat period allowed to escape.
The sulphur was of course spread equally over the pipes
or flues, with the exception of, perhaps, the part where
the fire entered, which might prove too severe. I have
used this recipe ever since, and have never known it to
fail ; or at least, I am never troubled with the Red Spider
in my houses. In fact, this season, for instance, I hava
two vineries, in which quantities of succession crops of
French Beans and^Strawberries, with various stove planta,
such as Thunbergias, &c., &c., have been growing all the
spring, together with Tines overhead; and we have never
met with Red Spider until the last three wteks, and sinc^
then only on a Thunbergia or two; and that in conse-
quence of the sulphurizing process having been put off
beyond its usual time. On an average, I do the house*
through about three limes in the year. The best ad.
vice, however, which I can offer, is to go through the
process whenever a Red Spider makes its appearance.
The sulphur is applied by means of a dusting brush; the
operator has the sulphur in a bowl, and by dipping his
brush in water occasionally, and then in. a damp state
rolling it in the sulphur bowl, he is enabled to lay it on
precisely iu the way of paint. After all, let me add, that
sulphur is a thing always to be used with much caution;
and those who are inclined to try it had better begin ia
a small way at first, and increase their quantity each time
a little. Of course the hotter the pipe* or flues, tM
reater the danger; and in such cases 1 should keep the
re extremely moderate for the first forty-eight h&ura. If

the day on which the operation is performed turn out
sunny, and the pipes are hot, great caution will be neces-
sary. However, let me add, that I have never yet suf-

fered in the least from it,^excepting in the case df Fftchsias

and Mignonette, which are by no means paiiiil to ^ f

and Fuchsias should by ail means be removed bc/oitf ti»«

oneration commences. In mv oninion. it is the l^«s^*h of

Lur is in continnctiiB ^eratioa

Rftd Spider Is t^b«J attributed

and this is where Mr. Whiting has, I p«»c«**«> errca ;

for I should never have fancied it wod4 4>e effectual ta

the cAse of the Thunbergia qo»teJ by Inm. This spring

I had my Peuiih wall doae on the :
principle

; in that

case, 1 mixed my sulphur with soapy water* and added a
little clay to it, to the consisitence of a thin paint, daubing

a broad band nn ererr open space between the Peach
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My trees are quite dean, and' I Lave neither in-

„„:; i-.-nH fiurled leaves, nor mildew, witU an

I have found

S'of any kind, curled leaves, nor mnoew ^iiu a..

XldsLrof6neU.--IioberiE,rinffton, OuUon Park

Gardens. ^ « , . j ,„

Effects of Flour of Sulphur on Anfs,
_

Suhihur an effective remedy io the expulsion of Ants;

but it does not appear to kill them, as I can find none

dead, though I hare raiautely examined the soil. After

its application, however, they invariably leave the spot,

and are not again to be found in the neighbourhood of

their late locality. It affects equally the black and the

red Ants.—.^t. P. V.

Black Beetles.—Mr. Major recommends that certain

insects thus designated should be scalded to death for

eating ripe Strawberries ; and if by this name he means

the Blattae, I quite agree with him ; but if, as 1 suspect,

he intends the ordinary beetles of that colour, the Geode-

phaga, to be found running in the open garden, then, as

an old entomologist, and not a very "juvenile " gardener,

I entirely differ in opinion with him. The Geodephaga

are the most useful insects the gardener has, and for one

Strawberry devoured, a thousand larv«e and plant-feeding

insects will be destroyed. As well might he recommend

the destruction of the Black-cap, "bless its merry

heart V* as Waterton says, or the other warblers, because

they help themselves to a few of the fruit they so care-

fully preserve from the caterpillars. Very few insects of

this division of the Coleoptera attack vegetable sub-

stances. Labrus gibbus la the only one I know to do so,

and they ought by all means to be encouraged in gardens.

For my own part, I carefully avoid killing them ; and at

this season of tbe year, when many species are just mak-
ing their appearance, I dare say I have hundreds, or, I

may say, thousands, of one beautiful species of Ptero-

itichus alone (P. brunnipes, Sam.), both in my plant-

houses and the open ground, which, until discovered

here, was so rare that three specimens found by the late

Dr. Leach, in Devonshire, constituted the entire stock in

all the cabinets in Britain.— S,

Toproieci Wall- Fruitfrom Wasps—Inyourlastnum-
beryou tell'*S. MJ' tonei his trees to keep off the wasps

from his Wall-Fruit. As neither salmon, herring, nor pil-

chard net will do thi9,allow me to acquaint you with an effi-

caeioos substance. Take a quantity of what manufacturers

and merchants call *• foundation muslin'* (popularly
called Scotch gauze) ; cut it in lengths answering to the

height of the wall, ansd saw enough, edge to edge, to form
an oblong sheet of sai&cieat ieogth to cover one tree

;

edge or bind it all round with strong list, and nail it close

over the trees, taming up the lower edge inwards about 6
or 8 inches, so as to form a pocket. In this the fruit

drops, when ripe, in perfect safety. This 1 have practised
for years, and can say it is perfectly efficient

—

Queraus.
Sees,—Some of your readers may, perhaps, be inter-

ested in learning the following simple and successful plan
of taking the honey from the side of one of "Nuti's boxes.
In the middle of a fine day the slide between the middle
and side box was introduced, thereby cutting off all com-
manicatioQ with any outlet. The prisoners soon became
exceedingly agitated, proving at once that the queen was
not of their number. After keeping them in durance
bout an hour, the sh'de at the bottom of the back of the

aide box was partly withdrawn, sufficiently so to allow
fne egress to the Bees, which rushed out and" flew over
to the usual entrance-in the front. Whenever any seemed
disposed ta return, the slide was replaced. By this plan,
in a very short time, the box was entirely emptied of
S^s ; none were destroyed, and no ooe was stung. In
the evening the box w»a moved, and the comb did not
contain a single brood cell. This, no doubt, was owing
to the care that had been taken to ventilate them : tbey
are now working very industriously in the other end box.
The quantity of honey and wax taken was 28 lbs.—

^

Lady, Weslbury,
Pm$onout H&ney,— I must beg to demur to your in-

ference, that because hares will not eat the shoots of
the Rhododendron Ponticum, its saccharine secretions
may be poisonous, as a nonsequitur; since I can assure
you that the sugar of the Rhododendron is not poisonous,
Bor need I remind you that goats, pigs, &c., will cat with
wpanity what is reject^ by many other animals, and
TOfct would not only prove injurious, but fatal to them.
rf* Murray,

Toads,—Among the enemies of Bees, the Toad bas not
l>een meutioiied. i am not willing to bring a charge
gainst aay af my fellow-creatures, however humble in
the scale of creation ; but the Toad destroys many Bees.
I have seea several skulking near mine, and been informed

dl.;.^ A^JT"^ • ^T^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ * ^^^^^ Bees were
discovered m its itomach.—J. Murray

The Labumum.-lslj cows for many years past havehad free ace^ to several Laburnum treis, but whether
they h&re eaten the seeds or not I cannot say. This I do
know, that they have never been poisoned, probably
Meause their oatnral instinct teaches them to avoid tbat
which fs not proper for them to eat,

—

F, H. S.
On the Management of the Vine.—I observe that the

Tisual practice of syringing and stopping vines, deaounced
in No. 26, by '^A Tyro," has been partially defended by
** Vitis," I agree to what has been advanced by the lat-

ter correspondent, who evidently writes from experience ;

mod I he^to add some additional remarks on the subject.
" Tyro *^ writes io the effect that syringing is a complete
absurdity : and that abundance of moisture, constantly dif-

fused in the atmosphere, is preferable. Syringing is as

food an iimtation of rain as gardeners in general can com-
mand ; and, parcicolariy of those heavy rains which vines
Id the open ground, ia more souCheru latitudes, are ex-
pasM to. Sabject to alternations of hot sua and drought
«ad kmrj mxoh the rines oa the lull4 of the Coutiaeat

live for one or more hundred years ; and the wine they

produce is richer than that from grapes produced in

humid vnlleys- From this, it a})pears to me in vain to

argue about the absurdity of syringing ; for, if the latter

do no more harm than rain, of v^hich it is an imitation,

plants will die ? natural death before they give evidence of

its ill effects. I have no hesitation in saying th'^t judi-

cious syringing is highly beneficial, and infmitely pre-

ferable to an atmosphere constantly loaded with moisture.

We are told that when the air is not so saturated leaves

perspire ; which exudation is apt to condense on their

snrface, and it is more than probable that rain clears off

this obstructing matter, especially as ammonia, a deter-

gent, is found in rain-water. I admit, that, in one re-

spect, ** air charged with moisture continually does more

than syringing;" it effectually prevents perspiration-

one of the most important functions of leaves. The

consequences arising from the use of impure water

form a very untenable argument in favour of non-

syringing, where pure can always be obtained. The

stains apparent on the surface of the berries, which

are generally ascribed to dust, or impurities in the water,

are more frequently owing to the bloom itself being dis-

placed, and driven into patches. This is most apt to

happen when the bloom is being first formed on the fruit,

and before it has becomri fully established. With regard

to stopping the shoots, let us suppose, in the first place,

that a vine has a fair proportion of roots, to supply

nourishment to 1000 medium-sized leaves, produced on

shoots growing in the uncultivated manner '*Tyro" has

suggested; but that, instead of allowing all to remain,

the stopping system is adopted to such an extent that

only 500 leaves have to be supported : what is the conse-

quence? •• Vitia " and others will agree, that the 500

leaves, having a much greater supply of sap than if^

1000 had to be fed, will increase in size ; and in propor-*

tion to this increase in the size of the leaves, so will be

the enlargement of the buds at their bases ; on which

the size of the bunches in the following season depends.

It may, however, be observed, that the quantity of root*

formed by the elaboration of the 500 large leaves, will

not quite equal that which would have resulted from the

1000 of medium size; but if the increased size of the

former, and their better exposure to light, be taken into

account, the difference will not be very considerable. It

was, moreover, ascertained by Mr. Knight, that the more

recently formed leaves, such as those at the extremities

of young shoots, contribute very little to the formation

of wood and roots, until the fabrication of their own
substance is considerably advanced. Such extreoae parts

may, therefore, be dispensed with, without materially

affecting the future vigour of the plant ; whilst, by bo

dolus, the sap, that would have been appropriated by

those extreme patts, is diverted into others tha' juire

to be invigorated, in order that larger and finer fruit may
be obtained than would be the case if the vine were left

to ramble uncontrolled.— T. N^R^
To preserve Green Peas.—Your correspondent will

find the following an excellent plan ''to preserve Green

Pcss for the tabic until Christmas :'*—Shell them and put

them into boiling water, give them two or three warms

only, and pour them into a cullender. When the water is

completely drained off, turn them out on a cloth, spread

on a dresser to dry them. From this cloth transfer them

to another until they are perfectly free from moisture.

Then bottle thera in wide-mouthed bottles, leaving suffici-

ent room to pour clarified mutton suet, one inch thick, on

the top ; cork them tightly, and rosin the corks, and keep

them in a cellar or in the earth. When used, boil them
until they are tender with a bit of butter, a spoonful of

sugar, and some mint.—OJ</i7y,^~The following receipt

I have frequently used, and never found it fail.

When gathered, scald them and dry them on a cloth in a

warm room, and afterwards put them into wide-mouthed

bottles. I light a match and hold it fur a moment or so

in the bottle, and quickly fit the cork, which is fixed down
with rosin- It is best to bury them till wanted for use;

and the only addition to what |s generally added to them

is a very small portion of sugar. French Beans will keep

for many months by placitig them alternately with layers

of salt; closing them with a piece of wood fitting the in-

side of the keg used, and placing a heavy stone to keep

them pressed.—^. C. E.^ Southampton.

To prepare Cuttings for India.—On reading J. /'.^.'s

very interesting account of the transmission of seeds and

cuttings to and from India, in your last number, it oc-

curred to me, that with a little gardening process, cuttings

destined for either journey might be made more capable

of sustaining their vegetative powers with greater cer-

tainty than if left to their natural course. This is the

beat time of the year to prune delicate and diseased fruit-

trees, with a view to strengthen thera or bring them to a
healthy condition. The rationale of this is, that the eyes

left are doubled ia strength before the end of the growing
season by the accumulation of the ascending sap, and are

thus enabled to push with greateV vigour next year. This
is a good time, therefore, to apply this system to such
shoots as are to be sent to India next October or Novem-
ber, by cutting off one-third, or more in some cases, of
their length. Cut the tips off half-way between two buds
or jc4ata, and the force of the ascending sap will nearly
heal over the wound in two months. Now, if you ring
the shoot where you intend it to be cut off, you will have
all the strength and accumulation of this autumn's growth
concentrated in the graft, as far as art can do it ; and this,

no doubt, will help, so far, their safe tra»smisaion* Be-
sides, the store of vegetable matter, which will accumulate
in the callositj over the ring, will be ready to break forth

into roots as soon as the shoots are put into their natural

dement. Morcorer, the partially hcaUng oyer of the

wounds, in this way, will be almost sufficient to supersede

the use of the wax altogether.—D. Beaton,

Peat ^eful in promoting the Vc "tation of Seeds.^U
will happen at times that small seeds, such as Cabbage
seed, Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, &c., do not come away
after they are sown, during dry and warm weather. Last
spring, some of my crops failed in the first sowing; and if

I recollect rightly, mention was made in the Calendar of
Operations of failures having ocriirred in some parts of
England, and sowing over again was recommended.
About a month after the regular time for sowing theae

seeds, a few drills were made in moist peat, and in the

drills was put some guano, to cover which pest-mould was
also used. The seeds were afterwards sown, being chiefiy

Broccoli, Cabbages, and Icelaiid Greens. After they were
sown and covered up, the heat still continued; the surface

of the peat became as dry as tinder, and would have
burned if fire had been applied to it. However, the seed

that was sown vegetated freely, the plants grew rapidly,

and were as fit for planting out at the proper time as the

few that remained of tho»e that had been sown a month
before. Another great advantage attended those that were

sown in the peat: when they required to be lifted, the

roots brought a ball of peat along with them, which I

think was very beneficial to the plants, in keeping the

roots moist after they were planted in the ground where

they were to remain. It may not be necessary to sow at

all timet in such a soil ; but I believe that a garden would

be none the worse in having a few square yards of well-

broken peat fur sowing some kinds of seeds upon, as

occasion might require

—

Peter Maokenstie,

Mildew on Peach Treet.—I never find a single case of

mildew on my Peach-trees, either in-doors or out. I

plant all on mounds of brick, with the roots flat upon

them, without any soil beneath ; and of course the soil,

altogether, is not more than a foot deep. I, however,

ta^e care to use a sound clayey loam. Mildew in the

Peach arises, in my opinion, from stagnation at the root,

and either excessive drought or wet, or a baked soil, will

produce it. My border is always free ; for if the weather

prove excessively hot and dry, 1 rejoice on account of the

Peach-wall, and the only precautiou 1 find necessary is to

spread three inches thick of rotten dung over their roots,

and water heavily on the dung once or twice. If, how-

ever, the tree in a liuunaai state, they should neither

be BHilclied nor watered by any means, until the last

swelling of the fruit, «baut the be'ginning of August.

—

Robert Errin^i^Hj Oulion Park Gardens.

IVkite S€uU on Pine PtanU.'^K% the ammoniacal

gas evolved during the proeass of the fermentation of

dung is said to destroy the scale on Pine plants, would

not the ammoniacal liquor of the gas-works, if it were

uaed for ittcamiug the houses, or occasionally, in a diluted

tate, for syringing the plants, answer the same purpose?

1 wish some one, unfortunate enough to be troubled with

this iusert, woulJ try the experiment, and report the

result.— W. /*- Ayrc$.

Slatcine^it of the Weather.—In consequence of the

present very hn^ ttste of the weather, many inquiries are

being made reapectiog U» comparative tempttrature of

this and other seasons. The following is a statement of

the mean temperature in the shade, in the neighbourhood

<tf London, for the last aiateea years, 1826 to 1841 in-

clusive, for the monlba of January, February, March,

April, May, June, July, and op to the 15th August; with

which Ihe meat. :-ui|j«riUure of the curreat year from

Jan. 1st to August I^th iaAuatraated :— '**

A V trace.
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0iffererirr*
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Ki». j March . j
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60.S0

Uiffcrenre. -i,63 -HSSO I
—i.38

fi3 1;

-m.no

It appears from the above that the months of January.

April, May, and July, of the present seasoDt have beeni

somewhat below the average temperature; and the monthi

of February, March in particular, June, and Augost up

to the present time, have been warmer than usual; the

difference on the whole being nearly 44*^ in favour of w,
higher temperature of this season. The summer of ^^^^

was considerably hotter than even this, for the mean tem-

peratures of the months of June, July, and August or

tbat year were respectively Co.OO, 66.00, C5.00. The

following table of the temperature in 1826 and 1312 will

probably be interesting to many persons :•
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theOn five days between the 1st and IDth of August, m
remarkably hot season of 1826, the thermomeia* rose td

80*», and not exceeding 92* in the shade ; but between the,

1 at and IHth of the present month it has risen ia **=^

days to 80« or more, and even m high as 93"-
. . ^

^Wsia ;?a?en#.— I have a garden, in an airy flitua^toftf

where Salvia patens grows strong and^ healthy in cf«^^° *

garden soU, and oecaaionaliy presents a very beautiful apj

p«arance by having several Urge and handsome sptk^ f*

flowers expanded at the same time. Frequently, bo^^^^^^

I fiad tit ground sU, ed^ with unexpaaded bud*?
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various stages of growth, I have observed this to occur

pot only wlien the nights have probably been chilly, but

^uite as much so during the present warmer temperature.

I water the ground surrounding the roots (with rain-water

when it is to be had), freely almost every evening. I be-

lieve it is a characteristic feature of this truly beautiful

plant to drop its buds ; but can I pursue any other plan

than that adopted, to render such result less frequent ?

and is there any particular soil that best suits this plant?

—Amateur,— [This species of Salvia, like all others of the

genus, prefers a light, rich soil. Such complaints as yours

are of frequent occurrence ; but we believe that the falling

off of the blooms before expansion has never been satis-

factorily accounted for.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Aug. 3.—The last council of the session was held in ilanover-

squar.e, H. Handley, Esq.» in the chair. J. W. Scott, Esq., wag
elected a governor, and 12 gentlemen members. Col. Challoner
laid before the council the report of the finance committee at

Bristol, from which it appeared that, at the gates of the show-
yard alone, the aam of 2,393/. had been received. He then read
his draught of regulations for the arrangement of the business at

the Derby meeting next year. The following appointment of the
General Derby Committee was unanimously agreed to :~The Dnice

o^ Richmond, Chairman; Col. Challoner, Vice-chairman: Earl
Spencer, Sir J, Johnstone, Bart., M.P,, Hon. Capt. Spencer, Col.

Austen J
E. S. Chandos;Pole. C. R. Colvile, M.P., J. V. Shelley,

T. R. Barker, J. Dean, P. Pusey, M.P., W. Miles, M.P., J. W.
Childers, M.P., W. G. Hayter, M.P., H. Gibbs, W. Shaw, and W.
Hobbs, Esqrg. It was resolved that the Duke of Richmond should
be requested to name the date at which a diputation would
proceed to Derby to inspect the localities submitted for their
consideration, and to select the most eligible sites for the
purposes of the meeting. Mr. Colvile, M.P., Chairman of
the Local Derby Committee, reported the following nomina-
tion of members :—C. R. Colvile, Esq., M.P., Chairman ; Sir H. S.

Wilmot, Bart. J J. Strutt, and E. S. Chandos Pole, Esqr«. It

was resolved, that this day should terminate the session for
the season, until the first Wednesday in November. The sum
of 100/. was voted for the purchase of books for the library.

C. E. Deacon, Esq. transmitted on the part of the corporation of
Southampton, an invitation for the society to hold its meeting of
1844 in that borough j replies to the queries as to its capabilities
for the purposes of the meeting, and the accommodation of the
members j the grant of the use of their Guildhall and Audit-
house; and a plan of the town and its neighbourhood.— Prof.
Sewell communicated his report on the white Belgian Carrots
producing blindness, when given as food to horses; and in his
opinion there is not the least reason to believe that the Belgian
Carrot has greater tendency to produce blindness than an excess
of any other diet.—Mr. Hobbs stated, that it would be too late
this year to apprise the eompetitors for seed-wheat at the Derby
meeting, that specimens of the plant (in the state of straw, &c.)
would be required, as well as samples of the grain, and he there-
fore hoped that those conditions would not be rigidly enforced.—
The council then adjourned to the 2d of November.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
August Z.—3ohtk. Reynolds, Esq., in the chair. The following

donations were awarded :~British Plants from the Rev. T.Butler,
Mr. J. Pearson, Mr. A. Henfrey, Miss A. Worsley, and Mr. S.
Freeman

J American Plants from Mr. O. Rich, and British Mosses
from Mr, J. F. HoUings. Specimens of Schistostega pennata,
collected in Nottingham Forest, and presented by Mr. J. S.
Sulebotham, were exhibited. A note was read from Mr. A. White,
stating that he had found specimens of DentAria buIMfera, in
Chesham Bois Wood, Buckinghamshire. Mr.T.Sansom ^Librarian)
«xhibucd,a monstrosity of Rosa centif(5Ua (Linn.), in which a
second flower was developed from the centre of the first. Mr.W.
H. White communicated a paper, bejngr a report of the Botanical
State of the Mauritius, translated from the Eighth Annual Report
of the Natural History Society of that island. Mr. T. Twining,
Jan., exhibited a large collection of cultivated specimens from
Twickenham.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Augifst 16.—Mr. Groom in the chair. Mr. Alex. Stewart and

Mr. F. Smith were elected members. The amount of prjzes to be
given Rt the approaching Dahlia show on the 20th of September
was fixed, and judges were selected, to decide upon the merits
of the White Dahlias, exhibited fer the first time at the next
evening meeting of the society, for the cupgivenhy Mr.WU^man.
The following Dahlias wer-e sent for judgment ;~irowni!?o^*5 17;--

Silf 1841, dark crimson, 8 blooms j a first-rate flower. Jiroivn^s
Red Gauntlet, 1841, deep rose, tinged with salmon, 6 blooms;
large and round, but slightly sunk in the eye \ a good second-rate
flower. Brown's Perpetual Grantlt 1841, deep red, 6 blooms;
colour bright and good; a large and fir^t-rate flower. Stniih's Sir
Ji. Sale, 1841, crimson purple, 6 blooms j first-rate, Smith's
Rainbow, 1841, primrose tipped with rose, 6 blooms; pretty from
Its colour for a border variety, but not calculated, on account of
the form of its petal, for showing. Cook*s Confidence^ 1841, G
blooms; from the great inequality of the blooms sent, it will be
desirable to see it again. Wtl4man*s Bianca, 1841, white, 8
blooms; first-rate. sieen*s Sir R. Chester, 1842 deep purple, I'
bloom ; promises to be a first- rate flower. Smetirs Surprise, 1842,
rgsy purple, 1 bloom; bad eye. with the petals top long. Three
blooms o( Smith's Duke of Wellington were also exhibited.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HOJITICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Aug. 3.—The prizes at this meeting were awarded as follows :

Vox I*caches oftwo sorts :
— 1, Mr. J. Gavin, gr. to the Earl of

Moray, for Grimwood's Royal George, and Grosse Mignonne;
2, Mr, J. Robertson, gr. to Lord Gray, for Royal George, and
French Mignonne ; 3, Mr. J, Murray, gr. to A. Fletcher, Esq.,
for Royal George and Noblesse. For Nectarines^ of two aorts^ to
Mr, Gavin, for Newinirton and Dnc de Telle. Figs: Mr. P.
Wood, gr. to the Earl of Hopetonn, for White Genoa and Black
Ischla. Several competitors produced admirable bunches of
Black Hamburgh Grapes, and prizes were awarded— 1, to Mr. J.

Young, gr. to Mrs. Ferguson; and 2ud, to Mr. Murray. The
Grizzly Frontlgnan Grapes were also excellent; prizes were
given, 1st to Mr. J, Goodall, gr. to L. Buchan, Esq. ; 2d, to Mr.
J. Fargie, gr. to Mrs. Gregrory, A prize having been offered for
the best cluster of any Grape other than Black Hamburgh and
Grizzly Trontignan, eleven competitors came forward, and two
awards were— 1 , Mr. Young, for a very fine cluster of Muscat of
Alexandria; 2, Mr. W. Macauglao, gr. to Adm. Sir D. Milne, for
the White Tokay. Another prize having been offered for the
largest cluster of Grapes of any variety, it was voted to Mr. J,

Hogg, gr. to W. Bonar, Esq., for white Syrian, and another to

Mr. R. Watson, gr. to D. Anderson, Esq., also for the white
Syrian. Melons: l, Mr. Alex. Fowlis, gr, to P. C. H. C. Dur-
ham; 2, Mr. C. Anderson, gr. to Sir T. B. Hepburn, Bart.; 3,

Mr. J. Macnaughton, gr. to J. Wauchope, Esq. Cucnnibtr$: 1,

Mr. 1. Murray, gr. to the Hon. Lard Mackenzie, for Manchester
Prize-fighter; 2, Mr. W, Martine, for the Ejnperor of Russift; a,

Mr. O. Fowlis, for the white Spine. EUmi Pi?ic Strawberries: 1,

Mr. G. Proctor ; 2, Mr. J. Brown, gr. to Lady Grant ; 3, Mr. W.
Thorn, gr. to D. Anderson, Esq. GooseSerrieSt two d^erent kinds:
l,Mr. J. Liddel, gr. to A. Thompson, Esq., for Jubilee and Hedge-
hog ; 2, Mr, Ad(li«on, for Yellow Sulphur and Hedgehog. For some
Peaches and Grapes, from Lord Ahercromby's, marited for "e.xhibi-
tion only," an ej-tr^ premium was a&6ig:ned Xa Mr. N, Cathie, gr.
tli<>re. A box contaluiiig variou* fruits, frcm Methven Castle, in-
cluding i6 sorts of Seedling Gooseberries, was considered deserv-
ing of an extra premium, whicli WM voted to Mr, Alex. Blsset,

s 4Kf'^r.,n* 'jt

the gr. Small awards were lilcewise made to Mr. R. SaddTer,
gr. at Moncrieff House, for a dish of the fruit of Passiflora edulis

;

and to Mr. Aitken, gr. at PiUour, for a tray of Astrachan Apples
and Orleans Plums. The four finest Shrubbery Exotics, Mr. J.
\oung. gr. to T. Oliver, Esq., for Elichrysum proHferum, E.
elegans, Tw^edia versicolor, and Bouv&rdia splendens

; forfinest
Herbaceom Ejcotics, to Mr. R. Watson, gr. to D. Anderson, Esq.,
for TriptlUon spinosum. Gloxinia rubra. Acliimeneslongiflora, and
Angelduia pubesceus. Orchidaceous Plants, l,to Mr. R. Middleton,
gr. to Dr. Neill, for Acrnpera Loddig<^sH var. purp., and Stanhdpea
insignis; 2, Mr. G. Staling, gr. to Lord Melville, for Stanhdpea
oculata, and Miltdnia spectabilis. For Cape Heaths, the medal
was awarded to Mr. Stiriine, forEricaproegnans, Eweriana, Shan-
n6niana, and hyacinthoides; and to Mr. J. Addison, zx, to
the Earl of W'emyss, for E. inflata, Eweriana, ventricosa var., aud
j ubata ;

and for a collection of Ericas from Prof. Dunbar's an extra
premium was voted to Mr. J. Dunean, gardener there. Seedling
Fuchsias, Mr. D.Brewster, gr. to Col. Lindsay. Awards were
also raade to Messrs. Handasyde, for stands of Dahlias and Pan-
sies, and specimens of Achimenes longiflora and A. rosea ; to
Messrs. Sang and Sons, for a itand of splendid Carnations, China
Asters, and Marigolds ; to Mr. T. Douglas, gr. to Sir T. D. Lau-
der, Bart., for a collection of German Stocks and China Asters ; to
Mr. Alex. Forrester, gr. to Capt. Falconer, for cut specimens
of rare border flowers ; to Mr. J. Downie, gr. to Gen.
Robertson, for Cape Ericas; to Mr. A. Cameron, for Pe-
tuniasi to Mr. J. Melrose, gr. to R. Trotter, Esq., for CtM-
sia cristata, the heads being 23 inches long by 10 broad.
The Royal Botanic Garden contributed several large specimens
of Cape Heaths, aud other rare plants, densely covered with
blossoms :-Amongthese, Erica tricolor spcciosawas exceedingly
rich and elegant; also E. Aitdnia, E. ovato-umbcUata, E. ventri-
cosa, B&nksia m^dia, StAtice arh6rea, &c. The Horticultural
Society's own garden afforded several novelties, which were
displayed in the tent:— Of these Oncidium Lanceauum attracted
much notice, having three beautiful spikes of flowers ; and a
plant of Phlox speciosa. recently introduced from America, was
particularly admired. Several plants were exhibited to show
novel modes of culture; some were suspended in the air, and
nourished by means of worsted syphons ; others, including
Gloxinia caulescens, were growing entirely in balls of hypnum-
moss ; a fine plant of Mammlll4ria dcpressa, crowned with its

white fruit, was suspended in a rustic basket filled merely with
decayed hypnura. Besides fruits and plants, this exhibition pre-
sented some other interesting articles. Of these a transplanting
machine, invented by Mr. W. M'Nab, attracted attention. It

stood upon the lawn in front of the new hall, and supported,
ready for transplanting, a handsome variegated Holly tree, fully
20 feet in height, with a huge ball of earth attached, the whole
weighing (exclusive of the machine) upw^ards of a ton. Mr. C. H.
J. Smith exhibited an improved conical boiler and hot-water ap-
paratus, fitted up like an Arnott*s stove, for heating frames and
hothouses. Mr. M'lunes, showed various forms of zinc frames,
adapted for striking cuttings of plants ; with an elegant and
light support for climhing-plants, in the form of a miniature tree.

Mr. Smith and Mr, Borthwick, wire-workers. High-street, also
exhibited many tasteful designs of trellis-work for training climb-
ing-plants.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Birmingham and Midland Floral and Ilvrtlcultuval Soci^,

^if^.4.—Carnation$; Pjvmifir, Game Boy, Mr. Caudrey, ; rltH

Bizarre, 1, Col. W'ainman, Mr. Bunn; 2, Prince Albert, Sir. Bunn
;

3, Hepworth's Leader, Jlr. FUndell. Purple Bii^^ttn:, J, Elj's Lord
Milton, Mr. Britten; 2, Gregory's Alfred, Mr. H. Pope; 3, Paul
Pry, ^T. Bunn. Scarlet Flake^ 1, Beauty of C^adley, Mr. Wallace

;

2, Beauty of Birminghaiu, Jlr. Coudrey ; 3, Tay)pr'a Festival, Mr.
FUndell. Purple Flake, I, Squire l\Ieynell, Mr. Coudrey; a,Malpas*s
Mary Ann, Mr. Bunn ; 3, Squire Clarke, Mr. Fletcher. Rose Floke,
1, Lady Hood, Mr. Coudrey; 3, Elliott's Catherine, Mx. Bunn; 3,

Duchess of Gloucester, Mr. Coudrey. Seedlings, I, Mr. Britten ; 2,

I\Ir. Wallace. Best 5 Canmiions, \ of a class, Mr. Coudrey,
PicOTEES : Premier, NuUi secundua, Mr. Flindell. Purple edge, 1,

Crask'a Diana, Mr. Haines; 2, Nulli secundua, Mr. Flindell; 3,

^liss Hancox, Mr. Bunn. Yellow edge, I, MartinU Victorii^j Mr.
Coudrey ; 2, Lady of the Lake, Mr. Coudrey. Red edge, 1, Pootli.

man's Victoria, Mr. Coudrey; 2, Wells' Duke, Mr. Wallace , 3, Mrs.
Horner, Mr, Wallace. Best 4 Plcote^s, 2 pnrpU and 2 red-edged,

Mr. Wallace. Dahlias: Premier, Climax, ^Vlr. C, Kiaiberly.

BufT^ Nicholas NicUeby, Mr- C. Kiinbfrly. Crimson, Maiquis of
Lothian, Mr. Earl. Parple^t Conservative, 3fr. Earl. Puce^ Kouge
et Noir, Mr. K. Phillips. Hose, Catleugh's Kclipse, Ulr. Earl.

Striped, Beauty of the Plain, Mr, Kimherly. Scarlet, Lee's Blooms-
hury, Mr. J. Moore. Yellow, Widnall's Argo, Mr. Davies, Blush,
Marchioness of Lansdowue, Mr. Kimberly. Orange, Seedling, J.

IMason, Ebo, Dark, Seedling, Mr. Earl. WhiU, Lewisham Rival,

Mr. Kimberly. Shaded, Fti^nny Keynes, Mr- Earl. GoosEBEiiRiES:
Prewfcr, Thumper, 24dwts. ]2Rrs.. Mr. Fairfield, Red, I, Young
Wonderful, 2ldwts. 23grs., Mr. Wallace; 2,. Companion, 20dwta,
I6gr3,, Mr. Wallace ; 3, Freeholder, 20dwt8. iSgra., Mr. Fairfield

;

4, London, 20dwts. lOgra., Mr. Wallace. Yellow, 1, Leader, ISdwts.

lagTS., Mr. Fairfield; 2, Bunker's Hill, iTdwts. I7grs., Mr. Fair-

field ; 3, China Orange, l/dwts, }6s;rs., Mr. Fairfield; 4, Pilot,

Iddwts. 19ffrs., Mr. Wallace. Green, 1, Overall, 20dwts. l"grs.,

Mr. Fairfield J 8, Peacock, 2i>dwts. 3grs.,Mr, Fairfield; 3, Thumper,
igdwts. l6grB.,MT- Fairfield ; 4, Bumper, I7dwts. tlgrs., Sir. Fair*

field. White, 1, Seedling, Ipdwts. I2grs., Mr. Fairfield; 2, E»gle,
ISdwts. lOgrs., Mr. Fairfield; 3, White Swan, I7dwts. 12gra., Mr.
Fairfield ; 4, Tally Ho I lodwts. 8grs., Mr. Baker. Dish o,t%i sorts,

!, Mr. Fairfield ; 2, do. Dish ofbest-flavoured, I, Rough Reds, Mr.
Mooro; 2, Whitesmith, Mr, Brewer. Oecuiback.*; 1, Cattleya

Harris^^nii, A. Kenrick, Esq. i 2, Mormode* citrina, do. Stovb
Plants: l.vEsehynanthus parasiticus, A. Kenrick, Esq. ; 9, Ges-
nera Co6pen splendens, A. Kenrick, Esq. Gbegnuocse Plants i

1 , Crassula coccinea, J . Mason, Esq. • 2, Clethra arbdrea, Mr. Moore.
E]tiCAS : 1, £. Hartnelliy Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2, E. Irhyana,
A, Kenrick, Esq. Pslabgonium; Sylph, Hiss Bellamy. Rosbb
IN Pots : 1, Kosa Devoniensis, Miss Beilamy ; 2, Lyonnais, Messrs.
Pope and Sons. S^weepstakks for Boses ; Messrs. Pope and
Sons. Calceolakias: 1 aud:2, A. Ker^rick, Esq. HAaovSHRUBS :

1, LarateraThuringiaca, Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2, Spiraea tomeo-
tosa, Messrs. Pope and Sons. Hbebaceocs ok FaAMfi Plants:
Lilium lanciffiUum punrtatum, Messrs. Pope and Sons. 2, Tigrfdia
Pav6nia, Air, Karl. Six Vaiieties of Anntals (Cut Specimens)

:

Mr. U right. Fuchsia: Corymbidora, Mr. Keilett. Cockscomb:
Mr. Yiites. Oeamge os Lemon: Citrus aarantiura, 3Ir. Bloore.
Grapes; Black Hamburgh, B. L. Chance, Esq. Melons; 1, 6rmi
Flesh, E. Bowe?,Esq,; 2, Cassalar Gold Flesh, dio. Cuerants: Mr.
i'airfield. Ccccmbers: \ , Improved Mantiui^r, h Ker\r\Q\,Y.i,t^. \

8, Maidiless, Mr.: Chiun. eTRAWuEBKiES : Elton Pine, Mr,
Coudrey. Raspbeeeies; Gtdbe, Mr. Bodway. Apples: 1,
Beauty of Kent, Mr. Baker; 2, Farly Margaret, Mr. Rodway.
Peaes : 1, Chaser, R. L. Chance, Esq.; 2, Green Ch%tel, Mr.
Walthew. Peas: imperial Scimitar, Mr. Baker; 2, MVford Mar-
row, do. Beans; I, Johnwn's Wonderful, Mr. Coudrey; 2, Tay-
l&r's WindMT, do, Fernch Beans : 1, Scarlet Ranmr, J, Mason.
Esq. ; ?, Dwarf, Mr. Baker. Celekt : 1, Manchester Red, J. Mason,
Esq.; 2, Giants Mr. Chinn. Rhcbaeb ! 1, Green Giant, Mr. Gold;
J, Vicioria, Mr. Bodway. Potatoes: Blue Ash-leaved, Mr. Rod-
way ; 2, Auherry Kidney, Mr. Davies. Onions: X,Tripon,yiT.
Rodway; 2, Glohe, do. Caerots: 1, AltHngham, Mr. Baker; 3,
Early Horn, Mr. Davies. Tvemps : 3, White Stune, R, L. Chsnce,
Esq.; 2, do., Mr. Chinn. Various Cottagers' prises were also dis-
tributed.

Cheltenham Hortieulhtral Society, July 26.—The fourth exhibi-
tion took place at the Montpeiier Rotunda. The display of flowers
and fruit was highly gratifying to those con^gatert on the o«cft&i6n.
The following were the prizes hvi^^uXqAx—Amateurs : Car-natiows,
Mr. W, Bryan* PicoxBEg, Mr- W. Bryan. CocicsroMBS, K J.

Webttcr, Esq.; 2, Mrs. BlackoMin, Bai^vams, I, Uv^ Hw^ i *.

»i i, J Taylor^Esq. Melo.ns. 1, £*•«* ^cA. J. Taylor. Esq.;
, Scarletfie^hcd, J. Webster, E^q. Gkapes, dark, 1. J. Taylor,
:iq.

i », Sir R. Wolesley, Bart. Ligki, \, J, Taylor. Esq. ; 3, Sir

I J. Webster, Esq. Stovb om Gkeenhocse Plants, l, Lady
Cromie; 2, Sir R. Wolesley, Bart, Pelaegomcms, 1, Mr. Heath,
gr. to Dr. Irvin; 2, Bfr. W. Bryan. Habdy Plants, 1, Sir R.
Wolesley, Bart. ; 2. Mr, Heath.' Hakdy Hsrbaceocs Plakts,
1, Mr. W. Bryan j a, Sir R, Wolesley, Bart. Habdv Annuals, 1,
Mr. W. Bryan ; 2, I>ady Prinn. Plants: Colkction efaijc, \, Mr.
Heath; 2, J. Wehster, Esq. Ornamental basket, 1, Mr. Heath ; 2,
Lady Prinn. Device, Miss Tunno. Wild flowers, C. T. Cook, Esq.
Collection, Miss Wallace. Dahlias, Mr." Heath. Pik« Appls,
Qi ^ J Taylor,

-

2

E
R. Wolesley, Bart. ApaicoTS, 1, Jr Webster, E?q.'; 2, J. Taylor^
Esq. Cbebries. 1, J. Taylor, Esq. ; 2. J. Taylor, Esq. Apples,
djwrl, I, W. J. Agg, Esq.. 2, J. Taylor, Esq. Culinary, i, J,
Webster, Esq.; 2, J. Taylor, Esq. Peaes. d^ss^i, l, W. J. Ag?,
Esq.; 2, Lady Prinn. RvsPBEBmiES, 1, Ladv Prinn ; 2, W. J.
Agg, Esq. CuaBANTS, Red, I, Mrs. Blackman j a, W, J. Agg,
Esq, White, I, Lady Prinn; 2, J. Taylor, Esq. Gooseberries,
Red, 1, J. Taylor, Esq. ; 2, Lady Prinn. Green, I, J. Taylor, Esq.;
2, W. J. Affg, Esq. Yellow, I, J. Taylor, Esq. ; 2. W. J. Agg,
Esq. Whit£, 1, J. Taylor, Esq. Celery, 1, W. J. Agg, Esq. ; 2,W. J. Agg, Esq, CocuMSEftfi, 1, J. Webster, Esq.; 2, Lady
Prinn. Peas, 1, Ladv Prinn ; a, J. Webster, Esq. TuRifiFi, K
Lady Prjnn ; 2, J. Webster, Esq. Carrots, 1. J. Webster, Esq.;
2, Lady Pnnn. BaoAn Beans, 1, W. J. Artt. E?q.; 2, J. Wa-
ster, Esq. Kidney Beans, I, J. Webster, K^q.; 2, J. Taylor, E»q.
Dwarfs, 1, J. Taylor, Esq. ; 2. J. Webstat, Esq. Extra Prices :

Figs, Mrs. Blackman. Surserytnea, commercial gardeners, and
cottagers: Carnations, turlve blooms, I, Sir. Hodgea. Fivt
6/^wrH.T, 1, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Rvder. ViCOtt.%^, twelve hloome,
1, Wr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Pipe. Five blooms, I, Mr. Hodgea; 2, Mr.
Pipe. Pansier, 1. Mr. Hopwood; a, Mr. Pipe. Plants, co//ec*
tion of twelve, I, Mr. Hodges; 2. Mr. Pipe. Collection of sir, 1,
Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Pipe. Omixmcnta! basket, 1, Mr. Hodges ; 2,
Mr. Pipe. Singfe Plant, I, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Meggs. RosKS,
Mr. Hodges. Vccbsias, Mr. Evaus. Gloxiniai, Mr. Hodges.
PicoTEEs, Mr. Hodges. Carnatioks, Mr. Hodges. Dahlia^^
Mr. Hodges. Melons, 1, Mr. Middlemiss : 2, Mr. HurUton.
Grapes, darli, Mr. Pipe, light, 1, Mr. Hurlston ; 1, Mr. Hodges.
Apricots, 1, Mr. Middlemiss; 3, Mr. Pipe. Cbbkries. 1, Mr.
CouU

; 2. Mr. ^Middlemiss. Apples, dessert, 1, Mr. Widdlcmits;
2. Mr. Coull. Culinary, I, Mr. CouU; 2, Mr. Pipe. Peaes, des-
sert, 1. Mr. Pipe; 2, Mr. Dovcy. Baspbkbriks, 1, Mr. Hurlston;
2, Mr. Pipe, CDRRANT8,rfd, 1, Mr. Dovey ; 2, Mr. CouU. Whit€,
I, Mr. Dovey : 2, Mr. Byder. Black, 1, Mr. Dovcy; 2, Mr. Hurl-
ston. GoosiBERRiRS, red, I, Mr. Ryder; 2, Mr. Middleauss.
Green, I, 2, Mr. Dale. Yellow, I, Mr. Dale; 2, Mr. Ryder. WhiU,
1, Mr. Hyder; 2, Sir. Hurlston. Celery. 1, Mr. Middlemiss; i,
Mr. Hurlston. Cvcumbbbs, 1, Mr. Hurlston; 2, Mr. Dovey,
Peas, 1, Mr. Dale: 2, Mr. Hurlston. Tvrnips, 1, Mr. Dale; a,
Mr. Dovey. Carrots, 1, ^Ir. Middlemiss; 2, Mr. Dovey. Broab
Beans, 1, Mr. Ryder; 2, Mr. Dovey. Kidney Beans, Scarlet
runners, i,^lr. Ryder; 2, Mr. Dale. Dmirfs, 1, Mr. Byder; 2,
Mr, Dal<j, Extra Pkize : Onions, Mr. Dale,

F*oncich Horticultural Society, July 27.— This exhibition was not
so nunierou-sly attended as usnal. The following prizes were awarded :

Fruits, Pinks: Qumm, Mp. C Butcher. Grapes: QristMle^
Frontignan, &c., C K. Tompson, Esq, Black Prince^ W, Rippiu*
gale, gr. to G- Morse, Esq. Melons : W. Burt, F.aq. Apricots:
1, Mr. Gookhum, pr. to J. T. Mott, Esq. ; 2, W. Warner, gr. to W.
Robinson, PTsq. FLUMS: Mr. Cockburn. Gooseberries: W.
Scarlett. Cliampa^ne, W. Kemp, gr. to Sir E. Stracey. Ccrrantb :

Red, 1, J. Gordon, Esq.; 2, \V. Gale, gr* toH. N. Burroughes, Esq.,
M.P. While, 1,AV. Gale; 2, W.Kemp. Black, S. Short. Rasp-
BSBRiES! 1, HcT. J. Burroughes; 2, W. Kemp. Chbbbibs: Bladt
Kagie and )White Florence, l, Mr- Cockbum ; 8, May Duke, S.

Short. Best Elton I^trawberribs . i!hlr. CocVburn. Carolina,
W. Gale. Vegetables, Lettcces , Cove Cost, Mrs, Burroughes-
Peas : Victoria, 1 ,'S. Short ; 2, Green Marrowfat, S. Short. Bbans ;

Windsor, W. Scarlett. Kidtiey, 1 , Mrs. Thomson ; 9,H. 8. Patteson,
Esq: Onions: W. Gale. BestBasketofSalad: l,W.Gale; 3,a.
Shqrt. Broccoli: Tfa^cAcrfn, Rev. J. Burroughes. Baskbtop Des-
sert Fkliti Mr. Wigton, pr. to Lord Staffotd. Flowk«8: Pi-
cotees, 30 var^h'fx, Rev. J. Burroughes ; 24 do., Rev. J. Bur-
roughes; 18 do.y Rev, J. Burroughes ; 12 Yellow, F. Catton, gr. to
the Rev. C. Fellowes. Caenatio.ns: 2i varieties, equal, ReT. J*
Burroughes and G. Dover; IS do., J. Catton; 12 do.. Rev. J, Bur-
roughes. PicoTEES : IS seed!' ^s, "Rev. J. Burroughes

',
Seeding,

5Ir. G. Thurtell. Pots of CarfIationb and Picotees : Geo.
Dover. Cut I^lotvers: 1, J. Catton j a, J. N. Waite, jun., Esq.
Collection of Poppies : J. Gordon, E^q. Collection of
Dahlias: 1, Mrs. Burroughes ; 2, Mr. G. Thurtell, Seedling, I,

Rev. J. Burroughes; 2, Mr. G, Thurtell. Marigolds : J. Bough-
ton, gr. to the Kev. — Brewer. Seedling Petunias s J. Bark-
away. German Stocks, equal, Kev. J. Burroughes and Edward
Kemp. Hollyhocks: W. Blaza. Gladioli: C. Middleton,
Esq. CoLLECTio.v or Hybrid Fuchsias, for Messrs. YoueiVr
Prize qf 21,: Chandleri, Invincible, grandis, blanda, consp^cua, ai-

b6rea, arb(5rea magnlfica, Standishi, Dalstoni, miribilis, globosi^
cimea—Mrs. Burroughes. Fuchsias: C. Middleton, Esq. Seed-*

lings, C. Middleton, Esq. Myrtle: S. Short. Cockscombs:
J. Gordon, Esq. Collection op Greenhocsb Plants: J.
Longe, Esq. ; do.. S. Shortj do,, W. Rippingale. Best Honbt:
1, Rev. T. Burney; 2, W. Herring, Esq.; 3, J.Matchett, Esq.'

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Ab'eidks Beo6£ii. Sir W. Brook's Air-plant. (Stove Epi-
phyte.) Orchidace«. GynAndrla Monindria.—This lovely plant
was imported from the East Indies by C. Horsfall, Esq., some tinx«
since, in vphoae valuable collection it flowered during the montll
of May last. This species- is one of the most peculiar and hand-
some which haa yet been introduced. It is of vigorous habits^
and produces a long^ tortuous stem, with luxuriant leaves, oa
which there are singular patches of a decidedly g-laucous nature.
The raceme of flowers issues from near the top of the stem, and
is from a foot to 18 inches long:, drooping, and bearing several
side branches. The column may be compared to the beak of a
bird; while the bioadly- expansive form of the Up, with its re

-

flexed, undulated, and, Jagged edges, and the rich purplish, tints
of its extremity, are quite novel. The fragrance of the flowers i»
likewise superior to that of A. odoratum, and they last for
an extraordinary length of time In a cool place; remaining perfect
when detached, and kept out of water, nearly a week. For culti-
vating this charming plant, a block of wood, to which it can be
attached, should be chosen j or it should be planted in sphagnain
moss, in an open wooden basket. In either case it must be
suspended from the roof of a warm Orchidaceous house, and
planted near the sources of atmospheric moisture in summer. A
position at a sligbt distance from a cistern, or immediately over It,

should be preferred. It must be watered assiduously during the
summer months, and kept rather dry in winter. In propegatingr
the plant, the young branches should not be cat off tiU they ha^e
formed roots ; and perhaps it will be desirable partially to sever
them from the old plant some time previously to removing them
altogether. They ought not to receive much water after tiieir

removal, until they begin to grow.—Pa-r/onV M^. of I '^^*^,
Alstrceme'eia nemorosa. Woodland Alstrcem^ria. (Nurtey

Herbaceous Plant.) AmaryllidAcea;, Hex^ndria M^^r^-^ri :'*"

This showy speoes first flowered in the winter of l^^lrff' ^"JLff
greenhouse of Messr- Veitch and Son. of Exeter. l^^J^^^
were found on the Orgran mountains of Brazil, at *«

k iT i^i*S5 ^

about 3,000ft. It is distinguished from A. aurea, wfech it greatly

resembles, by the iH>pearance of tbo se^s, whic< .eJessrouna

and tubercuUted, by the greats fe-eadth of thft^leaves, and

shorter flowers; by a freckle or two o"
^^f t\^^^ *^5\l^'

^^^"^

hv the undulation and more dense ciliation of thebage of the seg-

ments of the perianth, espectaHr^« sepals.^ ^!f™ f
^«>«-.-^'^» -

BtoNbMA PiCTA. Painted B%3wnat. {Balf^ha-^ Chmber,}
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au^.r^^u,*Mtm nidvnimia Anrtosp^rmia. — The lar^e violetS^ o?ir sir wlfh de?p rich purple veins, have a fine

»nrB.^whiW^Ieuatr habit renders the plant particularly

*x!i1T^ .^ or trellUinp ui a pot. For such purposes indeed, a

Urge pt^tVtbi^ be«utii-ul genus s perfectly adapted. People

haveL uotiou o( the rich and varied colours, or of the graceful

Sirms that are to be had amongr its noany species, not to speak of^ niairnitudeof^' -frtlowers. Allthe tropics contain them, and

tiM »itention of travellers in those countries should be particu-

larly liirected to sending^ home their seeds, which soon come up,

BijTOOJiia picta itself i* a haudsonie creeper, and is said to be

a* hardy a> B. capreolata, requiring the same treatment. Like all

Blfiionias, it should have a strong rich loamy soil ; for although

they grow vigorously in light sandy or peaty soils, they never

flower freely under such treatment, and occupy much more room
both for their tops and roots t ^ or'*w in. It is increased from
seeds or cuttings of the half-ripened slender shoots, put in sand,

luid treated in the ordiuarj-way.—i/^^ Reg,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Titrnip-F!]/,—From a letter, signed ** A Tanner/'

in the " Mark Lane Express/' we copy the following

stmple and, aa is said, efficacious remedy for checking
the ravages of this destructive insect:—*• In my constant

Intercourse with farmers, I have frequently heard their

lamentations on the destructive ravages of the turnip-fly,

A small patch of tnrnip-seed was sown in my garden
some weeks since, and thought no more about for a con-

'aiderable time ; till one day chancing to pass by it, I dis-

covered, on closer inspection, that the young plants were
-swarming with fly, and already half destroyed- I lost no
time in applying what I hoped would be a remedy for the

mischief; this consisted of some stale liquid from alime^
pit, scattered over the plants with a watering-pot. On
revisiting the patch oext day, I observed that the enemy
vaa goae, aad scarcely a fly was to be seen, except one
solitary little wretch that was perched on a plant just

imfolJing; but not one could be aeen on any plant that

had received a sprinkling from the contents of the water-

ing-pot. The next apprehension was, that the sprinkling

might have iDJured the plants; a few days, however, re-

moved all doubt, for rain came and washed the sprinkling

(of lime and animal matter in combination) from the
plants down to the roots, and they have since grown away
in rank luxuriance, have been thinned once, and require
the same operation again. Thus, by this sprinkling, the

plants received protection from the fly Jirsf, and then,

when the rain fell, were nourished by a highly-stimulating
manure. It will, however, be said, but of what avail is

tbia information ? Farmers have not access to the lime-
pits of the tanner ; and if they had, the quantity to be
procured would be stt* »»«H a^ not to be of any material
benefit ; which is very true, trod therefore the writer
wotild recommend every farmer to hate his own lime-pit
in his farm-yard,—if so aituated as to take the drainings
of the yard, all the bctttr; or where water may be ob-
tained, a'' bricked pit or tanl^iuto which should be
thrown a few quarters of lime, with a sufficiency of water

;

and, when it can be procured, all manner of refuse animal
matter, cut in pieces—such as a dead sheep ,'^'^or8C, &c.,
and the entrails of what may be slaughtered. Some-
times, on the coast, a loid of worthless fish may be ob-
tained. jg^rBKrs are littks aware what an amount of rich
liquid mawire may be obtained at a very trifling cost.
Although not one myself, I know, from the eflfects pro-
duced at various times on a small scale in my garden,
that animal matter, in solution with lime, is an active
and powerful manure; and what induced me to think it
might be a preventive to the fly was, that I had observed,
however ^tale and foetid, animal life cannot exist m it."

Cambridge Botanic Garden, Mas:iachuselis,~We are
happy to hear that Dr. A- Gray, the author of several va-
luable works upon the Flora of the United States, has ac-
cepted the Botanicail Chair of the Haward University.
Cambridge, Massachusetts, with the direction of the Bo-
tanic Garden, the only one at present established in that
country. It is his intention to renovate the Garden, and
to introduce into it as many of the hardy and half-hardy
plants of the United States as he can possibly obtain.
We are also informed that Dr. Gray would willingly com-
municate with Botanists of other countries for such
plants as are not in his possession, and would supply them
in return with such American plants as they might desire
to cultivate.

Gardener's and BoianisCs Foreign Lil^rar^,~The fol-
Xowing new works are expected shortly to appear.—Sei-
««, C. A., gardener at the court of Dresden :—Anwei-
sung (Detailed Instruction on the Proper Care and Ma-
llagement of large Orangeries, from an experience of

r*"^ l^r\ .
^?«^«* ^'o- F"r Frennde des Obst-

baues (TheFnend of the Fmit.grower)-A periodical un-
der the supenutendence of the AiboricuUural Society ofthe Oberlausnuz Hamburg, 8vo. Hoffman, J. P.:
Lahoratorujm (Description of the Chemical Laboratory
at Gtessen with a Preface by Prof. Liebig.) Heidelberg.
foho. Fischer, F. F. :--Terwehutung fThc Hiehes
Advantage to be derived from Potatoes, by making
thereof a wholesome, strong, and well-flavoured beer •

also to obtain from them the greatest amount of Aleohon'
Leipzig, 8vo. Prcstele. J, :—Giftpfhnzen (The most
Aoxious, PoisODOus Plants of the middle part of Ger-
.many, in figures of natural size ; Text by C. Soldau)
Friedberg, 4to.—Kcider, J. E. von :—Das Bienea-
biichlein (The Little Book on Bees, according to a Thirty
Year&' Experience). Leipzig, 8vo.

To destroy Moles,—A correspondent gives the follow-
ina: recipe tb destroy Moles; Take a small quantity of the

(^i^rttj^barytea, put it into a pan, then put some
i«i^nit, and allow them to remain some time.
M! a^^t the track of the mole, and put the worms

"liUo it, after which close up the run again. Continue
Mark Lane

m*-

<S^

\y

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.
Iw most gardens Turnips, Spinach, and Onions, the two first for

early spring, and the last for summer use, are sown about this
season of the year. The capability of the young plants to stand
the winter depends in a considerable degree upon their size, and
their increase depends less upon the exact time of sowing, than
upon the weather during the autumn months being more or less
favourable to growth. It is, therefore, a safer course to make
two sowings, at intervals of a week or ten days, of aH plants that
are intended to stand till spring without artificial protection, or
with merely the shelter of hand-glasses, than to depend for a
supply upon seeds sown on any particular day. Independently
of shelter, a dry situation should always be chosen for winter
crops : for the destructive power of frost upon plants is greatly
aggravated by moisture, besides the direct injury they sustain by
being almost constantly wet. This precaution is more than
usually necessary now, because it maybe presumed, that after so
long a drought, we shall be visited by a corresponding excess of
rain during the winter months.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department,

PivKRT.—Every precaution must be taken to prevent the roots
of the plants from being injured by the violent heat, which the
excessive warmth of the weather has probably generated in the
bark-bed. The safest method is to draw the bark quite away
from the pots, and to keep the houses as^ool as possible by
means of shading, watering the floors, and a free admission of
ah:. Some persons water the bed, which merely cools it for the
moment, and by supplying one of the elements necessary to fer-
mentation, often causes the bark to heat still more violently after
a short time. If the bottom-heat does not exceed 90°, the pots
might continue half plunged with advantage ^ but in every case
the plants should be shaded, and a motst atmosphere maintained'
wbUe the weather is so bright and warm. Give water at the
roots as often as required, but not a great quantity at one time,

^i^iir^SlT . '^^ ^i ^^^ ^^^®* °^*^^* remain open all night^le the Isot wi^ther continues. Ripe Grapes, especially thef^uUgnan% wOl soon shrivel, if exposed to the buniing sun!

c^^ly?aVe;rolr^*^^^^^^^ ^^^"' ^^^ *^^'**« -«^ ^^^ ^ ^-

iJ^P^^^h^^^trTi'^Viy^^^'^^^^'^^^ *o <^he rafters of the

irl Lfw^ ^?i.l^S *™^r* ""^ ^^^ ^^°"«««' afte^ ^^^ Peaches^e gathered, must be regulated fb salt the ripening Grapes.Houses in which there arc no Vines should have all the air pos-
sible, and be attended to in watering. &c„ as we have formerly
directed '

CucL'MBERS AWD Mstox,?.—The late crops of Melons will re-
quire regular attention In dressing and impregnating. When the

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Pettearrow, the Memi pf Sir W. Molesworth, Bart.—This mansion

is delightfuUy situated in the neighbourhood of Bodmin, between
that town and Wadebridge, surrounded by some beautiful

wooded scenery, and very large and handsome specimens of
forest trees. ThiA place of late years has undergone extensive
alterations, and many thousand pounds have been expended by
the spirited proprietor in various decorations of the flower garden,
shrubberies, drives, &c. It is now generally considered to be one
of the first places !n the West of England. The flower garden is

of large dimensions, situated in front of the mansion, surrounded
by raised terraces, and bcautifuUy laid out in beda of various
forms and devices. The centre of the garden is ornamented by a
large and superb fountain, built of granite, and elegantly carved.

Around it were some beds of the newest sorts of Dahlias, and
of the choicest Pansies, Verbenas, Petunias, and Alstroemerias.

One of the principal attractions of this place is the large and ex-

tensive mass of rockwork, which forms one side of the flower
garden, and which is very naturally arranged. Before the garden
was made, there was a MU facing many of the windows of the

mansion, which had a very unsightly appearance; and Mr. Cor-
bett, the gardener, in order to do away with this object, formed
this rockery of it, which is very attractive, and is one of the best

specimens of rockwork which we have seen. The stone is brought
from the adjoining hills ; some of the pieces weigh as much as
two or three tons,—but the great ornament that this rockery is

to the place fully compensates for every additional trouble. The
stones were not dug out of a quarry, but were lying on the sur-

face of the soil, with the lichen, moss, &c., growing about them

;

consequently they have a more natural eflfect than if they were
taken out of the earth. In this rockery are planted most of the

best varieties of rock plants. The different species of Mahonia
seem to thrive here remarkably well. In one part an artidcial

bog is formed, which has every appearance of being natural; it

is supplied from the reservoir by a small pipe, and a stream of

water is constantly running into it. In this bog we found, to

our astonishment, that singular little plant the Dionsea mus-
cfpula, or Venus's fly-trap, thriving Sn great luxuriance, and
throwing up its flower-spikes. This plant, we were informed by
Mr. Corl)ett, stood through last winter, and was frozen hard, the
only protection it had being a bell-glass. Here also wc found
the Pingulcula grandiflora, and Parnassia Caroliniaxia, in most
vigorous growth. At the foot of the rockery is a tine and
healthy specimen of Araucaria'imbricata, about 5 J ft. In height

;

and a vigorous plant of the Ccdrus Deodara, about 10 ft. high.

The greenhouse is well filled with some healthy specimens of
various plants. The Ericas are doing well, and we observed the
following in fine bloom, viz. ;—E. eximia, ampullacea, and tri-

color, three of the best sorts in cultivation. The Fuchsias were
in great perfection, including all the newest sorts, amongst which
the following were loaded with their beautiful bright blossoms :

—cdmea, formosa, ^legans, Youellii, magiiiflca, insignis, Dal-
st<5nia, multiflora, Chandlerii, conspicua. mirdbilis, arbdrea, and
Standishii. In this house we found also some fine specimens of
Roella ciliata, Rondeletia speciosa, and Pavetta Caflra, as well as
one of the largest specimens which we have yet observed of the
New Zealand spruce, Dacr^dium cupressinum, a plant of great
rarity. In the stove were some good Orchidaceous and other
tropical plants, particularly Echites suberccta, one of the best
stove creepers, covered with a quantity of large bright yellow
blossoms ; fine specimens of the Pitcher-plant (Nepenthes distilla-

tdria), and of Oucidium Lanceanum. This house is heated with
Corbett's hygri^ermaiuc apparatus, which answers well, as the
plants appear to grow in great luxuriance. In front of the green-
house a piece of ground has been prepared, in which is planted a
very interesting collection of New Zealand plants, lately sent
home by the brother of Sir W. Molesworth. From the present
appearance of the foliage, there seem to be many new plants
amongsit them ; and wt have every reason to expect that they
will be of great benefit to our shrubberies and ornamental planta-
tions if they will stand over winter, which we have no doubt will
be the case. Near t^iis was a fine bed of Gladioluses, in a soil
composed of peat and sand, bloomingmost abundantly ; the most
conspicuous amongst them was a fine truss of flowers of the G.
insignis. In the fruit garden were some large Peach and Nec-
tarine trees, with scarcely any fruit on them j which is generally
the case this season throughout the west of England. Of Pears
and Apples there was a fair crop. In the Peach-house the trees
were looking remarkably clean and healthy, with a fair quantity
of nearly ripe fruit. Sir W, Molesworth is about to form an
arboretum, which will have a good effect.— IT. E, R.

Broughtojit Tiear Manchester.— In the very extensive collection
of Orchidaceous plants cultivated in these gardens, there are, at
the present time, considerably more than a hundred either in
bioom or throwing up their fiowcr-scapes. Amongst the former
are the rare and sweet-scented Brassavola cacullata; the beau-
tiful Maxillaria Skinneri ; and, for the first time in this country,
Oncldium microchilum, with a scape two feet in length, and four
lateral branches.

—
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re-

frame:, are closed in the evemngs, sprinkle those planUiiMtwhich a sufHciency of frmt is set: it will refresh them ^^mSS
in keeping the Red Spider under. AU might b« Uitl^i^^
Melons that are foR swelled, and to Cucumber fiaiBM r1;„2young Cucumber plants as they require it. and do not stonihS;which are mtended for training to wires. ^ ^^
MusuKooM-HousK,—ConUaue the preparation of droDDin»«

and short dung, for making beds for winter produce. ExhausfSI
beds can sometimes be resuscitated by taking off the old soil^H
covering them with a mixture of loam and sheep-dung. ' T

Out-door Department,

Weeds blossom and ripen seed in a very short time now and
to prevent it, extra vigilance in hoeing and weeding will be^
cessary. This, with watering, and the clearing away erf unDirol
ductivc crops, will be the priiicipal business to be attended to in
the Kitchen- Garden, until a change of weMher occurs. Take ad
vantage of the first rain to plant and sow everything'ihat is
quired, and to earth up advancing crops.
Beans.—The late ones would be greatly benefited by a conioui

watering, and an after-mulching of dung. ^^^^
Cabdooxs.—The first crop should be banded and earthed udCauliflowers.—Sow, if not yet done, and afterwards water

and shade the beds.
LKTTtrcE.—Tie up the open sorts ofCos to blanch them. Water

successional crops, and gather seed as it ripens.
'

j

On'ions,—If any of those sown in spring are suflSclently ripe
let them be pulled up ; bend down the necks of all that are not
inclined to bulb. A second sowing might be made at the end of
the week.
Parslby.—Gather seed of the best, and cut off a portion close

to the ground of that which is now in use; it will put up yourtr
leaves again before winter.
Rampions.—These must be well supplied with water, or their

roots will become hard and stringy, and consequently unfit to be
used in salads.

Spinach.—The sowing of this should not be longer delayed •

gh-e the ground tt copious watering, and afterwards cover it with
Pea-straw, or other litter, till the plants come up.
Succory might still be sown if the first crop is likely to be in-

sufficient. Although late for sowing, it will still grow large
enough to be useful.

OrcAar^?.—The following is a good method of destroying wasps,
which are nownumerous and troublesome:—Mix gunpowder and
flowers of sulphur, adding water enough to make it capable of
being formed into small rolls. If, upon trial, it is found not tu
bum quickly, add more gunpowder and remix it. Having previ-
ously made a mark by which the nests can readily be found at
night, proceed to take them as here directed. Some of the com-
position must be ignited at one end, and put into the hole leading
to the nest, which must immediately be covered with a piece of
turf to prevent the escape of the smoke. As soon as the squib
has ceased burning, the nest should be dug out as expeditiously as
possible, when the wasps will be found quite stupified, and may
easily be killed by beating them with a spade and mashing them
up with the earth in the hole, which should then be filled up. lu
warm weather many of the wasps remain out all night, and to

take these a glass-bottle, partly filled with sweetened beer, or

some other attractive liquid, should be buried in the place the

nest occupied, leaving the mouth of the bottle level with the sur-

face of the ground, in imitation of the entrance to the nest.

When the outlying wasps return to the nest, they will find their

way into the bottle and be drowned in the liquid.

Gather early Apples and Pears as they ripen, and hang nets

before wall Plums to break the force of the scorching sun.

11.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stovk.—Keep down the temperature during these warm days,

by giving all the air possible, and by sprinkling the paths and
shelves frequently with water. Shut up about five o'clock in

the afternoon, that the bouse may be warmed for the evening.

Such plants as Achimenes cocctnea, and Euphorbia jacquini'

flora, which are intended to make flowering specimens in au-

tumn and winter, must have good situations, and ought to be

carefully attended to,

GtiEENHotTSE AND CONSERVATORY.—Look ovcr all plants^Iu

the houses and out, twice a- day, for they will need water very

frequently now. Shade wherever practicable, or the bloom will

soon lose its beauty. The disrooting and repotting of Pelargo-

niums ought to be set about immediately, if from any cause it

has been delayed. Although not strictly Greenhouse plants.

Gloxinias and Gesneras are generally treated as such in the

summer months, and therefore tnay properly be noticed here.

As soon as they have done growing and blooming, diminish the

supply of water for a time, and then withhold it altogether

Alstroemerias, and many other Amaryliidaceous plants, should be

similarly treated. * *

Pits and Frames,—As soon as time permits, put in cuttings of

Anagalliscs, Senecios, Heliotropes, Verbenas, and other plants of

a like character. A vacant Melon-frame Is well suited to contaui

them, as no bottom- heat is required for such plants. A thirty-

two pot filled with each variety wiU furnish a good stock to

propagate from next spring, without occupying much space in

winter. Pot Double Wallflowers, NeapoUtan Violets, Pmks, ana

other Herbaceous plants for forcing next spring. Alyssam saxa-

tile is well adapted for this purpose.

Otit-door Department. ,

,

Examine Eaiwig.traps daily; if flowers are wanted for exw-

bition, the plants should be shaded, and liberally watered at uie

root. In such a season as the present, blanks in the jt^^V'
borders are unavoidable ; this might be partially remedied dj

turning out an^ pot-plants that are not of much value, sucn ».

seedling Pelargoniums which have not blossomed. "^^^^

every opportunity. While the dry weather continues, prepare

beds for the finer kinds of bulbs.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT, ,

NuRSERV.—Prepare ground for autumn planting, ana kw
down weeds, as before recommended. Loosen the ties ^J^^rr^
fruit-treps, Roses, &c., that require it, Roses may yet be Dt3*w«^

if the bark rises freely. CoUect seeds of Plums and Ap"c™ lu*

the purpose of raising stocks. The Moorpark Apncot ^""^J:
best when worked upon an Apricot stock; therefore som^

should be raised for that pnrpose.
Forest and Coppice Woods.—See late Calendars.-

Whiting, The Deepdene.

J. S.

-I

State of the Weather near London fortbe W^eek ending August 18.

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Cliifa\»icit.

Anguft
Friday !S
Saturday la
Sunday 14
Mondtkf 15
Tuesday 16
Wednes4«y17
Thui^duj' IB

Barohbtsr.
.

TftmmoMXTKK.

Max.
80.267
30.399
80.359
8a304
30.163
ao^iTS
39.839

Min. Atax. MiB.
3a 200 78 65
to,as9 73 80
30.214 86 48
30.153 82 53
30.130 89 67
30.09a SO 68
£0.880 It _ 08

Meao
S6.5
64.5
08.fi

72.0
78.0
69.0

77.0

Wind,

»W.
S.W.
NE.
E.
E.
K-
E.

KalB

i -

J»9

Averafr<* ! 30.304 T 80.149 '84.1 | 53.4 I e»Ji oM

Aug. 12. aear and very fine throughout, with deep blue sky-

13. Hazy in the mornhig; overcast; clear and fine at nigo^-

H. Fine ; verj* sultry; clear and fine at night. . .

15. I^ne. vrith slight hazci clondTcss and excessively n"^

clear and fine.

16. Slight hdft*j*^very hot and dry ; clear and fine,

17. Dry easterly ha7e
J
very hot; clear and fine.

™iffti
18. Heavy dew and slight haze; excessively hot and s«^"7*

sky assaming a dusky appearance In afternoon ; lightning, v*

some heavy drops of rain in the evening. ^««

Mean temperature of the week 7^^ above the average.
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State of the Weather at Chiswick during: thet&M ifi years, for
tbe ensuine Week ending August 27, 1S42.

A V er.

August
Higbest;
Temi*.

r"

Snn.

Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.25
Frl. S6
Sat. 27

31

S3

735
70.9
71.6

71.3
70.7
72.1

72.7

Aver.
Lovr«8t
Temp.

50.0
£3,4
49.1

48.5
51.3

48.5
49.6

Afean
Temp

61.2
63-

1

CO .4
.59-9

61.p
60.3
61.2

Na of
i

5
&
9
9

7
5

ft

Greatest 1
Pre vailiiig Winds,

4

The highest temperature during- the above period occurred on
the 2lst, in 1835—thermometer 8S° j and the lowest on the £6th, in
^'837—thermometer 39^.

'

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending August 19, 1842,

From a paragraph in one of the Morning Papers welearn that, in

Clare Market, ripe Gooseberries have been selling at Id. per quart

;

well-flavoured mellow Pears. 100 for 2d. ; fine fresh-gathered

Cherries 8 lbs. for 6d, ; Orleans Plums, 3(f. per gallon; good
cooking Apples at id. per dozen ; fair-sized Cucumbers, two for ^d.

;

and sugar-loaf Cabbages, four for id. Tliis statement was briefly

discussed at a late meeting of tbe Market Gardeners' Association

at the Rainbow Hotel, King street, Covent Garden; when the

. members gave it as their opinion, that fraudulent weights and
- measures were used in the sale of the fruit, and that otherwise it

could not pay at such reduced prices. An instance was cited

where a low-priced fruiterer weighed with a half-pound weight
. instead of a pound ; by which means he was enabled to rob his

unsuspecting customers. At Covent Garden Market the sup-
plies of fruit have been considerably greater than the demand;
and trade has been proportionately dull. Ftv/i'/.— Pines have
settled to 35. and ^s. per lb. ; amongst them we noticed some
handsome Queens. Black Hamburgh Grapes are from Is. to 3s,

per lb., and Muscats from 25. to 4s. Melons are somewhat
cheaper than in our last report. Peaches and Nectarines are
good, and a few samples of fruit from the open walls have ap-
peared, from Is, to 3s. per doz. ; the forced fruit being from 6s. to
12s. per doz. Dessert Plums fetch from Is. to ls.6d. per punnet,
and Green Gages from Is. Gd. to 2s. per punnet. Morello Cherries
are the only kind obtainable, and sell from Qd, to is. 6rf. per lb.

A small quantity of red and white Currants may be procured ; the
former at 4s. per quart, the latter from. is. to Is. 6d. per quart.
Pears and Apples are exceedingly abundant : the best samples
among the former consist of Jargonelles and Windsors, with
a few of W^illiams's Bon chr^tien, which fetches from is. to
Ss. 6d. per half sieve. Amongst the Apples are some good
samples of the Kerry Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden, and
the Duchess of Oldenburg; but the prices remain nearly
the same as last week. " Filberts are abundant, from 50s. to
75s. per 100 lbs. Vegetables.- The long-continued dry weather
has considerably impaired the quality of many kinds of Vegeta-
bles. Cauliflowers, in particular, are little worth; the few pro-
curable fetching from 2s. 6d. to 4#. per dozen. Very few Peas can
be obtained, and those only at a high price. Scarlet Runners are
plentiful from l.v. to is. 6d. per half-sieve. Onions are of good
quality from 3*. to 4s. per dozen bunches. Lettuces are
somewhat dearer than duriUjg Jhe previous week, the Cabbage
fetching is. 6d. per score, ana the Cos from is. 6d, to Is. Qd, per
score, A small quantity of Endive maybe procured from is. 6d.
to Is. 9rf. per score Tomatoes are plentiful, and remarkably fine,
from 3s. 6d. to 4s. per half-siev«. Mushrooms continue scarce,
and fetch from 25. 6rf. to 3s. Qd, per pottle. Flowers: Amongst
the cut Flowers we observed Ailamanda cathartica, Agapanthus
umbellatng, %ever^ Orchidaceae, Camaiias, Alstroemerias, and
Yellow Roses. rsm *

PRICES, .SiTPHDAT, ArausT'20, 1«4«.— FRiriTS:
Pine Apple, ppr lb.3* to«t
iMT&pea, per pound, )# to 3»— Muncats, perpoand, 24 to 4*
Melons, English, eacfa,.!* to 3*— Dutch, 6d to ls6d
Peaches, per doz- \s to 12* v3^*J '^'^

Nectarines, p«r doa-. u to litfftWTff
"^'

AjjTxcnu, per Avx., It to St
Fi^8, per doK., 3j to 5«
PJuDis, dessert, per punnpt, 1»
"'«*n?affes, per punnet, U 6d to 2*— Brtkitiff. pethf.-sv.,8ttoet
Apples. desBcrt.per buah., 8# tjii io 6*
Peara, dessert, per hf. lieve, li 6J to 6*
Chen-ies, Morello, per lb. 6J to U Gd
Multeities, per gallon, Qd to U

CSTram*. TtfS, perpim., 4*
— ^ White per {run., UtQltGd

Cucumbers, perdox., 2« to 4*

^j_ — GJierkins, per Iu00,6-ito8*

(JTffftgea, pel* doz.. U to 2r
— per 100, Us tnl6#

Lemons, per doz. li Bd IoSm Gd
— per 1#0, 8«ta IC*

Almond*, perpeck, 7*
Sweet Almnnds, per pound, 3

FUberts.Knglirfi, per 100 ibs. 60i to60«
WnlttitK. per busker, 8m
Nuts, per buahel— ^^^ J^mm
-- Brazil, 20*
— Barcelooa, 204 to 24*

I

VEGETABLES. -

Cabbage, per doz. wd to U 6i -_* . Spinat^j, per sieve, 1* 6d
planrs, "per doz. 2i to^i 6d

^auliflnwera, perdojr., 2* to 4*
Feas. per sieve, 1* 6d lo 34 fid
tJeans, Kidney. per bf. nv.,l»€d toSt 6ii

— Scarht, per hf.-sv. ]j to l*ed
potatoes, per ton. 50* to 80*" -— per <!Wt. B.T 6d to 4*
»^ —* per bushel, 2* lo 3s— Kidney, per bush., 8* to 4<
Artichokes, per doz., 2* to 3*
Turnips, per doz bun., 2* to 2* 6J
Carroffi, per doz. bnnih, 3* to 4*
Red Beet, per dozen, 9«< to 1*
Horse Radish, per bundle. 1# CJ to 5*
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9dt to 1* ed
— Turnip, p. doz. bch., 1* to !« 6J

Onions, per doz. Uh., 3> to 4»
— Green, per doz- bun. 2* to 3*6d

CMve«, per bunch, Zd
Ceeka. per doz. bun.. 3* to 4*
G^arlUi^ per lb. 4d to Gd
ShallotB, per lb,, 9dto 1*
Lettuce. Cabbafre.p. score. It Cd
— Cos, 1* 6d to l*9rf

Endive, per pcorc, I* 6rf to 1 * 9rf

Celery, per bd..<i2 to 15), lt6d to U 9d
Small Salads, per punnet, 3d to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to 6d
Parsley, per half sieve, ?* to 2* 6d
'I'arraj^on. perdoz. bun.. S* to 3*
Basil, per doz. bunches. S« to 3*
Vegetable Ararmw.perdoi., M to9d
Tomatoes, per hf. zv.3*6d to 4*
Capsicums, ffreen, per 100, J*to2*0£f

— Rip«, per dox., €J to 1* 3J
Miuhrooms, per pottle« Sa 6d to Z*Sd

Notices to Correspondents,

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
In the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.
each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-
ofHice order to this Office, at the rate of 5«. for every 25 copies re-
quired.
Ignoramus. -~^G have not an idea why your Macartxey

'*osE does not expand its fJowets. Usually it does so well enough
when not exposed to too much rain.—

t

An i^ma/ewr.—There is not tbe least probability that a Blle
Dahlia will ever be obtained.—

J

Adam,—We would on no account advise you to stop the shoots
of your Cbrvsakthemtms so late as this; as many of the va-
lieties, If stopped now, will not bloom at all this season. You
had better wait until your Cai-ycanthus precox has bloomed
before you prune it, otherwise you will remove many of the
shoots, which, if allowed to remain, would in due season be
covered with flowers. It is possible thatthesmallCATERPiLt-An,
marked with dull orange and dark browii rings, with which
youc Cinerarias in the open border have been infested, is the
Uyva of the Pink Underwing Moth, which feeds principally upon
the flowers of the different species of Groundsel. Both in the
larva and imago state it is one of the prettiest of our native in-

sects* „ You neglected to state whether the Caterpillar consumed
the leaves or the flowers of the Cinerarias.—

i

A Cottager, PerthrJih-e.^VU'e. are sorry to say that your seed-

ling Dahlia ajrived in such a mutilated state that it was totally

ImpoSsfhIc to form any opinion of its merits.~t
k Subscriber.—For the best period to prune Cquuoh and Por-

tugal Laukkls,* we must refer you to" a leading article upon
that subject at p. 467 of this year's Oiromcle.-^t .

' ^'An Amatenr CardenerU plant is the Caudleberry Myrtle.—+ ^,
J. C— Such articles do not suit us.—

t

J. D. FarA-£—Your seedling Verbeiia appeaxs to he a good one,

but it was so crushed in the packing that lU beauty was almost
defaced.—

t

Sirs, C—The specimen sent, irhich was raised flrora Cabul
seed, IS some Trefoil, perhaps Trif^Uum giganteum, the Giant

I Clover of that country.—

t

f«»

Messrs. JUounfjfyp.~^v:e cannot perceive the slightest difference
between your flowers of AchimCTics longiflora and those grown
by other per&ons ; neither does your seedlingVeibena riiffer mate-
rially from others already in cultivation.—

t

W. J. ^.—Your seedling Fuchsia is a fine one, but bears a
striking resemblance to the new F. Laneii : the pruicipal differ-
ence appears to be in the petals of your seedling being ItM dis-
tinctly shaded with purple than in that variety —t
X. Y. Z. asks if we or any of our correspondents can inform

him what is the best sort of covering foracoNSKRVAxoRV wall,
which is fourteen feet high, with a four- feet border in front,
which must also be protected—likewise the best way of fixing
the covering. His present intention is to erect a skeleton frame,
in the way of a lean-to, and to make canvas sashes to slide up and
down, or to be folded over each other. He inquires if asp^alte
would answer better— Or what would be a better plan.

-E. E.—You cannot preserve the Apricot-trees against the
wall about to be used as the back of a conservatory; because, as
the house mttst be kept warm in winter, the Apricots will be de-
prived of their natural season of rest, which is as indispensable
to them as sleep to animals. Or, supposing the conservatory-
were a mere hybernatory, in which no fire is used during win-
ter, still it would be useless to leave the trees, because, being so
far from the light and from currents of air, they would never
produce any fruit. You cannot transplant them at this season
with much prospect of success : if, however, you wish to try that
experiment rather than destroy the trees, you must deprive them
of all their leaves, and fill the holes, into which their roots are
transferred, with fine light soil, consolidatedby water only, with-
out trampling, so that their roots may be immersed in a mass of
puddle. After that, mulch the phddle with three or four inches
of old cowdung, or other rotten dung, and leave them to their
fate. You will, however, find it difficult to get their roots out of
the ground, in this hot dr)* weather, without their being broken
to pieces or dried up. It is important that the leaves should be
stripped off before the roots ate disturbed, and that the latter

should be kept constantly moist by some means or other.—

t

Qu<eso.—The article on the Sting of a Wasp was taken from
our columns, without acknowledgment, by the " Mark Lane Ex-
press."

J. 0.—A hedgehog will destroy Crickets, says H. O.
W, B.—Your BOTTLE barumktkr is not a very bad contriv-

ance. The effects you have observed in it are owing to atmo-
spheric pressure, and are of exactly the same nature as those in

the barometer. It has the merit of costing nothing; butit is too
well known to be worth publishing.—

t

Oddity.—The shrivelling of Grapes has been ascribed to so
many different causes, that it is difficult to assign the true one.
Some ascribe it to cold draughts of air ; others to the stalks of
the bunches having been scalded by the rays of the sun falling

powerfully upon them before air has been admitted to the house

;

while a third party contends that the too deep immersion of the
roots of the Vines is the real cause. With the latter we feel most
disposed to coincide; and we have little doubt that the great dif-

ference of temperature between the roots and branches is the
principal reason of Grapes becoming shrivelletf.—

t

A Yovng Cabbage.—yonr plants are, 1, Lapsanapusilla: 2, Tor-
mentilla reptans ; 3, Epil6bium montanum; 4, Veronica offici-

nalis. Fc'cHSiA SEKos may be cleansed from the pulp either by
j

washing them in water or by mixing them with sand, to absorb
the moisture ; they had better be sown immediately.—t v«*fvv

J. tt. J.—To drive away the Avts which infest your plant of
Clerodendrum fragrans. we would recommend you to try what
effect a thorough soaking of water would have upon them. It is

well known that Ants always choose dry places for their nests.

Lime-water has been recommended for the purpose ; but It is

highly probable that the moisture hftS flone more than tbe strength

of the lime towards removing them from the pots. It is singular

that sulphur had not the desired effect, if you really used flowers

of sulphur; but if you tried the common brimstone, that will at

once account for your failure.

—

X
E. 2?.—The plant is Astra^ns glycyphyllns.—

t

Robert le Ufabte.—The only thing which you can at present do
with the Birr.BS op Gladioli, Ixias.&c, which you have received

from the Cape of Good Hope, is to keep them in a cool and
tolerably dry place until the season for potting them ahives,

which will be about the beginning of "November. Tbe soil best
(

adapted for them is sandy peat, and a slight portion of loam.

They must be kept after potting in a cool and airy situation,

and 'as soon as they begin to form roots they must be freely

watered.—

t

An Inquirer,—The pod sent is a transformation of the nature of

the Wheatear Carnation.—

t

A Begtilar Subscriber.— Binen and ALnER seed may be sown
as soon as ripe, or in the spring, if kept in a dry, airy room.
PiNus Mugho, Pinaster, &c., are quite hardy. We do not appre-

hend that the alteration in Timber Duties will affect the plant-

ing of forest trees.—

t

Catechisf.—The Pitol is a plant called S6phora secundiflora;

it is too tender for the open air. When it flowers, it is rather

handsome, with racemes of blue flowers, as is reported.—

t

C. G.—Cereus latifrons.—

t

HortuIanus.^There aie two reasons why it is inadvisable to

bury hot-water pipes in a Vive border. In the first place, that

plant does not require so much bottom-heat as the pipes would
give; and, secondly, they would dry the earth, and in that way
do more harm than they would do service in warming it. If a
border is to be heated by hot-water pipes, they must be enclosed

in a hollow chamber, ho that their drying action may be pre-

vented. It 13 desirable to guard the roots of Vines from frost;

but that should be done by a covering to the border which keeps

off cold rain and snow, and prevents the escape of heat.—

t

H<:7irt/\^ plants are, 3, Bupleurum fruticosum ; 2, a Jasmine,

resembling J. Sambac : nothing can be made of the others. In-

deed, single leaves of unknown plants, especially when covered

with scale, are not very good evidence of anything, except bad
gardening. Rhododendrons do not like the sea air. Treat your

Cereus trUncatus like others of its race.—

t

Berkshire.—In both cases you have betn cheated. Thelpomcca
sold for I. rubro-cerulea is too imperfect to be determined, but it

is not that; is it different from Convolvulus major? Wliat you
bought for Gesnera Suttoni is Ruellia formosa.—

t

W. iJ.—None but the FeUowsof the Horticultural Society are

allowed to obtain plants and seeds from the Society's Garden
;

nor can any other persons have free admission to the Garden
Meeting?, or obtain cheap tickets. If you wish for these things,

you must become a Fellow in the usuai way.—

t

H. U. A'u-.— The flower of your Seedling Dahlia is not only
too small, but there is also a deficiencj' of petals ; and the large
disk in the centre leaves no hope of its ever filling tip ; the colour
is good.—

T. Cross.—The white Pansv named vulage Maid is the best of
your seedlings, and is a fine flower of good form^ and substance,
liaving a large dark blue eye: Mulatto, deep rich purple, with
thick velvety petals, is rather small— and the lower petal is not
sufficiently large in proportion to the others : the Favourite is a
fine large flower of good colours and properties; ; but the eye is

unfortunately of a striated character, which gives the centre a
weak, and the flower rather a coarse, appearance.—

*

H. Oakley.—We have received a remarkably fine bloom of a
tipped Dahlia, called Oakley's Surprise; this flower, as we before
noticed, is a rich crimson, tipped with white, and combines good
general form with a fiuely-tipped petal; the bloom is large,

round, with great depth of petals, and well up in the crow^n ;
it U

tipped with great regularity, and far soifsirn eTCry Taifetf of

the kind that hitherto has appeared,—

*

J, R, P*«r«M*,—Your Seedling Paxsies arrived in g^ood con-

dition; we hope that the white variety, with a deep blae eye,

called Zehca, will come larger; the bloom sent is nndersized, but
the white is pure, and the eye gpod : Hinrfa, delicate yellow, has
a remarkably fine eye; Sobie*ki is a finely- formed flower of good
aubstance, with the centre pure white, and^a fine eye; a Voat
band of bright blue surrounds the lower petals, and the upper
ones are rich purple: Milton, alarge flower of good form, singular

in colour and forming a distinct variety : centre white, eye ^ght
purple with dark lines; the lower petals have a margin of light

blue, and the upper are of a light clouded purple, of the same
colour as the eye ; Magrath is remarkable for its clear and bright
colours, with a yellow centre and a fine'eye

i
the upper jetals and

the margin round the under petals are of a deep rich pnrple

:

Pliny somewhat resembles tbe latter flower, but is not so deep in

colour, and the margin round the side petals is rather imperfect.
These Pansies are well-formed flowers, of good substance, and all

of them have fine eyes.—*
W.Ab.—Your Crataegus is the true C. Crus-galHi from which

the variety pyracanthift'dia differs in having longer and much
attenuated leaves, and also in the branches being devoid of the
long spines with which those of the common Cnis-gaUi are
armed.-

f

L, G.—The leaves you sent are those of the Roseberbt
STBAW3KRRV ; they are more glaucous beneath than any other.
Ko variety is more easily cultivated. In common with the elates

of Scarlet Strawberries, to which it belongs, it requires that a
fresh plantation be made every three years. It will thrive in any
tolerably good soil ; but if the latter is well trenched and ma*
nured, so much the better.—

I

A. F.—Next week. Many thanks.—

f

JiJa7idrake,— The plant is Ciccr arietinum, or the Chick Pea.—

t

A Subscriber,^ Bkhulihq Flowbbs intended to be judged by
the Floricultural Society are requested to be addressed to Mr.
Wildman. at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand.—

$

G. iV.—Your bcedling Verbenas are both pretty, but they«ra
not sufficiently distinct from other varieties lately raised.—

i

J. j4. /.—Your plants arc Commelina coelestib and Ilelianthe-
mum formosum.—

:

W. i2.—Apply to Mr. Henderson, Pineapple-place.—

t

A Country Krrar.— Nitrate of Soda may be procured of Mr.
Chatwin, hi Hungerford-market. f "

W. .B.— Your Peais the Egg," or Patagonian.— fl

i?.0.— Raisers of Shsntivosare seldom good judges of their

own prtKluclions. You should bear in mind, that it is tbe duty of
judges, in forming their decisions upon Seedlings sent for that
purpose, to do so from the flowers actually before them. If they
were to speculate upon what a flower might become by alteration

of treatment, or a more favourable season— and embody those
speculations in their Judgment—such a system could lead only to
error and misconception.—*

P. R, W. is right. His plants are Chenop6dium f)liduia,

Sonchus palustris, and A'triplcx pitula,—

J

As usual, nuuiy letters hav<d arrived too late for answers this we&k.
Erratim.—Webeg to correct the following error in our report

of the last show of the South London Floricultural Society. In
our notices of the Seedling- Picotees, it was slated, that *• No. 5,

a very pretty rose edped Picotee, was from Mr. Gaines '*—whereas
it was cjthibited by the Re?. A, H. Matthews, of Weston-on-the-
Green, near Oxford.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Our Paper of this day containa lotjf accounts of the

lamentable riots winch have prcTailed during the week

throughout the Tnanufacturing districts. Happily the

crisis may now he considered to have passed ; but it is im*

possible to read the details of the late events, without

appreciating to its full extent the alarm into which thej

have thrown the country for the last ten days. The db*

turbances commenced^ as our readers will perceive, in the

cotton districts; large masses of workmen invaded the

great towns, and compelled the owners of mills to turn

out their haiiii#» and close their factories ; miners, col-

liei-s, and mechanics of different trades, joined tbe move-

ment, ajid the contagion spread with unexampled rapidity

from Lancashire and Cheshire into Yorkshire, ^Varwick-

shire, and other adjoining counties. The confederated work-

men of Staffordshire sent their contingents to the rioters,

and great excesses were committed in all the towns they

visited- Mills were burned down ; the houses of clergy-

men and magistrates were destroyed ; the prisont were

broken open, and the police stations ransacked for the

sake of the arms which they contained ; shops were

openly plundered, and attempts were made to stop the

railways and cut off the gas-works. As might have been

expected, several collisions have taken place between the

misguided workmen and the military, who were collected

in large bodies on different points of the disturbed dis-

tricts. Blood has been shed in three or four places, but no

instance has occurred where the troops have fired upon the

people, until they were compelled to do so in self-defence*

The authorities have now succeeded in re- establishing the

law, and the workmen begin to discover that the large

majority have submitted to the movement, rather from

dictation than from any spontaneous determination to

attain a common object. The Chartists for a time suc-

ceeded in giving a political character to the outbreak, btit

those who have struck for wages arc anxious to confine

the excitement to their personal grievances, and evident

disunion has shown itself on these points* In the mean-
time, large bodies of artillery and infantry continue to be

concentrated in the great towns ; and there seems to be

good reason for believing Uiat the worst is already over.

The presence of the military, and the firfl^neas li^M

which they executed their painful duty in Iboge instance

where they were called upon to act has evidently arrested

the progress of a movement which threatened the lives a»^

property of thousands ; the latest accounts state thai t^

workmen are gradually returning, and we trn$i thafe

week we shall be able to congratulate our .. ' ^
""

mtormticm of tranquillity. The Metnip«» ^ ^« »«-

afferted by these movements ; #(»»* «trHst meetings

have been held, but no serious bre*ci. oi the peace has

occurred, and the authorities h^^e h^n fully prepared to

put down any appearance of an outbreak. ,

These important events thn)w the intcreit of our fo-

-« on the

*
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In France, the Report on the the draught of the Bill iu the standing committee, aiul the

The
:pected

-In
Bill has been modified in committee, but it is e

to pass in its amended form by a large majority.

Spain, some contradictory rumours prevail respecting

the projects of the Spanish refugees in France ; the

Government, however, ii on its guard, and is fully pre-

pared for any contingency.—In the Levant, the differences

between Turkey and Persia still occupy attention, to the

wclusion of ill other topics ; the Porte continues to

make preparations for war, but the affair is expected to be

arranged by the mediation of the English and Russian

Governments.—From the United States we have the con-

firmation of the accounts announced by us last week,
respecting the completion of the treaty for the settlement

of the Boundary question. There is little doubt that the
convention will receive the approbation of the Senate
find the prospect of an amicable termination of the various
questions at issue between this country and America is

hailed with satisfaction in all parts of the Union.

appointment of a committee to report upon it

nine deputies compoaitig that commi&siou, seven were
Ministtirialista. The other two, M M. Dufauro and
Lacrosse, can hardly be deemed liostih- to the Ministry ;

so that, m fnct, the opposition had not been ablo to carry
the election of even one of their body. On the siiine day,
however, and in spite of the utmost exertions of Ministers,

another committee was appointed to investigate t matter
of some importance, namely, the munner in which oartain

elections had been brought about ; this committee of nine

members was composed of four decided oppohitionists*

including iL Odillon Barrot. On Sunday iM. Dupin,
who had been unanimously cho«pn reporter of the Regency
Bill, read his report on the Bill to the committee, by 1

whom it was unanimously approved. It appears that two '

amendments only have been introduced in the Bill. The
Chambers are to be convoked, not in three months, but

dellat, had been compelled by the Queen's tr
' ~~^

reft,, iu France, where 2l* had fallen into tbe'h^L**' Tf^
French troops. Another was killed in th- ^ •

the

and
T'liis intel

m
CouH'^.—The Queen and Prince Albert returned to

Windsor immediately after the prorogation of Parliament,
where they still remain. The Prince of Wales and the
Princess Royal continue well. On Saturday Her Majesty I

^^ ^^®

held a Privy Council at the Castle which was attended ^^in*^''

by most of the Ministers, when a proclamation was ordered
to Be issned on the subject of the riots. On Sunday the
Queen and Court attended Divine Service in the chapel
at Cumberland Lodge. The Hereditary Prinqe and
Princess of Saxe-Coburg left the Castle on Monday, on
fheir return to Germany. On the same day, the Duke of
Saxe-Coburg, who arrived last ^eek from the Continent,
visited the Reform Club, and was conducted throu^-h the
different apartments. On Wednesday, the annivers'ary of
the birth-day of the DucheM of Kent. Her Majesty and
Pnnce Albert breakfasted with Her Royal Highness, at
Frogmore Lodge, and in the evening the R^.a! plrty
and suite went to Virginia Water, vrhere they dined. The
frjgate on the lake was decorated at night with coloured
lamps, and the town of Windsor was illuminated. The
Duchess of Norfolk has succeeded Viscountess Jocelyn.
as the lady-in-waiting

; and Capt. Meynell has succeeded
Capt, Hood, as the |?mom.in-waiting on Her Majesty.

Slf^'^'i'^^^^^x^,
'>' ^r^^-^^y ^f '^' Q'^^^n Dowager,

aeveral of Her Majesty's tradesmen illuminated their

SnT. }^ ^^"^'^'i^^'^ Of the duturbances in the pre
vinces, the Queen Dowager has given np her intended

Gopwai

in 40 days after the demise of the King, The guardian-
ship of the infant Prince is given to his Granduiuther in

default of his Mother. The discussion on the Bill b^an
on Thursday; the chief feature of the debate was the
attack of M. Larochejacquelin, the Royalist, on the reign-
fng dynasty ; be was loudly called to order, and not al.

lowed to conclude his speech. M. Lamartine followed, ad-
vocating the right of the Duchess of Orleans to be
Regent. The prompt passing of the Bill h attributed to
M. Thiers, who has given his full adhesion to the views

""
_

'

_ It is said, to become the
er of the Regency. The first remarkable inci-

dent which occurred during the progress of the Bill,

was the motion of M. Lherbette, a Member of the Op-
position, for the insertion in the orders of the day, that
permission would be granted to him to put certain ques-
tions to the Ministry, supposed to refer to the Portendie
affair. M. Guizot declared at the tribuae, that be was
quite ready to reply to any questions which might be pat
to him, ai the Cabinet had maintained the honour and
dignity_of the country. The House, however, twice ne-
gatived M. Lherbette's motiou by large majorities, all

parties seeming anxious to postpone the Ministerial
question till the December session, and to confine the
business of the present one to the Regency Bill.

seat of Earl Howe, and came to tnwn \Z\^ - \ T \ - ,
^^^ ^° AeuiUy. 1 he health of the duchess is «n

on the London and' BwiZZ'^ rTJJ * "S^t!"^! Vl^' '' '"}? ''^1^' FamiIy.^Tl.e editor of the .-'g
Her ^Majesty

on the London and Birmingham RaEway,
immediately proceeded to Bushy Park.

Gazelie Announcements.—In Tuesday "s Gazette it was
annonnced that the Queen has been pleased to direct let-

flT^^V *?w fv^''^
°'''^''" '^'^ ^'^''^ S^«J. appointing

the Duke of Welhngton Commander-in-Chief of ail hefMajesty g Land Forces in the United Kingdom. In con

bj Lord H,!l on retinng from office, stating that hi. re-signation has been rendered necessary by his prfsen Lteof health; that the conduct of the troop, both h, the fidd«nd m quarter, has furnished, during his Lord.L'rcommand. an example of discipline, regnlarUy. an? genera

hTZ"'\ "1'" ^ »^^P----d, and that the officef3 ha,e

««ii t" '"" '''• ^^%' **"'?' ^"^*^'«'i J'i^ Lordship to

Duke of Welhngton has also issued the following GeneralOrder on entering on the duties of hi. office -.-J' !„ oU
o Te Hn r^'^'J"'''^ ™;"'"^"'^' Field Marshal the Dukeof Welhngton ..sumes the command of the anny mdearnestly requests the as.i.tance and support of 'hegeneral and other officers of the army to mainfain the di.

active .er.ice,^*7 £ '°
f''u'

'° di«K,Btinne his

theP
. John Ant4 C^a^rD d'1^

-nnounced that

Professor of Modern V 'onr i'n .K tt •
^"° "PPointed

in the room of the late Dr AiS^ld
^°"'"''y«f ^'forc*.

Parlmmeniary Movement

t

\t, urn
Hope have h^n^nJ^nt'lCfj- *^''t««ay wd Mr.new members for South.

The Capital.—Tixe Duchess of Orleans tppeared on
Thursday at the Tuilcriea for the first lime since the death
of her husband. She desired to be left alone in the priTate
apartments of tba Prince in the Parillon Manan. After
having been there half an hour, the Duchess of ArorHen-
burg, her mother, who had gone with her to the Tuilerirt
hearing her sobs, entered with one of her ladtaa. She found
the nnhuppy dnchess leaning npon Bduk *here the duke
osed to write, bathing it with her tear.. Thcd""',esB bow-
ever yielded to her mother's sccudons, and returned
-ith her to Neuilly. The^bealtji^of the duchess is good, as

de Franco was sentenced on Friday to one year's im-pr.sonment and I2.000f.fine for a seditious a. f.de, pub-
lished on the occasion of the death of the Duke of

of1h?lk7H r , '^/'^'t"^"
°^"'' rommercial conve„tion

of the Ifith July has been exchanged between the CsbinetB

nIXl n
^'."«"«.; «^«"^«q"«"tJy the spun threads ofBelgium, after the I uh ,nst., were admitted into Franceon payment of the import dut,e« existing previously tothe Royal ordinance of 2Cth Jone.«-The Piri. jnurn.Nwith scarcely ao exception, are filled with the speeches ot*

on the 1 0th instant, the speech of Her h]»imt,an
closing the session of Parliament, the details ofM,; di.
orders that have taken place in'onr man f.-?L'L a dmining district^ and with comments upon .ho.^ mftf.«respecmeiy. To the speech of S.r Robert T nhri" r"
P^"?.,?" """P'^ J"*'"''' •-" Jt !• impgMihV " remark,the • Ministerial Debats.'"to meet with "re bonoTabUsentiment, than those expressed by S.r Robert Pee i^!

the belief that such language, and the testimonials ofsuch sincere sympathy for all that relatei to li.eT«nde"rhappiness, and even grief of France, will rowerful'; con-'

levi; ; II :," n T' "''"^.^'H
'»" .entimentryioJe

revival we shall always so deeply deplore." On that of

atstncts. The papers of every party reirard the stata ofour affair, abroad and at hoJe '„ LnfclVin beJdegree.—The weather conrinued verv fini i„ o

the lOtS iMt
' *'"""''''* •* Cherbourg on

Spai

amptuD. The election for Ipswicrhrr"":* ^"^ ^"

return of Capt. GUdstone aSd Mr.'^^o^'^T.'r ffi'
'1

''^

nouncement of the poll gave the foUowinVresnlf^^*^
""^

Gladstone. 6.51 ; Mr. Fox, 641 • Mr Th^ I "•~*^.''P^-

Mr H Y.ncent. 4^3 ; Mr! N.ch'oW 2 °Lor7/.'*?
''

WdJesky i, the candidate for the reprei^nta^olfwHants., in the room of Mr. Fleming wh^v,!r °"*''

the Chihern Hundreds. ThelSVor Be^Lri^lx'
\f^ ^^ terminate In the return of Mr. E. Tenncnt and

^^^^^ ^'^'^ "^^ '-' "'^"l-"^™""' ^orae movem
'Air* l\OdSe

»tant, but th^; «e^n I T A^'*^"*^
"^ °^ *'»« ^<>'^ '"-

proiecuo^l ZX'.T^'^"^ '? preparing a number of

iM

troop* h*d t«k,n place at vT^t-jr^ -^"* «novements of
marched from thatcUv in h -

j'*^' ^'°^''*'' '^'^^n had

hattalicuu

iForeign

"fantry. but for what objeTwas not

«tre!?tor*„7?^
«^^^«^.--The Regency Bill is the

rSLt il « f"f'L'"'
"" *^/"'' P*P«"- Those of'n^y were acfaairdy occupied witk th« discaswoa of

able force on that part of the fr '°.*=°''«/f
'"« • consider-

forwarded from M^d ,I i^.f
^n^'^^of Portugal had been

knowtt. Some said that nrW^'l "" """* ""•'*'*''

. tk" l:l*^°y*^*!' *« concentrate a consider-

.w»^B,«cuTrom .ilaarid, and others th.r,K'7"'":
•'**** ''""

tetnplated making a demonstrttTii'tL Astr Th"Barcelona joornahi state that a partv of 4 ? ~K i V P*
remaned concealed for «o.eCK )t^; otC"'

ligenca is couiirmed by the French papers «i,;,i '
.

^'

t»^- this .fBied band had been pursued U a i"'?"°"''
of F.

.
u, h li^iht infant^, which h«U c«pt/red SliT"'and 5 officers, with 2/ muskcti and ither Jl t,"

g««larmprie. aided by anotiar detachment of .K.
i.^iment. an.»tcdat Villeraja 11 C«''\t. .,„'„' T^
were Pl.nns, their chief, and three br.il,er, and ! Li°'"
of F.Up The most contradictory -^ours eo t Je tlbe crcuUted resi,cct.ng .he project, of the Sp.ni hrefugpes in Franee. The Ggvanmeat, however T
It. guard and fully prepared to baffle the s^^:;
designs of the anarchists. G. ral Zurbano had p bishcd a imtJu against awii. !.r,, whom U awimilated tohighwaymen, and as such werr ', be shot without trialSome officers of the 1. uut-ut of Guadnlaxara had been
arrested as partisans of Queen Christina,

PowTOQAL.—The Ministry conlinufs stijl mchaneed
though it was reported tUt Seuhor Costa Cabrtl had ten
dered his resignation, in consequence of t^ wrsonal od'
position made to him ; but that the Quetu had refused to
accept it. A measure for the auppression of secret socie-
ties bad been introduced by Sasihor Mousinho d'Albu-
querque, and adooitted for C.^-^mtu hj 49 against 33
votes. The Ministers did not vole on this occssion. Tha
Chamber of Peen had finished the dubatea on the Addrej*
to the Throne, which was carried ; and that of Deputies
was about to commence the diMWaioo on the same sub-
ject. The OppMition papera were striving to cry down
the treaties with England by mlsrepretenlations. The
tariff question had m»d* little progress. An address from
the Lngluh ..^^Jeo iaaporters at Oporto had been for-
warded to Lisbon for presentation to Lord Howard de
Waldco. in which (be parties urgtd their claims to a re-
daction of the proMsit prohibitive duties, by which both
the t'ortngvHr GoventMOTtand the Briiish merchanU suf-
fer from & failioc off of
duttps, while the natire mtnufacturcrs fain nothing, the
Spani h Mvgrlera betng the mIj parties who do gain,
noiess where liic Portttgoew MMufactarers themselves
pass off Spanish cloths for oative ones. A petition signed

bf 29 i^tofuese firms in the vooUes trade at Oporto, was
also abottt to be forwarded let presejct&tion to the Queen,
prtyin:: for e dinhuticn of duties. The arrival of Count
Stroganoff, the new Ru^.ian Minister, late Secretary of
theeoalMsay i» Lrndon,waa aixiuusly ez]>eoCed.

I- I VM.—The last Americao papeis taentlon tliat some
ttibera of a Helgian Comoii«sion, after choosing a place

lor a '•^^^nal irltletne"* in Central America, had arrived
at New \o»fc Oft ihtir feturit to Europe. It aj»pear« from
th« IU?>-i*n papers that the Chief CommiBsioner, Colonel
de Furdt has ju»t returned to Bruiiels. It is said that
the miasloo ha« h i completely successful. Colonel
Pudyt has obtained frv^k the Guatemala Government
the traniftr of the ilisitrictof St, Thomas, which includes a
fine big entering from the Gulf of Honduras. The Bel-

gians he^ln alreadj to boHi of the Tioble commercial port

which ihpj will povaaw, «nd of rlu great ritj they intend
to build. A sehet of extra.^iu.iiary robberies has been
cor-">ittf (1 m duferint parts of the country ; the robberi

•arryiof off wh^lc fifM^ of agrirnltural produce. A few

days sissvi; they threahcd coic acrd, rye. »ind wheat, In the

opt n fields in aeveral commuuen ' f the di'-trict of Turn-
l*f>'»e. The quantities carried flifT were considerable. Tiie„

Tillagcrsareln despair ataetingtheir harveil carried oiT, und

are in grent f^ar for the wheaf, the oats, the potatoes, &q.,

whu li are still to be i|ot in. A journul of Bruges periously

annooncea that Che Belgian pige/^ns are threatened by the

directors of the Frrnch Pv«i-offirc. Regular comcnu-
eat.M.. 8 between Tans, l-ondon, Hnissels, Antwerp, Ghent,

brages. and other cities, by means of pigeons, sre now^
established, an * ^me of these afrisl couriers are daily

despatched in different directions after tbe closing of the

Exrhange. They sUte that the French Post-office autho-

rities intend to pro ue these pigeons as the bearers of

letters, contrary to the law which gives to the Post-office

the mono^ioly of the conveyance of letters leas than one^

kilogramnie (2lbs.) in weight.

GcRMANT.—Ooeof the Geriuan papers gives us tbe

ifit tidings of anewa^iditionto (he powers of the Dsguer-
rotype. that of prodocing natsral colour, as well as form

and chiaro tcuro. Hie discoverer is a M. Tsearing, of

Munich; and although there may be some donh* n^ to

the fact of a reproduction of colour on the plate to tbe ex-

tent a :rted, there can be none as to the importance of

such an arldilion to the powers of the process.—A recent

sUtistical return sUtes the population of Herlin to be

3.^0,000, without incluumg strang^s.—We Ie«rn fro«»

Osnabruck. in the kinpiom of Hanover, that tempersnce
societies have inrreased there to soch aa extent, that the

brandy, for the last

ding year.

Ofl

revenue derived from the d«ty upon
year, is '''' r^- q crowns less than in the pi
The papers give detailed accounts of serio
siderabie towns of Germany, Styria, and „ .

the 5th lostaot* a letter from Cameia stated that the town

was then in flames; and, of &00 bouses, scarcely iOO re-

mained standing. The town-hall, the Gothic church, ai

the hotels, Ac. were already bnrnt to the ground. Several

persons wcfA missing. The town of Knittelfeld, in StyriSt

was so dreadfullT ravaged by a fire on the 26th ult., that

5b hou- and 60 farm buildinfs were entirely consua^ed,
and ^ix persons lost their lives- \ fire took place at Lagos^
m Hungary, on the 2i8t ult. which destroyed the towfl"

halJ, the charch. knd more than 300 houaes. On the nx^^

mat., the small town of Tambach, near Gotba, was ato^-
eaurcly coasomed ; 50 onlr of the -s*0 bouses ^ tie
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place were left standing. The village of Bechtof, 5n Wur-

temberg, had been likewise visited by a destructive fire*

IxAtY.—Letters from Naples mention that Vesuvius has

lately been exhibiting greater activity, from which it is

Bupposed that there will be an eruption, if not immedi-

ately, at least within a few months : it is now nearly four

years since the last eruption.—The railroad between

Naples and Castellamare is now finished. It is conducted

all the way on the sea-shore^ and commands the finest

views of Naples, Resina, Torre del Greco, Torre del'An-

nunziata. and Castellamare, forming, in regard to scenery,

the most picturesque railway in the world.—The Euglish

church at Naples is reduced to a very low ebb, in conse-

quence of the high rent, and the withdrawal of the Govern-

ment allowance ; and the managers, after having in vain

attempted to meet the difficulty by raising the pew-rents,

have been compelled to give notice to their clergyman

that they can no longer make any addition to the stipend

allowed him by the Foreign-office.

Malta.—Malta letters of a recent date state that the

officers of the navy would, by order of Admiral Owen, go

into mourning for three days, as a tribute of respect for

the late Dnke of Orleans. During the same period the

colours of the fleet were to be hoisted half-mast high,

the yards to be ^* topped on end," the peaks to be

pointed downwards, and the Grand March in Saul to be

substituted for the national anthem.—The Malta papers

publish a very curious document, the excommunication

pronounced by the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Smyrna

on Mrs. Whittal, a young Englishwoman, for having em-

braced Protestantism, the religion of her husband.—The
friends of the abolition of slavery met at Malta on the

30th ult., and formed a society called the Anglo-Maltese

Auxiliary Association. The Governor, Sir H. Bouverie,

was in the chair, and several Maltese of rank have joined

the association.

Russia.—The quarrel between the Pope and the Rus-

sian Government is likely to become more serious. The

Bishop of Podlachia has been taken from his diocese and

shut up in a cloister. The late public address of the Pope

against the Emperor has been received; but the Emperor
* persists in his order that no Catholic dignitary shall cor-

respond with Rome.—New recruiting orders have been

issued in Western Russia. The defeat of the Russians in

South Dagbestau is said to be true, but their loss did not

exceed 40 officers and GOO soldiers. Prince Dolgoroucki

has been reduced to the rank of common soldier, for

killing Prince Jascliwill in a duel.

Switzerland.—Letters from Berne mention that the

country is filled with English travellers, who are enjoying

the present season among the lakes and mountains. The
Annual Federal Shooting Match has gone off with great

effect, and with unusual interest to English visitors,

since the most successful shots were fired by Lord Yernon,

who has thereby acquired great celebrity among the Swiss

marksmen.
Greece.—Recent letters from Athens inform us that

great confusion prevailed in the Councils of King Otho,
one portion of the Cabinet supporting Russian interests,

and the other those of France, The Government had
drained the Treasury, in order to forward 250,000
drachmas to Baron de Rothschild^ to pay the interest of

the loan, relying on France to advance the additional

million necessary to complete the sum required for that

purpose. Another earthquake was felt at Calamata on

the 1 2th ult., which was more violent than the shock expe-

rienced there in April last. The church of St. George,

which was remarkable for its beauty and solidity, was

destroyed, and two others, with 40 or 50 houses, were

more or less damaged.—Long accounts are given of

the funeral of Major Meech and Lieutenant Burton.

of the Monarch, 8i, who died of fever caught while

embarking the Lycian Marbles for the British Mu-
seum. The funeral took place at Athens, in the presence

Sir E. Lyons and General Church. The whole crew seem

to have suffered severely from the malaria fever which

rages at this season on the coast of Asia Minor. Upwards
of 90 men were at the same time in the hands of the doc-

tors, and five lieutenants out of six, as well as three ma-

rine officers out of four, were rendered incapable of per-

forming their duty. The crew of the Medea, steamer,

which accompanied the Monarch to the river Xanthus,

have also suffered very seriously from the fever.—Lieut.

Holman, the blind traveller, was at Athens on the 31st, and

had been presented to their Majesties.

TrRKEY ANB Persta.—Letters from Constantinople

of the 27th ult. state that the differences which had arisen

between, Turkey and Persia continued still to occupy

public attention, to the exclusion of all other questions.

No intelligence of a more recent date than our last had

arrived from the southern frontiers of the empire. The
- Austrian steamer from Trebizond had brought no news,

-beyond a report that Riza Khauli Khan, the Persian com-

mander, had been worsted in a skirmish with the Governor

of SuUmania, The English and Russian governments had

offered their mediation. On the 27th the division of troops

intended for the frontiers of Persia commenced its march.

All the Ministers, and most of the Pachas, proceeded to

Scutari, to be present at their departure. A frigate and a

brig of war, having on board ammunition, artillery, and

some troops, had sailed for Trebizond. Meliemet Khan,

thePersian Minister, beingobliged to retire fromConstanti-

nople, in conseciuence of the hostilities which appeared im-

minent between his country and Turkey, the interests of

the Persian residents would be placed under the protec-

tion of the Russian Ambassador. The total change ex-

pected to take place in the Turkish Ministry is considered

to be near at hand. The venerable Kosrew Pacha, who
has held office under four successive Sultans, and who is

in his 82d jcar, will probably be appoiated Grand Yizicr.

The return of Reschid Pacha to office is also considered
|

highly probable. No progress has been made in the
j

Grecian or Syrian questions. Sir S. Canning gave a fete,

at Buyukdere, on the 25th ult., in honour of Prince
Frederic, of Hesse Cassel. The whole of the chiefs of

diplomatic missions, and several Turks of high rank, were
invited to dinner ; and the healths of the Sovereigns of

Europe, and especially of our Queen, were proposed by
Riza Pacha, Lord Steward of the Sultan's household, and
by Sarim Effendi, Minister for Foreign Affairs.—Private

letters from Beyrout of the '24th ult. mention that the

British Vice-Consul at Tarsus, Mr, Clapperton, had been

ill-treated by some Spahis, but that immediate satisfac-

tion for the offence had been afforded by the Governor.

The British Vice-Consul in Jerusalem had quarrelled with

the authorities, and the works of the Protestant Church
had been consequently suspended. Bishop Alexander was

confined to his bed from fever* A letter in the ** Augs-

burg Gazette '' states, that since the arrival of the Bishop,

several Jews have embraced the Protestant religion.

Egypt.—Accounts from Alexandria of the 26th ult.

state that the Pacha had ordered that every facility

be afforded to English travellers in their passage between

Alexandria and Suez. All passengers and their baggage

arriving by the Peninsular and Oriental steamers are to be

hereafter landed at the Mahmoudicht^anal, without going

through Alexandria, and neither their persons nor trunks

are to be visited by the Customs' officers. The Pacha had

likewise permitted station-houses and stores to be erected

at Suez. The new French Consul had commenced his

duties by protesting against the tran-^port of goods to

Suez being committed to an English company. The fleet

under Said, the Pacha's son, was getting ready for sea.

Recruits are daily arriving from the interior. The new

French line of direct steamers between Alexandria and

Marseilles will commence next January, and it is pro-

jected to reduce the quarantine of passengers from Egypt

by these steamers to only three days, if with clean bills

of health. Capt. Casolani, the inspector of the Malta

Lazaretto, and his nephew the Canon, who had been ob-

liged to leave Malta, as mentioned in a former NumUr,
from being implicated in some conspiracy of the Jesuits,

arrived from Syria on the IGth, and received pratique on

the 22d. On the 24th the Canon performed Mass to a

crowded audience in the Latin Convent. In consequence

of the slow rising of the Nile, no Government sales will

take place. In Cairo it has risen only twelve carats, and

ships are detained from the inability of bringing down

their produce.—Advices from Aden of the 10th July state

that all was quiet, but from the warlike preparations of

the Arab tribes an attack on the British garrison was ex-

pected towards the end of the month.

United States.—The Royal mail steamer Acadia

arrived at Liverpool on Saturday, from Boston and Hali-

fax. She sailed from Boston on the afternoon of the 1st,

and from Halifax, where she stopped sis hours, on that

of the 3d inst., and made the passage in the remarkably

short space of 11 days and 16 hours. The semi-official

journals of Washington confirm the accounts received by

the Roscius, of the completion of the treaty for the settle-

ment of the North-Eastern boundary question. The

treaty having been negotiated by the Secretary of State,

the President, there was no doubt, approved of it. It

awaited the approval of the Senate, and, though there

were some sinister rumours to the contrary, that body

would, it was deemed all but certain, confirm the con-

vention. The near prospect of the amicable settlement of

the disputes between England and America was viewed

with general approbation in the United States. In the

House of Representatives on the 27th ult., Mr. Adams,

from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, reported a resolu-

tion, calling on the Secretary of State and the Secretary

of the Navy to prepare jointly a plan for the establishment

of a line of weekly steamers between New York and Havre

by the United States Government, in connexion with the

French Government, the report to be furnished at the

next session of Congress, with statements of the probable

expense and other details. The resolution was passed,

and the report was read and>rdered to be printed.—The

Great Western arrived at New York on the morning of

the 30th, after a very quick voyage of 12^ days from

Bristol.

!

CITY.
Money Markei, Friday.--The accounts from the dis-

turbed districts having become more favourable, the de-

pression of the public funds, which had fallen considerably

during the week, has been removed, and prices have im-

proved to-day about f per cent; Consols for money and

account being quoted 'Jl^ to .^2 ; Three per Cents. Re-

duced, 921 to i; Three-and-a-Half per Cents. Reduced,

100|- to 1; New Three-and-a-Half per Cents., 100|to i;

Exchequer Bills, 51s. to 53s. prem. ? Bank Stock, 170

to 1 ; fndia Stock, 250 to 1.

iWctropolfs antJ JiVWitinitio.

Departure of Troops.—During the afternoon of Satur-

day great excitement prevailed in the neighbourhood of

the terminus of the London and Birmingham Railway, in

consequence of information having been sent to the rail-

way authorities to prepare two special trains for the

conveyance of troops to Manchester and the other dis-

turbed districts. It was soon rumoured in the neigh-

bourhood that above a thousand soldiers were going to

Manchester by the six-o'clock train, and a great crowd

began to assemble in front of the station. The crowd con-

tinued to increase, and fears were entertained, from their

threatening manner, that a riot would take place. About

half-past eight the tramp of heavy carairy was heard ap-

Droachinff, and in a few miautes ^tter a troop of nom

Artillery, heavily accoutred, having with them fonr teU'^

pieces, made their appearance in front of the station,

having left Woolwich shortly after six o'clock. The mob ^

at this time consisted of between 1,000 and 2,000 per-

sons, and hissed and groaned at the soldiers. The troop

consisted of about 150 men, with one waggon of ammu-
nition, besides four pieces of artillery. About nine
o'clock the marching of Foot Guards and the hootings of
the mob announced the approach of more soldiers. Shortly
after they came In front of the station, and were received

in a manner even worse than the artillery, the mob shouting
and groaning. These troops consisted of the third bat-

talion of the first regiment of Foot Guards, from St.

George's Barracks, under the command of Colonel Sir O.
Honeyman, numbering 7,000 men, with three waggons
laden with ammunition. The mob at this time was Tery
great, the soldiers having been followed from their bar*

racks by several hundred persons, who saluted them with
groans all the way. So bent on mischief was the mob,
that when the troops entered Regent-street the men were
ordered to fix bayonets. The artillery and horses were
sent off in two trains, after the others had left. The
bridges between the Euston station and Chalk-farm were
lined with people, and numerous policemen were doing
duty upon them, it having been rumoured that large

stones would be thrown on the carriages as they passed.

On Sunday morning, as early as nine o'clock, another
troop of Horse Artillery arrived from Woolwich at the

station, with three field-pieces and ammunition. Being
unexpected by the inhabitants, very few persons were
present, and they were allowed to take their departure

without any expression of feeling, as on the previous night-

It being rumoured after their departure that otlier troops

would arrive in the course of the day, the station was sur-

rounded la the afternoon by a mob of between 1,000 and
5,000 persons, who were addressed by several Chartists.

About 5 P.M. two waggons, laden with ammunition, and
guarded by several soldiers of the 34th, came up, and were
shortly after followed by the regiment, under the command
of Lieut.-Col. Airey, consisting of 600 men. On their

arrival they were greeted with the most discordant yells

by the mob, and the police had great difficulty in prevent-

ing them from forcing an entry into the railway yard.

The officers appeared to be the particular mark at which
the spleen of the mob was directed, and on three or four

of them riding up abreast they were groaned at in STich a

BQanner that an order was given to fix bayonets for the

purpose of intimidating them. This caused the mob to

shout louder, and when the whole had got inside the

gates, a loud groan was set up. The train was unusually

lengthy, consisting of nearly 20 carriages. The crowd had
not in the least diminished when it left at 7 P.M. In

consequence of these special trains, nearly 200 policemen

have been doing duty when they started, a considerable

number being stationed at Chalk-farm, from the appre-

hension that an attack might be made on that part of the

line. The number of persons waiting at this place to see

the train pass with the 34th was upwards of 2,000. On
Monday morning, about 11 o'clock, the remaining portion

of the 34th, amounting to 200 men, with their families,

arrived at the railway from Portsmouth, and left in half

an hour for Manchester. The crowd was not so great as

on the preceding day, but it was deemed ndviaable to have

an additional number of police on duty. No expre^ion

of feeling On the part of the people was given on this

occasion.—On Thursday morning the 73rd Regiment ar-

rived in town from Woolwich, under the command of CoL
Love, and started by the Birmingham Railway, in two

trains for Leeds. The crowd was very great, and a strong

body of police was necessary to prevent a riot. In the

afternoon, the 32d Regiment arrived by the South
Western Railway from Portsmouth, under the command
of Lieut.-Col, Markham, and were immediately billeted

on different publicans in the parish of St. Pancras for the

Tiigi^t, They left town yesterday morning by the Bir-

mingham Railway for Bradford ; great crowds were as-

sembled to witness their departure.

Chartist Meetings.—In the early part of the week
some apprehensions w^re excited in the metropolis, by
the rumour that the leaders of the working classes in

London and the environs had determined on holding

simultaneous meetings in various parts of the metropolis,

to consider how far and in what manner their interests

stand affected by the ** turn-outs," and suspension of

labour in the manufacturing districts. It appears that

information to that effect was received at the head-office

of the police, in Great Scotland-yard^ on Tuesday morn-
ing, and also that large bills, headed " Awful State of the

Country," had been, at an early hour of the morning,

extensively posted at the eastern part of the town, calling

a meeting of the working classes for that evening, on
Stepney-green, and a second meeting for Wednesday, on
Islington-green. Information of the intended meetings

.was immediately conveyed to Sir James Graham, aod
orders were immediately despatched by mounted expresses

to every division of police, particularly in the suburbs,

to report at 5 o'clock, at Scotland-yard, whether a»y

assemblage of persons had taken place in any part of the

district, and also to remove, as quickly as possible, any

inflammatory bills that might be already posted oo tM

walls, and that all persons sticking such bills gboaW be

imme(3tately taken into custody and conveyed i^^^
street, and the bills sent to the Commissioners. I^nng

the afternoon the Commissionerijgere in constan com-

munication with the Home-office, and at 6 o dock on

Tuesday erening orders wrre iMued to each of the

diyisions, for 100 men to be in rewliness at the pnnc.pal

station of each diTision, ready for " *^' t
service should

they be required ; and at that hour 1,m constables werf

ready ^9 m »i »aj point whereJJicir preieacs miglit be
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? The battalions of the Guards still in towD» the

"Life Gu«rd», aa^ Bth Hussars at Hounslow, were also

ordered within barracks, and those at the Tower were

ktpt under ^rms. * Happily, however, no disturbance

*as occurred. The foJlowiog are the particulars of

Chartist meetings which have takeu place:
tke On
^Monday morning a large body, about 1,000 in num-

ber, composed of both male and female Chartists, entered

the (own of Watford, through the railway arch, walking in

procession, carrying flags and banners, and preceded by a

iband of music. They had arrived from London, vrhence

they had been conveyed in about 80 vans, some drawn by
two and others by four horses, in which they would have
entered the town, had they not been stopped about a mile

off, by order of the magistrates, and told that the vans
would not be allowed to go into Watford^ unless the ban-
kers were taken off. The whole in consequence descended,
and determined to walk and carry the banners, &c., leav-

ing the vans behind. They proceeded to the inns and had
Jisfresbments, after which the whole body marched off to

a field at the back of the town, whither they were followed

by several agricultural labourers, and by several farmers of

the neighbourhood. A hustings having been erected, Mr.
Savage and others addressed the meeting, urging the

lacking men to join the Association, in order to obtain

the Charter as the only means by which they might expect
to get a fair day's pay for a day's work. Three cheers

ir#re given for Mr. O'Connor and Mr. T. Buncombe,
frhose colours were carried at the head of the procession,

Hfid at the conclusion three cheers for the Charter- The
disiressed state of the country was much commented on,
but scarcely any allusion was made to the present dis-

turbances. No outbreak occurred, but a body of police was
stationed ia the town in case of emergency. The proces-
sion was formed in Circus-street, New-road, and thence
proceeded to their destination ; and to this circumstance
may be attributed the rumour which prevailed throughout
the metropolis on Monday, that 2,000 Chartists had
marched from London to Manchester and the disturbed
districts.—On Tuesday, in various parts of the metropolis,
largeplacardswereejhibited,callingupontheChartists to as-
semble at Stepney-green, for the purpose of taking into con-
sideration the state of the country, and the conduct of the
authorities at Manchester. About 7 o'clock the committee
arrived, and took their stations in the van, by which time
br^veen 3,000 and 4.000 persons had^assembled. There
were many females present. A person named Don was
called to the chair, when it was recommended by a person
in the van that the crowd should remove from the high
road, so that no plea should be alleged that they caused
an obstraction* The chairman slated that the object of
their meeting was, that as labour was the source of all
property, so it should therefoW bave the first protection
of the law, and that it was^nlf by the adoption of tlie

principles of l^w Charter that projection could be afforded.
He then exhorted that they ^ontd be peaceable. V^Uile
he was proceeding, a ahont was raised that the police had
arrived to diaper&e the mob. «^ rush took place, when
sometnen and women were knocked down'. It was, how-
ever soon found that it was the scmnd of the approach of
« cart which had been mistaken for the approach of a body
of police. When order, was restored, a resolution was
pjoposed^ that a memorial be presented to the Queen,
praying that she would order the troops to be withdrawn
from the disturbed districts, and that the Charter might
be adopted as the law of the land. Several Chartists ad-
dressed the meeting in support of the resolution, which
was agreed to nnanimously. The proceedings concluded
« Litre before nine o'clock, at which time there were be-
tween 8,000 and 10,000 persons present.- On Monday
evening a numerous meeting of Chartists took place in
the open space fronting the Session House, Clerkenwell-
gree». There could not have been fewer than 2,000 per-
sons present, and among the crowd were manv women and
ciuldren. Several police were about the green, but there
was no mterfereace on their part, and the mob did not
attempt to molest them. The speeches and the reso-
imions embraced the usual topics. The meeting separated
qmetly without any attempt to disturb the peace.—On
Ihursday evening there was another meeting on Islington^a

;
a Dr Webb in the chair. At half-past siz. aboutWtt persona had assembled, but before seven, they in-

a"l tie n .T'^^^'*^*^^-
.^'^''^^ '^'''^'' were delivered,

theVp^S^ ""''^T'
^^y ^i^^-^bance. They

-4^'sLfr^ir"'-''' "'!"' ^^^^^ four abreast, to Lin-

alo^r
^^^^.^^^d/^;ncreaMng in numbers as they passed

headed by a cart. conSnl abo;t J^LT'^T'' ''"'

chanica and son.; won^ ^Ar?«, ^ ^1""''^^ *' '^^"
' - ^omeB. At^ intervals, they gave three

rp,- , . , —/' and the

«eotile tn m;« *!, 1
P"?<^^Pal speakers cal!ed

woa!d be an attempt to hold a large ^ettg." '^^eto^tned to get up a meetmg at Clerkenwell and in LinXsInn Fields, but were prevented by the police. At the ton
of Bow-street they attacked the police with brickbat^ butwere at length dispersed before any serious disturbance
had taken place. In all the streets through w6ich thev
passed, the ahops were closed. The Lord Mayor and
Aldetmaii were at Guildhall during the early part of tbe
night, in anticipation of a tumult ; and great alarm pre-
vailed in all parts of the city. The magistrates have ia-
aoed a proclamation, prohibiting any further meetings in
the metropolia.

€^km-z of th^

el««« for -th. charter." ih^'-'^ZilTZmZ'
turn-outs in the north.

On Saturday Mr. Hicks, 'the
Miri^et Comajittee of tiie corporation,

appeared at the Mansion House, where Alderman Wilson
was sitting for the Lord Mayor* and stated that he had
been deputed to wait upon his Lordship oT the alderman
who represented the chief magistrate, to confer with him
upon the subject of Bartholomew Fair, and to request his

concnrren'Ce in the resolutions of the committee. The
resolutions recommended among other things, that Bartho-
lomew Fair in future be not proclaimed till the afternoon
of the eve of St. Bartholomew, instead of half-past twelve
o'clock on the preceding night, as heretofore ; that it be
proclaimed without any state or civic formalities ; that
the fair be permitted to continue only during the re-

mainder of that day and the two following days; that
booths for the exhibition of plays, interludes, pantomimes,
and other theatrical representations, be henceforth entirely

excluded ; that during the fair no part of the pavement of
Smithfield be permitted to be taken up or disturbed for

the placing or fixing of any booth, stall or other building,
or under any pretence preparatory to or during the fair ;

that no swin^, roundabout, flying vehicle, or other ma-
chinery of a like nature, be permitted in any part of
Smithfield market ; and that exhibitions of wild beasts be
prohibited altogether. The Alderman said, that as the
subject was one of very great importance, he had sent for
the City Solicitor, who recommended the gradual abolition
of the fair, which had been diverted from its original pur-
pose, and had become a most intolerable nuisance, de-
manding the active exertions of the magistracy and the
police for the preservation of the peace and the suppres-
sion of the most open vice. The present Lord Mayor is

warmly in favour of the abolition of the fair, and no doubt
is entertained that it will cease to have any attractions for
the ordinary attendants on such occasions, and be merely
kept up for trading purposes.

Metropolitan Improvements.—The repairing of London
Bridge commenced on Monday, when upwards of 200
men commenced taking up the right-hand side of the car-
riage-way. To prevent confusion, the carriages, carts,
and other vehicles, were only allowed to pass over the
bridge from the City side ; those coming from the Borongh
and the southern counties were obliged,to go over South-
wark-hridge. Only one side of the carriage-way will be
done at a time, so that the other may be open to the pub-
lic vehicles crossing from the City to Southwark. That as
little inconvenience may be caused to the public as can
possibly be avoided, a great number of labourers have
been engaged to expedite the necessary repairs. It is ex-
pected that the bridge will be re-opened, newly paved, in
less than a fortnight.—The church of St. Thomas Char-
terhouse, in the Goswell-roftd, as we announced in our
last, was consecrated by the Bishop of London on Satur-
day? when his Lordship preached to a numerous congre-
gation, among whom were most of the City clergy. It
is intended that the services of the church shall be twice
on Sunday, and on the usual festivals. The Rev. Dr.
James has been appointed incumbent minister.—The new
church of All Saints, St. Pancras. near Gordon Square, the
first stone of which was-laid by Sir R. H. Inglis, in No-
vember last, is now completed and ready for consecration.
Jt is built in the Grecian style. The parish in which it is
situated contains, according to the recent census, 130,000
inhabitants, but with church accommodation, includingpro
prietary chapels, for only 16,000 of that nnmber. In order
to meet this deficiency, the Church of All Saints has been
erected at considerable cost, under the immediate direction
of the Bishop of London, in whom the patronage is vested.
It is proposed to establish schools in the more destitute
sections of the district, which in itself contains upwards
of 7,000 persons. The church is provided with 1,200
sittings, one-third of which are free. Among the dona-
tions maybe enumerated 1,500/. from the committee of the
Metropolis Churches Fund, 500/. from his Grace the Duke
of Bedford, 300/. from Mr. Waller, and a communion ser-
vice from Mr. J, Greaves, of Iriam Hall, Lancashire.—
The repairs of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields are rapidly ad-
vancing. The church will necessarily remain closed for
some time longer, and during the repairs the congregation
attend divme service at St. Michaers Church, in Burieieh-
street, Strand. ^

The Model Prison.—The new prison at Fentonville is
now completed, and will shortly be brought into operation.
The plan was determined on after a laborious and careful
inquiry into the discipline practised in most of the prisons
in Europe, the West Indies, and North America, as well
as those in Great Britain and Ireland. The construction
of the prison is considered to be an improvement over ail
similar buildings, particulariy as regards the separate or
silent system of discipline. The expenses incurred in
carrying the scheme to completion, it is stated, have ex-
ceeded 20,000/., independent of the cost of the buildings
It is understood that it will be opened for the reception
of prisoners early next month. The applications for the
principal situations have been very numerous, and there
wereupwarda of 100 candidates forthe office of Governor
1 he Commissioners have announced the followineappoint-

W? ^^fr^'Su'' .^?'' ^^^^'^ ^^^^^"^
'
Chaplain; Rev.James ^«^P^;/hysician, Dr. G. O. Rees ; Sec^eta^yand

i.l«tS^/f"^51r '^T'^^y,
'^o weavers and a baker were

the ^trtV i^"' f""''^^"^
*"1^ unlawfully carrying through

Sled L?n ti
•^''^

,
^''^'^^ State of the Countrv !» andcalled tipon the people to attend the n.eetings at Stepney

'ahonL; confer ' " r"^"'' "^ ^^^'''^ »-'« -"-'J-ation the conduct of the authorities in violently mas-

?o^r "*^tI!""''' ^r/T' ^^"'^ only crime ^as wanT offood. They concluded by the following paragraph :-
'' Enghshmen attend m your ;housaads, !nd «how yoar
Mfiapiitbr with your brethren fn the north, and your dc-

testation of tyranny." After the evid^ToTtK '

had been received, the prisoners said that Up- ^ '^^

work, they acceptea the job oflFered to them ^t^t
°"* °^

11 . , ...
,. ,

'""' were not
'^ of the

able to read, and therefore knew nothin

to admit that the prisoners were not a^are of the
°S

of such language, but were made the innocent inrff^^^
in the hands of designing persons ; and in order to ^7
a repetition of such a proceedingrlthey slioiild eJh

tneiits

veat

enter

of ^tJj^ Plf,<^«[d^»^ The magistrate said thtt he was'lJiS?

1

into theif own recognizsirices in the sunTof ToMo h
good behaviour for the next two months. The nHc
applied to have the boards delivered up, which

"""'

granted, but the placards were ordered to be kent bvT^
police. In consequence of the several summonses fw
were granted and made returnable forthwith for gimil
offences, a number of persons were in attendance m
ing Thursday to answer complaints ^preferred aeainst
them by the police, for having inflammatory placard.
posted at their doors in difierent parts of the metronoliT
some of whicli were dismissed upon the parties satisfvin
the Court that the offence would not Be Wealed and
that the circumstance took place without their sanksh
or knowledge. ' ''*5>*»8(n9i a.,^ u^oj

The Mo7iiment.~knot\ieT snicide war'committed
yesterday morning from the Monument, notwithstanding
(he appointment of special keepers to prevent Vrecufrence
of those catastrophes which had already given itnotorietfA female servant, named Jane Cooper, living wittfA family
at Homerton, threw herself from the ¥ummifc near the
flag-staff, while the attention of the keej^r was attracted
by something on the opposite side. She nearly fell on a
cart passing at the time, and was of course killed upon
the spot.

Woolwich.—Great excitement prevailed here on Satur-
day, in consequence of the report that an order had been
received by Lord Bloomfield, the Commandant of the
Garrison, to forward to the London and Birmingham
Railway, with all possible despatch, a park of artillery.

Shortly after the arrival of the messenger, instructions
were issued for the assembling of the officers and men,
who, with four pieces of cannon, were promptly equipped,
under the command of Lieutl-Cplonel Smith. An am-
munition waggon was immediately prepared, and supplied
with munitions of war, consisting of a rafgg' quantity of

powder, ball, grape,"an'd canister shot. • The number of

men, with their officers, amounted to about ISO.'' 'Several
waggons belonging to the inhabitiints"were pressed on the

occasion* A little befores'i'x the space in front of the

gates, by which the troop of artillery had to'fiWs, was oc
cupied b^'a dense tnob of p'efsons. About six o'clock

the body left the barracks. Each cannon was drawn by
fonr horses, and nearly^ the whole of tKe'men "were on
Korseback. Tlie passage of'sucli an ' unusuaF cavalcade

along the road congregated a crowJJ^'frhich became very

large as it approached the MetropolFsT ^^^ ^^ *^^

f ri 63 frt*«rf

"We reg

^lobmcml rlNffos

-' 'A u^
':» a £l JBIC}

f4

that the (fiaorderly workm^elTfiftlie ?31|<W dlstJ*i5ft "wouM
return to a sense of tlieir true interest and duty, liave not

been realised. The^ovemeAf lia«*'^pread into Yorkshire

and War«rickilnre ; aiid the confederated workmen in the

Staffordshire Potteri<^epcouraged by these insurgents,

have committed greater*"§x6ia^^ than'My whicK were rd

corded in their formeV outbreak.^ It haisbeen found nece^

aary to move detachments of infantry and artillery into

the disturbed districta*:' btootf^'hariieen'' shed "in several

places, and the daily papers have been filled throughout

the week with detailed d^coififlS'jof thi

ceedings. '
" '' '"'^^

Manchester.—The riots in this town assumed a very

serious aspect during the early part of the^week ; and the

greatest alarm prevailed throughout the district. The

following is a condensed summary of all that has transpired

since our last;—On Friday the Queen's proclamation was

issued, calling upon the authorities to use their utmost

endeavours to bring the lioters to justice, and Sffering a

free pardon and a reward of 50/. for each person convictedi

On Saturday morning, as early as half-past 7, a mob, of

the usual character, made an attack on the bricklayers

and labourers employed at the new buildings inPoolFold>

and compelled them to cease wortf."" A meeting of trades^

delegates was held at the Socialists' hall at 11. Theie

was a very crowded attendance. A gftal deal of wrangling

took place in the course of theproceedjogs ; but ultimately

a resolution, pledging the men not to return to worfc

till the Peopled Charter was obtained, was carried by about

three-fourths of the meeting. Though there was much

quarrelling, no breach of the peace occurred. At an eariy^

hour information was received at the Town-hall that a

large mob had gone to turn out the hands at fhe engine

mannfactoryof the Leeds railway, close tb the termmtis

at the Oldham read. A large body of police and special

constables were immediately despatched, who succeeded m
preventing any furtheroutrage, although the hands did not

return to work. About noon a strong force ofmouutetf

police, with 100 police constables on foot, and about an

equal number of special constables, was despatched to

Little Ireland, in the township of Chorlton-on-MedlocK,
where they succeeded in dispersing- a large crowd,

brickbats.

d

in dispersing- a
and seized large quantities of stones and
None of the mills, except those of Messrs/Birley «»«

Messrs. Kennedy, had commenced work'. The suburbs or

the town ^ere crowded with gangs of marauders on the

pre^nce of seeking alms. About noon a daring at

was made on a mil! at Quarry-bank, near Wiliastotr, be-

longing to Mr, Greg, late Member for ' ManSh^ft^ A^

attack

about 500 men, [who, after demandinf^MBto
was refused, forced ©fe#h the door, the wkole

which
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ing into the lower part of the mill and effecting con-

fcidefable damage before they could be ejected. After this

they went, Jo the village shops an4..bak^Wuse£, seizing all

the bread they could find^^j^t three o'clock intelligence

Vas received of another attempt on the Leeds railway, for

the purpose, j)^..seizing the mail traio. A large n^qb

ascended the inclined plane from St- George's-fields, and

threw the guard down the embankraent. They then let

the water ouj^^f the boiler, Reaving the fire buraing, ex-

pecting that an explosion would be the consequence.

Proinpi^aid was sent by a strong detachment of Rifles,

police and special constabJgSj but on their arrival the

crowd had dispersed. Seeing that their attempt had not

been effectual, and had not rendered the engines unfit for

work, the rnpb ^If^e about to renew the attack when they

dispersed. An attempt was also made to throw the

express engine off the road by several obstructions being

thrown ii| i-^j,vpay.-ftUp to 5 o'clock, the arrival of all the

down-trains from Leeds had been regular, although large

crowds of persons were reported by passengers as having

beeu^^een at y^ebden-fe^yge, and several other places,

where all the works had been stopped. On Sunday the

town was remarkably quiet. No patrols through the streets

,v^erej[gquir|4nnot a single mob having collected. Many
believed that it was a lull which preceded a gathering

storm ; but it was attributed by others to the habitual

respect which the working classes ^of Lancashire pay to

the Sabbath. The intelligence of the rioting and loss of

life at Preston on Saturday, and some further disturbances

and injury of property at Staley-bridge, where the turn-

out had its origin, had caused considerable alarm among
the authorities. A despatch was sent to London on Satur-

day for more troops, and such was the promptitude with

which the demand was met, that by three on Sunday
morning a force of 600 of the Coldstream Guards had
left the terminus at Euston-square. They arrived at

Manchester about eleven in twenty-one carriages by two
special trains, and were immediately marched to barracks.

It is said to be sixteen years since the Guards were sent to

Manchester on a similar errand. In the course of the day,

the magistrates held a meeting which lasted some hours, at

which they agreed to issue a procl§mation, making Itnown

that all assemblages of persons in considerable numbers,
having under present circumstances a manifest tendency
to endanger the public peace and to excite the fears of her

' M^esty's peaceable subjects, were illegal—whatever might
be their avowed object and wherever held, and notwith-

Standing tljgj^pojght not at thc-tirae be attended with acts

of open violence ; . at the same time declaring their full

determination to use all the means in their power to pre-

vent and repress, and, J/^jijcessary, forcibly to put down
the same. Towards evening groups of operatives collected

at the cqrtiers^^qr the streets in the more populous parts

^f tlig^wn^ b^isJ^P^y 'i° o^'^^A 't«|J^5>vg£j4ie momen-
tous events of the week, and the best method of future

proceeding. The universal topic of surprise was how
100,000 persons had ^en able to subsist without their

usual week^s wages. On Monday afternoon, in conse-

quence of information received that an open-air meeting
was to be held^jft^Jhe GranlJylVow fields, there was an
imposing array of military force collected opposite St.

Peter's Church^r^p^It consisted of two troops of dragoons,
a company of the ColdslfjBam Guards, and a large detach-
ment of Rifles, and the 58th Regiment, They went
through the disturbed districts and made a powerful dis-

plaj^: hxkt there was no attempt at a meeting. It was
feared that another attempt would be made, and at four

o'clock a much more imposing force, consisting, in addi-

tion to the above, o^Jonv hundred police and special con-
stables, went down to 6ranby-row Fields, but there being

no opposition they marched onwards through Ancoats to

their destination, ..Some factories in Ancoats had been

taken as barracks, of which a large party of the Fusilier

Guards had taken possession. A large detachment of

the 12th Lancers arrived during the morning from Liver-

pool by special trains, having just come to that port from

Dublin. In defiance of the proclamation issued by the

magistrates, many meetings were held in different parts of

thing, however,which otherwise couldcome within the cogni-

zance of the civil power, OnTuesday, being the anniversary

of Peterloo, the deepest anxiety prevailed at the Town-hall.

The mounted patrol, who had just arrived, brought intel-

ligence from all their districts, that large bodies of strangers

were entering the town in every direction, particularly

along the Ashton-road, who were armed with bludgeons.

They had, however, conducted themselves peaceably, and

the special constables had retained their posts. A large

concentration of constables had taken place at the Town-
halL Alarm-bells were placed in most of the wards

to call the special constables of those districts to their

post at the first appearance of danger. Although this

was the chief market-day, there was not the slightest

semblance of business, the merchants being at their

several posts, and the manufacturers being kept at home
in their own localities from the dread of consequences. A
meeting bad been announced to take place in the burial-

ground of Mr. Scholfieid's chapel, to celebrate the com-
pletion of Hunt's monument. On the appearance of the

placard, the authorities gave notice that if such a meeting

took plac£,,it would be dispersed by the military. The
delegates then decided that the procession and meeting

should not take place, but that a tea-party ehoTild be held

in thejgyeoing. The delegates passed the following reso-

lutions :—1. That this meeting pledges itself to discon-

tinue alljUegal proceedings, and further that they will

endeavoHtjlp^.preserve the pidjUc peace. ,2, That they

could not existrwith the prcaeni rate of wages, and that

they are determined not to go work until they obtained

the wages of 1339, Q, '[^j.ateach master do pay the same
- ^N

for the same fabric of cloth throughout the whole of the
manufacturing districts. 4. That it is the opinion of the
meeting that their political rights are imperatively neces-
sary for the preservation of their rights when they gam
them. They ther,efore pledge themselves to act with their

Other friends and trades generally in gaining the People's
Charter as the only means of having the said rights. Dr.
INI'Douall had been addressing the workmen of Eccles,
proposing that the treasurers of all benefit-societies. Odd
Fellows, Foresters, Ancient Shepherds, and sick and
burial-clubs of every description, should obtain the per-
miss-ion of their members instantly to withdraw their

money from the various banks in Manchester, in order to

keep it out of circulation. On Wednesday, a large mob
assembled at Medlock Vale, and forced the hands of

Messrs. Holmes and Co. to discontinue work. Another
held a meeting at Eccles, and afterwards w^ent to the Vic-
toria Mills and demanded the turn-out of.the hands, but
a strong resistance was offered and the rioters were dis-

persed. In the afternoon a printer was seized, with the

press and types from which a seditious placard had been
printed ; two boys on the premises were also arrested ;

they stated that the proof of the placard had been carried

to Dr. M'Douall, and the corrected proof was seized with
the other papers.—The placard printed at the press

which was seiied on Wednesday has been published. It calls

upon the people not to lose the present opportunity, but
to " resolve never to resume labour until labour'* griev-

ances are destroyed, and protection secured for them-
selves, their suffering wives, and helpless children, by the

enactment of the People's Charter." It intimates that

the turn-outs can afford to remain idle for an indefinite

period, and refers with great violence of language on the

late events at Preston and Blackburn. On Thursday
warrants were issued lor the apprehension of Dr. M'Douall,
the supposed author of this placard, and a well-known
Chartist orator and bookseller named Leech, calling him-
self '* President of the Executive Council of the National

Charter Association," at whose shop it was distributed.

The latter was arrested in the course of the day and lodged

in the Town Hall. Dr. M'Douall is said to have left the

town, but most of his papefs have been seized.
_ Several

warrants have since been issued against persons known to

have taken an active part as agitators during the recent

disturbances. In the course of the day a mob from

Ashton attempted to turn out the hands from the Bank-
bridge print-works, about three miles from this town ; but

the hands successfully defended the premises, and after a

severe fight, during which the military came up, the

rioters were compelled to retire. «/ » . utsl

Preston,—We regret to state that the riots in this town
assumed so serious an aspect on Saturday, that the mili-

tary found it necessary to fire upon the people. For some
days previously the town had become greatly excited, and

some apprehension was caused by the number of hands

out of work, grouped in various parts of the town. On
Friday the town was thrown into a State of commotion by

the compulsory turulng-out ^nd stoppage of most of the

mills. A party of some hundred men met on that day,

and went to Messrs. Paley's factory, in the first instance,

demanding that the bands should be turned out, which

was eventually complied with. They then proceeded to

all the mills, foundries, and loom shi>ps in the town, snc-

cessively, compelling them to discharge their hands, and,

in some instances, where they met with resistance, break-

ing windows and doing other damage. A meeting of the

malcontents afterwards took place, to the number of

about 3,000. The assemblage was addressed by two Chart-

ists, who spoke strongly against the Anti-Corn Law
League and the masters. The movement was altogether

unexpected by the authorities, nor was it known whether

it was preconcerted by the disaffected in other towns,

though it was suspected that some delegates from Man-
chester had been at work on the previous day. On Saturday

morning the mob proceeded to the factories of Mr. F.

Sleddon and Messrs. Cathcall; the former resisted the

demands of the assemblage. Soon after eight o'clock the

number increased, and it was found requisite for the Riot

In the middle of

1

the town, but in private places and rooms. There was no- Act to be read two or three times over.

Lane-street there was no possibility of obtaining order,

nor could all the advice given by the magistracy prevail

nponjthe mob to retire, instead of which they commenced
afire of stones, with determined resolution, the women
bringing aprons and bags full of ammunition. The conse-

quence was that order was given to fire, when ten of the

rioters were wounded, some of them mortally. Five were

taken to the Hospital, and in the course of the morning

one of them had his leg amputated above the knee, being

completelysplintered bytheball. Manyof the others were

severely injured, and two have since died. The factories,

with the exception of two, resumed work on ]VIonday un-

der the protection of the military force, and have conti-

nued to work during the week, the authorities having de-

termined to repulse them with the soldiers if they again

entered the town. The 72d Highlanders and the Wigan
troop of Lancashire Yeomanry Cavalry, commanded by

Lord Francis Egerton, and a company of Rifles, still re-

main in the town. The Queen's proclamation, offering

50/. reward for the conviction of any of the^uthors of the

outrages has aided the authorities in bringuig the guilty

parties to justice. An inquest has becu held on the bodies

of the rioters who were killed by the fire of the troops ;

several witnesses were examined, and a verdict of ** Justi-

fiable homicide " returned. On "Wednesday the mob
made another attempt to enter the town, but they fied at

the first appearance of the troops. The factories resumed
work on Thursday, and the town continues tranquil.

, ^Molton.—In consequence of a meeting having been an-

nounced for Friday night in the market-place, g»f|»*

crowds of persons congregated togctherj^
^
the police at-

tempted to disperse them, bod their force wms ineffici«^;

the Highlanders were called out, and the mob were dil-

i ]iersed. Several skirmishes took place, and stones were
* thrown, but nothing more material than one of the 5o|.

diers and one or two of the police being slightly wounded
occurred. During the night all was quiet and orderly,

and up to noon on Saturday there appeared no indication

of a disturbance. However, at twelve o'clock, the mob^
consisting of at least 5,000 persons, armed with blud-
geons, staves, and bars of iron, entered the town, flourish-

ing their weapons, and giving loud huzzas. The mob
proceeded through the market to the mills, which they
immediately stopped, togetherwith several foundries; and
on their return again, passed through the market-place
and into Little Bolton, tvherc they visited the different
mills. Several members of the mob entered different

shops, and asked for bread, which was given them ; in
some instances they demanded money from persons of re-

spectable appearance in the street. The mob pre«pnted a
formidable appearance, and the weapons they carried were
of a most deadly description. The language used by them
on many occasions was exceedingly violent^ levelled prin-
cipally against the police, whom they threatened
to murder before they left the town. The Highland-
ers and Cavalry were under arms and stationed before the

police-office. The Riot Act had been read, and the ma-
gistrates had made arraugements for the town to be lighted

at night. The mob left the town the next morning for

Hindley, Wignn, S:c., and returned in the evening; they
were armed as before, and immediately proceeded to clear

the streets of passengers. On Thursday a mob arrived '

from liury, where they bad ag.iin succeeded in turning out
all the hands, in consequence of the magistrates not hav-
ing given the manufacturers the protection they proroiiifd.

On arriving at this town, the mob stopped the wo^ks at

Haulgh; they also attempted to turn out the hands at
Ladyshaw collieries, but the arrival of the Yeomanry put
them to flightj and left 80 prisoners in the hands of the

authorities^

Wigan,—The mob which had left Bolton on Monday
entered this town on the eame day, armed with bludgeons.

They immediately proceeded to the various mills, col-

lieries and factories, stopped the engines.^ and turned up-
wards of 3,000 persofis out of employment. Having
effected this outrage, they marched towards the seat of

the Earl of Balcarrcs, at Hay, in which neighbourhood
there are a great number of collio'ies. On their passage
through the town, they committed no other violence to

property than demanding provisions from the shopkeepers,

which were at once giveu to them. One of the curates

of the town, the Uev. Mr. Bessell, on endenvouring to re-

monstrate with them. v.aa struck on'the head, but suffered

no material injury,. The towJtt was guarded by a company
of the 7 2d Highlanders. The inhabitants closed their

shopsj'^archouses, &c., and business was totally suspended.

Upon the shutters of several of the closed ahops, the

Ciiartists posted copies of resolutions entered into at Man-
chester, stating that the workmen there had resolved not
again to resume work until tie People's Charter became
the law of the land. After turniag oat the workmen, tho

mob stayed for some time near the station of the ^ortk
Union Railway, watching the arrival and departure of the

several trains, the passengers in which were ularmed at

their shoutSjand the threatening Kanner in which they

brandished the bludgeons over their heads.

Blacklurii.—On Monday there was a general tum-oat
of hands in this town. On coming before Mei&r& Live*

sey and Hodgett's mill, a Ftout defence was made, and the

crowd was beaten back by the military, consisting of two
companies of the 72d Highlanders. The constabulanr

present, aided by the military, proceeded to arrest

some of the leaders in the attack, and a number of the

prisoners were sent off to gaol under a strong escort of

soldiers. Some stones were thrown at the military, when
the officer In command remonstrated, and cautioned the

multitude to abstain from acts of violence, or the autho-

rities would be compelled to retort violence in self-de-

fence. The caution was unhappily unheeded ; a great

many in the crowd hurled stones at the soldiers, and ulti-

mately the position of the military was one of such peril

that the oflBcer deemed it necessary to give the commaod
to fire. The discharge took effect : two persons fell dead
on the spot, and several were wounded. The people in-

stantly dispersed, and the soldiers succeeded in carrying

off their prisoners. On Tuesday, notwithstanding the

melancholy affair of the previous night, the tum-outa
again assembled in great force, and attempted to tuni

Mr. ForresPs hands out. They were met, howenr, by
the military, and prevented, without any resorc to vkkte&td

measures. Further accounts state, that aboQt 40 pri-

soners had been taken into custody, and that four other
individuals have been mortally wounded. After turning*

out the hands in the town, the mob . proceeded tcrwardjt^

Darwen^ and turned out the hands there^ Iq tbe cottrse

of Tuesday morning many of the factories resttoied work,i^

and have continued at their labour darisg tl» waA id^

the week.
Todmorden,—This place was visited oa Friday by tie'

tura-outs. They arrived in the morning ; one party from

Rochdale, Littleboroogh, and ti^ neighbourhood; tM
other from Facit, Whitwortb, Baeup, aud tb« Foa -

Rtssendale : the two, when united at C»a«shi4we»^
^^sfl^'

tuted a most formidable force, ni:mh«rine- nearl^l^^^^
composed of meu and woiocn, the mfji ^ :.^wm*Mmm%

with clubs or stakes. Each of the mM^m l^dmordm

and its viaaity was visited, ^km.J^m friw^a tk^ flteam-

boilers were draitn, the fin > ' ked out, asd the hands m^

the various manufactories, ni^chinc-shops, siwug-iiousei^ ,

&ft, ordered off the premises, wm^fmMouB not to c^.
mence work uatU the whok^rf tha masters ha^ agreed te

f
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pay the wages of 1840 for ten hours labour m the mills.

No injury or violcncewas done, excepting that one bread-

baker 5 shop was emptied of its stock and contents by

tie hungry muJtitade. the proprietornot having closed

pre^iottsij to their Brriwal

Oldham On Friday the mob visited the factories in

this rlace» nnd compelled all the hands to turn out. They

were from 5,000 to (5,000 strong. Masons, bricklayers,

joiners, mechanics, and every kind of operatives, struck

work and joined the mass of the people as they passed

from miH to mill. Several of the provision shops handed

loaves of bread to the mob in the streets, which they

esjerly devoured. Other shojikeepers collected money
and gave to the ringleaders, who immediately went and

purchased bread, which they divided amongst their fol-

lowers. In one or two instances loaves were taken with-

out leave by some young lads : but this conduct was not

tolerated by the leaders. Several gentlemen gave them
money liberally, which, in all cases, was spent in bread for

those who had come a great distance. A large meeting

was then held on Cronkeyshaw Moor. Delegates were
lent thence to various parts in "Yorkshire ; also to Colne,

Padiham, &c. A procession of 6,000 individuals went to

Bacup, where the hands in the cotton and woollen mills

and various workshops were compelled to give up work.
After holding another meeting, the procession marched to

Todmorden, where the hands in most of the mills had
ceased working, and the others were then stopped.

SiockporL—In consequence of the apprehensions enter-

tained last week respecting the rumoured visit of the

rioters, four troops of the Clieshire Yeomanry were
marched into this town, under the comniand of Colonel
Egerton, At an early hour in the day the turn-outs as-

semhJed at Hyde, and proceeded in a body of nearly thirty

thousand persons to this place, where they arrived about
noon, and stopped the various mills, compelling the men,
in some instances, to retire without stopping to put on
their clothes. The mills being stopped, they next held a

meeting on Walerloo-road, and resolved not to return to

work till they obtained the prices paid in January 1840.
While this was going on, a portion of the turn-outs
attacked the Union "VVorkhouse on Shaw Heath, and took
away 672 loaves, aijd seven pounds in copper. luforma-.
tion of this procfeding having been conveyed to the
police-office, a number of yeomanry cavalry and infantry
were despatched to the place, and they succeeded in cap-
turing about thirty or forty of the rioters. A great num-
her of persons then left the meeting to go to the rescue

;

but finding the plaoe well guarded, they did not make the
attempt:—many of them were, however, seen loading
pistols, and othtrfe were observed to have daggers under
their coats. Seventeen of the prisoners were examined,
committed for trial, and sent to Knutsfordthe same even-
ing. All the shops and pubUc-houses in the town were
closed. On Monday morjiing ajjumerous meeting of the
turn-outs was held in Waterloo-road. The speakers were
chiefly Chartists, with whose proceedings the bulk of the
turn-outs begin to be dissatisfied, as they mix up the
ciuestion of wage* with the Charter. A resolution to
the effect that the operatives remain out till they obtain
the wag^s paid in January IS40, and the Charter, was
proposed ; to which an amendment was brought forward,
in the words of the resolMtiou so far as the wages were
concerned, but declining to demand the Charter at the
present time, and pledging themEelves to preserve the
peace "of the borough. ^The amendment was carried, much
to the disappointment of the Chartists. The men conti-
nued out on Thursday, but no breach of the peace has
been committed in the town ; the men, however, have vi-
sited the seats of the country gentlemen round Knutsford
in alarmmg bodies. The troops are still out, and the
authorities are prepared to resist any attack,

Leeds—On Saturday the Lancashire turn-outs started
from Manchester, Oldham, &c., and entered Yorkshire.
They marched into Huddersfieid in numbers amounting
-to several thousands, stopping every miU and factory in
Iheir way. On Sunday the magistrates of that town
swore m some hundreds as special constables ; a troop of
lancers was sent from this town, and orders were des-
patched to the military at York to lose no time in comine
to their assistance. Prince George of Cambridge, who is
at ^K^esent here «3 colonel of the 17th Hussars, with the

th^J^l '''''^'^t''^^''^
^"^^ ^ ^^"g conference with

ilse of .^
^^^""^

J*^"'*'
^^ '^'^ <^°""^^y. to be ready in

trkts T e^^ '^ »i«o march.d to the dTisturbed dit-

du^^i^g th^^^^^^
o» the York courts

quiet at L€«ds. but there w^. 1
^' ^ Monday all was

town. At li^ii^^^nn^^^^
md thm were und.r th! ?" .J?:!"' ^?^^.^»"S ^^t two.were under the nrott^tinn ^f *i

and themilitary. Borne rS^^^iA^^^^
or sLx of the most active of thr^oblafbren^ n^^^^^^^

1^1
and committed to Wakefield House of CorTeSrT A«eeting-of coaUminers, amounting to frum 4 noo to %(U\^
took place at Wakefield on Monday morningVTt weS
peaceably. The resolutions and speeches were tcmnerate
the men merely asking their empIiTyers to endeavour to
raise their wages. An attempt was made by a knot of
Cbartists to introduce a political discussion, but it totally
.felled. At iJuddersfield every mill was stopped. The
Riot Act was read three times ; and as the diiaffected re-
vised to leave the town, a charge was rolde upon them by
M troop of the 1 7th Lancers and a body oi 400 special
constables. Several of the mob were wounded in the af-
iray, but none seriously, and seventeen mca and one

woman were taken into custody. Among the prisoners

taken were the ringleaders. The town was in the greatest

commotion the whole of the day. The whole of the shops
were shut up, and no business done. The streets were
effectually cleared about seven in the evening ; but it was
feared that an attempt would be made during the night to

rescue the prisoners. The operatives of the mills stopped

were most of them willing to leave their work, and seemed

to have confidence in the movements of the leaders, and
to anticipate good from the issue of events. The colliers

in the whole of the West Riding, or nearly so, have struck

work. At Dewsbury, Cooper's-bridge,Brighouse, Elland,

Sowerby-bridge, Hebden-bridge, Todmorden, and Roch-
dale, the thickly-populated manufacturing districts along

the course of the railway from Leeds to Manchester, the

mills tire all stopped, and the workmen congregated in

groups along the road-sides and in the streets. All trades

are included iq the general turn-out, and in some places

even the schools are deserted. On Tuesday, the mob re-

sorted to extreme violence in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Leeds. They attacked the manufactories of

RIessrs. Ellis, at Bountcliffethorn, and of Messrs. Hagues
and Cook, at Dewsbury, and turned out their hands. They
also attacked a detachment of the 17th Lancers near the

railwav station at Elland. The troops had just conveyed
from Halifax to Eliand a number of prisoners, who had
been committed to Wakefield House of Correction. Two
of the Lancers were severely beaten, one of them having

his eye completely knocked out, and the lives of both are

despaired of. The sword of the commanding officer was
broken in such a manner as to be entirely useless. The
town became quiet towards night, but serious apprehen-
sions were entertained for the continuance of tranquillity.

Prince George of Cambridge continues in hourly commu-
nication with the magistrates, and is to be seen very fre-

quently riding between the barracks and the Court-house,
and at the railway station. On Wednesday the mob as-

sembled at Stanningley and Holbeck Moor; they at-

tempted to stop the mills at Holbeck, and had succeeded
in four or five, when they were dispersed by the troops.

They then proceeded to Bramley, Dewsbury-road, and
Fulneck, and went on towanls Bradford, stopping all the

mills in the way. On Thursday the town was free from
crowds, and the last advices state that it continued tran-
quil yesterday.

Stafford.—The Potteries in this country are in the ut-
most state of excitement. As soon as the troops stationed

in Burslem had marched out of the town for Manchester,
a large body of colliers frojp Longton eritered the place,

and broke op^n the jail, releasing several prisoners from
confinement. They then attacked several respectable pri-

vate houses, and'demoiished the windows; after which
they proceeded to the Town-hall, smashed all the
windows, and" destroyed the clock. They attacked the
bouse of the sergeant of police, and riddled his premises,
not leaving a pane of glass, or a whole shutter. The soldiers
did not arrive till three o'clock in the morning, from New-
castle, by which time the rioters had decamped, and have
not yet been arrested. The George Inn has been damaged
to the extent of more than 100/. value. The authorities
issued a notice offering a leward for the discovery of the
ringleaders ; but a counter notice has been issued by the
rioters, offering 100/. for the head of any person who'shall
dare to inform of the parties who broke the clock, or
Town-hall windows. On Monday morning a large mob,
consisting of many thousands, assembled at Hanley, the
centre town, and after being addressed by Cooper', the
Leicester Chartist, commenced the work of devastation by
destroying the Police-office, and damaging other public
buildings. Thence they proceeded to Stoke-upon-Trent,
where they renewed their work of violence, destroying the
house of Mr. Rose, the stipendiary magistrate. After-
wards they pursued their course to Longton, a town situ-
ated at the extremity of the district, containing upwards of
12,000 inhabitants. On their way thither they attacked
the bouse of Mr. Allen, of Great Fenton, which they
plundered and almost gutted, stealing and destroying a
vast amount of property. At Longton, after breaking into
and gutting the Police-office, the furniture of which they
totally consumed by fire, they smashed the windows of the
Town-hall, and did other damage to the property. They
set fire to the Police-office, but fortunately the flames
were extinguished before they had destroyed much of the
fabric. The mob then went to the rectory, the house of
the Reverend Dr. Vale, which they totally ransacked,
and afterwards fired the building, which ended in the
house and property being totally destroyed. They
then proceeded to still greater acts of violence. On
Tuesday morning it was ascertained that they had de-
stroyed the Rev. Mr. Atkins's house, and burned it down.
The house of Mr. Perkins, magistrate, was also burned
down to the ground. Mr. Forrester's house, of Cobbridge,
agent to Lord Granville, was gutted. The high-road was
filled with thousands marching to Burslem, in a line of
road occupying two miles in length. The whole country
was in the utmost terror. The seat of the Duke of Suther-
land, at Trentham, and Mr. Copeland's house, were con-
sidered in great danger. At Stafford, in consequence of arumour having reached the magistrates, of an intended in-

t« fck** ^« "u V ^ -"»itia auu umer msanectea persons

abl« li.
""^ "''"''' ^^" ""^ '^^^^y thousand, consider-

fml tT '''' ««tertained for the security of the county

yasmn of the town by colliers and other disaffected persons
>n&ider-

: countyC visit w«\ ^fv'""^
understood thai the objects of

have been rr «?.
'^"*^^ '^^'^ ™"'^^« '^i^'J Chartists who

and Blmct immediately came into coUiiioa with the mwC
tary, vrbo remained pwiive until they were attacked bv
stOBrt and other misgiles. They were at length obUged

to fire in self-defence. About 50 persons are^u^^^~7~
liave been wounded, many mortally

; but as the mnh
ried ofif the bodies, the exact number is not known n
Wednesday and Thursday the whole district became m
tranquil, and though the men continue out, no fresh d*""^^
turbanc'e has occurred.
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Coventry.—On Saturday night the colliers' strike gprearf
into Warwickshire; the first outbreak occurring at B d
worth, about five miles from (his place. The delegat
arrived from Lancashire and Staffordshire, and ioimed^
ately proceeded to the coal- pits near and around Bed'
worth to the Charity-Wyken, Victoria, and Wheildo"
pits, visiting all the pits in this district, and making tU
the men turn out. There were no exhibitions of violenc
except the cutting of the ropes that conduct the bagketi
down into the pit. All the men were requested to sign a
declaration cot to work any more until they had attained
their object ; but the declaration also bound them not tn
use unlawful means. On Saturday, Mr. O'Keill the
Chartist lecturer, from Birmingham, addressed a iar«
meeting of the colliers, dwelling on the rights of
labour, and the necessity of the men of Warwick-
shire co-operating with those of Staffordsffire *

for
an improvement in their condition. He advised
them to obey the law, and not to force their fellow-
hibonrers to quit work, but to reason them into com.
pliance, as the struggle then going on was to be conducted
by moral means alone. Some of the deputation alio
addressed the men, and explained the nature of the
strike ; after which the meeting was adjourned to tea
o'clock, when they again met, and the turn-out was forth-

with declared. The result was communicated to the col-

liery bailiffs, and in a short time six boats which Lad
come from Oldbury, in Staffordshire, and were lying in the
adjoining canal, were started back to their owners empty,
amidst the cheei*s of the turn-outs. A number of armed
policemen from Coventry were on the spot, but all things

having been conducted peaceably, they did not interfere.

The ground of complaint among the men in Bedworth
consists more in the number of hours they are required to

work, than their wages. They have at present Zs. a-day

for getting their coal, but work fourteen hours a-day. It

is said that the strike there cannot last long, unkcs pro-

longed by some other object than that contained in the

resolutions. The quantity of water in the mines is so

great, that six hours' cessation is sufficient to drown them,

and the masters, to prevent immense loss, must submit.

Indeed, so convinced are the men of the ruin they would

entail by a final stoppage, that they have conseuted to

procure suflicient slack to enable the masters to work the

pump-engine- On Thursday, a great meeting of colliers

was held, at which resolutions weie entered into for rais-

ing subscriptions ; but the speeches were conciliatory, and

the town is now perfectly quiet. -f*
, f..

Birmingham.—On Thursday evening, at a late hour,

the streets of this town were in a state of considerable

commotion, in consequence of accounts having arrived of

a contemplated attack upon the residence of Sir Robert

Peel, at Drayton Manor, near Tamworth. The colliers,

in the course of the morning-, had visited Beaudesert, the

seat of the Marquis ofAnglesea, and Ingestrie, the seat of

Earl Talbot, and, it was stfited, were proceeding from

thence to Drayton Manor. A troop of the '6d Dragoon

Guards were immediately sent to Fazeley, and detarh-

mentsof police were despatched to Tamworth during the

night. These prompt measures, however, prevented arty

attack on the part of the rioters.

Nottingham.—On Monday the working peopt^of this

town an3 neighbourhood met on the open space fronting

the Mansfield-road, known by the name of the ** Burton

Legs,'" to hear read the news relative to the strike ia

Manchester, and other places. The town is said to be at

the height of political excitement, and impatient for the

strike. The people are suffering the greatest privations,

in consequence of the badness of trade, and during the

whole of Monday they paraded the streets in thousand*.

Nothing has occurred during the week except some Chart-

ist meetings, and the town is perfectly quiet.

Derly,—On Monday the magistrates received two or

three expresses, announcing that a large body of the turn-

outs had reached Leek, with the avowed determination of

proceeding to this city, and the manufacturing towns m
the Midland Circuit. They entered L^ek towards noon,

and proceeded thence to Ashbourne, only 12 miles dif-

tant. The Uttoxeter troop of Yeomanry was despatched

to meet them. The magistrates of Derby had taken eyerf

precaution. The local troops of Yeomanry had received

orders to be in readiness; and measures were taken to

swear in the inhabitants, and the pensioners, as **P^^
constables. No outbreak however has taken place J

^^

the glove makers and men of the hosiery manufactures

have refused to w«^rk.

Leicester.—Th^ colliers at the Whitwick coal-pit*.

situated about 14 or 15 miles from this town, turned oa^

In great numbers on Saturday, but had not, up to San-

day, proceeded to any acts of violence. They had g>^«a

some reason to apprehend that such would be their cO -

duct, and infnrma*;rt« «-«<. ^^noo^.n^^nflH forwardcd to twinformation was consequently forwarded to t»^

chief constable of the county, who immediately e^f'

patched two of his force to keep a watch upon their

conduct On Monday a meeting of pitmen was ^^^V^
I*egg's.grcen, but there was a strong body of police W"

sembled in the neighbourhood, with the Leicester troop

of Yeomanry, under the command of Eari H owtf.^ ^ *^*^^^

to the meeting, the mob puUed up part of the raiisot_tJ

Swaonington-line, and sunk four boats loaded wjth i^^'

byshire coals

and Derbv. TK«c<:> ^^o^.^roa TD/>rn intended to

r*-aaily
coo-

Derby* These measures were
supply of coals at Leicester, \

sborteo
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Bel-

took

gumption for the naanufactories ts immense. The mob
continued to parade the stretts on Thursday, but the au-
thorities were prepared to resist an outbreak. The Riot
Act, however, was read, and a collision took place in the
c6^^r8e of the day between the people and the police. The
oiob assembled again yesterday in large numbers on
grave Common, but the police dispersed them, and
several ringleaders into custody.

LiverpooL—Some alarm was caused in this town in the
middle of the week, by the appearance of large bodies of
workmen, but the affair ended in some Chartist meetings,
which passed off quietly, and no disturbance has since
occurred. — The following is mentioned iu the local

papers as one of the most remarkable instances of the
rapidity of Steam Navigation. The Royal Mail steamer
Columbia sailed from this port on the evening of the 19th
ult., and arrived at Boston on the morning of the 1st
jnst. The Acadia left Boston on the afternoon of the
1st, and reached the Mersey in the forenoon of the 13th
inSt,, bringing replies to letters dated Liverpool, July 19.
The interval between sending the letters and receiving the
replies to thera was a few hours moie than *24 days 1 This
18 the roost rapid conveyance of letters between the Old
and New World ever known.

PorUmouih—We noticed in our last the rumour that

it was.Her Majesty's intention to take an excursion in the
Roya! yacht in the course of the summer. Orders were
received at this port last week to get the Royal George
yacht ready for sea immediately. Her Captain, Lord
Adolphus Fitzolarence, has also arrived here; and it is

now known that Her Majesty has signified her intention
of visiting Scotland in the yacht. By the activity of her
officers and crew she was ataunt and fully rigged, with all

her running gear rove and her sails bent, on Friday,
having in the mean time been into dock and had htr
copper cleaned. A Commander (said to be Commander
Lowe, of the Excellent) and an additional mate are ap-
pointed to her for the trip. It was thought not im-
probable that Her Majesty would embark at this port

;

but, according to the present arrangement, this will not be
the case, as Her Majesty will either embark at Woolwich,
or be conveyed to the,yacht by one of the steamers from
that place to some suitable point lower down the river.
The Pique, 36^ and the Salamander steam-frigate, now lying
at Spithead, are named as the ships which are to attend
Her Majesty. The yacht left for Woolwich on Thursday.

Windsor,—This lowii was thrown into a state of con-
siderable alarm at a late hour on Monday night, by the
report that a man, said to Be connected with the Chartists,
had been discovered in the vicinity of the private apart-
ments connected with the Royai nhrsery. Other rumours
were rife, some of which were of course greatly exscge-
rated as they passed through tbe town, until at lengtli it

was currently reported that a man had been found secreted
in her Majesty's dressing-room, comj)Ietely armed. The
real facts, however, as far a»^hey have been ascertained,
appear to be as follows:^ On Monday night, be-
tween nine and ten, shortly after the Roval dinner, a
strange man was discovered seated upon a bench in the
footmen's waiting-hall, within a few yards of the Queen's
entrance from the Quadrangle to the Castle, and only a
short distance from her Majesty's private staircase lead*
mg to tlie Royal nursery. The man, to have reached tliis
part of the Castle, must have gained admittance at the
eervantb' entrance, and have traversed several passages of
the Castle, between two and three hundred yards in
length. He n about forty years of age. His appearance
Wi-s that of a journeyntan mechanic ; he wore a velveteen
jacket and trousers, and a black glazed hat, and carried a
small bundle and a thick walking-stick. Upon his being
discovered, he was taken before the Earl of Liverpool, the
Lord Steward of the Household, when, in reply to the
questions put to him by his Lordship, he stated that he had
walked that day thirty miles, and that he had gone to
Windsor to get his pension. He subsequently stated that
he had arrived from Woolwich, and that he had walked
into the Castle, through the servants' entrance, while no-
tody was there. There is very little doubt that if he
managed to enter in that manner, he walked in with some
of tbfe workmen employed at the Castle^ for one of whom
he was mistaken by the porter on duty. On Tuesday he
Was removed to London to undergo further examination.
He was examined at the Home Office before Mr. Hall
the chief magistrate of Bow-street. His name is said to
be Tliomas Quested. In answer to questions put to him, he
stated that he was a native of Maidstone, Kent ; that he
was -40 years of age, and a labouring man. It appears
that Monday evening was not the first time the prisoner
has visited the Castle ; for on Saturday he was found
sleep in one of the out-officea, and ordered off. From
the manner in which he answered the questions put to
him, it was supposed that he is suffering under some
aberration of intellect } and there

5,170/.;

1.797/.
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Blackwall,

York and
1,3/8/.

; Great North of England,
J secured in such

^orth Midland, 2,237/.-"At the
recent half-yearly meeting of the Northern and Eastern
Kailway. the gross receipts for the half-year ending
30th June were stated at 26,98o/. 13s. 5d., which,
with the balance of 162/. IC*-. 8c/., left undivided the pre-
vious half-year, gave 29.14(1/. 10*-. \d. The
cludmg toll to the Eastern

expenses, m-
Counties, amounted to

15,626/. 4s. 2(/., leaving a balance of 13,522/. 5j, 11</.;
and a dividend was accordingly declared thereon of 2(is.

per-share, amounting to 9,072/., leaving a balance of
4,450/. to be applied for the payment of rent to the Eastern
Counties.—On Monday the half-yearly meeting of the
proprietors of the London Grand Junction Railway was
held. After the reading of the report, which showed the
Company to be in ^talu quo, the accounts were submitted,
from which it appeared that the expenditure during the
half-year was o43/., and the balance in hand 3,565/.174.10rf.
The Company's Act expires next July. After the busi-
ness of the meeting, a vote of thanks was passed to the
directors.—The receipts upon the London and Birmingham
Railway amounted last week to the extraordinary sum of
20,672/.—a sum said to be unequalled upon any railway
in the world during the same length of time.—The Essex
papers announce that the advantnges conferred upon tlie
county by the Eastern Counties Railway are about to be
extended by the formation of a branch line from the sea-
port town of Maldon to the town of Braintree, with a
junction at Witham, which will afford to a rich and popu-
lous district the benefits resulting from railway communi-
cation. Mr. Braithwaite, the engineer of the Eastern
Counties Railway, has inspected the line, and the necessaiy
surveys aie already in progress.

Dublin,

not the slightest
reason to suppose that he vras in any manner connected
or acting in concert with other individuals. On the con-
cltision of the inquiry be was remanded to Tothill-fields
prison. On Thursday the prisoner was again examined,
when it was clearly proved that be is insane, and believes
himself to be Lord Godolphin D'Arcy. An order was
then made out and signed by Sir James Graham for his
remoTa! to Bethlehem Hospital.

Jlaiiwaya.—The following are the receipts of the prin-
cipal railways for the past week:—Birmingham, 20,672/. ;

Great Western, 16,219/,; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 3,215/.;
Northern and Eastern, 1,551/. ; Greenwich, 895/.;
Birmingham and Gloucester, 2,037/.; Mull and Selby,
i,3l6/. ; Midland Counties, 5,091/.: Eastern Counties
1.133/. - — . ^. . . ._ . '

South-Western, 8,314/* ; Birmingham and Derby,
I>549/,

; Grand Junction, 9,126/. j Maachester aud Leeds,

lUELAISD.
The death of Lord Rossniore, which had been

anticipated tor some days, owing to his Lordship having
received a severe attack of paralysis, took place on the
10th inst. Ilia Lordship whs elevated to the British
Peerage on the 23d of June, 1833. IHs demise causes a
vacancy in the representation of the county ol Monaghau,
by the elevation of his eldest son, the Hon, IL R, Wes-
tenra, to the House of Lords. Mr. Leslie, ol Glassleugh,
is mentioned as a candidate for the vacant seat.—At the
Dublin Commission Court last week, Mr. John Pasley,
senior coroner of the county of Dublin, and R. B. Shana-
han, surgeon, were arraigned aud found guilty on an indict-

ment charging them with intent to defraud the ratepayers
and treasurer of the county of Dublin—the former hy giv-
ing the latter an order upon the treasurer for ?*l. lOs.^ aa if

he had given evidence before the corner's jury— tiie latter

for receiving the same, knowing that he had not discharged
the duly for which the money was stated to be a remune-
ration. The Court took time to consider their vtrdict,

and on Monday sentenced Mr. Pasley to twelve, and Mr.
Shanahan to six rhouths' imprisonment.—The Court Avas

then occupied with tlie trial of Mr. JL Bailey, arising out
of the unsettled state of the law respecting Presbyterian
marriages. Mr. Bailey was married to his first wife, in

1831, at Lishurn, in the north of Ireland, by a Presbyte-
rian minister; to his second in April last, in Dublin, by a
clergyman of the Church of England. He had calculated

on the invalidity of his first marriage ; but the Court held
that as he was then a Presbyterian, and had induced liia

intended wife to conform to that form of worship before

marriage, the new '* point " could not avail him— for then
both the parties were dissenters, and the marriage became
lawful. He was consequently found Guilty, and sentenced

to^bc transported for seven years. The County grand jury

were then summoned into court, end informed by their

Lordships that the Crown had just sent in bills of indict-

ment against Mrs. Ellen Byrne, charging her with the

murder of her husband, Augustine Byrne. Chief Justice
Doherty begged of the Jury to examine the various

witnesses with as little delay as possible, and to avoid

the tedious and reprehensible mode of putting irrelevant

questions which had been adopted in another place. The
Grand Jury soon after returned a true bill against Mrs.
Byrne, whose trial commenced on Monday. Shortly after

ten o'clock on that day, Chief-Justice Doherty and Baron
Pennefather entered the court, when the Clerk of the

Crown ordered Mrs. Byrne to be sent forward. She then
came to the front of the dock, attired in deep mourning,
and appeared to be perfectly composed, nor did she exhi-

bit any feeling of terror at her situation. The Court was
densely crowded. Mr. Brewster, Q.C., appeared on be-

half of the Crown, and addressed the jury at considerable
length, lie said that, undtr ordinary cases, he was not in

the habit of stating the case against the accused, but this

was one of very considerable difficulty. The prisoner
stood indicted for the murder of her husband. Prior to

the death of her late husband, the prisoner was the widow
of a Mr. Wall, a man why died possessed of considerable
wealth. Shortly aftgr the union between the prisoner and
her late husband, they had many serious quarrels, and
they might be said to have lived most unhappily together.
At the time of the death of Mr. Byrne, there were three
of the sons of Mrs. Byrne in the housC; and it was really
a deplorable fact, that these children would be here exa-
mined as witnesses against their mother. There were two
servants in the house who would also be e:samioed. There
were several mediciJ gentlemen also to be eicamined,
whose evidence he would not detail. It would appear in
evidence that Mr, Byrne was fond of field sports, and
having been at the Beliewstown races, which occurred at
the end of June, on his return he complaiucd of cold, and
he adopted the habit of warming himself by taking a glass
of whifckey, and went to bed. From the unhappy diffcr-
tnctB which existed between the prifioner and Mr. Byra*^
they did not ilcep together^ and he had hia bed-rooai door

a way as to lock from the inside, and
there was no handle from the outside by which it could be
opened. Thia plan he adopted for the purpose of exciud-
ii g his wife. Mr. Byrne was «cen alive on the ist July,
the day after the Beliewstown raws, and al^o on Saturday,
the 3d July, but no human eye, with Ihe exception of that
of the prisoner, was laid upon him until the JOth, when
his dead body was found. It would appear that for the
entire of that week she never left the bed -room ia
which the body was found. When it was discovered,
it was in a very advanced state of decomposition, leading
to the inference that it must hare been at least three days
dead. The fact of concealing the death of Mr. Byrne so
long mighty also have been designed, to allow decomposi*
tion to set in, and obliterate marks that would ensue fiom
strangulation. The medical men to be examined would
also detail to the jury the fart of the right eye of Mr.
Byrne protruding considerably beyond its place. He
(Mr, Brewster) conceived it a rcniarkable fact that, when
the body was at firot found, the prisoner expre- d a doubt '

of the death, and afterwards, when questioned as lo her
extraordinary conduct in stopping in the room with it so
long, she said the body presrnfed all the app ranees of
decomposition in an hour after he died. The learned
counsei then drew the attention of the jury to a number of
remarkable facts elicited from the witnesFcs on tlic inquest,
and which would, he had little doubt, satisfy the jury that
the prisoner was guilty of murder. There was nothing to
be advanced that was calculated to reduce this crime to
manslaughter. There was no quarrel alleged, by cither
word or deed, out of which a deadly blow might have been
given in a moment of anger* He called on thejnry notto
be swayed hy the habits of the prii^oncr to acquit her- of
murder if they helitvcd she killed hiin, even while in a
state of intoxication ; on the other liand, they *hotjld not
allow themselves to be inflnenrrd against htr hy the know-
ledge of her habits. The Court was occupied with the
defence till half-past, three on Tue«d?iy. It rested
chiefly on the prpsumption that Mr. Byrue'died in a fit of
apoplt.\y or cpik^ _y, prodnctd by inloAication ; and on
the discrepancy of the medical evidence respertinp the
appearances which mif;ht liave been considered toiuuicate
the cause of death. The jury, after a short dtlibtratiun,
returned a verdict of Not Guilty, Mrs. Byrne, who ma-
nifested the greatei-t indifi'crfnce durfng tht) whole Vnal,
was then of course d'__I. _Ld.

SCOTLAND. ^

Edinburgh,—The paj-^rrs give accounts of the prepara-
tions for the reception of Her Majesty and Prince Albert,
on their approaching visit to ScotUnd, Communications
have tai\cn ]dace between the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests and the authorities of this city, with refe-

rence to immediately placii)g the palace of llolyrood in a
condition to receive the Court. Preparations have also

commenced at Dalkeith Palace for the reception of the
Royal Family, where the Duke and Duchess of Buccleugh
are irmnediHtdy expected.— Jt is currently reported, that
if Sir M'. liae resign the otfice of Lord Advocate, of
which there is evuy probability, owing to his delicate

stale of htallhv Mr. Dujican M*Neill, the present Soli-

citor-General, will be appointed Lofd Advocate, and Mr.
Adam Anderson, formerly Sherin of rerthihire, Solicitor-

General. It is expected that Mr. M'Neiil will, in that
event, ofi'er himself as a candidate for the represcfitation

of Buttshire, as soon as Parlian:cnt re-assembles.—Father
Mathew, the great promoter of the Temperance move-
ment in Ireland, landed at Greenock, from Dublin, on
Saturday, and is now residing in this city.

Dunbar,—The local paj-ers state that thehening fishery,

which i£ of so much importance to this part of Scotland,

has latterly become irregular, owing to the unsettled st /e
of the weather. At the close of last week the take was
general, but not heavy. From the high wind that had pre-
vailed, fewer boats were out; but the average of tbeir crews
have been amply rewarded. Some have delivered as high
as 30 crans, and none under 16. The harbour is now
crowded with boats and vessels; 17 French luggers are

curing in the harbour, and three in the bay.

Dunfermline.— We regret totstate that serious riots have
taken place among the weavers of this place. It appears
that a we^k or two ago, the proprietors of some of the
large shops containing 20 or 30 looms had Been canse to
reduce the wages of their workmen. The men were much
dissatisfied, but no serious outbreak took place till Monday
week, when a large party assembled late at night, paraded
the principal streets of the town, extinguished the lampt,
and bioke the windows of those who were obnoiiuus to
them. Thence they proceeded to the factories, and set on
fire the looms in one or two factories, which were con-
sumed, though the flames were extinguished before they
extended to the buildings. On the following day Mr.
Sheriff Monteith went over to Dnnfermline, and ex-
erted himself to preserve the peace of the town by sffear-

ing in speciul constables ; but at night the riotous assem-
blage again appeared, broke more windows, act on &r«
more looms, and broke into a spirit &hop, bd^nging to a
partner in one of the factories, and threw its contents into

the street. When the Sheriff was conducting one of Use

prisoners to gaol, the mob set upon the constabtof

wounded several, and rescued the prisoner. The ^her%ff

immediately made application for a military force, aud

half a troop of the Ennlskillen Dragoons proceed«toroM

the Frith; and as a report was spread that the aw in-

tended to force the gaol, to rescue several of m^ rioters

who were confined there, they were drzmn up to protect

it. The 42a Highlander* w«re »Ibo mmrck^ into the

town from Stirling Caatle, to pi^servc the p^cc. IJasi-

neas is entirely anapeadcd, and great distress prevaila m
aU cJanea. . The,wwver», m^^i^S to the hitest accouata,
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St\I S conSbu^r^.-.- in hourly commumcaUon to

«r#«Pr.tanradditiouaI disturbance.
, . .. .

'^

n«W*^ -On FriJay last a large concourse of indivi-

6uahZembled in the High-street carrying a banner in

-

dicatfrc rf their purpose. Considerable alarm having

beea felt for the preservation of the peace of the town,

erery precaution was taken to suppress a riot, should one

take place; and wiih this Tiew, the military and a large

force of police were in readiness. The multitude, how-

ever, dispersed quietly after the lapse of two hours.

Glasgoic-—The dispute between the miners and their

employers is still as far from a settlement as ever. The

yeomanry were called out on Saturday. Nothing of par-

ticular interest has occurred in the districts of Airdrie and

Coatbridge. The towns are still crowded with the unem-

ployed, although all is quiet. A few of the masters

offered their workers 4«. a day to return to their employ-

nent; but the men refused, unless those terms were

adopted by the rest of their brethren In all the districts.

T!-'-, added to other circumstances, is considered to imply

that their union is very extensive. On Saturday morning,

about two o'clock, a potato-field on the farm of Mr. Wal-

lace, West Greenlees, was entered by a body of about 200

mttfl, supposed to be the struck colliers connected with

Camboslang, and stripped of about an acre of potatoes.

The depredators seemed to be well furnished with the im-

plements for digging. They had bags, which they

filled with potatoes, and then walked off as soon

as they had supplied themselves- The farmers in

the neighbonrhood being apprised of the event, as-

sembled in considerable force, but for some time the for-

midable number of the diggers prevented them attempting

a capture. As the colliers who had served themselves, how-

ever, continued to walk off, the numbers left on the field

gradually diminished, until only about a dozen remained.

By this time the force of the farmers and their dependents

was considerably augmented, and a serious affray ensued,

when tlie farmers captured one of the party, and conveyed

him to this city to take his trial. The effects of the strike,

commenced as it was without warning, have been to throw

many iron furnaces out of blast t all the furnaces at Calder

are extinguished, five at Dundyvan, eight at Gartsherrie,

ami two at Chapelhall ; and a few days more must add

considerably to the number, and, consequently to the

amount of idle people and of iheir dependents, who must,

from their total absence of preparation, live on the public.

.At the commencement of the strike, the females and
children levied a species of black mail on the farmers ;

this practice is still coiUinued. It appears, however, that

attention to the females during the day is in some respects

a sa!*ety to the houses during the night; the men respect-

Lordships came to no decision. Directions were then given to

have it reargrued 'before the learned judges by one counsel a side,

which course was adopted during'the present session, when three

questions were propounded for the opinions of the judges j and

their lordships, after a few days' consideration, delivered their

unanimous opinion, through the instrumentality of the Lord Chief

JusticeoftheCommon Picas. Thcresultofthatopinionis thus given

at the close oftheir remarks, it fceingunnecessaryheretostatetheir

opin'onson the classes ofcases cited at the bar :—" It is sufficient.to

&ay,that it clearly has been established and recognised as a settled

rule of construction, not only in the courts below, but also in

your Lordships' House, and that rule appears to us clearly to

govern this case put to us by your Lordships 5 in conformity with

which rule, therefore, we beg leave to stale, tliat on the question

put to us, we are of opinion lliat George HoUand Ackers, on the

decease of the testator, took an estate in fee simple in the lands

and hereditaments at "W'heelock, subject to be divested m the

event of his dying under 21, and without issue." The Lord

Chancellor, in advisingthe judgment that he thought ought to be

given, went very minutely into the facts, which are stated above,

and observed that as this was an equitable estate, the learned

judges bad a question put as if it were a real estate, such, their

Lordships were aware, being the practice of that House as re-

garded equitable estates. And the question now was, whether

that made any difference. He was of opinion that it made no

difference whatever. He was perfectly satisfied with the decision

ol the learned judges, the consequences of which would be that

the judgment of the Vice-Chancellor must be affirmed, and that

George Holland Ackers took under the will a vested equitable

estate.—Lord Brougham, having reduced his opinions to writing,

read them to the House. They were very elaborate, and many
cases were noticed (among which was that of •* Stanley v. Stan-

ley") bearing upon the present question. He had recommended

that the opinions of the learned judges should be taken, consider-

ing the question one of such importance. In conclusion, the

noble and learned Lord expressed his entire concurrence in the

view taken of the case by his noble and learned friend.— Lord

Campbell said that the case had been so elaborately discussed by

his noble and learned friends, he should not offer many remarks.

He fully agreed in the opinions they had expressed, and he was

of opinion that George Holland Ackers took an equitable estate.

—Judgment affirmed with costs.

AssizB Intklmgbnce.— Midland Circuit, Warwick.—
il/erry, stting in forma pauperis, v. Gre&n and another.—Tln^ was
an action to recover compensation in damages for an assault and

false imprisonment. Mr. Hill stated the case to the jury. He
said that he appeared on behalf of a man now in very poor cir-

cumstances, for he had made an affidavit that he was not worth

5/, in the world : he therefore did what the law permitted him to

do ; he sued as a pauper, but the case would have no less consi-

deration from them than if he sued in his own right without

having availed himself of that law to which he had referred.

The plaintiff, William Merry, was a shoemaker, living at Ashby
de la Zouch. and it happened in the October of 1839 there was a

sale by auction of the effects of two gentlemen of the names of

Mammott and Tuncliffe. Merry attended the sale, and bought a

bureau,or secretaire, for which he gave \L 6s. At the time of the

sale, and w^hile the bureau was being shown to the company, the

person who was exhibiting it pointed out a secret drawer or a

drawer that was fast. There was some conversation about it,

and something was said as to the possibility of its having money
in it; upon which the auctioneer said, "Very well, so much the

better for the purchaser, for I sell it with or without the con-

tents." The bureau was knocked down to the plaintiff, and
shortly after, wishing to have it cleaned or done something to, he
sent for a young man named Garland, when a secret drawer was
discovered, and in it was found paper, writings, and money to a

large amount, and that money, the counsel contended, his client
1 . . .... .^. ._ !_ • rm _: i_, ..

whole matters through the medium of a reference. After Mr
Hawkins had listened attentively to the learned judge, he made
a communication to Mr. Erie, his counsel, who stated, that he
was instructed by his client to proceed with the cause, which he
accordingly opened. The action arose upon the right to certain
rooms in Sharphara-park, w^hich Mr. Hawkins had occupied an(t
ornamented as a sub-tenant of Mr. X-aver, who occupied the
property as a farmer of the JEarl of Cavan. The executors of
Mr. Laver, upon his death, as was stated and in part proved, had
claimed the rooms as belonging to that individual, and in the as-
sertion of that right had knocked about the furniture, picture?
and wine of Mr. Hawkins, which had given rise to every species
of action, trespass, riot, trover, and assault. Mr. Justice Cres^.
well having proceeded with the trial till 8 o'clock at ni^ht
stated that he should adjourn the case. The next morning at 8
o'clock, Mr. Erie said he had auUiority to refer all the cases
provided power was given to regulate the possession of the pro.'

perty. A verdict was th'en entered for plaintiff, subject to a re-

ference, and a verdict of acquittal of Mr. Hawkins as to assault

and riot.

Western Circuit, Dkvizks.—J^/arg^aref Easter was indicted

for the wilful murder of her two children, twins, 2 years of age,

bv throwing them into a tub of water and drowning them. Tha

had a right to appropriate to his own use. The circumstance

ing the' houses and grounds "of those'who acknowledge the ^^"^^ *° *^^^^ ^^\^ ^/ ^*^; Mammott, and then a most extraor-

1 - * *L f 1 J • .t. •

ovr^iiujr.1 g ^ dmary scene took place, for he wenr; to the man's house with
claims of the females during their progreas. T! ..iners

ed notare said to be perfectly reckless, and quite determ
to iitarve with the means of Bubsistenrewitkinthtir reach.

The presence' of the police, and watchers with firearms,

would seeoi to have offered no check to the depredators,

while it was altogether impossibJe to bring the military to

act against them. The terror of the farmers is extreme,
and the excitement of the town-people is greatly increased.

mato.
HousK OF Lords.—Appeals.— fVjj/j/jT v. Ackcrg.—VriQt to the

prorogation, the House, among other important causes, disposed
of the present case, for which we could not tind room in our last
Number. It involved an important question arising out of the
constructiun of a will. It originated in tlie Couit of Chancery by
the filing of a bill for the purpose of having it declartd that the
plaintiff (the appellant), as heire*s at law, was entitled to very
large estates in Cheshire, left by Mr. James Ackers, who died
in 1824. The will was of a singular character, and from the
phraseology not v^ry easy to comprehend. Having made provi-
sion for his wife, the testator bequeathed "unto my godson,
George Holland Ackers, eldest son of my nephew, George Ackers,
when and so soon as he shall attain his age of il years, all my
messuage, lands, and premises, situate, lying, and being in
Wheelock, in the county of Chester j" and also directed 7,000/. to
be given him on attaining his majority. But in the event of his
dying before that period without leaving issue, then the estate
should sink into and become part of the residue of his real and
personal estate, and go according to the disposition which he had
mentioned in his will. But, with respect " to the rest, residue,
^ft remainder, of the personal estate not by his will specifically
«POsedof/» he directed his trustees, after payment of his just
TCots, funeral and testamentary charges, to invest the overplus in

infJrJ'*^^"^^'"^ ^^"""^^^ O' P«^li^ '"J^ds f>f Great Britain, or at

c!lm.!fo^^^'^
Government securiUes. that they might be ac

oH^n r^^^r^y''^*'*'™^*^""^"*^^^^^^,
" until James Corps, son

the aiM^nr^. v.f^» ^ August, 18U. shall arrive at and attain

let t^ Tamil ^^*^ "« *^«» directed his trustees to con-

iiT.ri«n «.J^t„-!.?.f^".^"=^'*^ted Kingdom of Great Britain,

by throwing them mto a tud 01 waier ana urownmg tuem. The
details of the, case, as given in the evidence, were of a very pain.

ful nature ; the prisoner and her hnsband were Irish trampers or

beggars, who had arrived in Salisbury to attend the races. The
two children were found drowned in a tub in the yard of the

house where they were lodging. The case in many respect*

was peculiar; therewas no direct evidence affecting the prisoner,

and several witnesses proved that she had always shown herself

a kind mother, and was not given to any violence of temper.

Mr. Justice Wightman, in summing up, told the jury that this

was a case that would demand their most anxious and serious

attention. His lordship then went carefully and impartially over

the evidence, pointing out to the jury, in the clearest manner,

the absence of all direct evidence to prove the prisoner guilty,

and urging them to take into their most anxious consideration

the possible fact that these children having been sent into the

yard by their mother, as stated by her at the time, had in some

way climbed to the tub, and so fallen in. The jury requested to

withdraw for the purpose of considering their verdict. They

were absent about ten minutes, when they returned, and, to the

surprise of the whole court, pronounced a verdict of Guilty. The

judge, who is said to have been much affected, sentenced her to

death.

TATTERSALL'S.—The bets and offers on Thursday would not

of themselves justify a quotation 3 but taken in conjunction with

the business transacted at Wolverhampton, the following list of

market prices may be submitted :

—

ST. LKGKR,
6 to 4 agst Atlila (tak»n)
12 to I .. Fireaway

Fol icy
Seahorse
Balinkeele
Cabrera
Cattuntte
Artful Dodger

12 to \

15 to 1

100 to 6

20 to I

20 to 1

£0tO 1

It

f»

>»

»>

>*

25 to 1 agst Rosalind (taken)

25 to 1 „ Golden Rule
Eboracum
Priscilla Tomboy
Agreeable c

Mastpr Thomas
Sir Harry (taken)

25 to 1

80 to 1

30 to 1

33 to I

50 to 1

it

it

*>

n
*i

DERBY.
22 to 1 ag8t Philip

to 1 .. Aristides
39 to 1 agst Napier

t>

tbm--''Anditi«imViiiiiI«H\l-^ ^A^^°"' ^^ proceeded
lul ' -A V J? ^ , ^ ^"^ mm^, and T do hereby direct that
!^^ftly^!^2!^^„^5?^'/^?/^ ^^ immediately after"^r^rdecease!shall take, use, and b^ the surname of Ackers only in addSto his Christian name." Directions were next given; in the even^of his dying Without lawfuUssue before he attamed the 4enf
24, to the trustees to transfer certain property to his nephew
Gcorgte Ackers (exclusive of what he had given to George Hoi.
Jand Ackers, his godson). U appeared that the wife of the testa
tor died wi^cn he was \iv'u\g. To the bill George HoUand Ackers,
and others interested in the destination of the property, demur-
red nn the ground of vvnnt of equity. These demurrers were ar-
gued before the Vice-Chanceiior in December i83», altogether,
npon the construction of the will as disposing or not disposing of
the rents which the appellant, aa heire;??; at law, claimed. That
tenurrer was overruled, but the demurrer of George Holland
Ackers was allowed, his Honour being of opinion that the inter-
mediate rents of the rest of the devised freehold estates from the
testator's death until the attainment of the age of 24 by James
Corps were not disposed of. The case was subsequently taken
to the House of Lords, and argued several sawions ago, but their

J

the two defendants, Mr. Green and . ^r. Dewes, the one being
his (Mr.Mammott's) own solicitor, :.Ir. • "wes being clerk to the
magisf rnf*^?(. Merry was desired to Accoui^t for ail the money he
hadfound; be refused, ultimately he gave tip a sum of money,
but they were not satisfied, and at lasF arrested him ; he was
thrown into the common lock-up for the town of Ashby, a place
that was at that time in such a state as to be disgraceful to the
inhabitants that they should permit such a place to be in exist-

ence. He was arrested without a warrant, thrown into this dun-
geon, having been taken from bis home and friends. He was
kept in the lock-up all the night of the 22d of Nov., and on the
23d, finding there was no case against him, he was quietly per-
mitted to depart. That was the injury he had sustained, and it

was for this invasion of his liberty and the treatment he had nn-
dergone that he asked damages at their hands. The facts, with
some trifling exceptions, were proved as opened by counsel. For
the defence, it was contended, that in what the auctioneer had
said in reference to the bureau and its contents being the pur-
chaser's of the said bureau, it could only have been said "jo-
cosely," and that the plaintiff, in acting as he did after he had
discovered the property, showed that he did not believe it was
his ovim, or that he had even acquired a colourable title, and that
he had been guilty of felony. Three witnesses were called for
the defence, who deposed that the plaintiff gave up 35/., and
that he was imprisoned underthebeliefthat hehadnotrendereda
true account .--Mr. Baron Parke, in summing up, told thejury the
question would be, whether, in their opinion, a felony had been
committed by the plaintiff, and that they would gather from the
circumstances of the case. There could be no doubt Merry had
acted very wrong, nay infamously, for he must have known to
whom the property belonged, and it was his duty to hare restored
it to the rightful owner. There had been some doubt upon the
law in matters of this kind; but it was now settled in a decision
of this very kind, to which decision he himself had been a party,
and that now must be considered to be the law. He thought he
could not do better than read part of that judgment to them.
The old rule that, ** if one lose bis goods and another find them,
though he convert them animo furandi to his own use, it is no
larceny," has undergone in more recent times some limitations

;

one is, that if the finder knows who the owner of the lost chattel
is, or if from any mark upon it, or the circumstances under which
It is found, the owner could be reasonably ascertained, then the
fraudulent conversion, animo furandi^ constitutes a larceny.
Under this head fell the cases where the tinder of a pocket book
with bank-notes in it, with a name on them, converts them
animo furandi : or a hackney- coachman who abstracts the con-
tents of a parcel which has been left ui his coach by a passenger
whom he could easily ascertain ; oj^ a tailor who finds aiid applies
t<j his own use a pocket-book in a coat sent to him to repair by a
customer whom he must know. All the%e have been held to be
cases of larceny. The question for them was, did they believe the
plaintiff acted,Aowa^/e throughout. If theythoaghtnot, then, in
his opinion, a felony had been comtDitted. Upon the other hand, if
they thought he had acted dona Jide, thenin that case they would
give a verdict in his favour, with such damages as they might
thmk fit. The jury retired, and not having agreed after the ex-
piration of six hours, and having^ieclared there was no chance ot
their apreemg, however long they might be kept, they were dis-
charged from giving a verdict.
JVr.^TEax Circuit, Wells.—Hau.Am* r. I'roW.—This case andtnree or four others, ail connected with the same transaction,

fw V.
*^ uf x"^*^

"^^^^'^ ^^- J»istice Cresswell, who requested

XTr w»"l'^ ^It^^^f'P^^^^^^'y «f speaking to the plaintiff,Mr Hawkins, of Sharpham-park.inthe county of Somerset, whohad dechned refernng his casea. Upon Mr. Hawkitis coming
forward the learned judge stated that he understood he was
embarked in four or five actions at law-suits in equity, cross-
mdictments m the criminal court, and every species of litigation
likely to place a man in a continual state of excitement. He
therefore suOTested to Mr. Hawkins the comfort of arranging the

MARK LANE, Friday, August 19.—The arrival of Enghsb

Wheat since Monday has been trifling, and we have no alteration

to notice in the value.—In Foreign there has been very little

business doing, and where sales have been effected, less money

has been taken.— The quantity of Foreign Wheat, paid duty, dur-

ing the week is about 608,000 qrs. ; upon Flour about 129,000 cwt.

—Barley. Beans, and Peas remain the same.—The best descrip-

tions of Oats barely maintain Monday's rates, and secondary de-

scriptions of Irish are almost unsaleable.

BRITISH, PER TMPKBIAL QUARTER. .

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . ^VhUe
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yotk»tiire .

Barley Maitin^ anddi§tiUing

Oats, LincoInsTiTte ana Yorkshire. , . . Poland!

Sn to 64

50 tod3
gl tii26

5 13 to S3

Northumberland and Scotch , * . • Feed. — *° ~
Xrifth .....,•'.,..- Feed 6 to 18

Hve . , . , .— to —
Beans', Mazagan, old and new . S6to30 Tick 25to32

Pigeon, Heligoland - . . 81 to 34 Winds, --to—
Peas, Wluie Si to 38 Maple BO to 33

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

9, (•

Ped 48ttM
White 50tol6

Grind. 2« to 86

Feed 14 toSS

Potato 15 to 23

Potato M to SS

I

Harrow 32tc33

Lonppod— to™
Grey 26 to 30

July"

August

8
15

2S
99
5

12

Wheat.
64 10
65 8
£5 4
63 9
Gl 3
68 II

Bar] ey

.

27 6
28
57 10

58
27 6
S7 fi

Oats
23 2
23
2t

21

20
20

6

5
6

3

a weeks* Aggregate Aver.' ©3 3

Dutlei 8 9

ai 3

6

Ry<E.

£9 5

38 6
36 5
34 9
35 n
3d 6

Beans-
85 1

34 10

35 1

85
34
84

B4

34

1

7
1

1

7 6 8 6

Few.
34 «

35 II

34

33 10

32 11

34 7

"34"^

TV

English
Irish .

Foreiijn

4556 Sfts.

1676

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
Flour. 1 Wht. Barl.

j
Malt.* Oats. Bye.

928 6TC0 1705
_ _ 6627

630 —
Brls. 1 6173

if 9367
it

i* 23591 ;3388 sro

Bd9.
306

13148

Fesi

875

18C0

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS—W. Freeman, 9, Acton-street, Bagnigge-weiis-ro

.^^^^^^

dlesex, builder_H. Oglan. late of Holyweil-Ftreet. hhoreditch, fti

g
vict^.aller-T. .1. Fehr, Birminfiham, draper and dealer in straw- Donn^j^

^^

Boyd and W, Boyd. KinKston-upon-Huil, milUvrights and engines -^^^^
Munton, jun., Fletland-mills, Greatford, Lincolnshire, miller-J- *^.^^^
E. Sivinburne, Birmingham, timber merehanrs—W . Trubrioge, - ^^_
Wiltshire, grorer-H. Harwood, Beverley, Yorkshjrei

^'"Z",," j-rj. Bot-

tomley, Delph
buildii.gg, Fenc

shire, grocer—R. Gnulton, Dorchester, licensed viciualJer— l. '-"•^'^

builder. _ murchant—^'"

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.-». Kinmonth, I>i\o°'^^' ramubell^lat*
Arthur, Holytown, shoemaker—H. Coll, Gla8f,'o»-, jeweller—J- *>«»t

of Pctershill, but now of Clvnder Hone, Ilosenealh. potato mertnai -

Barnet, the lady

otadftopM«r

treet.B"'-

BiRTE{S._On the 14th iiisu, at *North Mynuna Park, near

of the Rev. E.Thompson, Mini ter of Charlotte Chapel, I inU'^o,(

—On the 15lh inst., in the Precincts, Canterbury, the ^^'^Vv R. Y
of a Bon—On the ICth inst., at Syston Park, the lady t;t "r ,j .treei, "-

E. Headland, 3^, ^"?^^"/V«a aW»:
inst, the wife ot R. T^^'"!'

^'^e' 18^7 ^
)n the 17th inst., in W'«lJ"''"-=^.';fR:.rks,the ^}
-On the 17th inst., at l'>n^/"-^''*'fJi inst., at "
.arles Bulkeley. of a son-On *!»«";"

Harley-place; Park-crescent, the lady of G. Gregory, hpq-, »' *
J Hague, »»*

MARRIED—On the 10th inat.,atthe British Le«ation ^' '"
^^ ^ntoinetW

»y!
M.P., of a aon—On the !Rth inst., Mrs
sell-square, of a daughter—On the 17ih
street, Hyde Park, of a son—On
G- Capes. Esq., of a daughter
of J. Bulkeley, E.q,, Mrs. Cha

Trapand, laie Rth King's Regiment, to Sarah, daughter ot J- °^^^ HaBt^^*/"

formerly of lewiahara, Kent—On the 15th in«t., at St. "v/the Hoc- 1'*?'^

square, F. Fielding, of Gray's Inn, Esq., Barrister at-Laiv, to u^^^^^ft^«
M. Hesilrisre, widow of the late SirT. M- Hesilrige, Bart , ^^^^^ J.

Sniiti"'

late Lord Wodthuuae—On the 17th in»t., at St. Jj/ary le-±fo^^^'^ jj^yghier"'

Esq., of
the late
DIED

Henry, third enn nf S. Tyssen, F:sq., of Narborongh- laf « i"";.^
London, in his 70ih year, the Lord Evelyn Stuart, third •»» *''

^"Vonir"'j^'1;'
of Bute—On the I7lh inst., Elizabeth, lelict i>f the late C. 7pv-mni.>nJif

'

On

latn mst., aged 5>, Laeutia, witeof Mr. S. F. Vocitoey,or u*v^-|" '

den-to., n, and the youngest daughter of the laie Luke Hansata>_^

Fleei-rt^.***'!
Printed bv

the Precinct

ia

by Messrs. BRADBup.y and Evj*ks, l'«'^'^a'''l-*"*'lr.t,pa by ^^^^^

^ ^ H of VVhitefriars, in the City ol I ondon.and J"***"^*!^ MW^'^v,
the Ofticb, 3, CHA»L«a.«.R„T, Covknt Gardkh^ in the ^Z VAAietisi ^ ^
w^ere^idl AdrertinemeDW and Gommunicatiou» WMO M »a«

^dUor.—Saturday, August SO, 1848.
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SS9 c

550 c
657 b
561 b

A*Tidea Brookii • .

AlilitPffiTJa ncmorrsa
Arnateur> GHrden . i

Ants, lo (Irive an-ay - •

>lpriujt-trets, not suited for a
Con9«rrfitor)r . . . < ftGl 6

ApricuM, Lo|)liini during summfrSffl b
Barometer, bottle . . . 561 b
B«et]f9, Black, not injurious

to jjiardens ....
Bignonia picta ....
firoughtun Gardens, noticed .

Bryony, described . . .

C&mationB, list (A the b»t
Cfaesnat, |>eenHar growth of ,

Colours ti flower*, eupposed
cause of chanj^e in • .

Cuttings, to prepare for India
Foreat-trrei, to prone
Fruit, rbesp . . . ,

Gardeners' Foreign Library .

Grapes, cause of nhrivelling
HelUtrope, treatment of .

Honey* poisonous . • •— to lake . • . .

Hotrrater pipes, injurious to the
roots of Vines • • . .

fiSBa

£6U b

had b

557 e

6i5a
558 b
557 b
Ml a
560 a
561 b
556 c

55S a
568 a

561 b

558 a
557 O

55a c
seoa

Ml
65a

c

b

561 b

Ixias. their treatment
Laburnum, not injurious to

rattle .....
LettucpF, to produce in winter
Mildew on Peach-trees, to pie-
Tent

Moles, to destroy
Nitrate of soda, where pro-

**ured
Pesa, Gref'n, to preserve .

Peat, benelk-ial in promoting
the growth of seeds

Prncaircw, notu'ed . ,

Salvia patens, dropping its
flowers . . , , .

Scale on Pines, lo destroy ,

Sulphur, its effect? on Ants ,— to aj'-ply

Toads, inimical to Bees . ,

Turnip-fly, to destroy ,

Vine, its treatment •

WhII fruit, to protect from
Wasps ..... 553 a

Wall trees, to summer prune . 556 a
Wasps" Nests', to destroy . , 660 c
Weather, statement of , . s',b c
W'eeds, to extirpate . , 555 4

5?iR c
UiO b

558 e

558 c

558 a
S5Te
558 a
660 o
558 a

collector ms to reward the &Vilful irardenor -, they are also not tomake any award in cases -where the objects exhibited do not an.
pear worthy of a medal ; otherwise a bad single eshibition might
obtain a prize, merely because there is no better exhibition of thesame class to oppose it.

Price GcL

A PRIZE of jf 10, open to all England, will be n^^a^ded
f-f at the THANET FLORICULTURAL and HORTICrLTU-RAL SOCIETrs EXHIBITION, to be held September sthTai
the Ranelagh Gardens, St. Peter's ;two miles distant from Mar-
gate}, for the best 24 DiEsimilar Dahlias.

,r. „^ „ J- O. HoDcsov, Hon. Sec.
\icarage. St. Peter's, August 16, 1842.

N.B.—Exhibitors to provide ihcir ovn Stands.

WINDSOR AND ETON ROYAL IIORTICI'LTT^RAL
SOCIETY.

lijyATrS BRITISH QUKEN STHAWBERRV,
-L'-t after two years* compeHtion. stHl maintains its pre-emi-
nencej and, in rcturninpr thanks to thrir rumurous patrons and
fncnds. J end W. Myatt beg to ^y they «n with confidence re.commend it as the most j-iijx'rb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

producUvenc^s and size cannot ^e rqnalied. Price per loo, each.
50«.

;
and their Eliza, no*. Runner* are now reariv. and may behad en application lo than at Manor Farm, DepUord.

Myntt s famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50*. per 1 00 set- -r u. ed, ver
root, will be ready in October

?

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

All personsinterested in these Exhibitions are invited to suffffcst
such improvements as may occur to them. The desire of the
Society is to do everything that is calculated to attain the ^rcat
object for which the Exhibitions were instituted, namely the
promotion of Horticulture; and any suggestions that may bemade by letter, addressed to the Vice- Secretary. 2i Recent
street, wiU be laid before the Exhibition Committee for c5)nsi
deration. The following were the regulations obsencd durinir
the past season :— ^

Subjects OF ExniBixiox.-These wiUbe divided into Clashes.
as explamcd further on. No articles not of horticultural pro-
duce will be allowed to be placed upon the tables. Exhibitors
will do well to make themselves acquainted with the arrange
ments described in the following list, as they will in all cases be
required to sign a declaration stating; under what letter their
plants are to be shown j and they are particular! v requested to
take notice, that if errors in the awards of the judges should
occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of exhibitors in
fillmg up such declarations, the Societv cannot undertake to rec-
tify such errors afterwards. To enable the officers of the Societv
to attach names to the objects exhibited, it is requested that cor-
rect lists may be delivered to the clerk as soon as the exhibitor
reaches the Garden.
Class I.—Flowers for which Nurserymen and Private Growers

exhibit independently of each other.
A. Greenhouse Azaleas, to be shown in numbers not exceeding

12, CtB, LS, SK.
Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB.
Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 species, GK, SG, LS SK
Cape Heaths, in collections of six species, GB, LS 'sK —
N.B. No person who shows in E will be allowed to exhibit
also m F.

^"".^j^ r H*"i''<f''cf-'
™ ^collections of not fftwer ftan six spe-

Exotic Orchidacece, in single specimens, I^/SK,15B.
Pelargoninms, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots, not ex.ceedingl2 toacast, GB, LS, SK, SB. ' ^ '

Pelargoniums in collections of six varieUc«, in pots, not ex-ceedmg eight to a cast, SG. LS, SB.
Rhododendrons, in pots, not fewer than 12 plants, in 12 va-

riciics, JjS, SKj SJB» '

Moss Roses, SK, SB.
Common Garden Roses, exclusive of all Chinese or Chinese
Hybrids. LS, SB, SK.

Chinese or Hybrid Roses, such as Bourbon, Noisette, Tea-
scented, and similar varieties, LS, SB, SK.-N.B, No ex-
hibitor of Roses can be allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.run of tables for all his Roses, which, being double, is
equal to 30 ft. of boxes. If any Exhibitor gains the firstmedals both m M, N, and in O, he will be entitled to acold Eankbian medal instead of the three Silver ones.

btove cr Greenhouse Plants, in collections of from 50 to 6o
plants, GK, GB, SG, LS.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in coUections of from 15 to 20
plants, GB, LS, SK.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in coUections of six distinct spe-
cies, LS, SK.—.V.S. Persons exhibiting in P and Q will not
be allowed to compete in R also. i

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.
Slurubby Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.

Class IT.- Flowers, for which all persons are admitted to eaual
competition :— ^

U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse Climbers, GK GB LS
SK.-A'.C. The Gold Knightian medal is not to be awarded
for fewer than 12 distinct kinds.

Tall Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
Sir'He specimens of Ornamental Plants, LS, SK, SB, C,
:.'--. .llancous Flowers, SK, SB, C— jV.J9. Cockscombs
Hydrangeas, and cut flowers, are altogether excluded from
1^ I I «' xT 9

1

Y. Seedling Florists* Flowers, SK, SB, C—.V.J?. Every seedling
i

must be shown singly, and must be marked with the name
it is to bear. The ftame seedling cannot gain a prize more
than once in the season. Pelargoniums are to be shown
in single trusses, with a single leaf, so far below the flowers
as not to support them ; and tfcey are not to be dressed
with cotton or wool, or any similar substance, but must be
shown exactly as they grow on the bnsh.

Class III.-*Fruit, for which market-gardeners, or persons in the

*S?L? -^^^^^^^^J" supplying the market, and private growers,
exhibit mdependcntly of each other.—JV.B. AU Fruit must be
npe and well- coloured; if the contrary, it will be disqualified.
Z. MisceUaneous collections of Fruit, consisting of at least

three different kinda. Peaches and Nectarinee being con-
sidered as only onft WinH ntr f^-a tc v » r^r.y«»»st^««

. .
Prizes will be given for

every description of Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. Printed
particulars may be had on application to Mr. J. Cleave, Windsor.

;___ .
^VM- ^V a-tCttTt Hon. Sec.

HORTICULTURALWARWICK AND W'ARWICKSHI
SOCIETV.AT the FOURTH EXHIBITION for 1812, which^^ will be held at the County Hall, Warwick, on WBOVKsnAV

September uth. Two Prizes arc oflcred, open to aU En^'land of
6/. each, for 24 DAHLIAS- one to Amateurs, Mid one to Nursery-
men. Entrance to Non-subscribers, 2s. 6d. esich.
N.B.—AU Specimens for Competition mu»t be delivered into

the Hall by Ten o'clock, properiy named, and authenticated as
the growth and property of the Exhibitor.

Parties at a distance not wishing to attend may consicTi their
Bowers to the Secretaries ; carriage paid.

Sri'ERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS OF 1841.
AND A. SMITH and Co. beg to invite Amatenrs
and the Trade generally lo iDsj>ect their SEEDLING

DAHLIAS, BiancB, Sir R. Sale. Rainbow, Duke of Wellington
A.C., whilst in growth j and they flatter tht^m^elvcs that they will
(from their Novelty and aupcrior form) well repay the u'ouble
of • visit, and prevent disappointment. Blooms may al&o be scon
at most of the bMd-shnps in London.
The Nursciy is situated on the High

the 'Royal Exchange, and Flower- pot,
every quartcr-of-an-hour— Kitre W.
Hacknry, London.

Road. Omnibuses from
Bishopsgate-Kireet, paea

<uAj^, j»,^x/ rj,irni:>i, 11119 \nv jiirnvurc CJI OUCI
Nobility, Amateurs, and'the Trade, thefollowingrcw
PELARGONIUMS, raised by P. E Lyne,E?q.. the enti
which he has succeeded in ohtaininff-. Thn fnllrm-in.r

UNDER THE IMMEDIATE PATRONAGE OF
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY AND HIS ROYAL

HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBEilT.
'l^HE SALT HILL GRAND DAHLIA SHOW will
-- be held in the Grounds of the New Royal Hotel, adjoining
the Railway Station at Slough, on Feidav, Scjitember l6th, on a
scale unequalled at any previous Exhibition.

1st Class, Amateurs, or Gentlemen's Gardeners, 24 Blooms 3 Prizes

2^^f " .. » .. 9 .. 3
3rd
4th
5th
6tU
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O.
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Q.

Entrance, to the Ist, 2nd. 3rd, and 4th Classes, lOs. W.
. » ,f StU and G'.h, 5». each.
Entrances to be made on or before the I2th September. Ex-

hibitors to provide ihe\t own Stands. Seedlings not to be
exhibited in the Stands with named Flowers. Each Exhibitor to
take a Dinner Ticket.
As the first Train from tbe "VS'e&t of England, and the Quarter-

past Ten from London, arrive at Slough before Eleven oXlock,
advantage may be taken of these Trains for the conveyance
of the Blooms, as the time for staging is extended to Half-past
Eleven o*Clock. Traius arrive at the Slougli Station every
hour throughout the day.
A Military Band will be in attendance. Jk»ors to be opened at

One o'clock. Tickets Vs. each ; after Four o'Clock, is, each.
AU communications to be addressed to

Mr. Thomas Browv, Slougb,
Honorary Secretary.

'^rHE THORNBURY GRAND DAHLIA SHOW,
-*- open to all England, will take place on Wednesday the 21 st
September next. The Society will give a Piece of Plate to the
best stand of Dahlias, I8 Blooms, various. -Entrance, 10*.; to
Subscribers, 5s, And a Piece of Plate for the best Stand of Dah-
lias. 12 blooms, various. Entrance, 5*. ; and to Subscribers, 2A'.6rf,

AU Entries to be forwarded to the Secretary two weeks previous
to the Show, or they will be doubled. Exhibitors to provide their
own Stands. Admittance to the Show, U. each.
Thombury. S. W. Loveorovk, Hon. Sec.

UNION ROAD NURSERIES, PLVMOl TH.
TYILLIAM E. RENDLE. Nurskryma.v, Seeds-
__ .-.^*^'» •*^"^ Flori>t, has the plrrv«:ure of offering to the

varieties of
entire Stock of

which he has succeeded in obtaining. The f(il!nwing arc faith-
ful descriptions of the sorts, and will be warranted to answer
to such:—
Lvn'k's SuKRiSK.— Is a very large and bright rosy orange; the

petals very round, broad, and fiim, forming a compJctc circle;
trusses well, and blooms freely : a new and very distinct variety.
The Seedling Plant obtained the Gold Medal at the last May Ex-
hibition of the Devon and Corhwall Horticultural Society ; it was
also shown at the Spring Meeting of the Exeter Horticultural
Society the week following, and was universally admired, in
proof of which 00/. was offered for it by two individuals. It waa
not In bloom at either of the Chiswick Showa* Figured to appear
in "lVaMing*s Fhrist and Jmutevr't Guide" for Atigmt^
each 3;3».
Lynk's Dukk op CoRvwALt.— Is a bright crimson scarlet,

clear in its grain; petals fine and full-sized, spot large and black;
a gt>()d bloomer. It was exhibited at the Chiswick May bhow,
and also at the Surrey Gardens in June, at which places it was
greatly admired ; and noticed in the periodicals as follows -.—In
the report of the exhibition, in the GardcnrrM* CAronic/#, page 350,
(1842),—"Mr. Lyne's Seedlings were teen under great disad-
vantages; the distance they had to travel caused the petals to
flag and reflex. One named the Duke of Cornwall, a flower of"

extraordinary brilliancy of colour, we trust to sec again under
more favourable circumstances." Again, in the report in the
FhricuUttrai Cabinet^ page 40,—*'Mr. Lyue'a Duke of Cornwall
is a very attractive flower, being peculiarly brilliant in colour."
It Is very distinct from any yet ofltred. Each 3/. 3j.
" Ltnb*s Lord Ebrington.—Very delicate pink, like Gloria
Mundi; large black spot, margined with pink; quite round and
compact, and a very true bloomer.. Each 2/. 2«.

Lyne's Princess Royal.—The under petals a delicate rose,
with a clear white centre; the iQ>pcr petals arc intensely rich,
having a bright velvety maroon spot, with a fiery fla<;h veiging

to a delicate^ pink, it i»~ showy and striking variety.

H.

T.

EXHIBITION OF LILIUM LANCIFOLllxM.
GROOM, Clapham Rise, London (removed from
Walworth), by appointment Florist to Her Majesty, begs

to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that his extensive
Collection of LILIUM LANCIFOLICM is in full flower, and may
be viewed any day from nine o'clock, until six, Sundays excepted.
Admittance Gratia,

V.
w.
X.

^y AND C. LOCKHART, Florists and Seedsmen,
-»- • ise, Cheapside, London, have just published a new and ex-
tensive LIST of FLOWER ROOTS and PLANTS, containing aU
the Novelties of the Season, and which will be forwarded. Post
free, on application.

only one kind, GK, GB, LS.—A'.JB. Cocumbers
Tomatoes, Gourds, and sin^lar kitchen-ffarden produce,
are excluded from this letter.

AA. Grapes, SG, LS. SK, SB.
BB. Pine-apples, SG, LS, SK, SB.
CC. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens, SK, SB.
DD. Miscellaneous Fruit, SK. SB, C.
JuncBS.—The Judges have the power of increasing or dimin-

ishing the number and value of the Silver Medals offered by the
Society for particular objects, and also of conferring SUver Me-
dals or Certificates in cases not contemplated in these regula-
tions, if they think it necessary to do so-
The judges are also required to bear in mind that'th^ Society's

medals are offered, less for new and carious objects, than for fine
specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the council in in.
•titutinj these meetings being not so aucli to eocotirage the

ERICAS.
BUCHANAN AND Co. have a large stork of healthy

PLANTS of the following select kinds, which they can
offer at very low prices :—Ampuliacea, ditto vittata. arbuscul^,
Archeria, alata, Beaumontia, bicolor, Boweii, Boa^tandia,
Blandfordia, carinata, cerinthoidea major, colorans, ecuenta,
cupreFsina, costata superba, daphnefiora, den?a, de{ir«Ma,
eximia, echiiflora, Eweriana, ditto superba, exsurgens, fonnosa,
fulgida, grandiflora, grandinosa, hyemali?, Hartnelli, Irbyana.
Julyaua, Linnaea superba, Linneeoides, raelastoma. mirabilis, odo-
rata, Fattersonia, perspicua, picta, piinceps, purpurea, propen
dens, pyraroidalis, quadriflora, refulgent, rubens, rubro calyx,
sanguinea, splendeus. Thunbergia, tricolor, ditto superba, tros-
sula; ventricosa superba, globosa, and cameaj venoata, vernix,
verticiUata superba, viridiflora. viscaria; vestita rosea, coccinea,
and purpurea; Westpbalingia, Wilmoriana, si^veolens, inter-
media, mollis; also about lOO other free flowering kinds, •

Camberw^ell Nurserv.

A LLX. rONTEY begs to call the attention of the
-^^^ Public to the following splendid SEEDLING PELARGO-
NIUMS, which will be sent out this autumn at the pricea named
under. The COUNTESS OF MORLEY won the Goin Mkpai,
at the Royal Devon an^ CornwaU Horticultural Society's Show
at Devonport in 1841, under the name of Beauty's Pride.
The usual allowance to the trade. £ s. rf.

Wood's Countess of Morlcy . .330
" Royal Pet , . . ,220
* Eros . . , . , 1 H fi

" Macbeth . . . , l n 6
Tropseolum tricolorum and brachazerus, 18*. per dozen.

The first four are recommended as flr»t-r»te» and superb show
flowers.—Plymouth, August 24, 1642. «»*^

Figured to appear in '* }Vakeli9^*s FtoriU and Amateur*s Guide'^
for August. Each 2/. ?3,

LvN'E's Cynthia.—Ground colour resembles Sylph, but far sn-
perior in every respect ; quite round, aiid a decided favourite.
3Qm, each.
Lyne's MonESTY.—Very de^ peach blossom, distinct black

spot, white centre, broad round petals; and a great novelty.
305. each.
LrxR's Hamlet,—Brilliant crim^tm scarlet: not large, but a

very clear flower; the spot is very rich, exitiiding nearly ever
the top petals, and laced with the ground colour. 30*. each.
Basset's Gi.orv of thb Wkst.—Colour of a bright rose, ap.

preaching to a crimson ; the spot is very large, and intensely
black, with a rich crimson flame encircling it ; first-rate Jurm,
and a particularly free bloomer. The Seedling Plant obtained
the Gold Medal at the Plymouth Exhibition, in May 1841, beating
at laaat twenty ether Seedlings. 2/. S<. each.

THE usual niscouyr to the trade.
Strong Plants of Princess Royal and Glory of the West arc now

ready for delivery; the other sorts will be sent out in October,
Agents in London : Messrs. Warner, Seedsmen, Comhill : and

Mr. W. Bristow, Seedsman, Kiii|E:htsbridge ; from whom Plauta
can be procured, and where drawings of some of the varieties

can be seen.
Can be procured also of the following Nurserymen :—Messrs.

Henderson, Pme apple Place; Mesan. Low, Clapton ; Mr,
Smith, Dalston; Mr. G. H. Bunney, Kingsland ; Mr. H. Groom,
Walworth; Mr. Willmer, Sunbury? Messrs. Veitch, Exeter;
Messrs, Willson and Sadler, Derby; Messrs. W. Rogers and Son,
Uttoxeter; Mr.Tbos. Appleby, York ; Mr. E. H. FaUer, Worthing;
Mr. Blachford, Jersey ; Mr. W, Kelland, Jersey.
Union-road Nurseries, Plymouth, August 4th, 1842.

TO GROWERS OF HY^ACINTHS, AND OTHER DUnTCH
BULBS.

YAPMOUTH approximating eo closely to Haarlem,
the transit between the two places not occupying more than

10 or IS hours, has induced Messrs. Yolell to pay repeated
visits, for the purpose of inspecting not only the Blooms, but of
ascertaining the best Growers; and having "concluded the objects
they had in view in this respect, they have now the pleasure
^ofannouncing that this Season they will import a large quantity of
liy»cinths, and other Bulbs for which Haarlem is so justly cele-
brnttd ; and they confidently assert that the many causes of com-
plaint so frequently made, and in most cases not without good
grounds, of Bulbs proving unsatisfactory when blooming, wHI
now b% obviated. The Bulbs, they beg to add, are remarkably
fine; and parties at a distance favouring them with their com-
mands will have Bulbs included, to compensate in some degree

for carriage.
Catalogues may be had on application.

Great Y'armouth Nursery, August lUh, 1

OTAPLETON ROAD NURSERIES, near BRISTOL.
O W. MAULE and CO. beg to call the attenticn t;f

/f^^'^^^^^^I

rists to a new and desirable FUCHSIA, which th<i

ing out by the name ol "Raceroiflora ^lee-ans- '

gracefaily elegant j the lateral branches ai<.^^*i»\^

with numerous long deep-res! liowers, ^m^^^"
ing around the main httm of the plant, to/

lunm of beauty. It is aliowc u by con

. habit is

everv ioint
- »

a con^picte co-
(iges to be one of

JnrbVst v^riTti^s in rumv"a¥on:-^%^^ J*^'^^^' *« ^^^^°»«

will be sent, if 024ered, at 5*. or '»• 6»- «*^*

J
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;r;;;^irz:T~PiNEGROWERS and others.

^r ^.'-Rf?SSeR0eTm0RRIS are instructed

^H^^h^TrfsfcSi omessrs. Adamson and Son, Stoke New-

''L^i^llnfn Submit to public competition, early m_Sept.

t%T.TX^e rrtircelebrWd Stock Of Pine plants. Green
nejct, thenexi, "^»L""" r,;- Graperies. Carts, Waggons, ana general

^°"'?V«ndSc%tnral implements, and a considerable quan-

Jf^o Si;^^^^^ The whole comprise about 35,C00

fJit of Gto " with Brick and Ironwork and Water Apparattis

complete Tbout 10,000 Fine plants of the first quality and welU

knoiiesablished Stock; a considerable nnmber of Cucumber,

Me^oi^ and other Frames and Lights ; the stock of Greenhouse

»nd other Plants. Farther particulars %viU shortly be advertised.

The whole of their splendid Nursery and other Stock vriU be dii-

posed of by public Auction about the third "week in October next,

of which timely notice and particulars will be given.

American Nursery, Leytonstone,

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS.

MESSRS. THOMAS WINSTANLEY AND SOKS
(of Liverpool) announce to the Admirers of curious and

rare plants, that they are instructed to sell by Auction on the

rremises, Aigburth, near Liverpool, on Monday, the 2t|th of

August next, andfoUowing days, at 12 o'clock precisely each day.

THE UNIQUE, WELL-KNOWN, AND JUSTLY-CELEBRATED
COLLECTION OF ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS,

The Property of Richard Harrison', Esq.

In the collection will be found large and rare specimens of the

Ancuvccm Eburvium; Cattletas, including Skinneri, Per-

riniCfine), Labiata(very fincy, Crispa (very large), Mossii, Lod-

digesi, Guttata, Citrina, Superba, &c. &c. Epidkxdrums, all

fine- named and several unnamed Maxillarias, Ojicidiums,

Dendrobiums; Ab'ridks Brookii, cnrnntum, and odoratum;

Oi^oNToGLossi/M grande, maculatum. Sic. j with about four bun-

dred ntlier varieties of choice Parasiticai* Plants, including

rernaudesia, Grobya. Gongora, Heterotaxis, Hillia, Lissochilus,

Leptntes, Cyrtopodium, CalanthcR, Cypripedium, Coryanthei.

Cirrhaia, Catasetum. Ccelogyne, Cyrtochilum, Cycnochcs, Cym-
bifJium, Neottia, Brasavola, Vauda, Rodriguezia, Myanthus,
Morihodes, Miltonia,Pbaius, Brassia, Burlingtonia, Bifrcnaiia,

Batcraannia, Stanhopea, &c. &c. : L«lia anceps, autumnale, and
others. Together with a general assortment Of Hothouse Plants

of an important charocter, and highly interesting to the lover of

Botany.
The above Collection, for its extent, is allowed to be one of the

finest in Europe, and is the result of twenty years' formation, by
Mr. Harrison, regarding only variety and perfection.

The Plants having been attended to by a skilful gardener, are

in excellent condition, and will be sold without reservation.

Tlie whole may be viewed on Friday 26th, Saturday 2rth

August, and on the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues, which will

be ready in a few days, had at the following places :—The Offices

of the Gardeners* Chronicle and the ** Gardeners' Magazine;"
Messrs. Winstanleys, Paternoster Row, London; at the place of
Sale, and of Thos. Winstauley and Sons, Liverpool.

C0N0>nC~Tll¥^7^SS^ SOCIETY,
No. 34, BRIDGE.6TREET, BLACKFRL4RS, LONDON.

Established 1823. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3 William IV.
Lowea aATF.S of PTtEMtCM TIIA>' THOSE OF ANT OTITTE OFFICE,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :

—

Age, 15 20 25
I

30 35 40 45 50

Annual
Premium'

I

per cent. I

10

J.

8 1 14 7)1 19 0'2 4 3|210 1l'2 19 9^3 IX 9|4 8I'll I

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to iCf.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and In 183P a second
BoN'L's was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent,
on the premiums paid during the preening five years.
No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being aea-
farinff men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives ofpersons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

. Assurances may be effected on any and every day.
By order of the Board of Directors,

CAMpBBti. James Downbr, Secretary.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,

London, having been for many years extensively engaged in

Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-

servatories, and Private Housed, by means of Hot Water, either

in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of

heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be

given both in town andcountpy, where he has successfully and

satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior

manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-

tuality and despatch,

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

HOTHOUSES, and every description of Horticultural

Buildings, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Mansions

and large Rooms, fitted up with the above apparatus on the most

improvedand scientific methods. ^ ^ ^ i.

W.WALKER and Co. (late of Mosley-street, MaiTchester) beg

to announce that they continue to execute works of the above

description, in which they have introduced a variety of important

improvements of a satisfactory nature, especially to Horticultu-

rists They have applied this principle on a more extensive

scale than has ever been hitherto adopted at thestupendous Con-

servator^' and Hothouses of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

and in numerous other extensive establishments, with the most

'^^'nley ha^ve^^also successfully applied C. W\ Williams' Patent

Argand Furnace to their boilers, and have made arrangements

with the Patentee for its general adoption. It economises fuel,

and removes the nuisance and disfigurement of smoke, so much
complained of by Gardeners, and is a new and valuable feature

in these Apparatus.
Works executed in every part of the Lnited Kingdom with

punctuality and despatch.—33. Brown-street, Manchester.

H"
OT^^ATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DW ELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at ver> moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEV, 272, HOLBORN. ^ . ^ ^^
D and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered then: mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen ar.d gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. andE.BAiLET also construct in metal all desciiptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the pubic to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 27s, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

. exhibiting,amongstother metalworks, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot warer, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. BAir.KY were the first to introduce metallic cur\'ili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E.Bailey have prcparedaquantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi,

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their manufactory.

EDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworth, Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers, Slate Cisterns, Shelves,

and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his house
upnn application to the gardener.

^q

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY
,.,„ . HOT WATER.
WEEKS and Co., Akchxtects, &c., Gloucester-

ll(,f vclt^^l*
Kixo»s-KOAD. Chklssa, Hothouse Builders and

Nobiutv nL f?^^^^'^
Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the

throK ^?** 9^'' business, which has been extensive

thelfmLD^^^^^^ y^^'^^ is entu-ely confined to

dclcrinUon f,,H ^^ HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

J^l^T.'r ^ ^^^ HEATING of ttiem by HOT WATER. ^

snS^^bufh'^XtnS?,'^^ ^^^-} .their largest con-
in 10 hours, and Win heat « M"^'*

only requiring attention once
length. ' "^ ^^ ^eat a range of Forcmg Hooses 30gft. in

Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT van ptv*: i.of an open trough under the >^ri •. ^ Of PITS, by means
•dopted. ^ ^^ ^^^ ^^' '^ »ow bemg universaUy

References may be had, and their wnrv« .
NobUityand Gentlemen»8 s^te in th^ \^'^^'' ^^ most of the
of the London Nurseries, Sd^e^elt^^^
Erections and Hot-water Apuarat^^Mlf^^^ Horticultural
&c., at their HorticuttJi iSS^o^^'^G^^^^^ Estimates.
sea, near Sloane- square.

*""^ac^ory, Gloucester-piace, Chel-

TTOT-WATER APPARATUS, foTi^^^i;;;!^Xl other BuUdings.-STEPHENSON and Co'^en?;L theOld Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, GracVcwLstreet
I-ondon, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler
(See Editor's description, aardener** Chronicle, March 12 n \-k\
To Amateurs these Boilers will be found Invaluable, They are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5#. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of building, may be obtained as above; where also may b€ seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as appHed with Chanter'i
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility»s Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, ^c. &c. The trade sud-
phed vnth Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Wattb's New Patent Land-preasers and Drilla, ^m^-.

Oh Saturday, Sept. 3, price Threepence 16 pages royal Svo,
trLUSTRATED WITH ENGRAVINGS.

THE GARDENER and PRACTICAL FLORIST.
Contents of No. I. :—The Gardening Interests—Properties of

Flowers and Plants—The Pansey— Royal Botanical Society

—

Victoria Park—Public Gardens and Parks—Canvass Houses for

Plants— Glossary of Words—Gardening for September— Gera-
nium and Geranium Growers.

London : R. Groombridge, Paternoster-row.

] CONES PLANTARUM, or Figures, with brief
jL Descriptive Characters and Remarks, of New and Rare Plants,
selected from the Author's Herbarium. By Sir W. J. Hooker,
K.H. LL.D. F.R.A. and U.S., &:c., Vice-President of the Linnean
Society, and Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew. New
Series. Vol. 1, or Vol. 5 of the entire work. Containing lOO
beautiful Plates. Price in boards U. 8*.

Part 2 of the New Series, or Part 10 of the entire work. Con-
taining 50 Plates, illustrating the Flora of Brazil, gathered by Mr.
Gardner, and that of Falkland Islands, collected by Mr. Wright.
8vo. London, 1842. Price 1 4s.

Was commenced on the 1st of January, and continued monthly,
price 0.S, Gd. Rvo, containing 56 pages of Letter-press and two
Plates Engraved :—The LONDON JOURNAL OF BOTANY;
bySiR W. J. HooKKR, K.H. LL.D. F.RA. and L.S., Vice-President
of the Linnean Society, and Director of the Royal Botanical
Gardens, Kew.

London: IL Baillicre, 219, Regent-street.'

NEW ACTS OF PARLIAMENT, in 8to., at 1 jr. each,
(or post free, Is. 6(i."i

1. TuK Nfiw Bankeupt and Insolvent Acts, passed Aug. 12.

These very important alterations of the Law arc here incor-
porated,, in full, with Commentaries and Indexes. By Two
Barrist^fs.

2. TuK Incomb and PnoPERTir Tax; with a full explanatory
Introduction and Examples ; the Official Regulations ; a Table
for calculating the Payments ; and a Copious Index. By a Bar-
rister. The whole forming 64 pages, and an essential Guide to
this important Act.

3. The New Copyeight Act, with an explanatory and inter-
esting Introduction, by a Baririster.

4. Thb New Tarifv, with the Old Duties, and an Index,
London : James Gilbert, 49, Paternoster Row, and sold by all

Booksellers,

REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS ON THE FINE ARTS,
'l^HE ATHENiEUM of THIS DAY, twenty-four
-- large ito. pa^es, price Fourpence, contains the Appendices
to this Report, by C. L. Eastlake, R.A., Secretary to the Commis-
sion. On the General Objects of the Commission, considered in
relation to the SUte and Prospects of the English School of^mtmg—The sUtement of Cornelius relating to the proposed
Decoration of the Houses of Parliament- Communications on
« f5^^^'^#*ll^^"^* ^^°^ Professor Hess, of Munich, and others

--Methods of Frcsco-paihUng, described by writers on Art. &c.,
together with Reviews of Newfoundland, in 1842, by Sir R. H.
BonnycasUe, and Excursions in Newfoundland, by J. B. Jukea—A new Volume of Poems, by Wordsworth—Dr. Taylor on the
Manofacturing Districts—Life of Heywood, and several other
works— Original Poetry—A^Day at Knowle— Gossip of the

WANTED by a Young Man, a SITUATION
y V SHOPMAN, or CLERK to a Nurseryman or SeedsniaV
who has had considerable experience in the above caoacitw
having been in one of the first Nurseries in London for mnn

'

years, andis capable of taking the Journeys, if required. ^
References can be given as to character and abilities AddI

by letter to A. B., at Messrs. Henderson and Co's., Pin'eaoDV
place, Edgware-road, London. ^*'^^'

In Monthly Nos., Svo, with Four ^eaut'ifuJly-coiovred Plnf,,
Price 25. 6rf.

"'

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY
The Number for August, 1842, contains highly-finished draw'

ings of A^rides Brookii, Mimulus Maclainianus, Oxylbbium PuUt
nce'ce, and Achimhie^ longifibrai likewise Papers on Gardening
as a science ; on the Arrangement of Plants in Groups and
Culture of Chorozema cordatum. Floricultural Notices of n^
and beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanical Periodicals
for July, and of those in flower at the principal Suburban
Nurseries and Gardens j together with a complete Calendar of
Monthly Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

J. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are cons*,
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

'2. Th^t. with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist
whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and
being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele^

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this count!")-, the rest repre-

senting the mostpopularnovelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight.in gardening;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.
_ T

W^orks just Published by
Taylor and Walton, 28, Upper Gower-street, and Sold by all

Booksellers.

ANIMAL CHEMISTRY, or Organic Chemistrv
in its Applications to PHYsioLpGr and Pathology. By

Justus Liebig, M.D., Professor of Chemistr)' in the University of

Giessen. Edited fiom the Author's MSS. by William Grecort,

M.D., Professor of Chemistry, King*s College, Aberdeen. 8i-o,

9A-. M. clothl
*• While we have given but a very imperfect sketch of this

original and profound work, we have endeavoured to convey to

the reader some notion of the rich store of interesting matter

which it contains. The chemist, the physiologist, the medical

man, and the agriculturist, will all find in this volume many new

ideas, and many useful practical remarks. Itisthe first specimen

of what modern Organic Chemistry is capable of doing forphy.

siology; and we have no doubt that from its appearance phy-

siology will date a new era in her advance.- Quar^^Wj/ Ilentw,

No. 139,

II.

By the same Author (Translated by Dr. Playfair).

CHEMISTRY in its Applications to Agriculture
and Phvsiology. Second Edition, much enlarged. Small Sto,

9s. 6d. cloth,
•• Every page contains amass of information. I would earnesuy

advise all practical men, and all interested in cultivation, to have

recourse to the book itself. The subject is vastly impiTUut, and

we cannot estimate how much may be added to the produce oi

our fields by proceeding on correct principles."—I-owdon 5 Oflrrf.

J\Ia^., March 1841. ,

ELEMENTS of CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, In;

oncAxic and Organic, By Edward Andrkw Pabneli.

late Chemical Assistant in University College, London. «vo,

IOa'. 6d. cloth.

Price r*., illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.,

A NEW EDITION OF '^HE

NATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS; their

Management, Habits, Feod, Diseases, Treatment, hrecan3j,

and the Methods of Catching them. By J. M. Bechslem, i^i-L'.

"A very delightful book of its kind It seems lu

an indispensable book for the bird-fancier."— 5;)cc^iZor.

« It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or «»'^/'fS*

table. U is superbly got up, with an immense number otvigncL

and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals."- ircrA-?y Dm^t^^^

London : W. S. Orr and Co.; and W. R. Chambers, Edmburgfl.

T^O BE LET. An extensive Fruit and Kitchen GarM
-L also an Orchard and five Acres of Tillage Land, ine u

contains extensive ranges of Graperies, ^each-houses,
^^^_

Melon, and Cucumber Pits. A large Conservatory ana u^^
house, with many other advantages.—For V>^^^^^^^^^ Z^„„ ^c,
apply (if by letter, post-paid;] to Mr. Graham, Nurservm.ui,

Turnham Green, near London.—Aug. 27j 1843.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE-T-The

above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended y
^^^

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery,
^^

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale aic

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch- street.

ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE
If

T^HE *' ROYAL i:.oo£-x>v.^ ^- — --
^.gjtir,

for the Handkerchief Is prepared only by Nr- ^^,

AROMATIC PU>^^^.^'
fting,&c.,at.S..each.

be supplied with Po-J^s

Wherealso maybe obtained the " AROMAli^ ^J^ ^^^^^

srCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting, «?:' ^.r^'posta;

Chemist, 24, Cornhill, London, in

each.
ESSENCE
N.B. Public Offices and Merchants can w^^-r.-—

prices.
Stamps and Envelopes in any quanrity at Govemmeni^^^^^^

QUN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN. and other Dj^^^

O P-urements of the Skin, nrevalent at this peculiar se** _,^,c
.XANP'S'"-^ gurt;uu£uib 01 uic aklji, picvaiciiv c^. ..".- »--- wnWL'^^''

pleasingly eradicated by that unique preparation, n-^^^g^g^yy

KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous Uquid, ^"^"^,..moving "^^

admired for its sovereign virtues in completely j «-
^g^^catelf

cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the compiesiu
.^gyjiji^

clear and fair. It is iiwalaable as a renovating ana
^^ ^^^

wash during travelUng, or exposure to the ^lii^, «w='^'
j^yie^-

winds, and after the heated atmosphere of crowdcu « j^^g^ay-

GenUemen wUl find it peculiarly grateful after shavm**

ing the smartmg pain. ^ « »• and see ^;
CAUTION.-Ask for " Rowland's Kaltdor, a^^^^djeBj

thes6 words art on the envelope, with their signature ^^^^gfi j

in red : " A. Rowland & Son, 20, Hatton i^-^^f^'o'^edo^cr
the aan^ are engraven on the Government btaiwF

the cork

.

^ - ** Jir PerfoSW^
,

Sold by the Ftopd^ott, tuad by respectable ChenustB « ^
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the MEET-

INGS OF THE SOCIETY ia Regent-Street are DISCON-
TINUED tiU Tuesday, October the 4th, in consequence of the
Meeting-room being under repair.

(

lEfie ®rartrenctj5' Cfjrouicle

SATURDAY, AUGUST 21 y 1842

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS,
— , . _„ f Royal Botanic • . > . 1 p h.Tuetdaj, Aug. 30 . .-{ Fioiricuitural . . . 1 tA p! "i

t

CouKTRT Shows—Auff 3o, Hull. 31, Stonehenge. Sept. 3, Windsor an
Voombe. 8, Teddington, Thanet, Canterbury, Dumfric;Eton. 7, Hi(fh Wyoom— „^ ,

p^ Sfilsby^ JVIaideuheadj Aahford

We are told that some very worthy persons have
applied to themselves the remarks upon weeds which
were made by us last week, and that they regard our
observations as personal to themselves- We are glad
to hear that their consciences bite so hard; but while
it must be confessed that such persons deserve all that
was said of slovenly gardeners, we can assure them
that they are mistaken in supposing that we alluded
to Mr. B. more than to Mr. X. Let us hope that they
will take our advice—mend their ways, pull up their
weeds when young, and eschew the fatal error of de-
ferring till to-morrow what can possibly be done to-
day. By these means, they will soon lose their suscep-
tibility ; they will be charmed at finding themselves
no longer of the family of the thinskins; and they
need feel no alarm lest the name of '' Sisypheans
should be fastened on them.
Every sloven is a bad gardener ; every really good

gardener is neat. These we regard as incontestable
trutlis. They are proved by the experience of every day.

^

We shall name no names—but let any one who
knows the best gardens of England only bring to
mind their state when he last visited them, and we
will engage to say, that in every case, one of the most
striking features is their neatness. In such places
there are no weeds, no litter, no disarrangement ; but
everything has its allotted place, and nothing is to be
seen but what belongs to the garden business. Neat*
ness, method, and foresight are visible in all things.
Even the men themselves who are employed upon the
premises are neat and clean at all times, when not oc-
cupied by work which renders it impossible. Their
faces are clean and well shaved, their clothes brushed,
and their whole appearance as decent and respectable
as circumstances will permit. In fact, the mind of
the master is reflected on his men, and on all things
around him.

It is not difficult to see the connexion between neat-
ness and good gardening. The cultivation of plants
in great perfection depends, not only upon a know-
ledge of ordinary routine, and upon an acquaintance
with the more common facts of vegetable life, but also
upon a constant system of watchfulness and supervi-
sion, and the application to every individual plant of
just that kind of management which its peculiar con-
stitution requires, and^of no other. An hour's neglect
wui m many cases, ruin all the results wliich a
twelvemonth's skill has succeeded in obtaining. All
this care induces activity of mind, and a great amount
ot mmute industry; it enables the gardener instantly
to note whatever may occur to interfere with his
plants—whether the enemy be. insects, or weeds, or
other things offensive- Seen in their first beginning,
they are instantly checked, and the issue of such a
system is neatness, so far as the plants under actual
cultivation are concerned. But the eye that is
accustomed to neatness in one respect, cannot re-
main satisfied without it in all other places, and
thus one uniform feature of propriety pervades
a whole establishment. Unneatness, on the con-
trary, is brought about by habitual negligence ; the
weeds grow because they are not seen when youno-;
the gardener was not looking after his plants. Then
when they do grow up, their growth has been so gra-
dual before the slovenly gardener, that he no longer
remarks them, and is himself so unconscious of their
presence, as to fancy them invisible to everybody
else. Weeds, then, are the offspring of habitual neg-
ligence; and he who is habitually negligent may be
a Sisyphean, but cannot be a good gardener j while,
on the other hand, neatness is the offspring of care,
and carefulness is one of the great elements of good
gardening.

Let it not be supposed, howevei-, that to be neat is
to be a good gardener. That is quite another thing,
r^either would we be understood as insisting upon dan-
dyism in gardening. We see no great harm in it if
people like it, and it is undoubtedly to be preferred a
thousand times to slovenliness ; but it is better avoided.
A gardener should wear clean linen; but he would be
a blockhead to scent it>ith eau de Cologne. The first
IS neatness ; the latter would make him ridiculous.
But it is not merely because neatness is the result

of a well-ordered mind that it is to be so strenuously
insisted on. In that point of view it is of very great
importance, no doubt : but attention to it is iio less a

...^u-.aicg^irucmng requisite lor other reasons. Neat-
ness IS one of the habits which produce a smoothness
01 appearance, and smoothness is one of the great causes
of that beauty which rendei^ gardens so peculiarly
agreeable to cultivated minds. '* Smoothness," says
Mr. Burke, " is a quality so essential to beauty, that I
do not now recollect anything beautiful that is not
smooth. In trees and flowers, smooth leaves are beau-
tiful; smooth slopes of earth in gardens; smooth
streams in the landscape; smooth coats of birds and
beasts in animal beauties; in fine women, smooth
skins; and in several sorts of ornamental furniture,
smooth and polished surfaces. A very considerable
part ofthe,effect of beanty h owing to this quality ; in-
deed, the most considerable. For take any beautiful ob-
ject, and give it a broken and rugged surface ; and
however well-formed it may be in other respects, it
pleases no longer."

^
How entirely this is borne out by the effect of weeds

in a garden ! The smoothness of the lawn is gone
when it is studded with tufts of Dandelion; the
smoothness of the flower-bed is destroyed when it is
defiled by the Groundsel and Sowthistle ; and the
smoothest of walks is rendered rugged, and therefore
unbeauteous, by similar excrescences. The Sisyphean
gardener, then, is the natural enemy of beauty; and
we surrender him without further comment to the
judgment of those who are the fairest in the creation.

"Who is there," says the same accomplished writer
in the Quarterly whom we quoted on a recent occasion,—'^ Who is there that has not some friend or other con-
fined by chronic disease or lingering decline to a single
chamber .>—one, we will suppose, who a short while
ago was among the gayest and the most admired of a
large and happy circle, now through sickneSs depend-
ent, after her One staffand stay, for her minor comforts
and amusements on theangel visitsof afew kind friends.
a little worsted-work, or a new Quarterly, and, in the
absence or dulness of these, happy in the possession of
some fresh-gathered flower, and in watering and tend-
ing a few pots of favourite plants, which are to her as
friends, and whose flourishing progress under her
tender care offers a melancholy but instructive con-
trast to her own decaying strength. Some mild au-
tumn-evening her physician makes a later visit than
usual—the room is faint from the exhalations of the
flowers—the patient is not so well to-day—7i^ wonders
that he never noticed that Mlgmmeite and tkoae Gera-
niums^ before, or he neter should have allowed them to
remain so long—soyne iveigktr/ words on oxygen and
hydrogen are spoken—her poor pets are banuhed for
ever at the word of the man of science, and the most
innocent and unfailing ofher little interests is at an end.
By the next morning the flowers are gone, but ^he
patient is no better ; there is less cheerfulness than
usual ; there is a listless wandering of the eyes after
something that is not there; and the good man is too
much of a philosopher not to know how the working
of the mind will act upon the body, and too much of
a Christian not to prevent the rising evil if he can ;

he hears with a smile her expression of regret for
her long- cherished favourites, but he says not a word.
In the evening a largish box arrives directed to the
fair patient, and superscribed, 'Keep this side up-
wards—with care.' There is more than the common
interest of box-opening in the sick chamber. After a
little tender hammering and tiresome knot-loosen-
ing, Thompson has removed the Hd;—and there lies

a large oval bell-glass fixed down to a stand of ebony,
some moist sand at the bottom, an4 here and there
over the whole surface some tiny ferns are just
pushing their curious little fronds into Hfe,and already
promise, from their fresh and healthy appearance,
to supply in their growth and increase all the beauty
and interest of the discarded flowers, without
their injurious effects. It is so. These delicate exotics,
for such they are, closely sealed down in an air-tight
world of their own, flourish with amazing rapidity,
and in time produce seeds which provide a generation
to succeed them. Every day witnessing some change,
keeps the mind continually interested in their pro-
gress, and their very restriction from the open au-,
while it renders the chamber wholesome to the in-
valid, provides at the same time an undisturbed
atmosphere more suited to the development of their
own tender frames. We need scarcely add, that the
doctor the next morning finds the wonted cheerful
smile restored, and though recovery may be beyond
the skill, as it is beyond the ken, of man, he at least has
the satisfaction of knowing that he has lightened a
heart in affliction, and gained the gratitude of a humble
spmt, m restoring, without the poison, a pleasure that
was lost.

apartment in which they are cultivated. The reason-
ing on which this is founded is as follows :— 1. Growing
plants form carbonic acid (fixed air) in their interior,

by absorbing oxygen (vital air) from the atmosphere

;

therefore they rob the air of that which is most neces-
sary to animal life, and therefore they are prejudicial,
especially to sick persons. 2. Growing plants also
give out carbonic acid or fixed air, a pernicious gas, in
which animal life cannot be maintained ; again, there-
fore, they should be expelled from all apartments,
especially those occupied by invalids; for how can a
physician, careful of the health of his patient, permit
the presence of objects which are thus incessantly
contaminating the air.^

If vve must admire the zeal which leads gendemen
to seize upon the poor plants " for a stray, for
entenng their fee-simple without leave,'* and who
tear them

From the labouring heart.
Which, in the conflict that it holds with death.
Attracts tlie same for aidance 'gainst the enemy,

we may also be permitted to wish that theu: zeal
was somewhat better directed, than when they mis-
apply the truths of science to the misgovemment of
a sick bedroom.

It is doubtless true that plants destroy oxygen gas
and produce carbonic acid ; but if everything that pro-
duces that effect was also to be expelled, the patient
herself must be separated from herself, for a human
being conf^umes more oxygen, and gives off more car-
bonic acid, in live minutes, than all the plants in a
sitting-room in twenty-four hours. We cannot but
wonder that this notorious fact should not have re-
moved the prejudice about plants deteriorating the air
of sitting-rooms. It is still more surprising that the
idea should be retained at the present day, at least
when it is also well known that plantsJn fact, purify-
instead of vitiating the atmosphere. If it is true that
they do a minute amount of harm, by destroying
soync vital air, and producing some fixed air, it is

equally true that they do a great amount of gOKKi by
producing a large quaidity of vital air, and destroying
a large quantity of fixed air. It is one of the most
beautiful provisions we know of in nature, that the
deleterious air breathed forth by animals is purified
and rendered salubrious by plants; if it were other-
wise, the globe would become uninhabitable. But
every leaf, every blade of grass—nay, the finest of the
green silken threads that float about in pools^f water,
is incessantly occupied, during daylight, in effecting

this most important change of pestilent air into
an atmosphere of life. '

Whatever advantages, then, the Ward's case may
have—and few objects are better suited to the solace of
an invaUd—it should be regarded as an addition to the
comfort of a sitting-room, rather than as a substitute

for the fresh plants wliich are so much more interest-
ing; for who would be satisfied with looking at a
garden through a pane of glass, instead of walking in
it, and coming in very contact with the flowers? To
exclude live plants from the free air of a sitting-room,

is as contrary to common sense as it is to good feeling.

One thing, however, is to be observed regarding
plants. Although it is false that they contaminate
the air of a sitting-room, in tke way that is supposed,
or in any other way, in the majority of cases, yet it

is certain that unpleasant effects are occasionally pro-
duced upon peculiar constitutions by their odour.
The flowers of the glaucous Magnolia are said to bring
on sickness and headache; the Jonquil, the Tuberose,
and the Lilac, are apt to cause faintness—an effect^,

indeed, which we have seei produced by a few Violets,

even in the open air ; and Linnaeus mentions a case of
death, said to have been occasioned by sleeping in a
room where the Oleander was in flower. But this

class of elTects does not in any way justify the exclu-
sion of all plants from sitting-rooms; it only shows
the necessity of avoitling the presence of such as have
powerful and oppressive odours, the number of which
is very inconsiderable.

_ 'e this passage a prominent place, partly for
Its beauty and partly for its truth, but more especially
tor the sake of making a few remarks upon that part
of It which we have j^nted in italics.

If tbc^ is one absurdity among popular prejudices
greater than anoAer, or leatling more U> privation of
comfort when most wanted, it is that of fancying
that growing plant* vitiate the atmosphere of an

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS.
A country correspondent having requested some inform-

ation on this subject, Tve have obtained the following

:

The best mode of forming what are now called concrete
foundations is a'question on which there exists much dif-
ference of opinion; nor is the difference likely to be very
soon settled, for this reason—that any mode] in which
there is the commonest attention to the known principles
of calcareous cements will do sufficiently well. Before
aay processes are explained, it may, however, be useful

to remark that there is not, as has been supposed, any
magic in a concrete foundation ; it Is merely a cheap

mode of building that portion of a wall which is to bi

wholly beneath the earth ; and nothing can he more ab-

surd than to dig out a good natural foundat2on*of grarcl,

or even of dry clay, for the sake of burying- a mass of

artificial materials, I allude now of course to the use of

concrete as a base to a wall. When it w sprend over the

whole site of a building, for the purpose of stopping all

connexion with the natural soU, another object is in view,

wfaich may be very desh^bie, but with trhich we have no-

thing to do in considering thci»e of concrete foun&tions.

In order to understand the principle of forming these.
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be supposed that'after the trenches for the

_ .1.' .- Taw ns the builJing reciuires, it is

It

walls

foundlet it be 9u^.J.^/«w«

iMve Uxn dug M low as the buiIJing reqiures, it .muuuu

that the eartlfat the bottom of the trenches is sofc and

'•pongr, yieidiDg easily to a rammer or suffering an iron

crow-bar to be buned in it by merely ^^Tlgglmg about ;

*fluch grourul would certainly be compressed by walla of

aoy considerable weight, and would as ^certainly cause

those very unsettling accidents called ** settlements."

This soft earth must be removed; the trench must be.

deepened till a harder or more resisting soil is found ; and

then the trench might be filled up to its foriper level with

such stones as are fit for Macadamising a road, either

larger, smaller, or mixed; and which if trodden or beaten

down, in layers of three or four inches each, wonld of

themselves form a much better base than the spongy

earth, — abase good enough, indeed, for most jnir-

poses. To make a "concrete" foundation it merely requires

that all the interstices of these stones should be filled up

'with a cement of sharp sand and good stone lime, the

latter having been ground hot, and not slaked in the usual

way. One part of lime, and two or three of clean sand,

well beaten up together, will make a very good mixture

for this purpose. The great difference among the doctors

arises out of the mode in which the lime and sand shall

be mixed with the stones, and the whole made compact in

the trench. One mode, it is obvious, would have been to

pour the lime and sand in a fluid state upon each stratuui

of broken stones as they were laid ia the trench, first ram-

and is in my judgment the best mode. The ordinary

process is to mix the stones, sand, and lime, with enough
of water, and to throw the whole into the foundations

from a great height ; the object of the fall being to give

compactness, which is not, I think, to be so obtained.

The fall produces a scattering action in the mass, which
appears to me unfavourable to compactness.

With these general principles, any one can form and
use concrete effectually. Hard clean stones, clean sand
mixed with as little clay as possible, and no humus (as we
must now call it), well-burnt stone lime, or good clmlk

lime, and if slaked Instead of being ground it will not

matter much ; these materials packed closely in a trench,

and disturbed as little as may be after the lime has hpgun
to set, will make a good concrete foundation. Where
good clean gravel, or gravel from which the clay has been
washed, cau be obtained, that will at once furnish both
the stones and the sand, requiring merely the admixture
of about one-eighth nf lime ; the mixture may be laid in
the trenches in layers of three or four inches, and rapidly
trodden down ; .or it may be thrown in from a height, ac-
cording Ih the Loudon practice, if that be preferred.—^.

' ON ORGANIC MINERAL MANURES.—No. TV.
By Professor Chart ks Sprengel (translated from the

German),

(Continuedfrom pnge 640J
The humus brought into compost-heaps ought never to

be too damp, as it is' apt to cool too much the dung it

is mixed with, and not to undergo decom])Osition soon
enough. It is, generally speaking, o( the greatest import-
ance that the compost-hiiip be never either too damp or
too dry, because in either case the rotting of the organic
remains will be impossible. As it is mostly likely to be
too dry, it should be supplied with the moisture required,
which should be either urine or dung-water

; or if there
be neither at hand, more water may be used instead.

Everything added to the compost-heap, whether turf,
humus, mar], loam, &c., ought to be broken into small
pieces, because they will then act better on each other, and
sooner become substances possessing manuring qualities.
The turning over the heaps, and making them up again,

must be done very quickly, because heat has great influ-
ence in the decomposition of the substances brought to-
gether, and the heap, if worked up slowly, will become
too cold. In like manner, too much heating of the mass
IS to be avoided, for that would cause the loss of am-
monia, which, however, is not so much to be apprehended,
ualess too much dung has been used.

Compost must not' be used before it is thoroudUy
nrade, which is known by' all the organic remains being

tmW ??'
""^

^V'''^ ^"^"S ''""^^'^ '^ t^^t the compost

mire 2 '
^^'l^

'^ '''^ ^"^^^" ««^'- I^ ^^J be that

EtHrtl^n ' ^''^ '^?^
V"

^ ^^^Post. heap than one

iothin/ifr^^^^^^
^''' ^'" '"^y '^^y »P^« it that

thor "ul^^^^^^^^^^
-^^ ^ Bubstan'ce 'before it is

cJtZ Sr^itel^ ^^« -son when
is no longer requ reH^^^^

"°^ ^^«" ^^"^^«
the sowin'g of ^intS Ind '^L^l^J^^^^^^^

^^^-

prepared m autumn, more duuTis toT Z ^'T^""'^
that which is made in snrinl VJ added than to

winter interrupts fermenaK ^'^ ?^^^ ^^

organic remain^ the fresh du^g St iLtZ7^Sr,7.^^^
heat It gives out In order to prevent the cold Urnpetrating the heap, or, to speak more propedy' t^keep theheatm It, it is as well to cover it alf o J^ Swm.er, either with Potato-haulm, leaves, or similar sub
stanres. The decomposition of the organic remains, .\c
will then proceed vigorously under this cover; so much
so, that the compost—especially if it is worked up once or
twice during mild weather—may become fit for use even
by the subiiequent spring, and may be used for summer
crops, which is very important. On the other hand,
compost which IS prepared in spring will (if properly
mixed and treated) be so far decomposed by the autumn
that It may be used as a manure for Rye or similar crops •

' because, as at that time it will have been from four to six

months in a heap, the organic substances contained in it

must have been very woody, fibrous, or carbonaceous, if

they have not been decomposed. Decomposition can al-

ways be hastened by the admixture of lime, ashes, or

dung in somewhat larger quantities than usual ; in which

case, compost may be fit for use in three months.

Whoever is in the habit of making compost, acts rightly

if he continues making it during the whole winter and

6un^>mer, because in every farming establishment there

must continually be substances fit for incorporating

with the compost-heap; as, for instance, refuse flax,

hemp, ofl*al, sawdust, scrapings, ashes, weeds, building

rubbish, moss, &c. It is also best to have the compost-

heap near the dunghill, so that the superfluous dung-

water and urine can be poured upon it, and the dunghills

will in this way be kept in the necessary state of dryness.

But in this case the addition of plenty of humus must not

be neglected, because it has to fix the ammonia which will

be developed ; this is the more necessary if night-soil has

been added to the heap of compost.

If compost is prepared in very large quantities, the

substances used in it should be conveyed to the neigh-

bourhood of the field which you wish to manure, and

thrown up around a place left open for that purpose.

The substances which are at hand are then placed neces-

sarily in layers in the compost-heap. This is to be of a

round form, and the sides steep, which will preserve heat

best. The height of 6 or 7 ft. will be the most appro-

priate. At the bottom, a layer of turf or humous earth,

4 or 5 in, tluck, is to be placed, to receive and absorb all

manuring particles which may run downwards. The
layers of different substances must not be too thick, other-

wise the inner portion of each will be very little acted

upon and decomposed by that of the adjoining substance.

The layer of dung is always made thickest, as it will be

almost reduced to nothing by decomposition ; next fol-

lows a layer]^of humous earth, which may be 3 or 4 in.

thick. The layers of marl, lime, and especially peat and
wood ashes, must be thinnest; whilst any salts that may
be used—for instance, gypsum, common salt, soda, pot-

ash, pulverised bone?, sulphate of soda, &c.—are to be
strewed among the humous earth, in a proportion pre-

viously calculated. The intimate mixture of these sub-

stances will be still more completely effected by subse-

quent working up, when everything is to be properly

chojiped to pieces. It will be still more aided by moisten-
ing with comuson water or dung water. It must never
be forgotten, that upon a most intimate mixture of all

the substances contained in the heap, the subsequent
good efi"ects of compost depends, on which account it is

impossible to direct too much attention to that point.

Compost may be also prepared in stables, below or
behind the cattle, but it will turn out to be never so well

mixed as that prepared outside ; nevertheless the ma-
nuring properties of the former may be somewhat supe-
rior to those of the latter, for reasons previously stated.

(To be continued.)

A LIST OF SOME of the BEST FICOTEES. with
A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF their LEADING

CHARACTERISTICS,
Barratid's Cornelius; very heavy-edged red; petals

broad and well formed, white fine, and red very brilliant,

but not quite confined to the edging.

Sharp's Duke of IVeUingtoyi ; heavy-edged red, petals
well formed, crown good, edging regular, and the colour
even and well laid on.

Green's Queen Victoria; heavy-edged rose, fine form,
petals firm and well proportioned, white eood. and eddn^
regular.

Barnard's Mrs. Barnard ; delicate light-edged rose;
petals firm, large, and slightly cupped ; white very pure,
and edging regular.

Kiriland's Princess Augusta ; heavy-edged purple,
form fine, petals large and of a good shape, white good,'
and edging regular.

Garrait's Lady Dacre ; delicate light-edged rose ; pe-
tals well formed, the edging regular. This flower is very
superior to "Wain's Queen Victoria,

Sharp's Hector ; light-edged red, petals large and well
formed, white very fine, and edging regular.

Dicksoii's Trip to Cambridge ; heavy-edged purple
;

petals firm, smooth and even, edging sometimes very
regular

; good white, and colour well laid on*
Kiriland's Bake of Wellington ; light-edged red, pe-

tals broad and even, edging regular, white a little deficient
in clearness.

Barrand's Bride ; light-edged rose, petals large and
well formed, white very fine, edging regular.

Giddeni Sir Robert Peel; heavy-edged red; petals very
large, with fine crown; .white good, edging rich bijt
rather irregular.

Brinckler's Purple Perfection; delicate light-edged
purple, form very fine; petals firm, smooth, and even

;

white good, and edging very regular.
Headler/s Sarah; light-edged red

; petals well formed,
with good crown.

Wildman's Isabella ; heavy-edged red ; petals well
formed smooth, and even on the edges; white very fine,
with a deep regular edging of cherry red.
Jfmrps Invincible; light-edged purple, petals wellformed white good, and edging regular.

i.uT i
^^^P^^ian; delicate light-edged purple, pe-

tals very fine and well formed, edgii^ very regular.
Crask s Queen Victoria ; heavy-edged purple, petak

broad and sometimes slightly serrated, white good, and
edgujg regular. This flower is rather too thin for London
ehowmg.

Sharp*s Gem : lierht-edp'ed r^H • fniar/l_«i*t«Tc ««™ c

Irinckler's Duchess; light-edged red, petals well formed
ite fine, and edging regular. '

smooth and even, crown well formed; white rood ^
edging very regular. ' ^

*'***

Giddens' Teaser; heavy-edged red
; petals very fi

with perfect crown ;
good white, but the edging irregoU*'

Wilson's Fanny Irby ; light-edged rose; petals ^T^f
formed, smooth, and not serrated ; white good \^i^]i

regular edging. '
.

'
^^

B
wh

Brinckler's Masterpiece ; heavy-edged red, petals fin
and white good, but the edging irregular, '

Giddens' Mrs. Hennel ; heavy-edged purple
; laree

bold flower; petals of good substance, filling well up in the
centre ; white good, but the edging irregular.

^Purpurea elegans ; light-edged purple, petals well
formed ; white good, edging regular but rather serrated

Sharp's Red Borer; heavy-edged red, petals fine-
white pure, edging perfect, but the flower rather emall.^
John Dickson, Acre-lane^ Brixton^

SUMMER PRUNING OF WALL-TREES.
{Contimiedfrom p. 556.)

The development of every branch calls forth a cor-

responding development of roots, and hence, if fr^eat

care be not taken in the summer dressing of the trees—that is, if we do not gradually and regularly reduce
the gross productions of the tree, are we not fosterine

the production of roots, and working for the very end
we wish to avoid ? To answer these questions satis-

factorily, would be to enter into the w^hole theory and
practice of border-making and planting; but that would
take up more space than I dare solicit at this time,

and therefore I must defer my remarks on that head

until a more fitting opportunity. I may, however, ob-

serve, that were trees properly planted, early disbudding,

so as to prevent the formation of a quantity of roots,

would be the most likely to effect the purpose ; but where

trees are very luxuriant, transplanting, root-pruning, and

early disbudding, or a heavy crop of fruit, appear the

most likely means to rrioderate the growth of trees. If

trees were planted in shallow, well-drained, and mode-

rately rich borders ; if peat earth, brick rubbish, or

porous stones, were substituted for the gross materials

frequently put into borders, and if we were satisfied with

taking small crops of fruit, until the trees were fully es-

tablished ; we should then find very little necessity for the

cutting and maiming of which Mr. Bowers seems to have

so much dread, and still less for the more dangerous con-

comitant of fruitfulness, root-pruning. W^e are, how-

ever, frequently in too great a hurry to get our walls

covered, and thus use materials which, by inducing lusu-

riant growth, lay the foundation of canker, mildew, and

** all the ills that trees are heir to." As for summer

pruning hastening decay, it is a mere fallacy. Robust

growth is no index of health ; on the contrary, every gar-

den and orchard shows us that the most prolific trees are

those which produce little or no breast-wood ; on walla it

will be found the same, but we do not consider them nn-

healthy in consequence. Having now met the leading

principles of Mr. Bower's system, and shown that how-

ever successful the plan may be, it 3s not the one thnt

physiology would point out as the best, I shall next detail

my own system, which, whatever may be its faults—and I

dare not arrogate to it perfectioii—is at least free from

the objections which must ever militate against the adop-

tion of the plan laid down by Mr. Bower.^ I wish it,

however, to be understood that I do not call in question

Mr, B.'s success in producing a crop of fruit ; all I wish

to establish is, that it is possible to achieve the same end

by less objectionable means than those which he has

recommended to our notice. Having made myself ac-

quainted with the constitutional peculiarities^ of each

tree; that is, having ascertained whether it is in a luxu-

riant, medium, or declining state of health ; I direct mf

operations accordingly. If it is luxuriant, and makes a

quantity of strong breast-wood, I begin by removing with

a sharp chisel three or four of the strongest and most

perpendicular roots. This is done about the midule w

October; and as soon as the tree begins to grow ni ibe

following spring, I remove as many of the buds that are

likely to produce strong breast wood as I possibly can.

This prevents the formation of many young roots, brings

to an equiponderance the head and the root, and S^"^" {

induces a moderate and healthy growth; but if that nas

not the desired efft^ct. and the tree sets a tolerablej:rop

of fruit, I allow it all to remain on, so as to check tne

growih as much as is necessary ; but if there is no ^foP^

I remove a few more roots in the following «*^^"^{"* !*

-g
repeat the disbudding. This will generally bring the tree

into a healthy and fruitful state, which will be
^J^^}^^'^^^

by its producing breast-wood, not more than eight inc

or a foot long, with short joints and prominent buds.
^^^

commence the summer dressing by shortening p^"^
^

strongest and most forward shoots to five or six leave
^^^

soon as they are a foot long ; or in fact, before ^^^^
^

come unsightly. This operation is generally coron^e"
^^

at the end of May, or in the beginning of June, a

^^^
repeated every week or ten days, until the whole o

foreright shoots are stopped, taking care ^o commence

the most vertical branches, and not to remove too v.
7^

shoots at one time. In this way there is "0.*^^"^^^^,

starting the embryo fruit-buds into
g^'^^^^^'

Jj^ wk i

the flow of the sap receive any severe or sudden ^
.j^^

while the tree does not expend itself in useless gro
^^

and every encouragement is given by proper exposi^^^

light, for the maturation of the future fruit-buds, an

for accelerating the growth of the fruit. About the tn
.^

of July, or from that to the end of the ^i^^^,
""'lots.

August, I again go over the trees, and shorten tlie
. ^^

that at the previous dressings were left witb ^^^
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leaves, to onfe, or at most two leaves ; and if there is not
a leaf within one inch of the base, the shoot is cut close

out, and the embryo-buds at the base encouraged into

growth. The buds on the short spurs, retained at this

dressing, are generally converted into embryo fruit-buds

before the close of the season, and many of the natural
spurs, from the accumulation of elaborated sap in the
branches, are converted into fruit-buds also, somewhat on
the same principle as in ringing; fruit-buds are formed
from the descent of the sap being intercepted, and its

consequent accumulation in the branch. After this dress-

ing I have little cause for winter pruning ; indeed, none at
all, only for the purpose of thinning the fruit-spurs where
they are too thick, and shortening or cutting out any spurs
that have produced fruit in the preceding season. The
above observations are directed principally to the
management of Pears. Plums and Cherries I would keep
as much as possible on the young wood, as in the Peach •

but where they are spurred, I deem It indispensable to
neatness not to allow the spurs to exceed two inches in

length, and to keep them shorter if possible." By this

system of summer management, the trees are never allowed
to run so wild as to have a neglected appearance, which
must be the case by breaking down the branches, or by
leaving the shoots unpruned until Michaelmas, as is prac-
tised with very good success in some gardens, AH that I

contend for, is superior neatness, and that the most
natural way of bringing a tree into a fruitful state is, by an
early removal of the redundancies of the tree, so as to pre-
vent the formation of roots, and consequently prevent lux-
uriant growth ; for with the fact before us, that by the
simple removal of the leaves in the growing season we can
reduce a tree to the point of starvation, it must be wrong
to allow luxuriant trees to make a great quantity of wood,
and as a matter of course roots, when that wood has to be
removed in the winter pruning, and the tree has conse-
quently double the quantity of roots necessary for fruitful
existence. This is what renders root pruning necessary,
and there can be little doubt which is the better plan, viz!
to put a stop to the cause, or to persist in an unnatural
practice.— W. P. Ayres^ Ckicksands Priory , Bedfordshire.

1

^ ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXXII.
The Willow or Leaf-cutter Bee, MegacMIe Wil-

luyhbielia.^There are few, if any, insects which exhibit a
greater degree of sagacity than this Bee; and its history
forms one of the most interesting and surprising narra-
tives amongst this curious class of beings. It not unfre-
quently happens that one sees ovals and circles cut out of
the Rose-leaves in gardens, figs. .^ and 4 ; sometimes the
Laburnum and the Acacia exhibit the same strange ap-
pearances, and even the petals of the Pelargonium have
been taxed this summer to supply ornamental tapestry for
these hidden mansions. If we devote sufficient time and
attention, at the proper season, a certain wild Bee will be
seen fi>ing about the mutilated leaves, as if to ascertain
which was best suited to its purpose; and, speedily alight-
ing on the edge, it begins cutting a portion' out of the leaf
wuth Its jaws or mandibles, just as we should with a pair
of scissors, and with as great ease, and in as short a space
of time. If it be a circuhir piece, it is simply suspended
under the body, and held fast by the feet in that position

;

but if It be a larger and oval piece, it is folded together in
the operation, it is then placed vertically beneath the ab-

i,^""^"'
^° '^^^' *^® ^"^^ ^^^ separating it from the leaf,

the Bee spreads her wings and flies off with her materials.
By tracing her flight we may sometimes ascertain the
destination of the Bee, which, arriving at home, hovers a
few seconds round a post or rail, enters a hole with her'
burden m order to construct her nest (which we will now
describe), and again sallies forth to repeat the operation.
A dead Willow post, which is dry and soft, being found,

a cylindrical channel is formed, sometimes 3 or 4 feet in
length, and the debris is removed so that it is free from
dust

; then the female cuts some oval pieces of leaves and
carries them down to the extremity of the cylinder, and
being green, they take its curved form, with the assistance,
no doubt, of-the architect. This operation is continued
until 10 or 12 pieces are thus united, one within the other,
forming a green cylinder, one end or the bottom being
rounded like a thimble, and the edges wrapping over a
circular piece, as neatly as in the crown of a straw°bonnet
(fig. 5).

^
The cell being so fur completed, some Bee-bread

is deposited of a considerable thickness, and Reaumur as-
certained that liquid honey sometimes fills the cells ; »n
egg is then deposited, and finally the end is closed by a
lid composed of five circular pieces, forming a concave
surface to admit the end of the next thimble.formed cell
to fit into it: and thus does this little animal labour for
its progeny until many cells are perfected. Without a
rule to measure the length of the pieces, or compasses to
draw a circle of the accurate dimensions, man woutd be
at a loss to fit the pieces with such accuracy as to hold
liquid honey ; but such is the perfection of the incompre-
hensible instinct of these Bees, combining memory with
an evident discrimination to determine the form and size

journeys for portions of leaves; at which rate a nest
migiit be built in a day or two. only that each cell has to
be tilled with the necessaries of life for the embryo young.
Ihe egg when hatched produces a maggot, which when
full-grown resembles that of the Hive-bee; and it then
spins a silken cocoon, thick and sohd in texture, the in-
side being fine and shining like white satin, but the outside
is coarse, and the colour of coffee. This, however, is
Reaumur's account of another species, M. circumcincta9
which makes its nest in a gallery formed in the earth ; but
the structure of the nest is very similar, only that these,
not being so well secured from external intruders, first
line the whole cylinder witlflarge portions of the leaves,
forming one continuous and entire lining,—but I find that
this precaution is omitted by the Willow-bee. Careful
as these Bees are to secure their young, and provide them
with food, there are idlers on the look-out to take advan-
tage of their industry, and thus, during the absence of the
Leaf-cutter Bee, a dipterous fly lays her eggs in the cells,
which hatch, and feed upon the maggots, aTid thus destroy
the rightful owner of the habitation ; and it is suggested
by R^^aumur, that if the honey deposited for the young
larvee was not protected in some way, hosts of Ants would
soon carry off the sweet treasure, I'arvce and all. A nest
transmitted to us by Mr. W. Smith was composed of Birch
and Acacia leaves, us he intimated, and not of Rose-leaves,
as we at first supposed. The outer layer of each thimble-
shaped cell (fig. 5) was formed of two or three portions
of Birch-leaves, the inner ones of eight pieces of Acacia ;

the convex end had an internal and external circle of the
latter leaf, and the concave end was closed by five circular
lids, the internal one of Acacia, and the others of Birch

;

the outside one was the largest, and smeared externally
with honey, probably, and bits of the AVillow-wood, as
well as with atoms of the outside lid, of which a consider-
able ])ortion of the middle was eaten away,— and I ob-
served that these round lids are cut a trifle too large, that
they may be forced in ; and thus the edges are closed, and
this end becomes concave outside.

Megachile WiUughbieUa is pitchy, clothed with fulvous
down, excepting at the apex of the abdomen, which is

black. In the male the face is covered with yellow silky
hairs, and the fore legs are dilated and yellowish, except-
ing the tips of the thighs and the outside of the tibiae; the
three basal joints of the foot are concavo-convex, dilated,
and densely fringed with stiff hairs ; the body is oblong,
and notclied at the apex. The /ewia/tr has a black face

;

the abdomen is ovate-conic, the under side is densely
clothed with silky hairs, black at the base and apex, and
deep orange in the middle. Those who wish to be better
acquainted with the structure of this interesting group, as
well as with the economy of the'other species, may con-
sult Kirby's Mon. Ap. Aug., and Curtis's Brit. Ent., pi.
and foL 2\%.—Ruricola.

leaves of former years had been swept together, and are
now in a state of decay. Most persons have the n^eans
within themselves for making this, if they have a place
where they can put the leaves which fall from their own
trees. Dung which has been used for frames is also very
useful for mixing with other soils when it is nearly decom-
posed. For this purpose jt should be laid in a close heap
in the compost-yard, and it will be fit for use in about
two years, or for some things even before that time. Cow-
dung and several other kinds, such as that of sheep and
pigeons, are excellent for making liquid manure for strong-
growing plants ; but all these things cannot be kept,tinle8S
there IS some small place set apart for their reception.
Ihis IS the laboratory, where the causes are arranged
which produce the effects on the garden j the " behind
the scenes," whicli although not very pleasant to look
upon, is still necessary to the success of the performance.
The prophecies of those scientific men, who imagine that
the day will come when the agriculturist will be inde-
pendent of the manure of Lis dunghill, because he will
carry in his pocket all that his soil requires, has not vet
been fulfilled; nor is it likely to be, for this simple
reason— mechanical effects are as necessary as chemical
to the growth of jilants.

Commence the propagation of half-hardy plants, for
turning out in the flower-beds next year. Verbenas,
Heliotropes, Pelaiguniums, Anagallises, Fuchsias, and
many other things, will all strike readily now, and form
good strong plants for the winter. I will next week
furnish a hst and description of some of the better sorts
of things of this kind, which the amateur can procure if
he does not possess them.

—

R, F.

required, that they accomplish all, guided by the Creator,
who is wonderful in the least as well as in the greatest of
His works.
The arduous undertaking of constructing the cells is the

duty of the female Bee ; but I imagine, from the curious
structure of the fore legs in the male (fig. 1), that it is his
province to excavate the cylindrical gallery in the wood,
for the reception of the cells. Reaumur, I see, thought
they might be to convey wax, or for some purpose which
was unknown; but 1 think this formation will separate
the species nidificating in wood from the one which con-
struct their nests in the earth.

In less than half an hour, one Bee that was watched by
the celebrated French naturalist, made more than a dozen

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXV.
Much of the success which attends all gardening ope-

rations, depends upon having at command a good selec-

tion of soils. A small corner out of sight should always
be set apart for their reception, in which they can be
turned over and mixed together, before it is necessary to

use them. Without recommending all those ingredients
which florists of the old school considered indispensable to

the growth of their favourite flowers, I still think there
are a few kinds of soil which are actually necessary to form
different mixtures for the different kinds of plants. These
are peat or bog-earth, loam, leaf-mould, dung, and sand.
The best peat is usually found in plantations orconmions,
where the Heath and other things are growing most luxuri-
antly. It is of a rich brown colour, mixed with a quantity
of vegetable matter, apparently of recent decomposition.
Never choose your peat from a place where the Heath or
Grass scarcely grows, for there it is poor and will not an-
swer your purpose well. There are various kinds of loam,
and the different names which nre given to them are so
indefinite, that the amateur is often at a loss to understand
them. He is frequently, for example, told to use yellow
loam, or maiden loam, or sandy loam, or rich loam, or
some other kind, different from any of these. The prac-
tical gardener or farmer understands these terms perfectly,
and a very little experience will enable the amateur to do
so too. The colour, of course, determines the first. Maiden
loam is that which is taken from the surface of pasture-
land; but it may be brown, or yellow, or sandy, or rich, or
poor ; so that many of these terms are almost synonymous.
Friable loam is that kmd which does not set hard, but
when i)ressed in the band when damp readily crumbles
down again. This should always be preferred to that stiff
kind, which, as it resembles grafting clay, or mortar, is
very injurious to plants, particulariy to such as are grown
in pots. Leaf-mould is very useful for mixing either with
peat or loam, and not only enriches the compost, but also
keeps It free and open. This can easily be obtained at
this season of the year iu any old plantation, when the

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
ArnotCs Stoves,—Whtn I consulted you last year on

the subject of heating greenhouses with Dr. Arnott's
stoves, your opinion was not favourable to the plan, and I
should most probably not have tried it had I not soon after
received an assurance of their complete success from Mr.
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, who described to me hii
method of using them. As these stoves, if successful, afford
by far the most economical method of heating small green-

'

houses, I am anxious to state, for the sake of Eome of your
readers, the success which I have met with by following
closely Mr. Rivers's directions. The secret mainly consists
iu the complete prevention of any escape of gas. ^For this
purpose the stove should be placed near to the chimney,
which must be a brick one; the nearer the better, cer-
tainly never more than six feet from it. The pipe between
the stove and flue should be hermetically sealed, and there
should be some kind of cowl on the top of the chimney,
to prevent any beating down of the sm«ke or gas. The
top light under the chimney I always kept shut, I found
this stove answer perfectly welJ ; the heat from it, although
placed in a corner of the house, was very equally diffused
over the whole of it. I did not lose a plant last winter,
and my Pelargoniums hare turned out fine and healthy,
-and not in the least drawn up. To prevent the heat being
too dry, there should always be a zinc' pan filled with
water on the top of the stove, of the same size as the
square of the stove, and about three inches deep. It is a
good plan also to keep water standing in a watering-pot
on the other side of the house. The fire in the stovp
should not be suffered to go out, at least as seldom as
possible, as it produces too great a change of temperature.
The expense of heating with these stoves is so trifling,

that I cannot help thinMng many of your readers may be
glad to know how well they answer when properly attended
to.— «/. W* [Exactly so—^when properly attended to.
We, personaUy, think very highly of them, and use them
continually; but we do not recommend them^—because
people will not attend to them properly.]

Iris Jimbriafa or Chinensis,—Never having seen thii
plant cultivated in the mangier which renders it one of the
most deligiitfui Ilowers that it is possible to have through the
winter months, both as regards splendour, agreeable fra-
grance, and long continuance in bloom, I ix-g to commu*
nicate to you my method of cultivation. It is well known
to every one who has had it for a short time in his
collection, that it sends up suckers from the root iu very
great abundance, if suffered to do so- This is what has
always kept it in the baclcground in most collections cf
plants ; although it has been an inhabitant of our stoves
for the last fifty years : but we have not a plant that pos-
sesses greater attractions wjienjudiciously treated. I treat
my plants as I do Pine- suckers, but without bottom-heat

;

and although they will grow in the temperature of the
common greenhouse, they do better in that of a Pine-
stove- It is of the utmost importance to make the best
use of the summer and autumnal months, so as to get the
plants as sturdy and vigorous as possible before they show
for blossom—the same as in growing the Pine-apple. If
I have a stock of young plants which I had kept through
the winter (the greenhouse is the best for the puipose of
hybernating, as it keeps them more dormant, and they are
excited more vigorously when required), I shake them
out of the soil, and trim the roots very close, ss I do mj
Pines, examining them carefully so as'to c\t^v them of all

the small excrescences, or suckers in euibryo. I then re-

pot them in good, rich compost, first into small pot*, so

as to keep the roots always close to cr near the side of

the pot, and place them in the stove, or into a warm jit

or frame, as near the glass as possible, watering fi^^^^o'*^^"

the same care as Pines. Before the plants 5^ *
>' cueck,

by the roots becoming too much matted tor *iant of pot-

room, I shift them into larger pots, befog careful nevtr to

over-pot them. Almost every time I repot rhtm, 1 find it

necessary to shake the soil from them which has become

exhausted of the plant's peculiar food ; as well as on ac-

count of the disposition Mhlch they have to throw up
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'^^^^^^om the root, and of which they should be en-

'}* ,"f.A-Tj If ^^,/nkut appears to require it, I shift

Urely divested If thef^^-^Wi^-^'^Sn
Lffo;d

"5 iwiil 'c?n.Vensate'much better than an
looa,

o^e of the common flower-pot, being

Sri^S' nlr'Zer burnt for .est plants that it is

Srable to grow in a pot; for if the compost be judi-

lomly selected, and the plants are watered according to

ieir nature; with a proper temperature, they will not fail

As I find it needful to push my plants on, I
their

to prosper.
^

_
i v .n

repot them four or five times in the season ; and they will

send up a branch a yard high, with a long succession of

Tery superior blossom to what they usually produce. The

stock may be kept in a greenhouse, and if the temperature

be not too low they will bloom there in the winter ; but

to keep them in longer succession, some should be placed

in the stove early in autumn, and as they come into flower

they should be removed where most agreeable, and others

replaced in the stove, in succession for blooming. Whilst

those, by the divestment of all suckers, &c., are preparing

for the blooming season, it is better that a few pots should

be left, and encouraged to produce their suckers, which

they will do abundantly, so as to be the more certain of a

Bupply of good plants by the middle of February,—the

proper season to start them for their summer growth.

The old plants should be cast away when they have done

flowering, or else headed down, and repotted into fresh

compost, if required to produce suckers or plants for next

season,—./. Mearns, F, H. S,, Leeds Sot. Garden.

On the Summer Management of Heaths,—My Heaths

are all placed in a pit facing south, on a slate platform or

stage. The plants are sufficiently distant not to touch one

another ; but the chief point is, having the pots all plunged

in moss. The lights have been off since June last, so that

they have the full influence of the sun and air ; apd the

plants are very healthy and bushy, and flower freely.

Heaths, being natives of the Cape of Good Hope, would

not suffer from the heat of the sun in this climate, if the

roots are protected : and this the Moss does efilectually,

and keeps them cool and moist also.— W* G. Bradford

j

Cork.
Fuchsia fulgens,—In addition to the notices respecting

this plant contained in your 32d Number, I beg to inform

you that I turned a plant out of a pot two months ago,

when nearly coming into blossom, into a border under a

western wall, without any special preparation. It has

blossomed beautifully ever since, and still displays a fine

bloom.^—P. t-, Brecon.
Prices of Orchidaceous Plants.—At Mr. Skinner's

last sale I observe that a little Notylia, one of the most
insignificant of its race, was knocked down to some happy
gardener, at the small price of three pounds fifteen shil-

lings. It was described itt the catalogue as follows :

—

•*Thi3 splendid plant bears a A'»ia?Z beautiful little white

flower, exceedingly fragrant, and, as will be seen by the

flower-stem, in number exceeding hundreds ; in high

health, and supposed for the first time alive in Europe."

—

^ Caveat emptor.
Carnations,—An assertion has been pubUcly made,

which, if not contradicted, may pass as truth, *' that Mar-
tin's splendid Scarlet Bizarre beat 12 blooms of Don John
at the Floricultural Soc'itiy^s Show in July last." I was the

only person who exhibited 12 blooms of the Don, ''but
j

»ot for competition,'' having set them up for Mr. Twit-
chett " for exhibition only.'* I showed one bloom only for

the Society's prize, for the best Carnation.

—

R. Headly^
Stapleford.

To preserve Seeds.—In a late Number of the Chro-
nicley there is an article on the vitality of seeds, in which
it is mentioned that porous jars are used for the purpose
of preserving them, I would suggest the use of wooden
bottles instead of earthenware jars ; because I know from
experience that dehquescent salts will keep better in well-

made wooden boxes than in either stoppered* glass bot-

tles or jars. The two last, being cold bodies, have a ten-

Tdency to condense any moisture which may exist in the
air, contained in the vessel in which the seeds are pre-
served; wood being a non-conductor of heat^ is also on
that account a more suitable material than either stone or
glass, as it would preserve a more equable temperature in
the vessel throughout the year. Turned bottles, about two
inches long by one inch deep, might be procured in quan-
tity for something like twopence each, which I should
imagine would be large enough for experimental purposes.
Such paper (made of woollen substances) as the Dutch
toys are wrapped up in would be very proper for tyingwer the mouth of them ; being porous, it would not ob-
struct evaporation from the interior of the bottle ; and it

w^f
»t the same time prevent any damp air from enter-

ing it.—//, X., Mnll.

TI^tfTT^*'^'^ ^Tu ""^ S/ratc6errie..~Ia a garden atHawkshed occupied by Mr. J. Baisbrown, gardener and
i«edamaii, there w a patch of ground which was last
August planted with Strawberries, the plants being then
tJiree years old, and the ground measuring about ten yards
•quare. The crop of Strawberries has been immense, not
less than ninety-five quarts of this delicious fruit, of ex-
cellent quality, having this year been gathered from these
plants.

—

31. Saul.

Fondness for Indigeiious Plants.—A patriotic English-
man declared himself to be so attached to his native Flora,
that he would willingly sacrifice the rarest foreign produc-
tion for the plant of Barclay and Perkins's brewery. This
last-mentioned specimen is considered to be nearly unique

;

it is Exogenous and Polyoecious, has overspread two-tbirds
of the borough of Southwork, and is worth half-a- million
of money. For the information of the unlearned, Ex-
ogenous means that which is constantly growing on the
outside, and Polyoecious that which has many bouses.

M^tra^rdinary Growth of a Scotch JFin—A Scotch Fir,

about 8 years old, began growing in the spring, like others

in the same plantation ; buj; when the leading shoot had

grown about 6 or 7 inches, the buds on the top of the

young shoot, which, in most cases, would have remained

buds until the spring of 1843, burst forth into side

branches, and another leading shoot began to grow, with

a new set ofbuds upon It. Au old man, who has worked

many days of his life in young plantations, says that he

never recollects to have seen anything of the kind before.

Can any explanation be given of such a circumstance, or

must it be set down as one of the freaks of nature ?

—

Peter

Mackenzie. [This is prob^ably caused by the heat and

dryness of the season, which, when rain has fallen, forces

vegetation almost as much as if in a hotbed.]

Larch Fence.—Captain A. recommends those who
travel from Dolgellen to Bala to notice a Larch fence be-

tween the four and five mile stone.

The Portugal Laurel.—I thank your correspondents

who have replied to my question, as to the injurious effects

of the Laburnum seeds on cattle ; and I would venture to

follow up the inquiry by asking, whether the leaf of the

Portugal Laurel contains any prinaiple, existing in it in

sufficient force or quantity, to prove injurious to sheep or

cattle ? and also whether they would feed upon the leaves,

if allowed access to them? I have considerable doubt on

the latter point, having witnessed an instance where sheep

were allowed to range through a shrubbery of evergreens

which skirted a lawn or paddock, and where the greatest

ravages were committed by them on the Laurustinus,

without, as 1 could perceive, any attack on the Portugal

Laurel, although abounding on the spot, and even reached

with greater ease than the Laurustinus, from the branches

in many instances trailing on the ground. It would save

me some beautiful specimens of Portugal Laurel, to be

assured that they were themselves not subject to be fed

upon by animals, nor destructive to them if so liable.^

—

Omikron.
Russian Method of Preserving Green Peas.—Shell,

scald, and dry them in the manner recommended last

week ; put them on tins or earthen dishes in a cool oven,

to hardeti ; and keep them in paper bags hung up in the

kitchen. When required for use, let them lie aw hour in

water, set them on the fire in cold water, with a bit of

butter and a sprig of Mint, and let them boil until ready

for table.

—

Mnscipula,
To preserve Green Peas,—I have used the following

plan of preserving Green Peas till Christmas with success

for many years. Gather Peas (varieties which are green

when ripe) when fit for the table, lay them to dry in the

pods over the hothouse flues, or on any place where

they can have a continual gentle warmth. When perfectly

dry, put them away in a dry drawer till wanted, and

whether it be at Christmas, or even the following spring,

if steeped in cold water for 24, 30k or 36 hours before

boiling, they will be found nearly equal in every respect to

Peas fresh gathered.—P, Green.
Bootes for the Preservation of Gooseberries.—Sweet sir,

—With every deference, I think you are wrong in your

estimate of the expense that might attend the adoption of

the plan of a ''^Journeyman Gardener*^ to mature Goose-
berries under bojpes open at three sidesy and of course,

without bottoms. If your ''journeyman gardener" would
only take a journey to that garden of the west, sweet Con-
naught, he might obtain numbers of them at little cost

:

the pisantry of that amiable country keep their shoes and
stockings in them—and the hinges and locks being on the

wanting parts render these boxes' particularly secure. To
be sure, the three absent sides are to be superseded by
canvas, which is to let in air and light—still, I suppose,

in the Irish fashion, by having all the canvas cut out ; as

the Dublin fishing-boats reef their sails (with large holes

to let the wind through).—In fine weather, when all the

sail is required, they fill the holes up with their bedding,

%. e.j straw. Let a "journeyman gardener" take a hint

from'these sons of St. Peter. You are no doubt aware
that a Connaught stocking is thus described, ** a footless

stocking without a leg to it." Consequently a box with

three sides, and a bottom absent, would be an appropriate

garde-robe.—Yours, sweet sir, Woodend.
To prevent the Destruction of Turnips hy the Flea.

—During my short experience as an amateur gardener, I

have been, like my neighboms, dreadfully annoyed by
those mischievous little insects, the Turnip-fleas ; and all

sovereign remedies having failed in destroying the ma-
rauders, I determined to try experiments in sowing the

seed at different periods, so as to insure a good winter

crop. I have at last come to the conclusion, that getting

the plants up in rough leaf by the 1st of August is the

most satisfactory way of avoiding the enemy. Should the

weather prove dry, when I wish to put my seed in, I soak
the soil well overnight, and keep it moist till my plants

are safe, which they will be, if the seed is perfect, in the

course of a few days. I consider the flea to be in the em-
bryo state between the 15th of July and the 1st of Aug.,
which will, if I am correct, account for the escape of the
Turnip crop. Perhaps some of your readers can enlighten
me on this point; and I hope they will next year adopt
my suggestions as to sowing, &c., and report the result />ro
bono pullico, I imagine it would be too late to sow field

Turnips at the time above mentioned, I find soap-suds,
aaved^ from the laundry, improve all vegetable crops
amazingly. I allow them to stand three or four days in a
large tub before using.— IT. TT.

To destroy Wasps.—I see that the Wasps are begin-
ning to excite attention. A nest was effectually destroyed
here by firing a gun into the aperture, and then pouring
down some tar, which would fix (as Jonathan w ould say)
both the insects at home, as well as the out-lyers on their
return-

—

Samuel Buckland, Belmont^ Favenham.
£ff€cis of Turpentine upon the Red Spider,—k neigh-

I

bouring medical gentleman had a greenhouse sadly in-
fested with red spider and the green-fly, so much so that
the whole stock was nearly eaten up. Knowing the effects
of turpentine on insect life in his medical practice the
idea struck him that he might turn it to account in this
case. Accordingly, the floor of the house being laid with
flag stones, he sprinkled on the stone-floor from two to
three ounces of turpentine, in the morning of what turned
out to be a very warm day ; and as the sun got strong
the effluvia from the turpentine was so powerful, that it

was with difficulty he could breathe in it. The dose has
completely killed the spider and most of the fly, without
the slightest apparent injury to the plants. He has only
tried it once, but he considers, that as turpentine is a ve-
getable production, and can be used in large doses in the
human system without injury to the patient, and that if

it is found to be as effectual and harmless in after appli-

cations as in the first trial, that it will be the safest and
cheapest remedy hitherto used. He will be glad to know
whether any one else has ever tried it, and if they have,

what have been the results ?

—

A. Brander, Gardener
Dalveyi Torres.

The Onion Grub.—I am induced, from some observa-

tions in a late Number of your Paper, to mention the

total failure of the following expedients in destroying the

Onion Grub :—namely, sowing Onions after Turnips, as

recommended by a correspondent last year ; a copious

soaking with sea-water; and lastly, a plentiful sprinkling

with common salt. Spirits of tar, applied both in a liquid

state and mixed with sand, I have also found of no benefit

to Carrots. The Onion crop in the north of Ireland has

completely failed this year, which proves that a dry seasoa

is favourable to these pests.

—

E. F. L.
Preservation of Filberts.—Having a great crop of Fil-

berts this year, I should very much like to know how to

preserve them with the husks on. I have tried vanous

ways, but never could manage to make them look like those

sold by the fruiterers.

—

A Gardener.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BOTANICAL AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF NEW-

CASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
The annual meeting- of the Botanical and Horticultural Society

for the counties of Durham and Northumberland, and Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, was held at the Queen's Head, in Newcastle, on tbe

19th inst., and was rather numerously attended. Jas. Archbold,

Esq., took the chair, and called upon the Secretary, Geo. Wailes,

Esq., to read the report for the past year, which, we are sorrj' to

say, contained no very flourishing' statement of the affairs of this

important and interesting Society; hut as it suggrested some

improvements in its management likely to be cond ucive to the in-

terests of the Society, we hope a more favourable report of its

operations will have to be made next year. The chairman then

distributed to the successful competitors during the past year the

numerous medals which had been awarded as prizes, and a ballot

took place for the Officers for the ensuing; year. Geo. Silvertop,

Esq., of Minster Acres, was elected president, and the other

officers were re elected almost unanimously. The chairman

stated that the prize of three guineas to the gardener who couM

produce the best testimonials of his abilities, and of the greatest

length of servitude in one family, had been awarded by the com-

mittee to Mr. Thos. WaUis, gr. to Christopher Blackett, Esq.,

Wylam Oakwood, in whose service he had been twelve years,

and a testimonial was read, highly creditable to the skill of Mr.

WaUis, as a practical and scientific gardener. Mr. 'VYailes, the

Secretaiy, then addressed some valuable remarks to the meeting-,

on the subjects of the new manures. Guano, Nitrate of Soda, &c.j

the management of fruit-trees ; the nature of composts ;
and re-

commended the members of the Society to make experiments, and

communicate to the Society the results, as it was only by t tie

test of experiment, improvement in the science of Horticulture

could be attained. Mr. Wailes concluded his observations oy

recommending the members of the Society carefully to reaa

the Garde7iers* Chronicle, as they would find in that vaiuaoie

publication much interesting information, and all that was

really new and important, both in plants and the i«aiiage-

ment of the garden.—The August show of fruits and flowers

was afterwards held in the Music Hall, Nelson-street;

the fruits were much finer than were ever seen at any
PJ^^^°'|g

show, but there was a very scanty display of flowers. Kow is

this? It ought not to be, with such a splendid season, at ifli^

time of the year! The list of prizes speaks for the s"cce^suu

competitors, but we must not omit to notice *^e_,7^^>
"v^

Grapes. Peaches, and Jargonelle Pears, from Mr. Hedley, gy"
Sir J. Trevelyan, Bart.j the Grapes from Mr. ^^Ihs and Mr.

Kelly; the Melons from Mr. Cook, Mr. Kelly, Mr. H^^*?.?' ^^"

Mr. Foreman ; the Peaches from Mr. Clarke and >Ir. V. auis,

the Apricots from Mr. Kelly and Mr. Wallis ; the Jar&?»^"^
J^^'

from Mr. Strother, gr. to - Johnson, Esq., Mr. Kelly, ana^ij

Wallis: the Plums from Mr. Clarke; and the Gooseberries irou

Mr. Reid. Mr. Hedley also sent some of the largest aud imeb

Celery that has ever been seen in the North, beautifully D>anc"e

to a great length, for which an honorary medal "^"^^^^^^T^^-J

awarded. The Carnations and Picotees were much aaroi^ '

particularly those belonging to Mr. Cook, Mr. ^^ll^o^'
^

l^awlings, and Mr. Buckham. The Dahlias of Mr. Deans, g .

Miss Cuthbert, particularly the self-coloured, and also ^^\ „
gated ones of Mr. Cook, were most splendid flowers. *"

. 5°

the greenhouse plants we noticed fine specimens 01 triu

rubra, from Mrs. Surtees, and Erica refulgens ^'J,^^y^„^ctocka
from Mr. Deans. An unusually fine bouquet of ^^ jTnnorary
was shown by Mr. Strother, which certainly merited a^»"'

j^
medal. U is of no use for the Society to reserve its prize tor nu ^^

Stocks till September or October, as at that season tnerem^^

blooms fit to bring to the show-room. The seedUng lL*"^*^%.hite
by Mi. Cook were very beautiful, particulariy ^^^/^f^^^ndvery
finely tipped with carmine ; this promises to be a tirst-rate <ii

choice flower. Mr, R. Charlton, of Wall, exhibited ^ut no
^^^^

competition) some fine specimens of Dahbas,
^.*^".^"nV such

Picotees; and, as an encouragement for the productiou^^^^

splendid blooms, an honorary medal was very propeny *

to him. qir.- tiest-

The prizes were awarded as follows: — Pinks: a
^^j

flavoured Pine, the sUver medal to Mr. G. ^o*^^5^
,

' ^Mr. W-
Lamb, Esq. ; the second best, the 2d silver »?«^^,^"|, Black
KeHy. gr. to A. Donkin, Esq. Grapes: Thejaest oisd,

^^^^^
Hamburgh. Black Emperor of Morocco. Black

f-^^V^^S^n^tigna"*
Damascus. Muscat of Alexandria, White and Grizzly J?r"

Jcond
the silver medal to Mr. J. Reid, gr. to W. Losh, Esq.

;
l"^ the

best Black Hamburgh, Muscat, White Frontignan »J*'^/^i,!.^^ured.

bronze medal to Mr,' J. Reid. Melons: The o«sr.im
^^^^

Egyptian improved Green-flesh, the second s»l^®^
^f ^ug giivCf

J. Reid. Peachks : The best dish, from an open ^'' 'J^-jmss:
medal to Mr. N. Billau, gr. to the Rev. J. Cook, f?7n Mr. 1^-

The best diiih. from an open waU, the silver J^^^^l^ll^ioi^'
BiUau. Apricots : The beat dish, the second sUver meu ^^^^^^
3. Scott, gr. to H. Lamb, Esq. Pisars : Jargonelle, J^

^^^^^
silver medal to Mr. J. Scott. Piums : The best "^^'^^^^snin-
BUyermedaltoMr, J, Clark, gr, to Mrs. Bewwke. Goosb»^
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The dish of best-flavoured, the bronze medal to Mr. J. Moderill,

gr. to T.Taylor, Esq. Curra.\ts : The best dish, the bronze
medal to Mr. G. Foreman. Basket of Fruits: The best
ornamental basket, the silver medal to Mr. T. Wallis, gr. to C.
Blackett, Esq. ; the second best, to Mr. T. Watson, gr. to Mrs.
Kirsopp. Carxatioxs: The best Corinthus, the silver medal
to Mr. I. Scott j the second best. Lord Rodney, the.second silver
medal to Mr. J. Cook, grr. to E. J. ColUngwood, Esq. j the
best bouquet of six sorts, Lord Rodney, Lady Kay, Corinthus,
Lady Ridley, the second bronze medal to Mr. I. Scott. Picoteks :

The best Yellow, Master Campbell, the second silver medal to
Mr. I. Scott; the best other double Picotee, Rosella de Rohan,
the second silver medal to Mr. I . Scott ; the best bouquet of six.

Master Campbell, Miss Campbell, Ely's Elizabeth, Will Stoutly,
Beauty of Bailey, Fair Flora, the bronze medal to Mr. T.

Scott. Greenhouse Plants: The best Salvia (S. patens), the
second bronze medal, to M. W^ Dunn, Esq., Hedgefield House.
The best Fuchsia (F. fulgens), the second bronze medal to Mr.
Jas. Reid. The best Exotic (Roella ciliata), the second silver
medal to Mr. AV. Kelly. The second-best Exotic (Strelitzia Re-
gina), the bronze medal to Mr. Jas. Charlton, gr. to C, Allhusen,
Esq. Dahlias : The best six (Maid of Bath, Whales' Phenome-
non, Beauty of the Plain, Conqueror of the World, Duchess of
Richmond, and Eg-yptian King), the second silver medal to Mr.
J. Watson, gr. to M. Anderson, Esq. The best six Self-coloured
(Pickwick, Rougre et Noir, Mai esfield Rival, Springfield Rival,
Marquess of Lansdowne, and President of the West), the bronze
medal to Mr. J. Watson. Bouquets of Flowers: The best
Bouquet, the silver medal to Mr, Thos. W'atson ; the third best,
the second bronze medal to Mr. Geo. Foreman. Hoxorarv
Prizes : A bronze medal to Mr. Thos. Charlton, gr. to Mrs. At-
kinson, for a Bouquet of French Marigolds ; a bronze medal to
Mr. R. Charlton, gr., for beautiful collections of Dahlias, Carna-
tions, and Picotees; and a bronze medal to Mr. A. Hedley, gr,
to Sir J. Trevelyan, Bart., for six extraordinary large heads of
Ccler>'. The next exhibition of the Society \vill be held on the
26th Sept., -^s'hen there will be a grand show of Dahlias.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Bath Royal United Horticultural Society, Jm/;/ 21.—The fourth

exhibition took place in the Victoria Park. The following is a
list of the prizes:

—

Florists' Flowers and Cur Floweks.
Class I, for Nurserymen. Carnations and Ficotees: :, Mr.
Sealey ; 2, Mr. Miller ; 3, Mr. Walters. Rosks : Mr. Cole. Orna-
MELNTAL BASKET OP Cut Flowers: l,Mr.Lidiard; 2,Mr.Kitiey.
Class 2t for Amateurs, Carnations : 1, W, S. Jacques, Esq.; 2,
G. C. Tugwell, Esq.j 3, Mr, Nias. Picoteks : I, W. S. Jacques,
Esq.; 2, Mr. Parker > 3, G. C. Tugwell, Esq. Roses: 1, Miss
Bayley. Ornaaje.\tal Basket of Cut Flowers: 2, Mr, Ford,
Flowering Plants in Pots. Class 1, for Nurserymen. Stove
Plants, 1, Messrs. Salter and Co. Greenhouse Plants, 1, do.
Calceolarias, .^rwi^, 1, do. Herbaceous, I, do. CapeEricas,
1, do. Balsams, 1, do. Cockscombs, 1, Mr. Minty. Orna-
mental Basket op Plants : l, Messrs. Salter and Co. j 2, Mr.
Drummond. Class 2, for Amateurs. Orchidackjb, J, Jarrett,
Esq. Stove Plants : 1, do.; 2, Miss Bayley, Ericas, 1, J. M.
Yeeles, Esq. Greenhouse Plants : 1, do.; 2, J. Jarrett, Esq.
ALSTRtEMERiAs, I, Mr. G. Shaw, Amaryllis, I, J. Jarrett, Esq.
Balsams, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Cockscombs, 1, do. Tender
.Annuals, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq. Herbaceous Plants, 1, Miss
Bayley. Ornamental Basket of Plants: 1, J. M. Yeeles,
Esq.; 2, Mr. G. Shaw. iNnioENous Specimens, 2, Mr. Kitley.
Fruit. Pine-apples : Queen, 1 and 2, Mr. Richardson; Black, I

and 2, Mr. Spencer, gr. tothe Marquis of Lansdowne. Grapes:
Black, 1, Mr. Spencer; 2, W. MUes, Esq., M.P.; White, X, G. C.
TugweU, Esq. ; 2, W. Miles, Esq., M.P.; best bunch of any sort,
1, Mr. Spencer. Melons: \, W. S. Jacques, Esq.; 2, Miss
Whitehead. Peaches: Ij Miss Hooper ; 2, Mr. Spencer, Nec-
tarines: J.Mr. Spencer; 2, W, P. Jilliard, Esq. Apricots: 1,
Mr. W. Salter; 2, J. Wiltshire, Esq. Cherries: 1, Hon. Capt.
Howard; 2, Mr. Piatt. Plums : 1, W. MUes, Esq. ; 2. Mr. Ford.
Strawberries: 2, R. Cruttwell, Esq. Apples: I, Mr. J. Cook;
2, Rev. J. B. Doveton. Raspberries: lied, R. S. Cruttwell,
Esq.; White, I, Mr. Piatt. Cuheaxts: iiecf, 1, Mr. Lidiard; 2,
Hon. Capt. Howard; White, 1, R. S. CruttweU, Esq.; 2, Mr.
Salter; Black, 1, R. S. Cruttwell, Esq.; 2, Mr. Lidiard. Goose-
berkies: Red, I, G. C. Tug:well, Esq.; 2, Mr. Piatt; Green, I,
Mr. G. D. Fisher; 2, Miss Bayley; rtf//««.',l.Mr.-Rog:ers ; 2, Mr,
Piatt. Vegetables.—Collection of Peas, Tomatoes, Arti.
chokes, Vegetable Makiiow, Scarlet Runners: 1, Mr. J.
Cook; 2, Mr. Sparks; 3, G. C. Tugwell, Esq. Collection of
Celery, Lettuces, Garden Turnips, Carrots, Oniqns: 1,
Mr. J. Cook; 2, Mr. Lidiard; 3, Miss Bayley. Salad: 1, T.
Emerson, Esq.; 2, Mr. Cooper. Sweet Herbs: J, Mr. Sparks.
Extra Prizes.—Picotees, Mr. Cole; Gernum Stocks, Mr. Minty;
Salad, Mr. J. Cook ; Seedling Fuchsias, Miss Bayley ; Collection

^ ditto, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; Ornamental Basket of Flants, Wiss
Bayley; Specimen of Fuchsia, Mr. Ford; Sollya linearis, J. M,
Yeeles, Esq.; Statice puberula. Miss Bay ley -, Balsams, J . JsLrrctt,
Esq.; Pine, Mr. Richardson, gr. to R. J. Blewett. Esq., M.P.;
Grapes, Miss Bayley ; Pine, Mr. Richardson ; Grapes, Mr. Murray,
gr. to the Marquis of Bath.—Ba/A Herald.

Cambridgeshire Horticultural Society, July 20.—The July exhi-
bition was held in the large room, at the Hoop Hotel. There
was a good supply of fruit and flowers. The followmg was the
award of prizes:—Piw^: Queen, Mr. R. Headiy, Melon: I, Per-
sian Green-flesh, Mrs. R. Foster; 2. Hampton Court, Mr. New-
man. Bunch of Black Grapes: \, Black Hamburgh, Mr. Catling;
2, Black Cluster, Mr. R. Headiy. Bunch of White: Wilimott's
New Muscat, Mr. R. Headiy. Peaches (six best) : Noblesse, Mr.
R. Headiy. Cherries for Jiacour : 1, Mav Duke, Mr. Giddens

;

2, May Duke, Mr. ft. Headiy. Baspberries, 1, Mr. J. Taylor; 2,
Mr. Wood, of Huntingdon. Bed Gooseberries, I, Mr. Giddens

;

2, Companion and Roaring Uon, Mr. Green. White, 1, Mr. Gid-
dens ; 2, Mr. Wood, Yellow, 1, Mr, Giddens ; 2, Mr. J. Taylor.
Green: 1, Champagne, Mr. Newman; 2, Mr. Giddens. Heaviest:
1, Companion, Mr. H. Green; 2, Mr. Giddens. Gooseberries for
flavour: 1, Champagne, Mr. H. Green; 2, Messrs. Hudson. Red
Cvrrants, I, Mr. Giddens; 2, Red Grape, Mr. Gimson. White:
1, White Grape, Mr. Green; 2, Mr. Potter. Fire Carnations:
HJedai—Don John, Paul Pry, Empress of Purples, Queen of Scar-
lets, and Lady Ely, Mr. Headiy; 2 (classed «rfwicW/«?/i),4lo.; 3,
Don John, Ely's Lord Milton, Twitchett's Queen of Scarlets,
Headly*s Incognita, and Wilson's Harriet, Mr.Twitchett; 4, Ias-
celles's Queen of Sheba,Addenbrooke*sLydia. Pearson's Sir George
Crew, Earl Fitzwilliara, and Wakefield's Paul Pry, Mr. Wood.
Seedling Carnation, 1, Mr. R. Headiy ; 2, do.; 3, Mr. J. E. Marshall.
SixPicotees: Vespasian, Sarah, Green's Victoria, Invincible, Hec-
tor, and Lord Althorp, Mr, R. Headiy; 2, Wood's Queen. Green's
Queen, Giddens' Vespasian, and three Seedlings, Mr. Giddens

;

3, Mr. R. Headiy. Seedling Picotee : 1, Nannette, Mr. R. Headiy

;

2, Mr. Giddeus. Six Dahlias: Widnall's Argo. Widnall's Ma-
jestic, Rouge et Noir, Andrew Hofer, Ruby, and Seedling, Mr.
Widnall ; 2. Beauty of thePlain, Ruby, Unique, NicholasNickleby,
Rival Sussex, and Lewisham Rival, Mr. Ready. Three Balsams,
Mr. Ready. Cockscomb, i, Mr. Newman; 2, Mrs R. Foster.
Plant in a pot, I, Mr. Widnall ; 2, Mr. Green. Collection of Plants
in pots (exceeding 40), Mr. Widnall. Collection of Plants inputs
(not exceeding 40), Messrs. Hudson. Collection of Cut Ftowera,
1, Mr. Ready; 2, Mr. Newman. Two Lettuces, 1, Mr. Green; 2,
Mr. R. Headiy.—Extra Prizes. Strawberries: Elton Pine, Mr.
Newman. Basket of Vegetables, Mr. Newman. Ojiions : Tripoli,
Mr. Green.— Cottagers' Prizes were likewise liberally distributed.
^-Cambridge Chronicle,

. Bevonand Exeter Horticultural Society, July 25.—This exhibi-
tion took place in, a department of the Higher Market, Queea
Street. The following is the list of prizes .^TRVn.^Begt dish of
miaed Grapet, a silver medal, Mti Mason, gT« to $ir J. K^uiaw»7«
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^est d,s^ of Black Grapes, Mr. Griffin. Ditto White, Mr. Bray.
Melons, J, Rev. J. Domford ; 2, T. Porter, Esq. Best dish of *irApncots,F. Cross. Esq. SiJr Peache$, T. Porter, Esq. Purple
Plums, Mr. Mason. White Cherries, Sir J. Kennaway. Black
do. {notMorellos), Mrs. Wyatt. Rtd Gooseberries, L. Ponsford.
Esq. White do., Sir T. D. Acland. Amberdo., T. Porter Esq. Green
J^'\^^

W. Buller, Esq. Champagyie Cufrants, Sir T. D. Acland.
Red Currants, F. Cross, Esq. White and Black, do.. Sir T. D,
Acland. Raspberries, Red andfinestfavoured, J. W. Buller, Esq.
Rtpe dessert Apples, the growth of the present ^ear, F. Cross, Esq.
Ripe dessert Pears, mtt less than six, W. Hooper, Esq. Extra
Fruit.—Pintf Apple, 2ilb9., Sir T. D. Acland. tlbs. 2or., Mr.
Bray. White Cherries, J. W. Buller, Esq. Pears and Royal Guinea
Gooseberries, H. Porter. Esq. Vegetables.— Best Brace of
Cucumbers, W, Hooper, Esq. Best dish of Peas, Dwarf Kidney
Beam, Sir J. Kennaway. Scarlet Runners,li. Porter, Esq. Arti-
chokes, Mrs. Wyatt. Cabbages, 'hUs. Mitchell. Cuulifiouers Sir,
J. Kennaway. Cos Lettuces, Sir T. D. Acland. Cabbage dtt., L.
Ponsford, Esq. Dish of Red Potatoes, Mrs. Mitchell, White, Sir
J. Kennaway. Kidney Seedling, raised by the exhibitor, J. W.
Buller, Esq. Dish of Ofiions, growth of 1842, H. Porter, Esq.
Shallots, J. W. Buller, Esq. Bunch of 12 Turnips, Sir J.
Kennaway. Carrots, T. Porter, Esq. Celer^f, J. Huxham,
Esq. Collection of Vegetables (QO sorts). SirJ. Kennaway. Extra
Ykgetablks.— Cucumbers, T. Porter, Esq. Onions, J. Pons-
ford, Esq. Flowers and FLA^rk. — Orchidaceee, best group
0/6, Mrs. WeUsi 2» J. W. Buller, Esq. The newest and best
specimen, 1, Mrs. Wells; 2, J. W. BiUler, Esq. Stove Plants
(not Orchidacea>) .—& best Specimens, 1, J. W. Buller, Esq. ; J2,
Mrs. Wells. Newest and best do., 1, Mrs. Wells j 2, J. W. Buller,
Esq. Greenhousk Plants.—i^esi group of 12, 1, Mrs. Wells;
2, J. W. Buller, Esq. 12 best Cape Htaths and 6 best do., Mrs.
Wells. 6 best new Fuchsias, I, J. W. Buller, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Wells.
Best Seedling Pelargonium, siher medal, J. B. Swete, Esq. Hbr-
BACBOus Plants.— Best 12 Hardy Plants, 1, Mr. J. Clark ; 2, Sir
T. D. Acland. Newest and best Single Specimen, Mrs. Granger. 6
best Verbenas, I, J. W. Buller, Esq. -Rosks.—Btfjr/ Collection of
any kind, I, H. Porter, Esq.; 2, F. Cross, Esq. Carnations AND
PICOTESS. —Best stand of }2 Carnations and 12 While Ground
Picotees, silver medal, and 6 best Bizarres, I, Mr. Colson; 2, Mrs.
WeUs. 6 best Flakes, I, Mr. Colson; 2, Mr. J. Clark. 12 best
Picotees, Mrs. WeUs. 6 best Yellow, \, Mr. Gray; 2. Mrs. WeUs.
Heartsease.—Best 24 sorts, 1, F. Cross, Esq. ; 2, T. Porter, Esq.
12 ?ieu-est and best sorts, 1, J. Cpuche, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Clark. TE>rDBR
Annuals.—6 best Cockscombs in pots, do. Balsams, J. W. Buller,
Esq. Newestand best of any kind,T. Porter, Esiq. Extra Flowers.
^For 12 Carnatiom and 12 Picotees, Mr. J. Clark. Collection of
Heartsease, J. Couch, Esq. Stove Plant, Mrs. WeUs. Herbaceous
Plants, J. W. Buller, Esq. Coffee Plant, Myrtle, Orange, and
Sago Palm, J. Milford, Esq. Numerous Cottagers' Prizes were
likewise distributed,—£j-f/er andPly^noufh Gazette,

Guernsey Horticultural Society.—The following prizes were
awarded at this exhibition:—La RtiB Medal: 6 Seedling Pelar^
goniums, Mr. Cockbum. 6 Seedling yellow Picotees, Mr. J. Vida-
mour. Swekpstakes' Large Mkdal : 6 Seedling Pelargoniums,
Mr. Hoyle. Small Medal: Jpomaa Learii and other Plants,
Mr. Hoyle. Premium Cards: Bo«g?/e/, Mrs. Ram, Carnations
and other Plants, Mr. H. Dobree, Jan. Miscellaneous collection of
Plants, Mr. Cockbum. Honorary Prizes—Flowers: Seed-^
ling Yellow Picotee, Mr. Cockbum. 6 Seedling do., Mr. Cockburn.
Named do., J, Mr. H. Dobree, jun. ; 2, Mr. J. Vidamour. 6 Named,
I, Mr. H, Dobree, jun.; 2, Mr. J. Vidamour, Seedling, white
ground, Mr. Cockburn. 6 Seedling White Picotees, Mr. Cockburn.
Purple edge, 1 and 2, Mr. H, Dobree, jun. Red edge, 1, do.j 2,
Mr. Cockbum. Seedling Rose or Fink, do. Seedling Scarlet
Bizarre Carnation, 1 and 2, do. Scarlet Flake Carnation, Mr. H.
Dobree, jun. Purple Flake, do. Rose or Pink Flake, IVlr. J.
Vidamour. Crimsoyi Bizarre, do. Purple and Pink Bizarre, Mr,
H, Dobree, jun. Scarlet Bizarre, do. 6 Carnutiona, do. Col-
lection of Cut Flowers, Mr. J. Vidamour. Stove Plant (Achi-
menes longiflora), Mr. Hoyle. Greenhouse do., (LUium lancifu-
lium punctatum), Mr. H. Dobree, jun. CoUectionof Greenhouse
Plants, do. Calceolaria, Sir. Hoyle. Pelargonium, Mr. Cockbum.
6 do., do. Best Heath, do. Collection of Heaths, do. Best
Dahlia, Mr. J, A'idamour. Collection of Dahlias, I, do.; 2, Mr.
Cockburn.- Collection of Seedling Gladioli, Mr. J. Vidamour.
Alstr(E7niria, X and 2, Capt. Appletcn , Balsam, I , Mr. Cockburn ; 2,
Mr.J,Vidamour. Collection of Balsums, 1, Mr. Cockbum; 2, Mr. J.
Vidamour, Fre^ich Marigolds, do.African do., do. Pansies,seedlinga
and others, Mr. H. Dobree, jun. Bouquet, 1, Mrs. Ram ; 2, Capt.
Appleton. Petunias, Mr. C. De Jersey. Verbenas, Mr. Cockburn.
Sdlvia patens, do. Fruits.—Bunch of White or Yellow Grapes
{Hothouse], Sir O. Carey. Bunch ofRed or Purple do., Mr. G. W.
Hoyle. Melon, green-fleshed, Sir CK Carey. Do,, not green-
fleshed, do. Peaches, Mr. T. Andros. Apricots, Sir O. Carey.
Apples 0/1842, 1, Mr. J. Vidamour ; 2. Sir O. Carey. Plums, Mr.
J. Vidamour. May-duke Cherries, Mr. T. Andros. Morello, do.
RedAntwerp Raspberries, Mrs. Ram. Other Red, Mr. H. Dobree,
jun. White Antwerp, Mr. T, Andros. Seedling Gooseberries, Mr.
J. Vidamour. Hairy Red, Mr. Cockburn. Smooth Red, Sir O.
Carey. Smooth Green, Mr. Cockbum. White, Mr. H. Dobree,
jun. Hairy Yellow, Mr. Cockbnm. Red Dutch Currants, Capt.
Appleton. White, do. i?/wc7v, Mr. H. Dobree, jon. Vegetables.
— iB«*/c*i, Sir O. Carey. Vegetable Marrow, CB.Tpt. Appleton. Arti-
chokes, Sir O. Carey. Cucumbers, Capt. Appleton. Gree7i Peas,
Mr. J. Vidamour. Broad Beans, do. French Beans, Mrs. A.
Laine. Carrots, Mr. J, Vidamour. Parsneps, Mr, P. Martin.
Cabbages, Mrs. Ram. Round Potatoes, Sir O. Carey. White
Oniojis, do.. Portugal, Mr. P. Martin. A great number of Cot-
tagers* Prizes were also awarded.

NOTICES OFNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

MoRMODss LiNKATifM. Streaked Momiodcs. {Stove Epiphyte,)
Orchidacese, § Vandeae. Gynandria Monindria.—This curious
apecies is a native of Guatemala, whence it has been sent by both
Mr. Skinner and Mr. Hartweg-, who were attracted to its seat
among the almost inaccessible branches of trees overhanging; a
deep stream, by its delicious fragrance. The flowers, when they
first appear, are dull olive green, and by no means handsome.
They afterwards acquire a bright warm tint, and the markings
upon them increase in intensity until they become quite
ornamental. This is one of the species which ought not to be
cultivated in a high temperature, but which succeeds admirably
in a house kept between a greenhouse and stove. In such a situ-
ation it grows and flowers freely with very little care, if planted
amongst turfy peat in a well-drained pot, or suspended from the
rafters in a basket or forked block of wood. Great care must be
taken of the young shoots, as they are very easily rotted with too
much water, when they commence their growth. It is easily
multiplied, as It forms numerous pseudo-bulbs on the sides and
top of the old ones, as well as at th^ir base.—5o^ Reg,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Rhubarb,—A vegetable prodact of much interest, both

in a scientific and commercial point of view, and which
is met with in great abundance in Ladakh, is Rhubarb.
It is found indeed in many places on the southern, as well
as the northern face of the Himalaya, but nowhere in
greater abundance than in this part of Thibet, where it

approaches the line of country from which all Europe i»

supplied. On the present occasion, it was procured at
Kangra, near Shujanpur, on the Ritankapass, at Tandi,
at Oarcba, and almost every where in Ladakh. It grows
ia some placet in such quantities, that two wen m&j^

I

up in a couple of hours more than three men can carry.
' Almost all the roots that hare come under my inspection,
have been found either completely rotten in the middle or
in a state of decay ; yet even from roots which present
little more than a crust of bark, the crown throws out
leayes and flower-stems of such luxuriancCj as to indicate
no sign of rottenness at the root. Indeed, the defect of
the principal root is more than compensated by the fibres
which it throws out annually, and which supply its place,
till they in their turn become large and diseased. The
medicinal virtues of the root do not, however, seem to be
impaired by this disease, and in various trials which we
instituted, the Ladakh Rhubarb was found to be equally
as efficacious as that from China, with a much less
nauseous flavour. The facility which is thus oflered to
the supply of Rhubarb, either from the British Himalayan
Provinces or from Thibet, would probably soon transfer
the trade in this article to British enterprise, if it were
once directed to the subject. If inferior in quality to the
Chinesp or the so-called Turkey Rhubarb, this inferiority,
which is by no means established, might very possibly be
remedied by care in the cultivation, in the preparation,
and in the packing.— Aroorcro//'A^ Traveh, vol. i., p. 300.

Whale Oil Soap.—From the report of the proceedings
of the Massachusett's Horticultural Society, we learn that
this substance, dissolved at the rate of two pounds to
fifteen gallons of water, has proved very efficacious in de-
stroying the Rose slug, aphis, thrips, red spider, and va-
rious other insjGcts. The following is the manner in which
it is prepared :—Take whatever quantity of soap you wish
to prepare, and dissolve it in boiling water, about one
quart to a pound; in this ^tate strain it through a fine
wire or hair sieve, which takes out the dirtj and prevents
its stopping the valves of the engine, or the rose of the
syringe; then add cold water to make it the proper
strength.

^ Af>ply it to the plant with a hand-engine or
syringe with as much force as practicable, and be sure
that every part of the leaves is well saturated with the
liquid. Whatever falls to the ground in the appHcation
will do good in destroying worms and enriching the soil

;

and from its trifling cost, it can be used with profusion.
Early in the morning, or in the evening, is the proper
time to apply it.

Gardener's and Farmer^m Foreign Library, The fol-
lowing works are expected shortly to appear.—Hartig,
G. L. Dr. :—Versuch. Essay on the Duration of the dif-

ferent sorts of Wood. Stuttgart, 8vo., with a plate.

—

Conversations Lexicon for the Forester, and of Forest Na-
tural History, containing the Knowledge of the Soil,

Natural History of Forest Plants, &c. Stuttgart, 8vo.,
second edit. Sailer, F. S- :—Flora. Flora of Austria
Superior. Linz, large 8vo., 51 sheets of impression.—
Bayer and Pratz :—Ceres. Ceres, an Agricultural Quar-
terly publication. Leipzig, 4to- Abbildungen :—Fi-
gures of the most remarkable Varieties of Cattle, Sheep
and Swine. Stuttgart, fol. Schweitzer, A. Dr. :

—

Lehrbuch, Short Manual of Farming. Augsburg, 8ro.,
second edit. Duchesne, E. A. :—Repertoire. Reper^
tory of the L^seful and Venomous Plants of the Globe.
Paris, 8vo. Also an Atlas to the Repertory, containing
128 plates and a table. Paris, 8ro. ^

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Whifmor$ Lodge, Sunning-hill.—yiT. Mang^les has shown, to

the laying: out of his garden, how much can be done in a plac«
which is not very extensive. The pleasure-ground covers little

more than two acres, but it is made to harmonise so well with
the beautiful scenery of Virginia "Water, and the surrounding
countrj-, that the whole has the appearance of being- connected
with the garden. The way in which this is managed is by a j udi-
cious arrangement of the trees, and more particularly of the
boundary line. Mr. Mangles pointed out one part, which had
been much improved in this respect, by the kindness of a neigh-
bour, who had consented to have one of his trees taken down -,

the view was thus opened, and the boundarj' line disappeaied-
This style of gardening is particnlarly well suited for such a place
as Sunningi-hill, removed from the noise and bustle of a large
town, and situated in the midst of a rich and beautiful country.
The object Mr. Mangles has in view, is not only to have his house
surrounded with fine scenery, but also to have his garden almost
always gay with flowers. In the earlier part of the year the
beds of Erica herbacea or cimea, and the varieties of Crocus^
which are planted in different parts of the garden, and a fine
clump of Andromeda floribunda,must produce a striking contrast
with the surrounding scenery. Then the Tree Paeonies, of which
there are a considerai>le number of fine plants ; the pretty litile
Daphne Cneorum, which surroundsclumpsofAz&leasand Rhodo-
dotdrons, and numerous fine specimens of Kilmia latif<!ilia, com-
biiiie to enliven the garden with flowers of all hues in the early
part of summer. There is, in particular, a beautiful bank of Rho-
dodendron ferruglneum, which every visitor must admire. At
this season, when early-flowering things have gone by, the garden
is particularly gay with clumps of all the best varieties of Pelar-
goniums, including a fine scarlet kind called Compactura. Smith's
Scarlet, PuUen's Victoria, and several varieties of the variegated-
!favcd, such as Mangles', the gold-edged, &:c. We were informed
by Mr. Noble. Mr. Mangles' gardener, that there are generally
from 5000 to 6000 propagated annually for tuming out. ThiswiU
give a good idea of the effect which is now produced by them.
Besides these, there are Lob61ias, CalceoUrias, Verbenas, and
many other autumn flowering plants in fuU bloom. On the lawn,
as single specimens, there are several which are particularly
worthy of bemg noticed. The Abies Deodara is at least i4ft. high,
and the Araucariaimbricata about the same height; both of these
are fine healthy spreading trees. There are also good specimens
of Pinus insigiiis and Sabiniana, as well as several others of thia
ornamental tribe. Rhododendron Aitaclerense and Rassellianum
are also worthy of notice. Paui^vnia imperials, the new hardy
tree of which so much has been lately said, is also growing upon
the lawn; as well as a fine old specimen of the common Haw-
thorn, which is very ornamental. In one part of the fptonod^

from which a plant of Berberis repens had been remove!, tn^re

were a number ofyoungones springing- up allrouB
jf\hff

a very good hint as to an easy way of propagating them :
»*? ™i:

is necessary,isBimply to runthe spade round the roofs, ata ii.i.e

distance from the stems ; when the outer fibres, taim ***ff „,**^

from the parents, form independent phints themsc _^. ^^" ^
«

comer of the grounds, called Mrs. Mangle» ^rden, tou^
specimen of Solanum crispum, which stands th« winter without

protection, andU really a handsome plant. Be^des the Heathery

iud Pelargonium house, whicfe i»» «ittiated m the ^"^e^-e^^en*

there are several houses and pita ip Uie kUchen-garden, which

an used for |»roj»fiitm«- <&» oT the lattw, now flUed witti
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emc ent '"^""^^
^.rnV^d a^^ga^utter, which can be filled with

•the lower one is ^^a/"/,^^^^^^^
are allowed to comeinto

.^-atcr at pleasure; th^^^^^^^^
,j^, plants, by their

the upper Pf^^^^^f^^^S that they like such treatment.

^?-^'*"U^Ke^ar£ although connected with the pleasure-
This Vf^.f%fX^^^ which is most essentialto

^g'
Barker's Esq.. Springfield, near Bb-min^ham,-In this place

there is now in flower a nia:;nificent specimen of Cattleya su-

nerba Ui which the colonrs are much brighter than they are

represented in the Sertum Orchidaceam. The labellum is more

extended, of a deep and brilliant purple ; the part which surrounds

the column, moreover, exposes the latter to view, and is itself of a

deep purple, gradually diminishing in intensity until it disap-

pears towards the base; the edge of the same part is strongly

marked with a purple line ; the flower is quite flat, and is a

splendid object. Besides the above, Cycnoches maculatum, and

a fine variety of Stanhopea ocuiata, are blooming luxuriantly;

with Milt6nia spectabilis, Mormodes citrina, Galeandra Baueri,

several species of Br&ssia and Cycnoches, and many others.

. Glasgow Botanic Garden.—SQveT&l plants of the exceedingly

rare Oucldtura barbatura are now in flower in this garden, with a

new Fuchsia, introduced from the Organ Mountains, and per-

fectly distinct from the F.aflSnis described by Mr. Miers.

—

Aug, 15.

!

jUtbfftos.

Doyte^s CycIopcBdia of Praclical Hushandry*

The fourth number is before us, and the articles con*

tinue to merit the high character we have formerly given

.of them. We cannot resist the temptation of extracting

a part of the author's article on Cottage Husbandry.
•' The time was, when the peasantry of England were

the pride of their country—a hardy, self-respecting race,

depending on their own efforts, maintaining each man his

own cowj and spurning at the notion of charity. But a

variety of causes, the consolidation of small farms in par-

ticular, has nearly destroyed the English peasantry,

"In many parts of England, within thirty or forty

years, several small farms of four or five acres, which sup-

ported large families in comfort, have been cleared of

cottages and incorporated with the large holdings of a

much higher and wealthier (^though not more useful) class

of persons, and the ejected labourers have been long re-

duced to the degradation of receiving weekly alms ; and he
Trho once, in the full consciousness of honest pride, would
have blushed at the acceptance of parochial charity, now
claims relief, not as an act of gratuitous mercy, but as a

right. He loses, consequently, all feelings of self-respect

.and moral energy, and becomes dissolute, and degraded
indeed. The agricultural labourer is a very valuable sub-
ject of the state, and the poor fellow, if thrown out of his

own line of employment, has rarely any other to which he
can tarn himself. Tradesmen can save from their wages
and purchase materials, and manufacture various matters
for the support of their families, but he who has been bred
to the spade cannot rise in the scale; he cannot obtain,
under ordinary circumstances, even a patch of land for the
employment of his time, even if he have saved any wages 1

for the renting of it : to the cottager a bit of land is the
\

raw material of his labour ; yet where^ at the present day,
and under the present system of the great majority of land-

lords and land-holders, can ha supply himself,^

.
" The Labourers' Friend Society has done, and is doing

much in England." May God give a blessing to its efforts,

and put it into the hearts of ilxQ influential gentlemen of
Ireland to act upon the saine or a similar plan !

,
•

*' In Ireland (potatoes being so generally the food of
the population), a larger space may be advantageously
afforded than is recommended by the patrons of the allot-

ment system in England, where the use of the spade and
hoe is so well known ; in all cases a fair proportion of the
allotment should have garden vegetables, and green food
for the oow and pig, and accumulation of manure ; but it is

most injudicious to give as much land as will make the
occupier fancy himself a farmer, and tempt him to marry
too soon, on the prospect of three or four score barrels of
potatoes. The quantum of land should be subsidiary, not.
as it too frequently is with ns, the only resource of the
labourer, who, if his potato-crop fails, *'is poor indeed,"
The condition of England, in the beginning of the seven-
teenth century, was then critically what it is now in some
parts. of Irelaiid. An old writer thus describes it :

—

'
*** The golden vale in Herefordshire being ye pride of

al that country, yet (for want of employment) the plenti-
fuUest place of poore in the kingdom

; yielding two or
three hundred folde; the number so increasing—beggary
will carry such reputation in mj quarter of the country,
aa if It had the whole by halves/

'* Who among us does not compare this with the present
condUion of the labouring poor jn the golden vnle of Li-menck? Herefordshire is now perhaps the most lovely
and the most highly improved portion of England, full of
gardens and orchards the farmer's paradisl Perhaps
the county of Lmerick may, in future ages, be somewhat
like It

;
but what would one of the Limerick boys now-adays say to a proposal that he should cultivate Carrot.and French Beans for lua own table? What would hethmk of Pear, and Apple, and Cherry trees in an unfenced

garden? Dine on French Beans and three cubic inches of
fat bacon ! He could understand a bellyful of pork and
Potatoes, but two ounces of bacon and French Beans

!

He would certainly, first taking his pipe out of his mouth
to give fair play to his feelings, laugh immoderately at
the notion, and then doubt the reality of the picture pra-
isented tp him.

"The necessity, of relating the urgently -pressed labour
of the psor'^h^'^yrrrround a gentleman's demesne must
be truly painful to a ben^Went man, and if he possibly
Can, be ougbt* by, approptiating little patches of land,

to make those comfortableiwho have been bora perhaps
OU hrs estate.

4i

and leave to work. Burns has remarked, that ' he could

not conceive a more mortifying picture of human life

than a man seeking work and finding none.'
"

' He begs a lirother of the earth

To give Mm leave to toil
;

'

and who, with ample space and means for the accommo-
dation, can refuse the application, and lie down on his

pillow with an easy mind ? To a very numerous portion

of our land proprietary the same poet's rebuke is not

applicable

:

gentry• ti

For delvers, ditchers, and sic cattle.'

On the contrary, a mistaken humanity has injured the

real interests of the labourer, by elevating him too much
above his proper condition, contrary to the principle of

the Labourers' Friend Society, which has more than once

been referred to as a just one. The following instance

will tend to prove our assertion. The late Duke of Buc-

cleuch, with the most benevolent intentions, built cottages

for a portion of the poor on one of his great estates, and

feucd the land to them, in lots of three roods to each;

but he was disappointed^ because they were made entirely

independent. To accommodate a certain class above

these, the same noble proprietor feued out lots from five

to fifteen acres, on a very long term of years, the tenants

undertaking to build cottages. The first generation was

respectable in conduct and industrious, but their succes-

sors became idle and poor ; being landowners, they were

careless about extraneous employment, and acquired idle

habits, such as those of poaching, attending fairs where

they had no business, &c. ; and we know that in one in-

stance a gentleman having adjacent land gave about 150/.

to get rid of one of those occupants altogether.

"As mere farmers, we would not recommend minute

subdivision of the land for the support of the poor, where

there is no actual necessity for such appropriation ; but

where the pauper population does exist, no landlord, who
regards the rights of humanity, should forcibly send adrift

upon the world, to beg, or thieve, or die, those whom, by

means of a little land cultivated by the spade, under the

superintendence of an intelligent eye, he might render

happy and comfortable."

Hooker^s loones Plantarunij New Series, Vol- L has

just appeared. It contains 100 excellent plates of rare

and curious plants, among which are many from the ex-

peditions of Mr. Colenso in New Zealand, of Drummbnd
at Swan River, Prof. Gardner in Brazil, and Mr. W^right to

the Faiklands. The nature of the work precludes all

extract. We can only say that it is indispensable to

Botanists.

The poor man a=ks InJmane atteotion to his condition, 4

CALENDAR OF OPERATlONS/or the ensuing week.

A FEW weeks a^o, our readers were reminded to take advan-
tage ofthe dry weather to paint and repair the plant-houses, &c.,

that they might be in readinessto receive theirinhabitantswhen-
ever a change of weather may make shelter necessary. If these
preparations have not yet been made, they ought to be no longer
delayed; because it is likely that at the breaking- up of the pre-
sent unusually fine season we may be deluged with rain for a
time; aiidasthe plants would then require to be immediately
housed, repairs could not be executed without great inconve-
nience and confusion. Composts should also be turned and
mixed while the materials are dry; and loam, peat, and other
soils, procured for next season's use, stacking each kind in a se-

parate heap in some open place. Soil ought never to be le-
moved when wet.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department,

PiNBRY.—Attend particularly to the regulation of the bottom-
heat, for if the roots of the plants are injured now, all the care
hitherto bestowed upon them will be rendered of no avail, by
their premature fruiting*. Plants that are now swelling their
fruit will thrive in a very high temperature, if combined with a
moist atmosphere. Give these plenty of nutriment, either by
means of liciuid manure, or by top-dressing. Any remaining
suckers should be taken off and potted, that they might make
good roots before winter.
ViNERY.^Give abundance of air while the dry weather conti-

nues. Late Grapes are sometimes retarded too long : they ought
to be perfectly matured by the autumnal equinox, after which pe-
riod the sua rapidly declines in power, and the autumn rains
make the atmosphere too damp and chill for Grapes to acquire a
high flavour. It is quite a mistaken notion that the later Grapes
are ripened, thelonger they will keep. Use every precaution to
guard the ripe fruit from wasps and flies.

pEACH-HousE.-^Continue all necessary attention to the late
houses, in order to procure sound and well-ripened wood. The
trees being now clear of fruit, the engine should be put in requi-
sition every day, if the foliage is at ail infested with iusects : and,
in addition, the borders will likewise require water occasionally.
Cucumbers and Mkloxs.—Attend daily to the late crops of

Melons in dressing, stopping, setting, ^-c, and maintain a moist
atmosphere in the franies ; not, however, where there are ripen-
ing fruit. In case the warm weather brings the fruit forward
faster than they are wanted for table, let them be cut before quite
ripe, and suspended in a cool and airy place, where they will keep
a week or longrer. Plants from which the crop has been taken
should be pulled up, the soil taken out of the pits (unless they
are wanted for some other purpose;, and the walls white-washed,
"by which precautions the ©tfgs or larvae of insects will be in a
great measure destroyed. If the Cucumber plants under glass
were made away with, when those on the ridges came into bear-
ing, it will be advisable to replant two or three lights with some
o( the young plants which have been raised for late use. These
will soon produce fruit, if kept warm, and will famish a tem-
porary supply till the main winter crop comes in. A little more
eeed may also be sown-

Out'door Department,
Artichokes.—Suffer no stalks or useless heads to exhaust the

plants-

Carrots.—Make another small sowing to stand the winter, in
case the first should get too forward. Some persons sow at this
time of the year on an old Cucumber bed, and forward the plantsm spring by linings of hot dung.
Celkry.—Any of the plants which require earthing up should

BC thoroughly watered on the previous day.

Aii^'*?r^*"^^^^^ *^® plants are large enough, pnt out a goodquamuy ^jpreijhe sowing made in the beginning of the presentmomn. u a little seed is sown now, its produce, planted at the

KinvKY BHAMS.-Gather for seed as the pods ripen.
LrrnrcK.^ Plant on a sheltered border, for late use, some of

those sown m the begmning of the month. The sroaUest plants
may be removed, when fit, to vacant Cucumber or Melon frames :

they will be valuable when thof?c in the open ground are over

the
Potatoes.—As the tops wither, take up and store awav

second early sorts.

Radishes.—Both the small kinds and the Spanish should a? *

be sown, together with Mustard and Cress, and other bmaU «**

lading.
*'

Tomatoes.—Gather the ripe fruit when it is quite dry,
TuRVips.—Thn\ the young- plants. If the flta-beetle is tron

blesome, water, and dust the plants while wet with soot, which!
by adhering to the leaves, will in some degree preserve them
Water from a tanner's lime-pit is said to be an eftectual preveutivS'
Orchard.—The sunjmer having been so much warmer ^micommon, wall- Grapes may be expected to attain a higher deerw

of excellence than usual ; a little extra care should therefore he
bestowed upon them. When the fruit begins to colour, expose
it freely to light by removing laterals. To prevent the attacks of
wasps, hang up bottles containing some sweet liquid, sucb u
treacle and water, on various parts of the walls. A great uum^
her can be destroyed in this way if the dead insects are occasitm"
ally taken out by straining the liquid. Greengages and all the
finer Plums should be protected by very coaise canvas. Earwi«
and Woodlice often damage wall-fruit. These should be eutrapned
by placing pieces of Bean, or any other hollow stalks, among tiie
branches of the trees. Continue to wash Peach and Nectarine
trees until the fruit begins to ripen, after which time it must be
discontinued. If the trees continue to grow, nail in the yount
shoots : but very little labour of this kind will be required now

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
hi'dooT Department.

Stovb.—Go on with the top-dressing of Orchidaceous plants
at the same time shifting any of them which may require larger
pots. Look over those which hang on blocks or in baskets
from the roof of the house i

pull out the weeds, and add fresh
turf or sphagnum where it may be required. Shade duruig bright
days, rea^oving the shade about 4 or 5 in the afternoon; syringe
well at the same time, and shut up the house for the evening,
leaving it hot and damp.

^
Greenhouse and Conservatory. — Prune and tie In ram-

bling creepers which are trained to the rafters, that they may
not obstruct the light in the winter months. Let all tender
plants be housed without delay when a change of wea,
ther occurs, but previously clean and top-dress them, and
take especial care that the drainage of the pots 19 not
obstructed. Gather Thunb^rgia seed as it ripens. We have
seen five distinct colours of T. alata; and many more might
doubtless be originated by a little attention in hybridising and
raising seedlings. Many Stove and Greenhouse plants will pro-

bably produce seeds this season. •

Pits and Framks.—Pot off young Pilmulas and Cinerarias

for spring flowering, and shift the older plants as they require it.

Thin the annuals which were sown in pots, and if large fc^ci-

mens are desired, leave only one plant in each. Another sowing
should be made about this time, in pots, of Nem6phila insigois,

CoUfnsia bicolor, Schizanthus pinnatus.and other favourite tiardf

annuals, to bloom in the houses alter those sown in the begin-

ning of August. Rhodanthe Manglcsti, Ipomopsis picta, Schi-

zanthus retusus, Salpiglossis, Petunia, &c., should also be sown
for the same purpose. The trailing herbaceous species of Lobelia,

such as L. Erinus and L. bellidif61ia, with Catnpanula gargMca,
and C. fr&gilis, which have done blooming, should be repotted,

after cutting off the tops and reducing the balls.

Out-door Department,
Autumnal-flowering herbaceous plants cannot bloom in per-

fection unless well supplied with water. Attend to the directions

formerly given to remove all plants as soon as they cease to be

ornamental, and, with the same object, cut off all fading Dahlia

blooms. Mark the best China Asters, for seed. Crocuses, Snow-

drops, Martagons, Narcissi, and any other hardy bulbs that may

require division, ought now to be taken up for that purpose if

not previously done. Take off and pot layers of the finest Plcotees

and Carnations; the commoner sorts might be planted in a

nursery-bed for removal to the flower-borders next spring.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuKSERY.—The ensuing month is a good time to plant cutting

of many evergreen shrubs, and also to put down layers of thOM

species which do not readily strike root from cuttings. The pxe-

sent state of the weather, however, is by no means favourable

.for these operations, which should therefore be deferred till after

tain
i
and all that can now be done towards it, is to get the ground

#ell prepared.
. , , , , , .

Pen EST Axn Coppice Woons.— Proceed with the work pointed

out in late Calendars.—J. B. Whiting, The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near London forthe Week ending Augnst 25,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chi&wick>

I
Wind.

I

Rule-

Auf^ust
Friday
Saturilay
Sunday
Monday
Tuesdiiy
\Vedne»d!iy84
Thursday 25

10
20
St

S3

BAMnNBXKIt. THSJtMOUHlKJt.

Average

Max. : MlTi. Ma*. Mtn.
sa.iHil \ £».s;9 73 61

30.038 S9.D81 73 67

29.981 2».943 77 S5
Sft9S9 20 013 fia 58
iQ.s&a 29.869 84 46
B9.8iO 29.725 70

, 65
6729-7.5 29.703

1

71 ^

39.900 3^9.860 76.0 5fi.6

lUpiin.

67.0
65.0

66.0

70.5
65.5

V2.&
C4.0

£5.8

s.w.
w.

s.w.
E.
S.

N.K.
N.

M

Aug. 19. Overcast; cloudy and finej clear and very fine at

night.
20. Cloudy and fine ; clear at night.
21. Very fine, with light clouds; clear and fine at mght.

22. Very fine ; hot and dry with easterly wind ; clear at mgai,

lightning.
23. Cloudless; hot and dry; clear and fine. ,.

24. Fine, with light clouds ; hot and dry ; lightning ana qi*-

tant thunder, with wind and rain at night. .

25. Thickly overcast; heavy thunder showers in the cvenuig,

clear at night.
Mean temperature of the week 4*^3. above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick riunng tie last ]6 year?, for

the ensuing Week ending Sept. 3, 1942.

AugUBt

ftun. Sa
Mun. ty
Tuet. 3u
Wed. 31

Thum. 1

Fri. f
^t. a

'Avar. Aver.

Xemp. Temp
M«aii

No. of fg
i ears in _.

72.a

70.9
72.0

69.6

G9.4
69.5
69.1

60.7

50.9
51.3
49.5

4S.5

4B.4
48.2

'emp
!
vrhikh it

Hained.

61. fi 7
60.5 6
61.6 5
59.5 9

69.4 9
5D.9 u 8
58.6 8

^uitntity
of Kuiu.

O.SO In.

0.68
o.ts
0.93

J.£0
0.S3
0.48

The highest temperature during the above period ^ccurre^^^

the 30th of August, 1826, and 3d of September, i835--tnermmjj^^

ter83°; and the lowest on the 1st of September, i84i-i»^J

meter 36"".

REPORT ONCOVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending August 26, 1842.

cnDulicd
Abundance of Fruit of every description J^f^.^f^ycry d^^^'

tthei

well as Grapes, have not varied from Idst ""'^^^^'^P^*^.^' fblTre-
and Nectarines are exceedingly fine, and are

^°f
^ Anncots

duced in price, the best being obtainable for 4*. per "t'^' pj^^s
are much dearer, and have risen to 2s, and 5s,

l^^^_*?f^VfaerTiofl*
of all kinds are plentiful at last week's prices ; *^;^.^*"j^„fdessertBonum fetches from 2s. to 3*. per half sieve. The "^^

^^ the
Pears are selling at )s. per dozen, and consist principal')

^^^^^
sorts mentioned in our last report. Apples also ""^""* "

j,/ sre.
A few red Currants may still be procured, from is. to / s. per • ^•

FUberts are plentiful, and are somewhatcheaper, being srouj

-^:t ^
^r



mn-: . '-t-,-^- Iff '^..-r:: .^•'. -^i..,.;^f'-'.-" .r ^f k - I-:!-'
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^

60s. per 100 lbs. Natural Cucumbers fetch from Sd. to is. per doz.

;

the frame fruit from 2». to 4s. per dozen. Vegetables: Cauli.

floweis have rather advanced in price, and fetch from 3*. to 5s.

per dozen. A few Peas aie still to be met with, and sell, when
shelled, from 9£?.to 1*. per quart. French Beans are from Is. Gd.

to2s. 6rf. per half- sieve, and Scarlet Runners from is, Gd. to '2s.

per half-sieve. Celery has become much cheaper, but continues
small, from want of rain ; the white is selling from gd. to is. per
bundle ; the red, from 1*. 6d. to l.v. Qd. per bundle. Tomatoes are
plentifully supplied from 25. to 3*. per half-sieve. Capbitumsare
ftlsoabundant at last week's prices. Mushrooms continue very
scarce, and can with difficulty be obtained at 3s, 6d. and 4s. per
pottle. Flowers: The cut flowers consist chiefly of Allamanda
cathartica, Nerium splendens, Bign6nias, Amaxyllitcs, Gladioli,

tricas, and Dahlias.

PRICES, Satukdiy, August 27, 18*2.— FUUlTS:.
J*in« Appl*, per lb- 3* to 6*

Grapeif per pound, U to 3*

— Muscats, per pound, 2* to U
Melons, English, each, 1« to34
— Dutch, e</ to U6d

Peaches, per doz. U to 4s .

Nectarinci, per doz., U to 44

Apric'otB, per doz. » 2i to &«

Fiffs, per doz., 8» 6d to 'U

piumB, dessert, per punnPt, 1*

Dauisnns, per sieve, 2s 6d ;o 3*

tireenpTig-es, per punoet, U Gd to is

— Baking, per hi". -iv., 3* to 4*

Pears, deiiert, per hf. sieve, 2* to G*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 3* to 6«

Crabs, Sibeiian, per hf.-»iv.,2i to.i?J GJ

Cabbage, per doz. \0J to \t Gtl

— plants, per doz. St toS* 6tf

CauliHowers, perdoz., 3/ to 5f

Bean»,Kidney,per hf. av.,2* to2i 6d

r:— Scarlft, perhf. iv. \s6d to2*
Potatoes, per ton, 50i to 70*
— per cwt.Si to 4t

perbushel, 1* 6J to 2j Gd
— Kidney,;per but^h.* 2* Cd to 3*

Artichokes, perduz-,3j to is

Turnipi» per doz bun.,2ilo3<
Carrots, per doz. bunch, 4a to 5f

Red Beet, per dozen, 6d to 1« €d

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1» 6rf to 5i

Kadish, per doz. hands (,24 to 30 each)
ud to u ea

— Turnip, p. doz. bch., Btf to ^i Gd
Onions, Cookinj^, per doz. bch. , 3i to 4^

— Green, p. doz- bun. Sj Cd toSj Gd

— Spanish, per doz. 2* to 6s

Cherrief, Morello. per lb. 6d to U GdM ulberriis, per gallon, Qd to 9J
Raspberries, per gall, pd to \0d
Curranis. Red, per half-tiete, 5« lo 7*
Cucumbers, per doz., 1* to 4s
OrHng*-?, per doz., },to 2s— pet 100, 4j toJCs
Lemons, per doz. 1* tf3i— per 100,8*to 18<
Almondn, perpeck, 7#
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3j
Filbert3,EnpnBh,peTlOO lbs.40itoF0#
IValnuis, per bushel, 5* to 7«
Nuts, per huiihel.—
— Brazil, S0«
— iiaicelona, 2i4

VEGETABLES.
5|>inach, per sieve. Is GJ to 2#
Chives, per bunch, 3rf to 4d
Leeks, per ddz. bun., 4s
Garlic, per lb. 4d\o6d
Shallots, per lb., 9d to Is
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. sc. It 2d to If CJ— Cos, li €d to l#9rf
Endive, per score, 1* 6d to Is Qd
Celery, per bd., (12 to 15), Iito li 9d
Small Salads, per punnet, Sd to 3d
Watercress, per doz. &m, bun. 4d to Bd
Parf]ey,per half sieve, 2«
Tarragon, per doz. bun., Ss to 3«
Basil, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3«
Vegetable Marrow, perdoz,,8ti tol*
Tomatoes, per hf. sv. 2s to 3s
Capsicums, green, per 100, Uto2s6ii— Ripe, perdoz., 6d to Is 3d
Mushrooms, per pottle, J* 6J to 4*

Notices to Cor7-€spo7id€nls,

Mn. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for j^f*iieral distribution, price 3d.
each copyj it may he ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
MrishJng to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5^. for every 25 copies re-
quired.

. A Lady, North Devon.—Cacti should be repotted as soon as
they have done flowering-, if they require it, into a soil composed
principally of lime-rubbish and loam, with a small proportion of
'cow-dung, taking care that the pots are well drained. They
should, after potting, be plunged into a gentle bottom-heat,
which will make them grow vigorously j and when they have
made firm root hold, they should be placed where they are fully
exposed to the sun's rays during the hottest part of the day.
From October to March water should be entirely withheld from
ttgem, but after the latter period they may be wateied freely. To
preserve plants of Fuchsia fulgkns through the winter, they
must be taken up from the open border, and potted in the same
manner as other half-hardy plants. You will find a good plan
for making a cold frajik for the pnoTFCTiox of half-
HABDY PLANTS during winter, at p. 659 of last year's Chronicle.—

t

A Coimtry Vicar says, *' I frequently see some remarkably fine
Balsams in glazed china pots, in a publip house window. The
pots are not more than half the usual size in proportion to the
plants. If tobacco be so injurious to Balsams, as is usually sup-
posed, how is it that my parishioners, who are certainly a gene-
ration of smokers, manage to grow them so fine in their little
close stocking-frame shops? 1 have a VABiKOATEn Pklau-
GONiUM (the old Bath scarlet); one branch has been almost
severed from tlie plant. All the leaves on that branch have lost
their variegated character, and are pure green. I do not ask, Is
this common? for I believe it is j but can any account be given of
It, and can the converse effect, that of producing variegation, be
brought about? I have had a ykllow Banksian Rosr. for five
years, and have never yet seen a blossom. It is in a pot about
nine inches across. The plant is four feet high, and stands by
ray greenhouse door, trained to wires. How am I to produce
.bloom? Lastly, I can never blocm the Watso'nia cocci'xea j

.whereas, I succeed well with Gladioli of all sorts." [A close at-
mosphere is very beneficial to the growth of the Balsam, and
tobacco-smoke, if not carried to too great an excess, will not
injure them, but preserve them from the attacks of the green-fly.
The late warm summer has been peculiarly favourable to the
growth of the Balsam, where water has been plentifully sup-
plied. "Vou would, no doubt, succeed in flowering your Banks-
ian Rose, if yon were to repot it into moderately rich soil, and
instead of pruning it early in the spring, as is customary, treat it

in the manner described at p. 419 of this year's Chronicle, It is

too late, however, to put this plan in practice this season. We
never heard of such a plant as Watso'nia coccfnea. If you mean
Antholyza cunt5nia, you will find no difficulty in blooming it if

planted in a warm south border, fully exposed to the sun ; or
potted in a mixture of sandy peat and loam, and treated in the
same manner as Ixias. We cannot account for the phenomenon
relating to your varigated Pelargonium.—

t

A Subscnber says that he has seen in some parts of England
very good cottage floors, made of a mixture of lime and coal
ashes, but that he does not kiiow the proportions of the nii.x-

lure. Can any of our readers furnish us with the necessary
information?—}
- A',—We will endeavour to comply with your request by insert-
ing the dates of LOCALAND OTHER MKKTiNcs afortnight prcvious
to their taking place; that is, if we are furnished with the neces-
sary information.—

i

- R, />.— If by the Royal Victoria Grape, which is said to be
superior to the Black Hamburgh, both in quality and fruitfulness,

you mean Willmot's New Hamburgh, you have not been misin-
formed; To the firmness and solidity of the Portugal Grape its

berries unite a flavour and size superior to those of the Black
Hamburgh. The bunches are, moreover, rounder and more
loose than those of the latter variety, and the berries possess a
more rugged appearance. We are unacquainted with any Grape
under the name of *' Prolific.**—}
Winton is probably not aware of the length of time which it

takes to make out the names of a score plants so closely allied as
many of the Veronicas and Phloxes are. Amongst the Veronicas,
1 is y. incana; 2, V. austr^aca; 3 and 5, V. maritima; and 7,

V. carnea : for the names of the others we roust refer him to
those books where they are described. No. 1 of the Aconites is

A. versicolor; 4, A. lycrtctonum ; 5, A. paniculatnm. His
Apples are— 1, Wormsley Pippin; 2, Court of Wick; 3, Margil;
4, White Crab.-Jli

R. iZ.— If you Wish to dispose of the oesigns for laving olt
FLowBR-GARnENs. which you have prepared, you should adver-
tise them. We cannot say much in favour of some of the
devices.—

J

S. JU. has sent us a newly-Invented wirf pbotectoe for pre-
•erving Peaches and other valuable wall-fruit from the ravages
of Wasps. It is semi-globular, and composed of fine wire closely
Worked, bnd is secured over the fmit by means of nails and

J-

string; the interstices between the wall and the protector being
filled with moss. Wp Hmil^f «,^f l^., *\^^ «^«.^;.. ;„ Ifilled with moss. AAe doubt not but the contrivance is good,
provided that persons could afford to pay :d. eacli for them.-t
A, J".—The two A«.PAnAf:rs beds which you planttd in Febru-

ary 1840, accordingto the directions given inM'lntosh'svaluable
work, must be m excellent condition, if. as yon sav. you have
cut 800 heads this season, and many of the remaining shoots are
8 ft. high, and 2^ in. in circumference at the base. Your plan of
taking off the surface- soil, and of renewing it with a load and a
half of sods from an old sheep-pasture, and the smr.e quantity of
unfermented pig-manure, well mixed together, is a got d one. If
you use NiGUT-soiL for the same purpose, you must add either
gj'P^^itn or weakly-diluted green vitriol to the mass, until its un-
plea'-ant smell is no longer discernible. The night-soil should
then be mixed with the compost before mentioned, and the whole
laid on together. Salt is an excellent manure for Asparagus,
and may be applied in large quantities, as stated at p. 435 of this
year's Chronicle ; but it should not be spread on before the early
part of the spring. We should imagine thathoth Mvatt's Pi.\k
ANn THE British Qckex STRAWBERniEs would tl rive in equal
parts of light loam and vegetable manure from the bottom of an
old wood, provided they are well incorporated together. As an
improvement to your plan, we would suggest that the bed should
have a gentle slope towards the south.—

t

L. M, Jlf.—Nitrate of Soda is the most likely manure to force
your Cedars of Lebanon into vigorous growth : it is too late,
however, to try the experiment this season. It should be applied
in March, at the rate of 1 lb. to the square rod j and care muiXbe
taken that it comes not in contact with the foliage. When used
to trees of large size, it should be sprepd at some distance round
the stem, or as far as the roots arc supposed to have penetrated.— t

J. J?. TF.— If by Gkxtiana you mean G. acaulis, your failure
in obtaining a good bloom has probably been owin^^tothc soil of
your garden being of too light a texture. Tliis species succeeds
best in very stiff land. If yiur question refers to other soils, you
must let us know which you are asking about.—

t

A Cviistant Readerni\i&t\\h\e been misinformed: there is no
such plant as StjUya capitata.—

t

An Admirer.—Tni£ Scarlkt-flowebixg Clrraxt is net a
hybrid variety, but was introduced many years ago from North-
west America.—

t

L, L, will find the necessary information for preparing uried
SPECIMENS of plants at p. 527 of this > ear's Chronicle,—

X

D. G.—The following list of Roses will include a variety of
colours of the diiTerent classes, and aflTord a succession of bloom
during the summer and autumn:— Jt/055, Blush or Carnee, Rouge
de Luxembourg, Unique; Provence, Blush, Crested, Striped
Unique, Reine de Provence; Ga/Zicfl, Aurelie Lamare, Boula de
Kanteuil, Letitia, Madame Dubarry, Reboul,La tour d'Auvergne,
Kean, and LaDominantc; J ?Aa, Blanche fleur, La St'duisante,
Queen of Denmark, and Achille ; Hybrid Provence, Duchcsse
d'Angoul^me, La Ville de Londres, Reine des Beiges, and La
Volupte. hiybrid China^ Brennus, Celine, Coupe d'Amour, La
Grandeur, Triomphe d^ Laffay, Ne plus ultra, Hortensia, and
Tricmphe de la Queue; Damask, La Ville de Bruxelles, Madame
Hardy, Pulcherie; Climhing, Bennet's Seedling, Boursault,
Elegans, Donna Maria, Flilicite perpctuelle, and Astrolabe ; Per-
petval, Bernard, Crimson Perpetual, Striped do., La Mienne;
Hybrid Perpetual, Fulgorie, Madame Laflfay, Comte de Pajis, and
Prince Albert; China, Cramoisiesuperieure, LInfidclitede IJsette,
Fabvier, and Th(^^sia Stravius; Bourbon, Emilie Courtier,
Splendens, Augustine Lelieur, Bouquet de Flore; Tea-scented,
Boug^re, Bride of Abydos, Goubault, Le Pactole, and Le Sil^ne

;

Koisetie, Aimiie Vibert, La Biche, Cuisse de Nynipbe, and Madame
Jouvain, The Tea Roses require protection in winter.—

t

Robertson.—Doim^ Maria is a handsome evergreen climbing
Rose, well adapted for training over lattice-work, or round
pillars. The following plants will answer admirably for trail-
ing ON A VKBAKnA: Jasminiiui cflicinale, Tropac'olum pere-
grinum, Clematis flammula. Bign6nia radicans. Clematis azurea
graiidiflora, Caprif(')lium gratum and C. sempervirens,—

J

fi.Zi.JV/.-You can obtain "Mills's Treatise npON CvcuMnKRS"
by applying for it to Mr. Mills, at Gunnersbury Park, Acton,
Middlesex, We are obliged for your communication upon the
best plan for taking Wasps' nests, but it differs not from the
one given by Mr. Whiting, in last week's Calendar, except in re-

conunending them to be taken in the middle of the day; a period
when, we must confess, we should feel little inclination to, disturb

them.—

J

Phloa\—"LiNDLKv's Synopsis of the British Flora" and
" Hooker's British Flora" are both excellent works npon
Indigenous plants. A small hook, entitled •'TEnniEK's
Chemistry FOR Farmers," will be found extremely useful by
those who wish to become acquainted with the rudiments of
Chemistry. The science of HynaAULics is quite out of our lati-

tude, but we believe that the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge published a few numbers upon that subject some
time since. To state the price of these works would be an ad-
vertisement.—

$

r. 3/.—Six of the hest varieties of Pears that will come in for

use from December till March, are the Glout Morceau, Passe
Colmar, Hacon's Incomparable, Knight's Monarch, Easter Beurrd,
and Beurre Ranee. The London nurserymen propagate these
sorts. If your subsoil is bad, you will do well to adopt such means
as will prevent the roots of your trees from entering it, either by
paving it with stones, tiles, or slates ; or by making a substratum
of concrete two or three inches thick. If tiles or slates are used,

those nearest the centre where the tree is placed should overlap

those next and outside of them ; or in other words, they should be
Eo disposed as if water were intended to he carried outwards in

the direction in which the roots proceed; for if the latter in pro-

gressing had the imbrications opposed to them, they would in-

sinuate themselves between the tiles, pnd the paving would ul-

timately be found above the roots.— il

P. 0. B.—We would recommend you to remove the suckers
which your Aloes are throwing up; by so doing you will

strengthen the plants and probably throw them into bloom.—

t

H. B. K. is referred to an Entomological article in another
column for the information he requires.— ii.

iJ.—Your Dendr6bium is notD. cserulesccns; it bears more re-

semblance to D. aduncum; but it is impossible to determine it

from such a fragment.—

t

A Constant Header, Tenby, shall be attended to shortly.—

J

A Practitioner, as soon as we can find room.

—

X

B. C.—The Ahtichokk. LEAVED Lkttlxe appears to be culti-

vated at present only on the Continent ; but seed of it will no
doubt be procurable in England next spring.—

t

Caleb.— If you attempt to grow Mlshrooms under the stage of
your Greenhouse, you must cover the bed in on all sides. You
will find some account of their treatment at p. 672 of last year's
Chronicle. If the soil in which your Oranges arc potted is not
sufficiently rich, you should form some rich manure for them
of blood and charcoal; but this must be applied c-71/y when the
plants are beginning to grow.—

t

W. JB.—The white flower is Calon>ction Bona nox; the other
is Clitoria Tematea.—

t

S, J3.—Your plant is CArthamus tinctrtrius. Erythrina is the
botanical name of the Coral- slip of Bermuda. We know of
no such plant as the Bendle-tree from the neighbourhood of
Bombay.—

t

W, A. J?.—Your plants are Laurus Sassafras and Cclastrus
scandens.—

f

A Constant Reader.^V^e should imagine your plant to be a
species of Cineraria from the appearance of the leaf; but it is
seldom possible to answer such questions without flowers aswell
as leaves.—

t

A Gnrdener.—Thc Sugar Pka may^e obtained by the Fellows
from the Horticnltnral Society. We do not know by what
particular treatment Bicnonia vknusta. which has been noticed
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from which those flowers are obtained blooms neaTly all the year
round.—

t

T. H'.—You have been duped. The sample sent is not Guano.—

t

A Berkshire Subscriber.— If you subjected your Oran ck-trkes,
after they were newly potted, to a warm and dry atmosphere,
that will at once account for the leaves falling off. An over-
supply of water, with a deficiency of drainage, would probably
pioduce llie same ifltct. To restore them, you must til the soil

in which they are potted is unsuitable; repot them, and keep
them in a temperature of between 65° and 70°, with a damp at-

mosphere ; and water sp»rh»gly until they begin to form fresh
roots. The reason why Apricots frequently fail in bearing fruit,
when Peaches and Ktclarines upon the same border are in fine
bearing, is because the foimer bloom at a much earlier scasou
than the latter, when the weather is frequently anything but fa-
vourable for the fertilisation cf their flowers, and they ure cut off
by night frosts.—

j

P. il/.—\ou may increase the Aim«e Vibfrt Rose bv cut-
tings, which should be done immediately; they will require a
little bottom-heat. The Prolific Halti;{>is Sti.awbkrrv may
beobtamedof any lespectable nurseryniPn; some of the plants
arguable to tun blind. If you w!?h to see your Fuchsia corvm-
B

I
FLORA which is 34 feet high flower this season, you must on no

account pinch off tbe top ; but if such is not your object, then
remove the tip of the leading shoot, which will improve tbe plant
hereafter by causing it to assume a more bui-hy appcaiunce. By
referring weekly to our " Koticcs of New Plants," yon will see
wheal the Cirrhopetelum sinonse is figured in the "Botanical
Register," a work which can be procured by any bocOtseller. In
the Septernber number of "Harrison's Cabinet" for 18-.7, which
you mention, the names of Lobelia proplnqua and casiulca aie
misplaced; they may both be obtained of nurserymen at a mo-
derate price.—

j

J:/a5/mi'5,—Your plant is Argemone Mcxicana, and is au
annual.—

t

/fififrnfr»/«.—The following arc the dimensions of the different
sizes of garden-pots made in England ; but different potteries
have different sizes, and generally a small and large size to each
number:

—

S'sarelBin. in diameter at top, and 14 in. deep

If ,

If

tl

Iff

II

It

*«
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If ViTnioL acts as a manure, it is supposed to do so either by
combining with the ammonia it finds in the earth, and forming a
sulphate of ammonia, or with lime, when 5t forms gypsum. Its
action is, however, not clearly made out. We do not advise you
to employ it as manure, except expciinicntailji for which pur-
pose you had better use it mixed with 20 parts of water, and pour
it en tbe ground a few days before seeds are sown. If you add it

to compost heaps, or to njanure, it is then sure to he useful, by
its fixing ammonia; in that ca^e we still advise you to employ it

very weak.— § t
F. r.—We have no present intention of reprinting the Horti-

cultural part of the Chronicle of last y tar.—

t

J. Lt«/on.—The bloom of your seedling Pansy is not only too
small, but there is a want ot subhtance in the petals, and it is de.

ficient in that indispensable requisite— a good eye. Dahlia
blooms can be sent in a box—those that we receive in the best
condition are packed thus : a tube 1* fixed in tlie box, filled with
water, to which a cork is fitted ; the flower-btalk is passed
through the coik, and secured with a peg underneath. If this is

properly managed, they will travel any reasonable distance.— *

if.—There arc two Pansies under the title of King of Crimsons

:

one raised by King, the other by Thompson. You probably possess
King's, which is a small flower ; Thompson's is much larger, and
can be obtained o( any respectable Florist.—*

S, Girling.—Your fancy Dahlia, rich purple crimson and while,
is a large flower, and will make a showy border variety.— *

T. S. P.~-yoi\r ground is in a proper state to receive a crop of
Strawberries; but you had better mulch it with rotten duny
next spring. The plant you sent was certainly tlic Rhamnua
Fringula, cojnntoni^ called the Black Alder, although not^^n
Alder. Berry-bearing Alder i.^ only an alias of it. Buckthorn Is

Rhamnus cathArtlcus ; but that name is sometimes applied to any
species of Rhamnus. Alnds glutinosa is the ** common " Alder,
quite another thing.—

f

H. Moyle § Co.—We regret verj- mnch that your Seedling:
Dahlias did not arrive in better condition; they were so shaken
that a few petals only were left on each flower, which renders it

impossible to form an opinion of them— the dark variety appeared
to promise well—we shall be happy to receive blooms agam when
the weather is more favourable.-*

J. Edwards, York.—'th^ blooms of your Seedling Dahlias, white
slightly tipped with purple, arrived in good contlilion ; the flower
is of a good size, round, with well-formed petals of considerable
depth

i the centre is very slightly depressed, but we fear this pait
of the flower will never rise sufficiently to perfect Its form before
the back petals have fallen. It 5s a desirable flower, and we
recommend you to send blooms to the Flcricultural Society of
London.— *

3/arjr.—Ko doubt ycur curious Rose b r ax ch, looking like a
ball of moss, from the sides of which leaves arc growing, is

brought to this condition by the operation of some insect like a
Cynips. We presume it to be a large specimen of that curious
appearance called the Robin's Pincushion. Oak-apples are also
of the same nature. Your Hydrangba cuttings ought to be
rooted in a month. To make the flowers blue, add aluna to the
soil.—

t

E. M.—Mr. Thaxter informs us, in answer to your question,
" Whether there is any way to save the bees after they leave the
hive, which has been placed in a dark shed,"— tl.at only one part
of the hive is removed there; as, for instance, one end of Nutt's
box, or the cap of a straw skcp. The bees, on leaving this, imme-
mcdiately fly home to that part cf the hive which remains.—

t

" Subscriber^* is informed that the Gardeners^ Chronicle is sup-
plied to the trade in sheets, and that, therefore, the defect of which
he complains cannot be remedied at the offi"ce. He can, however
damp and refold the paper when it reaches him,
A« usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE W^EK.
As we anticipated in our last, the Tnanufactunrg dis-

tricts are gradually returning to tranquillity and order, la

Manchester, and many of the towns which were first af-

fected, the hands, with few exceptions, have resumed their
L

work; and in those districts where they si ill holdout,

their proceedings are happily unaccompanied by the \io»

lent outrages which marked their raoveoients last week. Jn

some of the most important inland towns all the attempfs

of the delegates to produce an outbreak hav^ ^^^"

tirely ineffectual. Chartist meetings have hem
,

but the public peace has not been broken. la t«« o^g^o-

ing of the week a turn-out took phce at Merihyr;

_ t{,e movement spread rapidly over the Welsh inoun-

for several weeks in our Covent Garden Report, is induced to . , « __^_ .:_.. mor^^tmiom Werc entertaiawl
flower at so earlv a nerind • hnt wa «ndPT«tfln/i that the nlant taUl% aHU tOr SOme time app=»l^»»»

en

held

flower at so early a period ; but we understaiwl that the plant I
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ension
that the strike might eventually lead to the susp

all the iron works. The men, however, have now returned,

and no further danger is apprehended. The troops are

Still quartered in different parts of the disturbed districts,

and the special constables and Yeomanry are on duty, in

order to be prepared for any unexpected rising. At

Manchester a Government commissioner is actively em-

ployed la collecting evidence oa the subject of the riots,

and measures are adopting in Tarious quarters to bring

the ringleaders to justice. On the Tvhole, the state of the

disturbed districts, though not yet completely settled, is

satisfactory, and the country appears to be secure from

any repetition of a general outbreak,—The nest subject

of interest in our Home News is the Queen's visit to Scot-

land. Her Majesty embarks at Woolwich on Monday, and

proceeds to Leith in the royal yacht, attended by a nu-

merous fleet. Great preparations have been made to do

honour to the occasion, and there is no doubt that her

Majesty's first visit to her Scottish capital will be marked

by every demonstration of loyalty and attachment on the

part of her faithful subjects in the North.

In France, the Regency Bill, the great question of in-

terest at the present moment, h^s passed the Chamber of

Deputies by an immense majority. All amendments have

been negatived, and the Bill has been adopted without

modification. The principal feature of the debate was the

accession of M. Thiers to the Conservative party, not

merely as a supporter of the present measure, but as an

ally of the Government. His announcement that he had

abandoned that party of the Opposition to which he had
been so long attached, took the Chambers by surprise,

and the journals do not yet appear to have recovered from
their astonishment- M.Thiers denounced the Legitimists

as quite unworthy of confidence, and declared that the

Ultra-liberals are incapable of either -governing them-
or governing the country. He praised the

consolidated character of English institutions, and

selves

astounded his former allies by calling himself a subject

M, Lamartine has* of the monarchy

his nartv. and has

the

party,

Opposition ranks.

also deserted

quitted the Conservative for

These events completely ab-
Eorb public attention in Paris ; and the approaching disso-

lution, winch takes place, it is said, on Thursday, is hardly
thought of in the midst of the political speculations which
are now afloat—From Spain and Portugal there is no
news of any interest ; the anticipated changes in the Portu-
guese Ministry have not taken place, and the proceedings
of the Chambers present no subject which calls for obser-
vation,—The
is highly

intelligence from

and
no
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longer

important

duubt

all

the "United States

satisfactory. There
of the

with

thing
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settlement

country. Every-

and it is even said

complete

this

any

questions at is sue

is honourably adjusted; ana ic is even
that arrangements have been made in regard to the
suppression of the Slave Trade. It appears that each
point of dispute is made the subject of a separate treaty

;

and the New York papers unanimously express their con-
viction that the measures agreed upon will receive the
entire approbation of the Senate.

Court,
Xrlus

Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princess Royal, are at Windsor Castle,
and continue in excellent health. Yestfcrday being the
23rd birthday of Prince Albert, ihe day was kept at Wind-
sor and m town with the usual honours. The Duke of Saxe

-
\o^^/S Gotha is atil! on a visit at the Castle. The Queen
Will hold a Privy Council this afternoon. On Monday
Iier Majesty and Prince Albert with the Court will come
to town at an early hour by the Great Western Railway,
and proceed direct to Woolwich, where thev will embarkm the royal yacht for Scotland. The Prince of Wales and
Fnncess Royal wiU remain at Windsor until her Majesty's

n7rZ' \ Marquis of Ormonde has succeeded Lord

Monday the Fnnce of Leiningen left Frogmore, where his
teen

Railway

lett^JfwerfrtJ^^^
Can^.r6»n/.-0n Saturday evening

dington. SymSorrnf n^^""'^*^
^^ ^^^'' ^^^^^^ «* Ad-

medical assistance wL i-meXS^^^^
time his Grace was in the eniovmelt nf t A^ \^^^

but late in the afternoon of ^ie^Tam davtur"^
^''^'^'

seized with a sudden attack of STs^.^^^^^^^^^^ ^o"Sunday and Monaay the inquiries at I^mbeth Pala

'^1!"^u-?'i"T^^^
numerous, and daily bulletins Have te

to be Consul at Galveston ; and Mr. Thomas Ussher,

some time Vice-Consul at Port-au-Prince, to be Consul

at Haiti.

Foreign Office.—A notification has been gazetted by

the Foreign Oifice, stating that the Lords of the Ad-
miralty have received a despatch, dated June 19thj from'

Sir Charles Adam, Commander-in-Chief of her Majesty's

Naval Forces in North America, stating that on the 17th

of that month he had placed the Port of San Juan de

Nicaragua in a state of blockade, and had issue^ a declara-

tion to that effect.

Parliamentary Movements.—As anticipated in our

last, the Belfast Election has terminated in the return of

of Mr. Emerson Tennent, Conservative, and Mr. Ross,

Liberal. The following were the gross numbers at the

close of the poll :—Mr. Ross, 886 ; Mr. Tennent, 859 ;

Lord Chichester, 500.—The Nomination and Election of

a Member for South Hampshire, in the room of Mr.

Fleming, who has accepted the Chiltern Hundreds, took

place on Tuesday. Lord Charles Wellesley was proposed

with the usual forms, and, as there was no other candi-

date, the High Sheriff declared his lordship duly elected.

Fine Arts Commission,—The Commissioners for inquir-

inc^ whether advantage may not be taken of the rebuilding

the new Houses of Parliament for the purpose of pro-

moting the fine arts, have issued their report. They state

that after hearing the evidence of competent persons, they

are of opinion that advantage should be taken of the new

building for the promotion and encouragement of art

;

that they have not yet been able to satisfy themselves that

Fresco-painting has hitherto been sufficiently cultivated in

this country to justify them in at once recommending its

employment ; but that in order to assist their judgment,

they have offered premiums for a competition in Cartoons.

They conclude by stating that they do not intend to re-

commend the exclusive adoption of Fresco, but that their

future attention will be directed to the best mode of select-

ing artists skilled in Oil-painting and Sculpture. The
report is signed by Prince Albert and the other Commis-
sioners, and is accompanied by a valuable Appendix, con-

taining information on the subjects mentioned in the

Report.

Tlie Income TaM.—It has been decided by the Com-
missioners of Taxes, that the carriage and horses of a me-
dical man, although required for the exercise of his pro-

fession, if occasionally used by him or his family for

pleasure, cannot be deducted from his profits, nor will any

deduction be made for the assessed taxes on them.—The
following returns from the Accountant-General of the Bank
of England have just been published, showing the annual

amount of dividends upon stock and annuities from which

the property or inconie-tax has been stopped or deducted

at the Eauk for the half-year ending the 5th July, 1842 :

—Three per Cent. Consols, 10,799,875^. 135. ; NewThree-
and-Half per Cents., 4,831,113/. \5s. lOt/. ; Three per
Cents., 1726, 24,579/. Is. 2d. ; New Five per Cents.,

21,469/. 16^. lOd; Annuitiei for terms of years, 80SJ16/,
i 5*. 8(i. The total amount of such dividends payable upon
individual or separate accounts arising from dividends of

2/, IO5. and under 150/. per annum, is as follows :—Three
per Cent. Consols, 3,761.519/. 5s. ; New Three-and-a-
Half per Cents., 2,233,243/. 17s. \Qd. ; Three per Cents.,

1727, 10,G72/. 12*. 10^. ; New Five per Cents., 7,868/. I6s.\

Annuities for terms of years, 106,380/. 7*. 2d, Total
number of such individual accounts:—Three per Cent.
Consols, 70,2G4 ; New Three-and- Half per Cents., 63,665;
Three per Cents., 1726, 273 ; New Five per Cents., 156;
Annuities for terms of years, 2,846.

e
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—; ——J- -^ *,wtxi^icicijr auuuuea; one tue Arch-
bishop is suffering from the bodily weakness consequent
tipon the nature of the attack. The following is a copy
of the bulletin issued yesterday morning:—** His Gra<i
haa had a comfortable night, and is this morning re-
freshed and better—Addington Park, Aug. 26."
* Gazette Announcements.—The^ Queen has been pleased
to appomc Mr. Fei^s James Graham, to be Her Ma.
??ty's Consul at Bayomie ; Mr. Robert Falconer Cor-
e», to U Consul ac Maranliam ; Mr. WiUiwa Kenjacdy;

YKK^ciu.~The Regeiicy BilL^On Saturday evening
the Chamber of Deputies voted the Regency Bill by an
immense majority, the numbers being 310 for it, and 94
against it. The first amendment, which was in favour of
the Duchess of Orleans' regency, was negatived at once.
The next was M. de Sade's amendment, proposing that
the law should be applicable solely to the present occasion,
and to princes now living, On the presentation of the
amendment, M. Dufaure adjured the Left to give up its

opposition and vote the law unanimously. M. Barrot
insisted on a division, and about eighty members voted for
M. de Sade's amendment, and about as many for one of
M. Barrot*s, obliging the Regent to be twenty-five years
of age. The entire law was then put to the vote in a house
of 404 members, and passed, as we stated above. The
vote of the regency law, as presented by the government,
important as it is, is thrown into the shade by thecircum-
^stance of the schisms which, on this occasion, have sprung
up between some of the leading men and their parties. The
first of these incidents was developed by M. Lamartine.
His address in favour of the regency of the Duchess of
Orleans created an extraordinary sensation, and produced
a diversion in the Chamber. M. Guizot replied to M. de
Lamartine in a very argumentative address, successfuilv
demolishing the notion of a National Convention, and
stating with great skill the reasons for preferring a regency
by nght to an elective regency. He concluded by de-
manding that the bill should be regarded, not as a minis-
tenal one, but as one for the advantage of the country at
^r^e. M. de ,Tocquevllle was the next orator, but hisE f 7k ""f

^^P^a^^able, his principal point being con-

Kn^ f.^.' ^^T} ^^^^^ ^^g^^ <>f the present Parliament

Snc? otrtJ k"^^^' f"^
'^'^' consequently the re.

m^rf.i }?JJ: 'l^^?^^ «P^,t^^y to appertain to the
ans. Ihe next day M, Berryer

ru«^\.^^ „A ' J "; ^® ^* ^^^7 popular in theChamber, admired and respected by all parties ; and
hi. ora oncal resources arc such, that he never exceeds
the parlwmentaxy hmU of diicafsiw, and yet manages

ascended the tribuoe.

d

whole house.

always to make the House thoroughly compiehen
his meaning. Even the ** Debats '' admits the **

marvel-
lous power of his speaking—his powerful and rich voice'
and skilful and appropriate action." The finest part of his
address was the exordium, in which he claimed the rjtrht

of the Legitimists to take their share loyally in the debate
as they had done since the year 1830, being bound not bv
vassalage, or personal attachment, but by the iaterests of
their country. M. Berryer demolished the principle of
the people's sovereignty, and indignantly disclaimed the
notion that because the Royalists were a beaten partv in
France, it was necessary for them to adopt revolutionarv
dogmas—a sentiment that was loudly cheered by the

M. Berryer then stated his objections to
the Bill, because it embraced the hereditary Regency
which was an iunovation in the history of France—because
it made the Regent inviolable, which was dangerous when
he stood next to the throne—and lastly, because it ex-
cluded the mother from the Regency. After the sensation
which M. Berryer's speech has created had subsided M.
Villemain, the Minister of Public Instruction, ascended
the tribune, and replied in defence of the Bill, but was
unfortunate, having called t,he Duchess of Orleans a fo-

reigner, and, therefore, unfit to assume the Regency
which called down an explosion. M. Odilon Barrot, the

leader of the Left, then rose and made, as admitted by all

parties, a splendid speech, declaring against any immuta-
ble law for the hereditary succession of Regents. He con-
sented to the Regency of the Duke of Nemours, but he
protested against a general law, regulating that in all cases

the male presumptive heir should be Regent. The coun-

try, the Prince himself, should be left greater latitude and
power in the selection of a Regent. On Saturday M.
Thiers made the remarkable speech which has created

such surprise in political circles. It was at once Con-
servative and Monarchic. He first awoke the murmurs of

the Left by styling himself a subject of the Monarchy,
and surprised everybody by his praise of England and her

institutions. After describing the Legitimist or counter^

revolution party as quite unworthy of the confidence of

the French, he said, " I see behind us counter-revolution,

I am not the dupe of its language. It tells us that it Las

been corrected. It pretends that it required the expe-

rience that the result of the ordonnances of July taught.

It declares itself Hberal now, and that it leans on no

foreign party for support. But counter-revolution der

ceived the country once, and would do so again. It gave

the charter of 1815, promising to observe it ; and when

that charter became serious and efficient, it violated it.

It pretended to be patriotic, and called Massena the pet

of victory ; but it shot Marshal Ney. I w^ould never, as I

never was, be deceived by their promises ; that party must

lean on the foreigner, because it has no support in the

country, and because there are no ho])es for its returning,

but by the same way it came in first. I am as much
afraid of that party, as I was in 1830 ; and therefore I

now give my utmost support to the reigning dynasty. So

much for the party behind us, and now for what is before

us. The ultra-liberals are incapable of either governing

themselves or goveriung the country. There is nothing but

anarchy in them, they are men incapable of coming to any

understanding as to the formation of a government. They

are incapable of keeping order in a country, or of doing

anything except repeating the revolutions of forty years

ego, without the glory that then attended them. Such

was the party in 1830, and such is it now. Honest men

are obliged to separate themselves from those who attack

the first principles of society. Beyond even the anarchists,

there are, further still, men professing the most abomi-

nable principles. If the counter-revolution is behind us,

there is an abyss before. Let us stand where we are, then,

on the ground where the Charter has placed us. Our

labour shall be to build, not to destroy." His speech was

often interrupted by murmurs of astouishment from 11=

recent allies of the Left, and thunders of applause and

cries of *' Vive le Roi " from the Centres. The Chamber

then divided, passing the bill as above stated by an im-

mense majority. The bill was presented to the Chamber

of Peers on Saturday afternoon by Marshal Soult. The

Chamber re-assembled on Tuesday, and chose the Com-

mission, of which the Duke de Broglie was named reporter.

The Duke presents his report this day, and the debate

will then commence. The prorogation is e:ipected to

take-place on Thursday, when the Chamber will be ad-

journed to the 9th Jan.
The Ca;3i7a/.—Nothing is talked of but the rupture be-

tween the Left Centre and Left sides of the Chamber ot

Deputies—the grand 8])lit between MM. Thiers and

Odilon Barrot, the leaders of the dynastic Opposition Li-

berals, and the service rendtrt;|l to Ministers a"^
^,p

Court by M.Thiers in supporting the Regcnry. ihe

recent scene in the Chambers will no doubt coritinue to

supply French journalists with ample themes for speculation

during the recess.—M. Thiers left Paris with his fauniyr

on Saturday night, on a visit, it is said, to Boulogne,

and probably to London.—The weather was still close anU

warm. The thermometer (Fahrenheit) marked nearly

in the shade at 3 o'clock on Monday.—The Royal Faoaiiy

left Keuilly on the 23d for Eu. The King will returu

this day, to conclude Parliamentary business, and to prO"

rogue the Chamber on Monday. The Duke de Nemour^

had left town for Strasburgb, and will return in

days to review the troops in the camp of Luneville. ^

The Navy.~Jt was recently announced in the MiJ|^»

terial papers that Rear-Admiral Dupetit Thouars »a

sailed for the South Seas, and that the object ot a

musion, which had been carefully kept secret, was

establish a colony in the Marquesa Islands in the Pacin •

The " National " of Monday statea that the voyage
^^

no »uch object, and that tke Admiral is goae for ^^ ^^

ft^ff
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of selecting a site for the transportation of political

offenders. Other accounts state that the Government is

determined to gain an additional footing in the Pacific, as

the settlement in New Zealand has hitherto failed to satisfy

their expectations. Another account, however, asserts

that the expedition was bound for New Zealand only,

Spain-^—Our accounts fiom Madrid come down to the
^13th inst. inclasive, but they are destitute 0/ interest

It was generally belieyed that the Cortes would not be
again convened before the close of November, notwith-
Btanding the promise made by the Ministry to bring for-

ward the budget in time to admit of its being voted before

the 1st of January. _ The Minister of Justice was en-
gjaged in preparing a number of bills, which were in-

tended to constitute a new civil code. The Regent had
conferred the Grand Cross of Isabella on Gen. Zurbano,
for having pacified Catalonia, and intended to create him
"Marquis of Gerona.—Some disorders had taken place at

Alicant, and the assailants had succeeded in carrying off

a large quantfly of salt, but the ringleader was arrested.

Some Portuguese banditti having arrested a Senator
named Saens, from whom they required a ransom of

30,000 piastres, the Spanish Government addressed a

very energetic note to the Cabinet of Lisbon, threatening

to march troops into Portugal in pursuit of the robbers,

if similar outrages recurred. The reply of the Portu-
guese Government was satisfactory. It authorised the
Spanish troops to enter its territory, should such acts

again come to pass, and forwarded orders to that effect to

the frontier authorities,
' Portugal,—We have received Lisbob news to the
15lh inst The debates on the Speech from the Throne
were proceeding in the Chamber of Deputies. The Mi-
nistry remained without alteration, and no change was
expected till after the adjournment of the Cortes. Costa
Cabral was considered to be more popular at Court, and
had evidently strengthened his position.—The papers con-
tain long accounts of the endeavours made by the Spa-
nish Minister, at Lisbon, to get out of the Tagus a slaver

belonging to a Spaniard named Vinent, which had been
taken at Mosambique two years ago, under the Portu-
guese flag, and sent to Lisbon. This vessel was then
called the Gloria, but General ^Marinho, who seized her,
gave her his own name. The efforts of the owner,

.
backed by the Spanish authorities, prevailed in obtaining
her release, and she was fitted up at Lisbon for another
expedition, intending to go first to Cadiz, and then to the
coast of Africa. She was made over to a Portuguese, but
in consequence of the interference of the British Ambas-
sador, her papers were taken from her ; she subsequently
obtained Spanish papers, and took the name of *' Grande
Antille."^ However, on the repeated remonstrances of
the British authorities, the voyage has been stopped.
She had seven carronades on board, beside staves for 30
water-pipes. Some of the Portuguese subordinate au-
thorities were supposed to be implicated in this business,
and a strict inquiry was to be instituted.—The commer-
cial treaty had been published in Lisbon, and even the
opposition papers could not find much to say against it.—AH the Portuguese authorities at Benguela had been
found guilty of conniving at the slave trade, and sen-
tenced to various punishments.

_
Germany.—Letters from Berlin allude to the myste-

rious^ silence which has. been observed respecting the
King's visit to St.Petersburg, and hint at a coolness with the
Emperor on the subject of Poland. For some weeks they
have had oppressively hot weather at Berlin, which, being
accompanied by a dry wind, has done much injury to the
fruits, and has caused the leaves of the trees to wither and
fall off, as in the autumn. Though the city lies so low, the
springs which supply many mills are already dried up,
and this evil is still more severely felt in the neighbouring
villages, which are situated on higher ground. On ac-
count of the scarcity of water, the grand annual review
will not take place.—Letters from Cologne of the 23d
state that a telegraphic despatch from Berlin had been
that day received, announcing that their Majesties the
King and Queen of Prussia set out that afternoon by the
iron railway to Magdeburg, on their journey to the
Rhenish jirovinces. Their Majesties are expected, on the
28th, at Dusseldorf, where they will remain till the 3d of
September, to be present at the review of the seventh
corps of the Prussian army. On the 4th they will go
to Cologne, where the first stone of the addition to the
cathedral will be laid.

counts from Naples, fresh disturbances had taken place I Lebanon, baring, it was said, accomplished to his satis-
ai Aquiia, in the Abruzzu The nature of the movement faction the mission committed to him bv the Sultan. The
was not known, but it was said that M. del Caretto, the
Minister of Police, had deemed it sufficiently serious to
render his presence at Aquiia necessary for its re-
pression.—We learn from '* Galignani's Messenger" that
Count Pillet Will, a corresponding member of the
Royal Academy of Sciences of Turin, has sent a donation
to the Academy of 10,000 fr., to be distributed in prizes
to authors of works best calculated to promote a taste for
the positive sciences. Consequently the Academy has
announced four prizes of 2,500 fr. each, for the best in-
troductions to the study of physics, chemistry, mechanici,
and astronomy. Each work is to contain a concise sum-
mary of the principles, history, important facts, and chief
apphcations of the science treated upon, so as to be used
as an elementary book io the colleges. The competition
is open to men of all nations. The manuscripts must be
sent to the Secretary of the Academy (post free) before
the 1st July, 1846. The successful works will be printed
at the Count's expense. — Letters from Messina state
that the authorities were anxiously looking out for
the arrival of the King and Court, who had left

Naples, attended by the whole fleet, to be present at
the festaof the Madonna della Lettera. The approach-
ing festival had drawn an immense concourse of visitors
to that city ; the steamers from Naples and Malta have
been full of passengers, and the number of Calabrese who
have crossed the straights is said to be incredible. A few
day? before, a strange rumour had been spread in the city,

that during the approaching festival a torrent of blood
would be shed, and such a panic had come over the en-
tire population, that the police traced the matter to the
authors of it, who were found to be a couple of French
nuns passing through Messina. On being questioned,
they admitted having made the assertion, and declared
that they did so by divine inspiration; whereupon the com-
missary of police put them into a carriage and conducted
them to the House of Correction, by way of more effect-

ually providing against their taking any measures for

making good their prophecy.—The King and Court will

return to Naples immediately after the ceremonies, in or-

der to be present at the festa of La Madonna di Pie-
di-grotta.

Ionian Islands.-

of the 7th inst,

very slowly, and
board of twelve

measures against

last advices from Aleppo received in Beyrout mentioned
that the efforts hitherto made by the English expedition to

open a communication by the Euphrates had failed, and
that they would probably be obliged to abandon the under-
taking.

Egypt.—Accounts from Alexandria
state that the Nile continued ^o rise
caused great anxiety for the crops. A
physicians had been aj pointed to devise
the plague in Lower Egypt. The number of cases in
Alexandria did not exceed'two or three a day.
United States.—The British Queen, Belgian steamer,

arrived at Cowes on Monday, and the Great Western at
Liverpool on Wednesday, from New York. The Ltter
left that city on the 11th, with letters and papers to that
date inclusive. The intelligence she brings is interesting
and satisfactory. Although nothing official has transpired
respecting the arrangements concluded and in progress be-
tween Lord Ashburton and the American Governmtnt ia
their present negotiation, yet it is well known that every-
thing is auiicably settled. The negotiation was conducted
on the part of the American Government by the Secretary
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Webster, and on the part of the
British Government by Lord Ashburton, who had both
full powers to settle every point, and who were both in-
structed by their respective Governments to bring the
matter to a peaceful conclusion. According to the New
York papers, the North-Eastern Boundary question is

already arranged to the satisfaction of both parties. The
Creole case is also settled, without money, but by stijmla-
tions for the future ; and the case of the Caroline is ad-
justed by apology on the part of Great Britain. It is

rumoured that the Right of Search question has also been
amicably disposed of, by an agreement for the suppression
of the Slave Trade, and the renunciation on the part of
England of the practice of impressment on board American
ships. The North-Western Boundary question will not
be entered into in the present negotiation, as the necessary
surveys will be a long time before they are completed. It
is stated that the treaties have been submitted to the
Senate simultaneously, and it is fully expected that as a
whole they will not meet with any opposition, as the

Some excitement has been caused! majority of that Ijody is also predisposed to terminate the
at Corfu by the discovery of another case of slavery in the 1 matter amicably if p'ossible. In addition to the above, it

Mediterranean, The master of a small Ionian vessel is stated that Governor Kent of Maine, who is still in
belonging to Cerigo was chartered at Candia to convey a
Turkish Aga, six other Ottoman males, and three females,

described as servants, toPrevisa; but having, during his

passage, discovered that he was unknowingly carrying
slaves, he revealed the circumstance to the British consul
as soon as he reached his destination. The Consul im-
mediately forwarded information thereof to the Ionian

Government, which forthwith despatched a public scam-
pavia to capture the vessel. She returned to Corfu on
the 7th August, bringing the vessel, one Turkish passenger

and the three females slaves, the Aga and the five other

passengers being ashore at the time of the seizure, but their

fire-arms were fouid on l^oard. The unfortunate women,
who are natives of Upper Egypt, were in the most miser-

able.state. It is said that the owner had been already in

treaty for the sale of them for 2,000 piastres (or about

18/.), but whether at this rate per head, or all three toge-

ther, is not clearly understood. It is feared that much of

this trade is at present carried on in the Mediterranean,

and ship-loads of Arabs are frequently met with, having

papers aescribing them as pilgrims, going to or returning

from Mecca, which has become a common means of elud-

ing suspicion. Letters from Malta, in reference to the

same subject, state that Admiral Sir Edward Owen
has ordered the ship L'Aigle, 24, to prepare for sea imme-
dialely. She is destined for the Ionian Islands station,

where the presence of a row-guard is considered necessary

to put a stop to the acts of barratry and piracy which
have been frequent thereabouts of late ; and it is reported

that it is in contemplation to build and fit out some gun-

boats at Malta, to cruise iu the same sea for a like pur-

pose, as well as to look out for slavers.

Turkey and Persia.—Recent advices from Constan-

tinople tend to strengthen the belief that the quarrel of

Persia with the Porte will be amicably adjusted. A tatar

reached the British Embassy from Persia on the 31st ult.,

with despatches from Teheran of the 15th, and from Er-
On the 12th there will be a grand zeroum of the 25th July. The death of Kamran, the Prince

review of the eighth corps of the army, assembled at
Bruhl. The troops on the Rhine are said to suflfer ge-
Terely from the heat.—The Papers continue to give ac-
counts of destructive fires in various parts of Germany
and Transylvania ; the town of Moekein, near Magdeburg,
has been reduced to ashes. Not more than 15 houses
were left standing, and upwards of 100 families were left

without shelter, and reduced to the utmost misery.—Ac-
counts from Vienna of the 10th inst. state that numerous
fires had of late broken out in Transylvania. On the 22d
ult. the town of Beretzk was almost entirely consumed,
and upwards of 400 families left without an abode. Eight
of the inhabitants perished in the flames. The small town
of Szent Kalonow was also partly destroyed by fire on the
28tb, 180 houses having been reduced to ashes.
Italy.—Letters from Rome inform us that the publi-

cation of the allocution recently addressed by the Pope to
the Conclave, relative to the religious afi^aira of Russia,
had created a great sensation at the Russian embassy,
where it was not expected that his Holiness would make
known the documents which had passed between the two
Courts on the occasion to the whole of Christendom, It
waa even said that the Russian legation would be recalled,
ud that all diplomatic intercourse would he suspended
between tbe two countries.—According to the lait ac-

of Herat, is reported, but no confirmation of the rumour
has been received. The English and Russian Ministers at

the Court of Teheran had protested against the pretensions

of Persia with regard to Turkey, and somewhat calmed the

warlike dispositions of the Schah. Some reinforcements

had nevertheless been marched from the Persian capital to

the frontier of Bagdad, and the caravans were still forbid-

den to enter the Ottoman territory. The Porte was ready

to make any reasonable concessions, and had despatched
to Persia one of its officers, who, previously to his depar-
ture, received instructions and despatches from Sir Strat-

ford Canning, The Porte had also forbidden the Persian
merchants to leave Constantinople, some having done so
without paying their debts. The French Commercial
Commission addressed, on the 19th, to Baron le Bour-
queney, a strong remonstrance against the undue advan-
tages possessed by Russia under her present tariff. Sir S.
Canning had also addressed a remonstrance to the Porte,
respecting the aggressions of the Albanians on the sub-
jects of the Ionian Government. The Porte immediately
agreed to send a naval force to prevent the repetition of the
grievance.—Accounts from Beyrout, dated the 30th ult,

state that a considerable quantity of arms had been landed

there of late, but for what purpose waa unknowTj, SeHm
Pacha >a» expected at Beyiwt ia a f«w daya^ from

Washington, has written letters home, expressing his full

conviction that the boundary treaty will be contirmed by
the United States Senate. Lord Ashburton was expected to

reach New York a few days after the sailing of the Great
Western, where he would be entertained at a grand banquet,
in celebration of the successful termination of his mission.

A terrible riot, in which about 3,000 people were engaged,
and which was attended with considerable bloodshed and
the destruction of property by fire, commenced in Phila-

delphia on the 1st inst., and continued the following day.

It appears tliat a procession of 1,200 coloured people had
formed in the city, and were proceeding towards the

Schuylkill for the purpose of celebrating, on the opposite

side of the river, the abolition of slavery in the West
India Islands, when some idle boys offered some annoy-
ance to them. The boys were put out of the way without
tbe use of undue violence, but (he circumstance was
seized as an excuse for raising a great excitement against

the procession, and a large force of whites speedily as-

sembled. A general conflict soon ensued. All the houses
in the vicinity occupied by black persons were attacked,

and in a few moments thousands of brickbats were hurled
through the air with the greatest violence. A large num-
ber of white and black persons were seriously injured

;

one white man was stabbed in the eye, and had one of his

arms broken ; another was cut in the body ; others, of
both colours, were knocked down with clubs and stones,

and cut and mangled- The houses and stores in the

vicinity were closed, and the inmates sought refuge within-

doors. Smith's Beneficial Hall, a handsome building,

intended for the use of coloured people, was burned to the

ground, as also a brick church for coloured Presbyterians.

During the conflagration of these buildings the mob
would not permit the firemen to extinguish the flames.

The ringleaders have been arrested, and are in prison to

await their trial.—The Senate had passed the new Tariff

Bill, but the President vetoed it immediately- He had
addressed a message to the House explaining his reasons

;

but the affair, although anticipated, had caused great ex-
citement.

Cape of Good Hope.—Cape Papers of the 18th June
arrived in town on Tuesday, bringing intelligence of the
defeat of the British troops by the insurgent boers, or
Dutch farmers, of Port Katal. Capt. J. C. Smith, of the
27th reg., in his despatch to the Lieut.-Governor, states

that he attacked the camp of the insurgents at Congelk
on the 23d May- Some of the preliminary arrangements
unfortunately failed, and through the neglect of the officer

in charge, a howitzer, on which the commander mainly re-

lied, was not brought up as he expected. The emigrant

boers lay in ambush, and met the advance of the troops by

a heavy and well-directed fire. The troops were obliged to

retire, as their moskets could do no execution compared

with the long pieces of the boers. The loss was severe.

Lieut. Wyatt, of the Royal Artillery, was killed e^rfj m
the action ; Capt Lonsdale and Lirut. Lunnard, ^^^^
2rth, were severely wounded ; several privates were killed,

and a considerable number wounded. Capt- Smith con-

cludes his despatch by adverting to the difficulty of main-

taining his present position, and by urging the necessity

of a speedy reinforcement, as the nui»ber of the troops is

insufficient for ttc performance of the duty to wbieh they

baye been asaigoed. Ftom C«pe Toim ^^e Mam tbrt n-
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i^cement. have already been sent to Natal, and that

r«ardiss7t1sfa7ti^^^^^
^^"^^e^. by Lord Stan-

^ . .1 r. ^^ directing hira
lcy'8 despatch to the Governor, directing nira to

Jake preparations for the reception of tifty juve-

nile offenders, about to be sent out as convicts,

to be transformed into apprentices and labourers.

The Governor had previously represented that the

measure was h'kely to prove injurious to the inter-

ests of the colony; and on the receipt of the present

despatch, the Attorney-General and the whole Privy

Council, with one exception, had protested strongly

against Lord Stanley's resolution as an " injury and posi-

tive offence committed against all classes of society in the

colony."
MAwRiTirs.—Mauritius papers, to the 5th May, have

heen received. They state the weight of sugar shipped

from the beginning of the season to the end of April at

74,309,179 lbs-, 'which maybe accepted as evidence that

the condition of the colony is not altogether unsatisfac-

tory. A despatch of Lord Stanley had been received, in

which it was directed that the prohibition then existing

against the importation and application of the Hill Coolies

of India for the purposes of agricultural industry and

sut^ar cultivation should be rescinded, and that henceforth

the free ingress of Indian labourers should be permitted,

under certain regulations, for the superintendence of

which, and for the protection of the Indian labourer, a

functionary, to be denominated the protector of Indian

labourers, was to b,e appointed, with a salary of 800/,

a-year. The Legislative body, on the receipt of this des-

patch, agreed upon a representation to the Governor-

General of India, praying his assistance in conformity,

and voted 25,000/. for the purpose of promoting the im-

migration of Indian labour.

CITY.

Money Market, Fridai/.—The abundpnce of money,
and the improved state of the manufacturing districts have
caused a further advance in prices. Consols closed at 92|-

for money, and 92^ for the account. Bank Stock, 167-9.

India stock, 251-2 , Eicbequer Bills (Old), 51-3. New,
49-51 prem.

/Metropolis cin^ its JTitmlv.
Her Maje.^ty^s Vhil to Scotland.—Great preparations

are Oiaking on the river to do honour to Her Majesty's
embarkation, which is appointed to take place at Wool-
wich on Monday next. The Lord Mayor, in order to pay
respect to Her Majesty on the occasion, has applied to the
Secretary of State for an intimation from what place Her
Majesty would embark, that he may escort her through
his jurisdiction, as Conservator of the Thames, in accord-
ance with the precedent of 1324. when George the Fourth
went to Scotland. His Lordship has received in reply
a communication from Sir James Graham, conveying her
Majesty's commands to inform hU Lordship that the time
of her departure was not yet definitively fixed; that her
Majesty would embark from the Dockyard at Woolwich,
aud that it was her pleasure that all ceremonies connected
with the conservancy of the Thames should be dispensed
with on the occasion. The Lonl -Mayor has given direc-

tions to Capt, Fisher, Larbour-master of Loudon, to at-

tend at Woolwich, and to afford every facility during her
Majesty's embarkation. Active preparations are making
in all the departments of the Royal Household for the de-
parture. Ou Thursday forty horses and several carriages,
from the Royal stud, were shipped on board the Monarch
at Blackwall, and further preparations were made yester-
day. There is no doubt that the river will be greatly
crowded on Monday, by persons anxious to witness the
embarkation.

Consecration of Colonial Bishops,—On Wednesday the
ceremony of consecrating the five new colonial bishops
took place in Westminster Abbey. This being the first

occasion on which the rite of ordination had been adminis-
tered in a public cathedral, great interest was manifested
on the part of the public. The doors were opened at nine
o'clock, and before half-past ten, at which hour the en-
trances were finally closed, every seat in the choir and
galleries was occupied. The names of the new bishops
are—Archdeacon Parrv, for the See of Barbadoes ; Dr.
Tomlmson, Malta and Gibraltar ; Dr. Nixson, Van Die-
meuiLatid; Dr. Davis, Antigua; Archdeacon Austen,
British Gmana. The Archbishop of Canterbury bein^ pre-
vented from officiating at the ceremony by severe indispo-
* _ ,V^

commission, empowering the Bishops of Lon-

v^..v.uciiusc;, assembled in the Jerusalem Chambershortly after ten o^clock. where they were joTned by the

L7 /^'^r."''n "I'^'^l^ ^^^^^P«- ^The Queen's AdvcJcate (Sir John Dodson) was aUo in attendance. At a fewminutes before eleven the procession entered the choi^The service was chanted by the Rev. J. Lupton
; the les

flonj were read by the Rev. J. Waters
; the altar service

was performed by the Bishop of London ; the epistle was
read hj the Bishop of Rochester; the gospel by the
Bishop of Winchester; and the sermon was preached by
the bishop resigning the see of Barbadoes (Dr. Coleridge).
The Rev- Prelate took his text from the fifth and sixth
verses of the 43d chapter of Isaiah :— •' Fear not, for I

am with thee : I will bring thy seed from the east and ga-
ther thee from the west; I will say to the nortli, Give
up ; and to the south, Keep not back ; bring my sons from
far, and my daughters froEn the ends of the earth. '' He de-
livered an appropriate discourse, in which the universality
of the Christian religion was eloquently alluded to. It

assuring them that, although removed by space, they were

but integral parts of the same great family ; that many
a heart would go with them, and many a thought be

theirs, when located in the scenes of their new and ar-

duous labours. The sermon was listened to with great at-

tention. At its conclusion the bishops elect retired into

the chapel of Edward the Coufessor, accompanied by
the Bishops of Chichester and Barbadoes, for the purpose

of being vested with their rochets. iNIeantime the Bishops

of London, Winchester, and Rochester advanced to the

front of the altar and seated themselves. In a few minutes

the bishops elect returned to the choir, habited in the

customary manner on such occasions, and accompanied as

before. The Bishops of Chichester and Barbadoes then

led Archdeacon Parry forward to the Commissioners, the

former saying— '* Most Reverend Father in God, we pre-

sent unto you this Godly and well-learned man, to be

ordained and consecrated bishop." The Bishop of London
then demanded that the Queen's mandate should be read,

which having been done by Mr. Dyke, the registrar of the

Arches Court, the customary oaths of allegiance to the

Queen, the oath of supremacy, and that of obedience to

the archbishop were administered by Mr. Hodgson, the

Archbishop's secretary, to each of the five new prelates,

after which the Bishop of London read the address and

Litany. At the conclusion of the Litany, the Bishop of

London addressed the bishops elect, collectively, in the

several modes required by the ritual; to all of which the

responses were given in the usual manner. A final prayer

having been offered, the bishops elect again retired in the

same manner as before, to put on the remainder of their

episcopal habits, and, returning into the choir, the pre-

centors, the Bishops of Chichester and Barbadoes, ad-

vanced within the altar rail, and seated themselves with

the three bishops forming the commission, the new
prelates kneeling in front of the altar. The Bishop of

London now rose and read the first verse of the anthem
•* Veni, Creator Spiritus," which was immediately taken

up by the organ, the first three verses being chanted by
Master Stevens, and the remainder given in full chorus by
the whole strength of the choir. The anthem being con-

cluded, all the bishops laid their hands on the head of

Archdeacon Parry. The Bishop of London then read the

ordination prayer, and delivering a Bible, pronounced the

usual admonition. The same form having been respectively

administered to each prelate, the ceremony ended, and all

those who did not partake of the sacrament left the choir.

There were, however, a very large number of commu-
nicants present, and the whole service did not conclude

until after three o'clock, when the bishops retired in their

order of precedence to the Jerusalem Chamber.
Death of Lieut. -Gen. Lord Vivian.— Intelligence

reached town on Thursday that Lord Vivian, late Master-
General of the Ordnance, had died in Germany. His
Lordship was born July 28, 1775, and was well known as

a distinguished and gallant officer. He served in Flanders
and Holland under the Duke of York, and in all the battles

during the expedition to the Helder, He commanded the
7th Hussars in the campaign of Sir John Moore, and
served under the Duke of Wellington in the Peninsula
from 1813 to the return of the army, including the battles

of Orthes, Nive, and Toulouse. He commanded a
Cavalry regiment at Waterloo. His Lordship's death
causes a vacancy in the 1st Royal Dragoons, of which re-
giment he was Colonel. He is succeeded in his title by
his son Major Vivian, M.P., whose accession to the peer-
age causes a vacancy for Bodmin.

Stock Exchange,—In reference to the report of the
Exchequer-bills Commission and the proceedings of the
Committee of the Stock-Exchange, who had suspended
the two members of their body concerned in the circula-
tion of the Bills, the Committee for .General Purposes
held a meeting on Friday last, and unanimously entered
into the following resolutions :— ** That by the report of
the Exchequer-bill Forgery Commissioners, as well as by
the Committee of the Stock-Exchange, Edward Lloyd
Morgan appears not only to have acted solely as agent to

his father, who is a defaulter, and thereby rendered himself
ineligible as a member of the Stock-Exchange, but also
to have been extensively concerned in the v circulation of
the forged bills. That this committee does not consider
him entitled to re-election, and, his application is re-
jected accordingly. That after mature consideration of
the minutes of the evidence taken before the committee,
of those taken by the Exchequer Forgery Commission, and
the report of the latter, and after heating whatever ex-
planation Mr. De Berckem had to offer, this committee-is
of opinion that the conduct of Francis Townley De
Berckem has been such as to render him altogether unfit
to be a member of the Stock-Exchange, and that his ap-
plication for re-election be rejected accordingly."

The Corporation.—The Coal, Corn, and Finance Com-
mittee have sent in their report relative to the income-tax
to be paid by the Corporation of the City. They state
that after duly examining the Chamberlain's accounts,
tliey find that the City's income, subject to the duty of
7(L in the pound, amounts to the sum of 4,470/. 7^. 7^d.,
and they are of opinion that the sum of 130/. 7s. Sd.
thould be returned to the Commissioners of Stamps
aad^Taxes for carrying the Act into execution.

Southwark—During the past week it has been confi-
dently stated in the city that Mr. D.W. Harvey, commis-
sioner of the city police, will be appointed High Bailiff of
bouthwark; and several candidates have, consequently,
started for the office of Commissioner of Police. Captain
Kincaide, the preheat governor of Bridewell, Colonel
Campbell Colonel Angelo. Colonel Grant, and Major-
General Sir B. Connor, are already announced as candi-
date?.

I

coacUded with aa impressive address to the bishops ekct,
|
. The Monument.^Tke .City ILund.. Como^ittee, at. a panld: howlvt SlnSic'a'l IVeSt The ob-

meeting on Monday, determined to prevent any oth
persons from precipitating themselves from the tou

^'^

this pillar, by having some strong iron bars fixed suffi^
ciently close over the head of the visitor to leave no chan
of squeezing through. The additional railinrrg ^vill h
painted white, so us to be invisible at a distance. Tl ^

surveyor of works was directed to proceed with the al

teration immediately ; and till it is finished the Monume
will remain closed. The young woman who destroved
herself last week is the sixth person who has committed
suicide in the same manner. On the 26th July, I750
young man, supposed to be a weaver, who was never
owned, precipitated himself from the gallery, and was
\illed on the spot. On the 7th of July, 1 788, John Crad-
dock, a journeyman baker. On the 18th of June 1810
Mr. Lyon Levi, a diamond merchant residing in Haydon-
square. In September 1839, Margaret Moyes, daughter
of a baker in Hemming's-row ; and, a few weeks after a
youth, one of the pnpils of St. Ann's Society's Schools.*

The Markets.—The supply of grouse on Tuesday morn-
ing in Leadenhall market far exceeded in quantity any
previous arrival, the City of Aberdeen steamer alone
bringing 470 boxes, each box containing upon au avoiage

three dozen birds. It is stated, that in consequence of the

great heat, more than one half of this large quantity of

game was totally unfit for consumption.

Chartist Meetings.—On Monday evening a meeting of

Chartists was held on Kennington Common, pursuant to

announcement by large placards. The meeting was ad-

vertised to take place at six o'clock, but long before that

hour the mob began to assemble. About six, a Mr. Lo-
gan, a lecturer on phrenology at the Adelaide Gallery,

commenced an address recomiinending that the meeting
should be adjourned till Wednesday, as in consequence of

the notices issued by Mr. Hall, the chief magistrate of

Bow-street, and Mr. Mayne, of the metropolitan police,

he wished to act within the pale of the law. At this mo-
ment the police made their appearance, consisting of

about a dozen mounted on horseback, and about 800 oa
foot. There were now about 4,000 or 5,000 persons on
the Common : the police made a general charge, and com-
menced driving the people away ; and in less than half aa

hour the whole of the Common was completely cleared.

Not an individual was suffered to remain in the roads, and

at every avenue leading to the Common strong bodies of

police were placed to prevent persons congregating.

On the same evening, about eight o'clock, a body

Chartists, taking advantage of the absence of

police at Kennington-comraon, and other parts of

metropolis, assembled on Cleiken well -green, for

purpose of holding an open-air meeting. The

procession was headed by a van, which had already taken

up its position on the Green, when the inspector informed

them that no meeting would be permitted. The chair,

however, was taken, and the chairmen commenced ad-

dressing the meeting, which gradually began to augment

in numbers. A strobg body of police soon arrived, and

in the course of a few minutes the speaker and the van

had disappeared. The mob M-as not so easily dispersed,

and the people continued to assemble in small gicup=,

occasionally attacking the police with stones and other

missiles. On the same night there was an attempt to

hold a meeting at Paddingtou, but it was equally unsuc-

cessfuh As early as 4 o'clock numbers of persons began

to assemble on the bridge over the railway terminus, and

continued rapidly increasing until about 7 o'clock. About

half-past 5 a strong party of police marched to the rail-

way termiiius, where they remained until 6 o'clock, the

hour apj)ointed for the meeting to commence, when a

portion of them were placed upon the bridge. About

half-past G about 10,000 persons are said to have been

collected ; orders were then given to clear the bridge,

which was immediately done. Near the west end several

stones and brickbats were thrown at the police by the

mob, who hissed and yelled at them repeatedly. From

that time until late in the evening, tlie police repeatedly

charged the mob, dispersing them in all directions, and

placing constables in double files across the various roads,

effectually prevented their uniting"again. Between 8 and

9 the assemblage began gradually to disperse, and by lU

o'clock not 200 persons v.ere remaining.—On Wednesday

evening another abortive attempt was made by the Chart-

ists to hold a meeting on Clerkenwell-green. During

the whole of the day it was rumoured that the Chartists

intended, in spite of the authorities, to hold a meeting,

but the locality was only made known to a few of their

own party. The peo])le began to assemble about seven

o'clock, and by eight about one thousand persons, meii^

women, and boys, the latter preponderating as ten to one,

had assembled. About this time a few men and hoys con-

gregated around the lamp-post in the ctiitre of the green,

and one man began to address them, when two or three

policemen came up and dissolved the meeting. The Chait-

ists moved oa to the pavement, and were followed by the

police, who immediately cleared the Green and preveate

any repetition of the meeting.— On|Thursday night a puD-

lic meeting, convened by the national charter or complf^^

suffrage movers, took place at the National Association

Hall, •' for the purpose of considering the present alarm-

ing state of the country."
sons presen
the distress

of

the

the

the

mg lue p
There were about 1500 pf-

t. Several speeches were delivered, attributmo

to class legislation, and denouncing the com^^

pursued by Government in attempting to put down puo'i

discussion. Resolutions in accordance with these vievvs,

and affirming that the Charter was the only remedy i^^

the people, were then carried, and the meeting quieny

diapersed.

The Coal Trade.~On Wednesday, there was a general
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ject of the men is to relieve themselves from the thraldom
of the middle men, who make a profit out of their labour.
The wages formerly paid to the coal-whippers were seven
farthings per ton each man, but of late years they hare
not hecn paid on the average more than a penny per ton,
and out of that they have had to pay a large per-centage
to persons who call themselves coal undertakers, and to
the publicans who have the agency of the coal-ships, and
who employ no men who do not consume a certain quan-
tity of liquor. The coal-whippers held a roeetino- on
Tuesday night, at Stepney, and another on Wednesdav, at
Shadwel!. They then resolved fo cease working until
Ihey can obtain a penny per ton clear of all deductions
and instead of being engaged by the middle men, who
exact large suras from them for the working gear, they
resolved to submit to no such exactions, but to be em-
ployed direct from the landing-places along shore, and
be paid everything on board ship, as the Act of Parlia-

ment directs.

Finsbnri/,—On Monday evening, a meeting of the elec-
tors of this borough was held by requisition at White
Conduit House. The meeting was convened by public
ndvertisement, emanating from a committee of twenty-five
electors, and for some days the northern suburbs had been
placarded with bills, announcing that the meeting would
take into consideration the alarming distress of the coun-
try, and that the borough members, Mr. T. Duucombe
and Mr. Wakley, would attend. The room was so densely
crowded that it soon became necessary to adjourn to the
gardens ; but it was evident that the great bulk of those
present were not electors. After several speeches had
been delivered, a resolution, expressing regret at the lafe
disturbances, was proposed and carried. The following
resolution was then moved and adopted unanimously :

** That this meeting have no hope of remedy in the mea-
sures hitherto pursued. We see no hope of peace in the
poor destrojing factories or the residences of the rich be-
cause the owners give no greater wages than the demands
of class legislation leave them the power of doing ; nor do
we see any hope of peace in the rich coercing the poor be-
cause they endeavour to avoid starvation. These are the
means of aggravating evils, which, in the opinion of this
meeting, can only be remedied by the removal of class
legislation ; and, therefore, we are of opinion, that a peti-
tion founded on these resolutions be presented to the
Queen, praying that her Majesty will be graciously pleased
immediately to convene the Parliament, and take measures
for securing to the people such a representation as will be
in conformity with the prayers of the petitions presented
to the House of Commons last session, and which peti-
tions were signed by millions of her Majesty's loyal sub-
jects

; that the petition be signed by the chairman on
behalf of this meeting, and that the members for the bo-
rough be requested to forward the same to her Majesty."
Tlie meeting was then addressed by Mr. T. Duncombe
and Mr. Feargus O^Connor, after which it quietly dis-
persed.

Ingiiests.^Aii inquest has been held on the young wo-
man who threw herself from the Monument last week.
Aker the usual evidence, the Coroner summed up at
Jengih, and said that these occurrences were an outrage
on public decency, and he hoped that something would
now be done to prevent persons, whether they were sane
or insane, from committing self-destruction in a similar
manner. There was also great danger to passengers from
such occurrences. The main question'for the jury to con-
sider was the state of mind in which the deceased was at
the time, for it appeared beyond doubt that the act of de-
struction was her own. The jury having consulted for a
<ew moments, returned the following verdict:—''That de-
ceased destroyed herself while labouring under temporary
insanity, produced by indiscretion in having remained ab-
sent from home all night." There were three dissentients
on the ground of there being no sufficient proof of insanity,
but 12 of the jury having agreed, the Coroner received the
above verdict.— On Saturday, an inquest was held in Char-
terhouse-lane, on Mr. Tooth, a stockbroker, who was kill-
ed a few days previously on board a Richmond steamer,
by the fall of a large gas-pipe from Blackfriars-bridge, in

because the injuries were inflicted on a railroad in a dis-
tnct of the county belonging to another coroner. The
coroner, after referring to the effect Buch a doctrine would
have m cases of murder, further snid, that, in the present
case, he had been informed by tl e friends of the deceased's
relations, that it would be too painful to the widow to
send the corpse into the city again, so that whoever was
culpable of the death must escape punishment. The jurv,
after a short consultation, returned a verdict in accordam:e
with the evidence, but simply amounting to a delaration
of accidental death.

Fires.—On Sunday morning a vrrv destructive fire
broke out in the premises of Jlr. Z^Iorgan, an extensive
soap-boiler and tallow-melter, in Tott^nham-court-road,
which for extent of damage will probably equal the recent
conflagration in Eermondsey. The fiames extended into
the back premises of Hanway-yard, and
habited district uf Tudor-pl:ice, destroyi

femalcg, 427, Weekly average, 1838-9-40-1 :-^MaIes,
467; females, 445. The mortality from cholera and d}'-

sentery in London, for the three weeks ending August 6,
amounted to 109 deaths; for the previous three weeks,
ending July 16, 40: making an increase of 69 deaths in
the course of the last three weeks. Children and aged
persons have been the greatest sufferers.

consequence of the funnel of the steamer having caught a
wisp of hay suspended from the pipe as a caution to ves-
sels not to pass through the arch. The evidence was given
at some length, when the Coroner stated to the jury that
it was his duty to inform them that, however great tire

amount of culpability on the part of any one with regard
to this melancholy affair, it would be quite useless for him
to pursue the inquiry any further. It was established in
evidence that the cause of death was inflicted in the city,
and that the death took place in the parish of St. Sepulchre,
each locality being superintended by a different coroner.
It had been recently decided in a court of laiiv, that unless
the Coroner for the district in which the fatal act of vio-
lence has occurred holds the inquest on the body, no legal
steps can be taken against the party or parties whose pro-
ceedings lead to the death. The deceased, therefore, having
been brought for proper attendance to his own home, in
the parish of St. Sepulchre, which is out of the city, the I

body must be sent by the relatives back again to the juris-
diction of the City Coroner, for him to hold an inquest.
Unless this was done* the culpability of the persons
causing the death could not be followed by any measure
of punishment. It would be useless, then, for the jury
to pass a verdict which would involve a charge of man-
slaughter or otherwise criminate any person in relation to
the death of the deceased, for the judges would only treat
the inquisition as a piece of waste paper. This was
proved by a recent decision of Lord Denman, to the as-
tonishmetit of the coroners throughout the kingdom ; that
judge having decided that the proceedings were worthless
in the case of certain deaths at an hospital in Reading,

the densely-in-

^ ng a large mass
of houses, and seriously injuring the St. Patrick Schools.
Many small tenements were burnt, and their poor inhabit-
ants have been wandering about during the week in great
distress. No loss of life has taken place. The value of
property destroyed is said to be 14,000/.—On Tuesday
night, shortly before 12, great excitement prevailed in the
vicinity of Kennington, in consequence of an immense
body of fire suddenly shooting forth from the Surrey Zoolo-
gical Gardens, which illuminated the horizon for miles
round. It was found that the model of St. Peter's at
Rome, had taken fire during the exhibition of the fire-
works. The flames were checked by the workmen en the
premises before the arrival of the engines, but they were
not finally extinguished .until a great part of the model
had been destroyed.

Po/ic^.—During the week the magistrates have been
occupied with hearing the different charges arising out of
the late Chartist meetings in the neighbourhood of the
metropolis. The first cases were connected with the
attempt of the ringleaders to address the mob. Evidence
having been adduced to prove the violent language used
by the speakers, the magistrate said it wns quite impos-
sible that such language could be tolerated. Society
could not exist if persons were allowed with impunity to
address a riotous mob in the streets in such terms, and he
felt that it was a case which could not be passed over, i -"-c- «»-*

He therefore made the parties enter into their own re- [ Ceorge's-
cognizances to answer the charge at the sessions, and in 'processioi
the mean time to keep the peace. Another class of
offenders were those \<ho exhibited Chartist bills in their
shop-windows, and in front of their houses. Some, who
promised not to repeat the offence, were discharged, but
others were held to bail for their good behaviour. Tlie
next and largest class were the rioters, who were charged
with assaulting the police in the execution of their duty,
by throwing stones, and by other acts of violence. The
charges were fully proved, and the offenders were sen-
tenced to different terms of imprisonment in the House
of Correction.

Woohvich.—Preparations are inactive progress for her
Majesty's embarkation at this dock-yard on her visit to

Scotland. The Royqil George yecht, Capt, Lord Adolphus
Fitzclarence, arrived on Slonday, having been towed from
the mouth of the river by the Monkey steamer. The
Royal George has been moored off the dock-yard, imme-
diately opposite the building from which the Trafalgar
was launched last year. Some steam-vessels belong-
ing to the General Steam isavigaticn Company, have
been thoroughly repaired, in order to convey the royal
carriages to Leith for the use of the Queen and suite

during the sojourn of the royal party in Scotland. An
order has been issued bv the Admiraltv, announcinjr that

no person will be admitted into the dock-yard on the day
that her Majesty embarks, excepting cfi:cers in full uni-

form,
Skeerness,—The Camperdown, with the Admiral's flag,

has left her station off this dockyard, and anchored off

the Nore Light, in order to be ready to receive her Ma-
jesty in passing down the river- The Pique frigate is

also at anchor off the Nore, in readiness to attend the

Royal George to Scotland.
Eriih, — On Monday a new pier was opened at

this place for the accommodation of passengers, who have
hitherto been landed by small boats. It was quite a gala

day to the inhabitants of Bexley, Crayford, and Dartford,

who attended to witness the opening of this ne^line of
communication with the metropolis. A dinner was given
to commemorate the event, at which Sir Henry Wheatley
presided. A regatta took place in the course of the day.

This hitherto retired village will now soon lose its simpli-

city of character, and will become one of the ordinary re-

sorts of the citizens on their weekly holidays.

Chatham.—Intelligence has been received in this Dock-
yard that the Crocodile troop-ship. Commander Elson, dur-
ing her recent passage to North America, had a narrow
escape from being destroyed by fire, the captain's steward
having accidentally set fire to a store in the cockpit, adjoin-
ing the ship's magazine, on the 20th July. He had been
absent from it about twenty minutes, without being
aware of the dangerous position in which his light had
been placed ; and if the purser's steward had not provi-
dentially gone to the purser^s store about that time to
issue provisions to the troops for the ensuing day, the
whole of the passengers and crew might have been "blown
up in the middle of the ocean. The fire was extinguished
by the efforts of five individuals, and by the judicious
manner in which the commander acted on the occasion,

^robintial Xftus.
Manchester—No attempt has been made since our

last to disturb the peace of the town, and business has
been gradually resumed during the week. The delegates
held their last meeting on Saturday, in the Chartist room

;

only 12 persons were present. 'Having received intelii-
genre of the apprehension of their chairman, Alexander
Hutchinson, they despatched three delegates to inquire if
the report were correct. At 11 o'clock they returned,
and informed the meeting that the report was quite true.
The delegates were so much alarmed by this information,
that none of them dared to talce the chair. Since their
previous meeting they had dismissed their secretary, in
consequence of some suspicions entertained of his wa*.t
of attachment tu their cause. It was reported that their
former secretary was also apprehended at Eccles ; and
finding themselves thus deprived of leaders, they mutually
Agreed to separate, with an intimation from the chief
s^^okesmao of the party, that due notice would be given
as to when and where ihey should reassemble. At the close
of their proceedings they issued a concluding address to
their constituents, from which the following is an extract

:

'* Owing to the occurrence of the late civil commotions, of
which we had not the slightett anticipation, and which we
exceedingly regret, we found that the carrying out of our
resolutions would, for the present, be im]>racticable ; but
we dissolve with the firm determination, that as scon as
our organisation Ih suflicieftt for, and our resource^
adequate to the commencement of a national cessation
from labour until the Charter becomes the law of the
land, we shall do so legally and constitutionally, and we
fear not but the result will crown our cause with victory."
On Monday several h:inds went to work. In the after-
noon information was received at the Towu-haiJ that a
large assemblage tfas taking place in the ground near St,

road, and thut the mob had marched there in
rocession from different parts of the town. It was ascer-

tained that the object of the meeting was to make an
attempt to turn out the few bonds who had entered into
employment in the morning. It was contidtred by the
authorities prudent to disperse the meeting, and 1 TjO of the
police force, and '25'> ppectal constables, with an adequate,
military force, marched to the spot. This large detach-
ment was accompanied by the mayor and two of the bo-
rough n)agistrales, who gave orders to Capt. Sleigh to dis-

perse the meeting, which he did with slight resistance.
On Tuesuay a few of the fine spanners went to work with-
out molestation ; but the disposition on the part of the

workmen to resume labour was by no means general,

I^Ir- Gregory, a barrister, commissioned by Government
to institute inquiries into the causes and origin of the
disturbances, has arrived, and is engaged in examining
tht dccuments, &.c. seized in the houses of the Chartist
leaders.

Stockport,'—Towards the close of last week the turn-
outs manifested a strong disposition to resume the riots,

in consequence of many bleach-works, hat manufactories,
iron foundries, &c., having commenced operations, and
the hands being satisfied with the terms offered. On
Friday there was a large and violent meeting, after which
the mob turned out the hands of Messrs. Christy and
Messrs, Carrington, and were proceeding to Edgeley, ^^hen
they were intercepted by the tioops. In the evening the

magistrates issued an order, prohibiting political meetings
in the open air. This had the desired effect, and the town
continues peaceable, though the mills are still closed.

Athlon.—On Friday seme endeavours were made at

this place to compel labourers to strike work, but
without success. The Riot Act was read, and a ringleader

arrested on a charge of sedition. Two or three other ac-
tive rioters were captured, and no further disturbances
took place- The place was under the protection of a
strong detachment of military, and 340 special constables.

On \Vednesday a mob assembled at Mr. Wanklyn's mill
shortly alter the military left for Oldham, and attempted
to turn out the hands, but they were dispersed by a troop
of dragoons,

Oldham.—The excitement which has so long pre-
vailed in this neighbourhood has in a great measure
subsided, so far as any apprehension in regard to pro-
perty and life is coucerned ; but it is still considered
necessary to keep up a force of special constables, in
consequence of the outbreak which took place on
Wednesday. It appears that during the latter part
of last week the turn-outs continued to hold their

meetings on Oldham Edge, and violent language wat
used, Oa Saturday upwards of 2,000 assembled, and,
after some speeches resolved on marching in procession

through the town, which they were permitted to do, and

then quietly dispeised. On Sunday three meetings were
^\e'^A t\n fivA e»T»a c;.^^l• iii.f oil passcd '^^ nmVtlv. Ovt

a
Wednesday evening another disturbance took place

the town; the mob attacked Mr. Hartley's miih e««

violent collision took place, which ended by the notcrs
as

violent coinsioH luua. |jiat-c, «iiii-u vn.**." ~j

overpowering the constables and stopping the <^orKS.

manner in wnicti the commander acted on the occasion, there were no military in th^towrn. A body ^^^.^^
f,"

'/'

the knowledge was confined to them alone during the rest however, arrived in the afternoon, ^"^
f '^i.^ „„ •,

nf tl.o ^^•-^^ ^
gi^ops were shut, order was again restored. 1 t^e magis-

._...„..,, ., ..,.^....~.„. ,.....»s « the Urates had read the Riot Act, and ordered all public

number of deaths, from all causes, registered in the week bouses to be closed. The town
^f^/^^^^,^^^^^^^

ending Saturday, August 13 :-Totair8r4. Males, 44/ ; j
excited state j but, from tbe precautionary measures

of the voyage.

Mortatity of the MetropolU. •The following is
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"irridlbrce of themilitary, no further j In Dudley, Bilston, Wednesbury, and Westbromwicli, all
^^

I is quiet. "The magistrates in Dudley have determined to

prevent any public meetings being held 5n the neigh-

taken, and the in

''2rnt;^^^ ^" -^ ^Sain quiet in this

rU. ThTiDills with the exception of that of Messrs.

S L.0I and'in, and that o'f Messrs Satterthwaite

knd Barro.', were then still. On Monday morning a

meeting of soiue hundreds of persons was held on the

Green Area, and the spealcers declared that their only

wish was for peace and fair wages. About 400 then pro-

ceeded to the Bulk-road, and took up their quarters oppo-

gfte the mill of Messrs. Gregson and Mason. They

stayed there quietly for about three quarters of an hour,

and findiug the information as to a certainty of^ a

<* turn-out" following such a demonstration to be in-

correct (for not one hand attempted to leave the mill),

the mob departed quietly. A company of the 60th Rifles

is in quarters at the Castle. "We learn from a corre-

spondent, that the active measures of the Mayor and

County Magistrates have given great satisfaction ; but

tbat the differences between the masters and* the men, on

the subject of wages, are not adjusted. It is generally

believed that the masters will not yield, and that the men
will have to return at their old rate of wages.

J^eeds.—Tranquillity is entirely restored in this town,

and the accounts from Huddersfieldj Halifax, and Bradford

are very satisfactory. The neighbouring districts are also

perfectly quiet. The energetic steps taken by the magis-

trates, both of the borough and riding, appear to have in-

timidafed the Chartists, and to have arrested their career.

The colliers are now in full work, and are receiving 24s.

j)er week. It is said that this class of labourers have no

sympathy with the Chartists in their present movement;

on the contrary, it is their interest to seethe mills kept at

work, inasmuch as anything like a universal stoppage

would inevitably throw them out of employment. The
magistrates are aware of the importance of preseiving

peace in the mining districts, and are adopting vigilant

measures to prevent the colliers being intimidated or se-

duced from their employment.
Slieffiehi.—On Monday, a Chartist meeting was held,

which had given rise to some apprehensions. The troops

were under arms, and the police were ready in case of

emergency ; but the affair passed off quietly. Some dis-

pute arose about the propriety of a strike- One delegate

told the meeting what had been done at the meeting of his

trade, and thought the trades were not in a condition to

strike. A packer from Manchester, called Dickinson,

spoke at length, during which he advised peace, and de-

nounced the Anti-Corn Law liCague as the authors of the

strike system to gain theirends. Subsequently it was proposed
by adelegatethatthereshouUlbeastnke,when two persons,
well-known Chartists, named Harvey and Sparkes, spoke
against it, and it was eventually carried that there should be
no strike. Afterwards a proposition was carried, that a me*
moriai be presented to the Queen to withdraw the military

from the manufacturing di^tricta, and to dismiss her pre-
sent Ministers, It is said that only five delegates ap-
peared from the trades.

N€Wcasile-on-Tyne»—This town, during the insurrec-

tionary movements in Manchester and other parts, re-

mained quiet up to Saturday evening, when a report be-
came general in the town that some delegates had arrived
from the south, in order to prevail upon the pitmen to

strike. On Sunday a person delivered a lecture on the
Quay side, on the distressed state of the labouring classes.

He was attended by a great multitude of working men,
and read several letters and papers to the mob, show-
ing the. sufferings of the operatives, and urging them
to combine in measures to obtain their rights, which
he said could only be done by physical force.—On
Tuesday a Chartist Meeting was held in the Forth,
which was attended by large numbers of workmen and
colliers. Several resolutions on the subject of the late
outbreak were passed, together with one requesting the
Secretary of State to furnish the colliers in this neigh-
bourhood with 10,000 stand of arms, for repelling any
attack on the liberties of the people. The meeting at
length separated without any disturbance, and the autho-
rities did not think it necessary to interfere.

BinnifiyJuim,—The state of this town, and the country
for twenty miles round, is reported as perfectly tranquil.
Large bands of colliers, in the beginning of the week, per-
ambulated the district ; but they have in a great measure
returned to work without committing any violence. One
hundred and fifty pensioners have been sworn in as spe-
cial constables

; about 1 ,000 of the inhabitants have volun-
teerea tUeir services

; and there is, moreover, a strong mi-

iniZ ^'''^^ l^'''^
8uns. An attempt was made to

old a meeting at Summer-lane on Mondly ; but the po-

StLl! «S^A^^^^^^ i^'^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ Messrs. Jose^ph

Snr!! I
^- ''^"•' ^^^'^^ ^"^^^ '^^ neighbourhood. Mr.Sturge has nnce issued a proclamation in the name of theCouncil of the National Complete Suffrage Union refer-

* 1 ^ . ..
occurrences, and poatponing their

final determination to the 7tli September. Several at-tempts to hold Chartist meetings bave wnce been made
but the police have prevented them ; and it is now hoped
that the men will be able to return to the pits without
being molested by the turn-outs.

Stafford,—The intelligence from the Potteries is favour-
able. Several of the porcelain manufactories have resumed
work, and there seems no reason to fear any further dis-
turbances. An inquest has been held at Burslem on the
body of the rioter who was killed by the firing of the mili-
tary, when the jury returned a verdict of Justifiable Homi-
cide.

ring to the recent

At Ilanley there had been a large meeting of the
Inhabitants, but not for purposes of violence. The object,
which was effected with unanimity, was to vote an address
of condolence to the Rer. Mr, Aitkin, on the melancholy
destruction of his house and property by a lawless mob.

bourhood.

Derby,—The county magistrates having received infor-

mation that a large gathering was to take place on Mon-
day at Holbrook-moor, five miles distant, whence they

intended to proceed and attack Messrs. Strutt's mills at

Belper, and tbe various factories in Derby, made every

preparation for preventing the proceeding. Soon after 5

o*clock the Dragoons were called out, andj accompanied by

Mr.Mundy,M.P., marched to Holbrook-moor ; the Derby

troop of Yeomanry was sent to Belper; the Radborne

trpop, with the Infantry and Militia, marched round this

town with fixed bayonets, and at 1 o'clock the Lord- Lieu-

tenant, tbe Dnke of Devonshire, arrived, and attended a

numerous meeting of county magistrates. Many rumours

were current during the day that the troops had charged

the mob at Holbrook and Belper; but they have proved

without foundation, the insurgents having dispersed when-

ever the soldiers approached them. The town is now
quiet, and there is no anticipation of further disturbance.

Leicester.—Several attempts have been made during

tlie week to produce an outbreak, but the magistrates have

been completely prepared, and have succeeded in repress-

ing the first appearance of a commotion. The mob, how-

ever, in some instances, seem to have taken to the Swing

system, and some incendiary fires are reported. Several

rioters have been brought before the magistrates and con-

victed in heavy penalties or imprisonment. The prompti-

tude with which they have been brought to trial is said to

have surprised them, and no large assemblage has since

taken place.

Merihyr TydvUl.—An outbreak took place in this

neighbourhood at the close of last week, connected with

a strike for wages. On Friday the workmen held a meet-

ing, and resolved not to work until they obtained the

wages of 1840. They then went to the works of Messrs.

Crawshay, at Cyfartha, when they had an interview with

Air. Crawshay, to whom they represented the purport of

the resolution passed at the meeting. Mr. Crawshay gave

them a direct negative with respect to their required ad-

vance of wages, and represented to them how impossible

it was for the masters to increase their scale of payments
with the present reduced price of iron- They then de-

termined to go to Dowlais ; and accordingly the miners

and colliers on Saturday met to the number of 1,600 or

1,800, in the square ; and a man named Miles having been
called to preside over them, they marched two-and-two to

Dowlais, to meet the workmen belonging to the Rhyrany
and Tredegar works, whom they expected to join them.

Mr. Homfray, of Tredegar, and the proprietors of the

Rhymny works, succeeded in preventing their workmen
from joining the mob, which consisted of the workmen at

the Cyfartba and Plymouth works, together with some
from Alderman Thompson's works at Pen-y-Darren.
After remaining about Dowlais for some hours, the mob
returned to Merthyf, and appointed another meeting for

the evening at Penrylgereg on the mountain. Mr.
Crawshay, with a view to put an end to the disturbed
state of the town, and to prevent the meeting on the
mountain, sent the public crier round to summon a meet-
ing of the workmen in his employ who were inclined to go
to work, to meet him and his agent. At the appointed
hour, about 1,300 of his workmen met him, and after his

= addressing thera on the iojpropriety of their conduct in
leaving their work, a large number promised to return to
their work in the morning. It was thought that this

course would have restored order, and would have been the
means of preventing the meeting on the mountain.
Much, however, to the surprise of the authorities, a very
large meeting was held on the mountain at the very time
that Mr. Crawshay was addressing the meeting in the town,
the mountain meeting being swollen by numbers of work-
men from Aberdare. At this meeting much indignation
was expressed at, and threats were held out to any who
might return to their work. They also agreed that their
emissaries should induce the puddlers not to light the
fires on Monday morning, which would, if they were suc-
cessful, effectually put a stop to every kind of labour at
the works. On Tuesday, however, a Chartist meeting
was held, when it was decided to go to work on the fol-

lowing morning. Accordingly the hands returned on
Wednesday, and the place has resumed its usual business
appearance.

Chester.—A paragraph has appeared in several papers
stating that the clergy of Chester, with the concurrence
of the Bishop, have determined on the establishment of a
school in this city, in which a hundred boys shall receive
instruction to prepare them for admission to the Universi-
ties, to the legal or medical profession, or to the Army or
Navy, and that Mr. John Brindley, the Anti-Socialist lec-
turer, has been appointed to the head mastership. In re-
ference to this statement the ** Standard " announces that
it has authority to say that *' the clergy of Chester " have
not done any such thing, nor made any such appointment.

^
Deaf.—The Lord Hungerford, East Indiaman, passed

through the Downs on IMonday, having on board Lord
Auckland, the late Governor- General of India, and family :

her dates of leaving are, from Calcutta March 12, Algoa
liay May 27.—A letter has been addressed to the morning
papers by Mr. Bush, the engineer of the '* Light for Ail
I^ations on the Goodwin Sands, stating that the caisson
IS sunk below the sands U feet at low-water mark ; that thewhole portion is upwards of 42 feet high, being 9 feet above
?'^

!iJ^ nV ''''^ ^^^^ ^" *^^ <=<>""« «^f ^e^t week he hopes
to add 10 feet more, with every prospect of speedily find-
ing a foundation suitable for the base of such an under-

.^'**!;n?'
He states that the caisson weighs 150 tons, and

IS JO feet in diameter.

Marlborongh.—It was stated a short time since that th
Castle Inn, at Marlborough, Wilts, had been purchased
by a committee, and was immediately to be converted int
a public school for the sons of the clergy and others. Se.
veral noblemen and gentlemen in the neighbourhood hav"
tendered their co-operation, and have undertaken the offirp

of correspondents. The selection of Marlborough for the
proposed school is considered satisfactory, as it ig con
veniently accessible by means of the Great Western rail-
way, the principal station on that line being near Swindon
12 miles distant, and the formation of a branch for the
Swindon station to Cheltenham and Gloucester being now
certain. It is expected that the school will be opened at
Ladj'^-day of next year.

Norwich,—The approaching musical festival begins to
excite more than ordinary interest. A report has heea
addressed by Professor Taylor, of Gresham College, to the
chairman of the Festival Committee, respecting the ar-
rangements for the festival of this year, which commences
on the 13th of next month, from which it appears that
great efforts are making to keep up the high character

which this city has acquired by its former celebrations.

At the approaching festival the first morning performance
is to consist of Tlie Creation, but, as it is too short for a

whole performance, it is to be preceded by Handers Co-
ronation Anthem, *' My heart is inditing," Purcell's an-

them '*0 give thanks," and a portion of Rossini's
** Stabat Mater.'* The oratorio of the second morning is

Spohr's ** Fall of Babylon," and that of the third morning
is Handel's "Samson," remodelled and arranged for the

purpose by Mr. Taylor, There is one feature in the ma-
nagement of the Norwich festivals which is said to be pe-

culiar to them. The labours of the committee are never

suspended ; the choral band is in regular training ; and
one triennial celebration is no sooner over, than prepara-

tions are commenced for the next. '* The Crucifixion''

of Graun ; "The Deluge" of Schneider; the immortal

''Requiem" of Mozart; *'The Last Judgment," '* The
Christian's Prayer," and " The Calvary " of Spohr ; have

all been performed, for the first time in 'England, at

Norwich ; and all these great works have been eagerly

sought and repeated elsewhere.

Plymouth.—It is stated that 100 of the oldest Captains

in the Navy, not under 60 years of age, are to be allowed

to retire with the rank of Rear-Admiral, on 20^.

per diem.—The female rowers of Saltash, who have

acquired such celebrity at regattns in this port and Ports-

mouth, left Southampton to proceed to the Havre regatta,

last week, in order to contest for a prize for amateur row-

ers, open to all the world. They were politely received

by the committee and the mayor of Havre; but the

Frenchmen declined the proposed encounter on even terms.

At length it was arranged that a match should take place

between the Glanvillites and the English boatmen, and a

subscription was entered into by the committee for a prize

to be contended for by the female champions with the En-

glishmen, and in a few minutes four hundred franc/ were

forthcoming for the purpose. English rowers having vo-

lunteered from the Grand Turk, the race, which was well

contested on both sides, was soon begun and concluded,

and amid the cUeers of 20,000 spectators the Saltash

women carried the day. The arrangements between the

Ailmiraky and the Post-office, for the transmission of the

West-India Mails twice a ^eek by sailing packets, are

now finally concluded. Twelve 10-gun brigs are now

fitting-out here, to take the West-Indian and Mexican

Mails, and those for the Brazils and Buenos Ayres.

Stockton-on-Tees,—The Duke of Cambridge, accom-

panied by Baron Brunnow, the Russian Ambassador, ar-

rived at this place on Monday, by a special train from

Dadington, on their way to Wynyard, on 'a visit to tbe

Marquis and Marchioness of Londonderry. His Royal

Highness was met at the terminus by the Mayor and

authorities, and conducted to the Town-hall, where an ad-

dre-s was presented in the name of the Corporation, A

dtje^ner vfQ.s then given by the Mayor, after which nis

Royal Highness, accompanied by Lord and Lady London-

derry and party, set out for Wynyard. On Tuesday there

was a dinner-party'at Wynyard, and a ball in the evening,

which was attended by a numerous party of gentlemea

connected with the county. On Wednesday a dinner was

given to the workmen at Pershar, provision having beea

made for upwards of two thousand. , ,

Sunderland.—k correspondence has been publisHea

his refusal

between Sir Iledworth Williamson, Mayor of Sunderiapa,

and the Town-clerk and others of that town, respecting

to preside at the public dinner to be given w

his Royal Highness on his arrival in the neighbourliooa.

The following is an extract from the Mayor's letter to in

Town-clerk, which explains the whole transaction:

understand that hi. Royal Highness is to be the
g«^^^J

the Marquis of Londonderry, Lord-Lieutenant ol o

county, and, in all probability,;will accompany him
to

dinner, I feel how very desirable it is that the most pen^c^^

cordiality and unanimity should prevail. You, as ^ .^

the whole town of Sunderiand, recollect the charge m_^.^

by our Lord-Lieutenant in the House of Lords, ^^y
-^^^^

session, against a considerable number of the ^*^^
. ^g.

magistrates, includiag myself, which charge, "^°.^^

nied and explained by them, his Lordship has »^>^°^^^^g

tracted nor endeavoured to prove, with a view
V^ ^g^

them exposed and punished, as they would ^^^^,
^th of

if guilty of such conduct as he intimated. The
"^^^^j,^

our Lord-Lieutenant of the county will ce^^^^^*^ f^^pect
very probably accompanied with expressions ^^^^^^i
and approbation, in which, under present circ^^^f^°

'r-

cannot, and do not wish it to be supposed that 1 ao 1

ticipate ; I therefore think that I had better
f^^^^^^.^^

siding at the dinner, which otherwise I should Hare,

glad to have done."
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jrindsor,—Since tbe late entrance effected to the in-

terior ofWindsor Castle, by the man Quested, ou Monday
week, siTch precautions have been carried into effect as will

effectually prevent the possibility of the Castle being in-

vaded by the intrusion of unknown and suspicious cha-

racters. The police, who are stationed at the only en-
•trance which it is possible for a stranger to pass through,

now commence their duties several hours earlier in the
evening, and remain until eight the next morning, from
which hour the usual porters on the royal establishment

are in constant attendance throughout the day, and until

late in the evening.

York.—The Duke of Cambridge arrived here by rail

way on Saturday, on his way to Wynyard Park, the seat

of the Marquis of Londonderry, His Royal Highness
proceeded to the Black Swan Hotel, where shortly after-

wards the sheriff and town-clerk waited upon him^ in
reference to the presentation of an address of congratula-

tion, agreed upon by the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and
Councillors of the city. Prince George arrived from
Leeds, where he had been stationed with his regiment, the
17th Lancers, in the evening, on a visit to his illustrious

father. The royal party on Sunday attended the morning
and afternoon service at the Minster, and the Duke after-

wards dined with Mr, Alderman Hudson ; the Lord
Mayor, in consequence of a recent domestic affliction,

being obliged to forego the honour of receiving him at the
Mansion-house. His Royal Plighness left by a special
train on Monday, for Darlington, on his way to Wynyard
Park.—The local papers, in noticing the list of patents
sealed last month, mention as singular the announcement
of one granted to Lady Anne Vavasour, of Melbourne-
hall, in this county, for the improvement of machinery for
draining land.

are the last weekly receipts

London and Birmingham,
14,755/.; South Western,
Blackwall, 1 ,438/. ; North

^Railways.—The following
of the principal railways :

\^,2^^L ; Great Western,
7,980/.; Brighton, 4;679/.
Midland, 5,233/.; York and North Midland, 2,058;
Greenwich, 820/. ; Croydon3428/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow,
2,464/.; Manchester and Leeds, 5,106/. ; South Eastern,
9G0/.; Hull and Selby, 1.1:j6/. ; Glasgow and Ayr, 1,2'J3/.;
Glasgow, Paisley, and Greenock, 1,190/.—The half-yearly
general meeting of the Great Western Railway has been
held at Bristol. The report stated that the revenue for
the half. year amounted to 310,871/., of which 273,877/.
was earned by the Great Western line proper. The di-
rectors state that although there has not been such an in-
crease as they anticipated or expected, on account of the
general stagnation of trade, the traffic bears a successfid
comparison with that of other railways, but the expenses
have exceeded those of a previous period. A long debate
took place ou a proposition to abolish the reserved fund,
and to declare a dividend of 7 percent, instead of 6. The
motion was supported by several proprietors, but, on being
put to the meeting, it was lost. A dividend of 3 per cent.
for the half-year was proposed and carried The Midland
Counties Company have just held their half-yearly meeting.
Atter^onie discussion on the charge of want of economym the management, the balance in favour of the company
on the revenue account was stated at 18,767/. 18^. 2d.,

'fend from this_a dividend of 30y. per share on each whole
share, and 7^. (yd. per share on each quarter share,
was declared payable.— The meeting of the Sheffield
and Rotherham Company has also taken place. The report
alluded to the consideTaiilc decrease in the traffic, but
stated that the line was working well, and the receipts had
been less reduced than those of almost any other inland
railway dependent on the state of trade. The number of
passengers by the local trains was 140,930, and by the
-North Midland trains 50,120, making a total of 199,050,
or a decrease of 39,034. The receipts, after deducting
the expenditure, left a surplus of 3.597/. I*, i^d,, which,
^ith the balance of last year, made GfiG^L applicable for
a dividend. Out of this, the directors proposed to make a
payment at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, when there
tvould be left for another half-year 1,966/., which was
accepted by the shareholders after a short discussion.—The
Lancaster and Preston Company have also held their
sumnner meeting; the report- attribute* the decrease in
the passenger traffic to the depression of trade, and to the
want of a proper understanding with the North Union
Company. It states also that the directors, not being
able to come to any satisfactory terms with the North
Union, which levied 6^. on each passenger for passing the
arch;yay at Fishergate, had disposed of the line by the
tinanimous consent of the proprietors, by leasing it to the
Lancaster Canal Company for a period of 21 years, the
agreement being that the Canal Company shall pay four
per cent, per annum upon the paid-up capital, to be
further increased should it eventually be determined to
carry the railway forward to Carlisle.— On Monday, Major-
General Pasley, the Inspector-General of railways, in-
spected the line of the London and Brighton Railway,

hrfZT.^w'' '}' ^^^^^"' "P^"^"^ *^ ^^^ P"^'i<^' fro"^ Ton-

brings 'L^k!^?„?_' * ^'^'^^9^ o'} ' -i^-«-
.
This opening

ham,brother-in.law of the Duke of "Weinngton, is to
have the vacant bishopric of Meath ; but that neither va-
cancy will be filled until the return of Lord de Grey to
Ireland.—The usual weekly meeting of the Repeal Asso-
ciation took place on Monday, when Mr. O'Connell ad-
dressed the meeting at some length ; the week's rent was
announced to be 82/. 5s. Irf. —Mrs. Byrne, whose trial
on a charge of murder has lately engaged so much atten-
;tion in this city, on leaving the Court-house on Tuesday
evening, proceeded at once to the railway station, and
sailed from Kingstown for England on the same night

Cork,—The trustees of the corn-market, Cork, have
agreed to grant the use of their premises for the esta-
blishment of an Agricultural Museum and Library, and
the exhibition of farming implements. The authorities
have at length succeeded in removing to safe custody the
accomplices of the prisoners charged with vitriol-throw-
ing. Their removal had been delayed by the serious riot
which occurred in this city, in consequence of the jury
having brought in a verdict of guilty against the prin-
cipals. As soon as the result of the trial was known,
the populace became so excited that it was deemed advis-
able by the authorities to procure a troop of the 7th Dra-
goons from Ballincollig, together with a body of mounted
police, and a strong force of the constabulary. After sen-
tence had been pronounced, the prisoners were placed in
the van, and escorted by a large force to the jail, when
the crowd collected outside assailed the police with mis-
siles of every description, several were struck with stones
and severely hurt, when. the commanding officer ordered
the cavalry to charge, and the people were at once re-
pulsed

J the prisoners were then safely lodged in jail. The
prosecutor and the approver were, during this time, in
the court-house, under the protection of the police, and
the escort having returned from the jail, they were placed
on a jingle for the purpose of being conveyed to their
residences. On its being known that they were about to
be removed, the stone-throwing again commenced, and It

was again found necessary to charge the populace, so as
to enable the escort to proceed. Several persons w^ere
seriously injured on both sides. In consequence of this
affair, application has been made to the Court, on behalf
of the Crown, praying that the trial of the accomplices
may be postponed to the next assizes, as the witnesses are
now afraid to give evidence. The Court intimated that
it had no alternative but to comply with the application,
and the parties arc consequently to remain in custody
until next assizes.

Limerick,—The Ordnance Survey of this city is com-
pleted, on the large scale of fifty inches to a mile, and
with such minuteness and precision as to exhibit dis-

tinctly the site and position of every house and tenement
in the respective parishes. Tlie survey of the county has
been finished for some time past on a scale of six inches
to the mile. The entire trigonometrical survey of Ireland
will be completed in about thfPe months.—The local

papers notice the great number of falling stars which were
observed in the neighbourhood of Limerick last week,
exceeding in frequency and brilliancy all those observed
for some years in the same locality.

vicinity having sent no representative to attend it, were
waited upon by a deputation, supposed to consist of four
men from Glasgow, and two from Kilwinning, the result
of which was a general turn-out of 800 men and boja
in this vicinity without an hour's intimation, or any cause
of grievance whatever being assigned. District meetings
have been held over the county, and a great meeting has
taken place on Irvine Moor, near the line of the Glasgow
and Ayrshire Railway. On Friday a general meeting of
the colliers of Mid and East Lothian took place in Mus.
selburgh Links, which was attended by about 1,000 isdi-
viduals, 800 of whom were colliers. After some discus-
sion on the question of wages, the whole assemblage sepa-
rated peaceably.— Accounts from Alloa state that the
greater portion of the colliers in Clackmannanshire have
struck work. Some of the masters of these works resolved
on making an example of the supposed ringleaders of th
strike ; and, accordingly, scyeral police and other officers
were sent to Clackmannan to apprehend them ; but when-
ever they appeared, and their purpose was seen, they were
set upon by a mob, mostly women and boys, who gave the
officers a severe haodling. It was rumoured that the mili-
tary had been sent for, and the constables lately sworn in
at Alloa received notice to keep themselves in rendinesi.
In Lanarkshire affairs have also been very threatening*
At a meeting of commissioners held in the Court-hal!, at
Hamilton, Lord lielhaven in the chair, it was agreed on
the motion of his lordship, to vote the sum of 300/.. for
the purpose chiefly of protecting the miners who are dis-
posed to accede to the terms of the master^, in opposition
to the desire of their fellow-workmen. A meeting of the
county gentlemen was held immediattly afterwards, over
which the Duke of Hamilton jiresidrd, at which a long
discussion ensued on the alarming appearances of the
country from the number of struck workmen. After se-
veral motions on the subject of the grievances complained
of by the men, it was agreed to recommend the sheriff,
magistrates, and justices of the county to do their duty,
by seeing that the workmen were not defrauded of their
weights by the masters.

Perth.—Accounts from the moors inform us that the
I2th opened OD the hills with one of those bright morn-
ings which have so peculiarly chsiracterised this autumn.
Tlie high temperature cooled the ardour of many ; and,
unlike most previous occasions, a few hours' morning
shooting satisfied most sportsmen, unless upon some
highly-preserved and well-stocked grounds. The general
success has been better than appearances some weeks ago
indicated ; in proof of which it is mentioned that 95 boxes
passed through Perth for the south on one morning, 35 of
which were for the London steamer- The highest return
for the first day was that of the Hon. Fox Maule, who
bagged 84 brice at Kinloch, at the head of Stralhbraan.
Sir P. M. Thriepland, at Baluaguard, killed Gli brace Cf
grouse, and 5 mountain hares; Mr. Butter, of "Faskany,
56 brace, and Sir John Mackenzie, 50, in the moors of
Glentruim. The results from the luvernessshire side at©

not so good ; individual parties at Dalwhinnie only bagged
each from 15 to 30 brace, which has been about the daily

average.

^MK.r. ?1^ ^^"^^,«^° proximity with Staplehurst, which \s
x^ithin seven m,les of Maidstone,' to which a branch line

wn f« «f ?^. \ ^'^'- ^'^^^ ^ ^^""te survey of the

Sirlr^fifild'
^"^'-

^r^'"^ ^^^y expressed ^dmself

hSLI > • - f
'^"Itaneously with the opening to

frt^tT' " '^''°^'^ '° ^"^^^^«^ the number of thetrans, by running two on the line each way

^h d .? ' '''^' ^?,fl*<^t^f^^^^^^^^^« loaches, and
third-class carriages will be placed upon the line.

tbe fares

IRELAND.
-Du^/i^.—The local papers state that Mr T B CSmith, Quee^n's Counsel, is to succeed Mr. Jackson inthe office of SoUcitor-General, and that Archdeacon Paken^

SCOTLAND.
Edinhurgh.—The approaching visit of Her Majesty and

Prince Albert forms a leading topic of conversation, not
only in this city, but throughout Scotland, and a'"great

variety of rumours and opinions have been circulated re-

specting the precise movements of the royal visitors. The
first discussion has been with regard to their place of land-

ing. No sooner was it announced that Granton pier was
to be thefavoured spot, than the magistrates and inhabitants

of Leith felt that a slight had been put upon the ancient

port, and, accordingly, they transmitted a memorial to

London, praying Her ^Majesty fo follow the example of

five, of her royal ancestors, who have successively made
Leith their landing-place on visiting Scotland. A depu-

tation has also waited upon the Duke of Buccleucb at Dal-

keith to obtain his countenauce in favour of Leith pier,

instead of his own pier at Granfon. The question does

not appear to be decided, but the general opioion seems
to be that the preference will be given to Granton. The
proceedings to be adopted in order to give effect to Her
Majesty's landing are, of course, the general subject of

discussion. An illumination is talked of, and the com-
mittee of the Town Council have even recommended that

the citizens should all wear blue coats in honour of the

occasion. This recommendation has, however, met with

opposition. At a meeting of the master and assistants of

the Merchant Company, in reference to the procession, in

which all the public bodies are expected to take part, it

was unanimously resolved to disapprove of the recom-

mendation issued by the committee of the Town Council

;

it being the opinion of the meeting that no rale should be

laid dowr^on the subject, but that parties should be allowed

to join the procession in suchdressesas they may severally

think fit. The accounts from those districts which Her
Majesty is expected to visit are full of details of prepara-

tions, and the utmost excitement has been caused by the

news in all parts of the Highlands. Several of the nobility

intend to bring their retainers in full Highland costume,

and, among other indispensable ceremonies, it is said to be
arranged that the glass of whiskey, always offered to a

Sovereign on entering Scotland, will be presented on this

occasion by the Duke of Buccleuch.

Glasgow,—The local papers contain long accounts of

disturbances in the western districts of Scotland. They
report that the unhappy state of feeling existing in the

mining districts of England has shown itself in Ayrshire.

Last week the colliers of Kilmarnock and Kilwinning, the

principal mining district in the west, strack work, and

held a delegate meeting at Irvine# The minera ia this

THEATRICALS.
Italian Opera. — The last performance of an un-

usually successful season took place on^aturday evening.
It was the second of two extra nights, at reduced prices

of admission. The attraction was the fine music of Cost

fan Tuttey and the theatre was crowded hy a delighted

audience. Rubini made his parting how, and withdrew-^
never to return—from the stage of which he has so long

been the ornament. He will appear, for the last time, at

the Norwich Festival, and then leave England to enjoy
the fruits of his industry in Italy.

Haymarket. — A new farce by Mr. Bayle Ber-
nard, called ** Locomotion," has been produced at this

theatre with success. It is, like most modern farces,

slight in construction, and extravagant in details; but the

leading idea is novel, and it contains some pleasant hits at

the follies of the day. The scene is an auction-room ;

Mr. Floss (Jlr. Farren), auctioneer and house agent, a
gentleman with a genius for everything, and more capital

in his head than in his pockets, is the presiding personage,

and the mainspring of the affair. By dint of diligent

exercise of the puffing . principle, and flaming adver-

tisements, he disposes of two unlettable mansions to a Mr,
Z£'ice5^fr(Mr.Vining) and his lady (Miss Charles), who, in a
moment of passion, occasioned by the unfounded jealousy

of the gentleman, resolves to faint. J/r. Vernon (Mr.
Brindal), a cousin of the lady, having been the cause of the

quarrel, resolves to reconcile the couple ; he applies to Mr.
FlosSy and after engaging to indemnify him for the houses
he has let, promises him a tempting bribe if he will assist in
putting matters upon a proper footing. Some laughable

scenes ensue. The lady and gentleman, in varying moods,
are brought in turn upon the stage ; and after divers

shifts and changes, more amusing than intelligible, the

heart of Mrs. Leicester is melted by a story of a pretended

duel, in which she is told her husband has been wounded.

Before, however, she can fly to his side, an auction of their

furniture,which had been previously arranged, commences;

the lady hides herself behind a screen, the portrait of her

husband is put up. The enthusiastic bidding for the por-

trait from behind the screen attracts the attentioa of the

original, who is present- He finds it is his wife who mani-

fests such a strong desire for tbe possession of the picture,

and the rest may be imagined. The piece is well got up.

The stage looks like a veritable anction-rocm, and tbe

auction itself is capital. Although the piece u too broad for

Mr. Farren.his part is of course the rlnfying principle of

the whole, leaving little for the reBt of the characters. The

curtain fell amidst applause, and the |aece was annonnced

for repetition.
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SPORTING. I

wwde wonld bt^ renewed — -, - -u a

^e%^?n^^ere lukewarm, hmd, were low. and the racing had

ii:«h^nw nar- everythiDir portended a dissoUitioii, or that, at

Cto«n'/cuiiieas, as at Gai!dford, Lewes, and other places. The

i^*es how-e^-er. commenced on Tuesday; but they were rather

indifferent in character. The following is an outUue of the

TcKSDAv,—The Goid Cup, of 50/. value, by suhscrlbcrs of 10

iovs. each. Two miles. Five subs.—Won by Mr. Gardnor's

Wouops (Nat) ; beating Sir G. Heathcote's Dark Susan, and Mr,

Isaac Day's Taraburtm. Betting : 5 to 4 agst Tamhurini, and 6

to 4 agst Monops. Won easily by a length, after a slow race.

The Coi<??^^ i^/e-wAf/"*' i'/«/e of 40Ladded to a Sweepstakes of

* govs. each. Two- mile heats. Thrxesubs.—Won by Lord Ross-
lyn*s Cornuto ;F. ButlerJ; beating Mr. De Wiutou^s Whitney, and
Sir G. Heatlicutc's Mingrelia. Cornuto was the favourite, and
won both heats in a canter.

The liiniiii/rneifc Stakes, of 5 sovs. each, and HO added. Heats,

three-quarters of a mile. Seven subs.—Won by Mr. Bignold's

Camille (Ling) ; bcatinp: Colonel Wyndham's Singleton, Mr.
Rush's br. p by Exquisite, out of Maresfield*s dam j Mr. Smith's

f, by Ishmael, out of balance; Mr. Gardnor's Ben Brace, and Mr.
}. pay's ni. by 2vimrod, out of Busk. Both heats were won very
easily.

WKnN'H8i>AY.—The Ankenrt/cke Stakes, of 5 sovs. each, with
30 added. One-mile beats. S subs.—Won by Mr. Morley's Con-
jugation fVann) ; beating Lord Chesterfield's t. by Muley Moloch,
and Mr. J. Day's f. by Nimrod, out of Busk. Betting : 5 to 4 on
Conjugation, 5 to 2 agst Busk, and 5 to 2 agst Muley Moloch
filly. AlUT the first heat, 10 to 1 on Conjugation, who won both
heats vcr>' easily.

Tlie Sun-ff/ and Middlesex Stakefi, of 25 sovs. each. Two miles

and a distance. 17 subs., 13 declared.—Won by Mr. GreviUe's
Welfare .N'at^ ; beating Mr. Scott's Moaque, and Sir G. Heath-
cote's Pannakeen. Betting: 5 to 4 on Welfare, 7 to 4 agst

Mosque, and 5 to 1 agst Pannakeen. The three walked to the
betting-stand, when Welfare made play to the first gap. Panna-
keen then took it up at an improved pace to the distance, where
Welfare regained her lead, and won cleverly by half a length ^ a
food race for second.
Sweepsfnkfs of 5 sovs. each, with 55 added. Heats three quar-

ters of a mile. 6 subs. Won by Mr. Rush's br. g. by Exqui-
site, out of MaresfieJd's dam (Bartholomcvir) ; beating Mr.
Bignold's Camille, Count Bathyany's Nicholas, Mr. Dockeray's
Pickwick, and Mr. Gardner's Mirabelle. The first three heats
were beautifully contested; but the others were won easily.

Nicholas broke down in the third, and immediately destroyed,
Thursdav.—The heavy lain that fell In the course of the

uight had a most beneficial effect in various ways: it lowered
the temperature, improved the ruiming-ground, and made the
visit pleasant to those who gave way to the temptation of a
capital entry for the Queen's Plate.
Tha SttnningJiill Stakes (handicap) of 5 sovs. each, with 25

added. Three qnar:er<^ of a mile. 6 subs.—W''on by Mr. Balchin's
Epaulette (Balchin) ; beatin*^ Lord Rosslyn's Camelino, Colonel
Wyndham's Nora Creina, l^rd Chesterfield's f. by Muley Mo-
loch, and Mr. Potto's SUoit Uob. 5 to 2 on Camelino. Won by
ten lengths.

Mntfh, 5n, h. ft. Nfw Ttiile.—Won by Mr. Goodman's f. by
Ishmaa, out of Balance (Nat); beating Mr. Briscoe's Phoebe.
6 to 4 on Balance. \fVunin a caiUer.
The Qurrn'n PiaU of lOO guineas. Two mHcs and a dis.—Won

hvMr. R'Crers's Bridegroom iBditholomPwr^. t^^^atino-^li-, porth's
vcote's Dark

Susan. Brttnig : to 4 agst Vibration, ; to 4 agst The Shadow,
and 3 to J agst Dark Susan. Vibration made the running, ful-
lowoti by Dark Susan, Bridegroom third, ard Shadow two or three
iengths behind. They ran thus, at a srroBg pace, to the rails,
where Dark Susan and Bridegroom changed places. The Shadow
moved f 11 ward, and for a mumrnt it hacked like a race with the
lot; ha'f way up, however. The Sha^ov* a.id Dark Susan were
beaten, and iett Hridegroora td cot^mt it with the pavdurite;

e

'

by Mr. R-gers's Bridegroom ^BdithclomewV. beating M
Vibration, Mr Goodman's Shadow, and Sir G. Heativcc

tin;r-stnnd, and beaten cleverly by a length.

6 to 4 on Cornuto. Won easily.
TATTERSiVLL'S, Thlrsday.—Owing to the Egham races

benig on, the attendance of members was small, and the betting
scarcely worth quoting. Ttie lollowing were the only horses
mentioned :— ,

ST. LEGER-
r» to 4 agst Colonel Anson's Attila

]6 to 1 Mr. Di.xon's Balinkeele (taken)
20 to I —^ Mr. Bell's Eboracum (taken)
30 to 1 Lord Chesterfield's Sir Harry.

dbrbv.
25 to 1

—- Mr. G. Clark's Philip (taken).
It IS announced in the sporting circles that the Marquis ofW estminster has made up his mind not only to reduce his splen-

did racing stud, but to retire from the turf altogether. The
horses will be sent to Eaton-hall, where they wiU be brought *o
the hammer, after the Doccaster race meeting

inthewepl", tJ?*^''*^''' "calendar. The Gra.idJury early

with a mUdem'^'5^* '*? ** ^""' '^"1 ^eainst the boy Bean, charffed

Frert^r ck How?"' '", P^«^ntInj a loaded pisJl at her Majefty.
BlealW236 iwf'. tf*^!^-*'

ri'^^cribed as a clerk, was indicted for

hcVEty A Icon?"' "V^^ ^^'"^ °f "<»'• 'l>e P^°P"ty of
586 lbs? ofTrinted p^S^/'^'i^'

"^^''^'^ '^^, l'"^™" ^"h stealing

Recorder said, it llt^L ^Z f"f""^'*^''*'' " ^iHty." The
of the facts of the TO«c \fr^,i'f 1''^ ^"'"^ '^^°"''' ''e informed

• Crown, said, tbe <Scp„*itioM wlrofr- '»v'°
»PP«a«d f«r the

not a-«rare thct he C"7ki T/ci =f^ .k^^"" *^*= ^'""r'- «"•» »>« was
vras the son of a pm'n emBlovcd S"^*k'* 'i'^'"-

"^^^ P"^°»"
Trade, ^vhence the pro^rt^^ ' taW„

^^ °f" ^^ '"= "«"'* ^^
access to the premises. The Dan»r«r.t^'-\'"*.

consequently had
which had been printed by Messrs Ha«^L'ra,°^ ^.^^°"' "*"™^
office, and were consequently valuable -^^/n^ ^K"^ «f **>«

prisoner that he had pleaded gSbto^^^r^^''"'''" *°^^ **''*

Being the sou of a person cmpS a?tL.^ ^Tl"' °^^n«-
Trade, be had availed hiSsdf o? the opnortunitv'^lf**'??-"^^''

°^
premises and stealing property to a !ar^ amonL 7f*™^ "'!

Jahonr for one year.
Trial of \irhota» S' ' Tf.-On Wednesday Nicholas S*«e thera et of the late Marquis of Hertford, was placed at the 31 on anindictment charging him with stealing money and securities

K;!;f'^^Thr^r r"T^' '? ^ 'l'^
^^^^^ ^"^^"'^^ upwards o?

i ; I
^"^"^^^^^^^lent contained twenty counts. Manyofthe

Sr Koirv%r rf.^
^''"

^^^^J"^
'^'^ P"^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ponce reports

Spr^fort^ h'T'^^u*^'''^
*^® executors Of the late Maronis of

H^ial .K
"^ thought necessary to prefer against the prisoner.

nr?.Z^
^^ha^-^ed with having feloruoui,ly possessed himself of a

^Son, '^^r'}'!
*" ?^ ^^^"^'^ ^""^* ^^i<=l^ were called in^cnpuons. The interest on these M'as xepiesented by other

securities called coupons. A large amount of those coupons,
which had belonged to the late Marquis of Hertford, were traced to
the prisoner's possession, without any satisfactory reason appear-
ing to account for the fact. The prisoner had been for upwards
of twenty years valet to the late Marquis, who had reposed great
confidence in him. He had constantly attended the Marquis on
his travels, and for the last few years of his life had been almost
his sole personal attendant, and had paid all his bills and e.xpenses.

For these services he had received a salary of about 126/. a-year,

together with many perquisites, which made his situation a valu-

able one. The learned counsel then proceeded to detail the cir-

cumstances out of which the presentindictment arose, as they suh-

sc4, icntly apoeured in the evidence, and called seveial witnesses.

evidc- . Adduced was in substance a very melancholy ex-

posure of the habits of the Marquis and of his lavish expenditure on
profligate dependents. Mr. Thcsiger addressed the jury for the

defence. Witnesses were called to prove that the Marquis had
presented the coupons to the prisoner; and Dr. Fuller, the
medical attendant of the Marquis, deposed that in his opinion the
Marquis was in a state of mind quite competent to manage his

affairs, and he never saw anything iii his condtict that could for

a moment induce him to entertain a contrary opinion. At this

stage of the case Lord Abinger intimated his opinion that after

this evidence the jury could not convict the prisoner. The case
for the prosecutor was entirely founded upon circumstantipl evi-

dence, and only appeared to amount to strong suspicion, and an
answer appeared to have been given to it by the witnesses who
had just been examined. Mr. Kelly said that after such an in-

timation from the Court he would not, of course, think of pro-
ceeding any further. His client's had felt it to be their duty to

put the case in a course to undergo the very fullest investigation.

Lord Abinger said the executors bad only done their duty, but
under the circumstances, he was of opinion that the evidence did

not support the charge. The jury having been some minutes in

deliberation. Lord Abinger said if they were not satisfied the case
should go on. The jury said they thought the fact of the prisoner
asserting his poverty was a most suspicious circumstance. Lord
Abinger said it was so undoubtedly, but that was the chief Cir-

cumstance of the case against him, and that alone would not
warrant them in convicting him. The jury then returned a
verdict of **>fot Guilty." Lord Abinger said the prisoner had
chielly to blame himself for the suspicion, which attached to him,
and it should be a lesson to him, and to all men, how dangerous
it was to deviate for an instant from the truth. Mr. KeUy then
saitl there, were three other indictments against the prisoner, hut
one of them stood ona very different footing from that which had
just been disposed of. He should, therefore, consult with his
Learned Friends before he could announce what course they in-

tended to pursue. The other indictments were then ordered to
stand over.

7'iial of Bean for Jllsdemeatiour.— On Thursday morning the
trial of John Wm. Bean, the youth charged with a misdemeanour
in attempting to discharge a pistol at her Majesty, came on before
Lord Abinger, Mr. Justice W^illiams, and Mr. Baron Rolfe. The
case ai>peared to excite very little interest, and the Court was not
more crowded than it is upon ordinary occasions. At ten o'clock
the Learned Judges took their seats upon the bench, and the
prisoner, a diminutive person, his head scarcely reaching above
the bar, was immediately brought forward. He was decently
dressed, and although he looked rather pale, he evinced no ap-
pearance of alarm at the position in which he was placed. The
indictment against the prisoner contained four counts. The
first charged that the defendant, being a disaffected person, and
bearing ill will to her Majesty, did unlawfully assault her Majesty
by attempting to discharge a pistol at her loaded with gunpowder
and wadding. The second couutcharged, that the prisoner being,
as aforesaid, a disaffected person to her Majesty, having a pistol
loaded with powder and wadding in his right hand, unlawfully
attempted to fire it off at her Majesty, with intent thereby to
harass or alarm her Majesty, and also to alarm and terrify the
liege subjects of her .Majesty who were then present, and in
breach of the peace. The third count charged the prisoner with
a common assault. The fouith charged him with attempting to
commit an assault. The Attornr;- General addressed the jury,
and said that the jury would have learned from the form of the
charge against the prisonerthathe Was not accused of the offence
of high treason, but merely with the misdemeanour of assaulting
her Majesty by attempting tD discharge a pistol at her as
she was proceeding from Buckuigham Palace to the Chapel
Royal. He should not attempt to show that the prisoner
had any intention of inflicting serious injury upon her Ma-
jesty, hut still an offence of this description, which was
so well calculated to create terror and alarm, and not only
in the mind of her Majesty, but to all her loval subjects, was
of a very serious character, and which it was highly necessary
for the welfare and peace of society, should he put down for the
future. The advisers of the Crown felt it to be their duty there-
fore, to lay this case before a jury. The Learned Counsel went
on to detail the facts of the case, which have already been before
our readers. Several witnesses were then called for the prosecu-
tior^j after which Mr. Horry, counsel for the prisoner raised
various objections to the indictm.ent, which were overruled by
the judges. He then addressed the jury for the defence and
called two witnes'sesj one attempted to show that the people
were laughing at the time, considering the affair as perfectly
foolish and unimportant, upon which Lord Abinger interfered
and said it was clear they could not have known what the real
circumstances were, or they would not have laughed and treated
the matter so lightly. The other witness, Thomas Vosper,
a painter, m Duke-street, Grosvenor-square, deposed that he
Witnessed the whole occurrence ; that when he saw him produce
the pistol, and aim it at the Queen's carriage, he did not interfere,
but waited to see the result." Lord Abinger called upon him
to explain

J
but his reply was so unsatisfactory, that the

judge censured him severely, and said that a person of common
judgment and common loyalty would have interfered, and have
questioned a boy as to his object under such circumstance*; The
Attorney- General having replied, Lord Abinger summed up,
briefly alluding to the law of high treason, and said that, if tlie
jury bcheved the evidence established that the prisoner intended
to do personal injury to the Sovereign, it would amount to that
offence, and it would be their duty to acquit him upon the present
indictment. They would, however, probably feel that they would
not be jusUfied in coming to such a conclusion, and that the
chief point to which their attention should be directed was thesecond count, which chaiged the defendant with havinir
at empted to discharge a pistol at her Majesty's carria-e.
intending thereby to harass and alarm her Majesty and he^

tw tf^f^^' ^i ''^^''
"'d^

^^ ^^^^^ ^^P^^ss his opinionthat the law considered such an act, with such an intentamounted to a high misdemeanour. The ju^- wo^dtherefore look at the facts of the case, and see^ wSrthey would bear out such an interpretation. His U:rdsh?nthen recapitulated the facts of the case, commenUnTunon them
time, and consequently could not be pi^seroVer l^htfv

'
T^" ^^° refused in t£e first ^ an e to take tirch.^^^^^^^

re-

and

guilty of misprision of trcr" T -«j="vcrci^^ ,^-a3 very neai;ly

Lordship concluded bv leavinl^ t^J
some further remarks; his

After deliberating1o7about'^em
was returned: ;;we and tl. ^^^^,^|- ^^^ -diet

secondcount Of tlie indictment." The prisoner cii.i „r,f I.Vi
'"\ ='=V"""

concern when the verdict was dKed b t contTi^V
''' ^'^^'*

upon the front of the dock in thcial^'posrtLrhe hK'c^'^^^

during the whole of the trial. The Learned Judges havinr
ferred together for a short time, the prisoner was asked in^?h'
usual form what he had to say why sentence should not benas mupon him. He made no answer. Lord Abinger then proceed h
to pass sentence, and addressing the prisoner, he said that th
jury, after a most patient inquiry, had found him guilty of an al*tempt to harass and disturb the peace. of her Majesty and ai
that of her loyal subjects, by the act he had committed h
attempting to discharge a pistol at her, loaded with eunDo\7
der and wadding. It appeared that while her Majesty wn"
proceeding to the performance of her religious duties at thp
Chapel Royal, this daring attempt had been made, and if tb
pistol had exploded, what must naturally have been the feel
ings of alarm cutertahied by her Majesty to find that unnn
such an occasion any of her subjects could be capable rf
the act of discharging a pistol at her? What, too, must have
been the feelings of her loyal subjects who were about to join-
her in her devotions? And if the pistol had exploded, the neces
sary inference would have been that some traitorous attempt had
been made upon the life of her Majesty, and this must necessa
rily have produced those feelings of terror and alarm whicti
were charged in the indictment as being the probable conse
quences of the act he had committed. The Judges perfectly con'
curred with the verdict of the jury, and did not believe that anv
one present could entertain any other opinion than that he Wiu
guilty of the offence imputed to him ; and they could not help look-
ing upon it as an offence ofthe most serious description. It Was an
offence calculated to disturb the peace of the kingdom, and one
which affected deeply every class of society. The Judges could
not tell what motives could have induced such an actj but if it
had been suggested, the prisoner had been only actuated by a'de-
sire to obtain an ignominious notoriety, they did not know what
could be said ofa man, who, for such an object, would commit
an act that was calculated to create terror and alarm throughout
the whole country. He (Lord Abinger) wished that the present
law of the country empowered him to inflict a punishment ade-
quate to the offence ; but it was as well it should be known, that
if any person, after this, should commit an offence of the samfc
description, he would attain a certain degree of notoriety by
being publicly whipped, in addition to other severe punishment.
At. present the sentence was, that he be kept in confinement ia

the gaol of Newgate for the period of 18 months. The sentence
was afterwards changed to 18 months' imprisonment in the Pe.
nitcntiary.

MARK LANE, Friday, August 26.—The supply of Wheatby
land carriage samples consisted of about 1500 qrs. new, the qua-
lity of which was very fine ; of old there was scarcely any at

market: the former declined 4j. to 55. per qr. before anyprogresa
could be made in sales, when the stands were pretty well clearedi
the old was much neglected, even at a similar reduction.—
Foreign was generally offered at 3j. less without much business
being transacted. No new Barley at market worth notice, and
the supply of new Beans and Peas is stopped for the present; old

remain at the same prices.*- Best English Oats are unaltered in

value, Irish U, to 25. cheaper.— W'hite Mustard Seed comes very

slowly to market, but fine iu quality, and has been sold at 9j. to

1 16-. per bushel ; there are no buyers of brown.
BBITISn, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. *. M,

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 40 lo 68
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yoiksliire. . .

Barley Malting anddistllling
Oats, I«incf>]nshire and Yorkshire . , . Folands

Korthumberland and Scotch , , . * Feed— Irieh .•...,.,.., Fr^d
Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 26 to 30 Tick

Pigeon, Heligoland , . . 31 to 54 WirdB.
White , 31 to 33 Waple

— 10 —
Si to 26
13 to 33
— to —
6 10 18

Red 60toV
Mhite — to-
GtiBd.S2 tntf

Fefd \4 ton
pQtato 15 toi3

PotaioUto

Peas,

— to —
25 to 32 Harrow 32toB
— to— I.ongpud — to—
28 to 32 Grey 28ic»

WKEKLY ZMPEBIAL AVEBAGBS.

July" 8
. — 15
— S3
— 'S9

Au^st 5— 13
I

Wheat.
M 10
65 B
65 4
63 9
61 3
-&3 II

• weeks' Aggregate Aver. 63 3

Barley.
27 6
28
87 10
28
27 6
27 B

27 8

ORtB
2$ 2

Kye.
£9 5

23
SI

21

20
20

6
5
6
a

33

33
35

6
fi

9
11

Butiei , I
9 \ 9

21 3

i

35 1

7 «

Beiinii.

35 I

34 10

35 1

34 7
hi I

^ 1

34 7

34 t

35 I

34

S3 10

22 II

34 7

U 1

8 6 8 »

P
AnRIVAl.S IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
Flour.

English . 33U Sks. —
Xrnh ,• . — ,y ..
Foreijjn . — „ 739

Brls.

»

I
Wfat,
3254

53928

Barl.
6S8

67U

Malt.L Oats.
7914 [ 374
30 4104
— 1 ; 8444

Rye. Bni.
81

Fes*
438

2443 1 841

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENT—H. Bird, late of Milan Cottage, but now of 18, Caroline-

place, HHinpatead-rnnd^ nur^eon. , .

,

BANKRUPTCY ENLARGED—T. A^pinal!, Southowram, Yorkshire,

worsted fipinner.
, x- »BANKUUPTCY SUPERSEDED.-J. Walsh and E. Halford, tailors, >ot-

tinpham.
. ,„

BANKRUPTS—C. E. Garman, 161, Tottenham Conrt-road, chymi»t->v.

Heap, Burnley, hancaahire, ironmonKer—T. Gibson, North Scale, Lancatlijrf,
• .... ... . _. .." — « . I -.

.-igj j_ lief^?,

_C. J.

Palmer. Lynn', Norfolk, draper-J. S.

coal merchant—H. Hickman, Dudley, Wnrccstershire, dmjigist—J- ^"
High Holborn, carver and gilder_C. Newman, Scrips, Essex, niwler—iy

Townler, Liverpool, share bioke
Mottram, Alrewas, Stafford
street, victualler—J. Clark
Darlinffton, Durham, grocer— J. . i uuu, iudiiL-iit:Bi,cf, uc^iio .« %• ^ ,i

Jen goods-H. J. CoJlett, Ix>ndon, warehouseman—W^ Elam, Huddersneia,

Yorkshire, livery stable keeper—J. Wacey, Beech-Street, Barbicaa, Loawa,

bookseller—K. Jefferson, Beverley, Yorkshire, ffrocer. _ ...
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS. -J. Millar, Houston, R«™''*'^XZ

writer-J. Smith, Edinburgh, glass merchant—J. Ross, BnrrowBtu«-n-i'«ai«»'

Linlithgowshire, farmer—J. Logan, Rothesay, grocer—J. Potter—t'cw-aa'-^*

by Broxhamj farmer.
),

Clapham-ri^e, Surrey. Mrs. H. Hunt, of a danghier-On t>>^ ^"^
Vl*rfap-

Stockwell, the lady of J. Kinp, Esq., of a danphter—On the 25th ins'-.a^^' ^

liam-common, the lady of T. Grisseil, Esq., or a son. „ , .mar*.MARRIED—On the 25th inst., at Sr. George's Church, Hsno^er-jqTisrrj

i.FtQ> .'.tnt: *"j'— ';. nu«Ulieain
f .L Duncan, Esq., "* ^i^'ci^dl,
. Capt. J. n..mett, of

*;^«";^',7h ?
;frh>iateCoI.G.lh]lier^^^^^^^

second daughter of Earl Grosvenor—On the 25th inn , at St. •'^'P^^^f ;,h^em"r
jrich, James Gpor^e, second son of Major and Ladv Jane Taylcr,ul nmn^^^^j^

House, Banffshire, to JVIaiy Ann, only ihild of
"

—On the 3f)th in!.t., at St. John's, PaddinKton,
Surrey, to Charh.ttt Theresa, only danRhier of the iate Col. G. ^^''"^U
Majesty's 62nd Reffimeni-On the S3rd inst,, at Alverstokp, the i;?^; "

..oad
Saule/, eldest son of G. Saulez, Esq., of Alton, Hants, tn t.li»a jw^ry ,,

daughter of Ihtf late Capt. T. Cookson, Rnyal ArtiUery-On the fl'l'^^'iBT,
Wtnt^T-rth, Yorkshire, the Rev. J. F. Fanshawe, Incumbent ot l^anu

in the county .i Durham, to Elizabeth, second daughter ot }he ia«
^^^p.

Upton. I fq., of Great RusseU-street, Bloomsbury-On the 23rd inst,,
'^J\^giig

ham. Herts, the Rev. T. R. Wh " '^ "
^hite, M.A., Curate ot ^la""

j i N Intaittry
Eliza, widow of the late Major J. S. Cbauvel, 4-'nd Regt. -^^«**''**^*

J«shir#..DIED—On the Ifiih inst., at North Brook Lodge, near Exeter, l^e^V".. .-,!.U1C.U—un the !9lh mst., at North Brook Lodge, near j:-»c;c., --
.^ ^^^t,

the Marchioness Duwager of Headfort, aged 84-On the 19"' Vf^/u'^ At Tra-
Mauerne House, Dorset, ajred 73, Admiral Sir Henry Digby, j^'^'.^'

, jnf&iot'

stm:k who hgured in the time of Horne Took, Hardy. Thehvall. Oalfi J^ ^^p.-On the 23rd mst. at .^0, Great St. Helen's, Henry Le.tder, Esq '/gHort th«
the 2lih jnsl.. at Denmark-hiJ], Surrey, Evan Edwards, E^q-, ^K^^ ^^ ^
^Istinst.. AnnelUymond. witeof o/orxe Heath, E-q-, Se.gei

;f-\£-?.- '"'h» '" ^"'*"« square, Brighton, Rosa Jane Porter C

le 20th inst., m Upper Brn^k.^rii.! «..*.a in
lyth jnst., A. Wilcoxon

geant-»t ]«" . ,„|.

>eaIock,dj;"g|;[Ji

ilocIv,E3q^,oY"Staiiliopp place. Hyde ^'*5^.V f'JL-On t*"

Brnok -street, aged bO, Mrs- E. Wegg, of .-Vctoc . «,
. E.q., ot Cambcrwcll, and of Mnnttmenl-y'^''*'"'' ^

rinted by M^s^rs, jj u rutt-^trt^j,
.k- 13^^^ "' -V""- '^^^DBURY and EvA5», Lornbard-strect H*e ' ^^^ ,|

th! nl!'*°"„''^^^'*'^^'^"*". in the City of 1 ond.n, ^^'^d Published M^,^
wh%?7^f'?:,^""^"-"«"' CoT,7t4GAKnEX.in *»'• bounty of W^J" ^j,,

whereiaJl Advertisements and CommunicationJ we t# b« wliixeHe«
Editor—Saturday, Augiyt 37, J84S.

:
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573 &
577 a

573 c

577 b
573 a
677 a
674 a
671 fl

677 i

Amateur's Garden
Antlioh zR cunonia, to bloom .

Arnott's Etoves, recommended
for forcing • . . •

Apparatus, treatment of . .

Bee, Leaf-cutter, devcribed
Cacti, their treatment
CamatioQ, Don John
Cleanline??, remark* on . .

Climbers for a vejanda
Concrete foundations, to prepare 571 c
Doyle's Cyclopaedia of Practical
Husbandry, rev.

Filberts, to preserve •

Fir, extraordinaiy growth of .

Flower-pota, different sizes •

Fuchsia fulgens, in the open
ground .....

Gardeners' Foreign Library
Gentiana acaulis, toil for .

Grape, Willmot's new Ham-
burgh . ... . .

Heaths, their treatment in sum-
mer

Hooker's Jcone^ Flantarum,
rev 576 h

Iris chinenais, its cultivation . 673 c

Laurel, Portugal • . . 674 b
Mormodes lineatum . . • 576 b
Nitrate of soda for Cedars . 677 b

576 ii

674 f

674 o
677 c

574 a
b-j5 c

577 b

B77a

674 a

Onion grub . . . . 674 c
Orange- trees, cause of leaves
dropping 5-7 ,

Oran^elrees, to renovate , 677 6
Orchidaceous plants, price of . 674 a
Organic Mineral Manures, No. 4 672 a
Pears, six good sorts .

Peas, to preserve green .— Russian method of keep-
ing thrm .....

Picotees, list of *

PlMnts, ftmdness for indigenous— their action upon ib«
atmosphere . . , ,

Ued Spider, effects of turpen-
tine upon . . , .

Rhubarb, its cultivation in"
Ladakh

Roses, list of , ...
tieeds, to preserve . '.

Strawberries, great crop .

Turnips, to prevent their de-
struction by the Flea .

Wall-trees, summer pruning of
Wasps, to destroy
Whale-oil soap, i

insects . i , . .

Whitmore Lodge, noticed
Wire, to protect fruit from
Wa«P 677 fl

soap, destructive to

677 b
£74 6

674 b
672 6

674 a

671 b

674 b

676 h

677 b
574*
674 a

574 b
572 c

674 A

57!; c

575 c

Judges,
. , . ,

"The Judges hare the po\^er of incrcasiag or dimin-isnmg the number and value of the &lver Medals offered by the
bociety for particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Me-
dals or Certificates in cases not contemplated in these regula-
tions. If they think it necessary to dJ so.
The judges are also required to heir in mind that the Society'!

medals are offered, less for new and curious objects, than for fine
specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the council in in-
stituting these meetings being not so much to encourage the
collector as to reward the skilful geidener ; they are also not tomake any award m cases where the objects exhibited do not ap-
pear worthy of a medal ; otherwise a bad single exhibition might
obtam a prize, merely because '.here is no better exhibition of the
same class to oppose it.

WANDSWORTH HORTICULTURAL EXHlBI-
» » TION will be held in the usual place, on Wkhnkspay the

7th mst.; when a variety of Prizes will be given for Superior
Productions.

±

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the MEET-

INGS OF THE SOCIETY in Kegent-Street are DISCON-
TINUED tin Tuesday, October the 4th, in consequence of the
Meeting-room being under repair.

B.
C.
D.
£.
F,

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.

All persons interested in these Exhibitions are invited to suggest
such improvements as may occur to them. The desire of the
Society is to do everything that is calculated to attain the great
object for which the Exhibitions were instituted, namely, the
promotion of Horticulture j and any suggestions that may bemade by letter, addressed to the Vice- Secretary, 21, Regent-
street, will be laid before the Exhibition Committee for consi-
deration. The foUowing were the regulations observed during
the past season :

—

Subjects op Exhibition.—These will be divided into Classes
as explained further on. No articles not of horticultural pro'
duce will be allowed to be placed upon the tables. Exhibitors
will do well to make themselves acquainted with the arrange-
ments described in the following list, as they will in all cases be
required to sign a declaration stating; under what letter their
plants are to be shown; and they are particularly requested to
take notice, that if errors in the awards of the judges should
occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of exhibitors in
filling up such declarations, the Society cannot undertake to rec-
tify such errors afterwards. To enable thcoflSccrsof the Society
to attach names to the objects exhibited, it is requested that cor-
rect lists may be delivered to the clerk as soon as the exhibitor
reaches the Garden

,

Class I.—Flowers for which Nurserymen and Private Growers
exhibit independently of each other.

A. Greenhouse Azaleas, to be shown in numbers not exceeding
12, GB, LS, SK. ^

Caraations, in pans of 24 blooms, LS, SK. SB.
Picotees, in pans of24 blooms, LS, SK, SB.
Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB.
Cape Heaths, in coUecUons of 20 species, GK. SG, LS, SK.Cape Heaths, m collections of six species, GB, LS, SK —

JV.S. No person who shows in E will he allowed to exhibit
also m F.

Exotic Orchidacese, in collections of not fewer than six sue-
cies. GB, LS. SK. ^

Exotic Orchidacese, in single specimens, LS. SK, SB.
Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots, not ex-

ceeding 12 to a cast, GB, LS, SK, SB.
Pelargoniums, in collections of six varieties, m pots, not ex-
ceeding eight to a cast. SG, LS, SB.

Rhododendrons, in pots, not fewer than 12 plants, in 12 va-
rieties, LS, SK, SB.

Moss Roses. SK, SB.
Common Garden Roses, exclusive of all Chinese or Chmese
Hybrids, LS, SB, SK.

Chinese or Hybrid Roses, such as Bourbon, Noisette, Tea-
scented, and similar varieties, LS, SB, SK.—A^.JS. No ex-
hibitor of Roses can be allowed to occupy more than 15 ft.
run of tables for all his Roses, which, being double, is
equal to 30 ft. of boxes. If any Exhibitor gains the first
medals both in M, N, and in O, he will be entitled to a
Gold Banksian medal instead of the three Silver ones.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of from 50 to 60
plants, GK, GB, SG, LS.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in coUectionS of from 15 to 20
plants, GB, LS, SK.

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of six distinct spe-
cies, LS, SK.—JV.B. Persons exhibiting in P and Q will not
be allowed to compete in R also.

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.
Shrubby Calceolarias, in sixes, LS, SK, SB.

Class II." Flowers, for which all persons are admitted to equal
competition :

—

U.

ROYAL BERKSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
T^HE FOURTH EXHIBITION of FLOWERS,

FRUITS, and VEGETABLES, will take place, by pcrmig.
sion, m the Castlk Grocxds, WALtixoroitn, on Wednesday.
Sept. 14, 1842, when the Roval Medai. and other Prizes will be
awarded for Dahlias, ^-c.
The ANNUAL DINNER will be provided at the Lamb Hotel,

at 4 o'clock. Tickets 5*. each, including Waiters.
The Royal Medal for the best collection of lOO Dahlias will be

open for competition to all classesof Members; and other persons
entering before 11 o'clock on the moining of ExhibiUon, may
compete for this and other Prizes, on the pa>Tnent of One Guinea
extra as entrance-money. Schedules of Prizes may be had on
application. J, j. Allnatt, Honorary Secretary,

Carky Tyso, Assistant Secretary.
__Wa11ingford, Sept. 1, 1S42.

A PRIZE of ^10, open to aU England, will be awarded
-i^J- at the THANET FLORTCULTURAL and HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, to be held September 8th. at
the Ranelagh Gardens, St. Peter's ftwo miles distant from Mar-
gate}, for the best 24 Dissimilar Dahlias.

•J. G.TIoDGsoN, Hon. Sec.
Vicarage, St. Peter's, August 16, 1842.

N.B.—Exhibitors to provide their own Stands.

WARWICK AND WAR-VVICKSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

A T the FOURTH EXHIBITION for 1842, which
-*•-»- will be held at the County Hall, Warwick, on Wkdnksday,
September 14th. Two Prizes are offered, open to ail England, of
5/. each, for 24 DAHLIAS—one to Amatfurs, and one to Nursery-
men. Entrance to Non-subscribers, 2*. 6d. each.
N.B.—All Specimens for Competition must be delivered into

the Hall by Ten o*Clock, properly named, and authenticated as
the growth and property of the Exhibitor.

Parties at a distance not wishing to attend may consign their
flowers to the Secretaries ; carriage paid.

n^ AND C. LOCKHART. Florists and Seedsmen.
J- • 156, Cheapside, London, have just published a new and ex-
tensive LIST of FLOWER ROOTS and PLANTS, containing all
the Novelties of tiie Season, and which will be forwarded. Post
free, on application.

STAPLETON ROAD NURSERIES, near BRISTOL.
W. MAULE and CO. be|f to call the attention of Horticnltu-

rists to a new and desirable FUCHSIA, which they intend send-
ing out by the name of " Raccmfflora ^legans." Its habit i»
gracefully elegant ; the lateral branches axe set at every joint
with numerous long deep-red flowers, l^in. to 2in. long, droop-
ing around the main stem of the plant, forming a complete co-
lumn of beauty. It is allowed by competent jurijres to be one of
the best varieties in cultivation.—Fire !>trong plants, in bloom,
will be sent, if ordered, at 5*. or 7s. 6d, tmch.

rpO PELARGONIUM GROWERS. — Fuller's
-L Splendid Pelaigoniuro, MADAME RACHEL, will be sent
out in Sept. next, at Two Guineas each. The colour is a delicate
Pink, very striking, and distinct from any other Pelargonium yet
offered.

The upper petals have an intense dark spot margined with pink.
It is a good trcsser, with the blooms standing well above the
foliage, and flowers profusely. It will be found an acquisition
to the most select collection.

Dr. Lindley's Opivion:—Your Seedling Pelargonium will
Qiake a showy variety for the Greenhouse ; the delicate pink
colour of the flower is very beautiful; the spot on the upper
petals, which are of good form, is well defined.

Horticultural Grounds, Park Crescent, Worthing. Sussex.
Orders also received by Mr. Harrison, 6, Downham, Norfolk.

/CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.
V,''- NATHANIEL NORMAN, Florist, begs to call the attention
of the Nobility, Gentry, Amateurs, and his friends generally,
to his select Collection, coittprisin,? the finest show varieties,

with which he has gained twenty prizes this seasonal the fol-

lowing Societies : London Horticultural. Royal South London,
South Essex, and Floricultural Society of London. Has J0,000
Plants now ready, in fine healthy condition.
Catalogues may be had on prepaid application.—Bull Fields,

Woolwich.

THE MOST SUPERB DARK CHINA ROSE EVER OFFERED
TO PUBLIC NOTICE-'* MIELLEY'S PRINCE OF WALES."

W'jM. WOOD & SON have the honour to announce
to their Friendfi and Amateurs in general, that they have

purchased the entire stock of the above most i.jagniflcent Rose,
and intend sending it out early in November, price for Dwarf
Plants (on their roots) 10*. W. each.
The colour Is of the deepest rich dark velvety purple violet,

most perfect shape, beautifully cupped, large and very double,
producing its elegant flowers on very strong foot stalks \ the
habit is luxuriant and pleasing, with flue glossy foliage; it is

perfectly hardy, and may certainly be depended upon aa a SboW
Rose of first-rate excellence.
A discount of Is. 3rf. will be allowed to the trade if six plants or

more are taken at once. Early orders are respectfully solicited,

which will be executed in rotation as received.

A remittance or reference will be required from unknown
correspondents.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

G.

H.
1.

L.

M.
N.

O.

]\/IYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
-»-*-- after two years' competition, still maintains its pre-emi-
nence; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-
commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberrj- Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per 100, each,
505- ; and their Eliza, 20^. Runners are now ready, and may be
had on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.
Myatfs famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50s. per lOO sets, or lj.6if.pcr

root, will be ready in October.

TO GROWERS OF HYACINTHS, AND OTHER DUTCH
BULBS,

MESSRS. YOUELL have much pleasure in announ-
cing that they have just received their importation of the

above direct from Haarlem, the Bulbs being remarkably large and
sound. For particulars see their advertisement in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of Saturday last.
* Catal^ues may be had on application.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 1st, 1842.

ORANGE-TREES TO BE DISPOSED OF, from
Two to Five Shillings each ; only half their value. May be

seen at Mr. Fryer's Nursery, Clarendon-terrace, Camberwell
New Road. Orders from the Country attended to.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS. — P. E. ERHARD,
Florist at Haarlem, ,'Holland,) has just opened his Depot

for the sale of Dutch Flower-roots, at No. 3.^9, Strand, comer of
Burleigh-street, as announced in the newspapers before. He
flatters himself that he is able to give the greatest satisfaction to
those who may favour him with their orders.

M

P.

Q.

R.

S.

V.
w.
X.

Y.

Collections of Stove or Greenhouse Climbers, GK, GB, LS,
SK.— A\B. The Gold Knightian medal is not to be awarded
for fewer than 12 distinct kinds.

Tall Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
Single specimens of Ornamental Plants, LS, SK, SB, C.
MisceUaneous Flowers, SK, SB, C— A^B. Cockscombs,
Hydrangeas, and cut flowers, arc altogether excluded from
prizes.
Seedling Florists' Flowers, SK, SB, C—JV.B. Every seedling
must be shown singly, and must be marked with the name
It IS to bear. The same seedling caimot gain a prize more
tnan once in the season. Pelargoniums are to be shown
in smgie trusses, with a single leaf, so far below the flowers

^\^\ 4-*
^"PP^rt them ; and they are not to be dressed

c>,^«.^ I ^^ ^^°^' °^ ^^y similar substance, but must beshown exactly as they grow on the bush.
^
hlbit^ofTp^iYnH^.''^

^^'^^^^ ^arket-gardcners, or persons m the

exh bit indf^P^iLn ^^l^^^S^ ^^^ "^^^^^^ ^^ P^^^*^ growers,

rinel^d weirrnw^^^^ other.-iV.B. All Fruit must be

Z?SeLtouiTo^^^^^^
three different kiiids, pLcLs ^d' K^n^^^^^ k^-''^

^^^^

sidered as only one kbid GK ^B ^f^^^' ^""'"^^ f''"

Tonmfnp<: ac»^^.^J^ ^ttti • -,' ^^' ^S.—A^B. Cucumhers

^reSed^'from^h^fette?^" kitchen-garden produce,

AA. Grapes, SG, LS, SK, SB.
BB. Pine-apples, SG. LS, SK, SB.

MESSRS. MARNOCK and MANLEY beg to inform
their Friends and the Public that their DUTCH BULBS

have arrived, in exceeding flne condition. Early orders are
solicited, to prevent disappointment. Catalogues to be had at
the Nursery.
Nursery. Hackney, Sept. 2nd. 1842.

TWITCHETT'S DON JOHN CARNATION (the
finest Scarlet Bizarre in England) ; HEADLY'S SARAH, a

splendid light edged Red Picotee—each One Guinea per, pair.
See Wakeling's ** Florist's Guide" for Sept. JS41 and June 1842.
Also TWITCHETT'S FAIR ROSAMOND, a rich rose-edged Pi-
cotee on a snow-white ground, 10*. 6d. per pair. The Trade
allowance if six pairs be ordered. Address Mr. Twitchett, Cam-
bridge, or Messrs. Dickson, Florists. Acre-lane, Brixton, London.
Mr. Twitchett will show 21 blooms of his Don John against the

like number of Martin's Splendid, or any other Scarlet Bizarre,
for Two Guineas each bloom, and Twenty Guineas the odds, July
1843. p.p. . .

MESSRS. B. ELY and SON, Florists, &c.,
Rothwell Haigh, near Leeds, Yorkshire, beg to inform

the Nobility, Florists, and the Public in general, that they will

send out this Autumn the following Carnations and Picotees,
with which they have won Prize? at most of the principal Exhi-
bitions in Yorkshire in IS41 and 1842:—

Ely's Hugo MeyneU, Pink Bizarre, . •

Do. Wm- Beckett, Scarlet Flake, .

Prince of Wales, do. , ...
Leviathan, Purple Flake,
George Lane Fox, Scarlet Picotee, Light Edge,
Mrs. W' ilson, do. do. . .

Mrs. Bossville, do. do. .

Mrs. Meynell, Scarlet Picotee, Heavy Edge,
Emperor, do. do.
Empress, Purple Picotee, Light Edge,
Mrs. Ramsden, do, do. .

Field Marshal, do. . Heavy Edge, .

Marchioness of Waterford, Rose Picotee, .

Ada, do.
Mrs. Bland, do.
B. Ely & Son have also an extensive coUcction of Car-
and Picotees, consisting of upwards of 2,500 pots, in-

most of the principal varieties grown. Catalogues of

which may be bad by post on application.

TO NURSERYMEN, PINE-GROWERS, AND OTHERS.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

by the Trustees of Messrs. Adamson and Son, Stoke New-
ington Common, to submit to public competition on the pre-

mises, on Monday, Sept. 19th, 1842, and following days, at 11

o'clock, the whole of their celebrated Stock of Pine Plants, Green-
houses, Hothouses, Graperies, Carts, Waggons, and general

Farming and Agricultural Implements, and a considerable quan-
tity of Building Materials. The whole comprises about 3o,goo

feet of Glass, with Brick and Ironwork ajid Water Apparatus
complete; about 6,000 Pine plants of the first quality, and well-

known established Stock; a considerable number of Cucumber,
Melon, and other Frames and Lights; the stock of Greenhouse
and other Plants. Garden Pots, *:c.

May be viewed a week prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had
of the principal Seedsmen, on the premises, and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

The whole of their valuable Nursery and other Stock will be
disposedof by public Auction about the third week in October

next, of which timely notice and particulars will be given.

Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

N.B.-
nations
eluding

«.

10
10
10
10

7

6

7
5

5

5
10
5
5
5

d,

6

6

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD B.ULEY, S72. HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ot London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. andE. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhihiting.amongstothermetalworks, an extrtmely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the cciitmued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more c« in-

plcte tluu has hitherto been brought before the pubbc.

D. ailife. BAiLET were the first to introduce meta^icc^^^

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to theCo^ _ ^r
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and on the CoT--^'^j^f ^^^^^^.^ Plant
LiLKYhave prepared a quaiitit> ox tiietm

Protectors, which are now ready for '^ZtlfrTf^OvcZ
beg to introduce to public notice a new irom^^^^^

daccous or other Houses where vapour xsconsianU>, or a^^^

vals, required, and which may be ^ccn at their Manufactory.

D.andE. Bailky
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HOT-WATER aTpARATUS, for Horticultural and

^A. B .H^iL^STEPHENSON anU Co,, Affents for the

Old Park
'XiT^™tt^ their improved Corneal Boiler.

m^T^tTsLTd^^^^^ Chronicle March I2^^p. 1 75.)

^r^j^^Z^ Spoilers will be/ouiid invaluable. They are

ILbSu ^Uboue fu™a«» or setting in hnckwork, movable at

S^i^r^r ornamental in appearance, and require attention

Si]7wice in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. bs, and upwards. Further

narticulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

o( builOin^r «iay be obtained as above; where also may be seen

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's

Sinoke-consumijig: Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the Nobility's Seats. Iron Veucing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-

mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied wtth Hot-water Socket-pipes.
w n._WATTK*8 Kew Patent Land-nrcssers and Drills.

Just published, price Threepence, 16 pages royal 8vo,
ILLUSTRATED WITH ENGRAVINGS.

THE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST.
Contents of No. I. :—The Gardening Interests—Properties of

Flowers and Plants—The Pansey— Royal Botanical Society-
Victoria Park—Public Gardens and Parks—Canvass Houses for

Plants— Glossary of ^ords—Gardening for September— Gera-

nium and Geranium Giowers.
I^ndon: R. Croomhridge, Paternoster-row.

1MIE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

bv J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
8HEWEN, ironmonger, &c., Seveuoak», Kent.

J, SuBwxK having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as moit efficient and ecynomical : it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sous' Nursery,Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges*,

Hackney J
Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King*»-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Ycitch and Sou's, Exeter; and at

th« Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR.
"»^ PLACE, KTNG'S-ROAP. CHELSEA, Manufacturer of

INVISIBLE WIRE FENC^, to resist Grazing Stock, and ren-

dered Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,
Bordering, Flower-stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on unproved and
economical piiuciplcs.

Parties waited on ill Town or Country, and Drawings and
BitiJiiAtcs free. W'orlc for the Trade as usual.

DWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
fslcworth. Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

that his LMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his house
upon apphcatitju to the grardcncr.

O FLORISTS, HORTICULTURISTS,AMATEUR
GARDEI^ERS, &c.—CLARKE'S AIMATIC COMPOST, for

the Flower and Kitchen Garden, Greenhouse Plants, Pineries,

&c.: the application of this COMPOST will add greatly to the
iHiauty of tlic Flower and produce of the Kitchen Garden. In
making new Gardens it will be found invaluable; it has long
bifttu in Ttse in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Price One Guinea per
bag, containing two cwt., sufficient for a good-sized garden for
one year.

Also, Prepared HAIR DUST. This Preparation will effectually
preserve Flowers, Plants, Bulb-ioots especially, from the ravages
of worms, grubs, and all kinds of erawUiig insects. From its im-
perishable nature, its effect will be lasting. Price One Guinea
ter bag. Adtlress, Stanbridge Clarke, St. Pancras Wharf, King's
Cross; or Henry Clarke, seedsman, 86, High-street, Borough.

Ready for the Pr€ss, and shortly will be Published,

A COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICAL TREATISE,
or a New Era in tie CULTURE OF THE VINE UNDER

GLASS, as to its earlier Precocity, &c. &c. Giving a plain, com-

prehensive, practical detai ofthe Author's Practice ofpropagating

the Vine; Formationof Borders with propercomposts; Planting

the same on Scientific Priiciples, so as to bring it to a permanent

bearing state some years tarher than usually practised; Summer
and Winter Pruning ; Tenperature, in all its stages through the

season ; Thinning of the Fruit, reduced to fixed principles ; on the

colouring of the same ; wita a thorough Preventive of that bane

of all success. Shanking tnd Shrivelling of the Footstalks and

Fruit. Giving a complete Course of Culture, from the embryo

bud to the permanent bcarng of the plant, as practised by himself,

carefully collected from great study. A Guide to the Amateur,

the Tyro, and rising geceration of Gardeners. — By JAMES
ROBERTS, Gardener to Matt. Wilson, Esq., Eshton HaU, near

Skipton, Yorkshire.

Jn SloiUhis No8., SCO, uith Four beautifuUy-coloured Plates,
Price 25. 6d.

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANT.
The Number for Sc^twUibcr, 1842, contains highly-finished

drawings of Cumbrctum grandijiorum. Latage Hoceafblia, Malva
campanulnta, and Pintstt-num ge7Uianoides,\&z. splendens; likc-
wlse Papers on Gardening as a science ; on Grouping Oma-
mental Plants

i
and Suggestions for Training Cacti. Floricul-

tural Notices of new and heantiful Plants figured in the leading
Botanical Periodicals for August; together with a complete
Calendar of Monthly Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirabiy-coloured plates,

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
dmircrs of flowers are requested to observe—

r. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and arc conse-
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are aU done by one artist,
wh<.Jiie abilities are of the highest order, and who travcLs himself
to the places where the plants are in tiower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,
being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-
gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-
senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,
theugh sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
feeing such as can he cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this
work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each
olume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
cpportuaUy for those who wish to become subscribera.

London
: W. S. Orr and Co.. Paternoster-row.

THE 'FRANKLIN MEMORIAL.'—The existence

of the identical press at which Dr. Franklin worked as a

journeyman printer when in London (in 1726) having been men"

tioned in the '* AthenKum," many persans were induced to visit

the warehouse of Messrs. Harrild, m whose possession it then

was, and among them Mr, J. B. Blurray, of New York, who ex-

pressed a desire that the venerable relic should be preserved in

the Museum of the Philadelphia Philosophical Society, as a me-

morial of hia illustrious countryman. To this national good

feeling Messrs. Harrild cheerfully responded, declining any price,

but, wishing to make it icstrumental in forwarduig a work of

charity in favour of decayed printers, proposed that a donation

should he made for that purpose. The Society's constitution

precluding any such arrangement, it was at once given uncon-

ditionally, and the press is row on iti way to America. On its

arrival at Liverpool, Mr. Murray, being anxious to carry out the

benevolent intentions of the donors, caused it to be exhibited,

and a public Lecture was givm by the Rev. Hugh M'Neile, on the

Life ot Franklin. The result was a net sum of lAO/. So unex-

pected and welcome an issue has led to the proposal of founding

a Memorial of the philosopher, and to make this sum the nucleus

of a subscription for the establishing of a pension or pensions

bearing hx» name, in favour of indigent printers. It is proposed

to found two pensions, if the funds will admit, one of 30/. for a

decayed master-printer, whom misfortune has "reduced to the

ranks," and one of 20^ for a decayed overseer who has ser\ed

five years in an office with credit, or, failing any such applicant,

a journeyman who has retained a situation for the same period—

to be called the *' Franklin Pensioners." Thus, as was observed

by Mr. Murray, " each country will be put in possession of a new
Memorial of Franklin: America of her citizen's Press, and Eng-

land of an endowment bearing his name; directly resulting from

the fact of his haring worked at an English press; and in accord-

ance with his benevolent and provident disposition." The above-

named Lecture has been published, and the proceeds of the sale

in England and America, and further subscriptions, will be added

to the fund ; and contributions, not only of the English public,

but of the American nation and the Colonies, are confidently an-

ticipated: in short, wherever an English press has been set up
(for it has now becoma universal*) a collection should be made,

^and contributed to by all who feel that they are indebted to the

printer's art for the intellectual enjoyrnents of social life^ The
name of Fsanklin will ever be associated with that invaluable

art, and his example serve to stimulate aspiring youth in the

pursuit of its exercise. Many are they who have profited by his

precepts ; and his interesting Autobiography has sejrved for a

chart to the young adventurer by which to steer in the voyage of

life. Let all those who have so profited—all who have attained
' success by following his course —look with compassion on those

who have foundered or failed in the struggle with adversity. It

is hoped at least that in every printing-office in the kingdom a

collection will be made ; and that every American residing in

England will hasten to inscribe his name in so praiseworthy a

record, in testimony of his approbation of the Franklin Memo-
rial. The facilities of the post-office will enable every indi-

vidual to contribute his mite, which will be thankfully received.

Subscriptions and Donaiions already received:

'

-, Works just Published by
*ATi.oR x.-^u Walton, 28, Upper Gower-strcet, and Sold by aU

BookseUer*.

^NIMAL CHEMISTRY, or Organic Chemtstrv

Gkssen lai^li'l'^ ' Professor of Chemistry in the University of

M B PrrS^? ^'?^.^^^*^ Author^s MiiS. by William Grkoor v.

I^M, c^o?h
Chemistry. Kmg's College, Aberdeen. 8vo,

oiiLi^afand nr^^^^ imperfect sketch of this

which it enntains ttT "'J"«' »«» Store of interesting matter

^hat modem Or^anfc Ch^i^S^^'^p^^ ^o^/il^i;'^foxXeioogy
,
and we have uo doabt mat from ita appearance ulw"^ic^^will date a new era ia her advance.-ffi'^^iefe

ir.

By the same Author <Trauslatcrl by Dr. Playfair)

.

CHEMISTRY in its Appucations to AGRicrLxuRE
and Phvsiologt. Second Edition, much enlarged. SmaU svo
Qs. 6d. cloth. '

*' Every pagre contains a mass of information. IwotJU^eamestly
advise all practical men, and all interested in cultivation, to have
recourse to the book itself. The subject is vastly importajit, and
we cannot estimate how much may be added to the produce ot
our fields by proceedingr on correct pr\nc\^le8,"—Loudon"a Gard.
Mag,J March 1841.

iir.

ELEMENTS of CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, In-
organic and Organic. By Edwabo AxnRgw Parnell,
late Chemical Assistaiit in University College, london, Svo,
10^, Qd^ cloth,

Proceeds of a Lecture
delivered by the Rev.
Hugh M'Neile at Li-

verpool, on the Life of
Dr. Franklin < ^134

Donations from Visitors

to the Franklin Press

during its exhibition

at the Medical Institu-

tion, Liverpool •

Me:s^ra. Shackell and
Lyons

Mesers. V. 8c J, Figgins
IMr. H. Caslon > •

Messrs. How and Par-
sons . .

'

• •

Mr. E. Colyer .

Mr. J. Morris » •

A. "Weir, Esq» • •

Mrs. Kiplin . . •

Sir Peter Laurie . .

John Lawrence, Esq. .

John Sheffield, Esq. •

Win* Maughun, Fsq. «

Williaai Sykes, Ksq.
James Low, Esq. . «

Mesjsrs. Palmer and
Clayton • . •

Mr. Tew . . «

Mr. Ales, WU»oa

.

Mr. John Hopkinson •

Messrs. Whitehead and
Booth * *- •

Messrs. Lewis and Son
J. Federue, Esq. . >

Mr. Bcown , *

Mr. Kenshaw ». •

Mr. Bishop . • .

Mr. H. Gottlieb ,

Mr. J.T. Rowscll .

C. F. and F. •

*" C. , ^ , .— De la Salle, Esq. »
Mr. J. Unwin . ,
Mr. G. Eatoa

Stth»criptions will be

n

15 18 4
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2
2

2
1 »
1
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I

I

1

1

1

Q

9
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10

10

10
10

10
10

10
10
5
5
5

A. B.C. , . ^0
G, L. P. • . .

J. H. • t • •

MT. H. . . . .

J. H. P. . . ,

Mr. E. Lloyd . •

Mr. J. Arnold • .

F. It

J* £/• • m •-

Slessrs, Scott and Wat-
son . •

J. U. V.
Mr. Shuttlewerth
Mr. Davidge
Mr. Buckland
Mr. Gibb
Mr. E. Maughan
Mr. Slater

Mr. J. Simmona
Mr. BiltcUf .

J. \V. .

F. N. .

An Admirer of

when they are good
men . • * *

J I X » • • • «

Mr. Thomas Clark
Mr. J. K. Davidson •

Mr, \V. Hamp&on *

A Friend • • •

Mr. Joseph Harria
Mr. J. C. Bowles .

W. J. M.
Ui St • ft « «

Mr. J. Beech .

Mr. J. Harvey • •

A Friend . . •

Proprietors of the Athe-
naeum Journal . <

First div. on amount
funded, 150^ • <

n

ft

5

5
5

10
5
5

5
5
5

5
5

5
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2
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2
2
2
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6
6
6

6
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6
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2
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1

1

1

1

1
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6
6

6

6
6
6
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2 12 6

-_ . - — „ received by the following Bankers;—
Mcamr., Kogcrs & Co., 29, Clement^'s-lane ; Stevenson, Salt, &
^on», 20 Lombard-stTOBt ; and bv Marchant. Smith, & Co.,
Pnotera, ingram-court» Fenchurch-sUeet; and Harnld & Sons,
11, Great Dwtaff-lane, Fnday-sireet.
• So great ha* been the spread of the art of printing wd the

Cngliah press, that om manufacturer has, in the last 15 years,
seiU out upward* of 1500 presses to idl parts qU the world L If
but a guinea were contribotedL by each of the rcAnective paitie*^ it

would joAke a lum xuffickat for tae object propoiea.

T\7'ANTED, in a wholesale Seed Warehous^^TY^Tjv?
f f MAN. comnetent to undertake the CmiTifr... .•

,*^*>b
tlepartm

Travellmg'

London.

eat,

ilybeea
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wANTS A SITUATION as GARDEKEll a re-
spectable young man, aged 28, who has a perfect knn

of the Forcing, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, and c^ hi
recommended from the Situation he has just left frrm!

I>irect to £. u."
He has likewise lived in the first of families.

2, Ingleton-street. North Brixton, Surrey.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Youae
Man, aged 30, who perfectly nnderstands the Management

of the Flower and Kitchen Garden, and the various modes of late

and- early Forcing ; can produce most respectable referent
Address to A. M., Gibb's Nursery, Wellhigton-road, St. Jolm'i
'^ood, Middlesex.

^'

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, ^\m^
Stevenson, 33 years of age ; has had thirteen years' prac.

tical experience in first-rate situations, including Oxenford
Castle, Howkston, Stowe, &c., &c. For character, he refen
Noblemen and Gentlemen to Mr. Ferguson, Stowe, Buckingham
Letters addressed to W. S., Aylesbury Nursery, Bucks, via t^g

immediately attended to.

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Uw
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. Itts

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been, neglected, or

whose attention has not been directed in early life to such
studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of tl^ varioui

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our

commonest ideas as possible ; the demonstrations of propor-
tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory

;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to thor

simplest, but to their shortest form.

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY.. Contaijung in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is ueceseary

and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science

in its leading Truths and general Principles, By George Da»-

LKY, A.B. Fourth Edition, 4s. 6d. cloth.

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, m which

the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,

and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Ufe,

with numerous Cuts, (A Second Edition is now ready.) 4»*tM,

cloth.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with aSectioaoa

Proportions and i^ogressions. Third Edition. 4s. 6d. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the

application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 3s. Gd. cl.

** For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with

more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebia."

—Library of Useful Knowledge, Article '^Mechanics."

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower- street.

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE!!

Bound in cloth, price 55. 6£?.,

TOE MILLER'S JEST- BO OK.
^ A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissicms

and alterations only having been made as vpere required by Ote

greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that tfie

volume might have some substance, and be a good table or tra-

veiling book, copious additions have been made from other old

volumes of Facetiae. , „ y.

Extract from the Preface, ^
, • u *

" Another strange circumstance connected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he hhnself and everybody ehe areperfccUy

familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader wiU ask^
acquaintance, it will appear that not one m five hundred ever set eyes

on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition b

published."
London.: Whittaker and Co.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-The

above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by we

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery,^j
Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale AJe cmiuw

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street.

;^HE ^* ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE^'
-^ for the Handkerchief is prepared only by >5r-

^^ "g,;

Chemist, 24, Coinhin. London, in bottles at 2^. 6^m 4s.

each. Where also may he obtained the " AROMATIC I'tr^o

ESSENCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting, ^,?'' ^.:^?,'po4a£e
N.B. Public Offices and Merchants can be suppUed witn^^^o--^^ b

Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at Governmem .

TO FLORISTS AND GARDENERS
more if

with Dwelling-house, Greenhouse, and Hothouse. StocK, .
^^^

&c., to be taken at a fair valuation, which will not '^j
-j-k-hall-

Rent 28/. per annum. Inquire of Wm. Cox, Flonst, x^w
per

lane, South Lambeth.

Gbntlbmkn,

MECHrs ELEGANCIES IN PAPIER }^f^^.
No. 4, LeadenhaU-street, London.—C^rd-caseb^i^^^^j^^

card boxes, netting boxes, work and dressing ^oxes, «^ ^^^^^^
card-racks, hand and pole screens, ladies' yo^}'^^^f^'<^^^^ u,^
cases, writuig. desks, note and cake baskets, '^^"-''^^ g^ts oi

stands, letter-boxes, chess and draught boaras, «^

trays

..Ko^
-communication
on. No. 20, Hatton oaxucu, ^^"jy^^y ^ho n**

-Being called upon to attend a ^"7
j^j

conse-

in her head about a year before, ana ^^ ^,

quence had lost nearly all her hair ; I found J"J ^^ce of an?

maining, and those just like down, with no appear
^.^^ ^^^ I

fresh roots. She stated her desire to use your ^^^^^1 for itsr^
felt I could not conscientiously recommend »"yViV*^iijedtotry
very, as I considered it too far gone. ShehoweveracLe ^^^jfomy

one bottle, which was used in about amonth, an^"
, sheUas»*'*

shop for another.statingherhairtobemuchimproveu, ^ j^^^e

used eight bottles in as many months, dunng wmcu ,^^^ y^a

frequently pointed it, and have now t^®J^^^?^^ much pl«*^
that it is quite thick and long ; and she i3 ^^-^ nothiDJj

with the change, that she says the expense ^^g^t 01

and she wiU never be without it. If you think "^'^_^
j retn«A

facts worth publishing, you are at liberty to do so '^^cutte'*
yours rcspectfuUy, John Licklbt, "»"

^^
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The Very Rev. the Dean of Manchester having kindly

forwarded to the Society a supply of Seeds of the CRiNa-,M
Capbnsb, mentioned in this day's Chronicle, NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN, that they arc ready for distribution to such
Fellows of the Society as may apply for them at 2

1 , Regent-street

&)t (?S^artintcr0' Cfirontcle

Saturday;, SEPTEMBER 3, i842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, Sept. 6 , . FloricuUural • , . . 7^ p. «.
Saturday, Sept. 10 . Royal Botanic . . . . S^p. ts.

The Weeds that are really difficult to extirpate are
those which live year after year, whether they seed or
not ; which form stout perennial roots, like the Dan-
delion; or which produce underground shoots, that
readily propagate them, as is the case with the Couch-
grass. Upon these plants hand-weedinghas little effect;
for some cannot he pulled up, and others will grow by
means of every broken joint of their shoots.
When such weeds are the natural inhabitants of

wet land, good draining will destroy them, as is the
case with the Florsetails and Twitch-grasses ; but in
general more direct measures must be resorted to, and
it is believed that nothing short of breaking up the
land and tearing them out will effect their destruction.
Certainly they may be thus destroyed, provided the ex-
tirpation is conducted carefully and for a sufficient
length of time ; but it is a very common thing to hear
that, from particular circumstances, this means of
destroying perennial weeds cannot be employed; and
then comes the question as to what should be done.
The true mode of proceeding in all such cases is to

attack the leaves, and to disregard the roots. If the
leaves are unable to grow, the roots, or the underground
stems, will be equally unable to do so ; and although
the plant may struggle for its Ufe, and, indeed, with
remarkable tenacity, it must in the end be destroyed.
The explanation of this fact is simple. When a

stem produces a leaf, the latter organ is formed in
part at the expense of matter contained in the stem.
Lvery leaf, then, which a stem produces, assists in
weakenmg it. But this weakening action is only
temporary

; for as soon as the leaf becomes fully
lormed, it returns to the stem and roots all that it had
borrowed, and much more. So that although the first
e(tectol the production of leaves is weakness, the final
eitect of their production is strength. This is a most
important law, the consequences following from which
are to be seen in a thousand different ways.

JNow It must be plain that if a stem is allowed to
produce leaves, and then is deprived of them before
tliey are fully formed, that stem must be weakened
outright, for no restorative action would take place,
i^et the succeeding leaves be destroyed in hke man-
ner and the weakness of the stem will be increased •

and by repeating the removal of the young leaves, the

V vr 1
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ P^^^^^ ^^ organisation ; its

debility becomes excessive, and the next step must of
necessity be death.

^^^®' *^"' ^^^ *he true secret of kiUing perennial
weeds: have patience enough to destroy their leaves
as fa^t as they sprout out. Be not discouraged by the
trouble of it, but go on, and in the end yon must
triumph. The error that is committed by those who
adopt this method, and fail, consists in allowing the
leaves to become too old before they are destroyed or
in removing them only partially. Such a proceeding
cannot be effectual, because, in the first place, the ori-
ginal weakening is compensated for by subsequent
strengthening; and secondly, the action of those
leaves which do grow is sufficient to invigorate the
plant, and to supply it with materials out of which to
continue its growth.

It is no matter what the weed is—Couch-gra^s
Cow-parsnep, Coltsfoot, Dock, Thistle, or Rib-grass-
die It must if perj^etuall^ deprived of its leaves.
These observations, if rightly understood, will be

found to explain the gradual death of many other
plants, the cause of whose iU-health is not suspected.
for example, a correspondent asks us this week howU IS that he loses all his white Lilies. He imagines
that the leaves which come up after the flower stem
dies down must weaken the bulbs! and so he cuts

* ground, and gathers converts, even in spite of the
quizzing and incredulity of those who look no further
than their tunner-tables.

We shall not pretend to go just now into the ques-
tion formally, but we will ask our readers to look over
their gardens for cases like those which we are now
about to produce, and then to explain them if they can
upon any other principle than that of regarding a
fruit as a composition of leaves. A correspondent
signing himself '* Cambricus," writes thus :—
"I enclose a rude sketch of a blossom of Fuchsia

Standishii in a monstrous state, with one of tTie'divi-
sions of the calyx transformed into a large portion of
a perfect leaf, both in colour, size, veins, and every-
thing else ; this, I think, is another conclusive fact,
that all the parts of the flower consist of leaves. But
if it should appear surprising for the flower to be in
such a state of transition, how much more wonderful
is it for the fruit itself to be found so ! Yet such is
the case: the enclosed sketch represents a Pear of the
Bonchretien kind,
which I gathered
three years ago from
the garden of a gen-
tleman in North
Wales : the lower
part was
different

not

from
very
the

of

Srwi? • IJi' 'tV'^^'''S off that kills his plants:

i^^^nncf. 1
-^ th. leaves, his bulbs would have been

strong and vigorous, mstead of puny and consumptive.

Many attempts have been made to overset themodern theory of fruit being formed out of l^ves;and ridicule, among other weapons, has been plenti-
fnllyused m opposing the assertion. It doe£ seemTery absurd to maintain that a Peach is only a meta-morphosed Peach-leaf, or that Walnuts, FilbertsLorn Acorns, Apples, Grapes, and Gooseberries are
also leaves; and yet, somehow, the notion gains

ordinary shape
Pears, with the ex-
ception of some
slight protuberances,

and it was of full

size. From the top

of this, or rather
from out of it, there

arose a fleshy mass
of the same sub-
stance as the fruit,

and from two to

three inches long,

imbricated after the
manner of an Arti-

choke, as I have en-
deavoured to repre-

sent. This mass
passed down through
the lower part of the
fruit. I cannot con-
sider it in any other
light than as an
abortive endeavour
ofnature to form a branch out of the whorls of leaves
of which the fructification of plants is composed. It
was exhibited at the meeting of the Floricultural So-
ciety at Beaumaris, and excited great curiosity. I
also enclose you a sketch of another monstrosity :"

it
is a Pear gathered the
same year from the
same garden as the
last. The Pear from
which the branch pro-
truded was, in this

case, hard and woody.
I consider it, if pos-
sible, more conclusive
than the other of the
doctrine of transform-
ation, **

Of these singular
cases, the first is new
to us; the second is

common. They both
afford, as "Cambricus*'
alleges, what looks like

conclusive proof of
the fructification being
composed of leaves,

having a tendency to

grow fleshy in the
Pear, to become hard
in the Walnut, and to

become a membrane in
the Pea and Bladder
Senna. Let us be
more expHcit,

A Pear is considered
to consist of five leaves

forming a calyx; of
five others thinner,

and colourless, form-
ing a corolla ; of twenty more in the form of

stamens, and of five others constituting the seed-

vessel in the middle. In all, thirty-five leaves are

required to make this fruit ; they are all fleshy at the

lower part, grow together there, and by their adhe-

sions form the Pear. WTien very young, tliey were
all sepig-ate, and arranged in rings round a common
centre, just as the young leaves are arranged round the

centre of a bud when ready to burst in spring time.

When thus separate, ikm tcmaUed mmute scales,

and were all exactly alike, although they afterwards
changed their appearance, and some became petals,
others stamens, and others the seed-vessel. T/iis is not
a matter ofopinion^ or speculation, of the most direct
evidence; wcsee tlie scales, and can separate them in
theu- early state. The 35 leaves then, in the form of
scales surrounding a comraou centre, do in fact at
first constitute a common leaf-bud. But owing to
some provision of nature incomprehensible to ub, ex-
cept in its results, such a bud is prevented from
lengthening into a branch ; and the leaves that com-
pose it, in consequence of the onward force of exten-
sion being stayed, are con\erted into forms unknown
among true leaves, the ref5uh of which is a flower.
Now, if the flower is thus produced, so also must the
fruit

;
because the fruit is nnthiwj hut the /lower, or a

pari of it, grown older. In the Pear, one of the pecu-
liar attributes assignedby nature to these altered leaves
IS to grow fleshy.

Let us now suppose that something occurs to sti-
mulate the flower into more rapid growth than
usual

: then the central part will lengthen, and in
lengthening will separate the leaves, and carry them
up upon its surface, somewhat like leaves on a branch.
In the first of the cases named by our correspondent,
this lengthening of the centre did in fact take place,
and the leaves were partially sejiarated from each
other

; but in separating, they did not lose their
fleshy quality ; and the consequence was the Arti-
choke-hke appearance that is so remarkable.
In the second instance, the first thirty leaves were

completely consolidated, and had assumed their floral
condition before the impulse was given which caused
the centre to lengthen ; when it was given, the five
central leaves, constituting, or that would have con-
stituted, the seed-vessel, were rapidly separated from
each other by the sudden lengthening of the centre,
and, not having at that time taken on the quality of
seed-vessels, readilv acnuired that annparnnrv' irhiVh

Such at least is the account given of these and
similar appearances, by men of science ; and such
seems to be the only intelligible explanation that can
be offered. If, however, any of our readers beUeve they
can find a better solution of such problems, we sliall be
happy to receive it. Perhaps a right reverend Divine
and great logician, who thinks it as absurd to call a
fruit a modified leaf as it would be to call a fire-

shovel a modified poker, will favour us with his views
upon the subject.

ON ORGANIC MINERAL MANURES.—No. V.

By Professor Charles Sprengel (translated from the

German)*
{Continued from p. 572.)

I have observed, in another place, that compost, being
a very concentrated manure, ought never to be buried ia
the ground, but should be used for top-dressings or be
harrowed in with the seed. It may be also used benefi-
cially by putting if in small holes at a certain distance
from each other, as is done with Potato or Maize crops,

&c. To winter crops it may be given most advantage-
ously in the early spring, when there is no fear of the ma-
nuring substances being dissolved during winter by rain.

The quantity of compost to be used on a given area de-

pends entirely on its quality ; it may require 2,000 Ibs-

per acre, or it may be 10-20,000 lbs. ; 1,000 lbs. of com-
post will, however, rarely act so long as 1,000 lbs. of dry
dung, because the former contains all ii& substances in a
form particularly well suited for quick absorption by
plants- But it is that very quality which speaks in its

favour.

The simple compost of the English is composed of ten
parts of humous earth, two parts of dung, and one part

of lime, and is a very powerful manure. Less so is a
compost composed of one part of lime, four parts of dung,

and 20 parts of humous Q^rth. It is not to be left in a
heap more than three months, and it is to be worked up
two or three times. If marl is used instead of earth, then
one part of lime, five parts <Jf dung, and ten parts of marl,

are to be mixed ; the heap is to be covered with earth,

fter three months to be worked up with the shovel, and
.then carried on the field.

In order to prevent lime, ashes, and humous earth from
getting into layers in the heap (in which case they will not
act properly upon each other), it is best to throw them iu

the first instance into a heap by themselves and in layers,

then in three or four days afterwards to turn them well

over, and to add this mixture to the compost-heap.
There have been cases, even in Germany, when the dis-

coverer of an efficient compost has obtained a patent. One
of these patented manures is said to be prepared in the

following manner :—At the bottom is placed a layer of

very strawy dung, 15 to 20 inches thick ; or, in *the ab-

sence of this, mere straw, forest sweepings, fern, heath,

thistles, potatoe-haulm, turf, mould, and marl. This

foundation is wetted with dung-water, or, if this is not at

hand, with common water, and covered over widi uigRC-

soiL dung of pouifay, sweepings of the streets and yards,

pulverised bones, offal, kitchen slops—in short, witH evcjj

Soluble substance of that kind which cm be procured.

Over thi? l-4th of an inch of pulverised fiulphury coal-

ashes or wood-ashe» «« strewed, or li^th ot aa

inch of freah wood-ashes will do as well
; over

this ia placed a layer of go*>" earth, mould, or
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Tnarl, 3 inches thick, all which .« «ove ed by a layer

of f h clane of horses, sheep, or cattle, 18 inches

iWb, over which ashes are again strewed. The heap is

next wetted with water, and is then covered with a layer

Of pond.mud. ditch-st-rapings, mouldy or marl, and 1.4th

of in inch ofashes is agnin strewed over It; and, finally,

dun-, straw, anJ other substances are placed on the top,

in the snmc succession as before, until the heap is 8 or 9

ftet high. The heap is left quiet for 2 or 3 weeks in sum-

mer, or 4 to 6 weeks in winter, ^vhen fermentation Tvill

<»oic on, as the smell will indicate. If, however, in any

part of the heap a considerable degree of heat should be

observed, the spot is immediately to be coTered with a

layer of earth, 3 or 4 inches thick, and wetted with water :

if, on the contrary, spots should be discovered where the

mass does not ferment, holes are to be made there, so that

air (oxygen) may reach these inactive parts. After the

compost has lost its pungent ammouiacal smell, and every

«nabi=tance has been properly dissolved, it is to be well wet-

ted with wattr, worked up, and again put in heaps, 8 or 9

feet high, and covered with a layer of rich earth, 10 to 12

inches thick ; and when it has thus remained for some

short time, it may be carried oa the fields, and har-

rowed in with the seed. It cannot be doubted,

that compost thus prepared will be -very service-

able, as the soil will receive more from these com-
bint;d substances than any one of them could ef-

fect singly ; but to say that its preparation is in ac-

cordance with chemical principles, is only half true;

because, in the first instance, a great deal of a most

powerful manuring substance, namely, ammonia, is lost,

and if this does not escape, either more humous earth, or

ie$s dung, offal, dung-water, or other nitrogenous sub-

stances, must be added. Even assuming that the covers

of earth, or the wetting with water, will somewhat
diminish the evaporation of the ammonia; still a great

part of it will be lost, as the very smell will fully indicate.

These arc circumstances that cannot be too carefully con-

sidered; for we may rely upon it, the manner in which

manure is prepared is quite as important as the way in

whiVh it is used.

I

One general remark applies to compost. Its preparation

irill only be of real use, when materials, which do not

afford singly an efficient or convenient manure, are made
to do so by their mixture. Every farmer has it in his

power so to compound the best from his store of manuring
materials, that the defects of his soil may not only be

remedied, hut that the crops may receive those substances
in sufficient quantity which are jrequired for their vigorous
growth. To do this, however, it is requisite to know not
only the component parts of the soil, but also those of the
crops. If these are not taken into account, no clear idea
of the composition of manure will ever be obtained ; and
many substances of real value will be tried without result,

although one 'single accurate chemical analysis of the soil

would point out at once what it is that the land required.

THE. APPROPRIATiON OF GARDEN-FRAMES
TO THE GROWTH OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
1^ the autumn of 1830, when 1 was gardener at View-

park, being deficient in accommodation for our collection

of Heaths and Pelargoniums, I procured two melon-
frames, the dimensions of which were 20 feet long by 8
wide. To render them capable of containing the plants,
it WAS neces^sary to build a few courses of bricks, inclosing
an area of the exact size of the frames upon which they
were placed. The floor was elevated six inches above the
ground level, and paved with bricks, laid in finely-sifted

coal-ashes, having the crevices between them filled with
sand, which makes a better jointing than lime, the close
joints of which leave no escape for the surplus water,
which in winter would cause an overcharge of moisture,
and which at that season of the year should be avoided as
much as possible.

In placing the building in a longitudinal direction from
east to west, two advantages are obtained by this manner
of construction : firstly, should it be desirable to retain
plants under glass in summer, a partial shade may be se-
cured by reversing the slope to the north ; secondly, the
facility with which the woodwork can be removed, and a
few additional courses of bricks added as the height of
the plants increase.

As a fire flue would have occupied more space than
could be spared, Mr. Rogers' gonical boiler was adopted,
and has given satisfaction.
The boiler and pipes are made of copper, and found to

oe as suitable for the purpose as cast iron ; the boiler is
placed on the outside, and is inclosed in a case of double
aneet iron with a moveable cover and funnel of the same
material, for the conveyance of smoke into a brick chim-nej

;
the space between the case and boiler being filledwith sand, as an excellent non-conductor for both heat andcow. At right angles to the end of the pit is a brick wall

about three feet high, inclc : ., the boUer on twoS^^leaving an open space in front for the admission of air and
the clearing away of ashes. A moveable wooden cover of
a triangular form is placed above, to protect the whole
from the effects of the weather.
The size of the boiler is 18 inches high by 12 in diame- I

ter at the base, and it is placed upon a caat-ixon grating,
having a furnace door beneath for the regulation of air ;

the pipes, 2^ inches wide, are conducted along the front^
and secured to the wall with iron hooks, it being unne-
ceaaary to convey them round the back, as the apparatus
is found sufficient to heat a space of double the size.

For fuel, we havd^ uniformly found coke to maintain a
constant and regular heat ; indeed, this sort of boiler is

not suited for the consumption of coal, although, by a little

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Forest'iree l^runing,—It is a fine lively animal, that

same hobby-horse of ** Quercus'. " Such reciprocity
between the mane and tail ; so docile, that halter or bridle
have never yet been applied I Curb not at all, is his motto.
See with what grace and ease he leaps upon his back, and
exclaims, ** It is marvellous that men who are so con-
versant among hobby-horses cannot see that the effect
of restraint must necessarily retard their progress.'' It is
not my intention to enter upon a disquisition concerning
hobby-horses; some are harmless and praiseworthy, and
some the reverse. I would not approach the great horse

-. , .
of *be Champion of England at the ceremony of a corona-

alteration of the present fornj, it might be made to con- I tion in Westminster Abbey, and throw a glove down
same it as freely as coke. When the exteruol tempera- 1 before him, upon any consideration : and there are other

ture was as low as 20*^, the internal heat of the pit did not

'

vary above 3° in fourteen hours, during which time it re-

quired no attention, and the cost of fuel did not exceed

twopence in twenty-four hours. When slight storms oc-

curred, a covering of Russia mats was substituted in lieu

of fire heat, which is always, to a certain degree, injurious

to greenhouse plants, but more particularly so to Heaths;

a class of plants which, when cultivated in proper con-

structed pits, have a decidedly more healthy appearance

than those grown in greenhouses. We can assert with

confidence the improvement in our own plants after their

removal. It was far otherwise in former years, when,

after the severities of winter had passed away, many of

them were badly coloured and drawn up ; but they here

assumed that dwarfness of habit and green glossy hue,

which are so pleasing to the eye and are so characteristic

of a healthy vegetation.

—

Alex, Cramb, Redbraes, near

Edinburgh.
I
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXVI.
The beauty of the flower-garden during the summer

and autumnal months depends chiefly upon a race of half-

hardy plants which ought to be propagated extensively

now, providing they can be kept from frost in winter.

None of these are more beautiful or more lasting than the

Verbena. Annuals can be grown with less trouble, they

are pretty and gay while they last ; but as they come soon

to maturity, so they likewise soon fade and die, and blanks

are left in the beds and borders, perhaps just at the time

when we are most anxious for them to be full. The va-

rieties of Verbena are not liable to this objection, for they

continue one mass of flowers from the beginning of the

season until they are destroyed by the frosts in winter.

Their flowers are of various colours, scarlet, purple, rose,

white, and all the intermediate shades, forming striking

contrasts with each other and with the rest of the plants

by which they are surrounded. A few years ago the

number of varieties was very limited, but great numbers

have been lately raised from seed in this country, out of

which I have selected the following kinds, which can be

confidently recommended as distinct and well worthy of a

place in the flower-garden: White—V. pulchella alba : this

is a very dwarf sort, and is not only pretty in a bed or

clump, but is also valuable for contrasting with and reliev-

ing other colours. V. teucrioides : a strong-growing kind

producing dense spikes of sweet-scented flowers. From
the latter a great number of hybrids have been raised,

which possess the good properties of the original with re-

gard to their being of easy growth and flowering freely, and

at the same time, the colour of the flowers being generally

pink or lilac, a pleasing contrast is produced. The
best of these are, teucrioides r6sea, t. Barnesii,t.Iveryana,

and t. ciirnea ; the two last are particularly fine, and ought

to be in every garden. Lilac—V. Neillii : this, although

not new, is of apretty colour and verysweet scent- Scarlet

—V. ignea : this is one of the finest of its class, darker than

the old melindres, having all its brilliancy of colour, and
moreover being a free-grower. V. Chaudlerii is equally

good; but both of them need not be grown in one garden,

for the colours are too nearly the same. V. Tweediana
grandiflora and V. melindres latifolia are two of the best

of the common scarlet kind, but their colours are not so

deep as the former. Purple—V. purplirea and V. Hen-
dersonii are two of the best of this class.

Besides these there is another changeable rose-coloured

sort, called V. variegata, which is well worthy of a place in

a small collection. Many others might be named, for the

varieties are very numerous, but these will be more than
sufficient to make a splendid display in a small garden ;

if the list contains too many varieties, a selection of the

colours that are most wanted can easily be made from it.

For cuttings, select the young growing shoots which have
no flowers at their points; many of these are now forming
little roots, to send down into the soil, and require only to

be taken off, and planted about an inch deep in pots which
are filled either with sand or light earth. The pots ought
then to be put in a close frame, and kept shaded during

bright sunshine until the cuttings are rooted. When they

are rooted, which will be in a fortnight or three weeks, pot
them off into 60-sizedpots and keep them in the green-

house, or in a pit protected from frost during winter

;

or they^may be kept in the cutting pots, where they will

take up lesa room. Early in spring, when they begin to

grow, if heat can be commanded, they can be propagated
extensively, and both the plants struck now and then
will flower in great profusion all the summer.

Grapes on the walls will now be ripening fast if the

vines have been properly attended to. Go over them fre-

quently, removing the useless laterals and exposing the

bunches to sun and air, at the same time using some means
to prevent the wasps and flies from destroying them. Nail
in the main branches to prevent them from being injured
by the boisterous winds, which may be expected in a short
time.—B. F,

hobbies that are not to be meddled with. Much has be~~
written lately on the subject of pruning forest-trees and
many excellent remarks have been made, with a view of
increasing the quantity and improving the qualitr of
timber ; b'ut, after all, I am no convert to the no-pruninF
system. Every tree, as well as every animal, has a di^
tinctive or constitutional peculiarity, and would not the
great object in view be promoted by a careful attention to
that circumstance? When we look abroad in the park
or the forest, we see individual trees of the same species
assuming different outlines of form and of stature •

gome
more erect in the stem, producing valuable timber ; Bome
dwarf, throwing around numerous spreading branches,
and wasting their energy in the production of spra?
faggot, and firewood. But then it is said, and truly, that
every leaf is elaborating sap to be converted into wood •

but it does not, therefore, follow that the tree containing

the greater number of leaves will likewise contain the

greater quantity of valuable timber. Hence the necessity

of early and judicious pruning ; and hence, what I con-

sider most important, and what I fear is too generally

neglected, the selection of seeds only from such trees ai

exhibit this valuable peculiarity.—J". Falconer, Cheam,
Maturation of late Pears.—From various considera-

tions on the want of maturity in late Pears, 1 was last

autumn induced to try an experiment, which had for its

object the completion of the maturing process, after the

fruit was gathered from the tree. The reason, in my
opinion, why the more tender and late varieties of our

Continental Pears do not arrive at a proper state of ma.

turity in this country, is, that our summers are too short

and cold for the saccharine assimilation to be completed,

before the frosts of autumn render it necessary to remove

the fruit to the store-room ; and, consequently, the ma-

turing process being incomplete, the aqueous and other

particles are left in an undigested state, instead of being

converted into sugar, as they would be under the more

favourable circumstances of a Continental sky, or artificial

assistance in this country. Reasoning upon these facts, I

left some exceedingly fine specimens of Beurr^ Ranee on

a south wall, as late as I could do, without subjecting them

to frost. To secure them from being bruised or from

falliiig, and also to expose all sides of the fruit alike to the

full solar influence, by occasional turning, I secured them

on the trees by strings. .They were allowed to remain on

the wall until the third week in November ; at which time

they had obtained a most beautiful pale brown colour, and

had every appearance of being perfectly ripened. Not

content, however, with this, I placed them in a late vinery,

in which Grapes were kept, until they were quite ripe,

which was about the end of February. On cutting them,

they were found quite melting, rich, sugary, and very juicy;

indeed, everything that could be desired in a late Pear,

except, perhaps, some of them were a little too flat for

some palates. This, however, I do not attribute to the

method of keeping, but to several of them having been

slightly frosted prior to their removal to the house.^ As

the above experiment was only made on a very limited

scale, I do not recommend it for general adoption

until further experience has established its utility. I

merely throw out the hint, with the hope that some of the

readers of the CAro«ic/e will be induced to test its claims to

public notice ; and if the experiment were extended to

other late kinds, such as the Old Colmar, Ne plusMeuris,

Beurre' Diel, and Easter Beurre, it would be better.

Whether it is the increased light or heat that iuiproves

the fruit, I will not pretend to say ; but certain it is, they

were as good as I ever tasted of the kind. As light is

said to be injurious to fruit after it is ripe, it would be

well to remove some of each kind to the fruit-room, after

they have been exposed on the wall, and in the vinery, for

a few weeks.— FF. P. Ayres, Chicksands, Bedfordshire.

To preserve Apples Perhaps it might be useful to

some of your readers to state how I have kept Apples or

last year's growth in a sound state until the present time.

My Apple-room is a lean-to behind a long building, and

fronts the North, so that it gets no sun for eight months

in the year; and although we have had such a long

drought, there are now large fungi growing on the waus.

The fruit-room is ahout eight feet high in front, and slopes

upwards in the manner of a greenhouse ; it is t^*!"^?
,

long, with two sash windows to admit air (if wanted ),witn

shutters to keep out the frost : which is all the protecuon

they get. The shelves are placed at the back at equal ais-

tances until they reach the top, and are capable of ^^^^^"j

150 bushels. Apples do not require to be kept so dry ana

warm as many people imagine. I had a fruit-room

joining the laundry, which was always very ory 5
an

could never keep Apples till January without s^/^^^^^^

Last year I had two casks made air-tight—one I fiHea wu

Apples put in dry sand, the other I filled with Appi«

wrapped separately in paper, and had the heads ^
,

casks put in and made secure with plaister of Paris. \^

I opened them in March, every Apple ^as qmte rw^^

Apples always perspire more or less, and I think a u

now and then is useful and helps to preserve them
,^^^^^

they should on no account be handled in frosty ^^\ '

It is thought by most Gardeners that Apples
^'"'J^^*';

if gathered when wet ; but about eight years ago, 5""I*
^

wet season,! had a large quantity gathered when U r

hard— I laid them on a floor which was covered with str^
'

the next day being fine, I had more ga^^^^"^/ /"xloth
state, which I laid near the others, and I found thai ^

kept equally well, for the wet ones soon ^^^^^^^li
and the others perspired. Since then I do not

^ ^^
their being rather wet, nor do I wait till the dew g

before I gather them. Of course I prefer gatjienng
.

the trees are dry.—Caleb Diplock, Heath Lane i^^ if ^

Twickenham.
r \r v H

Capriflcation of Figs.—In the Chronicle of ^m
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To produce Early Gooseberries,-

gardener has given a plan for protecting

berries, I will give another for forwarding
or five weeks sooner than the usual time.

Ornamental Border Plants,—Would it not.be a desir-
able thing at this season, for those persons who have the
care of superior flower-gardens, to give an account, through
the raedium of the Chronicle, of those plants which now
form their most conspicuous ornaments ? Many amateurs
might derive advantage from the details of the best me-
thods of growing, flowering, and grouping the beautiful
Brugmansias, Fuchsias, Lobelias, and other half-hardy
plants now so profusely in bloom. What I wish particu-
larly to ask, however, is, whether there are not many
other inhabitants of our greenhouses, or even stoves,
which might, by their foliage and flowers, render our
borders more attractive than they are at present. Some
hmts for making Rhododendron beds gay during the ab-
sence of their own flowers were given in the Chronicle.
Might not such hints be enlarged on, by more full direc
tions for mingling American shrubs with those plants
that would assort well with them, and impart bright
colours to them durmg the late summer months? It is
almost needless to say, that the judicious grouping of
finch flowers is as necessary as planting them-directions
to this effect are earnestly requested.-Z._[VVe commend
mis letter to the kindness of our correspondents 1

or thw beautiful cUmbeJr from the stove to the base of a

4
it

the **Caprification of Figs" is taken notice of. Various
opinions are given respecting the effect produced by an
insect piercing the Fig when in a young state. According
to Tournefort, '* the prickers contribute perhaps to the
maturity of the fruit of the garden Fig-tree, by causing

the nutritious juice to extravasate in those vessels which
they tear asunder in depositing their eggs. Perhaps, too,

besides their eggs, they leave behind them 'some sort of
liquor, proper to ferment greatly with the milk of the Fig,

and make the flesh of them tender.'* Others are of opi-

nion, that a kind of gnat enters the interior of the Fig,

and acts beneficially, not only by carrying in pollen, and
dispersing it, but by puncturing the pulp, and occasioning

a diffusion, of nutritious juices. Perhaps your corre-

spondent **' Rurioola'* can tell whether the young Figs are

only pricked by the flies, or whether they enter the inte-

rior, and there deposit their eggs, and what kind of flies

they are. Some say that they are gnats, others that they
are cynips. From the account given by travellers who
have visited the Grecian Archipelago, it appears that the

caprification of Figs is of great benefit to those who culti-

vate them. It is stated that one tree frequently bears be-
tween two and three hundred pounds of fruit, whereas
those of France seldom yield above 25 or 30. We are in-

formed that the wild Fig, from which the flies are pro-
cured, produces three kinds of insects, called Fornites,

Cratitires, and Orni, which are of absolute necessity to-

wards ripening the garden Fig. Pliny, in his Natural
History, probably refers to these when he says, ** Caprifici

triferse sunt." Has any attempt been made to introduce
these wild Figs and the insect into this country ?

—

P,
Mackenzie

As a journeyman
mature Goose-
them a month
Procure some

boxes, of the sizes necessary to cover the bushes, with four
sides, so that the four fronts may face the cardinal points.
All the sides must be furnished with hinges, to open when
required, and there must be a slanting roof, to carry off the
wet. After thepruningseasonisover,theboxesshouldbeput
on ; they should be kept shut on frosty nights, and opened
only when the frost is off the ground, at which time all the
four doors should b,e thrown open, except there be a cold
cutting wind from the north or north-east; in such cases
all the sides should be closed except the south. Sprinkle
the bushes with soft water through a fine rose on mild
morniags, and attend to the closing and opening of the
sides every night and morning, until the fruit is ready for
tarts, which will be by the end of March, or the first week
In April. The Rifleman and Willmot's Early are the best
sorts which I know of for the purpose. I have seen
Gooseberries grown in this way at Sir John Boyd's,
which answered very well.

—

Anglicanus,
St/ringing Vines,— I do not think your correspondent

" Tyro," in No, 26, has adduced a sufficient reason for
doing away with syringing; from the circumstance of his
pot seeing the water upon the surface of the leaf imme-
diately asaipoilated by the Yioe. As well might he expect
a fish, with its mouth open, to swallow all the water in
contact with it, as to think a plant could appropriate the
water as it came from the syringe. The fish abstracts the
oxygen from the water, and liberates the residue by its
gills. The plant has not a very dissimilar process, by
which it developes itself. Now, if water must be thus
decomposed before it is assimilated by the leaf of the Vine,
m what situation is it more likely to become so than upon
the leaves? particularly when the house is just shut up
for the day. 1 think few gardeners apply fire-heat at this
season, and consequently there could be no great evapora-
tion from the trough on the pipes. To restore, therefore,
in part to the Vine what it has lost by a comparative ex-
posure to the external atmosphere, by damping the floor, is
a much slower method than syringing, because it is effected
by conduction.—C.
Crinum Capense.—T recommend gentlemen to plant

this largely, as a cover for wild ducks on islands, or by the
water-side. It thrives either on dry land or under water

;

but entire islands should be planted with it, above the
level of the stream. Its blossoming is endless, and it
forms a very thick cover about two feet high, the flower-
stems rising above. The seedlings should be housed or
sheltered till the bulbs are strong enough to plant out.
They will grow all the winter if kept very wet, or in a
cistern in the stove,— IF. Herbert.

1
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f?eelv Tnd t.fZ^^'^f'l^^'^^I' ' ^* '^ "^^^ lowering
f
of the two flowers would be so decisivelv tested as toireeiy,an<i producing healthy and vigorous shoots. Can "

'

any of your numerous readers inform me if it has ever
perfected seeds .'-

-. , ,.
N. S, Hodson, Bury St. Edmunds.

Lobeha gracilis, a Hardy Annual^l was delighted,
about three weeks ago, to discover that this beautiful an-

°*i- 1.

spr*i^g "P plentifully upon a piece of ground
which was self-sown last autumn, -some of the plants
having since spread over a surface of eighteen inches in
diameter. The soil is bog, with a cold retentive clayey
subsoil, and the situation very bleak, apparently anything
but congenial for such an occurrence ; and our Leeds cli-
mate is far from being the warmest in Yorkshire, conse-
quently this fact may have been long ascertained in the
more southern counties, as the plant has been an interest-
ing object in our gardens for the last forty years, and
seeds freely and abundantly. Like the Eschsch61tzia ca-
hformca, and crocea, it looks best when spread promiscu-
ously over an extent of surface, so as to mingle freely
amongst trees, shrubs, and tall herbaceous plants ; and if
the plants be not there to seed themselves, it can be sown
in the autumn, or as the seeds ripen.—JoAn Mearns,
F.H.S.f Leeds Botanical Garden.
Geodorum nutans,—During my absence from home my

gardener had, by mistake, set Geodorum nutans (plantedm light loam), which had stood for years in the flue in a
very hot place, into a cistern of water amongst the
Hymenocallides ; where I found it growing with greater
vigour than usual. Perhaps the habit of it and Govenias
may be like; that of Epipactis palustris. It stood on an
inverted pot with half an inch of its pot under water.
JV. Herbert.
On Plants for the Edgings of Walks, ^-c—In former

Numbers of the CAromc'/^ considerable attention has been
devoted to the subject of edgings for walks, flower-beds,
&c. ; various plants have been recommended for these
purposes, but all are, I think, more or less objectionable.
Wherever flowering plants, whether annual or perennial,
are employed to define the margins of beds and walks,
whatever advantage is gained by their showiness whilst in
bloom, is almost counterbalanced by their untractable na-
ture ; for if they thrive, they invariably spread over too
large a space of ground ; and if, on the other hand, they
do not grow so freely, they are unworthy of the position
in which they are placed. Even the Thrift, the least
questionable, perhaps, of this class of plants, is liable, in
a certain degree, to the same objection, unless very fre-

quently transplanted ; and this soon becomes a tedious and
expensive matter, besides which the edging in such cases
is necessarily weakly and scanty for a greater or less pe-
riod of time. These objections all vanish when we turn
to a well-kept Box edging, which is at once neat, elegant,
lively, and, if well managed, as permanent as such things
can be. It is true we have not our edges defined then by
gaudy colours, but we have something certainly better in
the subdued green tint of our little favourite. It may be
said that the plants which have been recommended as
above noticed, were plants adapted for the edgings of
walks in shrubberies and shady places, where Box will not
thrive; but even in these places their adoption seems
questionable, and open still to some of the objections I

have briefly mentioned above. In such situations it ap-
pears to me that nothing is so suitable as Ivy, intermixed
with Periwinkle. These plants might be permitted to
spread over the whole surface, and would thus save much
trouble and expense in hoeing and cleaning—of itself no
small advantage ; whilst they would render the surface at

all times cheerful, especially if flowering plants, such as

thrive in woods, were thinly scattered here and there be-
tween the trees. The edges might be kept very accurate

by the use of the shears. There is, however, one situation

in which the class of plants of which we have been speak-
ing are peculiarly appropriate ; and this is as an edging to

flower-beds, whenever these latter are for any i:eason ele-

vated above the level of the ground adjoining them, and
their sides supported by rockwork. In these positions,

growing over, and amongst the masses of stone, such plants

are pecuharly at home ; and in early spring nothing can
be more pleasing than the proliferous manner in which
such plants as Drabas, Alyssums, Aubrietias, Saxifragas,

Soldanellas, &c., &c., produce their tiay flowers. My
object is, however, more especially to notice a plant
which, by a particular course of treatment, becomes
equally suitable for the decoration of such edgings through-
out the summer. I refer to a small species of Lobelia,
known as L. gr^ilis, and which, in such situations as those
just mentioned, is now flowering most beautifully in the
garden of the Royal Botanic Society. The treatment re-

quisite to ensure this is most simple. Tlie plant is one
which produces seeds freely : these are sown in early
spring, and treated as half-hardy annuals usually are at
that season ; when the seeds have vegetated they are trans-
planted thinly into convenient-sized pots ; and again, when
of increased size, thinned sufficiently to bear separation.
When finally planted out, they ought to be kept in a green-
house, where plenty of air is admitted, till about the end
of April, and then removed to a frame for a short time
previously to being planted out; though generally small at
first their growth is very rapid, and they soon commence
flowering freely, and continue to do so for ft very long
period.— T. Moore^ RegenVs Park,

Twitchctt's '^Don John" x, Martin's ''Splendid.'*
It affords me no small gratification to find that your
sense of justice has induced you to insert Mr. Headly's
contradiction^ of Mr. Martin's misstatement with regard
to his Carnation " Splendid." In your paper of the fol-
lowing week (Aug. 13), I challenged to show 21 blooms
of my ^*' Don John'* against the like number of Mr.
Martin's " Splendid," for two guineas each bloom, and
20 guinea* the odds. By this jxuxxi'^ :t. the relative meriti

join issue with
long before ho
-J. Tu'itcheU,

satisfy every florist ; and as this is my earnest desire, I
would much rather increase the number to 31, or even 41
blooms, on the same terms, than reduce it to a less
number. Mr. Martin, after indulging in a fortnight's
deliberation, without taking the least notice of mjt chal-
lenge, proposes to show 11 blooms for 25 guineas. If he
really wishes the question of the comparative merits of
his ** Splendid " and my '* Don John" to be brought to a
satisfactory issue, why not accept my terms? As bis
flower was out before mine, he surelv will not plead a
want of stock. I also am an old, and consider myself an
experienced grower; and believing in common with most
other florists that my « Don John" is the best scarlet
bizarre in England, 1 shall be happy to
Mr. Martin, on the terms I proposed
thought of challenging a comparison.
Cambridge.

The Vegetable Marrow,—^ly gardener this rear made
the experiment of raising some plants of the Vegetable
Marrow by putting some grass (lawn) mowings in a heap,
about li bushel, covered with three or four inches of
garden soil, in which the seed was planted. The plants
are now as luxuriant as they need to be. This vegetable
would be valuable to the cottager if he could grow it as
easily as his Cucumbers, which he may do by following
this simple treatment.—//. B., £sse,v.

Onion Grub,—Having seen numerous complaints re-
specting the grub in Onions, I am induced to forward you
the plan which I adopt to ensure a tolerable crop of that
useful esculent. In the first place, having determined
on the piece of ground which I intend to devote to the
purpose, about the end of February, or the first week ia
March, according to circumstances, I get my ground
trenched, at least eighteen inches deep, at the same time
mixing with it a thick layer of rich and well-rottea
manure, with which the contents of cess-pools may be
advantageously trenched in. In addition to this^
I collect on the piece of ground all the rubbish of
the previous year, such as old pea-sticks, the pruning
of Gooseberrj', Currant, and Apple trees, ate, &c., which
are set fire to in different places, and after the whole are
reduced to ashes, and in as hot a state as possible, they
are spread equally over the surface of the ground, and
forked in directly. After this is done, I proceed in the
general way to sow the seed. I prefer sowing in drills
rather than broadcast—the appearance is neat, and the
ground is kept clean with greater ease. 1 have also found
the dust of charcoal, in some seasons, to prevent the
grub, by being sown in the drills with the seed ; but the
former plan I have pursued this year, and my crop ha*
well repaid me for the trouble I have taken. I measurecl
one bulb which was 15 inches in circumfereoce.-'FP.
Dunsford, Capesthorne.

To obtain a Second Crop of Beans Instead of pulling
up my Bean-stalks after they have done bearing, I havu-
them cut within 4 inches of the ground, which causes-
them to send up a number of young shoots. These shwild
be thinned out, and only one or two allowed to r^^main.
I have had a very good second crop of Beans hy this
method, which I have practised for two yeajs.~John
Abberley^ Shrewsbury.
To destroy JVasps.—As both wasps and flies are very

numerous this season, it may benefit many fruit-growers to
know how to destroy them in a simple and effective »:,an-
ner. My practice is to mark the nests conspicuoijsW in
the course of the day, and late in the evening to pour tar
into the entrance of the nest; which, on a level surface
soon covers the wasps and nest. On a bank or slope »
spade must, however, be used, to cut the mould in fro»t
of the aperture into the shape of a basin to contain the
tar. If the nest is downwards, it is soon smothered ; but if
on the rise, by firing a gun into the aperture, it wi[l force
the tar upon them, I ha\^e destroyed a great number iu
this way, for escape is impossible, as thay cannot geC
disengaged from the tar. Those that hover about during
the day are entrapped by two hand-glasses, one plac.tdl
over the other, and made close at the shoulders, by a \'*r/
moss or wool, the lower one having a few holes v J* t
the top (by breaking the glass) of the sire of '\^tln»K
this done, elevate the glasses on three Hower-pots o^bricks, a few inches above the ground, and cover the su^
face under and about the glass with decayed useless frniV
to attract the wasps and flies under the glass. In rJir^J*
they enter the aperture at the top into the space betwee'aboth glasses j kere they buzz and fight until they becomeexhausted and die. This trap wants no nthpr o.? ?•

than feeding with a little decayedfS eTery otlL Iv Ka few such traps were placed in a fruit-garden, and as manv
o the nests destroyed as possible, it Luld be the meaisof saving a great quantity of valuable fruit from destruc

-[We are well acquainted with this contrivance andknow It to be an effectual check upon the ravages of thesl
destructive insects. \\ e have also received an account o£
the same from Mr. Smee, gardener at Gosfield Hal!^
J2-S3 ex.!

ftboe*''

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris.—Among the plants culivated in this ueir

hood, none, during their period of fiowerine^ >
ttraet

greater attention than the Pseony and Iris, ^'/L ? i^n^T
of nature can view without admiration the r *^*fi .^„i-ii

greater, tb^,

.utifal varieties

of the one or the delicacy of the other,

those long since introduced? How inuc'

will be his delight when he beholds the '

of later introduction ! It i* principa' ,— .

florists that Europe is indebted for th ^ty to the I'ansiar

has taken place, The names of M e amelioration wtiia

Lemon, Sure, aad MUne (<^ FuF j^este, Fion, Matmej

^m), are fawUar ta i

I

I
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white

h7^o( these splendid flowers;
,^^,^,,^^".\^^^^^J^^y^ed the reward^hich has attended their labour and

S The pment ^asoa has been exceedingly favourable

rihow the^Iazuriant colouriog of Pa^omes and the sun

Kb been Bu^denttj powerful to draw out the rich glossy

huet of carmine and crimson, without m the least injuring

thote of a more delicate Unt. It is to be much regretted

that this plant should remain almost a stranger to many

amateurs' gardens. I do not speak of P. officinalis rubra

and rosea, but of P. arborea and sinensis ; the cultivation

of which is alike easy, and the varieties far more numerous

and beautiful. I am aware that the price is to many an

obstacle, 5/. and 10/. being a large sum to give for a new

flower ; but then it must be remembered that the Pceony

is not multiplied very rapidly,—and, after all, it is not

more than is frequently demanded for a Camellia or Rho-

dodendron. As most of^the older varieties are well

known, I will only enumerate a few of the newest, which

struck me as being particularly fine. Some of these are

now ready to be sent out ; others will not be fit until next

year, at which time the whole may be obtained at from

15.V. to 50^. each, of most of the London nurserymen, who
have connexions with all the leading florists here

:

Anemoneflora striata—rosy lilac, and white centre ;

Cornea plena—pale rosy white ;

Chrysanthemiflora—pale rose, and creamy centre ;

Comte de Paris-—dark rose, and rosy yellow centre ;

Elegans rosy white, and sulphur centre

;

Hericartiana—bright rose, and rosy white centre ;

Lfitea variegata—rosy white, and yellowish centre ;

Lttteola alba—delicate rose, and creamy centre ;

PapaTcr^cea plenissima—rose lilac

;

Pulchcrrima—clear rose, and rosy fawn centre ;

Reine des Fran^aises—bright rose, and yellowish

centre

;

Heine Hortense—i:ose, and creamy centre;

Speciosa striata—bright rose, and rosy white centre ;

Sulphurea—sulphur, changing white;

Tictoire modestc—rose carmine, and rosy white centre.

The improvement of the Iris (Germanica, &c,,) has not

Ijeeu less distinguished tlftn the former. It is but very

few years since the colours of these species were almost

entirely confined to the dififerent shades of blue, purple,

and yellow ; 'now they are nearly as diversified as the

B&hUa or Tulip^ and scarcely inferior in elegance or pen-

cilling. From the artificial impregnation of Germanica,
plicata, Buriensis, Swertii, and pallida, totally new colours

have been produced; and the beautiful mixtures in augus-

tfs^ma. Conqueror, Incomparable, Uonorabilis, &c., Sec,

give abundant proof of what may be done by judicioua

hybridization; and it is not unreasonable to hope for

something yet more strilung. Already white grounds have
been obtained bordered and feathered with violet and
purple ; and may we not also expect white and rose, or

carmine, so conspicuous in Koningkroon, Pluto, '^Sir

John Broughton, Beaute excellente, and some others of

the finer vorietiea of Iris xipldoides ? Of yellow, and
orange intermixed with brown and purple, there arc also

several far superior to any of the same shades in I.

xiphium ; while the darker colours are diversified with

various tints, from the most delicate lavender to the

deepest violet. The following new varieties are, I believe,

but little if at all known in England :

Adonis—lemon, pencilled with brownish purple;

Amtlie—white, pencilled with violet

;

Jlntinous—orange and brown
Apolion—lemon and brownish violet

;

Augustissima—orange and dark bronze purple ;

Augustus—light blue and lilac, pencilled with purple

;

fflocage—pale lemon and purple ;

Bfjismilon—white, bordered with purple

;

C«rbere—yellow and bluish purple ;

^Jonqueror—orange and dark brown ;

tornelie—orange, veined with brown ;

Diomede—white, veined with violet purple ;

I)on Carlos—pale lilac and purple

;

i)onna Maria—^pale sulphur and white, pencilled with

brown;
Durasque—white, bordered with purple ;

Dusoulget—white, bordered with rosy lilac

;

Uonorabilis—orange, veined and feathered with brown ;

Incomparable—white, tipped and veined with violet

;

Jacquedima—bronze, salmon, and violet

;

JuUa Grisi—white and violet

;

Lelieur—white and violet

;

liOreiuo—^fawn, shaded with violet and brown;
MademoiaeUe Dubarry—pale lilac, veined with violet;
Multicolor— golden yeUow, shaded and veined with brown

;

Munico—orange and brown ;

Kational—blue, shaded with violet purple

;

Orpheus—orange, shaded with brown

;

Paganini—white, veined with violet

;

Phidias—^yellow, shaded with brown

;

Palchdrrima—lilac and violet purple

;

Raphael—white, feathered with purple and violet*
Rebecca—yellow and brown

;

Reticulata alba—white, veined with blue

;

I
'lolandiana—lavender, veined with purple

;

e %t£bilis—lemon, veined with brown and purple

;

rp^" ''uin—bluish violet ;

<afue^lilac and blue

;

^'Jctorine

pale lilac, veined with violet

;

^wbite, veined with blue

;

*white, pencilled with purple.

^"Wj

u_^ and vegBtabj.
fnr previous okWBS Bust 6 Ca
^«<^'«^;^X\

COUNTRY SHOWS.
*iUural Societyt Aug. 23.—The display of flowers,
*^ at the autumn exhibition lar exceeded that

^ The award of prizes was «fl follows :

—
^juTATiova: Flora's Garland, Albion, Grena-

^t^pe Girli m<X Qumi of R9ia^» Mr, Tr

Allan. Best Carnation: \, Simpson's Superb, Mr. E. Hudson; 2, t

Mr. G. Robson, gr. toP. Nairn, Esq. 6Picotebs: 1, North Dur-
ham, Triumphant, Sir Hamilton Seymour, Lady Williamson, Lady
Ravensworth, Maid of AIn, and No Mistake, Mr. A. Oliver, gr. to

the Hon. Mr. Liddell, M.P.j 2, Maid of Orleans, William the 4th,

Jenny Jones, Admiral Southern, Derby Winow, and Mark An-
tony, Mr. T. Allan. Best Picotee: 1 and 2, Admiral Southern

and Jenny Jones, Mr. T. Allan. Seedling: Mr. Thompson.
12 Dahlias: I, Yellow Defiance, Bridesmaid, Argo, Phenome-
non, Beauty of the Plain, President of the West, Miss Johnson,

Marquis of Lothian, Unique, Springlield Rival, Conservative, and
Rival Sussex, Mr. A. Oliver; 2, Marquis of Lothian, Springfield

Rival, Bridesmaid, Unique, Rouge et Noir, Miss Johnson, Phe-

nomenon, Egyptian, King, President of the West, Beauty of the

Plain, and Lewisham Rival. Mr. Oliver. 9 Dahlias {Amateurs) :

Eclipse, Unique, Maid of Bath, Tournament, Fanny Keynes,

Rouge et Noir, Phenomenon, Queen, and Miss Johnson, Mr. E.

Hudson. 6 Dahlias: 1, Beauty of the Plain. Eclipse, Rouge et

Noir, Marquis of Lothian, Yellow Defiance, and Scarlet Defiance,

Mr. Hudson; 2, Marquis of Lothian, Pickwick, Beauty of the

Plain, Phenomenon, Lee's Bloomsbury, and Nicholas Nickleby,

Rev. — Orrell. 3 Dahlias: l, Pickwick, Beauty of the Plaui, and
Yellow Defiance, Mr. Hudson; 2, Regina, Tournament, and a
seedling, Mr. T. Allan. Best Self Dahlia, open to all classes:

1, Andrew Hofer, Mr. J. Crossling, gr. to G. Burdon, Esq.; 2,

Maria, Mr. A. Oliver. Variegated Dahlia: 1, Duchess of Rich-

mond, Mr. J. Crossling; 2, Mr. A. Oliver. Seedling of 1841 : 2rf

rlass prize, Mr- J. Thompson. Collection of Plants, not ex-

ceeding 20: 1, Mr. J. Huntley, gr. to E. Thew, Esq.; 2, Mr. R.

StraflTen, gr. to Gen. Grey. Collection of 10: 1, Mr. A.

Oliyer; 2, Mr. T. Allan. Stove Plant: Achimenes coccinea,

Mr. T, Allan. Grke.\uodi«, do.: Fuchsia corymbiflora, Mr. A.

Oliver. Cockscombs; Dwarf, Mr. J. Huntley j Giant, Mr.

J. Crossling. Bouquet: 1, Mr. Crossling; 2, Mr. Oliver. Fruit
—Pint Apple : Mr. Crossling. Melon: 1, Mr. Mortimer, gr.to

P. Selby, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Rol)Son. Grapes : 1 and 2, Mr. Cross-

ling. Peaches: I, Mr. N. Billau, gr. to Rev. — Cook; 2, Mr,
Winship. gr. to Capt. Coulsou. Nectarines; Mr. Wm. Murray,

gr. to Miss Grey ; 2, Mr. Crossling. Apricots: 1, Mr.. G. Dob-
son j 2, Mr. Brovra, gr. to Earl Tankcrvillc. Plums : 1 and 2,

Mr. Crossland. Pkars: Mr. A. Oliver. Apples: Dessert, \,yir,

A. Oliver; 2, Mr. Shield. Kitchen, 1, Mr. W. Murray; 2, Mr. P.

Reay, gr. to Rev. — Rooke. Gooseberries : 1, Mr. M. Brewis

;

2, Mr. A, Oliver. Currants : 1, Mr. Barrow, gr. to W. Btu-rell,

Esq.; 2, Mr. Brown. Extra Prizes: Cherries, Mr. Brown;
AYrawAern>5, Mr. Reay ; iJasj^Aewe^f, Mr. Macfarlane; Vcgttable

J»/arroit', Mr. Reay ; Cucumbers, 1, Mr. Mortimer; 2, Mr, Bar-

row; Pears, Mr. G. Robson and Mr. Crossling; Capsicums, Mr.
Hugh Noble, gr. to W. Pawson, Esq. Vecetabltss—Carrots :

1, Mr. Barrow; 2. Mr. A. Oliver, Turnips: 1, Mr. Reay; 2, Mr.
Barrow. Beet: Mr. Crossland. Celery: 1, Mr. A. Oliver; 2,

Mr. Macfarlane, Peas: 1, Mr. Macfarlane; 2, Mr. Barrow.
KinNEY Beans: 1 and 2, Mr. Barrow. Potatoes: I, Mr. Reay;
2, Mr. Barrow. O^vions : Mr. M. Brewis, Shallots: Mr. M.
Brewis. Extra: Ca/^il^ag-e, Mr. B. Gibbeson, gr.to Gen. Grey. Let-
tuck: Mr. M.Brewis. Parsley: Mr. Rickeby. Cauliflowers:
Mr. Gibbeson. Parsnkps : G. Selby, Esq. Extra Frizes were
also awarded to Miss Leithead, for Nerium Oleander ; to Mr.
Barrow, for Striped Marigolds ; to Mr. G. Mason, gr. to J. Carr,

Esq., for a Device of Dahlias (« Windmill) ; to Mr. T. Allan, for

a Seedling Calceolaria ; to Mr. J. Burnett, for 12 blooms of a fine

Seedling Heartsease ; and to W. Forster, Esq., for a Dish of
Potatoes of last year's growth, in an excellent state of preservation.

Battle and Hastintfs HorticuUural Society, June 29.—This exhi-

bition took place in'the Assembly Rooms, at the George Inn, and
the plants exhibited far surpassed those of previous summers. The
following is a list of the successful competitors :—Prizes of the First
Class: to Lady Webster, for the best Balsams, pcrctwiats, hardy
plants, and Carrots ; and second best Pelargonivms, Stocks, green-
house pkmi, and CauUlt&wers ; to Sir W. Aslibumham, Bart., for

the btsi Pinks and Pelargoniums ; second ^est bouquet, hardy plant,

and Cherries; to the Yen. Archdeacon Hare, for the second best

llairtseasc; to T. Frewen, Esq., for the best Beans, StrawhcrHcs,
and Chtrriet; to Mr, M'Vean, gr. to Sir C. M. Lamb, Bart., for the
best design, Heartsease^ and second Pinks ; to IMr. Ogle, gr. to A.
E. Fuller, Esq., M.P., for the best grtm house plant. Peaches, Nec-
tarines, GraY>es, Cucumbers, and CauUjJotvers ; to Mr. Williams,
gr. to Alex. Dairymple, Esq., for best bouquet, collection of vegeta-

hies, and second design i to Mr. Morris, gr. to W. Brisco, Esq., for

the best Cabbayc and second Cucumbers : to Mr, Niller, for the

best Stocks and Peas, second best annuals, perennials, P6tatoes,and
Turnips ; to T, Smith, Esq., for the best Melon and French Beans ;

to Mr. Denver, for the best Strawberries and a collection offruit

;

to the Rev.B. Cole, for the best annuals ; to Mr. Turle, for fourth
Strawberries ; to Mr. J. Knight, for the best Beans, Turnips, and
Potatoes, which were from seedlings raised by himself, and had been
planted only eight weeks. Secqac Class Prizes : to Mrs. C.
Laurence, for the best bouquet; to Mr. AY. Daws, for the best de-

sign, greeyihouse plant, hardy plant, and Cnctcmhers, and third
Strawberries ; to Miss Daws, for the second Roses, Pelargoniums,
annuads, and perenniaii i to Miss Humphrey, for the best Roses
and Pelargoniums, and second Pinks and Heartsease ; to Mrs.
Miller, for the best Pinks, Stocks, annuals, second best Apples of
last year, and greeyihouse plants to Mr. H. Ransom, for best

Heartsease and Potatoes, second Beans and Carrots; to Mr. C.

Gausden, jun., for the best greenhouse plant; to Mr. J. Laurence,
for the best perennials and second Goosebei'ries ; toMr.C. Alderton,

for the best Gooseberries; to Mr. Kell, for the best. Cherries and
second Strawberries i to Mr. G. Slatter, for the best Strawberries;

to Mr. W. White, for the best collection of vegetables. Turnips,
and Apples, of last year; to Mr. R. White, for the best Peas,

Beans, Carrots, Cabbages, second Potatoes a?id Turnips* Sweep-
stakes FOR Koses : 1, Mr. M'Vean ; 2, Mr. W. Daws ; 3, Lady
Webster. There is to be a tweepstakes for 3>ahhas at the Septem-
ber Show, tOAvards which Mr. Mitchell gives a sovereign, and Mr,
AVood ten shillings. It is to be confined to the present members of

the society, not growing Dahlias for sale.

—

Sttssex Advertiser,

Birmingham Hortiaullural Sodet^t^Aug.l^.—Uhe following

prizes were awarded:—Oschidackjb; 1, Stanhdpea quadrlcomis,
G. Barker, Esq. ; 2, Cattleya crispa, J. "WiUmore, Esq. ; 3, G.
Barker, Esq.; 4, Cattleya Loddig^sii, G. Barker, Esq. Si^-plants:

1, Milt6nia vittata, Mormodes citrioa, Peristeria pendnla, Brassia

multiflora, E'ria velutina, Brassia verrucosa, G. Barker, Esq.

;

2, Stanh^pea insignis var.,Stanh6peaebiimea, Galeandra Baueri,

Zygopetalum maxillare, Zygop^talum stenochilum, Acropera
fcdva, G. Barker, Esq. Stotk Plants : 1, Ceropegia stapelise-

formis, J. Wilimore, Esq. ; 2, Achimenes longiflora, G, Barker,
Esq.; 3, Achimenes rdsea, G. Barker, Esq.; 4, Justlcia cdmea,
J. Willraore, Esq. Grebnhouse Plants: 1, LUium lancif6Uum
punctatnm, J. "Willraore, Esq. ; 2, Swains6nia coronillaef61ia alba,

J. Gough, Esq. i 3, Liliura lanciMium album, T, Kenrick, Esq.

;

4, R6chea falcata, Mr. J. Moore. Ericas: 1, tricolor major, J.

WiUmore, Esq.; 2, ventricosa, Messrs. J, Pope and Sons; 3,
exhnia, J. Gough, Esq.; 4, ampullacea, J. Wilimore, Esq. Pk-
i^ARooNiuMs : 1, Mabel, Messrs. J, Pope and Sons ; 2, Speculum
tnundi, J. Gougfa, Esq. Calceoiarias : 1, seedling, J. Wilimore,
Esq, J 2, diUo, J. Wiihnore, Esq. MshOcxcTi, sij: plants : 1, G.
Bwker, Esq.

J a, G. Barker, Esq. Balsams; 1, A. Kenrick, Esq.

;

2, R. G. Reeves, Esq. Groups of Flowers: 1, R. G. Reeves,
Esq, • 2, Mr. J. Cole. Alpinb Plants : 1, Messrs. J, Pope and
Sonfl

; 3, Mr. J. Moore. Hbrbacbous do, ; .1, Mr, J. Moore j 2,

T S-f; ^"^^ *^*^ ^^^' Hollyhocks : 1, J. Gough, Esq. ; 2,
J, Wilimore, Esq. Pan op CARNATio>r5 : 1, Jos. Mason, Esq.;
J, J. Mason, Esq. Picoteks: J, Mason, Esq. Dahlias: 1,
Westbury Rival, Mr. W. Earl ; 2, Girling's Prince of Wales, Mr.
W' Earli 3 and 4, Blotmisbury, and l^wi^ham iUval, Mr. W.
Earl. Twenty-four iorts {nurterymen) j 1 and 2, Mr. W, EarL
Tivelvesorts {gardeners andamatrurs) : i, Jos, Mason, Esq. CffiKA
AsTJiiiaj l«»rt2,Mr,Wrfttflr CfiRMAxSTgcsg: ditto, yycnsi^*;

and Sons. Fruits : collections, Vf, Robins, Esq. Pixk ' f'^iT
ditto; 2, Queen, J. Y. Bedford, Esq.; 3, Tn>iit/ud, "w RoS
Esq. Grapes : Black Hatnbitrgh, 1, J. F. Ledsam, Esq '•

9 v*"

Stamford. MBLoir.
Canteloupe, 1, J. Y. Bedford, Esq.; 2, Green-feshed, A. Kenrirl'
Esq.; 3, Earl of Stamford. Apjucots : Orange, H. Bawes »-«'

K«l.

Ledsam, Esq. Brace of Cucumbers: Manchestet*^ \^iv^-^{
more, Esq.; 2, J, F. Ledsam, Esq.; 3, R. G. Reeves Em'
Cauliflower: 1, Mr. W. Earl; 2, ditto. Pras : Scimitar \j
Gough, Esq.; 2, H. Dawes, Esq, Kidvey Bkaxs : i, Mr V
Earl; 2, G. Barker, Esq. Potatoes: Ash-leaved, I, W.Anriert^-'
Esq. ; 2, Golden Drop, H. Dawes, Esq. Turnips: Sto?ie, i, J y
Bedford, Esq.; 2, W. H. Rogers, Esq. Celery: Munckester i

Jos. Mason, Esq.; 2, W. H. Rogers, Esq. Onioxs : Tripoli]'
J. Gough, Esq.; 2, White Spajiish, ditto. New or rare Vece!
tables: French Turnip, 1, Jos. Mason, Esq.; 2, Ulm Kohlrabi
W. Phipson, Esq. Extra Prizes: Mschynanthus grnndijiw^
W. Robins, Esq. Grapes :\ H.^Dawes, Esq. iJt^io, J. F.Ledsan^
Esq. Catasetiim Btisselliamtm, W. Robins, Esq. Erythrolana
conspicua, Messrs. J. Pope & Sons. Some Cottagers' prizes were
also distributed.

Birmingham Gooseberry and Carnation Shoiv, August 8.-*Thii
exhibition was held at the Sun Tavern, Bristol Road, where the
following prizes were awarded :

^

—

Carnations: Premier, Gunt
Boy, Mr. Britten. Scarlet Bizarre, 1, Game Boy, Mr. Britten* J
Hepworth's Leader, Mr. Flindell; .3, Hufton's Patriarch, Air!

Fletcher. Crimson Bizarre, 1, Cartwright's Rainbow, Mr. Fletcher*

2, Gregory's King Alfred, do.; 3, Ely's Lord Milton, Mr. Britten!

Scai'let Flake, 1, Booth's Conquest, Mr. Fletcher; 2, Taylc^'i
Festival, do. j 3, Rob Roy, Mr. Britten. Rose Flake, 1, Queen of

Roses, Mr. Fletcher; 2, Fletcher's Duchess of Devonshire, Mr.
Flindell; 3, Plant's Lady Hood, Mr. Britten. Purple Flake, \]

Brabbin'a Squire Meynell, Sir. Flindell; 2, British Queen, Mr.
Fletcher ; 3, Lady Hewley, do. Picotees : Premier, Nulli sccxmdut
Mr. Flindell. Purple Edge, 1, PuUen's Lady Peel, Blr. Flindell; 2,

Lee's Mary, do. ; 3, Pullen*s Incomparable, Mr. Britten. Red FAge^

1, Britten's Sultana, Mr. Britten; 2, SeedUng, Mr. Fletcher; 3,

Lee's Ehzabeth, Mr. Flindell. Dahlias: 1, Marquis of Lothiani

Mr. Rodway; 2, Essex Rival, do; Gooseberries: Premier,

Thumper, 20dwts., Mr. J, Fairfield; Red, 1, Companion, Ifldwta.

ISgrs., Mr. Mills; 2, Lion, ladwts. 20grs., Mr. Barton; 3, Cale-

donian, ISdwts. 178TS-, Mr. Betts; 4, Atlas, ISdwts. iSjrrs., do.; 5,

London, ISdwts. Qgrs., Mr. Fairfield; 6, Wonderful, ISdwts. Sgit.,

Mr. Barton
; 7, Royal George, ISdwts., Mr. Fairfield; 8, Briton,

iGdwts. 2flgrs., Mr. Tolley. Yellow, 1, China Oiange, IQdwta., Mr.

Fairfield; 2, Seedling, l/dwts. l6gra., do.; 3, Puckwing, l/dwts,

4grs., Mr, Mills; 4, Shuttle, lOdwts. ISgra., Mr. Barton; 5, Bimlter's

Hill, I6dwts. 4gTS., Mr. Betts; 6, Husbandman, I5dwts. 22grs., Mr.

Tolley; 7, Two to One, l.^dwts. IQgrs., Mr. Barton; 8, Seedling,

15dwts. ISgrs., Mr. Britten. Green, 1, Thumper, I9dwts.*18pr8.,

Mr. Fairfield; 2, Peacock, igdwts. 6grs., Mr. Tolley; 3, Green Overall,

ISdwts. ISgrs., Mr. Fairfield; 4, Bumper, 17dwts. 12grs., Mr.

Barton; 5, Bates's Favourite, iGdwts. ISgrs., Mr. Tolley; 6,GeneraI,

l6dwts. 17grs., Mr. Betts; 7, Surprise, 15dwts. 22grs., Mr. Barton;

S, Providence, ISdwts. IQgrs., Mr. Betts. White, I, Seedling,

igdwts. ISgrs., Mr. Fairfield; 2, WTiite Eagle, ISdwts. lagra., Mr.

Barton ; 3, Tally Ho V ISdwta. 6grs., do. ; 4, White Swan, 17dwt8.

6gTs., Mr. Fairfield; 5, Lady Delamere, l/dwts. Jgr., Mr- Mills; 6.

Lily of the Valley, l6dwts, 22gTs., Mr. Tolley; 7, Chorister, iSdwta.

ISgrs., Mr. Betts; 8, Audley Lass, iCdwts, i4grs ,do.

Crieff Horticultural Society, July 14.—The first meeting for the

season took place in the Mason's Lodge, -vvhcre the Prizes were

awarded as follows :—Pelargonittms.— i, Mr. Campbell : 2, Mr.

M'Donald; 3, Mr. Anderson. Seedling, I Mr. Anderson; 2,

Mr. Campbell. Pinks.— 1, Mr. M'Donald ; 2, Mr. M^Naughtoni

3, Mr. Campbell. Best three, 1, Mr. M*Donald; 2, Mr. M'Lean;

3, Mr. McGregor. Seedlings, best three, Mr. M'Donald. Stocks,

Ten Weeks, 1, Mr. M'Donaid; 2, Mr. Gorrie; 3, Mr. M'Naughton,

Any other sort, 1, Mr. M*Naughton; 2, Mr. M'Donald. BoL-qyEi

OF Flowers.—Mr. M'Donald. Kos^s,—Bcst si.r, I, Mr. Camp,

bell; 2, Mr. M'Donald; 3, Mr. Anderson, Double Ayrshire, U
Mr. M'Naughton; 2, Mr. Campbell; 3, Mr. M'Donald. China,

1, Mr. M'Donald; 2, Mr. Anderson; 3, Mr. Oswald. Dahlias.

— 1, Mr. Anderson; 2, Mr, Oswald ; 3, Mr. M'Gregor. Hardy

BiKXNiAL anu Perennial Heubaceous Plants.- I, Mr. Mac-

naughton; 2, Mr. Campbell; 3, Mr. Anderson. lais.—Mr. An-

derson. Calceolaeias.-I, Mr. M'Donald; 2. Mr. M'Gregor;

3, Mr. Oswald. Greenhouse Plants.— 1, Mr. Oswald; 2, Mr.

M'Donald; 2, Mr. M'Naughton. Cut Specimens, 1, Mr. Milo-

nald; 2, Mr. Anderson. Violets.—Be*? six different, 1, Mr.

M'Donald; 2, Mr. M'Gregor; 3, Mr. Gorrie. Seedling, Mr.

M'Donald. Fruit and Vegetables: Grapes.— 1, Mr. Amott;

2, M'Naughton. White Muscat, Mr. Arnott. Chereies.-I, Mr.

Amott; 2, Mr. M'Donald* 3, Mr. M'Lean. Stbawbebeies.

Keen's Seedling, I, Mr. M'Lean ; 2, Mr. Campbell ; 3, Mr. Arnou.

Any other sort, I, Mr, M'Gregor; 2, Mr. M'Naughton; 3, i>lj;^

nott. KvvL^%.-~Slx best preserved, \,yir. hxi&^r^on;^, Mr. suv^

nald. Cauliflower.— 1, Mr. Campbell; 2, Mr. >I*J^ean ;
^i

Mr. Gorrie. Cucumbers.— l, Mr. M'Donald; 2. Mr. Campne

Lettuce.— 1, Mr. Arnott ; 2, Mr. M'Naughton; 3, Mr. <^ampDeu.

Cabbage, Mr. Arnott; 2, Mr. M'Naughton; 3. Mr. uor^.

Potatoes.— 1, M*Donald : 2, Mr. Arnott; 3, Mr. Campoe •

Cabbages.—I.Mr. Cumming; 2, Mr. Gorrie; 3) ^I^- P™P:^„
RnrBARB.- 1. Mr. M'Donald ; 2, Mr. Amott ; 3, Mr. Anaer^on.

Peas.— I, Mr. M'Gregor - 2. Mr. Anderson; 3. Mr. M l^?"^ *

Turnips.—1, Mr. M'Donald; 2, Mr. Campbell; 3, Mr. uorri •

Many Cottagers' Prizes were also %\\gtx,—Perthshire tow** -

tutionaL

Telton Florists' Society, Aug, 29.-The florists of FeUon and i^

vicinity held their annual Show of Carnations and
^^/^^^J" ,

Mr. Appleby's, the North Briton Inn. Owing to the ^5^°^^^^^
tinuance of fioe weather, the show was rather late

;
o

^^^
was, nevertheless, a full table of flowers, many of tne?" '

.^^^
condition ; and it may be pronounced the best show o^

J;j7
. ^

that has been seen in Felton. The prizes were
^^*i"g^eii,

follows :—Carnations: 1, Mr. Forsji:h, gr. to A. J-B- i^r
^^^

Esq., M.P., for Ely's Regulator; 2, The I^f^" i^^' VJ: Vand
Harvey's Tally-ho ! 3, Mr. Forsyth, for Hogg's Foxhuncer, ^^
5, Mr. Bum, gr. to C. W. Bigge, Esq., for Simpson s&npc^^

Duchess of Richmond; 6, Mr. Orrell, for Ely^,^^7. 3 >ir.

Picotees: 1, Mr. W. Harrison, for Ely's
^'^•^".^"'pVir Helen

Gowens, for Tyso's Aspasia; 3 and 4, Mr. Orrell. for r^u ^
and Fanny Kemble ; 6, Mr. Forsyth, for Lamb's f^'f^f^juj #/
Mr. Barn, for Le PapUlon. The prize for the best ^^^""^ged
1842 was also awarded to Mr. Burn, for a beautiiui u*^

yeUow Picotee which he named Burn's Lady Prudlioe.

Momi7igside Practical Gardmer$* Soctety,Aug, 2-- 1""..^,:^
was held in the school-room, when'prizes were awarded as ju ^
Roses: 1, Mr. J. Douglas, gr- to Sir T.Dick ^^J^^^' f, Blu»b,
Crimson aioss, Black Tuscan, White Provence, Maiden ^^
Anna Maria, and White Hip; 2, Mr. J. Fargie, gr. ^ "

^^ gj.

Gregory. Pi>-ks : V, J. Douglas, for Jaclc of Tmrops. vn^ ^^
Albans. Queen Victoria, Tweedside Beauty, Bnliiaot, anu

^^^^^

Charlotte; 2, Mr. J, LiddeU, gr. to A. Thomson, i:-*^^.!!,

bknas : 1, htx* 3, Downie. gr, to Gen. Robertson, tor ^ dito»

BTOdiflQxa, picta. and iraea; 2, Mn Wr EwuJff; gT, «**>« »

I
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Point. Calceolakias: I, J. Downie, for Enchantress, Reliance,
and Solomon.' Salvias : 1, J. Downie, for fulgens, pateps, and
splendens. Grapes: 1, J. Fftrgie; 2, J. Llddell. Melon: 1,

Mr. H. Gibb, gr. to Mrs. Stark; 2, Mr.J.Muir, gr. toW. M. Innes,
JEaq- GoosEEERRiES ! 1, J. LiddcU J 2, Mr. R. Anderson, gr. at
Burromuirhead. SxaAWEERRiES : 1, H. Giblb ; 2, J, Douglas.
White Currants: 1, Mr. J. Johnston, gr. at Bradesbum; 2 J.
Muir. Red: 1, J. Johnston; 2,J.LiddeU. Black: I, J. Johnston-
2, Mr. J. Cockburn. Raspberries: 1, J.Douglas; 2, J. John-
ston. Cauliflower: 1, J. Douglas i 3, J. Johnston. Cabbace:
1, Mr. VV. Denhohu, gr. to Sir J. Forrest, Bart. ; 2, H. Gibb!
LETTrcs : 1, J. Douglas; 2j J. Johnston. Cauliflower (-^>»a-
tcun) : J. Cockburn.

Practical Floral atid HortictUttiral Society of Ireland.^The fol-
lowing is a list of the prizes awarded ;

—

Private Gardens,
Stove Plants: J. Q, Humphreys, gr. to the Hon. Col. Wing,
field. Pklargo.viums : Dark, P. Hynes, gr. to M. M*Kay,
Esq. Lights P. HjTies. Bllred, 1, J. H. Evans, Esq. j

2',

P. Hynes. Ericas : l, J. C. Humphreys; 2, J, Dorle, gr. to h!
Flood, Esq. Fuchsias: 1 and 2, Mr. Cahill, gr, to Col. Jones!
Ornamental Plants: J. C. Humphreys, Herbaceous
Plants : 1, P. Hyjaesj 2, T. Pidgeon, Esq. Hardy Bouquet :

1, Mr. Montgomery, gr. to Rev. C. Wolseleyj 2, Mr. Ilaper, gr,
to J. Clarke, Esq. Exotic Bouquet : \, J. H. Evans, Esq.j 2,
Mr. Montgomery. Carnations : Pink Bixarres, 1, B. Kane, gr.
to E. Clibborn, Esq.; 2, G. M. Walthew, Esq. Scarlet Bizarre,
1, B, Kane; 2, G. M. Walthew, Esq. Piiik Flake, B. Kane.
Scarlet, 1, — Williams, Esq. ; 2, B.Keane. Purple, 1, B. Kane; 2,
G. M. Walthew, Esq. Premierpun ofSeven, G.^l. Walthew, Esq.
Picotkks : Scarlet, I, B. Kane; 2, — Williams, Esq. Purple, I,

Williams, Esq. ; 2, G. M. Walthew, Esq. Yellow, B. Kane. Base,
B. Kane. Pansies: Twelve Varieties, G. M. Walthew, Esq!
Dahlias : Tuentj/-four, 1, Mr. Ogilvie, gr. to Earl of Leitrim; 2,
G. M. Walthew, Esq. Twelve, 1, Mr. Ogilvie j 2, G. M. Walthew,
Esq. Si.v, Mr. Campbell, gr. to Dr. Stock. Hollvhocks : G. M.
Walthew, Esq. Public Gardens.— Stove Plants: D. Liv-
ingston. Pelargoniums : Vark, J, M'Laine. Light, i, J.
Maaine; 2, D. Livingston. MiJ^ed, J.U*Lakie. Calceolarias:
Shrubby, A. Campbell. Herbaceous^ A. Campbell. Fuchsia : J.
M'Laine. Ornamental Basket: 1,J. M'Lamej 2, D. Living-
ston. Herbaceous Plants : 1, L. Doyle; 2, J. M'Laine.
Hardv Bouquet: J, Gough. Carnations: Pink, 1, B. Fox.
Flake, l,B.Fox; 2, J. Gough. Scarlet FlaJ^e, I.D.Livingston-
2, J. Gough. Purple Flake, 1, B. Fox ; 2./. Gough. Variety,
1,B. Fox. Picotees : Scarlet, B. Fox. Purple, T. Robin-
son. Yellow, B. Fox. Bose, I, B. Fox; 2, T. Robinson. Pan-
siES : T. Robinson. Dahlias: Twenfy^four, A. Campbell,
Twelve, I, A.Campbell; 2. J. Goodbody. Si^, A. Campbell.
Open Competition.—Light Pelargoniums: i. M'Laiue.
CbiaiNATiONs: Seedling, B. Fox : Bose Flake, C.WiUiams, Esq. :

Scarlet Flake, C. Williams. PiVJbTEES : Seedling, I, Captain
Johnston; 2, Mr. Collier. Premier, I, T. Pidgeon, Esq. 24
Seedling Pansibs:- Mr. Collier. Six Annuals: J. H. Evans.
Fruit AND Vboetables.—Melons: Green-Jiesk, I, J, Ogilvie;
2, J. Campbell. Any varietyi 1, J. Ogilvie; 2, Mr. Kaper.
Grapes: White, J. Alexander, gr. to his Grace the Duke of
Lemster. B/«c/r, 1, Mr. Ogilvie; 2, W. Kelly, gr. to Col. Cpn-
aolly.M.P. Muscat, i, Mr. Kelly; 2, J. C.Humphreys. Peaches*
Noblesse, 1,W. KeUy. Any variety, l, A. EUis; 2, J. C. Hum-
phreys. Nectarines: White, J. Ogilvie. Bed, J. Ogilvie.
Apricots: 1, J. Ogilvie; 2, H. Montgomery. Pluws: Greengage,
1, W. CahiU ; 2, J. C. Humphreys; 3, Capt. Johnston. APi^LES :

Prmce Albert's Glory of England, 1, Capt. Johnston. Plums :

any variety, 1, J. Ogilvie; 2, J. Alexander; 3, H. Montgomery.
Fios: I, J. Ogilvie; 2, Capt. Johnston, Gooseberries: Bed,
1, A. Campbell; Green, J. Alexander; White, J. Ogilvie;
Yellow, J. Ogilvie. Currants : Red, A. Ellis; White,
J. Ogilvie. Jargonelle Pears: I, W. CahiU; 2, Captain
Johnston. Any variety, 1, A. Campbell; 2, Capt. Johnston.
\egetablks: Si:r Heads of Celery, H. Johnston, gr. to H.
Hanbidge, Esq. Cauliflowers: 1, W. Lumnden, gr. to the
Hon. Mrs. Vesey. Onions: the Right Hon. Chief Baron.—From the Dublin Freeman^s Journal ofAug. 22.

Boyal Devon and Cornwall Horticultural Society, July 21.--The
summer exhibition took place at Devonport ; the spacious Hall being
splendidly decorated with a rich display of flowers, plants, and fruit.
Ihe iollowingis the list of prizes:-Fruit: Grapes of various soy^s,

r^^'r:^^^
^^""^^rs. Bcst dlsh of Uach, W. H. Evens, Esq. ; 2, Mr.

U. El IS. Best dish of whlt^, Mr. R. Luke; 2, T. Holberton, Esq.
Best dish ofPlums, C. Jeffery; 2, Mr. T. EiUs. Mdom, Mr. Tay-

n/*3 ^- .^Jackmore. Esq. ; 2, Mr. T. Roberts. Best dish of Penrs,

« nV
^^ ' ^' ^^^' ^' "Jeffery. Best dish of Apples, Mr. J. Ellis;

2,Mr. R. Luke. Best dish of Black Currants, T. Briggs, Esq.
Best dish of Whit^, Mr. T. Ellis; 2, Mr. J. Taylor. Best dish of
Bed, Mr. T. Ellis; 2, W. H. Evens, Esq. Best dish of White Cher-
ru's,m. J. Ellis. Best Black, Mr. R. Luke. Best Mayduke, Mr.
J. iaylor. Twelve highest-flavoured Gooseberries, Mr. J. Paul; 2,
mx. C. Jeffery. Best dish of Bed Gooseberries, Mr. J. Paul ; 2, G.W. isoltau, Esq. Best dish of White ditto, Mr. J. Paul ; 2, G. W.
^^1^^?? ^^^* -^^ ^^^^ ^f ^^^^ '^'^'^^ ^^J"- J- Paul". S, Mr. H.
\\ hiddon. Best dish of Yellow ditto, Mr. J. Paul ; 2, IMr. H. ^^^id-
don. Best dish of White Mas]jberries, R. Robertson, Esq, ; 2, Mr.
J. Ellis. Best dish of Bed ditto, G. W. Soltau, Esq. ; 2, Mr. J.
Taylor, Best dish of Strawberries, Mr. J. EUis; 2, Mr. J. Taylor,
Best dish of Figs, Mr. R. Luke. Extra Prizks: Mr. R, Luke for
Maijduke Cherries, Lemons, and Grapes. Flovters and Pl\nts •

Best slv Stove Plants, Mr. J. Griffin. Best twelve Greenhouse PUmfs,
P. E. Lyne, Esq. Best collection of Pelargoniums, ditto. Seedling
Pelargonium, Mr. F, Wood. Twelve best Carnations, Mr. J. Griffin-% Mr. C. Doidge. Twelve best Picotees, Yellow, Bfr. J. Griffin*
Twelve best ditto, not Yellow, Mr. J. Griffin. Six best Fuchsias, P,
E. Lyne, Esq. ; 2, W. C. Hodge, Esq, Best collection ofDahlias
Mr. Bate. Six best China Roses, grown in pots, W. c. Hodge Esq
Twelve best D^deh Roses, Mr. Griffin. Best *^ Hollyhocks, T.' Den-
nis. Best collection of Calceolarias, P. E, Lyne, Esq. '

Six best
Tender Annuals, P. E. Lyne, Esq. ; 2, W. C. Hodge, Esq. Best
Hardy Annuals, W. C. Hodge, Esq. BeMt ten-week Stocks, Mr. J.
Paul. Best Hardy Per, ials, W. C. Hodge, Esq. Best twelve
Verbenas, W. C. Hodge, Esq. Best collection of Indigenous Plunts,
Mr. Griffin. Best design of Cut Flowers, Mr. J. Taylor. Best sped-
ti\en Plant, Mr. Griffin. Extra Prizes: Mr. Luke, for Orange
S^lant with fruitJ Mr. Doidge, for Picotees,- W. C. Hodge, Esq,,
for Coehscombs : H. F. Spence, Esq., for Ilearlsease^ Atr. R. Bar-
rett, for Carnations ; H. F. Spence, Esq., for Phlox alba trrandi-
Jhraj Mr. R. Barrett, for Picotees,- Mr. J. Ellis, for/

Budd, for

Thornton
J 2, W. C,"Hod^ge^ Eiiq"cataiToZer,^Mr.^T. Roberts!

^upe Broccoli, Mr. J . EUis. CwcwHi&er*, R. Robertson, Esq. Cos
.^ruce W. H. Evens, Esq. Cabbage lettuce, J. Dingle, Saltash.
^eas, Mr. T. Roberta. Kidmy Beam, dwarfs, R. Robertson, Esq.
f^l^^^f^}^,ru7mms, T. Briggs, Esq. Artichokes, Mr. C. jrf-

vT. . ^ ^-^ VfO^table^ Mr. C. Jeflfery ; 2, G. W. Soltau, Esq.

Sr r t/»l^'^«
''

^r"^-
J- f^«bert^. for Cdcumhersj Sir. C. Jeffer^,

S^T/^^lr" oS"'^
^^'' »^ ^^inhutcd.-Abridgea from

Sunderland Floral and norHcuUural <infi.t,, t.,/., lo Ti,» .»
cond exhibition of plants, fn^XwI^ 1, ^'„ ^^j • TJ .

^'
Polytechnic Hall of the Athmm vtf" ^ held m the large

foUows :-1UnunccJcs.8 la iTnd 2 Mr'^T' H*lt"
awarded a,

1 ftttrt o My- t H.,n r? ^* *i,J1-!j-. ' ^*^* ^- Hull. Best «u do.

«r. I Mallm; 2, Bower-* Paragon, Davie»a Juli«t ShakaneareDavie's WeUington, B«rU Princess Charlotte, D^'of NSm'^rland, Mr. T. HuU. Best three, Beiley's Bmit^ D^«]^^:

.rwrwy mr. tt. jsarrert, lor rteoiees ,- mt. j. jkius, tor /
plants ^ R. Blackmore, Esq., for hardu Annuals s Dr.
Zi^ii '

.'. Vegetables; Celei-y, Mr. R. Baskervilie, gr.

A^swor^h^/o^.^^^'l?^^
^Vemngton, Mr. T. HuU. Best Pink, ]

sSTdnm r^^^.' i^^^V^*^^' Telarconiums; best three,tjpiendxdum. Garth's Perfection, Joan of Arc. Mr. T. Cook : 2. Vic-

RiY; ^T.T'fr'*'
^^"^^^ Perftction, Mr. / Hartie. CALcEoi^.

VetoL Mr Y^'^^^^^o^^'
i»'comparable, Shepherd'. Queen

Mr rr^;5 W!; ^""'i^^?'
Incomparable, Majorana, Harrisonia,

mrhnrT^; l^ir '-J^^
f^enty.four, Mr. T. Pattison, gr. to MrsRichardson

; t, Mr. T. Cook, gr. to Sir H. WiUiamson. Best twelve,

M^;« ^Vf ^^^o'^'u'^ ^'^' *^'- T. PattUon. Best Rose, Blu*h

^Ir^^^;;-
^/

*^*^?J^-
^^t Bouquet of Hoses, Mr. T. PattiVon : 2,

ill^'J' A^' ^JEE.NHousB Plants: Asclepias »alicif61ia, Pe-

tiS L^.^ ^^°^^^'^^*^Y5 ^5^^^ta, Mr. T. Cook: 8, Fuchsia

fhfSf; =^?|^>\,^tf^7Pt^ylL^. Salvia patens. Mr. G. Rob«ii, gr, to

S..^^n ' r^'}^^^^; ®^^^= Plants: Erythrina Cri»ta gaUi,

Irx-l^f S.T«'^^. S^.l"gi^ ^'^^^^'^^ Mr. T.Cook. ClimbinS
Mh^ AT

''

T^^S^l^^'
Sieboldi. Thunbcrgia alat», Thunbergia alata

o a/ in ^'^^\ Bouquet or Flowers : Mr. R. Cloughton;

Rn. Vn-S*''''ff;.,^>*'^^^e^t«"^Esq. Black Grapes: Mr. J.

»r.n V * «• ^^r"^'?.^^"'
?**!• ^^'hite Grapes* T. R. WiUiin-

M^'r/;?*^ ' ^l'^' I^bson gr. to the Rev. Dr. Wellesley.Melox: nuncan'sGreenlleshed Egyptian, Mr. J. Clarke, gr. to J.Simpson, Esq.
;
s Netted Scarlet Fleshed, Mr. G. Robsoo.^TRAw-

Black Eagle, ftlayduke, W. Featherstonhaugh, Esq. Cauh!FLOWERS
:
Mr. T. Cook. Prizes were also awarded for four weU-grown F^hstas, to N. Horn, Esq. For a dish of Muskrounm,

M, T •x^n"^'*'*
^°' ^ cnlUciion of greenhouse plants, u>Mr. J. HUla. For a Melon, Mr. J. Clarke. For a collection of

^j;xses to Dr. 1 oung. For a collection ofgreenhovse plants, to Mr.
-^Ji. i-^' ^""V*",?- ^' Davison, Esq. For a dish of Black Brt^ns-

^^i fl' •
*^'> ^'

-^^J^' K"' *^ "^^ ^- Robinson. Esq. For a
^«rg-e collection of greenhav^e plants, to H. Gibson and Son. For^bouquet of cut greenhouse flowers, to Mr. T. Cook. For a collec-tion of cut flowers, to Mr, L Mallin. t

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Prt'mula dknticulata. Toothletted Primrose. (Bnrdn
Herbaceous Plant,) PrimuUceae. Pentindria Monogynia.-This
plant flowered last spring in a frame in the garden of the Horti-
cultural Society, and is certainly quite hardy. It requires a richloamy soil, and a dry situation; is easUy increased, either by
dividing the old plants when in a dormant sUtc, or by seeds,which should be sovt-u in pans, filled with light rich soil, about a
quarter of an inch deep. In May they wiU be fit for potting off
singly mto smaU pots; and eventuaUy they may be planted in theopen border, care being taken to select for them a rather dry
situation. They suflTer more from wet than cold during the
winter. The plaat flowers during the months of March and
April; the seedhng wUl not flower the first season.—i?o^ Betr.
VAxnACRisTATA. Crcstcd Vanda. {Stove Epiphyte.) Orchi-

dacere § Vandeae. Gynandria MonAndria.-An ^iphyte, with the
habit of \anda Roxbiirghii, found in 1818 on trees in Nepal, by
Dr. WaUich, flowering in the month of AprU. He describes it as
a flower of exquisite beauty. U, however, hardly deserves somuch praise, because, notwithstanding its rich marking and vel-
vety surface, its flowers are too small and dull -coloured. It suc-
ceeds weU when grown at the warmest and dampest end of the
Orchidaceous stove, and may be fastened on a block of wood, or
placed in a basket and suspended from the rafters ; in either case
It ought to be weU suppUed with water. A quantity of sphag-num put round the block or in the basket wUl be found very uae-
ful m keeping the plant in a vigorous and healthy state. Its
general treatment should be the same as is given to such things
as Aendes and Saccolabiums.—i?o^ Reg,
Campa'nula LjtPLi'NCii. Mr. Lfefiing's Campanula. {Green-

house Annual.) CampanulSceae. Peutandria Monog<nia,—

A

beautiful little Portuguese annual, raised in the garden of the
Horticultural Society, forming an entangled mass of the most
deUcate blue bells, with a tender foliage, leminding one of the
texture of the fragile ivy-leaved BcU-flower. It is to be feared
that it WiU scarcely be hardy, coming as it does from the west of
Europe. It is said indeed to inhabit the vicinity of Madrid and
Mogadar, in which case it may exist with us in the open air
durmg summer; but its deUcate substance wiU hardly resist the
cold nights which we so often experience, unless in very favour-
able seasons. It is weU worth a place in a greenhouse.—iJoi.
Beg.
Sobra'ha macrantha. Large-flowered Sobralia. (Stove

Orchidaceous Plant.) Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandria.—
A flower of the most delicate texture, of the richest crimson, and
between7 and 8 inches in diameter, growing on the summit of a
reedy stem, wUI give the reader some notion of the magnificence
of this rare j^ant, which lately flowered in the garden of the
Horticultural Society, from specimens sent from Guatemala by
Mr. Hartweg. Or it may he compared, for the flowers, to a huge
Cattleya. It is one of the terrestrial species, and apparenUy easy
enough to cultivate in a cool stove; but it is at present in few
collections, no one liking to divide the roots untU something
more shaU have been heard of its habits. It is stated by Mr.
Skhmer that each flower-head wUl go on blossoming for manv
weeks successively, provided the faded blooms are puUed off
before they decay.— Bo/. Reg.
MoRMODES luxatum. Distorted Mormodcs. {Stove Kpiphjjte.)

Orchidiceae. Gynandria Monandria.—This extraordinary piant,
coUected near Mexico, has lately flowered with G. Barker, Esq.
It is of large size, of a stately habit, with a very deUcious
fragrance, although powerful, but with no brUUant colours to
render it what we call handsome. Ite flowers are 3 inches in
diameter, pale lemon-colour, fleshy, rather globular, but so dis-
torted by the complete dislocation of all the parts, that it would
be diflicult to ascertain their real nature, if it were not for the
token given by the labeUum. The latter has a deep brown streak
drawn down ite middle, and covers over the column like a hood.
The leaves of this plant are abont 3ft, long, narrow, deep green,
with a very fine glaucous bloom upon their under side. It is
worthy to be associated with even Sobralia macrantha in the
choicest of all collections of these plants.—£0?. Beg.
DK.VDB<:iBiuM Scopa. Broom-likc Dendrobiuna. {Stove Epi-

phyte:^ Orchidacese. G>Tiandria Monandria.—A very singular
but not handsome species from ManUla, which flowered a short
time suice in Messrs- Loddiges' collection. The stems are erect,
about a foot high, stiff, and strong. The leaves are from five to
six inches long, and two and a half broad. The flowers are
smaU, whitish, in axUlary fascicuU. Their lip is very curious,
being broken up at the point into a kind of broom, consisting of
long entangled curlmg thieads.—£o^ Reg.

Charcoal.
MISCELLANEOUS.

-Some experiments upon the growth of
plants in charcoal have been lately made. Mr. Feast had
quite a collection of Orchidacese ; and as none of them
had thriven very well, it occurred to him that he might
make use of the charcoal with good effect. The whole of
the plants were consequently repotted in a mixture of peat
and charcoal : this was done in June or July, and when
we saw them in August, many of the plants were throwing
out new roots with much vigour. The charcoal seems to
act as a conductor and retainer of heat, and, by keeping
the soil light and open, facilitates the rooting of the plants.
Mr. Feast has also tried charcoal in rooting plants from
cuttings, and has succeeded in growing in this way Herbe-
mot's Musk Cluster Rose, which he has been unable to

multiply by cuttings, in the ordinary way. Combrctum
parpurettOQj a plant not &uSij iacrett*cd» was ^^.. lii^

rooted in charcoal. We would recommend further ex-
periments to be made, as we are convinced the system is

attended with excellent results.

—

Ilovey's Magaxine.
Trealmeut of the Poplar in Ladakh.— The Poplars

which, along with Willows, arc planted about erery ril.
lage in Ladakh, are sometimes the Lombardy, but more
frequently the Black Poplar. They are in very insuffi-
cient numbers for the wants of ordinary consumption, as
the plantations are not allowed to encroach upon the cul-
tivation of corn. The supposed deficiency of surface for
timber has suggested an expedient for the multiplication
of the produce of wood, which is ingenious and successful.W hen a Poplar, at about five feet from the ground, has
attamed a diameter of five or six inches, it is headed
down

; the summit of the stool, just below the cut sur-
face is girded by a Willow withe four or five times so
tightly, as to become slightly imbedded in the bark, and
the top 18 covered with a thick lump of clay. Shortly
after this, a crop of shooU rises from the whole circum-
ference of the bark of the tref", which is thinned to the
number which it is supposed will thrive. These, also, at
they reach a sufficient growth are removed, and repeated
crops of Poplar staves arc in this manner obtained.

—

MoorcrofCs Trarels, vol. i., p. 308.
Ipomoea^ QuamocVxt.—l^ the garden of Dr. J. S. Gun-

nell, of M^'ashington, the following method of growing the
Cypress Vina, or Ipomfjw Quamoclit, is adopted. The
plants are sown in a circle about three feet in diameter ; in
the centre of the drcle, a large tall stake is placed, twelve
feet or more high ; at the root of each plant is a forked
peg, made of stout twigs of trees ; to each of these a strong
piece of twine is atUched, which is carried to the top of
the stake, and thera made fast to the edge of a smaller
circle, about six inches in diameter. When the Vines reach
the top of the stake, they wreathe their branches from one
string to another, and form a complete pyramid of deli-
cate foliage, interlaced with brilliant crimson starry blos-
soms. Every one who possesses a garden mav have it in
equal perfection, by sowii^ the seeds in Apnl in a hot-
bed, or in May in the open garden, and by transplanting into
circles, when it Is desirable to form a pyramid, as here de-
scribed. Thunbergia alata, a. alba, and a. aurantiaca,
may also be treated in the same manner, though not with
equal effect; the foliage of the latter in no way comparing
with the Cypress Tine ; but the mixture of large buff, deep
orange, and pure white flowers, would form a galaxy of
beauty which would be admired by all lovers of flowers.

—

Hov€y*s MagasincM
The GardenerU and Farmer's Foreign Library.

Otto, Fr. J. :—Lehrbucb. Handbook of the Rational
Practice of Farming Operations. Brunswick, 8?o. , with
woodcuU, 2d edition- Otto, Fr. J. :—Lehrbucb.
Handbook of the Fabrication of Vinegar. Brunswick^
8vo. Peclet, E. :—Wilrme. On Heat and its Use In
Arts and Trades.* Brunswick, 2 vols,, 8vo., with plates.

Wiegmann, A. F, :—Krankheiten. The Diseases and
Abnormal Formations of Plants, with Advice for their
Cure and Prevention. Brunswick, 8vo. Wiegmann,
A. F. :—Entstehung. On the Origin, Formation, and
the Nature of Peat. A Prize Essay. Brunswick, 8vo.

Wiegmann, A. F. :—Bastarderzeugung. On Bastard
Formation in Plants. A Prize Essay. Brunswick, 4to.

Blue TropcBolunu—We understand that roots of this
fine plant have at length reached England^ alive, and are
in the hands of a nurseryman. The flowers appear, from
the dried specimens we have seen, to be as blue as those
of a Siberian Larkspur : the species is Tropm'olum
azHTcum,

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Bngshot Pw/r.—The gardens and pleasure- grounds of her Roya

Highness the Duchess of Gloucester have been tastefully laid out,
and are now in excellent order. There is nothing to be seen of
that littleness of conception—that working out without a plan

—

which too often mars the beauty of such a place as this. The site
of the flower-gardens appears to have been originally part of the
extensive plantations which environ the park,andnow consists of
a series of gardens, interspersed and surrounded vrith specimens
of noble trees. One general plan seems to pervade the whole,
by which each individual part harmonises with the rest. There
is one thing in particular which deserves to be noticed in the ge-
neral plan, which is, that there is no attempt made to have flowers
in all parts of the grounds. If that peculiar taste had been ap-
proved of here which must have clumps of shrubs faced with
autumn- flowering plants, such as Verbenas and Pelargoniums—
which can see no beauty in a garden unless it is one mixture of
glaring colours, the grand effect of the whole would have been
spoiled. Such, however, is not the case. The eye is made to
rest with pleasure in one place on green grass and fine-spreading
trees, and in another on a wide space of gorgeous flowers. Be..
sides the more common kinds of trees, some ofwhich have grown
to a large size, there are fine-spreading specimens of the Hem-
lock Spruce (Abies canadensis), and Deciduous Cypres?, at I^ut
50 ft. high. The Indian Cedar (Deodar), and certainly one of the
finest specimens of the Cunninghamia lanceolata in this country,
also ornament the grounds ; the latter stands the winter without
protection of any kind, and seems to be quite as hardy as Araa-
caria Dombcyi. The series of gardens or open spaces in the
pleasure-grounds have each a different character; one is filled
v^ith the most ornamental kinds of Herbaceous plants, and in the
centre of it stands a good specimen of the Glycine sinensis, trained
OQ trellis-work, and flowering abundantly every y^u*. Another
is a Rose garden, having an elegant temple, covered with the
climbing varieties, in the centre; and a third is filled with Vw-
benas and plants of that description. The American garden is

larger and even more beautiful than any of the^: here thoiManda
of Az&leas, Kalmias, Rhododendrons, and other things of th^
kind, flourish, and must be far more beautiful than they

<2«J«even in their native soil. A terrace-walk has h^n ^^*^.~^
one side of the American garden, from which a good Hew ^^J^
twned over the whole. In the earlier part of the summer, woen

the plants are in fuU bloom, the scene nsnst be of tbea^c e^
chanting description. Another open space, which ^^.^!r*J^
called the Garden of JBaskets, presents at t^^ /'"ff"L,^";:^^
striking and novel appearance. This is in ftosA ot

fJ""^"^f^
house, amongst some flne old trees. AgTO«P^> '/.^tn^lfhtn^
of different shapes and sizes, filled wiUi sawiffier-dowenng things.

such as scarlet PelargOniums,andmaJEe,inthe situati™ m which

they are placed, a fine foreground to a beautiful P^ctiire. If it

had been fashionable for flower* to gio in gipsy partiw like ttie

Mffher ofders of the etmtixmf m«*t assw«*Uy this would be takea
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— ^o^^rc Mr Toward has a method of

for a camp of f^^..^^^'J^'sVhick paiticularly worthy of

clnmpm^ scarlet Pelarg6mums w ^
j^^t^ad of cut-

beine ^^^^'fl^T^lX^^^^^^^^ of different heights, so that

ting down aU his PJ^tf^^^omid clump in the following season
when planted ^\^^^^'' The tallest are about 3 or 4 ft. high,
they form an irregalar cone i

^^^^^^^j ^,^^^ ^tl,,,3 ^^hich
and

^^P^^;]t^'^„^"the outs de, the outer row being as dwarf as
fall

.f^^^"f.3^^,^,\^easo^^^^^^^ have the appearance of one

**r'i^-f„n bloom and look extremely well. The variety which

^V'roJa^dSor his purpose is c4ed Compactnm. All who

^ve Waited Bagshot Park have admired the summer seats which

^'e erected in different parts of the garden ; they are specxmens

S neatness and taste which have never been exceUed> but which

S irnext to impossible to describe. The whole are substantial,

Zxd what is perhaps better, they are comfortable resting-places;

an example which ought to be foUowed by those who are often at

Seat pains to make rustic seats, in character as they imagine,

but which are not made to sit upon. The greenhouses m the

flower-garden, and the conservatory at the house, are very gay

with flowers, including some of the original species of Fuchsias,

such as F. cocctnea, which one so seldom sees in collections now.

There is a new hybrid variety called F. delicata which is very

handsonw. Achimenes longiflora is also finely in flower and

promises to go on flowering for some time to come. Many of the

Pines in the kitchen-garden are throwing np fine fruit, and all

are clean and healthy j the same may be said of the Vines and

Peaeh-tiees. As the Red Spider has been very injurious to the

latter in many gardens this summer, Mr. Toward thinks his has

been saved by the efficacy of a sulphur-wash, which he applies

every spring. In many parts of the garden, and also in the

woods self-sown Rhododendrons are coming up as thickly as

they do under the greatest care in seed-pans.—i^.F.

Mr Groom's Nursery, Clapham Rise,—V(e have just been grati-

fied with a sight of Mr. Groom's extensive and weU-cultivated

collection of Lilium lancif6Uum and its varieties—pmictatum,

rnbram, and speciosum. Scarcely anything can be imagined

more beautiful than some of the specimens of the two latter

varieties: in both of them the flowers are of a rich mulberry

colour which becouies gradually lighter towards the pdges and

tips of'the petalsj the whole being studded with glands and spots

of a much deeper colour. In fact, the only difference between the

two appears to lie in the leaves of L. speciosum being curled,

wh£reas those of L. rubrum are perfectly flat. We observed a

singj« stem of the latter, with 21 flowers upon it ; many of the

flower-stems branching out and prodncmg two and even three

blossoms upon each ; a circumstance which does not occur so

often either in L. lancif<5lium or punctatum. To give some

idea of Mr. Groom's successful management of this splendid

tribe, we need only mention that one specimen is loaded with no

less than 5S blooms. "We doubt not but they will soon become

more generally cultivated, as they flower at a season when there

is little else to enliven the greenhouse or conservatory ; while by

keeping the plants out in the open air, and shading them when in

t)LDom they may be preserved in perfection until the middle or

latter part of September, when most of the higher classes have

retire* to their country seats, and when the gardener is more par-

ticularly /lesirous that all under his charge should assume as gay

ftn appearance as possible. Mr. Groom has also a flourishing

^tock of the handsome Rigidella fi^mmula.—iJ, il., Aug. 29-

sion to which he will be led, for these are not sub-

jects on which a difference of opinion might natu-

rally arise upon an examination taken. The various

considerations for cutting, or forbearing to cut, would

so certainly present themselves to the mind of a per-

son really competent to judge, that I should say there

would be no doubt whatever of his deciding correctly, if

he were not interfered with by the personal wish, or taste,

of his employer. It is with this as with most other sub-

jects :—wherever men understand what they are about,

and are guided and governed by fixed principles, mat-

ters go on well ; but the misfortune with regard to

woods is, that ages of 'mis-management/ and other

causes, interpose obstacles and difficulties which it

will be no slight task to overcome.
_

To give a brief

summary of my views upon this important point, I

would remark, that no wood ought to be allowed to

run out its term which is not stocked as it ought to

be, or which, if stocked tolerably well, is suffering in-

jury from imperfect drainage. As I have just said, these

points must be determined by an examination of the

wood by some person whose judgment mny be relied

upon; but any gentleman may see at once, if he will,

that if a wood is really in the state which I have sup-

posed, viz., without either timber or underwood worth

standing, &c., it would be perfectly absurd to let it

stand ; for at the end of the cycle it would be very

little better than at the beginning, and so much more

time would be irrecoverably lost,"

Now in this it is difficult for the reader to apprehend

exactly what he should do ; and he feels that after the

most careful consideration of the advice that is given him,

it is requisite to consult Mr. West himself about it.

However, there is a great deal in the book that is worth

the attention of country gentlemen, to whose perusal we

recommend it. We shall probably return to it again.

*

Remarks on the Management^ or rather the M\s-3Tanage-

ment^ of WoodSy Plantatiwis, and Hedge-row Timber.

By J- West. 8vo, Perfect, Newark ; Longman,
London.

This is exactly what its title sets forth ; that is to say, an

exposure of the mis-management of timber, and not an ex-

planation of the right mode of treating it. The author is

unsparing in his censure of the proceedings of landlords,

iand-agents, woodmen, foresters, and all owners, occupiers,

or overseers of woodland property, whether ancient,

planted, or io hedge-rows : he sees nothing but blunders in

all that they do, an ignorance of tlie principles on which

it should be managed, or a neglect of their interest, or an

indifference to it,which is quite lamentable ; he points out

«t every page the mischief of bad draining, bad pruning,

bad planting, bad thinning, and bad felling, which, he say»,

involves English property in hedge-row timber almost to

the extent of a hundred millions sterling.

So far as the exposure of mis-management is con-

cerned we have no fault to find ; on the contrary, we agree

with Mr. West in most, though not all, that he alleges,

JBut when we look for the remedies proposed by him, we

€Sek almost in vain. What information he gives upon

that subject is scanty, and sometimes leaves his reader as

jmuch in the dark as ever. Not that he does not occasionally

$iTe his advice ; and when he does so, it is so judicious

that we should be glad to know more of his plans ; but

this forms but a small part of his book. It would seem,

indeed, as if the author were of opinion that general rules

can raj^ly be laid down advantageously, and that in each

£ase what should be done is to be determined by its own
jpocoUar circumstances. At least, such is the conclusion
JStt which we have arrived after a careful perusal of the
work. For example, in speaking of ancient woods, we
have the following statement

:

** It will at once be perceived, by a practical eye and a
sound judgment, whether a wood is in such a state, as to
the prospect of a crop, that it is the proprietor's interest
4:0 make a sacrifice in the underwood and cut it, although
it may sell for nothing but faggots, rather than finish, or
xun out, the term, at the end of which it would be cut in
the usual course. I have seen hundreds of such cases :

there are many in almost every neighbourhood where
woods exist at all ; and I confidently ask, what would be
ithe use, or how would it be possible to show the
propriety, of completing the term of the cycle, if, first

the wood contained nothing valuable as underwood'; and
if, secondly, it contained a considerable portion of timber
that required immediate attention, on some account or
other ? I should, for instance, instantly determine to cut

where I found a wood crowded srith a class of unhealthy

oaks, or other timber; but it is not necessary to particu-

larise, as I would not pretend to give such directions here

as would enable a gentleman to decide, for that could only

"be done after inspection. So many points have to be con-

sidered, that a careful survey of a wood must he made-

Thisdone, fortunately there is no difficulty in coming o a

^correct conclusion upon such a question as this. A
^practical man, who understands what he is about, will

ie in no danger of committing an error in the dcci-

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or /A<? ensuing week.

With the exception of a few favoured localities which have

been visited by occasional showers, the present season has been

extremely unpropitious to vegetation, more especially in the

kitchen-garden department. Not only has the produce of late

crops of Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers, and almost all other vege-

tables which generally are plentiful in the end of summer, been

unusuaUy scanty, but the extreme dryness of the soil has been

unfavourable to the germination, and the weather to the after-

growth, of those seeds which are commonly sown in autumn for

the production of spring crops. The late rains appear to have
]

been more general, and the ground being in better condition in

consequence, we advise an additional sowing to be made of such

articles as are hkely to be most in demand in the spring months.

Onions especially should not be lost sight of? for as in many
gardens these have partially failed, the Tripoli variety, sovm now,
will come in useful early in summer, after the dried stock is

exhausted.
I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department,
Pinery,—The plants that were first potted will now be growing

rapidly, and less shade and more air willbe advantageous to them.
Keep in mind the directions formerly given respecting bottom-
heat and water. As these are most essential points in Pine- apple
culture, we deem it advisable frequently to direct attention to

them. A suflacient quantity of dung should be prepared by turn-

ing, and watering if necessary, to make linings to all pits that are

heated by such means. Fresh dung will not be necessary, while
the bark-bed retains a brisk heat; but when that is found to

decline, immediately renew the lining either at the back or the
front of the pit, but not both at one time. These plants will

require but little water at the root, if daily dewings with a syringe
are given.
Vi-VERV.—The early forced Vines maynow be pruned. Long-

spur, short-spur, and long-rod training have each their advocates
among cultivators ; but whatever system may be adopted, to

prune Vines well the knife must be used freely. From the
strength of the Vine it can be estimated how many bunches it is

competent to bear next season, and the young wood should be
regulated accordingly. In spur training, when a shoot has been
produced near the base of the spar, the latter ought to be cut off

and the young growth retained to supply its place. If this Is not
done, the spurs will in time acquire an unseemly length.
Pbach-Housb,—The second house should be treated as re-

commended at p. 528. In this fine season, the young wood in

the late house will scarcely require artificial assistance to ma-
ture it, except in cold northern districts, where either glass or
fluid walls are necessary to ripen the g'eneral crop; nevertheless,

the trees ought not to be openly expdsed to cold nights and rough
weather, so as to damage the foliage while it is in active oper-
ation.
Fio-HousB.—Where there is a second crop yet to ripen, the

same attention in watering, giving air, &c., should be paid to the
house as heretofore.
CucujiBERS AN'D Melons.—Great attention must be paid to

Cucumber plants in pots, which are intended to fruit in the win-
ter and spring months in Pine-stoves or elsewhere, as success
depends in a considerable degree upon the manner in which they
are reared. Place them near the glass, and let them have air at

every fitting time, to induce a short-jointed, stockygrowth. Some
of the forwardest are, perhaps, large enough for removal to their

fruiting- pots, in which they should be planted deeply, to allow
room for top-dressing. When Melon plants are watered or
sprinkled, it should be done in the morning, that the leaves
may dry before night, it being now cool and damp at that time.

Out-door Department,
Cabbacks.—Continue to put out as the plants become large

enough. If those sown in the end of July are planted one foot
apart in the rows, every other plant might be cut for Coleworts,
and the rest will form heads early in spring.

Cakdooxs.— If not yet done, those from the first sowing should
be tied up with hay-bands, and afterwards earthed at once to the
required height.
Celery.—If any plants still remain in the nursery-bed, they

may be turned to good account by planting them any time during
I

this mouth, on dry ground, so deeply that the leafstalks are
' covered with mould. This planting wiU furnish the latest crop
next spring.
Lekks.—The forwardest may have a little earth drawn round

the stems.
Lettuce.—Cos should be tied up once everyweek or ten days,

regulating the number by the consumption.
OwiONs.—Take the earUest opportunity to house them when

ary enough for a good soaking of raia materially affects their

in~aoor jjepart;7nt'ni.

Finish all alterations and get the plants back to their
rters as sooii as possible, for the air is now ^ettino-

fore be resumed as soon as the fruit is gathered. Late sorts in
cold situations, may not yet be so near maturity as to maVp
washing prejudicial to the fruit. If w^asps continue troublesome
suspend bottles about the trees in the way directed last week for
Grapes. New plantations of Strawberries may now be made tf
necessary. The present year's bearing wood, and any useless
canes, should be cut away from Raspberry-trees, which will be
considerably strengthened thereby. Pears which only iteen a
short time ought to be gathered before they get touxipe- but
the late varieties require to be well matured upon the trees'

IL—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY, '

In-door Department,
Stove.

winter- quarters as sooii as pussiuit, lur mt: air is now gettine
cold. The shades for the orchidaceous house must be used less
frequently, and only during very bright days, otherwise they will
do more harm than good. A wooden house, with common stove
plants, will not require any more shade this autumn unless the
weather becomes very hot again. The air of the house need not
be made so damp, and many of the plants will now require
less water.
Greenhouse axu Conservatory.—All plants that are likely

to suffer from exposure to a slight degree of cold, or to wet
should no longer be risked out of doors; for in our uncertain

climate, a low night temperature, or even actual frost, may now
be expected. The pots should be washed, the soil top-dressed,

and the plants neatly trimmed and tied before they are takea
into the house. Pay attention to the newly-potted Pelarg6niums;

these must be sparingly watered, and kept rather warm till

they begin to grow. The tuberous Tropse'olums are probably

beginning to shoot again ; if so, they should he potted in small

pots, and the delicate stems carefully tied to sticks j be cautious

also in watering them.
Pits axd Frames.—The time being at hand for housing

tender plants, all other necessary work should be hastened. If

not yet done, therefore, cuttings must be immediately put in of

the plants intended for bedding out. Propagate Calceolarias

by their rooted offsets, which, with any that may have been pre-

viously taken off. must be very sparingly watered. Soft-wooded
plants for blooming late should be transferred to their blooming-

pots, if it has not already been done. Fuchsia cuttings put in

now will make fine blooming plants next season. Cuttings of

single Camellias should likewise be potted.

Out-door Department.
Presuming that the directions heretofore given have been fol-

lowed, there will be little now to be done in this department ex-

cept the requisite attention to mowing, sweeping, and other ope-

rations conducive to neatness. In the reserve ground, trans-

plant into nursery rows the young Pinks which have been struck

this season. Sweet-Williams, Hollyhocks, and other biennials or

perennials, will be greatly strengthened if similarly treated.

Sow thinly, in a dry place, some showy sorts of hardy annuals,

to be removed to the flower-garden.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

NuRSKRV.—Whenever the ground is sufficiently moist, proceed

with the propagation of Laurels, and other evergreens, by cut-

tings and layers. Late-budded stocks will nowrequire untying;.

Forest AND Coppice Woons.—Autumn is the best season for

planting on all soils which are not naturally wet and hicapable

of being drained. Where there is much to be done. Evergreens

may be proceeded with directly, provided the late rains have pe-

netrated far enough Into the ground to moisten it,—/. B. Whit*

ingt The D^epdene,
^^^1^ j_ —^ ' '—-^-^

State of the Weather near Londonfor the Week endhig Sept. 1,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden. Chiswick.

August
Friday 86
Saturday t7
Sunday SB
Monday 29

Tuesday 30
WednesdajSl

Sept.
Thuriday I

Average

Barom rram. Thbrmoiietbr.
j

Max.
90.ftl6

g9.959

ao.oti
30-15L

, 30.(i03

Min.
89i8ia
tS.!)33

Max.
00
74

Min.

fi7

Si
65
46

60

68

Mean.
68.0
65.5
64.0

64.5

5B.0
67.0

62.0

».976
29 06«
30.003
00.137

90.903

72
74
70
64

6«

39.994 1 ».96t 1 71.4 64.0 62.7

Wind. ^Rain.

E.
N.£.
N.E.
N.E.
W.
N.W.

S.W.

.20

.14

.52

.22

.46

Aug. 26. Hazy j very sultry ; clear at night.

2/. Overcast; cloudy and fine j clear; rain.

28. Rain in the morning ; cloudy and fine ; clear.

29. Heavy thunder showers early a.m.; slight haze and finei

4 P.M. bright sunshine and large drops of rain; violent thunder-

storm commenced with laiu in torrents j clear at night.

30. Foggy in the momingi hazy^ overcast.

31. Clear and fine. . ,

.

Sept. 1. Constant rain 5 temperature increasing towards nignt.

Mean temperature of the week 2°. above the average.

State of Ihc Weather at Chiswick tiuring the last 36 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Sept. 10, 1S42.

Sept.

Arer.
|
Artr.

Higbcsli LowMt

Sun. 4
Mun. 6
Taet.
Wed. 7
Thura. 8
Fri. 9
Sat. 10

Temp. Temp

6a8
68.4
69.1

67-6
98.1

66.7
G8.B

49.1

48.9
48.6
48.6

49.3

60.1

48^

Mean
Teaip

68.9
58.8
68.8
58.1

68.7

6a.4

68.7

No. of
Year* in
whii'h It

Rained.

Greatett
qunntity
ot Rain.

8
S
10

a

0.68 In.

0.80
<*,70

aas
0.66
1-09

J.S7

The highest temperature during the above period *>ccmTed on

the 7th, in 1835—thermometer 80°; and the lowest on the loi"*

in 1838—thermometer 34°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Sept. 2, 1842. .

TiiK market has been weU supplied with fruit and ^^^^li"!.
during the past week ; but trade is far from being brisk. ''^

"

Pines are tolerably abundant, and consist principally of W4;^*^

from 3*. to 6*. per lb. Grapes and Melons have "^t vaneu

price since our last report. Peaches and Nectarines are c*"-'^
jj

even than they were last week j their flavour is good, ^^^" h^
many of them are small in consequence of the 'ong droug •

,

IS that familiarly known by the term "tracing," which 5s done
by tying them one above another to a straight stick, or a handful
of straw. If previously sorted into sizes of large, middle, and
small, any particular kind can be obtained when wanted, without
loss of time. Inferior ones should be laid aside for present use.
Okcharp.—The Red Spider is very prevalent thi.s season upon

Peach and Nectarine trees : the use of the en"-inp shnniH thm^^

Apricots are no longer to be met with. The dessert ^^^^^ ^
chiefly confined to Green Gages, which are far from

^^^\'l^^
plentiful as they were; but Damsons and other Pl^'^^!/^g\,n8

serving and culinary purposes are unusually abundant :

i^
,
^

fetch from U. &d, to 2s. per half-sieve. English Figs *P^^„;:ftle
good and are selling from is. to 3*. per doz. There has ^^^^'^
alteration in the price of Apples for several weeks

;
^^*^

^. f^tch-
kinds arc very cheap, many samples of Hawthorndeu ^"^,01
ing more than from I*. 6rf. to 25. per bushel. A few .w

^
Bergamot Pears have made their appearance, f'OT^,?;^: ^,<. Ron
bushel: Jargonelles fetch from 3s. to 6».. and

>\'i"*!^ ^.^ to

Chretien from 2*. to 4*. per bushel. FUberts sell from
^"^^-^^

75*. per 100 lbs. Natural Cucumbers are abundant, a"" =*^
. 4,,

6d. to grf. per dozen : but the frame fruit fetch from ^- j^^j

per dozen. Vegetables: Cauliflowers are
^^^^i"^"^olH»a^''^

scarce, and are selling from 4*. to 6s. per doz. ^^^^^ offers**
been in the market for several weeks, but the ^^"^R^^„ j^ arf.

have not been good. Cabbages are plentiful, from 9ff- {" Aes.
per dozen ; and Coleworts, from 2*. to 2s. 6d. P«r^<3ozeii Dun

^,^

A few Peas are still to be obtained, but at the high Py|;^|ty is

andfij. per sieve. Turnips are abundant, but their qua
^^

not good from want of rain. Carrots appear to be
J*^" g to-

fetch from zsAoSs. per dozen bunches. We observea !»u

lerably fair samples of Red Celery, from is, 3^. to
*f;. ^frotn

bundle; the white i* far from being so fine, and 1*
f®* jAood,

9d. to Is. per bundle. The Beet of this year's growth w ^

and is sellini; from u. to is. U. per dozen. Tomatoes arc



--; '
.
^'^^ , '1 '- - ''»h''. ( ^^- .^-J-^^-7' .

'' .---„ ';,[ T, - IL, v^^T. ^-^^r^^lSiVf.'.
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dant, of alarge size, from Is, Gd. to 2s. Gd. per half sieve. Field
Mushrooms are rather plentiful, and fetch from 4s. 6d. to 5s. per
bushel: those of in-door growth, from is. 6d. to is. grf. per
pottle. Flowers: Amongst the Cut Flowers are, Trevirana coc-
clnea, Siphoc^mpylus bicolor, Passifloras, Bjgnonias, Alstrceme-

rias, and ^Vmaryllises.
PRICKS, Saturday, Skpt. 3, 184? FRUITH:—

Pine Apple, per Ib.3i tot*

J. S.

OrapeB, per pound, Ii to St

,_ Muscats, per pound, 2» to 4i

_ Spanish li to is 6d
^ Portugal If '.

Helens, English, each, li to 3t

Dutch, 6d to is6d
Peaches, per doz. 6d to 3*

Nectarines, per doz., f>J to 3a

Figs, per doz., U to 3m

Plums, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2i'6i to 5*

Damsons, per hf. sieve, 2» 6d to 3j

Green^apes, per pnnnet. If 6d to ?*

_ Baking, per hf.-sv., 3* 6d to 8«*

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2* to 5a

Apples, dessert, per bush., 2* Gd to 7*

VEGETAELES.
Cabbage, per doz. 9// to \s Zd Spinach, per sieve, 8ito 2s Sd^ plants, ;per doz-'S* to >!« 6d Chives, per bunch, 3d to Ad
Broccoli, pcT bunch, 9d to It 3</

Crabs, Siberian, per hf.-siv.,?«to"2j M
Cherries, Aforello, per lb. 6d to l« 6d
Mulbeiiies, per gallon, 8rf to lOii

Cucumbers, per doz., 6rf to 4i
Oiau^es, per doz., 1« to 2j ^d— per 100, e# tolfi*
Lemons, per doz. 1< to 3«— per 100, IO*to 18i
Almonds, perpei-k, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3i"J

Filberts,Eng!lsh,perl00lbs.50JtoC5*
Walnuts, per bu&hel, i6« to S4f 3

Nuts, per bushel—

.

— Brazil, 20*— Barcelona, 24*

Caulifiowers, per doz., 4# to 6»

Peas, per sieve, 6* to 6»

Beans,Kidiiey,per hf. sv.,2jIo3i
— Scarlf t, per hf.-sv. U 3d to 1* 6rf

Potatoea, per ton, 50j toaoi
— per cwt. 3« 6<f to 4<
_ per bushel, U 6J to U 9i

Kidney, per bu., 2* to 2* td

Artichokes, per doz., 2* to 3*

Turnips, per doz bun., 2j to23 GJ

Carrots, per doz. bunch, 3* to 5i

Red Beet, per dozen, 1* to 1* Qd

Hor«e Radish, per bundle, I«6J to 5i

Radish, per doz. hands (34to30each)
^d to ]« 6</

.,_ Turnip, p. doz. bch., Qd to 1* 6rf

Onions, per doz. bch., 3* 6J to At

t^ — Green, p. doz. bun. 3* to3<6d
^ Spanish, per doz. Ij to 3*

Leeks, per doz- bun., 3* to At
Garlic, per lb. Ad to 6^
Shallots, per lb., 9rf to 1*
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. sc, 1* to \t 3J— Cos, I« 3d to U 6d
Endive, per score, 1* Qd to 2j
Celery, per bd.,( 12 to 15), l#to 1< M
Small Salads, per punnet. 2if to 3d
Watercress, per doz. am. bun. 4d to Cd
Parsley, per doz. bunch., 2» to 2« Gfi

arragon, per doz. bun., 2i to a*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2« to 2« 6rf
Basil, per doz. bunt-hps. 2i to 3i
Vegetable Marrow.'perdoz., 6d toSd
Tomatoes, per hf, sv. U 6d to 'ia^d
Capsicums, ereen, per 100, Uto24G<f— Ripe, per doz., 6rf to I* 3J
Mushrooms, per |)ottle, li 6d to USJ— Field, per bus., 5#

Notices to Correspondents.
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3rf.

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers, Gentlemen
wiahhig to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies re-
quired.
TewAy.—Asparagus Beds should be formed about 3J ft. in

width, witJi alleys 2 ft, wide between them, and require no par-
ticular preparation beyond a previous good trenching. Instead
of procuring young plants, let Asparagus seed be sown in March,
In drills 18 in. apart, and 2 in. deep. When the plants are 6 in.
high, they should be thinned to about i ft. apart ; and in the
following spring a layer of rich or stimulating manure, a few
inches thick, should be spread over the bed, and dug in lightly
when the plants have done growing in the autumn. During
the growing season the beds should be copiously watered with
salt and water, or salt should be strewed over the betis, the
particles of which will be carried down to the roots by heavy
rains and frequent waterings. In the third spring from the time of
sowing, the Asparagus will be fit to cut ; but previously to cutting,
th^bed should be covered very lightly with dead leaves to the
4epth of 8 in. In the autumn, these leaves should be removed,
and another dressingof rich manure should be applied; and these
operations should be repeated every season. We have no doubt
that sea-sand would be of great value in mixing with the soil;
and where irrigation is practicable, it should on no account he
neglected.—

t

If G. H., who sent specimens of the Green Pine Apple Straw-
berry to the Gardeners' Chronicle office a fortnight since, has
any runners to spare, and will communicate his address, he
would oblige a subscriber.
A Malholm Coire.—Your plant is Adesmia microphylla.—

t

Ilex.^YouT plants are, i and 2, Pharbitis hispida: 3, gilene
QUinquevulnera.—

t

J, H, O.—We cannot undertake to name plants, unless the
flowers of each are sent as well as the leaves. One of those sent
IS Eleusinelndica; and another seems to be Erysimum Perofski-
anum.—

t

Ignoramus is referred to one of the leading articles in this
aay's paper.— 4.

Cadwallader,—Your plants are, 1, the long- flowered Marvel
of Pern

J 2, thesoft Acajithus.—

t

O, H, C—If you have a Greenhouse in which, after they have
acquired sufficient strength to be potted off singly, you can pro-
tect your seedling Cinerarias during winter, we would recom-
mend you to sow the seed immediately; by doing which, you
will save at least six months. If, however, you have only a cold
frame wherein to preserve them, you had better defer sowing the
seed until the spring.—

j

C. 0.— The best time to fell all kinds of timber trees is the
oeginniiig of winter, because at that time the wood is driest. The
worst time is when the sap is rising in the spring, for at that
time the wood is wettest. If, however, you want the bark, you
must strip that when it will run.—

f

Z..—Those papers on Timber are really too absurd. We cannot
conduct an argument with people when there is no common
ground to stand upon. How silly to talk about "vegetable
Ijiembrane" in connexion with the growth of timber ! When the
bones, and the fat, and the flesh of an ox are growing, do people
say it happens by the increment of animal membrane? Non-
sense.— f-

An Etonian,—"When Figs do not bear, and are in good health,
cut a trench round them, near enough to divide some of the
main roots, and fill it up again with old mortar, broken bricks,
or any similar rubbish. It is not desirable to take ofl" their leaves
when ripening.—

t

A Willing Subscriber can obtain all the SxRAwuKitnY plants he
inquires about of any respectableNurseryman. The Swauistone
is rather acid, but is a good useful sorL The Peab with crimson
flesh is the "Sanguinej" it is not decayed; itisonly" bletted"
—that is to say, it is in the state of a Medlar, and is now fit for
eating by those who like it.—

t

T. Cowan.—Your plant is Oncidiura ramosum, sometimes
called O. Batemannianum.—

t

A Constant Header shall have the explanation he asks for, in a
leading article, ere long. We catmot give him a good answer
without going into considerable detail.—

t

Mr. Harrison^s Bean-stalk appears to be an instance ofa flower,
and consequently its bean, having been formed under ground.
Th^s propensity is habitual in some plants allied to the Bean, such
as the Arachis and Voandzeia, but we never heard of it before in
the Bean Itself. It also occurs in some Violets, Trefoils, and
certam other plants. The specimen which Mr. H.has soobhgingly
sent is very curious.—

f

^ ^ j

A. ^.—Your PLAXT seems a mere variety of the common Con-
volvulus major. When the roots of fruit-trees throw up suckers,

li PJ^r i^ ^ ®5°,°f ^^^ soil being ill drained, or the roots

down!it''^
5»uckcr3 dp no harm if you keep them well hoed

Servant,-
dent,—

t

r.^^t^'Z'J"?." v''^*^>f
Aconites you sent is A. variegatum. We

really must declmc the labour of naming your species of Phlox,
\ eron ca. Aster. Aconitnm, &c. It can only be done by persons ofmueh leisure—we are persons of 710 leisure -

1

fJr''^''^^'^'^^T''
^Herm4n"iahyssopi>61ia;

2, Statice oleje-f6ha; 3, Cynanchum\nicet6xicum; 4, ArcnAria grandiflora - 5

ufwa^'dr.?^^^^^^^
6, an Inula. Accordi.>g toWmon senseupwards of 5o signifies more than 50; perhaps your friend is aperson of KMCommon sense.—

t

i*itnu is a

The back numbers cannot be had, unless by acci-

*

tbPv-nrA-iy^"'"
Caj-nation and Picotee are not uncommon;

om rnt2?^\ ^'''''^-
KZ"^^'

varieties, and are much esteemed by

SSported seed^^^^^
^^''^' '"'"'" ^'^^^^^^ '^'"'^ ^'""^

R. Aldndgc -Your Dahlia is a beauUful flower: its proper-
ties are good, and its colour is agreeable; but we fear its size
will prevent It from becoming a show flow;er.—

*

Watson, ^M^b/A-.—Your Dahlia wr.s unfortunately crushed,
itie colour and shape of the petal are good ; but we cannot form
an opinion of the centre, or general appearance of the flower.We should feel obliged by your sending another bloom.— *

Smith flwtf Co., i?«cAr«i°j/.—Your crimson purple Dahlia (SirR.
Sale) IS a flower of first-rate properties, fine general form, centre
well up. with great depth of petals. In the Duke of Wellington,
rich scarlet crimson, the centre is full, although a Uttle depressed,
and the petals well arranged ; it is a desirable flower, and rich in
colour.— *

5. H.—For productiveness and good quality, perhaps no better
variety of Potato could be named, to succeed the Ash-leaved
Kidney, than the Early Manly; but it is round. If, as a matter
ot fancy. Kidney-shaped, or long, tubers are preferred, the Lady's
Finger may be selected. Should this not be palatable to some,
on account of its bemg too floury, recourse may be had to
Knight's Yellow Kidney. Knight's No. 6 is a very dwarf early
kidney, but small, and only to be recommended for frames. His
No. 2 possesses a good deal of the character of the Early Manly .—B

Gerard will be able to obtain the information which he requires
concerning the Labourer's Frijsnd Society, at IQ, Exeter
Hall.—

t

A Correspondent is desirous of ascertaining the weight of the
heaviest head of Celery which has been exhibited at any horti-
cultural meeting ; also the name of the grower, with the date of
the exhibition. Can any of our correspondents furnish us with
the desired information?
A Lorer of the Dahh'a.—The best remedy with which we are

acquainted for driving away Thrtps from Dahlias, is to dust the
upper part of the plants hghtly over with sulphur, or Scotch
snuif.

—

X

P. JW.—Your Rose is Rosa laxa.—

t

A, A'".—You will find an account of the treatment necessary to
raise Coniferous Plants from seeds, at p. 83 of this year's
Chronicle.—t
An Jwiu/tur.—Both Kkxyon's and Mills's Cuck/mbers are

recommended for winter forcbig : but there are few better for
that purpose than the Sion House Cucumber. Long-fruited
kinds should never be cultivated for winter use.—

J

J, Sutton.~li\\Q name of jour Apple is not known; but it is
probably the Early Harvest.—

1|

C. iJ. ^ — The following are large flowbrino shrubs or
TREES, which will succeed very well in a chalky soil near
London : — Scarlet flowering Hawthorn, Laburnum, the Bird
Cherry, Double-flowering Cherry, Snow^^ Mespilus, Almond,
^sculus caniea, and the Guelder Rose. For an answer concern-
ing Vehbenas. we refer you to our Amateur's Garden of to-dav.
Campanula fragilis hirsuta is a frame plant, very dwarf, aiid
blooms freely ; the colour is a light blue.—

§

An Essex Subscriber.—IhG Plum you sent is Lucombe's None-
such ; it is a good bearer, and is allied to the Green Gage, being
superior to it in point of size, but not equal to it in flavour.—

1|

Leicester,—'So doubt your S<5llta nETEROPTiTLLA requires to
be repotted; previously to doing which, we would recommend you
to cut it down, so as to leave only a few of the strongest shoots,
which generally spring from the base. It should be potted in
sandy peat or heath mould, with a slight addiiion of loam, and
plenty of drainage. It is rather a difficult plant to propagate by
cuttings, and may be increased more readily by seeds. W^e do
not imagine thatthe reason why your Cacti have not flowered is

owing to bottom heat never having been applied to them ; it is

more probable that, as you grow them at a window, they are not
sufficiently exposed to the sun's rays during the summer months,
which is very essential to their well-doing.—

t

P, R, W,—Your plants are T6riUs anthriscus, A'triplex angus-
tifolia, Lemna polyrrhiza, and Ranunculus aquatilis.—

t

A Yomig Botanist,—The plant is Ceanothus aztireus, and be-
longs to the natural order Khamnacete.—

t

A Constant Reader.--The plants sent are:— !, Funkia subcor-
data; 2, Erica verticillata; 3, R6chea falcata ; 4, Hypericum da-
tum ; 5, Rudbeckia hitta; 6, Ageratum ccelestinumj 7, Sedum
TeUphium.—

t

G^mma.—Bigni'mia venusta is a stove plant. Flowers of it

may be seen at Mrs. Johnstone's, Covent-garden Market.—

t

C. G. A.—Your Orchidaceous plants are Epidendrum ciliare

and Maxilliiria vitellina —

f

T. S. P.—You should compel your heaps of weeds to ferment,
and then the seeds will be destroyed. This may be done by
adding gas-water to them, or by mixing them with stable litter.

Or you may dry and burn them j their ashes are almost as nseiul
as their decayed stems. If you will water your terrace with a
strong solution of Blue Vitriol, you will destroy the greenness
you complain of; salt produces the same efCect, but moss is apt
to grow again after a time; g^s-water will also destroy the moss,
if it is that which causes the greenness. The large Pea is LAthyrus
grandiflorus, the smaller appears to be Pisum maritimum ; No. 3
is Andr(5meda poUf<jllai J\o. 4 is Andrdmeda calyculata.—

t

F, 3/.—We cannot recommend one Nurseryman in prefer-

ence to another. Potentillas should be divided either in the
autumn, after the flower-stems have died down, or early in the
spring before they begin to shoot afresh. The reason why your
Vines do not bear fruit out of doors is, because the wood does
not get sufficiently ripened before winter; whether the white
kinds are worth preserving for out-door cultivation, is more than
we can tell, unless we are made acquainted with their names.
Fuchsia corymbiflora generally retains a few leaves upon the ends
of the shoots during winter.

—

t
Rtffnfi/um,—Common ink is used for writing upon Spode's

Porcelain Tallies ; and when the ink has become dry, a coat-
ing of Copal Varnish is applied over the whole surface, which
protects the writing from the wet.—

t

Sene:r.~YouT plants are, I, Helianthus atrorubens; 2, an Erl-
geron, apparently philadClphicum. Your Pear is a very hand-
some specimen of the Caillot Rosat.—t B

T. S, P.—In general the autumn, that is to say November, is

the best time for transplanting trees of all sorts. The only
exceptions are where the soil is very wet and undrained, or when
the place is very windy, in which case February is to be preferred.
But no soil, ill drained, ought to be planted at all with trees, and
even in windy places November is the best, if S7nall plants, that is

plants 9 to 12 inches high, are employed, which we should re-

commend. When lawn is uneven, it is customary to pare it off
and relay it; but we know no reason against filling up the
hollows firmly with good soil, and sowing a Uttle crested Dog's-
tail Grass and White Clover. Junipers should have their berries
gathered when ripe, kept mixed with sand in heaps all the winter,
and sown in March in light soil, the berries being buried about an
inch deep.—

t

* *—To be sure we do not. No one is more opposed than
ourselves to books which, whatever their attractions, and how-
ever disguised, are in any way immoral or irreligious. It is

because of his freedom from everything of that kind that we like

Punchy in spite of his bad jokes.—

t

A Lady.-'ThG plates in the "Iconks Plantarum" arc not
coloured. They are made from dried specimens. We can hardly
judge how far they may be interesting to others, hot for us they
have great value. The book is A-ery cheap.—

f

P.—You cannot have abetter hook for determining the Genera
of plants found wild in this country, than " Xiajcter's British

Flowering Plants."—

t

H.—Some of your seeds are very interesthig, but we fear they
will require more heat than you can give them, and they are not

very handsome. They must' be raised with bottom-heat, exactly

as you would raise Cucumber seeds, and treated like t«i4cr ac-

nualft. such as Balsam?. Nos. 1 and 2 are the Sennas of the
shops, which we never saw alive. No. 8 is pVobably the Pasha's
Indigo; 5, may be the Coloc) nth plant; 17, is the Rose of
Jericho, concerning which you will find many remarks at p. 363
of this year's Chronicle; 21, is the Balsam Apple, a well-known
tropical plant of the Cucurbitaceons order, with handsome
warted bright orange fruit, but with no beauty in the flowers.
It is scarcely advisable to sow the seeds before the spring, if
they arc in good condition; because they are generally soft
and difficult to keep over the winter. Nos. 7, lo, u, 16, 18,
20. and perhaps 2 or 3 more, are little better than weeds.—

t

J. 1*., CAt..t„..d»n.—The Dahlia named Hudson's Princess
Royal is a light bright buflT, tipped with rosy purple: Whales*
Attila, rosy lilac.—* *

A. JV,—The thermometers, from the indications of which the
TEMPERATURE atChiswick IS givcH, are on the lawn, apait
from any radiation of heat from buildings, and are attached to
a post upon which they are elevated at the height of 3 feet
from the ground; a parasol of painted canvas guards them
from the direct rays of the sun.—

li

A Practitioner^8 paper upon budding wiU appear next week.—

f

T. /;,— BiGN<iMA Tw EsniANA should be planted out in the
border of a warm greenhouse, amongst some rich free soil ; its
branches require to be trained over a considerable surface near
the glass. With this situation and management it will flower
freely. Cereus setaceus has frequently flowered in England.—

§

J. 5. ^.—The shoots and leaves of your Pear-tree correspond
with those of Ilacon's incomparable. Bone-dust mixed in
small quantities with the soil in which Pelargoniums are potted
would not, we imagine, be prejudicial to them ; but we are not
aware that it has ever been used for that peculiar purpose.— E tA Cofuttant 5ttA«cnAer.—Mvatt'b Eliza SxRAMBERaY is a
tolerably large ovate fruit, and rather early ; but it is far inferior
in quality to Myatt's British Queen. It is far from being so well
adapted for forcing as Keen's Seedling Is.—

|

A. N. L. ff.-You will find your question answered amongst
the Home Correspondence in this day's paper.—

t

Af. AT. 5.—We cannot give you better advice respecting the
treatment of Pink plants in winter than is contained in our
weekly " Calendar of Operations." No doubt the cause of your
plants turning yellow at that season is owing to the want of suf-
ficient heat. The temperature of the pita, or houses in which
they are grown, should never be allowed to fall below 50°, and
the bed should be kept a few degrees above that of the house.
If your stock of Fine plants does not exceed 200, you cannot
afford to fruit more than 45 or M during the year.—

J

.*2iS6'«/f//jiMs.—Three good varieties of Pkars for summer use,
arc the Citron dcs Carmes, Jargonelle, Dunmore; three to follow
these maybe the Fondante d'Autonme, Marie Louise, and Beurr^
Diel; and for winter and spring, those recommended in last
week's Chronicle, All these will succeed as open dwarfs or
standards, with the exception of the Jargonelle, and it will bear
well on a northern aspect The Crassane, d'Auch, or Old Colmar,
and the winter Bon Clu-etien, will neither of them answer as
standards; the two first arc excellent upon walls with a good
aspect. The Duchesse d'AngoulOme, though large, is not high-
flavoured when grown on a wall, butis very good from standards.
The Chaumontel is only ciceUeut in some seasons ; and the
same may be said of the BcurrO d'Aremberg. The other varieties
to which you allude are included In the above list, with the ex-
ception of the Winter Nelis, which is V3riable in its time of ripen-
ing, but will always prove acceptable when it does become fit fof
use; you will therefore doubtless find room for it, as well as for
the Althorp and Winter Crassane, both raised by the late Mr.
Knight. Four varieties of Grapss for the open wall may consist
of the Royal Muscadine, Grove-end Sweetwater, Black Cluster,
and Black Prince. Most varieties ^ fruit-trees may be obtained
correct from respectable nurserymWi.— |j

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Overland Mail from India arrived this morning,

and has brought, we regret to say, very disastrous news
from AfFghanistaa, The telegraphic despatcli Lad already

announced that the array at Jellalabad, under Genend
Pollock, had been decimated by disease, excessive heat,

scarcity of provisions, and the Simoom ,- that discon-

tent at the state of indecision and inaction in which
they were kept had spread throughout all ranks ; and that

the Governor-General, in this melancholy state of things,

had left General Pollock to act entirely upon his own
judgment. The detailed accounts received this morning

do not altogether bear this unfavourable character, but

they are still highly unsatisfactory. Nothing certain waa

known of the intentions of Lord Ellenborough, but

withdrawal was confidently spoken of- The Seikhs

had shown symptoms of mutiny ; and the Bala Hissar,

and all its treasures, had fallen into the bands of

Akbar Khan. In China no progress has been made of

any decisive kind ; preparatioas had been completed for a

march upon Chapoo—but the troops, like those of Affghan-

istan, were weary of inaction, and had become dispirited.

The Emperor was said to have taken refuge in Tartary.

—

In France the Regency Bill has passed the Chamber of

Peers by an immense majority ; the discussion on the Bill

only lasted two hours, and fourteen votes only were re-

corded against it. The Bill received the royal assent on
Tuesday, and the Chambers have been prorogued to the

Jth of January.— Our Spanish news is not important:

troops continue to be concentrated on the Portuguese

frontier and in the Astuvias, where some insurrectionary

movement is anticipated.— Tn Lisbon the address

of the Portuguese deputies, in reply to the speech

from the throne, has been carried in favour of the

Ministry by a large majority ; but tie resignation

of the President in consequence of the proceedings

of the opposition had complicated tlie affairs of the

Chamber, and considerably embarrassed the i^ove-

ments of Government.—From Berlin we learn that the

convention between Russia and Piussia for the mutual

exchange of deserters has been renewed (or several year^r

and that the military reviews on the Rhine will commence

on the 12th, in the presence of a large nnmbcr of dis-

tinguished visitors—Advices from the Levant state that

the Syrian question has again been brought under djscus-

gion by the English and French Ambassadors, who have

been instructed to ui^e its immediate settlement. There

geema to U no doubt that tl» dispute with Psi lia vrili b€
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s^tled without any further demonstration of
^^f

tihties.-

From the United States wc have the coaGrmatioa of the

adtlew received Inst week, respecting the treaties mth Eng-

kaJ • the Senate has been deliberating on them with closed

doors' and no doubt was felt that they would be passed

mthomt modification- The municipal authorities of New

York were preparing to give Lord Ashburton a cordial

reception, and they bad by a unanimous vote placed at

Wi disposal the apartments in the City HalU usually re-

served for the use of the Governor of the State.

At Lome, the leading point of interest is the Queen's

TiBit to Scotland. Her Majesty and Prince Albert era-

barked at Woolwicli on Monday in the Royal yacht.

The accounts of their progress along the coast are filled

rifh details of rejoicings in honour of her Majesty's ap-

pearance off the eastern ports. The yacht reached Aberlady

Bay on Wednesday night, and the landing and progress of

her Majesty to her Scottish capital were appointed to take

The manufacturing

I Bill.

The mills

place early on Thursday morning.

district is not yet restored to its nsual state.

in some towns have recommenced working, but a great

"body of hands remain unemployed, and there is little pro-

spect at present of any permanent agreement on the sub-

ject of wages. In many places great distress prevails

imiong the families of the workmen, and though the in-

stances of open violence are few, the continuance of the

strike cannot fail to lead to serious consequences.

IDome Kefos.
CotTET.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert embarked

at Woolwich early on Monday morning, in the Royal
yacht, on a visit to Scotland, attended by a numerous
suite. Our "Metropolitan news contains an account of the

embarkation, and of her Majesty's progress along the

coast. The squadron arrived at Aberlady Bay on Wednes-
day night, and her Majesty intended to land on Thursday
morning at the Duke of Buccleuch's pier at Granton. The
Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal are well, and
remain at Windsor. The Duke of Saxe Coburg Gotha
left the Castle on Saturday, and embarked on the same
day at Woolwich on his return to Germany.

The Archbishop ofCanterbury!—We are happy to state

Hiat the bealthof the Archbishop has somewhat improved,
although the continued weakness which has come on
affords ground for serions apprehension. His Grace is in his

iTth year. The spasmodic cholera with which the Primate
was originally attacked has not returned ; but its severity

was such as to lenye his bodily powers in that utter state

of prostration, that the Best medical skill for some days '

was ineffectual in restoring the tone of his corporeal facul-

ties. The following is the bulletin of yesterday :
—" His

Grace the Archbishop has had some hours of tranquil

sleep, has taken some food, and his state, as^ compared
with that of yesterday, U more satisfactory.—Addington
Park, 2d Sept., 18-42/^

Gaxetie Announcement,—We learn by Tuesday's "Ga-
zette" that on Saturday the 27th ult., the Queen was pleased

to confer the honour o^ Knighthood upon Charles George
Young, Esq., Garter Principal King at Arms ; to invest

him with the gold chain and badge, and to deliver to him
the scejttre of the office of Garter,

The Anny.—A notice from the War Office appeared in

the ** Gazette" on Tuesday, announcing that in considera-
tion of the distinn;uished gallantry displayed by the 13th
Light Infantry, during the campaigns in the Burmese em-
pire and in AfFghanistan, her Majesty has been pleased to
approve of that regiment assuming the title of the 13th, or
Prince Albert's, Regiment of Light Infantry, and of its

lacings being changed from yellow to blue. Her Majesty
also been pleased to authorise the Regiment being

permitted to bear on its colours and appointments, a mural
crown, superscribed " Jellalabad," as a memorial of the
fortitude, perseverance, and enterprise evinced by that re-

giment, and the several corps which served during the
blockade of Jeilalabad, Her Majesty has been likewise
pleased to permit the 13th Regiment to receive and wear
a silver medal, which has been directed by the Govemor-
iSeneral of India to be distributed to every officer, non-
TOmmlasloned officer, and private, European and native,
7°^^^^«»ged to the garris<m of Jellalabad on 7th of April,
ia42, such medal to bear on one side a mural crown, su-
perscnl^d « JeUakbad," and on the other aide, " 7th of
ikpni, 1842."

brought up by the Duke de Broglie, is mentioned by

papers of all parties, as by far the most eloquent, digni-

fied, and comprehensive discourse which has been deli-

vered in either Chamber upon this important subject. The

Duke victoriously refuted the arguments adduced by the

Radical party in favour of a constituent power distinct

from the legislative power, and energetically declared him-

self the partisan of a regency conferred by law, and against

an elective regency. The Duke likewise approved the ap-

pointment of collateral princes to the exclusion of females.

In regard to their exclusion, he expressed his opinion in

the following passage :
—" This principle was said to be

new in matters of regency. But was not everything new

in France ? And was not the spirit of the Salic law

against women ? Women might reign in countries where

royalty was the object of chivalrous devotion. But in

France people loved a Sovereign with a calm, serious,

and calculating affection, given in proportion to benefits

reaped. A French Sovereign must expose his person,

struggle with the perverse, brave calumny, affront out-

rage, swallow disgust, be satisfied with the silent esteem

of honest people, and with that dose of popular gratitude

which rarely bursts into expression. A woman could ncSt

go thro^jgh this ordeal. It is not for her interest that she

should. It must be sufficient glory for a Queen-mother to

educate the future King. And the task which rendered

Fenelon illustrious, cannot be inglorious for her."—The

Cliambers were prorogued on Tuesday till the 9th of next

January. The ordonnances for the prorogation were read

in the Chamber of Peers by Marshal Soult, and in the

Chamber of Deputies by the Minister of the Interior.

Immediately after this, the King, who had returned from

his chateau of Eu, received the deputation of the Chamber

of Peers who presented the Regency Bill. His Majesty

left town in the evening after giving his assent to the Bill.

The Press,—The Paris papers continue principally oc-

cupied with the late defection of M. Thiers, and the recep-

tion of the Duke de Nemours in the eastern departments

of France, which the Government journals represent

as more triumphant than that of his lamented brother.-

The French journalists, who generally take the lead in the

outcry against England, discuss at great length the designs

which they attribute to this country of making the con-

quest of the Isthmus of Panama, When England was a

party to the treaty to pacify the East by preserving the

integrity of the Ottoman empire, these same writers con-

tended for a couple of years that our sole object was to

take possession of the Isthmus of Suez, in order to insure

a short cut to the East Indies. The " Presse " com-
menced the subject by a violent article, on learning

that the English Admiral and fleet was before St. John
of Nicaragua, because, it said, the English Admiral can-

not iutend less than to swallow up the country, or, at

least, cut the Isthmus through. To these fears the
'* Debats '' replied, that the English Admiral and fleet

had returned to' Halifax. , The " Presse,*' however, now
exclaims that this is still worse. To have cut the Isthmus
of Panama in two with a few blows was bad ; but tb have
declared the port of St. John's blockaded, and then depart

from it, is beyond all precedent. It is a paper blockade— ** a doctrine which amounts to a maritime excommunica-
tion of all the points, where England has an interest to land
alone—a doctrine which enables her to intercept all. com-
munication with certain countries without incurring the
expense of surveillance, entailed on all other nations by
measures of this kind." The " National " has also dis-

tinguished itself by violent articles on the subject, but
they exhibited so little knowledge of geography, that some
of the other Paris papers thought it necessary to reply to

them. In addition to these speculations, the papers have
discovered the existence of a plot for declaring India in-

dependent, and erecting it into a military republic,

governed by Generals of the English Army. The details

of the scheme are of the most absurd character, and are
said to be of German origin.

The Capital.—Two individuals, in whose possession
ammunition, arms, projectiles, and incendiary machines
were found, have been sentenced by the Court of Correc-
tional Police to 18 months' imprisonment, two years'
surveillance, and 3,000f. fine. Three others were acquitted
after undergoing four months' confinement.—The papers
state that the Duke de Bordeaux has sent his bust, exe-
cuted at Rome by Tenerani, as a present to M. de Chateau-
briand.—It is understood that terms of compromise are in

negotiation, and likely to be coacluded, between the heirs
and next of kin of the late Baroness de Feucheres on the
one part, and the Consefl d'Administration of the
Hospitals on the other, upon the completion of which the
hospitals will relinquish all further claim upon tlie estates

and property of the late Baroness, in right of the grant
from the Baron, in consideration of a donation to be made
to the hospitals by her family.—Oa Tuesday the Cour
Royale confirmed the judgment of the Tribunal of Com-
merce, by which Mile, Fanny EUsler, who had broken her
engagement with the Opera, by refusing to fulfil it at the
time stipulated, as she was then abroad reaping a golden
harvest, was condemned to pay 60,000f., the amount of
the penalty fixed by the agreement.—The police having

4.' *^ »t,^ • • 1 1 - 1 J . it -- . r , • • !

discovered that frauds of a most criminal nature wm* com-^on to the prtnciples laid down m the project of law. M.
j
knitted in one of the mo^t important departmenS TfTnanS,

;^^"'?^tl"' *?^.^?J^^"' .^^^"i^^i^
lfl8truction,^rephed. and that, by the aid of forgeries and%upposition of peS

sons, considerable sums of money were abstracted from

The report on the Bill, which was drawn and ] off Mozambique by a French cruiser for piracy and sla«-----.,.. .. , , 'trading.
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^ K *u^ i^^^et^sr^—The Regeaey Bill has beend by the Peers by an immciwe majority, and has

S^r ^ n r' ^^''- ^^ ^^^^^^7' ^^«^« ^e discussion on
' ^ lu t^-^"' ^

communication was read from his Ma-
jesty, thanking the House in his name, and that of the
Royal famUj, for the resolution to erect a statue to theme Duke of Orleans, passed in Saturday's sitting. The
debate on the Regency Bill was then opened by the Mar-
quis de Dreux Brez^, the partisan of the Bake of Bor-
deaux, who made an able and moderate speech in oppo^-

Count Murat, the Marquis de Gabriac, and the Prince of
Moskwa, Marshal Key's son, also spoke in favour of the
Bill, the general discussion not lasting two hours when it

closed. The ballot was then taken, after the articles had
been unanimously voted, and the numbers were 163 in its

f«TOur, and 14 against it. The President and Chancellor
then announced that the King would receive the Peers on
Taudajf t» tiimk tixQm for tJxie paftBing ol Ibe Begency

the pubhc treasury, has issued warrants to arrest the guilty
persons. More than a dozen individuals, all accused of
forgery, and of whom the greater part have fully confessed
thetr crime, were arrested on Friday last.

The Provlnces.-^The Brest papers announce that the
Tribunal of that Port had amitenced to hard labour for
life tLe captain and officers of a Porti^ese vessel captured

The" Moniteur" contains a royal ordonnance of
the 22d ofJune last, dividingthe territory ofFrance into Gve
railroad districtSj and appointing in each an inspector
charged with the control and direction of the works.—Tf

now appears that M. Thiers has changed the course of hii
summer tour. We learn from Boulogne that he arrived
in that town last weelg and occupied himself in visitin?

the harbour, the roadstead, the column, the camp-ground^
and other points on which were posted the Grand Army
which will fill so large a space in his history of the Empire*
He was attended by the sub-prefect, the mayor, the
captain of the port, the chief engineers, and all the other
civil and military officers, who furnished him with every
information he required. He has since gone to Lille by
St. Omer.

The Boyal Family.—For some days past a rumour has
been current in the political circles of Paris, that th«
King has yielded to the earnest prayers of the Queen, and
has promised to" abdicate in favour of his grandson, the

moment that age or infirmity may affect his health. It ii

said, in private letters, to be the King's desire to be a
witness during bis life of the Duke de Nemours' regency

in order to direct his soq with his counsels when no
longer able to bear all the burthens of the state. Al-

though the King's general health is at present good, the

shock which his Majesty received by the awful affliction

of the death of his eldest son is known to have shaken the

King, and at times he is said to appear so overwhelmed,

as not to be conscious of the presence of persons, or

sensible of current events. It is this symptom of wander-

ing which gives the greatest apprehensions to those who

are so naturally anxious for the prolongation of his life

and faculties. "

Spain,—Our accounts from Madrid of the 21st ult.

are totally destitute of interest. The Regent had ap-

proved the dismissal of 2 commanders and 22 officers of

the Regiment of Guadalaxara, pronounced by General Van

Halen. Troops continued to be concentrated at Zamora,

on the Portuguese frontier, and in the Asturias, where it

was apprehended that an insurrectionary movement would

be attempted. Some fears were likewise entertained for

the tranquillity of Galicia, Brigadier Oribe, who escaped

into Portugal after the events of October, having subse-

quently opened a correspondence with the disaffected of

that province. Barcelona was tranquil at the date of

these advices. The papers contain a despatch of the Con-

sul of Spain at Peipignan, announcing that the Carlifit

Chief Planademunt, Colonel Pedro Morato, and five other

Carlist officers, arrested by the French troops on the

frontiers of Catalonia, had left, under an escort of gen-

darmes, for Calais, where they were to embark for Eng*

land. Prince Licknowski, formerly a general in the ser-

vice of Don Carlos, and a nephew of Prince Metternich,

has been arrested at Barcelona, as a Carlist travelling

with an irregular passport.

Portugal.—We have received Lisbon news to the 22d

ult. Prince Frederick of Austria had arrived in the Bel-

lona frigate, and had gone to their Majesties at Cintra.

The address had been carried by the ministry in the Cham-

ber of Deputies by 62 votes against 19. The new President

had tendered his resignation in consequence of the insults he

had received from some of the Opposition deputies ;
but the

Ministerial party had moved a vote of censure on the delin-

quents, and a deputation to invite the President to return to

the chair, which was under discussion, and expected to be

carried in the affirmative. The Spanish slaver mentioned

in our last remained in the Tagus ; the Government had

informed the Chamber of Deputies, in reply to an inquiry

of one of the members, that it would not be allowed to

sail. Viscount Sa had presented a petition from m
manufacturers, to the Chamber of Peers, praying to be

heard before any alteration was made in the tariff, whicn

remains quite stationary. He had also introduced a

measure for securing the gradual abolition of slavery in

Portuguese India, and another regulating and restricting

emigration to Brazil. p

Germany.—The Hanover Government Gazette oi

the 22d ult. publishes a royal proclamation respecting me

intended marriage of the Crown Prince with the ^"^^^^^

Mary of Saxe-Altenburg, It adverts to the amiable ana

elevated qualities of the august bride, and states that ^e

reciprocal cordial attachment of the affianced couple auows

the King confidently to hope that the happiness ot nib

son is fully secured by this union. It is s^id that Hano

ver has given up the intention of joining the uerma

Customs Union. From Beriin we learn that the conTen

tion formerly concluded between Prussia and ^"-^'^'
|

the extradition of deserters, has been renewed lort^^f^

years. The Cologne journals state that the ^^°^.

Wiirtemberg and Hanover had been invited by the ^ h

of Prussia to the fetes about to take place m
city. It is said that in consequence of the cpntimiai

of .the very hot weather, his Majesty has been piea^^^

to make some alteration in the plan of the "^ ^
on the Rhine. As the grand parade of the two corr

the army is not to take place till the 12th, a change lu ^
temperature will probably take place before that tmi

-^^

The Vienna papers contain the official notice
J^^

Provincial Estates of Styria, out of gratitude for
P^^^^jg

lution of the Emperor that an iron railway sha)l
^%^.^^^

at the expense of the State, through Styria to ir
^^^

have offered to take on themselves the P^^^^c*^*?^
-^ ^gr

ground required for this undertaking, and
'^^*|^/?^"^bnrg

has been accepted by the Government. The ^^^^
Gazette'*, of the 24th ult. states that the D"^?^^J \J

deaux and the Duchess of Angoulcme were.to n*^

that

left

said to have e^j
Tiseplitzon thel9th. The Prince was —

rninera*
perienced considerable benefit from the use o[*f!,r^-.ouli
waters of that place, but it was stiU fearedmX ^^ "
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be lame for life. During his stay there he carefully

atoi^ed going abroad on foot.

Belgium.—The Frankfort journals assert, tliat Belgium
has entered into a commercial treaty with the German
League, similar to that just concluded with France, al-

lowing the silks and wines of Germany to enter at the

same duties. The silks and wines of Germany have, how-
ever, no dangerous competition with France,—The Flan-

ders papers state that dealers in pictures and curiosities

are again traversing the province to purchase and carry to

England paintings and other objects of art possessed by the

churches ; and they express a hope that this time the

brokers will not cover the expenses of their journey. The
Bishop of Ghent, in order to put a stop to these proceed-

ings, has published a decree forbidding any monument in

the churches to be despoiled, any altar to be displaced, or

any sculpture or painting meriting attention by its anti-

quity to be sold. ,

S-wiTZERLAND.—The Basle journals of the 25th ult.,

publish a circular of the Executive Council of Neufchatel,

informing the people that it was the intention of the King
of Prussia to visit the Canton towards the latter end of

the month, if the health of the Queen enabled her Majesty

to undertake the journey.—The '* Sentinelle de Jura "

announces that, in the night of the 7th ult., one of the

glaciers of the Simplon gave way with a tremendous
noise, carrying away with it in its fall a number of chalets

and some cattle. The shock was so violent that tables and
other furniture were upset in the interior of the houses.

Italy.—Advices from Rome, of the 16th ult., an-
nounce that the rumoured retirement of Cardinal Lam-
bruschini from the Cabinet had not been confirmed. The
Neapolitan Government had authorised the construction

of a railroad from Naples to the frontier of the Papal do-
minions, the expense of which will be defrayed by Baron
de Rothschild, Torlonia, and other bankers.—The rumour
of a probable breach between the Roman Court and that

of Vienna gains ground, and is considered likely to be-
come as serious as that with Russia. It appears that
the Pope sent lately a nuncio to Vienna, who differed

from those ordinarily chosen for its representatives, in
being comparatively young, keen, observing, and ener-
getic. He saw, as he stated, and as the Court of Rome
believes, that •* the Austrian Government was sapping
the foundation of religion, by appointing to bishoprics,

und other exalted stations in the church, men unfitted by
their talent, their rank, or their education, for those im-
portant offices, in order to insure undue and inordinate
influence over them, and through them over the whole
population/^

Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburgh statC: that a
gamekeeper, named Rheimann, had shot with a pistol

Prince Gagarin, Master of Ceremonies of the Imperial
Court, and Vice-President of the Cabinet. The assassin
waited for the Prince in the antechamber of the Palace,
where he perpetrated the crime. It was supposed to be
an act of private revenge, for the Prince enjoyed universal
esteem. A court-martial was immediately assembled to
try the offender, who. was sentenced to receive C,000
lashes, inflicted by 500 men. He had already partly un-
dergone his punishment, and was removed to the hospital,
and when cured will suffer the remainder. Should he
survive, he is to be transported to Siberia, and employed
to work in the mines during life.—The Emperor has re-
leased from Siberia all Prussian subjects condemned for
crimes of contraband.—The accounts from the Black Sea
fully confirm the defeat of the Russian army in Circassia,
and state that the great expedition of Gen. Graabe against
the Lesghees had completely failed. These disasters are
attributed to the obstinacy of the General, who, in his
anxiety to strike a decisive blow, neglected the warning of
tiie friendly chiefs who accompanied him, and penetrated
BO far into the country, that he was surrounded on all
Bides, and compelled to fight his way back, without being
able to give any rest to his troops during 4 days and 4
nights. The Russians are said to have lost 6,000 men
and 80 officers in the retreat, who were immediately put
to the sword. The Circassians captured the whole of the
ammunition, and some pieces of artillery.

Turkey and Syria.—From Constantinople we learn
that the Syrian question was again under discussion, the
British and French Envoys having received fresh instruc-
tions from their respective Governments to push the set-
tlement with the Porte.^—The accounts from Jerusalem
are unfavourable : the British Proconsul was on bad
terms with the authorities.

i

mediately forwarded to Paris:—« Malta, August 20.
Ihe Great Liverpool, which arrived at 5 o'clock this ewB-
ing, with despatches from India, brings the following
news from Jellalabad, and from the camp of General Pol-
lock. They are dated the 22d of June, and are of the
most melancholy description. Sickness, extreme heat,
want of food, and the simoom, are decimating the army.
The discontent at the inaction in which the army has been
left is at its height. Akbar Khan has seized the Bala
Hissar and the treasures which it contained. The Go-
vernor^ General has given full permission to General Pol-
lock to act as he may think proper. The intelligence
from Candahar is up" to the 11th of June, and is destitute
of interest Nothing imporUnt has taken place in China.
It IS said that the Emperor has taken refuge in Turtary.
The preparations for marching upon Chapoo were com-
pleted, but the army remained inactive, and seemed to
have given themselves up to a state of despondency.'*—
We have this morning received the details of this intelli-
gence. Affairs in Affghanistan remain very nearly in the
same state as at the departure of the last mail. General
Pollock's force is still at Jellalabad, unable to advance or
recede

; and General Nott's position at Candahar is not
much more satisfactory, though he has distinguished him-
self by several brilliant affairs with the enemy. Akbar
Khan, son of Dost Mahomed, has obtained possession of
one of the bastions of the Bala Ilissar at Cabool; while
Futteh Jung, son of Shah Soojah, still holds the citadel

;

but was not expected to be able to do so long. It is there-
fore probable that Akbar Khan is in possession of abso-
lute supremacy over the whole Affglian nation. Nothing
certain is known resjTCcting the intentions of Lord Ellen-
borough on the question of Affghan politics—there being
still room to doubt whether they incline to the absolute
abandonment of the country, or to an ultimate and more
vigorous prosecution of the war—whether an advance or a
retirement is to be the order of tlie day. The balance of
probabihty, however, appears to be on the side that the
troops will be withdrawn. There is no statement of the
terms of this withdrawaL Lady Sale and the other cap-
tives are at Cabul, and it is said that she has written to
urge *^the necessity of moving forward as the only means
of saving the lives of the prisoners." Some accounts
state that the troops are positively to withdraw in Octo-
ber, while others say that they are waiting for the army of
reserve, of which the Governor-General hag directed the
formation on the north-western frontier. It is to consist
of 18,000 men, and to be placed under the orders of the
Commander-in-Chief in person. The accounts from the
different Presidencies state that the rumoured withdrawal
of the troops is received with a universal feeling of disap-
pointment and surprise.

Cuxna,—The dates come down to 27th May, but there
is no news of importance. The auiiliary troops had
not arrived, and matters were in the same state as

at the date of the last report. As soon as the troops
arrived, the plenipotentiary intended to advance to the

northward. It was cuirently reported that the Emperor,
alarmed at the preparations which the English were
making to attack him, hijd given his subjects a paternal

exhortation to resist the barbarians to the utmost, and
retired into Tartary. His departure from Pekin, before

the troops could reach it, though highly probable, was
considered unfortunate, and it has become a question, if

he should have removed himself and his family beyond the

The

state that the capture of a slaver on the shores of the
islnnd k an occurrence almost unheard of, although the
trade has refiUL.wJ all its activity. Several descents had
lately been made on the shore, and within a few days
nearly 1,000 Africans had been added to the slave popula.
tion. There seems to be a complaint that the cruisers
designed to suppress the trafEc are employed for the con-
Fcyance of bullion from the mines of Mexico and South
America, for the adrantuge of the officers. The un-
fortunate West India steamers have susUincd another
calamity. One of their vessels, the Clyde, struck on a reef
of rocks in proceeding from St. Thomas's to Barbudues,
in which lihe lay 36 hours in a very critical aUte. After
being lightened, by having her coal thrown overboartl,
she was got off, and succeeded iu returning to Saint
Thomas's, whence, after undergoing some repairs, she
was expected to proceed to England.

CITY.
Money Market, /'nrfay.—The disastrous news brought

by the overland mnil has produced a decline in the funds*
«elier8 for the account, i

(uk. ICri to 8*: Three
Reduced, 93^ ; Three-and-a-llalf per Cents. Reduced,
101 J

to 2; NewThrec-and a-Htlf per Cents. 101 to 4;
India Stock, 2bQ to 1 ; Exchequer Bills, 51*. to 53#,
prem.

i>lctiopo(is iiixtj Its ITumfig.
The Queen's Voyage to Scotland. — On Sfonday

morning the Queen and Prince Albert left town on a visit

to Scotlaiid. TLey left Windsor CasUe at 5 o'clock, ac-
companied by a numerous suite, and proceeded by aapecial
train to Paddington. Shortly before aevcn the Royal pajtj
arrived at Woolwich. The pitparation* for licr Majesty's
reception were on an extensive scale, and, notwithstand-
ing the early hour, the Duke of Cambridge, and several
members of the Government »cre in attendanne. The
Queen, on leaving her carriage, was received by the Duke
of Cambridge, the Earls of Delawarr, Liverjiool, Jeraej,
snd Haddington, Sir G. Cockbum, Sir F. Collier, Sir
Robert Stopford, Lord Bloomfield, and a large number of
naval and military officers. The yachts and vesaels m
the river were decorated with colours, and the Harbour-
master of London, with a large body of Thames police,
were employed in keeping the passage clear. In conse-
quence, howeter, of the early hour of the embarkation,
and the heavy rain which fell during the morning, the
boats and steamers were not numerous. Her Majesty
and the Prince embarked under the usual salutes, followed
by the Duchess of Korfolk, Lady in Waiting ; the Hon.
Mm Matilda Paget, Maid of Honour ; Colonels Bouverie
and Wylde, Equerries in AVaiting ; Captain Meynell ; and
the Hon. G. E. Ansun, Treasurer to Prince Albert,
and the Ear! of Morton, Lord in Waiting ; Earl of De-
lawarr, Lord Chamberlain ; the Earl of Liverpool, Lord
Steward ; the Earl of Jersey, Master of the Horse

;

The overseer of the works,
a skilful Maltese workman, had quitted the service, and
had been immediately employed at Mount Carmel by the
Terra Santa monks. Bishop Alexander is said to be very
ill, and confined to bed from fever, having already been
several times slightly indisposed.—At Tarsus, the British
Vice-Consul, Mr. Clapperton, had been beaten by several
Spahis, but satisfaction had been afforded by the Governor,
who deprived them of the land they held on the tenure
of miliUry service, and appropriated it to his own use.
Egypt.—The extreme lowness of the Nile causes great

apprehensions to all those connected with this country.
Last year it had already risen at this period 20 or 25 feet,
while as yet it has not risen this year at Cairo more than
5 feet. No goods can be brought down to Alexandria,
Irom the scarcity of the water in the river and the canal,
and ail busmess is at a stand. The crops will, in conse-
quence, be very scanty, and the country people look for-
ward to a distressing season. On the 20th ult. a meeting
was held of the British residents of this place, to take
into consideration the affairs of the Protestant church of
Alexandria, and a Committee was appointed to make the
jwrehminary arrangements.

'*^JiA—The Overland Mail reached Marseilles on
Tuesday, bringing, we regret to say, very disastrotts newswm India. Xhe foUowiag telegraphic dwpatcivwM im-.

great wall, with whom are we to conclude a treaty?

new settlement at Hong Kong was progressing lapidly.

The intelligence of the Emperor's flight is derived from
the French missionaries at Pekin, who are supposed to

have access to some good sources of information.

Unite© States.—The Columbia steamer has arrived

from New York, bringing papers four days later than

those brought by the Great Western. The treaties be-

tween the United States and Great Britain were sent to

the Senate on the afternoon of the 11th ult. The Senate,

when in what is termed an "Executive sitting," deli-

berate in secret. Two or three such sittings had been

held on the treaties, but, of course, no information re-

specting them had found its way into the newspapers.

Not the slightest doubt was felt that the Senate would

approve of them. A sum of 12,(K)0/. in the treasury of

New Brunswick, denominated *' the disputed territory

fund," and arising from duties levied upon the timber cut

on that territory during the last six or seven years, is,

according to the terms of the treaty, to be paid over to

the United States, for the benefit of Maine and Massa-
chusetts. The municipal authorities of New York were

preparing a cordial reception for Lord Ashburton. A
joint committee of the two city boards had been appointed

to receive his Excellency, and do him the honours of the

city. They had, by a imanimous vote, placed at his

disposal the large apartments in ^ City Hall, usually

appropriated to the use of the Governor oi the State, in

which his Lordship would see company.
West Indies.—By the royal mail steamer Trent, let-

ters have been received from Jamaica to the 23d ult. The
crop of sugar had been gathered, and the quantity pro-

duced had not disappointed the anticipations previously

formed. In most of the islands, Jamaica especially, the

labourers were behaving well, and those who had arrived

from Africa had proved extremely useful. Although much
embarrassment still continued among traders, yet some
improvement had to be noted, and it was hoped that the

greatest depression had passed. No change for the better

had occurred in the condition of Demerara, where com-
mercial as well as planting affairs were exceedingly bad.

Hayti wasstili the scene of misery, desolation, and plunder,

with a continued vibration of the earth. Antigua had

been visited by an alarming shoek of an earthquake, with-

out parsonal damage. GmfieUt md St. Kit«'f h^d ak*

iuait sk06kfi on the 26th Jtme. LettcjrafiremtheltorauMll

and Sir James Clark her Majesty's physician. On the
Queen and Prince Albert entering the Admiralty barge,

his Koyal Highness presented the crew with a purse con-
taining gold. Sir Francis Collier had the honour of steer-

ing the barge, and on its arrival alongside the royal yacht,
her Majesty was received by Lord AdoJphus Fitzclarence.

As soon as her Majesty was afioat, the yards of the differ-

ent vessela that comprised the squadron, and others in
commission in the river, were manned, and formed a very
imposing spectacle, and as her M^y'esty stepped on board
the royal yacht, the sailors loudly cheered. The cheering

was caught up by the men of the other vessels, and wae
continued on the shore. The royal standard was imme-
diately hoisted to the mainmast of the Royal George, and
another discharge of cannon announced tliat the Queen had
embarked. The weather at this time was most unfavour-
able and the rain fell heavily. The Monkey steamer then
took the yacht in tow, and the whole squadron proceeded
down the river, preceded by the Lightning, which cleared

the passage. The Black Eagle, the Rhadamanthus, the
Shearwater, and the Fearless were grouped ^ead and
astern of the Royal George, and the Trinity steam yacht
and the Trident brought up the rear. The squadron had
not proceeded far down the river, when the Monkey,
being found of iniufficient power, the yacht was taken in

tow by the Black Eagle and Shearwater. The weather now
began to clear, and her Majesty and Prince Albert made
their appearance on deck. By this time several steamers
endeavouring to make up for lost time, had come down
the river, and were one by one overtaking the fleet ; the
instant, therefore, her Majesty was recognised, she was
hailed by loud bursts of cheering, which she repeatedly
acknowledged. As the fleet moved on, the weather every
moment improved, and the scene became more animated.
At Grave&end the spectacle was particularly imposing, as
the river was crowded with vessels of all rigs, and of manj
nations. The royal squadron passed through the lEOtley
fleet, with the bells of Gravesend ringing, the people oa
the shore cheering, and Tilbury fort opposite blazing

away as it might have done in the stirring days of Drake
and the Armada. From Gravesend to the Nore the dis-

tance was soon passed ; as the squadron approached the

Nore, the Camperdown, bearing the &^ of Sit Edmui^

Brace, the Pique frigate, and the Daphne aloop of war,

manned their yards and saluted. The fleet oi r^^
which had accompanied the squadron irom the river then

bore up, and the Royal George, still in tow of the

steamers, stood out to sea. Tbm acene at this time is de-

scribed aa most aniiaatiag. At h^U-p^t 1 2 the squadron

pas^d Heme bay. On its arnral ofl"W alton-on-tlie-Naze,

aboat 4 o'clock, a «alutc mtm fired from the pier-head,

aasidst »iT^ft?fniHt clieerii^ (rom. hundreds of persona wlio

Last Koue out to »«« K m otfte <tf »U deKiriptiot^.
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mouth, quarter past ten, p.m

Tilt? weather at the time was particularly fine, with a

itbt br ?rom east. At a quarter past five the

Sron arrived in the sound off the entrance of Har-

2rh Harbour. Here it was luet by the Onon and Queen

steamers, decorated .vith flags ; the fonner having on

board the mnyor and town authorities of Ipswich, and the

other an excursion party. The military bands on board

immediately struck up the ^atlonaI Anthem, and as the

»acht passed it was greeted with loud huzzas. Her Ma-

jesty and Prince Albert were upon deck, and acknow-

ledged the cheers by repeatedly bowing. The yacht, soon

after leaving Harwich, hoisted her foremost staysail and

jibsail, the wind having veered a point or two round to

the south-east ; the Lightning and Shearwater steamers

still, however, continued towing, followed in the rear by

the Fearless, Monkey, and the rest of the squadron. At

half. past seven it passed Aldborough and Orfordness. The

next accounts received of its progress are from Yar-

The squadron was then

proceeding through the roads. All the steamers had

lights hoisted at their bows and mast-heads, and when off

the town, Bengal lights were burned on board the Light-

ning and Shearwater, which illuminated the yacht and the

whole squadron, presenting from the shore a most impo-

sing sight. The weather was still fine, and very little sea

prevailed. The squadron passed Southwold at 9 o^clock.

Early on Tuesday morning it was off the north coast of

Norfolk, the yacht still towed by steamers; thick weather

prevailed during the night, and it is suj)posed that the

squadron brought up below Yarmouth. They were soon

off the Humber. About eight miles before the Dudgeon
Floating Light, in the '* Deeps," between nine and ten

o'clock, the squadron came up with the Innisford steamer,

having on board the 87th Regiment, which left Hull that

morning, for Edinburgh, to form the Queen's body guard.

As ioon as the yacht, which was still towed by steamers,

approached near the Innisford, the band of the regiment

struck up ** God save the Queen/' and the whole of the

troops presented arms, and continued to do so until the

squadron had passed* Prince Albert was at the time pa-

rading the quarter-deck with Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence,

and appeared taken by surprise at the reception ; which,

however, he received with evident gratification. The
Innisford steamer afterwards bore away to the east, and

subsequently headed the Royal squadron, the speed of

which did not exceed eight miles an hour, owing to the

wind, which was completely against them, accompanied
with drizzling rain. At about thirty minutes after four

o'clock the Royal squa:dron came in sight of the white
cliffs at Flamborough-head, with the lighthouse at the

head point ; but soon afterwards the atmosphere became
hazy, the rain descended heavily, and it became difficult

to distinguish the shore. The wind having yeered round in

the course of the afternoon from N.E, to N.W.» the course
that the squadron was then hearing was towards the coast,

but it did not touch Flamborough nearer than 10 or 12 miles.

The Royal George in passing hoisted signals to \Yat-
son'a Telegraph Station, but from the distance and the

thick weather the flags could not be distinguished. As
the evening approached the weather became extremely
boisterous, and preparations were made on board the

yacht, as well as in the steamers, for a stormy night, for

the wind had freshened to a stiff breeze, and the sea was
rolling heavily. Owing to the great number of colliers that

were bearing down from the northward, and the night
becoming excessively dark, the Monkey steamer was
ordered to proceed in advance of the squadron, to keep a

sharp look-out, and warn them*off the track which it was
then steering. Additional lights were likewise hoisted on
board the yacht and the steamers, including the General
Steam Navigation Company^s steam-ship Trident, which
joined the fleet immediately after her Majesty's embarka-
tion at Woolwich, and kept up with it the whole distance.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable state of the weather,
the appearance of the squadron during the night was of a
novel and imposing character, and at times it was greatly
heightened by the firing of Bengal lights as signals of pre-
caution. By sis o'clock the squadron passed Scarborough
Castle, bearing in a north-easterly direction, within seven
or eight miles from the coast. At seven it arrived off the
lofty cliffs southward of Robinhood's bay, and at about
half-past eight o'clock passed Whitby.^ Soon afterwards
the night darkened to such a degree that it was impossible
to distinguish any object beyond two lengths of a vessel,
in consequence of which the rate of the steamers towing
the yacht was reduced to three-quarters speed. The time
occwpied m reaching the next port, Sunderland, a distance
of about seventy miles from \\ hitby, was upwards of eight
hours the squadron not arriving there till near fire
o clock on Wednesday morning. As it was expected to
pass by on the previous day, which certainly would have
been the case had the weather been fa^urable, the
authonlies determined to give her Majesty and her ill us.
trious consort a hearty welcome, and flocked on hoard
Mveral steamers, attended with military bands, to meet
her J

but not being able to obtain any tidings of the Royal
quadron, they retired greatly disappointed. Colours
were hoisted on the steeples of all the churches in the
town, and a battery of 18 guns was erected on the beach
to fire asMlute. As it was, the squadron passed the port
unobserved several miles out at sea. Shortly before 11
o'clock the yacht and quadron hove in sight of the ruins
of Tynemouth Castie, with the lighthouse and Tynemouth
garrison adjacent on the lofty rocks at the north entrance
to Shields harbour. The weather had become somewhat
clear, though the wind was still blowing fresh from the
N.W. Her Majesty here met with a gratifying recep-
tion* At the entrance of the harbour were numbers of
steamers tastefully decorated from stem to item with co-
lours of all descriptions and nationsi crowded with people.

8

There were, besides, an immense number of sailing ves-

sels of all descriptions and sizes; and the scene was one

of the greatest animation. As the Royal squadron ad-

vanced, it was met by this immense fleet; the Lightning

and Shearwater steamers still having the yacht in tow.

On coming alongside, the huzzas were reiterated in every

direction ; aud upon its arrival off the harbour, a salute

was fired from the Castle. It was then half-past 11, and

in an hour afterwards the squadron was out of sight. It

passed Ratcliff Craggs about three, and about ten p.m.

was off Dunbar, and brought up in Aberlady Bay at

half-past one on Thursday morning. Her Majesty

would land on that day at ten o'clock. The Royal yacht

had been fitted up for the reception of her Majesty in the

most complete manner ; and in order to ensure a constant

supply of pure air. Dr. Reid had been engaged in mak-

ing arrangements on his new principles of ventilation.

A mechanical contrivance had accordingly been fitted for

the purpose, and Dr. Reid accompanied the yacht to

superintend its working.

Cili/ Improvements.—At the Lord Mayor's Court, last

week, an issue was tried under the Act of Parliament for

the city improvements, to ascertain the value of premises

occupied by Mr. Burton in Wood-street, Cheapside, which

are about to be pulled down by the city, and what com-

pensation should be paid to the defendant for the loss oc-

casioned to him by being deprived of these premises, and

for the injury which he would suffer by his removal from

them. After the usual proceedings the trial terminated

in a verdict for the defendant—for lease and goodwill,

150/. ; removal, 100/. ; loss of trade, 200/. ; and fixtures,

78/. 125. ; making a total of 528/. 12^.

Custom-House,—An inquiry is now in progress re-

specting some irregularities which have been discovered in

some of the inferior departments of this establishment. It

appears that numerous articles have been for some time

admitted in larger quantities than have been reported for

the payment of duty, and that the profits arising from this

system have been shared between the parties concerned and

the officers whose duty it was to report upon the imported

articles.—It is mentioned in the daily papers as a singular

fact, that the Customs' Report for several days past does

not give one entry of duty paid upon a single piece, pipe,

or otherwise of port wine- Such a circumstance has not

occurred, it is said, within the memory of the oldest wine-

merchant. The fact is attributed to the undecided state

of the commercial treaty pending with Portugal, by which

it is well understood the duties on wine will be altered and

lowered.

Chartist Meetings.—In the course of Sunday evening

the neighbourhood of the London-road was placarded,

stating that a meeting of the working classes would take

place on Monday, and the chair would be taken by a

working man. lu accordance with this announcement, at

one o'clock about one hundred persons, consisting of men,
women, and children, congregated, but for some time no
further appearance of a meeting took place. At length a

person of the name of Franklin was proposed to preside,

who at once mounted a chair, when the business of the day
began. Several persons proceeded to address the meeting,

and adverted in the usual manner to the prevailing topics.

The meeting then quietly dispersed.—On Monday night

a meeting was held at the hall of the National Associa-

tion, Holborn, to promote the cause of universal suffrage,

Mr. Joseph Sturge, the late candidate for Nottingham, in

the chair. Payment of one penny was required for ad-

mission, which was received by Mr. Neesom, a member of

the late convention. Mr. Sturge opened the proceedings
in a long speech, in which he said that the working classes

should fight their own battle, backed by the incidental

assistance of the middle classes. The middle classes had
refused joining the Chartists, but they were coming round.
He then referred to the Southampton election, and the
probable success of the Chartists at Reading, if Lord
Chelsea had been allowed to accept the Chiltern Hundreds.
He alluded to his own defeat at Nottingham, which he
attributed to bribery, corruption, and intimidation, to his

advocacy of teetotalism, and to the alliance of the Liberal

and Conservative parties that took place. He expressed

a strong hope that, ere long, an opportunity would be
given to the people of trying their right to hold open-air
meetings. Messrs. Vincent, Lovett, and others, followed

;

and the business concluded with a siring of resolutions,

attributing the distress and disturbances of the country to

her Majesty's Ministers, and calling upon the people to

stand by the Charter.

Woohvkh.—On Monday morning this town w^s a

scene of continued bustle, in consequence of the embarka-
tion of her Majesty, Immediately after the yacht had
proceeded down 'the river, deputations from the workmen
in the various departments waited upon Sir George
Cockburn, and represented that it was usual on all occa-
sions when a crowned head visited or embarked at the
Woolwich Dock-yard, to obtain a holiday. The gallant
Admiral received the deputation in the kindest manner,
and immediately granted the request—On Saturday, being
the anniversary of Prince Albert's birth-day, the keel was
laid of the Royal Albert, 120 gun ship, ordered to be built
on the plans of Mr. Oliver Lang, on the slip from which
the Trafalgar was launched last year. The usual ceremo-
meson the occasion were performed by MisbCoUier,daughter
of the superintendent, in the presence of a large number
of naval and military officers- The new ship will be 15
feet longer on the gun-deck than the Trafalgar, and will
exceed her m burthen by 673 tons.

//rtnur«//.—Last week the pauper lunatics at this asy-
lum were treated to another entertainment similar to
those which we have before had occasion to notice. At
4 o'clock nearly 400 of the male patients assembled in the

front grounds of the asylum, where for some time thev
were engaged in games of bowls, quoits, &c , and in
music and dancing. Their tea was then served to them
on the green. Between 6 and 7 heavy rain came on and
the patients were compelled to retire to their wards, whick
had been })reviously decorated with evergreens and flowers
in ornamental devices. Tables were then arranged iu x\a

centre, and supper served. At its conclusion music was
again resumed, and the amusements of the evening were
continued until 9 o'clock, when the delighted patients
retired to their sleeping rooms. The number at present
inmates of the asylum considerably exceeds 900.

Death of Mr, Longman,—We regret to state that Mr
Thos. Norton Longman, the eminent bookseller and pub-
lisher, of Paternoster-row, died on Monday morning at his

residence at Hampstead, in consequence of his horse hav-
ing fallen with him on Wednesday kst, by which acci-

dent the unfortunate gentleman was precipitated to the

ground with such severity, as to occasion an extensive

fracture of the skull, from which he never recovered, Mr.
Longman was much esteemed for his amiable and unas-

suming qualities in private life, and was universally known
and respected for the extent and integrity of his com-
mercial dealings. He was in his 72d year. An inquest

has since been held, and a verdict of ** Accidental Death"
returned,

Thames Tunnel,—In consequence of the completion of

the tunnel, a new station on the Greenwich Railway will

be 0])ened in a few days, so as to afford facilities to the

public making their way from the north side of the river

and the numerous docks to Greenwich and Woolwich. It

is situated at the Spa-road, Bermondsey, about midway
between London and Greenwich.

Mortality of the Metropolis,—The following is the

number of deaths registered for the week ending Satur-

day, Aug. 20, in the Metropolitan districts ;—Males, 490;

females, 469 ; total, 959. Weekly average 1838-9.40-1,

males, 467; females, 445,

3fanche8ter.—There has been no renewal of the dis-

turbances during the past week, and very little change 5n

the state of things in this town has taken place. The re-

turn to work is far from being so general as was expected

at the end of last week, as verv few in addition to those who
-

had then returned to work have been added to the number

of hands in employment. All the power-loom weavers

and a great portion of the fine spinners are still out, and

some persons accuse the manufacturers of being impli-

cated in the prolonged cessation of work, in order to get

rid of their large stocks, which they have been enabled to

do at a considerable advance in prices. On Monday two

meetings of the power-loom weavers were held in the

News Room in Little Ireland, at which it was unani-

mously resolved not to return to work until they had ob-

tained their demands. Meetings have been held in

various places in the neighbourhood, at which language of

a violent nature has been uttered, and reports are in circu-

lation that arms are in i)ossession of some of the more

desperate Chartists, On Sunday evening a turbulent

meeting was held in the Hall of Science, at which a per-

son named Doyle used strong language, but he was put

down by the majority of those present ; and in various

districts in this neighbourhood meetings continue to be

held on Sundays, at which violent speeches are delivered.

In the districts of GIossop, Godley, Mottram, &c., there

were meetings of large bodies of people on Monday, who

marched in procession along the roads, and stopped every

respectable person they met, to ask him for subscriptions

to support them in their present struggle. Mr. ^^^fj
the stipendiary magistrate, has been sitting in the Uld

Court, for the purpose of binding over witnesses ma
great number of cases which have been heard during the

week, and in which it was determined to commit to the

assizes. Mr. Gregory,the solicitor, (who has been sent down

as a Commissioner by the Government for the purpose

of inquiring into the various cases connected with the dis-

turbances,) has been actively occupied with his duties.
^

those cases which were bailable, he has pressed for its being

fixed at a sufficient amount to ensure attendance to taKe

their trials. The bail was fixed by the bench in some cases

at £^25, in others at £30, and as high as £bO.
^

^o le^sj

than eighty-five prisoners were committed for trial on

various charges of riot, assaulting the police, destroying

property, or obtaining food or other articles by ^^^^^ m

threats, but about half the number were told that oa^^

would be taken for their appearance. The Mayor

transmitted to the Home Secretary a letter esplaiomg
^^^

conduct of the authorities in the recent outbreak.

denies the statement that the magistrates were aware or

intention of the Ashton operatives to enter Manchester
^^^

compel the mills to stop work, and declares that the su
^

ment, so far as concerns the magistrates, is utterly an

rirely without foundation. He states that the first m^^

mation received by any one of the borough J"^^*^^!/* ^^^
intention of the Ashton operatives to visit Manchester ^^

given verbally bv Sir Charies Shaw, when on
l^^^J'^J j.

the Town Hall,\o one of the magistrates, whom he a^^^

dentally met in the street, on the Tuesday morning, a

late an hour for him to adopt any measures for F^^^g.
(j^

the entrance of the procession into the borough ;
that o

^^

Shaw requested Mr. Maude, by letter, to put
^J^^^^^t,.

communication with Col. Wemyss, with which he f^^^^j^^y

complied, and that he accompanied the «"'^i^^*'y7
hv sav-

met the procession from Ashton. He concludes ny
_^^^

ing, that ** whatever information may have been pos
^^^^

by other parties in the borough relative to what
JJ^^j ^r

place at Ashton or in the neighbourhood on the ^^ 'j^^

Monday, none was communicated, ofl&cially or otn
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^

Jt:

J,

either to myself, as Mayor, or to any other magistrate
;

[
Chartist, was apprehended in this neighbourhood Itand therefore it is evident that no responsibility for not aoDears that thl\.\^a ;« +u : lu i^ V VV^.; **sponsiDility

having taken steps to prevent the entrance of the opera-

tives from Ashton into the town on the Tuesday, can
possibly rest with the magistrates. I may further add,

that not only had the magistrates not received any in-

formation as to the particular occurrences above referred

to, but that they were entirely without information of any
kind which might have led them to anticipate the pos-

sibility, much less the probability, of any outbreak."

A meeting of operatives has been held at Carpenters*

Hall, but it turned out a very small affair ; the principal

speaker was a man called Duffey, who declaimed against

the Anti-Corn-Law League, which had, he said, produced
the outbreak by reducing the wages of their workmen ,on

purpose to create an outcry against the Corn Laws, A
scene of great uproar ensued, one party contending that

the League had compelled the men to turn out for party

purposes, and another affirming that the character of the

speaker was not to be depended on—A staff of from two
to three hundred Sjiecial constables has been selected

from the two thousand lately dismissed, and will be em-
ployed on duty until October, when the appointment and
selection of the police force of the borough devolve upon
the town council. Some important changes will then be
made in the command and constitution of the force, with
a view to increase its efficiency. The late disturbances

not only su^spended the performances at tlie theatre, and
public lectures of all kinds, but put a stop to all auctions,

&c. The walls of the town are now placarded with
numbers of notices of sales of furniture, proving the decay
in trade and resources, from which the middle classes and
shopkeepers are suffering.—On Wednesday a meeting of
the Town Council took place, which was very fully

attended. .The Mayor entered into a long and minute
statement of the conduct of the magistrates, and of the
steps taken to quell the disturbances. Though en'-parle, it

is an interesting document in the present state of affairs
;

but we can only state that its prominent feature is the en-
tirely new version which the Mayor gives of the manner
in which the hands were turned out. According to him,
the mob of Manchester themselves were turning out the
hands at the factories at the very time the processions
from Ashton were entering Manchester. He says that he
was not obliged to know what was going on at Ashton,
and that if it is the duty of a magistrate to be a pohce
ofBcer, he begs leave to decline it,

Birmingham—On Friday morning George White, the
Birmingham Chartist, against whom a warrant had been
in the hands of the police for some days past, was appre-
hended after some shov*^ of resistance. He was at once
taken before the magistrates, when he addressed the Court
in a long and vehement speech, after which the magis-
trates determined to commit the prisoner for inditing and
publishing seditious placards, and also for uttering lan-
guage calculated to endanger the public peace. They had
some doubt whether the language proved against him did
not amount to treason. They therefore committed him
to take his trial at the borough sessions. They should
require sureties, himself in 200/., and two bondsmen in
100/. each, with 48 hours' notice of the bail offered.
White made no reply, and was immediately removed
below into the prison. Tliere was a slight disposition to
tumult expressed in the Court, but it was very speedily
suppressed. The bail amounts to 1,200/.; himself in
three indictments (200/. each) to 600/., and his sureties
to the same amount. The news of his commitment was
speedily communicated throughout the town, and some
thousands of persons soon assembled round the public
office. A detachment of the 3d Dragoons speedily arrived,
and took up a position opposite the office. A carriage
followed, and in a few minutes White was brought out of
the prison, placed between two turnkeys in the vehicle,
and, amidst the hootings of the mob, started under the
escort of the military for Warwick gaol. In the course
of the evening several attempts were made to get up a
meeting, but they were prevented by the police, and the
town has since remained free from any appearance of
violence. At West Bromwich, many of Lord Dart-
mouth s* pits have commenced working under military
protection; and at Oldbury the pits are also working at
intervals. An attack was made on Sir H. St. Paul's
colliery, at Tipton, on Friday, in consequence of the men
resuming work. Some damage was done to the machinery,
but four of the ringleaders ^were apprehended. At Bil-
ston the rioters have also interfered, and beaten the men
Who had returned; and on Friday night it was necessary
to send for the military.

OW/mm.-^The Chartist leader of this town, Samuel
lardley, who was apprehended last week, has been
Drought before the magistrates, for the purpose of further
examination. No distinct charge was preferred againstmm, but the depositions of several witnesses were taken
ac length. They stated that they had attended meetings

appears that the pits in the neighbourhood of Oldbury.
about four miles from this place, had resumed working
but a body of men had ili-used the colliers who returned to
their employment. No sooner was O'Neill aware of the
disposition of the men to resume their labour, than he
started^ off to Dudley, to induce the men to continuem their strike, and to adopt other measures, which
were kept private. On Friday morning a meeting was
announced to take place, at which O'Neill would be
the principal speaker. He was seen to leave Birmingham
in the morning, and the next thing heard of him was
his apprehension at Craidley, about the middle of the
daj'. The apprehension created considerable noise and
excitement, and it was at first feared that disturbances
would occur. Beyond, however, the congregation in the
streets, there was no cause for alarm. On Saturday and
on Monday he was examined before the magistrates, when
the mob around the hall was so violent that it became ne-
cessary to read the Riot Act. Another chartist, called
Blanchfield, was brouc^ht up at the same time. The pri-
soner O'Neill refused to take his hat off, which was re-
moved by a constable. There were some women in the
court, connected with his congregation at Birmingham,
who wept very loudly. After a long examination, the ma-
gistrates retired to consult; they then committed
the prisoners to Stafford gaol, but expressed their willing-
ness to accept heavy bail. As this was not forthconang,
they were ordered to be removed to Stafford. As soon as
their commitment was made known, the people who sur-
rounded the Town-hall became tumultuous, and great
fears were entertained of a disturbance. Trecautions had,
however, been adopted by the authorities, and instructions
were immediately given to clear the streets. This was
soon done, and about half-past 3 a car drew up to the
gates of the hall, into which O'Neill and his companion
were immediately conveyed, and, escorted by a detach-
ment of the 3d Dragoons, were sent off to the Wolver-
hampton station, on their way to Stafford gaol. The
troops were assailed with groans and other demonstra-
tions of disapprobation, but beyond this nothing occurred
to disturb the peace.

Leicester—On Friday Thomas Cooper, known as the
Leicester Chartist, was apprehended in this town, on a
warrant from the Newcastle magistrates, charging him
with seditious language and exciting the mob to acts of
violence, Numerous letters and papers, some addressed
to White, the Birmingham Chartist, were seized at the
same time. A private investigation took place before the
magistrates, which ended in Ins being committed to the
custody of two officers, who came after him, and he was
removed trom the police station to the railway guarded by
a body of police. The intelligence of the prisoner's ap-
prehension spread rapidly through the town, and hundreds
of his supporters followed him to the station. At the
corner of the market-place the crowd was so dense that
the omnibus was obliged to be stopped, and large numbers
took the opportunity to thrust their hands through the
windows of the carriage to bid good-by to him. After the
train had left the station, an attempt was made to get up
a meeting in the market-place, but without success,

LancarJer.—A meeting was held here on Friday at which
it was resolved to call on the inhabitants for contributions

to support the men in their turn-out. The applications for

relief from the starving families are increasing very fast,

and the House of Correction is full to overflowing. On
Monday the mill-bells were rung to give notice that the

masters were ready to commence work ; but a sufficient

number of hands to enable the master to carry on his

work applied only to one factory, that owned by Mr. J.

Greg, and then only about one-third of (he hands re-

turned. On W"ednesday, however, others had followed

the example, and the mill was in full work. Some be-

nevolent persons in the town have proposed to raise

a public subscription to afford relief to the workmen
and their families until matters are accommodated with

the parties; but such a plan can but ill supply the

want of wages, which are understood to have amounted

to at least 500/. weekly. There, however, exists no ap-

prehension for the safety of property or the public peace,

icec/s.—The turn-out in Yorkshire may now be re-

garded as quite at an end. Last wees, at the Assizes at

York, the Hon. S. Wortley stated to the Court that he

instructed, on behalf of the Attorney- General, to

make a motion with reference to the prisoners, who had

been committed for trial since the commencement of the

the late

The wit-

artui^lt- KT^^^ ^""^ generally present, and took an

rhVf .^n.; hT'^
^"'^^^y ^^^^

^ ^"^ ^^ ^^^t morning the

a? whh^ th.
^'P°''*^ '^^^ ^ ^^^^'^"g ^^s held in a field,

to work until they had obtained the Charter,ness also deposed to othpr ;y.flo^
«=

v.uan,ci.

used by the prisoner and '"^^T 'V ^^""^T^^ ^'"/
drPK^pH *'tn tKr ' . 1^ his reading a placard ad-

fendencv hJ n1
'''•// ^^^^^gl^am '' of a seditious

hem to^Vo tn
"^ T^ ^" ^""^^ "°^ thmk of advising

U^Hnr. ^butt)
'''''''' f *^" ^^^^^^T was all up and

h^lstk^^^ ^^'''^ themselves. After he

thev TouW not r!f.
'^

^'f P"* ^^ '^^ -«^ting thatiney feiiouia not return to work until the Charter wa«* tholaw of the land. Thp IKt^nnh th^r. / .^^arter was the

the nri^oner for A *i • .

^^^^ t^etermmed to remandthe prisoner for forther evidence, and refused to take bail.Ua Friday evening O'NdU, the Birmingham
Dudley.'

present assizes, for offences connected with

disturbances. The motion he had to make was that the

prisoners should remain upon the commitments until a

special Government commission could be issued, He
made the motion on the affidavit of Mr. Maule, the soli-

citor to the Treasury, from which it appeared that there

were about 111 prisoners, who had been sent for trial for

various offences, which had arisen since the commencement

of the assizes, and there were also 56 others in custody in

York Castle, waiting for examination ; and the affidavit of

Mr. Maule further stated that it was likely other persons

would be taken, and sufficient time had not been allowed

for the various committing magistrates to communicate

with the Home Secretary and her Majesty's Government.

The Judge said that as his commission was to clear the

gaol, he must proceed until he received orders from the

higher authorities to bring the assizes to a close.

MacdesJielcL—The whole of the silk-mills, vpith one

exception, were at work in this town on Monday at the

ofd prices. The cotton-factories are all closed, nor is

there any probability of an early resumption of employ-

ment ; the men resolutely adhering to their determination

not to work except at advanced prices, and the masters

being equally resolved as to their inability to comply 5vith

the terms required- Public meetings continue to be held;
but the workpeople are peaceably disposed. The Stock-
port Hussar troop of the Cheshire Yeomanry, under the
command of Capt. Tattoo, took their departure on Sunday
night, leaving the Arley troop, under Capt, Brooke, to
act in case of any unexpected disturbance. During the
stay of the Hussar troop, it had fully acquired the confi-
dence of the inhabitants. The best feeling prevailed to-'

wards them among all classes, and this favourable result
was greatly promoted by the high personal character and
popularity of their Captain. The colliers at Pott Shrigley
have returned to their pits, and the Poynton colliers were
expected to resume work yesterday.

Stockport,—On Monday morning one silk-mill com-
menced work, and continued without interruption during
the day. Several cotton-mills were also opened, in ex-
pectation that the operatives would have been willing to
re-commence work, having been idle since the 11th ult.
This expectation, however, was not realised, for the ope-
ratives are determined not to resume work till they obtain
the prices paid in 1810, ai»d the masters appear equally
resolved not to give it. No communication has yet taken
place between the operatives and the employers, the
leaders of the former saying the masters know what they
are contending for, and ns soon as they concede what is

demanded they are willing to commence w*ork, but not
before. A subscription was commenced by the operatives'
committee, on Saturday, among the shopkeepers ; and
from the proceeds ne^Iy one hundred loads of potatoes
have been purchased, which have bt,en distributed among
the turn. outs. The Macclesfield and Morley troops of
Yeomanry remain in the town, but the Altringham and
Tabley troops have been ordered home.

GIossop,—On Monday some of the ringleaders in an
attack which took plane labt werk on the mills of Mr.
Cooper and Mr. Shipley were committed by the magis-
trates to Derby gaol, to take their trial at the Assizes.
The mob became so exasperated at this result, that they
attacked Mr. Cooper on his return home, and beat him so
severely that he was carried home in a very dangerous
state, having been left in a field Apparently lifeless. Early
on Tuesday morning, small detachments of people col-
lected in various places about Ashton, Staleybridge, and
other villages, and having met to the number of between
400 and 500 on Wednesough-grcrn, ihcy marched in pro-*
cession, many of them being armed with large sticks or
bludgeons, in a direction towards the works of Mr. Shipley,
of Brookficid, where they arrived about noon. Mr, Ship-
ley, being aware of their movements, had caused a con-
siderable number of his hands to be sworn in as special

constables. This body were armed with staves, and placed
under the command of Mr. Shipley himself, who had also

provided a number of fire-arms in his factory, being de-

termined to use them should any attack be made on his

4)roperty. M'hen the mob arrived at his factorj, a parley

ensued, during which Mr. Shipley stated his intention to

fire if necessary for the defence of the mill. The rioters,

however, began* to demolish the windows. Mr. Shipley
'

then fired uppo. them» and several were wounded. The
mob became furious, and were preparing to execute their

threat to pull down the house, when they were dispersed

by a company of military which had been despatched
from this town. The neighbourhood is in a state of great

excitement. One of the ringleaderp, a man named
Filling, well known as a Chartist speaker, has been ap-
prehended and eiamined by the magistrates, but there

was no proof of his identity.

Merthj/r,— Tins manufacturing town has assumed its

usual appearance, as far as every branch of the iron trade

is carried on, and all the men who are allowed to work
are busily engaged. It is said, that 100 men at Dowlais,

35 at Plymouth, and upwards of 100 at Cyfartha, are not

permitted now to do what they actually refused in the be-

ginning of last week. Several Chartist meetings have
been held, at which it was resolved to stand by the prin-

ciples of the Charter, but not to compel any man to abs-

tain from his work. With these exceptions, the town
and neighbourhood are perfectly quiet.

Norwich,—Some feeble endeavours have been used to

disturb the peace of this city during the last week, in

imitation of the Northern rioters, and a mob was as-

sembled in the Market-place, but it was so insignificant in

character that the authorities did not consider it worthy of

attention. A notice was issued, cautioning persons against

attending illegal meetings, but further than that no ex-

ertion of authority has been made or was necessary.

About a hundred Jacquard weavers, for the sake of Icf.

per dozen, left work on Monday, and paraded the streets

Pegging ; but the city is perfectly quiet, and no appre-

hensions of any disturbance are entertained.

Carlisle.—This town is now perfectly quiet. On Satur-

day night the delegates of the working classes UiCt, and
agreed to issue a handbill, advising the operatives to

resume their work. On Monday morning all the hands

had gone in, and a considerable quantity of work has been

given out to the hand-loom weavers. The Yeomanry left

the town on Tuesday, and it is hoped that no further dis-

turbance will occur.

Baih,—Oxi Saturday, the 20th nit., a party from

Wootton-under-Edge took apic-nic excursion to Sharp-

ness Point, where, after spending the greater portion of

the day, two young men of the party, Mr. James Cooper

and Mr. Charles Hill, incautiously strayed on the centre

sands of the Severn as the tide was
^«>?^^"^.f '

jj^'* 'X
posed they had got the distance of half-a-mile, when some

Jf heir friends noticing that the tide r running up and

surrounding the sands, immediately gave the alarm when

the unfortunate youths ran towards the shore and in en-

deavouring to wade through the water, went into the cur.

rent, then running high, and were swept away and lost m
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•Prht of the whole party, who had no means of rendering

?: .nv assistanc;. Mr Cooper wa, .bout 20 year, of

.Kcand the only child of Mm. Cooper of W ootton-

uVwlpr van- his body was shortly afterwards found, and

:;'; m^^^^ t^ -tore him, but .Uho.t avail. Mr.

Hill was the son of Mr. Hill, the surgeon of the same

nUce, and about 13 jears of age ; his body was not disco-

vered till Tuesday morning, though every effort Tvas used

to find it. His p?irent3 and sisters were witnesses of

the catastrophe.

Bristol.—Theraluable collectioa of paintings belong-

ing to Mr- D. W. Acraman, of Bristol, which had acquired

more than a local reputation, was brought to the hammer
imt week, for the benefit of the creditors. The attend-

ftBce and competition were very great The '* Dentist,"

by Teniers, brought 320 guineas ; the " Ferry-buat," by

J. and A. IJoth^ 410 guineas ; Rippingille's '* Recruiting

Sergeant/* 111 guineas ;
'• A Party at a Chateau prepar-

ing for the Chase," by Wouvermans, 310 guineas. The
renowned Eerghem, of" Muleteers arriving," supposed to

be the chef-iTceuvrc of this master, after a very spirited

competition, was knocked down to M. Niewenhuys for

1^70 guineas, and is supposed to have been purchased for

the King of Bavaria. It is stated that in a few hours after

tke sale of this picture, an express arived from the Prus-

sian Ambassador, to purchase it, under a limit of 2,500/.,

for the King of Prnssia. The produce of the sale during

the three first days was nearly 8,600/.—The Bishop of

Gloucester and Bristol has appointed Dr. Phillimoreto be

Chancellor in this city and diocese, on the resignation of

the Venerable Archdeacon Thorp.

Durham.—The local papers are filled with details of the

visit of the Duke uf Cambridge to Wynyard Park, the

•eat of the Marquis of Londonderry. In passing through
this city, his Royal Highness, accompanied by Baron
Brunow, the Russian Ambassador, attended divine ser-

vice in the cathedral. His progress was everywhere
attended with civic processions and addresses, and nothing
could exceed the respeet with which his Royal Highness
was received in all the towns he visited. At Wynyard a

large party had assembled in honour of the visit. His
Royal Highness during his stay visited Seaham Harbour
•tid the Marquis's extensive coal-pits- The dinner given
to his Royal Highness at Sunderland was attended by
about 200 persons, including most of the nobility of this

county.

Liv^rpooL—The discouraging condition and prospects
of the Atlantic Steam Navigation has become a source of
great apprebenslon in commercial circles, and has now
awumed a character which makes it a national question.
We noticed last week that the Admiralty had directed
•everal iO-gun brigs to be Etted out at Plymouth, in order
to supersede the steamers of the West India Company.
It is now stated that the Great ^Yestern Company, trading
between Bristol and Kew York, are in such pecuniary^
difficulty as to be compelled to bring the whole concern to

^
an early close ; and the North American Mail Company,

*or *' Cunard's line," the only party now left to prosecute
the steam communication with America, are appealing to
Government and to the trading interest to afford them
more efficient fiupport, withnnt which they also must
throw up their contract. It is scarcely necessary to add,
that this contract has hitherto been executed with a ra-
pidity, precision, and safety altogether without a parallel.
It seems that the Company, ^ith a capital of 300,000/.,
admirably managed even in its minutest details, disco-
vered in nine months after their vessels began to run that it

was a losing undertaking. They were, therefore, com-
pelled to apply Co Government to increase their allowance
for carrying the mails, A searching inquiry was instituted
on the part of Government, and it was clearly proved that,
even when the vessels were full of passengers and light
cargo, the receipts could not cover the e:5penditure ; the
allowance for the mails was consequently increased from
60,000/. to 80,000/. per annum. Notwithstanding this
addition, it is now announced that the concern returns no
profits to the proprietors, and commercial men are appre-
hensive that it will ultimately be broken up. It is
generally admitted that if this company cannot succeed
no other ever will, and that if it fails a regular steam com-
munication witfe America must be considered altogether at
«n end. In regard to the interference of Government to
prevent such a result, the *« Times " says, " We should be
glad, not only to see the North American Company

I^P^Tf
'''/'^™a«en<^e to the public service; but an

nmr??r.?/ !'° ^e-organiseon better principles, and under

Xch^he "
in'"'"''^'"^""^

'^''' ^««^ ^^^^^ Company of

7etumtotl^ni/-P-'^"°^°*^"** ^^ be all but certain. To
IndTo Ln H

-** ^'''''*' *y«^^«^ ^^ ^^« ^^««t India packets

rJeat nrStct f
^^' '" ^ misfortune; to recede frogreat project for a communicatio

'ships, will, as a whole, for some months necessarily wear

an unfinished appearance. The large dock thus opened

is stated to be one of the noblest basins in the world,

and in some points wholly unrivalled. It comprises

an extent of sixteen acres water area, with 3,500 lineal

feet of solid masonry quay wall; has an open entrance

accessible from the Channel at all hours of day and night,

and a depth of never less than 18 feet water at the lowest

spring tides, so that vessels of every size adapted for mer-

cantile purposes are enabled to enter and lie afloat at all

times of tide. The Southampton Railway extends into the

docks, and it runs from within 20 feet of the quay-wali

direct to London; consequently cargoes of merchandise

arriving in the morning may be craned in the docks from

the ship's hold into the railway waggon and be in London

the same day. The Liverpool, which arrived in the harbour

from Lisbon while the ceremony of opening the docks was

in progress, was the first vessel which entered the basin :

the Tagus followed her, and the event ^ was observed with

the usual rejoicings.—On Wednesday, the meeting of the

proprietors took place at the London offices. The report

stated that the claims of the contractors for constructing

the dock were about to be submitted to Mr. Macneill,

civil engineer, for his arbitration and decision. The recent

resale of the forfeited shares had increased the pecuniary

resources of the company, but from 15,000/. to 20,000/.

more would be required lo complete the approaches to

the dock, from the business opening of which on the 1st

October considerable revenue would be derived. Great

complaints were made against the management of the

company, that the expense of the construction of the

docks as far as they have already gone has doubled the es-

timate which was given in for the completion of the whole
undertaking.

York.—The local papers inform us that it has been de-

termined to establish in Yorkshire and the counties adja-

cent a society, the object of which will be to promote the

improvement of church architecture, and to adopt effec-

tual measures to counteract the paltry manner in which
most of our new churches have been built. The scheme

m the

soVn^g st.;7e;:fjirwTicTd'frto'^r"^ ^-"^"^^j

which the want of monev i.th^ 1 • ""^""If
'"'='=^" ^^

national disgrace ?uT«7e i:^^^^^^?:
Hon may render that profitable hereafter which knltl^
at present

; but if the chain is once brokeri^, \.
of that kind will be without a motS^" * ""^ '"''"1?''

Plymouth.—

has received the full approbation of the Archbishop of

Y^ork and the Bishop of Ripon ; and it is expected to be
followed by similar societies in other counties.

Raihvays.—The following are the returns of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week :—Eastern Counties,

1042/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1363/. ; Blackwall, 1371/-

j

Greenwich, 782/. ; Croydon, 416/. ,* Brighton, 4463/.

;

South Eastern, 9(19/. ; South-Western, 7734/.; London
and Birmingham. 17,370/. ; Birmingham and Derby,
1412/.; Birmingham and Gloucester, 2033/. ; Manches-
ter and Leeds, 4222/. ; Midland Counties, 2940/. ; North
Midland, 5208/.; York and North Midland, 2211/.;
GreatNorth of England, 1507/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,
2357/. ; Great Western, 14,409/. ; Hull and Selby, 1104/,
The half-yearly meetings of many of the different companies
have just taken place ; their proceedings in some cases are
given at great length, but the following abstract will no
doubt interest many of our readers. The report of the
directors of the Birmingham and Gloucester railway, read
at their half-yearly general meeting on the 19th ult. at

Birmingham, states that, notwithstanding the stagnation
of trade, there had been an increase of goods' traffic on
their line during the last half-year of 50 per cent, on the
quantity, and about 60 per cent, on the money receipts
compared with the half-year ended the 30th of June,
1841/ The receipts during the half-year wxre 41,967/.
The expenses, excluding interest on scrip and on loans,
but including depreciation of carrying stock, were 28,298/.
The interest amounted to 12,053, and the balance was
1615/. No dividend was declared.—The Bristol and
Exeter Company held their half-yearly meeting last week,
and the j>rosperous state of affairs induced the directors to
recommend a dividend of 1/. 6^. 8(/. per share on all shares
on which 70/. shall have been paid on or before the 6th
day of October next, for which date the dividend is made
payable. The report states, that 45 miles of the line are in
active traffic, yielding under the lease a clear income of
above 50,000/. a year, with the prospect of a considerable
increase at every future opening. The principal materials
for the entire railway to Exeter are secured at the present
reduced prices, while the contracts for the tunnel and
several miles beyond it are satisfactorily let. The dis-
posable balance for a dividend was 170,000/. At this
meeting the directors were empowered to borrow 450,000/.
upon the loan notes of the company, at the rate of 5 per
cent,, which will obviate the necessity of calling upon the
shareholders, for the present, for the 30/. per share yet to
be paid as capital—At the meeting of the North Midland
Company, a dividend of 20^- per share upon each whole
share, a dividend of IO5. per share upon each half-share,
and a dividend of 6^, 8rf. upon each third-share, clear of
income-tax, was declared,leaving a balance of 2,784/.3s.2(/.,
out of the 31,854/. 3s. Id, stated to be the amount of net
profits. The directors attributed the decrease to the state
of trade

; but the shareholders have instituted a committee
of inquiry, who are empowered to investigate and devise
means for the better conduct of the Company.—The Taff-
vale Railway has declared a dividend of 28^. per share on

fan increase of 18,313/. over the corresponding period^
1841, 14,416/. of which had principally arisen from th
excess in the passenger traffic, which had amounted in tK*
whole to 38,100/. ; 10,542/. had been received for goo^*
and 1^242/. for carrying the mails. The net available
balance was 69,371/., out of ^hich the directors recom
mended that a dividend of 30^, per share be declared tK*
income tax from the 5th of April last to be paid out of
the traffic of the current half-year. The proprietors in
the Gosport branch railway, which was opened in Februarv
last, would participate in the dividend. The report con
eluded by staling that the French Legislature had sanc-
tioned the continuation of the Paris and Rouen line to
Havre, by a gift of 320,000/. and a loan of 400,000/. ; and
in order to render the projected chain of communication
complete, the directors would encourage,.by every means
in their power, the establishment of an effective system of
steam transit from Southampton to the French coast.—.

At the Blackwall Railway Meeting on Monday, the report

stated that the directors had borrowed, on the security of
debentures, a portion of the sum of 60,000/., allowed by the

new Act. The gross receipts for the half-year amounted to

21,932/., leaving a balance, after payment of the current

charges, of 1,472/., which the directors regretted was not

sufficient to warrant them in declaring a dividend. Tbe
expenditure for the half-year amounted to 23,068/.

The passenger receipts had considerably increased, with-

out causing any augmentation in the working expenses.

The great productive source of traffic to the railway was

that in connexion with the steam-boats at the Brunswick

Pier, the resources to the railway arising from which

were by no means fully developed. The total number of

passengers between Blackwall and Gravesend during the

summer months of 1841 and 1842 amounted to 335,273,

producing 14,075/. Out of the 70,000 persons who
landed and embarked at Gravesend during the first week

of the present month, nearly 30,000 of them came from

Blackwall. The directors recommended, now that the

.
passenger traffic was established, that the fares should be

' raised respectively from Ad, and 6(/. to M. and 8</., from

the 1st of October next. A long and stormy discussion

took place as to the heavy expenses of the line, and tbe

large amount of the solicitor's bills. Several proprietors

wished it to be understood chat they repudiated all parti-

cipation with the directors in the steam-boat speculations

• in which the latter had engaged. Much angry discussion

ensued on a proposal for the election of Capt. Mangles aa

a director, in the place of Mr. Renuie, who had resigned,

i but was again proposed for re-election. The result was

the election of Capt. Mangles by a majority of six. Tbe

meeting was very numerously attended.—At the meeting

of the Aylesbury Railway, the report stated the receipts

at 3,500/., leaving, after paying expenses, a balance of

1764/. ; but the directors proposed that no dividend

should be declared. This suggestion was carried, together

with a motion empowering the directors to negotiate with

the London and Birmingham Company, for the sale of tbe

line or the renewal of the lease, which will expire in

June 1844.—The meeting of the North of England Com-

pany was held at Darlington on Tuesday. The report re-

commended a dividend of 1/. bs. per share for the half

year ending June 30, IS42, being after the rate of 2^ per

cent, per annum, which was agreed to. From the half-

yearly statement of accounts it appears that the Company s

receipts have been 33,543/. IO5. 6^/., making, with the re-

serve fund of 4,2G8/. 13^. 5J., the sum of 37,812/. 3^. IM.;

and that that the disbursements of the company have been

21,040/. Is. M. ; leaving a balance available for dividends

of 13,772/. 25. 2d.\ out of which the company will

1/. 55. per share, as stated above, exclusive of

income-tax.

pay

tbe

ex

a

r.^ fh. Aihi Torf^^
""^^^

'l*^^
'^^y ^-'^^ ^^^ tte launchof the Albion, of 90 guns, at this port. On the samedav i t^. « • • r i, ., f

the Superb, of SO guns, will be launched at PemWp 1p *v ^""tJ
^^^^?^' payable out of the disposable balance

Five new war steamers are building at the differenVyards' I

^l.^^L^^^^-year's^workings of 4,376/. 14.-. 2d, while a
whfch the Admiralty have ordered to be called the Rattl '

Rocket, Ruby, Scourge, and Gladiator,
er,

.J . , - The Board, in
consideration of the hard work performed by the rope-
makers, have ordered the superannuation pensions of that
class of workmen to be increased from 20/. to 241. per ann.

Sontkampton,—The long-expected opening of the first
of these docks took place on Monday. The directors,
bowever, deferred the celebration of the event by any public
ceremonial, because the dock, though capable of receiving

further sum of 22^. per share is to be carried to the
crean of the old shareholders, as capitalised interest,
Ef^mg the nominal amount of each share 116/. 45. 6d.

PPP?1J.ffW pT^ passenger traffic are stated to have ex-ceeded tbat of the corresponding half-year, while the ton-
nage from the coal-works, although not equal to what the
directors anticipated, has been proportionately good.—At
the half-yearly general meeting of the South-Western
Company, on Saturday, the report stated that the total re-
ceipts dunng the half-year amounted to I41;080/., being

IRELAND.
Dublin,—It is understood that Eari De Grey is

pected to arrive in London from Wiesbaden in about

fortnight, when his leave of absence from his Viceroyaity

will expire. The noble Earl has derived much beneftt

from the waters. It is also said that his Excellency, after

staying a few days in St. James's-square, will proceed to

this city direct, to resume the Government now adminis-

tered by Lords Justices,— It is stated in the local

papers, that there is likely to be a contest for the uni-

versity, and judging from the pretensions of the two ca

didates, it will no doubt be a severe one.^jj^A requisition

from several of the heads of the college has been a
-

dressed to Mr. T. B. Smith, who has this wees

received the appointment of Solicitor-General, <^^5"^^"?^

that gentleman to stand for the vacancy created by w

elevation of Mr, Jackson to the bench; and ^^^^
^*

ported, that should Mr. Smith accede to the requisition,

he will have Government support in his favour.
'

Hamilton, notwithstanding these circumstances, is de

mined not to withdraw his claims on the electors, a g

number of whom have already decided on ^upporn 6

him in preference to any other candidate.^A ^ee h

of the Corporation was held on Saturday, fo^^ ^he p

pose of examining Sir J. K. James, the late t^^asur j

to whom the corporation has not yet awarded the c

pensation to which he is legally entitled. The

is likely to end in a suit at law.—It is r

Augustas Byrne, whose recent trial caused so
"^J*^^. ^g^

citement in the country, and who has already

twice a widow, will shortly be united in wedlock to
^^

officer in whose charge she was, pending the ^^^1"^^ .-

her late husband!—The difficulties that stood in the ^
of commencing the atmospheric railway to

^^^*^p^viia
completely at an end, and the proprietors of ^^^r^Q^
and Kingstown Railway are about to authorise the direc

^^^
to accept a loan of 25,000/. from the Board of ^/'''*!'

j^
the completion of tbe extensioa to Dalkey- ^^^ ^"^

affair

It is reported that Mrs-

CD ^*'
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TTill commence immediately, and it is confidently stated

that the first regular line of rs^ilway on the atmospheric
principle that has ever been attempted will be in opera-

tion within a few miles of the Irish metropolis early in the
ensuing spring.—The usual weekly meeting ©f the Repeal
Association took place on Monday. ISIr. O'Connell at-

tended and spoke at some length. The rent for the week
was announced to be 60/. V6s. 3^cf.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The preparations for her Majesty's visit

have surpassed everything of the same kind within the
memory of the oldest inhabitant. For some days past the
tow»raii<i indeed the whole of this part of Scotland, has
been in a state of great excitement at the prospect of her
Majesty's arrival. On Thursday morning the news arrived
that the Royal squadron was in the Forth. The Monarch
steamer had gone down to meet it, and first descried the
yachf when off St, Abb's Head. She then proceeded on
her course, and met the royal fleet off Eyemouth. At
that time the wind was N.W., and the Royal George yacht
was towed by two steamers—the Black Eagle and the
Shearwater, The Royal George, in order to steady her,

had her jib, flying jib, fore-staysail, and driver set, the
wind blowing on the larboard bow. The Monarch then put
round, and saluted. At this time it w^as observed that her
Majesty was reclining on a couch between the main and
mizen masts, while Prince Albert was pacing the deck close
by. The cheering was distinctly heard on board the yacht, as
her Rlajesty rose and repeatedly acknowledged the loyal de-
monstration. About this time the Trident steamer, belonging
to the General Steam Navigation Company, came up from
Granton ; the Monarch and Trident then dropped astern,
and fell into the wake of the royal squadron. Night was now
drawing on, and lights were hoisted at the mast head. The
Monarch, about ten miles to the eastward of luchkeith,
left the squadron, which was now keeping close to the
southern shore, with the apparent intention of taking the
inner passage. At half-past one, the Monarch arrived off

Granton, and it was then ascertained that the royal
squadron had anchored in A^jerlady bay. It was accord-
ingly announced that the landing would take place on
Thursday morning, on which day the Tovwn Council were
summoned to meet at half-past ten. The Duke of Buc-
i?leuch, and numerous members of the nobility, were on
Granton Pier, anxiously looking out for tidings of the
royal squadron during the early part of the night. The
preparations for the landing were on the most extensive
Bcale, but we defer noticing them until next week. The
disappointment of the people on Wednesday was very great,
hut as soon as possible, the local authorities received inti-

mation, through Sir Robert Peel and the Earl of Aberdeen,
that it was her Majesty's desire to contribute, as much as
could be consistently expected, to the gratification of her
loyal subjects, and therefore, should her Majesty and
retinue arrive off Granton late on Wednesday night, her
Majesty and Prince Albert would pass the night on board
the yacht, and land on Thnrsday-

\

i¥lfsc£lIancoiis.
Niger Ha^peduion.—The daily papers announce that

the Tagus steamer, which arrived at Falmouth, from the
Mediterranean this week, spoke her Majesty's steamer
Kite^ steering for Lisbon, from the coast of Africa, last

from Sierra Leone and Madeira, with the remnants of the
crew and apparatus of the late Niger expedition. The
Tagus received her despatches, but no details could be ob-
tained, A letter since received from Lisbon, dated Aug.
22, mentions the arrival of the Kite at that port, with the
officers of the expedition on board, which is reported to
be broken up.

Liberia—The American papers contain a letter ad-
dressed to the editor of the " North American," containing
«n account of this colony, from which the following are ex-
tracts. It appears that the Secretary of the American Colo-
nization Society, lately visited Liberia, accompanied by Mr.
Zion Harris, an uneducated man of colour, who emigrated
to the colony 12 years ago from the State of Tennessee. At
recent meetings at Boston, Mr, Harris gave an account of
his residence, observatiiJios, trials, and conflicts in Africa

;

described the country, its features, productions ; the man-
ners, character, and superstitions of the African tribes in
the vicinity of the Society's settlements ; stated the causes
of the wars in which the settlers have occasionally been
engaged ; their successful endeavours against the slave

trade, and the protection they have extended over several

thousands of the unoffending nations who have fled to

them from their cruel foes, and the benefit of the Gospel
which has been communicated to these unfortunate people,
in such a manner as to awaken the deepest interest in

Boston in behalf of himself and his fellow-labourers in the
colony. Mr. Harris accompanied his father-in-law, the
Eev. G. M. Erskine, to Africa, in 1829. Mr. Erskine
was a coloured preacher of the Presbyterian Church,
highly respected in Tennessee and other parts of the
Union. A part only of his family went with him to Africa,
and at his death, which occurred in six months after his
arrival, he requested Mr. Harris, if he should ever be able
to return to the United States, to bring the rest of his
family ^to Liberia, as "it would make him smile in his
grave." His request has been complied with in part : Mr.
Harris has been to Tennessee, and carried with him to
I>torfolk 13 of the descendants and relatives of his fatber-
in-law, and 70 others are in a few days to embark
with him for his chosen country. Some still remain in
servitude, but it is believed they will follow. Mr.
Harris waa the leader in the defence of the
missionary station at Haddington, against the can-
nibal chief Gouturah and from four to six hundred of
his warriors. This savage was the terror of all that re-

gion of Africa, and within a small district of country may
be seen the ruins of 30 to 50 villages, burnt by him in the
dead of night, in order to murder, rob, and enslave the in-
habitants. In the missionary school at Haddington, when
the attack was made, were 70 or 80 African children, and
several teachers (mostly females) from the colony. The
sole object of Gouturah was to take these children to sell

them into slavery, to get possession of the property, and
feast upon the Godmen, as he called them. Mr. Harris,
aided by two colonists and three converted native boys,
contended with this band of savage warriors, for one hour
and twenty minutes, and finally killed Gouturah, and com-
pelled his followers to retreat with great loss. The writer
states that no work of fiction has equal interest with the
statements of Mr. Harris, who has given a more vivid

picture of life in Africa, and shown more conclusively the
good which is to be effected by colonisation in that couu*
try, than anything to be found in books, or lieard from
living men, Mr. Harris thinks 400 coloured missionaries
might now be employed, and find a welcome among the
native tribes. About 10,000 of these people enjoy peace
and security on the lands of the colony. Not far from
400, he thinks, give some evidence of conversion to

Christianity. The letter concludes by stating that New
England is about to take a decided stand in favour of
African colonisation.

The Alpine Goat.—A short time ago an aged inha-
bitant of the commune of Saint Agnes, in the beautiful

valley of Griesivaudan, shut in by the snow-topped Alps,
went out at an early hour of the morning to gather some
wild fruits, and at the same time led his goat and her kid
to pasture. Seeing a large stone detach itself from a rock
above his head, and come rolling down upon him, he, to

avoid being crushed by it, stepped back, but, happening to

put his foot on a sandy hollow spot, he lost his balance,

and fell over a precipice to a depth of 20Ofl. Although
severely cut and bruised, unable to raise himself up, or
even to move, he remained the whole day under the tor-

ments of pain and hunger, aggravated by the swarms of

insects which came to attack his wounds. As the night
came on, the sufferer was surprised by seeing his goat
come down the steep, and, on her reaching him, volunta-

rily offer her dugs to his parched lips. In this manner
the affectionate animal supported her master for four suc-

cessive days, repeatedly bleating with all her force. By
this exertion of her instinct, one might almost say of her
sagacity, the animal at length attracted the notice of a

goat-herd, who, with great intrepidity, got down the dan-

gerous descent, and reached the old man thus miraculously

preserved. It was, however, only for a short time, for,

being brought home by the collected exertions of many of

his fellow-villagers, he expired on the following day in the

arms of the cur^ of the parish, who eagerly purchased the

faithful goat which had preserved her master so long.

—

Galignaid^s Messenger.
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NoRTHKR%' Circuit.—York,-* ilf()oi- c. CooA.—Tliis was an ac-

tion of trespass. It appeared that in the year 1834, a Mi . Cocit-

burn was the clergyman of Pocklin^on, and bein^ ajixious to

have an evening: service throughout the year, took steps to have
the church fitted up with what might be necessary to light it

during the winter months. For this purpose a number of

branches to hold candles were put up, but these not being found
sufficient, it was subsequently determined to lig-ht it with gas.

The branches were therefore taken down, with the exception of

those at the pulpit and reading-desk, and wcretakeu in part pay-

ment of the gas-fittings which were substituted. Stoves also

were put up, and pipes attached, for the purpose of warming the

church. The parish, however, refused, in its parochial capacity,

to take upon itself the expense of these improvements, and a sub-

scription was set on foot to defray it. This, however, was not

I
very successful, there being no more reaUsed than from :iO/. to

22/. The cost, too, was much greater than had been originally

contemplated, amounting to somewhere about 140/., and this

amount, after some considerable delay, wa?, with a charge for

interest, which made the whole amount to 150/., paid by Mr.
Cockbum out of his own pocket. Further than this voluntary
subscription the parish paid no part of this original charge ; but
it would appear they afterwards went to some considerable ex-

pense in improvement of the pipes connected with the stoves,

and additions for the purpose of increasing their efficieney. Dur-
ing the summer months, a considerable part of the gas appara-

tus, such as the pillars to hold the jets, was removed under the

direction of Mr. Cockbum, and placed in a box belonging to the
parish until they might be required the fbUowing winter.

Matters continued in this way until the latter part of tll«

year 1840, when Mr. Cockburn left Pocklington, the in-

come of which living was, it would appear, considerably
under 200/. a year, and went to reside in another part of

the country. He, in consequence, wrote to the churchwardens,
requesting them to call a meeting of the parish to consider whe-
ther they would purchase the fittings in question, saying that he
could not afford tolose the money which had been sunk in lighting

and warming the church ^ but if the parish would offer anything
in reason, he would much prefer accepting their proposal, and
leaving the apparatus for the use of the parish instead of taking
it down. The churchwardens on this did call a meeting, which
was not, however, very numerously attended, and some conver-
sation took place as to the propriety* of setting a subscription on
foot for the purpose of reimbursing Mr. Cockbum. Several
parties recommended this course, but nothing was done, and Mr.
Cook the defendant, as solicitor for Mr. Cockburn, finally re-

solved to remove the matters in question. Application was made
to Mr. Tjndale, one of the plaintiffs, as churchwarden, for the
key of the church, which was given, and Mr. Cook then proceeded
to remove the greater part of the fittings, leaving, however, a
good portion which could not be taken aw«y without doing con-
siderable injury to the church, and among the rest all that portion
of the stove-pipes which had been paid for by the parish. The
value of goods so removed, if sold immediately, would be. in

their presentstate.ahout 20/., though, should the ssde be deferred
until a favourable opportunity, they might realise about 30i. The
removal of these goods was the trespass complained of. It ap-
peared, during the case for the plaintiffs, that one of them, Mr.
Tyndale had given permission to the delendant to remove the
gas-fittings, but the stoves had not been mentioned, and it

seemed questionable whether this permission extended to more
than the pillars, &c., which had been usually removed evray
year, at the close of the vrinter. For the defendant it was con-
tended that these fittings had never been the property of the

parish, and that Mr. Cockburn had done no more tlwn permitttws I

use ol them to the parish duiing his incumbency. At ftU ercnt»,
j

with regard to such portiojis as were afiixed to the body of the
church, to them the present plaintiffs had no title, as the property,
if it passed out ol Mr. Cockbum, would rest in the vicar for the
time being. As to those not so affixed the permission of the
churchwarden to remove them was a sufficient authorit}' . His
Lordship having summed up, the jury returned a verdict for the
plaiutiffH, damages ^L, bemg of opinion that the fittings had
been originally given to the parish by Mr. Cockbunij trusting to
a subscription to remunerate him, and that the pern ^

" fon of the
churchwarden did not extend to the greater part of the articles
removed.
Manstone v. Cheadie, C/erit.—This was an action for work and

labour, and for money had and received by the defendant to the
plaintiff's use. It appeared from the evidence, that the defendant
isvicarofBingley, in the West Riding, where formany years the
vicarage had been held toget!5er with an endowed school. The
vicarage-house waa a very poor one, and the incumbent had,
therefore, resided in that attached to the school. On Uic death
of the last incumbent the trubtees of the school resolved to
separate it from the living, and in consequence, when the de-
fcadant became the vicar, there was no sufficient reaidcnce for
hJnibelf and lus family; and accordingly, in the year 1838, he re-
solved to attcmptthe erection of a new vicarage- house, for which
purpose a subscription was set on foot, which amounted to 300/.
The plaintiff is an architect at Bradford, and was empl«^t«d by
the defendant to diaw iilans for a residence, which he did on the
scale of a building which be estimated to cost OnoL As the sub-
scription did not succeed to the extent which \MiS expected, an
application was made to the trustees of Queen Anne's Bounty,
who, as the hving was worth '^bol. per annum, could not make
any grant from their re^lar funds, but were enabled to graikt a
sum of money from some otht^r M)urcc, y> hich did not appear. It
is a constant rule uf theirs tu make no grant towards any build,
ing of the kind, unless the plans are drawn in detail, and a copy
of them submitted for their approval ; and they also require some
person be&ides the clergyman to engage for the completion of the
contract. The plaiutiffwas employed tu draw thcbe plaiis, which
were approved as being quite sufficii-nt for the purpose, aiid he
was apj)ointed to superintend the progress of the works, and a
suan of 6o/. was to l)e allowed him for liis rcmuneiation. The de-
fendant also applied to him to aUow the contract to be made in
his naxne, which he abbcutcd tu. The bum the building was to
cost was l,0&0/., and the 60/. aUowed for the architect made a
total of 1,15 W., which was to be drawn for in bills on the certifi-
cate of the plaintiflf that work to that amount had been duly exe-
cuted. The money so obtained was handed to the plaintiff as the
nominal contractor wiili the workmen, and paid by him into a
bank, whence it was drawn out to pay the various dei>criptiou of
builders. Before the workjr were aclujUly commenced .the defend-
ant wifchcd the site to be changed. This was done j butwhen the
ground we^ opened, it was found ueof <^ary to pile some portion of
it in order tu secure a sufficient foundation. The defendant also
wished to have the house a foot wider, and some rooms larger, in
consequence of which the expense was considerably increased,
and the whole 1,151/. was consumed, without leaving anything for
the lemuneration of the plaintiff. I'ur the defendant it'was con-
tended that there was no proof of any contract for the fir!>t set of
plans, which the witness valued at 10/., nor did it appear that th«
plaintiff expected remimcraUon for them, as they could not be
.carried into execution, but were superseded by others, in which
they miifht be considered to have merged; and as to the 6o/., the
plaiutifi had had the money in his own hands, and if he chose to
pay it all away» he must abide by his own act and bear the loss*
Some evidence wasput in, and counsel addressed the jury in reply,

and argued that though the money had passed through the
plaintiff's hands, it could only be obtained by the signature of the
defendant, and as he had signed draughts only for the workmeu,
it could not be said that the plaintiff had ever had it in.his puwcr
to retain the money ; while it was clear, on the other hand, that
as 6o^ had been specially appropriated to the plaintiff out of tlie

money, and the whole had been received by the defendant, that
QiiL had been received to the plaintiff's use, and he was also liable,

on his own account, to pay for the first plans, which had beeii
drawn by his directions. His Lordship summed up the case,
and the jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff both for the 20/-
and the 60/.

Church Rates.'-DiUe V, PuUard and others.—T\i\& was an ac-
tion of replevin, brought by John Dale, an inhabitant of Brad-
ford, against George Pollard and Benjamin Briggs Popplewell,
the churchwardens of Bradford, and John Andrew and George
Waddington, constables. liir. Wortley, for defendants, opened
the case, as the afhimative lay upon them. Th» •ctiou arose
out of a distress under the justices' warrant for the recovery of

»

church-rate, and he thought that in the course of the case it

would appear that the disputes between the plaintiff and the de-
fendants were rather matters of law than any misters of fact

upon which the jury would be called upon to exercise their judg-
ments. By the ancient law of this country it was the dut>' of the
parishioners to maintam the fabric of the parish church. That
law rested entirely upon prescription and was as old as the oldest
times. In the parish of Bradford there were many townships.
There had been always two churchwardens appointed for the
parish church of Bradford, and for the other townships in Brad-
ford there had been also otiier officers, called chapelwarden*,
elected and appointed by the various townships. But the church-
wardens elected by the township of Bradford had immemoriaUy
called the vestry meetings for the purpose of making a churcl^-

rate, and to them was confided the duty of takng care of the
fabric of the parish church. About I8a6, as the jury were aware,
considerable excitement upon this subject prevailed, and there
was a disposition to dispute the necessity oi laying such a rate

for the purpose of repairing the parish church as had anciently,

ajid by the law of this country, immemorially been made; this dis-

position to oppose church-rates u-ose partly from religious scru-

ples and partly from excit4_^ment. The dispute ran high, and in the
ywu- 1835 a rate was for the lirst time refused in the parish of Brad^
ford. From time to time atttmpl^ were made to lay the rate, but
unsuccessfully. An attempt was afterwards made by private sub-
scription to repair the fabric of the parish church, but this attempt
was not successful. In 18u it became evident that it was
requisite that something should be done for the maintenance of
the parish church, Accorduigljr, in February, 1841, a vestry
meeting was called in the ordmary way by the churchwardens of
the parish of Bradford. The vicar presided, and it was very
strongly stated that there was an absolute necessity for laying
out in repairs upon the church a sum of between 300/- aiid 400^.

Nevertheless, such were the dissensions at that time amongst the
parishioners, that the proposition for laying such a rate was very
strongly opposed, and in the result successfully, to. the mean-
time a church-rate case was decided in the Court of Exchequer,
and after that decision, the churchwardens, the first two defend-
ants on the record, Mr. Pollard and Itlr. Poppletcffi, who felt

themselves deeply responsible for tlie state of the church, called

another meeting of the parishioners in the month of May, to giv^
the parishioners an opportunity of making a rate, or, if the na*-

jority refused to lay a rate, with the consent of the minority.

Consequently, according to the ancient custom, the usual no^cra
were given, the parishioners assraabled in the parish church, the

vicar presided, and everything was carried on in the ordinary way^

But, besides this, another step was also takaa» making lU a
possible, stiU more imperative on the parishioners to ass^l^^^Bf
raterequu-ed-namely. an application was made to

^jjf^^ff~"
asticai Coiu^ at York, and what was called aj°^.«i^^?"jSi^j"!5'
without any opposition on the part of themhatefe^^»^^ord,

and which ordered the parishioners to a*^ * "^^^Jr^:£"^
pose of maiBtoiniag the church. It was "^^'^^ Se ieet'Sd under tiie circumstances which he bad stafiwi, that the meet-

fnr^ held on the l4thof M^. At that ^eeteng the monition^ read, and the parishlon«r»%ei« iofo^ed «^ the neceasxty <rf

a rate aSd of the ^comstonces B»i«- whKH- ^ meeUng had

beencftUed. A rate ww pK^wwl ^^X the semot chan:kwRra«a

«
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««^ ««^««H*ri hv thtf iunior churchwarden. The rate pro-

SL WW no hK^^ ^''^ *^ ^'^ sufficient at that

S?r^f«^7hrreSU and the maintenance of the fabric of

;hx.^J.?f^^. h Vuru vi-^t proposition being made a counter-

p™i"t o^va^nm^lc ^^^^^ «^e^Uic«.an of the name of ^Vfnter-

k Vfnln thftt there be no rate lairf for the niafntenance of the

feb c of tbechaVcb On the quc.rior. beinR put from the chair,

lh« oroyosition of Winterbottom was carried by a considerable

mtdmtr Sllb^cquenUr to this, the meeting was asked whether

^ere was any other proposition io T" made. And then the fame

rentleman, Mr. Winterbottom, mv^c a proposition to this effect

:

—"
I propose to flU pious, benevolent, and honourable Church-

men, and to all good and pea»*^iftie Dl- ciiterp, to all Quakers,

Independents, Mcthotfifc, and E-. '^. that they commence this

day a voluntary subscriiition to help the Church people in the

maintenance of the church.*' Thar proposition was put to the

meeting:, and carried by a majority. The churchwardens felt that

thia was a mere voluntary offer, on which they could not rely

;

and they accordingly said that they would accept no such offer,

but would proceed to raalce a rate. Accordingly, with the con-

currence of the minority, the churchwardens proceeded to malte

a rate in the iisual form— that appeared upon the minutes of the

parish meeting, and the rate was signed by the members of the

miTiority present on that occasion. No step was taken subse-

quently'to that rate by any of the parties present at the meeting,

or by any parishioner, ^s they might have done, in the Ecclesi-

astical Court. No steps were taken to set the rate aside, nor was
ntjy obstacle made to prevent its collection. Accordingly, the

churchwardens proceeded to have the rate collected ; and, with

very few exceptions, that was done without difficulty. But in

iome oases, and especially in the case of John Dale, the plaintiff,

refusals were made to the payment of the rate. Dale was
assessed for \s, 5rf. on a house which he occupied in Bradford.

But when he was applied to to pay that sum, he gave a distinct

and flat rcfuijal to pay it. It became the duty, therefore, of the

churchwardens in some way to enforce the payment of the assess-

ment due from Pale. By an Act of Parliament passed in the 53d

year of George 111., a summary mode of recovering small sums
due for chnrch-rates was appointed—thus preventing the great

expenses which were formerly incurred by proceedingi> in tlie

Ecclesiastical Court. A section of that Act of Parliament cm-
powered the justices to hear the comiiTaint, to order payment
of the rate, and, if payment were refused, to issae ft -warrant of
dtsfrcss, to recover the amount claimed. The churchwardens
accordingly attended before the justices, and made their com-
plaint. A summons was issued agaliKst Dale. Dale appeared be-

fore the justices, along with a legal gentleman. But although
Mr. Dale appeared, he did not give notice to the magistrates that
he intended to dispute the validity of the rate. Dale, however,
refused to pay the rate of i.s-. 5rf., and the justices issued a war-
rant of distress, under which three or four account-books (Mr.
Dale being a bookseller) were seized in satisfaction of the rate.—
Mr. Baines, for the plaintiff, submitted to his Lordship that the
defendants had not proved their cognizance. He contended that
pniof of a notice of objection to the rate before the magistrates
had bccii adduced even hy the evidence of the defendaiits, and
that the plaintiff was entitled to a verdict. The order which the
justices had made could not be a good and valid order, because
they bad no jurisdiction with respect to a rate which had been
laid by a minority of the parishioners. The order pronounced by
the magistrates was a perfect nullity. There never was a valid
rate, there never was a valid order made by the justices. lie also
submitted that there was no legal proof whatever that the order
had been duly served upon the plaintiff, nor was there any proof
of the allegation that the plaintiff refused to pay to the church-
wardens the sum of U. 5d. There was no evidence of any neg-
lect or refusal on the part of the plaintiff to pay this money.
Consistently with all the evidence in the case, the assessment
might have been paid. Aftersome discussion as tothebestmode of
raising the points of law for future decision, it was agreed that a
Tcrdict should be taken for the plaintiff for the sum of 3/. 3s., the
ffeets to be put into a special case for the opinion of the Court
above.

WlitUnall V. the Mancfii'ater and Leeds Hnilway Company,—
Thi» was an act" i, tried bef« a .>. lal jury, to recover
damages for injury received by reason of the negligence of the
defendants, through their servants. Mr. Rnowles in statins: the
case said, this was an action which the plaintiff, Edward S. Whe-
tenall, had been compelled to bring against the defendants, to
recover damages for a very severe injury which, through their
negligence and ft^nlt, he had sustained—an injury so severe, that
it considerably Impaired the plaintiff's powers of usefulness, and
which must, therefore, Affect his prospects through the whole of
his future life. The plaintiff is a yoting man, not yet 22 years of
age. He is the son of a person who was well known in one part
of this county—the chief engineer of the Low Moor Ironworks

j

and the plaijitiff himself had been educated and brought up to
that profession, and at the time of the injury in question was
about opening in business in that line for his own support. The
defendants arc a very powerful and important body, called the
Manchester and Leeds Railway Company. They carry pas-
sengers, not only on their own Hue, which extended from Man-
chester to Normanton, but, by an arrangement with the North
Midland Railway Company, from Normanton to Leeds; their
own carriages are permitted to go on, as well as their own ser-
vants, to Leed-!. Tlie

i laintiff became a passenger in a third-
class carriage from Wakefield to Leeds, on the 1st March, and in
the afternoon two persons, of the names of Grty and Eronk,
called upon the plaintiff, for the purpose of accompanving him to
I*eeds. They proceeded to the railway station, for the purpose of
going to Leeds by the 4 o'clock train. A short time thereafter
the train arrived on its way to Leeds, 'fhe plaintiff became a
passenger, as well as his friends, and took theii' places in a third-
class carriage. They proceeded without the occurrence of any
jHWticular circumstance until they came to Woodlesford. About
this time, while plaintiff was conversing with one of his friends,
ana recluung against the door, suddenly, and without any
aouce, without anything in the world occurring to draw the
aueution of the plaintiff or his friends, the door of the waggonnew open, and the plaintiff was thrown out, and fell with

carri«^« ^S^?- ^^^ ^*"^- Immediately the whole train of

ti^^J rh»^"'!l*
^^'^ ^""^ ^'^^ irrecoverably lost. The atten-

sUiJin if^L^i ^^.3^'' ''''^'*'*^ *^ **^^ circumstance, the po-

immedlatelv tnTl'T>.^? '
^^^^*^"^ ^"* *" ^i"'' ^^ ^^"^^ iniplored

d™to the suffIrL %^'^^" 'l"^P'^' «"^ ^^^ ^'I'^t ^^''^^1 ^^

must be dead th:^f twJ^^ ^"^'^ "* *"^^^^ ^^^'U that the man

man was left where he h^d "aUen Ae vS Thrown '^Vh h'^head and breast ou the other line of 5iUy, so thlura tr^nhad come up from Leeds he must have been k Ued i tL^^
a bend on the Ihie at that part and they couirno^have seenhim, or, at all events, they could not have stopped the train if
the train had been stopped the plaintiff might have been cai^ricd
to Leeds in ten minutes, and there received the best surgical as
sistance

j but as it was, 40 minutes elapsed before a train reached
him from Leeds. The plaintiff was taken care of by some
labourers on the line, and afterwards conveyed back to Wake-
field, where, on the same evening, his leg was amputated a Uttle
be!ow the knee. The Icnrred counsel charged the company with
negligence in reference to the formation of the carriage, the door
of which latter was not properly fastened. A number of wit-
nesses were examined for the plaintiff, who fully proved the case
stated by the learned counsel, with the exception of the motives
•which induced the conductors to go forward rather than stop.
Mr. Baincs, for defendants, contended that the accident was
not caused by any fault of the Manchester and Leeds Railway
Company or of their servants, but that it was attributable to the
misconduct and imprudence of theplaintiff himself. Tlie plaintiff
and bis frieads were conducting themselves In an improper

and riotous manner befcare they got into the carriage at all, and

while they were in the carriage they behaved in a frolicsome

manner. Gray gave the plaintiff a push which forced him up to

the end of the carriage, the door gave way, and he fell out. The
guard made a signal to the.engineman to stop the train, but as

the engineman did not see the accident, but only saw a hat fall

out of one of the carriages, he thought that the object for stop-

ping the train was to pick up the hat, and, knowing that that

was against the regulatior»s of the company, he did not stop the

train. Th ere was no pretence for casting an imputation of harsh-

ness upon the company, for everything had been done for the

plaintiff, after the accident, that could be done. Witnesses were

then called in support of the defendant's case, but nothing was
elicited tending to shake the testimony of the witnesses for the

plaintiff. Mr. Knowles replied. Lord Denman summed up the

case, and the Jury, after a short retirement, returned a verdict

for the plaintiff-Damages l,000^

"WiiSTJiRX Circuit.—BaiSTOL.— Cortfon V. Pifi.—This was an

action on a bill of exchange for 1 f)0^ The plaintiff, M r. Alexander

Gordon, was stated to be a gentleman of fortune, and tlie defendant

a Lieutenant of the nth Hussars. The drawing and acceptance of

the bill was not denied, but the defendant had set up two kinds of

defence : first, he said he was not liable because he was an infant

at the time the acceptance was made j and, secondly, he pleaded

that the bill was accepted by him for the accommodation of Lieut.

Cunningham without consideration, and indorsed by him to the

plaintiff without consideration.— Mr. "W. Hastings Reed, of Duke-

street, St. Jam.es*s, was examined for the plaintiff. He deposed

that he had been engaged as agent of the plaintiff in negotiating

money matters on his account. Mr, Pitt, the defendant, was a

Lieutenant in the 11th, or Prince Albert's Hussars. Negotiated

the bill in question for l60/., and paid the money to Lieutenant

Cunnhigham, the drawer, who paid it over at once to the de-

fendant. Saw defendant afterwards at Epsom races, and had a

conversation with him on the subject of the bill, and of some
others for which Mr. Cunnhigham had become liable for him.

He expressed his regret that Mr. Cunningham should have

been applied to and troubled ou the subject; and he said he

would pay the amount of those bills, in all 640^ On his

cross-examination the witness stated that he was a commis-
sion agent, and when persons wanted money they applied to

him, and he obtained it for them. Discounted bills for Mr.
Pitt's, and also for Mr. Cunningham's accommodation. The
terms of the discount were twenty per cent, per annum.
There was also a procuration fee of five pounds in every 100/,

on bills of six months, and two-and-a-half per cent, on bills at

three and four months, Mr. Gordon was a gentleman of consi-

derable property, well known as a discounter. He paid over to

Mr. Cunningham for Mr. Pitt's use, at the time the present hill

was discounted, 144^ Mr. Gordon was now at Aberystwith with

a Mr. Alexander, who was his brother-iai-law. They were not

housekeepers; they lived in lodgings. Were sometimes in Lon-
don, in Stafford place, Piralico. They did not now keep on a lodg-

ing in London. Was not aware that they had any ostensible pro-

perty. Their pro|}erty was in cash and acceptances. The attor-

ney in this cause was Mr. Cook. Witness sometimes managed
parts of his business for him. In the present case drew a part of

the brief. Gordon and Alexander keep no banker.—Mr. Erie ad-

dressed the jury for the defendant. He said his client was a

young man of family, bom to a good fortune, who, on becoming
of age, found, as young gentlemen of fortunecftendid, anumber
of claims set up against him ; and addressing, as he was, gentle-

men of mercantile experience, he was sure that he need do no
more than simj^ly remark how convenient it was to have a gen-
tleman in the character of a commission agent to go between
such gentlemen, and certain persons who, without being pos-

sessed of ostensible property, became the discounters of bills of
exchange. On the present occasion the plea which the jury
would have to try was that of infancy, for he apprehended that

they would hear from his Lordship thatthe conversation deposed
to was not one which would entitle the plaintiff to a verdict.

Should the opiniim of his Lordship be against hini on that point,

then he would ask them to consider the nature of the evidence,
**^r account which tlie witness gave of himself and of the plain-

tiff, and ask themselves vhet' - ithad bean proved to their satis-

faction that such aconvecsaiimi as that related had taken place.
He should call before them evidence which would satisfy them of
the defendant's infancy. His father, Mr. William Moreton Pitt,

was for several years one of the Members in Parliament for the
county oi Dorset, in which he resided. He married a lady of the
name of Seymour, and the present defendant was his only son.
There were some remarkable circumstances connected with the
birth, which would enable the witnesses to fix the date very pre-
cisely. The lady of Mr. Pitt was, in May 1821, brought to bed of
twins, of which the first, a dangliter, was born on the night of
the l6th, and the other, the present defendant, on the morning
of the l/th. He should prove these facts clearly, and, he
apprehended, should entitle himself to their verdict for the de-
fendant. Several v.itnesses were then called, whoclearly proved
the birth as having taken place on the 17th of May.—Mr, Justice
Wightman, in summing up, said, although he was of opinion that
even taking the conversation to have been proved to their satis-

faction, the defendant was entitled to their verdict, yet in order
to give the Learned Counsel an opportunity of setting him right,
if he should be wrong in that opinion, he would take the verdict
of the jury as to whether or not they were satisfied that the con-
versation had taken place. The jury having consulted for a few
minutes, the foreman said, *' We find for the defendant : wc think
the conversation did not take place,"
Central Criminal Court.— T/*e Chartist i1fep^r«gj.—William

Taylor, a plasterer, was indicted for feloniously cutting and
wounding Robert Collins, a constable, with intent to do him
some grievous bodily barm ; by the second count he was also
charged with committing the offence in order to prevent his legal
apprehension. The occurrence arose out of one of the Chartist
meetings w^hich took place on Kennington Common on Monday
last. It appeared that in consequence of the great mob assembled,
the police were ordered to clear the common, and in doing so
they were attacked in every direction with stones and other
missiles. The prisoner, who was standing in the road, was
observed to be amongst the most active in throwing stones. The
prosecutor went towards him to take him into custody, when the
prisoner knocked him down, took his truncheon from him, and
struck him a violent blow on the head, which completely stunned
him. The prisoner also struck him on different parts of his body,
and on recovering his senses, he found himself bleeding profusely
from the wound in his head. Other constables arrived at the
moment, and the prisoner was taken into custody. Mr. Payne
addressed the jury on behalf of the prisoner, and called several
witnesses who gave him a good character, and described him to be
an industrious hard-working man, and also informed the Court
that he had a wife and five children. Mr. Baron Rolfe having
summed up, the jury, after a long deliberation, returned a verdict
of *' Guilty" agrainst the prisoner upon the second count of
the indictment, but coupled with the verdict a strong recom-
mendation to mercy on account of his previous good character,
Mr. Baron Rolfe told the prisoner that his case had been consi-
dered most carefully by the jury, and they had felt themselves
compelled to find him guilty. It was a very serious offence for a
great number of person.-, to assemble together in a riotous and
tumultuous manner, and it was a proceeding calculated to alarm
all the peaceable and welLdisposed of the community. The mere
pressure of persons coming to swell the numbers of the mob, and,
ot course, increase the alarm of the public, was in itself, there-
tore, somewhat of a serious kind, and it would be impossible,
therefore, to pass over the offence of the prisoner without the in-
fliction of some punishment. The prisoner was then ordered to

i?^^«^*^^^^
^^'^ ^^"^^ ^^ ^^^ labour for three calendar months.

T/i^i?<"r^i/'m^OMt'.—Benjamin Handley, Edward Gifford, and
Sarah Ann Hunt, were charged on several iiidictmentb—Handley
for stealingr various articles of valuable property, Gifford and

Hunt for receiving the same, knowing them to be stolen Hanrt"
ley pleaded guilty. The particulars of the finding an enormnh"
quantity of stolen property in the house of the prisoners in u
wick-street. Charing- cross, have appeared at great length with*^'
these few w eeks in the daily papers. The evidence confirmed th**
indictment in all particulars. Giffcrd and Hunt were sentenc ii

each to 14 years' transportation, and judgment ou Handlev wti
postponed," in the expectation that he will make importan't dis
closures. There are still 14 indictments against the prisoneri
not yet disposed of.

^
The Rev. Stephen Aldhouse, late curate of AUballows.Lombarrf

street, was placed at the bar, charged with feloniously marninc
flephzibah Roberts, his wife being alive. Mr. Clarkson stated
the case. He said the prisoner was a clergyman of the church of
England, and then proceeded to detail the facts as they appeared
in evidence. John Yarrow, parish-clerk of St. Leonard's, Shore
ditch, produced the register of the marriage of the prisoner with
Frances Morse, on the 21st of January, 1824. WilUam Webb
parish-clerk of St. James's, Clerkenwell, produced the register of
the marriage of the prisoner, who was styled the Rev. Stephen
Aldhouse, clerk, widov.cr, to HcphziLah Roberts, widow, on the
4tli of January, 1831. Several witnesses were then exammerf
and the jury returned a verdict of " Guilty." The Recorder saift'

that it was most painful to the court to have to pass sentence
upon a gentleman of education, and especially of one holding the
J
osition in life which he did, and belonging to such a profession.

The injury which he had done to the lady with whom he had gone
through the ceremony of matrimony, was a very great one. He
;the Kecorderj felt bound to say, that in all similar cases the
court had considered it their duty to send the offender out of the
country, where the education and position of the party aggra-
vated the offence. The court felt bound to pass the full sentence
of the law upon him, there being no extenuating circumstance*
in his case. But if he succeeded in obtaining a mitigation of the
sentence from another quarter, the court would not interfere to
hinder its effect. The Recorder then.pronounced the sentence of
transportation for seven years.

TATTERSALL'S, 'iHuiisnAV.—A considerable number of bets

were laid on tlie St. Leger in the course of the afternoon, vrithoot

in any material instance affecting the previous prices; the only
novelty was an official announcement that The Golden Rule will

not start either for the Leamington Stakes or the St. Leger,
Closing prices;— leaminoton stakes.

to 4 HRst Retriever (taken) 1 fi to I (offered) against Retriever
1 tu 1 Rhodanthe (taken) winning this and the GreatYork-

shire Handicap (take Gxal)

ST. LEGER.
5 to 4 agst

12 to

12 to

15 to

15 to

iS to

20 to I

Aoila (taken several
tinges)

Policy (taken)
Fireaway (taken)
Cabrera (taken)
Eboracum (taken)
Seahorae (taken and
afterwards offered)

i^greoable coli (taken
and afterwards o£fd.)

22 to I

25 to 1

£D to 1

35 to 1

50 to_J

50 to i

10 to 1

Ballinkeele
Rosalind (taken)
Cattonite (taker)

Master Thumas'ltakn.)
Sir Harry (taken and
afternard* offered)

Belcoeur (taken and
afterwards offered)

Scott's lot, bar AttilSf

(taken)

It is stated in sporting circles thatthe Hon. Col. Anson and

Lord Chesterfield have determined to follow the example of the

Marquis of Westminster, and sell off the greater part of theu

valuable racing studs; Col. Anson's stud has already heen dcb-

palched. to Bretby Park, the seat of Lord Chesterfield, for sale.

MARK LANE, FRioAy, Skpt. 2.— Since this day se'nnight

there has been an extensive sale of Foreign Wheat, and on Wed-

nesday, at rather improving prices; the demand still continues,

although it has been checked by the advance asked to-day, yet

there has been a fair sale at an improvement of 2s. to 3s. from

Monday.—There was scarcely any English Wheat at market, but

it would sell at more money.—Other articles are unaltered in

value.—Oats continue very dull.

BRITISH J PER IMPERIAL. QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . - 'WMte

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yoikehire . . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polands
Northumberland and Scotch . . . • Feed

—-^— Irish *«•»« «• ** •

Rye
Beana, Mazagan, old apd new . 86 to 30 Tick

Pigeon, Heligoland . . • 31 to 34 Winds.
White 31 to 37 Maple

s. s.

52 to 54

— to —
21 to £6

13 to B3

— to —
6 to 18

S. S,

Ret 48tofiO

M'hite -to-
Grind. 22toffi.

Feed 14 tors

Potato ibXoSZ
PtytatoHto M

Peas,

— to — „
05 to 32 HftfTOW 39 to cs

_ to — LriikP<**^*"^^"*

28 10 30 Grej 26 E08S

WEEKLY IMrERlAL AVERAGES.

July'

Au^st

22
29
5
13
19
28

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Wheat.
' 66 4
63 9
61 3
58 )1

56 5

65

60 I

Barley.
»7 10

SB
27 6
27 6
26 9

27 3

Oats.
21 6
21

20
20
19
18

5
6
2
5

7

Rye.
36 5

/

37 fi

Duties 18 I 9

20 3

6

34
35
35
32
31

9
11

6
9
e

Beans.
35
34
31
34
33

1

7
1

i

8

34 6

33 U

34 3

8 6 8 6

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
Flour.

Enfrlish . 4913 Sks. —
Irish . . — ,^ —
Foreign . — ,,6150

Brla.
Wht.
3316

64410

Barl.
685

747

Malt.
46f3

Oats.
£60

6404
7671

Ry e. Bn«
36 317

Feai.

34

33 10

as 11

34 7
83 11

33 «

33 8

Pe8«
4S3

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
c.ii^hurr

INSOLVENTS,-W. Mearns, Liverpool, shawl dealer-G. Olden, baiWDurj,

grocer.
.

« Co^ah,
BANKRUPTS.—A. Applegath, Crayford, Kent, silk P""V"" p Vifford,

Bristol, hosier—L. Coquerel, Leicester street, hotel keeper—A. w-.^^^^
Mark-lane, ivine merchant_T. S. Gonde, Manchester, merchant--tJ."^
Market -HarboTough. innkeeper—C. Biggs, Manchester, commi^^'™ "e^j^g,

W. Burton, Uuiton, Yorkshire, miUer-T. Thompson, H?'?"''^^{^°;wrii;ht
Fylde, Lancashire, tanner-J. Fisher, Sneinto% Nottin^hamshire^^ooa^^^^j^

—G. Boddii
Jud, Camb
leigh and T
Holland, Manchester, merchants— VV
Huntinjrtower, Keston, Kent, horse d
rick, Sunderland, grocers—J. Goodered, senior, t'lcciiaiiiy, ^^y---'

(jp^poTt,

fishmonger—J. Spencer, junior, Liverpool,builder—T. White, junior, r-

ship builder. , mprcliaBl
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.-J. Robertson, DumU'ies.yvooaj" ,^_^j,

—J. Robertson, Dumfries, shipowner—A. Peebles, GlasfroW, mun.
J. ^^^

Dry.sdale and Son. Balbirnie, ir.anufacturers-C. Galli, ^'°^%^^' ^

dealer—N. C. M'Laren, GIhpcow, .-iccnuntant-R. Curror, Dunduu.

BIRTHS.—On the 28th ult., at the Vicarag
the lady of the Rev. J. F. Hall, of a son—

O

Berkeley -square. Lady Cooke, ot a daughter—On the 23tjj un-, !'' " "
|,al'

Essen, Mrs. Charles Pear«», of a daugbter^On the SOth "''••^*
j^.^Jhter-Oo

house, Qupen> Bench, the wife of Samuel Chapman, Ebq., f>t » ?*
'^.f a son—

to

the
Lincoln
J.

square, the Rev. G. Lowe, vicar of
daughter ofthe late T. Crookcnde
1st inst

, at St. Paul's, Hamu ersm...., ^. ,

^*jss Rosa Fanny Mott, of Brook-green, Hammersmith. ^dford-

^ , , ^ -Strand, aged 59, Ldu;fira, r IT.
' «d

theaiitult., G.E, Bower, Esq., at P, Tavistock-ieirace. Upper HoWow j^ ^^

.3-On tlie sr.ih ult., at Wen^rixton. aged 70, >f rs. f^^">^«>;4;^ on the J'^late Lieut.-Gen. Ramaay, Governor of AntJ^ua, Moi^'^«"**N rrrtey. ^^^uit at his seat, Eriwood, near iJa^shot, aged m. Sir KdmnndJ«"«^^^^jj,aw,
—On the 30th rilt,, at Park Villa, Blackheath, Martha, »«l'Cl <>' ^1 j

-T.»afl»

.*. ii"'*? ^y Messrs. Bradbury and Kvarb, I'0"^^a^<*:=V';^lVl'*hed bv tbt-m a*

!!!* j;"^*"*^* "i' WhitefriarB, ia the City oi 1 <mdon, and I'»blis«^ MidAiW*?;

where aJl AdvertisemenM and CommunicaUona aie to be «**»"

A-ditor-^baturdfty, September 3, 1842.
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INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HOHTICULTUKAL SUBJECTSTHE LAST NUMBER.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10. Prick 6d.

Amateur's Garden . . . 588
Applet, to preserve in winter . 588
Asparas'i'i '^s treatment . . 5D3
Bugshot park, noticed . . £91
Beans, to obtain a second crop fiB9

Bignonia Tivetdiiindj it^ treat-
ment - • • . £93

Campanula Laefiingii , . 691
Carnationff, Don John v. Martin'a
Splendid .... 6R9

Churco&l, to f^Tow plants in . 59L
Crinum capense, as a hardy
aquatic . • » • .

CucumTiers, for winter forcing
Dendrobium scopa
Tig»r caprificaiion of . •

— to produce fruiifulness .

Foreat'tree pruning, remarks
on r • . • •

Frames, appropriated to the
^ovrth 01 greenhouse-plants
In winter ....

Gardeners' Foreign Library •

Geodorum nutans ; . .

Guoseberrici, to force . «

Groom'i Nursery, noticed .

Jpomoea Learii, in the open air— Quamoclit, its treat-
ment in America • • •

Iris, ffood kinds of . . .

Leaves, their tiansfortnation
into fruit ....

b
c

a
c

c

c

b

b
b

593 b

fisa c

£93 a

£88 b

588 a
691 c

589 6
££9 a
£92 a
589 a

£91 c

690 a

637 a

Lobelia fliaciH«, hardy
Mormodes tuxatum . . ,
Onion-grub, to destroy
OrKanic Mineral Manures,No. 5
Pwony, good kinds of
IVarg, good kinds— to ripen late kinds
Pine-plant«, cause of their turn-
ing yellow ....

Hants, ornamenial kin d^ for
'he border * • , ,

Plants suitable for edf-ings
Poplar, its treatment in Ladakh
Potatoes, good eariv kinds
Poteniillas, to propagate .

Primula demicuUta , .
Shrubi, fliiwering . . ,

Uobralia macrantha .

Sollya heceiophyJIa, its ireat-
^ mtint
Strawberry, Myatt's KUza
Timber, best season fur felling
Transplanting, season for
Trr>p.polum azureum
Vanda cristata • . , ,

Vegetable Marrow, to raise seeds
Vines, benefit of syringing
Wasps, to destroy ... .

Weeds, perennial, to extirpate— to destroy their seeds .

nests remarks on the Mis-
management of Timber, rev.

IN

680 b
£9L b
689 e

£87 c

600 c
593 c
588 c

£93 c

589
68! >

£91
£93
£93
£91
593
691

£93
£93
593
£93
£91
£91

A89
£89
589
687
5D3

b
c

b
b
b
b
b

b
c

a
b
c

b
c

a
c

a
b

pROYDON FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
V^ SOCIETY. The last Exliibitionfortheyear 1842. of Flowkrs,
Fruit, ?<c., for Prizes, will take place in the Garden of T. L. Ro-
binson, Esq., on Thursday, September 15tU, lS42i on which oc-
casion a Band will be in attendance.
Admittance from 2 o'clock tiU S.-Suhscribers, Gratis.—Non-

Subscnbers, One Shilling.— Children. Sixpence.-Gardcners of
Subscribers and Cottagers exhibiUng admitted Gratis after four
o'clock.
The Members of the Society, and Friends introduced by them

will dine together at the Greyhound on the day of the Exhibition
at five o'clock precisely. Tickets (10*. 6d, each) to be obtained
of Mr. Gardner, the landlord, on or before Mcnday. the I2th of
September.
Tickets and lists of the Prizes may be obtained at Mrs. Eb-

butt's and Mr. Robt. Henbrey's, High Street, Crovdon: where
Subscriptions and Donations may be received.

£92 3

1ft

10

5

pLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON -
c '^^^.^^ni'ktl}^^'^ '^ appointed for TUESDAY, the 20th
Sept., at the CROWN and ANCHOR TAVERN, STRAND, when
the following Prizes will be awarded :—
Amateurs growing above 200 plants, 1st prize, 3;. ; 2d 0/ .

?7\o
Amateurs growing under 200 plants, 1st prize, 2/.- '2d'

1/. lOj.
J
3d, 15*. This class is confined to Members

Professional Florists, 1st prize, 3/.; 2d. 2/. ; 3d, U. 10*. :4th. ]/.Entrance: Members, 2*. 6rf.; non-members^ ;*.
'

^.?/fn ^^'^t.^^
Classes-For the best Purple. Crimson, or Dark

Self, 10*.; Rose, io*.> Scarlet, 10*. 5 Yellow. 10*.; *White. 30* •

Edged 10*. Entrance: Members. 1*.^ non-members, 3*.
'

&eedlings-the number of Prizes is not limited, but left to the
discretion of the judges. it s d

1841, 6 Blooms, ist class prize . i
' '

Do. ^ do. 2d do. . .

1842, 1 Bloom, 1st do. , .

Ditto, ditto, 2nd ditto ....
Entrance-Members, 1*.; Non-Members, 3*.The last exhibition of \ATiite Seedling Dahlias of 1841, for a

w ;'•
offered by Mr. Wildman, will take place on the 2yth.

iQKh^nc^ ^^A ^'''^? ^"^ *^^ Secretary ou or before Monday, the

i?on
^s^'' ^J^drcssed Grove-place. Southampton-street, Camber-

ing V^
^-^*"^»tors to provide their own stands; and parties wish-

Lf^fh n
""'^ Seedlings, may forward the same to the Secretary,

^^^ »?^" ^"^ Anchor Tavern. Strand, with the entrancemoney
;
but none will be received unless accompanied by the

LThP H.^^''"^^!^^
^^ ^^^^" ^° *^^™- seedlings may be exhibitedm the classes, but not ou stands.

N T^ Th^ C • * V ^ . .
'''• ^- WlLDMAV. Hon. SCC.

Sent'pmw^ f
^^^ ^^^ intended to meet every week during

^h^ Tt^^'^'',*^"'
consequence of the South London Society'sShowtakmg place on Tuesday, the 14th, the Floricultural Societywill only meet on Tuesday, the 20th and 2;th of this month

^
* And the entrance money paid for M r. Wildman's prize.

ROYAL SURREY ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
LAST FLOWER SHOW OP THE SEASON !—NEXT Tt/ESDAY.

'yilE ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICUL-
nTn mV.^^i^

SOCIETY'S GRAND AUTUMNAL DAHLL\ SHOWand MisceUaneous Exhibition of Flowers. Fruit, and Vegetable^
takes place on TrnsDAv, Sept. 13th.-;3 Gold and SilveflVIedais

^nin ^^rl^"*' J' ^"^'^ ^^^ rym\B.s, and 50 for Asters. MisceUlaneous Plants. Heartsease. Cut Flowers. Roses. British-p-rown
Fruit and Vegetables, Specimen Plants, drchidace^. &c All tTieextraordinarj' attractions of the Gardens will be combined tSrender this the most splendid FETE of the Season! ConcertChampetre by the Unrivalled Band of the Establishment- Rome
^f^t P.?.^?nn rr^-''''r!°'^.^l

^^" ^^^^ Troops-lUumination

in^ L..n-fi
^ ^"""^ Girandola of St. Angclo. on a scale of surpass-

An^^^K ^ 1^?''^°''^' ^;'^^ ^'''''^^^^ novel introductions, beautiful newAquatic Fireworks
! and an immense Illuminated Tableau de^Fleurs

!
emblematic of the occasion.

Admission One Shillin- Open at One. Fireworks at Eight
precisely.

l\/fANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
-^'-*- TURAL SOCIETY.

The Right Honourable the Earl of Stamford and Warrington.
The Right Honourable the Eari of Wilton.

Sir Thomas de Trafford. Bart.
PiiESinENT.—Lord Francis Egcrton, M.P,

ViCE-pRESIUENTS.
Wilbrabam Egerton, Esq. | Thomas FleraiDg, Esq.
R. W. Barton, Esq.

| William Entwisle, Esq.
The Third Exhibition for 1842 will be held at the Gardens, Old

Trafford, on Friday, September iCth. at One o*clock at Noon,
when Prizes wiU be awarded to Gentlemen, Amateurs, Gardeners,
Nurserymen, and Cottagers, for the best specimens of Dahlias,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruits, and VegeUbles.

liegnfntionx for Exhibiting.
Productions may be exhibited, from any part of the kingdom,

either for sale or competition, free of any charge.
Specimens intended for exhibition or competition, forwarded

from the country, addressed to the Secretar}-, with instructions,
will be duly attended to; and he will see that they are properly
staged, without charge, and returned to the contributor.
Specimens intended for exhibition must be at the Gardens, and

a list given to the Secretary, containing the names of the Plants,
Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables, not later than haU-past nine
o'clock; and all productions must be placedintheseveral classes,
and all labelled with their proper names, not later than eleven
o clock

; after which time none will be aUowed to be staged. The
specimens must remain staged until six o'clock, when they will
be delivered to the Exhibitors.

Jlegidations for Admission.
Hereditary Members and Annual Subscribers of Two Guineas

have free admission to the Exhibitions and Gardens for them-
selves and all the resident members of their families.
Annual Subscribers of One Guinea have the right of personal

admission only to the Exhibitions and Gardens, durine the cur-
rent year of their subscription.
Non. Subscribers 2*. 6rf. each, from One to Six o'clock.

^
S. E. CoTTAM, Sec.

QTAPLETON ROAD NURSERIES, near BRISTOL.
Y W. MAULE and CO. beg to call Uic attention of Horticultu-
rists to a new and desirable FUCHSIA, which they intend send-
ing out by the name of "Raccmiflora dicgans." Its habit is
gracefully elegant; the lateral branches are set at every joint
with numerous long deep-red flowers. I ^in. to 2in. long, droop-
ing around the main stem of the plant, forming a complete co-lumn of bcautr. It is allowed by competent judges to be one of
the best vaueties in cultivationr.-rFine strong plants, in bloom,
will be sent, if ordered, at 5*. or 7s. 6rf. each.

FERVSWM. PAMPLIN, NURSERYMAN, LAVENDER
o 11

**1LL. WANDSWORTH, teffs to invite attention to his
Collections of that beautiful tribe of Plants- t!ie Ferns W. P.
offers strong healthy Plants in poUatpri. van ing from prf. and
1* to 10.5. each, according to rariy of species, A-c.
W. P. will also supply ASSORTED COLLECTIONS as follows:

A Collection of Forty species for . 2 2 o'
of Twenty .. , . is*
of Twelve
of Six

A Collection of Thirtv Species, all «!ub-
hardy and hardy Exotic

II of Twenty-fire
ji of Twenty
II of Twelve

^Vardian cases of Ferns, or Ward'"portablc GreenBouses ofvarious sizes and prices, with the Plants, from Seven Shlirmeiand Sixpence to Two and Five Guineas.
*

** Wardian Cases fitted up and furnished with Plants at TWTmoderate prices.—Lavender Hill Nursery, Sept. 10, 1842.

II

f *

15
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3
I
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10
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TO GROWERS OF HYACINTHS, AND OTHER DUTCH
BULBS.

[\,TESSRS. YOUELL have much pleasure in announ-^'A cingthatthey have just received their importation of the
above direct from Haariem, the Bulbs being remarkably large
and sound. For particulars see their advertisement in the Gar*
dcncrs' Chronicle of 27th August.

Catalogues may be had on application.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 1st, ]842.

C GIRLING begs to inform the Public that he willy* have strong and well-rooted Plants of the following ready
for delivery on and after the 1st of October •

^

PANSIES.
Dbsiuerata.— For colour and description of this beautiful

Pansy, see Gardeners' Chronicle for Mav 28th of the present vear
F. Barneses, No. 5. Price per plant. 7$'. 6d,
CiARA.—Upper petals, blight puce; lower petals, pure white.

with a splendid eye ; quite round, flat, and superb show flower
Prices*.

PHLOX OMNIFLORA MAGNA.
This splendid Phlox is of a pure white, very large, round, and

of excellent habits; very superior to any Phlox in cultivaUon
Price 5*.

- «wuii.

VERBENAS.
loxEscKNs.—A bright fiery scarlet, ptoducing large corymbs

of fragrant flowers, equal in size to V. Delicata. Price 3*-. 6d,
ExxiiiA.—A bri^'ht, rosy pink, close and compact growini:

large, and very fragrant, and quite distinct from any out'
Price 3*. Gd. '

N.B.—No allowance to the trade unless three or more of cither
variety are taken.

S. G. likewise begs to state he has strong plants of his much-
admircd Secdhng Verbenas of last and the preceding year's
growth, VIZ., Teucrioides carnea, T. rosea, Barncsii, viola-
cea, dehcata, punicea. &c., &c., at moderate prices.
Remittance or reference from unknown correspondents is re-

spectfully solicited, and eariy orders are particularlv recom-
mended, as the stock of some is limited.
P.S.— Orders taken by Warner and Warner, Comhill.
Danecroft Nurtxry, Sept. 8, 1842.

S

n ARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.Vy NATHANIEL NORMAN, Florist, begs to call the attention
of the Nobihty, Gentry, Amateurs, and his friends generally,
to his select Collection, comprising the finest show varieties,
with which he has gained twenty prizes this season at thefol-
lowing Societies: London Horticultural, Royal South London,
South Essex, and Floricultural Society of London. Has 10,000
Plants now ready, in fine healthy condition.
Catalogues may be had on prepaid application.—Bull Fields,

Woolwich.

TTPD JI^£^^^™^ IMMEDIATE PATRONAGE OPHER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY AND HIS ROYAL
Tt^T. o., J?^^^^^SS PRINCE ALBERT. -
HE SALT HILL GRAND DAHLIA SHOW will

fhp pl^i^^^*^ c"/]?^
Grounds of the New Royal Hotel, adjoiningH^e Railway Station at Slough, on Fridav. September l6th, on aBcale unequalled at any previous Exhibition.

- President,
His Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos.

JIce -Presidents .

The Marquis of Thomond
The Right Hon. the Earl of
Orkney

The Right Hon. Lord Boston
I he Provost and Fellows of
Eton College

C.R. Scott Murray, Esq.,M.P.
fcir George Nugent, Bart.

R. Rice Clayton, Esq., M.P,
G. S. Harcourt, Esq.
R. H. Cox, Esq.
G. Grote, Esq.
J. Walter, Esq.. M.P.
R. Toriu, Esq.
Capt. Bulkley
J. Bent, Esq.

Tl/fYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
-LT-L after two years' competition, still maintains its pre-emi-
nence; and. m returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
fnends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-
commend It as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per 100, each.
50*. ;

and their Eliza, 20*. Runners arc now ready, and may be
had on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.

Myatt's famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50*. per 100 sets, or I^. Srf.pcr
root, will be ready in October.

GEN'UINE DUTCH AKD CAPE BULBS,T CARTER, Seedsman and^FJorisf, 238, High Hol-^ • i>orn. London, begs to inform his ciiitomers, that his annual
supply of DUTCH AND OTHER FLOWER BULBS is now ar-
rived. On account of the very favourable season the quality is
much finer than usual.
GUERNSEY AND BELLADONNA " LILIES. 8*. per dozen,

box included. These ought to be planted as soon as possible.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

^^

1st aass. Amateurs, or Gentlemen's Gardeners, 24 Blooms 4 Prizes2nd
3rd
4th
sth
6th

9»

>
I*

»l

Nurserymen

Seedlings
It

4
4
4
8
4

if

»

6
36
13

1841 4

it-ntrance, to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd. and 4th Classes, 10*. 6rf.

* EntrannL * ^" 5th and 6th. 5*. each.

Stands wmJ"" ^^.^^^^ on or before the I3th of September,

exhibite^fn .^
provided for the Exhibitors, Seedlings not to be

take a n:i^
tbe Stands with named Flowers. Each Exhibitor to

o'clock
^^ ^*- -"^^ Flowers to be removed before Six

Patt Ten frrL^'^"
/'''"' ^^'-^ ^^'^'* ^^ England, and the Quarter-

advantlL^ London arrive at Slough before Eleven o'clock,
Of the Bloom?,*'^*v.*%^-^" ^/ ^^"''^. '^'^^"^ ^«'- *^e convevance
Eleven o^a™"/ ^^ ^^ to Half-past
l^our throughout th^day' ^ ^' ^' '^"^ ^'^"^^ ^'^'^°^ ^^^^^

On^'e o'clock ^^ck^^^?^
^" attendance. Doors to be opened at

An ^^ lickets 2*. each, and after Four o'clock is pnrhAll commuBications to be addressed to
° ^' ^^*^^'

Mr. TuoMAS Brown-, Slough,
Honorary Secretary.

IVf ICHAEL BREWER, Nursery, London Road, Cam-
-i?J_ bridge, begs respectfuliv to call the attention of the Nobi-
hty, Gentry, and the Public to that invaluable new Strawberry,
the EMi-KRon. It is a strong grower, a great bearer, and has a
fine flavour, with large scarlet fruit superior to Keen's Seedling,
vith tlie great advantage of being ripe a fortnight earlier.

Fine strong plants arc now ready at 30*. per 100.

]\/IESSRS. TYSO and SON, Wallingford, Berks,
-*-- respectfully invite the attention of the Nobility, Gentry,
and the Public, to their Extensive Collection of FLORIST'S
FLOWERS, a descriptive priced Catalogue of which may be had
gratis, on prepaid application, enclosing a twopenny postage
label.

TULIPS.
Messrs. T. and Son have 46o varieties, embracing most of the

new and approved sorts, which they offer at the following low
prices, in beds, containing an equal number of Roses, Bybloe-
mens, and Bizards. under name, arranged for planting :—

1st AssoaTMBNT.--A bed of 30 rows, or 210 bulbs, in-
cluding many extra tine new sorts . . . ,20

A bed of 40 rows, or 2S0 bulbs, ditto . . 25
2d Assortment.—A^bed of 30 rows, including many very

fine sorts . , \^
A bed of 40 rows ditto . , 15

RANUNCULUSES,
In assortments, with names from 505, to IOO5. per hundred • ai^d
fine Mixtures, from 5*. to 205. per hundred. Splendid new Seed-
hngs, 100 varieties, JO/. Mixed Seedlings, from 5s. to 405. per
hundred. SEED saved from named Sorts, 5s. and los, per paper.
Named Ranunculuses and Seed can be forwarded with safety f*s^

post and will be Bcut free, to gentlemen forwarding the cash
With the order.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.
VOUELL& CO.'s Superb Collection of the above
-i- W'ill be found to contain every attainable variety worthy of

cultivation ; and having spared no expense in rendering their
Collection the most extensive and select in the kinsdom, they
beg to announce that they purpose commencing to execute
orders the first week in October, upon the following terms :—

25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, 5
12

25
12

25
12

»» do.

f f

f»

2
3
1

1

10

10

4
12~

do. do.
of fine Show flowers,

do. do. . , '
,

of extra fitie Show Pinks, ,

do. do.
The selection being left to Y. & Co.

They beg further to state that, having a peculiar mode of
packing the above plants, so as to insure their safe delivery in
any part of the United Kingdom per Post, for the information of
parties at a distance, wishing to avoid the expense of Carriage,
Package, &c., they will send them free of postage, at the extra
charge of 2.9. per doz. pair,
A Post-cfiice order, or reference, is respectfuUy requested from

unnnown correspondents.
Catalogues may be had on application, by enclosing two

postage stamps.
NEW SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

louell & Co. beg respectfully to state, that they continue
Bending out, per Post (free;, their Superb Collection of Fuchsias,
at the rate of 2is. per doz.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 8, IS42.

%

ROSES.
MESSRS. PAUL and SON, CHESHUNT, HERTS,

beg to inform Rose Amateurs and the Public in general, tftat

they have just published a New Catalogue ov Roses, 24 P^f^
octavo, and which will be forwaiuled upon ap;"' ation, inclosiogr

four Postage Stamps, post iree.

Their Stock of Roses is this season unusually large »iid f- ,

and has received an addition of many new and beautiful varie-

ties, and they trust that the moderate rate of ch '^wiU Jn«<^cc

Rose Cultivators to favour them with their commands, wmcn
they pledge themselves shall be executed in the best possibic

manner.—A remittance, or reference, rc^^ ctfiaiy soUcitcU from
unknown Corroypondents.
All PackogcB delivered free cf carriage in London.
Cheshunt,5ept. rth, 1842,
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MUOR'SURIDEGKOOM PANSl

.

H MAJOR, Knosthohpe, near Leeds, begs to an-

. nniince that he wiU b« able to senrt out Hcaltl.y Plants of

thn aLi^^ beau ifi^^^
about the middle of September, at

fifW «cb I M hasno pronouncing it one of

the besfpansies out; it is a large and well-formed Power, of good
' fance and of well-defined colours. The centre is pure white,

tvith Jaree mulberry eyc; the upper petals present a clean bright

nurpJe- the lower petals are deeply belted with rich violet j
and

the flower has the valuable property of retaining its colours till it

begins to decline. The Editor of the Gardeners^ Chronicle (No.

»} speaks thus of it. "H. Major.—The Pansy you intend to

name Bridegroom is a desirable dower; the eye is bold, and the

general form of the flower good; the inside is a good white, and

the border round the under petals deep and rich."

Plants will be sent by Post free of expense. From unknown
correspondents a remittance will be required with the order. A
priced list of a few select Pansies may be had on Post-paid

application.

Septembers, 1842.

THOMAS BROWN begs to draw the attention of

Amateurs and Florists to the following Rose-lkaf seedling

PiNKs, three of which have had first-class Prizes awarded them
at the Floricultural Society's ExhiMtion on the 2ist June last,

and also received first/ second, third, and fourth prizes at the

Slough open Show, June 2Uh :—
EcLtpsT:, per pair, 7s. 6d. Model, per pair, 7*. ^d.

GaUi.an'd, do., Js. 6rf. AcMK, do., Js.Gd,

With a choice selection of the most approved Show Flowers,
also several SUPERB new Pansiks, and all the leading kinds in

cultivation, strong and healthy plants of which are now ready for

delivery. Slough Nursery, Sept. 1 1, 1842,

UNION ROAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.
\;\/ILLIAxM E. RENDLE, Nurseryman, Seeds-
» V 31AV and Florist, has the pleasure of offering to the

Nobility, Amateurs, and the Trade, the following new varieties of
PBLABOONIUMS,

raised by P. E. Lyne, Esq., of Lipson, the entire stock of which
he has succeeded in obtaining :—

Lyne's Sunrise . . - • ^3 3 each
Dnke of Cornwall - . 3 3
Lord Ebrington . . 2 2
Princess Royal . . 2 2

tf Cynthia . . ; « 1 10

Modesty , • , 1 lo

HanJet . . . . I 10

Dassett's Glory of the W>st . 2 2
The vsf>ttl DffiCfivnt to the Trnde.

Strong Plants of Princess Koyal and (-ilory of the West arc now
reafly for delivery. Tiie other sorts will be sent out in October.
Ag**nts in Loudon—Messrs. W'arner, Seedsmen, Cornbill, and

Mr. Wm. Bristow, Seedsman. Knightsbririge; from whom Plants
and descriptions can be procured, and where drawings of some
of the sort-; may be seen. Descriptions of the Seedling can also
be had on applfcation at the Union Road Nursery, Plymouth.
Union Road Nursery, Plymouth, August 3, 1842.

TO NURSERYMEN, PINE-GROW'ERS. AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

by the Trustees of Messrs. Adamson and Son, Stoke New-
ington Common, to submit to public competition on the pre-

mises, on Monday, Sept. JQth, 1842, and following days, at 11

o'clock, the whole of their celebrated Stock of Pine Plants, Green-
houses, Hothouses, Graperies, Carts, Waggons, and general

Farming and Agricultural Implements, and a considerable quan-

tity of Building Materials. The whole comprises about 35,000

feet of Glass, with Brick and Ironwork and "Water Apparatus
complete; about 6,000 Pine plants of the first quality, and well-

known established Stock; a considerable number of Cucumber,
Melon, and other Frames and Lights; the stock of Greenhouse
and other Plants, Garden Pots, &c.
May be viewed a week prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had

of the principal Seedsmen, on the premises, and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.
The whole of their valuable Nursery and other Stock will be

disposed of by public Auction about the third week in October
next, of which timely notice and particulars will be given.

I

If

j»

tt

>t

If

f»

ft

If

I*

TO GROWERS OF PANSIES.
TAMES MAT begs to inform his Patrons and Friends
*' he has now ready fine Plants of every known first-rate va-
riety, and will feel obliged liy early orders. J. M. is sorry, in
consequence of his late removal, and the very hot, dry season,
he was not able to supply the very numerous orders he received

;

but hopes now to be able to supply any ordeis he may be
favoured with. The following is a list of afeior first-rate kinds,
any of vrhich may be had at 'ii.«. pet dozen, package included,
viz.:—Peter Dick, Dnke of Cornwall, Lord F. Egcrton, Colonel
Dundae;, Jehu, Triumph, Diana Vernon, Glory of Knosthorpe,
Jewess, Paul Pry, Eclipse, Miss Staiufortb.Nicol Jarvie, delicata,
Goldsmith, Souter Johnny, Van Ambur^h, Launcelot, Amulet,
Jmogene, Sir William Wallace, Mrs. Long, Lady Glenallcn, Sir J.
R. Reid, Jenny Jones, Sophia, Admirable, Defender, Bianca, Com-
mander, Laura sviperha, Alarm, majcstica. Regulator, alba
maculata. Advocate, Queen of the Whites (May's, the best
fihif^ knoHfi^ Uaiiiec, Champion, Great Western, Mulberry
Pertettion, &c., &c., &c.
J. M. begs to infoim thelPablic that his Collection of Pansies

consists of more than (Joo naiiied varieties, many of which may be
had at 6»., ps., to js.v. per dozen. ENtra fine Pansy Seed, ail
warranted, collected from the best varieties, which can be sent
by Post, free, at 2^. 6rf., 5«.. to lO.v. per packet.
A remittance respectfully requested from unknown corre-

spondents
; if by Post-oflice order, please to draw upon the Ed-

monton Pr>st.ofhcc, or General Post-office. London,
Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, near London.

ROBINSON'S NOTTINGHAM HERO PICOTEE.
T F. WOOD, Nur&erjman and Florist, of the Coppice,^ • near Nottingham, is commissioned by the Proprietor to
dispose of the above splendid Light- edged Purple Picotee, (exhi-
bited and named this season at the London Floricultural Society's
Show.) at 205. 6d. per pairi It is a large rose-petallcd Flower,
and a decided improvement on that universal favourite "Giddens'
Vespasian ;" and can be recommended as first rate.
The price being moderate, considering the smallneM of the

stock and quality of the fiower, it is indispensable that all favours
should be accompanied wnth a remittance or Post-oflice order.

F
SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS OF 1841.

AKD A. SMITH and Co. beg to invite Amateurs
i^.iT,

;*'*^ ^^^^ '^^^^^ generally to inspect their SEEDLING
^AiiLUS, Bianca, Sir R. Sale, Rainbow, Duke of Wellington,
0£C,, whiMin growth; and they flatter themselves that they willUrom their novelty ar«d superior tormj well repay the troubleoi » vis't, ami prevent dfsappotntment. Blooms may also be seenat most ot tbf> Heed-shops in London.

thP fir^l^r^'^*"*^'^"^^''^^"^^^ ^^»P^' ^^ad. Oxnnibu?es from

evcrvnnlrt^f ^^^ ""^ Flower-pet, Bishopsgate- street, passe\cr> quarter.Di-«n-hour-rare6cf.
Hack no-, London,

JT^COMOMIC

E

LIFE ASSURANCE ^OCTFTV
jta' heel I8.\i. LmpoweredhyAct of Parliament, sWiUiam IVLower rates op puemium tha« those of Ar^v othfr o^^irF*that entitle the a«Burcd to ^ rtidpate in tket^mlZ^m^^^Zl"^
Age.

) 15
I

20
I

25 ! 3« j as

Annual
1

\

i

Premium I 10 SI 14 r 1 19 0i2 4 3^2 lo 11^2 19 9I3 !i 9 i r tt
per rent.j

| j
)

1 j j |

The Boxtrs declared in 1834 a.' anted upon an average to I6i.
per cent, on the premiums then p»ld; and in !839 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 3U. per cent.
on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.
Ko extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-
faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling", or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom theymayhave been legally assigned.
Assurances may be efl'ected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell Ja.mks OowNfia, Secretaiy.

EELGRAVE NURSERY-
MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

by Mr. J. Rogers, to ofl^er to Public Auction, on Movdat
the 26th Sept. 1842, and following days, on the Premises, Eaton-

square, Pimlico, in consequence of the lease having expired— The
Glass and Erections of several Greenhouses and Pits, Brickwork,

about 300 feet of 6-inch Waterpipe, a quantity of Flints suitable

for Rockwork, and a larg:e quantity of York Paving j also the

whole of the Nursery Stock, consisthig of Fine large beaiing

Standard Mulberries, Almonds, Acacias, Limes, Poplaw, Big-

nonias, Catalpa, Lilac, Cytisus, Laburnum, fine Hollies, Laiirels,

Privets, Box, Roses, Laurustinus, Auciibas, Bays, Scarlet and
White Rhododendrons, Cedars of Lebanon, Evergreen Oaks,
Arbor-vitpe, Cypress, Daphnes, Jasmines, a larj^e quantity of

I\-ys in pots from 3 to 8 feet, Laigre Privet Hedg^es, Box Edging,
Thrift, Ac. ; Pinks, Carnations, Herbaceous Plants, &c. &c.

May be viewed a week prior to the Sale.— Catalogues to be had
on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen in London, and of the

Auctiouecrs, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY
HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &.c., Gloucester-
• PLACE, Kixg's-r<»at), Ciiklsea, Hothousc Builders and

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the
Nobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for myny years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, ai-d the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 300 ft. in
lei\gth.

Their improved i-lan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means
of an open trough undtr the bed, is now being universally
adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the
Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nur?cries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plajis, Estimates,
^•c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, CheL
sea, near Slcane-squfi

H OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS. DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLEORN.
D. and E. Bailfv having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for -the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
manyhoblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLcndon, in e^iecuting the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildmgs and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holboni, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and ai\ arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the pul)lic.

D. and E. Bailey w^cre the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Ba i ley have prepar ed a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which arc now ready for immediate delivery; tliey
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be i^een at their Manufactory,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6j, Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.
(See Editor's description, Gtirdeners^ Chronir-le, March 12, p. 175.)
To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of buildiT\rr, may be obtained as above ; where also mjiy be seen
the improved "Wrooght-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility^s Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work. Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes,

N.B.—W'ATTR'a New Patent Land-prcr^scrs and Drills.

PDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
J—

^ Jsleworth, Middlesex, respectfullv informs Horticulturists,
that bis IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his house
upon application to the gardener-

TOHN SEYMOUR ..ill be glad to engage hiWif.,O any Nobleman or Gentleman as Gardener. He is will
quainted with the management of the Forcing, Kitchen *^'

Flower-garden Departments; and can have an 'excellent 'fi!'^

age, married.^am

mour, Carlton Hall. Selby, Yorkshire; or Mr. C. Fames wq l^
John Street, W^est Smithfield, London. ' ^'^^

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, i^iT^;;;^
handed place, or where a Man is kept, a respectable Man'

aged 28 ; he has two years' good character from his late Master
Direct, Post-paid, to A. B., at J. and J. Fairbairn's, Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, Clapham. ^ ^

ANTS A SITUATION as GARDENErTIT;
spectable Young Man, aged 28, who has a perfect know-

ledge of the Forcing, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, and can be
well recommended from the Situation he has just left, from
which he can have two and a half years' undeniable character
He has likewise lived in the first of families. Direct to E h'
2, Ingleton-strect, North Brixton, Surrey. * *'

ANTS a SITUATION as BAILIFF, or BaTlIFF
and GAMEKEEPER, an active Man, well understandinir

the business in all its branches; also the Management of Cattle

and Marketing; with four years' character from his last place.

He has a Wife, who understands the Dairy and Poultry.—Address
J. M., 20, New Manor-street, King's Road, Chelsea,

WIRE -WORK, HOT -WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-O PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of
INVISIBLE AVIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rcn-

dered Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, ArchesforWallis,
Bordering, Flower-stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories. &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and
economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

Ready for the Press, and shortly will be Published,

A COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICAL TREATISE,^ or a New Era In the CULTURE OF THE VINE UNDER
GLASS, as to its earlier Precocity, &c. &c. Giving a plain, com-
prehensive, practical cietail <iflhe Author's Practice of propngating

the Vine ; Formation of Borders with proper composts j Planting

the same on Scientific Principles, so as to bring it to a permaneut

bearing state some years earlier than usually practised ; Summer
and Winter Pruning; Temperature, in all its stages through the

season; Thinning of the Fruit, reduced to fixed principles; on the

colouring of the ssme; -^ith a thorough Preventive of that bare

of all success, Shaking and Shivering of the Footstalks and

Fruit. Giving a complete Course of Culture, from the embryo

bud to the permanent bearing of the plant, as practised by himself,

carefully collected from great study. A Guide to the Amateur,

the Tyro, and rising generation of Gardeners.—By JAMES
ROBERTS, Gardener to Matt. Wilson, Esq., Eshton HaU, near

Skipton, Yorkshire,

ri^HE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST,
Nq. IL, contains—Geraniums rnd Geranium- Growers;

Thompson on the Heartsease; Hints to Young Florists; Culture

of the Horse-Radish : Properties of Flowers and Plants; The

Tulip; The Wages of Gardeners ; Culture of the Dahlia; Horti-

cultural Shows, their effect on Science and Morals, by a Couiitry

Clergyman. .

*j^* The Garuenkr is puhlithed vceckly, price 3rf.. mid m
monthUj parts, price \s. ; to be had or ordered of all Booksellers

and Newsmen. London: R. Groombridgc, Paternoster-row

;

where all Advertisements are received.

ADVERTISEMENTS for the GARDENER and

PRACTICAL FLORIST must be forwarded to the Pub-

lisher, R. Groombrldge, Paternoster Row, one week previous to

their intended appearance.
No. 2 is now ready; to be continued weekly, price 3(i., ana

may be had or ordered of all Booksellers and Newsmen.

In Monility iVo6,., 8?;o, uith Fovr IcaidifvUy- coloured Plates,

Price 25 6rf,

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE yOF BOTANY.
The Number for September, 1S42, contains highly-fiBisliea

drawings of Cq7}ibrttvm grainlijlorvm, Luiage Hore<Tfdliay Mojva

campanulftta, and Pinisicmon geniianoideff, var. sptendens-^^i^^'

-wise Papers on Gardening as a science ; on Grouping unia-

mcntal Plants; and Suggestions for Training Cacti. i'|oncm-

tural Notices of new and beautiful Plants figured in the Icai ing

Botanical Periodicals for August ; together wth a ccmpieie

Calciidar of Monthly Operations for the Garden.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured piaies.

and twenty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press.

adrairci s of flowers are requested to objferve—

) . That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are coDse-

quentlv made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are aU done by one arnb .

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels liuiistu

to the places where the plants are in flower. . j

3. That they are lithographed by the same inf^iyiduai, aiju,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit ana

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
...i.jph

4. That Pbout one-half of the drawings are from P^^^^J "
.

have never before been figured in this country, the rest rep
^

senting themostpopularnovelties, as well as the more "^^^ jJ
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the maj

;

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessu 5

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame. , , ^he
It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, hotu i

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its cp^^^^],;L.-„^r;

;

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in garaejb

and as the improved system of having the P^a^es lithogr_^>
^^

commenced with the present year, and as it is iiitcndedtiiA
^^^^

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a aets

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row^

q^HE MECHIAN DRESSING-CASE, the most por-

-^ table ever invented, only six and three-quarter ^^^^^ the
three and a quarter wide, and three-fourths of au inch

"*-x[ 'jjjed

size of a pocket-book, contains one pair of ^^^chi's ivon-^'
^^^j

peculiar steel razors, his magic strop and comb, oaoj,
^^^^

shaving-brush, his patent castellated tooth-brush, a^in
^^^^^

nail-brush
; price only 25«. The same with hair-brusD ^''

pUing
dish, 35s. To militftry men, and as a steam-boat ^^^

JJ^icle^
companion, this invention must prove invaluable, tne

^^^^^
therein being of the first quality. An immense ^^.l^^"_ |- fapcy
dressing-cases for both gentlemen and ladies, ^^"'^

. _„s --At
woods or leather, at all prices, from 20*. to 3<*, &"!"t gaden-
Mechi's Cutlery and Dressing-case Manufactory, No.

*'r*tensive
hall-street, London, four doors from ComhilL ^^J. tabled
stock of leather writing-cases, work-boxes, ^^^^^i^^ caddie"'
razors, razor-strops, Sheffield plated goods, tea-trays, ^^^r , ^^ar-

&c., cheaper than any house in London. Every aruu

ranted ; money returned if not approved.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
XTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the MEET-
1^ INGS OF THE SOCIETY in Regent-Street are DISCON-
TIXUED tm Tuesday, October the 4th, in consequence of the
Meeting:-room being under repair.

i&nx^tmv$' ^ftionicl^

pected that the preparation of the fertiliser in question
will become a matter of great national importence.
As people have become too wise to wonder at sugar

be;ng made from old rags, so will they be equally pre-
pared to hear that oil, and tallow and soap, are to be
fabricated from the hardened mud of the coal-mines;
for such is " shale,"

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, Sept. 13, . South London Floricultnral • 1 p.m.— —

- 80 . . Floricultural S p'm'
Saturday, Sept, 24 . Royal Botanic 39 p m

The effect of nitrate of soda upon some Icinds of
crops, on some kinds of land, has been so clearly
proved, to be beneficial that no donbt now remains
upon the subject. "VVe have ourselves seen its action
on Grass, on Fir-trees, on common shrubs, and on
many common cultivated vegetables, and in all cases
when pure, and judiciously applied, it has proved
worthy of its reputation. But we have also seen it

produce injury even in minute doses. Rhododendrons,
for instance, appear to suffer from its action, and
many things perish outright. This is no more' than
was to be expected ; for in plants, as in animals, what
is food for one is poison for another.
But there are some apparent exceptions to this, and

they deserve to be inquired into. A correspondent at
Putney writes to us thus:

—

"In compliance with your recommendation, I last Spring
applied a solution of nitrate of soda to several young
coniferous plants. Some of them x^eve feeble, and others
were vigorous ; but they are all now either dead or dymtr
I followed your instructions exactly, both as to quantity
and mode of administering it, and should like to know
whether other experimenters in the same line (if any have
been made) have found a similar result. The names of
the deceased are—Finns Menziesii, P. Gerardiana, P.
patula, Abies Clanbrasiliensis, A. Fr4seri, A. Smithiana,
and Lanx pendula. It was also applied to a G^rrya
elliptica, which had been removed and di dnot look verv
healthy. It has also shared the same fate."
We have another letter now before us, in which the

writer assures us that he has applied it carefully to
plants of many different kinds, but -without any per-
ceptible effect upon their growth or blooming.
Now, there may be two reasons for these results:

the one, that the soil already contains so much saline
matter that the addition of more is useless ; the other
that the substance called nitrate of soda Avas something
else. Ihere seems much reason to suppose that this
agent IS greatly adulterated. It is said that sulphate
ol soda IS used for this purpose : but as that salt seems
to act much m the same manner as the nitrate, it may
not be mischievous. It is certain that common salt is
mued with it largely. Dr. Madden found in three
ditterent samples of nitrate of soda as much as 14, 25,
and 26 percent, respectively of common salt. 'He
adds that, as the samples were contained in the ba^rsm which they were imported, there was no reason for
questioning the honesty of the seller, but that the
adulteration had probably been effected prior to its
being shipped for Britain.

It is plain that, under such circumstances, results
would be conflicting ; for he who gives his crops real
nitrate of soda appKes to them a very different sub-
stance from that which consists of common salt to the
extent of one quarter of its whole weight; at that rate
ot adulteration every rodofground will have a quarter
or a pound of common salt, when the usual quantity
01 nitrate of soda is used. It appears that all samples
ot t ns agent contain some common salt ; but the
wholesale dealers should have it analysed, and ought
to mark every bag with its per-centage of adulteration,
as is done with bags of saltpetre : then the gardener

?ol-lrfli"f"^.'^"^- -¥ ¥ -. ^o-g; -d the

Few persons, conversant with the cultivation of the
Vine, are unacquainted with the fact, that some of the
finest Grapes which have of late years been produced
in this country have been grown by Mr. Richard
Crawshay. We have received many inquiries con-
cerning the manner in w^hich that gentleman manages
his Vines, and in what respect his treatment of them
differs from that of other persons. A recent visit to
his brother, Mr. Geo. Crawshay. of Colney Hatch,
enables us to point out some of the principal features
of his cultivation, which we find to be much at
variance with the system generally adopted.

^
In the first place, the Grapes are grown without the

aid of fire-heat, so that the expense incurred is trifling;
and, instead of having rich borders of several yards in
width facing the vineries and lying in a comparatively
useless state, or looking unsightly with straw, as
is generally the case, the walks are allowed to run close
up to the houses, with, as w^e are assured, no prepara-
tion beneath of the ordinary soil, which is of a strong
loamy texture. We would not have it inferred from
this that we consider a border properly prepared to be
of no benefit ; we merely state what Mr. Crawshay
has eifected without that powerful auxiliary. But
what is yet more at variance with the opinion of
many writers is, that the laps between the squares of
glass, instead of being either close to each other, or filled
with putty, are so far apart that in many places we
could insert our fingers between the panes. Attention
to the latter point, and having the floor of the vinery
paved with common red flags or tiles, Mr, Craw^shay
considers to be most essential in growing Grapes to
perfection without the assistance of fire-heat.

Although few will doubt the propriety of having
closely-glazed houses for early forcing, because severe
frosts or piercing winds, penetrating through the
aperture, would be destructive to the tender shoots,
yet, in the present case, we perfectly agree with Mr.
Crawshay. Every one is aware of the oppressive
sensation felt upon entering a closely-glazed house,
more especially if shut up for the evening ; whereas,
in a house glazed after the above manner, no disagree-
able effect is at any time produced, because there is

always a free circulation of air between the squares of
glass; and Mr. Crawshay contends that this purity of
atmosphere is as essential to the welfare of the Vine
as it is beneficial to a human being. On entering
one of his Vineries with a south-west aspect, when
the sun is shining full upon it, a refreshing air meets
you, with the thermometer indicating a temperature
of only 75°.

The use of the paved floor is this : in the early
stage of the Vine's growth water is liberally thrown
down on the floor to create vapour, and this treatment
is continued until the berries are supposed to be
stoned; after which, it is gradually withheld; and
when the colouring process commences, it is altogether
discontinued ; so that by the time the Grapes approach
maturity, the floor becomes dry, and during the cool
nights of autumn continues to give off slowly to the
interior of the house the heat which it absorbs during
the day.

But there are other points in which Mr. Crawshay's
treatment is peculiar. The stems of the Vines are
trained up the rafters about a yard apart. Every
season the young wood is pruned back nearly dose to
the original stem, so that, even upon minute inspec-
tion, scarcely a bud is visible. This may be one
reason why the wood is of such uniform size, not a
single watery shoot being observable in any of the
houses. After the pruning is completed, a free circu-

no water is admitted into the house after the colour-

ing process has commenced; but abundance of air is

left on through the night as well as during the day.

Through the whole period of their growth no fire-

heat is apjdied ; but when the Grapes are perfectly
ripe, and the autumn frosts commence, an Arnott^s
stove is used to preserve the temperature of the house
above the freezing point Thus but a trifling expense
is incurred beyond the bare attention necessary to en-
sure success ; and the fruit so produced may, with
care, be kept in perfection until February! It is
fruit, too, of which every gardener might be proud.
The bunches, it is true, are not so large as we have
seen ; but in lieu of that they are compact and regu-
lar

; and veryfi^ persons can produce berries of such
a size. Not a trace of the red-spider is visible upon
any of the leaves, and the wood is already in the best
possible condition for another season.

foreign dealer Tim nn^""; iT r J^ '
i. ]. .•

.^^.^^\"*^ pruning is completed, a tree circu- eventually little is gained, except in peculiar seasons and
continiphr ^ u ?^"^"V^s ^,he fraud would dis-. lation of air is allowed, by means of the front under favourable circumstances
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ON BUDDING.
IIavixg observed in some late Papers of the Chronicle

some allusions to the different opinions upon budding, I
venture to forward to you those which practice has in-
duced rae to form upon that subject.
The bud will soraetimes take although the heart appears

to be gone ; it will sometimes adhere and start quickly,
although more wood be left iu the shield than will allow
the sides to lie flat down ; but the evident desideratum is
that no more of the wood adjacent to the eye be left than
shall secure its close attachment to the shoot upon which
it may be placed, nor any less than may suffice to retain
the growing principle, the limit of which must be defined
by a combination of theory and practice, and at present,!
believe, remains a problem to be solved.
Many buds have 1 inserted in early days in which the

eyes have not been sufficiently swollen, aad'no produce has
come forth ; and many a bud have I inserted in the hope
that the cambium would fill the vacant hole, which fear
told me was too large, yet which a scanty supply of buds
induced me to retain, but all in vain ; for though the
bark adhered, the eye was lost, and many a woody bud in-
serted thus has become dry before it could adhere. I be-
lieve the great sepret to be—taking the bud in its proper
state, t. e.f full-formed (not too near the base of the stock,
from which it will part with difficulty, nor too near the
top, because insufficiently ripe), and to insert it when the
receiving plant and the weather are in a favourable state
to continue the elaboration of those juices necessary to
form a junction. The period of year is, comparatively
speaking, immaterial ; I have inserted buds at all times,
and have now in my possession a plant that was worked
on 21st October, ten years ago.

Shoots that grow angularly, and are nearly the same size
all the way up, afford better buds than such as are pro-
duced on long rapid-growing branches ; the buds of the
latter are seldom well defined, and if inserted at all hollow
in the centre are sure to go blind.

The difference of trouble in separating buds from
varieties of Roses is in no case, perhaps, so remark-
able as in the Maria Leonida and Bracteata odorata aiba

;

though so much alike as scarcely to be distinguishable ex-
cept from their difference of vigour, the former seems to
require the gouge to take out the bud successfully, whilst
in the latter there is no difficulty. I may here observe,
that this instrument is very effective in saving buds of rare
sorts that do not part readily and draw the eyes ; whilst
it gives little trouble and almost invariable success.
The leading error in budding Roses appears to be ia

attempting to make the Wild Briar subservient to pur-
poses for which it is not adapted, viz., to make it carry
such sorts as, flowering but once and almost stagnating at
other periods, cannot by any mode of pruning be made to
keep the plant both healthy and productive.

In other shrubs, such as the Cytisus budded upon the
Laburnum, where from some cause, I believe unknovrn,
many of the varieties will not live above a few years, the
graft commonly dies, while the stock recovers and breaks
at the summit ; whereas in the Rose stock, the stagnation
of sap in the stem leaves the plant to renew itself, either
by breaking low down or by suckers.

A fruitful cause of mischief in worked Roses is the ha-
bit of cutting in the wild shoots, in order to force the buds
inserted in them to break the same season; by which
eventually little is gained, except in peculiar seasons and

ascertained by throwing it into the fire.
It is mixed "
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sashes and top lights, and thus the breaking of the
Vines is considerably retarded ; in fact, it is rendered
later than upon the open walls. In general, the Vines
do not begin to push until the latter part of April, and
it is only in the first week of May that the houses are
closed at night. Air is then admitted Jess freely dur-
ing the day ; the Vines are frequently syringed, and
abundance of water is thrown down upon the floors,
to keep up a constant supply of moisture in the atmo-
sphere.

When the Vines are in bloom, the houses are closed
earlier in the afternoon, and the spinge is of course
dispensed with, but is again made use of a few times
after the Grapes are thinned, to wash off the remains
of dead flowers and dust, as well as to assist in restor-
ing the leaves to their proper position. Air is then
given more freely during the day in wet as well as in
dry weather ; for it is the opinion of Mr. Crawshay
that^the spots upon Grapes, commonly called '* pit-
ti"&" are caused by die stagnation of the atmosphtre
which is consequent upon keeping a Vinery closed for

several days during wet weather. As we before stated.

budj instead of being enveloped in fresh wood hardier in
its character than its own, remains more defenceless in the
winter than if it were interwoven, as it were, with the
layers produced from the whole of the wild shoot with its
ripened leaves.

There can, I suppose, be little doubt that the Lamarque
Rose, on account of its size, the beauty of its colour, its
fragrance, the rapidity of its growth, its long continuance
in bloom, and the general beauty of the plant, exceeds all

others ; yet this Rose has been much underralued becaose
delicate in winter.

The situation of my garden is much exposed in every
way, yet five hundred plants yfere moved tins year, maaj
of them the Lamarque, and the losses were few, consider-

ing the lateness of rhe remoral ; and I attribute this in a
i. j.^ 3 *._ J. i. t,l,^ A^ii/*«tMmeasure

la ddicAte sorts,

The
the unshortened shoots of the stock. * -

this advantage is, I believe, of permanent duration

pUnts of Jaune Desprez and Lamarque, though several

years old, though dying back almost home (in many in-

stances quite); from the nnlted effects of late removal, un-

favourable winter, introduction to a Bluch worse soil, and

exposure at the rise 4»r tl^ up (the latter, perhaps, more
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Jniuriou* to tbc plant in question than any other), recc

fcred, with hardly an exception, and flowered very abun-

The common material for securing the buds (the bark

of the Lime-tree) is not elastic, and either compresses

during raiflt or gets loose in dry weather ; whilst

worsted yields coniiderably in the first of these instances,

and sustains a moderate pressure in the second. There

is one advantage to be derived if the plants are worked in

the spring, when the swelling of the bark is not so rapid

as in autumn : the ligature may be left (till it be finally

taken off) vnloosened without destroying the inserted

bud ; or if the operator be nice in his work, the ligature,

if white worsted, instead of being loosened, may be re-

placed by a green one ; and thus such plants as have been

attended to, and such as require revision, will at once be

seen. I have this year scarcely loosened a ligature,

though 1 have removed several altogether ; and I am not

aware that I have lost a single eye from this cause.

I observe in one of your Papers a query, as to the pro-

priety of allowing a leaf, as well as a leafstalk, to remain
with the inserted bud, I have found this beneficial, if the

weather be moist, and the sap flow freely ; in which case

the leaf has been preserved alive, and an action set up so

close to the inserted bud, as frequently to make it start

during the current season, and grow vigorously. If the

weuther become dry, the leaf dies ; but I have never been

able to ascertain that any greater injury has resulted from
it than if the leaf had not been left on.

The differences between the varieties of the wild Stock
court observation from your correspondent. Some can
only with difficulty be compelled to retain the new head,
from an inclination to change their leader perpetually

;

Bome have vigour, others require to be surrounded by the

freest growers ; but I have ever found, that to obtain the
three great advantages of free flower, fine flower, and
health in the tree (in which latter, I include both shape
and promise for the coming year), the utmost attention
is requisite in pruning.

—

A Practitioner. [We trust this

excellent correspondent will oblige us with his experience
in pruning Roses.]

ON THE TREPARATION OF MUSHROOM
' SPAWN.

The first operation to be performed lu the production of
M ushrooms is to make the spawn, which is done as follows

:

—Take from the high road the droppings of horses' and
other dung ground into dust, and about April or Mny add
two-thirds of firm cow-dung, and thoroughly incorporate
them, but in doing this do not use water ; the more this
mixture is trodden and beaten together the better. After
it is well mixed let it remain la some dry shed or outhouse
for a week or ten days, then beat it over again ; and if the
spawn is intended to be kept for some years, a small
portion of fresh loam must be added. It may now be
formed into square bricks, using some of the dry road-
dost to keep it from sticking to the hands and boards
on which it Is worked ; make the bricks about eight or
nine inches long, three or four broad, and two inches
thick

; lay them out of doors to dry, but be careful to
prevent rain falling upon them. "When they are dried so
that they yield to a gentle j)rcssure of the finger, place
them in a convenient shed in layers, then take some spawn
that has been obtained from any old dunghill or hotbed,
and strew some small pieces between the layers, and where
there is a sufl5cient quantity cover the heap up with dry
stable litter, and let it remain for ten or twelve days

;
then look at it, and films of spawn like spider's web will
be seen even on the outside of the litter. All the
bricks should now be turned over, and any that are
are not ipapregnated should be placed in contact with
the spawn. In making up the pi!e be careful to place
a dry brick in the middle and a moist one on the outside,
and then cover it up as before with the long litter, and let
it remain twelve or fourteen days. If the weather is warm
you will find the heap as white as a sheet of paper, and
the whole mass converted into Mushroom spawn, and in
many places where any moisture is in the bricks number-
less young Mushrooms will appear issuing from those
bncks

; these must, however, be checked by taking the
bricks up and placing them in a thoroughly dry place,
^liere a current of air will stop their growth, otherwise
tue spawn will be spent and rendered useless. This is the

m.I Ax^ ^?"^^'^' ^^^^^^^ 5t is sometimes improperly

hi wKi^K ' ^^T ^^^^^ Preserved in a damp cold place.

Wed '^^''" '^' 'P"'^^' '^ ^^^^ ^^ good, becomes ex^nausted. The great secret of success is to keen thespawn perfectly dry and sweet, when it may be preserved

cJdoT
'''''"'' "^'^^^^^^ ''^ f^^^^^d BtrLtly.^S^e

-\ ENTOMOLOGv,_No. XXXIII
TttB AxTLER^ Rose Saw-flt, Ciadius difformis.-Amongst the various insects which are attached to Rose-

trees, there are several Saw-fiies, whose larvae, by feedingupon the leaves and pith, very materially assist in aff"ectin£
the growth and destroying the beauty of that favourite

S O -S?!^^'''r> ,

of them which Is particularly fond of the
'^^^f^j?^** Rose has been actively engaged for many weeks

" this summer in demolishing the leaves of that species.
which it selects from aU the other varieties, and will even
eat them, although withered, in preference to the fresh
foliage of the Fro'tence Rose.
When a Rose-tree is attacked by these caterpillars,

.
multitudes of holes soon make their appearance in the
leaves, which keep daily increasing in number, and places
are likewise eaten out of the margins (figs. 1 and 2) ; yet
nothing is to be seen of the cause, unless we look under
W' L« ^^ 1 .^ ^ ^. V " 1 ^m ^ ^ ^ ^ —

.

stretched out or curled up, and holding by its feet to the
eaten edge (fig. 1). These caterpillars, which are dis-

tinguished from all lepidopterous larvae, such as butterflies,

moths, &c., by the greater number of their feet, are not
quite half an iuch long : they are nearly cylindrical, taper-

ing a little to the tail: they are bright green, and covered
with short upright hairs, with a darker line down the back,
and one of a deeper tint down each side ; the head is

horny and fulvous, with two minute black dots on the

sides, like eyes ; they have twenty feet, namely, six pec-

toral true feet, twelve abdominal membranous or false

feet, and two anal feet, which do not assist the animal in

walking. Having arrived at their full growth, they spin

a web, either between the contiguous leaves, or in a fold,

by drawing the sides of a leaf slightly together ; but some-
times it is attached to the stem only at a fork of the

branches : in this web they form a yellowish-white cocoon,

somewhat oval (fig. 3), which is very thin and transparent,

being formed of threads united by a gummy substance, so

that when finished it is impervious to wet, and shines as

if a snail had crawled over it; occasionally two cocoons
are formed under one web, and it seems probable that

these may produce male and female flies. In these cocoons
the green larvae rest a short time, losing, it is said, their

fourteen false legs, and eventually changing to a pupa:
the flies are hatched in twelve or thirteen days. One
which I received the 25th July, about which period the

caterpillars were most abundantj spun up in a few days,

and the Saw-fly hatched the 11th of August.
The saw-flies which issue from these cocoons no longer

bear the appellation of Tenthredo, but are now separated
from that extensive group, and form a genus called

Ciadius *, of which there are six or seven British varieties
;

but the Rose species, which, from the curious form of the

masculine horns, Ihave called*'The Antler Rose Saw^-fly,"

is named by Panzer C. diff'ormis : it is black and shining ;

the antennre are composed of nine joints and pubescent
;

in the male the third joint is hooked internally at the base,

and produces a long branch externally at the apex ; the

fourth and fifth are similar in structure ; but in the sixth

the branch is very short, and it is wanting altogether in the

remainder : in the female the horns are simple and taper-

ing ; the four wings are iridescent and slightly stained with
a smoky tint ; the stigma is brown, as well as the nervures,
which form many cells, by which the group is in a great

measure characterised ; there are one marginal and four
submarginal cells in the superior wings, but the little basal

one being often obliterated, there are in fact only three of
these in many specimens ; the legs are ochreous ; the thighs
black, excepting the tips. Pig. 4 represents the male, the
crossed lines showing the natural dimensions.

Ciadius diff'ormis was esteemed a rare insect 20 or 30
years ago ; but now it is found from the end of May to
the middle of August, in the gardens around London, and
from its inhabiting Combe and Darent woods, as well as
various other parts of the country, from Northumberland
to Dorsetshire, it seems not improbable that the larvge will
feed upon the Dog-rose or some of our native species.

It would not, perhaps, be an easy matter to get rid of
these troublesome caterpillars, except by hand-picking and
shaking the branches over a cloth ; for as they keep on the
under surface of the leaves, no apphcation, except fumi-
gating with sulphur, would fairly reach them ; it is possible
that sprinkling hellebore powder over the leaves would
annoy them, but it would not, I apprehend, free our Rcses
from their numerous and successive broods.
We have already alluded to five or six other species of

Saw-flieswhich injure the Roses. One of them was pointed
out to us last year in a garden, where it had given a very
curious appearance to a considerable number of single or
white Roses, I believe, growing on a border under some
Elm-trees ; all the leaflets at a distance looked like little

fingers, and on examining them I found both margins of
th§ leaves curled underneath, and within the scrolls were
some saw-fly caterpillars, about half an inch long, green
and pubescent, with brown heads. I placed some of the
branches in water in cages, but failed to obtain the Saw-
flies from them. In July of the present year I observed the
same appearance in a Dog-rose by a grove near Selborne,
but the larvoe in the curled leaves were whitish ; this, how-
ever, might arise from their being much younger. It
would be very interesting to ascertain the species of Saw-
fly whose caterpillars cause this remarkable and blighted
aspect of the Rose-leaves, which might be done by some
one in the country taking the trouble to rear them.

—

Ru-
ricola*

Enatum—p. 573, a, 4 linesfrom the bottom,/o)' the one, reai those.
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No. XXXVII.
Continue to propagate the different kinds of half-h^rdy

and hardy ornamental plants, for turning out in the beds
and borders next summer. I have already described some
of the better kinds of Verbena, and it may be useful to fol-
low this up with notices of other things which are well
adapted for the same purpose. There are several varieties

Curtis's Brit. Ent., foh and pi, 457; and Guide Gen., 473,

of Scarlet Pelargoniums, such as the Frogmore which
fine dwarf free-flowering kind ; Basilisk, which has an^^

^

celient habit, and produces flowers of the most int
scarlet ; and compactum, which sends out large spik^^^
and shows them well above the leaves— all well suited f*'
the clumps or borders. A variety called the Shrubland
Scarlet deserves a place in all gardens, either in th
greenhouse or on the lawn

; it grows taller than some of
the other kinds, but the flower-stems are very large a A
striking. Besides these, there are some dwarf sorts with
variegated leaves, which look rather pretty in a small
clump ; one of the best of these is called Mangles'g. I
was much pleased with the effect which a round clump of
Scarlet Pelargoniums, planted in a particular way, pro.
duced in the garden at Bagshot Park, noticed in the last
number ; and as it would look extremely well when placed
in a judicious part of the lawn of a small garden, prepa,
rations might be made now for having one next year, h
is done by saving a few tall plants for the centre of the
clump, and having some shorter ones for the outsides.
When they are planted out, and have established themselves'
the clump has the appearance of one plant forming an irre-

gular cone. When the variety called compactum, which I

have just noticed, is employed for this purpose, as it is

at Bagshot Park, the eff*ect is particularly good.
The varieties of Anagallis, or Pimpernel, are also very or-

namental ; the best are the large blue (cserulea grandiflora)
the flesh-coloured (cornea), and the red-flowered, which is

sometimes called Monelli major. Then there is the
Alonsoa or C61sia, the I^antanas, the Heliotrope, Petu-
nias, Nierembergias, andS4lvias, which all strike readily

from cuttings, and give variety as well as beauty to a gar-
den. Pentstemon gentianoides and the red-flowering \a.

riety are both valuable plants to the amateur, for they are

nearly hardy, even in the coldest part of England. There
is one thing connected with this beautiful plant which
pught to be generally known, and that is, it is much more
likely to stand the winter if it is not cut over in autumn.
Many persons cut it over as they do other herbaceous plants,

whenever the stems begin to look bad ; and if it does not

push again in fcpring, they imagine that the winter has

killed it, when the fact is, they have done so themselves

by improper treatment.

7

The alterations intended to be made in the winter or

spring should be studied in mariy cases now, whilst the

leaves are on the trees. In some gardens which arc taste-

fully laid out, the removal of a single branch from a tree is

sometimes attended with the best results; some beautiful

scenery is probably brought into view and an idea of ex-

tent is given on which the eye rests with pleasure. All

these things ought to be carefully studied for some time

before the work begins, in order that what is done may be

an improvement and not a mere alteration.— /?• F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Manures.—The subject of preparing nranures having

for a considerable time past been freely discussed in the

columns of your most useful and instructive Paper, as well

as amongst the agriculturists at the late meeting, where

it was a leading topic, I do not feel quite satisfied with

the modes recommended for what is termed *' fixing'' the

ammonia developed during the process of decomposition.

Sulphate of lime and sulphate of iron have been pointed out

as most eligible for the purpose; but both are liable to

objection, if not inapplicable altogether. Sulphate of

lime, or gypsum, is not soluble in less than 500 parts of

water, consequently cannot readily nor equally diffuse

itself through the fermenting mass of manure, so as to

unite with the ammonia and form a sulphate ;
which is

what I suppose is meant by ** fixing." But it is wel

known that the afiinity of sulphuric acid for lime is rnucu

stronger than for ammonia. If the ammonia be in »

gaseous state (which the readiness with which it is de-

tected by smell plainly indicates), or if it be simply tlj*-

solved in water, no union with the sulphuric acid of the

gypsum can take place. A portion of the ammonia mat/

unite with carbonic acid gas, forming a carbonate, w
which case a combination with the sulphuric acid may be

made by means of compound affinity ; but in no other

case, that I am aware of. Sulphate of iron is, I apP^"

bend, liable to the same objections ; but there is another,

—if the acid unites with the ammonia by simple elective

affinity, the protoxide of iron will be liberated ;
and m-

fessor Sprengel says '' it is this protoxide which produces

the harshness or acrimony which is so distinctly Per-

ceptible in some sorts of mould." He also observes

" I^ly own experience has taught me that a field may dc

spoiled for several years if such sort of mould [that co -

taining protoxide of iron] be not left on the surface lor

one whole year at least." This seems decisive »S^^"

sulphate of iron as a "fixer;" but if it be necessart/^^

convert the ammonia into a sulphate (which ^ ^^.
, ^^

posed to doubt), a far better and cheaper plan wo"^^^_

to use very dilute sulphuric acid for watering the so

h\oh would thiiQ h^ mn nPrfentlv diff'Uied ^Q^^
"j^

acid, at the manufactory, costs about l}d. per •»

^^
lesi than 2*. per gallon, which is cheaper than coppera

5j. : two gallons and a half of oil of vitrioh^cosUng^
o^f_

heap, which would thus be ao perfectly

the mass as to arrest every atom of ammonia

- olubility and inapplicability in a siatc ^^ i'--- _ j^^

the expense of reducing it to that state, appear to m
^.^^

cisive against its use.—iw5or.—[We fully ^^^
*}jer

"Lusor'' that sulphuric acid is better than ^^^^q.
Bttbstance for fixing ammonia, and have several tnn

^^^
commended it for that purpose. With regard

j^^^

action of gypsum on manure, it must be *"^°^^?^ ,^
^ little

manure contains carbonate of ammonia, ^"^ gait i^

caustic amnaoniaj and when a solution of tuat
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luixed with powdered gypsum, the two salts mutually
decompose each other, even though very little of the

gypsum is dissolved. Sulphate of iron is decomposed
both by caustic ammonia and its carbonate. It is stated

by several persons that they have advantageously used it

to fix ammonia ; an interesting account was given in

llarch last, p. 191 of the Chronicle, of the use of this

gait and of gypsum by M* Scbattenmann.

—

EJ]
Gardeners and Weeds,— I consider it a part of the duty

of an intelligent gardener to be always improving his mind,
and to be' adding, day by day, something, however trifling,

to his stock of knowledge. Amongst other means of ac-

quiring information on doubtful points, the pages of the
Gardeners' Chronicle stand pre-eminent ; but the ope-
rative sometimes fears, that the source from which he gains
amusement may be to him also a source of vexation.

Some persons say you are not impartial, that you lean to

the employer more than to the employed. Whilst the

Journeyman is conning over your pages, in a (too often)

miserable bothy, the head-gardener is perusing the re-

marks of his more favoured brethren, and the gentleman
may be glancing over your leading article. The latter

reads your observations respecting troublesome weeds in

an advanced state, namely, that ** in a well-kept garden
they are unknown.'' Perhaps the next day he finds a few
in some part of his garden ; it is true he cannot complain
of his flower parterres, for there each plant luxuriates in

its assigned place, and no other species are allowed to ve-

getate with it ; his walks and lawns are in high keeping,
and there is nothing slovenly in the immediate vicinity of
the house ; but some obscure corners of the kitchen-garden
are, perhaps, ''discreditable." Allow me then to ask,
whose fault is this ? whether that of the possessor of thou-
sands, or of the toil and care-worn gardener ? If the latter,

let me plead for him. I am not particularly interested in
these remarks, further than in sympathising with kind and
intelligent, yet, in many respects, ill-used gardeners.
Condemn no man unheard ; but let us sometinr.es take a
peep behind the scenes, and observe the causes and cor-
responding effects produced, directly and indirectly, by
their operating unfavourably on the minds of all. A gar-
dener's is an anxious life ; he has to cater for his employers,
and not unfrequently, with means very inadequate to the
task assigned to him, he is expected to find certain things,
both in and out of season, and when blamed he must not
make frivolous excuses. But why should a good servant
be pressed bard ? a worthy gardener who has a kind mas-
ter feels a pleasure in anticipating his employer's wishes.
Perhaps the following statement will go a little way to
show that he should not be blamed alone, if at all. The
quaniity and quality of work done in a garden depend
much on the activity of the men, and the interest they take
in the appearance of it ; but, owing to a variety of causes, it

is seldom they care anything about its general appearance.
Few, very few gardeners have a sufficiency of hands to
enable them to keep pace with the work in the busy
months of summer; and unforeseen circumstances fre-
quently retard necessary work for days, or even weeks ;

and sometimes the permanant number of hands does not
exceed two-thirds of what are really necessary to preserve
neatness. I would wish a due regard to be paid to
economy; before it everything must bow: it forms a
necessary part of a gardener's qualifications. To his pro-
fessional eye a weed is as hateful as a cobweb would be in
his cottage

; yet their destruction is more expensive than
is often thought. Allowing, then, the industrious gar-
dener to employ his own time, and that of his men, to the
best possible advantage, in h-^ instances can he do all he
would wish. X)n a fine hot day he may destroy myriads
of weeds, by putting all hands to a general Dutch hoeing,
just as these weeds are rising from the ground; and the
services of women and boys as auxiliaries to the foreman
and hands would be exceedingly useful : but too often
infirm old men or boys are kept for charity, and gardeners
suffer for it. These are reckoned as so many hands,
whereas some are no better than fractions. I have put
together these few desultory remarks, and I hope that your
pages may be the means of establishing harmony between
gardeners and their employers, by showing the former what
is required, and the latter the difficulties with which the
gardener has to contend A Gardener, Isleworlh,
On making Lime-ash Floors,—Procure a quantity of

hme-ashes (that is, the refuse of the limekiln, consisting of
the smaller particles of lime, and the ashes of the culm or
coal used in burning), and rather more than an equal pro-
portion of gravel ; both of which should be sifted sepa-
rately through a quarter-inch sieve, to prevent, in some
^easure, the lime from blistering, and the gravel, if coarse,
from forming a rough face to the floor. The smaller par-
ticles of gravel should afterwards be separated by a finer
leve; because if these were allowed to remain, they would
i^ake the substance too brittle. The whole must be well
tempered with water, till it is of the consistence of stiff
mortar, and must be allowed to lie in a heap for a week ;

at the eiid of which time it must again be well incorporated,
and It will then be ready for use. If the ground is damp
on which the floor is to be formed, it should have a coating
of smith's cinders or some other porous material spread
over It a few inches deep. When so prepared, lay on the
J^uture in sufficient quantity to be, when levelled, from
four to SIX inches thick ; allowing it to remain in a rough
state about 24 hours. On the following day tread it well
^Uh shoes in which there are no nails ; smooth it with a
trowel, and afterwards beat it twice a day with a common
rammer, until it seems to be consolidated, which will be
ine case in about seven or eight days. This can be easily
ascertained by its moving in patches when struck with the
beater

; all that it requires afterwards is to render the
Burface perfectly level,—Devonian.
Impure WaUr,~\ would be much obliged for iaforma-

:

tion with regard to a tank which we have had built, about
a year and a half ago, for holding 300 hogsheads of rain-
water, Tor the gardens and laundry. 1 was obliged to
discontinue the watering of plants with it, otherwise I
should have killed them ; it turns the cloths yellow. The
water is strong enough to kill worms ; it has been about
seven times pumped out, but it is still as strong of lime
as ever. The quantity of lime used in the mason-work
was 200 bushels, 701b. weight per bushel. We have been
recommended to wash the inside with blood from the
Slaughter-house ; also to plaster it with Roman cement.
C. [There is great difference in the quality of lime ; some
is far better than others for tanks and similar works. If,

as is probable, ** C." has employed bad lime, his best
remedy will certainly be Roman cement, which is altogether
the best possible material for lining tanks. Asphalte has
been recommended by some, and appears to answer well.
** C." should have stated how the rain-water is collected
for his tank, and also the substance of which the walls of
the tank are constructed ; in the absence of more precise
data, a thin coat of Roman cement appears the best means
of preventing the water dissolving lime,

—

E, What is

blood to do? J
Transmission of Cnitings io Foreign Paris, ~1

observe in a late Nuniber of the Chronicle, that several
methods of packin^buttings for transmission to foreign
parts have been resorted to, but that none of them' suc-
ceeded perfectly. I attribute the withered state in which
they arrived to the want of moisture, and I think it might
be remedied by plunging the ends of the shoots in potatoes ;

which latter might be afterwards plunged in a solution of
cobbler's wax. This would, perhaps, be no superfluous
caution, since it would fill up all interstices between the
shoots and the tubers, and thereby prevent the ingress of
air. The whole might afterwards be enveloped in India-
rubber cloth.—/,. S., Chatsivorth,
On the prohahiUly of Flowering PlanLs in the Aulumn.—Amongst the various improvements which have within

the last few years been effected in horticulture, it is a matter
of surprise, that, while so many different methods have
been pursued in accelerating the flowering of plants, no
attempt has yet been made to retard that period beyond
the ordinary season appointed them by Nature. Surely
the latter is equally as deserving of the consideration of the
horticulturist as the former,— since, during the gayest
summer months, by far the greater portion of the higher
classes, who take an unbounded interest in flowers, and
upon whom the gardener must in a great measure rely for
his success in life, are absent from the country, and return
only when their greenhouses, comparatively speaking, con-
tain but a small source of attraction. It is true the many
splendid varieties of Chrysanthemum which have been
lately raised come naturally into flower during the other-
wise dull autumnal months ; still there is not that general
appearance of gaiety which is observable at an earlier
period of the year. The dazzling display of Azaleas and
Pelargoniums, the delicate yet not less interesting flowers
of the Hyacinth aild Narcissus, are no longer to be met
with, and nature appears, within and without, to be sink-
ing into a state of rest. The question is, then, whether it

is possible to prevent the flowering of spring plants at
their appointed season, and to bring them into bloom be-
tween the months of August and December, and what are
the most probable means by which it may be effected ?

vehether by nipping off the flower-buds as they succes-
sively appear, or by the decrease of temperature? The
latter treatment would, perhaps, be applicable to bulbous,
the former to herbaceous and shrubby plants. For ex-
ample, suppose that the fiower-buds of a Rose were pinched
off as they appeared ; each shoot so checked would un-
doubtedly give birth to others, which would produce fresh
flower-buds, and these in their turn might be stopped also.

What would be the result of such treatment .^ Is it not
probable that, by due attention to pot-room and watering,
an abundant bloom might be expected, while those
which had been left to a state of nature would long
before have faded? And, if such should prove the
case with the Rose, might not the same be looked for

from the Pelargonium, Calceolaria, and numerous other
favourite plants? It can hardly be doubted that the Ca-
mellia might be flowered at any period of the year, by
varying the temperature according as circumstances would
require. Again, let us suppose that a Hyacinth, or other
bulb, was placed in an icehouse, or indeed in any situation

where a regularly cool temperature was observed ; would
not its period of rest be prolonged—and this without en-

dangering its safety by either damp or decay ? Or if the

pots containing the bulbs of the Amaryllis, during what
would otherwise be their growing season, were kept dry,

and in a cool situation, would not their time of flowering

be also delayed? This is a subject which, at all events,

is well deserving the attention of the gardener; and
although many of the ideas here advanced may prove to

be fallacious, still their very failure may be the means of
leading him to future discoveries ; and should success

crown his efforts, the sober garb of autumn would be ex-
changed for the smiling livery of spring, and it would
show how far nature might be rendered subservient to
art in the field of horticulture-

—

Inquirens,
Grotvlh of Plan Is in Charcoal,—Amongst your miscel-

laneous articles of last week, mention is made of some ex-
periments upon the growth of plants in charcoal, the good
effect of which is attributed to its property of being a con-
ductor and retainer of heat. This is rather an ambiguous
expression. Charcoal certainly is not a conductor of heat,

but, like all such bodies, when once heated, it parts with
its caloric very slowly, and in this sense may be sai^ to

retain heat. 1 apprehend that the true cause of its go^d

effect on the growth of plants, is owing to its being a non-

coaductor of heat. It is well known that metallic bodies

I

arc excellent conductors of heat, and su}>posing that iron

filings were mixed wilh the compost used in potting any
particular plant, the effect of such a mixture would be that
of abstracting the heat not only from the soil, but also from
the water poured into it from time to time. It would, like-

wise, by its coldness, paralyse (if I may use the eatpres-
sion) the roots of the plant when they came in contact
with it. This may be further explained, by supposing a
person to lay one hand upon a piece of iron, and the other
upon wood

: the first will feel cold by the abstraction of
heat from the hand ; the other, being a non-conductor of
heat, produces no such sensation. Charcoal, if used in a
finely-granulated state, arid free from dust, will, I have
no doubt, be found much superior to sand, for striking
and other purposes. ^^ hen in this state water will freely
percolate through it; but if the dust be left in it, the water
will become stagnant. Earthy substances (sand, for in-
stance) are better conductors of heat thnn charcoal, and
on that account, I should say, less suiUble for the propa-
gation of plants of tender habits.— //t-wry Luidcll.—
[The article alluded to was copied, as we stated, from
•• Hovey's Maga2inc of Horticulture."]

Ipomcea^ Learii.—Last autumn several small plants of
this beautiful climber were given me, and upon one or
two of them I found seed-vessels containing perfect seeds.
The plant^ were in 48-si2ftd pots, and in an unhealthy
state. This is the only instance I have known of its pro-
ducing seed, I have observed unhealthy plants of other'
tribes, when grown in pmall pots, to produce seed, whil©
those in a vigorous state of growth did not. Is this a
fact generally known? I, like Mr. Hodson, turned out
a small spring-struck plant against a south wall, towards
the latter end of June ; it is now beginning to flower, and
is covered with blossom-buds ; it is the most healthy and
vigorous plant I ever saw.— //^wr^ Oyer, Rosehill Gar-
dens, RoberCs-bridgey Sussex.

The Ethiojnan ^n/m.—There is, I find, generally a
great deficiency in the summer treatment of the interesting
Calla sethij^pica (Richurdia africanri), although it has been
cultivated in this country above a hundred years. It re-
quires very nearly the same treatment as the Iris chinen-
sis, namely, shaking it frequently out of the exhausted
soil, and divesting it of every appenrance of suckers,
trimming in the roots, and repotting it, but not to ejtcess.

It is best to return them into the same pot, unless it be
obvious that more I'oom would increase their Inximance,
With rich compost they will be strong and healthy by
the regular flowering season, and will send up strong stems,
blooming in a continued succession nearly throughout the
winter. I find that, like all tuberous and bulbous-rooted
plants, they do better when suffered to remain in the pot
for a time in a dormant state, after they have done flower-

ing, keeping them only slightly moist. They should after-

wards be shaken out of the soil, the roots and sucker«
trimmed from the tubers^ and treated as before, AIthougf\
winter is the flowering season, I have hnd them blooming
in a continued sutcession through the summer months, iri

the stove. They soon get vigorous roots, and send up
another, and often three or four flowering stems, if the
tuber is strong. They will flower well in the open ground
in summer, and produce a fine effect ; although their mosc
natural season, like the Chinese Iris, is in the winter
months, when their elegance and pleasing fragrance arc
most wanted.— J. Meatus, F, H, S., Leeds Bol. Garden,

Frogmore Scarlet Pelargonium.—As this is a plaut
comparatively little grown to what it ought to be—and as
many people complain of the difficulty they find in incteas-

ing it in the autumn, I shall relate a veiy simple, and at

the same time effectual, method of propagating it. T put
together a quantity of well-fermented dung, and place a
frame upon it ; I then cover the surface of the hotbed
with sandy heath mould, to the depth of four inches, in

which I insert the cuttings, but do not water them ; I keep
the lights on by day and eff during the night (excepting it

rains), without any shading. This is continued for more
than a week ; and on the third week from the time the
cuttings were put in, water may be given, and the ligLlii

may be kept close without shading. On the fourth week
the cuttings will be rooted, when they may be potted olF

in the manner most convenient. "What 1 l.ave noticed
to result from watering cuttings, when just put in, is this

the heat in driving off the water also hastens the dis-

solution of the cutting, at the surface of the bed ; but if

prepared as I have stated, na such effect will be produced.
Keeping these remarks in view, in connexion v^ith what
Mr. Beaton has said, in No. 34, p. 558, a more sure way
of propagating plants will be arrived at.-

—

C,

Canker inFrull-irees,—It is at this period of the year
that canker generally makes its appearance (if it has
not at an earlier period) among the Cucumbers and
Melons. I beg, therefore, to offer a few remarks, which
may tend in some degree to obviate that destructive
disease. It is a too frequent practice among gardeners,

when pruning or thinning their Cucumbers, Melons, &c,, to

cut the petiole or leaf-stalk of a decayed leaf, at a consi-

derable distance from its base or union with the stem,

iometimea through a portion of the leaf. Such being the

case, the part left above the joint of the stem comnaence*

immediately to decay ; this gradually descends to the joint,

and is at once the seat of canker. I would recotnmend

them to cut off the leaves as close as possible to the base,

without direct injury to its joint. Those who act otherwise,

may depend upon it they will never be free from canker,

because they run headlong into the e^lse^se. The above is

carried on to a great extent, I am sorry io see, even among

those considered to be fintrate pracuuoners.- Surrey-

Apple Trees and RaUiU.—-^ ^^^^ lost ^any fine

Apple trees from their bejng decorticated by rabbits, aud
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mean to adopt the application of coaT tar to the stems of

the reBt as a prevention of their devastation I was

afraid that such an application might injure the tree, but

I have since bad sufficient evidence to convince me that

it has no injurious effect whatever.—J. Murray/.

The Bohinia Pseud-Acacia.—Allow me to state for the

informatfon of those who maybe induced to plant theRo-

binia pseud-Acacia, with the view of raising timber, what

Jias been my own experience with respect to two or three

plants of thfg tree. From the time they had overtopped

the neighbouring dwarf shrubs, and when in leaf, the

branches were repeatedly split by even moderate winds ;

but when about eighteen feet high, a strong limb was
blown from the bole of one of them, leaving a wound evi-

dently calculated to weaken the main stem. Shortly after,

another branch shared the same fate ; and, as 1 antici-

pated, at one of those wounds it was broken off ; and
with the top my hope of timber fell to the ground. Ano-
ther fine tree suffered in the same way, several smaller

ones were considerably injured, and the whole were rooted

up. Part of them were made into nursery-labels, which
were durable, but were found to stain the white lead, and
obliterate the writing. The situation was by no means ex-

posed to violent winds ; and I am not aware that any sys-

tem of pruning (for pruning was at that period tolerated)

would have been the means oPsaving the tree^ The Ro-
binia about that time was strongly recommended to be
planted for timber; but the Impression upon my mind
from the above, and from several other circumstances, is,

that a plantation of this sort, in the course of a few years'

growth, may haply present to the proprietor on some oc-

casion something of the effects of a tornado having crossed
through it.— W, Godsall^ Jlereford^

Chamomile,—Without saying anything for or against
the curative effects of Chamomile, I may state a circum-
stance or two which have come under my notice. When
in Ireland some years back, on calling upon Mr. Christie,

then gardener to the Duke of Leinster, at Carton, he
pointed out two Peach-trees, on an east aspect, which he
said for years had been infested with mildew ; but, at

the suggestion of a friend, he had planted Chamomile at

the base of the wall. At the time I saw them, the trees

were as clean as they could be. W^hile at Soham, the
Rev. J. Calthrop, of Isleham, an enthusiastic amateur
gardener, related an instance to me of a friend who had
cleared his Peach-trees of mildew in the same manner.
It is but justice to say, Mr. Calthrop had but little faith
!n the Chamomile, though he could vouch for the dis-

appearance of the disease from his friend's garden. For
Biy own part, to use a familiar phrase, I have always
regarded it as an old woman's story ; I however ** tell

the tale asHwere told to me." But Mr. Alexander, who is

now at Carton, can perhaps " iUttminate " us a little on
the subject— JF. P. Ayre^.

Cauliflowers as a useful Vegetable to Cottagers,—
There are few persons who have eaten of well-grown and
well-cooked Cauliflowers, but will be ready to acknow-
ledge, with Dr. Johnaon, that they are among the best
flowers that the garden produces ; but it is a general belief
among cottagers, that the crop is not so profitable as some
others that can be grown in their gardens. I may pos-
sibly be able to show, that a small spot of garden ground
may be made to produce a profitable return with a crop
of those vegetables grown upon it, if the cottager could
manage to preserve through the winter three dozen of
young Cauliflower plants, which may be done with a small
bottomless box over them, having two or three panes of
glass in the cover of it. Let him take about 12 square
yards of ground for growing his crop of Cauliflowers, and
when the time arrives for putting them out, he may plant
30 of his plants upon the ground set apart for that pur-
pose, and those that remain may be useful to supply the
place of any that may fail. After they are planted, par-
ticular attention must be paid to hoeing between them
frequently, and watering them with soap-suds and urine,
diluted with water. The latter should be done once a
week, as long as ^ can be applied without injury to the
leaves- The cottager should endeavour to keep up an
army of reserve, consisting of spring-sown plants ; and
as soon as the first heads fall by the strokes of the ** lang
kail gully/' the roots and leaves ought not to remain (asM often done), but should be taken away, and made the
inost of. Those cottagers who have pigs may take the

I.«J^?v
^""^^^^^^ Pa"^t of the stem caUed in Scotland the

ftw '

""u
"^^^""^ '^ '^^^^S ^'^^ *^e ^ea^es

; if there are

t^lT I P^^^^*^»» »nd a little salt, to add to them, so

n^a for^h^r '^
^^% ^^^"^^ "^^^ ^^^'^^ '^'^ thankful?

ft^ /J U "'^! ^^""^ ^^ ^t, by showing how quickly

StkTMsM^' ^^*^/^t^«g«^ i^ the evening, ihould

Santrw.r? '^'^** •''''' ^P the ground where the old

liTZZt '^^ ^^V r^"" '^' ^^^th a good soakingwitk water, he should afterwards pnt in youne plants

until all the first-planted ones are taken away. After theground IS cleared of the first crop, and when a second hasbeen put in, take a dung fork, and loosen the earth between the rows ; continue the hoeing and manuring as
before; and, m defiance of aU that has been said con-
cerning the evil effects of the excretions of plants upon
Others of the same species, by Macaire and many more,
the cottager's wife may cut between 50 and 60 heads of
good Cauliflowers, which, on an average, may be worth
three halfpence per head, without taking into considera-
tion the benefit which the pig has received. If he cliooses
to make use of them in his own family, he may have a
dish of Cauliflowers every Sunday for dinner during six
months.—Peter Mackenzie,

the left bank of the Niger, and is opposite to Iddab ; it

owes allegiance to the King of Benin, which place is re-

ported by the natives to be many days' journey from War-
pur. This tribe pay more attention to the cultivation of

their farms than any others that I met with. Many of

the farms are of great extent, and are kept remarkably
clean. The principal object of cultivation is the Yam ;

and of this they have two species—Dioscdrea alata and
sativa. They are planted in rows of about five feet apart,

and the same distance in the row. As the plants advance

ingrowth, they are earthed up, and kept neatly fastened

to stakes. The natives prepare this for food by roasting,

and they flavour it with a species of Capsicum, which is

found growing wild in great abundance. Two species of

Ground-nut are also cultivated—the Arachis hypogsea,

and africana ; these are also earthed up similar to the

Yams. Cassava is cultivated, and also found in a wild

state ; but it is very probable that the wild plants have
escaped from the farms. Indian Corn and the Dhourra
are, in the interior of the country, earthed up at the ap-

proach of the dry season. At this time (September 5th),

the natives were very busy in performing this operation

;

but at the farms on the bank of the river, this earthing-

up is dispensed with, drains being formed between the

rows to carry off the superabundan^'ater. I saw a spe-

cies of Dulichos growing in a few places, but it does not
appear to be generally cultivated. Goora Nuts are found
in a wild state, and used to flavour their food. The Cola
is here in as much repute as in any part of Africa that I

have visited ; but I believe it is not found growing at this

part of the river, as the people, in answer to questions

put to them, said they got it from the interior. Of fruits,

they have Bananas, Plantains, Papaws, and Limes ; but
they are not plentiful. There is an indigenous fruit of the
size of a Noblesse Peach, which is held in great estima-
tion in the making of Palaver sauce. This is the name
given to it by the liberated Africans, who speak the Eng-
lish language. The taste of this fruit is not pleasant to

the European palate. A very prominent feature in the
Flora of this part of the Niger is the disappearance of two
hitherto plentiful genera, the Ferns and Orchidacese.
Palms are more rare than they have been at any part up
the river. I saw s:fGw specimens of the Oil Palm, Elais
guineensis, and Areca, The Cocoa-nut quite disappears.
I saw some plants of this last-mentioned Palm about 30
miles below this point. The Sarcocephalus is very rare

;

I only met with one plant ; though, up.to this time, it has
been met with in abundance. At this place, I had the
opportunity to examine the lovely Spathodea campanu-
lata ; I had seen this plant before in the Delta, as we
sailed through, but could not get to it ; this was somewhat
earlier. I also frequently met with a fine white-flowered
Combretum, which appeared to be the Combretum micran-
thum. The stagnant water produces a species of Lemna,
nearly resembling the Lemna minor of our own ponds.
Cotton and Indigo are found growing v?ild, but neither
seem to be applied to any use by the natives. The imple-
ment used by these simple people in preparing their farms
for cropping is a rough-made hoe, with a handle about 18
inches long, with which they make holes, into which the
seed is placed

; and the same tool is used in clearing the
land. Before leaving this place, I made up a collection of the
seeds of vegetables and distributed them among the natives

;

and, from the industry exhibited by them, I have reason
to suppose that they will not be neglected. Of the kind-
ness of the King I cannot speak in terms too flattering

;

for he treated me with the utmost civility, and promised,
that if I returned to his country, he would protect me,
and render me every assistance in his power. He had
heard of white men, but had not seen one before I visited
him.

I or expansions, which run down its sides, as is sppti ? 7—

'

alata, &c. The petiole, in the form of the Phyl]6diiim f
^*^^*

takes upon itself the office of the leaf, as in most of tho a^^^-^^from New Holland. The same functions are frequentlv d
"^^^^^

by the peduncle, as in Ruscus, Asparagus, Szc • and th"^^*^
*^^

to be the true character of the leafy organs of Ferns th^^^
leaves of which exist in the degenerated form of scales kn

^*
the name of rameiita. It was announced that the oanpr^^^

^^
be continued at the next meeting.—Mr. A. "White laid hlf

^^^^^

Society a selection of the plants which he had found in tv!^
?^

ginning of August last, between Whiting Bav ir. tha r f
^'

Arran, and the top of Goatfell. He made some obsL.v
°^

on the mild climate of that sheltered coast, where Pvtt h^?^
winter, as Br. M'Naughton. in the New Statistical Acrnnn?"^,
Scotland, writes, "many of the plants of warmer reeion. ct °f
the whole winter in the open air. in Mr. Paterson's cardpn fltu
Whitehouse, and in the DuTce of Hamilton's, at Brodrirt ri , ,

He referred to the Rev. D. Landsborcugh's list of the rarer rfi *

found in Arraii, and to Prof. Gardner, of Glasgow, havin* u?^>
found the Fun^ria Muhlenbereii in tolerahl^ i.ir.^.Kr „e_**^^ytolerable plenty, .when ona trip with Mr. Laudsborough.—Mr. B. D. Wardale'ure^Pnf"^
numerous specimens of Lastra^a cristata ^PresP co!Wf!5 ?
Bawsey Bottom, near Lynn, Norfolk. ' " "^cnea at

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Mr. Mauger in the chair. Mr. Wildman proposed last sea<:nti

and drew up, some admirable forms for the purpose of ensurin
a uniform and systematic judgment upon seedling florist5
flowers. A trial was made of the form proposed for the Dahlia
and as it appears to work well, there is no doubt of its beini
brought into general operation at the ensuing meetinirs Thf
proposition always appeared to us a good one, and to combine
the advantages of facility and precision ; and if generally adontPd
will ensure a uniformity of opinion that would lead to verv
beneficial results. The form proposed for the Dahlia is drawn un
in the follow^ing manner:

—

^
Dahlia,

Class
Name

( Shape
Exhibitor

Petals Substance —
C Arrangement

Colour
Eye
Depth
Size
Form

Class of Quality
The attention of the judges being thus directed to the essential
points of the flower, a precise and careful examination of its pro-
perties must take place before the forms can be filled up. This
will necessarily lead to a better and more careful system of judg-
ment; and if adopted throughout the country, it would correct

many errors, lessen the number of complaints, and greatly benefit

Floriculture, by acting as a w^holesome restraint upon those who
are willing to send forth flowers of fir&t.rute quality that are un-
worthy of cultivation.—The first competition for the prize offered

by Mr. Wildman, for the best white seedling Dahlia raised in

1841, was advertised for decision this evening. The only Dahlia

sent for the purpose was Bragg's Antagonist, w-hich, being pro-

nounced by the judges a first-class flow^er, became of course the

winner at the first exhibition,—the terms of the advertiseraeut re-

quiring three contests to decide the prize. The remaining exhi-

bitions will take place at Salthill,on the l6th, and at the Show of

the Floricultural Society, on the 20th Sept, The Secretarj's

report of the proceedings was not received in sufficient time for

preparation, previously to our paper going to press.

The question, whether it was not some complaint
that caused me to be white, was put to the interpreter se-
veral times by the people.

—

J, A,

Wa
fN CORRESPONDENCE
kingdom of War^ur ia situa

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BOTAJsICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Sept. 2.—J. Rc>Tiolds, Esq., Treasurer, in the chair. The fol-
lowing donations were announced :—British plants from the
President, ffom Mr. G. W. Francis, Mr. B. D. Waidale, Mr. T.
Samson, and the Rev. T. Butler. Donations to the Library from
the American Academy of Science, Philadelphia ; the Egyptian
Society, Prof. Meneghini, Mr. G. W. Francis, and Mr. S. P.
Woodward. Mr. T. Twining, Jun., exhibited a large collection
of cultivated specimens from Twickenham. A paper was read
from Mr. R. S. Hill, being an " Inquiry into Vegetable Morpho-
logy ." Morphology is that division of Botany which takes cog-
nisance of the various changes which occur in the condition of
the vegetable organs; both such as are normal— as the transmu-
tation of leaves into the several floral organs,—and such a«
are abnormal, and occur only accidentally. Taking the above
as the definition of the subject, we immediately see its divisibility
into two heads , the first of which treats of regular metamor-
phoses, -which are connected with the natural structure of all
vegetables ; while the second includes tl^ose irregular, or acci-
dental metamorphoses, which result from an imperfect or redun-
dant performance of the several changes, noticed under the first
head. These last influence particular plants, or parts of plants
and occur only occasionally. To this division belong double and
other monstrous flowers. The great principle of regular morpho-
logy is, that the various floral organs are but modifications of onecommon type, which is the leaf. Prof. Ljndley endeavours to
give to Linneus the credit of having hecn the author, or at least
of having suggested the idea, of this great fundamental prin-
ciple

j and in proof of this opinion quotes passages from his•Systema Katur^" and -Pxolepsis Plantarum,^' in which the

nn^n'^in
^«^P«>-fectly hinted at. At his suggestion, the subject does

SnluT^^-^^.^r^J?^^" *^^^^' ^-"^^ ''^^ ^'^3 it at all till Goiithepubii^hed. m 1770, his ^rork on vegetable metamorphoses. By

th^it fnvlf ""f-^ ^^T T'l^"^ '" ^^"^ «^^^^^^^' ^^^ ^^^e result oftheir mvcbtjgatioBs tended to conflrm the correctness of hiaviews, and the dreani of the author of - Faust "w^ It lengthallowed Its station in the science of Botany.' Leaver^e nm^
instances entirely wanting, or exfit only in the degenerated
forms of scales and spmes; in these cases, there is hardly any
part of a plant Tirhich is not capable of being modified and ren-
dered fit for performhig the functions of leaves. For this purposewe find the excessive development of the stem, which pervades
the Cactaceous tribe; the &t«ia ia also furnished vnth leiSywi9g«

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Aherdee^ishire Horticultural Society,—The fourth exhibition for

the season was held in the East Gallery of the New Market

Buildings, The award of prizes was as follows:—Fuchsias:
I, Geo. Cardnoj 2 and 3, J. Booth, Stocks: 1. F. Deans, gr.,

Union Grove; 2, N. Glennie, gr., Fintray; 3, J. "Walker, gr.,-

Grandliome House. Cockscombs : i, G. Cardno; 2, D. Gairns,

gr., GJeubervie; 3, J. Wood, gr., Logic. Caexations: i, D.

Gairns; 2, Alex. Maclcie, Seedling: l, C. Ruiicy, Esq. ;2, F,

Deans
J 3 and 4, T. Milne. Picotbes: 3, J. Boothj 2, Alex.

Mackiej 3, D. Gairns. Dahlias: 1, Alex. Macliie; 2, Alex.

Brown, gr., Hcathcot ; 3, Alex. Mackie; 4, D. Gairns. Seedling:

1, F. Deans ; 2, W. Riddel, gr., Blackford; 3, D. Gairns^ 4, 0.

Gammell, gr., Kingcausie, Asters : 1, Alex. Forbes, Esq.; 2, 3,

and 4, do. Marigolds: 1, S. Farquhar, gr., Echt House; 2t

Alex. Mackie; 3, R. Hardy, Links Gardens; 4, D. Gairns. Hafdt

Annuals: 1, N. Glennie; 2, J. Wood. Heaths: W. GaUow,

GuArES: 1, J. Wood; 2, D. Gairns; 3, J. Esson. Peaches: 1.

N. Glennie; 2, G. Cardno j 3, N. Glennie. Nectarines: l,w.

Glennie; 2, J. Dalgarno; 3,N. Glennie. Mklon: 1, G. Rae; .»

J. Forbes, gr., Westhall; 3, G. Cardno. Pears: 1, J. Esson; 8,

D. f^rnith, gr., Aboyne Castle ; 3, J. Leslie, Esq. Apples: 1. i>-

Farquhar; 2,W.Smith,gr.,Grandhome; 3. Alex. Brown. Peachss

(from the open wall) : R. Donald. Plums: S. Fernie, gr., Urumj

2, J.Wood; 3, N. Glennie. Gooskbeeries: i; A. Reith, gr-,

Pitmuxton j 2. G. Anderson ; 3 and 4, T. Robertson. 12 Heaviest.

l.G. Cardno; 2, T. Robertson; 3, N. Glennie; 4, G. Anderson.

Apricots: 1 and 2, J. Wood ^ 3, N. Glennie. Seedirng ooose-

berries: l.J. Pirie; 2, W. Chalmers. 12 GREENHOUse PtANTS.

I, W, Joss; 2, Alex. Forbes, Esq. j 3, T. Darling. 6 do.: 1
ana A

R. Farquhar. Ornamental Border Flower : J. Forbes, i

first E^tra Prize was awarded to T. Darling, for a beautiful p aiij

of Hoya carnosa ; and the second to Mrs. Jopp, Elmhill, for a pia

of Impdtiem glayiduligera.^Aberdeen Journal,

Dumfries Horticultural Society, July l6.-.^juffay I (CO ijijTiiu^uii.urui ijutrit:ty, jcti^ iv,— 1116 rin-*
ipnrh

meeting for the season was held in the Court House, l^uccieuLu

Street. The attendance was good, and the specimens ot n"]^"^

and fruits exhibited were highly creditable to all
^^"^^"igt"

The following prizes were awarded.—Pinks : Mr. J. *^ '

Roses: 1, Mr. Fergusson; 2, Mr. J. Moffat. ^/"",?' ^^1
O'Loughlin. Stocks: Mr. Landsburgh. Salvias: Mr. G ^oug

lin. Frbnch Marigolds: Mr. J. Moftat. S'^st toLLErri"

OP Cut Flowers: Mr. Colquhoun. Melon: Mr. O Lougxu •

Chkrries: 1, Mr. Johnston; 2. Mr O'Loughlin. •* *'
f

was also awarded to Mr. O'Loughlin for a very fine speci™^^.^

Tropofolumpentapkyllumi and to Dr. Harris for one of j'"""*^
j.

repens, Mr. Wells, gr. at the Woodlands, exhibited, but not

competition, a very fine Melon (Brown's Superb^ ^eigmng *"

2 0Z. Mr. Colquhoun exhibited thirty varieties of Gooseoerri^

and Mr. A. Dickson, jun., some drawings ofPansies, wmcn y^

much admired.

Haresjield Horticultural Society, Aug, U
list of the prizes awarded to the subscribers

:

The following: j^^

White and lied Currants: Mr. Basham. Bed ond Green
^^_

berries: Mr. Basham. Apricots : 1, Mr. W. Beach ;
2,m-

^^^^_
berlayne; 3, Mr. C. Chandler. Cucumbers- Mr.BasJiam-

EKS—Dahlias : \ and 2, Mr. Basham. Hollyhocks: Mr
^"^^'^'"'A^li^S''

Calceolaria {extra) i Mr. W. Copner. vnotce ^'""^'"^st cot-
Mr. White. Prizes were also liberally distributed aj^ong^

^^^
tagers. for the best stocked and neatest Cottage ^a^deo

'
i

^^^^
neatest and cleanliest kept Labourer's Cottage i

ana ^\^. setter-
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables.—^6j'trf^^<^/^^'" '''*

khire Chromcle,
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Bull Horticulfifrnl Society, Avgv.^t 30.—This cxInbUion took
place in the Botanic Garden, and was numerously attended. The
followingr is a list of the prizes awarded:

—

Dahlias: {open to all)

Stand of 36 blooms, the silver cup, value l6 guineas, l, Mr. T.
Brown, Slough; 2, Mr. S. AVidnall, Cambridge. Hlftnd of }S
bioom$, the silver cup, value 7/., Mr. T. Brown. QejiHtmen't
gardeners. Stand of IS blooms, 1, 5/. presented by Mr. W'idnall,

of Cambridge, to S. Appleton, gr. to A. Terry, Esq. • 2, (by the
society,) to W. Burnett, gr. to J. Buckle, Esq., 2/.; 3, to W.
Kirkpatrick, gr. to J. S. Eggiuton, Esq.» 1/. Amatturs, Stand of
l8too»«J5, 3f Rev. Lamplugh Ilird; 2, Mr. W. Bores; 3, F. Hill,

Esq. 12 blooms, the silver cup, presented by Mr. Brown,—
the Rev, Lamplugh Bird; 2, Mr. H. S. Norman. Open to nil,

SU blooms, I, Mr.T. Brown, Slough j 2, Sir. G. Edwards; 3,

Rev. C. Hotham. Best nn-numed Seedling, lft4l or 1842, Mr.
G. Edwards. Stove Plant: 1, Earl Yarboroughi 2, H. F.
Shawe, Esq. Stove Creeper: 1, Mrs. Anderson; 2, S. H.
Eggington, Esq. Cactus: 1, R. F. Shawe, Esq.; 2, R. Mansley,
Esq. Grkenhousk Pi-ant: 1, Mrs. Anderson; 2, A. Terrv,
Esq. Ceeeper: 1, A. Terry, Esq. ; 2, Mrs. Parker. Eit!CA:'l
and 3, R. F. Shawe, Esq. Flichsia : i and 2, R. Harrison, Esq.
pKLARG0yiU3MS : 1 and 2, Rev. E. L, Thoroton. Caixeolaria :

Shrubby, 1 and 2, Sir C. Constable, Bart. Ilerhuceovs, I, Mrs.
Anderson; 2, Sir T. A. Constable, Bart. Design in Fj.owers:
1, R. F. Shawe. Esq.; 2. R. Raikes, Esq. ; 3, S. H. Egginton, Esq.
Collection of Roses: 1 and 2, Rev. C. Hotham. Twelve
Carnations : 1 and 2, Messrs. B. Ely and Son. Twelve Pico-
tees : 1 and 2. Messrs. Ely and Son. Stocks: 1, J. Hudson,
Esq. ; 2. T. Holderness, Esq. Asters : 1, Sir C. Constable, Bart.;
2, A. F. Reynolds, Esq. Marigolds': French, 1, Sir C. Con-
stable, Bart.; 3, Mr. J. Robsou. African, 1, A. Jones, Esq.; 2,

Sir C. Constable, Bart. Panriks: Ti(r»/^-/y«r, 1, Mr. H. Major;
2, Mr. W. Ward. Twelve, 1, Mr. H. Major, 2, Mr. J. Hodgson.
Extra Phjzes : Cactus, Mr. J. Warrick. Basket of FUnvcrs, T.
Holderness, Esq. Zinnias, R. Raikes, Esq. Cactus,^. H. Gal-
loway^ Esq. Greenhouse Plant, T. Ward, Esq. Fruit—Pink
Apple : "1, 2, and 3, Col. Beaumont. Grapes ; Black, \ and 2,

J. S. Egginton, Esq.; 3, Right Hon. Earl Yarborough. )yhite,
J, J. S. Egginton, Esq.; 2. M. Wilson, Esq.; 3, J. S.' Eg-
gington, Esq. Largest bimeh, M. Wilson, Esq. Orange
Trek in Bearing: I, J, Gee, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Anderson.
Plate ofOranob Fruit, grown in England, X, Mrs. Wilson; 2,
W. Voase.Esq.; 3, Mrs. Anderson. PsAcnBs: 1, Her Majesty
the Queen Dowager; 2, Mrs. Anderson; 3, do. Nectarines:
1, Mrs. Anderson; 2, do. ; 3. Mr. C. Usher. Apricots : 1, Mrs.
Anderson; 2, Hon. C. Langdale; 3, F. Wilkinson, Esq. Melons,
for size, 1, F. Wilkinson, Esq.; 2, R. Mansley, Esq.; 3, Right
Hon. Earl Yarborough. Forjiarour, I, S. H. Egginton, Esq. ; 2,
Earl Yarborough

; 3, Mrs. Anderson. Plums : Yellow, 1, Hon. C.
Langdale; 2, F. Hill, Esq.; 3, Her Majesty the Queen Dowager.
Greeji, 1, J. Buckle, Esq.; 2, do.; 3, Her Majesty the Queen
Dowager. Dark, 1, Mr. J, Summers; 2, Rev. L. Hird ; 3,
Her Majesty the Queen Dowager. Pears : Dessert, 1, J. S. Eggin-
ton. Esq ; 2, J. K.Cankrein, Esq. ; 3, B.Haworth, Esq. Apples:
Dessert, I, A, Jones, Esq.; 2. do.; S, Earl Yarborough. Baking,
1, F. Wilkinson, Esq.; 2, Earl Yarborough; 3, A. Jones, Esq.
Cherries : 1, H. Burton, Esq. ; 2, Rev. C. Hotham ; 3, Hon. C.
Langdale. Mulberries: 1 and 2, J. Preston, Esq. Goosk-
bkbries: l,Mr. J. Hodgson; 2, W.Voase, Esq. Cuerants: white,
1, Hon. C. Langdale; 2, Col. Martin. Bed, i, J. Preston, Esq.

:

a, Mr. J. Hodgson. Filberts: 1, B. Haworth, Esq.; 2, J. S.
Egginton, Esq. Nuts : 1, A. F. Reynolds, Esq.; 3, Mr. J. Sum-
mers. Figs: 1, Mrs. Anderson j 2, M. Wilson, Esq. Vegeta-
bles.—Peas : 1,T. Holderness, Esq.; 2, R. Raikes, Esq. Beans :

1,A. Jones, Esq. ; 2, Col. Martin. Scarlet Runners: I, J.
Preston, Esq.; 2, R. Raikes, Esq. French Beans :

1, T. Ward, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Anderson. Bust Carrots :

1, Sir C. Constable, Bart.; 2, Mr. T. Huzzard. Salsafv :

1, C, Whitaker, Esq.; 2, A. Jones, Esq, Scorzonera :

1,C. W^hitaker, Esq.; 2, A. Terry, Esq. Cabbagb: While, 1, W'.
Stephenson (weighing about three stone); 2, J. Richardson.
lied, fio. Onions: 1, do,; 2, F. Wilkinson, Esq. Shallots: 1,
Mr. H. S. Norman ; 2, F. Wilkinson, Esq. Vegetable Marrow :

1, Mr. J. Hodgson; 2, R. Raikes, Esq. Celerv: Bed, ], Mr.
L. West : 2, Mr. G. W^biting; 3, Mr. T. P. Smithson. White, 1,
R, F. Shawe, Esq. (four heads of Seymoifr's superb white solid Cc-
lerj/, weighing 23 lbs); 2, Mr. G. Whiting; 3, R. Raikes, Esq.
Lkttl'ce : Cabbage, I, C. Whitaker, Esq. ; 2, J. Kichardson. Cos,
1, C. Whitaker, Etiq.; 2, Sir C. Constable, Bart. Parslky: 1,
R. Harrison, Esq.; 2, M. Wilson, Esq. Cucumbers: 1, R.
Raikes, Esq.; 2. F. Wilkinson, Esq. ; 3. Mr. T. Buzzard. Extra
Prizes.— Cu/jitc/zm, Earl Yarborough. Beef, 1, T. Ward, Esq.

;

2, R. Mauslep, Esq.—i^rom the Hull Rockingham Newspaper,

Kelso Horticultural Society, July 13.—The third meeting for
this season took place in the extensive nurserj- grounds of Mr.
Lockie. The following is the award of the premuims: Pinks,
he^t -nine , Ur , Pillans ; 2, Mr. Amour. Best three seedlings, 1,
Mr.Dippie; 2, Mr. Brunlees. Roses, best six Garden, Mr. Crich-
tonj 2, Mr. Taylor. Best &«> Chinu, P. Wilson, E^q. ; 2, Mr.
Scott. Pelargoniums, best sia,' r«^'iV/?"es — Beauty, Piiory
Queen, Erectum,Una, Alicia, and Joan of Arc, Mr. Cric!iton ; 2
—Victory, Masterpiece, Sylph, Gaines' King, Duchess of Rox-
hurgh, and Maria, Mr. PUlans. Best three seedlings, Mr. Brun-
lees. Fuchsias, best three, Mr. Brunlees ; 2, Mr. Crichton.
Flowering ^UB.v:i&s,lest si,x varieties^ Mr. Cruickshanks ; 2, Mr.
PUlans. May-Duke Cherries, Aes/^iM/, Mr, Pillans; 2, Mr.
Crichton. Kean's Seedling STRAWBERitrES, best pint, Mr.
Pillans; 2, Mr. Cruickshanks. Strawberries, best new sort,
Mr. Haig; 2, Mr. Pillans. Melon, best^Jiavoured, Mr. Pillans;
2, Mr. Amour. Stocks, best three double, Mr. Cruickshanks ; 2,
Mr, Crichton, CAunFLOWEa, best three Ae«£fA\ Mr. Amour ; 2,
Mr. Cruickshanks. Grkbnhouse Plants, best new variety, Mr.
Thompson; 2, Mr. Crichton. Lettuce, best six, two sorts, three
qr each, Mr. Pillans ; 2, Mr. Dippie. Bouquet, Mr. Pillans.
«:xtra Puiz£, Mr. Scott, for Cockscombs.— Kelso Chronicle,

. .« . -v < ^-*

Leami7igton Grand Dahlia Show,—The annual exhibition of
Dahlias, &c., at Leamington Spa, took place on Monday and
luesday last, the 5th and 6th inst., in the Royal Music Hall. In
addition to a large collection of greenhouse plants in great luxu-
riance and variety, numerous devices of cut-flowers occupied ap-
propriate situations; among these were a circular basket, re-
semblnig a target, a balloon, and car, formed entirely of Dahlias,
mnd suspended from the lofty ceiling, with the letters V. R., com-
P^^^^/Jf ^he same flowers and placed beneath the royal arms,
and the words ** Prosperity to Leamington, "in large letters, also
lormed of Dahlias, and extending across the north end of the

^ tK^!}^
"* front of the organ-gallery, which was profusely

wreathed with evergreens, and adorned with banners, &c. The
nrst prize, a valuable and elegant silver cup, for D.\nuas, twenty,
jour blooms, was adjudged to Messrs. Mayle and Co., of Lilling-
w>n;sjursery. vi^ho likewise obtained the premium for the best
yeaimg, named Lord of the Isles. The second prize, for twenty,
jourpiuoms, was gained by Mr. Waterhouse, of Bedford. Mr.Kim-
oeney, of Pinley, near Coventry, obtained the first prize for
^"'e(ve blooms^with Annot Lyie, Nicholas Nickleby, Le Grand
^audine, Lewisham Rival, Duchess of Richmond, Indispensable,
rresment of thcW^est, Yellow Defiance, Conductor, Grace Darling,nouge et Noire, and Countess of Pembroke ; 2, Mr. Burbury—with
wtt^i**!?,

^ of Cornwall, Conservative, Springfield Rival, Bedford
^ivai,Bloomsbury. Brown's Bridesmaid, Conductor, Maria, Hud-
\vlf ™cess Royal, Girling's Indispensable, President of the
»e&t, and Dodd's Prince of Wales; 3, Messrs. Mayle and
J^o. not named. The first prize for sijr bloonis was awarded
nf ^^- ^'^T'l'erley. for Suffolk Hero, Grace Barling, Countessot Pembroke, Pickwick. Duchess of Richmon.!, and Unique;
L. •

H**^"**»
^^r Widnall's Argo, Countess of Pembroke,»eauty of the Plain, Jeffrey's Climax, Pickwick, and Pre-

nf w i"*^ *J?"
^'^^5 3- ^^^' Eurbury, with Dodd»s Princew Wales, President of th« West, Sprlng^eld Rival, Burn-

ham Hero, Lewisham Rival, and Phenomenon. Ghkkxholsi£
Plants: 1, Mr. Perkins ; 2, Messrs. Mayle and Co. BestCoi.LKC-
TioN OF RosKs: I.Mr. Perkins. Pansiks, best 24 varieties, 1,
Mr. Burbury; 2, Mr. Perkins. CoLLttxioN oi' Asters, l, Mr.
Cattell; 2, Mr. Perkins, to whom eitra prizes were also ad-
judged for Apples ^rvA Cucumbers.

Sunderland Floral and Horticultural Society, Aug 18.—The
third exhibition for the season took place in the Museum Room
and Gallery of the Athenaeum. The following is a liht of the
prizes aw^arded :—Best Collection of Fruits : 1, Mr. T.
Cook, gr. to Sir H. Williamson ; 2, Mr. J. Ross, gr. to R. Pem-
berton, Esq. Melon : l, Mr. J. Clarke, gr. to J. Simpson, Esq.

;

2. Mr. J. Clarke. G(»osEBKttaxBS : Best-Jiavoured, Mr. T. Cook.
Largest, Mr. G. Allan. Peas : Knight's Tall :\I(in-ow, Mr. G.
Allan. Carrots: Mr. J. Ross. Celery: Sty7nour*s Superb
While, Mr. J. Ross. Salad : Mr. R. Cloughton. Fuchsia : Mr.
T. Cook. Best 3, fulgens multiflora, grandiflora maxima, multi-
flora erecta, Mr, T. Cook. Bk** 6 Verbenas : Tweediana,
melindies major, incisa.pulchella, Arraniana, tcucrioides—Mr. G,
Dale. Best 3, Tweediana, melindres major, incisa—Mr. G. Dale.
Balsam: Mr. T. Cook. Best 3, Mr. T.Cook. Stove Plant:
Hibiscus Syriacus albo plenus. Mr. Dale, gr. to R.A.Davison, Esq.
GREENnorsE Plants: Siphocampylus bScolor, Diplacus puni-
ceus, Agapanthus umbellatus—Mr. T. Cook. 6 Carnations-
l,Mr. Maliin; 2, Lady Howley, Butt's Lord Rodney, Wilson's
"WUliam the Fourth, Pope's London Green, Don Juan. Watford
Hero—Mr. T. Cook. Best 3, Pope's London Queen. Bult*s Lord
Rodney, Wilson's William the Fourth—Mr. T. Cook ; 2, MiaS
Landers. Cook's Wellington, Sherwood's Corinthu-^ — Mr. T.
Hull. Best Carnation : Miss Landers—Mr. T. Hull; 2, Mr.
J. Maliin. Picotkes ; 6, Gill's Enchantress, Master Campbell,
Sharp's Beauty, Rosalie de Rohan, Pike's Defiance— Mr. 1.
Maliin; Best 3, Gill's Enchantress. Nestor, Dr. lionicr—Mr.
T. Cook ; 2, Colonel Towers, Lamb's Defiance, Iamb's George
Baker— Mr. T. Pattison. Best Pirotee, Lamb's George Baker-
Mr. T. Pattison

J 2, Groom's Joan of Arc—Mr, T. Hull. China
Roses: Mr. T. Pattison, gr. to Mr. Richardson: Dahlias:
Grand Tournament, Duchess of Richmond, Grace Darling, Lee'6
Bloomsbnry, Pickwick, Beauty of the Plain—Mr. G. Allan, gr. to
W. R. Robinson, Esq. ; 2, Beauty of the Plain, Lee's Bloomsbury,
Hope, Grace Darling, Pickwick, Maria-Mr. G. Allan. German
AND Tkn-wkkk Stocks: Mr. T. Pattison. Bouquet ok Per-
I^^-IAL Flowers : Mr. R. Cloughton; 2. Mr. J. Ross. Bouquet
of Annual Flowers: Mr. G. Allan. Floral Devick: Mr. T.
Pattison. The following prizes were awarded in addition to those
offered in the list:— Mr. J. Ross, for 2 fine Queen Pine Apples.
W. Featherstonhaugh, Esq., for " dishes of remarkably fine fruit.
viz., Black Grapes, White Grapes, Apricots, Plums, Jargonelle
Pears, Apples, ^c. Rev. T. Baker, for Vallota purpurea, beauti-
fully bloomed

; R. A. Davison, Esq., for a Vine in a pot, with j
bunches of Grapes on it ; Mr. T. Cook, for a Banquet of select
Flowers ; Miss Wallace, for 3 dishes of fine Grapes ; Dr. Young,
for a collection of Salpiglossis ; Mr. I. Maliin, for a collection of
cut flowers, amongst which were Gladiolus ramosus and flori-
bundus. Pentstcmon gentianoides coccfnea; Mr. G. Dale, for
Cockscombs and Verbenas ; H. Gibson and Son, for new Fiichsias,
&c.

—

Sunderland Coutity Herald.

Sandbach Floral and Horticultural Society,.Aug, 30.—The second
meeting for the season took place at the Town Hall, and was nu-
merously attended. The collection of plants and flowers was good,
and the fruits and vegetables were Buperiop to any hitherto exhi-
bited. The following is a statement of the prizes:—Dahlias:
Best Pan of ttctnty-four {Nurserymen), Mr. S. Allcock. Best Pan of
ttveloe {Amatenrs), Mr. W. Latham. Maroon, l, 2, 3, 4, Mr. J. All-
cock; 5, Mr. Rowlandson, gr. to W. Davenport, Esq. Rose, 1 and
2, Mr. Rowlandson ; 3 and 4, Mr. Faulkner; 5, Mr. J, Allcock.
Scarlet, I and 2, Mr. Faulkner ; 3, Mr. J. Allcock ; 4 and 5. Mr.T.
Pcdlcy. Tipped, I, Mr. Rowlandson; 2 and 4, Mr. Faulkner; 3,
Blr. M.Reid; 5, Mr. S. Allcock. Serfs, ], Mr. Rowhmdson ; 2,
Mr. T. Pedley ; 3 and A, ISIr. Faulkner ; 4, Mr. W.Latham. Stovi
Plants : 1, F. J. Ford, Esq.; 2 and 3, Miss Twemlow. Green-
house Plants: 1, Mr. S. Allcock ; 2 and 4, MissTwemlow; 3, F.
J. Ford, Esq, Pelargomums: 1 (Amateurs), Miss Twemlow,
I (Gent. Gardeners), Mr. T. Stringer. Miscellaneous Pla>ts :

1 and 5, Mr. T. Stringer; 3, Mr. G. Bayley j 3, Mr. \V, Allcock; 4,
Mr. S. Allcock; 6, Miss Twetnlow. Pansies: Nurserymen, l.Mr<
J. Allcock; 2, Mr. C.Taylor. Amateurs, I, Mr. W.Latham ; 2,
MissTwemlow. Bocucet : 1, Mr. W. Latham; 2, MissTwemlow;
3, J. Latham, Esq., M.D. Extra Pbizb: MissTwemlow. Fruits
— Pines: Mr. Errington, gr. to Sir P. Egerton. Grapes : I, Mr,
Erringtoni 2, Mr. Rowlandson. Melo?«s: Mr. Rowlandson. Cu-
cumbers: Nurserymen, ], Mr.Bishop; 2, Mr. Rowlandson. Ama.
tears, Mr.T. Stringer.' Peaches: Mr. Errington. Nectaeines:
Mr. Rowlandson. Apples : Eating, l and 2, Mr. Errington.
Baking, 1, Mr. W. Allcock; 2, J. Plant, Esq. Peaks: I, Mr. J.
E. WiUiama; 2, Mr. G. Henshall. Cherries: 1, Mr, Errington;
2, Mr. J. E. Williams. Plums: 1, Mr. W. Allcocks 2, Mr. G.
Bayley. Potatoes : Kidney, 1, Mr. T. Stringer; 2, Mr. Percival.
Round, Mr. T. Stringer. Rhubarb : 1, Mr. Rowlandson; 2, Mr.
G. Furnivall. Celery: l, Mr. G. B.ivlcy ; 2, J. Latham, Esq., M.D.
Onions : 1, Mr. J. Allcock ; 2, Miss* Twemlow. Cabbage : Bed,
J. Latham, Esq., M.D. Carrots : Mr. J. Edwards. Parsnbps:
J. Latham,. Esq., M,D. Turnips: Mr, Percival. Lkttucje : J.
Latham, Esq., M.D. Numcroua Cottagers' Prizes were also
awarded.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Pedicularis mboalantha. Large flowered Louscwort.
{Hardy Herbaceous Plant.) Scrophulariacese. Didynamia Angio-
spermia.—Rather a pretty herbaceous plant, with large yellow
flowers, raised from Himalayan seeds sent to tlie Horticultural
Society. The upper lip of the corolla is narrow, beaked, and half
spirally twisted below the under lip, which is hooded, three-
lobed, very deep yellow, with the side divisions rounded and
emarginate. while the central division is inversely wedge-shaped.
The flowers grow in long terminal spikes. The foliage, which is

pinnatifid with narrow doubly dentate divisions, has a pallid hue,
as if sickly; perhaps from its cultivation not being understood.—
Bot. Reg,
AcHiMKNES GRANDIFLORA. Largc-flowcred Achimenes.

(Stove Herbaceous Plant,) Gesneraceae. Didynamia Angiosper-
mia.—This is probably as fine a species as A. longiflora. A
plant of it received by the Horticultural Society has Elm-Uke
leaves covered with coarse hairs, ovate-oblong, serrated, larger
on one side than the other, deep green above, and stained on the
under side with blood-red veins. The flowers are of a rich violet
purple, remarkably handsome, on a stalk as long as the petioles
of the leaves. At the base they are very much saccate ; the eye
is white; and the tube is delicately powdered Inside with purple.
The whole length of the coroUa is two inches; but it wiU pro-
bably be much larger.—Bo^. Reg.
Ta6LLius ACAULis. Stemless Globe-fiower. (Hardy Herbaceous

Plant.) Rananculaceae. Poly^ndria Polygynia.—A singular
little plant, raised in the garden of the Horticultural Society from
seeds from the north of India. The flower is solitary, hardly
elevated above the surface of the ground, and quite overtopped
by the leaves. It has not the globose form of the other species,
but expands its deep yeUow sepals in a starry manner. The
petals are deep orange colour ; and the carpels are fifteen. It is

not a very attractive plant, becausft its ftawera are hidden among
the leaves ; were it not for that, it would be a rival to Eranthis
hycmalis.— Bof. Reg,

MiAJULua Maclainianus. Mr. Maclain's Monkey- flower.
(Half-hardy Heibaceom JHant.) Scrophulariicese. DidynAmia
Angiospermia.-This showy hybrid appears to have been raised

by Mr. Maclain, florist, of Harold's Cross, near Dublin, between
M. r(5scus and M. cardinalis; and it approaches more closeJy to

the latter species than to any other known kind. Its habit^ in-

dv^^j, is the ftBiuc, though pel haps a litt^- . lo dwarf and com-
pact. The flower* are, moreovLr, of a similar ''

, , varying
somewhat In thcirdegree of expansion, and in being occasionally
broader, flatter, and less refle^ced. The colours of the blossoms
are extremely rich ; and the throat, which has a hairy and vel-
vety-looking surface, is of an exqiiibitely superb deep hiood-
coloured tint. It is probably more delicate than M. cardinalis,
and perhaps the better plan would be to keep it in potb in the
greenhouse. It should be g^own in a rich loamy soil, placed in a
pot of tolerably large size, and watered veo* liberally. It wiU be
advisable to put the pot always in a pan of water. By taking-
away the off^cts, which it produces abundantly, it may be readily
multiplied.— Paj-fon'* Mag. of Botany.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ETperxmeyits icith Guano.—Xt a late meeting of the

Isle of Man Agricultural Society, the following statement
was read of some experiments which had been made with
Guano, by Mr. Lyle, of the Kirk Onchan Nursery. On
a light and poor soil were two j.lats ofgrass ; one of Stick-
iiey's Rye-grass, mixed with small quantities of Holcua la-
natus, and Poa trivialis ; the other of Italian Rye-grass.
A space was measured off from each of these patches, and
on the 12th of May labt both the spaces were topdrcssed
with guauo, ut the rate of 3 cwt. pfr acre. On the 20th
of June, one square yard of the dressed and undrc-:d
spaces, taken as fairly as possible, was cut and carefully
weighed, when tlie following were the Tesnlts : The pro-
duce from one square yard of Stickney's Rye-grass,
dressed with gnano at the above rate, weighed 7i lbs. ;

while that which had not been so treated, weighed but 2

J

lbs. The Italian Rye-grass dressed with guano weighed
lOi lbs.; whereas, that which had not received any
weighed only 4 J lbs. Guano was also applied on the 12th
of May, at the same rate, to a row of young Elms ; and on
the 20th of June, this row could be distinguished, even at
a considerable distance, from the others, by its deep and
healthy green, and more vigorous growth. A row of Larches
was dressed in a like manner with precisely similar
effects, the neighbouring rows decidedly partaking of the
benefit of the application. On a row of Strawberries, and
upon those adjoining, eflfccts similar to the last were
produced. Guano has also been applied, after the above
rate, to different kinds of Potatoes, to Swedish Turnips,
to Mangel Wurzel, and other regetablea, in competition
with dung. The growth produced by the former has, in'
all these cases, been exceedingly vigorous, but it is too
early to give the complete comparative results. The ex-
traordinary consequences of the experiments on the Grasses
seem to leave little doubt of the excellence of guano
as a topdressing for the general run of land under Grass
for bar,

Maff$ Nexo late Victoria lied Currant.—\Ve have
received from Mr. May, of the Hope Nursery, Leaming-
lane, near Bedale, Yorkshire, a branch of a new Red
Currant under the above appellation, which promises to be
a decided improvement upon the kinds generally culti-

vated. The specimen sent is loaded with racemes of fruit,

many of them six inches in length, with berries of un-
usual size. The colour is bright, but the juice possesses
much acidity, probably owing to the plant having been
covered or grown in a shaded situation. It is very late,

and its appearance is equal to that of Knight's Large Red.
The Potatoe in the East.—This valuable plant seems

at length to have taken root in our Indian dominions. As
good Potatoes are to be had in the Bazaar of Calcutta as
in Covent-garden jNIarket ; Mr. Vigne says they were in-
troduced by Baron Hugelinto Kashmere and Little Tibet,
where he saw them growing; and we learn from Dr. Royle,
that Lieut. Cunningham, one of Lord Auckland's Aides
de Camp, when he visited Kashmere, was treated with a
curry of Potatoes.

Gardener^s and Farmer^s Foreign Library.—The fol-

lowing foreign works have been lately published

:

Pabst, W. : — Verhandlungen. Transactions of the
Meetings of the Baltic Association of Agriculturists
and Farmers. Edited by — , Griefswald, 8vo. Un-
gemachj'P. Dr.j—Verhandlungen. Transactions of the
Meetings of German Tinegrowtrs and Pomologists at
WUrzburg. Edited by —. Wiirzburg, 8vo, with a co-
loured plate. ^Artur, J, F. :—Capillarity. Capillarity,
Elements, Theory ; followed by Applications to Chemistry
and Organic Science. Paris, 8vo. Laube, H.
Jagd, Brevier. Breviary of the Forester. Leipzig, 8vo.—Bronner, J. P. :—Weinbau. The Wine-growing in the
South of Germany. Heidelberg, [Svo, with plates.
Bronner, J. P. :—Schaumweine. The Sparkling Wines
of Germany. Heidelberg, 8vo, Brinken, J. :—Bfr-
waldung. Treatise on the ** Silvification " of the Steppee
of European Russia, as a Rational Basis of the General
Cultivation of Forests. Braunschweig, 4to, with plates
and charts. Gilly, D. :—Landbaukunst. Country Ar-
chitecture, for Architects and Farmers. Braunschweig,
8vo, with plates, 4th edition. Hartig, Th. Dr. :—
Theorie. New Theory of %be Fructification of Plants.
Braunschweig, 4to. Linke, G. :—Dacher. On the
Building of Flat Roofs of Clay. Brunswick, 8vo, 2d
edition.

The Assam Tea Plant.'—We learn that the Agricul-

tural Society of India, after having given their gold medal

to Capt. Charlton, "as the first person to establish to the

satisfaction of the Tea Committee and its secretary ih^t

the Tea-tree wm indigenous in Assam,'' have also pre-

sented the same mark of honourable distinction to Major

Jenkins. ** for bringing to a successful resnlt the inquiry

in regard to the establishment of the Tea-plant in ^?sam.

What if the Assam plant should not be ten, that is, Chinese

Tea, after all ?

GARDEN ME3iOR.ANDA.
Hoddesden Hall, the rt$id€net of John Warner, E»q.^ is situ-

ated in the Utile town of l---*icsden. in the road kaaing from
London to Hertford, and about one nnle from the Bn..\bourne sta

tion ofthe NortljeinandJEastem RaUway, The house is a square-
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built rdWrc of cuuMderable .ixp. with few or no architectuml
J
^e ourscl

claims
The p
Uie south front a spac

,. l * t, o

mMUr studded rfith (lowering: shrubs, trees. Roses. &c.

the lawn anri aJso from the winrfows of the sitting rooms, the

fcoectat.^r'oL-tiiitisan rxcelleiit view of a. Jet d^eatt, rising to the

Wi^ht of forty fecU between two groups of trees, and fallin

rdiHrc of cuuMdcrawe mzp, >wiu .e« ... i.y «. vv^vw.».

I>utaup:uently rrpletr with ovcry doniesUc conveiaciice.

nodual or eastern entrance ironts the street ; but from

uth front a spacious lawn ncedes. thiclvJ)- and rather for-

...^.._,i -juK rtrtii'Prine- shrubs, trees. Roses. &c. From

heitfhl of forty feet. Deiweeu two groups oi ircc**, aiiu laiiwig

uponaflgureof Neptune, situated in a niche of rustic masonry

at its base. This is a most beautiful spectacle from all parts of

the grounds, but more especially from the terrace- walk, which
extends nearly the whole length of the premises on the eastern

ejde. from the terrace there is a view over a finely-wooded

country; and from it we also beiiold a lake of several acres in

extent, meandering thron*;^^ the valley, with its islands, rock-
work, and aquatic birds playing their gambols in the limpid
stream. Here, too, we perceive the extent of the pleasure-
ground, which forms the boundary fence to the home premises.
l*eftving the terrace- walk at the south end, wc proceed by a
shady walk to the Rockery, which forms the head of the river.

This rockery, to all appearance, consists of huge pieces of gra-
nite J but in reality it is composed of large blocks of artificial

stoue, formed of brick rubbish, cement, Sec, Though completed
only a few months, the stone had the appearance of having
braved the storms of a thousand winters; and its manufacture,
as well as the artistical disposition uf the mass, reflects great
credit upon the ingenuity and taste of Mr. Fulham, of Tottenham,
the artist employed by Mr. Warner for its construction.
What pleased us much in this rockwork was the admi-
rable manner in vhich a table stone had been contrived
and arranged for the water to meander over in its egress
from the lake, and the eschewinp of the monstrous practice
of mixing three or four kinds of stone, and that too
often without any reference to its stratification ; at the same time
wishing it to be considered a natural scene. \Vhere in nature do
we find more than one kind of stone m the same quarry ?—then
why should we in our imitations attempt more? Leaving the
rockery, we proceed by the American garden lately planted, past
the rums of an old abbey, to the Rosary, Rose-bower, Bath-
room, ajtd small revolving fountain. The gradual manner in
which the visitor is led from oiie scene to another in this walk
is highly creditable to the designer of the place ; for although we
get a bird's-eyevlewof the jirincipal attractions of the place from
the terrace- walk, we are led so gradually from scene to scene, as to
excite our attention sufficiently, yet not to disturb that repose which
the n»ind delights in, and which is so indispensable to the proper
appreciation of syivanand floral scenery. Most of the best varieties
of Roses are grown, and many of the kinds are trained over um-
brella and other fancy trellises; but the one which pleased us
most was a variety of Noisette, probably Airaee Vibert, the
branches of which were trained over a barrel-shaped trellis, about
three feet In diameter, and from five to six feet in height. The
trellis covered the stem to within eighteen inches of the ground,
and rose nearly three feet above the head of the plant j it was
regularly covered with blooming wood, and literally one mass of
bloom. A seedling climbing Rose, raised at this place, is worthy
of a passing remark. The flower is of a delicate creamy white
colour, with a slight tinge of sulphur towards the centre; the
petals collapse as the flowers become expanded, thus giving it an
unusual aiid unique appearance. In the bud and newly-ex-
panded state, we do not know a variety so admirably adapted for
a bouquet. The Bath-room and Engine-house is a Gothic struc-
ture, of a rather neat appearaiice, A few years back, the supply
of water to this place was very limited ; but on discovering a
spring at the brow of a hill about a mile off, Mr. W. had it con-
veyed mto the valley. It row supplies the fountains and the
lakes; while the fall of the water works the engine to supply the
houae, garden, stables, &c. On leaving the Bath-room, we
proceeded over a rustic bridge by the large fountain to the fruit
and kitchen garden. In this, there is a span-roofed house,
contahiing a small collection of Orchidaceous plants, growing
and looking remarkably well. In this house we noticed
in flower, Vanda teres, Gongora atropi'irpurea, and several
OncSdiurasi and the lovely little aquatic Limnucharis Hum-
bohlti was producing its delicate sUaw-colourcd flowers in
» small tub of water. Here, also, wc saw, for the first time in
flower, the gem of all late introductions, Achimenes longiflora,
producmg its blue petunfa-Iike flowers; and wellgrown plants
of Gloxinia rubra, and several other varieties. Indeed, one plant
of Glo.tfnia caulescens was the best-grown specimen we ever be-
held; it had five stems, and could not have less than from
t;v-ea(y to thirty flowers expanded on each, giving an aggregate
of upwards of a hundred flowers. In the frames and pits, we
n'oticed handsome plants of Cockscombs, Balsams, Calceolarias
*c. Cucumbers on trellises doing well, and likewise Melons. The
crops of vegetables and fruit were very good, but flowers are the
leading feature of the place. In a flower-garden at the back of
the mansion there is a small Vinery, witli a tolerable crop of
Grapes; a lofty conservatory, containing Orange trees and
Camellias in fine health; and a small stove filled with various
showy plants. In the conservatory, some specimens of Fuchsias
were very properly elevated on single stages, placed among the
other plants, so as to bring the flowers on a line with, or a little
above, the level of the eye of the spectator. The pots in which
the Fuchsias were growing, were plunged in larger ones; the
outsides of which had been painted in fresco, which having a
grey tinge, harmonised better with the flowers of the Fuchsias
than the red brick earth of the common pots. In a conservatory
adjoining the sitting-room, there were a very neat fountain and
aome good specimens of plants; hut they were decidedly toomuch crowded—a fault unfortunately too common in most gar-
dens. The flower-garden contained a fine bed of Berberis
glauca m full fruit, a clump of American plants, and some gooUspecimens Of p*6nia Moutan. Of the arrangement of the beds

t« v.it^*K
''"•.'^''' *^^nnot say much in praise; they appearedto have been dropped -here and there as the maggot bites "

4e IrTexcLtTr?^^^^^ ^"^^ certainly Sut' any
but on'of SfJ^^ "*« P^"''^ ^ ^*^^ "^ "^^ ^^«»«' The distri.

had thPv ^!eP H^'S^
*^'''' "*" ^^^ ^^^ >« also too formal;

collected into fi\ et^'> ^ distributed over the entire space, been
^-i.« *K

^^e or MX groups, with broad glades of rrass be.

parched the grass up, and

s saw beautiful samples at that time produced
by cutting while the ^raiii was still soft. The practice

does not, however, seem to have spread as much as would
have been expected ; and shows in a striking manner how
very difficult it is to induce farmers to alter their oldhabits,

even when the advantage of doing so is beyond the reach of

douht. Let us hope that a paper upon the subject, by Mr.
Ilannam, will produce some effect. This gentleman has

shown that at least six-and-twenty shillings an acre are lost

by allowing wheat to become ripe before it is cut ; and
that, at the same time, its quality is deteriorated. He
proves how this is by means of details, for which we have
not room, but which he sums up as follows :

" The following will therefore be as correct an approxi-'

mation of the values of the acre cut at the times stated^ as

it is possible to come at

:

No. 1, quite green . . > . jfll

2, green 13

3, raw 14

4, not quite so raw . . , 14

5, ripe ...... 13
loss of I/, 14^. 8rf. per acre upon No. 1, as

compared with No, 5 ; a loss of 55. 8rf. per acre upon No.
2, do. do. ; and a gain of 1/. 65. 4d, per acre upon No. 3,
as compared with the ripe, and of 3/, \s, per acre, as com-
pared with the green cut, No. 1."

Is not, let us ask, that quality called steeliness by mill-

ers, which is observed in samples of Mediterranean wheat,
owing to the ej^cessive ripeness of the corn ? The reason
why a loss is incurred by allowing wheat to become quite

ripe before it is cut, is thus explained by Dr. Madden, in

another place in the present number
*' The ripening of the seed, like all other processes in

the vegetable economy, consists entirely of various chemi-
cal processes, whose nature I shall not at present attempt
to explain, but whose results must be carefully considered
in order to arrive at a conclusion, as to the modifying in-

fluence of different modes of culture. When the ear first

.
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53.

Tms is a very important number of an important peri-
odical; containing, as it does, several practical papers of
great value, relating to some of the most essential opera-
tions of husbandry.

It is at least twenty-five years ago since the Norfolk
farmers were told that they sustained great loss by allow-
ing their wheat to become fully ripe before it was cut ; and

fills, It appears composed almost entirely of a substance
resembling milk ; in about a fortnight after this, if we
again examine the crop, we shall find the seed much more
solid, the milky juice having hardened and consolidated,
and the straw having begun to wither, which it always
does from the ground to the ear. At this period the straw
will be yellow for about a foot off the ground— in another
fortnight the crop will be perfectly ripe, that is to say,
the straw will be uniformly yellow up io the ear^ and the
chaff will be sufficiently loose to admit of the grain being
rubbed out by the hands. On examining the ear, the most
perceptible difference which has taken place since the last

period is, that the skin has become much thicker and
harder, while the flour has diminished in quantity. Now,
this is the important point, \iz., that the last change in
the seed is an increase of bran, and a relative diminution
of flour, which change increases materially, according to
the length of time that elapses between the ripening and
the harvesting of the crop."

To the other subjects treated of in the present number,
especially the ^Preparation of Timber by Mr. Hyatt, Slit-
Planting by Mr. Gorrie and Seed-Sowing by Dr. Madden,
we shall advert hereafter. They all demand more space
than we can devote to them at present.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing weeTc.
The linings of Cucumber and Melon frames being now in a fit

state for manure, they ought to be wheeled out, as Potato and
other ground becomes vacant to receive them . Much inj ury is often
done to heavy land by wheeling on and digging it when saturated
with wet i it will be advisable therefore, for this and other rea-
sons, to complete all work of this kind as early in autumn as cir-
cumstances will permit. To expose as great a surface as possible
to the action of the atmosphere, heavy land ought to be thrown
into rough ridges

: the advantage of this plan will be seen at
plantuig-time in spring. Very light soil should be deeply dug. in
preference to ridging; this also ought to be done early, that the
manure may become well incorporated with the eround

I.—KITCHEN.GARDEN AND ORCHAKD.
In-door Departmeytt. .

PiNERT.—As the heat of the bark-bed declines, gradually close
the bark round the sides of the pots, tiU they are eventually
buried up to the rims. The aim of the cultivator should be to
keep the roots in an equable state of warmth and moisture that
they may not at one time be violently excited by an unnaturally
liigh temperatare, and at another paralysed by cold and wetFrom the variable nature of the materials he has to work with*
this object cannot be perfectly attained; but by unremitting at'
tention a sufficient approach to it may be made to ensure success
The nights being now longer and cooler, the houses and bits
should be sprinkled and closed earlier than formerly. Apply a
little fire-heat to the houses when the temperature on two or
three successive mornings isfound below 65°. See to the re-linine
of dung-heated pits before the heat of the bark-bed is too much
spent.
VixEBV.—Go over the late houses, and cut all the laterals close

off J and if the shoots are thickly trained, a leaf here and theremay be spared, taking care to retain those on the lower part of
the shoots which are to be bearing wood next year. Dull anddamp weather may now be expected, in which case fires should bemade in the day, giving plenty of air at the same time. "When
the fruit IS aU gathered, and the wood not yet ripe, syrine-ine-
and (.ther means for the destructiun of the rcd-spider, must bo
persevered in. ^ ' "•

"^

PKAcn-HousK.-The principal points requiring attention noware. to keep the leaves of the trees in the late house in a healthycondition, and to remove those in the earlier houses when theyare no longer useful to the wood, which, as formerly stated wmbe indicated by their ready displacement. Laterals anrusekssa/ter.growths may be cut off at once. If mildew appear? duSthe mfected parts with sulphur.
appears, dust

Cucir&ias«s am> Melons.— Make linine-s tn rnnt-.«,T.«- i i

which are wanted to continue in beliInT Th^
Cucumber-beds

of cauker is too low a temperature Tatf'" * ^ ^^ ^^"'^

T4.
--""»-"* w«Miin,u, ucriveu

It would also be advisable nowto cover the lights at night.
MtsiiRooM.HOL'SE.-Continue to make up beds infor a winter supply. Where there is not a reS house and itIS necessary n consequence to make beds in ^fds and 's.^UaJ

?h. hn',.'* Tf \^-Ti ^ ^°'"^ J"'^" "> f°™ '^ J'ollo'^ space bTiow
TM. I ' '"'*?

"k'"*',*' ^T '"^y ^^ "'^°*" by means of linh ^^
the bed!' '^

^' '^"^^ '""^^^ frarac-worlt to support

KiBXBy Bbavs. -'Where these are rcqviired very early, a first

I crop should now be put in.

spring, but at this season
less space will be preferable.

Out-door Department*
,
The late rains have caused all kinds of weeds to grow vIp-

ously, and it will be necessary to keep the hoe in constant
1°*^'

ployment to get them under, before wet weather sets in Di^'^"
the stalks of autumn Broccoli and Cauliflowers, and clear aw

^

all decaying crops. Mow Fern for garden purposes • if not t^Jt-
till the fronds naturally wither, it will be more britUe.
BuoccOLr.—The removal of the spring sorts, which werp

planted thickly for that purpose, may now be proceeded with
beginning with the most forward plants. The process is so well
kno^Ti that it need not be here described ; but it may be stated
that the stems of the plants ought to be laid nearly flat ami
covered with mould up to the base of the loaves. Some persons
attach importance to the direction in which the heads of the
plants are made to point; practically, however, this is scarcely
worth attending to. Look closely after caterpillars, which pro
mise to be more than commonly numerous this autumn.
Ca cltflowers .—Sow again on a spent hotbed, or a very warm

border. When the autumn is mild, the plants sown in the end ofAugust are apt to get too forward, and in consequence thev
button early in spring, instead of producing heads fit for use.
Endive.—A good method of blanching is, to invert a flow er'pan

over each plant, pressing its rim slightly into the ground so as
effectually to exclude the light.

1 JLamb*s Lettcce.—Sow this and other salad herbs, if not yet
done.
Radishes.—It willbe advisable to contmuesowinga little seed

at intervals of about a fprtnight, which, if the weather should be
open, will give a constant supply up to Christmas; or if Radishes
are indispensable, a sowing might be made under glass towards
the end of the month.

Orchard.—The strongest Strawberry plants intendedfor forcine
will now require shifting into 32-sized pots; afterwards let them
have room to grow, and keep them free from runners. The prin-
cipal attention required now by wall-trees, is to gather the fruit

as it ripens, and to preserve the remainder from wasps by all

available means. As Figs from their lusciousness arc great
favourites with wasps and flies, some difficulty will be found in
protecting them. If all other methods fail, each fruit might be
enveloped in a bag of coarse muslin. Gather Filberts and other
Nuts. If any new borders are intended to be made, or old ones
renovated, soil for the purpose should be collected while dry,

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department,

Stove.— Plants which have finished their growth require less

water now. All cuttings which are rooted should be potted with-
out delay, in order that they may establish themselves in the
pots before the winter comes on. In setting the plants, give the
finest specimens the best places, and try to prevent the whole
from being crowded. Attend particularly to the directions given
last week respecting shading, as much injury may be done by
this now.
Greenhouse A^'D Conservatory.—Attend to the directions

given last week respecting the preparation and housing of the

more tender species of Greenhouse plants. If any large Camellias

and Orange-trees are standing out, they should be put undercover;
these plants are often irreparably injured by exposure and ilU

treatment in summer and autumn. Conservatory plants are pro-

bably suffering from the attacks of red-spider ; it will be neces-

sary therefore to use the engine occasionally.
Pits and Frames.—Remove Auriculas to their winter.qnar-

ters. Pot off rooted cuttings, if they are intended to be potted

singly before spring. If a sufficient stock of cuttings to propa-

gate from next spring has been put in, place them in a vacant

frame or pit where they can be kept close and shaded. If there

is a frame to spare, it might be planted with Neapolitan Violets,

which wlU fiower very early, if so contrived that the bed can be

warmed by linings. The potting of herbaceous plants for (orcing

should not be delayed, because it is essential that they should be

well rooted before winter.
Out- door Department,

Divide and transplant double Rockets, When transplanting

Hollyhocks, and the other biennials adverted to last week, the

strongest plants may be at once taken to the flower-garden, u

there is room in the borders. Pinks, Carnations, Picotees, and

Cloves should be planted now, if grown in beds by themselves;

renewing the soil if necessary, and taking especial care that it is

well drained. The cold of ordinary winters does not injure these

plants ; it is wet which causes their death. The soil and the at-

mosphere being now sufficiently moist. Dahlias will bloom finely

if well protected from injurious insects, and properly pruiiea

and tied.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuRSKRv.- Continue to plant cuttings of Evergreens, and also

to put down layers. Sow stones of Apricots, Plums, ana

Cherries. Gather seeds of shrubs and trees as they nP^"' ...

Forest and Coppice Woods.—See last week.— .^. B, Whittiig,

The Deepdene,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Sept. 8»

1842, as observed at the HorticuUural Garden, Chiswick

Sept
Friday 2
Saturday 3
Sunday 4
Monday 5
Tuesday 6
Wednesday 7
Thursday 8

Averajje

iJAROMSTFR.

Max. M in.
30.175 80.075

30.S03 30. 1 53
30.197 30. 1 93
30.196 30.C36
30.025 £9.«J4Z

S9.&66
:

29.427
29.616 S9.39S

30.039 1 s[9.8fl8
*

/!I'HBKUOBIfiTliK* Wind. I

lt«*o

at

Sept. 2. Overcast; very sultry; clear and fine.
3. Fine; overcast; clear at night.
4. Overcast ; very fine, with clouds ; clear at night.

6. Foggy; cloudy; very fine ; clear, , ._
6. Very fine, with light clouds; calm and cloudy; clear

7. Slight fog; finci overcast; between 7 and 10 F.M».a^^*J'„-
storm of thunder, much sheet and occasionaUy forked Ugntnuis*

with heavy rain and some hail; clear at night. , y.
8- Boisterous, with heavy rain continuing throughout tne ua/

,

clear.

Mean temperature of the week 3^° above the average.

State ofthe Weather at Chiswick during the last iC years, fo^^

the ensuing Week ending Sept, 17i 1342.

Sept.

Sun. 11
Mon. 12
Tuet. 13
Wed. U
ThUM.lfi
Fri. 16
iSftt. 17

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
ho west
Temp

.

Mean
Temp

INo. of
Years in
which it

ined.

GreateBt
quantity
of Rain.

0.46 In,

0.40
(r.49

0-84

0.63
0-50

0.90

9^

The highest temperature during the above period occum^^^^^

the 12th, in rS-li—thermometer 84°; and the lowest on mc
in 1 8iO—thermometer 29°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Sept. 9, 1842. ^^^o

As usual, the suoplies both of fruit and vegetables nayc
.^

very large, and considerably greater than the demand; ^

consequently dull. Fruit: Pines are plentiful, from 35. to u«
^^^

lb, There is no difference this week la the price of urap«»

i

i

\

-y

.<
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Melons, except that Muscats arc a trifle dearer. Peaches and
Nectarines are not so abundant, and fetch from is. to 4s. per doz.
Grcen-gaj^cs are the only kind of Plum fit for dessert, and are
selling from 45. 6d. to 55. per half sieve; Muscle and other large
cuhnary Plums, from 3s. to 3s. 6d. ; and Damsons, of which there
is an excessive supply, from 2s. 6rf. to 3s. per half sieve. Figs are
a little cheaper, and fetch from is. to 2s. 6d. per doz. There is
scarcely any alteration in the prices of either Apples or Pears ; a
few Gansell*s Bergramots have made their appearance, from Gs.
to 12s. per half sieve. Siberian Crabs are abundant from 2s. to
2«. 6rf. per half sieve. V alnuts, chiefly imported from France
and Holland, fetch from 6s. to 7s. per peck. Seeds of the Nas-
tfirtium for pickling: are selling at 2s. per half sieve. Vegetables

:

Cauliflowers have improved much of late, and fetch from 5s. to Cs.
per doz. Broccoli is tolerably abundant, from gd, to Is. per bunch!
Cabbages and Coleworts fetch the same price as in last week's re-
port. French Beans and Scarlet Runners are somewhat dearer*
the former selling from 2s. 6d, to 3s. 6d., the latter from is. Cd. to
1#. gd. per half sieve. A few Artichokes may still be met with
from 3s. to 4s. per dozen. Onions are rather advanced in price.
Tomatoes also are dearer, and fetch from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per half
sieve. Capsicums ore abundant, the ripe fruit selling from as. 6d.
to 4s. per 100; the green fruit, from is. to is. 3d. Field Mush-
rooms are very plentiful, and fetch from 3s. to 4s. per bushel; the
smaller ones for preserving, from 4s. to 5s. per bushel ; those of
in-door growth are selling from is. to is. 3d. per pottle.—F/orrcrs.
We observed amongst the cut flowers. Magnolia grandiflora,
Nerium splendens, Jasminum revolutum, R6cliea falcata, Bou-
v&rdia splendens, with many Amaryllises and Dahlias,

rvw'
•'^•.^'{'*~J^c leaves of ELMsvaryKo much in their size upon ] been nmned, and nil the TOUgh bark should be removed. Scrape

..^c^ffl\ 'J"
' ^** especially upon young trees, that it is im- cvtry shoot upon whic

PKlCESj^ATUKDAi, Skpt. 10» 1842._FRU1TS :

Pine Apple, per Ib.3j toC#^
Grupfs, per pound, 1« lo 3*

'^ Muscats, per pound, 2^ to 5s
— PortiiKal U to I* €d

Melons, Eng^jish, each, 1« to3t
. Dutch, 0^ to 1«b'J

Peaches, per doz. 1» to 4« '

Nectarines, per doz , It to 4a
Fi(;», per doz., 1* to 2* 6d
PluDiEi, per hf. sieve, 3« to 3i'6J
Damsons, per hf. sieve, 2j Bd to 3*
Greengages, per hf.-sv., 3i 6d to Ci
Apples, deasert, per bush., 3i to Ct

j
Pears, deasert, per hf.-Bieve, 2* to €$

I
Mulberries, per j,'al]on, 9r/ to 1*

CucumberB, per doz., !« to 4t
OianKes, per dm,, ]« to 3$— per i00,6« tolfl#
Lemoni, per dnx. U 2J to 5$— per lC0,9ito 30t
Almondfl, per peck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3i
FilbertB,En)ErU»h, per 100 lbs. SOi to 75*
AValnuis, per bushel, IGs to 21*
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, SOI
— Barcelona, 24#

Cabbage, per doz. 9d to \* 3d— plants, per doz. 2* to 2# ^d
— Red, for pickling, 2s to is

Broccoli, plt bunch, 6d to li €d

_

Ca.iiliflowers, perdoz., 6/ to Gm
Beans, Kidney, per hf. sv.,2$(idto3j Hd
— Scarlf t, per hf.-sv- I* 3d to IsGd

Potatoes, per ton, 50a to ma— per cut. 2* 6ii to 4*
— perbushel, 1# 6d lo 2j €d
— Kidnej'-, per bu.,'SitoS« 6d

Artii-hokes, perdDZ.,3« to 4s
Turnips, per doz bun., 2a to2< 6d
Carmis, per doz. bun., 3« to 6j

Ked Beet, per dozen, 6d to It

Parsnepf, per doz., la
Unrse Haditih, per bundle, 1i Gd to 5a
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9d to ]a
— Turnip, p. doz.bch., 9d to 1*

Splnacli, per sieve, 1« 6d to 2a
Leeks, per doz. bun., 3« to4/

VKGETABLES.
Onions, per doz. bi:h.,2« to f«— (ireen.p. doz.,bun. flr Co4j— Spanish, per doz. )«to3«
_ for Pickling, per hf..sv. 2j lo3«

Oarlic, per lb. 4d lo 8d
Shallots, per lb., 8J to 1*
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. ic, 9J to I*— Cos, J J to If 3d
Endive, per score, U ^d to if 6J
Celery, per bd., (12 to 15),*6rfto 2*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2<i to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to Cd
Parsley, perdoz. bun., Ij lo2*
Tarragun, per doz. bun., 2*
Mint, per doz. biinchps, 2s
Basil, per dt>z. bunches, 2« to As
Vegetable Marrow, perdoz., 6d to 8(f

Tumaioes, per hf. av. U Gd lo 3*
Capsicums, green, per 100, UtoUSi— it^ip^f 2' to 5/
Mushrooms, per pottle, Drf to \a3d— Field, per bus., Za to As

I^otices to Correspondents,
W, TT.—We would certainly recommend you to plant your

Fio-TRKEs in the border of a house or pit, in preference to keep-
ing: them in pots; because, in the latter case, the roots are apt to
become matted, and when in that state the least neglect in sup-
plying them with water is sure to make them drop their fruit.
The soil in which your trees growis not too rich for them. You
might try the efTect of ringing the branches, which has been suc-
cessfully practised in many cases. It is simply to remove a
circular strip of bark, about half an inch in width, just beneath
the lowest fruit upon each shoot, which, preventing the sap from
descending, throws more vigour into the fruit above, and causes
It to swell. This last remark applies equally to " One anMovs to
Learn,'' except that as his trees grow against a wall in the open
air, we would advjsehim to remove all the fruit which has formed
upon the shoots if it is not likely to come to perfection this
reason. He should continue to remove all auturanahformed
fruit, leaving only such as are no larger than ordinary leaf-buds

;

otherwise they exhaust the trees to no purpose. If he protects
them, there is nothing better suited than branches of the Spruce
Fir, which should be fixed with their tops downwards, so as to
throw off the rain and snow. In mild winters the young wood is
rarely injured) but as it is seldom sufficiently matured in this
country, the safest way is to protect it.—t
W, W. /.—You should not expect your Roses to do much good.

If you force them directly after they are potted. The best time for
that operation is in the early part of October, and the plants
should be allowed to make one summer's growth previously to
being forced. Your Pive-sucker does not appear to belong to
a distinct variety, but to a seedling from the Island of Trinidad

;

many of which were, a few years since, brought into this coun-
try. If It really is one of this description, its fruit is of a good
size, with tolerable flavour; but, from its wide- spreading habit,
not worthy of cultivation.—

t

R. G.—When you remove your young Pear-tree which is
growing so luxuriantly, we would advise you to shorten a few of
the strongest roots ; this, in addition to the check which it will
receive in transplanting, will he sufficient to restrain its over-
luxunance. You had better remove it this autumn, and if, in the
space of a year or two, it becomes too vigorous, root-pruning
may be again resorted to.—

J

Andntitc.^You. canuothave a Vixk better adapted for growing
in a greenhouse than the White Sweetwater. Before planting it,
you should prepare a border forit, by removing the soil to the depth
oi two feet for some distance in front of your greenhouse, and by
niaking the bottom to slope frojn the wall. First put in a laver
ot rough stones or brickbats, then another layer of lime rubbish jand afterwards fill up with good rich compost. The border
yfm be improved by raising it a little above the level of the sur-
rounding surface.—

J

G. O. ir,—We cannot say much in favour of your Seedling
i-uchsias. They are neither of sufficient brilliancy nor size to
render them desirable varieties.-t
jjj^-'j.^'^-~Your plants are, Epidendrum vircsceus and Mutisia

„ /^'""Yo^r plant is Tropre'olum pcregrinnm. Thebe?t Cat,t-

nni^V n^
annuals are, CoUinsia bicolor, C. grandiflora, Clarkia

nirta r-r ^^^gans, Eutoca viscida. Godetia rubicunda, G. ie-

flornc T
^^ tricolor, Lasthenia californica. Leptosiphon densi-

Npm/ 17 ^^^'osaceus, Limnanthes Douglasii, LupLnus nanus,

'STin
^ V^^"®^^^^' ^' atomaria, CEnothera bifrons, (K. Lindley-

^"a. and Platystemon calif6micum. You will find a description

via '
^?"*^"^'^^ Pit FOR wintkrivc plants at p. 659 of last

frfe f
* ^'";*^"'^^^- The latter part of November is the best season

Ihio f

^^^^"*^"& ^^^^ RoBiN'iA Pseud-Acacia. It is not advis-

8 feet
'^7"*^'"'^ this plant after it has reached the height of

n^^; ^'"^*'~X°"^ P^«"^s are— 1, Campanula rotundifoliaj 2, My-
RW-^^^^"^l®' ^' Siiene noctifloraj 4, Apirgia autumnalis; 5,
^-irtsia odontites

; S, Galcopsis teU-ahit.—t

q^r':^"'"";'* plant is the Spiranthes autumnalis, or the Lady's

frr!^?;rV>*^^"°^°^"^"^^^*^°^ ^<^ prevent the HARVEST-nro
in tK °"^*^*^»"ff the legs when we walk amongst grass or stubble

thA •
?"™"*€'r; but one of the best means ofobtaining relief from

fiflv.i!''7^t^°" ^^» ^"^ believe, to apply liquid ammonia to the partsanected. by dabbing it on for two or three minutes. Stonb
»»«iictrRY and Corrosivk Scblimatb are the same thing.— iJ, i

4 or

possible to form any opinion of vour plant by the mere sight of
Its fohage. That it is a variety of Ulmus montana, there is no
doubt; but the leaves are scarcely distinct from thobe of U.
montana major, U. mont- rubra, and U. mont. vegeU, when
taken from young plants. It is very likely to be a&cedUiig from
U. montana rubra, or the Weeping Elm, which seeds freely.—

f

W, Jl/.—We beg pardon for the error, into which we were led
by the PLANT being called a climber. It is apparenUy the Mac-
lura anrantlSca, or Osage Orange.—

f

B.—We fear your Walni't-trek, which is old and dying from
its head, is incurable. Probably its roots have reached an unfa-
vourable subsoil. The only chance of saving it would be to un-
dermine it if possible, aud cut tluough the perpendicular roou,
preserving the others. A plague of fleas is indeed a serious
nuisance; we pity your hard case, without much hope of assist-
ing you. " Ruricola's" answer is this:—"As floors that are
sanded and sprinkled with sawdust are the most likely to liar-
hour fleas, so boarded floors, that can be frequently washed with
hot water and soft soap, or hot soap ley, will be most free from
them ; as their maggots, which live and undergo their metamor-
phoses in the crevices, are thus destroyed. It is said that sprink-
ling the floors with a decoction of Wormwood will free a house
from these vermin ; and fleas have likewise a great antipathy to
Scotch snufl^; but when dogs and cats are the inmates of ahousc,
I believe it is impossible to be free from fleas in the summer." A
case like your own, but where bugs, not fleas, were the per-
formers, was completely cured thus :—The walls were stripped of
paper, and the paper was burnt. Then all the crevices in the
mortar and plaister were very carefully stopped with plaister of
Paris. Finally, the joints of the floor, and of all parts of the
woodwork, were painted with a mixture of soft soap and corro-
sive sublimate. Every bug was thus destroyed, and not one has
since appeared.—

f

Query.—Yon cannot do better than manure your trees, if they
are ornamental and out of health, and arc not Fir-trees. In the
autumn break up the ground round their roots, beginning almost
as far from the trunk as the branches spread. It !s of no use
breaking it up close to the trunk. Leave it rough all winter.
Then in the spring, about the end of February, fork in some good
rotten manure, or a good compost heap. This, however, is of
little use unless the ground is tcell drained. You may cut down
Laurustinus in the month of April. It is not safe to begin to
transplant before the middle of November, unless the leaves
should be quite oflfthe trees earlier.—

t

i, M. N> should proceed with his Cedars of Lebanon as directed
in the case of Query, only he must apply the nitrate of soda in-
stead of dung, dissolved in water, at the rate of half a pound to
a square rod. It is, however, of the utmost consequence that
the nitrate should be unadulterated. See oue of our leading ar-
ticles of to day.—

t

F, H, S.— II onest men can hardly contend with thosewho are un-
scrupulous. The officers of the Horticultural Society cannot enter
into a discussion with anonymous correspondents who choose to
send falsehoods to the newspapers, Th^; writer who says that the
plants in the great conservatory at the Society's garden are
drawn, mu?t cither be so ignorant as not to know the diflTcrcnce-
between growing fast and being drawn, or so malicious as to be

|

beneath notice. We might content ourselves with asking you to
go to the garden, and inspect the house j but for your satisfac-
tion, we will add that the statement is perfectly untrue.—

f

Gatton Par!;.—The Cactis TETnAco.N-vs rarely flowers. It
has, however, produced its blossoms this year in the garden of
the Horticultural Society. The PASsiFLORAisquadraiiguIaris.-

f

A Beginner,—You are misinformed as to Ckat^gus viainit
being handsome. It is a small bush, with white flowers grow-
ing in threes, and green downy fruit. It is also called C. vir-
glnica and C. spathulata. A figure of it under the latter name la

to be found in the Botanical Register, vol. 22, plate 1890.—

t

Smeffungus.~\\e really do not know how to advise as to the
destrucUou of the fungi that spring up on the turf, without hi-
juring it. Suppose you try a clear solution of corrosive subli-
mate. It will apparently kill your grass, but it Is asserted that
the turf will spring agaia greener than ever. Try a small por-
tion first.—

t

Ja?ie may easily strike cuttings of Ai.o'vsiA cxtriodora, if she
possesses a frame, or anything in which she can command a
slight bottom heat, by taking off the ends of this year's shoots,
about three inches in length, and preparing them in the usual
manner. Plant them in a well-drained pot, of the size required,
in a mixture of silver sand and fiae vegetable mould; water
them well, to settle the soil around the stems, and, after allowing
them to stand in the shade for about an hour, for the superfluous
water to drain from them, remove them to the frame, and cover
them with a bell glass. In about three weeks they will begin to
grow.—

t

B-qra,—The best maxcre for Potatoes when stable-dung
cannot be had, is a mixture of eight bushels of salt and thirty
bushels of wood-ashes per acre. Salt alone is valuable if the land
is in good heart. The Duxmork Flab, is to be procured at the
Nurseries.—t t

//. O.—Many thanks. They will prove verj' acceptable.—

t

Albert.—The annual payment required to become a member
of the HoHTicuLTURAi. SociETV is four guineas, payable in May
for the yeax prec€di7ig; the admission fee is six guineas; and
the composition for life, 49/. 65. The terms of admission to the
Zoological Society are the entrance fee, 5/,; the annual con-
tribution, 3/, ; or the composition money, 35/.—

t

J.G.—No. 1 is a species of Panicum, but not British; 2 is

Thrlncia hirta. The other is not a Fungus, but a species of Tre-
mella; in its present itate it is impossible to say which.—

t

ZJ. B.—The most suitable soil for Abies Dbodara and Arau-
caria imbricata is a light sandy loam. There is no kind of ma-
nure which you can mix with it that will improve their growth,
if they like the soil.

—

t

E—e, Hi.j/5.—We have nut had any experience in ascertaining

whether Ro:5A Devoxiknsis is hardy or not^ but we believe it is

generally considered so.—

t

C. E. F.—There can be no doubt that there is something pecu-
liar in the soil, which causes the flowers of the UrDBAxoKA to

come out blue instead of Rose, their natural colour. There are

various suppositions as to what that something really is j and
we have strongreasons for supposing that alum is at least one of

the things which will produce that effect. Some experiments
connected with this subject are at present in progress in the

Garden of the Horticultural Society, and thus far they warrant
the correctness of the opinion. By-and-by we shall be better

able to confirm it, and to give you directions asto the proportion

in which alum ought to be applied.— ?

Phyllanth us.^In general Datura arb(5rea looks unhealthy
during the winter, as it then loses all its leaves. Perhaps your
plant began to grow early, and is now gomg to a state of rest.

Keep it rather dry throughout the winter, in some place oat of

the way, such as a pit, from which the frost is excluded. In the
spring re-pot it, and place it in a good situation in the greenhouse,
where it will soon grow vigorously. A rich, free soil should be
used in potting, such as a mixture of loam and leaf-mould in

equal proportions, and about one-fourth of rotten dung and sand.
It is very oman\entalwhen planted out In the flower-garden dur-
ing the summer months, and can be easily taken up, preserved
through the winter, and turned out again.—

§

A, P,—Your plants are

—

^1, Lantana aculeata; 2, Begonia' san-
guinea; and 4, Justlcia bicolor. The rest are such -fragments,
that we cannot name them.—

j

A71 Original Subscriber.—Wc cannot discern anything like an
INSECT Upon the leaf of your Pelargonium. There are *ome
black spots upon it, which appear to be the excretions of the

scale, or some other insect. If you have any Vines growing

above your plants, you may rely upon it, this is the case. 1 ne

r^es should therefore be looked carefully or«r after they have

of the same
Your blooms
the centre is
_*

perfectly dis-

hich any scale is visible with the back of a
knife, aud daub them over with a mixture of soft soap, tobacco-
wRtrr, and sulphur, of the consistence of paiiit.—

?

The large Fcn-cus sent from the Royal Gardens, Buckingham
Palace, is the Bovistagiganteum, and is the kind used, when dry,
for smoking bees.— f

©.—Your plants arc Staptlia buf(>nia. Aster miser, and Bcg(5-
nianltida.—

t

\)'v&t Hiding.~-7\\e Doublb eak of Wheat is of unusual
occurrence. You wiU, however, find that in Egyptian Wheat
the straw always bears many ears at the end, some of which are
smaller than the middle one.—

t

Afr. Kingdon'^s Pimpervel, in a monstrous state, is indeed a
curiosity. We have had drawings made of it for publication.—

t

Nejrark,-\\e fibaU soon return to Mr. Wksts's work on
Foresting, which we recommend you to jcad carefully; for, if
we mistake not,fiomeof the woods in your neighbourhocd would
be all the better for ajudicions examination.-

1

Northampton's tower is Zygopctalum rostxatum.—

t

J. T. shall be answered next week.—
i'

C.R. B.—Many thanks for your specimens of the Hop.—

t

G. H.—Tslr. Henderson, Pine Apple Place, Paddington.—

t

C. F. IT.—The new Irisi - moiitioncd at p. 590, as cultivated
at Paiii, will no doubt be procurable in a bhort lime of some of
the English Nurscrymcu.—

t

O. Croft.—The colour of your lightest scarlet Verbena is very
bright, but the trusMi of Woom are small. The other is not
diifercnt from many more in cultivation.—

t

J). £.^There are several Dahlias in cultivation
colour as your Seedling, and far superior to it.

are small, the petals are thin and much creased

;

defective from the petal not unfoldhig sufliciently.-
-PuWa*.—The Achimcnes grandiflora (of Gand) in

tinct from A. lontjiflora.-

1

W.—AspARAGi's Bhns must not be formed entirely of sea-sand ;

but alargc portion may be mixed with the other soil to advantage.
The quantity used must, however, depend upon the stifl'iicss of
the land to which it is applied.-

1

Salopian,— your plant is some kind of Rhus, but wecannot tell
wliichin its present tlatc. Hk'spkris spkciusa is hardy; we
arc not acquainted with the treatment necessary to make it

flower. No doubt the part which you sujiposcd to be a root, because
it had found its way through the bottom of the pot, and which
had formed shoots, wn« r\ creeping underground stem.—

t

T. S. i'.—Your plant is Epilubium Dodonaei.—

f

A Subscriber.— Vi'e believe that the cause of Five Apples
being sometimes vatcry and deficient in flavour, Is attributable
to their having received loo great a snpi)ly of water when ap-
proaching to maturity. This, in conjunction with excess of
moisture in the atmosphere, would no doubt produce that want
of substance which you complain of. After the fruit begins to
change colour, water may be tntirely withheld.—

J

G. H. i*,—Many thanks. They will be very useful.—

t

A Correspondent, whose letter we have mislaid, has inquired as
to the best means of frkskrvixg fri/it ju water only, without
sugar. Wc have no personal acquaintance with the practic?, but
possibly some of our correspondents have, in which ca«c we
should be much obliged for some information about it. Fruit,
properly prepared, is said to bear a voyage to the West Indies,
and to keep months without changing. We presume this is effected
by cxbaustiug of air the cases containmg the fruit. In the ab-
sence of better information, we may mention, that some of the fair
wives of Norfolk preserve BuHacc, not over ripe, in glass bottles,

by pouring boiling water ovg^r them, and corking and sealing
them down immediately. The bottles will not crack, il" they are
heated before the water is introduced. This plan answers very
well

J hut they prefer putting up their fruit with -4 oz. of sugar to
a pound of fruit, and setting it in a cooled brick oven, after the
bread is withdrawn, till the skins begin to burst and the sugar
dissolves. In that case the bottles are corked down before tUey
are placed in the oven.—

t

G. H. P.— Many fhanks, Tbey will be very useful.—

t

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.
each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantrj- may
have them detirered in any part of London by remitting a Post-
ofl^ce order to this Oflice, at the rate of 5j. for every 25 copies re-
quired.

As usual, many k-tters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
As we anticipated in our last, the details of the India

news received in the course of Saturday do not bear the

unfavourable character given to them by the French tele-

graph. The troops do not appear to have suffered from

the extreme heat and from sickness to the extent which

was at first reported, and we do not find those serious

evidences of mutiny and digcontent wliich

had Jed us to expect. There is no doubt,

the movements of

India ^ith general

tainty prevails as

It seems to be

the telegraph

however, that

the troops are regarded in all parts of

anxiety, and that the utmost uncer-

to Lord EUenborough's intentions.

established that orders for a with-

drawal were actually issued, hut recalled en the re-

monstrance of General Pollock ; and that no arrange-

ment had then been made for the release of the prisoners.

The future proceedings of the Governor-General are

the subject of much contradiction ; while one party

affirms that the troops are to retire in October, another

asserts that the army of reserve now forming on the fron-

tier is intended to co-operate in an extensive plan for a

simultaneous movement on Cabul from various parts of the

country. It would be useless to attempt to reconcile these

statements; but it may be mentioned that all classes in

India concur in declaring that a retirement in the present

state of affairs would be in the eyes of all Asia the deepest

humiliation the British Government of India has ever

suffered. From China we learn the particulars of another

engagement, in which, as usual, an immense number of

Chinese were slain, while the casualties of our o^n troops

Lord Saltoun had passed

Sir H. Fotficg-pr was

a movement towards

papers that the Em-

were comparatively trifling.

Singapore with his expedition, and

awaiting his arrival, preparatory to

Pekin. The report in the Canton , .
- , t

peror bad retired into Tartary was generally considered

to be true—Our French news has little pohtical mter-

est; the conclusion of the treaty between Belgium and

the German Union admitting the silks and wines of

Germany at the same duty Sl^ those of France has given

rise to aome discuMioo j aad the Indian acwa still en-
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gages the attention of the journals.-

Portugal we hare no intelligence of particular interest :

the approaching prorogation of the Chambers, and the

detaifsof the financial budget, showing an actual deficit

^

for the jear, are the chief topics of conversation in

Lisbon.—From Germany we learn that the King of

Fruisia has issued an ordonnance appointing a commis-

fiion of the provincial diets to be consulted on all matters

relating to the interests of the States, A report was cir-

culated in the middle of the week announcing the death

of the King of Hanover, at Dusseldorf ; but it was soon

—In the Levant noascertained to be without foundation.

important change has occurred since our last ; the affairs

of Persia and Turkey are advancing towards a settlement,

and there is no longer any fear of a collision.

At horae^ the Queen's progress in Scotland is the

leading subject of interest. Her Majesty and the Prince

have Itft Dalkeith on a tour in the Flighlands ; and all

parts of their progress have been marked by a constant

demonstration of loyalty and attachment. The manu-
facturing districts are still unsettled ; the men return

slowly to the mills ; and although there is no longer any

apprehension of a general movement, there appears in

many towns a want of understanding between the masters

and the men which promises to prevent, for some time

longer, the complete restoration of tranquillity,

From Spain and that certain French speculators are determined to make
the monopoly closer. The result of this system appears

in recent letters from Senegal, which state that the

Moors, holders of the gum, pressed by the Senegalese

Society, have come to the determination not to deli-

ver any more gum. They have taken just the number of

guineas necessary for their wants. The trade, which in

ordinary years produced four millions of kilograms of gum,
will give scarcely a million this year. The Association has

not bought more than one quarter its usual quantity.

Everything has gone wrong, merchandise is dear and

scarce, and traders disgusted. Seven-eighths of the affairs

of Senegal are connected with the gum trade, and all at a

stand, owing to the monopoly The Court of Cassation

annulled, on the 3d instant, the decision of the Eoyal
Court of Paris, which condemned the editors of the

?t! Ktfos
Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert have left

Dalkeith Palace for a tour in the Highlands. They passed
through Perth on Tue*day, on their way to Scone. Both
the Queen and Prince are quite well, and are received by
all classes with the greatest Jlojalty and respect. The
Prince of Wales and Princess Royal are at Windsor
Castle, and are in excellent health.

The Archbishop oj Canterbury,— \V*e are happy to an-
nounce that the health of his Grace the Primate has been
graduallv improving during the week, and that the steady
and gradual progress of the improvement seems to afford
good grounds for the expectation that it will be perma-
nent. The last bulletin was issued on Wednesday morn-
ing, announcing that his Grace's recovery of health and
strength ia so steadily advancing, that uo further bulletins
are considered necessary,

Gaxette Annottneement.-^Tht Queen has been pleased
to direct letters patent to be passed under the Great Seal,
granting the dignity of a Viscount of the United Kingdom
to General Lord Hill, G.C.B,, and his heirs male, by the
name, style, and title of Viscount HilU of Hawkstone,
and of Hardwicke, in the county of Salop ; and, in de-
fault of such issue male, the said dignity of Viscount to
Sir Rowland Hill, Bait., nephew of Lord Hill, and his
lawful heirs male,

^
Bank Fleturns.^Tht returns of the weekly average

circulation of the kingdom, ending the 20th ult., shows an
Increase of 160,702/., as compared with that of the pre-
•jioys month. The Bank of England has expanded its
issues by 4^3,000/., the diflerence between 20,351,000/.
and 15,908,000/. The private banks are less by I5,953/„
the difference between 5,150,028/. and 5,166,58]/.; the
joint.stock banks by 113,105/., the difference between
2,823,090/. and 2,939,195/. The decrease in the circula-
tion of Scotland is 40,845/., the difference between
2,674,835/. and 2,715,680/. The total contraction in Ire-
land IS 109,395/., of which the Bank of Ireland is less by
61,825/., the difference between 2,831,750/. and
2,892,775/. ; and the private and joint-stock banks of
that part of the kingdom are less by 48,370/., the difference
between 1,632,617/. and 1,680,987/. The stock of bul-
lion in the Bank of England has increased from
8,883,000/. to 9,570,000/., or very nearly double what it
Has at this period of last year.

iFovfip.
There is little political interest in the news
The journals have, indeed, little subject for

from Paris.

l\^'r^L^^n^'
^°™^ express great wrath at Belgium for

tll^^FrTr f^:"
""^ ^"^^^ '« '-'" -t 'he same

decide /h?.f-c ^,'H-^"
"^ "'"y ^"^y endeavouring to

or the Pacfc'
^ '^"^''- '^ ^"'^'^^"g"- be on the Atlantic

Si theeTa^StTir'';?
'^'^''^'^

''•^^"P^^^ columns evenm me gravest prints. The non-publication of the telp

w^riseTu wa^ «ru[n tfan"; !^r' '^^^''f
*=o»«5derable

abff cha;acter"wrr ptVr'l^^f^ghr^7 l^t
i:^ ili\^!jT_t- ^?t see I^erifnl :eret

week
the

Bourse. essager " and '* Moniteur

secret, and
The

themselves to the7rmpT;notrfi;;tion™'the'Ci*^h:H
arrived •* i^^"— -."n"- -- i -* , ., . .

*"*= mait naa

pressed.

arrived at Marseilles, and that the details had been expressed Since the French Post-office ha. closed t'';Marseilles road to expresses (for although constantly beat
It persists in arresting couriers, setting the judgments
of the Courts at defiance), there has been one continued
system of manoeuvring in the ea'pimUiiion, or turning to
account, of the India and Chinese news. The safeguard
of the public—early publicity—having been taken away,
the field has been left open to the speculative individuals
who have managed to secure the monopoly of the earliest
advices.—The Portendic question is exciting some at-
tention. The efforts of the Frenck at Portendic and
in Senegal have been to exclude the English from the
gnm trade, to which they have a right by treaty. They
have succeeded ia their object j but the consequence i$

'* Temps" to 20,000 francs fine, for an informality in the

publication of that journal. The affair is, therefore, to

come again before the Court of Amiens.—According to

the ** Quotidienne," the amount voted by the Chamber of

Deputies for the fortifications of Paris' will fall very short

of the expenditure. Of the one hundred and forty mil-

lions voted, 75, it says, have already been expended, and
25 are due to contractors, so that 40 millions only re-

main. The ** Quotidienne,** in order to show that these

40 millions will not go very far, observes, that ten forts

are not half finished; that fcur forts are not a quarter

finished ; and that six are not begun.
The Royal Family.-—k letter from Treport, August 31,

says that the town was honoured on the previous day by
the presence of the Queen, Madame Adelaide, the

Duchegse de Kemours, and the Princess Clementine-
They were present at a charity sermon preached by the

Abbe Coquereau- The collection amounted to l,000f.

—

We learn from Aire, in the Pas-de-Calais, that the Duke
de Nemours had arrived there on the 2yth, during a violent

storm. The authorities went to meet him, accompanied
by a great part of the population and the National Guard,
and all got completely wet through. The Prince alighted

from his carriage before his entrance into the town, and,
having passed through the Rue d'Arras on foot, reviewed
the National Guards and the troops of the line. The
mayor presented a loyal address to his Royal Highness,
to which the Prince Kplied most graciously. Notwith-
fltanding the wetness of the weather, a vast number of per-

sons remained in the open air during the inspection of th«
troops, and loudly cheered the Prince. The Duke returned
from thence to Paris, but left almost immediately for

Compiegne, where he inspected the troops. When
alluding to the Duke of Orleans, whilst the Duke of Ne-
mours was at St. Omer, he spoke with great emotion,
saying that his memory could never be sufficiently re-
gretted^ or honoured, and that it should be his constant
endeavour to fulfil his duties with zeal, in order to acquire
the esteem and affection with which his brother was sur-
rounded.—The Duchess of Orleans, who had been indis-
posed for some days j.ast, is, we are happy to learn, at
present in the enjoyment of much better health. The.
health of the Comte de Paris is excellent. Apartments
are at present being prepared in the Pavilion de Flore,
at the Tuileries, for the Duchess and the young Princes,
Her Royal Highness will not inhabit the Pavilion Mar-
san, where sad recollections would unceasingly increase her
affliction. It ia however stated from another source that
the apartments in the Pavilion de Flore arc being fitted
up for the reception of the Duke and Duchess de Ne-
mours, It is said that the Duchess of Orleans has ex-
pressed an objection to reside in the Tuileries.

The Frovinces.—Th^ Minister of Public Works, ac-
companied by the directors, engineers, and contractors of
the Paris and Rouen railroad, went on Wednesday to in-
spect the works along the line from Paris to Vernon.
After examining the bridges at " Bessons, Maisons, and
over the valley of Vaucouleurs, the Minister paid parti-
cular attention to the tunnel of Rolleboise, which runs
2,700 metres in length, and examined it throughout, ex-
pressing at the conclusion his perfect satisfaction at the
manner in which the whole of the works had be^n exe-
cuted.—The privilege for the railroad from Paris to Lille
has just been conceded to a company, represented by MM.
Mellet and Henri, engineers, and composed in a great
measure of English shareholders. The treaty is said to
have been signed on Saturday by the Minister of Public
Works.—The Paris Papers state that the Seine, near the
town of Quillebeuf, presents- at this moment a most ani-
mated appearance. At 120 metres from the quay an im-
mense scaffolding, supported by a bridge, rises from the
centre of the river, and marks the spot where the T(5le-
maque rests for a few days longer buried beneath the
waves. This bridge, forming actually a portion of the
wreck, serves as a platform for a numerous crew, who are
incessantly occupied in passing round the hull the chains
destined to raise it. The works, they state, have hitherto
been earned on with remarkable activity and success ; and
they express a hope, that in three weeks, at the latest, the
solution of a problem at once historical, financial, and me-
chamcal, wiU^be definitively known.—The' Rouen papers
BUiie that a band of wolves have taken up their haunt in
xne lorest of Mauny, and have lately committed serious

vUU*^*f ]^^?'"^^"''^^^ ^'^'i^^' Anneville, and Ber-

To^^Af^\t^ ^^\}^^^^^ forest-keeper was taking his

Sa 'dn^>" f*
''^\^'"'^^^^ ^^^ ^^ a thicket, and carried

'heSierd l^/^^^ >''
'l^^' ^ ^^^ ^' '^^ afterwards a

wolf f.Tl nn u''^^
^'^ ^^^^^P ^^'"^ to YviUe, when awolf fell on a sudden on the flock, and seized one of them.The man immediately ran i^er the animal, and, soon

overtaking at, he weight of its prey not allowiiW it to run

rh7h Vr^*^;.*^"*^^ .^i
the sheep. A struggle ensued,

vvhich ended m the wolfs being frightened by the man's
fihouts, and let go its prej. On Thursday night the flock

I
of a farmer at Anneville was attacked, and 9 fihe^^TT^
killed, and 18 badly wounded. |

^ ^^^^

Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid are of the ''Oth
ult. Senor Arguelles, the guardian of the Queen, was"said
to be dangerously ill. The Opposition members of the
Cortes continued to hold meetings in the saloon of one of
their leading members. Some of the papers state th
the Government was organising a secret police, and that
several domiciliary visits had taken place The Barcelona
news contains some details of the arrest and detention of
Prince Lichnowski, an Austrian subject, announced in
our paper of last week. The Prince seems to have visited
Spain with a regular passport obtained from the Spanish
Minister at Lisbon, at the request of Lord Howard De
Waluen, and he landed at Barcelona under the express
authority of the Political Chief and Captain-Genernl of
Catalonia. His arrest took place, because he had been
formerly in the service of Don Carlos.—The journals con-
tinue to be filled with accounts of the ravages occasioned
by inundations in Catalonia. It appears that rain fell in
torrents during several days, but particulariarly on the
24th, when the Llobregat and Noya overflowed their
banks, and soon formed but one immense sheet of water.
Several districts were entirely laid waste ; many of the in-
habitants, surprised by the floods, were drowned, and the
damages caused were calculated to amount to 4,000,000
piastres. The waters of the Llobregat had not ris^n to so
great a height since the year 1740. These papers contain
no political intelligence. They mention, however, that
the troops under General Zurbano had so actively chased
the smugglers along the frontier, that contraband had
almost ceased, and the receipts of the Customs had in-

creased during the last two weeks 25 per cent The
papers allude with great regret to the Joss painting hai
just experienced by the burningof the Convent of Villada,

ii\ the kingdom of Leon. It contained immense treasures

in paintings of Velasquez, Murillo, Ribera, and other
first-rate painters of the Spanish school, besides aiany of
the Dutch masters, of surpassing value.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 29th ult.

The Chamber of Deputies was still occupied with the dis-

cussion on the vote of financial credit to the Government.
The Finance Minister had presented his budget for the

year, on which there appeared an actual deficit of 270
contos. The debate was expected to terminate in a day

or two, with a large majority for Ministers. Nothing of

particular interest had occurred in the Chamber of Peers.

The Chambers would be prorogued in about ten days

until the ordinary session, commencing on the 2d of

January. The re-construction of the Ministry would be

completed about the period of the prorogation; and the

position of the Government was stronger than it had been

for. many weeks back. No progress whatever had been

made in the tariff convention, and the Portuguese had

secured an advantage by the conclusion of the commercial

treaty, and the extinction of all the privileges of British

residents, without any specific equivalent of reduced duties

in return, which they were determined not to forego. No
considerable reduction would be made in the import duties

upon British manufactured produce. The Bank had

advanced money for the payment of the claims of the

British Government in September and October. The

Archduke Frederick of Austria still remained at Lisbon.—
The aflair of the slaver Gloria, which entered under the

Portuguese flag, and had, since it was injudiciouslf

given up by the Portuguese Government, got Spanish

papers and hoisted the Spanish fiag, seemed^ liktly

to be a serious cause of quarrel between Spain and

Portugal, The proofs the Portuguese Government have

obtained of the illegal character and designs of this vessel,

and the defective grounds on which she was given up,

have led them to issue a " Portaria," declaratory of their

intention of resuming possession ; but the owner threat-

ened resistance, had hoisted his flag, and the Spaufsh

Minister menaced war if violence were used or the fiag

insulted.

Belgium.—The ordonnance of the 28th of August,

which permits the import into Belgium of German ffiues

and silks, on the same footing as that of France, esta-

blished by the late commercial treaty between the latter

country and Belgium, has naturally excited the anger of

the French ; and we find, in consequence, all the Paj^s

papers loud in their denunciations of Belgian ingratitude.

The *• National" contends that if ** the cause of this con-

duct is sought for, it will be found in the fact that Belgmna

owes everything to France ; that the has obtained from

her everything she required ; and that Germany, on the

contrary, has always treated this little people as an up-

start. Belgium, as it api)ears» is anxious to show that she

posi^esses the two principal Tirtues of the/J«MJf?iw—a pro-

found contempt for those who testify towards her some

consideration, and a profound respect for those who de-

spise her." M. Lebeau, the ex-Minister, during the

debate in the Chambers, said that he had always been an

advocate for uniting with Germany by all means con-

sistent with the interests of Belgium ; but at the same

time protested against placing the wines and silks of Off *

many on an equal footing with France without obtainm

any equivalent. He argued that England might deman

a similar concession : to which the Minister of 'b®. *.",^
nor replied that if England would change her tarifl, ^^

desired nothing better than to carry into effect that wh^n

he had long wislied to do for England. Some discussion

had arisen on the question whether the Government lian

money for the third voyage of the Brithh Queen, af ^"^

the losses occasioned by her two last voyages ;
but gl-

isters protested against interference in a matter pur^^J

adminiatrative, and the aff'air dropped. w
Holland.—Letters from the Hague inform us thaci**'

Thiers arrived there on the 30th uU. fiom Antwerp, ^

ni

.^r

!
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I
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passed tbe day in visiting the gallery of pictures and tlie

Japanese collection. On the 31st he set out for Amster-
dam. The object of his journey is to view, for the second
time, the collection of paintings, and to obtain a more perfect
acquaintance with the Dutch system of embanking and
draining.

- Germany.—It was announced in the "Standard" of
Wednesday that intelligence had been received of the
death of the King of Hanover, after taking an ico, while
heated, at the review of Dusseldorf, on Saturday. The
information was said to be derived from a gentleman
who had arrived direct from Dusseldorf; no such
tidings have been received at His Majesty's apart-
ments in St. James's Palace, but there is reason
to believe that he is seriously indisposed, Tlie
Hamburgh papers state that the marriage of the
Crown Prince of Hanover and Princess Mary of
Altenburg will take place in February next year.—The
« Prussian State Gazette " of the 31st publishes a Royal
Ordonnance, appointing a commission of the different pro-
vincial diets to report to the King on the various changes and
ameliorations of which the states are susceptible ; it being,
however^ laid down as a principle that the appointment of
the commission is not to interfere with the fundamental
constitution of the states. It is understood that the King
intends to consult this commission before he decides on the
following important measures :— 1. The arrangements for
the diminution of taxes, promised for the 1st of January,
18 i3. 2. The establishment of a general railroad com-
munication between the states at the Government expense.
3. A Bill respecting river navigation where private rights
of proj)erty are concerned. The '* Suabian Mercury

"

says that the Cartel Convention has not been renewed
between Russia and Prussia, but merely a provisional ar-
rangement nntil fuller negotiations are entered into and
completed. The King is now making a tour through his
Catholic provinces, and has been very well received at
their chief town, Munster. He is on his way to Cologne,
where several German potentates are assembled to receive
him. The King will there perform a great Teutonic solem-
nity, that of laying the first stone of the re-edification of
the magnificent cathedral. Last week a curious spectacle
took place at Berlin, of which there is scarcely an exam-
ple in modern times, at least in Germany—a swimming
masquerade. This spectacle was given by the pupils of
the Royal^ Swimming School of Berlin, in honour of
the 28th'? anniversary of the establishment, which
has formed 23,360 good swimmers. The masque-
rade consisted of 1,200 swimmers, and the banks of
the Spree were crowded with visitors to witness the extra-
ordinary sight.—Letters from Frankforc announce the ar-
rival of Prince Metternich in that city, on his way to
Johannisberg.—From Vienna, we have accounts of the
ceremony of laying the foundation stone of the suspension
bridge now being erected across the Danube, to unite the
cities of Pesth and Buda, which took place on the 24th.
On the evening of the 22d the Archduke Charles arrived
with a commission from his nephew, the Emperor Ferdi-
nand, to represent him on the occasion, and was welcomed
with illuminations of no ordinary splendour. He imme-
diately took up his abode with his brother the Palatine,
the Archduke Joseph. Of the gigantic work now in pro-
gress, two coffer-dams unequalled in cubical dimensions
by any ever yet constructed, are now complete and water-
tight, being those on the Pesth side, whilst those on the
Buda side are in an advanced stage. After the usual ce-
remonies were completed, the stone was laid in the pre-
sence of Count Szchenyi and Baron Sina, the chief pro-
moters of the undertaking, and a large concourse of Hun-
garian nobility. The work is executed from the designs of
our countryman Mr. W. Tiemey Clark, civil engineer,
to whom the Archduke Charles on this occasion, in the
name of the Emperor, presented a gold snuff-bos, with the
cypher of the imperial donor emblazoned on it in bril-
liants. To Mr. Adam Clark, resident superintendent of
the work, his Highness presented a gold box, set in bril-
liants, and gave 100 ducats (50/.) to be distributed among
the men employed. The gold and silver trowel, executed
hy Messrs. Mortimer and Hunt^ of London, on which is
a representation of the proposed work in basso relievo,
with the mallet, has been handed over by the Archduke to
the National Museum, as a memorial of the undertaking.
Italy—Letters from Venice state that negotiations

are in progress for the transmission of the Overland Mail
through that city or Trieste, and that England will thus
be relieved from the vexatious annoyances of the French
Post-office* The conveyance of the mail by the proposed
route will occasion little or no delay, and will cost a much
smaller sum than is now demanded. The Emperor of
Austria will permit the mail to pass through his do-
niinions without charge, provided Austrian steamers are
employed in conveying it to England. The plan is at
this moment under the consideration of the Post-office
authorities, and, if adopted, will make this country wholly
independent of the French Post-office.—Accounts from
J^ome of the 25th ult. announce that the three steamers
ouUt in England for the Papal Government had at last
reached that capital. They had already given proofs of
tne solidity of their construction, having, in the space of
a few hours, towed three vessels, heavily laden, from the
mouth of the Tiber to Rome. The banks of the river
were lined with an immense crowd of people, curious to
Witness a spectacle so novel to them.^—It was reported in
«ome on the 23d ult., that the Russian Minister, on re-
ceipt of despatches from hia Court, had waited on Car-
dinal Lambruschini, Secretary of State, with whom he
'lad a lively altercation. Should the influence of Russia
prevail at the Papal Court, Cardinal Lambruschini will be
obliged to vacate his post in favour of Cardinal Bernetti,
Who haa^Rctcd «§ Nuncio la Russia during sereral yean.

It was likewise itated that some differences had taken
place between the Cabinets of Vienna and Rome, but
nothing serious was apprehended so long as M. Lutzow,
who IS entirely devoted to the Court of Rome, should
continue there as Ambassador of Austria.
SWITZERLAXD.-

the

The cantons of Berne, Soleure, Argau,
and Bale, have formed a kind of commercial union for
the abolition of all international duties. Valais is threat-
ened with an explosion. A liberal print having been
severe on the clergy, the latter have accused the Govern-
ment of tolerating such calumnies, have raised the cry of
Catholicism in danger, and have appealed to an extra-
ordinary convocation of the Great Council. The cantonal
government has answered by a long proclamation. The
Vaudois and Genevese unfortunately came to a serious
combat during the sham fights of the camp of Thouars,
and were so much excited, that shots were actually ex-
changed. One man was much hurt in the face, but the
Commanders succeeded in restoring order before it became
more serious.

Turkey, Persia, and Stria.—The accouifts from
Constantinople of the 17th ult., brought by the Levant
mail, are destitute of importance. No intelligence had
arrived from the Persian frontier, and the Porte appeared
to entertain no apprehension of fresh hostilities in that
quarter. The relations between the Ottoman Government
and Greece had undergone no change. M. Mavrocordato
remained completely inactive, and matters would neces-
sarily continue in that state until the Cabinet of Athens
should become more reasonable in its pretensions. No-
thing had been decided with respect to Syria. The result
of the last incjuiry made by the Turkish commissioner had
not transpired. It was reported that Sir Stratford Can-
ning, dunng his last interview with Sarim Effendi, had
proposed to introduce certain changes and modifications
in the treaty of commerce concluded in 1839 between
Great Britain and Turkey—On the 15th three ships of
the line and a few light vessels sailed from the Bospliorus,
under the command of Vice-Admiral Mustapha Pacha, on
a cruise through the Archipelago.—Private letters of the
same date confirm our previous advices, that accounts from
Erzeroum had been received, which positively announced
that hostilities had ceased between the Turks and Persians,
and that a suspension of arms had been agreed upon. The
Schah had suspended his armaments, and given orders to
his troops to withdraw from the frontiers. Tliis satisfac-

tory change of affairs was said to be due to the powerful
intervention of England. The merchandise detained at
Erzeroum, at the commencement of hostilities, had already
been sent on to Persia. Within a few days a caravan of
2,000 horses had left for the same destination, escorted
by a large force of cavalry, ordered by the Pacha of Erze-
roum. The Persian Commandant received it at the fron-
tier, and sent an escort with it to continue its route. The
Porte had an intention to accredit, as soon as possitle, an
ambassador to Teheran, to terminate all the differences by
diplomatic negotiations.—Advices fromBeyrout announce
that the French squadron, under Rear-Admiral Lasusse,
arrived there on tbe 8th ult. It consisted of two ships of
the line, two frigates, and three smaller vessels. The
British squadron was also shortly expected. Some months
since an officer of a French brig of war having been in-

sulted by two Albanian soldiers, the regiment to which
the latter belonged was transferred to Tripoli. The same
brig having subsequently been ordered to that town, the
Albanians, anxious to avenge themselves, waylaid the
ofl5cer, stripped him of his clothes, bound his hands, and
beat him in a most cruel manner. Admiral Lasusse, on
being apprised of this fresh outrage, detached thither two
brigs of the squadron to demand satisfaction. It was re-

ported at Beyrout that England, Austria, and France
were determined to re-establish the dominion of the Emir
Beschir.

Egypt.—Our accounts from Alexandria come down to

the22dult. The Pacha issued fresh orders on the 18th
fortheiieet to hold itself in readiness to put to sea, and
in the course of a few days three months' provisions were
shipped onboard. The vessels under sailing orders were
18 in number, including six ships of the line and two fri-

gates. The admiral, Said Pacha, who left on the Gth for

Lower Egypt, was daily expected at Alexandria. The Nile
steamer, with the eight horses intended as present* for

King Louis-Philippe, was to sail on the 25th, directly for

JNIarseiiles. The Government had drawn from the differ-

ent Administrations of Cairo a sum of 26,000 purses,

which was employed in paying part of the arrears due to

the civil and military officers, who had been left without
pay for the last two years- Additional funds had been
likewise procured by large sales of various articles of con-

sumption effected on the 12th and 19th ult. The Nile

having reached the height of 18 ells, the haiiche or em-
bankment of the canal of Cairo was cut with the usual

This rise in the river was
Lower

I

ceremony on the fZth ult.

considered to insure an abundant harvest in

Egypt, and an additional increase of four ells would pro-
duce the same beneficial effect in the upper part of the
country.

India.—The following are the details of the intelligence

received on Saturday, of which, from the late hour of
their arrival, we were unable to give more than a brief

summary in our last. These details satisfactorily proTe
that the accounts of the French telegraph were greatly

perverted in their passage from Malta, and though much
uncertainty and uneasiness still prevail in India respecting

the evacuation of Afghanistan, the actual state of affairs

is by no means so bad as the telegraph had announced.
The withdrawal of the troops is of course the great object

of interest in all the advices. It seems to be generally ad-

mitted that this measure was actualiy contemplated by

Lord EUcnborougb, and postponed for leasoaa which will

appear hereafter. The facts relative to the measure-
period when it is to take place—and the policy which is

to be adopted in the interim—are thus stated in the papers,
About the 29th of May, General Pollock received a des-
patch from Lord Ellenborough, directing him to return to
India, if possible, immediately. Conceiving that by acting
on these instructions, the interests confided to his" charge
might materially suffer, he wrote to the Governor-General
stating his objections ; there being far too little carriage
for the transport of the troops and stores, no water on the
road, and much difficulty to be apprehended in surmount-
ing the heights of the Khyber, at this season, should any
o])position be offered. Some few days after the despatch
of this letter, all the preparations which had been mak-
ing for retirement were postponed; and, on the 13th
June, the General received a reply, in which his lord-
ship, though by no means countenancing the idea
of a permanent stay in Affghanistan, or any scheme
of ultimiite conquest, or retributive hostility, gave him
permission to remain until the season was favourable for
return, and he should have procured sufficient carriage,
cattle, and stores to ensure the safe progress of his troopt
through the nass. Lord Ellenborough also instructed him
to send out detachments for the purpose of destroying the
forts and strongholds between Jellulabad and Jugdulluck,
and thus displaying our power to the inhabitants of the
surrounding villages. When the report was first circu-
lated in the camp that our troops were to be immediately
withdrawn, General Pollock is said to have been exceed-
ingly angry, and directed the different oiBcers to be assem-
bled, and admonished as to the bad policy of spreading
such reports. The next day an order was issued for the
selection of a piece of ground, at Char Bagh, for the en,
campment of the force, and these measures were looked
upon by some as decisive indications of General Pollock's
intention to proceed eventually to Cabul, while by others
they were considered in the light of deceptions. The
ground was taken up on the 27th May, and the officers
instructed to hold in readiness to march, but the encamp-
ment has never been changed. In regard to future move-
ments the accounts are highly contradictory. One state-
ment asserts that, notwithstanding the contradictory
nature of the reports in circulation, and the contrariety of
the opinions which have been held by different writers,
it may be confidently said that it is the Governor-General's
intention to withdraw, as soon as the season is favourable,
and without any attack on the capital, the whole of the
forces beyond the Indus ; and that should our countrymen
and countrywomen now in captivity not be released when
the time for withdrawal arrives, their release will be left de-
pendent on subsequent negotiations. The opposite accounts
admit that a withdrawal at this conjuncture is calculated
to inflict a most serious injury on the supremacy of Great
Britain, but they maintain that the arrangements made
by the Supreme Government lead rather to the inference
that it was intended to use the most determined measures
for obliging the refractory Affghans to enter into satisfac-

tory terms. Of those measures^ one was the formation of
'*a large army of reserve," in the district of Sirhind,
under the command of Sir Jasper Kicoll. The name
given to this force, which was ordered to amount to
20,000 men, together with the locality selected for its im-
mediate assembling, in the neighbourhood of the Sikh
country, and the appointment of the commander-in-chief
to be its general, led to the supposition that it was not
intended merely to protect tbe retirement of the British
troops from the banks of the Indus, but to aid their fu-
ture operations in Affghanistan. Another of those mea-
sures was the collection of beasts of burden, which were to
be sent to General Pollock at Jellalabad. A body of the
Sikh troops, amounting to 7,000 men, had also arrived at
Jellalabad, which position they are described as anxious
to maintain, even if the British be withdrawn. The nego-
tiations, which were some time ago regarded as calculated
to bring about a settlement with some parties of the Aff*
ghans, having terminated without any favourable result,

the accounts now alluded to conclude that it cannot be
supposed that the British troops, amounting now
to 25,000 men, and fully capable of restoring our
character in Central Asia, are to evacuate the
country in the face of an exulting foe. It would be
useless to attempt to reconcile these statements. It may,
however, with certainty be affirmed, that no measure was
ever proposed by a Government which men of
all partial In India have so decisively condemned
as the proposed withdrawal. The papers in all

the Presidencies unanimously declare, that to retreat
from a country where our envoys have been mur-
dered, and our troops butchered, without making one ef-
fort to retrieve our honour, or rescue the captives, would
be in the eyes of all Asia the deepest humiliation we have
ever suffered. " If," they ask, "we were thus to show
our subjects that we have at length met our equal, our su-
perior in the field, and have been ignominiously expelled
from a country we had subdued, and which all our resources
were unable to re-conquer—what other inference can we
draw, than that the term of our Indian empire is drawn to a

close ? " The Government papers state that the plan f^r

the next campaign, now in a state of preparation, is s&id

to have been arranged by the Duke of Wellington in l^'of-

land, and will be to the end of having not only an effective

army of reserve in case of auy future reverses, but at the

present moment of concentrating ail the troops in Aff-

ganistan in proper positions, until the opportune time

shall arrive of a simultaneous advance on Cabul of the

divisions under General Pollock from Jellalabad, and of

General Nott with his division from Candahar. The cau-

tion and reserve with which the final determination of the

Supreme Government is kept secret, and the absence of

all public documents on the subject, had thrown an ur (tf
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mTitcry over the matter, nlurh was favourable to thecon^

jVctures on both sules. In the mean time events of Taned

inmortance Lave occurred ,ii A%hanistan. The fort of

Khdat-i-GLil2ic has been evacuated in consequence ot the

concentration of General Nott's division at Candahar.

The Afghans, however, prior to the execution of that or-

der, attacked the former place in considerable force on the

morning of the 2Ist May ; they were, as stated in the ac-

counts of last month, repulsed with considerable loss. The
official despatches published by the Governoj- General at

Allahabad on the 2d July, represent the conduct of Capt.

J. H. Craigie and his troops as worthy of the highest

praise. Official details have been published of the attempt

made by Akhbar Khan, at the head of 3,000 cflen, and in

conjunction with the rebel force under Prince Suftur Jung,

the fourth son of Schah Soojah, and Atta Mahomed,'to take

the city of Candahar by surprise, during the absence of

Col. Wymer, detached with a large force into the Ghilzie

province. On their appearance near the city on the 29th of

May, Gen. Nott sallied out at the head of a number of

his remaining troops, and soon routed theni completely.

Prince Suftcr Jung» having been deserted by his followers,

had subsequently surrendered himself- There were letters

received from the Army at Candahar, which comment
strongly on the impolicy of abandoning the country, some
of which, written by persons whose opinions are said to

have high value, maintain that the force under Gen. Nott
was fully adequate to advance even to the gates of CabuK—
From Jellalabad accounts areconflictingof the state of the

troops, some exaggerating their want of comforts and the

Erevalence of sickness. On the other side, the fact is

nown that instead of retiring. Gen. Pollock had sent out
a detachment to attack some forts ten miles to the south-
ward. A brigade was formed, and placed under the com-
mand of Brigadier Montelth, The Colonel started on the
17th, and encamped the same night at a place called AH
Boghan. Here a most unfortunate event occurred. Some
of the men belonging to Her Majesty's 31st went into the
village, and saw there, in the possession of the villagers,

several knapsacks and articles of apparel which had be-
longed to the ill-fated 4 Uh Keg., which was all but anni-
hilated on the disastrous march from Cabul. They became
greatly excited at the sight of these relics, and before it

was pos&ible to interfere, the place was furiously attacked
and burned to the ground. Unanimity and good feeling
conllnued to animate all the troops at Jellalabad, and a
strong desire was exhibited for going forward to Cabul, in
order to avenge their slaughtered countrymen, and to wipe
out the Btaiii from the honour of the British Indian Army.
The Affghans were divided among themselves, some being
eager for forming conventions and terms of amity with the
British. The delays in the movement towards Cabul since
the passage of the defiles by Gen. Pollock's force had
proved rather advantageous to Akhbar Khan, who having
placed his British prisoners in safe custody at some dis,-

tance from Cabul, pi .cded, as we mentioned last week,
to attack the Bala Hissar, in which FnttehJun^, the third
on of Schah Soojah, who is looked upon asattaChcd to the
alliance with the British, had defended himself and his
father's treasures with ability. The report of money being
collected in the Bala Ilissar roused the cupidity of Akhbar
Khan and his followers; they, therefore, laid siege to
that fort, and succeeded in completing a large mine
under one of the bastions, which they blew up, with
such want of skill as to kill numbers of their own men.

The latest letters from Jellalabad, to the 26th of June,
represent the troops as on the best terms with the natives,
who furnished all sorts of supplies. The detachment sent
to the southward had received a promise of having 32,000
rupees, buried by Captain Ferris during the retreat of last
year, and which the natives had discovered, made good to
that officer. There were strange rumours current then
among the Walnees near Jellalabad; one of which was,
that Akhbar Khan having been persuaded by Futteh Jung
to enter the Bala Hissar, was there detained a prisoner.
This fact, if it be confirmed, cannot fail to produce the
most important results. The movement of General Pol-
locks division on Cabul, a distance of 90 miles, was po.
Bitively asserted to have been decided on. The presence
of the 7,000 Sikh troops at Jellalabad was calculated to
facilitate his progress.^In the interior of India trannuil-Uj prevailed. The disturbances in Buldelkund, which are
aescribea as periodic, were to be put down by 5,000 men,

reason''^ Ti'V?-°''^Py ^^^^^ "^''^''^^^ ^fter the rainy

durln^\t.Jl^
inhabitants are said to be always tranquil

tarn^tl !^t r/r"'''^'^"^'^ '^' Presidencies^ve

ment of a select committcj to'ramin, in o'thrct^LTofthe annual increase of the civil charges in BenLl and thenorth.western provinces, there being nLly I 000 000/ling difference between 1835 and^slu \3^fe^^^^^^^^borough does not, it appears, intend returning to CalcutUfor some months but it is thought probable that hiscoun^^
cil will be directed to join him.^At Madra., numerous crlminal informations have been exhibited against the late
residGut at Tanjore, Captain Douglas, for acts of gross
Lnberj and Corruption, committed whilst holdiugUiat ap-
pointment. Captain Douglas has sought to evade puniah-
ment for these offences by flight to a foreign settlement,-—
From Bombay we have some accounts respecting ihc un-
successful attempt to burn the Adelaide, noticed in the
last mail. Not many days elapsed before the attempt was
repeated ; and on this occa.sion it unhappily succeeded. The
thip wa.s about to sail, laden with opium, cotton, and
piece-goods, for Singapore and Siam. The captain, who
wa3 oa board at the time the fire broke out, set sail
and ran Ler a-ground, where she was scuttled. The
cargo, which was uninsured, was utterly

I

Fifty-six thousand rupees was the sum insured on the

block. There was then no doubt that the whole

of the fires which had occurred were attributable to in-

cendiarism. The men who had been committed on a

charge of being concerned in the burning of the vessels

were brought up at the sessions, but discharged without

trial, there not being sufficient evidence to convict them.

A number of letters of Sir A. Burnes have been published

in the '' Bombay Times," originally addressed to Sir W.
Macnaghten on the state of the country for some months
preceding the outbreak: they defend his character very

completely from the charge of indifference and want of

information which had been brought against him. The
accounts say that it is painful to peruse the Envoy's

supercilious notes to these letters. The Bombay papers

state, that he was determined, apparently, neither to see

himself nor to believe any one else who could foresee the

result.

China.—The British troops, under the command of

General Sir Hugh Gough and Admiral Parker, having on
the 10th of March defeated the Chinese Army, commanded
by General Yih, and taken the city of Chinhae, marched
upon the city of Tsekee, near which another Chinese
force of from 8,000 to 10,000 men were strongly posted

on some hills, commanded by Generals Twan-Yung-
Yang. and Choo. Arrangements were made for an attack

in three columns, two of which were gallantly led by Sir

Nothing couldH. Gough and Sir W. Parker in person,

exceed the eagerness of the troops. They contrived to

surround the Chinese, and quite bewildered them. The
carnage was dreadful, being more a butchery than a

battle. Ignorant of the laws of civilised warfare, the

Chinese knew not how to surrender, and were massacred.
Not less than a thousand of them, inclnding a great

number of Mandarins, were tilled, or drowned in

the canals* Large quantities of stores, baggage, &e.,
and a large proportion of cannon were taken, forty

18-pound carronades being among the number. Besides
the 1,000 slain, there were vast numbers wounded, who
were carried off, and three Mandarins are prisoners. The
attack was made on an almost impregnable position, if

properly defended, but was successful at all points and
conducted wath the utmost bravery. The casualties on the

side of the British were, as heretofore, comparatively
trifling, and the proportion of officers wounded shows the
eagerness of the whole to engage with the enemy. Lord
Saltoun had passed Singapore with his expedition, and Sir

H. Pottinger awaited his arrival at Hong Kong ; with it

he would proceed to the mouth of the Pei Ho, and it was
supposed Pekin would be immediately attacked. Until
this happens the officers considered that there was appa-
rently no chance whatever of any conclusion to the w^r,
and that the occupation of the cities of Ningpo and others
near it, though doubtless drawing off attention from Pekin
itself, was but a waste of resources, which had better be
applied to a more definite object. Prize-money for the
present was very plentiful, and the hearts of all concerned
were gladdened at the prospect of making their fortunes at
Pekin.—The Canton papers announce, as we stated last
week, that the Emperor, apprehensive of a visit from the
Enghsh, has retired into Tartary, and had, before his de-
parture, magnanimously issued proclamations to his peo-
,ple, enjoining them to defend themselves to the very ut-
most. Some tidings had been at length received from
Capt. Denham, of the brig Ann, which had been cast away
on the Island of Formosa, and her crew made prisoners by
the Chinese. Capt, Denham writes that, up to the 10th
April, the date of his letter, he, Mr. Gully, and his crew
were kept by the Chinese in four different prisons, not far
from the sea-side, almost opposite to Chimoa, and were
very severely treated. * Nothing has been heard of the
shipwrecked crew of the Nerbudda.
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CITY.
Monei/ Markei, FridaT/.^Considerahle parcels of mo-

ney stock have been thrown on the market, and Consols
have in consequence declined i per cent., the last price
being 93 to ^ for the account, and 92J to 3 for money.
Three-and-a-Half per Cents., lOlJ ; Three-and-a-Half
per Cents. Reduced (shut), 101| for money; New
Three-and-a-Ilalf per Cents., 101|- to ^; Exchequer
Bills, 5 1 J. to 535. prem. '

iWEtropoKs nni3 its Ffcmftp.
The New Houses of rarliament,~lthno\v^nx\oniicx^i

that the works of the Victoria Tower are in such a state
of forwardness that Mr. Barry is in expectation that in
SIX weeks, or two months at the latest, they will be suffi-
ciently advanced for the first stone of the new houses to
be laid, the present buildings in course of erection being
the Pariiamentary committee-rooms and offices. The
great tower, which, from ita altitude, about three hundred
feet from the ground level, will constitute the leading fea-
ture of the new edifice, is constructing over the central
tiall, between the two houses. Into this structure all the
ventilating flues of the entire building will be carried, to
enable the accumulated air to escape from its summit.
ifae ceremony of laying the first stone will probably be

^II^^'' ^^J"^'
^^^j^'^^ "^ I^^^s^" ""^ by Prince Albert.

ia .aia t^^
''''^^ ?^ ^'"^^^"8 the ventilating tower alonela said to be upwards of 20,000/.

in h2in^^!f^''"fi'^^''^'*^"'^"^^^ workmen employed

iccomnl^^
^^ ^^- ^^'''''^^' Church haveaccomplished their labours, and on Saturday commenced

the reconstruction of it. About forty-five feet have been
removed, at which point the electric fluid was found tohave passed off. The stones of the steeple were in a very

. , , ,
^^^^^^^^state.—Towards the close of last week the liocriui

.
wu,vM was uninsured, wa. ntt.rl. destroyed.

| light which has been long in progress at Charing S^

was lit for the first time. Its novel apDeai^i^^TT;
tracted a large number of spectators. It lights the hi
space between the Post-office and Cockspur-street th
Strand beyond Craven-street, and as far as St MaV* '

church on the north. Nelson's column, in TrafaV"
*

square, though masked at present by the scaffoldinff ^an'
peared as if standiner out in broad moonlight; the«
lights surrounding King Charies's statue were fouudT
be unnecessary, and were extinguished. The advanta

^

to persons having business at the Post-office will be se^^
sibly appreciated, as the smallest print or writing ca"n
be there distinctly read. The light is peculiarly white
and soft, and free from all quivering and unpleasant effert
on the eye.—A memorial to the City Commissioners of
Sewers to pave Old Broad-street with w^ood, instead of
stone, signed by the professional gentlemen and merchants
occupying houses in the street, has been presented to the
proper quarter, and it is expected that the application
will be favourably considered by the Commissioners as
the street is now undergoing repair.— The committee of
paving for the parish of St. Mary-le-Strand have decided
to pave with wood that part of the Strand from Somerset
House on the south side of the church, to the boundarv
of the parish next St. Clement Danes; the alteration
will add much to the comfort of individuals attending
divine service in the church, as, from the increased num-
ber of vehicles traversing that immense thoroughfare it

frequently happens tliat the minister is scarcely heard,'

Court of Aldermen,—At the meeting of the Court on
Thursday, the measures taken to fill up the vacancy in
the mastership of Whitecross-street prison, caused by tLe,
death of Mr. Barrett, were reported. The salary is to

continue at GOOZ. a-year; and it is expected that Mr.
Burdon, who has been temporarily appointed by the
Sheriff's, will be confirmed in the office.—The Town Clerk
read a presentment made by the grand jury a few days
ago in the Central Criminal Court, complaining that a
number of paltry cases had been submitted to them

; that
several of these cases had been charges against persons
not accused before, and that the magistrates ought to have
dealt summarily with them, instead of sending them to

such a tribunal ; that the gaol of Newgate was crowded
-with female prisoners ; that there was great want of

accommodation for "witnesses about the Court ; that males
and females were not kept apart from each other, and
that the latter were taken by the police officers to the

public-houses in the neighbourhood, to the serious peril of

their morals. Alderman Brown said there were certainly

several observations in the paper just read which deserved

serious attention. At the same time, many of the evils

could be only remedied by the Legislature or the Secretary
of State. Those which it might be in the power of the

City authorities to remove or modify, could be best

ascertained by referring the presentment to the Gaol Com-
mittee, and, no doubt, the most effectual means would he
adopted to accomplish the object The alderman then

moved that the presentment should be referred to the

committee ; and after a desultory conversation, the motion

was unanimously agreed to.

Public 3Ieelings.~0n Thursday a meeting of mer-

chants, traders, and others connected with the commercial
interests of the city, was held, for the purpose of receiving

a report from the committee appointed in May last, to

watch the proceedings in Parliament having reference to

the reform of the bankruptcy law so much desired by all

parties connected with mercantile transactions. After

referring to the suggestions offered by the committee,
which had been generally adopted by Government in the

construction of the new act to come into force on the

11th Nov., the report concluded as follows:— 'On
the whole, your committee congratulates the trades upon

the passing of this important statute—a measure which,

by bringing within the jurisdiction of the Court of Bank-
ruptcy in London a much wider field of operation, by the

appointment of local commissioners and official assignees

throughout the country, similar to the London system—
by the additional checks against fraud by official as-

signees, the punishment of fraudulent debtors, the facili-

ties afforded to creditors for bringing their debtors within

the control of the bankrupt law—and by vesting in the

Court the sole power of granting or withholding the certi-

ficate, will contribute most materially to the protection of

traders against fraud and dishonesty, and at the snmc

time facilitate the discharge of the unfortunate but honest

debtor*"—The committee appointed to receive subscrip-

tions for the relief of the sufferers from the fire at Ham-
burgh have just published their report, by which it appears

that^the whole sum which has passed through their hauos

IS 27,5G7/. I9s, 7(L, besides contributions made in different

parts of the country, amounting to about 13,000/., ex-

clusive of clothing and other articles ; and that the total

amount received by the committee at Hamburgh from all

countries, up to the 5th July, is 268,890/. Great as these

contributions are, the committee remark, while expressing

their gratitude, that but little assistance has as yet been

afforded in comparison with the damage done.
Custom IIome,~\Ye alluded in our last to the investi-

gation now in progress at the Custom House, respecting

the alleged frauds in the landing department. The dady

papers have announced that Mr. Hastings, nephew of the

Collector of Customs at Limerick, has been dismissed the

service, the board having come to the conclusion, after the

most deliberate and anxious inquirj , that he was guilty ot

aiding and abetting in frauds upon the revenue,
f^'Hastings was a landing-waiter of some standing, and had

hitherto borne a high character. The only other officers

at present charged with participation in the frauds are five

landing-waiters; their cases are now undergoing investiga-

tion; meanwhile they are suspended. The inquiry already

goes far to prove that some of the very first houses in ^^
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mercery in the city are implicated. There are no less than
four Surveyors-General sitting on the charges, and report-

ing to the board the evidence taken, so that the matter
may be prosecuted and brought to a conclusion ^ith all

possible despatch-

fost Office,—It is stated that the Postmaster-General
has decided on returniog to the old method of paying the
guards on mail-coaches lOs, Grf, per week^ and allowing
them to take fees from passengers. The guards on rail-

ways are still to be paid salaries without ftes : but such
salaries are to be on a reduced scale. The cause of the
contemplated alteration in the mode of paying the mail-
coach guards is, the continued discoveries that they re-

ceive fees. Six of them are now suspended for taking
fees; but Lord Lowther has resolved not to dismiss them,
because he declares it impossible to prevent persons who
are paid only 70/. or 80/. a-year from taking gratuities

from passengers, when, as in most cases, it has hiippened
the gratuities have been voluntarily offered.

British Museum.— Circulars have just been issued

from the Museum to all the publishers in the kingdom,
calling their attention to the new Copyright Act, by which
it is directed, under certain penalties, that a copy of every

book, pamphlet, sheet of letterpress, sheet of music,
map, chart, or plan, published within her Majesty's do-
minions, shall be delivered, on its publication, at the
British Museum. The provisions of the said Act to be
enforced in every case in which any of the above-named
species of publication shall not be delivered as the Act
directs.

Westminster,—The valuable preferment, vacant by the
death of Dr. Ireland, the Dean of Westminster, on Friday
morning, is the most lucrative deanery in the church, its

revenues, it is said, exceeding many of the bishoprics.

It is a collegiate deanery, and bad been held by the late

Dean many years. The Senior Prebendaries of the Chap-
ter, the Dean of Ripon, the Rev. Dr. Causton, and the
Rev. W. Bentinck, will administer the affairs of the
deanery until the appointmentof a successor. Dr. Ireland
had nearly completed his 81st year, having been born on
the 8th Sept., 1761.—The Dean was buried on Thursday,
in Poet's Corner, in the grave of his early friend, John
Gifford, first editor of the '* Quarterly Review." The
ceremony was amended by a large number of the metro-
politan clergy, and the service was read by Lord John
Tliynne, the sub-dean of the Abbey.
MeiropoUtan Antiquities.—During the excavations now

in progress in Water-lane, Fleet-etreet, for the construction
of a new sewer, the workmen came against the foundation
of the \vall which is believed to have formed the eastern
boundary of the Monastery of Whitefriars. It extended
nearly to the top of the street from the river. The ma-
terials consisted of slate, flint, brick, and granite, mixed
with mortar, and the construction was of the most solid
kind. At one part of the sewer, in consequence of the
strength of the wall, they were obliged to tunnel through
it. Several pieces of money, some bones, two skulls, and
a coin of the reign of Charles II., were foupd at a depth of
about 14 feet. The foundation wall of the monastery on
the west side was discovered about two years ago at the
corner of Lombard-street. The house was burned down,
when in digging the ground, the men came to the founda-
tion stones of the gates leading into the monastery. The
precinct of the Whitefriars, which consists of a few streets,

alleys, and courts, is now formed on the ancient site of the
monastery of that name.

Gree7itvich.—The commissioners of Greenwich Hospital
have directed that the Chapel, as well as the Painted-hall,
shall be open to the public gratuitously, on Mondays and
Fridays, from the hours of ten o'clock until six.' No
persons, however, who are not respectably attired will be
admitted.

Kentish Totvn,—It is now decided that the new church
in this suburb is to be erected on the site of the present
parochial chapel, at a cost of from 5,000?. to 8,000/.,
towards which the commissioners for building churches
have agreed to make a grant of 800/. The church is to
contain 1,668 sittings, one-half of which will be free. It
is to be built in the early decorated Gothic style, after the
model of the cathedrals at Rheims and Lincoln. Sir.

Finch, the treasurer, has presented the trustees with a
stained glass window, worth 500/. ; in the centre of the
Catherine wheel of this window an illuminated dial is to
be placed. The material of the church is to be of fine

white brick, with decorations of vitrified stone, by which
will be prevented that dilapidation and decay which have
lately come over the Bath stone in Henry the Seventh's
Chapel, the churches in Langham-place, and others
lately built by the Church Commission.

The Weather,—On Wednesday evening the metropolis
^as visited by one of the most extraordinary storms which
nave occurred for many years past. At an early hour in
the afternoon masses of heavy clouds gathered in the north-
west, and a chilling breeze which sprung up about the same
time indicated a change. A few drops of rain fell before
nve, and as the evening advanced faint flashes of sheet-
Jightuing were occasionally seen in the south-west, but
unaccompanied by thunder. Before eight the storm in-
creased

; the lightning became more brilliant, and the
flashes followed each other in rapid succession. About
balf-past eight the effect of tlie electric fluid was truly
p^agniflcent—the whole expanse of theheavens, illuminated
xn a most beautiful manner, presenting one of the grandest

?nes it is possible to conceive. From the bridges, the
whole of the churches and public buildings, as well as the
snipping in the river, might be clearly distinguished, and
in the south the Surrey hills were equally perceptible. In
the suburbs of Kennington, Vau5hall,and Camberwell the
rury of the storm continued unabated until after 9 oVlock.
The rain fell in torrents for nearly an hour, but before 10
the^storm^hadjisibly decreased in the^viciuity of London;

the clouds passing off" in a north-westerly direction, from
which pomt flashes of lightning were seen until a late hour.
A storm of equal violence passing off in so short a period
IS of rare occurrence. The intensity of the light during
the height of the storm caused great inconvenience to the
drivers^ of vehicles in the metropolis, and several minor
casualties occurred—We have received from a cor-
respondent the following account of a curious meteoro-
logical phenomenon, which was observed on ^londay, the
29i\\ ult., in the vicinity of Dorking. The north-eastern
horizon was filled with an exceedingly heavy cloud, indi-
cating an approaching thunder-storm. In the dense mass
of vapour which always precedes the main body in a
thunder-storm, a narrow strip of lighter-coloured vapour
was seen to stream up, connecting, as it were, a lower
cloud with one at a higher elevation. Its particles were
distinctly seen to move with great rapidity, resembling,
more than anything else, but on a much larger scale, the
escape of vapour from the safety-yake of a steam-engine.
The apparent length of the stream was from 30 to 40 feet,

and its breadth 3 or 4 inches at the lower, and 8 or 10 at
the upper extremity, where it seemed to lose itself in the
mass of cloud. After rising almost in a perpendicular
direction for a minute or two, it wound itself into a single
coil near its middle, about 2 feet in apparent diameter,
round which the particles continued to move as before,
till at length the whole was Iiid by another cloud inter-
vening between it and the observer. Half an hour after-

wards, the storm, which had been gradually approaching,
burst with intense fury over Mickleham and the neigh-
bourhood.

Morfalify of the Metropolis.--The following is the
number of deaths registered in the Metrojiolitan Districts
for the week ending Saturday, Aug. 27th: males, 470;
females, 425; total, 895. Weekly average 1838-9-40-1,
males, 4G7 ; females, 445. This mortality was distributed
over the different districts as follows ; West District,

129; North District, 167; Central District, 170; East
District, 219 ; South District, 210.

scenes

Birminghain.^During the past week this town has re-

sumed its usual tranquil slate, an^ but little fear is now
entertained of any further attempt being made to disturb
the peace. The number of colliers to be met with in the
thoroughfares of the town is greatly diminished, and it is

hoped that by the general resumption of labour in the
mining districts they will speedily be relieved from this

species of mendicity. The arrangements made by the
authorities for the preservation of order and the protec-
tion of the town a>e viewed by all parties with feelings of
great satisfaction, heightened by the fact that their exer-
tions have hitherto been attended with success. The
Chartist leader White, as we stated in our last, is now in
Warwick gaol. Bail has been offered, but refused as in-

sufficient, and he is likely to remain in custody,

Stafford,—There is an additional prospect now held out
of a speedy settlement of the strike in South Staffordshire.

Notwithstanding an unfortunate occurrence which fol-

lowed the last meeting of magistrates and men, when two
men were killed, there is every reason to believe that a
good understanding will speedily be effected. Many
masters have expressed a willingness to meet the men,
and arrangements have already been made for the purpose.
A man named Capper, a Chartist preacher, residing
at Tunstall, in the Potteries, was arrested on Saturday,
and conveyed to Newcastle; after examination he was
committed for using very violent language on various occa-
sions. At West Bromwich the resumption of labour was by
no means so general on Monday as was anticipated.

But it is understood that, in prolonging the turn-out for

a few days, the men are only anxious to ascertain the

feeling of the masters. With one or two exceptions all the

masters in the district have consented to give the thick-coal

colliers the terms they have demanded, and to discourage

the truck and bildass systems.—On Monday a meeting
of the magistrates and deputy lieutenants of Staffordshire

was held at the Shire Hall in this city, for the purpose of

taking into consideration the present state of the county.

An unprecedented number of magistrates attended. Earl
Talbot, the Lord-Lieut.,was in the chair. His Lordship ad-

dressed the magistrates in a long speech, and concluded by
saying that he believed the county at the present time to be

in abetter state than it had been for some weeks past, but

they would deceivethemselves if they supposed the evil to be

at an end. Until the men freely and uncontrolled returned

to their employment—until unintimidated they were able

to resume their peaceful occupations, the evil arising from

the present state of things could not be considered as

conquered. It remained for the magistrates to adopt such

measures of precaution as they might deem expedient and
and advisable. Lord Wrottesley then proposed a series of

resolutions, providing that stations be established in each

hundred of the county, by which the police may be

enabled to communicate anything that occurs relative to

the movements of the people, and that horse-patrols be
appointed under the direction of the magistrates. Some
objections were offered by Mr. E. Buller, who deprecated

interference between the masters and the men, and a long

discussion ensued. Several magistrates agreed that the

colliers were all peaceable and satisfied until ihey were in-

fluenced by Chartist misrepresentations, and that there

were thousands now concerned in the strike*who never be-

fore uttered the slightest complaint. One magistrate, Mr.
Williams, said that the firm of which he was a member
employed 1,500 men, and 100 of them had volunteered as

special constables. Lord Wrottesley's resolutions were at

length carried by a large majority, after a few verbal al-

terations,—On Wednesday a conference took place be-

tween several of the mastert in West Bromwicli^aa^ the I

delegates appointed by the workmen in the neighbouring

collieries. The Earl of Dartmouth presided as Moderator,

and in the midst of a large mass of conflicting evidence it

appeared, that while ?ome men were not realising more

j
than eight shillings per week, others were getting from
seven-and-twenty to four-and-thirty shillings. It appeared
that, in many cases, the men had to complain of tl:e ope-

ration of the bildass system, and of long quarter and half
days without adequate remuneration ; but upon the whole
it was shown that great exaggeration had obtained preva-
lence in reference to their hardships. The proceedings
were brought to a close by the butty colliers coming to a
resolution to discontinue everything against which com-
plaint had been urged, and by the assurance of the masters
that they would discharge any butty against whom well-

grounded complaints were hereafter brought.
Manchester,^-Tht operatives, with few exceptions, still

hold out in this town and neighbourhood, though no at-
tempt has been made to disturb the peace. At the close
of last week upwards of 70O spinners of Messrs. Birley,
the extensive millowncrs in Oxford-road, had resumed
work, but their power-looai weavers, amounting to
several hundreds, still remained out, without any prospect
of an adjustment. The neighbouring towns remained as
before, with respect to the wages' dispute, and fears were
apprehended that a breach of the peace would again be
attempted unless labour were resumed. At Ashton-under-
Line, 88 ringleaders of the turn-outs had been taken into
custody, and examined before the magistrates in that

town. In the neighbourhood of Stockport, Hyde, Ashton-
under-Line, S;c., there prevailed great discontent, and a
spirit of lawless violence was manifested towards the
manufacturers and those who have been compelled to ap-
pear before the magistrates as witnesses or jtrosecutorB.

Mr. Hanklyn, a manufacturer at Ashton, had been at-

tacked by a mob within 200 yards from where the military

were stationed, and was compelled to fire at his assailants

in self-defence. Such was the state of affairs, that many
resj>ectable individuals deemed it unsafe to go abroad with-

out arms in their possession. On Monday it was antici-

pated by many that a general resumption of labour would
take place in these districts, but the exiiectation was not
realised; on the contrary, there was a partial turn-out
of the dyers connected with the works of Mr. Owen, of
Gathorne. They demanded an advance of wages, and
that demand being refused they left work. Nothing, how-
ever, occurred to disturb the general peace of the town,
but it was evident that there docs not exist that good
feeling between the masters and men which it would be
desirable to see. The delegates held a meeting in the

morning, and agreed to an address to the operatives

which has been extensively circulated ; the leading

resolutions state that '* the delegates strenuously depre-

cate the conduct of the manufacturers, in not meeting

them to settle the existing difference, as dishonourable

and tyrannical in the extreme ; that since the manu-
facturers have come to the determination not to meet
the people^ tlirough tiieir delegates, to settle the difference

now existing, the people are determined not to resume
work again at the prices they left off at ; and that the de-

legates recommend to their constituents that they stand

firm and united, as tliey feel convinced that the masters

can give the prices demanded if they will, but they are de-

termined to use all their influence to starve the people into

submission.'' In the course of the day Government
offered a reward of 100/. for the apprehension of Dr.
M'Dowall, the Chartist lecturer, and a report prevailed

that he had been captured. It turned out, however, to be

erroneous. Some individual who was apprehended in the

course of the day was mistaken for him by the bystanders,

and thus the sto'ry of his arrest got about. He is still at

large, and many persons believe that he has left Man-
chester.—On Tuesday morning a large open-air meeting

was held in Little Ireland, composed of artisans of all de-

scriptions, but the majority were the power-loom weavers.

Violent language was used, particularly by the females

present, who declared they were starving, and that they

would have bread, if they died in the attempt. A large

police force was marched down to the spot, and dispersed

the meeting. The masters are endeavouring to engage

power-loom weavers who do not belong to the union, and
the factory of Messrs. Morris, in Salford, has commenced,
the hands resuming work without obtaining their addi-

tional demand. It is calculated that about 8,000 power-

loom weavers are still out. The works of Messrs. Owen,
dyers, continue to be worked, notwithstanding the turn-out

of the union hands, those in work not belonging to the union.

At Glossop, where the attack was made on Mr. Shepley^s

factory last week, all is peaceable, but the different fac-

tories are still idle.—At Salford the Sessions commenced
with the trial of the CHfton rioters : the indictment charged

them with a riot at Clifton,in the parish of Eccles, on Satur-

day, the 20th of August; with having riotously and tumult-

uously assembled together, to the number of 300 and up-

wards, and that whilst so assembled they turned out the col-

liers at Mr. Kuowles^s, and at other coal-pits- They were

also charged, in another count, simply with a riot. All the

prisoners pleaded not guilty, and did not avail themselves

of their right to traverse. The evidence was merely a re-

capitulation of facts already before the public ; but there

was some doubt how far the indictment affected all the

prisoners. The jury found six guilty, and Rcquiried tfee

others, amounting to 35. The chairman, havmg cousuuca

with his brother magistrates, said they w^,.:: not sentence

those convicted then, but they would consider what pu-

nishment to inflict. The jurv had made a distmction be-

tween some of the cases. Undoubtedly, there were a few

against whom the evidence was sligUt, but m other cases

he did not see the distinction the jury had. However, he

did not find fault with the deci5ion of the jury ^ but U was

necessary to iaform those wio were acquitted, lest tliey
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should leave the court with a wrong impression, that par-

ties who were present at any anemhly collected for an un-

lawful purpose (and thej could not be so ignorant as not

to know that the turning out hands from their wrork was

illeral) were liable to^e punished for brealvlng the law.

Other prisoners have £ince been convicted, and sentenced

to different terms of imprisonment, varying from 14 days

The manufacturers at the close of last
to t9fO years,

Siockport*-

meek resolved to open their mills on Monday, and the

working classes and Chartists^ on the other hand, deter-

mined that there should be no resumption of work, except

ft the advanced wages. The cotton-mill of Messrs. Brad-

fihaw, in St. Peter's-square, commenced work on Monday
morning, and several hundreds of the turn-outs assembled

in front of the mill, with a view of deterring the hands

from resuming their employment; and consequently few

returned to work. The engine, however, continued run-

ning, and the crowds assembled near the mill were driven

away by the police, but they lingered in large groups at

all the street-ends in the neighbourhood, and as near the

mill as the police would let them go ; and there is no
doubt that were it not for the presence of tlie magistrates,

police, and a number of special constables, an attempt

would have been made to put out the boiler-fires and

turn out the hands. Six or seven persons were taken into

custody near the mill, for refusing to disperse. One or

two other mills opened on the same morning, but they

tre again stopped, in consequence of so few of the hands
going to work. No communication has yet taken place

between the operatives and employers ; and, at present,

there is no prospect of the dispute being speedily ter-

minated.

Lancaster.—The state of affairs in this town has not
changed much since our last ; but no attempt has been
made to disturb the peace.—At Wignn all reniHins quiet,

and the cotton-mills continue working full time. Some
excitement was occasioned on Saturday, \\\ consequence
of the throstle-spinners employed at Messrs. Eyland's mill

turning out at noon, without any intimation being given

to the firm. An advance of 2,v, prr week is sought by
fiome of them, though many are anxious to return at the

old prices, were they not restrained by the others.

Warrants have been taken out against the principals con-
nected with the turn-out for leaving their employment
without giving the stipulated notice,which proceeding may
perhaps have the effect of quieting the persons who have
been the cause of this outbreak. In the handloom weav-
ing department there is considerable improvement as
regards the demand for goods ; and, consequently, labour
is necessarily wanted. Weavers tire now more generally
employed than they have been for some time past. Not-
withstanding an increased demand for goods, no advance
kas yet taken place either in the price of goods or of
labour; and the only complaint is, the inadequate amount
received by the weavers for their industry. Shopkeepers,
aiid tradesmen generally, experience no improvement;
nor can they see any symptoms of wacreasii^ prosperity at
present.—At Preston the local papers report that the mills
are all in full work, and that the town is now as if it had
never experienced any disturbances. The temporary
barracks for the COth Rifles were completed in the early
part o( the week, and are now occupied by tlie men. The
Furuess troop o( the Lancashire Yeomanrv, under the
command of Captain Michaelson, which have been sta-
tioned at Blackburn during the riots, marched into Preston
on Thursday, and left again the following morning, on
their route home. The detachment of the Wigan troop of
the same regiment, which has been quartered here has
also marched to Wigan, where they would be dismissed.
At Rochdale the machinery ia the cotton and woollen
mills IS In full operation, but there are a great number of
operatives out of employment. At some few of the cotton-
mills there has been aa advance of wages, but of so small
an amount that the hands appear much dissatisfied. Loud
complainteare made against the wages given at various
fac.ones bemg unequal, and the operatives have published
hsts of prices given in the town and neighbourhood.
Meetings are held every evening, where the men discuss
«iOT grievances. The woollen handloom weavers have
held many meetings this week, and have solicited their

teSt % ^'^^ ^"^ "^^""^^ ^^ ^^Ses ; but they refuseto comply allegmg they cannot meet in the market with

and Sirt'lr.if''''"^''^'"'''' ^^^ **^^« '' peaceable

alreadT^^^^^^
local papers confirm the intelligence

Sctif res^o^^^^
^^^^,^^.^-^ ^••^n.ed and tranquillityptriecuy restored m this important iron district TuL

there is no fear of any furthfr ^Sx^w"^^" P'^^^'^^'

CardtJT.—Oa Friday last the inhabitantii nf fi.« -u
of Liantrfssant, in this county wele .Li 5 i!'"T
discovery of the murder of a chifd by Us own Sh ^

'^.t
her subsequent suicide. The nJZ7t:::^Z^To
committed this double crime vras a Mrs. Evans, who^ith her husband kept a secluded but respecUble publichouse between Llantrissant and Tow-yr-Efel. The inn i«
well known to all persons travelling that road, and the
cliaracters borne by l>oth Mr. and Mrs. Evans were highlv
respectable. During the absence of the husband, the wife
cut the throat of their only child, a boy six years of age
and then hung herself. The details are of a very distress-
ing kind, but it is unnecessary to advert to them more
particularly. The wife appears to have suffered for some
time from low spirits ; but no fears were entertained that
thA would commit any act of violence. The Jury at the
inquest brought in a verdict of Temporary Inaanity,

J)eai,—Mr- Bush, the engineer of the new lighthouse

on the Goodwin Sands, has addressed another letter to

the papers, stating that since his return from the Admiralty,

he has minutely surveyed the caisson, and found that, after

the late stiff breezes, it has adjusted itself to a more up-

right position ; that there are 18 feet of water around it at

low water, but at 20 feet distance there are only five feet

a basin' has, therefore, been formed by the strong tides,

which proves that he is but a short distance from the

chalk. This opinion is confirmed by the caisson not hav-

ing sunk for the last three weeks more than five inches.

Mr. Bush says that men acquainted with the Goodwin
Sands, and who know the few hours that a ship survives

when upon them, can well appreciate the efforts already

made, and that if the weather proves favourable, he has

no doubt of succeeding in getting on some more cylindrical

plates in the course of the week.

Liverpool.—A singular case recently occurred in this

town. A merchant extensively engaged in the corn trade

received, some months ago, from a corresponJent in the

Baltic, bills of lading for a cargo of corn which the latter

pretended to have had shipped for the Liverpool market.

Upon these bills, which appeared regular, advances to the

amount of 2,600/. were made. A more than usual time

elapsed and the vessel named in the bills of lading did not

make her appearance. While the matter was in this state,

the merchant accidentally met a shipbroker, from whom
he heard, with surprise, that his foreign correspondent

was actually in Liverpool, accompanied by his wife, intend-

ing to embark for America, and that the Captain whose
signature was attached to the bills of lading had sailed

hence about ten days before. It, therefore, became evident

that the Captain's name had been forged to the bills of

lading; that no cargo of wheat had been shipped by the

forger of the bills, and that the merchant was one of se-

veral persons whom the foreigner had designed to defraud.

The merchant sent a German clerk to discover the
swindler, whom he fortunately found on the point of em-
barkation. The clerk pretended that a man who had
accompanied him, and who was at hand, was a police-offi-

cer, and that if the foreigner (who could not speak English,

and who was addressed in Gern:ian,) did not instantly re-

turn the 2.600/, which he had fraudulently obtained, he
would order him into custody. The plan succeeded : after

some hesitation the money was refunded. On the same
afternoon the foreigner embarked on board the Royal
mail steamer, and sailed for Boston.—The execution of

Francis Bradley, for poisoning his wife, took place in this

city on Saturday. Jie night before the execution he
wrote a confession, admitting the justice of his sentence.

A fatal accident occurred at Seacombe, on the opposite
bank of the Mersey, on Saturday evening, at the house of
Mr. Bevington, a tea-merchant of Liverpool. His wife's

sister, a Miss Evans, and a servant, went into the river to
bathe, and were carried off by the strength of the tide, and
drowned before any assistance could be afforded.

^
Norwich,—A eorrespondence has been published in the

Norwich papers respecting the inability of Spohr, the
celebrated composer, to fulfil his intention of being present
at the approaching festival, in order -to conduct the per-
formance of his Oratorio, •* The Fall of Babylon," written
expressly for it. At the last festival he conducted in per-
son the performance of his " Calvary j'' and the gratifica-
tion which he received 6n that occasion induced him not
only to engage to produce another great work for the next
festival, but to make its performance the occasion of an-
other visit to England. The Elector of Hesse Cassel,
whose chapel-master he is, persists in refusing him a few
weeks' leave of absence for that purpose. This refusal
was rudely repeated, without even the courtesy of assigning
a reason, when the request was afterwards made, first by
the British Minister for Foreign Afi'airs, and next by the
Duke of Cambridge, who is related by marriage to the
Elector. This proceeding has occurred in a country which
has been called the paradise of musicians. The*' Morning
Chronicle" states that never was such an epithet more mis-
applied, than to a country in which Mozart and Beethoven
struggled all their days with neglect, and died in penury
—where Haydn lived all his life little better than the
domestic servant of a great magnate, unaware of the
greatness of his own name, even when it was familiar as a
household word all over Europe—where Hummel has
been seen, at Weimar, waiting in an antichamber among
his master's menials, till he should be called in to amuse
the company—and where Spohr, without the civility of a
cause assigned, has been refused permission to make a
brief visit to England. Spohr himself is said to feel no
anxiety as to his Oratorio. '* I console myself," he says,
in a letter to Professor Taylor, '* with thinking that my
Oratorio will be conducted by you. 1 have no anxiety re-
specting its performance." His confidence is based on
the solid ground of experience, and will, we doubt not, be
justified by the event. After giving the correspondence
relating to this affair, the papersobserve that our German-
ised composers may now perhaps console themselves under
the misfortune of being Englishmen.

Plymouth.

taken that vessel up the river, with a boatswaiiT^^ii^rT^
aad two white engineers, in order to brine awiv tk '

,, » «ndy itie sur-
the rest of his

vivors from the model farm
cfew are

Lt.
Kroomen

;
Mr. Webb, clerk, also accompanied him

Webb, who was senior mate in the Soudan, has been^^i
various times in all the vessels of the expedition includi

Benibra.

the Amelia tender, now at the Model Farm set"tiemenr"^
his services were required. The Soudan had eone' t^The Lords of the Admiraltv arrived here on
Saturday, on an official visit. On Tuesday they wp
present at the launch of the Albion of 90 guns, one of th
largest two deckers ever built. She is to carry thirty-tw
68-pounders on her lower deck, to throw a broadside

o*f
2,016 lbs. of metal; and is built on the principle of Si
William Symonds, surveyor of the navy. It is said that
so many persons were never collected on any precedine
ceremony of the kind. The ship was named by Mrs
Drake, daughter of Admiral Superintendent Pym anj
glided off the stocks in gallant style without the o'ccur-
rence of any accident whatever. Her measurement is ia
length, 243 ft. 1 in., extreme breadth 60 ft. 2^ in., ^j.
then 3,110^ tons.

Por/5Jnow^A.— Experiments were made on Friday aad
Saturday at Spithead by Dr. Payerne of his process for
preserving life under water for an indefinite period of
time. Admirals Sir E. Codrington and Parker, Major-
General Pasley, and several other officers and scientific

individuals were present. General Pasley accompanied
the Doctor in his descent in the diving-bell, which was
lowered to the depth of 12 or 13 fathoms. The Doctor
took with him some cylinders of Highly-condensed atmo-
spheric air, which he allowed to escape by degrees as the
diving-bell descended, and was thus enabled to keep the

bell free from water. He also took with him a small
box, about the size of a cubic foot, which contained his

chemical ingredients for purifying the air in the bell, and
rendering it respirable. By these means, himself and the

General remained under water for more than 20 minutes,

without the slightest communication with the atmospheric
air above. Otliers of the party descended with the Doctor,

and all expressed their conviction of the importance of

the discovery for all purposes of submarine research. The
operations against the wreck of the Royal George have

been carried on this season ^Yith greater activity than in

any former year, but have attracted less notice, in conse-

quence of those great explosions, which excited so much
public curiosity and attracted thousands of spectators,

having become unnecessary in the present state of the

wreck, the remains of which are'now buried in a shoal of

mud only a few feet higher than the adjacent anchorage,

so that Gen. Pasley has directed that no charges exceed-

ing 2001bs. of powder shall be used. The wreck of the

small vessel sunk about 50 fathoms south of the Royal

George has been attacked this season. Corporal Harris,

who has so much distinguished himself as a diver,

had previously gone down to examine it, and reported

that it was about 60 feet in length, and that the

timbers could be traced all round, rising five or six feet

above a small shoal on which it was partially imbedded,

the upper part of the timber being worm-eaten and decayed.

Not being able at first to ascertain the name of this little

vessel, it was called the Perdita, but afterwards its history

was discovered by consulting the letter-books in the

Master-Attendant's office in this dockyard, and it proved

to be a mooring lighter, employed by Mr. Tracy, in 1J83,

in liis unsuccessful attempt to weigh the Royal George,

and was sunk in that operation. The officers of the yard

at the time reported to the Navy Board, that they had

tried to weigh this lighter, but failed ; and that though it

was perfectly practicable to recover her by employing

more men and vessels in a second attempt, Her value

would not even pay for the cordage that would be ex-

pended in the operation. She was therefore left at the

bottom to be removed fifty-nine years after she sank, by a

Corporal of the Sappers and Miners. No part of her is

now left, the floor-timbers, kelson, planking, and keel,

having been successively got up, but not without expend-

ing about 7501b. of powder, in charges placed from time

to time by the same intelligent diver, of ^"^4
,nih

largest was 1801b.—none of the others exceeded /UiD.

The demolition and removal of both wrecks has been

going on with activity, never fewer than four or ^^^' ^A
now six divers, being constantly employed. On the iiUt

June, 3,065 cubic feet, or 61 loads of timber, had heen re-

moved from the two wrecks, besides 219 pigs of iron bal-

last from the RoyalGeorge, the latter weighing, at 3 c^c.

each, 32 tons 17 cwt. Of these, one diver sent up 19p#J

or nearly three tons, in one day. On the 30th of June,

the quantity of timber stacked for sale in the dockyara

amounted to 6,804 cubic feet, or 136 tons, from
^^^^^J^

George, and 2,187 cubic feet, or 44| loads, from tne

lighter. An additional quantity of iron ballast, Stc-iJ^*

1 ^ 1 A _._.__ :„». *-i.of the whole

We learn, by the '' Plymouth Times/^ that
the Kite steamer arrived in that port on Friday, from the
coast of Africa, bringing home the remaining officers and
crews of the steamers which formed the late unfortunate
expedition up the Niger. The Kite was despatched by

ori e'«nr'
'^ '\^^ f ^"^'^^^ proceeding* in \hat enter"

WnW^? ""'"'"^^^
^t

^«^"^"^o Po just as the Soudan and

rlif A n "'^'^ ^^°^^ ^^ ""^""^ ^^« "^er a second time.

5:S;r Iv" l^'t ^X"- ^^^''^ ^^^^^^^ Frederick Sidney,Master W. Forter. Purser W. Bush, Clerk J. Terryburgeons R. H. Thompson and Morris PritchetL and 22seamen and marines, have arrived in her. The greater
part of the seamen had volunteered at Ascension from the
merchant .hips. Lieut, Webb, of the WUberforce, has

also recovered. General Pasley was anxious that the
^^

of the timber got up this year should remain till the en

the season, but there literally was not room for it,^itn

inconvenience to the service of the dockyard, and there

the portion above mentioned was sold as a matter oi ne

sity. From the wreck of the Royal George n^^^'^^^^^lgj^

mains of the unfortunate crew have been brought up

might have been expected, only one perfect skuU ha^ ^

been found this season. An I8-pounder iron gun was got
^

on the 27th ult./being the first recovered this season

;

if the accounts furnished by the Ordnance Office at

commencement of these operations are correct, there
$^^

still to remain twenty brass guns at the bottom.
^ ^^^

than 4,0001b. of gunpowder have been fired ^S^f^s' n

wreck of the Royal George this season, chiefly i^

explosions, not usually exceeding TOlb. each.

Preston.—On Monday, the Guild-merchantot tnis

cient corporation commenced with the accustomea c
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monies. At an early hour the day \Ta8 ushered in by
merry peals from the bells of the parish church, the streets

being crowded by multitudes of strangers from various

parts of the country. Cricket-matches and boat-races

were the principal public amusements up to mid-day,

when the business of the Guild formally commenced.
After the usual address from the rtccorder, a scholar of
the Grammar School recited a Latin oration, in honour
of the Guild. The festivities were continued on the suc-
ceeding days, in the presence of a great number of visi-

tors who had been attracted to the town on the occasion.

They comprised every description of amusement, both
for the higher and lower cbsses, viz., boat-races, regattas,

balls, bazaars, concerts, processions, fancy fairs, pnblic
breakfasts, masquerades, horse-riding, exhibitions, &c.,

the profits of which are to be devoted to charitable pur-

poses, as has been tlie custom since the reign of Henry II.

Rugbij,—A committee, consisting of the Chevalier
Bunsen, the Archbishop of Dublin, the Duke of Suther-
land; the Earl of Denbigh, the Bishops of Ripon and
Norwich, Lords Delamere, Wenlock, and Stanley, Sir

Grey Skipwith, Mr. Justice Coleridge, the Provost of

Oriel and Archdeacon Hare, nas been formed for the pur-

pose of raising a subscription to accomplish the following

objects :— First, to establish a prize, or some other insti-

tution for the promotion of sound knowledge, to be called

by Dr. Arnold's name, either at Rugby or at Oxford, as

hereafter may be deemed most expedient, to be enjoyed,

in the first instance, by Dr. Arnold's sons in succes-
sion. Secondly, to erect some monumental memorial
in the chapel at Rugby, where his mortal remains have
been -deposited.

Southampton.—Information has been received in town
of a serious robbery committed on Thursday night, be-
tween the hours of ten and eleven, at the residence of
,La(ly Lyall, at Milnbrook, near this town. The thief

carried off a writing-desk, containing the sum of 4,000/.

,

the greatest portion of which consisted of 5/. Bank of
England notes; it also contained a great many diamond
ornaments and other valuable property in jeuellerv. A
reward of 100/. has been offered for tlie apprehension of
the thief, but no tidings of him have been obtained.

Spalding;—On Friday last, the inhabitants of the vil-

hige of Quadring, near this town, were surprised by the
report that Miss Mary Spencer, who kept a day-school in

the village, and resided in a small cottage ccnsisting of
two rooms on the ground-floor, had been found murdered
in her school-room. It appears that she lived alone, that
the house had been broken into during the night, and that
deceased was murdered while attempting to escape, A
man called Howett, a labourer living in the same Tillage,

who is deaf and dumb, but perfectly sane, has been appre-
hended on suspicion.

Railways—The following are the receipts of railways
for the past week :—Birmingham, 15,720/. ; Great West-
ern, 14,336/. ; Eastern Counties, 1,080/.; Greenwich,
798/.; Birmingham and Derby, 1,335/.; Great North of
England, ItStiO/. ; Manchester and Leeds, 4,338/. ; North
Midlands, 4,387/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,^05/. ;

Blaokwall, 1,234/.; Hull and Selby, 1,04G/. ; York and
North Midland, 2^262/.; Midland Counties, 2,674/.;
South-Western, 7,555/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,017/.;
South-Eastern and Dover, DG3/. ; Northern and Eastern,
1,27D/. ; and Brighton, 4,401/.—The Manchester and
Leeds Railway Company held their htilf-yearly meeting
at Manchester last week. The report stated that the total
receipts were 109,74//., or an average of 4,221/. per
week, which, with the previous receipts from June to
December, 1841, gave an average of 4,35 G/. per week,
Avhile the expenses of working appear to have been at the
rate of about 37| per cent.—The total expenses charge-
able on revenue during the sis months ending 30th June
last, were 45,044/., including 6,4367. for rates, taxes,
duty on passengers, and 8,508/. for maintenance of way.
The gross total charges, including interest on borrowed
inoneyforthe same period, is 78,151/. The net profits
of the half-year at the disposal of the proprietors, with
the addition of the reserve fund, warranted the declaration
of a dividend of 38^. Qd, on the 100/. shares, of 16Y 6d.
on the .50/. shares, and of 25. on the 25/., clear of the
income-tax, besides a surplus of 6,935/. available for the
next half-year. Tlie proceedings were very harmoniously
conducted.—The Hull and Selby Railway Company have
declared a dividend of \Qs. per share, a smaller one than
appears to have been expected from the traffic returns.
The cause of the dividend being less than anticipated, is
said to be the extra expense to which the railway is sub-
jected by the running of mail trains at different hours to
those despatched on ordinary business. A resolution was
also moved^ empowering the directors to apply to Parlia-
inent for power to raise 250,000/. by a further issue of
shares, to pay off the debts of the company, and leave a
aurplus for the efficient working of the concern.—The
number of passengers conveyed by the South-Eastern

?rro^'^'
in the week ending on Thursday the 1st, was

•5rO()2, and the gross receipts 9G3/. 11;?. Ad,—k. special
meeting of the Northern and Eastern Company was held
on vV'ednesday, to consider the propriety of leasing the
line for a given term of years. The chairman stated that
a proposal had been made to the directors for this pur-
pose, but that ihey would not take upon themselves to
recommend it to the proprietors, unless they could thereby
insure to the company a net profit of five per cent, upon
ttie capital outlaid. After a great deal of desultory dis-
cussion resolutions were passed, recommending the di-
rectors to negotiate for the leasing of the line, and that a
commutee, consisting of three directors and four propri-
«ors, be appointed to carry out the proposed negotiation,^e result thereof to be reported to a special meeting.
*lie question as to the disposal of 3,169 of the forfeited

shares was deferred until the necessary arrangements
should be made.

Dublin.
IRELAND.

It IS now said that the Government has de-
cided that the Rev. Robert Daly is to be the new Bishop,
and that the delay in making the official announcement
arises from the necessity of having the judgment of the
Prerogative Court, pronouncing the Rev, gentleman as the
duly-elected Dean of St. Patrick's, confirmed by the Court
of Delegates, to which Dr. Wilson has appealed, prepara-
tory to Mr. Daly's elevation to the bench. This would
give Government the elevation to the Deanery, which in
that event would become vacant.—The election of Mr.
Hamilton for the University is now considered so certain
by his supporters, that doubts are expressed whether Mr.
Smith, the new Solicitor-General, will persevere in op-
posing him. Mr. Hamilton has issued an address to
the electors, in which he pledges himself to stand for the
University at the next election, in opposition to Mr.
Smith, or any other candidate whatever. He says that
'he is at a loss to discover upon what public principle a
new candidate is now put forward, and he does not think
it possible that Government can feel itself warranted in
lending its countenance, for the sake of a temporary con-
venience, however pressing; to this fresh attempt to dis-

turb such a constituency as that of the University, and
to exclude him, a warm supporter, and one who has been
engaged in some hard contests for the Conservative cause,
from that representation, unless it be on account of the
opinions he entertains upon the education question, and
the grant to Maynooth. He states thnt his opinions are
opposed to the griants to the Board of National Educa-
tion, and the College of Mavnooth, and that upon these
principles he will rest his claim to the representation
A meeting of the Repeal Association took place on Mon-
day, when an abstract of accounts for the half-year was
laid before the meeting. It appears tliat on the 25th of
March last, the amount of rash in hand was 218/. I7s. 9(L\
the amount handed in from that date to the 1st Septem-
ber was 2,082/. 85. 3^/, making a total sum of 2,30W. Gs.

The expenditure for the six months is 2,047^. 135. lOt/.,

leaving a balance in hand of 2rj3/. 12*\ 2f/. Among the
items of expenditure are advertisements and newspapers,
291/. Is, lOd, ; agents and clerks' salaries, 234/. 15^. 3J.

;

sundry expenses connected with the registries, with sala-

ries to agents and clerks, 652/. !0s. Wld.; postage,
491. Is, low. The remainder of the 2,301/. 6s. is de-
voted to coals, car-hire, and miscellaneous items.—The
papers inform us that his Holiness Gregory XVJ. has
sent to Mr. OXonnell a gold cross and medal, as a testi-

mony of the estimation in which the head of the Catholic
church regards her most distinguished lay subject in this

country. Mr. Cullen, Director of the Irish College in

Rome, now on Ins way to Ireland, has been charged to

present to Mr. O'Connell these gifts of the Pope.

SCOTLAND.
The Queen^s Visit.—In our last account of her Majesty's

visit to this part of her dominions the fbyal squadron was at

anchor on \yednesday night in Aberlady Bay, off Porto-
bello, vTithin a few miles of the port of Leith. The night
was dark but calm, giving great effect to the bonfires on
the coasts of Lothian and Fife, which burned all night
long, and also to the lights hung at the tops of the Royal
George and the rest of the squadron. About 7 on Thurs-
day morning the Firebrand steamer ran alongside Granton
pier, and landed her Majesty's carriages and several of the

suite. About the same time the Shearwater and Black
Eagle took the yacht in tow, and bore up for the landing-

place dedicated to her Majesty, on the west side of the

pier. Opposite Leith the Royal George was saluted

by the guns of the battery in that harbour. The
yacht came alongside the pier about half-past eight,

when the Duke of Buccleuch and Sir Robert Peel

instantly proceeded on board, to congratulate her Ma-
jesty and the Prince on their safe arrival. Her Majesty
and his Royal Highness, on quitting the yacht, entered an

open carriage, and immediately proceeded along the pier

to the Edinburgh-road, amidst the loud cheers of the

people. They were escorted by a detachment of the 6"th

Dragoons. At half-past nine the Queen passed the barrier

erected at the city boundary, at the bottom of Pitt-street,

Her Majesty looked remarkably well—indeed not in the

least fatigued by her voyage. Prince Albert was not ap-

parently free from the effects of the voyage. Her
Majesty and his Royal Highness reached Dalkeith Palace

shortly after eleven o'clock. About 10,000 persons, in-

cluding above 5,000 of the Duke's tenantry and the re-

spectable inhabitants on the family estate, were permitted

to enter the park, and, -by the means of the military,

order was strictly preserved. To the surprise of the

whole city, the Queen had nearly passed through Edin-

burgh before the Town Council were r.w.irc of her move-
ments ; they at length assembled in great haste, but were

too late to overtake the procession. In the afternoon the

Lord Provost and Council waited upon the Duke of Buc-
cleugh, Sir R. Peel, and the Earl of Aberdeen, at Dal-

keith, to express their regret that they had been unable to

testify their loyalty towards her Majesty on her progress

through the city. Her Majesty bad been graciously

pleased to anticipate the wishes of the citizens in arranging

to visit the city on Saturday, in such a way that the

thousands congregated inthatmctropolis might be fullygra-

tified at seeing her Majesty among thenn. The illuminations

there are 50,000 strangers in it. Food and lodging are

enormously expensive. Her Majesty's inferior servants,

three in a room, have had to pay 10^. 6d. a night for a
bed, while the officers of a superior grade were charged a

guinea. Indeed, aguinea a night has been the usual charge
for sleeping accommodation. On Friday her Majesty and
the Princx drove about the neighbourhood of the Palace,
unattended by the usual guard of honour. On Sa-
turday, the day fiied for the Royal visit to Edinburgh,
the preparations at the Castle for the reception of her
Majesty had been completed at an early hour in the
morning, and everything was arranged in the most com-
plete manner long before her arrival. At nine o'clock the
incorporated trades, the high constables, and other public
bodies, assembled with their flags and insignia in front of
the Canongate, and then filed off to the respective sUtions
allotted to them in the programme published for the
occasion. The Queen and Prince were loudly cheered as
the procession advanced. About midway between the
Palace of Holyrood and the Cattle of Edinburgh, close by
the Royal Exchange, were erected barrier*, at which her
Majesty stopped to receive the keys of the city, presented
to Ler on bended knee by the Lord Provost. Her Majesty
returned them to this functionary in the most gracious
manner, and then proceeded slowly up the Lawnmarket
untilfihe reached the fpplanade before the Castle-gatea.
All through the royal progress her Majesty was cheered
in the most enthuBi;j.^tic manner, which she acknowledged
by repeatedly bowing to the multitudes which lined the
streets. Her Mfljesty's arrival at Holyrood was announced
by telegrapliic signals, and ip a moment the royal standard
was 'floating from the topmost tower of the old castle,

amidst the salutes of the artillery, answered hy the guns
of the Pique frigate, which lay in the Frith of Forth, off
Portobello. The various objects of historical interest in
the fortre-s were <|uite familiar to her Majesty ; and ^he
seemed at once gratified and surprised at the sight of
" Mons Meg," whose foitunes «he appeared perfectly
well acquainted with. After exHUiining this great piece
of ordnance, Her Majesty next visited the Crown Jewel
Ofl^ce, where are deposited the Regalia of Scotland, and
greatly admired those ancient insignia of royalty, so
strangely preserved and so singularly discovered. Her
Majesty, after expressing her gratification at all she
had seen, left the Castle by Bank-street, and descended
the Mound to Princes-street amidst the most enthusiastic
demonstrations of attachment from thousands of people
who lined the road and filled the windows of all the houses
on the route. The procession then advanced along
Princes-street, accompanied by similar demonstrations of
loyalty. \Vhen it reached the corner of Chailotte-strect,
which is on a right line with the western end of the
castle, the guns of that fortress fired another salute. The
procession then moved slowly along Queeusferry-straet
and the Dean-bridge to Dalnieny Park, the seat of the
Earl of Rosebery, where the Royal party partook of a
luncheon. The only thing which occurred to damp the
proceedings was the fiill of a scaffold on which some hun-
dreds were collected to see the procession. Two persons
were killed by this unfortunate accident, and several
others were severely injured. After a short stay at Dal-
meny, Her Majesty returned by the Leith Queensferry-
road, proceeding along it to Seafield Baths, and thence to
Dalkeith, by the Portobello-road. Throughout the entire
route her reception was of the most enthusiastic descrip-
tion, and could not /ail to make a happy impression on
Her Majesty's mind. The morning, though very lower-
ing, was tolerably fine; but in the evening the rain set in,

and continued till after Her Majesty's arrival at Dalkeith.
Sir R, Peel w&s in the carriage next to Her Majesty. At
some places he was greatly hissed, and at others was
loudly cheered. On Sunday morning, at half-past eight
o'clock, Her ^lajesty and the Prince went out privately
and walked for some time on the slopes of the gar-
dens unattended by any member of their households,
A t eleven, divine service was performed at the pa-
lace, the principal dining-room being appropriated fur
the purpose. The Rev, E. B. Ramsay, of St. John's
Episcopalian Chapel, Edinburgh, officiated on the occa-
sion. In the afternoon her Majesty, in compliment to the
custom of the country, relinquished her usual ride in the
neighbourhood of Dalkeith, and was driven by the
Duchess of Buccleuch in a pony phaeton, drawn by a pair

of thorough-bred animals, through the grounds surround-
ing the palace. On Monday Prince Albert rode into
Edinburgh, accompanied by the Duke of Buccleuch, and
visited the Royal Institution, and some of the other pub-
lic establishments of the city. He was in town as early
as 10 o'clock. About 2, her Majesty held a levee at
Dalkeith r All the presentable persons in Edinburgh bad
the honour of being presented to her Majesty. There
were upwards of 2,000 presented, a large proportion of
whom were ladies. The line of carriages was upwards of
three miles in length; but it was by no means distin-

guished for the style of the several vehicles. Her Majesty
was surrounded by the State officers in attendance upon
the Royal person in Scotland ; she looked in excellent

health and strength, and, notwithstanding the fatigue of

receiving so many individuals, seemed in good spirits.

On Tuesday morning her Majestv and Prince Albert left

Dalkeith for their visit to the Highlands. They were es-

corted through Edinburgh by a detachment of the Ennu-

killen Dragoons, tinder the command of Lord Atboi, and

were accompanied by Sir R. Feel and Lard Aberdeen.

onTLurEdaynightwe^eequaltolbeantk^^^^^ *''"^'"S «' 'J'^. b«'"^,'^'!^y
;ni were equal lo lae anucipauons inai naa i

-"--—-—^ -- -— --• --- " ^u,~,s(!e andal^^o
been formed. They were not only exceedingly general, f '^^^X^ '^^"^ f "f ^f ^^''^^^/Te Forth off Lekh
but many of the devices exhibited great taste, Tb< from the Daphne frigate, lying

, ^ w 1 *v I ^ * . !.«* .„^ I
with the rest of the squadron that accompanied her Ma-

streets ^ere completely thronged to ^ ^^^^nt that su,^
On arriving at Queensferry, the royal

prised eren the people of Edmburgh themselves.^^ J^
j

J^^/^
^^^^ ^^^^.^

-^
.

..,,..
town has been crowded during the whole week.

party were received by Lord Mopetoun, the Lord Lieu*
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of her

tenant, and a large p^rtj of nobility. They then em-

barked on board the Queen Margaret steamer, and

were landed about noon at .North Queensferry Pier,

amidst the cheers of an immense concourse of spec-

tatora. Her Majesty immediately proceeded to the palace

Perih.—On Tuesday morning her Majesty entered this

beautiful county. After crossing Queensferry, the first

ohjt'ct of interest that presented itsejf to the eyes (

Majesty was the ancient Royal Burgh of Inverkeithing.

This spot maintained that reputation for loyalty on the

occasion of her TJajesty's passage through it which it

earned "ai^es long ago," when it was the favoi

of David I., King of Scotland, and his Queen, Anhabend
Drummond. From thia spot to Kinross, the whole road

was a scene of animation and rejoicing. On leaving Kin-

ross her Majesty proceeded at a fast pace to the Bridge of

Earn, the next place for changing horses. On her way
her Majesty had to pass through the Car?e of Gowrie, that

richest of ail scenes in Scotland, or perhaps in Nortliern

EnropPj and that spot which caused the Roman legion-

aries to exclaim, on first seeing it, '* Behold the Tiber !

—

behold the Campus Martius !" Her Majesty was de-

lighted with the scene, and expressed her gratification in

the most agreeable manner. The Glenfarg or valley road

was that selected for her Majesty to travel from Kinross

to Perth. It is a comparatively new line, and is of a viry

romantic character ; though, perhaps, less so than the old

road, which was a Roman military highway. At the

Bridge of Earn, the last stage in her Majesty's journey
but one, the scene which presented itself to the eye as the

Rojal procession emerged from the Glen, and wound its

way along the road which at that point traverses the Carse
of Gowrie, was the most picturesque imaginable. The day
was one of the most beautiful of the season. Shortly after

leaving the Bridge, her Mnjesty sent off part of her suite

to Scone, and, followed by three carnages, took the cross-

road to Duppliu Castle, the seat of Lord Kinnoull, where
she had luncheon. Her Majesty left Dupplin early in the

afternoon, and entered Perth amidst the greatest demon-
strations of enthusiasm and respect. The Town Council
of the " Fair City '* were in waiting for her Majesty.
Her Majesty entered the Great North Road by the Cloven
Craigs, and afterwards proceeded along to the South Inch.
At this point the keys of the city were presented to her
Majesty by the Lord Provost, and her Majesty then pro-
ceeded through Perth by the way of Princes-street,
George-street, and the bridge over the Tay, to Scone
Palace. Her Majesty was most cordially received in her
progress through Perth, and appeared much gratified with
the enthusiasm of her subjects. On arriving at the bridge
the royal party were met by the Earl of Mansfield, here-
ditary keeper of Scone, who escorted her Majesty towards
this ancient abode of royally, which stands on the opposite
bank of the river about two miles distant. The royal
party reached Scone about four o'clock, when her Maje*tty
and Prince Albert were immediately conducted to the
apartments prepared fnr tkeir re /lion, and ia the even-
ing hOr: red Lord Mansfield wi;h their company to
dinner. The aiultitude which poured into Perth from all

quarters during Monday night and Tu^^day morning was
.beyond all precedent There were no fewer than 10,000
to 50.000 visitors. Ali was regularity and order, and no
accident occurred. In the evening upwards of 500 gentle-
nien safc down to a banquet in the county halJ, in celebra-
tion of her Majesty's visit, while bonfires and coloured
JrghfsiJIumined the neighbouring eminences. Her Ma-
jesty and suite proceeded northward at an early hour
on Wednesday, passing through Dunkeld, where the royal
jiarty partook of luncheon with her grace the Duchess
of AthoJ, to Taymouth Castle in the Highlands, the seat
of the Marquis of Breadalbane.

country. The Old and New Testaments are also in course
of translation into different languages, by clergymen and
linguists connected with the society.

Relujioits Instiiulions,—The following list of X\\q re-

ceipts of religious and benevolent institutions for the past

year has recently been published. The total of the receipts

of the societies marked with an asterisk include sales of
publications :

African Civilisation Society.... 3,692 10 3
Aged Pilgrim's Friend X.6t)0 6 6
Anti-Slavery* 2,840]? 4
Baptist Missionary 22,727 2 2
"Baptist Home Missionary .... 5,153 15 5
-baptist Irish 2,30O
i:iaptist Colonial Missionary . . '. . ^07 9 1

Bible Translation (Baptist) . '. , .1,600
British and Foreign Bible* .... 95,095 4 8
British and Foreign Sailors' , , . 2,600
British and Foreign School 7,080 l.'J. 4
British and Foreign Tcmijcrance* . . l,ioo
British Reformation* • - . , . J,SOS 14 lOi
Christian Knowledge* 90,476
Christian Instruction . . , , 1,423 8 9
Church Missionary , . ". . .93,592 7 9
Church of Scotland Missionary (1841) . . 8,315 8 9
Church Pastoral Aid 18,900
ColoniaJ Church 1,900
ColoniEfl Missionary . . . * . 2,200
District Visiting 250
Foreign Aid . . ... . » I,9f>3

Hibernian 7,050
iiomc and Colonial Infant School (1841) . 1,905 7 4
Home Missionary 9,402 4
Irish 4,136
Irish Evangelical about 2,000
Jews, for propagation of Christianity among 24,659 8 9
Jews Operative Converts Institution . , 799
London City Mission 5,534 18 Hi
London Missionary . • . , . . 80,874 3
Lord's Day Observance . - . • 513 4
Moravian Jiiitbionary . . • ^ . . 10,651 9 9
Kational School, annual subs. .

* about 6,000
Naval and Military Bible* .... 2,809
New British and Foreign Temperance* , 2,>37 10
Newfoundland School • 3,470
Peace* , . 768
Prayer-book and Homily* .... 2,496 8

Protestant Association ..... 1,376 i

RclJgiou* Tract* 56,014 8 1

Sailors' Home 2,811
Scotti.'^htJnited Secession Mission Fund , 4,)96 14 9
Sunday School Union* .... 10,241 9 74
Suppression of Intemperance . . , 90s 15
Trinitarian Bible ...... 2,201 14

Wesleyan Missionary . . . . 101,613 2 4

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S.—TnunsDAT.— Only a few of the subscribers

having retin-ncd from Warwick, the attendance was thin, and
betting flat. Offers were made to lay 6 to 4 agst Attila, but no
one would talie less than 7_to 4 j therefore nothing was done upon
him. The prices of the otllcrs were as follow

:

St. Leger.
6 to 4 agst Colonel Anson's Attila
8 to I — Mr. Ramsay's Cabrera ;io to 1 taken at once)
11 to 1 — Mr, Forth's Policy (taken)
12 to I — Mr. Ferguson's Fircaway (taken)
1 1 to 1 — Mr. Meiklani's Agreeable colt (taken)
It to 1 — Colonel Peel's Seahorse (taken)
16 to 1 — Mr. Combe*s Rosalind (taken)
30 to 1 — Lord ^'hcstcrfieid'3 Artful Bodger (taken\

iiJlfsfcflancous.
Translations of the Lihirgrj.—ThQ attention of the

committee of the Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge has been directed during the present year to the pre-
paration and completioa of several new versions of the
Liturgy. The first of these is a version of the Liturgy of
the Church of England into the Amharic or modern Ethi-
opic—the language of a great part of the country of Abys-
wnia. llus has been translated by the Rev. C. W. Isen-

T^k Vu^^'^l'"^''
""^ '^^'^ ^^"^^^ ^f England, in the service

ai ?Le.-''''^
Missionary Society. During his residence

^uZ^T""'^ '? Abyssinia he found a great want of such

the ^cco^^^^^^^^

upon bis return he devoted himself tothe accomplishment of the work- It is expected that

t'dTnT Chi: r ^'""'E
^''' ''' -^^"^' not'onlfin a?

in advancing Christian LotteJ^ aJonftt' ^fl.**'^medan and heathen tribes by whom the amL" f"""A translation of the LiturL int^ l/'^^J^^^^
ha. been undertaken byS ReV^tJStJTI^^^Church Missionary Society, assisted by a native of knfitantmople. Great care has been taken to avo d the Sd5tyleof the modern Turkuh, and to adapt the la~
as far as possible, to Christian devotional usages So
great a desire has been manifested by many of the Turks
to become better acquainted with the religion of England
that little doubt can be entertained of the usefulness of
this translation. Portions of the Liturgy have been trans-
lated into Armenian. Modern Armenian has been chosen
in prefcu-ence ito ancicat Armenian, or Arnieno-Turkish.
The Tfayer-book has been translated into modern Greek,
and a large number of copies distributed. It has also
been translated into French, Portuguese, Dutch, and por-
tions of it, at the request of the Bishop of New Zealand,
have beea translated into the language of that distaat

MARK LAXE, Fflii>Av, Sjc^t. 9.— The little English Wheat
fresh up bince Monday, sold atimprovcd rates, and fine White
was 2<. dearer.—There is still a good demand for Foreign at fully
as high prices. Spring Corn of all sorts comes sparingly to Mar-
ket, and there is no alteration in value, but it is difficult to sell
Old Iiish Oats excepting at a reduction.

BRITISH, TEJl lAiPKiUAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . , AVhite

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yoiktliire. . .

Barley MhUinif and distilling
Oats, r.int^nlnshire and Voikshire . . . Folnnds

Nonhnmberland and Scotch . , . , VeGii-— i»*^''h Feed
Rye
Beans, Maza^ant old and new . £7 to 31 TiL-k" 30to33

Pigeon, Heligoland . . . 31 to 34 AVinds. — to

—

Peas, Wliue 31 to 37 Waple 28 to 32

hA to bZ— to —
2\ tn 26'

13 to S3
— to —
6 to is

45 to 50

Red A0to54
White — to—
Grind. S2 to £C
Feed 14 to 22
Potato 15 to £3
Potato 14 to 22

Harrow 31 to S4
Longpcd — to —
Grey £6 to 30

WEEKLY lAIPKRIAL AVERAGES.

July
August

Sept."

2d

12
19

a

U'he&t.
63 9
61 a
58 U
66 5
55
63 a

Barley.
as
£7
27
£6

27
27

6
6
9
a
s

Oats
21 5

8 weeks' Aggregate AvtiJ 58 1

Dutiei 14 I

27 4

9

20
20
19
IS
18

6
2

5
fr

Rve.
34 9

35
36
32
31

3i

II

6
9
«
5

19 ID 33 a

Beans.
34 7
34 1

34 1

33 B
33 U
33 I

33 11

Peas.
3.3 io

7 I 9 8 9 e

32
34
33
33
32

II

7
n
6
s

33 4

English
Iriah .

Foreign

Flour.
3S35 iSk*-.

ARRIVALS IN THK BlVKR LAST W
Uht.iliarl.

Bris. 3176 i

22080

642

860

Alalr.i Oat».
34P2 1410

fi979

6460

Uye.
13

Bns.
;j4

9

Fe?ii

432

1280 S20

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVKN'TS— J. J. Iselin, s, St. Benefs place, Gractchurch-Rlrect

merchaiil-J. SiinmoriB, I.ungwick, n>icUinghamRhrre,corndealer_.T. E. 21ocr'.bohm and W. K. MauKhter. tenchuuh-itrcet, m«chanis-T. Cairncross,ounuer and, «inip niiilder. '

BANKnUPTCIKS A.VN-ULLED.-J. 7I„ci.on, ,e„.. »nd J. Hudson. j,.n ,h«,^ll..w pl»^:e, Hannver-sqiiare, lurners-J. Wlntyre, Mane )> ester, oil-cloil.

W Vrihl, r / R r -Vl ^^V ^^""""i' J;n. Lawrpnce-lane, d.y, innkeeper
7.,h 1 -^

*^ ?• ^"^^' Clarvnce wluirf, Re«,nf,.™nal Basin Regent'.-paik. Inciter tn«trh n.aniUa<;turet._Il. Baker, Alarkliin,., city, mJuhant-C.MoUoBay. St<xkbr.dfre, Hantt, victi,allpr_.M. D, jghtv. Sou ihorpe Northampt™.hire, millcr-E. P. W..t, .Stajnlurd. Linch,.!,! eT^cer^ij/^PKh;
"rfven.r'Tv" n"' wi"'-,

"'"^-.'"'".'-C- Stanley, Xewportf Salop, ".n.^y

.'tre"«:t^S'AVto^
''"""^''' -"' -" S. Sytnoni. junVsV^lJ^fhaU-

SCOTCH i?EaU
»nire, grocer and

GlMKoi°^Kr^er'T'rL'-/*"'i"V" """ *"' iiiasgow, merLbant-J. Carricic,

^^t^nZfZ\r^T
^*^««'^^' hlB^gow, tavern T<eeper-T. Boyd. Paisley;

late G. Osborne, Esq.» of Limerick— Oil the 1st ingt., at St Jr.), ' u —
James, Bcrnnd snn of the late J, Hardcastle, Esq of s„rV«, _f* "^'^'^O'T.
Au>?U8ta. third daughter of Mr. Lay, of the Grove, HRclnJJ^nl'^^u'V '" ^^

" " " " ~'
11 'fi'=« „i¥- ^ .y" »"* 3jd intt.

"^^nt-ttreei

at St
PimI

.. George'*, Hannver-square, I>. Scannell, Esq', of rpuer fiiV »
1"* ^'

ico,suigt"on,to Matilda, daughter of VV'.Struthers F*o pVJ- ^^'''"^

f ™ V ."' ^•'^''y—^" uic J"' .1.31., Bgea Hi. Jessie, wife of Mr \V \v
""

of Tnniry-sqiiare, Souths ark—On ihe 5th inst.. at 12? rrawf„r!* V* ""»<*,
man-square. Mr. Geortfe Koaiinir. Catholic orinter an^V^..!, „m5_"'**'«?^ P-n-

aged 66—On th
late Lieut. -Col

n-street. General Lord K^jhert Edward HpnrvJ^J^ '*'" *>'«

iS 8rh in.t.. al Oxted Coitngc. Surrey. S^sanLh!?;''^^-^'
F. W. Belli.. Hon. East India Cot^panyT^ervlc",trdl*^

Price 7^., illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds Cac-P* a-

A NEW ELUTION OF THE ' *^"' *^^'>

IVFATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS- th^irJ-^ Management, Habits, Feod, Dhcases, Treatment Rr*>^^:
and the STethods of Catching them. By J. M, Bechstkiv ii A^'

** A very delightful book of its kind
It seei^ t

an indispensable book for the bird-fancier.*'

—

Sp'ectator
™* *° ^

"It will be Mclconie to every gentleman's library or drawmff-room
ble. It IS superbly got up, with an immense number of viirnpM^

and, in fact, rivalsthebcautvof the Annuals."— U'cfA/w Virrntrh
London : W. S. Orr and Co.

: and W. K. Chambers Edinburgh

table
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TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.^ SCHOOL, Session 1842-43.
Council of the College,
Head Master-THOMAS H. KEY, A.M., late Professor of I Mm

in the College.
v^^^uroiLalm

Professor Maiden, A.M., will instruct the Senior Greek aais
The School will open on Monday, September 26. -

The Session is divided into three terms, viz. :—from the 26th of
September to Christmas, from Christmas to Easter, and fmm
Easter to the 4th of August * ^^^

The yearly payment for each Pupil is 15L, of \vhich 51 are naid
in advance each terra. The hours of attendance are from a quar
tcr past 9 to three-quarters past 3. The afternoons ofWednesdav
and Saturday are devoted exclusively to drawing.
The subjects taught (without extra charge) are Readinc

Writing ; the Properties of the most Familiar Objects^naturalanH
artificial; the English, Latin, Greek, French, and German Lan-
guages; Ancient and Modern History; Geography, both physical
and political

J Arithmetic and Bookkeeping; the Elements of
Mathematics and of Natural Philosophy; and Drawing.
Any Pupil may omit Greek, or Latin and Greek, and devote his

whole attention to the other branches of education.
There is a general examination of the Pupils at the end of each

Session, and the Prizes are then given.
The discipline of the School is maintained without corporal

punishment.
A monthly report of the conduct of eacli Pupil is sent to Ms

Parent or Guardians.
Several of the Masters receive Boarders.
Further particulars may be obtained at the office of the

College.

Charles C. Atkivson, Secretary of the Council.
Tlic College Lectures in the classes of the Faculty of Medicine

commence on the 1st October ; those of the Faculty of Arts on
the T5th of October.—August, 1842.

p ASE OF DISTRESS. We, the undersigned, appeal
VV to the Benevolence of the Public, and particularly to Gar-
deners, on behalf of the Widow of the late Robert Runciman,
who is left with five children under ten years of age, wholly un-
provided for. The late Robert Runciman was many years Gar-
dener at Coptfold Hall, Essex, which situation he was obliged to
quit three years since in consequence of the gentleman leaving;

the place ; he was not able afterwards to obtain a situation 14
consequence of his numerous family, and he commenced jobbirtf

Gardener, when he was unfortunately attacke<f with severl

Rheumatism, which confined him for many months to his bed-

room > and thus the little savings he had previously made be-

came exhausted before his death. We know him to be a steady,

sober, and industrious man, and therefore confidently make thi#

appeal on b?half of "the widow and the fatherless," in the hope

that it will meet with that attention which the curcumstaaces
of the case deserve.
We shall be happy to receive Subscriptions, however small, ia

her behalf, and we beg to state, in justice to Mrs. Runciman,
that this appeal is made Mthout her knowledge.
John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Low^cr Cheam.Suney,
David Ferguson, Gardener to the Duke of Buckingham and

Chandos, Stowe, Bucks.
Saml. Young, Gardener to "W* Branston, Esq., Skreens, Chelms-

ford, Essex.
Mr. Chariwood, of Tavistock Row, Covcnt Garden, has also

kindly undertaken to receive Subscriptions.
Proprs. of Gard, Chron. 1

W. Catleugh. • . . l
Jno. Green • , . . 1

1 D. Ferguson . .

J. Falconer . .

J. A. Henderson

1

1

10

H IPS FOR NEW ZEALAND, under Charter to tie

^ew Zealand Company, to sail as under mentioned, vii.—

FOR KELSON AND WELLINGTON:
INDUS, A 1, 425 tons, from London, 1st October,
irther particulars annlv at the New Zealand House, Broaa*For further particulars apply at the New Zealand

street Buildings.

H ODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended ^7 ^^®

Itj', is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewer>', Bo^f
Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cauiioi

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, ^S, Graccchurch-strect.

'^rilE "ROYAL ESSENCE OF EGLANTINE"
J- for the Handkerclaef is prepared only by Mr. "^"iT,^'
Chemist, 24, Cornhill, London, in bottles at 2s. 6</..4a-. e^-^ntt w-

each. Wherealso njay be obtained the "AROMATIC prNOt.i>A

ESSENCE" so useful in Headaches, Fainting, &c., at 3^. each.

N.B. Public Offices and Merchants can bcsupplied with Fostagf

Stamps and Envelopes in any quantity at Government Prices.

QUN-BURNS, FRECKLES. TAN, and other Disft^

^ gureraents of the Skin, prevalent at this peculiar season, ar

pleasingly eradicated by that unique preparation, ItO^^_I'A^^

KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous liquid, and now universa^/

admired for its sovereign virtues in completely rcmovmf *^

cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the complexion ^f^^rzL
clear and fair. It is invaluable as a renovating and f^"^,^^
wash during travelling, or exposure to the sun, dust, or na^

winds, and after the heated atmosphere of crowded ft^^.*^"* ,1* -J

Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grateful after shaving, m au.*>

ing the smarting pain. ,i,at

CAUTION.~Ask for " Rowland's Kalydor." and see tba^

these words are on the envelope, witli their signature and a^^^Y"
m red : " A. Rov^LA^n & Son, 20, IIatton GAitnEN, J^^'^^fLcr
the same arc engraven on the Government Stamp affixeao

the cork.
Sold by the Proprietors, and by respectable Chemists & Perfuincrs.

r
the
the

T re,.Si:ot«f UMielriar,, in the City nf I tendon, snd VM^^^^t^luU^tf
wnere aJI Adverti»einentB and CommuaicMioni we to be ndtirc»f«»»*'
iiditcr.^Sftturd»y, September iO. Ig4&
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INUKX OF THE PKINCIP
THE

A<himeneB grandjflora
Aloj'siaL-itriodora, to propagate
Amateur « Gariien .

Ammnnia, substances used in

Antler Rose Saw-fly described

Applc-tii'es, to protect from
Rabbits . . . - .

Bu«lding, remarks on - .

Californian Annuiils
CallaaBthiopioB, its treatment.
CftuHfiowers, for cottagers

Cedars, nitrate vf soda ior

Chamomile, to cure mildew-

Currant, May's new late Ued ,

Cuttings, to prepare for foreign

parts «... *

Datura arboreat its treatment .

Fertilizer, Count Hompesch's
patent . > • • •

Fi^3, to prevent their dropping
Fleas, to drive away . • -

Fruit-trees, cause of canker in
Fruit, to preserve in water
Fungi, on turf, to destroy •

Gardeners and Weeds . •

Gardeners' Forei^'n Library .

Guano, experiments with
_

•

Harvest-bug, to relieve the ir-

litaiion caused by them •

Hoddesdon Hall, noticed .
"

.

Hort. Soa, terms of admlsaion .

A I- HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS
LAST NUMBER.

IN
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604 a
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b
b
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6i9a
609 b
605 c

609 e

6(0) b
605 a
607 c

607 c

609a
607 c

609 b

Hydrangea, to produce blue
flowers * . . , ,

Ipomoea Learii, seeds from
Lime-ash floors, to prepare
ftrimulus I\f aclainianus , .

Morphology, vegetable
Mushroom-i'pawn, to prepare .

Nitrate of soda, its adulteration
Pedicularis mcK^lantha .

Pelargonium, scarlet, to propa-
gate

Pineapples, watery . . .

Flams, tu flower in autumn .— to grow in charcoal
Potato, cultivated in the East .

Potatoes, manure for...
QuHr. Journ. of Agricul., rer.
Kobinia pseud-Acacia, unfit for

planting largely . . ,

Roses, to prepare for forcing .

Sea-sand, for Asparagus-beds •

Tanks, to line • . . •

Tea plant, Assam
Trees, manure for • • >

Troliiua acaulis . - , , ,

Vine, for a greenhoiifc . .— its management by Mr.
Crawshay . . , ,

Warpur, described . . ,

Young's Nursery, noticed
Zoological Society, terms of ad-
mission • • . . .
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BRIGHTON FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—At its Third Annual Exhibition of Flowers, &c..

the ahove Society will offer a Sweepstakes for Dahlias, open to the
public, in three Prizes, viz., il. lOs., U., and 10*. Each panto
contain 12 dissimilar flowers. Seedlings excepted. Entrance, 5«.

R. Colling, Secretary.

pARNATlONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS. _
yy NATHANIEL NORMAN, Florist, begs to call the attention
of the Nobility, Gentry, Amateurs, and his friends generally,
to his select Collection, comprising: the finest show varieties,
with which he has gained twenty prizes this season at the fol-
lowing Societies : London Horticultural, Royal South London,
South Essex, and Floricultural Society of London. Has 10,000
Plants now ready, in fine healthy condition.
Catalogues may be had on prepaid application.—Bull Fields,

Woolwich.

TYJYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
J-T-i- after two years* competition, still maintains its pre-emi-
nence; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons aiid
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-
commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prhicc Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per loO, each,
50s. ; and their Eliza, 20s, Runners are now ready, and may be
had on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.
Wyatt's famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50s. per 100 sets, or U. 6i/.per

root, will be ready in October,

FERNS.
TXTM. PAMPLIN, NURSERYMAN, LAVENDER
T ' HILL, WANDSWORTH, begs to invite attennou to his

Collections of that beautiful tribe of Plants—the Ferns. W. P,
offers strong healthy Plants in pots at prices varving from 9rf. and'
Is,, to 105. each, according- to rarity of species, &c.
W. P. will also supplyASSORTED COLLECTIONS as follows;

»*

99

A Collection of Forty species for
of Twenty ,, ,

of Twelve „
of Six „

A Collection of Thirty Species, all sab-
hardy and hardy Exotic

of Twenty-five
of Twenty
of Twelve
ofSix _ _

Wardian cases of Ferns, or Ward's portable Greenhouses, rf
various sizes and prices, with the Plants, from Seven Shillings
and Sixpence to Two and Five Guineas.
*»* Wardian Cases fitted up and furnished with Plants at very

moderate prices.—Lavender Hill Nursery, Sept, 10, 1842.
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TO GROWERS OF HYACINTHS, AND OTHER DUTCH
BULBS.

T\/f ESSRS. Y'^OUELL have nauch pleasure in annouD-
-^'-- cing that they have just received their importation of the
ah ove direct from Haarlem, the Bulbs being remarkably large
an d sound. For particulars see their advertisement in the Gar^
de ners^ Chronicle of a^th August.

Catalogues may be had on application.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept, 1st, 1842.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.
YOUELL& CO. '8 Superb Collection of the above
-*^ ^

will be found to contain every attainable variety worthy of
cultivation

j and havii»p spared no expense in rendering their
Collection the most extensive and select in Uie kingdom, they
beg to announce that they purpose commencing to execute
orders the first week in October, upon the following terms :—

25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, jfi 5
12
25
12
2$
12

do.

ft

It

2

3
I

I

10

10

4
12

They beg
packing the

do. do.
of fine Show flowers,

do. do. ...
of extra fine Show Pinks, .

The selection being left to Y. & Co.
further to state that, having a peculiar mode of

- _ ^,^ ,7^ Pllmts, so as to insure their safe delivery in
any part of the United Kingdom per Post, for the information of
parties at a dist^ance, ^^ishing to avoid the expense of Carriage.
Package &c., they wiU send them free of tjostage, at the extra
charge of 2.9. per doz. jjair.
A Post-oihce order, or reference, is respcctfuUy requested fromunknown correspondents.
Catalogues may he bad on application, by enclosing two

postage stamps. ' ^

NEW SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
Youell & Co. beg icspcctfuUy to state, that they continue

sending out. per Post (free), their Superb CoUcction of Fuchsias,Mthe rate of 21*. per doz.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 8^ 1842.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17. Prick 6d.

JYI ICHAEL BREWER, Nursery, London Road, Cam-
•f*-*-

bridge, begs respectfully to call the attention of the Nobi-
lit)% Gentry, and the Public to that invaluable new Strawberry,
the EsrPEnoR. It is a strong grower, a great bearer, and has a
fine flavour, with large scarlet fruit superior to Keen's Seedling,
with the great advantage of being ripe a fortnight earlier.

Fine strong plants are now ready at 30«. per 100.

ROSES.
ll/r ESSRS, PAUL and SON, CHESHUNT, HERTS,
^^^ beg to inform Rose Amateurs and the Public in general, that
they have just published a New Catalocuk of Roses, 24 pages
octavo, and which will be forwarded upon application, inclosing
four Postage Stamps, post free.
Their Stock of Roses is this season unusually large and fine,

and has received an addition of many new and beautiful varie-
ties, and they trust that the moderate rate of charges will induce
Rose Cultivators to favour tlicm with their commands, which
they pledge themselves shall be executed in the best possible
manner. The Autumn Collection is now in full bloom.—A remit-
tance, or reference, respectfully solicited from unknown Corre.
spondents.

All Packages delivered free of carriage la London,
Cheshunt, Sept. 7th, 1842.

MAJOR*S BRIDEGROOM PANSY,

H MAJOR, KxXOSTHORPE, near Leeds, begs to an-
• nounce that he will be able to send out Healthy Plants of

the above beautiful Pansy about the middle of September, at
5s. Gd. each. H. M, has no hesitation in pronouncing it one of
the best Pansies out j it is a large and well-formed flower, of good
substance, and of well-defined colours. The centre is pure white,
with large mulberry eyej the upper petals present a clean bright
purple; the lower petals are deeply belted with rich violet; and
the flower h^s the valuable property of retaining its colours till it

begins to decline. The Editor of the Gardeners* Chronicle (No.
29) speaks thus of it, "H. Major.—The Pansy you intend to
name Bridegroom is a desiral)le flower; the eye is bold, and the
general form of the flower good ; the inside is a good white, and
the border mund the under petals deep and rich."
Plants will be vsent by Post free of expense. From tniknown

correspondents a remittance will be rcriuired with the order. A
priced list of a few select Pansies may be had on Post-paid
application.
September 5, 1S42.

n^HOMAS BROWN begs to draw tbe attention of
J- Amateurs and Florists to the following Ros£-leap seedhng
Pinks, three of which have had first-class Prizes awarded them
at the Floricultural Society's Exhibition on the 21st June last,
and also received first, second, third, and fourth prizes at the
Slough open Show, June 24th :

—

Eclipse, per pair, 7s. 6d, Model, per pair, 7s. 6d.
Garland, do., 7s. 6d. Acmk, do., 7*. 64.

AVith a choice selection of the most approved Show Flowers,
also several SUPERB nkw Pansiks, and all the leaduig khids in
cultivation, strong and healthy plants of which are now ready for
delivery.—Slough Nursery, Sept. U, 1842. .

•
^^"^'^'^^^^^^™^^^^^'^^™^^"™' ~ " " m^^m^^^^^^^^ MBi^^ii, - I , ,^ . f^^^^^M-
* - — ^—

TO GROWERS OF PANSIES,
TAMES MAY begs to inform bis Patrons and Friends
'' he has now ready fine Plants of evrrj known first-rate va-
riety, and will feci obliged by early onlei\ J. M. is .sorry, in
consequence of his late removal, and the very hot, dry season,
he was not able to supply the very nnmerotifi orders be received

;

but hopes now to be able to supply aijy orders be may be
favoured with. The following is a list of a few first-rate kinds,
any of which may be bad nt 21s. per dozen, package included,
viz. -.— Peter Dick, Duke of Cornwall, Lord F. Egcrton, Colonel
Dundas, Jehu, Triumph, Diana Vernon, Glory of Knosthorpe,
Jewess, Paul Pry, Eclipse, Miss Stainfortb,Nicol Jarvie, delicata.
Goldsmith, Souter Johmiy, Van Amburgh, Launcelot, Amulet,
Imogrene, Sir William Wallace, Mrs. Long, Lady Glenallen, Sir J.
R. Reid, Jenny Jones. Sophia. Admirable, Defender. Bianca, Com-
mander, Laura superba, Alarm, majestica, Regulator, alba
maculata. Advocate, Queen of the Whites (May's, the best
white known), Haidee, Cliampion, Great Western, Mulberry
Perfection, &c,, &c., &c.

J, M. begs to Inform the Public that his Collection of Pansies
consists of more than 6oo named varieties, many of which may be
had at 65., 95., to 125. per dozen. Extra fine Pansy Seed, all

warranted, collected from the best varieties, which can be sent
by Post, free, at 2^. 6d., 5«., to 10*. per packet.
A remittance respectfully requested from unknown corre-

spondents ; if by Post-office order, please to draw upon the Ed-
monton Post-office, or General Post-ofifice, London.
Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, near London.

ALEX. PONTEY^ begs to call the attention of tbe
Public to the following splendid SEEDLING PELARGO-

NIUMS, which will be sent out this autumn at tbe prices named
under. The COUNTESS OF MORLEY won the Goj.d Mkiial
at the Royal Devon aiid Cornwall Horticultural Society's Show
at Devonport in 1841, under the name of Beauty's Pride.

The usual allowance to the trade.
Wood's Countess of Morlcy

Royal Pet .

Eros .

" Macbeth .

Tropaeolum tricolorum and brachazerus, 18*. per dozen.
Tlie first four are recommended as first-rate and superb show

flowers.—Plymouth, August 24, 1842.

jff s.
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JOHN HOLLAND, Florist, Market-place, Middle-
O ton, near Manchester, begfi to remind the readers of the
Chronicle that his Superb Collection of Carvatjoxs and Pico-
TKEs are now ready lor sending out—including all the best va-
rieties in cultivation i Catalogues of which arc now ready, and
may be had on prepaid application.
Market-place, Middleton, September I5th, 1842.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS-

JT, WILLMER and SON, King's Road, Cbelsea,
• by appointment Florists to her Majesty, beg to inform the

admirers of the above-named Flowers, that their Plants are now
ready for delivery at the under-mentioned prices, the selection
being left to W. and S. ;—

25 pairs superior Show Carnations or Picotees . . ^4
12 do. do. do. • .300
25 do. do. , Pinks 1 I D
12 do, do. do. . . . , . 10 6
W, and S. beg to state that for health and strength their Plants

stand unrivalled.

N.B.—A reference in London, or payment iii advance, ia re-

spectfully requested from unknown correspondents.
King's Roadf Chelsea, Sept. 24, 1842.

THE MOST SUPERB DARK CHINA ROSE EVER OFFERED
TO PUBLIC NOTICE-" MIELLEY'S PRINCE OF WALES."
V\^M. WOOD & SON have the bonour to announce
» '^ to their Friends and Amateurs hi general, that they have

purchased the entire stock of the above most magnificent Rose,
and intend sending it out oariy in November, price for Dwarf
Plants (on their roots^ lOs. Qd. each.
The colour is of tbe deepest rich dark velvety purple violet,

most perfect shape, beautifully cupped, large and very double,
producing its elegant flowers on very strong footstalks; the
habit is luxuriant and pleasing, with fine glossy folinfrc; it is
perfectly hardy, and may certainly be depended njKjn as a Show
Rose of first-rate excellence.
A (iwcount of one- third will be allowed to the trade if 6 plaiits or

mor* arc taken at once. Early orders arc respectfully solicited,
which will be executed in rotation as received.
A remittance or reference will be required from xinknown

correspondents.
Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

'I^WITCHETT'S DON JOHN CARNATION (tbe
-L finest Scarict Bizarre in England) ; HEADLY'S SARAH, a
splendid ligbt. edged Red Picotee—each One Guinea per pair.
See Wakcling's*' Florist's Guide" for Sept. 1841 and June 1842.
Also TWITCHETT'S FAIR ROSAMOND, a rich rose-edged Pi-
cotee on a snow-white ground, IO5. fid. per pair. The Trade
allowance if six pairs be ordered. Address Mr. Twitchett, Cam-
bridge, or Messrs. Dickson, Florists, Acre-lane, Brixton, London-
Mr. Twitchett will show 21 blooms of his Don John against the
te number of Martin's Splendid, or any other Scarlet Bizarre*

for Two Guineas each bloom, and Twenty Guineas the odds, July
1843, p.p.

QFLENDID ERICAS (HEATHS), EPACRIS, BO-^ RONIAS, &c., Ac—J. and J. FAIRBAIRN, in gratefully
acknowledging the kind and very Uberal patronage they have
been favoured with, beg leave most respectfully to solicit the
attention and inspection of their friends Rtid the public to
their very large and exceedingly healthy Stock of the above
highly beautiful tribe of FLAM S, which they flatter themselves
are not to be surpassed in the kingdom 5 and which, from the
extent of their stock, they are enabled to oflf'er upon the follow-
ing very advantageous terms :

—

100 fine flowering plants, including 75 Ericas. 20 Epacris, and
5 Boronias. The baskets and packages of the Ericas will consist
of the most popular and esteemed kinds—Ampullacea, Ampulla-
cca fubra and elegans. Tricolor, Tricolor superba and elegans,
Eximia, Hartnelli, Ventricosa, Vcntricosa superba, Glohosn,
Stricta, and Purpiu^ea, Dcpressa, Vcinix ovata, Westcottia,
Willmoreana, Vestita, Hyemalis, Formosa, Mirabilis, Pattcrsoui-
ana, Picta, Sulphurea, Viridifiora, Intermedia, Mammosa, Linnsca-
na superba, Linnaeana curvseflora, Humcana, Bank siana, San-
guinea, Daphnoides, Blanda, Jasminiflora alba, Donnei.Cliffordi-
ana, Rubra, Cerinthoides, Cerinthoides magna, Grandinosa, Vcrti-
cillata nova, Persoluta rubra, Boweana, Exsurgens coccinea,
Echiiflora, Cruenta, Sulphurea, Blandfordia,Trossula, &c.,&c.,
&c. The Epacris will contain Imprcssa, Imprcssa pallida, Cam-
panulata alba and rubra, Variabilis, Nivalis, Onosmaeflora ma-
jor, Pulchella, Grandittora, Pungens, and Purpurascens, &c.
&c. for . . . . je; 10

75 Fine Flowering Plaaits from the same Choice Selection, 6 It
50 do. do. 4a. 5

25 do. do. do. 3

For the convenience of those Culuvaloiswho are oiUy desirous
to add a few f^rms to tl'cir c^,. ct-rn^ J. and J. F. beg to offer the
following vcrj- choice and t , nras, 9. plants, package included,
for 3^. : Aristata, Massoni, Gemmifera, Macknabbiana, Inftata,

Sbannoniana, Tricolor, two beautiful new Varieties, Elegans, Ca-
vendishii, Ampullacea vittata, and Ampullacea. No. 1, a t>eau-
tiful new Hybrid variety.

J. and J. F. beg to acquaint their Friends and the Public, that
their collections of Fuchsias and Verbenas contain all the best
varieties in cultivation, and that, having large stocks, they are en-
abled to offer them at very moderate prices.

J. and J. F. beg leave also to inform their Friends and the
Public, that their stock of Fruit-trees, Standard and Dwarf,
Trained and Untrained (of the most genuine kinds). Evergreen
and Flowering Shrubs, American Plants, Standard and Dwarf
Roses, are particularly fine Ibis season, and very extensive.
Early demands w^ill receive their prompt alid most careful atten-
tion, and be much esteemed.

All Orders they may be favoured with packed upon the most
approved principles, and delivered free of charge in London,
N.B.— A remittance or reference required from unknown cor-

respondents.—Nurseries, Clapham, near London, Sept. 15, 1842.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE,

THE above magnificent FUCHSIA was raised by Mr.
Meehan, Gardener to Col. Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of

Wight, from whom Messrs. YorKLr- obtained the entire stock.

In May last it was submitted to Dr. Lindley for his opinion,
which will be found in the Gardeners^ Chronicle of the 14th of that
month as follows :—

•* Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have
seen j the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and
sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will
prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus."

Messrs. Youell, in bringing this beautiful prodviction into public
notice, do so without the slightest diflidfncc, being fully assured
of its giving the most entire satisfaction. It is of vigorous habit,
fine foliage, and, as a proof of its being a most profuse bloomer,
they have a plant in flower at the present time on one branch of
which there are upwards of 200 blooms, forming a splendid
object for the Greenhouse, Conservatory, or Flower-gaiden.

Youell & Co. purpose sending it cut in the second vireek of
April next, at 10*. 6rf. per plant, free of postage, to any part of the
United Kingdom ; and all orders they may be favoured with will
be executed in rotation.
Orders from the Continent will receive every care in packing,

so* as to ensure their safety.

The usual discount to the Trade, where not less than 6 plants

are ordered.-—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 15, 1842.

PELARGONIUM—LYNE'S SUNRISE—Tbia valu-

able and first-rate variety, which has far surpassed " Rismr
Sun," or anv flower of the kind ever produced, can be oxd^ed of

ilfr. Wm, Eendle, Union-road Nursery, Plymouth ; or of his Lon-

don Agents—Messrs. Warntr, Seedsmen, CornhUI, Wid Ux. VVn.

Biistow, Seedsman, Knightsbridge, from whom Engnivii^ ana

Descriptions can be obtah^ed. l*he Stock being very \^^^^A'^j*
dcMted that orders will be i^^n^^iately forwarded as Mr. K^^^^^^^^^

wUl not guarantee to supply strong Plants
^^'^^S^^^^^^^J^t^'^^^'or „f

To. Lync's Duke of Cornwall, which Is .tyJedb^^^^^

the Chronicle as - « Flower of extraordinary ^"i'tZ^lcltlhC^
with LyJ^Cs Lord Ebrin^ton, Lyre's Pnnce«s Royal, Cynthia,

namlet. and Basset's Glory of the Wc^t, ^'^^ ^-<^ ^ obtained on

Bppiicatiou as above. « * ,« .c*«
Union-road Nursery, Plymouth, Se^pt. 10, IS42,
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FLORIST'S FLOWERS.

and W. FJNLAYSON, Florists, Seedhills, Paisley,

have at present for sale an extensive CoUectiou of Auricu-

las Tulips. Ranunculuses, Pinks, Carnatious, Picotees, Pansies,

Ac' The principal part o( the Ranunculuses are Scotch flowers,

mostly of J. a.iid \\ . F.*s own raisinff, and are of a very superior

d^'S'-riptiyn. Aiao a few hundred fiue plants of Double White

Cataloc^ies with particulars may be hart on application, post

paid. A remittance or reference wiU be required from unknown
correspondents.—Sept. IJ, 1842.
'

ROSES.

HLANE & SON beg to announce that their Select
• Annual Descriptive CATALOGUE will be ready for

delivery in a few days, and may be had, post-free, on application
(enclosing a Twopenny Stamp), at the Nurseries, Great Berk-
ham psted, Herts.
HEARTSEASE.—The following: Seedlings having: been care-

fully selected by H. Laxe ani> Son from their Stock, are now
ready for sending out for the first time, and can be strongly re-
commended, viz., SmJonx Sebright*, 7s.6d,i Alpha*, 7s. Gd,-,

CUfUSTINA, 55.; \vICJlS, oS. ; VbNCS, 5«. J DiANA, 5«.; NjSRO,
3s. 6d, ; ACTKON', 3s. 6rf. ; Jojiv Fowler, 3s, Gd,; Signor La-
BLACUK, 3a. M., and Calypso, 3s. 6d. if ordered singly j but if the
whole arc taken they will be charg:ed only 45.v.

Those marked * were awarded Prizes at the Floricultural
Society of London's Show, on the 21st of June last.

PELARGONIUMS.
THOSE SPLENDID SEEDLINGS raised by Mr.

John Wilson, which during the present season have been
the subjects of universal aUmir<ition, and for which prizes have
been awarded at the varioi^ London Exhibitions, will shortly be
re uly for delivery ; and Catalogues of t)iem may now be had gratis
oil application to the Proprietor, J. PamplLn, Nurseryman,
AValthamstow.

T^HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-»- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

T\7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENErTS^
» V aged married man, who has had extensive orartir

™iadJe-

hranch of his business. The most satisfactory referpr.
^^^^

had from the place he is now about to leave Letter h
*^ ^

toT. Harrison, Nursery and Seedsman, York win .^^^'^reti,!

diate attention. ' ^^^^ ^^^e mmjc

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,

London, having been for many years extensively engaged in
Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, either
in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of
heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be
given both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior
manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-
tuality and despatch.

TA7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER^^
V V Stevenson, 33 years of age; has had 13 veaA' r.

^^^

experience in first-rate situations, including Oxenfr>rH
'^*^^

Howkston, Stowe, &c. &-c. For character, he refers v ki**^'
and Gentlemen to Mr. Ferguson, Stowe, Buckmgham fi^^addressed to W. S., Aylesbury Nursery, Bucks, \\'ili hp"
ately attended to. '""mcit

\17ANTED by a Young Man, aged 21. who K.
* ^ slight knowledge of Gardening, a situation nn.

*

GARDENER, for improvement. 10/. will be given as a t.,'^^
*

Address, prepaid, James Turner, Stillingfleet, near York.
^*^'

n^O PANSY GROWERS.—In answer to the nuraer-
J- ous inquiries J. PEARSON has received, requesting to know
when his SEEDLINGS will be let out, he begs to say he has
Plants of all except "Milton," and will send them at 15*. each
OJi receipt of a Post-office order. Black Pri.vck, 7s. Od,
The usual allow^ance to the Trade.—Chilwell Nurseries, near

Nottingham.

LISTANTHUS RUSSELLIANUS.
T CUTIIILL begs to inform the Trade that lie has
*^ • strong, dvvurf, bushy Plants for next year's flowering now
ready, at from 2U, to 305. per doz. J. C. will have Seed of the
above in October; also his Black Spine and Snow's Cucumber
Seeds, with his early Melon, &c.—J. Cuthill, Florist, Denmark-
hill, Camberwell, London.

THE FINEST VARIETIES OF HYACINTHS, IRISES, AND
ANEMONES, AT VERY MODERATE PRICES.

JOHN SUTTON and SONS, importing largely of^ Irises, Hyacinths, Anemones, Tulips, &c., which are selected
annually while in bloom in Holland, are enabled to supply such
sorts :iH are most worthy of cultivation, and at very low prices.
The to^.o .. mg are particulaj-ly recommended ;

—

The finest Hyacinths known, per dozen . . j^O
Very fitie ditto, per do^en
Ditto ditto Mixed Double, per 100 ..".',
Superb New I rises, best 30 varieties by name '

Ditto ditto ditto Mixed, per lOO .

The New Large Doable Anomone«.by name, per'iOD
Tlic same Varieticft, mixed, pen 00
Early Single, many colours, per 100 . - *,

Gladiolus, Ranunculus, ixias, Twlips, Crocuses, Jonquils' Nar-
cissus, Ac, Scc.f in extensive colUclious, at low prices, as per
Catalogue. N.B.- Goods rteVu'ered. free of carriage, to the Rail-way Stations and Coach Offices, tn Londoti.
Reading Nursery, Sept. 15,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 1^72, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for tlic continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bai lk y have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which maybe seen at their Manufactory.

Just published, in 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price 24*

HISTORICAL MEMOIRS of the QUEF\^
ENGLAND. By Hanxah Lawrance.

** These laborious and interesting ^emoir&.'^—Athenigum
<' This verv industrious and interesting work.'*— Ej-amin^

of

" One of the most pleasing and valuable contributions whirh
English history has received for many years.'*~Bn7ji/i M
"Narratives of as much interest as if they were puredram'aR ••

^Atlas. Edward Moxon, Dover-street.

TO FLORISTS.
A BARGAIN.-

SELECT PLANTS FOR SALETO BE SOLD, a few Camellias, AzaW
Orange-trees, Hedychium speciosum, Strelitzia regiu^, &c

1 yA ^ • T^ ^ .- ,
Town, and *Ulbe sold a bargam. For Particulars apply to Messrs, Tyerman

and Gardiner, 6, Chancery-lane, London,

TT7A\TED to purchase Second-Hand, but in good
* » preservation, a small GREENHOUSE, sufficiently near

Greenwich to be conveyed there without much additional
expense. Letters post free, addressed to A. Z., Post-Office
Blackheath, Kent, will receive early attention.

'
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OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61 , Gracechurcli- street,
London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.
(See Editor's description, Gardeners^ Chronicle^ March 12, p. 175.)
To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 1 4 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwai-ds. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating aiiy description
of building, may be obtained as above j where also may be seen
the Improved Wrought-irou Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility's Seats, Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire.work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.- Wayte's New Patent Land-prcssers and Drills,

TO MARKET GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS
TyKOTHEROK and MORRIS are instructed by the
J- Trustees ofM rs. Aoamsox and So.v, of Stoke Newiugton
to submit to public competition, on the premises, Wells-slrect'
Hackney, on Monday, Oct. 3. 1842, at 11 o'clock precisely the
whole of the VALUABLE STOCK, consisting of about 800 Hand
glasses, ;<> Three-light Boxes and Lights, the whole of which arem excellent condition. Horses and Cart, a quantity of fine Rhu-
barb for forciu^-, aud suntlry Utensils. May be viewed two days
prior to Sate. Catalogues may be had on the premises of the
principal Seedsmen, aad of the Auctioneers, American Nurserv
Leytonstone. -''

M
TO NURSERYMEN, PINE-GROWERS, AND OTHERS

/fESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed
by the Trustees of Messrs. Adamson and Son, Stoke Newmgton Common, to submit to public competition on the pre

mises, on Monday, Sept. igth, 18^2, and foUowing days at 11
o'clock, the whole of their celebrated Stock of Pine Plants Green
houses, Hothouses, Graperies, Carts. Waggons, and genera!Farming and Agricultural Implements, and a considerable quan-

^5f^> n?^'*'"^.?'u^lf'>''.^^-
^^^ ^^""^^ comprises about 35,COO

!fnm 1 . ^^i^'"'}^r^"'='' ^'^ Ironwork and Water Apparatuscomplete; about MOO Pine plants of the first quality, and well-known established Stock
i a considerable number of Cucumber

^^^^^r\^XS- Kfs,^f-^
^^^

^^^f
of Greenhouse

-S^f^,-*?"";^^" Nursery, Leytomtone.

dispensed olvUwi^ >t?^'" H ^'^l^
^"^ ^"'«' Stock will be

Glass aud Erectiou. of several Greenhoa^^w^^l^^
about 300 feet of 6-inch Waternine a n»^ t? i^^^' Brickwork,
for Rockwork, aud a la^e qu^ity ^f v^^^^ ^'"^ ^^table
whole of the Nursery sLck coS^n/nf a^^V"^^' «*^« «'e
Standard Mulberries, ^AlmondsrSSf, lin.es fe'^^^-'^^mnias, C^talpa Lilac Cytisus, laburnum, CijoU^^^^^^
Privets, Bo.v, Roses, Laurustiuns, Aucuba« Bav« l^^, ,

^^^^'
White Rhododendrons Cedars of l^^^^^^k^'ll^,^'^^^^
Arbor.vit.'c, Cypress, Daphnes. Jasmines, a large^^ulnti^ of

^^^f^^^^^T V^ ^'***'^'^^ Privet Hedg4 ^ioxi^lZ^
Thrift, /tc.

5 Pinks, Carnations, Herbaceous Plants, &c &cMay be viewed a week prior to the Sale.—Catalogues to be hadon the prennses, of the principal Seedsmen in London, and of the
Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone

-^I^HE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST,
J- No. III., contains—Properties of Flowers and Plants, No. 3 -

Properties of the Geranium; Botanical Fallacies ^ Culture of the
Auricula

J Progress of Improvement in Florist's Flowers ; Vio-
lets

j
The Suburban Horticulturist; The Management of Plants

in Dwelling-houses
J Extracts from the Note-Book of a Prac-

tical Gardener.
*»* The Garukxek is published weekly, price ?,d,, and in

monthly partsj price Is.; the First of which will appear with the
Magazines,
London: R. Groombridge, Patemoster-row; where all Adver-

tisements and communications must be sent free. May be had
or ordered of all Booksellers.

]\/rECHrS superb TEA TRAYS, in Papier Machi
-L»-»- (Manufactory, 4, Leadcnhall-street, London), are un-
rivalled specimens of Japan work, infinitely surpassing the
Chinese. The prices vary from a very low figure up to twenty
guineas the set. They comprise some brilliant specimens of art
in figures, landscapes, flowers, and birds, with buhl and gold.
The same manufacture is applied in work boxes, dressing cases,

envelope cases, netting boxes, glove boxes, playiug card boxes,
and ladies' visiting card cases, hand screens, pole screens, card
racks, inkstands, ladies' work tables, chess tables, portfolios,

note and cake baskets, ladies' desks, letter boxes, &c. The fore-

going are all in Papier Mach^, and very cheap, say from 135. up
to 20/.; and Mechi can confidently assert that his establishment
for these articles surpasses in price, quality, and extent of stock,

any similar concern in the United Kingdom. Mechi is sole in-

ventor of the Mechian dressing cases, the patent castellated tooth

brushes, Qd. each, the cushioned bagatelle tables, the magic razor

strop, and peculiar steel razor. A visit to his establishment will

gratify those who are desirous of seeing the most perfect manu-
factures of this country displayed in the most attractive form,

SHIPS FOR NEW ZEALAND, tinder Charter to tie

New Zealand Company, to sail as under mentioned, viz.—
FOR NELSON AND WELLINGTON:

INDUS, A 1, 425 tons, from London, 1st October.
For further particulars apply at the New Zealaud House, Broad-

street Buildings,

WEST ON HEDGE-ROW TIMBER.
Published this day, 8vo, pp. 136, 65. Boards,

T3EMARKS on the MANAGEMENT, or rather theJ"V iUi^'.MANAGEMENT of WOODS, PLANTATIONS, audHEDGE-ROW TIMBER. By J. West, Land Agent, &c. North
Collingham, Newark, Notts.

'* The subject of which this volume treats is a very exten=;ive
and a very important one. Although there are many persons
possessed of wide estates who are ftolly sensible of the importance
of careful and systematic management in the growth of timber,
yet, altogether, it is a matter which has been more neglected and
left to chance as to its results, than almost any other in the wide
range of rural afiairs. Mr. West severclv censures this too
general neghgence on so important a subject, shows cleariy in
what the mismanagement consists, and points out the more
proper modes of proceeding. His work is one of value, and
ought to be widely known."—Aaous, Sept. 10, 1842.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

PDWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE
:ri J?*cworth, Mfddlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists'
that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for OrangeTr^™Conservatory Plants, mounted upon roUera, Slate Cisterns, Shelvesand Edgings for garden paths, may be seen in use at his houseapon apphcation to the gardener.

^"®®

Just published, price 6*. cloth,

'J'HE HAND-BOOK Of CHEMISTRY ; with aJ- complete Index of Reference. By G. H. Cauxtkr, Esq
London : W. S. Qrr & Co.; and W. & R, Chambers, Edhiburgh.

In one small volume, price 15^.pAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
-*- DICTIONARY,
In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-

siou ot a great variety of information into one volume, in order to

,mflf > '
""-^i"^ ??^^^"^, r"ons of all ranks, is so universally

n?rS^^J.U\'^"^^'V'^^ ^^'''f'^^ ^^*' ^^^ Gardener, and those cou-

rl^liT *?' profession, should be as weU accommodated as other

to tht illl !ff
Pf^^^^^l^^- No such work existing, however, prior

aLa^^ !L^^*^^ Pf^*'""' pubhcation, its value will be at once

CW^,:iT« ^V^^?^'"?* *^^ "'^'^ ewential features ofa Botanical

h^i^d^V L^'^'^'f^'^^ ^^»^*^- ^^^ ^ Technical Glossary.

adS for ih!A ^^' comprehensive description, it i/especially

Uin hU u^k^
Amateur auJ Floriculturist

; who may, by carrving

to hi«t»S^ettn"r"Y^* *^ *^« Pl^t* ^^'^t ^re at any time submitted

ing nn^c^ia^^^^^
derive every inteUigeaceretpect-

reasonlflv brw!.S f^" ""^ particular species which could

suffideniv «tim.t H K^V., ^'V' ^° advantage that can only b«sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an

f^'Jnfnk ^t*^ ? ^ l"*^*^
individuals, us weU as to every agent or

iXjclabler"^''"'
^'^ ^"^^ ^^^-^ ^^^^^--^ is'de'ciScX

London; J. Andrcwa, Bond-streef; Oxr and Co., Paterao»ter-row.

,

EMIGRATION to NEW ZEALAND. IMPORT-
ANT TO FARMERS AND SMALL CAPITALISTS.

THE COURT of DIRECTORS of the NEW ZEALAND
COMPANY having received numerous applications for passages

from persons of the above description, and being desirous of fa-

cilitating the emigration to New Zealand of persons of the La-

bouring Class, of good character, but who do not fall within the

regulations entitling them to a Free Passage; and also o^ ^maU

Capitalists, to whom the costly accommodation usually providefl

for Cabin Passengers would be unsuitable: Notice is hereby

given that Cabin Passages to WeUington and Nelson may be ob-

tained in a First-class Ship chartered by the Company, to sau

from the port of London positively on the 15th of NovEiiBSf^

NEXT, on the following terms :— -,,

The price of a Chief Cabin passage, with a liberal dietary, wiu

be Fifty Guineas for a married couple, and Thhty Guineas for a

single adult person; and that of a Fore Cabin passage wUiw
Twenty Pounds per adult. The prices for children will he in toe

proportions fixed by the Passengers' Act, or as the Dh-ectorainw

fix, in the case of large families. . .t,.:-

Families who may desire it, may have extra space for tn

accommodation, upon payment of a proportionate additional sn

One ton freight will be allowed to Chief Cabin, andhalf a ton w
Fore Cabin Passengers, free of charge; extra freight >"i

allow^ed by the Directors in their discretion, at the rate of 4^- i'^

ton measurement, and 25s. per ton dead weight.
,

..1

The Company will appoint an experienced Surgeon, anaw

provide medicines and medical comforts. , ._ ^uq

Applications for Passage or Freight to be addressed to lu

Secretary of the New Zealand Company, Broad-street ^uuuuife^.

Loudon, on or before Saturday, the loth of October '^®.'^^'
_.gpp

A Deposit of 1 0/. will be required for every Chief Cabm^^p*
and of 5/. for every Fore Cabm Passage, which must he P«!^

.

the Company on or before the loth of October, and the remain

of the Passage Moneys previously to embarkation.
By order of the Court, Johk Wabjd, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,
14th September, 1842.

ODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-Thc

above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended J^^
faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, ^^^^'^""^Laiinot
Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Aie t.»^

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street

WHITE TEETH- ROWLAND'S OD^N^O
PEARL DENTIFRICE.-This is an efficient W hite

derfor the Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental Herbs ot ^^^ };,

delightful odour, and of sovereign virtue for strengthening, P-^^^^
ing, and thoroughly cleansing the Teeth. It eradicates tartar

^,^
the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, polishr- ^"'^ o"^" -

the enamel, to which it gives a pearl-like whiteness ^_
from its disinfecting properties, gives sweetness to the hrca-^^
an antiscorbutic, the gums also share in its transccndant P ^
Scurvy is eradicated from them, and a healthy action and rean

^^^
induced, that offer to the notice of the medical practit^ioner in

^^^^
indubitable signs of their healthful state- Price 28. pd. per »"^'

^r,,

included. V Notice—The Name and Address of the 1 ^"^V^^^cd
A. Rowland x^n Son, 20, Hatton Garden, London, arc cii»

on the Government stamp which ia pasted on each.

%• Be sure to ask for ** KOWLANP'S/'

H

or
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
XTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the MEET-
i^ INGS OF THE SOCIETY in Regent-Street are DISCON-
TINUED till Tuesda}% October the 4th, in consequence of the
Meeting-room being under repair.

^Ije ^aitrener;S' QtijvonicU

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1842.

• MKETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS,
Tuesday. Sept. 20 . .Ipioriciltural

Saturday, Sept. 24 , Royal Botanic 3^F
^oL^TIlT RHOws._Sept. 20, Elham^ Bl, Nottingham, Favershani, Tborn-

bury. S3, Norwich. 2*, Wexford- S6, Newcastle. 27, Tamwortli.

Our attention was lately called by a correspond-
ent to the curious fact that Sir W. Pepys' garcfen at
Taridridge, in Surrey, in a sandy soil, is in the most
luxuriant beauty, though it has not received, this hot
and dry weather, one drop of water but what has
fallen from the heavens. Upon inquiry, we learn
from Mr. Clark, the intelligent gardener at Tandridge
Court, that the present site Qf the flower-garden there
was 5Pme eight years since partly pond, and partly a
sandy bank. Tlie former was filled up with earth near
at hand ; the latter was removed to the depth of three
feet. A compost prepared of sandy loam, decayed
vegetable mould, silver sand, and lime, well mixed
and seasoned, was substituted, to the depth of three
feet. It is perfectly true, that in this place, during
the late dry season, not even a partial thunder-shower
having occurred, there has been no occasion 'to water
anything, except the tall sorts of Lobelias and
Fuchsias. Mr. Clark finds, from long experience,
that if pains are taken at first to prepare a good soil to
the depth of about three feet, it retains its moisture,
and plants flourish in it much better than if watered
artificially.

In this opinion we concur. In fact, it is so much
illustrated by a paragraph in the "Theory of Horti-
culture," that we take Uie liberty of quoting the pas-
sage entire. '

*^ It is doubtful whether, in the open air, watering
is not often more productive of disadvantage than of
real service to plants. When plants are watered natu-
rally, the whole air is saturated with humidity at the
same time as the soil is penetrated by the rain; and
in this case the aqueous particles mingled with the
earth are very gradually introduced! into the circulat-
ing system ; for the moisture of the air prevents a
rapid perspiration. Not so when plants in the open
air are artificially watered. This operation is usually
performed in hot dry weather, and must necessarily
he very limited in its effects; it can have little if any
influence upon the atmosphere- Then, the parched air
robs the leaves rapidly of their moisture, so long as the
latter is abundant : the roots are suddenly and violently
excited ; and after a short time the exciting canse is

suddenly withdrawn by the momentary supply of
water being cut off* by evaporation, and by filtration
through the bibulous substances of which soil usually
consists. Then, again, the rapid evaporation from the
soil in dry weather has the effect of lowering the tem-
perature of the earth ,• and this has been before shown
to be injurious. Such a lowering, from such a cause,
does not take place when plants are refreshed by
showers, because at that time the dampness of the air
prevents evaporation from the soil, just as it prevents
perspiration from the leaves. Moreover, in stiff soils,
the dashing of water upon the surface has, after a
little while, the effect of puddling the ground, and
rendering it impervious, so that the descent of water
to the roots is impeded, whether it is communicated
artificially, or by the faU of rain. It is, therefore,
doubtful whether artificial watering of plants in the
open air is advantageous, unless in pariicular cases

;ana most assuredly, if it is done at all, it ought to be
much more copious than u^ndXr—Theory ofHorticul-
ture, p. 125.

"^

In the chronicles of the Queen's visit to Scotland, it
js recorded that, at Taymouth Castle, Her Maje^^ty
planted two trees in the park on the eastern side of

h.n -Ti^^^-^? ^^^ ^"^ a Scotch Fir. Her Majestynana ed an elegant mahogany spade, made expressly

i^!l"'''w''''''
'"^^^ ^^'^'^^'" ^f «« experienced gar.

foTtified inTh -""^^ ^^^' ^"'" ^^*^ f"^^«ds will thus be

Sme inS .?'S"^''^'^^^^^^^
resolves, and indeed be-

amnl^hL bff'^'"'"^'^ "^^ '^'^^ '<> iUustrious an ex-

sion

dreaed to us by garfeners on the one hand a„5V±

ing mem up ; the second, urging us to continue our
observations upon the same subject, because of the
negligence of their gardeners, as regards the neatness
of their premises. From these we last week selected
for publication one only, signed "A Gardener." The
writer of this letter appears to be a^ sensible person,
and we like his tone; and therefore it is that we gave
him a place.

**

He says, that in many cases a gardener cannot keep
his weeds in check, because he is badly providetl with
labourers; and that, therefore, it is unfair to throw
upon the gardener the unueatness which is really
owing to the parsimony of his master. No doubt this
7nai/ be the case, and sometimes is : but our experience
tells us, that neatness depends more upon fore-
sight and method, and a continual attention to it

everywhere, than upon the amount of means that a
gardener has at his disposal. We repeat it, that the
destruction of annual weeds is a cheap and easy pro-
cess, provided they are constantly looked after ; and
that, once effected, scarcely any labour worth talking
of is required afterwards. This too, we will add, that
some of the worst-kept places we have ever seen were
where the alloAvance of labour was most ample. The
whole secret lies in never allowing such iceeds to

FLOWER vpon an// pari of the premises.
With regard to our leaning more to masters than

their men, that we must beg to deny. We lean to
neither the one nor the other, but we hold a steady
balance in which each may be placed. It is true that
we have always set our faces against that insane, and,
let us add, disgraceful abuse of their superiors, which
some gardeners indulge in, and which, in an anony-
mous form, has been allowed to find its way into certain
gardening publications It is also true that we have never
permitted one-sided statements in favour of gardeners
to find their way into our columns, nor have we been
malicious enough to raise their expectations of im-
proving their condition by delusive representations
that can never be realised. But, on the other hand,
we lose no opportunity of rendering them services in
a practical manner; and they may be assured, that to
point out their errors—to persuade the respectable part
of them to set their faces against those wno are not so—to induce them so to act as to be raised in the
eyes of their employers, are far more efficient means
of bettering their condition than joining in an idle and
often very unjust cry against their masters.

There are people in the world who think a great
deal of the rights of servants, and very little of the
rights of those who pay and feed them ; and who, if

the good sense of gardeners did not prevent it, would
soon put an end to gardening altogether, by disgusting
the wealthy classes, by whom alone gardeners can be
employed.
We trust that even the humblest of our readers

will despise the evil counsels of these Horticultural
Chartists, who, after leading their foolish followers
into ruin, will be the first to turn round and disclaim
their acts.^ Good conduct and a contented mind are
among the most certain of all means on which a gar-
dener can rely for permanent prosperity; while, on
the contrary, a surly, grumbling, discontented fellow
gains nothing whatever by such feelings, except dis-
missal from every place where he is employecl, until
there is nothing left for him but the workhouse.
No one can have the real welfare of gardeners

more sincerely at heart than we have; few persons,
we believe, possess the same means of rendering them
services; and we are at all times ready to assist those
who really deserve it. We know how highly esti-

mable a body of men they constitute, and we lament
to see how ill they are often remunerated for their

valuable labours ; but we also know that there are
many ignorant, dishonest, ill-conditioned men among
them, and that it is to these that the low station occu-
pied by gardeners is mainly owing. It is doubtless
true that many mean, exacting masters are to be met
with, and that some mischief is done to gardeners by
the bad example such persons set to their neighbours ;

but thejr are the exception, and not the rule. Infinitely

more injury to the profession arises from the conduct
of idle, slovenly, sotting, ignorant gardeners ; for they
so lower the standard of their class, as to extinguish
that kind and generous consideration for his dependants
which is one of the noblest attributes of the English
country gentleman.

i HUMUS AND HUMIC ACID.
Thkre is, perhaps, no subject connected; with the

nutrition of plants which has led to more discussion than
the substance called humus; as we have recently on
several occasions spoken of humus and humic acid, per-
haps a few remarks on the nature, origin, and properties
of these substances may not he devoid of interest.
When a chemist analyses a>oil, that is to say, when

by varied 'and careful experiments he endeavours to a^
certain the properties and constitution of the Tarioua
matters which enter into its composition, he naturally is

led to seysrate them into the inorganic and the organic;
those which are ^purely of an earthy and Indestructible

nature, and those which reault from the decay of plants or

animal matters* Animal substances, for the most part,

putrify or undergo decomposition rapidly, being resolved

into carbonic acid, ammonia, and other gaseous matters ;

whilst the remains of vegetables decay slowly and in a
very different manner. Animal matters are in time wholly
di&ftipated and converted into gas ; whilst vegetable sub-
stances undergo a similar change, but far more slowly
and imperfectly ; for, when the decay of a plant is com-
plete, there generally remains a considerable bulk of solid
dark-coloured matter, which, though it does not at all

resemble any of the forms of organic matter we are ac-
quainted with, yet may readily be proved to be of organic
origin, as it is combustible, burning easily in the fire,
forming carbonic acid and water, and leaving, perhaps, a
small quantity of ash. When we remember the manner
in which, year after year, the plants ^hich grow on the
land gather carbon from the air by their leaves, whiUt
they as constantly increase the quantity of organic matter
in the soil, every season adding leaves and roots to it,
which by decaying are gradually converted into the dark-
coloured combuhtible >ubhtance jubt mentioned, it is
plain that all soil must contain more or Icjks organic
matter mingled with the earthy ingredient of which it is
principally composed.

Decaying substances of this description have been
termed humus, and hence a barren sandy soil on which
very few plants have grown is said to contain little humus,
whilst well-cultivated garden soil which has been well
manured and which abounds in decaying organic matters
is said to be rich in humus. It is evident that the sub-
stances called humus must be somewhat variable in nature ;

in general the term has heen applied to ail the brown, de-
caying, organic matters found in the soil. It is nearly in-
soluble in water, only a small quantity dissolving in that
fluid, and communicating to it a very pale straw yellow
colour : when put into an alkaline solution, that is to say,
into water containing caustic potash or soda, a brown so-
lution is formed, far darker than is every obtained when
merely water is employed. When humus is carefully dried
and preserved in dry air, it may be kept a very long lime
without diminishing in quantity, or undergoing any per-
ceptible change. In tbe same way, it may be kept under
water for a long time, provided air be excluded ; but when
exposed to moist air, it soon begins to change, carbonic
acid is formed, the humus diminishes in weight and at the
same time becomes darker in colour. When heated in the
air, huraus inflames and readily burns with a pale flame,
like rotten wood, which, in fact, consists principally of
humus-

Xhere are two modifications of humus which are formed
from it under proper circumstances. The one is known
under the name of mould, coal of humus, and humin ; whilst
the other is termed humic. acid. The former is the dark-
coloured substance produced by the gradual exposure of
humus to the air ; it is far less soluble in water or alkaline
solutions than humus, and contains less hydrogen than
that substance ; hence, though like humus it is combusti-
blcj it burns with less flame, and in a manner more resem-
bling charcoal. Humic acid is formed whenever caustic
alkalies act on humus. It differs from humus in possessing
feeble acid powers, that is to say, it combines with the al-
kalies and earths to form salts, which are slightly soluble
in water, and in which the bases, though united to a very
feeble acid, areunited in different proportions, constituting,
therefore, distinct salts, though very liable to be decom-
posed by more powerful acids- The dark colour of the
solution formed by the action of alkaline salts on humus
is due to the presence of a small quantity of humates, or
compounds of humic acid ; for whenever alkalies act on
humus, a portion of humic acid is generated, which com-
bines with the alkali to form a salt.

Having thus very briefly mentioned the three varieties of
humus which can exist in the soil, a few words may be
said respecting tbe probable oflSce performed by them in
the nutrition of plants, and the theories respecting them
which have attracted the greatest attention. In the early
part of this century, when attention waa lirst paid to the
organic matter always present in fertile soils, it was ob-
served that, by the action of alkaline solutions on the soil,

a quantity of dark-coloured organic matter could be dis-
solved. The substance thus extracted from the earth was
called humic acid ; its properties were partially investigated,
and important effects in the nutrition of plants were at-
tributed to its presence in the soil ; the old theory of
Priestley, Ingeuhousz, and others, was, for the time, set
aside, and in place of sayins:, as they did, that plants de-
rived their carbon from the carbonic acid gas, or fixed air,

in the atmosphere, it was stated that humic acid was the
great source of carbon, that it was formed by the decay of
organic matter, and rendered soluble by alkalies and other
bases present in the soil. At that period the nature of
manure was very imperfectly understood, and very crude
and indefinite ideas were entertained respecting ihe use
of humus, which was, however, supposed, in some way or
other, to be the great source of carbon. Thanks to the

labours of Liebig, we have now clearer views on the subject,

and the doubts and difficulties of former years arc removed*

He has successfully disproved the humic acid theory, and

re-established the old view of the source of carbon, namely,

that plants obtain it by the decomposition of carbonic acid

gas. The use of humus in a soil, according to his riew,

is not to furnish a supply of humic acid and hamate,^ y_'^

acted on by alkalies, but to provide carbonic acid by

gradual oxidation or decay. AJthoogh he has cte&rly

proved that plants do not derive their carbon from fanmic

acid,orhBmus rendered soIub!eia water by the action of

bases, yet it is very probable that humic acid is constantly

being formed in the soil, and it may possibly effect other

purposes, such as the formation of ammonia, and hence

assist in the assimilation of nitrogen. In saying this, it
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I. not meant for a moment to question the correctness of

the pre5ent theory of the assimilation of carbon, but rather

to show that although it h proved that the chief value of

Lumns conni.fs in its evolving carbonic acid whilst under.

mm ^^c^y ""^ passing into mould, it is not proved tliat

it does not at the same time perform other functions in the

nutritioo of plants.

—
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Jt ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXXIV.
The Ti'RxiP Saw-Fly, named Athalia spinarum^

is the parent of the Black-caterpillar, Khicli is also

called the Black-palmer, Black -canker, Black-jack, Black-

slug, and Nigger, or Negro. Having found the flies last

month in the chalk-pits of Kent, I felt persuaded that the

Negro-caterpillars would make their appearance amongst
the Turnip-crops this autumn or next spring ; and my
suspicions were but too well grounded, for I have received

letters from Norfolk^ Suffolk^ and Surrey, informing me that

these destroyers are at work. Although it may happen that

the kitchen-garden seldom suffers from their attacks, yet,

aa every Turnip-field is liable to be devoured by them, it

is advisable to call the attention of cultivators generally

to this very important subject: I hope, therefore, that

the following information will prove useful to every one
vho grows tins invaluable vegetable, and I trust that it

elicit observations which may throw farther light

their economy—for instance, their caprice in pre-

ferring English Turnips in some districts, whilst in others

they have only fed upon the Swedes ; some fields are re

gularly defoliated, whilst others are consumed in patches,
whether the heavy rains have affected them, &c-

It is now well ascertained that by the proper manage-
ment of ducks, and the use of sheep, any serious mischief
from the Negroes may be averted. If ducks be not on the
premises, they should be purchased, without delay, by the
farmer who has detected the enemy on his Turnips ; those
from 3 to 5 weeks old are the most efficient for the
pnrpose; for old ducks do not work well. If time will

nllow, they should have some of the Negroes with some
barley offered to them when hungry, in order to bring
tbem acquainted with the vermin they are to search for

;

the ducks, however, should be driven to the field as soon
as possible, or if at a distance, they mny be carried in a
cart or waggon. They oughf then to be divided into troops,
consisting of not moie than 100 each, under the superin-
tendence of a boy or girl, who must precede the ducks
with a long light hazel stick or willow rod, to brush the
Negroes off the Turnip-leaves, as well as to drive the birds
to water and to rest, 3 or 4 times a-day ; after drinking,
the ducka will often disgorge the Negroes in great
quantities, and soon go to work again with whetted appe-
tites

;
they must also be driven home at night and put

into ^ barn, when they ought to be fed with a little
barley or other grain, to keep them in health and vigour,
otherwise so much living animal food disagrees with them

.

and causes diarrhoea. Poultry, also, with the exception
of turkeys, are found io answer well, especially where the
Negroes are not very abundant.
The next best remedy sheep will supply ; in Susse.x and

Suffolk these simple agents were resorted to with great
success. It is advisable first io harrow the Turnips, and
immediately after the sheep must be driven once or twice
across the fiM, as close as possible, so that no part niav
escape, and tbe more numerous the flock the better : if
tiiis be repeated two or three days successively, no farther
mischief will ensue from the Negroes. This desirable result
IS easily explained : for by harrowing or drawing a bushed
iinrdie over the Turnips, the Negroes arg dislodged, and
fall to the ground, and the sheep following, trample them
to death. Those who cannot command either ducks or
f heep in sufficient numbers, may effect essential service
by hand-picking, although it is a tedious, and, perhaps,
an expensive remedy. The best plan seems to be send-
ing 10 or 12 children with pint pots into the field, under

.
a superintendent; and as they fill the pots, they must be
emptied mto some large covered vessel conveniently placed,
and containing some brine or lime-water to prevent the
Negreos from crawling out when the cover is removed,
it has been ascertained that a boy ten years old gathered
i»U Negroes in an hour, in a field suffering only in a slight

TflT ' ^- ? ^°"^^ ^-^^ ^'^^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^^ amount to nearly
lj.^00. which would give 9,000 a week ; and thus 10 oriz children might destroy DO or 100,000 in the space of

lit^.V^''^''
"^^'^'^ ^^^ Negroes are not abundant.

to^ the ^roi f
''^;^^\^'' '' ^^^ '^'''' ^^^^^ «^ ^^i operations

full-grown Negroes ?fbnrttf'^ ^?^^''^ ,^^" '""'^ ^^^ ^^«

weeks, after which they descend to the- ground anJ enter

the earth, where they form a cocoon silvery inside, in

which the larva eventually becomes a pupa. In summer
they remain only three weeks in this quiescent state, but

the autumnal ones lie buried through the winter. The
remedies proposed are principally collected from an article

in the 2d volume of the Journal of the Iloyal Agricultural

Society, to which the reader 5s referred for a very full

account of this enemy to the Turnip-crop ; and coloured

figures of the fly, with dissections, &c., will be found in

Curtis's Brit. Eut., plate 617.

—

Ruricola,

In my last paper upon Ciadius difformh, I fear that

the larva figured is the young of some other Saw^-fly, for I

have since seen both sorts upon the same leaf, and I think

the larva of the Cladiusne^'er curls itself up: the descrip-

tion, however, ia quite correct in every other respect.

If Vines are grown upon the

'

DWARF TEAS.
A correspondent having requested us to furnish him

with a list of the best varieties of Dwarf Peas, we have
obtained the following, in the hope that it will prove use-
ful to many others :

—

1. Bishop^s Dwarf,—This variefy grows about two feet

high, and is well suited for the first sowing to stand the
winter ; but it is neither so early nor so abundant a buarer
as the Early Frame ; if sown at different periods it will

furnish a good succession of early crops.

2. DwarfBrittany.—This sort does not grow more
than six or eight inches high, but is nevertheless an abun-
dant bearer ; it is about a week later than the preceding,
and it will stand the winter ; but it does best if sown early
in spring.

3. Spanish or Knox^s Dwarf,—This variety grows
about two feet high, and comes into bearing about a week
after the preceding. It is a tolerably good bearer, but is

only fit for summer use ; it should, therefore, be sown
early in spring, as it is too tender to stand through the
winter.

4. Graom^s superb Dwarf Blue.—This is the best
dwarf vai'lety for summer use, and grows about one foot
and a half or two feet high. It is a very abundant bearer,
and possesses all the good qualifies of the Blue Prussian.
It is only fit for late sowing, and if sown at different times
from March to June, it will furnish a succession without
any other variety.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.

ever

work

Id

partially injured, for thel it -iU dist^r^ ^l^f^^^^^^tUudes of those which have entered the earth, S^woutproduce the parents of successive Woods o sfw Cs •

and such would hkewtse be the best time to scatter El
^'fe^«^ 0^ ^ater, with salt or liquid manure.

S "9^ ^^^y ^ ^^^Jf or sooner, the Saw-flies make their
pi^i^nce

;
the female (fig. 3) lays her eggs on the under

fcur,..c along the margin of the leaf (fig. I) ; these hatch
Mu^uui five days, and produce the Negroes, which are not
thicker tMn a fine thread and white, but after changing
their sk\m they become black, and eventually are three-
quarters of aa inch long (%. 2), when they arc more of a

No. XXXYIII.
Preparations must now be made for the protection

of tender plants during the winter months, of which wc
are already reminded by the cold and chilly evening air.
The enthusiastic amateur will probably find a difficulty in
stowing away the numerous plants which have been raised
from seeds or cuttings since the spring, and I will there-
fore describe to him some cheap and efficient pits, which
I observed in a country nursery a few weeks ago. The
walls are built of peat turf nicely cut from a common,
much in the same manner as those which are used for
burning, but of course considerably larger. In building,
the walla should be made to slope outwards a little, and
should be well filled in behind with solid earth ; the in-
side can then be cut neatly with a sharp instrument, and
a most excellent wall will thus be formed. If any of the
readers of these papers have ever visited the Military
College at Sandhurst, they will have observed the same
thing done on a large scale, in the formation of the various
batteries for exercising the students. After the walls have
been built, all that is necessary is, to drive down some
strong wooden posts along the back and front, on which
the sill and rafters rest, as well as upon the turf wall. If
at any time the turf sinks, these supj)ort the sill and the
rafters, and by pushing in a little turf below the former,
the vacancy will be filled up. Such pits will last for many
years, and, when covered with good sashes, are dry, and
much warmer than even those which are built of brick
and mortar ; and, the ground at the back and front being
nearly level with the glass, the whole are very easily
covered with dry straw or litter, when such protection
is required in winter. The amateur who lives on the
confines of a heath country will therefore see, that he
has the means of erecting, at a trifling expense, a placem which he will be enabled to keep such things as
Pentstemons, Calceolarias, Verbenas, and even, in mild
winters. Pelargoniums, for turning out into the flower-bedsm summer. Where litter would be objectionable, a smaU
not-water apparatus could be introduced, having a two-
rich pipe carried along the front, and returned again into
liie boiler. Of course this would add considerably to the
expense

;
but then all kinds of greenhouse plants could be

kept in the greatest safety.
The greenhouse must be got ready as soon as possible

for the reception of the plants. If the sashes are moveable,
they ought to be taken oflf and vrell washed, as well as the
walls, rafters, wires for creepers, and the stages : for
general cleanliness is essential to the welfare of plants as

well as animals.

of the greenhouse, the other "things which"*are^''l!*'^
n the stages must remain in the open air » i*^^

raften

feng
upon tne stages must leuiaiu in lue open air
as they are safe from frost. The wood of the v"°^
will then be pretty well ripened, and they may eitLe ^"k!
tied close together, or, if the house is properly construct ^
they can be drawn out into the open air. Cam'ir
which have been out of doors during the summer gh ^
now be re-potted and brought into the greenhouse Vithont
delay. In potting them, take care not to use a soil wWh
will set hard ; there are some kinds of loam which w]
mixed with peat, are littlebetter than mortar, and will u]t°
mately injure the roots of the plants. If the loam v

*'

possess has a property of this description, use nothing bn^
rich peat and leaf mould ; but if it has not, then equal paru
of loam and peat, with about one-fourth of sand and rotten
dung, may be used for the mixture.

—

R, F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
^Action of Sulphate of Copper on Weeds.~ln noticiDff
some remarks I sent you on the sulphate of copper moat
effectually destroying moss on gravel-walks for at least a
twelvemonth, you lately' stated that this salt was bene-
ficial to the growth of certain plants. Have you any gooj
facts of this ? for I rather doubt it. I have seen garden
walks in Devon and Cornwall prepared with rubbish from
the mines, which never produced a weed of any kind. -This
seems to be owing to the presence of such minerals u
pyritous copper, iron, and arsenic, which are dissemiDatcd
in minute particles through the mass. These mineral*
at least the iron pyrites, by the action of the air, are con-

tinually passing to the state of sulphates ; and it is the

presence of these salts, as I suppose, which prevents the

growth of weeds. Quere, whether by scattering pounded
iron pyrites among gravel an equally beneficial result

might not be readily obtained?—*/. S, lienslow.-^[h
some experiments in the garden of the Horticultural

Society, it was found that sulphate of copper does not d^
stroy weeds permanently Except in large doses ; many
things, Grass for example, resist its action. It was found

that doses of 2^ to 10 ounces per square rod of this salt

applied to turf did no injury to the Grass ; but no Clover

in any case made its appearance where the salt was applied,

although the turf produced it abundantly elsewhere.]

Application of Lime-ruhbish and Salt.—I wrote to you

in the spring, complaining that my garden had always

produced soft, w^atery Potatoes. Your reply was, that

however light my to])spit might be, yet that the subsoil

was wet and cold. I now believe you are right; for I

planted my Potatoes this spring on the surface of the

ground, and drew earth up at once with the hoe to cover

them, about as much as an ordinary first earthing-up ; the

second earthing-up was done with the spade. The rctult

has been, that all dug up to the present time are excellent

mealy Potatoes. I now want a little more information,

for I am disposed to think there is very little lime or chalk

in our soil, and that an addition of it will do good. Will

you, therefore, tell me whether the old mortar from the

clearing of bricks and old ceilings of rooms will do as well

as new lime or chalk, or whetlier it has any of the proper-

ties of new lime or chalk left in it ; or does it only act

mechanically by dividing the particles of the soil? I

have used salt to new-made Asparagus and Sea-liale

beck (the latter raised yearly from seed), twice this sum-

mer, with apparent advantage ; but to Turnips, raked in

with the seed, I fear it will not be beneficial. They ap-

I'ear to be turning yellow \ and, on examining the root, I

cannot find any grubs, but the greater part of the plants ap-

pear to be withering away. Can you tell if this be caused

by the salt, or by anything else?—//. C, Kensington,—

[Old lime rubbish and plaster form a most excellent ma-

nure, independently of acting like lime. Salt is probably

the cause of the ill health of your Turnips ;
it will not

suit all things equally ; but Sea-kale and Asparagus, being

coast plants, will naturallj h^i{ on salt.]
^^

',,

.

Lime Water,—I consider your correspondent'* C-,^ |"

605 of the Chronicle, has admitted water too hastily into

his tank. It is many months before the lime in nw^^^

has recovered the carbohic acid from the atmosphere ;
aw

until it has done so, the water will infallibly dissolve it m
large quantities. A coating of Roman cement will he a -

vantageous, but will not entirely remove this objection.

I believe that I considerably accelerated the restoration oi

the carbonic acid to the cement of a tank by burning

charcoal in it, being careful to keep the tank closed^

Care should be taken not to allow any one to descend inio

the tank whilst it is filled with the carbonic acid thus pro-

cured. Before the expiration of a twelvemonth, the wat

in my tank had entirely lost the taste of lime.—^'

Ilenslow^

Seedlina Fridt'Trees,—Many years ago I sent ho

from Italy^seeds of different fruits, which have been raise ,

and are now beginning to bear. The trees hare nev

been grafted, pruned, or taken any care of
^^J^^^ ^^^^

an

from the very small quantity of'fruit hitherto
^^^^^^J^

me. One of these trees is a seedling red Cherry,

were transplanted. Two have borne this year, and &£«

to me to merit further attention, as far as one can J &

ted by

me. une ot these trees is a seeming leu v>iiv..-j-^^^^

Florence, which is firm, sweet, and well ^^s^^?''^
-ggn

small, but good looking. The other is a brownisH-gr
^

Pear, also from Florence, which has both good ana
^^^

qualities, the former of which I conceive might o

proved, and the latter got rid of, by skilful "^^"^^vlerT
It is small, roundish, firm, crisp, juicy, sweet, ana ./

highly flavoured. Perhaps, if kept, it would impro^
^^

texture, though quite ripe now. Tlie leaves are sn^a"^

stalk long. These two trees will, I hope, become ue

r vear, both by age and by the >*f^^^^^ kjpcr

ing they shall now be subjected to. But is there any
^ ^

else that can be done to improve the natural quauuc

bearers every
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seedling fruit? It may be the case that the first bearing
of a seedling tree is smaller, scantier, and in other re-

spects inferior to its ultimate produce ; but can art assist

its natural capabilities ? I should like to know in what
manner Mr. Knight treated his seedlings before they at-

tained perfection. Both trees are standards. The fruit

of both Cherry and Pear is inferior in size to that of their
Italian parents ; but in quality, trustiiTg to present indi-

cations, I think they will prove equal to them.— JT. Fo^
Strangivays, Ahhotsbury, [The best mode to adopt
with regard to seedling fruit-trees is to graft them on
well-established, healthy trees, that have been for some
time in a fruiting state. Such was Mr. Kni|rht's practice.]
Mr. Ayres' System of managing Wall-trees,—K%\

gardener, who has at this time trees making a super-
abundance of breast-w^ood, but producing no fruit, may I

ask Mr. Ayres where the trees acted upon by him may be
seen? as I should feel more satisfied were I to see the
trees before commencing operations oa my own,

—

A Con-
slant Subscriber.— {Thii ^^^tem of summer management
of Pears recommended by me was adopted, with some
trifling difference, at Welbeck, during the time I worked
under Mr. Mearns, many years back; though I believe
Mr. M. (than whom I do not know a better manager of
wall-trees) entertained a different opinion of the philoso-
phy of the process than that inculcated in my paper.
Root-pruning J have recommended from physiological
considerations, knowing that the surest way of moderating
exuberant habits is the radical one of '*cuttino*off the
supplies," and from the success which I have seen
attend the practice in various places, but more especially
in the nursery of Mr. Rivers, the progress of whose ex-
periments I have been watching for some years past. I
would, however, guard myself against being considered an
advocate for root-pruning. In young, vigorous trees it is

an auxiliary to fruitfulness that may be practised with ad-
vantage; but in adult specimens, unless indulged in very
cautiously, it is quite as likely to produce ^/^ri/i/y as fruit-
fulness. Of this I have witnessed several instances. I
am afraid it will be of little use to refer to the trees
lately under ray charge, as the proprietor had always great
objections to the garden being shown ; so that I think
there is not much chance of a stranger seeing the trees

;

but if he should take a journey lo Soham, and the crop of
fruit is at all commensurate with the bloom at the time I
left the place, T will venture to say he will not regret his
journey. As the trees were young and had not covered
the walls, they had not been root-pruned—neither is it
likely, if my system of summer dressing is continued, they
will ever require that process ; but in other respects they
have been treated as recommended in my paper. Permit
me to recommend « A Subscriber" to make himself ac-
quainted with the scientific principles upon which the
management of wall-trees is founded ; he will then be able
to trace tffects to their causes, and perhaps discover that
my system of management is not suitable for his trees.

I having been present at the exhibition), whether there was
any other bloom of Don John exhibited^ that would. Bad
it been brought into competition, have beaten Martin's
Splendid. If not, I think there can be but one opinion
upon the subject ; as it cannot but be supposed that the
best bloom of Don John was put up. If the prize was
unfairly awarded to Splendid, the onus of the blame rests
with the judges ; otherwise, it must have been an error
of judgment on the part of Mr. Twitchett, to advertise an
article that was to be superior to anything of the kind,
and then to have the pet beaten, although grown by him-
self or his neighbour, Mr, Headly.

—

Dianihus,
Eucomis nana.—This has been planted four years in a

south border of the Botanic Garden, without the slightest
protection, and it flowers freely. Should Eucomis striata

and punctata be found equally hardy, I will communicate
accordingly.—iV. S. Ilodson, Bury St. Edmonds, JThey
are.]

For this purpose he cannot do better than peru«e the
*' Theory of Horticulture," or the "Suburban Horticul-
turist," now publishing— rr, p. Ayres,-\
Budding.~l have beenabudder of Roses, Apples, and

Pears for the last two seasons, with the wood left entire
in the bark, without the least inconvenience from blowing
out

;
they were tied with narrow red tape, because it has

no stifTenmg, and therefore binds better, I am sure that
nine-tenths have taken, and that I have saved much time
and, what is not of the least consequence, many buds of
things to me valuable,— //. C, Kensington,
Martin's Splendid v. Ttvitvhett^s Don John Carnation.

—With pleasure I embrace this opportunity of replyinn-
to an article inserted in jour Journal of the lOfh inst°
signed 'f Twitchett, Cambridge." Mr. T. seems gratified
that *^ your sense of justice induced you to insert Mr.
Headly's contradiction of Mr/ Martin's mis-statement as
regards his Carnation Splendid.*' In reply, I acknow-
ledge that at the show my Bizarre only had to com-
pete with one bloom of Don John ; but that bloom, Mr.
Holhday, the exhibitor of mv Splendid, informs me, was
selected out of a box of twelve or more blooms by a per-
son on Mr. Headly's behalf, and while such selection was
being made, a second person came and assisted in the
choice. Therefore I am led to believe the best bloom
was chosen, otherwise there must have been an error in
the judgment of the parties who made the choice. I beg
respectfully to deny Mr. Twitchett's assertion that I '^in-
dulged in a fortnight's deliberation without taking the
least notice of his challenge." If he refers to the '* no-
tices to correspondents" of the " Gardener's Gazette" of
the_ following week, he will find that my letter could not
be inserted, I therefore, on the* second week, sent a
challenge as an advertisement, proposing to show 11
blooms for 25 guineas ; and why should not I have a
choue of numbers as well as Mr, Twitchett? If Don
John Js really the best Scarlet Bizarre in England, I can-
not account for his diffidence in meeting my challenge. I
consider myself justified in this my proposition, ns my
stock IS very limited, compared with the many orders I
have to execute from England, Ireland, and Scotland, so
tfiat the remainder will be reduced so low as to prevent
my showing a larger quantity; and I think every espe-
rienceu florist wii agree with me in saying that eleven
blooms are sufficient to test the merits of a Carnation.—^. Jyjurlm, Northampton.

Martin's Splendid v. TwilchcU's Don John Carna-

t?"-~"fT'"» ^/''"
? t^^^'y ^^''0 purchased Don John ofMr Twitche t, by u lorn it was sent out as the best Scar-

let Bizarre Carnation in England, 1 shguij be glad to be
informed, througii the niedium of jour paper how it
happened that Martin's Splendid was proved to be a su-penor flower, by having the prize awarded it in preference
to Don John. I shovUd also be glad of information (not

'

Ipomoea Leariu—This plant produced about twenty
pods of seed last year with me. Four or five of the seed,
lings have bloomed, and they have evidently a disposition
to sport, one plant producing a larger and deeper-coloured
flower than the parent, and another much smaller and
paler. A plant of Ipomoea Sellowi grew and bloomed
with the parent. Another and much stronger plant pro-
duced no seeds ; the latter irasiu a lower temperature, but
the roots of each had found their way into a bark-bed.
The deep-coloured seedling above mentioned is the only
one producing seed this year ; it is growing intertwined
with a plant of Ipomoea insignis that has produced hun-
dreds of flowers. How rarely is this latter now seen,
though second to none in beauty, and far more prolific in
flowers!

—

Flora.
Potatoes in India,—A correspondent informs us, that

when he went to India, threescore years ago, a basket of
Potatoes, weighing about a dozen pounds, was occasion-
ally sent, as opportunity offered, by Warren Hastings,
the Governor of Bengal, to the Governor of Bombay, and
was considered a very acceptable present. On reception,
the members of the council would be invited to dine with
the governor to partake of the rare vegetable. Somehow
or other the Potatoe was introduced into Guzerat, and, in
process of time, Bombay became well supplied with it;
so well, that the market had ever an abundance at a low
price and very good. This may imply a lapse of twenty
years. When the Bengal and Madras armies rendezvoused
at Bombay, on their way to Egypt, every transport was
supplied with as many Potatoes as the captains would
take—slung under the tops, under the chains, over the
stern, &c. The general in command of the army of Egypt,
who superintended all its equipments, although he did not
go with it, (Sir Arthur Wellesley,) was much struck with
the resources of Bombayt in equipping and refitting an
army, transports, &c., and, among other things, with the
unbounded supply of Potatoes and fine Onions ; and
having always both eyes open—it struck him that the
Potatoe might be advantageously grown in Mysore. He
condescended to confer with the writer of this mem.,
who happened to know something of the soil, climate, &c.,
of Mysore ; and the result was, sending, at Sir Arthur's
expense, 500 baskets of Potatoes, each weighing 14 lbs.,

to the resident at Mysore, with instructions as to the dis-
tribution of them for seed, the cultivation^ &c., &c. Now,
it is understood that Potatoes are as good, as plentiful,
and as cheap iu Mysore as in Bombay or any other place

The Laurel,— In answer to a correspondent, who in-

quired some time since what insect it was which destroyed
the leaves of the common Laurel, I beg to inform him that
I have observed the common garden snail in the act of
eating the leaves ; and that I have some plants, whole
shoots of which have been so stripped of their foliage, that
they have been thrown back for the whole season. R, G,

To prevent the Attack of IViracorms..—You state, in
No. 33, that you know of no remedy to prevent wireworms
from attacking Carrots, except the application of spirits

of tar. I would recommend to your notice a recipe, which
I think would be equally applicable to all kinds of plants.

I certainly intend to try it with Carnations, &c. It is to
spread a layer of spent hops, from two to four inches thick,

and upon these to form the bed upon which the Carnations
are to be planted. It is not to be supposed that this will

destroy the insects ; but I am told that the scent is so
offensive to them that they will not come near it.

—

R. G,
Mildew on Peas,— It was a glorious dny for the world

when the dogmas of the Stagirite philosophy were weighed
in the balance and found wanting; when their funeral

dirge was sung, and the remains of their darkening com-
mentators were laid in the silent grave. It was a blessed

era in the world's history when the true principles of sci-

entific investigation burst throngh the clouds of ignorance
and dispelled the darkness in which men's minds were
ensconced ; and when nothing was admitted into the pro-
vince of philosophy, whether belonging to mind or matter,
that had not facts for its foundation. Even the cause of
mildew on Peas is not unworthy of the Gardenefs atten-
tion, if he has any regard for the welfare of his crop.
Your correspondent " E. M." admits that the mildew in

damp cellars is caused by damp, and also that the
** canvas mildew '^ proceeds from the same cause ; but he
'* considers mildew on plants and the same in damp cel-
lars; to be difl^erent species." What proof has he for
thinking so ? Have the reporters of the small objects of
nature, such as Bauer and Fries, found them to be differ-

ent species : or have any of the members of the Micro-
scopical Society made the discovery ? Do they belong
to the genus Uredo, or Fuccinia, or Moniiia ? Or what
family of minute Fungi claims them? These are ques-
tions which I would thank ** E. M." to answer, and would
feel grateful for the honour done me. But perhaps I have

as irood reason for sunnosinff the Ranunculus nquatilis to

consist of different species, when I find it growing at one
time in dry place?, and at other times in lakes, ditches,

and rivers. Although '* E. M-" considers mildew in

plants and in damp cellars to be difl^erent species, I be-
lieve it is generally understood that Fungi never attack
organised matter in a healthy state, and that disease must
precede the attack, I think there is nothing more un.
reasonable in supponing that an over-supply of moisture
may cause disease in a crop of Peas, so as to enable the
Fungi to perform their appointed work, than in suppos-
ing that a want of moisture may be the cause of mildew.
When it is believed that both states may produce the evil
complained of, it is the duty of the Gardener to endeavour
to guard against both extremes. Since the ground was
drained I have never been troubled with the mildew on
Peas—although before it used to be common ; and this
season my crops of Peas on light toil have been greatly
benefited by a liberal supply of water, containing n little

ammoniacal liquor. It is of little use for Gardeners to be
like Coleridge's " Ancient Mariner," when he says

I lookM upon the rotting" sea,
Aiul drew my eyes away

;

I lookM upon the rotting deck.
And there the dead men lay !

Gardeners may not have the opportunity of looking upon
rotting seas; but when such a thing as rotting Peas oc-
curs in soil as dry as dust, it does not become them at all

to shut their eyes, and keep them closed like statues; but
they should endeavour to act the part of the skilful physi-
cian, who knows when to withhold water, and when to use
it.

—

Peter Mackenzie.— [Nevertheless our ingenious cor-

respondent is in the wrong, as we shall take an early op-
portunity of showing hiui]

Aruucdria imbricata,—You are certainly right in your
veto against the assumed hardihood of Araucuria brazili-

ensis. Araucaria imbricata, we know, is sufiicicnlly

hardy, and doubtless your correspondent Las confounded
species essentially distinct. I saw at Sudbury Hall the
Araucaria braziliensis perishing, though under the pro-
tection of a thatched enclosure aud roof, and with the
safeguard too of that skilful curator, Mr. JMitchell.—J",

JMurray,

The Sting of a Wasp,—Having been stung the other
day by a wasp, I diligently applied, and that repeatedly,

Battley's preparation of opium, which happened to be at
hand, and I can only say that it was of no avail, and that

the pain continued from 5 p.m., till 9 a.m., the following

day ! no great proof of its curative power. Touching the
remark of your correspondent, I have only therefore to

say, valeat quantum, I speak feelingly of its utter inuti-

lity^— ,/. Murray,
Black Beetles and Cockroaches,'^! have seen iu your

columns many methods for destroying these nuisances in

kitchens. The following plan, T have been assured, never
fails to produce the desired effect, and does away with the

necessity of using poisonous or deleterious ingredients,

and also saves the trouble of setting traps. When Cucum-
bers are plentiful, cut one up in slices without paring, and
rather thicker than is usual for the table ; these should be
strewed about the kitchen at night. \Vhen that vegetable

is scarce, the rind alone ^ill answer the purpose equally

well. In a fortnight's time the beetles and cockroaches
will be greatly thinned, or will have disapj^earcd until the

following season ; when, if necessary, it will be easy to

repeat the experiment.

—

R, G,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
PflW».—The Dahlia season appears to be commenced

in England under the most auspicious influence of genial

weather; but far difl"erent is our situation. ' The whole
circuit of Paris can scarcely present one perfect bloom, in

consequence of the long-continued drought, and excessive

heat which literally broils the flowers in the bud. ]My
purpose is not, however, to recapitulate our troubles, but
to convey some information respecting this beautiful

flower which may be of service to Dahlia giowers, especi-

ally at this time, when they they are anxiously watching

the first opening flowers of their seedlings. 1 know that

their days and nights are now almost entirely occupied
with shading, tying, earwig hunting by candle-light, and a
hundred other things, previously to an exhibition ; and that

in spite of wind, hail, slugs, thrips, earwigs, and a legion

of known and unknown enemies, visions of stiver sahcrs
and gilt cups are constantly flitting before them. Kit
desperandum is the motto of the florist. There is, how-
ever, one mortification more galling than nny of the evik
I have yet named ; I mean the loss of a fine seedling. How
often have I heard lamentations, that Mr. A.'s seedling

which took the first prize at Salt Hill, or Mr. B.'s which
was first at Saliabury, have either not broken, or perished
in the winter ! These are no solitary cases; they occur
every year; and thus, perhaps, the hoped-for reward,
commensurate with the expense and trouble of rearing

several thousand seedlings, is for ever lost. Yet Engli.sh

growers seem to have dori^ nothing to coonteract it, but

quietly submit, a la Turque^ as if it were a decree of fatp.

They manage these things better in France. No ojie hue
will trust to the chance of his seedling root breaking,

when he has not only the power of preserving the ^tock by

other means, bnt of multiplying it almost ad iajmitr^m in

August, September, aiid October by '* grafts," whrch^

under proper management, seldom or nwer fail }^ "y*^

through the winter, and give abundance of
*^^f**."^;,"^

the spring. This system has been long pr

country, not only for st^edliU'^s, but

d in this

rfor ntw and scnrt.e

i>L. i

v«rietie?; it is, moreover, particuMrl/ Tldi^hle to those

kinds which are horny-rooted aud diflicult lo break, or,

such as ** Taylor's Sult.-mn," wiih lor^g slriu^y tubers,

which seldom live through the winter, and to others which

break late : to aU such, thi$ mode la recommended with
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The operatiou is ex-

cceiUngJy wniplc (see

any time from January to December (provided you Lave a
good growing heat), not only with young green shoots, but
with others more advanced, if not hollow or pithy. The
usual manner is to take a scion with six or eight leaves,

cut it smooth below the joint, take off one of the lower
leaves without injuring the eye, and then cut away a
portion (^ or f of an inch) of the skin or fleshy part of the
wood between each of the lower eyes. Have ready a good
sound piece of tuber of the last or present season (if ripe),

in which make a slanting longitudinal incision of one or
two inches, according to circumstances, and about half an
incb wide at top, gradually tapering off to the bottom, and
fix the scion firmly into it. The root should then be planted
in a pot, with the grafted part just below the mould, and
placed under a bell-glass, or in a warm close frame, but
the former is best. In eight or ten days the union will
be complete, and air maj be graduallv given; after a
short time you will be able to head it down either for
cuttings, if In spring, or grafts for summer and autumn.
It 18 advisable to leave at all times four eyes, to ensure a
Tigorous growth ; and also to &hift the plant into a larger
pot occasionally. I have known upwards of 100 good
plants obtained in this way, from one single graft. The
only difficulty will be in the months of November and
December, when the planti> are liable to damp off, because
it is necessary to keep them in a green state, and just
growinn^, but nothing more. At the end of January, or
whenever you commence propagation, they can be re-
moved to the hotbed or stove; and experience has taught
me that, with care and attention, they will produce a
multitude of cuttings, earlier than can be obtained from
ground roots. Many of the Paris florists cultivate them
very extenfiively after this manner for the markets and
cemeteries of Pere la Chaise and Montmartre. I am
confident that not less than 80,000 or 100,000 are grafted
every season

; and the average price of those sold does
not, perhaps, exceed six or eight sous. The greater num-
ber of these perish, as a matter of course ; indeed it was
never intended for them to livfe beyond the autumn.
Some few, however, throw out roots from the lower eyes^
if the operation is performed when the wood is tender.
I am^not going to defend the practice of selling Dahlias
in this state ; it is a deception unworthy of any respect-
able dealer. Nevertheless, it is not altogether to be
discarded because it is sabject to abuse. In its legitimate
ipphcation it will be found a valuable- means of preserving
any scarce variety; and as such I recommend it, being
well convinced that no one will have cause to reeret havinetned its efficacy.

°

ROVAT ^^,9,?EEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
S«T 13 i^H^,.^^,^'»ON FLORICULTURAJL SOCIETY.

the SurrerZootVir^^ r^
exhibition for the season, was held in

The mtio^^TSl^l ^'^^i^^^^^'
*"^ ^^ nuxnerouMy attended.

especially inVeTSl^\T^^''^Tf^^^^^ ^^^"'^'
plants exhibited wa^W M^^nfl r^T""

^^^^ coUection of
«ent aweU-grown specimeS nf vrSS*"^'

""^ ^""^^^ Tooting, who
plants of C^6wea ^ig^i^'^^Ver^^^^
pink hlossoms; a noble spSen ^PpV^''^?'' ^^ delicate,

half in diameter with severS^ricL l^^^^^^ ^^^^^. *^'^ ^^* ^"*1 ^
exhibited one of tte relt^cumv^ed s^c^^^
Ho6keri which we have lately seen7thilTS?enemi!vf

*^'^**'''^

a sickly appearance as soo/as it attaiL^'l^y fg^e'^^J.^^^^^^^^
sent one was m perfect health, and remarlcably full of bwfmThanbergia alata, and T. aiata alba, trained oyer^rcS^ hoS'zontal trellises, came from the same person, with Erica coloran*
B, carinata, and Philib^rtia ^randiflora. l4cKii Mr. Atiee w^ a
fine plant of V^Mtsenia coryml)osa, the flowers of which were not
Jicfliciently expanded } St&tirc puberuia. grown in ^reat perfec.
tionj two specimens of the little Erica cubica, crowded with
clusters of delicate purj)le flowers*; and E. verticillata, of the most
briUiant scarlet. Mr. Patterson sent a handsome plant of Gora.
phocarpus fruticosus, traijied over a circular trellis, upon which
it appeared to much advantage; its numerous pendent bunches
of white flowers and large biflatcd green pods presenting a
pretty appearance. The collection of Mr. Jackson, of Kingston,
consisted principally of Heaths, amongst which we noticed Erica
triceps, a lovely little white variety, with prominent brown
stamens

; E, mammosa pallida, a very ornamental species, I

fas in dense dusters : and E. t^ois. white, with Ion* •

f flowers ; with these was a good specimen of Stitice arb<5rea.
Mr. Scorer exhibited a well-bloomed collection of dwarf Cocks-
combs ; and a dozen healthy plants were also sent by Mr. Conolly,
of Acre Lane. Amongst the Dahlias there were some excellent
flowers, particularly iu the stands of Mr. Brown, of Slough, and
Mr, Bragg, of Windsor; and considering the late adverse weather,
the Roses exhibited by Mr. Paul and by Mr. Denyer were highly
creditable. The Seedling Dahlias sent were numerous and of
various degrees of merit. As the greater portion had no ^ames
attached to them, we have no means of bringing them to the
knowledge of our readers. This, however, is of but little conse-
quence, as the best were not included amongst the unnamed.
Four blooms of Seedlings of 1841 were required. The first prize

was awarded to TarviU*s Essejf Triumph, a fine and very deep
maroon-coloured flower, of first-rate properties, with petals of
good form and sabstance, centre finely elevated, and general form
perfect. The Empress of the VtliUes, from Smith of Homsey,
obtained the second prize. This is a flower of good size, hut the
centre appears to be too full of unexpanded petals. The third

prize was awarded to Mitchell's Beauty of Surrey^ a flower that
attracted much attention from the novelty of its colour and ap-
pearance ; the ground colour of the petal is a delicate rose, with
a deep edging of bright cherry colour. This flower forms a very
pleasing and desirable variety, differing as it does from all others
that we have: it is also full-sized. A creamy white from Mr.
Edwards of York, named Mrs. Jas. Jackson, was selected by the
judges and recommended for a prize. Many of the flowers that
were not noticed, were first-rate varieties or sorts of great merit

:

viz. Mountjoff*s FiV^iV, a deep purple of exquisite form ; Smithes Sir
R. 5a/e, a flower of much the same character and colour; Brown's
Perpetual grand, a large and finely-formed crimson j Brown's
Mira/uia, and Queen of Trumps^ tM'o light mottled flowers well
deserving attention; Oakley"*s Surprise, crimson, regularly tipped
with white, the best formed flower of its class we have yet seen

;

and several others, inferior in merit, but deterving to be culti-

vated in the border—though not of sufficient importance for
showing. The following is a list of the prizes awarded :

—

Class 1. Amateurs: Dahlias, 24 Blooms— l, Maria, Lady
Middleton, Duchess of Richmond, Regina, Beauty of the
Plain, Great Weitem, Grande Baudine, President of the
West, Bridesmaid, Springfield Rival, tTnique, Marquis of Lans-
downe, Penelope, Bedford Surprise, Phenomenon, Springfield
Purple, Beauty of Wakefield, Andrew Hofer, Argo, Metella, Maid
of Bath, Indispensable, Widnall's Queen, and Buinham Hero,
Gold medal, Mr. Bragg ; 2, large silver do., Mr, Headly ; 3, middle
silver^ Mr. Humberj 4, small silver, Mr. Hunt. For 12 blooms—
T, Admirable, Pickwick, Catleugh*s Tournament, Lady Middle-
ton, Lewisham Rival, Grande Baudine, Unique, Suff"olk Hero,
Eva, Optima> Duchess of Richmond, Fanny Keynes, large silver,

Mr. Trevers ; 2, middle silver, Mr. Cook ; 3, middle silver. Lady
Paget ; 4, small silver, Mr. Wildman ; 5, second small silver, Mr.
Lidgard. Best 12 Astkrs: small silver, Mr. Lidgard. Collec-
tion OP Miscellaneous Plants : middle silver, Mr. Townley.
Hkartseask, 24 i'ffn>^zftv; large silver, Mr. Bawtreej 2, middle
silver, Mr. Bridges; 3, *zna// «7t»er, Mr. Bragg. Collection of
Cut Flowers : 1, middlesilver, Mr, Rawlins; 2, small silver, Mr.
Bushell. Best 4 SORTS OF Trvit, {Grapes and Pines excluded,)
Apples, Pears, Plums, and Peaches, middle silver, Mr. Lidgard.
Collection op Vegetables: Carrots, French Beans, Cauli-
flowers, and Cabbages, middle silver, Mr, Lidgard. Class 2:
Gextlkmex's Gardekers.—Collection" op Miscellaneous
Plants: I, gold medal, Mr. Bruce > 2. large silver, Mr. Clark;
3, middlesilver, Mr. Atlee; 4, smallsilver, Mr, Patterson. Cocks-
combs: middle silver, Mr. Scorer. Dahlias, 24 varieties.- 1,

Northern Beauty, Grace Darling, Essex Rival, Prince of "Wales,
Constancy, King of Roses, Burnham Hero, Amato, Rienzi, Rose
Unique, Andrew Hofer, Duchess of Richmond, Euclid, Catleugh's
Tournament, Windmill Hill Rival, Rival Sussex, Phenomenon,
Chancellor, Maid of Bath, Attila, Bridesmaid, Pickwick, Spring-
field Rival, and Beaut>^ of the Plain, large silver, Mr. Turvill ; 2,
middle silver, Mr. Brown; 3, middle silver, Mr. Dove; 4, small
silver, Mr. Taylor; 5, second small silver, Mr, BQnnett. Best 24
ASTEHS: 9maU silver, Mr. Foster. Hkaktsease, 36 varieties-.
1, middle silver, Mr. Foster; 2, small silver, Mr. Hancock. Col-
lbction OP Cut Flowers: \, large silver, Mr. Bence; 2, middle
silver, Mr. Parsons ; 3, small silver, Mr. Moseley. Best 4 sorts
OP Fruit (Grapes and Pines excluded) ; Melon, Figs. Pears, and
Plums, middle silver, Mr. Moseley. Collection op Vegetables:
Cue Limbers, Lettuces, Onions, Potatoes, French Beans, Turnips,
Carrots, Beet, &c., middle silver, Mr. Atterton, gr. to— Shears,
Esq. Class 3: Nurservmen, Market Gakueners, am>
Florists. — Best 50 Dahlias: 1, Candidate, Phenomenon,
Hyias, Chef-d'CEuvre, Duchess of Richmond, Indispensable,
Springfield Rival, Nicholas Nickleby, Argo, Metella, Lady Anne
Murray, Vitruvius, Optima, North Star, Ne plus ultra, Duke of
Cornwall, Conductor, Beauty of the Plain, Catleugh»s Eclipse,
Unique, Maid of Bath, Bedford Surprise, Constancy, Springfield
Purple, Marquess of Lansdowne, Eva, Catleugh's Tournament.
Majestic, Lady Middleton, Bridesmaid, WidnalPs Eclipse, Will
Watts, Prince of Wales, Grace Darling, Pickwick, Grande Bau-
dine, Climax, Rienzi, Penelope, Emperor of China, Amato,
Maria, President of the West, Widuall's Queen, Admirable,
Union Tournament, Conservative, Hero of Nottingham, and An-
drew Hofer, gold medal, Mr, Brown; 2, large silver, Mr. King; 3,
middle silver, Messrs. Brown and AtwxU j 4, Mrs. Shelley, Bishop of
Winchester, Will Watts, Wheeler's Maria, Whale's Attila, British
Queen, Grace Darling, Jeffrey's Lady Acland, Eva, Jones' Francis,
Miss Chester, Young's Twyford, Perfection, Grande Baudine, Wild-
man's Climax, Phenomenon, Jackson's Lady Cooper, Royal
Standard, Brown's Monarch, Widnall's Eclipse, Brown's Chame-
leon, Andrew Hofer, Penelope, Fanny Keynes, Lancashire
Witch, Bishop of Salisbury, Suffolk Hero, Girling's Plough,
boy, Maid of Bath, Keynes' Constancy, Adams' Prince Albert,
Prince of Wales, Chancellor, Northern Beauty, Lady Middleton
Sir R. Throgmorton, Argo, Burnham Hero, Queen of Beauties'
GirUng's Favorite, Admirable, Catleugh's Tournament,Wildman's
Haidce, Optima, Duchess of Richmond, Sulphiirea perfecta,
Bridesmaid, Marchioness of Westminster, Glory of Plymouth
middle silt^er, Mr. WUImerj 5, small silver, Mr. Girling; 6, second
small silver, Mr. Gaines. Best 24 varieties, large silver, Mr J
Tyler; 2, middle silver, Mr, T. Buck ; 3, small silver, UT.KenhTey.
Best 36 Asters: small silver, Mr. ^Henbrey, Collection of
MiscELLANKoos Plants : I, /rtr^esi/PCT-, Mr. Jackson. Collec-
tion of Roses; 1, large silver, Mr. Paul; 2, middle silver, Mr.
Denyer. Hkartseasb: &0 varieties, large silver, Mr. Btowjx; 2,
middle silver, Mr. King. Collection of Cut Flowkrs : middle
silver, Mr, Lee, Bkst pour sorts of Fhuit, {Grapes and Pines
excluded,) Figs, Apples, Pears, and Peaches, middle silver, Mr. R.
J. Chapman. Collecttov of Vegktablks: Potatoes, Onions
Cabbages, Endive, Mushrooms, Capsicums, Tomatoes, Vegetable
Marrows, Turnips, Carrots, Beet. &c., middle silver, Mr. Gaines
Open to all Classes—Bkst 6"spkcimkn Plants : \,largesilver
Mr. Pawley ; 2, middle silver, Mr. WUson. Bkst Single ditto •

Allium lancif6lium, large silver, Mr. Groom ; 2, middle silver, Mr.ConoUy; 3, Lisianthus RussellianuSi small sUver, Mr, Jackson.Bkst Sbki>mng Dahlia of 1841 : middle silver, Mr TurviU : 2,

ST^ *!fj^^.
Mr. G.^Smith. Best Sekulino Heartsease : small

J^ Mr r?*^"^"'
^"'''^ Basket of Grapes : 1, middle siU

I^^KAi:..^^^'^^/ ^'Z''*'*^'**'^^'^'
Mr. R. J. Chapman. Best*^nkAppj,e: middle silver, Mr. Mea^de.

Sept. 6
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,

4.1>ll

menf witTt^» oSl'?'''"?!' " "^ ^^ ^^e Dahlias sent for judg-

TiT i-I^i^i ,..??! K^" "^ ^*"= Members respecting them : Mr. Tuf-

uX'gfucml /oV^f'^Xn' ««''''"•'""/"', ,841. (dark maroon,)

rate^ wfth a hi^.^{ , f r°^ "z^ excellent, and the quality first

^ ;/ k1 J }^J^A^ ''i^ ^^"'^y ^'"«s»» white and purple), and
l^A s?T w ^'*^'^'

'
""^^ seedliag, of 1842

; general form not&™ L It™.*
are requested to be «mt a|ain. From Mr.Whales, of Elcot, 6 blooms of tlie Hero o/Stonekenre 1841(cnmson), general form gfood, but the petals irrepulwly exiinded'-wcoiid rate. From Mr. Bushell, KenningtoD. 6 UhomTofeei

\

[Sept. 17,

f Rival, 1S41, (light crimson),—not worthy of cnltiva^ion^~V^
Mr. Brown, Slough, 6 blooms of Queen of Trumm fxchw

^^°^

purple), and 6 of 3Iiranda (blush white and purple mottled^^*"^
of 1841 ; the former good, but generally imperfect in the p

'*'

second rate 5 the latter deficient in form, and also seconcl
'^~"

From Mr. Gunner, of Walworth, blooms of Elizabeth frose sh^^
in centre), and Champion of Walworth (purple), both of irjo »k
former not worthy of cultivation, the latter to he sent a
Mr. Domyer, of Walworth, sent a bloom of jB/i>aAf^^ 1842 > ^'
—not worth cultivation. From Mr. Gaines, of Battersea fi'hi

^^^'

of Lady Pntdhoe, 1841, (blush white),-not worth cultivflJ?^'From Mr. Kinghorne, of Twickenham,' 6 blooms of 0^^"'
1841, (ruby),— general form good, but second-rate Mr Ern *

Worcester, sent 10 blooms of a white Dahlia, butwithoutann
consequently, no i)pinion was passed upon it,

'^uame;

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Salthill Grand Dahlia Shoiv, Sept. I6.—This exhibition ««

held in the extensive grounds attached to the magnificent hn^i
lately opened, adjoining the railway station at Slouch- fZt
were erected in the grounds in which the flowers were exhihitPrt
and every arrangement was made that could conduce to th
pleasure and comfort of the visitors. The object that first af*
tracted our attention, was the tent in which the seedling wpT
exhibited : those selected for prizes were placed in the following
order -.—Seedling o/l84l. 4 blooms.- l,Bragg*8 Antagonist whit/
this is a full-sized and finely-formed flower, with good Dct^a
and great purity of colour. In consequence of its bein? nlaced
first by the judges, Mr. Wildman's prize of 5 guineas for
the best Seedling White of 1841 was decided in its favour- and as
it obtained the first prize at the last evening meeting of the
Floricultural Society, this point, by the decision at Salthill
is now settled. 2, Essex Triumphant, TurviU— this noble
flower is quite a model of perfection, fine in form, and deeo
in petals, with a centre high and finely developed- the
colour is a very deep rich maroon, the petals are finely capped
of good substance, and well arranged. 3, Virgil, Monntjoy-deeD
crimson, a flower possessing a very fine form, with a good centre
and full depth of petals. 4, Beauty of Sussex, Mitchell-this is
a desirable flower, and very striking irom the peculiarity of its
tints

J the ground colour of the petals is a delicate rose, with a
deep edging of mottled cherry colour j it is a good-sized flower.
5, Empress of the Whites, Smith of Homsey— better blooms than
we had previously seen of this flower ; with weU-formed petals of
good substance

J the white is good, and the centre better deve-
loped than at previous exhibitions ; this will prove a very useful
flower. 6, -Sir B. Sale, Smith of Hackney—deep crimson; this
combines good general form, with a firm and well-shaped petal-
the eye is well up, with good depth of petals. 7, Hero of Stone-
henge, Whale—crimson ; a flow^er of good general form, but the
arrangement of the petals is rather confused. 8, Miranda, Brown
—a full-sized flower ; colour light, mottled with crimson.
These eight flowers were selected by the judges for the prizes;
and two others were recommended. 9, Perpetual Grand,
Erown*s — fine crimson ; a large and very useful flower;
centre finely formed. 10, Swindon Jiival, Compton— rosy
crimson j this flower has a well-formed petal, but it did not
appear to he any improvement upon flowers already out in the
same way. There were many other seedlings exhibited, amount-
ing in all to 21. Of the seedlings of 1841, Stein's Sir R. Chester
appears to promise well > and there were 3 Seedlings from Mr.
Bragg, a dark, with good proportion; an orange, novel in
colour; and a curious- coloured purple, with a fine petal. The
remaining prizes were awarded in the following order:—Class
1, Amateurs, or Gbntlkmen's GARnENBRS, 24i)«n>^i>*; l,Mr.
Bragg; 2, Mr. Wame, afterwards disqualified; 3, Mr. Fordi 4,

Mr. Weedon. Class 2, 6 Blooms: l, Mr. Bragg j 2, Mr. Ford;
3, Mr. Humber; 4, Mr. Howard. Class 3, Nursbrvsie.v, 36
Blooms: 1, Mr. Brown; 3, Mr. Harrison ; 3, Mr. Keynes; 4, Mr.
Stewart. Class 4, ^2 Blooms: l,Mr. Brown; 2, Mr. Stewart;
.S, Mr. Maule. Bristol; 4, Mr. Harrison. The display of fruit and
plants in the centre of the large tent was good, and the collection

of Heartsease and other cut flowers very creditable to the growers.

Hertford Horticultural Society, Sept. 8,—The third exhibition

took place, at the Shire Hall, Hertford. The following is a

List of the Prizes awarded:—Fives, 1, Mr. Brown, gr. to Lady
Meux; 2. Mr, J.Hamp, gr. to E. Chuck, Esq, Mei.ov, Green
Flesh, 1. Mr. T. Bawson, gr. to Eari Cowper ; 2, J. I. Pryor, Esq.

Scarlet Flesh, 1, Mr. J. Dawson, gr. to Lord Melbourne; 2, Mr.
Brown. Gkapes, Black, l, Mr. C. Judd, gr. to G. Knott, Esq.;

2, Mr, T.Dawson. White, 1. Mr. C. Judd; 2. Mr. T. Dawson.
Pkachks, 1, Hon. Capt. Gust; 2, Mr. J. Dawson. Nectarinfs,
1. Mr. Terry, gr. to Ladv BuUer ; 2, Mr. Brown. Plcms, i, Mr.

J. Dawson; 2, C. G. Thornton, Esq. Grapes, Out of Dof>n,

MissHadsley. Pkars, 1, C. G. Thornton, Esq. ; 2, Mr. T.Daw-
son. Figs, Mr. T. Dawson. SPKcrMEM PtANT. I, C. B. Waroer,
Esq.; 2, Mr. Plambly, gr. to J. J. Dimsdale, Esq. Mjscblla-
NKous Plants, 1, Mr. Williams, gr. to J. Warner, Esq.; 2, Mr.
Slowe, gr. to W.K.Baker, Esq. Dahlias, 50 varieties, Mr. S.

Green. 24 varieties, 1, Rev. M. Skynner> 2, Mr. S. Green; 3,

Mrs. Hanbury. J2 varieties, 1, Rev. M. Skynner; 2, Mrs. Han-
bury

J 3, Mr. S. Green, 6 varieties, 1. Rev. M. Skvrher ; 2, Mrs.

Hanbury; 3, Mr. C. Green. Best Seedling, Mr. S. Green.
^ - o

. China

Mr. Milne. Frevch Marigolds, Mrs. Hanbury. Extra
Prizes:—Mr. Piumbly, for a Collection of Cape Heaths^ Mr.

Slowe, for a Specimen Plant; Mr. J. Dawson, for &Fine;^r-
G, Smith, for Dahlias; Mr. T. Dawson, for Cpriila pulchem
Morello Clterries, and Barbadoes Queen Pine; Mr. Brown, mr
Peaches; Mr. Terry, for White Muscat Grapes; Mr. Bentley, gr.

to J. M. Carter, Esq., for Black Hamburgh Grapes. A few Cot-

tagers* Prizes were also awarded.

Limerick Practical Horticultural Society, Sept. 10.—The aa-

tumnal exhibition was held in the Philosophical Society's Roora.

The prizes were awarded as follows :—Mr. Heaphy, gr- ^^l"^^ .

Clarina. obtained 9 prizes, namely, for the best bunch of Green

Grapes, 2d bunch of Black do., 2d dish of :ilixed Grapes, best disn

of Cherries, Figs, Carrots, 2d Oniofis, best Field Turnips, ano

Ma7igel Wnrzel. Mr. Walsh, gr. to Sir A. de Vere. Bart^ 00-

tamed 10 prizes, for the best Nectarines, Seedling Dahlias. Rnse^^

2d Pamies and Verbenas, best 4 Dark Dahlias, best 4 \ellou\ zw

White and CHmson, and the best 6 Fuchsias. Mr. Drury, gr. w
Sir H. D, Massy. Bart., obtained 4 prizes, for best Bed Ojape^.

Mixed do,, 3d Peaches, and best Chi?ia Asters. Mr. Carmody, ^'
to W, Monsell, Esq., 9 prizes, for best Peaches, Pears, ^YTfZ'
Oranges, Filberts, and Mulberries, Mushrooms, Endive, Lettuc »

and Plums for size. Mr. Fitzgerald, gr. to G. TuthiU, t-s^-»

prizes, for best Gooseberries, 2d Pears, Red and Green Grapes,^Red Celery, and an honorary prize for a large Pumpkin, J^\j.'
lopy, gr. to G. Bevan, Esq., 19 prizes, for the best 4 Striped Damit^
tight- coloured do.. White do,. Crimson do,, the best a"^^^?/^,^
CoUection of all Colours, the bcs^t Single Dahlia, 2d Dark and i eii^

i>«A«a«, the best Ericas, Greenhouse Plants, and largest Coi/e-

Hon, the best Stove Plants, Bouf^itet of Exotic cut ^'''^^"'i^f'Jre
Fuchsia andifa;% Bouquet, the best White Celery, the 2dn"V
of Cucvmbers, Cape Gooseberry, and the best Specimen I'i^^'

Mr. Gaynor, jr. to Capt. Stacfcpoole, R.N., 3 prizes. for^!l.
Apples, Broccoli, the 3d Collerfion of Vegetables, Mr. M^cs, F

to Mrs, Cooper, 4 prizes, for the best Melon far weight, 2d //^^
AnnuaU, the beat Collection of Potherbs, and separate CoUeri-o^

0/ yegetables. Mr. Gnuiv. t^ fn thP Mavnrof Limerick, 7 pnzf"'0/ Vegetables. Mr. Grady
for the best Plums and

Onions, and Tumipt. Mn Lawlor, gr. to G. Vincent,

h tot best Mdan for JlavQur* Sd Feaehes. the b«st

Eaq
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ceolarias. Stocks^ and Parsneps. Mr. M^Donagh, gr. to W.
Lloyd, Esq., 5 prizes, for best Collection of Pansies, 2d Stnped
Dahlias , Light or Tipped Do., the best Cucumbers. Mr. Horaii,

gr. to B. Waller, Esq., i prize, for best Bouquet of Hardy Cut
rlowers. Mr. Kiely, gr. to J. Russell, Esq., 8 prizes, for the best
bunch of Black Grapes, Erotic Tree in bearing, and Balsams,
the 2d CoUectioJi of Dahlias, Greenhouse Plants, Pelargoniums,
and largest Collection of do,, with the best Dessert Apples. Mr.
Gardner, gr. to A. Furlong, Esq., 2 prizes, for the best Beet-root
and Potatoes. Mr. Kenny, gr. to P, Gabbett, Esq., a prize for
the best Pineapple. Mr, Ryan. gr. to F. Bevan, Esq., 2 prizes, for
best Summer Cauliflowers and Pinks. Mr. M*Mahon, gr. to M.
Fitt, Esq., 6 prizes, for best 6 Hardu Annuals, 2d Calceolarias, the
best Pelargoniums and largest do., 6 Herbaceous Plants, 2d Jioses,

best 6 Verbenas and Vegetable Marrow.

South Essex Horticultural Society/, Sept. 8.—The third exhibition
took place in Wanstead Park under inauspicroris circumstances.
The violent thunder-storm on the previous day did partial da-
mage in the neighbourhood ; and the rain which succeeded it so
contracted the canvas and stay-cords of the Society^s large mar-
quee, that notwithstanding all possible care, the immense con-
tracting strain on so largo a surface rent the ridge, and rendered
it unfit for the purpose of exhibition. The day of exhibition
proved equally unfavourable. There were, however, several
good collections of plants sent; among which, the 1st prize,
NuRSf-iRyjuKN's Class, was awarded to Mr. F. Fraser. Gar-
RENEas* LARGE COLLECTION, Mr. S. Gad, gr, to T. Lenox, Esq.
Best 6 Plants: 1, Mr. J. Kyle, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq.; 2, Mr.
S. AUen. gr. to G. Sharpe, Esq. Six Plants : Amateurs, 1, Mr.
R.Poole; 2, Mr. Mallard. SinglkSpkcimkn : 1, Mr. F, Eraser;
2, Mr. S. Gad. Ditto : Amateurs, Mr. Poole. Ericas, Mr. R.
For&ter, gr. to Rev. W. Wilson. Treviranas : l, Mr. Kyle ; 2,
Mr. S. Gad. Balsams: very fine, 1, Mr. B. Daley, gr. to F. R.
Redweil, Esq.; 2, Mr. R. Forster. Cockscombs, Mr. J. Monk,
gr. to W. W. Drake, Esq. Fuchsias : Amateurs, 1, Mr. Mallard;
2, Mr. J. Brock. Globk Amaranthus : 1, Mr. J. Black, gr. to
C. T. Holcombe, Esq. ; 2, Mr. G. Hatcher, gr. to R. F. Reynolds,
Esq. CutFlowbrs : 1, Mr. S. Gad; 2, Mr. J. Kyle, German
AsTKRS, Mr. S. AUen. French and African Marigolds, Mr,
W. House, gr. to W. S. Fry, Esq. Ferns, Mr. J. Pamplin. Oa-
CHiUACEOus Plants, Mr. Crouch, gr. to J. Allcard, Esq.
Heartsease : Gardeners, 1, Mr. J, Monk; 2, Mr. S.Gad; 3,
Mr. B.Daley. 48 Dahlias, Mr. F, Fraser. 36 do., Messrs. F.
and A. Smith; 24 do.. Gentlemen's Gardeners, 1, Mr. J. Carter;
2, Mr. R. Forster; 3, Mr. J. Rule. 12 do.,Mr.T. Bailey. 24 do.,
AmaleurSjMr. J. Pells. 12rfo.,Mr. C. Hipkins. The Seedling
Dahlias attracted much attention, and were admired— 1841,
1st, Empress ofthe Whites, Mr. G, Smith; also 2d for a fine Yel-
low, of 1842. Mr. P. Stein received the 1st prize for seedlings of
1842; Messrs, F. and A. Smith, 2d and 3d prizes for seedlings of
1841. PivES, Mr. J. Reynolds. Grapes : Black, 1, Mr. C. Frost,
gr.to J. Wheen, Esq.; 2, Mr. J. Rule, gr. to W. Leverton, Esq.;
3, Mr. D. Robertson. Extra Prize, to Mr, J. Loudon, gr. to S.
Gurney, Esq. ; Mr. J. Kyle, and Mr. W. Dykes. White, 1, Mr. J.
Black, gr. to C.-T. Holcombe, Esq. ; 2, Mr. D. Robertson; 3, Mr.
J. Loudon. OuT-DOOR Grapes: 1, Mr. J. Kyle; 2, Mr. Bailey;
3, Mr. J. Carter, gr, to Mrs. Hall. Peaches, Mr, L. Murray, gr.
to C. Tebbutt, Esq. s also 1, for Cherries and Figs, Peaches,
2, Mr. D. Robertson. Nectarines, Mr. D. Robertson. Melon:
Green-fleshed, l, Mr. Bailey ; 2, Mr. Robertson. Scarlet, 1, Mr.
L.Frost; 2, Mr. B. Daley; 3, Mr. Bailey. Pears : 1, Mr. J.
Rule; 2.Mr. W. Hould. Apples: Dessert, I, Mr. S. Gad; 2,
Mr. D. Robertson ; 3, Mr. B. Daley. Kitchen, 1, Mr. J. Black ;

2, Mr. G. Hatcher. Currants : Red, 1, Mr. J. Black; 2, Mr. J.
Spurgins. Gooseberries: Mr. J..Duck; also 1st for Cucum-
bers. Plums: Greengage, I, Mr. Kyle ; 2, Mr. J. Carter. Ani/
other variety, I, Mr. Kyle; 2, Mr. Robertson. Collection of
Fruit : 1, Mr. Kyle; 2, Mr. Robertson; 3, Mr. R. Forster. Bas-
ket op Vegetables, Mr. S. Allen. Do.: Amateurs, 1, Mr, J,
Brock ; 2, Mr. J. DucK. A variety of Fruit and Vegetables were
exhibited by Cottagers, and a number of prizes were awarded.
The best productions were from the Cottagers' allotments let by
S. Gurney, Esq., Upton.

Wisbeuch Horticultural Society.—This exhibition was held on
"Wednesday last. The following is a list of Uie flowers that com-
posed the winning stands of Dahlias:— 24 Blooms—yvldnalVs
Conductor, do. Eclipse, do. Majestic, do. Queen, Hudson's Prin-
cess Royal, Dodd*s Prince of Wales, Maria, Regina, Pheno-
menon, Pamplin's Chailes XII., Ansell's Unique. Catleugh's
Eclipse, Suffolk Hero, Tournament, Andrew Hofer, Metella,
Egyptian Prince, Duchess of Richmond, Bridesmaid, Royal
Standard, Sir Frederick Johnstone, Indispensable, Lady Cooper,
Stella. The silver cup, imlne 5/., Mr. Widnall, of Grantchester.
12 Zt/oomj— 1st, Grand Tournament, Maria, Nicholas Nickleby,
Catleugh's Eclipse, Indispensable, Metella, Grande Baudine,
Duchess of Richmond, Attila, Springfield Rival, Stella, Sir Fre-
derick Johnstone— Mr. Widnall. As it had been arranged pre-
viously, that no exhibitor shonld be allowed to receive two
prizes, the two sovereigns were given to the 2d stand, exhibited
by C, Hunter, Esq., of Downham, for W'idnail's Argo, Dodd's
Prince of Wales, Egyptian Prince, Suffolk Hero, Maria, Pheno-
menon, Pamplin's Bloorosbury, Lady Cooper, Optima, Grace
Darling, Amato, and Beauty of Wakefield.

NOTICES OFNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Gera'nium ertanthum. W^oolly-fiowered Geranium. (Hardy
Perennial.) Geraniaceae. Monadelphia Decandria.—A robust
hardy perennial, of easy culture, growing from one to two feet
high, in any good garden soil. It flowers freely during the
months of June and July, and is easily increased by dividing the
old plant when in a state of rest, or by seeds. The seeds should
be sown directly they are ripe, and then they will flower the fol-
lowing season. It was raised in the Garden of the Horticultural
Society, from seeds received from North-west America.

—

Bot.Reg,
Oxci'dium ukophyllum. Tail-leaved Oncidium. {Stove Epi-

phyte.) Orchiddceae. Gynandria MonAndria.—This is really a
charming species of Oncidium, with qnitf^ a peculiar habit. Its
leaves are shaped like a penknife curved backwards, so as to have
the edge on the convex side. This is caused by the two sides of
the leaf being larought iutg contact, and then growing together,
theback of the knife-shapedleaf consisting oftheir edges. Itbears
a graceful drooping panicle of clear yellow flowers, four feet long,
almost white at the back, and with a few crimson stains near the
centre on the upper side. Uwas imported from Brazil by Messrs.
Loddiges, and flowered with them in Ms^rch 1841. It requires a
damp stove in cultivation, and may he suspended from the raftersm a basket, or on a block of wood, and planted in brown, turfy
peat; or it may be grown sncccssfully in a pot if it is well
dramed. In either case the greatest care must be exercised in
watering it, particularly when it commences its growth, for the
yonng shoots at this stage are easily rotted.—£o^ Reg,
SMALL-ptowEfiED Sh£w-cerkus. Garden variety- {Green-

rtouse Succulent.)—This is a garden variety of Cactus speciosis-
simus, or the Shew-Cereus, with smaller flowers than usual; and
is pretty, and well worth cultivation. It is a greenhouse plant,
requiring the same treatment as the Shew-Cereus itseif. For-
merly such' plants were grown in the poorest soil, such as old
ume and brick rubbish ; but it is now well known that they do
lar better in a much richer compost. Equal parts of rich loam.
Bandy peat, and dung, well mixed together, seem to suit them
admirably. The principal point to be attended to in their ma-
nagement is, to supply them freely with water wheu growing in
the summer, and then to place them ont in a warm part of the
garden in the autumn, fully exposed to the sun. They should be
taken into the greenliouse before the weather gets too wet and

^M ^^^ ^®^^ rather dry during the winter. The present species
strlxes readily from cattioss treated in the usualway,—jBof. JUg^,

MISCELLANEOUS,
Vegetation of Afghanistan and Western India.—We

extract the following interesting facts from a valuable
appendix by Dr. Royle to " Vigne's Travels :"—« The
country round Rawil Pindee is open, scattered with single
hills and tolerably cultivated, and here Dr. Falconer first

met with the famous Zuetoon or wild Olive, an unde-
termined species of Olea. Further on at Hussun Abdaul,
he found Himalayan Rubi, and a white-flowered Kashmir
Dianthus ; and there Mr. Elpbinstone for the last time,
in a garden which resembled and almost equalled that of
Cohaut, saw the Plane-tree (Platanus orientalis), which
forms the favourite ornament of all the gardens of the
West. Burnes says, that the Peach and Apricot glowed
with blossom, and the Tines clung to their branches. To
the westward of the Indus, but encircled by prolongations
of the above range of hills, we reach the plain of Cohaut, a
circle of about twelve miles in diameter, with hills around,
varied and picturesque. The plain was green and well
watered, and the climate delightful ; the snow never lies

long on the lower hills about Cohaut, and the fruits and
flowers of all climates are said to be produced in the plain.

Mr. Elpbinstone especially mentions that the garden,
spread along the banks of a crystal stream, afforded them
great delight, fhough perhaps its charms consisted in its

abounding in English plants, from which they bad been
long estranged in the climate of India. 1 1 was enclosed by
a hedge, full of wild Raspberry and Blackberry bushes,
and contained Plum and Peach trees in full blossom (21st
February), Weeping Willows and Plane-trees in leaf,

together with Apple-trees. The celebrated Bed-i-Mishk
was also here ; and Mr. Elpbinstone was surprised to find

it was a sort of Willow, with yellow sweet-scented flowers
like the Palm Willow in Great Britain. It is probably the
Salix segyptiaca. There were also numerous Vines, as
thick as a man's leg, twisted round the trees as if they
were wild. The walks were covered with green sod, which
looked the more English, because some withered grass

was seen among the full, soft, and fresh verdure of the
new year. There was also Clover, Chickweed, Plantain,

Rib-grasSj Dandelion, common Dock, and many other
English weeds. The plain in which the city of Peshawur
is situated is surrounded by mountains, and watered by
several streams fringed with Willows and Tamarisks. In
March the upper parts of the mountains were covered
with snow, while the plain was clothed with the richest

verdure, and the climate was delicious. The orchards
scattered over the country contained a profusion of Plum,
Peach, Apple, Pear, Quince, and Pomegranate trees,

which displayed a freshness and brilliancy never seen in

the perpetual summer of India. The uncultivated parts

of the iand were covered with thick elastic sod, that

perhaps never was equalled but in England. The greater

part of the plain was highly cultivated, and the trees were
chiefly Mulberries, or other fruit trees, but Oranges are

rare. Except a few picturesque groups of Dates, the

only tall trees were the Ficus religiosa or Peepul, and
the Tamarisk, which last grows here to the height of
thirty or forty feet. The Cypress is a frequent ornament
of the gardens, as well as the Plane-tree or Chinar, each
attaining to the height of one hundred feet. The Lom-
hardy Poplar, which is so often mistaken for the Cypress,
in drawings of these regions, is also cultivated here.

Roses, red, white, yellow, and China, are mentioned as

being profusely abundant, with Anemones, Poppies, and
stately rows of alternate Cypresses and Planes. Thyme
Rnd Violets perfumed the air, and the green sod and
clover put them in mind of a distant country. In the

march from Peshawur, the plant called Jouz by the

Affglians, and Khauree Sh6oturee by the Persians (pro-

bably Alhagi Maurorum), and a plant very common about
Peshawur, which much resembles that in English gardens

called Devil-in-the-bush ;—no doubt a species of Nigella,

and probably its seed is the Siah Dana used for flavour-

ing dishes, and which is generally considered to be the

Black Cumin of Scripture. Though we have no precise

information respecting the vegetation of Affghanistan, yet

there is no doubt, from the cold and dry nature of the

climate, there must be a disappearance of tropical, and an

approach to the vegetation of more northern latitudes, as

of the Persian and Mediterranean, with a few plants pro-

bably of the African region. The seeds of plants col-

lected by Mr. Grifl&th, and sent to the India House, be-

longed entirely to such genera as Aconitum, Papaver,

Thlaspi, Cheiranthus,Cochle^ria, Cardamine, Sisymbrium,

Silene, Arendria, Ruta, Peganum, Epilubium, Campanula,

Heliotropium, Onosma, Pedicularis, Liniiria, Veronica,

Hyoscyamus, Verbascum, Plantago, SAmolus, Hippophae,

Rumex, Polfgonum, Euphorbia, Phyllanthus. Blitum,

Iris, Tuiipa, Tauscheria, a Siberian arid Tibctian genus,

with a Rose and the Hawthorn, Leguminous seeds allied

to Astragalus and Caragana, as well as several Compo-
sitflB of the tribe Cardu^ceae, with species of Onopordum,
Centaurea and Cichdrium. The Prangos Pabularia was
also met with, but, Dr. Falconer says, ' nowhere prized

as a valuable fodder, or regarded an an agricultural object

of any interest.' T^e climate of Herat is not so severe

as that of England, vith but moderate snow ; the sum-
mer months hot, with but little rain except in winter and
early spring. The principal trees in the valley are the

Elm, the Ash, the Fir, the Plane, the Poplar, the Willow,
and the Cypress. Of fruit trees there are the Pear,

Apple, Quince, Peach, Apricot, Plum, Cherry (sour).

Mulberry (red and white), Pomegranate, Walnut, Filbert,

Barberry, and Fig ; the Pistachio flourishes in the district

immediately north of the valley. Of Melons and Grapes

there are every variety in perfection. The vegetables of

Herat are Cucumbers, Beet, Onions, Lettuce, Brinjall

(Egg-apple), Carrots, Turnips, Spinach, and Beans ; M,
except the three fint named, of very Kidiffereat quality.

Tulip,

of the

Mit-

J-

Among the flowers, the Rose, Jessamine, Lilac,

Narcissus, Iris, Sec, arc mentioned, with many
most common weeds of European countries.

*'

Gardener's and Parmer^s Foreign Libravf/,

theihmgen. Proceedings of the Agricultural Association
in Hanover. Hanover, 8vo. • Winkelblech, C:

—

Theorie. Liebig's Theory of Vegetable Nutrition and
Schleiden's Objections, discussed. Cassel, 8vo.

Ehrenberg, C. G. :--Leben. The Invisibly Active Organic
Life. Berlin, 8vo, with a plate. Siebold, T. F. :—
Flora Japonica. 1st Section, Useful or Ornamental
Plants, described by J. G. Zuccarini. 1st Hundred.
Le]p2ig, fol., with coloured plates.

Effects of Gas-liquor on Crass, — The following are
the results of experiments made by Mr. Wilson, of Largs
(co. of Ayr), in 1841, and communicated by him to the
Philosophical Society of Glasgow. A piece of three-
years-old pasture, of uniform quality, was divided into
ten lots of twenty perches each, old Scotch measure,
which being treated as follows, produced respectively
the quantities of well-made hay marked opposite each.
The value of each application was the same, viz. 5^., or
at the rate of 2/. per acre. All were applied at the same
time, viz. April 15th, and the grass cut and made into
hay in July following :—

Rate per Increase perProduce per
Lot,

Pounds.
• 420 .

Acre.
Pounds.
S360
4816
520S
5320
5544
5936
6lf72

6553
6776

Acre.
Pounds

.

1456
1848
i960
2184
2576
2912
3193
S4l0

Lot.
1. Left untouched , , ,

2. 24 barrels of quicklime added 603
3. 20 cwt. of lime from gas-works 651
4. 4icwt. ofwood charcoal powder 665
5. Two bushels of bone-dust . 693
6. iSpoundsof nitrate of potash 742
7. 20 pounds of nitrate of soda . 784
8. 2i bolls (10 bushels) of soot . 8I9
9. 28 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia 874

10. lOOR-allonsofammoniacalliquor
from gas-works, at 5'^ of Twed-
del's hydrometer , . .945

—Bath Chronicle,

M, Hartteeg.~'LetteT% dated Quito, the 25th May, hare
been received from this excellent collector by the Horti-
cultural Society. He had been examining all the snow.
covered mountains in the neighbourhood, and had formed a
valuable collection of bulbs and seeds. His next object
was to be the inTcstigation of the warmer districts, from
6,000 to 9,500 feet above the level of the sea. In a month
he intended to leave for Popayan, a rich country hardly
known to botanists, and 108 leagues distant.

7560 4200

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. T.

1. Sunflower, Ilelianthits annuusy a native ofMexicOa
is said to trace with its radiant corolla the march of the
sun, an idea maintained by many writers- Moore, in his
" Irish Melodies," says,

" As the Sunflower turns to her god, when he sets.

The same lock which she tumM when he rose.

Thomson, in his " Seasons," and Langhorne, in hia
** Fables of Floret," entertain the same popular notion

;

and Sir J. E. Smith states, " Its stem is compressed ia
some degree to facilitate the movement of the flower,

which, after following the sun mil day, returns after sun-
set to the east, by its natural elasticity, to meet bis beams.'*—Introduction to Botany^ p. 209. But the slightefit

observation of this plant will show that it does not possess
this wonderful property. Gerard detected the error even
so long ago as 1597.

—

Herbal^ p. 614. See Drummond's
Steps to Botany, ch. 6.

2. The Willow from the earliest times has been dedi-

cated to grief and sadness :

** rU wear a Willow-garland for his sake."—Henrv VI,

Old Fuller calls it "a sad tree, whereof such who have lost

their love make their mourning gsu'lands ; and we knovr
that exiles hang up their harps upon such doleful sup-

porters. This tree delighteth ia moist places, and ia

triumphant in the Isle of Ely; it groweth incredibly fast,

it being a by-word in this country, that the profit of

Willows will buy the owner a horse before that by other

trees will pay for his saddle."

"To name the uses ofthe "Willow tribes
Were endless task. The hasket's various forms.
For various purposes of household thrift

;

The wicker chair, of size and shape antique;
The rocking couch of sleeping infancy

5

These, with unnumher'd other forms and kinds.
Give bread to hands unfit for other work."— GraAajn^?,

3. Botanists should be particularly on their guard
against being misled by the colours of flowers. Nimixim ne
crede colori, was the maxim of Linnseus ; and in judging of
species, colour, in which the florist prides himself, ought,
in a great measure, to be disregarded. Were this and
other trivial points in Botany attended to, several modem
authors would not so frequently convert varieties into
species, and species into genera. Such needless changes
in Natural History, as multiply synonyms, are always to

be deprecated.

4. The Mignonette, Reseda odora/a, now naturalised

to our climate, is a native of Barbary. Many years since it

was introduced to the South of France, where it wa« wel-

comed by the name of Mignonette—Little Darling, This

favourite plant, brought to England in 1742, is noticed

by Cowper, in his *' Task :
'*

—

*' The sashes fronted with a rangre

.- Of Oranjrc, Myrtle, or the fragrant weed.

The Frenchman's Darling."

Sir Walter Scott was in error when he introduced it into

his novel, "The Fortunes of Nigel," m'decotatZ the

London windows during the reign of James L

5. How many discoveries have been owing to the instmcts

md Uigbts of the wing^ tribe* ! Columbus, when on the

wide ocean, became confident that he was approaching the

New World, when he discovered the flight of birds proceed-

ing from one island to another. Villages m airy situa-
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tions have not unfrequentJy owed the discovery of a well

to gnats hovering over the vapour of a ',oncealed spnng ;

and many a traveller has been enabled, by the flight of a

bee, to discover the honey concealed m the bosom of the

forest.—St. Pierre.
(To he continuea.)

GARDEN MFMORANDA,
IlentWsori's Nurserif, Pineapple Place.— In the stove we ob-

icrvefl several plants nf Allamanda cathurtica ia flower, which

had only been struck last season ; this, we beUeve, is of rare oc-

currence, as they seldom flower until they have made several

years' ^owth. Here also were in bloom the pretty Angel6ma
graudinora.uiii ashif; a fragrauce rescmhlingthat of a fullyriiicned

Pine-apple, Costus nepalensis, bearing; corymbs of white flowers

half enveloped in crimson sheaths 3 Gardenia Kothmanni, a shy
blooming- plant» with spotted and exquisitely fragrant Jlowers;

and a species of Gesnera, called G. Miirkii, from the Continent,
which bears considerable . resemblance to G. splendens in the

colour and form of the blossoms, but tiiifers from that and other
kinds in producing them in crowded racemes. Ipomo^a Learii

and J. Uardlngii contii^uc to flower freely; the former is trauied

alonf^ the roof, which it has nearly covered, and the latter is led

around the carb-stone of the pit in the centre of tlie house. Per-

srnl'iria odoratXssima, twining amongst other plants, is putting:

forth clusters of its pendent sweet-scented flowers. Several
plants of Aphelaudra cristata are just cominp- into bloom ; this,

when well grown, ia certainly a valuable acquisition to tlic stove,

u the large masses of its scarlet flowers contrast well with
almost every plant near which it may be placed. The elegant
foliaee and conspicuous crirc on stamens of AcActa Kermesina
also render it a dtsjrable object. We were much struck with the
large size of the foliage of Hibiscus macrophyllus ; one leaf upon
a young plant, about 2ft. high, measuring not less than I5in. in

width, and the same in length: this, however, was not in

bloora. The Orchidaceous plants in blossom consist principally
of Bletia vcrecunda, bearing an abundance of delicate purple
flowers; Cafasetum dcltoideum," a most singular plant, with
hlo nns of a dull green, covered with numerous purplish brown
spot-*, and having a triangular Idbcllnra, from the top of which
a yeliowisli horn protrudes; the whole resembling a group of
loathsome reptiles : TrichoptUa t6rtilis, remarkable for its twisted
perianth and involute white labellum, spotted with dull red;
Oncfdium narrlsoiiianum, a delicate and free- flowering species;
and Zygopctalura interi^edium. We noticed several healthy
plants of Cypript^dium vcnustum and insigno ; some of the latter
showing Kigns of flowering. It Is found that CamarOtis pur-
purea, and many other Orchidaceous plants, will not thrive if

potted in the ordinary way; but when placed upon a block of
wood, with their roots enveloped in moss, that they almost im-
mediately commence growing. The roots of Epidendrum bicor-
imtuju rotted off directly they came in contact with the soil; but
no such incident occurred when the plant was fixed upon wood.
It is, perhaps, not generally known that the wire-handles by
means of which the baskets are suspended from the roof act in-
juriously if they approach too near the leaves. The moisture of
the atmosphere condenses npon the iron wires, and falling in
drops upon the pseudo-bulbs, not unfrcquently occasions their
destruction ; this might probably be prevented by giviwg the
Wires atoat of paint. Several plants of Dendr6bium cucuUatum,
upon blocks of wood, have grown two feet in length since the
spring. Here also we saw Drt'.sera rotundif^lia thrivij;g admi-
rably in peat, thfe surface being covered with moss to prevent cva-

«... - bnULant
•cariet; E. palustnp, a most abundant bloomer, and of pecu-
harly delicate habit; and E. Rraudlnona, with white haU-like
bloiEoms, are most conspicuous. In this house is a luxuriant
plant of Luculia gratissima, winch promises to be highly orna-
mental during the winter months. The stock of Heaths in the
pits is very extensive and in excellent condition. In one of the
houses we obscrrctfTIIhtecus Mdnihut, tvjth palmated leaves and
large sulphnr-colourcd flowers, having a dark centre; a remark-
ably fine plant of ^Kschynanthus grandiflorus, covered with
clusters of rich scarlet and orangre; Ipoma^a tearii, blooming
profusely in i^-i-sizcd pots, with iht stems closely confined to a
circular trellis, about three feet high j and a large plant of
Manettia splendens, a new species, which grows luxuriantly,
.but has not yet bloomed, j^mongst the border- flowers were
a brilliant crimson variety of Phlox Drummaiulii, almost ap-
proaching to scarlet ; and two varieties of Verbena well worthy
of notice-namely, \^ logrami, rose, with 'a dark-red centre,
and deep green foliage, of good habit; and V. versicolor, a deli-
cate looking flower, of a clear salmon colour.—^. A^, Sept. 12.
F, A, Phiinps, Esq,, Thnmfield, near Stockport,--The Pine-

apple is cultivated at this place with great success. A few days
since an Enville, weighing eight pounds, was cut from a
sucker of last year, being I4 inches long, and 20i inches in
circumference. Extremely fine fruit are also obtained from
suckeis growijig upon the old plaitt. In October 1S40,
a Montserrat, of 5 lbs. 3 oz. weight, was cut ; a fruit'
weighing 5 lbs-, was produced by the same plant in August
JS41; and in July 1842, another weighing 7 lbs. 2oz. Th# total
weight of 16 Montserrats, cut this season, has been 80 lbs. I

There are now to be seen twelve suckers in fruit upon the old
plants, being the second within twelve months, whose united
weight is estimated at 60 \hs,~Sept. 1 0.

I'axil and Son's Catalogue of Hoses for the Autumn of
1842, and spring of 1843.

^
This k a priced list of the collection of Roses, cultivated

in the CUeshunt Nurseries ; in wliich the different varieties
are clnssed according to their habit of growth, or period
of bloomi^ Many of the old and less valuable sorts
arc discarded from the present list, and some new
ones principal autumn bloomers, substituted in their
steac. In addition to the list of names, each page is
divided mto columns, indicating the form, size, and fuU
ness of petal, possessed Lj each flower. We are of opi-
nion, boweTer, that one thing is wanting in this, as well as
in every other catalogue of the kind which we have seen ;and that is, some distinctive mark between those Hoses
which are fragrant and those which are not. Such an addi-
tion would add greatly to tlie value of the Catalogue.

CALENDAR OP OPERATIONS/^ the ensuing week,
Lkovotis I.eonnrus has been several times noticed in this

publication, and some rather troublesome and expensive direc-
tions have been given for its cultore in pots. Wc have just seen,
some noble specimens of this fine autumnal plant growing in the
open ground, which have had no other care than that usually
bestowed upon plants turned out of pots. Last summer they
grew in the same situation, and iu autumn they were potted, and
preijcrved through the winter in a con:>ervatory. In spring they
were |igain planted out, and are now profusely covered with
"Whorls of ricii red blossoms. Strong plants to put out in spring,
and a warm situation to encourage their growth afterwards, ap-
pear to be all that is required to bloom the I.eonotis in high per-
fection in the open ground. We mention this, because at this
period of the year, when the gaiety of the flower-garden is chiefly
derivfcd &om Dahlias, Asters> Phloxes^ and a few other late-

flowering herbaceous plants, the addition to its beauty of a
strikingly handsome plant like the Leonotis is of some importance.

I.—KITCHKN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiNEav.—Occasional fires will now be necessary to all the
houses, but especially where fruit is swelling off or ripening. Its

application must of course be governed by the state of the
weather, and by the temperature of the bark-bed. If this still

retains a strong heat, and the thermometer in the house indicates
65*^, or upwards, in the mornings, artificial heat will be better
dispensed with ; but if the temperature of the bed is found to be
falling rapidly, which will probably now be the case where a
small quantity only of fresh tan was added at potting time, slight

nightly fires, and occasional waterings of the surface, will be re-

quired to restore and prolong it. Vessels of water on the heating
apparatus must not be forgotten when fires are made. Be mode-
rate in giving air now, and always shut the houses up warm.
Plants become drawn more through want of light (that is,

through being set at too great a distance from the glass) than
from want of air. Water in small quantities will be frequently
required by growing plants; and it" there is not a tank in the
house, the chill should be taken off by other means.
VixERV.—The pruning of Vines intended for very early forcing

ought not to be longer delayed. In consequence of neglect in
this particular, we have known Vines break in autumn before
they were pruned. A kind of scale (Coccus vitis) is frequently
troublesome in Vineries, by dirtying and thereby disfiguring the
fruit. We have in vain tried to destroy it by a thick wash of lime
and sulphur : possibly a solution of glue, laid on with a brush after
peeling the old wood, would be more efficacious.

Pkach-houss.— If not yet done, let the sashes be repaired,
washed, and painted, in readiness for putting on the house before
cold wet weather sets in. The pruning and tieing of the trees,
and the top-dfess!ng of the borders in the house, might stand over
till a wet day after the lights are put on. Attend to the trees in
the late house as before, till the wood is perfectly matured.
CiiKHRT-TREKS in pots and tubs ought to be prepared for

forcing by taking off the surface soil and replacing it with fresh
nutritious compost. These trees do not generally need much
pruning, but it will be advisable to look over them and remove
any useless shoots.
Cucumbers and Melovs.—Let growing plants be kept warm

as directed last week. In ridging out Cucumber plants for pit
culture, take care that the soil is rough and porous. Different
eminent growers recommend different composts. One that is

generally accessible, and in which Cucumber plants will thrive
well, is good turfy loam mixed with about a third pai't of leaf-

mould, adding a little sand if the loam be naturally heavy. A
trellis for training the shoots upon will be found much preferable
to allowing them to trail over the damp earth. Plants in pots in
the Pine-stove should be dewed over the foliage when the house
is closed.

Out-door Dejyartment.
GKEEN HERBS are in some places required in the depth of winter

;

some plants of everything likely to be in demand, should there-
fore, be potted iu readiness for removal at any time to a warm
house. Parsley roots might be planted in boxes, or in the border
of a forcing house, and Chervil might be sown in boxes. A few
pots of Sweet Basil should likewise be sown.
Broccoli.—Continue the removal of the extra plants. Some of

the latest sorts might be put on a north border; in which situa-
tion their floweruig will he retarded a week or ten days in spring.
Cabbages,—Plant from the August sowing. The smallest

plants should be pricked out into nursery beds, to be transplanted
in spring.
Cauliflowers.—If the plants sown in the end of August have

come up thickly, the largest of them should be pricked out to
strengthen, previously to their removal to winter quarters,
Cklkry.—Earth up in succession a sufiiciency for winter con-

sumption. That meant fur spring use need not be meddled with
till next month, when on a diy day it may be finally earthed at
once.
Lettuce.— If the weather should continue open during the

autumn months, the Lettuces sown in the middle of August will
become too large and succulent to bear the frosts and cutting
winds of early spring; it will therefore be proper to make another
sowing, either on a dry and sheltered border, or under tht pro-
tection of a frame. As these must furnish the table till the pro-
duce of the first spring sowing comes in, sorts of proved merit
should be selected.
Spinach.—Thin the growing crops.
SuccoRv.—Thin the last sown plants, and encourage their

growth by occasionally hoeing among them.
0/c/tarrf.—Gather Apples and Pears as they ripen, bearing in

mind that Pears which keep only a few weeks should not be too
ripe when gathered, or they will become mealy. As wall-fruit is
now getting more scarce, extra pains will be necessary to preserve
Golden Drops, Impcratrice, and other late Plums, from wasps
and flies. Continue to shift Strawberry plants into their fruiting
pots. If an insufficient number has been prepared, some strong
runners from the open ground may be planted, three in a pot,
for the latest crop.

11.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

.Stove.-Any young Mammillarias, or plants of that kind,
which have been in dung frames during the summer, must now
be taken back to the stove and kept rather dry, unless the
weather is very bright. Attend particularly to the pruning and
training of climbing plants. Light fires in the warmest Orchida-
ceous house during cold days, but allow them to go out in the
evening ; it is always better to have the temperature consider-
ably lower at night than in the day.
Greenhouse and Conservatort.—Continue the transfer of

Greenhouse plants to the house, where, if handsome specimens
are desired, they must be allowed plenty of room to extend their
branches on all sides without interference with each other.
Some persons spoil aU their plants by attempting to grow a
greater number than they have proper accommodation for in
winter. Set Pelargoniums near the glass, and, where a differ-
ence can be made, let Heaths occupy the most airy part of the
house.
Pits and Frames.—Tlie Chrysanthemums which were struck

from cuttings in summer and planted out, should now be taken
up and potted. Retain plenty of roots, and put them into rich
soil ; they should afterwards be set in a shady place, and have
the foliage frequently moistened till they get root-hold. All
shrubs intended for early forcing ought to be prepared for that
purpose, either by re-potting or by top-dressing. In pruning
Roses for forcing, the young wood should not be too much short-
ened. China Roses will now propagate readily from cuttings.
Thin the annuals which have been sown in pots. If this sowing
haa been neglected, it may yet be made.

Out-door Department,
If any choice plants, which it is desired to preserve, have been

turned out into the flower-garden, they should now be taken up
and potted; but do not yet disturb beds of Pelargoniums, or de-suoy the beauty of the mixed clumps by taking too many plants

.
^^^"^ them. To prolong the gaiety of the flower-garden,su^ thmg^ should be left out till they axe in actual danger from

tff°5r
' ^\* "Plenty of cuttings have been put in, as advised, many

^„ 11* t*^*^.^.*^
remain to perish. Let Dahlias be property

^r^.^/.!^'^k'^/^I^^'
•'^ *^^ colours, height, and other properties,

corrected, while the flowers are in perfection.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

^uRSERy.—Rooted layers of evergreens may now be taken off
and plantedm rows. Those of deciduous trees had better remain
on till the fall of the leaf. Seedling evergreens which stand too
thick in the seed-beds may also be thhmed out and planted.
Forest and Coppice Woods.— Fuiish the plantmg of ever-

greens intended for game cover, screens, &c., before the season
arrives for the removal of deciduous trees, for which every neces-

f
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[Sept. 17,

preparation in the way of trenching, &c .T^^ii;^^^;^;^^;^^,
2 made, if it has not yet been done.—j. b, Whitino n!J
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Sept
Friday 9
Saturday 10
Sunday II

Monday 12

Tuesday 13
Wednesdays
Thursday 15

Avprapje

Barohktrr.

Max,
29.537
29.577
£9.663

US.930
30. 1 26
30. i 67
30.144

Min.
99. 427
29.385
29.655
29,780
30.071
30.149
30.101

TllFKMOVKTKR.

Max.
ea

67
C8
6H
72
74

29.B79
I d9.79ff 63.7

Miu.
A3
£1
fiS

45
61

63
45

Mean
59.5

£8.5
60.0

6G.5

69.5
62.5

69.5

M-ind. R

50.1 59-4

s.w.
W.
\v.

N.E.
N.E.
£.

aiB.

.06

,07

.)3

Sept. g. Rain in the morning; cloudy; clear at night
10, Cloudy; showers occasionally; clear and fine.
11, Cloudy; exceedingly fine; overcast and mild at uieLt
12. Fine; clear and fine, with a few light clouds; claudV of

night,
' ^ *^

13, Very fine ; overcast at night.
14. Hazy in the morning; very fine; clear.
15. Light hazy clouds; exceedingly fine throughout- vnrr

clear at night. ' ''

Mean temperature of the week 2^° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the Inst 16 ytarg for
the ensuing Week ending Sept. 24. IS42.

'

Pre vail iiiKWiiidi."

Sept.

Sun. 18
Mon. l9

Tues. 20
Wed. 21

Thiir».22
Frl. 23
Sat. 24

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

1

61.7

Aver. !

Lowest
Temp.

43.1

Afean
Temp

52.4
61.6 44.1 52.9

62.1 41.6 51.9

61.8 41.3 51.6

62.6 42.1 6B.4
62.6 42.8 52.7

61.7 44.S 53.1

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

7
8

7
8
8
a

Greatest
quantity
ofKain. i.

0.7fi in.

0.60
0.46

0-40
0.38

0.75

4

a

2

1

1

3
2
4
3

3

2

3

1

1

1

J

si sl 1
4

6

5

61

4

8

5

3

6

i

S
I

t
I

2_

I

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 24th, in 1832—thermometer 81°

j and the lowest on the 21st
in 1836—thermometer 32'^.

'

REPORT ONCOVENT GARDEN MARKET.
For the week ending Sept. l6, 1842.

The market has been well supplied with Fruit and Vegetables
during the past week ; but trade has been far from brisk. Fntil:
Pines are tolerably plentiful, and many handsome fruit are
oifered, from 4*. to 6s. per lb. The price of Grapes is on the de-
cline ; Black Hamburghs are selling from }s. to 25. Gd. per lb., and
Muscats from 2.?. to 3s. per lb. English Melons continue from
Is, to 3s. each : but plenty of the Dutch may be obtained from gd,

to Is. The earlier kinds of Peaches and Nectarines having passed
away, the late sorts have become more valuable, and the best
fruit is selling at 6s. per doz. Few Greengages are to he met,
with, and the supply of Dessert Plums is chiefly confined to Coe'a'

Golden Drop, the price of which is l.v. per punnet. Damsons, if

anything, are cheaper than in our last report. Figs have fallen to

Is. and Is. 6rf, per doz. Apples and Pears remain at nearly the

same prices as stated last week : Ganseirs Bergamot has become
more plentiful, and fetches from 4s. to 6s. per half-sieve ; a few
samples of Marie Lionise have also appeared, which are far from
being ripe, at 5s. per half- sieve. Walnuts, chiefly frrm abroad,

are selling from is. to Is. 6rf. per 100 ; and Filberts from Qd. to i.t.

per lb. Good Cucumbers are somewhat dearer, the frame fruit

selling from 4s. to 6s. per doz. Vpgetables : Cauliflowers are

small, and continue to fetch from 4s. to Gs. per doz. Broccoli is

tolerably plentiful, from 6d, to 1*, 3d, per bunch. The late

showers have improved the quality of Turnips, which are abun-
dant, from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per doz. bunches. Artichokes are

becoming scarce, and fetch from 3s. to 5s. per doz. The prices

of other Vegetables have varied little since our last account.

Trnfiles may be obtained at 2s. 6d. per lb. Flowers: Amongst
the cut Flowers we observed AngcMnIa pubescens, Pergularia

odoratissima, Bign6nia venusta, with Violets, Lobehas, Gardenias,

Amaryllises, and Clematises,

Satu«i>ay, Skpt. 17. 1842.—FRUITS :—

Pears, dessert, per hf.-sieve, S^to Ci

Berherries, per hf.-sieve,'3i

MulberrieSj per (jtallon, 9rf to U
Cucumbers, per doz., I< to 6*

Ocanges, per doz.. It to 3t i— per 100, 6j to 20* ,

LemouB, per doz. 1* ad to 3«

— per 100, 10/to 24j

Almonds, perpeuk. 7«

Siveet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Fi]hert8,English,perlOO]b3.55jto.»
"VValniitB, per bnshpl, 12* to 24i

Nute, per bushel—
— Brazil, 20*
— Barcelona, S4i

VEGETABLES,
Onions, per doz. bch., 2« 6J to .^«

— Green, p. doz- bun. 2» to4/

— .Spanish, per do^. 2i to 6x

_ f«V Pickling, perhf.-sv. it to 3#

Garlic, per lb. 4d to 8*/ .

Lettuce, Cabbage, p. se., U to U ia

_ Cos, 9*i to U6rf
Endive, per score, U 3d to U 6d

Celery , per bd ., (12 to 15), 6rfto W

Pine Apple, per lb.4j to6f
Grapei, per pound. It to 2*6(7— Muscats, per pound, 2« to 3*— Portugal U to 2*
Melon*, Enj^Hsh, each, U to 3$— Dutch, 9d to I*
Peaches, per do2. 3i to 6» "

"

Nectarines, per doz., 3* to fl*

Fi^s, per doz., U to Ufid
Plums, dessert, per'punnet, J*
Damsons, per hf. sieve, 3i to 3f
Green^ges, p*>r pimnet, U 6rf to 2* Cd— Baking, per hf.-siv. 5* to 8»
Apples, dessert, per bush., 2* 6d to 6*— Kitchen, 2* to 6#i

CabTiage, per dor. 6d to 1* 6d
- — phinfs, per doz. ij'tofi*— Red,forpickling, 2« to 3s€d

Broccoli, p,r bunch, 6d to 1* 3rf

CauliiJowers, perdoz., 4# to 6i
Beans,Kidney, per hf. sv., IjGJ to3* Gd
— ScarUt, per hf.-sv. U Gd to 2*

Potatoes, per ton, 45* toSOj'
— per ii\rt.2t€d to 4t
— perbnihel, l4 6d to Sa €d
— Kidney, per bu., 2* to 2* €d

Artichokes, per doz. ,3* to 6#
Turnips, per doz huu.. It €d to2s €d
Carrots, per doz- bun., 3t io ba
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to U
Parsneps, per bunch, Gd
Horse Hadiph. perbundle. It fid to 5t

Radish, per doz. hands (94to30each)
9*1 to Ij

— Turnip, p. doz. bch., dd to 1*
Spinach, per ueve, Ij 6^/ to St
Leeks, per doz* bun., Ij 6d to2«
Shallots, per lb., Bdio I*

rarBiey, peruu/;. unu., *- —
Tarragon, perdoz. bnn.. 9t to *«

Mint, perdoz. bunches, 2j

Basil, per doz. bunches- 2' '" T* jw
Vegetahle Marrow, per do?., ^^

"W
Tomatoes, per hf. sv. W 6*^ t''^*

Capsicumi, preen. P«^
IO0,9.MoliM

— Kipe, .^* to6< ,

Mushrooms, i>fr po"'^- ^*VAn Tj«rf— Field, per bus., 3ito .u <"

TiTifBes, per pound, 2tM

Notices to Correspondents

»

A Correspondent is informed bv Mr. F. Davies. of P^J^^i* ^

'

at the Largkst Celery which he ever saw was grown py ut -

arriott^s gardener, at Avon Bank, from plants raised Dy nim

i:f in February 183&. three of which weighed respectively i/^^"*'

that
Marriott

lajlbs., and I21bs., the total weight of the three heacis oei s

42lbs. They took a prize at the Evesham Vale H^^'^^if"'^^ of
Society in Sept. 1839. Mr, Davies states that he has ^^^"
much larger having been grown in the neighbourhood oi

ciiGstcr. •"-

X

A Constant Reader's specimen is the Strawberry ^^'*^^*"*ry| in
T. n, p.—You will find Newman's Book on F^R^^s i^^*^'"

ascertaining the native species.—

t

_, „_ ^^v
^wf«mnflrts.—TheLigustruml6cidum,orCHrNEsBPRi\E|' yi

be easily propagated by layers ; if cut down in the spring,
^.^^

not tlower the same year. It will grow in the shade, o"^

succeed better if planted in a situation exposed to
^-^^If

""*
pear

Alpine,~Yo\xv specimens were much crushed; but tlie> »p*'

W'c do

to be Ipomcea pes tlgridis and Eriaus hispinicus.—

t

Sw/fflt/r^.—The quantity of nitratk op- sopa
plied per acre Upon Ught lanH is I cwt. or 1* cwt. ^^*^.%sed
know whether it ha.s ever been applied to Cucumbers ;« ^ -^

for such a purpose, it should he in small quantities, u»^^

t

up your CAaaoTs before they form fresh fibres; ifa"*5f^^pr al-
main, they will neither be so sweet, nor keep so ^'^^^l.'king
though they may increase in size. Many of them, upon iu»

a second growth, will probably run to seed.—

t

. -„t^
4 Sudscriber.-^Youi plants are- 1 , Tradesciintia yUs^^*

'

"

ascertained whether it acts beneficially upon them or not-
^^^^^

An Oi%nnal Subscrilier,—^flre would recommend youJ-"^^ ^^_
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2, Silene armeria, with white flowers; 3, Phyteuma campana-
loities; 4, a Solitiagoj 3, Lopczia corouata.—

j

jl.B.— NoRMANiiy Cbess is the same as the Ameiicaii CrcBS
mentioned in Loudon's "Kncyc!op3edia of Gardening:/* It should
be sown about the middle of August, to stand the winter ; another
"sowing should be made early in spring, and then again at inter-
vals every three weeks or a month during the summer. Tlie
young plants should be thinned to two inches apart, and the
larger'leaves only should be gathered separately for use. The
quantity of Guano which may he mixed with earth for dressing
Grass land must depend on its strength, vihich is very variable.
Two cwt. per acre should be sufficient.— J f.

A. Ke?3iick.—The Oncidhimis only flexuosum ; but the leaf sent
does not belong to it. The Stanhopea is a variety of S. Wardii,
which is itself a variety of S. oculata.—

t

Flora had better read Lindley*s *' Elements of Botany" first,

and then the "Natural System of Botany" of the same author,
if she wishes to understand the natlkai. arrangemkxt of
plants. If her oVject is merely to amuse herself, then "Lady's
Botany," of which there is a cheap abridgment, is the book for
her.—

t

A Co}i^ta?jl Header.— If the Vi'htwQim be the " Grub-worm"
alluded to, we know of no better modes of getting rid of it in a
garden than those with which onr correspondent seems to be
well acquainted. As regards their ravages in the^e^rf, it istoo
extensive a subject, we fear, to form one article in the columns
of the Gardeners^ Chvo^ilcle ^ but it will be fully discussed next
year in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.— J2.

A L€ar7ier.—M^lsT0sn*s Practical Gardeh^ is the best
work upon the cultivation of Pines, Grapes, &c. We intend
shortly to publish a series of papers upon the treatment of Orchi-
daceous plants.—

t

H. //.—Your Specimens are— IjLiimiumpurpureum ; 2, Mentha
arvensis; 3, Mentha gentilis.—

j

F. H. Sz~We are of opinion that the bleeding caused by the
removal of the partially-formed fruit from Fig-trees will not
prove injurious; as the wounds will soon heal over, and the
bleeding will cease.—

t

H. T.—ToT practical purposes, we consider the situation of the
TnER3io:METER AT Chiswick to bc highly proper. The price of a
Raix Gauge is about 50*.—

t

G. i2.—We should imagine that your Black Esperionb Vink
is not true, by your stating that some of the berries are not at all

coloured, while others upon the same branches arc quite ripe.
In such a season as this, the Black Esperione ought to ripen
thoroughly on the open wail.—

t

5. B,~Tlie plant with which your lawn is studded is the
Plantain or Rib-grass. To destroy it, the leaves should be cut
off below the soil as often as they make their appearance. Where

* the clusters do not stand too thick, a pinch of salt applied to the
injured crown would assist in killing the root ; but where these are
numerous, this remedy is dangerous, as the quantity of salt used
would necessarily injure other adjoining plants. The comi'ost
which you have prepared, and which consists of 8 loads of horse
manure, 12 loads of beg earth, and 6 loads of night soil, is too
good to be given to Laurels and evergreens. If you do use it for
that purpose, it should be applied in winter, and in very small
quantities ; otherwise it wiU.cause the shrubs to grow too luxu-
riantly, and the consequence will bc that the wood will not ripen
sufficiently to withstand the winter.—

:J:

P,T.—The best way of using sl'lpiiate of ieon in fixing
the ammonia of makure, is to scatter it in the form of powder
among the litter as the heap is made up, and to keep watering
the heap as it advances. But care must be taken to return to the
heap all that flows away from it, so that the whole of the fluid is
soaked up. It is Impracticable to say how much of this vitriol
should be employed ; enough has been used when no more
ammonia is disengaged^ you may ascertain this by dipping a rag
in muriatic acid and holding it over the surface of the manure ; if

white fumes form round the rag, the ammonia is flying awtiy, and
more of the sulphate of iron is wanted j if no white fumes appear,
there is enough. The following hardy plants will serve to keep
your American BORCERgayduringsumraer: Lythrum virgatum,
Pentstemon gentianoidcs, P. gent, cocciuca, Cheione barbata.
Delphinium grandiflorum, Gkulthcria procumbens. Clematis iiite-
grholia, Gentiana saponaria, Dracoccphalum speciosum, Men-
ziesia polif61iaaIba, Plilox cJ.mea, P.Thompsoniana, P. omniflora.
Yucca filamcntosa, Y. gloriosa, and Potentilla Hopwoodiana.
You should add a greater portion ofloam than peat to your Rosk
BORnEn: if the loam is g^oftfZ, little manure of any kind will be
required. The following are 12 gi^od CnrvA Roses: Fabvier,

, Cramoisie superieure, L'Infidtlite de Lisette, Henry the Fifth,
Napoleon, Theresa Stravius. Paris, Miellez, Clara Sylvain, Mrs.
Bosanquet, Eugene Beauhamais, and Archduke Charles.—

1

1
A Frie7id.~}t will cost between 3/. and 4/. for every- 16 pages to

print 500 copies ofan octavo book ; besides which there are many
other heavy expenses, especially tliat of advertising. The cost
"vvill, however, dependmuch upon the size of the type. There is no
good book on the details of fobesting, but plenty of had ones. But
there are some useful general directions upon the subject in
West's book on the mismanagement of plnntation?, and in Mr.
Withers' book on the Acacia, both of which have been lately ad-
vertised in our columns. You will find all the information you
want upoix measuring heights above the sea, by referring to the
article '* Heights," in the " Penny Cyclopsedia,*' which you can
get for one penny. To give you the Information in this place,
would occupy more room than we can spare.—

t

Mr, Gil-ling.—The dark-shaded Dahlia is a flower of good
form, with the centre well up, and the petals finely developed j
the petals are of a good shape and substance, but too small for a
show-flower; the colour is rich, and the flower neat and com-
pact. The lilac is too small, and inferior to most of the varietiesm cultivation of the same colour.—*
Gammtf.—L'ENrANT d'Ajaccio is a very pretty Rose, well

formed, and of a good colour \ the outer rows of petals are beau-
tifully formed.—*
H. C, Kensingfon.^^VCc believe your Rose is a variety named

F^ntlon.—

*

2. Z.—Your plant is Lycopsis arvensis.— t
C. D.—Your Calceolarias are infested with Thbips. The most

effectual remedy towards destroying them is to dust the leaves,
especially the under surfaces, with flowers of sulphur. After this
has been allowed to remain upon them for a few days, the plants
should be syringed with pure water. A slight appUcation of sul-
phur should always he resorted to as soon as the insect makes its
appearance,—

t

ii» ^ma/ei/r will not injure his Asparagus beds by dressing

tK
"^ ^^^^ guano in the mantier recommended for night soil ; al-

Though three or four inches of the former is rather a large dose,me proper time for eating the Portugal Cabbagb is in the
autumn, it should be sown early in spring, and planted out in
tne same manner as the common Cabbage' j by which means it
will be fit for use in the present month. As itJs impatient ofcold,
tne great object is to have it fuU-gtown before frost com-
mences.—

j

A Constant neader.~\Xe do jiot think it would be advisable at

fv^'^ ^f^ °^ ^^^ y^^r to remove the small fry of Golu-Fi9h
irom the pond m which they arc bred. As the b^pring advances,

tK ^? "*^*^^"^^^^^^"»o^^*^»i^**^e"'i^^er bred is greater
"P^J^

jJif
pond can support. NodoubtSKEULi.vo Oaks and Spa-msn thesnuts, if untransplanted, will produce laterals; and iu

sorne cases the latter will rob and stunt the leader. But in such
instances, the evil is readily remedied bv pinching the points of
ine laterals when they are beginning to grow, which will force
tne sap mto the leader, and give it the requisite start. You must
Biso observe, that in some soils, neither the Oak nor the Chesnut
thrives; and even if they do thrive, stunted individuals will he

fti"* u^T^*^*
found, just as is the case among ourselves. Warner's

ijiack Hamburgh and the common Black Hamburgh Graucs are
inc same.—

t

A Stidscriber.—rhete are two reasons for Black Grafes as-
suming a red and half-ripened appearance. The first is, when
too great a crop is allowed to remain upon the Vines; and the se-
cond, when the Jeavesnearest to the bunches are removed, as is
often done, upon the vain supposition that more Hght will be ad-
mitted to the fruit, if either of these cases is apphcable to your
Black Hamburgh Vine, it will at once account for the reddish
colour of the berries.—*

J. G.—The Nkwingtok Nectarine ranks among the Cling-
stones, or those havuig firm flesh, which requires to be sliced
from the stone ; these kinds are not in perfection till they begin
to shrivel. Although the summer may have been dry, if much
rain falls when they are nearly ripe, the fruit is apt to rot next
the wall, or drop off. The only remedy is to lessen the vicissi-
tudes of drought and moisture, by keeping the border well
mulched and watered in dr\' weather.—

H

F. 1>.—The Cuasselas' MusauE is a white round-berried
Grape, resembling in appearance the White Frontignan ; but
from this it is distinguished by its leaves being rounder, and not
so much indented ; its pulp is somewhat firmer, with nearly the
high Muscat flavour of the White Muscat of Alexandria. It is iu
cultivation among the London nurserymen, and can be procured
by any agent who will take the trouble to inquire for it. You
should wash your Peacu-trees well with tiic garden engine
every evening during dry weather j this will put an efl"ectual
check upon the ravages of the Red Spider. If this is properly
attended to in the months of May and J iinc, there 5s little fear of
the leaves of your trees being injured by this insect.—

1| t
Tal^aniis.—Your moth is the Phisia gamma, figured and de-

scribed at p. 52 of this yein'sC/ti-onicle.-t
J. T., i^/i/wio//M.—The dead roots of Orciiu>aci;ous Plants

should he cut carefully away when they arc repotted. Any old
dead pseudo-bulbs should also be removed, as tliey are liable to
rot the living ones. These plants have no true bulbs ; the term
pseudobiilb is, therefore, a general term. It is, in fact, the
stem, and is round or conical in some, suchas the Stanfadpcaj or
elongated in others, as in Cattleya. Charcoal mixed with the
sphagnum will do no harm, but little is known concerning its
eflects. Water should not be discontinued so long as roots or
leaves arc forming, as that is the period when it is required.
Some of the kinds are evergreen, and ought never to be kept per-
fectly dry J others, such as the Catasetum, lose their leaves at
certain seasons, and then require a period of rest.— §

ii' S,—U your Vines died from the effects of being trans-
planted, that operation must have been badly managed. Kvan-
iSED BoxBS are injurious to the growth of plants, and should
never be used for snrh jmrposes. unless the interior has previ-
ously received a coat of pitch or paint.—

t

if. A\—Thanks. The figures are for the Chronicle,—

\

K, i?.—Your plants are Desm6dium nutans, and B6ddlca
Necmda.—

t

Your Careful Reader.~~\Xe will inquire.—

t

C—The following is a list of 12 choice Grernhovsk plants
that flower in August and September ;—Hedychium Gardneria-
num, which does best when planted in the border of the house;
Mfmulns glntinosus, Leonotis Leonurus, Euuvardia splendens,
Achimencs longiflora, Chir<5nia frutescens, Swains<5nia galcgi-
'-''-"

'^ galegif^lia alba, Mandevilla suaveolcns, Lilinm Ian-
and its vai'ieties, S611va linearis, and Leschcnaultia
-t
Your specimens are, 1, Coronilla glauca; 2, Gnfdia
3, EugC'nia unifloraj 4, Adenandra uniflora; 5, Ed-

wardsia microphylla.—

t

A Market Gardener.—To clean RAnisH.SEKU, you must first dry
the pods ivell, previously to thrashing them ; the seed should
afterwards be sifted and fanned, to separate all dirt aud refuse
from it.—

t

T. G.—Your large Apple is the Pomme Violette; the other is

thcRedCrofton.—
II

Ctwtl^riensiii,—Your Pears are, Ko, 1, Sunmicr Franc-real ; 3,
Autumn Bergamot ; 4, Duchesse d'AngouICme ; £. Winter Kelis

;

6, Chaumontelj 7, Easter Beurr(?e : and your Plum, No, 2, isCoc's
Golden Drop.—

U

A Header.-^YOUT tree is Populus ciudicans, one of the Taca-
mahac Poplars.—

t

A Subscriber, Durham.—Thefollowinglists of single and double
Hyacinths for growing in pots or glasses contain a good selec-
tion of colours, and they are made to suit the pleasure of pur-
chasers, as regards the expense of the roots.

Lychnis Bltnobaka is a native of Chinese Tartary, and is not
difficult to flower.

—

t

A Housekeeper,—YoutWhitk Cuebant JA:ii turned red be-
cause St was exposed to the air before it had been sufficiently

boiled. There is something in the skin of the White Currant
which becomes red upon exposure to the air after imperfect
boiling. Your jell) did not turn xt^d because you did not allow
the skins to be mixed with it.—

t

Mr. PAXTOK'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3rf,

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottiige tenantry may
have them delivered in any part vf London by remitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5*. for every 25 copies.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week-

f61ia. S.

cifulium
formosa.

A. P.-
pinif(51ia;

Cheap.
Mars, deep red.
Acteur, rose.
Felicitas, rose-
L'Ami du Coeur, rose.
Asterias, deep blue.
Buonaparte, deep blue.
Emicans, dark blue.
Robinson, blue,
Nimrod, blue.
Grand Vainqueur, white.
Emilius, blue.
Hercules, white.

Waterloo, dark red.
Acleur, deep ro?e.
Comtesse de la Coste, deep rose.
Groot Voorst, deep rose.

Kroon van Indien, very dark,
Orondates, deep blue.

Due d'AngoulCme, blue,

Paul Bnot, light blue,
Gloria Florum, white and rose.

La D^esse, white with yellow.
Virgo, white and rose.

L'honneur d'Amsterdam, deep
rose.

SiJiCLK. Dearer,
LeFranc de Berkehey, deep red.
Lustre de Flore, rose.

Monsieur de Foesch, fine rose.
Prince Albert of Prussia, deep

blue.
Quentin Diirward, deep blue.
Bouquet Charmant, dark blue.

Grande Vidette, superb Igt. blue.
Colossus, white.
Baron vau Tu) II, blue.
Rousseau, white.
Princcsse Royale, rose.

Voltaire, white.

DOLBLE.
Goethe, dark red.

Perruque Royale, deep rose.

Sir Walter Seott, deep rose.

Bouquet Royal, light rose.

Bouquet Pourpre, ver>' dark.

Prins van Saxen Weimar, deep
blue.

Murillo, blue.

Madame Marmont, light blue.

Prince of Waterloo, white.

Grand. Monarque de France,

white and rose,

Nc plus ultra, blue.

Milton, dark red.—*
E, JIf.—The plant is Lfonotis Leonoras. Some account of

it will be found at p. 4 of our Chronicle for 1841, and in the Ca-

lendar of Operations of to-day. We should be greatly indebted

for the Nos. so kindly offered us.—

t

JP. F, Z-.—Sorry to hear of your want of success with your

Bees. You had better read '^My Bee-Book," by Mr, Cotton.—

t

JIf. C.—\'our plants are— I, Medicago arborea, which will not

stand without piotection, except in very mild winters; 2, Coro-

nilla glauca; 3, Coll6mia grandiflora ^ 4, Trevirana cocclnea;

5, Lvthrumvirgatum ; 6, Crucianclla stylosa; 7» Ipomcea cocci-

Tiea.' which, in such a season as this, will seed freely. It cannot

be increased by cuttings. Of your Pears, No. J is the White
Doyenne, and 9 the Glout Morceau. Your Apples are, 2, Hol-

laiiUburyj 3, Ilawthorndeni 4. Unknown j 5, A kind of Crab;
6, French Crab; 7, Ribston Pippin; 8, Cockle Pippin ; 10, Old
Codlin; IT, Fearn's Pippin. The Peach is the Mkltixg San-
GuiKOi.E, not much known, we presume, in this country. There
are other varieties witli flesh adhering to the stone, and of the

colour ofa Beet- root 5 but they are only fit forbeing madeinto a
preserve. The Walnut has a very thin shell, bat it is not well

filled.—t «

JBe?-/-s^rV5,—ThunbtTgias are very liable to bc attacked by the

Rei> Spii>br, unless frequently syringed ; and if you do notsoou
check their progress, these insects will spread over your Pelar-

goniums. The best method of destroying them upon single

plants is that practised by Mr. Knight, viz., to procure wheel-

bellows, which have a box capable of being filled with flowers of

sulphur, and having a rose on the end containing pieces of

feathers; this apparatus will dust the sulphur more equallyover

the plants, which should be perfectly dry when the format i«

applied. After a few days the plants should be well syringed to

wash Off the sulphur, and any insects which may remain.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
OcR news from the United States contains the gratify-

ing intelligence that tie mission of Lord Astburton has
been successfully concluded, by the ratification of the
treaty with (Lis country. It passed the Senate, after a
long discussion, by a majority of 39 lo 9. The questions
set at rest by this treaty, ore those connected with the
boundary^ the slave-trade, the affair of tlie Creole, the de-
struction of the Caroline, and the arrest of Mr. M'Leod.
The three latter are made the subjects of a correspond-
ence, in which explanations are given on both sides, and
arrangements made for the future. The terms of the
boundary treaty are substantially the same as those pub-
lished by anticipation fomc time back; they assign part
of the St, John's River as the future frontier, and give
to the State of Maine the free navigation of the river

through New Brunswick to its mouth. The line is

regarded on the whole as a fair com]»romi6e, aud is

more advantageous to this country than that awarded by
the King of Holland. In regaid to the slave-trade, pro-
vision is matle by which each nation agrees to maintain a

squadron on the coast of Africa, lo act in concert, and co-

operate for the suppression of the trafHc ; both uatious

further agree to unite in representations and remonstrances
with other jiowers in order to effect tlie closing of the

slare-markets at once and for ever. Another arrange-
ment is made for the mutual txtradilion of persona
charged with murder or other heinous crimes. The
questions of impressment and the right of search were not
included in Lord Ashburton's instructions, and are, con-

sequently, not mentioned. The Kew York papers of all

shades of politics dwell with satisfaction on these results,

and express their conviction that they will be the means of

producing in both countries those feelings of satisfaction

and good-will which are the surest guarantees of a lasting

peace. Since the ratification of the treaty, Lord Ashburton
has been publicly presented to the citizens as the Ambas-
sador of Peace, end has been received by all classes wilh

an enthusiasm which proves the importance of his mission

and the value of its results.—Our Continental news is com-
paratively uninterestingj, and is rather of a domestic than

general character- Ju France, the Journals are occupied

in discussing various subjects of home politics, chiefly in

reference to the movements of parties preparatory to the

ensuing session. The news from the Peninsula is unim--

portant, and our German advices are principally confined

to the festivities at Cologne, on laying the foundation stone

of the new works for the restoration of the Cathedral. The
King of Hanover, as stated in our last, has been seriously

indisposed at Dusseldorf, but is now convalescent.—From
Constantinople we learn that the Syrian question is on the

eve of adjustment, and that the Lebanon will be divided

into two districts, in order that the Druses and the

Maronites may be governed by their own princes, under

the control of the Porte. No renewal of hostilities has

occurred on the Persian frontier, and the affair has almost

ceased to attract attention.

At home, the Queen arrived in the River at an early

hour this morning, on her return from Scotland, and

landed at Woolwich about ten o'clock. ITer ^lajesty

and the Prince are said to be highly gratified with

their visit to Scotland, and with the loyalty of their re-

ception.-^The manufacturing districts continue in an un*

settled state. Special commissions have been ordered for

the trial of the rioters in Lancashire and Staffordshire

;

the trials will commence early in the ensuing month, and

all the prisoners concerned in the late disturbances will

then be brought to justice. In Manchester and Stock*

port the great body of weavers still refuse to return to

work at their former wages, and there is little prospect of

any concession on the part of the masters.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert returned to

Dalkeith on Tuesday last from a visit to the Highlaads,

aud embarked on Thursday for London. They landed

at Woolwich this'morning, and proceeded immediately to

Windsor. The Priuce of Wales and the Princess Royal

are at Windsor Castle, and are in excellent Lealth.—I^e-

spatches have been received in town stating that the King

of Hanover has been seriously indisposed at Dnsseulort.

but is now so far recovered that no further builetms will

be issued.—His Royal Highness the Puke of Sussex and

the Duchess of Inverness arrived on Friday eveumg, at

Alton Towers, on a visit to the Eaii and Countess of

Shrewsbury. The Royal D\x^^ wiU remam a week, and
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proceed on a Twit to the Duke of Devonshire at

worth.-Hcr Royal Highne«s the Duchess of
then

Chatsworth. «*- ---, r ^ ou ^ *t *.-\

Gloucester is expected to arrive at^Chatswortk oa tLe

21th in.t., on a visit to the Duke of Devonshire.

Official Movemmts.'-OeTieidA Sir Robert 1. Wilson

has been a|ipoinCed GoTemor of Gibraltar in succession to

Lieut-Genera! Sir Alexander Woodford.—It is currently

reported that the Duke of Wellington intends to avail

himself of his present position as General Commanding-

in-Chief, to recommend to Her Majesty to confer some

mark of her royal favour on his Grace's old companions

in armn, the offictrs who served with him in the Penin-

fular War.

loss.

the support of which she had been deprived by her recent Grand Duke of Mecklenburg Schwerin, and the Duk
Nassau accompanied the King. After church the ro I

party proceeded to the spot on the south side of i\\

aisle which had been prepared for the laying of \h

-fForpian.

subjects of

a domestic

i France.— The Jouriuds,—The principal

interest in the papers this week are rather of

than genera! character. The Ministerial journals attack

the Legitimist prints and leaders, whilst they flatter the
Legitimist party. They profess to admire the principles

which actuate the partisans of the fallen dynasty ; but ob-
ject to the persons and family they worship. M. Berryer
is the chief object of their attack, and they denounce him
with great animosity for his alleged alliance with republi-^

cans. The Legitimist prints reply by indignantly reject-

ing the proposed alliance. The Clergy is another class

to which the Ministerialists pay court. Seats in the
Chamber of Peers are said to be offered to the prelates.

The organ of the clergy remarks upon this statement that

there are not five prelates who would consent to sit, and
share the moral and political obloquy attached to so many
necessary votes. Whikt the Legitimist and Ministerial
prints are thus engaged, the war organs insist that France
ought io make an instant descent on Syria. The Repub-
licans declare that Admiral La Susse should land his Ma-
rines to deliver the Maronites from the Druses. In regard
to the introduction of Bishops into the Chamber^ the
Ministerial journals deny that Government has any such
intention. '• the Charter having already fitted the catego-
ries of those who can be made Peers, and having excluded
ecclesiastics."

The Capita!,—M. Rover Collard has refused to be pro-
moted to the Chamber oi Peers, from the belief that the
judicial powers arrogated by them are unconstitutional.
The Minister of Marine has instituted a committee to in-
quire into the grievances of the merchants interested in
the gum trade against the company to whom the Gover-
nor of Senegal made over, in January last, the monopoly
of thnt article. The committee, composed of delegates
from the Chamber of Commerce, and of the Director of
the Colonies, is to meet in Paris towards the latter end of
September.

The Provinces.—The papers announce with much re-
gret the death of H^nin, the intrepid sailor of Boulogne,
who so nobly risked his life in attempting to save the fe-

male convicts shipwrecked in the Amphitrite. Tlie Ca-
lais papers pay the following tribute to the memory of this
brave man :

—" It was in attempting to bring to perfec-
tion an idea that he had formed for saving the lives
of his fellow-creature^ that thfs ornament to the ma-
rine of France met with his untimely end. For
some time past H^nin had been practising to sustain
a considerable weight in the water, but in returning on
board of the safety-boat he received u violent contusion,
which, becoming more serious from day to day, ultimately
brought him to the grave. Henin was always the first to
fly to the assistance of the distressed, always in the fore-
most rank to rescue the shipwrecked mariner from a wa-
tery grave, and in every situation of danger he set a noble
example of coolness and intrepidity. The cross of the
Legion of Honour, and numerous medals, decorated his
breast, the rewards of his bravery and philanthropy."
The *'Presse" announces that it was in error in announc-
ing last week that the Government had signed a treaty
with a company consisting chiefly of English share-
holders for the execution of the railway from Paris to Lille,
but states that negotiations are still pendhig.—The Duke
d'Auraale is said to have purchased for 2,000, OOOf. the es-
tete of CLateau'Margaux, which formerly belonged to M.
Aguado.— It is mentioned, as a proof of the embarrassed
state of the landowners in the wine-growing department of
the Uironde, that the amount of mortgages is 300 millions

VrtT ^";^^„^^^«"' ^"^ M. Mongis, Substitute of the

to LkIT-:^^"''^^^ ^ mysterious circumstance, re-to which It u to be hoped that the official iournals

Tunirnn
"' «^-P}anation. 'it appears thaUh prCdingSunday an explosion took place on the bridge of JoinviUefrom an infernal machine, which was placirtherTSledWith balls and other projectiles, by none of whSvSuna ely, was any person wounded. Tl.ese magistrates ba^enot been able to discover either the object or the authorsof this machine, of which the shattered remains done

The Moyal Familt/,—The Duke de Nemours reviewed.

This address was received with scclamations of

le Due de Ne •"'* Vive le roil Yive le Due de Nemours!" His Royal
Highness on the next morning left for the Chateau d'Eu.

On Tuesday, the King, Madame Adelaide, the Duchess

de Nemours, the Princess Clementine, and the Duke de

Montpensier, accompanied by Marshal Soult, M. Guizot,

and the Minister of Marine, proceeded from Eu to Treport,

where they embarked on board the brig La Reine Amelie,

to visit in the roadstead the Pluton, and the Licorne, naval

school-ship. The King passed in review the pupils of the

Licorne, and addressed to them a few words of encourage-

ment, which were received with loud acclamations. M.
Janvier, the Captain, and two other officers, received the

Order of the Legion of Honour from his Majesty. The
King and their Royal Highnesses partook of breakfast on

board the Licorne, to which they invited all the pupils of

the naval school.

Algeria,—The journals mention that the English coal

brig, the Dean, from Liverpool, reached Algiers, on the

4th instant, with iron and coal. The French authorities

soon discovered that Mr. Scott, or Colonel Scott, who
has been and is in the service of Abd-el-Kader, was on

board. Mr. Scott did not conceal the fact, but avowed
himself the minister of Abd-el-Kader. General Bugeaud
said he would send him back to France, but Mr. Scott

insists on being sent to Spain. He is in arrest on board

the Dean.—The last accounts from Algiers are of the 5th

inst. The Governor-General left in the Phare, steamer,

on the 3d, for Oran, to organise the different tribes of

the province, who lately submitted to the French, and to

instalthe new Bey of Mostaganem, The country around

Algiers was tranquil, and the market plentifufly supplied

with provisions. On the 30th ult, the powerful tribe of

the lasers made their submission, and their chiefs arrived

at Algiers to receive the investiture. The Beni-Llimans

had likewise demanded the Aman. Their Aga, Mahi El-

dine, had presented himself, with his GOO horsemen, to

the Governor of Medeah, and taken the oath of allegiance

to the King of the French. He left his children as

hostages, and undertook to convey to Medeah the corn
belonging to Abd-el-Kader.

Spain.—The celebration of the second anniversary of

the revolution of September has just taken place. The
Regent held a review of the National Militia and garrison,

and assisted, with the civil and military authorities, at a
grand Te Deum^ chanted in the church of San Isidro.

Everything went off quietly and orderly, notwithstanding

the immense multitude which had turned out on the oc-

casion.—The official joi^rnals contain a long article in

praise of a joint-stock bank of English and Spanish share-

holders, proposed by Col. Bristow. The Ministry expresses
great satisfaction at finding its credit properly appreciated
by the British capitalists. In its opinion, all the stipula-
tions of the project are wisely conceived and perfectly
equitable; and it urges Spanish capitalists to join in the
enterprise, at least for one-filth, that is, to subscribe for
4000 shares. The utility of the bank, according to the
Ministerial organs, cannot be questioned, and the Govern-
ment had taken the subject into serious consideration, in
order to assure itself whether it offered any inconvenience
to the public, and to encourage a measure which promised
to be so beneficial to the country.—According to the Bar-
celona journals of the 6th inst., two small bands had made
their appearance near Vich and Villadran. One of the
rebels belonging to the latter had been taken prisoner and
shot. On his way through Girona, General Zurbano de-
livered a list of 11 Republicans to the first constitutional
alcalde, with an order to expel them from the province
within three days. The alcalde was to be personally an-

of francs.

lative

cavalry forming part of the corps of operation ok the
Marne, which was to have been commanded by the late
Duke of Orleans, and distributed a number of decorations
and promotions to the officers and soldiers of that corps.
At the conclusion, after having passed down the whole of
the lines, his Royal Highness ordered all the officers to be
formed in circles, and then from his charger delivered an
expressive address to them, alluding in aflFecting tern^s to
the loss they had all sustained by the death of the Duke
of Orleans, and taking his leave for the present with as-
Boraaces that his feelings and energies were and ever should
be devoted to them, and to the task of restoring to France

swerable for the execution of this order.—A sanguinary
conflict has taken place between the inhabitants of Vinaroz
and Benicarlo. GeneralVan Halen immediately despatched
a battalion of the regiment of San Fernando, and likewise
the war-steamer Isabella II., to the scene of disorder.
Portugal.—The Lisbon mail of the 5th inst., which

arrived on Saturday at Falmouth, brings information of
the arrangements made for covering the deficiency in the
ways and means for the present year; the Legislature
having sanctioned the proposal of the Ministry to raise
money in anticipation of part of the taxes to be collected
next year—It was believed that a fresh misunderstanding
had occurred between Spain and Portugal, arising, it was
supposed, out of M. Almadovar's ill-will to M. Costa
Cabral and the commercial treaty lately concluded between
Great Britain and this country.

Hanover.—Despatches have been received in town
this week confirming the rumour that the King of Hanover
who had gone to the banks of the Rhine, to be present at
the reviews of the Prussian troops, had caught cold, and
had been confined at Dusseldorf by a fever. The bulletins
of the physicians now announce that the fever has abated
and that his Majesty's speedy recovery may be expected.
The latest bulletin, dated the 5th September, says that he
had a good night, that the fever had entirely left him, and
that his complete recovery may shortly be looked for.

on Monday, at Compiegne, the divisions of infSirand Vl^ K^f\ \? ^^'^ ^^^^ ^'"^^ ^^^^ announced that the
cavalrv forming nart of thfi rom« ^f n^...*:.„ 'I .V^ ^^^« ^.^^ followed the example of the ex-Kine- of th«--- pie of the ex-King of the

Netherlands and married, towards the close of kst month
the widow of the President Beulwitz ; but the report seems

wK^lM''^^ premature with the account of his death,wnicn tUe same journals published kst week.

a^rnn^f1^V:r"V^*f^^ ^'"""^ Cologne contain detailed

ofthe nLt ^^^/««^7^^^^« «n ^^y'^-E the foundation stone
of the new buildmgs for the restoratiou of the cathedral.The ceremony took place on Sunday, after divine service
had been performed in the Protestant church and high
mass celebrated in the cathedral. The King and Queen
were present at both services. Prince Metternich, Prince
George of Cambridge, the Archduke John of Austria, the

first stone, when the King, on proceeding to perfo
the ceremony, addressed a speech of some length to th
assembled multitude, in which the leading theme relat 1

to the wishes, political and religious, of the Germanic state
Illustrating by historical allusions the advantages which
other countries had drawn at variousVeriodsfrom the di
uuiou prevailing in Germany, he glanced skilfully att
recent attempt to do the same on the part of a neiehboiir
iog power ; but which attempt, he congratulated himself
and them, was decisively foiled by the display of una-
nimity which Germany under arms put forth, •*

XLi'
day," continued the royal orator, '' is destined to record
a display of unity not less important. It will record for
those who doubt, the fact that, although various shades of
doctrine and opinion may divide us, yet that Christendom
is not disunited— that it forms one great and indomitable
whole. In sign of this conviction, the representatives of
all confessions and of every German land were there, atid

each felt that h§ derived strength from the consistency
that he lent to the general fabric." The King was inter-

rupted here by loud acclamations, and when they had sub-
sided, added, ** The sentiments I have uttered have met
with the heartfelt applause of a city like yours ; let ug
give the ancient word once more— * Cologne for ever

'

{Alaff Colln)y At this the shouts were redoubled.

After some further speaking the assembly broke up, and
the company met in an immense tent, a present from the

Emperor of Russia, in which 400 covers were laid. The
banquet passed off gaily, and in the evening tlie company
appeared at the theatre. The King and Queen then left

for the Castle of Brlihl, near Bonn, where they stayed

until the two camps united and performed their manoeuvres.

In the evening the town was illuminated, and the Rhine
front produced a rare and brilliant effect on the water.

The account of the ceremonies in the Cologne papers fills

no less than 13 quarto columns. The printed hsts of

foreign officers, who are at head- quarters during the re-

views, includes 157 persons. The English are much
more numerous than the others, for there are 59 of

them, amongst whom, besides Lords Westmoreland anl
De Grey, there are five Lieutenant-Generals, two Major-

Generals, four Colonels, seven Lieutenant-Colonels, two

Majors, sixteen Captains, and nineteen Lieutenants andEn-
signs. On the 7th the King and Queen paid a visit to Aix-la-

Chapelle, where they were received with great enthu-

siasm.—According to the Frankfort journals of the 6tU

instant, petitions were in progress of signature at Cologne,

Aix-la-Chapelle, and Dusseldorf, and other towns of

Rhenish Prussia, for the purpose of demanding a reform

of the municipal and district institutions of those pro-

vinces.—The "Augsburg Gazette" announces, under the

1 head Vienna, the 3d, that a camp of manoeuvres would

be formed in the beginning of October, on both banks of

the Mincio, to the south of the Logo di Garda. It is to

be composed of 34 battalions of infantry, 22 sqnadroni

of cavalry, and 12 batteries of artillery. The evolutions

are to be commanded by Count Radetzki, General-in-

Chief of the Austrian forces in the Lombardo-Yenetian

kingdom. Other manoeuvres are to take place about the

same period at Friuli.—Letters from Dresden state that a

calamitous fire broke out on the 31st ult., in the extensive

forest near Sebnitz, in the Saxon Switzeriand, on the

frontiers of Saxony and Bohemia, which was not extin-

guished on the 2d instant. It commenced on the Bo-

hemian side, and in a few hours resembled a sea of ilame.

At the distance of three leagues the sun looked like a ball

of fire. In Bohemia the loss is immense. All human

aid seems to have been vain. The long-continued heat

and drought made every blade of grass so inflammable,

that the fire raged with unabated fury. The wind, which

blew towards Bohemia, drove the flames down the moun-

tain, placing the detached houses and the villages in the

forest in the greatest danger. Another account, dated

the 4th, says that the fire still continues. A thousand

men were employed in endeavouring to stop its progress,

but upwards of 500 acres of forest had already been de-

stroyed.
^

-

Italy.—Letters from Rome state that Capt. Cialdi, ot

the Papal Marine, has received from the Pontifical go-

vernment orders to proceed to Egypt to take charge of the

obelisk which Mehemet Ali has presented to the Pope.

It is well known to Egyptian travellers, and is called oy

them the obelisk of Sesostris ; but the Egyptians call it

the obelisk of the Patriarch Abraham. Rome will now

possess twelve obelisks, all brought from Egypt.— 1*^*

arrival in the Tiber of the three steamers constructed in

England for the Pope, was the occasion of a P«P"/^^

festa, at which the principal functionaries of the State, tne

Cardinals, and a number of distinguished foreigners as-

sisted. Notwithstanding the shallowness of the water, tne

windings of the river, and the sandbanks which frequently

obstruct its bed, the steamers ascended, in four hours,^

distance which generally required nearly as many day •---

The King and Queen of Naples returned to their capita

from Messina on the 24th, in the Vesurius ^^^^\
escorted by five frigates. The future Empress of/^>"»^^

was shortly to sail for Lisbon, accompanied by Pnnce

Scilla, Minister for Foreign Affairs, . , #
j^

Switzerland.—The Geneva papers contain tne^
At

lowing account of an ascent to the Dent du Midi
: ^

8 o'clock in the morning of the 19th ult., six P^^f"Vj-jy

the plain of Sallanches, and began to climb
^"^J^ j^

As they kept a tolerably quick V^^^^tJ-^
four hours reached the vast sea of ice called the lianc

This glacier, from the Gothic and capricious forms oi
^^

rocks by which it is surrounded, bears the appearance

pl

mountain.
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an impregnable station, fortified at every point by the
skilful and laborious hand of man. About 3 in the after-

noon, after vanquishing a thousand difficulties, the party
gained the summit of the colossus. This they found to be
a plain, slightly inclined, of about liO feet in length, by 20
in breadth, and rearing itself IjSOO feet above the Glacier
de Planeve* We do not learn, however, that this under-
taking has produced any new fact or observation of in-

terest to science."—The papers state that the Executive
Council of Lucerne resolved, on the 2d, to exclude the
Jesuits from the direction of the Central Establishment
of Education.

Russia—Accounts from St. Petersburg state that, not-
withstanding the official contradiction of the Government,
a conspiracy has certainly been in progress among the
Russian nobility against the Emperor, and that several
regiments of the guards in garrison at St. Petersburgh
were tampered with by the disaffected. Money was dis-

tributed, and considerable sums were found on officers,

Serjeants, and men. The secret police of the Emperor
received information from the conspirators themselves,
and to the disclosures thus made is attributed the duel
between the Princes Dolgorucki and Jaschwyl, which took
place without seconds, and in which the former was left

dead on the spot from his adversary's ball. In fact, the
conspiracy failed completely ; and the well-inclined regi-

ments were informed of what was going on : the people of
St. Petersburgh, meanwhile, remained completely neuter,
or rather fascinated by the ascendancy of the Emperor, so
that the conspiracy was purely confined to the military
and nobility. It is said that the aim of this movement
placed the life of the Emperor in danger, and that the in-
tention was to proclaim the young Grand Duke Alexander,
now twenty-two years of age, and to form for him a sort of
council of regency, to direct his affairs, whilst the young
Prince would only reign in form. The danger has been
averted for the moment, but the position of the Emperor
Nicholas remains exceedingly critical, having on one side
a disaffected nobility, and, on the other, Poland held in
subjection, and Germany tired of the Muscovite influence,
and slipping away completely from the Russian alliance.

The unfortunate war in the Caucasus annoys in no small
degree the national pride, and adds to the critical condition
of this colossal empire.—Further accounts of Prince Gaga-
rin's death, noticed in a late Number, have been received.
They state that an enormous corruption reigns in the
Russian administration, and embezzlement in finances
and venality in the highest functions have become quit^
notorious. The Emperor, they say, has no power to le-
medj it, even should it be his interest to do so;
the evil is too great. It is now ascertained that Prince
Gagarin discovered numerous deficiencies, which com-
promised not only Subalterns, but persons high in
office. One of the Subalterns, M, Reimann, insti-

gated by some person yet unknown, but equally compro-
mised, w^ent to the Prince's cabinet, situated in the Im-
perial Palace. M. Reimann, a Finlander by birth, em-
ployed in the department of the royal forests, entreated
Prince Gagarin not to implicate him in the discovery then
making. The Prince said he would make hira an example.
Reimann then exclaimed :—'* I am lost. Prince ; would
you ruin me ? " The Prince again answered :— ** I must
do my duty, and denounce you with the others to the
Emperor." Reimann immediately drew a pistol from his
belt and shot the Prince dead'. He then endeavoured to
escape, but the report had been heard, and he was seized
and imprisoned. He has since died from the wounds he
received during the infliction of the knout.— It is an-
nounced in letters from Warsaw that the Princess Mary,
wife of the Crown Prince, has been delivered of a
daughter, who has received the name of Alexandrina.
Turkey and Syria.

shall

the

be follows :—" Beginning at the Monument at
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Letters from Constantinople
state that the Syrian question is upon the eve of adjust-
ment. It is afhrmed that a project of arrangement has
been drawn up by the Supreme Council of the Porte, and
communicated to the Ministers of the Great Powers. Ac-
cording to this project, the Lebanon will be divided into
two districts. The Maronites will be governed by a
Christian Prince of the Sheab family, and the Druses
will select a Governor among their own Sheiks, Both
tribes will be placed under the military and civil control
of the Turkish Pacha of Acre or Damascus. This arrange-
ment, if adopted, appears to be satisfactory. It will, at
all events, remove all pretext for just complaint, as both
Druses and Maronites will obtain what they have de-
manded in their petitions ; and the honour of the British
and Austrian Governments, pledged in a certain measure
to the Syrians, will now be satisfied. Nothing has oc-
curred on the Turkish-Persian frontier to indicate serious
hostilities.

United States.—The steam-ship Britannia arrived at
Liverpool on Wednesday morning, after an excellent run
of ten days and a half from Halifax, and fourteen and a
half from Boston. She sailed from the latter place on the
1st, and from the former on the 3d instant. The mission
of Lord Ashburton has been brought to a successful termi-
iiation, by the ratification on the part of the Senate of the
treaties with this country, after a long discussion, by a ma-
jority of 39 to 9. The terms of the boundary question are
nearly if not quite identical with those already published,
and provision is made for the suppresion of the slave-trade
on the coast of Africa, and for giving up to the proper
authorities of either country the fugitives who escape
from justice; butno allusion is made to impressment. The
nght of search is in statu quo, and the boundary question
on the Pacific side is still left open. The following articles
contain the definition of the boundary line, and the regula-
tions in regard to the slave-trade ; the others refer to minor
arrangements, contingent on the more important clauaea :

It is hereby agreed and declared that the line of boundary

as

source of the River St. Croix, as designated
and agreed to by the Commissioners under the 5th
article in the treaty of 1794, between the Governments of
the United States and Great Britain ; thence^ North, fol-
lowing the exploring line run and marked by the Survey-
ors of the two Governments in the years 1817 and 181*8,

under the 5th article of the treaty of Ghent, to its inter-
section w ith the river St. John, and to the middle of the
channel thereof : thence, up the middle of the main chan-
nel of said River St, John, to the mouth of the River St.
Francis : thence, up the middle of the channel of the said
River St. Francis, and of the lakes through which it flows,
to the outlet of the Lake Pohenagamook : thence, south-
westerly, in a straight line to a point on the north-west
branch of the River St. John, which point shall be distant
ten miles from the main branch of the St. John, in a
straight line, and in the nearest direction ; but if the said
point shall be found to be less than seven miles from the
nearest point, or summit, or crest of the highlands, that
divide those rivers which empty themselves into the River
St. Lawrence from those which fall into the River St.
John, to a point seven miles in a straight line from the
said summit, or crest ; thence, in a straight line in a
course about south 8 degrees west to the point where the
parallel of latitude of 46 degrees 25 minutes north inter-
sects the south-west branch of the St. John; thence,
southerly, by the said branch to the source thereof in the
highlands at the Mefjarnette portage ; thence, down
along the said highlands which divide the waters which
empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence from those
wliich fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the head of Hall's
stream ; thence, down the middle of the said stream
till the line thus run intersects the old line of boundary
surveyed and marked by Allentiue and Collins previously
to the year 1774, as the 45th degree of north latitude,

and which has been known and understood to be
the line of actual division between the . States of
New York and Vermont on one side, and the British
province of Canada on the other; and, from the said
point of intersection, west along the said dividing
line as heretofore known and understood, to the
Iroquois or St. Lawrence River. — It is moreover
agreed, that from the place where the Joint Commis-
sioners terminated their labours, under tlie (5th article of
the treaty of Ghent, to wit, at a point in the Neebrik
Channel, near Muddy Lake, the line shall run into and
along the ship channel between St. Joseph and St. Tam-
many Islands, to the division of the channel at or near
the head of St. Joseph's l&land ; thence, turning east-

wardly and northwardly, around the lower end of St.

George's or Sugar Island, and following the middle of
the channel which divides St, George's from St. Joseph's
Island ; thence up the east Keebrik Channel, nearest to
St. George's Island, through the middle of Lake George ;

thence west of Jona*s Island, into St. Mary's River, to
a point in the middle of that river, one mile above St.

George's or Sugar Island, so as to appropriate and assign
the said island to the United States ; thence adopting the
line traced on the ttiaps by the Commissioners, through
the River St. Mary and Lake Superior, to a point north
of the Isle Royal in said lake, 100 yards to the north and
east of Isle Chapeau, which last-mentioned island lies

near the north-eastern point of Isle Royal, where the line

marked by the Commissioners terminates ; and from the
last-mentioned point, south-westerly, through the middle
of the sound between Isle Royal and the north-western
main land, to the mouth of Pigeon River, and at the said

river, to and through the north and South Fowl Lakes,

to the Lakes of the Hight of Land, between Lake Supe-
rior and the Lake of the Woods ; thence along the water

communication to Lake Saisaquinaga, and through that

lake ; thence to and through Cypress Lake, Lac du Bois
Blanc, Lac La Croix, Little Vermilion Lake, and Lake
Namecan, and through the several smaller lakes, straits,

or streams, connecting the lakes here mentioned, to

that point in Lac de la Pluie, or Rainy Lake, at the

Cbaudiere Fails, from which the Commissioners traced

the line to the most north-western point of the Lake of

the Woods ; thence along the said line to the said most
north-western point, being in latitude 49 deg. 23 min, 55

sec. north, and in longitude 95 deg. 14 min. 38 sec. west

from the Observatory at Greenwich ; thence, according to

existing treaties, due south to its intersection with the

49th parallel of north latitude, and along that parallel to

the Rocky Mountains. It being understood that all the

water communications, and all the usual portages along

the line from Lake Superior to the Lake of the Woods,
and also Grand Portage, from the shore of Lake Superior

to the Pigeon River, as now actually used, shall be free

and open to the use of the citizens and subjects of both

countries.— It is further agreed that the channels in the

River St. Lawrence, on both sides of the Long Sault

Islands, and of Barnhart Island; the channels in the

River Detroit, on both sides of the island of Bois Blanc,

and between that island and both the American and
Canada shores, and all the several channels and passages

between the various islands lying near the junction of the

River St* .Clair, with the lake of that name, shall be
equally free and open to the ships, vessels, and boats of

both parties.—The parties mutually stipulate that each
shall prepare, equip, and maintain in service, on the coast

of Africa, a sufficient and adequate squadron, or naval

force of vessels, of suitable numbers and descriptions, to

carry in all not less than 80 guns, to enforce separately

and respectively the laws, rights, and obligations of each

of th# two countries, for the suppression of the slave-

trade ; the said squadrons to be independent of each

other, but the two Governments stipukting, neverthel^^

to gife Bucb orders to tbe officers oommandlBf tieir

respective forces, as shall enable them most effectually to

act in concert and co-operation, upon mutual consulta-

tion, as exigencies may arise, for the attainment of the

true object of this article ; copies of all such orders to be
communicated by each government to the other respectively.

—Whereas, notwithstanding all the efforts which may be
made on the coast of Africa for suppressing the slave-trade,

the facilities for carrying on that traffic and avoiding the
vigilance of cruisers, by the fraudulent use of flags, and
other means, are so great, and the temptations for pursuing
it, while a market can be found for slaves, so strong, as
that the desired result may be long delayed, unless all mar-
kets be shut against the purchase of African negroes; the
parties to this treaty agree that they will unite in all be-
coming representations and remonstrances, with any and
all powers within whose dominions such markets are al-
lowed to exist ; and that they will urge upon all such
powers the propriety and duty of^closing such markets at
once and for ever."—The New York papers are unanimous
in their approval of this result, and they congratulate Lord
Ashburton and Mr. Wtbster on their completion of a noble

^ monument, far greater and more glorious than any triumphs
of military renown. Lord Ashburton is very popular with
all classes, and in the great cities is an object of marked
attention. At Boston, the Mayor introduced him to a
public meeting of the citizens, where his lordship delivered
an excellent and conciliatory speech. At Philadelphia his
reception was equally enthusiastic, while ut New York the
public dinner at Astor House in honour of his arrival was
expected to be on the first scale of magnificence. During
his stay in the latter city, he was to receive the citizens at
the City Hall. The importance of the treaty throws the
miscellaneous news into the shade. Remarkable events,
however, have occurred in the interval of the last arrival.
The President had agreed to and signed a Tariff Bill, and
had defended the policy pursued by him on this subject in
a message to Congress, in which the exercise of the veto
power forms necessarily the prominent topic. The House
of Representatives was engaged in considering tliis docu-
ment when the last accounts left Washington. Congress
was expected to adjourn on the 1st*

Canada—The mail does not bring much news from
Canada. The rioters at St. Catharine's had assembled
again, 1,000 strong, and proceeded to plunder; three
companies of the 93d charged upon them ; five were shot,
and two or three bayoneted ; about three died. It seems
there was no other way of quelling the riot, which from
the previous day's success, no military being in the town,
had assumed an alarming appearance. Sir Allan M'Nab
is at Montreal. The elections are going on, and a Mr.
Papineau has been chosen for the Ottawa district. It is

said in the Canada papers that the Queen intends to grant
an amnesty to all concerned in the recent frontier dis-
turbances.

West Indies and South America,— The latest
letters from New \ork state that a mail had just arrived
from the Bahamas, with intelligence that the royal mail
steamer Medina had gone entirely to pieces. Part of her
furniture and stores had arrived at Nassau, to be shipped
to England. The Solway arrived at Nassau on the )5th.
The General Assembly oi the Bahamas had been prorogued
to Sept. 2y,—From Mexico we learn that the Mexicans
have taken a war steamer belonging to Yucatan, and they
have also assembled a large army, report says 50,000 men,
designed for an invasion of Yucatan or Texas.—In Brazil
the rebels had been again defeated, with a loss of SOO,and
the government had ordered that " no quarter should be
given." The bridges on all the roads leading to Rio
Janeiro have been torn up by the insurgents ; and in the
province of Minos the disaffection was strong, but in the
northern provinces all was quiet. San Juan de Nicaragua
is still blockaded by H.B.M. ship Electra, and an Ameri-
can vessel had been ordered off.

Cape of Good IIofi..—Cape papers to the 8th July
have arrived, which state that news Lad been received
that the remnant of the force under Captain Smith had
been cut off at Port Natal, and that to protect themselves
they had surrendered to the Boers ; but a later arrival de^

nies this, and states that they are safe. The general accounts
published as extracts of letters from Natal are extremely
vague ; they mention the seizure of the Mazeppa and
Louisa, two coasting vessels, but they do not state posi-
tively that they remained in the bands of the enemy. Mr.
Smeilekamp, a Dutch supercargo, who is suspected of
having incited the emigrant farmers to resistance, had
been apprehended for travelling the colony without a pass.

He has been examined on the subject of his visit to Natal,
and he entirely disclaims being the representative of Hol-
land, saying his mission was solely with the view to see
what could be done in the way of trade. He al-

leges he told the Yolksrood so when he was before
that body, on their taking into consideration the expedi-
ency of publishing their manifesto against the British
Government, In the state of excitement in which the

colony had been plunged by this slate of affairs, there wad
no ceitain reliance on the various rumours current. There
were reports abroad of the rising of the Griquas in oppo-

sition to the Boers, and also of the large force which tie

latter had brought into the field to exterminate that tribe,

and reinforce themselves in their position. On the fron-

tiers the Kafirs were restless, but a vigilant watch was

kept upon their movements. The Iris frigate had been

taken wv for the transport of troops. At Cape Town the

council had determined to appeal against the proposition

of Lord Stanley, to send out to the Cape, as a species of

transportation, javenile delinquents. Lereafter to be ap-

prenticed as servants. The ms}oxitj of the council regarded

the plan as one which, if not immediately repudiated,

would render the Cape liable to the objection of being a

p^ial Mttt6BMBt;<
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Chartist Meetings,—On Monday night a public meet-

ing took place in the Yestry Rooms of St, Pancras, " for

the purpose of taking into consideration the alarming

state of the country, and to address her Majesty in conse-

quence." The meeting was called for five o'clock, but up
to half-past six not more than 50 persons, well-known
Chartists from variou^ parts of the metropolis, had as-

sembled. At half-past six ^Ir. Nicholson, a Vestryman,
took the chair- The Secretary, Mr. Wall, read letters

from Sir Benjamin Hail, Sir C. Napier, and Mr. T, Dun-
combe, stating their inability to attend. Mr. Feargus
O'Connor, however, made his appearancCj and was n-
ceived with loud cheers. The resolutions were of the

usual kind, referring chiefly to the existing distress. Mr.
"Feargus O'Connor took an objection to the resolutions

being moved seriatimj and said they should all be put to-

getlicr- Considerable confusion here ensued in conse-
quence of the leading Chartists' interference, and Mr.
Wall read the whole of the resolutions, and the address to

her Majesty, which was of great length, but did not men-
tion the Charter. This gave great offence to Mr. O'Con-
nor, who denounced it as a trick. His admirers seemed
to think the same, and the address was rejected.

—

Anothtr attempt was made on the same day to hold a
meeting on Clerkenwell-green. The time for holding it

was to be 12 o'clock, and from 200 to 300 persons had
assembled. Shortly afterwards a light cart drove into the
middle of the Green, and about 12 persons got into it,

when one of them began to speak- lie had scarcely
opened his mouth before a youth stepped forward, and
said the meeting had not been authorised. This caused great
confusion, which was finished by a person moving that the
meeting adjourn. The boy in the cart immediately acted
on the motion by driving off the ground with the speakers.

Metropolitan Improvementa,—London Bridge, which
lias been undergoing a thorough re-paving since the 15th
u\t,, was opened on Monday morning. The new pave-
ment is laid down in granite stone, with a strong layer un-
derneath, 80 as to withstand the wet and the great daily
traffic. The carriage-way at each end has been raised a
few inches, so that the bridge is now a straight line.

The iVwonj.—There are at present confined in the Me-
tropolitan prisons for debt—in Whitecross-street Prison,
409; in the Queen's Prison, 204 ; in Horsemonger-hne
Gaol, 140 ; and in the Fleet, 85. Tliere are very few in
the Marshalsea, and the only remaining prison, with the
exception of Tothill-ficlds, is the Borough Compter, where
persona are confine^l from theSouthuark Court of Record
and Borough Court of Requests. The Fleet and tlie

Marshalsea will shortly be closed, and the prisoners of
those places removed to the Queen's Prison. Formerly
as many as eight hundred were confined in the Bench,
which comprises 114 rooms ; there was likewise a large
number in the Fleet. The Queen's Prison is about to be
divided into several classes, and strict discipline enforced,
particularly in respect to persons who are under remands
from the Insolvent Debtors' Court, or who refuse to file
their schedules under the compulsory clause of the Act.
By the Queen's Prison Act, passed during the last session*
the Secretary of State is empowered to make certain rules
for the government of the prison, which are to be laid be-
fore Parliament.

Post-office.— It is stated in an evening paper, that the
reason why the Postmaster-General has reverted to the
old method of paying m=5il-guards by means of fees from I

passengers, is as follows :—About a year and a half ago a
^licitor of Aberystwith purposely tried whether mail-
guards obeyed their instructions not to receive fees. He
offered a guard on the Aberystwith mail a gratuity, which
was accei)ted. He immediately reported the circumstance
to the General Post-office, and the guard, though a well-
conducted young man, was dismissed. Very recently thisBame gentlemai. entrapped three other guards, and re-

The etc^?'"";
^^^'^Lowther, however, on considering

he cn-cumstance, rebuked his informant for designingly

conplamt, and, havmg reason to believe that the practice
IS almost universal for guards not to refuse fLr^henoffered them he has resolved to place mailcoacrjards

.p..ra. o, 20 000,. . ,„r" 5Se ^'X;^.^^t
«™

receiving now 130/ a year, willbe paid for the futureoJly
115/., and those who have been receiving 70/ will have
their salaries raised to 100/. per annum. It is hoped that
some portion of the saving effected by Lord Lowther's
alteration will be applied to increasing the wages of the
letter-carriers.

London Streets.—"Mr. Plummer, of Ludgate Hill, has
addressed a note to the *' Times,'' containing a statement
of the number of persons, vehicles, and horses, that passed
his house on Tuesday last, the 13th inst., from y in the
morning to 9 in the evening; being an ordinary day of
business, and at a time when London is considered empty.
It appears that there were during the 12 hours, 2014 om-
lOibuses, 1682 cabs, 427^ carriages of other kinds, making
II total of 8572 vehicles. There were 13,024 horses,
33,25G persons riding in the above conveyances, and
72,096 foot passengeri, making together 10o;352 persons

who passed the street There were therefore 8572 ve-

hicles in the 12 hours, 714 per hour, 12 per minute
;

13,024 horses in the 12 hoars, 1085 per hour, IS per

minute ; 105,352 persons in the 12 hours, 8779 per hour,

146 per minute.

MoYtaUiy of the Metropolis.— The following is the

number of deaths from all causes, registered in the wxek
ending Saturday, Sept, 3, 1842:—Total, 827— males,

412 ; females, 415. AVeekly average 1838-9-40-1, mules,

467 ; females, 445. The mortality was thus distributed :

South districts, 194 ; east districts, 188 ; central districts,

164 : north districts, 159 ; west districts, 122.

Mancliesier,—Some few weavers have gone to work:

this week, at a slight advance of wages, but the majority

of them, both in this town and the neighbourhood, con-

tinue out. It was thought that Monday would witness

the general resumption of labour in the out-districts, but

the anticipations have not been realised. In the district

eastward of the town the workpeople are idling about

the streets. Through the investigations of Mr. Gregory,

the Government commissioner, several of the leading

Chartist speakers have been apprehended in the different

districts, and committed for trial. Many of them were

the parties who made themselves conspicuous in getting

up the political Sabbath meetings in the open air, which

have latterly been so frequently held. The neighbour-

hood of Ashton was the scene of a slight commotion on
Monday. The authorities had received information that

the operatives of Ashton and Hyde designed to visit

Staley-bridge, and stop the mills ; and orders were con-

sequently given for the military to proceed to Staley-

bridge, and protect the hands at work there, and prevent

the destruction of property. Two troops of dragoons,

and one troop of artillery, with two field-pieces, quitted

Ashton at 3 a.m. for Staley-bridge, and by daybreak all

the roads leading to the latter town were taken possession

of by the military. Thus the plans of the turn-outs

were defeated, and the mob, instead of leaving Ashton,
held a meeting in an empty mill, which they occupy as a

reading-room and meeting-room, and then broke up. The
military having effectually prevented the irruption of the

mob into Staley-bridge, received orders about 9 to pro-

ceed to a spot near Ashton and Dukinfield, and disperse

a large collection of people, amongst which there was,

as usual, a great number of women. This mob had as-

sembled in some fields near Dukinfield, and had come
there from Fairfield and Droylsden, for the purpose of

holding a meeting. They were quickly dispersed by the

military. The duty of the soldiers was cot yet over.
Having broken up this meeting, the dragoons were next
ordered to gallop to Newton-moor, near Hyde, where a
mob had attacked a mill, and commenced turning out
the hands. Before the dragoons reached the spot, the
mill had been stopped. On Tuesday, the weavers held a
large meeting in the Chartist Hall, and some collision oc-
curred with tlie police, who took 43 persons into custody
and dispersed the meeting.

Stockport,—The turn-out in this town still continues.
On Monday six or seven cotton-mills were again opened,
some of which have since continued at work, though with a
very small number of hands; and it is questionable whether
the manufacturers will consider it advisable to keep them
on. At some of the mills started on Monday there were
not more than 20 hands, including all descriptions. The
only mill at which there are any considerable number is

Messrs. Bradihaw's, which has now been at work a week.
The police and a number of special constables are in con-
tinual attendance, to protect the hands from violence when
going or returning from their work. Numerous meetings
of the turn-outs continue to be held every day at the
Chartist Association Room, and the most resolute de-
termination is expressed not to resume work below the
rate of wages paid in January 1S40. A resolution to this
effect was agreed to on Saturday; and it was also re-
solved, that should any master offer the advance, the hands
should not be allowed to resume work till the subject had
been formally brought before a public meeting, in order to
ascertain if the offer was a pretence to induce them to go in
at the old terms. The number of the operatives assembling
about the Chartist room on Monday was so great that the
room, though capable of holding 800 or 900 persons,
could not contain half of them. After some discussion, it

was determined to adhere to the resolution passed on
Saturday. Some of the manufacturers, through their
managers, have had interviews with their hands, with a
view of amicably settling the dispute; but in no instance
has this object yet been effected, in consequence of the
hands pertinaciously demanding the prices of 1840, which
the manufacturers are not prepared to give. It appears
that there are now 32 cotton-mills of various dimensions,
only 11 of which are partially at work; the rest are
standing. The money drawn from the savings-bank a few
weeks ago was 1,300/. ; it had since increased to 1,800/.

;

but on Monday the amount applied for had fallen tb 300/.

^
Lancaster.—Th^ writ^ for holding the special commis.

sion for the county palatine has been issued by Lord
GrauviUe Somerset, Chancellor of the Duchy, and was
lodged on Monday with the High Sheriff. Mr. France, of
k^owchffe-hall. It fixes the commission-day for Tuesday,
the 4th October. Several judges are named In the com-
mission, hut those e3:pectcd to preside are Lord Abinger
and bir b.. U. Alderson. The trials will be held in the
Castle of this city.—We regret to learn that Mr. J. B.
Garforth, the magistrate, of Coniston, near Skipton,1s cer-
tain to lose one eye, and has been in great danger of losing
both, from the wounds he received during the late affray
with the turn-outs at Skipton. At the time Mr, Garforth

received the injury, he was reasoning with them on the*
propriety of their conduct—At Bolton all the mill- h
been at full work, although the operatives in all or rn^\
of them have given notice to leave work unless their tp

^

are complied with by the masters. Of these notices so'"^
expire to-day. In the case of one mill at least, wherrtb^
notice expired last Saturday, the hands applied for nerm"

^

sion to continue at v;ork until the notices given at th*
other mills had expired, which was consented to by ih
employers. The claims of the operatives are, ten per
cent, with an abolition of the charge for gas. Whether
strike takes place or not will principally depend unoa the
terms of arrangement in other towns.—On Monday in-
formation was forwarded to the principal insurance-offices
in the metropolis of the occurrence of a destructive fireo
the night of Friday last at the saw-mills of Messrs. Fowler
at Bolton. It is believed that it was the act of an incen*
diary. The loss is covered by an insurance. The Preston
sessions, for the trial of the principal rioters in the late
disturbances at Blackburn and the neighbourhood com-
menced on Monday morning. The details have little in-
terest, as the public are already acquainted with the facts
adduced in evidence. The prisoners were sentenced to
various terms of imprisonment, varying from one to sii

months. The Recorder, in addressing the Jury, took oc-
casion to remark that the results of the trials at the present
and preceding sessions had shown that the parties engaged
at the recent riots did not belong to the poorest classes of
society. They w^ere generally persons in good employment,
who should have been content with the wages whicli they

received, but who had, in a great many instances, sub-

scribed towards the Trades Unions. They had aggravated
greatly the distresses under which the working classes la-

boured, and they would always be the sufferers from such
illegal combinations.

Stafford,—The district of the Potteries has remained
perfectly quiet during the past week, and work has been
generally resumed, although there do not appear to be
any manifestations of improvement in trade. The
authorities and respectable inhabitants in each town
are seriously considering what precautionary nreasiires

will be best adapted to prevent any recurrence of

outrages similar to those lately perpetrated. It is

a^flSrmed that steps are now taking in order to provide

temporary barracks for the military during the ensuing

winter, and that Government purpose erecting new
barracks in the neighbourhood early in the spring.

The papers announce that the special commission for

this county will be opened'on Saturday, the 1st October,

and that the trials will commence on the 3d. Chief Justice

Tindal will preside. Upwards of 200 prisoners are now
in custody, committed for various offences relating to the

destructive riots in the Potteries and to the disturbances

in the south of the county, who will be tried under the

special commission, besides those who are out on bail on

similar charges.—There was a slight attempt at riot on

Friday, in the neighbourhood of Wednesbury, A jvirty

of the thin coal miners lesolved upon compelling those

who had resumed work to leave their employment, and

proceeded to som.e pits for that purpose. A troop of

cavalry, however, speedily dispersed the rioters.—The

meeting of coal-masters and men at West Bromwich last

week has been productive of the happiest results.—On

Monday, the prisoner Ellis, the ringleader in the late

outrages, was brought before the magistrates at New-

castle-undcr-Lyne, and after a long examination was

committed to take his trial on a charge of high treason.

L€eds.^"T\\t magistrates of this town have unanimously

passed a vote of thanks to Major-Gen. Erotherton, Prince

George of Cambridge, and the officers and privates of the

17lh Lancers, for their efficient conduct and moderation

when aiding the civil power to preserve the public peace,

and to protect property within this borough during the

late disturbances. The inhabitants of Bradford have pre-

sented a similar testimony to Col. Love and the officers of

the 73d regiment. ^
Dover.—Some excitement has been caused here by the

proceedings of the magistrates and gaoler in regard to

Messrs. Fifzjames and Gladstone, the comedians.

appears that for some alleged ofl'ence they were held to

bail and detained in prison for a few hours until their bail

arrived, and that during this time the gaoler ordered then'

hair to be cut off. The proceeding, of course, has not

been allowed to drop, and Sir J. Graham has sent ^ovin a

gentleman to investigate it.

Liverpool,—A calamitous fire broke cut on Tuesday

near the Princes' Dock, in a large bonded warehouse m
Gallon Street, the property of Sir John Tohin. The

upper stories were filled with cotton, coffee, sugar, and

rice, and the vaults were stored with palm oil, turpentine,

and rum. The fire bioke out soon after 5, and spread

with great rapidity. At 8 the roof fell in, and there was

considerable danger that the flames would spread, but by

great exertions they were confined to the premises. It i^

stated that the loss of propcrtv, exclusive of the ware-

house, will amount to 15,000/.' Another account states

that, including the building, the loss will not exceetl

20,000/. The warehouse was fully insured, and it is be-

lieved that most of the goods were covered by Policies.

Nonckh.—The triennial festival commenced on Mon-

day by the performance of the customary rfhearsal- I"^

orchestra is formed of tlie leading instrumentalists frcifl

the metropolis; whilst the choral band, numbering neariy

300 persons, are from the different choral associationsin

the town and neighbourhood. Theprincipul vocalists are

Madauie Caradori Allan, Signor Pacini, Miss Ilawes, ana

Miss Rainforth
; Mr. Hobbs, Mr. Phillips, Mr. I>a^'^:

and Signor Rubini. Mr. F. Cramer leads, and Professor

Taylor conducts. The selections for the evening concert

include the favourite overtures of Mozart; Spohr, \^et)er,

It
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and Cherubini, and the best known symphonies of Bee-
thoven, jVIozart, and Haydn. Some portions of the

oratorio of Samson were first tried, and the conductor

then gave the note of preparation for the Fall of BabylonI

Xhe most earnest and eager attention was at once visible

in the band, as they prepared to give its first audible ex-

istence lo this work of Spohr. Previously to giving the

signal for its commencement, the conductor reminded his

troop of the honourable and important duty which then
devolved upon them ; that the work which they were about

to rehearse was wholly unknown to the public either by
publication or performance, and the first impression of

its merits would be given by the band he had then the

honour to address. In this fact was emphatically given

its composer^s estimate of their collective and individual

talents—for Spohr had cheerfully consented to place his

reputation in their hands, in consequence of his experi-

ence of their zeal and ability. The rehearsal then com-
menced, and proceeded satisfactorily. The good effects

of the previous trainir.g were aburidantly visible, for the

spirit and precision with which the parts were sung and
played could only have resulted from much previous

practice. The first evening concert on Tuesday passed

off with great success. On "Wednesday the Creation of

Haydn, with a short miscellaneous selection from the works
of IJandel, Purcell, and Rossini, formed the first morning
performance of this Festival. The oratorio was admirably
presented, the members of the chorus executing the con-

certed music in a high style of perfection. On Thursday
.Spohr's new oj-atorio, the Fall of Babylon, was performed,
with complete success. Nothing could have surpassed the
enthusiasm with which it was received, and the perform-
ance is described as excellent. We reserve the details un-
til next week.

Pembroke, — The launch of the Superb, 80-guns,
took place last week from her IMajesty's dockyard at this

port. She IS said to be a magnificent shiji. The interest

excited by the event was so great tbnt ^11 the inns were
full, and many were unable to find accoma.odaiion. The
ship glided off the stocks without the occurrence of any
accident. Her burthen is-2583 tons; her extreme length,

190 feet; extreme breadth, 57 feet. The mould-loft in

the dockyard was fitted up as a bazaar and fancy fair, the
proceeds of which were appropriated for the erection of a
national school.

Plymouth,—The Archduke Frederick of Austria, who
distinguished himself during the naval operations on the
coast of Syria^ under Sir R. Stopford, has arrived at this

port on his way to Windsor, to pay a visit to the Queen.
Ou Monday his frigate came into the harbour from the
Sound, and in the course of the day his Imperial Highness
visited the guard-ships and the dockyard under the cus-
tomary salutes. In the evening, the Archduke dined at
the Port Admiral's, where a select party of naval and
military officers were invited to meet him. His Imperial
Highness was accompanied by five of his own oflicers.

Ou Tuesday, the Archduke and several officers revisited
the Dockyard. Being in undress, there was no guard of
honour. They inspected the tilt hammer, went to the
new north dock, viewed the Albion, and the process of
coppering her, and then proceeded to the mast-house.
After going through that building, Flis Imperial Highness
took his departure, expressing to the Admiral his extreme
pleasure and gratification at everything he had witnessed.

Preston.—The festivities of the guild have gone on with
great spirit since our last report, and the town was a scene
of more than ordinary gaiety during the latter part of last

week. Among the numerous robberies which are always
committed en such occasions, that of Mr, Marquis of
Accrington was the most serious. It appears that Mr.
Marquis some time since sold property to Mr. Hargraves
of Accrington, for 10,000/., a portion of which, to the
amount of 2^000/., he happened to have in his pocket, on
the first-day of the guild, which he had come to Preston
for tlic purpose of witnessing. In the course of his walk
through the town he entered into conversation with some
unknown persons whom he accidentally met, and soon
afterwards discovered that his money had been stolen.

On Saturday night two persons, a man and a woman,
were apprehended on suspicion by the metropolitan police,
in an obscure place in Lambeth ; none of the stolen notes
were found, but the prisioners were remanded for further
examination.

Soulhampioiu— The Hindostau, new steam-ship, of
2,000 tons and 520 horse-power, which has attracted so
much attention at Liverpool and Dublin, arrived at this

place on Saturday morning, having made the passage from
Dublin in thirty-eight hours—one of the most rapid pas-
sages on record- She is an object of as much attraction
bere as she has been at other places. On Tuesday the
directors of the Peninsular and Oriental Company gave
an entertainment on board her to a large party of their
friends, among whom were the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, Sir E. Codrington, Admiral Hyde Parker, Sir
James and Lady Lushington, the Spanish Minister, and
several directors of the East India Company and the
South-"\Vestern Railway Company. A special train of six
carriages started with the visitors from the Vauxhall
termmus a little before ten o'clock, and arrived at South-
ampton about half-past twelve. On their arrival, the
vessel got under weigh and proceeded towards the Needles,
when she bore up and returned to Ryde. During this
voyage the party partook of a cold collation, Sir J, Camp-
bell in the chair, after which several speeches were
delivered. Sir E. Codrington, in returning thanks on
behalf of the Navy, said he was of opinion that in the

' course of lime steam would be introduced into every ship
ia the Navy. The Cbancellor of the Exchequer returned
thanks on behalf of ministers. He said it was the inten-
tion of several of hi^ colleagues to have been present at I

!

and the feat

had orders to

He contrived.

that meeting, but circumstances over which they had no
control had prevented them. They would have felt it a
duty to have given encouragement to that great enter-
prise which, while it promoted the employment of Eng-
lish capital, was the means of extending the rapidity of
intercourse all over the world ; and more particularly

because this splendid vessel was destined to keep up a

more close connexion between England and her Indian
empire. The ship landed her passengers at Southampton
in the evening, and most of the visitors returned by a

special train to town.—The British Queen, Belgian steam-

ship, sailed on Sunday for New York. She carries out 74
passengers. This is to be her last trip this season. She
will recommence running early in the spring, and, during
the interval, will be sent to London to be docked, where
her length will be reduced by forty or fifty feet,

Sunderland,—On Wednesday last an American sea-

man, named Michael Smith, performed the feat of leaping

from the bridge over the Wear into the river, a height of

upwards of 110 feet. On reaching the water he struck

out, and swam to a keel or barge, from whence he saluted

the spectators on the bridge and on the heights in the

stjle of a true jack tar, which was immediately returned

by a round of hearty cheers from the astonished multitude.

The bridge is so constructed that vessels of 400 tons sail

underneath it without striking their masts

n]>peared so impracticable that the police

prevent the man from making the attempt.

however, to elude their vigilance, but was Apprehended
immediately after he landed.

Yeovil,— The glovemakers of this town, and some
places in Somersetshire, recently gave a public dinner

to Mr. Thomas Ensor, and presented him with a tea

equipage of silver, in return for the services which he

had rendered to the glove trade in general, by obtain-

ing from Government a modification of the New Tariff.

The question was one of great interest, involving the

fortunes of a large district of the West of England.

It appears from the report in the ** Sherborne Journal/'

that there was originally a clause respecting the glove

trade in the New Tariff which gave great dissatisfac-

tion to the operative glovemakers in the West of

England, and that by the efforts of Mr. Ensor it was con-

siderably altered and modified before it passed through

Parliament, lie obtained an alteration of the duties on

French gloves at first intended, and induced the Govern-

ment to fix those duties at a rate which will protect the

home producer. He asked a duty of 4$. per dozen pairs

of French gloves ; and at length the Government con-

seated to the duties of 3*. C^. per dozen pairs of men's

gloves, and 4^. 6rf. per dozen pairs of women's gloves.

This was the same thing as the medium for which the

glovemakers asked. The dinner to commemorate this

occurrence has caused some interest in Somersetshire and

Dorsetshire, and the result obtained is considered to

promise increased benefit to the manufacturing interests

of both counties.

Railways,—The following are the receipts of railways

for the past week, viz.:—Birmingham, 10,151/.; Great

Western, 13,959/.; Blackwall, 1,139/. ; Greenwich, 756/.;

Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,847/.; York and North

Midland, 2,1S8/.; Midland Counties, 2,808/. ; Edinburgh

and Glasgow, 7,593/. ; North Midland, 4,485/. ; Brighton,

4,353/.; Eastern Counties, 1,088/.; Manchester and

Leeds, 4,773/. ; Croydon, 351/. ; South-Western, 7,283/.;

South-Eastern and Dover, 1,224/. ; and Northern and

Eastern, 1,411/.—The half-yearly meeting of the Croydon

Railway Company has taken phce. The report stated

that the improvement which the Directors anticipated in

the income of the Company, during the last six months,

had not been realised, the total revenue having been nearly

stationary. The sum standing to the credit of the Com-
pany, after deducting charges for repairs, maintenance of

way, and the interest in bonded debts, was not suflficiently

large to warrant a dividend. The high rate of toll of the

Greenwich Company,the slow development of the Brighton

traffic, and the high rate of fare maintained by that Com-
pany, which had the effect of diminishing the number of

passengers, had contributed to this disappointment. A
satisfactory toll agreement had been entered into with the

South-Eastern Company, but the Greenwich Company
still refused to enter into a similar agreement. The

arrangement with the South-Eastern Company for the

amalgamation of the locomotive power was satisfactory,

and an act of Parliament for making a branch railway to a

station near the Bricklayers' Arms, so as to form a West-

end terminus, would be applied for in the ensuing session.

The expenditure for the half-year amounted to 17,51 7/., the

receipts to 19,415/., leaving a balance of 1,897/. After con-

siderable discussion, a resolution was passed, empowering

the directors to raise a further capital of 66,000/., occa-

sioned by excess in the expenditure upon the works, and

the land slips upon the line. A proposal for leasing the

railway for a term of seven years was made in the course

of the day's proceedings ; but the proposition was not se-

conded, and consequently fell to the ground.—The half-

yearly meeting of the West London Railway Company
was held to day, when it was announced that the whole

of the simple contract creditors had agreed to accept

shares in the undertaking in satisfaction of their claims,

provided the shareholders in general covenanted to raise

sufficient additional capital, by October next, to proceed

with the works towards completion. From what trans-

pired at the meeting, it seems that 140,000/. have already

been expended on the project, and that 47,000/. more is

required to carry it forward, and place it in a position to

give 8ome return to tlie company. The works, it is un-

derstood, are in a dilapidated condition ; but it would re-^

quire, it appears, no extraordinary exertion to place them,

when the new capital is raised, in a state satisfactory to

all parties who have embarked money in the undertaking.

This 47,000/. is proposed to be collected by the issue of

new shares, to the amount of 32,000/., at 10/. each, with

all the character of the original shares, and the additional

preference of a dividend of 1/. per share, to be paid to the

holders of them before any other division of profits takes

place ; the remaining 15,000/. to be raised by means of

debentures. Among the proprietary there appears to be
a desire to carry out the railway, and many who were
present subscribed their names for a large propor-
tion of the new shares. A deputation is also to wait on
the other London and the Manchester shareholders, in

order to obtain a general co-operation for effecting the
completion of the line. The operations of this company
have long lain dormant, from the want of a proper
understanding between the creditors and the direc-

tors ; but it may now he hoped that some furtlier pro-
gress will he made.—In regard to the recent meeting of the
Manchester and Leeds Company, it appears thaX the
Manchester and Birmingham Company propose a junc-
tion, and that the Committee to consider the proposal is

appointed at the request of the Directors, in order that no
delay might be occasioned in eflfecting so desirable a con-
clusion. The total required on the works of the Com-
pany is estimated at 1,^00,000/., which sum will include

about 60,000/. already expended on that portion of the
Manchester station to be occupied by the Sheffield Com-
pany. As about 1,763,000/. is the amount at present ab-
sorbed, 126,000/. further capital is required.— INIr. Ste-

jihenson, the engineer, has lately viaited the neighbour-
hood of Wallingford, for the purpose of making some
farther preliminary survey for the intended line of junc-
tion between the Great Western Railway and Oxford, and
principally, it is said, with a view to alter his first pro-

jected line, which was intended to have been entirely kept
on the Oxfordshire side of the Thames. It is expected
that the University will co-opyate in the undertaking,

and that an Act will he introduced as soon as Parliament
re-assembles.—The gross traffic receipts for the week end-
ing Thursday, September 8, on the London and Dover
Riiihvay, was :— First class, 1,2D9 ; second class, 3,0'^C ;

third class, 1,633: total, 5,9b*f5— 1,219/. As, Id, Mer-
chandize, &c.,5/. 4s.— total receipts, 1,'224/. ?s. Id.—The
Northern and Eastern Railway Company have made a

material rednction in their fares to Lea Bridge, Totten-

ham, Ponder's End, and Waltham. They have also es-

tablished an omnibus to carry passengers to and from the

railway trains in High-street, Shoreditch, to the Mansion
House, at the novel rate of 2c/. per passenger. From that

place the public can, of course, find conveyances to every

part of London, and the object of the Company would

appear to be to give cheap travelling a fair trial.

1RELA.ND.
Dublin,—The Lords Justices have received the Queen*s

letters empowering the Lord Chancellor or Keeper of the

Great Seal to issue letters patent appointing J, D, Jack-

son, Esq., a Justice of the Common Pleas, in the room
of Mr, Justice Foster, deceased; and T. B- C. Smith,

Esq., Q.C., to be Solicitor-General, in the room of

I\lr. Jackson, promoted to the bench.—An uucApected

difficulty is said to have arisen in regard to the Bishopric

of Meath, in consequence of the illness of Judge Tor-

rens, one of the Commissioners appointed to hear

the appeal in the case of the disputed Deanery of

St. Patrick's. A new Commissioner must, conse-

quently, be appointed, and it is expected that thejr

can hardly assemble before November, so that if Govern-

ment are determined to wait until the decision of the Court

of Delegates, in regard to the Deanery, the new Bishop of

Meath cannot be appointed until towards the close of the

year.-^At the late meeting of the Dublin and Drogheda

Railway Company, the half-yearly accounts, and the decla-

ration of the forfeiture of certain shares upon which calls

have been neglected to be paid, were brought forward. The
works, according to the directors' report, are proceeding

satisfactorily, and it appears to be hoped that they will be

completed nearly within the estimates of the engineer. A
prominent fact in corroboration of this was, that whereas

the engineer's estimate for iron was 12/. per ton, a con-

tract for supply had been made at 7/. per ton. The re-

ceipts for the half-year were stated at 39,27t}7. and the

expenditure at 33,874/. 9^. 8rf.—A deputation from the

Senior Fellows, and a large portion of the constituency

within the College, had a long interview with Lord

Eliot, on Saturday, to remonstrate with his Lordship on

the impolicy of persisting in the present coi\test for the

representation of the University ; but his Lordship did

not yield to the remonstrances urged. Mr. George Ha-
milton's committee continues to meet daily.

SCOTLA^^D^
The QiLeen^s Visit— As we announced in our last.

Her Majesty^ft Scone on Wednesday morning for Tay-

mouth Castle. Shortly before her Majesty's departure, a

deputation from the magistracy of the city went to Scone

Palace, for the purpose of soliciting her Majesty and Prince

Albert to honour the city by enrolling their names in the

Guildry -books, which request was most graciously and

promptly granted. Sir R. Peel took the opportunity ofex-

pressing to the deputation, in very flattering terms, hjsbign

opinion of the very admirable manner in «^^i^\er^^!^'°f

had been conducted for the reception of her ^[ff^^^^
He likewise added that her Majesty P^ft^^*;^P^:ff

^•'

Perth.

and Prince entered their names

The Queen
books

follows :-•' ' Dieu et a.on Droit '
^letona B"^

f/°°|J-

Palace, Sept. / ^8^% ^^7 ^^ q^^M was lined with
took her departure. Inc roao \'^^^ ^. i : .

.

people, and the biils were crowded. On BuEam heights
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national banners, and Dunkeld was and a Scotch Fir, in commemoratioa of her visit Her

' ' The Majesty is said to have handled the spade with the skill

of an experienced gardener. Mr, Dewar, the head forester,

attended on the occasion ; the small mahogany spade had
the handle encircled with crimson velvet, and no doubt

As soon as her

were planted various i
:. - ., r

full of bustle and excitement during the forenoon.

Roynl party arrived about one o'clock, when they were re-

ceived with true Highland enthusiasm. The Athc^ High-

landers, hi number from 1500 to ICOO, with their claymores

and battle-axes, had an imposing effect, and everything

must have given her Majesty a favourable idea of the

Highlands. The Queen partook of a dejeuner in the park,

Lord and Lady Glenlyon doing the honours in the absence

of the Duchess of AthoH, who was unable to attend upon

her Majesty from old age and infirmities. At 3 the Royal

party left for Taymouth, where they arrived shortly before 6»

The cheering of the many thousands who lined the road

along which the procession passed, rolled on to the vast

multitude assembled on the lawn, who joined in a Highland
hurrah, which made the surrounding hills re-echo. "When
the Queen alighted at the Castle, a Royal salute was fired

;

and the Royal standard substituted for the Breadalbane
flag on the tower. Tbe Breadalbane Highlanders were
ranged on the lawn in front of the Castle, and the Marquis
stood in front, about 150 yards in advance of his men.
As soon as the Queen approached, the Marquis called out,
'* Highlanders, attention! " and all followed the Marquis
in giving the salute. When her Majesty entered the

Castle, she was conducted to the balcony by the Marquis,
when the Highlanders gave nine hearty cheers. Her Ala-

jesty and Priuce Albert soon afterwards made their appear-

ance, when the cheering was again resumed, and graciously
acknowledged. In front of the Castle there were plat-

forms erected, where Highland dances took jdace by torch-

light after dinner, and her Majesty witnessed them from
the balcony, Ou the lawn were the words, '* Welcome,
Victoria and Albert," in transparent lamps, which had a
magnificent effect- The fort oa the hill, opposite the
Castle, was covered with variegated lamps, and bonfires
blaztd on every promontory. Many of the trees were
huug with lamps, whicff gave the grounds quite the effVct

of a fairy land. Mr, Menzies, Mr. Fox Maule, Mr, Camp-
bell of Front, and mauy other gentlemen joined in the
dance, which was wholly confined to the kilted visitors,

and to the reel of Ilullachan principally, till eleven p.m.
On Thursday morning, at a few minutes past nine, Prince
Albert started for the hills. He was mounted on a
chestnut pony, and dressed in a black velvet shooting
coat, shepherd's plaid trousers, shoes and gaiters, and
attended only by the Marquis of Breadalbane. He
proved himself a good shot, for he returned to the
Castle about three o'clock, after having, with his
own hand, shot nineteen red-deer, besides hares, rabbits,
grouse, black-cock, and capercailzie. On thii occa-
sion, the papers say, it was amusing to see the meet-
ing of per80!i5 of different political parties. Sir Robert
Peel and Mr. Fox Manle were seen gaUoping away to the
hills together; and their servants being out of the v\ay, Mr.
Fox Maule held Sir Robert's horse till he mounted. In
the afternoon, her Majesty and the Royal party took a short
drive to Kenmore, and round the Marquess's grounds on
the Tummel Bridge road. Ou Friday the Prince again
went to the hills grouse shooting, but the sport was indif-
ferent owing to the weather. In the afternoon there was
u gathering of the Breadalbane clan, headed by IVIr. \V, J.
Campbell, of Glenfalloch, Lieutenant-Colonel. Sir Alex-
ander Campbell, Bart, commanded the Lochaber axes,
which formed the rear-guard. The display of pennons, &c.,
yrns exceedingly imposing. At her Majesty's request, the
Highlanders then arranged a dance, and eight reels were
given in excellent style, under the direction of Major
Campbell of Melfort. The Queen and Prince witnessed
them from the terrace, attended by the Marchioness of
^readalbane, the Duchesses of Buccleuch, Sutherland, and
Roxburgh, and the Marchioness of Abercorn. The Mar-
quis of Breadalbane, the Duke of Buccleuch, Duke of
Koxburgh, Sir R. Peel, the Earls of Aberdeen. Morton,
Kmooul, Mansfield, and Liverpool, Lord Belhaven, andmany other personages of rank and distinction were on the
ground to witness the interesting sight. At the conclu-
sion of the reels, John M'Alister, one of the Marquis's
pipers, by way of interlude, danced what is called the
sword dance, " GiUecallumr Mr. Fox xMaule oiEciated
as Master of the Ceremonies. At the termination of
the dance her Majesty retired from the terrace, and
drove out m company with Prince Albert. On herloaa she was loudly cheered by the hundre.ls who beset

Ba8sin/I?f
""^ ^^'\^ ^^'^"' '" ^^^ ^^^r« °f Obtaining a

bell Thf> «« RUi VI n M Maule, and Mr, Camp-

Sle^Mn Dfvlo'n'SKlC^^^^ f^'/^
hUl, and Mr. Cluny MacpSon. ^^^^^
country dance with the Duke of BuccWh P^fn. aik

^

dancing with the Duche«. of Sut^rW' ^i^^.t^^^ion the occasion were illuminated as bcautifuliv but no^
so extensively, as on the night of her Majesty'i arrivalAmong the mottoes the largest and most conspicuous"
arranged on a slope of the lawn, contained the words
'• Welcome, V^'ictoria and Albert.'' This vras placed directlym front of her Majesty's apartments, and had a fine effect
seen from the Castle, The trees opposite the mansion
were hung, as on the night of her Majesty's arrival, with
variegated lamps ; a portion of the castle was also illumi-
nated. On Saturday previously to her Majesty's de-
parture, she proceeded with Prince Albert and the
Marquis and Marchioness of Breadalbane to the park, on
the eastern side of the castle, where her Majesty, in pre-
sence of the illurtrious party planted two trees, an OaV

will be long preserved as a valuable relic.

Majesty had finished, Prince Albert planted an Oak and a
Scotch Fir near the other trees. Her Majesty and the
Prince then drove to the place of embarkation, a few
hundred yards below Kenmure Bridge. The barge of

her Majesty, which had the Royal standard hoisted at the
bow, was rowed by eight men, and steered by Captain
M*Dougall, R.N. All the seats were cushioned with the
Ereadalbane tartan, and those in the stern sheets were
fringed with gold ; the cushions set apart for her Majesty
were covered with velvet of the Breadalbane tartan, the
drapery in front was of brown satin, on which the emblem
of the Breadalbanes—a boar's head— was beautifully

embroidered, ^along with a wreath of thistles. As
the barge glided through one of the arches of the
bridge into Loch Tay, the crowd assembled on the bridge
cheered with great enthusiasm. The Loch Tay barge fol-

lowcdj steered by Lieut. J. Campbell, R.N., in full uni-
form, and wearing an Acre medal. In this barge were the
Duke of Buccleuch, the Duchess of Norfolk, the Earls of
Morton and Liverpool, and Lord Belhaven, The third
barge, steered by Lieutenant Patrick Campbell, R.N.,
contained the Earl of Aberdeen and the Hon, Fox Maule,
A fourth barge succeeded, in which were Sir Robert Peel
and others. As the flotilla swept past two barges of Lord
Breadalbane, moored a short way above the bridge, a salute
was fired from the battery on the westward of the castle,

which reverberated among the hills, and had a fine eifect.

Altogether, it is said, that this was one of the finest spec-
tacles connected with the Royal visit, and formed a meet
conclusion to the festivities of Taymouth Castle, The
assemblage collected on the bridge lingered on for a con-
siderable time, regarding the progress of her Majesty
amidst the wooded hills on either side. A short way up
from the bridge the view opens and discloses the
mountain scenery to the westward, amidst which the
Royal party proceeded to Achmore, a seat of the Marquis
of Breadalbane, where they had luncheon. The High-
landers had been despatched on their march to this point
at five o'clock in the morning, for the purpose of forming
a guard of honour. After partaking of a luncheon at this
seat, her Majesty and Prince Albert took a kind leave of
their noble host and hostess, and proceeded, with their
suite, in carriages to Drummond Castle.

^
Drimmond Castle—Her Majesty reached Crieff about

six P.M., preceded by a body of tenantry on horseback
;

and shortly atterwards arrived at Drummond Castle, the
avenue of which was lined by 500 of the tenantry on
horseback, along with a much greater number on foot. At
the entrance of the Castle, a body of thp 42d were drawn
up as a guard of honour, and upwards of 100 Highlanders,
in^the Drummond tartan, completed the escort. HerMajes-
ty's carriage had beenclosed,after passing through Crieff, in
consequence of the state of the weather, and the approach
of the evening. There was great cheering along the whole
avenue, which was, if possible, redoubled on her Majes-
ty's alighting from her carriage. Lord and Lady Wil-
loughby D'Eresby received their Royal guests at the en-
trance, and conducted them into the Castle. On pissing
through Crieff, her Majesty and Prince Albert both ap-
peared somewhat fatigued after their journey. In the
evening Crieff was brilliantly illuminated, and there was a
display of fireworks in honour of the event. Numerous
bonfires blazed on the adjoining hills. On Sunday morn-
ing her Majesty attended divine service, which was per-
formed in the Castle, the Rev. James Daniel Giles, chap-
lain to Lord Willoughby D'Eresby, officiating on the oc-
casion. Unfortunately, as the day advanced the weather
became extremely unfavourable, so much so, that it pre-
vented her Majesty from taking her accustomed ride. It
rained incessantly until past midnight. On Monday
the Queen reviewed the Highlanders of the Drummond
Clan; the Prince went to Glenartney Forest for a day's
deer. stalking, and killed a buck and three hinds of the red-
deer species. In the evening there was a ball. On Tuesday
morning her Majesty and suite took their departure from
Drummond Castle for the ducal palace at Dalkeith, At
Stirling, her Majesty stopped for a short time to inspect
the venerable castle and its fortresses. Upon the arrival
of the royal corli^e at Allan Bridge, a short distance from
Stirling, it was met by the Lord Provost and magistrates
of the burgh, who presented the keys of the city to her
Majesty, and afterwards accompanied the Royal carria^^es
to the Castle, where Sir George l^urray, the Master-
General of the Ordnance, was in attendance to escort
her Majesty over that ancient pile. Triumphal arches
were erected in various parts of the road where the Queen
passed. The Royal party passed through Edinburgh on
their return at half-past 4 in the afternoon, and reached
JJalkeith soon after five,

Edtrifjurgh.—Uer Majesty having returned to Dalkeith
^^ A^^^' *^^ ^^^^ Provost and Town Council pro-
ceeded to the palace on Wednesday, and presented the

SufrT^>.v^^y.'°^"^"^^ ^'^^^^' *^« Duke of Buc-cieugh. Lord Aberdeen, and Sir R. Peel. On Thursday

Sried^'h ^\T'? I'^'r
^""^^'"'^ ^""^ GrantonPier, andembarked about 9 o'clock in the Trident, belonging to

preceded her Majesty's departure by some hours- Theother steamers and the yacht were' ordered to follow!^rom the great sjze and power of the Trident, it is ex-
pected that her Majesty will arrive at Woolwich .ometime
in the course of this day.-The organs of the Scotch church
are busily engaged m discussing the conduct of her Majesty

the

[Sept, 17,

in not attending divine service in the H
ighXhurclTo"^

—

day week. These writers look upon it as a slight off a^'
the establishment, and consider their opinion to tl f

tent to be confirmed by the fact that her Majesty had
^*'

vice performed in Dalkeith palace by a clergyman of^^'
Scotch Episcopal Church, and not by one of he
chaplains of the Established Church of England

*"^
subject is commented on with some warmth- but
moderate party in the kirk condemn the whole proceedi
as highly intolerant and indiscreet, and claim for h^
Majesty as complete a freedom in religious matters T
Scotland, as the leaders of the ultra-church partv would
desire to secure to themselves if resident in England >J
Another strange inadvertence has been committed by Ih
authorities, in regard to the proposed invitation of Princ^
Albert to a public dinner. The measure was not carried
without much opposition, and the invitation, it seems was
then forwai'ded by the penny post.

'

Glasgoiv.—A placard has been posted on the walls of
this city, stating that a warrant has been issued by Go-
vernment for the apprehension of "Peter Murrar
M*Douall, late of Ramsbottom, near Bury, surgeon but
better known as Dr. M*Douall, a Chartist lecturer,"* and
offering a reward of 100/. to any person who shall give
such information as will lead to his apprehension. This
appears to have been done by Government at the in-
stance of the Manchester police authorities, as the name
of Sir C- Shaw appears in the bill as the person to whom
information is to be given.—The Glasgow, Paisley, and
Kilmarnock Railway have declared a dividend of\7s. Grf.

per share, besides establishing a depreciation fund,* and
carrying over a surplus to the balance of undivided profits.

The directors recommend economy, and have, as an ex-

ample, reduced their own allowance from 600/. to 400/. a

year, in consequence of a proportionate decrease in their

staff. The traffic of the line, like that of other railways

in the country, has suffered from the depression of trade.

I

THEATRICALS.
Covent-Garden.—Although London is now empty,

and the West-end presents no signs of life, this theatre

opened on Saturday to a full house, with '* Norma/' and

a new two-act comedy, entitled " Gertrude's Cherries,"

by Mr. Douglas Jerrold. On a performance so familiar

to the public as ** Norma," it is needless to dwell. Miss

Kemble had not thoroughly recovered from her indisposi-

tion, and her voice was not quite in her power, while her

acting seemed better than on any former occasion. She had

more than her usual grace and energy. Miss Rainforth

sang *' Adelgisa " as sweetly as ever, and the opera is im-

proved by making S, Giubelei the representative of Oroveso,

At the conclusion, Miss Kemble appeared, led on by Mr,

Cooper, in reply to the vociferous demands of the audience.

The curtain then rose for '* God Save the Queen," sung

by Miss Poole and the opera company, with the exception

of Miss A. Kemble. The new piece was committed to tbe

care of Messrs. Bartley, W. Lacy, Diddear, Harley, Mea-

dows, A. Wigan, Miss Cooper, Mrs. Humby, and Mrs.

\V. Lacy. GniLert is the son of Willonghhy^ and has

been supposed to have fallen on the field of Waterloo,

having previously quarrelled with his father and run away.

Gertrude^ who in the first scene sells some cherries to

WiUovghby and his grandson Vincent, on a visit made

by the latter to Waterloo, is Guibert's daughter ;
and as

a matter of course, the first cousins fall in love, to the

great annoyance of WiUovghby. An explanation ensu^,

everybody is reconciled, Vincent marries Gertrude^ Wd-

loughby embraces Guibert, and the comedy ends. Jach

Halcyon was well played by Mr. Harley, who made^ the

most of his part, though he did not seem at home in it.

Mr. and Mrs. Crossbone, a City undertaker and his wife,

were well drawn, and well acted by Mr. Meadows and

Mrs. Humby ; while the Alcibiades Blague of Mr. Wigaa

deserves honourable mention, as a good specimen both OJ

the Frenchman and the guide, according to the stage ac-

ceptation of the terms. The drama^ however, has not m
it the seeds of popularity, and would, but for the actmg,

have been early condemned. It is by no means sucU a

comedy as might have been expected from so prac.tised a

hand as its author. ,

On Monday, a new play in five acts, entitled " Love «

Sacrifice/' by Mr. Lovell. tbe author of the « Provost oi

Bruges," was produced at this theatre with complete suc-

cess. The following is the plot i—Matthew Aylmer (Mr.

Vandenhoff) and Paul Lafont (Mr. Cooper) are rival

merchants, the latter of them being a suitor for the hau

of Margaret (Miss Vandenhoff), daughter of Ayifner-

Margaret^ however, has fixed her affection on ^^^/''^f^
of her father, Eugene de Lorme (Mr. C Pitt)- 1*^**

young man is the son of the murdered Count de
^f^^^'

and has been originally left with his sister, the ^^«^r''
Hermime de Vermont (Mrs. W- Lacy), to the %^^^^^^'

ship of Lafont, under whose care their property iia

dwindled into nothing. In addition to these character

,

we have the lover of Herminie de Vermont, a you 8

spendthrift called St. Lo (Mr. W. Lacy), who has co»

to ruin ; two friends, Morluc and Du Viray, with a cti^

tain mysterious friar named Dominic (Diddear), an

clerk of Lafont's, called Jean Rusi (Meadows), ^^^^r
j^

with Manou (Mrs. Orger), a housekeeper—who ^ssi^^

tHe comedy of the piece. Aylmer loves his
^^^^^^^^J:„es

much to give her up to the wealthy Lafont, and
f^}

her for him she loves. Hurrying away, enraged at ms
^

jection, the merchant's rival finds a tool for his ^^'^°^S^
the friar Dominic, who teUs him the tale of the Coun^

Lorme s death, with the additional fact that his ^^^Lv!
the Count de Barre, yet lives in the person of •^^.

*

Aylmer. The vindictive suitor demands a private m
view with the father, from whom, after disclosmg eno 6

of the tale told him, to hint the whole, he dejaai^^^
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daughter's hand. Stricken by the sense of his discovered
crime, the unhappy parent sinks in the arms of his child,

H'ho has again entered with Eugene, Lofont reiterates
his suit, is contemptuously rejected by the daughter,
but with a word and look brings the murderer to hU
knees, and demands Margaret*s presence alone in an
adjoining chamber. She follows him, leaving Aylmer
half senseless in the presence of the astonished
son of his victim, de Lorme, Painful as this inter-
view has been, the interview between the wooer and the
maiden is still more thrilling. With remorseless will,

Lafont exposes the father's crime to his daughter, and
requires her sacrifice of herself as the purchase of her
parent's life. In her grief and agony she half consents,
but requires time. She then learns from her father that
the charge of murder is true, but not all true. He has
hiB,\n de Lorme , in self-defence, at a moment when both
were maddened by the death of de Lorme's wife, whom
each had loved. But he is determined that his daughter
shall not purchase with her misery his exemption from
shame or the scaffold. Margarety however, has resolved
to save her father, and, tearing herself from his deter-
mination, she repairs to Lafont to sign the contract, and
consummate the sacrifice of that love for her parent from
which the drama takes its name. Dominic is present to
officiate as priest, but, unbidden, he has summoned Eu~
t^ene and Ilerminie as witnesses. The entreaties of the
first avail not to change the resolution of the girl, when
^^/;7i^r enters the apartment, and forbids the marriage.
With the determination to save him, even in his own
despite, Alargaret seizes the pen and signs the contract,
while her father, determined to protect her from the
misery of wedding Lafont^ and knowing that the latter
will have no regard for the portionless daughter of a pro-
claimed felon, openly avows his guilt. Here, however,
the tide of fortune turns, and in the supposed Dominic
appears de Lorme himself, who reconciles himself to De
Barre, and produces, in the received way, the usual
happy terminations. Some previous villany has most
opportunely put Lafont within reach of the law, and,
consequently, *' vice is punished, and virtue rewarded,"
according to theatrical propriety. It will be seen
from this sketch that the whole has been brought
together with great tact. Indeed, some of the latter
scenes were so laid that their success was certain.
The plot bears an evident resemblance to that of the
** Iron Chest," and Mr, Vandenhoff's acting recalled very
forcibly his representation of Sir Edwaid Mortimer, His
part was well conceived and powerlully worked out. Some
of the scenes with his daughter and Lafont were exceed-
ingly impressive, and received merited applause. Miss
Vandenhoff sustained her part with a feeling which showed
that i-he entered heartily into the scene. The other parts
were generally well hlled, and the piece was announced for
repetition amidst such unequivocal applause, as bespoke
the sympathies of the audience, and promised that it will
reniain a favourite for some time to come. The opening
of the season has thus taken place under circumstances
which promise well to the j)ublic, and hold out the hope
that Mr. C. Kemble will be enabled to keep up the cha-
racter of a theatre which is associated with the memory of
the most distinguished members of his family.

1

iiaisccllnneous.
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MR. RENKIE AND THENEW ZEALAND C0N5PANY.

Extract fiom the Colonial Gazette of the \'Jth August,
NEW SETTLEMENT IN NEW ZEALAND.

London, 2S/A July, 1842.
Gentlemen,—The. public expect that the Directors of

the New Zealand Company, while seeking to secure the
mterests of their fihareholders, by realising an adequate
return upon the capital employed, will not limit their
operations to trafficking in land, but will act in the capa-
city of national agents for promoting the colonization of
^ew Zealand, and for applying upon an extended scale,
and under the improved arrangements which experience
may now suggest, the saving principle of defraying the
cost of emigration by means of the value which the peopling
of a new country confers upon its land.

Participating in this expectation, I address myself to
your Court, with the twofold object of stating the grounds
of our conviction that there exists at the present moment
an urgent necessity for making immediate preparations
for conducting an extensive emigration from this country
to the Colonies, and of submitting for your consideration
the outline of a plan in which a body of persons wiiom 1
represent on this occasion are desirous of engaging, for
founding, under the auspices of the Company, another set-
tlement in New Zealand.

After calmly surveying the various remedial measures
tvliich have been either adopted or proposed for removing
.

causes of this distress, we have arrived at the conclu-
sion that extended colonization affords the only means by
wtiich the causes of the distress which has overspread the
country can be permanently abated. To remove without
iransternng distress, to preserve the peace of the country,
10 save the institutions of England from being swept awaym an uncontrollable rebellion of the stomach, it is neces-
sary that we should resurt to some immediately-effectual

Z?^! jx

providing for the unemployed and destitute
masses. But in what way can immediate relief be afforded ?

an'lwpr'.'^T'"^?"'
question, in our opinion, only one

thriTn^r^"^' ^T""'' ^T^y^^^ unemployed labour of

nU .
"^^.*'"'-^''

'^l
^^"^^^"Pi^<l Jands of the Colo-lues adopt an extensive scheme ofsystematic colonization.

I he adoption of an extensive plan of colonization would
fr/:iil'^"_'*.^^^.^« ^ c)ccasion an imrn^

various materials required for the equipment and mainte-
nance of the emigrants; and while it thus enlarged the
field of employment, it would diminish the number of
hands seeking to be employed. But though the convey-
ance of a portion of our unemployed population to the
unoccupied lands of the Colonies affords, wc think, the
only effectual means by which marke^p can be opened,
and the causes of distress removed, yet it docs not appear
that the Executive Government is prepared to originate
any extensive plan of emigration. It may even be ques-
tioned whether, in a movement of this character, Govern-
ment should take the initiative. An extensive scheme of
emigration, if adopted In the first instance as a Minis-
terial measure, might be rendered unpopular by being
represented as compulsorAS and might be cried down by
the ignorant and prejudiced as a species of transport-
ation

; while, were it undertaken by a public company,
it would be less open to such unfounded objections, and
would be presented more in the character of a voluntary
and spontaneous movement on the part of the people
themselves.

Having thus endeavoured to explain the grounds of
our conviction that it has become indispensably necessary,
as regards the mitigation of distress, the preservation of
the public peace, and the security of life and property,
that immediate arrangements should be made for the
adoption of an extended scheme of emigration,—and being
of opinion that, in the present state of public feeling, it

is^ expedient (hat such arrangements should originate
with an incorporated company rather than with the Exe-
cutive Government,—we now proceed to lay before the
Court of Directors the outline of the plan in which we
are ourselves desirous to embark for founding, under the
auspices of the Company, another settlement in New
Zealand.

The new art of systematic colonization consists in de-
fraying the expense of conveying the unemployed labour
of the mother country to the unoccupied land of the
Colonies, by means of the marketable value which the
approach of an industrious population confers on the
previously valueless wastes of a new country. The results
of the experiments which have hitherto been made in the
practice of this art are encouraging and instructive

—

encouraging, as affording a practical demonstration of the
principle that the cost of emigration may be defrayed bv
means of the value it creates ; instructive, as suggesting
precautions for avoiding the causes of difficulty and re-
tardation which have occurred in the earlier experimental
settlements. Some allusion to these causes may be
useful.

diate increase m the demand for filiipping, and for all the

The provisions introduced into the Act of Parliament
erecting South Australia into a British province, rendered
the commission of practical errors unavoidable. The act
prescribed the limits of the province before the character
of the country included within those limits could be ade-
quately known; it forced preliminary land-sales to absen-
tee proprietors ; and it precluded the Colonization Com-
missioners from commencing their operations byadvancing
the surveys, and by adopting precautions for the accom-
modation of the settlers on landing, and for placing them
on their locations without delay and expense.

These impediments to early progress would be avoided
under the arrangements now contemplated. It is proposed
that the new settlement should be founded on some eligible
site on the Eastern coast of the Middle Island of New
Zealand, This part of the coast has been selected because
it presents the very important advantage of having been
already examined, and found to comprise an ample extent
of fertile land, and to contain several safe and commodious
harbours.

An advantageous site for the new settlement being in
the first instance secured, we propose that the Company
commence their operations by sending out a preliminary
expedition, consisting of surveyors, civil engineers, me-
chanics, and a few agricultural labourers. On the arrival
of the preliminary expedition at its destination, the sur-
veyors should proceed to lay out the town, and the engi-
neers to construct a landing-place, a wharf, and a road
from the wharf to the centre of the town. At the same
time, a portion of the mechanics should be engaged in

erecting, in the immediate vicinity of the wharf, an exten-
sive range of sheds for the reception of goods, and a spa-
cious building, comprising a large dormitory, for the im-
mediate accommodation of the first body of colonists on
their landing. These objects being effected, a portion of
the mechanics might perhaps be employed in erecting a
church and a school-house. And while these several ope-
rations are in progress, the agricultural labourers should
be employed in clearing and cropping an extensive sub-
urban farm, which the Company might judiciously cause
to be stocked with the best breeds of cattle and sheep
from the Australian Colonies, After sufficient time has
elapsed for the proximate completion of these important
operations, or some of them, the lirst body of colonists,
consisting of a due proportion of capitalists and labourers,
should be despatched from this country.
- Under these arrangements, the new settlement will
present a field for the immediate commencement of pro-
ductive industry. The impediments to early progress
which occurred in the first experimental colonies will be
removed ; the labour and cost of landing and conveying
the goods of the settlers will be abridged ; the settlers on
their arrival will not be exposed to hardship and priva-
tiou ; they will be placed at once upon their locations,
and will be enabled to purchase at moderate prices the
seed and stock previously provided by the Company- The
capital which ought to be devoted to immediate cultiva-
tion will not be exported for the purchase of provisions.

The settlexnent will be made from the first an appropriate

residence for a civilised community.

MODE or PROCEEDING.
T- It is proposed that the Company shall &eIe^t 100,600

acres of land for the settlement.

TI. Of the 100,600 acres thus selected, 600 acres may
be divided into 1,600 town sections of a quarter of an acre
each; 20,000 acres may be divided into 1,000 suburban
sections of twenty acres- each; and 80,000 acres into
1,000 rural sections (Jf eighty acres each.
N.B. The area of the town is proposed to be reduced

from 1,000 acres to 000, because in the first settlement the
larger area has been found to occasion inconvenient ex-
pansion and distance. Of the 600 acres, 200 will be
reserved for streets, roads, wharfs, squares, and public
buildings and works. The remaining -100 acres will be
divided into 1,600 sections, of a quarter of an acre each-
A section of a quarter of an acre in a town of 600 acres
may not be less valuable than a town section of one acre
in a town of equal population extended over 1,000 acres.
Suburban sections are suggested as affording the prosnect
of a rapid increase in value from proximity to the town.

III. The lands of the settlement may be distributed
into 1,600 allotments; namely, into 1,000 allotments,
cousistiug each of one town section, one suburban section,
and one rural section ; and into 600 allotments, conflat-
ing each of one town section.

IV. The Company should offer for sale in thiscounlry^
at the price of 125/. each, the 1.000 allotments, consisting
each of a town, a suburban, and a rural section.

V. In awarding the first-named 1,000 allotments to pur-
chasers, the priority of choice should be determined by lot.
The remaining 600 allotments, consisting each of one
town section, should be offered for sale at the price of 25/.
each- Provision should be made to enable purchasers to
choose consecutive numbers, so as to hold two or more
adjoining sections if they desire them.
YL The sum of 1 lO.OOtl/.. to be received by the Com-

pany for the 1,600 allotments offered for sale, may be
appropriated as fallows :

—

First, The Company might retain, for defraying
expenses not otherwise chargeable, for
guarding against unforeseen difficulties, and
for its commission upon the transHction . 4'40,000

Secondly, The remaining 100,000/, should be
primarily charged with the expenses of sur-
veys and management ; after defraying
which, the residue to be thus applied, viz.

One-half to emigration ; one- half to
public works, such as roads, wharfs,
bridges, and buildings, for the recep-
tion of the first emigrants . • 100,000

Total • ^140,000
By this arrangement, after setting abide an adequate

sum for the Company's eltpenses ami remuneration, the
large fund of 100,000/. will be employed in defraying the
expense of the surveys and man^gemeut, in sending out
labour to the colony, and in effecting those improvements
by which labour is abridged. This arrangement will be
found more beneficial to the capiulist who employs labour,
than that of devoting a larger portion of the proceeds of
the land-sales to emigration, as was done in the former
settlements founded by the Company. The quantity of
work performed by two labourers, in a settlement pro-
vided with wharfs, roads, and bridges, will be greater than
that which could be performed by those labourers on a
settlement not provided with these important facilities for
rendering industry effective. Immediate labour, when not
aided by the results of previous labour, can accovnplish
little : when the means of communication are imperfect,
a great portion of the available labour of the community
must be devoted, not to immediate production, but to over-
coming the difficulty of transport. Estimated, not h^ the
number of hands, but by the quantity of work, the actual
supply of labour will be increased by diverting a portion
uf the proceeds of the land-sales from emigration to the
execution of works by which labour is abridged.
On behalf of a body of persons who contemplate the

formation, under the auspices of the Company and
on the plan herein sketched out, of a settkment in
New Zealand, to be situated on the Eastern coast of
the Middle Inland,

1 have the honour to be. Gentlemen, your most
obedient servant, (Signed) George Rennii;, Junior.

REPLY OF THE NEW ZEALAND COMPANY.
New Zealand House, Broad Street Buildings,

I2th August, 1842,
Sir,—I am instructed by the Court of Directors of the

New Zealand Company to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter dated the 28th ult., on behalf of a body of persons
contemplating emigration to New Zealand, in which you
suggest the formation by the Company, on the plan
pointed out In your letter, of a new settlement to be
planted on some eligible site on the Eastern coast of the
Middle Island. The Court has given this proposal its

serious consideration, and I am now directed to commu-
nicate to you its views on the subject <

The Directors of the New Zealand Company feel it in-

cumbent upon them at all times to do the utmost in their

power to further the views of persons desirous of emi-

grating, and to prove to them that the Company is ever

ready to perform its function as a national instruaient of

colonization. The Directors deem this duty to be tho

more imperative upon them in times like the prc&vntf

when general distress j)ervades this country, for which ex-

tensive colonization appears to offer the best, it not the

only prc^pect of substantial relief. I have therefore to

inform you, that the Court is willing to entertain generally

the proposal of a new settlement on the Eastern coast of

the Middle Islaad of Ne^ Zealand, provided that her

Maj€$ty*s Government ^^ consent thereto upon mch
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igrms as -J^;^r7^^^ a reasonable remu-

^te Tvonsmay and̂ ..U of the u.^^^^^^

iL no insuperable difficulties shall b,

to arw« out of circumstances now UBforrseen. With

;;.T;c'cl'to the plan which you have .ubmitted, the Court

22 no objection to its outline ; but desires to be under-

!Sil i reierTiog its final judgment as to tke details until

the enterprise flhaU be somewhat more matured.*

The intention of the Company to establish at proper

opportunities a succe?sicn of distinct settlements upon the

coasts of New Zealand has been for some time before the

public, and the motives of that iutentloa will be suffi-

ciently understood by reference to the Directors' Third

Report. It is only requisite, therefore, to add, that you

are at liberty to make generally known the readiness of

the Company in the present instance to entertain the

prlnoiple of your proposal : and when you shall have ob-

tained an assurance of the approbation of Her Majesty's

Government, the Directors ^vill be prepared to enter into

further communications with you, and with the parties

vbom you represent, in order that your wishes may be

carried into practical operation.

1 Lave the'honour to be, Sir, your most obedient servant,

(Signed) John Ward, Secretary.

George RonnieJun. , E?q., l,Chesham-pl., Belgruve-sq.

grand stand to the starting-post,

fective start vras accomplished, and the race commenced, Atbla
• taking: the lead at a strong pace, followed by Master Thomas

and Eboracum, Marion, Prisciila Tomboy, Hreaway, Happy-

eo-T.ucky, and several others treading upon their heels, Avith

every other horse in the la^e closely laid up, except Ballhikeele,

Seahorse and Cattonite. Marlon receded from the front rank \\\

a few strides; and Prisciila Tomboy, nndiiig the speed too much

for her was fain to keep company with Seahorse and Cattonite

in the rear. In rising the hill, Scalteen was passed by Eboracum.

who nearcd the favourite at the mile-post, and forced the ninnmg

so effectually that at the Red House it was evident, even from the

stand, that Attila was in difficulty. In making the bend this was

placed beyond all doubt, and " The favourite 's beaten !" was

heard from all parts of the course. Eboracum and Scalteen re-

tired with him, and the running was taken upby Fireaway. Blue

Bonnet, who had been in the ruck up to the Red House, showed

in front immediately after with PriEciUaTomboy, and at the two-

Aft-pr nnp slie-ht failure an ef- I fordshire, ironmaater—B. Holt, MancTiPster, bro!cfr—R. Bull. Birmiiwh«h
rl^I *i"L^*'ffi^i^«^^' ^A^^.n. ccmmoi, brex«r_G. Cole. Toy Hold. Hampton, innkeeper-J. Vard^^^SS'

BIRTHS—On llie Tlh inst., at Pantyderi, in Fembrtikfejl.iie. the Udrrf
Royal Engineors, of a daiiRhter—On the Isth iniwColonel Colby, of the

Plasgwyn, coun
VVe&toner, Iile

inst.. at
ity Anftlesey, Lady Vivian, of a daughter—On the Uth inat ' ..
of Wight, tke lady of the Hon. W. A'Court Holmes, 11.1^ df .

daughter—On the lOthinst., at Warwuk Villas, Harrow road, the lady of Caal
tain Edward Foord, H.C.S., of a daughter—On the I3lh inst.,in Albany.strew
Regents Park, the wife of R. D^ King, Esq., her Majesty's Vice-Ci.nsul

iiJ

Hayti, oi a son—On the I3th inst., at Cheltenham, the lady of R. Hart, Km. ^\
Dri'ps-hill House, in the i-cjiinty of ^^ ori ester, bariister-at-Iaw, of a son-lon
the 3rd ult., at Oporto, the lady of L. W- Tinelli.^Esq., the American eooiul, of^
d

SPORTING,
DoNCASTER Races,—Many of our sporting readers will recol-

lect that the Doncastcr races of last year were remarkable not

leas ii:^x the indifferent character of the ?=port than for the ener.

Ectic measures resorted to for the purpose of restoring them to

somt'thhighkc their orfg^inalexceUence. Several mcethigs and

cojifercnces were held with this view, and their results ap-

pcarcd tojustify the inference, that in the adoption of a new and

more vigorous system, the niunicii>al authorities and their patrons

had taken the only cflTective means of obtaining their object.

The corporation, as we stated at the time, consented to resign

theentirecontrolof the races tnaconnniittce of noblemen and

gentlemen belonging to the Doncaster Club, and to place at

their disposal the sum of 1.000/. to be applied towards the promo-

tion of spnrt. The comniillee turned this power to excellent ac-

count. The Great Yorkshire Handicap, and the Five Hundred
Sovereigns Stakes, were its immediate fruits; and they were fol-

lowed by some judicious alterations in the conditions of the Cup
fortlie present ycar» and the St. Leger for 1843. Under these

favourable auspices, the races commenced on
MoviiAY, with Tht'. Chdmpncrne Stakes t/ 50 sovs, each, h,

ft., for 2.yrs. olds ; Red-house in. (34 subs.)—Won by Mr. Blake-

lock's A British Yeoman, by Liverpool (Templeman) j beating

Lord Maidstone's The Caster, by Emilius ; Lord Westminster's

?*lariaDay,hy Phybiciani Lord Sligo's Winter, by Wedge ; and

Mr. Ramsay*a Lady Skipsey. by Inheritor. The race was never

for a moment in doubt
i
A British Yeoman having made all the

rnnnin^, and won in a canter by a length. The second, third,

and fourth were close togetlter, and -were several lengths before
Lady Skipsey. The Winner has been backed heavily for the
Derby, at 3:1, 40, and 50 to l.

The Grcdt Y "ah ire IJan " up of 95 sors. each, \5 ft,, and hft.
on^y ifdrrhirettt uith 200 added hy the CorpffrnttAtu ; the second to

rt'teiPt \0(isoi\n. out of thif sttikea, and the third tn sat'e his stake.

Theitmit€rtopnif20sQms. Hf.\jc^r Course. 100 Subs., 59 of

-whom paid 5 sovs. each.—Woi! by Sit C. Mmick*s Brother to

Garland (Ebdalc) ; ht atiug Hon. T. O. Powlett's Disclosure ai^d

Mr. Robertson's Little Wonder, The foUowmg also started, but

were not placed : Mr. Johnstone's ChaHcs X!L, Mr.
V'ansittart's Galaor, Lord Falmerston'a iUone, Major Hay's
Retriever, Mr. CoUctt's TubalcaiJi, Col. Cradock's Pagan,
Mr. Bell's Thirsk, Mr. G. Clark's William le Gros, Mr.
Peck's Paragon, Mr. OsbaMcstuu's The Uevil among: the

Taiit'-rs, and Mr. Crawfujd's br. f. by Langar out of Mermaid.
Ivctricver wa-s restive at the post, and was with difficulty coaxed
way with his companinns; no sooner, however, was the start

rflTcctcd, and a better was never witnessed, than he rushed to the

fToi\U and made strong running, waited upon b^' Paragon, Pagan,
and iiionc; Charles Xlf., Galaor, and Disclosure lying with the
xuck. and Jirotiicr to CiarJan<i and William le Groa bringing up
the rear. At the mile post llione took the lead fro^i Retriever,
and went a rattler to the Red House, where Thirsk took the com-
mand, followed by Pagan, Brother to Garland now being up with
Disclosure, Galaor, Charles XII., and Little Wonder. Thirsk re-

signed his position at the road, fell astern, and the lead was
taken by Brother to Garland, followed by Disclosure and Galaor

;

these three Joining isbue at the distance, made a pretty race to
tiie corner of the Grand Stand cjiclosure. Galacr then dropped
ofT, Disdypure was beaten before they cleared the rails, and the
light-weight ran in a very easy winner by a leugtb. Little Won-
der came with a rush at the last, and saved his master's stake.
Disclosure beating him a length for second; Galaor was a bad
fourth, and Charles XIL fifth ; the others were tailed off an im-
mense distance, Valne of the stakes, 1,320/.

Her Miijesty^s Plate of 100 Guineas. Four miles.—Won by Mr,
Ramshay's Moss Trooper (Lye;, beating Mr. Gascoigne's Jack
Sheppard, Mr. Osbajdcston's Woldsman, and Lord G. Bentinck's
Yorkshire Lass. Even on Jack Sheppard, who made the running
for the tirst round ; it was then taken up by Woldsman, who
maintained it till near the distance, when Jack Sheppard resumed
bislcftO, Moss Trooper taking the second place ; half-way up the
distance the latter went in front, and won in a canter by two
lengths.

Tiywr-y^ra-fAd Produce Stakes of 100 sovs. each, h. ft. Two
mles. Three Rnbs.—Gen. Sharpe's Lara walked over.

uV*it^n'~~^^^ Two-^/pffr.f-oW Produce Stakp/t of 100 sovs.

^S* IV^^? **^"^ ^"' ^ Subs.-Won by Mr. Clark's b f Amine
by Bay Middlcton. (Walked over.^-

JcTri^^.^'l I"*^ ^V'^-
^^""^

' ^^^ three-years old colts,

vli.i vvvi Jx'L^if'-^^^''?
''>"^^'^' Bowe's The Ladye of Silver-

ofHer HieW^ T^^^^
Mostyn's b c by Bay Middlcton, outof Her Highness The Ladye made all the running, and wen ina common canter by several lengths.

TVGrea^ S/, LfS'prS/nAresof 50 sovs»eaeh,h ft • thesecoTid to
receive 100/. out of the Stakes. St. Leger CourlV isS^Won by Lord EgUnton's Blue BonnetSy T^^^hstol^^^^^^^
beating Gen. Yate's Seahorse by Camel, Mr. Forth's Policy byBustard, Colonel Anson's Attila by Colwick, Mr. Bell's Eboraciim
by S. Nicholas, Mr. Qark's Master Thoikaa by Tomboy M?Combe's Rosalind by Touchstone, Mr. Ferguson's Fjreawav bv
Frenzy, Mr. S. King's Cattonite by Muley Moloch, Mr. Kitchine's
PrisciUa Tomboy by Tomboy, Mr. Meiklam's Aristotle by Phy-
sician, Mn Owsley's Happy-go-Lucky by Young Emilius, Mr
Price's Marion by the Mole, Mr. Ramsay's Cabrera by Tomboy^
Mr. Thompson's PharmacopcEia by Physician, Mr. Dixon's Bal-
linkeele by Bi.-dcatchcr, and Lord Miitow^l*s Scalteen by Philip.

Betting at starting— 11 to 6 agst Attila, 7 to 1 ags.t BalUnkcele, 8

to 1 agst Blue Bonnet, 10 to 1 agst Cabrera. 12 to 1 agst Rosa-
lind, 13 to 1 agst Eboracum, 14 to l agst Fircaway, 15 to I aght
Policy, 20 to I agst Seahorse, 25 to I agst Scalteen, 23 to 1 agst
Master Thomas, and 50 to i agst any other. About a quarter past
three, fifteen out of the seventeen that started bad taken their

preliminary canters j and, some niinutes after, the ether two,
Attila and Master Thomas, made their appearance in companj',
took a short gallop, and joined in the customary parade from the

* Tbe que^jtioa gf the price of the land is thus left entirely open.

mile post thev were close up with him. Blue Bonnet lying on his

left close to "the rails, and PrisciUa Tomboy on his right; Ca-

brera was in their wake, aud Seahorse, who had been most con-

spicitously in the rear to the turn, having passed the beaten

horses rapidly, was lying in his track at the distance. About two

hundred yards from home, Blue Bonnet wrested the lead from

Fircawav, was never after caught, and won very easily by a

length.
'
Prisciila Tomboy went past Fireaway at the stand, but

was herself challenged by Seahorse a few strides from the chair,

and beaten by half a length. Fireaway turned jady before he

reached home, began kicking, and was a bad fourth. Ballmkeele

made a waiting race of it, and, by an effort at the last, ran his

compatriot Fireaway to a length. Cabrera was sf^me lengths

behind, and was followed in by a crowd of horses, at the head of

which, it is nnderstood, w^ere Attila, Pharmacopoiia, Policy, ^c.

Cattonite looked in bad condition, and ran as bad as he looked—

he M-as beaten off in the first fifty yards. The race was run m
three minutes eighteen seconds. Value of the stakes. 3,000/.

That Attila was a different animal to the Attila that won
the Derby, cannot be doubted— he was very nervous at the

post, and betrayed other unequivocal symptoms of not being in

his proper rachig form; had he shown ten minutes sooner, he must

have gone back in the betting. Seahorse's friends were very much
annoyed at the position he occupied from the starting post to the

Red House—they insist tliat Chappie lay out of his groimd,

and that his chance was greatly prejudiced by having somuchlee-

wayto make up; the fact is believed to be that he lost a little

ground at starting, but that, like Prisciila Tomboy, he could not

go the pace. The settling seems likely to be easy ; Loi d Eghnton

wins about 5,000/., and his trainer, Dawson, (the owner of Kell,

the winner of the Oaks, and friends), a much larger sum.

The Cleveland Haiidicap of 20 sovs. each, 10 ft., and 5 only if

declared, with 60 sovs. added; the second receives 30/. One mile.

'>5 subs., 13 of whom declared.—Won by Mr. Walker's BiUingham

Lass (Bumby;; beating Lord Chesterfield's Knightof the Whistle,

Lord Kelburne's c. by Retainer, d. by St. Patrick, Mr. Brooks's

Idolatry, Mr. Dcnham's Compensation, Mr. Bell's Frca. Billing-

ham Lass made all the running to the distance, and alter a slash-

ing race home with the Knight of the Whistle, won by a head.

The Che&terfield Stakes of 20 sovs. each, with 5 added. One
mile and a half. 3 subs.—Wen by Col. Cradcck's Pagan (Temple-

man) ; beating Mr. Gascoigne's Jack Sheppard. Pagan ran a

waiting race, and won cleverly by half a length.

WED.NEsnAY.— T/^e Doncnster Stakes of 10 sovs. each, with

50 added by the Corporation. Two miles. (3 subs.)—Mr. Clarke's

Master Thomas. Walked over.

The Foal Stakes of mo sovs. each, h. ft. Mile and half. (9

subsO-
beating Lord Westminster's Auckland and Mr. tioouman's

Rover. Rover made good running to the Red House, where he

broke down ; Cabrera took his jriace, kept it to the end, and won
easy by two lengths.

TAe Seltipg Stakes of l& sovs. each, with 30 added, St. Leger

Course. The winner to be sold for 200/., &c. (6 subs.)—Won by

Gen. Sharpe's Lara, by Langer (Templetnan) ; beating Mr. Jones's

Tubalcain, by Cain; Mr. Dawson's The Biddy, by Bran; and
Mr. Addison's Slipshod, by Aug6stus. Lara made nearly all the

running, and won easy by a length; the third and fourth were
beaten off.

The Municipal Stakes of b&O sovs. esich, 200 ft. Red House in.

(6 subs.)—Won by Col. Anson's Napier, by Gladiator (Nat);
beating Lord EgUnton's Aristides and Mr.Wreford'sc. by Camel.
Napier made all the running, and won iu a canter by two lengths.

The Moiiimia colt was beaten off.

The Corporation Plate of 60/. j the second to receive 27 guineas.

Heats two miles.—Won by Mr. Goodman's The Shadow (S.

Rogers); beating Mr. Orde's Beeswax, Mr. Greville's Welfare,

and Mr. G. Clark's Baronet. The Shadow was the favourite, and
won both heats in a canter.

Thubsday.—The Gascoig?ie Stakes.— Won by Attila, walked
over.

Three-year old Stakes of 200 sovs. each.—Won by the Artful

Dodger, walked over.

The Two-year-old Stakes.—Won by Mr. Blakelock*s A British

Yeoman ; beating Lord Westminster's Maria Day and Mr. G.
Clarke's The Era. The following also ran :—Pharaoh, Trueboy,
the Ganymede c. Lady Skipsey, The Caster, Mr. Mostyn's c. by
Velocipede, Merry Andrew, and c. by Bay Middleton, out of Mer-
maid. Won by a head.

The Gold Cup.—Vion by Mr. Orde's Beeswing; beating Mr.
Johnstone's Charles XH, Mr. Goodman's The Shadow and Col.

Anson's Attila.—Won in a canter.

s5te, eldest daughtpr of thelate A. Burns, Esq., of tlie Herniitafff,Leith—Chi
?. Uth inst.,al St. Georjfe>, liaiiover-Equare, 1\ Cunningham, Esq., third son

of Allan Cunningham, Esq., to ZenobJa, second daughter of J. Manin, Em.
K.L.—On the Uth inst., at W'orting, Hants, \V. L. Smart, Esq., of Trewiit*
hoiisp, Norihiimborland, to Charlntte Catherine, second daughter of the late

W. H. Gordttn, Esq., of the Civil Service, Madras_On ihe 2(tth of June, «
Delhi, Captain Marshall, 73rd Bengal N.I., to Elizabeth, third danphter of the
late \V. Butt, Esq-.nf Corneybury, irerts—Oa the 13th inst., at St. Georae'i
Hanover-sqnare, H. G. Astell, E^q.,of the Bengal Civil Service, third son 3
W- Aatell, Esq., MV. for Bedfordshire, to Louisa Maria, «ldest daughter of
M<ijor-General Wynyard, C.B.
HIED On the 13th inst., at Kilburn Priory, aged 56, Frances, reliL-t of M'

Parkep, Esq—At Sheffield, the Rev. J. W. Niblocic, D.D., Head Master of the

London High School, and Evening Lecturer of St. Mary Somerset, Thama-

accd 80, Mr. John Calton, lute tl the Old.Cheshire Cheese, Wine-office-couit,

Fleet-street—On the l^th in>t., ai \\'aifoid, Hertp, S. SaJter, Esq., aged 70.

Woii by Mr. Ramsay's Cabrera, by Tomboy (Noble);

Lord Westminster's Auckland and Mr. Goodman's

In Nonthly Kos., Sfo, uith Four h eautifully- coloured Flate»,
Price 2s Qd

AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for September, 1842, contains highly-fiiiished

drawings of Cotnhretnm grandiflorum, Lalage Hovecefblia, Malta

campanulata, and Paitstemoii geiitianoidcSt var. splendetis i like-

wise Papers on Gardening as a science ; on Groaping Orua-

nicntal Plants; and Suggestions for Training Cacti. Floricul-

tural Notices of new and beautiful Plants figured in the leading

Botanical Periodicals for Angnst; together with a complete

Calendar of Monthly Operations for the Garden,
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The

admirers of flowers are requested to observe—
1

.

That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest ojder, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as w^ell as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be Qultivated by every one possessing a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.
It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for tDe

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is wen adapted to the wants of allwho delightm gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates hthographca

commenced with the present year, and as it is intendedthat eacn

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desuraDie

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.
I
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' 'Ready for the Press, and shortly will be Published,

A COMPREHENSIBLE. PRACTICAL TREATISLj
Xl or a New Era in the CULTURE OF TIIE VINE LNPEB

GLiVSS, as to its earlier Precocity, &c. &c. Givmga plaiu, com-

prehensive, practical detail ofthe Author's Practice of propagauaB

the "V'ine ; Formation of Borders with proper composts;
^^^"^^Jf

the same on Scientific Principles, so as to bring it to apermanenu

bearing state some years eailier than usually practised ;
»"J?",

and Winter Pruning; Temperature, in all its stages througn
j"^

season ; Thinning of the Fruit, reduced to fixed P™ciples
;
on t

colouring of the sajne ; with a thorough Preventive ol ^"?^"!"j

of all success. Shaking and Shivering of the ^^ootsiauts ^
Fruit. Giving a complete Course of Culture, fro.^

J^^ l^'lu
bud to the permanent bearing of the plant, as practised t^r

^'"J;
'

carefully collected from great study. A Guide to the AiJidL -

the Tyro, and rising generation of Gardeners.--By JA

ROBERTS. Gardener to Matt. Wilson, Esq., Eshton naii,

"

Skipton, Yorkshire.

pub!S

X lished THIS nAY. CONTENTS :--l : Mr. Pitt's Corre_spoud.

MARK LANE, Frxuav, Skft, iG.—The arrivals of every de-
scription of Grain since Monday are small, and the Trade both
on Wednesday and this morning was confined to needy retail

buyers ; the little English Wheat fresh up could not be disposed
of at late prices; but there is no inclination on the part of
holders of Foreign to submit to lower rates. Barley, Beans, and
Peas, are unaltered in value, and the sale of Oats is confined to

small purchases at Monday's prices.

BRITISH, PER lairKHFAL QIARTEK.
Wheat, Ei>sex, Kent, and SiilToIk . . . While

— Norfolk, Lint olnahirp and Yoikphire , . ,

Barlef • . iVialling anddistUlinj;
Oai», l.incolnshir* and Yotltiihire . . . IVlarda

Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish Feed

Bye
Bea^^, Mara;,'ftn, old and new . 27 to 31 Tiik

_ Fipeon, Heligoland • . . 31 to 34 Winds.
Peas, White 3Uo 37 lUaple

'^rilE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CXL.,
CONTENTS :— 1 : Mr. int. ^ -;;'j "land.

ence with Charles Duke of Rutland, Lord Lieutenant 01 jj

-2: The Orestes of ^schylus.-3 : The Coltness Coiiecuu^ny.

Mrs. Caldcrwood's Journey to London in i75o, «c. *
^^.^^

son's Poems.—3 : Markland on Sepulchral Monumenifa.
^^

of Blucher—Alison upon the Battle of Waterloo.-? -^^

Sir Robert Peel. John Murray, Albemarle Street

the

», ;. i, s.

66 to 60 Bfd to to 66
_ to — White — to-
SI In 31 Grind. ss to Sfl

1310 S3 Fftd 14 to 22
— to — Fotsto IS to fia

G to \?, Potatt' 14 tu S^
— to —
SO to 33 H ft] row 31 10 34— to — Lor^pod — 10"
£8 to 33 Giey 26 to 30

PROFESSOR GRAY'S BOTANY.
Now ready. Post Svo., \Qs. cloth, with numerous »-".

'X'HE BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOK, co"^P"^|^7of the
-L Principles of Systematic Botany; with an accoun ^^
chief Natural Families of the Vegetable KJ^e^o"^' Tiniversity.
Asa GriAV, M.D., Prof, of Nat. Hist, in Harvard unt>^^

Also, by the same
America. Vol. 2, i'art u., 7s- o«- aisu *ui. m,—.-.

^^^
New York and London : Wiley and PuUiajn; bimpKm

and all Booksellers.

J., froi. or JNat. tiisc. m lxo-x^^'"
op Nobtu

e author, and Prof. Torrey, A Flora ur

2, Part IL, 7s. 6d. Also Vol. h^2^-!,^}f2 Co.

WEKKLY IMf'EKIAL AV£RAG£S.
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OAZETTZ or THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS.—IT. P»yn. Mveriwol, mastermadner—J.Beid, St Alban

cnezDist.

TTOREIGN BOOKS on GARDENING. BOTAN^^^

X^ AND THK COLLATERAL SCIENCKS.-A Grad^iait .^
of the Continental UniversiUes, adequately versed mu»j ^y
terms of the above departments, is desirous ol ^^""^^ inserted

of the Continental UniversiUes, adequately versed luui^

s, is desirous of translating^

work (or part of it) mentioned in the List of Foreign book ^^ ^^
in the Gardenei's' Chronicle. He will also make *^^^g ^ggiroos of

work, the general contents of which parties may
^ ^ to Jl"'

becoming acquainted with. Communications a°,^^^.^^tended to-

at the office of the Gardeners' Chrvnicle,\\il\ be <lui> ^^^

&r.
Price 7J., illustrated ^ith Wood-cuts of Birds, fages,

A NEW EDITION OF THE
. ^^^.^

•^ATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE ^i^j^^TjVeediDgr

theif

Management, Habits, Food, Diseases, Treatment, ^^
and the Methods of Catching them. By J. BI.

^^^^"''[t seeW
^^^

" A \cry delightful book of its kind. - • • • *.,.
" Spectatoran iiifiispensable book for the bird-fancier -,T00*

R

kiason, Birminijhain, Jintn draper—M. Duncaa, ^'ewpon, Mimmouthihir*'
linen draper—J, Ciook?, Liverpool, houl keeper—G, Jellicoe, CU»ton, Suf-

" It Will be welcome to evcrv a-entlrman'ft library or ')^^^^[Luette»t

W. S. Oxr and Co.; and W. R. Chambers, Laia

table. It is Miperblv got up, wi~th an immense ?"°l^'f/r^,-^mi^rft-

and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Ann
Londun

;

.«...^,.., .- . M* »^'*''^*'tk»

PHnted by ai«.rs. JlRjiiiBtijiY and Evan«, I «>"^»»^«?"f,>V;sVAl W »|;f!L„

wher* all Adv«rti?enifnu and Communications we lo oe
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FROM the last OflScial Stamp Returns just published,
it appears that during: the three months of April, May, and

June, in the present year, the Stamps supplied to each of the
undermentioned Journals grave them an average Publication of^

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE • . 4,230
MORNIXG POST . - , , . • 4,103
SUK 4,013
WATCHMAN" S.QGI
RECORD ....... 3,904
SPBCTATOR 3,538
JOHN BULL ...,*• 3,46t
STANDARD ..•., 3,333
BVBNINC MAIL «.••• 3,205
GLOBE .*..,.. 3,153
SATIRIST ,,.••. 2,923
KCCLKSIASTICAL GAZ£TTi£ . . . 2,82/
NON-CONFOaailST 2,^88
RAILWAY TIMES 2,538
bell's NEW WEEKLr MESSENCER , 2,250
ATLAS »...,•» 2,000
NAVAL AND MILITARY OAZKTTK . 1,980
OBSERVER 1,923
ARGcs . : 1.627
rXJTED SERVICE GAZETTE • • . 1,730
COURT JOURNAL 1,577
MINING JOURNAL 1.5/7
BRITISH QUEEN . . • • • 1,55S
EVENING CHRONICLE . . . • 1,436
GARDENERS' GAZETTE , . . 1,415

c

BRIGHTON FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.- At its Third Annual Exhibition of Flowers, &c.,

the above Society will offer a Sweepstakes for Dahlias, open to the
public, in three Prizes, viz., M, lOs., i/., and lOa. Each panto
contain 12 dissimilar flowers. Seedlings excepted. Entrance, 5j.
The Show will take place at the Town-Hall, on the 2sth inst.

R. CoLtiwo, Secretary.

GENUINE DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS.

J CARTER, Seedsman and Florist, 238. High Hol-
• horn, London, begrs to inform his customers, that his annual

supply of DUTCH AND OTHER FLOWER BULBS is now ar-
rived. On account of the very favourable season the quality is

much finer than usual.
GUERNSEY AND BELLADONNA LILIES, Ss. per dozen,

box included. These ought to be planted as soon as possible.

S GIRLING begs to inform the Public that he will
• have strong and well-rooted Plants of the following ready

for delivery on and after the 1st of October

;

PANSIES.
Desiderata.—For colour and description of this beautiful

Pansy, see Gardeners* Chronicle for May 28th of the present year.
F. Barnes's, No. 5. Price per plant, 7*. 6rf.

Ciaka.—Upper petals, bright puce j lower petals, pure white,
with a splendid eye : quite round, flat, and superb show flower.
Prices*. PHLOX OMNIFLORA MAGNA.
This splendid Phlox is of a pure white, very large, round, and

of excellent habits; very superior to any Phlox in cultivation.
Price 5s. VERBENAS.
Ignesckns.—A bright fiery scarlet, producing large corymbs

of fragrant flowers, equal in size to V. delicata. Price 3.«. 6rf.

ExiMiA.—A bright rosy pink, close and compact growing,
large, and very fragrant, and quite distinct from any out.
Price 3s. 6d.
N.B.—No allowance to the trade unless three or more of either

variety are taken.
S. G. likewise begs to state he has strong plants of his much-

admired Seedling Verbenas of last and the preceding year's
growth, viz., Tcucrioidcs camea, T. rosea, Barnesii, viola-
cea, delicata, punicea, &c., &c., at moderate prices.
Remittance or reference from unknown correspondents Is re-

spectfully solicited, and early orders are paiticularly recom-
mended, as the stock of some is limited.
P.S.—Orders taken by Warner and Warner, CornhiU.
Danecroft Nursery, Sept. 8, 1842.

W'
UNION ROAD NURSERIES, PLYMOUTH.

ILLIAM E. RENDLE, Nurseryman-, Seeds-
^^^^ and Florist, has the pleasure of oflfering to the

^obu^ty, Amateurs, aud the Trade, the following new varietiesof

. ,, telargoniums,
raised by p. E. Lyne, Esq.. of Lipson, the entire stock of which
ne has succeeded in obtaining :—

I-yne's Sunrise . . , , ^3 a
Duke of Cornwall . . T 3
Lord Ebrington . • 2 2
Princess Royal , , 2 3
Cynthia . . . , I 10
Modesty , , . 1 10
Hamlet . . . , j 10

Bassett's Glory of the West . 2 9
The usual Discount to the Trade,

Strong Plants of Princess Royal and Glory of the West are now
ready for delivery. Tlie other sorts win be sent out in October.
Agents in London—Messrs. Warner, Seedsmen, CornhiU, and

Mr. Wm. Bristow, Seedsman, Knightsbririge; from whom Plants
and descriptions can be procured, and where drawings of some
Of the sorts may be seen. Descriptions of the Seedling can also
be had on application at the Union Road Nursery, Plymouth,
Union Road Nursery, Plymouth, August 3, 1343.

99

ft

>
99

each

II

99

99

»l

'^FHE SUBSCRIBER now offers to the Trade a large
-^ quantity of BUCK'S TRUE INTERMEDIATE STOCK
SEED, all of his own saving, at moderate Terms. Packets for
Amateurs from I*, to 2s. 6d. each. Has a fine Collection of
DUTCH ROOTS, Catalogues of which can be had on application.
—James Black, Seedsman, Bavswater.

SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS OF 1841.

17 AND A. SMITH and Co. beg to invite Amateurs
-- • and the Trade generally to inspect their SEEDLING
DAHLIAS, Bianca, Sir R. Sale, Rainbow, Duke of Wellington,
&c., whilst in growth ; and they flatterthtmselvcs that they will
(from their novelty and siipeiior form) well repay the trouble
of a visit, and prevent disappointment. Blooms may also be seen
at most of the Seed-shops in London.
The Nursery is situated on the High Road. Omnibuses from

the Royal Exchange, and Flower-pot, Bishopsgate-street, pass
every quarter-of-an-hour—Fare 6d.

Hackni-y, London.

FULLER'S SPLENDID PELARGONIUM. MA-
DEMOISELLE RACHEL, is now ready for Delivery at

Five Guineas each. For particulars, sec Advertisement iu the
Gardeners* Chronicle^ Sept. 3d.
Orders received in London by Manmck and Man ley, Hackney;

Henderson, Pine Apple Place; and Harrison, Downham Market,
Norfolk. — Fioricullural Grounds, Park Crescent, Worthing,
Sussex,

SUPERB SEEDUNG PANSIES. '

J
AND T. GOODE beg to announce they have now

• ready for delivery strong healthy plants of 12 Seedlings,
which are considered first-rate flowers by all who have seen them,
at 42.S. the Collection, Package included. J. and T, G. can also
supply the choicest of last year's Varieties, by all Growers, 2ls.
per dozen ; Older Show Varieties, by name, from ^s. to 12s. per
dozen; Fine Border Varieties, 3s. per dozen; a few Packets of
fine selected Seed, at 2s. 6d., Ss., and IDs. per Packet. Descriptive
Catalogues may be had on prepaid application at the following
places: — Messrs. Cormack and Co. *s, Bedford Conservatories,
Covent Garden, and New Cross Nurseries j Mr. H. D. Cormack's,
106, Deansgate, Manchester; and of the Advertisers, Ponder's
End, Middlesex. A remittance respectfully requested from un-
known correspondents.

T T. WILLMER. FLORIST TO THE QUEEN,
^ • begs most respectfully to inform his Friends and the Public
that he has commenced sending out plants of Picotees and Car-
nations, which are fine and healthy, well rooted, and from his
Immense stock of upwards of 20,000 Layers, J. T. W. now ofl"er5

to execute any order he may be favoured with at the following
prices:

—

50 pairs of fine selected sorts of Camatlona or Picotees, or
in part of each, for j^3

25 ditto ditto 1 10
12 ditto ditto 15

Fine strong Auriculas, healthy and well established in
Pots, 12 fine selected kinds, including basket, &c. 1 10

N. B.—A few pans of his superb new Pinks (Prince of
Wales) 076

Willmer's Miss Jane . • • • . .« OSO
Ditto Attlla . >.......05O
Cooper*s Prince Albert, large and fine . . ,.500
Cooper's Princess Royal 5

For ready money only. A General List may be had by post, on
application, enclosing twopeimy stamps.—Suubury, Middlesex,

This advertisement will not be repeated.

WILLIAM IVERY, Rye-lane, Pcckham, begs to in-

form his Friends Bnd the Public that he can again supply
strong plants of the following Cinerarias: Royal Blue, Rival Ring,
Imperial Blue, Grandissima, Queen Victoria, Corminius, Splen-
dicia,|and Greenii, at 25. firf. each. Also strong Bulbs of Tropseolum
Jarratti, 30s. per doz.,or Zs, 6d. each; tricolorum, 20s. per doz.,
or 2s. fit/, each; Achimenes longiflora and rosea, 2s. 6(f. each,

ROSES.
T^ RIVERS, Jun,, begs to announce to bis Friends
-^ • and the Public, that his New Descriptive CATALOGUE OF
ROSES will be ready for delivery by the end of the moj^h. This
will he sent, as usual, Post paid, to all those who have ever
honoured him with their commands. Applications also, enclosing
a twopenny stamp, will be promptly attended to.

Sawbridgeworth, Herts, Sept. 21, 1842.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR U
SUSSEX

WHLLIAM WOOD & SON beg leave to inform
'^T their numerous Patrons, and Rose Amateurs in general,

that their NEW CATALOGUE OF ROSES, for the present

season, is now ready for distribution, and will be sent, GRATIS,
on application.

The immense Stock of Roses at Maresfield arc this season

finer and more luxuriant than ever; no pains or expense have
been spared to render tJie collection as rich and unique as

possible.

The General Catalogue of Nursery Stock and Trade List of

Roses, Sec, are also ready for distribution.—Sept, 21 st.

TWO SPLENDID NEW PURPLE PICOTEES.

W/OOD'S LORD HiNCHINBROOK, a superb
» » Flower of large size, marking perfect, ground colour of the

most snowy whiteness, petals large, and of a beautiful shape,

forming a most excellent show flower,

WOOD'S LADY ST. JOHN, abeautiful light-edged Flower, of

most superb form and petal, possessing, in short, all the requisites

of a first rate show flower.

J. Wood, Florist. &c., Huntingdon, begs to announce that the

above Picotees, which elicited the admiration of numbers of

Florists who saw them in bloom, are now ready for sending out,

and can be forwarded by post to any ^art of the United Kingdom.
Price 15s. per pair, postage and pacJcage included. J. W.'s Ca-

talogue of Carnations, Picotees, &c., for the present season, may
be had on application, by inclosing a postage stamp.
N.B.—A remittance or reference expected from unknown

correspondents.

p ARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS
Vy NATHANIEL NORMAN, Florist, begs to call the attention

of the Nobility, Gentry, Amateurs, and his friends generally,

to his select Collection, comprising the fitiest show varieties,

with which he has gained twenty prizes thid season at the fol-

lowing Societies : London Horticultural, Royal South London,

South Essex, and Floricultural Society of London. Has 10,000

Plants now ready, in fine healthy condition.
Catalogues may be had on prepaid application.—Bull Fieioa,

Woolwich.

XT YACINTHS* TULIPS, &C.—H. GROOM, Clap-AA ham Rise, near London (removed from Walworth}, by ap-
pointment Florist to her Majesty, respectfully informs llje Mobi-
lity and Gentry that he has received his Collection of Dutch
Roots in excellent condition, and that his Catalogue of Bulbs is
ready, and may be had on apphcation.

]V|YATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY.
-L»X after two years' competition, still maintains its pre-emi-
nence; and. in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W, Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-
commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per 100. each,
50s.; and their Eliza, 20s. Runners are now ready, and maybe
had on application to them at Manor Farm, Deptford.
Myatfs famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50j. per loO sets, or 1/. 6if.per

root, will he ready in October.

FERNS
WM. PAMPLIN, NURSERYMAN, LAVENDER

HILL, WANDijWORTH. begs to invite attention to his
Collections of that beautiful tribe of Plants— the Fenis. W. P.
offers strong healthy Plants in pots at prices var>iug from 9d. and
Is., to 10*. each, according to rarity of species, &c, s

W, P. will also supply ASSORTED COLLECTIONS as foUowS:
A Collection of Forty species for . ^6*2 2

of Twenty „ • . 15
of Twelve „ . . 15

„ of Six M - • 7 tf

A Collection of Thirty Species, all sub-
hardy and hardy Exotic . . 3 15

ofTwcnty.five „ • 3 3
of Twenty „ , 2 10
of Twelve „ • I 10
of Six „ . 12

Wardian Cases of Ferns, or Ward's portable Greenhouses, of
various sizes and prices, with the Plants, from Seven Shillings
and Sixpence to Two and Five Guineas.
*** Wardian Cases fitted up and furnished with Plants at very

moderate prices.—Lavender Hill Nursery, Sept. 10, 1842.

9f

9P

>f

it

99

99

TO GROWERS OF HYACINTHS, AND OTHER DUTCH
BULBS.

MESSRS. YOUELL have much pleasure in announ-
cing that they have just received their importation of the

above direct from Haarlem, the Bulbs being remarkably large
and sound. For particulars see their advertisement in the Gar-m

deners* Chronicle of 3;th August.
Catalogues may be had on application.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 1st, 1842.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

YOUELL Sc CO.^s Superb Collection of the above
will be found to contain every attainable variety worthy of

cultivation ; and having sparetf no expense in rendering their
CoUection the most exten*-ive and select in the kingdom, they
beg to announce that they pnrfose commencing to execute
orders the first week in October, upon the following terms :

—
25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, jt5
12 „ do. do. do. 2 10

25 „ of fine Show flowers, . . 8
12 „ do. do. . . . 1 10

25 ,, Of extra fine Show Pinks, . • 14
12 „ do. do. . , ' . 12

The selection being left to Y. & Co,
They beg further to state that, having a peculiar mode of

packing the above plants, so as to insure their safe deliver}- in

any part of the United Kingdom per Post, for the information of
parties at a distance, wishing to avoid the expense of Carriage,

Package, &c., they will send them free of postage, at the extra

charge of 2s. per doz. pair.

A Post-ofltce order, or reference, is respectfully requested from
unknown correspondents.
Catalogues may be had on application, by enclosing two

postage stamps*
t^EW SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

YoucU & Co. beg respectfully to state, that they continue

sending out, per Post (free), their Superb CoUection of Fuchsias,

at the rate of 31s. per doz.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 8, 1842.

|\ I ICHAEL BREWER, Nursery, London Road, Cani-
ItX bridge, begs respectfully to call the attention of the Nobi-

lity, Gentry, and the Public to that invaluable new Strawberry,

the Emperor. It is astron* grower, a great hearer, and has a
fine flavour, with large scarlet fruit superior to Keen's Seedling,

with the great advantage of being ripe a fortnight earlier.

Fine strong plants are now ready at 30s. per 100.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

THE above magnificent FUCHSIA was raised by Mr*
Meehan, Gardener to Col. Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of

Wight, from whom Messrs. Youell obtained the entire stock.

In May last it was submitted to Dr. Lindley for his opinion,

which will be found in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th ofthat

month as follows :

—

" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have

seen ; the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and

sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.

If, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will

prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus." ^

Messrs. Youell, in bringing this beautiful production mto puWic

notice, do so without the slightest diflSdence, being fuBy assurea

of its giving the mo6t entire satisfaction. It is of '^'^/^^'^^ff
j''

fine foliage, and, as a proof of its being a most P^^^^fj^T of
they have a plant in flower at the present time on one ^^^^^
Which there are upwards of 200 ^^^^^' ^'J^'J^^Z
object for the Greenhouse, Conservatory, or ^^^^^^^eek of

Youell Sc Co. purpose sendmg it out ^^^^.!^" art of the
April next, at 10*. tid. per plant, free ^^^ff^^^^o^U v^lth will
United Kingdom ; and all orders they may be ia>tjuiv

be executed in rotation. j^ pa<Aing.
Orders from the Continent wUI receive cvi* > »- *- ©

so as to ensure their safety. . . .Yxan 6 nlanta
The usual di:icount to the Trade, ^^^Ln?3f» ^^ ^ P^*"^

are ordered.-Great l-^moulh Nursery, Sept. 15, 1842.
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CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS. h

JT W'lLLMER and SON, King's Road, Chelsea,

. bV appomtment Horists to her Majesty, beg to inform the

nHmircrs of the abdre-named Flowers, that their Plants are now

reiSy for delivery at the under-mentioned prices, the selecUon

heintr left to W. and S. :—
^

55 pairs superior Show Carnations or Picotces . , ^4
13 do. do. do. , . 3

25 do. do. PinKS • • • • . I

12 do. do. do

W. and S: hegrto state that for health and strength their Plants

Etand unrivalled.

j^;_B._-A reference in London, or payment in advance, is re-

spectfully requested from unknown correspondents-

King's Read, Chelsea, Sept. U, 1842.

PLENDIiTeRICAS (HEATHS), EPACRIS, BO-
RONIAS, &c., &c.—J. and J. FAIRBAIRN, in gratefully

acknowledging tiie kind and very liberal patronage they have
been favoured with, beg leave most respectfully to solicit the

attention and inspection of their friends and the public to

their very large and exceedingly healthy Stock of the above
highly beautiful tribe of PLANTS, which they flatter themselves
are not to he surpassed in the kingdom ; and which, from the
extent of their stock, they are enabled to offer upon the follow-

ing very advantageous terms:

—

100 fine tlowering plants, including 75 Ericas, 20 Epacris, and
5 Boronias. The baskets and packages of the Ericas will consist

of the most popular and esteemed kinds—Ampullacea, AmpuUa-
cca ruhra and clegans. Tricolor, Tricolor superba and elegans,
Eximia, Hartnelli, Ventricosa, Ventricosa superba, Globosa,
Stricta, and Purpurea, Depressa, Vcinix ovata, Westcottia,
"Willnioreana, Vestita, Hyemnlis, Formosa, Mirabilis, Patterson!^

ana, Picta, Sulphurea. Viriditlora, Intermedia, Mammosa, Linnjea-
na superba, Liniia^ana curvseflora, Humeana, Banksiana, San-
yuinea, Daphnoides, Blanda, Jasminiflora alba. Donnei, Cliffordi-

aiia, Rubra, CerintUoides,Ceriuthoides magna, Grandiuosa.Verti-
cillata nova, Persoluta rubra, Boweana, Exsurgens coccinea,
Echiifloja, Cruenta. Sulphorea, Blandfordia, Trossula, ^c.. &c..
i\c. The Epacris will contain Impressa, Impressa pallida, Cam-
panuTata alha and rubra, Vafiabilis, Nivalis, Onosmiieflora ma-
jor, Pulchella, Grandifiora, Pungens, and Purpurascens, Sec,

Ac. for . . * jC? 10

75 Fine Flowering Plants from the same Choice Selection, 6 lo

£0 do. do. do. 5
25 do. do. do. 3
For the convenience of those Cultivators who are only desirous

to add a few gems to their collection, J. and J. F. beg to offer the
following very choice and rare Ericas, 1 2 plants, package included,
for 3/.: Aristata, Massoni, Gemmifera, Macknabbiana, Indata,
Shannoniana, Tricolor, two beautiful new Varieties, Elegans, Ca-
vendishii,-^ Ampullacea viltata, and Ampullacea. No, 1, a beau-
tiful new Hybrid variety.

J. and J.F. beg to acquaint their Friends and the Public, that
their collccti'^ns of Fuchsias and Verbenas contain all the best
varieties in cultivation, and that, having large stocks, they are en-
abled to offer them at very moderate prices.

J. and J.F. beg leave also to inform their Friends and the
Public, that their stock of Fruit-trees, Standard and Dwarf,
Trained and Untrained (of the most genuine kinds), Evergreen
and Flowering Shrubs, American Plants, Standard and Dwarf
Roses, are particularly fine this season, and very extensive.
Early commands will receive their prompt and most careful atten-
tion, and be much esteemed.
AU Orders they may be favoured with packed upon the most

approved prmciples. and ticUvered free of charge in London.
N.B.-A remittance or reference required from unknown cor-

respondents.-Nnr^ rrlGS, Clapham, near London, Sept. 15, 1842.

E^
CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
No. 34. BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON

EstaMishcd 1 823. Empowered by Act of Pariiamcnt, 3 William IV.

LoWCm BATES OF FESMTVIi THAN TUOS* OF ANT OTHER OFFICE,
that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :

—

Age. 16 20

Annual !

Frcmium'l
per cent.!

25 30 ^b 4U 45 6U

10 s\l U 7^1 19 0r2
I

4 3'210112 19 93 II gU 8

The Borsrt's declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to IG/.
per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in isap a second
Boxvs was awarded, amounting on the average to Ml. per cent,
on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

1:0 extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for
proceeding fin a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Pi;rt thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-
faring men by profession. Liccji-es are granted to go to any part
of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom thty may have been legaUy assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.
By order of theBoard of Directors,

Campbell James Dow.ver, Secretarj-,

TX/ESTBURTON, between Arundel and Petwortu,
» ' ScssEX. PINE PLANTS. live and Dead Farming Stock,

and a Life Interest in 803/. 55. firf. Consols.—To be Sold by Auc-
tion, by Mr. H. SALXEft {on the premises), by order of the As-
signees of Jambs liissHOPP, a Bankrupt, on Tuesday, the isth

mJS^S^^-"'-
^^*^» ** Eleven o'clock. The PINES consist of about

-rZ^Dix" .^^ ^"'^ Succession Plants of the very best qualitv.

hrLd ^rr^'t^'^'^rP'^'^
^1°"" ^^'^ ^''^^'y ^^^'^ always been cele-

^[^m ^- ^^^y Growth and Quality, and have obtained the

Kfxc^olw^ '^^ ^r*^^"
^^'^'"'-^ «"^ ^ ^ fnrther proof of

the ShnwPf^i^' ^^^y ^^""^ constantly carried the first Prize at

FWer lild pL. ^V""^'
Together with about Turee Thou.Hi.d

SSch tHo^L^^^^^
PAK.UXO Stock consists of 5

^t pr^s a^.d a nT^^^^^
^^">'' ^^^^^-*«oth Wether Sheep. 8

portable Thrash^rM^^ PotUtry. Afour-horse power
^rttcoT; C^^^^^^^^ Waggons, Lng-
Press! Cloths, and other Effectr''fHflTi^
Bisshopp, aged about 53 vra^' m 1 1 « *"

In^tkRk.t, of Janries

Cent. Consols, standLg in^hTAames^ ^' ^ ^'
an Annual Income of 24^. 1^107 wm ^''"2' ^^^ Producing
Three o'clock. ' ^^ ^"^ offered precisely at

Catalogites will be ready 14 days previous to thf. c«?«
be obtamed on the Premises ; -t &.7^^tm^^^^
street, Steynmg; and at the Office of the Auctioneer A^^ifr
The FIX. Plants and Farm.^o Stock nfay be Sd [he^^previous to the Sale, and Particulars of the Life Interest mavh«
obtained on application to Messrs- Ellis and Upton, SoUcitorV
Petworth. '

BELGRAVE NURSERY.
MESSRS. PROTIIEROE & MORRIS are instructed

by Mr. J. HoGERS, to offer to Public Auction, on Monpat
the 26th Sept. 1842, and following days, on the Premises, Eaton-
square, Pimlico, in consequence of the lease having expired— The
Glass and Erections of several Greenhouses and Pits. Brickwork,
ahont 300 feet of 6-inch Waterpipe, a quantity of Flints suitable

for Rockwork, and a large quantity of York Paving; also the
whole of the Nursery Stock, consisting of fine large bearing
Standard Mulberries, Almonds, Acacias, Limes, Poplars, Big-
nonias, Catalpa. Lilac, Cytisus, Laburnum, fine Hollies, Laurels,
Privets, Box, Roses, Laurustinus, Aucubas, Bays, Scarlet and
White Rhododendrons, Cedars of Lebanon, Evergreen Oaks,
Aibor-vitse, Cypress, Daphnes, Jasmines, a large quantity of
Ivy in pots from 3 to 8 leet, Large Privet Hedges, Box Edging,
Thrift, &c.; Pinks, Carnations, Herbaceous Plants, &c. Sec.

May be viewed a week prior to the Sale.—Catalogues to be had
on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen in London, and of the
Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and others.

LAVENDER.HILL NURSERY, WANDSWORTH- ROAD.—
Mr. Gko. Hainks will sell by Auction, by order of Mr. William
Pamplin, in consequence of part of his Nursery Ground being
required for other purposes, on Monpay, Oct. 10th, and two fol-

lowing days, at eleven o'clock, the Nursery Stock, which is par-
ticularly adapted for persons engaged in planting, comprising
large Evergreens, Fruit and Forest Trees, and Flowering Shrubs ;

Fine. grown Laurustinus, Laurels, Arbutuses, Evergreen Oaks,
Phillyreas, Aucubas, Cedarsof Lebanon, Hollies, Rhododendrons,
Spruce Firs, and other Shrubs ; choice Standard and Dwarf
Peaches, Nectarines and Aprffcots, Mulberries. Figs, Vines, Ivy,
Box Edging, large Aloe in tub, and a general assortment of young
Nursery Stock. Maybe viewed three days previous to the sale.

Catalogues to behad on the premises; at Messrs. Menier andCo.'s,

63t Strand
J
Messrs, Shepard*s, 99, New Bond-street; at the Office

of The Gardeners* Chronicle} and at Mr, Haines's Offices, Knights-
bridge, and at Pimlico.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, NURSERY AND SEEDSMEN,
ANO OTHERS.

THE Genuine STOCK IN TRADE of Mr. Lynnt,
Nursery and Seedsman, Bell-street, Henley, and Vines

Hill, Remenham, together with the occupation of the Nursery
Ground, till Lady-day, 1845, will be offered for absolute Sale by
Auction, by James Champion, on Thursday, 6th October, 1842,

and following day, at 11 o'clock precisely each day, as the Lots
are.numerous. The Sale will commence at the Shop in Bell street,

near the Obelisk, with the Stock of Garden and Flower Seeds,
and Bulbs of the most approved kinds (warranted as described),

Shop Fixtures, viz., Counter, Desk, 4 nests of Drawers, Seed-
Boxes, Shelves and Fittings, Weights and Scales; Corn and Seed
Measures, from a bushel to a pint; Clever Pony, Cart and Har-
ness, Saddle, Bridle. Wheel, Hand and Box Barrows, Truck,
Tub, and Box; Six Store Pigs, Pig Troughs, Hurdles, Glass Bot-
tles and Baskets, Half-tester Bedstead, and other Furniture ; 5

Sacks of Walnut-leaf Kidney and Early-frame Potatoes, &c., &c.
The Stock and Property at Vines Hill Nursery (entrance at

the foot of Remenham Hill) comprise 48 Hand Lights, 3, 2, and
I Light Melon Frames, 8 and 5-light Pits and Sashes, 2 small
Greenhouses recently erected ; Hot Water Pipes, Saddle, Boiler,

and Furnace ; a 45ft. Shed, slate roof, sashes, and partitions;
good assortment of named Standard and Trained Fruit and
Forest Trees, Hedges and Rows of Arbor Vitse, Laurels, Red
Cedars, Laurustinus, Firs, Irish Ivy, Box, Holly, Yew, White-
th rns, Privet, Phillyreas, Aibutus, Tulip, Fyrus Japonica, Roses;
Dutch Honeysuckles, Trumpet do., Lonicera flexuosa, DaMias,
American Plants, Althreas, Sweet Bays, Aucnba, and Yellow
Jasmines, Virginian Creepers, Spirrea bella, Syringa gran-
diUora, Blooming Camellias, and many other scarce plants

;

quantity of Pelargoniums, Cactuses, Myrtles, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
and many others ; Box and Thrift Edgiugsi Gooseberry, Cur-
rant, and Raspberry Bushes; Asparagus and Sea-Kale Plants;
Rhubarb, Strawberr}', and other Plants; large quantity of good
Manure, Road Stones, 2000 Flower Pots, &c. &c. Five weeks
will be allowed to clear the lots.

May be viewed three days previous to the Sale, and Catalogues
Sixpence each (without which no one will be admitted, return-
able to Purchasers), may be had on the Premises in Bell-street,
and Printing Offices, Henley and Wallingford ; the ** Gardener's
Gazette" Office, 343, Strand ; White Hart. Slough, Maidenhead,
Reading, Dorchester, and Wycombe; Crown, Marlow and
Benson; Journal Office, Oxford; and of the Auctioneer,
Nettlebed.

TO MARKET-GAHDENERS, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS.
PROTHEROE and MORRIS are instracted br the

Trustees of Messrs. Amausos and Sow, of Stoke Newington,
to submit to publiq competition, on the premises, WeUs-strect,
Hackney, on Monday, Oct. 3. 1842. at 11 o'clock precisely, the
whole of the VALUABLE STOCK, consisting of about 800 Hand-
glasses, 70 Three-light Boxes and Lights, the whole of which are
in excellent condition. Horses and Cart, a quantity of fine Rhu-
barb for forcing, and sundry Utensils. May be viewed two days
prior to Sale. Catalogues maybe had on the premises, of the
principal Seedsmen, aad of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone.

'• HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEAT ING BY 'S i

HOT WATER. "^ "

T WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c., Gloucester-
^ • PLAC«. Kixg's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders and
Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the
Nobility and Gentry that their busines.s, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of everv
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

suines but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and wUi heat a range of Forcing Houses 300 ft. in
length. •

Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means
of an open trough under the bed, is now being universallv
adopted. -^

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the
Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, neariy the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
^.c, at their Horticultiual Manufactory, Gloucester-place Chel-
sea, near Sloanc-squarc.

tlOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

Old P=^l l?nn "i."**^^-"/P^'^^^^°^ ^'^ *^«-' Agents for the

(See ESito'llL!l^i'«
P'^'^°^°^ ^^^''' i^P'-oved Conical Boilertaee tttjtor s description, Gardeners' Chronicle. March 12 d 17? 1

loJX^l^^y,'''TJ
^""^^'^ ^"» '''= found i^vahfable They are

Kiil^^Tni^^r," "' setting in brickwork, movable at

onlt oJ^'e in^4 ^^l"^ "* appearance, and require attention

partiCSars withT.lLn^ra*'
"?'='' "* ''• """"^ "P^«rds. Further

'^^u ^,^- ' r*°f ^'"^ estunates for heating anv descriotionof bmlAmg. may be obtained as above ; where llso ma^b" seenthe improved Wrou^ht-irr^n BoUer. as applied with Chanter'"
1""°,^^;*^^^"^"? ''"T'^'^esat Chatsworth. and many other ofthe Nobihtys Seats Ixoa Fencing. Hurdles. Bedste/ds. Oma-
mentai Ware-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sut
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

*^

N.B.—WArra's New Patent Laad-pressers and Drills.

rrO GARDENERS.-WANTED, a middle-aeerf
-- ried man, without children, as Gardener, Groom an
Servant J his wife a good Plain Cook, and capable of

^^^^'"^

household workj both respectable, industrious tr ^^''^*l

Servants. Apply, by letter, stating particulars of previm c
'^"^^

wages required, &c., addressed, A. B.,Mr. Stubberfipirt»« n*^'^'
Hastings, Sussex. ^° s, Grocer,

__ ^_ _ . ^ _ j^y^*^

WANTS a SITUATION as GAR^NERTTi^lr^
* » able Young Man, aged 28, who has a perfect knnwinf

^*^^"

the Forcing, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, and can wT**^
commended from the situation he has just left, from which h^^*"have two and a half years' undeniable character; likewise h ^
lived in the first of families. A single-handed place obipntftHV^"^
Direct to E. H., Elmer's End, Beckenham, Kent,

"^''^^^ to.-.

wANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER
der-Gardener, a young Man, aged 25; can have

or Un-

character from the place he has just left; understands the^m^^<»o.o«.o„t- ;^f ^'r^«r=. no objection to make himself £^Pn«^7n"nagement of Cows
useful. Direct to J. C, Mrs. Cooper's, Atlas-street, Roral h i L '

Greenwich. '
' ""'i f -

W-V^, ^/^^^^:-^r °° "^^^^i^i^i^-K, a steady
middle-aged man, who is well experienced in the biisirwat

andean have a good family character. Direct to J. W., A. Hair^
Esq.'s, Kensal-green, Harrow-road, Middlesex.

'

'

k - -

WANTS A SITUATION, a GARDENER and his
' » WIFE, without family: the Man is a steady, industrious,

perseveringindividual, about 40 ;
hashad extensive practice in the

Propagation and Growth of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables-
can manage Laud, Stock, &c,, if required. His wile is a good
plain Cook and Dairy-Woman, and can take charge of the house
Address, G. Turner, Dennis Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea.

Yl?'ANTED by a roREMA.N of a Gentleman's Gar-
V » den a similar Situation in the Vicinity of London, or as an

Assistant in the Floral Department of a Kursery ; has had m
years' experience, and can have a good Character from the Gar-

dener he is now with. Wages, 15 Shillings per week, or aaequi.

valent. Address Z. Y. X , Office of this Paper.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
WANTS a SITUATION as SHOPMAN, or Uxria

Shopman-, in a Seed Warehouse, a Young Man who
is well acquainted with the business. Address, Prepaid, Mr.

Cussons, Bookseller, Homcastle.

TT/"ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or Gar-
» ' dener and Bailiff, an active, industrious single Man,

36 years of age, who perfectly understands his Business, having

been brought up in it from a child, by his father: can manage a

Farmyard, Grass-land, &c. ; would have no objection to a single-

hauded place; can brew, if required. He can have a character

of 4^ years from his last place.—Direct to J. C, 43, Lirerpool-

street, Bishopsgate-within,

V\7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a young
V T Man, aged 30 j has a general and practical knowledge of

his Business, and can have a long and unexceptionable character

from the Gentleman he has juat left. Wages, 1/. per week.—Ad-

dress W, K., 3, Sutton-street, York -road, Lambeth.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved pnii-

cipies, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D..and E. Bailkv having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only ver^' efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge, llicy

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, lor

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour tone

employed by the Horticultural Society oi London, in executinKJiic

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at ChiswicK.

D. and E.Bailey also construct in metal all descnptiona m

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, ?«««-

men, and the jiublic to an inspection of their various dra^uiigj

and models, at 272, Holboru, where they have the oppoitumiy «

exhibiting, amongstotber metal works, an extremely compictea^u

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted tor the *-'*^^^"^

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more

plete than h
- ..

-i-i,«

D. and E, xiAii^Ai wcjc uicuj^l tw iin.nj^*'^-^ "'~y, prvatcrT
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the *-°^^" .i

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides Ui

others in this country and on the Continent.
jr Plant

D.andE.BAiLKYhave prepared a quantity of the Galvamt^^^,

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate *^*^"\^
'A-clii-

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough ^Ji'^'^ ^^ i^iter-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly. f>r »

vals, required, and which may be seen at their Manufacioiy.

lot water, and an arrangement 01 rnc o>tij »*^'

has hitherto been brought before the public

. Bailky were the first to introduce n^etaUic cui>

HEATING BY HOT WATER, ,,

TOIIN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerl^enjeii,

^ London, having been for many years extensively
^"JsN;^^.

Wanning Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, *^''^^?"A- -itber
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot

**r^J^ ^jg of

in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend *^"^^^ -jjije

heating in preference to any other. Numerous ''^^^^^"v^ny and
given both in town and country, where he has s"^*:^^*'*" .Lrior
satisfactorily apphed it. Baths httcd up and heated in ^Ar> j^^.-

manner. Orders executed in aU parts of the Country wku y

tuaiity and despatch.

T^DWARD BECK. MANUFACTURER I^'
^J^JJ^!

A-^ Isleworth, Middlesex, respectfuUy informs {^^^^^^^ (jon-

that his IMPROVED SLATE TUBS for Orange Trees au^^^^.^^

servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate ^-^^^^"^
jrijc hons^e

and Edgings for garden paths, may be seen m ose ac

upon application to the gardener.

HORTICULTURA^^^^^^
The first Monthly Part of ''THE GA^^^f m
KL FLORIST" contains many af^'^*:"

tbe

TO THE FELLOWS of
CIETIES.

AND PRACTICAL fLUKlfeT" Ci'ntaiuH iuahj -— n-hnut ^^*

highest importance to Horticultural Societies ^"^""^^igs of

Kingdom, with Diagrams to iUustrate the ^^^^^„^L\d^e «

Fr-owERS AND Plants. Price is.—London : -
Grooiu

Paternoster-row; and sold by all Booksellers.

OURREY.—TO BE LET 0N«![ EASE, ^ve^y elegj

^•^ and compact RESIDENCE, sitxiate on an eminence, .^

to be met with, within 7 miles of London; containing^ ^^y^yg.

ting-Rooms, 7 Sleeping-Rooms, Kitchen. ScuUe/y, »,"""* m an<i

ntent OfficeSi Coach-house and Stabling, witii Man sj^Tterros.
Loft over; a good Garden and neat Greenhouse. ^^ *^ut,
apply to Mr. Woolbert, 2 1 , Lawrence-lane, Cheapside j

«*

Hicits, Builder^ Toot^g.

I

I
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the NEXT

MEETING OF THE SOCIETY in Regent-Street wiU take

place on Tuesday, October the 4th, at 3 o'clock, p.m.

-a

^artrenetjSi' (S:f)tonitlu

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLCVVING WEEKS.
Tuesdaj*, Sept. 27 . • Floricultiiral 7dp. k, ~g

n-.» A ./ HorlKMilmral 3't.u."- ^ci. 4 . "iFlorJcultural ...... 7*p M.
Saturday, Oct 8 ... Royal Botanic 3|p. h.

CouKTBTT Show*—Sept. 2S, Newcastle. 27, Tamwonh- 23, Bri^fhton.

Everybody knows how often the newspapers of

the day contain descriptions of gigantic fruits and
vegetables. Every Christmas we hear of Norfolk
Turnips, large enough to hold a hare and brace of

pheasants ; and every summer some most prodigious

Pippin is the subject of an hour's wonder. Unfortu-

nately, however, there is rarely any guarantee of the
truth of these statements ; and many can, we fear, be
traced no further than the inventive genius of some
hanger-on of the daily press.

It is certainly worth knowing to what size a given
vegetable production can be brought by skilful culti-

vation. To be certain that one man has grown a Pine-
apple as large as a sugar-loaf, another a bunch of
Grapes such as the spies brought out of Canaan ; a
third, a head of Celery, like the bowsprit of a yacht;
and a fourth, such Cabbages as would realise

the fables of the Frenchman, who asserted that
his would form a goodly avenue to a country man-
sion, is not only amusing, but has its practical use. In
this way, a real standard of perfection is furnished,
towards equalling which all gardeners may strive, if

such is their taste, with some prospect ofsuccess. But
so long as these tales rest upon unauthentic evidence,
they are of no value; one cannot be certain

that they are true, and consequently they excite no
emulation ; for he would be a very foolish person who
should waste his time in attempting impossibilities.

No one now thinks of extracting sunbeams out of
Cucumbers.

In order, therefore, to furnish accurate and authen-
tic information upon these points, we have determined
upon endeavouring to render The Gardeners' Chro-
nicle a faithful record of all cases of extraordi-
nary size or weight which may be sent to our office.

At that place they shall be weighed, measured, and
entered in a book ; they shall also be published in our
columns, with such information as the senders may
afford, or such observations as our examination of
them may suggest; and if the owners will allow it,

they ghall remain in our office for tlie inspection of
the curious. To this plan we set no other limit than
that the specimens to be reported upon shall be pro-
duced in gardens or cultivated ground ; but whether
the specimens are Apples, Cucumbers, Pine-apples,
Cabbages, Potatoes, Onions, IMushrooms, or any other
sort of garden stuff, they will equally come within
our object. We only require that they shall be sent
to us and, if taken away at all, removed at the expense
of the owners.

Rather more than a year ago, we informed our
readers that His Grace the Duke of Devonshire had
most Uberally placed at the disposal of the Horti-
cultural Society of London an annual sura for the en-
couragement of researches into the Chemistry of Horti-
culture. Other sums having been subscribed by a
few Fellows of the Society, so that the experiments
rnight not be an expense to those who are uninterested
in such inquiries, a committee was appointed, and the
investigation was entrusted to Mr- Edward Solly, jun.,
"Whose interesting lectures upon the subject, given last
spring in the meeting-room of the Horticultural
Society, we very brietly reported at the time.
'^ Considering the extreme slowness with which all

investigations in analytical chemistry are necessarily
conducted, we hardly anticipated any results during
the present season. We have, however, before us the
first report of the committee, which contains some ex-
ceedingly curious matter.
One of Mr. Solly's inquiries was into the action on

plants of sulphuretted hydrogen, that gas which gives
Its most offensive smell to manure, and which it is
always the endeavour of gardeners and farmers to get
nu of.

^
Up to the present time it has been believed

that It is very pernicious to plants. It evidently acts
on plants as a venomous vapour, says M. De Can-
dolle (Phys. 1363); it destroys plants when mixed
with the air m small doses, and is chiefly inhaled at
mght. adds the same author in another place (p. 1372),
judging from some experiments of the Genevese
chemist Macaire. Sulphuretted hydrogen was said by
Messrs. Turner and Christison to act more slowly, but
not less surely, than some more active agents, causing
tne leaves to hang down perpendicularly, and become
naccid, and eventually destroying the plant. Liebig

broadly states that one of the chemical forms in which
1
this agent exists is a deadly poison ; and acting, it may
be presumed, upon such assertions, the proprietors of
gas-works have been exposed to actions from their

neighbours to recover compensation for some supposed
injury done to their gardens. One would imagine
that statements in which great authorities thus concur
must be well founded. ^Ir. Solly's experiments, how-
ever, by no means confirm them. On the contrary, it

would seem that sulphuretted hydrogen gas acts de-

cidedly in a beneficial manner. He says

—

'' 1 made
use of the hydrosulphuret of ammonia, the very com-
pound described by Liebig as being a * deadly poison ;'

but in place of killing plants, 1 found that in small

quantity it produced decidedly beneficial effects; in

some cases when it was applied to plants, in an un-
healthy state from the action of other substances, it

had the effect of invigorating them, and of restoring

their leaves to a healthy, green, and crisp condition.

The plants with which these effects were best observed
were the Garden Lettuce and the common Windsor
Bean. The solution of the hydrosulphuret of am-
monia employed was prepared by mixing a saturated

solution of the compound with fifty times its bulk of
water : such a solution had a most nauseous, disgusting

smell, and contained of course a large quantity of sul-

phuretted hydrogen. The plants under experiment
were selected from many, and were of the same age
and size, and as far as possible of the same healthy
state of growth. Some were watered with common
water, others with a dilute solution of jiydrosulphnret

of ammonia. At first only a few drops of the solution

were given; but finding that this produced little or

no effect, the dose was increased, and as much as half
an ounce a day, and sometimes even more, was given
to each plant. It was found that those thus treated

became stronger and sturdier; their leaves were of a
bright deep green ; the space between the nodes, or the
distance from leaf to leaf, was shorter, and the stems
were stronger and the whole plant more flourishing

than in those watered in the ordinary way, although
all other circumstances were alike, and care was taken
to place all under the same condition, by exposing
them equally to air and light, and giving them the
same quantity of water every day. IMants in a
languid state from over-doses of nitrate of potash, or

soda, or other saline manures, if not too much injured

by their previous treatment, appeared to recover more
rapidly when watered with the solution of hydrosul-
phuret of ammonia than wdien merely treated with
common water. In some of these latter cases a much
stronger solution was employed than that already

mentioned, containing two drachms of the saturated
solution of hydrosulphuret of ammonia in fifty of
water, and of this eight drachms were given daily. For
some time after thus watering the plants, the earth re-

tained a strong smell of sulphuretted hydrogen, and
the water which drained through, when tested by a

salt of lead, evidently contained a large quantity of
that gas."

This is a discovery of no small importance. It is

well known that one of the most active of all manures
is the gas liquor, and its effects have been of late as-

cribed to the ammonia it contains. But who shall

now say that it is not the sulphuretted hydrogen which
it liberates so plentifully? and if so, what a change
would be produced in the views of chemists, as to the

agents which it is requisite to preserve in manure?
We nmst confess that the statement al>out sulphu-

retted hydrogen being poisonous to plants always

appeared to us apocryphal, for these reasons—that it ne-

cessarily exists in the atmosphere, being given off in-

cessantly by putrid substances, and that it is most
abundant in the most active of all manures. The
error that seems to have been committed by the

chemists who investigated its action, appears to have
arisen from their submitting plants to too large a dose

of it. Carbonic acid,^well recognised as the principal

substance of plants, will kill them in doses not very

considerably greater than that proportion which nature

provides ; and we ourselves should perish under ex-

cessive quantities of even the most nutritious of our

daily food.

As Mr. Solly justly states, this unexpected fact, that

sulphuretted hydrogen acts beneficially upon plants,

necessarily leads to the inquiry whether sulphur, as a

valuable fertiliser, has not been overlooked. Se-

veral instances have been mentioned in our
columns of sulphur having proved beneficial to

plants in a marked manner, and it is extremely

well worth inquiry whether it cannot be added ad-
vantageously to manure heaps and compost beds.

Sprengel says that coal-ashes containing much suU
phur are employed in the preparation of some of the
German patent manures ; and we would advise our
xperimental readers to keep this in mind. It must,
however, be employed only in very small quantities.

OX THE CONSTRUCTION OF STAGES FOR
GKEENHOUSES,&c.

The construction of stages for Floricultural buildings

appears to be susceptible of great iaaprovexnenti the

tommon plan of placing shelf above shelf, like a series of

steps to the entrance of a house, is anything but orna-

mental ; and one would suppose that the object of such

an arrangement, was to make the pots as much a -feature

in the display upon them, as that of the plants themselves.

The great number of the latter seen at one view distracts

the. eye ; and many are necessarily placed so high upon
the stage, as to be beyond the view of the spectator.

The first object in the construction of stages should be
to have them so constructed and situated, as to afford

facilities for grouping plants; the second should be, to
give plants more the appearance of growing in borders,
than upon artificial structures, and the third, to keep the
pots out of sight—this is requisite for two reasons : first,

because they are no ornament, Rnd secondly, that it is

always desirable to protect the plant from being scorched
by exposure to the sua. It is also desirable to adopt an-
other mode of construction, for the purpose of giving

plants that aspect which is most suited to their habits

;

and, therefore, instead of placing the stages from the front

to the back of the house, as is generally the case, I would
place them in groups of stages : thus producing an effect

similar to the borders in a well-arranged flower-garden.
The spectators, in their progress from group to group,
would be attracted by the separate display in each, instead

of having their atteutiori drawn away by a whole blaze of

beauty at once.

The accompanying drawings represent the manner in

which I propose that sucli stages as have been described

should he constructed and placed in any Floricultural

building. The ground-plan represents part of the floor of

a house, 19 feet by 13, on which are planted 12 stages

and 3 vases (d, n, d), basins, or any other suitable orna-

mental article, with a gangway betwixt them, 3 feet wide.

The plan also shows sections of three different modes of

constructing the stages, and the position of the pots in

each ; all the stages stand upon stone tables, resting upon
brick piers, the top of each table being 2 feet 2 inches above
the level of the floor.

A

In the stage a there are no shelves, the pots being

plunged into cylinders (made of the same material as

flower-pots) standing upon the tables—as shown by the

dotted lines ; the space all round them being filled with

compost level with the rim of each series of pots. The
object of this plan is to aflford opportunities of planting

various creepers and small bulbs betwixt each of the

potted plants, for which there will be plenty of room when
they stand 12 inches apart from stem to stem. The pots

are supposed to rest by their rims upon the edge of the

cylinder, and may of course be removed with the greatest

facility.

In the centre stage, b, the supporters stand directly

upon the table, and are cemented to it, the space between
each being made water-tight, and filled up sohd to within

half-an-inch of the bottom of the pot. If an inch deep of

water is poured into this space, the pot will be immersed
half-an-inch ; a small hole in the side will regulate the

height of the water-line, and another in the bottom will

draw off the water when it requires changing. This mode
of construction may be adopted for such plants as need

large suppHes of water.

The stage c is supposed to have shelves pierced with

holes to receive the pots, which rest upon their rims.

The stages in my little greenhouse are so fitted up, and

have been seen by many practical men, who prefer this

plan of plunging the pot? into the stages to the old one of

setting them upon the shelves. The fronts of the stooe

tables may be variously ornamented : those in one house

having trellised pannel?, another having rusticated ^^^
of brick or stone, while a third may be in imitation of

rustic basket-work, and a fourth in rough courses, like

small rockeries, with spaces between for creepers, orchi-

daceous or anv other plants best suited to the purpose.

The dotted 'lines under the stage b will give some idea

how this may be done ; various other modes of ornament-

ing mnr be adopted, according to the particular taste of

the mdiVidual. The vases* &c, n, p, n, may be fiUed witli
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climbers for the open spaceagamst the sides of he house,

and with creeper* to bang over the edges. The flower-

pot* Intended to be u.ed in such stages as have been de-

acribed, should be gauged before the plants ;ire put juto

them and all thoac rejected which do not fit the holes ;

the y^*i-^ste ones will answer for propagating, &c.

J bare mentioned that bulbs might be planted between

the plants in stage a ; but, at the same time, I am aware

that they cannot be transplanted by lifting the bulbs, as is

done with the other plants. Could it not be done thus ?

—

provide bottomless pots, or rather cylinders, about 2 inches

jn diameter inside ; place a number of these upon a piece

of slate, an3 plant a suitable-sized bulb in each, (of course

arioas-sized cylinders would be required,) then fill up the

apace betwixt the cylinders with ashes, or other material

;

when they have got well established, shift them into the

atagc«t *Q<^ after they have flowered, remove them to ripen

off. The cylinders should be deep enough to hold some of

the earliest-formed roots, which would not be disturbed by

the removal.

Being but an amateur, my suggestions may not be alto-

gether correct ; but I shall be glad if this attempt to im-

?irove the construction of stages in Floricultural buildings

S succeeded by other articles on the same subject, from

some of your able correspondents, as such a discussion

must lead to some practicalimprovement in them.—//. L,

1

No. I.

Translated from
ON ANIMAL MANURES.

(By Professor Ciiabies Sprexgel.
the German.)

jlnimai OffaL—All animal remairiF, with the exception

of their e-\creuients, are comprised under the above de-

nomination. Animal offal is a very powerful manure, a

circumstance which is to be ascribed to its being com-
posed of substauces which, even in small quantities,

advance vegetation in a very powerful manner. It con-
tains, besides some other elementary substances, a great

quantity of nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, and chlorine, of

v.^ich it was stated previously, that even the smallest

quantities perform an important part in the nourishment
of plants. But it is especially the nitrogen, which renders
offai such superior manure. Moreover, animal offal con-
tains these substances in such combinations, as are either

by themselves very soluble in water, or as, by their de-
composition, form substances which require an equally
small quantity of water for their decomposition, which
circumstances, however, cause its action to be very
transient. In all places wbere agriculture is in a high
state of i>erfection, animal offal is carefully collected and
used as manure, wliikt it is neglected in countries where
farming is carried on without intcUigehce ; in such places
it 1? not considered wottli while to carry on the land small
quantities of matter, bees- - it is Ijeiieved that the value
of manure consists in its mast* Amongst the most valu-
able kinds of animal off'alaretthe following:

1. Carvassis of Deli^Snimah,~CRrcn$ses consii=t of
loncfi, flesh, fat, and other soft parts. The flesh con-
tains, according to chemical analysis, in 100,000 parts, on
an average—

77,170 parts of water,

IbSOO muscular fibre, vessels, and nerves,
cellular tissue,

albumen, and serum of blood,
f osmazome, with a little lactite of soda,

I potash, and chloride of lime.
0,150 mucous matter,
0,900 phosphate of soda, and
0,080 phosphate of lime.

4;

],.900

2^200

J,800

100,000 parts.

Tfce muscular fibre, vessels and nerves, the cellular tissue,
albumen and serum, osmazome and mucous matter, are
those substances of the flesh which contain abundance of
nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus and chlorine, and possess a
high value as a manure. Ofmuch less importance is the fat,
which, m Its pure state, consists only of carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen; and it would be still less worth if there were
not the cellular tissue, in which the fat is contained, to
Which the manuring quality of the refuse of the tallow-
nielter is to be ascribed.

5n?^ ^/!^
*^I

animals dying a natural death soon passes

ind ffc'itl'/^^^S^^^^^^^"'
^= 5t is not deficient in water,

h^lnlf i"""^^?
^"''^S that process a great quantity of

account of beiug diseased \^ r. ? ^.^ ^^^"^ ^'"^^ ^"

pieces, which T^:SSoil\t S'tT' '''''
^^^'i

can be said provided the soil conUins much hum"c3
&tT . ' l^l^'f^P^i^^^onl^ can be chemicaHy £'
&ti I It IS better to cut the flesh of carcasses in smalfpSsand put It, with moist soil rich in humus, into a holewhere it may rot, by which meaaa all the ammonia will be
chemically fixed. The bones also, which do not require
to be bared of fl^h, may be equally placed in the
hole, and afterwards taken out and used by themselves-
We generally find it stated that carcasses should be mixed
up with quicklime, and thrown into a ditch, where they
Boay decay; but this occasions a considerable loss of fer-
tilising materials, because the greatest portion of the
nitrogen escapes. For if a portion of it combines wirh
the oiygen of the atmospheric air, and forms nitric acid,
which may enter into chemical combination with lime and
ammonia, and so becomes nitrate of lime and ammnnia -

still, the most of the nitrogen combines with hydrogen, I cannot but introduce it, notwithstanding its^lT^Tir
and escapes under the form of ammonia* If nitrogen is not '^ ^ ^^•

to be wasted, no lime should be added, nor is it at all

necessary, if the carcasses have been mixed with soil rich

in humus. It is true, that lime })revents the formation of

phosphuretted and sulphuretted hydrogen gases, because

by its presence phosphoric and sulphuric acid is generated

out of the phosphorus and sulphur; but soil rich in humus
will also (if not employed in too small a quantity) secure

the putrid gases just as well ; and as this kind of soil is

by no means destitute of bases, sulphuric and phosphoric

acid will in this case also be generated.

The Entrails of dead animals are to be treated in the

same way as the flesh, if they are to yield the greatest ad-

vantage as manures. After they have been frequently

worked up with humous soil, and are properly decayed,

they form an admirable topdressing ; but must always be

employed in small quantities, or they will make vegetation

push much too luxuriantly.

(7*0 be continued*)

^ FAMILIAR BOTANY—No. X.
Do Plants breathe ?—;To be sure they do, as much

as you or I, or any other creature ; and they are just as

liable to suffocation. The keeping plants alive for a long

time in Ward's cases is no proof to the contrary, for fresh

air is always finding its way into the inside of such cases, in

spite of all you can do to exclude it. As to plants which
have been preserved for months in a bottle, with a bladder
tied over the mouth of it, they too get at fresh air. Besides,

there is another reason why plants can live in such con-
fined places : they purify their own atmosphere, more
than they vitiate it. In this respect they are very dif-

ferent from animals, which vitiate only. When a plant

breathes, it makes use of its skin, for you know it has no
mouth, and through all parts of its skin, where it is green,

is nir flying off and rushing in incessantly.

All that the plant really wants is a little food, which is

supplied by water with a small quantity of common soil,

and plenty of light—the more the better. You have no
idea how a plant rejoices in the light, how fast it feeds,

how fast it digests, and what a thrill of delight passes

through it when the first sunbeams strike it in the early

morning, after a long night's rest. Only call to mind the

gay flowers, the rich green leaves, the sturdy happy-look-
ing bushes that skirt the steep bank of a rivulet, or an
open-forest glade facing the east, and compare them with
the weakly, slender starvelings that are stretching upwards
in the gloomy shadows of the choking plantation ; and you
will see how important to the health and comfort of a
plant is the sunlight, and how thankful it is for the vigour
that is there infused into it. But plants are like animals ;

they may be killed by that which strengthens them, if un-
skilfully administered. The sunbeams which cherish
a plant will also rob it of its moisture ; and if the robbery
is prolonged too much, it will die of dryness. That is

what nature always tries toprevent,and what we also must
take care to op])ose. In iirs native seat there are the dews
of heaven, the drops that sparkle on the leaves in the
morning, the mists and the plenteous showers which are
bountifully furnished by nature for the welfare of plants,
and to surround them with a moist atmosphere, such as the
sun cannot exhaust before it is restored again. All these
things, or at least their substitute, mustbeprpvided when
plants are made to live in closed-up places. Thus pro-
vided, they will travel to great distances, and endure a
confinement of many months' duration. Light, moisture,
and a little earth, are all that a plant, shut up in a
bottle, needs for its sea-stock ; but these it must have.
There once was a foolish captain who received on board
bis ship a bos of various plants for his friends on the
other side the world ; it was glazed with beautiful plate
glass, and made tight by all the means whichingenuity could
suggest. The Captain saw it, and admired it, especially
the transparency of the glass, and the fresh and healthy
plants that could be seen so plainly through it. As the
voyage was to be a long one, he ordered the box to be
carefully deposited in the hold of the ship. This Captain
often bethought him of the box, and the charming plants
that were trained up^within it, and of the delight it would
afford his friends when he should present it to them, filled

with the gay flowers of their own dear native land. At last
the voyage drew to a close, and the box was ordered upon
deck, when,Io! of all the fresh green plants that it originally
contained not one remained. In their room was darkness,
and blackness, and decay ; the very glass was dimmed by
the slimy remains of the perishing flowers, which had clung
to it when they died, as if they knew how kind a guard it

was intended to have been to them. The Captain was
dismayed, and blamed the people who packed the box, and
the long, long voyage ; he never thought of blaming him-
self, nor of his folly in putting into the dark what had been
so carefully glazed to admit the light. What would he have
thought if he had been himself locked up in a sea-chest all
the voyage ? Light is life—but more so to plants than
to any other living things.
When care is taken to use a white bottle, with a piece

II *r'^f
"P^^ge snd a little earth in it, and to place it in

RU the bright light of the sun, plants may be carried alive

ILi-'l'^^t,^-^^
''^^"'* *^^ ^^^^^- i^ «^3 in this way

KpI M ,f^^^^'«
^s said to have been first conveyed to^ew Holbnd by a lady, and as it so happened that it wasbegimung to bloom when it arrived, the interest excited

by the event was quite extraordinary. Such crowds, in-
deed, are said to have welcomed ifs ! : 'Lig, in their eager,
ness to catch a glimpse of the weU-remembered stranger,
that a guard was placed over it to protect it from injury.
A little poem upon this incident has been published in
«* Aiusworth'fl Magatiae/^ wlucli is so beautiful that I

Australia's strandwas swarm-
ing

With myriads, tier on tier;

Like bees they clung and clus-
terM f

Oji wall, and pile, and pier.

The wanderer and the outcast,
Hope, penitence, despair.

The felon and the free man.
Were intermingling there.

There ran a restless murmur,
(A murmur deep, not loud.

For every heart was thrilling,)

Thro ugh all that motleycrowd

.

And every eye was straining
To where a good ship lay,

With England's red cross wav-
ing

Above her decks that day.

And comes she deeply freighted

With human guilt and shame?
And wait those crowds expect-

ant
To greet with loud acclaim ?

Or comes she treasure-laden?
And ache those anxious eyes

For sight of her rich cargo.
Her goodly merchandise ?

See I see ! they lower the long-
boat.

And there — they man the
barge

—

Trick'd out and mann'd so
bravely

For no ignoble charge.

Gold gleams on breast and
shoulder

Of England's own true blue;
That sure must be the Captain,

Salutes his gallant crew.

And that the Captain's Lady
They're handing down the

side

—

Steady, my hearts ! now,
steady,"

Was that the coxswain cried ?

" Hold on !" She's safely seated.
** In oars !*' — a sparkling

splash

—

Hats off on decTc — one cheer
310W

—

'* Pull, hearties !" — off they
dash.

And now the laics long stretch-
ing "'^-ft ^

Of eager gazers, strain
(Converging to one centre)
The landing-place to gaiifT *

j

•*A guard ! a guard!" in haste
then ^^

The Governor calls out

—

*' Protect the lady's landing
From all that rabble-rout."

Her foot is on the gunwale

—

Her eyes on that turmoil

—

She pauses so a moment, *

Then treads Australia's soil.

II

With looks of humid wonderShe gazes all about-
But, oh I her woman's natnr.

Calls that no -rabbi Zr,
For well Bhe reads the feeWEach face expressive wtarglAnd well she knows what w^i*

That precious thing she bearj

That precious thing-(Oh,
woa.'drons

!

^
Oh, spell of potent power

From English earth transiUt
ed 1)— *^""

A little lowly flower.

Be blessings on that Ladyi
Be blessings on that hand

!

The first to plant the PrimroM
Upon the Exile's lana t

The sound had gone before herNo eye had closed that nitht-
Soyearn'd they for the niorrW
So long*d they for the light.

'

She smiles, while tears are dron
ping— *^'

She holds the treasure high
And land and sea resoundinr.
Ring out with one wild cr)-*

And sobs at its subsiding
From manly breasts are heard-

Stern natures— hearts guilt!
hardened.

To woman's softness stirr'd.

One gazes all intentncss—
That felon boy— and, lo!

The bold bright eyes arcglijtcn.
hig,

Long, longunmoisten'd so.

The mother holds her child up;
" Look, little one !" cries she

j

** I puird such, when as blith.

some , «i

And innocent as thee."

No word the old man utters—
His earnest eyes grow dim;

One spot beyond the salt-sea

Is present now with him.

There blooms the earliest Prim,
rose.

His father's grave hard by;
There lieth all his kindred-
There he shaU never lie.

The living mass moves onward^

The Lady and her train
j

They press upon her path stilJ,

To look and look again.
T

Yet on she moves securely,

No guards are needed there;

Of her they hem so closely,

They would not harm a hair

!

Be blessings on that Lady!

Be blessings on that hand I

The first to plant the Primrose

Upon the Exile's land

!

K\ fv i

^. AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXIX. .

Window plants, which were recommended to be placed

in a partially shaded situation during the hot summer

months, may now be fully exposed to the sun. If this is

not attended to now, they will soon become drawn and

weak ; they will also be less able to withstand the winter,

and will not flower so well nexi year- Those in Wards

cases should be carefully examined from time to time, and

the strong-growing kinds kept from destroying the weas

ones. For this purpose, the case ought always to be con-

structed so that every part of it can be readily got at by

means of a door ia front. Some persons are averse to

having doors in such cases, because they will not then be

air-tight ; but a little consideration will convince any one

that these things cannot possibly be air-tight, even if they

have no door; their chief utility, therefore, consists in

preserving a moist atmosphere around the plants—wbic

suits their consitutions much better than the dry aii"*^' *

sitting-room ; and this can be preserved nearly as wel

with a good-fitting door, as if the case had been made

without one : the plants will, moreover, be better attendee

to, because they are easier to get at.
* • • «,

If the directions have been attended ^o, which ^ere

given some time ago, respecting tlie cutting down and tn

repotting of Greenhouse Pelargoniums, they will noff oe

in a condition for removal into the house. They snou

be placed thinly, as near to the glass as possible, and Uav

plenty of air in the night as weO as in the day, until tne

frost renders it unsafe to have the sashes open at n»gn^

If there are grapes in the greenhouse which are ^^*
'J?

ripe, the plants may be allowed to stand for a short tnn^

longer in the open air ; in this case, however, they ong

to be fully exposed, and the pots so placed that the wor

cannot find their way into the soil. Pot off the youDg

plants, which will by this time be rooted, and ^^%^^^^j
in a close and shaded situation for a few days, until

^;

form roots in the fresh soil ; they may then be ^^^^^^^
the same way as the older plants, and they will maKe ^
flowering plants next year. They will not be so ^^y
the older specimens ; but, unless for the P^^P^^^^ ^J.-.^e
hibition, I cannot but think that it is only a waste oi "

and room for the amateur to attempt to grow them to
;

great size, particularly as he can have a much gr

variety if he grows young plants in small pots.
^^^^

drangeas, and many other things which wererecommei
^^

for propagation some time since, should be r*^p
jj*

without delay, and they will become established anu ^^^

before they are removed to their winter quarterSjp ^^^

In the flower-garden it will be necessary now to see
^^

strong-growing things^ such i^ Petunias and Yerl?€uw»

I

I

4

1
1

I

3
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not grow over and cboke others less robust ; where this

is the case, the former should be cut away, in order that

light and air may be admitted. Attention of this kind is

particularly necessary in a rockwork, where such things

are planted in summer merely to fill up the vacancy, until

the rock-plants are large enough to cover it themselves.

The strange intruders frequently monopolise the whole,

and when they are destroyed by the frost of winter, it is

often found that they have rotted our favourite rock-plants,

instead of affording them protection.

As long as the fine dry weather lasted, the amateur was

advised to lay in a stock of the different kinds of soils

which he is continually in want of. Those who intend

planting a bed or clump of Rhododendrons, and other

American plants, should turn over and break up the peat

which they will require for this purpose. Old soil, which

has been lying in the compost yard for a year or two, is

rather better than that which is fresh; but the latter will

do if none of the other can be obtained. As these shrubs

may either be planted in the autumn or spring, I will

shortly give some directions for making the b2ds or

clumps, and for. planting them.

—

R, F.

I

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Colours of Flowers.—In a leading article in the Chro-

nzc/^ of 20th Aug- last, in endeavouring to explain the

cause of the change of colour in the Phlox, you observe

that the changes in the colours of plants generally are owing
either to the absorption or exhalation of that all-important

element, oxygen ; and that the change in the colour of

the Phlox from blue to red is on account of the liberation

of the oxygen gas absorbed during the night, consequent

on the action of the sun's rays on the petals of the flower,

as proved from those flowers being the first affected which
first come under the influence of that luminary. But on
reading the chapter devoted to this subject in Professor

Lindley's " Introduction to Botany," I find facts therein

stated which I cannot reconcile with your theory. The
author, it would seem, purposely avoids giving any direct

opinion of his own, and publishes the discoveries of
Schubler, Funk, and others whom I suppose we are to

consider as ** authorities" in the matter. The two former
of these gentlemen consider, I believe, that the colours of
all flowers may be divided into two grand series :

—

1. Those of which yellow is the type, and which is re-

regarded as produced by chromule in an oxidised state,

and which are capable of passing into red or white, but
never into blue ; and 2. Those of which blue is the type, in

which they regard the chromule as having been deoxidised,

and which may pass into red or white, but never into yel-

low : the former being called oxidised colours, and the

latter deoxidised—Green being the point of equilibrium
between the two. Thus we have

Green
Yellow Green.
YeUow..
Orange Yellow.
Orang-e.
Orange Red.

Red.

Greenish Blue.
Blue.
Violet Blue,
Violet.
Violet Blue.

Now if we regard the red colour, according to the theory of
Schubler and Funk (and which is also, I believe, confirmed
by Macaire), as produced by the further oxidation of the

green and yellow, how can it also be produced by the de-

oxidation of the blue ? that colour being, as I suppose, the
minimum point of oxidation, and containing consequently
less oxygen than any other. I should rather consider the

change of colour in the Phlox to be due to an increased

absorption of oxygen ; but how that is attained during the
day, if the petals, regarded as modified leaves, perform
the like functions, and possess the same properties of de-
composing atmospheric air, I know not. We find, more-
over, that vegetable blues are turned red by acids, and
that, too, in consequence of the oxygen contained therein.

I shall feel particularly obliged if you would place me in

the right path, as nothing to me is more disagreeable than
*• wandering amidst doubt,'' whilst a hint from an abler
head may elucidate the whole.

—

H.]J, Turner, [We
•can only repeat \vhat was before stated, that very little is

known about the causes of colouring in plants, and refer
our correspondent back to the article on which he has
commented, and to Professor Lindley's ''Introduction to
Botany," where he will find that the theory of Schubler
and Funk is merely given guanhtm valet, and that Mar-
quart 'objects to it altogether. Neither we nor any one
else have the means of arriving at positive conclusions upon
this obscure matter. Multiplied observations are indis-
pensable; and until they have been made, speculation
upon vegetable colours will be mere groping in the dark.
The explanation offered in the case of the Phlox is very
intelligible, and not at variance with any received facts,
and is quite as likely to be right as any other.]

Change of Colour in the Flowers,—The mutability
which characterises many flowers, and referred to lately by
you, is a very curious, though a difficult problem. Tempera-
ture ts singularly involved in the solution ; though I would
not venture to exclude the combined influences of atmo-
spheric air and the electro-chemical action of light. When
a leaf of red Cabbage is ruptured, the juice is blue ; hence,
the late Mr, Smithson imagined that the change arose
from the escape of carbonic acid originally circulating in
the plant ; but I find that heat applied turns the blue to
red

;
I also found that slips of paper dyed blue became

red when heated, and that the effect remained'; but when
exposed to the cold, produced by radiation, the blue colour
was restored precisely similar to what would have been
occasioned by the effect of an alkali. 1 also discovered
that a piece of ice changed a tincture of red Beet to brown

an alkaline effect also on vegetable colours.— J. Murray.
The Stinjiower.—Your correspondent who doubts the

truth of the poetical idea of the Sunflower following the

sun, and then untwisting her neck and waiting for^himin f

the other quarter, should remember that the genus Heli-
anthus, being American, could not be the Sunflower of
Ovid and Clytie, which I take to have been a Dordnicum.
Now, I can answer for D. plantagineum following Phoebus
in the most persevering and faithful, not to say obstinate,

manner. Probably many others of the family do the
same.— W,\Fox Strangxrays,
Summer Pruning qjf Pear-Trees,—In Nos. 34 and 35

of the Chro7iicl€f Mr. Ayreshas made some comments on
my communications in preceding Kumbers, respecting the
summer pruning of wall-trees. As no other correspondent
has offered an opinion [upon the subject, I beg leave to

say a few words in reply, hoping yet to make a convert of
Mr. Ayres, although he has brandished his knife with
some earnestness. He cannot reconcile the idea of broken
branches (in a green state) for two or three months in a
fruit-garden, however great the advantage may be in re-

storing barren trees to fruitfulness. If trees are not
fruitful, of what use can they be, however neatly trained.-^

At the proper season fruit is required there is but little in
the garden, and neatly-trimmed trees are pointed out in

compensation. I doubt much if superior neatness will

atone for the want of fruit The pleasures of gardening
may be traced to mixed sources ; and harmony in garden
scenery is, I conceive, produced by a combination of parts,

forming a whole ; therefore, if the fruit-garden is not what
it ought to be, a link is displaced in the chain. The ob-
ject of the planter must be fulfilled, and the production of
fruit should weigh down every other consideration; so
that the first objection is, I think, removed. Secondly,
Mr. Ayres thinks the pendulous shoots cannot benefit the

tree by returning the elaborate sap. In this, 1 imagine,
he is also mistaken, and that his conclusions are opposed
to facts. In June the superfluous wood is broken down,
by the finger and thumb, to within two inches of the base.

This operation, though expeditious, must be done with
care, so that each shoot may bang, in connexion with
the tree, by about one-fourth of its substance. Nature
soon partly heals this wound ; the branches maintain a
steady, graceful, and recumbent appearance for the sum-
mer, causing the walls to be an object of surprise and in-

terest, and too regular in appearance to,be unsightly ; at

least, so numerous skilful men have stated who have wit-

nessed and now adopt the system in preference to any
other. If Mr. Ayres will make a trial, he will find that

the pendent branches of wall-trees are not so much blown
about in the breezes of June, July, and August (not
usually stormy months) as he supposes. They keep as

healthy as any other part of the tree in appearance, in-

crease in size very little, and rarely produce another leaf

(after they are broken down). Does Mr. A. maintain that

the secretions of these healthy leaves are not taken back
into the tree by its superior attraction ? These branches
and leaves, cut off in the summer, roust be a source

of weakness to the tree ; but retained, they clarify and
return tlie streams of life, nourishing and reviving

stunted flower-buds, and also assisting the eyes at the base
of the pendent branches to make prominent fruit-buds,

which the upper eye on strong spurs will do the first

season, however startling the fact may appeal'. When the

upper eye on the spurs of strong trees swells thus early,

the lower ones generally form wood the following summer;
in June they are broken down as directed, and by Sep-
tember the eyes on the spurs will be found healthy

embryo fruit-buds. Therefore by this method of summer-
pruning and judicious root-cutting, trees will be so strongly

disposed to bear fruit, that an excess of wood the third

season may not be expected ; consequently a cause for

Mr. Ayres's fear of overshading seldom occurs in practice.

But should there be too many pendent shoots on any one
part of a tree, the skill and good sense of the operator

will show him where a few may be broken off (not cut)

within two inches of the base. Upon the few spurs that

I have occasion to shorten in this way, I rarely find the

eyes left push into leaf that season, but they invariably do

the second. This is another proof'that the leaves on the

pendent branches perform their functions freely, and that

the early removal of summer wood is a source of evil. A
tree, like an animal, is composed of several organs, each

performing distinct functions, but all connected and con-

tributing to one great end. The slightest derangement in

this harmony may affect the health of the entire system.

The leaf of a tree may be compared to the stomach, and

the root to the mouth of an animal, the trunk of the tree

to its body, '&c. If the digestive powers of the stomach

are impaired, illness and a waste of strength are the con-

sequence in the whole system : the mouth closes against

food, the body droops, and the limbs wither. So it also

is with a tree ; for in proportion to the number of leaves

destroyed in an active slate, its debility will increase r

therefore I was rather surprised to find Mr. Ayres recom-

mending something like the old system of mutilation for

restoring barren robust trees to fruitfulness. The dif-

ference is, that he only cuts off a piece at a time. This
reminds me of a servant, who had orders to cut a young
dog's tail off; but his humanity was so great, that he dc-

tenuiut^d upon taking off only a small piece at a time, and
began with two inches. When the wound healed up, he
removed another piece, and so oa. However, the poor
brute was nearly dead before he lost all that was neces-

Your correspondent says, that the use of the knifesary

of great prejudice among some practical

I agree that the knife is a most useful

is the sour

gardeners ;

tool in the huuds of a skilful operator, but, like other

edged tools, should not be played with or used out of

season. It is against the free and unseasonable use that

practical gardeners have a prejudice. It is well known
amongst them, that in saoimer-pruning the finder and

thumb are preferable to the knife; this both practice and

observation have established. Having now spoken on
Mr. Ayres's principal objections, I will glance at a part of

the system he recommends. First, he commences by
cutting away three or four strong roots in the autumn;
whereas, I begin with the branches.the summer i^reviously

to the autumnal root-pruning : secondly, he allows his trees

the next season to set a heavy crop of fruit, if he can get it

;

here he must have forgotten that the object of my article

was the management of robust barren trees, so as to induce
fruitfulness. To do this, I turn tijc gross productions of
the trees into fruit-bearing wood during the first and second
season, and into fruit afterwards. If he caimot get fruit,

lie cuts off more roots and disbuds, after stating, in the
onset, that he disliked lacerating the bark by disbudding.
He commences the summer-dressing by cutting off the
young shoots to five or six leaves (about eight inches, I
suppose). These foreright stumps will shade the tree
more than my pendent branches ; the sap will flow freely
into the upper eyes, and, in strong trees, nature restores
what man destroyed—an outlet for the sap in the shape of
another shoot. But if the top should not thus grow into
wood, but partake of the secretions moderately, the natural
consequence is, that the resources of the tree arc expended,
chiefly in promoting the growth of these useless long spurs,
only to be cut off by the knife (Mr. Ayres tells us) in July
or early in August, retaining about two inches at the base
with two miserable eyes, for up to this period that part
of the wood removed by the knife was mostly benefited,

and if the tree is not e:thausted by root-pruniug, the sudden
impetus given to the remaining half-withered eyes will

cause many to sprout ; therefore, the embryo fruit-buds

are not to be found so abundant as is &Uj>posed ; whereas,
the eyes on the spur of the pendent branches are certain,to

become fruitful, partaking so moderately of the secretioni

of the leaves. This opinion is not borrowed or far-fetched,

but the result of long practice, experience, and observation.
This system is applicable to all wall-fruit trees bearing on
spurs ; but I seldom have occasion to practise it, on any
but Pears and Filberts. I do not doubt that Mr. Ayres'a
system, like the common one, will answer in some soils anvl

situations; but I doubt very much if it is so expeditious

and certain as this.—//, Bowers^ Laleham.—[With this

communication, Mr. Bowers has forwarded a specimen
exhibiting the eye upon a spur, immediately below whera
the shoot has been broken, converted into a prominent
fruit-bud ; proving that it ia not impossible for blossom-
buds to form upon such shoots during the same season in

which they are bent down.]
Root-pruning Fear Tr^e«.—When root-pruning Pear

trees was first brought into notice, many cavillers asserted

that under such treatment the trees would produce small

and gritty fruit only. I have, therefore, thought proper
to send you a few specimens from trees that have been
root-pruned from five to seven years. The trees from
which these specimens were gathered are not larger than
a middle-sized Gooseberry bush ; and yet they have pro-

duced from three to four dozen each. They are, I assure

you, very interesting objects of garden culture.— T. Rivers

,

jun.f Sawbridgeworth, [Amongst the Pears sent are,

Beurree Diel, Beurrde d'Aremberg, Marie Louise,

Beurree Van Mens, and llelli»ime d^utomne ; in each
case the fruit is handsome, and, for standards, full sized

without the slightest appearance of grittiness.

Soham Gardens.—Your able correspondent, Mr. Ayres,
is, I trust, labouring under a delusioa, or his memory
fails him, when he states that the proprietor of Soliam.

has great objections to the gardens being seen. In au
article which appeared in the ** Gazette " a few years back,

bearing the signature of " Cantab," it was stated that they
would be gratified by any respectable person visiting the

place, to see a system ofcovering pits and frames, invented

by the said " Cantab."

—

Veritas.

Tobacco,—While upon the subject of weeds, I recom-
mend you to direct the attention of your readers to that

most offensive one—Tobacco. This morning I mounted a
coach at early dawn to travel through a delightful country,

and as we rattled out of the gateway of the old ian, I was
anticipating those rural fragrances which, like the land-

breeze to the home-sick mariner, recall to the miad the

most delightful associations ;—but, woe is me ! upon the

box immediately before me, sat a reverend gentleman, who
soon threw a cloud over the whole prospect* May 1 ask,

does it never occur to such persons, that the smoke and
ashes of their cigars are offensive to the eye and noses of

their fellow-travellers? that their filthy saliva, so unskil-

fully ejected as to be blown into their neighbours' faces, is

exceedingly disgusting 1 It is no excuse to say—** I

asked first if it would be disagreeable." 1 have heard a

lady politely reply, ** I beg you will not consider me,"
when she has afterwards acknowledged that the whole
course of a romantic ride, which she has adventured out-

side to witness to greater advantage, has been a time of

misery from tbis loathsome practice. Pray, sharpen your

hoe, and eradicate as much as you can of this filthy weed.

Anllpuff.—[With all the good- will in the world, we
cannot undertake to meddle with the practice of Tobacco-

smoking. .If a knowledge that it induces apoplexy, and

most undoubtedly affects the intellect iojariousiy, will not

stop it, nothing that we could say would y>e. likeU' ta have

the eflfect. There is but one cure, and that lies with the

ladies. Let all tlugentlew&men in the ccuntry enter t^^i<»

iS
a league to marry no one who smokes^ and the /«•"**

gone. To the Ladies, t]^.rt, we must b?g to intrust the

eradication of Tobacco weeds, or to sucii of om corre-

spondents as have more eloquence thm we pu^Jsetes-J

To Destroy ^Vasps'-nesis.—Som& of your correspond-

ents appear to be interested in devidiag an easy melh.d

of destroying wasps'-ncsts. Wishing to procure some

specimens, I have latelv tnt^d the following p!an ^Mih

perfect success :—About 'ten o'clock at night, when iho
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returned home, I place a small cup-full of

close to the entrance hole, and

\

'L '

Z\l in the bottom. Tbe efiluviuai from the Bpin s o tor-

pentine penetrated to t^e nest, and stupifies or kills al the

wasps I did not venture to remove the flower-pot till

36 hours haJ elapsed, and then, by crfrefully digging, I

procured some beautiful specimens, each attached to the

roof of the vault in which it is suspended. We have here

both the Vespa vulgaris and Vespa rufa. The nest of the

latter is extremely fragile, being constructed entirely from

tbe fibre of rotten wood, like that of the hornet. I place

bottle of beer and sugar near the spot, in order to attract

tbe few stragglers who happen to be abroad at night, when

the entrance is closed ; and most of these are caught

before I revisit the spot. Persons who wish merely to

destroy the nests, need trouble themielves no further than

to pour about half-a-cupful of spirits of turpentine into

and about the entrance holes, and then place a flower-pan

over it, and bank it round with earth.—J". S, Hensloio.

Tlie Bite of a Bug*—There are few, perhaps, that

uflFer more acutely from the incidental contact of tbat

horrid pest, the Cimex lectulfiria, than myself; but I

bave always found that the application of soap relieved

tbe irritation, and soon obliterated the " bump.'' The
lather must, of course, be allowed to remain. No doubt

the alkali is the effective agent, and ammonia would be

more prompt in its agency.—J. Murray

»

Thr Black or Negro Caterpillar,—All along the coast

from Hythe to Folkstone, the Turnip saw-flies were con-

gregated in myriads on the 14th inst., but they disappeared

in a day or two with an easterly wind. I cannot find the

Negro Caterpillars anywhere amongst the Turnips, which

are all Swedes in this neighbourhood, and very healthy

;

but I discovered near Hythe a plant of Charlock, not 30
yards from a Turnip-field, covered with them. From
these appearances the farmers may expect to be visited by
these destructive insects next year, unless heavy ruins and
a severe winter should destroy them in their winter

quarters-

—

R. -B., Sandgate.

Twilchetes '» Don John'* v. Martin's " Splendid^
•Being desirous in my contest with Mr. Martin to bring

the comparative merits of my ** Don John " and his

** Splendid " to a satisfactory test, without wasting more
words on the subject, the following is my ultimatum :

—

Ist. To show not fewer than 21 blooms, as I proposed.
If Mr. Martin's stock is scanty, he shall be at liberty to

select blooms of his '* Splendid" from every grower of the
kingdom who possesses it. 2ndly. If the sum per bloom
which I proposed be too high, I am content to reduce it

to one-half; if too low, to double it. These are two
simple and intelligible propositions ; and if Mr. Martin be
inclined to join issue upon them, no difficulty will be
made in arranging the details.—J. Twitcheit, Cambridge.

Your correspondent *'Dianthus'* wishes to know
** how it happened that Martin's Splendid was proved to

be superior to Don John, by being plnced first." I beg
to state, for his information, that the being placed first is

2U>t always a proof of the superiority of a flower ; and
never was it more glaringly exemplified than in this case,

as the bloom of Splendid was miserably deficient in

colour, four only of the petals being equally bizarred ; the
remaining ones were nearly flakes, having just sufficient

spots or specks to save the flower from being disqualified.

There were many blooms of Don John exhibited at the
same time far superior to Splendid in every requisite, viz.,

in possessing a more equal distribution of colour, clearness
of white, size, &c.

—

A Subscriber.—[All further cor-
respondence on this subject must be paid for as an
advertisement.]

£arlg Potatoes,—It is no uncommon thing to plant
early Potatoes at the bottom of a garden wall : and those
planted in such a situation are generally a few days earlier
than those in other parts of the garden. As it is the
interest of the gardener to make the most of an early spot,
the following method, although not new, which I have
practised with early Potatoes, may perhaps be useful.
Instead of planting a single row of the Ash-leaved Kidney
Potato, as is commonly done, I plant a double one ; the
first close to the wall, and the next about a foot or 14
inches from that. Anything planted or sown close to a
wall has a natural tendency to grow from it, and means
are employed to attach them where the cultivator thinks
proper So it is also with the Potatoes put in near the
waU

;
If left alone, they would soon grow over the second

row
;
but, to prevent it, earthing and training the stem,

smilar to Love-apple plants, are resorted to, to prevent^ back row from injuring the other. I think they ripen

EYf' thT.l ^ ^''^''' ^'^P ""^ ^^^^°«« ^^ obtained,than if there were only one row. One thing ought to beobserved, to prevent the Potatoes that areLKe wailfrom being mjured
: when moles get into a garden, theycommonly have a public road along the aide of the wallaud m the formation of it they sometimes cut the stems of

the Pocatoes-or if they are a Uttle below the seta, the
earth becomes hard and dry, and prevents the Potatoes
from growing as they should do. This may^ be easUy I

ascertained by pushing a pointed stick into the ground
now and then

—

Peter Mackei^zie,

Beans, a preventive io the attack of the Gooseberry
Caterpillar.—As Mr. W. P. Ayres has mentioned my

conjunction with the curative qualities of Charao-
im induced to send you these lines in order to

ectA slight mistake in his letter. Mr- Ayres states,

atJ^ suggestion of a friend I had planted Chamomile
at the r(5(Hji of the Peach trees ; whereas it should have
been/thaCI saw it in the Irish Farmers* and Gardeners'
Magazine—and although quite as sceptical on the subject
(and still remain so) as either Mr. Ayres or Mr- Culthorp,
knowing that oftea from trivial camea arise good effects, I

^

J* ar fi H «t

I a

was willing to give it a fair trial ; and in proof of what I

have stated, namely, that a simple remedy will often efi'ect

a cure, I may mention a circumstance that occured while

I lived at Carton. For several years I had been much
annoyed with the Gooseberry caterpillar ; in fact, so much
so, that the bushes were completely stripped of leaves.

A person from the Highlands of Scotland chanced to call,

who stated that he had an acquaintance who always planted

common garden Beans amongst his bushes as a remedy.

Being aware that if they did no good, they would do little

harm, I consequently adopted the plan, and although I

caunot explain by what means the cure is effected, I can

confidently assert, that I have never seen the leaves of the

bushes destroyed where Beans have been planted amongst

them. Perhaps some of your correspondents may be able

to explain this circumstance.

—

A. Christie, Orwell Park,

Effects of DanielVs Manure. — When I sowed my
Cauliflower seed three or four weeks ago, I strewed over

the surface of the bed a small quantity of Danieirs manure,

thinking its smell might prevent the attack of the fly.

Now that the plants are up, I observe that wherever the

manure has fallen a little thicker than on other parts, the

plants are scorched and curled, in fact destroyed; whilst

on those parts where none fell, the plants are looking re-

markably well and luxuriant- 1 have tried that compo-

sition in several instances, and invariably without any

benefit.

—

Lusor,

To preserve Apples,—As the time is now drawing near

when all diligent gardeners begin to gather and store away

their Apples, I send you the method of treatment which I

have practised with uninterrupted success for fourteen

years ; having during that period had the management of

upwards -of 400 bushels. I gather the different sorts in

the order in which they ripen, and lay them in heaps in a

loft or room to perspire for a fortnight. They are then

wiped and put, two or three in thickness, on the shelves

where they are to remain. The best Apple-room I ever

had was at the Hon. G. King's ; it was built under the

shade of an old Oak-tree, and was fitted up with shelves

"1\ feet above one another, and 3 feet wide. No light or

air was admitted, except through the doorway]; and it was

perfectly dry. In this place, I have kept the Cockle

Pippin Iintil the month of June without shrivelling. One
very essential thing in keeping Apples is, that in wet

weather due attention be paid to picking out those which
are rotten. Much fruit is saved by doing so ; and it is

necessary that Apples should have a general searching in

order to be effectually cleared. Many instances have

come beneath my notice, where persons whenever they

visited their fruit-room have been content with picking

out only such decayed ones as first presented themselves

to sight ; but the inutility of this practice is easily per-

ceived, as many still remain to contaminate those ad-

joining.—G. Fielder^ Gardener^ Wadhurst Castle.

To preserve Plums,—^The following is an account of

the manner in which I preserve Plums : the same method
might perhaps succeed with other fruit, but of that I am
not equally certain- The Plums should be gathered as

soon as they arrive at their full size ; but before they are

perfectly ripe, and immediately after they are gathered,
wide-mouthed jars should be filled up to the neck with
them. These jars should be placed in a copper or boiler,

up to the neck in cold water, which should be made to

boil until some of the Plums begin to assume a whitish
colour ; when this takes place, they should immediately
be taken out, filled with boiling water, and instantly tied

down with bladder. All this should be done in as short
a time as possible. When required for use, the top
Plums will be mouldy ; but upon removing these the un-
der ones will be fouiid quite good. There should not be
a spot, crack, or bruise, on one of the Plums intended
for preserving, or the jar will be spoilt. No sugar is re-

quired in the preparation.— Gulnare.

Cape Bulbs.—I have seen, at different times, in the
Chronicle, directions respecting bulbs from the Cape of
Good Hope. Having resided in that country for some
years, I took, and still retain, great interest in bulbs ; but
unfortunately not botanically. I have always several in

my possession, but having neither pit nor greenhouse, I

seldom get anything but leaves for my care. The reason
why, on importation to this country, they seldom bloom
after the first year is, that they require at a certain pe-
riod (and which exact period I should like to know) a de-

gree of heat sufficient to generate the embryo of the bloom
for the following year. When gathered in their native
country, that embryo is within the plant, if collected
either in bloom, or, which is better, immediately after ;

but in nine cases out of ten, you would not be able to find
them after the flower had faded. Some years ago, I saw
one kind of Cape bulb, like the Belladonna (if not that),
in full bloom in September, on a south-west border, at
Shropham Hall, the seat of the Rev. G, Leathes, in Nor-
folk. Mr. L. told me they were planted with the crown
of the bulb 18 inches below the surface, and the flower
was then the same height above ground ; and he said
that no frost in this country could reach a* plant at that
depth. Last autumn, by way of experiment, I planted 12
bulbs in the open ground, viz., four at 18 inches, four at
12 inches, and four at six inches from the surface, close to

t^T^^f
^^^ sheltered south-west boarded fence. As yet

tliey have not appeared above ground, but they ought
withm BIX weeks. Unfortunately my sandy soil here is
not hke that of Norfolk. Are youaware thatsea-water is
a great preservative of Cape bulbs ? Some that I brought
home were accidentally dropped, with the basket they were
packed in, into Table Bay : and I do not think that one of
those bulbs failed to grow. I have been in the habit of
receiving, from a friend at the Cape, bulbs in return for
vegetable seeds ; and I used often to plant them in moss
well washed la the sea. They grew freely, but weakly,

I

m
me

the moss not affording sufficient nourishment, i rec
'

a packet in the' early part of tlie winter of 1835 wV k
had been two or [three months in England before th
reached me. I had a number of little baskets made

^^

each of which I planted a bulb well saturated with 8

^^

water. I then had a larger basket made, of white wick
*'

work, in which I packed the smaller baskets, filling

^^'

the interstices on all sides with moss well soaked in b
^

water, and crammed in as tightly as possible. I then m!
vered the whole with matting, and left the package

*

charge of a tradesman, who stowed them away for
with other luggage. It was nearly two years before I saw
that package again. All the larger bulbs were fresh and
good ; they were moist, and grew freely, being principallv
those which I have now in my possession, with a few of
the smaller sorts. The loss of those that perished I do
not attribute to the packing, as I had sent several away to
different friends without salting, and they had failed like-

wise. I have frequently gathered the Candelabrum
(Brunsvigia Josephinje), as well as the Heemanthus,wltliin
20 yards of the sea at Simon's Bay, where they were co-
vered with salt spray. I gathered the blue Babiana oq
the same day, in full bloom, growing in loose white sand
in hard ironstone clay, in wet, rich, boggy earth, and in
common soil as well.

—

R. G.
Transplanting Evergreens—Not a few papers have

been written on the advantage of transplanting Evergreeng
in spring, as well as in autumn; but it is neither of those

seasons to which I purpose to allude. I reside near
London, in rather a high situation ; and in hot weather
the soil gets excessively dry. After such a statement as

this, few people will be prepared to hear that not less than

200 Evergreens, (Yews, Hollies, Laurels, &c.,) varying in

height from 3 to 8 feet, were transplanted in July of the

present year, and are looking almost as healthy as if they

had not been removed. Some of them had a good deal of

earth attached to them, others had not ; and no further

precaution was adopted, previous to their removal, than

what is generally resorted to on such work being done—
that is, digging up the plants, watering the pits previous

to the plants being set in, and afterwards with an occa-

sional watering during the continuance of the hot weather.

Such a circumstance as this, viewed in connexion

with those I set out with, will be the surest way to

arrive at the best time for transplanting Evergreens.

With respect to spring-planting here, all I can say isjthat

success is but partial; for as sure as we have cold easterly

winds in March and April, so sure are we that our

planting will be attended with failure. The easterly wind

blows cold upon us ; the air gets heated from our more

vertical position with the sun, and its capacity for mois-

ture is increased ; if the latter is not supphed from the

earth by evaporation, the air abstracts the moisture from

the leaves of the Evergreens, no roots are made, and the

plants either die, or dwindle on a miserable existence.— C.

Absorption by the Root.—The following was the plan

adopted by me, many years ago, in order to ascertain and

trace throughout the system of the plaht the substancei

absorbed by the root. To the distilled water in which

the roots were growing, acetate of lead, or other soluble

material, was added, and the plant being subsequently

macerated in solution of iodide of potassium, or chfomate

of potassa, discovered by the yellow lines the direction of

the substances absorbed. I mentioned my method to the

late Mr. Capper, of Bath, who, I believe, adopted it ia

his researches on the circulation of sap in the Vine.—*'.

Murray.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Malacca.—I have got the female of Phytocrene; a

beautiful and singular one it is. This genus, I fancy, will

range near Menispermeae ; and perhaps, as Arnott re-

marks, it may tend towards Urticiicese. I have likewise

just obtained a Menispermaceous plant which approaches

in some points to Phytocrene, and which is another in-

stance of the presence or prevalence in Assam of the

forms of vegetation occurring in these straits. ^*"

cept in want of ravines with torrenti, of chfFs an

caves, Malacca presents most of the rich features o

a botanical country. We have marshy lands in ^^^^

the Nepenthes abounds, Manerrove swamps. Rice Ian s,

- - -
> 6

undulations
''-

and sandy littoral tracts, as well as
CO

the
vered with thickets or low jungle. Then^ there is ^"^

dense forest, which occupies so much of the interior, wi

a ft'w islands, and river banks, although the latter are very

limited in extent. The flora is certainly not rich in Ferns

or Orchidaceffi, many of which are lost by their gr^J!;'^»

on the huge trees which characterise our forests. ^^^
minese are also scarce ; but Scitaminese abound,^ as

also Apclepiad/iccEe, especially Dischidia or Blucae s i> F

tostemma.— W. G.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY. ^ ^wn

Sept. 20.—The fifth and last exhibition was held at^^^.
tlie

and Anchor Tavern, and was weH attended, notwithstan^^^^^^

unfavourable state of the weather. The prizes
^f"®^ jjgniav j

entirely to Dahlias, of which there was an
^^^^'^f "hose to

and numerous stands were exhibited, i^^^^P^"*^^ « hinoms were
which premiums were awarded. Collections of 36

^J „ .f^-ges^

shown by Mr. Headland of Cambridge. Mr. Raines oil**
^^^^

and by Messrs. Brown and Attwell of Uxbridge. /ijf^^-j^tre of

justly thrown aside, it having: been discovered that
^^^^^-,ajidfi4

one ofthe blooms had been removed, and a ^^"^^
'wUtt^ ^^

flower in^rted in its place. A stand of 12 was ^^^.^l^^tribute**
Mr. Domyer. Messrs. Paul and Son, of Chesliunt, «j?" ^ tbc

two boxes of Roses, which were particularly ROod, w™ t ^^
late heavy rains have not been much in their f*^^

'gTs: ^^

were awarded to the following :-Profbs8ional ^^^.^^ roo^^
AfflO)w#—i.Catleugh'3 Eclipse, Bedford Surprise, \-^^\ r^QXiX-

Ricnzi, Royal Standard, Penelope. Indispensable, t^***^" *
jlero,

nament, Hope, Nicholas Nickleby, Pickwick, ^»I^^ jjuffo^*^

Phenomenon, Climax, fanny Keynes, Maid of ^^r^ An»
Hero, Metella, Hylas, Optima, Beauty <rf the Plaaa/ ^^J

I
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Munay. Marquess of Lansdowne, Duchess of Richmond, Dodd's
Prince of Wales, "Widnairs Eclipse, Amato, Hudson's Princess
Koyal, Springfield Puiple, Rival Sussex, Widnairs Queen, An-
drew Hofer, Ke Plus Ultra, Lady ^liddleton, Mr. Brown, of
Slough; 2, Mr. Widnall, of Cambridge; 3, Mr. Stewart,

of Salthill ; 4, Pamplin's Bloomsbury, Lady Cooper, Gir-

ling's Prince of Wales. Dodd*s Prince of Wales, Bumham
Hero. Girling's Ploughboy, Northern Beauty, Adam's
Prince Albert, Nicholas Nickleby, Indispensable, Bedford
Rival, Hylas, Sir T. B. Milne, Andrew Hofer, WidualPs
Queen, Grace Darling, Hudson's Princess Royal, Wiutertou
Rival, Unique, Regina, Bedford Surprise, Mr. Stanley, Bridal
Ring, Andrew Marvel, Rienzi, Grande Bandine, Duchess of Rich,
jnond. Gipsy Maid, Catleugh's Eclipse. Coronation, Exquisite,

Ward's Euclid, Maria, Springfield Rival, Mr. Girling, of Stow-
market. Amatkoks, growing 200 plants Aisin upwards: 24
taWe/iM—1, Andrew Hofer, Lady Middleton, Pickwick, Marquess
of Lansdowne, Maid of Bath, Yellow Defiance, Grand Tourna-
ment, Grace Darling, Springfield Rival, Duchess of Richmond,
Bridesmaid, Grande Baudine, Burnham Hero, Widnairs Queen,
Regina, Lady Cooper, Penelope, Bedford Surprise, Beauty of the
Plain, Widnall's Eclipse, Argo, Hope, Indispensable. Catleugh's
Eclipse, Mr, Bragg, of Slough ; 2, Phenomenon, Springfield Rival,

Miss Abbott, Amato, Maria, Pickwick, Yellow Defiance, Presi-

dent of the West. Prince of Wales, Andrew Hofer, Bridesmaid,
Duchess of Richmond. Bedford Surprise. Catleugh's Eclipse,

Lord Dudley Stuart, Ward's Euclid, Maid of Bath, Grace Darling,

Optima, Constancy, Conservative, Argo, Metella, Mr. Cook, of
Netting Hill

J
3, Indispensable, Yellow Defiance, Catleugh's

Tournament. Haidee, Duchess of Richmond. Pickwick, Miss
Johnston, Hudson's Princess Royal. Andrew Hofer. Maria, Rival
Sussex, Bridesmaid, Optima, Prince of Wales, Maid of Bath,
Bedford Surprise, Regina, Burnham Hero, Unique, Ne Plus
Ultra, Catleugh's Eclipse, Widnairs Queen, and Metella, Mr.
Procter, of Bermoudsey. Amatklrs, growing less than 200
PLANTS : 12 varieties— Is Catleugh's Eclipse, Maria, Ward's Eu-
clid, Marchioness of Aylesbury, Miss Abbott, Argo, WUl Watch,
Attila, Rose Unique, Haidee. Orange Perfection, Cyclops, Mr.
Wildman ; 2. Prince of Wales, Hope, Rival Sussex, Satirist, Lewis-
ham Rival, Catleugh's Eclipse, Unique, Springfield Rival. Pheno-
menon, Widnairs Queen, Princess Royal, Andrew Hofer. Mr.
Heaiily, of Cambridge; 3. Grace Darling, Ne plus ultra, Penelope,
Fanny Keynes, Countess of Pembroke. Sir J. Astley, Springfield
Rival,Unique, Ansell's Queen, Maria, Nicholas Nickleby, Pickwick.
Class Showing : Best dark, Essex Triumphant, Mr. Turville.

Scarlet, Catleugh's Eclipse, Mr. Brown. Edged, Princess Royal,
Mr. Brown. Rose, Widnall's Queen, Mr. Brown. White, Em-
press of the Whites, Mr. Smith, of Hornsey. Yellowt Dodd's
Prince of Wales, Mr. Brown. Seedlings of 1242.—6 blooms.
IstClass : Essej^ Triumphant {IMrvilie,) This fine flower was
noticed last week in our report of the Salthill show. It now oc-
cupied the post of honour, a situation it worthily filled; in addi-
tion to which, it was placed first in class-showing as the best
dark flower. As a test of its constancy, 36 blooms were exhi-
bited in the room, uniformly good. The general form of the
flower is excellent, its size medium, with great depth of petals

^

the eye being perfect in all the specimens. To these fine proper-
ties we may add, that the petals are finely formed, of good sub-
stance, and well arranged. The colour is of the deepest rich ma-
roon, and being very uniform throughout, " gives great grandeur
to the appearance of the flower. 2. Vz7-git (Mountjoy).—Deep
crimson, a flower of considerable depth and fine general form,
with the centre very good and well elevated. The petals are
well formed, of good substance, and well arranged. 2i) Class,—
G blooms— 1, Beauty of Sussejt {MitchcU.) The petals are well
formed, of good substance and arrangement. The flower is at-

tractive on account of its colour, having a deep edging of
mottled cherry upon a delicate rose ground; It is a full-sized

flower, of good general form, with the centre well up, but thin.

2. Hero of Stonehenge (Whale).—This is a crimson flower, ofgood
g-eneral shape, with the centre elevated, but closely filled with
upright petals. The latter are of good form and fair substance,
but the arrangement is rather confused. 3. Great Mogul (Brown
and Attwell.)—A full-sized flower, of a dull shaded red ; the pe-
tals are good, but rather flat; the substance ^Mhd arrangement
are both good. The eye !s a little sunk, and the flower rather flat.

A.EmjyressoftheWhites (Smith, of Hornsey.)—The blooms of
this flower were inferior to those exhibited at Salthill ; the form
and substance of the petals are good, but the ariangement is

slightly confused; the white is good, and the flower is well
formed, of a medium size. 6. Sir B. Satfi (Smith, of Hackney), a
compact and well-formed crimson flower, the eye being well up,

with great depth of petals. Sbkdlinos of 1842.—The following
four received 2d-class prizes, viz. : 1, Queenofthe Roses (Hale), a
bright and desirable colour. 2. AurantiaX^parry) , a dull orange.
3. CAeWen/iam Qween (Hodges), white. 4. WaaMngtoii (Smith),
purple. Tbe following seedlings were also exhibited, but did not
receive prizes :— 1841. Venus (Gaines) ; Beeswing (Brown) ; Au-
rantia, Orb, Sphere, Victor (Widnall); Twyford Rival.( Headland)

;

Bianca (Smith) ; Pet Rival (Bushell) j Prime Minister (Law-
rence) ; Venus (Brown and Attwell); Rotherham North Midland
(Evans).— 1842. Triumph, decided to be Unique (Tyler) ; Crimson
Perfection (Parsons); Emma (Bushell); Criterion of Perfection
(Tayler) ; Comte de Paris (Drain) ; Sir R. Chester (Steyne), In the
evening a meeting took place, Mr. Wildman in. the chair—when
several of the successful exhibitors attended, and received the
amount of their prizes. Mr. Bragg, of Slough, on receiving the
prize of five guineas, offered by Mr. Wildman for the best white
Dahlia, announced his intention of ofl'ering the same sum to-

wards a sweepstakes forthe best white Dahlia of 1841 or previous
years, to be shown in 1843, at the following exhibitions :—The
Floricultural Society, the South London, and Salt Hill. Mr.
Smith of Hackney, and Mr. Smith of Hornsey, likewise gave two
guineas and a half each, making the prize ten guineas; entries
2s. 6(f. each to form a second prize. Six blooms of a seedling
Dahlia of 184 J, named Mrs. Jos. Richardsorit^'^^ ^Q^^ for opi-
nion, by Mr. Edwards, of York; it is fair to state, that on the
present occasion this flower was shown in much better character
than it appeared at the South london exhibition last week; the
bloom being quite up in the centre and decidedly first-rate. The
following was the decision of the censors :—Form, substance.
and arrangement of petals, good ; eye good ; depth full ; size

medium
; general form go(jd ; colour white, occasionaUy tipped;

class of quality first-rate.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, Sept. I.—The display

of plants and flowers on this occasion was not extensive, pre-
miums being only oflfered for Carnations and Hollyhocks j but
the specimens produced were remarkably good. For the best 12

Carnations, Flakes and Bizarres^the highest prize was awarded
to Mr. D. Foalis, gr. to Alex. Blair, ^q., being Ely's Col. Waiu-
man. Mrs. Ely, Volunteer. Queen of Roses, Admiral Napier. Duke
of Bedford. Fair Flora. Wilson's William the Fourth, Sir R. Wil-
son, Sir H. Davy, Fletcher's Duke of Devonshire, and Cart-
wright's Rainbow. A 2d prize was voted to Mr. P, Thomson, gr^
Graigiehall, for a collection consistins of Uergules, Champion,
Worcester Rival. Jacques' Queen of Roses. Mr. Granger, Bir-
mingham Hero, Game Boy, Princess Charlotte, Duchess of Kent,
Duke ol Wellington, Fair Flora, and Sylvia. For the best 6 Pi-
coTKEs, the prize was again fouud due to Mr, Foulis.the varieties
being Annalby's, Lord Norbury, Ely's Grace Darliii^, Fletcher's
Jane. Ely's Mrs. Homer. Fair Helen, and Princess Royal. The
show of Hollyhocks was rich j the highest prize was once more
given to Mr. Foulis. and a second premium was assigned to Mr-
Alex, Fouiis, gr. to Sir P. C. H. Calderwood, Durham. Several
articles were sent for exhibition only j in particular,, four beauti-
ful Seedling- Dahlias, raided in i=,4i by Mr. Thomsouj at Craigie-
hall

; and some fine Hollyhocks, andlarge specimens of Jargouellft
Fears, from Mr. W. X^thiau. Specimens of a Seedliag: Gooi»e-

berry, of good quality, and remarkable for lateness (a desirable
property in a season like the present;, were sent by Mr.
Somerville, gr. at Kippenross.

Wingham Horticultural and Floral Society, Sept, 13M.—
Although the weatlier was not actually wet, it was not suffi-
ciently inviting to tempt so large an assemblage of company as
w^e have usually seen at this Exhibition ; nor was the dis-
play of flowers so good as we have been accustomed to see.
The following prizeswere awarded :—Best 3 Fu'chsias—fulgens,
Thompsoniana, grandiflora maxima, Mr. Sankey. Single do.—
Standishii, D. Denne, Esq. Petu'nias—picta, Victoria, superba,
Mr. Sankey. SXlvias—patens. sp]endens, fulgens, ^ft. Sankey.
Balsams— D, Denne, Esq. Cockscombs—Mrs. Gregory. An.
NUALS—Martynia prohiscida, DidUcus caeruleus. Phlox Drum-
moiidi, Mr. Saukey. PEREXNiAi.s—Liuaria dahnatica. Lychnis
Bungeana, Hemerocallis jap(5nica, Mr. Sankey. Best Climbing
Plant—Mrs. Gregory. Best BLaa—Guernsey Lily, Mr, Dadds.
Bkst 3 GREENHOLSis Plants— Lescheniultiaformosa, Melaleuca
floribunda, Correa Harrlsii, J. P. Plumptre, Esq., M.P. Best
Single do.—UCchea. falcata, Mrs. Dowker. Best Stove-plant
—Euph6rbia splendens, Mrs. Gregory. Daui.ias. best 6—
Lewishara Rival, Prince of Wales, Admirable, Pickwick, Lord
Dudley Stuart, Beauty of the Plain, Rev. J. G. Hodgson; 2,
Widnall's Queen, Egyptian Piicce, President of the West, Maria,
Hope, Argo, Rev. C. Baylay. Best Yellow—Pntice of Wales,
Rev. J. G. Hodgson ; Pwr;?fc—Pickwick. Rev. C. Bajlay ; Crim-
fion—Wheeler's Maria, Capt. Swann ; i^^'sc— Widnall's Queen,
Rev, C. Baylay J Muroon or Uar&—Egyptian Prince, Rev, C.
Baylay ; Scarlet— Lgq's, Bloomsbury, Capt. Swann ; ii/ac—Lady
Middleton, Mr. Sankey ; f^^AtYe—Lewisham Rival, Mr. G.
Denne; Orange or B^jf— Pamplin*s Bloomsbury, Rev. C
Baylay ; Edged or Ti>;)(r(f— Phenomenon, Rev. C. Baylay. Best
Dahlia of any c?o/our—Admirable, Rev. J. G. Hodgson ; Seedling
—Mr. G. Denne. Africax Marigolbs—Mr. D, Deverson.
French Marigolds—do. Asters— dp. ; 2, Mr. T. Quested.
Zi'nuias— 1 and 2, Rev. C. Baylay. Ann-uals— Lupinus
mut&bilis, L. ^legans, Malva Zcbrina, Ag^ratum mexicannm,
French Marigold, Zinnia ^legans, coccinea, Cl^rkia alba,
Golden Chrysanthemum, Phlox Drummondi, Erysimum Pe-
rofskyanum. Sweet Pea, Tropeeolura peregriiium, Rev. C. Bay-
lay ; 2, Mr. Sankey. Best 12 Perennials — Phlox tardi-
flora, Pentstemon campanulatus, P. gentianoides, P. r6seum,
Crucianellastylosa, TrU<5nia, Linaria dalmatica. Lobelia fulgens,
Chrysocoma lynosyris, Gaill^rdiabicolor, Salvia patens, Stacliys
speciosa, Mr. Sankey. Stocks— Mr. J. Dadds. Floral Device
—Mr. W. Branford. Bocqukt*of Tknoer Flowers—J. God-
frey, Esq. Bouquet of Hardv Flowers—J. P. Plumptre,
Esq. Melon, Green-flesh—^ii B. W. Bridges, Bart; {netted
Green) Lady Montresor. Gravks, Purple, from the open air.

Black Cluster, Mr. Cooper; White, Sweetwater, Mr. J, Elgar;
Best Purple, groicn with Jive-heat (St. Peter), J. P. Plumptre, Esq.
M.P. j White do, (Muscat of Alexandria), Sir B. W. Bridges,
Bait. ; Best Purple, grown under glass without fire (Black Ham-
burgh), J. P. Plumptre, Esq., M.P. ; White do. (White Nice), J.
Goufrey, Esq. Best Collectio.v of Grapes—Froutignan,
Black Frontignan, Sweetwa'ter, Hampton Court, Claret, White
Nice.. Black Hamburgh. White Muscadine, J. Godfrey, Esq. Figs
—(White Ischia), Rev. T. A. Mutlow. Pbaches—(Red Chancel-
lor), Mr. Ctizeiis; 2 (Red Magdalen), J, Godfrey, Esq. Necta-
rines—(Elruge), J. Godfrey, Esq,; 2 (Roman), Mr. Cozens.
Plums grou'x against a wall— (Coe's Golden Drop), Rev. E.
Gregory ; do., not grown against a wall (Coe^s Golden Drop), Mr.
H. Branford; 2 (Diadem), Mr. J. Elgar. Cherriks— (Morello),
Mr. Cozens. Best Eight Pears, ^roii'/t against a U'a»— (Wil-
liams's Bon Chretien) Mr. J. Elgar; 2 (Seckle), Mr. J. Elgar.
Do. not grown against a wall — (Williams's Bon Chretien),
Mr. Dadds; 2, Mr. Fostall. Best Eight Varikties—[Brown
Beurree, Marie Louise, Williams's Bon Chretien, Seckle,
Winter Jargonelle, Capiaumont, D'Areniberg, unknown), Mr.
J. Elgar. ApplkS—Dessert, Summer Nonpareil, Mr. G. Knight;
2, Golden Pippin, D. Denne, Esq.; Kitchen, Hawthornden,
Mr. D. Deverson; 2, Fair Maid of Wishford, Rev, E. Gregory

;

Best Twelve sorts (Irish Pitcher, Beauty of Kent, Keswick
Codlin, Tokers's Incomparable, Ribston Pippin, Dutch Cod-
lin, Scarlet Admirable, Kentish Fillbasket, White Lion, Emperor
Alexander, Woodstock Pippin, and Fair Maid of Wishford.) Mr.
J. Elgar. Filberts—D. Denne, Esq. Cob Nl'ts—Mr. Harri-
son. Walnuts—Mr. D. Deverson, Cvrra^ts- White, Mr,
Harrison ; Red, Mrs. Hudson. Best Basket of Fruit-Mr.
J. Elgar. Pkas—Knight's Marrow, Mr, G.Denue. Omons-Rev.
J.A.Wright. Celerv—Mr. D. Deverson. Carrots-Rev. J.

A. Wright. Broccoli—Mr. D. Deverson. Cabbage—ditto.

Lkttuce—ditto. Potatoes—Kidney {Sheep*s-tail), ditto; 2,

(Church's Kidney), Rev. J.M.Sayer; iioUJirf (Cockney), Lady
Moutrciior; 2, Rev. J.M.Sayer, Cucumbers—(White-ipine),
Mr. Fostall- Basket of Vkoktables—D. Denne, Esq. Nu-
merous prizes were also distributed to Cottagers for their garden
produce.

TT

NOTICES OF NEW PLA.NTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Epidkn'drum lancif6lium. Lance-leaved Epidendrum. {Stove

Epiphyte.) Orchidaceic, § Epidendrese. Gynandria Mouaudria.
—This plant, which has so much the habit of E. cochleatum, is

readily know^n by Its regularly ovate sharp-pointed lip, which is

streaked with deep purple radiating lines upon a pale yellow

ground. Any one who can grow the old Epidendrum cochleatum,

or fragrans, can easily manage this with similar treatment. It

should be kept in a cool stove along with other plants of like

habits, many of which have been lately imported from the high
land of Mexico and Guatemala. It grows i<reU amongst brown
turfy peat in a pot which is well drained, and may be watered

and syringed freely during its period of growth, and should at no
time be kept too iXry,—Rot. Reg.

Illi'cium RKLiGiosuM, Sacrcd Aniseed Tree. (Greenhouse

Shrub.) Maguoliaceje. Polyandria Polyg^nia.-A young plant

of this interesting species was presented by Mr. Makoy, of Liege,

to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew ; and iu the greenhouse

there, it flowered in great perfection in the moiith of March. By
the Japanese this plant is held sacred j they strew wreaths and
branches of it over the tumbs of their friends, and their priests

burn the bark as a perfume upon the altars of their deities. A
singular use is made of the pulverised bark by the public watch-

men : hollow tubes, graduated on the outside, are filled with this

substance, which is lighted at one extremity, and bums gradu-

ally and uniformly ; so that wheii the fire has reached a certain

mark, the watchmen strike the hour upon a bell, and thus an-

nounce it to the public. The trunk is stated sometimes to attain

the height of a Cherry-tree ; the stems and branches are rounded
and glabrous. The flowers, which are greenish yellow, anddes.
titute of fragrance, proceed from the axils of the leaves, and are

for the most part solitary.—Curtis^s Bot. Mag.
Pharbitis osxaiN'A. Royal Purple Gaybine. (Climbing Per^

ennial.) Convolvulacese. Pentandria Monogjnia.—This is a
very beautiful climber, and was obtained last year by Messrs.
Loddiges from Cuba. The roots are large and tuberous j the
stem perishing every winter, but growing out rapidly iu the
spring to the length of twenty feet or more, and produchag
abundance of blossoms. It is of the easiest culture, and should
be grown iu a mixture of good sandy loam and leaf-mould, to
which may be added a small portion of sandy peat if the loam is

strong, it requires plenty of room for the tops, and should be
freely supplied with moisture, both overhead and to the roots,

during the growing season ; but when the plant has done flower-

ing, moisture should be gradually withheld, uiitil the soil in the

pots becomes dry. Then the roots should be removed from the

soil, and be placed either in paper or ia very dry saud, ^^^

^

month or two. As the season returns, they must be agram potted>

receiving little water at first, but plenty of heat to *tart tiicm.

Scarlet-spotted Dendr<5-
Gyn&ndria Monindria-

They are easily increased from cuttings of the young shoots.

—

Bot. Reg.
Plant's Am>a.\th. Garden variety. {Greenhouse Bulbous

plant.) Iridacea*. Tridndria MonogSuia,—T^is beautiful plant
is a mule obtained by Mr. Plant, nurseryman, Chcadle, and is the
produce of seed from Anisanthus splendens and Gladiolus Col-
villii. It is a greenhouse bulb, and requires the same treat-
ment as Antholyzas. Cape Gladioli, or Ixias. It thrives best
when potted in a mixture of sandy loam, leaf-mould, and a little

peat. The roots should be potted about October, and set in a
cool close frame fwhere they are secure from mice and frost),
till they have filled the pots with roots ; afterwards they should
be removed to a warmer situation to flower. After they have
done flowering, they should be gradually rested by withholding
water, and finally the roots should be removed from the soil

j

which is much better and safer than to allow them to remain in
the pots, for they always start with greater strength the next
season.—£o/. Reg.
Dendro'bium sancuinolentcm.

bium. {Stove Epiphyte.) Orchld^ceae.
This is a plant from Ceylon, of great beauty, with pendulous
stems like those of 0. Pieiardi, but of a delicate purple wheu
young ; the leaves too are stained underneath and at the edges
with the same coloar. The flowers are as large as those of D.
aggregatum, of a clear fawn colour, with thetips of the segments
and lip stained with a deep rich violet. There is, moreover, a
scarlet spot in the middle of the lip. Of this fine plant there is a
variety without the violet spots, and with somewhat larger
flowers. Both kinds have recently flowered at Syon.— Bof. Reg,
Onci'dium barbatttm. Bearded Oncldium. (Store Epiphyte.)

Orchidacese. Gyn&ndriaMon&ndria.—This very pretty and long-
lost species has again appeared iu the Glasgow garden, where it

had been sent from Pernambuco. It has a graceful, panicled
habit, and a curious bearded bright yellow lip, the side lobes of
which are large and yellow, while the middle lobe is obsolete,
fringed and spotted with crimson. It must be a very rare plant,
for Professor Gardner never met with it during his long botanical
journeys in Brazil.—So?. Reg.
Drtmo'n[a punctata. Spotted Drymrtnia. (Sfot*e Creeper.)

Besleri^cese. DidynAmia Angiosp*^rmia.—This curious plant has
the habit of a Sinnlngia with a creeping stem, and was introduced,
from Guatemala by Mr. Hartwcg. It has Ught green leaves with
a crimson midrib, and the petiole stained with the same tint. The
flowers are of a pale cream colour, dotted and spotted with violet.

The lobes of the corolla are deeply Iring^, and give the plant a
pretty appearance; but its want of bright colour will prevent its

being a favourite with cultivators. It has blossomed in a stove
in the garden of the Horticultural Society.— Bot. Reg.
Vanilla palmarl'm. The Palm-tree Vanilla. {Store Epi~

phyte.) Orchidacese. GynAndria Monindria.—This plant has
now flowered, for the first time in Europe, in the collection of
Messrs. Loddiges. The blossoms are pale green, of a delicate
texture, and about two inches long. The lip is hairy at the base,
has an elevated broad line in the middle, and one on each side
where it touches the column. At the summit of the ovary is ft

narrow calycle, obscurely three-lobed, smd of a fleshy texture*
It is one of the few Orchidaceous plants which inhabit Palm-
trees.—Bw^ Reg,
Stslis arcentata. Silver-Studded Stelis. {State Epiphyte,)

Orchiddcese. Gyndndria Monindria.—This plant is a native of
Guayana, and hasJately flowered with Messrs. Loddiges, The
flowers are on long racemes, dull greenish purple, slightly hairy,

and rather large for this genua; the petals aie purple, and, as
well as the labellum, have their truncated extremities covered
with an appearance like minute particles of silver. It forms large
tufts, and tlowers very abundantly.— Boi. Reg.

E'BiA pa'nnba. Cloth-like Eria. {Stove Epiphyte.) Orchi-
dacew. Gynandria Monaudria.—An Orchidaceous plant fromSin-
capore. with narrow dagger-shaped leaves of a pale yellowish-
green, and a single greenish-yellow flower, woolly on the out-
side, and seated on a short scape covered with a whitish cloth-

Uke substance. The labellum is purplish, shghtly hairy, and hai»

a broad patch of a mealy hairiness a little below its poiot.

—

Bot, Reg,
_^___

MISCELLANEOUS.
New American Plum,—About two years since, our

attention was called to a new Plum, of superior qualStj^'

which originated in the city of Hudson. The original

tree, of large size, is standing in the garden of ilr. Law-
rence, in that city, and was raised from a seed of the

Greengage. Although tbe Columbia Plum is celebrated

in the neighbourhood where the original tree grows, it is

as yet scarcely at all known to cultivators or nurserymen;

and we (Downing, of the Newburgh nursery) are now en-

deavouring to propagate it largely. The tree is a most
abundant bearer, and the fruit, when fully ripe, is of a

beautiful colour and delicious flavour. The following are

the characteristics of the variety:—Form almost globular ;

diameter of the fruit nearly two inches. Stem about aa

inch long, rather slender, inserted in a alight cavity ; su-

ture scarcely visible, on one side of which the fruit is

rather larger than on tbe other. Colour brownish purple,

or dark brown qpvered with purple bloom, dotted with nu-

merous golden specks. Flesh adheres slightly to the-

stone, which is small, and considerably compressed. Skin

thin
;
juice abundant, rich, and sugary ; young shoots and

leaves slightly downy ; the leaves not glossy on the upper

surface. The soil of Hudson and the vicinity is a stiflF,

heavy loam, in many places running into clay, which pro-

duces large and abundant crops of Plums, Indeed, on
the North River, all our most productive orchards of this

fruit are upon heavy clay soil. The Plum orchard of Mr.
Denniston^ of Albany, one of the largest in this country,

is planted in a retentive clayey soil, and the trees bend
under the heavy weight of their purple and golden fruit,

when in other orchards, planted on light sandy soils,

scarcely a fruit reaches maturity. We have therefore fre-

quently recommended, with excellent success, the applica-

tion of clayey loam as a manure for this tree on light

sandy soils. It increases the retentiveness of the soil, and

the roots are furnished with a more abundant supply of

moisture and nutritive matter.— Hovey^s Magazine.

Gardener*s and Fanner's Foreign Library,—Wnhtk,

F. X., Ernahrung. The Nourishment of Plants, an<i

the Staticks of Agriculture. Prag, B^o, with ^»^^^
tables. Andre, E. A., Zilchtung. The Breeding or

the fine-wooled Sheep. Prag, S^«'r"r^f^!flow5
Kreastwiesenbau. The Culture of Artificial Meadows

S.

Mr. Ansell. Gardener and Collector
Frag, Svo.

African Indigo.- . , • ..

to the Niger Expedition, reports th.t he has ]u=t ascer-

tained that the plant so cxtensireiy used by the natjres

for dyeing theb cloths of the beautiful blue colour for which

Uiey are so remarkable, is not a species of Indigo, but of

the geaos Tephrosia, aad near to the Teplirosia toxica -
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ria, and that it grows in great abumlance in the neigh-

bourhood of the Conflaence.-/^iW of Afrtca,-[li is

at well to add that the Nubian Indigo is aiso a species of

Tenhrusia, and apparently T. Appollinea, as was ascer-

Uined by .Mr. Iloskins when in that country.]

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. IL
(Confinuedfrom page 62 1

J

6- Respectable mariners have related that they have seen

on the coast of Normandy, bees arriving across the water

H'om the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, situated at a

distance of more than fifteen miles. The bees come from

these islands to plunder the flowers, and return to the

hives laden with booty.

—

St. Pierre.

7. The Laplanders, possessing a country where Corn will

not grow, make bread of the inner bark of trees ; and
Linnaeus reports that swine there fatten on that food as

well as in Sweden upon Corn.

—

Lord Karnes,

8. Animals that walk appear to have no general likeness

in the form of their bodies to those that Creep, and still less

to those that fly; yet in all of them, however differently

the bones arc fashioned to adapt them to these various

ttaes, the skeleton consists of a skull and four extremities

which have correspondence in their bones ; so that

although the parts are fitted for uses not at all similar,

they are all links of the same chain. The bones of the

fin of the seal, which is formed for swimming, and those

of the bat, which is made for flying, resemble the human
baud, which has so different an office.

—

Sir Everard
Home.

9. The more we contemplate the works of nature, and
observe the means she employs in her ordinary operations,

the more will our admiration be excited. In the hands of

nature nothing is lost :—vapours raised from the sea, and
floating in the upper regions of the air, collect into clouds ;

these, on a reduction of temperature, yield their contents

to the thirsty earth ; the waters, after fulfilling their ap-
pointed office, pa=s from the mountains by a thousand
rills into the plains; here, by their junction, they form
rivers, which taking a circuitous course, empty themselves
into the ocean. Hence we see nature engaged in running
a perpetual round, and the waters, after cooling the

atmosphere and refreshing the earth, return to that

sonrce whence tbey originally sprung : and thus is beauti-

fully illustrated a passage in Holy Scripture (Isaiah, ch.

55, verses 10, II), that not a drop of rain shall return
unto Hina void, but shall accomplish the purposes for

which it was sent.

10. Dr. Paley, in his "Naturbl Theology," introduces the
autamn Crocus, Colchicum autumnale^ a sa striking instance
of the compensatory system. •* I have," says he, " pitied

this poor plant a thousand times- Its blossom rises out
of the ground in the most forlorn condition possible,
without a sheath, a fence, acalyx, or even a leaf to protect
it; and that not in the spring, notta be visited by summer
suns, but under all the disadvantages of the declining
year. NVhtu we come, however, to look more closely
iuto the structure of this plant, we find that nature has
gone out of her course to provide for its security, and to
make up to it for all its defects. The seed-vessel, which
in other plants is situated within the cup of the flower, or
just beneath it, in this plant lies under ground, within the
bulb* The tube of the flower extends down to the root.
The germ grows up in the spring, upon a footstalk, ac-
companied with leaves ; the seeds have thus the benefit of
tlic JUDimer, and are sown upon the surface. The order
of vegetation externally is this :—the plant produces its

f Ters in September, its leaves and fruits in the sprint
following." ^ *

(To be continued.)

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Horticulturat Society's Garden, Turnham <7rtv?;j.—Great altera-

tions are in progress in the house generally known as the curvi.
linear stove. Originally, it was separated by a back wall from
aBother smaller house, chiefly used as a dry stove for the culti-
vation of MammiUirise, Melocacti, &c. ; this waU being now re-
rooved, and two fight iron pillars being substituted in its stead,
the house is converted into a spacious span-roofed edifice, and
rts appearance thereby greatly improved. All the raui which
UXH upon It win be collected in two slate tanks, manufactured
hy Mr. Beck, of Isleworth ; the water from the front being con-
Oacted into a reservoir beneath the floor, whUe that from the
oack wUl be conveyed into another, situated in the pit, which
occupies the centre of the house. Another and much larger

tmu^in^ 'i^vT^^^
growth of Aquatics, wiU fill one end of the

SfrT «l* u^^ '^^^ '" '**^ ^^^ *>« ^i^ted by means of a small

SXth of r li*^ ^"^ ^^^* *^^ ^""**1 borders intended for the

^e a^r eft imL^P^^ "^^^ ""^ extreme cold. These boilers

^t4by M^ WoS^ \
«P<>^ t^e conical ones, originally in-

t^ fmm whp„^ll^%h^^^^^^^ f^^^ i^ supplied at the

Sriar^rtl:?n"o^^ with it

COiistructed by Mr. Shewen; in the^tht ton ?fl1.h I
*"

^""^^^'l
the cavity which contains the water^xteVd?^^^^^ ^"i1
as around it , the fuel is ^r.ixt^ALT^:'^^fTi\^^^^ iZm iron pipe or chimney carries away the smoke ou the onnotPteside

:
so that by thi. rnean^, a great saving of heat is effectedThe flow pipe also, instead of issuing from the side ofthe ^ilerrises from the summit, which adds greaUy to the circttl^nepower of the water. The pipes are four inches in diameter andhave open gutters, about a foot wide, cast upon them ; the water

for evaporation being thus brought into immediate contact with
the heated pipe; whereas, when the trough is affixed to it in the
usual manner, there must necessarily be a shght space existlor
between the two, however closely fitted, as well a* a double thick-
ness of material, which cannot but diminish the force of evapora-
tion. Amongst the Orchidaceous plants we observed in bloom the
pre'ty Brasavola venosa. its large white labellnm traversed la
ail directions with numerojs veins, and the green strap shaped
divisions of its perianth rendering it a conspicuous object; Ccel(i-
gyne Cummingf, a new and handsom*^ species, with flowers of
the purest white* and having the labellum strongly marked with
yellow, iiiterft;persed with a ft;vv brown spots; OncJdium perga-
meneam, yellow mottled with i)rowii, resemb.ing On, redexum
in the genera! appearance of thj flowers, but differing from it in
ttcgteat width of the leaves; a new variety of Gon^ora> sent

over by Hartw^eg, with beautiful pale yellow blossoms densely
spotted with purple, the colour of the lip almost approaching to
orange; the highly-prized Odontoglossum grande, with several
fine species of Cattleya, the singular Cypripediura venustum, and
a pale variety of Catasetum maculatum. The greenhouse is gay
w^ith the several species of Achimenes, amongst which the new
one, A. pedunculata, chiefly attracted our attention. In the
flowers, which are borne in great profusion upon long peduncles,

it bears more resemblance to a Gesnera than to an Achimenes;
these are of a brilliant scarlet on the outside; the throat is yel-

low, with three distinct lines of dark red spots diverging from
the centre through each division of the corolla. A. r6sea and the

well-known A. cocciuea are also flowering freely ; the former is

a pretty variety, with deep rose-coloured flowers, the mouth of
the tube being yellow, and marked faintly with red. Last, but
not least, the noble A. ^randiflora, now pretty generally kiiown,

the same plants of which have continued to flower uninter-

ruptedly for several months. Nearly allied to these is a hand-
some new plant, called Niphsea oblonga, with numerous white
flowers, having the mouth of the tube filled with a bundle of yel-

low stamens. In the stove, Gesnera mollis, a strong-growing
variety, is producing whorls of innumerable scarlet blossoms

;

the mouth of the corolla is studded with glands, each tipped with
a viscid secretion resembling minute drops of Ae^^. With it is a
pretty hybrid Ipomoea, raised by Messrs. Lee, not very distinct

from I, Horsfailije in the foliage, but considerably lighter in the
colour of the flowers. The plants in the conservatory are

looking well; it is in spring, however, that this house pre-

sents the gayest appearance, when the great number of Le-
guminous plants wich it contains are in bloom. The most
striking one at present flowering in this extensive division is

Kennedya splendens, a handsome scarlet climber. The sweet-
scented Mandevilla is also expanding its numerous clusters of
chaste white ; with the showy Hedychium Gardnerianum, whose
stems are each terminated by a spike of rich yellow flowers, with
prominent scarlet pistils. Amongst the new plants in bloom in

the hardy department, are Convolvulus longif^lia. from Hartweg,
the corolla of which is white, and tinged with purple in the
centre, and Cuscuta milensis, with white flowers and orange-
coloured stems, from the Berlin Botanic Garden. Berberis tenui-
f6Ua is also flowering for the first time; the racemes are very
long and slender, and are produced five or six in a cluster. In
the pits we noticed Roscrtea purpi^irea, a Scitamineous plant,

generally cultivated in the stove, but here found to be nearly
hardy. The late warm summer has brought most of the autumn
Pears into use earlier than usual. The Flemish Beauty is a deli-

cious melting kind, and requires to be gathered before it separates
readily from the tree; otherwise it loses this valuable property.
The Fondante d'Automne is also an excellent melting Pear. Dra-
piez d'Et^ is good, and bears considerable resemblance to the
Doyenn^ kinds in appearance and in texture of the flesh. The
Dunmore is a fine melting fruit, and deserves the character given
toil at p. 671 of last year's Chronicte, Thesamplesof BeurreDiel,
from standards are uncommonly handsome and free from cracks ;

many of this kind from the wall trees measure upwards of 12
inches in circumference. ITie Wormsley Pippin is found to be
an excellent Apple, and an abundant bearer ; the flesh is firm,
and highly flavoured ; its size is too large for dessert, but its

quality as a stewing Apple is flrst-rate.— il,^., Sept. 19.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or tJie ensuingweek.
If the finest gardens in the kingdom are closely inspected, the

analysis will show that one important item of their beauty con-
sists in handsome specimens of trees and shrubs. To obtain
these, whether as single plants or in groups of mixed specie?,—
in which every individual ought to be allowed room to assume,
in some degree at least, its natural character,—timely thinning is

essential. We too often see trees and shrubs, upon the purchase
and planting of which considerable sums have been lavished,
suffered to ruin themselves irremediably, through tardiness in
bringing into use those indispensable auxiliaries—the axe and the
saw. This is not the proper season for pruning and thinning;
but, as suggested at p. 604, the necessity for, and the efl'ect of,
any alteration, can be much better appreciated now than after
the leaves have fallen. In garden scenery, where every member

I

of a tree comes more distinctly under notice than in the distant
landscape, the shade of colour, form, and other peculiarities of
leaves, are necessary to be considered, in forming pleasing com-
binations, as well as the general outline of the tree : all these
minute points ought therefore to be studied now, and unsuitable
trees or branches marked for removal in winter. So, likewise,
when the planting of conspicuous places with a view to ornament
is contemplated, the particular kind of trees which, singly or in
masses, would have the best efi'ect in each particular situation,
should be ascertained by observation and comparison while they
wear their summer dress.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
hi-door Department.

PiVERT.—Where suckers and crowns have been struck on a
dung hotbed, some of them may have filled their pots with roots,
and will consequently require to be sorted out and repotted;
afterwards they may be set in the houses or pits, where they can
have more room to grow. A brisk bottom-heat must be applied
to the crowns and suckers which have not yet formed roots,
taking great care that they do not suffer from too much moisture.
If there is much drip in the frame, raise it at the back to give the
lights a greater pitch. Where leaves are not used to supply
bottora-heat, a sufficient quantity of fresh bark should be got
ready for the renewal of the beds against winter. The pits
should now be regularly covered at night, observing to let the
plants have light early in the morning.
ViNBRY.—Whenever the atmosphere is foggy and damp, fire,

should be made in those houses containing ripe Grapes, not for'
the purpose of warming but of drying the interior air. It will be
better, therefore, to set the fires on every damp day, at the same
time giving plenty of air, when that can be done without letting wet
into the house. Many berries will be found damaged by wasps
and flies, and these should be cut out whenever they are
observed, lest by rotting on the branches they contaminate
others.
Peach- HOUSE.—Before wet weather sets in, the sashes should

be put upon the house intended for early forcing ; afterwards the
trees may be pruned, dressed with the composition formerly de-
scribed, and tied to the trellis, at the first convenient opportunity,
FiG-HousB.—Unless there happens to be ripe fruit of the second

crop yet remaining upon the trees, the foliage should frequently
be washed with the engine, to remove, if possible, every trace of
red-spider. Trees in puts should be prepared for early forcing, by
shirting, if that process is required, or by top-dressing with rich
soil.

CucuMBEss ASD MELONS.—Hrc-heat should be applied to
late Melons Sn wet and dull weather, to assist the swelling of the
fruit, and prevent canker. In fine days give air liberally to these
and to growing or bearing Cucumber plants, shutting them upwarm and covering the pits at night. Stop the main shoots of the
plants intended for wlxiter fruiting, that a sufficient number of
iacerais may be obtained to cover the trellis.

. Out^door Department.

ah«B4L',wl2'^''^-'~T^^^^*'^*'^ likelihood win throw up heads in

dmu^t f^.""*"^'
\'^^."'« ^^ "^^"y P^a^es been prevented by

^3Lr^- Prouucmg the usual crop earlier in the season ; k

whlch^^Li^ * therefore be obtained to dry for "bottoms.-winch make an useful duh in wiuter when green vegetables are

BRoccoi.i.-If the transplanting is concluded, the standing
plants should be cleared of dead and broken leaves, and earthedup til! they stand firmly eij^ugh to resist strong winds.
CAi'LiFLoWERs.-Continue to prick oat the largest plants till

suflicient number are obtained for the earliest spring crop
Carrots should be taken up, dressed, and stored away In a

dry shed. When left too long in the ground, they ofWtv
—

"

out innumerable fibres, to the great detriment of the rnr!f
^^°*

the roots.Endive.—The plants from the last sowing will now b'l
ransDlantiinr at the foot of some of the wails

^
h
^

removal of the^^u

enough for transplantingenougn lor transplanting ai ine loot ot some of the wails T*
they are not likely to be disturbed by the removal of i-y.^^^!?
trees.

Mustard and Crkss should be sown under glass after j>i'
time, as a supply cannot be depended upon from the open em aOnions.— Hoe among the young plants, and continue tnriand house those from the last spring sowing. ^^
Potatoes,—Take these upas soon the haulm begins to with

in some soils they are much injured by grubs at this time of f^
*

year.
cui tue

OrcAarrf.—Persevere in gathering fruit as ft ripens whicli wiit
be somewhat earlier this year than usual, owing to\he treatwarmth of the summer. In doing this, recollect that the wpM
keeping of Apples and Pears depends materially upon carefnl
gathering and storing. Reject all that are grub-eaten or otiipr
wise damaged, for if such are taken into the fruit-roonj thVC
will cause much unnecessary trouble by-and-by in sortinr *
Dress Strawberry plantations before winter, by cutting off th

*

runners and weeding among the plants. New plantations rfr

Gooseberries and Currants may be made now.
n.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBliERY.

In-door Department,
Stovk.—Keep the house much drier than formerly, so that the

shoots and leaves which have been formed during the sammer
may be hardened and able to resist the dull and damp winter
months. In the Orchidaceous house, shade may gradually be dis
pensed with ; a little air can be given when the sua is bright and
this with a drier atmosphere will prevent the young pseudo-bulbs
or flower- stems from damping, which they are now apt to do.
Greenhouse anu Conservatory.—Plants which have beeu

taken into the houses should have all the air possible, leaving the
sashes open all night in fine weather. Be regular in watenng by
which the necessity for a great quantity at one time wiUbe
avoided. Judicious watering is a great point in the successful
management of pot-plants, which can hardly be expected to thrive
in soil that nearly approaches mud at one time, and dust at
another. Pelargoniums, which have been headed down and
repotted some time, will perhaps require to be shifted again. If
fine plants are wanted, they must not be crowded.
Pits and Frames.—The plants in these should now be ar.

ranged, so far as practicable, to make room for the wintering of
those which are to be taken up from the flower-garden. In doing
this, take care to place soft-wooded plants where they will be
least liable to sufifer from damp. Forward Cinerarias, intended
for early blooming, should be repotted and taken to the green-
house,;placing them near the glass, and where they will get a great
deal of air, Clunese Primroses, to flower early, must also be en-

couraged. Thin young Mignonette In pots, and be moderate in

watering it.

Out-door Department.
In case it has not yet been done, lose no time in collecting all

the ingredients necessary to form composts for florist's and other

flowers. Examine dried bulbs and tubers occasionally, and plant

very small offsets of choice Tulips, as these often shrivel and die

when kept too long out of the ground. Various species of Fungi
now spring up about the lawns, especially in places where at

some former period trees have grown. These should be con-

stantly picked up, for however interesting they may be when
closely examined, they do not by any means contribute to the

beauty of the lawn. New Dahlias for next season ought to be se-

lected while in bloom. This is as necessary when border-flo^vers

only are wanted, as it is in procuring expensive varieties for

prize showing^ because many, of which the blossoms individually

are beautiful, are, from theirhabitof hiding the flowers among the

leaves, not at all showy plants.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

KuRSERV.—Besides the work mentioned last week, seeds of

all kinds of trees and shrubs which are now ripe should be col-

lected and laid up for sowing in spring.
Forest and Coppics Woods.—See last Calendar.— /. B.

Whitingt The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near liOodon for the Week ending Sept. 22,

1842, as ob.setved at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick

BjtnOMBTRR.

Max. 1 Min.

1 TilRRMOKBI

1 Mean.
Wind.

S^pt. Max. Min.
Friday 16 BaOS7 si^aiB 72 48 j

eo.a B.
Saturday 17 29.787 29.720 74 61 fi3.5 S.E.
Sunday 18 S9.757 29.61

1

62 48 :
65.0 S.E.

Monday 19 29.583 29.543 €8 39 63.5 S.

Tuesday 20 29.522 89.478 63 40 51.5 s.\s;.

\Vednesday2i 29.46* S9.458 65 38 fil.S S.W.
Thursday S3 £^.494 29.460 60 42

1

61.U w.

Average SB.670 :i9.59a 66.3 43.7 bb,0 \

J0
.10

M
.02

,01

Sept. 16. Fog^y ; light haze; clear and very fine at night.

17' Fine; cloudy; rain, commencing at 4 p. 31.

18. Cloudy; fine» with slight haze; rain at night.
19. Clear, with heavy dew; cloudy; showers in afternoon;

fine.

20. Clear; showery ; clear and fine at night.
21. Fine; cloudy; cleai" at night.
22. Foggy; cloudy and fine; slight rain.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Oct. 1, IS42^___^

Sept.

Aver.
[

Av«r.
Ki^heit Lowest
Temp. Temp.

Sun. 85
Mon. 26
Tuei. £7
Wed. 28
Thur».29
Fri. 30

Oct.
Sac. 1 63.6

Mean
Temp

No, of
Yean in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
ot Kain.

,»
^i^;

aj

ine nignest temperature during the above penoa occu^^-

the 25th, in 1832—thermometer 82^; and the lowest on tne z/"*

thermometer .^

RKPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Sept. 23, 1842.

^ ^Thk supplies of Fruit stiU continue to be unusually ^^J,^%r^^^
trade in this department is very dull. FruiY.—Amongst tne 1

^^^^
are some handsome Providences and Queens, from 3*. ^o 5*- ^

lb. We observed some unusually fine Black Hamburgh *^^^^^^'

from 2«. 6d. to 3«. 6d. per lb. Muscats are from 2*. to 4s. pe
^J

English Melons have advanced a little in price, heing from **;^^^^
48. each. Nectarines are no longer to be obtained ;

but re

are not scarce, from S«. to g». per doz. The dessert P*^*'"*i,^^

sist of Coe's Golden Drop and the Imperatrice, which "fj!:"
be

at \8. per punnet. Damsons are uncommonly cheap, ana ra j

had at 2*. 6d. per bushel. Figs have risen to Is, 6d, and .w. t

doz. Of Apples there is a good ass-rtment, at an a"i^^X-nin »t
price; the best are the Yellow Ingestre and Ribston WP"'
4.^. per bushel

i the Downton and ^ken Pippins, at 3^. ;the ^ •

Pippin, at 5«., and the Alexander, at 2^- 6rf., per ^'«s"fj; ^
principal Pears are the GanseU's Bergamot, Marie toaise,

^^
Brown Beurr^e ; the former from 6*. to 10^., the latter ^^o"

j.

to 44r. per half-sieve. Walnuts are plentiful, frnm 4^. *f^gej.
bushel. Filberts fetch from &ns. toSf^ per 100 lbs. A ewj-
berries are offered, at 3^. 6d. per half-sievfe^'*- regeta^i^-
I'Hce of mmt kinds remains nearly the same as gfv^ "\'*i-"'1»
report. Brussels Sprouts have made then appearance, ^r

^^^
naif.sieve

; they are, however, small at present. ^'"^^^-toU-
&r«* hA/%^*«;» .- 1 % .... ...» /-.„

2j jg 'j$, peru*^

F

i
4

J

lI

-s

•

".

i^
'

.

^

are becoming less i^entiful, and fetch fron
-—— "

—

^\ V*''*
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sieve. Red Celery is very good, and is selling: from Is. 6i. to

is. 9d. per bucich j the White is not so firm, and fetches frotn 9rf.

to U. per bunch. Field Mushrooms are abundant, at s^r. 6d. and
4s per bushel. Tomatoes are also plentiful, and sell from 2*. to
2s. 6rf. per half-sieve. Flowet-s.—Tiie display of cut flowers has
lately been remarkably good, consisting of Gloriosa superba,
Stepbanotis floribundus, Amaryllis Belladonna, Gardenia raSi-
cans, and a variety of Camellias, Eneas, Cinerariac, &c.

PRICKS, Satojedav, Sbft. 2<, l843._KRi;rrs :—
Mulberries, per ^!on, 9d to lOJ
CtUMimbers, per do?., I» to 3«
Oianjces, per doi., 1« to 3t

Pine Apple, per Ib.Si to

Grapes, p^r pound, U in 5*6(i

^luscats, perpound, i§ to 4j
Spnnish, \t tn ]sSd
Portugal U to 2s

Melons, KnpHsh, each, 1# to 4$

— Dutch, 6J to 1* Cd
Peaches, per dvK- 3« toSif

Fi>;9, per doz., l*fid to 3/ 'i*

Plums, dessert, porpunnet, 1#

Damsnns, per hf. sieve, 1* to 3*
Apples, defsert, per bush., 3» to 5#
— Kitchen, SstiJto&t

Pear?, dessert, per hf.-sieve, li to 5*

Berberries, per hf.-sieve, 3* Cd

— per 1QU,5< to 20*
I.emont, per doz. li ikt tu 3*— par 100, Si to 2n9
Alnnrnds, perpe\;k, 7»
Sweet Almonds, per poTma,3*
Filberts,English, per liW lbs. 5Si to 70*
>V alnuts. Shelled, per bush ., 16* to Sit— Green, 3i to is
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 3o«— Barcelona. 24*— Cob, per 10o;lbs., CO* to 65t

VKGETABLES.
I<eeks, per dor. bun., 1* Od t02*
Shallot*, per lb., 8<f to If

Cabbag'e, per dox. It tn lx3rf

^ plants, per doz. U6dtoU
Red, forpicklinff, ^s Cd to 2«e</ Oniuna, per doz. bt-h.,5*
i Spn*uts, per hi. av. 2* — ljieen»p, do2 bun-Brussels

Broct'oli, p'r bunoh, 9d lo \*

Cauliflowers, ptr doz., 4# to 6/

Beans, Kidney, per hf. 8v.,2* to3*

3*to4«
Spanish, per doz. 1j 6d to 5«— for Pickl., perhf.-sv. S«to3« 6d

Garlic, per lb. 4d to Qd
rltt, per hf.-sv. Is Cd to It Od Lettuce, Cabba^'e, p. sc, U to }s2d

Putatoei, per ton, 4')f to 70*

p«r t'tvt. 9i to 3* 6*(

_ per bushel, 1* Gd ro 2t 6d
Kidney, per bu., 2*to9« Gil

, . . - -.

Jerusalem Artichokes, ptr half-sieve,! Watercreaa, p«r doz. sm.bun. <d to Cd

Oos, U to If 6d
Endive, per score, Ii 3rf to 1« 0?
Celery, per bd.,( 12 to 15), 9rf to 2*
jSmail Salads, per punnf t, 2«/ to 3d

Zs ed to 3s

Turnips^ per doi bun., U 6d to 3* 6d
Carrots, per do2. bun., 4*

Red Beet, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Paraneps, per bunch, 6d
Hnrse Radish, per bundle, 2« tod*
Radish, per doz. handa (2-1 to 30 each)

9d toU
— Turnip, p. doz. bc'h., 9(2to 1«

Spinach, per sieve, 1* Od to 1* Prf

Parsley, per doz. bun., 2*
Tarra^;t»n, perdoz. bun., 9t to 3#
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2s
Basil, pftr doz. bunches, 2j to 4i
Vegetable Marroiv, perdoz., 6d toBd
Tomatoes, per hf. av. 1* 6d to 2* 6d
Capsicums, ^reen, per JOO, 9d lo U3J— Hipe, 3» firf to is
Mushrooms, Field, per bus., 34 Cd to 4*

N'otices to Correspondents,
J. 5.—Apply at once, thronn-h your newsman, for the back

Numbers you want, or you will not be able to have them, as ^e
are nearly out of print.

A Young Lady. — Ipomiea RLBRO-ciERu'LEA is a perennial
climber, and requires the temperature of a stove. The exact pro-
portion of a lu.m which should be applied to Hydrangeas to change
the colour of the flowers has not yet been ascertained j but expe-
riments upon this subject are in the course of trial at the Horti-
cultural Society's Garden, the result of which will shortly be
made known. The consequeuce of allowing Pelaiig6.viums to
grow year after year without pruning will be, that the plants will
become unsightly, as the lower part of the stems will become en-
tirely destitute of leaves. We would advise you to cut them
down immediately. We never heard of Soot being adulterated.
Lime is sometimes mixed with Bove-dcst : in order to ascertain
whether the latter is genuine or not, sprinkle a little strong
vinegar over it, and if any effervescence takes place, you may be
sure that it is adulterated with lime.—

t

A Readei\^The only work with which we are acquainted that
treats upon the cultivation and preparation of Coffee, is Pobteb^s
Tropical Agricultckist. A separate work by the same author
is devoted to the culture of the Sugar Cane.—

t

H* /?rf.'^ Beetle is so mutilated from not being enclosed in a quill

or pill- box, that it is impossible to speak with certainty as to the
species. We imagine from its economy that it is the Hvluugus
piM PKRDA, against the ravages of which we know no remedy.

—

H,
Dinanais is referred to the Amateur's Garden of last week,—*
Ynys.—We have written to Mr. Frost, the gardener at Drop

-

more, respecting the best method oPincreasing Arauca'ria im-
BHicATA, who informs us, that he has succeeded in striking
them readily from cuttings with a gentle bottom-heat. At the
same time he is of opinion that when handsome plants can be
obtained at the nurseries for five shillings each, it is not worth
while to cut a plant to pieces to make cuttings of it; moreover,
that the latter are many years before they form a leading shoot,
and that consequently much time is lost in rearing a promising
•pecimen.—

t

John Shand.—The following is a risT ot Fki/it-tkbes suitable
for an Orchard:

—

Dksskrt Appubs—Early Red Margaret, Early
Harvest, Kerry Pippin, Wormsley Pippin, Oslin, Oolden Reinette,
King of the Pippins, Pitmaston Nonpareil, Ciaygate Pearmain,
Blenheim Pippin, Hughes*s Golden Pippin, Court of Wick, Pear-
son's Plate, Ribston Pippin, Margil, Maclean's Favourite, Reinette
da Canada, Adams's Pearmain, Herefordshire Pearmain, Golden
Harvey, Braddick's Nonpareil, Boston Russet, Court-peudu Plat,
Old Nonpareil, Scarlet Nonpareil, Sturmer Pippin. Kitcukn
Appi.ks — Hawthornden, Keswick Codlin, Tower of Glamis,
Alfriston, Royal Russet, Bedfordshire Koandling, Northern Green-
ing. Pears.—Citron rtes Carmcs, Dunmore. Franc-real d'E'te,
Flemish Beauty, Aston Town, Fondante d'Automne, Marie
Louise, Beurre Bosc, Louise Bonne (of Jersey), Althorp Cras-
sane, Hacon's Incomparable, Thompson's, Winter Nells, Winter
Crassane, Glout Mor^eau, Passe Colmar, Kniglit's Monarch, Ne
plus Meuris, Easter Beurre, and Beurre Ranee. For STF:\vrxG—
Berzi d*Heri,and Catillac. CHEURJKS-Mayduke,Knight*sEarly
Black, Elton, Royal Duke, Bigarreau, Kentish, Florence, Mo-
rello, Battner's October Morelio. Pli/ms—Royale Hative, Nec-
tarine, Washington, Greengage, Purplegage, Kirke's White
Magnum Bonum, Coe's Golden Drop, Ickworth Imperatrice,
Shropshire Damson. The Siberian and Tartarian Crabs will answer
for preserving; the Cherry Crab bears very abundantly, and the
fruit of BiufiTs's Everlastins Crab hangs very late on the tree.
"We cannot name one nurseryman in preference to another 5 the
above trees may be obtained of any respectable firm.—

1|

i'Vora.—There is no reason to fear that your Law.v will be
worn out by having the grass swept up with a besom. If there
are any bare places in it, they have been probably caused by the
excessive heat of the summer. A little seed scattered over such
vacancies will soon restore their verdure.

—

t
Mains.—Yoar Apples are—No. a. Holtandbury j 3, Belle Harvey,

4, Beauty of Kent ; 5, Passe Pomrae d'Automne; 6, Pomme
de Neige; B, Old Pomme Roy; lo, Kerry Pippin; U, Borovitsky;
12, Norfolk Beau&n ; 13, Keswick CodUn ; 14, Crimson Queening.
The large Pear so highly coloured on the sunny side is the Vicar
of Winkfield, the Monsieur le Curi of the French. It has some-
tunes been grown to an enormous size.—

H

f C
^'~^^ ^^ ^of* late in the season to attempt to strike cuttings

oftheGHK.vT AND American Aza'leas. They will not strike
in the open ground, but must be potted in silver sand, and
coverec^ with a bell-glass, placing them afterwards either in a
cool part of the greenhouse or in a frame where they can be
shaded during the heat of the day, ThU operation should be
done as early in the season as growing shoots caiibe obtained,—*
Tyro,—Your plant is one of the varieties of the Marvel q(

Peru.—

t

J. C. Zr.—The specimen sent is Catas^tuin discolor, with green
flowers, A good plan of packing cuttings is to tie some damp
inosii round the lower parts of them, and after surrounding
the whole with paper, to secure them in a small hamper, with
mogs well moistei^ea.—

i

WarwicksJiire.—U your Gckrnskv*'' t'lLv is* pla^ited out of
doors, you must take great care to protect it from the frost.
When the leaves are destroyed before they iwive decaved natu-
rally, the bulb «Uo perishes. Vou had better spread some deawl
leaves or litter over the border as soon as there is any appearance
of frost, or yuu uil^at take up the bulb and pot it hi dry boU; it
might then be kept in the greenhouse, or in a room out of the
zeach of fro*t» Aft<r Ixia.-i and Oxalises have flowered water
MioaXa b€ entirely wltbheid, and the pots kept in a cool and dry

part of the greenhouse. In the eariv part of November they
should be potted into a mixture of peat and silver sand, with a

J

triflmg addition of loam ; they must be regularly supphed with
[
water when they begin to grow, otherwise the foliage of the
Ixias will soon assume a yellow appearance.—

:

]ro?*ce*/er.—Ropiness in cider is caused by the growth of one of
those curious plants which botanists call Mycodkrms, It does
not appear to ns that the cause of ropiness is understood ; *by
some it is alleged that the acidity of fluids brings it about ; hut
on the other hand it appears in fluids that are perfectly free from
a^/ acidity. In wine it is referred by Chaptal to a deficiency of
sugar, and he says that it is gluten, half-decomposed, and imper-
fectly dissolved in wine, which produces ropmess. What is true of
wine will probahly be trne of cider, but M, Chaptal's statement
seems to ns to throw very little Ught upon the subject. A case is

mentioned by Parmentier, where half a vat of Champagne, drawn
off the March after the vintage, all became ropy, while the remain-
der, bottled in the folloFwing September, remained clear and un-
affected. The preventions are, l« to dissolve sugar in the must,
when it is too weak and watery ; 2, not to deprive the Grapes oftheir
stalks

J 3, to let the fermentation be completed in the casks, and then
to draw off the wine into a sulphured cask, fining it thoroughly
before bottling. Ifthe wine becomes ropy notwithstanding, Chap-
tal directs it to be treated thus. Take four pints ofgood wine, boil
it, and dissolve in it 8 to 12 ounces of cream of tartar and as much
sugar. When these substances arc dissolved, the mi.xture is suf-
ficient for mixing with 150 bottles of ropy wine. The whole is

poured Into a cask and well bunged down. Then an air-hole is

bored in the side of the cask and stopped with a spike. That
done, the cask is rolled about for five or six minutes, and then
placed on its stand with the bung downwards. If there is reason to
fear that the cask will burst, the air-hole is opened for a moment
and then replaced. After standing two days, the Hqunr is fined
in the usual way, and again bnn^^ed down closely, Tn four or
five days the wine is clear, and may be drawn off, but this must
be done very carefully in order to avoid disturbing the lees.—

t

M. C—Your Pears are—No. 1, Crassane; 2, St. Germain; 3,
Williams's Bon Chretien; and 4, Old Colmar.—

:

J. Smith.—Thedark Pansy, No. J, is good in colour and texture,
but too small ; 2, is also good in colour, with good substance of
petal, but the form is not first-rate ; the upper petals are too
elevated, and those at the side rather small; 3, a fine yellow, with
a distinct and well-marked eye; it has the same fault as 1, in
being undersized.—

*

A. M.—YouT plant is the Verbena officinalis.—

t

A. ^.^The climbing Cucurbitaceous plant which is found upon
the West Indian mountains, and called there the Chow Chow, is

probably the Mom6rdica BalsAmina. The seeds of the crimson
Canna from Madeira wilt not be of use to us. No. 3 is the white-
flowering variety of Clit6ria Ternatea. The division between the
genera Convolvulus and Ipomcea is founded upon structural
peculiarities, different from those which formed the basis of
the Linnean distinction.—

t

Broughton.—One of your plants is Catasetum laminatum ; the
other is a variety of Gongora maculata. The single flower is

Catasetum integerriraum.—

f

IK.—The Hose is probably R. alpina; the other plant seems a
bad specimen of Galega officinalis ; but the specimens are so
small, that It !s impossible to say with confidence.—

t

B, B. B.—We will look for the papers and return them. Pkiii-

ANTH properly signifies the envelope of a flower which consists
of calyx and corolla so alike as to be uadistingui&habie by colour
and form, as in a Crocus. It U rarely used in the present day,
and is, in fact, an unnecessary term.— f

We have received from the publishers a copy of *' The Act for
the Relief of Insolvent Debtors ; with Notex, Ofiservations ^ and an
Jndejf*'—which will be found very useful to those who happen
to be so unfortunate as to have occasion to study it.—

f

T. S, P.—We regret to say we are ourselves annoyed by rats
(water-rats) without being able to discover any remedy for the
evil. Professor Henslow's plan for destroying wasps, in an arti-

cle in another part of our Chronicle to-day, might perhaps prove
useful. It is extremely difficult to nam k correctly some kinds of
plants, unless very good specimens are supplied ; from what you
now state, wej.resume you have the Lathyros tuberosus. If so,

the tubers are eatable ^ they are named in some gardening books
** Dutch Mice." Blue vitriol will produce no effect; you should
employ green vitriol j but bleaching powder is much more
effectual in destroying the smell of drams, and will do no harm.
Climbing'Uoses icill make long straggling shoots ; there is no
help for it.—

f

J. 6.—No. I is Fearn's Pippin ; the seedling. No. 2. is too green
at present for us to form any correct estimate of its merit.—

[[

Rws.—The best thing you can do with the ground intended for

CAULirx-owKRs is to trench it well two spits deep, throwmg into

the bottom of the trench any refuse vegetable matter which may be
at hand, and burying a small quantity of manure beneath the top

spit. Trenching land is not so much attended to as it deserves

to be ; a portion of every garden should be so treated yeaily.

Where such has been the case, we have never known Cauliflowers

to fail. -J
J-, /J,—Send a Post-oflRce order for fiy. 6rf. and it will be handed

to our agent, who will execute your order.

O. P.—Send the numbers to the office and they will pay you
what you ask.

O, P.-Of your plants, No. 3 is Zamuchi^Uia palustrls : 2 and 3,

Senecio vulgaris ; 4. Mentha arvensis.—

t

J. i?.—Your Nut is the Spanish.—

y

H, H.—Your specimen is certainly Rosa cinnam6mea.—

t

Oliver Twist.—The plant is Heimia salicif61ia.—

t

X. Y. Z.—You have done right in cutting down Fr cksia co-

rtmbifh>'ra, if it had become straggling. You may winter

your Heaths in a cold frame, provided you can protect them
from the frost, and keep the interior free from damp. A free cir-

culation of air must be allowed them on all favourable oc-

casions. Yon have been misinformed; there is no such thing as

a blue Rose.—

t

S. S, S.—Your Pears are—No. 65, 83, Easter Beurr6
; 70, a de-

formed specimen; 71, Colmar; 80, St. Germain ; 82, Beurre Diel;

84, Passe Colmar i 78, unknown.— ii

W. B. U.— tte fear your Hokouras Cactus is not distmct

from Cereus latifrons of the Botanical Magazine.—

t

tfa/nrtor.—Can you not guess the meanings of the marks?—
t^

Cterirus.—Your specimen having no flowers, we can only say it

is some Acanthaceous plant. The moss is Hypnura and not

Sphagnum, and is unfit for the cultivation of Orchidaceous plants.

Sphagnum grows only in bogs, and is white and spongy. It is of no
consequence whether the stems of LSUum lanclfolium are cut

down or not when they are dead ; but as they are then unsightly,

thev are better removed.—

t

Hardwick's CratEegus is C. coccinea, of which there are several

slight varieties; this seems to be the common form, with few or

no spines, and very smooth bark.-

H

M. a—The Solanum is S. pinnatifldum; the other plant is

Anagvris Indica.—

t

A. G.-The new edition of the HoftxicuLTtBAt Society's

FauiT Catalogue, which is now in the press, will give a de-

scription of all the principal fruit trees now in cultivation.—

t

T. S. P-'s fly is not a Hornet, but Tab an ts bovinus ; the most
essential difference between these Insects is, that the former has

four, the latter only two wings. The specimen transmitted to us

is a male, which sex inhabits flowers ; the females, however, will

kite horses and cattle very severely, but cannot sfI'n^.— H-

W, W. E:& flies have died of a disease which is common to

dipterous insects, especially the Mtiscid^, in the autumn. Stsaie-

O, IT.—Judging from the leaves you have sent,'neither the one
nor the other belongs to Vanda Roxburghii, but it is not in onr
power to tell you what they may be; you must wait patiently

until they flower. You have been keeping your Epidendrum cin-

nabarinum too warm. The Inhiav D«x»r6bia like a warm
house, and that Is the reason yours do so well j but D. speciosum
will not do well amongst them : the advice given to your friend
was therefore bad, and of coarse both of you failed. You had
better pursue the same treatment, with regard to D. speciosum,
which you formerly adopted—viz., to winter it in a temperaturtt
of 65° by day, and not exceeding 55' by night. Corper wire
will injure the roots of the plants; we have not observed the
effects you describe, which are rather curious. We will attend to
your suggestion in the forthcoming papers upon the management
of these plants.—

5

IF.Jtf.—When theOaCHiDArKorsplantswhich you havenamed
have finished their season's growth, they ought to be kept nearly,
but not quite, dry for the winter. Combretum also requires less
water during the winter months. LUium speciosum and its va-
rieties should be kept perfectly dry after the stems have dietl off.
They are nearly hardy, and will do very well in a cold frame, if

you do not allow them to suffer from damp.-

f

Y. y,—The Hops which you have sent, and which were grown
within 500 yards of the wash of the sea, on the most eastern
l)oint of the cdast, wbere the soil consists of little else but sand,
are very fine.—

f

A AVotcff,—The Pear is the Marie Louise, and is fit to gather.—
1|

Mr. PAXTON-S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3<f.

each copy; It may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them deUwred in an^ part of London by remitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5«. for every 25 copies.
As usual, many lettera have arrivtjd too late for answers this we«k.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

\

TuE FrcQcb papers are actively engaged in discussing

the new treaty between this country and the United States.

Thej all agree in regarding it as a virtual concession of

the right of search on the part of Great Britain, and con-

tend that France can no longer consider herself bound by

any conventions on a subject whose principle has been

rejected by an inferior naval power. Tiiej declare that

the American Government has been treated with greater

deference than their own, and demand an immediate ahare

in the concessions exacted by the United States. The
republican papers suggest that the American Cabinet

might have obtained even more advantageous terms in the

present embarassments of England, and express tlieir

hope that the afT^irs left unsettled by the treaty may yet

lead to a rupture.—From Spain we have fresh rumours of

a modification of the Cabinet, but no change is expected

until the opening of the Cortes on the 1st November.

Disturbances have again occurred in some parts of the

provinces, but they seem to have been of a local character

and uncounected with political objects. A special Am-
bassador has left Madrid for Belgium and Ilolfand

;

the purpose of his mission is the subject of much specu-

lation, and public opinion is divided between the nego-

tiation of a marriage between Queen Isabella and a

Prince of the House of Coburg, and proposals for a

modification of the tariff.—From Portugal there is little

news beyond the contemphited prorogation of the Cortes,

and the passing of the Budget for the present year.

The Tariff Question has made no progress, and no-

thing new has transpired on the subject. — From
Germany we learn that the King of Hanover has reco-

vered from his recent illness, and returned to bis own

capital. The accounts from Cologne continue to be filled

with details of the festivities in honour of the King of

Prussia, who seems to have completely won the nffec-

tions of his subjects in the Rhenieh provinces. Letters

from Hungary inform us that the liberal policy recently

introduced into the Diet is still making extraordinary pro-

gress i in the ensuing Session the nobles are resolved to

abolish capital punishment, to adopt the principle of pub-

licity in criminal proceedings, and to abolish their own pri-

vileges by admitting the burgher class to a participation

in the election of their magistrates. The influence of this

example could not long be confined to Hungary ; and we

accordingly find, by advices from Transylvania, that the

Diet of that nation has granted to every man an equal

right to participate in the general affairs of the country,

and has given the peasants power to possess and dispose

of property of any kind.—From Turkey we have intelli-

gence of a change of Ministry ; the Grand Vizier has

been deposed by the Sultan, on the score of incapacity ;

and the diplomatic body, who have long regarded him

the chief obstacle to any settlement in Syria, now look

forward with certainty to a speedy arrangement of the af-

fairs of the Lebanon. A new insurrection has broken out

in Servia, and Prince Michael has been compelled to seek

safety in flight ',
the restoration of his father. Prince Mi-

losch, is considered to be the chief object of the movement.

From the Cape of Good Hope we have official acctnists

of the successful relief of Capt. Smiih and his handful of

troops at Port Natal. The Comraauder of the relief force

speaks in the highest terms of tne gallantry of %hh li«Ie

party, who maintained their position for a month under

circumstances of no ordinary pnvatioii, reduced ^
horseile&h for food, and hemmed in bj a de.- %~ate and

The new commander executed his task wuii

great skfU ; the rebellions Boers made a vigorous attempt
active foe.

Umcs thoy may be seen sticking to the glass of a windorw in the
y^\s landing, bat were ftt length driven from

same maimer, aud arc generally surroundcU by mmut
particles, as if the body of the aiumal had hur^^twirh

'.^|f»Jl^'
and scattered its contents ail round. We believe the ^^''J®*^,™!

been discussed in Kirby aiul Speiice'* Int. to JSatom,—/t'^^iiey

are surrounded by parasitical fungi.—

t

their positions, and our troops took possession of the ter-

ritory with scarcely any losi-

At home, tlie completion of the most abundaat harvest
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within the memory of man has suggested the propriety

of a general thanksgivinf ; the Ministerial papers state

that the propoial is under the consideration of Govern-

ment, and th^t there h little doubt of its adoption. The

manufacturing districts were again disturbed in the be-

ginning of the week, but the hands have returned to

work in Stockport and other places, and tliere are good

feaaons for believing that the strilce will soon terminate

from deficiency of funds.

I^ome N£h)S.
Court.—The Queen and Prince Albert arrived at

Windsor Castle about noon on Saturday, on their return

from Scotland. Her Majesty and the Prince, with the

Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, continue in ex-

cellent health.—His Imperial Highness the Archduke

Frederick Ferdinand of Austria arrived at the Castle on
Wednesday, on a visit to the Queen, accompanied by

Baron Lebzeltern, Count Caroly, and Prince Esterhazy.

On Thursday the Queen Dowager, attended by the Earl

and Countess of Denbigh, arrived at the Castle from

Bushy Park, on a visit to Her Majesty.—The Duke of

Cambridge has left Woburu Abbey, where his Royal

Highness had been staying on a visit to the Duke and
Duchess of Bedford, to honour Lord Ravensworth with a

^isit at Ravensworth Caatie,—The Countess of Mount-
Edgecumbe has succeeded the Duchess of Norfolk as

the Jady-in- waiting on the Queen ; and Mr. Ormsby Gore
hm§ aacceeded Capt. Meynell as the grooHi-in-waiting on
Her Majesty.

Arrival of Lord Ashburtoa,—The Warspite, 50^ Cap-
tain Lord Juhu Hay, arrived at Spithead on Friday after-

noon, bringing home Lord Ashburton, from his mission
to the United States. His Lordship left the Warspite
between two and three o'clock, and landed at'Gosport, the

ahip saluting !nm when he left her, and the batteries upon
his landing. The Warspite has been seventeen days from
America, having left on the morning of the 5th inst. She
was becalmed two days, or would have made the run in

fifteen days. Lor^l Ashburton, upon landing at Gosport,
immediately proceeded to his residence at Anglesey.

Jfortign.
France.—The Jonrnah,—^The Paris papers are chiefly

occupied in discussing t\ie treaty concluded between Eng-
land and the United States, la the opinion of the Re-
publican Nati' ..jI^ the latter, although the treaty was
highly honourable, and conformable to their interest, had
not derived all the advantages they might have expected
from the eaabarrMfied position of Great Britam, which was
betrayed by her excessive anxiety to arrive at the conclu-'
aion of peace. It blames the American Government for

not dtmanding full satisfaction for the destruction of the
Caroline, and flatters itself with the hope that the affair

of the Creole, which was left unsettled, may yet lead to a
^rupture. Hie Courrier Fran^ah states that the Govern-
ment of the Union had, by that treaty, given a new con-
aecratioa to the grand principle of the inviolability of the
flag, and ** that it was impossible to suppose that, in pre-
sence of such a compact, either Cabinet could long sub-
mit to the humiliation of the right of search, and the pro-
tocol should still be left open, in order that France might
adhere to the deplorable treaty of 1841.'^ The Commerce

j

after presenting its readers with a gloomy picture of our
situation, and bestowing a few words of praise on the ac-
tivity of our statesmen, their devotion to their country
and its interests, expresses indignation at the United
States " being allowed the honour of showing to the
world how the pretensions of England can be resisted."
" Is not France," it exclaims, "as great and as powerful
as the American republic? Does she occupy less space
and hold an inferior rank among nations ? and vet, since
the revolution of July, we have been at the mercy and
placed under the control of England. We have submitted
to the right of visitation, which the Americans have re-
jected once more ; we have even to a certain extent volunta-
rily nadergoae that humiliation, after a public insult, after^ aignature and execution of the treaty of the 1 5th July.
v^hat is the - -se of this difference between the two
countnes ? It is simply this—the American Cabinet de-

El^rt :?^ «^PPo»^t oa its own citizens against foreigners,
whiUt the French Cabinet stands in need of foreign aid to
mjAke head against the interior/' The Journal des Dedats
CTcpresses lU opmion, fo^inded on the notes exchanged

sSeu'rv J ST'^^if-PO^entiary and the American

liX^f^7 t
^^'*' ^*"^ '^"^ ^"^^^^o" Of the right ofjisUation which ovnng to the nature of the relations ex-«ting between the two countries, is inseparable from thequestion of neutrals, is more removed than ever f^m a

satisfactory solution The United SUtes 'noHnlyWnot obtained any satisfaction on the most irritating^point
Of their relations with Great Britain, but the Engli.kflempoteatiary even refused, in a categorical manner to
enter into any arrangement on a question which, it is
true, can only present itself in time of war. but which al-
ways leaves the d<*or open for « rupture." The Presse
declares that France can do lunger tolerate the right of
Tisitations exercised, even in virtue of the conventions of
1831 and 1833, nor suffer that the United States, who oc-
cupy a rank inferior to that of France as a naval power,
should be treated with greater deference. '* In the iuter-

of peace, as well a« of our national dignity," it says,
**the principle of the conventions of 1831 and 1833 must
be abrogated. We have a right to claim our share of the
concessions made to the United States. If it should not
be spontaneously conceded, we must take it ourselves.
Thua it is incumbent on us, whenever the British
Admfc!tT

them peremptorily, and to withdraw successively those

that have been already issued. We have no other line of

policy to pursue." In addition to this question, the

journals have another subject for discussion in the gum
tradcj which, on all hands, is admitted to be expiring, and

the colony of Senegal indebted little short of a million

sterling. This is the trade which England is accused

of seeking to disturb by the right of search.

The Post-office,—The Courrier Frangais announces,

that Lord Lowther has visited Paris for the purpose of

making' new arrangements for the conveyance of the

Indian mail, which is no longer to proceed through

France after the expiration of the convention signed by

the Post-offices of the two countries. '*The mails," it

says, "will hereafter be landed at A^enice or Trieste.

This will be highly prejudicial to our country, and by
no means advantageous to the English ; but although the

distance be longer by that road than through France, their

correspondence will follow it in preference, in order to

avoid the delays and vexations of every description which

their couriers have experienced in France. Such is the

result of the impediments opposed to commercial and po-

litical relations by a narrow-minded and vexatious Ad-
ministration.'^ On the other hand,* Gaii^nani^s Messen-
ger announces, that M. Dubost, one of the heads of the

French Post-office, has left Paris for London. "This
gentleman," it says, *' is charged by the Government to

negotiate a new Post-office treaty on a much larger and

more liberal basts than the existing one- The arrange-

ments contemplated in M. Dubost*s mission extend also,

we understand, to the more rapid transmission of the

Indian mail from Marseilles, and to the putting aa end to

the vexatious delays and difficulties which the couriers of

the London press have hitherto experienced in carrying

their despatches through France." M. Dubost is said to

have always opposed in the Council the system pursued
by the Administratiou with regard to the expresses of the

London papers, and denied its legal right to prevent their

free circulation through France.

The Capital—The Prince de Joinville left Neuilly on
the 1-lth for the Palace of the Tuileries, and set out in the
evening for the Chateau d'Eu, to take leave of his family,

previously to his embarkation in the Belle Poule frigate.

The Commerce states, on the authority of a letter from
the Chateau d'Eu, that Marshal Soult would be shortly

appointed Governor of the Invalids, and that General
Dode de la Brunerie, the director of the fortifications of

Paris, would succeed the Marshal in the War Department.
It also states that the French Government had at last

resolved on granting, at the request of M. Piscatory, the

million of francs demanded by the Greek Cabinet.—M.
Jalley, the sculptor, has been entrusted with the execution
of the marble statue of the late Duke of Orleans, voted by
the Chamber of Peers, This artist is already favourably
known by his statues of Louis XI. and Francis I., at
Versailles ; of Baiily and Mirabeau, in the Chamber of
Deputies ; of Marshals Lobau and Gerard, at present in
his studio, but intended for Versailles ; and by the beau-
tiful statues of Prayer and Modesty, in the Museum of
the Luxembourg.—The cause ofBaron dcEode, which has
been so long before the Courts, is now decided. The
Baron having emigrated to Russia during the French re-
volution, his property was confiscated. Napoleon offered
to restore it to his sons, the proprietor having died in his
exile, but on condition that they should return to the ser-
vice of France. They refused* After the fall of Napoleon,
the eldest son. who resided in England, claimed aa in-
demnity from France, as a subject of Great Britain. At
last, after a period of twenty-six years, he has obtained
his demand, and out of the 130 millions paid by France to
England as an indemnity, he baa obtained 20. During this
space of time the members of this family, now possessed of
immense riches, have had to suffer the most painful priva-
tions.—The library ofthelateM.Sismondi, author ofthe His-
tory of the Italian Republics, which is so particularly rich in
historical works, is bequeathed to Professor Rossi, of Paris,
after the death of Madame Sismondi.—The celebrated
violinist, Baillot, died a few days ago in Paris, and was
interred on Sunday last in the cemetery of Montmartre.
The funeral was attended by most of the members of the
Academic Royale de Musique,and by several distinguished
literary and scientific men.—The papers speak in terms of
praise of an invention of Coloael de Villiers, director of
the artillery of Mons, for securing gunpowder from
accidents in removal andstoreage. This system possesses
several advantages over that at present in use ;— l, com-
plete security in removal, even through fire, as the case
will pass through a mass of lighted straw for 90 feet with-

shaU dt^mand Wftrrants

out any danger of explosion ; 2, the case will take up a
fifth less space ; 3, it will hold lOOlb. of powder, or 3,000
ball-cartridges, which can thus be more easily removed

;

4, it will preserve powder safe and dry in the very worst
stores

; and 5, although the price of this case is greater
than that commonly in use, yet the difference will be soon
defrayed by the sums saved in repairs.

The Provinces.—Sota^ of the votes of the French
Louncil'General of Departments have just been published,
I he departments on the borders of Switzerland complain
mat their iron-foundries have greatly suflTered this year.

i i^w- " ^^* ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ introduction of English iron by

tL^.7' the duty having been reduced on the eastern

\rZll iTli ^'. '^ ^^ ^^' t-^^ ^'**^*> kilogrammes-the
treaty with ifolland, and the progress of steam navigation
un the river, havmg ako much facilitated the means of
transport. Ihe council of the Doubs demand the re-
estabhshment of the old duty of 1836 on the frontier of
the east.—A singular instance of the mode of appeal in
French criminal trials has just occurred, and may be
received as a striking contrast to our own law in regard to
the freedom of a culprit from being tried twice for the same

crime. A man called Langlois was tried at Roueu for havi
suborned a person to fire at his father, who was wounded
the shoulder. He had also attempted to poison his pare T
The jury admitted attenuating circumstances.aud Lanein"*
was accordingly condemned to the galleys for life. T!i
Procureur-General appealed against the sentence as t

mild, and Langlois was tried again at Evreux. He w
here condemed capitally, and executed at Forges on th
14th, in the presence of 3000 persons,—A manuscriot f

the 16th century has been found at Limoges, in wLich
is detailed the ancient mode of enamel painting. It ja

t

be sent to the manufactory at Sevres, and great hopes are
entertained of its ako giving some valuable hints oath
old manner of painting on glass.—The scientific world ja

much interested by the meteorological obstrvations col-
lected by M. Platow de TchichatchefF, a young Russian
officer, in an ascent he has just accomplished to the top of
Nethou, the culminating summit of La Maladetta the
highest point of the Pyrenees.

The Navy.—The Toulon papers mention that theTille
de Marseilles, ship-oUthe-line, which is to convey Baron
de Langsdorf, the French Minister Plenipotentiary, to Hjo
Janeiro, is likewise to assist at the feasts which are to be
celebrated there on the occasion of the marriage of the
Emperor Pedro 11. with a Princess of the Royal Family of
Naples. Another ship of the line, in which it was believed

that Admiral Casey would hoist his flag, was likewise to

proceed to the Brazils from Brest. The papers add that

the Belle Poule frigate, under the command of the Prince

de Joinville, would also leave for that destination. One
of the sisters of the Emperor, who is said to be affianced

to the Prince, is to take passage ia Admiral Casey's ship,

and their marriage will be celebrated on their arrival in

Paris,

Algeria,—A telegraphic despatch announces that Ge-
neral Bugeaud has set off for Oran in great haste, on
learning that Abd-el-Kader was once more in force, and on

the field, and that he had attacked General Lamorici&re

near Mascara. The Governor-General is about to despatch

another expedition against the Emir. The papers hint

that the Arab tribes, in their late summer submission,

were merely flinging dust in the eyes of the Governor-

General in order to save their harvests. General Bugeaud

has published a manifesto on the state of Algeria, iu which

he suggests that it should be made a Military colony, and

declares there is no keeping it, even during peace, with

less than 80,000 men.
Spain.—The Madrid papers of the 12th have been re-

Rumours continued to be current respecting a

modification of the Cabinet, but they were somewhat dis-

credited in consequence of the report that the Minister of

Finance had at last succeeded in obtaining an advance uf

funds, so as to. enable him to satisfy in some measure the

claimants of the State. Should there be any change of

Ministry it is not expected to take place before the open-

ing of the Cortes on the 1st Nov. Some disturbances had

occurred at Cordova, in consequence of the municipality

refusing to confirm the election of certain officers in the

National Guard of that place. The Ayuntamiento de-

clared that the election was illegal, and therefore invahd;

whereupon the National Guard threatened to put every

member of that body to death. Ultimately the munici-

pality was forced to yield ; nor did the pohtical chief deem

it necessary to interfere in the affair. Sixteen out of

twenty-three town councillors have tendered their resig-

nation. An inquiry is to be instituted by order of the Go-

vernment. Seiior Argueiles, the Queen's guardian, and

Count Ofalia, are stated to be seriously ill. Senor Olo-

zaga left Madrid on the 10th for Belgium aud Holland;

taking Paris on the way. The object of his mission is"

said to be a negotiation with those Governments for a

modification of the tariffs, with the view of giving exten-

ceived.

t

sion to the commerce of Spain. Some papers, however,

assert, that the object of the mission is not only to nego-

tiate a treaty of commerce with Holland, but has reference

to the marriage of Queen Isabella, who, according to tins

journal, is to have a Coburg for a husband. It is said m
other quarters that the Government, desirous ofrestoriug

its navy, has authorised him to propose an exchange of a

certain number of Dutch ships for an adequate quantity

of timber from the forests of Spain.—The funeral obse-

quies of Lope de Vega, the Spanish poet, have been ctier

brated with a magnificence unparalleled in the history o

literature. The grandees and other lords of Spain marcheU

at the head of the procession. The ceremonies lasted ^ *^*y^J
and were heightened in their effect by the music of the Chapel

Royal and the pomp of public worship. On each of these

days a different Bishop officiated, and in the funeral ora-

tions pronounced over his tomb, exalted no less the pun y

of his life than his surpassing talents.- By advices roni

Valencia we learn that that part of the country had been

visited by dreadful hurricanes, which had caused consider-

able damage and loss of property. At Alcira and taria-

gente the hail fell in torrents, and it is stated that som^

hailstones were picked up weighing eight pounds

y

Regent has ordered an inquiry to be instituted '" ^v,

that assistance may be rendered to the victims of ^^^^
f

which is called the garden of Spain. It is computed t»a^

the damage aad loss of property exceed eight i^^^j*^"^

.

reals.—A due! at Cadiz between the political chief of "

city and the editor of the Globe paper has e^^^^*^^
"^ief

interest both at Cadiz and Madrid. The political cuic

S. Rie.sch was killed by the journalist Seiior Lloren^^

who immediately fled to Gibraltar. The friends or i^^

deceased proceeded to the newspaper-office and burnt

its contents. , .

PoRTrcAL.—We have Lisbon news of the I2th ins •

The Chamber of Peers had passed the Bill of Ways a^^

Means for the present year. The Deputies ^^^\^^nmir*J
with the xceasore lately introduced, endowing the uq
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Wine Company with an income of 150 contos of reis, de-
rived from the duties on the esport and consumption of
wine at Oporto ; and regulating the powers and obligations

of the company, which is to open deposits at various
foreign stations, and to purchase 20,000 pipes of wines of
.second and third qualities from the Douro wine-growers
at stipulated prices. The bill had nearly passed the
Chamber of Deputies, and when agreed to by the Peers
the Cortes, it was expected, would be prorogued. The
tariff question had not made any further advance* The
Ministry remained unchanged, save that Senhor Campelo,
ad interim Minister of Marine, was stated to be ill, and
Baron Tojal had been provisionally charged with his
functions. Discussions had taken place in both Houses
respecting the slaver Gloria, and it was supposed Senhor
Campelo's illness was very much connected wi^ his
anxiety to escape from the discussions be might expect in
both Chambers for his conduct in this affair The Queen
and court have returned from Cintra to Lisbon for the
season. The murder of a judge at Medoes had excited
great sensation, and Lad led the Government to introduce
,a bill, to try cases of the kind by military tribunals, which
was fully expected to pass into a law.

Belgium.—The two last acts of the session of the
Chamber of Representatives are the chief topics iu our
Belgian news. By one of these a law passed approving
the long-talked-of convention between the town of Brus-
sels and the State. The public places, museums, collec-
tions, &c., of the capital will now pass into the hands of
the Government, besides much real property belonging to
the town—that is, as soon as the law has been assented
to by the Senate, and received the Royal sanction. Brus-
sels will therefore be relieved of the enormous debt caused
by the revolution, from which, without the sale of its pub-
lic places, it would never have been freed, and the capital
will be enriched, beautified, and enlarged. As to the latter,

some progress is already made—the qxtariier Liopold
already rises from its foundations, and the boulevards that
surround the town will soon cease to exist ; the fosse will

be filled in, the walls cast down, and the several gates be
made to recede far from their present position. The last

act of the session was the granting power to the Govern-
ment to raise a loan amounting to 29,250,000 francs. Of
this sum 24 millions are assigned for the railways ; two
millions for the making and improving the roads of Lux-
embourg; one million and a half for the entrepot at Ant-
werp ; and the remaining sum for the deepening of the
canal from Ruppel to the canal of Bois-le-Duc. This
vote will afford great relief to the working population of
Flanders. More than 10,000 workmen are sure of em-
ployment for some years on the railroad from Ghent to
Antwerp, for which all the preliminary preparations are
made. The Provincial Council of Bruges has just come to
a resolution ordering that statues of the illustrious men of
the province of which Bruges is the capital shall be erected
in the towns and villages in which they were born, and
has voted the necessary funds for that purpose.—The
Echo du Jilonde Savant states that a person possessing a
large flock of sheep has cured the whole of them, which
had the pleurisy, by giving to each animal an ounce of
arsenic mixed with'' salt ; and that he has u^ed the same
remedy on a cow, without the least indication of poison.
M. Orfila, who is now at Brussels, will, it is said, ascer-
tain whether the flock of animals so cured would be
poisonous when used as food for man.
Hanover.—Accounts of the health of the King of Ha-

nover have been received in town up to Friday last. His
Majesty had recovered from the effects of his recent ill-

ness, and intended to take his departure from Dusseldorf
on the following day, on his return to Hanover. The
statement of the French papers, as communicated from
Magdeburg, that the King has contracted a morganatic
marriage with the widow of the Chief President, Von
Beulwitz, is unfounded. The King has lately several
times honoured the lady with a visit, who, notwithstanding
her advanced age, retains her beauty and graceful man-
ners. The journals, too, have spoken of her elevation to
the rank of Countess of Dieplitz, which is supposed to
bave caused the report of the intended marriage of the
King.

Germany.—The German papers speak of the /ties
on the Rhine as gay and popular, but still less brilliant
than was expected, and productive of disappointment to
those who looked for political excitement. A supplement
of amneity was expected from several princes ; a mild, if

not a liberal
J law on the censorship was expected from

Prussia
; but the'subject of politics seems to have been

avoided by a mutual uivderstanding, and it is agreed on all

bands that there could not have been a fitter altar for the
oblivion of political jealouiies between Germans than the
reconstruction of the great German Catholic cathedral by
a Protestant Prince. Prince Metternich struck the stone
at the same time with the King of Prussia ; and the young
Austrian Archduke, who attended the /ties, was pre-
sented with a regiment by the King of Prussia. The
people of Aix-Ia-Chapelle gave the King and Princes a
dmner. The health of the Archduke was drunk, and was
expected to lead to difficulty, as Aix-la-Chapelle was the
ancient scene of the coronation of the Emperors, and
was once peculiarly Austrian. The Archduke, however,
got nobly out of the difficulty. He said, that since poli-
tical arrangements and necessities had abstracted Aix-la-
Chapelle from its allegiance to the Imperial House, he
rejoiced in their loyal affection being transferred to so ex-
cellent a monarch and noble a race as those of Prussia.
—On the 11th the people of Cologne gave a grand enter-
tainment to tlie King and Queen of Prussia. The new
market was formed into an artificial garden, at the en-
trance into whlcli was erected a triumphal arch, sur-

'
'
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south side was a pavilion in the Moresque style, 60 feet
long and 45 feet high, at the bottom of which was a foun-
tain, casting out Eau de Cologne from amidst a bed of
flowers. After remaining here some time, the royal party
went through the streets, resplendent with illuminations,
to the Tempelhausor Rheingasse, so famous in story, the
court-yard of which was converted into a ball-room. His
Majesty opened the ball by dancing a Polonaise with the
wife of the Burgomaster, and the Queen next did the
Burgomaster the honour of dancing with him. A supper
followed the ball, the Burgomaster's wife being admitted
to the royal table—the only one who had the honour,
besides the illustrious personages who accompanied their
Majesties.—The Augsburg Gazelle hsLs just published a
long treatise, running through a series of 23 numbers, on
the German Customs Union and its future prospects. The
writer recommends the extension of the Zollverein to
the North Sea, to the countries situate at the mouths of
the Rhine, the Ems, the Weser, the Elbe, and the Trave,
which would comprehend Holland and Denmark; the
accession of the Ilanseatic towns, not as free ports iu the
manner England desires, but only with free magazines,
such as exist in England, France, Holland, and in the
United States ; the creation of a system of general naviga-
tion

; a treaty with Austria, comprising Hungary and
Transylvania. The grand union would then extend to 70
millions of souls. The writer cautions Germany also
against commercial alliances with England, France, and
Belgium, whose efforts would only tend to ruin German
industry; and, lastly, advises tre'aties of navigation and
commerce, based on principles of complete reciprocity,
with the independent states beyond the seas.—Letters
from Dresden state that the ravages of the fire which
broke out on the 31st August, in the Saxon and Bohemian
Switzerland, and which continued on the 8th, extended
almost the whole way from Winterburg to the Prebits-
cher, where the noblest pine-forest, intermixed with
oak and timber of all kinds, bus been destroyed to the ex-
tent of half a league. The appearance of the ground is said
to be most extraordinary. On the scorched ground stand
thousands of leafless trunks, of all ages and sizes, turned to
charcoal from the root upwards, and stretching out their
branches, blackened by flames, and the smoke in the
ravines, formerly concealed from the eye by the thick fo-
liage of the forest : thousands of them are witnesses of the
dreadful conflagration ; some fitillstanding,otherslyingover
each other, an impenetrable chaos.—The fires in the pro-
vinces of Saxony continued to be very serious ; at Oscbatz,
on the road between Dresden and Leipzig, a third part of the
town, in which are tiie largest and finest buildings, as well
as the part inhabited by most of the woollen-cloth manu-
facturers, is reduced to ashes, together with the Senate-
house, and other public edifices. The number of houses de-
stroyed is 144, and that of the persons burnt out is

from 1,500 to 2,000.— Letters from Salzburg state that the
statue of Mozart was inaugurated with great cere-
mony on the 4ih inst., in the presence of the Empress-
mother, the King and Queen of Bavaria, Prince Luitpold,
the Princesses Hildegarde and Alexandra, and other illus-

trious personages. A hymn, written for the occasion by
Count Ladislas de Pirker, Archbishop of Erlan, iu Hun-
gary, and set to music by the Chevalier Neukomm, was
performed by an orchestra of 2,000 professional and ama-
teur musicians, who, as the Archbishop was confined to
his house by indisposition, repeated the performance under
his windows. Mozart's own Requiem was executed on the
5th, in the cathedral by the same performers.—The "Ga-
zette of Upper Germany " announces that it has been de-
cided to make Rastadt a fortified place of the first class,

and that the works are to be commenced in the course of
the autumn. It states that this determination to raise an
imposing fortress opposite to Strasbourg has given very
general satisfaction.—Nothing as yet has been done in the
Baden Chambers, after a great deal of debating, but to

affirm the principle of executing the railways by a Govern-
ment loan. The shareholders of the Vienna and Warsaw
Railway have given notice to the Polish Government that

they are unable to finish their contract.—Letters from
Trieste state that the Imperial Government will in the

next spring commence the railroad between Vienna and
Prague, which will run into that of Moravia, called Ferdi-

nand Bahn. At the same period, the road from Vienna
to Trieste will be continued between Marzuchlag
and Gratz- There is no mention, however, of work-
ing upon the branch which is to lead from the

Adriatic towards Styria We learn from Pesth that

no topic is at present more frequently discussed by the

Hungarian press, than the emancipation of the burghers,

and the abolition of the immunity from taxation enjoyed

by the nobles. These questions are to form the prominent
subjects of discussion of the legislative session which is to

open next spring. Of their own accord, and merely from
patriotic motives, the nobles, it is said, will sacrifice their

own privileges, and raise the burghers to their own level.

At present the burghers enjoy no political rights in

Hungary, have no voice iu the election of their magi-
strates, no participation in the enactment of the laws. The
reformers of Hungary are now resolved to remove this

great reproach to the liberal policy which has been
adopted in other departments of the state. The construc-
tion of a rail-road, at the public expense, to connect the
plains of Pesth with the sea-coast at Fiume, is spoken of»

A commission sitting at Pesth has also drawn up a liberal

penal code, into which the penitentiary system of Phila-
delphia is to be introduced, while all corporal and capital

punishments are to be abolished, and the principle of pub-
licity adopted in all criminal proceedings. This will form
the third great topic of discussion in the ensuing Diet.

Transylvania has also followed the enlightened example of

Hongary, in gLyinf^ to eTcry mm m equal r%il to parti-

cipate in the general affairs of the country, in abolishing

capital punishment, and giving the peasants power to

possess and dispose of any property they may acquire.

In regard to the long-disputed question of mixed mar-
riages in Hungary, the Bishop of Grosswaradin. who is one
of their most decided opponents, has resigned his see, and
hau been created by the Pope an Archbisliop tJi pariibus.
From this it is inferred, that the question of mixed mar-
riages will be decided in the next Diet in favour of the
Protestants. The prelate has made an immense sacrifice

to his principles^ as the revenue of his Bishopric amounted
to 200.000 florins, about 20.000/,
Italy.—Letters from Pisa of the 5th inst. state, that

the town was thrown into general consternation on that
day by the following dreadful accident. While upwards
of 200 persons were assembled at an amphitheatre, near
one of the gates of the town, engaged in the game of
pallone, a wall suddenly sank under thtra, brought down
other parts of the building, and buried ihera in its ruins.
Immediate exertions were made, and the dead body of a
child was first taken out. 5') persons were found severely
injured, the lives of several being despaired of. The rest
escaped, some with slight bruises, the others unhurt.
Many of the sufferers belong to the first families of Pisa.

Russia.—Advices from St. Pctersburgh of the 3d insU
announce, that on the 31st the Emperor publislied a
manifesto, ordering that the daughter of the Czarewitch,
whose birth on the previous day was annoilnced in our
last, should receive, in every circumstance, the title of
Grand Duchess and Imperial Highness.—A scientific ex-
pedition, undertaken with the aid and under the direction
of the Academy of Sciences of St, Petersburgh, was on
the point of leaving the capital, on an exploration of the
extensive region of Siberia comprised between the rivers
Pjasida and Chatanga and the ley Sea, which has never
yet been trodden by the foot of man. M. Widdendorf,
Professor of Zoology in the University of Kiew, was to
direct the expedition, and had received for that purpose a
gift of 13,000 rubles from the Emperor.—A Russian ship
of the hne, a new 74, going from Archangel to the Baltic
for her stores, was lost on Sunday week on the coast of
Norway, off Christiansand, with about 400 men. The
wind was a high northerly gale, off the land, and it is not
known whether she sprung a leak or was out of her'
reckoning, but many reports, all unfavourable to the
captain and officers, were in circulation at Gotten-
bnrgh,—The Malta papers of the 27th announce that
the Russians had experienced another check in Cir-
cassia. The insurgents surprised at night and cut to
pieces a body of about ten thousand men, encamped
under the walls of Mazga, and made themselves masters of
that fortress, which they entered together with the fugi-
tives. Such was the rapidity with which the mountaineers
came on, that the Russians had no time to form ; nearly
the whole of the troops iu the camp were put to the
sword, and a number of officers were made prisoners.

—

According to private letters from Kalisch, changes are
about to take place favourable to the inhabitants of Poland.
The Emperor, it is said, has issued aa ukase, which
directs that in Warsaw, and probably in all Poland, the
Polish language shall be again used a^i the channel of in-
struction iu the schools, and that 12,000 Polish troops '

shall be organised and commanded hy Polish ofhcers, ex-
cept the staflf officers, who are to be Russians. It is be-
lievt:d that the Poles will be indebted for this change, if it

should take place, to the visit of the King of Prussia to
St. Petersburg.

Turkey anb Syria.—The accounts from Constanti-
nople, dated the 31st ult.,are of considerable importance.
They state that on the 30th Izzet Mehemet, the Grand
Vizier, was deposed, and Raouf Pasha, former President
of the Council, elevated to his post. Halil Pacha, bro-
ther-in-law to the Sultan, had been appointed President of
the Council in Raours place. The overthrow of Izzet
had caused great satisfaction to the whole of the diplo-

matic body, who saw in him the promoter of the policy
that prevailed of late in the councils of the Sultan, to the
detriment of the empire. The Hatti-Scheriff dismissing
him, alleges as a reason his incapacity to bring to a good
termination thejimportant negotiations entrusted to him.
The change is attributed entirely to the Sultan. Selini

Bey had returned from Syria, bringing vfith him me-
morials calling on the Porte to name a Mussulman Go-
vernor for Lebanon, which he had prevailed on the
majority of the Maronites themselves to sign. Fresh dis-

turbances had taken place on the Persian frontiers, and
the increasing discontent in the European provinces had
induced the Divan to order a concentration of troops at
Nissa and Monastir. Baron de Bourqueney had declared
to Sir Stratford Canning, who had questioned him re-
specting the presence of the French squadron under
Admiral Lasusse at Beyrout, that its stay there would
be merely temporary, and that it was even probable
it had already left the coast of Syria. The " pioua
embassy" departed for the Holy cities of Mecca and
Medina the 23d ult. with the usual solemnity, after re-

ceiving from the Saltan the sacred carpet and tie other

presents destined for the tomb of tlie Prophet. The
cortege^ composed of a large number of pilgrims of «1^

classes, set out preceded by the bands of -^^-eral regioaects

of the guards. The first wife of Sultaa Mb,^— -^ ^^^"

mother of the wife of Said Pacha, and of tKe

sister of the reigning SulUn, accompanied tkt caravan.

Tins is the first time a SulUea baa ever |troceeded on a

pilgrimage to Mecca.—The Greek populatioa of Smyrna

have just lo*t their patriarch A«thm>o», at the ad-

vanced age of 96.—Accounts from Belgrade state that

Prince Michael of Servi* has m«t the same fiite as hit

father, and been driven into ejile. The party of th«

eiaigra&tfl, commasded by Voutchikhi attacked and got

aiiznarried
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Prince Michel
postession of the arsenal of Kragi^jewitz,

Ld to dislodge tfcem in vain After two days fighting

the PrincesJ abandoned by his troops, and obliged to

Uke refuge ffr»t at Belgrade, and, not considering bimse fm
tafetv at thatPlace, be had repaired to SemliD,and invoked

the protection and aid of Austria. The Consuls of Great

Britain and France had accompanied the young Prince Id

hla night. The insurrection has been planned and carried

into eJiecution for the restoration of Prince Milosch. Its

leader was one of his ex-Ministers, openly eucouraged by

Rusiian agents, by Chekil Effendi and the Pacha of Bel-

grade.

United States.—The packet-ship Cambridge arrived

f
Eagle to arrire first with the ladies in waiting, was not

far in their wike. The approach of this splendid vessel,

and her statelj trim, were much naore imposing than the

scene at her Majesty's departure. A fine easterly breeze

was blowing ; and from the state of the tide, half-flood, a

considerable nuniber of fine large steamers accompanied

the Trident on her progress up the river. Three large ves-

sels, iu particular, two ships, and a barque, in tow of tug-

boats, and gaily dressed with flags, gave an imposing ap-

pearance to the fleet ; while the steamers around, being

all large sea-going boats, formed a much more majestic es-

cort than the flotilla of river craft which accompanied the

Royal George to the Nore. At ten o'clock the Trident

at Liverpool on Thursday from New York, from whence ^was opposite the. Dockyard, and surrounded with a nume.

ihe sailed on the 1st inst., bringing papers to that date in- roos fleet of boats. An Admiralty barge, steered by Sir

elusive ; they are, however, only one day later than those

previously received by the Britannia steamer, and they

contain no intelligence of importance. The Swedish

Minister was among the passengers. T.ord Ashburton's

reception by the citizens of Ntw York was a brilliant

affair, and attended by all the British, French, City, and

other authorities. At Boston his Lordship was visited by

a large body of the Massachusetts legislature, preceded by

their Sergeant-at-Arms, and appropriately addressed by

the Hon. W. J. Hubbard, of the Senate.

Cape of Good Hofe.—We have Cape papers of the

2Uth July, containing the official despatches from the

British camp at Port Nata!, dated the :^Oth June, giving

the particulars of the reliefof Capt. Smith and the gallant

handful of troops under his command. This important

service was accomplished by Lieut. -Col. Cloete, assisted

by her Majesty's frigate Southampton, commanded by

Capt. Ogle, R.N., and Capt. Durnford of the 27th Reg.,

with 100 men and two small howitzers. Colonel Cloete

speaks in the highest terms of the conduct of Capt.

Smith. The gallantry, he observes, with which Capt,

Smith defended his post for a whole month, under no or-

dinary circumstances of privation, is highly creditable to

him and his party. They were reduced to horse-flesh for

food, closely hemmed in by a desperate and vigilant foe,

with no less than 20 wounded within his closely confined

camp. The relief was effected within the incredibly short

space of one month, although the distance to Natal from

Cape Town is 1,500 miles, and although Capt. Smith's

despatch, announcing his gitnation, was delayed by having

had to pass through hostile hands. Capt. Smith states,

that nothing could exceed the patience and cheerfulness

of the troops under the privations they sufTered, and had
it been necessary, they could have held out for a longer
period without a mnrmur. His loss was one Serjeant, two
privates killed and thiL.: wounded; one Cape rifleman and
one civilian killed, eiclu&ive of his previous loss formerly
detailed. The number of boerswhodefended thelandingand
possesjeion of the harbour against tlie relief attack of the
Southampton'was;i5(J men , but their loss has not been ascer-

tained. This intelligence has given unqualified satisfaction,

as various discouruging rumours, which we noticed in our
last, had prevailed at Cape Town in the early pnrt of the

month respecting Capt. Smith and his small detachment
of troops, the general notion being that the whole of them
xfete either made prisoners or killed ; it was, moreover,
donbted whether the experience of Lieut. Colonel Cloete,

who was despBtched on the same service, was such as
could be fuilj confided in. Subsequently, on the receipt
of the above intelligence from the scene of warfare, this

gloomy state of the public mhid was effectually relieved.
The new commander was found to have executed the task

Francis Collier, was shortly at the gangway ; the accom-

modation ladder, covered with green cloth, was rigged

out, and at half-past ten her Majesty and the Prince

landed, amid the cheers of the assembled multitude, and

the salutes of the cannon. The royal standard was then

struck on board the Trident, and hoisted in the Dockyard ;

the troops, which were drawn up in double lines, presented

arms ; and the royal carriage drove rapidly along amid the

loud acclamations of the crowd. Her Majesty looked

somewhat pale, but was animated and cheerful

;

she wore a tartan satin dress. The Prince, who
was in plain clothes, appeared rather sun-burnt. A
numerous party of police patrolled the route taken by
Her Majesty, and the utmost excitement prevailed along

the N^hole line. The Royal carriages proceeded through

Deptford, Peckham, and over Vauxhall-bridge, through

Hyde-parkj to the terminus of the Great Western Rail-

way, where Her Majesty arrived at a quarter-past 11.

The directors of the Company, to prevent delay, had
directed a special train to be in readiness for Her Majesty's

use from 7 o'clock on Friday evening ; and the principal

officers of the Company were kept in attendance during

the night. Her Majesty and the Prince were received by
Mr. C. Russell, M. P., the Chairman of the Company, and
by other oflScers, and immediately left for Windsor, where
they arrived at half-past 12- Previously to Her Majesty's

return, the Lord Mayor received a letter from Sir J. Gra-
ham in answer to one from his Lordship, requesting to be
informed whether it would please the Queen that he should

meet Her Majesty, as Conservator of the Thames, on her
return to London. It stated that, as the time of Her
Majesty's arrival was uncertain, she wished all ceremonies
of the conservancy of the riverThames to be dispensed with.

Buckingham Palace,—The works in progress for the

erection of a new Conservatory at the Palace have been
suspended. The furniture in the state apartments has
been covered up, and some of the rooms dismantled, as,

according to the present arrangements of the Court, Her
Majesty will not come to town until the latter end of
January.

Court of Aldermen.—On Thursday a Court was held,
avowedly for the purpose of confirming the Sheriff's no-
mination of Mr. Burdon to the office of keeper of Whitc-
cross-street Prison. Mr. Burdon was unanimously ap-
proved by the Court, and every member took the oppor-
tunity to express their respect for the memory of the late

Mr. Barrett, to whose family they wished to vote a letter
of condolence. Sir P. Laurie observed that it was most
gratifying to find that no demand was made upon the
fuuds of the corporation by the family of the deceased,
who was remarkable for high principle and the most ac-
tive humanity. The matter was referred to a committee.

igned him in the most meritorious manner, and with
the greatest success. Both officers and men acquitted
themselves with admirable gallantry, and the only mis-
take said to have been committed, was that of undervalu-
ing the strength of the enemy in the first instance, an
error often committed by English commanders during the
last war. The position of the rebellious boers seems to
have been verv s nous

:

they persisted in their revolt, and
being of course unsupported by any lawful authority, the
savage Aborigines threatened to fall upon them for the
purposes of plunder. If their revolt continued, little

doubt was entertained that they would be exterminated
by the natives.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.

heav ^
- Business has been veryheavy during the week, and little improvement took place

r,Tfnr^;v, "'''^*
^^""i^.^

^^ ^*^5to i for money, 93 (sel-

per Cent.
51 ; India

lers) for the account, Ktw Tljree-aud.a-Half
Annuities t^ere IOOt to 1 ; India Sock, 249 toBond., 36.. to as. prem. ; Exchequer Billsto 5U. prem.

; do. (2irf.) 5U. to Ssl prem.

ATtvaofJ,,r^fajesty.~Yvom the late hl,ur of herMajesty s landing on Saturday, we were only enabl d oannounce her safe arrival in our last. It was%>enerallv expected that the Trident would have reached WooS onFriday evening; andjeveral jersons of rank connected
with the Court and Admiralty remained in attendance at
the Dockyard durin- the night. The troops were under
arms, and the yard was a scene of bustle aod excitetneut
until day-break. As the morning adranced, the Dockyard
became crowded with company. The £arl of Haddington,
first Lord of the Admiralty, was early in attendance,
with the Earl of Jersey, Lord Bloomtield, and several
other noblemen and c/ficinl peraonagcf. Shortly after
nine the Black Eagle and Khndamanthus Government-
steamers made their appearance, and no long period
elapsed before the distant £ound of firing gave evidence
that the Trident, which had been at anchor off the Nore
for four hours and ft half, in ^rder to allow the Black

—A long discussion then took place with reference to the
ensuing mayoralty. Alderman Thomas Wood, the first

candidate in succession for that office, had been accused
by the •* Mining Journal " of certain suspicious proceed-
ings in connexion with the Talacre Coal Company, which
suspicions were, as several members of the Court main-
tained, confirmed by the Court of Queen*s Bench- Alder-
man Wood offered a full exjdanation of the circumstances,
but several members of the Court expressed dissatisfac-
tion, and said that they would vote against any candidate
where the charges were left so doubtful as in the present
case. After a long discussion, Sir P. Laurie moved that
the Court should go into committee on Saturday or Mon-
day on the subject. Alderman T. Wood approved of the
motion, and said he should submit all the papers to the
committee. He was determined to have inquiry, and had
never refused to give all the information in his power, and
never would refuse to answer any questions. Tlie question
was then put and negatived, four hands having been held
up for it and five against it. The matter remains for future
discussion.

Public Meetings.—On Wednesday the first general
meeting of the West India Mail Steam-packet Company
was held at the London Tavern, and was most numer-
ously attended. Among the parties present were the
leading merchants connected with the West India Colo-
nies, Mexico, and the Havannah, and the greatest anxiety
appeared to be manifested to see what course the proceed-
ings would take, since the misfortunes which have attended
the operations of the company have been a fertile topic of
discussion among all engaged in business with those parts.
Mr. J Irving, M.P., was in the chair. The report ran to
a great leugth, and took a general review of the histoiyand proceedings of the Comi)any. It stated that the com-

fiftli ft??
*

-i^"!"
^""^^^ "1'^" involved a steam service ofba4 bl6 unl^^«, the year, and though it was trit^d with

i i ves^c.s, yet th€ directors became satisfied that it could
not be performed with ctrUiniy without one, if not two,
rnore steam-vessels. The plan now to be empU.yed involves
the employment of only 12 steam-vessels, and a steam
service of only 3[)2.976 miles in the year. The report
described this change as a very important improvement
in the position of the Company, the payment from the

Government continuing the same ; and it expressed the
belief of the directors that the contraction of the work will
not be attended with a corresponding or any essential di.
minution of the income from passengers, freight of money
&c., whilst the expense of conducting the same will be ra^
duced. In regard to the financial position of the Companr
the report stated that the capital under the charter consiatl
of 15,000 sharesof 100/. each; 14,840 have been subscribed
and upon which calls amounting to 50/. per share have al-

ready been made, and the sura of 725,045/. has been re-

ceived,leaving l6,355/.in arrear,9,000/.of which isdueupon
shares which are the subject of litigation. Besides the

725,645/. thus actually received from shareholders, the di-

rectors have found it necessary to raise by way of loan the

further sum of 2GO,000/,j and there still remains to be paid

to builders and others about the sum of 20,000/. ; and they

estimate the amount expended in the nature of capital at

rather more than 1,000,000/. In regard to the actual

working of the undertaking from the Ist of January up to

the 31st of August in the present year, it appeared that

the cost for working for that period amounted to*'209,489/

and that the earnings during that time were 214^^C/.^

leaving a balance of only G,807/. towards providing for

cost of insurance, wear and tear, and return on capitaL It

also appeared that the sura expended on ^account of

capital exceeds the amount raised upon the shares by

about 275,000/., which latter sum it will be necessary to

provide; and it is intended forthwith to make a call of

10/. per share, by means of which and by the sale of suck

of the vessels as will not be required for the reduced ser-

vice^ the directors hope that the undertaking can be satis-

factorily carried out without making further calls upon the

shareholders. The report concluded by stating, that the

expense of working the entire service under the old

system would have amounted to upwards of 360,000/. per

annum, exclusive of insurance, wear and tear, andintereat

on capital; whilst the charge under the restricted system

is estimated at about 235,000/. The ultimate income, it

is said, must at all times be uncertain ; but the directors

were of opinion that their receipts from passage-moneya

and freight, together with the 240,000/. which will be

continued to be received from Government, will be

adequate for a dividend ou the future operations of the

Company. After the reading of this report, a long and

angry discussion ensued, which ended in a motion for the

printing of the report and bye-laws, and the adjournment

of the meeting, which was carried on a division by a large

majority. During this discussion the chairman admitted,

in reply to Dr. Bowring, that the accounts had not been

audited, and several proprietors warmly urged the imme-

diate dissolution of the company as the only means of

preventing greater misfortunes,

Chrisfs HospitaL—On Wednesday,being St.Matthew's

Day, the annual orations were delivered, in presence of

the Lord Mayor and other civic authorities, by tbe-«nior

scholars of Christ's Hospital, in the great hall of that an-

cient institution. In the morning, the Lord Mayor, Alder-

men, and Sheriffs, with the Governors of the several

Royal Hospitals in the metropolis, attended Divine ser-

vice at Christ's Church, Newgate-street, where a sermon,

appropriate to the occasion, was preached by the Rev. w.

Harrison. At the conclusion of this service, the civic

functionaries and Go^^ernors repaired to the great hall of

the Hospital, where a very crowded assemblage of visitors

had already arrived. There was a large attendance also

of the metropolitan clergy, and of members of the leading'

mercantile families of London, who have always exhibited

a laudable energy in advancing the interests of an institu-

tion which is at once an ornament and an honour to theif

city. The Latin Oration, on the benefits of the Royal

Hospitals, was spoken by Mr. G. E. Pattendeu, secoail

Grecian; the English Or^ition. on the same subject, bf

Mr. P. H. Hamill, first Grecian; the Greek Oration, on

the same subject, by Mr. W. H. Brown, fourth Grecian,

Classical Medallist, and "Thompson Exhibitioner; and

the French Oration, on the same subject, by Mr. \\. K<^-

manis, third Grecian, and '* Times" Scholar ;
all of whom

are proceeding to Cambridge. The Recitations then fol-

lowed, and passed off in the most satisfactory manner. A-

the conclusion of the ceremony the usual subscription

were entered into for the benefit of the scholars proceea-

ing to the University. .

The River Navigation.—Th^ harbour-masters imve

notice to the captains of steamers, that m fut"

they will only be allowed t^run at half-speed in the tipper

Pool, and that any violation of this regulation, *^^^^!^
between rival steamers, will be seriously noticed, aiw

offenders summoned before the magistrates.

^
The Markels.~Al Guildhall, on Tuesday, a conversa-

tion took place between Sir Peter Laurie and Mr- ves -

bles, of Newgate Market, respecting the importation o

foreign cattle. Mr. Venables said iliat the importation

was increasing. There were some very fine Spanish cat

in Smithfield market on Monday, The price paid in Spam

was very low, and the importers had made a good pro
•

An importation from Spain had not been expected, o

account of the length of the voyage, but they came i

good condition for killing. No foreign meat, ^^'''^^^Lj

was equal to Our own. In regard to the cattle of ^^^^
^^

and Holland, what had been received from that ^""^^
was certainly very fine, but they put ten beasts to p*f^
on a plot that would be given to three in Engla«<^'

J\
acre of land would Only support one beast ^"^ * *^^
Sir P. I^aurie asked what reduction had been ^^f^^'t^,
the prieeof meat i Mr. Venables replied a ^'*'

*i,g
pound. Prices, he said, would never rise again above

^

present level, and it was clear they-must go loiter m
year or eighteen months. Large quantilies of ^^^^^
salt pork were coming in. It was a very ^^V^^^^/f^^t
and the sale would be extensive. At the Earnet mn

given
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closed no cattle could be sold but at a reduction of^
a head on the last year's prices. On the last day o*"*"^
fair 22,000 cattle remained unsold, while on the ^^^ ^^J
of the last year not one head remained unso^'^s early as

2 o'clock. In regard to the unsold bea^*^. they would be
driven about to other fairs, and sol'^'at the same reduc-
tion of 3/. a head. The graziers were suffering now, but
ultimately the landlords must bear the loss.

The Kciv French Church The French Protestant
Church, which has lately been built as a substitute for the
one which formerly stood in Threadneedle-street, on the
site now occupied by ^Tr. Moshay's new building, is

nearly completed, and -vfill be opened for divine service

in the course of ncit month. It is built under the powers
of the Charter granted by Edward VI. to the French
Protestant Consistoire, which commends the order to the
care and protection of the Archbishops and Bishops of
this realm. The cost incurred in its erection, including
site, is estimated at between 7,000/. and 8,000/., which
has partly been defrayed out of the funds at the disposal

of the order for supporting their aged members, and partly

out of the compensation made them by the city authori-

ties on the removal of the old xhurch in Threadneedle-
street. It is built in the florid Gothic style. M. Martin
and another French divine have been appointed to officiate

by the Coiisistoire, in whom the patronage is vested.
Wood Pavement.—A portion of Piccadilly, extending

from Albemarle-street to Bolton-street, is now laying with
wood pavement, in consequence of which that portion of
this extensive thoroughfare has been for some days closed
up, and carriages have been compelled to go a long way
round. The wood pavement is laid \^ inches lower than
the foot pavement, and the carriage way between Bond-
street and Albemarle-street has been taken up and relaid

on an inclined plane, so as to accord with the height of
the wood pavement.

The Registration.—Two cases of some interest con-
nected with the Registration have been brought under the
consideration of the Revising Barrister for Marylebone.
TJie first was a question of considerable importance, which
will affect the votes of all assessors and collectors of the
Income Tax ; it was argued on the claim of a Queen's tax
collector, and a newly appointed assessor and collector
under the Income-tax Act, for a house his own property.
Mr, Ivimey, the solicitor of the Marylebone Reform Asso-
ciation, who has objected to the whole of the assessors on
the same ground, said the question was whether an as-
sessor under the Income-tax Act is legally qualified to

vote, inasmuch as they were employed in the collection of
the Income-tax, in receiving the duties on houses, without
the protection afforded by the Act of Parliament to as-
sessors and collectors of land-tax. The claimant said the
commissioners of income and property were selected from
land-tax comuussioners ejitclusively. They consisted of
seven persons, and he received his appointment from two
of the seven, precisely as he did under the land-tax com-
missioners. He had no salary whatever as an assessor,
but was to receive a poundage as a collector. The Re-
vising Barrister said the point was of course a perfectly
new one, and of such importance that he must take time
to consider his judgment. In the second cascj a trades-
man claimed in respect of r house in Wells-street, and
was resisted on the ground that he had tendered the pay-
ment of his rates in iSglit gold, which the collector had
refused to take, and that, therefore, he had not made a
good and legal tender within the meaning of the Reform
Act- In answer to various questions put to him, the
claimant admitted that he had made no offer to the col-
lector to make up any deficiency that might arise in the
event of the gold proviiig to be light. The solicitors on
both sides observed, as this case would affect a large num-
ber of votes, they were willing to leave the matter en-
tirely in the hands of the Court. The Revi^sing Barrister
said that, notwithstanding a proclamation had been issued
by the Queen with reference to the light coin, still he con-
ceived that a tax-collector had no right to refuse her
Majesty's coin. He considered it would be exceedingly
hard on the voter that he should lose his vote in conse-
quence of the money tendered being a fraction under the
proper weight. He held the tender of light sovereigns to
be a perfectly legal tender, and should allow the claim.

City Omnibuses.—Some omnibuses of a novel descrip-
tion have lately been plying between Islington and Chel-
sea. They are provided with a small brass box on the
left side of the door, in which are placed three drums
marked with figures ; the first with units as far as nine,
the second with tens as far as ninety, and the third with
hundreds as far as nine hundred. Passengers entering the
vehicle press upon some iron rods, similar in their action
to the tolKgates on Waterloo-bridge. These rods are con-
nected with a brass tube under the roof, which, acting
like a key upon the drums, cause each passenger to mark
his number, so that the proprietors are enabled at the
end of the day to ascertain how many persons their om-
nibus has carried, without trusting to the conductors.
liie rods also serve the purpose of assisting passengers to
their seats, and of preventing the liability to accident by
the omnibus suddenly moving on. They are about to be
started on the Hampstead-road, and to the Bank, and are
caiied by the proprietors ** Indicators." By the new Act
reiatmg to stage-coaches and omnibuses, which comes into
operation on the 3d of October, the average space allotted
to each passenger is required to be sixteen inches, mea-

ruM**^
"^ ^ ^^^^ lengthways on the front of each seat.

yhiidren bdow five years of age, sitting in the lap. are not
to be deemed passengers within the Act, The number of
passengers which such carriage is constructed to carry, is
required to be legibly painted both inside and outside, for
the informatipa of travellers.
The Fire Bri^at/*?'^ Within the last few days, BJr.

"Braidwood, the superintendant of the fire brigade, has
caused to be distributed to every policeman in the Metro-
polis and its suburbs, printed instructions for the purpose
of preventing the spread of fire on occasion of its outbreak.
The instructions contain the situation of the whole of the
stations of the fire-engine establishment, where there is

constant attendance of engines and firemen night and day.
It then proceeds :— '* Any police constable who first dis-
covers a fire, without having his attention called to it by
any one, is allowed by the establishment a sum not ex-
ceeding ten shillings, provided no human lives are lost.

Upon a discovery being made, it is exceedingly prudent
to prevent the flames from spreading, to keep shut the
doors and windows of the premises, after the escape of
the inmates, till the engines have arrived, or water is pro-
curable to be thrown on to the fire, as nothing causes it

to burn so rapidly as the admission of air."

Deptford,—On Saturday, the Priscilla timber-ship, of
Plymouth, was towed up to this dockyard from the Downs,
having made her passage across the Atlantic under cir-

cumstances of peculiar difficulty. She has been engaged
in the timber trade for some time past. It appears that,

in shipping her last freight at Quebec, great want of cau-
tion must have been observed, /or, during the voyage,
while under sail on the larboard tack, her cargo shifted,

and threw the vessel completely on her beam-ends. The
weather was fortunately calm, or the ship must inevitably
have been lost. Much skill was necessary in navigating
her home, as the result of making any sail after the acci-

dent occurred, except under circumstances of the greatest

caution, must have been her total loss. Her appearance
in passing up the river attracted much attention ; the
masts, instead of being perpendicular, formed an angle of
about 45 dtg., and she is still the subject of much obser-
vation by ail persons passing up and down the pool. An
accident of this nature, with a similar result, is of rare

occurrence ; the loss of timber ships under similar cir-

cumstances is notorious, and legislative interference has
been frequently suggested as to the mode of loadiug ves-

sels in the colonies.

Fires,—On Thursday morning, shortly before 1 o'clock,

an alarming fire broke out in Whitbread's brewery. The
firm have long been in the habit of manufacturing their

own gas, and the private watcliman observed a strong

glare of light through the windows of the building con-
taining the apparatus- The private engines were got out
and several others soon arrived, when, a good supply of

water being obtained, the progress of the fire was confined

to the building. The accident is supposed to have origi-

nated through the gasometer having been overcharged
;

the damage is considerable.

Accidents.—Mr. Hardinge, son of the Right Hon. Sir

11. Hardinge, Secretary at War, met with a serious acci-

dent on Monday morning. He was on his way to town
from the family seat in Kent, and on landing from a

steamer at Hungerford, by some means his foot was
jammed betv/een the vessel and the pier. The injuries he
sustained were very severe, and immediately on being
conveyed to the family mansion in Whitehall-gardens, two
medical men were called in. It was judged expedient by
those gentlemen, in order to obviate fatal consequences,
that the affected leg should undergo amputation above the

ancle, which operation was performed with every success.

Intelligence has been received in town of an accident to

the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Vice-president of the

Board of Trade. It appears that he was on a visit to

Hawarden Castle, and during a shooting excursion on
Wednesday, the 14th, whilst in the act of reloading one
barrel of his gun, the other by some means was discharged,

shattering the fore finger of the left hand to such a degree,

that his medical attendants decided upon amputation,

which was immediately performed.—The local papers

mention a melancholy accident, which has led to the death

of the youngest son of the Hon. G. C. Norton, the

magistrate of Lambeth-street Police-office. It appears

that on Monday week he was riding a small pony, which
became unmanageable and ran away with him, at Chapel-

thorpe, near Wakefield. Before proceeding far he fell

from his pony, and on examination his face and arm were
slightly grazed. The boy soon recovered his usual spirits,

and the wounds appeared to be doing well. On Friday

he was sent out as usual ; on Saturday symptoms of lock-

jaw were visible, and he died on Sunday.

MoriaUty of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

from all causes registered during the week ending Satur-

day, Sept. 10, was 864 : males, 407 ; females, 457 ;

weekly average, 1838-39-40-41— males, 467; females,

445. This mortality was distributed over the different

districts as follows : South districts, 197; East districts,

194 ; Central districts, 170; North districts, 167 ; West
districts, 136.

Manchester.— Accounts were received in town on
Saturday of another outbreak at Salford. It appears that

on Thursday an attack was made on Messrs. Garstang's

factory, in that town, which was at an early hour visited

by a large mob of men and women : the hands were turned

out, and the windows broken. The raob thence proceeded
to the factory of Messrs. Morris, on Oldtield-road, where
a number of strangers are employed as weavers instead of

the turn-outs. At this place, however, they were repulsed

by the hands of Messrs. Morris, who were anned for the

purpose of self-defence. The men also took three of the

ringleaders into custody, and lianded them over to the

police. After this the raob held a meeting in the Chartist-

room, George-street, when resolutions were come to that

they would not reisume work until they obtaiiied the wages

they had in 1839. la the course of the af^raeaatreports

were received at the Town-hall, Manchester, that mobs
were collecting in various parts of the town, particularly

in the neighbourhood of the large factories in the Oxford-
road, belonging to the Twist Company, Messrs. Birley

and Mr, Marsland. A number of windows were broken,
and the mob threatened to turn out the hands. On the
arrival of the police, it was found that the mob, after

breaking the windows, had proceeded towards Gaythorne,
The superintendent went in that direction at a rapid pace,
and found a mob of from 700 to 1,000 persons on the
point of leaving the mill of Messrs. Fernley, having broken
about 100 windows. On his making his appearance, the
mob turned round, and were requested by a man, who
seemed to be the Itader, to face the police. They halted,
and seeing this, the superintendent hastened to fetch his
force. On their appearance the mob fled in all directioos,
buttheleaderwas chased through various courts and narrow
streets, and after a run of twenty minutes was taken into
custody and lodged in the New Bailey. In the evening the
police aucceeded in capturing several other parties known
to have taken an active part in the riots. The town con-
tinued in a state of great excitement until a late hour of
the night. In the neighbourhood of the factories and on
the Ashton road large bodies, principally of young females,

marched in procession, singing that they would not go to

work until they obtained the advance. In the course of
Friday meetings of the turn-outs were held in various

parts of the town, at which a man named Massay said he
had marked several families who had gone to work in the

Regeiit's-road mill. The meetings were, however, dis-

persed by the police, and several of them, on the re-

monstrance of Cob Wemyss, separated. In the course of
the afternoon a man named Lyons, one of the persons
who attempted to turn out the hands at the factory of
Messrs. Morris, in Salford, died from the wounds inflicted

on him by the hands in the encounter. This affray seems
to have produced a considerable degree of exaj^pcration

amongst the turn-out power-loom weavers and the Chart-
ists, who plainly asserted that the man was a mere passire

spectator, and had met his death by unfair means. The
inquest waa adjourned to Wednesday ; hut, in the mean
time the coroner issued his warraut for the funeral. This
gave rise to another attem]H to break the peace, on Mon-
day ; and the inhabitants generally were much alarmed
for the result. As soon as the coroner issued his warrant
to make the friends of the deceased rioter inter the body,
the weavers determined to get up a manifestation of
strength, by forming a proct s?ion with the body to the

grave, and the magistrates immediately put forth a pro-

clamation, declaring such processions illegal, and their

intention to suppress it if attempted. Notwithstanding
this caution an immense number of persons congregated

and formed in line after the corpse. They were met by
the magistrates and the police, about a quarter of a mile

from the place of burial, when they were dispersed, the

relatives of the deceased alone being permitted to follow

the corpse. In the interior of the burial-ground where the

deceased was to be interred, a lar^e concourse of persons

was assembled, who behaved with decorum- The Rev.
Mr. Schofield, having mounted the monument erected

to the memory of the late Mr. Hunt, delivered a fu-

neral oration. Tbe crowd then joined him in singing

a hymn, after which the solemnity was concluded. Dur-
ing the time occupied in the funeral service, the mob,
which had been cut off from the procession, taking ad-

vantage of the absence of the police, who were watching
the chapel of Mr. Schofield, repaired to the power-loom
mill of Mrs. Ritson, in Canal-street, about a quarter of a

mile distant, where they speedily demolished the windows
and window-frames with sticks and stones. The whole of

the lower part of the windows and frames were smashed,
and upwards of 200 panes in the upper story; The mob
were off before the arrival of the police. In the course of

the evening another mob broke a number of windows
in the factory of ^le^srs. Moorland, in Oxford-road, and
afterwards escaped with impunity. Nothing has since oc-

curred to excite apprehension, and many weavers have
returned to work,

Stockport,—Oa Monday morning the inhabitants wit-

nessed the novel sight of a general resumption of labour

in this town. AH the factories arc now at work, and
nearly with a full complement of hands. In all parts of

the town there has existed the moat protracted distress

and the most prolonged turn-out. It is, therefore, to be
hoped that industry will now resuu^e its wonted course,

and extend comfort and plenty,

Ashton.—A man named Pilling, the leader of the Char-
tists of this town, and six or seven of his associates, have
been arrested and committed for trial on a charge of con-
spiracy. They were apprehended at a Chartist meeting in

Charlestown, and as Ashton has been considered the

centre of the recent outbreak, it is expected that the

seizure of the parties under whose directions it was car-

ried into effect, will be productive of the best effect.

Stafford.—Mr. Maule, solicitor of the Treasurr, arrived

last week in this city, to make arrangements for the

special commission, which commences on the 1st of Oc-

tober. According to the arrangements there are to he

three courts, over which Mr. Justice Tindal, Mr. Justice

Park, and Mr, Sergeant Rolfe, are to presidf*. The

Attorney and Solicitor-General, and ^^fr. Ser^ast Ludlow,

Mr. Godson, and three others, are to prosecute for the

Crown. Mr. Herbert has received msirnctt..^^ to con-

duct 30 of the cases, amongsf which are tho?a agamst

Mr. 0*Neil and Mr. Linney. ,, ,

ahssop,---The turn-out in this himTt' icRCcahU vale

is not yet at an end : most of the mills are stili idle. It

will be in the recollection of oar readers that Mr. Cooper,

an extensive mantjfacturer ia the ne^hbourhood of this

town* had his hands turned ont^ aad his factory stopped,
^

J'
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^ . ,, „ „„t. ,,ua «nd (bat on the 24th ult. he and

ttrytrr'gr-i'ence before the magistrates

,i£ain.t »e«ral of tbe rioters, ^ho were m consequence

^«,a.itted to Derby gaol for tnaL On their way borne Mr

\

&c.

Coop*.r and hi. frienJs and tv.o of his sods were attacke4

bv a furious mob, severely beaten, and one of Mr. Cooper s

sons left xn a field in a state of insensibility. Connected

with this attack, a person of the name of Howard, a boy

about 18 years old, has been committed by the magistrates

to Derby gaol to take his trial for the offence. A respect-

able looking man, named Koe, has been Apprehended on

ffcvcra! charge of conspiracy, attending illegal meetings,

The evidence established the fact of his attendance

at the meetings, which the magistrates declared to be

illegal; they committed him for trial, but took bail for

his apjfearance. %.

Preston,—In obedience to the writ for the Special Com-
mission on the let October, the High Sheriff has issued

snmmonses to about 100 jurymen in different parts of

Lancashire, On Friday two of the

tuous proceedings on the 12th of

bended, and committed for trial,

others, who are '^ell known, and for

warrant* have for some time been issued, they had kept

out of the way imtil the restoration of tranquillity em-

boldened them to return into the town. The ])risoners

who were wonnded in the collision with the troops are

still in the IIuu>e of Correction, and it will be some time

leave the institution; but in consequence

rioters in the tumul-

August were appre-

Along with several

whose apprehension

before thf^y

of their euffefings the Recorder has informed them that

although some of them have been recognised as amongst

the most active leaders of the mob on the fatal occasion,

their prosecution will not he proceeded with.— In con-

nexion wirh the new military arrangements for the north-

em districts, Preston is to become the future depot of a

large assemblage of troops. There have hitherto been no

barracks in the town ; and the troops now there, consist-

ing of about 130 Rifles, are quartered in temporary

barracks in a factory in ^Vater-street. A site of 25^
acres on Fulwood-moor, the property of the Duchy of

Lancaster, and in the centre of the former race-course,

has been selected by Government for the erection of ca-

valry and infantry barracks capable of containing 2,000

troop's. An active correspondence has lately been carried

on vnXh. the Board of Ordnance, and it is expected daily

that estimates for the contracts for the works w ill be pub-
lished.—All vestige of the Guild for another twenty years

passed away on Friday night, when a tradesman's fancy
and dress ball was held at the Guild-rooms in the Corn
Exchange, and at which about four hundred persons
attended. The total sum received on the occasion of
the Guild was about 2,000?., and after the payment
of nil expenses there will remain a surplus of about
300/., which will be devoted to the public charities of
the town. A sum of 50/. has been awarded to the different

Catholic, and one of 05/. to the Protestant schools, being
in the proportion of about 3d. per head for each scholar,

and a large sum will be given to the House of Recovery.
The quantity of dre„-js sent down for the. occasion was
very great, the stock of one hrtbit dealer weighing upwards
of 2.J cwt. Notwithstanding the large influx of strangers,

the number of robheriLS was Jess tlian usual t the police

apprehended forty suspicious characters during the week,
who were committed for triil, or held to bail, besides which
many others were detected and ordered out of the town.
Two females still remain in custody on suspicion of the
late Bank nofe robbery. A strange story has been going
the round of the papers, copied from the ''Lancaster
Guardian," stating that the Duke of Brunswick was
arrested liere by mistake, on Thursday, as one of the
parties implicated in the robbery, and that the Magistrates
had made the most ample apologies for their error. The
whole statement has been contradicted by Baron Andlar,
Equerry to his Highness, as entirely untrue and without
foundation, and the Duke hr directed legal proceedings
to be taken against the parties with whom it originated.

Bolloii,—Th^ spinners who gave notice to the masters
a fortnight ago that tljey would cease work unless they
obtained advanced wages, turned out on Saturday as they
completed their weeks' work. Four hundred spinners,
ptffecting five times that number of other descriptions of
hands, turned out. The notices of 64 other spinners will
expire this v^ek. This will produce a great amount of dis-
tress in the borough, unless steps be taken to bring about
an amicable settlement of the dispute.
^rzi,^^on.^ It. is said that her Majesty and Prince

Albert intend to honour this town with a visit about theend of October, and to remain at the Pavilion about a

vTtr ^'V'^^^' ^^« Inspector of the Household atBrighton, who IS the agent for the Lord Chamberlain atthe Favdion wiU, It IS expected, receive the usual direc-
tions from his lordship to prepare the Pavilion for the
receptioa of the Court after the rnnt*»«^*^i^#.«j • *. c
Majesty next week to ClLmont ST^^^ ?f

^""^ ''"^'^ *^ ''^''' ^""^^^ ^^^ ''^^ ^^ '^^ ^^^^ ^^' insufficient for

derived much advantage from the air of Brighton at7he
^^'^ ^^"^P^"? ^^'^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ present, and that those

last visit of the Court, and Prince Albert expvessed\im!
self pleased with the place. ., -

Devizes,~Th^ Wiltshire papers mention with-ereat sm tI il^''

the subsequent performances they might prefer.

Drocecdinca taken hv ATr s7«rW ! r
^^^s^^cebeen announced, that besides the two thou-procecainga taken by Mr. fetarky, one of gand Dersona ^h^ i^w.A tk« k.ti fi.«. k,,„^..j „. i.....

magistrates, however, feeling that if the woman were in-

nocent, she ought to be set at liberty, again communicated
vrith Sir J. Graham, who thereupon had a conference with

Mr. Justice Wightman, the judge at the trial, and the re-

sult is, that the woman has received a free pardon, and

has set out to rejoin her husband.

Dover,—The result of the inquiry into the " cropping

case," which has recently maJe the prison of this town so

notorious, has just been published. The inquiry was con-

ducted by Mr, Russell, inspector of prisons, who exa-

mined all parties with great fairness, and at the close of the

proceedings addressed a few remarks to Messrs. Fitzjames

and Gladstone, expressive of his deep regret that they

should have been subjected to what certainly appeared to

him an undue und unnecessary rigour on the part of the

gaoler. He could not, however, discover from the evi-

dence he had taken, any actual malice towards them on

the part of the gaoler ; and though he chose to strain, as

he certainly did, some of his prison regulations to the ut-

most, instead of using a prudent discretion in carryin'g

them into practice, yet it might certainly be said he had

acted within the letter of his instructions, and was, there-

fore, probably free from the imjmtation of guilt. At tlie

same time, he observed that the gentlemen themselves

ought to have been aware that singing and uproarious

conduct of any kind could not for a moment be tolerated

in a prison ; and that the gaoler, as far as that was con-

cerned, was perfectly right in checking it. Subsequent to

Messrs, Fitzjames and Gladstone leaving the room, Mr.
Russell had the gaoler and turnkey before him, animad-

verting in strong terms upon their past conduct, and cau-

tionine: them for the future. He likewise called the atten-

tion of the magistrates to the revision of their prison rules.

Harwich.—The Shearwater, Government steam-vessel,

which left Granton-pier with part of the Royal suite shortly

after the Trident, met with an accident durjng her passage

of a very serious character. Shortly after three on Friday

morning, when off between Flamborough-head and Shields,

she came into collision with a large collier. Her figure-

head, a great portion of the cutwater, the bowsprit, and

her paddle-box on the larboard side were carried away- The
collier was so much damaged that it was not expected she

would reach Shields in safety. The Shearwater, instead of

proceeding to Woolwich, was obliged to put into this port.

Among the members of the Royal household on board,

were the Earl of Liverpool and the Earl of Hardwick.

An inquiry has been instituted by the Admiralty into all

the circumstances of the case,

Liverpool,—The local papers contain long accounts of

the depression which the shipping interest, in common
with the other great interests connected with trade, is now
suffering. Freights from foreign ports, besides being

scarce, are lower than they Lave ever been known before

;

whUe at home freights are not only low, but cargoes with

difficulty made up. So scarce, indeed, is employment for

shipping, even at rates which will scarcely pay freight

and charge?, that the number of ships laid up in Liver-

pool alone is beyond all past experience. In most of the

docks there are unemployed vessels, aind vessels on sale ;

but the Brunswick-dock, large as it is, has more than half

its space occupied by ships of large tonnage, with brooms
(the sign of being on srile) at their mast-heads. The west
side is wholly filled with tiers of vessels en gale, and on
the adjoining quay all traffic has ceased. It is said that

one firm alone has from 10,000 to 12,000 tons of ship-

ping thus laid up.— The papers have for some time
noticed that large numbers of people who had emigrated

to the United States had returned in the ships from Kew
York. They continue tp arrive in considerable numbers.
The greatest number brought by one ship, up to last week,
was 250 by the Hottinguer; but the packet-ship New
York has since arrived with upwards of 300, many of

whom would have starved from want of provisions had not
the caj)tain supplied them out of the ship's stores. Among
the passengers were a party of British sailors who had
been some years in the American navy, which they left,

they say, lest if hostilities should breakout between Great
Britain and the United States, they might be brought into

conflict with their own countrymen.—On Friday morning
the most destructive fire that has occurred here for a

quarter of a century broke out in the bonded stores

in Paisley Street. Fifteen warehouses, filled with colonial

produce, were destroyed ; and the loss is said to amount
to 250,000/.

Norwich,—The following are the details of the per-

formance of Spohr's new oratorio, the success of which we
briefly announced in our last. The crowd assembled in

front of the hall was so great, that within ten mfnutes of

the opening of the doors, every part of the building was
completely filled. Before the performance began, Profes-
sor Taylor addressed the audience, and said, in the name
of the committee, that they had occasion, for the first

who found themselves unpleasantly crowded, if they chose
to leave the hall, should receive tickets of admission to

tlafaction the

the county magistrates, in regard to a woman, named Eas-
ter, who wad sentenced to death at the last aisizes. The
case was reported in this Paper at the time, and our readers
will remeniber that she was found guilty of the murder of
her child on very slight and contradictory evidence, and to
the surprise of the whole court. Mr. Starky, from a con-
Tiction of the woman's innocence, prepared a memorial
and forwarded it to the Secretary of State, signed by the
high sheriff and other gentlemen.^ Sir J. Graham at first

said he saw no reason to go further than to commute the
sentence of death to that of transportation for life. The

persons who filled the hall, five hundred at least
could not obtain admission. The first part of the day's
performances conaated of several fine specimens of church

TV^* ^"""^^ ""'^^^ ^''^ ^**o*^^^ ^^^^ Joshua, ** Ye Sons
of Israel, o»e of HandePs most sublime efforts. The
great object of expectation was, of course, " The FalPof
Babylon,"the new oratorio by Spohr. Although theelector
of Hesse Cassel refused permission to the illustrious com-
poser to superintend the performance of his work, it for-
tunately happened that this superintendence was committed
to able hands ; and Spohr'a confidence in his friend, Pro-
fessor Taylor, was amply justified by the result, for a'more

>"rfect performance, and a more enthusiastic reception was
nevt. witnessed. At its commencement the scene lies on
the banh^^f the Euphrates, near Babylon. A chorus of
Jews are bev».qing their captivity, and crying to Jehovah
for deliverance, "she prophet Daniel joins ia their prayers
and predicts their approaching restoration. The scene
changes to the Persian camp; and, amid the most ani,
mated strains of martial music, the soldiers of Cyrus
invoke the vengeance of Heaven on the criminal and de-
voted city. Within the city, a Jewish mother is repre-
sented watching and weeping over her sleeping child
doomed to a life of bondage in a strange land. Her
husband enters, bringing joyful tidings. Their inspired
prophet has seen, in a vision, the rtdemptiou of the
Hebrew race. In the second act, the scene is laid in i^e
banquet-hall, in the palace of Belshazzar. The Assyrian
monarch is feasting amid the magnificence of his court
when the joyous strains are interrupted by the murmurs of
the Jewish captives- The King addresses them in terms
of anger and contempt; and, by waj of insult, commands
the rich and sacred vessels, which once adorned the

Temple, to be brought before him and employed in their

unholy festivities. While he is exulting in fancied power
and security, the hand-writing appears on the wall. The
revellers fly in terror- The King calls for his soothsayers

to explain the prodigy ; and, on their confessing their in*

ability, Daniel, the Jewish captive, is called for. While
he is speaking, the distant march of the Persians is

heard, and a soldier, with breathless haste, announces to

Belshazzar that the foe is upon him. Cyrus, by turning

the course of the Euphrates, has been enabled to enter

the city ; the Babylonian empire is destroyed ; and the

deliverance of the chosen people is celebrated in songa of

pious rejoicing. The music was characterised by all

the peculiarities of the composer's manner, and is de-

scribed as the greatest effort of his genius. The perform-

ance is admitted to be faultless, and the complete success

of the oratorio will no doubt console Spohr for having

been deprived of the gratification of witnessing its triumph.

On Friday Professor Taylor's version of Handel's Sam^

son Agonistes was presented,^ The first object of the Pro-

fessor in this new arrangement was to restore, as far as

possible, the text of the Samson Agonistes, substituting

the language of Milton for that of the mere versifier who

had converted the magnificent work of the poet into the

miserable libretto, which has so long interfered with the

success of Handel's music. This could not be completely

done ; for in many instances it was necessary to retain the

inferior words for the sake of the music, from which they

could not be separated. The position of scenes and inci-

dents is changed, and those parts which are unworthy of the

greatness of the subject are expunged, while their places are

occupied by loftier matter; the additions are made from

the poetry of Millon as well as from the music of Handd.

Several of the most beautiful songs have been selected

from Handel's forgotten Italian operas, and the additional

choruses have been taken from such of his oratorios as are

never performed entire. Some of the additional pieces

exist only in manuscript. Samson^ as thus reconstructed,

is a regular, consistent, and interesting drama; and, m
every part of it, the union of poetry and music is com-

plete. The performance was one of a most extraordinary

character, and will long live in the memories of those who

were so fortunate as to witness it. The oratorio was

given with an earnestness and expression which appealed

irresistibly to the heart. Every feeling had its just deve-

lopment, whether the pathos of distress, the prayer of

faith, the wail of misery and death, the anticipations of

celestial happiness, each and all were depicted with a truth

and intensity which left nothing to desire. The music

and the expression of it were unparalleled in grandeur

and sublimity. The personages of the drama were repre-

sented by Mr. Hobbs, Mr. Phillips, Mr.Balfe, Mr. Brad-

bury, Miss Hawes, Madame Caradori Allan, and Miss

Rainforth. It is unnecessary to add that the success of

Mr. Taylor's attempt was most complete. The whole

festival is described by the Mor7iing Chronicle as a tri-

umph ; the triumph of zeal, energy, and judgment on the

part of the conductor of ready co-operation on the part

of the committee—and of astonishing ability on the part

of the performers. It has placed the Norwich Festival on

a firmer basis than ever, and enabled it to continue, wh

increased spirit, its inestimable services to the cause o

music." From a statement in the Noncich Mercury,

»

the attendance at this festival as compared with that of

1839, it appears that, in 1839, the number of persons m

in 1842, the

number in the patrons' gallery was 949, and in the Douy

of the hall 6,370— total, 7.319 ; exhibiting an
'^^^^f^^^^

receipts amounting to nearly 700/.above the festival otAa«>^*

Portsmouth.—On Sundav afternoon the A^cbdu^e

Frederick of Austria landed 'at this Dock-yard from ^
Austrian frigate Bellona, of which His Imperial Highn"

is in command, and which arrived at Spithead ^^.^^u?jj.
vious evening. As the barge which conveyed his ms^
ness to the shore passed the Parade Battery, [the

6""f ,

the fort fired a Royal salute, and, as soon as it ^^^^ ^

the harbour, the men-of-war manned their yards

saluted. The Admiral Superintendent Parker, f^^^^^^
captains and commanders of the different ships in ^

mission here, were at the Queen's Suirs to receive
^^^

with a guard of honour. The men who formed *^'^^"j^^

were of the Royal Marines, and the majority of ^j^^^ .^
been in Syria, and were decorated with the Turkish mea

.^

The selection of these men was in compliment to

^^^
Highness, who was also engaged with our fleet *^°

coast of Syria, in command of an Austrian s^^.^*,;
oq

Commodore Sir C, Napier accompanied the ^"";^,j,.
shore, having gone on board the frigate in the forenuv

the patron's gallery at all the performances
in the body of the hall 5,3(55—total, 6,217 ;
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His Highness, upon landing, was conducted to the Ad- 1 the Countess of Cawdor, Ladj Mary Campbell, and Lady
miral'a house, where he remained a short time, and then
re-fmbarked for the purpose of paying a visit to the
Lieur.-Governor, Sir H. Pakenham. As the barge re-

passed the St. Yincent and Victory, these ships manned
their yards. His Imperial Highness proceeded to London
on Monday by railway, on a visit to Her Majesty. One
of the carriages used for the conveyance of the Roval
Family was sent down to Gosport by the Directors of the
South Western Railway, to convey him to the metropolis.
The Bellona will be brought into the harbour, and taken
into dock to have some repairs, during the absence of the
Arcbduke.—On Thursday, the imposing ceremony of pre-
senting new colours to the 16th Regiment took place on
Soutbsea-common, in the presence of a large assemblage
of persons, who had come from all parts of the county to
witness it. They were presented by Lady Pakenham
after the observance of the usual forms.

Railways.—The traffic of the principal railway com-
panies for the past week presents the following returns :

Brighton. 4,228/- ; Manchester and Leeds, 4,884/. ; Mid-
land Counties, 2,772/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 3,339/.

;

Great North of England, 1,291/. ; South-Western, 6,7 TJ/.;

Birmingham, 16,2.53/. ; Eastern Counties, 1,058/. ; Great
Western, 13,999/.; Birmingham fjid Derby, 1,503/.;
Blackwall, 1,042/.; York and North Midland, 1,903/.;
North Midland, 4,862/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester,
1,881/.; Greenwich, 752/.; Croydon, 373/. ; Northera-aad-
Eastern, 1,316/,—In railway affairs there is httle to notice
this week, as the autumnal meetings are now over. At
the half-yearly meeting of the Ulster Company, the re-

ceipts for the half-year, from 1st March to 31st August,
were stated at 10,344/., and the expense of working the
line 5,531/., (about 50 per cent.,) leaving a balance of
4j817/., out of which a dividend of 9^. per share was de-
clared; leaving 8B/. to be added to the reserve fund. The
total amount already expended in the works and providing
stock is 314,300/.

IRELAND.
JDwJ/m.—There is little in the Dublin papers hut the

expected struggle between Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Smith
for the representation of the University. As Mr. Hamil-
ton comes forward expressly in opposition to the national
system of educuition and the Maynooth grant, some in-

terest has been excited in political circles by the recent
charge of the Primate at his annual visitation at Armagh.
His Grace, who is well known to be opposed to tlie na-
tional system, informed his clergy that he had received
an assurance from Government that the subject of edu-
cation should be taken into their consideration before the
next session of Parliament, and that, in the course of the
session, some measure would most likely be introduced
to remedy the existing system. A similar expectation
Mas held out to the clergy of Ossory and Ferns by
the Right Rev. Dr. O'Brien in his vi-^itation address.—
The weekly meeting of the Repeal Association took place
on INIonday ; the proceedings consisted merely of reports
from the repeal missionaries in the provinces ; the amount
of rent for the week was^ 53/.

SCOTLAND.
Edinhurr/7i.—The following particulars of her Majesty's

embarkation will complete our account of the royal pro-
gress in Scotland, As we announced last week, the
Queen and Prince Albert embarked at Granton Pier on
Thursday. Owing to a circular having been issued by the
Lord Provost, the public were made fully acquainted with
the details reF}iPcting the embarkation, and consequently
there was no disappointment, as on the occasion of the
landing. As early as seven o'clock hundreds were making
their %vny to the vicinity of the pier, and the whole line of

road vras densely thronged. The royal procession entered

the city by Preston-street, shortly before nine. From
thence the route was by the South and North Bridges,
where barricades were erected to prevent the pressure
from the crowd. On her Majesty's passing across High-
street to the North Bridge, a salute of 21 guns was fired

from the Castle heights, and, as the crowd had greatly

increased, the pace of the horses was slackened. The
slopes on the side of the Queensferry-road were covered by
tTiOusands of persons. At half-past nine the royal carriage

d at the pier amidst the long-protracted cheers of
the multitude congregated in all directions and places that

could command even a glimpse of the pier and the Frith.

Her Majesty walked down the platform leaning on the
Duke of Buccleuch. Prince Albert gave his arm to the

Duchess, who accompanied them in the carriage, and
they proceeded through the line of Archers amidst the
cheers of the people to the vessel. The Earls of Liver-
poo! and Morton, and several of the Royal suite followed.
At the foot of the gangway stood Sir Edward Brace,
with Captain Bullock and Commander Crouch on his
right and left ; the other officers of the vessel were
stationed on the larboard side of the deck. Lord
Adolphus Fitzclarence received her Majesty and the
Prince on board, and the Admiral and his officers saluted
her Majesty in the usual form, all which was graciously
acknowledged. Sir Neil Douglas, Mr. Sheriff Speirs, Sir
Philip Durham, and Mr. R. W. Hamilton, were also on
deck- The cheering was now deafening, during which her
Majesty stood conversing with Admiral Brace and those
immediately around. The Queen and Prince Albert were
then conducted into the saloon, and in a few minutes
afterwards re-appeared on deck, when her Majesty ex-
pressed herself highly gratified with the accommodation
provided. The band of the Enniskillens repeated the
national anthem at this moment. Her Majesty then pro-
ceeded to take leave of her noble host and hostess, and
other distinguished individuals, cordially shaking the
Duke of Buccleuch by the hand, and saluting the Duchess,

I

John Scott. The Trident had the Royal standard flying at
her main, the Admiralty flag at the fore, and the flag of
Admiral Sir E. Brace at the mizen. At half-past nine
the Duke and Duchess of Buccleuch, the Earl of Morton,
Yiscount and Lady Emlyn, Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence,
the Earl and Countess of Cawdor, Lord and Lady John
Scott, Sir Philip Durham, and others, came on sho're. As
the vessel was getting under weigh, her Majesty stood for
some time on the quarter-deck, no one being immediately
around her, and surveyed the scene with a mo^t lively ex-
pression of countenance. Every one was delighted, and
the whole spectacle was animating and imposing in the
extreme. The Prince then joined her Majesty, calling her
attention to the seaward prospect ; and the Admiral and
his officers having taken their respective stations, the
vessel got under weigh. The Queen and Prince came
close to the starboard quarter, and with much earnestness
acknowledged the cheers of the thousands on the pier and
in the steamers and other vessels around, who lingered in
their places watching the progress of the noble vessel as it

advanced down the Frith. The Trident, in passing the
sloops of war and the yacht, was received with a Royal
salute. As she moved down the Firth, she took the lead
of all the other vessels. Nothing could surpass the
animating scene. Crafts of every kind were nfloat,

gaily decorated with flags. The spectacle will long
be remembered by the thousands who were present,
and is described as the most imposing sight connected
with her Majesty's visit to Edinburgh, A day or two be-
fore the embarkation, the Lord Provost and a deputation
of the corporation presented the freedom of the city to
Prince Albert, Sir R. Peel, Lord Aberdeen, and the Duke
of Buccleuch. The burgess ticket of the Prince stated
that the freedom was presented— *' In testimony of the
respect entertained by the magistrates and council for the
public and private virtues by which his Royal Highness
adorns his exalted station." That presented to the Duke
of Buccleuch expressed 'Mhe sense entertained by the
citizens of Edinburgh of the virtues which adorn his high
rank—the patriotic improvements he has accomplished

—

and the manner in which his Grace has discharged the
duty of host of her Majesty the Queen on her vis-it to this

metropolis." Tiiose to Sir R. Peel and Lord Aberdeen
expressed their sense of the manner in which they had dis-

charged their duty as Ministers of the Crown, in their at-

tendance on her Majesty during her visit to Scotland.
Previously to her Majesty's departure. Lord Aberdeen ad-
dressed the following letter to the Lord Advocate :

—" My
Lord— I have received the Queen's commands to signify

her Majesty's most gracious approbation of all the arrange-
ments ma(le for her reception, and that of his Royal
Highness Prince Albert, in Scotland. I am to request
that your lordship will communicate to the sherifftj and
magistracy of the different counties through which her
Majesty has passed, the sense entertained of the judicious

measures adopted by them for the preservation of order
and regularity during the progress of her Majesty in this

portion of her don)inions. The Queen will leave Scotland
with a feeling of regret that her visit on the present •ccasion

could not be further prolonged. Her Majesty fully expected
to witness the loyalty and attachment of her Scottii^h sub-
jects ; but the devotion auJ euthusiasm evinced in every
quarter, and by all ranks, have produced an impression
on the mind of her Majesty which can never be effaced."

It is said that her Majesty and Prince Albert contem-
plate an annual visit to Scotland, not merely for ]>ersonal

gratification, but for the health of her illustrious children;

and that Craigmillar Castle, the property of Mr. L. Glenour
of Inch, will befitted up for her Majesty's accommodation.
.Drtimmond Casfle,—The accounts received since our

last describe the success of Prince Albert in his sport in

Glenartney Forest. It seems that his Royal Highness
"stalked " the deer in the ordinary way. He walked ad-

mirably and with much spirit. There was no attempt to

drive the deer for him. He did not succeed in getting near

a herd, and did not obtain what could be termed a good
shot once in the day. It is a proof, therefore, of his skill

as a marksman, that he killed a stag and two hinds, which
were secured, and wounded two or three more, which
may probably be recovered. He was attended by Lord
Willoughby d'Eresby and Mr. Campbell, of Monzie,
whose experience in the sport was of much service to the

Prince, Lord Willoughby d'Eresby's forester and his

Royal Highness's yager accompanied the party. The
Prince was engaged in the forest several hours. His suc-

cess at Taymouth on the 9th inst. has been already before

our readers. It appears that the spoils are to be pre-

served as relics of the event, and that the Marquis of

Breadalbane has forwarded a capercailzie, a blackcock,

three red grouse, and three hares, shot by the Prince on
the braes of Taymouth, to Edinburgh, to be stuffe*i. The
capercailzie is said to be a remarkably fine specimen of

that rare bird.

THEATRICALS.
Haymarket.—A new piece railed " Alma ilater, or

a School for Coquettes," called a comedy in the bills after

the modern &shion, was brought out on Tilonday with the

most extraordinary success. The audience literally roared

their applause—they shouted at every fall of the curtain,

they shouted when the piece was announced for repetition,

and at the close they repeated their shouts for the appear^

ance of the author. Had the piece been one of the highest

productions of dramatic genius, the success could not have

been more (distinguished. Notwithstanding this success,

it displayed no inventive power ; but, on thejcontrary, is a

resuscitation of characters which ha?e become so familiar

to the stage, that every one was an old acquaintance. The

plot seemed secondary to the main inject of ramng a

\

laugh by extravagant incidents and smartness of dialogue,
and was consequently of a very meagre character. An
uncle has two nephews, the one all study, and the other
all idleness ; he is also guardian to a widow and her two
children, a girl and a boy, with the first of whom both his

nephews are in love, while he himself has formerly been in
love with, but now hatea, the widow- The scene is

laid at Oxford. The scamp marries the girl, and the
student becomes, according to the comedy, a wrangler.
The widow entraps the uncle. An Irish Major in "her
Majesty's heavies " philosophises on duelling ; a swindler,
who makes love both to the widow and her daughter, is

discovered before he has accomplished any of his schemes;
and a college Dean makes his appearance in a character
which no Univ^ssity ever witnessed within the memory
of man. There were of course ihe frolics of under graduatea
at Oxford, Champagne suppers, hooting the bull-dogs, and
brow-beating the Dean! The young lady ill-treats her
lover, and bids him make love to her mamma, which he
obeys to her great indignation ; and the whole conclude*
with the honour of wrangler being conferred upon a gen-
tleman who was insensible from chnmpagne the night be-
fore, and a resolution against matrimony of 20 years'
standing being broken in the ])erson of Sir Samuel Sar^
casm (Mr. Farren) by a sinj;ie glance from the ll'Unio
Venture, The proprieties ot the piece may be imagined
by the wranglership obtained at Oxford, by the matricu-
lation of a three years' man, and by the appearance of the
collegian^s sister at the student's supper. In this and
other respectsthep2ece,in8piteof the laughter it provoked,
has no heart, and never passes beneath the surface of the
society it professes to represent. The manager, however,
had brought out the piece with all the appliances of capital

scenery ; the audience were too much delighted to criticise

the means by which they were pleased, and the play was
announced for repetition amidst a vehemence of applause
which could hardly have been surpassed if the piece had
been a work of the very highest class.

i¥\iSCfIIanfous.
The Anlarctic E.Tpedition.—The Guernsey Star of

Sept, 15, contains the following account of this expedi-
tion, which may interest our readers:—"The Alarm,
Capt, Stewart, left Guernsey last year for the Falkland
Islands, and departed from thence at the end of May last

for Buenos Ayres. A gentleman of Guernsey having re-

ceived a letter by her, giving some account of Capt. Ross
and the vessels under him, engaged in a scientific voyage
of discovery towards the Antarctic Pole, has favoured us
with the following extract:— *' Capt. Ross and the Ant-
arctic expedition arc now here. The Erebus and Terror
came in contact, on endeavouring to escape an iceberg,

ill the seas of the Southern Pole. The expedition will

positively be here for five or six months, to rejiair the
vessels and to make observations. Capt. Ross has erected

an observ:;tory at the old French fort built by Bougain-
ville. A most interesting series of observations are carry-

ing on, which will greatly interest the scientific world.

Those upon the pendulum are noted every quarter of an
hour. Astronomical observations are also carefully made
by the officers. Thermometers are placed both above the
ground and under it ; mine, with my barometers, are now
doing duty with the rest, and have the honour to be regis-

tered also. The anemometers, showing the direction and
force of the winds, will add much to the valuable informa-

tion afforded by Capt. Sullivan, R.N., respecting these

islands. Pluviameters are also cartrfully registered, and
we are now about the end of your Guernsey November.
A tide-gauge is by the jetty, and an excellent magnetic
observatory, where the dip, iuiensity, and variation of the

needle are carefully registered by able observers. The
officers relieve each other in regular watches on these

duties ; and I never met with such devotees of science.

You would be delighted to see Capt, Ross's little ham-
mock swinging close to his darling pendulum, and a large

hole in the thin partition, that he may see it any moment

;

and Capt. Crozier's hammock is close alongside of it.

The floor of this room is mother earth, from our want of
timber. Capt. Ross has been so kindj at my request, aa

to add to these observations another series, to ascertain

the rate of evaporation in these islands ; and Hooker, the
botanist, is also so good as to draw up a report on the

grasses* the prevailing gramineee being considered as un-
known in Europe. The splendid tussack grass is the gold
and glory of these islands. It will, 1 hope, yet make the

fortune of Orkney and Irish landowners of peat bogs.

Every animal here feeds npon it with avidity, and fattens

in a short time. It may be planted and cut like the
guinea grass of the West Indies. The blades are about
six feet long, and from 200 to 300 shoots spring from one
plant. 1 have proved, by several experiments, that one
man can cut 100 bundles in a day ; and that a horse will

greedily devour five of these in the same time. Indeed,

so fond of it are both horses and cows, that they will eal

the dry tussack thatch from the roofs of the hoii»es in

preference to good grass. About four inches of the root

eats like the mountain cabbage. It loves a rank, wet,

peat bog, with the sea-spray over it. Indeed, when the

sea beats with the greatest violence, and the sea-spray is

carried furthest, then the tussack -grass thrives b^ on the

soil it loves. AU the smaller islands here, though some

of them are as large as Guernsey, are c. -~-cu^
, r?v"

sack, which is nutritious all the year. The ^hole of he

gentlemen on the expedition are deWghtiid with the Falk-

land Islands, and express themselves as oeing more pleased

vrith them than even with New Zealand. Some think

them in every way better for colonization, even with the

drawback of wanting timber trees there. \\ hea tke oh-

servationa made during their voy^e are published, ym
win be surprised at their favourable acconnt of the climate.
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to all these scientific observations, the sar-

in addition lu au V-; rjirini: and examining different
vey ng dep.r men

^^/J^^";^,,,, j, , ,,^ settlement,

kf°S lo nSt^'nSu^^ from Port Willi.rn, .here

I h.d been eight dajs, at seven o'clock in .tbs winter

Lrlg/n"^ on foot /arrived at Government Honse by

fbur o'clock m the afternoon, exammmg the country we

travellet? over, where there is a good deal of mossy bog.

Ko one has done this before in one day during the winter,

yet the distance as the crow fJiesis not far. I have tatiieu

i guanacoe from ratagonii. He lies down before the fire,

tiith his head on my knee lilie a dog, though be is now as

tall as a donkey. I hope to get more in the Falkland

Islands. They browse on the poorest land, and their

desh is like venison. Their wool is ihick, but I fear not

«o valuable as that of the alpaca. The monkey from the

Cape de Verds has hitherto kept his health, and is quite

lively. I hope soon to give a favourable account of my
adding to our domestic breed of animals the valuable fur

seal. In going from Fort Sussex to Mount Osborne I

passed several herds of wild cattle. The day was most

beautiful, and so clear that I saw from Cape Dolphin to

Cape Carysford, all over Berkley Sound, Lively Island

appeared at our feet. The potatoes came here in beautiful

order by the Alarm, from Guernsey. The onion?, 1 fear,

were packed in the sea-sand, as I lost them, and the

plant?, fruit-trees, &c. The fruit-trees should have been

packed in moss, and pressed down in it.

The Arooi^took Mountains,—This important tract of

country, which has just been ceded to Great Britain, has

been examined by some of our eminent geologists. Dr.

Jack5on<, the geologist of Elaine, gives an interesting ac-

count of bis ejtamination of the mountain region of the

disputed territory near the Penobscot Forks, which gives

a graphic feature of that part of the country, and makes

it one of the most sublime and imposing formations.

Mountain Katahdin is a lofty precipitous cone of pure

granite, whose treeless summit—having no vegetable

growth but a few bushes of the mountain cranberry and

spicy blueberries—was attained with great labour, by clam-

bering almost perpendicular crags. It was ascertained to

be 5,o00 feet elevation, the highest in Maine. "What is

remarkable is, that in this granite formation was found

diluvial limestone, with shell impressions, showing the

sea had been there ; and in the same region limestone with

ficoriaceous trap melted and imbricated into its seams in

an elegant manner; showing, also, that volcanic action

had been at work. From one high mountain, the Sugar
Loaf Cone, he saw around him no less than 50 lofty j>eaks,

and 17 mountfiin lakes, cascades of 200 feet fail, &c.
"Why, this Aroostook country must hereafter be called the
Alpine Regions of Maine \

—Ne%t3 York Herald,

if

Subs.)
beating

were exceedingly proper for the consideration of the gentlemen

of tbe racing club, who would deliberate on them at a future

meeting of the club, when more members would be present, and

would inform the town clerk of the result. At a subsequent

meeting Mr. Clarke was re-appointed judge, and Mr. Martin clerk

of the course, and the Earl of EgUnton consented to act as one

of the Stewards. It is said to be in contemplation to run the

Yorkshire Handicap on Vv'ednesday instead of Monday.

SP0RT1^G•
DoxcASTKa Racks.—The particulars ol the race for the Gold

Cup of 300 $ov», ou Thursday, of whicl; we gave ihe results iu

our last, as received by the c;ti)res3 of that morning, present
little room for comment. The betting was 7 to -i ou Beeswing, :;

to 1 aght Charles XII., 7 to I agbt Attila, and 12 to 1 ngst The
Shadow. The race may be dcBcribed in two lines. Beeswing
took the lead »t starting", was never approached within two
lengths. Pud won in the vcryconimoDcgt of canters; The Shadow
was second at the stand, where Charles XII. passed her; Attila
was several Kngths in the rear from tlic ^tart to the finish.

Fndat/,"ThG racing coinmcnccd at an early hour, and was
brought to a conclusion in time to permit thovistorsto reach the
X^lns at Swinton and Masboroiigh. The attendance was un-
usually large for the last day, and the sport (made the more in-
teresting: by the defeat of Eliie Bonnet), was excellent. It com-
menced with— jT*** Scnrborovgh Stakes of 30 sovs. each. One
mile. (9 Subs.)—Won by Sir C. Monck's Brother to Garland
(Lye) : beating Mr. Clark's Master Thomas and Mr. Ramshay's
Moss Trooper. The favourite made all the running, and won
easy by a lengthy The third was beaten nearly two lengths.
TAe Park Hill Stakes of 50 sovs. each. The second receives

100/. out of the stakes. St. Leger course. (29 Subs).—Won by
Colonel Crariock's Sally (Templeman), beating Lord Eglinton's
Blue Bonnet, Lord Chesterfield's Dilbar, Lord G. Bcntinck's Fire-
brand, Sir R. Bulke.ey's f by Bay Middleton. Betting—The bet-
ting open at 2 to 1 ou Blue Bonnet ; but on her taking her canter
before starting it was obvious that she was not "fit," that the
field immediately obtained the call at 5 to i^ Sally, who was very
lanch fancied, rising to 6 and 7 to4 : Blue Bonnet, however, came
again, and at the close it was 5 to 4 on her, 9 to 4 agst Sally; 5 to
1 agst Dilbar, and 10 to I agst each of the others. Sir R. Bulke-
ley*s raare was restive at the post, and caused three false starts

;at the fourth attempt she was led up, and they got off well.
Tirehrandmade play at a moderate pace to the Red House, where
she K^ve tip, and Blue Bonnet went on with the running. SaUy
ri'i^"^f^^\^*J' ** ^^^ distance the latter challenged, got her

*aJh
*mf'"^fSfn

^^^"^^ ^<l^0L, added to a Sweepstakes of 15 sov.

t!.K*l\^*^\V'i''uJ^^^ Red House in. (12

%r P^ wL\v"v^^^^,^*"^'^ ^^»- *^- JE<i«><^nd (G. Francis)
;

started but w^r^^l^V'f ^il^'"^^**"^
^^^^- The foUowh.g also

Cke^ev'sCcri^^^^ oJm^^S ^''' »^^'«°^^'« Our Nell; Sir R.

fet>os! "^tll^h^Tv^^^^^^ MV'?J]ce%^i:r
'^^^^'^

r'^'l""^
Bentinck's Yorkshire L^dy^Bmin^^^^^^ ^^F^ ?'
the distance, where EdmonrcKge^L^^^^^^^^^^
won by a neck. Marion was a good tfdrd '

^^^^' * ^''^ '^'^'

He^l; fSsato^^V'M^ tooT^^AVli^^ ^^^"---
bating General Sharp's^a^f^^Taptlln'^HL^^^^^^
Betting-5 to 2 on The Shadow, who w ou both heXi^ a can^tpl"This was th e last race ofthis well-arranged and successful meeth^VIMPROVKMEXT OP THij^ RACEs,-The committee of the Town
Council, consistmg of Mr. T. Johnson the Mayor Sir Isaac
Worley, and Councillors Moray and Webb, with Mr. Mason the
town clerk, had an interview in the morning with the noblemen
vnd gentlemen of the Donca&ter Racing Club, consisting of Lord
Chesterfield (in the chair), the Marquis of Normanby, Lord Kel-
burne, Colonel Peel, Colonel Cradock, Sir W, B. Cooke, &c. On
the committee being introduced, Lord Chesterfield rose and ex-
pressed the thanks ofhimself and noblemen ftn<l others, supporteis
of the Doncastcr races, for the liberal subscription of 1,000^,
guaranteed by the corporation for 1843.; and, on behalf of himself
and friends, expressed their determination to do everything in
tlieir power to render the races as effective and attractive as
possible. The noblemen present would take into consideration
the means of providhig for certain incidental expenses attendant
on the races, and thus relieve the corporation from certain pay-
ments ; bat inasmuch as some of the stakes were now subscribed
to, many of such expenses could not be provided for altogether
prior to the races of 18444 The sugrgcstions of the Town Council

Cr MixAi. c-.T.—The Sessions for the present

quarter commenced on Monday, but the early trials presented

little public interest. The Court was occupied on Monday and

Tuesday with the trial of Percival Hamilton Chamberlayne, Geo.

Fuller, Jane Sophia Matilda Fuller, and Williain Napier Becve,

on a charge of conspiring together to convict Thomas Alley

Jones of a felony. The prosecutor was, at the last session, tried

and acquitted on a charge of stealing a pair of snuffers and tray,

and other trifling articles, the property of a bankrupt named
Fuller. The evidence was very lengthy, but altogether of mere

personal interest, and the case ended on Tuesday night, at twelve

o'clock, in the conviction of Percival Hamilton Chamberlayne

and George Fuller, ar^d the acquittal of the other prisoners. The

sentence was deferred.
, , - ^t,

Post-office Forg'ery.—James H" luel Brown, late a clerk in the

General Post-office, was indicted for feloniously forging and

counterfeiting certain orders for the payment of money. The
Attorney- General having stated the nature of the evidence

against the prisoner, called the following witnesses :
Mrs Blun-

dell deposed that her husband keeps the post-office at Camber-

well, and she proved that she paid eight money-orders upon a

letter of advice, which purported t*- come from Sittingbournein

Kent. Robert Poultcn deposed that on the 24th of August he

drove the prisoner about the town ; and, among other places

they called at, was the post-oifice at Camberwell. The prisoner

had a cash-box with him. and when lie left him he gave him a

shillingoutof it, and witness then saw that there was a great

quantity of gold in the cash-box. ' The money-orders were
then produced, and they were all proved to be forgeries j and they

appeared to he in the prisoner's handwriting. On the day the

money was obtained it was proved that the prisoner had asked

and obtained lea e of absence \ om the Post-office. This was the

case for the prosecution. Mr. Phillips addressed the jury, and
said he should not attempt to<;ontrauACt the evidence adduced for

the prosecution, and he wouldat once inform the jury that the

defence he was instructed to make was, that the prisoner was of

unsound mind, and incapable of distinguishing between right and

wrong. He should produce testimony tothateffect, and when the

jury had heard the facts the witnesses he was about to call would
depose to, he had no doubt they would say by their verdict that

the prisoner was not accountable for his acts at the time he com-
mitted the offence imputed to him. Witnesses were called who
proved that about 12 years ago the prisoner received an injury

.on the head, and since that time his conduct had been very eccen-

tric, and frequently productive of severe personal inj ur^^ to himself.

Dr. Sutherland, Pr. Philip, and Mr. M'Murdo, the surgeon of

Newgate, were next examined, and they all expressed their opi-

nion that the prisoner was decidedly of unsound mind. Mr.
M'Murdo, on being questioned by Sir F. Pollock, said that he
had been thirteen years surgeon to the gaol, and had frequently

opportunities of seeing prisoners who simulated insanity, and he
was quite sure that was not the case with the prisoner. Mr.
Justice Wightman SBid the qucblion the jury would have to de-

cide was, whether at the time the prisciier committed the offence

he was hi a condition of mir.d to distinguish between riglit and
wrong. The medical testimony appeared to be very strong npon
the subject. The Attorney-General said he, of course, had no
other desire than to perform his duty to the public. A defence
of this kind ought to be closely inquired into; but, at the same
time, when it was made out satisfactoiiiy, it was clear that a
prisoner ought to have the advantage of it, and that he ought
not to be convicted of an offence of the commission of which he
WPS unconscious. Mr. Justice Wighthian having briefly ad-
dressed the jury, they immediately returned a verdict acquitting
the prisoner on the ground of insanity, and he was ordered to be
detained during her Majesty's pleasure.

MARK LANE, Fridav, Skft. 23.— Ou Monday a large pro-
portion of the supply of English Wheat was left unsold, which
has since been disposed of at rather declining prices. Foreign
is offering on the terms realised on Monday, but scarcely any
transactions have taken place. Two or three Cargoes of Medi-
terranean Wheat have been sold for exportation. The demand
increases for fine Malting Barley beyond the supply, and is im-
proving in value. Peas and Beans aie unaltered. Fine English
and Foreign Oats are rather dearer, whilst Irish are cheaper.

ERITISH, PER IMrKKIAL
Wheat, Kfgex, Kent, and Siifiuik . . , M hite

Norfolk, Linioln.^Jiir* and Vfnk>I;ire . . ,

Barley Malting anddiatilling
Oats, LincolnshiTP and Vcilvshire . . . i'olards

Northumberland nnd Scotch .... Fred
Irish Feed

Rye
Beans, HHzag»n, old and new . 27 to Si Tuk

PJpcon, Heligoland • . . 31 to 84 Winds.
Peas, WliJte 31 to 87 Maple

45 to 67
— to —
£1 tnSl
13 to 23
— to ^
6 to 18
— to —
SOtO 33
^ to-
ss to 33 Grey 26 io£0

S. 8.

Red £0to53
While — to^
Grind. 22 to S8
Feed Hto£2
potato 15 to 23
Fcitatt)14 to 22
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WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
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1
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1
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27 2
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18 10

"*^0

29 :o 32 10
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31 9

10 618 9

Pens.
34 7
33 11

33 6
32 5
3» 6
32 11

33 4

9 6

ARRIVALS IS THK RIVKR LAST WEKK.
Flonr. M'ht.jBarl.

1 5fab,i Oats, Kye. Bns. Peas
EnelUh . 40G7 Ska. — Brls. «703 978 472/ 1310 91 mi 391
Insh . . 41 „ — „ — ] 40 ,

4445
,
_ ^^

Foreinn . — „ 5331 „ 17354 — 1^1 6849
;

4i;o 6215 627

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK,

lord, Lincolnshire, gas mauufacturer—H. Adams, Tomes, Devonshire, merchant— G. Olden, Salisbury, grot-er—J. E. Bcerbolm, Hnd W. E. Slau^rhter, Fen-
church-sireet, mervhani. '"' "' * - -- — - - "

mervhants—

W

William-itree

I.ondcn, dealer
Chew. Clipston,

firacechureh.«treet, merchant—J. Thcmpeon, Oxford-street,m paper hangingg-^'iV. H. Parkcs. Binningham, ho»ier—S.
IVorthamptonshire, flonr and rralt dealer.

«^ ?Jh^ r
^EUt'ESTRATlONS.- J. Lunn. Edinburgh, b,n!der_J. Robert-

TKn^r.^ ?" ^^'/' manutacturera-P. RobertFon, Edinburgh, taiJor-J.Thomson, Annan. draper_G. W^auchope, Edinbuigh. ivory luiner.

the coJi^7?i"„^'l^**o*' *"f**'
a^Che>tenh;.m, the lady of Pio Ciancheitiri,

Hra, to
reat-Ormond

Amelia Seymour, eldest daughter of F. AlvVn £«' of \^i o
Jtreet, Queen-5quare-On the 2lsl inst., « St. NUWaa Chmch, BrJehton "t

Hanover-aquare, Capt
daughter of J. S. Wri,

at St. Matthew's, Brixton, J. R. Barrett, of Coptha]l-court,EEq.,to Sarah A
eldest daughter of George G. Barton, of Raleigh -lodjfe, Brixton-hiU, EsoIlJJL*
the 33d inst., at North Cray Church, W^illinm, third son of J. AnotXir^
Esq., to Mary Ann, only child of the late W. Nettleship. Esq.

»'^»»in,

DIED—On the 18th inst., at Ealinp, Sophia -Amelia, the wife of \V

inst., in Great
Esq., and only
38—On the I

inst., at Fell
Ji*q.,of SpaniaU-place.

TO tLORISTS AND GARDENERS.

TO BE LET on LEASt?;, a small NURSERY, of
ahout half an acre of Land, with Dwelling-house, Green-

house, and Hothouse, for 6a Years. Rent 28'. a year. Stock td
te taken at valuation, which will be ahout Go/. For further par.
ticulars, inquire of W. Cox, Elorist, Lark-hall Lane, South
Lambeth.

UPWARDS of 160,000 WHITETHORN QUICK
for sal

Kent. It IS iji t«w, L111H-, cij»^* jwui v(.aia giuwiu. iDe price
will be very moderate, particularly to any person who could take
the lot. Inquire for the Gardener.

Ue at Manor Cottage, near the Almshouses, Lee
cftwo, three, and four years* growth. The Briep

yo ILUKISTS, NURSERYMEN, Ai OTHERS.
To be Let on Lease, a very desirable waUed-in Garden, with

Cottage. Greenhouses, large ranges of Brick Pits, &c. Rent low.
and nothing of the kind in the neighbourhood; the Stock, Glass*
&c., to be taken at a fair valuation. For particulars apply on the
premises, Chester Gardens, near Chester-street, Kennington Cross.

HODG&ON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-Thc
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,
Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot
be genuine if procured elsewhere.

|

City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street.

EW ZEALAND COMPANY. — NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN, that the BOOKS for TRANSFER of

STOCK in this Company will be closed on Saturday the 1st Day
of October next, and will be reopened on Tuesday the uth Day
of October. By order, John WAnn, Secretary,

New ZeaUnd House, Broad street Buildings,
22d September, 1842.

EW ZEALAND COMPANY. — NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN, that a SPECIAL GENERAL COURT

of PROPRIETORS of the NEW ZEALAND COMPANY wHl be

holdcn on Monday the 10th day of October next, at One o'clock

precisely, at this House, to consider of a DIVIDEND on the

Company's stock. By order, John Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,
22d September, 1842. „___^_____^

SHIPS FOR NEW ZEALAND, iinder Charter to tLe

New Zealand Company, to sail as under mentioned, viz.—
FOR NELSON AND WELLINGTON:

INDUS, A 1, 425 tons, from London, 1st October.
FOR WELLINGTON AND NELSON.

PHCEBE, 471 Tons, from London, 15th November.
For further particulars apply at the New Zealand House, Broad-

street Buildings.

EMIGRATION to NEW ZEALAND. IMPORT-
ANT TO FARMERS AND SMALL CAPITALISTS.

THE COURT of DIRECTORS of the NEW ZEALAND
COMPANY having received numerous applications for passages

from persons of the above description, and being desirous of fa-

cilitating the emigration to New Zealand of persons of the La-

bouring Class, of good character, but who do not fall within the

regulations cntitliiig them to a Free Passages ©J^^d also of SrnsU

Capitalists, to whom the costly accommodation usually provided

for Cabin Passengers would he unsuitable: Notice is hereby

given that Cabin Passages to Wellington and Nel&on may be ob-

tained in a First-class Ship chartered by the Company, to sail

from the port of London positively on the 15th of NovEMBKa
NKXT, on the following terms :—
The price of a Chief Cabin passage, with a liberal dietary, wiU

be Fifty Guineas for a mariied couple, and Thirty Guineas for a

single adult person; and that of a Fore Cabin passage will be

Twenty Pounds per adult. Tlie prices for children will be in the

proportions fixed by the Passengers' Act, or as the Directorsniay

fix, in the case of large families.
Families who may desire it, may have extra space for their

accommodation, upon payment ofa proportionate additional sum.

One ton freight will be allowed to Chief Cabin, andhalf a ton to

Fore Cabin Passengers, ii^e of charge; extra freight will be

allowed by the Directors in their discretion, at the rate of 455. per

ton measurement, and 25s. per ton deadweight. .

.

The Company will appoint an experienced Surgeon, auav.iU

provide m.edicines and medical comforts. ..

Applications for Passage or Freight to be addressed to tue

Secrelaryof the New Zealand Company, Broad-street BuildiDgSf

London, on or before Saturday, the I5th of October nest.

A Deposit of 10/. will be required for every Chief Cabin Passage,

and of hi. for every Fore Cabin Passage, which must be pa|d i»

the Company on or before the 15th of October, and the remainder

of the Passage Moneys previously to embarkation.
By order of the Court, John Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-slreet Buildings,
14th September, 1842.

^OPY of a Coramunicytion addressed to Messrs. Row-
land and Son, No. 20, Hatton Garden, London :— .

Gentlemen,—Being called upon to attend a Lady wbo na

had a complaint in her head about a year before, and in conse-

quence had lostnearly all hcrhair
J I found very few hairs re-

maining, and those just like down, with no appearance of any

fresh roots. She stated her desire to use your Macassar OUi ""^

felt I could not conscientiously recommend anything for itsrcc-

very, as I considered it too far gone. Shehoweverdetcrmincdtouy
one bottle, which was used in about a month, and ^^*^*^ ^^""^o*
shop for anoiher,statir.ghcrhairtobemuchimproved ;

s'l^hasno

used eight bottles in as many months, during which time 1 li»

frequently pointed it, and have now the pleasure to inform )

that it is quite thick and long ; and she is so much P^^
with the change, that she says the expense is notnins*

and she will never be without it. If you think this statement

facts worth publishing, you are at liberty to do soj and I
^^Jj"*^

*

yours respectfully, John LicKtty, Hair-cutter.

Middle-Street, Xipon, April 19, 1P42. „,» .»

*»* On purchasing, ask for ''ROWLAND'S MACASSAR ^^^';

MECIirS EASY SHAVING RAZORS,
LeadcnhalLstrect, London.-

3«. 6d. and 5;*. each. Naples Soap, ,.

Tooth, Hair, and Nail Pru^-hcs; Strop
boxes; Wood. Leather, and Japan Dressing-cases; i^*''

Work-boxes, and Tea-Caddies: Trays, Bagatelle, Backgannnuui
and Chess boards.

NG RAZOK&, i^"- r
Exchanged if »ot approvea.

>, Windsor Soapi^&ha^^^

Desk*

f^.

Printed by Mefin. BjiADBriiT and Kva«i, Lomb»xd-*treet, rieei-*"-- ,t
the Frrcmct of WhiteiriarP, in ih« City of london. and Pntii»>^«^i;L%i*x,
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MARTIN'S ''SPLENDID" v. TWITCHETT'S
"DON JOHN.'*—Much has been said and written about

my Scarlet Bizarre " Splendid " and Twitchett's " Don John "—
sufficient too, I think, without any more epistolary or other
controversy.

1 am very desirous Mr. Twitchett should at once come to a
definite decision as to what steps he intends taking with reg-ard
to my challenge. If he does not accept my terms proposed, I

shall hereafter consider his apparent certainty of winning entirely
defeated, and that he would rather talk or write about his " Don
John " being; the best Scarlet Bizarre in England, than practically
compete for a test of its merits.

""

Northampton, Sept. 21, 1842. J. Martin.

WOOD'S SUPERB SCARLET PHLOX DRUM-
MONDI.—The colour of this most beautiful of Annuals

is a dazzling scarlet; the Flowers are perfectly round, without
any space between the petals, forming, uneiccptionably, the
most brilliant and striking object that can possibly be imagined.
J. Wood having grown no other sort, it is impossible that it can
be deteriorated by impregnation. Packets, contaiuing 12 seeds,
2*. 6d. each, postage included.
Nursery, Huntingdon,
N.B.—The above may also be had of Messrs. Warner and

Warner, Cornhill, who saw it in bloom.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

N. B..

MESSRS. B. ELY and SON. Florists, &c.,
Rothwell Haigh, near Leeds, Yorkshire, .beg to inform

the Nobility, Florists, and the Public in general, that they will
send out this Autumn the following Carnations anu Picoteks,
with which they have won Prizes at most of the principal Exhi-
bitions in Yorkshire in 284! and 1842 :— «. d,

,Ely*s Hugo Meynell, Pink Bizarre, . , • 10 t»

Do. Wm. Beckett, Scarlet Flake, . . , , Id
Prince of Wales, do. - . . . 10 o
Leviathan, Purple Flake, . . . lo
George Lane Fox, Scarlet Picotee, Light Edge, 7 6
Mrs. Wilson, do. do. , 6 o
Mrs. Bossville, do. do. . 5
Mrs. Meynell, Scarlet Picotee, Heavy Edge, 7 6
Emperor, do. do. , so
Empress, Purple Picotee, Light Edge, , • 5 •
Mrs. Ramsden, do, do. -.50
Field Marshal, do. Heavy Edge, , . 10 ,

Marchioness of Waterford, Rose Picotee, . 5
Ada, do. • .50
Mrs. Bland, do. , . so
Ely & Son have also an extensive collection of Car-

nations and Picotees, consisting of upwards of 2,500 pots, in-
cluding most of the principal varieties grown. Catalogues of
which may be had by post on application.

PELARGONIUM—LYNE'S SUNRISE.—This valu-
able and first-rate variety, which has far surpassed " Rising

Sun," or any flower of the kind ever produced, can he ordered of
Mr,Wni, Rendle, Union-road Nursery, Plymouth; or of his Lon-
don Agents—Messrs. Warner, Seedsmen, Cornhill, and Mr. W^m.
Bristow, Seedsman, Knightsbridge, from whom Engravings and
Descriptions can be obtained. The Stock being very limited, it is

desired that orders will be immediately forwarded, as Mr, Rendle
will not guarantee to supply strong Plants without this is attended
to. Lyne's Duke of Cornwall, which is styled by the Editor of
the Chronicle as ** a Flower of extraordinary brilliancy of colour,''*

with Lyne's Lord Ebrington, Lyne's Princess Royal, Cynthia,
Hamlet, and Basset's Glory of the W^cst, cau also he obtained on
application as above.
Union-road Nursery, Plymouth, Sept. 10, 1842.

a'^WlTCHETT'S DON JOHN CARNATION (the
- finest Scariet Bizarre in England) ; HEADLY*S SARAH, a

splendid light edged Red Picotee—each One Guinea per pair.
See Wakeliiig's *'Fk)iist's Guide" for Sept. 1841 and June 1842.
Also TWITCHETT*S FAIR ROSAMOND, a rich rose-edged Pi.
cotee on a snow-white ground, lO.s. 6rf. per pair. The Trade
allowance if six pairs be ordered. Address Mr. Twitchett, Caim-
bridge, or Messrs. Dickson, Florists, Acre-lane, Brixton, London.
Mr. Twitchett will show 21 blooms of his Don John against the

like number of Martin's Splendid, or any other Scarlet Bizarre,
for Two Guineas each bloom, andTweuty Guineas the odds, July
1843, p.p.

THE FINEST VARIETIES OF HYACINTHS, IRISES, AND

J
ANEMONES, AT VERY MODERATE PRICES.

OHN SUTTON and SONS, importing largely of
Irises, Hyacinths. Anemones, Tulips, &c., which are selected

annually while in bloom in Holland, are enabled to supply such
sorts as are most worthy of cultivation, and at very low prices.
The following are particularly recommended :—
The finest Hyacinths known, per dozen . , rfO
Very fine ditto, per dozen . . . , .

Ditto ditto Mixed Double, per 100 , . . \
Superb New hiaes, best 30 varieties by name \

Ditto ditto ditto Mixed, per lOO
The New Large Double Anemones, by name,' per 100
The same Varieties, mixed, per loo
Early Single,many colours, per loo . ] '

Gladiolus, Ranunc'uius, Ixias, Tulips, Crocuses, Jonquils', Nar-
cissus, &c., &c., in extenbive collections, at low prices as per
Catalogue. N.B.— Goods delivered, free of carriaire to the RaQ-way Stations and Coach Offices in London. ^ '

Reading Nursery, Sept, 15.
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FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
THE above magnificent FUCHSIA was raised by Mr.

Meehan, Gardener to Col. Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of
Wight, from whom Messrs. Youkll obtained the entire stock.
In May last it was submitted to Dr. Lindley for his opinion,
which will be found in the Gardeners'' Chranicle of the Hth of that
month as follows :

—

" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have
seen ; the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and
sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will
prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus."
Messrs. Youell, in bringing this beautiful production into public

notice, do so without the slightest diflSdence, behig fully assured
of its giving the most entire satisfaction. It Is of vigorous habit,
fine foliage, and, as a proof of its being a most profuse bloomer,
they have a plant in flower at the present time on one branch of
which there arc upwards of 200 blooms, forming a splendid
object for the Greenhouse, Conscrvatorj-, or Flower-garden.
Youell & Co. pnrposc sending it out in the second week of

April next, at 1 0«. 6^. per plant, free of postage, to an}^ part of the
United Kingdom ; and all orders they may be favoured with will

be executed in rotation.
Orders from the Continent will receive ever)* care in packing,

so as to ensure their safety.
The usual discount to the Trade, where not less than 6 plants

are ordered.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 15, 1842.

EPACRIS COCCINEA.
HUGH LOW and CO. beg to apprise those friends

who have favoured them with orders fortheaboi^ splendid
plant, that they have now ready for delivery small plants at
3/. 3s, each to the Trade. Owing to the time which has elapsed
since many gave their orders, they take the present opportunity
of stating that if any one should feel disposed to cancel them,
they are at liberty to do so before Monday the lOth inst., on
which day they intend to execute all orders as far as the Plants
go.—Clapton Nursery, Sept. 30, 1842,

CINERARIA WEBBERIANA.--J. WEBBER begs
to intimate that he is now sending out plants of the above

much-admired BlueCi.vKPAinA, figured in " Paxton*a Magazine
of Botany " for July, at lOs. 6rf per plant, with the usual allow-
ance to the trade. He can also supply Lisianthus Russelianus,
at 505, and 755. per 100.—Merriott Nurseries, near Crewkerne,
Somersetshire. Sept. 28, 1842.

CAMELLIAS.
/^HANDLER and SONS, Nurserymen, Vauxhall,
V-^ London, beg to state that they have young healthy plants
of Camellia nitida now ready to send out at 3/. 3». each. This is

an imported variety, the flowers of a rose colour, with a white
streak through each petal, and very double and compact.

C. and Sons can also supply good plants of C. Albertus at U. Is.

each ; also fine healthy young plants of the following sorts, in

collections of I dozen, viz. ;—
Double White, Double Striped, Pompone, Ficoniaflora, Press's

Eclipse, Fimbriata, speciosa, spleudens, Chandlerii, Colvillii,

Hume's Blush, florida—for 2^, package included.
Elegans, Althieiflora, Corallina, eximia, imbricata, coronata,

Spofforthiana, Woodsii, Rossii, roiuiata, Haylockil, Fordii—for

3/., package included.
Bealeii, tricolor, Donkelaerii, scrratifolia, rcgalis, trium-

phans, albicans, imbricata alba, Francofurtensi?^, rosea^ data,
Colvillii striata— for 4/., package included.

If individual sorts are selected from the above, the price of
plants from the first collection will be 35. fitf. each; from the se-
cond, 5*. each ; and from the third, 7*. 6rf. each.—A remittance
or reference for payment in London will be expected irom un-
known correspondents.

TWO SPLENDID NEW PURPLE PICOTEES,
IXTOOD'S LORD HINCHINBROOK, a superb
• ' Flower of large size, marking perfect, ground colour of the

most snowy whiteness, petals large, and of a beautiful shape,
forming a mo&t excellent show flower.
WOOD'S LADY ST. JOHN, a beautiful light-edgcd Flower, of

most superb form and petal, possessing, in short, all the requieiies
of a first-rate show flower.

J. Wood, Florist, &c., Huntingdon, begs to announce that the
above Picotees, which elicited the admiration of numbers of
Florists who saw them in bloom, are now ready for sending out,
and can be forwarded by post to any part of the United Kingdom.
Price los. per pair, postage and package included. J. W,*8 Ca-
talogue of Carnations, Picotees, &c., for the present season, may
be had on application, by inclosing a postage stamp.
N.B.—A remittance or reference expected from unknown

correspondents

.

NORTH WARNBOROUGH & HARTLEY ROW NURSERIES,
NEAR ODIHAM, HANTS.

JOHN SHILLING begs to return his most sincere
Thanks for the verj' liberal encouragement he has received

for these many years past, and to announce that his Sons,
JosKPB and Stbphkn SnrLLixo, having been brought up to the
Business, are competent to carry it on, to its fullest extent j he
therefore has resigned the Nursery and Seed Business to them,
being assured that they will conduct it properly, and use their

utmost endeavours to please; and he most earnestly begs that
the favours whicii have hitherto t>een so long confeired on him
maybe extended to his Sous, J. Shilling begs further lo add,
that, having relinquished tlic Nursery and Seed Business, he
will be enable'l to devote more of his time to that of Laying out
Grounds, which it is his intention more fully to attend to ; and
his having given general satisfaction in this department, enables
him^ if required, to refer to many Noblemen and Gentlemen, who
have employed him in very considerable alterations and Improve-
ments, and who were well pleased with his id^is and practical
knowledge. On application, J. S. is ready to wait on Gentlemen
as usual, on the most reasonable terms. Where required, good
Foremen can be supplied.

NORTH WARNBOROUGH & HARTLEY-ROW NURSERIES,
NEAR ODIHAM, HANTS,

TO the Nobility, Gentry, and Public generally.
JOSEPH and STEPHEN SHILLING, having taken to the

Nursery and Seed Business of their Father, beg to solicit a con-
tinuance of the favours so many years conferred on him, and to
invite their atteutiou and confidence. They bt^g further to say,
that their Nurseries are very extensive, and well stocked with
Fruit-trees of the choicest kinds, and true to their sorts. Forest
Trees, Coppice Plants, Larch and other Firs, Omamentnl Trees
for Parks, Flowering Shrubs and Evergreens, Standard and
Dwarf Roses, Herbaceous and Greenhouse Plants of all kinds, of
which separate catalogues are given ; Kitchen-Garden and
Flower Seeds, Dutch and English Bulbs, Garden Mats, Mush-
room Spawn, Fine Grasses for Lawns and Pastures, with every
other article, of the beat quality, and at the lowest current prico.

Grounds laid put. Good Gardeners and Foremm supplied.

FULLER'S SPLENDID PELARGONIUM, MA-
DEMOISELLE RACHEL, is now ready for Delivery at

Two Guineas each. For particulars, see Advertisemejit iu the
Gardeners* Chronicle, Sept. 3d.
Orders received in London by Marnock and Manley, Hackney;

Henderson, Piue Apple Place; and Harrison, Downham Market,
Norfolk. — FloriculLural Grounds, Park Crescent, Worthing,
Sussex.

"Vl^^ILLIAM lYERY. Rye-Iane, Peckham, begs to in-
* ^ form his Friends and the Public that he cau a^in supply
strong plants of the following Cinerarias ; Royal Blue, Rival Ring.
Imperial Blue, Grandissima, Queen Victoria, Corminius.Splcn-
dJda, and Greenii, at 2«. 6rf. each. Also strong Bulbs of Trop«olum
Jarratti, 30«. per doz., or 3tf. 6(f. each ; tricolorum, 20^'. per doz.,
or 28. 6d, each^ Achiroenes lungiflora and rosea, 2«. Gd. each.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD,
SUSSEX,

WILLIAM WOOD & SON beg leave to inform
'* their numerous Patrons, and Rose Amateurs in general,

that their NEW CATALOGUE OF ROSES, for the present
season, is now ready for distribution, and will be sent, GRATIS,
on application.

The immense Stock of Roses at Maresfield are this reason
finer and more luxuriant than ever; no pains or expense have
been . ired to render the collection as rich and unique a^
possible.
The General Catalogue of Nurwy Stock and Trade List of

Roses, &c., arc also ready for distribution.—Sept. 2]5t.

CCARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS
' NATHANIEL NORMAN. Florist, begs to call the attention

of the Nobility. Gentr)', Amateurs, and iiis friends generally,
to his select Collection, ct>mprihin^ the finest show varieties,

with which he has gained twenty prizes this scabon at the fol-

lowing Societies: London llcrticultural. Royal South London,
South Essex, and Floricultural Society of London. Has 10,000
Plants now ready, In fine healthy ccmdition.

Catalogues may be had on prepaid appUcation.^BuIl Fields,

Woolwich.

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, &c,—H. GROOM, Clap-
ham Rise, near London (removed ft^om Walworth), by ap-

pointment Florist to her Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobi-
lity and Gentry that he has received his Collection of Dutch
Roots in excellent condition, and that his Catalogue of Bulbs ia

ready, and may be had on application,

MYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
after two years* competition, still maintains its pre-emi-

nence; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to ^ay they can with confidence re-

commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling SUawbeiry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per 100, each,

50«. ; and their Eliza, 20». Runners arc now ready, and may be
had on application to them at Manor Farm, Dcptlord-

Myatt's famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50*. per 100 S£ts,«r^U, Srf.pcr

root, will be ready in October.

TO GROWERS OF HYACINTHS, AND OTHER DUTCH
BULBS.

Tl/I ESSRS. YOUELL have much plea&ure in anncun-
J3A cing that they Jiave just received their importation of the

above direct from HaurJem, the Bulbs being remarkably large

and sound. For particulars see their advertisement in the G^r-

deners' Chronicle t^f 2rth August.
Catalogues may be had on application.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. Ist, 1S42.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.
YOUELL & LO.'s Superb Collection of tie above

will be found to contain every attainable variety worthy of
cultivation ; and having spared no expense in rendering their

Collection the most exteui^ive and select in the kingdom, they
beg to announce that they purpose commencing to execute

orders the first week in October, ui>on the following terms:

—

25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, jfc5

12

25
!2
25
12

do. 2
3
1

1

10

10
4
12

6

They beg
packing the

do. do,

of fine Show flowers,
do. do. •

of extra fine Show Pinks,
do. do.

The selection being left to Y. & Co,
further to state that, having a peculiar mode of
above plants, so as to insure their safe deliverj' in

any part of the United Kingdom per Post, for the iuformation of
parties at a distance, wishing to avoid the expense of Carriage,

Package, &c-, they will scud them free of postage, at the extra
charge of 2*. per doz. pair.

A Post-oflice order, or reference, is respectfully requested from
unknown correspondents.
Catalogues may be had on application, by enclosing two

postage stamps,
NEW SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

Youell & Co. beg respectfully to state, that they continue
sending out, per Post (free), their Superb Collection of Fuchsias,
at the rate of 2l£. per doz.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 8, 1842.

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and others.

LAVENDER-HILL NURSERY, WANDSWORTH-ROAD.—
Mr. Gko. Haixes will seU b> Auction, by order of Mr. William

PampUn, in consequence of part of his Nursery Ground beii^

required for other purposes, on Moni>av, Oct. lOth. and two fol-

lowing days, at eleven o'clock, the Nursery Stock, which is p«r^

ticulariy adapted for persons engaged in planiiiig, comprs^m^

large Evergreens, Fruit and Forest l^ee?. a: <l fto^«-2!i£^*n«kV
Fine, grown Laurustinus. Laurels, Arbutuses, ^^^«^^^J,f^'
PhiBjTeas, Aucahas,Cedarsof Lebanon, flonirsRh^^^^

Kn^rst^^ m'hrrTh7u'bsn^7ho;^
pLches, Nectarine, aird Apncot., Mulb^e^^^^^ -^^^^^^^^^^^

\T^i\3.r^ previoBS to the sale.

1[: at Me«*r». Me»fer and t o.'s,

63, Strand ; Messrs. Sheppaid's, 99. Sf^f^^^^l^^'oAc*' KnieMs!
of TA* Gardeners^ ChromieU; and at Mr-Hames s Officer, Knights-

Box JW^ing. largeAioein tub, anUag«»«ral»s«Mtm£nt

Nursery Stock. May be viewed tliree <

Catalogues to be had on the premises; at

bridge, and at Fimlico.
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»« V, AT r-te-r rASnEviBS/NUKSERl-MEX, AND OTHERS.

T^ROTHElforat^^ Ve instructed by the

K i. ;i.,fM rs Adamso.v and SoN.of stoke Newington,JT Tru.ta« orM ^^^A^Xn. on the premises, Wells-strert,
to submit to public compe . ^^ ^^ ^.^^^^^ precisely, the

E:^^"7f\h^VALUABLE STOCK, consistiiig Of aboat 800 Hand-

V'^lLr^nretuBbtBoxes and Lights, the whole of which are

f„'
SlenSitifn, Horse, and Cart a quantity of fine Rhu

i. < fTrfnrrim and sundry Utensils. May be viewed two days

^o'.^o sSe Ca?iogues^ay be had on the premises of the

^incipaJ Seedsmen, aad of the Auctioneers, Amencan Nursery,

leytonstone.
\ . - — - ^ — — -— .,1 —^-i. .

WESTBURTON, between Arundel and Fetworth,
St^ssBX. PINE PLANTS, Uve and Dead Farmiug Stock,

and a Life Interest in 803/. 5a. 6d, Consols.—To be Sold by Auc-

tion, by Mr. H. Salter fon the premises), by order of the As-

BiCTi«es of Jamks Bisshopp, a Bankrupt, on Tuesday, the ISth

of October, 1842, at Eleven o'clock. The PINES consist of about

4,000 Fruiting and Succession Plants of the very best quality.

The PINES produced from this Pinery have always^een cele-

brated for their Growth and Quality, and have obtained the

hitjhest prices in the London Markets; and as a further proof of

their excellency, they have constantly carried the first Prize at

the Shows in London, where they have been brought into Com-
petition with all England. Together with about Three Thousand
Flower and Pine Pots.— The Farming Stock consists of 5

capital Cart-Horses, a grey Pony, 43 two-tooth Wether Sheep, 8

fat Piffs, and a quantity of excellent Poultry. A four-horse power
portable Thrashing Machine, 2 narrow-wheeled Wagrgons, Dung-
Carts, Corn- Cracker, Chaff- Cutter, 2 Ploughs, Drag- Hakes, Cyder-

Press, Cloths, and other Effects. The Liitb Ixtkre^t, of James
Bisshopp, aged about 53 years, in the sum of 803^ 5«. 6^. 3 per

Cent. Consols, standing in the names of Trustees, and producing

an Annual Income of 21/. U, lOrf., will be offered precisely at

Three o'Clock.
Catalogues will be ready 14 days previous to the Sale, and may

be obtained on the premises ( at Masou'a Printing Office, High-
street, Steyning; at Mr. Dulley*s, fruiterer, Covent Garden j and
at the office oi the Auctioneer, Arundel. The Pink Plants and
Farming Stock may be viewed the day previous to the Sale, and
Particulars of the Lifelnterestmay be obtained on application to

Messrs. Ellis and Upton, Solicitors, Petworth.
F ^ _

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, NURSERY AND SEEDSMEN^,
AND OTHERS.

THE Genuine STOCK IN TRADE of Mr- Lynn,
Nursery and Seedsman, Bell-street, Henley, and Vines

Hill, Remenham, together with the occupation of the Nursery
Ground, till Lady-day, 1815, will be offered for absolute Sale by
Auction, by jAMiiS Champiov, on Thursday, 6th October, 1S42,

and following day, at 11 o'clock precisely each day, as the Lots
are numerous. The Sale will commence at the Shop in Bell- street,

near the Obelisk, with the Stock of Garden and Flower Seeds,
and Bulbs of the most approved kinds (warranted as described).
Shop Fixtures, viz., Counter, Desk, 4 nests of Diaweis, Seed-
Boxes, Shelves and Fittings, Weights and Scales j Corn and Seed
Measures, from a bushel to a pint ; Clever Pony, Cart and Har-
ness, Saddle, Bridle, Wheel, Hand and Box Barrows, Truck,
Tub. and Box ; Six Store Pigs, Pig Troughs, Hurdles, Glass Bot-
tles and Baskets, Half-tester Bedstead, and other Furniture ; 5
Sacks of Walnut-leaf Kidney and Early-frame Potatoes, &c., &c.
The Stock and Property at Vines Hill Nursery (entrance at

the foot of Remenham HiU) comprise 48 Hand Lights, 3, 2, and
1 Light Melon Frames, 8 and 5-light Pits and Sashes, 2 small
Greenhouses recently erecttd -, Hot Water Pipes, Saddle, Boiler,
and Furnace; a 45ft. Shed, slate roof, sashes, and partitions;
good as9ortn\ent of named Standard and Trained Fruit and
Forest Trees, Hedges and Rows of Arbor Vitse. Laurels, Red
Cedars, Laurustinus, Firs, Irish Ivy, Box, Holly. Yew, White-
thorns, Privet, Phillyreas, Arb\itus,Tulip, Pyras Juponica, Roses

j

l>atch Honeysurkles, Trumpet do., Lonlccra flexuosa. Dahlias,
Amencan Plants, Althaeas,' Sweet Bays, Aucuba, and Yellow
Jasmines, Virginian Creepers, Spiraea bella, Syringa gran-
diflora. Bloomin|: Camellias, and many other scarce plants

;

quantity of Pelargoniums, Cactuses, Myrtles, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
and many others; Box and Thrift Edgings; Gooseberry, Cur-
rant, and Raspberry Bushes; Asparagus and Sea-Kale Plants;
Rhubarb, Strawberry, and other Plants ; large quantity of good
Manure, Road Stones, 2ooo Fiower Pots, &c. &c. Five weeks
wiil be allowed to clear the lots.

May be viewed three days previous to the Sale, and Catalogues
Sixpence each (without which no one will be admitted, return-
able to Purchasers^, may be had on the Premises ia Bcll-atreet,
and Printing Offices, Henley and Waliingford ; the " Gardener's
Gazette" Office, 343, Strand; White Hart, Slough, Maidenhead,
Reading, Dorchester, and Wycombe; Crown, Marlow and
Benson; Journal Office, Oxford; and of the Auctioneer,
Nettlebed.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,

London, having been for many years extensively engaged in

Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, either

in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of

heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be
given both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior

manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-

tuality and despatch. ^__^^_

'T'HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-^ by J.Rogers, Esq., maybe obtained of any size from JOHN
BHEWEN, Ironmonger, Sec, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J, SheWEN having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs, Veltch and Son's. Exeter; and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

XTOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
^^ HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

wn«?\ ^^^ *^ ^^^ moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andED\NARn BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBOHN.
«rv«* ^^^5' ^^^^«Y having devoted much time to the considera-

«nm.^^ ? subject, and had much experience in the erection of

T^JrvhT^? ^°'J^« above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

i^t ^^.^nlf
^^"^ ^ ^^^'' practice, rendered their iJiode of heat-

darabmt^^\r*^
efficient, but very simple, and have combined

^ve e^t^d ^nn!^^^^^-^
"^'^^^ economy in the charge. They

^s^v n^b emp?^*^^^**^ I?
England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

fr^il?eXt^eHo?r?n'''l?'^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ *^^ honour to be

Mo^rtiT^I^"^^^^^^^ ^d^n^le^oblS^S^men, and the public to an inspection of thei> various dVS^^and models, at 272. Holbom. where they have theTpporta^^f
exhibitmgamongstothermetalworks.4extTemely?^mp^^^^^^
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continuedsupply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

. D. and E. Bailet were the first to introduce metaUJc curvili
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D. and E. Ba i Lay have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where viq>oar is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

DWARD BECK, MANUFACTURER IN SLATE,
Isleworth, Middlesex, respectfully informs Horticulturists,

tHat his IMPROVED SLAT« TUBS for Orange Trees and Con-
servatory Plants, mounted upon rollers. Slate Cisterns, Shelves,
and Edgings for garden paths, saskj b« secA infuse at Ms Iioua«
i^m »jpplicaUoa to the gudeaer.

GREAT REDUCTION IN INSURANCE ON FARMING STOCK
rf^HE FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE AND
JL LIFE INSURANCE INSTITUTION. Empowered by Act of

Parliament. Offices, No. 346, Strand, London. Capital, 500,000/.

With i960 Sharehoi-deus Exkolled.
Honorary Directors,

Duke of Rutland, a Trustee of

the Royal Agricul. Society,

Earl of Stradbroke, a Governor
of the Royal Agricul. Society.

Earl of Coventry.
Earl Ducie, Vice-President of

the Royal Agricul. Society.

Earl of Stair,

Earl of Stamford & Warrington.
Lord Stanley, M.P., Lancash.
Lord Rayieigh, a Governor of

the Royal Agricul. Society,

Lord Feversham, Yorkshire.
Viscount Campden, Rutlandsh.

And Seventy-Two other Members of Parliament and Gentlemen.
County Dirbctors.

Upwards of One Hundred and Seventy Gentlemen, Landed
Proprietors, or otherwise connected with Agriculture, and each

being the holder of Fifty Shares, or upwards, m the Institution,

have been appointed Local Directors in the Counties in which
they are resident.
FARMixGSTocKinsuredwithoutthe Average Clause at is. 9a.

percent., no duty.
Common Insurance.

Private Houses and Shops, Is. Gd, per cent. Hazardous, 25. Gd.

Doubly Hazardous, subject to special agreement. Fire Insu-

rances may be effected for a longer term than one year, at re-

duced rates, by payment in advance. Insurance of Lives on an
equally moderate scale.

A7inual Preiaiuvis on Life Insurancesfor 100?. ^
Age 20 1 30 1

40
I

50
I

60 I 70

£\ \i 11
I

2 4 1 I
2 18 10 1 4 4

I
6 11 2

I
10 16 2

Endowments of all kinds for future or existing children.

The usual commission to Solicitors.

Prospectuses and Marks for buildings may be had of, and Pro-

posals for Insurances, &c., be forwarded to, the Agents in their

respective districts, or to the Office in London. Agents are ap-

pointed in the principal towns in the kingdom,
W. Shaw, Managing Director.

•^rO THE FELLOWS of HORTICULTURAL SO-
-L CIETIES.—The first Monthly Part of "THE GARDENER
AND PRACTICAL FLORIST" contains many articles of the

highest importance to Horticultural Societiofi throughout the

Kingdom, with Diagrams to illustrate thb Propertiks op
Flowers and Plants, Price is.—London: R. Groombridge, 5,

paternoster-row ; and sold by all Booksellers.

Just Published, Price One Shilling,

I'^HE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST,
PART I., containing Information on Fifty Subjects of the

highest importance to Cultivators, with eight diagrams, illus-

trating the Properties of the Pansy, the Geraniu.\i, the Tulip,

the Auricula. Directions for Gardening Operations during Sep-

tember and October.
*:^* The Fifth Weekly Number is also ready, price Threepence.

London ; R. Groombridge, 5, Paternoster Row, and may be had
or ordered of any Bookseller in the Kingdom,

GLENNY'S DESCRIPTION of the New DAHLIAS
which have been submitted to him, or exhibited at the

principal Shows, together with advice to Amateurs, will be Pub-
lished by W. Hilditch, 343, Strand, in October ; sold by all Book-
sellers in town and country. Advertisements for the Cover re-

ceived till the 7th Oct., and Flowers submitted free, until that

time, will be included.

In a few days will be published,

AHISTORY of BRITISH FOREST-TREES,
GENOUS ANU INTROnUCED. By PRIDEAUX JOHN SkLBV,

F.L.S., M.W.S., &c.—This volume describes the various Forest-

trees at present grown in Great Britain, and gives an account of

their useful and ori:iamental properties, as well as of the best

modes for their culture. It forms a manual for the planter, and
an interesting and informing volume for the general reader.

Each species is historically described, and figured. The Engrav-
ings, amounting to nearly 200, represent the perfect tree, and~ de-

tails of the flowers, leaves, and fruit. Demy 8vo., 28«. Royal
8vo._ 2f, 16s.—Bell's History of British Quadrupeds, 28^. Yar-
rell's History of British Birds, Vol. L, 28s. ; Vol. IL, 35s. ; and
Parts 27 to 33, 2«. Gd. each. Bell's History of British Reptiles,

8*. Gd. Yarrell's History of British Fishes, 2d Edition enlarged,

2 vols., 3/. Forbes's History of British Starfishes, 15a'. Jones's

General Outline of the Animal Kingdom, 38s.—John Van Voorst,

1, Paternoster-row.

In Monthly No$,, 8ro, with Four beautifully-cofoured Flutes.
Price "ZSt 6rf

MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for October, 1842, contains highly-finished

drawings ofSophronitis grandiflora, Erica Neillii, Pentstemon cras-

sifolius, and Echites atroptirpurea ; likewise Papers on Gar-
dening as a science ; on Planting Shrubs in Beds ; and the
Preservation of Half-hardy Plants through the Winter. Floricul-

tural Notices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leading

Botanical Periodicals for September; together with a com-
plete Calendar of Monthly Operations for the Garden.

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1

.

That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to thp places where the plants are in flower,

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,
being coloure(i in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-
senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,
though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

I'

beauty of its embellishmeiits, and the utility of its contents, this
work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each
volume sh^ now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
opportunity for Uiose who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S, Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

pAXTON'S

-b..

'T'HE PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING Uk-X TERIAL, spoken so highly of In the Gardeners' Chronicle,
maybe obtained in Sheets—33 inches by S« inches, 32 inches by
64 inches, 32 inches by 96 inchf

, of ThoS. Jno. Croggon, 8, In-
gram Court, Fenchurch-sb^et. A libend Discount to Hothooift
Bttilderf, Ifttrserjmeay &c.

WANTS a SITUATION as UNDER GARDEM^
or Gardener, and to look after a Horse and Chaise aV

Man, aged 23 ; can milk a cow if required, and make him^
generally useful; can have a good character from his latf l!?^

Direct to A. B., Mr. Gill's, Gardener, Stamford Hill.
"^^P^ce.

W/^ANTS a SITUATION as UNDER-GARDENFr
* * a Young Man, aged 22 ;

Scan be strongly recommended h
the Gardener
Address A

aer he is about to leave, and by his former emblov
.B., J. and J. Fairbaihi's, Nurserymen, &c., Claol

edby

^lapham.

WANTS a SITUATION as HEAD GARDENeF"
steady, sober Married Man. aged 30. who thoron(.hi!

understantls forcing Pines, Grapes, Peaches, &c., also evervoth
branch connected with the business; can have an

• ^^
character from the place he has filled the last ten years.
W. C, Mr. J. Fairbairn's Nursery, Clapham, Surrey.

'

excellent

J^irect tb

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER,
Man, aged 27, in or out of doors, who perfectl*

understands his business in all its various branches
; can havean

undeniable character of three years from the gentleman he has
just left. Address, A, B., Mr. Porter, Nurseryman, &c., Loueh
borough Koad, Brixton. ^

'

-ANTSTSITUATION as GARDENERyTMi^,
agcfi Man of good character, who understands tWc ma-

nagement of the Greenhouse, the forcuig of Melons and Cucum-
bers, and the routine of the Flower and Kitchen Garden. He
can look after Horses and Cows if required, and has no. objection

to a single-handed place, or to make hiniself generally useful

Direct to W. B., Kidlington, Oxford,

ANTsTsiTUATION as GARDENER, or GAr!
DENER and BAILIFF, a single Man, aged 40, of much ex-

perience in his business. Can have a good family character.

—Direct to A. B., Mr. Catleugh's, Nurseryman, Hans-street,

Chelsea.

WANTS a SITUATION as "GARDENER or B.U-
LIFP, a respectable middle-aged married Man, without

incumbrance, who perfectly understands all sorts of Forcing, ^c,
the Breedi"SandFeedingof Cattle; alsoLayingout new Grounds,

Park and Plantation Improvements, Selling and Felling of Tim.

her, &c. Au undeniable character will be given from Ms last

employer. — Address A. B., care of Messrs. Gibbs, Seedsmen,

Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly. _

NOTICE TO GARDENERS.—To be LET ON
LEASE:, about Four Acres of a Market and Flower Garden,

East from London, with Dwelling-house and other conveniences;

well enclosed, good land, and in a good situation for business.

The present stock (not large) to be taken in the usual way.

Apply to John King, James's Place, Hackney lload.

rpo FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.-
-L To be Let on Lease, a very desirable waUed4n Garden, with

Cottage. Greenhouses, large ranges of Brick Pits, &c. RentloWi

and uotiiiug of the kind in the neighbourhood; the Stock, Glass.

&c., to be taken at a fair valuation. For particulars apply on the

premises, Chester Gardens, near Chester-street, Kennington Cross.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty is to be procured only from E. Abbott. Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale caimot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98. Gracechurch-street

NEW ZEALAND COMPANY. — NOTICE IS

HEREBY GIVEN, that the BOOKS for TRANSFER of

STOCK in this Company will be closed on Saturday the 1st Day

of October next, and will be reopened on Tuesday the Hth Day

of October. By order, Jonx Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad- street Buildings,

22d September, 1842. _____^

NEW ZEALAND COMPANY. — NOTICE IS

HEREBY GIVEN, that a SPECIAL GENERAL CObHi

of PROPKIETORS of the NEW ZEALAND COMPANY wil ne

holden ou Monday the 10th day of October next, at One ciock

precisely, at this House, to consider of a DIVIDEND on tfle

Company's stock. By order. Johm Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings,

22d September. 1 842.

ORTRaTtS by M, CLAUDET'S INSTANTA-
NEOUS DAGUERREOTYPE PROCESS, "n<^er the Patron-

age of her Majesty, are taken daily, at the ROYAL ADhLAivx-

GALLERY, Lowther Arcade, Strand. The sitting /e^erauy

occupies less than One Second, by which faithful and P^^^^"^^,

Likenesses are obtained. The introduction of ^,a'^^;^X hiveV
presenting landscapes, interiors of apartments, «^-»,\^^^ pr.p„f

tion of M. Claudet, for which he has obtained I^^^/^^^.^f^^'oy.

Considerable alterations have recently been made lor ^"^

venience and better accommodation of '^*-
^^^""^',^+p«*nfan

Portraits and Groups of Figures are ahso taken upon piaxeb u

enlarged size.
.

—
i^ASE OF DISTRESS. We, the undersigned, appeal

y^ to the Benevolence of the Public, and pa'^»^^,^^\Criman,
deners, on behalf of the Widow of the late Robert i^^"

u'

who is left With five children under ten years of age, ^^"7^^,
provided for. The late Robert Runciman was many Tf

a^^ ^^

dener at Coptfold Hall. Essex, which situation l^^^Y^^j^ if-viBg
quit three years since in consequence of the ^entiemau ^
the place ; he was not able afterwards to obtam a

^^^
^

'^ ^^^ji,inff

consequence of his numerous family, and he comrnenceuj^^^^^^

Gardener, %vhen he was unfortunately attacked viiiu ^^^_

Rheumatism, which confined him for many J^^"^!""^,^"
ade be-

room; and thus the little savings he had Previously ni

came exhausted before his death. We knew Inm ^o hea ^^
sober, and industrious man. and therefore ^^"Y c „Vthe bop«
appeal on behalf of ** the widow and the

^?*|j^J;|f
%j.cum'=tance«

that it wUl meet with that attention which the

of the case deserve. -
, ,^Vvpr small, io

W^e shall be happy to receive Subscriptions, however

her behalf, and we beg to state, in justice to Mrs. Runc

that this appeal is made without her knowledge. ggrrey.

^ohn Green. Gardener to Su-E. Antrobus,
^-^^f!f„^vi„'b^^^ »»^

David Ferguson, Gardener to the Duke of Buckmgn

Chandos, Stowe, Bucks. ci-rp*>Tis Cheims-
Saml. Young, Gardener to W. Branston, Esq., fakreen^.

ford, Essex. . ^^-,ipn has also

Mr. Charlwood, of Tavistock Row, Covent Garaen,

kindly undertaken to receive Subscriptions^

Proprietors of Gar-
deners^ Chronicle

I

W. Catleoffh ....
Jno. Green , , , .

D.Ferguson ....
J. ^'alconer , . . ,

J. A. Henderson . ,

Lady Antrobus . . .

A few friends at Lower
Cheam • - , , ,

Mr, Carson, gardener,
Konsuch Park . ,

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

10

1

I 15 6

10

Mr. Charlwood, Covent

Garden - • • ; *

Mr. Edmonds. Sutton

Mr. Wellis, Ewell . .

Mrs. Ferguson, Stowe

Mr. E. Butcher, gar-

dener to the Eari of
^

Mr.Tjencari la^e ditto

Mr. J. Passfleld, Stowe
J

Mr. N. Newman, Oitto J

Mr, J. Plasted, tUtto . i

10

2 6

2 6

10

10

5

d

5
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the NEXT

MEETING OF THE SOCIETY in Recent-Street vviU take
place on Tuesday, October the 4th, at 3 o'clock, p.m.

^atDenerjS' Cfitonicli^.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO t^OLLO^riNG WEEKS.
Tuesday, Oct. 4 .

./HorticuUursii 3 f. k." iFloncultural 6 p. m.
Saturday, Oct B . . Royal Botanic ajp. m.

CouNTiiY Suoffg—Oct. 12, Guernaey.

,
At a late meeting of the Academy of Sciences at

Paris there occurred a very instructive instance of the
danger of taking the assertions of experimentalists for
granted, even when they are made with the greatest
confidence.

It appears that a Dr. Pallas had sent the Academy,
ih 1835, a treatise on the Maize, in which he stated
that sugar exactly like that of the Sugar Cane exists

in it, and he would seem to have proposed it as
a substitute in Europe for the sweet reed of the
Tropics. Tins gentleman reduced the result of his
investigations to the following propositions:—1,
Maize stems, before flowering, contain little or no
sugar. 2. At the time of flowering, traces of crystal-

lised sugar are to be found in them. 3. The same stems,
20 or 25 days after flowering, and when the seed is

still milky, contains about 1 pet cent, of crystallisable
sugar. 4. Later, that is to say, when the seed is per-
fectly ripe, and only requires to be dried to be ga-
thered in, the stem, which at that time is still green,
furnishes 2 per cent, of raw sugar, besides 4 per cent,
of rich and good molasses.
* These statements were remarkably opposed to others
which had been previously made, especially to those
of Professor Burger, who had ascertained, as he
thought, that sugar is found in Maize in the greatest
abundance immediately aftei" flowering, and diminishes
considerably after the corn is formed. They were also
at variance with the experiments of others who had
satisfied themselves that in Grasses, after the grain is

set, the sugar is directed to the ear, where it serves for
the nutrition of the young corn, and, changing its

nature, disappears. Dr. Pallas's statements were,
moreover, in conflict with the most certain and well-
known fact, that at the time of flowering there is an
excessive production of sugar in most plants, an ex-
ternal proof of which is found in the honey which
collects in their blossoms. His propositions were
therefore regarded as requiring confirmation.

Dr. Pallas then set about submitting his supposed
facts to rigorous proof. He took for experiment a cer-
tainnumberof Maizeplants: from somehe removed the
ears as they appeared; others he allowed to flower.
He then crushed them separately, and he found that
the juice of those which flowered marked two degrees
less on the areometer than that which was obtained
from the Maize stems whose ears had been removed.
Hence he inferred, that the Maize contains most
sugar before flowering—a conclusion which, it will
be observed, was in direct contradiction to his first

statements.

.
Unfortunately, however, for Dr. Pallas, it appears

that his second experiments are not more satisfactory
than his first. As M. Biot remarks, the indication of
the areometer would show nothing more than the dif-

ference in the density of the fluids examined, and the
juice of the Maize may be increased in density with-
out the presence of sugar. The mere fact of the respi-
ratory organs—that is to say, the leaves— of the
Alaize having had their action prolonged more in one
case than the other, M'ould account for the difference
in density of the fluids in question.

Here, then, we have, as we stated at first, one of
the cases, of which we fear our books contain too
many, in which experiments and observations, put
forth under learned names, are adduced as good evi-

dence of facts, while they are in reality of no sort of
value, and only tend to mislead.

There has been no greater improvement intro-

duced among the contrivances of modern gardening
than the attachment of a wire trellis to flower-pots,

so that chmbing and creeping plants may be rendered
portable. Formerly, the only way of managing such
plants w^as, to train tliem to a stake or a rod, or to the
rafter of a greenhouse ; and these methods w^ere so

inconvenient, that chmbing plants, although among
the most beautiful of all exotics, not only for their

gracefulness, but for the brilliancy and variety of
their flowers, almost ceased to be cultivated, except
where they could be treated as fixtures. Moreover, it

was found difficult to flower many kinds whose roots,

striking into the open border of the conservatory,
either produced nothing but wood, and no flowers

—

the usual eflfect of exuberant growth ; or, from the want
of bottom-heat in the earth in which they grew, were
unable to remain in a healthy state on tnat account.

By cramping the roots of cUmbers in garden-pots,
these two evils are at once removed; the plants can-
not run to wood, and, if healthy, must flower; and
they can be readily exposed to any amount of bottom-
heat that may be desirable.

The beauty of greenhouses has been wonderfully
increased by the contrivance of compelling these un-
manageable, rambUng, scrambling plants to grow
down upon themselves, or round and round a circular
trellis, so as to be compelled to clothe themselves all

over with foHage, and to present immediately to the
eye whatever flowers they produce. Every one who
has ever witnessed the exhibitions in the garden of the
Horticultural Society,m ust have been struck with the ex-
traordinary beauty of the Russelias, and Tropteolums,
Zichyas, and Hardenbergias, red, yellow, crimson, and
blue, which have graced the stands of even the least

extensive growers.

A great deal of ingenuity, and good taste too, has
been shown by many gardeners in designing the wire-
work on which climbers in pots are to be trdned ; but
it is not to every one that nature has given a faculty
of this sort; and it is not uncommon to see very ugly
and ill-contrived trellises prepared at twice the cost of
elegant ones. Applications without end have been
made to us for assistance in this matter, a circumstance
which sufficiently shows the want of them. We have,
therefore, prevailed upon a friend to furnish us with a
number of drawings for this purpose, any of which an
ingenious gardener will be able to execute with wire
of different sizes, and we shall publish them from time
to time as we can find space.

_
The following would be well adapted for the coarser

kinds of creepers, such as Echites suberecta, Bignonia
jasminoides. Passion-flowers, or even Dolichos ligno-
sus, any of which would produce a magnificent appear-
ance if skilfully arranged upon it-

been taken up proves of excellent quality, and abun-
dant. From an area of rather more than 26 rods, 98
bushels of Potatoes, of 56 lbs. to the bushel, or 2 tons

9 cwt. have been obtained ; this is at the rate of some-
thing more than 15 tons an acre. But as the ground
was partially overspread by trees, and in one place, for
the space of three or four rods, had been an old walk,
broken up in tlie trenching, and of very bad quality, it

may be assumed that, in the absence of those disad-
vantages, the crop and quality of the Potatoes on this
limed ground would have been even better.

It was, not, however, with hme alone that this piece
of ground was prepared; advantage was taken
of the opportunity to try the eflfect of certain
other agents upon the growth of the Potato.
Four rods were measured off on an average part
of the crop, and taken as a standard of compa-^
rison; they yielded Di bushels of picked Po-
tatoes and 2 bushels of small, or 13^ tons per acre.
The same space of ground was treated with nitrate of
soda^ at the rate of lib. per rod, applied shortly after
the sets had begun to sprout ; from this were ga-
thered IG bushels of large, and 2 bushels of small,
or 18 tons an acre. Another four rods received a
dressing of mur'ude of lime at the same time and in
the same proportion as the nitrate; and the yield was
16 bushels of large and 25 bushels of small, or 1 8 tons
and a half per acre. This amount of produce is very
considerable, 12 tons being regarded as a heavy crop
near London. An attempt was also made to ascertain

the effect of what is called salt cakcj a cheap and
very impure kind of sulphate of soda, containing some
free sulphuric acid. From four rods of ground dressed
with this substance, at the rate of lib. to a rod, ju«t

12 bushels of largu Potatoes were obtained, and 2^ of
small, or 14J tons per acre. The salt cake, therefore,

raised the crop above that in the common soil, to the
extent of a ton an acre ; but this result was less

satisfactory than the others, because the ground treated

with salt cake was the poorest part of the field.

If these results are to be trusted, a dressing of ni-

trate of soda, worth forty shillings an acre, increased

the produce 5 tons ; while muriate of lime, worth a
smaller sum, augmented the crop rather more. Al-

though they will require verification in a future season,

they prove this pretty clearly, that lime is advan-

tageous to a Potato crop, and not injurious.

\Ve n^ay remark, in conclusion, that the land where
these Potatoes were grown was sadly infested with
slugs ; but that the crop was much less attacked where
the nitrate of soda was used than elsewhere.

Many of our readers must by this time have ascer-

tained the result of their owu experiments on Pota-

toes ; and we trust they will, in return for this piece

of information, favour us with the particulars of them.

" Mr. Cuthbert Johnson says,in his Cottage Farme/s
Assistant^ p. 87, that the Potato delights in rich soil,

and in waste vegetable manure, such as sea-weed,
chopped Fern, &c.; Vime is injurious to it. On the
contrary, Martin Doyle says, Mnts, p. 48, * Ground
which has been recently limed, even in a very light

degree, will, with the addition of dung, produce the
largest and best crops of Potatoes.' Between Dr.
Doyle and Dr. Johnson, lam fairly puzzled.**

Thus writes a correspondent, who describes himself
as^a great friend of the Potato ; and who is not ? We
were ourselves aware of the statement, that lime is in-
jurious to Potatoes, and therefore have made it the
subject of a little experiment, which we beg leave to
mention,

A small piece ofground, on the London day, some
years since a kitchen-garden "runout," was laid down
with Grass for three years. It was so low as to be lit-

tle better than a morass in winter; and in wet sum-
mersj owing to the adhesiveness of the soil, was almost
impassable. Last autumn, it was drained by means
of two V ditches, half filled with bushes and directed
into another ditch. By this means, full 18 inches of
the soil were completely freed of water. During the
winter, it was abundantly dressed with lime-rubbish,
which in February last was incorporated with the soil

by careiul trenching—the old turf being turned down
by the same operation. In April, it was planted with
th^ Breadiruit Potato: and the cron which has just

GARDEN EXHIBITIONS OF THE HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

I DO not know whether or not the society has received

any suggestions from those interested in the exhibitions at

Cbiswick, in compliance with the request in the advertise-

ment which appeared for a few weeks ih your columns ;

but as I think a little alteration in some points desirable,

Iwilltake the liberty, if you will allow rae, of adverting to the

subject through the medium of the Gardeners^ Chronicle.

The {nost cursory observer cannot fail to see that one of

the objects of the regulations is to afford to all persons

the means of exhibiting their productions of horticultural

skill, and to reward merit wherever it is found, whether ia

what is termed the small grower, who can only produce a
few single specimens, or at most a small collection, (see

regulations,) or in those who have the means of competing
for the highest prizes which are offered. That such is the

case, is evident from the notes appended to the letters F
and R, iu th^ list of subjects for exhibition. Thus, there are

prizes oflfered for large collections of Cape Heaths, and large

collections of stove and greenhouse plants, and also for small

collections of the same things; but the exhibitors of large col-

lections are prohibited from putting up small collections at

the same time; and thus the "small grower" has a chance of

being rewarded and encouraged, as well as others in a more
extensive way. These principles are excellent—they work
well, and I would therefore wish them to be carried a lit-

tle farther, and applied to letterW—the single specimens,

The exhibitor of a large collection of plants ought not to

put up ** single specimens" of articles

more interesting than many of those in his
'* collection," for it does no good in a horticultural point

of view ; and tends to discourage those who have no means
to show for the head-prizes. The head-prize for the large

collection is offered' for the beat specimen of horticultural

skill, and the exhibitor who acts fairly will always put his

best plants in his '* collection." If he has any specimen

which has peculiar claims to notice, such, for example, »s

a new ornamental plant, he ought then to be allowed to

exhibit thisjn the class of single specimens, but not other-

wise. The society would thus encourage the good gardener

whose means are very limited; the best specimens otoia

plants would be kept in the collections ; and these exbioi-

tions would stiU be, as heretofore, the fljeaos of ^^^"|^^S

together all the new ornamental plants. And it wouiu oe

mnck nrare simple with reference to the judges; tor, ac-

cording to the present system, I caimot see how they can

do anythmg like juatice in the general arrangement of the

awards. They find, for exarapl^i « S^o^ specimen of Ixora

be allowed to

which are not
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the best tmongat the single speciniens, and they }
coccinea the best tmongat i»c«.-*5.- .^.^.™^..-, -^

rWe it a prize; but there are better ones in the large col-

lection, and when the names of the exhibitors are put to

the plants, it Ts discoTercd that this plant rea y belongs to

an exhibitor who has been showing a large collection. In

this case, which is not an unfrequent one, it would, 1

think, be Very difficult to show that any real good had been

done by the award.
. , , ..

Uut there is another reason for such an alteration, and

it is this :—Mr. A. and Mr. B. are nurserymen or gar-

deners, as the case may be, who exhibit large collections.

When Mr. B. is setting up his plants, Sir, A. walks

quietly round, and casts his practised eye over them,

when he seen at once that his neighbour's are better than

his own— that is, provided he can see the beauty of other

people's plants. **Ohl" says Mr. A. to himself, ** I

have no chance with B., but I am sure enough to come
in second, for Mr. C.'s plants are far behind mine ; I

will, therefore, pick out a few which I intended to put

in my collection, and give them a chance amongst the

single specimens." And when he finds that he has

**come iu second," and that he has also carried off two

or three medals for single specimens, he *' laughs in his

tleeve" at the judges and the society, and says, '* There

is nothing like a little scheming." For these, and similar

reasons, 1 think the society should print under letter W.,
in their regulations, ** No person who shoics iii P or Q
will be allowed to exhibit also in fVf unless the subjects

are new or rare/'

I also think that a little alteration ought to be made in

the Pelargonium class. The medals now given are too

high, particularly if they are com]2ared with those offered

fur other things, as» for example. Orchidaceous plants.

The Gold Banksian is given for 12 specimens of Pelar-

goniums, aud nothing higher than that medal is offered

for 6 specimens of Orchidacea), when all must acknowledge
that it is far more difficult to produce the latter than the

former. And with regard to the interest and effect con-

nected with ornamental Orchidaceous plants, all that I

have to say is, to point to the sensation they produced
amongst the visitors at the last exhibition. What I would
recommend with regard to Pelargoniums would be this

:

reduce the medals in letters J and K, putting the latter

upon the same level as a collection of 6 Greenhouse plants,

and not above it, as it now stands ; and open up another
class for Pelargoniums, with a regulation something like

the following :

—

**for 12 of the finest varieties of Pelar-
poniums, in pots, not exceeding 24 to a cast." The ob-
ject of this would be, to encourage the production of
ery fine flowers, and to give a chance to the amateur
who has not room to fill a house with 8 or 12 plants.

There might be some judicious alterations made in
other parts of the prize Ust, particularly with regard to
Roses ; but the aociety has probably had many sug-
gestions relating to them from exhibitors. In conclusion,
as these remarka will probably not meet with approval
from all the exhibitors, I may .add, that I have, as you
know, no interest in them myself, further than wishing
to see the regulations as perfect as it is possible for them
to be.— Criticiis.

[We understand that the advertisement in our columns
has already produced the society a large number of letters,

containing various snggestions ; all which letters are
under the consideration cf the Exhibition Committee. We,
too, have received several communications, which, as they
lave not appeared suited for publication, have also been
sent to the Committee. This letter, however, of Criticus,
very sensible person, and one who, as he truly says, has

no interest in the exhibitions, adverts to some matters
upon which we should like to hear the opinions of gar-
deners. For ourselves, we agree with Crlticus in most of
his suggestions, and perhaps in all of them.]

ON ANIMAL MANURES.^No. II.

(By PaorsssoR Charles Sprengel. Translated from
the German.)

^
2. Bones,—No manure has of late excited more sensa-

tion than bones. It was more especially the English who
fixed attention upon them, assuring us that some sorts of
agricultural produce have been doubled and trebled by the
use of bone-dust. Not satisfied with the bones procurable
in their own country, they have been brought for the last
20 years from all parts of Europe to England, and are
Hied with perfect success.

i ?^i''u^^'^"^'"^ ^^^ S*"^*^ ^^P^^« '« ^'"ch bone manureU new by the English and other nations, it has made but
iUtlc progress m Germany ! Whence does this arise ? Iam of opinion that the German soil (in such places where

^t Lh^n^t'^^lf"t
^''^ P'**='^«^** ^^^^'°"t success) is not

SeSl ol Fnl T^ ""^^"^ (phosphate of lime,) whilstthe soil of England has been so much exhausted of it bythe continual growth of ^heat, that it cannot be calledinto new fertihty, without either a manuring with bonesor the phosphate of hme therein coutaS '^t ^ ^
this substance to wbich bones chiefly owe their manurW
quahty. is proved Batisfactonly by the circumstance, thateven burnt bones, m which, therefore, the whole of the
cartilage containing nitrogen is destroyed, still yield a su
*perior manure. Of this I have become convinced bv
comparafive e?rperiment», which I repeated more than
once. Moreover, those bones will yield manure, which
by a protracted boiling, have been deprived of their carti-
laginous matter ; for instance, the sheep bones used in

making paper or glue. 1 have often found that manuring
with bones produces a most decided effect upon soila

which contain none, or "^try little phosphate of lime, pro-
vided such soil was not de^cieut in humous earth, the
solvent of phosphate of lime. I have also remarked that
bone-duat is nearly useless, if the soil was not deficient in
this phosphate. Amongst the countries where manuring

with bone-dust has proved useless, Mecklenburg is one ;

and although I cannot positively assert that its soil con-

tains a sufficient quantity of phosphate of lime, yet this is

more than probable, because all the marl with which, for

the last 20 years, the fields of Mecklenburg have been

manured contains a great deal of phosphate of lime. If

only 50,000 lbs. of marl were conveyed upon a Magdeburg

acre, and if this did not contain more than 1 per cent of

phosphate of lime, still 500 lbs. of this salt would thus, by

the agency of marl, have been brought upon that space of

ground, and this is more than enough to supply a crop

with sufficient phosphoric acid ; and the more so, because

wheat, which chiefly requires it, is not much grown in

Mecklenburg. If, however, the phosphate of lime in

bones (56-70 per cent.) be the substance to which they

chiefly owe their manuring qualities, still we must admit

that the other substances contained in it also advance ve-

getation, especially their cartilage, rich in nitrogen ; so,

&\sOy filiate of potash, which they contain in small quanti-

ties (10 lbs. in 1000 lbs.), may be reckoned amongst

their manuring principles, as indeed is the more probable

when we consider that human bones, which are the richest

in fluate of potash, are the most efficacious as manure.

That, however, after phosphate of lime, cartilaginous

matter is the most important agent in bone manure, be-

comes evident from its weight being one-third of the

whole, and containing 16-17 per cent, of nitrogen. If,

for instance, one Magdeburg acre be manured with 1000

lbs. of bone-dust (which, no doubt, is a large quantity),

50-55 lbs. of nitrogen would thereby be brought into the

soil, and this must exercise a considerable effect on vege-

tation ; for, according to the experiments of Boussingault,

lOOOlbs. of wheat do not contain more than 24 lbs. of nitro-

gen, and 1000 lbs. of wheat straw not more than 3 lbs. of

nitrogen. If we therefore assume that the Magdeburg
acre will yield 2000 lbs. wheat and 3000 lbs. straw, the

cartilage would yield the quantum of nitrogen for one

crop, even if the wheat could not obtain any other nitro-

gen from other substances in the soil, nor absorb any

through the leaves from the air. Since, then, cartilage is

an important substance in bones, it is evident that those

which have lost that ingredient by lying for a long time in

the air cannot yield such good manure as fresh ones.

Bones are also rendered fertilising in consequence of

their containing soda and common salt; 1000 lbs. of them
contain 351b. of these substances, and it is known from ex-

periment that GOlbs. of common salt are sufficient manure
for one Magdeburg acre. Moreover, their containing phos-

phate of magnesia (a substance especially found in wheat)

must also be advantageous, for in r,0001bs. of bones, the

usual quantity of manure for an acre, 30ibs. of phosphate

of magnesia are to be found. The small quantity of fat

and marrow ^vhich bones contain is scarcely to be taken into

account, although some have laid much stress upon it.

(To be continued,)

.CONIFEROUS PLANTS.—No. IV.
The following notice of Jxjnipeks will be confined, like

the preceding ones on Coniferous Plants, to the more rare
and less known kinds, with remarks on the errors and
false names to be found in collections. The species may
be arranged under the three following heads, viz. ;

—

1. True Junipers, with large, open, glaucous leaves

and shoots, on the adult plants ; and round fruit, like the
common Juniper.

2. Satin Junipers, with the dwarf-spreading habit and
appearance of the common Savin, or prostrate Juniper.

3. Cypress Junipers, or those with the habit and ap-
pearance of a Cypress (when old), having small, close,

imbricated leaves and shoots in the adult plants, and
rather angular or scaly fruit.

1st Section, True Junipers,
1. Juniperus oblonga (the Oblong-fruited Juniper).

—This is rather a robust, spreading plant, seldom growing
more than two or three feet high (except when trained
to a single stem) ; the leaves are Like those of the common
Juniper, but longer and more slender. The fruit, which
is dark purple when ripe, is very small. The variety
mentioned in the 2d edition of the Arb. Brit., page 1082,
as J. communis oblonga pendula, at Kew, is a plant of
this species, trained to a single stem ; if left to nature,
it will not rise more than three feet, but will spread over
a large space of ground. It is quite hardy, and a native
of the Caucasus.

2. Juniperus Oxycedrus (large Brown-fruited Juniper).
This species forms rather a tall confused-looking hush,

with the points of the young shoots twisted in various
directions, some even pendulous. The leaves are large,

of a darker green above, and less glaucous on the under
side than those of the common Juniper. The fruit is
large, round, and of a light brown colour when ripe. It
is a native of Spain and Portugal, and attains about the
same size as the common Juniper, but it is less hardy than
that species. It is, however, sufficiently hardy to stand
through the winters in England. The Juniperus Cracdvia,
supposed by some to be the same as this plant, and by
others considered to be a distinct species, is not different
from Juniperus communis. The Juniperus taurica is also
only a slight variety, differing principally in the leaves
being shorter, broader, and less glaucous, and in the plant
bemg much hardier ; it la also said to grow on the moun-
tsios of Tauria to a larger size ; the fruit is brown-coloured,
like J oxycedrus, but rather larger.
. 3. J umperus raacrocari^a (the large Purple-fruited Juni-
per}.^Th!s, hke the Taurian variety of Junipems Oxyce-
drus, seems to be only a variety of that species, but is cer-
tainly a distmct one. The leaves are much larger, more
glaucous, and of a lighter green. The berries are very
large, and of a purplish black colour- It is quite hardy,
and forms a large fush or small tree ; it is a native of

Syria and Greece, and probably is the same as Junlne
drupacea ; at least all the plants or specimens that I h
seen under that name are so.

^^

4. Juniperus squamosa (the Creepinglndian Juniper'^
Theleavesof this very distinct Juniper are very short ratfT'
broad, of a dark green on the under side, and 811^1?^
glaucous on the upper one ; they are very thickly set on th^
shoots, and the plant possesses the rigid branches and
prostrate habit of Juniperus nana. Like that plant t

will spread over a large space of ground, without bein
many inches in height. It is from the northern parts ^
India, and is quite hardy; the fruit is rather small and
dark purple. This is the same as Juniperus rigida in
some collections.

5. Juniperus recurva (the Recurved Indian Juniper) -,
This somewhat resembles the preceding in foliage, but iu
leaves are much longer, narrower, not quite so dense and
more glaucous. It forms a handsome small tree, with pen-
dulous branches (particularly the extreme ones), growinp
from six to ten feet high, and is easily distinguished froin

all others by its weeping appearance. ' It is a native of
the northern parts of India, and is quite hardy. The
fruit is rather small and purple. There are two distinct

forms of this plant, one the male, the other the female
(on separate plants) ; the male plant being the more
robust and spreading of the two.

6. Juniperus nana (Dwarf Juniper).—This species is

known also under the fallowing synonyms:—Juniperus

montana^ J. sax^tilis, J. sibirica, J. daurica, J. canadensis

and, sometimes, J. alpina; but the true J. alpina bclongi

to the Savin Junipers. I do not agree with those yiho

consider J. nana, oblonga, and suecica to be mere ta-

rieties of the common Juniper; surely there is but little

resemblance between Juniperus communis and J. nana,

cither in habit or foliage ; and the Swedish Juniper haa

the same claim as the Lombardy Poplar among Poplars.

There is a plant in some collections, bearing the name of

Juniperus dealbata of Douglas, from the N.W. coast o£

America, but not Douglas's plant, which is not distinct

from Juniperus nana. The plant now in gardens under

that name is one of the species with small leaves closely

imbricated, and is probably the Juniperus occidentalis of

Sir W. Hooker.~ Gtfor</e Gordon,
{To be continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN, No. XL.
You are, perhaps, fond of Rhododendrons and other

beautiful American evergreens, but complain of the ex-

pense of making -borders of peat earth for them to grow

in ; have you ever planted them in common garden soil?

I know that many persons say they have planted them,

that is, they have dug a little hole which would scarcely

hold the roots ; they have covered them with mould,

trampled them firmly down, andjthen left them to lire or

to die ; and, when the poor plants became stunted and

unhealthy, the blame was thrown upon the soil, and we

were told that it was of no use attempting to grow sncli

things without peat earth. That is doubtless one of the best

soils in which they can be grown, but in some parts of

the country they succeed equally well where there is no

peat ; and this is a sufficient reason for the conclusion,

that the latter is not indispensable. In the present state

of horticultural chemistry, it is impossible for the ama-

teur to know without a fair trial, whether the soil common

in his neighbourhood is suitable for this purpose or not

;

but even where it is not very congenial, it may be made

so, to a certain extent, without the aid of peat. In order

to do this, it is necessary to bear in mind that there are

two mechanical effects produced by peat, which pro-

bably exert great influence in maintaining the plants m a

vigorous and healthy state ; these are its power of retamiog

moisture, and its never becoming hard and stiff. Anyone,

therefore, who has in his compost ground leaf-mould and

loam, with a little rotten dung and sand, can easily form

a soil which will not be of a close texture. In the foUowmg

summer after planting, when the warm .
weather arriyes,

and the ground is apt to get dry, let it be top-dressed wita

cow-dung, or where that cannot be conveniently procured,

decaying leaves may be used as a substitute ; the former

is preferable, but either the one or the other will keep the

roots cool and moist ; and thus both the mechanical effecs

of the peat will be imitated. But all this will be of littw

use unless the plants are carefully planted. Where a

single specimen is put in, a hole should be made, m^c

larger than is actually necessary to hold the ^^^^\^^i
about eighteen inches in depth ; it should then be fihca

with the compost described above. When the plant >*^

put in, the fibres should be carefully spread out in all di'

rections» and this ought to be most particularly attenoc

to, if it has been growing in a pot ; for the roots are, jn

this case, twisted and bound together. After filing i»

the soil, it must not be trampled upon, but a basin shou

be made round it and the whole liberally watered. 1^^

remarks will be followed next week with some directio

for making peat clumps or borders for American plapy

with observations upon the time and weather for P^^° .^^

which, I trust, will be useful to the amateur in g^f^^^^X
Neapolitan Violets, which were propagated in the e

^
part of the summer, may now be taken up and plante

a frame. The soil to which they are removed ought to^^

light and rich, having a well-drained bottom ;
the fr*

^^
should be placed in a sheltered situation fully expose

the sun. Plant rather thickly, and pick off^ the po'^"

the side shoots as soon as they appear ; this enables

plants to flower freely from the centre, and keeps the fr«

from getting too full of leaves. A few plants >»*? '

^^be potted and placed in the greenhouse, so that when J

come into flower, they can be taken into the sitting roo
^;

There is a very pretty variety, called the " Tree Vio^%
which flowers abundantly all the winter, and is ^
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adapted for purposes of this kind. Hyacinths and other

bulbs for flowering in glasses in rooms, or for the borders

of the flower-garden, may now be procured. In selecting

them, choose those which are firm and smooth, and take

care that both bottom and top are perfect.^/i. F,

HOME CORRESPOxNDENCE.
Transformation of Flowers arid Fruit,—Having seen

in your Chronicle of Sept. 3, a paper npon the trans-

formation of flowers and fniit into leaves, I take the

liberty of troubling you with a few lines, to show that

the theory of fruit being formed out of leaves has been

generally adopted on this side of the Channel, The phe-

nomenon of the transformation of flowers and fruit into

leaves has long been witnessed, not only by physiologists,

but also by gardeners in the exercise of their duties : it

has become the basis of the doctrine of those botanists

who consider the flower, and the different organs that

compose it (not even omitting the result of their func-

tions—the fructification), to be formed of an assemblage

of leaves that have undergone certain modifications. The
majority of French botanists have now adopted this

opinion, which at first gained ground very slowly among
them, as there was a.want of conclusive proofs in sup-

port of a theory subversive of all their ideas previously

conceived respecting the organisation of a flower. I was

rather astonished at seeing your article upon this subject

begin thus :
—" Many attempts have been made to overset

the modern theory, of fruit being formed out of leaves;"

as this opinion had been entertained by several

ancient [are these writers ancient ?] botanists, parti-

cularly Jungius, Linnieus, Fred. Wolf, and by the

learned Goethe, in his small work entitled " The
Metamorphosis of Plants," published in 1790. A flower

is nothing more than the transformation of a bud (says

Du Petit-Thouars), the different parts of which
form several whorls or circles placed one above

the other, and separated by extremely short spaces.

According to this mode of yiewing the organisation of a

flower, it, when complete, would consist of four circles

of leaves diversely modified ; of three, when hermaphro-

dite, with a single calyx; of two whorls of leaves

when hermaphrodite and deprived of a calyx ; and
lastly, of one circle of leaves, when jnerely male or female,

without a calyx. Having enumerated the four kinds

of complete and incomplete flowers, I will now examine
the nature of their different parts. The leafy nature of

the constituent parts of a flower is easily seen ia the

calyx, whose sepals have generally the appearance and
structure of real leaves ; being commonly of a green

colour, and having prominent nerves, in which spiral

vessels are fbund. Linnceus describes it as the " external

covering formed out of the bark" (e cortice). A mono-
sepalous or gamosepalous calyx is composed of leaves

more or less closely united. The corolla is also formed of a

circle of leaves, which have, however, undergone important
modifications. These leaves are distinct or united (poly-

petalous or monopetalous corolla). The stamens form
the third circle. Their analogy to the petals is so great,

that we frequently see the staminal filaments widen into

petals, as in double flowers, so that the filament of a

stamen may be considered as the middle nerve of a leaf.

The anther is a leaf whose margins are rolled towards

the middle nerve, and form two (sometimes one or four)

cells filled with a cellular tissue, which becomes the pollen.

The pistil may be considered as the result of one or several

verticillate leaves (which are very visible in the Double
Cherry), the margins of which converge towards each

other, and unite to form the cavity of the ovarium. The
ovules are regarded as buds, consisting of modified leaves.

When, therefore, we witness one of these, to us, unna-

tural productions, we may look upon it as an effort of

the plant to return to its normal type, it being unwilling

to submit to that restriction and to wear those chains

which prevented its extremities from lengthening into

longer branches, and so furnished us with those exquisite

ornaments that adorn our gardens or apartments. As
another instance of this tendency of the floral organs to

become leaves, to be added to the two cases produced in

your paper, I will mention that Du Petit-Thouars, the

famous French physiologist, and after him, M. A, Richard,

had in his possession a flower of Tropzeolum majus, In

which the calyx, corolla, stamina, pistil, and ovula, had

assumed the appearance of true leaves ; occupying, how-
ever, their several respective positions. We observe a

similar phenomenon in several cruciferous plants, and,

amongst others, in the Turritis glabra. I once had a

Rosebud, in which all the rudiments of the future flower,

excepting one or two young petals, had united into two
solid greenish masses of equal size. Cannot the cause of

these and similar appearances be found in an over-supply

of nourishment, causing too great an accumulation of sap

in the upper parts of the plant; which accumulation

puajies the receptacle of the flower upwards ? The
hitherto hidden organs, abundantly supplied with^ a

, unelaborated (?) sap, and exposed to all the in-

fluences of the atmosphere, become green, and assume

all the characters of a real leaf, or form a shapeless

herbaceous mass. Flowers overpotted, or growing in a

damp, rich soil, produce few or no flowers.—If these

lines should be worthy of a place in your journal, they

may, perhaps, still further "stimulate your readers to

look for instances like those you have produced ; and also

to explain them, if they can, upon any other principle

than that of regarding a fruit as a composition of leaves."
—Charles Anson Teale, Versailles^

Singular Growth of a Cucumber,—Last Saturday I cut

a Cucumber with a perfect leaf and stalk growing from
the middle and on the under side of the fruit. In less

lh«a an hour after the fruit had beea cut; although kept

in nearly the same temperature, the leaf began to droop
and wither. I imagined that the leaf woufd not fade so
soon, growing, as it did, from the fruit ; but it seems there
is no difference whether a whole fruit or a portion of the
stem is left in connexion with the leaf.— }V. Brown, Me-
revale, [This was, probably, an instance of grafting

taking place naturally, by the fruit and petiole of the leaf

having come closely in contact during the early stage of

their growth. As soon as the fruit was cut the circulation

of sap ceased, and the leaf would, of course, droop just

as soon as if a portion of the stem only was left adhering
to it.]

Remarks on the Male and Female Ash,—In Nos. 15
and 16 of the Chronicle are some interesting observations

by Mr. J. Townley, on the qualities of the male and female
Ash as timber, I have recently made inquiry of those
who work uponf Ash-timber without obtaining any satis-

factory facts as to which of them is the more valuable,

but all agree that the difference is great, as they can tell

by the appearance and working of the wood. One asserts

that the male is the stronger—another says the female

—

but on close interrogation none could tell which was the

male or female, as they had neither observed nor marked the
trees which bore the seeds while growing, without which no
satisfactory conclusion can be drawn. They also agree that

the grain of one is much finer and closer than the other;
that which is supposed to be the male having streaks of

what they called dirt, of a brownish hue, between the lig-

neous layers of the whiter wood. This streak is probably
from its quicker growth ; but from the conflicting opinions

of my informants nothing of certainty can be entertained

until the question is demonstrated from experimental

facts. From numerous observations I have recently made,
I do not find one tree in fifty which can be called the true

male Ash ; that is, one without seeds. But as some trees

are monoecious, and some nearly dioecious, it appears that

the trees bearing chiefly dioecious flowers are of the male
sex. These produce but few seeds, which is no doubt the

reason why they grow faster and to greater bulk ; having
more branches and leaves in consequence of not bearing

seeds. I also suspect they produce the toughest and most
elastic timber, for there appears a difference with respect

to the latter quality. Other trees being monoecious, or

having both sexes on the same tree, the seeds are more
regularly impregnated and brought to perfection, which
undoubtedly causes the tree to be of slower growth and
less valuable. In this neighbourhood I can scarce see an
A^sh-tree (and they are very numerous), that has not some
seeds upon it ; whereas, after the leaves have fallen, I

have generally perceived but few with seeds upon them ;

but many of those with numerous seeds retain them till

late in spring. There are three Ash-trees near my resi-

dence, two of which appear to have been planted about 60
years ago. One is a prolific seed-bearing tree ; the other,

as I can perceive no seeds upon it, I take to be the dioe-

cious or male Ash ; and it is not only one third more in

girth than the female, but much more handsome and
vigorous ingrowth. Therefore,! am inclined to term all

such trees, with but few seeds upon them, males, as well

as those with none, if such are to be found, unless I ob-

tain further information from facts. I must, however,

confess, that out of all I have examined, I have not found

above three or four trees of any magnitude without some
seeds upon them, and those exceptions might have some
that I could not perceive, I will endeavour next season

by means of the wheelwrights, and further observations, to

come to some satisfactory conclusion on these points,

being fully convinced of the value of the Ash as a timber-

tree. I perfectly coincide with Mr. Townley that it would
be of great advantage to know which is, properly speaking,

the male, and which the female, and by well-conducted

experiments to ascertain which of them produces the better

timber, as well as the effect which perfecting the seeds pro-

duces on the quality of the timber. Some trees are earlier

than others, and differ much in their hues in the same
localities, a circumstance which is observable in the Oak
and other trees, and which I suppose to arise from some
slight difference in the varieties, or from the sOil, Sixteen

years ago I measured the girth of two very large old Ash-
trees in Ereston-Gubball's churchyard, near Shrewsbury

;

this year I have measured them again, and find one of

them to have increased in girth an inch each year on an
average—the other something less. There is little differ-

ence in the appearance of the heads, but the one which
has increased most has the shortest trunk and is hollow

in the centre, and from its having but few seeds upon it I

suppose it to be the male. I have also recently measured
two more Ash-trees in the park of W. Ormsby Gore,

Esq., Porkington, near O&westry ; the girth of one at four

feet from the ground is 15 feet 2 inches ; that of the

other 12 feet—both appear to be of the male kind. This

seems to confirm the fact that the male Ash, as it is

termed, produces notonly the best timber, but the largest

and most handsome trees ; and all my recent observations

tend to confirm me in this belief. A friend pf mine in-

forms me that there are no hermaphrodite flowers upon the

Ash ; but that on some trees the male flowers preponde-
rate greatly. On others, the female flowers are most
numerous, and produce the great quantity of seeds found
on some trees ; consequently the latter is called the
female, and the former the male. My own obserrations
tend to confirm me in the belief that there are no trees dis-

tinctly male and female. — JV. Billington^ Underhill,
Oswestrt/^

Ficiis ausiralis,—Dr. Lieblg's opponent seems to be
somewhat sceptical on an experiment, made many years
ago, by that intelligent botanist, Mr. M'Nab, the curator
of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, in reference to the

growth of the Ficus australis, apart from, and independent

of the ftoil. I remember to have seen it loacuriatxng^ al*

J
though tied to the rafters of the conservatory, with its

roots dangling in the air; in which condition it had already

existed for the three years previous. A phenomenon
equally remarkable may be seen at Alton-Towers, in the

case of the Ficus eldstica, under the judicious care of Mr.
Forsyth. A large and diffused branch of this species,

severed from the parent plant, is attached to the wall hy
what appears to be an aOrial root, or tentacnlum ; still it

is a healthy and vigorous plant.—«/"- Murray.
The Wild Fig.—In answer to P. Mackenzie's query,

** whether any attempt has been made to introduce the
Wild Fig into this country ?" I have to state that, several
years ago, the seeds of some Smyrna Figs were sown in
the garden of my father, the Rev. T. Ruckett, at Spetis-
bury, near Blandford. They came up freely, and were
planted out. Two of them are now in our garden, near
Lincoln : others we have at our present residence; they
having been rooted up hy the gardener of my father's suc-
cessor. One or two have shown fruit ; but they have
hitherto dropped off before they reached maturity.

—

D,
Solly, Ileathside^ near Foole,

The Natural Instinct of Birds.—I was greatly amused
in the early part of yesterday, by observing a flock of
several hundred swallows and martins congregating to-

gether, in three trees adjoining my garden, previously to
their departure from this neighbourhood. The morning
being still and clear, with the sun shining, they flew about
in gyrations, trying, I suppose, their powers of flying.

Sometimes they would alight upon the trees, and then fly

off again, repeating the same manosuvres several times for

nearly an hour; sometimes they would mount up to a
great height, appearing to try how long tbey could soar
without moving their wings, as I have seen kites do in my
boyish days. It was the most beautiful sight of the kind
I ever saw;—-indeed, I never observed this natural occur-

rence before. Picture to yourself, when they were on the
round-headed Elm-tree, a large Snowberry-bush of that

size and figure, with its white berries and dark leaves ; or
a very tall Apple-tree thickly studded with large snow-
white flowers or fruit, of the size of a small Crab, among
the dark leaves. Such was the appearance of the tree and
birds, with their white breasts and dark feathers facing

the sun, among the deep foliage of the Elm-tree. After
about an hour had been passed in this exercise and in

other preliminary preparations, their numbers were col-

lected, and about eight o'clock, while I stood watching
their motions, they all took flight in a south-easterly

direction ; and as the sky was a little overcast in that

quarter, I soon lost sight of them ; none were left except

a few stragglers that were too late, or were probably wait-

ing to collect and bring up the rear. The direction of this

flight would, in a straight line, take them to the coast of

Sussex or Kent, opposite the Straits of Dover, and nearly

in the same direct line to the South of France or Italy,

where 1 have either heard or read they go to in winter.

And how true is instinct, thus to direct them in a straight

line to the narrowest part of the sea, and to their winter

quarters I Their first day's flight would probably be to the

sea-coast. It was a pleasing sight, and passing my powers of

description, to behold them, in their gyrations, with their

white breasts turned towards the sun, appearing like

twinkling stars glimmering in the sky. This day is wet and
dull ; could they foretel the weather ? One might fancy they
had some notion of religion, as they did not choose to

travel on the Sabbath. Has any one else observed such a

thing on the same day and hour, or when they arrived at

the sea-coast and took their flight from il? If so,

perhaps some of your correspondents from the Kent or

Sussex coast will communicate to the public through your
Paper.— W. Billington, Underhill, near Oswestry^ Salop,

September 20.

Remedy for the Sling of a Wasp.—In addition to the

many recipes already given to allay the pain occasioned

by the sting of a wasp, I beg to inform your readers, that

the juice which exudes from the petiole of the Fig-leaf, upon
its being broken, is a certain remedy.

—

J. A.
To destroy Slugs,—I have read with little benefit all

your paragraphs respecting the destruction of slugs. My
garden, walled all round, is ruinously infested with them,
and I have tried lime, salt, soot, saw-dust, &c., but find

nothing so effectual as the following traps, viz., Savoy
leavei, the rougher the better, placed about the borders,

with a stone laid on them to prevent the wind from mov-
ing them. These my man examines daily, knocking the
slugs off into a pan of salt or brine. In this manner I

destroyed between Oct. 7, 1841, and May 20, 1842,
36,423, besides 2O00 more killed incidentally.

—

Estus.
Rain-water Tanks.—In the discussions which have re-

cently taken place respecting the best modes of constructing

and lining these useful resevoirs, there has been, I believe,

no allusion made to two circumstances which I have rea-

son to think are of considerable importance. The supe-

riority of a cemented brick tank, as compared with a
wooden butt or a leaden cistern, is probably not so much
due to difference of material as to the frequent seclusion

of the former from light and air. So far as I have hetn

able to observe, rain-water for domestic purposes is never

so good as when kept in perfect darkness, below ground,

andwithno more access to airthan is supplied bythefeeding-

pipes themselves. Water thus preserved has a pureaess

of colour and even of flavour which seem scarcely to be

expected from the scourings of roofs and gutters, and

which can with as little likelihood be ascribed ta mere

subsidence. T was at one time led to attribute this effect,

partly to the absence of light, and in some measure to a

stratum of carbonic acid gas, which in snnken chambers

might possibly lie on the surface of the '^af^f* «"^ '^^?'*^*;

would insulate from the atmospheric air aU the animal

and vegetable matters, both dead and living, which must

of necessity be carried U^to tnch a receptacle, I endea-
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TOured ia one instance, where the tank was literally a

from the surface, but I cannot say with certamty that the

ttUnction might not have been caused by the vapour or

coldnesi or the water, or by a current of air, or by bad

management. It is, nevertheless, I beheve, unquestionable

that a very dark and nearly air-tight vessel is the best con-

tainer of rain-water for a dwelUng-house. To conserva-

tories a few decomposing leaves and their attendant ani-

malcules are perhaps of little consequence, if indeed they

are not beneficial,

—

A. Ainger.

Liquid Manure.—I have a tank containing 27Q gallons

full of liquid manure from the dwelling-house, and stable

wherein my pony is kept : I have fixed its ammonia by
means of oil of vitrioL I shall be very much obliged if

either yourself or any of your correspondents can inform

roe how by some simple and inexpensive method 1 may
manure my meadow with such liquid as this, without being

obliged to mix it with earth prior to its application.

Might a barrel be in any way prepared and put into my
little cart, and drawn over the field with my pony ?—or

would it be better on a meadow of only two acres to have

a skeleton wheelbarrow, with a barrel placed thereon pro-

perly prepared for regularly distributing the liquid ? I

nave been in the habit of using liquid manure exclusively

for my garden (of 1 rood 9 perches statute), and with the

reatest success. 1 have manured with it only my Straw-

erriea—a» well as all my vegetable crops—and with the

greatest success ; and I doubt not that by means of it I

could grow the same crop for 20 years on the very game
•pot of ground.

—

Jonathan Labyrinth, Bodmit^*—[Liquid
manure is undoubtedly the richest and the most fertilising

of all the forms of manure. If any our correspondents
will favour us with good plans for the construction of the

carta in which it can be conveyed on the land, we will

have woodcuts made from them. In the meanwhile, we
apprehend that a barrel may be converted into a simple
apparatus by attaching to it a hollow tube in the form of
the letter T. Let the end of the shank be inserted into

the lowest part of the barrel, and the cross-bar be pierced

with holes ; then adjust a stop of some kind to the base
of the shank where it enters the barrel, so that by with-
drawing it the fluid may rush into the pierced cross-bar,

or by replacing it the influx may be stopped ; and a con-
trivance like the London water-carts will be prepared,
which will no doubt distribute the fluid tolerably well.]

Hear Mr, Editor^—Excuse my familiarity in address-
ing you aa an old acquaintance who has known you from
your birth, and rejoices in your vigorous maturity, of
which the Stamp-office returns afford such satisfactory
evidence. I doubt whether in your proposed register of
extraordinary horticultural productions you will ever re-
cord such a phenomenoa in all respects as the rapid
growth of tho Cardeners^ Chronicle ; but to the point,

—

You occasionally favour your admiring readers with some
aigreeable poetical quotations and extracts ; and, as one
of a numerous class of unscientific readers and amateurs,

I ;=jsure jou that these scraps are extremely "refreshing to

Bf , and that we often turu to them with great satisfaction

after having perplexed ourselves to very littie purpose with

ft profound German disquisition on manure. Far be it

from me to find fault with the science and philosophy of

this curiously inquisitive yet mitter-of-fact age ; but I

ahould be sorry to see its spirit prevail too exclusively in

that pursuit which, from all times, has been so closely

allied to poetry. What poet is there wio has not sung of
flowers ? what flower that has not become more interest-

ing from its poetical associations ? To be sure, many of
the recent denizens of the stove and the greenhouse pre-
sent some difficulties to the bard who wishes to celebrate

their beauties, and he would probably be obliged to address
the fair sesquipedalians in the same manner as the poet
addressed his native village with an unpronounceable
name

—

"And thou, dear village! loveliest of the clime.
Fain would I name thee—but I can't in rhyme."

—

But no flower with a practicable name has ever wanted a
poetical admirer,—and I believe the Sunflower would have
been long since kicked out of our gardens but for the
pretty poetic fiction (if you please) alluded to in your Na-
txiralist'a Corner the week before last, but which I am
glad to see supported by competent authority in last
week^s Paper- Probably our poets are rather behind-hand
^^

J^^
*«« of discoveries ; and, by way of a hint to them

Of the field which has been opened by recent investigations,
and in order to show that *' truths sublime" do not- be-come less interesting when " married to immortal verse,"

K^T .r""
*^^^ inclosed lines, and remain, yours very

obediently.— Q. a surprise
^

^ \T/li^l^?!!lJ^?Jj^^^^ o^^ the lawn.And Amanda came forward to meet me-Her beaming bine eyes gave new Ufe to the momAs she smUmgly hastened to greet me.
Said I, " Fairest maiden, wherever you past

All nature seems sunny and bright •

Say why, as your fairy feet trip o'er the grass
Boes the lawn look so verdant and bright?"

'* Indeed," said the maid. " ru be candid with

The quantity which I applied was about two table-

spoonfuls to three gallons of water, poured upon the bed
through the 'spout of the watering-pot without the rose.

Care must be taken that the leaves are not touched by the

mixture, which would undoubtedly injure them.

—

John
Armstrong^ Belmont^ near Durham,

The Flower of Kent Apple*—I beg to inform you that

I have a large tree of that old but much-neglected Apple,

the true ** Flower of Kent," from which fruit hsis this

season been gathered of the extraordinary weight of 21 oz.;

the average weight of each Apple, on taking the crop, was
15 oz. 1 write this in order to induce the public to

grow that fine kitchen Apple, which, for size, quality, and

keeping, cannot be surpassed—G. Imms, Woolwich^

Management of Pines and Vines—Will the author of

the paper oi^ the successful Pine growing at Thornfield

favour the readers of the Chronicle with the system he

follows, as I think his account a little mysterious if true ?

Some of the growers for the London market may pick up
a useful idea on growing Pines (and we provincials as well).

A produce of 171b. 5oz. from a Jamaica in three years

would pay, and help some of our commercial growers to

keep ahead these hard times. When we get this system

explained, and Mr. Roberts' *^ Comprehensive Practical

Treatise, or a New Era in the Culture of the Yine under

Glass, as to its Earlier Precocity, &c., &c./' out, we shall

certainly keep up with the times- Perhaj)8 Mr. Roberts

will, at some future period, explain what he "^means by
" Earlier Precocity."

—

Inquirens,

Cooking Potatoes for Cattle.—Having lately heard

something of the superiority of roasting Potatoes to boil-

ing or steaming them as food for cattle, I tak^ advantage

of the Chronicle to inquire whether any of your corre-

spondents have made a comparative trial of these pro-

cesses ; and, if so, whether the result has been satisfactory*

Should such have been the case, I should be glad to learn

what form of machine has been found to answer, and in

what manner fire has been applied.—G. IV.^ Liverpool,

Difference in the bqilijig of Peas.—Can any of your cor-

respoudents assign the cause why Peas grown on certain

soils will boil tender in a very short time, whilst the same
kind sown on other soils maybe boiled for hours, and still

be hard enough, as the phrase is in the country, *'to shoot

rooks with?" The change in the nature of the soil is fre-

quently so abrupt, that I have had one part of the produce

of a field "good boilers," whilst the other part would not
soften however long they might be boiled.

—

Lusor,
Sugar Beet,—On the 17th February last, among a long

list of other seeds, I bought, out of curiosity, some
Sugar Beet seed of Messrs. Warner and Co., Cornhill.

Upon going yesterday to prove the growth of the crop,

I desired a labourer to raise some roots in my presence,

thinking, after such a glorious summer as we have this

year experienced, I might well expect to get a highly
saccharine product. Judge of my mortification and sur-

prise, when the whole crop proved upon examination
riothing but the Green Beet, abundance of which is

growing in mine and most other gardens, and useful
only in culinary condiments as an herb. I beg to apprise
the Messrs. Warner of this inexcusable negligence through
the Chronicle^ as though my tea and coffee may not
sufier by the loss of the sugar, I had experimentally
hoped to have manipulated, my patience as a gardener
does.— fF. ilfa^on, iVec/on.— [The kinds of Beet culti-

vated by the French exclusively for the production of
sugar are—La jaune k chair blanche, la blanche de Prusse
ou de Silesie, and la blanche a collet rose. We do not
find that the green kind is employed for this purpose at all.]

Bees.—A strong swarm of bees took flight, in June
1841, from an old stock, and were safely hived in a new
cottage-hive; and this summer, early in June, they
showed every symptom of throwing oflf a swarm, but
after a few days they returned into the hive, and renewed
their labours- These symptoms have been repeated, at

intervals, six or eight times during the season, for days
together, the bees being idle and clustering about the hive,

in sufficient quantity to fill a quart. Will Dr. Bevan,
or some other Apiarian, kindly tell the writer the cause,
and how they should be managed so as not to lose the
summer ?

—

A Novice.

Heating by Hot Water,—Since I sent you thebrlefpara-
graph (p. 42 1) on the mode of heating by hot water at Sud-
bury Hall in June last, Mr. Mitchell has favoured me with
some remarks on the subject, from which I have made
the following extract :—** My boiler contains 36 gallons
of water, though a smaller size might suffic^, especially
where a less extent of pipe is required. The entire length
of the pipe, including the flow and return pipes, is 200
feet, and can be heated throughout in one hour from the
time the fire is lighted. I reared ray succession Pines in
the pits heated thus, all winter ; which latter are ncAv re-
plenished with Cucumbers and Melons, growing vigour-
ously. It is more than 12 months since I commenced
the plan. The size of the pipes, or rather tiles, is four
inches across the top and three and a quarter inches deep,
internal measure."— i/. Murray,

Conical Boilers.

to express his approval of the alteration we had m^AT^
his original invention.

—

Stephenson and Co, fUv l
^

examined the boiler referred to by Messrs. Steoh
*^*

and Co., and do not perceive that those now erectin"*^^
Mr. Shewen are different from it.] ° ^

Influence of Soil on the Colour of the Hudranae
There is fto dpubt that the colour of the blooms of'^th'
Hydrangea depends on the soil, as I have proved ia th
following manner :_Some years ago I planted HydnWea!
that had always produced rose-coloured blossoms, in a bM
composed solely of the black peaty soil from the surf
of the hills of Qlamorganshire. They blossomed the next
season of a fine blue colour, and have continued to do
most luxuriantly for the last six year?. I took some cuu
tings from these plants, and planted them in soil frnai the
alluvial marshes near the Severn, the blossoms have again
returned tq the original rose colour,

—

Lusor,
Autumn-blooming Flowers, — If your correspondent

" Inquirens" will plant the Persian Ranunculus in May or
June, he will have a show of blooms in the autumn nearW
equal to the spring-planted ones; and I have been in.

formed that the blooming of many Roses may be pro-
crastinated for a month or two by late planting, and bv
gathering the first buds as fast as they appear, Ln^or

Vegetation of Afghanistan,—The vegetation of i'hi«

country is typified by its Thistles, thorny Astragali
Statices, and Silenese, and by their habits of isolation!

Nothing can be plainer than that the Indus is the poli-

tical, botanical, and zoological boundary of India.

—

Mjj

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Sept. 27.-2Mr. Brag^ in thechair. An unusually large quaiititr

of Seedling Dahllsks, both of 1841 and 1842. were brought for the
opinion of the Society. A statement of the merits of t^ie Delias
exhibited has been sent to us by the Society, but we can ouly
find room for the judgment passed upon first- class flowers. In
our opinion, considering" the great quantity of Dahlias now in col.

tivation,no variety below the first class deserves any mention
whatever. Mr. Mountjoy, of Ealing, sent eight blooms of Vlr.

gil, which supports its general character as a first-rate flower.

From Mr. Bragg; of Slough, were six blooms of Antagonist, 1841;
colour, white ; form, substance, and arrangement good; in ge-

neral the eye is sunk ; but one specimen, which had not this de-

fect, was a first-rate flower. Mr. Smith, of Haclcney, sent seven

blooms of Bianca, 1841 ; colour, white; form, substance, ar-

rangement, and eye good ; depth full, and size medium
j

a first-class flower. 12 blooms of Turville's Essex Triumphant
were exhibited, which fully maintains the high character wliich

has been given to it in (ormer Numbers of our paper.

It was agreed that a special meetingshould be convened on Tues-

day evening next, at 6 o'clock, to take into consideration the con-

duct of Messrs. Brown and Atwell, of Uxbridge, in "endeavour-

ing to defraud the Society at the Exhibition of the 20th instant,

by removing the centre of one of the blooms in a stand of 36, and

replacing it with a partially expanded flower:" and also that of

Messrs. Tyler, ** for grossly misconducting themselves towards

the Secretary at the same meeting."

.vou.

do.

In your Paper of Saturday last, un-
der the head of "Garden Memoranda," a description is
given of Shewen's boilers, which are stated to be a great
improvement upon those originally introduced by Mr.
Rogers. We beg to say, that the form lately adopted by

^^ - ,
, , -

S^heweu for his boilers is an exact copy of the Im-
Chronicle of Sept- 1 ah I perceived, in your ** Notices to Pfo'ed Lcwkical Boiler, advertised by us in the Gardeners

(How, I felt my fond heart beating quicker \)
** Why Bonedust we found, Mr. Smith, wouldn't
So we tried Ammoniacal Liquor."

Esher, Sept, 2Sih, 1842.

Effects of Nitrate of Soda upon Cucumbers. Tn the

Correspondents," an inquiry whether nitrate of soda had
«Ter been used to Cucumbers or not; which question,
with your permission, I will answer. I have tried it, and
Been it used for three years, and I can assure your readers
that no plant can be more benefited by its application than
the Cucumber; since it causes the plants to assume a
d^er green, and likewise assists ia pwelling the fruit

.

Chromcle from its commencement, and which you de-
scribed m your Paper of March 12, p. 175. As we have
made these boilers in copper and iron for many years, and
have supphed them all over the country, we think it due
to us, that whatever merit appertains to this peculiar form,
should be ascribed to the proper channel.

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

MAxittARiA AciiTiPB''TAr.A. Sharp-petalled MaxiUaria. {Stoti

Epiphyte.) Orchidacese. Gyn^ndria Monandria.—This hand-

some plant was sent to the Royal Gardens at Kew, by Mr. Bar-

clay, who found it in Central America. It produces its very

prettiiy-marked blossoms in March and April; these are pale

orange, spotted and blotched with blood colour. The colnninis

reddish purple. The pseudo-bulbs are clustered, oblong-ovate,

deeply furrowed, with prominent angles; the younger ones

are clothed with browti acurriinated scales.— Cwr^is's Bot. Reg.

CoMBRKTL'M GRAXDiFLOHUM. Lavge-flowered Corabretum.

(Stove Climbers). Combretacese. Octandria Monogynia.-Al-

though introduced from Sierra Leone so long since as 1824, yet it

is only of late that it has been met with in a flowering condition.

It does not possess that copiousness of inflorescence which is

apparent in the freely-branching and elegant spil^es of C. purpu-

reum j but its habit and foliage are rather superior to those oi

that plant, and the peculiarity in its mode of flowering must be

considered a recommendation, inasmuch as it affords an essential

variety in a collection of Stove cUmbers. Its growth is somewliai

freer than that of the plant just named, its leaves are a tnue

larger and better, and the young branches have a more eIeg:auT,

graceful, and wavy aspect. The blossoms are arranged in alto-

gether a different form, issuing from both sides of the Py"^^^^/^

stalk; their short pedicels curve upwards, so as to give themw
appearance of two rows of flowers, placed side by side, oii i

upper surface of the spike. Their closeness, too, prevents t^m
from expanding much; and though they are in themselvcsr«a y

large, they do not occupy a great space. It ought to ^*!^,

compost of good loam, leaf-soil, and heath-mould, ^^^^^
f ^^f;'

sand; the two former should constitute the body of it. -^^
"''

chidaceous house, which is kept warm and moist, would oe^"

excellent situation for this plant and C. purpiireum. They may i/"?

both propagated by cuttings.—Pajr/on'A- Bot. Mag. ^ ,

La'lase HovB.BPo'LiA. Hovea-UUc Icavcd Lalage. C^T^^'^^^pUv

Shrub.) Leguminosae. Monad^lphia Decandria.—This pre j

species flowered with Mr. Low, of Clapton, last February. *

flowers are of a clearer yellow tint than those of L.
°^"**f' / 4

the wings and keel have a pleasing purpUsh hue insteaa

dusky brown- But it wants the close and erect habit ot iw
j^

and is apt to attain a disagreeable laxness.
'^^^/*^*^*J,, . the

branches are clothed with a weak but very perceptible "*^^"'
jq

flowers are axillary and by no means lacking in
^^^^J^ v7;-,am,

cultivate the plant favourably it must be potted >« Vefi,^ ^

The
with which a small portion of heath-mould may be n^^-"^^^'.

jn

shoots should be stopped occasionally while they
^^.fj^rauches

order to make the specimen bushy, and to hinder its p ^
from straggling too much. It should always ^^ ^^P^j!:„a only
light and airy part of the greenhouse, and carefully warercu

when it really needs it. It may easUy be increased by cui
really

Pax tori's Bot, Mag:

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sugar produced from the Peelings ^f^ ^^^'y \^err

main, a botanist of Algiers, states that a curious ^^^*^^

J^
has been made by General Lamoriciere, which may P

important in a commercial point of view to the ^^^^^
The General, seeing a quantity of ^^g'P^^^^°^l. «rove
about the streets of Mascara, thought they might p ^
prejudicial to the public health, and ordered them w

^^

collected together and thrown in a heap outside the

Some days afterwards, ia passing the same way, r^^

ceived some white substance lying on the *^^^*
j^ ^q

examining this, he found it was a sort of ^"8*'''/^fg gun
F^. peelings had produced, from tbe heat of ^^^

_^^^

r

I

i

, - , ., . .- - Mr. Rogers, causing fermentation ia the heap. These Figa are osu

who favoured as with a Twit sometime Bince, wm pleased
|
slight value, that a pound of the sugar can, »« » '^

\
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lated, be produced for four sous* All that is required is,

to divide the fruit in two, and expose it to the rays of the

sun, and then take off the eflfloresceuce with a soft brush.

It is said also that orders have been given to the colonists

to plant the Cactus, or Barbary Fig-tree, wherever they
can, and that soldiers are to be sent o\it to cover a part of
the plain of the Metidja with Cacti. This operation will

be of easy execution, as it is quite sufficient to let one of
the ihoots enter the ground to have vigorous roots im-
mediately emitted. Tfae saccharine matter of this Fig is

described as identical with th^t of the Sugar-cane—namely,
purely crystallisable.— Times.

New Fowling-piece.—M, Arago laid before the Pa-
risian Academy two fowling-pieces, the invention of M.
P. Matthieu, which are stated to possess the following ad-
vantages :—After each discharge the gun immediately
recocks itself, and a new charge is conveyed in the direc-
tion of the barrel. This is repeated five or six times, and
with such rapidity that the gun can be discharged five

times in three seconds. If the sportsman does not wish
_ to fire with this rapidity, he can stop the action, and wait
any time he pleases between each discharge. M. Arago
stated that the combinations of the mechanism were such
as to prevent accidental explosion. This invention is not
new. Baron Heurteloup, more than two years a^o, pro-
duced a fowling-piece and a musket on this principle

;

and, according to report, he has made sc^ch. improvements
that double the number of charges of M. Matthieu's gun
may be fired in almost the same space of time.

RegenVs Park Gardeners^ Society for Mutual In-
struction.—From a circular which we have received, we
learn that a Gardeners' Society for mutual instruction has
been established in the Regent's Park ; the objects of which
institution are—to disseminate general information on
horticultural matters, by introducing at their meetings
short treatises upon subjects interesting to the members,
and by the after-discussion of such subjects as may he
thus brought forward. Opportunities ^ill also be afforded
to the members of obtaining th» names of such plants as
they may be unacquainted with. The meetings will be
held every Thursday evening at the Jew's Harp Tavern,
Regent's Park.

Treatment of the Willotv in Ladakh.—The only tim-
ber trees found in Ladakh are the Willow and Poplar, and
chiefly the former. In order to render it more productive
of branches, required for fuel, for roofing, for baskets,
and other wicker-work, the natives adopt ^ niethod of
treating the trees which renders its growth singularly lux-
uriant. Willow staves from pollard heads, about two
inches in diameter and ten feet long, from which the lead-
ing and side shoots have been cut, have their butt ends
immersed in water until they throw out root fibres ; three
of them are put into the ground on the edge of a natural
or artificial water-course, bound together -with grass.
After thrfie years a broad strip of bark is torn from each,
from about a man*s height down to the ground, and
notches are cut in the wood and bark commonly on the
opposite side, to form a ladder, by which a man may
climb up the tree. As the wood which has been laid bare
dries, it is chipped off, and this operation is repeated
until the tree is little more than a hollow cylipder of bark,
lined with a thin layer of wood. The tree thus contri-
butes from its substance a supply of fuel, and at the same
time the branches from its head are multiplied. Thefirst-
fqrpfied or oldest branches being but feebly supported,
bend outwards, and sometimes, in a slight degree, down-
wards, and from their upper surface springs a crop of per-
pendicular shoots, greatly exceeding that of the heads of
common Pollards.—Moorcro/f's Travels, vol. i., p. 307.

Experijnents with Gas-water, ^-c—In a letter from
Sir J. M. Tylden to the Editor of the " Mark-Lane Ex-
press " is an account of an experiment upon April Wheat,
from which we extract the following :

*
' I selected two perches

of $imilar ground, adjoining each other, the soil of which
was, to the depth of six inches, made up frpm an old bank,
broaght to cover a stiff, loamy, brick earth. }t had a
good crop of Mangel Wurzel upon it the previous autumn.
No. 1 was manured with half of the following compost :

One gallon of amraoniacal gas-wuter, half a bushel of saw-
dust, coal ashes and gypsum sufficient to fix the ammonia,
half a pint of gas-tar, one pound of nitrate of soda, and
four barrow-loads of poor rubbishy turf and weeds. In
about three weeks the gas-water had decomposed this
mass

; half of it was dug in on No. I, a few days before
the Wheat was planted. On No. 2 no manure of any
kind was put. The Wheat was dibbled in rows six inches
apart, and the same distance in the rows, one or two
grains at a place. Both perches came up quickly and
grew wellj No. 1 being stronger, and of a deeper green.
In a few days No, 2 was much eaten by the wire-worm,
\vhich destroyed nearly half, whilst No. I was scarcely
touched

; and I think, if I had applied all the compost,
not a grain would have been eaten. The Wheat grew
rapidly, No. 1 keeping the lead, and promising a heavy
crop. It came into ear on the 23d of June, and both
were harvested on the 15th of August, and thrashed out
soon after. No, 1 yielded one gallon, two quarts ; and

tw' t ^}^^^ Varts, one pint. 1 am disappointed with
ttns kind of Wheat, as its appearance previously to coming
into ear, combined with its rapid growth, led me to expect
better things

; but I am agreeably surprised at the result
ot the compost, which appears to destroy the wire-worm
at a trifling expens^ for the whole of my mixture did not
cost Ad., and, if maffe in large quantities, it would be much
Cheaper. From what I have heard of ' DanielPs Manure'
1 imagine it to be nearly similar to mine/'

Bofanical Prize-Men—Kt the recent examination in

awarded to Mr. J. E. Stocks, the silver medal and books to

I Mr. J. Huxley, and the silver medal to Mr. A. Jackson,
all students of University College, London.

Cheap Foodfor Horses.—k proposition has been made
to the French Minister of War by a M. Longchamp, to
try a new method of feeding horses, which he asserts will
produce a vast saving in the amount of forage necessary
for the army. This gentleman proposes to make a sort
of bread, three-fourths Potatoes and the rest Oatmeal,
with which the horses are to be fed in place of Oats. The
average quantity of Oats for a horse per day, M. Long-
champ estimates to be 10 lb., costing about 13 sous. He
proposes to replace this food by 10 lb. of the bread made
with Oats and Potatoes, the price of which will be only
5 sous, leaving a saving of 8 sous a day. As there are
80,000 horses in the army, a saving would arise on the
whole of the cavalry of 11,680.000 fr. a year. M. Long-
champ considers this food to be more nutritious than the
food generally given to horses, for a great pottion of the
Oats taken by a horse are imperfectly masticated, and
therefore the nutritive qualities are allowed to remain
latent. Heat and moisture, he declares, are necessary to
bring forth fully the qualities of the fecula of Oats, and
this can be procured most effectually by subjecting it to
the heat of an oven, after having been moistened and well
mixed up. Cakes of this kind have been long used in
Holland with profit ; and M. Longchamp expresses his
surprise that Potato-flour has not been more commonly
and openly mixed with bread; bakers, he says, being in
the habit of using it. But this is not the only advantage
to be gained by this proposition. A hectare of Oats (2i
acres) is worth about 92 fr., whilst one of Potatoes pro-
duces 240 fr. M. Longchamp thinks that if one-third of
the land at present under cultivation for Oats were planted
with Potatoes, five times , a greater quantity of cattle
could be bred in France. By this means butchers' meat
would become cheaper, and be within the reach of the ge-
nerality of the inhabitants of the kingdom. The more
generous diet thus procured would have a considerable in-
fluence,^ M. Longchamp declares, on the average height of
the natives of France, which the recruitment of the army
proves to be each year decreasini^ in stature.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. III.
{Continued from p. 640.)

11. The Plantain, Musa sapientnm, produces a
fruit which is used to a prodigious extent by the inhabit-
ants of the torrid zone ; and, from its nutritious qualities
and general use, it may, whether in a raw or dressed form,
be regarded rather as a necessary article of food than as
an occasional luxury. In equinoctial Asia and America,
in tropical Africa, in the islands of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans, wherever the mean heat of the year exceeds 24
centigrade degrees (75 deg. FahrenheitX the Plantain is
one of the most interesting objects of cultivation for the
subsistence of man. It is, indeed, often the whole sup-
port of an Indian family. The fruit is produced from
among the immense leaves in bunches, weighing 30, 60,
and 80 lbs., of various colours, and in great diversity of
form. The Banana of hot countries is a mere variety of
the Plantain, distinguished by being dwarf, with a spotted
stem, aud a more delicate fruit. Botanists call it Musa
paradisiaca, in allusion to an old notion, that it was the
forbidden fruit of Scripture.

12. The Heath, so common in the northern parts ofthis
kingdom, valuable alike to the poor as a substitute for
more expensive fuel, and to the sportsman as a cover for
grouse, affords to the Botanist a striking instance of the care
of Providence towards his creatures. Its seed is the food
of numerous birds, in regions where other sustenance is
scarce

;
and the vessels which contain it are so constructed

as to retain their contents for a considerable length of
time, instead of discharging them when they become ripe.
Indeed, the more we study aud thg closer we observe
the operations and provisions of Nature, the
be our wonder, the higher our admiration.

" There is a lesson in each flower,
A story in each stream and bower;
On every herb on which you tread
Are written words which, rightly read,'
Will lead you from earth's fragrant sod
To hope, and holiness, and God."

13. Russia Leather derives its 'peculiar odour from
an empyreumatic oil. whicli is obtained from the bark of
the common or white Birch-tree, Betula alba, and which
the Russians employ in tannin"-.

14. DioNYsius, the geographer, compares the form "of
the Morea. or ancient Peloponnesus, to the leaf of the
Plane-tree, maVing the footstalk to be the isthmus by
which it is joined to Greece- Pliny also aays, the Pelo.
ponnesua is shaped, by the number of its bays, like a
Plane-leaf. Professor Martyn, in his notes to the
Georgicsof Yirgil, obfervea of this similitude, that it is as
juSf as we can expect in anything of this nature ; and to
illustrate it, he has given a figure of the Peloponnesus, and
of the leaf of the Plane-tree on the same page in his picto-
rial embellishments.

greater will

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Roffal Botanic Gardens^ ff^w.—Since our last visit, many of the

contemplated alterations have been completed. A new span-
roofed house has been erected for the cultivation of Cacti, and
other succulent plants, of which there is an extensive collection,
inclading many of enormous size. A large specimen of Melo-
cactas communis, and several Mammillarias, are in bloom withnumerous Gasterias, Haw6rthias. and other plants, closely allied
to the .Uoe. Adjoining this house is the Heathery, also span-
roofed, which IS a neat UtUe building:, containing: a tolerably «)od
assortment of this beautiful tribe. Amongst them we noticedEnca gr&alis autumnalis, a small but Tcry showy variety, with
deep rosy purple flowers ; E. colorau3, which is pore white at its
first expansion, but afterwards changes to a deep red : E. gnapha-
lioides, resembling E. brnniades in hein^ covered with a thick
pubescence, but with less conspicuons flowera than that i-ariety

;

the pretty little E. triceps, with E, exurgens, forraosa, and many
others. Against tbe west aide of the Heatherr a smaU rause of

' glass is constructed for the cultivation of I'xias, Gladioli, and
other Cape bulbs. The Orangery has been decorated and refitted;
three ventilators have been formed at the back, for the better ad-
mission of air; and large portions of each end of the house,
which were formerly solid walls, have been converted into the
principal glazed entrances to the building, giving it altogether
a much lighter appearance. What was originally the great Green-
house, is now appropriated to the growth of various species of
Euph6rbia, Zamia, A^ve, DSrypha, and other large plants re-
quiring a temperature ranging between that of the Greenhouse
and a dry Stove, This building is heated by hot water
upon Perkins* system, by means of which a sufficient temperature
is attained ; but the apparatus is frequently out of order. This
house contains magnificent specimens of Euphdrbia grandidens,
and Zamia pungens

j the former throwing out large branches In
all directions—the leaves of the latter drooping gracefully around
the tub to within a short distance of the ground. The B&nksia
house contains a large erect-growing plant of Drimys WInteri,
or the Wmter's bark-tree, at least ii ft. high, and fine youn£
trees of U^mmara australis, Phyllocladus trichomanoides, and
DacrJ-dium cupressinum, presented by Capt. Symonds, R.N. Se-
veral of the Banksias are producing their singular cylindrical or
globose heads of bloom j and Auad^nia Mangl6sii here flowers al-
most all the year round. A new double span-roofed house is de-
voted to the rearing of tender Tropical plants, from cuttings and
seeds. In the Orchidaceous house two varieties of Epidendrum
ciliare arc !n flower, one being much larger and more inclining to a
yellow colour than the other. The graceful Oncldium ornitborhyn-
chum and Cypripedium insigne are coming into bloom, at well
as a species of Catasetum lately purchased of Mr. Skinner. Max-
ill&ria rufescens and Epidendrum umbellatum are blossoming
freely

; with several species of Polystdchya, the flowers of which
are very diminutive, and of a greenish yellow colour. Ccstruni
noctupium, just expanding its greenish night-smellingblossoms,
is flowering in front of the Fernery, and by its side large plants
of Bigndnia graadiflora, and of the beautiful Poinciana Gilliesii,
which have been blooming throughout the summer; all of them
being slightly protected during winter. Where practicable, the
plants in the houses are ranged according to their natural orders;
but as this requires a greater space than can be spared for the
purpose at present, it is in many cases dispensed with.—JB- A,,
Sept. 19.

Proceedings of the Horticultural Society of London.
No. XVI.

This part of the Society's Proceedings embraces the
period between June 12 and "Nov. 2, 1841. A novel fea-
ture in it is the introduction of extracts from the monthly
reports made in the Garden to the Garden Committee.
We select some passages relating to matters of practical
importance.

"July 5, 1841.—Mr, Thompson reported from the
Orchard and Kitchen Garden Department, that a plant of
Seakale, mentioned in the last report as having had a
pound of undissolved nitrate of soda strewed over it»

foliage, has since proved uninjured. Thus, whilst some
species of plants are destroyed by a small quantity of this

salt, the Seakale, and the Cabbage tribe generally, ap-
pear to be proof against its destructive effects. Chloride
of lime has been tried unsuccessfully against the Ameri-
can blight on trees ; the glaucous, woolly covering of the
aphis proving a complete protection. The same tree was
syringed with a solution of half a pound of potash, with
very little effect on the insects beyond the mechanical re-
moval of such of them as were not well secured in cre-
vices of the bark.

••^ August 2, 1S4L—Aramoniacal liquor from the gas-
works had been employed by Mr. Thompson against the
American blight on Apple Trees, diluted with about two
parts of water ; but it had not in that state proved effectual.
"Some experiments have been in progress since the be-

ginning of February, under the direction of Mr. Fortune,
to ascertain what effects would be produced upon Pelar-
goniums by watering them with small quantities of differ-

ent salts dissolved in rain-water. At the commencement
of the experiment the roots of the plants were washed
qlean, to remove all the soil in which they had been grow-
ing, and were then potted in silver-sand. By this means
they would depend chiefly for nourishment upon the sub-
stances dissolved in the water, and it would then be seen
whether these of themselves were sufficient for their sup-
port. Mr. Fortune says—'The salts were carbonate of
ammonia, sub-carbonate of soda, sal-ammoniac, common
salt, saltpetre, nitrate of soda, and carbonate of ammo-
nia, mixed with wood ashes. About two tea-spoons
full of salt to each gallon of rain-water was the strength
of each solution. The plants were then divided into
sets of three each, which were watered with the different
salts whenever the sand was dry.

" ' Other two sets of Pelargoniums, planted in sand ia
the same manner as the others, were watered with rain-
water mixed with the ammoniacal liquor of the gas-works
in the proportion of about half a pint to a gallon. In one
of the sets the liquor was used fresh from the cask, in the
other it had been exposed for some time to the action
of the air,'

" The result of these trials seems to be, that none of
these substances of themselves will support plants of this
kind in a healthy condition. Carbonate of ammonia with
^ood-ashes was the most beneficial, and the subcarbonate,
the carbonate, and common salt, did not seem to produce
any bad effects, as the plants here grew as well as some
which were w^ered with pure rain-water. The remainder
of the salts and the two kinds of ammoniacal liquor were
certainly injurious.

" Three plants of the same kind were potted in bamt
clay, three in pounded bricks, and three in charco^ and
all were watered with pure rain-water. In these ctrcam-

stances they grew better than any of the others, except

those in the carbonate of ammonia and wood-asbc« ;
the

two first, however, succeeding better than the last, which

was ia charcoal : but none of them did so well as some

others which were in common garden soJL These results

were evidently for want of sufficient nourishment, in so

far as the burnt clay and powdered bricks *ere concerned ;

the charcoal might produce other effects, but other experi-

ments are still going on with this substance.
** I have also been trrixig iv'hat effects would be pro
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by
fd^ced'^on Pelargoninms growing in ^o^mon soil b.

. • !,-«, ^l7h carboaate of ammonia, nitrate o.

.?jr?nd'GlTub: ?«Tu Ji-olved In rain-water. The
ioda, ana "i^^

, ^^re rather greater than m the

rJZZce E^^^^^^^^ -- watered with the

fit irpSd by the \ide of another of the same variety,

Sh ch was watered with pure rain-water.
^
The difference

between the plants watered with the salt in solution and

the others was very apparent, the former beuig shorter

jointed, having their leaves of a deeper green, and having

xnore of the brown colouring matter ia the stems. It is

necessary, however, to use the nitrate of soda with great

caution, as in proportions a little greater than here used

it will destroy the plants. All the three sails produced

the same effects—at least I could discern no difference.*'

At the meeting held on the 5th of October there were

exhibited froiu John Willianas, Esq., of Pitmaston, several

Melons ripened in an open-sided frame, in front of which

screens of fly-wire, painted black, had been placed in an

iacHned position; the rays of the sun, falling directly

upon these screens, heated them to a temperature exceed-

ing 90**, and the air in passing through the interstices of

the wire raised the heat of the interior of the frame many

degrees higher than it otherwise would have been. Also

from Mr. U. Siiverlock, F.H.S., of Chichester, a bunch

of Black Hamburgh Grapes, cut from a Viae twelve years

old, which had never before produced good fruit. In the

early part of the spring the main stem was sawed nearly

through, the only nourishment being conveyed to the

upper branches through the inner bark. The Vine broke

ia due season, and produced sixty bunches, equal to the

one exhibited.

/"

f^
T •

^.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONSybr the ensuing week.

Last spring- we recommended straw in preference to the bast

mats in common oae for covering pits and frames in col^ wea-
ther; and as the season is approaching when such additional

shelter will be generally needed, wc would again advocate the

great superiority of the former material. Straw mats might be
madeindifferent ways to suit the particular purpose for which
they are intended. If to covet pits, in which a high nigrht tem-
perature is maintained, the straw should be laid upon a frame-
work of wood, so contrived as to leave a space of a couple of

inches between the straw and the sashes. The stratum of still

fidr thus confined in contact with the glass lessens very materi-

kl^y its radiation of heat : this, therefore^ is the most efficient

raethodof making: the coverings ; hut, at the same time, when
the pits are wide, the large size of the mats required makes them
tmwieldy and inconvenient to put on and off. A more ma-
nageable form is that of the reed mats, which are sometimes
used for a sitnilar purpose; but as these lie close upon the glass,

they do not so effectuaUy prevent the escape of heat. It would
be diffitcolt to explain by writing, so as to make it intelligible,
the method of making these coverings 5 however, any person
of a little ingenuity could easily contrive something of the kind
^hich would be much superior to bast mats. The straw might
be prepared ^that is, drawn straight) bywomcn.and the mats made
by the men on wet days.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Tn-dfyor Department.

Pi.vERY.— In many families. Pine-apples arc of greater value
during the ensuing three months than at any other season of the
year. As iiglJt and natural warmth decrease, so also will the fla-

Tour of fruit: therefore, the pi actice formerly mentioned, of re-
moving ripening fruit to a dry and airy situation, should be strictly

followed. Growing fruit mast be encouraged to swell by a warm
and humid atmosphere. Water these with liquid manure occa»
flionally, but be moderate in its use, for more harm than good is

sometimes done by giving this indiscreetly to plants which do not
want it. The suckers and crowns that are now taken off, after

the necessary trimming and drjing of the bottoms, may be stuck
into the bark-bed td strike root. Watch the linings of dung-
heated |«*ts ; herfvy rains may cause them to heat irregularly. By
covering the glass in the way above described, both firing and la-
bour will be saved.
ViNKRV.—Fires will frequently be necessary now to dry the air

in the iate houses; for if a disposition to decay is once induced
in the skin by damp, no after care can preserve the fruit. Should
the sashes have been taken off the early house, they may now be
replaced ; bat take care to give plenty of air both by day and
night, for habit having made these Vines excitable, the increase
of temperature which would arise from keeping the house too
close might possibly cause the buds to break.
fsACH-HoL/SE.—Continue all requisite attention to the trees in

the late house. With a view of ripening the wood perfectly,
Bome cultivators apply fire-heat to the latest-forced trees until
the_ leaves fall ; however, except in very cold and wet seasons, or
late districts, it is questionable whether the benefit derived from
this practice is equivalent to the extra expense.
CucDMBBRS Axn Mklovs.—After this time of the year M'elons

aro not generally accounted of much value ; but where they are
in request till a Late period, the plants must now be well attended
to, particularly in regard to moisture, too much of which would
be fatal to them. Give water only when absolutely necessary,
an^^ery day let the plants have air enough to dry them. Grow-
ing CucumbcT plant* will take more water 5 but there must also
be a brisk heat maintained. Those in pots or boxes will perhaps
xequue a Ught top-dressing of soil, a small quantity of which
anouiubelaid on whenever the young roots appear at the sur-

-^fu ,^®^ *t*i^^r «»tist be anxiouijly guarded against by everv
avauable means. ' '

•nd?Pt fbl^*'^''*-';!'^^" ^^^ 5^«^^"8^ P^^^ts if they are too thick,

M 1^ . ^ ^ ""^ ^^^ «^^^- ^^^t ^^^y '"ay not get long-leggedlyou have cauveuience to grow a constant Lccession,^!ow

Out-door Department.

on witn a scythe, and the be<U cleared of wcpHq xft^r QnirST^o.

flXT^'^Z^f'''''''' '^^\"^^y ^« preserTe'dfoT covei^t3gr-tPtes ia winter, or any other useful purpose
""'""^^ >>au

^ABBAGFs.-Draw a little earth rouud the stems of alUhat

oot.
^,^EO«0Ns,-Tie up and earth when they are dry
»xnivs.—continue to blanch accordingly as it iis required for

OxAUs I)Kpp«i.-.The bulbs of this new cuHnary plant must beUken up As soon as they are sufficiently lipc, (See page 68 of
}m% year's Chromde.)
PARSNaps. —Aliy time when the ground is not wet, these should

be dug up and stacked under cover, like Carrots, for winter use.
There is not a more slovenly practice than that sometimes fol-
lowed, of leavlnir these and similar roots in the ground all winter,
to be taken up in rain, frost, or snow, as wanted.
RADisnes.—Make another small sowing in a vacant frame.
Orchard. -^AXi the small-growing fruit-trees, as Gooseberries,

Currants, and Raspberries, may be planted with advantage now,
or anytime in this month. Bearing trees of the two first might be
temoved, if properly done, without the loss of next year's crop.
ni«se may also be pruned wbeaerer time permits, and cuttings

of the best sorts planted. Autumn is the best season to manure
unproductive Strawberryplants; but the most economical system

is to plant a certain portion of ground every year, and to destroy

the same quantity of the oldest beds. Continue the gathering of

orchard fruit. Some maintain that it is no way detrimental to

the keeping of fruit to gather it when wet^-and this deserves a

trial, because in stormy autumns much of the finest fruit is

blown down and damaged while waiting for dry weather to

^''^^^'''^'u.-FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stovk.—Such plants as Sinnlngias and Gloxinias, which are

now resting, must be kept perfectly dry. Things which have

been propagated during the summer, and which have been

standing amongst the young Greenhouse plants, must be got

together and placed in a situation where more heat can be

given. Shut the ventilators early in the afternoon, and light

gentle fires in the evening; the late cold, wet weather renders

this advisable. Take care, however, not to raise the temperature

higher at night than during the day.
, - . .,

GftEBXHOusE AND CoNSERVATORV.—lu finally arrangmgthe

plants for winter, let all those which are technically called

"hard-wooded" occupy one house, if there are two Green-

houses ; while Pelarg6niums, Calceolarias, and other less hardy

plants, should be placed together, where they can be kept a

little warmer. Where there is only one Greenhouse, aU that

can be done is to set the best plants in the best places; but

hard and soft-wooded plants do not assort well together in win-

ter Let dead leaves and flowers be daily cut off, and general

neatness be particularly attended to. Flowering plants of the

Cactus tribe should be set together at the back of any ofthe houses

where they can be kept quite dry ; but any of those whose buds

are advancing may be forwarded for early blooming. Plants

that are not large enough to flower should
,
be watered and

kept growing.
Pits and FaAMKS.—Bulbs of all the kinds that are usually

forced should be procured and potted for that purpose. Of these,

the principal part ought to consist of Hyacinths and Narcissi,

because they are sweet as well as beautiful ; while scentless

flowers, as Tulips and Crocuses, have only one of those qualities

to recommend them. Light sandy soil is suitable for the whole.

Hyacinths can be successfully flowered in pots, firmly filled with

green moss, in which material they are better adapted for setting

on stands in rooms, than when growing in a heavy mass of soil.

After potting they may be set in a vacant frame, or plunged in

coal-ashes out of doors till wanted.
Out-door Department,

Worms now make lawns unsightly by their casts. A good
watering with lime-water vv^ill bring all that are within its reach

to the surface, when a second application will destroy them.

Afterwards sweep and roll the turf. If Gladiolus roots are in-

tended to be taken out of the ground to winter, it should now be

done. Tiger Lilies, and other species that are perfectly dormant,

may be divided and replanted. Plant bulbs of the English Iris;

the Spanish might be kept out of the ground two or three weeks
longer, because it comes up sooner than the other.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuRSERV.—Seedling beds, in which the plants are too small

for removal, ought to be properly weeded and cleaned before

winter. - Trench and prepare ground for the reception of tree-

seeds which it is intended to sow before winter.

Forest and Coppice Woons.—Before the general planting of

timber-trees is begun, see that all watercourses, ditches, and
drains are in good order. Inattention to this sometimes causes

great delay in planting, by keeping the ground in a wet state

longer than it would otherwisebe.—J.B. Whitings The Deepdene.

Slate of the Weather near London for the Week ending Sept. 29,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

6*. per bushel. PZmrer*.—The cut flowers consist nrinH^^Tn^
Ericas. Asters, Dahlias, Pinks. China Roses, ri^o./^?.^"^ ^f

Delphiniums, with a few Camellias.
Roses, CimxiUQXl

PRICES, SATU»DAy,-OcT. 1,1842 FRUlTM:—
Pine Apple, per lb.3j to 5*

Grapes, per pound, U to 2'
^m Muscats, per pound, 2i Gd
— Spanish, U to U 6d
— Portugal 1* to 2j

Melons, English, each, 1« 6d \oUGd— Dutch, 9(/ to \i 6d
Peaches, per doz. 6< to 3i

Plums.deasert, per punnet, l< to J*6J
Damsons, per hi. sieve, 2i 6d to 3«
Apples, dessert, per bush., 2» to 6i
— Kitchen, 2i to 3« Gd

Pears, dessert, per bf.-sieve, StUi 5m

Berb

7B»

Cabbage, per doz. lOd to It

— plants, per doz.'l* 6d to 2*

^ Red.forpickling, U6d to2j6d
Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-av. U 6d to 2<

Broccoli, p.r bunch, lOd to 1* i

'

Caulifluwers, per doz., 4# to 6*

Beans, Kidney, per hf. 8v.,2- 6rfto3* 6rf

— Scarlet, per hf.-av. U 3rf to U€d
Potatoes, per ton, 40# to 70*

—. per cwt. 2« to 3« 6d
_ perbushel, U 6d lo 2a Gd
— Kidney, per bii., 2* to 2* 6d

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

is 6d to 2j

Tarnins, per doz bun., 2j to3j
Carrots, per doz- bun., 4a

Red Beet, per dozen, 6d to 1*

Parsneps, per bunch, 6d
tlorseKadish, per bundle, Sc to5«
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9d to U
— Turnip, p. doz.bch., 9dto 1»

Spinach, per sieve, U 3ti to !« 6d

Leeks, per doz* bun., 1* 9d to2»

"ries,perhf..tieve.4.
Cucumbers, per do2..u\o 4.Oranges, per doz,. 1, to ^— per 100, 5< to 20tLemons, per doz. 1,3^ i„^— per loo,10ito20#
Almonds, perpeck, 7^

— Brazil, gfls— Barceionaa 24*

VEGETABLES.
Shallots, per lb., Srfto U
Onions, ^er bushel, 3j to4s— Green, p. doz- bun 3i t04i

--.forP»ckl.,perhf.-8V.2iedtoij.
Garhc, perlb. 4d to 8d

°*

Lettuce. Cabbajre, p. ,c., Is M to tiU— Cos, li to U3d "
Endive, per score, U 3d to ii 6d

"

Celery.p bd..ied([2tol5)U6d'to!j9.— White 9d to 1«
Small Salads, per punnet, 2<f to 3(f
Watercress, per doz. am. bun. u lo (JParsley, per doz. bun., 2i to 2j 6d
1 arragon. per doz. bun., St to 3iMmt, per doz. bunches, U
Basil, per doz. bunches, 3* to 4«
Vegetable Marrow, per doz., fw toM
Tomatoes, per hf. av. 2* fid in 3i
Capsicums, green, per JOO, 9d tol,M— Ripe, 3s erf to it
Mushrooms, per pottle, I* to la Bd

—J Field, per bus., 6# tofft

BahuuBTER.

Min.
8a346

Thurmomxtss. Wind.
Sept.

Friday 23
Max.
29.494

Max.
56

Min.
47

Mean.
61.5 N.W.

Saturday 24 29.424 2g.:^4i 60 6fl 65.5 N.E.
Sunday 25

,

i».642 29.538 62 61 66.5 N.E.
Monday 26 8d.90d 29.795 Gi 49 55.5 E.
Tuesday 87 29.929 29.859 58 49 53.5 N.E.
WednesdaySS 30.069 30.047 5» 48 53.0 N. E.
Thursday ^9 3a 093 80.026 58 45 51.5 ^ £•

Average 29.792 ^9.707 59.0 48.7 53.8

Rain.

.36

.06

.26 3

.08^

.27*?

.04

J.07

Sept. 23. Overcast; continued heavy rain after I p.m.
24. Rain; overcast at night.

Clouay; slight showers ; stormy, with rain at night.
Heavy clouds and showers ; clear at night with brisk wind.
Overcast ; heavy clouds ; stormy, with rain.
Cloudy; fine; partially overcast at night.
Fine; clear, with brisk wind; boisterous, with showers.

Mean temperature of the week 1.6° below the meao, N.E. wind
being prevalent.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Oct. 8, 1S42.

Aver.
Highest
Terap.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp,

Me^
Temp

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

Greatest PrevailinK Winds.

iK^otices to Correspondents,

H, jR. 3/.—Hollyhocks which have flowered for the first time
this autumn may be allowed to remain; they will flower well
next year. Seebling Pelargoniums which have grown lux-
uriantly, and have not flowered, will bloom sooner if not cut
down.—

t

W. D,—There is no probability of your preserving Pelaego-
NiUMS through the winter in the open border by covering them
with litter. The damp alone wonld be sufficient to destroy them.

Your only plan is to take them up, and plant or repot them, and

keep them where they will be protected from frost ; or to leave

them in the ground to perish, and to purchase a fresh lot in the

spring, which may be done at a very trifling expense. The Pear

called the " Little Old Bergamy " is the Autumn Bergamot, a

variety of very old standing in English gardens. It is different

from the Bergamotte d'Automne of the French.—J |i

A Modern j4;Aenia».—The Achiraenes is an American genus
j

A. longiflora and rosea are from Guatemala ; grandiflora is from

Mexico. They are Gesneraceous plants. All Gesneraceous

plants are American. Therefore, your plant from the Himalayas

is not likely to be an Achimenes.—

t

X,. s.
—"We wish we could help you to understand the cause of

HvDRANGEAs tuming blue. The subject is under investigation

by Mr. Edward Solly, and as soon as any result is obtained we
shall make it known.—

t

^, S,—Your observations on the Exhibitions atthe Garden of

the Horticultural Society are sent to the Exhibition Committee,

and will no doubt be taken into consideration. The suggestions

are not new,—

t

/. C. X.—Your plant is Myanthus barbatus, probably.—

t

Cadwallader.—The quantity of woollen racs to be applied per

acre upon light land varies from 3 to 4 cwt.; upon stiff land as

much as 12 cwt. per acre will be required. They should be cutinto

bits about the size of a crown-piece, and In that state form an

excellent manure.—

J

A Young Gardener.—We cannot insert the price of books ex-

cept as an advertisement. You may learn the price of any

work by applying to a respectable bookseller.—

t

W. M., Necton, would be obliged by any of our correspondents

informing him of the best mode of preserv ing Parsneps, Carrots,

Beet, &c., until late into spring.—

J

F. H., Ryde, Isle of Wight.—In your climate, where there u

seldom any frost before Christmas, and where plants of all sorts

are more liable to suffer from damp and cold, Okan-gb-tbkes

would not he injured if left exposed until the latter part of No-

vember. When housed for the winter they require just sufficient

warmth to protect them from frost. Your alb.\ onoRATAKosf,

which you state to be a healthy, vigorous plant, covered every

year with a profusion of buds, and looking very healthy until tne

period at which they should expand, when the damp has no

doubt penetrated into a wet and cold subsoil, which causes it ro

put forth vigorous shoots of too watery a nature to expand tne

blossom-buds which they may develop, you had better take up anu

replant higher. It might be budded with the M^"^ iff^T^f
but we would recommend a wild stock in preference. The pia"

which you raised from seed brought from India, and wincn
^^^

there called the Moon-creeper, having the aPP^aranc^ 5*' J^
Ipomcea, and producing a larg-e white flower from 5 to mc

^^

across, very sweet, and expanding in the evening, is the CAto.^^-

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 5th, in 1834—thermometer 80'^; and the lowest on the 5th
and 6th in 1326--thermometer 29°.

'

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Sept. 30, 1842.

Thk supplies of both fruit and vegetables have been very good
during the past week, but trade is not at all brisk. J'r^«*^—Pines,
priucipally Queens, are plentiful from .3.?. to 5s. per lb. Grapes
are remarkably cheap; good Black Hamburghs may be obtained
from Is. Gd. to 2*. per lb. ; and Muscats at 25. 6d. per lb. English
Melons are becoming scarce ; the few remaining fetch from \s,
6d. to 25 6d. each ; the Dutch kinds are also far from plentiful.
The Peaches offered are, in general, good, from 6s. to 8*. per doz,

;

but these as well as Plums are far from being abundant. There
are still a few samples of Coe's Golden Drop, at u. 6d. per punnet •

those of the Imperatrice are more numerous, at is. per punnet!
The supply of Figs is nearly over. A great variety of Pears are
offered; the small Autumn Bergamot has advanced in price to
5*. and 8s,- per half- sieve ; GanselPs Bergamot fetches 2*. per
dozen ; Marie Louise, from is. to Is. 6d. per dozen, and the Brown
Beurr^ from 2s. 6d to Zs. 6d. per half, sieve. Amongst the Appleswe observed some excellent Ribstoue Pippins, from 4s, Gd, to 5s
per bushel, and a large quantity of Blenheim Orange from ^s Gd'
to 3s. firf.per bushel. English Walnuts are daily becomin? moreabundant and fetch from 3s. Gd. to 5^. Gd, per bushel. The supplyof Cucumbers Is rather limited ; the frame fruit is seUing fVom
3s. to 4s. per dozen ; those of out-door growth from Gd. to Sd nerdozen. Vegetables.-Broccoli is tolerably abundant arid' thequality IS much improved of late. French Beans ifave risen i^pncc and fetch from 3s. to 3s. Gd. per half-s?ev1?Scartet Runnersare more plentiful, at Is. 3d. and is, Gd. pir KUve Thegreater part of the Turnips brought to market are ^ceUent, fror^
2s. to 3s per dozen bunches. Celery is likewibe good, and not in
the least worm-eaten. Jerusalem Artichokes may be obtained
from is. 6*^. to 2s. per half-sieve. Tomatoes continue plentifulfrom 2s, 6d. to 3/. per half-sleve. Mashrooma of in-door growth
fetch from U. to Ji, zd, per potUe j those from the mu 6i. i&d

TiON Bona Nox, and is an annual.—

t

u^-

F/ora.—Your plants are-1, Coluteacruenta; 2, Coluteaaru

escens; 3, Scutellaria galericulata j 4, Mentha P«l'^^*l^°J' !

Mentha hirsuta ; 6, Saxifraga aizoides; 7. Solanum i"6^"'
;

8, Helidnthemumcanum; lo, Bromus mollis; 11 , Calluna
\ uiB

ris; 12 and 13, Cistdpteris fragilis.—

t

. astrong
Discipuhts.—Your GRKKvnACK-TRKEsbeingplantedin a

clayey soil, it is more than probable that the
&'*^""^.^?°thero.

roots has cracked, and the drought has thus penetrated w
^^

Your only plan is, during the autumn to remove as ™"^|^ .^ ,.(.,

you can from about them, without injuring the roots, *""
jjj,re

place it with compost of a lighter texture : the quantity oi
\^.^^

mixed ^vith it should, however, be small. The
^^^^^^^enty

which you can pursue with your Applk-trbes which *^^ .
^ g^jU

years old, and are planted too deep, is to take
^f^J j^^ains

from the surface to the depth of a few inches; but
^^ijl^^ture,

must be formed round them to carry off the superfluous m ^^

otherwise this remedy will be of no avail. ^'^*^
^^onf land

that age, it is a difficult task to raise them, and i^'"^^^ ^ ^ould
is so situated that you cannot adopt the above method,^ ^^^^
not advise you to attempt it. You will find that »"/^"{ly^gr and
situated over a warm kitchen will cause the fruit ^.^ best time
ripen prematurely, as well as destroy its juiciness. *"*^.j

jg per-

to determine the name of an Apple is when the xr

fectly ripe.—

t

. ...Hnct sp€cie«

W. C. E.—Li'Liusf tANCiF<SLiirM is quite a distmci^^.^^

from L. speciosum, and we are not aware that it has > .g^j un-

troduced into this country. The garden varieties cui">

der that name are chiefly referable to L. speciosum.—*
Escher.—The Magnolia is M. tripetala.-t ^nrpttf.P*^'
C. D. JIf.-Some of your seedling Fuchsias are very pr^j 55 i,

ticulariy those which have the habit of F. g^*^?^^?'
g so con-

rather a large flower, hat it wants the deep purple
^^"f , to F*

. 73. NO. o» I* tt
^"'^niancy tO w

but it is too small, and not possessed of sufficient hriu' .^
valuable. Although many of them are good varieties ijj ^^y.

cultivation, still they are hardly distinct enough from t''-

known kinds. No. 67 is the best.-t . „ ,^- T%t9t*\
Kjtperimentat.^Thete is no doubt but your plan lor

^^jfoafj
ING PELAaoOKlUMt AND OTBKa GEEtNHOUSB 1

A>1» QytfiV

the winter, In a garden too smaU to build a pit «»
»^^^„rt »^

Of ft irewihousei woui4 »tt«c«ed i wuaelyi bym^i ***^
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a strong: wooden frame, having a glass front and fitted up -within

with a tier of shelves ; the whole to be protected by mats during

severe weather. The aspect being: south-east, you had better not
uiicover the frame while the sun shijhes directly upon the plants

;

otherwise, they will be excited into premature growth, and pro-

bably perish during the next severe weather which may occur.

The foundation should be perfectly dry and raised above the level

of the surrounding surface. The plants should receive no more
. water than is necessary to preserve them alive, and as much air

should be admitted during fine weather as can possibly be given
;

this will serve both to keep them bushy and to dry the interior of

the frame. The distance at w^hich the plants are placed from
the glass may be six inches j if further, they will most likely

become drawn; 'they should also be turned round occasionally

in order that they may not become one-sided.—

t

A7ine,—'i^os 2 and 11 are Fuchsia globosa ; 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

and 12, are all F. Thompsoniana, or mere var. of it. Ko. l

appears to be F. discolor, but the specimen had suffered by the

way. " Anne" should add to her collection F. Riccart(5uia, which
will malte a beautiful object in a garden in the Isle of Wight.—

§

W. B. jl/.—For an account of the best mode of converting the
CLEANiKGS OF A WEEDY POND into good manuic, wc refer you
to Professor SprengeVs treatise on Organic Mineral Manures, at

p. 524 of this year's Chronicle.—

t

Subscriber.— It is hardly advisable in building a hothouse to
enclose a Peach-tree and a Nectarine; or, in other words, to

build in front of them. Grapes being the chief desideratum ; be-
cause the leaves of the Vine must overshadow the Peach-trees,

and prevent their fruiting. By keeping the Vines to the rafters,

and very good management. Peaches map be obtained in such si-

tuations if they are not too far from the light ; but great practical

skill, for which no directions can compensate, is required. We
cannot tell what will he the cheapest plan of heating a hothouse
30 feet long, because you do not say anything of its breadth and
height, or of the temperature you want to maintain. Where
stone is cheap, it is probable that the open trough system Is the
cheapest.—

t

T. 5. jP.—The reason why blue vitriol cannot be used for

fixing ammonia is, that it is a salt of copper, and copper is re-

garded as injurious to vegetation; green vitriol, on the other
hand is a salt of iron, and iron is harmless. Bleaching powukr
is the chloride of lime of chemists, and is a most valuable disin-

fecting agent, and should always be employed where offensive

smells have to be removed; the powder is cheap. It is not fair

to get all our secrets out of us j however, you are right. For
PRUNING RosKs WC refer you to an article that will appear in our
columns very soon, if not to-day. It is of no use to keep
Acacia affinis at the foot of a west wall at Windermere, except
as a curiosity.—

f

Jonathan Labyrinth is partly answered in a leading Article of

to-day. Salt at the rate of 8 bushels an acre has been found
very advantageous to Potatoes on aiiy sandy soil, especially if

used with soot at the rate of 30 bushels an acre. W'e should
certainly; anticipate great advantage from the use of sea sand
and putrid sea-wrack. It is generally believed that mealiness
is a property found exclusively in certain kinds of Potatoes, and
not in others; no cultivation will make the waxy Dutch Folate
mealy. But mealy Potatoes may be made watery by beirg grown
in places insufficiently exposed to light} or which is the same
thing, so thick as to choke each other up. Your other questions

are answered elsewhere. We apprehend a brick tank well built

in good lime and sand will hold liquid manure without the ne-
cessity of a cement facing.—

t

A, P.—Your plants are 1, Aspidium filixmas; 2, Scolop^ndrium
officinarura ; 3, a species of Eurjbia; and 4, Ver6nJca decus-
sata.—

J

A Subscriber.—It is a w^ell-known fact that whole branches of

various species of Ribes will die off without any apparent cause,
and hitherto it has not been satisfactorily accounted for. It

would be worth while for those persons whose trees are thus
diseased, to examine the interior of the branches, and see if they
contain traces of the Currant Sphinx, or any other insect which
in many places commit such havoc among the common Currant
bushes.

—

X
Cestus,—The Pea is the late Grey, or tall Capuchin, and is only

fit for field culture-—
f^

Franccsca.—^s you are nn amateur in gardening, we certainly
would not recommend you to purchase a stock of Heaths before
the spring. You have done right in raising the stage of your
greenhouse nearer the glass. The best description of peat for

growing them in, is that which is most fibrous and contains the
greatest quantity of silver ssnd. The reason you have hitherto
failed in their culture has probably been in your having watered
them irregularly, and in having kept them too confined. They
should have air at all times when there is no danger of frost

entering the house, and should be watered only when they really

want it, especially in dull weather. The best time for potting^
them is after they have done flowering. W^e cannot recommend'
one nurseryman in preference to another; but there are several
good nurseries round London, where you may purchase any
quantity you may wish.

—

t

C. I. /.—The following fsuit-trees may be recommended :— On
your wall with a south aspect it will be proper to plant a Violette
Hative Nectarine, a Grcsse Wignonnc, and a Late Admirable
Peach. 14 trees for your west aspect may consist of—Nectarines :

SElruge; 2 Violette Hative ; l Pitmabton Orange: Peaches—
2 Royal George; 2 Noblesse; 1 Mtdta; 2 Bellegarde; 1 Royal
Charlotte ; 1 Barrington. For the east aspect, against which you
wish to plant Apricots, Cherries, and Figs, the following are good
varieties ;—Apricots— 1 Large Early; 2 Moorpark ; 2 Royal; 1

Turkey and 1 Roman. Cherries : 1 Mayduke ; I Knight's Early
Black; 1 Elton; 1 Florence. Figs: 2 Brown Turkey; 1 White
Marseilles; 1 Brunswick. All the above may be planted towards
the end of next month,— |!

T. S.—The Apple has much of the Nonesuch character, and is

like the Cellini.—
ij

C. A'.—Your Peach is the Late Admirable.—

H

S. K, H.—Your Mulbkhrv-trkk, which drops its fruit in a
wet season as well as in a dry one, must have undoubtedly ex-
tended its roots into a bad subsoil. As it is not very old, it will

be advisable to remove it next month, and plant it in good soil,

on a well-drained bottom, so as to be free from stagnant w ater.;

but, at the same time, the situation ought not to be too dry, nor
should the land be stiff loam, or clay.— !l •

J. R, W,*s request shall be attended to.

J- W. r.—Nos. 1 and 2 of your Pears are GanselPs Bergamot

;

4, 5, Crassanci 6, Colmar; 7, Napoleon; sand 10, Marie Louise;
9. Glout Morceau; 11, Flemish Beauty; 12, something worth-
less; 13, Williams's Bon Chretien; 14, as bad as No. 12; 15,
Hessel; and i8, Alfriston Apple.— li

G. F.—Applks in many cases have been known to keep well in
a cellar, aiid in other instances they have failed to do so, A
steady temperature, darkness, and purity of air, which should be
rather dry than moist, are essential conditions to the preserva-
tion of this fruit.—

»

A Young Lady,— The most suitable Vines for tue open wall
are the Royal Muscadine, early White Malvasia or Grove-end
Sweetwater, Black Prince, and Black Cluster, It is very often
the case with late Pea cuss, that when excessive rain penetrates
to the roots of the trees, and there becomes stagnant, alter a pre-
viously dry season, the stones of the fruit split, and the latter
drops in consequence. You will find that this will not be the
case if your borders have a sufficient supply of moisture through-
out the summer, and no superabundance when the fruit is

ripening oft".—
1|

A Suhacriher^s plants are C^sia Icevigata and Cladanthus
fcr&bicus.—

t

Eilennach.^li you wish to attach a show case for plants
to your drawing-room window, you bad better manage it by
building, at oace, on the outside, a small glass roof and front, like
A common greeahou4ei and making: the joiuU betwccu it and the

window frame secure. Then the lower sash of the window will
allow the heat of the sitting-room to enter it. You cannot, how-
ever, depend upon such a mode of heating for the exclusion of
severe frost, and therefore, in very cold weather, you would be
obliged to add mats cr seme such protection on the outside. If
you construct such a case, you should have a door in it which
would will open into the outer air, so as to be able to ventilate and
clean it when occasion arises. Such contrivances are occasionally
seen in London houses.—

t

J. B.—Probably Lindley*s Elements of Botany, which is quite
a distinct work, will assist you in your studies. It is expressly
intended for beginners. If you want practice in learning to use
the Natural System, then Lindley*s School Botany is the book for

you.-:i:
Readmgensis.—VsG are clearly of opinion that you cannot well

Warm a conservatory and billiard room by one Amott or Chunk
stove. The very principle on which those kinds of heating
apparatus should be constructed, is to prevent the escape of heat
into the flue that passes from them. If you were to fix an Amott
in the thickness of the wall that separates those two buildirigs,

still you would find the heat given off by it insufficient for the
purpose of the conservatory, unless it is a ver>' little one.—

t

H, K. M.^s larva;, committing such ravages on the leaves of the
Pear trees, are called Slug-worms, and will produce a Saw- fly,

whose history, we hope, will shortly be given in the Gardtners'
Chronicle.—R.

F. V. 0.—We are much obliged to you for the autumnal ex-
amples of the larva* of the Gooseberry Saw-flv. Those which
we obtained last year in September, produced the same species of
Tenthredo as the summer broods, and we have every reason to
believe that F. V. O.'s are the same.— JJ.

Reader.—The most certain method for extirpating the cater-
pillars of the Cabbage butterflies, is to hand-pick them by
day; to destroy the larvie of the Cabbage moths, which are
equally injurious, we must search for them at night when they
come out of the ground and other hiding-places to feed. The
history of these insects will appear in the foithcoming part of tlie

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.— fl.

A Constant Subscriber.—To kill large moths, put them, one
at a time, into a tin box, with a quarter of a pound of stone
ammonia at the bottom, covered over with a piece of linen or
bloiting-paper, to prevent the insect from being injured. Smaller
moths maybe killed, many at once, by confining each in a pill-

box, of sufficient sire not to bind the wings; but pin holes must
be previously pricked in the lid or sides, to admit the effluvia

when they are shut up in the large tin. box. Another method is,

to place the moth or butterfly with a small piece of German
tinder lighted under a tumbler, or finger-glass, which will stupify
it; when that is done, light two or three sulphur matches, and
bum them beneath the glass, which will at once despatch the
animal. The use of the tinder is to prevent the moth from flutter-

ing into the flame of the matches.— fl.

J. R. TT.—The following small Trees, or larqe Snni'BS, are
suitable for planting on steep banks, exposed to north-west
winds ; but Evergreens are preferable to deciduous plants for in-

tercepting the view of unsightly buildings ; and when once es-

tablished, are better adapted for a dry situation. It must, how-
ever, he observed, that no plants will thrive in such a place, if

the soil is poprand dry ; therefore, you must improve itby adding
some manure to it before planting. Any of the following may be
selected, which may be kept at the required height by pruning :

—

EVEECBEENS.
Common Laurel,
Portugal do.
Evergreen Oak.
Arbutus, or Strawberry-tree.
Dutch and Common Hollies.
Tree Box.
Sweet Bay.
Chinese and Common Junipers.
PhiUyr^diSf broud-Uavedvarieties
Yew.
MughoPine.
Upright Cypress,

DEcinuot;s.
Lilac, Common and Persian.
Almond,
Hornbeam.
Male Dogwood.
Scarlet and other Thorns.
Broad-leaved Euonymus.
Perfumed Cherry.
Laburnum.
Chinese Crab,
Mountain Ash.
Kibes sangnSneura,
Birch and Hazel.

Dahlias will keep remarkably well in pits, in the same manner
as Potatoes ; but as the stems aie apt to become rotten, care

must be taken to fix numbers securely on them. Leaden labels,

with the number stamped upon them, should be used for that pur-

pose ; and they should be fastened on round the neck with wire.—

f

R, £".—Of the Vegetables which you have raised from seed re-

ceived from Frankfort, the Turnip- EOOTEn Cabbage isnot much
esteemed in this country, but valuable in Germany, where it

stands through the winter ; the other is Celeiiac. You should
have put in cuttings of Roses, Honeysuckles, &c., before this

;

you may, however, strike them now, with care, and a gentle bot-

tom-heat.—

t

Co72sfant Reader.--YovtT Pears are—1, Flemish Beauty; 2, Ur-

baniste ; 3, Glout Morceau ; 4, Seckle ; 5, Winter Nelis ; 6, Na-
]

poleon.
IF. ScoC^.—Your P^ars are. No. 3. 5, 11. St. Germain; 6, Sucrd

Vert; 7, probably winter Bon Chretien; 8, E'chastery • 9, White
Dovennfe; 10, 15, Passe Colmar.— ||

S. 1'.—Of your Apples, No. 1 is the Blenheim Pippin; 2, Kirke's

Lord Nelson; 3, Court of Wick; 4, Royal Russet; 5, Old Non-
pareil. The Pears are, 6, Achan; 7, Brown Beurr6j and 8,

Crassanc.—
Ij

Fredericvs.—Yoni BeedVmg Dahlia is not worth preserving :
the

eye is badly filled up, and the yellow, instead of being pure, has

a dirty, blotched appearance.

—

t

H. C. W, X.—Your Apples are, No. 1. Dutch Mignonne; 2,

Golden Reinette; 3, Kejitish FilLbasket; 4, Golden Pippm;

5. Lemon Pippin; 7» Court of Wick; 9. Hoary Mommg.
The Fears are, 10, Marie Louise; and 12, Louise Bonne (of

Jens cy).**™' II

T, S,—Your Apples are. No. 2, Kentish Codlin; 3, Catshead;

i, Hollandbury; 5, Alexander; 6, Flower of Kent; 7. Hawthom-
dcn; 8, Court of Wick; 9, Newtown Pippin; 10, French Crab.

No. 9 is a good table Apple; so also is No. 9. if the season

and situation are sufficienUy warm. The others are aU uselul ni

their respective periods of maturity, as kitchen Apples ; the Haw-
thomden is, however, considered to be the best bearer,—

H

A Correspondent.— 'i^UTS may be preserved for a considerable

length of time in new flower- pots, and a slight sprinkling of salt

will prevent them from becoming mouldy. When fiUed, the pots

should be inverted on a layer of dry sand.—

1

J. E., Rvtherhant.--The general form of your crimson rahlia

(the North Midland) is very good, the petals are also of a good

shape and substance. The imperfection in the flower consists in

the centre being fiUed with upright petals which open irre-

gularly.—* _

S, Girling.—The Dahlia you propose to name Lilac Defiance is

much improved. The colour is agreeable, the form circular but

rather flat ; it will make a good border variety, but its properties

are not sulhciently good for showing.—

*

J. ii. J'earaon.^The bright canar>- yellow of your Paxsy, Sir

W. Scott, Is very beautiful j the eye is rich, and clearly defined.

In the specimen sent there appears to be a tinge of blue in the

upper petals, which, if permanent, will reduce the value of the

flower. Elizabeth is a showy and distinct variety, with a creamy
ground-colour, and a fine dark eye; the lower petals are sur-

rounded by a margin of bright blue, t^^e top petals clouded.

Agnes is a very brilliant flower; the colours are dark, and termi-

nate with a clean edge— centre white*—the eye bold, dark, and
fine ; a deep, rich border of purple surround^ the lower petals,

and the upper have a tinge of mulberry, DeBuch is a veiy finely-

formed Pansy, with a white centre, a fine eye, and a broad margin

of bluish purple round the lower petals : top petals purple. The
same description would suit the Chevalier and Comet, varieties

somewhat similar in colour and general appearance, but not of

quite so high ft character as the others. They are »^.^"y:
formed fioww** of goo4 substaftce > Uie eye is bold ftaa diiWfis

in each, and the petals have an inclination to lie back and presa

upon each other.— *

A Subscriber.^\>'e think it probable that your plant of P«lar-
Go'Mi'M ARKExs may be too old, and therefore recommend you
to strike some cuttings from it. Tt grows very well in a mixture

of turfy loam, peat, and sand ; and ought to be kept in the Green-

house, as nearto the light as possible.

—

k

M. A.—We really cannot undertake the labour of kawixg
whole boxes full of specimens. If we were to do so, oar time
would be entirely so occupied, to the exclusion of all other busi-

ness.' To name some kinds of plants, such as Asters and Salvias,

for example, correctly, is very difficult and tooublesome, and
consumes a great deal of time.—

t

A'.—Your plant is Bomarea hirtella.—

t

Tyro. -Yes.
f^orffmt/s.—OacHiDACEors and ORCHinEors are two words

meaning the same thing. They are derived from Orchis, the
name of some of our wild flowers, to \s iiich they have great re-

semblance.—

t

T. 5^(/^w'i>A\— Accepted for next week —

t

A Constant Reader must have patience. Wc bhaU keep our
promise, but the matter dees not press.—

t

F.—The Ankmonb and the Ranln culls arc not natives of the
Cape of Good Hope, but have been introduced there by the
Dutch, They require the same treatment as those which you
receive from the nurseries.—

t

Mk.PAXTON*S CGITAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3ci,

each copy; it may be^ ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tCDanlry may
have them delivered in ant/ part of London by remitting a Post-
oflSce order to this OflSce, at the rate of 5i-. for every 25 copies.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

Errata.—Mr. Fuller's Pelargonium, Madlle. Rachel, ought to

have been priced at two guineas, and not five.— lu Mr. J. T,
Willmcr 's advertisement of Sept. 24, Cooper's Prince Albert should
be 5j., and not 5/.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Our Foreign news presents few subjects of political in-

terest. In France the journals have been occupied with

discussions on the American tariff, and the Government

has been engaged in a contest with the provincial councils,

on some matters of local administration. The details of

these proceedings are entirely of domestic interest, but

they are somewhat varied by the continued efforts of the

clergy to regain the influence they enjoyed under the

elder Bourbons. These pretensions are encouraged by

Ihe Government and the Queen, but are so warmly op-

posed by the municipal councils and the press that there

seems little chance of the restoration of the clergy to their

former power.—The Spanish papers are also occupied vritli

matters of a domestic character; the mission of M. Sal-

Tandy to Holland and the proceedings of Gen. Zurbanoia

Barcelona are the chief topics of discussion .but they present

nothing to call for observation,—Advices from Portugal in-

form us that the Cortes have been adjourned till December

in consequence of a Ministerial crisis attended by a partial

change of the Cabinet. Three new Ministers have been

appointed, and the change has given great satisfaction to

moderate politicians who look more to the advantages of

a strong Government than to the ascendancy of party.

From Germany we learn that the King of Hanover has

recovered from his recent illness, and has made his

appearance at the opera for the first time since the death

of the Queen. A treaty is in progress between Hanover

and Great Britain for a modification of the Stade duties ;

the details have not officially transpired, but the Minis-

terial papers state thathisMajestyhas agreed toareJuction

of one fourth of his revenue derived from these duties, and

that the result will be highly beneficial to British shipping.

From Constantinople we have further particulars of the

late dismissal of the Grand Vizier, who has been invested

with a new dignity by which his removal from the capital

is ensured. It is now ascertained that he encouraged the

recent revolution in Servia, and that fresh disturbances

have been excited among the Maronites by his agency.

The quarrel with Persia was also likely to be renewed

under hit administration, notwithstanding the mediation

of the Great Powers. His removal is therefore considered

a subject of congratulation, as there is little doubt that the

success of his plans would have involved the whole Em-
pire in war. The Sultan has conferred the dignity of

honorary Grand Vizier on the Pacha of Egypt, in consi-

deration of his obedience and devctedncss to the Imperial

throne, and of his long and faithful services. Letters

from Egypt mention that the Pacha is so much flattered

by this mark of favour that he intends visiting Con-

stantinople next year, notwithstanding his great age, for

the purpose of making his personal submission to the

Sultan.—The revolution in Servia still excites great at-

tention ; PrinceMicbael and his family have been declared

to ha^^ forfeited all right to the sovereignty of the country,

and Alexander Petrowitscli, a godson of the late Emperor

of Russia, has been elected in his stead.—From the Cape

of Good Hope, we have papers to 3ist July : the insurgent

Boers have thrown themselves on the mercy of the

Government, and the troops have completely succeeded

in re-establishing British authority at Port NataL

At home, the Queen in Council has ordered ihensniA

prorogation of Parliament for another month, a»d has

directed a Form of Prayer and Thanksgiving for the J«t«

abundant harvest to be used to-morrc . at both services,

in all churches and chapels throughout England ami W ales.

Our provincial news contains the reporti of many of the

autumnal fairs, at which the effecti <rf the ^ew Tariff

hare been very geueraily frit. The toportatioa of foreign
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cUle into the s««t ports is daily increasing, and

leems little doubt of the coatinuance of the supply.

there
I

Prince Albert, the Prince ofCorRT—Her Majesty,
^ , w i

Vales nud the Princess Royal, continue at \Vind§or

Castle! It was expected that the Court would leave the

CastieVnr CJaremont in tlie course of the week, but the

Ti«it has been postponed for the present. On Saturday,

the Queen held a Privy Council, nt which Parliament ^as

ordered to be further prorogued until Thursday, Nov. TO ;

and a Form of Prayer and Thanksgiving for the late abun-

dant harvest was agreed on. The Archduke Frederick of

Austria, who arrived at the Castle last week on a visit to

fier Majesty, took his departure on Wednesday, accom-

panied by Prince George of Cambridge, the Grand Duke

of Mecklenburgh Strelitz, Prince Esterhazy, Prince Cas-

telcicala the Neapolitan Minister, Sir Robert Stopford,

and several other distinguished personages, who had been

invited to meet his Imperial Highness. Her Majesty the

Queen Dowager will leave Bushey Park pest week for

t^uford House, Dorset, the seat of Lord De Mauley, for

the winter. Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Glou-

cester arrived at Chatsworth, on Saturday, from Ravens-

worth Castle, on a visit to the Duke of Devonshire. His

Ttoyal Highness the Duke of Cambridge left Ravensworth

last week for Alnwick Castle, on a visit to the Duke of

Northumberland, and has since arrived at Wynyard-park,
on a visit to the Marquess of Londonderry, Lord

Rivers has succeeded the Earl of Hardwicke as Lord
in Waiting on the Queen ; Capthin Duncombe has suc-

ceeded Mr. Ormsby Gore as Groom in Waiting on her

Majesty; the Hon. Matilda Paget has been succeeded by

the Hon. Miss Hnmilton, as Maid of Honour,
Dtjplomaiie Appointments.— The Queen has been

pleased to appoint the Right Hon. Henry, Ellis, formerly

Ambasssdor at the Court of Persia, to proceed on an
extraordinary and special mission to the Court of Brazil.

—

The Queen has appointed the Earl of Wilton to proceed

at Envoy Extraordinary tO the Court pf the King of

Saxony, for the purpose of investing his Majesty with the

ensign of the Order of the Garter.

Church Preferment.—The Rev. Dr. Turton, Dean of

Peterborough, and Regius Professor of Divinity in the

University of Cambridge, is to be appointed Dean of

Westminster. The Deanery of Peterborough, expected to f

become vacant by this appointment, will be conferred, it is

BEdJ, on the Rev. Dr. Graham, Master of Christ's College,
Cambridge, and Chaplain to Prince Albert. The newly-
created Archdeaconry of Lindisfarne has been conferred
on the Rev. E. T. Briggc, Fellow of Merton College.

Parliamentary Movenxenh, ^ k^ announced above,
Parliament is further piorogued from Thursday next the
6th iust, to Thursday the lOih November.—-Mr. Robartes
has commenced a canvass of the electors of Bodmin in
behalf of tte eldest sou of Sir Joseph Sawle, on the
Liberal interest ; and Sir Samuel Spry, the former repre-
sentative, has also offered himself as a candidate.

Xhe Thanksi/iring rrat/^r,—The following is the
prayer of thanksgiving for the late abundant harvest, or- I

dcred by the Queen in Council to be used to-morrow at

morning and evening service in ail churches and chapels
in England and Wales:—*' O God, through whose good
providence the earth yieldeth food for the sustenance of
man, we olTer unto Thee our hearty thanksgivings for Thy
late mercy vouchsafed to us, in blessiog the labours of
our husbandmen with plentiful increase, and preserving
the fruits of the field for our use. Give

cilities of smuggling, but the French can only look to re-

prisals- The Opposition papers, on the other hand, con-

tend that it is highly prejudicial to French interests, and

attack the Government for not obtaining better terras.

The Capital.—It is said that there have not been for

many years so few English resident in Paris as during the

present season. The hotel-keepers and shop-keepers com-

plain of the absence of their best customers. The improved

facilities for travelling on the Continent cause tourists to

explore Germany and the Rhine in preference to France,

and the " war fever" caused by M. Thiers has not yet

subsided sufficiently to induce the English to make Paris

their abode as formerly,—The Jiotorious Deutz, whose

name has been so odiously mixed up with the arrest of the

Duchess of Berry in November 1832, has been arrested *in

Paris, and was on the point of being tried under a charge

of mendicity and vagrancy. The unfortunate man, after

squandering 500,000 francs, paid him for betraying the

Princess, had fallen into the most abject misery. It will

be remembered that he abjured Judaism, and was admitted

church, under the auspices of theinto the Catholic

Duchess of Berry, who had even condescended to act as

his godmother on bia baptism. In 1833 Deutz returned

to his original creed, and whilst his father lived he re-

ceived from him ample means of existence. After the

death of his parent he was obliged to have recourse to the

charity of his co-religionists ; but this resource at last

failing l^im, he was reduced to beggary, arrested in the

street, and lodged in a charitable asylum. The papers

comment on the lesson afforded by the destiny of this

man, of whom the Duchess de Berri said, on the day after

her arrest, ** I have been betrayed by a man whom I

loaded with benefits, who owes to me more than life, and

in whom I placed entire confidence; but I have at least

the satisfaction of knowing that he is not a Frenchman."

He is a native of Italy.—The operation of tubing the Arte-

sian well at Grenelle has recently been completed in the

most'satisfactory manner. In order to understand the

importance of this work, it is necessary to refer to the

causes which have rendered it necessary. In the'month

of February 1841, after eight years' persevering labour,

the spring at Grenelle began to pour forth a volume of

water of not less than 2G00 litres a minute* But, although

the source was as pure as that of the Seine, it had as daik

a colour as the waters in the gutters of the streets. A pipe

of joints, 1800 feet in length, copper turned, made as a

telescope, was placed in the excavation ; but not being

strong enough to resist the force of the ascending waters,

it was soon flattened and destroyed. M. Mulot, thereupon,

had a new tube of beaten iron, each joint of which was
thick enough to resist a pressure equal to 70 atmospheres.

On the 20th ult., after only four days' labour, the tube
was properly fixed, and the water now flows abundantly,

clear as rock crystal, and at a milk-warm heat. The old

workshop, from the middle of which the current flowed,
is already half destroyed, and on its site a scaffolding of
strong boards, 100 feet high, is erecting, which will direct
and form a channel for the waters rising to this height,
Paris will now possess an inexhaustible supply of excellent
water, rushing from such an elevation as to be easily dis-
tributed to the loftiest situations in the city.

The Provinces.—The adjudication of the contracts for

the third and last portion of the railroad between Paris
and the Belgian frontier, within the Seine et Oise, from
the Sanceron to the limits of the department, will be de-
cided on the 21st of this month at Versailles. Thus the

us grace, we
humbly beseech Thee, that, whilst we receive Thy bounty
with thankfulness, we may regard the blessing bestowed
on us as a call to repentance, and turn from the evil of our
waya- Remove from amongst us all causes of strife and
contention

; put an end to our unhappy divisions ; and
grant that all conditions of men, impressed with the fear
of Thy judgments, and trusting in Thy fatherly care, may
faithfully serve Thee, in loyalty to their Soverign, in obe-
dience to the laws, in kindly affection one to another, and
in dutiful resignation to Thy will; that so, under the
guidance of Thy Holy Spirit, we may pass through this
world in peace and contentment, and finally, by Thy
mercy, attein everlasting life, through Jesus Christ our
Lord. Amen.'*
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CE.—There is little political interest in the journals
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^'«"«^«"<=e between the Home Minister

rtdtin?. '°^*^*^"P"^*'»''>t«ha3 been settled by

r^Ui'^pA fft ^«f- \l
»^arne, m the vicinity of Pans, hav ng

f^U accoSntrtl
^\?^'^^^^^^^ ^^P^^^^«' ^^less he furnished

u * xV x^:^
^"^^*^1 ^«d m the first instance resisted-but M. \illemam, as Home Minister for ^e timeStook upon him to consent, and has saved theCaSt3embarrassment by the compromise.-^Tbe DeZ rntare warmly engaged m a contest with the clergy,^XWre-commenced the task of recovering the influence andwealth enjoyed under the elder Bourbona. The Govern

ment and the Queen are in their favour, but the muaicipal
and departmental councils, and the pre«s, actively oppose
their pretensions.—Tlie French Ministerial journals have
been discussing the American Tariff with some warmth.
One declares that, owing to the exertions of the Ambas-
sador, it has been rendered much more favourable to the
French than to the English. The other Ministerial paper
takes a gloomier view ; it states that American ships, al-
ready laden in France with 12,000 tons of French goods,
have unladen them, in consequence of learning the Tariff,
ttrf aailed without any cargo. As to England, aays thia
paper, it can defy any hieh American Tariff, from ita fa-

first section of'this northern road, extending from Paris to
Creil, a distance of G41 mUes, will be entirely contracted
*for.—The Minister of Pubhc W^orks, accompanied by
the directors, secretary, and engineers, recently made
an inspection of the works on the Paris and Rouen line

as far as Vernon, and particularly the two bridges over
the Seine at Bezons and Maisons, the Poissy Viaduct,
and the Vaucouleurs Bridge. The minister also e:^amined
the works in the tunnel at Rolleboise, and went as far

as the skew bridge at Vernon. He several times expressed
his satisfaction with the zeal and ability displayed in the
execution of the works.—The Railway Moniteur an-
nounces that immense workshops for a foundry and engi-
neering establishment are being built by the Govern-
ment at Recouvrance, near Brest ; that the French Go-
vernment has ordered galvanised iron to be used on all the
important parts of the steamers now being built ; and
that some EngUsh capitalists have it in contemplation to
form a line from Bordeaux to Vigo, Bilboa, and Santan-
der, and so form a communication with Falmouth, South-
ampton, and London.

Spain.—The Madrid Papers are principally occupied
with the late duel at Cadiz, noticed in our last Number

;

but no facts are stated with which our readers are not al-
ready acquainted. In reference to the mission of Sefior
Olozaga, the ministerial papers state that he has been or-
dered not to mention the affair of M. Salvandy which oc-
curred last year ; not to touch upon the matrimonial ques-
tion

; and not to solicit the recognition of the Queen
from any power, Frona Barcelona we learn that Gen,
Zurbano having been reported to have maltreated a French
^^^/^^t^nt of Gerona, the French Consul at Barcelona has
addressed warm remonstrances to the Captain-General.

PoBTtEGAi.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 19th
ult. The Cortes had been adjourned on the 15th, by
royal decree, till the 1st December, when they will meetagam to pasa the Douro Wine Company Bill, and otherGovernment measures now in various stages in oneChamber or the other. The cause of the adjournment
appears to have been a Ministerial crisis, attended by a
partial change of the Cabinet. The Ministers of Marine
and Justice have retired; and the Foreign Office, hitherto
held provisionally by the Duke of Terceira, has been con-
ferred on Senhor Gomez de Castro, one of Don Pedro's
confidential^ friends, and an able diplomatist. The other

new iviinisiers are is- isouza e Azeveao and S. FaU»»
These three appointments have given great satisfactio
the practical men in the Chamber. ^

• Hanover.—The King has recovered from his recent
illness, abd was present on the 19th ult. at the onera
Hanover for the first time since the death of the One
He was very cordially received.—A treaty is said to be

°'

the eve of conclusion between Hanover and G^eat Brit
"

^

for the regulation of the Stade toll. The particulars h^^^
not transpired; but the Ministerial papers state, that th*
King of Hanover has agreed to the reduction of atW
one-fourth of his toll revenue, that the duty is henceforth
to be imposed on the cargoes exclusively and will therefor
fall upon the consumers, and that the shipping interest^
of England will be freed from all fees, charges, and im!
pediments whatever,

Germany,—The German papers comment with some
severity on the record deposited beneath the foundation-
stone of the new buildings of the Cathedral, which seti
forth, among other things, that the Kings of Hanover
and W.urtemberg were present at the solemnity. The
intelligence that these two sovereigns were unable to attend
the ceremony arrived too late to afford time for the
erasure of their names from the record. Thus, the in-
scription on the stone, stating that they were present
must be regarded as a deviation from the truth, both in
an historical and religious point of view, and it now
appears likely that another record will be deposited to
correct the misstatement. The inscription is, moreover
incorrect in another point. It is dated, <' Tertio idus
Septembris," As this should correspond with the 10th
of September, doubts may naturally arise in future gene-
rations respecting the day on which the foundation-stone
was actually laid. The papers contend, that it is strange

that the record of a festival, in a great measure conse-
crated to German unity, should be written in the Latin
language, and observe, with truth, that if their own noble
mother-tongue had been made use of, the stone would at

least have recorded the date of the 4th of September.—
The continued destruction of German towns by fire is

becoming every week more serious. The town of Rhein-
bach, which forms part of the Cologne district, was a few

days ago the scene of a great calamity of this kind. A
fire broke out in the morning, and, owing to a deficiency

of water, it soon raged with such fury, that before the

evening half the town was in ashes. Fortunately a heavy

shower of rain fell about 4 p.m., and arrested the progress

of the flames. More than 100 families are without a home.

Holland,—We learn by the Dutch papers of the 25th

ult., that the banns of marriage of the Hereditary Grand

Duke of Saxe Weimar, and the Princess Sophia of the

Netherlands, were published on that day for the first

time. It is expected that a programme of the festivities

on this joyful occasion, will shortly be published.

Switzerland.—Some disturbance having occurred in

Geneva on the 8th ult., petitions were addressed to the

Council of State, demanding the execution of the laws re-

lative to foreigners, and the expulsion from the canton of

a Frenchman, M. Lecomte, editor of the Journal de

Geneve. A letter from that city of the 14th, quoted by

the Lyons papers, states that the Council of State had

ordered M. Lecomte to quit the canton. It was feared,

however, that a new disturbance would take place on this

occasion, as the friends of M. Lecomte were determined

to resist h\s expulsion. On the 13th the Artillery were

ordered out, in consequence of a report that he had not

left the canton ; and the office was searched by the autho-

rities, but without success. It is expected that he is still

concealed in Geneva*
NoRWTAY—The Hamburgh papers of the I6th ult. state,

that the motion relative to the permission for Jews to

reside in Norway has been rejected by the Storthing.
^

It

appears that 51 members voted for it, and only 41 against

it ; but as it is a question involving a change in the Con-

stitution which requires two-thirds of the votes, it was of

course lost.i

Greece,—Letters from Athens state, that the vexatious

proceedings of King Otbo in opposing fresh impedimenta

to foreign commerce have led to renewed remonstrances

on the part of the British Minister, and that the Greeks are

loud in their protests against the expenditure of the Court.

Some idea may be formed of this from the fact that the

King is now sending persons to Paris to select 600,000

francs' worth of furniture for his new palace, which has

already cost the country several millions of drachmas.

As the treasury is known to be empty, and the expendi-

ture to have exceeded the revenue, the source from which

the money for the furniture is to come from can only be

accounted for by recollecting that the King succeeded m
getting the management and control of the New National

Bank into his own hands. Money for present purposes

is easily raised by manufacturing and issuing its paper

notes, without regard to the terms of its charter ;
ann »

is said that several hundred thousand drachmas' worth

notes are in circulation, without there being any cash in

the bank coffers to meet them if presented.
Italy.—A letter from Rome informs us that the Pope,

who is so distinguished a collector of Etruscan ant^q"*"^^

is about to pay another visit to Civita Vecchia, and tn

remains of the ancient cities of Etruria in its neighoo^
'

hood, but had expressed his desire that no extraoi-dinarj

preparations should be made for his reception. The Gra

Duke of Tuscany and other high personages are ^^^*l J
pected at Civita Vecchia.—By a recent ordonnance ot tn

Neapolitan Government, the duty on printed books 1

-

ported into the Two Sicilies is reduced ^'^^'^r^'^^^x
important concession to all travellers and residents in tn

kingdom. The duty in future will be equal to 63^- P

volume for octavos or books of a smaller size, l^* 14»- \

quartos, and Is. 7id. for folios- This reduction has,

wet, been virtually in existence by way of fayour for bq^
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time past, but it had not been formally prodaimed.
Under its operation the importation of books into the
Neapolitan dominions has greatly increased. In 1839,
only 26,609 volumes, of which 7^83 were from France,
passed through the Custom-houses. In the following
year, the number, owing to the facility alluded to, was
60,916, of which 35,480 were from France.
Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburg mention that the

Emperor has set out on an eitensive tour in the interior
of the empire. He proceeds first to Kiew, thence to
Wossnossonk to review the troops assembled there,
thence to the ports of the Black Sea, particularly Odessa
and Sebastopol, whence he will return by way of Warsaw
and St. Petersburg. It is said that he returns by
Warsaw, in order to superintend a re-construction of the
Polish Army, and even a restoration of the use of the Polish
tongue in schools—Further particulars have been received
of the loss of the Russian line-of-battle ship, the Inger-
manland, on the VZth ult., about two miles from Chris-
tiansand. It appears that a severe gale was blowing from
the east, with a heavy sea. About half-past ten on Sun-
day evening (the 11th) uninterrupted firing of heavy can-
non was heard at Christiansand, which continued till

2 A.M. Twice during the night the Government steam-
packet and several pilot-boats were sent out to discover
the cause; hut it appears the ship had got off the rock
and driven rapidly to the westward, so that they did not
see her. On Tuesday morning accounts were received
that a line-of-battle ship was drifting westward of the
Naze, and the Government steam-packet was again sent
out ; and having come up with her about thirty-six Eng-
lish miles west of the Naze, she succeeded in saving 150
of the crew. By crafts from Mandahl and Faursund, and
an Irish vessel, the Gipsy^ of Belfast, 300 men and seve-
ral of the officers had been previously saved. The captain
of the ship had been among the first to leave the vessel,

although his wife was on board ; she would probably have
perished if she had not been taken off the wreck by one
of the Mandahl boats. The ship's guns were all thrown
overboard ; and the last accounts state that she has be-
come a total wreck. It is supposed that the crew
amounted to 936 men, of whom about 500 are saved.

—

Letters from Moscow of the 14th inst. bring the melan-
choly information that the wealthy town of Casan has al-

most entirely fallen a prey to the flames. The fire had
raged for four days when the mail left, and was not then
extinguished. About 2,000 houses were burnt, all the
warehouses, twelve churches, the university, and all the
public buildings* The greatest part of the loss will fall

on the Second St. Petersburg Insurance Company, and
the shares, which stood before at 410 to 415 roubles, are
now sold.at 280 roubles. It is fortunate that the fair had
not commenced, or the calamity would have been muct
greater, Casan being the chief market-town of Eastern
Russia. These letters also state that several thousands of
Israelites of Poland and Russia have entered into an en-
gagement to proceed, on the first favourable opportunity,
to Jerusalem, there to await in prayer and fasting the
coming of the Messiah.
Turkey and Syria.—By the arrival of the Levant

mail we have accounts from Constantinople to the 7th
ult. By an imperial firman of the 4th, Izzet Mehemet
Pacha, the late Grand Vizier, was appointed Governor of
Adrianople and of the provinces of Tcbirmen, in the place
of Said Pacha ; he repaired on the same day to the Porte,
and there received the investiture of the new dignity con-
ferred upon him by the Sultan. The papers refer with
satisfaction to his removal from the office of Prime
Minister, as it is no longer doubtful that his dangerous
activity produced the revolution in Servia, and that an-
other disturbance has been excited among the Maronites
by his agency. Besides these acts, he had collected
troops on the frontier, in order to foment the quarrel
with Persia, and had negotiated with the Pacha of Egypt
for the invasion of Persia by an Egyptian army under the
command of Ibrahim. It is supposed to be in connexion
with this intrigue that the Sultan had been advised to give
Mehemet All "another proof of his imperial satisfaction
by raising him to the dignity of Grand Vizier, in consider-
ation of the sentiments of obedience and devotedness
to the imperial throne with which the Governor of
Egypt was animated, and of his long and faithful
services. *' The imperial rescript, together with a
decoration, similar to that worn by the Grand Vi-
aier, was delivered, in the presence of the Sultan,
to Sami Pacha, who was to sail in a few days for Alexan-
dria.—Accounts from Beyrout represent the Maronites
as being in a state of civil war, and as having come to
hostilities in Ghazir. ^lustapha Pacha has sent 1,000
Albanians to keep peace, and they had begun by en-
trenching themselves in one of the strongholds of the
mountains at Djuni.—The building of the Protestant
church atJerusalem was going on slowly ; Bishop Alexander
Was not yet entirely recovered from his recent illness.—
The revolution in Servia and the state of the Provinces
on the Danube continue to excite great attention. It
seems that Prince Michael refused the terms offered him
Of the successful insurrectionists. The four European
consuls remonstrated in his favour; whether the Russian
consul did so smcerely is much doubted. The affair is

now said to be a plot of Izzet Pacha, the Grand Vizier,
whose dismissal we noticed in our last. Prince Michael,
with his uncle Ephraim and his mother, Princess Lin-
Wcza, remain in the quarantine at Semlin. Wutschitsh,
the leader of the insurrection, who was in Belgrade, quitted
it under pretence of going to Pane?ewa, but suddenly ap-
peared in Semiendua, and thence hastened to seize Ihe
park of artillery at Kragujewatz. Prince Michael and his
another hastened together to engage the foe, but their
feoopa fled after a few shots. A provisional Government

1

it

has been formed of five members, by which Prince Michael
has been deposed, and Alexander Petrowitsch, a son of
Czerny George, elected in his stead, deputies from the
seven districts have been summoned to Belgrade to give
counsel, until the Porte shall have decided what to do
under the circumstance*.

Egypt.—Our intelligence from Alexandria is of the
Gth ult. The crews of the fleet having been paid one
year's arrears, they were all towed out of the harbour on
the 2d. The fleet was cruising in sight, communicating
with the land by means of two steamers. On the 9th,

immediately after the departure of his daughters for Cairo,
Mehemet All, whose extraordinary energy is still unim-
paired notwithstanding his great age, intended to repair

on board the Admiral's ship, and to remain at sea during
five or six days. He is said to be greatly flattered by the
mark of distinction conferred on him by his Sovereign,
and declared that if he were invited to repair to Conitan-
tinople, he would not hesitate an instant to go and throw
himself at the feet of the Sultan ; and that if he received

no such invitation, he would solicit leave to proceed to

that capital in the course of next year. According to let-

ters from Cairo of the 4th inst., mortality among the

cattle in the chiftliks of the Pacha had been of late very

considerable. No less than 13,000 oxen had died there,

and 2,700 on the lands of Ibrahim Pacha. Not a single

beast had survived on those of Sami Pacha,

United Statks.—By the arrival of the Warapite with

Lord Ashurton^ American papers of three days' later date

than those brought by the last packet have been received.

Their contents relate chiefly to the dinner given to his

Lordship at New York. The recent treaty seems to have
created a general feeling of approbation throughout the

United States, and Lord Ashburton has been everywhere

received in the most enthusiastic rnanner. His reception

at New York was flattering in the extreme. At the Civic

Hall between 2,000 and 3,000 citizens were introduced to

him, and at Astor House he was entertained at a public

banquet, which is described as one of the most important

and interesting festivals ever given in that country. Mr.
Jay, son of the well-known statesman of that name, pre-

sided. After the health of the President and the Queen
had been drunk, Mr. Jay gave ** Our guest, Lord Ash-
burton ; happiness and honour to him who has contri-

buted to preserve peace between two great nations." The
music then struck up "The fine ojd English gentleman.

Lord Ashburton acknowledged the honour at somelengtli.

After adverting to the circumstances of his mission, he re-

ferred to the similar task imposed on Jlr. Jay at a time

when both countries were harassed by wild passions, and
war was raging throughout the continent of Europe.
** Fortunately, gentlemen," he said, ** I have bad much
less difficulty to encounter ; for when I add to the recep-

tion I met with at Washington from the President—from
his Cabinet—from the Senate and House of Representa-

tives—that cordial welcome which I received at Boston

—

that cradle of American liberty and independence—and
also the reception with which I have been greeted here, as

well as in your City-hall, where I have been told that

I shook hands with upwards of three thousand persons,

collected there by one common impulse—as to this festive

board, around which I see such a large number of your

most respectable citizens, I naturally ask, where is the

danger of war between England and America? Whatever

may be hiden I do not pretend to scan ; but, #f a verity,

I can say that I have seen nothing but the greatest and

most unafl'ected cordiality and good will and friendship.

Still, although my mission has been made in peculiarlj

happy circumstances, yet I trust that I will not be charge-

able with vanity "in saying that * I, too, have done the

State some service.' (Lord Ashburton was here interrupted

for some time by loud and long-continued cheering, in

which the Toice of Major Jack Downing was heard

vociferating * Bravo I bravo !
') Looking on this country,

and observing everywhere the same vigour of intellect,

and the same generosity of feeling with which I had the

honour to be acquainted many years ago, I cannot believe
j

that such a people and my countrymen can ever be brought

to make war upon each other." The speech of Lord John

Hay, Captain of the Warspite, was much applauded for its

straightforward sailor-like tone. He appealed to the

American commodore and officers present to support his

statement that speaking was not a sailor's profession. He
begged to express his joy over the conclusion of the treaty,

even if treaties are not supposed to be what men in arms

are desiring. " As this g:ood feehng," he said, ** 15 going

on and increasing, we may as well put back, and for ever,

our swords into our scabbard, for we shall have no occasion

to use them. I hope they may rust a long while there, if

they are to be drawn against each other. 1 hope the

peace may be lasting, at least as long as I last. I have no

desire ever to be engaged in such an unnatural war as must

be this between your and my country." The Americans

who spoke responded cordially to these sentiments, allud-

ing with pride to their Anglo-Saxon origin, and expressing

a hope that the peace between two kindred nations allied

in a manner hitherto unknown in the history of mankind
may never again be broken.

India.—in the present state of affairs in India, every-

thing connected with the welfare of the prisoners is natu-

rally interesting. We therefore quote the following ex-

tracts from a letter addressed by Lieut. -Col. Fane, Aide-

de-Camp to the late Commander-in-Chief in India, to

the editor of the Timea^ which has produced some dis-

cussion in political circles. Col. Fane, in reference to

the delay of the troops in not advancing to the rescue of

the prisoners in the hands of Akhbar Khan, and the other

Affghan Sirdars, states, that on the first advance of the

British army into Afghanistan, the most peremptory

orders were issued by tixe late Comroandw'-in-Chief, for-

bidding ladies, or women of any description, to Join the
troops in active service in the field. ** As long," he con-
tinues, ** as the Commander-in-Chief, Sir Henry Fane,
was with the army, this order was probably obeyed ; but
long before he quitted India, ladies, and multitudes of
women, hastened to Cabool and other places then in our
possession, released from all military obligations by civil

authority. They are all prisoners, and it will be seen that
these very unfortunate? will be the means of furtheiv dis-
grace and dishonour to the British arm». It will be the
women that would alone prevent any advance on our
part, even supposing that our troops were perfectly
equipped for a forward movement on Cabool. Akhbar
Khan, at the first intimation of a move on his capital,
will send in such a message as this:—'Move at your
peril ; I have hitherto treated your ladies and prisoners
kindly, but the first move towards Cabool I shall consider
myself released from all obligations towards them and
you.'" In reference to the charge of cruelty, in not
advancing to their relief, Col. Fane says, that if the
writers of such charges would inquire " what treatment
Christian ladies and women might undergo in the hands
of furious and bigotted Mahometans, they would learn
that which might in common charity deter them from
urging measures which woul^ only lead tp outrages upon
our unhappy countrywomen, a hundred times worse than
death itself."

Capk of Good Hope.—Cape papers to July 31 have
been received in the City. They mention the arrival of a
vessel in Table Bay, on the 29th, from Port NaUl, whence
she had sailed on the 15th of the month. Her advices
state, that peace and submission are the order of the day.
Colonel Cloete was in Pietemauritzberg. Eighteen men
and a serjeant of the 27th, who had been some time pri-
soners, had been sent back, and said they experienced
very good treatment. The Boers had thrown themselves
almost entirely on the mercyoftheGovernment. Inaddition
to these, there were other reports in circulation ; but they
were not of a nature to command much attention, being,
for the most part, regarded in the light of mere conjectures.
It was affirmed that the submission of the Boers waa
hastened by the readiness of the Zulus to finish the revolt
by an attack upon them with a force of many thousand
men ; that Potgieter, their leader, had announced to Pre-
torius and the rebels that he would not assist them, nor
promise to remain neutral if the British attacked him

;

that Colonel Cloete had issued another proclamation, at
the expiration of ten days allowed to deserters to return
to their duty, offering a general pardon, except to deserters
and five Boors, namely, Pretoriua, Prinsloo, Berger, and
the two Bredas, father and son. Such were the ruinours
of the day, b\it the main point was deemed certain, that
the troops had re-established British authority in Natal.

Money Market, Friday.—Consols for money closed

92| to J; ditto, account, y25 to 93 ; India Stock, 247 to

249 ; Exchequer Bills, 2d, ksue, 48^. to 50«. prem.
;

ditto, 2\d. issue, 49*. to 51s. prem.; India Bonds, S6s.

prem. ; and Long Annuities, 12|- to 7.16.

Election of Lord Mayor.—The election of Lord Jlayor
took place on Thursday. The Common Hall was much
crowded on the occasion, from a general impression that

a contest would take place in consequence of the receot

discussions respecting Alderman Thomas Wood's con-

nection with the Talacre Iron Company. About 800 per-

sons were present. After the usual address from the Re-
corder, the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Recorder left the

Hall, and proceeded to the Court of Aldermen to await

the decision of the Livery. The Common Sergeant then

read over the list pf the Aldermen's names as they were
afterwards submitted to the livery, that of Alderman
Thomas Wood being the first in rotation. The Common
Sergeant also read a letter from the medical attendant of

Alderman Lainson, the next In rotation, stating that that

gentleman was in ill-health, and requesting that h6 might
not be put in nomination. Alderman Thomas Wood then

addressed the Livery in reference to the recent reports

prejudicial to his character, and concluded an earnest

appeal by entreating that he should not be judged before

he had been heard ; and that aspersions on his character

should not be believed until an opportunity of answering
them had been given. The show of hands was then
taken, and declared by the Sheriffs to be in favoi^
of Alderman Thomas Wood and Alderma^ Humphrey,
the two next in rotation to the mayoralty. The
Common Serjeant and Sheriffs forthwith proceeded
to the Court of Aldermen with the names of these gentle-

men ; and after a discussion of about an hour, the Lord
Mayor and Aldermen returned to the Hall, when the

Recorder announced that they had elected Alderman
Humphrey, by a large majority. The LordMayor elect then

addressed the meeting, and stated, that if he had refused

to serve, he should not have promoted the return of

Alderman T. Wood, for the Court were so determined

not to elect that gentleman, that they would immediately

have chosen a junior Alderman. He was then invested

with the insignia of his office; and a vote of thanks

passed to Sir John Pirie for the distinguished manner m
which he has upheld the dignity of his office dnting his

Mayoralty, and for the munificent liberality he has shown

to all the City charities, tw-«.^«
Th. Vew 5'Aenjf*.—On Wednesday tbc I^rd Mayor

and Aldermen, the Sheriffs and other City Officers, at-

tended at Guildhall, for the purpose of swearing m the

new Sheriffs, when Mr. AMerman Hooper and Mr. Jere-

miah Piicher took the oaths «« Sheriffs for the ensuing year.

Death 0/ ih^ Marquis IW^*^.—We regret to recori

\
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I, 1 «Th7r tin* tliatiniruished statesman, who expired at
the death of tb»B

^SSbriclgc, on Monday morning, after

iiTZ oT ^n;tls lengthened and .hich at first

"u, r"; orJiLr/.n.^
*^.^'^^T t' trmraui;J

was known for tome daya previously that the M^rqms was

rndi^posld, and although only sufiTenng from debility con-

ieSt on liis attack, the medical attendants considered

that, at his great age, it was impossible to foresee^the

resaJt. His Lordship was born on the 20th June, l/bO,

and was, consequently, in his S3d year. He was the

eldest son of the first Earl of Mormngton, of whose family

the present survivors are his Lordship's brothers Lord

Maryborough, now Earl of Mornington, the Duke of Wel-

lington, the Hon. and Rev. Gerald Valerian Wellesley,

Lord Cowley, and a sister, Lady Anne Culling Smith.

After studying at Eton, his Lordship entered Christ

Church, Oxford, where he particularly distinguished him-

self for those classical acquirements which have thrown

gnch lustre on the latter years of his life. He represented

Saltash and ^yindsor in the Parliaments of 1784 and 1790.

In 1797 he was appointed Governor-General of India,

when he was created a Baron of the United Kingdom. He
remained in Ii.dia until 1005, when he returned to this

country loaded with honours, his administration being the

most brilliant and vigorous on record, distinguished more

particularly by his successful operations in the Mysore,

the defeat of Tippoo Saib, and the capture of Seringapatam.

During his absence iu India his Lordship was advanced

to an Irish Murquiaate, by the title of Marquis Wel-

lesley. In 1809 he went to Madrid as Ambassador, and

in the December of the same year accepted the office of

Secretary for Foreign Affairs, on the retirement of Earl

Bathurst, which post he filled during the Administrations

of the Duke of Portland and Mr. Spencer Percival, until

1812, when he was succeeded by the Marquis of London-

derry. In 1821, he succeeded Earl Talbot as Lord-

Lieutenant of Ireland, and continued to hold that appoint-

meat until 1828, when the Marquis of Anglesey was named

his successor. He again went to Ireland as Ticeroy in

September 1833, when the Marquis of Anglesey retired,

but remained there little more than a year—as, on the

breaking up of Earl Grey's Ministry in December 1834,

he of course resigned office with his colleagues. Previously

to this he was Lord Steward of the King*8 Household. In

additioato his classical attainments, his Lordship was the

author of several publications on temporary political

questions, particularly on those connected with India ;

and a volume of his despatches, which bears evidence of

his cultivated mlud, has recently been published. By
his Lordship's demise, a Garter becomes vacant, the

Marquis being, with the exception of the Duke of Rutland
and the Earl of Lonsdale, the senior Knight of the Order.

A pension of 2,693/., which his Lordship enjoyed as

Chief Remembrancer of the Exchequer in Ireland, now
reverts to the Crowu, and the ^larquisate and Barony
of Wellesley become extinct. Lord Maryborough suc-

ceeds to his father's Peerage, and becomes the Earl of

Mornington; and his son, the Hon. T. Long Pole Wel-
lesley, becomes Viscount Wellesley.

The JlegisiriKiiQn.—The reserved question respecting

the assessors of the Income-taj which we noticed last

week was decided by the revising barrister on Saturday.

Id giving Lis decision, he said that no incapacity was
nWe^ed against the claimant, except his being an assessor

appointed under the Income-tax Commissioners. It was
contended that he was disqualified under the 22d Geo. III.,

which enacted that **No surveyor, collector, comptroller,

inspector, officer, or other person employed in collecting,

managing, or receiving the duties on windows or houses,

shall be capable of giving his vote for the election of any
Member of Parliament." From the best consideration he
had been able to give the subject, he had come to the con-
clusion that the claimant did not come within the dis-

qualifying clause in the Act, inasmuch as the Income-tax
was not a direct tax on houses, but on the income derived
from them. It seemed to him that there is a wide differ-

ence between the house tax and the income tax. In his

opinion the Act of Geo. III. should be construed strictly,

and not taken to disfranchise any person not specially

mentioned. As, therefore, he could not regard persons
eugaged in managing the Income-tax Act as being employed
in managing the house duty, he did not consider them
as coming within the disqualifying statute in question, and
should allow the claim. In regard to the tender of light
Bovereigns noticed in our last, the Barrister has since ex-
plained that his decision did not apply to light coin, as
there was no avidence that it was light ; but simply to the
fact that it had been refused without any proof that it was
deficient in legal weight. He, therefore, considered it a
legal tender, and had admitted the claim accordingly.
—In Westminster a claim affecting many voters was
disallowed : where a party, lodging in a house in
which the landlord resided, claimed to be qualified to
vote, on the ground that, though a lodger, he used his
dwelling-room for the purposes of
trade, it was held that this

been acted on by committees of the House of Commons.

He was bound to follow those authorities, and retain the

nanio on the list.

Deanery of Wesiminsler,—It has been stated in some

of the daily journals, that the emoluments attached to this

ecclesiastical preferment are mor^.considerable than those

derived from a bishopric. The existing revenues are about

3,000/. per annum ; but a recent Act of Parliament has

materially interfered with the interests of the dean and

chapter. Until recently the 'government of the Abbey

funds was vested in a dean and twelve prebends, who,

after paying all demands, setting aside so much for re-

pairs of the Abbey, and a certain portion for the ecclesi-

astical commissioners, divided the residue among them-

selves, the dean taking the larger share, and the prebends

according to seniority. The new Act limits the number

of prebends, who are now to be called canons, to six,

after the number shall be so far reduced by death. All

new canons will be paid a stipend of 1,000/., and the

dean, instead of realising the princely income of his pre-

decessors, will be limited to an income of 2,000/. per

annum. The surplus is to be given to the ecclesias-

tical commissioners, who are to appropriate it to the

building of new churches, and increasing the value of poor

curacies. Dr. Ireland, the late dean, has by his will made

the following bequests :_1,000?. for the Western Dis-

pensary, after a life-interest therein in Islip ; 2,000/.

W^estminster Hospital, after a life-interest therein in West-

minster ; 5.000/. for a chapel in Westminster; 2,000/.

King's College, for promotion of religious education
;

1,000/. Society now forming for the Education of the Sons

of Clergymen ; 1,000/. trustees for poor persons in Ash-

burton, his native town ; 10,000/. University of Oxford,

for a Professor of Theologj ; 2,000/. Oriel College, for an

exhibition ; besides many others.

The IVeshyan Co?ifereyice.—The Conference has issued

a general notice, directing that the first Friday in the pre-

sent month shall be observed as a day of special fasting

and humiliation in their societies ; that public prayer-

meetings shall be held that day in all W^esleyan places

of worship on behalf of the commercial interests and the

labouring poor ; and that on the Sunday preceding that

day, the ministers of their body shall, in their public dis-

courses, enforce the duty of religious fasting, as connected

in holy Scripture with the maintenance and improvement

of personal religion.

Court of Common CounciL—At a meeting of the Court

last week, two interesting questions were incidentally dis-

cussed—the embankment of the Thames and the projected

improvements in the neighbourhood of St. Paul's. Mr.

Lott asked the Chairman of the Navigation Committee

whether that part of their report which related to the

embankment of the Thames had been taken into consider-

ation ? He stated, for the information of the committee,

that Sir Frederick Trench had given notice that he would

move in Parliament, next session, for a select committee

on the subject of the Thames embankment, in order to

show that the work might be done without making a de-

mand on the public purse, in such a manner as to improve

the navigation and beautify the banks of the river, and to

promote the health of the inhabitants of the Metropolis.

Mr. Walker, the engineer, in his report, as adopted by the

committee, was of opinion that a splendid communication
might be formed from Chelsea, or higher up, along the

river, into the heart of the City, a communication which

had excited much interest out of doors. An answer was

working at his
was no answer to an objec*

tion of want of occupation, and the name was expunged.—la the City, the only decision of much importance was
the case of a party who claimed as a liveryman of the
Grocers' Company, but who was objected to on the ground
that he had lived abroad for the last two years. The
family of the claimant, however, resided in the City in the

mean time. It was contendi^d thut there was no such

residence in the case as could entitle the party to a place

en the register* The revising barrister held, in a length-

ened judgment, that the claim was valid. It appeared, from

ft variety of authorities, that a party was fo be considered

as hond fide resident who inhabited a house through his

family, and who was thus subject to the public rates.

I'faat ViU the deciaion of various Judges; and it had alwayi
|

promised to the question at the next court.—In regard to

the improvements near St. Paul's, it will be recollected

that about six years ago instructions were given by the

court to the City lands committee not to take steps for

letting any further ground at the west end of Cheapside

till the further order of the court, as it was expected that

the government would join with the City in throwing open
a considerable space between the Post-office and St. Paul's

Cathedral, so as to exhibit the cathedral to great advan-

tage. Murmurs have, of late, been heard among the in-

habitants of that district in consequence of the delay, and
Mr. King gave notice of a motion, which was brought on
last week, to rescind the resolutions, in order that the

space might be filled up. He represented that a great

deal of inconvenience resulted from the interference of

the court to prevent the building of houses upon the

spot. It was, he thought, extraordinary that Mr. R.

L. Jones, whose voice was so effective in carrying

measures of positive utility, should advocate the alter-

ation to which he adverted, and at the same time re-

fuse to exercise his influence in prevailing upon the

court to widen W^atling-street and other places of great

traffic which were so narrow as constantly to endanger life

and limb. Why was not Newgate-street widened ? and

why was not something done to improve the approaches

from Coleman-street to the Guildhall? He could not

account for such conduct as had been adopted with respect

to the project of throwing open St, Paul's in any other

way than by setting it down as a job. Mr. R. L. Jones
said that Sir Matthew Wood, who was alluded to by Mr.
King, was as remote from the idea of jobbing as any man
that ever existed. Even those who were opposed to him
in public life were ready to admit that fact. He regretted

to see any symptom of a paltry spirit in any of the corpora-
tion, when an immense public improvement was in con-
templation. For what purposes should the large funds of
the corporation be expended, if not with the view of ac-

complishing splendid improvements ? If they miserably
refused to embellish the City with a liberality adapted to
their means, the court mi^ht depend upon it that their

extensive funds would be appropriated to that object by
other hands. He had good reason for believing that her

Majesty's Government would join with the City in effecting

an improveme&t which etery one must look forward to

with hope, whose taste was not entirely brutalised. H
looked with confidence to the court, in the belief that they
would do themselves the high honour of negativing such a
motion, and believed that the contemplated improvement
would take place within two years. Alderman Wilson, Mr.
Westwood, and others expressed their opposition to the

projected improvement, but the motion for filling up the
ground was negatived, on a division, by a large majority.

Custom House.—The inquiry into the recent frauds on
the revenue is still in progress, and some startling disclo-

sures are said to have been already made. The frauds dis-

covered up to the present time are not, in the aggregate,

confined to tens of thousands, but to hundreds of thou-

sands of pounds- Indeed, it is said in some quarters that

the revenue has suflfered to the extent of nearly a milUon
sterling. From the particulars published, it appears that

someofthelanding-waiters,whoarein the receipt of salaries

varying from 160/, to 400/. per annum, are the parties di-

rectly implicated. The principal business of these officeri

is personally to attend the landing of goods at the docks or

legal quays. For this purpose each is furnished with a
landing-book, issued from the Registrar's office, and con-

taining copies of entries previously passed by importers for

merchandise about to be warehoused, or at once delivered.

These entries are of three classes :— 1st, The warehousing

entry for goods intended to remain in bond. 2d, The
prime entry, which stipulates for the immediate delivery

of the goods, the duty having been paid. 3d, The sight

entry, the object of which is to assist the merchant in cases

where goods arrived consigned to him without previous ad-

vice, when he is permitted to have the packages landed,

upon declaring that their contents are unknown. It ii

obvious that the two latter descriptions of entry afford

opportunities to these officers, if they are not persons of

strict and unimpeachable integrity, to deceive and falsify

the returns which they are appointed to make of the

weight of and duty on merchandise landed at their re-

spective stations, the interference of the landing surveyor,

a superior officer, being only required in the settlement of

tare, or in the approval or otherwise of the value put upon

goods at the ad valorem rate. The mode adopted in the

wholesale smuggling of silks was for the parties connected

to send to the quays a case of toys, boots, or any other

French import of low value, marked and numbered, for

shipment coastwise, which, however, instead of being forth-

with put on board, it was understood should be allowed to

remain on the quay. "When the French packets arrived a

*' sight entry " was taken out for cases marked, and num-

bered precisely in the same manner, the contents being

declared to be ''unknown." The packages were then

landed at the same quay for examination by the landing

officer. Immediately this was the case, the former package

was recalled by an order to redeliver, when the cases by

the French packets, which really contained silk, were sub-

stituted to the parties applying, and the packages of boots,

&c., examined and returned for duty, in lieu of the cases

of silk ; the ship's manifest merely describing the case

brought over as merchandise, and thereby being no check

upon the fraud.

The Parks At Marlborough-street Police-office, on

Tuesday, three lads were charged by the keepers belouging

to Hyde Park with pelting at the chesnuts and acorns,

and otherwise damaging the trees in the Park. The cases

were alike against all three, with this exception, that the

two first were found in a portion of the Park from which

the public were interdicted, while the latter was- in the

open space. The park-keeper said there were boards m
various places cautioning the frequenters of the ParK

against touching or damaging the trees and shrubs. Mr.

Hardwick said it would be as well for the boards to con-

tain the particulars of the punishment awarded by law

against persons who wantonly damaged the trees and

shrubs. For the first offence they were liable to a fine,

ding 5/.; for the second, 12 months' imp"^;^/^'

ment ; and for^the third, seven years' transportation. The

three lads were fined 20^., or ten days' imprisonment.

Fires,—On Saturday .morning the premises o[
J^j!"'

Fenton, the extensive glass-merchant, of AVest Smithfield,

were, for the fifth time within the last few days, discoverea

to be on fire ; and through the instrumentality of two

firemen who were left on duty in consequence of the pre-

vious attempts, the guilty party has been detected, t

appears that a son of Mr. Fenton, about 15 years old,

went on Saturday morning into the back warehouse, ana

shortly afterwards called out that there was another fire.

Finding this to be the case, suspi«ion fell on the youtd.

On seaiching him some lucifer-matches were found in l"»

possession, and he ultimately acknowledged his gudt. We

has been placed under restraint, there being great douDta

as to his sanity. -
East India JIouse.~On Wednesday a Quarterly ge-

neral Court of Proprietors of India Stock was held at tue

India House, pursuant to the terms of the Charter,

long debate was expected, as at the last and preiious

courts several notices of motion were given by vario^

proprietors in reference to the expenses of the war n

Affuhanistan, the loans raised in India since the beginn^^S

of the war, the protests made against the war, and tu

case of the Rajah of Sattara. All these motions were witn-

drawn for discussion at the next court. Some additional

not excee

It

notices were given for future meetings, and as there wa

no question before the court it was at once adjourned.

FuUic Meelings.^The adjourned meeting of the Wesi

India Steam-ship Company took place on Wednesday, tor

the purpose of considering the adoption of the Directors

report noticed in our last. An amendment was mo^ea

for the appointment of a select committee to inquire into

the affairs of the company, but after a long and «^8'"3'
°{f'

cusaion, the amendment on a division was supported oy

only 16 proprietors, and the adoption of the report ifif«»
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carried by a majority of about 70. The business of the
mails will therefore be continued on the modified principle

to which we have referred in previous Numbers.
Sheerness,—Three first-rate, three second-rate, and

four third-rate men-of-war are ordered to be brought for-

ward at this yard, ready for commissioning. India and
China were at first supposed to be their destination ; but
it is now stated that the Admiralty have it in contempla-
tion to do away^ with the system of " demonstration
ships," and to bring forward in lieu of them ten ships of
the line at each of the three principal ports, viz., Sheer-
ness, Portsmouth, and Plymouth, to be denominated ** ad-
vanced ships of the ordinary." It is understood that
these ships are always to be kept in such a state of readi-

ness for commissioning that a force of 30 sail of the line,

the majority being new sliips, may always be ready
for service on any emergency- This force, not being
commissioned, will be no additional expense to the coun-
try, and, by being docked from time to time, will be pre-
served from that decay which many fine ships in ordinary
have heretofore suffered. This advantage is expected to
compensate for the small amount required to keep them
in a properly efficient state ; while the advantage will be
gained of having such an imposing fleet ready equipped
for sea in the space of ten days or a fortnight. This
statement is confirmed by letters from Plymouth, which
state that three first-rates and seven line-of-battle ships
are likely to be brought forward there as " demonstration
ghips."—The inconvenience experienced by Her Majesty
during her recent voyage to Scotland, on account of the
comparatively slow progress of the royal yacht, has in-

duced the Admiralty to order a steam yacht to be con-'
structed forthwith, with every possible convenience for

her Majesty's accommodation, whenever she may wish to
take a trip to sea.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths re-

gistered in the week ending Saturday, Sept 17, was
Males, 443 ; Females, 421 : Total, 861. Weekly average,
1838-9-40.41—Males. 467; Females, 445. The distri-

bution of this mortality in the different districts was as
follows:—Western districts, 124 ; Northern, 147 ; Cen-
tral, 178 ; Eastern, 205 ; Southern, 210.

^Brobincial Kftus,
Berwick,'^A few days since as one of the boats was en-

gaged in the turbot fibbing, about two miles to the eastward
of this port, the fishermen were surprised by a fish of un-
usual shape and dimensions becoming entangled with their

net ; they took it up with some difficulty, when it proved to

be a fine young shark. He measured eight feet in length
by four feet eight in girth, and had all the character-

istics of the species distinctly marked. The weight is sup-
posed to be about 20 stone.

Bristol.—During the severe thunder-storm in this town
last week, a serious accident occurred at the Great Weston
Cotton Works. The lightning struck the meter-house,
and completely destroyed the large gas-meter, the erection
of vrhich had just been completed by the company at a
cost of 130/. The iron face was split in pieces, and the
gas in the cylinder being ignited by the electric fluid, ex-

ploded ; and large pieces of iron, one of them weighing
above lOOlbs., were thrown with such violence against a

wall 25 feet distant, as to produce considerable indenta-

tions in portions of the masonry. The meter-house is

erected in /ront of the weaving-room, in which between
500 and 600 girls were at work at the time, but they
escaped without injury.

Deal,—Mr. Bush, the engineer of the new lighthouse on
the Goodwin-sands, has made an examination of the works
after the late gales, and reports, that notwithstanding the

forebodings of many persons that the gale was such that the

caisson never could survive, he has ascertained that it had
not the slightest effect upon it, and that it remains per-

fectly perpendicular, after having been subjected for many
hours to the violence of the storm. This being the case, he
has not the least doubt of the ultimate success of the un-

dertaking. Since the above was written^ the Admiralty

have sent their surveyors to make a report of the present

state of the caisson. The survey was completed on the

24th, and the result was so satisfactory, that a govern-

ment steamer has been sent to the Downs with the boring

apparatus, for the purpose of assisting Mr. Bush in car-

rying out the undertaking.

Dover,—On Friday last a Dutch vessel, from Dort,

landed in this harbour a freight of 43 oxen. This is the

first importation of cattle into this place since the new
tariff; and a regular periodical supply for the Canterbury

and neighbouring markets is expected—Tlie magistrates of

this town have received a long letter from the Secretary

of State, on the subject of the late *' hair-cropping" case,

in which he desires that his "marked disapprobation of

the jailer's conduct in that affair should be conveyed to him
by the justices." This duty was performed on Friday by
the visiting magistrates, although they had previously

passed a resolution fully approving of the conduct of the

jailer. The difficulties of the case do not appear to be yet

disposed of, since Messrs. Fitzjames and Gladstone are

expected to take legal proceedings for redress- ;

Eseter,—The large estates of Mr. Montague Parker,

the late representative of the Southern Division of this

county, were lately brought to the hammer by Mr. Robins,
and one of the farms, upon which there is a lease of 14

years to run, and at a rack rent, sold for forty -two years'

purchase.

Falmouth,—The effect of the tariff is becoming more
evident in all the great ports, A fortnight ago 39 oxen
were landed here from Corunna, and were sold by auction
by the importers last week. None exceeded 700lbs. in

weight, and the average was about SOOlbs. The local

papers state that they were all either cream or fawn

colour, and about the head looked much like the buffalo.
They were very deep in the shoulder, but thin in the hind
quarter, and realised about 10 J. a head. The highest
price given was 14/. 5^., and the lowest 6/., being 4O4. per
cwt The butchers of Falmouth were the principal pur-
chasers ; several farmers were in attendance, but made no
offers, knowing little or nothing of the nature and habits

of the cattle. On Saturday last 26 fine fat oxen were
seen on board the steamer which touched at this harbour
on her passage from Vigo to Southampton-
HaUfax,—The local papers lately noticed the coincidence

of the 73d Regiment having been sent down into York-
shire some years ago after a disturbance, then sent abroad,
and on their return being immediately despatched again
into Yorkshire. A similar coincidence has again occurred
this week. The 73d when sent abroad were replaced in

Halifax by the 32d ; and a company of the same regiment
has again replaced the 73d on their being ordered to Wales.

Hull,—The graziers of North Lincolnshire and East
Yorkshire are already suffering from the fall in prices
caused by the importation of cattle into this port from
Germany and Holland, and parties wio have been in the
habit of selling their stock at Barton and Hedon markets
find the effects very serious, as Hull is in more constant
communication with the exporting countries than any
other port in England. On Sunday and Monday last

there were imported into this harbour, from Hamburg,
62 large oxen, most of them of the Holstein breed, of
large size and good condition. They were imported by a

person of Leicester, and were sent off the following day
for that county.

Lewes.—The great sheep fair last week felt the influ-

ence of the new Tariff. The graziers found the prices by
no means satisfactory. Upwards of 40,000 sheep and

I Umbs were penned. Ewes fetched from 1 7*. to 32*., and
lambs from 14.s. to 22s, A grazier offered 20*. per head
for 1,000 sheep ; the offer was rejected, the seller expect-

ing to get at least 30*. per head. At the close of the fair

he vould gladly have accepted the offer of the grazier,

who then declined to give even 20^. per head, but was at

last ii^duced to take them at that price, 10/. being thrown
off thei 1,000/. to conclude the bargain. About 300 ewes
were sold, averaging about ibs. The highest price ob-

tained ms 3/.; two years ago it was 9/.; and last year 7/. 10*.

Liiicotn,—The local papers state that since the suspen-

sion of the Rev. T. S. Escott, the vicar of Gedney, in this

county, ^^Sov the good of his soul's health and the lawful

correction und reformation of his recentexcesses, especially

for refusing to bury the child of a dissenter," no church

service has been performed in that large parish of 2,000

souls, although it pays an annual sum of 3,000/. in. tithes

to the rector and the vicar. Funerals are performed

without any burial service being read, and all the religious

offices of the church and parish are suspended like the

minister. ^

Liverpool—Further particulars have been received of

the disastrous fire which we noticed in our last. It has

proved by far th^ most serious conflagration which has

occurred in this country for years. It appears that twenty

warehouses and sheds for the reception of merchandise

have been totally consumed, besides some cooperages,

smithies, and workshops, and a quantity of timber. The
calamity occasioned ^y it, and the loss of life which oc-

curred, had caused a general depression in the commercial

circles, which was increased on Monday night by a second

outbreak of the flames. The alarm was given about ten

o'clock, and in a few mt^ments it was ascertained that the

fire had burst out afresh ^om the ruins, and had reached

a new range of sheds, kbout 25 yards in length. It

gained head with surprisii^ rapidity. For some time an

extensive cotton-shed was m great danger, but the Hames
were subdued in time to saflp it. Several horses perished

in the premises consumed. |n the part destroyed by the

first fire, thousands of iron hcSDps which had encased palm-

oil casks have been found ; both oil and casks were con-

sumed, and the hoops alone remain. A number of smiths'

and iron bars appear of a reddish colour, which shows

that they must have been red hat. A committee, consist-

ing of five insurance agents, ^as been appointed to

manage the salvage, and settle tht claims ; they have not

yet come to a satisfactory account of the actual loss ; but

the following is supposed by competent persons to be the

amount of property in the warehouses at the time :

—

Cotton, 60,000 bales ; turpentine, l'QO,000 barrels ; flour,

12,000 barrels ; and 4,000 tons of Iron- The rumours

current respecting the numbers that perished in the ruins

say that 20 or 30 have been burned ;\it nothing certain

will be known until the ruins are cleared away, and, in all

probability, not even then. The amoant of proj)erty in-

sured has been ascertained to be 350^000/. ; but it is

generally believed that a large quantity was uninsured,

and that the amount of damage sustained will exceed

700,000/. The inquest on the bodies o^ the men who

died at the Hospital from injuries received at the fire, and

which had been adjourned for the purpose of receiving

further evidence respecting the origin of the conflagration,

was resumed on Tuesday. After the usual evidence had

been given, the coroner said that there was no certainty

as to the precise spot or manner in which the fire com-
menced, and that its origin would probably never be dis-

covered. It was clear, however, that Mr. Peniston, the

owner of the concern, had not set it on fire, for none of

his own property was insured, and the evidence satisfac-

torily proved that it could not have been his act.

The jury relumed a verdict in accordance with these re-

marks, fully exonerating Mr- Peniston of the charge that
|

his premises had been purposely set on fire by himself, or

by the neglect of any of his servants. Since the con-

clusion of the inquest a man called Doran, an Irishman,

has been brought before the magistrates on the charge of

having maliciously set fire to the premises. After a long

examination, the particulars of which we shall reserve

until the close, he was remanded for further evidence.

An extensive forgery has just been committed on the

Branch Bank of England in this town, by a young man,
named Barnsley, who forged two cheques in the name
of respectable firms, and succeeded in getting one for

244/. cashed at the Bank. He has been apprehended in

Wales, and committed for trial.

Manchester,—Nothing has occurred during the week
to disturb the gradual and progressive resumption of la-

bour by the power-loom weavers in this town, to which we
alluded in our last. According to statements collected by
the police, out of a total number of 0,884 weavers usually
employed in 41 mills in the borough, 4,873 were at work
in the forenoon, and 6.051 in the afternoon of Friday.
The remainder; being now too few to offer any serious ob-
struction or annoyance to those who are in employment,
and being consequently deprived of all hope of carrying
their point, are rapidly returning to their looms. There
is little doubt that in a few days the whole of the mills,

except where some peculiar circumstances exist, will be in
full work. In the surrounding district there is no change
whatever ; but it is believed that, with the exception of
the mills at Bolton, and a fnw cases where peculiar obsta-

cles prevent a resumption of labour, all are in full opera-
tion.—The inquest on the man who died of the wounds he
received in the attack on a null at Salford, a few days ago,

terminated on Thursday- The jury were some time be-
fore they could agree on their verdict, which was ** Justi-

fiable Homicide," Twelve of them were for this verdict,

and seven for manslaughter.—The adjourned meeting of
commissioners in the bankruptcy of tlie firm of Raleigh
and Co. took place on Friday, when the l*inkrupts sur-

rendered. It was stated that the bank of Manchester has
claims upon the estate to the amount of no less than
I8O.OOO;.

Newcastle.—On Saturday, his Royal Highness the
Duke of Cambridge, accompanied by Lord Ravensworth,
Lord and Lady Barrington, &c,, visited this town. The
Mayor, Aldermen, and Council, assembled in the hall of

the rhiloHophiral Society, to receive his Royal Highness,
and an address was presented with the usual formalities.

which hi* Royal Highness acknowledged in suitable terras.

An address was also presented from the Mayor and Town
Council of Gateshead, and received with the usual acknow-
ledgments. His Royal Highness visited St. Nicholas'

Church, the Central Exchange News Room, the Exhi-
bition of Pictures, and the Markets, and expressed him-
gelf much pleased with the town.

Newport,— The proceedings of the parishioners of

Newport, in the Isle of Wight, in regard to church rates,

which they have refused for five years past, have been
frequently before our readers. An evening paper now
states, that in consequence of the inability of the church-
wardens to repair the church, the fabric is in such a dila-

pidated state that it has been declared unsafe to perform
divine service in it ; and the service, accordingly, has
been formally suspended. It adds that, for some time

past, persons sitting in some parts of the church have
often held umbrellas over their heads during divine ser-

vice, to shelter themselves from the rain.

Oxford,—The Martyr Memorial is nearly fiiushed,

and shows to great advantage on entering the city frona

Banbury or Woodstock, at the point where the two roads

join, as it there appears in the distance between the trees

which form the avenue on the north side of Oxford. It

is said that the prints of the Memorial do not give a cor-

rect idea of its proportions ; and that in order to see the

monument to advantage, the spectator should view it at

the distance of at least a hundred yards from its base.

The scaffold was wholly removed a few days ago, but an-

other has since been erected, for the purpose of executing

some carved work on the upper part. Very extensive re-

pairs and alterations of the library are in progress at

Queen's College, consequent on the munificent bequest of

the late Dr. Mason, who left 30,000/. for the purchase of

books for the augmentation of the present collection, Dr-

Mason, who died last year, also left 40,000/. to the Bod-
leian Library, During the present long vacation very

considerable repairs and restorations have been going on
at Christ Church, All Souls, and St. John's Colleges.—

-

The late Dr. Ireland, Dean of Westminster,has bequeathed

10,000/. to this University to found a Theological Pro-

fessorship, and 2,000/. to Oriel College for an Exhibition.

Portsmouth.—Since our last notice of these operations

the work has been going on with equal vigour, six divers

being employed every slack tide, and with great success.

The total length of keel now removed is 63^ feet, being

more than one third of the whole length. The quantity

of iron ballast recovered is 90 tons, which some suppose

to be two-thirds, others about one-half, of the probable

quantity on board when the vessel went down. Of this

iron, corporal Jones, v?hose success as a diver has excited

general admiration, sent up three tons in one daft ^"^

more recently he sent up 151 shot of various sorts in the

same time. The quaniity of shot recovered since the

commencement of the operations is estimated at 11| tons,

Shoreham.—K sale of wines, See, recently took place

at the Custom-house of this place. Amon^ the

articles sold was the hull of Le Marie Jle.randre, v^h^cU

was wrecked last January, having been abandoned by t

crew, who were never heard of. When towed mto feiiorc-

ham harbour, she was found to be laden with brandy antt

mustard seed. The vessel at the sale was recognisea oy an

old English captain, as one that some je&rsa^ he w as com-

pelled to abandon in the Bay of Biscay, bhe was tnen

engaged in the London wine trade, and on that occasion

drifted over to the French coast, was repaired, and regis-

tered in France, The JEi^Hsh crew were saved, but it
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be considered certain that the Frenchmen all

have given long ac-

hy a

alleged

an

may now
niet a watery grave.

Southampton.--The daily pap

counU of iomc eitraordinary depositions made

Charti.tofthi.town,DamedPierce relative 0.

conspiracy to murder the Queen, his refusal to take

oath of secrecy, and the attempts made to assassinate

him These statements have naturally created »ome ex-

citement, and aa incredulity in the tainds of many as to

the actual facta. The enormity of the crime excited this

feeling of disbelief; but the story was sworn to before the

borough magistrates, and so impressed were they and the

authorities at the Home-office with the idea that it was

bot all fiction, that Government has offered a reward of

50/., to which Pierce has added another 50/., for such in-

formation as may lead to the apprehension of theto _.

Some of the papers call the story a mare's- I the British nation?

letter from one Chinese
assas sift.

nest, while others doubt the credibility of the principal

witness, and consider the whole proceediog as a political

fabrication.—The local papers, in reference to the

late robbery at Lady Lisle's, alluded to in a previous

Number, state that Barnes, the butler, has been remanded

on the charge of robbing her Ladyship of jewellery, plate,

and cash, of the value of between 2000/. and 3000/. From
the evidence it appeared that the butler, gardener, and a

maid servant were concerned in the robbery. The butler,

vho is a married man, had latterly made arrangements to

leave the country, as soon as the robbery had been effected

and the booty secured. A statement of the gardener first

caused suspicion to rest on the guilty parties.—We regret

to observe by the daily papers that Capt. Basil Hall was

landed here on Thursday, from the Havre packet,

in a precarious state of health, having had an attack of

paralysis.

Stafford.—The special commission for the trials of

the prisoners charged with offences connected with the

late desiructive riots will be opened this day. The Judges

on the occasion will be Chief Justice Tindal, Caron Parke,

and Baron Rolfe. On Monday one Court only will be

apeued, but on the succeeding day there will be three

Courts open- The prosecutions will be conducted by the

Solicitor-Generil. Sir W. Follett, Sergeant Ludlow, Ser-

geant Talfourd, &c. Mr. Maule, the Solicitor for the

Treasury, prosecutes for the Crown, There are upwards

of 250 prisoners in the county jail, bebides those who are

out on bail.

Stroud.—The daily papers announce that the Wood-
cheater property, near this town, one of the line estates of

the Earl of Ducie, is coming into the market early in the

spring. It is, probably, the largest estate that has been
subject to public competition since the sale of Lord
Ormonde's property in 1815. His estates were sold by
Mr. George Robinafor 500,000/. ; and it is said he expects
to obtain for Lord Ducie's more than ;UJO,000/.

Sunderland.—^The American diver, Smith, having been
released from the custody of the police uho apprehended
him afterhis first ieapfrom Sunderland-bridgc.took another

leap last week amidst a great crowd of spectators, but it

nearly cost him his life. The height is upwards of 1 10 feet,

but he dartedintothewaterwithout fear^and afterwards rose

apparently in a very exhausted condition. On being
brought ashore he was seized with convulsions, when it

was found necessary to bleed him. At first the blood
flowed slowly, and black, showing that congestion had
taken place in the lungs* He suffered for some time
from nervous exhaustion, but ultimately rallied. It is now
believed that a third attempt will prove fatal. On
Friday evening, a tailor of this town, in a drunken freak,
declared that he w^puld rival Smith, the diver, by jumping
off the bridge. He was followed by a person who had
heard him boast of his intention, who endeavoured to per-
suade him not to do so, at the. same time considering that
he would not attempt it. In this, however, he was mis-
taken, as the tailor pulled off his coat and jumped from the
bridge into the river. He was picked up by the police boat
and taken to a neighbouring house, when it was found that
he had received such injuries from the fall as to leave no
hope of his recovery ; he died the same night.—On the
21st dlt. several waterspouts were seen off this coast, about
ten or twelve miles from the land. They assumed the ap-
pearance of inverted cones, about 300 feet hf^h, and
ultimately burst ; an immense body of water fell from each.
The lower parts totally disappeared, and the summits
amalgamated into a dense body, resembling a thick cloud.

Warmxmter,^KK the meeting of the S«uth Wilts and
Warminster Farmers' Club last week*, among the labourers
who obtamed prizes for good conduct was an old man who
had arrived at the age of fourscore and two, and
who had lived in the service of the- chairman, Mr. H.
Biggs, and his father, for the long term of sixty years.
In presentmg the certificate to this aged servant, the chair-
man struggled hard to repress his feelings ; the old man,
too, was overpowered, and the company svmpathised with
both. At length the chairman said, '* James Sturges, you
have been a faithful servant to me, and to my father be-
fore rac. I believe you have never lived in any other ser-
vice. Take this as a slight testimony of your good con-
duct." The daily papers ask, where, but ia England, are
societies of gentlemen assembling for such a purpose, or
such candidates for their honours ?*

IVahham,—The annaal meeting of the Waltham Agri-
cultural Society, which includes within its district all vi-

lages and towns within 10 miles of Waltham—viz. 85 in

the county of Leicester, 20 in Lincoln, 13 in Nottingham
and 11 in Rutland—was held on Monday, and was at-

tended by a most numerous and infiuential company. The
show of stock on this occasion was remarkably good, and
excited much attention and interest from the numerous
classes of agriculturists who were assembled at the gather-

ing;, but the feature of the meeting to which we would

particularly allude, was the speech of Mr. Everett, the

American Minister, at the dinner which followed. The
Duke of Rutland presided, and about 300 gentlemen were

present on the occasion. In acknowledging the honour

paid him by drinkipg his health, Mr. Everett alluded to

the conclusion of the recent treaty, expressing his belief

that the claims on both sides had been maintained with

great ability, and a thorough conviction of right ; and

that their honoui-able and just settlement was creditable

to the distinguished negotiators of peace, advantageous

j to both countries, and auspicious of a more intimate con-

nexion. Henceforth, he trusted, there would be no emu-

lation, and no rivalry, but in those beneficent arts of

peace which reflected the greatest glory on states, and

the greatest credit oil human nature. For what was

that which constituted the chief pride and glory

He had heard of the intercepted

chieftain to another ; and

characteristic which had excited the

of

N^hat was the

admiration of the mandarin of a great and important

empire, reeling at the time under the blows of the British

Government "> Was it the military prowess of their coun-

Was it the steam-vessels of war reach-

Was
their skill

trymen ?

ing coasts in defiance of the desolating simoom ?

it their arms— their artillery—their skill in engineering.

which civilised nations now brought to the strategy of

war ?. Was it this, or any of these, which had struck with

wonder, and awe, and admiration the barbarian's of

China? No; it was the humanity of British physicians

and surgeons— their management of hospitals, and the ge-

nerous kindness which was extended to the sick and

wounded, even of a hostile nation—which moved them

with astonishment, and excited their sympathy and re-

gard. These were some of the arts of peace which ex-

torted the adniiration of an enemy, and which other states

would do well to imitate. Wiih reference to that art

which they were then assembled to promote—the peace-

ful art of agriculture—it was the handmaid of an over-

ruling Providence, appointed by him, and spread out

three times a-day a table at which all the tribes of ani-

mated nature and man himself should be fed. In culti-

vating this art, he trusted that the friendly relations which

had now been ratified would lead to an interchange of

thoughts, and instruction, and practical results between

England and America. .. They would remember, however,

that, as compared with Britain, his was but a new country,

to a vast extent unsettled, and in a state of nature ; the

Government were large proprietors of domains, and much
of the land was sold at no more than 5s. per acre for the

fee simple. It was, therefore, in the nature of things, that

young and enterprising farmers, instead of remaining long

on one spot as tenants, went off to the west country, and
became proprietors of plantations themselves ; hence
there was not that finished completeness in agricultural

operations which might be observed on the farms in this

country. Then the climate of America differed much from
that ot England ; the summer there was hot, and a great

breadth of Indian corn or maize, which formed the staple

food of the people, was rapidly brought to maturity ; the

winters were much longer and colder than in England
;

and hence the turnip and other cultures which formed in

Britain the basis of much agricultural thrift could not be
conducted in the United States. There were notwith-
standing many points connected with the use of imple-
ments and the general care and tillage of the soil on which
much useful information might be diffused and discussed.
Kindred as the two nations of England and America were
in origin—resembling each other more than any two na-
tions in the history of the world ever did—he trusted that

a friendly feeling would always exist, and he was assured
that great benefit would be derived by a free communi-
cation of ideas from one side of the Atlantic to the other.

There was one topic to which, with every desire to avoid
political discussion, he wished to refer ; he alluded to the
recent modifications of the duties on the importation of
grain, and their probable effect on the commercial inter-

course between Great Britain and the United States. He
(Mr. Everett) concurred in opinion with those who
thought that it was much too early to foresee what effect

the new scale of duties would produce on the American
markets. He did not think, whatever might be the case
with other states, that America would be the nation to

reap benefits from those modifications. She was too re-

mote, he considered, to take advantage of those changes.
Neither did he think, from a studious attention to the
averages, that any great injury need be apprehended by
the British farmers from an influx of American grain. It

was, perhaps, possible, when a great supply was needed
by this country, that then America might get some share
of the trade in the shape of flour. But one thing he
would wish them most emphatically to observe, what
America sent to England in corn or flour, be it little or
be it much, she would take back in the products of
British industry ; and in this respect the trade of the
country which he had the honour to represent dif-

fered from that of Continental states, whose importations
of grain, it had been complained, had caused a drain of
bullion. So far from this being the case with the
United States, the manufactures of Leicester and other
EngUsh towns would pay for the produce of the American
fields.

^
He was not practically engaged in the culture of

the soil; but it was his business to cultivate a good under-
standing bctwe^ England and America, and that duty he
must not neglect. His first duty, of course, was to his
own Government and his own country; but he felt that he
was best discharging that duty by endeavouring to pro-
mote a good understanding and an amicable feeling be»
tween the two nations, and especially, now that an honour-
able adjustment of those differences which threatened a
partial interruption of that harmony had been effected, he

should labour more successfully to cherish and extend
throughout his own land kind feelings towards those amonf
whom he resided. Again he thanked them most cordially

for the warm welcome with which he had been honoured
and in acknowledgment for that reception he would once
more express his fervent wishes for the prosperity and
happiness, not only of that district, but of every part of
England, He sincerely trusted that they would all be pro-
sperous, and that those whom he then addressed might be
more especially prospered in that great and beneficent art

of agriculture which formed, as it were,' a common bond
of union between the possessor of estates, whose titles ran
back to the time of the Norman Conquestj and the humble
labourer—between the noble who lived in princely towers,

and the lowly tenant of the thatched roof which spreads

beneath their shelter.

Windsor.—On Friday last the 2d Life Guards were re-

viewed in the Great Park by the Archduke Frederick of

Austria, accompanied by Prince Albert and a numerous
staff. On their Royal Highnesses taking their station in

front of the royal standard, they were received by the

regiment with the usual salute. They then proceeded to

the right of the regiment, and passed through the ranks.

The regiment afterwards went through a series of evolu-

tions, after which the Archduke and Prince Albert compli-

mented Colonel M'Douall on the fine appearance of the

regiment. A review of the 15th regiment was appointed

to take place on Tuesday, but was necessarily postponed in

consequence of the heavy rain.—The new royal mews at

Windsor, for which a Parliamentary grant was obtained,

will be ready for the reception of her Majesty's stud at

the end of the present week, when the horses will be im-

mediately conveyed to their new quarters,—Four beautiful

Spanish horses arrived at Windsor on Thursday, as pre-

sents from Queen Isabella II. of Spain to her Majesty.

They reached this country shortly after her Majesty had

left for Scotland, and were landed at Woolwich, where

they remained till her return. They are about 14 hands

high ; the tails reach to wifchin an inch oF the ground, and

are perfect curiosities from their extraordinary size and

extreme fulness. The manes of the four are also full and

long, flowing to the length of 14 inches over either side of

their necks. Their heads and necks are peculiarly large

and full, much resembling the horses of Flanders and

those bred in the Low Countries.

Worcester.—The annual celebration, usually known

as " The Meeting of the Three Choirs of Worcester,

Gloucester, and Hereford," for the present year, took

place on the 20th, 2Ist, 22d, and 23d ult. The sel'ectibns

presented some new features. On the first morning, ser-

vice was performed as usual at the Cathedral, and a sermon

preached by the Bishop of the diocese. The musical por-

tions of the service comprised Handel's '* Dettingen Te

Deum " and his ** Jubilate," Dr. Croft's anthem ** Sing

unto God," and Handel's Coronation anthem ** Zadok

the Priest.'* The second morning's performance was the

'* Messiah," that of the third day was the ''Judas Mac-

cabeus," and that of the fourth was a new adaptation of

Beethoven's " Mount of Olives." called '* Engedi, or

David in the Wilderness/'—an alteration which was made

to remove the obstacles which have hitherto existed to the

performance of the work in its originat form. This was

followed by a miscellaneous part, comprising songs and

choruses by Handel, Mozart, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Gu-

glielmi, Dr. Chard, and G. Peri-y. The evening perform-

ances consisted, on the first evening, of Handel's **
^^^^l

ander's Feast," and a miscellaneous part ; and the second

evening, of Haydn's « Seasons ;" and on the third evening,

of Romberg's " Song of the Bell," and a short miscella-

neous selection. The whole of the performances went off

successfully, and the total amount of subscriptions for the

benefit of the widows and orphans oJF the Clergymen S

Charity was 1,014/. I65. 2cf., being 100/. more than in

1839, and 206/. more than in 1836. The expenses, not-

withstanding the extent of the choir, were much less than

they were when three or four foreign singers wereengagea

on enormous terms, whose services, generally, were ^^.^*

"

able only at the evening concerts, which, latterly, *^|'^

-

to attract even tolerable audiences. The experiment or

employing native talent only has perfectly succeeded, ana

will in future be acted upon both at Hereford ana

Gloucester.
^

The following are the receipts of railways

past week :—viz., Birmingham, 18,0G2/. S ^^^
Western, 14,661/, ; South-Western, 7,133/. ;

S^^^'^'^.^^^^^

ern, 1,518/. ; Hull and Seiby, 1,100/. ';
BlackwaU, 9it/.^,

Cro

liailways,
for the

ern

ydon, 343/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 3.008/. j^^asc-

w^ Counties, 1,170/.; Midland Counties, 3,20o^ ,

Brighton, 4,499/.; Birmingham and Gloucester,
^^\^lf:\

Greenwich, 762/.; Great North of England, 1,4.5^/-,

North Midland. 5,738/.—It will be seen from the above

returns that the raising of the fares on the Blackwau

Railway has led to a falling off in the receipts of nearly

200/,, as compared with the corresponding week of last

year, although the present season is far more favouraOi

to pleasure trips than the last.—The West London ^'
way Directors have determined to relinquish their c aim

to compensation for services from the 1st January last,

stating their willingness to continue the duties of office

without remuneration till the completion of the under-

taking, should it be further proceeded in. One of the new

Directors has taken his seat at the Board, and it >s "ow

stated, should the other two be speedily brought m, there

may be some chance of the business of the *^^"°P^"^

being actively resumed.—A meeting was held on the ^Ut

ult., yfhen a motion was brought forward for the renewal

of the proposal of the proprietors of the Cheltenham

Union Railway to the Board of the Great Western Com-

pany to purchase the finished portion of the line, as their

finances are at a very low ebb. By their balance-sheet it
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appears that tliey are in debt to their treasurers and bank-
ers to the amount of 44,591/. It was contended that it

\vould be useless to rely any further on the estimates of the
Engineers forcompletingtheline, as nearly allthe subscribed
capital had been already expended, and that the company
ought not to incur any additional expenses of which the re*

suits were problematical. The better course, it was sug-
gested, would be to receive the profits of the part of the line

at present in traffic, and divide that among the proprietary
as a return for capital now invested. The whole subject
was subsequently left to the discretion of the director*
who are to continue negotiations with the Great Western
Railway, and lay the result before a meeting to be called
at a future period. In answer to a question from a share-
holder, it was stated that the dividend to be declared at
the next half-yearly meeting would be at the rate hitherto
paid—The project of the Plymouth and Exeter Railway
does not appear to receive that support which its import-
ance to so great a naval arsenal and to the inland towns
through which it is intended to pass might be expected to
command. Three engineers have given in estimates of
the cost necessary to carry oat the undertaking, and these
have met with the concurrence of the provisional di-
rectors, who, however, do not think themselves justified

in coriimencing the works till some more unanimous ex-
pression of feeling has been made by those parties whose
business interests are identified with the undertaking, and
who are expected to become its supporters. The report
prepared concerning the progress of negotiation was
deemed satisfactory, but distinctly stated that unless the
townspeople come forward and liberally subscribe for
shares, no important movement can be made. A meeting
pflheinhabitants of the three port-towns, and of the land-
holders in the neighbourhood, has been convened for this
week, and the result will probably decide the question.
—We recently announced that the Dover Railway Com-
pany opened their line to Headcorn. It appears that the
directors soon discovered that material difficulty would
arise in enabling the Dover and Ashford coaches to com-
municate with the station, in consequence Of the narrow-
ness and bad state of a parish road connecting the turn-
pike roads. The difficulty could only be met either by
sending the traffic a considerable distance round, or by pass-
ing through Surrenden Park, Sir Ed. Cholmeley Deering,
baa representation of the matter, liberall}? granted permis-
sion for the coaches to pass through his avenue and park. It
was a concession of no ordinary character, as the road
passes for upwards of a mile though the grounds, and
close to the family mansion.—The long-pending question
respecting the rating of the Great Western .Railway has
been decided at the sessions at Corsham. The presiding
magistrate stated that Sir John Awdry had made a va-
riety of calculations on the subject, and at a private meet-
ing of tlie justices had stated to them his reasons and cal-
culations, in which the other magistrates entirely concurred^
and they had accordingly come to the conclusion of adopt-
ing the principles laid down by Lord Denman at the late
contested case in the Court of Queen's Bench, but redu-
cing the sum at which the company were assessed from
1,450/. to 900/. per mile. The officers of the company
thanked the bench for the trouble they had taken, but
thought it a very unsatisfactory result, and applied for
costs. The bench stated that the decision was final, so
far as they were concerned/ and that each party ought to
pay their own costs. The rate was then amended in ac-
cordance with this decision.—On Tuesday it was currently
reported that a serious accident had occurred to the up-
mail train on the South-Western Railway, It appears
that the mail train was detained near Basingstoke for two
hours^ owing to some derangement of the jnachinery ; but
Jio lives were lost, and no person sustained injury.

IRELAND.
Dublin,—The doubtful question respecting the repre-

sentation of the University is at length decided by the
withdrawal of the Solicitor-General. The papers state

that a long conference took place on Saturday between the
Solicitor-General and the leading members of the College
committee, from which the requisition to the learned gen-
tleman emanated ; and the final agreement between these
parties was, that in consequence of the early and success-
ful canvass of Mr. Hamilton, the committee should not pre-
sent the requisition to Mr. Smith, and that he should write
letters to the Rev. Dr. Todd and Mr. Hamilton, intimat-
Uig that he has determined not to come forward to contest
the representation of the University at the next election,
A Variety of rumours are current as to ulterior arrange-
ments ; among others it is stated that the Recorder, Mr.
F. Shaw, is to accept the vacant mastership in Chancery,
and vacate his seat in the University, in order to make
room for the Solicitor- GeneraL^—We regret to announce
the decease of Sir Michael O'Loghlin, Bart., the Irish
Master of the Rolls, which took place on Wednesday
evening, in George-street, Hanover-square. Sir Michael
had visited London for medical advice. He was ap-
pointed to his judicial office about six years ago, Tmdm hia fifty-third yean He has left a family of several
children.

Belfast—The increase of duty in France does not yet
Appear to have seriously affected the linen-yarn trade in
Ulster. The papers state that a Belfast linen-yarn spinner
fiold last week to a Leeds house, to be shipped to Leeds,
20,000 bundles of yarn. In addition to this gratifying
proof of the advantages Belfaat enjoys in the linen trade,
It is said that taking the manufacturing districte of the
north of England, of Scotland, and of Ireland, the only
^ills working full time are those of the Belfast district.
The Belfast papers contain accounts of meetings held on
Shonahill, near WVingstown, for the purpose of procuring
l"gher wages for the weavers and other operatives in the

district. 'At one of those meetings there were 2,000 per-
sons assembled, and bonfires were lighted at night on the
summit of the hill. No act of violence was committed,
and nothing occurred but the adoption of resolutioiis for
an advance of wages.
Mnnster.^'Mx, O'Connell has addressed a letter to the

people of Munster on the subject of repeal. After recapi-
tulating the usual arguments on the subject, he declares
that Justice to Ireland requires these things :— 1, The total
extinction of the tithe rent charge. 2, The protection of
Irish industry, and the promotion of Irish manufacture.
3, The fixity of tenure of land, in order to encourage agri-
cultural improvement, and recompense the tenant for his
labour and capital. 4, A complete representation of the
poople in the Commons House of Parliament, by the
greatest possible extension of the suffrage, and by the pro-
tection of the ballot. 5, The abolition, or entire benehcial
alteration, of the Poor Laws; and 6, The repeal of the
Union.

7?o.scomr73on.—The effects of the tariff are already evi-
dent in Ireland ; black cattle have decHned in price at
least 3/. a head. At the fair of Ballintubber, one of the
best in this county, very few purchases were made, and
even those at a considerable reduction. In fact, graziers
could scarcely get the price they paid in May last. Sheep
were equally reduced in value, although a few lots went
off well ; \L \hs, each were given for a small lot of fancy
ewes, and the same price for two lots of wethers, which
would have fetched 2/. a year since ; 11/. 1 O5. each were
given for bullocks, and 13/, IO5. a head for more inferior
stock last year. There were very few good horses offered
for sale, and very few purchasers.

Kviff's Count]/—The fair of Banagher. the second in
importance in Ireland, has just terminated, and the results
are equally interesting in connexion with the new tariff.

The numbers of sheep exhibited amounted to about
20,000. All the best quality were eagerly and quickly
bought up, and of such description there was not a suf-
ficiency for the buyers, the prices ranging from 28*. to
485,, or 5|(/. a-pound alive, whjch were prices nearly equal
to last year. Ewes were not in such demand, but sold
better than holders had reason to imagine, at about 3*. '

below the prices of this time twelvemonth. The cattle
fair was anticipated to be a bad one, as it proved to be.
Out of nearly 3,000 head of cattle scarcely 500- changed
owners, at prices fully 21, each below last year's valuation

;

buyers did not appear, and the fair, is described in the
local papers as little better than an exhibition.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—Among the many anecdotes connected

with the Royal progress which are mentioned in the
Scotch papers, it is related that when her Majesty was
passing between St. Isinians and Bannockburn, she ob-
served the Royal standard of Scotland, which Mr. Murray,
of Polmaise, had caused to be erected at the Bore Stone,
and from its solitary position, she asked i\Ir. Dunlop, the
captain of the Campsie troop of yeomanry, what it meant

;

when she was informed that it stood upon the spot upon
which the Bruce's standard stood at the battle of Ban-
nockburn.—The accuracy with which Her Majesty's pro-
gress during her journeys in the North was timed, has
frequently been the subject of praise. The '* Scotsman"
of last week observes, in reference to the subject, that
when the number of horses and individuals having charge
of them are considered, it is surprising that only in one
instance (at Linlithgow), and that only for a few minutes,
did the slightest delay occur. There were no fewer than
656 post horses engaged In conveying. Her Majesty and
suite to and from Taymouth. From Dalkeith to Scone,

1G4 ; Scone to Taymouth, 152 ; Taymouth to Drummond
Castle, 136 ; and from Drummond Castle to Dalkeith,
204—in all 656 horses-—Among the jokes] to which the

civic dignitaries of Edinburgh have been exposed on ac-

count of their late rising on the morning of the Queen's
landing, is the }mblication of a set of quadrilles under the

title of ** Johnnie Cope's Quadrilles/' and consisting of
the following appropriate airs :—Hey Johnnib Cope

;

We're a' noddin' ; Up in the Morning 's no for me ; Get
up and bar the Door ; Ye watchful Guardians cf the

Fair; Carle, now the Queen's come.—The Society for

the Blind, on the occasion of Her Majesty's visit, knitted

a hassock, in silk and worsted, for a sofa-pillow, and a
play-ball for the Prince of Wales. They were presented

at Taymouth Castle, when Her Majesty commissioned
four similar ones to be made, besides sending a donation
to the institution.—There is at present so great a scarcity

of water in Edinburgh that many families have great dif-

ficulty in obtaining sufficient for the purpose of cooking

;

and the workhouses and hospitals are almost unable to

carry on their ordinary duties in consequence of the de-
ficiency,

Glasgoio.—A vessel arrived here, on Friday last, from
Russia with a cargo consisting partly of a large number of
barrels of Russian beef and pork,which can be retailed, after

paying duty and affording profits to the importers and re-

tailers, at less than 4d. per lb. The beef is of excellent qua-
lity. A quantity of A merican beef is also ready here in bond,
and will be sold yielding a profit to all concerned. The har-
vest has terminated most satisfactorily in all parts of
Scotland. Along the whole range of the Clyde, from its

source downward, upon the holms and early lands, there
is scarcely a stook to be seen out, and the appearance of
the barnyards indicates what an abundant return the
farmer has had.—A serious riot took place in Airdrie on
Friday night, attended with destruction of property. It

seems that on Wednesday the military, so long stationed

in this district, were withdrawn, and this circumstance,

added to reports of a renewal of riots in the neighbour-

hood, put the town in a very unsettled «tate, in the

afternoon, on the arrival of five prisoners, who had been
apprehended on a charge of intimidation, the shopkeepers,
who were apprehensiv'e of % Hot, shut their shops, Thej
were taken to an inn, which a large band of colliers soon
surrounded for the purpose of a rescue. The house was
attacked, the furniture thrown into the street and de-
stroyed,^ and the prisoners liberated. Before this waa
accomplished, the magistrates met, and read the Riot
Act,; but, as they had no force at their command^ they
were obliged to remain passive during the time the de-
struction was going forward, without being able to put k
stop to the lawless proceedings. Before the house was
gutted, several shots were fired on both sides, but without
effect. On Saturday morning a troop of cavalry arrived
in the town, and no disturbance has since occurred.

The OTkneys.—Yoxxt hundred and sixty whales were
captured last week at Wcstray, in the Orkneys.' They
are of a small size.

y, 111 uie ufKneys. mey
A Kirkwail merchant immediately

gave the fishers 500/. for the result of their day's labour.—Another capture of fifty whales has been made at the
Island of Fiday, which have been disposed of to some
merchants for 102/., about 21. each; double the amount
obtained for the 671 cdught at Westray. A shoal of from
four to five hundred whales appeared close to the bay on
Sunday, The whales already caught will, it is thought,
bring into the inlands no less a sum than 2,000/. This
will make up, to some extent, the failure of the herring.
fishing.

THEATRICALS.
Haymarket.—A new farce was produced at this

theatre on Saturday, by the author of "Alma Mater,"
which we noticed in our last. Its leading character is a
poor author, Mr, William Shakapere Dibbs, who is en-
gaged in raising the needful by writing the "• Tragical His-
tory of Mrs. Rrownrigg/' and at the sametim^endeavour-
ing to get himself installed a^ secretary of the Anti-Matri-
monial-Double-Action-^'on-Population Society. Mean-
while, S'ir Terence ^V/rc^s leaving town for his borough,
and addresses a series of instructions to an agent whom
he has never seen, fur the conduct of his metropolitan
affairs. This letter falls into the hands of Dibbs, who,
with the greatest coolness, inducts himself into the agent*s
office, which he fills very much to his own satisfaction, an-
swering applications, transacting business, and embroiling
matters until Sir Terence^s return, when, of course, all
etplains itself. However, chance favours him : Sir Terence
finds all right in political matters ; Dibbs remains his agent,
and marries a lady of quality ; whilst a marriage wliich he
has encouraged betftcfen a Major Blunt and Sir Terence's
daughter is arranged satisfactorily at the same time. Mr.
Webster acted Dlbbs, and the piece passed off with good-
humour. The dialogue was occasionally smart; the object
of raising a laugh was gained, and the audience welcomed
the announcement of iu repetition until further notice.—On Tuesday, a new piece in two acts, called •* Grand-
father Whitehead," written by Mr. Mark Lemon, and
adapted from the Frenc-h, waa produced at this theatre.
Grandfather Whitehead (Mr. Farren) has been ruined
many years before by the artifices of Lartgiej/, a retired
trader (Mr. Stuart

J,
wlio was partner to the old man, and

whom he had saved from death when a helpless orphan,
and reared as his own child, finally making him a partner
in his firm, Lonyley is represented as suffering under
bodily illness, and stricken with remorse for his past mis-
deeds, but still wanting moral courage to repair them.
After his misfortunes, Whitehead resides with his son-in-
law, Drayton, a builder (Mr. Tilbury), a widower with
two children, ZLouija (Mrs. Edwin Yarnold), and Edward
(Master George Webster). In these children the grand-
father's heart is wrapped up, and his greatest pleasure is

to expend his means in toys and books for the young boy,
and trinkets for the elder girl. As the whole interest of
the piece centres upon this incident, we ^hall not pursue
the plot, further but simply state that it terminates in the
grandfather's reconciliation with the man who ruined him,
and by whom he is restored to affluence. The piece is

full of feeling, and bears a delightful character of truth-
Mr, Lemon's plays are generally marked by their good
taste ; and this one appeals so directly to the heart, that
it deserved what it received—complete success. The act-
ing was excellent. Mr. Farren's character was pecu-
liarly adapted to him, and he never so completely realised
the perfection of acting. In every respect it was a finished
and effective portrait, elaborated with a purity of eipres-
sion, yet firmly and strongly drawn. Nothing can be ima-
gined more exquisite than the manner in winch the good-

^

nature and kind -hea'rtedness of the old man was repre-
sented. It was conceited and executed with masterly skill.

His doting affection towards his little grandson, the pre-
tended severity with which he reproved him, while delight
was bursting forth at every feature, the infantine simplicity
with which he entered into the child's sports and wishes,
the defence of the boy against the indignation of his
father, made up a complete picture of kind-hearted imbe»
cility. A smile would involuntarily force itself when the
brow tried to assume a frown ; and the delicate i^ensi-

bilities of Grandfather Whitehead made him an indi-

vidual character, that we may look back upon and

remember when a host of commonplace personages have

been forgotten. No actor ever more justly merited the

enthusiasm of the call which summoned Mr. Farren before

the curtain, or the applause which rung from every corner

of the house at the conclusion of the piece,

nounced for repetition every evening, and there can be no

doubt that it will long remain a favourite.

Drl KY Lane.—This theatre opens this evening, under

the management of Mr. Macreadj, with the play of *' A»
You Like it," and a new fnrce. A prise of 10/., offered

by Mn Macrcadv, ioi %h& kmt song and chorus in " Aa

It was an-
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97 h8» bceu awarded to Mr. Henry Smart,

nephew of Sir George Smart, the composer

SPORTING.
vrn-\fARKET FIKST OCTOBER MEETING.

» 'v 'm -The Duke of BedTord's Oaklcy (Robinson)

J^J'*,''J:;h Vlfer'»Ab>do8. both fonr-yr-old. T.Y.C. 200,

i'n flfol on O-kley -won by a head ; Abydos swerved near

iinm*^ orhe»"uJtl have won- , « 'r ,v

-X' S«r>l/«^^'''» 5^«^^* of 300 80VS. each, h. ft., for the pro-

ifucTof marcs covercU in J839. T.Y.C. One to the post* (II

snhs ^-Won by Col. Peel's Murat (Nat.) ; beating Lord Exeter \s

br c "by Velocipede. 2 to 1 on Marat, who made all the running,

was never caught, and won in a canter by two lengths.

The Grand Duke Michcul Stakes of 50 sovs. each, A.F. (22

Subs )—Won by Lord George Bentinck's b.c. Misdeal (Rogers) ;

btatiiig Lord Exeter's Revocation. Lord Albemarle's c. by Pleni-

potentiary, oat of Antiope. and Mr. Greville's Canadian, Bet-

ling-7 to 4 on Canadian, 5 to 2 agst Mibdcal (taken). The

Antiope colt made the running, followed by Misdeal and Revoca-

tion into the bottom, where they went up, Canadian at the same

time reaching the front ; the moment, however, that the latter

faced the hill he gave up, and Misdeal taking the lead half way up

the cords, won easily by two lengths.
, ^ ». r^ t, ,

Match.— Lord Albemarle's Buffalo (Robinson} beat Mr. Osbal-

dcston's TheDevil-amongthe-TaUors. Any odds on Buffalo, who
won by nearly a distance.

.T/«^^A.—200, h. ft, and only 25 ft., &c.—Duke of Bedford's

John-o'Gauut received 25 sovs. ft. from Mr. Osbaldeston's Skip-

ton A.F. *

The Hopeful Stnkcs of 40 sovs. each, h. ft. (13 Subs.) Last half

of Ab. M.-Won by Capt. Colquett's Pickpocket (E. Edwards^

;

beating Duke of Rutland's f. by Bizarre; Mr. Ford's f. by Poison j

Lord Albemarle's Tilclio; Col. Peel's c. by Slane, and Lord

Exeter's f. by bultan or Reveller. Betting— 2 to 1 on the Bizarre

filly, 4 to 1 agst Pickpocket,, 4 to 1 agst Poison, and 4 to 1 agst

Tilcho. Pickpocket made all the running, and won cleverly by a

length. A dead hi-at for second, Tilcho a respectable fourth, and

the others beaten off.
'

Wedxksuay.—For the D. M. Handicap this afternoon only

three horses were named, Saros, Rosalind, and the Manto colt,

and. the firsttwo having been scratched within tlie time prescribed

by the conditions, the lace was void. The T. Y. C. Handicap did

not fill, and Johnny having paid forfeit to Ralph, a list that at one

time looked like four races at least, was reduced to a match; and

a D. I. Plate, with three entrances. The members seem to be

rcservhig themselves and their horses for the Second October and

Houghton Mcctii'-s for which great things are prouiiaed. Of

the two events decided this attenioon the follow ing arc parliculars

:

Match-if^O, h. ft. T.Y.C—Duke of Bedford's Magog (E.

Edwards), agst Mr. Gregory's Una ^Chappie). Even betting. A
dead heat. , ,

Slatch~50l D.L—Mr. Rogers's Bridegroom (Bartholomew),

beat Mr. Pettit's Everilda, Won easy.

3/«fcA- 200, h. f. D. M.—Lord Albemarle's Ralph, received ft,

from Mr. Payne's Johnny.
TiiUHSDAV.— TAe Town Plate of 60/.—W^on by Mr, Combes

Ho^aiind (Rogers) ; beating Mr. Stephenson's Ma Mie, Mr.
Charlton's Lasso, Dvilvc of Rutland's f. by Bizarre, and Mr. Pet-

tit's Everilda. Belting— 10 to 6 agst Ma Mie, 10 to 6 a&st Rosa-

lind, and 4 to 1 agst Bizarre filly. Ma Mie made all the running,
followed by lAsso and RosaUnri, the others having little share in

the race i at the coids Lasao was shaken off, and Rosalind, pass-

tug Ma Mie, won in a cantei by a length.
The Iltttfftnd St'ike$ of 30 sova. each, 20 ft. From the turn of

the lands, in. (12 Subs.)-Won by Mr. J. Sadler's f. Testy
(Ropers) J

beating l^rd Exeter's f. by Jerry, and Mr. Trcen's
Bastilo. Even on Lord Exeter's filly, and 6 to 4 zv;^t Testy. The
trio started abreast, and ran so to the cords, wheie Testy c^uitted

her companiuns, and won iu a canter by two lengths.

The Queen** Plnte of 100 gulaaas, R.C. Won by Lord Albe-

marle's c. by Plenfpo ; beating Mr. Rogers'* itoidcgroom, aad
Mr. Osbaldeston's Wold>man. Betting— .1 to a on Bndi groom,
and 7 to 2 ac»t the Antiope colt, Woidsman cut out the work to

the Buubury niiJe, where he gave up. The Antiope colt went on
with the running, and after u close and distressing struggle with
IJridcjcroom from the hlfl, won by half a length.

Mntek, 200, b. ft., A. F.— Puke of Bedford's John o'Gannt re-

ceived forfeit from Mr. OshaIdeston*s The Devil-among-the-
TaJior«.

steered. Another witness, a black, stated that the captain flogged

deceased severely. He also flogged witness, and on one occasion

struck him down with a piece of wood. The captain gave deceased

medicine, wine, and brandy about a week before he died, but he

flogged him four days before his death. Peter Gerrard, also a

sailor on board the same ship, had seen deceased work at the

pumps as well as he was able. He was not a strong man. The

captain beat him the very first day he came on board, saying he

was not pumping hard enough. Had seen him beat him many
times. About six days before he died the captain beat him with

a rope, upon which the deceased left the pumps and went for-

ward. The captain then said, " Put him on half allowance ; he

is not worth his grub." The allowance was half a pound of

bread, half a pound of meat, and three quarts of water, for 24

hours. The deceased had half that quantity. Some foither evi-

dence having been given, Mr. Clarkson, addressed- the jury for

the prisoner. He said there w^as no doubt that the vessel was in

the most distressed condition, and there was reasonable ground

for supposing that the preservation of the vessel and her valuable

cargo, and the lives of the rest of the crew, was only to be attri-

buted to the exertions that were urged by the prisoner from the

crew, probably with some considerable violence. The jury could

see very clearly that the crew entertained feelings of anger towards

the prisoner, and the prindpal witness. John Fisher, was no

doubt very much exasperated at being dismissed from his situation

as chief mate, and therefore it appeared that he had strained his

evidence all he could against the prisoner, and it was principally

upon his evidence that the captain was charged with striking

deceased with a piece of wood, and which, as he was instructed,

was totally false, and that nothing else but a rope's end was made

use of. The prisoner admitted he did use the rope, and he con-

sidered that, in the dreadful circumstances in which he was

placed, with the prospect of the vessel being lost every moment,

and the absolute necessity of desperate exertions being made,

he was justified in what he did. The apprentice was then called,

and Mr. C, Jones was about to examine him, when he was

interrupted by the foreman of the jury, who said they had come

dull, and new Irish must be quoted 6d. to U, lowerj fine old qua-
lities maintain their former ralue.

llato.
CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT.

Post office Rod&erits.—Jtohert Brown, postmEtn, was indicted
for stealing a post letter containing money, value 1/. 35. 6cf., the
property oi the Postmaster- General. From the evidence it ap-
peared that, suspicions having been entertained of the prisoner's
honesty, a trap was laid for him, by putting a marked sovereign,
half-crown, and shilling in a letter directed to Mr. Thesiger's
clerk, at his chambers in the Temple, which was in the prisoner's
district. The letter was delivered, but the money had been pre-
viously abstracted ; and on searching the prisoner, which was
immediately done, the marked coins were found in his possession.
Mr. Clarkson objected to the indictment, the money not being
the property of the Postmaster-General, nor the letter a regular
post letter. The prisoner was found guilty, and sentenced to
twelve months' imprisonment, with hard labour; the learned
judge observing, that if the case had come strictly within the sta-
tute, the sentence would have been transportation.
John Burt, aged 13. was indicted for stealing five post letters,

&c., value 49/. lu.the property of the Postmaster- General, he
being a servant in the General Post-office. Mr. Clarkson said in
this case he had recommended the prisoner to withdraw the plea
ofnotguUty, and plead guilty; the fact being that he had un-
doubtedly destroyed the letter.^, but the money had been all re-
^vered, and his tender years should also be taken into account.
The prisoTtrr accordingly pleaded guilty. Mr. Justice CressweU
addressed him, ai^d observed that inasmuch asit appeared he had
aestroyed the letters, not for the purpose of peculation, but
merejy to screen his negligence in omitting to deliver them, the
court did not thnik fit to pass a very heavy sentence. It was,
tbat he should be placed in soUtary confinement to the end of the
present sessioiu

Murder on the Bigh Seui.-PhWp Partridge, the captain of theJarrow merchantinan, was indicted for the wilful murder of JoseMaria BWagar. a bpamwd, by striking and beating him on the
head and other parU of his body, and also by wilfully neglecting
to provide him with a sufficient quality of food and nourish-
ment. It appeared from the evidence of John Fisher, who had
been chief mate of the vessel, that she left Uverpool for Benin
on the 10th ol March, 1841, with a crew consisting of French and
English seamen, and one Spaniard—seventeen in number. The
ship arrived at Benin at the end of May,^-dischajged Uie cargo,
and got another. She left Benin in October, and was then in a
leaky state. Went on to Princeof Wales Island, where she stayed
seven or eight days. After she left Prince of Wales Uland, Jose.
the deceased, worked at the pumps. He was a good seaman.
The captain, iiowever, found fault with him, and beat him with
a rope. He subseqoently struck him with a piece of wood,
gome days aftcrwaids the man died, and was thrown over>

board. The witness deposed to nuir.erous acts of cruelty and
rough treatment wliich he had himself received at the hands of

the prisoner. He admitted, however, in his cross-examination,

that no complaint was made a^?iinst the captain until the cap-

tain had complaiiiCd of the crew. The captain often complained
of the steering of the vessel, but tiie fact was that the vessel

was in a waterlogged state, and was very difiScult to steer. Wit-
ness had sometimes been at the wheel himself for six-and-thiriy

peculiar province it was to consider the efiect of the evidence, it

would be useless to proceed any farther. The prisoner was then

acquitted on this charge.

On the following day he was arraigned under similar circum-

stances, for the wilful murder of another Spanish sailor called Ma-

riano Maudiola. The general evidence brought forward was merely

a repetition of that adduced at the previous trial, except as regarded

that part which applied particularly to the treatment received by

deceased. The details of the various acts of cruelty practised by

the prisoner were of a revolting kind, and need not be further

particularised. The evidence of the chief mate, after recounting

these cruelties, stated that when the Captain ordered deceased to

be put to the pumps the man was too weak to work ; the Captain

then ordered him to go up into the rigging, and desired him not

to sit down, but to remain standing. There was no occasion for

any person to be aloft at that time ; there was nothing to do, and

it was a very cold night. Witness remained on deck about four

hours, and when he went below deceased was still in the rigging.

He came on deck a^ain in about an hour, when lie found that

deceased was still aloft, but that he had changed his position, and

was resting with his chin upon the ratlines; his arms were

liangingdown and his legs were through the rigging, so that

he could not fall. Witness observed his face, the features <.f

which were fixed as if in death, his eyes were glazed, and blood

was trickling from his nose and mouth. The captain went be-

low soon after he had ordered deceased to go aloft, and did not

make bis appearance on deck until about eight o'clock on the

following morning, when he ordered the crew to fetch him down,
lie was then carried into the forecastle. In the course of the day
witness went there, and found deceased quite cold and stiff.

While there, the captain came in and ordered them to rouse him.
Witness never saw deceased alive again, and on the following
day be saw the body hove overboard. The witness was then
submitted to asevcre cross-e.xamination, which lasted upwards of
two hours. Several other witnesses were called, who spoke to

the cruel treatment experienced by deceased on various occasions

;

but it was also proved that after the captain had gone below, the
man was taken down from the shrouds by the crew from feelings

of humanity, and severely beaten and sent back by the chief

mate, the principal witness. Mr. Clarkson then addressed the
jury for the prisoner, and contended against the credibility of the
statement of the witness Fisher after what they liad just heard in

evidence ; and the learned judge having summed up at some
length, the jury found the prisoner guilty of a common assault.

Mr. Adolphns said there was another case against the prisoner,

which was not stronger than the other two, and he thought it

would be advisable to withdraw the indictment. Mr. Justice
Creswell then sentenced the prisoner to be imprisoned for the
space of six months, with hard labour.
Forgery,—Isaac Morgan, aged 70, was indicted on the charge

of feloniously uttering a forged order for 11/. lOs., with intent to
defraud Mrs. Martha Foote. The case was established by the
evidence, and the Recorder sentenced the prisoner to two years'
hard labour, being the lowest sentence the Court was authorised
to pafSs.

Frederick Shackelford, described as an agent, w^as indicted for
misdemeanour, in obtaining goods by false pretences. Donald
Cameron deposed that he was in the employ of Mr. J. Milbum,
a silk warehouseman in Newgate- street. On the l6th May
prisoner called at the warehouse, and wished to know if they
served conntry drapers. Witness said they did. Prisoner then
said he was commencing a business at Maidstone, and wished to

open an account with the house, and he would pay part in cash and
give respectable references for the balance. Witness upon this

showed him a variety of goods, and he selected some to the
amount of 81/. 0*. 8d. Prisoner then produced a card on which
there was printed the name of R. W. Beaumont, carrying on
business as a draper at Maidstone, and witness took prisoner into
the counting-house, and introduced him as Mr. Beaumont, of
Maidstone, Prisoner then wrote some names on the back of the
card, and described them as i^rsons to whom he referred for his

character. Directions were then given that the goods were to
be sent to the Swan-with-Two-NeckSjiin Lad-lane. On the next
day the prisoner came again to the warehouse, and had some
dealing with Mr. Milbum, and he understood that a further
order for goods was given by him. The goods chosen by the
prisoner were sorted out, and an entry made in the ledger, an in-

voice being at the same time given to the prisoner, who during
all the transaction was addressed as Mr. Beaumont, and an-
swered to that name. On two occasions after this prisoner came
again to the warehouse, and they had some further transactions
of business, and prisoner was treated with as Mr. Beaumont.
The Recorder took a technical objection to the form of tfee indict-
ment, which stated that he obtained the goods from Mr. Milbum,
whereas he did so from the shopman. Two indictments therefore
fell to the ground, notwithstanding the protests of counsel j but the
third was held to be good, and the jury instantly returned a ver-
dict of guilty. The Recorder said he w^ould postpone passing sen-
tence till next session, and that he wonld give an opportunity (as
the prisoner had been convicted on the merits) to his counsel to
consider whether he had any valid objection to the form of the in-
dirmt^ut; besides, such a course would be more convenient, as
he was indMitd with several others fior a conspiracy, and those
parties were not at present in custody.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, E««ex, Kent, and Suffolk - . . M'hite

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yoikthire. . .

Barley Mailing and diBtlllinpf

Oau, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polardi—— NurihumberlHnd and Scotch . . . • Feed
Irifch feed

Rye ...•.
Beans, Mazagan, old and ne\r • *7 to 31 Tick

PiBeon, Heligoland . . . 31 to 34 Winds.
Pea?, Whit 31 to 37 Alapl*

45 to 66— to —
SI to 33
IB to 23
— lo —

t. f.
Red 60 toss
White —to
Giind. 22 lo fS
Fee4 M toSS
Potato IS 10

6 to JB* FDiiitot4to— to —
SO to 33 Harrow 31 to 34— to — Longpud — to-
ss to 33 Grey 96 to 30

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES,
Wheat.

August

Sept.

19
26
S
9

IS
23

S6
55
53
61

52
54

5

3
6
8

Barley.
£6

27
S7
27
27
S7

g
3
2

10

UatBc

fi weeks' AggreKite Aver. 63 JO S7 2

MARK LANE, Fkiuav, Sept. 30.— Since Monday we have
received no fresh arrivals of English ^^•heat, and its value is con-
sequently unaltered; this momij*K the Market was rather better
attended, particularly by country buyers, and a moderate retail

business was transacted at our late quotations. In Barley, Peas,

Duties » I 9

19
18
18

18

17

18

6

7
9
6

8

4

Rye.
32 9

18 7

31
31
29

6
5
4

£9 to
29 10

Beans
33 b
33 11

33 1

33 5
32 10

33

30 9 33 4

sol 10 6 9 6

Feas.
33 II

3> ff

3S «
33 S
K 11

a

33 1

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK,

English
Irifih .

Foreign

Flour.
4583 Sks. —

9* liOO

1 Whr. Barl. Malt." Oats. Rye. 1 Bns.
Brls. 6647 1097 4603 160 15 1610

#j 13 18 88 8353 __ ^^

»« 29197 — 1690 .. ^^^^

9 S

919

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
»NSOLVENT.— S. Simson, ShirJev, Suuthampicnshlre, jeweller.

BANKltUPTCY SUFEKSEDEb.-G. E. Rothe, New Broad-street,

merchant.
BANKRUPTCV ANNULLED.—M, Bnckley, Oldham, draper-

BANXvHUFTS R. H. Smyth, Cornhill, nierchant_\V. H. Ball, Kenning.
ton LTOBs, Loath master— H. Simmons, Leamington Friors, milliner-J. Bad-
fotk, bhrivenhani, Berkshire, grocer—H. Payn, Liverpool, master mariner—
\V. IJrquhart, Wellington-street, Strand, merchant— J. Yarrad, jun., Spalding,

Lincolnshire, grocer—J. Fisher; and \V. Milner, Norwich, drapers—H. T.
Harrison, Tavistock-row. Covent-garden, hotel-keeper-F. Sandnn, Rngeley,
Staffordshire, cabinet maker—R. Lt win, Northampton, leather seller—A. Blu-
menthal, Warwick, wine merchant.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—W. Meldnim, Dunfermline, manufai;-

turer—W. Thomson, Kinghorn, Fifeshire, carpenter.

BIRTHS On the 23rd inst., the Hon. Mrs. Spring Rice, ofa daughter- On the

fi5ih inst., at 35, Cur2on-stxeet,Maytair, the Viscountess Jm elyn, of a daughter
_>0n ihe 29ih inst., in Russell-square, the lady of C. Skipper, Esq., of »
daughter—On the 26th inst., in York terrace. Airs. Reginald Bray, of a son—
On ihe 25th inst., at AH Cannings Rectory , Wilts, the lady of T. P. Methuen,
Esq , of a son—On the 26tk inst., at 83. Camden-rcjad Villas, Mrs. CoUisson.of

a Biin—On the 25th inst., in I'all Mall, Mrs. George Tatiersall, of a sob—On the

25th inst., in Devonshire place, the lady of H. Burr. Esq., of a son—On theZ4lh

inst-, at Biixion-hill, ihe lady of the Rev. G.Allan, of a son—On the 35th inst.,

at Camberwell-grove, Mis. J- N. Scott, of a daughter—On the 26th in«., at

Hanipstead, Mrs. Sanger, of a ("on—On the 24ih inst-, at Greenwich, Airs. C.

Hart, of the Trafalgar Tavern, of a daughter,
MARRIED On the 27lh inst., at Wargrave, Berks, J. Walter, Esq., of

Exeter College, Oxford, eldest son ol J. Walter, Esq., ot Bear Wood, Berks,

M.P., to EmiJy Frances, eldest daughter of Major Court, Esq., of Castlemans,

Beiks, At St. Geojge's. Hanover square, J. M. Cooke, Esq., youn^^er son of

the late J. Cooke, Esq., of King's Caple, in the county at Herefoid, to Matjf

Elizabeth, only child, and heiiess, of the Rev. C. Weiherell, A.M., of Eaton-

place, Belgrave-square, and Rector of Bytield, Northampton-On the 28th inst.,

at Hanover Chapel, Feckham, Frederick, younges' son of W. Reid, Esq., of

Peckham-rye, to Mary Ann, fourth daughter of T. Napier, Esq., of Rye-lane

—On the 59ih inst-, at St. James's, Westminster, C. S. Cautherley, Eeq., of

Abington Pigotts, Cambridgeshire, to Sophia Dorothea, youngest daughter of

W. Nicol, Esq., Fall Mall—On the 27ih inst., at Alderley, Gloucestershire, T.

G. Wills, Esq., of Ca&tlerea, county Rosctmmon, to Theodosia Elenor, only

daughter of R. H.B. Hale, Esq., and the Lady Theodosia Hale, of Aideiley,

and Cottles House, Wiltshire.

DIED On the 25th inst., at his house in Newiogton, Edinburgh, Sir Jamei

Spittal, Knt., who was the first Lord Provost of the city elected under the Re-

formed Burgh Act—On the 20th inst.. at the Rectory-house, Dunisbourn Ab-

bots, Gloucesteishire, the Rev. C. Mesman, aged 77—On the 23rd init., at

Biijihton, aged 22, Emma, only daughter of W. Smee, Esq., chief accountant

of the Bank of England—On the ist of June, on board the Zcnobia, on r«

passage from Calcutta to England, Ensign R. Harcourt, third son of J. J. Bar-

court, Esq., late of the East India House—On the 26th inst., C. R. S. Nixon,

eldest son of the Lord Bishop of Tasmania, aged 6 years—On the 2ist i"!;^-' *'

hitj house in Well-strert, Hiuliney, aged ;?, Algernon Frampton, Esq., M.I).,

formerly of S9, New Broad-street, London, and for 40 years one of the phy-

sicians nf the Londi.n Hospital—On the iSth of May last, on board the Zenobia,

in the Bay of Bengal, on his passage to England, John, the only son ol &ir t.

S. Hunter, Bart., aged 43.

TO PLANTERS, NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS,
and others.—Fine opportunity for Stocking Nursery, Plea-

sure, and Ornamental Grounds.—SALE BY AUCTION of Thirty

Acres of Messrs. Adamson and Son's celebrated Stock, by Pao-

THEROK and Morris, by order of the Trustees, on Monday, the

17th Oct., 1842, and following days, at eleven o'clock, of every-

thing essential to Planters and New Ground workmen, on the

premises. Stoke Newington Common j Fruit and Forest trees,

Standard and Dwarf-trained Fruit, Evergreens. American Plants,

Deciduous and Ornamental Shrubs, of every variety, m consider-

able quantities. Such an invaluable opportunity will not dc

likely soon to recur. The Stock may be viewed a week V^^^y^

thf Sale, and Catalogues had of the principal Seedsmen, on ine

premises, and of the Auctioneers, Messrs. Protheroe and Morns,

American Nursery, Leytonstone,

MECHI'S ELEGANCIES, for Presents and Use,

Manufactured on the premises, *I, Leadenhall- street, near

the East India House, London, wholesale, retail, and for exP^"'

Ladies' and gentlemen's dressing-cases, in leather, ^°^^*-^Z^-
papier mach^, from 100 guineas down to 2os.; .^^""".^

desks, 25 guineas down to 12ff.; work-boxes, 20
S'JJ^9 jv

-

10«.; ladies' cabinets and jewel cases, assorted; teacaddics u

most elegant in the world, 12/. to 6/. each, dovrn to >*• of*

'

ladies' papier niache work boxes, 10/. each; papier matuc

work boxes, 12/. down to 3/.; netting boxes, 305.
}^Jfl*

card boxes, 5/. 5a'. to 11*.; sets of tea trays, 20
f*!*"^^^^

6/.: bottle cases, 30j. each; companions, 2/. 105. to
Y^-

'

each: pole screens. 9/. the pair; hand screens, ^Os. w - •

the pair; card racks 405. to 255. per pair; note and cake ^^^''5p';'

505. to 205. each ; bagatelle tables, 13/. 10*. to 3/. lOs. e^^" ;'^

ther writing cases, containing a complete dressing ^I'^^-f j.!

15/. 105. to 5/. 10*. ; pearl and fancy card cases, 3/. 10s. to lyj* '

ivory hair brushes, 4/. to 2/. 10s. per pair; splendid cases oise^/^

day razors, 10/. io2/. IDs. theset; ivory handle and other m^ J

,
pearl, and ivory dessert knives and t?ble kni ^^t

from 42/. lo 4/. 45. the case; a rich variety of slate, bronze, &^^»

and papier mfich^ and table inkstands, from 6/. to /5. oft.

The quality of Mechi's manufactures, the elegance «i

display,, and the rare combination of excellence and ecoiu ij^

with a Very extensive choice of stock, will amply repay

trouble of a visit to his Depot, 4, Leadeohallstrcet.

UN-BURNS, FRECKLES. TAN, and other Disfi-

v5 gurements of the Skin, prevalent at this P^c^^^?5^^^?f axP'S
pleasingly eradicated by that unique preparation, ^*^ ^

.^e-saily
KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous liquid, and iiow ^'^^T. ^u
admired for its 'sovereign virtues in completely f^^^^.V-ntely

hours without leavingr it. He was the only EngUshmaa vyho had I and Beans, there ia no alteration. The Oat Trade continues

admired lor its sovereign virtues m compiettij
Af^\\ckie\J

cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the complexion ^^"j- j^^
clear and fair. It is invaluable as a renovating 5"^/^"^harsU
wash during travelling, or exposure to the »«"' ''"^^' ^p-blies.
winds, and after the heated atmosphere of crowded asscni

Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grateful after shaving, ic^
ing the smarting pain. . ^^ ^hat
CAUTION.—Ask for " RowL.v?rfn's Kax-vdoe, anu ^^. ,

these words ar« on the envelope, with their signature anu au
^,

in red : " A. Rowlano & So.n, 20. Hatton Gardept. ^^^^^'^^
the same are engraven on the Government Stamp amxcu

the cork. . . - n«i-f,imer3«
Sold bv the Propre^ors, and bvrespcctable Chemists gcPgnum
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INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS

THE LAST NUMBER,
/ffshanist^n, its vpgetatioa
Aniateiir'f Oarden • > •

AmnionlHca! liquor • • .

Animal Manure*, No. 2 .

Appl^. flower of Kent
Appl^S) kepi in a cellar .

Apple tree*, to renovate .

Afh. remarhson the Male and
Female 653

654 €

642 c
C51 a
658 a
654 6
6.17

66a
a
c

B«ps, late in Bwamiing^
JJeei fur Sugar . . . ,

Birds, their n-itural instinct ,

BleachJRfr powder . . ,

Bui!eri, conical . • . ,

CabbiiK^ Butterfliei, to destroT-
Caee foe planti, to attach to a
Bitting-room . . . «

Cnmlj return yrandiflorum ,

ConiJerous Plantn, No. 4 , .

Creeperi, trellis for .

Cucumber, singular growth of
Dahlias, kept in pits like Po-

tatoes . . . . .

FiciiB au^ftralis, grown vrithout
Moil • • . . .

Tig, the wild kind, where grown
Flowers and Fruit, metHmor-
pbosis of

Flowers, autumnal .

Fowlin^-piecc, newly-invented
Fruit trees, select . , .

Gas water, experiments with .

GreenfTciife txeeur to renovata .

Greenhouse plants, to pre»erve
in winter . . . . ,

Heath, remarks on , . .

Heating by hot water
Heathf, their treatment .

Horses, uheap food for
Hort- Society, remarks upon
the exhibitions

Kew Botanic (iardena noticed
Lalape hoveipfolia

6^4
654
653
6^7
6SA
657

657
654
652
651
653

b
b

b

c
a
b

b

a
e

b

657 b

653 b
653 c

653 a
654 e

655 a
657 a
655 a
656 e

656 c

655 b
654 6

B57 a
655 b

651

655
654

b
c

iWanwre, liquid, to apply , ,

Maxiilaria acutipctaJa < .

Moths, to kill ....
Mulberry tree, cauec of fruit
dropping

Naiuraiisi's C»rner, No. 3
Nitrate of Soda, its action on
Cufumbers . , . .

Nuts, to preserve . . •

Orchidaceous, meaninfr of
Peaches, cause of llieir dropping
Peach trees, not adapted for
growing with Vines

Peas, difference in their boiling
Pelargoninm ardens, to Hower
Pelargoniums, cannot be pre-
serred out of doom .

Pines, management of • •

Plantain, remarks on . t

Potatoes, to cook tor Cattle
Potato, not injured by the ap-

plication of Lime ,

Proceeding! of the Hoit-fioc. of
London reviewed .

Rage, woollen, as a manure '
.

Regent's Park Gardeners' So.
ciety for Mutual Initruction

Salt, a manure for Potatoes •

Slugs, to destroy
St il, its influence on the colour
of the Hydrangea ...

Sugar, extracted from Maize .

Su^ar from the peelings of hgs
Tanks for rain-water, their con*
struction » , , , ,

Trees for ste^p banks
Vines for ihe open wall .

Vitriol, blue, in what respect it

ditTere from green . . .

Wasp, to cure the sting of the .

Willow, its treatment in La-
dakh
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654 m
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657 a
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654 a
657 b
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657 «

657 a
654 6
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654 b
655 b

654 5

651 b
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657 b
657 a
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WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD,
SUSSEX

TX/'ILLIAM WOOD & SON beg leave to inform
» » their numerous Patrons, and Rose Amateurs in jreneral.

that their NEW CATALOGUE OF KOSES, for the present
season, is now ready for distribution, and will be sent, GRATIS,
on application.

The immense Stock of Roses at Maresfield are this season
finer and more luxuriant than ever; no pains or expense have
been spared to render tiie collection as rich and unique as
possible.
The General Catalogue of Nursery Stock and Trade List of

Roses, &c., are also ready for distribution.—Sept. 2 1st.

F^
Sept, 21, 1842.ROM the last Official Stamp Returns just published,

it appears that during the three months of April, May, and
June, in thespresent year, the Stamps supplied to each of the
undermentioned Jonnials gure them an average Publication of—

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE . . 4,230
MORNING POST . , . . ' . 4,103
SL>r

WATCHMAJf . . * ,

RECORD , » , . , ,

SPECTATOR . • . .

JOHN BULL • . . , .

STANDARD ....
KVEMNC MAIL • . . ,

GLOBK .....
SATraiST . . . •

•

ECCLESIASTICAL OAZETTK ,

NOXCONFORSIIST . * , .

RAILWAY TIMES
BELf/s NEW WEEKLY MESSENGER
ATLAS • . . . * .

NAVAL AND MILITARY GAZETTB
OBSERViiR . - , ,
ARGUS - . - , ^ .

UNITED SERVICE OAZKTTE "'

,

COURT JOURNAL . • .

MIMXO JOURNAL • • .

BRITISri QUEEN . . . .

EVENING CHRONICLE * .

GARDENERS* GAZETTE .

4,013

3,961

3,904
3,538

3,461

3,333
3,205
3,153

2,923

2,827
2,/88
2,538

2,250
2,000

1,980

1»923

1,827

l,r30
J|577

J.577
1,558

1,436

1,415

Tl/'ILLIAM IVERY, Rye-lane, Peckham, begs to in-
' » form his Friends and the Public that he can again supply

strong plants of the following Cinerarias : Royal Blue, Rival Ring,
Imperial Blue, Grandissima, Queen Victoria, Corminius.Splcn-
dida, and Greenii, at 2s. 6d. each. Also strong Bulbs ofTropseolum
Jarratti, 30s. per doz., or 3s. Gd. each j tricolorum, 205. per doz.,
or 2s, 6rf. each j Achimenes longiflora, 2«. 6d,

pINERARIA WEBBERIAiSA.—J. WEBBER begsV^ to intimate that he is now sending out plants of the above
mucli-admired Blue Cineraria, figuredin *' Paxton's Magazine
of Botany ** for July, at 10s. 6d. per plant, with the usual allow-
ance to the trade. He can also supply Lisianthus Russelianus,
at 50s. and 75s. per 100.— Mcrriott Nurseries, near Crewkerne,
Somersetshire, Sept. 28, 1842.

TWO SPLENDID NEW PURPLE PICOTEES.
WOOD'S LORD HINCHINBROOK, b superb
• ' Flower of large size, marking perfect, ground colour of the

roost snoMT whiteness, petals large, and of a beautiful shape,
forming a most excellent show flower.
WOOD'S LADY ST. JOHN, a beautiful light-edged Flower, of

most superb form and petal, possessing, in short, all the requisites
of a first-rate show flower.

J. Wood, Florist, ^c, Huntingdon, begs to announce that the
above Picotees, which elicited the admiration of numbers of
Florists who saw them in bloom, are now ready for sending out,
and can be forwarded by post to any part of the'United Kingdom.
Price 15s. per pair, postage and package included. J. W.'s Ca-
talogue of Carnations, Picotees, &c., for the present season, may
be had on application, by inclosing a postage stamp.
N.B.—A remittance or reference expected from unknown

correspondents.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
T^HE above magnificent FUCHSIA was raised by Mr.
-^ Meehan, Gardener to Col. Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of
^ight, from whom Messrs. Youbll obtained the entire stock.
In May last it was submitted to Dr. Lindley for his opinion,
which will be found in thmfardeners' Chronicle of the Hth ofthat
month as follows :—
••Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid wc have

seen
J
the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and

sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will
prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus."
Messrs. Youell.in bringing this beautiful production into public

notice, do so without the slightest difl5dence, being fully assured
of its giving the moat entire satisfaction. It is of vigorous habit,
fine foliage, and, as a proof of its being a most profuse bloomer,
they have a plant in flower at the present time on one branch of
which there are upwards of 200 blooms, forming a splendid
object for the Greenhouse, Conservatory, or Flower-garden.
Youell & Co. purpose sending it out in the second week of

Apnl next, at 1 0«. Qd, per plant, iree of postage, to any part of the
United Kingdom : and all orders they may be favoured with will
be executed in rotation.
Orders from the Continent will receive every care In nacVinc

BO as to otisure their safety.
y^^^^S,

The usual discount to the Trade, where not less thanfl nlants^c ordered.-Great yanaguth Nurscrj\ Sept. 15. i843.
^

pARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PINKS.
yy NATHANIEL NORMAN, Horist. begs to call the attention
of the Nobility, Gentry, Amateurs, and his friends generally,
to his select Collection, comprising the finest show varieties,
with which he has gained twenty prizes this season at the fol-
lowing Societies : London Horticultural, Royal South London,
South Essex, and Floricultural Society of Loudon. Has 10,000
Plants now ready, in fine healthy condition.
Catalogues may be had on prepaid application.—Bull Fields,

Woolwich.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.—H. GROOM, Clap-
ham Rise, near London Crcmoved from Walwortli), by ap-

pointment Florist to her Majesty, respectfully informs the Nubi-
lity and Gentry that he has received his Collection of Dutch
Roots in excellent condition, and that his Catalogue of Bulbs is

ready, and may he had on application.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUI?EN STRAWBERRY,
after two years' competition, still maintains its pre-emi-

nence ; and, in returning thanks to their numerous patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say tliey can with couUdence re-
commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawberry Prince Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per 100, each,
505. ; and their Eliza, 20s. Runners are now ready, and may be
had on application to them at Manor Farm, Dcptford.
Myatt's famed Victoria Rhubarb, 50s. per 100 sets, or U. firf.per

root, will be ready in October.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER,
"Y^OUELL& CO.'s Superb Collection of tbe above
-1- will be found to contain every attainable variety worthy of

cultivation ; and having spared no expense in rendering their
Collection the most extensive and select in the kingdom, tliey
beg to announce that they purpose commencing to execute
orders the first week in October, upon the following terms;—

25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, jffS Q
12

25
12
25
12

tt

99

ff

do. 2
3

10

I 10

1 4

do. do.
of fine Show flowers,

do. do.
of extra fine Show Pinks,

do. do. - . .0 12
The selection being ?eft to Y. & Co,

They beg further to state that, having a peculiar mode of.
packing the above plants, so as to insure their safe delivery in
any part cf the United Kingdom per Post, for the information of
parties at a distance, wishing to avoid tbe expense of Carriage,
Package, &c., they will send them free of postage, at the extra
charge of 2s. per doz. pair.
A Post-oflice order, or reference, is respectfully requested from

unknown correspondents.
Catalogues may be had on application, by enclosing two

postage stamps.
NEW SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

Youell & Co. beg respectfully to state, that they contmue
sending out, per Post (free), their Superb Collection of Fuchsias,
at the rate of 2Is. per doz.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 8,1842. •

ROSES.HLANE and SON beg to announce that their

• select annual descriptive Catalogue is now ready for

delivery, and may be had post free on application (enclosing a

2d, stamps at the Nurseries, Great Berkhampsted, Herts ; at Mrs.
Johnstone's, Covent Garden Market j and Mr. Nutting's, 46,

Cheapside, London.
HEARTSEASE.—The following seedlings having been care,

fully selected by H. Lane and Son from their stock, arc now
ready for sending out for the first time, and they can strongly

recommend them, viz.. Sir John Sebright,* 7«. 6rf.; Alpha,* 7*.

6<i. ; Christina, 5«. Off. j Vulcan, 5*. Oaf. ; Venus, 5*. Od.j Diana,

5s. Orf.i Nero, 3s. 6d.; Acteon, 3s. 6rf.; John Fowler, 3s. 6rf.

;

Signer Lablache, 3s. 6d. ; and Calypso, 3s. 6d„ if taken singly
5

but if the whole are taken they will be charged only 45s.

Those marked * were awarded prizes at the Floricultural So-

ciety of London's Show on the 2lst of June last.

PRINCE ALBERT PEA.

CORMACK and OLIVER, Seedsmen and Nur-
SBRYMKN, New Cross, near the Croydon Railway Station,

and Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London, have the
honour to offer to the notice of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and
others, the above new Pea, as one of the earliest and best sorts

extant ; in proof thereof, a quantity put into the open ground on
the Hth of March last was ready for use the 25th of April fol-

lowing, being oiHy fort^-ttvo daps from the period of sowing to

the date of gathering-for the table ; it is moreover a good bearer,

of excellent flavour, and highly advantageous for early forcing.
—Packets, containing a quart, S$. each.—September 30, 1S42.

TANSLEY NURSERY, NEAR MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE.
JOSEPH SMITH returns grateful thanks to his nu-

merous friends for i^ast favours, and begs to invite Noblemen,
Gentlemen, and others, who may be improving their grounds, to
his extensive and well-grown Stock of Forest Trees, Flowering
Shrubs, Evergreen.'-, Standard and Dwarf Roses, American
Shrubs, &c. &c.

J. S. also begs further to state, that he has on hand upwards
of 400,000 Transplanted Larches of various ages and size, Btiflf"

growers, and excellent Roots; 300,000 Transplanted Quicks,
three, four, and five years old; 40,000 Common and Portugal
Laurels ; 30.000 Evergreen Privets ; with many thousands of tnm
Rhododendrons for Cover and other Planting j and all other

Nursery Stock in proportion.
Catalogues vyitli prices may be had on appUcaticm.

'

COUTHAMPTON NURSERY GROUNDS.— The
*^ attention of Nobltmen, Gentlemen, Planters, and the Trade,
is respectfully directed to the following List of Transplanted and
Seedling FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, SHRCBS, &-c„
which are of the finest quality, and will W delivered by Railway
or Steam-vessel iu London or coastwise, carriage free. Tlie
great extent of these Grounds afl'unling a never-failing supply of
every description of Nursery Stock, purchasers, howereT varied
or extensive their orders, mav rely on llicIr being executf rt with
despatch and punctuality. Waste Lands planted in any part of
the kingdom,byconti-act, engaging to replace failures, for 3/., 5/.,
7/-, JO/., and upwards, per acre. Capitalist'- and Trustees con-
templating planting for investment, will txnd this a sale and
desirable means of eflTecting their object.

SKEpLixo FOREST TREKS, PKR 1,000, 1 year.
Ash u.orf.
Birch ,. .. .,
Scotch Fir J

Pinaster .. .. ,, ,. ,, ,. 9
Sea Pine (excellent as nurses in exposed situ-
ations

English Oak,* the true" Durmast" of the
New Forest : the largest and most valuable
species ,,

Common Oak
If 100,000 of any one kind are ordered, a deduction will be made

on these prices.

transplanted. m. rf.

Ash ,, ,^ ,, ,, 5
Beech 13 6
Birch 12 6
Scotch Fir 5
Larch .. 6

•0

6

5

years.
3i.6d,
6

3 6

7 6

S 6 3 6

s. d,

10

Spruce
Pinaster
Sea Pine
Alder

*•

V
7
20
12

•

Spanish Chesnut ,, .. ,. 30
• •Hazel

Black. Poplar
Laurel .«

Rhododendron, excellent for cover,
and not subject to the depreda-
tions of game, bedded .

.

Do. transplanted, 1 to 2—3 ft.

EvcrgrecnPrivet 20s.0if.perl,000
Tamarisk (excellent for ex-
posure to the sea-spray or
winds 40

Broom ^ Furze
for cover 10

SweelBayIto2ft.40
Portugal Laurel 40
Laurustinus, com-
mon, bedded 8

—

,

shining-
leaved, do. 8——— hairy

-

leaved, do. 8

U
20
80

30
25
10

10

12

13

30
25
40
SO
40
40

6
6

M,

20
40
40
20
20
25
20
40

• per l,00t

tt

ft

60
40
80
SO

IV

tt

tf

tt

rr

tt

tt

35
25

40

40
80
60 u

tt

per 100

25«. Oif. per 100

ir

,.

per 100

,.

tt

25 t>

»*

tt

Ribessanguin^m 8

Aucuba 8
Kalinia latifolia 25
White Broom 8

Sing^le Camellias,
from pots

Purple JJeech
Double Chinese
Crab

Cypress
Hardy Heaths
Double Furze
Irish Furze
Carpet Juniper
Fontanesia
Giant Ivy
Purple Laburnum 6
Sweet-scented

ditto 6
Magnolia pur-
purea 12

Double-blossomed
Peach 6

Sea Fine from
pots 35

40
25

6
25
13

25
25
25
25
12

tt

ft

»r

tf

tt

25
40
40

50

per doz.
per 100

tt

tt

tt

ffV

»9

50 tt

»•

6 per doz.

25 per 100

per dor.

per doz.
per 100

a

per doz.

»t

tt

tt

tt

tt

per ioo

tt

tt

Nectarines,

Rhododendron
roseum

Rhododendron
hybrids

New Double Red
Tborn 40

New Single Scar-
let ditto 40

Glycine sinensis 9
Weeping Willow 25
Daphne i>ontica 25
Worked Hollies
Rose Acacia
Glutinous ditto

White ditto

Aristolochia
sipho

Chinese Honey-
suckle

Scarlet Trumpet
4 ditto 6

J Golden -flowered
I

ditto 6
Raspberries, true
double- bearing s

Raspberries, true
YellowAutumn
ditto 8

Raspberries, Red
ditto 8

Trained Peaches,
Apricots, Pears, P!ums, Cher-
ries, and Apples, of the most
esteemed kinds, as described
in tbe "Fruit Cultivator,"

by J. Rogers, Southampton,
Ss. firf., 3s. 6rf., and 5s. each.

Currants and Gooseberries,
Oper 100 I 12s. 6<^. per 100.

J
Vines. 6d., Is., and 2s. 6(f. each.

* That there are in this country two distinct species of the
British Oak, is well known to tlioae who have carefully attended
to their respective qualities—one being red-wooded, the other
white-wooded, and more generally known in the New Forest as

the •* Durmast," and considered as the most valuable species,

producing timber of the largest dimenaions. A knowledge of
these important facts led W. R., seur. , some years since, to ascer-

tain correctly the means of discriminating between the two
species, which were found so well defined as to enable him to

collect the seed of the desired kind with unerring precision, and.

likewise to communicate his observations thereon to the Bath
and West of England Agricultural Society, who ordered them to

be printed in their ** Transactions," and their vote of thanks to

be recorded for what they were pleased to term most valuable,

and, in a national point of view, important information.
Large Trees, for ornament or immediate effect, may be had of

every description, from 5 to 10 feet high.
Priced Catalogues forwarded by Post to applicants stating the

size and description of stock required.
W^M. ROGERS & SON,

Nurserymen, Landscape-Gardeners, and Contracting Planters,

Southampton.

•

tt

I*
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SHEPPARD, NURSERY AND SEEDSMAN,
WINCHESTER, begs most respectfuUy to caU the attra-

tion of the Trade, and the Public generally, to the undermen-

tioned arUcles, being such that he can fully recommend to pvc
satisfaction :—Sheppard's Duke of WelUngtq^^Beiaisftnium, Sbep-Sheppard
pard's King David ditto, Sheppard's I&a

Sheppard's Queen of Beauty Pink/f'^^e
a first-rate Show Flower, &s. p«CgpaIr

:

Verbena, a splendid vivid scarlet, mxpor in

ever offered, price 2s. 6d. eacb pmil^-fA^^mt^ ^
and Co., Seedsmen, as. Comhiil, L^wdDii.

J, S. has on hand a fine Collection of i

»>

'

-.ili* ^
n#iv F^--

October 1st, 1842.
^Mfr*j/*0--

i-y—'-

BLUE TROP-i^'^^>^^- , . __ ^ ^^
-\T ESSES, VEITCH & SQ^ \^n^%^%
jSl strong blooming plant, oft^^*^.'*^^^^^^l^xdAZUREUM, which Wli exhibitr. i;i^i^"#II^^^
cultural Society's meeting in B««ej^^*t^ ^!^^ay lattg

and had the Large Silver Med*! awarded

£xetcr| Oct, 6, IS4S.

€p<j r t =

Hi'
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:rrrr7ri77;^;;51j;r^rSDleD Seedling PANSIES

l! fet?r forifvi;!
and wiu be sent oa receipt of aa ap-

IS rcauy
^ postage stamp.

iVs.nearNottiugham.

SPOTTFD DIGiTALIS.—Seed of the above Splendid

M ;.- which received a Medal at the June Meeting of the

-« J^^^aiil^ocie^^^^^^ can be obtained in small packets

^.""^J^fhSlS^e^^^^^ some fine Pansy-Seed, at 2.. 6d. do,^

tTii^^^^̂ Sarrey-lane, Battersea.^6thQct„ 1842.

JOSEPH CLEGG, Florist, Middleton, near Man-

Chester can supply his Friends with 20 fine choice show Au-

^.nh^ ffoliecU^ to J. C.) for H. j ditto 12 Polyanthuses,

I^i" 20^ pair o/fiue Show Pinks. 10.., 20 ditto Carnations. 20. 3

13 ditto Picotces. 125. j^ also the finest Gooseberries out. l^sts

«in be had on application. .

N B- Wild's fine Pink Flake Providence will be soM m 21

lots,' on the 5th of November, 1842, at 10a-. M. Dinner to be on

the table at 3 o'clock.

KENSINGTON NURSERY.

RICHARD FORREST and CO., late WILLIAM
MALCOLM and CO., by Appointment. Nurserymen Seeds-

men, and florists to her Majesty, beg respectfully to direct atten-

tian to their Collection of Bulbous Roots, just imported. They

are remarkably fine this season, and at reasonable prices. Cata-

lo?ae«i may be received on application.
,^ , ,^. . «

R F & Co ber"at the same time to state, that their Nr bsert

Stock" in general was never so fine as this year ,
and they m-

vite an inspection of the different departments. The American

Plants are well set with Bloom Buds.

The Trained Fralt-trees of every description are very fine, as

^ell as aU the other sizes of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Pears, Cherries. &c.. and wiU wcU repay an inspeotioti

of them. „

TO HEARTSEASE GROWERS.—J. Buxton can

snpply strong Plants of most of the Leading Varieties raised

liy the most celebrated grrowers, as well as a few Seedlings of his

own that he can strongly recommend. Extra fine Seed, 2s, ^d.

per packet.—Wandsworth Road, Surrey. ^
MESSRS, DICKSON, Nurserymen and Florists,

Acre Lane, Briston. beg to inform Amateurs and Florists,

that their Catalogue of Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, &c., is

now leady, and may be had on application to them, or 5

"Warner and Warner, Seedsmen, *c., Cornhill . London.

WOOD'S SUPERB SCARLET PHLOX DRUM-
MONDL—The colour of this most beautiful of Annuals

is a dazzling scarlet; the Flowers are perfectly round, without

any space between the petals, forming, unexceptionably, the

most brilliant and striking object that can possibly be imagined.

i. Wood having grown no other sort, it is impossible that it can

be deteriorated by impregnation. Packets, containing 12 seeds,

Slf. fi(i. each, postage included.

Jiursery, Huntingdon.
N.B.— Tbc above may also be had of Messrs. Warner and

"Warner, ComhlU, who saw it in bloom.

ALEX. PONTEY begs to call the attention of the

Public to the following splendid SEEDLING PELARGO-
NltTMs. which wUl be sent out this autumn at the prices named
under. The COUNTESS OF MORLEY won the Goli> Mkdal
at the Royal Devon and Cornwall Horticultural Society's Show
at Devonport in |841, under the name of Beauty's Pride. ^
The Qsual allowance to the trade. ^ s. d.

Wood's Countess of Morley . .430
_ " Royal Pet , . ,220

Eros 1 ]1 i
Macbeth . . . . 1 11 6

Tropseolum tricolorum and brachyceras, IBs. per dozen.

These four are recommended as first-rate and superb show
dowers.—Plymouth, Angxistt4, J842.

TO MARKET-GAKJ^ENERS, NURSERYAiEN, AND OTHERS.

PROTIIEROE and MORRIS are instructed by the
Trustees of Messrs. Ai>am son and Sos, of Stoke Newington,

to submit to pabUc competition, on the premises. Wells-street,

Hackney, on Monday, Oct. 3, 1842, at 11 o'clock precisely, the

whole of the VALUABLE STOCK, consisting of about 800 Hand-
glasses, 70 Three-light Boxes and Lights, the whole of which are

fa excellent condftion, Horses and Cart, a quantity of fine Rhu-
barb for forcing, and sundry Utensils. May be viewed two days
prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had on the premises, of the
principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Xeytonstone.

^O BE DISPOSED OF BY PRIVATE CON-
TRACT (the Proprietor going abroad), the Lease, Stock,

Greenhouses, &c., of a small Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, in one of the best thoroughfares, and within three miles

of the Metropolis. For particulars inquire of Mr. John Forbes,

at Hay, Anderson, and Sangster's, Seedsmen, &c., Newington
Butts, London. N.B.—The above has been established 14 years.

Immediate possession may be had.

'^PO GENTLEiMEN. NURSERYMEN, and others.

JL LAVENDER-HILL NURSERY, WANDSWORTH- ROAD.—
Mr. Geo. Haixbs will sell by Auction, by order of Mr. William

Pamplin, in consequence of part of his Nursery Ground being

required for other purposes, on Monday, Oct. 10th, and two fol-

lowing days, at eleven o'clock, the Nursery Stock, which is par-

ticularly adapted for persons engaged in planting, comprising

large Evergreens, Fruit and Forest Trees, and Flowering Shrubs i

Fine-grown Laurustinus, Laurels, Arbutuses, Evergreen Oaks,

Phillyreas, Aucubas, Cedars of Lebanon, Hollies, Rhododendrons,

Spruce Firs, and other Shrubs ; choice Standard and Dwarf

Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots. Mulberries, Figs, Vines; Ivy,

Box Edging, large Aloe in tub, and a general assortment of young
Nursery Stock. May be viewed three days previous to the sale.

Catalogues tobehad on the premises j at Messrs. Menier and Co.'s,

63, Strand ; Messrs. Sheppard's, 99* New Bond-street ; at the Office

of rheGardeners' CAronic/e; andat Mr.Haines's Offices, Knights-

bridge, ana at Pimlico.

SOMER9TOWN SOUTHSEA NURSERY-GROUND.

TO BE SOLD BY PRIVATE CONTRACT, about
2 Acres of Freehold Land, with a good Stock on it > a good

opportunity for a young man that wants to enter the Nursery
Business. It is situated in a pleasant spot and a genteel neigh-
bourhood, half a mile from Portsmouth and one and a half miles
from Gosport Sonth-W>stem Railway Terminus. On the ground
is a Dwelling House, nsed as a Seed- Shop, Greenhouse 94 feet

lonr, 2 Bricking Pits, &c.; it will be sold with the Stock, or
without, if preferred.—For Particulars apply to Mr. Nobes on
the Premises*, or to Messrs. Minchin and Oaks, Solicitors, St.
George's Square, Portsea.

I

X^ ESTBURTON, between Arundel and Petworth,
^^ Si^ EX. PINE PLANTS, Live and Dead Farming Stock,

and a Life Interest in m-^L 5«. U, Consols.—To be Sold by Auc-
tion, by Mr. H. Saltmr Con the premises), by order of the As-
togneea of JAMKsBi-^sHofF, a Bankrupt, on Tuesdav and Wednes-
day, the 13th and 19th Oct., 1842, at U o'clock. The FINES consist

E; 2?^ ^.;^?^^^^^^"^^ and Succession Plants of theTery best qua-
lity. The P I NES produced from this Pinerv have always been cele-
brated for their Growth and Quality, ^id have Obtained the
highest prices m the London Markets ; and as a further proof of
their excellency, they have coftatently carried the first Prize at
the Shows m London, where they have been brought into Com-
petition with all England. Together with about Three Thousand
Flower and Pme Pots.— The Faaminq Stock consists of 5
capital Cart-Horses, a grey Pony, 43 two-tooth Wether Sheep a
fat Pigs, and a quantity of excellent Poultry. A four-horse power
portable Thrashing Machine, 2 narrow-wheeled Waggons, Dung-
Carts, Com-Cracker, Chaff-Cutter, 2 Ploughs, Drag.Kakes[ Cydcr-
Press, Cloths, and other Effects. The Lifb Istkrest, of James

• Bibshopp, aged about ,'>3 years, in the sum of ao3/. 5«. Qd. 3 per
I Cent. Gonads, standing In the names of Trustees, and producing
J«an Ammal Income o€ 24/. 1$, lOrf., will be offered precisely at
* Three o'clock.
"^ r ' ilogoM win be ready Hd«ys previons to the Sale, and may
' beohtaincci onthe premittBii at Mason's Printing Office, High-
Street,%teyning; at Mr. DuUey'% fruiterer, Covent Garden ; and

^at the office' of the Auctioneer, Arundel. The Pinb Plants and
"Farmtivg Stock may be viewed the day previous to the Sale, and
Particulars of the Life Interestmay be obtained on application to
M^srs. Ellis and Upton, Solicitors, I^etworth.
la addition to the Farming Stock and Pine Plants, will be sold

the whole of the Frame Work, Glass, Pits, and Apparatus thereto
belong' ,^:. .-Oii;-Stiiig of s F'm& Pits, Hothouse, and several thou-
sand teet oi Gla
The Farming Stock wiU be sold OH tho JSth, ftod the Ym^XY^

With the Uife later^t, oa the 19th.

ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.

Established 1823. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3WUUam IV.

Lower kates of feemium than those of any other office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits^ as follows :—

Age.

Annual
Premium! I

per cent.

15 20 25 30 35 40 45

10 8 I 14 7 1 19 2 4 3

50

I

2 10 11 2 19 93 11 94 8

I

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to \QU

ner cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

nroceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one

Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the Uves of persons dying by suicide, duellmg, or by

the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Ta^tptikll James Downer, Secretary,

GARDENER.—WANTED a Wghly-respectable Mar-
ried Man, with his Wife, who have no children,, to tak«»

charge of a Furnished House and Grounds in a village*about M
miles west of London. Himself must be fully competent to the
routine of a Kitchen-garden, Wall-trees, 8cc., as weU as Flower
garden with a Greenhouse. His Wife must also be fully comneT
tent to the due care of Furniture, &c., and be well qualified tod
willing to do the usual house duties when tl;e owner may occsu
sionallybe athis house. The produce of the Garden for sale with
certain weekly wages, will be the remuneration. It is wished to
meet with parties who may themselves have some means and
seek a comfortable home. Most unexceptionable reference as to
character will be required. Letters, post-paid, addressed J. a
at the Gardeners^ Chronicle Office, 3, Charles-street, Corent
garden, stating present situation, age, &c., ofany party aoDlvino.
will be attended to.

^^ :i^^

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY
HOT WATER. l^^'^rjT^^Sk

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c., Gloucestbr-
• PLACE, Kixo's-ROAn, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders and

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the

Nobility and Gentry that their busmess, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 300 ft. in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being umversally

adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of -the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c., at their Horticultural ji^nufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square^ Clerkenwell,

London, having been for many years extensively engaged in

Warming Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothouses, Con-
servatories, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, either

in Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of

heating in preference to any other. Numerous references can be
given both in town and country, where he has successfully and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted up and heated in a superior

manner. Orders executed in all parts of the Country with punc-
tuality and despatch.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

0. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
mcnts suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
darability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
amd models, at «; j, Hoibom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting,amoiigstother metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baii.»t were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticolturi^ts, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared jiantity of the Galvanic Plaait

Protectors, which are now ready tt.r ln>ipediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour j*. constantly, or at inter-

valSj required, and which may be seen at their ManuJswtory,

WANTS a SITUATION as SHOPMAN, or CLERK
to a Nurserymen or Seedsman, a Young Man, who has

had considerable experience in the above capacities, havin?
been in one of the first-rate London Nurseries for seven tears
Reference can be given as to character and ability. Apply hy letl

ter to Y.Z., Messrs. Henderson Euid Co.'s, Pineapple-place, Edgel
ware-road, London.

wANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Mar
ried Man, without any incumbrance, who perfectly under-

stands his business in Forcing, &c.i can have an undeniable cha-
racter from his last place, where he lived two years and a half
Address T. S., post-paid, at Mr, Fairbau-n's, Clapham, Surrey,-

*

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF, a Single Man, in the prime of life,

who thoroughly understands the business in all the branches
of Gardening ; he has also a thorough knowledge of Nursery
Business, Plantations, &c., with the Management of Stock, &c.
Has lived in some of the principal families in England, and can be
highly recommended from a family of note that he is about to

leave. Address Mr. Brown, Gardener, Lord Southampton's,
Whittleburg, Northamptonshire.

WAN^ a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, 34 years of age, with two Children; perfectly under,

stands his business in all its branches ; can take charge of Land

or Stock if required ; or his Wife would manage a Dairy ; has an

excellent character from the situation he is leaving. Apply to

A, B., at Messrs. Paul and Son's, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, Herts.
- _

_

^ -——-— -y -^ n^ », > - ..—. ^IMt > I - -^

WANTS a SITUATION as FOREMAN, or to take

the charge of the Houses, a steady Young Man, who has a

good knowledge of his business in zdl its various branches; has

filled similar situations in first-rate places. Ten pounds will be

given to any person who shall procure a situation for the adver-

tiser. Direct, W. B., to be left at the Post-ofllce, Highbury Vale,

until called for.

t;17ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Mar-
VV ried Man, aged 29, who well understands bis businessi

he is just from the country, leaving on account of the place being

let, where his terms were \L \s. per week, With cottage and fuel.

Character unexceptionable. Address T. D., at Mr. Casement's,

No. 3, Flii^t-street, Walworth.

In Monthly Nos,, Svo, with Four beautifully-coloured Plates,

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for October, 1842, contams highly-finished

draM-ingsofSophronitis ^-andi/tora, Erica NeilHi, P€?itstemoncra3'

sifolius, and Echites atropinpurea ; likewise Papers on Gar-

dening as a science; on Planting Shrubs in Beds; and the

Preservation of Half-hardy Plants through the Winter. Floncul-

tural Notices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leadmj

Botanical Periodicals for September; together with a com-

plete Calendar of Monthly Operations for the Garden.

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press, ine

admirers of flowers axe requested to observe—
1. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one arnsi,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himseu

to the places where the plants are in flower.
, ^, ., , ^„j

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, iotq,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spu^t ana eit-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are ^^ora plants wnica

have never before beeh figured in this country, the i^^sc repi

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more nweu^ .

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the Tonyji 7

being such as can be cultivated by every one posse^sui^

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame. -
^^le

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, 00^° ;"' .-u-^

beauty of its embeUishments, and the utility of ^ts contents, i"

work is well adapted to the wants ofallwho delight in g^ae"^^^

and as the improved systerff of having the plates iitnogray

commenced with the present year, and as it ^^ "^^5°^^^ i'ljable
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a a«

opportunity for those who wish to become subscnDers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Patemoster-row.

This day is published, price 5s., tHMN-
A NEW EDITION OF PROFESSOR JOH^
iX STON'S ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISE

AND GEOLOGY. ^^n^menditto
'» Clear and comprehcnnive, we most strongly recommc

the young cultivator.*'— Lot^rfow's Gardener's Magaxinc-

By the same Author, . *jt> qeO-
JRES ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND ux.

LOGY. Part I., price 6s. Part 11., 45. Orf.
Tn.^^^hi^rs price

Fart HI. is in course ofpublication in 3Ionthbj mimoer^f r

Gd. each. -
_ „^*n,r*><; *^^Quarterig

"A valuable and interesting course of Lectures. •<

Retnew. ^ . T7jrn-hiireh, Wi^

Wm. Blackwood and Sons, 45, George-street, Lomouib

22, Pall-mall, London.

H
bUshed, Price is.,

ALMANACK AND

4

i

On the ist Nov. will b

ARRISON'S GARDEN ^—v-Hcpmentsin-^^ FLORAL CALENDAR for 1843. ,,^1^
/dver^^^^^^^

^j^

tended for insertion must be sent to the PubUshers, u

Bailey, before the 25th inst, _ ., ^ nnnrs froHi

London : H. G. Clarke and Co., 66, Old Bailey, 6 Doors

Ludgate HiU. ^

n^HE GOOSEBERRY GROWERsTSsTE^^
-1. or an Account of the different Gooseberry Shows «^^^
Lancasliire, Cheshire, and other parts of the kmgdom. i"r

t.

\s. Qrf. in boards, and U. 6rf. stitched, which ca^D^f;"' ^^.s'?,

prepaid. 6rf. extra, on application at Thomas D. wath-

Seedsman, &c., 6, Market Place, Manchester.

^HE GARDENER and PRACTICAL FLORIST
-»- InWeekly Numbers, Price 3(f., and in Monthly^ arts, ^^^^^

containing all that is new and valuable in Gardenmga"
^^

culture. Published by R. Groombridge,^ ^^'f'TvhP Editor ^
whom Advertisements and Communications for tne **«*

\-

received, Newsmett
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FOREIGN BOOKS on GARDENING, BOTANY,
AND THE COLLATERAL SCIENCES.—A Graduate of one

of the Continental Universities, adequately versed in the technical

terms of the above departments, is desirous of translating; any
work (orpartofit)nientionedinthe List of Foreig-n Books inserted

in the Gardeners' Chronicle, He will also make Resumes of any
work, the general contents of which parties may be desirous of
becominfi: acquainted Avith. Communications addressed to J. L.,

at the office of the Gardeners* ChrojucietV^ ill ha duly attended to.

®fje ffi^atXrntetjS' mjvonUU.

B b

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1812.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, Oct. IS . . Flojicultural 7^!^ p m
Saturday, Oct 22 . . Royal Botanic . . . . . sfp. m

CouNTjtv Shows—Oct. 12, Guernsey.

AaiONG the influences for p^ood or for evil produced
on plants by nitrate of soda, there is one that has been
very little adverted to. It has been found, in certain

cases, to render plants short-jointed. This was, we be-

lieve, first remarked by Mr. Fortune, the Superintend-

ent of the Hothouse department in the Garden of the
Horticultural Society. Some Pelargoniums under his

care, which had been watered with nitrate of soda, be-

came dark green ; their branches acquired a reddish
colour, and the rate of growth was sensibly checked,
although the general health of the plants was improved.

Other experiments in the same garden, by IMr. Gor-
don, have been tried on Rhododendrons in pots, and
with a similar result. When given them at the time
when theiryoung shoots were a few inches long, and
they were in full vigour of growth, the lengthening
was immediately arrested; and by the end of the
season each branch had formed a large flower-bud

—

although there is no reason to suppose this would have
happened if the nitrate had been witliheld. TJie
quantity supplied, however, although only an ounce
to eight gallons of water^ was too great for the health
of the plants ; for all became more or less yellow, and
of some, the leaves partially witliered and curled up at

the end and sides. This is remarkable, because when
nitrate of soda has been applied to shrubs in the open
border, they have grown more vigorously than ever.

The discrepancy observable in these two instances
is probably owing to the different circumstances
under which the nitrate acts upon the plants expe-
rimented upon. When a plant* in a pot is watered,
the fluid runs down between the ball of earth and the
sides of the pot, where the roots are, and tluis Is

brought into immediate and sudden contact with those
organs. On tlie other hand, when a plant in the open
ground is watere<l, the fluid slowly finds its way
through the earth to the roots—it becomes in part
changed in its nature before it reaches them ; and it

is only by the gradual action of capillary attraction
through the niitmte interstices of the soil that it is

eventually absorbed by the roots. Much, no doubt, is

also wasted ; so that, if two plants— the one in a pot,
and the other in the open ground— are each watered
with a solution of any salt, the first will in fact receive
upon its roots suddenly nearly the whole of it; while
the other will perhaps not receive a quarter of it, and
that not abruptly.^

The action of the nitrate of soda upon the leaves of
the Rhododendron was indicated externally by insen-
sible changes in the appearance of the leaves. The
spaces between the veins gi-adually became yellow,
while the veins themselves remained dark green ; so
that a curiously netted appearance was produced.
Afterwards, the fronts and edges of many leaves by de-
grees became dry and withered, and curled back

;

till, in some cases, the younger leaves had lost half
their life. In all instances the old leaves of the Rhodo-
dendrons exhibited very little sign of the actipn of the
nitrate, whose effects indeed may be said to have been
confined to the growing parts.

These facts suggest a new mode of applying nitrate
of soda, when it is found impossible to make rare
plants flower. We should use it of the strength above
mentioned just when the young shoots have burst
through the buds, and fully formed their first two or
three leaves. But before applying it, we should take
care that the ball of the plant v;as thoroughly moist

;

for by that means the sudden reception of it by the
surface of the roots would be hindered. It must also
be recollected by the gardener that newly-potted or
planted specimens are not in a fit state to receive this
agent. At such a time, their roots are necessarily, to
some extent at Last, bruised and injured; and when
that is the case, the nitrate of soda is generally found
to produce an unfavourable effect on plants; as if it

destroyed their life by being taken into the interior
without undergoing any change.

It is not because some climbing plants require to
have their roots confined in garden pots, nor because
bemg, in the majority of cases^ inhabitants of tropical
forests, they demand more bottom-heat than they can
obtain in this country, when planted in the open
border of a conservatory, that the modern plan of

distributing their branches over the trellis of a flower-
pot is to be so much commended. Nor is it because
the flowers, which, if the branches are uncontrolled,

I

are carried out of sight by the excessive length of the
stems, are thus brought immediately before the eye.
There is another great advantage in this practice.

Gardeners need not be told that the immediate
effect of compelling branches to grow downwards, is

to throw them into flower. Travellers on the Houns-
low Road used to look with astonishment at the
branches of Pear-trees led downwards, over the walls
of Sir Joseph Banks's House; but as those branches
were always loaded with fruit, the practice was soon
imitated, and gave rise, amonp^ other things, to what
is called balloon-training. This always produces an
abundance of flowers in even, the most sterile trees,

and of fruit also when the branches are not exposed to

severe night-frosts, which kill the blossoms. Just the
same consequences follow the training climbing plants
downwards; they are compelled to yield a far greater

crop of flowers than if permitted to grow at full length.

The many kinds of trellises that have been invented
for this purpose are admirably adapted for compelling
plants to grow upside-down ; for the branches can be
bent in all directions over and over again, and the
more thev are entangled the prettier is the effect pro-

duced. Let the following pattern be made the subject
of trial with the most obstinate species, such, for

instance, as Bugainvillea, and we will engage that in

a few months it will be loaded with clusters of its

rosy hops.

'

For smaller trellises, where little trailing plants have
to be employed, the following pattern may be very
easily brought into use.

Anotiiek subject adverted to in Mr. Edward Solly's

report, to which we last week alluded, is the action of
muriatic acid on vegetation. There is a very general

belief that muriatic acid gas is destructive of vegetable

life. Messrs. Turner and Christison, in their well-

known experiments, proved, as they thought, that

very minute quantities ^ f that agent, even so little as a

fifth of an inch diluted with 10,000 parts of air, de-
stroyed the whole vegetation of a plant of considerable
size in two days ; and they afterwards found, as it is

stated, that the extremely minute quantity of one-
tenth part of a cubic inch in 20,000 volumes of air

had nearly the same effects, De CandoUe and others
have adopted these statements without question. And
actions have been brought by people against the owners
of alkali manufactories, the muriatic acid given off in

such places being regarded as a nuisance destructive of

vegetable life;

A year or two ago, how^ever, a very unexpected re-

sult was obtainetl in the Garden of the IJonicahural

Society, which tended to raise some doubt as to the

accuracy of the abov e-mcationed ft»tatement5, Mr- For-

tune found that when plants were placed in a con-

fined situation, and exposed to the fumes of weak
muriatic acid, so far were they from suffering in con-

sequence, that they grew witli augmented vigour; and
when half killed by exposure to deleterious influences,

they rapidly recovered hy being brought in contact
with these same vapours which have been pronounced
so deadly. It is therefore clear that muriatic acid in
the form of vapour is beneficial to plants rather than
the contrary, even in quantities much larger than are
likely to exist in ordinary circumstances. Upon hold-
ing the face over the weak muriatic acid used by Mr.
Fortune, the peculiar smell of that substance was dis--

tinctly perceptible. So plain, indeed,was the result, and
so very clearly marked, that we have since that time
considered it worth employing large pansof weak muri-
atic acid to restore the health of sickly plants in
greenhouses; and if we had had unhealthy plants
enough to fill a greenhouse, we should certainly have
had the experiment tried. The inquiry is well worth
the notice of those who possess a good stock of plants

fit for an hospital.

Mr. Solly has found that not only is the vapour of
muriatic acid inoffensive in moderate quantity, but
that no action of an unfavourable kind is produced
upon plants even by large quantities applied to the
roots. Upon this singular fact we must quote his

words.
" Two perfectly similar plants of the Hydrangea

were taken and placed under the same general con-
ditions with respect to light, air, &c., and watered with
dilute solutions, the one of carbonate of soda, the other
of muriatic acid, commencing with very small quan-
tities and gradually increasing the doses. At the be-
ginning of the experiment it was difficult to distin-

guish tlie one from the other ; they had both the same
number of leaves, were nearly of the same size, and
alike in colour and general vigour, being both remark-
ably healthy plants. The solutions taken consisted of
one drachm of concentrated muriatic acid, and one
drachm of carbonate of soda, each dissolved in fifty

drachms of water ; of these at first one drachm diluted

with two ounces of water was given to each plant

daily, but the do^e was gradually increased to twelve

drachms of each solution, so that in a month the one
had received nearly five drachms of concentrated mu-
riatic acid, and the other plant more than ha]f an ounce
of carbonate of soda. Under this mode of treatment

both plants continued to thrive and flourish, and the

blossoms were large and perfect, those formed by the
plant treated witii muriatic acid being rather the more
forward of the two: they were, however, both of the

same colour, nearly blue, although it was believed

that had they been left untouched, the blossoms
would have been pink. It is evident that the
acid would have a tendency to render certain

matters in the soil more soluble tlian others, whilst the
carbonate of soda would have an opposite effect; the

acid would render lime, magnesia, bases, and metal-

lic oxides more soluble, whilst the carbonate of soda
would facilitate the solution of silica, acids, and or-

ganic substances in the soil.

'•During the progress of these experiments, two
facts worthy of record were observed: the one was,

that some plants are able to absorb a large quantity of
muriatic acid; and secondly, that great influence is

exerted on the rate of evaporation of the leaves, by the

substances absorbed from the soik I was surprised to

find how very large a quantity of this acid the plants

were able to take up, and that so far from producing
bad effects they flourished under its influence. The
greatest quantity which I gave was from one-fifth to

one-fourth of a drachm of strong acid to the plant per

day—of course dissolved in a larger quantity of
water, but still so strong as to be about as sour to the
taste as common vinegar."

We cannot but regard this as a highly curious re-

sult. It is, however, the more remarkable as being
connected with a fact for which there seems no expla-
nation. When plants are fed with muriatic acid, their

rate of perspiration is checked. *' Thus," says Mr.
Solly, " when two Hydrangeas, the one watered with
acid, the other with carbonate of soda, were placed
under the same circumstances, and watered with three

ounces of water each, the one watered with the alka-

line solution began to fade, and seemed parched up by
heat in the middle of the day ; whilst the other re-

mained crisp and fresh-looking. Subsequently it re*

ceived five ounces of water daily, but even this did not

seem sufficient, and seven ounces of water were found

necessary to keep it in a condition similar to the

other which was watered with three oinces. but

under the influence of the muriatic acid, it wvmt at

first be supposed that this effect was principally due to

the action of the carbonat^^ of soda ; but by comparing

the plants with others similarly situated, there ap-

peared little doubt that the rate of evaporauon was

diminisheti in that under the influence of the acid,

and not that it was increased in the one watered widi

ilie alkaline solution/'

Here^ again, we have facts to which too much atten-*

tiou cannot be giy^a. P^atU m plants during dry
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weather, ami after their being transplanted, is certainly
^eatner am. auc. thur oe

^^^^^^
i^^^

^^^ ^^^^^

"T"*^ nl fliils& that manner. If, then, muri-

'm. ;.id avery che^^ rnaterial, diminishes the perspi-

•" nfnS for vhatever reason, it is well worth

rSfn'ttir the life of plants, suffering from
whatever reason, it is well worth

,„ „,,, .he life of plants, suffering from

evc««iv "perspiration/may not be preserved^by^ad
inquiring

muriatic acid to the soil they are growing in

tecoinmcnd tliis to the attention of our experimen al

friends, becan«e, although the application of muriatic

id may he impracticable upon a large scale there may

be a thousand cases in gardens in which there would

be no difficulty about it.
, . „ „ ,

There is still another point in Mr. Solly s report

upon which we shall have some observations to make,

but we must defer them till next week.

THE ACACIA, OR LOCUST-TREE.
HaviN'G observed the remarks ia your review of Mr.

Withers* Book on the Acacia, in No. 30 of the Chronicle,

where you state that you have looked, in vain for any

satisfactory reason for the scarcity of this tree, notwith-

standing all that has been said in its favour, and the great

quantities which have been rlanted, with your permission

I will endeavour to assign the main cause of Us scarcity.

The chief objections to its general culture, as you

have observed, are its brittleness while young, and the in-

jury which it sustains in an early state from game, but what

game you did not specify; hares and rabbits will

attack it, so also will horses and deer when they can get at

it. These two causes you think will always continue to

operate against its more general cultivation, in which

opinion I agree with you, except they can be overcome, as

no doubt they will be ere long. Another cause may be added

;

although a quick-growing tree while young, yet after a

time it loses that property, except in favourable locaUties,

and seldom attains to a great size i
nevertheless it soon

becomes sufficiently large to be ofconsiderable value and pro-

fit for many uses. There are several other trees of amazingly

quick growth while young, which soon lose that quality :

for instance—the common Elder and the Hagberry of the

Korth of England or common Bird Cherry, the latter

having been known to make shoots near 7 feet long in one

season. I wonder this is not more cultivated, as it makes

an exceWent coppice wood, and, I believe, good timber

;

besides its great beauty and fragrance, with the fruitwhichit

affords for game ; it delights in a moist soil.

But to return to the brittleness of the Locust-tree

which (»n be easily overcome by adopting my system of

trainirig it—this is, when it baa formed lateral or side

shoots a foot or two in length, to pinch off the extreme ends

of the strongest of them ; this will cause them to produce

more laterals of a weaker growth and prevent them from

becoming too luxuriant and acquiring too great a weight.

Od« mlinleader should be retained and encouraged for the

Stem of the future tree ; all other strong laterals as they

are successively produced must be treated every growing

season in the manner above described, and left on till

the stem has acquired sufficient strength and arrived to

the desired length, wheu a. few of them may be thinned

out, but not in regular tiers, as is the practice of some

persons. The tree may then be left to its natural habit,

except in some particular instances, where it may grow

too luxuriantly, or where it is exposed to strong winds ; in

such cases, after a few years' growth, the extreme ends of

the strongest branches which are to form the head should

have their ends shortened; this will prevent the wind from

having that power over them which it has over a long

straggling branch, particularly when the leaves are loaded

with wet. If this practice was adopted and followed up,

I have not the least doubt but the first objection (its

brittleness) would be overcome. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the ^^ocust-tree is not the only one

subject to such disasters- Ten years ago I laid out and
planted for John Griffith, Esq., Shooter's Hill, near Wem,
Salop, two group^ of the Acacia in an open field, to pro-

face immediate effect. These trees were at least from 12
to 15 feet high, and without any kind of shelter near them,
but exposed to the strong north-west winds from the
"Welsh hills. The soil was good, being a strong reddish
marl, with a wet bottom, but drained. Now, after 10
years, not a tree has been blown down, and scarcely abranch
has been broken, although lying so exposed. They now
form two beautiful groups of healthy-growing Locust-trees,
which may be seen from the turnpike- road which passes in
front, I believe the beat mode of planting the Acacia
would be in masses in the interior of a plantation. I am
sorry to see such observations as those of Mr. Godsall in
No. 37, and even your own in No. 30, because such opi-
nions,^ without a fair trial, tend to bring a valuable object
into disrepute. I have been training a few trees of this

.
description for several years without having had any dis-

asters from their brittleness.

With regard to the other main cause, namely, injury

from hares and rabbits, if gentlemen prefer raising or pre-

senriDg colonies of them as emoluments to their game-
keepers (for as long as they are allowed to sell or give the

rabbits away, depend upon it they will never be kept un-

der effectually,besides the destruction they occasion amongst

young forest-trees and grain), to having thriving, healthy,

and profitable plantations of timber, who can prevent

them ? As I well remember a saying of the late Lord

Kenyon in his charge to a jury, ** if a man would run his

head against a wall, who could prevent himf However,

to mitigate in some measure so sore an evil, as regards

the Locust-tree, and some others which suffer from the

barking and biting off of young shoots and stems by hares

. fad rabbits, I will endeavour to point out an effectual

remedy, if properly applied and followed up until all

danger is passed. I have seen many methods recom-

mended for the above purpose in the Chronicle and " Gar-

dener's Magazine/' chiefly for young Apple-trees, all of

which methods are either troublesome, unsightly, and

even injurious, such as coal-tar, oils, hme-wash,^ hay-

bands, &c. ; but what I have used for years with unfailing

success, is a mixture of liquid night-soil and soot, and if

necessary to bring it to the thickness of yeast, some

strong soap-suds, which will increase its adhesiveness, and

brin- it to a proper consistence. It can be applied around

the fower parts of the stem by means of a wisp of straw vvuth

the ears remaining, tied upon a small handle, or with a

painter's brush ; or, if the stems are large, a small besom

of fine heath would be more expeditious. Sometimes 1

repeat the dressing a second time after the first is dry, if

I think it too thin, or just before the frost and snow com-

mence<^. This mixture will wear or wash off towards

spring, and is nearly invisible at a small distance; whereas

coal-tar, lime, &c., are always an eyesore. 1 think it

would prevent deer, if properly prepared and timely ap-

plied in sufficient thickness ; but against horses it should

be laid on higher up the stems—it is in spring and sum-

mer, I believe, that they do the mischief.

Whenever the bark of Locust-trees has been mate-

rially injured, it checks their growth for years, whereby

the/become stuntedandbushy-headed ; and from which they

never recover, unless the head is pruned, and once more

trained to a leading shoot. It has been said that the

Locust-tree will not succeed in this country, but only m
the warmer part of America. Why should it not ? The

left on at planting, inclosed with cross-bars of wood,
added as they advanced in height, outgrew the others con-
siderably. This shows the advantage of warmth and
shelter, notwithstanding what has been lately asserted to

the contrary-

What are we to expect from such a chaos of opinions,

and from such high authority ? One says the branches

will do the tree no good ; another, that hardy trees do
not require warmth or shelter ; and another, that the

branches are complete bloodsuckers^—that they draw the

sap from the stem ; while others again state, that timber

is increased only by consolidated sap, the true cambium^

&c. &c., in concentric layers. From such confused

statements, what can be expected but doubts and irresolu-

tion how we should proceed? Hence, the low degraded

state of the science of arboriculture in this country ; and

every fresh publication that I see on the subject convinces

me more forcibly that it will make but very slow progress

until there is an arboricuUural society established, or

experimental plantations formed, to explain and teach

the true principles by example.— JV. Billington^ Under-

hill, Oswestry, Salop.

temperature of the climate suits it well enough,

true cause I suspect is the same with the Locust-tree as

with the Indian Corn. I have lately been informed by a

person, who resided some time in that part of America

where the Locust abounds, that the summer and autumn

months are not subject to such windy and wet weather as

we generally have, which, when the Indian or Cobbett s

Corn is in flower, breaks the spikes of the male flowers, thus

dispersing and spoiling the farina ; consequently the grains

on the female spike are never thoroughly fertilised,

and can never swell to maturity. This fact I am con-

vinced of from my own experience. From the absence ot

these causes in America when the Corn is in blossom, and

when the Locust-tree is in a growing state, we hear of no

such failures there. The ill success and slow growth of

the Locust-tree, mentioned in Mr. ^\ichers book, have

no doubt been occasioned by the bark having been injured

when young by hares or rabbits, or from want of training.

Without some precaution being used against hares,

rabbits, &c., either by destroying them, or by effectually

inclosing the plants while young, it will be only time, mo-

ney, and labour, thrown away ; and, what is still worse,

disappointment will continue to retard its general culti-

vation, and bring it into disrepute.

Allow me now to make a few remarks concerning Mr.

Withers and his book. Much valuable information can

be gleaned from it by the skilful ; and again there are

some things which should be rejected ;
but they do

not in the least derogate from the merit and zeal which he

has shown in laying before the public such a mass of

valuable matter. Yet I think as you do, if the causes of

its failure hitherto, with the remedies for them, are not

pointed out and obviated, the Acacia will make but little

progress, however valuable it may be* It possesses one

good quality : it vvill succeed on barren soil of a sandy

nature, provided it is dry. Whoever may be the com-

piler, I will not say author, of the '* Essay on Planting,"

I am convinced he does not write from experience, as his

work is fall of confusion, doubts, and incongruities. For

instance, saying ^* the Larch is a coppice wood ;" that *' the

Pine tribe would not admit of pruning, but in some few

particular cases, and with great judgment ;" but he does

not tell us how, or in what cases. Then, *' Colonel such

a one pruned Larches with great success ;" and, to crown

all, he informs us *' that tlie Swedes and Norwegians prune

their Fines freely." Hence, he says, " the superiority

of their timber, in being sound and free from knots."

Again, in speaking of Mr. Cree's method of pruning

forest-trees, he says, ** whether the effects are real or

imaginary :" his doubts of it show clearly that he does not

understand the true cause of the increase of timber in

trees ; and his directions for curing the canker in timber-

trees are a convincing proof that he is only a compiler of

other peopIe^s opinions, and no master-hand, as some

reviewers would have us believe.

The Essay on Pruning is, upon the whole, very correct

;

but I differ from it on some points—such as cutting off

young trees close to the ground, except in rare cases,

and in pruning off the lateral branches at an early stage,

removing always the lowermost in regular successive

tiers. With respect to Mr. Swift's opinions, and the

Duke of Portland's annotations on the Essay on Pruning,

it shows that neither the woodman nor his Grace under-

stood the true cause of the increase of timber in trees, or

the Duke would never have hazarded such an assertion,

that " the branches of a tree will do it no good." The
very proofs which are adduced in favour of that con-

clusion prove the very reverse. Three trees planted with
their side-branches untouched, and three others divested
of their side-branches, grew so nearly alike, that no per-

ceptible difference could be perceived. But it is admitted
that the three trees, divested of their side-branches when
planted, had made fresh branches. Now I think it

evident that those fresh branches were the cause why
those trees had made equal progress with the other three.

Had the shoots been rubbed oflf as they were produced,

or had the trees not made any, a gjeat difference would

have been seen, and an opposite conclusion arrived at. We
are informed that the three treea vith the gide-branchea

ON ANIMAL MANURES—No. III.

(By Professor Charles Sprengel. Translated from

the German.)
(Continuedfrom page 652J

The bones of different species of animals differ much as

to their component parts, and therefore are not of the

same value. As far as nitrogen is concerned, the bones

of cattle are the best, whilst those of horses and

sheep are preferable on account of the greater amount of

phosphate- Those who use bones as manure should bear

that in mind. The bones of cattle have been accurately

analysed by Berzelius, and 100,000 parts contain

55,450 parts of phosphate of Hme.

2,950 . . . phosphate of magnesia.

3,450 . - . soda and common salt.

3,850 • . • carbonate of lime.

1,000 - . . fluate of potash.

33,000 , . . cartilage with a little water—(30 per

cent. ?)*

100,000
With the phosphate and carbonate of lime however, some

soda, common salt, and magnesia might have been

mixed. '

Bones of horse consist in 100,000 parts of—
67,000 parts of phosphate of lime.

3,000 . < soda and common salt.

30,000 . . cartilage, with a little water. ^

and
100,000

Calf-bones contain 54 per cent, phosphate of hme

42 per cent, cartilage ; bones of swine, 52 per cent,

phosphate of lime, and 44 per cent, cartilage.
_ ^

As far as the use of bones for manure is concerned, it is

requisite that they should be previously reduced into the

finest possible dust, which, however, is a difficult operation,

on account of the toughness of their cartilage. The opera-

tion is performed by pounding or grinding, sifting the

dust, and pounding and grinding the coarse pieces again.

Fine pulverisation is absolutely necessary, m order that

the cartilage may be the sooner dissolved in water, ana

the phosphate of lime in the acids of the soil, llie

coarser the dust, the more it will take to manure a certain

area ; the finer, the less : however, the coarser powder wiii

act durmg a longer period. Of fine bone-dust, ^ OOlbs. lo

SOOlbs. will suffice for the Magdeburg acre ;
of coarse,

l,2001bs. to l,5001bs., especially if an immediate effect is

expected. Heavy clayey soils will require more than l^nt

loam or sandy fields ; and if bones are to be used emci-

ciently upon dry sandy soil poor in humus, the °one-

dust must be first mixed with humous earth, and oe leu

to rot, as we shall state hereafter. Bone-dust al^^J?^^^;,

best if brought into close contact with the roots, and snowu

therefore either be harrowed in with the seed, or usea as

top-dressing. In England, it is drilled in the ridges, wnere

turnips are sown. 700lbs. per acre wiUact even arte
r
lurc

years, as I have found byseveralexperiments; theftrsiyc »

however, the action will be the greatest if
^^^^^^t^

has not been too dry. It has been assumed, that iu"
•

of bone-dust are equivalent in their action ^o^s^^i"''

dry manure, which, however, is a very ^"^^^rtam caic

tion, for the quality of the manure must be taken i

account. .-, ^ ^\^^

If bone-dust is to act properly, it is necessary in«
^^^

soil should not be deficient in humus and "^^'^^'^^
'^-g,

cause both cartilage and phosphate of lime are »"0^^;. n

with difficulty dissolved in water ; the latter espec
^j

being only soluble in water by the acid of me num

carbonic acids derived from humus,
^'^^^f

. ^ .^jout

indispensable, because it is necessary to ^^^"^ ^^jd.

the change of cartilage into ammonia and caroom

Humic acid is of equal importance, for the s^Ke oi
^^^

tralising the ammonia generated from
t^^^^^^Vyj^occa-

fixing it. If then manuring with bone-dust l^^s been

sionally found to be unsuccessful, it may have t>eett

«J^^.^^
by the deficiency of humus or moisture- ^

lo ne
^

then, that bone-dust wiU produce the desired
«^Vf' ^^h

dry soil devoid of humus, h is always^^bes^^

* Tlie dry cartilage is said to contain:

16,09 nitrogeu.

48,28 carbon.
8,04 hydrogen,

27,59 oxygen.

It yieWs, however, on beingf burnt, a small Qafntity oJ^«^*';

wliicU consist of phosphoric acid. lime. salphnr'C acid en,

and soda ; chloriAe. sodium, pliosphonis salphur. aud cai<. >v-

arp cnnseniientlv amonest it» component pans.j

I

I

H I
—
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humous earth and to throw them into a hole. This

mixture being kept wet will become rotten, much humate

of ammonia will be formed, and it may then be used as a

top-dressing, or be harrowed in with the seed. Bone-dust

will become equally efficient if previously put into a

urine-tank and permitted to decay. The phosphate of

lime will thus be decomposed by the carbonate of am-
monia that arises from urine, the result of which will be

the generation of phosphate of ammonia and carbonate of

lime. The former salt is very soluble in water, and will

therefore—even if there be but little humic acid in the soil

—

easily provide plants with the necessary amount of

phosphorus, as well as nitrogen. Experiments which I

have made with the phosphate of ammonia have shown
that it is very beneficial to plants.

It has been also recommended, when bones have been

merely crushed, to mix them with quicklime in a ditch,

and to let them rot there ; but this process is bad. The
consequence of it is, that the whole of the ammonia de-

veloped from the cartilage will escape as gas. Equally
objectionable is the plan of packing bone-dust in heaps

before using it, wetting it, and letting it rot in that state

;

because, in this instance also, the ammonia will assume
the form of gas. If, on the contrary, as shown above,

humous earth is mixed with the bone-dust, all the

ammonia will be fixed by humic acid. If the bones

contain much fat, a sort of ammoniacal soap, easily soluble

In water, will be produced.

Those vegetables will be most advanced by manuring
with bone-dust in which much nitrogen, phosphorus, and
chlorine are to be met with, to which class belong all

sorts of Cabbages and Turnips, Wheat, Trefoil, Beans,
Peas, and Vetches. Used on meadows, bone-dust brings up
different species of Trefoil and Vetches, and at the same
time generates a rich herbage, much relished by cattle.

It has been objected to bone manure, that it brings to

the land worms and insects which destroy the crops ; but
this will not be the case if the bone-dust has been pre-

viously mixed with humous earth, and is thoroughly
rotted ; because, in that case, the cartilage, which attracts

the worms and insects is decomposed. To lighten a

clayey soil by coarsely-crushed bones, as some have sug-

gested, is, at the high price of bones, quite out of the

question on account of the expense.
(To be continued.)

MEASURES OF CAPACITY. .

I HAVE been a long while ruminating on this subject, but

it only occurred to me about three years ago to try whether
a cube of four inches might fitly represent a quart. It

was a lucky hit ; so much so, that it is very slightly dif-

ferent from the Winchester measure, and its multiples

and subdivisions are quite free from fractions of cubic

inches : the smallest alteration would completely defeat

the purpose. On the adoption of this plan, the scientific

and elaborate definition of the standard measure, and all

its costly copies and accompaniments, might be set aside

as useless^ or resolve itself into the dimensions derived

from the standard of extension alone; when an eight

inches rule, a four inches cube for testing a quart, and an

eight inches cube for testing a peck-measure, formed of

wooden boxes, would be all the articles wanted for dealing

with dry and liquid goods ; a measure might be added of

16 inches square and 8 inches deep, as a bushel of 8

gallons.

Having got exact cubic measures, it is easy enough to

alter old cylindrical measures to the same capacities : a

cylindrical quart would be 4 inches deep by 4^ inches

diameter, a peck 8 inches deep by 9 inches diameter, and
a bushel 8 inches deep by 18 inches diameter, or there-

abouts. It is a trifle less than the Winchester, but will

contain about the same weight of wheat as is usually

assigned to the bushel.

I found that a bushel of fine wheat, of the growth of

1836, weighed GOIbs. to the bushel of 2048 cubic inches

in April 1838. The late Mr. Cobbett, in his '* Cottage

Economy/' paragraph 79, estimates a Winchester bushel

of wheat at 601bs. ; and on 9th December, 1841, Doctor
Daubeny, Professor of Rural Economy in the University

of Oxford, in his lecture before the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, reckons 30 bushels of wheat to weigh

l,800lbs., which is COlbs. to the bushel. The Professor

of course means the imperial bushel, and Mr. Cobbett

the Winchester bushel, and they affix the weight of GOibs.

to each respectively ; but the imperial bushel is equal to

33 quarts of the Winchester, and therefore larger in the

proportion of 33 to 32.
This alteration of the measure was little thought of at

the time it took place ; but as far as a farmer grows
grain, and admitting that his gross return should be equal
to three rents, this alteration in the measure, as far as it

was unnoticed, operated as a tax on the farmer of about
10 per cent, on his rent ; and the consumer was partly

benefited by what the farmer lost, if it were not known
that he was receiving a quart more than usual in every

bushel of grain.

But the imperial standard has not been universally

adopted, and may not have been very injurious to any
class of persons, it having operated rather as an increase

to the still-existing variety of measures, instead of esta-

blishing their imiformity, which is still so much to be
desired. In many parts of the kingdom the local mea-
sures are retained, but modified sometimes by weight*

In the complication of measures of capacity, a con-
fusion is generated, which is advantageously turned to

account by skilful and wholesale dealers, while the less-

informed and poorer classes suffer, without any easy
means of redress ; and it appears evident to my appre-
liension^ that the adoption of a simple measure, verified

by an ordiaarj rule of exteaision, would be very adran-

tageous to the public, and particularly to the poorer
classes. •

The propriety of inquiring into the merits of this sug-
gestion, the simple plan of taking a cube of 4 inches as a

quart measure, appears to me so obvious, that 1 have al-

ready said too much on the subject ; but the Legislature

has been occupied in the alterations already made, to such
a degree, that a great aversion exists against entertaining

any further innovation.

Having endeavoured to state what I conceive to be
favourable to the plan above mentioned, I shall conclude
with a few objections which have occurred to me in regard

to the present system.

The report of the select committee of the House of

Commons on weights and measures, ordered to be printed

28th ]May, 1821, states that the difference between a Win-
chester gallon, derived from the standard bushel,was 13 and
2-tenths cubic inches, equal to a difference of 105 and 6-

tenths cubic inches in the bushel, which is hardly to be
believed ; and the report justly recommends that the sub-

divisions of weights and measures employed in this

country be retained, as far better adapted to common
practical purposes than the decimal scale.

And, lastly, I will refer to the fractions of cubic inches

contained in the present imperial measures, of which a

quart contains 69308 cubic inches ; a peck, 554'548 ; and
a bushel, 2218-192.*— T. N. P., Shropshire.

ON ORNAMENTAL BULBOUS PLANTS.
The gaiety of the flower-garden in the earlier months of

spring is chiefly dependent upon bulbous plants ; the

Crocus and the Snowdrop are, indeed, the first which
greet the eye of the admirer of Flora. But the amateur,

who is desirous of increasing his collection of this beauti-

ful tribe,' is frequently at a loss to know which are the

most ornamental : or, even if he does, he is perhaps ig-

norant^of the treatment they require. To those readers

of the Chronicle who maybe thus situated, the following

remarks may probably be useful.

There are many kinds of bulbous plants, and those too

by far the most pleasing, which never repay the care of

the amateur when planted promiscuously in the border

amongst other plants ; but which will, if cultivated in se-

parate beds and suitable soil, fully recompense for any
extra attention which may be bestowed upon them.

To this class belong the numerous] beautiful tribes of

Gladiolus, Txia, Sparaxis, Wats6nia, &c. ; all of which
are so closely allied, that the same treatment is applicable

to the whole of them. To these ma/ be added the Hy-
acinth, for the culture of which I must refer your readers

to an excellent paper upon that subject by Mr. Storm-j

The two principal points to be attended to in the suc-

cessful cultivation of the Gladiolus and I'xia are, to pro-

tect the beds in which the bulbs are planted from frost

and from heavy rains, both of which are equally destructive.

For both tribes, the beds should be composed of prepared

soil, at least one foot deep, with perfect drainage at

the bottom. That for Gladioli should consist of two

parts turfy loam, one of leaf-mould, and the remainder of

well-rotted cow-dung and sand i for I'xias, the greater por-

tion of the soil should be formed of sandy peat without

any manure. In both cases, the beds may be made level

with the surrounding surface, and towards the latter end

of this month the bulbs may be planted upon them in

rows, six inches apart each way : when covered over with

soil, the beds will thus be raised a few inches above the

ground level. Previously to spreading the soil over the

bulbs, a small pyramid of sand should be formed over

each, to assist in protecting them from damp. Gladioli

should be covered three inches with soil ; I'xias, not more
than two inches. After planting, a layer of dry, decayed

leaf-mould, or tan from a spent bark-bed, should be spread

three inches thick: over the beds. Either of these will

resist the rain for some time ; but if there should be a

continuance of wet, the beds should also be protected with

mats secured upon hoops. The tan or leaves will likewise

assist materially in excluding frost ; when, however, this

sets in severely, dry leaves should be laid over the surface

to the depth of nine inches or a foot.

As spring advances, these materials may be gradually

removed, and all the care that will be afterwards required

will consist in tying up the fl.ower-stems as they increase

in growth. Unless the weather is very dry, the beds will

not need water: if such should be the case, it should be

liberally supplied, since the want of moisture in the

growing season is just as destructive to I'xias, as a

superabundance of it during their period of rest. Ifsuch

beds are kept dry in winter, they will last for many years

without replanting.

There are many more interesting bulbs, upon which it

is needless here to dwell, as they will for the most part

thrive in the borders amongst other plants. These are the

Erythrdniura Dens canis and americanum, Tigridia pa-

vdnia, Pardanthus chinensis, Zephyranthes Atamasco and

Candida, FritilMria imperialis and meleagris, Leucojum

festivumand pulchellum ; ScilIaamosna,campanulata, and

prjecox ; Asphodelus ramosus, taiiricus, and hlcteus ; Van
Thol, Sun's-eye, and Parrot Tulips ; Ornithogalum py-

Amidale, &c,

—

T. R*

WEIGHT OF FINE HORTICULTURAL
PRODUCTIONS.

We to-day commence our promised reports upon this

subject with the following instances. The weight is in all

cases avoirdupois.

Pine-apple, Enville : weight, 7 lbs. 7 02 length

without the crown, 10 J- inches ; breadth, 6 inches ; number

• See Neshett and Little on Gangring-, sanctioned by ^^^^^'
missioners of Excise; and pwuphiet ou Cubic Measures of tap«-

city, l>y T. K. P.

of pips in height, 12 ; crown middle-sized, cockscomb-

shaped. Grown by Mr. Davis, gr. to Sir S. H, Clarke.

Pi^sE-APPLE, Providence : weight, 8 lbs. 3 oz. ; length,

10 inches ; breadth, 6^ inches ; number of pips in height,

10 ; crown small, with 4 trifling gill-suckers at the base

of the fruit ; form, conical- Grown by Mr. Davis.

Pine-apple, Montserrat : weight, 6 lbs. 6 oz, ; length,

8 inches; breadth, 7 inches; number of pips in height,

8 ; crown small, cockscomb-shaped : a well-swelled, but
not a handsome fruit. Grown by Mr. T. Forster, gr. to

Viscount Downe.
Pink-apple, Green Antigua : weight, 5| lbs. ; length,

8 inches ; width, 6 inches ; number of pips in height, 8 ;

crown moderate, with 4 small gill-suckers : a well-formed
fruit. Grown by Mr. B. Fielder, gr. to W, Lin-
wood, Esq.

PiXE-APPLE, Black Antigua: weight, Ii| lbs. ; length,

8i^ inches ; breadth, 5 inches ; number of pips high, 10
;

crown full-sized : a handsome Pine. Grown by Mr.
Lumsden, gr. to H, Bevan, Esq.
Grapes, Muscat of Alexandria : weight of bunchy

2 lbs. 11 oz.; estimated number of berries, 260: the
average weight of each berry would in this instance be
somewhat more than 2^ drachms ; bunch well formed,

and free from any imperfection. Grown by R. Brook,
Esq., of Pitstree, near Wiclihara Market.
Grapes, Muscat of Alessandria : 3 bunches—two

weighing li lbs, each, the other lib. 5 oz. ; estimated

number of berries, 300, giving an average weight of

rather more than 3^ drachms to each ; the bunches were

not so compact as the preceding one, but the berries were

considerably larger. Grown by Mr. Bailey, gr. to R.

Thompson, Esq.

Veajl, Beurre Diel : No. 1—weight, 15 oz. 7 dra. ;

length of fruit, 4 inches ; breadth, 3J inches. No. 2

—

weight, loi oz. ; length, 4^ inches ; breadth, 3J inches.

Remarkably handsome specimens from a wall, grown by
Mr. R. Thompson, Horticultural Society's Garden.

Pear, Belle et Bonne : weight, 13 oz. 6 drs. ; length,

3J inches ; breadth, 3| inches. A very handsome fruit ;

grown by Mr. R. Thompson.
Pear, Seckle : weight, 5 oz, 7 drs. ; length, 3 inches ;

breadth, 2^ inches. This is generally a very small Pear,

but the present specimen is sufficiently large for any

dessert fruit, and is well formed. Sent by Mr. R.
Thompson.
Apple, Alfristom weight, 12 oz. 7 drs. ; height, 3

inches ; breadth, 4 inches : a handsome fruit. Sent by

H. G. B.

Apple, Reinette du Canada: weight, 11 oz. 9 drs.;

height, 3 inches ; breadth, 3^ inches : remarkably well

formed. Also from H. G. B.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN, No. XLI.
Those who have collections of fruit to gather and pre-

serve, ought to be particulurly careful in gathering to pre-

vent it from being bruised or injured in any way. The
slightest blow or pressure upon the fruit, even although

not visible on the outside at the time, will soon cause the

whole to become rotten, and unfit for use. It will also

be necessary to look over the shelves frequently^ and re-

move all specimens v.hich are beginning to rot ; for one ia

this state very soon affects those which are near it, and
rots them likewise. Grapes on the walls will now be
nearly ripe ; but if the weather continues fine, it may be
desirable to allow those which have been protected to hang
a little longer. Look over them and remove all berrie^

injured by damp, or wl4ch haye been partially eatej^ by
birds or wasps.

Any greenhouse plants which are yet standing in the

open air must now be got ia without delay. Cuttings of

Verbenas and other plants, recommended to be put \r^

some weeks ago, will now be well rooted, and may be
potted off. As the amateur may not have much room to

spare, he had better put' several plants in each pot, or fill

a seed-pan or two with them, in which they can remain

during the winter, to be afterwards potted off and propa-

gated from next spring. As soon as the Scarlet Pelar-

gdniuras are so much injured by the frost as to look un-

sightly in the clumps or borders, they may be taken up,

the soil shaken from their roots, the stems pruned down,*

and afterwards put into small pots, in which they can re-

main for the winter. If put into a warm place they will

soon become green again, and will do well for turning

out next year. Cuttings may even be struck in pans, and
kept in them through the winter, if it is desirable ; but if my
former directions have beea attended to, quite sufficient

will be well rooted to render further propagation unne-

cessary. As these directions are prepared for those who
are supposed not to have much accommodation for the

purpose of striking cuttings, I have always been atiiious

to induce them to begin that work early, so that advantage

might be taken of vigorous growth and warm air.

When the young plants of Verbenas, PetiiniaSj, aud

things of that kind have been potted off and well watered,

thev must not be removed at once to the greenhouse, or

exposed to too much light and air. It is by far the bart:

plan to put them into a close frame, where they
^^^J^

shaded for a few days until they form roots J»/^"^^
soil. When this happens, they may be ^^^^''^^\^f^''^'
and then removed to the greenhouse Qt pit, and '^^i'^ r^«

from frost during the winter. Many
1«^"/.J;*^^ ^^^^^^

plants after they are well rooted by not a««^*^i,"f *°
JJl

Lcnmstance. The remarks upon A^«;-f^° f«T''^''
promised this week, must be deferred untu nexc. R. F,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
On Vegetable Self-eomdusHon, — Jn as far as

experience goes, vegetable self-comousUon may be
my
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^u 1 »« fUrPf^ differeDt causes, each of which I shall
cribed to three <^»»«;^"'

, I^ Self-combustion from

'''k'^'T Hi "Tr.S c««.i-Onhis only one .ase

ff^y^fj^^^^^^^^^^ of which is doubted by Prof.

Srdin^ to a traveller, cited in the Annales des Voyages,

feere is a species of Pandanus in Africa, the flowers of

which, at ths moment of their expanding, produce a sort

of Jightning'. which is accompanied by noise. The de-

relopment of heat in the flowers of Pandanus utihs has

been vindicated by Bory de St. Vincent (vol, ii. p. 85),

and even the extremely strong odours in different species

of Pandanus point at a powerful vital process, where-

by an intense chemical affinity between the essential

oils of the flower and the oxygen of the air is engendered

vital processes* which, if they be but somewhat more

intense than in Dictamnus albus, might make the appear-

ance of flames (lightning of the French traveller) easy to

te conceived. At any rate, the case deserves the attention

of African explorers. II. Vegetable self-combustion from

causes werhanicaL—To this cause, part of the^elf-ignition

of Australian forests is to be ascribed. There are many

species of Eucalyptus, the barkof which isa naturaltinder,

if we may so call it. Although the tree be in full vii^our

of vegetation, the bark (a couple of inches thick) is of a

loose texture, fibrous, dry, and full of resinous matter,

and has the appearance of Oakum, being used as tin-

der by the natives of New Holland. It is stated by

every one in Australia, that the forests ignite spon-

taneously in hot and dry seasons; but as it caa be but

Tcry rarely that any person should be present just at the

moment when self-ignition takes place, the correctness of

this statement has been doubted. In a country, however,

$0 little inhabited, and where there are many localities

which can only be arrived at by certain tracks, this popular

Tbelief is certainly not devoid of foundation. We are

iouvinced, that if such a tree as Eucalyptus, through

the effecta of some heavy gale, be vehemently and

rapidly rubbed against another tree, especially if the

latter be dry and of a different texture (a Casuarina for

example), that ignition will take place; and it may be

assumed, after all, that it was from such experience that

the primeval inhabitants of many countries derived their

knowledge of obtaining fire by friction. That the Bamboo
jungles in some parts of India ignite of themselves, has

long been stated j and it has been lately ascertained that

this is caused by their large culms being vehemently
rubbed against each other, during a particular season,

Tvhen heavy gales of wind are most prevalent. This

phenomenon is the more easily accounted for, if we con-

sider that there are Bamboos (for instance the Bulu-Tuy ?

of Malacca), the culms ofwhirh are so hard and replete

with siliceous matter, that when cut down, sparks of fire

are seen issuing from them. The articulations of this

plant, moreover, are used for polishing iron. It is easy

to be understood, that if a sudden gust of wind rubs

such a plant against another, self- ignition will in many
instances take place. III. Vegetable self-combustion from
cliemical causes.—Thiscau,«e of j>oition must be far more
frequent in tropical or semi-tropical forests, than is

generally supposed- The increased heat produced by ac-

cuiuuiatedand fermenting vegetable matters has been even

taken advantage of by one or two Australian birds which

iatch their eggs by placing them in such heaps. From
{he heat required to produce incubation, to that which
may produce ignition, the step is not great. The opera-

tipn which is performed by these artificially, will, as a

matter of course, take place at times by the drifting

of leaves, branches, decayed bark, Sec, into ravines

and crevices, which, by an adequate admixture of at-

mospheric or terrestrial matters, will engender all the

requisites for fermentation; which, if carried on and
modified appropriately, will finally produce ignition. The
Cuphorbia phosphorea in the frazils, the fluid sap of

which produces a diffused light, may be another example
belonging to our present class of vegetable self-ignition.

The belief that forests and bushes ignite spontaneously,

is one widely spread over the globe- It exists on account of

the last-mentioned plant in the Brazils, and I have found
it prevalent in New Holland. It has been long enter-
tained in India, and as has been stated (in Baumgartner's
Annalen der Phisik, Vienna, 1830), amongst the blacks of
Hayti. The adoration which the Parsees, the Greeks and
Romans rendered to fire is well known ; yet it seems,
after all, that even abstracting volcanic or semi-volcanic
agencies, and the effects of lightning—man, when emerg-
ing from the general mass of the creation, had also some
other sources at hand, whence he might possess himself of
that Promethean element.

—

A Trnrell^r.

To pteseri}eH'i[f'har<lu Border Plants through the Win-
fer.—The gardeutr and the amateur wiH be h\\<y in propa-
gating by cuttings their half-hardy and other border plants,
with which to beautify their flower-gardens next year ; the
plants now in them being left to be destroyed by the first

frost. As Pelargoniums, Salvias, Heliotropes, Verbenas,

Pentstemons, and the like are not annuab, and as they ac-

quire a considerable size during the summer, I have always

regretted leaving them in the beds to be destroyed. Last

autumn I took up a considerable number of border plants,

and preserved them through the winter, and this summer

i have been amply repaid for ray trouble. The old plants,

when turned out in the beds last spring, began to flower a

month earlier than those raised irum cuttings in the pre-

ceding autumn. It is worth some trouble to have the

flower-garden gay a month earlier than usual, when the

shortness of summer is taken into consideration. The
young plants raised from cuttings Require- great part of

the summer before they cover the b^ds and attain a flow-

ering si^e ; but the old plants commence blooming almost

immediately after they are turned out. I guppose that

the greatest objection to preserving old plants is, that they

require so much more room; but it must be 'recollected

that one of them covers as much space when planted

out as three or four plants raised from cutting^ in the

autumn. Scarlet Pelargdniums being taken up, and the

soil shaken from the roots, may be planted in old Mi-

gnonette boxes or'pots filled with soil ; if kept dry and di-

vested of leaves they may be packed so thick as almost to

touch each other. The back of the greenhouse, a frame or a

sh?d where they can be protected from frost, will keep them

tolerably well through the winter. If potted off singly in

spring, and slightly forwarded in a vinery or any warm place,

and afterwards gradually hardened before being turned out,

they will flower much more abundantly than young plants.

As for Verbenas, Petiinias, Pentstemons, &c., I think that if

a frame was raised above the ground-level on a course or

two of bricks, and filled up within a foot and a half of the

top with cinders, and a layer of light soil put on them six

or eight inches thick, the plants might be removed from

the borders, with balls of earth at their roots; and, after

thinning out the stems, that they might be planted in the

soil in the frame instead of in pots. Such a method, t

think, would be advantageous in one respect—more plants

could thus be got into a frame than could be if they were

put into pots. After the greenhouse plants have been

finally arr&nged in their winter quarters, there may be

room to stand a half-hardy plant here and there amongst

them ; and any thus preserved will be found valuable

acquisitions ^athe flower-garden during the ensuing sum-

mer. Whether kept in the greenhouse or in the frame,

the stems should be shortened as little as possible ; if

they are tied to sticks, they will Be the better for it. I

should think that Siilvia patens might be preserved by

burying the tubers in dry sand. I have seen Fiichsias

kept alive through the winter by covering the beds to the

depth of six inches with dry turf or peat (the refuse of an

old peat-stack). In frosty or wet weather an old tar-

paulin was thrown over the beds, being supported on

hoops*; under such protection the tips only of the branches

were killed. It is probable that if the beds in which

J'uchsias are planted could by any means be kept dry

through the winter, the stems of most kinds would be

little affected by the Crost. A great deal depends, also,

upon the wood being well ripened. If the plants can be

saved from being killed to the ground for one season, they

will require less protection the following winter—because

they will have a larger quantity"of well-ripened wood in

them. Ultimately^perhaps, they would stand the winter

without any protection ; but my experience has not as yet

extended so far as to enable me to say positively that that

would be tbe case.

—

Observatory Prescott.

Grafting,—I tried an experiment this year, which has

so far exceeded my expectation that I venture to offer it

to your notice. We sometimes hear regrets that such

and such a valuable Apple does not afford a scion for

grafting, and that the sort must therefore either be lost, or

purchased at a distance, at some trouble and expense.

I conceive that there is no need of either alternative, for I

took in the spring two end shoots from an old tree that

had not made any new wood /or years ; the ends of the

scions were full of blossom-buds, and showed no signs of

forming wood. They were grafted on crab-stocks of three

years' growth, at the usual time, and in the common man-
ner of whip-grafting; the scions took, and the blossoms

showed themselves, being in some of the buds d^eloped.

While this process was at work, the sap overflowed, and

the old scions were forced to make shoots, which at first

had a singular effect, from their unnatural position in the

midst of the blossoms ; but as the new wood drew off the

sap from the blossoms, they lessened and died away, and

the vtry spurs on which they sprouted decayed also. Now
that the PiCztf^Aoo/^, which are of full and vigorous growth,

have attained their height, few people would discover in

the flourishing young tree before them in the autumn, the

old, withering scion of the spring.—"Pomaquedegenerant,

succQS oblita priores."—Virg. Geor., lib. ii.

Prunmg Roses.—Having seen in the Chronicle (p. 603)

the communication on Budding Roses, as well as your

wish for the author's experience in pruning them, I forward

you the following remarks upon that subject :— Referring to
** Practitioner's" observations, I am of opinion that the

natural mode of propagation, both of the Laburnum and

the Wild Rose Briar, must not be lost sight of. Some
species of Cytisus, when grafted on the former, last but

a short time—the stock growing stronger than the graft, the

place of union decays, and the stock breaks out as high

up as its trimmed condition will enable it. The Laburnum
propagates by its seed. The Wild Briar, when budded
with the Garden Rose, succeeds best certainly with those

kinds which have the most luxuriant habit— especially

with the Hybrid Chinas and Sweet Briars. Their dura-

tion is generally shorter when budded with the true

G^llica, or those of more slender growth. As the birds

eat most of the seeds of the Wild Briar, it must increase

chiefly by suckers, which in its natural state appear before

the original stem becomes very aged. In the gardens,
therefore, with our Standard Rose trees, the reason is very
clear why we have ^o witness the united effects of art and ^f
nature. In pruning Roses, much must depend upon situ-

ation. My garden, containing upwards of 000 varieties,
lies greatly exposed; the few China Roses which lean
grow I have no opportunity of pruning, tbe winter gene-
rally killing them to the ground or nearly so. The same
event happens with most of the Isle de Bourbons and
several of the Noisettes. In the,spring, I have only to

cut away the dead wood ; the R i GfiUica I prune about

the middle or third week of November, in doing which I

cut them in very closely, leaving one, two, and some-
times tbree buds to preserve the form of the tree.

The Hybrid Climbers Tprune next :—having allowed them

to grow freely, I shorten the main shoots but moderatel?
(cutting away close in all superfluous and feeble shoots) *

the laterals I leave about four inches long. Some of the
Pillar Hybrid Chinas I prune less than the rest of this di-
vision. The Provence, Hybrid Provence, and some of
doubtful variety, with their buds farther apart than the
true Gallica, I prune less closely than I do the Gallica.
The same, to a greater degree, holds good with most of
the Moss Roses. The climbing varieties of the Semper-
virens and Ayrshire divisions require little more than to
be thinned out. For the Boursault, Multiflora, and Hv-
brid Climbing, the treatment is much the same as that of
the Hybrid China Pillar Rose, leaving some of the
laterals longer in proportion as they may be required
to cover vacant spaces. 1 only thin out the Sweet
and Austrian Briars, unless their situation compels me
for the sake of appearance. Most of the Alba and Damask
Roses I prune less freely than the Gallicas, or more after

the manner of the Hybrid Provence. I find the Per-

petual, Hybrid Perpetual, and Four-Seasons Roses require

more variation of pruning than any other kinds, some of
them being more tender than others. As a general rule

the longer and straighter the growth of the w cod, the less

closely I cut them. To secure a good bloom, I also find

it necessary to spare the knife a little with BOnie of the

Spotted, Striped, and Mottled Roses, although they may
be of the Galiica tribe.

—

K.
Plants and Poisons^—What may be poisonous to

man or other animals may not be so to plants, and we
should err in our assumptions, in many 'cases, were such
a conclusion hazarded. I am sorry that I have lost ot

mislaid the notes of numerous experiments I made many
years ago, on plants supplied with metallic salts ; but I

remember that solutions of various salts of lead, and even
arsenic (arsenic acid and arseniate of potassa, &c.), were,

in many cases, the very reverse of injurious, being favour-

able'to Vegetation. Solutions of salts of iron and mer-
cury 1 found very deleterious,

—

J, Murray,
Apples.-— I find you want further proof respecting the

gathering of Apples when wet. In my opinion, it does

not matter the least whether they are wet or dry; if any-

thing, I had rather gather them when wet, for if Apples

be ever so dry when fresh pulled, tfcey soon begin to per-

spire. This is what most gardeners call the first rot; but

when gathered wet, they are greatly assisted in performing

the act of perspiration, and I have generally found the

loss among such fruit to be less than among those which

had been gathered dry, I have also found that such

Apples as the Nonpareil keep much better when they have

been enclosed in an air-tight box* I have in this manner

kept them as firm until the months of March and April

as if they were fresh picked from the tree.— T. Abbott*

Weight of Pears, and remarkable Growth of Aspara*

gus.—In the Chronicle of Aug. 27 you state that '^A, P."

(a correspondent) had cut from a bed planted in February

1840, a shoot of Asparagus 8 feet high. I bavfe, in a bea

planted in March 1841, a shoot upwards of 7 feet high,

and 2 inches in circumference at the base; My gardener

informs me there are several shoots much thicker. Pears

of the following weights have also been gathered in my
garden this autumn from trees bearing abundant crops:

—

Poire D'Auch, lU oz. ; Beurre Dial, 11 oz.; Holland

Bergamotte, 10 oz.
;""

Easter Beurre, 6 oz. ; Passe Colmar,

8 oz. ; Marie Louise, 9 oz. ; Crasanne, 7 oz. ; and Beurre

D'Aremberg, 7 oz.— Wm, Sharp, Linden Coitagey near

Burton, Westmoreland.
Bees.—Hh^ question propounded by "A Novice," in

p. 654, is not, of course, intended to be applicable to the

present season, as the period of clustering has gone by.

Clustering arises from the Bees being too numerous for

their habitation, and it may in general be obviated by

giving tbem an additional box ; a super, if the stock be

not a swarm of the current year—a nadir, if it be. Incase

of their refusing to avail themselves of such accommoda-

tion, or if their proprietor wish a swarm to issue from

them—provided he has waited a reasonable time, and

keeps his Bees upon the plan recommended in the '* Honey-

Bee"—be may succeed in the accomplishment of hi^s

wish, by furnishing a box with a portion of brood-comJ

containing eggs or very young larvae from another family

(better still by transferring to it a whole brood-comb, witl^

the bar to which it is attached), and then adroitly re-

moving the full box from its cluster to another part of his

garden, letting an assistant promptly substitute the partly

furnished box in its place. The cluster will soon enter it,

and, finding comb and brood ready to receive tbem, wu}

immediately set about raising a queen, build and store

fresh combs, hatch out the brood, and proceed, in all re-

spects, as if they had voluntarily occupied the box as a

natural swarm ; whilst the old family will, most of thero,

remain contentedly with the old queen, and carry ^^^"^
business of the hive just as they would have done had

they regularly thrt)wn off a swarm. I have said, most ot

the family will do so, for a portion will, undoubtedly, joui

their companions in the new box—all, indeed, that happen

to be abroad when the operation is performed. For this

reason, if the cluster be very large, it would be best per-

formed at night or very early in the morning; it small, m
the middle of the day, that those Bees which will then be

roaming the fields may, on their return, add to the

strength of the artificial ^vio^tm.—Edward Bevan,

Llanferry,

To destroy Thrips.—There are perhaps many of yo«i'

readers whose Calceolarias are pestered with the thrip,

which has this season caused the loss of great numbers.

If they know no better remedy, T recommend them to ge

some well-dried fine Scotch snuff, and blow it through a

quill over the leaves of the plants aff'ected: this wiU

effectually eradicate the pest. In two or three days they

may be washed ; and to prevent the plants from beu^S
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soddened, it will be found advisable to place wash-leather

or sponge upon tUe surface of the soil : this will absorb

the water, which can be afterwards wrung out- I need

hardly tell the cultivator of this beautiful tribe of plants

that, if they get too much wet, the remedy will be as bad

as the disease. In cases where the leaves ?ire curled by

the green fly, a blast of snuff through the quill, pointed

under the leaf, will soon destroy the insects. If any of

your readers know of a better plan to destroy the thrip,

I shall be obliged by its communication through your

column^. I have, however, saved my Calceolarias by the

above means.

—

P* Beck, Slate Workst Isleworth.

Change of Seasons— *' The thick pleached alley that

leads through the churchyard to the park is putting forth

its buds and leaves. The Lime-Bowers are sweet in the

morning's breath. The Chestnut hangs its white blossoms

over the grassy mounds of that resting-place." Thus
writes a clever author of the present day. What a pity it

is that literary men should know so little of nature—or

that, knowing so much less than nothing, they should

write about her beauties ! The seasons must be wonder-
fully changed to bring Lime-tree flowers and Chesnut
blossoms, of whatever kind, and budding trees, all into

vegetation at the same moment. Methinks it is not thus

that the genius of Shakspeare, and of all true poets, has

ahone forth. All their natural images, which strike so

forcibly upon the feelings, excite our admiration or com-
mand our attention by their perfect truth, and the entire

absence of that confused mixture of impossible coin-

cidences which form the tinselly stock of half our modern
poetasters.

—

Argus,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Algiers^ September I2thy 1842.—The following account

will give some idea of the progress which agriculture

and horticulture are making in this new French colony.

The plans laid^ down by Marshals Clausel, Vallee, and
the deeply-lamented Duke of Orleans, are being strictly

carried into effect by the intelligent Governor-General
Bugeau^, assisted by Generals Lamoriciere, Changar-
nier, Negrier, Iji'Arbouviile, and other experienced offi-

cers, forming the Etat Major of the army of Africa.

-Since France has gained possession of Algeria, her am-
bition has been establishing Military Agricultural Colo-
nies, similar to those of Russia. This grand object is

now likely to be successfully carried into effect j and
it is truly surprising to see the great improvements that
hs^ve been made within the last twelve oi^ thirteen years
(since the landing of Marshal Bourmont) in this once
den of pirates. Moorish Algiers of 1829, and French
Algiers of 1842, are two distinct cities. The co-
lonists are making rapid progress in agriculture and
horticulture; well-cultivated fields, teeming with wheat
and corn of every description, are now (o be seen, which,
but a few years ago, were a barren waste. Orchards an^
gardens producing the most exquisite fruits and flowers,
natives of Europe, Asia, and America, are smiling to one's

View, fi.nd vegetation of every description thrives well. In

many districts some extensive vineyards have been planted

with shoots of the most superior qualities of Portugal,

Spanish, Rhenish, Moselle, Cote d'Or, and other cele-

brated Grapes of France ; and with Olive-trees, which pro-

mise to be a most important article of profit to the specu-

lators, who have obtained large grants of laud from
Government, on condition that they shall cultivate this

prolific soil to the most advantage. The Sugar-cane ap-

pears to thrive well in this climate, as do also the Cacti, or

prickly Pears of Spain and South America, the Olive,

Orange, Fig, Almond, and Date, but particularly the

Mulberry-tree, which is planted in every direction, for the

purpose of propagating the silk-worm, which may, with

care, be brought to equal perfection with those of Italy,

Persia, Egypt, and China. In a few years' time the colo-

nists will be able to produce a sufficient quantity of sugar

to supply the markets here, without importing it from
Marseilles, and at a much lower price than it is there sold.

Horses, mules, camels, oxen, cows, goats, and sheep are

most abundant. The latter are of the Merino breed, and
ar« valuable for their wool, which is equal to that of Spain

and Saxony. As great encouragement is given by the

Government for increasing the breeds, wool will become
an important article of commerce to the colony for expor-

tation to France, which is annually obliged to import a

considerable quantity from England and other parts, to

supply her manufactories of Elboeuf, Sedan, &c. The
military-agricultural colonists are building themselves

villages near the main roads to Constantiua, Mascara,
Oran, Bona, Philipville, and near the coast, accord-
ing to the soil they may require for their produc-
tions; as every quality of soil is bere to be met
with. These villages are built with great taste, and the ha-
bitations are very conveniently constructed, with gardens
both at the front and back, filled with flowers, fruit, and
vegetables. The fields adjoining are also cultivated by
these settlers, the greater part of whom are old retired

soldiers, who for the last 20 or 25 years have tilled the
land in France, and are now become proprietors themselves

;

others are soldiers, whose time of service being expired,

prefer remaining in this country as free emigrants ; and
thus the whole form a little independent colony, assisting

each other. As an encouragement, the French Govern-
ment send them over annually a certain number of young
female emigrants, to be chosen as their wives, at the same
time allowing each female, on her mavriage, a sum vary-
ing from 200 to 300 francs to commence housekeeping
with, and to enable her husband to purchase such imple-
inenta and utensils as he may most require. Great praise
is due to the Military authorities for their ejcertions in

converting this onc« desert country into a flourishing and

Artesian and other wells have been Tcivilised nation.

sunk, so that the inhabitants are well provided with excel

lent water, not only for their personal consumption, but
for irrigating their lands by means of small canals, that

are cut through the different allotments. Excellent roads

have been constructed in every direction, with a Military

station at intervals of a few leagues ; and there being a

telegraph in all the villages to give the alarm in case of a

sudden attack from the Arabs, the settlers appear notto have
the slightest fears, as they are all well armed, and form a strong

national Yeomanry Guard In case of any emergency, until

a Military force could come to their assistance. Indeed,

one may travel without perceiving that he is surrounded

by hordes of Arabs, who will never submit to the govern-

ment of the tri- coloured flag. If well encouraged,

the emigrants and free settlers will, no doubt, in

course of time, find Algeria a second Provence, as

every necessary of life can be produced, so fertile is

soil, if manual labour will but lend its assistance.

the

• PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Oct. 4.—Sir O. Mosley, Bart., in the chair. The Count cle

Salis, H. Hornby and E. St. Vi'^cent Digby, Esqrs,, were elected
FeUows. The fpUowing important announcement was made :

—

That such nierahers as may be desirous of determining the
names and qualities of fruits /or MfrV oerwu^c will, on application,
be supplied with specimens of such varieties as the Garden of the
Society produces. Not more than two specimens of any sort
wiU be sent, and the expense of packa&e and carriag-e will be
cht^rge4 to the members m£iVir^& application for them. If a second
supply of the same fruit should be required, it will not be furnished
gratuitously. Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, exhibited a large
collection of stove and greenhouse plants ; amongst which the
most conspicuous we?-e a noble specimen of the pretty Epiden-
drupa ciUare; Oncidium Harris^nije, be£y:ing half a Chj^qu grace-
ful panicles of yellow flowers mottled with lig-ht brown ; On.
microchilum.a species of rather late introduction, the appear-
ance of which is not particularly striking, but which will, never-
theless, appear to more advantage on minute inspection ; the
beautiful orange-coloured Dendrijhium chrysanthum, with a
dark brown spot on each side of the labellura ; a singular speciea
of Myanthus, the perianth of which is green, spotted and banded
with brown, while the labellum is white densely studded with
very prominent tubercles; Sedum Sleboldi, a plant which,
although hardy, does not grow to perfection in the open air, but
succeeds best when treated as a greenhouse plants in which
condition its numerous branches, each bearing a cluster ofrose-
coloured star-like flowers, droop around the sides of the pot
and produce a pretty effect; two well-grown plants of Cr<Swea
saligna were al^o sent by Mrs. Lawrence, and it ^s diil&cult to
imagine anything more beauHful than these specimens, with
their delicate pink blossoms, thicWy interspersed amongst
the g^raceful willow-like foliage j a large plant of Leonotis
Leonurus, six feet high, and covered with dense clusters of its

bright orange or rather vermilion coloured powers, ought not to

be forgotten; although for many years this has fallen into neg-
lect, it is certainly a plant which deserves to be more generally
cultivated; a Knightian medal was awarded for Oncidium mi-
crochilum and the two Crdweas. Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, ex-
hibited a plant of their new blue Tropae'olum, supposed to be T.
azureum ; this is a most interesting introduction, with a slender

climbing habit, like T. tricolor; the flowers are, however, of a
lighter blue than was expected, and bear some resemblance to

those of Leschenaiiltiabiloba, but this deficiency of colour might,
perhaps, have been occasioned by its peculiar treatment not
being yet sufficiently known; a branch of Ardlia jap6uica was
also sent by Messrs. Veitch, which is less remarkable for the
beauty of its' flowers than for its being h hcw haitiy shrub of sin-

gular habit; the leaves are bipinnate, two feet and a half

in length, and at least two feet widej the flowers are
white, and appear in large spreading masses at the ends
of the shoots. A large silver medal was awarded for the
Troppc'olura. A still finer specimen of ArAUa jap<5nica was ex-

hibited by E. Johnston, Esq. From Mr. Quesnel, of Havre, there

were plants of jEchmea fulgens, introduced from Pemambuco, in

Brazil, with flowers of the most vivid scarlet tipped with violet

;

and a species of Billbergia, with beautiful greyish-white foliage

banded with dark brown, not unlike the plumage of some bird

;

both plants are found, in their native country, growing upon the

trunks of trees; a Knightian medal was awarded for them,
From Mr. C. Adams, gr. to Mrs. Morris, a species of Lse'lia, the

flower of which is small, and of a rosy purple colour, but not
particularly attractive. From Mr. T. Williams, of Oldford,

Birmingham, a cut flower of MaxilUria macrophylla, which, like

the preceding plant, is not possessed of much beauty. Mr.
Browu, of Slough, exhibited a remarkable good collection of

Dahlias, for which a Bankbian medal was awarded. From Messrs.

Paul, of Cheshunt, was a large collection of Roses, much finer than
could have been expected at this season of the year. Messrs.

Lane, of Rerkhampstead, also sent an extensive collection of

Roses, which contained some handsome flowers. From Mr. G.
Cockburn, of Ken-wood, was a plant of L}cium aggregatum, in

full bloom ; the greenish-white flowers of which are produced in

clusters, and diffuse an agreeable fragrance. From Mr. Turville,

6 blooms of his seedling Dahlia, called Essex Triumph; the colour

is a very deep maroon, and the flower is certaiuly one of the best

which has yet been raised. From Mr. Groom, of Clapham, an
Agapanthus, called A. npaximus, of a more robust habit than

A. umbellatus, to which it is decidedly superior. From Mr. Smith
of Hornsey, two seedling Fuchsias, one called F. globosa grandi-

flora; the other, fulgens cocclnea. A Seedling Fuchsia,

nearly allied to F* fulgens, but havinsr shorter flowers, was
exhibited by Messrs. Cormack and Oliver, of Deptford. Messrs.

Smith, of Hackney, exhibited several blooms of a white Seed-

ling Dahlia, called Bianca. A Seedling Heartsease, named
tlie Prince of Wales, was sent by Mr. H. Siiverlock, of

Chichester. A collection of Heartsease was exhibited by Mr.
J. May of Tottenham. The Fines and Grapes exhibited were
many of them excellent specimens of cultivation; a more par-

ticular account pf them wilj be found in another column of

our Paper. From Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Suther-

land, were two fine Providence Pine-apples of the respec-

tive weights of 6^1bs. and 5lbs. 6oz. ; with two specimens
of the Housainee Melon, one of which weighed 5lbs. 3qz., the
other 3lb. 6oz. A Banksian medal was awarded for the Piues.

From Mr. Davis, gr. to Sir S- H. Clarke, Bart., a remarkably
large Providence Pine-apple, of a conical form, and weighing
8lbs. 305t. J also a noble Enville, weighing 7lbs. 6oz. ; in both
instances the crowns were comparatively small: a Knightian
medal was awarded for them. Mr. X. Forster, gr. to Viscount
Dowuc, exhibited an uncommonly well-swelled Montserrat
Pine-apple, weighing 61bs. <>oz., for which a Knightian medal
was awarded. From Mr. B- Fielder, gr. to W. Linvvood, Esq.,

there was a handsome specimen of the Green Antigua Pine, for

which a Banksian medal was awarded. Mr. Lurasden, gr, to H.
Bevan, Esq., exhibited a well-formed Pine-apple, weighing 5ijlhs.,

which was iulroduccd by the late Mr. Aldridge as the true Trini-

dad, but which pro. to be nothing more than the Black Antigua

—a Banksian med.x! was awarded for it. From Mr. Henderson,

gr. to Sir G. Beaumont. Bart., six handsome Queen Pine-apple*,

weighing respectively albs. Uioz., 3llm. 8oz., 31ba. 8o«.. ^ibs. loz.,

2lbs. Uoi., and 2lbs. l3oz. ; tor which a ccrti6cate was awarded.

jTiom Mr, ^irington, gr. to Sir. P. a Kgwton, Bart., » Kussiau

Globe and a Jamaica Pine-apple, the former weighing 4lbs. 6oz.y
the latter Sibs. 1 loz. Trom Mr. M'£voy» gr. to Sir B. Chichester,
Bart., «. well-formed Enville Pine-apple, weighing 21b. 9oz.,

grown under peculiar circumstances; the plant by which it was
produced, along with many others, having been wintered, from
October until February last, in a cold vinery, where the thermo-
meter frequently settled below the freezing point; as a matter of
course, the plants lost aU their roots, and were repotted in peat
soil, into 48 and 32-sized pots, and fruited in 24s ; the present
fruit started early in March, soon after potting, and before the
reproduction of roots, otherwise ^ere is little doubt but ft would
have been much larger. From R. Brook, Esq., a noble bunch of
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, weighing 2lb8. Uoz.; the beiTleg
were not above the average size, but Siey were very regular: a
Banksian medal was awarded for it. Mr. J. 3ailey, gr, to E,
Thompson, Esq., also exhibited three bunches of Muscat of
Alexandria Grapes, two of which weighed lilb., the other
lib. 5oz.; the berries of these buncbM Were considerably
larger than those of the preceding, but they had not set »o
regularly, neither were the bunches so well formed: a cer-
tificate was awarded few them. Frhm Mr. FroEt, gr. to
Lady GreiivUle, were 8 bunches of unusually fine Black
Hamburgh Grapes, and a bunch of the white Nice ; for the former
a Banksian medal wa* given. From Mr. J . Barnes, gr. to Lady
RoUe, specimens of the fruit or nuts of the Cycaa revoluta;
these are of a bright vermilion colour, and are produced along
the sides of short leaves, thrown up from the centre of old plants,
and which tend greatly to confirm the opinion that fruit Is a
modification of the leaf. Mr. E. Spirey, gr. to J. Tharp, Ebq.,
sent a brace of enormous seedling Cucumbers, about 2 feet long,
and remarkably straight. A brace of Cucumbers were alto ex-
hibited by Mr. Bowers, of Laleham. From Mr. Giblett, of
Bond- street, was a dish of uncommonly hue Nonpareil Apples.
An Apple, resembling a scarlet Nonpareil, was exhibited, having
exactly one half of its surface red, whilst the other half waa
green. The red wag of uniform intensity so far as it extended,
and its limits were as definite as if a line had been drawn on
either side from the eye to the stalk ; in fact, one half of the
latter was also red, and the other half ^reen. From the garden
of the Society were collections of plants and fruit j amongst
the former were Achimenes peduncutata. Introduced last year
from Guatemala ; it possesses the habit of a Gesnera, and bears
its beautiful scarlet and orange Howers in abundance on long
footstalks : Niphsea oblonga, also from Guatemala, of a dwa^
habit, and producing masses ^f wbitc blossoms, which contra;^t
well with the dark green foliage ; the pretty Brasavola venosa,
and Fuchsia Wormaldi, an Interesting variety with much of the
habit of F. microphylla, but a more abundant bloomer ; the
flowers also are larger, with somewhat reflexed petals : there
were likewise two well-grown plants of Sedum Sieboldi, but of a
paler tint than that exhibited by Mrs. Lawrence ; with cut
flowers of Odontoglossum grande, and the sweet-scented Man-
devilla. The fruit consisted principally of Pears, of which the
best were Gansell's Bergamot ; the Seckle, a small, but very
highly-flavoured kind ; the Flemish Beauty, and Louise Bonne
(of Jersey). Some Wonnsley Pippins were also exhibited; It

is stated to be a good bearer, and a finely-flavoured Apple for
kitcben purposes ; on account of its size it cannot be used for
dessert, otherwise it would be preferred to most others of Its

season.
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Oct. 4.—Mr. Barnard in the chair. Mr. Mitchell and Mr,
Humber were elected members. It was resolved, that In conse-
quence of the fraudulent manufacturing of a Dahlia, exhibited
for a prize by Messrs, Brown and Atwcll, of XJxbridge, in a stand
of 36 blooms, at the Show on the 2oth of Sept. last, they be
expelled the Society, according to the lOth rule. It was also
agreed, that on account of their improper conduct at the same
exhibition, Messrs. Tyler should not be allowed to exhibit at
any of the succeeding meetings. The only first-class seedling
Dahlias present were six blooms of Mr. Turville's Essex Triumph,
which still retains its superior character, Kumcrous others of
1841 and I842were brought for judgment. Mr. Brown, of Slough,
exhibited a large collection of Dahlias, which, for regularity,

could scarcely be surpassed. A very good collection of Rosea
was aleo sent by Heasre. Paul, of Oia^uut.

EOYAL CALEDONIAX HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
5*/3f. 23.—The Ffuitand Dahlia exhibition took place in the

Experimental Garden, Inverleithr The competitors were nume-
rous on this occasion, and both i e fruits and flowers were
flrst-rate. The day proved uu-avourablej but still a
highly-respectable company visited the garden, and were de-
lighted with the productions, which fi'ljJ both the new Hall and
the large tent on the lawn. The Fruit Prizes were awarded as
follows:—Peaches, Mr. R. Watson, gr. to D. Anderson, Esq.
Nectarines, Mr. Alex. Temple, gr. to O. T. Bruce, Esq. Best
3 Sorts of Grapes, exclusive of MusceU, I, Mr. P. Crocket, gr,
to Col. Ferguson, for Black Hamburgh, Grizzly Frontignan, and
White Frontignan; 2, Mr. D. Brewster, gr. to Col. Lindsay, for
Grizzly Frontignan, Black Hamburgh, and Black Frontignan

3

3, Mr. H. Aitken, gr. to Mr. Skene, for Black Hamburgh, Black
Prince, and Royal Muscadine. Mmcat of Alexandria, I, Mr. J,
Young, gr. to Mrs. Fergu^^on; 2, Mr. J. Lindsay, gr. to P. Chal-
mers, Esq. ; 3, Mr. Crocket. Pine-appi.b, exclusite of Queen, l,

Mr. J.Gavin, gr. to the Earl^f Moray, for alargc Enville, weigh-
ingSjlbs.; 2, Mr. J. \Veir,gr. toLordDouglas, fotaMontserrat; 3,
Mr. Temple, for a Scarlet Brazilian ; and, 4, Mr. Alsx. Smith, gr.
to W. Forbes, Esq., tor a Black Jamaica. Qiue/i, 1, Mr. J. Dodds,
gr. to the Eari ot Mansfield; 2, Mr. Smith. Plums, 1, Mr. J.
Goodall, jun., gr. to L. Buchan, Esq., for Green-gage, Yellow-
gage, Orleans, and White Magnum bonum; 3, Mr. G^ Monro,
gr. to Lord Gillies, lor Green-gage, White Magnum bonum,
Coe*s Golden-drop, and Wine-sour. Melons, 1, Mr.D.Foulis,
gr. to Alex. Blair, Esq., for Alston's Green-fleshed ; 2, Mr,
Brewster, for Arkley's Gieen-fieshed. Jarconklle Psaus, I,

Mr. J. Ponsty, gr. to J. Giles, Esq.; a, Mr. J. Addison, gr. td
the Karl of Wemyss. Three sorts of Pears, exclusive of Jargone Usj^

1, Mr. J.Murray, gr. to A. Fletcher, Esq., for Marie Lout?;©,
Ganseirs Bergaraot, and Green Pear of the Yair ; 2, Mr. Smith,
for Impdratrice tfe la France, William^s Bon Chretien, and
Summer St. Germaia. For some ripe clusters of the Frankenthal
Grtipe^from allied tcallf without glass, atErskine House Garden,
the Society's silver medal was voted to Mr. G. Shiells, gr, to
Lord Blantyre. A premium waa awarded to Mr. D. Campbell,
gr. to J. Dewar, Esq., for a basket of Warrington Bed Goom^
berries^ in excellent st^te, notwithstanding the warmth and
earhuess of the season. The bushes were trained twelve
feet high againstawail havinga north aspect; onlythree shoots
were allowed to proceed from each root or bush, and these were
pruned twice a year. Dahlias—Subscriptiov Prtzb op 3
SoVBRiiGNs, /or thefinest twenty four blooins produced by nur-
serymen, Messrs. T. aud W. Handasyde, for Coronation, Beauty
of the Plain, Highgate Rival, Attila, Lee*s Bloomsbury, West-
bury Rival, Girling's Prince of Wales, Jeffrey*^ Climax, Wfd-

nairsArgfs luvincibie. Oriental Pearl, Mrs. Shelley, President

of the West, Phenomenon, Pickwicfc, Maid of Batb, G»rrick,

Duke of Cornwall, Hope, Rival Sussex, Miss AM>of, nurniiam

Hero. Dodd's Prince of Waics, and Marq ih^ythUa; 2.

Messrs. J. Dickson and Son ; 3. Messrs. Kag^e and hoiwierson.

SussCRiPTiov Prize of a Sovereigns. /«/" ^A-^ ^nfsi ffghieen

bl^'oms, eshi&itetiSff gardeners, Mr. P, Tbom» '«, gr. to J. J. Hope

Vere, Esq., for Bfautyof the Plaip,Marqaes**iHLaosdowHe, Pre,

^ident of the West, Queen of Lilaes, Kir : >f Rosea. Lady Cowper,

Scarlet EcUi'se. Attila, Princess Royal, yei^f>* Chuiax, Pickwick,

Piienoaienou, Grande Baudioe, R-'iiare et Noire, Criory tif Ply.

raoath, Indispensable, Prince of Wiii attd Barnhatn Hero ; 2,

Mr. Dodd-s; 3, Mr. J. Hogg, gr. to W. Bonar, Esq.; 4, Mr. W.
Sharpe, gr. to Sir J. p--^ -fdson. Bt. Silver MEnAi.,/or the best

V2l»l&omSt produced^ dmateurs, I, Mr. A. Ambrose, tor Yellow

Defiance, Pheooeoeaon, Usad of Bath, PampUn'ft BR>omsbarf^
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Friwc* of \Vale«. Indi-npensr

^tiTitt, President of the W^

»«..iii h(? given, the commiwec, mtci « ^...ic.ui *«.vowb«v.v..m

TJ^tthemJl^s bound to report, that no premium could at this

ffme be avrarded, there not beinff sufficient novelty in colonr. or

Wovement in form, from established sorts.- Extra Prizes

-To Air W. Anderson, for a model of a fancy cottage, flowerpot,

amd jfii (Tenii ; to Mr. R. Mossman. gr. to J. Hunter, Esq , for

tDecimen9 of the bullock's- heirt Capsicum, and for an American

flLrrf: to Mr. J. Lyall, &r. to Sir J. Hope, Bart., for a

tarre and hnndnome Gourd; and to Mr. J. Young:* &r.

toT. Oliver, Esq.. for a box oi French Marysolds, Several

colJections, both of fl^jwers and ftuits. were sent for exhi-

bition only. Extensive collections of Dahlia flowers were from

tbe nureeries of >repsrs. Dicfeson & Co.; Eagle & Henderson;

Lawson ^ Son ; and Handaaydes. Messrs. J. Dickson & Son, In-

fcrleith, sent also some rareplants. particularly Niphseaoblonga,

Trhtch had not before been seen in flower at Edinburgh. Mr.

Finlaypon exhibited a number of Seedling Pansies, remarkable

for their variety and beauty ; Mr. Anderson, a Seedhng FiTichsia

;

Mr Gavin, some large heads of Cel<5sia cristata; Mr. Hopkirk,

KT. to tir C. Ferguson, African Marygolds ; Mr. Downie. g:r. to

Gen. Robertson, select Dahlia flowers; and Mr. Granger, Dahlias

and Maiygolda. Mes^^rs. Sanpr exhibited named specimens of

Pears and Apples j Mr. Sharpe, specimens of Cellini and Emperor

Alexander Apples ; Mr. A.Stevenson, fepecimens of Ribstone and

Para^Use Pippins, from the garden of Breckcolly, io the Island of

Coll, one of the Hebrides ; Mr. Denholra, gr. to the Lord Provost,

a Kood collection of Standard AppUs; and Mr. Scroggie, gr. to J.

Kennedy, Esq., some remarkably large specimens of Apples,

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Angksca JTorticuItural Sa *

V. -^^'9' 26.—The annual show of

flowers, fruit, and vegetablesi was held at Beaumaris and attracted a

numerous company. The following prizes were awarded :—Oacni-
DACSOts I'LAVTS : 1, Epidendnim elongatum, H. Beaver, Esq. ; 2,

CymMdiumAloir6lium,SirR. Bulkeley. Stove Plants: I, Kussellia

jOncea, Sir U. Bulkeley; 3, Kussellia juncea, H. Beaver, Esq.; 3,

i46mea^legan», H. Beaver, Esq. Greenhouse Pla>ts : l,Sir U.

Bulkcley; 2, Bishop of Bangor; 3, H. Beaver, Esq. Tender
A.-t.NL'ALS: 1, Phlox Druiumondi, H. Beaver, Esq.; 2, Clint6ma

^legans. Bishop of Bangor. Hardy Herbaceous Plants: 1,

Gladiolus floribundus, J. Williams, Esq. ; 2, St^ticelatif61ia, Bishop

of Bangor; 3, P6n*tomon Richards6nii, Sir R. Bulkeley. Half-
Hardy Shrubs : 1, FOchsia fulgens, H Beaver, Esq. ; 2, Fuchsia

fulgens, Sir K. Bulkeley. Dahlias: 1, Bishop of Bangor; 2, H,
Beaver, Esq.; 3, do. ; 4, Mr. Batley; 5, Rev. NV. Trevor. Sini/le

jyu/i/ia*, 1, Mr. Batley; 2, Bishop of Bangor. BouaUETS: 1, Sir

B. Bulkeley; 2, H. Beaver, Esq, ; 3, Mrs. Weldon. Pelarco-
liiCMs: Ij.'^ylph, SirR. Bulkeleyj 2, Joan of Arc, Sir R. Bulkeley;

3, Conservative, Sir R. Bulkeley. KaicAa: 1, Erica Hartnelii. H,
Beaver, Esq.; 2 and 3, Erica Hartnelii, R. M. Preece, Esq. Bal-
sams: l,Sir R. Bulkeley; 2, U. Beaver, Esq.; 3, Sir R. Bul-

keley. Cockscombs: 1, Hon. Major Vivian; 2 and 3, Sir

B. BulkeUy. Best 4 Pklabgo.niums : H. Beaver, Esq. Best
three, Bishop of Bangor- Fecit: Best basket, 1 and 2, Sir R.
Bulkeley. Pines: \, Montserrat, Sir R. Bulkeley; 2, Queen, Sir

H. Bulkeley; 3, Hon. Major Vivian. Melons: 1, //«rfiroodf, Sir

R. Bulkeley ; 2, Stafford, ditto : 3, Beechivood, ditto ; 4, Epj/ptian
Greet^esJted, fhtio. Cherries: I and 2, Col. Pennant. Figs; 1

End 2, Col. Pennant. Grapes; White, I, Jfice, R.Thomas, Esq.;
9» Muxcat, H. Beaver, Esq. BUich, 1, Hamburgh, R. Thomas,
Esq.; 2, Lombardy, Ditto. Peaches: 1, C. H. Evans, Esq. ; 2,

R.Thomas, Esq.; 3, Sir R. BuHcctey. Plcais: 1, H. Ford, Esq. ; 2,

Bishop of Bangor; 3, Col. Pennant. Dessert Pears: 1, H.Ford,
Esq!; 2, Ja>pane//€, J . Wyatt, Esq. 5 3, I.rttrr«ic«Z^.-i«.», Col. Pen-
nsnC. ArrLKS: 1, OMlin Pifypin, Col. Pennant j 2, Lady DolytJ-
"Wyatt, Esq. Culinary, 1, Emperor AleMtmder, J. Wyatt, Esq. ; 2,

IIaicthortxduin^ Rev. Dr. Williams. Cucvmbbes: 1, Sir R. Bul-
keley > 2, BvThomsSy Esq.; 3, H- Ford, Esq. Celery: 1 and

'retor; 3, Col. Pennant. Calliflowers ; 1, Col.c7 * *

Pennant. Broccoli: C. H. fJvans, Esq. French Beans ; 1,

Bi»hop of Bangor; 2, CoL Pennant. Lettuce: 1, H. Ford, Esq.;
a, H. Beaver, Esq.: 3, Col. Pcnnqut. Carrots: 1, Altringham,
— Mayhcvv, E'^q. ; 2, AKringham, Rev. Dr. WiHiams. Onjons :

I, Sir R. Bulkeley; 2, 3Iary Parry ; 3, G. Jones. Leeks : 1, Rev.
pr. Williams; 2, H.Ford, Esq. Beetboot: 1, Admiral Lloyd;
J, — JIayhcw, Esq. Parsneps: 1, Rev. Dr. Williams; 2, J.

Llojd. Bundle of Kitchbn Hbbbs : 1, Col. Pennant; 2, Sir

R. Bulkeley; 3, Mrs. Weldon. Extra Priz^: Red Cabbage, H.
Ford, Esq. An exhibition exclusively for cottagers' productions
took place the day preceding at Llangefni, when numerous prizes
were awarded.—AVrfA Wales Chronicle, •

Aylesbury Horticultural Society, Sept, 8.—The annual meeting
was held in the County Hall, Aylesbury, where the prizes were
awarded as follows;—Dahlias: I, Mr. Soden, for Admirable,
Indispensable, President of the West, Pickwick, Grace Darling,
Springfield Rival, Maria, Phenomenon, Conservative, Conqueror of
the Plain, Bridesmaid, and Fanny Keynes ; 2, Mr. Harwood, forAd-
mirable, Conservative, President of the West. Grace Darling, Hud-
son's Princess Royal, Springfield Rival, Lewisham Rival, Pickwick,
Maria, Eclipse (WidnalPs), Conductor, and Bumham Hero; 3,

Mr. H. Sherriff, for Andrew Hofer, Charles XII, Widnall's Queen,
Lewisham Rival, Rouge et Noire, Admirable, Hope, Essex Rival,
Rietizi, Beauty of the Plain, Conservative, and Nicholas Nickleby;
4, Mr. 1. K. Fowler, jim., for Ruby, Lady Middleton, Lewisham
Eival, Suffolk Hero, Phenomenon, Unique, Defender, President
of the West, Rienzi, Pickwick, Bridesmaid, Horwood's Princess
Royal. Mr. Horwood exhibited some blooms of his Seedling
FrtnceM Jtoijul, wbich were greatly admired. Mklotcs : 1, Mr.
Robertson

; 2 iMr. Taylor ; 3, Mr. Cowley j 4, Mr. Smith. Pan-
siES : 1, Mr. Hunt; 2,Mr.Iveyj 3, Mr. D. Stevens; 4, Mr.Ivatts.PsAcaBS

: l,Mr, Margresson; 2, Mr. Sherriff; 3, Mr. I. K. Fowler,

V «' V^?^'
Robertson. Crx Flowers : 1, Mr. I. K. Fowler,jun :

l*^!;r?r;- ''/p'* Grapks: 1. Mr. Robertson; 2, Mr. Mavor.PRKHineNT 9 P«i\E for Cr«pfi«, u, u., Mr. Robertson. Plums :

1. Mr. Mayne; 2, Mr. Robertson; 3. Mr. Green; 4, Mr. H. Tell.

Bath Uffyal United HorticuUnral Sr.eieiu, Aub^ Ifl ---ThG fifth
exhibition was held in the Sydney Gardens'!' Thf' foliowTng is a
list of the prizes: Florists' Flowers and Cut Flowkks—Nurserymen: Dahlias, 24 varieties: 1. Mr. Maule- '2 MrDrnmmond; 3, Mr. Walters. Germax Stocks: l and 2 Mr'
Cole. Hoi lyhocks: 1, Mr, Tylee ; 2, Mr. Wheeler. Collection
jOF Cut Flowbrs : 1, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler; 2, Mr
X.idiard. Amateurs: Dahlias: eoUection of 19, \ , J , M . Yeeles'
Esq.; 2, T. Emerson, Esq. ; 12 varieties, I. T. Emerson, Esq.*
2, Mr. C. Sainsbury; 6 i?an>/j>», I, Mr. Gready ; 2, T.Emerson'
Esq. Gkkman Astbr:*: 1» Mr. C, Sainsbury ^ 2, Mr. Reed*
Gkrma.v Stocks : land 2, G. Yeeles, Esq. Hollvhocrs: 1,

A. Lawrence, Esq.; 2, T. Emerson, Esq. Avni/als or Bien-
nials: 1, Mi.ss Bayley. CoLLKmov ov Cvt Flowers: 1, J.

M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2, T.Emerson, Esq. FLOwBRiyo Plants in Pots—Nurserymen: Stovk Plants: I, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler.
fi^pENHotrsK Plan'Ts : 1, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler. Baskbt

Best bunch of arty sort, Mr. G. Shaw. Melons: 1, W. Miles,

Esq., M. P. ; 2, T. M. Cruttwell, Esq.; S, R. Strachey, Esq.

Peaches: I, Mr. W. Salter; 2 and 3, C. Baker, Esq. Necta-
rines: 1, Mr. W. Salter; 2, C. Baker, Esq.; 3, Mr. Lidiard.

Fics : 1, W. Miles, Esq., M.P. ; 2, J. Wiltshire, Esq. Apricots :

Mr. Hatch. Greengages: 1, W. Miles, Esq., M.P.; 2, Mr.
Hatch. Plums : 1, Mr. W. Salter; 2, Mr. J. Cook. Cherries :

1, Mr. Pyatt; 2, B. C. Smith, Esq, Pears, Dessert: 1, Mr.
Hatch; 9, Mr. Salter. Apples, Dessert: 1, G. Moger, Esq.; 2,

Mr. Sparks, Culinary: l,Mr. Minty; 2, Mr. Sparks. Raspber-
ries: l,R. S. Cruttwell, Esq.; 2, Mr. Gerrish. Gooseberries:
Mr. Lidiard. Currants : G.Yeeles,Esq. C, Gomonde, Esq. *s Prize

of One Guinea for the best Melon: T. Emerson, Esq., Bathwlck.

VEGiiTAiiLES, Collection of 6 sorts: 1, Mr. J. Cook ; 2, Mr.
Cooper> 3, Mr. Lidiard. 4 sorts: 1, Mr. Kitley ; 2, Mr. J. Cooke.

Salads : 1, Mr. J. Cooke ; 2, Mr. Cooper. Numerous Cottagers'

Prizes were also given. Extra Prizes : Dahlia (Seedling, 1842;

,

Mr. Drummond. Cut Flowers, Mr. Coles. German Asters, Mr.
Wheeler. Collection of Annuals, Mr. Kitley, jun. Dahlias, Mr.
Sealey. Device of Flowers, Mr. G. Shaw. Campanula pyrami-
dalis, Mr. Kitley. FejUstemon gentianoides coccinea, Mr. Kitley.

Basket of Plants, Miss Bayly. Greenhouse Plants, J. M. Yeeles,

Esq. Stove Plant, J. :NL Yeeles, Esq. Heaths, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.

Device of Flowers, Miss Whitehead, Basket of Cut Flowers, Mr.
Pyatt ; do.. Rev, J. Bond. Amaryllis (new species), Mr. G. Shaw.
Fuchsia, Miss Bayly. Pine (Sngar-loaf) , Mr. Spencer, gr. to the

Marquess of Lansdowne. Grapes (growing in a pot). Miss Bayly.

Plums, W. Miles, Esq., M.P, Apples, T. Chivers.

Battle and llnsllngs IforticitUural Society, Sept. 15.—The seven-

teenth show of this society took place in the Assembly Rooms, at the

George Inn :

—

Premivms of the First Class were awarded to

Ladv Webster, for the best perennials, French Beans, Carrots, and
Cabbages; 2rf best stove plant. Black Grapes 0/ artificial growth,

White dlilo, and Pears. Mr, Ogle, gr. to A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P.,

for the M< design, stove plant, Black Grapes of artificial groivth,

White ditto, XeetnrineSj and Fiffs ; 2d best Peaches, and an extra

prizefor har(P/ plant, Mr. Dufiard, gr. to Sir W. Ashburnham,
Hart., for the 2d best Asters, Biennials, and Plums. T. Frewen,

Es(i., for the best Filberts and Grapes yrown in the open air,- 2d

best Dahlias, Figs, and Dessert Apples. The Rev. B. Cole, for the

best annuals. The Ven. Archdeacon Hare, for the best Melon and
Plums; 2d best Stocks, Cuambers, and Potatoes, H. G. M. Wag-
ner, Esq., for the 2rf best Nectarines. T. Smith, Esq., for the best

Kitchen Apples. Mr. M'Vean, gr. to Sir C, M. Lamb, Bart., for

the best bouquet Mr. Weston, gr. to Mrs. Milward, for the :?d best

Pears. Mr. Walter, gr. to W. Hart, Esq , for the best Cucumbers,

Mr. Miller, for the best Dahlias, Asters, and Potatoes ; and 2d best

annuals. Mr. Denyer, for the best Stocks, hardy plant, and Dessert

Apples; 2d best Melon, Kitchen Apples, Filberts, French Beans,

Tamil's, and Cabbages, and an extra prize for a collection offruit,

Mr. Tyrell, for the best Pears. Mr. J. Knight, for the best Peaches,

new plant, and Turnips ; 2d best Carrots; 3d best Dahlias ; and
an extra prize for a collection of vegetables, Mr. B. W. Knight, for

the best seedling plant. The Sweepstakes for Dahlias were

awarded 1st to Mr. R. "VMiite ; 2d, to Mr. W^ Dawes ; and 3d, to

Mr. M*Vean. Amateurs* Class:—Mr. W, Dawes, for the best

Design and Kitchen Apples ; 2d best Dahlias, Black Grapes artifi-

cially qrown. White ditto, and Filberts. Mr. J. Smith, for the best

Melon and Cucumbers ; 2d best Potatoes ; 3d best Dahlias ; and an
extra prize for Celery. Miss Daws, for the 2d best Asters and
biennials. Miss Humphrey, for the best biennials and greenhouse

plant; and 2il best annuals. Mrs. Miller, for the best Dahlias,

Asters, and annuals. Mr. Kenward, for the best Black Grapes arti-

ficially groicn, White ditto, and 2d best Melon, Miss AVatts, for the

best Grapes graum in the open air, Mr. J. Simes, for the best

Peaches, Dessert Apples, and Filberts ; and 2d best Plums. Mrs.
Heartnesa, for the 3d best Pears, Mr. J. Burgess, for the best Nec-
tarines, and 2d best Peaches, The Dean of Battle, for the best Figs
and Pears, Lieut.-Col. Elliot, for the 2d best Dessert Apples and
Cucumbers, Lieut.-Col. Williams, for the best Potatoes. Mr. W.
Metcalf, for the best Plums, Mr- W. White, for the best Peas,
French Beans, Turnips, and Cabbages; 2d best Kitchen Apples,
Pears, and Carrots, Mr. R. White, for the best Carrots, Nu-
merous Cottagers' Prizes were also given.

—

Sussex Express,

Beverley Horticultural Society, Sept. 7,—The last show took place
in the new public room, Norwood, Beverley; where the following
prizes were awarded : Pla.nts and Flowers—Stovk Plant. I

and 3, Rev. C. Hotham; 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq. Greenhouse Plant :

1, Rev. C. Hotham; 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq. ; 3, E. H. Reynard,
Esq. Ericas, 1 and 2, R. F, Shawe, Esq. Fuchsias, 1, J, R.
Pease, Esq. ; 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq. ; 3, Col, Martin. China Rose,
in J2(>f, 1, Rev. C. Hotham; 2 and 3, R, F. Shawe, Esq. Habdy
Herbaceous Plant, 1, Mr. G. Escritt: 2, Kev. C. Hotham ; 3,

Col. Martin. Calceolaria, Herbaceous, 1, E. H, Reynard, Esq.;
2 and 3, Sir T. A. C. Constable. Shrubby, 1, J. R. Pease, Esq.
Stove Creeper, 1, E. H. Reynard, Esq. ; 2, J. R, Pease, Esq. ; 3,

Col. Martin. Greenhouse do., 1, E. H. Reynard, Esq.; 2, J. R.
Pease, Esq. Pelargoniums, 1, and 2, Rev. L. E. Thoroton; 3,

A. Terry, Esq. Collection of Roses, 1 and 2, Rev. B. Hotham.
China Asters, 1, James Hall, Esq.; 2, D. Burton, Esq.;
3, Rev. C. Hotham. French Maeygolds, Ranunculus-flowered,
1 and 2, Sir T. A. C. Constable ; 3, D. Burton, Esq. Striped, 1 and
2, Sir T. A. C. Constable; 3, Rev. L. Dennis. African Mary-
gold, Orange, 1, Rev. L. Dennis ; 2, Mr. G. Escritt ; 3, Rev. C.
Hotham. Lemon, 1, 2, and 3, Rev. C. Hotham. Hollyhocks, 1,

Major Hutton ; 2, Rev. L. Dennis; 3, J. Grimstone, Esq. Bal-
sams, I, 2, and 3, E. H. Reynard, Esq. Cockscombs, 1, 2, and
3, A. Bosville, Esq. BorauETS, Exotic, 1, F. Watt, jun., Esq. ;

2, E. H. Reynard, Esq, Hardy, I, J. Hall, E«q. Exotic and Hardy,
1 and 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq. Basket of <;ut Flowers, 1, Ji

Grimstone, Esq, Dahlias, irhite, I, Rev. L. E. Thoroton; 2, A.
Terry, Esq. Pi7ik or Rose, 1, Rev. C. Hotham; 2, A. Terry, Esq.
Dark or Maroon, 1, Rev, F. Best; 2, Rev. E. W. Stillingfleet.

Yellow, I and 2, A. Terry, Esq. Primrose, I and 2, Rev. E. W.
Stillingfleet. Dark Crimson, I and 2, Rev. C. Hotham. Light
Crimson, 1, Rev. L, E. Thoroton; 2, F. Watt, Esq. Dark Purple,
1, Rev. L. Thoroton; 2, Rev. E. W. Stillingfleet. Light Purple,
1, A. Terry, Esq. ; 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq. Scarlet, 1, Rev. F. Best

;

2, Hon. C. Langdale. Ruby, Col. Martm. Salmon and Buff, I, A.
Terry, Esq.; 2, Rev. F. Best. Dark-tipped, 1, J. Grimston, Esq. ; 2,
Rev. C. Hotham. LightMpped, I and 2, A. Terry, Esq. Dark-
laced, 1, Rev. F. Best; 2, liev. L. E. Thoroton. Dark Lilac, 1,

Rev. L. E. Thoroton ; 2, Rev. L. Dennis, Light Lilac, 1 and 2, A.
Terry, Esq, Pan of six varieties, Rev. C. Hotham. Pan of 12,

1, Rev. F. Best; 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq.; 3, Rev. E. W. StiUingfleet.
Seedling of 1S4\, or 1842, Mr. J. Edwards, York. Extra Prizes.
—For China Asters, J. Hall, Esq. Collection of Ericas, R. L.
Shawe, Esq. Collection (if Greenhouse Plants, di\ided between R.
F. Shawe. Esq., and Col. Martin, DesignsofCut Flou^ers, 1, S. H.
Egginton, Esq. ; 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq. Pans of 18
varieties of Dahlia^ \, Rev, E. L. Thoroton ; 2, Rev. F.
Best. Pans of 2i, 1, Rev. P. Best ; 2, Mr. J. Edwards, York.
I^ree sorts of fruit, 1, R. F, Shawe, Esq.; 2, Col. Martin.
Fruit- Pike Apple, 1 wid 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq.; 3, J. R. Pease,

fS" ?''p^f•^
:^^"*^*' ^' ^' ^' Kgginton, Esq.; 2. E. H. Reynard,

,^l '

-^
^"ison, Esq. White, 1, Mrs. Walker; 2, F. Wilkin-

ffon. t,!.q.
; 3, Col. Martin. Melons, for size, I, R. F. Shawe, Esq.

;

Bas OF PlantsM. Yeeles, Esq. ; 2, W. Miles, Esq., M.P, _

I* J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2, Miss Bayly. Fruit—Pineapples:
Queen, I and 2, i(r. Hatch, gr, to P. J. Miles, Esq.; Black, l, Mr.
Spencer, gr. to tbe Marquess of Lansdowne; 2, Mr. Hatch.
Grapes: Black, I, Mr. Ford; 2. Mr. Spencer; 3, Mr. Pyatt;
White, I, Mr. Hatchi s, Mr. Pyatt; 3, Yf, Miies, Esq., >i,p.

1^, J. Hudson, Eaq. ^2 and 3, J. Grimatune, E»q. Plums, 1, Hon.
Damsons,
Langdale.

. - , • C. Lang-
dale. Gi-ecnyage, 1 and 2, J. Grimstone, Esq. ; 3, Rev. E. W.
Stillingfleet. Cheebies, MorellOf I, A. Bosville, Esq.; 2, E. H.
Reynard, Esq.; 3, Rev. C. Hotham. Apples, Dessert, 1, R. F.
Sbawe, Esq. i 2, J. Grimstone, Esq. j 3; A, Bosville, Esq, B&hi^^f

1, Mr. W. Anderson ; 2, F. Wilkinson, Esq. ; 3, H. W. Muster, Esq
Pears, Dessert, 1 and 3, J. Grimstone, Esq.; 2, Rev. C. Hotham
Baking, 1. Rev. E. W. StiUingfleet ; 2, S. H. E^pinton, Esq. ; 3, a'
Terry, Esq. Gooseberries, I, J. Grimstone, Esq. ; 2, H.Woodalj'
Esq.; 3, F. Wilkson, Esq. Currants, i?t'd, 1, Mrs. Walker •

a'
J. Grimstone, Esq. ; 3, F. Wilkinson, Esq. White, \ and 3*

j!
J. Grimstone, Eaq. ; 2, D. Burton, Esq. Raspberries, 1,2 and 3'

Mr. R. Jameson. Mulba-ries, 1, 2 and 3, A. Atkinson, Esq'
Walauts, 1 and 2, R, W'att, Esq.; 3, Rev. L. Dennis. VegbJ
tables—Cucumbers, 1 and 2, R. Watt, Esq.; 3, S. H. Eg&inl
ton, Esq, Vegetable Marrow, 1, F. Watt, Esq.; 2, Rev e"
W. StilUngfleetj 3, R. Watt, Esq. Lettuce, Toj, 1, Sir T." k\
C. Constable; 2, E. H. Reynard, Esq.; 3, J. Grimstone, Esq'
Malta, 1 and 2, R.F. Shawe, Esq.; 3, Hon. C. Langdale. Calla/e
1 and 2, Mr. Fiddes; 3, E. H. Reynard, Esq. Cabbages, 1 and s!
R. F, Shawe, Esq. ; 3, J. Brosho. Red, 1, E, W. Phillips, Esq. • 2
H. W. Maister, Esq. ; 3, F. Watt, Eaq. Carrots, 1, J. K, p^^p'
Esq.; 2, Hon. C. Langdale. Salsafy, 1, J, Brosho; 2, Hon. c!
Langdale. Scorzonera, 1, Hon. C. Langdale ; 2. J. Grimston, Esq'
Parsley, 1, R. F. Shawe, Esq.; 2, T. Shepherd, Esq. Musul
rooms, 1, J. Grimstone, Esq.; 2, Hon. C. Langdale. Celery
White, 1, F. W^att, Esq. ; 2, R. F. Shawe, Esq. ; 3, H. Broadley Esn'
Red, 1, E. W. Phillips, Esq.; 2, E. H. Reynard, Esq. • 3. R, f\
Shawe, Esq. Onions, 1, F. Wilkinson, Esq.; 2, E. H. Reynard^
Esq.; 3, J. Grimstone, Esq. Leeks, 1, J. Hall, Esq. ; 2, J. Grim-
stone, Esq.; 3, H. Broadley, EstJ. Shallots, 1, Rev. L. Dennis:
2, F. Watt, Esq.; 3, F, Wilkinson, Esq. Turnips, 1, H. W.
Maister, Esq. ; 2, F.Watt, Esq.; 3, J. Brosho. Pz\^, Marrowfats,
I and 2, J. Grimstone, Esq.j^ 3, H. Broadley, Esq^ Any Vescrip*

tion, 1, Rev. F
"

French Beans
Sir W. Pennyman. Beet, 1 and 3, F. Watt, Esq. ; 2, R.F. Shiwei
Esq, Prizes were also awarded for Cottagers' productions.—iiu^i
Packet,

. Best; 2, Rev. J. Jarratt; 3, J. Grimstone, Esq,
S, 1, R. F. Shawe, Esq.; 2, Hon. C. Langdale; 3

Botanical and Hortieultural Society of Newcastle-upon'Tyne,
Sept. 26.—The botanical and horticultural society for the counties

of Durham, Northumberland, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, held its

last exhibition for the season, in the Music Hall, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, on Monday last. It was more numerously attended than any

of the Society's exhibitions this year, excepting the great show in

June, and the spectators were, in general, much gratified with the

specimens of fruita and flowers that were produced. The prizes

given were confined principally to Dahlias, the choicer hardy Jruits,

and exotic plants. The display of Dahlias was limited, owing to the

tempestuous rains on the two previous days, which destroyed many
flowers intended for exhibition; such as were fortunate enough to

escape injury from the wet were shown in the finest possible condi-

tion. Two blooms of Princess Royal from Mr. Cook, gr. to E. Col-

lingwood, Esq., were said to be the best flowers in the room, and

attracted a large share of the attention of the visitors. There were

also two blooms of a seedling Dahlia, named Miss Cecil, raised by

Mr. Cook, which for form, delicacy of colour, and the exquisite rich-

ness of its purple tip, is equal to any variety now in cultivation. On
the table were good specimens of Lobelia Ignea, from Mr. Deans,

gr. to Miss Cuthbert ; L. propinqua, from Mr, Hedley, gr. to Sir J.

Trevelyan, Bart. ; and L, fulgens from Mr. Clark, gr. to Mrs.

Bewicke, Mrs. Surtees exhibited three tine Fuchsias; Mr. Hedley,

Amaryllis vittata and R6chea obliqua; Mr. Deans, Justicia pur-

purea; Mr. Cook, Achimenes coccinea; and M. W. Dunn, Esq.,

Gesnera Cooperi, Cockscombs were shown by Mr. Charlton, gr. to

C. AUhusen, Esq., by Mr. Cook, Mr. Clark, and others. The Cap-

sicums, from Mr. Strother, gr. to J. Johnson, Esq. ; Mr. Reid, gr.

to Wra. Losh, Esq. ; Mr. Clark; and Mrs. Snrtees, were uncom-

monly fine. Geo. Wailes, Esq., secretary to the society, exhibited,

but not for competition, a fine plant of Catasetum tridentatum m
full flower, and a strong raceme of the curious blossoms of the Gon-

gora atropurpurea, which were admired by all. There were two

noble bouquets of cut flowers, one of which, from Mr. Charlton,

gr. to Mrs. Atkinson, was composed of almost every variety of sum-

mer and autumnal flowers. The bouquets of Dahlias by Mr. Uat-

son and Mr. Cook were large and splendid, the latter being

composed altogether of choice blooms. Specimens of Holly-

hocks were produced by Mr. Clark and Mr. Strother. The

Russian Stocks of Mr. G. Cook were very fine for the season, as were

also those from Mr. Strother, but the end of September is far too

late in the year for a prize to be offered for these delicious flov^xTs,

There were only two devices of Dahlias, a suspension chain ]'"J^S^i

by Mr. Moderill, and a Hon rampant, by Mr. Watson ; both of which

were ingenious, and displayed considerable taste in execution. Mr.

Charlton, nurseryman, sent an extensive and beautiful variety M
Dahlia blooms, which were not exhibited for competition, but whica

were greatlv admired. The fruits shown were remarkably fine
;
a

Pine (New' Providence), sent by Mr. Hall, weighed nearly olbs.;

large and fine ones were also shown by Mr. Kelly, and Mr. Dale, gr.

to W. Russell, Esq. Grapes were exhibited by Mr. Cook, Mr.

Strother, Mr. Hedley, Mr. Reid, Mr. Wallis, iVIr. Foreman, Mr.

Charlton, Mr. G. Cook, and Mr. Scott. Several good dishes ot

young Peas were also on the table, remarkable at this season ot tae

year ; and also some Onions of great size, from the gardens ot Air-

James and Mr. Allhusen ; the gardener of the latter gentleman aisa

produced a capital Cucumber (Eggleston), which measured m lengin

22 inches. The judges awarded 'the prizes as follows:—Pb^JTS

Pine Apple (New Providence^, the silvermedal to Mr. W- Hall, gr.^

Gosforth. Apples, Dessert, the bronze medal to Mr. G. Dale, ^^-^
W.Russell, Esq. Pears, 2d sUver medal to Mr- Scott, gr. to h.

Lamb, Esq. Grapes, (Muscat, Muscadine, Grizzly and ^
act

Frontignan, Muscat of Alexandria, New Muscat of Rytonapd Hi^
Hamburgh,) 2d silver medal to Mr. J. Cook, gr. to E. t^ol^^^g^??"'

Esq. Peas, the bronze medal to Mr. Charlton, gr. to ^^'^'^p ^"

son. Capsicums, 2d bronze medal to Mr, Reid, gr. to W. If^"'*;;?'
Dahlias, tipped, 1, (Phenomenon), 2d silver medal to Mr. coo».

2, (BridesmaidJ, the bronze medal to Mr. J. Vickers, ,^ewcasue

Self, 1, (President of the WeU), and 2, (Pickwick), the bronze ami

2d bronze medals, to Mr. Cook. Tivelve blooms, (Biidesmaia,

Dowager Lady Cowper, Lewisham Rival, President of the v\ esi.

Conqueror of the World, Bumham Hero, Phenomenon, Conser\au>c

Exquisite, Pickwick, YeUow Defiance, and Rouge et_ Noire),_jac

silver medal to Mr. Cook ; 2. (Argo, Burnham Hero, Lewisham kivai-

Pickwick, Maid of Bath, President of the West, Admirable, Lcupsc^

Phenomenon, Dowager Lady Cowper, Bridesmaid, and ^-^ytl

King), 2d sUvermedalto Mr. J, Watson. Six M^«^^^"''' ^ nnM
medal to Mr. F. Mitchinson, florist. Three (Amateurs), the Dron»

medal, (for Maid of Bath, Duchess of Richmond, and ^"dcsmaia;-

to Mr. Rawling, florist; 2d bronze medal, (for i^e^isham w^^'

in. £.XOTIC ANn U-ARDEN J? LOWERS, '."*=="*^* ** V^ V-rtHie
medal to W. Dunn, Esq. ; 2, (Justicia purpurea), the urou

to Mr. J. Deans. Best Lobelia in a pot, 2d bronze meu*.

ET, Ine Sliver meaai to lur. j.cook; '^, su>ci *^^ ^
Watson. Exotic ANn Garden Flowers, (Gesnera Coopenjr ^_

silver

to Mr. Deans. Cockscombs, the bronze medal to Mr. ^^^ „

Russian Stocks, 2d bronze medal to Mr. G. Cook. ^^^^^^ ?!.£

1, the sUver medal, to Mr. T. Charlton, gr.to Mrs. Atkinson; ^» ^**

bronze meial, to Mr. T. Watson, gr. to Mrs. Kirsopp.

Bristol and Clifton Floricultnral Society, Sept. '2 -T^T*^^]^*
show of the above society took place at the gardens of Mr.

^^J^
florist. Coronation-road. The following is the award of pn/es.

First Class (ArMr#c;^wien) . Best Stand of 2^ Blooms, ^, ^^J^^''" -
-

plate of the value of 3/.; 2, Mr. w

-

rvalue of 2/.; 3, Mr.
^^^^"^"^^f;/:pjcue (n piarc 01 cnc vaiuc of I/, Skcond Class {Amaie^ -/

Best Stand of VI Bloofns, I, J. Yeeles, Esq., a silver g^jblet oi ^'•

Maule and Co., a piece of plate of the value of 3/.; 2, i»r. •

Sealy, a piece of plate of the value of 2/. ; 3, Mr.
^^^^^?^f;^^)

:

value of 3/.; 2, D. Pinlcy, Esq., a piece of plate of the > alueo^

21. i 3, Mr. Helps, a piece of plate of the value of H' *"' -,

Class (Bristol Amateurs) : Best Stand of 12 Blooms, 1..^"; :

Gready, piece of plate of the value of 3/. ; 2, Mr. Sellick. P^«f/v. *
plate of the value of 2/.; 3, Mr. J. Gready, piece of Jil^c <^' ^"^

value Of iLx 4, Mr, J, Mprgan, lOs.—Briitol fiiercurj^*
^
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Cambridgeshire Horticulhiral Sociefp, Sept . 21 .—The Anni-

versary Show took place in the Town Hall, Cambridg-e. The
following prizes were awarded:

—

Basket of Fruit, niedal^ Mn
Newman. Grapes, A/acA*, 1, Messrs. Hudson j 2> Mr. W. A.
Warwick; 3, Mr. Catling; 4, Mr. Headland : white, 1, Mr. \V. A.
Warwick] 2, Mr. Catling 3 3, Mr. Ready : Muscat, 1, Mr. R.

Hearilyj 2, Mrs. R. Foster. Peaches, Mr. Ke^vman. Kkcta-
KiNES, Mi, Newman. Plums, 1, Mr. Newman: 2, Mr. Gimson.
Pears, 1, Mr. Headly ; 2, Mr.Tomlin. Melon, i, Mr. Tomlin;
2, Mr. Newman; 3, Mr. H, Green. Dahlias, \2hest, medal,
1, "Widnairs Conductor, Eclipse, Marchioness of Exeter, Stella,

Osgar, Queen, Catleugh's Eclipse, Tournament, Prince of Wales,
Duchess of Richmond, Nicholas Nickleby, Hudson's'Princess
Royal,—Mr.Widnall; 2, Catleugh's Eclipse, Henrietta, Duchess
of Richmond, Parson's Rival, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Wheeler's
Maria, Brown's Marqness of Lansdowne, Kicholas Nicklehy,
Grande Baudine, Whale's Standard, Mrs. Stanley,—Rev. W.
Skynnerj 3, Hudson's Princess Royal, Hairs Westbury Rival,
Phenomenon, President of the West, Dcdd's Prince of Wales,
Twyford's Perfection,^ Catleugh*8 Eclipse, Duchess of Richmond,
Grande Baudine, Girling*8 Indij-pensahle, Widnall's Eclipse,

Headly's Phcenix,—Mr. J. Headland ; 4, Princess Royal, Wid-
nall's 'Conductor, Ne Plus Ultra, Queen, Eclipse, Catlengh's
Eclipse, Lady Cooper, Grande Baudjne, President of the We&t,
Indispensable, Phenomenon, Pickwick,—Mr. J. Taylor : Seedling,

1, Mr.Widnall ; 2, Mr. J, Taylor. China Asters.'j, Mr. Taylor;
2, Mr. Headland; 3, Messrs. Hudson. Double French MaRt-
GOLDS, 1, Mr. Boning; 2, Mr. Green; 3, Messrs. Hudson.
African Marygolds, Mr. F.B.Smith. Frencu Beans, 1,

Mr. Newman ; 2, Mr. Taylor. Basket of Salad, Messrs.
Hudson. Celery, 1, Mr. Headland; 2, Messrs. Hudson; 3, Mr.
Tomlin. Extra Prizes: Black GrapeSt I, Mr. Girason ; 2, Mr.
Haylock; 3, Mr, Ready. IFAiie GrHjje*, 1, Mi^. R. Headly ; 2, Mr.
Widnall. Zinnias, Mr, F. B. Smith. Currants, Mr. Giddings.
Kuis, Mr, Giddings. Onions^ Mr. H. Green. Oleander, Mrs.R,
Foster. Mr. Widnall's Prizes, oj^ered to Amateurs only for
the best 12 Dahlias : 1, Rev. Wm. Skynner; 2, Mr. J. Taylor

;

3 (names not given in), Mr, R. Headly; 4, Wheeler's Maria,
Catleugh'fi Eclipse, Hudson's Princess Royal, Cox's Defiance,
Barrett's Beauty of Wakefield, Grande Baudine, Widnall's Ne
Plus Ultra, Jeffrey's Climax, Lewisham Rival, Phenomenon,
Nicholas Nickleby, Conqueror of the World,—Mr. R. Boning.
—Numerous Cottagers' Prizes were also given.— C«mAnd^e
Advertiser^

Chowbent Dahlia ^how. Sept, 29.—This exhibition took place
at the house of Mr. J. Warburton, the Bear's Paw Inn, Chow-
bent, The following is a list of the prizes -.—Nine blooms, 1, Mr.
J, Openshaw—President of the West, Lewisham Rival, Har-
wood's Princess Royal, Lee's Bloorasbury, Pickwick, Springall's
Conqueror, Hope. Maid of Bath, Grace Darling; 2, C. J. Darbi-
shire, Esq.,—Diana, Unique, Lewisham Rival, Pickwick, Cat-
leugh's Eclipse, President of the West, Hope, Springall's Con-
queror, Bridesmaid, Lord Sandon, Argo, Advancer, Egyptian
Prince, Lewisham Rival, Grace Darling, Pickwick; 3, Mr. T,
Boardrtian—Invincible, Lee's Bloomsbury, Conservative, Pick-
wick, Hope, President of the West, Rival Sussex, Lady Flora,
Admirable. Four blooms, 1, Mr. J. Openshaw—Harwood's Prin-
cess Royal, Hope, Lewisham Rival, Grace Darling; 2, Mr. Hal-
liwell—Lady Flora, Maria, Rouge et Noire, Pickwick ; 3, C. J.
Daibishire, Esq.—Ne Plus Ultra, Argo, Lewisham Rival, Rouge
et Noire. In Classes— ^foroon, i, Mr. J. Openshaw^—Rouge et
Noire; 2, C. J.Darbishire, Esq.,—Rival Sussex; 3, Mr. Selby—
Sussex Rival; 4, Mr. J. Openshaw—Sussex Hero; 5, Mr. Board-
man—Bontishali ; 6, do.,—Egyptian Prince. Crimson, 1, Mr. HaU
liwell—President of the West; 2, Mr. Gregory—Victory ; .% C.
J. Darbishire, Esq.—Burnham Hero ; 4, Mr. Selby—Andrew
Hofei; 6, do.—Mungo Park; 6, Mr. Boardman—Springfield
Rival, Yellovj, i, Mr. J. Openshaw—Princess Royal; 2, Mr.
Gregory—Argo ; 3, Mr. Halliwell—Unique; 4, Mr. Gregory-
Premier; 5, Mr. Halliwell-Suiphtirea elegans; 6, Mr. Selby—
Topaz. Purplts I, C.J. Darbishirp, Esq.,— Optima; 2, Mr. Hal-
liwell—Pickwick; 3, Mr. Boardman—Amato; 4, Mr. Halliwell—
Constancy; 5,C. J. Darbishire, Esq.,—Euclid ; -6, Mr. Gregory—
Ne Plus Ultra. Red, 1, Mr. Halliwell— Regina; 2, do.—HylaS;
3, C. J. Darbishire, Esq.—Eclipse ; 4, do.—Mrs. Neeld; 5, Mr.
Selby—Tarn O* Shanter ; 6, Mr. Gregory—Redgauntlet. Tipped
or Edged, 1, Mr. J. Openshaw—Maid of Bath; 2, Mr. Selby—
Phenomenon; 3, Mr. J. Openshaw—Bridesmaid ; 4, Mr. Selby—
Lancashire Witch; 5, Mr. Boardman—Lady Floia ; G, Mr. Scow-
croft—Diana. Rose, 1, C. J. Darbishire, Esq.,—Hope; 2, Mr. J.
Openshaw—Miss Johnson ; 3, Mr. Boardman—Conservative ; 4,
Mr. J. Openshaw—Fanny Keynes; 5, do.—Wheeler's Maria; 6,
C.J. Darbishire, Esq.,—Widnall's Queen. White, 1, Mr. J. Open-
shaw—Lewisham Rival; 2, Mr. Unsworth— Eva; 3, Mr. J.
Openshaw— Queen Dowager; 4, Mr. Gregory-British Queen

;

5, Mr. J. Openshaw—Queen Victoria; G, Mr. Unsworth—Virgin
Queen. Lilac, 1, Mr. J. Openshaw—Lady Middleton ; 2, Mr.
Boardman—Countess of Pembroke; 3, do.—Bree's Rosa; 4, Mr.
Gregory—Queen of Beauties; 5, C. J. Darbishire, Esq.—Brown's
Beauty; 6, Mr. Gregory— Lilac Perfection. Scarlet, 1, Mr. J.
Openshaw—Bloomsbury ; 2, do.—Lord Sandon; 3, C. J. Darbi-
shire, Esq.,—Windsor Rival; 4, do.—Tournament; 5, Mr. Board-
man—Angelic; 6^ Mr. Unsworth—Fireball. Orange or Buff, 1,

Mr, Gregory—Grace Darling ; 2, Mr. Openshaw—Duchess of
Ricliihond; 3, C. J. Darbishire, Esq.,- Pamplin's Bloomsbury; 4,
Mr. Selby—Striped Perfection ; 5, C. J. Darbishire, Esq.—Nicholas
Nickleby; fl, Mr. Selby—Grande Baudine. Globe, 1, Mr, Selby

; 2, Mr. Halliwell—Rose.—£o//on Chronicle,

Dumfries Horticultural Society, Sept. 8.—At this Exhibition
the Prizes were awarded as follows:—Peaches, //-ow Wall, 1,

Mr. Johnston; 2, Mr. J. Wells. From House, Mr. G. Craig.
Grapes, /icames^, 1, Mr. G.Craig; 2, Mr. O'Loughlio. Black,
l,,Mr. G. Craig; 2, Mr. O'Loughhn, Red, Mr. G. Craig. White,
Mr. G, Craigr. Without Fire-heat, Mr. R. Owen. Plums, Green-
gages, I, Mr. Johnston ; 2, Mr. G, Craig. Four sorts, Mr. G.
traig. Pears, 1, Mr. F. Colquhoun; 2, Mr. Learmont, Four
kinds from Wall, 1, Mr. Learmont; 2, Mr. Johnston, From
Standards, Mr. Learmont, Apples, from St^^dards, 1, Mr.
Learmont; 2, Mr, Johnston; 3, Mr, Johnston. Seedling, Mr.
Learmont. Dessert, 1, Mr. Colquhoun ; 2, Mr. Colquhoun.
Dahlias, self-coloured, 1, Mr. Fergusson ; 2, Mr. O'Loushlin.
Variegated, \, Mr. O'Loughlin; 2, Mr. O'Loughlin. Seedling,
Mr. Johnston, Double Hollthocks, 1, Mr. Fergusson; 2,
Mr. J. Moflfat. Fuchsias, Mr. OXoughlin.
Fr-owERs, Mr. O'Loughlin. Bouquet, 1, Mr.
Mr. F. Colquhoun. Bouquet of Herbaceous
Fergusson, Cauliflower, Provost Fraser.
moot. Carrots, Mr. Learmont. Celery, Red, Mr. Moffat.
White, Provost Fraser. Beet, Provost Fraser. Onions, extra,
Mr. Thorpe.

Herbaceous
O'Loughlin; 2,

Flowers, Mr,
CAS, Mr. Lear-

Fccfeston Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 15,— This
ineetmg was held in the village school, when prizes were awarded
to the following exhibitors :— Dahlias -.—Best pan of 12, Mr. H.
Foy, for Maid of Bath, Phenomenon, Queen, Pickwick, Rouge et
Noire, Essex Rival, Conservative, Argo, Windsor Rival, Don
John, Lewisham Rival, and Suffolk Hero. Best pan of 10, Mr,
T, Eanister, for Maid of Bath, Queen, Charles the Twelfth. Don
John, Suffolk Hero, Maria, Pickwick, Windsor Rival, Unique,
and Hope. BestpanofQ, Mr. J.Wigga us, for Pickwick, Lewis-
ham Rival, Duke of Cornwall, Homer, Bloomsbury, Essex Rival.
Best six. Maiden Growers, Mr. H. Plumb. Best Dahlia of any
^lot^, Mr. H. Foy, Essex Rival. Maroon: 1, Mr. H. Foy,
A;Sae!c Rival; 2, Mr. H. Foy, Stanford's Contender; 3, Mr. R.
Worr.s, Suffolk Hero ; 4, Mr. T. Banister. Lord Dudley Stuart ; 5,
Mr. X, Scott, gr.to the Rev. W. Yates, Egyptian Prince. Purple
"^^^«ce: 1, Mr. H. Foy, Pickwick ; 2, Mr. H. Foy. Constancy;
**»Mr. R. Sephton. Climax ; 4, Mr. J. Wiggans, Bishop of Win-
cnenexi 5,Mr,J,WiffSans,DeVcre, ma<kd andSiriped -. i.Mr.

T. :6aiiister. Rouge et Nrlr?: 2. Mr. H. Foy, Nottingham Hero;
3, Mr. R. Scott, Gr-iUde La,.v.aie; 4, Mr. T. Baiubter, Mr».
Newby; 5, Mr. H. Foy, Ho ia. Tipped n?id Edged: 1, Mr. H.
Foy, Phenomenon ; 2, Mr. R. Norris, Beauty of the Plain , 3, Mr.
H. Plumb, Maid of Bath ; 4. Mr. R. Norris, Lady Bathurst ; 5,

Mr, T. Banister, Glory of Plymouth. Crimson and Rose : 1, Mr.
H. Foy, King of the Roses; % Mr. J. Heys, President of the
West; 3, Mr. W. Wright, Springfield Rival; 4, :Mr. R. Norris,
Maria; 5, Mr. H. Moon, Rienzi, Orange and Buff: I, Mr. R.
Norris, Nicholas Nickleby ; 2, Mr. H. Foy, Duchess of Richmond

;

3, Mr. R. Norris, Grenadier; 4, Mr. H. Foy, Grace Darling; 5,

Mr. T. Bauister, Monarch. Xellow and Sulphur : 1 , Mr. J.Wiggans,
Cox's Defiance; 2, Mr. H.Foy, Argo; 3, Mr. H. Foy, Don John;
4, Mr. T. Banister, Unique; 5, Mr. R. Sephton, Mary. JJlar and
Light Jiose : 1, Mr. H, Foy, Bedford Rival; 2, Mr. H. Foy,
Queen ; 3, Mr. H. Foy, Conservative; 4, Mr. H. Foy, Countess of
Pembroke ; 5, Mr. J. Heys, Madonna. Scarlet and Evd: 1, Mr.
H. Foy, W'indsor Rival ; 2, Mr. H. Foy, Bloomsbury; 3, Mr. H.
Foy, Hylas; 4, Mr. R, Scott, Scarlet Defiance; 5, Mr. R. Scott,
Scarlet Eclipse. W7iite and Blush : l, Mr. R. Norris, Evfc; 2, Mr.
J. Heys, Lewisham Rival; 3, Mr, J. Wiggans, MarcMoness of
Laiisdown^; 4, Mr. H. Plumb, Green's Wonder; 5, Mr. Norris,
Blandina. PawsieRj 16 Varieties, Mr. J. Wiggans. 12 Va*
rieti^^, Mr. Wiggans. 8 FiartV'-f, Mr. R. Scott Pelar-
GONicMS : 1 and % Mr. W. Chamberlain, gr. to C. Scaris-
brick, Esq.; 3, Mr, R. Norris; 4, Mr. W. Chamberlain. Grebn-
uoiSK Plants: I. Mr. R. Scott, Fuchsia corymbiflora j 2, Mr.
R. Scott, Ffichsia Elegans ; 3. Mr. R. Scott ;

'4, Mr. B. Scott,
Fuchsia Standlshii; 5, Mr. R. Scott, Cockscombs. Hardy Hkr-
BACEOus Plants : 1, Mr. J. Wiggans ; 2, Mr, R. Scott, Salvia
patens; 3, Mr. R. Norris, Lobelia fulgens; 4, Mr. R. Norris; 6,
Mr. R. Scott. Fruits and Vegetables—Grates : Black Ham-
burgh, Mr. S. Orraerod, gr. to J. Nowell, Esq. White, Mr. W.
Chamberlain. Melon: Mr. R. Scott. Pears: l,Mr. J. AVigi^ans;
2, Rev. S. Master. Heaviest single Pear, Rev. S. Master. Plums:
Coe's Golden Drop, 1, Miss Withington; 2, Mr. R. Scott. Dish
OF Apples : Paradise Pippin, I, Mr. W, Highficld; 2, Mr. S. Or-
merod. Baling, 1, Rev. T. Marshall; 2, Mr. W. Chamberlain.
Heaviest single Apple, Livesey'S Imperial, Mr, R. Spibye. Omons :

1 and 2, Mr. T. Waddecar, Heaviest single Onion, Mr. J. Wig.
gans. Best sample of Rope Onions, six feet long, Mr. T. Wadde-
car. Cucumbers: 1 and 2, Mr, R. Scott Lettuce: Mr. J.
Wiggans. Peas: Mr. W. Chamberlain. Celery: l,Mr.J. Wig-
gans; 3, Mr. W. Chamberlain, Swedish Turnip: 1, Mr. R.

J. Wiggans. Yellow, l and 2, Mr. J. Wiggans.
2, Mr. S. Ormerod. Carrot: 1 and 2, Mr. W,
White, I, Mr. T. Draper; 2, Mr. J. Wigg?ins.

Mangel Wurzel : 1, Mr. T. Draper; 2, Mr. J. Wiggans.
Cabbage : 1 and 2, Mr. S. Ormerod. Scotch Cabbage, 1, Mr. R.
Scott; 2, Mr. W. Chamberlain. Savoy, 1, Mr. W. Chamberlain;
9, Mr. J. Wiggans. Curled Broccoli: I, Mr. W. Wright; 2,
Mr. W. Chamberlain. Kidney Potatoes : 1, Mr, J, Wiggans;
2, Mr. J. Wiggans. Round, 1, Mr. T. Nelsou 3 2, Mr. J, Wiggans,
Peaches : Mr. S, Ormerod.—Pres/o?i Chronicle.

Part; 2, Mr.
White, 1 and
Chamberlain.

Everton and Kirkdale Floral and Horticultural Society,, Sept.
27.—The last meeting for the present year took place in the
Marquee at the back of Mr. New's Hotel, Kirkdale, The follow-
ing is a List of the successful competitors:—Dahlias:'—Besi
Pan of 13 blooms, 1, Mr. S. Knight, for Keynes' Constancy, Maid
of Bath, Catleugh's Tournament, Bree's Rosa, Lady Harland,
Rouge et Noire, Prince of Wales, Sir J. Astley, President of the
West, Phenomenon, Conservative, and Princess Royal; 2, Mr.
S, Knight, for Robespierre, Catleugh's Tournament, Lady Cow-
per, Sparry's Admirable, Amato, Lewisham Rival, President of
the W^est, Indispensable, Hedley'a Phoenix, Maria, Princess
Royal, and Widnall's Eclipse. Best Pan of 9 blooms, 1, Mr, S.
Knight, for Phenomenon, Grace Darling, Catleugh's Tourna-
ment, Conservative, Yellow Defiance, Rienzi, Princesa Royal,
Maria, and Beauty of the Plain; 2, Mr. S. Knight, for Upway
Rival, Maid of Bath, Catleugh's Tournament, Lady Middleton,
President of the West, Pickwick, Grande Baudiue, Argo, and
Fanny Keynes. Best Pan of 6 blooms, 1, Mr. S. Knight, for
Pickwick, Maria, Prince of Wales, Rouge et Noire, Euclid, and
Exquisite J 2, Mr. S, Knight, for Lee's Bloomsbury, Virjrin
Queen, Highgate Rival, JPuchess of Richmond, Bishop of Salis-
bury, and Lady Cowper. J<v's^ERiHKS'sl?nizhs:—Best SG blooms,
1, Mr. W. Lodge, for Garrick. Grande Baudine, Lady Stanley,
Twyford Perfection, Pickwick, Duke of Cornwall, President of
the West, Prince of Wales, Lady Cowper, Defender, Bedford
Surprise, Mary Jane, Andrew Hofer, Princess Royal, Constancy,
Westbury Rival, Catleugh's Eclipse, Maria, Burnham Hero,
Maid of Bath, Catleugh's Tournament, -Ojady Harland, Lee's
Bloomsbury, Lewisham Rival, Candidate, Duchess of Richmond,
Beauty of the Plain, Euclid, Scarlet Defiance, Phenomenon,
Grace Darling, Madame Mortier, Suffolk Hero, Henrietta, Robes-
pierre, and Optima; 2, Mr, T. Davies, for Regina, Queen of
Beauties, Attila, Duke of Richmond, Euclid, Rose Unique.
Lewisham Rival, Rouge et Noire. Triumph, Marchioness of
Lansdowne, Seedling, Virgin Queen, Bedford Surprise, Buff
(unknown). Miracle, Constancy, Winterton Rival, Prince Albert,

Hon. Miss Scott, Lady Glentworth, Rienzi, Maid of Bath, Mary
Jane, Lee's Bloomsbury, Penelope, Pickwick, Henrietta, Fanny
Keynes, King of Roses, Emperor of China, Tournament, Lady
Cowper, President of the West, Burnham Hero, Highgate Rival,
and Curate. Maiden Growers, 6 blooms, I and 2, Mr. D,
Griffiths. Seedling Dahlia, raised in 1842, Mr. D.Murray. De-
vices 6p Dahlia Blooms, 1, Mr. W. M'Gregor; 2, Mr. W,
Skirving. Baskets op Fruit and Vegetables, 1, R. Ley-
land, Esq.; 2, W. J. Gandy, Esq. Pansies, 1, T. O'Grady,
Esq.; 2, Mr. W.Thompson, H.M.C.5 3, Mr. D. Griffiths; 4. Mr.
W. Thompson. Basket of Cut Flowees, 1, T. Rawson, Esq..

2, W, Garstang, Esq. Pinb, R. Leyland, Esq. Melons, },

W. P. Freme, Esq. ; 2, R. Leyland, Esq. PSAchks, 1 and 2, W.
Rotheram, Esq. Nectarives, W. P. Freme, Esq. Grapes,
Black, 1, R. Leyland, Esq. ; 2 and 3, J. G. Carter, Esq. White,
J,G. Carter, Eiq. Apples, 1 and 2, W. Rotheram, Esq. Pears,
1, W. P. Freme, Esq.; 2, R. Jones, Esq. Celery, ], R. Jones,
Esq. ; 2, W. P. Freme, Esq. CaulifIowers, W. J, Gandy, Esq.
Lettuce, W, P. Freme, Esq. FRfiNCa Beans, W. P. Freme,
Esq. Cucumbers, 1, J. G. Carter, Esq.? 2, W. Rotheram, Esq.
Cabbages, 1, Mr. J.Lunt; 2, W. J. Gandy, Esq. Red Cab-
bages, T. Rawson, Esq. Carrots, W. J. Gandy, Esq. Tur-
nips, T. Rawson, E-^q. Seedling Pansy, l, Mr. W. New; 2,

T. O'Grady, Esq. Extra Prizes :—Onionj, W. J. Gandy, Esq.
Savoys, Mr. J. Lunt. Apples, I, T. Rawson, Esq. ; 2. R. Ley-
land, Esq. Plums, W. P. Freme, Esq. Figs, R. Jones, Esq.
Strawberries, Mr. T. Matthews. Seedling Dahlias, 1 and 2, T,
Rotheram, Esq.

Glasgow Horticultural Society, Sept. 21.—The autumn exhibi-

tion of fruits and flowers took place in the Assembly Rooms,
where the attendance, exclusive of practical and amateur gar-
deners, was large and respectable. The prizes were awarded as
under :—Trained Plants—A prize of second value to Mr. C.
Ross, gr., Woodlands, for Maurandya Barclayana, Rhodochiton
volubile, Verbena teucrioides grandiflora, Texher Annuals—
1, Mr. G. Weston, gr. to Jas. Dunlop, Esq.; 2, Mr, C. Ross.
PentstEmons— I, Mr. J. M'Alpine; 2, Mr. W. M'Diarmid, gr, to

J. Hunter, Esq. Avtirrhixums— 1, Mr. W. M'Diarmid; 2, Mr.
J. Sinclair, gr. to Jas. Finlay, Esq. Dahlias, 24—1, Mr. J. Sin-
clair, with Lee's Bloomsbury, Cox's Defiance, Lady Middleton,
Metella, Maid of Bath, Pickwick. President of the West, Phe-

nomenon, Marquess of Lorn, Argo, Princess Royal, Highgate
Rival, Grande Baudine, Conservative, Rnyal Standard, Eva,

Bishop of Winchester, Beauty of the Plain. Maria, Lewisham
Rival, Countess of Pembroke, Burnham Hero, Duchess of Ricn-

moud. Optima ; 2, Mr. W. Paton, gr. to W. Gilmour. Esq. ; 3, Mr.

Alex. Smith, gr. to W. Forbes, Esq., with Emperor of Chma
M'Keime's Perfection, Chef-d*ceuvx«, Rlcozi, President of me

west, weteira, Kegina, Suffolk Hero. Fair Maid of Clifton. Ux-bndge Magnet, Wallace, Grace Darling. Lord Dudley f-tuart
ChariesXlL, Conservative, Mw^quess of Lothian, PheDcmenon,
Rouge et Noire, Pickwick, Lee's Bloc mfcbury, Springfield Rival.
Scarlet Eclipse. Hope, Indit-pensable. Tu-eivevaHeties-l,UT. J.
Murray gr. to —- Cunningham, Esq., with PrcMdcnt of the
\\est, Argo, Pickwick, Phenomenon. Climax, Maid of Bath.
MeteUa, Rienzi, Grande Baudine. Lady Middleton, Wheeler's
Maria, Advancer; 2 Mr. J. Sinclair; 3, Mr. F. Small, gr. to H.
Dunlop, Esq.. with Maid of Bath, Hope, President of the West,
CUmax, Phenomenon, Lewisham Rival, Metella, Pickwick.
Optima, Grace Darling, Conservative, Beauty of the Plafn.
BouQuET-1, Mr. J. Tait gr.to W. Couper, Efq. ; 2, Mr. C.^oss'.MELON— 1, Mr. J. Monteith, gr. to A. Graham. Esq.; % Mr.
Alex. Smith. Gbapbs— 1. Mr. Alex. Smith, with White Muscat,
Black Hamburgh, and Black Lombardy; 2, Mr, F. SmaU, with
White Lombardy and Black Hamburgh; 3. Mr. R. Guthrie, gr.to
Sir A. Campbell, Bart., wiUi Black Hamburgh, White liice, and
White Raism. Peacheb-i, Mr. J. Cruikshanka, gr. to J. C.
Colquhoun, Esq.; 2. Mr. J. Bulloch. Nectarines—A prize of
3d value to Mr. J. Cruiksbanks. Plfsis-1. Mr. W, Futt, gr. to
P. M<^tgomerie. Esq. j s, Mr. Alex. M'Millan. gr. to J. G, Gil-
bert Esq. Plars-!, Mr. J. Smith, gr. to the Uarquesa of Bute

;

2, Mr. Alex. Smith. Apj-les— 1, Mr. Alex. Smith; 2. fcr. J.
Smith. Basket op Harov Fruit— l, Mr. J, Smith.. Vkob-
tables—l,Mr. P. Siiiclair, gr.toW. I^ckbart, Esq., Jl.P. ; 2,
Mr. J. Borthwick, gr. to Arch. Bogle, Esq. ; 3, Mr. Wra. Bo'son,
gr. to J, Ewing, Eiq, First Prizes oivkn uv J. Lkad^ttbr,
Esq.—J^or the best Colfccd. /Hardy Fruits, to Mr. W, Futt;
2d. by the Society, to Mr. J. Smith. For Uu ti'\<ve best varUties
ofVcgctahUs, to Mr. J. Telfer, gr. to G. Hutchison, Esq.; 2d,
by the Society, to Mr, J. Borthwick. 1^, the tieattst-mrrmfed
Basket qfAnmuils, to Mr. W. M'Diannid j 2d, by the Society, to
Mr. J. Bulloch. Extra,~OW Fl r*, to Mr, Wm. M'Diarmid.
Specimen Plant in Tub, to Mr. J. Cruikshanks^ Specimen Plant in
Pot, to Mr. J. Middletflp, gr. to Arch. Campbell, Esq, Far the
best M. ' / rt Cottafh', to Mr, G. Weston and Mr. W. Paton*
equal. Aj-fiMai Divicfs hy CvHiyoers^i, W. Ferguson; 2, R.
Young. Numerous Cottagers' Prizes were also distributed.—
Glasgow ConsdtuUouai.

Hampshire Horticultural Society, Sept. 15.—This meeting was
held at the Royal Victoria Archery Rooms, where the varioua
Prizes were thus awarded :—Flowers : -Orchidaceous Plant
(Oncidiumflexuosum), Mr. Fleming. Stove Plant (VincarAieo-
alba), H. Uolloway, Esq. Collection ok ditto, J. Fleming,
Esq, Greenbousb Plant (Achimenes longiflora), Rev.F. Bea-
don. Collection of ditto. Rev, F. Bcadon. Dahlias, best
30, silver cup, Mr. Ross. Best 24, H. Holloway, Esq. Best \2,

Mr. Ross. Perennial Herbaceous Plants, Rev, the Warden.
Hardv Annuals, Rev, the Warden. Heaktsxask, W. J.
Campion, Esq. Collection of ditto. W.J. Campion, Esq.
Climbers, Rev. Mr. Rashteigh. Collbction of Salpiclossis,
Rev. the Warden. Zinnias, Rev. the Warden. French Mari-
OOLDS, J.White, £Sq. Chit^A Asters, >. White, Esq. Gsiu
man Asters, J. White, Esq. Fuchsias, U. HoUoway, Esq.
Ericas, Rev. Mr. Rashleigh. Cockscombs, H. HoUoway, Esq-
CoLLECTioN dF CuT Flowkrs, Rcv, F. BeadoD, S&edlino
Dahlia, Mr. Oakley. Collection of Phloxes. Rev. theWarden.
Collection op Plants, Rev. Mr, Rashleigh. Fruits :—Pinb-
APPLS, 1, H. HoUoway, Esq.; 2, Mr. Stride. Grapes* Black,
J. Fleming, Esq. White, J. Fleming, Esq. Out of doort, S.

Smith, Esq. Melon, Green Flesh, Rev. Mr. HenviUe. SeaHef
Flesh, H. HoUoway. Esq. Pbachbb, I, H. HoUoway, Esq. ; 2,

Miss Fitzhugh. Nectarines, I, H. HoUoway, Esq, ; S, Rev. F.

Beadon. Plums, 1, Mr. Stride; 3, H. HoUoway, Esq. Stbaw-
BRRRtKs, Ptd Alpine, W. J. Campion, Esq. White, W. J. Cam«>
pion, Esq. Grebnoaoe Plums, Lady Hewit, Fios, Miss Fitz-

hugh, Vegetables :—French Beans, H. Holloway, Esq.
Peas, Rev, the Warden. Lettuce, D. De Jersey. CELsar,
W. J, Campion, Esq. Broad Beans, H, HoUoway, Esq.
Onions, H. HoUoway, Esq. Naffierpus Cottagers* Prizes were
also awarded. *

Harleston Horticultural Soemy, Sept. 20.—At the last Exhibition

for this season, the Dahlias were the principal attraction. The prite»

were awarded a« folfow* :—BeSt emt-door Grapes, Figs, and Seccnd
Peaches, Rev. J. W, S. Donnison. Best hothouse Grapes, Pluna,
and Second Kitchen AppUs, Mr. Francis. Best Onions, CockS'
combs, German Asters, Second ho^omse Grapes wad Cut Flowe?^,
Rev. W. Leigh. Best Peaches, Kitchen Apples, P&srs, Second
Plums and Cel^y, R. Priest, Esq. Second out-do^ Grapes, Mr.
Edwards. Best and Second Dessert Apples, G. Carthew, E8<^
Best Collection of Zinnias and Cut Flowers, J. Jeffes, Eaq. Sec6rt3

Pears and Onions, Mr. Ward. Best Celery, Mr. HiU. DAHttAi :

—Best 18 Blooms and iamiiinffs, Mr. Thurtell ; 2?id best 18 Bloom*,
best 12, heM 6, and best 3 Single Blooms,^ J. Jeffes, Esq. ; 2nd bett

12 and 6 Blooms~-2ndbest JlHngte Purple Bloom, best D<4i^ of
Dahlias, Mr. Adams; 3rd, for 12 and 6 jB/oom*—3rd, forSfnpi*

Sijarlet, Mr. Colls; 4th, for 6 Blooms-2x\6, for DsitipHofDahiias,

Rev. W, P, Spencer. The Tea Semce, fer gaining the greatest

number of Cottagers' Prizes during the season, was won by G,
Titlow.

Hexham Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept I3th and \4th,—^

At the Third Annual Exhibition of this Society, the display of

Fruits, Flowers, and VegeUbles far surpassed In variety and
quantity those of previous years. There were no fewer than 619

articles set up for competition, independent of a variety of Exo-
tics Fruits, &c., for garniture. The foUowing are the awards :

—Premier Prizes: Gentlemen's Gardeners:—Dahlias^ 24

blooms, I, Mr. H. Dewar, gr. to W. Cuthbert, Esq., with Cox's
Defiance, Dewar's Pioneer, Marquess of Lothian, Maid of Bath,
Bloomsbury, Conservative, Scarlet Defiance, Indispensable, Grace
Darling, Pickwick, Dewar's Imogeoe, Grande Baudine, Lewisham
Rival, President of the West, Springfield Rival, MeteUa, Egyptian
King, Phenomenon, Maria, Burnham Hero, Princess Royal,
Beauty of the Plain, Rouge et Noire. Climax ; 2, Mr. N .W. Forster,

gr.to Wm. Donkin, Esq. To Amatburs and Market Garren-
ERs. best 12— 1, Mr. H. Marshall, Durham, with princess Royal,
Rouge et Noire, Indispensable, Mrs. Birkley, Cox's Defiance,

Burnham Hero, Catleugh's Eclipse, Miss Chester, Pickwick,
Fanny Keynes, Phenomenon, Uxbridge Magnet; 2, Mr. T.Tem-
perlcy. Society's Prizes: Nurserymen :—JBfs* 3(5—1, Mr. H.
Newton, Newcastle, with Rouge et Noire, Argo, Grace Darling,

Bishop of W'inchester, Marquess of Lothian, Uxbridge Magnet,
Pickwick, Bridesmaid, Arwirew Holer, Metella, Bloomsbury,
Fanny Keynea, Essex Rival, Sparry's AdmiraBle, Penelope,

Eclipse, Maria, Lady Cooper, Beauty of the Plain. Conserva-
tive, Union Tournament, Upway Rival, Burnham Hero, Egyp-
tian King, Marchioness of Lansdowne, Grande Baudine, Miss

Johnson, Rival Sussex, Lewisham Rival, President c^f the West,

Maid of Bath, Cox's Defiance, Indispensable, Springfield Riv^j

2, Messrs. Little & Ballantiiie, Carlisle. Best 24—1, Mr. J. Rob-

son. Hexham, with Grande Baudine, Bloomsbury, Mana, cat-

leugh's EcHpsc, Tournament, Rival Sussex, Jn^'fPf"^^
Eclipse, Rouge et Noire, Exquisite, Argo. Essex Rival, f^^^f^^

U Mr. E. Hindmarsh, gr., Stagshaw Cl^e Hou^^J^ phcnome:
Forster, Cox's Defiance. Tipped, I, Mr.

^*/7'^tfr J rnnk-
,,01,; 2, Mr. J. Watson, Britomaid. ^^';^,'"^m?H Dewi'

Gsntlemk^St's Gardeners -^««*,^^»—^**^- **«H^^^»J!ih
Pickwick, Marquess oT l^Uuan, Cox's Defiance, M^d of Bkth,



tHE GARDENERS^ CHUONICLE. [Oct. g i

•
,,, nival Beauty of the Pla.n Presi-

dentoftlieWest Msu^ia,Gr8^
Nicholas Xickleby. Egypuandent 01 we vt "I, ..--. -_ „ , Nicholas Mcmeoy. ^^yv

•Kin?. Ro^K^^-^'^^T/ Mr rwatsnn! with Bridesmaid, Spr
Mr.

n, .%, PnT^B Defiance, Maia oi o«ni, «.»..... «.^^v.
, -^* JL

•" the Plain. Cox s
»5J'„^^"«BASKETVy Ct.T FLO^VERs, 1, Mr. T.

H. D'i«'*f'„''MrT' Watson, gr. to Jas. Kirsopo, Esq. Best 3
CbHriton : 2.

^''^-Z Vr T Jobl.nff. gr.. Stellin- Hall, with CraS-

Wm 'chaftors'S SPECIMEN. 1. Mr. A. Gasku,. gr.. Brua-

f, Mr. H. Dewar. Fruits—Bkst
I H.^RDV Fruit, l, Mr. T.Watson j 2, Mr. J.

w«li.kPpars 1 Mr. J.Wat5on;2, Mr.A.Gaskin. Applks, />#*-

t^« 1 M r T Aitchison ; 2, Mr. T- Watson. Kitchen. I. Mr. T.

Wnt<;nn • 2 Mr W. M'DoHgal, GooREEKRUTES, Mr. U. Dewar.

C.r«AXTs;^/rfTrr T. Aitchisor,. TTW., do CKtK.r 1 Mr.

H Dewar- 2 Mr. T. Aitchison. Rv.d Bkbt. 1, Mr. H. Dewar;

J*»?r.Tw«son' oitoNS. I. Mr. T. Aitcl^son ; 2. Mr. J.Cooke.

SAtAn, I, Mr. W. Charltnn ; 2, Mr. H. Dewar. Open to All :-

SK«.aiNo DAHtTA-s OF 184 1. 3 5:««/«s. First Class Pr.zes with-

out limft, I.Mr. N. W. Forster, for ClauUme and Fariny ^Vauffh;

2. Mr. H. Pewar, for Imogene ; 3, Mr. J. Cooke, for Miss ColUnff.

^ood; 4, Messr."*. Little and Ballantine, for a Yellow. Bkst

Dkvick I Mr. J.Modrierill, 2, Mr. R. Ricalton ; 3, Mr. N.W.
forster Wilo Floh'E"';, Mr. Wm. M'Doupral. Hovry in

Comb, l, Mr. Wm. Hedley; 2, Mr. J. Rohson, Sen. Ama-
TECR^^r-DArTMAS, bent 9. I, Mr. T. Temperley, with Maid

of Bath, Andrew Hofer. Bridesmaid, Mttelia. Cox's Defiance^

Ehhop of WincheRter, Beauty of the Plain, President of the

West, Lewisham Rival; 2, Mr. J. Scott; 3, Mr. H. Marshall,

Setit 6—1, Mr. H. Marshall, with Essex Rival, Rooffe et Noire,

Phenomenon, Maid of Bath, Widnairs Eclipse, I'ickwick ; 2, Mr.

W.Walton; 3, Mr. T. Temperley. Best 3—U Mr. H. Marshail,

with Pickwick, Unique. Burnham Hero ; 2. Mr. W.Walton ; 3, Mr.

T. Dickenson. Best White, 1, Mr. H. Marshall, LcwLsham Rival;

fli, Mr. T. Temnerley, do* Purple, I. Mr. H, Marshall, Indis-

^nsablc; 3, Mr. P. Caldclengrh, Uxbrid ere Magnet. YeVoiv, 1.

%\v. H. Marshall. Cox^s Defiance ; 2, Mr.T.Temperlev, do. T>pped,

1. Mr. H. Marshall, Princess Royal; % Mr. P. Caldcleug^i. Jonce*

PranceH. Scarlet, 1, Mr. T. Temperley, Lee»s Bloomsbnry; 2,

Mr. P. CaMclea^h, do. Ulac. 1. Mr. T. Teraoerley, Lady Mid-
dletou; 2. Mr. H. Marshall, Lady Harland. Rose, Mr. P. Cald-

deugh, Waile'a Atiila. D«rA-, Mr. H. Marshall, KGUg:e et Noire.

Orange^ Mr. H, Marshall, Pamplin's Bloomsbury. Basket of
Oct Flowkrs, I, Mr, W. Walker ; 2, Mr. J. Robinson ; 3, Mr.
i. ChMccToft. 'Etotic Plan'T, I. Mr. W.Watson; 2, Mr. J.

Chulecrott. Grrmav Astkrs, Mr. W. Watson. French ano
African Marigolds, I, Mr. W. Watson; 2, Mr. T. Pratt.

Russian Stocks, vr. W.Watson. Paxsiks, Mr. P.Caldcleogb.
Carnations, I, Mr. I. Scntt; 2, Mr. J. M*Phersnn. Picotees,
Mr. I.Scott. Fruits: Collbctiom, 1, Mr, J. Stainthrii-pe ; 2,

Mr. J. Cholecioft. jARoovKi.tB Pears, 1, Mr. T. R. Nixon ; 2,

Rev.J.Boyd. ApftES, I, Mr. T. R. Nixon ; 3, Mrs. Bell. Goose-
«RRiK5, Mr. L Scott- Ukd CcitRANT:^, Mr. T. R. Nixon. Car-
0T<». I, Mr. A. Portous; 2, Mr. W. Alexander. Ovio.vs, 1. Mr.

T, Temperley i 2, Mr. R. Robson. Cauliflowers, Mr, J. Doild.

Kidney Potatom, 1, Mr. T. Shotton ; 2, Mr. J. Chatto. Ronntl.

1, Mr. J. Chatto ; 2, Mr. N. Rewcastle, Pkas, i, Mr. T. Tem-
perley; 2, Mr, A, Portous. Cabhao*:s, I, Mr, T. Cowftig-; 2,

Mr. E. WeJford. Cklkhv, Mr., W. Watson. Bekt, Mr. \V.

Alexander. Sai.ah, Mr. W. Wafson. Makekt GAiinKVKEs:—
B *.9Kkt of Ccv Flowers, K Mr, J. Carr ; 2, Mr. J. Robsnn ; 3,

Mr.J. Robscit). Dahmas, ^f«/ 9— I. Mi*' J- Robson ; 2, Mr J.Rob
son,J«n. J?fir/6— J, Mr.J. Robson ; 2, Mr.J. Robson. Jun. Fruits:
ArrtKHt L Mr. G. Portous ; 2, Mr. J. Portoas. Pkars. I, Mr.
W. Shield; 2, Mr. T. Hunter. Onio.vs, I, Mr. J. Robson; 2,

Mr. W. Staiuthnrpe. CAaaors, 1, Mr. E. Shield: 2, Mr. R.
Hedley. Peas, 1, Mr. W.Shield; 2, Mr. J. Robbon, Jun. Lovo
Potatoes, i, Mr. J. Robson ; 2, Mr. T. Coulson. Rmiud, i, Mr.
T. Coulson ; 2. Mr. J. Rcnwick. Cklkry, Mr. W. Maudlin.
Seet, 1, Mr. T. Ci>nUon ; % Mr. R. Heriley. Lettuce. 1, Mr, J.
Rnbson, Jun. ; 2, Mr, J. Carr. Cauliflowkrs, ], Mr. T. Coulson

;

2, Mr. W. Maudlin. PaizK<; given by J. Kirsopp, Esq., to Cot-
tag*ers and Amateurs ni»t holding more than two chains of land:—Collection of Vegetables. 1, {a uheelbarrow) Mr. T. Tem-
perleyi 2, {a spade) Mr. W, Watson. In additioi: to the fore-
poin^. the following were thought worthy of reward :—Pkaciiks,
Mr. G. Portous. Apples axd Pears, Miss Barrow. Device,
Mr. J. Coulson. Ditto, Mr. W. Watson. Ditto, Mr. T. Fem-
perlcy. With a Mvsn CavendishU, in fruit, from W. Cuthbert,
Ksq. A Fountain, by Mr. W, Walker. Greenhmise Plants, from
Mr. R. Charlton. A Specimen of the Major Potato, from J. Kir-
sOpp, E^q. ThM Napoleon Willow and some Fuchsias, from Mr.
,1. Scott. Numerous Cottager^i' Prizes were also distributed.

jTivern^&s and Northern UtyrticvUnrnl Societif, Sept. l6.—This
exhibition took place m the Academy Hall, where the following"
Prices were awarded:—Dahlias, best 12— 1, Mr. A. Eraser, gr.
to J. Thomson. E»q., for Beauty of the North, Mrs. Neeid, Ex-
qu'site. President of the West, Ward's Mary. Andrew Hofer,
Metella, Kentish Glory, Lnrd Dudley Stuart, Danecroft Rival,
CUroax (Wildman's;, and Hero of Seven Oaks; 2, Mr. A. Mac-
donald. gr.. KirkhUi Manse, for Grace Darlinir. Rubv, Pickwick.
Nicholas Nickleby, Danecroft Rival, Rienzi. Scarlet Defiance,
Conductor, Mtss Johnst'in.Kival Sussex, Duchess of Devonshire,
and Lilac Perfection. Beat Seedling, Mr, Stephen, gr., Ncis
£a«tle. Carvatiovs, beat 9-J, Mr. A. Macdonald ; 2. Mr. J.
aw;ence. MARyootos, \, Mr. Westwood, gr. ; 2, Mr. Mac-

cAIIum. Stocks, l,_Mr. Dallas; 2, Mr. W. Mackenzie. Ciiixv
AfcTKa*. J, Mr, Stephen ; 2, Mr. W. Mackenzie. Hardy Annuals
jfj Mr. J. LawrcTice;2, Mr. Westwood. Balsams, i, Mr. Dallas-
X Mr. J. kpss. Fucii'-rAS, l, Mr. J. Ross, forF. fulgena, Stan-
df'^hii, glohnsa. arid Youefii; 2, Mr. G.Taylor, for F. irisignis,
Youelli, racemiflora, and lonsrifl^ra. Cockscombs, l. Mr. lialn*,

gr,, Beaafort Castle; 2, Mr. Stephen. LobRi.ias. in pnts, Mr. G*.

Taylor. Phloxes 1, Mr. Westwood ; 2, Mr. Lawrence. Hoi,-
I.VIIOCES. 1, Mr. G. Munro. gr. to A. Mactavish, E^q.; 2, Mr. T.
Fraser. SXlvias, I, Mr. A. Frascr, gr. to Mr. Thomson, for S.

formosa, chamsedrifiilia, nr^hami, and fnlgens; 2, Mr. J. Bain.

Pe.vtstsmovs, I. Mr. J. Ross ; 2, Mr. Dallas. Avtirrhi.mums.

Mr Bain. GLApfoif. Mr. A. Fraser. ZJvxmas. 1, Mr. G. Tay-

lor; 2, Mr. Dalla**. Best ano most tastefully arranoep
BoUQUKT OF Flowkhh, 1, Mr. J. Lawrence; 2. Mr. C. Mac-
ptm^le^ Best Four Exotics, t<t flower, I, Mr. J. Ross; 2, Mr.

Stephen. Heatbs, Mr. A. Fraser, for Erica frbyana, acuminata,

ventricosastellata, verticillata major. Grapes, best-fl'tvoured 2

Munches,'}, Mr. Da'las; 3, Mr. Srephen. IIeaoiett Bunch, Mr.
Dallas, Vkach¥.s, i, Mr, J. Puller, gr. to P. Grant. Esq. ; 2, Mr.
Tliylor. Mklo!^, Mr. T. Ballingal. PluMS, i. Mr. G. Taylor;

$. Mr. Dallas. Summer Pkars, I, Mr. D. Williamson
; 2. Mr. J.

B«ln, Apflks, Dessert^ 1, Mr. J. Cameron? 2, Mr, D. William-
son; CXpsicums, l, Mr. Stephen; 2, Mr. J. Maccaaum, toma-
boRSj Mr. Dallas, CiSLERTy 3, J. Mackenzie, Esq, ^ 2, Mr, G.

Taylor. Beet Root, 1, Mr, D. Mackenzie, gr. to Lady Mac-

kenzie ; 2, Mr. J. Fraser. Omoxs, 1, Mr. K. Tolmie ; 2, Mr. T.

Ballingal. -Leees, 1, Mr. G.Taylor; 2, Mr. Mackenzie. Car-

rots, I, Mr. R. Fraser; 2. Mr. C. Mackenzie. Rkd Cabbage,

1 Mr. D. Mackenzie; 2. Mr. K. Tolmie. Veoetable Marrow,
1 Mr. Maccalium; 2, Mr. A. Fraser. Be=*t Vegetable re-

cently inteoduced, Mr. Mackenzie, err.. Belmaduthy, for a

new vanety of French Bean, vailed the Cw Kmf*^, very prolific,

and which grows to a great hei-l^t. A.i Extra Prize was

awarded to Mr. Stephen, for a specimen uf Hydrangea.—/nrer-

ness Covrier,

Kelso Horticultural Socieft/, Sept. 14.— The premiums were

awarded as follows :—Dahlias, 1, Mr. D. Crichton, for Beauty of

the Plain. Conqueror of the World. Rouge et Noire, Danecroft

Rival, Andrew Hofer, Pickwick, Yellow Defiance, Lewisham
Rival. Constancv, Bishop of Winchester, Phenomenon, Windmill

Hill Rival; 2, Mr. J. Amour. Seedling, l.Mr. J. Crichton; 2, Mr.

H. Tait. Sweepstakes for the best 20 Dahlias, 1, Mr. D.

Crichton; 2, Mr. C. Pillans. Sweepstakes for the best

T>AHLiAti, bt^ Amateurs, 1, Mr. R. Laidlaw; 2, Mr. W. Hilson.

HwKh'vsTAKEs for Nurserymen, best 20 Blooms, Mr. Lockie, Dane-

croft Rival, Advancer, Lee's Bloomsbury, Pamplin's Blooms-

bury. Bishop of Winchester, Highgate Rival, Springfield Rival,

Nicholas Nickleby, Pickwick. Egyptian Prince, Phenomenon.

Oriental Pearl, Scarlet Defiance, xVdmirable. President of

the West. Indispensable, Regina, Grande Baudinc, Conserva-

tive, Lord Dudley Stuart; 2, Mr. Deans. Best 2 blooms of

Mr. Lcckic's Lady Charlotte, 3/. 3^., to Mr. Douglas. Cal-
cj-]oLARiAS, 1, Mr. G. Cruickshanks; 2. Mr. Scott. Fuchsias.

I.Mr. Deans; 2, Mr. Brunlees. Herbaceous Plants, 1. Mr.

Smith ; 2, Mr. G. Cruickshanks. China Asters, 1, Mr. Smith;

2. Mr. Dickson. Mariooli>s, 1. Mr. Smith; 2, Mr. J. Amour.
Pevtstemons, 1, Mr. Wilson; 2, Mr. Reid. Vkrbknas, I, Mr.

Smith; 2, Mr. G. Cruickshanks. Phloxes, 1, Mr. Wilson; 2, Mr.

Smith. Lobelias, l. Mr. C. Pillans ; 2, Mr. G. Cruickshanks.

Sekdlivg Pan'SIes of 1841 and 1842, 1, Mr. Ferguson; 2, Mr. H.

Tait. Hollyhocks. I.Mr. G.Taylor ; 2, Mr. Wilson. Vegetablk
Marrows. I.Mr. Smith; 2, Mr. Cruickshanks. Gooseberries,

l.Mr. Douglas; 2. Mr. Reid. Celery, 1, Mr. J. Crichton ; 2, Mr.

Douglas. Seedling Potatoes. o/1840aMd 1841, 1, Mr. J.Taylor;

2. Mr. G. Dippie. Camellias, Mr. C. Pillans, Cape Heaths,

1, Mr. C. Pillans; 2, Mr. Reid. Grapes, for weight, 1. Mr. C.

Pillans; 2, Mr. Reid. ^'or/aroj/r, l.Mr. C Pillans ; 2. Mr. Reid.

Mklon, 1, Mr. C. Pillans; 2, Mr. Dickson. Peaches, 1, Mr.

Douglas; 2, Mr. Crichton. Greengage Plums, 1, Mr. J.

Amour; 2, Mr. C. Pillans. Pears, 1, Mr. G. Dippie; 2. Mr, Reid.

jAR(:oyELLK V^AK%.fottveight, 1, Mr. G.Taylor; 2. Mr.Douglas,

Mr. Dickson, and Mr.'Thomson were considered equal. Apples,

1. Mr. C. Pillans ; 2, Mr. G. Dippie. Plums, l, Mr. C. Pillans; 2,

Mr. Douglas. Onions. 1, Mr. C. Pillans; 2, Mr. Scott. Carrots,

I.Mr. Smith; 2, Mr. J, Amour. Mobello Cherries, l.Mr. C.

Pillans; 2. Mr. Brunlees. Extra Prizes— Tra^ of Fniits and

Bouquet of Flotrers, Mr. C. Pillans. Carrots, Mr. M'Gall.—

Kelso Mail.

Kendal Floricultural Eshihition, Sept. l6.—This exhibition took

place in the Boys' National School, The following is a list of the

prizes awarded i
— Daulias, pan of twelre, 1, Mr. Remington,

with Windsor Rival, Pickwick, Ne plus ultra, Gregory's Com.
pacta, Brown's Bridesmaid, Burnham Hero, Admiral Elliot,

Grace Darling, Grande Baudine, Bishop of Winchester, Rival

Lilac, and Rouge et Noire; 2, Mr. W. Renme, gr. to J. Gandy,
Esq., with Scarlet Defiance, Pickwick, Hope, Grace Darling,

Conqueror "of the World. President of the West, Beauty of the

Plain, Sprin'efield Rival. Optima. Argo, Conservative, and Andrew
Horer; 3. Mr. T. Whitwell, with Grand Tournament, Union,
Pickwick. Wheeler's Maria, Grand Turk. Catleugh's Tournament.
Phenomenon. Rouge et Noire, Independent, Beauty of Hyde
Vale, Burnham Hero, Marchioness of Lansdowne. and President
of the West, P'/n of six, 1, Mr. J. Bateraan, with Bishop of

Winchester, President of the West, Duchess of Richmond, Maid
of Bath, Rotige et Noire, and Revenge; 2, Mr. W. Rennic, with
Catleugh's Tournament, Beauty of the Plain, Pickwick, Andrew
Hofer, Argo. and Optima; 3, Mr. W. Hogg, with Charles XII.,

Marquess of Lothian, Rouge et Noire, Independent, Pickwick,
and Lewisham Rival. Self, 1, Mr. J. Bateinan, with President of
the Wt«t; 'i, Mr. J. Whitaker, with Pickwick. Tipped or shaded,
I, Mr. I. Whitwell, with Brown's Bridesmaid; 2, Mr. Rennie,
with Beauty of the Plain. Lilac, 1, Mr. W. Rennie; 2, Mr. I.

Whitwell. White, 1, Mr. D. Bailey, with Virgin Queen : 2, Mr.
I. WhitwcU. with Lewisham Rival. Yellow, I, Mr. I. Whitwell,
with Dodd's Prince of Wales ; 2, Mr. Rennie, with Argo. Scarlet,
Mr. Remington, with Windsor Rival; 2, Ditto; 3, Mr. I. Whit-
well. Ruse, 1, Mr. Jas. PhilUpson, with Lady Kennedy ; 2, Mr.
Rennie, with Conservative. Crimson, 1. Mr. D. Bailey, with

I
Pickwick; 2, Mr, Rennie. with President of the West. Maroon,
1, Mr. Remington, with Rouge et Noire; 2, Mr. Bateman, ditto.

Single bloom, any colour, Mr. Bateman, with Burnham Hero.
Pansies, twelve blooms, \, Mr. J. Newby, gr. to Prof. Wilson ; 2,

Mr. W. Rennte. Single bloom, 1, Mr. W. Rennie; 2, Mr. J.

Newby, Calceolarias, three plants, 1, Mr. Townley; 2, Mr.
Gold. Single plant, 1, Mr. J', Whitaker ; 2, Mr. W. Rennie. Cut
VERiiEv.As, 1, Mr. W, Rennie; 2, Mr. D. Bailey, Pentste.
MONs, Mr. D. Bailey. Pan of 6 Asters. Mr. Cruikshank, gr. at

Lowther Castle. Device of Flowers, I, Mr. W. Rennie; 2, Mr.
Meldrum ; 3. Mr. Purvis. Bouquet, 1, Mr. Bainbridge, gr. to R.
Moser, Esq. ; 2. Miss M. Wakefield. Extra Prizes—Mr, Mel-
drum, for Fuchsia Venus victrix and Gesnera splendens ; Mr.
Cruikshank, for Gr«;^es and Cockscombs; Mr. Finlay.gr. at Dallam
Tower, for Apphs ; Mr, Airey, gr. at Rigniairien Park, for Pears;
and Miss M. Wakefield, for Put Plants.

Kent and Canterburr/ Horticultural Society, Sept.S.—'T)xe last
exhibition for the season took place in the Corn Exchange, upon
which occasion the attendance was numerous, and the quality of
the plauts superior. The following is a list ofthe prizes : —Fruit.
Pine : D. Denue, Esq. Melon : 1, W. Abbott, Esq.; 2, T. Dor-
man, Esq. GiiAPiis : grown by means of artificial heat, 1 and 2,

W. Hyder, Esq. : best two bunches grown under glass without
artificial heat, 1, J. Godfrey, Esq.; 2, the Rev. Dr. Spry: best

out-door Grapes, 1 and 2, T. Dorman, Esq. : best basket of Grapes,
the Rev. H. Plumptre. Peaches: J. Godfrey, Esq. Nectarines:
ditto. Greengage Plums: Mrs. Webb : Coe*s Golden Drop, the
Rev- G. p. Marsh: best twelve of any other sort, ditto. Dessert
Pkars: I. Mrs. Webb; 2, R. Francis, Esq. Apples: dessert, \,

D. Denne, Esq, ; 2. R. Francis, Esq. : kitchen, 1, Mrs. Webb ; 2,

the Rev. G. P. Marsh. Currants: uhite,J. Godfrey, Esq.
j

rffc?. F. Sankey, Esq. Figs: 1, the Rev. G. P. Marsh. Cher-
ries; the Rev- W. Brockman. Filberts: D. Deune, Esq.
MuLBSRRiRs: W. Plummer, Esq. Best Collection of British
GROWN Fruit: the Rev. G. P, Marsh. Extra : Plums, the Rev.
H. Plumptre. Vegetables.—Cucumbers: D. Deune, Esq,
Cabbages: ditto. French Beavs: ditto. Turnips : F. San-
key. Esq. Carrots: ditto. Onions: W. Hyder, Esq. Ce-
lery: white, the Rev. W. Brockman: red, F. Sankey, Esq.
Lkttuces: the Rev. W. Brockman. Potatoes: 1, and 2. D,
Denne. Esq. Collection of Vegetables, 1, F. Sankey,
'''^q-; 2, J. Cates, Esq. Basket of Mushrooms: F.
Sankey, E?q. Flowers. — Collection of Cacti: J. G.
bliephcrd, Esq. Oranob T(ike in fruit: 1 and 2, Mrs.
Webb. Stove Plants: 3, J. G. Shepherd. Esq. Single ditto,
ditto. Six Greenhouse Plants: ditto; 2, W. Hyder, Esq.
TiiRKE Succulents : J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Amaryllis : ditto.
Bulbs: ditto. Fuchsias: JBe5//o?/r, J. Godfrey, Esq. Best ttvo,
Mtss Culmer. Best single, the Rev. Dr. Spry. Collection of
Herbaceous Plants in Pots: P. Sankey, Esq. Balsams:
r/(rfff,F.Sankey,Esq. Tu'O, Mrs. Rutter. Cockscombs : Bestthree,
Rev. W, Brockman. Best two, W. Abbott, Esq. Roses in Pots :

Mr. Parrinton. Cut Flowers—Dahlias: Twelve varieties, 1,

Rev. W. Brockman ; 2, W, Hyder, Esq. Best six, Rer. W. Brock-
man : 2 and 3, W, Hyder, Esq, Best six varieties of Roses :

;sq. Marigolds : Afrtcan, F. Sankey, Esq. French
as Double, Mr. R. FLlmer. Single, Rev. W. Brock'

man. Pansies: F. Sankey, Esq. Floral Device : 1, Rev. G-
P. Marsh; 2, J. Gates, Esq. Best Bouquet, in Society*s vases-
Rev. W. Brockman; 2, Mrs. Rutter. Best Collection of InI
digenous Plants, with their names : Lady Grey de Ruthven,
Extra: Collection of Indigenous Plants, T. Addis, Cottagers*
prizes were also distributed for fruit and vegetables,— Canffrftifru
Journal,

Kingstrtn Royal Horticultural Meeting, Sej)t. 15.—The Seventh
Annual Exhibition took place in the Town Hall and spacious
Marquee erected by Mr. T. Edgington, which were tastefully de-
corated with Devices of Flowers atd large Plauts by Messrs-
Jackson ; the weather being fine, there was a large attendl
ance of visitors. Tlie following Prizes were awanied :—Dah.
LIAS—First Class—Open to all— lOO hlooms—l, Mr, T. Jack-
son, Kingston, with Lady Cooper. Lady Caroline Murray, Prin-
cess Royal. Beauty, Egyptian Prince. Rienzi, Unique, Lewisham
Rival, Eclipse, Grenadier, Rouge et Noire, Grand Turk, Indis-
pensable. Sussex Rival, Defiance, President of the West, Suffolk
Hero, Lee*s Bloomsbury, Springfield Rival. Queen of Beauties,
Cambridge Hero, Ward's Mary, Robert Barns. Duchess of Kent,
Comte de Paris, Scarlet la Grande, Queen of Sarum, Conqueror
of the Plain, Maid of Jersey. Wildman's Climax. Jeffries' Ciimax,
Countess of Pembroke, Lady Kinnatrd, Burnham Hero, Brides-
maid. Prince of Wales, Lord Dudley Stuart. Hope. Andrew
Hofer, Monarch, Regina. Bishop of Winchester. Thomson's
Princess Royal, Coronation, Springfield Purple, Constancy.

Argo, White Defiance, Jackson's Lady Peel, Ploughooy, Wal-
ter's Unique, Tournament, Iver Champion, Pickwick. King of
Roses, Duke of Cornwall. Maria, Satirist, Lady Milne, Revenge,
Rosetta, Ne plus ultra, Miss Scroop, Glory of Plymouth, Pheno-
menon, Admirable. WidnalTs Queen, Lady Ackland, Grande
Baudine, Beauty cf the Plain, Maid of Batli, Catleugh's Eclipse,

Lord Howe, Eva, Primrose, Bedford Surprise, Fanny Keynes,
Pamplin's Bloomsbury, Danecroft Rival, Royal Standard, Queen
Dowager, Nicholas Nickleby, Union Tournament, Dodd's Mary,
Mary Jane, North Star, Scarlet Defiance, Purple Perfection,

Conqueror of the World, Sir Wm. Middleton, Lady Middleton*

Grace Darling, Highgate Rival, Bronze Unique, Rival Granta,

Bree's Rosa, Marchioness of Lothian, Marquess of Lothian,

Essex Rival; 2, Mr. Gaines. Battcrsea. Second Class—24
t)looms—\, Mr. Willmer, Sunbury, for Ploughboy, Phenomenon,
Duchess of Richmond, Admirable, Lady Acklaad, Royal Stan,

dard, Chancellor, Twyford Perfection, Monarch, Prince of

Wales, Optima, Maid of Bath. Lady Cooijer, Queen of Beauties.

Princess Royal, Westbury Rival, Bridesmaid, King of Roses,

Burnham Hero, Lee's Bloomsbury, Suffolk Hero, Satirist,

Northern Beauty, Marchioness of Westminster ; 2, Mr. Gaines,

Battersea; 3, Mr. Jackson. Third Class—Gardeners only
—24 blooms— \, Mr. Dean, Teddington, for Andrew Hofer, Beauty

of the Plain, Bloomsbury, Unique, Lady Kinnaird, Mary, Presi-

dent of the West, Conscrvaiivc, Lady Cooper, Burnham Hero,

Monarch, Springfield Rival, Amato, Rival Sussex, Hope, Princess

Royal. Queen. Phenomenon, Royal Standard. Tournament, Suf-

folk Hero, Argo, Lewisham Rival, Grande Baudine; 2, Mr.

M'Donald j 3. Mr. Thomson ; 4, Mr. Bourne. Fourth Class-
Amateurs— 12 6Mom5—l, R.Hopkins, Esq., for Climax, Lady

Cooper, Egyptian Prince, Grande Baudine.Bridesmaid, Lady Ack-

land, Hope. Beauty of the Plain , Lord Dudley Stuart. Phenomenon,

Rienzi. Springfield Rival; 2,— Bell, Esq., Chelsea; 3. Mr. Huband,

Bushy. Fifth Class —GARDKNiiRS— 12 blooms— \, Mr. Dean,

Teddington, for Monarch, Bloomsbury, Andrew Hofer, Maid of

Bath, Phenomenon, Bridesmaid, Beauty of the Plain, Lewisham

Rival, Unique, Amato. Aigo, Princess Royal ; 2. Mr. M'Donald;

3. Mr. Cawo'id; 4, Mr. Bourne; 5, Mr. Riding; 6. Mr. Eves;

7, Mr. Bur; 8. Mr. Fruven. Sixth Class—&'eetf//n^i— 1841—

1, Mr. Mountjoy ; 2, Mr. Smith. 1842-] and 2, Mr. Thomson*

Seventh Class—Open to all—Plants—Mr. Jackson. Eighth

Class—Amateurs and Gardeners- C'/imiWc/^^ Cup^ Mr. Bur.

Ninth Class—Open to all—Cut Flowers—Mr. Riding, gr.

to Sir J. D. Broughton. Tenth Class—Heart&easb-I, Mr.

Eleventh Class—Collections of

gr. to J. H. Oughton, Esq.; 2, Mr.

of Lucan ; 3, Mr. Gibson, gr. to the

Queen Dowager. Twelfth Class—Collections of Vege-

tables—Mr. Gaines; 2, Mr. Caldwell, gr. to E. Bligh, Esq.

Thirteenth Class-Pineapples— i, Mr. Over, ^r. to the Dow-

ager Lady Cooper; 2, Mr. Toward. Fourteenth Class-
Grapes—!, Mr, Gibbon; 2. Mr. Parker. Extra Prize—Mr.
Gundry, gr. to S. Paynter, Esq., for Cockscombs.

- Kirkby Lonsdale Floricultural Society, Sept. 19.—The prizes

were awarded as follows:— Fruit—Apples, Dessert: 1, Ribstoiie

Pippins, 2, Scarlet Nonpareil, and 5, Golden Russet, W.Moore,

Esq. ; 3. Thorle Pippin, Mr. J. Kellet ; 4. Travelling Queen, Mr.

. Harrison
J. H. Fisher
5. Alexander, .Lf**, »viuu. in.Aua. *,.<;. o,«..« -, -

G. Bell, Esq. Plums : 1, Magnum Bonum. P. Dawson, Esq.; A
Coe's Golden Drop, Rev. J. H. Fisher; 3. Magnum BuMum.

R, H. Welch. Epq. CuEaniES : Morcllo. Mr. R. Dott. " "
Mr. R. Garnett. Grapes : Lombardy, Mr. Dott.
Walker's Superb, Rev. J. Tathrirp. Flowers--Dahlias,
ftndMaroon: I, Seedling, and 2, Sir H. Main waring. P. Dawson,

Esq. ; 3, Sir H. Carruthers. Mr. F. Wilson; 4, Metropolitan Per-

fection, and 5, Berkshire Champion, Mrs. Carus ; (5. Rouge et

Noire, Mr. Cardin. Crimsonand Rose: 1. Hope. and6,SirH. t-ar-

ruthers, Mrs. Carus ; 2, Sir H. Fletcher, Mr. J. Kellet; 3, Marquess

of Lothian. C.Wilson. Esq.;
"' '

' " -v..=..n.

Esq. ; 5, President ofthe West
ductor, 4, ditto, and 5. Fanny tt.oyne9, mr. x. j-uui •!»., .. » -• ^
nail's Conductor, and 3. Pickwick, Mr. J. Kidd. 6. Duke ot ue

vonshire, Mr, Garnett. Orange, Bujf, and Yellow: l, ^irhns »

Topaz, C, Wilson, Esq.; 2, Argo. b, Ausell's Unique, and »,

Pamplin's Bloomsbury, Mrs. Carus; 3, Bowman's Premium, air.

- - - - _ _ .. Lilac ana

Thomson ; 2. Mr. Hart.
Fruits— 1, Mr. Parker,
Bowers, gr. to the Earl

MfiLO.VS

CUCUMBESS:
Dark

, and C. Lancaster Witch. Mr. F. VMison; ^r

Rev. J. Tatham ; 3, Beauty ot the West, ana

y, Mr. R. Dott; 4. Phenomenon, M^ .^-

. J. ft.eiier ; o, onto, mr. 1. *ii*='j».. -
.

1, Virgin Queen, Mrs. Carus; 2. Rival, Mr, F. Wilson ; p.
Maria.

Mr. J. Kidd; 4, Rival, Mr. R. Dott ; 5, Queen of Whites, "r-

Garnett; 6. Alba perfecta, P. Dawson, Ks^q. Striped and Kd^ea:

1, Hon. Mrs. Harris, and C. Lancaster Witch. Mr. F. V^^son; A
England's Defiance,

" ---"^-^--^ ona

5, Nicholas Nickleb,. ..... ... --.,-, -, ^--
Towers. Hollyhocks r I and 2. Mr. R. Dott. Vegetables
NIPS, Swede: T, Pearson, E.-vq. Common: Jas. Hanison, l^^Q-

Red Cabbages: Mr. R. Garnett. Savoy : Rev. J. Tatham.

Common Cabkage : A. Peurson.Esq. 13 Laugkst Onions: wr-

R. Garnett. 6 ditto: Mr. J.Caton. Celery : I, Mr. R. To«er^.

2, Mr. J, Rrennard. Bkst Tuav of various Potatoes: ^•

Pearson, Esq. 6 largest do.: Mr. J. D?aa. Carrots: r.

Pearson. Esq. Vegetable Marrow: C.Wilson. Esq.

Laricaster Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. iG.—The fol-

lowing is a list of the prizes:—Dahlias.—D«rA- and Maroon.

1, Black Prince, Mrs. Ford ; 2, Metropolitan Perfection. J. Stoui,

"*^»t of the West. Mr. Meldrum ; 5. GarncK, Mr. jopbuii
, y

I>«ches8 of Richmond, and 7, Minerva, Mr. Meldrum. At-ar-

let and Red: \, Bloomsbury, Mrs. Ford ; 2, Fireball, -^r.

Meldrum; 3, Scarlet Eclipse. Mr. Marshall; 4. Scarlet Granae,

Mr. Meldrum; 5, Douglas' Glory. J. Stout, Esq.; 0, ditto, m^.

Hargreaves; 7, Lord Lyndhurst, Mr. Marshall. Orange, mjh
and Yellow: \, Favourite, Mr. Meldrum; 2. Argo, Mrs. Forrt; 3,

Nicholas Nickleby : 4, Goldfinder, and 5, Topaz, Mr. Marshall i "*

i
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Rival Queen, Mrs. Ford; 4,

Lewishani Rival, Mr. Jopson j

7, King of the Whites, Mrs

Naivette, Mr. Meldrum ; 7» Birmingham Premier, Mr. Har-

gteaves. ii/rtc and ^lushi 1, Redneli's Queen, Mrs. Ford* 2,

John Stuart Wortley, Mr. Marshall; 3, Fanny Keynes, Mrs.

Thompson ; 4, Lady Cooper, Mr. Meldrnm ; 5, Lady Middleton,

J. Stout, Esq. ; 6, Duchess of Devonshire, Mrs. Ford ; 7. Mrs,

Colt, Mr. Jopson. Purpie : 1, Bishop of Winchester, Mr. Mel-

drum; 2, Pickwick, Mrs. Ford; 3, Prince of Wales, Mr. Mel-

drum ; 4* Union, Mr. Hargrreaves ; S, Climax, and 6, Metella,

Mr. Jopson; 7. Ben Jonson, Mrs. Thompson. White: 1, Lew-
isham Rival, Mrs. Ford; 2, Virgin Queen, J. Stout, Esq.; 3,

Alba Perfecta, Mr. Marshall ; 5,

6, Bride of Abydos, J. Stout, Esq.

;

Godson, Striped and Edged: 1,

Conqueror of the World, Mr. Meldrum; 2. Beauty of the Rhine,

Mr. Thompson ; 3, Phenomenon, Mrs. Burrow ; 4. Nicholas
Kickleby, 5, Sykes' Diana, Mrs. Thompson; 6, Marchioness

of Breadalbane, Mr. Meldrum ; 7, Lancashire Witch, Mr. Mar-
shall. Fruit.— Apples, Dessert: \, Ribston Pipphi, E. G.

Hornby, Esq.; 2, Unknown, Mrs. E. G. Hornby; 3, French
Pippin. J. Stout, Esq. ; 4, Peach Apple, Mr. Walmsley. Culinnrif :

1, Alexander, Mr. Walmsley; 2, Battledore, Mr. Darwen; 3, Mrs.

Giles; 4, Prussian Pippin, Mr. Walmsley. Pkars, Su^iijn^-r : 1,

Williams' Bon Chretien, Mr. Hargreaves ; 2, Rev. T. Mackreth.
Winter: 3, Duchess of An^ouleme, 4, BeurreDiel, Rev. T. Mack-
reth. Plums: 1, Golden Drop, Mrs. Godson ; 2, La DeUcieuse,

T. Rawsthorne, Esq. J 3, Magnum Bonum, 4, Imperatrice, Mrs.

Ford. Melon: Mrs. Godson. Grapes: ditto. Greenhouse
Plants: 1, Mrs. Ford; 2, Mr. Jopson. Ann^uals; 1, Mrs.

Ford; 2, T. Rawstorne, Esq. Asters : Mrs. Ford. Dahlias :

ditto. Hollyhocks: ditto. Bouquet: Mrs. Ford. Ditto com-
posed of Erotics .* T. J. Knowles, Esq. Marigolds : Mrs.

Ford. Paksies: l, Mrs. E. G. Hornby; 2, Mr. Walmsley.
Pkaches: T. J. Knowles, Esq. Pivk Apple: T. Rawsthorne,
Esq. Cherbiks : T. J. Knowles. Esq. Gooseberriks : T.

Giles, Esq. Red Currants : Mrs, Ford. Citrons : ditto.

Celery: do. Cucumbkr: T. Rawsthorne, Esq. Onions: Mr.
Hargreaves, Red Cabbage : E, G. Hornby, Esq.

touth Horticultural Sociefy, Sept. 16.—The second and last ex-

hibition for the present year took place in the Infant School-rooms,

Louth. The following is a list of the prizes :—Fruits—Melon,
1 and 2, Rev. J. D. Waite. Grapes, Blacky 1 and 2, Mrs. Ansell.

White, 1, Rev. J. D. Waite; 2, Mrs. Ansell; 3, Rev. E. Smyth.
PsACUKs, 1, Rev. R. Alington : 2, Mrs. Preston; 3, F. Chaplin.

Esq. Nectarines, 1, Rev. R. Alin^ton ; 2 and 3, Mrs. Ansell.

Apples, Drstert, C. C. I. Orme, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Ansell; 3, Rev.

J. Otter. Baking, 1, W. G, Allison. Esq. ; 2, Mrs. Ansell ; 3, Rev.
E. Smyth. Plums, Black, lands, Mrs. Ansell ; 3, Rev. E. Smyth.
Green, 1, W. G. Allison, Esq.; 2, Rev. E. Smyth; 3, Mrs. Ansell.

Cherries, 1 and 2, Mrs. Ansell, Gooseberries, 1 and 2, Mrs.

Ansell. Currants, I and 2, Mrs. Ansell. Filberts, ],2,and 3,

Rev. E. Smyth. Mulberries, 1 and 2, Mrs. Ansell, Pears, 1,

Mrs. Ansell; 2, Rev. J. D. Waite; 3. Rev. J, Walls. Vegeta-
bles—Cucumbers, 1, Rev. E. Smyth; 2 and 3; Mrs. Ansell.

Celery, 1, Rev. E. Smyth; 2. Rev. J. D. Waite; 3, H. Orme,
Esq. Onions, 1, Rev. E.Smyth; 2, Mrs. Ansell; 3, Rev. E.

Smyth. Cos Lettuce, 1, 2, and 3, Mrs. Ansell. Cabbage Let-
TLCE, Mrs. Ansell. Cauliflowers, Rev. E. Smyth. Rei> Cab-
bages, 1, Rev. J. D. Waite ; 2, Rev, E. Smyth ; 3, W. G. Allison,

Esq. Red Uekt, I, Mrs. Ansell; 2, Rev.W.Fox; 3. Rev. E.

Smyth. Potatoes, Kidney, 1, W. G. Allison, Esq.; 2, H. Orme.
Esq.; 3, Mrs. Ansell. Bound. H. Orme, Esq. Beans, Fre?ich,

1 and 2. Mrs. Ansell; 3. H. Orme, Esq. Scarlet, \, H. Orme,
Esq.; 2, Mrs. Ansell. Peas, 1 and 2. Rev. E. Smyth ; 3, Mrs.

Ansell. Turnips, 1, Mrs. Ansell; 2, Rev. E. Smyth; 3, W. G.
Allison, Esq. Carrots, l and 2, F. Chaplin, Esq.; 3, Rev. W.
Fox. ScoKzoMERA, 1 and 2, Mrs. Ansell. Capsicums, 1 and 2,

Rev. E. Smyth; 3, Mrs. Ansell. Artichokes, W. G. Allison,

Esq.; Parslev, 1, Rev. J. D. Waite; 2, Mrs. Ansell; 3, W. G.

Allison, Esq. Shallots, I, Mrs. Ansell; 2 and 3, W. G.
Allison, Esq. Parsveps. 1 and 2, Rev. E. Smylh. Salsafv,
Mrs. Ansell. Plants is Pots—Stove-plant, Rev. E.Smyth;
a, J. D. Waite; 3, Mrs. Ansell. Grkenhousb Plavt, 1, Rev. J.

D. Waite j 2 and 3, Mrs. Ansell. Fu'cnsiAS, Mrs. Ansell. Netcest,

Ij Mrs. Ansell; 2, Rev. E.Smyth. Calcbola'ria, Herbaceous,

1, 2, 3, and 4, Mrs, Ansell. Shruhby, 1 and 2, Mrs. Ansell. Six

ditto. Rev. E.Smyth. Cockscombs, 1, Rev. W.Fox; 2, Rev. E.

Smyth. Petu'nia» 1 and 2. Mrs. Ansell. Mi'mulus, Mrs. Ansell.

Tevher Annuals, Mrs. Ansell. Verbenas, 1 and 2, Mrs. Ansell;

3, Rev. E. Smyth. Cut Flowers—Dahlias, 18 bfooms. Rev. J.

Wails, Twelve, 1, Rev. J. D. Waite; 2, Rev. J. Walls; 3, Rev.

J, Otter, S/.2", l,Rev. J. D.W^aite; 2 and 3, Rev. J. WaUs. Seed-

ling, Rev. E. Smyth, Asters, Mrs. Ansell. Doitble African
Maryoolds, 1 and 2, Rev. E.Smyth. Single French no., 1 and

2, Rev. E. Smyth. Double French Martoolds, 1, Rev. J.

Walls; 2, Mrs. Ansell. Single French Marygold, Mrs. Ansell.

Zi'NNiAS, 1 and 2, Rev. W. Fox. Verbknas, -Mrs. Ansell. Pav-
sies, 1, Rev. E. Smyth ; 2, F. Chaplin. Esq. ; 3, Rev. J. Walls. Six

Seedlings, 1 and 2, Rev. E.Smyth. Agricultural Vegetables-
Mangel WuRZEL, 1 and 2, Rev, E. Smyth, Extra Prizes-
Magnum Bonum Plums, 1, W, G. Allison, Esq.; 2, Rev. J. Otter;

3, Mrs. Ansell. Cactus, 1 and 2, Mrs. Ansell. Newest and best

Greenhouse Plant, Mrs, Ansell.—Numerous prizes were awarded
to cottagers for the best flowers, fruit, and vegetables.

Lufon Horticultural Society.^The second Exhibition took place

in the grounds of F. Burr, Esq., the Treasurer. The following is a

list of the prizes : Pines : 1, S. Crawley, Esq. ; 2, Mr. E. Burr.

^^RAPES, In-door [black], 1, Mr, Gilbert; 2, Mr. P. Chase, White,

a, S.Crawley, Esq.; 2, Mr. F. Burr. Oul-door {black), Mr. F.

Surr. White, 3Ir. Gilbert. BIelons, 1, S. Crawley, Esq. ; 2, Mr.

Hogers. Peaches, 1, Mr. F. Burr ; 2, Mr. J. Gardner ; 3, Blr.

"W. Irons, jun. Nectarines, 1, Mr. F. Burr; 2, Mr. J. Gardner.

Tigs, Mr, J- Gardner. Plums, I, Mr. J. Gardner ; 2, Mr. F. Burr.

Pears. I, Mr. J. Gardner; 2, S. Cra\vley, Esq. Apples, Table,

1. Mr. Gilbert ; 2, Mr. Vyse. Sauce, 1, Mr. J. Chase; 2, Mr.

Brown. Filberts, Mr. Gilbert, Gooseberries, Mr. E. Burr.

"White CrRRANTS, Mr. J. Gardner. Cherries, 1, Mr. F. Chase ;

2, Mr. J. Gardner. RAsrBKRBiKS.rerf, Mr. T. Foster. White, S.

Crawley, Esq. Basket of Fruit, S. Crawley, Esq. Stovk Plants,

1. Mr. E. Burr; 2, S. Crawley, Esq. GREExnorsK Plants, I,

Mr, E. Burr ; 2. S. Crawley, Esq. Dahlias, 24 varieties, 1, Mr.

F. Chase, 2, S. Crawley, Esq. 12 i-arieties, I, S. Crawley, Esq.
j 2,

Mr. F. Chase ; 3, Mr. T. Waller. 6 varieties, 1, S. Crawley, Esq.

;

•2, Mr.T. Waller; 3, Mr. F. Chase. Asters, 1, Mr. T. Waller ; 2,

Mr. Goujon. Uisarts&xsk, 2A varieti^-s, 1, Mr. Gardner ; 2, Mr.

T.Waller. Seedlings, V2 varieties, Rev Mr. Burgess. Holly-
hocks, Mr. T, Waller. Balsams, Mr. F. Burr. Roses, Mr. E.

Burr. MARiGOLns, l,Mr. Hunt; 2, Mr. Goujon. Cut Flowers,
1, Mr. E. Burr ; 2, Mr. Gilbert ; 3. Mrs. Burgess. Bouquet, 1,

Mrs. Hunt; 2. Mrs. Burgess. Fuchsias, Mr. Burgess. Vkr-

BEXAS. Mr. Burgess. Harby Annuals, Mr. Vyse. TENnER Do.,

Mr. Vyse. Wilh Flowers, 60 vaneties. Miss Foster. Cucum-
ber. 1, Mr. Hunt ; 2, Mr. F. Burr. Vegetable Marrow.
Bttrgess. Cabbages, Mr. J. Gardner. Carrots, Mr. G. Gardner.

Pars^eps, S. Crawley, Esq. Tur.mps, Mr. J. Gardner. En divb,

Mr. Vyse. Lettuces, Mr. Hunt. Celkry, 1, Mr. T. \\ aller ; 2,

Mr. J.Cook; 3, Mr. Vvse. Oxioxs, 1, Mr. Waller ; 2, Mr. Hunt.

French Bbans, Mr. Gilbert. KinxEY Do., Mr. Hunt. Hekbs,
Mr. J. Gardner. Peas, Mr. Hunt. Potatoes. Kidney, Mr. ii.

Gardner. Round, Mr. Hunt. Greatest number of ran eties, Mr.

E. Chase. SAi^SAhY.Mr. E.Burr. Collection- oP Vegetables, I,

Her. —Burgess ; 2. S. Crawley, Esq. At the recommendation oi

the Judges, several extra prizes were awarded for numerous other

articles. A variety of fruit and vegetables were also exhibited by

Cottagers, and a number of prizes awarded for tliem,

Maidenhead Horticultural Society, Sept. 9.—The second show
of this society for the present year waa held in the Town Hali^

and, considering the unfavourable state of the weather, was weu
attended. The DahUaSj of which tfcierje were numerous varieties

in collections of 36, 24, and 12, were fine, and there were some
handsome specimen plants (among^ which was a beautiful plant
of the Testudiuaria Elephantopus from Miss Tunno, nf Taplow
Iiodg-e) and some very g:ood fruit. The cottagers' productions
were good, but not so numerous as last year. The following
prizes were awarded:—1st Class—Dahlias : Twenty -four fm-

rieties, 1, Mrs. Dodwell; 2, Mr. Dodds; 3. Mrs. Law. Twelve
varieties, I.Mrs. Dodwell; 2, Mrs. Law. Fuchsias and Trav
OF Cut Flowers: Mrs. Dodwell. Collection of Plants amd
NosEGAV : Earl of Orkney. Pavsiks and Melon : Mr. Fitcliett.

SPECI3IEV Plant (Testudinaria Elephantnpus; and Collection
ofFri-it: Mi~3 Tunno. Collection of Frcit: Nine varieties,

Mrs. Law, Fire varieties, J. Sawyer, Esq., Mr. C. Venables,

and Sir G. Wilson. Collection of Apples and Pkars: J.

Sawyer, Esq , And Mrs. Harford. Appi.es ano Peaiis: Mrs,

Duncan. 2d Class—Dahlias : Ttcenfy four varieties, 1, Mr.
Bragg; 2, Mr. Churchill; 3, Mr. Howard. Twelve varieties, \,

Mr. Bragg; 2, Mr. Warne j 3, Mr. Hoare. Fl'chsias and cut
Flowkrs: Mr. Hoare and Mr. Churchill. S^-KcniEN Plant.
Neriam splendens, Mr. F. T. Ward. Pears and Nosegay: G.

W. Newell, Esq.

Maidstone Horticultural Society, S^pt, 14.—At the third ex-

hibition the foUowiug Prizes were a^varded :— SuBscaioKRs'

1

Prizes :—Flowers':—Avnuals, I ami 2, Mrs. Whatman. As-
ters, I. Mr. Mercer, Jun.; 2. R. Tassell, Esq. Cockscombs,
1, J. A. Wigan, Esq.; 2, Earl of Gainsborough. Dahlias, 24

varieties, I. J. A. Wigan. Esq.; 2, Mr. Wm. Mercer. Jun. ; 3, G.

Perfect, Esq. 12 mrieties, 1, Mr. W. Atkinson; 2, Mr. W. J.

Epps. Device of Flowers, 1, C. Scii(1am:ire, Esq. ; 2, J. Dela-

field, Esq. FrcnsiAS, Collection, in Pots, I, C. Scu-iamore, Esq.

;

2, Mr. W.J. Epps. Cut Flowkrs. /ro»» the Greenhouse, i, M. P.

Lucas, Esq. ; 2, J. Best, Esq. Hardy, 1, J. A. Wig^u, Esq.; 2,

Mrs. Whatman. Grkknhouse or Stove Plants, 6 vtiriefies,

1, M. P. Lucas. Esq. ; 2, J. A. Wig^an. Esq. 3 vaneties, J. Dela-

nelrt, Esq. Heartsease, 24 ivm'cfifi^. Mr. W. Mercei, Jun. 13

varieties, Mr. W. J. Epps. Maryoolds, African, i, T. Luck,

Esq.; 2. C. Milner, Esq. French, 1, Mr. T. Alchin ; 2, T. Luck,

Esq. New oa Rare Plant, Mr. W. J. Epps. Spkcimkv, iv

bloom, J. A. Wigan, Esq. Roses, 1, Mr. T.White; 2, Mr. W.
Mercer, Jan. Stocks, 1, Mrs. LeGeyt; 2. Mrs. Walter Jones.

Verbenas, 1, M, P. Lucas, Esq.; 2, J. W. Slra^ford, Esq.

Seedling Fuchsia, Mr. W. J. Epps. Extra Prize. Pheasants,

Mr. W. J. Epps. Fruits:—Apples, Dessert, 1. C. .Milner, Esq.;

2, Sir W. Gearing:, Bart.; 3. H.Pope, Esq. Keeping. 1, Alder-

man Lucas; 2, J. W. Stratford, Esq.; 3, J. Delafieid. Esq.

Kitchen, 1, Alderman Lucas; 2; the Hon. and Rev. F. J. Noel;

3, W. Balston, Esq. Keeping, \, Mr. W. Mercer; 2, J. W. Strat-

ford, Esq.; 3, J. Delafieid, Esq. CnERRiE^;, 1, T. Rider, Esq.;

2. the Earl of Rumncy. Currants. Bed, 1, J. Whatman, Esq.

White, F. B. Elvy, E^q. Cob Nuts, 1, F. B. Elry, Esq. ; 2, Sir

W. Gearing. Bart. Filberts, 1, F. B. Elvy. Esq.; 2, Sir W.
Gearing. Bart. Figs, T. Rider, Esq. Graphs, BM«rA of, 1, J. W,
Braddick, Esq.; 2, R. Tassell, Esq. Grown without Glass, 1, C.

Milner. Esq.; 2, E. Sinith, E^q. Melon, I, T. Luck, K^q. ; 2,

Alderman Lucas. Nectarinbs, l. Sir W, Gearinj?, Bait.; 2, F.

Rider, Esq. Pineapple, K.Tas.sell, Esq. Vexus, Jit for Table,

1, C. Milner, Esq.; 2, Alderman Lucas, Extra, J. Delafieid,

E'sq, Winter Dessert, 1, Alderman Lucas; 2. Col. Best. Baking,

I, r. Robson, Esq.; 2, E. Smith. Esq. Plums, Imperatrice, Mis.

R.Mercer. Greengage, Viscount Marsham, Any other sort, J.

Whatman. Esq. Pbachks, 1, C. Milner, Esq.; 2. W. Balston,

Esq. Raspuerri-iis, Bed, Earl of Romncy. White, C. Milner,

Esq. Vkgktablps:— Bkan's, French, I, A. Wi&an, Esq. ; 2, T.

Luck, E^q. Broad, I and 2, Earl ot Romney. Bert Root, W.
Balston, Esq. Cucumbers. !, T. Rider, Esq.; 2, F. B. El^y,

Esq. Carrots, 1, J. W. Stratford, Esq.; 2, Mr. W. Atkinson.

Cabbages, 1, Viscount Marsham ; 2. the Earl of Romney. Red,

J Whatman, Esq. Celery, White, C. Milner, Esq. Bed, T.

Luck, Esq. Endive, T. Rider. Esq. Lbttucks, I, Viscount

Marsham ; 2, C. W. Martin, Esq., M.f . Extra, J. W. Stratford,

Esq. Onio.vs, 1. T. lUder, Esq. ; 2, J. W. Stratford, Esq. Pars-

NEi's, 1, J. A. Wi&an. Esq.; 2, R. Tassell, Esq. Potatoes. 1,

W. Balston, Esq.; 2, ViscounfMarsham. Kidney, \, W, Bals-

ton, Esq. ; 2, Mr. J. Watts. Vkcktablb Marri>w, A. Wigan,

Esq. Nurservmen's PrtizKS i—Flovvkrs .—Dahlias, 24 va-

rieties, 1, Mr. Mitchell; 2, Mr. Seale ; 3, Messrs. Uunyard and

Son. Seedling, Mr. Mitchell. Collkction of Cut Flowers.
Mr. Seale. Heartsease. 24 varieties, Mr. Wallace. Collec-

tion OF Stoi^e or Greenhouse Plants, Mr. Seale. Nkvv or

Rare Plant, Messrs. Bunyard and Son. RosEs, Messrs. Bun-

yard and Sou. Verbenas, Mr. Seale. Extrm—Seedling Dahlia,

Mr. Seale. Stove or Greenhoxtse Plants, Mr. Wallace.

Chiche'>tcr, Esq. Filberts, Mr. Griffin. GoosK^KRaufS, Mr*
Griffin. Red Ccrkants, I, Mr. Saul; 2, Mr. Bartlett, H^^hite,

1, Mr. Saul; 2, Mr. Griffin. Qltivcks. Mr. Griffin. Mhdlars,
R. Chichester, Esq. R^^nrBERHiES. Mr. Edmonds. Extra:—
Pertrs, Capt.C. Hole. Seedting Nuts, R. Chichester, Et.q. Bunch
of Grapes, Sir B. Chichester. IF»rfe, Sir B. Chichester. Dish
of ditto, Rev. W, HalUday aud Capt. C. Hole. Apples, Mrs.
Barbor. Flowers;—Stove Plavt?, Best Collection, 1,, Mr.
Seally ; 2, Mr. Bartlett. B"?* Climber, Mr. Weslacott. Bfst
Bulb, Mr. Seally. OrchioXce.*, Best C*,^>cction. Mr. SeaMy.
Best Specimen, _p. Ri»berts. Esq. Grkkviiousb Plants, B^st
Collection, \, Mr. WesUcott; 2, Mr. Gerry. Best Climber, C.
Roberts, Esq. Fu'chsia^, Beat CoUecfion, I, C.Roberts, Esq.;
2, Mr. Gerry. SXlviar. Best Collection, 1, Mr. Gerry; 2, Mr,
Bartlett. Tbvdbr Aknuali, Mr. South wood. Cockscombs,
Mr. Edmonds, Balsams, Mr. Bartlett. Harov Avvuals,
Bouquet, ), Mr. Seally; 2, Mr. G.-rry. Gkbmav Aster^ 1. Mr.
Gen) ; 2, C. Roberts, Eiq.; 3, Mr. Seallf. DAHLtA^ 12— I,
Mr. Edmonds ; 2, Mr. Seally; 3. Mr. Bartlett. Seedling, I, Mr.
Seally; 2, Mr. Edmonds, Bist FloKcr, \ and 2, Mr. Seally.
I.ODfiLiAs, 1, Mr. Gerry; 2, Mr. AVeitacott. TIkartskask, I,

Mr. Bartlett; 2, Mr, Gerry,. SAt.Pioi.ossis, Mr. Southwood.
Extra:—.lc/i»m(-nM lon^ifiora, Mr. Malletf. Stove Plants, Mr.
C. Roberts. Biiitqitef, Mr. Soutiiwood. Fuchsia, Mr. Mallctt.
MschynanfJms, Sir B. Chichester. VuOKrAnLKS :—Cklkrv, 1,

Mr. Southwood; 2, Mr. Gerry; 3, Mr. Saul. CARHOTf, I, J.
Partridge, Esq.; 2, Mr. Gerry. Parskhps, J. Partridge, Esq.
Cauliflowers, Mr, EdmoDtis. Broccoli, Uev. J. Pyke. Sa-
vors, 1, Sir B. Chichester ; 2, Mr. Ssuil. Peas, Mr. Seally. Cos
Lbttuck, 1, Mr. Edmunds; 2, Mr. Wcstacott. C'tbbnge dit^o,

Mr. Edmonds. EvnivK, Mr. Snn!. Rkb Bekt. J. Partridge,
Eiq. TO.MATOE9, Mr. Gerry. Capsicums, Mr. EtlmomU. Bkst

I

Onio.ns, t;i u.etght and qunliiy, 1, Mr. Bartlett; 2, Mr. Seally.
RorvD Potatoks, 1, Sir li. Chichester ; 2, Mr. Saul. Kidney,

1, Mr. Griffin ; 2. Mr. Saul. Extra -.—Red Kidneys, R. Chichos.
ter, E-q. Cncnmhen, Mr. Wcstacott and Sir B. Chichester.

Red Cabbage, Mr. Griffin, The 1st Silvkh Cl'p Piiize rm Dah-
lias was awarded to Mr. Seally, rr. to E- R. Roberts, Esq.; 2d,

to Mr. Edwards, gr. to L. W. Back, Esq. ; 3d, to Mr. Gerry, ffr.

to J. Whyte, E-^q. ; that for Nurserymen, to Messrs. Lacombe
and Pincc, of Exeter. Cottag-crs also received Prizes for Flow-
ers, Fruit, and Vegetables,—ATor^A Devon Advertiser,

Nortlien Dahlia Skow^ Sept. 23. -The annual' exhibition of

D.viiLiAS, Sec, took place at the house of Mr. J. Hough, the

Tatton Arms Inn, Northen. The followiag i« the award of prc'^

miumi :~ Dark or Maroon, I, 3, and 4, Mr. Gaskcll; 2, Mr, Bace ;

6, Mr. Chorlton; 6, Mr. MaraUad. Crioison or Ruby, I, Mr,
Race; 2 and 3, Mr. Gaskell ; 4, Mr. Chorlton ; 5, Sir. Worth; 6,

Mr. Brickhill. White, 1, 2, and 3. Mr.Ga»keU; *, Mr. Brickhill

;

5, Mr. KeUall; 6, Mr. Race. Purple, I, 2, 3, and 4. Mr. Goakell;

R, Mr. Hace; 6, Mr. KcUall. Pu^c. 1 and 2, Mr. Gaskell, 3, Mr.
Kclsall; 4, ^, and 6, Mr. Ga-kcll. Oranyc, Trtlow .

or Buf, 1, Mr,
Gaskcll; 2, Mr. Rare; 3. Mr. Gaikell; 4, Mr. BrickhUl; 5, Mr.

Higginson; 6, Mr. Brickhill. Pencilled, Shaded, or Margined, I,

Mr. Gaskrfl; 2, Mr. Race; 3, Mr.Gankell; 4 and 5, Mr. KeUall;

6, Mr. Brickhill. Scarlet, I, 2, and 3, Mr. Gftsketl ; 4. Mr. BnckhiU ;

5 and 6, Mr. Race. R • 1.2. and 3. Mr. Gaskcll; 4. 5, and G,

Mr. Kelaall. CMV. 1, Mr. Brickhill; 2, Mr.Hoyle. The Maiden
Prize op a Copper Tea-kettle was won by Mr. Chorltoa. Mr ,

Lodge sent a pan of 24 fine Blooms, but not for competition. Some
good specimcuii of Fruits and Vegetables were also present.

"North of England Dahlia Society, Sept. 21.—The First Exhibi-

tion of Dahlias, cut Flowers, &c.. was held at Mr. Dewar s, JiS-

mnnd Gardens, on which occasion a large pavilion, tastefully de-

corated with Flowers and EverKreens.had been erected on a por-

tion of the ground. The attendance was highly respectable. The

following prizes were awarded :
— Class 1 —NuasEfivMKV—

Dahlias. 18 bhoms, l, Mr. J. Edwards York, for Duke o' Rich-

mond. Banff. np. Bloomshury, Lady Harland, Scnrlec Defiance,

Pickwick, Andrew Hofcr, Indispensable, Princt?ss Royal. Premier,

E^sex Rival, Hope, Optima, Marquess of Laiisaowne. St. George,

Phenomenon, Sir R. Throckmorton, Mrs. Stanley ; x Mr. H. New*
ton. Newcastle. 12 6/oow7s.Mr. J.Edwardsfor Pinughboy.Northera

Beauty, Marqnessnf L^nsdowne. Bloomshury, Sir R. Throckmor-

ton. Duke of Richmond. Pickwick, Suffolk Hero. Countess of

Pembroke, Catl^u^h's Eclipse, Princess Royal, Bedford Surprise
;

2. Mr. H. Newton.—Class 2.—Gbntlkmbn's Oahhrvers—Bm*
12 blooms, 1, Mr. N. VV. Forster, gr. to \V. Donkin, E^-, *«r Pre-

sident of the West, Pickwick, Beaaty of the Plain. Phenomenon,
Argo, Yellow Defiance, Lee's Rh)omsbnrr, Grande Bandine,

Princess Royal, Hope, Attila. Bride*;maid; 3, Mr. J. Watson, gr.

M Cuthbert.

Morningside Practical Gardeners' Society, Sept, 13.—This Ex-

hibitioQ was held in the school-room, Morningside, where the

following prizes were awarded:—Dahlias, 1, Mr. J. Downie.gr.

to Gen. Robertson, for Princess Royal, Phceoix, Andrew Hofer,

Bishop of Winchester, Pickwick, Maid of Bath, President of the

West, Duchess of Richmond, Yellow Defiance, Maria. Phenome-

non, and Fanny Keynes; 2, Mr. R. Anderson, gr., Bur^hmutr-

head. Hollyhocks, 1, Mr. J. Downie; 2, Mr. J. Swaine, gr. to

J. Anderson, Esq. Phloxes, 1, Mr. J. Young, gr. to T. Ohver,

Esq., fi.r omuitlora. Prince of Wales, and Royal Standard ; 2, Mr,

J. Uownie. Marygolds, 1, Mr. H. Gibb, gr. to Mrs, Stark ; 2,

Mr. J. Muir, gr. to Wm. M. Inos, Esq. Astbrs, 1, Mr. J. Muir j

2, Mr. J. Uddcll, gr. to A. Thomson, Esq. Dbsiox op Flowkrs,

1, Mr. J. Gourlay, gr. to the Earl of Glasgow; 2. T. Wood, gr.to

Alex. Falconer, Esq. Lobk^lias, 1, Mr. H. Gibb, forfulgens and

cardinalis; 2, Mr. J. Liddeli. ANx\uals, l,Mr, W. Denhoim, ^r.

to Sir J. Forrest, Bart.j 2. Mr. R. Anderson. Stocks, 1, Mr. K.

Granger, gr., Rosehall ; 2, J. Ward, Esq. Pkntstbmons, 1. Mr. J.

Downie, tor P. Murrayanus, and gentianoides coccluea; 2. Mr.

R. Granger. Pbtu'nias, Mr. J. Downie. Fuchsias in Tlbs, Mr.

J. Downie. Newest varieties, 1, Mr. J. Downie j 2, Mr. J. Yoang.

Carnations, 1, Mr. J. Muir; 2, Mr. J. Young. Picotbks, l.Mr.

R. Grauiicr; 2, Mr. J. Young. HKaBACKOUS Plants, I, Mr. J.

Downie; 2, Mr. J. Liddeli. Grapes, Mr. J. Far,;ie, s^. to Mrs.

Gregory. Mblox, Mr. J. Muir. Plums, I, Mr. T. \^podJ 2, Mr.

J. Fargie. Pbars, i, Mr. J. Djuglas, gr. to Sir T. Dick Laader,

Bait. ; 2, Mr. W. Denholin. Apples. 1, Mr. W. Deuholin ; 2, Mr.

H. Gihb. Apricots, 1, Mr. J. Downie; 2, Mr. J. Currie, gr. to

MUsWedderhurn. Pbachks, I, Mr. J. Douglas; 2, Mr. W.Den-

holm. Cauliplowkr, 1. Mr. J. Douglas; 2, Mr. W. D^nholm.

Savoys, !, Mr. H. Gibb ; 2, Mr. T. Turner, gr., Leven Cottage.

Parslky, 1. Mr. T.Wood; 2. Mr. J. Currie. Tiis Subscriptiov

Stakks korthk bkst TwKLViS Dahlias, l,Mr. J. Uowme, tor

Bridesmaid, Yellow Climax, Andrew Hufer, Duchess oi Kich-

niond, Bishop of Winchester, Metella. Pickwick, Burnham Hero,

Beauty of the Plain, President of the West, Maid of Bath, and

Scarlet Defiance; 2, Mr. J. Fargie j 3, Mr. H. Gibb; 4, Mr. J.

Liddeli ; 5, Mr. J. Gourlay; and 6, Mr. W. Denholm.

A'or//i Devon Horticultural S'}ciety, Sept. 21.—The following

is a List of the Prizes :—Frlmt :—Pinb-applb, Sir B. Chichester.

Best-Favoured ditto, 1, Mr. Saul, gr. to Eari Fortcscue; 2, Sir

B. Cliichester. Best Bunch ok White GrXpks, Mr. Bartlett,

gr. to Dr. Yeo. Black, Mr. Saul. Dish of various sorts, 1, Mr.

Saul- 2, Sir B. Chichester. Best Bunch of Out^dopr White, i,

Mr. Gerry, gr. to J. Whyte, Esq. ; 2, R. Chichester, Esq. Black,

1 Mr. Wcstacott, gr. to R. Breniridge, Esq.; 2, R. Chichester,

Esq. Mklon, I, Mr. Bartlett; 2, Rev. W. HalUday; 3, Mr.

Griffin, gr. to Hon. N. Fellows. Pkachks, 1, Mr. Bartlett; 2,

Rev.J. Pyke, Plums, l, Mr. Wcstacott j 2, Sir B. Chichester.

MoRBLLO Cherries, I, Mr. Saul; 2, Mr. Griffin. Best Col-

lection- OF Pkars, I, Capt.C. Hole; 2. Mr. Bartlett. Dessert

ditto, 1, J. Partridge, Esq.; 2, Mr. WestacoU. Applks, Ssst

Collection, C. Roberts, Esq. Dish af Dessert ditto, 1- ^r. bouth-

wood. gr. to Capt. May ; 2, Mrs. Barbor. /'''*«"'"i;' ,^u^^*^nS'
ter, Esq. MLLBKaaiES. Mr. Wcstacott. ^'««' *'

5!^;®J*^^"k'
gr. tol. W.Buck, Esq., MP.; 2, Mr. Gerry. Co» kitt*, K.

to "Kf. Antlor^nn. Esq.; 3, Mr. J. Deans, gr. to

9 blooms, I. Mr. N.W. Forster, for Yellow Defiance. Indispensable,

President of the West. Bloomshury, Pickwick. Rouge et Noire,

Bridesmaid. Andrew Uofer. Wheeler's M^ria; 2. Mr. J. Watson;

3. Mr. J. Deans, 6 blooms, 1, Mr. N.W. horster.for Conserv^ative,

Bridesmaifl. Yp^o^v Defiince, Pickwicii. Metella, President of the

West; 2. Mr. W. Kelly, gr. to A. Uonkin, Esq.; 3, Mr. J- Hall,

gr. to W. Smith. Esq. Single BLOOMS-Best Whtle. I, Mr. J,

Watson, Lewisham Rival ; 2. Mr.W. Kelly, do. Purple I, Mr. J.

Hall, Pickwick; 2, Mr. J. Watson, do. Tipped, l, Mr. N- >S.

Forster, BriSesmah! ; 2, Mr. J. Deans. Phenomenon. Scarlet, I,

Mr. J. Deans, Lee's Bloomshury : 2, Mr. KW. For-ter. do, Ltlac,

1, Mr. H. Dewar, gr. to W. Cuthbert. E^q., Imogejrie
; 2. Mr. N.

W. Forster, Fauny Waogh. Rose, i, Mr. N. W. Forster. India-

pensable; 2, Mr. W. Smaile, gr. to VV. J, Cookson. Esq. Dark,!,

Mr. N. W. Forster. Rouge et Noire; 2. Mr. J. Deans, do. Oratige,

1, Mr. J. Deans, Pamplin's Bloomshury s 2. Mr. N. W. Forster, do.

Yeiiow, I. Mr, N. W. Forster, VelU'w Defiance; 2. Mr. J. Deans,

Argo. CLA<iS3.—Asi\TKURS—B^st6blnoms, I. Mr.T.Temperley,

for Pickwick, Pre^irtentof the WY^st. Duchesa of Bichmoud, \eU
Uw Defiance. Grande Bandine. Bridesmaid; 2, Mr. J. Scittv 3, Mr.

T. Shotton. 4 blo'>ms, I, Mr. 1'. Temperley, for President of the

West, Fanny Keynes, Pickwick, Hope ; 2, Mr.T. Shotton ; 3, Mr,

J. Scott. 3 blmms, 1, Mr. T. Temperley, for Pickwick. Metella.

President of the West j 2. Mr. J. Grant ; 3, Mr. J. Routledse.

Best Tipped, I, Mr. T. Temperley, Bridesmaid; 2, Mr. J. ChoU
crort, M -ry Jane. Self, 1, Mr. Temperley, Pickwick; 2. Mr. J.

Cholcroit. do. Opev to All.—Skkoling Class—S«d/m^.« a/

1341,3 bloom?—Yit^t Class Prize to Mr. H. Dewar. for a Lilac

Seedling called Imoeene; First Class Prize to Mr. J. E'lwards.for

a Seertlin'T called Mrs. J. Richardson, colour blush white, slightly

tipped with lake. BoiryuKT op Cut Fuovvkrs, l,Mr. J. Hall; 2,

Mr. W. Kelly. Bouquet of Dahlias, I, Mr. J. Wntsno; 2, Mr,

W. Kelly. Balsam, Mr. J. Chvirlron, gr. to C. Aihu*en. Esq.

Cockscomb, Mr.T Charlton, gr.toMrs.Atkinson, Fbsnxh Marv-
GOLos, Mr. T. Charlton. HoLLYiinco, Mr. C. Mdls, gr.to Capt.

Petts. Pavsiks, Mr. J. Watson for Victory, Mon3troBa,U Sa-

perbe,Dr. Johnson. Rembrandt, Queen Victoria. Cabnatio.'«s,

J. Scott. PicoxEiis, 1, Mr. W. Smaile; 2, Mr. J. Scott.

"^ Norwich Horticultural Society, Sept. 23.-The following is a

list of the prizes

:

-Da n HAS, Nurskbvmkv: z6 blooms, K Wfj.

Widnall, WidnaU's Conductor. Eclipse. Majestic Marchione^ oj

Exeter, Q.ieen, Hudson's Princess Royai. Ste la. O^^jO^^^
Tournament, Maria, Indispensable. Haidee, A'^.'^^'^^.^^rf Ro

Buchei of R*<=l^»y°^^'AaseU's Unique Qr^*^^^^^^^^
^^^^

Nickleby, Pickw.cki 2, ^^•^^^^^'i'JlJ^M^idof^^^^^^
TEuas: 24 dfeom.T, 1, Mr. Chambens Optima, .i

Andrewr
Sibling. Euclid. H.idee, Conducto^ mnec^

^^ ^^dfe^s^^l^^
Hofer, Grenadier, Dowager ^?f'^ ,*-'V^L\vest Amato Grande
Tournament .CaUeugh^s). President of t«eWe^tA^

CUinax, Beauty of the Pl^^
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[Oct,

Wtton. gr.
to,Rev.C.FeUo*M. IS bluoms, 1, Mr. Chambers,

'• ^- *t^r;f R^th Ahdww flofer. Burnham Hero, Ar^o,

Btoomsbury, Maid of Batti, ^nu
flaudine, Eclipse, Con-

Grace Dartinff, Daiiecroft Kirai. « _ ,__,__ ^
Dartinff. Daiiecrou ^ . Amato, Dowager Lady Cooper,

ive. President of
''»t,,ria 'Bridesmaid, Charles the Twelfth

;

errative
TJniqae

Dachess of Richmond, Tournament (CaUeug
6

I

unrn. 9 r Hunter. Esq.; 3, Mr. Cockburn.
Plaim Burnham

^^J^^^f^^,'^^^^^^ West. Danecroft

«»«rGraifde BaS Unique, Eclipse (Widnall's) Bumham

5e?o 2?Mr Chambers! 12 A\or«..^^o^^ in ^^a e.«« i.,/«r ^^^
wl^mWscup, 1, R. Wclls/ffr.toC. Hunter, Esq..Burnlmm Hero.

i^VcooDer Coronal, Bridesmaid, Grace Darlbig, Phenomenon,

^cLS of Richmond Prince of Wales, Maria, Conductor, Essex

S, Grande Baadlne; 2, Mr. Chambers. 12 blooms, ^own m
th€ intu hv gentlemen's gardeners, in their masters garderi^jor

Mr C. £. Plestow's cup, R. Freestone, gr. to Mr. Plestow, Pick-

wick Maria, Eclipse, Corouation, Optima, Phenomeno". K^^n^^n

Indispensable, Nicholas Kickleby, Duchess of Richmond.
Y^"^^^'

President. FlotbrS: Cockscombs, i, R. Emms, ^r. to Mrs- H.

Gumey ; % Wm, Exelby. gr. to H. Birkbeck, Esq. ; 3, J .
Gordon,

Biq. Amaranthcs, Wm. Exelby. Roses, R. Spence, gr. to Ssir

W. B. Proctor, Bart. French Marvoolds, J. Broughton, grr-

to Mr. Brewer. BotratJKT, i, G. Dover; 2, H. S. Patteson, Esq.

CvT FLOWKRg, J. N. Waite, jun.. Esq, Vehbknas, G. Dover

and R. Anseli, Esq., equal. China Astehs, G. Dover. Capsi-

cums. W. Kemp, gr. to Sir E. Stracey. Trkviraxa coccIvka,

C. MidUleton, Esq. Myktlk-tueb, 1,H. S. Patteson. Esq.; 2. E.

Kemp, gr. to J. S. Muskett, Esq. Heaths, H. S. Patteson, Esq.

Passifi-ora Kermk^iva, J.Gordon, Esq. Fruits and Vege-

tables: PiN'ES, D. Waters, gr. to Lord Wodehouse. Grapes.

Black Hamhvr^h, Wm. Rippin^ale, gr. to G. Morse, Esq.; Black

Prince, Mrs. Bnrroughes; Out-door Sweet-water, H. S. Patteson.

Esq.; Black Hamhurgh aikd Muscadine, C. Alborough, gr. to G.

S-Kett, E^q. Melons, Scurlet-Jieshed, l,Mrs. Durroughes; 2,

Mr. Cockburn. Gr^^-AvA^'/, I.E.Kemp ; 2,W Kemp. Prachrs,

1, Ropal George, Mrs. BurrougheSj 2, Admirable, Mr. Cockburn.

NKcrAHtNB. 1, Klmge, W. Gale; 2. Red Roman, W. Gale.

Plcms. 1, Green-gage, Mrs. Ives; 2. S. Short. Coe's Seedling, S.

Short. CHKrtRiBS, l,iJtf«(iirog^/, W.Kemp; 2, 3/oreWo, S. Short;

% W. Kemp. FiQ'^, Brown Ischia, W. Galo. Pkars, GanseU's

Bergamot, W. Exelby; Autumn Bon Chretien, J .Cotton. Apples,
Jiiditone Pippin. R. Spence j /we sorts, Mr. R. N. Bacon and W.

ale, equal ; 3 Mr/*, D. Waters. Goo sebihiries, Wajringtofi, S,

hort, Ct/RRAVTS. White, Mr. R. N. Bacon. Raspbkrrirs,
W.Gale. Strawberrik^.R. Spence, Ncts, 1, Mr. Cockburn and
H. S. Patteson. Esq , equal; 2, W. Gale. Ho,vey, J. T. Kemp,
Ksq. Peas. 1, Matchless Marrow, W. Gale; 2, Wm. Warner, gr.

to W. Robinson, Esq. Beaxs. S. Short; Kidney, S. Short.

0WIONS, 1, White Spanish, W. Gale; 2, W^ Rippingale; Depi-

fvrd, W. Gale; Globe, S. Short. Salao, 1, W. Gale; 2, W.
Warner. Tomatoes, E, Kemp. Cabbagb, Red,^. Kemp.
CBtXRY, SUesian, C. K. Thompson, Esq. The sum of 1 5^ 1 6s. 6d.

WIS also distributed among cottagers for their productions.—
Ni^rwich Mercury.

Nottinghmn Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 21.—The
last show tor the present season took place at the Assembly
Rooms. The following is a list of the awards i—Dahlias—B(fs<
i>«a2er*fl Pan qf J4 blooms, Mr. J. Spencer, with Bridesmaid.
AttUa, Bloomsbury^ Bedford Surprise, Beauty of Wakefield,
Beauty of the Plain, Conservative, Conqueror of the World,
Ductjess of Portland, Exquisite, Grand Tournament. Hon. Miss
Abbott, Lewisham Rival, MeteUa. Maid of Bath, Nicholas
Nickleby, Oriental Pearl, Prince Albert, Phenomenon, Pickwick,
Qa n Of Lilacs, Regina, Westbury Rival, President of the West,
Best Amoteur*sPan of2i hloums, I, Mr. J. Neville, with Blooms-
bury, Lewisham Rival, Defiance, Optima, Springfield Rival,
Beauty of the Plain, Nicholas Nickleby, Grande Baudine,
Countess of Hembroke, Charles XIL, Grace Darling, Pickwick,
Metella, Haidee, Maria, Rouge et Noire, Amato, Blcorasbury
(Pampliii '8), Rienzi, Constancy, Lady Middleton, Conservative,
Rcgioa, Preaidtnt of the West; 2. Mr. S. Wright, with Tourna-
ment ;Catleugh'«), Indispensable. Topaz, Lewisham Rival, Op-
tima, Essex Rival, Maid of Bs^tU, Grace Darling, Nicholas
Nickleby, President of the West, Exquisite, Scarlet Defiance,

Mt60, Maria, Bridesmaid, Upway Rival, Pickwick, Countess of
Pembroke, Rivai Sussex, Hero of Wakefield, Princess Royal,
Garrick, Hope, Climax. The dest Amatfur's Pan of \B blooms,
Mr, S. K. P. ShiitoD, with Hero of Wakefield. Rouge et Noire,
Hero of Nottingham, Hope, Regina, Phenomenon, Nicholas
Nick/eby, Pickwick, President of the West, Burnham Hero,
Eclipse fCatlengh's), Grande Baudine, Maria, Scarlet Defiance,
Argo, WidnaIP« Queen, Grace Darling, Lewisham Rival. 12
blooms, Mr. F. Harrison. Seedlings, I, a dark Maroon, Mr. F.
Harrison; 2, Mr. J. Neville. Xhk best Collbctioiv of Dah-
lias, 3, Mr. J. NeviUe; 2, Mr. S. Wright. Pansies:—Bes^
I>ealer"s Pan of 2Q blooms, Mr, J.Pearson. Amaieur^s ditto, 1,
Mr. J. NeviUe; 2, all Seedlings, Mr. Shilton. Plants:—
•Stove Plaxt, 1 (Aphelandra cristataj, G. Walker? Esq. ; 2, G.
Walker, Esq. Grhenhousb Plant (Man^ttia cordata], G. Wal-
ker, Eaq, Cactus, Mr, Green. Fu'chsia Corymbiflora, 1,
Mr. Green; 2, G, Walker, fesq. Basket of Cut Flowers,
Rev. J. J. Cleaver, Devick. Rev. J. J. Cleaver, Device in
Dahlias, Mr. Shilton. Miscellaneous Collection of Cut
Fi-owKHS, Mr. J. Pearson. Harov Annuals, Mr. Shilton.
AuTiTMNAL Roses, Mr. J. Pearson. Herbaceous Flowers.
Mr. Shilton, Extra PRizssi-Faima Christi, 7 feet 6 inches in
Might, and ;U feet in circumference, Mr. Shilton. Pan of Fuch-
nas, Mr. J. Pearson. Collection of Oreenhuuse Plants, Mr.
Green. FrciT:-Pine. J. Milnes, Esq. Grapbs, Biack Ham-
oro, I, J, MtlDcs. Esq. ; 2, Mr. Green, Grown without heat, Mr,
J, Fearsou. WhUe, i, J. Miines. Esq.; 2, G. Walker, Esq.^tac^ Qntpejf, from open Wall, 1 and 2, Mr. Shilton. Grizzly^ontignan Grapes, J. Miines, Esq. White Gf^pes, from open

K^ctI kinS; ,^*^^S?*: ^' G^Walker, Esq.
; 2, F. Wright, Esq.

Magnum
Drop, Rev

f'rf;«WA.
»'"""•

''J'^«"'»- ^'oL Wildman. Dessert Peaks,

rof Wiirr^n^ ^'^^''T^^ ^f'^; i-
^^ ^^^^^U 2, Welbeck Bergamoi,

R^l™/ p wi'.^*?-*'*^
Re«ar.s, Col. Wildman

; 4, Autumn^^rgamot, F. Wright, Esq. ; 5 and 6. Rev. J. j. Cleaver. Baking,Mr. fr. Harrison. Dr- -rt Apples, i. E^^e, G. Walker E«a •

2, Garrett's Pippin, Mr. Green; 3, Pearton^s Plate, Col' Wild-nian
; 4, Deneriirs Delight, CoL WildmaB , 5 an<t 6, Mr j' Snen

cer. Bulking, I and 2, Rev. J. J. Cleaver; 3, F, Wripht' Esq
4 and 5, Mr. J. Spencer; 6, J. Wells, Esq. Extra Prizes-^
Bed Currants, 1, Col. Wildman; 2, F. Wright, Esq. Nuts, Fil-
berts, and Tomatoes, Col. Wildman. Collection of Hardy Fruits
(93 sorts), Mr. J. Pearson. Collection of Dt rt Pe'trg, Rev.
J, J. Cleaver, Vegetables :—Pbas, I, F. Wright, Esq. ; a, Mr.
J. Robinson. Bsavs, F. Wright, Esq. Frb.vch Bkaxs, 1, F.
Wright, Esq. 5 3, G. Walker, Esq, Scarlet RuNN'Bas, Mr.
Green. Cdcumjbkrs, 1, G. Walker, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Green ; 3, Rev.
J. J. Cleaver. Carrots, 1, Mr. F. Harrison; 3, Mr. Green.
White and Pivk Celerv, Mr, Green, Curleo Parsley, Mr,
Green. Onions, Autumn-sown, 1, Mr. F. Harrison j 3, Mr.
Green. Spring-sown, 1, Col. Wildman J 2, G, Walker, Esq.
Shallots, I, Mr. Shilton; 2, CoL Wildxaan. Extka PRizji,
Seedling Cucumber, Rev. J. J. Cleaver,

r

Bathet Horticultural Societi/, Sept. l6.—This meeting was held
in the Societ>''s Mall, and prizes were awarded as follows :—
©AfrtiAs, Mtblooms, ^, J. Hogg, gr. to W. Banar, Esq.; 2. A.
Gibson, gr. to j. m. Hogg, Esq, HoLLyHOCKs,l,D.Drummond,
gr* to J. M. MelviUe, Esq. ; 2, G. Douglas, gr, to Sir A, Maitland,
B«t. Carnatioxs anb PicoxEss, A. Forrester, gr. to G. Fal-

coner, Esq. African Mahvgolds, I, J. Thomson, gr. to W. H.

Brown, Esq. ; 2, H. Ritchie, gr. to R- S, WUson, Esq. French
Do., 1. J: Hogg ; 2, H. Ritchie. China Asters, 1, J. Thomson;

2, J. Hogg. Hardy Annuals, l, A. Gibson; 2, G. Douglas.

TIkrbaceous Plants, 1, A. Gibson; 2, C. Baxter, gr. to J.

Thomson, Esq. Lobelias, 1, J.Hogg^ 2, A. Gibson. Tender
ExoTirs, 1, A, Gibson; 2, J.Thomson. ,

Phloxes, I.A.Gibson;

2 A.Forrester. Penxstemoxs, 1, A. Gibson; 2, A. Forrester.

SrocKS, 1. A. Gibson; 2, J. Pow, gr. to A. Berwick. Esq. Ver-

benas, I. J. Hogg; 2,J.Pow. SALVIAS, 1, J. Hogg; S.C.Bax-

ter. Fuchsias, l, J. Pow; 2, J. Hogg- Calceolarias, l, J.

Pow 2, A. Gibson. Frontigxa^t Grapes, 1, A. Gibson; 2, j.

Hogg. Black Hamburgh, 1, J. Thomson; 2, A. Gibson.

Peaciiss and Nectarines, J. Hogg. Pl^m^, 1, C. Baxter ; 2,

A. Forrester. Apples, i, A. Forrester; 2, G. Cuuuiiighara, gr.

to C. Miiirhead, Esq. Peas, 1, J. Hogg ; 2, D. Drummond. Me-

lon, I, D. Drummond ; 2. A. Gibson. Cauliflower, 1, J. Pow;

2, J.Hogg. A.MATBuas-DAaLiA . K J, "Weston; 2, J. Car-

lisle. French Marvcolds, l.J.V. . .; 2, C. Stewart. An-

nuals, I, J. Weston; 2. J. Carlisle. Stocks, 1. J. Weston ; 2,

C.Stewart. Carrots, 1, C. Stewart: 2, J. Carlisle. Oxio.^s,

l.G.Wardlaw; 2,J.SaXter. Leeks,!, J- Baxter; 2, R.^aw-
Cabbaor, 1. J.CarlUle; 3, O- WardlaW. Savov, I. C. Stewait;

2, G. Wardlaw. .

Koval Devon and Cornwall Horticultural Society, Sept. 1.—

The autumnal exhibition was held at the Royal Hotel. The

foUowiiiff is a list of the prizes awarded :- Fruit: Pink

(Queen). Mr. Griffin. Grapes, 1, mi.ted, R. Robertson, tsq^;

2. Mr. Luke, gr. to Earl Morley ; Black, 1, P. Johnson Esq.
j 2.

W. Ellis. Esq ; White, 1, Mr. R. BaskerviUe, pr.toSir E. Thorn-

ton ; 2, T. ITolberton. Esq. iMblons, 1, Mr. Taylor, gr. to Mrs.

Tucker; 2, Mrs. Downes ; 3, Mr. Griffin. xMorello Qbkrries,

OR FiLBEUTS, 1, Mr. R. Luke, 2. Mr. J. EUis. Pk.«s, 1, Mr. C

Jeffery ; 2, Mr. S. EUis , 3, Walter Ellis, Esq. Apples, dessert

1, Mr. C. Jeffery ; 2, J. Fnrneaux. Esq. Kitchen i. Mr. C Jef-

fery; 2, R. Robertson, Esq. Extra P«IZES.-Mr. T. Ellis, for

Figs ; Mi. J. Jackson, ior Pears; W. C. Hodge, Esq for Dres.jg

Apples; Mr. R. Barrett, for Grapes; R. L. Gwatk.n, Esq. for

ditto ; Mr. R. BaskerviUe. for ditto :ViT Taylor for Peaches;

Mr. Luke, for dillo ; Mr. Taylor, ior NecUnnej ; Mr. C. Jeffery,

ioT & mion ; Mr. J. Ellis, for Ra.ophernes; Sit Vf. Call, Bart.,

for ditto; Mr. Griffin, for Oranges; ditto, for Lemons; Mr. J.

EUis. for Oranges; Sir W. Call, for Strawb^nes;<iMo, iox Mixed

Currants ; Mr. T. Ellis, for White Currants ; W. C. Hodge. Esq for

Red Currants. Flowhrsand Plants-Stovk Plants: L Mr T.

Corbett; 2. Mr. J. Griffin. Greknhouse Pj-a-mts 1, do ; 2 Mr.

Corbett. DAHLIAS. 24 A;o,;flw, 1 . Mr. Gnffln ; 2. J.E. Kmgdon E.q
;

3, R. Sleeman, Esq. ; 4, H. F. Spence, ^%^. Coltectxon «/ 12, 1, J. E.

Kingdon, Ksq. ; 2. Mr. J. Griffin ; 3, R. Sleeman, Esq 4, H. F.

Spence, Esq German Asters. '. J; =• K'n^rton, Esq.; 2, R.

Blackmore. Esq. Cockscombs. 1, W. C. Hodge Esq
; 2 T.

Briggs, Esq. Indigenous Plants, not less than 5Q sorts, m.J.
EUis HARDY Annuals, 1, R. Blackmore, Esq. ; 2, W. C. Hodge,

Esq. Tb.v Week Stocks, 1, Mrs. Downes;_2, R. Blackmoie.

Esq. Martgolds, I, Mr. J. Taylors 2, J. E. Kingdon, Esq.

Collection of Dried Specimens of Ferns, in-
^' Beat do.

appi.es. J.E.Cooper, Esq, " Grapes, Black {Muscat or Fran
tignac), 1, Col. T. White; 2, J. Ferrier, Esq. Any other variety
1, the Earl of Charlehitmt; 2, J. Pim. Esq. White {Muscat or
Fronti^nan), \, H, Thompson, Esq. ; 2, the Chief Secretary,
Any other vanety, 1, the Earl of Charleville; 2, Col. White
Melons, Green Flesh, 1, the Earl of Charlemont; 2, the Chief
Baron. Any other variety, 1. the Earl of Charlemont; 2, tiie
Earl of Charleville. Pkaches. Noblesse, li His Grace the Duke
of Leinster; 2, T. Hutton, E?q. Montaigne, 1, tlie Duke of
Leinster ; 2, J. Jameson, Esq. An^/ other variety, l, W. C. Col-
ville, Esq. : 2, R. Cane, Esq, Nkctarines, 1, I. Weld, Esq. • o'
R. Cane, Esq. Plums, Green Gage, 1, the Dalcc ot Leinster

' 2*

W. C. Colville. Esq. Golden Drop, 1, A. B. Ciofton, Esq • '>'«;ir
R. Palmer. Bart. Any i^'

• . ^ - „. . - „ i-
.

r, ^ir

W. Rathborne. Esq. Pi-

Sir R. Palmer, Bart. Any
2, I. Welti, Esq. Apple

1

i

for Orchidaceo7is Plants ; do., for Ericas; J. Taylor, for Zmma;
Mr. Griffin, for Cut Flowersy Mr. R. Barrett, iox \dlow Picotee,

{Queen of England) i Mr. Gtiffin, for Design of Flowers Vbge-

TABLES-CArsicuMs: h T. Briggs, Esq. > 2, W. C. Hodge. Esq.

Tomatoes. I. Mr. R. LukCj 2, T. Briggs, Esq. Celerv, I. R.

Robertson, Esq. ; 2. W. C. Hodge. Esq. Cauliflower, T. Briggs,

Esq. Lettuce, R. Robertson, Esq. Endive, 1, R. Robertson,

Esq.; 2, Mr. S. EUis. Red Bkbt. 1, W. Ellis, Esq.; 2, Mrs.

Downea. Peas, do. Basket of Vegetables, 1, T. Briggs, Esq.;

2. Mr. C. Elrts ; 3, Mr. C Jeffery. Extra Prizes-R. Robertson,

Esq.. for a Basket of Vegetables', Mr. C. Jeffery, for Lettuce ^ Mr.

R. Luke, tor Cucumbers; T. Briggs, Esq., for Omons; ditto tor

Artichokes. Numerous Cottagers' Prizes were also awarded.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland, Sept,S.—The following

is a report of the prizes awarded:—Private Gardens.—Stove
Plants, l, I. M. D'OUer, Esq., for Cerbera fruticosa, Angel6nia

pubescens, Allamanda cathirtica, Gesnera Harris<5nii, TaberoK-
montana coronaria, Philibertia grandiflora; 2, D- H. Sherrard,

Esq.; 3, A. B, Crofton, Esq. Orchidaceous Plants, 1, His
Excellency the Lord Lieutenant ; 2, I. M. D'Olier, Esq. Green-
HOtrsE Plants, 1, I. M. D'Olier, Esq., forElichrysum proliferum,

Lilium lancif61ium album, BiUardiera longifiora, Guidia simplex,
Burchellia capensis. Jasminum ovalum. Pelargoxiums, 1, J.

Perry, Esq., for Alexaudrina, the Gem, Fosteri r6seuai. Con-
servative, Joan of Arc, Lowndes' Perfection ; 2, Col. Cash.
Seedling, H. Thompson. E^q. Ericas, !, D. H. Sherrard, Esq.,

for E. retoita, E. versicolor nova, E. Hartoelli, E. aristata, E.
ampuMcea vittata, E. exsnrgensgrandiflora; 2, T. Hutton, Esq.

;

3. The Chief Baron. Or^jamental Plants, 1, I. M. D'Olier,
Esq. ; 9, A. B. Crofton, Esq. Herbaceous Plants, A. B. Crof-
ton, Esq. Fuchsias, Capt. Croker. Single Exotic, The Chief
Baron, for Ficus eMstica. Si^olk Exonc in floweh, D. H.
.Sherrard, Esq. Bouquets, 1, A. Kirkpatrick, Esq.; 2, Rev. Mr.
Wooisey; 3, W. Rathborne, Esq. Dahlias, Yellow, 1, W. Rath-
borne, Esq.. for Topaz, Gaines's Primrose, Argro, Cox's Defiance,
&c.; 2, St. George Rathborne, Esq. While or Blush, T, St. George
Rathborne, Esq.; 2, W. Rathborne, Esq. Lilac, I, Hon. K. Har-
man; 2, W. Rathborne, Esq. Rose, I, W. Rathborne, Esq.; 2,

Hon. K. Harman. Purple, \, D. H. Sherrard, Esq.; 2, Col.
White. Scarlet, I, Col. Cash; 2, W. C. Colville, Esq. Crimson,
1, W. Rathborne, Esq.) 2. D. H. Sherrard, Esq, Varied,

1, G. M. Walthew, Esq. ; 2, TheChief Baron. Seedlings, I, Mr.
Goodbody ; 2, Mrs. Williams. Premier Pan of 24 Flowers, W.
Rathborne, Esq., for Royal Standard, Marquess of Lothian.
Hope, Gaines's Primrose, Topaz, Lady Middleton, Rival Sussex,
President of the West, Argo, Curran's Victory. Suffolk Hero,
Metella, Miss Rathborne, Beauty of the Plai^, Virgin Queen,
Lewisham Rival, Hero of Wakefield, King of Roses, Fire Ball,

Lady Mill, Knight's Victory, Deancroft Rival, Climax. The
Arran Prize op Tex Gui.veas, for the Best Collection
OF Thirty-six Dahlias, Mr. Campbell, for Iver Hero, Pa-
vonia. Purpurea alba, Hon, Mrs. Harris, Maresfield Hero,
Independent, Prince of Wales, Btoomsbury, Eclipse, Scarlet
De&ance, Deancroft Rival, President of the West, Rival Sussex,
Ovid, Plouj^hboy, Defiance, Optima, Marchioness of Bread-
albane. Maid of Bath, Mrs. Barclay, Phenomenon. Orna-
mental Pearl. Virgin Uueen, Mackay's Coronation, Lady Mid-
dleton, Rosa. Rhoda, Ellen of Eton, Grace Darling, Maria,
Miss Johnston, Admirable, &c. Ger.man or Rlssia.v Stock,
1, Mrs. Wuaams; 2, 1 M. D'Olier. Esq. German Asters,
1' W**^**^*»*>orne, Esq.. a, A. Kirkpatrick, Esq. Hollyhocks,
His Grace the Duke of Leinster; 2, W. C. Colville. Esq.
Public Gardens.—Stove Plants, 1, Messrs. Keeflfe; 2, Mr.
Barnes. Grbbnholse Plants, l, Messrs. Kceffe ; 2, Messrs.
Bridgford. Ericas, 1, Messrs. Bridgfordj 2, Messrs. Keeffe.
OuNAMKNtAf. PLA^^rB, Messrs. Keeffe. Dahlias, Lightj 1, Mr.
Barnes; 2, Messrs. Keeffe. Dark, i, Messrs. Bridgford; 2, Mr.
CampbeU. Varied, I, Messrs. Keeffe; 2, Mr. Campbell. Pelar-
goniums, Messrs. Keeffe. Heksaceous PLAirTs. Messrs. Keeffe.
Fuchsias, Messrs. Keeffe, Single Exotic, Messrs. Keeffe.

GfiftMAXf OR Russian ;5xoce> Mr» Robinsou* FAvir.-^PiNE-

Charle-
mont; 2. Mr. Brandon, ^r, to the Chief Secretary. \y.0T.~
TABLKs.—Cklerv, White, J. Ma Giich), Esq. Red^ T. Hutton'
Eiq. Carrots, J. Pim. Esq. CACLtFLu\^ er.^, the Earl of
Charlemoat, Red Beet, the Duke of Loinster. Oxio.vs. the
Chief Baron. Cabbage, Bed, J. Maconchy. Esq. Drumhead
W. C. Colville.—Weight of the 3 heads. I02lbs. Any other vd'-

riety, T. Hutton, Esq, Savoys, W. C. Colville, Esq. Peas
Mrs. Williams. Scarlet Runners, J. Jameson, Esq.— .^a^n-
ders^ Daily Advertiser.

Royal Horticultural Society of Perthshire, Aug. 26.—The anm-
versary meeting of this Association, and the autumn Show of

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, took place in the County Hall.

The prices were awarded as follows:—Carnations, J3f:rffnT, ]^

M
2.

SDaldinff- 3, Mr.Duucan. Seedling, 1 and2,Mr. Spalduig. Dahlias,

Twelve 1, Mr. Dodds; 2. Air. Sharpe, ; 3, Mr. M'Donald. Seed-

ling, 1,'Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Kidd ; 3, ^tr. Sharpe. Twenty, I, Mr.

Sharpe- 2, Mr. Dodds. Amateurs, SIa, 1, Mr. Ambrose; 2, Dr.

Wyllie-'a Mr Ross. Biennial and Perennial HERBAcfeors

Plants. Hardy, 1, Mr. Sharpe; 2. Mr. Lony; 3, Mr. Dodds.

Tender I Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Anderson, Phloxes, 1, Mr. OS-

wald • 2, Mr. Sharpe ; 3. Mr. Lony. Bouquet of Floweus, l.

Mr Saddler; 2, Mr. Willocks. Hollyhocks, 1, Mr. Dodds ; 2,

Mr Arnot- 3. Mr. Sharpe. Roses. China, l.Mr.Dodds; 2,Mr.

Sharpe- 3, Mr. Saddler. Stocks, i^o^^^/e, 1, Mr. M'Donald; 2,

Mr Carstairs: 3, Mr. Anderson. China Asters, 1, Mr. Lony;

o Mr M'Donald; 3, Mr. Saddler. Lobe'lias, ], Mr. Carstairs

;

2 Mr! Dodds. Verbenas, I. Mr. Duncan : 2, Mr. Dodds ; 3, Mr.

Saddler. Cockscombs, 1, Mr. Dodds ; 2, Mr. Sharpe. Green-

house Shrubby Plants, 1, Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Dodds. Apri-

cots, il/oorziar/^, I, Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Arnot; 3. Mr. \A illocks.

Any other sort, 1. Mr. Aitken ; 2, Mr. Sliarpe; 3, Mr. Gome
Peaches from open Walls with Fire-heat, Mr. bharpe. Without

Fire-heat, 1, Mr. Saddler; 2, Mr. Sharpe; 3, Mr. Clark. From

Hothouse, 1 , Mr. Aitken ; 2, Mr. Bruce ; 3, Mr. Arnot. Nectarines,

from open Walls with Fire-heat, Mr. Sharpe. Without Fire-heat, 1,

Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Saddler; 3, Mr. Clark. From Hothouse, \,

Mr, Aitken ; 2, Mr. Arnot. Be^:t 4 sorts, \ M. Saddler ; 2 Mr Arnot.

Grapes, iJ/W./. l, Mr. Arnot ; 2, Mr. Dodds; 3, iMr. Saddler.

Black Hamburgh, 1, Mr. Arnot ; 2, Mr. Dodds ; 3 Mr. Suarpe.

Grizzly Fro7itignan, \ , Mr. Arnot ; 2, Mr, Dodds ; 3, Mr. Sharpe.

Any other sort, 1, Mr. Aitken; 2, Mr. »odds. Pine-apple, Q«efi;i,

Mr. Dodds. Melon. Green fieshed, l, Mr. Kidd ; 2^ Mr. Sharpe;

3, Mr. Duncan. A7iy other sort, \, Mr. Sharpe ; 2, Mr. Saddler;

3Mr.Hosie. Fius.1, Mr. Clark; 2. Mr. Saddler. Ch^eries,

Mayduke, Mr. Dodds. Morello, I, Mr. Sharpe
.;^

2, Mr. M^onald

;

3. Mr. Dodds. Plums, Green Gage, 1, Mr. Sharpe ; 2, Mr \\ 1-

locks; 3, Mr. Anderson. V/hiie Magmim, 1, Mr. Carstairs; 2, Mr.

Sharpe , 3. Mr. Sadler. Any other sort, 1 . Mr. DoddS; 2, Mr. Sharpe; 3,

Mr. Gorrie. PtcARS, Jargonelle, 1, Mr. Anderson; 2, Mr. baa-

dler. Any other sort, 1. Mr. Saddler; 2, Mr. Gorrie; 3, Gen.

Lindsay. APPLES. Table, i. Mr. M'Do^iald; 2 Mr- Walsh; 3,

Mr. Hruce. Heaviest 5W'. 1. Mr. M'Donald; 2 Mr. Clark; 3, Mr.

M'Nab. Currants, 1, Mr. M'Donald ; 2, Mr. Sharpe ; 3 Mr.

Dodds, Gooseberries, red, \, Mr. Sharpe ; 2, Mr. »i^°caa; 3,

Mr. Saddler. Green, 1, Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Duncan ; 3, Mr.

Willocks. Yellow, 1, Mr. Duncan ; 2, Gen Luidsay ;
S Mr.

Wmocks. Cauliflower,!, Mr. Saddler; 2. ^r. Duncan 3,

Mr. Dodds. Onions, Autumn-sowfi, 1, Mr. Aitken; 2, Mr. bharpe^.

3

Mr
M
Mr
Clark. K^ABSAG K, jnVKltn^, 1, A'**. .^v,-v.w , -, - - aaMlQr.
Saddler. Late, i, :sir. Clarke; 2, Mr, Sharpe; 3, Mr. Saaaier

-^Perthshire ConstituiionaL

Roxburghshire Horticultural Society, ^^f/' ^--^iS^^^
its twenty-seventh Anniversary Meeting within the S^^^^^

Inn, Jedb'urgh^when pri.es were
-^^-^^^iZTIf^^^^^^^ ^—Dahlias

Minto, for Bride
Phenomenon
Lewisham Rival

of the West, Lee's Bloomsbury,
Seedling, \, Mr. W. Deans; 2 Mr. D. Crichton. Carnations.

1, Mr. W, Deans, for Wason'sViUiam IV.. Ely's
^\^l^J^^f,^

Ely's Mr. Grainger, Woodhcad's Spitfire, P^^^^.^^^f^'^E^^
Alfred; 2, Mr. W. Ross. gr. to Arch. Jerdon.Esq. Cni>^

I, Mr. D. Crichton; 2, Mr- \V. Deans. Salvias .1, Mr. w
^^

goC-

Mr. T. Weir, gT-

Best-flavourea,

Under glass, 1, Mr.

2, Mr. D. Crichton. Fuchsias: 1, Mr. W. ^^^^'
Crichton. Stocks: 1. Mr. J. Hunter ; 2, Mr. A. Hunter

uuet: Mr. D. Crichton. Grapes: Largest, 1,

to W. O. Rutherford, Esq.; 2, Mr. D. Crichton.

L Mr, D. Crichton; 2, Mr. Weir. Peaches
Weir; 2, Mr. D. Crichton
D. Crichton. Summer P
Esq. ; 2, Mr. D. Crichton

2, Mr. D. Crichton. PLUi«^. ^, ^' -nr VclW
Melon: 1, Mr. Weir; 2, Mr. A- Oliver, gr. to y- *f;^/„g^.
The Sweepstakes, for the best 18 Dahhas, competed for Dy

g.^^

deners and amateurs, was awarded toJMn
i?" .^"^^f-"','

'^

Rouge et Noire, Pickwick, Oriental P^^^l'
^^i^^^/^^^^^e Gre^^^

Bridesmaid, Lee's Blooms^ry. P^^"<^f»^^,^^^trwLam R^val
Ro., unique, ^—stX^; t M^!^^^^^^^^^^

Grace Dariing. Conservative. l>uchess of Richmond, barann,^^^^^^

Cheltenham Rival, Rival Sussex, Suffolk ^5^^^' ^f.^S
3. Mr. J. Rutherford. The Swbrpstakes, for '^e 6.U24

/^^^ ^^^
competed for by nurserymen, was awarded

l^^^^^^^;^ -/if^^iind,
Pickwick, Nicholas Nickleby, Lewisham Rival. Be^^fy.^fJ"|X^
Rienzi, Invincible, Queen of Sarum, Fanny Keynes,

*^2'-'^"i^ Sussex,
Defiance, Suffolk Hero, Rosa, Lee's Bloomsbury,W Sus^^^^^^^

Beauty of Wakefield, llhoda. Fireball. Maria, B%"^^"\,^X^
Regina, Pilot, and two seedling, named Othello and Mons Meg.

Kelso Mail.

This exhibition took plac'
ShrivenJiam Dahlia Show, Sept. 23,— *-^'^-- --—'r . ^^ were

uuds at Becket. where the following P^^l^^.^^^'.

awarded :-Clas9 1 : Nurskuymbn, (36 blooms,) Mr. V\
.
t^eorgin the irro

Class 2 : Amateurs and Garoeners, (12 blooms,} I, StiverW
value 5gs., Mr.E.meeler. for Burnham Hero, Bridesm^d.i

cUspensahle, CaUeusU's Eclipse, Queeji, WidnaU s EcUpse, ric
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wick, Westbury Rival, Prince of AVales, Phcenix, President of the

West, and Ptienomenon ; 2, a Pair of Table Spoons, value 2g.9.,

Mr. Merrick, gr. to P. Pryse, Esq., JJ.. P., for Ansell's Unique,
Queen, Phenomenon, Pickwick, Nicholas Kickleby^ President of

the West, Rouge et Koire, Conqueror of the World, Charles XII.,

Conservative, Bamham Hero, and Argo. Cr.Ass 3 : Gardknkrs,
18 fihotiis, 1, IMr. Merrick j 2, Mr. Mihie. Cj.ass 4 : 12 bloo7?is, I,

lilr. Merrick ; 2, IMr. Milne. Class 5 : Amatkuks, 12 hlooms, i,

Mr. Chowles; 2, Mr. Rixon; 3, Mr. King. Class 6 : & blooma,

1, Mr. Henley i 2, Mr. Larg^e; 3, Mr. Rixon. Ei:»t Cor.LECTUJv

oj? Fruits: Gardfjirrs, 1, Mr. Merrick ; 2, Mr. Austin. Aiunteni-Sy

Mr. Larg-e. Best Coj-lkction' oy Plants, Mr. Anstin. Bkst
Device, (a balloon,) Mr. Austin. Extra Phizes: Mr.Compton,
for SeedlbigDnhlias; Mr. E. Wheeler, for a collection of Dahlias

;

^x. W. George, iox Asd't-g ; Mr. Large, for Cifiipfs f^nnvji in Pots;

Mr, Gullick, for a Detuce in Flowers of the Uueen, Prince Albert,

and the Prince of Whales. Afew Cottagers* prizes were also given.

sftamfijid Horticultural Socfei*/, Seijt. fil.—The prixe? awarded
syere a^ follows:—Dahlias, best Dfialer'n pu?i o/20 f»nttiti't Mr.
R, Brown j 2, Mr. Alg^r, with Loiiiuu', Vitiit\ ius. Grace Dftrlin^-,

Brirannia. Constancy, Grenadier, Pickwick, lndi^pe^i^,ul>ie, V\i>"im

Qaee^, Bedford Rival, Maria, UivaiRereng^e, Bisliopof '"slisbury.

Countess of Pembroke, Fireball, Ho,.-. VicUolss Nickleby, Pre-

sident of the Weit, 0|fcima, Euinii&m Heroj 3.. >:r. iJinwn.

Best Amnteurs pan of l^ ditto t Kev. H. Cnaplin, withBlooi -jury.

Virgin Qneen, Fireball, WidnaU's Queen, Grande Haudine, Mo-
narch, Phenomenon, Constantia, Rival Sussex, Princess Royal,
Picicwick, Eg:yptian Prince j 2, Rev. J. Haitnan, with Rouge et

Noire, Maria, Lewisham Rival, President of the West, Lilac Per-

fection. Unique, Bridesmaid, Pickwick, Rival Sussex, Fireball,

Royal Standard, Miss Johnson; 3, Mr. Stevenson, with l-ee's

Bloomsbury, Egyptian Prince, Dodd'sMary, Grace Darling, Eva,
Hope, Conqueror of the World, Highgate Rival, Fireball, Cox's
Contender, Rienzi, Cox's Defiance. Beat 3Iaroon Dahlia, Mr. R.

Brown, Metella; 2, Mr. Stevenson, Egyptian Prince. Yellow, \,

Mr. R. Brown, Cox's Defiance; 2, Mr. Algar, Rival Revenge.
Bose. 1, Mr. Algar, Bree'sRosaj 2, Mr. Stevenson, Hope. Scar.

lett 1, Mf. Brown, Lee's Blooinsbury; 2, Mr. Algar, Fireball.

While, 1, lilr. Algar, Virgin Queen; 2, Capt. Chadwick, ditto.

Tipped, l.Capt. Chadwick, Phenomenon; 2, Mr. Stevenson, Cox*s
Contender. Crimnorit l, Mr. Brown, Regina; 2, Mr. Algar, Rq.
bert Burns. Lilac, 1, Rev. J. Harman, Perfection; 2, Capt.
Chadwick, ditto. Best Seedling Dahlia nj this year, Capt. Grant-
ham; 2, Mr. Stevenson. Best Dahlia of ant/ colour, Mr. Brown,
Rival Sussex; 2, Rev. H. Chaplin, Brown's Monarch. Swekf-
STAKKS op 2s. Gd. BACH, ADUED TO 105. GIVEN BY Pila. WlD.VALL,
for the S7> best varieties of Dahlia, Mr, Algar, with Maria, Pick-
wick, Rival Revenge, Phenomenon, Grenadier, and President of

the west. CotLscTxoN of HAanv Ax.vuals, Mr. Phillips. China
Asters. J. Mackintosh, gr. to Lord Exeter. German Asteks,
1, Mr. Brown ; 2, Lord Exeter. Zinxias, 1, M^'. Brown ; 2, Mr.
Phillips. African Marvgolt>s, 1, Mr.Phillips; 5, Mr. Stevenson.
Frexcu MARTGOLbs, 1, Rcv. J. Harman ; 2, Mr. Stevenson. Bol^.
QCET, I, Lady Exeter; 2, Miss Atlay. Device i.v DAatiAS, Lady
Exeter. Dbvick is Flowers, Lady Exeter. Baskst of FairiT,

1, Capt. Grantham ; 2, Rev. H. Chaplin, PiNEApfLE, 1, Lord
Exeter; 2, Mr. Phillips. Melon, i, Marquess of Exeter; 2. Mr.
Hotchkin ; 3, Mr. Horspool. Grapes, black, I, Marquess of Exe-
ter; 2, Mr. Hotchkin : white, Marquess of Exeter. Out-door
Grapbs, black, 1, Mr. Wilson, 2, Mrj.Teb'outt : white, 1, Mr.
Phillips; 2, Mrs. Roberts. Peachk:^, ], Mrs. Thompson; 2, Capt.

Chadwick. Nbctarinks, 1, Mr. T.Jackson ; 2, Rev. H. A.Atlay.
Figs, Mr. Girdlestone. Mulberries;, Miss Hurst; Plc.ms, Mr.
Girdlestone; 2, Miss Hurst. Pears, Mr. Girdlestone j 2, Mr.
Phillips. AvpL^Sf dessert, 1, Marquess of Exeter ; 2, Mrs. Roberts.
Basket op Apples, I, Mrs. Hunt; 2, Mrs. Roberts. Filberts, 1,

Mr. R. Brown, 2, Capt. Grantham. Basket ov Vegetables, 1,

Rev. H.Chaplin; 2, Mr. Hotchkin. Celerv, 1, Mr. Phillips; 2,

Mr, Girdlestone. Mushrooms, Mr. Hotc?ikin, Hcnev in the
Comb, ], Mr. Barber; 2, Mrs. Thompson. Extra—Fi/(^e?*^s, Mr.
R.Brown; Black Gr^/pe-s, SirJ.TroUope ; iJerfand White Currants
and Cherries, Lord Exeter; Apples, Mr. Hotckin ; Basket ofFruit,
Mrs. Thompson ; Grapes, Mr. Hotchkin; Onions, Rev. H. Chap-
lin ; Apples, Miss Laxton ; Boaquet, Mr. Phillips ; Green-house
plants, Mr. Phillips, Cotyledon, Mrs. Thompson. Numerous
Cottagers' Prizes were awarded for Flowers, Fruits, Vegetables

.

and Honey,

St. Andrew^s Ilorficultural Society, Fifeshire, Sept. 21.—The"
last meeting for the season took place in the Town-hall, upon
which occasion an excellent address was delivered by Dr. Cook—
we are sorry that, from want of space, we can only give the fol-

lowing extract :—*' The formation of'horticultural societies, such
as that of which we are members, cannot be too highly appreci-
ated. They have given a decided stimulus to activity and to in-

vention—they have difi'used amongst the cultivators of gardens a
laudable and honourable emulation—they are the means of
bringing together intelligent and enlightened men of the same
profession, or attached to tlie same pursuits, and their conversa-
tion and mutual intercourse suggest improvements, or lead to

discoveries, which else would never have been made. The benefits

resulting from the societies to which I refer are, it is pleasant to

see, more and more extensively discerned and prized. The
transactions and the exhibitions of numbers of them established
in all parts of the country are detailed in our different news-
papers ; and w^hat is thus made known has a most beneficial effect

even upon districts into which such institutions have not been
introduced. Suffer me, gentlemen, still to add a few remarks,
which may place clearly before you a peculiar and very important
View of the good which has been effected in a surprising degree
from employing ingenuity and exertion in horticultural culLiva-

tiou. We are indebted to the beneficeuce,<Djf Providence for

the roots, the vegetables, and the fruits which maltiply the means
of subsistence, or add to the comfort and gratification of all

classes of the community. But almost the whole of thc-^e gpfts

of nature may be essentially improved by the labour and the skill

of man imder the most delicious climates, and where tliere exists

the most fertile and luxuriant soil this is in no small degree the
case; and much more does it hold true as to I favoured, or
even to temperate regions. Without steady and well-directed

interposition the productions of our j^ardens, even supposing that

gardens were not wholly abolished, would rapidly degenerate,
and the introduction of the products of other and milder skies

would be rendered impracticable. Addison, in one of the most
interesting papers of the " Spectator," has so beautifully and
strikingly stated what I am now mentioning, applying what he
says to England—and it is at least equally applicable to Scotland
—that I cannot refrain from quoting the passage :—" If we con-
sider our own country in its natural prdSpect, what a barren and
uncomfortable spot of earth fall-^ to our share! Natural histo-

rians tell us that no fruit grows originally among us besides Hips
and Haws. Acorns and Pignuts, with other delicacies of the like

nature ; that our climate of itself, and without the assistance of

art, can make no farther advances towards a Plum than a Sloe,

and carries our Apple to no greater perfection than a Crab; that
onr Melons, our Peaches, our Figs, our Apricots, and Cherries,
are strangers amongst us, imported in different ages, and
naturalised in oar English gardens; and that they would
all degenerate and fall away into the trash of our own
country if they were wholly neglected by the planter, and
left to the mercy of our sun and soil." But we must look
to gardening in a higher light thnn as mercly^ ministering to the
supply of our bodily wants and enjoyments. It unfolds beauties
in th^ natural world which tlie eye of man would never else have
contemplated, contributing alike to the refinement of taste, and
to the purest pleasure. It is impossible to enter the splendid and
finely-kept greenhouses which now abound throughout Britain,
or even to survey the chaste or the gorgeous beds which many
of our common gardens present to us, without being asto-
ttish^il at the ricfiiesa m<i tue loyeUaess which they disidiay-*

1

without admiring the immense variety of our flowers—without
being struck by the niauifesUtiou of wisdom and benevolent
design which they place before us; and, when we are inclined
seriously to meditate upon them, without feelings and emo-
tipns of piety and of gratitude to that omnipotent Being, who
has enabled his intelligent creatures to collect and to concen-
trate the splendonrs scattered around . them, and, in tbe ex-
pressive language of inspii-ation, to make even the wilderness
blossom as the rose. All this, gentlemen, shows the uu?;peak-
able value of the art or of tlie science to which you are at-
tached, and should stimulate you to peisevi. . ^aicc in your
efforts still further to extend it. There is in the rede ': \\ that
the biisiness of a man's life is interwoven with the impfoveincnt
and the enjoyment of his fellow-creatures, something which
calls forth all his eneigies, which opens sources of perpetual
satisfaction, and which prevents him from being ditucartcued
by the vexations and disappointments from which, even in
prosecuting that business, he cMinot hope in tbi« mingled
state to be wholly exempted. And you *-(*ii scarcely fniJ t

be ammated by the hope that, iu c^rrjuig on your lub^^..

you may make discoveries v hich will r * e your 'wu rrpiitaii*-

and prove a hloF^ing to roar feUow-i--reatnivs. Cuni.>tning, . !

trust you will ever do, with yottr most useful and otico most
elegant occupation, a scmpuloiw ive,urd to the duiiea and tho
viitues, which, as ul icligrions beings, we Bhuola all &*

verally esteem, and without wl' '. there can be nu ri.il dignitvifi

character, you will have the comfort of thinking that you are
valuable and exemplary members of society, and you will find

your reward hi the respecft and esteem of those who are ac-
quainted with your exertians, and who have derived benefit from
them." Prizes were awarded as follows :—Garde\krs ; to J.

Goodall, gr., Balchrystie, {orJh'.'it shtijli' Dahlia ,'ii DihlM.^ , Apricofjfy

riutn^, and ('tUry. J. Easson, gr., Kirkmay, for in'st Pe/ttxttim/nJt,

Lobelias, Ficolt'-Sy Pi-rcunnilx, Onions, ii*.d Cobban*', and Swedish
Tafiiip, J. Hardy, gr.. West Park, far hrxl C lubcrs and lof<'

Cahhaac. A. Poustie, pr., GlTston.for he^ibitmh of hfach lU'ui-

hurph Graphs, Mi/scat OrapiX. Pcarx, Oooxtbrrrics, Ca^Uifloici-rs,

Canuitioiis. and Calcroidnas. Mr, A. Scott, gr., Lathallan, for

bad 12 Self- coloured DahliaSy i\Varu'ii>dcdDoJdius,Fuduia4^ Stacks,
Axtiyrx, Plilojces, Sdlrias, Pdn. "

_s, Uinfc.d Grapes, Gnra-Jliiih Melon,
Red Curntiils, Savoy, and Beef. Mr. W. smith, gr., Prior)', for
best bunch of FrontinnaH and Muscadine Grapes, Jaryonelle Pears,
Pelanjoniunis from the open tMrden, Ftirhxlafulpen^, IJoUyhoeks,

.

and Carrots. Mr. W. Connachcr, gr., St. Port, for hesl Gladitdl,

OxatisJIardy Annuals, Inryesl bunch ofGrapes (I. ^jardy), Searlef-

fesh Melon, Wall Peaches, Peaches ifnderp'ass, I^^'eefannes, 3 kinds
of Wall Apples, 3 kinds of Standard Apples, Ff.^'''>^'' Marrow,
larycsl Gourd, and Oertnan Green. Amateurs—Mr. G. Cruick-
shank, ?t. Andrew's, for best Dahlia of any kind, i Self '

. (red

Dahlias^ 4 Varieyated Dahlias^ Sdhius, Ffirh^'tias, Hollyhockx,

Bexirre Pears, Apples, Onions, and Sw -^-^h Tarnip. Dr. Cook, St.

Andrew*s, for best 4 Jarponelk Pears, and Doable Stocks, Mrs.
Berwick, St. Andrew's, for best late Ced/bayc, Savoj/, and German
Green. Alex. Meldrum, Esq., Bloomhill, for lest Carr and Let-

fares. Sir D. Brewster, St. Andrew's, 2d best Jarponelk Penrs.

Mr. J.Thomson, St. Andrew's, 2<f best ^Varxeyaied Dahlias, Storks,

Uullycoeks, and Onions, Mr. B. Gibson, St. Andrews, 2d for

Fuchsias. Mr. J. Gibson, Woodburne, 2d for Carrofs. Mr. Latto,

Kingsbarns, 2i for Bcurre P- .—Fife Herald*

L

Sutton and Morelesfield Dahlia Show, Si-pl. l6.—This exliibi.

Hon was held at the house of Mr. C. TNTiiston, Macclesfield, where
the following prizes were awarded:—Pkkmtkr Prize: Pan of
twelve Blooms, Lewisham Rival. Regina, Meiella, Egyptian Prince,

Nicholas Nickleby, Picliwick, Bridesmaid, Argo, President of the

West, Grace Darling, Burnham Hero, and Wheeler's Maria; Mr.
W. riammond. Pan of nine, Maria, Piesident of the W*--^. Grace
Darling," Exquisite, Pickwick, Chefd'CEu\'re, Regina. Metella,

and Yellow Defiance ; Mr. W. Hammond. Pan of sir. Bridesmaid,

Rosa, Amato, Metella, Lewisham Riva', and Maria; Mr. W. Ham-
mond. Class 1 : White and Blush, 1, Poole's White. Mr. W.
Hammond; 2, Lewisham Rival, Mr. W. Dale; 3, Marchioness

of Lansdownve, ditto ; 4, Eva, Mr. W. Hammond ; 5, Queen of

Sarum. ditto; 6, Falkner's Perfection, Mr. W. Dale. Class 2 :

Scarlet, 1, Scarlet Eclipse, Mr.C. Wliitaker ; 2. Cozens* Defiance,

Mr. J. Hammond;- 3, Dauecroft Rival, Mr. W. Dale; 4, "V^lnd-

sor Rival, Mr. H. Raywood ; 5, Scarlet Rival, Mr. C. Whitaker;

6, Bloomsbury (Lee*s), Mr. W.Hammond. Class 3: Striped

and Edged, I, Phenomenon, Mr. W. Milward ; 2, Beauty of the

Plain, Mr. W. Dale; 3, Windmill Hill Rival, ditto ; 4, Conqueror
of the AVorld, Mr. C. Whitaker; 5, Bridesmaid, Mr.H. Raywood;
6, Prances, Mr. W. Irammond. Ci.ASS 4: Dark Crimson and
Maroon, 1, President of the West, Mr. W. Dale; 2, Andrew
Hofer, ditto; 3, Metella, Mr. C. Whitaker: 4, Regina. Mr.H.
Raywood; 5, Climax, Mr. C. Whitaker; 6, Rouge et Noire, ditto.

Class 5: Lilac, I, Rosa ^Bree's), Mr. C. Whitaker; 2, Latly ^Hd-
dieton, Mr. W. Dale; 3, Lady Kinuaird, Mr. J. Hammond ; 4,

Stuart Wortley. Mr. W. Hammond; 5, Attila,Mr. H. Raywood;

t

5, Bloomsbury .Pamplin's), Mr. W. Hammond*; 6, Monarch, Mr.

J. Hammond.- Cla.ss/; Purple, 1, Optima, Mr. W. Dale; 2,

Pickwick, Mr. J. Hammond; 3, Euclid, Mr. W. Hammond; 4,

Conservative, Mr. C, Whitaker; 3, Springfield Purple, ditto; 6,

Indispensable, Mr. W. Hammond. Class 8 : Light Crimson and
Rose, 1, Grace Darliiig, Mr. W. Dale; 2, Maria, Mr. J. Ham-
mond

J
3, Springfield Rival, Mr. W'. Dale; 4. Bedford Rival, Mr.

C. Whitaker;. 5, Royal Standard, iVIr. W. Hammond; 6, Seven

Oaks Hero, Mr, W. Dale. Class 9 : Yellow, \, Yellow Seedluig,

Mr. W. Dale; 2, Argo, Mr. C. Whitaker; 3, Unique. Mr. W.
Dale ; 4, Defiance (Cox's), Mr. C. Wiiitaker; 5, Revenge, Mr. J.

Hammond; 5, Premier, Mr. J. Broad. Class 10: Ptach and

MiscelUmeoits, 1, Countess of Perhbroke, Mr. W. Milward; 2,

Lady Cooper, Mr. C. Whitaker ; 3. Marchioness of Breadalbane,

ditto; 4, Grande Baudhie. ditto; 5, Grand Tournament, Mr. W\
Hammond; 6, Queen (WidttalPs), Mr. C. Whitaker. Maii>kn

Grouers: 1, Metella, Mr. j. HamTHond; 2, Maria, Mr. G. Lo-

mas; 3, Pickwick. Mr. W. Milwnrd. Extra Prizes: President

of the West, Mr. J. Hammond; Countess of Pembroke, Mr. W.
Milward.

Thanet Floncultural and Horticultural Society, Sept. 8.—This
show took place at the Ranelagh Gardens, St. Peter's, where the

prizes were distributed as follows:—The Prize of 10/., opek to

ALL EvGLA.vn, for THE BSsT 24 Dahlias. (Bumham Hero,

Egvptiau Prince, Perpetual Grand. Prince of Wales, Marquess of

Lansdowne, Andrew Hofer, Maid of Bath, WidnalPs Queen,

Grande Baudine. Hope, Climax, Bedtord Surprise, Duchess of

Richmond, Bridesmaid, Pickwick, Unique, Mana, Seedling,

fanny Keynes, Piienomenon, Metella, Indispensable, and
Penelope), Mr. Brown, of Slbugh, Plaxts grown in Pots,

—Fuchsias, T. N. Harris, Esq. Pktcvias, T.N. Harris. Esq.

Cockscombs, L.C. Humfrey, Esq. Bkst Mi>cELLAXfc:oL;s collec-
TioM of Flowkrixg Plaxts. T. N. Harris, Esq. Cut Flowkhs.
—Dahlias, fae/wf, (President of the West, Maria. Harford's

Unique, Pickwick, Duchess of Richmond, AnseU':j Queen, Grace
Darlmg, Beauty of the Plain, Andrew Hofer, Cox's Defiance,

Egyptian Prince), Mr. Silk; 2, (Highgat.- Hero, Argo, Widnall's

Eclipse, Beauty of the Plain, Maria, Bridesmaid, Pickwick, Roi,, _

et Nuire, Maid of Bath, Hope, Giace Darling, Lee's Bloomsbury,)
Mr. Silver; 3, J. P. Powell, Esq.: Best Six, the Rev. J. G.

Hodgson-, 2, Mr. Silk; 3, Sir R. Burton. Lkmo^j Apricav
Marygolds, Mr. Silk. Zinnias, the Rev. J. G. Hodgson j 2,

J. Slater. Esq. Floral nicvicE, (Aurp,) L. C.Humi../, e:^q. ; 2,

Sir R. Burton. Bouquet of iiaruv and kokcku Flowers, Sir R.

Burton. Exrn. a.— Cockscombs, Sir M. Moutcflorei misrellan^'-'s

n/anr*. D. Hooper, Esq. Fuchsias. Sir M. Montifiore. Zifmw^s, il.

P, Cotton, Esq. Floral Device, R. Tomson, Esq. ^j^'''^LF%*^^'
Mrs. G. Hodffson. Caileciion of Specimens. H. P.

f<>^f^,-^^^'
FftUixs.-i'wc; U C, Humfrey, Esq. MciQn^ 2, ^f A- vvarrt,

Es<jt. ; 2, ditto. Grapk.9, White, ^rown in the &pen air. Sir R
Burton } Purple, forr."d. ditto ; Uhite, ditto, J..A. Warre, Esq.

;

Turple, grown n-ithuvt fire, J. Slater, E^q.; White, ditU, J. I*.

Powell, Esq. Bkst Baskkt ok Grapes, J. A. VVarre, Esq. Figs,

Sir R- Burton. Pi.acbks, I, Mr. Moss; 2, H. Pett, Esq. Nbc-
TAaixKS, Rev. J. G. Hodgson. Plums, J. P. Powell, E ,.

Chiirriks, ditto. Plars, 1, ditto ; 2, L. C. Humfrey, E^q. ; Xot
grou'u f/e

• ' a wall, !, Sir R. Burton; 2, Mrs. Alexander.
Ap. -;, />' -', 1, .1. A. Warre. E^oi.; 2, Mr. Ma.ss, Kitchen, 1,

U. i'omson, Ksti. ; 2, Sir M. Mou o*-o.-e. Be-»t Twklvk Atplks
oy uiFiKKKXr soRT^, fvnn-d, Sir Iv. B'U ; FiLiiEaTS, H.
Petr, Esq. Wai ts. Sir K. Burton. C -, White, Rev,
J. Lockwood; flrd, ditto. Bkst E p ok I'atiT, 1, L, C.
Humfrey, Ksq. ; 5, Sir R. Burton. Vkgktab- ^.—Pkas, 1, Mr.
M^o.^; 2, di:..,. Ovioxs, G. Ha'uiaai, juu., E - i. Cj:l«rv, T. N.
Harris, Esq. Cahkut^, R. Prickett. Ksq. Cabbv- . L. C.
Humfrey, K^q. T ck, T. N. Uairi-*, E Kiun'kv P -

. I, R. Pair' V n .
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The following is i.^^ awaia oj the priz<^r— 1 ^.^suias Cup,
VALUK Tkv (i . .,A«: 36 //ir/(.;mff. Lady H irland, Ctirati?', L-idy
Middleton, lilt. '- T? ^sa, Sparry'a Admirable, Wheclor'8 Mans,
(Srace Darliufr, Marquess of LoUiian, Girlin^'sPloughV>oy, Prince
of Wales, Low's Conservative, Optima, Burnham Hero, Andrew
Hofer, Knight's Coronation. Highgate Rival, M— ^ . -M Hero,
Prince of W.^

*~

- i
•— J-- i.- I. L', Revenge, Piin Mr-^. Bar-

clay, Maid of Dath, Marchioness of Breadaliianc, Purpfirra alba,

GirUug's Gipsy Maid, Pavonlana. Iver Hero, Virgin Queen, Ori-
ental Pearl, Dowager Queen, Biandina, Scarlet Defiance, Widi
nail's EcUpse, Rufus, D.uiccroft Rival. Private GAitT>pvs:
Twelve Blooms, 1, Alha purpr. i, Bloomsbury, Queen of &cots,
Sparry*B Admirable, Ho; '. Tli^anty of the Plain, Marchioness of
Breartalbanc, Toomamcnt, Topwt, Sir W. Middleton, Maid of
Bath, Tournament, (Catlcugli's), R. Ruhii...ou, Esq. ; 2, ~ ^ -^open
Esq. Sii bltioUL'i, White, 1, — Cooper, K^q. ; 3, Rev. Mr. VVool-

aey. Crintsun or Marnun, 1, — C ^)cr,
''

^.f 2, Mr. Goodbodr,
Purple^ 1,— Cor r, Esq.; 2, G. M. Wnlthew, Esq. Strif^fd,

G. M. Walthew, E»q. LUar, G. ?' Walthcw. E'<q. Tipped, 1,

— Cooper, Esq.; 2, G. M. Walthew, Esq. IV// . «»v. Mr.
Woolsey. Scarlet, I, — Cooper, Esq. ; 2. G. M. Walthcw, Esq.
Roie, 1, — Coopt.'r, E»q.} 2, G. M. Walthew, Esq. Orajig-e or

Baff, G.M.WaUhew, Esq. R/'.s7 -SoKi/trejf, Earl of Leitrim. Chii^a
AsTiiRs, Undersecretary, it DUto, T. Pidgeon, Esq. Pranc
Gardexs : Twelve If loui/m. Queen, Springfleld Rlv<iL, Virgin Qaeen,
Bloomsbury, MarchionciiS of Breadalbaue, Defiance. Sir F. John*
stone, Andrew Hofer, Grace Darling, Marc>fichl Hero, Plough-
boy, President of the West, Mr. Campbell. Stj, hlooms. White,
Oriental,Pearl, Virgin Queen (two blooms), Dowager Queen, He-
roine. Blaiidiua, Mr. Campbell. Lilae, Lady Harland, Curate,
Rosa, Ellen of Eton, Lady Kiunaird. Rlioda, Mr. Campbell. Crim-
son or Maroon, Burnhnoi Hero, President of the West, Andre*
Hofer, Suflfolk Hero, Rival SuBseXe Highgate Rival, Mr. Camp-
l>eIL Purple, Optima, Ploughboy, Prince of W ales, Conservative,
D^-.^nce, InJispensablc. Mr. Campbell, -uriped, Pavouiin, Pur-
purea alba, Gl, y Maid, Iver Hero. Liberator, Mr. Campbell.
T!p^ /.Unique, Bridesmaid, Marchioness of BreSi'lalbane, Maid
of Bath, Mrs. Barclay, Mr. Campbell. Scarlet, Scarlet Defiance,

EcUpse, Danecroft. Rival, Rufus, Tournament, and LaAy Milne,

Mr. Campbell. Hose, Maria, Admirable, Grace Darluig, Duke
of Cornwall, Ruby Superb, Royal Sta; ' .rd, Mr. Campbell.
th'ange or Buff, Orange Perfection, Aurantia, Bloomsbury,
Grenadier, Colonel, Defiance, Mr. Campbell. China Asters,
— Stock, Esq. Campbkll Prizr : Beat twelve dislifict blooms,

1, St. G. Rathboriie, Esq. ; 2, Earl of LeitHm; 3, G. M. Wal-
thew, Esq. Agricultural Prodcctiovs : Swkdish Tlrmps,
Earl of Lcitrim. Yellow' Ahcrdeett, do. Carrots, — Hanbidge,
Esq. Mangbl Wcrzhl) 1, CoL ConoUy ; 2. — Hanbidge, Esq.

Cabbagl', Col. ConoUy. Ovion's, — Stock, Esq. Frvits:
Gr.\pes, Earl of Lcitrim. Mklo^s: Greenfesh, do. P '

yt,

do. Devics, j, H. Evans, Esq.—Sa, ' rs' Daily Ade^ ' '.

Walfon-le-Diife Flower Show, S^pL 20.—The last exhibition for

the present year took place in the School-room, near the Church.
The following is a list of the prizos awarded :—Daulias : B'st

Pan of Twelve, IT. Hornby, Esq., Springfield Rival, Grande Bau-
dine, Pickwick, Queen, .A.rgo, Eclipse, Glorjr of Plymouth, Con-
servative, Constancy, Grace Darling, Bloomsbury, Rouge et

Noire. Bt^st Pano/A'iwt;, Mr. W. Dent, Pickwick, Scarlet Eel, ?,

Rccover\-, President of the West, Beauty of the Plain, Oarrick,

SpriugffeUi Rival, Hyla?, Essex Rival. Best Pan of ^ue, Mr.
Birket, ^ficholas Nickleby, Royal Standard, Maria, Maid of Bath,
Rival Sussex, Prince of Wales. Best Dahlia ofany colour, Mr. R.
Parkinson, Maria. Maroon, 1, Mr. II. Parkinson, L_lvk Rival;

2, Mr. W. Dent, Reghia : ,1, W. B. Swainson, Esq., Suflfolk Hero
4, Mrs. Cros.s, Lord Dudley Stuart : b, "t-. T. Gregson, Garrick

6, Mrs. Cross, Perfection. Tipped and Ed^, 1, H. Hornby, Esq.,

Phenomenon; 2, Mr. Birket. Maid of Bath; 3, H.Hornby, Esq.,

Beauty of the Plain; 4, Mrs. Cross, Elizabeth; 5. Mr. R. Norris,

Frances; 6, do.. Marchioness of Tavistock. Cnmson and Rose,

l,Mr. R. Parkinson, Maria : 2, Mr. W. Dent, Admirable; 3. Mr.
T. Gregson, President of the West; 4. Mrs. Cross, Seedling; 5,

Mr. R. Parkinson, Royal Standard ; 0. H. Hornby, Esq., Spring-

field Rival. Shaded and Sfriprd, 1, G. Jackson, Esq., Rouge et

Xoire : 2, Mr. R. Korris. Egyptian Prince; S. Mr. W. Dent, Mrs.
Newby ; 4, Mrs. Cross, Wallace; 5, Mr. W. Dejit, Ke plus ultra

;

6, H. Hornby, Esq., Mungo Park. 'Scarlet and Red, I, H, Hornby,
Esq., Bloomsijuryi 2, Mr. R. Konis, Recovery; 3, H. Hornby,
Esq., Eclipse; 4, Mrs. Cross, Scarlet Defiance ; 5, Mr, W'. Dent,
Hylas; 6, Mr. R. Xorris. Unknown. Purple, I, H. Hornby, Esq.,
Climax; 2, Mr. T. Gregson, Egyptian Prince; 3, Mr. W.Dent.
Unrivalled of South Hants; 4, H. Hornby, Esq., Metella; 5, Mrs.
Cross, Pickwick; 6, Mr. W. Dent. Optima. Yellow and Sulphur,
1, Mr. T. Gregson, Ward's Mary ; 2, Mr. R. Norris, Unique '*,

Mr. Birket, Prince of Wales; 4, Mr. W. Dent, l)on John; 5, Mr.
R. Parkinson, Argo ; 6, H. Hornby. Esq., YeUow Defiance. Lilac

or 7' , I, Mrs. Cross, Queen; 2, do.. Conservative; 3, H.
Hornby, Esq., Fanny Keynes ; 4, Mrs. Cross, Hope; 5, H,
Hornby, Esq., Miss Johnson; 6, Mr. W. Dent,. Hon. Stuart
Wortley. Orange^ Boff, and S* z/;;. .u, 1, H. Hornby, Esq., Nicholas
Kicklebv; 2, Mr.T. Gregson, Grace Darling; 3,G. Jackson, Esq.,

Defiance; 4, Mr, W. Dent, Grenadier; 5, G. Jackson, Esq.,

Elizabeth; 6, H. Hornby, Esq., Bloomshurv. White nnd Blush,

I, Mr. R. Parkinson, Lewisham Rival ; 2, H'. Hornby, Esq., Virgin

Queen; 3, do., Kentish Glory; 4, Mrs, Cross, Marchi' ncss of

Lansdowne; 5, Mr. R. Grc^.jn, Helena ; 6. Mr. Birket, Duchess
of Devonshire. Best Seedling, raised in \SV2, "•-^. tt^^'-

Pavsies : U. nornby,j:sq.. 24 ' 'r^s; do., l-J^ varieit-rs ; \^ .
3.

Swainson, G varieties. PEtARtioxu -^
: I, Rev. B. Horn^v,

Comte de Paris; 2, Mr. R. Gregson, King; 3, Rev. R. Hon.

Vivid; 4. do.. Gem; 5, Mrs. Cross, Diana Vernon ;
«, S.

rocks, Esq., Jewess. FurnsiAS: 1, H. Hornby, I

Swainson, Jan., Esq.^ 3, 4. and 5, C. Swainson. I

Sw.\inson, Jan.. F- Stove Blasts: T, W. Calrow.

and 3, Rev. R. Hoi..uy. GsK«Mnoi sk Plant.'^ : ^>-
Esq. ; ?, Rev. R- Hornhy : 3, C. Swainson, ^

'-J-''

R. Hornby. Hahdv HKfiBArLors
: U^-Jl

. Vvuius.M.
r -s; :J,C. Swainson. Esq. An-m'-s: Ter^ - U/-:^ '*!;^>^-'"i

E-q. ; 3, W. Calrow, E^q,; ;), M-- Cross. / '//. };
-^^^s. crosst

Saiid X C: Swainson, Jan., E . T :t a>u Xegktablks:

It. Hontbv, Esq , Wack G>< .and Hf^HcMuscaid^.; C. Swauison.

Juu., F^sii, best dish ofPeaehts; G. Jackaon, t:^.. Dessert Appier
Mr. R. Mansley, Kileh-- ipP^^^ ^^^J!*

^^ Piunu; Rev. R.

Hornby, 2Ielont C. Swainson, Jan., Esq., acco/wi Me^n ;li.

Honiby,Esq., CHcum^ci^ 9sA (;m¥9W€r9 i Uxt ^, D«iit, C«5*

2

^^. Ecv.
2. Mrs,

f
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tira^^ili ^;,S?^Sk&.^.n^i^ o:S; h:

This meeting' was

H^by, E.q.. nhubard and ^f^^/f 'l^^/;/
Hornby, Eaq.. Potnio^--Prese^nChromcIe.

rtra^im'/'k ITarliculturat Society, Sept, 14

t^^MftThe County Hall. Mr. B. Liw, of Lonp Itchington. ex-

hfblt^ (notra^co^^^^^^ sixteen cucumbers, cat from three

n antt-.TaJker's Improved "-the average length of each being

i^ inches From the same three plants, on Monday fortnight,

he cite 25cucumber9. of the average length of 19 inches, all

bein*r perfectly greeu and fit for the table. These productions,

by oiU-door cultivation of a tender plant, may be considered

extraordinary. The fdlowing is a list of the prizes awarded :—
PtAVTS ASO Flowehs : Dahmas, stand of 2i : 1, Adams's

Prince Albert. Beauty of Wakefield, Maid of Bath, Roujje et Noire,

Tonrna:nent,Danecroa Rival, Fanny Keynes, Girlint?'s Prince of

"Wales. Dodd's ditto, Pickwick. Catleugh's Eclipse, Hope. Lewi^-

FfiiriTS—
Rev. H.

Pinks,
Wise;
Esq.

;

3, H.
W. H.
Nrc

Qncen. Eva, Admirable, Ccnductor, Grace Darliner, Unique,

Stmex Rival, Nicholas Nickleby. Beauty of the Piain, Rienzi,

Pickwick, Pamplin's liloomsbury. Maria, Pamplm's Charles the

Twelfth. Grande Baudme, Lady Middleton, Indispensable, Cli-

max, '.Fanny Keynes, and two Seedlings—Mr. C. Kimberley ;

3, Mr.Perkins. St'ind of 12 : 1, Duke of Conwall, Ronge et

Noire, Phenomenon, Conservative, Dodd's Prince of Wales, In-

dtopensable, Beautv of the Piain, Conductor. Grace Darling,

Bnrnham Hero, and two others-Mr. J. Burbury; 2, Mr.Harris;

3, Mr. Earl. Stand of 6: 1, President of the West, Admirable,

Rome et Noire, Pheuomeuon, Maria, and Grace Darling-Mr.
C, Kimberley; 2, Mr. Earl ; Seedlinfr, Mr.Earl. Stovk Plaxts,
amateurs, U W. 11. Bracebridge, E-iq. ; 2, W. H. Bracebridge,

Esq. Spkcimev Plant, W. H. Bracebridge. Esq. GaKKxriousB
PtAVTS, I, W. H. Bracebridge. Esq.; 2, H. Bradley. Esq.;

Ditto, nnrgerf/men, 1, Mr. Barnes; best sij; ditto, amateurs, 1,

W. H. Bracebridge, Esq.; 2, H.Bradley, Esq. Pklargoniums,
twelee {amateurs), W. H. Bracebrklge, Esq.; six, I, H. Bradley,

Esq.; 3, Eari of Warwick. Cockscombs, 1, Mr. Carpenter, 2,

>V, H, Bracebridge. Esq. Anxi;ai-3, I, W. U. Bracebridge, Esq.

Hi]:iiiiAC£otrs Plants, Mr. Brownridge. Cut Fr.owuRS, Mr.
Barnes. A>tkr9, 1, H.C.Wise, Esq.; 2, C. T. Warrte. Esq.
Urrro. fwf^tre, C. T. Warde, Ksq. ; Pavsib^, Mr. J. Burbury.
JiliscBr.tANeoua Plants, 1, Mr. Barnes, 2, Mr. Brownridge.
Dksiov of Cut Flowkrs, Mr. Brownridge.
1 and 2, Earl of Warwick. Mklons, 1,

2, W. Holbech, Esq. Giiapks, Black, I, H. Bradley,

3, W, C. Russeli, Esq.; White, X, W. C. Russell, Esq.;

Bradley, Esq.; Out^du or ditto, W. Holbech, Esq. Figs,

Bracebridge, Esq. Pkachbs, I and 2, W. Holbech. Esq.
TAFtivKS, I, C. T. Warde, Esq.; 2, W. Holbech, Esq. Plums,
W. Holbech, Esq. Cherries, H. Bradley, Esq. Applbs. Dessert,

1 and 2, W. H. Bracebridge, Esq.; Culinart/, I and 2, C. T. Warde,
Eaq. Pkars. I, Mr. Smith ; 2, Mr. Carpenter. Miscellaneous
Fruits, C. T. Warde, Esq. VEcisfABLES—Cahkots, 1, Mr.
Cattell; 2, Mr. T. Smith; PARSs'iiPS, diuo. Turnips, J. Fuller-

t«i, Esq. OvioNs, 1, Mr. T. Smith ; 2. Mr. T. Carpenter, Ev-
i>ivB, W,H. Bracebridge, Esq. Cblkrv. 1, Mr. T. Smith; 2,

W, H. Bracebridsje, E-^q. Vkoetabi.e Marrows, W. Collins,

Eftq., M.P., CucuMDKRs, Frame, Mr. Barnes. Horse Radish,
Mr. Smith. Extra Prizkh — Specimen Stove-plant, W, H.
Bracebridge, Esq. Ftrns, H.Bradley. Esq. ; single specimen, H.
Bradley, F ,. Btuket of MUcellarieous Plants, W. H. Brace-
bridge, Esq. Herbaceoui Flnwtrs, Mr. Browriridge. Pens, J.
Fullerton, Es(i. Beet, Mr. Carpenter. Filberts, Rev. J. Lynes.
Amatkuri' Prizr o^ .'i Sovkrkioxs. o?e>j to all Exglano :

FOR Dahlias. Grace Darling, Tournament, Prince of Walen, Can-
didate, Nickleby, Maria, President of the West, Springfield
I*urple, Indispensable, Metella, Pickwick, Bridesmaid, Springfield
Rival. Optima, Highgate Rival, Admirable, Lady Middleton.
Will Watch, Charles the Twelfth, Rouge et Noire, Queen, Argo,
Euclid, and Phenomenon—Mr. Kirkland, Chipping- Norton.
KuRSRRv.MK.x's Prizk OF DITTO: Bishop of Winchester, Lcc's
Bloomsbury, Counters of Pembroke. Calleugh's Eclipse, Maid of
Bath, Wheeler's Maria, Grande Baudine, Andrew Hofer, Duchess
of Richmond, Admirable, Yellow Defiance, Lcwisham Rival,
fiqu!bb*a Defender, Eva, MeteJla. Phenomenon, Conductor,
L'uique, Grace Darling. Nickieby, Pickwick. Phenomenon, PrC-
aideiit of tiie West, and Rouge et Noire—Mr, C. Kimberley,
Numerous Cottagers' Prizes ivere also Qlxen^^Warwickshire
Reporter

»

J, Galloisray, gr. to Miss Watt; 2, Mr. J. Stevenson, gr. to G. J.

Eccles, Esq.; 3, Mr. D. Gray. Tender Annuals, Mr. Service.

Verbenas, 1, Mr. D. M'Coll, gr. to J. Scott, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Serrice.

Stocks, Mr. Service. Hardy Annuals, 1, Mr, J. Borthwick ; 2,

Mr. J. Stevenson; .3, Mr. J. Galloway. Marygolds, 1, Mr. J,

Galloway; 2, Mr. J. Bulloch ; 3, Mr. J. Stevenson, Grapes, I,

Mr. D. Livingston, gr. to C. Scott, Esq, ; 2, Mr. D. M'CoU; 3, Mr.

J.Stevenson. Pears, 1, P. Montgomery, Esq.; 2, Mr. J. Aber-

crorabv, gr. to Arch. Baine, Esq.; 3, Mr. Service, Apples, I, Mr.

D. Linngston; 2, Mr. J. Abercromby ; 3, Mr. P. Montgomery.

Plums. 1, Mr. P. Montgomery; 2, Mr. J. Barr; 3, Mr. J. Steven-

son. ONro-is, 1, Mr. D. Goliie, gr. to the Earl of Glasgow ; 2, Mr.

J. Abercromby ; 3, Mr. Service. Carrots, 1, Mr. E. M'EUar ; 2, Mr.

J. Bulloch; 3, 3Ir. R. Jamieson. Celery, 1, Mr. Service: 2, Mr,

Bulloch; 3, Mr. J. Galloway. Best 9 Vegetables, 1. Mr. D.

M*Cnll; 2, Mr. J. Bulloch; 3, Mr. J, Baillie. Best 6 Vegetables

{Market Gardetiers), 1, Mr. E. M'EUar; 2, Mr. Borthwick ; 3, Mr.

R. Jameson. Potatoes. 1, Mr. D. Gray; 2, Mr. E. M'Ellar: 3,

Mr. P. M*Inroy. BouauET, I, Mr. J. Barr; 2. Mr. Service. De-
vice OF Hardy and Semi-Hardy Flowers, 1, Mr. J. Galloway

;

2, Mr. D. M'CoU. Melon, 1, Mr. Ser^'ice ; 2, Mr. J. Abercromby;

3, Mr. D. Livingston. EltTEA Premiums were recommended by

the ju(Ic:C3 to P. Montc^omery, Esq., for a Basket of Fruit ; and to

Mr. D.^Goldie. for Oiiions, equal in size and appearance to those im-

ported from Flanders; and to Mr. M. Service.— Greeiwch Obse^-ver.

Wisheacli Horticultural Societi/, Sept. 14.—This exhibition was
heldiutheExchaugeHall, where the foUowingprizeswereawarded:

Silver Cup. value 5/., for B13ST24 DAiilias, 1, Mr. Wvdnall.for

Widnall's ;Condactor. Eclipse, Majestic, Queen, Hudson's Prin-

Weem Ilorticultyral Mcdlng, Sept, 13.—The second meeting for
the present year of the Highland Society of Perthshire was held here.
The prizes were awarded as follows :—Flowers : Carnations,
Bizarre, X, Mr.Catanach ; 2. Mr. Wallace ; 3, Mr. Ferguson. Flake,
1, Mr. Ferguson; 2, Mr.Catanach; 3, Mr, Wallace. Picotee,
1, Mr. Catanach ; 2. Mr. Ferguson. Best three Seedlings, any sort,

1, Mr. Ferguson; 2, Mr. Durword, Hardy Annuals, 1, Mr.
Catanach; 2, Mr. Furguson ; 3, Mr. Durword. Stocks, 1, Mr.
Durword ; 2, Mr. Ferguson ; 3, Mr. Catanach. Seedling Pansies,
1, Mr. Durword; 2, Mr.Catanach; 3, Mr. Ferguson. Lobelias,
1, Mr. Catanach ; 2, Mr. Durword ; 3, Mr. Ferguson. Dahlias,
1, Mr, Catanach; 2, Mr. Gardener; 3, Mr, Durword. Seedling,
1, Mr. Catanach; 2, 3ir. Durword; 3, Mr. Ferguson. Holly-
hocks, 1, Mr, Durword; 2, Mr. Catanach; 3, Mr. Ferguson.
China Asters, 1, Mr.Catanach; 2, Mr. Ferguson ; 3, Mr. Dur-
word. Martgold, 1, Mr. Catauach; 2, Mr. Ferguson; 3, iMr.
Durword. Phlox, 1, Mr. Durword; 2, Mr. Fergu^ion ; 3, Mr.
Cataoach. Larkspur, 1, Mr. Ferguson ; 2, Mr. Durword. Antir-
aaiNTJM. i, Mr. Durword; 2. Mr. Catanach; 3, Mr, Wallace.
Herbaceous Plants, I, Mr. Catanach ; 2, Mr. Durword ; 3, Mr.
Ferguson. Fruits—Plums, Qreenqage, 1, Mr. Catanach ; 2, Mr.

Tu^^2^»* ^. air. Wallace. White Maqnum, 1, Mr. Ferguson, 2,

iw • ^* Mr.Catanach. Any other sort, 1, Mr- Ferguson;

« ^'*TA "^°^^' ^* Mr.Catanach. Apricots, I. Mr.Catanach;
2, Mr. Durword. Apples, D.ss.rt, 1, Mr. Durword; 2, Mr. Cata-
nach i 3 Mr, Ferguson. KUehen, I . Mr. Wallace ; 3, Mr. Ferguson ;

' V' Q "tJJ'^^t?;
„^**^^^s. Jargonelle, \, Mr, Durword; 2, Mr, Cata-Mch; 3,Mr. W^acc. Any other soH, 1, Mr. Catanach; 2, Mr.

Wallace
J 3, Mr. Durword. Cherries, Morello, 1, Mr. Catanach;

3, ^ir. Durword; 3, Mr. Ferguson. Any other sort iuuned, I, Mr.Durword; 2, Mr. Catanach. Gooseberries, 7?.-d, 1, Mr.Catanach
;

I^Mr. Ferguson; 3, Mr. Wallace, r .. 1, Mr. Ferguson; 2, Mr
Wallace. Telloie, I, Mr. Catanach; 2. Mr. Durword ; 3, Mr.
Ferguson. Curii.vnts, Red, i, Mr. Ferguson ; 2, Mr. Durward ; 3.Mr.Catanach; Jrhite 1, Mr. Ferguson; 2. Mr. Durword ; 3, Mr!
Wallace. Gourds, largest, 1, Mr. Catanach; 2, Mr. Duriord
Qrnainmtal, 1, Mr. Catanach; 2, Mr- Durword. Melon 1 Mr
Catanach; 2, Mr. Ferguson. Vegetables-Cabbage, 'l,* Mr"
Durword; 2, Mr. Catanach; 3. Mr. Ferguson. Savoyr, l, Mr.
Catanach; 2, Mr. Durword; 3, Mr. Ferguson. Red Cabbage, 1,
Mr. Ferguson ; 2, !Mr. Catanach; 3, Mr. burword. Cauliflower,
l,Mr. Ferguson; 2, Mr. Catanach. Celery, 1, Mr. Durword; 2*,

Mr.Catanach; 3, Mr. Ferguson. Onions, 1, Mr, Durword; 2.

3fr. Ferguson ; 3, Mr, Wallace, Carrots, 1, Mr. Durword: 2,

Mr. Ferguson ; 3, Mr. Wallace. Beet, J, Mr. Durword; 2, Mr.
Wallace; 3, Mr. CsiUn:ich.—Perthshire Advertiser,

IFcst BenfrewsJure IlortintUural Society, Sept. 2l.—The last

meeting for the sea.son was held in the large hall of the Buck's Head
Tfevem, when upwards of one hunclred and twenty articles were en-

tered for competition. The following prizes were awarded :—Double
Dahlias, best 12 Selfs, 1, Mr.T. Kohertsoti; 2, Mr. J. Baillie; 3,

W, Gilmour, Esq. Best 12 Strifyed or Shaded, 1, Mr.,M. Ser\-ice,

gr. to A. Ferric, Esq.; 2, Mr, B. BuUoch, gr. to Mrs. Crooks; 3,

Mr. J. BaUlie. Best 9, 1, Mr. J. Bulloch; 2, Mr. J. Baillie; 3, Mr.
P.M'inroy, gr. to Mrs. M'Inroy. Best 3 Seedlings, I, Mr. T. Ro-
htattvaa ; 2, Mr, Gilmour; 3, Mr, M. Service. Bkst 12 Seedling
FjkifSXBS, I, Mr. Service: 2, Mr. GiImour» China Asteas, l, Mr.

Dodd*s Prince of Wales, Indispensable, Dowager Lady Cooper,

Maria, Regina, Phenomenon, Charles XIT, Ansell's Unique; 2, C.

Hunter, Esq., for best 12, Argo, Egyptian Prince, Wakefield

Beauty, Suffolk Hero, Phenomenon. Lady Cooper. Optima, Grace

Darling. Bloomsbury, Prince of Wales. Amato, Maria. Grapbs,
W. Peckover, Esq, Melov. Mr. R. Freestone, Peaches, do.

Nbctarines, do. Plums, Mr. Cockett. Gooseberriks, Mr.

P. Ward. Apples. Dessert, I, Mr. Thirkel; 2, Mr. R. Freestone.

Sauce, \, Mr. Taylorv2, Mr, P.Ward. Pears, I, do.; 2, Mr.

Cockett. Red Currants, Mr. P. Ward. Filberts, Mr.
Bodger. Exotic in flower, W. Peckover, Esq. Collection
ofPlavt-^, Mr. Balding. Cockscomb,— Watson, Esq. Balsams,
W. Peckover, Esq. Chiva Asters, Rev. W. G. Townley.

HoLLvrfocKS. Mrs. Wainman. Dahlia, Mr. R. Freestone. Ditto,

C. Hunter, Esq. Hardy Hkrbacbous Plant, W. Peckover. Esq.

Fuschia. H.Jackson, Esq, Onions, Mr. C. Sharp. Carrots,
Mr. P. Ward. Turnips, do. Gardkn Beans, Mr. Thirkel.

Marrow-fat Peas. Mr. P. Ward. French Beans, Parsneps,
CfiLKRV, Carrots and TunNip^, Mr. Thirkel. Extra Prizes—
Nuts, Mr. Bodger. Onions, Mr, Thirkel. Beans, H. Jackson,

Esq. Beet, Mr. Thirkel. Dahlias, Mr. R. Freestone. Oniom,
Mr.Thirkel. Roses, Rev. W. G. Townley. Potatoes, Mr. Thirkel.

Raspberries, do. Zinnias, H. Jackson, Esq. Prizes given by Mr,
Harrison, Downham, for the best stand of Dahlia blooms, Mr. R.

Freestone. Sweepstakes for best 12 Da/Mas, do. — Cambridge
Advertiser,

Yetholm Horticultural Society, Sept. p.—The Second Exhibi-

tion was held in the Parish School Room. The prizes were
awarded as follows:—Dahlias: I, Mr. A. Herbert; 2, Mr, Alex.

Lindores. Hollyhocks: i, T. Oliver, Esq.; 2, Mr. A. Herbert.

Calceolarias: Mr. A. Herbert. Pansies : 1, Mr. J. Sibbald;

2, Mr. J. Bennet, Annuals : 1, Mr, A. Herbert; 2, Mr. J. Sib-

bald. Herbaceous Plants: Mr, J, Bennet. Onions: 1, J.

Parvcs, Esii. ; 2, Mr. Govaulock. Carrots: 1, Mr. A. Herbert;
2, Mr. J. S. Laidlaw, Lekks: 1, Mr. Govanlock ; 2. Mr. Purves.
CAnBAOKs: 1, Mr. Govanlock; 2, Mr. Alex Lindores. TuRvrps:
1, Mr. W. Kerr; 2, Mr. T. Oliver. Savoys; 1, Mr. Alex. Lin-
dores ; 2, Mr. Govanlock. Greens: I, Mr. A. Herbert ; 2, Mr.
T. Lyon. Window Plant: X, Mr. T. Oliver ; 2, Mr. J. Bennet.
Bkst kkpt Cottage and Garukv : Mr. J. Sibbald. Three prizes

of the same value were awarded to Mr. A. Herbert. Mr. J. Bennet,
and Mr. Alex. Lindores. whose gardens were declared equal in
merit. An ej^tra prize was awarded to Mr. Arch. Hogarth, for
Pears ; and to Mr. A. Herbert, for a Bouquet of Flowers,—Kelso
Mail,

Youghal Horticultural Society, Sept. \-ith and I5th,—This exhi-
bition was held in the room of the Mall house, where the lol-

lowing prizes were awarded : To G, Coghlan. gr. to R. Smith,
Esq., for Grapes, Cherries, Nuts, Cabbages, Celery, Carrots, Let-
tuce, White Beet, Pyramid of Cut Flowers, Dahliaa, Coxcombs, Pi-
cotees, and Gloxinia maxima. To P. Keane, gr. to F. E. Currey,
Esq., for Melons, Grapes, Nectarines, Oranges, Lemons, Pears,
Cucumbers, Red Beet, Vegetable Marrow, Onions, Seedling Pota-
toes, FucJisia fulgens. Cockscombs, Dahlias, Thunbergia alata. Cat-
ceoldrias. Balsams, and Cut Ritses. To J, Casey, gr. toW. Moore,
Esq., for Grapes [Purple and White Frontignan), Figs, Gooseberries,
Pears, Apples, Peaches, 0/nons, Broccoli, Philibertia granlijlora.
Primula sinensis, Boui-drdla auguHtifolia, best collection of Fuch-
sias, Dahlias, and Cut Roses. To T. Joyce, gr, to C. Uniacke,
Esq., for Plums, Artichokes, Fuchsia globosa, and Mushrooms.
To T. Lyons, gr. to Mrs. Uniacke, for Apples, Currants, Peas,
Beans, Potatoes, and Dahlias. To. J. Casey, gr.to J. Keily, Esq.,
for Gloxinia nigra, Poly'gala saUcifdlia, and standard Fuchsia
fnlgens. To J, Curtin, gr. to T. John, Esq., for Chelone barbata,
Lily, and Kidney Beans, To D. Liddon, gr. to N, Uniacke, Esq.,
for Plums. To J. Dawly, gr. to T. Seward, Esq., for 2d collec-

tion of Pelargoniums and Agave americana. To J. Power, gr. to
Mrs. Green, lor German Asters and Cat Flowers. To E. Gwynne,
gr. to Mrs. Marsden, for Raspberries, Salvia coccinea. Fuchsia
Chdnditri. To J. Lawton, gr. to T. M, Green, Esq., for Cauli-
flowers. To D. Murphy, %t. to R. Pother, Esq., for Grapes, 2d
Melon, Parsneps. Carrots, Cabbages, Celery, Shallots, zinX 2d Cocks-
combs. To E. Donoghue, gr. to Rev. p. s. Smith, for Apples,
Amaryllis Belladonna, Rosa odorata, and Ptlargdniums. To L.
Whfte, gr. to Dr. Green, for Tomatoes in Pots, To Mr. Graham,
for Fuchsia cfinica. Petunia triumphans, and Knromis punctata.
To Mrs. T, R. Taylor, for Globe Dahlias and French Marygolds.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Upon Albumen, especially that of Leguminos<ry by

Drs. Schleiden and Vogel (abstracted from the German).
•That the presence or absence of albumen in plants is

of great importance, has been shown by the researches of
Mirbel, Brown, and Brongniart ; and it has been made by
Lindley to form an important element in the grouping and
distinguishing natural families. The foundations of the
science of embryology in plants were laid by Malpighi,
but it has been neglected by the followers of Linnseus,,
who, in fact, have degraded a great science to a pretty
game for filling up idle hours. Brown was the first of the
present day to revive and carry out Malpighi's views,
which had been more or less misunderstood by those who
had followed him.

L Oft the formation of Albumen.— Tl\Q essential
parts of the ovule are the nucleus and embryo sac,

which are never absent. The integuments are uncer-
tain ; where the integuments unite with the nucleus, the
part is called chalaza. In Canna and most Compositse
this unioa is rery exteasivc, aad the integuments are oaly

seen at the point of seed. In the embryo-sac, a portioa
of cellular tissue is often developed and again absorbed
this is Mirbel's quartine. In seeking for albumen, the
positions in which it might be expected to be found are
1, in the integuments, 2, the nucleus, 3, the embrvo-sac
4, the region of the chalaza. It is, however, never found
in the integuments, but in all other parts. In Monoco-
tyledons, albumen is mostly found in the embryo-sac re-
ducing the walls of the nucleus, by pressure, to a thin
memhrane. It is difficult to say whether the membrana
interna of the ripe seed is formed from the integumentum
internum of the ovule, from the membrana nuclei, or from
a combination of both. It may be sometimes formed
from each. In the process of growth the embryo-sac
becomes filled with cellular tissue, which produces the
albumen. Examples may be seen in Philydrum lanugino-

sum, also in all Aroideoe, Graminese, Cyperacese, Liliacete

Palmacece, &c. Scitaminese are an exception, for except-

ing Canna, they develop their albumen in the nucleus
as in Maranta gibba. The development of Canna is alto-

gether peculiar. The albumen is developed in the region

of the chalaza, and although five layers can be distinguished

they can none of them be identified. In Dicotyledons the

growth of the albumen is not so uniform, in these whole
groups of families being characterised by its presence or

absence. The albumen formed in the embryo-sac is called

Endosperm! um, while that formed in the nucleus is called

Perispermiiim. When the embryo-sac does not fill the

nucleus, and the embryo does not fill the former, both
perisperm and endosperm are developed, as seen in

Nymphseacess and Hydropeltidese ; also in Piperaceae. In

Chelidonium majus, the endosperm is alone developed;

and this is the case with all Papaveraceae, Ranunculaccae,

Umbelliferse, Rubiacese, and principally the case in all the

orders of Lindley's group Albuminosse. The perisperm

is probably developed in all families which have what is

called albumen centrale.

2. On the Structural Relations and Extent of the

Albumen.—In most cases the albumen has the forca

of the seed on a reduced scale. A remarkable devia-

tion is seen in Convolvylus. The endosperm consists

of a double spindle-shaped body, with two wing-like

appendages, between which the cotyledons are placed.

In many of the S^ophulariacese, the embryo-sac forms

little cavities or bags, which, in the ripe seed, remain as

appendages to the albumen. Albumen, as well as all

other parts of plants, consists essentially of cellular tissue

the cells of which have contents. Cytoblasts are seen

only seldom in the cells of albumen, but may be seen very

well in Zea Mays. The cells present all the varieties of

ordinary parenchyma, but never any spiral structure. The

walls of the cells are generally thin, simple, without evi-

dent configuration, as in the case of the albumen farina-

ceum and carnosum. The walls are often thick and

grown together, so that the cells look as if they were cut

I
out of a homogeneous mass, as in the albumen oleosum

and corneum. In the Rubiacese there are thin spots in

the horny albumen, as though pores were forming ;
the

same is seen in the horny albumen of some Palms. In

the thin-walled cells pores are very evident. With regard

to the general arrangement of the cellular tissue, it has a

i;ay-like texture, from its being developed from the walls

of the sac towards the embryo, or if that is very small

towards the centre of the albumen. With regard to the

contents of the cells of albumen, they do not differ much

from those of parenchym'^ in general. In Alpiuia carda-

momum, formless masses are observed in the c^lls oi

the perisperm. Between the cells of Pothos rubricaulis are

found larger cells containing some crystallized salt.

3, On the Albumen of Legumino$(B,''l( any one

should examine the seeds of Cassia, Gleditschia, and

Tetragonolobus, he would find it difficult to account for

the fact that in recent times albumen had been denied to

Gasrtner originally made exceptions to the

statement that they had no albumen ; it was confined, by

Jussieu, to the orthoblastic genera. De CandoUe called the

albumen of these plants an Endopleura turmida, and most

botanists have followed him. Guillemin and Perrottet,m

the ** Flora of Senegal," sometimes call this substauce

albumen, sometimes Endopleura tumida. Braun, m a

review of that work, pointed out the fact of the existence ot

albumen in this family, but did not carry out his views. In

order to investigate this subject, and arrive at the follow-

ing conclusion, more than 300 different kinds of seeds ol

Leguminosse have been examined.
3 a. Formation and presence,—"The ovule of^ Tetra-

gonolobus purpureus has two integuments covering t e

nucleus. The embryo-sac develones itself in the vicinity

- ., . , '

,

* ' .1 — ^ towards

Leguminosse.

of the micropyle and grows from thence out

the chalaza. In Brachysema undulatum, the '^^^^^^

ments and nucleus are not developed till after

embryo-sacand embryo appear, and the internal *^^ '

brane disappears with the absorption of the nucleus.

Tetragonolobus the nucleus is first absorbed, then t

internal membrane, the entire length of which disappear

at the same time. The embryo, in its development, co -

stitutes a transition to that irregular form seen in Lupinu .

Ordinarily that part of the pollen tube which has pro-

jected into the embryo-sac becomes changed into a part

the embryo; but in Lupinus only a part of the *^"^ .^
comes organised with the embryo, the remaining portio

forming a little cord-like body, called by ^lirbel the sus-

pensor. As the embryo-sac extends, it forms cells oac^^^

the mucous and saccharine solution in its inside, the ce

being developed around the cytobksts in the mannerde -

crid by Schleiden. At the same time this cellular tissu

is forming the embryo increases in size, and either absor

this or presses it more or less together j in the latter cas

it is the seat of the deposit of albumen. This is otcea

1 the case, and in most instances the nucleus ia catireiy
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absorbed. Hence the albumen of Leguminosse is endo-

sperm ; its greater or smaller thickness depends on the

greater or smaller size of the embryo. In the whole

family there is a very decided fluctuation in the presence

and quantity of this albumen ; so that the suggestion of

Braun to distinguish the genera of Mimoses by it, is

quite untenable. In fact there are some vciy good genera,

as Lupinus, in which some species have it and some have

none. Lupinus tomentosus and L- n-ifTcrophyllns loth

have albumen, L. tuberosus none. Tn Oacnis altissima,

it is scarcely to be seen, -whilst in O. aculeata it is very

abundant, jEschynomene fluminen?ig has a maximum,
whilst iE.podocarpa has a minimum. Many more examples
would undoubtedly occur ia large genera, as Trifolium,

&c. In Acacia some species have abundance, others none.

But If the existence of albumen fluctuates, much more do

its relative quantity and its relative position to the embryo,

Its development is least decisive in the whole family on

the edges of the cotyledons ; in Papilionacene least at the

hilum and in greatest quantity bet.veen the radicle and

cotyledons, and in the commissure between the cotyledons;

in both of which places it m!iy be beautifully seen in Scor-

piurus sulcatus, yet it is sometimes wanting here when it

appears on the sides of the cot'ylf^dons. The quantity of

albumen has been supposed to be in an inverse proportion

to the size of the plumule, but this is not a rule, even in

the genera, to which it was supposed to apply. Nor is a

large quantity of albumen accompanied with simple leaves

of the plumule, as was supposed by Braun. In opposi-

tion to the oft-repeated assertion of Adanson, Jussieu,

and De CandoUe, it is found that all the principal divisions

of Leguminosse, except Swartzieee and Geoffrese, of which
only one seed wrg examined, possess albumen,

3 A, Stnictiire.—If a layer of albumen is cut, it is

transparent, almost of a horny consistence, becomes
gelatinous in water, is almost insipid to the taste, and
consists of vegetable jelly (P. pflanzengallerteof Schleiden)

or mucus (P. pflanzenschleim of Berzelius). In most cases

the colour is whitish, in some beautifully white, as Cytisus,

Kennedya, &c, "When it is transparent, so long as the

testa remains on, it has a variety of colours. In Bauhinia

microphylla, the albumen W8S of a wood-yellow colour.

Where the albumen is tolerably well developed, three

layers are observed ; first, that next tfte testa with regular

cells, well defined walls, and ordinarily granular mucous
contents : the cells are arranged in only one row. This

layer is well seen in Astragalus hamosus, Sesbania canna-

bina, &c. In the second layer there is a number of

variously formed cells, constituting the great bulk of the

albumen; these are succeeded by a third row placed next

the cotyledons, which are small and without granular

contents. In the middle layer the cells have either very

sharply defined walls, or they are lost in jelly. The
former are most common in Papilionncepe, the latter in

Cjesalpinese, When the walls of the cell are evident,

jelly is found in the inside of the cell, often obstructing

the entrance of the light, as in Sesbania cannabina, &c,,

it is entirely obstructed in Securigera coronilla* Fre-

quently the cavity of the cell presents a star shape, from
the formation of pores in the jelly, or gelatine, as in Cytisus

Laburnum, &c. Intercellular spaces are seen in Amorpha
fruticosa, &c., which are also filled with jelly. These

form a transition to those in which the cells are entirely

embedded in jelly, as Gleditschia triacanthos. The walls

are not to be distinguished but by dropping on them sul-

phuric acid, by which means the jelly is dissolved out. The
interior of the cells is filled with mucus (Schleim), a term

used to distinguish it from jelly and starch. This mucus
is composed of globules, which are coloured brown yellow

by tincture of iodine. In Cassia fistula resinous globules

were found, and in Mimosa pudica, crystals in the same
position. This jelly or gelatine between the cells, seems
to be identical with Mohl's intercellular substance, and it

may be conjectured to be the basis from which the cells of

the albumen themselves are formed.

On the Stale of Aciricxtltnre in Ilahj.—{Extracted from
the Agronomical Part of the *^ Attl della Terza Rx-

unioHC degli Scienzlatl Jtaliani"*—The necessity of an
improved educational system of the poorer, especially the

working, classes was firstalluded to, and the necessity of a

greater extension to be given to elementary instruction

generally acknowledged. It was stated, tliat the general and
the agronomical instruction of the country population, as

well as the improvement of agricultural paupers, could be

much advanced by the landed proprietors taking it up,

especially such as reside p^rt of the year on their estates.

A commission was appointed to take cognizance of, and
to compare the best popular books on agronomy and
technology, especially such as may be useful in the schools

for the working classes.
,

The next matter discussed was the compilation of agri-

cultural statistical tables for the whole of Italy. A certain
form of synoptic tables was agreed upon, which had to

embrace the natural condition of the country, the laws re-

lating to agriculture, agronomic practices, and the con-
dition .of the labouring population. In Tuscany, the

Transactions of the Academia del GeorgofiUy and in Lucca
where M. Mazzanosa has lately published a work on that

subject, the tables are expected to be most satisfactory.

It was also discussed, whether the principle of association

might be resorted to in places where landed property has

become so much divided as to deprive the owner of the

means of cultivating the land to the greatest advantage.

Amongst the especial objects of agriculture, Rice ex-

cited most attention ; and the discussions thereon occupied
three meetings. In all countries which contain much
boggy land, as is the case in all maritime parts of Italy,

and even in some situated jn the middle of the peninsula,

* Pablishcd by order of the Grand Duke. Florence, 1842, 4to,

everywhere, moreover, where the temperature is high
enough,—the culture of this sort of grain is most im-

portant. Legislation, however, differs with respect to this

sort of agricultural produce : in some parts of Italy it is

allowed, and in others prohibited by law.

In the plains of Lcmbardy, Rice is one of the most im-

portant prodncts, and Tuscany exports annually Rice to

the value of fourteen or sixteen millions of francs, after its

four millions of inhabitants have been provided for. Jn

the environs of Pisa and Pietraianta, in Tuscany, as well

as in the maritinie parts of Lucca, its culture has been

permitted of late, but still only as an exi>eriment. In

the latter country the ctiltivation of Rice was allowed until

1G12, at which period it was prohibited; in 1822 it was

asrain permitted, but this Hberly was soon withheld, as it

appeared that the air became thereby impaired. In Ro-

logna the plantations of Rice are permitted, but upon con-

dition that, after the soil has been raised and dried, other

crops shall be crown upon them. This subject was

bronched by M. Maseeiof Lucca, and after severalspeakers

had been heard, a repo t was ordered to be made concern-

ing it. Although the opinions were not unanimous, yet a

majority decided, that the culture of rice in boggy localities

was not only far from being detrimental, but was really

advantageous!, and that it was merely a prejudice of the

farmer and labourer, who objected to it, in some cases,

most strenuou^^ly. In the first instance, the a\r will never

be impaired by growing Rice in boggy places, where no

other crops can be raised, yet many concomitant circum-

stances are at present adverse to its cultivation; for in-

stance in the JIaremma, there is a deficiency of people to

attend to the timely gathering of the crops, and on that

account also, the waters cannot be constnntly l<ppt flowing

in the surrounding ditches, as has been much practised of

late. In the Maremma, whole tracts, consisting of plains,

whence the waters cannot deflux, is an impediment to the

culture of Rice. It was acknowledged, that dry land

should not be taken up with tbis crop, as the quantity of

water which the plant requires cannot but impair the con-

dition of the air. Great caution, therefore, in the ex-

tension of its culture was recommended ; the more so, as

the desire of gain had lately substituted in Lucca the cul-

ture of Wheat and Indian Corn for that of Rice. A
French physician asked, whether the cultivation of Rice

was not pVoductive of Pellagra (an endemic disease);

this was, however, refuted by its existence in places where

no Rice was grown*

The next topic was the culture of the Vine. It ap-

peared, that Its growth in Tuscany and other countries

yielded now little profit, and that prospects were still

worse. Vineyards planted in plains, and which yield but

inferior wine, had increased greatly of late ; so much so,

that from the large, produce (much above real consump-

tion) and its inferior quality, Grapes and Vines had be-

come rather a burden than otherwise. M. Rldolfi proposed

the distillation of spirits as of equivocal and doubtful ex-

pediency. Much was said about the utility of classification

of the different Italian Vines; yet the many unproductive

attempts made in France and Italy, even where ample

means were at command, seems to promise little hope of

a beneficial result. Prince Caniuo related several cases,

where one sort of Vine had sported into another, by being

transplanted into another soil.
^

The growth of Silk occupied much of the Society's

time; and the beauty of the Chinese cocoon was men-

tioned, ^vhich is not, however, much in use, as the quantity

of silk it yields is smaller than that of other sorts. The

question, as to whether the silkworm will live upon any

other food than that of Mulberry-leaves (in a pulverised

form) was answered iu the affirmative ; but the possibility

of obtaining different colours of cocoons, by mixing dye-

pulverised substances with the Mulberry-leaves, was

disproved.

No kind of Potatoes has hitherto succeeded m Tus-

cany. As it was expected, the great drought and heat

destroy the herbage in the month of August, thus re-

quiring the tubers to be raised long before they are npe

;

consequently they will not keep long. In mountainous

situations they succeed better, but, generally speakmg,

they are only grown in gardens. According to the ob-

servations of Vidalfi, the sweet Potato (Convolvulus

Batatas) succeeds much better; as it can stand a greater

degree of drought and heat, and its copious herbage

yields a superior fodder for cattle. The trials with

beet have also been unsuccessful.

Many projects were started about the preservation and

culture of large forest tubes. Every traveller in Italy

must have observed that, partly from negligence and in-

terested motives, the forests have been nearly destroyed

throughout the country. The following statements were

made by different members, viz ,—that there is a want of

protection against noxious winds—that on the coast, as

well as in the interior, the rain has fuU power to carry

away all the soil from the surrounding heights, whereby

even the beds of the rivers have been changed ;
at the

same tim% that the latter have lost many of their most

copious sources. The value of firewood, or timber for

bnilding purposes, has also much increased. It was gra-

tifying to hear that this devastation has been checked in

several parts of Italy, and that both Governmeut as well

as private individuals have attempted to replant several

tiers of mountains with fresh forests ; and that these

attempts have succeeded perfectly. We may state, in

conclusion, that great discretion was shown in discussing

subjects, principally Italian, at these meetings, and in

the inquiries having a practical tendency-

L(slia Superhiens.—We learn with great pleasure that

this noble plant, supposed to be the Queen of the Orchi-

daceous order, is about to flower in the garden of Mrs.

Wray, of Cheltenham. To have been the first to blos-

mg

som such a plant, which so many others possess, will li

indeed a triumph for this Iady*s gardener.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
M'irgam, Glamorganshire, the »^at of C, R, M. Talbot, Esq.,

M, /».—Atthis place there is now in flower a mag-nificeiit speci-

men of the American Alee, which is about 50 years old. and grows
in a box nearly five feet square. For seven months in the year it

is kept in the greenhouse, and during the other f.s-e rcjoJces in the
open air. The breadth of this noble plant is fnll nine ft. Froni the
centre of the leaves, after the repose of half a centuryj aii enor-
mous stalk has suddenly issued forth, which, in less than three
mouths, has attained the amazinip height of 21 ft. 6 in.— viz., up
to the flower-stem l! ft., and from thence to the summit 10 ft. 6
in. The circumference of the stalk, 3 fr. from the gronnd, is 14
inches. Ihe pyramid and cluster of Liliaceous yellow flowers^
with which it is crowned, are very beautiful. These, as Uota-
nlsts well know, have no cupi, but a large funnel-shaped six-
lohcd corolla, six stamina, and an oblong- germeu under the co-
rolla, supportinf? a single style, succeeded by r larye triangular
capsule. On the t4th of June last the btcm bepsn to show indi-
cations ofinovement, and fnjm thence its growth was marvel-
lonsly rapid, occasionally exceeding ^ inches in the day; and
this continued until near the Mth ol Sept., since which period it

has gained scarcely anything:. The^lant is now in high beauty,
and is daily approaching to its nu)6t perfect state. It wiU be re-
membered by many of onr friends, that in Ocf(.ber 1820, a superb
specimen of tills Aloe wa^ i" f»>l* bloom. That plant, hovever,
was known to have been ncarlv a hundred veam old.—W. K&nt^
Sept. 28.

Wreat P ark\ Bcufoi'diJiire, Ihif teat o/Knrlde Grey.—The Kitchen
Garden is exteu&ive, and Is scarcely completed j the walk
edging's, intended to be formed of stone, being: not yet put down.
The crops are irrouini? luxuriufitly, as are also the trees upon the
walls; and it will not be out of place to mention that this garden
coubibts of a soil made to the depth of three feet, which fully con-
firm* Mr. Clarli's statement in a late Number of the Chromtle,
none of the plants having suffered from drought durinp the last

summer. There U a pretty rangre of houses devoted to Peaches
and Grapes, with tlie exception cf a small plant-stove, situated
iuthe centre. Aiuonijst many other fine specimens wc noticed the
following:— Bignonia Chererc and venusta, PergularJa odoratfs-
sima, and a vitrorous plant of Combretum purp\'ireum, Passiflora

Loudoni and alata, were hanging in festoons from the rafters*
producing their flowers in abundance, intermixed with those of
the beautiful Ipomcea X^arii, and Horsfall'K. Here was also
another beantifu! plant, the cuUiva'lon of wWch Is much neg-
lected, although it produces its flowers in preat abundance*
viz. the Angelonia salicaii!cf61ia; this iilant, at the time we saw
it, was one mass of bloom, and being of a pretty habit of growth*
it is deserving; of especial notice. In the flower-garden is a well-
formed stnndnrd of the Ribes RangiiJncum, which, we were in-

formed, produces a good effect when in flower. At one end of
the mansion is a small Conservatory, containing Orange-trees,
Camellias, &c., various climberb being trained up the rafters and
supports of the house. In front of it lies a small flower-garden,
not yet planted; but the beds are neatly arranged, and their

edges are formed of stone, similar to that intended for the
Kitchen Garden. Fronting the mansion is abroad terrace, raised

above the level of the lawn, from which it is parted by a neat and
ornamental iron fence. In various parts of the extensive pleasure-

grounds are some noble specimens of trees, especially a large

Silver Fir, the trunk of which is straight to a great height, and
which is supposed to be the finest spccimeu of the kind in Kn gland.

Several young ones have sprung up around it, and promise to be
equally ornamental. Some pretty pieces of water, which if well
arranged are indispensable to garden scenery, are interspersed
over the grounds amongst a variety of architectural orna-
ments., &c.—/, .4,

Cottage JResidencPS ; or, a Series of Designs for Rural
Cottages and Cottage Villas, and their Gardens and
Grounds ; adapted to North America. By J. A.
Downing, ^vo, Wiley and Putnam, New York and
London, 1842.

We have been favoured by Mr. A. J.

Newburgh Botanic Garden, New York,

; and of which we should

have been happy to express the good opinion which was
suggesled to us by a somewhat superficial examipation of

its contents. As, however, the subject is not exactly

within our department, and as we were on a late occaaioa

called to account for our honest though perhaps imperfect

judgment in a similar matter, we thought it best not again

to venture out of our own particular province, and there-

fore consigned the book to our Warwickshire acquaintance,

Mr. Stephen Stump, requestingc him to favour us with the

sentiments of the •* Club '* on this new production of the

Transatlantic Press, The following is Mr. Stump's

reply :

—

** Sir,—Much obliged to your kindness in sending u»

Mr. Downing's book about building cottages in America,

and very proud cf your condescension and good opimoa
in asking us for our sentiments concerning it. When we
took courage to write to you a few mouths ago, we little

thought that we should be set up for critics, and even now
we are rather afraid that you are only making game of us.

We know enough of our countryman (I hod almost called

him our neighbour), William Shakespear, to recollect that

some one says, " 1 am nothing if not critical." Now w©
are not at all critical, and don't in the least understand

the business : but we did not like to be set down for

boobies that could not put twQ rooms and a cupboard to-

gether, with common sense. We are plain hard-working

people and very poor scholars ; but if you will have our

opinions, why you must. In the first place, we were all

very glad to find that Cousin Jonathan has time and

money, and inclination, to think of making his dwellings

ornamental as well as useful ; and wc were rather sur-

prised to Fee what nice paper, and print, and pictures be

can turn out. In our out-of-the-world phice, we had ns)

idea that he had got so far-ahead, as I think he ^}^ ^'

.

In respect of the writing of the book, there is a deal of

good sense, and rcry much to the purpose, especiauy

about the management of the plans ; though it s^ems tHat

thevuse the word pantry in a rather different seme to

our's, because they have a small room no called m con-

nexion with the dining-room^ even in good houses ; but

iUs mar perhaps be partly explained by their having ix^

feriar servants, as indeed the author somewhere «aya ;

and so, probably, it is found advisable to place close to the

dining-room many of those things which are, m England,

given into the keepii^ o( the housemaid or fwUcao.

his work on Cottage Residences

Downing, of the

with a copy of
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We do not profess to have much taste in our club, so

we must speak cautiously of the designs. They do not

The

seem to ub quite so good os they might be coasidering

^!?A«PriL must hare had the benefit of all the beau-

S: wo^ksTuSi"bed on these subjects in thts country by

mJ Sir and others. In Mr. London's book we

think the designs are generally much prettier than those

in Wr. DomAng's. We ought, perhaps, to mate allow-

ances for the first beginnings in a new country, which has

notour Gothic cathedrals and churches to look at ; but

the Gothic desi<rn, No. 10, which is the grandest in the

book, and is called*'* Beau Ideal Villa/' whatever that

may mean, is certairdy not a very good specimen,

author boasts that, althou/h oidy a inoJcrnte hz( d bonse,

it conMiiK- cT-imples" of nfiuly evtry siort of window, £rnnU',

and buttres:-, uxmI in the period to which It bt-long?. Now
this v^t; do not tliink any L. _.uty. In thr \>t\^^ _. ive vicv.

which rhows only two fronts, you may count no. less than

sli iii&erLiit Pi^ris of gabies and a' ut twelve or fo-nttpcu

ditferent sorts of windows. Our mason, who is* a queer

fellow and will haji-e his joke, calls it gables gone mad
and windows bewitched; and says it reminds him of the

shopman's description of the leopard, that had twenty

thousand spots upon his body and never a one alike. But

there is a worse fault than this vast variety of gable. As

gable is properly the end wall of a roof, wliereas, in this

design, there are gables at the sides as w^jll as ends of the

roofs, in places where they could not possibly do^ or

pretend to do, any useful office ; and where they only dis-

tract the eye by an unmeaning confusion of parts, having

no object but dissimilarity.

In regard to their skill in putting their houses toge-

ther, the book does not give much information, but they

are greatly behind us in their notions of cementing. Mr.
Downing says it is a common complaint, that their out-

side cementing will never stand the weather, and he gives

directions for doing it properly ; but we can venture to

tell him that his instructions will not mend the matter.

Their whole system is bad. They mix one-third of ce-

ment with tsvo-thirds of common mortar, made of slaked

lime, which has been kept some time in the usual way.

Now the operations of a cement and of common mortal-

are totally different, and they cannot successfully be used

together for outside work. A cement sets, as it is called

and hardens very quickly; mortar does not set at all, it

hardens gradually and takes years to become thoroughly

80. It is clear that they do not understand our mode of

mixing the hot fresh-ground cement with pure sand only;

nor do they seem to understand the principle on wliich

the cementing properties of poor lime-stones depend.
They call the cement '•hydraulic lime/' which we did

not comprehend ; so we asked our curate, and he says
that although he does not understand plastering, he once
knew enough of Greek to be siire tUat hydraxdlc lime

must be nonsense ; but this we leave to your superior

Judgment.— I am for the club, your servant,

SxKrHEN Stump."

CALENDAR OF OVERXTIONSfor the ensuing weeL
Although trees and shrubs might be safely remuved at any

period when vegetation Is dormant, autumn is the season when
that operation is to be performed witli the greatest facility^ and
the Jeast risk of failure. The ground at that time, not being-
saturated with the winter rains, works freely, which enables the
operator to preserve more of tlie dehcate fibrous roots, and also
to do his work with greater expedition,—an object of consider-
able consequence where there is much plantuig. The plants are
likewise benefited by their roots becoming: properly settled in the
soil, and t&ereby prepared to recommence their functions upon the
first impulse given by the warm Weather of spring:. Whenever,
therefore, a change of colour in the foliage announces that growth
has ceased, planting should be proceeded with. Not only the life
or death at the time of planting, but the future growth and pro-
ductiveness of a Tree, depend very materially upon the manner
in which it is plajited, and yet this operation is too greneraily
p<frformed as though it were of no moment whatever. A thriving
plant is recklessly dug up with a h. , of one half of its feeders j it
is then sunk into a deep pit, in such a manner that one half of
the remaining roots are so doubled and cramped, that they can be
of little or no use in supplying sap to the branches and leaves,
and the natural consequence is, either speedy death, or a lan-
guid and unprofitable existence for years to come -While a little
additional labour would have insured a healthy and vigor6u3
^ec. The principal art in taking up a tree, is to retain as many
oEiU rcmts as possible; and in planting it, to make a wide hole,m which those roots should be spread out near the surface, in
norizontal layers^ carefully separated from each other by well-

^^»^f.^
»o".and not clustered together in tangled masses, one

rJh^Ji,^ ^* vressmg upon the other. These obser^-ations

«r«2«?i^ft7t^^''\^^' ^°^® particularly applicable to fruit and

SEr f^ln 71f^ "^^^ "^^^'^^y *^'^^ ^° P^«^'^"t the young
^hfch h«?^nl I

M^ '!)^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ *^"d reprehensible method

ptote
"^^^^^ ""' ^^" ^^^ ^^ thousands of promising

1.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
T» T# *^

Jn-door Department.

the plants until the beds are mlcle^'uTf^^ '^;^Su^°^aow be done where bark only la uh^, takfug ^e to?u n thewhole mas^ to a good depth, and to mix the fresh ma?eria!thoroughly with the old, so as to obtain a moderate an<l lastingheat. Use despatch m returniiig the plants to the stove • aiid in
settmg them, see that the pots stand quite level, l-he pots mustnot be more than half plunged, and that pm-t of the plant which
before faced the front should now be turned towarda the back of
the pit j if any are showing fruit, set them at the warmest end of
the house. When leaves are used, a5 these c^Lnnot yet be pro-
cured, the heat should be revived by taking out trenches at the
back and front of the pit, and filling them with warm bark.
ViviiRy.—Pot-culture of Vines has been fashionable of latej

the system, however, is not recommcadablc on the score of
economy, although whc2i a few buzicheSonly of very early Grapes
we wanted, without forcing a vinery, it may be followed with
advantage. For this purpose tlie plants should now be pruncdj
and If, as formerly suggested, the pots were not filled to the rims
ftt the last shifting, the lower f^rt of the Vine-stems may be
coiled round the Inside of the pots, and then covered with rich
compost, into which the stems will strike young roots when the
plants are excited into growth.
Peach-housr.—It !s customary in some gardens to take the

sashes off Peach-houses that are not forced early, as soon as the
wood appen's to be ripened, leaving the trees exposed to the
jrwtber all winter, wh » yiewi it w suppgs^i of destroying in-

sects ; hut it is doubtful whether that or any other advantage
results from the practice. Where it is followed, the heating

apparatus must be guaided against frost j if pipes, by emptying
them ; if flues, by coveruig them with Utter.

CucuMBKRS Axn Mbloxs.—Tlie temperature of the pits in

which Cucumber plants are now bearmg ought not be below /O""

for any length of time. If hot water pipes are used, the lower

one may be nartly immersed in a trough of water, in tiie manner
described by Mr. Green. This keeps the atmo?iphere so full of

moisture, that the most dangerous insect enemy of the Cucumber
|,lant—the red-spider—cannot exist. We have lately seen troughs

of brown earthenware, made with a concave bottom, purposely

for fixing upon the pipes of forcing-houses.
Out- door Dtpartrntnit.

Taking up and storing the various winter crops is now the

principal occupation in this department. When that is com-
pleted, let the cleared ground be immediately manmed and

ridded, or roughly dug. We find the Onion gi-ub less injurious

nn s-rouud which has been lecenily trcjichedj that, therefore,

whirh has been used this season for Par^rnt^ps and Carrots, may
be prepared to receive Onions next spring. Clear tlie ground of

oldCo^jbage-btalkstiiLitarenot y.uith keeping to , dacesprouta:

a good jiujnber should^ however, be retained for that purpose.

Take iadvantage of fine days, of which many can scarcely be ox-

pectcd after this time, to ^ an every cumer of the kitcheu-gar-

deu . unst wiiiter.

Cauliflowers.—A number of the strongest plants which
have been pricked out may be potted in" small pots, to be win-

tered m some of the pits or late forcing-houses from which frost

is excluded. If planted out in spring on a warm border, these

will furnish some early heads. Any Cauliflowers, or Grange's

White Broccoli, that are now fit for use, should be dug up and

placed under shelter before a sharp frost is likely to occur.

Endive is often damaged at the heart early in autumn by a

single night's sharp frost. This might be prevented with very

little trouble by throwing a few old mats over the fuU-grown
plants when there is an appearance of frost. Whenever the

plants arc found to be thoroughly dry, a good number ought to

be tied up or covered for blanching.

LKTTueE.—Finish the pricking out of young plants to stand

the wuiter. Any frames that are not likely to be wanted for

other uses early in spring might be filled with the largest

plants, which, if encouraged to grow, will come in usefully after

Christmas.
ORcnAiiD.—Vacancies on walls should now be made good with

healthy young trees. If the borders aie old and stale, it will be

best to till the holes with fresh soil, unmixed with dung or other

manure. In planting, particular care must be taken to lay out

the main roots in such a manner, that their growing points may
not dip downwards. It should be remembered that the slender

thread-like roots of a young tree will, in the course of time, be-

come the main channels through which all the sap, sucked from
the earth by numberless spongioles for the support of the full-

grown tree, must pass
i
the arrangement of these roots is, there-

fore, of importance. *

11.—FLOWER-GARDEX AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department,

Stove.—If possible, keep the plants perfectly clean; look

carefully after all bisects which infest them. Gradually increase

the temperature by artificial heat as the evenings g:et colder ; it

ought not to be much below fio degrees in the morning. In the

cool Orchidaceous house, all that is necessary is, to light a
gentle fire early in the evening, and allow it to go out as soon
as the pipes or flues have become heated. If the weather con-

tinues fine, no fire-heat will be required in any of the houses
during the day.

GRKfiNuoL.sii AXD CoxsKRVATORY,—AU plants whlch rcquire
protection from frost, and which are of much consequence,
ought now to be boused. Chrysanthemums should either be
placed where they are to bloom, or set in a vacant Vinery or
Peach-house, to forward their buds. Whenever the sky is clear
in the evening, the sashes of plant-houses should be closed ; at
other times give air liberally.

Pits ash Fra3ies.—Roses, which are wanted to blossom
early, should be forwarded now in a gentle heat. A little atten-
tion will Cause some of the tea-scented kinds to continue bloom-
ing. Many late-flowering plants, which have been growing all

summer in the open ground, will bloom next month if they are
now carefully taken up and potted. Of these, Salvias, Agcratums,
and Leonotis, may be instanced.

Oat-door Department.
As the flower-garden beds become vacant, let theni be neatly

raked over; or, if time permits, they may at once be manured
and dug. Naked beds seen from the windows of the dwelling-
house are objectionable. The most conspicuous of these might
be made more agreeable to look upon in winter, by temporarily
filling them with low evergreens in pots, to be removed again
in spring when the beds are wanted for planting. Ornamental
shrubs of all kinds may now be planted.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Nursery.—Proceed with the work mentioned in the two last

Calendars.
Forest and Coppice Woods.—Those who intend to plant

largely should now make a selection of healthy young trees.
The nature and quality of the ground intended to be planted
ought also to be previously ascertained, and the kind of tree
best adapted for each particular soil decided upon before this
operation is begun. This forethought is very essential to pro-
fitable planting.

—

J. B. Whiting, The Deepdene,

y

State of the
1842, as

Weather near London for the Week ending Oct. 6,
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Sept.
Friday «0

Oct.
Saturday i

Sunday 2

Monday B
Tuesday 4

Wednesday 5

Thursday 6

Average

Uabombtitr.

Max.
30.150

30.875
30.300
30.089
30.123
30.338

80.800

Min.
saiss

ao.t&6
30.U9
ae.oio

ao.o5«
30.190
30.850

30.Ui

Thermoxbtbk.

Max.
W
50
60
67
57
61

Mia.
41

31
33
SB

31
3i

68.7 34.1

Mean.
50.5

45.0

46.0
47.5

43.0
46.0

47.0

Wind. Rain.

4G.4

N.E.

N.E.

N.E.
N-E.
N.

N.E.

Sept 30. Clear and fine throughout the day; overcast; slight
rain at nigfbt.

Oct. I. Foggy; light clonds and fine; clear at night, witli
slight frost, the first for the season, towards morning.

2. Foggy; overcast and fine; clear at night.
3. Foggy; lightly overcast and fine.

4. Light clouds ; very fine ; clear and frosty at night.
5. Frosty; alight haze ; cloudless and very fine; slight frost

at night.
6. SUght frost early a.m. ; light clouds and very fin^, overcast.

Mean temperature of the vi-eek 7.2^ below the average.

State of ihe Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for
the ep>Kaing Week ending Oct. 1.5, 1942.'"

'
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Oci.

Su^"i '»

Mon- 19
Tuei. I

J

Thuri. 13
Fri. 14
Sat* u

\ Aver. Aver.
.Hi ' ^t Lowest
Temp. '•' Temp.

I
No. of

Mean! Yeati in
iTempl which U

Rained.

Greateat
quantity.
of Kain,

PrevailinK Winds.

^ ^
"^'z

«5 -SI
*

The higrhest temperature during the above period occurred
the nth, in 1832—thermometer 7^'^} an^ the lowest on the u
in i933--thermomete^ 26^

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Oct. 7, 1842.

TuEBE has been little variation in the prices of most articles
during the past week; the mark^ has been well supplied, but
trade continues dull. Fruit : Amongst the Pines there are many
handsome fruit. Melons are nearly, if not quite, over. A few of
the October Peaches are still remaining, which appear to be pretty
good, and fetch from 4.'?. to 7s. per doz. The only dessert Plum left
is the Imperatrice, which is selling at Is. per punnet. Pears of

half sieve, and Gansel's Bergamot, from 25, to 2s. firf. per dozen.
Baking Pears have also made their appearance, from 2a-. to 3*!

per bushel. The principal dessert Apples are the Ribston Pippin
and the Court of Wick ; the former being from 4s. to 5.?. per
bushel, the latter from is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per half-sieve. The
Blenheim Orange and the Flower of Kent, amongst the culinary
kinds, are remarkably fin e, and fetch from 3*. to 4s. per bush. Wal-
nuts, Filberts, and Nucsare abundant, and of good quality. TLt
Cob Nuts which appear to be the best, are selling from 76sAq 80i.
per lOOlbs. Vegetahhfi : the supply of Cauliflowers is decreasing
fsst, but Savoys andotber winter greens are becoming more plen-
tiful. Young samples of French Beans and Scarlet Runners are
scarce in consequence of thelate frosts. Onions are good.andfetcli
from 4*. 6rf. to 5s. 6i/.per bushel ; sntall ones, for pickling, from
3s. to 4s. per half sieve ; and green ones, from is.iid. to 5s. per
dozen bunches. We noticed some remarkably large Red Celery,

clean and well-blanched, from Is. 6(f . to 2s. per bmidle. Vegetable
Marrows are less plentiful, and their season will shortly be over.
Field Mushrooms have advam^ed considerably in price, and fetch
from 8s. to 9s. per bushel. Trulfies are not scarce from 2s. 6rf. to

3s. per lb. Flowers: amongst the cut flowers, we observed Cac-
tus Ackermanni, Daphne cneorum, Chinese Primroses, Globe
Amaranths, Pelargoniums, Ericas, Roses, and Veibenas.

PRICES, SAXUiioAV.-Ocr. 8, IB43.—KHUITS:—
*! Oxanges, per doz.» 1 < 6(i to 3j

\

per 100,61 to 18*

Pine Apple, per lb. Zi to h»

Grapes, per pound. If to 2»Gd
— Muscats, per pound, 2« Qd
— Spanish, 9c2 to \s 6d
— Portufj^al U to 2<

Peaches, per doz. 4* to7<
PlumSydessert, per punnet, 1$

Damsons, pfr hf sieve, Sj to 3t
BuUace, per hf,'Siv.> 1* to 3*
Apples, dessert, per hush., 3i to 7*— lUtuhen, 2s 6d to Gg

Pears, dessert, per hf.sieve, lt0d to 3j

(Quinces, per hl.-sv., 3* to 4.i

Uerberries, per hf.-sieve, Sa6d to 3*^

Cucumbers, per doz.. It to 3«

: VEGETABLES.

Lemons, per doz. U 6d to4«
— per 100, 10«to 30f

Almonds, per peek, 6i to 7f

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3i

Chesnuts, per peck, 4t tQ Bs

Walnuts, per bush., greeri, 3*e<r to 5i

Filberts,Engiish,perlOO Ibs.GOi toTlJr

C.-b Nut?!, per lOolb., 70« to 80#

Hazel Nuts, per peck, 2<

Nuts, perhushel

—

— Brazil, I6s to 2o*
— Barcelona, 24*

Savoys, per doz. 1*.

Cabbag-e, per doz. lOrf to I*
•— plants, per doz. is 6d to i*

— Red.forpiukling, It Od to 3s

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. 1< ^d to St

Uroccoll, p.^r bunch, 1* to It 3d
Cauliflowers, per doz., 4s to 5*

Beans, Kidney, per hf. sv,, 2it!n 2s 6d
— ScarUt, per ht.-sv. I* Gd to ls9d

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 70*
— per cwt. Ss to 3s 6d

per bushel, Im 6d to 2*

— Kidney, per bu., U Sd ^

Jeiusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

U 64 to 2s

Turnips, per doz bun., 2i to 3*

Carrots, per doz- bun., 3* to 4*

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to Is

Parsneps, per dozen, \s- to 2s

Horse Radish, per bundle, 2* 6d to 5s

Radish, per doz. hands (2i to 30 each)
I* to U 6d *;

— Turnip, p. doz.hch.. Is to It 6d
Spinach, per sieve. Is 6d to la 9d
Leeks, per doz- buti., U Gd to 2

Shallots, per lb., U to Is 2d

Onions, per bushel, 4» 6d to 5* 6d
«. Green, p. doz- bun. 1j 6d to 5t '

« Spanish, per doz. li 6fl to C#— for Pick!., perhf.-sv. 34to4*
Garlic, per lb. €d to Sd

Lettuce, Cabbage, p. sc. It to U Zi

— Cos, ]j to \sM
Endive) per score, 1* 3d to Is Gd

Celery,p. bd.,ied(t2to 15)liedto2*
_ White 9d to U

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Watercress, per dOz. sm. bnn. 4d to M
Parsley, per doz. bun., is 6dto St

Tarraj^on, per doz. bun., 24 to 8*

Sage, per doz- bunches, uedto 2*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2s

Savory, per doz. bunches, U to 1* ed

Vegetable Marrow, per doz., 6d to8d

Tomatoes, per hf. av .StGdXoSt
Capsicums, Ripe, per 100, 4j to 4i 6rf

Mushroomfl, per pottle. Is to 1# Bd

— Field, per bus., B« to 9s

Trufflea, per pound, 28 Gd to 3*

N'otices to Correspondents.

We shall be obliged if our Correspondents, in their future

communications, will take care that no general question

relating to different subjects is asked in the same para-

graph, and that each question is headed with the principal

subject. One side only of ihe paper should be written

on, so that we may separate each question.^ If these

directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our

obtaining answers, and will enable us to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separating those

questions and answers which are of interest merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest.

Bulbs.— 7?. -F.—As the Bulbs, which you have received frojn South

America, are already begmning- to grow, your only plan is to pot

them directly, and protect them during the winter in a cooiaiio

airy part of a pit, as you have not got a greenhouse. Do noc

water them until you find that they have begun to root in tne

soil. "When water is given, it should be done liberally, and on y

in fine weather, Gladiohts.—The bulbs of Glariioh "suauy

commence growing at this season. As yours have only ja

started, you had better let them remain in a cool situation, aim

in the pots they now occupy, for another month ;
after vrinc

they may be potted into fresh soil. All that they wnll require

during the winter will be, protection from frost, and wai^

when they have formed roots, with as much air as you cf'^ ^Z,
them. Your plan of forcing them into growth by gentle t>5*"^™"

heat is a bad one j Gladioli are plants which succeed best waeu

' kept cool throughout the whole year. We are not ^waj-e^^

any mode of classing the bulbs has yet been a*^PP
,
^:„*

T. Davis.'-ln order to throw your Amaryllis formosSssima

into flower, we would advise you to diminish the ^^PP.y[^

water gradually, and to keep it in a warm and dry si:u -

tion through the winter. In the spring it may be repotceu^

and should then be set near the glass and watered ^^^^^^;, '
jt

tihief requisite towards growing it successfully is to ^^^'^^^g

alternately a period of excitement and repose,
'^^f^^^,,^

Belladonna usually tiowers freely; probably the leaves of yoi"

plant have been injured by some means, and if such "*^. -^

the case, it accounts for your want of success in
"'^{''"f j

bloom. The foliage of bulbous plants should always be auoweu

to decay naturally.

—

t .,, . i,„

Onions.—^ Constant Bender.—The bulbs of Onions will be oe-

nefited by bending down the leaves, provided the stems ar

not broken, or otherwise materially injured.—J _

Preserving Fruit.—Can any of our Correspondents inform

of the best manner of preserving Walnuts, so that they w^

neither shrivel, become mouldy, nor lose their flavour ?

Wi.vTKRiXG Plants.—/. ^.—Your Fuchsias will not survive tne

winter in the open border unprotected. You may P^^^®^
them by covering the soil above the roots with old tan or a

cayed leaves to the depth of six inches, and by tyin?
^^J

branches of each plant as closely together as you can witnom

danger of breaking them. They should then be covered s^-
rately with a thatch of straw firmly secured to them, and gra-

dually diminishing in size towards the top, for the better
J"***!!^^

ance of wet and snow. If this thatch is fixed on securely, tn^

plants win live through the winter, without losing even the tips

of their shoots,t— Hifiem/rt.—The most certain method ofpre-

serving SMvias through the winter is, to take them up, aiin

repot them j they may be then kept in a cool frame, proyiuea

the frost is not admitted. Siilvia fulgens and S. patens willsur^

\ive in the open ground, if protected above the roots ny »

covering of old tan, or cinder ashes : or, after the foliage o^J"^
latter plant has been destroyed by frost, the root may be taK^
up and stored away like the Dahlia. A few instances nav»

bee^ known m, wMcU Y«l>e»fts haye lirea throagU the wmi^
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in the open eround j but this has occurred only in favoured
situations. They, as well as Herbaceous Calceolarias, must be
wintered either in a cold frame or in a greenhouse.—t-

J. L. S.—Where plants are wintered in cold frames, the essen-
tial point is to keep them dry. In foggy weather the damp
air should be excluded, by keeping the glasses close, and air
should only be given when the weather is clear.—

t

LAtTRKL-BERRiES.—^ Can/a6.—Thcsc ft-uits should be allowed to
hang until perfectly ripe, and should then be sown immediately.
If kept, they are apt to lose their vegetating powers. Vou
had better sow those directly which you have gathered and
kept upon an airy shelf until they have shrivelled up.—

t

Heatixo Apparatus.—J Well- wisher.—The old form of Rogers's
boiler was that of a truncated cone, whose sides were hollow
and filled with water, whose apex was at once the chimney and
fuel door, and whose base was the gyrate on which the fire, eu-

- closed in the interior of the cone, rested. They are now much
improved, while the principle of putting the fire in the midsf^^f
the water is preserved. Vou may rely upon it, the cheapest
way ofobtaining such a boiler is to buy one from those who make
them in quantities; to have a single one made from a drawing
would be much more expensive. They are excellent for garden
purposes. You will find a full account of them, as originally
contrived, with woodcuts, in the Gardener^s Magazine^ Vol.
XVI.. p. 132.—

t

Fall of tue Leaf.—A Dn!jbler,~ln all cases the oldest leaves
of plants are those on' the lower part of a stem ; and they fall

first, because their separation from the stem is the result of
old age. Observe any of your trees, and you will see that such
is the case. Your Ipomceas Learii and HorsfilUioe are only
obeying the universal law, in doing the same.—

f

Window Gardening.— J. L. S.—Succulent plants in the window
of a sitting-room scarcely require any moisture during winter.
They may shrivel, but they will not die, unless frozen. The
truth is, that if in such situations they are compelled to drink
by having water supplied to them, they are unable, from want
of light and heat, to digest the water they have absorbed, aud
this causes them to rot. A warm room suits them better than
a cold one J

hut a cool one better than either.-

1

Fertilization of Plants.— i2. G, V.—It is believed by many
physiologists that the stigma of a flower cannot receive the in-

fluence of more than one kind of pollen, nor of that kind more
than once. We are, however, satisfied that this is a mistake;
and that several kinds of pollen mat/ produce each its own ef-

fect at the same time, provided the seed-vessel contains several
seeds. An explanation of the reason of this would require
more space than we can at present afford; it may be collected
from the " Theory of Horticulture," p. 333. One of these days
we shall address ourselves formally to. the question of muling,
and illustrate the whole operation in all its bearings.—

f

PiNR-APFLKS.— IF, J?.—Instances have been known in which the
Providence Pine-apple has attained the weight of 14 lbs. The
Trinidad is stated to grow to a larger size, but of that we are
not certain. They are both good kinds. The latter is rather
scarce at present, but the Providence may be obtained of any
respectable nurseryman,—

t

Paulovnia imperialis.—Gawma,—You need not protect this;

it is perfectly hardy.—

t

Tesmin.—Castanea asks if there is any means of preventing the
nuts of the Spanish Chestnut when sown in the natural soil

from being devoured by squirrels and mice. Soaking them in

lamp-oU smelling strongly of turpentine (qu. naphtha?) faQed,
he says, to preserve them last season, not more than half-a-

dozen having escaped out of thousands. We do not believe
this can be remedied except by trapping the animals. The in-

stinct with which these little creatures are endowed by Pro-
vidence must necessarily bafHe all human attempts at counter-
acting it. An excellent vermin-trap for the field is described
at p. 126; with the best method of catching squirrels we
are unacquainted. Of course the latter animals, as they do
not burrow, might be kept off by wire netting; but it would be
an expensive remedy.—t O. ir.—We know of no practi-

» cable method of preventing rabbits harking young Hollies
except destroying them.—

f

Chinese IkIs.—^u Ddooler liau befter 'now allow his (jninese
Iris to go to rest, by withholding water, except in very
small quantity; in the spring, when it again begins to move,
give it more water gradually as the warmth increases.—t •

Gardeners.—A Dependent Independent is precisely the sort of
person that ruins the cause of gardeners. He had much bet-
ter go to America, where servants are masters, than stay here.
He is quite right in anticipating that we have no intention to
** defile our pages with his rubbish," to make use of his own
appropriate language.—

t

Early Flowers.—K. U. S.^The principal hardy plants which
flower between the beginning of December and the end of
February are, Eranthis hyemalis, Hellehorus niger, H. atro-
rubens. Anemone coron^ria, Hepatica triloba, Tussilago fra-
grans, the Snowdrop, and Primrose : the latter five in favour-
able seasons only. If you possess a wall, you may, with a
little protection, preserve Chrysanthemums in bloom until
Christmas ; and after that period Chimonanlhus fragrans and
Pyrus jap<Snica will flower.

—

X
Chemistry,—F.J2. may read with advantage the excellent papers
on rural chemistry already published in the Chronicle; or, in a
few weeks, may procure those contributions to our columns
in a separate form, with many additions and improvements;
or, if she cannot wait, then she had better procure Jolmston's
Elements of Agricultural Chemistry.—

t

Shrivelling OF Grapes.—J. i?.—You state that you have two
vineries, one forced early, whilst the other is not forced at all.

The Vines in the first house look well, until the period of
colouring arrives, when they either shrivel or shank ofl';

whereas those in the late house are not at all affected. The
border in front of the house is only 2 feet wide, but you omit
to state whether the roots are confined by a wall, or whether
they run under a walk. In the absence of further information,
it isirapossihle for us to say from whence this shanking arises ;

as it only appears in the early house, we are of opinion that it

does not originate in the border, but that it is caused by your
having over-forced your Vines, which cannot fail to become
weak if forced early for several years successively.

—

X
Coxserx'ative Wall,— -4 Well-wisher. ~Jn answer to your

question, Mr. Paxton informs us that you are misled in your
idea of the conservative wall represented in the Chronicle of
May 21, by having overlooked the circumstance that only a
Mmall portion of a long line of wall is there sho^vn. The en-
graving being intended to represent the middle compartments
of a long range, the two furnaces are introduced on the suppo-
sition that the range is continued to a considerable extent, both
right and left—of course, one furnace would be sufficient with
short lengths. Two sashes are not intended to meet behind
one projecting wall, but all of them are to pushed one way,
and each behind the projecting wall next to it; that is, there
must be a projecting part for the enclosure of each light.

The pillars may be either of stone or brick coated with cement.
The plants are put into the ground (not into pots) in the com-
partments marked A, b.fig. ii., and trained to the wall trellis. The
covering that might be used outside of the sashes in rigorous
weather would be close-wove canvas, stretched on frames, and
sliding behind the projecting walls, in front of the sashes, when
the recesses were open. Each pane of glass between the bars
should be 7 inches wide, and the height in three lengths of
3 feet 9 inches each. Glass of this description is made in Bir-

mingham expressly for horticultural purposes.
Manurks.—BwrnAam.—If your Grass-land is in good order, you
may apply the contents of a cesspool to it at this time ; but no
kind of manure will be so advantageous to it as it might be, if

the land is not previously well dr&Ined. It will be desirable

that you should fix the ammonia hy means of very weak oU of

vitriol, which most be introduced into the tank some days be-
fore the contents are removed.— t J. G. //.—Clarke's
Aimatlc Compost is a subtance with whose action we are un-
acquainted. It was used with advantage in a vine border in
the Koyal Forcing Gardens at Kew three or four years since,
but has not been tried since that time. Where gas-water is

poured upon leaves, grass-cuttings, and similar refuse, it

causes them to ferment violently, and to run into rapid decay.
A barrel of the liquid will probably be enough for 50 barrow-
loads, but that will depend on its strength. The mixture will

produce an intolerable smell, which had t>etter be prevented by
the addition of a little bleaching powder.—

t

Soil.—A Hanoverian.—As most kinds of soil contain iron, and
some, such as loam, a greatdealof that metal, you cannot sup-
pose that it is injurious to vegetation, except in a particular
state, or in very large doses. The German chemibt John found

. that Barley and Hemp would even grow in earth consibtiug
of Iron rust. Pump-water is not unfit for vegetation because
of the iron it contains, but on account of the presence of other
mineral matters, which vary with the earth through or from
which the water passes.—

t

AiR-n.ANTs.—F. 7?.—All Air-plants are not Orchidaceous; many
are Bromeliaceons, or of the Pine apple tribe ; even some kinds
of Figs, and Mosses and Lichens, are reaily of that nature, for
they derive their food principally from the air,'—

t

GouuDS.

—

lUhernia —The Gourd which attains the largest size

is the Potiron jaune. The usual way of raising it Is, to
sow the seeds about the beginning of April in pots, which are
afterwards plunged in a hotbed. When the young plants are
coming into rough leaf, they should be potted off singly, and
after allowing them to remain in the hotbed for a few days
they should be gradually burdened ofT. As soon as all danger
of frost is over, they may be planted out in a warm part of the
garden.—

t

Okchakd-trees.—J, Baitle.~ks the subsoil of your paddock is

tenacious clay, unfavourable for fruit-trees, it would be ad-
visable to subtrench aud drain it. A broad mound should
be formed, and the trees planted almost on the surface of it

;

for although a small one would cover the roots sufliciently,

yet the slope of it being more abrupt, the rain would in conse-
quence run off beyond the extremities of the roots of recently-

planted trees. The best time for planting It is as soon as

the leaves have fallen. The varieties enumerated at p. 641 are
all good in their respective seasons j and they are set down
very nearly in the order of their ripening j so that if you
think proper you can omit the early varieties first mentioned
—for example, the first 5 Apples and 6 Pears. You may add to

the list of Apples the Downton Nonpareil, Cockle Pippin, and
Baxter's Pearmain; and as Kitchen Apples, Dumelow's Seed-
ling, Brabant Belleffeur, Hormead Pearmain, Mere de Menage,
Rymer, Waltham Abbey Seedling, and Stony Royd Pippin.
By thus increasing the number of varieties, you have a greater
chance of obtaining some that will prove suitable to your soil.

To the list of Pears given at the page above referred to, you
may add as late sorts, the Fondante du Bois, Jean dc "Witte,

and March Bergamot j and for stewing, Frapcr^al d*Hiver
and Flemish Bon Chretien. Mkdlahs : Nottingham aud large
Dutch. Nuts: Red Filbert, White ditto, Cosford, Spanish,
Cob Nut, and Frizzled Filbert. Walnuts: the Double and
Single, The Breda Apricot is the best for standards ; it bears
abundantly in favourable seasons, and although the fruit ia

not large, it is not wanting in flavour.—
li

Hardy PKACH.-rff. C. forwards a Peach, with a statement
that it is from a tree in an exposed situation, where it

grows and bears like an Apple tree j it was raised from
a stone 14 or l6 years ago. The fruit is well coloured,
and like a Royal George, but somewhat smaller; the
flesh is perfectly melting, and parts freely from the stone.

The flavour, notwithstanding the late period of the season,

is good. It would be desirable to know whether the tree

has previously borne -, whether the leaves have glands

;

and whether the flowers arc large or small. It appears to be
highly deserving of cultivation.—

^

Law of Gardens.—j4» Old 8itbscri&er,—Jt is illegal for a tenant

to remove roots or other plants growing in the soil, or to take

away Greenhouses, without the consent of the landlord j un-
less some special agreement shall have been made when the

occupancy began.—

t

Thukbk'rgia alata.— .4 Con^/wnf iZforfer.-This plant will live

for several years, if repotted from time to time as it may re-

quire. It will be strengthened, by being cut back to a healthy

shoot when it is potted early in spring.—

t

Gr££\h{)lsk Climbers.—ii Constant Render.—The following

are handsome Greenhouse Climbers, and are not expensive :—
Hardenbtrgia digitata, Kennedya racemosa, Zlchya villosa, Z.

panno»a, Tacs<3nia pinnatistipula, Passiflora onychina, S611ya

linearis, Ipomoia Learii, and Mandevilla suaveolens.-

J

AcHiMKNKs.—J. L.S.—The foUowing plants are nearly allied to,

and requure the same treatment as, Trevirana cocciuea: Achi-

menes longiflora, A. pednnculata, A. r6sea, Niphaia oblonga.

Gloxinia rubra, and G. caulescens.—

§

Miscellaneous.—J. L. 5.—Your soil from an old cesspool is

apparently of exceUent quality. We should use it for all gar-

dening purposes with confidence. Will you be so obliging as

inform us hereafter of the result of its employment,?—!

Flora,—Your plant is GoldfCissia anisophylla.—t. Curious.—

To obtain an estimate of the expense of heatmg a Vmery by

hot water, you must apply to those persons who execute such

work.-; Gamma.—n is impossible for us to say when you

may expect your seedling Honeysuckles to flower. There has

not yet been sufficient time for proving the experiment which

you mention.—t K. G. B.'s Caterpillars wiU produce a

species of saw-fly, named by St. Fargeau, Nematus grandis.—Jl.
/. ^.—Your seedling Fuchsia, like too many others, is not

suflficientlv distinct to be worth general cultivation.—i A
Header.—The fruit of Pyrus japAnica is not poisonous.—t-—
A ^wiscWifr.—The leaf appears to be that of Acacia J uhbrissin,

which is half-hardy only.—t-—/^noramwj.—The change in

colour of the Phlox will occur daily as long as the flowers

remain expanded, provided the explanation we have given is

the true one.—t—-C. B.—Your heating apparatus is very

defective. It would be far better to have a double pipe, with

its curved junction in the fire, and the two open ends in the

trough, one at the bottom, the other at the top. We do not an-

ticipate danger from bursting at B.—t D.S.—Your Pears

I, liergamotte Cadet; 2, NeplusMeuris; S.La fortunee dePar-

mentier ; 4, Passe Colmar ; 5, Winter Nelis > 6. 8, Glout Mor-

ceau; 7, Forelle; 9. Beurrc Diel.— | IT. K., Berls.—The

Pears are, l.CatiUac; 2, Vicar of Winkficld, in your neigh-

bourhood; 4, Autumn Bergamot. The Apples are, 5, Cornish

Aromatic; 6, Franklyn's Golden Pippin.— a C—The Early

Manly and Lady's Finger are both good Potatoes to succeed

the Ash-leaved Kidney. The former is round ; the latter, kid-

ney-shaped.— t Ignoramus.—yoMT Verbenas arrived in a

Germain; 5, 13, Chaumontcl ; G, 10, Passe Colmar; 7, Winter

Bon Chretien; 8, GanselPs Bergramot ; 9, Gloat Morceaa ; n,

Spanish Bon Chretien; 12, Uvedale's St. Germain; U, Brown
Beurrf; 15, Beurr^ d'Arembcrg; l6, Gilogil; 17, Crassancj

18, Beurre de Capiaumont ; ijj, Beurr^ Diel; 20, Beurre

Knox; 21, Marie Louise.-li Mayle ^ Co.—Both your

rose-coloured Dalilias are promising; the bloom marked 25-42

is imperfect, and confused in the centre, which, however, is

well elevated. 17-42 is better coloured than the former; the

petals are of a good form and well arranged, but the ceutre is

rather too depressed : both these Seedlings are worth trying

another season. No. 1, the petals are too quilled as they ap-

proach the centre, which appears thin. Essex Triumphant,
which will be sent out next season, is so superior in every
respect, and deeper in colour, that your flower will be useless.

The Pansy is pretty in colour, but the form is imperfect from '

the under petals being disproportionately small.— * M, P.—
If he wishes for an answer, w-ill be pleased to express himself
in proper language. Insolence is unbecoming in any one,
especially in ilUterate persons seeking for information.
E. §•-Your Apple w the lUbstone Pippin.—: J, G.
—Tlie Seedling Salvia which yo« have raised from S.

splendcns is of a pretty light colour, provided it con-
tinues constant. The Cyclamen is the common autum-
nal white. No. 3 is A*istraemoria psittacina, and 4 is

Alonsoa iuci&if(Uia.—

t

J.n.—Yon will find a full account
of the manner in which cider is made at p. 7l of this year's
Chronicle, Your question respecting Tomato Ketchup shall be
attended to next week.—J—SwAscriicr.—There are traces of
some mining insect upon your Beech leaf, but of what kind we
cannot state without seeing it. Your Poplar is infested with a
parasitical fungus of the same nature as the rust of the Rose,
It will do no harm,— t G. li. JV.—Your Seedling Fiichsjaa

are certainly pretty, but there is a sameness of colour in all of
them, which wants to be got rid of. No. 1 is decidedly the
best. Several of the blooms were shaken from the stalks In tJie

carriage.—: ^J3. ^.—Your Pears are: No. 1, Napolton; 2,

White Doyenn^*; 3, Easter Beurr* ; 4. Calebasse (not the Cale-

basse or Beurr^ liosc) ; 6, Passe Colmar; 7» Beurre Diel; 9»

Seckle; 10, IS, Glout Morccau ; II, Easter Beurr^, 12, Chau*
montel. The Apple is the Dutch Mignonue. 3fr.Ric}cett*s Pear
is undoubtedly the true Beurr^ d'Aremberg, It docs become
brown occasionally on standards, and is then very superior

to the smooth fruit grown against walls ; in fact, not like the
same variety.—

|j

A Practitioner^ Peter R,, Mr. Ilaj/ward, Mr. Rogers, shall find in*

Kcrtion as soon as we can possibly get a little space.

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR Is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for gpneral distribution, price 3d,

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wibhing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
hate them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of U. for every 25 copies.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for aniwers thia week.

wretched condition ; from what we could see of them, they do

not
ing

appearto be so good as many others of several years' stand-

.— : /. e.—Of your Apples, No. 1 is Kentish Fill-basket;

4, Northern Greening; 9, Newtown Pippin ; 13, Belle Harvey
;

14, Norfolk Ecaufin; l6, Yorkshire Greening; 22, Blenheim
Pippin; 24, Royal Russet. The Pear is the Brown Beurre.-

8

/. IT. A\—Your Pears arc, I, Colmar; 2, Napoleon; 3,

Marie Louise; 4, Beurrfe de Capiaumont; 6, Beurre Diel j 7»

Passe Colmar; 8, Beurre Ranee; 9, Brown Bcurrt ; 10. Passe

Colmar.— II
G. S., Ha«^j.—Your Pcai-s are, 1, Beurre KnoX;

5, Passe Colmar; 4, Brurre Diel; 5, Colmar; 6, Bishop's

Thumb; 7, Glout Morceau ; 8, which you mention as growing-

in clusters, is the Seckle ; 13. Brown Bcurr^. The Apples are,

2, Miller's Glory; 11, Paradise Pippin; the names attached to

the others appear to be correct.-ij^ V. X-Yoiir P^a^^^'

1, Black Achan ; 2, ia in some collections calledD^hces d "ar-

denpont, butia not the true tort; h Bister Beorruj 4, 5C-

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The telegraphic despatch, in anticipation of the Over-

land Mail, reached town yesterday morning, and the de-

tails have since arrived by express. The intelligence both

from Affghanistan and China is of a favourable Vind, It

states that orders to advance were sent to Gen. Nott on

the 29th of July ; that bis brigade, which was in the finest

order and thoroughly equipped, immediately left Candahar

on the road to Ghuznee, and that a simultaneous more-

ment upon Cabul was intended to take place from that

fortress and from Jellalabad in the beginning of September-

Intelligence of a satisfactory nature had been received

from Lady Sale and the other prisoners, who continued

to receive humane and respectful treatment. Geo. Pol*

lock occupied his former position, and Sufter Jung bad

surrendered himself to the British forces at Candahar.

The accounts from China come down to the 9th June ;

the troops have taken Chapoo, but sustained a severer losa

in the action than tbey have met with in any previous

operations in China.—The French papers have discovered

another ground for animadversion against England, in the

recent detention of a French merchant vessel by a British .

cruiser on the Coast Of Africa, under suspicion of being

a slaver. It appears that the commander of the cruiser

fired two shots at the French vessel before she hove to,

and that two officers boarded her, and after some conver-

sation with the crew and passengers, allowed her to pro-

ceed. The French captain admits that his Tessel wa« not

searched; but, notwithstanding this avowal, be makes an

extraordinary series of charges not only against the Eng-

lish ships, but against the English residents on the coast.

All these statements are implicitly believed by the Paris

papers^ which renew their attacks upon this country, and

call for the immediate revocation of the treaties for the

right of search.—Accounts from Spain mention that the

approaching birthday of the Queen has given rise to dis-

cussions on the propriety of continuing the Regency, or

of considering the Queen's majority as commencing at the

early age of twelve, the period fixed by the Old Constitu-

tion. The question assumes great importance, and it is

thought probable that the Cabinet will find it necessary

to convoke the Cortes, for the purpose of bringing it to a

settlement.—From Germany we learn that the Convo-

cation of the delegates of the German Customs Union has

broken up, and that the attempt to raise the import duties

on British manufactures has entirely failed.—By the Levant

mail we have late intelligence from Turkey and Egyp^»

fresh disturbances have taken place in Syria, occasion^,

it is said, by the encouragement given to the disaffected by

the presence of the English and French squadrons.

From the Danube we have a confirmation of the

that the family of Prince Milosch h.^s been de-

posed ; the son of Czemy George hm been pubhcly ac-

knowledged as the new sorereign, and the name of that

celebrated chief has recovered its ancient popularity

throughout Serviu.—An arrival from Ibe United States

has supplied US with recent advices from New York, but

the setUment of tt« questioiw at issue with tlu3 country

rumour
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and the rising of Congres. deprive them of their usual

interest for the English reader.)

I At home, the special cora mission for the trial of the

prisoners concerned the late riots has been opened at

Stafford ant! at Chester. Several parties known as active

leaders of the Chartist movement have been arrested since

our last, and on no occasion in recent times has so

large a number of offenders been sent to trial. As far as

the proceedings have yet gone, the address of the Chief

Justice Tindal to the Grand Jury at Stafford, ivhich will

be found in our Law Report, is their most remarkable

feature ; it contains a comprehensive exposition of the

common law of England on the diflferent questions con^

nected with the riots, and will doubtless be read with great

attention.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, are qaitc well, and con-

tinue at Windsor. During the week Prince Albert has

enjoyed the sports of the field in the Great Park, On
Saturday his Royal Highness came to town, to attend a

meeting at the office of the Duchy of Cornwall.—The

Queen Dowager left town on Tuesday by the South-

western Railway for Canford-house, Dorset—His In^-

perial Highness the Archduke Frederick of Austria visited

St. Paul's on Monday, and left town on Tuesday on a

vUit to Sir Robert Peel, at Drayton Manor. The Arch-

duke left Drayton on Thursday, on u visit to the Duke of

Devonshire, at Chatsworth ; and is expected to leave

Chatsworth this day for Wynyard-park, the seat of the

Marquis of Londonderry.—The following changes have

taken place in the Royal household during the week

:

Colonel Arbuthnot has succeeded Major-General Wemyss
Equerry to the Queen, and Major-General Sir E.

Bowater has succeeded Cplonei Bouverie as Equerry to

Prince Albert.

Gazette Announcements.—The Queen has been please'd

to appoint Mr. James Walker to be Secretary and Clerk

of the Council, and Remembrancer of the Court of Ex-

chequer, in the Island of Barbadoes; Mr. J. A. Allen, to

be Treasurer of the Island of Trinidad; Mr. F. P.'Beding-

feld, to be Treasurer of the Island of Dominica ; Mr. J.

Montagu, to be Secretary to Government in the Colony of

the Cape of Good Hope; Mr. J. E. Bicheno, to be

Colonial S-ecretary in the Island of Yan Diemen's Land

;

Mr. F. Seymour, to be Assistant Colonial Secretary in

the same island; Lieutenant Moriarty, R.N., to be Port

Master in the Colony of Kew South Wales ; the Rev.
John Enr!e, to be Chaplain of her Majesty's Settlements

on the Gambia; and Mr. James Hood, to be Com-
missioner of Arbitration in the Mixed Commission Courts

at Sierra Leone for the suppression of the Slave-trade.

Sir James Graham, as Secretary of State, has appointed

Mr. Rutherford Alcock and Mr. John Bacot to be L".-

spectors of Anatomy in Enghnd and Wales, and Dr.
Andrew Wood to be Inspector of Anatomy ia Scotland.

The Army.^The Queen has been pleased to appoint

General Sir Robert Thomas Wilson to be Governor and
"lice-Admiral of Gibraltar. The Duke of Wellington, as

Commander-in-Chief, has promoted to a brevet majority
C^^tain Smith, of the 2rth Regiment, for his gallant re-

sistance and defeat of the rebel Boers of Port Natal.

Law Appointments.—It is understood that the bank-
rupt commissioners, including the new officers who have
been appointed, will assemble in a few days, to agree to

certain rules for carrying the provisions of the new act

into effect on the 11th of next month. The names of the
new commissioners are stated in legal circles to be—Mr.
Sergeant Stephens, Mr. David Pollock, Mr. Horace Twiss,
Mr. Shepherd, Mr, Wray, Mr. Kenyon Parker, Mr. H, R.
Reynolds, jun., and Mr. Charles Phillips. The present
Judge of the Court of Review (Sir John Cross) will re-

ceive a salary of 2j500/. a year, the London commissioners
2,000/., and the country commissioners 1,800 a year each.
Income Tax.—The daily papers have published the fol-

lowing extract from a Birmingham paper relative to the
operation of the Income Tax on beneficed clergymen who
pay salaries to curates ;

—" A clergyman, having the as-
sistance of three curatesp wrote to the office of stamps
and taxes, requesting to know • whether, in the returns to
te made uudtr the Property-tax Act, their salaries were
to be deducted.' The reply was as follows :—« In answer
to your letter, I am directed by the board to state, that
the salaries of curates can only be admitted as a deduction
in the returns made nnder the Propertv Act in those cases
in which curates are licensed by the bishop at a fixed
stipend.' " ^

daughter I No canoes of nativ^p appeared, the English

being in the habit of firing at all. Captain Brice left

Whyda July the 6th, with a full cargo of palm oil. He

was trying to double Cape Formosa, when he was boarded

by. an English cruiser. He hoisted the French flag, when

a cannon shot was fired at him. He drew in his sails,

when a second cannon shot almost hit his vessel. He

stopped, and was soon hoarded by two Englishmen out

of uniform, who, instead of searching the ship, went

down into the cabin, and began to converse with the

crew and passengers. Having thus kept me two hours

and a half (he says), they left me at liberty to proceed.

One of the English officers was drunk. The cruiser was

the Cygnet"—The French journals also publish a reply

of Lieut. Wilson, of the Cygnet, to the protest of the

French captain. He says he had learnt that several ves-

sels had taken up slaves at Whyda, under the French

and he felt it his duty to search every vessel that

He had fired a shot to make the vessel
flag.

came from thence.

and wait forstop him, as the night was approaching.

France, The Right of Search, -Another grievance
in connexion with the right of search supplies the French
journals of all parties with an abundant iheme of animad-
version against England. It nppearS that the English
cruiser Cygnet, off the coast of Africa, fired a shot ahead
of a French merchantman, L'Aigle, who was evidently

seeking to avoid the annoyance and delay of searrh. A
second shot was fired, on the merchantnian not heaving

to, which, the captain says, grazed his vessel; but he

admits that the officers who boarded did not search the

vessel, but merely spoke to the passengers. The follow-

ing is the account given by Captain Brice of the Aigle ;

•'He arrived before Gallinas in ]March, and could not
trade, the English having invaded the country. They
(the English) burned factories, and everything ; bought
172 negroes ta transport to the Gambia; pillaged the

babitatioo of the Portaguese ex-Govemor; and shot his

lie suspected the vessel to be Spanish or Portuguese, and

considered it' evident that all vessels trading at Whyda,

which is the most notorious depot for slaves, ought to be

necessarily suspected of being engaged in the slave-trade.

LaPresse contends, that after the details published by

the captain of the French brig, of the outrage committed by

the British "cruiser whilst exercising the right of search, it

becomes impossible to continue to enforce the treaties of

1831 and 1833, without the greatest danger of a collision

taking place between those who exercise the right of

search and the parses who only submit to it with reluc-

tance. Mit is therefore urgent," it says, "to revoke

those conventions. The treaty lately concluded by Great

Britain with the United States is an ulterior argument

which France may invoke with success." The republican

National avails itself of the circumstance to renew its at-

tacks upon this country, and says that *' England never

before sp violently revealed her determination to domineer

absolutely on the seas as an indispensable condition of her

existence." The Constitutional sees in it the commence-

ment of a plot for driving the French from the west coast

of Africa altogether. The Cfonrrier takes for granted

the burning of villages, pillage of habitations, and firing at

canoes, attributed to the English by the French Captain,

and adds that all these abominable acts were merely for

the purpose of disquieting French commerce, as if there

were nothing but French commerce in Africa, and none but

French ships on the ocean. Such is the present temper

of the public mind, that nothing can take place in the

wide world but it is done out of spite to the French.

The Provinces,—The letters and journals of the South

of France are filled with accounts of the inundations of

the rivers of Provence, Dauphine, Bresse, and Vivarais,

The Paris journals refer to these deplorable ravages

occasioned by the late rains, and state that they

produced in various districts inundations unequal-

led in extent since the year 1812, In several

of the wine districts, those of the Rhohe par-
ticularly, the vintage had been nearly destroyed.
The railroad from Paris to Rouen is expected to be com.
pleted by about the 1st of ^larch. This will be very ex-
peditious, as two large tunnels have to be formed, and the
line will be 30 leagues in length. Nearly 12,000 workmen
are employed upon it. A meeting of English share-
holders has been held at Liverpool, pledging themselves
to support the extension of the line to Havre, The Minis-
terial papers state that no contractor can be found to

execute any portion of the Belgian line of railroad. It

seems that in the present state of the French money
market, no company can be found to execute the line.

They also admit that the Government engineers are so
imperious, and so difficult to please, that all the con-
tractors for the fortifications of Paris have become bank-
rupts ; and the exorbitant rate to which those works have
raised the price of stone and labour leaves no hope for the
railroads. It i^ now stated that, since no contractor can
be found, the Government must set about the execution of

the line itself.

The C«jai/a/,^Ministers are successively returning to

Paris. ^Marshal Soult reached that capital from Eu last

week ; M. Duchatel has since arrived ; and M. Guizot
has removed from his summer residence at Auteuii to the
Hotel of Foreign A.ffairs.—The King, Queen, and Royal
family arrived at St. Cloud,- from Eu, on Sunday morning.
His Majesty appeared to enjoy excellent health, and at J

o'clock presided at a Councd of Ministers,

—

We learn
from the Monttenr that, after an absence of 20 years,

employed in exploring India, M. Diard, one of the most
distinguished pupils of Cuvier, has just returned to Havre,
bringing with him a great number of curious objects, in-

tended for the Museum of Paris. He succeeded besides
in procuring 30 barrels of the black varnish so useful in
colouring china, and of which the Chinese had hitherto
carefully concealed the secret. M. Diard has likewise
imported from Java a number of new plants, which,
owing to tbe extraordinary care taken of them, supported
the long passage from India without suffering the least
alteration.

Ahjerla.
bee

ing to heroism, and are supposed to have sustained consi-

derable loss. In these conflicts the French confess to

have had 150 men killed and wounded, including six offi-

cers killed, and among others Lieut. Sebastiani, nephew of
Marshal Sebastiani.—It is said to have been accidentally

discovered at Algiers, that the fruit of the fig cactus, a
plan(; that grows there in immense quantities, contains

such an abundance of saccharine matter, that the heat of

the sun is sufficient to crystallise the sugar. General
Lamoriciere, the commandant of Maskara, has ordered

some of the crystallised matter to be collected, which, on
a closer investigation,was found to be of remarkable purity

and excellence. It has since been calculated that the

abundance in which the plant exists, and the low price at

which the fruit is sold, would allow sugar to be manufac-

tured from it in large quantities, at about 2d. a pound.

Spain.—Accounts have been received from Madrid to

the 27th ult. They refer chiefly to the rumoured retire-

ment of the Minister of Justice, and to the reported dis-

missal of Gen. Zurbano from his command in Catalonia,

on account of his conduct towards M. Lefevre, the French

manufacturer of Girona.—Gen.Yan Halen has published a

circular, which has caused much sensation irt the capital,

as it is equivalent to a declaration that the Government is

not in a position to meet the expenses necessary for the

maintenance of the army in Catalonia.—The Ministerial

papers state that the Government has come to no decision

on the subject of the convocation of the Cortes, or of the

new elections. The most serious question likely to agitate

the new Cortes is, whether the young Queen is to enter

upon the difficult task of governing and choosing ministers

at the early age of twelve appointed by the constitution,

or whether it may not be thought advisable to extend the

Regency. Any attempt of this kind is expected to meet

with opposition, not only from the Moderados, but from

the original partisans of a triple l^egeocy.—Letters from

Malaga state th^t some English capitalists are on the eve

of purchasing considerable landed property in Andalusia.

Portugal,—We have little news by the last arrival

from Lisbon. Nothing has been decided in regard to the

tariff, and the British shipping in the Tagus can procure

no freights. The wine-merchants withhold their consign-

ments in the expectation of a decreased dut}^, and the com-

merce of both nations seems entirely at a stand.—The

claims of Colonel Rose, on behalf of the British officers

who served in the Peninsular war, are likely to be imme-

diately liquidated.—Previously to the dissolution of the

Cortes, a project was presented by Signer Mousinho d'Al-

buquerque, signed by a number of Deputies, containing the

necessary measures to be adopted for the immediate form-

ing of roads throughout the kingdom, as the means of in-

creasing the public revenue, by giving a stimulus to com-

merce, and of facilitating the transport of detachments of

troops to all parts of the country, for the suppression of

robberies and depredations of the most heinous nature, of

which every day furnishes accounts. The papers state

that should the plan be carried into effect, and not left to

—lutellij^ence of an unfavourable character has
n received from Algiers, which shows, that so far from

the Arab tribes being completely subdued, as announced
luthe French papers, Abd-e!-Kader and his confederate
chiefs are still full of energy, and more than equal to the
military skill of the French commanders. It appears that
General Changarnier, a highly-distinguished officer, had
marched to the western frontiers of the province of Oran,
and invaded the territory of some tribes which had not
yet been visited by French troops, where he experienced a
tflost vigorous resistance from their warlike population.

The Arabs fought during tvro days with a courage amount*

perish as a mere project, id win, pemapa, uo hu cAaggera-

tion to say, that it was the only measure of a patriotic

character entertained by the Chambers duruig their recent

sitting.

Germant.—It is stated in the daily papers that the

convocation at Stuttgardt of the delegates of the Ger-

man Customs Union has broken up, that the attempts

to raise the import duties on British export articles have

failed, and that consequently these rates remain unaltered

for at least three years to come. The most important of

these articles are cotton twists, the total imports of which

into the Germanic Union from Great Britain amounts

annually to 54,000,000 lbs. weight; and iron, ^^ ''^^^^

the quantity now exported from Scotland far exceeds the

general estimate.—The German Agricultural Society held

its first meeting at Stuttgardt on the 22d ult., the Privy

Councillor Goertner in the chair. More than 500 members

were present, M. de Goertner informed the members

that the King took a warm interest in the proceedings ot

the society, and in all matters relating to the improvement

of agriculture. Dr. List, of Augsburg, proposed that *

committee should be appointed to collect information as

to the different systems of agriculture pursued by ^^^^^^^

nations. In the course of his speech. Dr. List alluded to

the fatal effects which the British colonial protective

system might have on the producers of corn, flax, a"

wool, throughout Germany. After a long debate tbe

motion was carried.—The German naturalists have hei

their meeting this year at Mayence, which city has been

unusually gay, in conseqvience of the almost simultaneo

occurrence of the military manoeuvres iu the neighoo

hood, and of the great exhibition of the various specif

mens of German national industry. At their secon

sitting, on the 2 1st ult., the naturalists fixed upon

Grutz as their place of meeting for 1843. As soon as tiie

proceedings of the naturalists closed, a large poi ^^t

of them proceeded to Strasbourg, to attend the Frenc

Scientific Congress, appointed to assemble in that cU}-

—The Prussian State Gazette announces, that *"^ P^g

pulatioD of the Prussian Monarchv, which in the year l»i

amounted only to U),:MD,UUO inhabitants, increased jn

1840 to 14,928,500 individuals, which are divided as toi-

lows :—Eastern Prussia, 1,393,790 ; Western F^j^^^lf;

910',382
;
giving for Prussia Proper a return of 2,310,1/ f »

Posen, 1,233,830; Brandenburgh, 1,857,097 ;
Pomerania,

1,056,494 ; Silesia, 2,858,820 ; Saxony, 1,637,220; W^y
phalia, 1,383,107 ; Rhenish Provinces, 2,591,C30.---lt '^

announced in the Leipzig papers that the treaty of com-

merce between Austria and Great Britain, which has been

for some time under consideration, is about to be con-

cluded, Prince Metternich having agreed to the principle*

The enlisting duties on the importation of British manu-

factures are to be considerably reduced. It was Jikeffise
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expected that Austria would eater into an arrangement
with the German Customs Union,—We learn by a letter

in the Journal des Debats that the municipality of
Vienna has just caused an establishment to be made^ the

first of its kind ever formed in Germany. It is a swim-
ming school for winter. This establishment is made of red
marble; 163ft. long, and 46 broad ; covered with a glass

Tault, supported by eigliteen columns of the composite
order. In the middle is the basin, 122 feet long and 40
broad ; tlie sides are lined with plates of delft, behind
which are iron tubes, which, being heated, give the water
a summer heat. All round the room there are two rows
of small cabins for the bathers, which are al;jo heated.
Twelve gas lustres are hung from the ceiling, and will be
alight till eleven at night. This edifice has been built by
M. Etzel, architect of the King of Wirtemberg,—The
new post convention between Austria and Bavaria came
into operation on the 1st of this month. There are no
longer any frontiers, as far as postnge is concerned, be-
tween Austria and Bavaria. AH letters are posted from
the place of departure at 6 kreuzers for 10 German miles,
and 12 kreuzers for every distance greater : 4 kreuzers
more per letter is given for the letters from the Pala-
tinate, and consequently from France and England.

Italy.—Accounts from various parts of Italy give a
melancholy description of the ravages caused by severe
storms of wind and rain. On the 20th ult. a violent hur-
ricane swept over Rome, which tore up the trees bv the
roots, and damaged many of the public buildings.—As we
mentioned in our last, the Pope has^visited the port of
Civita Vecchia, where he took a short cruise at sea on the
19tli ult., and visited the Dante, French Government
steamer. This vessel had just entered the harbour when
his Holiness was sailing out in the brig-of-war of 12 guns,
the St. Peter and St. Paul, escorted by the three small
steamers lately constructed for his service in England.
The Pontifical flag was immediately hoisted on board the
French steamer, and a salute of 21 guns was fired. Two
hours afterwards the Sovereign Pontiff, accompanied by a
numerous suite, composed of cardinals, prelates, and su-
perior officers, repaired on board the Dante. The Pope,
after visiting the vessel, conversed a long time with the
officers of the Staff and the French Consul, commended
the services rendered to religion by the Levant packets,
who gave a free passage to missionaries and nuns of dif-
ferent orders, and extolled the virtues of Louis-Philippe
and the piety of the Queen.
Turkey and Syria,—By the Levant mail, we have

news from Constantinople to the 17th ult. No further
change has taken place in fhe Turkish Ministry, and no
event of particular importance has occurred since the last
advices. The appearance of a combined squadron off the
Syrian coast has produced a movement in the Lebanon.
The mountain population, hitherto tranquilly submissive
to the Turkish authorities, have been thrown into a vio-
lent state of excitement, and have already evinced sym-
ptoms of revolt. Mustapha Pacha attempted to seize some
of the conspirators, but they escaped and took refuge on
board the British and French ships.—Letters from the
Danube confirm the account given in our last respecting
the deposition of the family of Prince Milosch from the
government of Servia. The cause of Prince Michael is

now considered as lost. The small body of men who still

continued to acknowledge his authority had been com-
pletely dispersed, and the name of Czerny George had re-
covered its ancient popularity throughout Servia, It is

now said that it was the Princess Lubizca who governed
the country, whilst she herself was the slave of favourites
and priests- The reigning sovereign is the son of Czerny
George, put to death by order of Prince Milosch, who
sent his head to Constantinople— an act which has
never been forgiven by the people of Servia, The new
Prince calls himself Alexander Georgewolset Czerny. He
has published a proclamation with this signature, which
means to imjdy that he is henceforth merely the descendant
of Czerny George, and not a Russian officer.

Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria of the 16th inst.
state, that the Egyptian fleet was still cruising off that
harbour, and that Mehemet Ali intended to repair on
board the Admiral's ship in a day or two, to be present
at a sham battle. Ibrahim Pacha was expected daily.
The Nile had broken through part of its embankment,
and overflowed a number of villages in Lower Egypt.
The damage, however, was soon repaired, the waters were
beginning to subside, and there was every prospect the
next crop would be as abundant as the last. It was said
that the Pacha had authorised the East India Company
to establish a line of telegraphic posts between Cairo and
Suez.

India and China.—The following telegraphic des-
patch, in anticipation of the Overland Mail from India,
reached town at 2 o'clock yesterday morning. It arrived
in Pans on Wednesday, the intelligence, so far as can
be gathered from so brief a summary, appears to be satis-
factory, although neither ia Affghanistan nor in China
has any decisive result been attained. The dates from
Calcutta are to the 13th, from Bombay to the 27th Aug.,
and from Macao the 7th June. The despatch is as fol-
lows :—*' Malta, Sept, 30.—The OViental arrived this
mornirig, bringing the following intelUgence. extracted

the Overland MaiL Brigadier Monteith had gained
teveral successes at Pesh Bolak, and in the Valley of
bhurwarree. Satisfactory intelligence had been received
from Lady Sale and the other prisoners. Colonel Palmer
(the late Commandant at Ghuzoee) was dead. General
rollock remained in the same position. It was reported
that General Nott had received orders to march forward
on the 20th of July, and it was expected that he would be
before Cabul on the 6th of September. Sufter June had
surrendered himself to the British forces at Candahar, and

from

Colonel Wymer had destroyed several forts at the dis-
tance of 80 miles north of that place. Sickness continued
to prevail in the different divisions of the Army.—From
China, the last accounts are from IMacao, and are dated
Junethe Tth. Our forces had taken possession of Chapoo,
and in so doing had suffered more loss than in any pre-
vious engagement in China, Very important news from
that country is expected by the next mail."—The mail has
since arrived by extraordinary express ; the following are
the leading facts :—General' Pollock's force remains at
Jellalabad, unable to advance for want of cattle, and no-
thing has occurred to diversify matters beyond some petty
expeditions in the neighbourhood, and skirmishes leading
to no result. Captain Troup, one of the prisoners a*t

Cabul, came into Jellalabad on the evening of the l3th of
July, accompanied by a chief of the Candahar tribe, who
was sent to sound General Pollock on the subject of a
negotiation. A number of letters were brought by Capt.
Troup from the captives to their friends, thus affording a
more accurate account of their position than we previously
had. They are not at Cabul, but are confined in a fort-
ress about five miles from it, the approach to which is by
no means easy. They enjoy a considerable degree of
liberty. Lady Sale botanises on the neighbouring moun-
tains, in charge of two Alfghan attendanU, and the officers
are often permitted to ride into the city. Indeed, if they
were not bound by the thought of what might befal
the ladies and children, they might effect their escape
with little difficulty. The treatment they receive is

kind and considerate to a certain degree. Akhbar Khan
is always personally civil, and allows |us captives great
freedom of speech. Gen. Nott and his brigade, as stated
by the telegraph, have left Candahar on their road to
Ghuznee ; and when they have reached that fortress, a
simultaneous advance will take place from thence and from
Jellalabad upon Cabul.—In regard to China, it appears
that Chapoo, the great mart of the China trade with Japan,
was captured on the 18th May. Colonel TomHnson of
the 18th and eight men were killed, and three ofpcers and
45 men severely wounded. Sir H. Pottinger was still at
Hong Kong, and was to proceed to the northward in 9
few days in the ateamer Auckland. Nothing authentic
had transpired as to the plan of the approaching campaign.
Some are of opinion that the Yang-tse-Keang and the
Great Canal'are to be the points of attack, and not Pekin.
Others, with perhaps greater probability, think that Pekin
is the object at vfhich the efforts of our troops are to be
directed, where they will either frighten the Emperor
beyond the great wall, or drive him into any compact we
may dictate. At Tientsen, and all along the Peiho, from
the sea to the capital, the Chinese have made great pre-
parations tor defence. The forts are reported to be more
tlian a hundred in number, and the troops almost innu-
merable. The original sentence passed upon Lin, namely,
banishment to Ele, ** the cold country," has been carried
into execution. Keshen has been banishe4 to Mant-
chouria, and Elepu sent again to Chekeang.
United States.—The Caledonia steamer arrived at

Liverpool on Sunday morning from Boston and Halifax,

with papers to the 1 7th ult. The settlement of the ques-

tions in dispute between Great Britain and the United
States, and the rising pf Congress, have deprived the

papers of the interest which they heretofore had for the

English reader. The correspondence between Lord Ash-
burton and Jlr. AVebster, which preceded the amicable

settlement of the disputed points between England and
America, is given in the papers. It is very voluminous, and
of course forms the basis of the agreement entered into

by the subsequent treaty, the facts of which have already

been submitted to our readers. Various changes are re-

ported in the Cabinet of Washington ; amongst these the

appointment of Mr. Gushing to the Treasury, in place of

Mr. Forward, the resignation of Mr. "Webster, whose

place will be filled by Mr. Lewis M'Lane, and the resig-

nation of Mr, Spencer in the war department, are the

principal. The stoppage of the Great American Fur

Company has been announced ; their capital, which is of

large amount, has been locked up in advances to the

Indians, who procure them skins, and the vast accu-

mulation of their stock this season, in consequence of the

bad trade, has compelled them to suspend. It is said,

however, that they will shortly be able to resume. The
death of Mrs. Harrison, the wife of the late President,

took place at the White House, Washington, on the 13tb.

Lord Morpeth had returned to Albany, and was going

to visit Mr, Van Buren for a short time before his return

home.
Canada and Nova Scotia. — Sir Chailes Bagot,

Governor-General, opened the second session of the

first Parliament of Canada ou the 8th ult. His

tlie

ship-timbers were lately found. They contained numer-
ous articles of melancholy interest connected with the

history of tlie British troops of the reign of George IT.

Capt, Darby, near whose residence the buried houses were
found, has published the following description of the dis-

covery :—-*• The houses," he says, ** are appearing at the

base of a hill about two miles long, and GO or 70 ft. high,
lying parallel with the south coast of the island ; the
eastern end of which hill is about 55 feet high, covered
with grass and other vegetation, about 35 feet below the
surface, and mlZ above the level of the Pca : these houses
appear as the sands wear away by the action of the wind?.
'fliere ap]ieared at times numerous bullets of lead, a great
number of military shoes, parts of bales of blankets and
cloths, brass points of sword scabbards, be^s-wax, a
small convex glass on both sides, a copper halfpenny of
George IT. dated 1743, some military brass buckles, a
great number of brass pi^per pins, a very small dog's
brass collar (with Major Elliot, 43d Ree:t., engraved on
it), numerous bones (some whole and some broken), with
the scalp of hair and head-dress of a young female, and
a piece of gold band. There are three buildings, which
ficem to have been constructed of the fragments of some
ship; they are situated about ten feet apart, in,a triangu-
lar form, and arc ten or twelve feet ^y.i ire."

West Tndiks.—The Uoyal mail steamer Dee arrived
at Falmouth on Tu^rsday, with the West Indian and
Mexican mails. She left Jamaica on the 26th Aug., and
Havnnnah on the 1st ult. She brings 500,000 dollars,

G serons of cochineal, and Ui> passengers. The yellow
fever was raging severely at Havannah. At Jamaica, evrry^
thing was quiet Lnrd Elgin was gaining morejiopularity,
and had gone with Lady Elgin into the country, for her
ladyship's health. The House of Assembly would com-
mence their session some day this month, and affairs were
harmoniously proceeding between the Governor and the
members. The sugar crop was expected tp average about
00,000 hogsheads. The news from Texas is to the end
of August. An expectation was felt, that through the
joint interposition of the agents of Great Britain and the
United States, a treaty of peace would be agr" i on be-
tween Me.Tico and Texas, and a period put to the effusion

of blood. T^e upws fcora Mexico is unimportant. The
expedition for the re-conquest of Yucatan promised to be
a failure : many of the troops destined for the expedition
had died of thp fever. From Honduras, we learn that
Nicaragua, and the other States who refuse to pay the in-

demnity required by Great Ikitain, are still blockaded.
The delivery of the letters by tins mail do not add much
to the preceding intelligence : they mention, however, the
interesting circumstance that a company of Royal Artil-

lery has been formed at Jamaica, consisting exclusively

of coloured natives of the West Indies, and it has been
added to the 4th battalion of that Royal Regiment, for
the purpose of acquiring a thorough knowledge of artillery

exercisesj and of doing duty instead of British soldiers.

HOUSE OF LORDS,
TAvr.^/frt^.—The Parliament met to-day pro formA, and vras

further prorogued until Thursday, the lOth of November.—
Shortly alter 12 the Lord Chancellor, the Earl of Aberdeen, and
Earl Shaftesbury, the i.ords Commis&ioners. entered the HouAe,
but a little del^y occurred iu consequence of the commission not
having arrived.

In the absence of Sir Augnsttis Clifford, usher of the Black
Rod, and Mr. Pulman, deputy usher.
The Lord Chanckllor desired the deputy sergeaut-Rt-mnns,

to request the attendance of the Hon^e of ("nmmonft, tu Lear her
Majesty's commission for the further pi '

1 of Parliament
read.—Mr. W. Lee, Second Clerk of the House of Commons, ac-
companied by the other clerks and officers of the House, then ap-
peared at the bar, whcu the Royal Commission bavin;? been read.
The Lord Cftancellor said — By virtue of her Majesty's com-

mission to us pnd other Lords directed, and in obedience to her
Majesty's commands, \fe declare thi« present Parliament pro.
rogued until Thursday, the lOth day of November next; and thi«

Parliament accordingly stands prorogued until that day. ^-^^
There was not a single member of cither House prciscut* c.xcc]^

the three Lords Commissioners.

CITY.
Money Market^ Friday.—The funds have improved

to-day in consequence of the news from India, Consols

for money closed 93 to ^; for the account^ 93^ to \ \ Ex-
chequer Bills, 2d, issue, 0O5. to 52s* prem. ; ditto^ 2|(/.

issue^ 51a\ to 53a\ prem.; India Stocky 247 to 249 ; and
India Bonds, 406'.

•IT

occasion does not contain

It alludes to the treaty

Great Britain and the

from the settlement of

Excellency's speech on
any matter of importance,

recently concluded between
United States, and augurs
the disputed questions *' the most favourable conse-

quences to the province, in the maintenance of peace,

the restoration of confidence, and the devotion of the un-

divided energies of its inhabitants to the internal advance-

ment, and the development of the vast resources, of the

country/' Subsequent letters of the 13th ult. state that

the House of Assembly was then engaged in discussing a

motion of want of confidence, submitted tp them as an

amendment upon the address in answer to the Governor's

speech. It was generally supposed that the motion

would be carried ; and few appeared to doubt that what-

ever might be the vote on this question, tbe government

would be wholly unable to carry on the business of the Le-

gislature;—The Halifax papers give some interesting parti-

culars of a recent discovery made in^ the ^and-htlla of.

. Sable Island, ia which numerous small bouses buUt of

illetvopotts anb its 'fcricmttn.

The Corporation.-—The following is a statement of the

income of the Corporation (exclusive of rents and interest

on funded property) for the year 1841, together with the

deductions therefrom, ^ith a view of showing the amount
to be returned to the Commissioners of the Income Tax :—
Produce of renewing tines, 723/. 55. \d, ; Market*.

9,023/. 2s. lOrf. ; Groundage on corn, 2,237/. Is, 0|d ;

Coal duties, 48,521/. 17^. 2d, ; Metage duty on corn,

11,920/. ; Office of ganger, 381/. o.v. Id. ; Office of stamper

of weitthts and measures. 58/. 7^. Id. ; Brokers' ren£^

I c-
*vi £:•?•* I

o 1 d3,892/. ; Freedoms 4.518/. 3.«. ChL ; Sundry

receipts. 2,804/. 9^. IM. : Total receipts, i?.5.iH^^A i

Dedurlions—S^lskxk^ to officers, 37.-ll*3/. J -'''
^

Repairs of Guiidhall, Mansion-house, prison
*;^

^^c.

Drawback on coal duty, 1,100/. lOs, ;
Con^^ . u tor

the abolition of the metage oi coa!.-*^ l-f»*ol/- 19*-. 9(/.

;

Interest

froip Holborn- bridge

80,539/. 10.?. 7d, The balance of profits is, therefore,

4, 170/, 4S, 7jid^ giriflg the sum of 1304 7«. Qd, the amount

,379/- 17^. G(/. J Rent-charge upon Corporauon Lbtate,

1,500/. ; Police, 9,5CU/. ; City of London S( ^ M^L

;

.—i,..t. on coal duty, 1,100/. 10*. ; Voa t
. u for

ion of the n^etage of coa!."^ I2,J)81/. 19a-. 9(/.

;

on moneys raised (for making a new street

^orn-bridge, 1,730/. 6^. H^''^- ; ToUl deduction:3,
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Tlie new Sheriffs, Mr. AWerman Hooper
attended at Westminster Hall on

of Income Tax, being 7d. in the pound on the above

balmee.
The Sheriffs.

and Mr. Fiicher,
, . ^ i

Fridar 9iCC0X^i^% to the usual custom, to receive lier

Majesty's approbation of their election. The Lord Mayor,

Aldermen, Recorder, and other city functionaries, accom-

The members of the corporation havingpanied them*

taken their places, the usual address of the Recorder was

delirered, to which the Cursitor Baron having replied, the

ceremojiy of chopping sticks, counting 6 hor^e-shoes and

61 hob-nails, was performed by Mr. Alderman Thomas
Wood, as the junior Alderman who has not passed the

chair. lu the evening the inauguration dinner took place

at Vintners' Hall.

¥ulVxc Meetings,—On Tuesday, the first meeting for

the season of the members of the Society for promoting

Christian Knowledge was held at their house, in Lincoln's

Inn-fields. It was determined to present a memorial of

esteem to the late secretary, theKev. G. Tomlinson, D.D.,

who resigned on being consecrated to the new diocese of

Gibraltar. The Rev. J. D. Glennie, M.A., minister of

St. Mary's Chapel, Park-street, Grosvenor-square, has

been elected in his place.

The Registration.—The 'case of most interest to our

readers which has been decided since our last notice was
that of Mr. Hubert Taylor, which had been reserved for

the Westminster Sittings out of the list for the parish of

St. Clement Danes. Mr. Arnold, in giving judgment,

said that the question was, whether Mr* Taylor occupied

the house for which he was registered. Taylor was
tenant, and let the whole of the house except the kitchen,

in which he kept his gardening tools, he being a gardener.

He had a key of the front door, giving him access to the

kitchen ; and he had also, exclusively, the key of the gate

opening into the area, which likewise led to the kitchen.

The objection was, that the occupation was not of the na-

ture in which a house was usually occupied, and in support

of the objection, the decision of the Great Marlow Elec-

tion Committee, in Barneses case, 1 Barron and Austin, 17i

was referred to. In that case the voter occupied a house,

garden, stable, and coach-house, but was registered for

a " house " only. After the registration, and before the

election, he let the house (with the exception of a bedroom
and certain closets) as furnished lodgings, for three months,
which expired after the election. He occasionally used the

bedroom, but not to sleep in. His servant continued in

the house daring the three months, and her services were
let with it. Possession was not given up by the lodger till

after the election. The committee held the vote to be bad.
Mr. Arnold considered this to be a strong decision, and,
in the absence of any statement of the grounds on which
it was founded, it was not easy to conjecture what they
might have been. Possibly it might have been upon the
ground of some supposed fraud, or that the occupation was
merely colourable, as that appeared to have been the foun-
dation of other similar decisions reported in the same vo-

lume, viz., Redman's case, p. 30; Kerby's case, p. 140;
Xatham's case, p. 152 ; and Clarke's case, p. 339. Tiieie

were two other cases in this same vohiraes, in which the
constructive occupation had been held to be su/Hcient.
In het^s case, before the Great Marlow committee, the
voter was registered for a house, and it appeared the
premises consisted of a house and shop, stable and gar-
den. The daughter managed the business of the shop,
and lived in the house, but the voter himself resided else-
where. After the registration the daughter married, and
she and her husband lived in the house without paying
any rent to the voter, and the ^business of the shop was
transferred to the husband, who was rated for the pre-
mises. Some of the voter's furniture remained in the
house; he slept there occasionally, and he continued to
make use of the yard and stable. The committee held
that he continued to occupy the premises so as to be
entitled to vote. The circumstances in the last-cited
case (Lee's) were certainly distinguishable from those
in Barnes's case, and the occupation of Lee was more
perfect than that of Barnes ; still it appeared to him
(Mr. Arnold) that the same principle was sufficiently in-
vi^ved in both to render the decisions in some measure, at
least, conflicting decisions. It was necessary, therefore,
for him to look at the common law authorities on the
subject. The position that the occupation of a part of a
house by a tenant was, in law, the occupation of the
whole, was esUblished by the case of Rex t?. Ditcheat, 9
Barn, and Cress., 176 ; and (notwithstanding the dictum
or Mr. Justice Lutledale in that case as to personal resi-
dence being implied in the term " occupation "), the sub-
sequent case of the Queen v. St. Mary Kalendar, 9 Add.
and Ellis, 603, showed that an occupation by furniture or
goods was sufficient. In that case Lord Denman ex-
pressly said, that a man may occupy by a hale of goods."
The occupation of a house need not, therefore, be an
occupation as a dwelling-house or residence. It was pes-
sible, indeed, to conceive a case in which the occupation
of a part of a house would be so utterly different from
the purposes for which a house was usually occupied,
that such an occupation might not be considered as a
constructive occupation of the whole house ; but here the
tenant (Taylor) was by business a gardener. If he re-

sided in the house, it was not improbable he would use

the part where he now kept his tools for the same pur-

pose* There was nothing, therefore, inconsistent with

the occupation hy the party of the whole house— there

was nothing to show want of bonaJideSf or that the occu-

pation was colourable merely* The name of Mr. Robert
Taylor must therefore be retained.

MetropolUan Improvemenis.—The site of the late Lad y
Gofdon's house, with the shrubberies attached to the late

^nger*gre«ideacem the Greea Park; arethromi opeato th e

public ; the new footpath, which has been formed through

the centre of the ground, and other embellishments which
have been in progress during the summer, being completed.

The long-projected improvement of widening Piccadilly

from Devonshire House to Hamilton Place has been post-

poned by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests until

next year, as an Act of Parliament must be obtained to

authorise it. The parish of St. George, Hanover Square,

has consented to bear the expense of keeping the road in

repair after the contemplated improvements have been

carried into effect.—Mr. Cubitt is now making a new
square on the Marquis of Westminster's Pimlico estate,

to be called St. George's Square, extending from Besbo-

rough Place to the river. It will be 1170 feet wide, and

1213 yards long. He is also about to erect a chain pier

at the foot of Yauxhall Bridge, for the accommodation of

the steamers- The new road now making from the bridge

to pass through the new squares in a line, will be opened

.to Albert Gate next month.—The repairs of the steeple of

St. Martin's church will be completed in the course of

next week, only 14 feet remaining to be erected. About
45 feet of the steeple were found to have been injured

by the lightning, and had to be removed. The stones were

very slightly decayed, though they had^been exposed above

130 years,—An immense block of Dartmoor granite, the

largest ever imported into London, was removed a few

days since from Greenwich to Millbank, for the purpose

of forming the lower part of the statue of the late king.

Its weight is 30 tons. It was placed on a truck of iron

weighing six tons, and was drawn from the wharf by 20

horses. The railway-bridge at New Cross was strengthened

by shores during its passage, and it took upwards of six

hours to remove the stone from the wharf into the street,

the earth having sunk in several places from the weight.

—

Workmen are employed in the erection of iron railings on

the Monument, for the purpose of preventing the renewal

of the acts of suicide which have lately given it so painful

a notoriety-

SouthwarJc,—The approaching contest for the ofBce of

high bailift' of the borough, vacant by the death of Mr.
Holmes, i« expected to be a severe one. Mr. D, W,
Harvey, the commissioner of the City police. Alderman
Sir W. Heygate, Mr. Pritchard of Doctors'-commonSj

and Mr. Payne, the City coroner, are the candidates- It

is expected that the salary will be reduced, but the report

has not dimiij^ished the number of competitors.

Lambeth,—The contracts recently taken for the supply

of provisions to the various parishes and unions of the

metropolis for the ensuing six months have been consider-

ably lower in price than those taken for some years past.

In the parish of St. Mary, Lambeth, the contract for the

supply of meat was ^d, the stone under that of the last

six months, and the price of flour was 5s. less per sack.

The effect will make a difference of about 140/, in the
meat, and about 195/. in the flour; and taking into con-
sideration other provisions, the saving to the parish will

be about 400/. for the six months.
Kensington,—At an adjourned meeting of the magis-

trates of this division of the county, held on Monday,
for the purpose of further revising the jury hsts of the
respective parishes, a discussion which had commenced
last week was renewed, as to the import and use of the
terms *' gentleman" and ''esquire/' The first case
which gave rise to the debate, was that of two persons
residing in Ealing, who had been entered on the lists as
" out of business." The magistrates said that this was
no legal definition of a qualification, but the parish officers

stated that they did not know how else to describe them
;

they had both been small tradesmen, and were now living

on the rents of some small cottages. One of -the magis-
trates, Mr. Tubbs, said the title of *' gentleman" was,
now-a-days, all moonshine. His definition of the term
" gentleman " was, ** a man having no visible mode of
subsistence." After this lucid exposition, which embraces
a much wider sphere than was probably meant, the par-
ties were entered as "gentlemen." The other case was
more complicated ; a gentleman named Pitts, on the Chel-
sea list, applied to have his description altered from
"gentleman " to "esquire," on the ground that he bad
been a captain in the St. James's Volunteers, and he laid

before the bench his commission, signed by the late Duke
of Portland, as Lord-Lieutenant of the county of Mid-
dlesex, in which he was designated as " James Pitts,

Esq.," the designation preceding the appointment. It

was contended on one side, in reference to this case, that
when a person was once called esquire by the King, be re-

mained an esquire during life ; and it was argued, on the
other hand, that a volunteer officer differed materially from
all others, and would not be entitled to the designation, ex-
cept on actual service. The question was put to the vote,
when the numbers were equal on both sides, and Mr. Pitts
declared that unless the magistrates made the alteration,

he would move the Judges for a rule to compel them.
The next case was that of Mr, Welsh, who had been a
captain in her -Majesty's actual service, but had sold out;
in this case it was contended, in opposition to the claim of
esquire, that when the commission was sold, all the

^
honours pertaining to it were sold with it. At the meet-
ing on Monday both these questions were again argued,
and, after a good deal of argument, it was agreed that no
anaount of property would entitle the claimants to the
title of esquire, but that persons once so styled by the
aorereign in a commission of any kind, retained the title
for hfe. It waa stated that this was the opinion of the
authorities at the Horse Guards, and both gentlemen were
entered as *' esquires." Another case then came on, in
which Mr. R. Clarke, a retired civil servant of the East
India Company on the Madras esUblishment, appealed
against the alteration of his designation from esquire to

gentlemaat It Fas contended that the question of pre-

cedence in India had been settled by the Prince Reeent
and that, as the claimant had risen to the rank of senior
merchant, he was eligible to be called to the offices of the
government, if the Company thought fit, and was therefore
entitled to the dignity of esquire. After some discussion
a majority of the bench was in favour of the claim*
and the name was retained on the list as an esquire. *

Greenwich, — On Saturday afternoon his Imperial
Highness the Archduke Frederick of Austria and his suite
visited Greenwich Hospital, and honoured the Governor
Sir R. Stopford with his company at luncheon. His Im-
perial Highness was received by all the officers of the
foundation. The Archduke's gallantry in the recent naval
operations on the coast of Syria had rendered his name
famous amongst the pensioners, and they accordio^^ly

crowded to obtain a sight of so illustrious a member^of
their profession. His Imperial Highness inspected the
various departments of the asylnm, the chapel, hall, and
naval school, the boys being mustered on parade to re-
ceive the Archduke with the usual honours.

Woolwich,—The recent experiments at the Mortar and
Howitzer Battery have been unusually interesting in their

results. On several former occasions details have been
given of experiments made by order of the Admiralty
with a composition invented by Mr. Jeffery, and called

*' Marine Glue,''—the object being to test ijs adhesive
qualities and strength, as it was shown to be insoluble in

water, and consequently invaluable if it proved of a strong

binding nature when used for marine purposes, or in any
of the naval departments. The experiments were con-

ducted under the superintendence of Major Sandilands, in

the presence of several scientific men, among whom was
Sir I. Brunei. Several balls of hard wood joined together

by the marine glue were fired from the mortar ; but on
examining the balls, no appearance of their having yielded

or shown a tendency to separate by the violence of the

concussion could be recognised. The fourth ball was

joined together on the ground, and was fired within fifteen

minutes to a distance of 750 yards without the slighest

appearance of separation. After several experiments of

the same kind, a sledge hammer was applied to one of tha

balls for some time, but without any other effect than

shattering the solid wood. Sir I. Brunei expressed his

astonishment to witness the immense adhesive power of

the marine glue used openly in his presence ; and the

result of the experiments was so conclusive, that it was

not considered probable that any others would be.

made.—On Friday the experiments with percussion shells

were resumed. The firing is described as the best ever

witnessed in the marshes, as out of twenty-six shells fired,

twenty-one entered the bulk-head, within a distance of less

than twelve feet of each other ; the other five burst at the

mouth of the gun, and, consequently, could not reach the

bulk-head so as to show how correctly the aim might have

been taken. On examining the bulk-head, at the conclu-

sion of the experiments, it presented an extraordinary

spectacle—solid wood of fifteen inches square, and about

fourteen feet in length, crossed by other pieces, all of the

hardest timber, being rent into fragments not larger than

a walking-cane.—Government have resolved to employ

convicts in repairing the fortifications of Gibraltar, and

directions have been received from the Home-office to em-

bark a considerable number of convicts immediately for

that garrison.

Bobberies,—On Wednesday night, a German diamond-

merchant, named Woolff, was robbed in Covent-Garden

Theatre of a case of diamonds worth nine thousand pounds.

It appears that Mr. Woolff, who is staying at a tavera in

Bishopsgate, had received a supply of cut diamonds ffo"^

Brazil, to dispose of in the way of business. Whilst

sitting in the coffee-room of the tavern, he showed the

diamonds to a friend, and observed two persons, who had

the appearance of foreigners, and wore moustaches, watch-

ing his movements. He incautiously mentioned in the

coffee-room his intention of going to the theatre in the

evening. He went to Covent-Garden accordingly, an"*

soon found the two foreigners in the same box with hini*

His suspicions, however, were not excited; but on leaving

the theatre he missed from his pocket the box which con-

tained the diamonds. A reward of 400/. has been offered

for the recovery of the jewels, and a further sum of l^"**

for the apprehension of the robbers. The Detective Force

are already on the track of the foreigners, and it is ex-

pected that they will soon be in custody. ,

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Sept. ^^l^^
77G : Males, 404; Females, 3G2. Weekly average, 18^«-

9-40-1—Males, 467 ; Females, 445. The distribution oi

this mortality over the different districts was as follows
:--

Western districts, 118; Northern, 139; Central, l&«5

Eastern, 174 ; Southern, 177.

Arundel, -The meeting of the Arundel and Bamber

Agricultural Society for the encouragement of meritoriou

labourers, took place last week. In the evening aftey«

show, a dinner took place at which the Duke of >iortolK

presided. After the usual toasts, his Grace took
<^^^f'f^

to make some remarks on the present condition of t

agricultural population- " They were all aware," he smr
« of the shortness of the straw, and how little the labouring

man had been able to make either of the corn or h^
harvest, and, taking these things into consideration, it**"

necessary, both for farmers and their landlords, to '^^^^

how the labourers were to pass the winter. He *

seriously afraid that there would be a vast n^^lf^ j,
workmen out of employ, and thev all knew that, u t»"

were the case, it was likely that badly-disposed pefV>»

would get amongst them and put evil thoughts into tneu

3t
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heads. He liked to take time by the forelock, and he

trusted that all present would endeavour to devise means
to find work which would enable the labourers to earn

money enough to support their families through the winter.

It was a serious question for them all, and he recom-
mended the calling of parochial meetings to consider the

subject. He should be delighted to attend them, and to

do all in his power to prevent the labourer from being

distressed, and he hoped that the farmers would use their

best efforts for the same purpose."
Ashbourne.—On Tuesday, a public dinner was given

in this town to Mr. Colville, M.P. ; Mr. Mundy, M-P.,
and Mr. Harrison, of Snelston-hall, by the guardians of

the Alstonfield and Brassington Gilbert Incorporations,
** in order/' as the public advertisement stated, "to afford

an opportunity for an appropriate demonstration of grati-

tude to the above-mentioned gentlemen for their invalu-

able services in maintaining the Gilbert Unions." As
many as 1080 gentlemen sat down to dinner; Sir Henry
Fitzherbert in the chair. After the usual toasts, the meet-

ing was addressed at great length by Mr. Ferrand, Mr.
Walter, and other gentlemen in behalf of the Gilbert

Unions, and urging a modification of the present Poor
Law. Upwards of 700 ladies were assembled in the

galleries.

Birmingham,—On Tuesday the magistrates were en-

gaged for a considerable time in the investigation of a

singular charge. It appears that for some days past a

foreigner, who represents himself as the Archbishop of

Tripoli, has been on a visit to'this town. In the day-time

he has partaken of the hospitalities of the Rev. J. Allport,

and at night has slept at the Railway Hotel, or at the

Liverpool station* As he came highly recommended, and
brought with him alleged credentials of his authenticity

from the highest authorities in the Church, Mr. Allport

took great interest in him, and was instrumental in ob-

taining several donations towards the purposes detailed in

his circular, announcing that he had come to England to

raise a fund for restoring five towns of his diocese on
Mount Lebanon, which]were destroyed by fire in 1840, and
for extending education on scriptural principles through-

out that interesting district. The circular also stated that

he had brought with him a young Syrian, in order to be

educated in England for the purpose of carrying these ob-

jects into execution. At a recent visit to Leamington the

Archbishop had obtained a large collectioDj chiefly in

consequence of a report that he intended to become
naturalised as a British subject, and ultimately effect

a union between the Eastern Church and the Church
of England. On Monday, while he was endeavouring to

excite the feelings of the inhabitants of Dudley and Wol-
verhampton, information was brought to Mr, Allport by
several parties, that he was harbouring and recommend-
ing an impostor* Upon hearing this, the rev. gentleman
instituted further inquiries, and found the circumstances
so suspicious, that he secured the services of the Police
Inspector- On going to the Railway Hotel, they ascer-

tained that the Archbishop had never had any luggage
there, and that he had ceased to occupy his room ; and
on following him to the Liverpool station, they met with
the young Syrian who attends him on his travels, and is

referred to in the circular. The account which the Arch-
bishop gave of himself was not satisfactory to Mr. All-

port or the Inspector, and accordingly both the prelate

and his disciple were taken into custody. On Monday
they were brought up for private examination before the

.magistrates of this town. Evidence was adduced to show
that the prisoners had given most contradictory accounts
of themselves ; but, on examining the passports, creden-
tials, and other documents in their possession, the magis-
trates were by no means satisfied that the Archbishop
was an impostor, and accordingly dismissed both him and
his associate.

Blackburn.—The Blackburn Standard mentions a re-

port, that at the time the turn-out took place in Lanca-
shire, Mr. Fielden, M.F., had upwards of one million

pieces of manufactured goods on hand, so that the strike

has proved advantageous for him, as he is now in the

market with a goo'd sale, at an advance of from ninepence
to one shilling per piece, whereby it is calculated that he
will net a clear profit of from seventy to eighty thousand
pounds. Several other houses, it is said, will make a

handsome sum by the occurrence.
Bolton,—At an inquest held a few days since at Little

Bolton on the body of a lad of 15 years, the son of a re-

spectable man named Eccles, some circumstances were
disclosed which led the coroner to believe that the step-

mother had poisoned the deceased, and had previously
murdered nine persons by the same means. It appears
that her first husband died suddenly under suspicious cir-

cumstances, and that eight of her children have also died
without any apparent illness. From facts brought to

light at the inquest, it is now supposed that they fell vic-
tims to her extraordinary predilection for poisoning. In
this instance, the presence of arsenic was folly proved, and
the inquiry was adjourned for further evidence,—The
local papers state that the largest chimney in England has
just been completed at the chemical works of Mr. Blink-
born, at Little Bolton, from the designs of Mr. Ashton of

Bleakley. The dimensions are 12-2| yards high, 127 feet

6 inches base, 108 feet inside, 21 feet on the top ; it has
consumed ,800,000 bricks, and 120 tons of stone.

Bristol.—An extraordinary affair has recently occupied
the attention of the citizens of Bristol, and has been
xtiore than once before the notice of the magistrates of the

metropolis. The details afford a singular mixture of cre-
dulity and fraud, and have been reported at great length
in the daily papers. It appears that a Mr. John WooUey,
a timber-merchant of Bristol, a widower, had been in-

formed by his sister-in-law, Miss Ann Briers, who had re-

sided in his house for several years, that a lady of a I

respectable family in the town with a fortune of -17,000/.
had taken a great fancy to him from seeing him pass her
windows, and that, as her hopes of happiness were fixed
upon him, she had a strong desire to become acquainted
with a gentleman who had produced such an impression.
Mr. Woolley, who had never seen the lady, replied that
he had " no objection to acquiesce in her wishes." A cor-

respondence ensued, which was carried on by means of
the sister-in-law, and shortly afterwards a proposition for

an interview was made in the lady's name. Mr. Woolley
consented, but was then informed that his fair admirer
had expressed a determination not to see him until the
day fixed for their marriage. It was then arranged that
they should elope, Mr.Woolley having declared that he had
'*no objection" to do so, and "although he had not
seen her, yet if she was willing to accompany him
he would take her away." In the midst of these occur-
rences the affair was talked of in the city, and the brothers

of the lady whose name was used took measures for ap-

prising the gentleman that it was a hoax, and that she had
no knowledge whatever of the transaction. The sister-in-

law. Miss Briers, was not to be foiled, and after persuad-

ing Mr. Woolley to decline their visit, an elopement was
effected with a young woman, whom the sister-in-law in-

duced to personate the lady- After a series of absurd ad-

ventures the parties arrived in London, when the lady

informed the bridegroom-elect that she had a fortune of

47,000/., 27,000/, of which she would make over to him,
the remainder to be settled on herself for life. Mr.
Woolley, with his usual facility, '• acquiesced in this latter

arrangement, and] having procured a licence at Doctors*

Commons, they were accordingly married at St. John's
Church, in the Borough, on the morning of the 12th Sep-

tember,V the bride being so maiStered by her nervous

feelings, that it became necessary for the sister-in-law,

Miss Briers, to guide her hand while signing the regis-

ter. All this took place without inquiry or suspicion

on the part of Mr, Woolley, who did not even begin

to perceive his position until the end of the week,
when both [sister-in-law and bride disappeared, with

two boxes, filled with clothes and 'other articles of

value purchased for the marriage. The loss of this pro-

perty brought the merchant to his senses, and he accord-

ingly took measurea^^for recovering it. He met his wife

and sister-in-law in the city in the course of the week,

and gave them into custody. He had in the mean time

discovered that the woman he had married knew nothing

of the lady whose name she had assumed,—that she

could not write, and consequently that the letters which

had passed were written by the sister-in-law,—that she

was of low origin, and had been a servant in his neigh-

bourhood at Bristol. After the exposure of these facts,

the females were remanded by the magistrate on a charge

of conspiracy, and several cases in which they have" ob-

tained articles from tradesmen in Bristol under false pre-

tences have since been published. The merchant intends

to carry the case into a higher court, to prefer a charge

of forgery at common law against the wife, and that of

felony against the other prisoner.

Derby.—On Friday, the 30th ult., a burglary, attended

with murder, was perpetrated at the house of the Miss

Goddards, of Stanley, about six miles from this city. The

house is a large one, standing alone, and not within one

hundred yards of any other residence. It is surrounded

by orchards and fields, and the direct approach to it is by

means of a private road. The two Miss Goddards were

considerably advanced in years, the deceased being in her

70th year, and the survivor but few years younger- They

have resided alone in this house, without servant or as-

sistant, for more than 40 years ; and although their habits

were somewhat eccentric, they had the reputation of being

charitable and humane. Their father was the vicar of

Tideswell, in this county, and they possessed a comfort-

able independence. In April last, a bucglary was com-

mitted on the same premises. A few weeks ago a second

robbery was committed. After this, arrangements were

made by friends for two persons to sleep in the house; but

the ladies would not hear of it, and they, therefore, con-

tinued to lite in the same way as u«ual. On Friday last,

the house was again entered, and both the ladies were

beaten so severely about the head and face, that the eldest,

Miss Martha Goddard, has since died. Government im-

mediately offered a reward of 100/. for the apprehen-

sion of the murderers; the friends of the family also

offered an additional sum of the same amount. Within

the last few days, two men have been apprehended at

Belper on suspicion, and the evidence is said to be so

clear as to leave no doubt that they are the parties

concerned,
Devizes.—'^^Q find in the Devizes Gazette the follow-

ing account of a novel use for obliterated postage stamps:

—« A gentleman has promised his niece, who has been

living with him for some years, and from whom he is un-

willing to part, that he will give her 3,000/. on her mar-

riage as soon as she can procure the amount in postage

stamps which have been used on letters. The promise

was evidently made under the supposition that the collect-

ing the requisite number (720,000) was impracticable ;

but we think, with the assistance of the ladies, which we
have no doubt will be freely given when they become ac-

quainted with the case, that the object may be accom-

plished. We understand that collections, sent directed

P. S., Post-office, Milford, near Lymington, will be duly

forwarded." A similar promise was lately made for a

church in the West of England, and was fulhlled in the

course of a few weeks. The local papers justly remark;

that the donors in both instances have done their best to

take off the grace of their donations by exacting sucft a

condition.

L\v€rpoQL—T)ie, examination of Patrick Doran, on the

charge of having caused the late fire in this city, was
brought to a close on Friday. The evidence for the pro-

secution had established that the fire was first seen in the

prisoner's premises, and that the prisoner was found inside

his door comparatively unconcerned, while the rest of the

house was in flames. The defence alleged that the prisoner

was not in the house but in the theatre at the time, and
that there was another man there who had been mistaken
for him. The man was brought into the witness box, but
entirely broke down ; and his evidence was rejected by the
Magistrate as wilful perjury. The alibi also broke down,
all the witnesses giving contradictory statements, both of
the appearance of the theatre and the movements of th«
prisoner: On Friday, after the defence had closed, Mr.
Rushton summed up, and concluded a long, minute, and
clear recapitulation of the evidence for and against

the prisoner, by saying that there was sufficient upon
which to commit the prisoner ; but, on account of the
testimony about his having been at the theatre, he would
admit him lo bail, himself in 200/., and thice sureties in

100/. each. The respective depositions of each witness
were then read, and the parties bound over to pro-

secute- The local papers of Monday give some account
of the present appearance of the ruins, and state that any
description would fail in giving an idea of the magnitude
of the area and diversity of the ruins. 200 men are cm-
ployed in clearing Formby-street, piling the bricks,

excavating, and saving the fragments of scorched cotton

and some wrecks of the property. All appearance of
active lire has subsided, but the masses of ruin andfounda-
tions are still smoking, and probably will do so for some
days to come. A current of water is continually pouring
into the lower floors and cellars, from the sewers communi-
cating with the canal, and all the disposable fire-engines

are still playing ou the parts where indications of fire yet

appear. A great quantity of cotton is constantly loading

from the ruins, but in a damaged condition. Some catki

of turpentine have been got out, but the greater part is lost,

and is believed to have principally melted and floated down
the sewer into the Mersey, where portions of it are yet

cast up on the Cheshire shore. A large proportion of the

bar and rod iron belonging to the British Iron Company
has been recovered, and though damaged, will be far short

of a total loss ; but still the salvage will altogether bear

an extremely small proportion to the destruction. One
or two bodies have been found during these operations,

and it is now believed that the total loss of life was not

more th^ six.

Manchester.—On Saturday the "Rev. W. Hill, the

editor of the 'Northern Star (Mr. Feargus O'Connor's

paper) ; Messrs. James Arthur, bookseller of Carlisle ; G.

Julian Harney, bookseller of Sheffield ; R. Otley of

Sheffield, and John Campbell, of London, five well-known

Chartist lecturers, were placed before the magistrates

of this town, on a charge of sedition and conspiracy, and

remanded for further inquiry. From these persons all the

seditious placards which were issued during the riots are

said to have emanated, but hitherto they had contrived to

elude the vigilance of the authorities. Several other weQ-

known Chartist leaders were also in custody, among whom
may be mentioned the Rev. James Scholefield and his son,

Mr. T. B. Smith of Leeds, and Mr. Samuel Parkes. On
Tuesday, they were all brought up for examination on the

charge 'of general conspiracy and intimidation. Mr.

Cobbett appeared on behalf of the prisoners, Mr. Brandt

opened the case by stating at considerable length the

nature of the present proceedings, detailing, as he went

on, the" nature of the insurrectionary movements which

had led to the recent disturbances, and connecting, by in-

genuity and argument, the prisoners as either taking an

active part in the illegal proceedings which had led to the

apprehension of the prisoners. The learned gentleman

quoted a number of the Chartist placards, documents, and

publications, and called witnesses in support of his state-

ments. The inquiry was continued at some length, and

after a long investigation the magistrates committed the

prisoners for trial, but accepted bail for their ap-

pearance. Mr. Feargus O'Connor was arrested in

London last week on a similar charge ; in consequence

of which a large meeting of the Chartist delegates has

been held in this town to take into consideration the pro-

priety of calling the General Council of the Metropolitan

Chartist localities together, in connexion with the arrest

of Mr. O^Connor and the other Chartists. An address to

the country was adopted, and a resolution to call the me-

tropolitan council together, and to request the Chartist

associations within fifty' miles of London to send delegates

to the metropolis forthwith, was passed. After the dis-

posal of the other business of the day, the meeting sepa-

rated in an orderly manner. The local papers state that

Dr. M'Douall has deserted his former associates by emi-

grating to America, in order to escape the consequences

of his recent proceedings as one of the leaders of the riots.

Newcastle.—The musical festival, which has been lonfe

time in preparation here, took place last week and lasted

for two days, the performances being alternately at SL

Nicholas" Church in the morning, and at the HwaUe m
the evening. The Church had undergone extensive alter-

ations in the interior in order to adapt it for the P«njo^-

The orchestra was considerably enlarged, so as to a*^^'

modate the performers, and every obstruction
'^f^^j*!^^

from the aisles, so as to admit of the nDrnterr^te*! mgress

and egress of the auditory, whilst for the P^™j'^ ,^^
festirii a commodious gallery was erected over he alUr

tabic, and covered with crimson clotb, whicn tne lo^i

papers describe as giving it **« vcrj elegant and comfort-

able appearance." The first mornmg's performance

included Handel's DeUlngen Te Deum, the Sam^n,
selections from Jt^hm and BeethoTCn s Mount of Oitves,

f
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On the second morning the pieces were Haydn's Creation, a couple of rabbits. Throughout the morning only three

[Oct. g

On the

The
Selections from Handel's Israel tn Egypt, he.

third rooming the great attraction was the Messiah.

t>erformatices at the Theatre were chiefly overtures from

avourite operas. In reference to this festival the Times

Las severely commented on the desecration of the Church,

and has declared its intention of opposing the future

celehratiou of musical festivals in places dedicated to divine

worship, as an act objectionable in itself and in direct

violation of the rights of the parishioners.

Portsmtiuth*—The Royal Gcor^^e yachtj Captain Lord
Adolphus Fitzclarence, has returned to this port from
Woolwich; It is stated that she is to be examined, and

if found practicable, to be fitted with engines ahtl con-

verted into a steam yacht, for Her Majesty's use iti any

future excursions. The promotions consequent on tier

Majesty's visit to Scotland, have not been very extensive

at present, and have been confined to the officers of the

yacht.— The Earl of Errol appeared on Tuesday before

the mayor and magistrates, to answer a summons pre-

ferred against Ins Lordship for striking a police-constable,

ttationed at the King's-rooms, on the night of the ball

§5ven by the officers of ihe 16th Regiment, oil the occa-

sion of the regiment being presented with new colours.

The mayor was of opinion that tlie police-constable was
struck while in the execution of his duty, and considered

the case should be decided by a jury ; his Lordship was,

therefore, bound over to appear at the next sessions,

Sotdhampton.— The alleged Chartist conspiracy, to

which we alluded in our last, has assumed a new aspect

tvithin the last few days, in consequence of the affefet of

the suspected party. Our readers will recollect that Go-
Ternment had offered a reward for the apprehension of the

offender. The story told by Mr. Pierce, a grocer of this

town, who was formerly a leader of the Chartists, gave an
account of an alleged Chartist plot to assassinate the

Queen, and a subsequent attempt on his life, because he
Would not join it. He produced a bat through* which a

bullet had evidently passed, and described the attempted
assassination as taking place on the 6th ulu, at ttound-
well, near this town. On Thursday of last week, John
Gifford, a man answering the description given by Mr,
Pierce, and employed occasionally on the Southampton
river, was brought to tl^e Town-hall, before the Mayor
and other magistrates. A man named Grist, the witness
iwho charjjed the prisoner, stated that he was crossing the
High lield, near Houndwell, on the tiight of the 6th ult.,

tvhen he observed Pierce, to whom he bad •* Good night.'*
Shortly afterwards he saw a man go up to him, present a
pistol, and fire at him. He then jumped acrpsa the ditch,
uud ran some dirtauce. The witness pursued the prisoner
to his house, lie further stated that he mentioned this
fact to his employer, who, two or three days after, on
reading the bill offering the reward, advised hiai to give
information to Mr. Pierce, which he did, and this led to

the appreheniiun of Gifford, This man, who has been
tUt^ means of apprehending the prisoner, admitted on his

Cross-examination, that his brother was prosecuted to

conviction, by the prisoner, for ateaiiDg duplicates from
h's box, and wliich were found hi a room in which the
witness and his brother shpt. The brother is now under-
going his sentence in the town gaoL The magistrates re-

manded the prisoner for a week, and on Thursday it was
so clearly ])roved that he was at work when the alleged
firing took place, that they acquitted him of the charge,

^'^ockporL—The investigations of Mr. Gregory, which
commenced in this town on Friday, relative to the origin
and progress of the late riots^have led to the apprehension
of severul pariies who had not previously been in custody.
On perusing the depositions, and further examining the
different witnesses, disclosures were made which induced
the high constable to take out warrants against several
parties concerned in destroying property, intimidating the
operatives against the teuour of the Queen's proclnmation,
and attending unlawful meetings. Several persons have
been examined on these charges, and committed to take
their trial at the commission now sitting. The Stockpori
Chronide gives some curious statistical facts respecting
the recent strike. It states that it is not enabled to give
exactly the precise number of different descriptions of
naada in the borough who for the space of five weeks per-
fornaed no labour, and received no wages ; but it can state
conhdently, that those employed in the cotton manufac-

v""^^! nir^?' ^^^ ^^ ^^0°^ were ««^ receive at present
about 9000/. per Week; so that the direct loss, in this re-
spect is about 45,000/. But in a population of about
,^,000 souls, something like a thousand families constitute
the distributive class--as corn-dealers, bakers, grocers,
drapers, batchers, publicans, milkmen, ^c; and about the
same number compose the various trades which are carried
ou zn all the town communities, and the loss to these,
from the stoppage of the whole staple trade of the town
cannot have been less than 3000/, per week or in the
whole, 15,000/. It adds that if the manufacturers are

of his Royal Highness's shots failed. On Tuesday the

Prince's harriers were hunted for the first time this

season. They soon found, and a fine hare was taken near

Datchet, after a good run of upwards of an hour and a

half.—The examination of candidates at Eton for his

Royal Highness*s prize for proficiency in modern lan-

guages took place last week. The pri2e of 50/i was this

year divided into two- of 20/. each, and two of 5/., all

given in books bearing the Royal Arras and those of the

College. In French and German the first prize was won
by Mr. Lambton ; the second by Mr. Dodson, Ip

Frencb and Italian, the first priie was won by Mr, Dod-

soii ; the second by Mr. Bastard, who has obtained the

first mathematical prize twice, the first French prize twice,

and has the honourable figure of ten attached to his name
on the last Eton list.—The futieral of the late Marquis

t
Wellesley will take place in the College Chapel this day;

It is said that his Lordship expressed an anxious desire,

upwards of ten years ago, that hiS remains should be de-

posited as close as possible to those of his friend Dr.

Goodall, the late Provost of Eton, who held that appoint-

ment from 1809 till the period of his death in 1840. The
higli opinion entertained by Dr. Goodall of his Lordship's

classical attainments is proved by the following extract

from Dr. Goodall's evidence before a Committee of the

House of Commons on Education :—" I should be sorry/'

he said, ** to detract from the merit of such a man as Pro-

fessor Person, whom I loved, esteemed,^and admired
;

but I would name the Marquis Wellesley as infinitely su-

perior fb.him in composition. The Marquis, as a genuine

Greek classic Scholar, exhibits the exquisite style and

manner of Xenophon.'*

Jlailiva^s.—The following are the returfil of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week, viz.:—Birmingham,

17,262/. J Great Western, 14,632/.; Brighton, 4,523/. j

Hull and Selby, 1,062/.; Eastern Counties, 1,077/.;

fiirraingham and Derby, 2,214/. ; South-"Western, 6,657/.;

Manchester and Leeds, 5,018/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

1,998/.; North Midland, 4,82-2/.; Greenwich, 735/.;

Great North of England, 1.323/.; Midland Counties,

2,841/. ; and South-Eastern, 1,559/.—The West London

Railway Company hate not yet concluded the arrange-

ment to carry on the works, the Manchester shareholders

requiring time to consider the proposition made relative

to the issue of new shares.—The meeting of the Eastern

Counties Company has been postponed to the 28th inst.,

in consequence of the recent wet weather having inter-

rupted .the completion of the line to Colchester, it being

thought desirable to have the line opened to that point

before the shareholders enter into a discussion of the

prospects of the corapacy.—The meeting at Plymouth,

to consider the three plans submitted for the construction

of the railway from Exeter to that town> have come to a

resolution to adopt Mr. Renders line of rail^vay, by
Ashburton, Totues, Newton, and Exeteti on the under-
standing that spfiicient encouragement be offered by the

landowners and inhabitants of the district, without which
all idea of a South line must be abandoned as impracticable,

in consequence of the large outlay that would be required.

It is deemed an essential object before any further steps

are taken, to ascertain how far the landed proprietors on the

proposed route are disposed to support the undertaking.

The alternative, in the event of disappointment from the

South, is to adopt the line over Dartmoor, through Prince

Town and Chagford. This line is shorter by five miles,

and consequently could be etfected in less time, and at

less expense ; and though offering a lower return, it

would in all other respects be equally advantageous to the

commercial and naval interests of Plymouth.—At the

meeting of the Gloucester Company, held last week at

Bristol, the report stated that the works between Wester-
leigh and Stonehouse were in such a state of forwardness,

as to induce a belief that they would be completed within

the time prescribed. The receipts for the half-year were
166,738/. 7*. 10-^/,; payments, ,147,659/. Us. 6d. The
report was considered satisfactory, and the resolutions

arising out of it were passed unanimously, and without

discussion.—On Thursday of last week a special train,

which was a curiosity from its length and freight of pas-

Sengers, arrived at the Paddington station of the Great

Western Railway, propelled by two engines, and contain-

ing between 700 and 800 inhabitants of Bristol and its

vicinity, who had availed themselves of the opportunity

afforded by the directors of making a trip at half the usual

fares to London, to pass Michaelmas-day among their

friends, and see the sights of the metropolis. The train

left Bristol at 7 a.m., and arrived at the Paddington
terminus about 12, having stopped to take up an ad-

I

ditional number of passengers at the Bath, Chippenham,
and Swindon stations. The party left town on their

return to Bristol art 5.in the evening.—A special meeting
of the Northern and Eastern Company took place on

of the line, the resources of which, he believed, were yet
only partially developed.—Arrangements have just been
concluded between the Post-ofEce authorities and the dl.
rectors of the Brighton "Railway for the transmission of
both the day and night mails* Hitherto the dny mail
only has been carried by railway, the night mail travellina
by the old road, owing to several of the towns within its

delivery not being adjacent to the railway. Mail-carta
from the various stations will now convey the letters to
these toWnsi

IRELAND.

VI-

Thus the whole lo8« of the borough
may be said to be somewhere about 75,000/,, an amount
sufficient to have purchased 3G,000 sacks of flour, which
would have supplied the town for at least six months, to

h.ve given a day-school education to all the youth of the

town for tea years, or have bought and laid out in its

cinity a park of several hundred acres, for the

inhabitants for ever.

IVindsor and Eton,—On Monday, Prince Albert, at-

tended by several gentlemen of his suite, shot over the
( row' 155^000/.

preserves in the neighbourhood of Cumberland-lodge and
Virginia-water. The Prince, who was not in the field

9hov

of the

Marshall, M.P., in the chair. The prominent feature of
discussionwaathealleged incapacity of the present directors
to carry on the undertaking at a profit ; and this ihey ac-
quiesced in themselves, by admitting their readiness, at a
period not far distant, to resign their trust into the hands
of the shareholders, to be filled up as they should think
best. Resolutions were then passed for the disposal of
the 3,136 forfeited shares, to be sold prorata among the
proprietors, and also fur authorising the directors to bor-

The chairman then stated, in reference to
the extension of the line to Hertford and Warq, that the

Duhhn,

; three hours, brought down no less than 24 brace of

pheas^ts, 4 brace of partridges, mih a k^k of Jwes and

subject was at present in abeyance, owing to the company
not having sufficient funds. Mr. Ward, M. P., congratu-
lated the shareholders on their having retained pogsession

-The Lord Lieutenant arrived here on Men-'
day, after an absence of sonae weeks in Germany, which is

said to have proved very beneficial to his health. The
new Law appointmenis consequent on the death of Sir M*
O'Loghlen are the principal topics of discussion. Jff^
Blackburne is mentioned as the new Master of the RolU "

Mr. T. B. Smith, so recently appointed Solicitor-General'

will succeed Mr. Blackburne as Attorney-General, and the'

office of Solicitor-General, thus vacant by his promotion
is to be conferred either on Mr. Brewster or Serjeant

Warren. Mr, Litton is spoken of as the new Master in

Chancery.—The Corporation on Saturday had a discus-

sion on the subject of the compensation to the late Trea-
surer^ Sir J. K. James, under the Municipal Reform Act.

A resolution was brought forward by Mr. O'Connell ta

reject his claim with a view of bringing the question be-

fore the Lords of the Treasury* The principal ground*

set forth in the resolution were the refusal of the ex-

treasurer to answer certain questions put to him. Alder-

man Butt spoke in favour of the claim, and contended

that Sir J. K. James was an injured and persecuted man.

Mr. O'Connell's resolution was carried by a majority of

21 to 8.—The Repeal Meeting took place as usual oa
Monday, but the only novelty was the reading of the re-

ports sent in by Mr. John O'Connell, Mr. Ray, &c., re-

specting their Repeal mission-—The contractors for

the execution of the Dublin and Drogheda railway

from Balbrlggan to Drogheda commenced opera-

tions last week in a field about half-a~raile from Drog-

heda.—An application was made in the Prerogative Court

a few days since, ou behalf of the sisters of the late Mr,

Augustine Byrne to discharge the application of Mrs-

Ellen Byrne, who has lately acquired such notoriety m
Dublin^ for letters of administration to the property of her

late husband. - These ladies had entered a caveat against

the application of Mrs. Byrne, and, in compliance with the

order of this court, had filed allegations which would show

that she was incompetent to fulfil the duty that would be

imposed upon her, and not entitled to the appointment of

administratrix. They alleged that, according to the con-

ditions of her marriage-settlement, she made her election

by taking 6,000/., which barred her of dower or any right

to the other portion of his personal property. Also, that

she was personally disqualified from her habits of in-

temperance, and having concealed the death of her hus-

band for a considerable period after it occurred. As a

further proof of her incompetence, the sisters alleged that

she had been removed by the Lord Chancellor from the

guardianship of her own children, upon their, (her own

children's) application- The proctor for Mrs. Byrne,

prayed time to exhibit a counter-allegation, which, he had

no doubt, would set the matter in a very different light.

He had only that moment received the copy of the de-

fendant's allegation, and would require some days to pre-

pare the answer of his client. Dr. Radcliffe said he would

allow a fair time to Mrs. Byrne to prepare her counter

allegations, and he would expect her to answer personally

some of the allegations exhibited On behalf of the next

of kin. On Thursday the case was again brought forwaro,

and decided against Mrs. Byrne.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.Some of the Mid-Lothian rioters have

been captured and brought to this city* Last week, while

the police constables were on patrol in the neighbourhood

of Old Craighall, they detected a collier stealing potatoes,

whom they immediately apprehended. This circumstance

having become known, many colliers turned out and

rescued the prisoner, at the same tinie assaulting the con-

stables, two of whom were wounded on the head. .
I^^*^""'

mation having been sent to the head-quarters in this city,

warrants wxre issued by the SheriiF against four in-

dividuals accused of having been concerned in the rescue.

To prevent any further resistance to the law, the Duke o

Buccleuch, Lord-Lieutenant of the County, accompanied

the Sheriff, who proceeded with a body of the county

police to Craighall. The parties vrere found after som

difficulty, and were brought to this city for trial.—1^ *^

stated that the Duchess of Sutherland, in order to co-

operate with the noble duke in his efforts to extend edu-

cation on his grace's immense estates in Scotland, na

given direction that the various schoolmasters should

sent to this city at her expense, for the purpose of being

instructed in the system of education adopted at ^^^J^^
'

mal schools. It is also said that the Marquess of Bute,

who was patron of the Bute Savings Bank, has generously

undertaken to make good the dehciency occasioned b?
^

failure of the Renfrewshire Bank, where its funds to tne

amount of 1,400/, were deposited.

-^i^r,—The local papers inform us that some symptoms

of a better understanding between the masters '^^'^^^
^

begin to manifest themselves at Kilmarnock. At Ga^^'

head and Fergushill works, the men, with few exceptions^

have renewed their engagements for a twelvemonth, as h^

been the custom for some years back. Both pits are go^"?

on as usual. In Irvine hopes are entertained., of an ami-

cable settlement being effected in a short time. 1^ ^^

neighbourhood of this city matters continue as they were>

without any immediate prospect of aa ftdjustment.
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Perth,—It was recently stated in the Perth papers,

Jthat the managers of one of the London Opera-houses
had gone North to engage 32 pipers and dancers for a
theatrical speculation in London, n^here they are to per-
form Scotch music and dances in the costume of the
Highlands, and afterwards proceed to Paris during the
Carnival, and from thence to Germany. It is no^- an-
nounced that they have been successful, and that the
pipers and dancers who performed before Her Majesty
have been preferred, which is expected to prove a re-
commendation to the individuals, and give an attraction
to the spectacle which could not otherwise be obtained.
Much attention, it is said, has been paid to ensure the
comfort of the persons engaged ; their fathers, mothers,
or some near relatives, having been invited to accompany
them.

Stirling,—A display of the ancient military exercise of
tilting took place last week at Aithrey Park, the seat of
Lord Abercromby, between this city and Allen Bridge.
The Hon. Miss Abercromby, daughter of his lordshtp,
acted as Lady Paramount, or Queen of Beauty, aud
awarded the prizes to the successful competitors. The
first prize was obtained by Mr. Campbell, of the 42d
Regiment, The weather was favourable, and a military
band amused the company during the intervals of the
tilting.

•f

<i

THEATRICALS.
Drury Lane.—This theatre opened for the season on

Saturday, under the most favourable circumstances. The
house was completely filled, and so far as the enthusiasm
of the audience was concerned, Mr. Macready must have
been convinced that he has the sympathies of the* public
in this second experiment for the revival of the national
drama. The production of plays and music, invested
with all the charms of Mr. Stanfield'^ scenery, and in-
trusted to a most complete company, strengthened by the
names of Mr. and Mrs. Mathews, and Mrs. Nisbett, form
the staple of attraction ; and from the cordiality of Mr.
Macready's reception at the outset, he has not miscalcu-
lated the public taste. Immediately after ** God save the
Queen," executed by the whole vocal strength of the com-
pany, a loud shout was raised for Mr. Macready, who
came forward in the dress of Jaques, to receive the good
wishes of his audience. The play of ** As You Like It

"

was chosen for the opening performance, and was pre-
sented with all the skill and appliances which a full appre-
ciation of the play might have been expected to suggest.
The grouping and business of the scenery had all that ex-
cellence which is peculiar to Mr, Macready's manage-
ment. During the wrestling of Charlea and Orlando^
the lively interest enacted by the stage audience^ who were
collected round the ropes and staves of a regular " ring/'
spread contagiously among the real audience, and united
them in a general expression of exultation at the overthrow
of ''the bony prizer of the duke." The forest scenes
were pictures of reality, varying with the different re-
quirements of the action. Mr. Macready's Jaqiies is too
VPeli known to require description. His " Seven Ages of
Man " was delivered without any of those exaggerations
of effect by which this celebrated description had been
given by former actors, who courted applause rather by
fanciful imitations, than by the simple pathos and nature
of the passage. The personation, on the whole, was very
happy, in spite of that peculiar delivery which is the pre-
vailing blemish of his acting. It had evidently been the
subject of much study, and received the success it merited
as a highly-finished and Characteristic performance of a
very difficult part. Mrs. Nisbett's Rosalind did not
altogether realise the requisites of the character ; though
perhaps too joyous for that imaginative tenderness and
sensibility which constitute the peculiar feature of the
Duke's daughter, it was received by the audience with
great applause, and was evidently regarded as one of the
most successful eflbrts of the evening. Mr. Keeley ap-

peared as Touchstone^ and Mrs. Keeley as Audrey f and
hardly seemed at home in their respective parts. Mr.
Phelps's Adam was much applauded, and Mrs. Stirling's

Celia was well adapted to the quiet thought and strong
affections of the character. At the close of the piece Mr.
Macready and Mrs. Nisbett were called for, and were re-

ceived by a tumult of approbation. Among the new
pieces mentioned as about to be brought forward are

King John " from the text of Shakspeare, and Dryden's
King Arthur" in opera. From so brilliant a com-

mencement, there is little doubt of a successful season.

—

On Wednesday, after the tragedy of Marino Falicro, a
new vaudeville was produced, under the title of The Fol'
lies of a Night, It is a sprightly little piece of French
origin, full of adventure and intrigue^—the scene is Paris,

\

and the date of the gallant days of Louis XIV. It was com-
pletely successful, and was well supported by Mr. and
Mrs, C. Mathews, who made their first appearance at this

theatre. They were received w^ith a truly hearty welcome,
and acted and sang with their usual grace and sprightli-

ness. The other performers acquitted themselves well,

and the piece was announced for repetition amidst great

applause.

CovENT Garsex.— On Saturday, Eossini's opera of
'* Semiramide" was produced at this theatre in an English
form. In addition to the attractions of this brilliant com-

the memory of the public. Miss Ktmble's -personation
of the heroine was dignified and impressive ; though the
part does not admit of such powerful appeals to the
audience as her Norma^ it gave frequent opportunities
for the expression of commanding energy aud of the
more tender passions of the character. The part> at
times, seemed to make too great a dematid oil het-

physical strength, but her efforts were received by the
audience with great applause) and she was called for
at the close to receive a renewal of their approbation.
The great event of the evening was the appearance
of Mrs. Alfred Shaw. The audience seemed to feel how
great an acquisition to the stage is a contralto voice, cul-
tivated to the highest degree of perfection ; and her wel-
cottifi was therefore proportionately encouraging. Nothing
could surpass the clear and simple manner in which she
gave her first recitative ; as she proceeded, every note was
.uttered with a precision and delicacy of finish which
charmed the audience, and carried them along with a
success rarely experienced on a first appearance. Her
voice is completely at her command, full, mellow, and
clear,^ realising all the beauties of her part, and reaching
its highest no^s without an effort. The audience were
justly proud of the accession of so accomplished a vocalist
to the English stage ; and their welcome was full of such
cordial enthusiasm as to leave the most happy anticipa-
tions for the future.

Colonial Bishoprics,—The following are the particulars
of the recently-appointed Colonial Bishoprics : — The
Bishop of Gibraltar vvill have the superintendence of the
British possessions and dependencies in the Mediter-
ranean. There are, at nearly every large city on the im-
mense line of coast from Lisbon to Constantinople, either
congregations, or a sufficient number of persons to form
congregations, of English churchmen. There will be two
cathedral churches—one at Gibraltar, and another at
Valetta, in Malta. The diocese of the newly-formed
Bishopric of Van Diemen*s Land contains a territory

about as large as ten of our English dioceses, with a
population of 50,000. The number of the clergy is at
present about thirty. The next Bishopric to be formed
is that of New Brunswick, which at present forms part
of the diocese of Nova Scotia. The intended diocese
is nearly as large as Ireland, and contains a population of
I56,C00. There are about thirty clergymen* Another
Bishopric to be founded is for the Cape of Good Hope,
which contains an area of 330,000 square miles, that is,-

more than the whole of England, Ireland, and Scot-
land put together*. The population amounts to 166,000,
and are widely scattered. No Bishop of our Church has
visited this colony during the last five years, and, con-
sequently, the rites of confirmation and consecration have
been altogether omitted for that period. There is a re-

markable activity among the various Dissenting bodies
at the Cape, and the affairs of the Church are said to re-

quire the care and attention of a Bishop. Another place
for which a Bishop will be provided is Cejlon. It is in

extent nearly the/ame as Van Diemen's Land, both islands

being about 24,000 square miles. Its population, how-
ever, is much greater, namely, one million and a quarter

—

the greater part of them being heathens. The number of

chaplains and missionaries together is 22. Ceylon is at

present in the diocese of Madras, but it is evident that no
eflScient control can be established under such an arrange-

ment. When competent provision shall have been made
for the endowment of these Bishoprics, regard will be had
to the claims of Sierra Leone, South Australia, Port
Philip, Western Australia, Northern India, and Southern
India.

African Chapels.—The **'Sierra Leone Watchman"
mentions as a fact which must be gratifying to every indi-

vidual who rejoices at the downfall of slavery, that out of

26 Wesleyan chapels in Sierra Leone, the roof-timbers,

the flooring, and other wood-work of 20, are composed
nearly exclusively of slave-ships, which have been taken
by Her Majesty's men-of-war on the coast, and condemned
by the mixed commission court.

King Alpin of Scotland,—Last week a skeleton was
found, in digging through the mound at Pitalpin, on which
the ancient stone stands to commemorate the battle

fought between the Picts aud the Scots, in the year 83L
This skeleton must be the remains of Kiug Alpin, who
was taken prisoner in the action, and beheaded by the

Picts ; for, though seme histories state that his head and
body were removed by the Scots to Icolmkill, and there

buried, yet the fact of now linding the head severed from
the body, which was in the centre of the mound, and dis-

tant some fields from the mass of the bones of those who

position, Miss Adelaide Kemble assumed a new character,

and Mrs. Alfred Shaw, whose diamatic success in Italy,

and previous triumphs at various concerts, had already
raised her to a high rank in the estimation of the musical
world, made her first appearance before a British audience.
Miss Kemble appeared as Semiramide, a character already
associated with recollections of Pasta and Griai ; and
Mrs. Alfred Shaw took the part of Arsace, of which
Jlalibran's representatioa is ttot likely to be efl&ced from

]
fell in action, renders it certain that this must be the ske-

leton of some chieftain, and" there is no record of any one
of note having fallen on this occasion except King Alpin,
It is singular that this skeleton of King Alpin, the la^t

King of the undivided sept of the Scots, and from whom
her Majesty Queen Victoria is lineally descended, was dis-

covered the very day she crossed the Tay and entered the
border of her ancestors' older dominions- These Royal
remains have been carefully collected and placed in a shell,

and are now deposited in the Watt Institution, where they
maybe seen by the pubiic.

—

Dundee paper,
Mortalihj of Bachelors,—J) v. Caspar, of Berlin, states

that the mortality of bachelors, from the ages of 30 to 45,
is 27 per cent.; of married men, of the same ag^, 18
percent. For 41 bachelors who attain the age of 40,

there arc 78 married men. The ditference is more strik-

ing as age advances- At the age of 60 there are but 22

bachelors alive for 48 married men ;

bachelors for 27 married men ; and at

bachelors there are 9 married ixien.

Galvanic Blasting.—The Glasgow papers state that Mr.
Lyon of that city, the contractor for the new harbour at

Dunbar, has lately introduced the galvanic battery to aid

him in his extensive blasting operations. Several explo*

fiions of considerable magnitude have recently taken place.

The largest contained GOlbs. of powder, distributed iu live

bores of great depth. The bores were placed so as mutu-
ally to assist each other, and the conducting wires so ar-
ranged that the whole live were fired simultaneously by
one battery. It was Surmis^ed that by this method tho
effect would be much greater than exploding the shot»
singly, and the almost incredible quantity of rock thrown
down showed the correctness of the anticipation. In an-
other instance, in order to throw down a part of the celo^
brated Castle of Dunbar, three bores, fifteen feet in dept1i>

were run obhquely into the rock below the foundation.
They were exploded together, and lifted from its bed in
one unbroken and compact mass a body of masonry
weighing not less than 150 tons,

A Heathen Hospital—Tht Rev. Mr. Allen, an Ameri-
can missionary, in giving details concerning the various
public institutions in Bombay, thus notices what every
one must regard as a most singular establishment:— '* It

has been ^aid that heathenism never furnished an hospital.

There is at least one exception to the truth of this remark.
There is one here, supported at an expense of 16,000 dol-
lars annually. It was founded by a donation of 140,000
dollars, by a native merchant of the Jain sect—the sect

which appears to approach nearer than any other to the
primitive Hindooism with which Pythagoras became ac-
quainted atBabvlon, Its doctrines strictly forbid the dc»
struction of animal life in any case whatever. Tiie manage-
ment of this hospital is wholly in heathen hands, and
heathen liberality furnishes all its resources. In it aregra^
tuitously supported from 50 to 100 old horses, which would
otherwise be killed as past service; about 175 cows and
oxen ; 200 dog?, for whose destruction the authorities of
Bombay offer a bounty twice a year ; and a large number
of cats, monkeys, and other animals. Its charities are
accessible to living beings of every species except the
human racp- Men, women, and children (wounded, sick*

and destitute), are allowed to die unaided within sight of
its walls. Such is the character of the only hospital, bo
far as is known, that heathenism ever built/'
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The SrjfciAL Commission, SxAFFORDi—The Cohimission
commenced ou Monday, when all the prisoners were conveyed to
the Court House uiulcr an escort of the 3d Dragocu Guards. The
Judges were attended by the Lord Lieutenant, the High Sheriff,
and a great number of comity magistrates. The Grand Jurywas
then sworn, Lord Ingestre being appoiuted foreman. After the
usual proclamation, the Lord Chief Justice Tiiidal addressed the
Grand Jur\" iu the following remarkable speech, which embraces
so compfcneusive a view of the recent riots, and expounds with
so clear a jadgp.^cnt the common law of England upon the whole
question, ihat we have no doubt it will be read with interest bv
ail classes. Uis Lordahip said—Gentlemen of the Grand Jury, it
is with unfeigned regret that tho>e who have been appointed un-
der her Majesty's special commi-^ionto inquire into andadjudl*
cate upon the crimes committed within this county since the last
assize, are called upon to meet you, the Graiid J ury, upon this oci
casion. It is at all times a painful and distressing occupation for
the minds of the Judges to pursue the investigation of charges of
guUt, and to apportion the proper measure of punishment to be
awarded to each individual offender. If this be the case in the
comparatively few Instances that occur in the ordinary adminis-
tration of annual justice at assizes, much more is it on the pre-
sent occasion, when the number of offenders is large, and the
nature of the alleged offences so injurious to the welfare of the
StatCj and when the offences havebeen committed, not by Bine^lo
individuals, or even small numbers of persons, but large masse*
of the community, impelled by one common motive, and labour-
ing to effect one common object. Gentlemen, it is not our de-
sign, nor indeed have we sufficient evidence, to enter into the
origin of those excesses and violations of the law that will be
shortly brought under your consideration. It will be sufficient td
give a genercd outline, drawn from the depositions made before
the magistrates of the county, which form the only legitimate
source of oih- information. About the middle of August the
working-classes—those employed in mines, collieries and
factories—became dissatisfied with the amount of wages
paid them, which they deemed not to be equivalent for their
labour. They then, in order to compel their masters to alter
their regulations and grant greater wages, formed them-
selves into associations and refused to work for their employers.
They not only continued to do so themselves, but they com*
pelled, by threats, violence, aud intimidation, other workmen,
who were content with their work and wages, to discontiuue
such work and join the discontented. It further appears that
while large bodies of the working classes were thus uniting to^
gether, tuid were in a state of idleness and poverty, others
from distant parts of the country, strangers to and unconnected
with them, came amongst them, and excited them to increased
discontent with their wages and the institutions of the country,
and persuaded them, by inflammatory harangues against the laws
andreligiouof the country, to persevere in their refusal not to
return to their employment, as the only sure and effectual means
of obtaining a redre.b of their alleged wrongs, aud securing their
just rights, called the "People's Charter." It further appears
that, some time afterwards, tumult and disorder ensued in some
places, to the great alarm and terror of the peace of the commu-
nity. In other places large bodies proceeded to acts of open
violence and breaches of the law again&t her Majesty»a subjects,
robbing some and cutting others, wiUi intent to inflict bodily in-
jury ; others committed theft and plunder by breaking into dwell-
ing-houses by day and night, by the destruction of dwelTmg-
houses by demoliUon and force, beginning with the dwellings of
magistrates, public offices connected with police establishments,
and carrying the same ruin to the dweUiupa of private indiridtxals,

Uis impossible to say towhat extentthisdcstractioii, and thosem<^
riots, would have proceeded, if their progress had r^^^-^f'n coun-
tervened by the zeal, activity, and earnestness of the ma^ -^^

of the county, supported by the united exertiong of themiiitary,

who lent their ready aid when called upon in assist _ ro repress

thosedisorders. By thosecoBftbined exertions the workouurther de-

struction wasstopptu,itsomiiiottsresuitsarrested. an : elriwre-

stored toitsja^tiupicmacy. Gentlemen, it has beenuitimated that

wecon. ' c Ittobenopartofourprovincefodiacawthesubjectof
quarrel between the men and their employers, nor is it our duty
to show by argument that the part taken by those who imagined
themselves injiued was least calculs' .

' to achieve their object, or
that, perhaps, it was most likely to de£»at what they sought to
attain ; nor are we called up**n to suggest or discuss the remedies
that may be provided bylmw to prevent similar results, should a
isimilai- dispute ariM at a future day between men ami masters—
a dfscossioa better suited fpr ttic legislature t^m fgt as, tU«
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^t. r. *^hn«i.l which Is to declare the law as it exists.

[members of * ^^"T^^^^ is to explain the law as it may

«K yoa^juiffme"ts, in comiiig to a just conclusion, as to

Ihetto siSfident evidence appears before you to send them for

J^ ItJstb^ob>erved,iiithefirstplace,tha^

^Af their wascs as beilig inadequate, had assembled peaceably

SSrther to decide upon the rate of wa^es that shotxld be required.

p^if they had entered into an agreement to fix a certain rate of

waees, they would have done no more than the lawallowsthem.

A combination for that purpose, and to Uiat extent, if such can

be called a combinaUon, is no more than is recognised as legal by

the 6th of George IV. The same extent of power and no more is

jrranted by the same statute to masters when they meet to regulate

the wages to be paid the employed. In the dispute between

masters and workmen as to the proper amount of wap^es, it was

properly supposed by the Legislature that if the masters refused,

on the one hand, to increase the wages, and the men on the other

hand refused to work for less wages than they expected,

sooner or later one party would give way whose pretensions

were not founded on reason or justice—the masters, if they gave

too little, the workmen if they demanded too much. But, un-

fortunately, the discontented did not rest satisfied with exercising

their own power of withholding their own labour if discontented.

They assiuned the power of interferinp: with the right that others

possessed— of exercising their own discretion on the same point.

Accordingly you will have many cases where large bodies of dis-

contented workmen, by personal violence and threats, and inti-

midation> compelled others, who were cojitent with their call-

ings, and wiiliug to work for their rate of wages, to leave their

work against their own will, and add to the number of the discon-

tented. A more glaring act of despotic tyranny one man or

»et of men cannot perpetrate against others. If there is one

right to which a man is entitled, it is the right of exercising hi«

or their c\^-n skill, knowledge, and labour, with a will free and

unshackled by any control or dictation. Yet, strange to say,

this right, which the discontented claim for themselves to the

fullest extent, they, by a stranger perversity and uumeaniug self-

ishness, refuse to others. Such proceedings, so unreasonable as

they arc—so injurious as they are to the interests of society—so

detrimental as they arc to the rights of trade— so oppressive

agaiust the rights of the poor—and which are such gross flagi-

tious violations of the -law—must be put down by prompt mea-

sures, and severely punished as soon as the guilt of the parties

practising it is established. But even if large bodies assemble

together for any particular purpose, and conduct themselves with

turbulence and violence, accompanied by threats calculated to

excite terror, such an assembly is in itself a riot, even If Its ob-

ject be proper, just, and legitimate. If bills be brought before

you charging individuals with riot, for the purpose of raising tlie

rate of wages, then the evidence should show the conduct of

the parties to be of the sort just adverted to. The appearance of

riot then is complete in point of law. Geatlemcn, there is

one def^cription of offence which will probably be submitted to

you ; namely, the exciting and encouraging large masses of the

people, by means of seditious and inflammatory addresses. He
who delivers addresses to the poor working classes, or to the

unemployed, brooding over real or imaginary wrongs, will soon
liave a crowded auditory, and will not want hearers ready to

perform any acts of mischief. You will, in such cases, consider
the language used on lliat occasion. If at consists of broad
assertiouR, unfounded in facts— if, in speaking on religious
topics, you find "him sprightly and facetious, on subjects which
make good and wise men seriovis; and if, instead of arguments,
you ftnd him to deal in sneers and sarcasms; it will be for you to

consider whether he be an honest but mistaken man, or whether
be is wickeJly iotent to bring into contempt the Government,
the law», and religion of tl»e country, and all that honest men
hold in rc^i:ect and veneration. Gentlemen, it has been already
stated, that, amongst the niuttipUcity of charges that are made
ft;;ain»t the prisoners, some are for aatttults, some for cutting

and maiming with intent to d'^ Sodily harm, some for robbery
with violence, some for then, mjuic for breatting into dwelling-
houses by day and by iiigUt, hegiuuiug with the demolition of

the houses of magistrates, clergymen, officers connected with
police establishments, and dwellings of private inrtJvfduals, and
others are charged with destroying works by fire. It would be
tedious ard unnecessary for me to enlarge upon the law that
regulates such offences, especially before gentlemen so well ex-
perienced ill Si&iaizc order of business. One observation applies
to every species of offence that comes before you. If many
arc present when the breach of the law takes place, having
one common view, acting in concert, though all do not take
a share in that act which is the subject of the indictment, yet, by
affording conntenance and protection to the persons perpetrating
this crime, they are all equally guilty in the eye of the law. But,
gfentlemen, there is one case in the calendar, I purposely avoided,
tliat it might not interrupt the view which 1 took of the other
cases; I mean the case of William Ellis, who is committed by the
xnagjstrates on the charge of high treason j and as we are cot
aware whether bills of indictment may not probably be preferred
against that person, with others who appear upon the depositions
in the same predicament, for the offence ofhigh treason, it is ne-
cessary that the principle of the law, so far nmt relates to this
species of high treason upon which the charge, if preferred, will
be probably founded, should be laid down for you with sufficient
precision, to enable you to determine whether the transaction is

BO far established that the parties accused ought to be put on trial

for that offence. The species of high treason upon which the
cbarg-e rests, if made, mast be either that of levying war against
her Majesty in her realms, under the statute of Edward the Third,
as that for which Ellis was committed by t!ie magibtrates, or in-
tending to levy war against the Queen in her realms, in order, by
force or constraint, to compel her to change her councils, which
latter offence was first made asubstantive treason by the statute
of 36th Geo. HI., cap. 7, which was made perpetual by a subse-
quent statute. You are well aware that as early as the 25th of
EdwarU UL, and thence down to the present time, the bare
compas&mg or imagining the death ofthe Sovereign, when proved
by any overt act. amoauted to high treason. For, where the life
or personal safety of the Sovereieu is concerned, so precious has italways been held in theeycof the law. that thebare intention orxmagmmg of puttingit into jeapardy,althongh no injurious conse.
Quences followed from such intention, when proved by an overt
act. Itself alone ccmstituted treason. Levying war within the
realm, when proved by an overt act, is made a distinct sub-
etantive species of treason. But the mere compassing or intend-
ing to levy war, which is a mere purpose of the mind, was not
treason until the sath Geo. UK, c. 7, and only such when the
intent is expresaed, uttered publicly, or declared by an overt act
Now, the only evidence of treason stated in the depositions is
the uttering of violent inflammatory words to assembled multi-
tudes. But it is not the mere speaking of words, without re-
ference to acts or design, no matter how wicked the words, that
constitutes treason. The Judges, in the fourth year of the reign
of Charles the First, when called upon to give judgment respect-
ing words spoken by one Pym, certified that words, no matter
how wicked they might be, did not constitute treason, unless
they were made so by a'particular statute. Ou the other hand,
if the words of the speaker bore reference to any plan or de-

sign already laid, or are uttered by the speaker with a view
ot carrying into effect such plan or design, then such speak-

ing or such uttering of words is an overt act of treason, being*

the means used to carry into effect Such treasonable pur.

poses. It will be, therefore, for you to say, supposing no further

evidence i« giren than words uttered, if any previous plan to
snbvert the authority of the Queen or the esttabtished order
of Government had existed, or whether, from the words spoken
by the party charged with treason, you can feel yourselves
sutbori^ to infer that at the time be intended to cfEcct

^pcti 7i<^9d parpo9$8, arid tliat thQ speech w^ made to induce

his hearers to take bp arms, and to u?e force or violence, to

carry such design into effect ; you must determine for yourselves

whether such is the safe conclusion to which you can arrive, or

whether the words are not rather to be considered as the pro-

duction of a heated imagination and distempered mind, thrown

out at the moment rashly and^asUly ; " words as wicked as

might be," as has been said in Pym's case, but which were

spoken without any reference to any settled purpose. In the

latter case it is not high treason, but a crime punishable as a

high misdemeanour. I cannot close my observations without

expressing the eaniest hope of myself and my brethren that the

administration of criminal justice under the special commission,

in this, and other counties where similar enormities have been

committed, may have the effect of teaching all, that the com-

mission of crime will be followed speedily by its punishment, so

steadily and so speedily, that the guilty can have no chance of

escaping; and, secondly, whatever attempts may be made by

discontented persons to subvert the laws and religif^n^their

country, and to establish a new order of things in thelletead.

they will find the law too strong for them ;
and that the honeit,

virtuous portion of the community, and the lovers of peace and

order, will unite with the authorities to repress these attempts,

and put down such evildoers with a strong liand. And I would,

in conclusion, venture suggesting, that the only effectual method

of conquering the attempts of wicked and designing men to un-

dermine the principles of the working men, and render them

dissatisfied with the institutions of the country, is the diffusion

of a sound religious Knowledge (in whichthere can be no ex-

cess) amongst those classes who are the n^t exposed to these

attempts, and of the fear and love of God; and that thus all

may be taught that obedience to the laws is not a matter of

compulsion, but a matter of principle and conscience. Gentle-

tlemen, her Majesty's judges, besides, will be happy to render you

any assistance that you may require in the discharge of your diffi-

cult duties.

The Stoke Jliots.—The first case which came on was that of 29

prisoners, who were arraigned for a riot, and beginning to de-

molish the dwelling-house of the Rev, Benjamin Vale, on the I5th

August, at the parish of Stoke-upon-Trent. They pleaded not

guilty. The Solicitor-General addressed the jury for the prosecu-

tion. He recapitulated all the facts connected with the riots, as

they had reference to the attack upon and the burning of the

house of the Rev. Mr. Vale. He explained the law of the case as

conuected with the indictment against the prisoners, and con-

eluded by calling upon the jury to dismiss from their minds all

that they heard outside of Court, and to confine themselves to the

evidence that would be adduced before them. Several witnesses

were then called, who deposed to the principal facts as they were

noticed in this Paper at the time of their occurrence. Counsel

for the prisoners complimented the Crown lawyers on the mild

manner in which the prosecution had been conducted, and after

taking several technical objections to the form of the indictments,

which were overruled by the Court, they addressed the jury for the

defence. The proceedings ran to a great length, and the jury

w^ere locked up for three nights before the Chief Justice was able

to sura up. His Lordship then commented on each case, desiring

the jury to agree on their verdict as he proceeded, and calling on

them to give the prisoners the benefit of any fair doubt that might

arise in their favour. The announcement of the verdicts w-as

reserved until all the cases had been decided, when, the jury re-

turned a verdict of ** Guilty." Sentence was deferred.

CuKSTfia Special Co.mmissiox.—On Wednesday the special

commission issued for the trial of the prisoners charged with

offences in various parts of Cheshire, during the recent turn-out

in the manufacturing districts, was opened with the customary
formalities at Chester Castle. The judges appointed to try the

prisoners are Lord Abiuger, Sir E. H. AUlerson, and Sii" C. Cress-

well. They arrived at Chester about i o'clock ou Wednesday by
railway, and, having been met by the sheriff of the county, pro-

ceeded to the Castle and opened the commission, after which the
Court was adjourned to Thursday. The calendar contains the
names of 66 persons : more than half are charged with taking
part in an attack on ..iO ofcockport workhouse, and the rest

are variously charged with assembling to disturb the peace,
with conspiring to prevent, by intimidation and violence,
other j*arties from following their lawful occupations, rioting,

uttering seditious speeches, and conspiring to excite dis-

affection and discontent against the laws and government
of the realm. A description is given in the calendar of the
different degrees of education which the prisoners have received

;

from this statement it appears that about 18 can neitlier read nor
write, 1 7 read imperfectly,23 read and write, 7 read and write well.

TATTERSALL'S
TucRSDAY.—The betting was confined to the Ccsarewitch, for

which several horses were backed at amounts barely large
enough to determine their value in the market. On three only
was business at all brisk, viz., Bellissima, Portrait, and Hesling-
ton; the mare was backed freely at 7 to l, and closed at takers
of a fractional improvement. Portrait had a few friends, but a
strong feeling against him was shown in two or three quarters,
and he finally closed at layers of 10 to I. Hesliugton was backed
in two instances at 10 to 1, and in several others at 12 to i, with
repeated offers to go on at the latter price. Latest prices :

—

CBSAREWITCH STAKES,
6 to 1 sgit Bellissima (take 13 to 3) I 16 10 1 agst Muler Moloch lolt

i'urtralt (lak. and aiter- 13 to 1 _ The Glrauer (taken)

I Harffrpaves, Manchester, tailoi—R. Harris, Birmingh

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—H. Donaldson, Dunfermline. Fifeahlr«.
manufacturer—G. and J. Hymers, Galashiel?, inanuf;tct«rers_E. Steven ani
Co., Glasgow, cotton spinner*—J. Hutchinson, Leith, merchant—B. Forreaier
and Co., Glasjjow, merchanta.

BIRTHS On the 2nd inst., at Reading, the lady of Major-Gen. Tickell
:^.B.,itfa daughter—On the 4th insi., at the Rectory, Houffhton-Conque«'

Bon—On the 5th inst., in Manchester square, the lady of J. Hayter, Esq. of
twins—On the 2nd ins:., Mrs. H. Barclay, UeKeni-strpet, of a son.

*

MARRIED On the 5th S«pt., at St. Tkomas'i Church, St. John*;
foiindland, H. J. Harvey, Esq., Lieut, in the Royal Navy, and secoou wn ot
hie Excellency Major-Gen. Sir J. Harvey, K.C.B. and It.C.H. (GoTemor <rf

the Island), to Ella Louisa, eldest daughter of Aubrey Georac, Lord liijhA*
.J Q- .U-. c.k :..>* o. \»7^K.«» r'u..-..u D_.\-^i _ n ""^

s, New-
id son of

Colemaa,
Esq., of Norwich.
DIED On the 3rd inst., at Portsmouth, W-Butterfield, Esq , Rear Admiral

late Lieut.-Col. By, Royal Engineers—On the 3rd in.^t., at 21, Upper Brook<
street, the Hon. Carolinf MoniaMU, granddauphter of Robert, third Duke of
Manchester—On the 6th inst., at 17i StratJbrd-place, Harriet Heater, n-idowot
the late Lieut. -Gen- Sir VV. N. Fringle, Rnd onlf daughter of the late Hon. E.
J, Eliot, nged 50—On the Ist inst, aged 66, Magdalene, widow of the lateT.
DowdcswelJ, Esq., of Pull Court, Worcestershire—On the 28th uU.,atBoii.
nin^ton, the Lady Mary Rosd, widow of Sir C. Ross, of BaJnaKown, Bart—On
the aisi ult., in Germany, aged 58, the Rev. J. Cracroft, Rector of Ripley,
Vorksbire^ youngest son of the late J. Cracroft, Esq<, Haukihorn, Lincolillbire

TO TULIP-GROWERS.

THE most complete directions for cultivating the

TULIP IN PERFECTION are given in No. 6 of the GAR,
DENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST, price 3rf., published this

day. London : R. Groombridg^, 5, Paternoster-row ; and sold

by all Booksellers and Newsmen.
*jf* All Advertisements for the GARDENER must be sent to

'

the Publisher one week before they can appear.

SHIP FOR NEW ZEALAND, under Charter to the

New Zealand Company, to sail as under mentioned, viz.—
FOR WELLINGTON AND NELSON.

PHOilBE, 471 Tons, from London, 15th November.
For farther particulars apply at the New Zealand House, Broad

street Buildings,

^rO FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.--
-L To be Let on Lease, a very desirable waUed-in Garden, with

Cottag:e. Greenhouses, large ranges of Brick Pits, &c. Rent low,

and nothing of the kind in the neighbourhood; the Stock, Glass,

&c., to be taken at a fair valuation. For particulars apply on the

premises, Chester Gardens, near Chester- street, Kennington Cross.

10 lo I

11 to 1

1;! CO I

13 to I

J3 to 1

13 to 1

10 tOl

wards otfered)
He»Hnt;ton
Blue lioanet
Florenre
Kalph (taken)
Arcitntii (taken)
Tainburiai (U lo jmall turn)

18 tol
80 to 1

20 to 1

C to I

Lucy Hanki (taken)
The Shadow (taken to 501.)

Thistle Whippy r (tak. and
afterwards offered)

Blue Bojinec and Fiorrnce
(takan)

MARK LANE, Friday, Oct. 7.— The qnantity of English
Wheat offering is very small, and prices remain the same as on
Monday.—Foreign is in /air retftil demand at about the same
rates: there is hut little inquiry for bonded. Barley (excepting
very superior quality) docs not sell on quite as good terms.

—

Peas are unaltered, and Beans arc rather lower.—In consequence
of the small quantity of Oats, prices arc maintained.

BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL qUAJlTKR.
Wheat, Kflsex, Kent, and SuHoIlc . . . White—

, Norfolk, LJncoIn«h!rp and Yorltih ire . . ,

Barley Malting and di&tillioff

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Folands
i Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish Fpcd

Rye - -

Heanii, Maxagftn. old and new . S7 to 31 TIcIt
Pigeon, lielif^oland . , . 31 to 34 Winds.

Peas» White . 31 to 37 Alaple

4» to Afi

— to —
21 in 3J
13 to 23
— to —
6 to }8

-_ to —
30 to 33

Red
White
Grind.
Teed
Polato
Potato

40 to AS
— to—
£2 lo£C
14 to £2
l& t3 23
U to n

34 to 40 Lonppod
28 to 33 Grej

Harrow 31 to 34
30 tD3ft

2<T CO 30

WEEKLY IMPKftrAI. AVTRaOKS.

August
Sept. 3

&

S3

Wheat.
65
63 3
fil 9
SZ 8
54
53 2

Barlef.
i7 3
27 2
27 2

27 3
87 10
9S fi

Oftti.

IH
18

18
17
18
38

7
9
6

8
4
6

Kye.
31 6

• week*' Aggregate Aver. 53 3

2>mtl«t

"i

31
30
S9
SO
31

ft

4
to
10

27 a t 18 6 30 6

J8 a I 8 I 10 G
^

Kng^lUh
Irish .

ForciKD

4547 Hits.

—

*

M

ARRIVALS IN THB RIVKR LAST WEEK.
Flonr. I Wht I R.ri MMt.! Oats.

Benns. Pens.
33 11 32 6
33 1 33 5
33 5 33 Q
33 10 32 11

33 33 3
33 4 33 7

33 4 33 1

3 6 9 a

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procared only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex- The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale caunat

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street.

WHEAT-SOWING.
POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO MANURE.

TESTIMONIAL:—"The Artificial Guaxo Manurk
applied with great effect to a heavy land, on the estate of A. toi-

ton, Esq.. Hildersham Hall, Cambridge, on a Field of Barley
;

it

produced a marked eifect— the finest crop for years, and t"^ P*^^*

duce, Six Quarters of Barley to the acre. The space marked oui:

was conspicuous, being some inches higher than that from com-

mon Manure. On part of a Grass Field the application, wDicri

was but lightly made, produced at least double the proportion oi

Hay compared to the part otherwise manured. A portion or i

was applied to the Orange Globe Mangel Wurzel, the roots oi

which were of very large size—double that of others.—aim us

effects on a bed of Parsneps was extraordinary, producmg a crop

exceeding any before seen. The exact weight per s*i«^'f ^rr'
compared with those of ordinary culture, will be estimated wneii

gathered. In the instance of the Parsneps, the ^I^""^®,.„^

mixed with earth, and deposited over the seed j a mode o» cuiiiu

recommended in the practice of Mangel Wurzel. AUnougu

much higher in price than the common Manure, the proiitift*>

materially greater."
Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT. ,

THIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, nna

is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses, Consen

tories, Sec, as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is periei. /

impenetrable by insects, i. *{

The entire range of Hothouses erecting by the Go^^f^'V-'Us
Frogmore are about being stuccoed with it, and the price ^^"6

^
nearly equally with the jCements in ordinary use for floors,

it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

- Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE andSOJNa* i"

bank, Wcstniinster.

ORCING-HOUSES, &c.—To be Sold, the

or

Brl
j
Wht.iBarl.

815 ais»7

IttSO SOQS
13129
»40

SB
Bui.
1000 60S

49Ba «0

Lease of

a very convenient Gard'ener's Dwelling-house, an ^^F^J^f
Hothouse and Greenhouse, with about an acre a"*] * Jl* ^^i\

Garden, entirely enclosed with a brick wall ; rent 35^. *,. ^.jj.

particulars, apply to Mrs. Jackson, on the premises, ^^^

street, Deptford.

\XrHITE TEETH. ROWLAND'S O^O^JPpo^-
* T PEARL DENTIFRICE.-This is an efficient Wmte i^^

derfor the Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental Herbs ot
^^^^^,

delightful odour, and of sovereign virtue for strengthening, P^ ^^^
ing, and thoroughly cleansing the Teeth. It eradicates tar^^^
the Teeth, removes spots of incipient decay, polishes ^^*! -gaU.
the enamel, to which it gives a pearl-hke whiteness ;

and, auu
^ ^^

from its disinfecting properties, gives sweetness to the ore '

^^
an antiscorbutic, the gums also share in its ^ranscendant pv ^
Scurvy is eradicated from them, and a healthy action and rean

^^^
induced, that offer to the notice of the medical practitioner tnc

indubitable signs of their healthful state. Price 25. fid. P«J^°*;tor»,
inchidcd. %• Notice—The Name and Address of the ^^^^'^d
A. Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Garden, London, arc enfc

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
HAVKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED.-T. S. Goode. Mant.hMU.r, merchant

—J. Raleigh and T. S. (iood«, Manchcsur, merchaute— J. W, Palmer, Old
Buckenham, Norfolk, grocer
BANKRUPTS.—*). Younaer. Great Tower-Btre«t, City, mar^nt—B. J.

Wood, Uyer^wl^ opudao-iA. iilAih* aa4 S, Mooie, tiverpQol, mSghaots—B- |
Kdltpr.—Satujday, CKJclwr 8* ifi«.

on the Government stamp which is pasted on each,» Be«urctoaskfor"KOWLANl)'S.
»t

b.rd-.ireet, fleet^tje^ jjPrinted hy Mes.rs. B»A»mTitT «nd EvAvt, l-*""b»rd-«ireet. riec ^^^^ ,.

Ih« Precinct of Whiiefri»r», in the CUy of tendon, *"*'/"^\'!. 5^Midd!t#**-
th« OrriCB, 3, Chaal«5-«trebt, Cot»ht GA«nKif, m the County 01^, .k.tkl

where aJl AdTertinement* and CommuDivaUoiu u»to
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FROM the last Official Stamp Returns just published,
it appears that during the three months of April, May, and

June, in the present year, the Stamps supplied to each of the
undermentioned Journals gave them an average Publication of^

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE . . 4,230
MORNING POST 4,103
SUN .....•• 4,013
WATCHMAN 3,96l

RECORD . 3,904
SPKCTATOR • • . • . . 3,538
JOHN BULI. 3,461

STANDARD 3,333
£V£N1NG MAIL • « . . • 3,205
GLOBE .*•••.. 3,153
satirist ..»••. 2,923
ecclesiastical gazette . . . 2,827
nonconformist . - • • . 2,788
railway tim£s ..... 2,533
bell's new weekly messenger *

. 2,250
ATLAS • . 2i000
NAVAL AND MILITARY GAZETTE . 1,980
OBSKRVER ..•••• 1,923

ARGUS ....,•• ]|827
VNJTED SERVICE GAZKTTK • • . 1,730
COURT JOURNAL ..... 1 ,577
MINING JOURNAL • . . « . 1.577
BRITISH QUEEN 1,558
EVENING CHRONICLE .... J,436

GARDENERS' GAZETTE . . . 1,415

T
FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

HIS, the most Splendid FUCHSIA yet introduced
-*- to public notice, will be ready for sending out in the second
vreelc ot April next, at lOs. 6rf. per plant, free of postage, to any
part of the United Kingdom, by Youell and Co., who possess the
entire stock of it. Dr. Lindley's opinion of it will be found in the
Gardeners* Chronicle of the 14th of May last, as follows:

—

"Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have
seen ; the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and
sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will
prove a valuable addition to this, beautiful genus."
Which two latter qualities it possesses in the extreme. All

orders, as well as those from the Continent, will receive every J
care in packing, so as to ensure their perfect safety. The usual

]

discount to the Tiade, where not less than six plants are ordered.
For ftirther particulars see their advertisement in the Gardeners^
Chronicle of the 8th inst.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct, 13, 1842.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
YOUELL & CO-'s Superb Collection of the above

are now being sent out at the following prices ;

—

25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, ji'S

12 ,y do. do. do. 2 10

25 „ of fine Show flowers, . . 3
12 „ do. do. . . . 1 10

25 ,, of extra fine Show Pinks, . • 14
12 „ do. do. . . . 12

The selection being left to Y. & Co,
Who, should it meet the wishes of those favouring them with
their orders, will send them free to any part of the United Kingdom,
at the extra charge of 25. per dozen pairs.

A Post-office order, or relerence, is respectfully requested from
unknown correspondents.
Their Cptalogue, containing every known variety worthy of

cultivation, may be had by enclosing two postage stamps.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 13, 1842.

ARAUCARIA U
YOUELL & Co., who possess by far the largest stock

in the country of the above most noble Hardy Plant, which
is in course of planting by most of the Nobility, are executing
orders for it in fine strong healthy Plants, at 60s. per dozen.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 13, 1842.

CAMELLIAS.

C^
HANDLER and SONS, Nurserymen, Vauxhall,

^ London, beg to state that they have young healthy plants
of Camellia nitida now ready to send out at 3/. Zs, each. This is

an imported variety, the flowers of a rose colour, with a white
streak through each petal, and very double and compact.
C. and Sons can also supply good plants of C. Albertus at IZ. is.

each
J

also fine healthy young plants of the following sorts, in
collections of i dozen, viz. :—
Double White, Double Striped, Pompone, Pseoniieflora, Press's

Eclipse, Fimhriata, speciosa, splendens, Chandierii, Colviliii,

Hume's Blush, florida—for 2i., package included.
Elegans, Althaeiflora, Corallina, eximia. imbricata, coronata,

Spofforthiana, Woodsii, Rossii, miniata, Jtlaylockii, Fordii—for
3/., package included.

Beaieii, tricolor, Donkelaerii, serratifolia, regalis, trinm-
phans, albicans, imbricata alba, Fraiicofurtensis, rosea, elata,
Colviliii striata— for 41., package included.

If individual sorts are selected from the above, the price of
plants from the first collection will be 3*. Crf. each ; from the se-
cond, &#. each ; and from the third, 7*. 6d. each.—A remittance,
or reference for payment in London, will be expecteil from un-
known correspondents.

PHLOX PICIA. «

MESSRS. MOUNTJOY and SON beg to advertise
the following Seedling PiiLor Plants, which will be

ready for Sale by the 1st of next monll: ; also a few Ground Roots
of their Dahlia "Virgil," 1C5«. Phlox picta, white, with pink
eye, 105. 6d. ; this was awarded a certificate of merit by the Hor-
ticultural Society. P. compacta alba, a very fine and distinct

variety, 5s. ; P. cordata maxima, very large purple, 5«. ; P. liliacca

grandifiora, pale lilac, very large bold flower, 5s.

0fi rfaJlttancc is respectfully requested from unknown corre-
spondents.— Ealing, nth Oct., 1842.

TULIPS.

WA^'D R. LA\VRENCE, Hampton, Middlesex, beg
• to call the attention of Tulip-growers to their CATA-

LOGUE OF CHOICE VARIETIES, which will be «tf»^ fret, on
application post-paid.

A SPLENDID SEEDLING PELARGONIUM.

K JEFFRIES & SON beg to call the attention of
• the Public to their Seedling Pelargonium, Albert Priuce of

Wales, which they Intend sending out in Nov. next, in strong
plants, at One Guinea each. Tlie colour of the lower petals is a
fine deep rose pink, upper petals having an immense larg dark
maroon spot, with a distinct broad pink margin, excellent trusses,

flowers very large, beautifully cupped, good form, and of superior
habit. Have been seen during the seasoTi by many flrst-rate

cultivators, who have prnnomiccd it a di?>tinct and desirable

variety. A remittance is respectlull)' requested from unknown
correspondents.—Ipswich Nursery, Oct. 13, 1842.

J URSERY STOCK, &c., at JOHN CATTELL'S,
Westkiluam, Kbnt.

100,000 Transplanted Ash, various heights, from! to 6 ft.

100,000 do. Spanish Chesnut, 1 to 4 ft.

30,000 do. Spruce Fir, 1 to ti ft.

10,000 do. Larch do., 6 to 10 ft.

10,000 do. Scotch do , 1 to 3 ft.

10,000 do. Common Laurels, 1 to 4 ft.

10,000 do. Gooseberries (consisting of40 named large

varieties) and Currants, of sorts.

A very extensive Stock of laige Forest and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs, in excellent condition for rtmoval ; also Standard,
Dwarf, and Trained Fruit Trees, Transplanted Quince and Crab
Stocks, for working; bedded jtlants of all the new and esteemed
varieties of Rhubarb and Strawberries.

J. C. begs to say that his extensive collection of Standard apd
Dwarf Roses are exceedingly strong, and not to be surpassed, if

equalled, by any other grower.
Also having been successful (owing to the favourable season)

in saving seed of his splendid collection of Hollyhocks, he intends

bendins" out his finest varieties at 6rf. per packet; 12 distinct

varieties, 5s.; 30 varieties, lOs.; fine mixed do., Is. per oz.j a

very superb variety of dark crimson Phlox Dnimmondi, at U.per
packet, containing 8 seeds.

Also his usual Stock of home-saved Vegetable and Flower
Seeds.
The above articles, in any quantities, will be delivered to the

Edenbrldgc Station of the South Eastern Railway, for purchasers,

carriage free.— Oct. 13, 1842.

SEEDLING CARNATIONS (never before sent out),

TULIPS, &c.—Dover's PRINCE OF WALES, splendid

Crimson Bizarre, white very good, colour good, form and petal

first-rate.— cVidc Report of Fioricultural Society of London, Aug.
6, 1842), lOff.firf. per pair.

Dover's JEMMY WEBB, fine Scarlet Bizarre, took the second

prize for Seedling Caruiitioni at the Show of the Fioricultural

Society of Loudon, July 19, 1842.- (See also Report of the afbove

Society, Aug. 21, 1841;. 7s. 6d. per pair. The Plants are very

healthy. If six pairs are taken the trade allowauce will be made.

Likewise, on very moderate terms, about 200 pairs of CARNA-
TIONS and PICOTEES: also, a BLD of TULIPS t^O Rows),

with about 2000 Blooming and other Offsets, comprisingthe most
J

esteemed Varieties, the whole the property of Mr. Dover, who is

discontinuing their cultivation.

Address T. Anscll. Camden Nursery, Camden Town. A remit-

tance will be required with orders from uLkuown correspondents.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

PE. ERIIARD, froni Huarlera, begs to inform the
• Nobility, Gentry, and Connoisseurs of the above Flowers,

that he has opened a DEPOT for the SALE of all kinds of DUTCH
FLOWER ROOTS, of the finest quality, carefuU^ sefer^ted from
his eileiisive Coileriion in Holland, at verp moderate prices. He
feels assured that he is able to give the greatest satisraction to

those Ladies and Gentlemen who may favour him with their

orders.—Depot, 359, Strand, corner of Burleigh-street.

THE FINEST VARIETIES OF HYACINTHS, IRISES, AND
ANEMONES, AT VERY MODERATE PRICES.

TOHN SUTTON and SONS, inipo> ting largely of

O Iribes, Hyacinths. Anemones. Tulips, &c., which are selected

aimually while in bloom in Holland, are enabled to supply such

sorts as arc most worthy of cultivation, and at very low prices.

The following are particnlarly recommended:—
The finest Hyacinths known, per dozen . • -^0

Very fine ditto, per dozen . . . *•

Ditto ditto Mixed Double, per 100 .

Superb Nevy Irises, best 30 varieties by name
Ditto ditto ditto Mixed, per 100 . . . •

The New Large Double Anemones, by name, per lOQ

The same Varieties, mixed, per 100

Early Single, many colours, per 100 . •

Gladiolus, Ranunculus, Txias, Tulips, Crocuses, Jonquils, Nar-

cissus, &c., &c., in extensive collections, at low prices, as per

Catalogue. N.B.- Goods delivered, free of carriage, to the Rail-

way Stations and Coach Offices in London,
,

Reading Nursery^ Sept. 15.

ROSES. •

HLANE and SON beg to announce that tbeir

• select annual descriptive Cataloguk is now ready for

delivery, and may be had post free on application (enclosing a
2d. stamp; at the Nurseries, Great Berkhampsled, Herts ; at Mrs.

Johnstone's, Covent Garden Market; and Mr. Nutting's, 46,

Cheapside, London.
HEARTSEASE.—The following seedlings having been care-

fully selected by H. Lank and Sovfrom their stock, are now
ready for sending out lor the first time, and they can strongly

recommend them, viz.. Sir John Sebright,* ;.?. fid.j Alpha,* 7».

fid.; Christina, 6«. Od.i Vulcan, 5s. Od. ; Venus, 5«. Od.; Diana,

5«. Od.j Nero, 3«. 6d. j Actecn, 35. fid. ; John Fowler, Bs. 6d ;

Signor Lablache, 3«. 6d ; and Calypso. 3j. 6d., if taken smgly i

but if the whole are taken they wiU be charged only 45#.

Those marked * were awarded prizes at the Honcultorai a>o-

ciety of London's Show on tbc 2lst of June last.
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THE MOST SUPERB DARK CHINA ROSE EVER OFFERED
TO PUBLIC NOTlCE-"MlELLEY'S PRINCE OF WALES.''

Yy M. AVOOD & SON have the honour to announce
» » to their Friends and Amateurs in general, that they have

purchased the entire stock of the above mo«t magiiificent Rose,
and intend sending it out early in Nt. mbcr, price for Dwarf
Plants (on their roots) 10«. fid. each.
The colour is of the derp^ * rich dark velvety purple violet,

most perfect s>)flpe, beautifully cupped, Urge and very double,
producing iUs tlegant tiowers on very sUong footstalks; the
habit is luxuriant and pleasing, with fine gh y foliage; it Is

perfectly hardy, and may certainly be depended upon as a Shovr
Rose of first-rate excellence.
A discount of one- third will be allowed to the trade If 6 plants or

more are taken at once. Early orders are iLbpcctfulIy solicited,

which will be executed in rotation as received.
A rcmittaiKe or reference will be required from unknoTm

correspondents. •

Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near Uckfield, Suisex.

YATT'S BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY,
after two years* competition, still maintains its pre-emi-

nence; and, In returning thanks to their numeroua patrons and
friends, J. and W. Myatt beg to say they can with confidence re-

commend it as the most superb fruit yet known.
Also their new Seedling Strawbcny Priuce Albert, which for

productiveness and size cannot be equalled. Price per 100, each,
50*. ; and their Eliza, 20*. Runners are now ready, and may be
hart on application to them at Manor Farm, Dcptford.

Myatt's famed Victoria Rhubarb, hOs. per 100 setfi, or Is. 6d. per
root, will he ready in October.

PRINCE ALBERT PEA.
CORMACK and OLIVER, Seedsmen and Ncb-

SKRVMBN, New Cross, near the Croydon Railway Station,

and Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London, have the

honour to offer to the notice of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and
others, the above new Pea, bs one of the earliest and best sorts

extant ; in proof thereof, a qnantity put into the open ground on
the 14th of March last was ready for use the 96th of April fol-

lowing, being only/orf^/u'o d/ips from the period of soKing to

the dale of gathering for the table ; it is moreover a good bearer,

of excellent flavour, and highly edvantagcons for early forcing,

—Packets, containing a quart, 5*. each.— September 30. 1842.

TANSLEY NURSERY, NEAR MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE.
JOSEPH SMITH returns grateful thanks to his nu-

merous friends for past favours, and bCfS to invite Noblemen,
Gentlemen, and others^ who may be improving their grounds, to

his extensive and well-grown Stock of Forest Trees, Flowering
Shrubs, Evergreens, Standard and Dwarf Roses, Ameiicau
Shrubs, &c. &c,

J. S. also begs further to state, that he has on hand upwards
of 4(;0,000 Traubplanted Larches of various ages and size, stiff

growers, and excellent Roots; 300,000 Transplanted Quicks,

three, four, and five years old; 40,000 Common and Portugal

Laurels; 30,w>0 Evergreen Privets; with many thousands of fiue

Rhododendrons for Cover and other Planting; and all other

Nursery Stock in proportion.
Catalogues with prices may be had on application.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD,
SUSSEX,

WILLIAM WOOD & SON beg leave to inform
their inimeroos Patroaa, and Rose Amateurs in general,

that their NEW CATALOGUE OP ROSES, for the present

season, is now ready for distribution, and will be sent, GRATIS,
on application.

The immense Stock of Roses at Mareafield are this season

finer and more luxuriant than ever; no pains or expense have
been spared to render the collection as rich and unique as

possible.

The General Catalogue of Nursery Stock and Trade List of

Roses, &c., are also ready for distribution.—Sept. 2ist,

T SHEFPARD, NURSERY AND SEEDSMAN,
O m WINCHESTER, begs most respectfully to call the atten-

tion of the Trade, and the Public gemraily, to the undermen-

tioned articles, being such as he can fully recommend to give

satisfaction :^Shcppard'b Duke of Wellington Pelargonuim, Shep-

pard's King David ditto, Sheppard's Isabella ditto, 10*. 6d. each;

Sheppard's Queen of Beauty Pink, a fine Seedling raised in 1841,

a first-rate Show Flower, 5*. per pair; White's Prince Albert

Verbena, a splendid vivid scarlet, superior in colour to anything

ever offered, price 2«. fid. each plant.—Agents : Messrs. \N amer
and Co., Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill. London,

J. S. has on hand a fine Collection of Pinks, from 15. per pair.

October 1st, 1842. ^
\1 ESSRS. DICKSON. Nurserymen and Florists,
iVi. Acre Lane, Brixton, beg to inform Amateurs and Florists,

that their Catalogue of Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, &c., is

now ready, and may be had on application to them, or Messrs.

Warner and Warner, Seedsmen, ^c. Cornhill, London, ^
\l/^OOD'S SUPERB SCARLET PHLOX DRUM-
VV MONDI.—The colour of this nicbt beautiful of Annuals

isadazzUug scarlet; the Flowers are perfectly round, without

any space between the petals, fonning, unexceptionably, the

most briOiant and striking object that can possibly be imagined.

J. Wood having grown no other sort, it is impossible that it can

be deteriorated by impregnation. Packets, containing 12 seeds,

2s. fid. each, po&tkgc included.

Nursery, Huntingdon.
N.B.— The above may also be had of Messrs. Warner and

Warner, Cornhill, who saw it in bloom.

ERSTOWN SOUTHSEA NURSERY-GROUND.

TO BE SOLD BY PRIVATE CONTRACT, about

2 Acres of Freehold Land, with a good Stock on it j a good

opportunity for a young man that wants to enter the Nursery

Business. It is situated in a pleasant spot and a gentea neigh-

bourhood, half a mile from Portsmouth and one and a half miles

from Gosport South-Western Railway Terminus. On the grounn

is a Dwelling HouFe. used as a Seed-Shop, Greenhouse 94 feet

long. 2 Bricking Pits. &c.; it will be sold with tiie St<xk, or

without, if preferred.-For Particulars apply to M^- ^^^^^^
''"

the Premises J or to Messrs. Minchin and Oaks, Soliotors, ^-^

George's Square, Port^ea.

TO DAHLIA GROWERS. CFPn
MR. GLENNV'S DESCRIPTION «^ *^ ,?,^^^^^^

LING DAHLIAS of 18a and If^.^-^:::^:^^^
Perfection, and Means of promoting it^^-l he a^^^

pabli^ed in th _ nd
^^^^/^^^^ >^^,^fp^^^ of that Work

PRACTICAL f^LORlST, price 1*^ the l^rop
^^,.^^.^^^^^^,5

havif.g purchased the Copyright of fl^i^*^"^^
Patenioster-

must be sent to the Publisher, R, Groombnoge, a, j-dieriiosw-

row, before the 20th inst.
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^iTE?55F^^ERr, NEAR .CiOPALMING SURKE

rrmE Insiz^^^^
Young having deter-

T H fn^nTfnt haviD^aPtthlic Sale, invite the attention

7«T,"'l ^ AuUemen ana Nurserymen in general, to the
of Noblemen Geutlem^^^^

^^^ extensive Stock of Forest

In7^u^t^^ fTo" eri^ff Shrubs, Evergreens and American

P IS^ a la^e Coflection of Orange-trees true^to name, and ex-

tPnSVeStocrof camellias well furnished vrith flowering buds,

I^^pVh% wU^ large and general assortment of Greenhouse

vifr^ir To Gentlemen wishing to furnish a Conservatory, this

opportunity ought not to be neglected, as the whole wiU be

offered at reduced prices.

(Signed) Johv Noble, Thos. Elwix, M. Waterkb-

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. AND OTHERS-

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are in-

structed by the Trustees of Messrs. Adamson and Son t©

•nbmlt to Public Competition by Auction, on the Premises,

Stoke Newington Common, on Monday, Oct, 17th, 1842, and
following days, at 11 o'clock, the whole of the valuable

NURSEHV STOCK OX THIRTY ACRES, consisting of Fruit

and Forest Trees, Evergreens, American Plants. Deciduous

and Ornamental Shrubs, of every variety, in considerable qaan-

tities ; also, about 5,000 of Myatt's British Queen Strawberry,

aclinowledged by superior judges to be the finest in cultivation ;

about 200,000 Quick, Rhubarb, and Sea-kale, for forcing; a

considerable quantity of Rotten Dung. The Stock may be viewed

prior to sale. Catalogues, one shilling each, returnable to pur-

chasers, may be had on the Premises, of the principal Seedsmen,

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone,

"1117ESTBURTON, between Arundel and Petworth,
Vt Sussex. PINE PLANTS, Uve and Dead Fiirming Stock,

and a Life Interest in 803/, 6j. 6d. Consols.—To be Sold by Auc-
tion, by Mr. H, Salter (on the premises), by order of the As-

signees ol James BissHOfP, a Bankrupt, on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, the 18th and 19th Oct., 1843, at 1 1 o'clock. The PINES consist

of about 4.000 Fruiting and Succession Plants of the very best qua-

lity. The PJNES produced from this Pinery have always been cele-

brated for their Growth and Quality, and have obtained the

highest prices in the London Markets ; and as a further proof of

their excellency, they have constaritly carried the first Prize at

the Shows in London, where they have beeu.brougbt into Com-
petition with all £nglai;d. Together with about Three Thousand
Flower and Pine Pots.— The Farming Stock consists of 5

capital Cart- Horses, a grey Pojiv, 43 two-tooth Wether Sheep, 9

fat Pigs, and a quantity of excellent Poultry. A four-horse power
portable Thrashing Machine, 2 narrow-wheeled Waggons, Dung-
Carts, Corn- Cracker, Chaff- Cutter, 2 Ploughs, Drag- Hakes, Cyder-

Press. Cloths, and other Effects. Thk Lifk Ixtjcrest, of James
Bisshopp, aged about 53 years, in the sum of 803/. 55. 6d. 3 per

Cent. Consols, standing in the names of Trustees, and producuig
an Annual Income of 2il. Is* iQd,, will be offered precisely at

Three o'clock.
Catalogues will be ready 14 days previous to the Sale, and may

be obtained on the premises ; at Mason's Printing Office, High-
Btreet, Steyning; at Mr. DuUey's, fruiterer, Covent Garden ; and
at the of&ce of the Auctioneer, Arundel. The Pine Plants and
Farming Stock may be viewed the day previous to the Sale, and
Particulars of the Life Interest may be obtained on application to
Messrs. ElUs and Upton, Solicitors, Petworth.

In addition to the Farming Stock and Pine Plants, will be sold
the whole of the Frame Work. Glass, Pits, and Apparatus thereto
belonging, consisting of 8 Pine Pits, Hothouse, and several thou-
sand leet of Glass. ^
The Farmiii!< Stock will be sold on the 18th, and the Pinery

with the Life Interest, on the IQth,

THE O^LY. GARDEN ALMANAC.
On November 1 will be published, price Is.

HARRISONS GARDEN ALMANAC & FLORAL
CALENDAR for .843. All Advertisements intended for

insertion must he forwarJed to the Publisher, 66, Old Bailey, by
the 26th Inst.

This day is publishec, imp. 32mo, gilt edges, price is..

Second Edition,

THE LADIES* HAND-BOOK OF KNITTING, NETTING
AND CROCHET J

containing plain directions by which to become
proficientinthosebrancbes of useful andomamental employment.
THE LADIES' HAND-BOOK OF FANCY NEEDLEWORK

AND EMBROIDERY J
containing plain directions whereby to

become a perfect mistress of those delightful arts. Second Edition,

imp. 32mo, gilt edges, price Is.

H. G. Clarke and Co., 66, Old BaUey, 6 doors from Ludgate Hill.

^HE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST.
-L In Weekly Numbers, Price 3d., and in Monthly Parts, Price is.,

containing all that is new and valuable in Gardening and Flori-

culture. Published by R. Groombridge, Paternoster Row, by

whom Advertisements and Communications for the Editor are

received,—Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen.

Jn MontlUy Kos,, Svo, with Four beautifully-coloured Plates,

Price 2.5. ^d.

AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for October, 18-12, contains highly-finished

drawings ofSophrQnitisgrandfJiora, Erica Neillii, Fentsfemon eras-

ai/olius, and Echites atropurpurea ; likewise Papers on Gar-

dening as a science ; on Planting Shrubs in Beds ; and the

Preservation of Half-hardy Plants through the Winter. Floricul-

tural Notices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leading

Botanical Periodicals for September; together with a com-
plete Calendar of Monthly Operations for the Garden,

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe

—

) . That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing,

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species j the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.
It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellisliments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, aiid MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAT LEY, ?72, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailkt having devoted much time to the considcra,-
tion of this subject, and had much experience jn the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested iji their prsLCticc, rendered their mode of lieat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in ^England, Scotland, and Ireland, fur
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick,
D. audi;. Bailkit also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. BAiLjsr were the first to introduce metallic cnrvili.
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
Others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E.Bailey have prepaiedaquantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals, required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory,

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for tliie Use
of Schools, Private Students. Artists, and Mechanics. It is

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or
whose attention has not been directed in early life to such
studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various
Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our
commonest ideas as possible; the demonstrations of proposi-
tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and the Elements of each Sciencfe are reduced, not only to their

simplest, but to their shortest form.
I. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary
and sufiicient for a right imderstanding of every Art and Science
in it^ leading Truths and general Principles. By George Da a-
LEV, A.B. Fourth Edition, 45. fir/, cloth.

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in "svhich

the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,
and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,

with numerous Cuts. (A Second Edition is now ready.) 4*. fid.

cloth.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on
Proportions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4s. ^d. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane
and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the
application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 3s. 6rf. cl,

" For students w^o only seek this limited knowledge of these
sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with
more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebia."
—Library of Useful Knoivledge, Article " Mechanics. ^^

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University
College, 28, Upper Gower- street.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
TOXIN WALKER, 4G, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,

London, having been for many years extensively engaged inwwmnng Churches, Manufactories. Hospitals, Hothousea, Con-
Bcrvatones, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, either
mi'ipes or Pedestals, can coiifidenUy recommend this mode ofneatingm preference to any other. Numerous references can begiven Doth m town and country, where he has successfuiiy and
^='^f!!f. "f7 f

^^^'^*^ ^^- ^^^^-^ ^"^^^ "P -^d Seated in a Bilperior

t'llSy'andlta^^^^^^^ ^^ ^"^^ "^ ^"^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^"-^-

T^lfPS^^^'^}' HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

J. Shkvve.v having had every opportunity horded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges'
Hackney ; Mesars, Henderson's. Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's'
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Soii*s, Exeteri and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

HOOKER'S BRITISH FLORA. ^
Published this day, 8vo., pp. 602, with 12 Plates, 145. plain > with

the Plates coloured, 245. cloth,

THE BRITISH FLORA, Vol. L, comprising Ph^no-
gamous 6r Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. By Sir Wil-

UAM Jackson Hookrr, K.H. LL.D. F.R.a. and L.S., &c., &c.
Fifth Edition, with Additions and Corrections; and !73 Figures
illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Composite Plants,

the Grasses, and the Ferns. In two Vols.—Vol. IL, iu two
jHurts, comiOeting the British Flora, 24*. boards.

JUQMofi; LoD^maa, £rowDi Green, em4 LoDgoiiuis,

Tn one small volume, price 155".

AXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopccdias, when the compres-
sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is 30 universally

souj^ht, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-
nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated aa other
classes in this particular. No such wOrk existing, however, prior

to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once
apparent ; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical
Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist j who may, by carrying
itin his pock*?t, examine all the plants that are at any time submitted
to his inspection, and iouuediately derive every intelligence respect-
ing the pecuharities or affinities of particular species which could
reasonably be wished for. This is an adv;mtage that can only b«
sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an
assistant; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or
Iriend of horticulture, the Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly
indispensable.

London: J. Andrews, Bond-street; Orr and Co., Patemoater-row.

FUN F©K THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 5^. Qd.,

OE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that the
volume might have some aubstance, and be a good table or tra-
velhng bo<Kk. copious additions have been made from other old
voliunes of Facetiae.

E.rtract from the Preface,
" Another strange circuawtance connected with this work is, that

everybody preaume.^ that he himulf and everybody else are perfectly
familiar with its contents and yet, if the r^bder will ask his
acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred ever set eye&
on a copy. It 19 in consequence of like questions thAt this edition is

publiflhca."
London; Whither »n<i Co.

WANTED, by a Nurseryman in the North of Ene
land, a Fokemax in the Plant Department. The PrinciMl

will be in London from the loth to the 22d inst., and mav h
heard of at Messrs. Noble's, Seedsmen, Fleet-street. No one need
apply except those who have considerable experience and
knowledge.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Sinde
Man, aged 27, who thoroughly understands his business in

all its various branches. Would have no objection to milk •
Cow, or to look after five acres of land, if required. Can have a
good character. Direct B.A., Postroffice, Edmonton,

_ .. , .__. ^
.

W¥

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a young
Mairied Man, aged 30, without encumbrance, who canha^

a year-and-a-half's good character from his late employer. No
objection to take charge of a horse and chaise, or to live in a
cottage if required. A religious family preferred. Direct to W
Clark, Mr. Elmkirie's, High street, Homerton.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR.
DENER and BAILIFF, a Married Man, under 40 years 0^

age, without incumbrance, who well understands his busine^ js
willing to make himself generally useful, and has no objection tb
go abroad. Tiie best references can be given. Direct to A. H.
35, Queen's Liberty, Portman-place, Edgeware-road.

''

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

IP DWARD SECK informs Horticulturists generally,
J that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower-boxes, Edging for Garden-paths,&c., manufactured
by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener.

Letters of inquiry will receive every attention.

SHIP FOR NEW ZEALAND, under Charter to the

New Zealand Company, to sail as under mentioned, viz.^
FOR WELLINGTON AND NELSON.

PHCEBE, 471 Tons, from London, 15th November,
For further particulars apply at the New Zealand House, Broad

street Buildings.

^rO FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.-
-A- To be Let on Lease, a very desirable walled-in Garden, with

Cottage. Greenhouses, large ranges of Brick Pits, &c. Rent low,

and nothing of the kind in the neitjhbourhood; the Stock, Glass,

&c., to be taken at a fair valuation. For particulars apply on the

premises, Chester Gardens, near Chester- street, Kennfngton Cross,

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,
Middlesex. The Trade "ndt being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street.

WHEAT-SOWING.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO MANURE.-
TESTIMONIAL :— '• The Aetificial Guano Mamre was

applied with great effect to a heavy land, on the estate of A. Cot-

ton, Esq., Hildersham Hall, Cambridge, on a Field of Barleyj it

produced a marked effect—the finest crop for years, and the pro-

duce. Six Quarters of Barley to the acre. The space marked oat

was conspicuous, being some inches higher than that from com-

mon Manure. On part of a Grass Field the application, which

was but lightly made, produced at least double the pi;oporHon of

Hay compared to the part otherwise manured. A portion of it

was applied to the Orange Globe Mangel Wurzel, the roots 0/

which were of very large size—^double that of others,—and its

effects on a bed of Parsneps was extraordinary, producmg a crop

exceeding any before seen. The exact weight per square yard,

compared with those of ordinary culture, will be estimated when

gathered. In the instance of the Parsneps, the Manure was

mixed with earth , and deposited over the seed ; a mode of culture

recommended iu the practice of Mangel Wurzel. Altnou^a

much higher in price than the common Manure, the profit was

materially greater."
Works, Upper Fore-street, London,

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.

THIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and

is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses, Conserva-

tories, &c., as it neither cracks nor vegetates^ and is perlecuy

impenetrable by insects. . 1.

The entire range of Hothouses erecting by the Governmenc at

Frogmore are about being stuccoed with it, and the price r^^'^^^

illv with the Cements in ordinary use for floors, anu
nearly equally
it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and SO>»i ^^'

bank, Westminster.

•^fHE PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING MA-
JL TERI AL, spoken so highly of in the Gardeners' <^^J'^.^^^/\:

1841, p, 100, 415, 530, and p. 8, for 1812. maybe ootainea^

Sheets—32 inches by 32 mches, 32 inches by 61 inches, 32 mcuc

by 96 inches, of Thos. Jxo. Crogoov, 8, Ingram-couri, r

church-street. A Uberal discount to Hothouse Builders, i-*^

serymen. Sec.

FISHINGHEEP NETTING, RABBIT NETS, - ^,,.,4

NETS.—strong tarred rope Sheep Net, 4id. per yard, J-J ^

2rf. per yard.
poultry , ,

Net for enclosing Pheasants, fowls, &c

Nets, Viz., Flues. Trammels, Drags, and other Nets, from 4
^^^

yards long, ready for use. Net. i-inch mesh. lid. P^fJf/^' . .^d
made to order of all kinds, ROBERT RICHARDbO^. >ey^^_

Tent maker, 21, Tonbridge-place, New-road. N.B. 2,000 ae^

hand Police Capes, for Labourers and Farm Servants, at u. yf •

25. each, waterproof.

CAUTION TO FAMILIES.—The liig^^^P"^,tred
V and consequent great demand of the undermenu^

Articles have excited the avarice of some Shopkeepers, wno.i 6

a trifle more profit, attempt to impose on the Pub^^^,/^'^^
^ ^4

nicioiis Compounds as the real MACASSAR OIL for thena^r,
^^

KALYDOR for the complexion : they copy the labels ana uu
^^^

the original Articles, substituting either an «'^a'"'/'^«."5,"";' ^trate
word GENUINE iu the place of ROWLAND»S.-*»* ^^vS to

such imposition it is necessary, on purchasing either ^y'^ .

see that the word • Rowland's" is on the wrapper as
J°"" -jy

-ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, price 3*. 6^.; Ts-iOrr^-^^

Botttes (containing four small), 105. 6i. -, and double tnai

2U. per bottle. ROWLAND'S KALVDOR for the S«m
^^^

Complexion-Price 4s. 6d.and>.6</. per bottle. ' A.Rowianu
^^

Son, 30, Hatton Garden, London," is written in reu ^"

wrappers of the MACASSAR OIL aiid KALYDOR. and engra^
^^

on the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. ^e *'
^,

ask for ROWLAND'S ARTICLES, Sold by them and by re^iT'

ablQ Cheioists m^ PerXumcrs,
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HORTJCULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
I^^XHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.—This is to

-J gi%'e Notice, that the latest day for receiving- Sugg-estions as
to the manner of arraiigins: the Prizes, is the Thirty-first op
THK PRESENT MONTH; immediately after "which the Committee
will proceed to settle the Prizes for next year.

,

21, Regent- street, Oct. 14, J842.

Cfie ^artrmerjS' (S:l)tonitlu

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Monda7.Out.i7 ... West London Gardenen* . . 7 ». mTuesday. Oct. 18 . . Flr.riinkural 7* p m
Wednesday, Oct. 19 , Wieroscopical - 8 p k.'
Saturday, Oct. 22 . . Royal Botctnio S^^^m.

- It vvi!Ihavebeenseen,frornareportoftlieprocee(linfTs

ofthe Floricultural Society, published in our columns of
last week, that two members of that Society have been
expelled for fraudulently manufacturing a Dahlia,
with intent, cSrc; and that certain other parties have
been disqualified for exhibiting on any future occa-
sion, in consequence of their having been abusive and
quarrelsome. We had no intention of occupying our-
selves with these matters, which the people who are im-
plicated and the Society must settle with each other

;

but since one of those concerned in the last-mentioned
affair has thought fit to appeal to us upon the subject,
we shall take the present opportunity of expressing our
own opinion of such transactions in general, -without
any reference to the present case; merely remarking
that if the facts are as stated, the Fioricultural Society
liave acted perfectly right in deahngwith the offenders
promptly. '

And first, with regard to the cheating. We know
there are people in the world whose notions of right
and wrong are so lax, that they imagine the character
of an act to depend upon the circumstances connected
with it, and not upon its own nature. One man will
cheat his neighbour in selling him a horse, but is in-
dignant if suspected of picking a pocket. Another
will rob you without scruple of hterary property,
who would not swindle you out of a landed estate.
And there are those who think it venial to be rogues
at a flower-show, but would transport a manforthiev-
mg in a shop. We are justified in suspecting such
persons of regulating their actions, not by any known
staixlard of honesty, but by a fear of the consequences.
If cheating can be practised with safety, it is laudable

;
if with danger, it is iniquitous, Tiieyhave no objec-
tion to rob, but they do not like the hanging. A man
who tries to swindle at a flower-show is as great a rogue
as he who is transported at the Old Bailey for rascality
of some other sort. Such people are to be avoided like
a pestilence by honest men. If they do not cry
''jStand and deliver!" it is because they are afraid
ot the police. Gardeners will find their own cha-
racters much damaged in the eyes of their employers
It they are known to associate with flower-cheats.
As to brawling at horticultural exhibitions, that is

a very different offence. Infirmity of temper, ima-
ginary provocation, or natural brutality, uncontrolled
by education, will lead men, in heat of blood, to ex-
press themselves in a manner which they themselves,m a cooler mood, would not venture to justify. For
this we would make some allowance ; certainly we
cannot admit the expediency of treating it with the
same severity as cheating. At the same time, offensive
language, abusiveness, or violent explosions of temper,
are not to be tolerated in any kind of society, and
must be put down wherever . they occur. Nothing
conduces so much to the pleasure of all meetings,
whether horticultural or not, as good humour, and a
total avoidance of offensive language, even under pro-
vocation. In private society this always is insisted
on, and in public society ought to be. Gardens are
not intended for scenes of strife. It is in gardens that
the serenity and beauty of the creation are best exhi-
bited ; to introduce into them violence and outrage is
an offence against the harmony of nature. If ever
there was a pursuit calculated '' to soften our manners
and unbruialise mankind," it is pre-eminently garden-
ing: those who convert it to other purposes, from
whatever causes, must not wonder if society marks its
reprobation of their acts in a very unpleasant way.
Une of the persons now punished by the Floricultural
society assures us, that ** he never so far forgets him-
Bell (as to Use abusive language), unless he has great
-cause for doing so." We would advise him in future
to take care not to forget himself at all.

In Mr. Clement Hoare's excellent Treatise on the
*'i"e, there is not a more valuable chapter than that
on autumnal pruning. His directions are—to effect
tile pruning completely, as soon as the fruit is gathered.
i ne whole of the last bearing-wood, leaves and all, is
^0 be xemoyed immediatelt/ sJiter the fruit is gathered.
Wis object is to concentrate sap in the buds that are
lext tor fruiting next year-
At first sight this practice luay seem objectionable

I
because it is to the leaves of a plant that we must look
lor Its vigour; and therefore to abstract the leaves
should dimmish its vigour. But a little reflection
will show that this is not the case under the circum-
stances m which a Vine is placed at this time of the
year.

So long as the leaves are in full activity, it is wrong
to remove them ; but at the end of the season their
peculiar offices are nearly at an end, their powers of
life become languid, and they add but little to the
matter which a tree contains : they do however add
something, until they die. But it may be, that less is
added by the leaves than is consumed by the parts
that bear them ; and if so, to leave them is a loss.
This is really the case with a Vine, which will go on
growing and forming wood that is not wanted, as long
as the season will permit. It is, in part, to prevent its
going on forming what is not wanted, and has to be
thrown away, that early autumn-pruning is to be
recommended.

Let us imagine die unpruned branch of a Vine
to be represented by the line A C, and that in
pruning it is shortened to A B. A, the root, will
supply a certain amount of sap to the whole lineAC; but if B C is removed, that supply will be
directed to A B only, and consequently the buds onA B will receive all that sap which they would
have had if the Vine had been unpruned, and
all that, in addition, which would have been con-
sumed by B C.
Now the formation of the buds depends upon

the quantity of sap they receive; and therefore
those buds which receive the most sap will be
the most completely formed. In all cases, the
effect of stopping a branch is to throw into the
buds that are leic a larger quantity of sap than

they would otherwise have received ; and hence the
advantage to fruit-trees of summer pruning. But
if the operation of pruning or stopping is performed
too soon, the formation of the buds will be carried
so far, that they will actually burst and protrude the
new branches; and thus much mischief will be pro-
duced._ The Vine is pecuharly liable to this; and
hence it is that the final pruning is not recommended
until the rate of growth is so much diminished as to
remove all danger upon that head ; but the moment
that danger ceases the pruning should take place. '

In such an instance as this, the leaves on B C will
add Httle to the vigour of the tree, because of the
lateness of the season ; but B C, eventually to be
throw^n away^ will be fed at the expense of A B, which
is to be preserved; and therefore B C should be
pruned off as soon as it is safe to do so.

For the reasons why autumn-pruning is generally
advisable, we refer to the Theorv of Horticulture,
p. 259. "^ -

B

J

L\ a late number of the " Gardeners' Magazine,"
Mr. Loudon mentions its being die practice at Nettle-
combe, in Somersetshire, to collect the. young shoots
of Fern as a food for pigs. A cottager is represented as
asseiting diat Fern is as nutritious to those animals as
Potatoes, and that a pig fed upon it for a month
would be in as good condition as if it had been kept on
Potatoes for that time. "The way to prepare the
Fern is to boil (or rather simmer) it for two hours in
an iron pot; when cold it forms a strong jelly.''

This little fact is, we think, of sufficient importance
to be made generally known ; for it seems to offer the
labouring poor one more means of increasing their
amount of personal comforts. That Ferns are nutri-
tious there is no doubt ; they contain a large quantity
of starch, the nutritious principle of the Potato, the
Yam, the Mandioc, and to a great extent of Corn

;

but m Ferna it is much mixed with astringent
matter, disagreeable to the human palate; and there-
fore Ferns ard not used for food for man. Neverthe-
less, in countries where better food cannot be had, the
I'ern suppfies a diet by no means to be despised, and
much employed by the rude natives. New Zealand,
New Holland, and some of the South-sea Islands, are
more especially countries where the Fern is one of the
common articles of food ; and we can hardly doubt
that what will sustain the fife of man in one hemi-
sphere, will be good enough for pigs in another.

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
We beg to add the foIlowiDg to what has already been

stated upon this subject in our last number:—
*' The difference between a Winchester gallon, derived

from the standard bushel and the standard quart,
was 13 aad 2-tenths cubic inches, equal to a differ-
ence of 105 and G-tenths cubic inches in the bushel:"
showing that, after all the philosophical ceremony of de-
fining the capacity of a bushel to the thousandth part of a
cubical inch, there was a practical failure in carrying out
the standard, to the great amount of nearly 106 cubical
inches between the bushel derived from the standard quart,
and from the standard bushel.— T. AT. P.

ON PRUNING ROSES.
Tm Briar U « plaaj that »*y be cw

in its habits from almost all others, and the difficulty in
dealing with it (if such it may be called) arises from its
iaclination to form new leaders more vigorous than pre-
ceding ones. These—unlike most other shrubs which
grow at the points of their shoots at particular seasons, and
after adding to their extreme length first a spring and then
an autumn shoot, throw their branches around them in
symmetrical evenness—either proceed as suckers direcdy
from the ground, or spring up from the sides of the ori-
ginal plant

; the juices of which appearing to increase upon
it faster than they can be expended by u mode of growth
habitual to other shrubs, force their way through a fresh
channel, and throw up the strong and thick shoot, whose
formation as to time seems to have greater reference to
the vigour of the individual plant than to the season,

" ^^ ^^^^^ *nd not the original stem which is
desired by the gardener; and when it comes into his
hands, he treats it in a very different manner to that
which would be successful with trees in general, by
cutting off every branch and shortening the roots. In
this state it is re-planted as early in the season as pos-
sible, and down its sides and at its summit the rudimcnta
of the future branches show themselves early in the spring.
These, permitted to grow to the desired number only, are
worked; in the succeeding sj>ring the wild shoots are
cut awiiy, excepting a single eye (beyond the inserted bud),
which is retained in order to keep the sap moving through
the wBole length of the shoot, and the entire vigour of
the plant is eventually thrown into the inserted bud.
When a free-growiiig variety has thus the vigour of a
well-rooted stock devoted to it, the increase is pro-
digious

; yet, notwithstanding this, if the shoots be per-
mitted to grow unstopped, it will produce in many in-
stances as fine if not finer flowers the first year as at any
subsequent period. If, however, a head be desired, the
shoot is nipped off the first year to perhaps halfan inch—
a process detrimental to the flower of that season.

^
The succeeding year the plant, in its utmost health and

vigour, comes under the pruner's hand, and a degree of
skill and conaideratiou is then required much more than
commensurate with the knowledge and habit of the com-
mon gardener ; whose object in pruning is generally thi«»
viz., to procure from the plant the best show of bloom at
the cost of the lea^t possible trouble. To do this he
leaves ou his trained plants a certain quantity of ripe wood
frequently unshortened, from which he knows that flowers
will be obtained, and he forces the sap into that particular
channel by cutting out the other branches entirely.
The result of such treatment is this :—The tip of the

branch left generally dies and becomes unsightly; a mode-
rate quantity of very moderate bloom is produced upon the
stock, whilst on the base of those which have been cut
awayj green and brittle branches are thrown out, different
in hue from the rest of the plant, whose appearance they
deform, while they rob the flowers of their nourishment.
With standards a certain number of stocks are partially
shortened

; the remainder are cut away as above, and the
plant is expected to form flower and fill itself with wood
in some manner and shape, but exactly how, and precisely
in what shape, does not come under consideration. Thus,
the symmetry of the head is injured, the flowers are un-
evenly placed, and are, moreover, inferior both in quantity
and quality ; some dead wood deforms the plant, and un-
necessary wounds are left on it.

In order to arrive at the most advantageous mode of
pruning, it is desirable to examine, as far we are able,
into the operations of nature, that we may follow her laws,
and interfere as little as possible with the process going
forward.

We are desirous to continue and confine the ascent of
the sap to the head then in being, i.e., to that which has
sprung from the inserted buds. To do this, we must not
only destroy side-shoots and suckers, but find for the sap
a free channel to flow in, and preserve the ripened
wood to secure a future bloom ; whilst the balance must
be kept up by permitting no shoot to grow to the compara-
tive stagnation of the rest, for if the sap travels too freely
there will be little flower, and if too slow, but httle growth.
The calculation I have always acted upon, and I think

with success, is this :—How many buds can the tree work
with vigour? Suppose the answer to be two to every
branch upon it, I cut away in the spring all the buds of
last year's growth, except those I wish to work; thus
starting the buds at the base instead of at the summit of the
shoots, taking care, as far as I can, not to leave green and
useless wood in one stock, and a hard and too woody base
to another, but endeavouring to keep the gap in its accus-
tomed channel and regularly distributed. Thus, a symme-
trical head is obtained, and such shoots as do spring
from the buds may occasionally be preserved, and so
pruned from time to time as to keep the plant near home;
it is surprising how successfully this careful mode of
pruning will make a tree bloom, even under most disad-
vantageous circumstances.

1 have at this moment two plants of the Bengal florida,

the wood of which cannot be parted with, as it ornaments
a verandah ; upon each of these, respectively, I have
placed a bud of Lamarqae and Madame Desprez, and the

shoots from them have been carried up the centra as

leaders. Every spring the Bengal florida fiov^^en freely^

and when this bloom is over, the Lamarque and Desprex

come into flower. Although the wood in the former is deli-

cate, and requires management, it has never yet failed for

several years, and is ornamental to the end of autumn.

No comparison can be instituted between the flowering oi

this plant, and another in a similar situation, and in th©

same aspect; but which, pruned £a the ordinary way, with

a large quantity of wood Ic^ oa it, produces but Uttto

bloom, and Uiat little bad.—^ FraciitiQt^u

"-^
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X Ex\TOMOLOGY.-No. XXXV.

Thi. Slcg-woem or Slimy-caterpillar is the larva

r Ll flv Tailed br Linn^us Teuthredo Cerasi from

Vree^^^^^^^
There are few gardeners

iroS^^^^^^ or Cherries, who are not acquainted wuh

fhese amoving animals, which, by destropng the fohage,

tc7sZ7y ir'ure the size and flavour of the fruit very

coSerabfy, and likewise rob the owner of a crop the fol-

lowing year ; it appears tliat they feed also upon the leaves

of Plum-trees, Hawthorns, and Sallows, from the middle

ofAoffust to the beginning of October. These very singular

and inactive caterpillars are more like little black slugs or

tad-poles, than the larvae of a Saw-fly, being entirely

covered with a slimy matter which gives them a moist and

shining appearance, and when at rest upon the foliage they

might easily be mistaken for the droppings of Sparrows or

Swallows: upon a closer examination they will be found

to exhibit the typical characters of the family to which

they belong, having 6 pectoral and 14 abdominal feet, but

no anal ones ; ihey are of a deep bottle-green colour ;
the

thorax is dilated, being very much thicker than the rest of

the body, and concealing the head, or nearly so (fig. 1)

:

when feeding they elevate their tails, and discharge the

little black excremental pellets to a considerable distance.

It is not a little remarkable that they feed entirely on the

upper side of the leaves, consuming the parenchyma, and

leaving only the nervures and the lower cuticle, which is

rarely perforated. I believe they often retire beneath the

leaves in the day, to avoid the rays of the sun, and to

change their skins ; at night they wander about in search

of fresh leaves, which are better suited to their tastes

than the witliered and half-eaten ones. Their slimy coats

also protect their tender bodies from heat and wet, as well

as from the attacks of parasitic flies, and by the adhesive

nature of their secretion they are less liable to be shaken

oflF tlie smooth leaves by the boisterous winds of autumn.

After four or five weeks, when they have arrived at

their full growth, they cast off their bottle-green jackets,

and then appear in a suit of buff, being entirely changed

in their appearance—they no longer shine, neither are

they smooth, but covered with small transverse wrinkles

;

this operation took place, almost simultaneously with my
brood, the 5th of Oct. ; and a short time after, they left the

leaves, for the purpose of entering the earth, where they

spin an oval brown cocoon, composed of silk, with grains

of the soil adhering to the outside (fig. 2), and lined,

accoiding to DeGeer, with pure black silk. Towards the

end of July, after having lain dormant nearly ten months,

the flies emerge from their tombs.
Tenlhredo Cerasi^ which belongs to a group called by

Dr. Leach Seiandria^* is supposed to be the T. JElhiops

of Frtbricius and Klug. The female (fig. 3) is of a shining

black, with a Tidet tint; the head and thorax are pubes-

cent ; the horns are short, pointed, and composed of nine

joints ; the ovipositor is nearly concealed : the wings are

often more or less stained with black ; the nervures are

darker ; the costal margin and stigma are brown ; and

there are 2 marginal and 4 submarginal cells in the

superior: the 4 anterior legs are brownish oclire, and the

others are more or less of that colour^ but generally much
darker, and the thighs, or at least the base, are pitch-colour ;

the lines exhibit the natural dimensions of the fly and of

the larra. The eggs are deposited on the upper side of the

leaves, probably under the skin ; they are oval, and of a

clear jelJow coldur : the young larvse are hatched from
them in a few days.

As there are several species of Selandria closely allied

to the T, Cerasi, it is exceedingly probable that their

Iarv« are alike in their nature ; and this opinion is

strengthened by various Slug-worms being found at very
different periods, and upon a variety of trees, I am even
inclined to believe that there may be two sorts which feed
upon Pear leaves, for towards the end of July, and at the

commencement of August, I had some duUochreouslarvee
sent to me, eating the leaves in the usual way, with black
heads only, and when they changed their skins they
became entirely of a deep and bright ochreous colour;
v?ith these I observed a minute very hairy Acarus running
over the leaf, and two of them ran under the larvse, which
caused them to throw up their tails several times with a
jerk, from which it «eems probable that they infest the
Slug-worms,

This, or a similar larva, threatened to destroy the Pear,
Quince. Plum, and Cherry trees in North America, at the
close of the last century, as many as 30 being found upon
one leaf. When they abound to such an extent, the trees
6end forth a sickening and disagreeable scent, by which
alone the presence of the Slug-worm may be easily de-

Several remedies to relieve our orchards from the
attacks of the Slug.worm have been tried, but a great deal
must depend upon the period when, and the manner in
which, they are applied ; and this will often account for
the complete success of an experiment with one gardener,
whilst another fails altogether. Dusting the infested trees
with quicklime is certain death to the larvse, especially in
their earlier stages ; but it ought to be repeated once or
twice, as they change their skins, and can thus, like slugs,

get rid of the noxious matter with their slough for the

first time, but not so at the second dusting. On a small

scale, the powdered and unslaked lime might be scattered

OTcr the leaves with a tin box, having a number of holes

in the lid, like a dredging-box ; and on a larger scale a fine

lieve might be used, by a man on a ladder or steps. A
decoction of tobacco-water, about a quarter of a pound of

tobacco to two gallons of water, thrown over the trees with
a garden engine, will destroy them. Some persons have
employed lime-water with complete success : about a peck

I -Wp II L. -l.^ ,.~». . - — —

-

* Cartis'$ Guide Gen., 465,

of lime to 30 gallons of water, and if 2 lbs. of soft soap

be added, it will^improve the mixture. The best periods

for applying these liquids are before? in the morning, and

after 5 in the evening ; the syringing should be repeated

until the trees are free from the Slug-worm ;
they may

afterwards be washed clean with pure water, and if the

lime-water be used in the evening, the cleansing may be

deferred until early the following morning.—i^wrzco/a.

chlorine, potash, lime, and soda,

consist of

—

100,000 parts of horn

8,000

1,000

>

90,000 parts of albumen.

. . an animal substance, soluble in water
and containing nitrogen.

parts of fat.

. . lactic acid, the phosphate, sulphate,

1,000^ chloride, and lactate of potash, phosphate of

(^ lime, and traces of iron.

S

TRELLISES FOR CLIMBING PLANTS,

The accompanying form will be admirably adapted for

Gompholdbium polymorphum, Tropse'olum tricolor, and

other plants possessed of scanty foliage, whose branches

require to be closely trained to produce a good efiect.

As it appears that some persons find a difficulty in

securing these trellises to the flower-pots, a woodcut is in

preparation to show the manner in which it is performed.

ON ANIMAL MANURES.—No. IV.

(By Professor Chaules Sprengel. Translated from

the German.)

(Continuedfrom page 668.J

3. Blood,—In the vicinity of large towns, great quanti-

ties of blood are at times to be got at a cheap price.

Such an opportunity ought never to be neglected, for blood

is a very powerful manure. Of all the animal offal it is

the quickest to decompose, on which account it must be

carried immediately upon the land, and either lightly

ploughed in or mixed with humous earth, so that the am-
monia, which is soon developed, may not be lost. The
rotten mixture is best used as a top-dressing. The value

of the blood results from its chemical ingredients ; it con-

sists of 9i per cent, of manuring substances, and on that

account is twice as valuable as the urine of cattle, for it

possesses more than twice the amount of nitrogen. The
blood of oxen contains in 100,000 parts

—

100,000 parts.

It is assumed, that 300 lb. of horn-shavings will manure
as much as 12,000 lb. fresh dung (= 2,000 lb. of dry);

this, however, is a very uncertain estimate, because the

quality of the dung must be taken into account. In the

cultivation of Rye it is customary to use of horn-shavings

eight times the volume of the Rye which is employed as

seed ; and therefore from 450 lb- to 500 lb. of horn-

shavings would be employed on the Magdeburg acre. If

5001b. are applied, the acre will thus receive 75 lb, of ni-

trogen, which is as much as l^.crop of Rye contains.

This explains the transient effects of horn-shavings, and it

also explains why, if they have been used in greater quan-

tities, the crop will be laid. If the horn has been reduced

to a small size, it will be very soon decomposed ; and

being dissolved by water, the plants will receive more ni-

trogen than they can assimilate. But if plants are to

derive the greatest advantage from any one substance,

they must have an opportunity of supplying themselves

with a proportionate amount of all other substances they

are in want of. That it is really nitrogen w^hich often

makes plants grow rank, is exemplified by all those ma-

nures which contain a great quantity of nitrogen ; as, for

instance, urine, blood, ofl^al, nitrate of potash or soda,

nitrate of ammonia, humate of ammonia, &c. If larger

pieces of horn-shavings are used, their effects will last

more than one or two years, as they will not be so quickly

decomposed.
Horn-shavings are strewed over the growing crop, or are

laid on the ridges in which the crops grow. It is always

best to use horn-shavings with those plants whose growth

is compatible with much nitrogen in the soil ; as, for in-

stance, Rape, Cabbage, Tobacco, Potatoes, Turnips, &c.

If it is intended to lose no nitrogen, they must be allowed

to rot mixed with humous earth, and must be used as a

top-dressing. In England they are mixed in ditches with

quicklime and earth until they are rotten, andthecom-

post thus obtained is used as a top-dressing. By this

means, however, the ammonia extricated from the albumen

is lost ; for which reason that method is unworthy of imi-

The hoofs of cattle may be had easier than horn-

shavings : they contain the same substances, and there-

fore are equally powerful manure. The only thing which

interferes with their use is the great trouble of redilcing

them into small pieces, which, however, might be easily

obviated by machinery, which could be equaUy apphed to

reducing the hoofs of horses. For the want of such a

machine, the hoofs are mostly mixed with lime and earth,

and left to rot in a ditch until nothing of them is percep-

tible : by this means, however, if they are not mixed with

much humus, a large proportion of the ammonia is lost.

In meadows and moors, hoofs may be used with advantage,

by thrusting their pointed parts in the moist soil to such a

depth that they may not interfere with the mowing of the

Water will collect in the small holes thus formed,

by which means they are gradually decomposed, and pro-

duce during two or three years a very luxuriant crop of

grass. From 8001b. to 1,0001b. may be used for an acre,

if we assume that one hoof weighs ^ lb., and would be

placed at each two feet square. It is very objectionable to

put hoof or horse shavings into tanks of urine to rot, for

urine contains already more than a useful quantity ot

ammonia.

90,500
7,990
0,618

0,256
J

0,152

0,484

parts of water.

, . albumen,
. . osmazome, with lactate of soda,

• • muriate of soda (common salt) and
muriate of potash. ^

parts of mucous matter and a little soda.

• . caseine, gall-fat, suet, fat oil, a sort of

fatty acid, phosphate of lime and iron.

100,000 parts.

Blood of sheep'contains only 83~per cent, of water, and

is therefore better than blood of cattle. The main effect

of blood is owing to the nitrogen of the albumen, os-

mazome, caseine, and mucous matter.

4. Horn.—^Horn, or rather horn-shavings, viz., the

refuse which arises from the working of horn, has been long

known as a powerful manure. It is not, however, much
used in agriculture, on account of its scarcity and high

price, and also because it is greatly sought for by gar-

deners and florists. The extraordinary effect which horn-

shavings produce is derived from their amount of nitrogen

;

for they chiefly consist of hardened albumen*, which con-
tains 15^ percent, of nitrogen, and possesses moreover 8

per cent, of organic substances, in which nitrogen is to be
found. By burning, horn-shavings yield but ^'^ per cent,

of ashes ; therefore their mineral ingredients are not to be
taken into account, although they are sulphur, phosphorus,

* Indurated or coagulated idbumen is said to consist in 100,000
parts of

—

j
15,550 parts of nitrogen,
49i7*0 . , carbon,
7i775 . . hydrogen,

26,925 , , oxygen.
__^ ^

•
f 100,000 parts.

This analysis is not, however, quite correct ; forwe know that
albumen produces, when decomposed, sulphuretted hydrogen,
and hj its leaving:, after being burnt, a small^residue of ashes,
which contains chlorine, sulphuTi phosphorusi soda, and lime.

tation.

grass

intis

AMATEUR'S GARDEN, No. XLII.

A FORTNIGHT ago I told you, that although Rhodo-

dendrons and other American evergreens are generally

planted in heath-mould, it is in many cases not
^

pensable to them, particularly if they are properly planted.

If you are satisfied, however, that the natural soil of your

garden is not suitable, and have heath-mould preparec as

1 formerly directed, you may proceed in the following

manner -.—First of all study carefully the position in wh.ctt

the clumps are to be placed ; for much of the beauty or

garden depends upon the general effect which is producecu

Having settled this, and the site of the clump or ^^^

border, take out the natural soil from U to 18 inches

deep, and fill the space up with the prepared heath- mcum

rather higher than the surrounding ground. Tread

lightly down, and leave it to settle for a week or two.

until the proper time for planting arrives. This ^pe^^^

tion may be performed as soon as the weather *?^^°^j^

showery, for in this case the plants are not so ||^"'^

Buffer in their removal from the nursery. Let the n»^

of the roots be carefully preserved when they are taK^^

up, and as carefully spread out in the hole which \sva"

for their reception. If the plants have been g^'*^^^"/.

pots, the latter point ought to be particularly attended t,

otherwise the rootlets will not grow readily outwards m

the soil, and the ball of earth which surrounds ^^^^^^^^
be very apt to get too dry. Do not plant deep ; " ^

necks of the plants tfre barely covered, this will be V^^,

sufficient- Instead of trampling the soil down upon tn

is frequently done, make a bason round ea^c^^

plant, and pour in as much water as it will hold ; 5,^^
-{

this some time afterwards, and then fill in the S0!^"^|.g

day, or as soon as the ground is sufficiently dry. "
single plants are planted upon the lawn, the same tre

ment should, of course, be applied.

With regard to a selection of plants for the above p«V

I
pose, the following may be noticed;: Rhododendron m^*

ade

ia

roots« as
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mum, R. catawbiense, and R. pi5nticum. To these common
kinds may be added some of the more beautiful hybrid va-

rieties, such as R. altaclerense, R. Russellianum, &c. These
.—with some of the better kinds of Azaleas might form
the centre of the clump, round the edges of which might
be planted the pretty dwarf Rhododendron ferrugineum
and hirsutum. There is another beautiful little plant
called Daphne Cneorum which looks extremely well as an
edging to an American clump, creeping along the ground,
and producing masses of pretty pink flowers in the early
part of summer. Then there are some of the hardy Heaths,
such as Erica herb^cea, which requires the same soil as
American plants, and can be used for the same purpose as
the last-mentioned. It tlowers in winter and early
spring, and has a very striking appearance at that time,
when its pretty flesh-coloured blossoms are first seen peep-
ing out from under their covering of snow. . Menziesia
polifolia/and the white variety (polifolia alba), have both
pretty bell-shaped flowers, and answer well for planting in
the front of Rhododendrons and plants of that kind. All
these can easily be purchased at a reasonable rate

in any nursery, and would add considerably to the interest
and pleasure which the amateur feels in his garden.
Chrysanthemums ought now to be taken into the

greenhouse or vinery without delay. No greenhouse
plants in pots ought to be allowed to remain out any
longer. The alterations recommended to be studied a
few weeks since may soon be executed, and preparations
may be made for that purpose.

—

R, F*
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Conical Boilers—In your Paper of Oct. 1, I observe a

paragraph signed Stephenson and Co., which contains
the following statements :—That Messrs. Stephenson have
for many years manufactured certain ioilers, an improve-
ment upon an invention of mine^ under the name of Im-
proved Conical Boilers ;' that they have advertised them
in the Gardeners' Chronicle from its commencement

;

that I have seen and approved their improvement ; and
that Mr. Shewen has lately adopted for his boilers a form
which is the exact copy of Messrs. Stephenson's. A note
by the editor follows, stating that he has examined the
boilers in question, and that those now erecting by Mr.
Shewen at Chiswick do not appear to be different from
Messrs. Stephenson's. With respect to Messrs. Stephen-
son's first statement, I can only remark that if it be cor-
rect, their improvemen! preceded my invention, as they
are pleased to term it ; for it is only six years ago that
my first experimental boiler was manufactured by a re-
spectable tradesman in Gracechurch-street, named Jar-
man, since dead. Their second assertion may be tested
by every subscriber to the Gardeners* Chronicle who has
preserved that work from its commencement, as I hope
many have. The Gardeners'' Chronicle commenced in
January, 184] ; the first advertisement of Messrs. Ste-
phen^son's which I can detect was in June, 1841, No. 24,
p. 377, b ; in this, there is no mention of conical boilers,
improved or otherwise ; the advertisement relates prin-
cipally to iron fencing. In Aug. 28, No. 35, p. 562, ap-
pears another advertisement by the same parties, in which
heating by hot water, on an injproved principle, by Chan-
ter's Patent Furnaces, is mentioned ; but nothing of
conical boilers. At length, in Oct., 1841, No. 41, we
find " the much-approved Conical Boilers" mentioned
for the first time, but nothing is said of any improvement
in them. However, in the second year of the Chronicle^
March 12, 1842, No. 11, lately, i. e,, about six months
ago, appeared a paragraph in which Stephenson's Im-
proved Conical Boilers were brought forward, which para-
graph was followed by an advertisement in No. 12, March
19, 1842, In consequence of that advertisement, taking
an interest in every improvement of my old hobby, I
called at Messrs. Stephenson's a few days after. The
Improved Conical Boiler which I then saw was a copper
one, in general construction similar to those which Shewen
had been manufacturing for upwards of nine months be-
fore. It had, however, one essential defect,—a defect
which had been obviated in Shewen's boilers upwards of
three years before,—viz., that the grate could not be
cleared of clinkers without extinguishing the fire ; a defect
which rendered such boilers of very limited application,
I have never seen one of Messrs. Stephenson's boilers
since; but if the note by the editor of the Gardeners*
Chronicle is correct, and Messrs. Stephenson's conical
boiler, as at present manufactured, is exactly similar to
Shewen's, Messrs. Stephenson have adopted my sugges-
tion (which, however, they did not seem to appreciate);
and so far from Shewen having copied theirs, they have
lateiy^ i, e,, within the last six months, copied Shewen's,
and adopted from him a very important improvement,
without which their boilers could not be made useful on a
large scale. Shewen adopted the present form of his
boilers fifteen months ^go, in July, 1841, three months
before the appearance of Messrs. Stephenson*s first ad-
vertisement making mention of conical boilers, and nine
months before the first notice of Messrs. Stephenson's
Improved Conical Boilers—which improved comc&\ boilers
were at that time defective in a most essential point, (a
defect remedied in Shewen's three years before,) and,
unless altered at my suggestion, are defective still. It is

perhaps hardly necessary for me to add, that Mr. SJiewen
jnTorms me he has never seen one of Messrs. Stephenson's
boilers.—^0^71 Rogers.

1
^^^ ^^"^*« ''» Locust-tree,— I have just read in your

Ir^ A
^^^"^ ^^^" Biilington's observations with regard to

the Acacia or Locust-tree. That it will grow to a large
8126 in this country, I know, as I have seen several fine
timber-trees of that species in Gloucestershire. That it
18 very brittle, I can also answer for ; and I much doubtn picking off or foreshortening the extreme ends of

lateral branches would remedy that defect. Planting it in
protected situations, such as the interior of other planta-
tions, as mentioned by Mr. B., seems to me the only safe
plan. Hares and rabbits eat it with avidity ; but Mr.
B.'s plan of smearing the plants yearly with his mixture,
though I dare say successful for that period, would be a
never-ending labour to any one planting on an extensive
scale. I have planted and attended to plantations of
several hundred acres on a sandy soil abounding with
rabbits ; and to prevent all the bard wood from being
devoured by that vermin. I have freely used a mixture of
gas-tar and oil, dabbed here and there upon the young
trees, which did not wash off for two or three seasons,
during which time the rabbits hardly touched them. It
may be unsightly

; but a planter would prefer to see the
black which protected his trees, to the ominous white
which, after a hard frost, shows him how many of his
best trees had lived till then, but had at last fallen
victims to the voracity of rabbits. I fear there is no
remedy but the extirpation of the enemy : if any of your
readers can suggest one, I for one should feel most grate-
ful. I have ray doubts that what I have mentioned as
my protection may be far from beneficial to the young
trees; but they have survived it, and therefore it is the
least of two evils—the choice being between injury and
certain death. In the plantations I have alluded to, the
bark of the Oaks in a few years grew too coarse and less
toothsome to the rabbits ; but Ash, Spanish Chesnut, and
Beech, never seem to outgrow their voracious partiality.
If deer and cattle prefer to eat trees in the spring and
summer, the winter is the season for hares and rabbits to
feast upon the remainder. The opinions upon pruning or
not pruning are so numerous, and the circumstances
calling for or forbidding it so varied, that private judg-
ment seems left to act according to its own short
experience. The late Lord Leicester having lived to see
the trees he planted sixty years old, having attended to
them from the time the young plants were put into the
ground till he cut them down timber-trees, his experience
and opinions would be of great value. If he has left no
record of them, an account from his forester of the general
management of his woods would be desirable. With
regard to the suggestion of forming an arboricultural
society, might not the same end be obtained if, in the
department of our Woods and Forests, orders were given
that different plans of planting and culture should be
tried, and records kept of the advantage or failure of the
different experiments ?

—

Sherwood,

Effects of Salt upon Celery,—Some time ago you
pointed out the beneficial effects of salt in growing
Asparagus. There is another plant cultivated in gardens
which would be greatly benefited if a little more salt was
added to its food, for I believe the manure which it com-
monly receives is as wairsh to its taste, as brose without
salt to a Scotchman. Celery is the plant I mean ; 1
recollect gathering it in a wild state, some years ago, on
the north side of the Firth of Forth, in. situations that
would be watered by spring tides ; and 1 believe that it is

commonly found, both in England and Scotland, in ditches
near the sea. This season I gave a considerable quantity
of salt to a row of Celery, by putting it between the
plants some time after they were planted ; I then watered
them freely, which carried the saline particles down to the
roots. This appears to have done the plants much good,
for they grew remarkably well afterwards. From the
Report on Covent Garden Market, some time ago, it

appears that Celery this season, in the neighbourhood of
London, has been rather shorter than usual. Some of
my plants, to which salt was applied, measured, by the
middle of September, four feet in height, thirty inches of
which were well blanched.

—

Peter Mackenzie,

Potatoes and Guano.—As I think I have observed a
desire expressed in the Chronicle, to be put in possession
of facts connected with the effect of Guano as a manure,
I forward you the accompanying box, containing three"
samples of Potatoes, called, in this part of the country,
•' Pink-eye Kemps." Each sample affords a fair average
specimen of the lot from which it has been taken, after

rejecting the very small ones unfit for use. They have
been grown in a field of excellent light soil (broken up
now for the first time during 20 years), in short broad
butts, containing five rows in each, prepared by the spade.
The sample No. 1, grown with the aid of common stable
manure, was taken from one butt of several similarly pre-
pared, and producing a like result. They each yielded
about four pecks. Round each ** set " of No. 2, I dis-

tributed about a tablespoonful of Guano, in addition to
the stable manure. In No. 3, the "seta" were sur-
rounded by two tablespoonfuls of Guano, and nothing
else. In both these cases, the produce from the same
number of sets as the first was equal to five pecks. The
Potatoes grown with Guano are very much larger than
those with stable dung only, and those aided by Guano
alone are more evenly large than those by Guano and
dung together. The most remarkable efl'ect produced,
was on the colour of the foliage while growing, which is

naturally, in the case of this Potato, of a pale yellow
green. Those that had Guano alone applied to them,
were as dark as Strawberry plants. The Guano mixed
with the manure had not so much effect on the colour of
the foliage, as on the strength and height of the stems.
I fear this experiment is not of great practical value, as
the quantity of Guano used was much larger than could
be afforded in general cultivation.— G. L.f Pex Hill,
Warrington,—'[V^on examining the Potatoes referred to

in this communication, we find them all of excellent
quality ; but those manured with Gunno alone are much
finer than those of Nos. 1 and 2, between which we see

no difference.]

Niiraie of Potash as a Manure.^Since Nitrate of

Soda is so much adulterated, would not Nitrate of Potash,
which is generally to be had much more pure, and which
costs but a few shillings per cwt- more thai#the other, be
preferable, and perhaps cheaper in the end I I have good
reason for believing it a more powerful stimulant to vege-
tation.

—

Lusor,
To preserve Carrots.— A correspondent in a late

Number of the Chronicle inquired respecting the best
mode of presennng Carrots during the winter. The fol-
lowing method I have found to answer admirably:—

I

choose a sunny day in October for taking up the roots,
which I allow to remain in the open air till the evening,
when I house them in some dry shed or stable for three or
four days, leaving the green heads attached. Previously
to packing them, 1 cut the tops off witliin half-an-inch of
the crown, and place the roots either in a manger, hamper,
or box, with alternate layers of sand. In thia way, they
keep sound and good for many months. Care must be
taken to separate the bruised Carrots from those which are
perfect, and the sand cannot be too dry.— W, W,

To preserve IValnuts.—To do this effectually, so that
they neither shrivel, become mouldy, nor loae their
flavour, requires much care and attention. They should
be allowed to hang upon the tree until the outer covering
bqgins to crack; in this statt^ when the tree is thrashed,
many of the Walnuts, as they fall, will roll out of the
husk. These should be gathered into a basket, separate
from those that retain their covering ; the latter should be
laid aside for a few days, until the husk bursts and they
can be taken out with care. The great object, in the first
place, is to prevent their becoming mouldy; they should,
therefore, be wiped clean and di y, and laid on a shelf in a
situation where they can have a free current of air, until
all tendency to mouldiness is overcome. Great care must
be taken that they are not over-dried, as that will cause
shrivelling: this can easily be ascertained by opening
some of them occasionally. When sufficiently dry, they
should be put in boxes, in layers, alternately with bran or
shreds of cloth, and kept for use in a cool and dry situa-
tion. If the above is carefully attended to, they will retain
their moisture and flavour, and the film will with ease peel
off.—James Falconer^ Cheam. 1 have practised the
following plan with success, and by this mode of treat-
ment I have always found them to retain their flavour,
without any signs of shrivelling or mouldiness. A«
soon as the husks begin to crack I have them beaten
from the trees, after which they are laid in a heap
in an open shed, in which state they will acquire a
gentle heat, which will cause the whole of the green
part to leave the nuts freely. The latter must theu
be separated from the heap as quickly as possible, other*
wise the decay of the green part will turn the nuts black.
After being thoroughly cleaned let them be spread out
again in a similar situation till they are perfectly dry

;

which is essential to prevent mouldiness, as sufficient
moisture is sure to rise from them when put away* not-
withstanding the precaution previously taken to dry them.
When prepared in this manner some boxes or old packing-
cases must be provided, with a suflScient quantity of dry
saw-dust (avoiding that of yellow deal, which will give an
unpleasant taste to the kernel), and the Walnuts may be
packed in the boxes, placing a layer of saw-dust and one
of nuts alternately, till the box is full, allowing only one
nut in thickness in each layer. The saw-dust must be
well worked among them, and the whole should be
finished with a good covering of the same material. It
will be necessary to examine them frequently, for after all

the precaution taken to dry them previously to packing
them up, they are liable to become heated ; in which case
it will be requisite to remove a part, or all of them, till

they become cool again. This will soon take place, and
the Walnuts may then be returned to the boxes in the
same manner as before. This attention may appear
troublesome, but I have invariably found it repay me for
all the pains I have taken, as I have kept them until May
with the flavour unimpaired, the kernel plump, and the
skin peeling from it as freely as it did the first day after

they left the trees. I have always found that those Nuts
which are left upon the trees until quite ripe, keep a much
shorter time than others collected in the state recommended
above, as they soon begin to grow and turn bitter. K
close room or cellar (not too damp or cool) is the best si-

tuation for the boxes. When they are wanted for nse,
a dish of them' may, with a soft brush and cloth, be
prepared for table in a few minutes, without any of
that grittiness, from which it is impossible to free
them when preserved in sand Charles. By the
following method I have had Walnuts, not only as
fresh in appearance, but in every way as plump and well-
flavoured in March, as if just taken from the tree. As
soon as cleaned from the husks, they were put loosely into
glazed earthen-ware jars to within three inches of the top ;

the remainder of the jar being filled up with fine dry sand,
well shaken down, that it may find its way to the bottom,
and fill up the vacant spaces. A cool cellar is the best
place to keep them in till wanted. In return I should be
greatly obliged to some of your correspondents for a hint

on Filbert-keeping. Some one has already asked asiuiilar

question, but I have not seen any satisfactory answer to

it. Mine either come all out of the husks, and of course

look no better than Barcelona*, or else get white with

mould ; in either case they are unfit for the table. I hjive

tried various plans to preserve them with that peculiar

brown sunny appearance which we see them have in

Covent-garden, but hitherto without success.

—

S. B,

Roasted Apples.—I! there be reason in the roasting of

eggs, fou may, perhaps, think it both reasonable and
seasonable to say a few words to tbe numerous readers of

the Chronicle on the subject of Apples. The late ^Ir-

Walker, in his '^' Original/' recommends that the cort? be
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'^ZZl^^^]ra^lnch o the bottom, and the

removed to
^J.^^^" J^^/ ^^ ,f better and some sugar,

•pace occupied
J'^J J f ^^ ^^^it . if to this some fine rind

aecordtng to the qn^^^^^^^^
-iH be attained.-Por^o.

^ AfhZ hLsou On a south wall I have measured

iTjin^^^^^^^^^^^^
circuxnference ;

and I gathered a smaU

;je quite ripe, which was of excellent quality and very

«reet 1 also gathered one from a standard, which was of

the richest colour, but quite hard and acid—showing that

the variety requires a better climate. The crop is superior

to any other, and I dare say that I have a waggon-load or

two of these Apples.— T. -y. P. ^ . ,

'

,

Cullivaiion of the Sirawherry.—On the piece of ground

intended for planting I spread a layer of long stable dung,

a foot thick. I trench the ground 3 feet deep, putting

the manure at the bottom of the trench. Long dung is

then spread on the surface of the trenched ground, to the

drpth of 6 inches, and afterwards dug in. Beds four feet

wide are marked out, with a foot alley between each—

which is highly necessary, to prevent those, who gather

the fruit from treading between the plants ; and, lastly,

the runnera are planted 2 feet apart. A bed thus made

^11 last three years without requiring anything further,

not even so much as a top-dressing; but the runners

honld be removed, and the beds kept free from weeds.

As I make my plantations from July to October, the

plants come into fuU bearing the following spring. Straw-

bcrrie« planted upon ground thus prepared do not require

to be watered even in the hottest weather, because of the

depth to which the roots will penetrate. I find that strong-

growing kinds, such as the British Queen, require a more

loamy soil than others. If the planting is deferred until

spring, the crop will not be half so large.

—

Fragarla.

To destroy large Moths.—I beg leave to suggest the

following plan for destroying quickly the largest butter-

flies and moths, having used it for the last ten years

without once failing in its purpose. It is with arseniacal

ioap. The quantity I first purchased was about eightcen-

pcnnyworth, which has lasted for ten years, and I have

sufficient for five or six years more. The soap is slightly

m&mA, and mixed into a lather or paste with the end of

the pin which you intend to insert into the insect. The

quantity which adheres to the pin will be quite sufficient

to kill the largest of them. This substance, being poi-

sonous, should be kept in a secure place.

—

James Linton^

Rusholme, Manchester*
The Sting of a Wasp,—Amongst the many remedial

Spplicallona for the atlng of wasps, &c. (all of which I

have tried'), 1 have not found any to equal the remedy
afforded by applying a mixture of salt and vinegar to the

part affected-—G. W'^hey.

To destroy Fleas.—^V'ithering says the leaves ofthe com-
mon Alder (Alnus glutinosa) are sometimes strewed upon
floors to destroy fleas^ and that the branches of the Sweet

Gate (M^rica Gale) will produce the same effect,

—

Liisor.

Vines.—Last year, in my vinery, one tree was more
productive than the others, and the fruit from it was de-

licious, large, and abundant. This year the orop is

equally great, but one-half is perfectly worthless^ while

the other half is in every way valuable. The fruit is

there, but the difference in it is striking—the one part is

plump and good, whilst the other is without size, colour,

*or flavour. Previously to ripening, small dark spots ap-

peared on the berries and surrounding branches of the

injured clusters : these went on increasing until all the

fruit became" stained and of a brownish colour, although

the vine in other respects seemed in excellent health. I

would feel favoured by your drawing the attention of your

correspondents to the matter ; and if a similar case has

ever been before you, by letting me know the probable

causes which induced it, as well as the treatment which

you would recommend to prevent a recurrence of similar

eflFects next year. That part of the Vine which is most
injured ranges along the top of the house.

—

A SubscriheVy

Dublin,—[Will any of our correspondents kindly assist

xxs in. solving this problem ?}

VaUlsnSria Spiralis,— I perceive from your pages that

the Dionsea muscipula has survived a Cornish winter in

the open ground, covered with a bell glass. Mr, Camp-
bell, the eminent curator of the Botanic Gardens at Man-
chester, pointed out to me the other day a very healthy
plant of the Vallisneria spiralis, growing in an open
pond without any protection ; it had survived the winter's
frost beneath the covering of ice.

—

J. M'lrray.
Heat of the Summer,—As a proof of the extraordinary

beat of the summer, 1 send you «ome seeds of the Palma
Christi, which ripened ia the open garden. The plants
were raised itt a greenhouse in May, and in July were
Slanted out in the open border, when about 18 inches
igh. The plant from which these seeds were gathered

is still out, and is now about five feet high.—J. How,
Stroud Green, [It is certainly a long time since the
Palma Christi has ripened seeds in England. But it used
to do so in most years.]

' To make Annuals Bloom late in the Autumn.—
Having seen in late numbers of the Chronicle that
attempts have been made to obtain flowering plants in

the autumn, I beg to state that many of our most beauti-

ful annuals may be prolonged for a considerable period

after their time of flowering, by cutting them back imme-
diately after the bloom begins to decay. I have this

teason practised it uponabedofEry'simumPerofskianum,
Laath^oia califdmica, and some Mignonette- I am also

informed by a friend of mine that he has tried it success-

fully upon a border of Ten-week Stocks. Should this

BMet the efc of any of your correspondents wffo have

made this experiment with other plants, they will confer

much benefit on your readers by making known the result*

I hftye no doubt but manv other kinds mar be treated

successfully in the same manner.'

Wadhursl Castle*

G. Fielder, Gardener,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris, September 1842.—" Cercle des Conferences Hor-

ticoles du Departement dela Seine."—This is a new Hor-

ticultural Society, established within the last year by the

Nurserymen and Florists of Paris, and at present, I be-

lieve, almost entirely confined to their own body. It does

not, however, exclude others; and will no doubt soon

number among its members many of the principal Ama-

teurs of the neighbourhood. Its President is Monsieur

Br(^on, a very respectable nursery and seedsman, who

formeriy held the office of Government Botanist in the lie

de Bourbon, and to whom we are indebted for the intro-

duction of *'Rosa Borboniana," and its now splendid

varieties. Unlike its more exalted companion— the Royal

Society—it seeks no patronage from the state, but hopes

by its own merits to win public favour; it starts upon the

maxim *'Be just and fear not,'' and certainly its first

public exhibition, which was holden at the Orangerie of

the Tuileries from the 20th to 24th of this month, argues

well for its impartiality and future prospects.^ The

weather for the last four months has been anything but

favourable for floral exhibitions ;
therefore, the plants were

neither so numerous nor fine as could have been desired.

Nevertheless, 1 saw fine specimens of Strelitzia augusta

and reginae, Oncidium flexuosum, Coccoloba pubescens,

Euphdrbia neriif6lia, Cycas revoluta, Asclepias curassd-

vica alba, Yucca Draconis, Gongora atropurpurea, and

Nymphfea cffirulea, from M. L'Homme ; Amaranthus gi-

ganteus (12 feet high), Allamanda cath^irtica, Musa Ca-

vendishii, in fine fruit, from M. Jacques ; Cattleya Pinelii

with its splendid pale rose and bright crimson flowers,

Gesnera zebrina, Hibiscus Cameroni, Sophronitis grandi-

flora, Thunb^rgiaBaxt^rii,byM.Thibaut ; Russ^liajuncea,

Bouvirdia splendens, C^reus senilis, from MM. Jac-

quin ; several large plants of Brunsvigia Josephinse, mul-

tifloraandfalcata,and Abies religiosa,by M.Breon;^schy-

nanthus grandiflorus, Angel6niaspeciosa, Gloxinia hirsuta,

Geissom^rialongiflora, Achimenes longiflora,and Abutilon

Bedfordianum, by M. Chauvicre; Rondelctia speciosa,

Leschenatiltia formosa, Crdwea saligna, and Erica cru-

enta, Linnseana superba, mammosacoccinea, cerinthoides

major, pyrolseflora, and ventricosa porcellana, from M.

Martin ; Daubentonia Tripetiana. Achimenes longiflora,

Lophospermum Hendersoni, and Poinciana Gilliesii, byM-

Tripet Leblanc; Crinum amabile,Dracsena Draco, Astra-

psea Wallichii, and Amaryllis reginse, by M. Picot ; Nym-
phEeacserulea,GuzmanniatricolorandCypripediuminsigne,

by M. Loth; Bigndnia jasminiflora, in fine flower, by M.

Modeste Guerin ; also a splendid large branch of Tama-

rix orientalis, twelve feet high, literally covered with de-

licate pink flowers ; and a plant of Fraxinus laciniata,

grafted in May, which had made a shoot at least ten feet

long. TheN^riumsof M. Mabire were, as usual, re-

markably fine. China Roses were in great abundance,

there being no less than ten exhibitors of them as cut

flowers, or plants in pots. In spite of tfee untoward sea-

son, many were in all their beauty, especially the Bour-

bons, which, together with the Hjbride remontantes, are

the reigning favourites ; certainly their large finely-

formed flowers and handsome glossy foliage eminently en-

title them to this distinction. The collections of MM.
Verdier, Paillet, and Leveque were the most worthy of

praise, and contained, among others, wellgrown speci-

mens of the Devoniensis, Bougure, Goubault, Man-
sais, Triomphe de la Guillo'tiere, Elise Sauvage,

Triomphe du Luxembourg, Princesse Helene, Caro-

line, Duchesse d'Orleans, He de Bourbon, Pac-

quin, Chatenet, Reiue des Bourbons, Docteur Roques,

Triomphe de Plantier, Breon, Paul Joseph (a fine new va-

riety of a very dark purplish crimson, by M. Leveque,

Boulevard de i'Hopital), Victoire Paumy, Prince Charles,

Comices de Seine et Marne (this is the splendid crim-

son seedling raised by M. Desprez, and fully supports the

description I gave last year) ; Emilie Courtier, Pucelle

g^nevoise, and Fabert ; Hybrids, Comte de Paris, Cle-

mentine Duval, Rivers, Belle Sara, Prince Albert, Due
d'Aumale, Prudence, &c. &c. The Dahlias were neither

numerous nor fine ; indeed one-half of the plants round

Paris have given no blooms; and as to those which

have, the red spider and earwigs have held mastery so

cotinplete over both leaves and flowers, that a fine show

was all but impossible. Had this, however, not

been the case, the stands would (to English eyes)

have been so disfigured with tipped varieties as

scarcely to deserve attention. M. Soutif had some large

blooms of Reine des F^es, Pygmalion, Reine d'Or, Caro-

line Walner, Modesta, Purpurea alba, Beaute de Paris,

Prince Albert, President of the West, Poole's White,

Lady Coroper, Charles XII., Constantia, Comte de Cussy,

Roullard, Triomphe de Tours, Andrew Marvel, Maid of

Bath, Rival Revenge, and Winterton Rival. Some few

Seedlings were also exhibited, but none above mediocrity.

I now come to* the Fruit, which has this summer flou-

rished under the influence of all but a Persian sun. The
Grapes and Pears, of an unusually large size, were the ad-

miration of all; in fact, the sight was provokingly tanta-
lising to those who had not the means of indulging in these
bounties of nature, and almost too much even for the
regular gourrnands of Paris. The Chasselas deFontaine-
bleau possessed that beautiful transparency and golden
colour seldom seen elsewhere than on the Continent, and
for which they arc so celebrated. Besides these, were the

Chasselas violet; Madeleine blanche, very large ; Grom-
mier du Cantal, large violet-purple ; Frankenthal (Black

Hambnrgh), fine, but not equal to those exhibited at

Chiswick ; Gros Ribier de Maroc, large white ; Gros

Damas bknc, large : Bonrdales, large white; Comichon

blanc, having large and curiously-formed berries; with
enormous bunches of Raisins de la Palestine. Mr.
Flantin exhibited several very fine large Aubergines (So-
lanum melongena), both long and round varieties with
red and yellow fruit. The Pears and Apples by M.
Jamin were all that could be desired : the following kinds
were, however, from their large size most conspicuous :

Pears—Catillac, Van Mons Leon Leclerc, Beurr^ d'An-
gleterre, B. d'hiver. Incomparable, Passe Colmar, Bon-
chretien d'hiver, Calebasse, Doyenne d'hiver, Dore', Ber-
gamotte de Pentecote, Royale d'hiver, Beurr^ Chau-
montel, Bezy de laMotte, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Colmar
d'hiver, Belle Angevine, Beurre d'Aremberg, St Ger-
main. Apples—Calville blanc, Reinette de Canada (of

an enormous size), Geante de Suisse (very large), Alex-

ander, Calville rouge, Reinette de Hollande, and Belle

Josephine.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Oct, 7.—A. Gerard, Esq., in the chair. Donations to the library

were announced from G. W. Francis, Esq. British plants were
received from the Rev. A, Bloxham. Dr. Bossey. Messrs. Ford-
ham, Doubleday, Holman, Bidwell, &c. Mr, J. Thompson exhi-

bited specimens of Carex IrHgua, Sm., collected by him atMuckle
Moss, near Thorngrrafton, Northumberland. Mr. D. Stock pre-

sented the following monstrosities: Scolopendrium vulpwe,
bearing two fronds, the one barren and reniform, the other bear-

ing sori, and elongated, with the midrib spirally twisted ; AspU
dium lobatura, having the rachis of the fronds much abbreviated

and slightly recurved, pinntc numerous and overlapping; two
abortive specimens of a Rose, producing perfectly.formed and

leafy branches from the axis of the flowers. Mr. Stock also pre-

sented specimens of Thelephora caryophyHea (new to Great

Britain), discovered by him in August 1841, in a plantation at

Bungay, Suffolk. Mr. T. Twining. Jun„ presented a large col-

lection of living plants for distribution, cultivated in his garden

at Twickenham. The conclusion of a paper from Mr. R. S. Hill,

being " An Inquiry into Vegetable Morphology," was read, after

which the meeting adjourned.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Bath Uoyal United Horticultural SoaW.v, ;S^jt^ 15.—This exhibi-

tion took place in the Gardens of the Victoria Park. The following

is a list of the prizes :
— Seedling Dahlia : 3 hloomSj Mr. Wheeler,

a piece of plate of the value of 21. Florists' Klowees and Cct

Flowers. Class 1, Nurserymen—Dahlias, collcctivn of 2\,

1, Mr. Wheeler; 2, Mr. W. Maule ; 3, Mr. Walters. Colkction of

18, 1, Mr, Walters; 2, Mr. Wheeler; 3, Mr. Sealey. German

A&i-E-B.^—collection of 12, Mr. Wheeler. Class 2, AMATEtJES-

Dahlias, coUecHon 0/I8, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. ; 2, T. Emmerson,

Esq. ; 3, Mr. G. D. Fisher, with Maria, Anaerica.Presidentof the West,

Indispensahle, Bedford Rival, Andrew Hofer, Brown'sJVIetella.Maid

of Bath, Fanny Kevnes, Rouge et Noire, Lewisham Rival, Grande

Baudine, Ansell's t^nique, Pickwick, Bridesmaid, VVidnall's Queen,

Dodd*3 Prince of Wales, Phenomenon. Collection of 12, 1, J. M.

Yeeles, Esq.; 2, Mr. Sainshmy; 3, T. Emmerson, Esq. Collection

of^,\, Mr. Salter; 2, T. Emmerson, Esq. German AsTEKS—Co«^<r-

tion qf 13. 1, Mr. C, Sainshury ; 2, Mr. Reed. Ornamental

Collection of Cut Flowers, 1, Mr. G. Shawj 2, Rev. J.Bond.

RosKS—J5<T5i collection, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler,-BourboD,

Noisette, Tea-scented, Perpetual, and Hybrid Chma Roses; 2, Mr.

Bennett. Flowering Plants in Pots. Class l, NtJRSEfiVMEN

—Stove Plants, collection of 3, Mr. Druniraond. GreenhotiWI

PlAN TS, collection 0/8,1, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler ; 2, Wj'P^^.^'

mond. Fu'cHsiAS, collection of 12, Messrs. Salter and ^^heeicr.

Balsams, Messrs. Salter and \\Tieeler. Calceola'rias, collectm

of 12, Messrs. Salter and Wheeler,-nihra, formosa, Champion ol

the West, Blary, variiihilis, punctata, Tiscosissima superba. ^arUD,

Prince Albert, corvmhosa, Bronze, Mrs. Gen. Andrews. Oena-

MENTAL Basket' OF Plants, I, Messrs. Salter and ^\ heeler^ A

Mr. Dnirfimond, Class 2, Amateurs—OBcniDACE0i:s I lants,

colkction ofS, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq.,-Oncidium papllio, Gongora macu-

lata, Stanh6peaKrandifiora; 2, J. Jarrett, Esq.,—OncIdiunipapUio,

Gongora maculata, Epidendrum cochleatum. Stove P^^-'^Z;'

collection of 3, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq.,-Clerodendrumpaniculatum. ue-

rodendrum squamatum, Allamanda cathartica; '2, J. Jarrett, iusq..

;sq. Amaryllis, >*i"'-M

s, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2,

d2, Mr. Hatch, gr. to F.J-
Esq. Ornamental Basket of Plants
Mr. G.Shaw. Fruit—Pineapples, I and ^, ^»- - o ..

Miles, Esq. GRAVBS-Black, 1, G. C.Tugwell, Esq. ; 2, W. wu^'

Esq., M.^. White, 1. Mr. Pyatt; 2, Mr. G. Shaw. BtM ImchOf

any sort, Mr. Shaw. Melons, l, G.C.Tngwell.Esq.; 2 and J, 3u.

Murray, ct. to the Tllarquess of Bath. Peaches. 1,
^'^^};ll ,0

Esq. ; 2, Mr. Hamlet. Nectarines, 1, T. M. ^J^ttv^e U Esq.. A

-W. Miles, Esq. Figs, Mr. Salter. Plums, ], Mr. I^,
' ^.1^7

Miles, Esq. Greengages, 1, B. Smith, Esq. ; 2, ^l^.=^''"^

Pe-Vrs, 1, Mr. Kitley; 2, Mr. Cole. Cherries, 1, «-^°^'7' *!* ,'

2, Mr. Salter. Mulberries, W. Miles, Esq. Apples, i^^^t^, -

Mr. W. Salter; 2, W. Miles, Esq. ; 3, Mr. Sparjes. 6« i«<^ri/»

Mr.Mintyi 2, J. M. Yeeles. Esq, Filberts, l, J. Wiltsture.r-M^

2, Mr. Alexander. Nuts, Mr. Pyatt. Vegetables
^^^

Collection of Cauliflowers, Tomatoes, Celery,
^'cookt.

and Shallots, 1, Mr. Cooper; 2, Mr. Lidiard ; 3, ^^^/V.pgi.
Best Collection of Broccoli, Carrots, O^^^^;

Caovfr.
CUMR, AND Beet. I, Mr. J. Cooke j 2, Mr. Lidiard; 3, ^i-yZ^^^j
Best 3alai>, 1, Mr. Cooper; 2, Mr. J. Cooke. ^^^^^'^^Jl^L^ Mr
Group, Original, Miss F. Roscnljcrg. Extea Prizes, i^««'^* i.j^

AValters
Dev
E
J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Onions, air. Lidiard.^ ^^J^%^ns
Numer6us cottagers also received prizes for their production

and Clultenham Gazette,

oup. Original, Miss F. Rosenberg. Extea I'l^J^rf
» Mr Grcadv.

liters. Secdlinff Dahlia, Mr. Drummond. Dahlia, ^^* "
./jer,

vice in Floivers, W. Bush, Esq. Box of Cut
-^]f>«*fJ^' ^,;j^ p/^j/f,

dall. PA^^SIES, Mr.E.MUcn^"' d

. China Asters, Mr. Catkins
^^^

YGOLDS, Mr. B and Mr. ^)^' :,

Brighton Hortiniltural Society, Sept. 2Stb.-The ^^l^^^^^r\,
list of the prizes :-Dablias, Mr. Parsons, Mr. Kidd, Mr. *^^^^^^
Mr. E. Mitchell, and Mr. Watkins. Collection «>f a^a

^^^^^
Mr. Kidd and Mr. Hobdeu. Grkenuouse Plants, JMt.

^—_^

and Mr. Randall. Flowers op Herbaceous Plants, iui.
^^^^

Mr. Hobden and Mr. Randall. Pansies, Mr. E. Mulj^.^^ ^^i

Parsons and Mr. ^illmer
Mr. B—— . French Mary , .^yi.^-

African Marygolds, Mr. Hohden and Mr. W alters, t^j^gp,

Pinks. Mr. E. Mitchell. Annuals, Mr. Walters, ^^i.'^* ,?jtcheU.

and Mr. B . BouftuET, Mr. Hobden and Mr. \^^ ^r.

Cucumbers, Mr. Walters and Mr. Kidd. Vegetable* ^^
Walters, Mr. E. Mitchell, Mr. Peskett, Mr. Gornnge, ^'q^,
Hardwick, Grapes, Mr. E. Mitchell and Mr. *^^^^*

pgA»»,
Mr. Kidd. Dessert Pears, Mr. Peskett. t;uLiNABT ^^
Mr. Kidd and Mr. B . Dessert Apples, ^r. Kiao

^^^^.^^^

Rogers. Culivarv Apples, Mr, B and Mr. I^„^^ce^
SwKRPSTAKEs FOR Dahlias, I. Mr. Brag^, With J^^^Vnrinrfieli
Burnham Hero, Bridesmaid, Duchess of Richmond, ^f Q^e^^*
Rival, Unique. Bedford Surprise, Phenomenon, ^^^^^"^paHeueli'*
Grande Baudine, Hudson's Princess Royal, »»**

„rMpsm*»**'
Eclipse; 2, Mr. Gaines, with Gaines' Emperor, Jf"";sburr'
Prince Albert, Lady Palmer, Dodd's Prince of Wales,

f^^," ^ford

Springfield Purple, Beauty of Wandsworth, Pickwicfe. "^ ^ro*-
Surprise, Array, and Eclipse; 3, Mr. Biirsill, with G^ana i^^-

^^,
ment, WidnalPs Queen, Burnham Hero, M^teUa, J^W»
iUiterprisc, !5pringflcld Rival, Mcliolas Nlckleby, tauc«*»
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\V. Buller, Esu. Kii>.neyBeans,,
: Beaxs, Sir J. Kennaway. Ar-

Eclipse, Dodd*s Queen of Sarum, Hudson's Princess Royal,
Dodd's Prince of Wales, aiid Phenomenon.

Devon and Exeter Jlorticidiural Society, Sept. 22.—This exhibition
was held in the Higher ^Market-house. The following is a list of the
prizes;

—

Frcit—Pine-apple, (a Hlvet medal,) C. Hoare, Esq.; 2,
Airs. Wells. Dish of Whi i e Grapes, 1,T. Porter, Esq.; 2, J, w!
Buller, Esq. Black, I, Sir J. Kennawayj 2, Mrs. Granger, Mixed
Grapes of variocs soets, I, J. W. Buller, Esq. ; 2, Sir J. Ken-
naway. JlELOX, ], W. Hooper, Esq.; 2, Rev. W. H, Aruiidell.
Peaches, H. Porter, Esq. Nectarines, F. Cross, Esq, Plums,
Purplcy F. Cross, Esq.

j Light-coloured, F. Cross, Esq. Moeello
Cherkies, Mrs. Wyatt. Figs. Sir J. Kennaway. Red Ccurants,
H. Porter, Esq. ; White, Sir T. D. Acland. Raspberries, J. W.
Buller, Esq. Dessert Pears, R. T. Head, Esq. Collection ofditto,
T. Porter, Esq. Collection^ 6 sorts, Sir J. Kennaway. Collection
OF Dessert Apples. 1, R. T. Head, Esq.; 2, C. Shireff, E^q.
Cooking Apples, T. Porter, Esq, ; 2, E. Lousada, Esq. Nuts,
A. Z. Extra T^vii—Pears, J. W. Buller. Esq. Apples, W. Buller,
Esq. Cormsh Gtllijimrer, Sir T. D. Acland. Black Hamburgh
Grapes, I, E. Lousada, Esq.; 2, T, Porter, Esq. Black out-door
Grapes, Mr. Gray. J»/d/o?w, Rev. T. Dornford. Damsons , 3 . W

,

Buller, Esq. Box and 2 glasses ofHoney^ C. Shireff, Esq. Otaheite
Pine, C. Hoare, Esq. Oranges, BTrs. Wells. Lemons, Mrs. Wells.
Vegetables—Celery, T. Porter, Esq, Carrots, Mrs. Granger.
Parsneps, Sir T. D. Acland. Red Beet, J. Milford, Esq. Broc-
coli, Sir T. D. Acland. Cos Lettuce, J. \V. Buller, Esq. Cab-
bage ditto, Mrs. Granger. Endive, T. Porter, Esq. Peas, Sir
J. Kennaway. Broad Beans, J.

T. Porter, Esq. Dwarp Kidney oeans, r>ir j. ivennaway,
TicnoKES, Sir T. D, Acland, Tomatoes, J. Huxham, Esq.
Seedli.ng Potatoes, 1, J. W. Buller, Esq. ; 2, W. Kingdon, Esq.
Best Collection of Vegetaelbs, Sir J. Kennaway, Extra
Vegetables— Co//^cf/rtn of f^eedling Potatoes, D. 22. Brace of
Cucumbers, T. Porter, Esq. Capsieittns, W. Hoop«r, Esq. Vei]e-
table Marrow, W. Hooper, Esq. Oniom, H. Porter, Esq. Potatoes,
Sir T. D. Acland. Flow^ers and Plakts—OrciiidXcb^, si^ best
specmeus, i, Mrs. Wells ; 2, J. W. Buller, Esq. Aewest and best
specimen. Sir T. D, Acland. Stove Plants, best 6—1, Jlrs.Wells

;

2, J. W. Buller, Esq. Single spechnen, Mrs. Wells. Greenhouse
Plants, toi group of 12, (silver medal,) Mrs. W^ells ; 2, J. W.
BuUer/Esq. Cape Heaths, 1, Mrs. Wells; 2, H. Porter, Esq.
Herbaceous Plants, 1, Sir T. D. Acland; 2, H. Porter, Esq.
Collection of Roses, H. Porter, Esq. German Asters, F.
Cross, Esq. Hardy Annuals, 1, H. Porter, Esq. ; 2, J. Milford,
Esq. Cockscombs, Mrs. Mitchell. Dahlias, best 24, (aHlver
medal,) F. Cross, Esq.; 2, Mr. J. Griffin, gr. to Mrs. Wells ; bestlS,
1, H.Porter, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Wells: hesi 12, 1, F. Cross, Esq. • 2,
Mr. J. Clarke: best 6, F. Cross, Esq. Seedling, (a silver medal,)
W, R. Whale, Elcot. Extra Flowers and Plants— C<??/(V?im
€f Dahlias, F. Cross, Esq. Bulbs, J. W. Buller, Esq. Achimenes
longijtora, Mrs, Wells, Burlingionia JtcgintE, Mrs. Wells. Collec-
tion of Stove plants, Mrs. Wells. Grecnhoiise plants, Mrs. \Vells.
Numerous Cottagers' Prizes were also s^-ren.—rigmouth Gazette.

Durham Horticultural Socieig, Sept. 28.—The third Exhibtion was
held at the Exhibition Rooms, Saddler- street, when the following
prizes were awarded:— Flowers—Ncrserymen, Dahlias, 50
blooms, Mr. J. Harrison. Best 3ri, Mr- H.Newton, Best 24, Mr. J.
Harrison. Besttipjy^d Daliiia, Mr. J. Harrison. Best self coloured

,

Mr. H. Newton. Amateurs and Gardeners—Premium Prize
OF 1/. 1*., added to a sweepstakes vf 2s. dd. each compedior, for the
best 24 Dahlias, H. J. Marshall, Esq. Best 18, Mr. P. Caldcleugh.
Best 12, Mr. F. Nichol, gr. to H.J. Spearman, Esq. BestG, Mr. P.
Caldcleugh. Bests, Mr. P. Caldcleugh. Best self-coloured Dah I fa,
H. J. Marshall, Esq. Best tipped, H. J. Marshall, Esq. Best Seed-
ling, Mr. Dewer, gr. to W. Cuthbertson, Esq. Pansies, Mr. H. B.

JHall. ^>ed/2X*7^, Mr. F. Nichol. Exotic, Mr. F. Nichol. Stocks,
Mr. Daglish, gr. to T. Fenwick, Esq. Cockscomb, Mr. F. Nichol.
BouaoET OP Flowers, Mr. W. Thompson, jun., gr. to W. Green,

f/^'i:,
BorauET op Dahlias, Mr. W. Thompson, jun. Fuchsia,

Mr. F, Nichol. Collection of Geesmiolsk Plants, Mr. G.
Lowery, gr. to Mrs. Fawcett. Prize of half-a-guinea, given by
H. J. Marshall, Esq., to Am/iteurs,for thebestblooms ofthe follow-
ifig Dahltas-'phenomenon, Duchess of Richmond, Lee'a Blooms-
bury. Pickwick, Cox's Defiance, and Lady Middleton, to Mr. P.
Caldcleugh. Prize of U. U., given by Mr, J. Harrison,for thii best
b, blooms of new varieties -Tfodd'a Prince of Wales, Lady Hariand,
Admiral Stopford, Hudson's Princess Royal, Northern Beauty, and
Attila, to H. J. M.irshall, Esq. Fruits—Pine-apple, Mr." Dale,
gr. to W. Russell, Esq. Grapes, Mr. Dale. Melon, Mj. Hutton,
gr. to G. Salvm, Esq. Peaches, Mr. J. Simm, jun., gr. to W. T.
Grecuwell, Esq. Nkctarines, Mr. J. Thompson. Apricots, H.
Taylor, Esq. Plums, Mr. Sanderson, gr, to R. E. D. Shafto, Eiq.
Pears, Mr. J. Thompson. Apples, Mr. Baxter, gr. to Sir R. J.
Eden, Bart. Kitchen, 5fr. Huttfn. Horello Cherries, Mr.
Dale. Vkgetables-Celery, Mr. F. Nichol. Onions, Mr. J.
HaU. Carrots, Mr. F. Nichol. Cucumber, H. Taylor, Esq.
Cauliflowers, Mr. R, Dodds, gr.toRev. G.Townsend. RhdBket,
Mr. l-.>ichol. PARSNEPs,Mr.F. Nichol.—Extra Prizes. Mr. G.
Hmdmarsh, gr. to W. L. Wharton, Esq., for Hollyhocks and Red
turrants. Mr. J. Simm, jun., for Gooseberries. Mr. Dale, foi large
stewmg Pears. E. Tyler, Esq., for Pumpkins. Mr. Douthwaite,
for Hoya caniosa .. Mr. F. Nichol, for a collection oj Fuchsias. JWr.
J. Hall, for lied Callage. Messrs. Hedley,/i>r 12 Seedling Dahlias.

T:verton and Kirkdale Floral and HorticuUaral Society, Attg. 1 1

.

This exhibition took place in the pleasure-grounds behintl Mr.
New*s hotel, at Kirkrtale. The following is a list of the prizes:—Carnations: Premier, 1, Mr. W. Evans, Game Boy, Beauty
of Warley, Cestnan, William the Conqueror, Marchioness of
A^ estminster. Princess Charlotte, Willmer's WiUiam the Fourth-
2, Mr. J. Soorn, Nonpareil, Nulli secuiidns; Lowe's Marchioness',

MISCELLANEOUS.
Calcutta.

2, Mr. T.Harrison. Black Gra pes : I,T. Orford, Esq. ;2T B Mo-iyueux, Esq.
; 3, Mrs.Cropper. White Grapes : T. Orford. Esq. ; 2,

^ T- Jlfrnson. Apples: Mr. J. Soorn, Goosr.berries: Red, White, V.Uuir, and Green, Mr. T. Matthews.
Apples, 1841: Mr. W. J. Gandy. 0^^o^% {Autumn-sown); R.
Leyland.Ksq. O.xions (SpWr?g-.so«7?^: Mr.T. Matthews. Celery:
1, W.P. Freme, Esq.: 2, R. Jones. Esq. Cauliflowers: 1,W.
Garstang. Esq.; 2, R. Leyland. Esq. Lettuce: 1, Mr. W. E.Makm; 2,W P. Freme. Esq. Cucumbers: 1. T. B. Molyneux,
Esq_; 2. Mr. \N J. Gandy; 3, J. G. Carter, Esq. Cabbacbs : Mr.
T. Rawson. Carrots: J. G. Carter, Esq. Turmps: W.P.
Freme, Esq.

Game Boy, Paul Pry. Squire Clarke, Rob Roy ; 3, Mr. J. Soorn,Duke of Leeds, Marchioness. Nnlli secundus, Nonpareil, Lydia,
Weldon's Cleopatra, Paul Pry. Maiden Growers' PiuzEs:
WMf S^^^^^-c. Weldon's Cleopatra, and CHmson do.. Lord
Milton C. Lorimer, Esq.; Scarlet Flake, Rowton. R. Alison, jun.
iisq.

; Rose do.. Cottage Girl, Mr. T. Matthews ; Purple do.. Com-
mander, and Red Picotee, Unknown, C. Lorimer, Esq.: Purple
do., Victoria, Mr. T. Matthews, Scarlet Bizarre, 1. Gme Boyand 2, Leader, Mr. J. Scorn; 3, ^Ibion, Mr, W. New: 4, Dukeof
Leeds.' Mr. J. Soorn ; 5, Charles the Twelfth. Mr. W. Evans.
i^nmson Bizarre, I, Lord Miltoi^ Mr. W. New: 2, Paul Pry, Mr.
J, Soorn

; a. Tally ho ! Mr. W. Evans ; 4, Bloomsbury, Mr, J,

mTi^ K ^'
T^ylor> William the Fourth. Mr. J. Whalley. Searlet

/'/«^e, I, Ely s Defiance, and 2, William the Fourth, Mr. W. New;
Derbv m7"; ^Vk "'J?^^'

^"^-
'

*» ^>'^*^' ^^^' •'* «^^"
> 5, Lord

wJ^H^ir: ;
^^a'^ey, PinJi or Rose Flake, 1. Marchioness of

Anolln M^^' ^''- ^- ^^^'^J - ^^^>' Gardner, Mr. W. Evans; 3.

tcn^fJ^'^'?'^^^''' **' 0«chesfe of Devonshire. Mr. W. Evaus j

q F^^h.tV "^^ ^L^^-ans ; 2. Weldon's Cleopatra, Mr. J. Soorn

;

7 « "ni^^t"^^^' ^'••J^^ Evans ; 4, Queen of Sheba, Mr. W. New

Royal Horticultural Societtf of Corfvvall, Sept. 22.—Tliis exbi
hltion was held in the Polytechnic Hall, Falmouth, where the
following prizes were awarded :— Fruit: Pine-appi.e, i and 2, J.
Vivian, Esq. Best bunch op Grapes, 1, J. Vivian. Esq. ; 2, J.
P. Magor, Esq. Best dish of ditto, i, J. Vivian. Esq. 2, J P
Magor, Esq. Best dish of out-door ditto, G. C. Fox, Esq. Melon-
1, W. Daubuz, Esq.; 2, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P, Best Col-
LEcrroN OK DESSERT Pears : Rilver medal, \, Mr. S. Treseder

j

9, Sir C. Lemon. Bart., M.P. Best 6 bipk dessert Pears: 1,
Mr. J. Bishop, jun. ; 2, Mr. S. Treseder. Best Collkctiok o?
dessert Apples, Mr. S. Treseder. Best 12 hipe desskrt
Apples: 1, Mr. S. Treseder ; 2, R. W. Fox, Esq. Bkst m<?n op
Exotic Fruit {Madras Citrons), G. C. Fox, Esq. Oranges, J.
S. Enys, Esq. J^xtha.— Seedling Apples, W, Tweedy, Esq.
Apples, 1, Mrs. Bull, and J. S. Enys, Esq. Pears, Mr. J. Bishop,
jun. Collection op Stovb Plants In flower C^schTnanthus
graudiflorus, Brasavola cucuUata, Oncidium papflio. Catasptnm
Clavcringi, Oncidium carthagiucnse, Catasetum Hookeri, Vinca
ocellata, V. r<5sca, Txora crocata. Strelltziaregiiiae, Oncfdium Id-
riduni. Catasetum luridnm, Jnstfcla cimea, Ardisia crcnulata,
Xylophyilum augustif^ilium, Clerodendrum speciosisslmum), J.
P. Magor, Esq.; best single specimen (Achimenes lonfi:iflora\ G.
C. Fox. Esq, Cr.iMBivG Greenhouse Plant (Hoya carnosa},
J. P. Mapror, Esq. Best named Spkcimkn (Camellia althEei-
flora). S. Davey, Esq. MiscELLANKOPg CoLLRCTfoN of Orva-
MKNTAL Plants, G. C. Fox, Esq. Most ornamental Plant
WHICH has not previously plowerbd (Achimenes longi-
flora). W. Daubuz. Esq. Roses (New China. Anna Maria, roi-
crophylla major. Yellow China. Bengal Hermit, !Hghclere seed-
ling^, R. W. Fox. Esq. Fc'chsias (fulgens, tricolor, globosa
risea, YouelM, corymbifiora, Grovehillii), G. C. Fox. Esq.; 2
(corymbiflora. Meteor, Fairy, Hutches6nia, Invincible, fnlfrens
nnnltifloraj, W. M. Tweedy, Esq. Sa'lvias (chamadryoides,
coccfnea, patens, involucrata), J. Vivian. Esq. Phloxes (odo-
rata, omniflora, cordata, reflcxa, Thompsonii, paniculata', J. P.
Magor, Esq. Hollvhocks, Mr. J. Treseder. Cockscombs. J.
S. Enys. Esq. Martgolds, J. S. Envs, Esq. Asters (<?frmf/»
or China), 1, W. M. Tweedy, Esq.; 2, J, Vivian, Esq. Pent-
STEMONS, J. P. Magor, Esq. Annuals, J. P. Magor, Esq. Per-
ennials : l,G.C.Fox,Esq.; 2, Sir C, Lemon, Bart., M.P. Col-
lection OF Heartsease, W. Hockin, Esq. Best Dahlias : 24
bloo7ns (Defender, Constantine, Brown's Advocate, President of
the West. Amato, Monarch, Beauty of Avon Vale, Holmes's Ex-
quisite, Bishop of Salisbury, Mrs. Neeld, Andrew Hofer, Beauty
of th- "'--- ' -" • " ^ _ ..

Nickl
Bloo
Scariet Defiance), S. Davey, Esq.; 2, G. C, Fox, Esq., Grove
Hill, 20 Varieties (Wilmer's Ringleader, Maid of Bath, President
of the West. Amato. Hotmes's Exquisite, Mrs. Kceld, Walker's
Unique, Constantine, Grace Darling, Argo. Scarlet Defiance,
Monavch, Lee's Bloomsbury. Andrew Hofer, Conservative,
Beauty of the Plain, Bishop of Salisbury, Rosa, Nicholas
Nickleby, Bridesmaid}, S. Davey, Esq. ; 2, President of the West,
Beauty of the Plain, Grand Tonmament, Maid of Bath. Fanny
Keynes, Phenomenon, Hylas, King of Roses, Danecroft Rival,
Pamplin's Bloomsbury, Euclid. Ringleader. Bridesmaid, Essex
Rival, Suffolk Hero, Lee's Bloomsbury, Enterprise, E^vptian
Prince, Dodd's Maryj, J. Vivian, Esq. 10 blooms .Defiance,
Lewisham Rival, Indispensable, Widnall's Eclipse, Grace Darling",
Marchioness of Breadalbane, Eumham Hero, Lee's Bloomsbury,
F&yptian Prince, Beauty of the Plain, Fanny Keynes). G. C. Fox,
Esq.; 2. W. Daubuz, Esq. Best 10 striped or tipped (Ansell's
Unique, Star of Bethlehem, Sparry's Beauty of the Plain, Mary
Queen of Scots. Phenomenon, Purpurea alba, Dodd's Mary,
Painted Lady, Maid of Bath\ W.M. Tweedy, Esq. Best 10 Setfs
(Advancer, Hylas, Cliraasr, ' Springfield Rhal, Hope, Scarlet le
Grand. Grace Darling, Magnum bonum. Lee's Bloomsbury. Pre-
sident of the West), W, Daubuz, Esq. Orna.mextal Device,
formed of ditto, J. S. Enys, Esq. Bulbs in Flower, J. Vivian,
Esq. Hardv Climber in Flower, I, W. M. Tweedy, Esq.; 2
(BigTiOnia radicans), R. W. Fox, Esq. Extra.— S/ot-e group
(Gongora maculata, G. fulva, Oncidium sphacelatum, Stanhrtpea
graveolens, Zygop^talum rostratum, Epidendrum ciliare, Achi-
menes longiflora). Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Dahlia Deviee, Mr.
T. Treseder. Succulent Plants, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Vege-
tables.—Whitr Beet, J. S. Enys, Esq. Red Bkkt, Sir C, Lemon.
Bart., M.P. Carrots, J. S. Enys, Esq. Spinach, J. Vivian,
Esq. Tomatoes, Sir J. C. Rasleigh, Bart. Capsicums, Sir C,
Lemon, Bart. Celery, W. Daubuz, Esq. Salad, W. Dgu-
buz, Esq, Market Gardeners' Prizes.—-Best basket ok
Vegetables, l,Mr. J. Treseder; 2, Mr, S. Treseder, Extra.—
Seeding Potatoes, A. Fox, Esq. Pumpkin raised from seed from.
Kaples, G, C, Fox, Esq.—Tr«^ Briton,

P / D • ' ' AwarK Antnoi

w VI »?'2^" ^ Nulli secundus, Mr. J. Soorn; 2,Beaaty of War-
«y, Mr. W. Evans i 3, Victoria, Ur, J. Soorn; 4. Fair Ellen, Mr.
V-Jji ^^'^ ' ^^y^ Monarch, Mr. Whalley. Best Rose and best

J^^rJfx '^^^^* M. W, New. Pansies, 20 Varieties: 1, T.

Th. t-^' **^-' ^' ^^^' ^' Thompson
j 3, T. O'Grady Esq. ; 4, do.xne winner of the first pan is precluded from winningthe second.aKKDLiNo Pansxks, 2842, Mr. W. New. Stovk Plants: J.aotnern, Esq. Grkenhousb Plants: i, J. G.Carter, Esq:R. Leyland, Esq.; s and 4, Mrs. Cropi>er. Ericas: 1, MCropper; 2 and 3, R. Leyland, Esq.

2,

Mrs.

S ut^A o T^M ^ - - HKRBACEOtra PlANT3 i 1,

Pr!^f
3' ^'i-s. Cropper. Dahlias : I, Mr. T. Rawson; 2, R, W.

^reston, Esq.; 3. Mr. W.Thompson. Baskbt of Plants : Mrs.
^ropper. Basket Cut Flowers: 1, Rev. J. Brooks: 2, R,Auson, Jan., Esq, Basket of Fruit an'd V«oetabl«» : B.

NOTICES OP NEWPLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Double Red Indian Azalea. (Greenhouse 8ftrM5.)—The
flowers of this variety are large and splendidly coloured, but very
deficient in beauty of form. It is, however, rare, and a very dis-

tinct kind—two circumstances that give it value in the eyes of a
collector. Itis of Chinese origin; and, like other kmds, strikes

readily from cutting-s, or it may be worked upon the more
common varieties. When rooted, the young- plants ought to be
potted offin rich peat soil, having mixed with it a considerable
portion of sand. It requires the protection of a greenhouse dur-
ing: winter, and should then be placed in the lig-htest situation;
but if itis kept there in summer, it oa^ht to be partially shaded.
It will, however, do very well then oat of doors. While it is

growing freely, xnauure water will be found very beneficial.

—

Bot, Reg,
Ixniot'rFERA DtSsL'A. The Dosua Indigo. (Hardy shrub,) Legu-

minospe. Diadelphia Decandria.—When in flower, this plant is
very pretty, forming a strangling bush, whose bright deep rose-
coloured blossoms are highly ornamental. When out of flower
it is rather shabby in appearance, and is therefore not well suited
for growing singly. It was raised in the Garden of the Horticul-
tural Society, from seeds sent to England by Dr. Falconer from
the Botanical Gaidenof Saharunpor. It flowered for the first
time in May 1840; but subsequently it has produced blossoms
occasionally through the summer. What gives it its chief value
is, that it appears to be a shrub sufficiently hardy to stand an. or-
dinary winter in the open- border, and grows vigorously in any
good rich garden soil. It flowers freely during the monthjs of
July and Aug-ust in the open border, but earlier If kept in the
greenhouse. It is easily increased from cuttings of th€>v,^iff
wood, treated in the ordinary wmy, or bya^ds* It would naike
a tms object if plants in Devonshire or Cornwall, where no

I
doubt it would attain to a large size.—J?of. Beg--

Advices to tbe 11th of August announce,
that Dr, Wallich was about to proceed to the Cape for two
years on medical certificate, and that the students of the
Medical College proposed, previously to his departure, to
present him with a token of gratitude in the shape of an
address and a piece of plate. Government has appointed
Mr. AV. Griffith to the charge of the Botanic Garden
during Dr. Wallich's absence, and Dr. A^oigt takes the
superintendence of the Institution till Mr. Griffith's

arrival. A better appointment than that of Mr- Grifiith
could not have been made.

Flowers in ndigious Buildings.—TTe cannot but ad-
mire the practice of the Church of Rome, which calls in
the aid of floral decorations on her high festivals. If we
did not feel convinced that it was the most bounden duty
of the Church of England, at the present moment, to
give no unnecessary ofTence by restorations in different
matters, we should be inclined to advocate, notwithstand-
ing the denunciations of some of the early Fathers, aome
slight exception in the case of our own favourites. We
shall not easily forget the effect of a long avenue of
Orange-trers in the Cathedral of St, Gudule at Brussels^
calling to mind as it did the expression of the paalmist

—

" Those that be planted in the house of the Lord shall
flourish in the courts of our God." The White Lily is

held throughout Spain and Italy the emblem of the
Virgin's purity, and frequently decorates her shrines ; and
many other flowers, dedicated to some saint, are used la
profusion on the day of hii celebration. The Oak-leaf
and the Palm-branch have with us their loyal and re-
ligious anniversary, and the Holly still gladdens the hearts
of all good Churchmen at Christmas—a custom which the
Puritans never succeeded in effacing from the most cant-
ridden parish in the kingdom. Latterly, flowers have
been much used among us in festivals, and procession!,
and gala-days of all kinds^—the Dahlia furnishing, in ita

symmetry aod variety of colouring, an excellent material
for those who, perhaps, in their young days sowed their
own initials in Mustard-and-creas, to inscribe in their
maturer years their sovereign's name in flowers. Flower-
ing plants and shrubs are at the same time becoming more
fashionable in our London ball-rooms. No dread of
** noxious exhalations" deters mammas from decorating
their halls and staircases with flowers of every hue and
fragrance, nor their daughters from braving the headache!
and pale cheeks which are said to arise from aucli in-

nocent and beautiful causes. We would go one step

further, and replace all artificial flowers by natural onea,
on the dinner-table and in the hair. Some of the more
amaranthine flowers, as tbe Camellia and the Hoya, which
can bear the heat of crowded rooms, or those of regular
shapes, as the Dahlia and others, would, we are sure, with
a little contrivance in adjusting and preserving them, Booa
eclipse the most artistical wreaths of Natier or Forster,

and we will venture to promise a good partner for a waltz
and for life to tbe first fair debutante who will take
coi^rage to adopt the natural flower in her ** sunny locka."

Quarterly Review.

GARDEX MEMORANDA.
Putteridge Bury, near Luton, Bedfordshire.—This place is well

conducted, and is under the management of Mr- Fish. The
kitchen-garden is clean, and the wall-trees are looking healthy.
There are two ranges of houses j one of which is devoted to the
cultivation of Vines and Peaches; the other, to Pines. The
Peach-trees are grown as standards, and produce abundant cropa
of fruit. Both the Vines and Pines are looking healthy; and we
observed, trained over the back of the Pine stove, some strong
Cucumber plants grown in pots, and intended for winter pro-
duce, as it is customary here to cut this fruit all the year round.
In a part of the kitchen-garden that has been lately added, wc
saw a s^'stem of growtag Celery, practised by Mr. Fish, which,
during the late dry season, has been attended with great success.
It is planted iu beds, containing about three rows of plants, and
upon the ridges between the beds was sown a row trf Peas^
which shaded the Celery from the sun and kept the groond more
moist about the plants; these certainly show the good effects of
this method by the superior luxuriance of their growth ov^
other rows which have not been thus treated. There Is also
a number of young fruit-trees planted in the following man-
ner:—The earth is raised in hillocks, so that when planted the
roots of the trees are not much, if at all, below the level of the
garden. The subsoil being very heavy, this system of planting
has been attended with the best results ; and probably If it was
more generally adopted, we should not see so many fruit-treea
suflferiug from the laceration of root-pruning. The lawn* al-
though not completed^ has yet a pretty appearance, contaiiung
some young plants of the more rare kind of shrubs, &c. The
collection of Cratreguses deserves especial notice. We also ob-
served two clumps of Rhododendrons growing in the natoral
soil of the garden ma vigorous condition, and loaded with Aowct-
buds for another season. On the lawn are two iron va$€S filled
with plants, which grow in them equally as well as they do In
pots made of the most porous materials. The vases are thoroughly
drained ; but that is essential to the good cultivation of aU j^fuita,
let them be grown in any description of pot or vase. The con-
servatory is a neat building, with a veranda at the end, which
leads to the kitchen- garden , the other is adjoining to tbe sitting-
room. It is kept supplied with flowering jjlants in ornamental
vases ; on the columns which support the roof are trained some
of the best kinds of climbing Roses, Jasmines. &c. The farm-
yard is a model of perfection, and is a proof that this portion of
a gentleman's estate is capable of being kept, comparatively, a«
clean as the lawns, walks, &c.—/. A,

laebiefcs.
fi^ro*The Botanical TeJ^t-Book. By Asa Gray, M.D.

Wiley and Putnam-
If Botanical students are behindhand in their koowledga

of the actual state of Botany, it is not the (mlt of their

teachers ; for scarcely a season elapacs without the appear-

ance of some good introduction to the science. When we
were boys, the only tolerable elementary books that could

he found in the English bookshops were Lee's translation

of the Fhilosophia Botanica of Linnaeus, and Smith's

very meagre Introductiowto Botany. No means whateva:
existed of gaining an acquaintance with the Natural Systexa

of Botany, which the writers of those days, kaowii^ no-^
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. :f fKpmR^Ives were contented with abusing ;

popular authors were e >^b^
^^^^^ .^ their Botany,

philosophy
^fj'l% j^ „i^,3t extinct.

^^Cp i^^^^^^^^
formed on the n.odel of Lindley's

ELm^TiU of Botany, but it treats the subject more in de-

Sil It has more letterpress and fewer woodcuts and con-

tains a skilful exposition of existing opinions. Students, for

whom it is intended, wiU no doubt find it very useful.

Formal criticism of such a work would be out of its place

In this journal ; we shall therefore content ourselves with

observing, that the author enters fully into the existing

Views of vegetable structure, and explains them with his

usual talent. The most material omission is that of an

artificial analysis of the Natural Orders, without which a

young Botanist can scarcely stir in his study of the

Natural System. It is promised, indeed, at p. 202, but

«ecms to have been accidentally forgotten.

As usual, we offer anexU'act from the wor"k,to illustrate

the author's manner of treating his subject ; and for

this purpose select the following from the introductory

matter :—

^

^ , , . i
«^ 1. The most simple definition of the three kingdoms

of nature which has yet been offered, is that of the im-

mortal Linnffius : *Lapides crescunt ; Vegctabilia cres-

cnnt et vivunt; Animalia crescunt, vivunt, et sentiunt.'

That is to say, the vegetable and animal kingdoms are

distinguished from the mineral by the possession of life
;

tnd the animal from the vegetable by sensation.

"2, The bodies of animals and plants are composed of

fibres, tubes, and cells, exhibiting a structure which is

in general visible to the naked eye ; and these minute

fibres, vessels, &c., being the orgaiis or instruments of

life, the bodies themselves are termed organized or or-

ganic. Mineral bodies, having no such structure, are

said to be inoryanized or inorganic. Animals and vege-

tables grow from a minute germ to a size and form nearly

definite for each species, increasing by means of matter

received into their organs, by whose action it undergoes

certain trausformations : during life they resist the external

forces (chemical and mechanical) which tend to decom-

pose them ; and their existence is terminated by death,

when they become subject to the ordinary laws of inor-

ganic nature. Mineral bodies, by the influence of attrac-

tion, tinder favourable circumstances, sometimes assume

regular and definite forms ; but in this case they increase

indeftnVtely by the superposition of similar particles upon

those already deposited, and undergo no further change,

except from the influence of external forces-
*• 3. Organic beings may be said to increase, preserve,

and reproduce themselves, under the Influence of the laws

of life impressed upon them. Neither they, nor any of

their products, can be formed by art. The chemist can-

not produce muscular or woody fibre, nor starch, gum, or

sugar : he can, at most, only imitate nature in the trans-

formation of some of these products into others. But

many of the inorganic compounds which occur in nature

may be produced by the chemist ; and it is probable, as

a distinguished chemist (Johnston) has recently remarked,

that, with few exceptions, nature might be imitated in

the formation of any of her mineral productions, were any

corresponding benefit Jikely to be derived from the expen-

diture of time and labour.

"4. Animals and vegetables, or at least their organic

portion (that which lives and grows), are essentially com-
posed of only four elementary substances, viz. Carbon,

Hydrogen, Oxygen, and Nitrogen. Inorganic bodies

consist of one, two, or any number of the fifty-five known
elements or simple substances*

"5. The limits between the two kingdoms of organic

nature, however, are by no means so clearly defined, either

by the character assumed by Linnaeus, or by any other

that has yet been suggested. Although sensation, and

certain properties consequent upon, or necessarily con-

nected with, the possession of this faculty in anyconsider-

able degree (viz. voluntary motion, the choice of food, &c.)

are the obvious characteristics of animal, as contradistin-

guished from vegetable life ; yet it is no less true that

plants are to a certain extent sensitive to external agents,

and that particular species exhibit, in some of their actions,

perhaps, a higher degree of sensibility than many of the
lowest animals. The connexion, moreover, between the
two kingdoms takes place through tribes of the very sim-
plest organization, and of the minutest size (the infusory
animals on one side, and the microscopic Algse on the
other) ; whose appearance and mode of life are often so
very similar, that the same species are not unfrequently
claimed both by the zoologist and the botanist. Since,
then, perfectly absolute distinctions have not been dis-
covered, we must be content with general definitions-

*' 6. Plants, in ^general are organized living bodies,
fixed to the earth or other substance upon which they
grow, nourished by fluid food, which is taken directly into

their system by absorption from without, and digested by
the action of light in organs exposed to the atmosphere.

Animals, in general, are endowed with a high degree of

sensation, with the power of locomotion and of selecting

their food, which is received into an internal bag or

stomach, and digested without the agency of light.

"7. A plant, philosophically considered, is not a simple

individual, as is commonly supposed, but an aggregation

of individuals (buds), which in their development (into

branches) ordinarily remain united with the parent. Hence

they may be multiplied by spontaneous or artificial divi-

sion of their trunk ; in which respect they are analogous,

not to the higher order of animals, which are simple indi-

viduals, and, therefore, incapable of multiplication by me-

chanical ifivision, but strikingly s^o the compound animals

of the lowest grade, such as Polypi and Corallines."

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.

Afteh the fruit is all gathered and thewmter roots safely

secured, the gardener can afford to devote more time to improve-

ments in his garden, among which not the least important is the

renovation of old or the formation of new wall-borders. As this

is a matter which is often ill understood, and consequently ill

executed, a few observations upon it may not be inappropriate

at this favourable season for its accomplishment. Because the

roots of trees are naturally disposed to penetrate deeply into

the earth in quest of food, some persons conclude that it is

rierht and proper they should do sti iu all cases, and in accordance

with this notion, deep pits are dug and filled with rich soil for

their reception. If the roots are not too much mutilated m trans-

planting, very strong shoots aremade. which mast necessarily be

cut back at pruning time, to prevent the trees from becoming

nakedat thebottom ; andasthis shortening causes the production

of still stronger shoots in the following year, the foundation is thus

laid of a luxuriant and sterile habit, which age does not counter-

act, because as the roots make their way to the bottom of the

border, they still find abundance of food and moisture ; the trees,

therefore, continue to grow vigorously and late in autumn, and

the wood is in consequence imperfectiy formed, which is one

great cause of canker as well as of barenness. If old wall-trees

of liabitual unfruitfulness are closely examined, the defect will be

found, in most cases, to arise from the cause above mentioned,

coupled with a bad system of pruning and training in their

youth. Although it is hardly possible to bring the roots of trees

under perfect control, yet some approach might be made towards

that desirable end by a proper construction of the borders, which

will be further adverted to in our next Calendar.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiNERT —Young plants in pits ought now to be assorted and

reeulated against winter ; in doing which, it will be advisable to

Iceep the same sized plants and the same sorts as much together

as possible. Small plants from late suckers and crowns may be

stowed very close, to economise space^but those of larger growth

oueht not to be crowded. When much fresh bark is required,

take care to mix it weU with the old. and, if a strong heat is not

apprehended, small pots might be plunged at once to their rims -,

the larger ones, however, had better have the bark raised m
ridges between them, to be afterwards drawn close, as occasion

requires, without disturbing the plants. Be very cautious now
in watering ;

yet, if fire-heat is applied, the plants should be

often looked over.
, , , , . , ^ i *. 1 1.^

Vinery.— Grapes which are intended to be kept late must be

frequently examined, and the decaying berries taken off, particu-

larly in damp weather. Keep the floors dry, and do not place

any plants which require water in the house. Robins and mice

sometimes seriously damage late Grapes before they are observed.

Peach-house.-Let the house which it is proposed to force

early be got ready at the first convenient opportmiity. The sur-

face of the borders, being exhausted by repeated waterings

should be carefully taken off with a fork, and replaced with fresh

soil. If the trees seem to want vigour, take away as much of the

soil as can safely be removed without injury to the roots, and let

that which is added have a small portion of rotten dung mixed

with it Worn-out trees in any of the houses should now be re-

placed by bearing-trees from the walls. If the directions we
have given be followed in planting, trees of any size may be re-

moved, not only with perfect safety, but even without the loss of

o croo
Cucumbers And MsLONS.-The principal value of Melons

now is their scarcitr^ they are not of much account for eating.

As soon as symptoms •f maturity are observed, cut the fruit, and

set them in a warm place to ripen more perfectly. Cucumber

plants must not be permitted to overbear themselves at any time,

but more especially while the plants are young. It is much
better to insure a constant moderate supply by j udicious manage-

ment, than to obtain a great produce at one tune and none at

another.
Out-door Department.

AsPARAons. —Young plantations will probably still retain

their freshness, in which case the tops ought not yet to be cut

off. It is a common custom after the beds are cleaned to spread

manure on the surface, and then to dig the alleys and cover the

dung on the beds with part of the soil. This top-dressing of

manure can only benefit the plants by the rain washing its nu-

tritive particles down to the roots > it might, therefore, lie ex-

posed all winter, and be forked in when the beds are dressed in

spring. If the alleys are filled with roots, they ought not to be

be dug out i a dressing of manure should be lightly turned in

instead

.

_

Beet.—Take up the roots and house them for winter use. In

digging these, great care is necessary not to break off the end of

the root, or to wound the skin, for when this is done the colour-

ing matter is extracted by boUing. All the trimmmg required is

to cut off the large outer leaves, and then the roots should be

stacked in dry mould or sand, like Carrots and Parsneps.

Celery.—Take advantage of dry weather to earth the prin-

cipal stock,
MusTAED AND Cress.—Kccp a regular succession in boxes

or frames.
^ ,

Potatoes.—Except very late varieties, these might now be

generally taken up, at which time they can be much more
readily sorted into sizes than after they are housed or pitted.

Salsafy and Scorzonera should be taken up and housed.

Tomatoes.—Gather all the unripe fruit and hang them in the

hothouses, where they will ripen sufficiently to be of service.

Orchard.—Walnuts should now be gathered, cleared from

the husks at once, and buried in damp sand, which will preserve

the freshness of the kernels. Late Pears and Apples ought also

to be got in. If any Currants yet remain under mats, they should

be exposed for an hour or two on fine days to dry them. Per-

severe in planting all sorts of fruit-trees while the weather is so

favourable and the soil in such fine condition.

U.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
Tn-door Department,

Stove. Continue to keep the air of the Orchidaceous house

comparatively dry, in order that the leaves maybe gradually

ripened and hardened, so as to be able to stand the dull weather

of the coming winter. Some of the plants which have perfected

their growth require very little water; which must now be given

to all with great caution. The same remark applies to climbers

which are dying back. When this is the case, the opportunity

ghould be embraced for cleaning the old stems, wires, and rafters.

Greenhouse and Conservatory.-Prune and tie rampant
climberdin the Conservatory; clean all the plants, and neatly

rake the borders; but previously examine the soil round the

I roots oflarge established plants, as it is sometimes drj' at a little

depth when it appears moist enough on the surface. Give Greeii-

house plants abundance of air, and suffer no dead leaves or wi-

thered blossoms to remain upon them. Chrysanthemums that

have filled their pots with roots should have manure -water occa-

sionaUy; these plants must have plenty of air, and not be set at

a great distance from the light, or they will not bloom strongly.

Pits and Frames.—Place a few Hyacinths, &c., which upon
examination are found to have pushed fibres, in a gentle heat;
also introduce plants of Rhododendron, KMmia, Azalea, Caraillia,
Sec, into heat ; but do not attempt to force them hastily. Rooted
cuttings of plants for bedding out next season should be exposed
to the air whenever it can be safely done.

Out-door Department.
The planting ofnew Shrubberies or single ornamental plants,

whether deciduous or evergreen, ought to be proceeded with,

while the ground is in good condition. Tulips, Hyacinths, Ane-
mones, &c. for beds, and Dog*a-tooth Violets, Crocuses, and si-

milar small bulbs for edgings, should be planted, now that the

flower-garden beds are cleared of other things. Hollyhocks, and
other biennials, may yet be planted, if necessary; observing that

those plants whose beauty depends much upon a vigorous

growth, as Hollyhocks, should have a spadeful or two of fresh
good soil put about their roots. See that the crowns of valuable
Dahlias are not exposed to danger by sudden frosts. Gather
seeds of all kmds.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT,
NuRSBRT.— Collect, as they ripen, seeds of trees and shrubs to

be sown in spring. Those with hard shells, as HoUy and Haw-
thorn, are usually buried in heaps to facilitate the decay of their
coats. Nuts of all kinds may be mixed with sand, or sown when
gathered, as most convenient.
Forest and Coppice Woods.—Presuming that the directions

we have given for preparing the ground, &c. have been followed
nothing will now remain to hinder the progress of planting'
which should therefore be carried on, to the exclusion of all other
woodwork.— J". B, Whiting, The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near London for the Week endhigOct. 13
1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.' '

Oct.

Fridar 7
Saturday 8
Suadajr 9
Monday^ 10
Tuesday J

I

Wednesday 12

Thursday 13

Average

Barombtbr.

Max.
ao.sna
30AUS
30.490
30.451

30.286
3a 258

30.3C9

Min.
3a258
30.348
30.447
31.386
30.282
80.244
30.220

30.312

Thkruouetkr.

M
61
68
59
61
64
54
65

59.3

Wind. Raia,

Oct. 7. Overcast ; cloudy and fine.

8. Fine J
overcast; clear at night.

9. Light haze ; cloudy and fine ; overcast.

10. Lightly^vercast and fine throughout,

11. Foggy; exceedinglyfinewith bright sun; overcastatnight.

12. Overcast; cloudy and fine ; overcast.
,

13. Lightly overcast J very fine ; clear at night.

Mean temperature of the week 24° below the average.

r

State of the Weather at Chiswick during tbe last 16 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Oct. 22, 1842.

Oct.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

"~6ao~

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

43.2

Meaa
Temp

No. of
Years in
which It

Greatest
quantity,
of Rain.

Prevai ]inj( Winds.

_ ^» _ 2;

1 3"a 6 t

8

Sun. 16 51.1 fi 0.12 in. -~i, J

I—

i

Mon. 17 59.0 43.1 61.0 8 0.17 ] S;— 1 4
1

5 3

Tuea. 18 69.1 44.8 51.9 8 0.43 —
1

1 1 8
8i 6 1

1

h

Wed. 19 69.

7

39.7 49.7 « 0.14 _. 1 2 8 1 a 4 i

Thuri.SO 60.2 42.3 51.2 7 0.18 1 8
1

— 3 4 a a 1 s

Fri. SI 69.8 42.! 59.9 4 0.33 1 3l—

.

3 4 3j 8- 1

•

Sat. 22 59.5 46,0 62.7
1

31 0.36 1

1

1

a
1

1 6 a
1

s J

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on

the 2lst, in 1830—thermometer 73° j and the lowest onthe2ist,

in 1841—thermometer 26°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Oct. 3 4, 1842.

The market has been well supplied during the past week, par-

ticularly with the various kinds of autumnal fruit; but trade

continues very dull. Fruit : Amongst the Pines, we observed the

Green Antigua, noticed at p. 669 in last w^eek's Chronicle; with

several handsome specimens of the Queen and Providence. The

Black Hamburgh Grapes are very fine, from 2s. to 2«. 6d. per lb.

Pears are fetching rather a better price than they did last week,

the Louise Bonne and Brown Beurre being from 3fi. to 5*. per

half-sieve; the Marie Louise from 3*. to 4s., and Gansell s Ber-

gamot from 5s. to 85. per half-sieve. Apples have not varied:

amongst the cuUnary kinds, one, called the White Harvey, is

very large, and appears to be an excellent sort. This, with the

Alexander Apple, was selling from 35. to 4s. per bushel. Damsons

are becoming less plentiful, and fetch about 5s. per sieve. Cu-

cumbers are tolerably abundant, from 2s. to 6s. per dozen. Ber-

berries are from 2s. 6rf. to 3s. per half-sieve. Vegetables: The

prices of Broccoli, Cabbages, and other Greens, continue the

same as in our last report; some large Drumhead Cabbages,

which have appeared, fetch from ^d, to Is. each. Carrots are very

good, and are selling from 3s. to 5s. per dozen bunches. Onions

are rather dear, and fetch from 4s. to 6s. per bushel; the green

ones, about 4rf. per bunch. The Red Celery is very fine ;
one

bundle, containing seven heads trimmed in the ordinary man-

ner, weighing 27 lbs. Endive and Lettuces are pretty ahunaaii^

from is. to is. 6d. per score. Parsneps have been i" .^h^,"^^^.^^^

for some tune, but they are now becoming good, and letcn aouuL

is. per dozen. Salsafy and Scorzonera are sellmg from is. ja.

to Is. 6^, per bundle. Long Radishes are from 9d. to is. per

dozen bunches ; and the Turnip-rooted ones from Is. to 1-5- o^^- P"

dozen bunches. Flowers: The Cut Flowers are remarkably gooa.

and consist of Allemanda cathartica, Stephanotis Aoribundus,

Treviranacocclnea,Leschenaultiaformosa.Amaryllises,Jabminebj

Roses, Dahlias, &c., with some bunches of early and vei> go"

Neapolitan Violets.

PRICES, Satujiday.Oct. 15, 1842.—FRUITS :-

Pine Apple, per Ib.Sj to 5* Oranges, per doz., 1* to 3#

Grapes, per pound, U 6d to 2s6d — per 100, 61 10 -vs

— MuBcala, per pound, 2* 6J to 3j Lemons, per doi. 2* **'"

_ Spanish, 9cr to U ' - per 100, 10* to 30*

— Portugal 1« to 2#
Pluma, dessert, per punnet, 1«

Damsons, per hf. sieve, 2j 6d to 3* 6d
Builace, per hf.-slv., S« to :!* 6d
Apples, dessert, per bush .,2m 6d to 6t

—

•

Kitchen, 2s to 5s

Pears,,dessert, per hf.-sieve,^3l to 5*

Berberries, per hf.-sieve, 3#

Cucumbers, per doz., 2t to d*

VEGET

Savoys, per doz. 9d to li.

Cabbage, per doz. 6d to Ij 6d
— plants, per doz. 1* 6d to it

— Red, for pickling, U 64 to 2*

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. U ed to 2t

Broccoli, p.T btmch, fid to Is

Cauliflowers, perdoz., 2f to 4f

Beans, Kidney, per hf. bv.,1$ 6d to3« 6d
— ScaiitC, per hf.-sv. Is to ItCd

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 70#
— per uwt. 24 to S* 6d
— perbtishel, 1* Sd to fis

_ Kidney, per bu.,3# 2t6d

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve.

Is 6d to 2*

Turnips, per doz bun.. Is 3d to 2«

Carrots, per doz< bun., 3s to 5s

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to Is

Parsneps, per di zen. Is

Scorzonera, per bundle. Is 3d to If 6a

Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to U 6d
Horse Radish, perbundle, Ss to5s

Radish, per doz. hands 124 to 30 each)

9d to Is

Almonds, per peck, 7»

Sweet Almonds, per pound, «
Chesnuis, per peck. 4* to ai ^'
Walnuts,perbush .shelled, I2i 0^ .

FilbertsXngH9h,perlOOlbs.55sto7W

C*,b Nuts, per 100 lb., 80f

Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, l6i to SO*

— Barcelona, 24*

ABLES.

— Turnip,p.doz.bch.Utoli^
Spinach, per sieve. 1' »»J,' ^g.
Leeks, per do7. bun., 1* fid to2*

Shallots, per lb., U
Onions, per bushel. 4# to ft*

« Green, p. doz. bun. 4/ -

_ Spanieh. per doz. '•
J°?;- for fickl., per hf.-sv. 2. tO*s

Garlic, per lb. 6J to 8d 'ij 3J
Lettuce, Cabba*(e, p. bo-. " "
_ Cos,)* to ls6d ^

Endive, per score, U 3d to is *«

Celery.p.bd.,(l2tol6)9dto2s
Small Salads, P" punnet, 2^x0

^^

Watercress, per doz. sm- bun.

Parsley, per doz. bun.,
>'JY'

Tarragon, per doz.
^""-.f j^ j.

Sage, per doz- bunches, U6diO^
Mint, per doz. bunches,|«

orf td^
Vegetable Marrow, perd"*'' ^'^

Tomatoes, per hf. «v. 2* ^o 3i W
^^

Capsicums, Ripe, P^^ ,^^\*i^u3d
Mushrooms, per pottle, ""„-.
_ Field, per bus., 6« too*

ed

Notices to Correspondents.

Wk shall be obliged if our Correspondents, in
^^f

^"^

^^"^^^^^^

conmmuications, will take care that no general q"^=

relating to different subjects is asked i^.^^^J""'^^^^^

graph, and that each question is headed '^'^th the pni ^r
^^

subject. One side only of the paper should ^^^^^^^^^

on, 80 that we may separate each question, if
^^^

directions are observed, it ^iU greatly facilitaie
^^^

obtaining answers, and will enable us to a''':^"^

Correspondence under general heads, separating
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questions and answers which are of interest merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest,

Nitrate of SovA.— Winton will find a solution of nitrate of

soda, in the proportion of two teaspoonfuls to a gallon of

rain-water, too strong for watering Pelargoniums. He had
better use ^ an oz. to 8 gallons of water, and watch its eflfects.

VN''ater them with such a solution once a week as soon as they
begin to grow.—

4

^M.r,— Chipping Korton.— lfyou give an Asparagus-bed as much
salt as it ought to have, you will no doubt bring it to such a
state as to poison the roots of Vines passing through it.—

f

Heattno.— Jacobus.—On no account introduce a gas-light into

your conservatory. In the first place, the gas that it disen-

gages is apt to be injurious; and if that does not happen, it

dries the air so much as to render it unfit to maintain vegetable
life.—t ilfarc i^M^ow^.—We fear there is no means of keeping
the frost out of your little greenhouse, except by a vessel con-
taining boiling-water. A. Joyce's stove is not a good contriv-

ance, unless you convey away the fumes from it through a

pipe.—t Its. K.—Youmayapplyyourhot-watcrapparatusin
the manner you describe, provided you leave air-holes at the
highest points. If you neglect this, you will not be able to get
the water into the pipes that are bent downwards.—

t

Open Gutters.—A. B. C.—The fittest material for lining the
open gutters in which hot water is to circulate, is Roman ce-

ment. We do not know what Aberthaw lime is.—

J

ViXES.— J. W. C.—As the unproductive state of your Vines pro-

ceeds from the badness of your border, we would advise you to

remove the soil carefully from the roots, so as to preserve the
fibres of the latter as perfect as possible. The subsoil may
then be taken out to the depth of two feet, or two feet and a
half, and the border may be renewed with a richer compost,
previously prepared for the purpose. The Vines should be

• planted near the surface; and if this operation is performed as

soon as they have lost their foliage, you will stand a better

chance of obtaining a few bunches from them next season.

The border should afterwards be well mulched with litter to

protect the roots from severe frost. — t

Ivy.—A Subscriber^—This plant mai/ do harm to trees by encir-

cling them with its spiral folds, which act as a ligature ; and
you know what happens in a hedge-row when the Woodbine
twines round a branch. Ivy may also be injurious, if in very
large quantity, by smothering tlie leaves, and intercepting the
free action of light and air. In moderate quantity, and if not
twined rownd the trunk or main limbs, it is not to be feared.

Ivy upon a house keeps it dry and warm, which are its advan-
tages; but it harbours insects, which is its disadvantage. It

can do no harm to a stone-wall.—

t

LoNiCEKA FLEXCOSA,—JV, G. i>.—Your pfant is Lonicera flex-

uosa ; it is a climber, and thrives best when trained against

a wall or trellis-work, facing the south. It -will live without
protection during mild winters j and in the spring, the ends of

the shoots which have been killed by the frost should be cut
out, and those which are uninjured should be fastened to the
wall or trellis.—

t

^

Catalpa.—^ Subsc^'ider.—Your plant of Catalpa syring3ef61ia,

which is 10 or 12 feet high, maybe removed, provided that

operation is carefully performed j and, as it has not hitherto

flowered, that may probably be the means of inducing it to

bloom.—

t

Roses.— He«r2/ S.—We cannot name the Rose from the shoot
which you have sent. As it has been planted for three years

without producing a flower, you had better in about a month's
time, after shortening a few of the strongest branches, take it

up and replant it nearer the surface of the ground. This will

probably cause it to flower.— J A. B, C— Generally speak-

ing, the Bourbon, Noisette, and China Roses, grown as

dwarfs, will stand the winter without protection. It is only

the Tea-scented kinds which are liable, in that case, to sus-

tain injury from frost.—

i

FiR-TRKES.— T. S. P.—You are quite right. Thegenus Abies con-
sists of Firs, having the leaves destitute of sheaths, as is the
case in the Spruce Fir and Cedar of Lebanon. To Pinus are
referred all those Pines which have the leaves in clusters, with
a sheath at the base, like a Scotch Fir. Linn reua called them
all Pinus, and hence those who adopt his views speak of Pinus
canadensis, and Pinus Douglasii, attliough both those species

belong to Abies. The Cedar is not regarded by good Dotanists

as a genus distinct from Abies, The Deodar is a Cedar. There
Is no such plant as an Evergreen Larch. Araucaria imbricata

is quite hardy in open, exposed places j it does not like close,

confined situations.—

t

PKLAiiG<5xiuM.s.— C—The following list contains the greater part

of those which are worth cultivating, but does not include
Seedlings of the present year :—

White grounds,
Annette.
Leila.

Witch.
Queen of Fairies.

Enchantress,
Alexandrina, superb.
Eliza, superb.
Una,
Liniatum

.

Pictum.
Blush andUght rose.

Sylph.
Matilda.
Nymph.
Cyrus.
Britannia.
Grand Monarch.
Cerito (Gaines').

Florence.
Clarissa.

Priory Queen.
Corona.
Evelyn,
Grace Darling (Gaines'J.

Anna (Paroplin's).

Ixjrd Mayor.
Lady Mayoress.
Madonna.
Criterion.
Magna Charta,
Garth's Victory,
Bridesmaid,
Sirius.

Rosetta.
Garth's Perfection,
Fanny Garth.
Jubilee.
Louis Quatorze.
Prince Albert (Gaines').
Ariadne,
Mabel.
Albion.
Alice Grey.
Joan of Arc.

Rose*
Coronation.

Lady Douro.
Rienzi.
Masterpiece.
Roseum elegans.
Wonder.
Duchess of Kent.
Circassian (Lynes').
Flash.
Grand Duke (Gaines').

Gauntlet.
Lady Denbigh.
Discount.
Prince Albert (Foster's)

.

Climax,
Orange.

Rising Sun,
Erectum.
Comte de Paris.

Orange Boven.
Lady Carlisle.

Prince of Waterloo.
Emily.

Jewess.
Queen Superb.
Village Maid.
Prima Donna.
Camilla.
Lifeguardsman.

Crimson.
Emperor ^Hodges'),
King (Gaines*).

Grand Duke.
King Rufus.
Splendidnm.
Madeleine.
Selina.

Purple,
Conservative.
Vulcan.
Gem of the West.
AmethyBt,
Sultan.
Juba.
Ion.
Beatrice.
Lady Flora.

Your other question will be answered shortly.—*
Grekxhouse Plants.— j. C. Y.—The following plants are orna-

mental, and will flower successively almost ail i he year round -—

Primula sinensis, Leschenaultia lormosa; Azalea indica alba,

variegata, and lateiitia ; Cliorczema vArium and Dicksoni,

Bor6nia serrnl^ta, Colconema tennif^Ua, Coronilla glanca

;

Kenn^dya racemosa, coccinea, and Marryattee ^ Hardenb(:rgia
macrophyUa, Uardoquia Ho6keri, Pimeleadecussatai Epacris

campanulata, nivalis, impressa, and grandiflora; Statice pub6-
rula, Fuchsias of various kiiids. Genista cauariensis, Correa
speciosa and Harripii, Daphne odora, Acacia armata, and Chry-
santhemums of various kinds.—

t

WiNTERixG Plants.— Jl/flrc Antony.— ^oxxt seedling Pansies,
Carnations, and Stocks, will do better if allowed to remain
through the winter in the spent hotbed, than if transplanted

5

they must, however, have abundance of air at all times.—

t

Bulbs.—A Subscriber.— If the Bulbs which you have received
from the Cape have not begun to grow, they may be kept in a
dry and airy place for the present, and may be potted ofl* early
in the spring ; if, however, they have formed any leaves, they
should be potted immediately.—

t

Hyacinths.— i:/iZ*ernta.—Your list of Hyacinths is a veiy good
one. After the roots have been forced, it requires three years
tobringthcm to a tolerable state ofvigourjbuttheyare never so
fine as the first season after they are imported. Hints for the
management of the roots after blooming will be found at pp.
73, 121, 308, ^^^ of last year's Chronicle ; and an article is al-

ready in type upon the same subject, which will appear shortly.
Whether grown in Beet-roots or in glasses, the injury sustained
by the root is the same.—*

Apples.—G. X.—These may be kept in heaps like Potatoes, if

they are laid up carefully, and not bruised. If injured before
being- ** hogged," the bruised Apples will rot, and infect the
remainder.—

t

Espalier Pear-trees.—il ^07.7ce.—Judging from the appear-
ance of Pear-trees, in a favourable soil, that have been gratted
upwards of 20 years on the Quince stock, and have been in
bearing for the last 15 years, without any apparent diminution
of vigour, it is probable that they will last ,for at least half a
century. With regard to duration, much depends on the
variety of Pear grafted ; for some are apt to overgrow the
Quince stock, forming an enlargement at the junction which
ultimately prevents the circulation of sap. It is desirable to allow
the branches of Pear-trees to spread considerably ; but your
proposed plan of extending them by a w^avy training, upwards
and downwards, on either side of the horizontal line which tlie

branches of your espaliers should follow, will not succeed, for
the following reasons : The downward portions ofyour branches
will burst very weak, and the upward excessively strong; the
sap, reluctant to descend, when in vigorous motion, will supply
the biids and shoots too abundantly at the upper bends, and
your attempts to direct it from these will prove fruitless. You
may plant at 20 feet apart, for espaliers, in the nsual way of
training; or even at 15 feet, and train the leaders back when
they reach that extent. The Horticultural Society's Catalogue
of Fruits will appear shortly.—

li

Graftixc—J. Ji.— It is just possible to make Apples and Pears
grow^ npon the same stock ; but they detest each other's com-
pany, and will not long live in such close quarters. The one
which is at variance with the stock will die, and make room for

the other.—

t

Fruit-trkes for a North Wall.— TF. I>.— Having already as
many Morello Cherries and Greengage Plums as yon require,

with room for three more trees on your north wall» you may
either plant for dessert the Royal Hative Plum, the Royal
Duke, and Elton Cherries ; or, for kitchen use, the Orleans
Plum, and two Kentish Chenies.—

y

ToMATOKs.

—

A Co7isffitit Subscriber.—We do jiotVnow how ihesQ
are to be preserved v^ hole ; nor, indeed, what use there would
be in so keeping thcm-t J. Ji.—To make Tomato Ketchup,
bake your Tomatoes in a brown earthen pan, in a cool ovenj
then press out the juice and pulp through a sieve. Kext, to

each quart of juice and pulp add 4 lb. of Sa!t, 2 oz. of Shallots,

1 oz. of ground black Pepper, i oz. Macej the same weights of

Allspice, of Ginger, and of Nutnug. Pound the spices together,

and boil thtm with the Tomato pulp for half-an-hour 5 then
pass the mixture again through a sieve, and when cold bottle

it. This will keep good for years.—

t

Cauliflowers. — Po?w;?A/oi>ftos.— The ground intended to be
planted with Cauliflowers in the spring will be all the better

for being prepared now. It should be thrown up roughly, so

that the frost may more easily penetrate it.—

t

GorRDS— H. Owen.—The Mammoth Gourd is harmless. The
Striped Pear and Orange sorts are poisonous. We are not ac-

quainted with the Malabar.-

1

Scale Inskcts.—il/. G. I?.—Your best plan to eradicate these

pests will be, to cnt off and burn all the infested shoots which
yon can spare from your plants; Uien with gum-waler to

brush over the branches that are left. All that escape this

process should afterwards be scrubbed off with a stifle brush.—j
Botanical STuniES.—^. Z.— It is very diflficult to say what
books you had better read, because you give no information as

to your means, or station in life, or the objects you propose to

attain in following the study of Botany. If you are a cardencr,

read the •• Theory of Horticulture" very carefully j the "Na-
tural System of Botany" may also prove useful to you. There
is no reason why you should not collect cultivated specimens
of plants; the great botanists are desirous of acquiring both
wild and cultivated specimens, and are quite contented with
the latter when they cannot procure the former. There is no
cheap work in which all plants are described botanically, nor
can there be—because of the immense number of species.
" De Candolle's Prodromus," of which 7 octavo volumes have
now appeared, and •* Kunth's Synopsis," of which 4 volumes
have been published, both in Latin, are the standard works at
present.—

t

Horticultural Societf.—Dr. G.—With every wish to oblige

you, we really cannot aSsist you in this matter. The Horticul-

tural Society is maiutained by the subscriptions of a numerous
body of persons, to whom, in return for their support ^ seeds,

fruit, and plants are given. It is not reasonable that those
should partake of such advantages who do not contribute to

the expenses of the Society. We trust no Fellow of the
Society will so far injure it as to transfer to another the rights

which are intended for himself alone j because if he does so, he
encourages parsimonious persons to abstain from contributing

their quota to that income, a judicious application of which
produces the advantages they are desirous of possessing—for
nothing.—

t

^

MrscKLLAN-Eous.— JS. i'.—Your Apples and Pears are, 3, Loan's
Pearmaiu

J 4, Alfriston; 5. Incomparable; 6, Easter Bergamot;

7, White Doyenn6; 8, Christie's Pippin; 9i Paradise Pippin;

10, Ilollandbury; 11, Court of Wick; 12, Fearn's Pippin.—
ij

J. B.C.- Your Peaches are, No. i, Bellegaide; 2, Catherine.

The Pears are, l, 7. Brown Beurrej 2, Crassane; 3, Colmar;
4, St. Germain; 6, Chaumontel; 6, BeurrC d'Aremberg; and
8, Bishop's Thumb. The Apples are, l, Ribstone Pippin; 5,

Margil; 6, Royal Russet j 8, ManksCodlin.— |^ Y. Z.—The
plant is Sinningia villosa. The flowers of your Anagallis, raised

from the seed of A . Phillipsii, are certainly larger than any we
have seen, and of a rich blue colour.—* J. C. Y.—By early

application at our office, you may procure No. 34 of this year's

Chronicle.—t B. ^.—Your plant is Salvia Grdhami,—t
A Subscriber.—Vie are not aware that tbe roots of any species

of Nolana are edible. There is no doubt that seeds of
Troptii'olum canariense may be eaten in the same manner as
those of the common Kastfjrtium.—t Flora.—Yowr plant is

Cissns stans, now called Ampelopsisbipinnata,—t Emma.
—As soon as we can find room, we will give a list of
such flowers as open and close at stated periods during
the day.— t A. Pontey^s bulbs are PhyccUa brevituba.

W'ill Poluphloisbos be so kind as inform us what form
of ammonia he employed in his experiments?—* J. K,*s

excrescences npon Elm-leaves are the work probably of

a genus of Aphides, called Eriosoma; but all the insects

had escaped. We hope that he will transmit us some of the

infested leaves at an earlier period next year, that the species

may be determined. One of the most serviceable works for

making out the British Lepidoptera from coloured fig^ures, is

" W^ood's Index Entomologicus."— i2. Mr. Butcher.—Yout
Grape called the Champion is a very fine sample, bat so like

an extremely well-ripened and well-grown Black Hamburgh,
that we do not perceive the difference.— t £.F.—Wecannot
undertake to publish the weight and dimensions of fruit which
has not been inspected by ourselves. If you wish your Pota-

toes and other productions to be registered, you must send
them, carriage paid, to ouroflBce. An Original Subscriber and
Mr. Henderson are much thatiked for their evidences, which
will be used shortly, when the subject of transformations in

plants is resumed. A Northern Subscriber.—Youi pl&nts are,

1, Linaria triphylla; 3, L. speciosa; 4, Stcnactis speciosa; 5,

some Labiate plant, but it is imposbiijle to say what from so
small a specimen ; 6, a species of Physalis.—f Horiulanvs,
—Your Enca is E. Sebana.— J C/ertfM5.— Instead of a
Pear, we have received fiom tlie Post-office 6 square pieces of
mahogany, tied^together with variegated w-orsted. As to the
Pear, we fear it is to be sought for in the pocket of the guard.
— t-

—

B.— 'l\i^ Passion-flower seems to be Loudoni, but is in a
very singularly monstrous state. We should like to see the un-
expanded flowers not crushed by the Pott-cfl5ce.— t J- C.L.
—Tne cuttings were received safely by the Horticultural So-
ciety, and are much valued. An official acknowledgment
would have been sent had your proper address been known.—

t

Li&card.-'Yo\xx Apples are, l and 2, Yellow* Newiown Pip-
pin ; 3, Baldwin; 4, Boston Russet j 5, jEsopus Spitzcmberg ;

6, Alfriston (you may have obtained it, i»eihaps, by the name
of Baltimore); 7* Pennock's Red; 8, Hawtbornden; 9. pro-
bably Keswick Codlin ; 10, Cat's-head; 14, Yorkshire Green-
ing; 15, Beauty of Kent. Ptars: 1, Grey Doyenn^; 2, Aston
Town; 3, Buchanan's Spring Beurri? (not, however, melting,
but a hard coarse Pear); 4, Uvedaie's St. Germain; 6, White
Doyenne.—

il J. I).—One of your plants is Lycop6dium
Phlegmaria. The other is Verbesina virgluica.— t Tl'. R.~
Yowx Fears are, I, White Doyennd; 3, Glout Morceau. The
Apples are, 1, Yorkshire Greening; 2, Winter Pcarmain ; a,

French Crab; 4, Beauty of Kent; 5, Crimson Queening.—

„

A Novice in Dahlias.—Your scedliui^ will never prove a first-

rate vaiicty; and, the season being far advanced, a satisfactory

opinlon cannot be given. As the flower is of a pleasing and
desirable colour, it would be advisable to try it another
season.— * B. B.—Your P^ar* are, 1, Beurre Diel ; 2, Ur-
baniste; 3, Napoleon ; 4, Beurrt- Bosc ; 5, Buchanaii'ti Spring
Beurr^; 6, Brown Beurre.— H A.Ii. C-—You will find ample
directions for the management of the Ranunculus at pp. 420
and 469 of this year's Chronicle.^ t-~— Glou worm.—As nearly
as we can judge from such morsels, your plants are, Samolus
IittoraUs,aiid a variety of Alyssummaiitimum,- T. J/.— Your
Apples are, 1, Longucvillt-'s Kernel ; 2. Gloria Mundi -fl
A. B.— ^o, 1, Swan's Egg; 3, 4, Marie Louise; 5, Ne Plus
Meuris ; 6, Autumn Bergamot ; S, Louise Bonne (of Jersey)

;

10, Seckle; ll.EastcrBeuuej 12,B€nrrii Bosc; 14,GioutMor-
ceau; 15, Burgcimcester; 17, Pah^e Colmar; 18, Uvedale's St.

Germain. Apples: Nos. 1 and 3,Rymcr; 2, Court-pendu Plat;

4, Dumelow's Seedling ; 5, Nonesuch ; 7, Downton.— tl
H.H.

Of your plants, No. 1 is Fum&ria capreolata : 2, F. officinalis.

— I J<;, i'\— Your trees are Tax6dium dSsticlium and Alnus
glutiiiosa, var. quercifdlia.— ^ Herts.—The Pear is Beurre
de Capiaumont: the Apples are, 2, Carlisle Codlin; 4, Court-
pendu Plat ; 5, Hughes's Golden Pippin ; 6, W'yken Pippin;

7, Pomme-roy. Your plants are, 1, Muraltia Heisteria; 2,

Agcratum conyzoides.—
ii t J, Da vis.—The Grapes are fts

sour as Verjuice.— f. C.3/.--Thc Artemisia from Mount Ve-
suvius is A. campestris.—t Xil/. W.— \t is not usual for the

Double-blossomed Peach to produce fruit, especially as a
standard. Having beenbuddedon a tree against a wall, it pro-

duced fruit somewhat similar to that you sent, in the garden of

the Horticultural Society, in the warm season of 1826- ;~-3fr,

O^Grady next week.
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3rf.

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers, Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-

ofiiice order to this Ofhce, at the rate of hs. for every 25 copies^.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.
ERnATU3i— In the article upon the Vitality of Seeds, at p. 526,

column a, line froifl the top 13, read '* hemp-bag" instead of
** damp bag."

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The news from Canada, announcing a complete change

in the policy of the Government, and tbe adoiission of the

French Canadians to a share in the Executive, is tbe most

important feature iu our political intelligence. The Go-

vernor-General has apj^ointed to the highest offices of the

state some of the most active leaders of the extreme party

in opposition, who were so deeply implicated in the late

insurrection, that large rewards were offered by Lord

Seaton for their arrest. It appears that the growing power

of this party rendered it extremely doubtful whether the

Government could be carried on to the further exclusion

of French interes^ts, and that Sir Charles Bagot found it

necessary to adopt a policy of conciliation, with the view

not only of tlfecting a union between the French of Lower

Canada and the moderate parties of the Upper province,

but also of counteracting the mutual jealousies which had

for years existed between the parties themselves. The
Governor-General expresses his belief that tliis measure

will effect a strong and united council, and Fecnre the po-

litical tranquillity of the country. The Liberal party in

the colony and the United States journals hail it with sa-

tisfaction as an act of justice, dictated by enlightened

principles; while all the organs of the Loyalist party de-

nounce the policy as a reward offered to rebellion, and

contend that nothing but the recall of the Governor-Gene-

ral will satisfy the inhabitants of Upper Canada. — An
alarming account of further disasters in Affghanistan, ir»-

volving the destruction of the 41st Regiment, appeared in

the5^aHc/ar(/of last night; the rumour is officially contra-

dicted by the ministerial papers of this morning, and hap-

pily there seems to be little doubt that the report is entirely

without foundation. The details of the Indian news wbkh

we publish this week add little to tbe summary given in our

last : the orders for the advance were issued on the

receipt of the despatches which left Englanc? on the T^th of

June; and it waa expected that the troops would march

from Candahar in the early part of August. The news

from China gives the particulars of the capture of Chapoo,

and mentions an intended attack upon Nankin. This

movement was generally believed to be uncertain, and,

from the advanced state af tto season, it was considtxei
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^uv I. *i, f **t,* fnHher croCTCSS wonld be made this
[
the Holy Trinity, in the town of Gibraltar, to be a

unlikely that any further pro^
..t^^.^r nn;.nf ' cathedral church and bishop's see; and to ordain that

year.-In France, the rumour gains ground that M. Guizot

intends to obviate the difficulties of the right of search, by

proposing a nevr treaty for the suppression of the slave-

trade similar to that which Lord Ashburton has concluded

with 'the United States. The subject is debated with

nrach warmth, and supplies the journals with an abundant

field for speculation on the future policy of the Ministty.

At home, the revenue accounts, which have been pub-

lished this week, are the chief topic of interest. It had

been generally expected that the large-quantity of corn

taken out of bond at a high duty, and the sum derived

from the Income Tax on the Midsummer dividends, would

hare raised the revenue for the fast quarter to a consider-

able extent. These expectations have not been realised ;

the accounts for the year present an increase of 355,981/.,

but those for the quarter, as compared with the same S5f!f_ ,'^!!\^^^"^1'*^!:

quarter of last year, show a decrease of 67t473/., although

the Income Tax returns, amounting to 313,841/., come

into the calculation. The eflFects of the recent strike and

of the distress in the manufacturing districts are painfully

iho?:n by the Excise returns, which exhibit a decrease on

the quarter of no less than 434,831/., being a diminution

at the rate of 1,800,000/. per annum.

hop

the whole town of Gibraltar shall henceforth be a city,

and be called *' the City of Gibraltar.'' The church of

St. David in Hobart Town is in like terms similarly

ennobled. The Gazette also contains an Order in Council,

appointing Wellington, Auckland, and Russell, in the

colony of New Zealand, to he free ports, according to the

reaulations of an Act of Parliament entitled ** *" ^"*'An Act
f9

to regulate the Trade of the British Possessions abroad.

Nothing that has

yet been published has given a more significant proof of

the destitution and sufferings of the labouring classes than

these returns, or more clearly shown how seriously the

public credit might be compromised by the continuance of

tnch distress.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert continue

well, and remain at Windsor Castle. The Prince of Wales
and the Princess Royal are also in excellent health.

Prince Albert, during the week, has hunted with his

beagles in the Great Park, and has shot over the pre-

serves at Swinley Lodge. The Duchess of Kent has

been indisposed, but has now recovered. His Royal
Highness the Duke of Cambridge arrived at Cambridge

House on Tuesday night from a visit to the Duke of

Cleveland at Raby Castle, having previously visited

tlie Bishop of Durham at Auckland Castle. His Royal
Highness the Duke of Sussex and the Duchess of Inver-

ness, after a lengthened visit to the Earl of Scar-

borough, have visilted Upleatham, to honour the Earl and
Countess of Zetland with their company. The Duchess
of Gloucester has left Alnwick Castle, after passing a

week with the Duke and Duchess of Northumberland, on
her return to Ravensworth Castle. His Imperial High-
ness the Archduke Frederick of Austria, after a visit of
•cveral days to Sir Robert Peel, at Drayton ^lanor, pro-

ceeded to Chatsworth, to honour the Duke of Devonsliire
with a visit previously to his going to W) nyard Park. His
Imperial Highness has been suffering from a cold caught
while shooting, last week, but is now convalescent.—Lord
B^ron has succeeded r!*.rd Rivers as trie Lord in Wailing,
the Countess of Dunraore hns succeeded the Countess of
Mount Edgcumbe as the Lady in Waiting, and the Hon,
Gen. Sir Wm. Lumley has succeeded Capt. Duncombe as
the Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.

T/ie Revenue.—The abstract of the net revenue for

the year and quarter ended on the 10th inst. has just been
published. The revenue for the year, as compared with
the year ended October 10th, 1841, shows an increase of
355,981/. The revenue for the quarter, as compared with
the corresponding quarter of last year, shows a decrease of
67,473/. The receipts for the year exhibit a return of
313,841/. under the head of Property Tax ; in the Cus-
toms there is an increase of 171,278/. ; in the Post-office,
of 1G5,000 ; in Miscellaneous of 477,803/., to which must
be added the Imprest and other Moneys 70,014/., Repay-
ments of Advances 1 04,435/. ; making a total of 1,302,374/,
In the Excise there is a decrease of 733,448/., in the
Stamps of 139,712/., in the Taxes of 62,233/., and
in the Crown Lands of 11,000/.; making a total of
946,393/., which being deducted from the increase
of 1,302,374/., leaves a total increase on the year of
355,981/., as above. The receipts for the quarter give a
adecrease in the Excise of 434,831/., in the Stamps of

tW^^' ^^ ^^^ '^^"* ^f 142,733/., in the Crown Lands
or *58,OO0/.

; making a total of 716,778/. In the Customs

Ko'L^f ""^ increase of 206,760/., in the Post-office of
&- UOO^,, m Mi5cellaneoi)s of 5,999/., to which must be
added Iinprcst and other Moneys 13,265/., Repayments of

* ri"TriVn:V^''
,^«CQ^e Tax 313,841/.; making a

ITr 'r/fif^^I^^^^-'
''^'*=^' ^^^^^^^-i ^'^^ t^« decrease of

VfhllV''
leaves a total decrease on the quarler of

67,473/., as stated above. It wiU be seen from this state-
J»ent that the falling off in the Excise during the past
quarter amounts to no less than 434^31/., and that, had
it not been for the Income Tax, which enters into the cal-
culation for iht quarter, the increase on the year would
liave been only 42,137/., while the deficiency on the
quarter would have amounted to the sum of 381,317/.
Church Preferment, — The Gazette of Tuesday an-

nounces that the Queen has been pleased to appoint the
Rev, Thomas Turton, D.D., to be Dean of Westminster,
void by the death of Dr. Ireland.—It is understood that

the Rev, Dr. Butler will be appointed to the deanery of

Peterborough, vacated by the nomination of Dr. Turton
to that of Westminster. Dr. Butler was for several years
the head master of Harrow School.—The Rev. C. Lawson,
Znoming preacher at the Foundling Hospital, has been
appointed Archdeacon of Barbadoes.

> Tie Co/o»»e*.—The Gazette of Friday sets forth that
tiie Queen has b^n pleased to constitute the chorch of

France.—The Paris papers are still destitute of politi-

cal news. The only novelty is the rumour that M. Guizot

has undertaken to avoid the difficulties of the right-of-

search treaty, by preparing altogether a new treaty, in

which France engages to exert herself energetically to re-

The existing engagements with

England are to be revoked according to this account, and

the whole question put upon a footing more in accordance

with the views of the Opposition in the French Chambers.

The search of the Aigle, by the Cygnet, continues to be the

subject of di^cussion^with the French press, and the writers

still talk of the French flag being insulted by the visit of

British officers not dressed in full uniform. The King of

the Belgians arrived in Paris on Sunday, for the purpose

of promoting the conclusion of a commercial treaty be-

tween France and Belgium.

The Capital On Monday last, being the anniversary

of the/t/£r of Queen Isabella IL, the ex-Queen Christina

repaired from Malmaison to Paris, and held a levee, at

which her Majesty received the congratulations of the

Spaniards attached to her party, now residing in the French

capital The papers announce that the Prince de Join-

villeand the Duke-d'Aumale left St, Cloud on the 8th

inst. for Brest, where they were to embark for Gibraltar

and Algiers. According to the same journals, a grand re-

view of the garrison of Paris is shortly to be held by the

Duke de Nemours and King Leopold—It appears that

extreme distress presses at this moment on the trading

classes of Paris, and that during the first eight days of the

present month more than 60 sales under decrees issued

from the courts of law had taken place among the com-

mercial classes.

The Railroads^—The Scientific Commission appointed

by Government to report on the causes of the accident of

the 3th May on the Paris and Versailles railway (left

bank) have sent in their report. The members of the

Commission are M. Lebas, the engineer, and Messrs.

Cave and Facrot, manufacturers of steam-engines. It

appears from the report—1, that the accident of May 8

cannot he attributed to any of the causes stated at the first

moment ; 2, that the employment of a locomotive with two
axletrees (four wheels) had no influence whatever upon
the accident; 3, that the fracture of the two axletrees of
this engine was not owing to the bad quality of the iron,

nor to any decomposition or displacement of its molecules
caused by age or the nature of its service, but was caused
by a shock of such violence that nothing could have
resisted it; 4, that the employment of two locomotives of
unequal power—the weakest preceding the strongest—so
far from having aggravated the consequences of the
accident, tended, on the contrary, to lessen them as much
as possible.

French Custom-house,—Several accounts have lately

been publishedrespecting the vexatious annoyances to which
travellers have been subjected by the system of persowal
search at the French frontier stations- Every traveller
who has entered France from the Swiss frontier must
have had some experience of this system, which has latterly

been carried to a great extent in all the ports and stations
of the kingdom. It appears, however, that the Court of
Police of Sarreguemines, on the Prussian frontier, has
declared that the search of the persons of travellers prac-
tised by the Custom-house officers is illegal. The Court,
in giving judgment, dwells with much emphasis on the
indignities inflicted on female travellers by the Custom-
house authorities. The Paris papers, in giving this judg-
ment, are almost unanimous in condemning ihe practice
as a pretension quite unparalleled in other countries of
Europe, and as one of the chief means of keeping travellers

from the French ports.

Spain,—The official decree of the Regent, convoking
the Cortes for the 14 th of November, has just been
published. It is believed that the session will be opened
without a speech from the Regent^ in order to avoid a
debate on the address, and that the Ministry at the com-
mencement of the session will call the attention of the
Cortes to the budget, which is now nearly prepared, and
lay before them a number of bills prepared during the
recess. The papers contain no news of interest beyond
these announcements, and the statement that the draft of
an amnesty, prepared by S. Zumalacarreguy, has been re-
jected, on the ground that it was too comprehensive. It
proposed that 25 persons only should remain expatriated,
to which the rest of the cabinet would not agree, and the
question is therefore indefinitely adjourned.
Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the

od mst. They have little interest for the English reader.An insurrectionary movement had occurred at Marvao,
but »t docs not appear that it was connected with any
general conspiracy, though attempts were making to pro-
mote discontent among the working classes by the op-
ponents of a reduction in the tariff and the opposition
press. The financial crisis had been nearly passed, and
on the Ist, Baron Fayal had completed the payment of
102,500/. to the British Government, being 40,000/, for
claims falling due the J st of September, 50,000/. falling
due the 1st of October, and 12,000/. instalment of the

claims decided by the London mixed commission. The
tariff convention had made no definitive progress, but the
new Foreign Minister appeared to be actuated by a desire
to bring it speedily to a close, and the Portuguese Com-
missioners, under his directions, were active in the dis-
charge of their labours. The basis originally proposed br
Portugal was to be generally adhered to.

Germany.—Letters' from Berlin of the 3d inst. men-
tion the return of the King and Queen of Prussia from
their\isit to Neufchatel. The marriage of the Princess
Mary, daughter of Prince William of Prussia, to the
Crown Prince of Bavaria, was solemnised on the oth
The marriage took place by proxy, his Royal Highness
the Prince of Prussia representing the bridegroom. The
marriage at Munich, according to the rites of the Ca-
tholic church, was to take place on Wednesday last.

The Rev, Messrs, Sydow and Von Gerlach, who have
visited England to make themselves acquainted with the
nature and ordinance of the English Episcopal Church
are said to be convinced that the German Protestant

Church cannot be united with it. A law-suit has just

been decided by the supreme tribunal at Berlin, after

having actually been litigated for nearly 300 years, by the

two noble houses of Aremberg and Manderscheid. The
quarrel originated in a marriage contract, and, in the

course of the litigation, among the witnesses, there ap-

peared no less a person than Count Egmont, who was
executed at Brussels in 1568. The suit has been now
decided in favour of the house of Aremberg.—A metrical

translation of Pope's "Works has recently, and for the

first time, been presented to the German public. It is

the joint production of Adolph Boettger and Theodor
Oelkers ; the former the successful translator of Byron,

the latter of Moore.—The accounts from Leipsic re-

specting the commencement of the Michaelmas fair

are, on the whole, favourable. Very large wholesale

purchases have been made- It is remarked, that among
the numerous strangers there are many Armenians and

Austrian Jews, and also numbers of Russians and

Poles.—A letter from Dresden, of the 3d instant, an-

nounces the arrival there of Lord Wilton as Envoy Ex-

traordinary, Mr, Mellish as his secretary, Lord Charles

Wellesley, Sir Charles Young, Garter King at Arms, and

Mr, Pulman, the Herald, commissioned by the Queen of

England to invest his Majesty the King of Saxony with

the insignia of the Order of the Garter,—A Hamburgh

paper mentions, that some days ago, when the rubbish

was cleared away in some places for the purpose of com-

mencing the erection of new houses, the flames burst

forth on several points, although nearly five months had

elapsed since the great fire,—The Austrian Government

has issued an order relative to the employment of children

in manufactories. No children are to work younger than

nine years old, and not then, unless they have been three

years frequenting school, and receiving religious iostrac-

tion. From nine to twelve years, children must not work

above ten hours ; from twelve to sixteen, children must

not work above twelve hours, with one hour's interval.

No boy or girl under sixteen to work at night.—A museum

is to be erected at Trieste, as a monument to the memory

of Winckelmann, who was murdered there in 1768 by an

Italian of the name of Arcangeli. The museum, which

will contain chieflv remains of the antiquities of Trieste

and its environs, \i to be opened on the 8th June, lo4a.—

The negotiations of England with the Austrian and other

German governments for the transit of the overland India

mails by way of Trieste, &c,, are, it is said, nearly con-

cluded, and an English courier with the mail has either

already taken or will very shortly take this route.

Holland.—The festivities in honour of the marriage

of the Princess Sophia, daughter of the King of Holland,

to the Hereditary Duke of Saxe Weimar, which was so-

lemnised on the 8th instant, are the chief topics in the

Dutch papers. The magistrates of the Hague ordered

the town to be illuminated ; and the rejoicings at Leyden

were on an extensive scale. The government papers are

filled with appointments and promotions made by

Majesty in honour of the event.

Switzerland.—Letters from Neufchatel give accounts

of the festivities in :honour of the King and Queen ot

Prussia. Their Majesties were received at Landeron of

General Pfuel and Baron Chambrier, and their progress

thence to the Castle resembled a triumphal march. Ihe

King, attired in the uniform of the Swiss arquebusiers,

was met at the gate ofhonour by the Burgmaster, to whose

address he replied in most benevolent terms. Jn the even-

ing the whole city was illuminated. The ultra-radica s m
the Val de Travers manifested their hostility by puUmg

down the triumphal arches ^erected in honour of i

Majesty; but the King was not deterred ^^ ^**'^, i^^j

disrespect from pursuing the liberal course which be na

adopted at Cologne towards his Rhenish subjects.

Russia.—The German papers received this "^^^^ ^^^^
tain long accounts of the melancholy shipwreck of ti^

Russian lincof-battle ship Ingermannland, ^^^^'',
^g

recently noticed. It appears that the number of ttios^

who were lost was not exaggerated,' and that 453 are no

known to have perished. The commander, Capt.TerscnU

thought of nothing but his own personal safety, and ^
j

who should have been the last man to leave the sinpi

escaped in one of the boats, leaving the rest of ^^^..* -

fortunate crew to their fate. The other particulars d^^^

in no important point from those already pubUshed. *

wreck is still drifting about, to the great danger of vesse'

navigating the North Sea.—The news from Circassia an

Daghestan continues to be unfavourable to the ^^^^^^ t^

arms. In the former, the insurgents had gained fre

^
advantages over the invaders, and possessed themselves^

several forts situate along the coast of the Black Sea.-^

The Russian Governmient, it is understood, iuteaa

his
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begin the TPorks of the Moscow railway in the spring,

whicb are to be principally executed by the soldiery. The
line is estimated to cost 6,400/. per mile. They have

authorised the house of Stieglitz and Co. to negotiate a

loan of fifty millions of silver rubles, to be employed in its

construction. Only eight millions are to be taken up in

the first instance to meet the expenses of 1843.—Further
particulars of the destruction of Kasan have been received.

They state that two fires, which occurred in the latter end
of August, were merely the precursors of the dreadful

catastrophe which befel this city on the 5th September.

At 10 o'clock on the morning of that day the fire was
first seen issuing from the Town-house. The wind being

high at the time, the flames spread quickly through the

town. In the course of twelve hours, 1,309 houses, 9
churches, and one convent, had fallen a prey to the fire.

The very pavement of the streets, being of wood, be-

coming ignited, all access became impracticable. Of the

vast magazines filled with merchandise, but four ware-

houses were saved. The scientific establishments suffered

considerably. The Observatory is hut a heap of ashes,

and it was with difficulty that the astronomical instru-

ments were preserved. On the morning of the 6th the

half of this flourishing city was consumed; nor was this

the conclusion, for on the same afternoon the flames

burst out afresh. On the 7th and 8tb the fire again ap-

peared in certain quarters. There appears no doubt

that the calamity was the work of an incendiary. The
damage is estimated at 15^000,000 rubles banco, of which

860,000 silver rubles are insured.

Italy,'—Letters from Rome of the 23d ult. mention the

Pope's return, on the preceding day, from Civita Vecchia,

where his holiness had spent some days for the benefit

of the sea air. His return had been somewhat accelerated

by the illness of the friend of his youth, Monsignor Tra-

versi, Patriarch of Constantinople, who died the day be-

fore the Pope's return to Rome. The same letters speak

of devastations occasioned by the deluges of rain that had

fallen in different parts of Italy. Near Faenza almost the

entire district had been under water, and the destruction

of property was incalculable. Numbers of houses have

been washed away, and within the city itself no less than

eighteen had fallen in. The beautiful old Roman bridge,

of three arches, after having braved the destructive power
of time for so many centuries, had been completely de-

stroyed. In Ravenna the inundation occurred during the

time of the fair, when the floods that entered the market-

place swept away booths and merchandise, besides drown-

ing agreatnu^nber of people,—The new penalcode and code

of criminal procedure, which, by order of the Pope, have

been drawn up by a committee composed of the most
eminent legists in Italy, presided over by Cardinal Ber-

netti, have just been published. These two codes are a

real work of improvement, and bear the mark of an en-

lightened philanthropy. By them all the privileges and
exemptions hitherto enjoyed by the higher classes are

abolished. They establish the perfect equality of all

citizens before the law^ that no person can be withdrawn
from his natural judges. They maintain no exceptional

tribunals except the ecclesiastical ones, and those only for

persons in orders, and for crimes and misdemeanours

committed in the exercise of their functions. The punish-

ment of death is preserved, but restricted to a very small

number of crimes. All other punishments evidently have for

their object theamendment of the individuals on whom they

are inflicted. As to foreigners, the enactments which re-

late to them are exceedingly liberal. After a delay of two

months together in any part of the Pontifical States, they

are no longer to be amenable in criminal matters to the

police authorities, but to the ordinary tribunals, and in all

cases in which they shall be found guilty of misdemeanours

or slight offences with extenuating circumstances, they are

to be condemned to the smallest amount of punishment.

Turkey.—Letters from Constantinople to the 21st

ult. state that the fall of Izzet Pacha has produced little

change. Sarim, who still remains Reis Effendi, persists

ia thwarting the representatives of the Five Powers. He
proposes to grant the Maronites liberty to assemble depu-

ties to discuss their affairs, and to put two Turkish chiefs

over the Druses and Maronites, both to be subject to the

controrof a Pacha. A considerable movement of troops

has taken place from Constantinople to the northern pro-

vinces of the Turkish empire ; and it is reported that the

provinces of Bulgaria and Albania are in a state bordering

on revolt.—Accounts from Servia mention that an oppo-

sition against the new order of things in that province had

been already organised, although the Government had es-

tablished a system of terror in order to stifle resistance.

Every day arrests are made amongstthe most distinguished

families. Amongst others, the two sons of the senator

Mileta, who possesses considerable influence, had been

imprisoned. The Opposition is said to be gaining strength,

and a counter-revolution in behalf of Prince Michael is

talked of.

^
Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria of the 21st ult, men-

tion the arrival of Dr. Lepsius with the Prussian commis-
sion for the investigation of the remains of Coptic arts and
languages in Egypt. Dr. Lepsius is also charged with

the presentation to his Highness of some vases, sent by
the King of Prussia. There i^ no political news, the

Pacha having been for several days past on board the
Egyptian fleet, still cruising off the port.
India.—The following are the details of the Indian

news, of which we gave a summary in our last. The de-
cision taken by the Governor- General to send forward the
troops from Candahar and Jelialabad to Cabul, appears to

have been adopted inamediateljonthereceipt of despatches
which reached India by the mail that left England on 5th of
June, The Candahar army having on the 30th of June
received the welcome notice for a movement, was ordered

to form into two divisions : the one under General Eng-
land to proceed towards Quetta, and the other under Ge-
neral Nott to move to the northward* The force at Can-
dahar, under General Nott, was so well furnished with
carriage cattle as to be able in July to move in any direc-
tion. The spirit of those troops may be learned from the
following anecdote :—When that General was told that he
should evacuate Afghanistan, he is said to have inquired
**by which route, whether by Quetta backwards, or to

Cabul forwards?" The abandonment of Candahar seems
to be decided on, for a general destruction of guns, ammu-
nition, and small arms, which could not be conveniently
removed, was stated to have taken place. Among other
arrangements, the distribution of warm clothing to the Ben-
gal troops was not neglected. Itwas expected thatthe troops

would march from Candahar on the 8th, flth, or 10th of
August, and it was asserted that Akhbar Khan, whose
great object was delay, had sent another of his prisoners,

Captain Lawrence, to Jelialabad, to try to make further

arrangements. The removal of the troops from Jelialabad

appeared to be necessary, as sickness prevailed, and several

officers had died there since the arrival of General Pollock.

Every preparation was making at the period of the latest

Intelligence for a speedy movement. The force at Jeliala-

bad was then considerable, for besides the *' illustrious
"

garrison, which had, under General Sale, withstood the

siege of Akhbar Khan, and the troops that stormed the

Khyber Pass, under General Pollock, a considerable body
of Sikhs, against whose behaviour as auxiliaries no great

complaint was urged, was collected there, and to whose
custody it was said that the fortress of Jelialabad and the

care of the Khyber Pass were to be intrusted after the re-

tirement of the British. The papers publish some interest-

ing extracts from letters received from the prisoners. They
state that Lady Sale had written two very interesting let-

ters while the prisoners were at Lughnan. The flrst was
written in very good spirits, just after receiving clothes,

&c., from Jelialabad. "They had not changed," she

said, "since they left Cabul, and there was such a

scramble for them, some (the weakest) get none, which,

when she heard, she had them divided more equally.

They were living twelve in one room—herself and Mrs.

Sturt (who was expecting to be confined), Mrs. Trevor

and her five children, and Ayahs ; and poor Capt. INIein,

who lay at the foot of their bed, was so frostbitten he

could not move." But the most interesting anecdote sh^

tells was, ** that they picked up a Bible and a Prayer-book

on their road from Cabul, and in this poor Mein reads the

lessons, 8:c., to them every evening ; but the evenings

were so long and dreary, they wanted candles more than

anything." Her last letter was very desponding, as they

were going to be removed behind mounted horsemen, they

knew not whither, but not very far off; and that Akhbar

Khan was willing to treat. Lady Sale says, if she escapes

she will publish everything, as she has taken notes of the

whole proceedings ; but there are painful tales already

hinted at—of officers following their wives, instead of

remaining at their posts,—A letter from another prisoner

gays—«' The Sirdar's treatment of us has been, from first

to last, most kind : no European Power could have treated

prisoners of war better. There is a feeling abroad that we

have been ill-treated, but it is very erroneous," and Akhbar

has enough to answer for without this being added to his

sins. The conduct of all the ladies is beyond praise, and

such as to make every Englishman prouder still of his

countrywomen. Lady Saleand Mrs. Sturt continue toafford

examples of magnanimity and patient suffering to those of

weaker mould."—A letter dated Cabul, July 5, 1842, says

" Our situation is the most tantalising you can imagine.

We are completely in the dark as to the objects of our Go-

vernment, and as to whether our troops are coming up to

Cabul. or not. A short time ago they would have had

nothing to do but to take possession of the whole country

without a shot being fired, and even now I am convinced

they might come up without seeing an enemy. The whole

people, and especially the inhabitants of Cabul, are in the

greatest dread of the punishment which they expect awaits

them," These letters mention that two of the officers,

Drs. Campbell and Bryce, who have been long reckoned

among those who had fallen, are alive. The/ormer is

safe at Cabul with the hostages, and Dr. Bryce is with

the other prisoners in the hills. So great is the alarm of

the Affghans, that they were begging written notes and

little bits of scribbled paper from the prisoners to serve as

tokens for their preservation- It appeared to be expected

in well-informed quarters that little or no opposition

would be made to the advance of the troops. All these

statements, coupled with the facts that have occurred

since the disastrous retreat of January, are considered in

India to prove that the fatalities of last year were owing

more to the want of talent and energy on the part of the

British leaders than to the enterprise or patriotism of the

Affghans. Captain Troup had declared '* that no doubt

exists, if a single wing of a regiment had inarched into

Cabul on the 2d of Norember, the much-talked-of insur-

rection would have been completely and effectually put

down."—Since the above was in type, a rumour of further

disasters has been circulated, occasioned by the subjoined

paragraph from a letter said to have been written by

Major Messiter, which appeared in the Standard of last

night :—" With pain, but without hesitation, we lay before

our readers the following extract from a hurried letter

written on the '27th of Aug. at Bombay, by Major Messiter,

of the 28th Regiment:—' Bombay, August 27, 1842.
* * The Colonel is going away in com-

mand of a brigade. I therefore fall into the com-

mand of the regiment. "We take the field immedi-

ately. Most disastrous news [have] arrived [from] the

interior* The 4l8t cut to pieces. [A reference to some

private affairs foUows.] Yours, &c., J. Msssitkr.

Fortunately this alarming intelligence has'been contra-

dicted by the Ministerial papers of this morning, and the
** Standard" itself has shown its inconsistency with the

facts received from official sources. The '^ Times" states

that ''An official letter from the highest authority in

Bombay, dated August 28, and professing to give ^ the

latest 7i^M!5' from Candahar, makes no mention of such an
occurrence, and from the perfect silence of the Indian
press upon the subject, it would seem to be rather an in-

dividual fiction than even a current rumour. Its extreme
I

i
improbability has been ably exposed by our contemporary,
and we need only now call attention to the circumstance
that Major Messiter professes to be acting upon^rders
issued on the receipt of intelligence of which those from
whom alone the orders could have emanated know nothing.
We trust that all future reports of disasters in Affghan-
istan may admit of such easy refutation."

China.—The news from China is to the Tth of June.
It contains the account of the capture of Chapoo on the
1 8th May, which was effected without loss to the British ;

but when the troops were moving through the town, violent

resistance was made from a Joss-house, into which 300
Tartar soldiers had retreated, who, fearing that if they
surrendered they would be cut to pieces, unexpectedly
fired on some British companies. Colonel Tomlinaon of

the 18th Royal Irish, was killed, and Colonel Mountain,
and Capt. Campbell, and Lieut. Jodrell wounded. The
Tartars defended themselves most desperately ; and it

was not until the house fell upon them that about 40
were taken ; the rest perished. It was reported that

15,000 China troops had landed on the Island of Chusan,
which has been virtually abandoned by our Government,
and that a great many war junks were in readiness. On
the 18th May, great numbers of fire-ships were sent down
among the shipping, with two and three chained together

;

but with the assistance of the French frigate Erigonc, the

seamen succeeded in towing them clear. The Cambrian
frigate arrived on the same day ; Capt. Chads immediately
sent all his boats round the island, and burnt the brush-
wood piled up in enormous heaps alongshore in readinc

for other fire-ships. An apprehension prevailed that but
little would be effected this year, in consequence of the

delays that had taken place. The want of vigour in the

prosecution of the ijrar was much spoken of, particularly

as the season for sailing along the coast, without danger,

was allowed to pass over, Tiie expedition was, however,
said to be preparing to attack Nankin, the southern capital.

Since the arrival of the mail a report has gained currency

in political circles, that overtures have been made by an
influential party in China to the British authorities in that

country, the objects of which are to depose the Emperor,
to establish another form of government, and to enter,

should the revolution succeed, into terms of amity with

Great Britain, both political and commercial.

United States—The Great Western steamer from
New York arrived in Kingsroad on Wednesday night, after

a passage of 13 days. Throughout the passage they had
contrary winds and bad weather, and during five days they

could not see the sun. The Great Western left New York
on the 29th September, and brings papers to that date.

Lord Morpeth is a passenger by her; he is in excellent

health, and is said to be highly gratified by his visit to the

United States. The contest for the Presidency was already

beginning to excite the public mind* Mr. Clay was spoken
of by the Whig party, and has published a letter contain-

ing his sentiments on the' public policy of the American
Government- The points on which he insists as essential

to the administration are :

—

"^ A sound national currency,

regulated by the will and authority of the nation ; an ade-

quate revenue, with fair protection to American industry

;

just restraints on the Executive Power, embracing a fur-

ther restriction on the exercise of the veto ; a faithful

administration of the public domains, with an equitable

distribution of the proceeds of sales of it among all the

States ; an honest and economical administration of the

general Government, leaving public officers perfect free-

dom of thought, and of the right of suffrage ; but with

suitable restraints against improper interference in elec-

tions ; and an amendment of the Constitution, limiting

the incumbent of the presidential office to a single term."

The opposition party is said to be divided between the

merits of Mr. Van Buren and Mr. Tyler. The Ashbur-

ton treaty appears to have given considerable satisfaction,

but beyond this there is no news of importance from the

United States,
Fi

Canada.—The news from Canada is of great import-

ance. Sir Charles Bagot has made an almost entire

change in the members of the executive government. The
extreme liberal party, and those particularly who have

been distinguished as leaders of the French Canadians,

have been admitted to a share in the executive; Mr. Lafon-

taine, who took an active part in the late insurrection, and

for whose arrest in 1837 a reward was offered by Lord

Seaton, has been appointed Attorney-General for the east,

and Mr. Baldwin, the leader of the reformers, has been

appointed to the same office for the west district. These

offices give a seat at the Council Board of the Governor.

Other employments and seats at the Council Board have

been bestowed on Messrs Girouard (also compromised m
the insurrection of 1837,andfor whose apprehension Lord

Seaton offered a reward of 500J.), Mr. Monn, and Mr.

Papin. In this wav a complete fusion of parties and inter,

ests has been brought about, and it is anticipated by those

who regard this compromise as a wise and hberal policy,

that the Canadas, now united under one government,

mil henceforth be more peaceable and more prosperous.

On the other hand, the Loyalist party condemn the

change, as a hnmiliating concession to the Uppoaxtion, and

talk of the recaU of th& Gorernor-Geaeral. The To^
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''On no former occasion do we

r CO lecfSn^^^^^^^^ strong an expression of intense

:^w and h L3 as ha. been exhibited by every one

with whom we have conversed on the occasion of this

abject surrender of the happiness, hopes, and prosperity

of the people of this rising colony into the hands of a

^ercileSd grasping faction." The Bochesier Demo-

era/ shows that the dissatisfaction with the late appoint-

ments by the Governor has extended to the Parliament of

Canada. *' The Governor-General," it says, '* in trying

to administer the government upon * conciliation prin-

ciples/ is likely to find himself entirely unsupported. By
calling into his cabinet men of liberal principles, he has

offended the Tories and a portion of the so-called Re-

formers, who together command a mnjority in Parliament.

Mr. Draper, one of the highest officers of Government,

has resigned, and it is expected that there will he a gene-

ral break-up of the cabinet. It is aho rumoured that

Parliament will he dissolved. If so, there will be another

general election, which will be attended with unusual

excitement." The United States papers, on the con-

trary, hail the change with satisfaction ; one of them
** If England has come to a determination not

to do so.

viction of the truth of the Prayer-book ; much less could

he conceive that any clergyman could justify himself in

altering or omitting that part of the baptismal services

He knew the

deeply regretted

on the doctrine

attention of his

Service, What

says :-
_

longer to possess a colony than she can make it evidently

the interest of the colony to remain such, and so much

the interest that the inferiority implied in the relation of

a colony is forgotten, then the policy now pursued is natu-

ral, and affords another proof of the superior lights which

have broken in upon the statesmen of the present day."

Another says :

—

'' The fact that such men are now placed

in the Canadian councils— tlie very powers nearest the

Throne, looks well for the extension of liberal principles,

under which alone governments can flourish on this con-

tinent in these enlightened days.''

Mexico.—Intelligence has been received by the Great

Western, that the Mexican expedition to Yucatan had

been completely successful, the Yucatans having capitu-

lated without firing a gun. This is the result of the ex-

pedition alluded to in the last arrivals from Mexico. The
Mexican force soon after arriving at Yucatan was joined

by the Guadalonpe iron steamer, which lately sailed from

this country, where she was built for the Mexican Govern-

ment. These advices state that the murderers of the

English artist, Mn Egerton and his wife, whose melan-

choly fate was noticed in this Paper some months since,

have been, it is thought, discovered, and arc now in

prison, undergoing their examination. If the persons

arrested are really the murdet'ers, the perpetrators of the

deed are natives, and not foreigners, as was generally sup-

posed at first.

West Inbtes.—The Royal Mail steamer Tay arrived

at Falmouth on Wednesday from the West Indies, having
left Jamaica Sept. 9, St. Jago 10th, Cape Haytien 12th,

Turk's Island 13th, Nassau 17th, Bermuda 25tb, and Fayal

Oct. 5. The Solway steamer brought the Mexican mails

to Nassau, and on the passage experienced a very severe

hunicane, eighty miiffi west of llavannalt. A violent hur-

ricane had also been experienced at Havannah, on the 4th

and 5tli September, which destroyed upwards of twenty

small vessels there, and three at Matanzas, one with

2,500 boxes of sugar on board. The fever had diminished

at Havannah, and vegetables were very scarce in conse-

quence of the hurricane. The House of Assembly at Ja-

maica was expected to meet the first week in October.

Three shocks of earthquake had lately been felt in the

island. The other news is unimportant.

being now
still more

CITY.
Money Marliet, Friday,—Tlie dividends

in course of payment, money has become
abundant, and Consols are a shade higher, being now
quoted 93^ to ^ buyers for the November account, and 93}
to I for Money: Bank Stock, 165 to G ex. div.

;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 92^ to ^ ex, div.; Three
and a Half per Cents. Reduced, lUO^ to \, ex. div.;
New Three and a Half Per Cents., 101 to ^; India
Stock, 250 to 25|. Exchequer Bills are again higher,
being 553. to 573. prem.

illttropofis anil its Ficinttt).
^'hargeofthe Bishop ofLondon.—OnTAonidiy iheWisho^

commenced the triennial visitation of his diocese in St.
Paul's Cathedral. Full cathedral service was performed,
the sermon on Monday being preached by the Rev. T.
Dale, vicar of St. Bride's. At the conclusion of the ser-
mon, the Bishop proceeded to deliver his charge. After
an allusion to the divided state of the Church, to the evils
likely to result from the numerous controversies of the
day, and to the duties of the clergy in attending to the
spiritual instruction of the people, the Bishop directed at-
tention to the Articles of the Church. He was ready to
admit that in some cases the words of a few of them were
capable of bearing senses attempted of late to be fixed on
them, but they were by no means consonant with the de-
sign of those who framed them, or with the spirit of the
Church. He did not think that circumstances justified
any persons in forcing any interpretation of an article on
the Church which was not warranted by its plain, literal,

and grammatical sense. He advocated a strict adherence
to these Articles on the part of the clergy, because that

would prove a check to much waywardness, and would
protect the Church from the innovations of some of her

injudicious members. The Bishop then directed attention

to the doctrine of regeneration by baptism, which he con-

tended was heyond all doubt the doctrine of the Anglican
Church. It is freely and fully set forth in the 27th
Article and the offices of baptism- He could not under-
stand how any clergyman could deny this fundamental
doctrine of the Christian faith, who had declared his con-

Every

when tempted by caprice

practice prevailed extensively, and he

it. The Bishop afterwards remarked

of justification, and then called the

clergy to the performance of Divine

the Articles are with respect to doctrine, the rubric

and the canons are with respect to discipline. A
great degree of laxity has of late years crept into the

church ; for the removal of much of which we are indebted

to those pious and learned men who have recommended a

strict disrcipline, but who, in some cases, had gone beyond

the line in attaching importance to things in themselves

non-essential. Those persons were much to be condemned

who overlooked the good that had been effected by these

divines, while they regarded, exclusively, the evil. The
observance of the rubric ought to be complete,

clergyman was bound by his ordination vows'to obey it,

and he who now slighted it must be considered guilty of no

ordinary crime. If he found he could not conform to

them, the more honourable plan would be to withdraw

from the ministry. Several of the clergy had lately ob-

served saints* days, and others appointed by the church to

be kept holy, and this had been designated a Popish cus-

tom. He did not think thus. He should offer no obstacle

or objection to such observances. The dayscommemora-

tive of the leading events in the Saviour's life, the Epi-

phany, the Ascension-day, Ash-Wednesday, and some

others, ought to be observed by every clergyman. He
approved also of daily service, and of the more frequent

celebration of the communion. In regard to the dress of

the clergy, he thought that the more simple the difference

between the dress of the clergy and the laity, on ordinary

occasions, the more desirable it would be, and the less

likely to expose the former to ridicule. In regard to wor-

shipping towards the east, the bishop said that it was an

ancient practice, being alluded to by Clement of Alexan-

dria, Tertullian, and others. He would not have the

clergyman, when reading, to turn his back upon

people. He approved of the manner of constructing

reading-desk, which may be seen in some of

churches, which enables the clergyman to turn to

south while praying, and to the east during the lessons.

He did not object to candles being placed on the altar

during divine service, if they v\-ere only allowed to burn

when the church or chapel was lighted up- It had been
should preach

He thought

the

the

our
the

recently debated whether a clergyman

in his surplice or in his academical gown,

that when there was only one officiating clergyman, it

was much better for him to ascend the pulpit imme-
diately after leaving the communion-table, and thus

preach in his surplice. The gown was probably first

worn by lecturers when there was no communion service.

On the whole, he thought it would be wise if the clergy

would preach in their surplices in the morning, and in

their gowns in the afternoon. The Bisbop took occasion

to thank the clergy for their kindness in co-operating with

him for the foundation of the Colonial Bishoprics. The
subscriptions in obedience to his call amounted to upwards

of 8,COO/., much more than he had anticipated. He in-

tended making another call on behalf of the metropolis

church building fund. Forty-two new churches will be

built from the funds' already at his disposal. In con-

cluding his charge, the Bishop remarked that he hoped

the clergy would bear in mind that religion did not con-

sist in externals and ceremonial observances ; that they

were valuable only as tending to cherish the spiritual

affections excited. While contending for the faith once

delivered to the saints, they should not forget charity, and

should endeavour to b^ of one heart and one mind.

New Zealand Company.— On Monday a special gene-

ral court of proprietors of the New Zealand Company was

held for the purpose of declaring a dividend on the Com-
pany's stock, Mr. Aglionby, M.P., in the ohair. It ap-

peared from the report that a diminution in the sales of

the Company's land had arisen during the last few months,

owing to the depressed state of the shipping, commercial,

and manufacturing interests of the country. The trans-

actions of the Company were of a nature that rendered the

payment of an equable dividend at all times uncertain ;

and the necessary expenditure in carrying out tlie plans of

colonisation in the various settlements would frequently

absorb a large portion, or even the whole derivable income

from the sale of land. During the last four months,

whilst emigration to Australia had been almost entirely

suspended, it liad been carried on without interruption,

and on a large scale, to New Zealand ; arid the latest ac-

counts from the Company's settlements represent them as

eminently flourishing. Arrangements had been recently

made with her Majesty*s Colonial Goveniment, by which

100,000 acres of land had been added to the Company's
possessions. The report concluded by recommending a

dividend. of 2^ percent, on the half-year ending the 1st

inst., being^at the rate of tive per cent, per annum. Mr,
J. H. Lance moved that a dividend be declared in con-

formity with the above recommendation. He was of opi-

nion that a dividend of ten per cent, ought never to have
been made. He had hesitated to become a member of

this body in consequence of that large dividend, which ap-
peared to place the Company on a level with those bubble
associations which arose 15 or 16 years since, giving for

the first two or three half-years a handsome dividend,

and perhaps a large bonus to the directors; but shortly

afterwards it was found that neither principal nor com-
pany was in existence. The resolution was carried una-

nimously; after which, the chairman thanked the propri-

etors for the unanimity they had shown in agreeing to the

recommendation of the directors. It was infinitely more

to the advantage of the Company that the proprietors

should be content with a moderate return, than to draw a

large dividend out of the general funds more immediately

applicable to purposes of emigration. He must take his

share of blame, in common with the other directors, in

having previously recommended ten per cent. The
funds at the present moment were in such a state,

that they might have made a much larger dividend, or

even have continued the former one; but the di-

rectors felt that it would be more prudent and wise to

recommend that which had been adopted. Since May the

Company had continued to pour a fiood of emigration

into the colony, both of labourers and capitalists. He had
no doubt that when activity should recommence in the

money market, attention would be turned to the colonies,

in all of which he felt the deepest interest on public

grounds. Most satisfactory intelligence had been received

from Nelson, the Company's youngest settlement, not only

from private channels, but from Captain Wakefield, which

showed that it would prove a prosperous sister colony to

Wellino'ton and New Plymouth. Since the formation of

these colonies no less than 8,473 persons had been sent,

he trusted, to a happy and prosperous home, through the

medium of this company. One circumstance that tended

greatly to the prosperity of Nelson was, the fact that both

coal and limestone had been found in its immediate

.neighbourhood in large quantities, and the former of the

finest quality: one consequence of which would be the

immediate establishment of steam navigation. Mr, Wat-
son inquired what land the Company possessed in the

district of Taranake beyond that already disposed of ? The
Chairman stated that the Plymouth board had now merged

into the New Zealand Company, and since the union

50,000 acres had been taken in that locality. Mr. Watson
said that he represented one- tenth of the population of

New Plymouth in that district, all of whom were satisfied

with the settlement, nothing being wanted but a port, in

the necessity for which Captain Liardet agreed, as at pre-

sent no vessel could trade with that district without a

ruinous expense for insurance. The Chairman said that

the directors were fully sensible of the desirableness of the

proposed harbour, but the Company had already expended

considerably more than the amount of the land sales upon

that settlement. Moorings had been recently laid down,

which were found of great service. The directors were

most anxious to form the proposed harbour, but at present

the funds were only sufiicient for the more important

purpose of emigration.

Custom House.—A letter has been addressed to the

whose name has fordaily papers by Mr. J, Hastings,

some time past been mentioned in connexion with the

recent transactions at the Custom House, denying that he

participated in any degree in the frauds which have been

brought to light, and stating that he has hitherto abstained

from replying to the statements publicly made against his

official character, as the whole particulars will shortly

appear before the public in the course of legal proceed-

ings in' a court of justice, A rumour was current in

the City last wxek, of some teas having been found to

have travelled out of their proper course, in the transit

from their place of deposit to a place of shipment in

bond ; and of their being, in consequence, put under

seizure, A general feeling prevails in commercial circles

that an official statement of all the recent disclosures is

desirable as an act of justice to all parties, and it is

generally believed that some such explanation cannot be

much longer delayed. It is also urged as an argument for

an open investigation, that the testimony of one of the

witnesses who was himself engaged in the fraud, but saved

himself from the consequences by giving evidence against

his companions, is received without reserve, and that new
suspensions take place daily on his word alone ; for as

the charges he brings forward extend over a period of fi\e

years, it is found impossible even for an innocent man to

disprove them. It appears that a few days since a landing-

waiter was suspended merely upon the version which the

witness gave of a conversation held four years ago. Tlie

greatest alarm is felt among the oflicers, who are desirous

for an open inquiry as the only means of enabling the

public to" distinguish between those who are honest and

the guilty parties concerned in the recent frauds-

Chariist Meetings.—On Monday evening a meeting,

convened by the National Charter Association, was held

at their hall in Holborn, for the purpose of making an

appeal to all classes of Reformers in behalf of the nu-

merous political ofi'enders now incarcerated in all parts of

the country. Mr. W. Balls was called to the chair, and

opened the business of the meeting by expressing a hope

that the inhabitants of the metropolis, of every grade of

reform, would answer the appeal which that meeting was

about to make, for funds in behalf of the individuals now

incarcerated for the offence of meeting together to discuss

their grievances. Tie considered that the object of the

Government in carrying on the present prosecutions was

to perpetuate that system of class legislation by which the

country had been brought into its present deplorable con-

dition. Mr. Cameron moved the first res-olution, to the

effect, ** that the meeting viewed with alarm and indigna-

tion the numerous arrests of the advocates of the People 8

Charter, firmly believing that the objects of the Govern-

ment are to perpetuate class legislation by the employ-

ment of spies for the prevention of public discussion.

He spoke at length in support of the resolution, and con-

cluded by an appeal in behalf of the political prisoners,

and their wives and families. Several other resolutions

in behalf of the objects of the meeting were then moved,

and supported by the Rev. Mr. Mantz, Dr. Lhotsky, and

others ; after which a subscription was commenced, but

the sum raised in the room was very small.

The Mini.^Tbc officers of the Mint have been actively
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engaged in preparing the new coinage both in gold and
silver, in order to meet the demand made upon the Bank
for bullion in the payment of the October dividends on
Thursday. The average quantity of specie struck at the
Mint since the light gold was called in has been 300,000/.
per week. The Bank has received no less a sura than
6,500,000/. sterling in light sovereigns and half-sovereigns
since the proclamation, and the present quantity of bullion
in its vaults exceeds 10,000,000/. sterling. In conse-
quence of the demand for bullion, the new half-farthing
coinage cannot be issued from the Mint until the com-
mencement of 1843.

Fearnhurst, in Lower Darven, and his brother and sister,
of Bolton, children of the above-mentioned Mr. Samuel
Lrompton.

//«//.-

Robberies.—The robbery of diamonds to the amount of
9fi00l. in Covent Garden Theatre which we noticed in our
last is still unexplained. On Tuesday the reward of 400/.
was augmented to the sum of 1,000/. Every exertion has
been irade by the police to discover the perpetrators, but
without effect. The general opinion of the police is, that
they have escaped to the Continent.

The Parks. — On Wednesday, in consequence of
numerous recent attempts at highway robberies and ex-
tortion from persons passing through the Green-park,
Hyde-park, and the Regent's-park, a double number of
police constables were placed in each park for the protec-
tion of the public, and for the detection of a gang of offen-
ders supposed to be lurking in their neighbourhood.

Police.—On Monday morning a man named Jessop, a
journeyman leather-dresser in Bermondsey, murdered his
wife by cutting her throat with a razor, and then attempted
to commit suicide. The woman died instantii^ but the man
was conveyed to Guy's Hospital, where he lingered until
Wednesday. The jury, at the inquest on the husband,
returned a verdict of *' Temporary Insanity.*' It appears
that they had been married some years, and lived together
on apparently happy terms. The man bore an excellent
character for his previous conduct, ar>d from circumstances
stated at the inquest there is little doubt that he had been
for some time subject to temporary insanity.

Mortality of the Melropolis.— The following is the
number of deaths registered in the week endinn- Satur-
day, the 1st inst. Total, 924 : Males, 452; Females, 472.
Weekly average, 1838-9-40-1—xMales,4<)7 ; Females, 415.
The distribution of this mortality over the different districts
was as follows :—Western districts, 125 ; Northern, 182 -

Central, 182; Eastern, 221 ; Southern, 214.

^robfncial Ketos*
Birmingham.—In reference to the account of the pro-

ceedings in the case of the Archbishop of Tripoli, which
we noticed in our last, the Rev. Mr. Allport has published
a letter on the subject, from which the following are ex-
tracts.^ Mr. Allport states that " he is an Archbishop of
the united Greek and Syrian Church, in communion with
the Romish Church. Of that there is no ground for
doubt. He came to England, rather more than a year ago,
to endeavour to retrieve losses sustained by the political
commolions in Syria. He was received very kindly by
the Archbishop of Canterbury, who tried to do all he
could in his behalf with the British Government, and also
by the Bishop of London. Each of these prelates assisted
him, with the understanding that he was going home direct.
But, instead of this, he has not shown himself exactly a
wise man, but has proceeded till he has raised grounds of
suspicion as to his character and professed objects that
have thrown a shade over both. If doubts respecting them
could be removed, in all other respects he seems deserving
of assistance and succour." Mr. II. G. Williams, of
Emmanuel College, Cambridge, has also addressed a letter
to the daily papeis on the subject, stating that he has had
frequent opportunities of assuring himself of the Arch-
bishop's real character and pretensions. "The recogni-
tion of his dignity," he says, "by various Syrians, some
of them of rank, ecclesiastics as well as laymen, and his
firnian from the Porte, authorising him to exercise his
episcopal functions (which firman I have perused), leave
DO doubt on the subject in my own mind. But to the
public generally, it may be more satisfactory to know that
lie was recognised as Archbishop of Tripoli by Lord Pal-
merston when in office ; that, as such, he has been kindly
treated by the Bishop of London; and, lastly, that as
Archbishop of Tripoli in Syria, he has h^en an invited
guest at Lambeth Palace. The above are facts, for the
truth of which I can vouch, and which will, 1 think, tend
to remove any suspicion that the former account may have
excited." ^

Bristol.—T\\e extraordinary- marriage-hoax which we
noticed in our last continues to be the topic of the hour.
It now appears that a citation from Doctors' Commons
was served on Tuesday on Mary Ann Morgan, being the
conimencement of proceedings instituted in the Ecclesi-
astical Courts by Mr, Woolley, who is desirous of obtain-
ing a divorce as speedily as possible. The papers state
tuat, when the process was served, the wife replied that
sue had no money to go to law, and must therefore let the
lawtake Its course. The prisoners were brought up for
reexammation at the Union-hall Police Court on Wed-
nesday, when a solicitor appeared on behalfof Mr. Woolley,
and stated that it was not his intention to proceed furtherm the case so far as relates to the charge of felony. Both
prisoners were accordingly discharged.

Blackburn -The local papers mention with pleasure, in

invpnfn. .f H - •
^"""^''^^ Cromptou, thcingenious

tjlhflZ'""
\"^'"^^"' of Tockholes, has received, dur-

flVJ^J^fTi'^l'T"^^^^^^^ Lord Stanley, tothe effect that Sir Robert Peel had recommended that a

ff should If
• ^'^1 Bounty Fund" of the amount of/Wt, should be immediately paid to the Rev. G.Robinson

to be equally divided between Mn George Crompti^of

-The importation of foreign cattle, under the
new tariff, is increasing in this port. Last week the
Hamburgh steamers brought SA fine bullocks, and those
from Rotterdam brought 28 sheep. Sailing vessels have
also brought small shipments of cattle ; and poultry and
other provisions arrive daily. Last week the Soren
Winkel, from Aarhuus, brought oxen, cows, and ducks;
and the Rob Roy steamer, in addition to her live stock,
had some barrels of pork and beef. The latter article,
.of good quality, was selling on Saturdav in the shambles
at Ud. per lb. The price is said to be rising at Ham-
burgh. A general impression prevails in this town, that
there will be an extensive trade in cattle between Den-
mark and England, and that the cattle hitherto sent to
Hamburgh are likely to be sent to this country, as the
better market. Arrdngements are making to run steamers
next spring direct from Tonder, in the province of Sles-
wick, and also from a port in the more northerly province
of Jutland, to this port or London. Within the last few
years great improvements have been made in the agricul-
ture of Denmark, and a trade in cattle to England is ex-
pected still furthej to accelerate improvement. The papers
add, that the exportation of oats and other kinds of grain

I from Denmark to England, within the last four years,
has led to the importation of English woollens and cot-
tons in return, and that the peasantry of Denmark are
better clothed in consequence.

LiverpooL-^lt is said that a contract has been entered
into at this port for the supply of 5,000 barrels of Ameri-
can flour, to be delivered in November, at 18s. per barrel
of 19G lbs., which is little more than one penny per pound.
The American papers received by the last mail mention a
new adventure among the enterprising dealers in New
York. A person who keeps a clock and looking-glass
warehouse in that city has set out, they state, for this
place, after the fashion of Sam Slick, with a cargo of
COO wooden clocks, which are expected to return a hand-
some profit after payment of the duty of 25 per cent."

jyiaidstonc.—The Kentish papers mention with great
regret a serious accident which happened on Thursday
last to Sir WilHam Geary, Bart., of Oxonheath. It ap-
pears that on entering his dressing-room, be fell over a
glass screen, which was broken to pieces, and a large frag-
ment of glass penetrated the right ride of the neck, be-
hind the lower jaw, within a small distance of the carotid
artery, and dividing one of its principal branches. The
surgeons found that the only chance of saving life was by
tying the carotid artery, in order to prevent hemorrhage,
the least renewal of which must have been fatal. The
operation was performed with success, but unhappily the
previous loss of blood produced such entire inanition^that
an attack of paralysis was superinduced, which threatens
to baffle the skill of his medical attendants. The baronet
continues in a precarious state, and great doubts are en-
tertained of his recovery,

Majichester,—For some time past the condition of the
Bank of Manchester has been before the public, more par-
ticularly since it was ascertained that the concern could
not be carried on without a further demand upon the
shareholders. The interests of the bank are very generally
extended throughout' the manufacturing districts, and
several persons of small capital had invested all their savings
in it from a notion of its security. A private meeting of the
directors was held on Friday, when it was resolved to wind
up the affairs of the concern in the course of a week. This
resolution did not become generally known until Saturday
morning,when it was announced in the local papers. Itcre-
ated considerable panic, and was the sole topic of conversa-
tion at all the places of public resort; but it was far surpassed
when it became known that the managing director, Mr.
Burdekin, had absconded. It appears that he took his
passage in the North American steamer Britannia, which
sailed on Tuesday week fur Halifax and Boston. He had
previously shipped on board the packet ship Virginian,
which sailed on Saturday "week for New York, a large
quantity of sovereigns, which were obtained,in the regular
way, from the Branch Bank of England, on account of the
Bank of Manchester, The local papers observe, that,
whether in transferring the box from Hanover Street to
the Prince's Dock any trick was played by substituting a
box of equal weigjit for the box of sovereigns, remains to
be discovered, but the absconding of Mr. Burdekin makes
people suspect the worst- At Liverpool the sensation pro^
duced in commercial circles by the event was quite as great
as in Manchester; it is said to have absorbed every other
subject, even including the India and China news. A
meeting of the shareholders takes place this week to con-

I

I*
despatched a letter to the.stipendiary magistrate, marking

it Mmmediate,' and requesting him to bring the Riot Act,
as he would find the commandant on the Ashton road,
with the troops ready. Having been led to believe that
the stipendkuy magistrate might not be in town, I in-
stantly wrote a similar letter, but with no address, and I
put it into the hands of an inspector, to fix it on the first
county magistrate he could find, as the borough magis-
trates for the last three years had refused to act. Before
quitting my office to join the police force, which I had
left formed near to the Ashton road, I entreated the com-
mandant to impress upon the stipendiary magistrate the
necessity of ^having the fight out of town '—that there
was no time to think and argue upon 'legal technicalities*—and to bear seriously in mind that every quarter ofan hour
spent in deliberation was the gain of a mile of ground to
the rioters, if on the march." Notwithstanding this, the
magistrate allowed the mob to enter the town. ** I spoke/'
says Sir C. Shaw, '<to the stipendiary magistrate, who in-
formed me they were asking permission to have a pro-
cession through the town, promising to be peaceable, and
to return to their homes, after passing through certain
streets. I was then quite close to the magistrate. I
veered back a few paces, and said, in a loud, distinct
voice, (which must have been heard by the military,)
* Sir, I must protest, in the strongest manner, against
these people jiassing. Sir, I report to yoa officially,
that these very men who tell you that they are
going to be peaceable, informed me this morning in
Ashton, that yesterday they had turned out all the
mills round Stalybridge, and that they were coming
this morning to Manchester, to do the same, and get
bread.'' The magistrate, however, allowed them to enter,
and Sir C. Siiaw exclaimed in the hearing of the troops
that he would not be mixed up in the affair, and proceeded
to count the mob. " Shortly after this, the stipendiary
magistrate came up, declaring that the leaders of the pro-
cession had not kept their promise to him, and asking me
where was its head. I answered, * You will be clever to
find it, as by this time it has fifty heads—in fact, they are
all loose ; but still if you will permit me, I will and ran
stop them, as I have about 200 police close at hand.' Hia
answer was, * No, no, we must have no collision,' Wo
halted here for some time, we doing by persuasion what
we could with the mob, who jeered us in return. One
man was most insolent to the Commandant. I proposed
his being apprehended, but the magistrate would permit of
no interference." Even when the mayor had posted pro-
clamations and copies of the Riot Act about the town, Sir
C. Shaw says that the 'police were not allowed to carry
them into effect, and '* were stopped in the execution of
their duty by the express order of the mayor, and ordered
to return to the Town-hall," He concludes by saying,
" Such was the system, or rather the system of confusion
and disorgHnisation from beginning to end, and neither I
nor any civil authority in the borough of Manchester had
any right to take credit to himself for preserving the peace
of the town during these disturbances. Let the merit
rest where it ought, with the praiseworthy and energetic
measures of the inhabitants themselves."

Newcastle.—

reference to

sider the condition of the company. The paid-up capital
is 730,000/., and a further call is likely to be made forth-
with to meet actual deficiencies.—Sir Charies Shaw, the
Superintendant of the Manchester police during the recent
riots, whose situation terminated on the 1st inst. with the
Act of Padiament, has published a long letter on the sub-
ject of the outbreak on the 9th of August. It is chiefly a
reply to the statements of the Attorney-General at Chester
respecting the conduct of the authorities. Sir C, Shaw
shows, in the most circumstantial manner, that he had
obtained full knowledge of the proceedings of tbe mob at
Ashton, and had communicated with the military, who
were ready with his own body of police to prevent the
mob not only from entering, but even from approaching
Manchester. He had himself been at Ashton in the morn-
ing, and had ascertained from the ringleaders that they
intended to visit Manchester to turn out the hands, but
both he and the commandant were totally powerless
without the presence of a magistrate. Finding great
difficulty in meeting with a borough tna^stratc, he

—The local papers mention, among the
novel importations under the new tariff, a cargo of 137
live geese from Norway, They were in tolerable condition,
and were readily disposed of at 3*. 6d. each.—The papers
describe the Prince Albert iron steam-ship, the first ship
of any considerable magnitude built of iron on the Tyne.
Its length l»etween perpendiculars is 155 feet, length on
deck 180; main^breadth 19Jfeet. The construction in-
cludes a number of recent improvements : there are two
iron water-tight bulkheads, forming the vessel into three
distinct compartments, any one of which will keep the
vessel afloat siwuld the other two get damaged, which
will render her a kind of life-boat.

Newport.—The Monmouth papers give a long account
of the rejoicing on the opening of the new docks at New-
port, which are remarkable as including the largest lock
in the world. The public opening took place on Mon-
day, in the presence of at least 25,000 persons, including^

most of the leading inhabitants of the county. The event
was celebrated by a public dinner.

Portsmouth.—The resolution of the Admiralty respect-
ing the increase of the navy by means of advanced ships,
as noticed in a former Number, has come into operation
at this port, and about ten or twelve men-of-war, at each
of the other ports, are to be fitted immediately. Their
masts, spars, and rigging, are to be prepared, fitted,

ticketed, and housed in the dockyards, and the ships are to
have their bulk-heads put up, their anchors, chain cables,
and tanks, on board, and their armament is to be kept
ready in the gun wharf. The ships to be advanced at this
port are the Neptune, Britannia, Princess Charlotte,
Vengeance, Collingwood, Bellerophon, Powerful, Camatic,
Hastings, Pembroke, and President frigate. The Excellent
is ordered to bear a complement of 700 men, so that she
may be at all times ready to supply seamen gunners to the
men-of-war fitting out ; and for the purpose of supplying
commissioned and subordinate officers, she is to bear

twelve lieutenants, fifty mates or midshipmen, a chaplain,

an extra assistant-surgeon, and an engineer,

Southampton.—We noticed, some months Bgo» the

practice of the law courts of Guernsey and Jersey ia

transporting their criminals to this place and Winchester.

The papers of last week state that at the recent sitting of

the Guernsey Court, two men convicted of having stolen

some pears were condemned to one month's solitary con-

finement, and afterwards to be banished to England for

tbe term of five years. It is generally understood that

this place will be favoured with their presence. A woman
was convicted of the same crime, and was condemned to

a fortnight's imprisonment, and then to be transported
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for three years. She htobe shipped for this pl^ce al^

and then left to find her way to Devon.shire, Another

JSrson found guilty of stealing some clothes was con-

Smned ?o ti months' imprisonment, and ^ve jea

Wshment to Engfand Winchester is expected to be

the destination o( this offender.—Letters from Gibraltar,

bv the .Montrose steamer, announce the arrival of the

fiteam-ship Hindostan at that port on the 29th ult., hav-

ing run the distance from the Needles to Gibraltar (about

1 200 mile_s) in 121 hours, being at the rate oCteu knots

an hour.

Stafford,—Oii Wednesday great excitement prevailed

amongst the authorities of this county and the persons in

charge of the gaol» in consequence of the governor, "Mr.

Brutton, having detected a conspiracy of the rioters

confined in it to effect their escape. At an early hour a

letter, said to be written by a prisoner nanr.ed O'Neill,

who is under sentence, was put into the governor's hands.

This letter disclosed the plan of the prisoners and in-

formed the governor of the time when the plan was to be

carded into execution. Mr. Brutton, as soon as he had

satisfied himself of the truth of the information, and act-

ing under the advice of Earl Talbot, the Lord Lieutenant,

and the other magistrates, adopted every possible precau-

tion against any attempt that might be made to break

from the gaoL It is said that Henry Ellis, who is under

sentence of transportation for the burning of the Rev. Dr-

Vale's Louse, was the leader of the conspiracy, and on

him was found the plan of action adopted by bica and his

fellow-prisoners. They were to have seized the wards-

man as soon as they were allowed to go into the day-room.

Having seized hira, ihey would secure him in some safe

place, and take from him a key which led to an adjoining

room, in which were sixty stand of arms. They were to

possess themselves of those arms ; and thus prepared for

any opposition that might pre^sent itself, they intended to

make prisoners of the persons in charge of the gaol, and

liberate all the Chartists who are at present in custody.

They would then fight their way from the towuj if they

could not escape without detection. What would have

been the ulterior mode of action was kept secret. The
governor sent off an express to the Secretary of State,

detailing the whole conspiracy, and requesting that im-

mediate instructions might be forwarded. On Thursday

the gaol was in a state of siege, and guarded on all sides,

so that any attempt to escape on the part of the rioters

might be promptly and effectually met. There were four

pieces of cannon within the gaol^ and
within the walli were doubled, and constantly visited by

the governor. It is supposed that the detection of this

conspiracy will hasten the departure of the convicts sen-

tenced to transportation.

Windsor and Elon.—The funeral of the Marquess
Wellesley took place on Saturday in the chapel of Eton
College. It was attended by the Duke of Wellington,

Lord Cowlej, the Marquess of Douro, the Hon. and Rev.

G. V. Wellesley, Mr. Charles Culling Smith, and other

members of the family. The service was performed by

the Provost. The chapel was completely fullj the whole

of the Eton scholars being present. Shortly after the

conclusion of the ceremony, the members of the family,

and the other mourr^ers and attendants, left the College for

town, proceeding to Faddington by the Great Western
Railway. In consequence of there being an unusually full

choir at the chapel, the musical service in the morning at

St, George's chapel was dispensed with by permission of

the canon in residence ; and as a mark of respect to the

memory of the Marquess, her Majesty commanded tbat

Bmther the military nor the private band should perform at

the Castle in the evening. During the whole of the morn-
ing all the shops near the College and the shutters of the

private houses were closed, and remained so until after the

funeral.

Railways.—The following are the receipts of the prin-

dpal railways for the past week ;—Great Western,
15,025/.; Hull and Selby, 1,171/.; Edioburgh and
Glas;;ow, 1,982/.; Eastern Counties, 1,015/.; Northern
and Eastern, 1,333/. ; London and Birmingham, 17,388/.;
Birmingham and Gloucester, 2,210/. ; South Western,
6,602/.; Midland Counties, 3,151/.; Brigbton, 4,390/. ;

North Midland, 5,409/. ; Grand Junction, 10,642/. ;

Blackwal!, 7l5/. ; Greenwich, 767/.; Croydon, 874/.;
Birmingham and Derby, 1.53a/. ; York and North Mid-
laud, 1,970/.—The committee of inquiry appointed at the
last meeting of the North Midland Company have resolved,
it is said, to propose a reduction, to the large amount of
between 17.000/. and 18,000/. a year, out of an expendi-
^ture on the establishment, including wages and salaries of
all kinds, of about 4i,000/. a year.—The sale by auction
of the Clarence radway, the first of the kind in connexion
with railways, is authorised to take place by the Loan
Commissioners for Public Works, to whom the railway is
in debt, in the course of next month. The line is in the
county of Durham^ extending from the Tees to Stockton,
with numerous branches, a distance ofM miles in length!
It was constructed soon after the Liverpool and Man-
chester, and has cost upwards of half a million. The
traffic in passengers is small, the trade' being principally

.derived from the haulage of minerals, wharfage, and ship-

ping.—A correspondence has for some time been going on
between the Directors of the Greenwich and the Directors

4.

of the Croydon Company, It appears that the Croydon
Company have found that in consequence of the 4a'/. toll

which they are obliged to pay to the Greenwich Company,
they cannot effect a reduction in their fares, and that the

present high rates of passage will not allow them to work
the railway with a profit. They therefore ask for an
equitable arrangement, which shall place each concern on
*»ore favourable footing, the Croydon in respect to an
increase of Ue^C;, wd the Greenwich ia re«»p€ct to an

fa

increase in the amount of toll. The Greenwich Company,

however, insist on the payment of the 4^t/, toll, as a pre-

scriptive right, settled by act of Parliament, and refuse

any arrangement which shall lessen this toll, even though*

the gross receipts should probably be increased by its re-

duction. There seems little probability of a settlement.

In the mean time both companies, as well as the public,

suffering from the high rate of fares, and it is said that

the present traffic of the Croydon Company barely keeps

the concern together, while the traffic of the Greenwich

shows a gradual but progressive decrease, which must

ultimately lead to its dissolution.

IRELAND.
Ditllin,—We mentioned a few weeks since that an al-

teration in the commission of delegates for hearing the

appeal against the decision of Dr. Radcliffe, given in

favour of the Rev. Robert Daly, as Dean of St. Patrick's,

was rendered necessary in consequence of the illness of

Judge Torrens, one of the commissioners originally named.

The new commission has now been perfected, the name of

Judge Crampton having been substituted for that of Judge

Torrens. If the decision oj that Court should be in

vour of Mr. Daly, the Government will have the ap-

pointment of his successor to the Deanery of St. Patrick's.

If Mr. Daly, pending the appeal lodged by Dr. Wilson,

the other candidate for the deanery, had been elevated to

the bishopric of Meath, the patronage of the Deanery of

St, Patrick would at once vest in the Chapter, because the

Government and the Chapter have the right of appoint-

ment alternately, and Mr. Daly's election, in case of his

promotion whilst the appeal is undecided, would neces^

sarily become null and void.—It is stated that Mr. Black-

burne, on quitting his present office of Attorney-General,

eitlier for the Mastership of the Rolls or the Chief Justice-

ship of the Queen's Bench, as the answer of Chief Justice

Pennefather may decide, is to receive a baronetcy. The
two Chief Justices, Pennefather and Doherty, are now on

the Continent. Mr. Litton is the new Master in Chancery,

BaUiaasloe,—The great cattle fair of this town took

place last week, and was in every respect a failure, cattle

having fallen to the extent of from twenty to twenty-five

per cent, upon the rates of last year. The total number

of black cattle exhibited was 11,578 ; the number left unsold

at the close of the fair was 4,161. The prices were from

2/. IO5. to 3/. under those of last year, a very serious de-

cline, which affected all classes of agriculturists. Sheep

and horses were on an average 20 per cent, below last

year's prices. The number of sheep exhibited was about

7,000 less than last year, and sold under last year's rates

by 35. 6(/. each. It is said by some accounts that the dis-

temper which prevailed among the cattle to a great extent

was the cause of this decline, and not the tariff, and that

many purchasers were thereby deterred from buying at

any price.

SCOTLAND.
Edinlnirgh.—^We learn by the Scotsman that her Ma-

jesty has given a substantial proof of the gratification de-

rived from her visit to Scotland by transmitting the

following donations to the charities of this city :—To the

sufferers by the accident occasioned by the falling of

the scaffold on the Mound, 100/. To the Royal In-

firmary, 100/. To the Destitute Sick Society, 50/. To
the Benevolent and Strangers' Friend Society, 50/. To the

House of Refuge, 50/. To the Asylum for the Industrious

Blind, 50/. To the Royal Public Dispensary, 50/. To
the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, 50/. To the Mag-
dalene Asylum, 50/. To the Edinburgh General Lying-in

Hospital, 50/. For the widow and family of D. M'Lach-
lan, DunkelJ, who lost his life by falling over a precipice,

after having been employed to light a bonfire on Birnam
Hill, her Majesty has sent 30/., and Prince Albert has sent

20/, An additional donation of 100/. was some time ago

presented to the Edinburgh Lunatic Asylum. All the do-

nations have been paid through the Duke^of Buccleuch.

The Mid Lothian district is now in such a state of quiet

that the party of the 53d Regiment have been withdrawn

from the vicinity of Newbattle, and have accordingly re-

turned to head-quarters in this city.

Dumfries.—ThQ Inverness and Dumfries papers

have published some letters from a Mr, Pagan, an

extensive dealer in cattle, well known in the north,

which have attracted much attention in 'the present

operation of the tariff. It appears that Mr. Pagan is

mueh interested in the cattle trade, and being unable to

judge, from the great diversity of opinion, of the probable

effects of the tariff, made a tour of the Continent, in

order to satisfy himself, by personal observation, how far

the native producer was likely to be affected by foreign

competitors. He proceeded in the first place to Paris,

then to Strasburg, and returned by Leipzic and Ham-
burgh. Ia regard to Paris, he attended the cattle market
at Poissy. ^' The show," he says, ** was stated not to be an

average one, and sales brisk ; the numbers were—1,530

oxen, 82 cows, 7,233 sheep, and 1,105 calves. The veal

was very prime ; I never saw anything like it before, and
I question if anything like it can be seen in any other

place. It is the most fashionable dish in France, and from
the way they cook it by far the best. The sheep, with
few exceptions, were bad, the best bringing from 25^. to

2%s. English money. There were a good many fair

bullocks, which, I consider, were making about 3/. in 20/.
less than they would have done in Liverpool ; but the
butchers have not so much advantage, as they have 40f.

duty to pay on each before they can get them into the

city. The dealers are all licensed, and they cannot go to

market till they have as much money lodged as pays for

the stock they purchase, when the bank settles the

account. Some of the cattle had travelled 400 miles, and

sheep 300j to the market ; and they were AOt 30 wasted as

people might imagine." Many of the oxen were imported

from Rotterdam. ** I need say very little of France," he
adds ;

" every one knows that that fine country cannot pro-

duce cattle and sheep enough for its own consumption ; and,

as a proof of this,b utcher meat has been on the advance every

year; and I am certainly informed that it is from \d, to

lie?, higher over the kingdom than it was seven years ago."

From Paris, Mr. Pagan set out for Strasburg. He saw

on the road much fine laud, but in crop everywhere." The
great bulk of the crops were wheat and rye, and had a

good appearance ; but the oats and barley were miserable.

On these latter, however, the farmers, either in France or

Germany, reckon very little. He w^as surpiised how the

sheep could exist on the pastures he saw. At Strasburg

he found the land of middling quality, and grazed by in-

ferior stock. He then passed through Germany, as far

as Leipsic, and found it in appearance very similar to

France. There are few very large farms in Germany.

Thirty acres is far above the ordinary size ; the whole

country being, in general, divided into small patches of

from one to twenty acres; and that circumstance, toge-

ther with the prices that they have been of late receiving

for their grain, has induced the industrious inhabitants

to cultivate every spot into which they can put the plough.

Mr, Pagan thinks it is over-cultivated. *' They use very

little manure," he says ;
** and although they have a fer-

tile soil and excellent climate, all land will get exhausted

after years of excessive cropping ; and 1 am of opinion

they have grown, as far as I saw, as much grain as they

ever can again." Along the Elbe no cattle were to be

seen, the few that the farmers had being kept in the

house. A few flocks of sheep were, indeed, now and then

to be met with, but all, apparently, in a state of starva-

tion- That kind of management seems to be deemed best

calculated for producing a fine fleece ; and, as for the car-

cases, little or no regard is paid to them. " In Holstein

and Jutland the farms are larger, the land good, and a deal

of fine cattle kept, which they send in considerable num-

bers to Hamburgh, at the end of the year, fat. The day on

which I attended Hamburgh market, there were only 380

cattle shown, very few of which would have done for the

English market, either as fat or lean ; also about 900 sheep

so decidedly inferior that they are not worth noticing, and

could scarcely be sold in this country at any price. But

June is generally a poor show of stock in all countries, the

stall-fed articles being done and the grass-fed not ready. In

the months of September, October, and November, there

are often large shows of from 1,400 to 1,700 weekly ; and

even then the price seldom drops, as that is their time for

putting up salted provisions, and the numbers make Uttle

difference. Many curers slaughter, for their own hand,

from one hundred to two hundred and fifty cattle in a

week; therefore prices do not vary so much as in this

countr)^, where, when supplies come in largely, they are

all for immediate consumption, and have to be sold low to

be got quit of. It is probable there will be some im-

portations, and if prices remain as at present in both

countries, some little profit may be made ; but I am con-

vinced, were we to import 400 or 500 beasts weekly for

two months, which w^ould make no material difference with

us, we should impoverish the whole Continent, and the

price would be higher than here. Under these circum-

stances I may say the same of salted provisions. They may

come in large quantities from other countries ; but I do

think the agriculturists have nothing to fear from the Con-

tinent. It may be said the country has great capabilities,

and that stock will increase ; but I am of opinion their own

wants will increase in proportion, and there are not the fa-

cilities for improvement that may be imagined. The great

drawback is the divided state of the country. Travel

1,000 miles, and you will find neither a boundary nor sub-

divided fence ; and what can be done with stock of any

description on patches of five, ten, or even twenty acres ?

They may continue to send corn, but I think they will

have little else to send ; therefore the British farmers

need give themselves little uneasiness on that head.

THEATRICALS.
,

CovENT Gardex.—Anewfarce called " Cousin Lamb-

kin" was produced at this theatre on Saturday with suc-

cess. The plot is as follows :—Captain Bantam (Mr.W.

Lacy), who has married the niece (Miss Cooper) of a fox-

hunting squire, Mulberry (Mr. Bartley), has become in-

volved in an " affair of honour," on the eve of going down

to the.seat of his uncle-in-law, for the first time sinpfe his

marriage ; and as the fox-hunter has an antipathy to duel-

ling, it is necessary that the affair be concealed from hnn.

In this dilemma Mrs. Bantam avails herself of the services

oi Dr. Lionel Lamlkin (Mr. Ilarley), a second-cousm ot

her husband, and pays the old man a visit, while her hus-

band goes to settle the affair of honour. The niece ana

her escort are introduced to the squire through the agency

of Dainty (Mrs. Humby), a maid in the establishment, by

whom the gentleman is presented as the husband of tlie

niece. From these slender materials all kinds of conm-

sion are produced ; and between the bewilderment of tue

squire, and the surprise of the real husband, ludicrous si-

tuations are produced, which told well with the audience,

and secured the success of the piece. On Monday even-

ing, after " The Hunchback," in which the characters ol

ability by Mr. and Miss Vandenhoff, Gretry's opera of

" Richard Coeur de Lion" was revived, after an ^^^^^^.^

of a great number of years. This operaVaa produced 1

Paris about the year 1784 or 1785, and its fame was suca

that, very soon afterwards, it appeared at two London the

tres in two differentversions within a few days of each other.

The Btory;of the piece is founded on the escape of ^^^^^^^

Cmur de Lion from the castle in which he was co»"/^^

,

by the ArcMttke gf Austria, by the help of to &iwiW

Master Walter and Julia were performed with
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minstrel Blondelf who discovered him in his prison by
singing a stanza of a favourite lay, which was answered
by the voice of the royal captive—an incident which is

turned to account in the opera. In other respects, the
libretto has little merit ; the characters are common-place,
most of the incidents are trifling, and the dialogue is

heavy. The music, however, is very beautiful ; the airs

are simple and expressive, and the choruses and concerted
pieces are of the most effective character. Blonders
famous air, *' O Richard, O my King," is the great mu-
sical feature of the opera ; it is a magnificent song, re-
quiring, however, more dramatic power than Mr. Harrison
gave it. This song has acquired an additional celebrity
from its being associated with one of the most remarkable
scenes of the French revolution, when, at the memorable
banquet of the gardes du corps, the loyalty of the as-
sembly was roused to a burst of enthusiasm by the band
performing, ** O Richard, O mon roi !

" The air sung
by Blgndel under the walls of the castle, and responded
to by the royal prisoner within, is a sweet melody, and
made an eflFective duet. The whole of the music was
much applauded. Miss Rainforth's duet with Blondel
was encored, and sung with her usual sweetness. The
dramatic portion of the opera moved heavily along, and
the burlesque battle on the stage in the concluding scene
produced marked disapprobation. The scenery and de-
corations were of the best kind, and altogether the getting
up of the piece was unexceptionable.

ittisc£lIan£ous.
Wasps* Nests.—The danger of inconsiderate offers is

illustrated by the following anecdote which appears in the
Derby papers:—A gentleman in that county, who was
much annoyed by wasps, rather thoughtlessly offered a
shilling for every wasp's nest which should be brought to
him. All hands in the neighbourhood immediately set to
work, and the unlucky gentleman had to pay nearly 40/.,
there being nearly 800 nests brought to him.
Book Shelves,—To give some idea of the extent of the

new portion of the library of the British Museum, it has,
as a point of useful information, or, perhaps, also as a
matter of curiosity, been ascertained that the whole length
of the shelves, which hold 260,000 volumes, was 42,210
fcttj or eight miles. The length of the shelves in the
library at Munich, containing 500,000 volumes, taking
the same proportion, will be fifteen miles and two-fifths.
The King's Library in Paris, of 650,000 volumes, must,
by the same calculationj have not less than twenty miles
of shelf

!

The Dutch Colonies.—According to the last official re-
turns from Surinam, there are in that colony 2500 whites,
half Christians and Jews. Not 600 are natives of Hol-
land, There are 7000 coloured persons (^4000 free and
3000 slaves). There are 46,500 negroes, of whom only
1100 are free. Total population, 56,000. Paramaribo
has 15,000 inhabitants, of whom C500 are slaves, and
6500 free. The whole number of whites is 2000. There
are 120O Jews, 3000 coloured persons, and 10.COO negroes.

Cost of Strikes.—There has been expended in strikes
of late years, among the Glasgow cotton spinners, 47,000/.

;

the Manchester cotton spinners, 3/0,000/. ; and the wool-
combers, 400,000/.: Leeds mechanics, 187,000/. The
late strike in and about Manchester has probably cost as
much as all these put together, and yet been productive
of no satisfactory results.

Statistics of Longevity/.—The following details are ex-
tracted from a curious book, by M. Lejoncoiirt, recently
published, and entitled " Les Centenaires, Anciens et
Modernes :"—'* There have died in England, in the course
of the last century, 49 persons who have reached from
130 to 180 years of age. Of those seven reached 134
years, four 138, two 146, foux 155, one 159, one 160,
one 168, one 169, and one 175. The ofhcial returns of
Russia show that there were in that empire, in 18 14, seven
persons aged upwards of 125 years, and one who had
passed 160: in 1835, a man died there 135 years old,

aad in 1838 there died 1,238 persons who had passed 100,
of whom 125 were upwards of 120, 111 were from 121 to

125, three from 126 to 130, five from 131 to 140, one
was 145, three were from 150 to 155, one was 160, and
one 165. In France we do not live so long, yet the fol-

lowing instances of longevity are worthy of notice :—In
1710 a peasant, named Jean Mazard, died at Dun-lc-Roi,
in Berry, aged upwards of 110; this man preserved his

senses to the last, and was married ten times ; the last

time he entered into the marriage state he was 99 years of
age, and the bride 18, who two years afterwards made him
a father. A cure of Lisieux, named Desroches, died in

1712, aged 113 ; he celebrated mass a few days before his

death, and resided 91 years in the parish- In the same
year died Jacques Thevenot, a labourer at Chateau-Vilain,
aged 1J4, married three times, and the father of thirty-
nine children

; and-an officer, named Bultrade, buried at

St. Germain, aged 115, leaving behind seventeen children
,^the eldest 74, and the youngest 12. In 1718, an apothe-
cary, named Le Baupin, died at Chateaubriand, 107 years
old ;

he was married twice, and was upwards of 80 when
be contracted the second marriage ; he was the father of
thirty-two children—sixteen by each wife, and he was
103 years old when his wife was delivered of two fine
boys, who died upwards of ninety years later. In 1747
died at Lourdes M. Nazon de Vige, 118 years old;
he was passionately fond of shooting, and had good
sport not long before his death; he was upwards of
TOO when he married. In 1757, a farmer of Bar, near
Tulle, named Nouthac, died at the age of 115 ; he never
had a day's sickness, was married three times, was 92
when he entered the state of wedlock the second lime, by
which unioa he had several children, and was 102 wh^.i

he married the third time." In addition to these facts,
we may state that there has just died, at Paris, a woman,
aged 103 years, called Madame Langlai, who has lefc
many children behind her, the youngest of whom is 78
years of age. These examples of longevity do not ajv
proach the two English centenaires, Thomas Parr and
Henry Jenkins, one of whom, if we are to place any be-
lief in statements of this kind, lived to 152 years, the
other to 169. There is also another example in England,
John Forester, of Cumberland, who is said to have died
aged 138 years, leaving a daughter 104 years old. But
in all these instances, it is necessary to bear in miad that
no one example has been proved by the registers of birth,
or by such evidence as would be admitted in a court of law.

SPORTING.
Nkwmarket Second Octobek Meetivg.

MoNi>Av.—The second meeting: commenced to-day under very
favourable auspices. The eutiies were unusually full, the wea-
ther fine, and the heath waa crowded with a large and fashion-
able assemblag-e. The racing began with
A Match (or 100 sovs., h. ft. T.Y.C—Lord Albemarle's Tilcho

(Robinson). Mr. Goodman's Bother*era (Rogers), Even betting-.
A dead heat.
Handicnp Sweepstalies of 20 sovs. each, for tlu-ee-year-olds,&c.

T.Y.C. (11 subs.)—Won by Lord Stradbroke's Jeremy Diddler
(Wakefield), beating: Mr. Boyce's c. by Hymen, dam by Per-
chance. The following were not placed : Col. Peers Cameleon,
Duke of Portland's g. by Glencoe, Mr. Etwell's Pelerine, Mr.
Gratwicke's Clementina, and Mr. Payne'a Kapture. Betting—

6

to 4 on the field agst Cameleon and Jeremy Diddler, 5 to 1 agst
Tragedy, (t.) and 4 to l agst Pelerine (t.) Won by a length.
Match, 500/. ; h. ft.—Lord Eglinton's Dr. Caius (Lye) beat Mr.

Pettit's St. Francis. 6 to 5 on St. Francis. Won easy by a length.
Col. Peers Garry Owen (Nat) beat Lord Albemarle's Ralph.

T.Y.C. 200^ ; h.ft. Even betting. Won by a neck.
50/. /or two-ycar-old colts and filiies. T.Y.C—Won by Mr.

Ougley's The Queen of the Gypsies (Sly), beating Cap-
tain Daintree's Brother to African. The following also started,
but were not placed: Mr. Payne's f. by Muley Moloch,
Mr. Stevenson's c. by Horn?iea, Mr. G. Clarke's f. Ameine,
Lord Stradbroke's c. Nylghan, Mr. Eddison's Prince of
Wales, Lord Exeter*s c. by Beiram, Mr. Jones's Master Harry,
General Yates*s Rooksnest, Col. PeePs Seringo, and Lord
Lowther's c. by Bay Middleton. Betting— 5 to 2 agst Queen of
the Gypsies, 4 to 1 agst Mr, Payne's filly, and 7 to 1 agst Ilprnsea
c. Won easy by a length.
bOl.for three-year-olds. ^c. A.F.—Won by Mr. Etwall's Dis-

cord (J. Day), beating Mr. Combe's Rosalind, Duke of Bedford's
John o' Gaunt, Mr. Pettit'* St. Francis, Mr. Stephenson's Ghuz-
nee, and Mr. Batson's Barba. Betting— 6 to 5 agst John o'Gaunt,
9 to 2 agst Discord, 4 to I agst St. Francis, 4 to 1 agst Barba,
and 5 to 1 agst Rosalind (taken). Won by a length.
Duke of Bedford's Oakley received forfeit irom Lord Ejj^lintou's

Meiior ; T.Y.C. ; 300, h. ft.

Lord Albemarle's Buffalo received forfeit from Mr. Osbaldes-
ton*s Skipton; A.F. j 200, h. ft., and 25 ft. if declared.

Siceepstakcs of 100 sovs. each.h. ft., first half of Ab. M. (3 subs.)
Won by Duke of Bedford's King of the Peak (Edwards), beating Mr.
Thornhill's Menalippe. Betting— 11 to 8 on the King of the
Peak, who made all the running, and won by three parts of a
length.
TuKSDAT.— il/u/f/f for 100/ jh. ft. T.Y.C—Lord Albemarle's

Minaret (Robinson) beat LordKelbume's Retauier cult. Betting
—7 to 4 on Minaret. W^on in a canter by two lengths.
Mr. Payne's Cecil (Nat) beat Duke of Bedford's Macrog.

T.Y.C. l.so, h. ft. 7 to 4 ou Islagog, who was defeated in a can-
ter by two lengths.
The Clearuell Stakes of 30 sovs. eacb, 20 ft. ; T.Y.C. (26 subs.)

—Won by Col. Anson's Napier (F. Butler), beating Col. PeePs
Murat. The following also started, but were not placed : Lord
Exeter's f. by Jerry, Mr. Bouverie's c. by Bolero, Mr. J. Sad-
ler's Testy, and Mr. Watts's c. by Yaxley, Betting— 2 to 1 agst
Napier, 5 to 2 agst Yaxley colt, 3 to 1 agst Testy, and 4 to I agst
Murat. Won by ahead after a splendid race.
Lord Exeter's Celia (Dailing), beat Lord Albemarle's Nuncio.

T.Y.C. 200, h. ft. Betting—6 to 5 ou Nuncio. Wouby two lengths.
Lord Exeter's Albion received forfeit from Mr. Greville's Gun-

ter. A.F., 200, h.ft.
The Cesarcwitch Stakes, of 25 sovs. each, 15 ft., with 300/. added

by the Grand Duke Cesarewitch j the second to receive 50/. Ce-
sarewitch course, two miles and a quarter. Won by Mr, F.
Clarke's Arcanus fT. Day, jun.) ; beating Duke of Grafton's
Florence. The following also started :—Mr. Goodman's The
Shadow, Mr. Graydon's Roscius, Lord Albemarle's Ralph, Major
Y'arburgh's Heslingtou, Mr. Etwali's Thistle-whipper, Mr. Isaac
Day's Tamburini, Mr. Isaac Day*s Portrait, Lord Chesterfield's
Rhodanthe, Lord Kdburne's c. byMuleyMoloch,Mr. W.Sadler's
Bellissima, Lord Albemarle's Buffalo, Mr. Stephenson's Ma Mie,
Lord Eglinton's Blue Bonnet, Duke of Portland's The Gleaner,
Mr. W, S. Stanley's f. by Bizarre, and Duke of Beaufort's An-
spach. Betting, 7 to 2 agst Bellissima, 10 to 1 agst Arcanus, 10
to 1 agst Portrait, 10 to 1 agst Blue Bonnet, 13 to 1 agst Lord
Kelburne's colt, 14 to 1 agst Rhodanthe, U to l agst The Shadow,
20 to 1 agst Ma Mie, 20 to 2 agst Roscius, 20 to I agst The
Gleaner, 20 to 1 agst Florence, l6to I agst Ralph, 25 to 1 a^t
Buffalo. After four false starts, the whole team quitted the post
tolerably Compact, Thistle-whipper taking the lead at a strong
pace, followed by Anspach, behind w^hom were Bellissima. Ralph,
Florence, the Bizarre filly, Arcanns, Blue Bonnet, and Portrait,
pretty nearly in the order we have given their names. The race
proceeded in this manner for nearly half-a-mile beyond the gap,
where Thistle-whipper broke down, and the lead was taken by
Anspach; on his resignation at the new ground, Florence took
up the running, followed by Bellissima, Ralph, and the Bizarre
filly, Arcanus lying three lengths behind them j in this order they
reached the bushes hill, where Arcanus moved towards the front,
his position at the bottom being at Bellissima's quarters on the
outside. Florence, Bellissima, and Ralph continued the race,
ai>parently unconscious that Arcanus was so near, to the last

stride, Florence beating Bellissima by a neck, and Bellissima
beating Ralph by a head : Arcanus, however, went up at the last

moment, and defeated them all by a necV. The Bizarre filly ran
forward to the end, and was a good fifth. The ruck followed,
headed by Blue Bonnet and The Shadow. Value of the stakes,
86o/. Mr. Clarke, the owner of Arcanus, and his friends win, it

is said, from six to seven thousand pounds. The winner was
trained by Messer, of Wclwyn, and was cleverly ridden by a son
of the late William Day, of Ascot Heath.
WEDSKSDAY,^Sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each. T.Y'.C.—The

winner to be sold for 80i. &c. (9 subs.}—Won by Mr. Rogers's
b. c. by Hornsea (Bartholomew), beating Mr. G. Clark's Ameine.
The following also started, but were not placed:—Mr. Sheliy's
Blazer, Mr. Pettit's Swcatmeat, Lord Albemarle's Rowland, Mr.
S. Smith's Miniature, Mr. Osbaldeston's b. f» by the Saddler,
Mr. Boyce's King of Trumps, and Lord Exeter's f. by Sultan or
Reveller,* Betting—3 to l agst the winner, 3 to 1 agst Ameine,
4 to 1 agst Sweetmeat, 4 to l agst Rowland, and 6 to 1 agst
Blazer. Ameine made the running, followed by Sweetmeat,
Blazer, and Miniature, the Hornsea colt waiting behind; they
kept in this order to the cords, where Sweetmeat gave up, the
Uornsea colt joined the front rank, and a pretty race took place
between the four, the Hornsea colt winning cleverly at last by a
length. Miniature and Blazer were close together at Amdne'ff
quarters, and Rowland well up. The winner wa* claimed,

XAe iQim Flak of 6^U T.M,—Xho wiim«r to be soia l«r SM/»,

Ac—Won by Mr. Rogers's Prosody ^Bartholomew^ beating Mr.
Dawson's The Biddy. The following" also started, but were not
placed:- Mr. W. Bignold's Camillc, Sir S. Spry's The Jewess,
J*r. L Day's Viola, Mr, Key's Image, Duke of Grafton's Utopia,
and Mr. Osbaldeston's Woldsman. Betting—2 to 1 agst Wolds-
man, 4 to 1 agst UtopU. 6 to 1 agst Camille, 6 to 1 :^st The
Jewess, 6 to 1 agst The Biddy, 6 to 1 agst Prosody. Woldsman
cut out the work to the new ground, where Prosody and The
Biddy headed him, and ran together to the end. Prosody win-
ning by a head only. Imagre and Woldsman were third and
fourth. Colonel Peel's Cameleon received forfeit from 1-ord
Eglinton's Augury. T.Y.C. 100, h. ft.

THuasuAV.-JUu^cA.—Lord Kelburne's Give Him a Name CNat)
beat Lord Eglinton's Jamie Forest

i 20U i last three miles of B.C.
Even betting. Won by a length, easy.
Lord Eghnton's Pompey (Lye) heat Lord Kelburne's He has a

Name
; Ab. M. ; 100. 5 to 2on Pompey. Won easily by alength.

Handicap plate of 100/., for a-yrs-oids and upwards. A.F.-*
Won by Mr. Stephenson's Ma Mie ,Uall), beating Lord Chester,
field's Rhodanthe and Mr. Charlton's Lasso. The foUowing also
started :-Lord Orford's Y. Quo Minna, Mr. Etwali's Palladium,
Mr. Wright's Aspatria, Mr. Francis's Cloister, Mr. Osbaldeston's
Woldsman; Mr. Boycc's c. by Hymen, dam by Perchance ; Mr:
Goodman's f. by Ishmael, out of Balance ; Mr. Bradford's Sister
to Confusion^e

j and Lord Exeter's Revision. Betting 2 to 1 agst
Palladium, 5 to \ agst Sister to Confusionde, r to 1 agst V. Quo
Minus, 7 to 1 agst Rhodanthe, 7 to 1 agst Ma Mie, 7 to I agst
Aspatria. and 7 to 1 agst L.asso (who was third). Wou in a canter
by two lengths.

JlfufcA.-Duke of Bedford's John o'Gaunt received forfeit from
Mr. Payne's Johnny ; T.Y.C. ; 200, h. ft.

The SPECIAL Commission, Stafford.—The trials of the pri-
soners have been proceeding during the week, but the detaiU^
with few exceptions, have little interest for the general reader.
The facts adduced in evidence have been already before the
public, and much of the interest of the individual cases is neces-
sarily local. Since our last report, the prisoners charged with
entering shops at HaiJty, and stcalaig therefrom wearing
appaiel, have been found f(vifft/ ; others have been found guilty
of demanding money with threats j others for illegally assem-
bling ; others Jor creating a riot at West Bromwich j others for a
riot and assault on a constable at Gilbert's Colliery ; others for
assaulting constables at Stoke upon-Trent; others for pelting the
yeomanry with stones, &c. Nearly all the cases come under one
or other of these classes. The prisoners charpcd with setting
fire to the hou^e of Wm. Harding, at Stuke-upon-Trent, were ac-
quitted for want of eviduuce. The twenty-six prisoners found
guilty of demolishing and burning the llou^e of the Rev. Mr.Vale,
noticed in our last, were sentenced on Monday. The Lnrd Chief
Justice addressed them in an impressive manner, and then sen-
tenced 7 to be transported for ill years, 1 for 15 years, 6 for 10
years, 4 to imprisonment and hard labour for 12 mouths, 3 to im-
prisonment and hard labour for 4 months, and 1 to imprisonment
and hard labour for 1 month. The trial of William Ellis, the
Chartist leader, and 17 companions, for burning the house of the
Rev. R. E. Aitken, incumbent of llaiUey, concluded on Monday,
having lasted three entire days, when u of the prisoners, in-
cluding Eilis, were found guilty, aiid 3 acquitted. The progress
of this commission is likely to he much prolonged, in consequence
of the prisoners severing in their trials. In the case of Roberts,
charged with being co^icerued in the destruction by fire of Lord
Granville's offices, at Shelton, the jury, under the direction of
Mr. Baron Parke, acquitted the prisoner, on the ground that
there was no proof he was on the premises or took any part
when the fire was first lighted. The learned judge held that, to
support the charge as laid in the indictment, such, proof was
necessary. This result applied to several other prisoners,
who were then indicted for the riot, and sentenced to
various terms of imprisonment. In one instance, however, the
fact of behig concerned iu burning the offices was clearly proved,
and the prisoner was ««ntcnced to transportation for life. Nu-
merous prisoners were sentenced to various terms of imprison-
ment and transportation for burglaries and robberies during th«
disturbances. In the case of O'Neii, the Chartist leader, the
judge acceded to tlie application made in his behalf, by allowing
him to traverse, and be admitted to bail.—The trial of Thomas
Cooper, the Chartist lecturer, for arson, terminated ou Wednes.
day. The Solicitor-General was occupied upwards of an hour in
his reply. The Lord Chief Justice summed up, and the jury,
after a few minutes' deliberation, returned a verdict of *' Not
Guilty." Cooper protested in a most solemn manner his inno-
cence of the charge, and thanked the Lord Chief Justice and the
jurj' for the pains they had taken with his case, and the fairness
with which his Lordship had summed up the evidence. He also
thiuked his couhsel, Messrs. Lee and Allen, for their assistance.
The prisoner was then removed in custody, there being another
indictment against him for sedition.—This monui»gtwo prisoners
were charged before Lord Chief Justice Tindal with settin;^ fire

to Mr. Parker's dwelling-house, and found Guilty. One of
them implored for mercy, saying that be had a wife and a large
family. His Lordship regretted his situation, but his duty com-
pelled him to sentence them both to 2! years' transportation,—
The men arraigned for demolishing the dwelling-house of Mr.
Bailey Rose, a stipendiary magistrate, were acquitted of the de-
molition, but found guilty of a riot. One was sentenced to two
years' imprisonment and hard labour, and another to eighteen
months' imprisonment and hard labour.—The prisoners con-
cerned in burning the house of Mr. Parker, of Shelton, were also
found guilty, and sentenced to transportation for various terms.
The prisoners indicted for the burning of Dr. Vale's bouse wertt
also found guilty. The other caMs present no feature of general
intercbt. -

=

Special Commission-, Chkst£k.— On Thursday, llie 10th, lh«
Special Comrais!*ion was opened in this city by Lord Abinger,
Mr. Baron Alderson, and Mr. Justice CreswelK The Grand Jury
having been sworn, and Mr. E. J. Loyd, of Oldficld Hall, ap-
pointed chairman. Lord Abinger addressed Uiem at considerable
length. After alluding to the circumstances which brought them
togither at this unusual season, bis Lordship said, •' We cannot
reflect on the occurrences which have recently taken placie in the
manufacturing districts without mixed emt.tions of compassion,
and, if I may say so, indignation—compassion at the weakness
and ignorance of those deluded multitudes, who imagined they
could effect the purposes they had in view by force and vio-
lence, and who, as they never fail to do, become the victims of
their own delusion, and suffer misery and privation, and many of
them punishment—indigiiation at the artful contrivances of
those -who, to serve their own private objects and their own
political ends, had promoted and excited the delusion of tl e in-

dustrious clas-ses by addressiijg to their mluds deceitful argu*
ments, unfounded in reason or in sense, and had then endea-
voured to take advantage of the delusion they hsd caused, in

order that they might thereby carry into eff^st their own ejects.

I am afraid that the manufacturing classes have been of late tlia

dupes of this sort of persuasion j and yoJi will find in '^•^f^JJf'
rcDces which have called vou together sundry examples m tms

delusion. You will find that there is a society of persons, wtto

go by the name ot Chartists, and who, if they have notcxcitea

or f6mented those outrages which will be *M^«/'i* '^^^
your notice, ban?, nevertheless, taken advantage of tftem Juf

their own purposes, have endeavonred to prevent the antor.

tunate people from returning to their work, and soog&l so to

direct them Uiat they might be conducive to the attainment of

poUtical objects. And what is the object o( the Charter, which
these men are seeking? What are the points of the Chaiter?

Annual parliaments, universal suffrage, scd vote byb^Uot. Yet,

gCBtlcm^B, you wiU fin<t ih the endcact 'whicli will be produced
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misguided'—"~ r^« ttwnlratcd upon niany luis

, that it has b€en uaalc.rra^^P^^^^^ ^^ ^^before you, tuat ic "»'"'" mcdy for all abuses, ana tne only

persons, ibat the
'""J^'f" "Tn pr'=sestion of such a .hare of

iieans of patting
''''f,*^^i*„"to""'d'cate

their own rights, and
poMrer as '""''»

^f^'n'^/t oppression, is by the enactment of

sccnre t»ie'"*«j''f''i!i"|e's Charter. In ^hat a strange silua-

what they caJl the PfX"'
*
'igj

if those who have no property
tioi.tiascouDtry^ouidbep'8^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^

*"^ *"T^«TnnhappyTen do not consider tl>at the first object

',"^r^i'rfsLktyfs the establishment and preservation of pro-

of cvihsed society IS tne
^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

•f/tTLl'any country, irn'ultitudes >vere to make the laws for

''*
t,/in,?r,ro«ertv or were permitted to employ phyMcal force

fofeSiS uLls from employing their own lab.mr accord-

inJ to the r own judgment, or preventing their subsistence

Th^e oundationo" civilised society may be considered to comist

in the protect i.u of property and the security of person j
and if

these two objects were removed, society must be dissolved. V^ hat

a strange effect, then, would the^e_sUbhs'_ime.>tof asyslcm of uni-

versal su

firand Jury. It dwelt particularly on the different classes
uranojury. " i;

lar^elv into collateral subjects

ffrage produce ! ior under it every man, though possess-

inir no propefty, would have a voice in the choice of the represent-

aUon of t7e people. The necessary consequences of this system

ou d be that those who have no p.operty would make laws for

Zse who lave proper .and the destruction of the mormrchy and

!^°f„^„" !^'l^ .Pre.iaiilv ensue. I do not pretend to judge

Snch s the history of all attempts to establish a democracy in

countries where a gove-nment consisting of mi.xed elements for-

merly exisTed. Thire is a country which cannot be spoken of

^ftho" expect and atUchme,a.a_s emanating f.on.oursev^^^^^^

oftTiiccs and entered even more largely
, v ,

connected with the condition of the people than his lordship's

address at Chester. "It docs not appear," he said "from any

evfdence I have hi herto seen or heard, that the people who were

enffaged in these excesses complain of the high price of provi-

sionsfor the want of labour. AVhat S^^e nse to the imniem t

occurrence which was the commencement of these transactions,

has not at present been ascertained. Whether it was owmg to

imprudence or to the indiscretion of any of the master nianufac-

ur'ers • -"e'her it originated in the schemes of ->; P^^-™
^s to

rniisidered that a general tnm-out might be ad\antageous loS peculiar poUtical objects ; or whether, when it commenced^

it was not checked as early as itmighthave been by greater acti-

ityfn^he magistrates-all these are natters at Pre^en^t
'f

^

in obscurity, and which time alone can develop. But certain

it is from the information to which I have referred, that the

disaffection of the common people-of the labouring classes-

does not "cem to have originated in any voluntary feelmg.

T" inay 'so express myself, of their own. .respecting tlieir

irivatioi.s or rcwcting the high price of provisions. They all

secnf o be sensiWe, the^y all have intelligence enough to know

tha? the price of wages must depend on the price
{^

P^o- --

^

and therefore 1 think they are prepared to
=«!J^f

' "lose who pro-

mise them an increase of wages by a d.munition of the pnee «
Torn are not persons who arc to be trusted." In regard to the

Chartists "it seems," he said, "that the argument they used,

and he Lrgumcnt used in many of the speeches of those -'^"

addressed the multitude generally, was to get
'
a fair day's v

?or a fair day's labour;' and that nothing vyoi.ldnisure that ob^

iect e.vccpt giving to the labouring population an ttiiial, if not a

preponderating, voice in the legislation of;he_ co_u.itry. For this

,,7^;^^e^. commenced witl^I^dAbin^^char^U. the
| -J^^^-^cSf^=?«fS=^However, as the prisoner had stated that he had no concern in

the document, and as there was no proof that he had, though he

ouKht not to have exposed it to puhhc \iew, and as he had taken

no part in the riotous ir.ovements which affected the town of

Oldham, he was not disposed to pass so severe a sentence on

the prisoner as he shoald pronounce on any one who had

mixed himself up with the puhlication. The prisoner had

attempted to throw odium on the prosecutor by represent-

ing that the prosecution originated in unworthy motives;

but he was surprised that the prisoner, who appeared to have

some <^ense» should have endeavoured to prevail on the Court

to believe that he was the victim of some private malice. Oa
the contrary, if he (Lord Abinger) were to give his opinion,

he should say sufficient alacrity had not been shown in putting;

down these publications the moment they were seen ; he thought

there ou'^ht to have been more alacrity shown in bringing the

was'cs

ii.wi« t/, An.pnca irom which yott may collect what security for

™rtv itSed h> aV.re republic/ In the different States ciES herVarepue democrat associations elected by urn-

rectntiy exhibited the regard paid to property by dempcralic as-

Icmblit s. by having protested against paying the public creditor,

^nd d srcgarded their own obligation toobey theirovrn lawmade

for ifis security. If such a system of democracy were esta-

blished in Ei.gland. the first consequence would be, that the se-

curUy of property would be removed ; the public creditor and all

commercial accumulations would be destroyed ; and, finaliy, or

periiaps the first object aimed at. would be the destruction

nf property in land. There would be a universal agra-

rian law. The formation of such a government in a country

like this must work universal ruin and distress ; and after inflict-

n- the most bitter of all tyranuy.that of a democratic assembly,

^ond terminate an a despotism." Kis Lordship then took a

reneral review of the different cases which would be submitted

to the jury, and explained the law applicable to each. 1 cannot

conclude," he said, -withtmt repeating my expression of com-

nasbion fur the unhappy people who have acted under the delu-

Bion Thave referred to But, gentlemen, the law takes no

account of such delusions ; and if a man commits guilty acts, he

nmst be prepared to submit to the consequences of his condnct.

It is true that the poorer classes of the countrj' have been suffer-

ing from great privations ; and I may allude to this subject, as it

is matter of notoriety, andhas formed matter of pubhc discussion

;

but it is very slngnlftt that the time chosea to break out was at a

period when a more settled commercial policy had been adopted,

when every person expected a rcvivia ol manufactnriDg pro-

sperity, and when, I beheve. every person ftlt there was existing

a salient point from which commercial prosperity might take its

start It is singular that this should be the moment chosen to

foment these disturbances ; and the country has suffered in con-

seouence a suspension of that prosperity which might confidently

have been anticipated, and of which, 1 trust, it is not too late to

^'rue trials presented UlUe difference in their details from tho^e

reported under the Stafford Commission. The prisoners indicted

for the attack on Stockport workhouse were found guilty, and

sentenced to terms of imprisonment varying from une year with

hard labour to 14 years' transportation. Six Chartists, charged

with conspiracy in connexion with the Chartist meetings at Sta-

leyJjridge, were found guilty. In this case. Lord Abing^r, in

summing up, dwelt upon the general tendency of Chartist

meetings, and said that ail change in the Constitution, even

from worse to better, was to be deprecated if effected by force or

TioleDce—"Kow, he would ask, what were the objects likely to

be obtained, what was the object sought, by the advocates of the

Charter ? It was such a change In the laws as would give to the

labouring classes the framing of all laws for the protection of

property. That was the object avowed in tlie placard which had

been produced in evidence, and the man who had been capable

of writing such a placard must have had intelligence enough to

know that such an object never could be effected without force

and violence. It must be known that the House of Commons,
as at present constituted, would never allow every man in the

kingdom, whether having property or not. to have a vote for our

representatives, or allow their members to sit without a property

qualification, or sitting to receive a salary for their parliamentary

services. But even if the Commons should consent, the Lords

would, to the last, resist the destruction of their own privileges,

finally, was it to be expected that the Sovereign would, without

force or violence, consent to the changes proposed by the

charter ? There was one point which had continually been urged

'at Chartist meetings, to which, involving aa it did a gross fal-

Ucy, independent of its disloyal and treasonable character, he
wished to call the attention of the jury, and of all who then
heard him. At these meetings constant allusions were made
to the Queen, and to the amount at her income, and it was
alleged that vast sums were expended in her support which
were extracted from, the pockets of a starving people. Now,
nothing could be more untrue than this, as the Quten had
as good a right to her revenue as any private individual
had to his land and income. From the time of Edward
the Confessor down to that ot Charles II. the Sovereign was
supported by his own estates and feudal rights, but the latter
sovereign accepted duties to the amount of <I00,000/, a year (a

very inadequate sum) in iUu of them. This arrangement lasted
down tn the time of George IL, when, the dutits producing a
much larger sum. a charge on the consolidated furul was substi^
tuted. Why, if ever there were Sovereigns who had made sacri-

fices for the good of their people, the Sovereigns of this country
had done so. Even the last vestiges o^ their rights and properly
in the Crown lands were given up by his late Majesty Kin^ \Vm.
IV"., and her present Majesty Queen Victoria, and at th'.s moment
theSf'Vereign relies for her support wuoUy on her Paniameut and
people. Nothing, therefore, could be more untrue than that the

Sovereigns were supported by taxes drawn from the pockets of the

people; they received nothing, in fact, but that for which they

had yielded up a most ample equivalent. After a few comments

on the evidence,.hia Lordship concluded. The Jury then retired,

and in a short time returned with a wrdict of Gu'dtfj, Ttie pri-

soners were sentenced on Saturday, five to two rears' impn.son-

rurposrthey propose teclianges referred to; namely the prin-

cinles of the charter ; that is to say. that the lahourins classes

who have no property are to make laws for those who have

property
'

hat the Lbouring classes who show by their

conduct that they will exercise a tyranny over their fel-

low-subjects to prevent labour, are to make laws for the

protectUin of labour. These persons have never tal^en into their

consideration that one of the objects of law and civihsed society

is he protection of property frorn the violence of one or more

ndividnals. and the protection of man's person from the vio-

ence of those who attack him. They show by the exainple

of ther/ own loose conduct, and the violation of /aw ^^-^
little calculated they are to compose such * legislature

as that which they aim at forming a P^'^ of. His Lordship

concluded as follows t-" Who can say, in this count) of Lan-
can

ecaster, that labour wants protection from the law ? )^i^<^ ^^

sav thkt the working man. even of the lowest description, if h

possesses dUi^enccUlent application, and frugality, may not

a?r?ve at the highest honours of the State ? How matiy examples

are Ihere of persons who, in classes cf life not superior to many

of those who 1 am afraid will be the objects of these prosecutions,

by their industry, talent, and frugality, have acquired foitunes.

uartks" who published them to punishment. He thought he

could not do less than sentence the prisoner to be imprisoned for

the space cf six months in the House of Correction. A second

indictment charged the prisoner and his son with the pi.blication

of another seditious placard. The Attorney-Gerieral said he was

anxious to adopt the most lenient course which, consistently

with the discharge of his public duties, he felt himself justified in

doin^- and he trusted the leniency he was now about to show

woufd'not be thrown away on the prisoners and other persons.

As tl e elder prisoner had been already convicted, and as the son

might be taken to have acted under the inflaence of his father,

he should offer no evidence on the present indictment. The jury

accordingly acquitted the prisoners on this charge; and the

younger Varwick was discharged.- Alexander Hutchmson was

indicted for publishing a malicious and seditious bbel, on the l6th

of August last, at Manchester, and also with attending an unlaw-

?ul meeting. The rrisoner pleaded Guilty. The Attorney-Genc.

ral saiil, he had no doubt that Hutchinson had hitherto erijoyed a

L^cod character ; and the statement of his learned counse to that

effect was known to be true, by those who instructed him (the At-

ton^ey-General). He should therefore merely ask the Court to

reuuire Mr. Hutchinson to find sureties to appear for judgment

when called upon. The prisoner then entered into the required

sureties himself for 100^, and two other persons for 50/. each.

MARK LANE, Friday,. Oct. u.- The Market is very bare

of Enerlish Wheat, and prices are nominally the same as on Mon

day -The sale of Foreign was very limited, and confined to the

trade of the Town Millers.- In Bonded nothing domg. Barley,

Beans, and Peas remain without alteration in value, with a short

supply. The Oat Trade is exceedingly flat.

BRITISH, PER IMPEBIAL QUARTER,

at, Essex, I^enc, and Sufiolk. - • M l^te

Noriolk, LiiRolnshircaiid ^orkBhire, . .

Barley. ....... Malting and disuhne

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . - Tolat^^B

Northumberland and Scotch .... {.^-ea

destroying. Tliat consucuuon is uie uinj yji^^ "^ ^"- «

as ever shown, by repeated examples, that labour is pro-

and the rights of the poor man, if they are only exercised

ment, one to 18 months, and the others to one year's impnson-

ment. The prisoners indicted for the attack on Mr. Shipley^suiiil,

reported in this Paper at the time, were sentenced to various

terms of imprisonment, varying from three months to one year.

The prisoners charged with stopping the railways ai.d canal

•works, and with rescuing their companions from the police, were

found guilty, and spntenced to imprisonment forperious ranging

from twtlve months to two years.

Lancashire Spkcial Commission.—On Monday Lord Abinger

and the other judges who presided at the Chester trials opened

tbc special coauaissiun at Liverpool, with the usual formalities.

and been themselves the employers of labour
!
How i«any^^:.^

thus acquired honour and distinction! Gentlemen, the fair

fabric of the British constitution these unhappy men were desir.

ous of destroying. That constitution is the only one m_the world

that has

wfth'^diligenTe,'"^^^^^^^ are sure to lead him to in

dependence and fortune. TMiat coimtry m the world is there

that has produced such bright examples? Yet the practice of

tho?e individuals would put to hazard all that we enjoy under

.uch a constitution, under colour of what? Why, under the co-

lour of giving the poor man greater influence than he nowhas in the

formation of the laws. Gentlemen, by the law cf England labour

is protected. No doubt labour is the commodity of the poor man.

and ought to be protected; "and I believe the law of England is

so framed, that if any oppression takes place from the master

to the labourer, the law fun^ishes a remedy. The law does

not restrain any man from quitting his master at the termi-

nation of his civil contract with him; if he is dissatisfied

with his wages, or the mode of conducting his employment, the

law does not give to the master any authority to retain him ; the

law leaves him at perfect liberty to make such engagements as

he thinks best, and when they are terminated, to quit him. The

attempt to put a restraint upon masters would at once destroy

capital: and the result would be, that \^'hen capital was destroyed

property would be destroyed, and all mankind would be reduced

to an equality; and if all became labourers, what would the un-

happy labourers gain bvit? Why the market of labour is hke

other markets ; the more there is, the cheaper it is—and if all be-

came labourers, what would he the price of labour? I rather

think it would be very trifling ; therefore the delusions under

which they have been acting, if once explained, arc so obvious,

that one is surprised how men of common sense could be so de-

luded. One is led to conclude that those who are guilty of pro-

pagating among the working classes these doctrines, are them-

selves conscious of the mischief which they propagate, and that

if they should be detected they deserve condign punishment."

The first trials concluded were those for attempting to destroy

the mills of Messrs. Sterling and Beckton at Manchester; the

prisoners were found guilty, and sentenced to a year's imprison-

ment. The other cases tried in the early part of the week pre-

sented no feature of particular interest; in all of them the pro-

secution was conducted with great forbearance, and the Crown
lawyers often recommended the prisoners to mercy.—The pri-

soners convicted of having "with force and terror" stolen a

number of loaves out of a baker*s shop were sentenced to trans-

portation for seven years. Another party, indicted for conspiracy

and riot, in order to turn outthehands at the mill of Mr. Morris,

of Salford, were found tjuilty and sentenced to one year's impri-

sonment with hard labour at Kirkdale gaol. The prisoner

charged with felony atthe Bolton railway station, by stealing ten

pieces of wood for the purpose of supplying the mob with weapons

of defence, was sentenced to transportation for seven years.

The prisoner indicted for conspiracy to turn out workmen at the

mill of Mr. Speakman, at Salford. was sentenced to imprison-

ment for VI months, with hard labour.—Those convicted of riot-

ing at Manchester and Ashton were sentenced to different terms

of imprisonment, varying from three to twelve months, according

to the circumstances of each case. The Grand Jury on Tuesday

came into court with a trre bill of enormous length, for con-

spiracy against the Chartist Executive, consisting of Mr.Feargus

O'Connor, the Rev. W. Hill, the Kev, J.Scholefield, Mr. Bernard

Macartney, Dr. Peter M'Douall, and others, amounting to the

number of sixty. An application was immediately made on be-

half of Mr. O'Connor to be allowed to plead to the indictment by

proxy, as his health would not allow him to be removed from

home without nsk to his life. After some conversation, during

which it was announced that he pleads not guilty and traverses,

the Attorney-General said he had no objection to the application,

which v/as accordingly granted by Lord Abinger. On Wednesday
the same parties, composing the Chartist Executive Committee,
amounting in all to 27 persons, were charged with conspiracy,
and traversed to the next assizes. They were ordered to find

hail, themselves in 200^, and two sureties in 5i;^ each, to appear
at the next asaiz , and to keep the peace in the mean time.

John Turner pleaded guilty to the charge of printhig, at Man-
chester, a seditious placard, " Tiie Address of the Executive
Committee of the Chartist .xssociation." 'ihc pu.wucr expressed
contriliou for the oflfence he had committrd. At a subsequent
period of the day he was di-scharged on his own recognizance

of 100/., and two sure*- h of bUl. each. Richard Warwick was
charged with having at Oldham published a seditious placard.

The Jury, after a short deliberation, found the prisoner Guilty.

Lord Abinger, in passing sentence, expressed his opinion that the

document was seditious, if not treasonable. He was inclined to

think that, combined with a conspiracy to produce such a docu-
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THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE
A STAMPED EWS OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

1842. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22. Price 6d,
INDEX OF TiiE PRlNCirAI, HO

TJIE LAST
Abipa, distinct from the genus
Pinua . . -^ . . €97 a

Acacia, remarks on ita treat-

ment 603 a
Ainalt*iir*s Garden . • * 692 c

Annually to b!f>om in Autumn . Cyj a
Apples and Fears j^tafted on
the same stock « * • C97 b

Apple, Sweeney Ncnpr.reil , 694 d
Apple^j to keep . . * . 69? h
Apples, to lo^sc . . . > 693 c

AzaUa, double red - . « 695 b
Botany, pood Works on « « 697 6
CaK'Uirri Hotank^ Garden' , , «C5 c

Cape Bulbst their treatment • 697 b
Carrots, to preserve • . . 6D3 c

Cement ft>r Jining open gutters 697 «
Conical Boilers, remarka on . 693 a
Exhibitor:^, remarks on their
misconduct . . . , 69i a

Fern^ as fuodfor Pig-s • - C91 A
Fleas, to destroy . , » 694 a
Flowers in religious buildings . fip5 c
(irapcs, disea^^ed . , « £94 a
Gray's Butaniual Text-BcKik,
rev 695 c

Gieeuhousej small, to heat » 697 n
Guano, it» effects on Potatoes . 693 b
IndT)<^ fera dosua # . . 695 b
Ivy, its effect on trees and houses 6fl7 a
Lonicera flexuoga, its treatment b*97 n

RTICULTURAL SUBJECTS

Manure*, Animal, No- 4 ,

Measures of capacity
Moths, to destroy the largo
kinds - . . » ,

Nitrate of potash as a manure
Nitraie of suda, to apply to Te-
lar^(miums . * » .

Paris, Exhibition at -

Pear-trees, to turm Kapaliers .

Pelargoniums, select . .

Plants for succession in the
gieenhouiie . - • ^ .

Putteridpe Hurj*, noticed
Kofes^ hardy • < , ,

Koscv, to prune . . » ^

Salt, its effects on Celery
Scale, to destroy „ . ,

SIu>f-worm, described . ^

Strawberry, its treatdl^nt
Summer, proof olits extraor-
dinary warmth . , ,

Tomato Ketchup, to prepare .

Trellis for Climbers . .

Vallifioeria spiralis, in the open
air

Vine, benefited by autumn
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697 a
694 6
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pruning
Vines, to renovate .

Walnuts, to preserve
VVasp, to cure its sting

6G4 a
607 b
G9i b
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691 a
697 a
693 e
694a

be recorded for what they ivcre pleased to term most valuable,
and. m a national point of view, important information.
Large Trees, for ornament or imraertJate efect, may be had of

every description, from 5 to lo feet high.
Priced Catalogues forwarded by Post to applicants statmg the

size and description of stock rcquiied.
WM. ROGERS & SOX,

Nurserymen, Landscapc-GardenerP, and Contracting Planters,^ Southampton •

TULIPSXy AND R. LAWRENCE, Hampton, Middlesex, beg
TrZ.-r*r

^° ^^^^ ^^^^ attention of Tulip-growers to tlicir CATA-LOGUE OF CHOICE VARIETIES, wliich will be sent free, on
application post-paid.

QOUTHAMPTON NURSERY GROUNDS._The
^^ attention of Noblemen, Gentlemen. Planters, and the Trade
is respectfully directed to the followiug List of Transplanted and
Seedling FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES. SHRUBS &c
which are of the finest quality, and will be delivered by Railway
or Steam-vcsscl iu Loudon or coastwise, carriage free The
great extent of these Groiinds aflTording: a never-failing supply of
every description of Nurser)- Slock, purchasers, however varied
or extensive their orders, may rely on their being executed with
despatch and punctuality. AVaste Lands planted in Hwy part of
the kingdom, by contract, engaging to replace failures, for 3/., 5/
7/., 10?., and upwards, per acre. Capitalists and Trustees con'
templating planting for investment, vrill find this a safe dhd
desirable means of effecting their object.

SEEiJLiNG i-'oukst tubes, pbr 1,000. 1 year.
Ash^ -- --- .. U.Orf.
Birch ,, 20
Scotch Fir
Pilaster
Sea pine (excellent as nurses in exposed situ-
ations

English Oak,* the true" Durmast" of ti

2 years,
35. 6rf,

* « « • • V • •

1

2 • •

5

2

3 6

5 7 6

EA SPLENDID SEKDLlNti PELARGONIUM.
JEFFRIES & SON beg to call the attention of

• the Public to their Seedling Pelargonium, Albert Prince of
>% ales, which they intend scntiing out in Nov. next, in strong
plants, at One Guinea each. Tbe colour of the lower petals is a
fine deep rose pink, upper petals having an immense large dark
maroon spot, witli a distinct broad pink margin, excellent trusses

j

fiowers very large, beautifully cupped, good form, and of superior
habit. Has been seen during the season by many first-rate
cultivators, who have pronounced it a di.^tlnct and desirable
variety, A remittance is respectfullv requested from unknown
correspondents.—Ipswich Nursery, Oct. 13, 1842.

PRINCE ALBERT PEA.
pORMACK and OLIVER, Seedsmen and Nur-Vy SKRYWKN, New Cross, near the Croydon Railway Station,
and Bedford Conservatoiy. Covent Garden, London, have the
honour rfo offer to the notice of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and
others, the above new Pea, as one of the earliest and best sorts
extant

j
in proof thereof, a quantity put into the open ground on

the 14th of March last was ready for use the 25th of April fol-
lowing, being only /rt?Yy-/iro ihtys from the period of solving to
the date of gatheringfor the table ; it is moreover a good bearer,
of excellent flavour, and highly advantageous for early forcing.
—Packets, containing a quart. 55. each.— September 30, 1842.

New Forest: the largest and most valuable

3 6
7
5

6species .. ., ..

Common Oak
If 100,000 of any one kind are ordered, a deduction will' be"made

on these prices.

TRAXSPLANTKD.
Ash
Beech
Birch
Scotch Fir
Larch
Spruce
Pinaster
Sea Pine
Alder

5

12 6
12 6

5

fi

76
7 6

20
m #

Spanish Chcsnut .. .. .. an o
Hazel .. . . ., ,, 12 6
Black Poplar ., ., .. izo

Laurel .. 20
Rhododendron, excellent for cover,
and not su^jject to the depreda-
tions of game, bedded .

.

Do. transplanted, 1 to 2— 3 ft.

EvergreenPrivet 20s.0(f.perl,0C0 '

Tamarisk (excellent for ex-
posure to the sea-spray or
winds 40

Broom & Furze
for cover 1

s. d,

10

20
25
in

10
12 6
12 6
30
25 a
40

8.

20
40
40
20
20
25
20
40

per 1,000

20
40
40

80
40
80

80

t*

ft

it

tf

tr

ft

tt

per 100

3t

SwcetBay lto2ft.40
Portugal Laurel 10

Laurustinus, com-
mon, bedded 8— shining-
leaved, do, 8

— hairj'-

Icaved, do. 8
Ribessangumeum 8
Aucuba 8
Kalmia latifolia 25
"White Broom S
Single Camellias,
from pots 40

Purple Beech 25
Double Chinese
Crab 6

Cypress 25
Hardy Heaths 12

Double Furze 25
Irish Furze 25
Carpet Juniper 25
Fontanesia 25
Giant Ivy 12
Purple Laburnum 6
Sweet-scented

ditto 6
Magnolia pur-
purea 12

Doublc-blcsscmcfl
Peach 6

Sea Pine from
LOtb

„
per 100

255. od. per 100

25 It

$f

tt

19

tt

>*

tt

f>

If

IJ

25

40
40
50

„
per doz.
per 100

tt

tf

tt

tt

50 It

tt

per doz.
per 100

(5

6
per doz.

tt

It

tt

99

tt

tt

tt

tt
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£5 per IGO

Sea- Kale Plants . ,

Asparagus do., . , .

New Victoria Rhubarb

. 25 40 80
25 40 60

Rhododendron
roseum

Rhododendron
hyhiids

New Double Red
Thorn 40

New Single Scar-
let ditto 40

Glycine sinensis 9
Weeping Willow 25
Daphne pontica 25
Worked Hollies
Rose Acaeia
Glutinous ditto
White ditto
Aristolocliia

j sipho
Chinese Honey-
suckle

Scarlet Trumpet
ditto

Golden-flowered
ditto 6

Raspberries, true
double-bearings per 100

R ispberries, true
Yellow Autumn
ditto

Raspberries, Red
ditto

Trained Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, Pears, Plums, Cher-
ries, and Apples, of the most
esteemed kinds, as described
in the "Fruit Cultivator,"
by J, Rogers, Southampton,
2s. 6rf., 3.^. 6rf , and 5x. each.

Currants and Gooseberries,
12.s.6i.pcr 100.

Vines, Qd.f It., and 25. 6d. each.

4*. per 100, 8s. per 100.

2s. and 4s. per 100.

2 2*. per dozen.

TANSLEY NURSERY, NEAR MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE.
7 0SEPH SMITH returns gratlful tlianks to his nu-

«-' merons friends for past favours, and begs to invite Noblemen,
Gentlemen, and others, who may be improving their grounds, to
his extensive and well-grown Stock of Forest Trees, Flowering
Shrubs, Evergreens, Standard and Dwarf Roses, American
Shrubs, &-C. &c.

J. S. also begs further to state, that he has on hand upwards
of 400,000 Transplanted Larches of various ages and size, etiflf

growers, and excellent Roots; 300,000 Transplanted Quicks,
three, four, and five years old; 40,000 Common and Portugal
Laurels

; 30,000 Evergreen Privets ; with many thousands of fine
Rhododendrons for Cover and other Planting ; joid all other
Nursery Stock in pro]tortion.
Catalogues with prices may be had on application.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD,
SUSSEX

WILLIAM WOOD & SON beg leave to inform
'* their numerous Patrons, and Rose Amateurs in general,

that their NEW CATALOGUE OF ROSES, for the ])resent
season, is now ready for distribution, and will be gent, GRATIS,
on application.
The immense Stock of Roses at Maresfield are this season

finer and more luxuriant than ever; no pains or expense have
becji spared to render the collection as rich and unique as
possible.—Also Trees and Plants of all kinds packed with the
greatest care for exportation.
The General Catalogue of Nursery Stock and Trade List of

Roses, &c., are ready for distribution.—Sept. 2!st.

6 per doz.

25 oper 100

fl per doz.

T SHEPPARD, NURSERY A^;D SEEDSMAN,^ • WINCHESTER, begs most respectfuUy to call the atten-
tion of the Trade, and the Public generally, to the undermen-
tioned articles, being such as he can fully recommend to give
satisfaction :—Sheppard's Duke of Wellington Pelargonium, Shep.
pard's King David ditto, Sheppard's Isabella, ditto, 10«. 6d. each

;

Sheppard's Queen of Beauty Pink, a fine Seedling raised in 1841,
a first-rate Show Flower, 5s. per pair; Whitens Prince Albert
Verbena, a splendid vivid scarlet, superior in colour to anvthing
ever offered, price 2s. 6d. each plant.—Agents : Messrs. Warner
and Co,, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, Loudon.

J. S. has on hnr.d a £nc Collection of Pmks, from is. per pair.
October 1st, 1842.

tf

8

|\ j ESSRS. DICKSON, Nurserymen and Florists,
-L»4- Acre Lane, Brixton, beg to inform Amateurs and Florists,
that their Catalogue of Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, &c., is
now ready, and may be had on application to them, or Messrs.
Warner and W'arner, Seedsmen, ^c, Cornhill, London,

t*

8 „

* That there are in this country two distinct species of the
British Oak, is well known to those who have carefully attended
to their respective quahtics-one being red-wooded, the other
white-wooded, more generally known in the New Forest as
the -Durmast and considered as the most valuable species,
producing timber of the largest dimensions. A knowledge of
these important facts led W. R., sear., some years since, toalcer-
tain correctly the means of discriminatirig between the two
species, which were found so well defined as to enable him to
collect the seed of the desired kind with unerring precision and
likewise to communicate his observations thereon to the Bath
and W^est of England Agricultural Society, who ordered them to
be printed in their "Transactions/ 'and their vote of thanks to

l\/l ICHAEL BREWER, Nursery, London-road, Cam-
-L>X bridge, begs respectfully to call the attention of the Nobi-
lity, Gentry, and the Public to that invaluable new Strawberry.
the EMPEROR. It is a strong grower, a great bearer, and has a
fine ilrivour, with laige scarlet fruit superior to Keen's Seedling,
with the great advantage of being ripe a fortnight earlier.—Fine
strong plants are now ready at zos, per 100.
Brewer's perpetual scarlet-flowering Britaxvia Pelargonium,

dwaif habit, dark-green foliage, and the brightest scarlet grown,
I2s. and 185. per doz. Strong-fioweriiig Plants of RUSSIAN
VIOLETS, 45. per doz. Brewer's fine early hybrid SEEDLING
RHUBARB, from the Siberian, not surpassed for earliness and
flavour, strong Roots, gs. per doz.
M. B. has also a large Stock of IRIS SUSIANA and splendid

mixed PERSIAN IRISES to dispose of.

CINERARIA, the '* GEM."—Decidedly the greatest
^ acquisition to this most pleasing family of Plants ever oflercd

Q the Public, and admitted, hy ail who have seen it, to be the finest
dged variety in cultivation. The colour is of the purest White,
beautifully contrasted with a deej) edge of Cherry colour, to the
depth of one-third of the petals. The Flowers perfectly round,
without any space between the petals; good size, and fine shrubby
habit. Strong Plants are now ready for delivery, "s. 6d. each.

Orders are solicited by W. J. Ward, Seedsman, Hull. A refer-
ence or remittance required from unknown Correspondents. No
Discount unless four Plants taken.

GLADIOLUS CARDINALIS.

A MACKENZIE begs to intimate that he has Seed
• of the above splendid and admired Flower, which he has

saved this autumn, in packets at is. and 2s. each, which will be
sent free to any part of Britain; also Bulbs, at '2s. per doz. ; and ;

by adopting his mode of culture, which will be found iu Num-
jbers 34 or 35 of the Chmnicle, they will be able to stand our win-
|

ter without any protection.—Blair Adam, N, B., Oct, Ji4.

to

e

T D. PARKES has a fine New Variety of LABUR-
*^ • NUM, of a vigorous growth, and pendent habit, racemes
of flowers fretiuently IS inches longj flowers moie numerous
and deeper yellow than the common. Dr. Lintiley has given a
favourable account of it in his Pa;cr, 5th Feb., as a weil-
marked variety. Price 10^. 6d. ; or the whole stock of plants,
upwards of 30. f.-r 15/.

A beautiful CiNKEA EI A. large, bright purple, 2s. Gd.-, a
white (this not yet Fo!d out) at 5.v., or 2/. 2». for the stock.
Good Seedling RnononEvnaoNS, from 4s. to 6*. per 100.
Finejiiandard and Dwarf Apples, best varieties, at 1*.

nnto Ditto Pkars, from U. 3rf. to Is. ^.
Good Dwarf Trained Pears, at 3*.

Dartford Nursery, Dartford, Kent.
"

good

QPLENDID ERICAS (HEATHS), EPACRIS. BO-
•^ ROMAS, &c., &C.-J. and J. FAIRBAIRN, in gratefully
ackowlcdgingthe kind and very liberal patronage they have been
favoured with, beg leave most respectfully to solicit the atten-
tion and inspection of their friends and the public to their viiy
large and exceedingly healthy Stock of the above highly beauti-
ful tribe of PLANTS, which they Uattcr themselves are nut to l.e
surpassed in the kingdom ; and wliich, from the extent of their
stock, they are enabled to offer upon the following very advan-
tageous terms:

—

100 fine flowering plants, including 75 Ericas, 20 Epacris, and
5 Boronias. The baskets and packages of the Ericas will consist
of the moPt popular and esteemed kinds—Ampullacea, Ampulla-
cea rubra and elegans, Tricolor, Tricolor superba and elegans,
E.\imia, Hartnelli, Ventricosa, Ventricosa superba, Globosa,
Stricta and Purpurea, Depressa, Vernix ovata, Westcotlii,
Willmnreana, Vestita, Hycmalis, Formosa, Mirabilis, Pattersoni-
ana, Picta, Sulphurea, Viridiflora, Intermedia, RTammosa, Lin-
nai^ana superba, Linnaeana cur\^ieflora, Humeana, Banksia;ia,
Sanguinea, Daphnoides, Blanda, Jasminiflora alba, Donnci, Clif-
fordiana. Rubra, Ceriuthpidcs, Ccrinthoides magna, Grandinosa,
Verticillata nova, Pcrsoluta rubra, Boweana, Exsurgens coc-
cinea, Echiiflora, Omenta, Sulphurea, Blandfordia, Trossula, &c.,
&c., &c.. The Epacris will contain Inipressa, Impress* pallida,
Campanulata alba and rubra. Variabilis, Nivalis, Ouosmcetiora
major, Pulchella, Grandiflora, Pungens, and Purpurascens, &c.,
&c., for , , . . . , jT/ 10
76 Fine Flowering Plants from the same Choice Selection 6 10
50 do. do. do, 5 •
25 do. do. do. 3
For the convenience of those Cultivators who are only desirous

to add a few gems to their collection, J. and J. F. beg to oflferthe
foUowing verj' choice and rare Ericas, 12 plants, package in-
cluded, for 3/.: Aristata, ^Slassoni, Gemmifera, Macknabbiana,
Inflata, Shannouiana, Tricolor, two beautiful new Varieties, Ele-
gans, Cavendishii, Ampullacea vittata, and Ampullacea. No. 1,
a beautiful new Hybrid variety.

J. and J. F. beg to acquaint their Friends and the Public, that
their collections of Fuchsias and Verbenas contain all the be^t
varieties in cultivation, and that, having large stocks, they are
enabled to offer them at very moderate prices.

J. and J. F. beg leave also to inform their Friends and tlie

Public, that their stock of Fruit-trees, Standard and Dwarf,
Trained and Untrained (of the most genuine kinds). Evergreen
and Flowering Shrubs, American Plants, Standard and Duaif
Roses, are particularly fine this season, and very extensive.
Early demands will receive their prompt and most careful atten-
tion, and be much esteemed.

All orders they may be favoured with packed upon the most
approved principles, and delivered free of charge in London.
N.B.—A remittance or reference required from unknown cor-

respondents.—Nurseries, Clapbam, near London, Sept, 15. 1S42.

FAS. CUTHILL has the following Collection of
*^ CHOICE SEEDS :—Lisianthus Russellianus j the splendid
new spottea Digitalis, which gained a medal at Chi^ ick in Juncj
Splendid Scarlet Phlrx Drummondi j CuthilPs Early Melon, with
printed directions—it ripened 72 Melons in a 12.hght.pit,
within two months after plantingj his Black Spine and Snow's
Cucumber, bearing at the rate of 2000 for every 12 lights for the
whole season—any of the aboveat25. 6d. per packetj also a fine
Ridge Cucumber, at Is. per packet; a German VcTotable Marrow,
very fine flavoured, 3d. a seed. On the receipt of a Money Order
any of the above will be sent Post-free. Fine bushy Plants of
the Lisianthus Rus-^ellianus.—Direct James CLxniLL, Florist,
Denmark Hill, Camberwell.

SPLENDID NEW PELARGONIUM, CALCEOLARIA, &c.
TOHN HANCOCK & SON, Seedsmen and Florists,

' " 218, Gilligate, Durham, beg leave to offer to the notice of
their Patrons, Friends, and the Floricoltural world in general,
the following New Varieties of Pelargonium and Calceolaria,
Sec.— Plants of which will shortly be readv.

PELARGONIUM.—-HANCOCK'S NORTHERN BEAUTY.
Dkscription.—Lower petals a bcantiiul pink terminating with

a white centre, upper having a large, rich, well- defined ppot,
which gradually softens towards the edge. The flower is of good
substance, finely formed, large size ; the petals round, broad, and
firm ; good trusser, blooms freely, and of fine habit j flow^ers above
the foliage. Boars some resemblance to the Nymph, but is a
decided improvement on that favourite flower. Warranted to
be a desirable variety, and to prove an excellent sort for showing.
Price per plant, 42s.

CALCEOLARIA.—HANCOCK'S MISS E. JACKSON.
DKscRn»Tio?a.—Ground colour orange, spotted with crimson,

throat also spotted; upper lip yellow, slightly tipped ; colours
bright, of very large size, and exccUent shape. A first-rate and
beautiful variety.

CINERARIA.—VIOLACEA SUPERBA.
Di-;scRiPTio.v.-Of a very intense blue colour, quite distinct,

nnd will prove a great acquisition io this handsome tribe of
plants. Was awarded an extra prize at Durham in August last.
Piice per plant, 5s.

*> No Allowance to the Trade except for the Cineraria.
J, H. & Sox can also supply fine, strong, and healthy plants of

all the best Pelargoniums iu cultivation, at moderate prices, of
which a Catalogue is annually published, containing an accurate
description of each variety, together with Calceolarias, Pansies,
Verbenas, Fuchsias. &c. &c. Also, Catalogues of Dutch Bulbous
Roots. Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.

ROSES

T RIVERS, jun,, begs to 'announce to the Fnhlic

• that his new descriptive Catalogue of Roses is now ready

for distribution. It will be sent, as usual, free to all those who
have ever favoured him with their commands, and also on receipt

of applications enclosing a twopennv stamp.
A few hints on the Culture of Roses are given m the Cata-

logue ^ the descriptions will be found accurate, and not exagge-

rated.
. .

•* The Rose Amateur's Guide," ad edition, pnce os,, is EtiU on
sale at Messrs. Longman and Co.'e»
October 20th,
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/oUowing-

:

ESSRS. YOUELL and Co. beg to announce the

i.^Tri\TrT'RT rr ARE -This, the most Splendid Fcchsia yet

Int'roducedtol,^^^^
--'^^ ^<^ ^^^^^ for .ending out in the

2nd weefoK^ next, at lOs, 6d, per plant, postage free, to any
jna ^^V\"' ^f' . Kinffdom, by Youell and Co., who possess theS s oc\ o7 t! 0r Lindley-s opinion of it will be found in the

anrl^ers^^^^^^^ of the Uth Of May last, as follows :-

.^Your^ccdUng Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have

aecii • the flower bein^ three inches in length, with the tube and

•enals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.

If as yon say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will

atove ft valuable addition to this beautiful genus:—"
^

Which two latter qualities it possesses in the extreme. AH
orders, as well as those from the Continent, will receive every

care in packing", so as to ensure their perfect safety. The usual

diicount to the Trade, where not less than six plants are ordered.

For further particulars see their advertisement in the Gardeners^

Chronicle of the 8th inst.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTKES.—A Superb Collection of the

above are now being: sent out at the following- prices :—
25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, ^5
la
25
12

12

I*

19

do, do. do. 2 10

of fine Show flowers, . •SO
do. do. • • • 1 10

of extra fine Show Pinks, ••14
do. do. . . . 12

The selection being left to Y. & Co
Who, should it meet the wishes of those favouring them with

their orders, will send them free to any part of the United Kingdom,
at the extra charge of 2a-. per dozen pairs.

A Post-office order, or reference, is respectfully requested from
unknown correspondents.
Their Catalogue, containing every known variety worthy of

cultivation, may be had by enclosing two postage stamps.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA,—Y. and Co., who possess by far

the largest stock in the country of the above most noble Hardy
Plant, which is in course of planting by most of the Nobility,

are executing orders for it in fine strong healthy Plants, at 60j.

per dfizen.—Great Yarmouth Nurser)'» Oct. 2uth, 1S42.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London (removed
• from WalwortlOi ^>" Appointment Floiist to her Majesty,

respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry that this is the

proper season for planting tlic above bulbs, and tl^^t his Catalogue
is ready and may be had on application.

"OBERON."
SAMUEL HODGES begs to inform the admirers of the

PjuLAnDOMUM that he intends to send out in strong Plants,

at 42<. each, the above-named Pelargonium early next month ; it

was exhibited at Chiswick in June and July, at the Horticultural
Show ; also at the Crown and Anchor, Tavern, Strand ; at the
Cheltenham and Gloucestershire Shows, and was greatly ad-
mired ; it is allowed to be a beautiful and new variety.

Cheltenham Imperial Nursery, 20th October,

N GAINES begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and
• Trade in general, that his List of first-rate Pelargoniums,

PanMes, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Chrysanthemums,
Cinerarias, Auriculas, tkc, may be obtained by application at the
Nursery.
SPOTTET) BIGITAUS.-Seed of this Splendid Flower, which

received a Medal at the June Meeting of the Horticultural
Society at Chiswick, can be obtained in small packets at 5». each
—also some fine Pansy-Seed, at 2s. M. do,—Surrey-lane, Batter-
sea. SOthOct., 1812.

WLYNN, NuRSKR-Y AND Seedsm AN,late of Henley-
• on-Tham , bt ^ to offer to the Trade, and Public in

general, the following articles, which are good and fine -.—viz..
Maiden Cherries, ditto Stocks, 4 to fi it.; U varieties of Dwarf
Trained Plums ; Standard Plum Storks, 6 to 8 ft. ; Standard
n'alnuts; Red Cedars. I to 2 ft.; Arbor Vit?e, 4 to 6 ft.; Box-
trees, 2 ft.; Spiraea bella; Camellias, 1 to 2 ft., set for bloom;
Auriculas ;' Myrtles, tft. ; Gesnera fragrans, 2 ft.; Hoya carnosa;
Pelargoniums; Lobelia ignea ; also a sniaiJ stock of his new Dwarf
Writikled Mrirrow Peas, at 2j. 6^/. per quart : this Pea has given
universal satisfaction in the neighbourhood of Henley— it is
superior to the Knight's Marrows, and mnch more advantageous,
especially in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 ft. ; it is the
most prolific Pea the advertiser ever saw, perpetual in irs bearing,
quite full, and of most delicious flavour, even when nearly ripe.
New White Reading Onion—seed of own erowth; l*ong and
Short Prickly Cucumbers ; fine Curled Parsley ; Vegetable
Marrow; Wa!nut-!cavt'd Kidney Potatoes, and Knight's Seedling
Early Frame ditto :— For which early appUcatious are requcjited.
AU orders and communications addressed (pre- paid). No. J?,Lower Horaertou Terrace, Homcrton, will l>e punctually at-
tended to.

NEW SPLENDID HEARTSEASE AND PINKS.
ynuX COUDREY, Nurseryman and Florist,^ Edgbaston Nursery, near Birmingham, begs to caU the atten-
tion of Florists generally to bis new HEART.SEASE, Prince of
Wales, the finest dark flower in cultivation—from the opinion of
the " Gardeners' Gazette," it is pronounced to be fit for any
stand, and allowed by all Florists that have seen it to be the best
dark yet out, being extra large, fine substance of petal, and un-
equalled shape ; Plants. 7*. Qd. each.

Also Biitlsh Queen—fine white ground, beautiful bold dark
eye,three!ower petals richly belted with fine purple, and extra
shape; Plant. 5«.
AUo his four new Seedlinsr PINKS -Lord Calthorpe. 7s. Cd. ;l^ord Uttltton, 3t. 6rf. ; Adelaide, 35. Gd. ; Venus. 3s. 6^, ; all first-

^e »of%t\'T
°^ '^^'''^ appeared in the » Gardeners' G*.

mii^V hl^'l^^S '"^fU^^'f friends, that on account of the short-

Edgbaston Nurscp-, Oct. 18th, 1842.

JSTAMED TULIPn^o DAHLIAS fok ^^ZZ
treaToe^'^r.oS^^^^^ S-J-'

being anxious

TULIPS, consisting of 150 Va^feti'J^t he Sd\spose o/ the^'
ei^ther in one or two lots, as mightf be req^frUTa "low ndc"'Also, about 120 ground-roots of DAHLIAS, eonsistina: o7 Ihali
80 very select Varieties, comprising nearly the whole of the leldmg show-flowers in cultivation. ^ ^^^^'

The names and further particulars may be had bv Post-naid
application to Mr. THOMAS LAW, Nurseryman, Scotch str^t
Carlisle, who is commissioned to treat for the same

'

Carlisle, Oct. U, 1S42.

AURICULAS AND TULIPS.

TO AMATEURS.—To be disposed of—a Collection
of 70 I'ots of named AURICULAS, among which are two

Plants ot Laurie's Glory of Cbeshunt. ! of Oliver's Love!/ Ann, 2
of Franklin's Bellona, 2 of VVaterhouse's Conqueror of Europe,
and other first-rate flowers, price 5^, Also a collection of fine-
named TULIPS—47 rows—about 500 bulbs—together with the
drawers divided into compartments and fitted in a case complete,
in which the Tulips are arrange'd, price 5/. The above p<?rj
cheap lots are well worth attention.—To be seen from 8 to 9
o'clock in the momingr, hy applying to Mr, Br»y, Six Bells,
KJag'a Roftd, Chelsea.

'

SOMERSTOWN SQUTHSEA NURSERY-GROUND.

TO BE SOLD BY PRIVATE CONTRACT, about
2 Acres of Frsehold Land, with a good Stock on it ; a good

opportunity for a young man that wants to enter the Nursery
Business. It is situated in a pleasant spot and a genteel neigh-

bourhood, half a mile from Portsmouth and one and a half miles

from Gosport Soutl-Western Railway Terminus. On the ground
is a Dwelling Hougc, used as a Seed-Shop, Greenhouse 94 feet

long, 2 Bricking Pits, &c.; it -will be sold with the Stock, or

without, if preferred.—For Particulars apply to Mr. Nobes on
the Premises ; or to Messrs. Minchin and Oaks, Solicitors, St.

George's Squsire, Portsea,

TO NOBLENEN, GENTLEMEN, AND OTHERS,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by the Trustees of Messrs. Auamson and Son. to

submit to public competition, by Auction, on the premises. Stoke

Newington Common, on Monday, 31st Oct., 1842. and fallowing

days, at 11 o'clock, the whole of the Valuable NURSERY-STOCK
on 30 acres, consisting of Fruit and Forest-trees, Evergreens,

American Plants, Deciduous and Ornamental Shrubs, of every

variety, in considerable quantities. Also about .5,000 of MYATT'S
BRITISirQUEEN STRAWBERRY (acknowledged by superior

judges to be the finest in cultivation). Rhubarb for forcing, &c.,

&c. The Stock may be viewed prior to Sale. Cata'ogues 1*.

each, returnable to purchasers, may be had on the premises, of

the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, American Nur-
sery, Leytonstone.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY
HOT WATER,

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c., Gloucest.sr-
• PLACE, King's- RoAn, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders and

Ilot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the
Nobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive
t!irou;;Iiout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HO^ICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 30oft. in
lene-th.

Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means
of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally
adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c., at their Horticultviral Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square,

pORBETT'S HOT-WA.TER APPARATUS, for
^-^ heating Greex-housks, Hot-houses, PixsaiES, &c., by
means of Hoc Watei'in (ipen Troughs.
Tuns. CoiiRKjT, in thar.kingthe Nobility, Gentry, and Nursery-

men, for the kind patronage they have given to his new method
of heating by means of Open Tronghs, takes this opportunity of
stating to the Public, that he has made^ arrangements with
Messrs. S. and W. Kinguon, of Exeter uiider winch he has
appointed them .Sole Agents for the Making, Selling, and Erecting
the said Apparatus. All applications add»esscd to them will he
immediately attended to. And Tiios. Corbett hereby captions
all persons against the Making. Selling, or Erecting the said
Apparatus, after this notice, without their consent.
MKSsas. KiNGOON' beg to inform Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nur-

serymen, and others, that they have undertaken the sole Agency
of the above new Apparatus, wt ich, in tlic opinion of sevtral of
the most eminent horticulturists, stands unrivalled amongst the
many inveniions for suiplying artificial Heat sind Moisture with
Ventilation,toStove8|Green-)iouses, Hot-houses, Pineries, &c.&c.
Messrs. Kingdon have erected a model of an apparatus on their
premises, which is opened for inspection j and they feci COiifidcnt
that this method of heating will supersede all others. The
apparatus may also be seen at Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co.'s,
Nurserymen, Exeter Nursery, by whom any information will be
given.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTUR^IL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.-
D. and E. Batlky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erectioii of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
menta suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing nut only very eiticient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the a-i-t^u^atua with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Irelatid, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executiug'the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. andE. Bailsy also construct m metal all de '^<tions of

Horticultural Buildings and ? hea, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 2/2, Hoibom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an ai-rangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic cunili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent,
D.andE.BAiLKvhave prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery j they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vais, required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

JOHN WALKER, 46, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell,

w^..^^ o?'
having been for many y< s exteiibively engaged in

«^^f^ Churches, Manufactories, Hospitals, Hothou. .Con-
servatones, and Private Houses, by means of Hot Water, cither
jn Pipes or Pedestals, can confidently recommend this mode of
heatnig m prrference to any other. Numerous referencea can be
given both in town and country, where he has succtssfuUy and
satisfactorily applied it. Baths fitted u£> and heated in a superior
manner. Orders executed in all part* of the Country with pimc-
tuaiity and desDatch.

wANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER _
ALEXANDER DAWSON, several years Gardener to

F. Clarkson, Esq., Hanger's Lane, Stamford Hill, Middlesex
being about to leave that gentleman's employment, is desirous of
meeting with another engagement in the same capacity • is a
Married Man, without encumbrance, 30 years of age, fully' com
petent as Farcing Flower and Kitchen Gardener, and can have
the highest character as such from his present employed, as well
as for sobriety, honesty and industry. Letters Post-paid ad-
dressed as above, will be strictly attended to.

WANTS 9 SITUATION as GARDENER, a
married man, -without family, aged 28, who has a general

knowledge of his business ; his wife has no objection to take
charge of a house or lodge. Wages per week, with a cottaije
1/. 2s. Satisfactory references can be given. Address, A. B

'

Post-ofl:ice, Acton, Middlesex. ' '*

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
WANTS, a SITUATION.— A PERSON with-

out encumbrance, who has a thorough knowledge of
Horticulture in its various branches, and has had extensive
piactice in Laying-out and Planting, with attention to Tim-
ber

i
he has likewise superintended Agricultural Improvements

Irrigation, J^c. : wishes for a situation as Gardener, or as Gardener
and Bailiff, or^ssistant Steward. The most satisfactory reference
can be produced.—Address, prepaid, to H. A,, at J. Charlwood*s
Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London.

'

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description, Gardeners* Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)

To Anjatcurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, \cry ornamental in appearance, and require attentiqn

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may he obtaintd as above ; where also may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter^
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden ImplementSj ^-c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket- pipes.

N.B.—Wayte*s New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

EDWARD BECK iu\ites the attention of Horticul-
turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottagb, Islb-

WORTH, upon application to the gardener—SMwdaya excepted.

E^
CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

i No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3 William IV.

LOWKR RATES OF FKEMIUM THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER OFFICE,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profts, as follows :—

15 20 25 30

1 10 8 1 14 7 1 19

35 40

2 4 3I2 iO 11 2 IP 9

I
I i

3 11 9

50

4 8
Annual
Premium
per cent. ___^
The BoNL's declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1S39 a second

Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from anyone
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world npon^tcrms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons tlying by suicide, duellmg, or by

the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

CAMPiJKtL James Downer, Secretary.

This day is published, in one volume royal octavo, handsomely

bound in cloth, price 205.j

^HE GRASSES OF SCOTLAND;
containing a Scientific Description of each Species, Re-

marks on their Use in Agriculture, &c. -By Richabo Parnell,

M.D. F.R.S.E. Illustrated with a Figure of each Species ana

several Varieties, amounting to One Hundred and Thirty. Drawn

fciid Engraved by the Author. « t. u «,on
William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh; and 22, Pall-maii,

London.

In a few days will be Published, m-ni-T^o
A HISTORY OF BRITISH FOREST-TREES
iX indigenous and introduced. By Pridkavx Jons S^lbv ol

Twizell, Es<i. This volume gives an account of the useiuiana

ornamental properties, and the best mode of
F""""^Vnrm« a

various Forest- trees now gro%\'n in Great Britain.
."J^^*^" ^

manual for thp planter, and an interesting and ^"(o^??^"^^^^*?/!!

for tiie general reader. Each species is
^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^f'"^^^^^^

and figured. The Engravings, amounting to >?e»^^>'
^^^Vfrnif

stnt the perfect tree, and details of the dowers, leaves, and iruic.

Demy 8vo, 28.v. ; royal 8vo, 2/. 16*.

John Van Voorst, I, Paternoster-row.^
^l^H E BOOK OF THE FAKM-
X By ITexry Stephens. ,

PART VITI. will be Published on the 1st of November, wnen

the Monthly Issue will be resumed.
,T,i!cT,^ff

The First Volume, consisting of the Seven Parts P"^/^^!^^^^^

inu.strated with Seventeen Engravings on Steel, and neany i

Hundred Woodcuts, may now be had, bound in cloth, price juo.

The Second Volume wUl complete the Work.

William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and Lonoon

THE ONLY GARDEN ALMANAC..
On November 1 will be published, price U.

. ^

HARRISONS GARDEN ALMANAC & ^LOKAl^

CALENDAR for 1843. All Advertisements mtento^^ for

insertion must be forwarded to the Publisher, 60, Old Bauej, uj

the 26th inst, , -^^ 1 o

This day is published, imp. 32mo, gilt edges, price 15.,

Second Edition, »ti?ttiKG
THE LADIES' HAND-BOOK OF KNIpI^G, NETTI^^^

AND CROCHET ; containing plain directions by
^y^Y'^^.^nvment.

proficientin those branches of useful and ornamentaiempiuy

THE LADIES' HAND-BOOK OF FANCY NEEDLEWUH^
AND EMBROIDERY; containing plain directions "^^^L^^^^^^

become a perfect miatress of those delightful arts, Seconu x.u

imp. 32mo, gilt edges, price 1*. .ui^ate Hill
H. G. Clarke and Co., 66, Old Bailey, 6 doors from Luogart^^^

containing all that is new and valuable "ii^'^*'"^"",^/R,.vv- by
culture. Published by R. Groombridge, ^^^f^^^^^^Ji^^rJ^^
^hora AdvertisemenU and Communications for the i^cnw*

rfceiveU,—Sold hy all BooJtscUers an<l Newsmen.
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HORTJCULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
^EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.-This is to
-^ give Notice, that the latest day for receiving Suggestions as

to the manner of arranging the Prizes, is the Thirty-first of
TiiE PRESB>T MONTH; immediately after which the Committee
wiU proceed to settle the Prizes for next year.

21, Regent street, Oct. 14, I8J2.

^fje a^Hv^tmvB' efirom'cle

(
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tueadaj-j Nov. 1 ,

Wednesday, Nov. 2

f Horticultural

-J FJoricuItural
(Linnpan
Geological .

2 P.

7* p. .

4 ' ".

A USEFUL fact has lately been brought under our
notice by Mr. Dawson, of Tottenham. He has a Jar-
gonelle Pear-tree, which '' is planted against* the
gable end of a coacli-house, and consequently is
trained much higher than it could be on an ordinary
garden-wall. One of the principal limbs, at a little
more than a foot from itsjunction with the main stem,
is cankered three inches of its length on one side, and
for more than six inches on the other. The part af-
fected is about an inch and a half thick one way by
three-fourths of an inch the other. Above and below
the wound, the circumference is about six inches.
There is not the least bark or young wood connecting
the upper and lower parts of the branch, the diseased
part being black, and the wood extremely hard. Ne-
vertheless, strange as it may appear, this branch pro-
duces every year an abundant crop, invariably about
a fortnight earlier than the rest of the tree. The fruit
IS certainly not equal to that grown on the other
branches, but its ripening earlier causes that defect lo
be overlooked. Excepting fruit-spurs, this branch has
not made an inch of wood during the last four years ;

although the rest of the tree is very vigorous. There
is neither bark, liber, alburnum, nor anv other living
substance externally 6n the diseased part^ I have had
It under my own observation for four years ; and I
have reason to believe that the wound is much older.
Ihe question is, how, during all that time, the branch
in question has derived its nourishment?"

^
This instance is one of very considerable interestm gardening, We all know of the operation of rin<T.

ing^that is to say, ofremoving a ring of bark from'^a
branch, for the purpose of rendering it fruitful. This
IS an artificial mode of gaining the same end as has
been attained accidentally in the instance now de-
scribed: fruit is produced abundantly, it ripens
earher than it otherwise would have done, and it is
of somewhat inferior quality. When branches are
thustreated, it is generally supposed that the albur-num or sap-wood remains alive, and conveys the fluids
upwards beyond the wound; hut there is no question
that, m many instances, the alburnum becomes dead
and loses all such power.

'

The fact is, that the notion of alburnum exclusively
conveying sap upwards is one of those ponular errors
that It IS almost impossible to eradicate. 'The albur-num IS only wood a little younger than that beneath
U; two such layers of wood are in no respects ditferent
nor are they cut off from comnmnication with each
other

:
on the contrary, they are united by 'myriads of

kteral passages, as well as being placed in contact.n hy, then, should one execute the office of conveying
the sap, and the other lose it? Again, the wood that
IS caDed alburnum this year loses the name next year
without changing its nature ; and it is inconceivable
that a part of a plant which conveys sap upwards one
year should cease to do bo afterwards, without essen-
tially altering Its structure. In truth, sap rises throucrh
the whole mass of the wood, whether heart-wood or
sap-wood, but w^ith a rapidity dependent ui^on
the condition of the wood. That hard part of a
tree which we call wood, principally consists of
tubes of various sizes, tlirough which sap rises from
the roots into the branches. When the tubes are
young, they are smooth in tlie inside and quite open,
and consequently sap passes through them very easily!
15ut as they become old, they are gradually cloi^cred
and choked up by the sediment deposited in them by
the sap ; and, of course, when that is the case, the pas-
sage lor fluids becomes obstructed. Suchsedimentary
matter alters the colour of the tubes, hardens them, and
causes them to assume the dark appearance characterise

^W wh n '^' ^^''' '^ ^^"^ ^i" ^^P ^i^^ through

llT/ :?/^ r" ^" '^'^ ^'^'^^ or the circumference ofa

coloured flmd which will rise along with the sap, and
It will be found that the whole of the central parts are
stained, while the alburnum is uncoloured. So that it
even appears as if. in some cases, the sap avoids the
alburnum, instead of being absolutely confined to it.

If the centre of a tree becomes extremely dark-
coloured, and all its tubes are in consequence com-
pletely filled with incrustation, then, no doubt, sap will
be unable to force its way upwards; and in such a
case the direction of it must necessarily be through the
softer parts ; but even in that case the alburnum will
only receive its share of the ascending fluid.

_
It is. we think, somewhere suggested, that in those

instances where the communication between the
upper and lower part ofa tree is intercepted by a long
wound with a dead surface, the leaves must provide
their own food, and feed the branch, by attracting nu-
triment from the atmosphere. We, however, know
that leaves cannot, under ordinary circumstances, do
this; and it is unphilosophical to assign them such a
special power in particular cases, especially when the
real nature of a phenomenon is to be explained by
reference to causes habitually in operation. ^

Wi- last week promised our readers an exact plan
of the manner in which the wire trellis fur climbing
plants is attached to the pots— a matter of great
importance, and of which the separate plans that have
been proposed, and some of which are published,
convey an incorrect idea. The following cut will
no\v render this part of the construction intelligible, and
apply to all plans of trellises, be they what they may.

and form the perfect Acorn. Now suppose thatthii
natural tendency on the part of the scales to join toge-
ther, on the one hand, into the cup—and on the other,
into the Acorn, is interfered with by any constitu-
tional peculiarity in the tree that bears them, it is evi-
dent that they will form nothing but clusters of scales
of which the innermost will probably be somewhat
different from the others.

But it may be asked, why we are to conclude that
an Acorn is composed of modified leaves, Ijecause it
consists of scales like the scales of a leaf-bud? The
process of reasoning by which this inference is esta-
bushed IS the following:
That the scales of which a leaf-bud is composed,

and which weshall call A, are merely imperfect leaves.
IS demonstrated in the spring, when the buds are pro-
ducing branches; because such scales can be readily
traced into common leaves, which we will call C.Now it will be observed, that if B (the scale of the
^'\^"-<^"P) *s the same as A (the scale of the leaf-
bud), and if A can be so traced into C as to leave no
doubt about its being of the same nature, tlien B
must be the same as C also.

It will be seen that a strong wire ring is carried
round the pot, a little above its bottom. To this a
sufficient^ number of upright wires are attached, all
round. The uprights are pressed down upon the
surface of the pot, till they reach the lim, over which
they are firmly bent till they reach the highest point
of the rim. or are even bent a little within it. At

tr^o - o«^ ,u r
—"v*^ V4 mc tuuuiuierence oi atree

,
and therefore there is nothing surprising in

yona u m the fuil vigour of life.

,
That the sap flows upwards through the wholemass of the wood, unless Its tubes have been chokedup by the sediment of many years, is easfly provtS^Cut down a tree in the spring: and the XlcSaceof the wound wilUoon be n.oi!tened by thrrSiiisapcentre a8 well as circumference: or, fn themS JfAugust, introduce into the interiorof a Sycam^eLI

rim,
this point they are secured by a second ring of stout
wire, adjusted as in the drawing; which having been
done, the uprights are directed upwards, and fashioned
into the pattern required. By these means a sort of
collar is formed upon the rim of the pot which pre-
vents the trellis from shpping downwards, while at
the same time the lowest ring of wire keeps it from
swinging and swaying backwards and forwards.
We believe the first application of this ingenious

plan for securing trellises to flower- pots, for manage-
ment of creepers and other plants, was made by Mr.
John Green, the excellent gardener of Sir Edmund
Antrobus ; and we are sure that the surpassing beauty
of his specimen plants thus treated must be iiresh in
the memory of every visitor to the exhibitions of the
Horticultural Society, Previously, the supporting
wires were universally fastened to the inside of the
pots, and consequently wanted that steadiness and
security which are so essential to top-heavy plants.

Among the many curious evidences that the flowers
and fruit of plants are really formal out of leaves in a
peculiar state, there is one occasionally to be found at
this time of the year, of which we are reminded by a
letter from a friend in Northumberland. On a bank
in a field above 700 feet alxjve the level of the sea, is a
very old stunted Oak, of the sessile-flpwered species,
which rarely forms Acorns, but in their room an abun-
dance of little clusters of brown hairy scales, looking
like very large buds burst open. These bodies are not
uncommon on stunted trees, but seldom appear on
specimens in a state of vigorous growth. They are in
reality Acorns, whose parts cannot completely trans-
form themselves into fruit because of the debility of
their parent. This will be readily ascertained by
comparing them with true Acorns, after the following
explanation shall have been studied.
An Acorn in its natural state, when verj/ young, con-

sists of small scales, placed one over the other in large
numbers, just hke scales in a bud. Of these scales.
some (about, eight) in the centre separate a little

from, tlie others, roll themselves up, a^d form the
embryo Acorn. At a later period, ail the exttriur
scales enlarge, and grow together into the cup ; while
the inner scales also enlarge, but in a diflfercnt way.

ON AMMAL MANURES—Ko.V.
(By Professor Charles Sprknukl. Tnrnslated from

the German.)
(Con(imtedfrom page 692.)

5. Hair and JVool.-^As hair and wool contain'T^«
same component parts as Iiorn-shavings and hoofs, it is
easily to be understood why both are equally valuable
manure: they act most powerfully the firat year, becauee.
on account of their minute division, they are more quickly
decomposed than horn-shavingt

; but, for the same reason,
tb^ do not produce any effect after the first year.

Formerly, the refujse of wool, as well as of woollen rags,
could be eafidy procured in the manufactories ; but since
the art of fabricating new cloth from old raga (by a certaia
operation of scraping), or even from refuse of wool, has
been discovered, the farmer has become confined to the
use of .Ike hair left after tanning, and to such bristles as
are useless to the brushmaker. The former are mostly
mixed with lime, and must, therefore, be brought at once
to the ground, or, which is better, be introduced into the
compost-heap, containing much humous earth, to be used
subsequenfly as a top-dressing. If that is neglected, such
materials decompose, and lose much of their nitrogen un-
der the form of ammonia.
Some persons have advised us to strew woollen rag«

about the sheep-fold, witiiout considering that by so doing
the volatilization of the most powerful ingredient in theui
is still further increased; because sheep manure is alto-
gether deficient in any principle capable of fixing the am-
moiiia, whether generated by the cfecomposition of rags,
or by the excrements of the' sheep.

6. Rffuse of Glue Manufactories.—la the fabrication
of glue, portions of sinews, cartilage, &c., are left behind.
These are also very powerful manuring substances; not
mure, indeed, than lOOOlb, of them is to be applied to a
Magdeburg acre, or the crops will be laid. In some coun-
tries tins refuse is formed into balls of 30 to 40Ibs. each, of
which oO to 35 are used to tlie acre. The refuse of glue
manufactories contains 13 or H per cent, of nitrogen,
which fully explains their manuring quality. They are
best suited to Cabbages, but their action does not last be-
yond the first yean

7. Greaves.—Vi^htn suet and fat are converted into
candles or soap, the skin and the cellular tissue, which
contained the fat, are left behind ; they contain, like carti-
lage, sinews, and horn, 15 or 16 per cent, of nitrogen, and
are consequently, like them, a powerful manure. To pre-
vent their making the crops over-rank, they must be used
in small quantities (800 to lOOOlb. per acre), and their
effects are very transient. The best way with the re-
fuse of glue and with greaves is to rot them with humous
earth, after which they can be better distributed over the
land. They are never to be mixed with hme, which dig-
perses their ammonia.

8. Animal Coai.— It has been considered a great disco-
very in France to carbonise the flesh of animals, dying a
natural death, ia large iron retorts, and to use the powder
as a manure. But in the process of carbonisation of ani-
mal substances, much nitrogen escapes in the shape of
ammonia. It is therefore ^evident that this vaunted dis-
covery IS of no' importance. The only advantage is, that
carbonate of ammonia and sal-ammoniac are obtained as
secondary producU* The coal thus obtained can never be
such good manure as the fresh animal parts. It is far
better to. cut the flesh into small strips and to dry it, for
then no part of the manuring substance of the'f?esh is
lost.

_
It may afterwards be pulverised and used as a top-

dressing. This process is now also used in France, and
may supersede the conversion of fiesh into charcoal. Both
expedients, however, are merely make-shiffs, which caa
only be resorted to in cities where, as in Paris, from 30 to

40 horses are daily carried away to the knacker. But it

cannot be too often repeated, that, whenever they are to be
had, the carcasses of dead horses, 6:c., should be used more
economically, instead of being mere food for raveas, and
poisoning the surrounding air.

9. JRefujf^ 0/ Sufar Manufactories (Coai of Bones,
Blood, Milk).—It is known (hat in reGning sugar, bloody

milk, and animal charcoal (coal of bones) are employed.
From what has been already said, it is evident that the
refuse of sugar manufactories, consisting chiefly of coagu-
lated blood, albumen, and fihre, must be a powerful manure,
because if fluid blood (containing much water) is so, ita

solid parts must posses* equal propertit?s. There is, in-
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"".n^^TTbetterthaa the refuse of sugar-

deed, scarcely »"? mjnre better
^^ ^^^ ^^^

a,auufactor,es, ' ^Jj'^iUrcharcoal has been employed,
refuse -'"1 ''7/'" J.^'l'u.periments. The coal of the

ai I Inve found by ^"^ra t

phosphate of lime

«r?T :r? aft ca not be Sv?d elheJ m the humic

: Sbo^.l ac/s'o? t?e soil. Moreover, since the mar.u-

ftcturer has learned that the coal of bones may be so pre-

Sred as to be fit a second time to clanfy sugar, little of it

Jnds its way to the farmer. If milk has been used m re-

fining, the refuse ^iH be of the same value as that of

blood, because the caseine of the milk is equally rich in

nitrogen. In manuring with blood or caseine, great cau-

tion is to be exercised, or the crops may grow too rank ;

inch materials must be used as fresh as possible, or the

rapid action of putrefaction will expel much of the ammo-

nia, in the form of gas ; but in this case also the loss can

be pTevented.if the refuse is left to rot am.ong humous earth.

The manuring quality of such refuse is quickly lost, and so

this effect will not last more than one year : 500 to fiOOlbs.

are the utmost which one acre of land will bear. Like all

manures which are used in small quantities, they are em-

ployed as a top-dressing, and are harrowed in with the

10. Fish, and the Refuse of Fish.—On the sea-coast

occasionally such large quantities of fish are caught, that

they cannot be used more advantageously than as manure.

In some parts of England (Lincolnshire, Cambridge-

shire, and Norfolk) enormous quantities of stickle-

backs are thus employed. It has been calculated, that

one load offish is equal to six loads of the best stable-

dung ; it must, however, never be used with any sort of

grain, as it causes smut and mildew, as I know from ex-

pericnce. The refuse left in salting and smokiiig fish is

equally powerful. In England; fish, or their refuse, are

always laid in heaps mixed with earth and lime, and are

left to rot. If only a small quantity of lime and an earth

very rich in humus are used for this purpose, no ammonia

will be lost, and the grain will suffer less from mildew.

If we consider the chemical constituents of flesh and

bones of fish, it is evident that they must yield a very pow-

erful manure. 100,000 parts of fish flesh are com-

posed of
C parts of fibre, albumen, osmazome, mucus and

}6jW\)
I ^^^ containing phosphorus.

5,000 parti of glue.

I . . phosphateof potash, chloride of potash,

2,000? lactate of soda, carbonate and phosphate of

i^ lime, phosphate of magnesia, and traces of iron.

80,000 parts of water.

100,000 parts-

On account of its great amount of water, the flesh of

fish is not quite so nourishing as that of quadrupeds, and

consequently possesses less manuring power.

The bones of fish, oa the other hand, contain in lOOjOCO

parts,

37,360 parts of cartilage.

6,160 . . carbonate of lime.

55,260 • • phosphate of lime.

1,220 . . sulphate and chloride of soda-

100,000 parts.

Besides fish, the flesh' and ofl'al of seals are used as

manure on the coast of Scotland-

(To be continued,)

Rousselet de Rheims, a variety highly esteemed for dry-

ing : from this the Seckel is perfectly distinct, yet it bears

a closer resemblance to that than to any other of the many

hundred varieties cultivated in the garden of the Horticul-

tural Society,—I believe Seckel, and not Seckle, ought to

be the name. It is Seckel according to Kennck, the

*• American Orchardist." There is no such name as Seckle

in the German language, but there is Seckel- meister—

a

treasurer.—/?- Thomson.

. THE SECKEL PEAR.
Seckle^ Bed-cheeked Seckle, New York Red-cheek,

The accompanying outlines are those of the Seckel Pear

;

the larger having been taken from a fruit grown against a

wall—the smaller, representing the average size, from a

standard tree in good condition- The fruit varies from a

small to a medium size, and is obovate ; the stalk is short,

the eye open, v.Ith the segments of the calyx slightly con-

Terging ; skin olive-brown where shaded, deep red next

the sun, and acquiring a brighter tint between the period

after the fruit is gathered and the time that it becomes fit

for use. A sprinkling of pale dots is most apparent on
the highest- coloured portion of the surface : the flesh is

yellowish-white, tender, melting and juicy, with a rich

honied sweetness, aud musky aroma, which is most agree-
able even to those who dislike perfumed Pears. The
fruit ripeua in October^ and somewhat in succession from
the same tree ; but it will only keep a short time after it

attains perfection. The tree is vigorous, not subject to
canker, and suitable for a standard, bearing in that state
very abundantly and in clusters. Many varieties of Pears,
grown to a comparatively lai^e size on walls, lose then-
flavour in proportion; but the Seckel naturally possesses
to much, that although it loses a little by being increased
in size, it still retuns enough to constitute a rich fruit.—
Some account of this variety, with plants and a drawing,
was sent to the Horticultural Society by Br. Hosack, of
New York. From this, published in the 3d vol., p. 256,
First Series of th^Tpnsactions of the Society, it appears
tb^-»i«|*j||Jp©r-Seckel), of Philadelphia, had the

credit ofJijwingi||^Sf^^ it in the vicinity of that

"^^-^^M^f
^^^^^ ^^^^ '^^ ^^ grown by Mr,

" r^fef wv..>4yri^f^^|^a ago, and that he obtained the

1:i"e:«|rtmH|L V^"^* flt a settlement of Swedes which

"Wi*pi'r!j^*^!Wf&*|td n-- -^ and that probably

^Ma wck'et'^^ (fjmi^miid obtained grafts from Mr. Weiss'a

^Be*t flowc i' \ii&\^^j be, as both families were of

Tii 111I1 II MiBm. i4 l^A^^ ^^^^ supposition that the Pear in

qu^p^n^Hlil^JjdKu^wted from the continent of Europe
;

buo®f4^e3 ix>iJLf^^r to have been the case, otherwise

it woSlccttain^have been discovered amongst the col-

lections that have been so extensively made during late

years. It has probably originated from ^eeda of the

ON PRUNING ROSES.
{Continuedfrom i}age 691,)

The practice 1 would insist upon is this:—That the sys-

tem of the tree be not interfered with, excepting only so

far as the situation is concerned, and then not to such an

extent as to throw back the 'sap to two-year old wood;

which operation, if the tree were vigorous, would injure

the flower by producing wood hi its stead; and, if weak,

might destroy its health by removing buds useful in draw-

ing up the sap:—That, with due regard to the symmetry of

the plant, each shoot do its proportion of work, and be

kept as nearly as possible of a regular size ; be stopped

when too vigorous, or cut out when too weak ; and that

shoots bearing matured or entirely-formed leaves be not

cut a^'ay upon pretence of strengthening the rest;—That

no more buds be left than are likely to start (and that

with vigour from well-npened wood) ; nor so many taken

away as shall force the sap to find fresh channels of escape

:

—That the cultivator shall have a definite idea of what he

means when he prunes, as to where the buds will start, aud

in what direction the branches from th^m will grow;

leaving in standards (as far as he can do) his top buds out-

side, in order to expand the head ; which by these means

will be symmetrical, and not bare on one side from the death

of a branch of half-dried wood, nor bushy on another from

a cluster of eyes at the end of a two-year old shoot. He
will thus obtain a regular supply of flowers, well dispersed

amongst the foliage, with large and healthy leaves ; and,

lastly, he will maintain both the vigour and shape of his

plants. Their heads will be well thrown open to the air,

and a very moderate attention to the removal of suckers

and side shoots will plump up the buds for the succeeding

year, and carry the sap through the accustomed channels

with freedom.

The deviations"from this mode of treatment will he de-

pendent upon certain varieties which will not flower unless

great length of shoot be left. Such plants as Brennus

are fitter to stand alone than those whose growth is less

rapid ; and the cultivator must be content to consider

their foliage as a part of their beauty (as it is indeed in all),

and wait till age and a large supply of ripened wood shall

modify the flow of sap in a manner that he cannot effect

with the knife.

"With reference to the action of the leaves upon the

bulk and health of a plant, let the operator choose a Dog-

Rose which from some cause has partially died down after

working, but which, recovering at the root and throwing

out side shoots of small dimensions, is surrounded by a

forest of dark green leaves. This plant will throw up
a sucker. With a view^ of strengthening this sucker, 16t

the shoot and leaves aforesaid be cut away- Great will be

the disappointment when it is found that the growth of

this stem has been checked instead of increased, and that

if it does live it will be found to be green, pithy, and
weak ; whereas, had the leaves been left, this shoot would
have hardened as autumn advanced.

For this cause, viz., to avoid deteriorating the quality

of the wood, it is inexpedient to shorten the branches
either before or after they have been worked, until the
sap be down, as such operation is in fact a requirement of
fresh action after exhaustion^—a robbery upon the tree,

defensible only as a matter of business to gain time, but
in reality a loss of the hard quality of the wild wood as an
overiaying stratum round the inserted bud.

That wood thus formed produces an important effect

may be inferred from this fact, which has

met the observation of

closely wrapped in its new covering, does not possess

the power to break at the sides, but though remaining

green (under examination by the knife) during the summer,
dies entirely in the succeeding winter. If, there-

fore, the operator desires to start his buds during the

season in which they have been inserted, let him do it by

depressing one end of the shoot that has been worked

;

endeavouring thus to throw the sap into the new
bud by making the bend rather sudden about an inch

beyond it. He will find that many buds will start in this

way, and that the general health of his plant will not be ia

the least injured by it. When the sap is down, he may
fchorten the wild shoot to two eyes, and cut it back to one,

or even close home in the spring ; but it will be better to

avoid transplanting the tree until another season has

ripened the wood and strengthened the head, which in a

lately removed plant should have its branches unpruned to

the latest possible period. When cut back it will then

experience no check (the ^xatest trial a trea^ unrooted in

its present position has to undergo), and will thus be pre-

served from the injuries of the little worm; whose point of

attack consists chiefly of such buds as, being placed at the

base of each shoot, have not been brought into action till

the spring pruning has produced that effect, and when

they are consequently in rather a defenceless state against

frost.

That the inability to break St the sides does not arise

from sickness in the plant, I infer from the following ex-

periment :—Having frequently observed that if the weather

destroyed some particular plants, it generally destroyed

the stem also, and finding at the same time that this evil

took place only where the stock had been much swollen

by the deposition of new wood, I this year broke off the

branches of a rapid-growing plant, thus preventing it from

increasing at the head ; audit has shown no inclination to

break by side-shoots—the buds, from which those must

spring, being probably too closely confined to possess the

power of bursting forth. This death of the stock may

frequently be observed in worked plants of Lamarque and

Jaune Desprez, both rapid growers. I know not whether

it would occur to the Rose fulgens, which with me appears,

under all circumstances in which I have observed it, to pro-

duce fewer side-shoots than most others. Although its

stem swells very much, it will yet transplant in the midst

of the most rapid growth ; taking, however, two seasons (0

recover itself when large. Rose-trees planted in the turf

should always have a vacant space left round them the

first season ; their roots otherwise imbibing no nourish-

ment from slight showers, nor indeed from the beams of

the sun, both of which advantages are fully enjoyed by

such plants as are placed in a good soil under gravel.—^

Practitio7icr.

WEIGHTS OF FINE HORTICULTURAL
PRODUCTIONS.

PiNE-APPLE, Provide7ice: weight, 9 lbs. 3 oz. ; length,

9 inches ; breadth. 8 inches; number of pips in height,

11; crown moderate; a remarkably well-formed fruit.

Grown by Mr. C, Judd, gr. to Geo. Knott, Esq., Barnet,

Surrey. ^

, ,/.i 1 *i

Pear, Duchesse d'Angonltme : weight, IG^ oz. ; length,

4^ inches; breadth, 3^ inches; somewhat deformed.

Grown by W. D., Chichester.* ,0-1
Pear, Crassane : weight, OJ oz. ; length, 3 inches ;

breadth, 3} inches. Grown by W. D.*

Pear, Uvedale's St. Germain : weight, lib. 4oz. 6 drs.,

length, 6^ inches; width, 3| inches; well formed. Grown

by Mr. G. O'Grady.*
. , -, ,u i .i. ix

Applk, Beauty of Kent : weight, 1 lb. ;
length, 4i

inches; breadth, 4 inches; well formed. Grown by

Apple. Blenheim Pippin: weight, 13 cz. 12 drs. ;

length, 3f inches ; breadth, 3^ inches ; a handsome fruit.

Grown bv J. C, Ilarpenden.* , • ^i. oi
' \PFi.E, Alfrision : .veight, 12 oz. 10 drs. ;

height, 3

inches; breadth, 4 inches; form perfect. Grown by

Mr. G. O'Grady.* ' ,,,,„„ r,nm
VEGETAI3LE, PaTsley : ^-eight of P^^^^ free from

mould, 3 lbs.; diameter, 3 feet ; leaves, prettily curled.

Grown by Mr. J. Allen, Haydon-Bridge.*

growing Roses produce

down the sides of the

probably

many, viz., that some rapid

their wood in such quantity

stock, that if the coldness of

AMATEUR'S GARDEN, No. XLIII.

Preparations may now be made for tbe protection of

half-hardy plants, such as Fuchsias C""«!^'«^'
^^ Tt

citriodora (Lemon-scented Verbena), and things of Uac

kind, during the approaching winter, ^^'^^^"y
PJe sea,

the south of England, aud other situations n^ai ^he sea,

such plants will live and flourish without ^ny kind o p C

tection ; but about London and other mlaud Pja<^ei theJ

are generally much injured by the severity of the wmtex

Many plants will live out of doors, about Ed^nburg fo^^

example, that are invariably destroyed m the g^;de"J

the neighbourhood of London ;
hence the a™^*^'^',

^^^tjf^i

sides near the sea has the mean.s of growing many beam'

species, which others who live in the same degree oiw

tude, but in places more inland, cannot manage t° P^^^"

There are various materials which are used for ^Ueir i

servation; but the principal object is to keep theju
drv,aswell as to protect them from tlj^ *=°^<^; /°' "

of

we'll known, that they will endure a much lo^y^f
°^°blw

temperature without injury, if the ground is

fj
"

;

them and if the .terns are kept dry, than when planteu^^

wet soil and exposed to Ihe/ain. DeciJuous plants, su.-

Fuchsias, may be tied together as soon as the leaves

fallen, the ground above their roots may be covereu^^^^

litter, and the stems thatched over with dry straw,

green plants, like Cam6Uias, can be well protecteu^

the season should kill the tender head, the stock,

* The specimens marked (*) may be inspected at the

the Gardeners* Chronicle,

Office of
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stakes and mats, or some other material of that descrip-
tion, having a door which opens to the north, and which
can be opened and shut at pleasure ; but things of that
kind should always be placed in the warmest and most
sheltered situation. Leaves, ashes, old tan, and many
other articles are all useful, and can be got together now
for the protection of herbaceous plants. The branches of
evergreens are also extremely useful to tie against plants
on walls, when there is no means of protecting the ends of
their branches.

Mats should now be purchased and prepared for cover-
ing frames and pits. The way ia which this is generally
done is, first of all to tie the ends and sew the required
number together; the end one is thennailedtotheextremity
of the pit, and the whole are fastened down by loops and
nails at back and front. When it is not required, the
loops are taken oif, and the mats are rolled up towards
the end which has been nailed down : they are then ready
to be rolled on again whenever it is necessary to do so.
This plan is much better than covering with single mats,
which are always getting blown about by the wind. Dry
litter IS also a useful and effectual covering for pits and
frames, providing they are placed in situations where this
will not get blown about all over the garden. I have
called attention to these things thus early, in order that
the amateur may be prepared in time ; no plants should be
covered up, however, until the weather is so severe that it

is no longer safe to leave them exposed : this may not
happefi for some weeks yet.

The showers which have fallen this week will enable
the amateur to proceed with the planting of evergreens,
about which some directions have been already given. As
the beauty of Verbenas, Petunias, and other things of
that description, is now gone by for the season, °it is
advisable to look over the beds and borders, and to cut
away all the branches which have overgrown the ed^^es of
the walks. When they are in full flower, they are some-
times allowed to get out of their proper bo'unds ; but the
Box, the Thrift, and other kinds of edging, must be
attended to now.

—

R. F,

method, which, however, cannot be applied to lofty trees.
in one respect the ravages of this insect do less injury to
the forests than those of some others, inasmuch as it gene-
rally only attacks the side twigs, leaving the leading shoot
untouched. Muller, the royal Bavarian forester, had an
opportunity, in 1819, of observing these beetles, and
found them so numerous in several Pine woods of sixty and
eighty years' growth, that they occasioned the extreme
points of the side shoots to become yellow

; yet the main
shoot was spared, and the stems grew the follo^ving year
as formerly, without being perceptibly weaker."]

Insects Injurious to the Pine Tribe.—Many newly-
planted Scotch Firs in this part of the country have suf-
fered very much this season from two causes. The first
attack was made in the si)riug by the caterpillars of the
Lophyrus Pini(Tenthredo Pini of Linnieus), so that upon
some of the trees scarcely a leaf was left. It was curious
to mark the progress of the caterpillars in their work of
destruction : in their young state they feed onlv on the
parenchyma, or soft part of the leaves ; but as'they in-
crease in size their voracious appetite gains strength also,
so that fibres and all disappear. In the summer months,
Diauy of those trees which escaped the ravages of the cater-
pillars were much disfigured by a small beetle, which de-
stroyed the young shoots ; the latter appearing as if they
had been bored half through by a small gimlet. The
beetle sometimes works towards the joint of the branch

;

at other times it descends into the last year's shoot. The
leaves towards the extremity of the branches soon become
brown, and not unfrequently the young shoots are unable
to support their own weight, and hang down in a sor-
rowful manner. The beetle which works this miscliief is
the Hylurgus piniperda; it may be difficult to check them
in their career, but if the young trees that are much in-
jured by them were cut down and burnt, many would
perish in the flames, those trees which are once attacked
being scarcely fit for any other purpose than to be burnt.

Peter Mackenzie,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Scotch Fir Insects.—In some extensive plantations of

Scotch Fir (intermixed with Larch and Forest trees),
spread over 200 or 300 acres, in belts and detached
groups, and which have been planted 15 to 20 years or
more, it was observed five or six years ago that a few of
the Scotch Fir, in different parts of the plantations, after
declining for one or two seasons, altogether died. In the
first stage of their disease they lose many of their leaves,
beginning from the upper part, and presented a sickly and
ragged appearance. In succeeding years, the disease ap-
pears gradually to have increased, and has now extended
over every part of the plantations ; but it is observed that,
in general, the trees are affected singly/—here and there—
and not in groups. Circumstances prevented any parti-
cular inquiry into the cause of this, and it was attributed
to the nature of the soil, which is in general sandy—in
many parts resting on a gravelly subsoil or pan—the land
being formerly part of

,
Ascot-heath. On visiting the

plantations a few days since, I observed the ground under
many of the Scotch Firs to be strewed with the tufts or
end shoots of the Fir, as though they had been bitten or
broken short off, and the trees (though otherwise in a
perfectly healthy state) beginning to assume the ragged
appearance noticed above. On examining the fallen shoots,
1 found them all perforated throughout the interior (longi-
tudinally) and the cell to contain one or more small
Beetle Flies— (these are the Hylurgus piniperda). You
v^'ould greatly oblige me by informing me of the nature
and habit^ of these destructive insects, and whether you
suppose them to be the occasion of the serious injury the
plantations are suffering

j and if so, whether any probable
remedy can be adopted. The Larch have also died ex-
tensively in the same plantations, but I have not yet
had an opportunity of carefully examining them.—
F—, Berks.— [This is a well-known insect, and certainly
does appear to us to be increasing fust; for we see
much more of its mischief now than twenty years ago.
Kciltar has the following observations upon its habits :

—

"This beetle is somewhat shaggy and black; the wing-
cases are pitchy-black, irregularly striated, entire at the
tips, thorax somewhat anteriorly narrowed, antennio and
feet brownish-red. The larva is thick, cylindrical, milk-
•white on the middle of the body, the head dull yellow, also
the front of the body and the anal extremity, but somewhat
lighter. The pupa resembles that of the common bark-
beetle—The abode and place of propagation of the perfect
insect or beetle are in the pith of the young shoots of the
Pine, particularly in the side twigs. The beetle burrows
for one or several inches below the terminal bud on the
youngest shoots, eating out the pith straight upwards^and
gnawing out again near the bud or through it. According
to Bechstein, the beetle bores through shoots of the Spruce
Fir when there are none of the Scotch Pine to be had.
The eggs are laid under the bark of sickly and felled Pines,
also on the Silver and Spruce Firs, in the bark of which
the maggot also lives. The food of the beetle is the pith
of the young shoots of the Pine ; and the maggot lives on
the stagnated fermented juice under the bark. The mode
of Its propagation and its enemies are the same as those of
the common bark-beetles—The i^^^^ f^^^ ^^^ ^1^^ ^,.^^^^^g

of dead or dying trees, and the beetle only places her
brood on healthy trees when necessity compels her to do
80. The methods for prevenliou and destruction which
have been pointed out (or the common bark. beetle mav
be applied to this beetle also ; but it is more diflicult to
prevent Us devastations on the young shoots, which fre-
quently become serious. In young woods, cutting off the
attacked shoots and burning them is the only successful

American {Cotton) BVgli.^l find that common oil
rubbed over the infected spots with a stiff painter's brush
will invariably free Apple-trees from this insect.— W. R.

Acacia, or Locust-tree.—May it not be doubted whether
this tree is ever likely to be raised in this country as a
profitable timber-tree? and if not, whether it is worth
while to bestow so much trouble in the raising it, as
would appear to be necessary in Mr. Eillington's and
other papers that are to be found in the Chronicle on this
subject. It is professedly a brittle hard wood, and there*
fore little suited for country purposes ; and it is to be
hoped that it is not likely to supersede the cultivation of
Oak, Elm, and Ash, among many others of native growth.
Even supposing it would thrive in soils unfit for the pro-
fitable cultivation of British timber, would it ever repay
the expense of cultivation ? In raising it as an ornamen-
tal tree, some care must be taken of it when young, to
guard against hares and rabbits ; but how could that be
done in extensive plantations of some hundred acres, ex-
cept at an enormous expense? The greater part, indeed,
of the directions given by ^many of your correspondents
for raising and managing plantations are quite inapplica-
cable to woods on a large scale, though useful enough
sometimes for managing single trees, or small ornamental
plantations. In most cases, in thinning a large plantation
intended for timber, it is better to cut down a young
faulty tree than to try to prune it into shape ; the com-
mon fault being to leave trees too thick. As to the Wel-
beck system of managing woods, alluded to by Mr. Bil-
lington, the reader will find an account of the origin of it

in an early article in this year's Chronicle, under the sig-
nature used below. That the system should still subsist
on that extensively wooded estate, is to be lamented

; but
there seems to be no probability of a change at present

;

indeed, half a century must elapse before the damage can be
repaired, were the change to begin to-morrow.

—

M, D. P,
The Acacia, or Locust-tree,—Previously to Mr. Cob-

bett's publfshing the dimensions 'of the different forest-
trees, with a view to show the rapid growth of the Acacia,
he requested permission to measure some specimens of the
latter,, which had been planted conjointly with other trees
by my late father, some 30 years since. 1 have to state,

that, although from its extren)e brittleness in its early
stage, I was induced to consider that it would never keep
the lead on account of the large branches which the south-
west winds were continually snapping off; still, it peers
above the surrounding trees, distances them in bulk, and
forms an elegant and pleasing foliage. I had some of the
timber used, and the workmen complained of its hardness.
Any person applying to the editor may have permission
to judge for himself.— R. G., EarVs Court, Brompton,—
[We have examined these trees, and find them, generally
speaking, to exceed in size those of other kinds planted at
the same time, most of them appearing to be between
three and four feet in circumference at the base, and from
30 to 40 feet in height. Although there are traces of
their having been greatly damaged by the wind at an
earlier period ci their growth, they do not appear to have
been much injured latterly.]

Pruning of Pear and Apple Trees.—The growth and
productions of trees and plants are determiued by certain
laws of nature ; and, consequently, if those laws which de-
termine fructification are opposed, fruit cannot be produced
in perfection as to quantity or quality. It surely, then,
niusl be important to gardeuerfe to understand those laws.
I have, in two different publications, explained what expe-
rience induced me to conclude those laws are; but, for
reasons best known to themselves, both nurserymen and
gardeners have refused to acknowledge the correctness of
my conclusions, and to act up to them. However, the

subject now appearing to be thought of some interest to

your readers, and oO years'^ experience and observation

having confirmed the correctness of mj conclusions, I
have now no hesitation in challenging any person to prove
the contrary ; and if it cannot be done, it must be obvious
that neither the root-pruning of Mr. Rivers, nor the break-
ing down branches by Mr. Bowers, offers the best and most
certain mode of obtaining the desired object—which of
course must be to procure the greatest quantity of fruit
and of the finest quality in the least space of jground and
time. Sly Pear-trees are on Quince stocks—have been
under my mode of pruning and borne fruit every year for
the last twelve years. I have never pruned the roots, nor
do I ever shorten the branches ; and I have no wood-
spurs. My dwarf espaliers stand about 4 feet high, and
the head is about 4 feet in circumference* My wall-trees
occupy about 200 superficial feet of wall. With this I
send you specimens of fruits :~Crassanes and St. Ger-
mains from wall-trees; the Marie Louise, Gansell's Ber-
gamot, and the Poire Anglaise, from dwarf standards.
AVhen fully cropped, each tree will bear a bushel, I have
just gathered from a dwarf standard above 200 Pears.
The Poire Anglaise I know of no English name for : 1 had
it from Paris, It is a Pear well worth every one'a atten-
tion, from its being a constant bearer. It maybe re-
marked as curious, that whilst in England we value none
but French Pears, the Pear that sells more than any other
in Paris is this Poire Anglaise.—*/, Hayward, [The Pears
sent are correctly named and good specimens of their re-
spective kinds. The Poire Anglaise is also known as the
Beurro d'Angleterre.]

The Flowers and Seals of Lalurnum.—Notwith-
standing the scepticism of your correspondents, there can
be no doubt that these are deleterious, not merely to man,
but to the inferior creation. My memory is at fault, and
I cannotremember whether in** Jesse's Gleanings," or the
*' Journal of a Naturalist ''—a rather late publication—

I

have found recorded the death of the parent bird with its

brood, in the nest, from the seeds of the Laburnum,
an error of instinct,

—

J, Murray,
Domesticated Thriish.—Mr.W. Falconer, Croy, near

Inverness, has had a hen thrush for the last four years,
which is allowed perfect liberty. However far she may
wander in the course of the day, she is very precise in re-
turning home at the family meal hours, and partakes of
such as they are content with, whether salt or fresh ; beef
and mutton, however, seem to be the most favourite dish.

She is fond of butter, and frequently examines the cup-
board, if it is left open. This bird is on good terms with
the cat and dog, even during meals. She builds three nests
every season, lays five eggs in each of the two first, and
tliree in the last neat, always building in the same place.

Her labour is, however, all in vain, for she never hatches
her eggs, but attentively feeds her neighbours* broods
whenever a nest is brought into the house.

—

Snowdrop,
The St^asoH,—'We have'had here a most extraordinary

season, and more like a Continental autumn than a Scotch
or even English one. Two of my Oiiliu trees are dis-

playing a profusion of fresh blossoms ; the early Straw-
berry plants are flowering, and in ten days heace, if the
weather were to continue mild, 1 migiit have a second
crop of Raspberries from the young wood. On my hill

the Ulex is budding anew ; and in the garden the Pyrua
japonica, several Lupines, Sweet-williams, &c., are brings
ing forth their second flowers.

—

AberdeeJi.

Vines.—A Dublin subscriber complains in your last

Number of the unhappy condition of one of his Vines,
and asks the cause of it, justly concluding that

"This effect defective comes by cause."

He says that his Vine ripened a large crop last year, and
although equally great this season, that it is not well

ripened, especially at the top of the house. Perhaps he
crops too largely, and his tree, like an overdriven horse, is
** distressed/' If not so, perhaps he shares ia the luck
which has befallen my vinery, in this best of all possible

summers, and will find the remedy in the treatment I
propose for mine—freer ventilation. Like your Milesian
friend, I had last year an excellent crop, well ripened, in

spite of the badness of th^ season. This year my crop
is equally abundant, and the Grapes appeared to do very-

well, and the Vines to be in excellent health, till the time
arrived that the Vine ought to be ripening, when, to my
surprise, in contradiction to the beauty of the season, and
in the face of the most splendid sunshine we have en-
joyed for many years, they began to show signs of great
reluctance, and very few in the upper part of my house
have arrived at perfect maturity. Many bunches of the
Black Hamburgh are entirely red^ and though sweet and
eatable, by no means mature. The White Frontignans
are many of thera quite sour ; and some bunches, better

ripened in the shoulders, are shanked at the extremities.

The Chasselas is in a somewhat better condition. The
Purple Froutignan is very slow in progress, and will

hardly be matured. The Black Prince, though pretty
well in livery, is not so good as it ought to be in flavour.

My '^solution of the problem" is this: last year the

season being, as you know, a cold, wet, and sunless one,

all my lights were kept closed except at top ; and
from these alone, owing to the prevalence of high winds

throughout the summer, a wholesome agitation of the air

'

of the house was constantly maintaifled- Thifi year th«

same
for s

ade
amfor superior sunshine, warmth, auJ prevalent c^mf I am

persuaded that during the mouths of most active vegeU-

tion my Vines were kept too warm ; or, li not kept too

warm, not sufficiently supplied with fre«h air. The fault,

in short, was what I suppose you vegetable physiologists

and chemi:its would call " imperfect oxygenation. What
also fends to strengthen this opiiiion is, that 1 observe the

bunches in the lower part oi the hou-^c are in better con-

dition tlian those iu the upper—precisely the reverse o(

what I have usually experieticcd. In ordinury seasons the
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lower bnnchet have generaUy been a fortnight behind the

.p"r ; thU jmr the' ripen .oone«t .nd be.t la ordjnarj

tcsions. or, hke I«t summer, tiiiordinary ones, I behev*

Lt frei Tentilation at the top will suffice; hntm superior

fui«mm, like tbi- we have just been blessed mth, air

oc-ht to be freely admitted at bottom as well, to insure a

uholewKDe M^ppljto all parts of the Tinery. Like your

Dublin tnbicribt r. I ol?o find that »ome of my Vines

tjhibft a black mildew, which is certainly uot cnnsed by

moisture, but I firmly believe by bad air.—Amateur,

Turf PiLi for Cucumbers.—In page 220 of the (^hro-

nkfe, mention is made of the turf batteries at the Royal

Military College, Sandhurst Allow me to remnrk, that

when I lived there, our labourers were very expert in con-

structing tnrf buildings. The wny in which we grew our

Cucumbers in the open air was in a pit of turf, the walls

of which were one font in thickness, three feet high, and

four feet wlJe» The intenncdiate space was filled witli

prepared dunf(, one foot higher than the walls, wluchwere

all level. After remaining a few days until the dung had

fellen nearly level witU the turf walls, the

•overed with soil about sir or eight inches deep,

ffigular distances were placed small hills of prepared

la which the Cucumber plants were ridged out

covered with hand-glasses for about a month or six

When finished, the whole had a

M, G. n. A.

dung was
At

soil,

an<l

page 338, where (as upon subsequent occasions) an im-

proved apparatus for warming, &c., Is expressly men-

tioned, aud gentlemen ire invited to inspect it. Although,

strictly speaking, a boiler cannot be considered an appa-

ratus, yet this term is also employed by Mr. Shewen, who,

in his advertisement, describes his cast-iron boiler as an

apparatus ; and our advertisement, therefore, preceded

Mr. Shewen's improvement two months. But, as we

have before slated, ^-the^e boilers have been in use se-

veral years ; and the accompanying letter, which we are

favoured with by a gentleman of high respectability, will

show that the defective form of Mr. Rogers's original

boiler suggested an improvement almost immediately

after its introduction Stephenson and Co.— [The letter

alluded to is the fallowing :—" I most willingly testify,

that the copper builer 1 have had in use for the last four

years is precisely the laoie in form as the one recently

supplied to me, and which you designate * Tlie Improved

Conical Boiler,' the description of which is accurately

given ia the Chronicle aa having been made by Mr.

Shewen. The boiler iirst supplied has experienced some

hard service, and is appaiently aa sound as ever. There

is no difficulty in removing clinkers without extinguishing

the fire." We we in possession of this letter; the

writer*s name is suppressed at his desire.]

vref^ks after planting.

fery neat and tidy appearance

Ej:periminU on ins Poiaio.—Jn compliance with yoifV

retjuest, I stud you the particulars of some experiments

on the Potato, conducted on the estate of J. S. Cunning-

ham, Esq., of Capriogtoo Castle. The quuntity of ^ruuad

operated on was 6 roods, or 1} acre (the Scotch acre).

The soil was a sandy loam, in some parts inclining to peat

;

and having been previously neglected fur some years, it

wui full of Couchgrass, Mare's-tail, Potentilla, and other

weeds. The soil was well worked and pulverised, and

dbaned with a very efficient grubber ; the whole was

manured very equally, at the rate of 50 cubic yards of

sotted farm-yard manure per acre. The Potato was the

variety called Pink-eyed Don, and the crop on the whole

VX bolls, or about 57 bolls per acre. The boll of the Kil-

pamock measure is amongst the largest in Scotland. Mr.
Moffat, the land steward, found the average weight to be

55 stone, or 770 lbs. per boll, which gives 19 tons 18j
cwUas the quantity per acre," or nearly 20 tons. One
Potato weighed 2| pounds. For experiment, three drills

Were marked off, cackifiG feet long, without any dressing,

whkh produced ii\ pecks, of 4i lbs. each ; three drills in

another portion of the ground, each 364 feet long, with-

out dressing, proda(»td 47 pecks, of 48 lbs. each. In the

trat portioa of ground, 36ii feet lon^r, three drills, dressed
with 12 Ibi. sulphate of soda and b tos. of urate (or at the

rate of 2^cwt* per acre), produced Ij^ pecks; three
drills, drcssad with 30 lbs. British guano (or at the rate of

4 cwt. per rirrc), produced 4^^ pecks- In the same por-

tion of the ground, 30 1 feet long, three drills, dressed

With 15 lbs. of urake (at the rate of 2 cwt. per acre), pro-

duced 47 perks ; three drills, dressed with 7^ IbstSnlphate

•f soda and 7^ Iba. nitrate of soda (2 cwt. per acre)> pro-

duced 48^ pecks. Little difference of the drills could be

perceived when growing; the foliage hjd a uniform dark
green appearance, and the average of the whole was rather

above that of the marked drills. It will be perceived also

from the above statement^ that the produce of one of the
fparked portions that received no dressing of artificial

manures was greater than most of those that were dressed,
while the other was the least of any; showing that very
different results may be got from different portions of the
same field, and inculcating the necessity of varying experi-

ments on differentdescriptionsof land, in different seasons
and climates, before laying do^u rules for practice. The
Isnd being richly manured and exceedingly well worked,
was perhaps the cause of the very little apparent increase
from the use of the artificial manures.— R. Lymburn,
Lammas fVkeat,—On the '24th of Feb., Mr.C.Cooknell,

of Southam, planted 2 roods and 38 perches of land with
Red Lammas Wheat, which he reaped the 9th of August.
The produce waa exactly 50 bushels, or at the rate of
8 qrs. 2 bushels of fine grain an acre,
a bushel.

—

George Batt.
Sulphur.—la reference to an article in your last on the

auhiect of sulphur, in its relation to plants, I need not
raaiad yon that chemical manipulution has certainly de-

^ *-:^ sulphur in plants. Dr. Schouw, Professor of
Botany at Copenhagen, informed me, he had met with an
A%a and a Hypnum in one of the craters of Etna, in a
r^lphury tapomr, at an elevation of 14,000 feet above the
level of t^ aea, ia a temperature of 98^ If I remember
nght, I observed, b 1818, either a Conferva or Ulva in a
tttlphuretled spnng at one of the Baths of Trajan, near
CivUa \ecchia. Among the fnmes of sulphur in the

2t^*' °^^^ ^aple8, I noticed various plants, such
Erica ciuerea, Arbutoa Uaedo, Juaipcna communis,—J. Murray,
To Cook Poialoe$ for Cultk.—l observe in a recent

Namber of the Chronicle a query, '• In what form Potatoes
are most advantageously given to swine or cattle ? " 1
Irnve been told by a gentleman who has an extensive farm
jn Ireland that they arc best steamed or baked if for fat-

tening animals, which they do amazingly quick; but for

fiailch kine they must not be baked or roasted, but given

|& a raw state in equal proportions with Turnips or Mangel
WurzeJ. Thus prepared, they will greatly promote the

quantity and quaJity of the milk ; but if given roasted or

aSeamed, they will soon dry up the miilk,— iVm. Rogers,

Conical Boilers.—Mr. Rogers has taken some pains to

ffove, that the first of onr series of advertisements did
mot ?ippear in the Chronich until June 1841, and then
related principally to iron fencing. In this he is mistaken,
ai wm be found on reference to the jpretioiid ooi^i at

It weighed 62 lbs.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Tinakori Cottage, Wellington, New Zealand, 2\th

October^ 1812.—We have a great deal of land round the

harbour, which, if it were a little more accessible, would

be invaluable. I feel sure that it will produce everything

which man can want, not even excepting oil and wine.

Its present productions afe woods of many varieties, and

fit for all purposes. I frequently see pieces of furniture

made in this place from wood grown in the neighbourhood,

which are really beautiful, and would be highly esteemed

in London. In my trips I seldom go without a pocket

sextant strapped round my waist ; with which instrument

I can easily determine heights and distanoes* 1 have

measured many specimens of the Pine tribe from 70 to 75

feet high, without a branch. When properly seasoned,

the value of a plank 40 feet long and 5 feet wide must

be great, yet such a plank maybe frequently obtained,

of Totara, Maie, Rimu, Kaikatea orMilu ; they are really

splendid productions. Some of the forest scenery of this

country is exquisite. The colour of the Evergreens is

not sombre, but they are gay and various. The arborescent
' Ferns (1 have measured two 60 feet high without branches,

and have seen several more which I believe to he of equal

altitude), and the Nikau, a species of Palm, add much to

the beauty of the scenery. Then there are the beautiful

little streams which we constantly meet with, and which

contain the clearest water possible. I will not, however,

allow you to suppose that our rambles through the bush
are entirely ** couleur de rose ;

" the under brush is fre-

quently very thick and the struggle hard« Still it is a fine

snd delightful country, and has fewer drawbacks than any
whiffi I have before visited. There are many people who
come out and think as I do in this respect ; some there

are whose fancies carry them farther^ that imagine they
can live without working, but they soon find out their

mistake. Those, however, who believe that when they
arrive here they are still on earth, and that it is necessary
for them to get their living by the sweat of their hrow, may
get a very good living, and, if commonly prudent, may put
something by to make their old age comfortable. During
the last winter my servants have never once, I believe,

dined without two or three kinds of vegetables, of which
there are many sorts in the garden. We have had Green
Peas till within the last eight weeks, and shall have them
again in less than a fortnight. We have never been with-
ont abundance of Salad, and we still have it in all stages.

I do not mean such salading as you have in London during
the winter— little unhappylooking Lettuces, nearly as big

as a wine-glass. Ours have beldom been thought worth
cutting till they were from sh^ to eight inches through the

middle; these we can produce with little or no trouble.

Our farm-yaid continues to do welL I must not forget to

tell you that some of the folks here are getting up a Horti-
cultural Society—the subscription is low, but we shall

have the more subscribers, and I think it will do much
good."— fT. M. Smith, Capt., R.A.

ftc

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Felton FhHsh* Society, Oct. 10.—The Florists of Felton and

its vicinity held their annual show of Dahlias at Mr, LiddeU*«,
the Coach and Horses lun, when the Prizes were awarded as
follows:—Gkntlkm en's Gardbnkrs— iJ«i ]2 Blooms, 1, Mr.
Riddle, gr. to Mrs, Mitford, for Pickwick, PhenomeDoii, Grande
Baudiiie, Bloomsbury, FresMieDt of the West, Cox*s Defiance,
Miss Johnson, Egyptian King, Windsor Rival. Aiisell's Unique,
Cotiqncror of the World, and Hope; 2, Mr, Ft rsylh, gr. to
A.J.n. Cresswell, Esq., M. P., for ConserTative, Duchess of
Richmond, President of the West, Elizabeth, Suffolk Hero,
ll^yptian King, Grace Darling, Beauty of the Plain, Clinnax,
Mmry, Rival Sussex, and Virgin Queen j 3, Mr. J. Reed, for the
6eMt 6 Blooms, viz.. Marquess of Lothian, Hope, Springfield
Rival, MiBS Johnson, Hylas, and Sulphurea elegans; 4, Mr.
Riridle.for Egyptian King. Maria, Picltwick, Edwards' Mary Jane,
Phenomenon, and President of the West. Amatki/ks' Class—
Beti 6 Blooms, 1, the Rev. J. Oirell, for Pickwick, President of
the West, Rienzi, Cox's Defiance, Btoomsbury, and Hope

;% Hr. J. Thompson, for Phenooienon, Grande Baudine, Pre-
sident of the West, Lewisham Rival, Mary Jane, aud Maria;
3, the Rev. J. OrreU./or the beit 3 Blooms, viz., Pickwick, Hope,
and Bloomsbury

; 4, Mr. J, Thompson, for Windsor Rival, Cox*»
Defiance, and Grande Baudine. The prize for the 6eU lipped
Dahtm wa» awarded to Mr. R. Richardson, for AnselPa Uaiquej
J? l^'J «e//-eo/ottre<i ditto, to Mr. J. Thompson, for
Grande Baudine; and that for the best seedling of 1843, to Mr,
Forsyth, but the name wag not given in.

Rafjdon-Bridge Amateurs' Horticultural Society, Sept. »4.—The
second annual meeting waa held in a jMiviUon erected for the
purpose in the yard of the Anchor Inn, when t^e following prizes
were awarded :--Dauhas, First Clam—BcsI is blooms, Mr. T.
Tem^lCYf with FIcinfkk, HmA of Batbi Fiesid^Qt of the West,

Cox's Defiance, Metella, Lee's Bloomsbury, Rouge et Koire. Phe-
nomenon, Duchess of Richmond, Edwards's Duke of Richmond,
Andrew Hofer, Parapliu'b Bloomsbury, Edwards't Mary Jane,
Ward's Mary, Triumph, Hope, Coronal, Beauty of the Plftiai

3, Mr. W. Walton. Best 12, Mr. T- Temperley, with President of
the West, Maid of Bath, Cox's Defiance, Pickwick, MeteUa,
Dowager Lady Cooper, Rouge et Noire, Duche** of Richmond,
Grande Bandine, Edwanls's Mary Jane, Triumph, Maria; a, Mr.
Walton. Best 6, Mr. Walton j 2, Mr. T. Teinptrley, with Hope,
Pickwick, Duchess of Ricltmond, Pre»ideiit of the West, Maiia,
Andrew Hnfer. SjstoNn Class—Bt5/ 9 blooms, Mf.T. Dickin-
son ; a, Mr. T. Pearson, Best G, Mr. T. Dickinson ; 2, Mr. C.
Puttinson. Best 3, Mr. C. Pattinson j 2, Mr. T. Dickinsou.
DAUtTAS, OPKV TO AhL—Bcst Self-coloured, E. Welford, Kq.,
Pickwick. Tipped or Variegated, E. Welford, Esq., Bridesmaid.
Bkst Devick, W. F. Lee; 2, Mr. J. Burn. Bkst Bocguar or
Cut Flowkrs, Mr. W. Watson; 2, Mr.*A. Druiiimond. Beit
Exotic Plant, ix bloom, Mr. W. F. Lee. Bkst Collkct;o.\ or
^'uuir, Mr. W, F. Lee. D&^^^ivs: Atplks, Mr. W. lleslop.

Uakino ditto, Mr. T. Pearson. Pkap.s, Mr. J. Dickinson.

Onxo.vs, Mr. R. Wa-got; 2, Mr. T. Temperley. Putatoi
Omovs, Mr. J. Urwfri; 2, Mr. T. Cowing. Cauliflowers, Mr.
J. Dodd. CAnnAOEs, Mr. T. Cowing. Carhots, Mr. J. Corbett.

TuitNMPS, Mr. R ishieid. Kidney Potatoks, Mr. W. Kirk,

Round ditto, Mr. J. Dickinson. Cki-kry, Mr. R. Shiold.

CoKH^Best Sample if White M'hcut, Mr. J. Thompson; Bed
ditto, Mr. M. Cuwingj Barley and Outs, Mr. J. Cowing,

Leyland Hundred Agricultural and Horticidlnral Society, OtS.

fl^A,—The Fifth Annual Meeting of this promising society to
'

place at Leylaml, anil was highly interesting. The stock exhi-

bited was both mure numerous and of belter quality tiian any
which has hitherto been shown liere, and chcited the warnieat

encomiums. The brood mart;s, two-yearold horses, and colts,

were particularly fine. Tlie horticultural produce waa exceed-

ingly good. 'J'he fruit was beautiful. We wcreabio particularly

itruck with tlie Dahlias, one of Iheni appearing to be perfect in

every respect. Thc'sphcre of the operations of the society hu
this year been greatly enlarged j it now extends over the whole

Hundred of Lcyland, instead of being confined as heretofore to

the Township only.—The following is a list oi the prizes lor hor-

ticultural produce: — Rki> Cabuaoes, 1, J. N. Flarington, Esq.,

weight 33ibs.; 2, Mr.R. Bannister, 3Jlbs. ; 3, Mr. T. Nelson,

is^lbs. Scotch Cabcagks, 1, Mr. E. Barlow, 4Gilbs.; 2, J, W.

Fiarington, E:iq..451bs.; 3, Mr. H. Barlow, 391bs. SavovS, !,Mr.

J. Livcbey, IQ^lbs,; 2. W. Boardman, Esq., 16J lbs.; 3, J. N. Ffar-

ington, Esq.. 1 libs. Curi.bd Buoccoli, 1, Mr. F, Pilkirffton,

irilbs.j 2, Mr. John Singleton, IJ^lbs.; 3, W. Boardman, li.^q.,

laibs. Onions, 1, Mr. R. Higliam. lilb.; 2, Mr. T. Waddecar,

lilb.j 3, Mr. J. Cocker, Ulb. Mangkl Wukzkl, I, Mr. J.

Cocker, 2nbs. ; 2, J, N. Fiarington, Esq., iG.Jlbs.j 3, Mr. J.

Livesey, 13^lbs. Swkoish Turnips, 1, J. N. Ffarii.gton, Esq.,

Idlbs. ; 2, Mr. H. Baker, 15ilbs. ; 3, Mr. J. Livesey, 13lbs. Yel-

low Turnips, 1, Mr. H. Baker. 26Mbs.j 2, J. N. Ffarington,

Esq.. 22ilbs.; 3, J. Livesey. 22lbs. White Turnmps, 1, J.N. Flar-

ington, Esq., 2rilbs. ; 2, Mr. R. Bannister, 27ilbs. ; 3, Mr. \V. Ban-

nister, I8U1S. Cklkrv, l,Mr.R. Scott, gr. to the Rev. W. Yates,

5lhs. J
2,Mr.T.Baron, S^Jlbs.jS, J. N. Ffarington, Esq.,3ilbs. Sled-

MNO Potatoes, J, Mr. T. Rosej 2, Mr. R. Sumnerj 3, Mr. E.

Barlow. Api-lks, linking, I, Mr, T. Webster; 2, Mr. H. Bald-

win 1 3, Mr. J. Smith, 'iuble Fruit. 1, Mr. J. Livesey ; 2, Mr. R.

Scott? 8, J. N. FJaritigtoi], Esq. Pkars, 1, Mr. Gilchrist; 2. the

Rev, fi. Baldwin i 3, Mr. J. Livesey. Extra PRizKS-For Fota^

toes, from seed sown in 18^1, 1, Mr. H. Barlow j 2, Mr. E. Bar-

low. For Grapes and Vlinns, J. N. Flarington, Esq. For Ru^y'

berries, J. N. blaringtoii, K-q. ?ox Vticumbers, Mr. R. Scott, lor

Ofjinnsj Mr. T. Rose, For a Device in riowers, J. N. Ffaxington,

Esq.

North British Professional Gardeners' Society.—T]\e autumn

meeting was held iu the Calton Convening Hall, and pnzea were

adjudged as under ;- Dahlias : l, Mr. J. Downie, gr. to ben.

Robertsou-Pickwick, Bridesmaid (Brown's), Higbgate Rival,

Burniiam Hero, President of tlie West, and Metella; '^» ™*^- J;

Hogg. gr. to W. Bonar, Esq. Hollyhocks: 1, Mr. Alex, l-omt-,

gr. to Sir P. Durham j 2, Mr. D. Foulis, gr. to Alex. Blaif, K^q.

China Astbbs: 1, Mr, J. Gourlay. gr. to Sir G. ^^^^*''}^^^'

Bart.; 2, Mr. J. Hogg. Picotkks, Mr. D. Fo^l^s, for Orace

Darling, Prince George. Mrs. WorUey, Miss Bacon, Eiiglaml s

Defiance, and Don Carios. Caiunations, Mr. D. FoulJS,for Vuk9

of Leeds, Don John (Merchant's), Admiral Napier, Mrs. a^u

WiUiam the Fourth, aud llepwortli's Elizabeth. f**^i:';;
Dahlia: 1, Mr. J. Hogg; 2, Mr. P. Thomson, gr;,^^ J. J.J^Pf
Vere, Esq. Lobelias: 1, Mr. D. Foulis; 2, Mr. J. «u^B-

Stocks : 1, Mr. J. Addison, gr. to the Earl of WcmyfiS; 2, BW,

Alex. Foulis. Phloxks : I, Mr. J. Downie; 2, ^V' Jf" j.
«*

gr. to Viscount Melville. Pbntstkmons : 1, Mr. J. Dow^ne
,

-,

Mr, J. Young, gr. to T. Oliver, Esq. Hakov AwiJA'-S : 1, *«'

G.Stirling; 2, Mr. J, Addison. Verbenas: 1» Mr. J. i^^^/^y

2, Mr. J. Addison. Salvias t 1, Mr. J. Downie ; 3, "• J.

Young. TKNoiiR ExoTKb; l,Mr. G. Stirling; ^.J^VvvatKon'
Grapes, Black Hamburgh : 1, Mr. D. Foulis; 2, Mf.

^-Jl.^i'
Bkst Graphs of anv Kino : l, Mr. J. Goodail, J""-'.^/-/ y-'

Buchan, Esq.; 2, Mr. J. Hogg. JIuseut of ^^^;^"/^'^'^ ',,''".

J. Goodail, jun. ; 2, Mr. J. Hogg. Pllms: l, Mr. J. t^<>^^^»»;J"^^^^^

2, Mr. G. Stirling. Fkaches, Mr. R. Watson. > kctarinbs. w

H, Watson. Mklov: 1, Mr, Thorn, gr., St. Gcrmains ;
S, ^'

K. Watson. Jargokkllk Pears : I, Mr. P- Thomson;
J.^^Jj

Alex, Foulis, Daulja Swkkpstakks, open to the '*'«*'*!,;'
.l-p-st.

land, ii^^ prizes: \, Mr. P. TiKunsou- President of tne>^^
Marquess of Lansdowue, Phenomenon, Yellow ^'!"^^^\jl:d of
Baudine, Lady Cooper, Conductor. Westbury 1^'^fi' '' nn'»>.
Bath, Suffolk Hero, Lewisham Rival, Bloomsbury lP»J"^"" ^f
King of Roses, Unique (WalterV), Rouge et Noire, Ducnew,

Richmond. Attila, Scarlet Defiance, Pickwick, Beauty 01 iRcr
^^

Climax. Prince of Wales, Princess Royal, ScarletEcLipse ,
-»

-^^
J. Downie—Yellow Climax, President of the West, ^^ . ^^
Conservative. Egyptian Kuig, Bridesmaid (^»*"^"/^^f;l^-ii4l,
Rival, Maria, Scarlet Defiance, Hope, Duchew f^^^J^'Z^t
Andrew Hofer. Windsor Rival, Bishop of ^^i^'^^e**^.'

ti^Vicb'slt
Rival, Lady Cooper. Conqueror of the Plain. Echpse (cam b

^^^

Rienzi, Maid of Bath, Regina, Princess Ro3-ai """^q^.
MeteUa.and Lady Middleton ; 3, Mr.W.Thomj 4,Mr. J. au

5, Mr. J. Lindsay; 6, Mr. J. Gourlay.

Tamu'orth Royal Horticultural Society, Sept. ^^'"^^t^^^xhe
exhibition for this season was held at the Town ***^''

7gr«»^-
following Prizes were awarded ;-B»st ^^^^^^'^^^^^''^rieii^*
HOuaB Plants, T. Erammail, Esq. Dahlias. - HolmCf-
Mr. Holmes. P^n of 12-1, Lord V'ernoii ; 2, Mr. n

:^Dark, I, Lord Vernon; 3, Mr ^^^^f^^^^^^^.'^nctor,

Crimson, I, ^°^^
o Hlooin»-

let, 1 and 3.
^^^^^^^

bury.Lord Vernon; 3, do., Mr. fTolmes.
^'"''f'^'J' dVeraoP.

non; J. Jackson's Grenadier, Mr. Holmes; »,
^"»u

^^^^

Classks
Saasex, M
Mr. Wroughton ; 3, Mr. Hokoiea.

Rev, J. BranimaU; 3. Mr, Holmes. Scarlet,

. J. rye, i!.»M* i^ru^«^, .. -"-
. verm***'

P>e, Esq. PLuais i "".? ^-i;. o Scarlet

, l,Ribstone Pippin, Mr. Wy<li?ff
'

"'
j,^

,

uett's Pippin, and 4, Golden do., ^^•^.[ ^t.

Inge; 3, H. J.

Applss, Dessert
Nonpareil, 3, Garuett
Culinary, \, Alexander, Capt. Inge; z, '^""Jt"!
Whaley; 3, Capt. Inge; 4, Newtown Pippm. « -^

Nkctarixes, Lord Vernon, Pbaches. 1
f"?

*!

FiLBKRTS, H.J. Pye, Esq. Walnuts, Capt. inge,

H. J. Pye, Esq. Fios, H.J. Pye, Esq. ^ K«'='r^*!-^Vs, 1 «*** '•

Ml. Whftetey x ^ Lord Veruoo i 4^ C»^^' "»«*• ^"^^

Cat"***
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Peel, Bart. Sheep 'Cabbace, Lord Vernon. Red, i, J. Pye,

£sq-'- 2, Capt. Inge. CApk Br<»ccoli, Capt. Inge. Bluk Pota-
TOBs! I and 2, Mr. Whecley. ^ White, 1, Mr. Whecley; a, Mr. J.

WUlcox. Kidney, 1 and 2, Mr. Wheeley. Scotch Kai.b, Mr.
Wheeley. Turvip Rat)ISiii!:s, Capt. Inge, Feexch Beans.
Capt. Inge. Numerous Cottag:ers* Prizes were also awarded.—
[It will be seen from the above report, that the names of the

winning Dahlia flowers liave not been furnished by the ex-

hibitors to the secretary. It would perhaps be advisable to

make it a rule on future occasions, that unless a list is handed in

with the flowers, the prize-money will be withheld]

yyhifejield Horticultural Suciety, Oct. 15.—The annual meeting-

for the exhibition of Celery and other garden Vegetables was
held at the house of Mr. James Mather, Church Inn, Whitefield

;

when the following: prizes were awarded i-Cbtrry—i, 2^ 10.?.,

White Italian, weight 12 lb. 10 oz., Mr. J. Smith, ^r. to R. Phillip?,

Esq. J
2, 1/. i05., Sf^OTOMZ-'s )rAi7e, weight 12lb. 9oz., Mr. J.

Davies, gr. to J. Richardson, Esq.j 3, W. ts., Seymour's White,

weight 12li. 20Z., Mr. T. Berryj 4, l/., Seymour's White, weight
lllb. 70Z., Mr.T. Deavonportj 5, \hs., Seymour's White, v:^\^\it

lOlb. lOoz., Mr. J. Lord j 6, 125. 6£/., Seymour's White, weight
gib. 9ioz., Mr. W. Chorlton, gr. to P. M. James, Esq. Apples
^1, Alexander, Mr. W.Jones, gr. to Mrs.Bealey; 2, Cheshire

Maid, Mr. W, Jones; 3, Rihstone Pippin, Mr. W. Chorlton.

Pbars— 1, Gnnsell's Bergamot~-2, Catiline, Mr. W. Chorlton.

Melon— 1, Mr. W.Jones. Lovk Apples, Pabsneps, Onions,
RoPB OF ONIO^^, WHiTe Cabbage, 1 and 2 Indian Wheat,
Mr. W.Jones. Silvkh Beet, weight 14 lb. 4 oz,, Mr. J. Rams-
botham. Parslkv, curled, Mr. J.Allen. Potatoes, Mr. J.

Allen. Cauliflowers, Mr. J, Smith, gr. to R. Phillip<», Esq.
Carrots, Mr. I. Taylor, Turnips, Mrs. Bindlass. Curled
Kai.k, Mrs. Bindlass. Red Cabbage, 1, Mr. T. Booth; 2, Mr.
i. Bleakley. White Cabbage, Mr. W. Ogden. Vegetable
RiAaiioiv, Mr. J.Swailo, gr. to A.Thomas, Esq*

ween 5 and 6,

and Couvt51vulus

maculata, several
species of Solanum, and Convolvulus siculus ; between 6
and 7,—the various speries of Sonchus and Hierticium

;

at 7 o'clock,—the M'ater Lily, Lettuces, Camellna?, and
Prenanthes muralis; from 7 to 8,—MesembryJinthemum
burbatum, Campanula spe'culum, and Ciicumis Angaria

;

at 8 o'clock,—Anagallis arvensls ; between 8 and 9,—No-
lana prostrata ; at 9 o'clock,- the Field Marvgold; be-
tween 9 and 10,—the Ice plant; between lo'and II,—
Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum ; at 11 o'clock, the Purs-
lane, Ornfthogalum umbellatum (called, on that account,
Lady 11 o'Clock),and Tigridia pavonia ; at noon,—most
of the Ficoidese; at 2 in the afternoon,— Sciila pomeridi-
ana; between 5 and G,—Silene noctiilora ; between 6 and
?,—the Nightshade ; between 7 and 0,—Ccreus grandi-
florus, MesembryuDthemum noctiflorum, (Enothera
tetniptera and (E. suaveolens ; lastly, about 10 at

major, called .by gardeners the

doubt, because they always find

they rise. These phenomena,

night.

Belie

it

Convolvulus
de jour—no

expanded before

in conjunction with
divided those plants

classes :

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
"USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

r pEKfstBMOv GENTIANOIDE9 : var. splcudcns. Gentian-Ukc
Pentstemon, splendid variety. (Half-hardy Herbaceous Plant).-~

Scrophulariaceae. Didynimia Angiosperraia.—The flowers of this

siugularly handsome variety combine the scarlet of P. gent,
coccinea with the dark reddish crimson or purple of the original
fepecies. In its tints it eclipses all the other known varieties.

There is little doubt but that this showy plant is a genuine
variety, raised from Mexican seeds, and not obtained by English
art, through the medium of culture and hybridization.—P«>r;ora*j
Bot. Mag,
SfA'TicE monopb'tala; Var. denudata. Naked Monopetalous

Sea Lavender. Plumbaginace?e. Pentandria Pentag} nia.—This
ia a well-marked variety of Statice monnpetala, having smaller
and paler flowers, a more "drawn up" manner of growth,
broader leaves, somewhat wavy at the edge, and a much smaller
quantity of calcareous scurf. No trace of it is found m books,
and it is probably of garden origin. The Horticultural Society
received it from the Botanic Garden of Leyden, under the
erroneous name of Statice suffruticosa. It is nearly hardy, re-
quiring only a slight protection during winter, when planted in
the open border; but it suffers from damp. It flowers during the
antamn months, grows freely In any rich light soil, and is easily
increased by cuttings of the young wood, treated ih the ordinary
way.—£o^ Reg.
Ae'rides CRisruM. Sir Richd. Brooke's Air-plant {Stove

Epiphyte.) OrchitliLcete. § Vandeae. Gynaudria Monandria.—This
species is a native of Constalium, a small place near the sontbern
point of the peninsula of India, and is certr^inly one of the finest
of Its race, well worthy of a place in all collections of merit. In
cultivation it requires a hot and damp stove. When suSi^ended
upon a Idock of wood, or in a copper wire basket, from the rafters.
It will grow luxuriantly with very little care, providing it is well
sapphed with water. If there is a cistern in the house, it ou^Mit
to be hung above it, as It evidently likes the moisture which is
contmualljt evaporating from such a place. When not in a growing
state, less water shoukl be given than at other times, but it
should never be kept too dry.—2?o/. Heg.
HELr.RBORUB OLv'flipicus. Olympian fTcUebore. {Hardy Her-

baceous Plant.) Ranuncuh'icesc. Polyandria Peiitagvnia.-A na-
tive of the Bithynian Olympus, whence it was sent to the Horti-
cultural Society by Mr. Sandison, her Majesty's Consul at Brusa.
itisahardy herbaceous plant, requiring a rather moist situa-
uoii, and peat soil to grow in. It is easily increased by diriding
tneold plants when in a dormant state, or by seeds, wliichr should
oesown directly they are ripe, in pans filled with light rich soil.
^Hrd. Reg,
SopHRowiTis GRANDiFLORA. Largc-flowered Sophronitis.

l^tove Epiphf/te.) Orchidacece. Gynandiia Monandria.-This
mterestnig plant is a native of Brazil, and flowered for the first
ame m this country in the collection of Messts. Lnddiges, of
tiacKney, in October 1841. For so diminutive a plant, the size of
ine nowers is really extraordinary, and the stalk is made to curve
uBj^aiwards, apparently with the weight of the blossom. The

oran
*^ * ^^^^ cinnabar, variously tinted with crimson and

flow^%t"^
Pf^ie orange or deep yellow in the centre. When in

nnr^^* 1^^^*^ *^ '*^*^ uniikc a dwarf Cattleya ;
and this appoar-

"ce, combined with the novelty of its colour, in relation to that
senus. makes it peculiarly hitcresting. The most natural way of

&iiftii
^*^"^' is tofabton upon a .vni«// log of wood. If a

nau portion of moss be placed around the bottom of the pspudo-

moisrf'^
over the younger roots, it will form a nucleus for

fchoolj^^th^'^*^-
*^^^^* *^^'^"* shaded. This species flourishes well in

^aver f f
'^ **"*^ moderately warm and moist, and should

is inr
three or four moutljs, beghuiing at December. It

BDriVl I
1^^****^*"^^*^ ^"^ or more of the psendo- bulbs in

ERTn w^ *"^^^^"** "P"" anothcrblock.— P^.r//7f7V?/?of. Mag,

Gicpai A^fi'^**"' l^r. Neiirs Heath. (Greenhouse Shruh.) Eri-

b«twp« "f*^^Tidria Monogjnia.—Thi8 lovely Heath is a hybrid

resPrnMn ^-
J^'^^^ta major and E. iinmeoides. Its 1

«frecfr.« ?' °^ ^- aristata, but is better, and has more of the

Uno„";!*.^**^ bushiness of E. linnseoides. The flowers are pro-

the duration of the flower, have
which bloom periodically into two

ist, Ephemeral flowers, which open at a stated
period, and fall or close regularly the same day, and at

nearly the same hour. There are diurnal ephemeral
flowers, that is to say, those which expand during the day

;

such as the different species of Cistus and Linum, whose
blossoms open between Ave and six in the morning
and fall off before noori ; and nocturnal ephemerals,
such as the night-blowing Cereus, which expands about
seven in the evening and closes about midnii;ht.
2dly, Equinoctial flowers, which open at a stated hour,
and close again the same day at a fixed period, then re-

open again on the morrow, and sometimes for several days
successively, at a certain hour. There are, as in the pre-
ceding, diurnal equinoctial flowers, such as Ornithogaltim
umbellatum, which opens for several days successively
at 11 in the forenoon, and closes at three in the afternoon

;

and nocturnal equinoctial flowers, such as the Mesembry-
dnthemum noctiflorum, which opens several successive*

days at seven in the evening, and closes between six and
seven in the morning.

—

De CandoUe's Physiologie Ve-
getale^ -

Ancient Pickles,—In a vase discovered in the ruins of

Hercflilaneum, the Abbe Facciolati found an Orange in

vinegar, it appeared the Romans pickled Oranges as we
do Girkens. This,,pickle has been preserved for 1 780
years !

—

Manchester Guardian.
A Gigantic Hollyhock.—There is now growing in the

grounds occupied by Mr. W. Dent, grocer, at Nettleton,
near Caistor, a Hollyhock, of the height of 15-^ feet, and
beautifully flowered from near the root to the top.

Manchester Guardian.
Vegetable Monster,—At the meeting of the North

Suff'ulk and South Norfolk Agricultural Association, Sept.

21, "a great natural curiosity was exhibited, being a

small branch of a tree, the leaves on one^half of which are

Horn-beam, and on the other American Oak. There are

three of these trees now growing near each other in the

county of Norfolk, all of the same description. Th^y are

apparently of twenty-five years' growth, and it does not

appear that this remarkable phenomenon has ever before

been observed."

—

Country Newspaper,— [We really can-

not help wondering that the well-informed editors of

newspapers can insert such stuff as this.]

major and E. linmeoides. Its habit slightly
'Jiesinatof E.

Hucedl^V'*^ I'**^^"^

lieht » !
\^*'"^"ial clusters, and are of a deep pink, inclining to

BuiDurni^^f f^,^u_._
tillitpasses

of the Edin-
luto ttht'?^^

^^ ^^^ ^^^^' »"d gradually becoming paler

hnrch t„! ^". ^^^ ^^"ib. It was raised by Mr. M'Nab,

are almost colourless, but gradually assume a deep ro«y colour^
A great number of the delicate E. gracilis and E. arbiiscula,
loaded with their little purphsh bells, gave the house a gay ap-
pearance. Althougli Heaths and Epacrises aie the priucipsd ob-
jects of cultivation here, yet the Azalc.i , Borc^nias, and Lesche-
naultias are not less worthy of notice. By being allowed an
abundance of air, whenever practicable, in order to render thera
as hardy aspusbible, and to enable them the better to withstand
the approaching winter, they have assumed that deep green tiut,
which is so characteristic of perfect health.— JZ. A., Oct. IT,

•"'.h ^^t:^'^^,. by
Pauton's But. Mag.

Th. n-
MISCELLANEOUS.

ers e
.^-Z ^^^^^ 1'hc period at which certain flow-

tnd
^^*"^^' ^^ correctly noted, h well wortliy of attention,

great"^"^^^'""^^
presents remarkable phenomena. The

affectH^r^^^^
*^^ vegetable kingdom appears to be un-

hours hf M '!l^^
circumstance, and blossoms alike at all

tally A- r
^^' ^^^ * certain number, belonging to to-

'diurnai •
!i^*^

genera^ are evidently affected by some

«>rdeMn'''\"^"''^-
^^^^ ^'^^ ^^ pf*"^^ 'arranged in the

inhiam f^
1^^ ^^^^y expand constitutes what Linneeus,

Of their^
^^ "^^ **y'^' ^^"» ^^^'^'**^ ^^^^- '^^^

lows •^^7^*'^*'"" during summer at Paris is as fol-

ISlii.LiTf^'^.^^'^ ^ and 4 in the morninc-.—Convolvulus

period

Nil and ^- sfepiuna
; between 4 and 5,

morning
-, the Tragopogon,

other Chicoraceous plants, and Matricaria

Paparer nudicaule, and the

with several

•«»'eolen,
; iri o'clock,

GARUJi:xN MEMOllANDA.
Woodhall, the seat of A. Smith, Esq.-^The mansion is a modern

structure, built by Sir T. Rumbold, delightfully situated upon au
elevated part of the park, and overlooking the river Beane -,

which, in its course throiij;:h this demesne, expands into a broad
serpentine piece of water. The park contains some old trees, of
largre dirtjensions, and is beautifully diversified by hill and dale.

The present owner has removed the wooden fence which used to

form the boundary, and has replaced it by a brick wall. Upon
the lawn we noticed some flue CecJars, and a few large specimens
of the Copper Beech, Portugal Laurel, Flowering Ash, &c. At a
short distance from the inansion Is a small conservatory, in

which the plants look healthy, alfhough by no means rare. The
Kitchen and Forcing Garden is situated at a distance from th©
mansion j it was laid out by Malcolm, and is probably one of the

finest of the kind in that part of the country. This was in after

years the field in which the able Giiffin carried on his experi-

ments, under whom some of the best practical men of the present
day were tutored^ This place is now under the directions of Mr.
Davis, of whose practical knowledge we have a proof from the
products which were exhibited by him at the three ft^tes of the
Horticultural Society. We can only add that the garden, espe-

cially in the Forcing department, reflects great credit upon Mr.
Davis. We may observe that this part of Hertfordshire is one of

the best fields for rewarding the investigation of the lover of na-
tive plants, as in our numerous walks in this locality we have,
amongother beautiful species, met with the following : Paris

quadril'61ia, Stratiotes aloidcs, Parnassia palustris, Hott6nia pa-

lustris, Ophrysapifera, Chlora perfoliata, Ophrysmuscifera, Adoxa
muschatelhna, Neoitia spiralis, Anagallis teuclia, Polemo*
nium creruleum. Orchis latifdlia, Fritillaria meleagris, Ustera
ovata, Allium nrsinum, Epipactis latifdlia, Helleboras foeti-

dus and viridis, Platanthera bif61ia, Chrysosplenium oppositif6-

lium. Orchis pyramidalis, Monotropa Hypopithys, Aristol6chia
Clematitis, Hyoscyamus niger, GentianaAmareUa, LithyrusNis-
soiia, Malva moschata, Genista pilosa, and many others which
we cannot now enumerate. We were struck with the scarcity

of Quercus sessiliflora in the coupty of Hertford, where, as it is

a district which produces so much Oak timl)er, we thought of
finding it in tolerableabundance.—/. A., Sept. 22.

Fairbairn's Xursery, Clnpham.—At this place is cultivated in
great perfection that most intercstingtribeof plants, the Heaths.
We observed, in particular, numerous specimens of Erica Will-
moreana and E. Linneana superba, which had during the season
made shoots atleast2ft. in length. The collection of Epacris is also
good, and comprises the best varieties in cultivation; when in

flower, these will make a beautiful display. Amongst the Heaths
in bloom are E. Lambtrtiartjsea, a rich flesh-coloured variety, of

a much deeper tint than the old E. Lamb^rtia ; E. cerinthoides

magntfica, with the lower part of the tube lightish pink, and the

upper half of a bright vermilion colour; E, grandinosa nana, a

prolific bloomer, with transparent white flowers; E. traoiipwrens

nova, remarkable for the length of time which the flowers con-

Uaufi tOMpaoil iasacc^^ou; <^ their first a|rpc«Mce, *^'^'*

Martin Doyle's Cgclopmlia of Practical Husbandry

.

Wk have received the 6th Part of this excellent work,
which has now reached as far as Harrows. It contains
good articles on Fences, Flax, and Grasses. We extract
the following on Goats
" The male of this species will engender at the age of

twelve months, and the female at eight ; but if the object
be to have a good description of the animal, it is -better
not to rear those which are produced by parents so young.
From two to five years of age tlie male is most vigorous,
and the female bears her best kids from two to eight
years, though she may be fruitful and live much longer.
A young she-goat or emasculated male, if perfectly fat,

\% excellent meat as to flavour, though it is said to be
indigestible comparatively with beef and mutton ; a well-
fed kid is delicious for the table.

"No one presuming to call himself a farmer, or pos-
sessing shrubs and plantations, would think of keeping
these animals, unless confined in a yard as pets for chil-

dren, who ought at a very early age to acquire habits of
tenderness and care for every gentle and domestic animal

;

but to the mountaineer, in his wild and lonely solitudes,

goats are a source of subsistence and profit. If at liberty,

these hardy creatures will find food enough among furze
brakes, and ap]>arently barren lands, where other animals
would starve ; because they cat a greater variety of plants
than any other domestic animal. The sheep comes nearest
to them in this particular; it being supposed that the
latter eats 400 varieties of vegetables, while the goat will

eat 500 kinds. Horses and cows, again, reject about one
half of what are palatable to the sheep. But this calcu-
lation is on the supposition that some plants, though
rejected by these different animals under circumstancel
favourable to the gratification of their uppetite for other
food, will be eaten by them when hungry, or at particular

seasons, though rejected at others ; so that a fixed rule,

as to what plants any of them will absolutely reject or

consume, cannot be laid down. The goat, however, is

certainly the least fastidious of them all; berry plants,

indeed, are poisonous to them ; but they thrive on some
which are noxious to other animals, and can feed on com-
mon Hemlock, which is decidedly a poison for cows, and
which, though it will not kill the ass, causes it, from its

narcotic powers, to fall into a state of insensibility, in

which it shows no signs of life,

"The female goat, when giving milk, should, like all

other females in the same state, be well fed ; in propor-

tion to the succulence and abundance of the food which

she relishes, will be her secretion of milk, and salt will

be found highly conducive to her general good condition.

I To those who are unable to keep a cow, the goat is a
treasure when giving milk, which she will yield for several

months if well fed, at the rate of two quarts a day.
*' The medicinal properties of goat's milk are well

known ; it is intermediate in its qualities between that of

the cow and of the ass, being thinner than the first, and
less serous than the second. It curdles easily, and makes

a very palatable cheese. The largest and finest goats are

in cold climates, and seem designed for our use in regions

where the cow would not find sustenance, or even a secure

place for her feet. The hair of the goat in some parts

of the world is highly prized for its fine quality, and in

our own country it is useful for linsey, and the skin is

convertible into leather—of the morocco kind—or it is
r

worn with the hair on by the Highland peasantry in win-

ter, as an outside garment. It is surprising that goats

are not much more numerous than they are in our Irish

mountains, where they might be maintained almost lite-

rally without expense : to see a female kid so often sold

by the necessitous poor for a shilling, though its life, if

spared, would be so great a source of comfort to them,

is a melancholy manifestation of extreme distress.'*

these

Selhy^s History of British Trees is now completed*

To the many favourable notices of the work which have

already appeared in this Journal we have only now to add

that it forms avery handsome volume beautifully iilustrated»

It is the best compendium we possess of the qualities of the

trees which constitute the woodland scenery of England

;

and, which is saying a great deal, it is in all respects

worthy of being regarded a descendant of the Sylva of John
Evelyn . The concludingNumber is entirely occupied with

Coniferous plants, and treats, among other things, of the

Cedar of Lebanon—the bad quality of whose timber i^

admitted. Nevertheless, Mr. Selby adopts, without any

question, the opinion that the Temple of Solomon was

wholly constructed of it—a somewhat improbable circum-

stance, considering the quality of the material, and »^^'^
confirmed by the words of the Bible, as wc have eodca-

voured to show at p, 765 of our Chronicle for last year.

Rhers'Descriptive Catalogue ofSelected ffesesfor
im

has just reached us. It is an excellent
?f<^^^f^;>\^J^

Roses in cultivation, weU classed, and with prices and

short descriptions of each sort It h« also the varieties

that are most remarkable for their fragrance, distinguished

from the others by marks mdicatmg the amount of fra-

grance. Wc recommeiid «U JoTcrs of Roses to procwe

thif Catalogue.
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r \T TTX-riAT? OF OPEIlATIONSybr the ensuing week.
^W™^he?J?L yef;i the benefi/of gettin.^ the roots of

fr-^t'-beadS tr^s 1" s/me degree »"''-
°"'J°'^;"/(,'e'^an to°bc

fininir them near to the surface of the ground, uas oegun to oc

aZccateU but even now that system is not by any mean, so

eeneiaUrfo lowed as it ought to be. For the formation of fruit-

iee &rs no general rule can be laid down which would be

ZrAicMeto^^l cases: the practice mast be regulated by theS t^ o'^e soil and by the nature of the sub-soU. That m
which almost all kinds of fruit trees are the most productive and

the most permanent, is what is called - strong loam"; that is,

loam rather inclining to a clayey than to a sandy texture. Per-

fect drainage is, however, essential in such soil, more especially

if the under stratum is a stiff clay. To facilitate this, and to pre-

Yent the roots from penetrating into bad soil, a layer, six or

eight inches thick, of stones, brick-bats, or other hard rubble,

should be spread evenly over the bottom as trenching pro-

ceeds observing particularly to make the bottom of the border

quite smooth, and with a regular fall of six inches from the wall

to the tile-drain, which must be laid along the front, a few

inches below the bottom of the border, to carry off surplus

water. The depth of soil should be governed by its texture and

quality. Of such as is now treated of, two feet in medium depth

will be amply sufficient for the support of any tree whatever.

If of a more clayey nature, fifteen inches at the wall, gradually

deepening six inches to the front of the border, is a proper depth.

Tn very light soil, a greater depth should be given, say two feet

or two feet six inches. Where the subsoil is not wet, nor in

any other way inimical to vegetation, the layer of rubble at the

bottom of the bordct may be dispensed with.

As we would diminish the depth, so likewise we would increase

the width of wall-borders. Some writers have advised them to

be as wide as tlie wall is high; but this is a very objectionable

rule. For a twelve feet wall (and for permanent trees none ought

to be lower] the border should be at least eighteen feet wide; if

twenty, so much the better ; but in that case the accessary walk

along the front might be made to pass over the prepared ground,

so that the roots could extend beneath it. In all cases, the sur-

face of the border ought to be somewhat higher than the level of

the walk, more or less according to circumstatices. Where a

garden is so unfortunately situated that thorough drainage is

impracticable, the borders for the finer kinds of wall- trees

may with great advantage be elevated a foot or more above the

general surface. It is scarcely necessary to observe, that no
stimulating manure should be mixed with the soil in which

fruit-trees are planted.

If these hints, and those before given upon planting, be acted

upon, and the branches are allowed ample space to extend, there

will be but little necessity for the now fashionable system of

root-pruning.
I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department.
Pinery.— In ca^e a great decline of bottom-heat, or any other

circumstance, renders it advisable to renew the beds and regulate

the plants now in preference towaithigfor the usual supply of

fresh leaves, it will be better to do so without further delay. If

much fresh bark should be required to raise the beds to a proper

height, the old bark need not be screened, and particularly if the

added portion is fresh from the tan yard ; this, however, ought

BOt to be the case if it can be avoided. Set all fruiting plants at

• the warmest end of the house, unless a compartment can be

wholly devoted to them, which would be preferable, as they ought
to have a minimum temperature of 65°, whereas 58"^ or 6U° by
artificial heat is sufficiently high for the general stock from this

time till spring. Plants intended to show fruit soon after

Christmas should alsb be placed in a house by themselves, where
they can be kept comparatively cool and dry, so sis gradually to

suspend vegetation.
ViNEav.—Prune the Vines in the succession houses as the

wood ripens. It will be advisable also to check any signs of pro-

longed vegetation in those that are not yet fit to be pruned, by

taking off all young growths that may continue to push. Persevere

in washing the leaves if any red-spiders still remain.

Pkach-house.—Most of the leaves will probably now part

readily from the shoots; if so, they should be removed in the

usual way. Contiuue to give air freely to all the houses that are

covered,
CucPMBERS Avn Melov!?.— For the latter, no further direc-

tions will be needed than those given last week. Cucumbers must
be well attended to insure success. A temperature of about 70°

should be maintained artificially, which will allow of a little air

being given on comparatively cool and dull days. Stop the pro-

grresbing shoots at every second joint, and pinch of all tendrils

and yo uug fruit that are not wanted to swell as soon as they appear.
Ont-door D^mrtment,

The extraordinary fineness of the weather of late has caused

many vegetables to attain such a size and succulence, that it

is very questionable whether they will be capable of withstanding

severe frost; it will be well, therefore, to try every method that

presents itselfto prepare such over-luxuriant plants against win-

ter by giving them a temporary check. "With this view, tall

Broccoli which was not removed last month might be laid down
as then directed, and those of more sturdy growth should be well

earthed up.
Cabbages.—Plant out from the nursery-beds the largest of

those which were originally purposed to remain there all winter,

and replace them with any small plants from the seed-beds.

Cal-liflowi:rs.—Put out the hand-glass crop on a south bor-

der. Most persons fill the glasses with plants, and in spring re-

move all, except three or four of the strongest, to the open
p-ound. A bed should also be pricked out in a dry place to be
protected in severe weather by hoops and mats.

^ Garlic and Shallots may now be planted. To obtain very
li*rge bulbs, draw deep drills and fill them up with rich compost,
iii which single cloves are to be planted a foot apart. If worms
ar»' afterwards troublesome by drawing the bulbs out of the
grt und, (lu^t a little quicklime along the rows.

LBTTifCE.—Young plants may be made less succulent, and
thcr.iliy better able to bear cold, by pulling them up and exposing
the roots to the son till they begin to wither. When replanted,
they grow Biore slowly, and are consequently hariiier^
Turnips.—Hoe between or hand-weed the latest crop. The

plants should likewise be thinned if they touch each other, or
they will snffer from wet.
Orchard.—Lose no time m completing new fruit-tree borders

before wet weather sets in. Unproductive wall-trees, whatever
may be their size, if worth the labour, should be taken up and re-
planted near the surface. Cut away all roots that are too stab-
born to lie horizontally, and spread out those which are re-

tained after the manner of a fan-trained tree. A little fre^h earth
about the roots will be beneficial. When the leaves of Peach-
trees begin to lose their attachment, they should be brushed off

with a birch-broom.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department,

Stove.—Artificial heat will now be constantly required at

night J
60^ for the common stove, 05° or 70° for the warm OrchU

daccous house, and about 50"- for the cool one. All plants, such

as the diflTerent species of Achimenes, which are beginning to die

down should be removed to a less prominent situation, and kept

less moist than formerly, but not perfectly iiry untU they lose

their stems and leaves.

GKKBNnot'ss AND CoNSERVAToak'.— If worms are trouble-

Bome in the pots, api)ly limc-wator once or twice, which will

either kill or bring tiiem to the surface. Pelargoniums which

swe wanted to bloom early should be repotted and encooraged.

I^t them have the full benefit of light, and water with caution.

As they advance in^growth, the tuberous-rooted Tropseolums

Should be shifted into their flowering pots, and regularly trained

to the framew<»'lL over which they are intended to spread. The
ttora deUcftte species must not l?e cverpotted, a« too tnuch

moisture rots their tender fibres. The pot in which the plant

grows ^y be plunged into a larger one, to which the wireframe

should be attached. Place the plants in an airy part of the house.

Pits ani> FitAMKS.—All plants in pots which require shelter

in winter, including Pinks, Stocks, Violets, &c., for forcing,

ought now to be housed, in anticipation of frost. Useful struc-

tures for the presen-ation of half-hardy plants may be made by

building walls of turf, and making a dry floor of brickbats

covered with coal-ashes. In lieu of glass lights, the straw mats

we have before recommended will form a roof in bad weather.

Out-door Department,

Scarlet and other Pelargoniums which have been left in the

beds of the flower-garden, in order to prolong its beauty, should

now be taken up and housed. Where a great stock of large

plants 15 required for bedding out in spring, and there is not

room enough for them in the houses, they may be wintered in

any dry place which is inaccessible to frost, simply by cutting

off all the leaves and covering the roots with dry mould or sand.

Tall Fuchsias might also be hybernated in a similar way. Finish

the planting of hardy bulbs, and take up Tigridias, Marvel of

Peru &c
' ' NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT. '

NuasERY.—Coutinue to gather seeds of all required kinds.

Rooted layers of all deciduous trees may now be taken off and

planted in rows. .- ^ ^^ ^

Forest and Coppice Woods.—At this season of the year

planting ought to supersede all other wood-work; thinning and

felling can be done any time during the winter.—J. B, Whitings

The Deepdene,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Oct. 20,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

^
,
Wind. I

Rain.

Oit.

Saturday 15

Sunday 16

Monday 17

Tuesday 18

WednesdayiS
Thursday £0

Average

Baroubter.

Max.

30.335
30.045

B0.518
99.739

29T924

Mia.
3a 204
30.333
30.171

&0.Gd4
29.202
29.250
29G47

89.767

Thermoubthk*

Max.
fi7

€1
65
6« .

67
69 •

60

1

Min.
43
48
48
43
S5
£5
S2

Mean.
49.5

64.5
51.6

60.5

46.0
42.0

36.0

66.4 I 37-8
I

47.1

S.E.
N.K.
£.
aw.
N.W.
W.

.40

.02

.48

Oct. 14. Hazy j overcast and fine.

15. Hazy; overcast; very fine.
*

16. Light haze ; exceedingly fine ; overcast at nigbt.

17. Hazy; overcast; wmd variable; fine.

18. Very fine ; heavy rain commenced 6 p.m.

19. Cloudy; fine^ clear at ni^ht; frosty.

20. Sharp frost; fine ; very clear and frosty at night.

Mean temperature of the week 3°.7 below the average

State of the V^'

* the
eaiher
ensuin

A ver.

Oct.
HijThest
Teuip.

hQOSun. 23
Mon. 24 ' 56.7

Tuea. 25 66.7

Wed. 26 55.4

ThurB.27 64.9

Fri. 28 53.4

Sat. 29 53.7

AJ e r.

LownC
Temp.

~
42.6
41.2

40-7

40.0
40.6
38.4

35.9

at Chiswick during thelast 16 years, for

g Week ending Oct. 29, 1842- „_
Prevailing Winds.

Mean
Temp

No, of
Years in

whit:h it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
oi Rain.

1

3

3
1

2

a

5.
1

1

a
4

4
3

u

1

»

3
]

2
2
2

00

24
6

S
1

8
3

3

2
3
4

6
4
1

S
4
1

1

I

1

8
2
2
2
3
1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 24th, in 1833—thermometer 68'"; and the lowest on the 28th,

in l836--thermometcr 23**, In 14 years out of the last 16, the 27th

has been wet.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Oct, 21, 1942.

This supply of Fruit during the past week has greatly exceeded

the demand for it; consequently, trade is far from being brisk.

Fniit: Pines are plentiful from 3*. to 5s, per lb.; amongst them
are some fine specimens of the Providence. The price of Grapes

remains unaltered. We observed a few Melons at is. 6d. each.

Pomegranates have made their appearance, from 3s, to 55. per

dozen. Pears aie somewhat cheaper than in our last account

;

the supply of Gansell's Bergamot is becoming limited : the Marie

Louise, Louise Bonne, and Swan's Egg are, however, plentiful;

the two former from 2s. to 3s, 6d, per half-sieve; the latter, from
2s. to 3.?. per bushel. Excellent samples of the Catillac Pear are

also selling at the latter price. Ribstone and Downton Pippins do

not fetch more than from 3s. to 4*. per bushel. The Imperati'ice

Plums are of good qualitj-, and are selling at 15, per punnet.

Damsons are less abundant, at 3s, and 45. per sieve. There are

plenty of English Walnuts, from 1.^ to is. 6rf. per 100. Cucum-
bers are becoming scarce ; the best fruit are selling at Hs. per

dozen. Vegetables: There is an abundant supply of all kinds of

Greens. A few French Beans may be met with, but it is probable

that after this week their season will be over. Turnips are of

excellent quality, and fetch from Is. Qd. to 25. 6d. per dozen
bunches. Endive and Lettuces are well supplied; the former

from gd, to is.Qd, per score; the latter from I5. to u. 6^. per score.

Jerusalem Artichokes are plentiful, from Is. 6i^. to 2s. per half-

sieve. Vegetable Marrows and Tomatoes have suflferedfrora the

late frosts, and are consequently less abundant. Cut Flowei*s:

Camellias, Roses, and Amaryllises are very good; and with Com-
bretum purpureum, Bign^nia venusta, Picotees, Chinese Prim-

roses, Pelargoniums, and Neapolitan "Violets, make a pretty

display,

PRICES, Saturday, Oct. 22, 1842,-FRUlTS j—

Pine Apple* per Ih.Zs lo5#
Melons, English, each^ Is Sd
6rape»i per pound, 1* to 2i6d

-* M U3c»t9, per pound, 2i 6J to 3j

_ — Spanish, 9€f to U
^^ Portugal U to Ij Gd

Plums, desaertt per punnet, 1$
Dftm«nna, per sieve, 3# to 4$

Apples, de.^faert,per l>auh.,3J to Gm
»* — Kitchen, 2s€dto 5t
Pears, dessert, per bf.^sicve,- ?i to 5j

BerlnTTif-s, per hf--sieve, is to 4s 64
Cucf J mbers, per doz*, Us toBs
Oran^ies, per doz., 1 # (€ 3« .

I Oran^a, per 100, Sj to S4«

Lemuni, per doi. It tr> 3«

— per I00,8«to 20«

Almonds, perpeck, 7'

Sweet Almondi, per pound, 3«

ChMouts, per peck, 4i to 7'
Walnuts, per bukh., 12«lt)« 30j

FilberU,Engrlish,porl00lbs.65* to 70t

C« b Nuts, per lOolb., ao« 10 90*

Nuts, perbuilifl

—

— Brazil, J6i to S0<
— Spanish, 20«
— Barcelona, 2<«

Savoys, per doz. 9rf to \s.

Cabbage, per doz. 6^ to \*

..» plants, per doz. I« 6<I to&« 6<f

— Redjforpicbling, U 6d to 3«
Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. U td to 2<
Broc-tdl, p,-r bunch, 6(i to 1«
Cauliflowers, perdo2.,2*to 4*
B^msjKidaey.per hf. 8v.,2j fiJ to 3*
— ScarUt, per hf.-tv. J« to Ittd

Potatoes, per ton, 401 to S0«— per cvvt.2«to4t
perbushel, 1* Zd to 2*

VEGETABLES.
Radish, Turnip, p. doz.bch., 1* to U Gd
Parsneps, per doxen, 9d to U
Spinach, per sieve, 1« to li Hd
Leeks, per doz- bun., 1* Cd 10 2*
Onions, per bushel, 4j to 6*
— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* Edf to4/
— Spanish, per doz. 1« u> &«

f>arlJC, per lb. &d to 8d
Shallots, per lb.. It

b«ttuce. Cabbage, p. sc, U
— Cos, U to ued

Endive, per score, U ZdXoUGd
Oelery.p.bd,, (l2to 15)9dto2*— Kidney, per bu.,2

JeTOsalem ArticnokeR, per half-sieve, STnall Salads, perpuuneti sd to 3J
I* 6d to s«

Turnips, per doz baa.. It Cd to S* fld
C»rrni9, per do2. bun., 3« to 3s
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to Is
Scorzoneia, oer bundle. Is 8«i to ]« 6d
SaUafy, per bundle, U 3d to Ufld
Horse Kadish, per bundle, ]1« to 5*
Kadiib, per dui. hand* (34 toao each)

SdtoU

Watercress, per doz> sm. bun. 4d to Cd
Parsley, per doz. bnn., !i fid to 2i 6d
Tarragon, pel d<»z. bun., S< to S«

Saee. per doz- bunches, Isfld to B»
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2«
Vegetable Marrow, per doz., 8d tolt
Tomatoes, per hf. av. St 6d to a*
Capsicams, R-ipe, per 100, 4« to U 6d
Mushrooms, per pottle, U to Is 3J

1

Kotices to Correspondents,

We shall be obliged if our Correspondents, in tbeir future

communications, will take care that no general question

relating to different subject^ i3 asked in the same para-

graph, and that each question is headed with the principal

subject. One side only of the paper should be wrilten

on, so that we may separate each question. If these

directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our

obtaining answers, and will enable us to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separating those

questions and answers which are of interest merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest.

Ammoxia.—.4n Original Stthscriher says—Suppose a tank be filled

with liquid manure, consisting of equal parts of strong soap-

suds and urine, and that when the latter was known by its

odour to be giving* off ammonia, sulphuric acid were added tp

fix it, would not the acid combine more readily with the alkali

contained in the soap suds, than with the ammonia evolved

from the urine j and, consequently, until more acid were in the

mixture than the alkali in the soap-suds could combine with,

the ammonia in the mixture would remain unaltered? Now,
if the alkali in the saponaceous portion of the mixture be not

improved by the addition of an acid, there must, I take it, be a

considerable waste of the latter, which might be prevented by

keeping the urine and soap-suds each in different vessels.

Would this be advisable if practicable? or would the whole

mixture, the potash in the soap-suds being converted into a

neutral salt, and the ammonia being fixed, be upon the whole

the best? [He is perfectly right ; when sulphuric or any other

strong acid is added to urine, soap-suds, &c., the acid will first

combine with and neutralise the potash or soda of the soap;

and subsequently, if there be any excess of acid, it will unite

with the ammonia ; the afi&nity of the two fixed alkalies, as they

are called, for acid'is much stronger than that possessed by am-
monia j hence, if we add only a very small quantity of acid to a

mixture of urine and soap-suds, the whole of the acid added

will very probably combine with the alkali of the soap, whilst

the ammonia will not be fixed. It is most probable that the

sulphate of potash or soda which is formed when svxiphuric

acid is added to the above mentioned kind of liquid, constitutes

a valuable part of tlie manure. It must be remembered that

the alkaline sulphates cannot help to fix ammonia, but their

presence in liquid manure is desirable j sulphate of potash is

particularly useful, as many plants cannot thrive unless they

have a due supply of that salt from the soil.—K.] G. Watson

asks what is the best substance to fix ammonia in liquid ma-

nure, so as not to render it thick, and what quantity should be

used? For several reasons already given it is probable that

sulphuric acid is the best and most convenient fixer for am-

monia • the addition of this substance does not in any way in-

terfere'with the fluidity of the liquid, or prevent the use of a

pump. If gypsum, however, be preferred for any local reason,

the contents of the tank must be allowed to settle before draw-

ing off theliquid manure ; the white powder which settles at the

bottom is a mixture of gypsum and carbonate of lime, and of

course does not contain any ammonia. There is no general

rule as to the quantity of acid or gypsum to he added; it of

course depends on the quantity of ammonia in the liquid;

enough must be added to prevent any pungent smell being

given off 5 when that is perceived we may be sure that am-

monia is escaping.— ii^.
'

Nitrate of Soi>\,—An Amateur.—r\\e proportion of this sub-

stance which may be applied to autumn- sown Onions is smalU

You had better try at first what effect half-an- ounce, dissolved

in a gallon of water, has upon them ; but you should not apply

it until the spring.—

J

, , .

Maxubes.— C. B.—No better means occurs to us for burning

marl than a lime-kiln. If it should turn out that when buint

it is so much more efficacious than in its rough state, perhaps

you would be so kind as to inform us. You could not use a

better material thaiTclay marl for consolidating the light soil

of your garden. The effect of the burning is to convert the

calcareous part of the mail intoJime.—

t

^
Salt.—^rf«m.—No doubt you may kill all sorts of weeds with

salt, if given in doses of sufficient strength. Asparagus likes

salt, and, therefore, takes no harm ; but, on the contrary, is

improved by its application. But if you give it to your Straw-

berries, you will be quite certain to kill them, for they do not

like salt. The Strawberries will, however, take no harm if

you apply the salt only to the walks between the beds.—t—
A Subscriber.—It does not much matter whether salt is applied

to Asparagus beds now, or in spring; butifit is spread over the

beds at this time of the year, it is apt to be washed away from

the roots.—

t

^, ^.^ r
LiME-wATKR.—^. ^.—This is prepared by puttmg a quantity of,

quicklime into water; stir the mixture a few times and allow

the lime to settle; the clear liquor which floats is what is used.

It will destroy the worms near the surface of the ground, with-

out injuring your Roses.—

t

Mushrooms.—J. D. writes to us thus:—*'I have constructed a

house lately on Oldacre's principle, with a flue passing along

the front and one end of the house, and with tiers of shelves

on the back part. I had tHe beds built about the middle of

August, with short dung taken from an open shed where horses

are constantly kept. The dung, when broken to pieces and

put together, fermented, but not Tiolently- When the heat

had sufficiently sul^sided, the beds were made about 10 inches

deep • they were spawned in the usual way, and covered with

loam and horse- droppings mixed together. The latter were

taken from an engine-house where horses pump vrater to

supply the mansion and garden. The beds worked well at the

commencement, but have since turned out a complete failure.

Quantities of Mushrooms make their appearance, but imme-

diately become soft and tough, similar to leather, and it is a

great chance if one arrives at perfection. I at first attributed

this failure to drought, in consequence of which I watered the

beds with tepid water, and had some sweet fermenting dung

put into the house; this caused a perfectly sweet, humid at-

mosphere, but the beds did not appear to be in any way reno-

vated by it. I have grown Mushrooms for some years, and l

never was so beaten before. What degree of heat is sufficient to

destroy the vegetative properties of Mushroom-spawn?^ —Lif

this statement is correct, the only probable solution which we

can give is, that the boards of which the shelves are composea

have been formed of Kyanised timber. Should this have been

the case, it at once accounts for his failure. The smallest

amount of heat required to destroy Mushroom spawn is not

known.]—

t

,.•*.«.. «rc»

CucuiiBiias.—/. S. B.—If you can grow Cncumbers in winter, we

do not see why plants raised from cuttings should not succeea

quite as well with you as those raised from seed. We cannor,

however, see your object in rearing them from cuttings wnen

seedling plants are so much more easily obtained. It is po"Dt-

ful whether Cucumbers can be procured with certainty lu

M'Phail's pits during winter.—

t

,,. ^^ . ^
VlJ<ES.—-4 Constant Header.—Yoxx will not injure your \ ines uy

removhig the old and useless wood now. There is no danger

of their bleeding at this season of the year, and if any of tne

wounds are large and commence bleeding in the sprmg, you

may easilv stop the flow of sap by pressing into the \?^\^\^^

the wood a paste formed of one- fourth of calcined oyster saens,

beaten to a fine powder, and three-fourths of ch«ese, weu

worked together.—

t

., .^ ,. i^

Hkatixg Pits.— 6'ttii^rian states that he has built a pit lo J^-

square, with a good drainage into an adjoining ditch. A P«
rises in the centre, from which springtwo arches, the P'^'' f

"

the arches being flued. Over the arches is a course of "^^^'^^

tUes, the joints of which are well cemented to prevent the en-

trance of rank steam. The sides of the pit are ajso nueu-

Having an abundance of stable litter, he proposes to setif

these ax-ches constantly filled with hot dung, hoping to o^" "

a regular heat of so deg. [We doubt not but he may ""a^.^'i

ft £:ood teiuiifirature by this means ; but for what purpose coe»
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CHEONICLE 71
Mr. Wheeley; 2. H. stokes, Esq.; 3, Mr. Webb.
WtTRZEr., Mr. Wliceley. Paasn^eps, l and 2,

Ma yoel
i->u«z,6.., i«f. vTriiueiey. i'AflsN^EPs, 1 and 2, Mr. Wheelev I ^,

^^
J/^J".*^

^^ ^^^ Chicoraceous tribe; between 5 and 6.
S;^fi^'i".TuRKiPs

1 E.Peel, Esq.; 2, LordVeruon. Whiie, I ^l^"'"'"*^^^^
^^^tcrium, Lapsana communig,and Convolvulus

5l^:/-.^_^P-?:'.._^_^'^J^/'' '- Mr, Wheeley, 2, Rt, Hou. Sir r! tn'color
; at G o'dock,-lHypooh.ris n'aSata se^^^^^^^^

species of Solanum, and Convolvulus siculus ; between 6

.^ T; 'f
^a"oi3S species of Sonchus and Hieracium

;
at

/ o dock,—the Water Lily, Lettuces, Camelinas, and
irenanthes muralis; from 7 to 8,-Mesembry5athemum

Wiilcox. Atrf/^^i/, land 2, Mr. Wheeley. Scotch Kale. Mr!Wheeley. Turmip RAoiSHEg. Capt. Inge. Frevch Rea\s
Capt. Ing:e. Numerous Cotta-ers' Prizes were also awarded —
[It will be seen from the above report, that the names of the
winr.mgr Dahlia flowers have not been furnished by the ex
hibitors to the secretary. It would perhaps be advisable tomake It a rule on future occasions, that unless a list is handed
With the flowers, the prize-money will be withheld ]

in

Imrbatum, Campanula speculum, and Cucumis Ang.'ma
;

at 8 o clock,—AnagalHs arvensis ; between 8 and 9,—No-

WhiUfield Horticnlhirnl S',ciety, OcMG.^The annual meeting
for the exhibition of Celery and other garden Vegetables was

Dayics, grr.to J.Richardson, Esq.; 3, 1/. 5*.,

lana prostrata
; at 9 o'clock,-. the Fldd Marygold; be-

tween 9 and 10,—the Ice plant ; between 10 and 11,—
at 11 o'clock, the Purs-um

Pkars
Meton

plb. 9ioz., Mr. W.Chorlton, gr. to P. M. James. Esq. Apples
--h Alexander, Mr. W. Jones gr. to Mrs.Bealey; 2, Cheshire
Mind, Mr. W. Jonesj 3, Rdmione Pippin, Mr. W Chorlton

•1, Ganstirs Bergamot'-2, C«^*//rte. Mr. W. Cborlton"
-1, Mr. W.Jones. Love Apples, Parsnkps, OnionsRope OP Onions. Whitk Cabbaor, i Kud 2 Indian Whkat

Mr. W. Jones. SrLVKa Beet, weight ulb. 4oz., Mr. J. Rams-
botham. PAaSLKy, curied, Mr. J. Allen, Pot\tors Mr J
Allen. Cauliflowkrs, Mr. J. Smith, gr. to R. Phillips. Esq*Carrots Mr. T Taylor. Tl^rnips, Mrs. Bindlass. cJaLEuKalb. Mrs. Bindlass. Red Cabbage, l, Mr. T. Booth; 2. Mr.
E. Bleakley. White Cabbage, Mr. W. Qgden. YegktableMarrow, Mr. J.Swailc, gr. to A.Thomas, Esq.

night,—Convolvulus
Belle de jour—no
it expanded before
in conjunction with
divided those plants
classes

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH AHE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

.- PENtsTKMON CEXTIAN0IDE9 : var. splendens. Gentian-like
Pentstemon. splendid variety. {Half-hardy Herbaceous Pkmh.^
ScrophularuiceEe. Didynimia Anginspermia.-The flowers of this
singularly handsome variety combine thfe scarlet of P eent
coccluea with the dark reddish crimson or pnrple of the oHginal

T^f ' ^"J^'^^'^l^'lT^^?"^^ *^^ ^^^ *^t^^^ known varieties.
There is little doubt but that this showy plant is a genuine
variety, raised from Mexican seeds, and not obtained by English
art through the medium of culture and hybridization.-/'a^7ri«'5
ij/>r. Mag,
SfA'TicE monopr'tala

J
var. denudata. Naked Monopetalous

Sea Lavender. PlumbaginaceBe. Pentaiidria Pentagvnia.-This
IS a well-marked variety of StAtice monopetala, having smallerand paler flowers, a more "drawn up" manner of growth,
broader leaves, somewhat wavy at the edge, and a much smaller
quantity of calcareous scurf. No trace of it is found in hooks,and It IS probably of garden origin. The Horticultural Society
received it from the Botanic Garden of Leyden, under the
erroneous name of Statice auffruticosa. It is nearly hardy, re-
quiring only a slight protection during whiter, when planted in
the open border; but it suffers from damp. It flowers during theautumn months, grows freely in any rich light soil, and is easily
increased by cuttings of the young wood, treated in the ordinaryway.—Bo^. Heg, ^

Ae'ridks CRISPL-M. Sir Richd. Brooke's Air-])lant. fSfoi^e
A;jV)^^/e.) Orchrdacese. §VAiide£e. Gynaiidna Monandria—This
species IS a native of Coustall nm, a smaii place near the southern
point of the peninsula of India, and is certainly one of the finest

^JlLi^r^' T^^
'''?^''*'^ ?^^ P'^^^ ^" *" collections of merit,

cultivation itrcquu&s a hot and damp store

I
Mesembryanthemum nodiflor , .-v .. „ ..w^,v. tuc i u.s-
lane, Ornrthogaluai umhdiatum (called, on that account,

A7 i "" .9''''^^' """^ Tigridia pavonia ; at noon,-most
of the Ficoidese; at 2 in the afternoon,— Scilla pomeridi-
ana

; between 5 and C,— Silene noctiflora ; between 6 and
?,— the Nightshade

; betn-een 7 and «.—Ce'reus grandi-
florus, Meserabrydnthemum noctiflorum, CEnothera
tetraptera and (E. suaveolens ; lastly, about 10 at

major, called .by gardeners the
doubt, because they always find
they rise. These phenomena,

the duration of the flower, have
which bloom periodically into two

^
ist. Ephemeral flowers, which open at a stated

period, and fall or dose regularly the same day, and at
nearly the same hour. There are diurnal ephemeral
flowers, that is to say, those which expand during the day

;such as the different species of Cistus and Linum, whose
blossoms open between five and six in the morning
and lall off before noon; and nocturnal ephemerals,
such as the night-blowing Cereus, which expands about
seven m the evening and doses about midui^^ht.
iiily, Equinoctial flowers, which open at a stated hour,
and dose again the same day at a fixed period, then re-
open again on the morrow, and sometimes for several days
successively, at a certain hour. There are, as in the pre-
ceding, diurnal equinoctial flowers, such as OrnitL(5galum
umbeUutum, which opens for several days successively
at 1 1 m the forenoon, and doses at three in the afternoon

;and nocturnal equinoctial flowers, sudi as the Mesembry-
^nthemum noctiflorum, which opens several successive,
days at seven in the evening:, and doses between six and
seven in the morning.
getale.

Ancient Pickles,

are almost colourless, but eradually assume a deep rosy colourA great number of the delicate E. gracilis and E. arhfiscuTa!
loaded with their little purplish beiU, g-ave the house a gay ap-
pearance. Although Heaths and Epacrises are the principal ob-
jects of cultivation here, yet the Azaleas. BortSnias, and Lesche-
nauUiasare not less worthy of notice. By being allowed aii
abuudaiicc of air, whenever practicable, m order to render them
as hardy as possible, and to enable them the better to withstand
the approaching winter, they have assumed that deep green tint,
which is so characteristic of perfect health.—^. A., Oct. 17,

We extract

De Candolh's Physiologie Ve-

do Girkens.

In
When susjenrtcd

to be hung above it, as it evidently likes the moisture which iscontmually evaporating from such a place. When not in a growiiifr
state less water should be given than at other times, but it'should never be kept too dry.—Uo/. Ueg.

tion, and peat soil to grow iu. It is easily increased by dividiiiir
the old plants when in a dormant state, or by seeds, which shonld
be sown directly they are ripe, in pans filled with light rich soil.
*^Bot. Reg.
Sophronitis GRANDiFtORA. Largc-flowercd Sophionitis.

(Stove Epiphyte.) Orchidacere. Gynandria Mondndria.-This
interesting plant is a native oi Brazil, and flowered for the firsttime in this country in the collection of Messrs. Loddiffes. ofHackney, m October 1841. For so diminutive a plant, thesize of
the flowers is really extraordinary, and the stalk is made to curve
clow^lwards. apparently with the weight of the blossom The
colour IS a rich cmnabar. variously tinted with crimson and
orange, and pale orange or deep yellow in the centre. When in
flower, the plant is not uniike a dwarf Cattlcya: and this appear.
Bnce, combmed with the novelty of its colour, in relation to that
genus, makes it peculiarly interesting. The most natural way ofgrowing this plant, is to fa:^teu upon a small log of wood If asmall portion of moss be placed around the bottom of the pseudo-
bulbs. and over the younger roots, it will form a nucleus for
moisture, and keep them shaded. This species flourishes well inA house that is only moderately warm and moist, and shouldhave rest for three or four montlis. beginning at December. It
is increased by taking ofl' one or more of the pseudo- bulbs in
spring and placing them upon anothcrblock.-P./,//o«'*i?o; Ma^
EaiCANEi'LLii. Dr. Neill's Heath. {Gree7ihonfie Shruh.) Eri-'

CAce^e. Octiiudria Monog^^nia.—This lovely Heath is a hybrid
between E. aristata major and E. linnaeoides. Its habit slightlv
resembles that of E. aristata. but is better, and has more oi the
erectuess and bushiiiess of E. linnpeoides. The flowers are pro-duced lu termuial clusters, and are of a deep pink, inclining to

w ^'k/? ? ^\^^^ ^^^^' ^"^ gradually becoming paler till it passes

w,r tI !
'*'- *^^ ^''"^' ^^ ^^''^^ ^^^^^^ ^y "»•• M'Nab, of the Edin-burgh Botanic Gardens.—Paj-^on'* But, Mag.

^j. r.- ,
MISCELLANEOUS.

ine ntaloj Flora.—The period at which certoin flow-
ers expand, if correctly noted, ig wdl worthy of attention,
«nd sometimes presents remarkable phenomena. The
greater part of the vegetable kingdom appears to be un-
affected by this circumstance, and blossims alike at all
houisof the day; but a certain number, belonging to to-
tally distinct genera, are evidently affected by some
diurnal influence. The list nf ..L^t- ^ I • Jl
nr/l*.r ,'n ™i,;«i, *i

^^ plants arranged m the

fnhT.m.t i • ,'^.^ constitutes whafLinn«3us,

nf fhpTr l^
"""-^ '^^''.' ^'"^ ^^^^^'^ »^^^- The periodof their^ expansion during summer at Paris is as fol-

„ ,
^" a vase discovered in the ruins of

Hercfhlaneum, the Abbe Facdolati found an Orange in
vmeirar. It appeared the Romans pickled Oranges a°s we

This pickle has been preserved for 1 780
years \—Manchester GuardUin.
A Gigantic Bo/h/hock.—There is now growing in the

grounds occupied by Mr. W. Dent, grocer, at Nettleton,
near Caistor, a Hollyhock, of the height of 15^ feet, and
beautifully flowered from near the root to the top.
Manchester Guardian.

Vegetable Monster,—ki the meeting of the North
Safl-olk and South Norfolk Agricultural Association, Sept.
21, "a great natural curiosity v/as exhibited, being a
small brand) of a tree, the leaves on one^half of which are
Horn-beam, and on the other American Oak. There are
three of these trees now growing near each other in the
county of No^rfolk, all of the same description. They are

does not
er before

eally can-

editors of
newspapers can i nsert such stuff as this.]

GARUKN~AlEMOJlANDA.
str^S^p''h;,M'/^

i'^?.-The mansion is a modern
rlrvftpH A.rt ^l^^""

^- ^""^^'old. delightfully situated upon ancleiatedpart of the park, and overiooking the river Beanewhich la its course through this demesne, expands into abroadserpentme piece of water. The park contains some old trees of^rge dimensions, and is beautifully diversified by hill and daleThe present owner has removed tlie wooden f«nce which used toforni the boundary and has replaced it by a brick wad Upm^the lawn we noticed some fine Cedars, and a few large specimensof the CopperBeech, Portugal Laurel, Flowering ^sh &c Ata
winchIhS '' ^ -all^conseWaW in

J iii ^.^.V*^ °"^ healtffy. alfhough by no meaus rare. TheKitchenand Forcing Garden is situated at a distance from t amansion
; it was laid out by Malcolm, and is probably one ?f thennestofthekmdiu that part of the country. This was in afte?years the field in which the able Griffin Tarried on his ex^rl-ments. under whom some of the beat practical men of the pre^ntday were tu ored. This place is now under the directions of MrDavis, of whose practical knowledge we have a proof from theproducts which were exhibited by him at the three f^tes o theS i^ nrl^^"- '*^';. ^^'" ^"^ ^"^>- ^^^ ^^^' t^« garden, espe!S ^^iT'l^ department, reflects great credit upon Mr.

J;«
T'

f ^ f/'?^
observe that this part of Hertfordshire ii one of

rive n nnf'i*^'
for rewarding the investigation of the lov^r o?na.live plants, as in our numerous walks in this locality w-e haveamongother beantiful species, met with the foliowLg Par?s

S"^^l''^^.l^^v!„^5^*l?.*_^^ ?J/>>^e«' Parnassia palustris, Snia pa!

Martin Doyle's Cychpwdia of Practical Husbandry.We have recdved the 6th Part of this excellent work,
which has now reached as far as Harrows. It contains
good articles on Fences, Flax, and Grasses,
the following on Goats :—
"The male of this species will engender at the age of

twdve months, and the female at eight ; but if the object
be to have a good description of the animal, it is better
not to reartiiose which are produced by parents so voung.
From two to five years of age the male is most vigorous,
and the female bears her best kids from two to eight
years, though she may be fruitful and live much longer.A young she goat or emasculated male, if perfectly fat,
IS excellent meat as to flavour, though it is said to be
indigestible comparatively with beef and mutton : a well-
fed kid is dehcious for the table.
" No one presuming to call himself a farmer, or poi-

sessing shrubs and plantations, would think of keeping
these animals, unless confined in a yard as pets for chil-
dren. Mhooughtatavery early age to acquire habits of
tenderness and care for every gentle and domestic animal;
but to the mountaineer, in his wild and lonely solitudes,
goats are a source of subsistence and profit. If at liberty,
these hardy creatures will find food enough among furze
brakes, and apparently barren lands, where other animals
would starve

; because they eat a greater variety of plants
than any other domestic animal. The sheep comes nearest
to them in this particular; it being supposed that the
latter eats 400 varieties of vegetables, while the goat will
eat 500 kinds. Horses and cows, again, reject about one
half of what are palatable to the sheep. But this calcu-
lation is on^the supposition that wme plants, though
rejected by these different animals under circumstancea
favourable to the gratification of their appetite for other
food, will be eaten by them when hungry, or at particular
seasons, though rejected at others ; so that a fixed rule,
as to what plants any of them will absolutely reject or
consume, cannot be laid down. The goat, however, is
certainly the least fastidious of them all; berry plants,
indeed, are poisonous to them ; but they thrive on some
which are noxious to other animals, and can fted on com-
mon Hemlock, which is decidedly a poison for cows, and
which, though it will not kill the ass, causes it, from its
narcotic powers, to fall into a state of insensibility, in
which it shows no signs of life.

"The female goat, when giving milk, should, like all
other females in the same state, be well fed ; in propor-
tion to the succulence and abundance of the food which
she relishes, will be her secretion of milk, and salt will
be found highly conducive to her general good condition*
To those who are unable to keep a cow, the goat is a
treasure when giving milk, which she will yield for several
months if well fed, at the rate of two quarts a daj.

" The medicinal properties of goat's milk ar« well
known

; it is intermediate in its qualities between that of
the cow and of the ass, being thinner than the first, and
less serous than the second. It curdles easily, and make*
a very palatable cheese. The largest and finest goats are
in cold climates, and seem designed for our use in regions
where the cow would not find sustenance, or even a secure
place for her feet.

lows: Between 3 and 4 in the morning,
Kil and C, sepinm ; between 4 and 5.

Convolvulus
the Tragopogon,

moscnatelli la, ^e^5ttla sjjiralis, AnagalHs tenelJa, Polemo
nlT '=^1?'^""'' Or-^his latifolia. FritiUaria meleagr s, L sSraovata, All.um ursinum, Epipaetis JatiMlia, Helleborus fetldus ai.d yindis, Platinthera bif61ia, Chrysosplenium op^si^Mhum. Orchis pyramidalis, Monotropa Hvpopithys, ArMehia
s6lia Malva moschata. Genista pilosa, and ma,.y others whichwe catuiot now enumerate. We were struck with the sclrcftyof Quercus sessiliflora in the county of Hertford wherp a, ft w
a Uisuict Which produces so n,ucS Oak tiSbe,,V e fu^gh offlnduig It m tolerable abundance.-J. A., Sept. 23.

*"
"'°"^''' °'

F'l'rbmrn't Nursery, Clapham.-At this place Is cnltirated ingreat perfection that niost intercningtribeofpIanL the HeathsWe observed, in particnlar, numerous specimens of Erica Wm"moreana and E Linneaua superba, which had dur^g the ^^^o"made shoots atleast2ft.iulength. ThecoUectionof EpacrisTs^lsogood, and comprises the best varieties in cultira ion when i^

fn bloon 'ar'e f" «^l/
^.beautiful display. Amongsu'he Heath"m bloom are K. Lambertiar6sea, a richfiesh-colonrfd varipfv nf

a much deeper tint than the oW'e. L^lrHb^rtia °E ^^ri^Sd^

with aaveral ntlipr Ph;
™- -, .*... i-i^gupogon, upper nan or a bright vern

7nlv^T}Inl: .1 Chicoraceous plants, and Matricaria Prolific bloomer, with trans
•uaveoiens

,
at 5 o dock,—Papaver nudicaule, and the T"^*'

"markabie foYthe lei

^^^ri'iff^}^^i.^-''l''y^^^^^^''^^^^ ^"^ lightish 'piak,and'the
^£?.!L^S£^I.^^"^}i^v'^''"i»lion colour} E. grandinosa nana, a

parent white Sowers ; E. traospsfens
,

. . . length of time which the flowers con-

J
unue to expand iawwcM^oB; at tii«ir firat ai^pcanmce, th^e

The hair of the goat in some parts
of the world is highly prized for its fine quality, and in
our own country it is useful for linsey, and the skin is
convertible into leather—of the morocco kind—or it is
worn with the hair on by the Highland peasantry in win-
ter, as an outside garment. It is surprising that goats
are not much more numerous than they are in our Irish
mountains, where they might be maintained almost lite-
rally without expense : to see a female kid so often sold
by the necessitous poor for a shilling, though its life, if
spared, would be so great a source of comfort to them,
is a melancholy manifestation of extreme distress."

Selhy^s History of British Trees is now completed*
To the many favourable notices of the work which have
already appeared in this Journal we have only now to add
that it forms a very handsome volume beautifully illustrated-
It IS the best compendium we possess of the qualities of the
trees which constitute the woodland scenery of England ;
and, which is saying a great deal, it is in all respects
worthy of being regarded a descendant of the Sylva of John
Evelyn. The concludingNumber is entirely occupied with
Coniferous plants, and treats, among other things, of Uie
Cedar of Lebanon—the bad quality of whose timber is
admitted. Neverthdess, Air. Selby adopts, without any
question, the opinion that the Temple of Solomon was
wholly constructed of it—a somewhat improbable drcum-
stance, considering the quality of the material, and scarcelj

confirmed by the words of the Bible, as we hare endea-

voured to show at p. I^B of our Chronicle for last year.

Rivers'*Descriptive Catalogue ofSelectedR^sesfor mA2
has just reached us. It is an excellent account of the

Roses in cultivation, well classed, and with prices and
short descriptions of each soft. It has also the varieties

that are most remarkable for thdr fragrance, distinguished
firom the others by marks indicating the amount of fra»
grance. We recowflMBd all lovers of Roses to procure
this Catalogue.
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CoURT^—Her Majeslr and Prince Albert, with the

Pnoce of Wales and the Princess Royal, are ^tiH at\\ ind-

•or Castle, and in excellent health. It u expected that the

Court will leave the Castle for Brighton on the 1st Nov.,

nd remnin there for a mouth—The preliminaries for the

marriage of her Rojal Highness the Princess Augusta of

Cambridge have been finally arranged, and the ceremony

will t^Ve place at no very distant period. His Royal

Highness the Duke gf Cambridge arrived at Windsor on

"Wednesday last, for the purpose of communicating the

fact to her Majesty. The future husband of the Princess

is hia Royal Highness the hereditary Grand Duke of

Mecklenburg Strelitz, the eldest son of the reigning Duke

George V. It is ex]>ected that the ceremony will take place

on the Continent.—Her Majesty the Qut^en Dowager and

suite !eft Craliford House on Monday to honour the Earl

of Shaftesbury by her company at St. Giies'-honse.—Her
ter left Ravens-Royal Highness the Duchtss of Glo

worth Castle, after a visit of some days, on Monday, on

her return to Gloucester House, and visited Sir Robert

and Lidy Peel, at Drayton Manor, on her way to the

Metropolis.—His Imperial Highness the Archduke Fre-

derick of Austria, with Capt. Fitzroy and the noblemen

constituting his suite, return toMivart's Hotel on Tuesday

next, from a tour in Yorkshire, Durham, and Scotland.

Bankruptcy Commission,—"Vhe following is a correct

list of the new bankruptcy commissioners, and of their

leveral destinations. It differs in some respects from those

previously published :—Birmingham, Mr. Balgny (Q.C.),

and Mr. Daniell \ LiTcrpooI, Mr. Skirrow (Q.C), and

Mr. Charles Phillips ; Manchester, T^Ir. Sergeant Ludlow

BudMr. Jemmett; Leeds, Mr. M. J. West and Mr. Mon-
tagu Bere; Rristol, Mr. Sergeant Stephen and Mr. Ste-

phenson ; Exeter, Mr. Sergeant Goulburn; Newcastle, Mr.

Ellison.

Horse Guatfts.—The Duke of Wellington, as Com-
mander-in-Chief, has issued ft general order in reference

lo the corps of Yeorannry employed during the recent dis-

turbauoea in the manufacturing districts. This order

states that his Grace '* has discharged a duty the most

gratifying to himself, by reporting to tlie Queen,* through

her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment, his Grace*8 sense of the promptitude and alacrity

with which these corps assembled for the preservation of

the public peace, regardless of the inconvenience to which

ft separation from their private avocations and pursuits, at

that season of the year, must have exposed them. The
Duke of Wellington did not fail to report to the Secretary

of State, for the information of the Queen, at the time,

his Grace's deep sense of the gallantry, discipline, acti-

fity, and forbearance evinced by the Yeomanry in the per-

formance of the delicate and important duties with vvhich

it became necessary to entrust them, for the support of

the magistracy in the restoration and maintenance of the

public peace, the protection of private property, and the

preservation, to every individual of the community, of the

right to work as he might himself be inclined, according

to the terms of his agreement with his emjdoycr." This

document is accompanied by a letter from Sir James
Graham, conveying to the Duke of Wellington her Ma-
jesty's gracious approbation of the services performed, as

well by the Yeomanry as by hjgr Majesty's troops.

FftANCE.

orfign.

them-The French journals congratulate

selves and the country, not without reason, on the returns

of the three quarters' revenue, published by the Ministerial

papers* Ab increase of consumption and of revenue is

observable in every item ; and the Journal ties Dttats
contrasts this fact with the result of Sir K. FeeFs finan-

cial efforts. It states that the amount of the iudirect

taxation has attained in the jiresent returns a higher one
than at any previous period, the increase on 1840 being

42,rr4,000f., and on 1841, 25.372,000f. The details are

not only satisfactory in the amount, but the increase has
been on articles consumed by the poorer classes of society.

Native, or beet-root sugar, has increased 33 per cent,, and
colonial 8 per cent.; whilst the customs have advanced 11

per cent., stamp duty C per cent., and potable liquors 4
per cent. Tliese results are the more remarkable, as the
increase has not been obtained from any extraordinary
system of taxation, but in spite of considerable reductions
in the custom-house tariff, and on almost all the indirect
taxes—The abortive project of the commercial union with
Belgium eantiaaes to be the topic of the journals last
received. The French cabinet could not agree on the
termSt the members not being unanimous on the sub-
ject ; the political men alone were in favour of the union,
c«:hile the men of business opposed a strong resistance to
the measure. M. Martin, Minister of Justice, is connected
vritb the coal interests of the northern departments.
M. Cnnin Gridaine was a cloth manufacturer. The
Ministers connected with commerce cannot reconcile it to
themselves to ruin their own manufactures by opening the
French market to Belgian competition. The military and
war party, on the other hand, declare that political advan-

tages will outweigh commercial loss. The Ministerial

Is discuss

' has boasted that he could arrange the negdtiations pending

with Belgium, and induce the Chambers to agree to a

commercial treaty with England, and it is well known that

M. Guizot is most anxious to effect some arrangement

which may include both countries.

The CapUaL—A general inventory of the diamonds,

pearls, and jewels of the crown of France has just been

maie. This process was first made under the empire in 1810.

A verification of that inventory took place under Louis

XVI IL, on his return from Ghent, whither those jewels

had been carried during the Hundred Days ; and all the

different pieces having been taken asunder, the diamonds,

pearls, and jewels which composed them weighed and

valued, it was found that those jewels amounted in num-

berto 61,312; that they weighed 18J51 7-32 carats, and

were worth 20,900,260f. A new verification has now

been made, in virtue of the law of the 2d of March, 183*2,

by Messrs, 'Bapst and Lazare, the jewellers r/ the crown,

and no change has been found either in their number,

weight, or value.—Notwithstanding the death of the Duke

of Orleans, the great patron of the turf, it seems to be

determined that everything shall be done to keep up with

spirit the amusement of horse-racing in France, and in

consequence to encourage the breed of horses. The king

has given his patronage to racing; the Government sup-

ports it by liberal donations; the aristocracy, in imitation

of the king, favour it with their patronage ;
and the mass

of the people follow the general example,—The papers

announce that a small mosque will be built next winter in

the Champs Elysees, for the Mahomedans residing in

Paris.

French Post-office.—The propositions for a revision of

the Post-office tariff between France and England, sub-

mitted to the English Government on the part of the

French authorities, have been received in a spirit which

promises the desired results, and the bases of the pro-

spective arrangements are understood to be as follows :

The French Government consents, as regards all letters

to and from England and France, to apply the same tariff

as for letters in the Interior of this country; and the

English Gojernment, on its part, agrees to reduce the

uniform charge of tenpence to threepence, so that a letter

from Paris to London, or horn Loudon to Paris, which

now costs two francs, would only cost ninepence in Lon-

don, 6r ninety centimes (eighteen sous) in Paris ; and the

postage for letters beyond the weight at which the single

fate is now charged would experience a reduction on the

same scale. In addition, it is offered by the French

Government to reduce considerably the charges for the

transit of letters from England, through France, to the

East Indies, and other points. In addition to this, the

daily papers announce, with satisfaction, that the Mar-
seilles road is now deflnidvely open for expresses, and
that for the future no impediments will be thrown in the

way of their couriers.—Another question of some interest,

namely, that relating to the rightof personal search, claimed

by the Post-office agents, has been decided by the Court of

Cassation against tliat administration. The criminal

chamber of that court lately enacted that the search,

authorised by the decree of 27lh Prairial, year 9, cannot

be extended beyond certain limits, formally specified

therein ; that the provisions of that decree are not ap-

plicable either to the persons of travellers or to their

effects ; and that consequently the latter ought not to be

subjected to an obligation that is not imposed on them by
the law. The pretension of the Post-office to searcb 'the

persons or baggage of travellers for letters has thus been

pronounced unfounded by the highest legal authority in

the kingdom, and resistance to that pretension declared

law ful.

Spain-—Our advices from Madrid are of the 10th

inst. The official Gazette contains a decree of the Re-
gent, extending the benefit of the amnesty of the 30th of

Nov., 1840, to the Carlists, subalterns and privates, still

topics of intelligence, but the details have no interest for

the general reader. The affair of the slaver Gloria is still

unsettled.

Belgium.—The Brussels papers publish the reports

made by the gentlemen sent to Guatemala to explore that

country, with the view of ascertaining whether the founda-

tion of a Belgian colony would be practicable and desir-

able. They recommend St. Thortias as much preferable

to Vera Paz. Speaking of the English settlement at Ab-
botsville, they say, " The English colony is in a miserable

condition; most of the settlers do not work ; they are idle

drunkards, and lead an irregular life. This unhappy re-

sult must be ascribed to the bad management of liie en-

terprise. The settlers arrived in a country where nothing

had been prepared, where they are tormented by the mos-
quitoes, and where the means of communication are diffi-

cult. Accordingly, they were soon discouraged ; they have

not continued to clear the land, and have made no use of

that which is already cleared. It must be said that the

situation of the colony was badly chosen with respect

to the climate. The diseases which followed, and those

which originated in the intemperance of the settlers,

added to the suffering of the colonists. The best of the

settlers, including the Protestant clergymen, have emi-

grated. It having been stated that the company intended

to send a hundred settlers at the end of this month, the

secretary of the company contradicts this statement, and
says that the company will send at first to St. Thomas
a few persons only who will employ the natives in cutting

down the woods, clearing and sowing the [ground for the

first settlement, and erecting the habitations—not for 100

settlers, but only for 25 or 30, with their families, who will

not set out till at least twelve months after the first, and
will, in their turn, and with assistance, prepare the land

And habitations of those who are to follow them."
Holland.— The opening of the Session took place on

the 17th, with a speech from the throne. His Majesty

alluded to the recent marriage of his daughter, and took a

general view of the financial prospects of the couutry.

The speech was unusually long and comprehensive in its

matter. The King at the conclusion said—** I shall have

nothing more at heart than to contribute to perfect con-

cord during this session. On this point I reckon on the

co-operation of all, each in the circle which is assigned

him by the fundamental law ; and for my part, I hope
faithfully to fulfil the high duties which Providence has

imposed upon me. When the Prince, in harmony with

his people, seriously aims at promoting the general good,

the blessing of the Almighty may be confidently hoped for."

HANOVEn.—The official Gazette of the 14th inst. con-

tains a Royal decree, by which his Majesty King Ernest
gives his consent to the marriage of Prince Georgu of

Cumberland with the Princess Alexandrinajof Saxe-Alten-

burg, 'born the 14th April, 1818, and eldest daughter of

the Duke of Saxe-Altenburg, formerly Hilburghauaen,

The mother of the Princess is a daughter of Duke Louis

of Wurtemberg. The reigning Duke of Saxe-Altenburg
h:i3 four daughters and no son. His sisters are married

to Prince Paul of Wurtemberg and the King of Bavaria,

and his brothers are connected by marriage with the houses

of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, HohenzoIIern, &c. Prince

George of Cumberland will have attained his 23d year on
the 27th May next.

Germany.—A number of German papers had given

different versions of an impressive address delivered by

the King of Prussia to a body of the clergy that came to

pay tiieir respects to his Majesty at Minden, during his
,

late progress through his Rhenish provinces. The West-
phalian Mercury declares inaccurate all the versions that

have hitherto appeared, and gives the following as the

true one :
—"After the King had thanked the clergy for

the sentiments they had manifested towards him, and par-

ticularly for the confidence they had expressed in his

disposition towards the Evangelical Church, he added that

under confinement, who were not included in the conven- the voice of calumny had published so much respecting

papers are silent on the subject, but the Lib

it without reserve. They admit the disadvantages conse-

quent on a commercial treaty, but declare that a political

ualoA cannot otherwise be brought about. The higher

commercial classes in France are, however, so opposed to

% that their union can never, probably, be carried, except

the result of a popular clamour, aimilar to that which

forced them to vote the fortifications of Paris.— A
report is current in various circles that Count Mol^ and

Jil. Thiers are about to enter the Cabinet. The Republican

W9ipett% coaaider that it Is jaoore than probable. M* Thiers

tion of Bergara. All tlie Moderado journals loudly com-
plain that the Christina exiles should be excluded from
this act of mercy, and declare that a measure betraying so

strongly the feeling of the present rulers of the country is

little calculated to consolidate their power.—On the 8th

inst. the anniversary of the crushing of the Christino in-

surrection of October, 1 84
!

, was celebrated with great

pomp, and passed off without any incident- The safeguard

of the Palace had been exclusively confided to the National

Guard, and the Queen, her sister, the Regent, the Minis-
ters, and the civil and military authorities, assisted at a

solemn Te Deum, chanted in the Royal Chapel, It was
observed that the Regent had on no former occasion dis-

played so much state.—On the 10th, Queen Isabella II.

completed her 12th year. The Guardian had decided that

no Levee should be held by her Majesty on that day, but

permitted the Palace to be illuminated in the evening.

The well-known Maroto, the signer of the Bergara Con-
vention, having lost his property at the gaming-table, was
preparing to leave Madrid for Cadiz, with the intention of
embarking, it is said, for South America, to try and re-

trieve his fallen fortunes. He had been latterly in great
poverty.'^The papers announce that the offers to con-
struct a navy for Spain by some foreign c&pitalists, on the
condition of having the privilege of cutting down the
great oak forests, could not be accepted.
Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 10th inst.

In the absence of the CotUsB there was little of any inter-
est going on at Lisbon. Intrigues against the Govern-
ment as lately constituted; difficulties in raising money,
unless at exorbitant interest; the tariff question still un-

settled, and apparently likely to continue so for sOQiC

time ; speculations as to the future fate of the Ministry ;

and new elections for twenty deputies to supply the va-

cancies caused bj the double retamS;~Hffe the principal

his views and endeavours as regarded ecclesiastical affairs

that it would be difficult for him to preserve silence

altogether. Things utterly inconsistent with the spirit of

the age, nay, downright absurdities had been gratuitously

attributed to him. Among other matters, it had been

said he contemplated the enactment of laws for enforcing

a strict observance of the Sunday. Now, there was

certainly something very beautiful, something of great

national importance, in the holy observance of the Sunday ;

but he was far from thinking of attaining so desirable an

end by the enactment of outward laws. That end could

be attained only by the religious habits of the people ;

and those habits must be formed by the endeavours of the

clergy themselves. Much, he was well aware, remained

to be done in the church ; but he had no wish to force

anything upon the church by legal violence. On thfl

contrary, his own opinion was that the church ought of

her own accord to repair the defects that still existed in

the church, and he was not disposed to deprive her of the

office." The Frankfort papers publish the following reply

of his Majesty to a deputation from the citizens of Kooigs-

berg, who waited on him to remonstrate against the ap-

pointment of Dr. HoevernXk as Professor of Theology, on

account of his religious opinions. The sentiments it

expresses are quite in accordance with everything which

proceeds from this enlightened Sovereign. The King

said, ** I have received your remonstrance against the

minister Eichhorn. These remonstrances are not ouly

directed against Professor Hoevernik, but against me; for

the minister Eichhorn has acted in my name. The
minister is an honest man, although the youth of Germany
call him muckler, Sec, I repeat it, the minister is aa

honourable man, and I approve of what he has done. You
complain of Dr. Hoevernik, because, you say, he committed

a fault 15 jears ago, when he was young, I hare ordered

r

».
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Robinson's Blackheath Hero
Gairett's Alpha
Cousens' Cuioiiation
Hairs 360
Wallace's Unique

,f Indispensable
Holmes' Coronation
Coppen's Duke of Bedford
Young's Marquis of Win-
chester

Keau's Ne plus ultra
Ibbett's Tiiuraphant

he require 80 deg.? In the depth of winter TO deg. is quite suffi-
cient for anything.]—

f

Grapks.—J Friend.—The Poonali Grape may be obtained under
that name at most of the principal nurseries in England.—

t

Ci-ATET Sorr.s.—il. ^.—Rotten sawdust, soot, road-sand and
lime rubbish are all valuable agents in lightening heavy 'soils
The following trees and shrubs are suitable for a clayey
soU, provided it is not very wct:-Quercus rubra and coc
cinea 5 Turkey, Fulham, and common Oaks ; most kinds of
Alder and Ash; Quinces, Hollies, Deciduous Cypress, Portugal
and common Laurel. Berberries, Yew. Lime-trees-particularly
the White and American ones; Beeches, Elms, Chesnuts Acer
platanoides and macrophyllum ; Thujas, Red Cedar, Silver Firs
the Deodar and Common Cedar, Piatauus orientalis and occi-
dentalis, Ribes, Cotoneasters. the different kinds of Cratsegus
andPhiladelphus,Alth3eafrutex,Euonymuslatif6]ius,Rhamnus
Viburnums, Medlars, Privet, Cytisus, Spiriea ariiefrtlia, and
other stroug-growing kinds; a'artarian Honej suckle, Pyrus
A'ria and spectabilis, and Moutau Pceoiiy.— j f

Hardt Fuchsia.—H, K. M. forwards to us a specimen of a
Fuchsia, in order to learn what species it is. She states that a
plant of it, six feet high, was planted beside, and tied to, pillars
supporting a balcony, and that it was entirely unprotected
through the whole of last winter, although the' situation lies
high and exposed; the extreme tips only of the branches were
injured, and early in spring the plant sent out buds all over,
which are now flowering most luxuriantly.— [The specimen
was completely withered when we received it. It appears to
he F. Riccart(5nia, one of the best of the old kinds.]—

t

Lktckstk'ria FORMOSA.— iV. S, H. — This plant is perfectly
harmless and may be introduced with the Snow-berry as food
and cover for game.—

t

Pruning.—^/lonj/wtvMS.—Prune hardy plants in the autumn;
tender ones in the spring, after the severe frosts, because the
branches afford some protection to the latter during winter.
When you do prune Ceanothus azurcus, cut it back to the
sound and strong wood.—

f

Th« Acacia.— Jlf. FT.—In all probability the roots of your
favourite Acacia, which is losing its branches, are in some
uncongenial soil. Is the ground wkli, drained? if not, that
wijl account for it.—

t

EpiPHYLtuM TRVKCKTVM.— Suburban.—YoMx plant which is now
Showing bloom, will flower much better hi a temperature of
65° than in one rajiging between 75^ and 80°.—

j

Ipomcea RUBRO-c^ttu'LKA.— 5w/j?i;-Aaw.—You should keep all
your plants of Ipomcea rubro-cserOlea in a warm greenhouse
or stove during the winter, giving them water sparingly until
they begin to grow in spiing. Re-pot them at that time, or

,
plant them out in the border of the stove; when they grow
freely, supply them liberally with water. With this treatment,
and ordinary care, they will flower in high perfection.—

§

BaUGMANSiA SA.^GvifiK&.—Suburban.— It is not improbable that
your plant, which has lately beeu brought from the open air
into the Greenhouse, drops its blooms on account of the house
being so much drier than that of the exterior air to which it
has been accustomed,--t

WiNTBRiNO Plants.— H. B.— Silvias. Fuchsias, and similar
plants, which it is wished to preserve through the winter,
should be taken up with a good ball of soil attached to them,
and placed in pots of such a size as will conveniently hold
them. Any common garden-mould will do for the purpose of
potting them in, and if too stiff, it may be rendered lighter, by
mixing a portion of leaf-mould with it. If the plants are placed
in a cool frame, and protected from frost, they will keep very
well through the winter: air must, however, be given at all
favourable opportunities, and water must be administered with
judgment—

J

Pinks. —j1 Subscriber.—Yom. will find the following 2 J Pinks, first-
rate show flowers. The Pink named Hope is to be obtained of
Mr. Neville, Meetinghouse Lane, Peckham j wc believe the
fitock is very limited.
Creed's President
Neville's Hope

„ Zephyr
Brown's Garland

Eclipse
Model

,, Acme
CoQsens* Little Wonder
Norman's Henry

„ Defiance
Hodges* Gem

160
Unworth's Omega

^Onions.—AT. G. B. J.— It is not improbable that the cause of
Onions growing thick-necked may proceed in some measure
from the bad quality of the seed. It is well known that most
persons choose the largest Onions to replant for seed, in pre-
ference to those of a middle size. The former generally hav*
thick necks, and it is not surprising, therefore, that in spite of
the late dry season, and their being grown on poorish land, a
part of their progeny should also be incluied to be stiff-

necked.—t
BuLEs.—As the beds in which you intend to plant Hyacinths
and Tulips are situated in a conspicuous part of the flower-
garden, which you wish at ail times to keep as gay as possible,
you had better take up the bulbs as soon as their beauty is
past, and lay them in by the heels in some sunny part of th«
garden, until the leaves and stalks are entirely withered.—

t

Grai'Tino.-Jo/in Jones says he has read somewhere of grafting
the Weeping Willow on an Ash plant, in order to procure a
tall, straight, tongh stem ; he adds, that he has tried several
times to effect this union without success, and he asks us or
any of our correspondents to help him. W^e can assure Mr.
Jones that he might just as well try to multiply a bushel of
"Wheat by a quart of water. The thing is impossible.—

t

Brurrk' Spenck.— /. Abell.—ThQ Beurre Spence is not known ;

the varieties received as such in this country having proved
ynonymous with Beurre Diel, Beurr6 de Capiaumont, and
others.— 1|

PoTATOKS.—iT.—There is no good mode of multiplying Potatoei
more rapidly than by sets. As every eye will grow, we cannot
comprehend the necessity of seeking for more expeditious
means, even if they were attainable, which they are not. Cut-
tings may be easily struck, but they will yield very little return
for the trouble. Lejeu ne vaut pas la chandelle,^f

ToMAToBS.—A\ S., A Housekeeper, and others.—VCe fear we have
been very unintentionally the cause of some astonishment to
you by the directions given last week for the preparation of
TomatO'ketchup. By an unlucky blunder of the printer. 4 lbs.
of salt are ordered to be used instead of a t lb. ; if any one has
been unfortunate enough not to discover this mistake, his
Tomato-ketchup will he r^/Aer too salt. Tomato-sauce Is made
thus:—When the Tomatoes are quite ripe, cut them in two,
piess out the pulp, and separate the seeds ; then put them into
a skiilet. with some savoury sauce, and a little salt. When of
the thickness of pea-soup rub it through a coarse cloth, boil it
to the consistence of marmalade, put it into jars, and in a day
or two after pour over it lard or butter, and tie down with
oiled paper. The French direct savoury sauce to be made
^aH "^T^^^^A*,?^ Z^^^

^^^' ^^"^"^ the kidneys, cut small, add
lilb.of ham, i^lb.of rasped bacon. 5 flr 6 chopped Carrots,. 8
small Oiuons. a large bunch of Parsley, 3 Cloves, 2 Bay-
leaves, some Thyme Basd, Mace. 3 Lemons Csliced without
peel or seed), and lib. of butter; boil them in anv weak
broth; skim; simmer for five or six hours; strain, and keep
the liquor for use, ^

ScALK ls9MCT,—A Constant Iteader.—ln order to destrov th^
Scale which i^fe.ts your Pear-trees. observlVhen the vo.^
insects issue from below the scales in spring. Beine then
naked, like mitea, they are exceedingly tea4«, aSd may be

washed oflT, before they form new habitations by means ofa brashand water; lime-water is, however, preferable. The washing
should be occasionally repeated till such time as the old habi-
tations are deserted. Those situated on the stem and naked
parts of the branches may be mostly removed with a scraper or
wire-brush. The stem may be finally scoured quite clean with
a coarse cloth, sand, and water.—

ji

Gardk.vkus* SociKTiKs.—We have received a copy of the
Hammersmith Gardeners* Mutual Instruction Society. The
following regulations may be adopted generaUy with ad-
vantage to all concerned:—" During the time any mem-
ber IS delivering his subject, no person will be allowed to make
observations, or in any way to cause obstruction, Any
member hitroducing any subject not relating to horticulture,
at any of the meetings before ten o*clock, will be fined ona
penny; and any member making any improper obserration
Mill be fined one penny ; also any member diff^eringin opinion
from a fellow-member. and expressing such differences in an un-
civil or ungentleman-like manner, will be fined threepence for
each ofl'ence. Any member found intoxicated uUl not b»
allowed to enter into discussion, [For this we should read, " mil
be erpellcd.'*']

Wonss o.v Gardemnc— TT. D. IP.—You will find M'Intosh'i
Practical Gardener a useful work, as it gives full direction*
respecting the management of the flower-garden and green-
house.—

t

MiscBLLAxnous.— T. 5.— It is utterly impossible to form any
opinion of the merits of a Pansy after it has passed.through the
Post-ofl5ce with no other protection than a letter-cover.—

J

C—We will undertake to publish from time to time
»ucU lists as you speak of.—: Arabella.—Yo\i will find a
select list of Pelargoniums in last week's Chronicle.—

t

»

Ifoc^^y.—Your plants are Limn6charis Humboldti, Cerop^gla
Regans, and Thunb^rgia Hawtayneana.— J M.G.B. A.

Aston Town. The Apples are: 6, Norfolk Beaufin ; 6, White
Winter Calville.— i .V. K. — Youx Pears are : 1. White
Doyenne ; 2, .S, 6, 8, Glout Morceauj 3, Passe Colmar; 4, Ca-
tillacj 7, Seckle ; lo, Easter Beurrej 11, St. Germain; 12, Col-
mar

j 3, Iieurr<5 d'Aremberg.- " J. AUman.—Yonr Pears
are: 1, Gansell'sBergamot; 2, White Doyenn^. The late Plum,
which you state hangs frequentiv good on the tree till Christ-
mas, is Coe's Fine Late Red, the St. Maitiu Rouge of the
French.— n W. 5.—Your Pears are: 1, Louise Boiinc; 2.
Beurre Diel j 3 is not known.— f Charles tatt

Your Fern is the Grammitis Ceterach, and is rare. Your other
question shall be answered shortly.—J A Constant Reader
had better procure " Rivers' Rose Amateur's Guide."—f
Dept/ord.—We cannot speak with certainty regarding the speciei
of spider sent; it is an EpcTra, and we are inclined to think
that it is only a variety of the Aranea diadema of Linnjcns.— 71,

R. £.—Your plant is CoUetia spinosa, a half-hardy shrub,
of no beauty. It bears small green flowers. W. O.— See a

_ Leading Article of to-day.—t A Regular Subscriber has not
sent the lungs of the Oak, Sticta pulmonAcea, of which an
account and figure will be found at p. 8-4 of this year's Chronicle,
but the lichen called Pcltigera canina. The only ^uite hardy
Rhododendrons are the varieties of R. pdnticum, catawbiensc,
maximum, davfiricum, ferrugineum. hirsutum, and the R. cam-
panulatum.—t Wilts.—Yoxir plant is Argyreia speciosa : a
fine thing.—t A Fat^mer.—You will find good directions for
converting the mud of ponds into manure, in a paper by Pro-
fessor Sprengcl, atp. 545 of this year's CAro/itc/e.—t H.E.B.
— YourMothistheScoliopteryx Libatrix, or Herald Moth; so
called on account of its appearing plentifully in October, and
thus, as it were, heralding the approach ofwinter.— t A Sub-
scriber.—Yo\ir V^ine is the West's St. Peter's, and is valuable
on ac"count of the length of time for which the fruit may be kept
after it is ripe.— J F. .V. C—What can we make of half a
score leaves, of a very ordinary aspect, and no flowers ? Your
plant may be Fuchsia thymif^lia, and it may be 20 other things.
— t^ An Original Subscriber,—Your Oak seems to be Quercus
palustris.—t Hoeket/.—Do not suppose that your Fuchsia
fulgens is a new variety', because it is a seedling. Wc.would
refer you, for some observations on this subject, to an article in
the Chronicle at p. 5/9 of last year.—t A Constant Reader,—
Your plants are, 1, Dracoccphalum virginicum; 2, Linaria
peciosaj 3, LinSria spArtea ; 4, Linaria dalmatica; 5, Linaria
triphylla; 6, Crucianella stylosa; 7, Sedum oppositif61ium.—

t

An Original Subscnber.—Your seedling Pansy, named Em-
press, is a flower of fine form, and delicate yellow ground, with
ft fine, distinct, dark eye : it is decidedly a good flower.—

*

K.—The seedling Fuchsia is very inferior to many varieties
at present cultivated ; the colour is dull, and the form inferior.
The crimson Pansy is deep and fine in colour : we hope to sec
larger bloomsj as the specimen sent is too small for showing.—

*

Major, iiTno^/Aorpe.—The white Pansy is a good flower
of fine form, having a distinct and well-marked eye.—* •

i'', Davies.—The pencilled eye of your Pansy gives it a poor
and weak appearance; the side petals are too small, and, con-
•idrring the size of the flower, it wants substance.— *

J. Schofield.—Your Surprise is a fine, well-formed flower, of
good substance; the eye is bold and distinct, and the broad
margin of purple round the lower petals is shown to advantage
by the deep mulberry colour of the upper ones. No. 12, white
irroond, is of no use, unless it comes larger. No. 20, of an ex-
traordinary colour, but too small. Ko. 2, a flower of fine form
and texture, of a deep mulberry hue; the band round the lower
petals is very broad, leaving but a small centre : it is a distinct
variety.— * R, C—The bloom of the seedling yellow Dahlia
Is small and thin ; if it is the first flower that has opened, w«
recommend you to try it another season, as the colour Is very
fine, and the petal of a good form.—*——ErfM'ar<ij.—The deep
crimson colour of your seedling Pelargonium is very desirable,
and the petals are well formed. The texture appears rather
thin

; but the petals had fallen, and the flowers were so much
pressed, that it was impossible to decide upon its other pro-
perties.—* We cannot answer S. 5. as to the probabilities.

</. J2.—You will find an account of the manner in which
home-grown Tobacco is cured at p. 705 of last year's Chronicle.
— t Y.—Yonr Barley is the Hdrdeum hexdstichon.—t
A West Coitntrymnn.—V^c will endeavour to give you the in-
formation you ask for about Covent-garden measures.—

-

A Constant Reader, Limerick, shall have his wish attended to.
if. C.—^To give you such an amount of information as

you request would be to write a treatise upon Mushroom-
growing. You had better consult some good book on
gardening aflfairs generally. C />.—Your plant is Gr6bya
galeata. Agarica.—You have no notion how much time it

takes to put correct names to Fungi; and, with all the desire in
the world to give up that time to your service, we really are
not able. This once, however, we have made out the follow-
ing, viz.*~3, Agaricus alut^ceus; 6, A. muscariusj 9, A. re-
pandus; 10, A. s<5rdidus; 7, Boletus ze'reus; 8, Lycoperdon
gemmatuju. The others were a good deal injured, and we did
not rccngnisc them. — t Anonymous. — The plant is

a Phytolacca, and apparently P. acinosa; its berries dye
ft most beautiful claret colour, but they are emetic.
The hardiest Eucalypti are those from Van Diemen*s
Land — such as E. globulus, pulverulenta, and cordata.
• A Constant Render.—Your Pears : are 1, BeurriS Ranee; 3,
Moorfowl Kgg ; 4, Uvedale's St. Germain ; 6, something

The
Seedling Apples yo u sent we do not consider to be worthy of culti-
vation.—

Ij
/. AbeU.—Yoxxr Pears are : 14, Marie Louise; 25

is probably the Doyennt Gris, from a late blossom. The Grape is
the Black Frontignan.-I ^.r.—Your Ribes is B. pctiseum,
commonly called the Woollv-leaved Kcd Cnrrjnt.-f
Rromley.—Y^s. It is the. Fulham Oak.—f J. C—Your
Apples are: 2, Yellow Ingcslrie; 3, Ftarn's Pippin; 5, Blen-
heim Pippin; 7, Golden Rcinctte.— | G. 0'G*adi/.—^o\xt
Pears are: I, Napoleon; 2, St. Germain; 3, 1'vedak's St. Ger-
main; 4. Louise Bonne; 5, Seckle; 6 and 8, Brown EeurrC; 7,
Beuri<5Diel; lO, Easter Beurr^; 1 1, Beurre Diel. Apples: J,
Golden Reinette; 2, Syke house Russet; 3, Hall-door; S,
Stagg's Nonpareil; 6, Alfriston.— | Hardtv\ck.—\i^MT Pears
are: i. Passe Colmar; 2, Swan's Ejig. Applegs 4. Golden
Reinette; 6, Scarlet Crolton ; 6, Autumn Pearmain : 7, Bow-
yer's Russet; 8, Wjken Pippin ; Q, Worthless; 10. Hall-door;
11, Famagusta; 12, WorthlcsB. Sis a tolerably ^ood Apple not
known. You may substitute better sorts for Xos. 7 and lO ; the
Swan's Egg Pear alho is now apt to canker. " - - —

S /. R. I
The No.foraoth April, 1841, may be procured through a book.
seller. A complete set of the Nos. for 1842 cannot be had.

Ai uiual, many Ittteri have arrived too late for answers thi« weak.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The rumoured disasters iu Affghanistan published in an

evening paper of Friday last, and noticed in our la^t

Number, have been proved by circumstantial evidence to

be unworthy of any credit, and we may therefore conclude
that they are not, as ^i first supposed, exaggerated rumours
of a new reverse, but arc entirely unfounded in fact.

Letters have been received of a date more recent tlian

that which professed to give the particulars of these
disasters

; they make no mention of the circumstance, and
from statements published in other quarters, there is little

doubt that the name of the officer attached to the docu-

worthless; 13, Easter Bergamot; 31,54, Brown Beurre; 65,
W-illiams's Bon Chretien; 42, White Doyenn^ ; 6l, BeurreDiel.
The Apples are: 4, Beachamwell; 13, Pearson's Plate; i6, 18,

21, Braddick's Nonpareil ; 53, Old Nonpareil

;

64, Royal Rus-^et; 73, Yorkshire Greening;
Pippins; 84, Franklin's Golden Pippin; 91,
92, Golden Pippin.— jj .U. C—Your Pears

Golden Reinette
88, Turk's Cap;
82, King of the
Golden Harvey;
are: l, Chaumontel; 2, Crassane; 3, Glout Morceau ; 4,
Brown Beurrd. The Apples are: 5, Norfolk Beaufin; 6, New
Golden Pippin. Your Crassane Pear, of which the fruit has
generally cracked, has doubtless suffered frtm drought at one
period of the season ; when such is the case, fruit is apt to crack
after an abundant supply of rain.— 1 A Constant Reader.—
Your Pears are: I.Pas8eColmar;2,5,EeurreDiel;3, lO,Duchesse
d'AngoulGme ; Bon Chri5ticn Fondante ; 6, Kaster Bearr^ ; White
Doyenni^; 8. B^zi de Montigny ; 9, Winter Nelis ; 1 1 , St. Germain.
— Ij A.S.M. F.—Your Pears are : I, Yutti j 3, Swan'sEgg;4,
Uvedale's St. Germain; 7, Grey Doyenne; 8, 10, Easter Ber-
gamot; 9, St. Germain; IJ, Glout Morceau; 12, B^zi d'Heri ;

13,Duche9se4'Angoulemei 14, PasseColmw; 15, Colmar j 17,

ment has been used by some designing person as a means
of personal annoyance.—The news from Canada contains
further particulars of the late changes in the Gorernmenr,
The importance of the measure adopted by the Governor-
General in carrying out the principles of a responsible

Legislature is admitted by all parties, and the change is

generally regarded as a new experiment in the syitLoi of
Colonial Government. The first oi>ponents of the measure
acknowledge that the accession of the French Canadians
to a due share in the Executive is likely to neutralise the

disaffection of their party ; and the House of Assembly, by
a large majority, has voted an address to Sir C. Bagot
thanking him for the measure, and hailing the event as

one calculated to heal the unhappy dissensions which have
hitherto prevented the colony from advancing in scarcer
of prosperity commensurate with its natural advantages.

From France we have nothing of any interest beyond
the details of the revenue for the three last quarters, and
the discussion of the commercial urJon with Belgium.
The revenue returns show an increase on eserj item, al-

though considerable reductions have taken place in the
custom-house tariff and on almost all the indirect taxes.

The papers congratulate the country that these results

have not been obtained from any extraordinary system of
taxation, and that the increase has been on articles con-
sumed by the poorer classes. The Belgium union makes
little progress ; although supported by the war party on
political grounds, it is opposed so warmly by the com-
mercial and manufacturing interests, that the possibility

of effecting the union in the present state of the country-

is extremely doubtful. The propositions made by the

French Government to bur own Post-office, for a revision

of the post tarifF, have been favourably received ; a consi-

derable reduction in the cost of postage between France '

and England is already agreed on, aud the French au-

thorities propose to reduce the charges for the transit of

letters through France to the East Indies and other parts.

In addition to this, the Marseilles road has been thrown open
to theEnglishexpresses, and there is no probability of a re-

newal of those impediments which have so often interfered

with the due arrival of the India mail.—In Spain a decree

has been published by the Regent, extending the benefit of

last year's amnesty to the Carlists not included in the con-
vention of Bergara. The measure has given great satisfac-

tion to the Carlist party, but the exclusion of the Christinos

from this act of mercy is the subject of severe complaint
among those who regard the amnesty as a means of con-

solidating the power of the Government.
At home, the conclusion of the Special Commission

leaves little subject for comment. At the close of the

trials the Judges expressed the satisfaction they had ex-

perienced at the manner in which the different juries had

discharged their duties, thanking them for the care and

deliberation they had bestowed on the caE-\. and for the

Jiropriety of all their verdicts. They pointed out the miseries

to which turn-outs have invariably led, both in f^is country

and in France, and Mr. Justice Cresswell expressed his

hope that as long as he sat on the bench he might never

be called on to try such cases as those they had then

disposed of, la this wish there is no doubt that every

right-minded person in the empire will cordially concur.

n:
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CITY,

Money Market, Fridafj.^The funJs have exhibited

good deal of activity during the week, and pnces in

nsral have advanced. Consols for money are at 93^

fo4; and for the account, 93^ to f Three per Cents.

Reduced left off 93 to 93^ ; Tliree and a Ha f per Cents.

Reduced, 100| to 1 ; New Three and a Halt per Cents ,

101| to i ; Exchequer Bills, 563. to a8s. prem. ;
and Bank

Stock, 10.5^ to 166^.

ill£(iopolts nnti Its Uic
Siock Exchange.—On Monday a meeting was held of

the roerchiints, brokers, and others interested in obtaining

an alteration of the hours during which Exchange business

is usually carried on ; Mr. Joshua Bates, of the house of

Baring 8c Co., in the chair. Many of the most influential

persons in the City were present. After a brief statement

of the objects of the meeting, Mr. Lionel Rothschild moved

the first resolution—*' That, in consequence of much in-

convenience having arisen from the late hour of meeting

and remiining on 'Change, it is desirable that henceforth

the Exchange be holden from three to four o'clock p.m.,

to close precisely at the last-named hour," He said that

he had great pleasure in proiiosing the resolution for

the adoption of the merchants and others present, as he

was sure that it would be found to suit the convenience,

4iot only of the firm with which be was connected, but of

most other parties. Mr. Moffatt seconded the resolution.

The merchants of London assembled for 'Change later

than those of any commercial marts on the Continent, or

of those of Liverpool, Bristol, and other places. He was

quite at a loss to discover why this should be the case, the

more so as the merchants of the city of London ought to

let the example to other places. Mr. Simpson expressed

iome objection on the part of merchants engaged in cer-

tain branches of business dependent on the usual hours of

the Docks and Custom House, and argued, that those in

particular who were concerned in the timber trade could

not complete their transactions by 4 o'clock. This was

the only objection started, but it did not find a seconder,

and therefore fell to the ground. Mr. Dallas then moved

a resolution for the appointment of a committee to carry

out the objects of the meeting. He concurred in the pro-

posal for shutting the gates at four o'clock, as in winter

weather, at the present 'Change hours, the merchants could

hardly see one another. At Frankfort, Vienna, and other

principal places on the Continent, 'Change hours were

earlier than they were here, lie was fully satisfied that

great convenience would result from the proposed altera-

tion being carried into effect. He therefore moved, ** That

a committee be appointed to carry the foregoing resolution

and other matters connected therewith into effect." This

resolution \\a^ seconded by Mr. Hutchius, and carried

tinanimonsly. A committee was then appointed, under

whose sujierintendence the business of the Exchange will

henceforth be transacted at the new hours.—Tn connexion

with this subject, we*mny state that a proposal has been

made to shorten the usual banking hours from 5 to 4

o'clock. The propriety of the change has been much de-

bated, and its legality has even been called in question.

The chief argument in favour of the change is the la-

borious duty which remains to be performed by the

bankers' clerks after the close of business, the balancing

of the daily accounts in some of the leading houses re-

quiring their attendance as late as 10 o'clock at night.

Many of the City bankers have declared themselves in

favour of the alteration ; but it is opposed by many in-

fluential parties, who are apprehensive that tlie loss of an

hour at the close of the day may interfere with the due

performance of business. At the West End it is opposed

by Messrs. Drummond and other houses, who are appre-

hensive that if they shut their counter business at four

o'clock, it would be inconvenient to those customers who
Ere members of both houses of Parliament, who call at

their bankers on their way to attend their public duties at

five o'clock, during the sitting of Parliament. The Bank
of England has not declared its views, and there is an ira-

pre.ssion that the measure will be delayed or abandoned in

deference to the objections of the West-End houses. The
agitation of these questions appears to have led to other

reforms of the kind suggested in otlier quarters. It is an-

Xiounced that arrangements have been made by which the

business at Mark-lane will be concluded an hour earlier

than usual ; and many tradesmen, in various parts of

town, have agreed to close their shops at an early hour in

the evening during the winter months. *"'
„ -- The wharfingers,

also, in the neighbourhood of Tooley-street and the
Tower, have come to a resolution of closing their ware-
bouses at G in the eveuing, instead of 7, as at present.

Metropolit'tn ImprovemenU,—The vacant ground in
Wellington-street North, in the Strand, is at length about
to be built upon. It is said that the reason the new street

has been allowed to remain so long unfinished was, that
there was some dispute arising out of a question of pro-

perty between the Marquess of Exeter and the Woods and
Forests, which has at length been amicably settled.^

—

That part of Leadenhall-market belonging to the corpora-

tion is now in course of demolition, preparatory to the

erecdon of a new and more convenient building. The old

market, built entirely of wood, has stooti for upwards of

fifty years, and from the lowuess of the roof and the want

of proper ventilation was found seriously to affect the

health of the dealers. The new building is to be built

entirely of iron, having a concrete flooring; the roof will

be lofty and light, and the benches are to' be re-arranged,

so as to allow of greater advantages to the salesmen and

the public.

Middlespx Sessions,

dAv. for the nnrnose of fficeiTioz the Annual Returns

the Rentals of the different parishes. It appeared that

the whole rental of the county is 5,990,000/., being an

increase on the returns of last year of 81,282/, Of this

amount, no less than 1,975,000/. was situated in the three

parishes of Marylebone, St. George's, Hanover-square,

and St. Pancras. The return for Marylebone was

825,535/., being an increase on last year of 17,819/.;

that for St. Pancras was 557,040/., an increase of 15,840/.;

that for St. George's Hanover-square, 502, 797/.. an in-

crease of 7,509/. ; and that for St. James's, 229,623/., an

increase of 183/. The return for St. Martin's^in-the-

Fields was 241,950/. In Islington the rental has increased

5,626/., the whole amount being 209,859/. In White-

chapel the increase was only about 800/., the rental being

91,647/. The return from fehoreditch was 172,909/.;

that from Hackney, 135,031/.; that from Limehouse,

41,619/.; that from Clerkenwell, 173.452/.; that from

Shadwell, 20,398/. ; and that from St. Luke, 130,472/.

Meeting of Maghtrates.—On Thursday a numerous

meeting of the magistrates of the county was held at the

Sessions-house, to hear and determine upon applications

for licenses for public dancing, music, or other entertain-

ments of the like kind. The chairman, Mr. Sergeant

Adams, presided. The only part of the proceedings which

calls for notice, was the speech of Sergeant Adams in

reference to the propriety of renewing a license to a place

of public entertainment, at which the lower orders were

able to obtain amusement of a harmless kind at a trifling

cost. Several magistrates bore testimony to the respect-

able manner in which it was conducted, but some opposi-

tion had been offered, in consequence of money being

taken at the doors on Sundays, although the house was on

those days used only as an ordinary tavern. Sergeant

Adams said that the evil of which some of his brother

magistrates had complained, when speaking of, and very

properly lamenting, the demoralisation of the lower classes

of the Metropolis, was unfortunately of too deep a root to

be within the reach of that Court. The Act of Parlia-

ment under which that Court had, for years past, been in

the habit of granting music licenses to tlie proprietors of

taverns and tea-gardens in the neighbourhood of the

Metropolis, was hastily framed about ninety years ago,

and under peculiar circumstances, arising out of the then

political state of the country, and to prevent the holding

of meetings for Jacobinical purposes. Looking, however,

at the district embraced by the Act of Parliament, ex-

tending as it did to twenty-six miles around the Metro-

polis, and the evident objects of which were to prevent a

daily communication between the parties frequenting

those assemblies, it was evident that such an object could

not be attained in the present day, when the means of

communication were so different and so rapid to what

they were, and therefore it was an absurdity to suppose

that such an Act could nqw be carried out in the manner,

or have the effect contemplated, by the parties by whom it

was framed ; indeed, such had been the changes that had

since taken place, that the Act itself, as far as regarded

the object for which it was passed, was altogether inopera-

tive. It had been well said by Georga III., that he hoped

the day would come when every one of his subjects would

be able to read his Bible. No person could more cordially

join in that sentiment than himself; but it should be

borne in mind, that whilst they gave every one the means

of reading the Bible, they at the same time gave them the

means of reading other works. . I'he result of this was,

that the great mass of the people had become more in-

tellectual,—more intellectual in mind, more intellectual

in inclination, more intellectual in spirit, and more intel-

lectual in the nature and character of their pursuits. The
people, then, having become more intellectual, it became

the duty of those who had the means of doing so to pro-

vide them with some intellectual amusements. If such

amusements were not thrown open to them, the Court

might rely upon IE that the people would seek and find

them for themselves. The old system of sitting and

sotting in a public-house was, thank God, happily being

abandoned by the lower orders of society, and rational and

intellectual entertainments must, therefore, be provided

for them. The great evil was, that there was no act of

Parliament authorising the opening of proper places only

for the performance of music, except that which com-

pelled the magistrates, on regular application being made

to them by respectable parties, to grant these licenses to

taverns and public-houses. What Ihey wanted was a

proper act of Parliament—an act suited to the exigencies

of the day. He did not wish to name any particular

place, but it at that moment occurred to his mind that

some such room as that of Warnum's Music-hall, which

was, he- believed, entirely devoted to music and musical

purposes, was the sort of thing that was required. They

wanted these places separate and distinct from public-

houses. He derived much delight upon one or two occa-

sions in having witnessed the vast multitudes who had

flocked to the Musard Concerts at the theatres. The

to the difficulties with which in these matters they were

surrounded. When he saw the Victoria Park, when he

saw the Cemeteries, each tending to the production of

greater healthfulness and greater cheerfulness amongst the

lower classes, he could not help feeling that they were

calculated to carry men from " gazing on nature, up to

nature's God himself
; " and eventually to lead them to a

pure coateraplatioQ of the revelations of religion. This

address was much applauded by the meeting, and the

licence was granted by a majority of 22 to 2.

A nii-Slavery Society.—On Tuesday last an address was

presented to Lord Palmerston by a numerous deputation

of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, ex-

pressive of their views of the eminent services rendered

by him to the anti-slavery cause whilst in office as Secre-

tary for Foreign Affairs. The address stated, that it

was with unusual satisfaction that the committee (widely

as they have differed from his Lordship on some not un-

important questions) felt themselves called upon publicly

to record their high sense of the eminent services he had

rendered to the anti-slavery cal3se, when occupying the

office of Foreign Secretary under the late Government;

and to tender to him, in behalf of the great body of abo-

litionists they represent, and of the millions now held in

bondage, the tribute of their respect and gratitude. It

expressed their satisfaction that amidst the exciting con-

flicts of party, and the laborious engagements of his high

office. Lord Palmerston was not unmindful of the wrongs

of Africa, nor of the claim which her enslaved children

have on the sympathy and assistance of this country
;

and it referred to the recent papers relative to the slave-

trade presented to both Houses of Parliament by her

Majesty's command, ** as a monument of the great ability,

the untiring industry, and the generous zeal displayed by

his Lordship ift the cause of human freedom and happi-

ness." Lord Palmerston, in his reply, stated, that if the

powers who are bound by treaty with this country could

be persuaded to act with good faith, the suppression of the

slave-trade would in a great measure be accomplished.
** The power and influence of England," he said, " is

,

great, greater perhaps than many persons in this country

are aware of. If that power and influence are steadily and

vigorously exerted by tlie Executive Government, as I am
sure that in this matter they will be ; and if the Executive

Government is well backed up and supported by public

opinion and national feeling, of which in this case there

can be no doubt ; I am convinced that the unanimous de-

termination of the British Government and British nation

to obtain from foreign powei's a faithful and complete

execution of the engagements which those powers have

entered mio with Great Britain for the suppression of the

slave-trade, will in the end be crowned with success- But

for this purpose we must be firm and decided ; we must

not mind if we give offence to the guilty parties whose

crimes we are endeavouring to punish or prevent; and we

must not be stopped by clamour raised against us by those

who are interested in the perpetration of these enormities

which we are striving to put down. But, above all, we

must not recede and go back in our course, for any

symptoms of faltering on our part would give new
courage and fresh hopes to the miscreants who commit

these crimes." In conclusion, his Lordship said that he

should always consider it as one of his first duties, as a

public man, to do all that may lie in his power to promote

the attainment of those great ends for the accomplishment

of which the association has been formed.

Custovi House,
termination

The Sessions were held on Mon-

crowds he had seen there had filled him with wonder, but

not more so than had the excellent conduct of the mass who
were present. But this was one of tlie admirable results

of education. All, therefore, they had to do was to find

places where the large masses of the intellectual inhabit

ants of the coxintry could be accommodated with a view to

their rational and moral edification and amusement Let
them, now that they had removed the blinkers from the

eyes of mankind, take care that they were provided with

such food in the shape of entertainment and profitable

amusement for their minds, that the day might never

arrive when that which had been intended to be a blessing

to the people—namely, their education and enlightenment

—should lead to evil results. He trusted that another

session would not be permitted to pass without some

legislative measure^ the effect of which should put au end

The daily pfipers announce the sudden

of the inquiry into the charges of fraud

brought against the officers of the landing department of

the Customs, at least so far as the Board of Customs is

concerned, it having been intimated to this body by the

Lords of the Treasury that it was the intention of Govern-

ment at once to appoint a commission to investigate not

only the truth of the present charges, but fully to analyse

the whole constitution of the establishment. It appears that

this early termination of the labours of the commissioners

has been brought about in consequence of its having been

intimated to the Secretary of State that it was the inten-

tion of the Board to suspend no less than seven other

landing-waiters, men of character and of many years' ser-

vice, upon the charge of having given credit or accommo-

dation to importers, although the charge, as we stated in

our last, was supported only by the evidence of a very

doubtful witness.

The Tunnel, --h medal has been struck to commemo-
rate the completion of the Thames Tunnel. It is exe-

cuted by Mr. Taylor, from the designs of Mr. Warring-

ton. The obverse presents a characteristic likeness in

profile of Sir Isambard Brunei. On the reverse is an in-

scription mentioning the length of the tunnel, and its

cost in the proportions paid by tha shareholders and the

country, with the dates of its conunencement and recom-

mencement. The size of the medal is about two inches

in diameter.

St, Pancras On Friday, Messrs. Tremenheere and

Twisleton, Assistant Poor-law Commissioner^, commenced

an investigation into the mode in which education, and par-

ticularly religious instruction, has been hitherto afforded to

the pauper children of the parish of St. Pancras, under the

dirci'tion of the parochial offices. The inquiry seems to have

b-ien specially directed to the proceedings at a recent ex-

amination of the pauper children, at which a Mr. Williams

had interfered by puttingquestions calculated in theopmion

of some of the parishioners to bring the religious education

of the children into contempt The particular points to

which the investigation was directed, were the nature of

the general education, the especial character of the reli-

gious instruction atTorded to the children, the books com-

monly in use in the schools, the number and character of

the teachers/ their competency for imparting instruction,

i
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this affair to be looked into, and it is not such as you re-
present it. Who can look back upon his young days with-
out finding such faults, and even greater ones? In fine
you complain that Dr. Hoevernik is too much devoted
to the evangelical religion; I tell you I am very much
devoted to it also. I have fallen into several errors in
my life, and I have at last returned to that religion. I
am proud of it, and as long as I govern, 1 will be its
defender. You have not sufficiently looked> into the cir-
cumstances which took place l^etween Professor Hoevernik
and his students

j the guilty ought to have been punished.
I am so much annoyed by this iiflTair, that I would have
given up the rectorate of the university, if agreeable re-
miniscences did not attach me to it, for I have frequented
lectures in your town."—The Leipzig Gazelle contradicts
the statement of the Cartel convention for the mutual sur-
render of deserters between Russia and Prussia having
been renewed even for one year. On tlie contrary, it

stales that the Viceroy of Poland has ordered the fron-
tier authorities not to re-demand or give up any deserter
in consequence of the expiration of the Cartel treaty.
A letter from Dresden informs us that, on the 4th inst.
the Earl of Wikon, Sir C. Young the Gwrter King at
Arms, Lord C. Wellesley, and Mr. Melh'sh, the secretary
of the special mission for investing the King of Saxony
with the Order of the Garter, had the honour of dinina-
vrith his Majesty, The insignia, consisting of the garter^
the ribbon, and badge, the cap and sword, were sent to
the palace in four carriages, escorted by a double line of
infantry. The ceremony of investiture took place on the
following day, in the lesser Imll of the palace. The
King was seated ou his throne, attended by the Queen,
Prince John, and the Duchess Dowager of Mecklenburg
Schwerin, who went to Dresden expressly to be present^
and surrounded by his ministers. The Hon. F. R.
Forbes, the British resident minister, was also present.
On presenting the diploma, the Earl of Wilton delivered
an address to his Majesty in French, to which the King
made a reply in the same language. The ceremonials
having been performed, the usual proclamation was maJe.
In the afternoon there was a grand court dinner in the
throne-room, during which toasts were given in honour of
Queen "Victoria and the King and Queen of Saxony.—In
regard to the Overland Mail from India, it is now stated
that the arrangements which have been pending for some
time between Lord Lowther, the Postmaster-General, and
the Austrian Director-General. for the transmission of the
Overland Mail from India, vid Suez and Alexandria, by
way of Trieste, Vienna, Hamburgh, and Ostend, have
been concluded. This new arrangement with regard to
receiving the Overland Mail will iu no manner affect the
present treaty of sending vid Marseilles to Malta, Egypt,
and India, on the 4th of each month, and by the French
mail-packets leaving that port on the 1st, 11th, and 25th
of the month.
Italy.

' by the authorities. The country ererywhere presented a
frightful picture of desolation.
Russia.-Letters from St. Petersburg gfve accounts of

another dreadful fire in the Russian territory* It occurred
on the 4th August in the town of Troitek, in the govern*
ment of Orenburg, a place long celebrated for its extensive
commercial mtercourse with neighbouring Asiatic nations.
Ihe fire was caused by the long-continued drought and
the great heat, during which a dry west wind blew without
interruption. The barracks, the custom-house, the school,
the prison, and 246 private houses, were destroyed. The
principal Greek church and two Mahometan mosques
were much injured. The high wind, which filled the
air with clouds of sand, made it impossible to save any
etrects or domestic animals, all of which fell a prey to the
nimes. Two separate subscriptions had been set on foot
at St. Petersburg, for the sufferers at Kasan, one by the
I hianthropic Society, the other by the merchants. The

a nnrf
.''''^"*' ^"'^'"'^^ '^^^'^^^ **^^ ^^^^ Subscription with

8,000 silver rubles. The subscription of the merchants
amounted in one day to 94,000 rubles. A multitude of
reports are m circulation respecting the Kasan fire, which
the alarmists ascribe to a conspiracy of the Tartars against
Kussia._ Some troubles have taken place in the Ukraine,
where, it is said, a comspiracy against the Russian autho-
rities has also been discovered.—Some curious statistics
of the Russian Universities in 1841 have just been publishedm an official form. It appears that the University of St
Petersburg iu that year had 58 professors, 400 students
and a library of 27,975 volumes ; Moscow, 106 professors'
/98 students, and a library of 65,927 volumes. Charcow'n professors, 391 students, and a library of 3fi,C82 vols.

;

Kasan, so recently destroyed, 79 professors, 225 student's'
and a library of 84.748 volumes ; Dorpat, 65 professors'
525 students, and a library of 64,776 volumes ; and
Kiew, 54 professors, 126 students, and a library of 52,157
volumes

; so that the whole six Universities of Russia
have 439 professors, 2,465 students, and libraries con-
taining 282,265 volumes,
Turkey.—Letters from Constantinople to the 28th

«lt. state, that after all the negotiations so long pending States,
in regard tn Suria Vt^rr^yM^»n ^i;«u«,- u^j i .i ^__-i i " xtt^u..

The Augsburg Gazelle of the 14th inst. states
that a commercial treaty with Great Britain bad been con-
cluded at Naples. Under this arrangement British pro-
duce would pay 15 percent, less than under the present
tariff. It was not known what concessions had been made
by the British Government.—Every traveller who has
been in Italy in recent years has seen the beautiful picture
of the Magdalen in the possession of Signer Vallati, the
celebrated painter of wild-boar hunts. This picture, a re-
petition of the Magdalen of the Dresden Gallery, has been
for six years the subject of constant litigation. It
now appears that the Rota, the supreme court of the
Papal States for both civil and ecclesiastical affairs, has
pronounced judgment, by which it establishes a principle
as to the selling of pictures, which has caused a great sen-
sation among the picture-dealers of Rome. The history
of the case is this ;—On the 15th of November, 1836, one
of the Roman princes made a public sale of several pic-
tures, then in the gallery of the Odescalchi Palace. Among
others, there was one of them in such a state of dilapida-
tion that the subject could hardly be distinguished. This
picture was bought for fifteen Roman crowns by S. Vallati,
then a picture-dealer, living at Rome. The same day he
made known to the public that he had justacquired a picture,
represeuting the Magdalen, by Correggio, which surpassed
in beauty that of the same master in the Dresden Museum,
and which was bought for the sum of 15.000 sequins. He
styck up bills also, announcing that this masterpiece might
be seen the following day at his house, as he was then oc-
cupied in cleaning and putting a new frame to it. On the
leth, just as S. Vallati's house was full of admirers, con-
templating this picture, and which connoisseurs thought a
real Correggio, two cursor! (bailiffa) entered and seized the
picture, at the request of the Prince, alleging for their mo-
tive that this picture had been bought at a vile price by S.
Vallati, although he knew it to be a Correggio of consider-
able value. The Tribunal of Commerce, where this affair
was judged, S. Vallati being a dealer, declared the sale of
the picture good, and condemned the prosecutor to pay all
the expenses. This judgment was confirmed in the Court of
Ssegnatura, by appeal, with the exception of the payment
of the expenses. The Prince appealed against this deci-
aioii to the Roman Rota, which has pronounced the fol-
lowing sentence : 'Mf a precious painting is discovered
underneath a painting, which covered the former so as to
conceal it entirdy it is to remain the property of the pur-
chaser, particularly if be has gone to the trouble of cleaning
It. If, on the contrary in spite of the bad state of a picture^
It reveals its great value it must remain the property ofbim who sold It. The latter is the present case.--TheBo ogna papers contain distressing accounts of the effects
of the sorm which laid waste the whole of Romagna dur-
ing the last days of September. Several tillages had been
actually converted Into lakes; but th« inhabitants had
miraculgualy escaped, owing to tk« wiw masures adoplod

in regard to Syria, European diplomacy had been foiled
by the obstinacy of the Porte in refusing to yield to the
demands made for the pacification of that country. The
Porte addressed a note to the representntives of the Five
Powers, on the 26th uU., in which it confirms the main-
tenance of the stafu quo in Syria, and declines to make any
other concession than the removal of the Albanian troops,
whose presence in the Lebanon is declared to have been no
longer-necessary. Since that day the Porte had published
a hatti-scheriff, in which, without having taken into consi-
deration the representations of the European Powers, it

establishes an administration for theMaronites and Drnses
purely Turkish, and appoints Essaad Pacha Governor of
the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, with two Governors under
his orders, one for the Druses and the other for theMnro-
nites. It is added that an vUimat7im had been for-
warded io Persia, No news had been received from
Servia. The Auc^Lurph Gazelle of the 12th, in its cor-
respondence of the 8th, from the Turkish frontiers, asserts
that terror was the order of the day in Servia since the
late revolution. Property and personal safety were
menaced—continual arrests were made, a bishop being in-
cluded in the number—whilst great excitement prevailed
relative to the conspiracy to poison Prince Michael.

—

Letters from the frontiers, of the 5th, announce that the
extraordinary commission charged by the new Servian
Go^rnment to examine the administrative system of the
ex-Minister Raschewitz had terminated its labours, and
condemned him to a year's imprisonment in the fortress
of Kienbzia, which sentence had been carried into execu-
tion, although the reigning party did not seem to have
much confidence as to the future,—-It is said that on the
28th, the representatives of Russia, Austria, Prussia.
France, and England had a conference on the affairs of
Servia and Syria, which lasted several hours. If we
are to attach credit to this statement, the European
Powers had declared against the new order of things, and
were resolved to support Prince Michael. Russia is ex-
onerated from all participation in the outbreak, and the
blame is thrown on the Turkish Pachas, one of whom—
Chekib Effendi, formerly Minister in England— is said to
have received 50,000 ducats from Watschitsch as a bribe
to report favourably of the revolution.
India.—The reported disasters in Affghanistan, and

the alleged destruction of the -tlst Regiment, prove, as
we stated in our last, to be entirely without foundation.
A letter has been received in town from Capt. Wetherall,
of the 41st Regiment, which the letter published in the
Slandard last Friday represents as ** cut to pieces,"
Capt. Wetherall is in command of a detachment of the
regiment at Bombay. The letter is dated Bombay, Aug. 24,
and is addressed to Mr. Wynn Williams, of the Temple.
It says—" We are about to make an attack on Hydrabad
after the monsoon, with 5,000 men, under Sir C. Napien
I shall have about 400 or 500 men of the 40th and 41st,
I expect, under my command. The Ameers are possessed
of immense wealth, and the place, though strong for na-
tives, cannot resist cannon long, the walls being very high,
but weakened by being so much loop-holed. We expect
to go from this about the lOtb of September.*' In addi-
tion^ to this. Colonel Derenzy, commanding the SGth
Regiment at Bombay, has addressed a letter to his brother
in London, which bears the same date as Major Mes-
siter's. The Colonel says nothing whatever of the duas-
trou5 account given in the pretended letter of Major Mes-
siter. Colonel Derenay merely mentions the lo-«s he baa
sustained by the death from cholera *f his band-master,
one officer, and twenty-six private*. A atill more im-
portaAt laet i» auppbed by » ietter receirsd at Woolwich

last week from Major Messlter himself, written a few days
after his arrival iu India from New South ^'ales, but
there is not the slightest allusion in it to the 41st Regi-
ment; and the near relations of the Major at Woolwich
cannot imagine how such an account, as is said to have
emanated from him, could have found its way into the
columns of the Standdri!, In reference to this part of
the subject, Mr. Curtis, of Glazen Wood, at Coggeshall,
Essex, has addressed a letter to the daily papers, stating
his belief that Major Messiter's name has been made use
of by some designing person, as a ujeans of annoyance
to that officer. Mr. Curtis says, that "when Colonel
(then Major) Messiter was stationed on detachment at
Bathurst, in New South Wales, his death was formally
announced in one of the Sydney' papers. This had the
effect of throwing his family into mourning for him in
England, I^gt year, his marriage with a lady resident in
Bathurst was as formally announced in the Auslrallaii
newspaper. Upon this occasion I accompanied him to
the office of that pnper, for the purpose of contradicting
the report, and endeavouring to discover the author of it.

Now, as these reports were the productions of some mis-
chief-making and impertinent idler, it mny be possible
that the present communication is of a similar character."
Unitkd States.—The mail steamer Acadia arrived

at Liverpool on Friday night. She sailed from Boston
late on the afternoon of the 1st inst., and from Halifax on
thftt of the 3d, nnd has made the voyage under 14 dayi.
She brought 33 passengers. The papers received by her
are one day later from New York tiian those brought by
the Great Western, but they contain nothing of interest,
except the speech delivered bjr Mr. Webster, the Secretary
of State, before his fellow-citizens of Boston, which had
excited gieat attention as an able exposition of that states-
man's opinions upon almost every topic of American po-
litics, embracing the whole scope of hfs recent political
career, touching on the late negotiations between Great
Britain and America, pledging himself again to the " great
national principle " of protection, and dwelling with em-
phasis on the criminal conduct of the "repudiating"

Several other topics were introduced by Mr.
Webster, as the Caroline and Macleod affairs, the bank
question, ^'c. ; but the most important point was that re-
lating to the unprincipled doctrine of repudiation. Mr.
Webster entered, with much feeling, on the deplorable
stale of the public credit, describing what he believed
would be the concern of such men as Washington. Madi-
son, John Adams, and other illustrious names in the
history of the country, could they have an opportunity
of witnessing it. He then proceeded to characterise the
new system in language well calculated to shame his
fellow-citizens into a more honest and reputable line of
conduct, declaring the doctrine of repudiation *' a stain
which they ought to feel worse than a wound.'* Mr.
Webster stated that he was ready toco-operafe with those
who have the patriotism to join him in removing as much
as possible the foul stigma from the name of America,
be the party to which they belong what it may. In re-
gard to'the relations with England, he alluded with satis-
faction to the acknowledgment made on both sides to the
princij)Ies of public Jaw, and to the determination of the
two countries to regulate their diplomatic correspondence
in accordance with the dictates of justice. He repeated
what he had befbre declared at a meeting in England, his
firm persuasion th .t in any controversy between the
United States and England, the only eminent advan-
tage which either side will possess will be in the rec-
titude of its cause. "With right oil our side," he
said, " we should be a match for England—with right
on hers, she would be a match for us, or for anybody."
The papers allude to the first arrest under the new treaty,
a man named M'Kingey having been apprehended on the
charge of robbing two tradesmen in Glasgow to n consi-
derable amount. The new treaty provides for all such
offenders, and in virtue of its provisions the prisoner has
been delivered to the British authorities.—The following
is an extract from a letter, dated New York, Sept 29, giv-
ing an accoant of the ])rogre8s of ** American piracy by ex-
press :

"—" I send with this a new novel, published in
London, called ' Perceval Keene.' The first copy was re-
ceived by the Great Western, and republished in 33 houra
after its arrival here, and sold for 12^ cents (about 6d.)
all over our city, in a paper called the Netc World.*^
Canada.—We have further news from Canada by the

Acadia. The papers are filled wiih remarks on the revolu-
tion effected in that colony. Several new appointments
had been made, amongst which is that of Mr.T.C.Aylwiu,
M.P. for Portneuf, to the Solicitor-Generalship of Canada
East.. It was expected that a general amnesty would be
authorised by the Government towards all those who were
banished for political offences during the rebellion, except-
ing, perhaps, Mr. Papinean. Questions were daily asked
in the Legislative Assembly by Sir A. M'Nab and others,
as to where the seat of Government was to be fixed, which
were not resolved until the 2<>th ult., when a despatch
from Lord Stanley was laid before the Assembly, in which
the Home Government refused its consent to change the

Legislative capitalof Canada from Kingston to Toronta or

Quebec. In reference to the late proceeding of the

Governor-General, the House of Asirmbly had voted, by a

naajority of 55 to 5, an address to Sir Charles Baeot, ex-

pressing their thanks that his Excellency has invited that

large portion of their fel?ow-!*ubjecrs who are of French

origin t« share ia the Government of tbe country, and

ther*^by to carry into effect the just designs of the Imperial

authority. The address i^ao stated that the House hailed

the event as one calculated to heal the unhappy dissensions

bj which Canada has been prevented from advancing in a

career of prosperity commensarate with the advantagea

which Pfevidenc« hua jdMed at its disposaU
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cot under. A large quantity of the turpentine and cotton,

however, was destroyed. On the first outbreak, some

hundreds of barrels of turpentine in the shed, ready to be

carted away, were saved. The fire was smouldering on

WeJnesdav, although it is now three weeks since the first

outbreak.
'

'l^he following detailed account of the

damage done by the late conflagration is published in the

local papers :—40,707 bales cotton, 12,987 barrels tur-

pentine, 150 barrels rosin, 39 casks tallow, 60 tuns oil,

U5 tons hemp, 14^ tons flax, 200.casksbeef, 3,224 barrels

flour, 800 sacks flour, 5 tons coffee, 5 tierces coffee, 57

casks tincal, 14 cases tincal, 108 cases quercitron bark, 60

casks horn tips, 37, tons logwood, 54 double bales madder,

416 barrels Indian corn, (J packages Indian rubber, 3 crates

teasels, and several packages and parcels of drugs*—Within

the last week information has been received by the police

' TVhich seems to leave no doubt respecting the fate of Mr.

Bibby, who was found drowned in July 1840. Mr, Bibby

was an eminent merchant, and a director of the Royal

Bank ia this city, and was much respected in commercial

circles. It appears that three men, since convicted and

transported, were concerned in the affair, and that one of

them has recently confessed and made known the parti-

culars. They confess to the robbery merfely j but there Is

said to be no doubt, that after having robbed the un-

fortunate gentleman, they carried him oiT the road into the

adjoining field and ultimately threw him into the pond.

Maidstone,—We are happy to learn that, notwithstand-

ing the serious apprelienssious entertained for the safety of

Sir W. Geiry, after the extraordinary accident noticed in

our last, the lion. Baronet is now considered out of dati-

ger. The wound In his throat is fast healing, he has re-

covered his sight, and many important functions which had

been deranged have been restored. The interest excitea

by bis serious accident has not been confined to this

county—her Majesty and Prince Albert Jiave graciously

Bent to make inquiries, and the anxiety for his recovery

shown by all classes in Kent continues unabated,

Manchester.—On Friday the Annual Meeting of the

Shareholders of the Manchester Bank took place, and

was attended by so large a number of persons, that it

was necessary to adjourn to more commodious premises.

The report disclosed a more extraordinary system of mis-

management than has ever before been brought to liglit in

connexion with joint-stock banking. Within a very short

period, no less than 800,000/. has been lost; and, not-

withstanding this, an additional call of 2L per share is

required for the purpose of making good deficiencies,

without any reasonable prospect of an ultimate return.

It appeared frofca the report that the direct liabilities of

the bank amounted to 1,810,462/, I85, lit/., while the

estimated net assets were 1,791,214/. ll.s. lit/., showing

a deficiency of 16^248/. 7^., exclusive of the entire capital

of 741,030/,, and tbe reserved surplus funds and profit

for the year, amounting in the aggregate to 43,001)/. 8s.

9t/. ; these three items making together a total loss of

800,887/. 155. 9/i.' The Directors concluded their report

• by stating officially, that Mr. Burdekio, the late manager,

had absconded, and mi3np])!ted the endorsement of the

bank to his own purposes. They admitted that they have

exposed themselves to the severest animadversions, for

having so fatally mfsplaced their confidence in a managing

committee ; and the only argument which tliey offered in

proof of their having themselves been deceived, and in

extenuation thereof, was the fact that they have been, and

are still, among the largest shareholders, and consequently

among the heaviest sufferers. A long discussion ensued,

during which many shareholders expressed their belief

that Mr. Bnrdekiu's flight must have been connived at

by other jiarties ; and after much angry recrimination

the report was adopted. In the course of the proceedings

the chairman informed the shareholders that he should be

deceiving them if be were to hold out the remotest hope

that they would ever recover back any of their capital

invested in the bank ; but he thought that if the assets

turned out in any way as he hojied they would, they might

expect a portion of the present call of 2/. per share to be

repaid,*

Newcastle.—We learn by the ^^ewcastk Journat that

Grace Darling, tbe well-known heroine of the wreck of

tbe Forfarshire steamer, is at present in a doubtful state of

health. It appears that she caught a severe cold from
exposure to rain during the spring, and has continued gra-

dually to get worse. She was removed from the Fern
Island Lighthouse to Hamburgh, and subsequently to

Wooler, with a -view to deriving benefit from a change of

air, bnt her illness not giving way she was removed to

Alnwick. Her father went soon afterwards to convey her
home, and called at tbe castle to acknowledge his respects
to his Grace the Duke of Northumberland, who had taken
an interest in her welfare. The subject of his daughter's
illness was mentioned, when his Grace imn^ediately ex-
pressed a wish that she should not be removed, and
forthwith caused comfortable lodgings to be provided for her
and her sister, at^ tlie same time ordering medical advice,

and everything calculated to promote her recovery. The
Duchess, with Miss Percy, evinced their regard for her,

and frequently visited her during her stay. No improve-

ment, however, taking place, the young woman—who

seems to be universally respected for her exemplary cha-

racter—has been removed to Bamburgh, to be nearer her

parents^ where she is still seriously indisposed.

Oj'ford,—A dlf^coxerj has recently been made which

has led to the apprehension of two men^ supposed to be

tbe nnirderers of Mr. Bromhead, a manufacturer of agri-

cultural implements, who was found drowned in the Ray,

near Biackthorne, in October of last year. One of the

prisoners was apprehended on suspicion some months

since, but the trial fell to the ground from the absence of a

material^wita^ss. The evidence is eaid to leave no doubt

\

of the fate of the unfortunate gentleman ; but, in the pre-

aenl stage of the proceedings, the details, of course, have

not transpired,

Portsmouth.—On Thursday of last week the Admirals

and Captains of this station, afid the officers of the Aus-

trian frigate Bellona> assembled in the dockyard to wit-

ness the experiments of Mr, Snow Harris with the light-

ning conductors, recently applied by the Admiralty on his

plan to the ships of the Navy, The importance of these

experiments is proved by the great number of vessels

which have been destroyed by lightning, and by the se-

rious injury sustained annually by all classes of shipping

in different parts of the world. For the purpose of the

experiments, theOresles, 18, was moored about 100 yards

from the jetty, midway between which and the ship a

barge was placed, containing a carronade. A wire leading

from the positive side of a powerful electrical battery in

the Semaphore was attached to a cup of gunpowder

on her main truck. Another wire leading from the

negative side of the battery was attached to the gun

in the boat. A sliort wire was placed on the touch-hole

of the guD, and led over the gunwale of the boat to the

surface only of the water, on the side nearest the Orestes.

There was no communication between the ship and barge.

The object was to show^ that immediately an electrical dis-

charge reached the mast-head, it passed down to, and was

dispersed in, the water by means of the continuous line of

conductors. This was proved thus:—the electric battery in

the Semaphore was discharged ; the discharge passed

along the copper wire from the metallic plate on the in-

terio'r of the jar to the mast-head ; its presence there was

rendered apparent by the ignition of the gunpowder in the

cup ; it passed thence down the conductor on the mast

into the hull of the ship, and along the conductors on the

hull into the sea. That it had arrived in the sea was

proved by the ignition of the powder over the touch-hole

of the gun in the boat, and the consequent discharge of

the gun, because the only means by which this gunpowder

could be ignited was the passage of the electricity up the

short copper wire which connected the touch-hole of the

gun with the sea ; so that not only must the electric fluid

have arrived in the sea, but it must have passed through

it to this short copper wire in the boat. It is almost

needless to add, that so rapid was the passage of the elec-

tric fluid, that the report of the discharge of the battery,

the Ignition of the powder at the mast-head, of that over

the touch-hole of the gun, and the report of the gun itself,

appeared simultaneous, notwithstanding the great distance

traversed by the electricity. Mr, Harris then explained

the action of the electricity. It had, he said, been gene-

rally supposed that metals were attractive of lightning in

virtue of some inherent affinity for the electrical agency.

But he combated this supposition, and showed that the

laws of electrical discharges were reducible to mere resist-

ance or disUnce ; that, in fact, the discharge, through an

imperfect circuit or conductor, as an unprotected ship,

merely picked out such pieces of metal as happened to lie

in a line or lines of least resistance to its course. This

was illustrated by passing an electric shock over small

masses of gold di/tributed fortuitously on paper ; some of

these were burnt up, others remained untouched. The

last experiment wliich was performed, was with a view

to prove at once the complete protection afforded by the

continuous condnctor, an<l the apparent impossibility of

the least action taking place on metallic bodies out of it,

thus practically refuting the supposition of any laternl

discharge taking place. A model of a mast, about ten

feet in leugtii, was made in parts, and an interrupted line

of metal placed in the heart of it. Percussion powder,

which, it is well known, \s ill inflame with the least spark of

electricity, was pl,:ced between these interruptions. On the

outer surface of the mast a continuous conductor was

placed, the extremities of which were connected at each

end of the model of tbe mast with the extremities of the

interior and interrupted line of metal. In order to make
the experiment more complete, bands of metallic leaf

were made here and there to surround the mast, as hoops,

together with other metallic bodies which could enter into

the mast itself and touch the internal line of metal. An
intense shock of electricity was allowed to fall upon the

upper extremity of the mast where both lines of metal

were in conjunction, with the view of discovering (since

the electric matter had thus, it may be said, the choice of

two lines) whether it would pass upon the metal within,

or whether it would be dispersed between the two lines,

and pass down each, or whether it would only pass down

tlie exterior line, and whether, in passing down that line,

it could cause a lateral discharge to enter the mast, or in

any way to affect the interior. This was a severe test,

from the highly inflammable nature of the percussion

powder, and it succeeded perfectly. A<? long as the con-

tinuous external conductor remained perfect, the dis-

charges of electricity were innoxious. When, however,

the exterior conductor was removed and a similar charge

was thrown over the model, the mast was blown to pieces

by the ignition of the percussion powder, evidently prov-

ing that if the previous discharges had in any way, or

under any form, pervaded the interior, this effect would
have resulted in the very first instance. After Mr. Har-
ris had concluded his experiments, Sir Edward Codrington
said, that after what he had witnessed, he thought it but

right publicly to observe that hq felt perfectly convinced
of the efficacy of the conductors upon Mr. Harris's plan,

which, after the conclusive and satisfactory tests they had
that day undergone, would no doubt be generally adopted.

—Yesterday being the anniversary of the victory obtained by

Lord Nelson over the combined fleets of France and

Fpiin, off Cape Trafalgar, on the 21st of October, 1805,

the Victory, lying in. this harbour as the ordinary guard-

ship exhibited upon the occasion a scene of extreme in-

terest. The vessel was decked with flags and other naval

insignia, and a profusion of laurels and evergreens. A
dinner was given on board, at which the Admiral presided

in person, and the day was celebrated on board all the

other ships in harbour with the usual honours.

Fresto7i,— Jtv:i\\ be recollected that a woman named
Eliza Bailey , and a male acquaintance, were some time since

examined on several occasions, at Union-hall, upon a

charge of robbing B!r. John Marquis, of Accrington, of

notes to the amount of 2.000/. during the late Preston

guild. Tiie police reports state that she has recently

been convicted at the Quarter Sessions at Birkinhead,

and sentenced to transportation for 7 years.

Salford.^A man wasbrou-rht up at the Police Court of

this town, charged with an attempt to set fire to Lord

Francis Egerton's house, at Worsley, It appeared that

he had been instigated to the act by certain parties in Sal-

ford, The examination lasted for several hours, and

eventually the prisoner was remanded.

Silchester,—TUe Berkshire ])apers have recently given

to this town, so long famous for its Roman ruins, the title

of the Anti-matninonial parish. They state that it is worthy

of being made celebrated for the numbers of bachelors and

spinsters it contains. Some time since, at a vestry dinner

held there, there was not a married man amongst the party
;

and on a recent occasion, when a gentleman from a distant

county, by way of example, led one of the damsels of the

neighbourhood to the altar, the minister could not tell him

the amount of the fees, declaring, that though he had been

in office for ten years, this was the first marriage by license

that liad taken place.

Southampton,—On Sunday the Feniasular steamer

arrived from Gibraltar, Lisbon, and Vigo, with a large

quantity of fruit, and another supply of cattle in better

condition than those last imported. A sailing vessel has

also arrived with a cargo of 50 oxen, from Vigo, -Their

cost at Vigo averages from 5/. to 7/. ; freight and railway

expenses amount to 4/.; aftd they have fetched on an

average 15/. to 16/. each, some as much as 2o/., in Smith-

field Market,—Letters from New York mention that the

British Queen, which sailed from Cowes last month for

New York, encountered a tempest on the I9lh ult., which

lasted for ten hours. Numbers on board, who had crossed

the Atlantic, declared that they never experienced a more

dreadful storm. Every one on board expected that the

•hip would founder. The British Queen is now on her

voyage to this country, and is expected here about

the 25th.

Tamivorth,—We learn from the Standard that Dr,

Buckland, Dr. Lyon Piayfair the translator of Licbig,

and Mr. George Stephenson the civil engineer, have been

lately on a visit to Drayton Manor. Sir Robert IVel in-

vited his principal tenants and the leading agriculturists

in the neighbourhood to meet them at hretikfast, in order

that they. Height profit by the opportunity of personal in-

tercourse with men of so much eminence. A party of

nearly 30 persons was assembled. Conversations took

place in the course of the morning of the most interestin

nature on various subjects connected with the improve-

ment of agriculture—on the necessity of draining, as the

foundationof all other improvements—on the use of lime

as a manure— on the feeding of cattle—and the import-

ance of warmth as well as food, &c. &c. The party se-

parated about two o'clock, having derived the greatest

satisfaction from their visit,

lVindsor,—h\ consequence of the fatal cases of fever

which occurred at E^her a few weeks since, her Majesty

has, for the present, abandoned her intention of visiting

Clarenlont. This circumstance has caused her Majesty to

determine on paying a visit to Brighton before, instead of

after, Christmas, as had been previously intended. The

period mentioned for the departure of the Court is the Ist

November." Her Majesty is expected to remain at Brighton

about a month.—Mr. G. E. Anson, treasurer to Pnnca

Albert, met with an accident on Thursday morning,

which has confined him to his residence at Cumberlaud-

lodge. Mr. Anson was proceeding with his Royal High-

ness and Sir E. Bowater to the Great Park to hunt with

tbe Prince's beagles, and before he had proceeded above

100 yards from the Royal residence, his horse stumb.ed

and threw him, injuring his right hipfo severely that some

time is expected to elapse before he will recover its effecrs.

—The new stables and riding-house, for defraying ^^^^ ^^-

pense of which Parliament voted the sum of 70,000/.

shortly after her Majesty's accession, have just been com*

pleted. The sum expended was brought within the amount

of the parliamentary grant. The buildings were con-

structed from the original designs of the lat« Sir J. Wyal-

ville, under the superintendence of Mr. Ashton, his sue-

Builwai/s.—Tht following are the returns of railways

for the past week :-Hull and Selby, 1,122/. ;
Edinburgh

and Glasgow, l,fH7/. ; Eastern Counties, 1,073/. ;
Nortb-

ern end Eastern, 1,454/. ; London and Birmingbam,

17,111/.; Birmingham and Gloucester, 2,036/.; >outli-

Western, f^,701/. ; Midland Counties, 3,285/. ;
Brighton,

4,636/. ; North Midland, 4,707/.; Grand Junction, 7,86.iM

Blackwall, 652/. ; Birmingham and Derby, 1,499/. ;
Joric

and North Midland, 1,946/. ; Great Western, U.lb^t. ,

Greenwich, 840/,—At a meeting of the Durham and Sun-

derland company, a dividend of lOs. per share was de-

clared ; the traffic had been much affected by the depressea

state of the trading interests, but the difficulties are gra-

dually decreasing, and the concern promises a progressive

improvement.—The Clarence company, as we »^^Vll°"f

«

in a former Number, has got into difTcultiet with tiie

Exchequer Loan Commissioners, who have geized upon

the railway, and announced it for public sale in the course

of the ensuing month, unless a ^jroportion of the money

borrowed from GoYcmment, amounting, with iutereet, to
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the number of hours or the particular times set apart for
religious instruction, and chiefly to ascertain whether the
practice in the parish had or had not been in conformity
with those principles on which the education of pauper
children has been conducted under the Poor-law Amend-
ment Act- The evidence related principally to the inter-
ference of Mr. Williams and to the questions put by him
on religious subjects. The witnesses were by no means
agreed on the main facts, but it appeared that remarks
had been made by Mr, Williams which wer3 considered
highly improper by the clergyman present, and that angry
disputes had arisen between them which the chairman made
no attempt to check. It appeared also that Mr.Williams had
put several questions to the children on subjects connected
with geography and naval tactics, many of which they could
not have been expected to answer. There seems to be no
doubt that the means of instruction were inadequate, and
the inquiry, therefore, may do good, by increasing the
efficiency of the teachers. Since the conclusion of the
commission, the directors and guardians of the parish have
held a meeting to consider various questions arising out of
its appointment, and particularly the refusal of the com-
missioners to hear counsel on behalf of the vestry. After
some desultory conversation, it was resolved, ** That it

appears to this board that the special commissioners ap-
pointed by the Poor-law Commissioners to inquire into
the education of the children in St. Pancras workhouse
have refused to admit counsel to appear on behalf of the
vestrymen and directors of the poor; that it also appears
by the instructions of the Poor-law Commissioners, that
the conduct of the. vestrymen and directors is the subject
of that inquiry, and one of the objects thereof : this board
is, therefore, of opinion that such refusal is illegal and
unjust to the parties concerned."—On Wednesday the
Commissioners attended at the Workhouse, for the pur-
pose of concluding their inquiry by entering into a minute
personal examination of the education of the children.
The churchwardens, together with a great number of the
directors, guardians, and vestrymeuj were present to
watch the proceedings of the Commissioners. The ex-
amination lasted several hours, and, at its conclusion,
the Commissioners expressed their satisfaction at the way
in which the children had answered most of the questions
put to them, and Mr. Twisselton is stated to have ob-
served to some of the guardians, that out of the number
of persons who had made application to the Poor-law
Commissioners for situations as mastersof pauper schools,
there had been fifteen who knew less than some of the
boys who had that day been under examination.

Spitaljiekls.—On Monday an adjourned meeting of
Spitallields weavers took place, for the purpose of de-
termining what course they should adopt in consequence
of the discovery of the frauds committed at the Custom-
house on the importation of foreign silks. At a previous
meeting it was agreed that a committee should wait on the
master manufacturers, to know what steps they would
take for the protection of the trade. The committee
having made their report, stating that some immediate
plan should be adopted, so as to prevent the smuggling
.of French and foreign silks through the Custom-house,
added that a notice had appeared in the pubhc journals
which had the appearance of being official, intimating that
it was the intention of Government to prosecute the in-
quiries into the fraudulent transactions at the Cus'tom-
house, under the authority of a special commission. A
lengthened discussion ensued, in the course of which it

was stated that very important information had been
obtained of the practices at the Custom-house, when it

was resolved for the present not to call any meeting of
ihe trade, but to wait to ascertain the result of any in-
vestigation "instituted by the Government, It was also
resolved that the committee should make inquiries as to
the extent of the frauds in the importation of French
silks, and the mode adopted by which foreign silk goods
were brought into the home market.

*S'£??//A?ca7A-.— In consequence of the near approach of
the contest for the office of High Bailiff, one of the most
lucrative appointments in the gift of the Common Council,
the tactics of the candidates are beginning to attract the
notice of the daily papers. It is said that thd majority of
the Common Council have generally abstained from mak-
ing any. but conditional promises, so that it is extremely
difficult to calculate upon the success of any partictilar

candidate. The impression is, however, that the great
itruggle will be between Mr, D. W. Harvey and Mr.
Pritchard, Alderman Sir W. Heygate commenced hia
canvass by declaring that he merely looked to the honour
of the appointment, and was so far from considering
emolument a desideratum, that he made reduction of the
Balary a sine qua non in the terms upon which he would
accept the o&ce.
pected that those who are of opinion that the necessities
of a candidate should form a ground of claim will rally
round him. Mr. Harvey, Mr. Pajne, and Mr, Pritchard
admit that they have no objection whatever to the emolu-
ments of the office.

Accidents,

appearance in London, After his last examination at ' some 6urj)lus will be left for the benefit of the creditors ofthe Home- office, the boy was sent to Portsmouth, where
he was put on board the Warspite, which carried Lord
Ashburton to the United States. His conduct was or-
derly and regular. It appears that on the return of the
Warspite to Portsmouth he decamped and came to Lon-
don, when instructions were given to take him into
custody, and on Wednesday morning he was apprehended
at_ his father's house ju Westminster. Notice of the
prisoner being in custody was sent to the police offices,
and in the course of the afternoon a Government Order
was received, directing that the boy should be at once
taken back to Portsmouth, as it was not considered ne-
cessary that any inquiry should be instituted in town.

IlajTipfon Conr/.—On Thursday the magistrates at
Staines were occupied for several hours in investigating
the circumstances connected with a robbery of valnable
plate and other articles, committed on the night of Friday
last, at Hampton Court Palace. The portion of the
palace which was entered was the apartment of Mrs.
Sheridan and that of Lady Dufferin, The prisoners in
custody are, Henry Grover, a jobbing gardener of dissolute
habits, living at Hampton-wick; his wife, and a young
woman formerly in the service of Mrs. Slicridan. These
parties were charged with the burglary aud robbery, and
another woman was charged with having received part
of the property knowing it to have been stolen. After a
lengthened examination, the prisoners were fully com-
mitted for trial.

^3rot)in(faI Ketos.
SL Alharis, of London

the parish

On Friday last the Bishop
consecrated the chapel of the Holy Trinity in
of St. Stephen. After the ceremony, his Lordship preached
a sermon appropriate to the occasion, and consecrated a
new burial-ground for the parish. On the previous day
the Bishop consecrated a new burial-ground for the Abbey,
and delivered his charge to ihe clergy of the Arch-
deaconry, This is, of course, the same'as that delivered
in St. Paul's last week, and noticed in our last ; but as the
charge ha^ since been published, we may notice a few points
which were doubtfully stated in the preceding report of this

very remarkable document. In reference to the Oiford divines
the Bishop unites with the Bishops of Oxford, Exeter, and
Salisbury, in giving his official judgment in favour of their

teaching, upt)n every fundamental point of doctrine, and
upon a great majority of practical questions. At the same
time, he guards himself against being supposed to ap-
prove of any perversion or misrepresentation of the doc-
trines in question, by warning his clergy against exagge-
rated views imputed to the Oxford divines by their ad-
versaries, but which are either not to be found in their

writings, or are the tenets of ^a very few. In regard to

the constitution and authority of the Church, the Bishop
says that if the view he has taken of the subject be cor-

rect, '* it follows as a necessary influence, that in this

country the clergy of the national Church, and they alone,

are entitled to the respect and obedience of the people, as

their lawful guides and governors in spiritual things.

They alone are duly commissioned to preach the word of
God, and to minister his holy sacraments." He strongly
insists on attention to the rubric ; its observance in his

judgment ought to be complete, and the clergy are

bound thereto in the plainest manner. He commends
the practice of daily services, and frequent commu-
nions. ** I think," he says, ** that in every parish tliere

ought to be at least monthly communion," He urges
the observance .of the canons, except where they have
been virtually dispensed with by universal disuse, stating

the only distinction between canons and rubrics to be,

that the former may be dispensed with, the latter cannot.

He recommends the clergy to preach the morning sermon
in their surplices ; sanctions the use of candles upon the

altar, and such other devotional postures and practices as

have any written authority of the Church of England to

recommend them ; but condemns the introduction of no-
velties, for which no such authority can be pleaded. He
expresses a wish that some simple distinctive dress should
be appointed by proper authority for the clergy ; but dis-

courages any attempt, on the part of individuals, to re-

estabh'sh the use of a now obsolete costume. The other

topics treated of are the duty of obedience and reverence
to the Church of England ; the great impropriety of

speaking disparagingly of the Liturgy ; the corruptions of

Popery, against which the clergy are strongly warned ; at

the same time the Church of Rome is admitted to be a
true branch of the Church Catholic, and the Exeter-hall

We regret to state that a serious accident
hapj)ened on I^fonday afternoon to Sir C. Nugent A«
the Admiral was kaving Messrs. Drummond's bank, at
Charing-cross, he stopped to take a view of the Kelson
Monument. Whilst in the act of looking at its progress,
his foot slipped, and the gallant officer fell on the curb-
stone, by which the thigh-bone was fractured near the hip.
Admiral Nugent was immediately conveyed to Charing-
cross Hospital, where he is going on very favourably, but
at the advanced age of 85 his recovery must be very slow.
No dangerous result is at present expected.

.

Police.-^Wc learn by the daily papers, that the boy
Jones, who on several occasions obtained an extraordinary
entrance into Buckingham Palace, has again made his

system of agitation peremptorily discountenanced. ^ ,

Abcrgavctuiy,—The meeting of bards and minstrels, the ' volumes.
From this declaration, it is not ex-

|
national Eisteddvod, took place in this town last week, Mr.
Rhys Powell, of Wonastony being the president for the
year. The awarding of the prizes to successful candidates

was the most interesting feature of the meeting, a great

number being for compositions on various historical and
poetical subjects. The prize for the best essay •* On tlie

place the Welsh language occupies among the languages
of the Celtic family " was awarded to a Prussian professor,

Herr Carl Mayer, who not being piesent, Lieiitenant

Bunsen (son of the Prussian Ambassador) appeared as his

representative, and was invested with a costly ring, and a

purse of fifty guineas. The contest among the harpers,

for new triple han)s, was highly interesting ; there were
nine candidates, and the first prize was won by a female
musician*. The celebration of next year is expected to be
held at Carmarthen.

Bath. At a meeting of creditors of the separate estate

of Mr; H. W. Hobhouse, held in this city on Saturday,

the commissioners declared a dividend of 20**. in the pound*

It is understood that after this dividend is paid, a hand-

the joint estate.

BruitoL—On Monday afternoon the Great Western
steam-ship was offered for sale by public auction in this

city. The bidding was very spirited, but she was
ultimately bought in at 40,000/.—Information was received
here .last week of the loss of the Brigand, iron steamer,
which had only been built about two years, at a cost
of 32,000/. She was on her way from Liverpool to
London, for the purpose of making her last voyage for the
season from the Thames to St. Petersburg. She struck
on the rocks off the St. Agnes Light, on Monday week,
and went down shortly afterwards. It is said that, like
most iron vessels, she was built in four compartments, and
that if she had not struck a complete broadside, which
stove in almost at the same moment both compartments on
that side, she would undoubtedly have been saved ; she
kept above water for two hours and a half, giving the
crew plenty of time to save their clothes as well as their
lives ; whereas, ifshe had been built of wood, it is believed
that she must have gone down instantly, as was the case
with the Thame?, in January 1841, on which occasion 67
souls perished, within about 3^ miles of the same spot.

—

Another meeting under the bankruptcy of Messrs, Acra-
man was held last week. The commissioners, after
hearing further arguments, decided against the validity of
the deed of gift, by which decision the produce of the late

sale of pictures, tStc, is declared to be the private estate of
Mr. D. W. Acraman.

Camlridffe.— li is 'stated in the local papers that th«
following Divines are likely to be candidates for the im-
portant office of Regius Professor of Divinity :—The Rev.
Dr. Graham, Master of Christ's; the Rev. Dr. Lee, of
Queen's, Professor of Hebrew, and Prebendary of Bristol ;

the Rev. W. H. Mill. D.D., of Trinity, late Principal of
Bishop's College, Calcutta, and Chaplain to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury ; the Rev, Christopher Wordsworth,
D.D., of Trinity, and Head Master of Harrow.

Chelteiiham,—Public attention has lately been directed
to the treatment of the prisoners in the Korthleach House
of Correction, and many facts have been brought to light
which have been severely commented on by the daily-

papers. Last week, a man named Peale, who had been re-
cently liberated from the House of Correction after having
undergone six months* imprisonment and hard labour,
died under circumstances which induced the coroner to
hold an inquest on the body. It appears from the evi*
dence that he was in a dying state when he left the prison,
and that he declared he had been killed by the treatment
he received. Mr. Mollis, one of tlic Guardians of the
Cheltenham Union, deposed that, in a conversation which
passed between the deceased and the Guardians, the man
stated that he had been kept in a cold damp cell for four-

teen tours a day during two successive days; that he was
placed there for the purpose of picking potatoes, being too
ill to work at the tread-mill ; that he had previously been
forced into another damp cell while heated by working at
the mill ; that he was allowed only half a pound of mutton
daily ; and that his health was perfectly good when he en-
tered the prison. Another witness, a fellow- prisoner,
stated that deceased was strong and healthy at the cuni'
mcncement of his imprisonment ; that he was kept on the
wheel for two months at first ; that both deceased and
witness preferred the wheel to the damp cells, which were
of cold stones, with stone seats, and a brook running under
them ; that they were placed there when completely heated
and exhausted by the mill, and were so famished for want
of sufficient food, that deceased had eaten nearly half-a-

peck of raw potatoes while in the cellar. He had seen
many prisoners faint and foil down in the yard from ex-
haustion, produced by the wheel ; and in rainy weather
the wet had often run down the walls. One of the sur-
geons of the hospital de}>osed, that deceased died of con-
sumption in an advanced state, produced, in his opinion,
by being placed in a cold damp situation when in a state

of perspiration ; he alao seemed to dwell j>articularly on
the diet administered in the prison, which he considered
likely to aggravate the disease. The inquest was adjourned
for further evidence, and is not yet concluded.

LiverpooL—On Tuesday evening the inhabitants of
this town were alarmed at the report that the property
saved from the late great fire in the Waterloo-road had
again, for the third time, ignited, and was burning with
great fury. Shortly afterwards that part o( the townwai
illuminated, the fire-bells were rung, and the engines im-
mediately proceeded to the spot. The report proved to

be true, the interior of a cotton-shed, in the cellars of
which were large quantities of turpentine and cotton,
havin:r again taken fire, the flames ascending in immense

IVIany thousands of spectators were speedily
congregated, and notwithstanding the loss of life which
took piece on the first outbreak, it was with much difS-

culty they could be kept back from the shed. It appears
that the property which had ignited, had, ever since the
great fire, been covered with the bricks and timbers of

the late buildings ; and during the last fortnight workmen
have been employed in clearing away the rubbish, and ex-

cavating the barrels of turpentine aud cotton buried un-

derneath. They had just finished their day's worif and

left the premises when the property took tire- The wind

was high at the time, and Years were entertained for the

safety of the neighbouring property, lest the sparks, which

were carried to a considerable distance, sbouhJ be the

means of furthering their progress. All the building*

which snrround<?d the scene of this condagration having

been previously destroyed, no further damage but that of

tlje destruction of the salvage property could be sustained ^

by the sparks ; and the firemen playing on the ruing

had only to observe the fury of the fire expend itself ia

thfe open space, and in the course of a few hours it wa^
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7r% 1 ;« T nnnflshire !/• 5*. The county m

JonstrsKnded property, 394.929/, of dwelling-houses

^ad 253,543A of ail oVher kinds of property. The total

fiiirn levied in Wales for poor-rates for the year ended

Ldv-day, ISll, was 312,264/. The average rate in the

pound for the whole country i5 higher thanm England, it

being 2s, in the latter, and 2.v. bd, in Wales. The poor-

rates are highest in Carnarvonshire—namely. 35. '2d, in

the pound, and lowest in Brecon, \s. Id. The area of

Wales in English statute acres is 4,752,000. The average

ennnal value per acre for the whole country is 95. 3^.

The land is most valuable in Anglesea, where the average

value is 19/?.; and least valuable in Merionethshire,

where the average value is is. Zd.

Scandinavian AnllguUies.—k letter from Copenhagen

Statfes that a peasant of Boeslund, in the island of Zealand,

whilst ploughing, discovered two gold- urns filled with

ashes, chased with foliage and fruits, and bearing on the

top of the cover a figure of Odin, the Jupiter of the Scan-

dinavians- This figure is represented standing, bearing

on one shoulder the two crows llunin (Thought) and

Muiiin (Memory), and, at its feet, two wolves, symbols of

TheHe urns are exeictly alike, in good pre-

The gold is exceed-

agst

Lis power,

servation, and admirably wrought.

ingly thin, except at the edges ; they are about six inches

in diameter, and nine inches in height (comprising the

cover, but not the figure), and their weight is a little more

than 21b. The peasant has delivered them to the Govern-

ment, which piid him the value of the gold, and ordered

them to be deposited in the museum of Copenhagen.

They are supposed to belong to the fifth century.

Hato.
Special C(»M.v^ tov, Stafforp.—The special commission

closed on S=iturf1:\v evenhiEr, after one of the most laborious tit-

ting.s on record in the mirtland counties. It had been rumoured

on the previous evening that their Lordships were resolved to

terminate their labours on S^Uurday ; but it was generally sup-

posed that even after a furtnight's siitinp: from half-past eiKht ui

the niorninj; to the same hour at night, it would be impoGsible to

conclude the commission on that day. Howevc-, in consequence

of the judges sitting beyond the usual hour on Friday and Satur-

day, the busiuc-s of the commission was concluded . Had not

O'Netl. Cnoper, Richards, and others traversed, there is no doubt

that the commission would not have terminated before the 23d.

Baron RoUe was the last Judjje who closed his court on Satur-

day. Baron Parke rose about four o'clock, and the Lord Chief

Justice at twelve. But both those learned Judges had sat on the

previous two days tUl tet\ and eleven ^'clock at night. The
grand jurv have adjourned till Monday, the 24th. when they will

re-assemble. The object of the atljournmfint is merely to meet

any emergency that may occur. Not a single bill was ignored>

and they found 130, hicluding in each >iU 10 or 15 persons.

About 50 prisoners have been sentenced to transportation for

life, and 21 for 10 and 7 years. The acquittals were very few. It

was stated on good authority during the commission that it is

intended by Government to have a general vinter assizes through-

out the kingdom, to commence in the carl)- patt of Tecember.

LA-vcAsniftE C0MMi«6iON.—This commission terminated on

Thursday, at an early hour, and the judges immeiliatcly after

took their dei»arture by a special train for London. The quantity

of hu^ixu-i got through by their Lordships, and the care and

attention bestowed on every case, are adverted to by the local

papers as a conlirniation ot the truth of Baron Aldcrson's asser-

tion, thaf'Ther* are no hanier-workcd labourers than the Judges

of the land." In the Kis> Prius Court, after Lord Abinger had

. gouc through his list of cases, he proceeded to address the jury.

He said he was happy to inform them that they were now dis-

charged, and he thought it right to express the satisfaction he

felt at the manner in which they, and those others who had sat

in that box, had discharged their duties-for the deliberate and
temperate a'^-^ntion they bad paid to the cases, and the propriety

of all the verdicts they had given. It must have given them very

preat pain to have witnessed the transactions which had taken

place ; and he must say that the prosecutions had been conducted
with as much leniency and forbearance as was possible, consist-

ently With public safety. In the Crown Court, Barcn Alderson

concluded the proceedings by passing sentence on 20 prisoners

who had been previouslv convicted. After a most impressive

address, in which he forcibly pointed cut the miseries to

which ** turn- outs*' had led, both in this country and in

France, his Lordship sentenced the prisoners to various

terms of confinement and hard labour. In the magistrates'

room, Mr. Justice Cresswcil, after disposing of all his cases, dis-

charged the jury, at the same time expressing his hope that as

long aft he sat on the bench he might never he called on to try

cases such as had now been disposed of. This terminated the
special commi'^sion, our account of which would be incomplete
if we did net mention that the care, attention, and impartiality
of the kcirned Judges, and the ability and moderation with
which the coun^^l for the Crown conducted the numerous prose-
cutions entrusted to tliem, were universally spoken off and ad-
mired by persons of all shades of political opinion. The sentences
give the following rr- Us:— 5 transported for isyearsj 6 for 7
years ; 6 imprisoned for 18 months : 1 for 15 months ; 63 for a
year; I for 10 months; lo for g months; 2S for 6 months; 1 for
4 months

J
S for a months; and 29 traversed to next Assizes. Of

the hundred and :nty.four prisoners who were tried, only six
are dtscnbcd in the calendar as being able to read and write
well; whil-^t thirty-seven are unable either to read or write at
all : the rest of them are only able to do so very imperfectly.

Discord (J. Day), beating Mr. F. Clarke's Currycomb, Mr. Pettit's

Langolee, Mr. Forth's Lucy Banks, Captain Ives's Folly, and Lord

Kxeter»s Abvdos. Betting, 1 1 to 5 agst Currycomb, 3 to 1 agst

Langolec, 4'to I agst Folly, 6 to 1 agst Abydos, and 6 to 1 agst

Discord. Currycomb made running at a good pace, and at the

cords had disposed of all his opponents except Discord, who chal.

Icnged him half way up, and won a splendid race by a head.

Lord Eglinton's Pompey (Lye), beat Mr. Payne's CeciL Last

half of Ab M. 300, h. ft. Betting, 6 to 4 on Cecil, who was de-

^^^MatX ^l^o^f^fl T.Y.C.-Lcrd Albemarle's^ Buffalo (Robin-

Bon) beat Mr. Payne's f. by Mulcy Moloch, Bessy Bedlam (Nat).

Bettine-, G to 4 onthefiUy. A dead heat.

Handicap Sweepstakes, of 15 sovs. each, 10 ft , for 2 yrs oW and

avrsold T Y C^ 9 subs.-Won by Mr. EtwalPs Palladium (J.

Day),bektingMr.Pettit's Ends and Odds, Mr. PhilUmore's So-

lomon. The following also started, but were ^ft Placed : Ccd.

Peel's Archy, Mr. Bowes's The Lady of SUverkeld V\ ell, Mr. W.

S Stanley's f by Bizarre out of Flambeau's dam. Lord EgUntons

Augury. \.
'

' g, 5 to 2 agst PaUadium, 3 to 1 agst Archy, 4 to

I agst Bizarre filly. 4 to 1 agst Ends and Odds, and 4 to 1

Solomon. Won cleverly.
^ ^ ^ -^ r -n v« «f n*.^

Mr. Phillimore's Solomon received forfeit from Duke of Bed-

ford's MaeoiC i 100, h. ft. T.Y.C.
, v^ ,, «

LordEglinton's Auguryreceived forfeit from Lord Kelburne's

He-has-a-name J
first half of Ab. M. 100.

The attendance was very full, the weather favourable, and the

racing excellent. The Houghton week is expected to be unnsu-

ally brilliant.

TATTERSALL'S, THuasnAV.— T/je Cambridgeshire StaJies.—

A report that the Knight of the Whistle had pulled up lame after

a gallop has once more blighted the hopes of his backers ;
instead

of 5 to 1, which would have been his pnce hi the afternoon had

he kept sound, he figures below at 20 to 1 , and is friendless. By

this secession Florence was left at the head of the list Ralph

following with a sUght interval, the layers and takers being

pretty equally balanced. The betting touched upon some six or

eight other horses, but was carried on ^^ small amounts, and

without any material impression upon the odds. It is calculated

that 18 or 20 will run.
DBRBY.

Colonel Peel's Murat.
Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone.

Mr. Beirs Wincsour (tak.and afterwards offrd.).

Lord Chesterfield's Progress Colt (taken).

Colonel PeePs Canton {tak. and afterwards offd.).

Sir G. Heathcote's SirikoL

Mr. St. Paul's Cheviot.
.

A British Yeoman winning the Derby, Maria

Day the Oak s, and Nutwith the St. Leger (taken).

MARK LANE, FainTv, Oct. 21.- Although there was not

much English Wheat at Market, the sales that were made were

rather lower than on Monday.-Foreign was held on the same

terms, and the business transacted was to a hraited extent.—

Barley is a duU sale at Monday's quotations, and there is no al-

teration in Peas and Beans.-Old English Oats seU quite as well,

but new Irish are 1*. cheaper.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Esaex. Keni, and Suffolk . . . "White

Norfolk, liincolnshireand \orkBhire. . .

jjarley Malting and dlslillinK

Oats, rincolnshjre and Yorkshire . . . roIai.d»

Korthuuiberiand and Scotch .... Feea

Irish • f*-**!

Bean?, Maza^^an. old and new . 2-4 to 30 T»^k
riK^on.HeUgnlana - . . 31 to 34 Wind*.

Peai, White 3Uo 37 Maple

WEEKLY IMTEUIAL AVERAGES

TO BE DISPOSED OF, and entered upon at Christ-

mas next, an Old Established Business in the Seed and

Fruit line, in a -populous town in the Country. Further parti-

culars may be known on application to Messrs. Bunyard and

Metcalf, Seedsmen, City Road, London.

n ARDNEU'S PATENT TURNIP - CUTTING
vJ MACHINES, BAXBuay, Oxon.—These celebrated Ma-

chines possess singular efficacy and simplicity. They are used

by all the leading agriculturists of the day, and are esteemed a

first-rate invention for the purpose. They have been used many
seasons in succession, without the cutting part of the machine

sustaining the slightest injury: the mere operation of cutting

Turnips, however firm their texture may be, or however hard

they may be frozen, can never injure the cutting part of the

Machine : it is from stones and dirt only the knives can sustam

injury. Turnips of the hardest kind are cut with case and ex-

pedition, and a stout boy will cut about two bushels of Turnips

per minute, if the Machine be supplied for him at that rate.
_

30-Knife Machine, to cut 2 oC an inch wide and i an inch

thick, 5/. 105. ; extra Knives for ditto, per doz., 105.

Delivered caniaere-free in London, Liverpool, and Bristol.

20 to 1

20 to 1

23 to 1

1000 to 35
40 to 1

40 to 1

50 to I

looo to 10

agst

rro FARMING GARDENERS—TO BE LET, as

J- from' Michaelmas-day last, with immediate possession, all

that FARM, called Earl's Court Farm, situated at EarVs Court,

Kensington, late in the occupation of Samuel Hutchms, Esq.,

fwith other lands recently let toother parties,) containing in the

whole 90a. 3r. 26p.:-77a. 2r. 4p., or thereabouts, part thereof,

being situate immediately west of Earl's Court Lane, and bounded

north by the Kensington Sewer, south partly by Rich Tejrace

and lands let to Stephen Bird. Esq., and partly by the Earl's

Co-xrtandFulham turnpike road, and west by the Kensington

Can^ towing-path; and i3a. ir. 22p., the remainder thereof,

being situate immediately east of Earl's Court Lane aforesaid,

opposite part of the above. There arc excellent Buildings and

a good Farm-house on the first-named portion.

TO BE LET, also, separate from the above, Earrs Court Man-

sion House, with the Garden belonging thereto.

For particulars, and terms of letting, apply to Messrs. \Si hit-

taker & Tatham, 10, Lincoln's Inn.

HIP FOR NEW ZEALAND, under Charter to the

New Zealand Company, to sail as under mentioned, viz.—

FOR WELLINGTON AND NELSON.
PHCEBE, 471 Tons, from London, 15th November.

For further particulars apply at theNew Zealand House, Broad-

street Buildings.
^^^^ ^

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street.

s. s,

45 to t6
— to —
21 to 32
13tO 23
— to —
6 to 18

— to —
27 to 32
34 to 40
23 to 33

Red 40 to AC
White — to—
Gtind. 52 to '2R

Feed 14ioS2
Potato 15 10 33
FfitatoM 10 22

Harrow 23 tO 33
I/on^pod 30 to 34

Grey Bfl to30

Sept

Oct.

9
16
S3
SO
7
14

j
Wheat.

61 ^
62 8
54
53 s
61 e
61 1

fiflreeki' AggTPgate Aver.; 62 4

Dutlai

BarleT*
S7 S
27
27
28
S8
»9

SB

Oats.
18 6

i

18

s 17 8
10 18 4

s 18 6
a 18 6

10 18

18 3

8

Rj-e. Beans.
29 4 33 5

29 10 32 10

29 10 33
31 33 4

3» i 33
31 7 32 4

39 a
1

33

8 610 6

Peai.
&3 e
32 It

33 3

33 7
33 10
33 3

33 5

9 6

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WBBK.

EnfflUh
Irish .

PoreiKa

B371

Flour.
Skj. — BrU.

Wht.
4307

ft

Barl. I
Mnlt.

^39 5981

30

Oats. 1
Rye.

• Wheat
English . • 3t'90

Irish . * • ..m~

Foreiga . » .1 8i70

SBOl — i — 1

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.
Barley

3070
8742
2(t00

Oats
S70

17310

2C3

! Bns. [
Peat

1366 €35

Flonr
333J

WHEAT-SOWING.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO MANURE.
TESTIMONIAL :—" The Artificial Guano Manure was

applied with great effect to a heavy land, on the estate of A. Cot-

ton Esq . Hildersham Hall, Cambridge, on a Field of Barley; it

nroduced a marked effect-the finest crop for years, and the pro-

riuce Six Quarters of Barley to the acre. The space marked out

was couspicaous, being some inches higher than that from" com-

mon Manure. On part of a Grass Field the application, which

was but lightly made, produced at least double the proportion of

Hay compared to the part otherwise manured. A portion of it

was applied to the Orange Globe Mangel Wtirzel. the roots of

which were of very large size-double that of others.—and its

effects on a bed of Parsneps was extraordinary, producing a crop

exceeding any before seen. The exact weight per square yard,

compared with those of ordinary culture, will be estunated when

P-athered. In the instance of the Parsneps, the Manure was

mixed with earth, and deposited over the seed; a mode of culture

recommended in the practice of Mangel Wurzel. Although

much higher in price than the common Manure, the profit was

materially greater."

Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

INSOLVENTS
rldee and J. Rpid, Liverpool, tailors

BANKRUP ~ ~ " '

men-^^. Coats
itreet. wine

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
W. Lyon, jun., Woodford, Essex, chemist J. Breaken-

fPTS —E Fennell and K. Fennell, Atderm^nbiiry, warehotisc-

ais, St. John-street, draper-T. (i. Martin. (Treat Win-hester-

-merchant-C. Allen. Devizes cattle Hf'kler-^V/. Hall, Tredin--

Cooper, Lherpool. proviMon-dpaler-M, Harris and S. A. Hart, Cidhim-street,

Fenchnrch-strcet, merchanu-W. Roworth, Wellingborough, Northampton-

Bhire, confectioner. .. „ .«.,,. . o. 1

SCUTCH SEaUESTRATlONS—A- Halket, Affleck, dairrnian—A. Steel,

Rorn. AvTthlr^, Voal-contractor-W. Neilson, HamiUon, «pirjt dealer- W.

Smith, lihiset'^T. wriKht-D. Foibe«, s.n , and U Forbes, jun., Luile Dimke A,

erazier^-C Gibb, or AnderFon, Dunfermline, baker-W. Allan and Co., Leuh,
grazi
inercliants.

BIRTHS,
of a son—
of & snn
the nth
of a dHUfi^hter

\t. Stolte Kochford, on the ISth inst., the Lady Caroline Turner,
' ' ' * "inch,

Oq
ant,

On ihe'Tnh i'nstV, atTwi-kley, Oxfordshire, the wife of the Rev

'HS—At Stoke Kochford, on the lOtn mst., ine i^naj oarwine xuri

-On the 18th inst.. at No.6,Connaught place, the Lady Louisa Imi

-On the nth inst., at Battortea, the lady of Dr- Connor, ..f a son-

. in»t.,ail>artfird VicaraKC Kent, the lady of the Rev. F. H <tr

KEENE*S PATENT CEMENT.

THIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and

is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses. Conserya-

tories, &c , as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perfectly

^^^rJ.;tte^aT4e^o? Ho^^^ erecting by the Governn^ent at

Frogmore arc about beirig stuccoed with it, and the pnce ranges

nearly equally with the Cements i.i ordinary use for floors, and

it forins a paving harder and '^^^^P^^^^^^^^^^V^^^^^ |'o""|- Mill-
Patentees aud Manufacturers, J. B. W HITE and bUiSis, wiu-

bank, Westminster.

rrilE PATENT ASPllALTE PROTECTING MA-
X TERIAL, spoken so highly of in the Gardeners' Chromcle for

I84l/p. 100/415. 530. and%. 8. for 1842. f^y ^^ obtamed m
Shects-32 inches by 32 inches, 32 inches by 64 niches, 32 inehcs

by 95 inches, of Thos. Jno. CaooooN, ^ I»eram-court. Fen-

church-strcet. A liberal discount to Hothouse liuilders, Nur-

serymen, &g.

RABBIT NETS,NETTING, RABBIT iNb;i&, FISHING
Strong tarred rope Sheep Net, 4irf. per yard, ^i^feet

)t

L. A.fiharpe, of a son-On the Uth inst., nt rullmpyiic. Lodge, Moumouth-

shire, Mrs. Arthur Stewart, of a dauRhter.
, „ ^ , « T-vir„„

mIrHIED -On the Gth inat., at W'ulcot Church, Bath, the Rev. E. hlton.

M.A , cf Balliol Cc.llcRe, Oxford, to Harriet Vashon. younger daughter o* iHe

late Rear Admiral Vulanl Vasbon Ballard, C.B._On the Hthinst., at Tr.mty

Church, R:ith. E. L. Ba^ihawe, Esq.. son of the late Sir W. Bagshawe, of the

Oaks, Derbyshire, and of Bath, to Eiizabeth Anne, only daughter of J. Aeres,

Esq , of ihe same pIace_At Hagley, on the 13ih inst.. Capt. W. W. Chambers,

Rabbit and poultry fence net, 1 yard high, tarrea.

Net for enclosing Pheasants, fowls, &;c. i-'s^^^^^

SPORTING.
Newmahkkt Szico.vn OcxoBsa MESTiVo.

F«inAv.

—

JinfcTics.—J.oxil Tz;VAilou'<^ Mehor (Lye) beat Lord
Albemarle's Nuncio j T.Y.C, 20*>, h, ft, 5 to 4 ou Meiior. Wouby

QHEEP
1 J TlT T*" '^PC

high, much a|>prov"ed for sheep-folding and for f€"'^«^\. *^*7'

and Hare Nets on Cords, 50, 80 end 100 yards each, smtable^fo

the purpose.

Net^!viz?,'Fiu;;^Tramm;Ts7S^^^^^ f^«"*
f' %^'l

vards long, ready for use. Net, 1-inch mesh. H<1 per yard, xsew

made to order of all kinds, ROBERT RICHARDSON, Net ad
Teut maker. 21, Tonbridge-place, New^road N.B 2,000 Second,

hand Police Capes, for Labourers and Farm Servants, at Itf. 9*^. aiiu

2s. each, waterproof.

1\UTI0N TO FAMILIES.—The high reputation

J and consequent great demand oj, the undcrmentioiKa

neck
Lord Albemarle's Ralph (Robinson) beat Lord EgUnton's Dr.

CVi.is
J
R.M. ; ^^jO, h. ft. Betting, S ta 4 on Ralph. Won by six

lengths.
Duke of Bedford's Oakley (Robinson) beat Lord Roaslyn's

Camelijio ; T.Y.C. ; 100 h. ft. 7 to4 on Oakley, who won easily

by a length.
, ^ ^ * „ t^

T/t^ Prendersast Stnke'i of 50 sovs. each, h. ft., for 2 yrs old;

TYC i7sub3.-Won by Co!. Peel's Murat (Nat), beating Colonel

Anson's Napier and Lord Exeter's c. by Beiram. Betln»g, 6 to 4

onNanicr, and 6 to 4 agst Mnrat. Murat took the lead, made

all the running, beat the Marincllacoltoff atthe ropes, and wen

ea»ly bya length, NapierneverhavingcaagUthim. Auertiicrace,

Muratwashackedfor theDerbyat20to I,
. ,r r •*.

^a^cA. yoe, h. ft. T.Y.C. Lord Exeter's Celia receiredforfeit

from Mr. Thornhill's Eringo.
Handicup Sweepstakes of 20 sovs. each for 3 yrs old and up-

wards. 5 ft., if declared, T,Y,C. 9 sabs.-Won by Mr. ptwaU'a

nav;i! siorel:eep*'r a« TrJncomaUe. ,r -n i.r j
niEI) At. Bangor Castle, Hownsliire, Lady Caarli>ite I^Fatilda AVard,

daughter of Rob<rt,firrt Mjirqui? of Londonderry, and sister vt the pysent
Marquia~Ai Norwood, on Wednesday, after a ^*hort ilinrss, Geor^iana bliza-

bexh.Couniessof Bradford, aged 52 years—On Sunday, at iis residence, in

Berkshire, General the Hon. John Brudrii-k, youn^eitt son of George, third

Visfoant Middlet^n, and cnnsequenUy nm-l« of the present Visfoiint—On tn«

leUi inst., at hU house in Queen square, \V'e»tuiinster, D. W. Gregone, E<q.,

enloT majfutrate cf (^ueen-squ^re Police—On \he IMh init. at his seat, Crow-
oombe Cuurt, !?onierset»hire, U. FI <:ar#w, Ksq—At X^aston Hall. Northamp-
toDihire, on the 14th uh., C-tpt. J. M. Mairland, late ol Ae Grena<flfr Guards,
anaeldeattonof Gen. Maitland, of HoUywiih, Ka«t G'instead—On the 17th

iuat., at Tagoda h. ..^', ICicl.mond, Surrey, aged C7, Leiitia FriLnrd, the wfe
of W. Selwyn, Esq., Q. C —On Wednesday la«l, at St. Catherine'*, the Right
Hun. Sir WiDkiia Rae, Bart., Lord Advm*ate of Senilnnd.

I

TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
'PO BE LET ON LEASE, a very excellent Piece of

JL Land, in a Tery desirable Situation, in the parish of

Hackney, well inclosed, with every convenience needful. The

present Stock to betaken.—For particulars, apply to Mr. T, Kino,

James' Place, Hackney Road,

KALYDOll for the complexion Tthey copy the iabUs and ^i^^^^

the original Articles, su^stitutu.i- either an assumed xi^^^^f, «*^'^«

word G KNUINE in the place of ROWLAND'S.-**^ ^o frust^^^^^

such imposition it is necessary, on purchasuig either ArtJCie. t«

see that the word ''Rowland's" is oti the wrapper as iollov^^-

-ROWLAND^S MACASSAR OIL, price 3s. Crf. ; 7s. ;
or > ami y

Bottles (contaiumjc'four small), 10s. 6rf. ; and double that siz ,

2U. per bottle. ROWLAND'S KALYDOR for the Sl^"\
f'^

Complexion-Price 4*. Grf. and Ss. 6d. per bottle. " A. Rowland and

Son, 20, Hatton Garden, London," is written m red on tne

wrappers of the MACASSAR OIL and KALYDOR, and engraven

on the Government Stamp afrixed on the Kalydor. Be sure w
ask for ROWLAND'S ARTICLES. Sold by thcra and hy reppcci-

able Chemists and Perfumera.

/
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f-it«''' . ''t iff
''?P'^ '^"''^ "'« f""°^'"S remarkable

facts .-- In Meath, eeventy-six priests had joined theranks of teetotahsm
; and this day fortnight Sir Richard

-Musgrave, one of the most amiable men in Ireland, took
tlie pledge m the presence of thousands. The Earl ofErne, at the cattle show in Cork, the other day, took it ;and in Dublin more than six hundred ladies, headed by
the Countess of Clanricarde, also joined their ranks. They
took It as an act of self-denial, and in order to afford agood example to others." After referring tq the enthu-
siastic recepHon he met recently in Glasgow, Re admi-
nistered the pledge to 4,000 persona, amongst whom were
several highly-respectable individuals.

ALcrJeen.

about 155.000;., be repaid in the month of November, f of temDer^^^7"^^^7rTK7f v .i. ^r T "
The directors have held a meeting to consider the course ,„ huSntv a f.w d

^^" Mathew attended at Bree,
to be adopted under these circumstances ; the pro- 11'!?^V ^'"^ ^y\''^<^^' «nd in the course of his
ceedings were private, but an advertisement has since
been issued, containing proposals for an issue of
new scrip shares or loan notes of 10/. each, ^bearing
interest at the rate cf 6 per cent, per annum, giving
the subscribers the preference over all other share-
holders, and stating that the present revenue of the com-
pany shows a clear profit of ] 2,000/. per annum, with a
prospect of a large increase, to be made over to the sub
acnbers as a guarantee for the payment of the interest on
the money to be raised. The directors look to this mea-
sure as the means of raising the sum demanded by Go-
vernment, but they offer no statement of the accounts of
the company, and the pubUc, consequently, have no op-
portunity of ascertaining how far the prospects held out
are likely to be realised.—Some further j^articulars of the
rating of the Great Western Railway have been publishe*
It appears that two parishes in the neighbourhood of
Keading, Pangbourne and Tilehurst, having rated the
railway at a great advance, in consequence of the recent
decisun.in the Mitcheldever case, the company gave no-
tice of appeal

; but the two cases have been settled ami-
cably by an assessment at the rate of 600/, per mile being
agreed to hy the parishes. We lately announced that in
the parish of Corsham, the company' were assessed at
l,4oO/. per mile, but the magistrates in petty sessions re-
duced It to 900/. per mile, at which it now remains. -The
directors of the South-Eastern Company, attended by Mr
Cubitt, have visited Dover, for the purpose of fixing: the
Dover terminus. They have had some interviews with
Mr. Hardwick, the surveyor to the harbour estates, and
It IS conjectured the station will occupy the site of Ueach-
street and I<jsherman's-row, being the line from Archcliff
iort to Cheesman's Head, which appears to be generally
approved of as convenient to the harbour and pier, and
perhaps the least expensive of any that could have been
found suitable for the purpose.

719

SCOTLAND.
The Cliurch of Scotland has experienced

an important movement during the past week, and may
TJ ^^ considered to be fairly divided, the Synod of
Aberdeen having set itself against the General Awembly.
It Will be remembered that the General Assembly, inMay last, passed a resolution, suspending Dr. Grant and
ten other clergymen from their judicial functions, for the
alleged crime of assisting the Strnthbogie ministers in the
administration of the Lord's Supper, Amor.g that num-
ber were the Rev. J. Robertson, of Ellon ; Rev. G. Pett r
of Kenmay

; and the Rev, A. Cushny, of Rayne ; all in
the presbytery of Garloch. Accordingly, at the half-
yearly meeting of the Synod of Aberdeen, held last week,
objections were taken to the names of these gentlemeu
appearing on the roll of members- Similar objections
were also taken to the names of the Rev. Mr. IMiddleton

and Lambeth districts ; the two latter are on the south
side of the Thames. It contains 300 churches and chapels
of the establishment ; 364 Dissenters' chapels, 22 foreign
chapels; 250 public schools, 1,500 private schools; 150
hospitals, 15G almshouses, besides 205 other institutions

;

550 public offices, 14 prisons, 22 theatres, 24 markets*
Consumes annually 110,000 bullocks, 776,000 sheep,
250,000 lambs, 250,000 calves and 270,000 pigs, 11,000
tons of butter. la.OOO tons of cheese. 10,000,000 gallons
of milk, 1,000.000 quarters of wheat or ^4,000,000 of
quartern loaves, 65,000 pipes of wine, 2,(j00,0UO gallons
of spirits, and 2,000,000 barrels of porter and ale.
Lmploys 16.502 shoemakers, 14,552 tailors, 2.391 black-
smiths, 2,013 whitesmiths, 5,030 house-painters. 1.076

^ooo t.
.'^'/ ^'^^^ ''^"^"' ^"'^ *»««»"«> 1^'208 carpenters,

i.,8i2 bricklayers, &c., 5,4 16 cabinet-makers. 1,005 wheel-
wrights, 2.180 sawyers, 2,807 jewellers. 1,172 old-clothes-
njen (chiefly Jews), 3,628 compositors, 700 pressmen,
1,^J3 stationers, 2,G33 watch and clock makers. 4 227
grocers, 1,430 milkmen. -5,655 bakers. 2,091 barbers,
1,040 brokers, 4,322 butchers, 1,586 cheesemongers, 1,082
chemists. 4,199 clothiers and linen-drapers, 2.167 coach-
makers, 1,367 coal-merchants, 2.133 coopers, 1.381 dvers
2,319 plumbers, 907 pastrycooks, 869 sadlers. 1,2I() tin-
men. a03 tobacconists, 1,470 turners, 556 undeit«kers.
(Ihe above are all males above 20 years of age.) 10 000
private families of fashion, &c. About 77,000 establish-
ments of trade aud industry. 4,400 public- houses, .S30
hotels, 4/0 beer-shops, 960 spirit and wine shops. There

Dublin,
IRELAND.

The Blshopiic of Menth is at length disposed
of; the appointment has devolved upon the Ven. Edward
Mopford, Archdeacon of Armagh. The new Bishop has
tor many years taken an active part in all the ecclesiasti-
cal measures introduced into Parliament with reference to
tne Irish Church

; he is a strong opponent of the national
system of education, and of Presbyterian marriages, and
has for some years been chaplain to the Lord Primate.
Ihe valuable Jivmg of Caledon. worth 2000/. a-year, and
held by the Archdeacon, will be for this time in the gift
ot bovernment,—Accounts have reached town df the
death of Mr. Pollock, clerk of the Crown for 12 counties
which will now be conferred on 12 different individu.
als. Ihe situations average 500/. a year each, but it is
understood that this office will be consolidated with the
clerkship of the peace under a new Bill to be broudit
forward next session.^The Riband of the Garter, vacantby the deinise of the Marquess Welleslev, has been, it is
said, conferred by her Majesty on Earl de Grey.-lThe

fK T/;. 1^^^*'''^^ ^ '"^^"^ meeting, fixed yesterday
the ^ 1st, for hearing counsel on the ioug-litigated election
to the Deanery of St. Patrick's.—Mrs. Ellen Byrne has
been again before thepublic. the relations of her late hus-
band having arrested her and her sons on the char^^e of
feloniously abstracting various articles, the property of
the husband. After a protracted hearing, the m/gis-
trates refused to entertain the case. It appeared in evi-
dence, that the defendants acted on the advice of counsel,
so the charge at once fell to the ground. It further ap-
pealed that Mrs. Byrne did not accompany the persons
who removed the articles from the premises of her late
husband.—Mr. McClelland, a lecturer on agriculture in
connejfiioa with the National Board of Education, is now
engaged m delivering lectures upon the improved system
ot tillage, especially by a judicious rotation of crops, in
the National School of Loughrea. In consequence of no-
tice oa the subject having been given to the peasantry, by
l^r. Coen, the Roman Catholic Bishop of the district.
there was a numerous attendance of small farmers, the
class particularly interested, at the first lecture ou Thurs-
day last—The usual Repeal meeting took place on Mon-
no^V i.^"^.**^®**^"^ ^^^ '^*« ^^^^ was announced to be

^, ^ ^ ^
^t »s reported in the Ministerial papers,

that Lord Lyndhurst is about to retire from the Chancel-
lorship in England, to he succeeded by Sir Edward Suir-
den

;
that Mr. Pennefather, Chief Justice of the Queeu%

^ench, IS to get the Irish seals, as the successor of Sir
-t^dward; that Mr. Blackburne is to be the new Chief
Justice of the Queen's Bench, and Mr. Sergeant Warren
Master of the Roils.—Letters patent have passed the
Oreat Seal of Ireland, appointing Lord Dunsany Custos
Kotulorum of the county Meath, in the room of the late
Marquess Wellesley.

Khiff's Coix7i(y,^On Sunday week, a notice was posted
at Laughton the residence of f.ord Bloomfield, threaten-
ing that nobleman with in^^-^v.- j^.^h, unless he forthwith
discharged his agent, Mr. G. Garvey. Another notice was

fn'^Tn I'^U T,/"r oi^tnnn named Sadleir, gardener
to Lord Bloomfield, threatening him with death if he at-

Sif.SnfV.t^^"^"" ^'^^ ^^ '^'^ ^^t« Mr. Roberts,who was shot at this place some few months ago. A sho

Savin n/.rtT'
'^'' ^-"'"r^ouse of a farmer, named

Sr?^ P 1 ''r ^^'''' ^^ ^^^ following day, aman from Foxborough was met near Cloughjord.n, by aman armed with a n sfni. wlm cn.^ 1 :. ^. i .

"tn, uy a

(whose settlement in the parish of Culsamond was de-
clared void by a vote of last A.semblv). and Mr. James
Middleton, the elder. The Synod, fiowever, by a ma-
jority of 81 to 71, have refused to give effect to the sen-
tences of the Assembly with respect to these gentlemen,
and have retained their names on their r. 11. In another
instance, when a motion was made relating to the inde-
pendence of the Church, as aflected by the decision of
the House of Lords in the Auchteraider case, the motion
was lost by a majority of 74 to 64. These results are
regarded with great Interest in Scotland, and the move-
ments of the General Assembly are looked for with some
curiosity. There has never before been so large a num-
ber of contumacious members, and it is not supposed
t.iat the Assembly will attempt to suspend or depose tJl
persons. In consequence of the separation of the Synod
there are now two Established Churches in Scotland, and
it remains to be seen how far the other synods will unite
wilh that of Aberdeen, or adhere to the Assembly.

Dundee.^i:hQ Scotch ;)npcrs give long cccounts of
an attemjit made last wtck by a north-country grazier,
named I\i*Kenzie, to murder a person called Duff, with
whom he had been travelling in this neighbourhood. It
seems that Mr. Duff had ICCO/. of his property in his
possession at the time, iind ihat M'Keuzie shut him wilh
a jnstol a short distance from this city, and left him, a«
he supposed, dead on ll>e road. The unfortunate man is
still ahve, but very sli^^ht hopes are entertained of his
recovery. He has, however, identified M*Keni:ie, who
was apprehended a few davs afterwards, chiefly through
the exertions of Lord Duncan and Capt. Mackison. The
prisoner will of course remain in custody, and be com-
mitted to take his trial.

Glasgoxv.~\n consequence of an application from the
sub-committee of the Wellington Testimonial, the directors
of the Royal Exchange have agreed to give a site in front
of that building for the erection of the equestrian statue
in honour of the Duke. It is understood that the statue
IS expected to he finished, and in Glasgow by the 1st ofMay next, the Duke's birthday.—The Glasgow papers
tell us that there is at the present moment a merchant
vessel of a very handsome build lying in Greenock har-
bour, which in its time has played many parts. At one
period It was a favourite pleasure-yacht of Napoleon, but
hnding there was need for all the vessels that could be
procured to keep up the demand, the French Government
converted the Imperial yacht into a 10-gun brig, which
was soon captured by the British. After various adven-
tures. It IS now quietly engaged in trading pursuits, and
sails under the modest title of the Thomas.

THEATRICALS.
Drury-Lane—Oa Tuesday Holcroft's play of the

Road to RuiH was produced at this theatre, after having
been long a stranger to the stage. It was brought out
with Mr. Macready's usual judgment, and was cordially
received. The characters were strongly cast. The elder
Doriilon was ably represented by Mr. Phelps, and Harry
Dornion by Mr. Anderson; Mr. Comjiton completely
realised the character of the hypocrite and usurer in
Silky, and Mr. C. Mathews appeared as GoMfinch, The
Sophia of Mrs. Stirling was one of her most success-
ful personations, perhaps on the whole the best character
she has yet sustaiaed ; but the principal performance of
the evening was the IVidoio IVarren of Mrs. C. Jones
whose acting on most occasions is a comedy in itself'
The revival of these old plays, which have been forgotten
by most playgoers of the present generation, is « satis-
factory proof of Mr. Macready's efforts in behalf of the
national drama.

man armed with a pistol, who snapped irariLTandTBued him "not to be telling stories to the police - Inconsequence of these occurrences. Lord Bloomfi^Vl w
left Laughton for England.

.

^^^omheld has

Wejcford,

ittiscfllancous,

^

SlatUtks of Lo?^^o«.—London is the largest and richest
city m the world; occupies a surface of 32 square miles,
thickly planted with houses, mostly three, four, and fire
stories high. It consists of London city, Westminster
city, finsbury, Marylebone, Tower Hmkt^ So^iwwk,

are six biidges over the Thames at London. London
Docks cover 20 acres: 14 tobacco warehouses. 14 acres;
and the wine-cellars, 3 acres, containing 22. COO pipes.
1 he two West Indian Docks cover 51 acres ; St. Kaiharine'a
Docks cover 24 acres ; the Surrey Docks, on the opposite
side, are also very large. There are generally about5.000
vessels and 3,090 boats on the river, enmloying R 000
watermen and 4,000 labourers. L- ndon pays about one-
third the window-duty in England, the number of houses
assessed being about 120,000, rated at upwards of
5,000,000/. sterling. The house rental is probably
/,O00,0OO/. or 8.000,000/.—JTntvA^'i London.
Ftre Insurance.—The total 'amount of property in-

sured against loss by fire in England, Scotland, and Ire-
land, during the year 1841, was 735,000,000/., of
which scarcely more than 50,000.000/. was iu Ireland.
30,000,000/. of insurance was effected in Yorkshire. The
gross amount of farming stock insured is 50,000,000/.

Coal Mines of Lancashire.—The Prcj^ton papers state,
that it hfls been calculated that the available coal-beds in
Lancashire amount, in weight, to the enormous sum of
8,400,000,000 tons: the total annual consumption of this
coal, it has been estimatt^d, amounts to 3,400,120 tons.
Hence it is inferred that the coal-field of Lancashire, at
the present rate of consumption, will last 2,4/0 years.

Heal Property/ of the ^Tt/ii/f/om,-According to a return
made to an order of the Hou^=e of Commons last session,
It appears that the total annual value of real property
assessed to the poor-rates in England is 59G>'5 412/
of which 30,44«,991/. consisted of landed propeity,
22,991,472/. of dwelling-houses, and 6,244,94i*/. of all
other kinds of property. Middiesex, although the
smallest county but one,, namely, Rutland, comprising
as n does the greater part of London, is. as migh; be
expected, the richest county of the kingdom, its total
annual value of real property assessed amountin;^ to
no less than 7,293,36'J/. This sum is thus distributed :—
Landed property, 304,653/. ; dwelling-houses. 6.680,202/

;
all other kinds of property, 308,514/. Yorkshire ranks
next to Middlesex in point of wealth, its total annual
value of assessed property being 5,448,4.04/., distributed
as follows:— Landed property, 3,«65,496/. ; dwelling-
houses, 1,817,739/. ; all other kinds of propertv, 575,259/.
Lancashire comes next. The total annual va'lue of real
property assessed in the county of Lancaster is 5,266,606/,
niade up as follow^ :—Landed property, 1,402,20^/ ;
dwelling-houses, 2,449,196/. ; all other kinds of propeity,
1,415,222/. Rutland, as it is the smallest, so is it also
the least wealthy county, its total annual value of real
property being only 119,134/., composed as follows:—
Landed property, 106,119/. ; dwelling-houses. 9,101/. ; aU
other kinds of projierty, 3,911/. Westmoreland is the
next least wealthy county, the total annual value of ita
real property assessed being 266,335/. ; made up of red
property, 221,054/.; dwelling-houses, 37,374/.; all other
kinds of property, 7^07/. Huntingdon is nest, the total
annual value of iU real property assessed being 317,718/.,
made up as follows : — Landed property, 236 633/ •

dwellmg-houses, 71.221/.- all other kinds of propertv'
9.8G4/. The sum levied for poor-rates in England for
the year ending Lady-day, 1841, was 0.009.564/, Ths
rate m the pound on the annual value of real property
assessed in 1841 was, for the whole of England, 2s. It is a
circumstance worthy of notice, thaf the rates are highestm those parts of the country which we are not accustomed
to refer to as the moat distrci^sed. The highest-rated
county is Wilts, in which the rate amounts to 3^. in the
pound. In Sussex the rate is only \d, in the pound less than
Ml W iltshire—namely, 2s, lid. In Buckinghamshire, Suf-
folk, and Surrey, the rate is 2^. 9rf. in the pound ; in Essex,
Dorset, Gloucester, and Southampton, it is '2s. Bd.

;

whilst in Yorkshire it is only I^. lid., and in Lancashire
Is, dd. The rate per head of annual value of real pro-

perty is, for the whole kiugdom, 3/. 19*. 7<af- The rate per

head is highest in Herefordshire—namely, 5/. l^s. If/., and
lowest in Cornwall—namely, 2/. 13^. 4d. Tie area of
England in English statute acres is 31,770,615. The
average aniiual value per acre for th« whole kingdom is

19*. 2d, Middlesex is tbe county in which the value
reaches the highest poiut—the average Talue there ia

1/. 14«, per acre. In Leicestershire the annual value per
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rn OFVTLEMEN-, FLORISTS. AND OTHERS.

MFS^RS PROra^^^ and MORRIS are in-

. . ; fn..llbv Auction, at the Auction Mart, Bartho-
Btrncted to sell *>3^ AU'^ti^"' % jg^o at 12 o'clock, the

^?^h\-rtnJrs..cc.K^^^ Climbers, &c.. the property of a
Orchidaceje. biiccuien ,

collection comprises fine

r?zemrGomphSum. Fuchsia, Iris bicolor Bletia Epidendnlm

rnn^o^a Myanthus. Oncidium. Stanhopea, ^c. May be viewed

the S"/^"sale^ Catalogues maybe bad at the Mart, and of

the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

COUNTY FIRE OFFICE and PROVIDENT LIFE
OFFICE, 50, Regent-strcet, Piccadilly- Established 180;.

TaUSTtES AND DlUKCTORS.

Jast published, the 2nd Edition, \vith Additions, price 6a, 6d.,

cloth, gilt edg:e3,

'^PHE LADIES* COMPANION to the FLOWER
' GARnE^r.

1

JL 4

Being an Alphabetical Arrangement of all the Ornamental Plants

usually grown in Gardens and Shrubberies ; -with full directions

for their Culture. ' By Mrs- Loudon.
London : Published by William Smith, U3, Fleet-street.

His Grace theDute of Rutland,

KG. ,
The Marquis of Northampton
The Right Hon. Lord Northwick

The Earl of Macclesfield

Sir William Earle V*^elby, Bart.

Sir John Osborn, Bart.

Sir R. Duckworth Kin^, Bart.

Sir Henry Pynn
Sir Fred- A. Roe, Bart.
Alexander Henderson, M.D.
John Edward Conant, Esq.
Andrew Maclew, Esq.
Frederick Squire, Esq,
George Pryme. Esq.

^_ , Glynne Earle Welby, Esq. M.P.

The advantages offJi'ed to the Public by the above Offices are

euch as result from a course of uninterrupted prosperity, the

fruits of a prudent and economical management for a period of

At the' present time so many establishments exist, vieing with

c«ch other in the profession of benefits to the public, which nu-

merous failures and consequent ruin to thousands of industrious

families have proved to be fallacious, that the Directors think

they will best discharge their duty to the PrnprielK>rs and to the

Public by a simple statement of the advantages which have been

re«^A<?dtty these Offices.
'

The Cot'NTT Fifu: Okpice has not only settled all claims with

promptitude and liberality, but has, from its first establishment,

made large Returns to the Insured. These amount at the pre-

sent time to l£5,t'00/. ^ . i . ,

The Provide?jt Life Office has at each septennial period

divided the whole of the profits, subject to a deduction of about

a tweutietii pait only, among the insured. Thejfenejits actually

secured to lives insured in this Office may be judged of by the

following Table.

NEW WORK ON BEES.
In small 8vo. (with numerous Engravings on AVood)

.
price 125.,

MY BEE BOOK ; by the Rev. W, C. Cotton, M.A.,
student of Christ Church. Oxon ; and Chaplain to the Lord

Bishop of New Zealand.— Rivingtons, St. Paul's Churchyard,

and Waterloo-place."^
Just published, by the samcxVuthor,

SHORT and SIMPLE LETTERS to COTTAGERS
cuts).— 1. The Village.— 2. Village School. Part I.

children). —3. Village School. Part II. — (To

4.ViUage School. Part HL— (To Schoolmasters

mistresses).— 5. Mary Thompson's Cottage Walls. Price 6r/. each,

or 5s, per doz.

(with W^ood-
- (To School-
Parents).

—

and School-

No. o(

Policy

30g
430
is 5

4^
filS

^8

, Bonos in Bonus in

•^^^!l813&l820 182;&1834

J^, $. dr.

37 221 11 2

33 90 3 11

38 257 2 1

46 106 15 9
31 72 13 1

39 !:67 8 6

Bonus in
IS^I.

604
248
744
299
204
480

Total of
Bonuses.

Sum
Insured-

John A. Bbaumont, Managing Director.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

cipies, and at verv moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EPWARD BAILEY, 2/2. HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus lor the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

iJientb suggested in their practice, rendered their raode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very bimple, and have combined
darability In the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, aad Ireland, for

• many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

eoiployed by the Horticultural Society of Loudou.iu executing the

•works of their apiendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiawick.

D. andE. Bailev also cniiatruct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and babhcs, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public ^ -in fhspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holboni. where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstothermetaj works, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

p. and E. Bah-kv were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Ba i let have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vaJs, required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory,

Just Published, in One Volume 8vo., with upwards of 380

Engravings, price 165.,

THE SUBURBAN HORTICULTURIST; or, an

Attempt to Teach the Science of Horticulture, and the

Management of the Fruit, Kitchen, and Forcing Garden, to

Persons who have had no previous Knowledge or Experience in

these Departments, by J. C. Loudox, F.L.S., H.S.. &c,

London : William Smith, 113, Fleet Street; Fraser & Co., Edin-

burgh; Curry & Co., Dublin.

Loudo.n's "Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum,"
Abridged for Gardeners, Planters, and Nurserymen.

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF TREES AND
SHRUBS; being the " Arboretum et Fruticetum Britan-

nicum" abridged; containing the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of

Great Britain. Native and Foreign, scientifically and popularly

described: with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the

Arts; and with engraved Figures of nearly all the Species.

Adapted for the use of Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters.

By J. C. Loudon. F.L.S., &c. 1 Thick voL 8vo (1842). pp. 1234,

with upwards of 2,000 Engravings on Wo<u!, 2/. 10.^. clotii.

" Wevery frankly and warmly advise all Gardeners. Nursery-

men, and the Proprietors of Gardens or Land, to procure this

valuable Abridgment of Mr. Loudon's. We are sure they will find

themselves abundantly repaid for its cost,'*—Paj:ton*s Magazine

ofBof(tniJ. _
*** The original Work. THE ARBORETUM ET FRUTICE-

TUM BRITANNICUM. in Eight Volumes, Four of Letterpress

{8vo, 1838}, illustrated by above 2,500 Engra^iings, and Four of

octavo and quarto Plates, may still be had, 10^ cloth.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

THE GARDENER and PR.\CTICAL FLORIST.
X InWeekly Numbers, Price 3(/.. and in Monthly Parts. Price I5.,

containing all that is new and valuable in Gardening and Flori-

culture. Published by R. Groombridge, Paternoster Row. by

whom Advertisements and Communications for the Editor are

received.—Sold by all Booksellers aud Newsmen.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
- other Buildings.- STEPHENSOX and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch-street,
London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description. Gardeners* Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in U or 15 hours, price 51, 58. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
ofbailding, may be obtained as above ; where also may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatswortb, and many other of
the KobkUty*a Seats, Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Oma-
unental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Wayth's New Patent Land-pressea and Drills.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES. &c., made
and fixed complete, in all parts of the Kingdom. 1, 2, and

3-light Cucumbers and Melon Boxes, and Lights of all sizes, kept
ready for immediate use, packed, and sent to all parts of the
Kingdom : warranted of the best material. 2-light Boxes and
Lights complete, from 1 1. 8«, Garden Lights of every description
mjide and glazed complete, at Jas. AVatra Sash Manufactory,
Claremont-piace, Old Kent Road. Reference given.

^HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN

SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewex having had every opportunity- afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it maybe seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddige»',

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King's road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's. Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the fiorticoltural Society of London.

Jn Monthly Nos,, 8fo, with Four heauUfuUy-coloured Plates,

Price 2.?. ^d, -

PAXTOK'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for October, 1842, contains highly-finished

drawings olSophionitis grundijiora. Erica Neillii, Pintsfemon eras-

sifolius, aud Evhitcs atropurpurea ; likewise Papers on Gar-

dening as a science ; on Planting Shrubs in Beds j and the

Preservation of Half-hardy Plants through the Winter. Floricul-

tural Notices of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leading

Botanical Periodicals *for September; together with a com-

plete Calendar of Monthly Operations for the Garden.

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-colourcd-plates,

and twenty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The

admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

J. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in f ower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellisliments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight in gardening;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK informs HorticuUurista generallj,

I that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tabs, Flower-boxes, Edging for Garden- paths, &c., manufactured

by him in Slate, may be seen in u&e at Wortoa Cottage, upon

•plication £> the Gardener (Sundays excepted)*

fc
Letteia ol ioquiry -will receive every attejition*

NEW HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.—Mr. Loudon
being about to prepare, for the December No. of the Gar-

dener's Magazine, his Annual Report on the new Haruy Trees

and Shrubs w^hich have been introduced in the course of the

present year, will feel oblijrcd to those Nurserymen, Curators of

Botanic Gardens, and others, who may possess such plants, if

they will send him an account of them, not later than a fortnight

from the present date.—Bayswater, Oct. 24th, 1842^ ^^^

SHIP FOR NEW ZEALAND, under Charter to the

New Zealand Company, to sail as under mentioned, viz.—

FOR WELLINGTON AND NELSON-
PHCEBE, 471 Tons, from London, 15th November,

For further particulars apply at the New Zealand House, Broad-

street Buildings, ^^^_____

THE PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING MA-
TERIAL, spoken so highly of in the Gardeners* Chronicle for

1841, p. 100, 415, 530, and p. 8, for 1842. maybe obtained in

Sheets—32 inches by 32 inches, 32 inches by 64 inches, 32 inches

by 96 inches, of Taos. Jxo. Croogon, 8, Ingrara-court, Fen-

church-street. A liberal discount to Hothouse Builders, Nur-
serymen, &c.

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.
THIS CEMEiNT is harder than any other known, and

is especially fitted for the Wails of II thouses, Conserva-

tories, &c., M it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perfectly

impenetrable by in&ects.

The entire rang^ of Hothoa»e» erecting by the Government at

Frogmorc are about being stuccoed with it, aud the price ranges

nearly equally with the cements in ordinary use for floors, and

it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and ManufactiurerSj J. B._WHITE md SONS, Mill-

bank, Westminster. 4

WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, a steady, sober,

and honest married Man, without incumbrance ; a member
of the Church of England, who thoroughly understands his busi-

ness, such as forcing Grapes, Melons, &c.. likewise the cultivation

of Orchidacese and Stove and Greenhouse Plants, as well as the

training of Wall-trees, and the management of Flower and
Kitchen Garden. Unexceptionable references as to the above
qualifications will be required.—Address by letter to A. B. C, care

of Mr. Egley, Bookseller, 69. New Bond- street, stating terms, See,
^ ^—^—

'—I
- ^

WANTED a GARDENER and his WIFE without

incumbrance. The Man must milk and assist indoors—

the Wife a good Cook. Wages moderate.—Apply at Scott's

Library, Stockwell Terrace, Clapham Road.

TTfANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a middle-
VV aged married Man, who understands Greenhouse Forcing,

Flower and Kitchen Garden, and Pasture Land if required. The
Wife can take charge of a small Dairy. Can be highly recom-

mended with nine years' character.— Dhect, post paid, S. W.,

Somerset Lodge, North Brixton. Surrey. ^^
ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-

ried Man, aged SO, w^ho well understands his business,

just from the country, leaving on account of the place being let.

Can have a most unexceptionable character, A comfortable sin.

gle-handed place would not be objected to.—Address, T, D., at

Mr. Spencer's. 16, Flint street, Walworth, London.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a respect-

able middle-aged Man in a gentlem&n*s family. He is a

widower without incumbrance, and can have testimonials both

as to character and ability. Salary is not so much an object as

the prospect of a comfortable and permanent engagement.-Ad-

dress X. V. Z. (prepaid), to the care of the Rev. Edward Irish,

Daitford.

NEW ORGAN FOR THE ROLLS CHURCH, CHANCERY-LANE
Several Clergymen and Gentlemen having expressed a wish

to hear his Organ when c:>mplcted. Mr. H. C. Lincoln regrets

that as the l6th inst. was the day named lor the opening at the

Rolls Church, it xvas impost^ible for him to exhibit its power, as

he had proposed, prior to its removal.

MR. H. C. LINCOLN, Organ-Builder, by appoint-

ment to Her Mo^t Gracious Majesty the Queen, and to

their late Majesties George IV. and William IV., respectfully an-

nounces that he has been commissioned to erect the Mendelssohn

Ortran for the New Church. Withington. Manchester,—that he is

also erga^ed on a new Organ for Crosby Hall, to be built on the

plan introduced into this country by Mr, Gauntlctt,-au^. that he

has iu^t received the commands of the Dean and Chapter of St.

David»s to erect a new Organ in their Cathedral. As all Organs

constructed by Mr. Lincoln are ofthemo^el of the most celebrated

German Organs, and include the latest improvements, he will give

notice when tlie above are completed, and, if lime permits,

exhibit their powers, for a day or two. before they leave his

^^Mr Livcoln directs attention to his entirely new plan of

Fino-e'r and Barrel Organs, being a combination of stops never

before attempted in this class of instrument, whereby the weight

and eran-ieur of effect of a large church organ are obtained in

a comparatively small compass. An instrument on th*s plan,

with two barrels, each playing ten tunes, correctly harmonised,

containing seven stops, an octave of pedals. &c. in an elegant

case, with gilt speaking front pipes, can becoustiucted for 150/.

J 95, High Hoiborn. __^ '

SHIPPING AGENCY AT LIVERPOOL.

WILLMER and SMITH, Shipping and Forwarding

Agents, announce to Gardeners, Florists, and Nurserymen,

that they undertake to ship with great care from the Port of

Liverpool, to all parts of North and South America, the West

Indie* &c , Packages of Seeds, Plants, Shrubs, and every article

used in British Husbandry. They also attend to the landing and

forwardingof Packages which arrive at the Port of Liverpool.

The most respectable references can be given to Shippers who

may please to favour thejn with tht;ir commands.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, abput 1000 DWARF
MAIDENS, consisting of the most approved sorts of Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots. Cherries, Apples, and Pears, in fine con-

dition: the above will be found worthy the attention of those

about planting. Address, post-paid, to J. B., Knight's Coffee-

house, Budge Row, City.^
ODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott. Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.

City Office, 98. Gracechurch-strect,

WHEAT-SOW^ING. .^^-ot.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO MANURE.
TESTIMONIAL:-" The Artificial Guano MANras was

applied with great effect to a heavy land, on the estate of A. Cox-

tor.. Esq., Hiidersham Hall, Cambridge, on a Field of parley
;

it

produced a marked effect-the finest crop for years, and the Pro

duce. Six Quarters of Barley to the acre. The ^^P^^^flf;"^'™
ivas conspicuous, being some inches higher than ^^t

.^^^"^J^j^u

mon Mariure. On part of a Grass Field the application ,wh^^^^^^

was but lightly made, produced at least double the proportion o?

Hay compared to the part otherwise manured. A Portion 01 1

was applied to the Orange Globe Mangel Wurzel. the roots m
which were of very large size-double that of <>t^^^;.;;-^"^/Jp

effects on a bed of Parsueps was extraordinary, P*^^'^"'^"^^^V'°^
exceeding any before seen. The exact weight P^r square yard,

compared with those of ordinary culture, will ^^^^^^timated^^^^^^^

gathered. In the instance of the Farsneps, t*^^ Manure was

mixed- with earth, and depositedoyer theseed ;
amode of cultu^«

recommended in the practice of Mangel Wm^^^^^
^frofit wa^

much higher in price than the common Manure, the profit was

materially greater."

Works, Upper Fore-street, London. _^

/^^UTIO'N to FAMILIES.—The high reputation

Kj\nd consequent great demand of the
""^^^J".^;^*^^"^^^^^

Articles have excited the avarice of some Shopkeepers, who to get

aS more profit, attempt to
i^^l^,^'^^^^^^^

nicious Compounds M the real MACASSAR OIL lor tceiwii

kTlYDOR for the complexion : they copy the labels aud b^s of

the original Articles, substituting: either an """'»'''l,"5,"^f ' °L 'te

lord GENUINE In the place of ROWLAND'S '***
J°/;"t to

necessary
rapper

lee that tne worn - nowianu a w ui. »,»v ,.
.
»*.^^- -

p„mily
-ROWLAND'S MACAbSAR OIL, price 3/r. 6rf. j ^f-^^^.^^';
Bottles (containing four small},10.. fid. ; and double that s^zc,

,1,. per bottle. ROWLAND'S KALYDOR f°f,^h« Skm ana

Complexion-Price 4*. 6d. and 83. 6d. per bottle. "A. R<'^^^»^
^^.^

Son. 20, Hatton Garden, London," is v.ntten m '^;!'^
°" ''

' wrappers of the MACASSAR OIL and KALYDOR. and engraven

»n the Government Stamp affixed on the Ka'y"^>'- ^® ®"„"
-t-

9L3k for ROWLAND'S ARTICLES^ Sold by them and by respect

ab^e CbenalBtfi and F«rfumerii*
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THE GAEDENEKS CHKONICLE«
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.
No. 44—1842. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29.
INDEX OF THE PKINCIPAX. HORTICnLTURAL SUBJECTS IN'^"»-- LAST NUMOER.

ouDjr,i.io in
Pbicb

THE
Arat'ia, TPmarks on .

Acorn» itametamorphosis from
leaves • . . .

J\ei ttlfs rrtfpum . ,

Amateur's Garden , .

.Animoiiia, in fix . ,

Apple-trees, to prune

BM^hT, •* merifiin, to cure
Bi iltTs, Conical .

Borders for wall- trees, topiepare 712 «
Clayey soils, plants for . . 713 a
Doyle's Cydiipaediaof Practical

70fl b

707 b
711 a
708 c
713 c

709 b
708 e

709 h
710 a

7U c

711 a
711 b

711 a
7l3fl

711 a
711 b

Husbandry, rev.
Krica Neiiiii . ,

Fairtairn's Nursery, noticed
Flora's Dial . .

Fuchsia, h«rdy , , ,

Hellebnrns olympicua
H..I]yhock, ^n's^ntic .

Insects destriicuve to Pine-trees 709 a
Ipomoeft rubro-caerulea, toflower 713 a
LaburnniTi, h? seeds poisonous 709 c
JjJme-WKler, to make . . 7'2 c
Manure.", Animal, No. 5
Marl, to burn • . , .

Monster, vegetable .

Mii?hrDO!n», cause of failure .

rs'itrate of snda, for Onions
Onions, probable cause of their
growinfr ihick-necked .

pjir* ey, remarkable plant of .

Pear, Seckel, dcsciibed
Fears, weiglu of

707 c

7i2 e
7!1 b
712 c

713 c

713/1
708 c

708 a
708 c

Pear-tree. Jarjyonelle^ sinpilar
effect of canker upon . ,

Pear-tree?, to prune .

Pentstemnn K^ntianoides, var.
splcndens . • , ,

Pickies. ancient . , I
Pine, Providence, Its weight .

Pinks, select kinds
Pits, madeof turf for the growth

of Cucumbers . ,

Pits, to heat with dun^ , ,
Potatoes, to cook for cattle
Potato, experinieniB on , ,
Rivers' Catalojrue of Roses, rev.
Rosefi, to prune . , , .

Salt, to kill vreeds
Scale on Pear-trees, to destroy
Season, effect of the late .

Selby's History of British Fo-
rest Trees, rev.

Sophroniiis grandiflora ,

Statice monopetala, var. denu-
d^la

Sulphur, found in plants .

Thrush, curious instance of
tameneFs in , , , ,

Tomato- Ketchup, to prepare .

rrel3ises,tosecureio flower pots 707 b
Vines, supposed cause of their

failure ... , . 709 c
Vines, loprune . . . . 712 eU heat, Lammas, its produce . 710 a
WoodhalJ, noticed . , , 7U A

707 a
709 ft

711 a
7\\ b
708 c

713 a

710 «
71a c

710 a
710«
711 o
708 b
718 e
713 «
709 t

7U e

711 a

711 a
710 a

709 b
713 «

nr^ & C. LOCKHART, Florists, 156, Cheapside,

TK ' ^°"^°"' Jiave the foUowing SEEDS now ready for sale :-

wIJJhTi^^^"^*^?^^^^^^^^ ... per packet 3^. 6rf.
Hybrid Gloxinia^ between Candida and rubra
Phlox Orummondi, new scarlet
Clintonia pulchella ....
Portiilaca Thellu.ssoni ,

.'.*,*.'
Rhodanthe Maiiglesii
Balsam, a splendid mottled Hybrid .

'
.

'
,

"

The above will be forwarded. Post free.—A List of Seeds is now
preparing:, and will be published about the end of December.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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2
1

6
6

6

6

THE MOST SUPERB DARK CHINA ROSE EVER OFFEREDTO PUBLIC NOTICE-" MIELLEY'S PRINZE OF WALES "
^^^l. WOOD & SON have the honour to announce
» * to their Friends and Amateurs in general, that they have

purchased the entire stock of the above most magnificent Rose
and intend .sending it out early in November, price for Dwarf
Plants (on their roots) lo*. 6rf. each.
The colour is of the deepest rich dark velvety purple violet

most perfect shape, beautifully cupped, larpe and very double'
producing its elegant flowers on very strong footstalks: the
habit ]s luxuriant and pleasing, with fine glossy foliage- it is
perfectly hardy, and may certainly be depended upon as a Show
Rose of first-rate excellence.
A discount of one third will be allowed to the trade if d plants or

more are taken at once. Early orders are respectfully solicited
which wnll be executed la rotation as received.

'

A remittance or reference will be requu-ed from unknown
correspondents.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

HANDLER
CAMELLIAS.

and SONS, Nurserymen, Yauxhall,

rVw,^^'^'^^"' ^Cff to state that they have young healthy plants
of Camellia nitida now ready to send out at 3/. 3*. each. This is
an imported variety, the flowers of a rose colour, with a white
Etreak through each petal, and very double and compact.
C. and So.vs can also supply good plants of C. Albertus at U. I,<5

each
J

alFo fine healthy young plants of the foUowing sorts, in
collections of i dozen, viz. :—
Double White, Double Striped, Pompone, Paeoniteaora, Press's

Eclipse, Fimbnata, speciosa, splendens, Chandlerii, ColviUiiHume's Blush, fiorida—for 2/., package included.
'

Elegans, Althsciflora. Corallina, eximia. imbricata. coronata.
SpofTorthiana, Woodsii, Rossii, miniata, Haylockii, Fordii—for
3/., package included.

Btaleii. tricolor, Donkelaerii, serratlfolia, regalis, trium
pbans, albicans, inibricata alba, FranCofortensis, rosea, clata
Colvillti strJata~for4/., package included.

'

If individual sorts are selected from the above, the price of
rlants Irom the first collection will be 3s. 6rf. each ; from the se-
cond, bH. each; and from the third, 7s- 6rf. each.—A remittance
or reference for payment in London, will be expected from un-known correspondents.

WHALES' SEEDLING DAHLIA, "Hero of
* » Stonkukxce," will be sent out in Dry Roots, in excellent

condition, at 5/. 5s. each, if a sufficient number of subscribers - if
not, it will be sent out in Plants in May, of which due notice will
be given. The Flower has been seen by most of the principal
growers, having been exhibited at the principal exhibitions viz
Stonehenge. or Salisbury Plain, where it obtained the 1st prize"-
ist at Dev.-n and Exeter ; 2d at Marlborough, and in a winning
Etand of 12; prize at Salthill, and at the Metropolitan Show,
Sept. 26th. It is a flower of great substance, being from I6 to 18
petals deep, and 5 in. diameter, when full up—and perfectly con-
stant the whole season ; colour, a dark mulberry. For cash only
to unknown correspondents.

E!cot, Newbury. Oct. 25, 1842.

P^.ff^^^^^^
^^""^^ CACTUS (CONWAY'S GIANT).

HILIP CONWAY begs to inform his Friends and
the Public, that he intends sending out this unequalled Pro-

duction the second week in April, at 2 guineas each. See Dr.
Lindley s opinion of the above in the Gardeners' Chronicle of
July 4th, page 26,", as follows :—
"A new seedling Cactus, of most extraordinary beauty, has

just been sent us by Mr. Conway, Nurseryman, Old llrorapton.
It IS a cross between speciosissimus and Achcrmanni. having the
large size of the former, and the rich scarlet colour of the latter,
with only a tinge of violet inside. Although the plant has onlynow flowered for the first time and is quite small, the blossoms
nieasure eight inches in diameter. The petals have a fine broad
oblong outline, and the stigma is a bright violet. It is much the
handsomest sort yet raised. Jt is lo be called Conway's Giant,
and Its name is no exaggeration."

P. C. begs further to intimate that his Stock is not large, and
early orders will ensure the strongest plaiits, as they are to be
executed ni rotation. A remittance or reference will be required
from unknown correspondents. No allowance to the Trade, the
Stock being limited.-Old Brompt-ju, Oct. 2rth, 1842.

IV/TESSRS. YOUELL and Co. beg to announce theXJA. following :—
FUCHSLV ST. CLARE. - This, the most Splendid

i-ucHSiA yet introduced to public notice, will be ready for "^end-
ing out in the 2nd week of April next, at lOs. 6rf. per plant, postage
free, to any part of the United Kingdom, by Youell and Co.. who
possess the entire stock of it. Dr. Lindley 's opinion of it wUl be
found in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th of May last, as
follows :

—

"Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have
3een ; the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and
sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will
prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus :—

"

Which two latter qualities it possesses in the extreme. All
orders, as well as those from the Continent, will receive every
care m packing, so as to ensure their perfect safety. The usual
discount to the Trade, where not less than six plants are ordered.
For further particulars see their advertisement in the Gardeners'
Chroninfe of the 8th inst.

CARNATIONS AND TICOTEES.-a Superb Collec
tion Of the above are now being sent out at the foUowing prices •

25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, ^5

Eet<

Prize
usua

12
35
12
25
12

»>

do, do. (Jo,
of fine Show flowers,

do. do, , ,

of extra fine Show Pinks, .

do. do.
The selection being left to Y. & Co.

S
3
1

1

10

10

4
12

Who, should it meet the wishesof Uiose favouring
their orders, will send them free to any part of the UnitE

them with
. .. ^ , , .. , IKingdom,

at the extra charge of 2,t. per dozen pairs.
A Post-office order, or reference, is respectfully requested fromunknown correspondents.
Their Catalogue, containing everv known variety worthy of

cultivation, may be had by enclosing two postage stamos.
ARAUCAKIA IMBEUCATA.-y. and Co., who possess

?/ ? i?
largest stock in the country of the above most noble

ir . .^.
^^^"'^' ^'^^^'^ '^ ^" course of planting by most of the

Nobility, are executing: orders for it in fine strong healthy
Plants, at 60s. per dozen.

b v /

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 2;th, lf:42.

LTT^^,,.,
^'^^* PELARGONIUMS.:

UCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.. have now ready to

„rT,A^'J'l?^'J^i*?^{?o*''^"*^^"^
distinct and desirable Varieties

of PELARGONIUMS:

—

Beauty of Winslade (Elms') . , . j^a 3
Claude Lorraine (Pince's) . . . .330
Rosahnd ,Pmce's) . . . . , 3 3 3
Cornish Diamond (Bassett's) . . • S 3 •
Triumph (Bassett's) 3 3
Beauty of Winslade gained the first Seedling Prize at th«Exeter Horticultural Society, and Rosalind obtained the Seedlinr- ^ at the Bath Horticultural Exhibition in May last. The

1 allowance to the Trade. Exeter Nursery, Oct. 26th, 1842.

C
PRINCE ALBERT PEA.

ORMACK and OLIYER, Seedsmen and Nur-
SKRTMBK, New Cross, near the Croydon Railway Station,

and Bedford Conservatory, Covcnt Garden, London, have the
Jionour to offer to the notice of Noblemen, Gentlemen and
others, the above new Pea. as one of the eariiest and bestsoiU
extant

; in proof thereof, a quantity put into the open giound on
the 14th of March last was ready for use the 25th of April fol-
lowing, being only /orf^.fi/^o daps from the period of Mowing to
the date of gathering fur the table ; it is raorcover a good bearer,
of excellent flavour, and highly advantageous for early forcing.
—Packets, containing a quart, 5j. each.—September 30, 1843.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD.
SUSSEX,

WILI-IAM WOOD & SON beg leave to inform
./ T ,,their numerous Patrons, and Rose Amateurs in gencraL
that their NEW CATALOGUE OF ROSES, for the present
season, is now ready for distribution, and will be sent, GRATIS,
on application.
The immense Stock of Roses at MaresfJcld arc this season

finer aud more luxuriant than ever; no pains or expense have
been spared to render the collection as rich and unique aa
possible.—Also Trees and Plants of all kiuda packed with the
greatest care for exportation.
The General Catalogue of Nursery Stock and Trade List of

Roses. &c,, arc ready for distribution.—Sept. 2ist,

\/I ESSRS. DICKSON, Nukserymen and Florists,
-*-*-»- Acre Lane, Brixton, beg to inform Amateurs and Florist*,
that their Catalogue of Carnations, Picotecs, Auriculas, Sic^U
now leady, and may be had on application to them, or Messrs,
Warner and Warner, Seedsmen, ^c., CornhiU . London. ,

1\|ICHAEL BREWER, Nursery, London-road, Cam-
•^^-*- bridge, begs respectfully to call the attention of the Nobi-
lity, Gentry, and the Public to that invaluable new Strawberry,
the EMPEROR, It is a strong grower, a great bearer, and has a
fine flavour, with large scarlet fruit superior to Keen's Seedling,
with the great advantage of being ripe a fortnight earlier.—Fino
strong plants are now ready at 30«. per 100.
Brewer's perpetual scarlet-flowering BaiTANMA Pelargonium,

dwarf habit, dark-green foliage, and the brightest scarlet grown,
12s. and 18s. per doz, Strong-fiowcrint- Plants of RUSSIAN"
VIOLETS, 4s. per doz.* Brewer's fine early hybrid SEEDLING
RHUBARB, from the Siberian, not surpassed for carliness and
flavour, strong Roots, 9s. per doz.
M.B. has also a large Stock of IRIS SUSIANA and splendid

mixed PERSIAN IRISES to di<^pose of.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
GROOM, Ciapham Rise, near London (removed
from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to her Majesty,

respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry that this is the
proper season for planting the above bulbs, and that his Catalogue
is ready and may be had on application.

H.

NEW CAPE ERICAS.
JACKSON. Nurseryman, Seedsman,

1

^ JAUHSUiN. INurseryman, Seedsman, &c., King-
-L • ston, Surrey, begs most respectfully to inform the admirers
of GApn Euro AS, that he is now sending out his Two Superb New
Varieties, viz.

:

Erica AnrsxAXA vittata.— It isa variety between E. aristata
major and £. linnteoides

; it was exhibited to the Horticultural
Society of London, and av.arded a Banksian Medal, when it was
kindly named by Dr. Lindley. It is favourably noticed in " Pax-
ton's Magazine of Botany,*' in comparison with E. Neillii
where it is remarked, *' We have also noticed another hybrid
at Mr. Jackson's. It is very similar to the present, but ap-
proaches a shade or two nearer to E. aristata, and is extremely
beautiful . , . . . ^ 1
Erica Jack^onii is a hybrid between E. retorta

and E. Irbyann, combining the elegant growth of the
latter with the splendid flowers of the former. Figured
in " Paxton's Magazine of Botany.'-' Vol. 7, p. 149 .110

T. J. respectfully invites an inspection of his extensive and
healthy stock, from which he can furnish Collections at the foLlowing low prices:

^
100 Cape Ericas in 100 distinct kinds
'00 do. do. choice do.
20O do. 200 do. .

12 Epacris is tjQ_

20 Camellias 20 do,"
Superior Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs. Standard andTranied Fruit.Trees, Ornamental and Forest-Trees, and NurseryStock of all Descriptions. .

a-^uibci^

..f^"^-~^^°'>H 'r**
^''^^'^^ Yews, from 3 to 5 ft. high, of good

colour, and with fine roots.- Kingston Nursery. OctV i8i2

JURIED PLANTS^An Original Subscr'I^;^^y ^^»^t»'.nil>urg Botanical Scciety(Un!oItineraria} wishes todisposeof 1,1. several Sets of Dried Plants; any of thecXcUonsn^ay be- hHd separately: they are those from Aby^fnirirabimthe Georgian Caucasus. Nubia. &c. &c. Price and ^nr^^rnll^ ^
William Pamplin, 9. Queen-slreet. Soho-squ^rl London

^^

foi^sal^e^"

extensive and valuable Herbarium of Euiope^ Plants

*•* i^o letters will be attended to unless they containPostage Stamp for the reply, ^ contain

A LEX. SMITH, NuRSKRY and Seedsman, Ciren-^A. coster, begs leave to inform the Nobility, Gentrv, and
Public in general, that, being obliged to clear part of his Nursery
this season, (the ground beinjj wanted for another purpose.) he isdisposed to sell the Stock at very reduced prices : it consists ofabout 360.000 J orest Trees. 228,;64 Thorn Quick. 2,054 yards ofBox Euging, 237,800 Evergreen and Flowering Shr«ibs, with a
fine assortment of Fruit Trees, &c. &c. CaUlogues may be hadon apphcation.-Oct. 26th, 1842.

FANNY KEMBLE AND PANDORA TULIPS.
Tl /¥ R, GOLDHAM having been frequently solicited
-L'J- to part with the above TULIPS, and having now suflicient
Stock to do so, begs to inform Flokists, &c., that he will this
season dispose of 10 Bulbs of the former at 10/. lOs., upon obtain-mg 10 Subscribers

i and t^hould this number not be obained. it
will not be parted with this season ; and with the latter at SI. 8s.,
not being limited to the number of Subscribers.—Address, Albion
Cottage, Thoriihill Road, Islington.

10
15

1

5
1

TO PANSY GROWERS.
T FRYER begs to offer his Superb Seedling Pansy^ • "EMPRESS" at 7s. ^d. each-Dr. Lindley's opinion of
which may be seen in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle as follows :—

•' Your Seedling Pansy, named Empress, is a flower of fine form,
and delicate yellow ground, with a fine distinct dark eye it is
decidedly a good flower."

J. F. can also supply a few other Seedlings of merit, and strong
healthy plants of most of the leading varieties in cultivation, at
12s. per doz.. and good sort* from 6s. to 9s. per doz., package 1:1-
clnded. Pansy Seed, from best varieties, 2s.6rf.to5s. per packet;
from good ditto, is. per packet; and a few packets of extra fine
Carnation and Picotee Seed, from a very supexior stock, at 3s. 6d.
and 5s. each, which will be sent Post free. A choice collection
of Dutch Roots, Hyacinths, named and mLxed Tulips, Anemones,
Ranunculuses, &c. at moderate prices—Anv orders for which, ac-
companied by a Post-oflSce order, shall be punctually attended to
Clarendon Nursery, Camberwell, Oct. 26th, 1842.

"OBERON,"
CAMUEL HODGES begs to inform the admirers of the^ PsLAHGoxiuM that he intends to send out in strong Plants,
at 42s. each, the above-named Pelargonium early next month; it
was exhibited at Chiswicfc in June and July, at the Horticultunii
Show ; also at the Crown and Anchor, Tavern, Strand ; at the
Cheltenham aud Gloucestershire Shows, and was greatly ad*
mired; it is allowed to be a beautiful and new variety.
Cheltenham Imperial Nursery, 20th October.

"M" GAINES begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and
-^^ • Trade in general, that his List of first-rate Pelargoniums,
Pansies, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, ChrysanthemumSv
Cinerarias, Auriculas, &c., may be obtained by application at the
Nursery.
SPOTTED DIGITALIS.^Seed of this Splendid Flower, which

received a Medal at the June Meeting of the Horticultural
Society at Chiswick, cao be obtained in small packets at 5«. each
—also some fine Pansy-Seed, at 2*. W, do.—Surrey lane. Batter-
sea, 20th Oct.. 1842.

117 LYNN, Nursery and Seedsman, late of Henley-
* » • on-Thames, -begs to oflfer to the Trade, and Public ia

general, the foUowing articles, which are good and fine :—Yi2.,
Maiden Cherries, ditto Stocks, 4 to 6 ft.; 14 varieties of Dwarf
Trained Plums ; Standard Plum Stocks, 6 to 8 ft. ; Standard
Walnuts ; Red Cedars, 1 to 2 ft, ; Arbor Vitse, 4 to 6 ft. j BoX-
trees. 2 ft. ; Spiraea bella; Camellias, 1 to 2 ft., set for blocm
Auriculas ; Myrtles, 2 ft. ; Gcsnera fragrans, 2 ft. ; Hoya caruosa;
Pelargoniums ; Lobelia ignea ; also a small stock of his new Dwarf
Wrinkled Marrow Peas, at 2s. 6rf. per quart : this Pea has given
universal satisfaction in the neighbourhood of Henley^it is
Superior to the Knight's Marrows, and much more advantageous,
especially in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 ft.; it lathe
most prolific Pea the advertiser ever saw, perpetual in its bearing-,
quite full, and of most delicious flavour, even when nearly ripe.
New White Reading Onion—seed of own erowth; Long and
Short Prickly Cucumbers; fine Curled Parsley; Vegetable
Marrow ; Walnut-leaved Kidney Potatoes, and Knight's Seedling
Early Frame ditto :—For which early appUcations are requested.
All orders and communications addressed (prepaid). No. 9,
Lower Homerton Terrace, Homerton, will be punctually at-
tended to.

_ Lj ^f'^r-

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.

JOHN POPE & SONS beg to call attention to their
t/ very extensive Collection of Herbaceous Plants, ^c. Cata-
logues of which maybe had on application. J.P. t'^cSons ofTtr
100 showy Herbaceous Plants Uf left to their selection) for 4/., or
50 do. do. for 2L 5s., package included;
100 Plants adapted for Rock-work for 21. 10«.—Money orders or
reference required from strangers.
Hattdsworth Nursery, near Birmingham.

TO NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by the Trustees of Messrs. Adamsov and Soy, to

submit to public competition, by Auction, on the premises. Stoke

Ntewington Common, on Movuat, 31st Oct.. 1942. and foUnwiug

days, at 11 o'clock, the whole of the Valuable NUBSERV-sTOt K
on 30 acres, consisting of Fruit and Forest-trees, Evergrt-ens,

American Plants. Decirinons and Omamfntat Shrubs, of every

varietv, in conMderable quantities. A2soa^^'t 5,0U0 of MVATT';J
BRITISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY (acknowledged by snperior

judges to be the finest in cultivation^ Rhuharb for forcing, &C.,

Ac. The Stock may be viewed prior to Sale. Cataognes it.

each, returnable to pnrchaaers, may be had on the premises, ui

the principal Seedsmen, wrf of the Auctioneers, American Nur*
4017, Ireytonstone.
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sumedin sych enormous quantities ; but n some pri-

T.te woods they still abound. Nearly all those majes-

tic Oaks which frro^y in North Stoneham Park, m
Hampshire, are the Purmast ; and some of tlie finest

Oak timber that now goes into her I^Iajesty s Dockyard

is from thence. There can be no doubt that Oaks

raised from the Acorns of these noble trees are infi-

nitely to be preferred to such as are obtained in the

nurseries from Acorns gathered at random from trees

of all sorts of constitution, none of which, perhaps, are

reallv above the average in point of stature.

Let us hope that our remarks veill have the effect

of drawing the attention of planters to these very im-

portant considerations. As a Shetland pony is not

likely to be the parent of a drayhorse, so a pigmy Oak

cannot be expected to produce anything better than a

pigmy race of seedlings.

Th
nies as a manure for Sugar-canes, owes its excellence,

when applied to that crop, to its furnishing nitrogenized

matter without introducing into the soil any mineral salts,

which are often too abundant in other kinds of manure,

and which only create a difficulty in extracting the sugar.

These observations will explain the nature and value of

the evidence that is furnished by our analyses, concerning

which we next proceed to offer some special observations,

(To be continued.)

A SECOND MEMOIR ON MANURE.—By Messrs.
BOUSSINGAULT AND PaYEN.

{Abridged from the French,)

Our previous memoir upon the relative strength of dif-

ferent manures having been well received by practical men,

we have been induced to complete our task by analysing

every sort of manure which we have been able to collect.

Let us, ia the first place, repeat our former definition of

what constitutes a powerful manure; for it appears to

convey an accurate expression of well-established facts :

—

" The value of manure is in proportion to the abundance

of nitrogen in its organic materials, more especially with

relation to the organic materials which do not contain

nitrogen : moreover, the decomposition of quaternary sub-

stances takes place gradually, and best corresponds with

the progress of vegetation/'* That was our original

statement. It was applied to those manures which are

ioitablc to cultivated lands, containing the residue of pre-

ceding crops; and which, although deficient in nitrogen,

are rich in ternary organic materials. In onier that the

manure, which is spread upon land, may of itself supply

sufficient nutriment to plants, it is necessary that it

should contain all those organic and inorganic constitu-

ents which, without being borrowed from the atmosphere,

may be assimilated during the life of a plant, and contained

in the crop. In this case, the manure should vary with the

nature of the soil, climate, season, and the kind of plants

cultivated, as well as the situation and slope of the ground

—not forgetting the nature of the subsoil and the matters

left by previous crops. But it is impossible to act in

practice upon this principle. The adaptation of manure
would become -so very complicated and variable, that it

would be impossible to lay down any general rules, and

cientific data would be useless, because the requisite

materials could never be collected sufficiently cheap. The
old mode of classing manures under a few sej^arate heads

is therefore the best.

There are inorganic compounds which add fertility to

the land by mechanically changing it, independently of

their chemical action ; thus supplying the soil with mineral

substances indispensable to the perfect growth of the

crop : such as saline substarices, peculiarly favourable to

the growth of certain tribes—as, for example, gypsum
to leguminous plants ; lime, the salts of potash and soda,

wood-ashes, Sec, which are found advantageous to vegeta-

tion in almost every soil- These useful substances may
be termed improvers and stimulants,

ManureSj properly so called, are of organic origin

;

they supply the deficiency of that gaseous or soluble food

which plants are able to assimilate. It has been hitherto

imagined that those manures which yield the greatest

amount of carbonic acid are the most valuable; this is,

however, a mistaken notion, for land in constant cultiva-

tion always contains a superfluity of such matters. It is

those putrescent substances which abound in nitrogen, and
which undergo the most rapid decay, that ought to be

constantly restored to ih^ soil: for it is they which are

incessantly consumed by the crops. This is now a fact

that admits of no question.

We know that some kinds of compost act, at one and
the same time, as improvers and stimulants, and also

furnish a supply of water and organic matter, containing
more or less nitrogen. Most excrementitious substances
are of thia nature, and therefore, from the many offices

they perform, are suitable to all sorts of land

—

cool^ for
dry and sandy soil ; heating^ for heavy, wet, and cold
land.

As for those rich manures which are capable of being
conveyed to great distances, they may be beneficially
applied upon any soil, and for any purpose; provided
that thfiir action is assisted, and that the active properties
of the land are brought out, by irrigating and working it

well*

This will be rendered clearer by the following example

:

Instead of extremely wet manures which had always
succeeded perfectly upon a dry and sandy piece of ground,
nn attempt was made to substitute an equal value of dry
blood. The result might easily have been foreseen,—the
crop failed in consequence. Are we to conclude from this

that a rich manure, aboundine: in nitrosren. is useless or

substance mixed in small quantities with cool manure, so

as to create in the mass the same amount of nitrogen,

yielded a ii ner and more abundant crop than in former

year5, w^hen cool manure alone was employed. This is the

reason why green manure, or mere irrigation, ensures the

action of heating manure upon rght and sandy soils.

ON ANIMAL MANURES.—No. VI.

(By Professor Charles ^PRENGEL. Translated from

the German).

{Concluded from page 708),

11. Feathers,— In countries where much poultry is

reared, as, for instance, geese in Alsace, the quills are

employed as manure. On one Magdeburg acre of land,

9 to 10 sacks, of about 400 to 500 lbs. each, are used.

Feathers contain the same substances as horn, and conse-

quently possess the same powerful qualities.

12. May-Jlies (Ephemera vulgata).—They are used in

some marshy parts of Hungary and Carinthia as manure.

This strange substance is of some importance in those

countries, as one farmer uses, in some seasons, more than

30 cart-loads.

13. Chrysalids of ^iVAr-M-orms.—When the cocoons of

silk-worms have heen spun off, the chrysalids left behind

are used in some parts of Italy and the South of France as

a manure. Chaptal asserts them to be of excellent qua-

lity, of which there can be no doubt, for, like other animal

substances, they are known to contain much nitrogen,

14. Cockchafers,— Ixi seasons where Cockchafers appear

in such vast numbers as to devour nearly all the foliage

of trees, it willlie well worth while to collect them ; and

after they have been killed by hot water or such like, they

may be used as manure. They, like everything animal,

contain much nitrogen, and possess a great manuring

quantity. The destruction of Cockchafers has also another

advantage for the farmer, as it prevents the multiplying

of their grubs, 'which injure the crops, and, at times, even

the grass of the meadows, to a considerable amount.

To the agriculturist who is in the habit of conveying

every year thousands of loads of manure on his fields,

many of the substances last mentioned may appear trifling.

Nevertheless they deserve attention, and possess consi-

derable importance for the small farmer.

the summer time, leaves are always falling off as they die
;

those on the lowest part of the branches fall first ; but we

do not remark it, because the falling leaves are hidden by

the live ones. Now, the reason why a leaf falls off when it

is dead seems to be this : the bark to which it is attached

goes on growing and expands ; the leaf-stalk, as it dies,

shrivels and contracts, the consequence of which is, that

the one separates from the other. It is, in fact, just what

happens when a piece of iron is heated and then cooled
;

the outer part, which is an oxide, cools^ much quicker

than the other part, which is not an oxide ; in cooling,

the metal contracts ; but as the metal and the surface

cool at a different rate, they also contract £^t a different

rate, and so separate. Such is the case in the summer time
;

and when the frost comes in the autumn, something of the

same sort takes place. At that time the leaves are generally

in a dying state, for the reasons already explained ; a par-

tial separation has, in fact, taken place between them and

their branches. When the cold comes, it acts more on

the half-dead leaves than on the living branch, contracting

all the fibres and bladders of the former much more than

the corresponding fibres and bladders of the bark ; and

the necessary result is their 'separation. Indeed, we see

the same thing continually happening in furniture : a car-

penter glues together twopieces of wood ; they are brought

into a dry room—one contracts more than the other, and

the consequence is, that the joint is broken.

As to those leaves which are called evergreen, they un-

dergo the same fate exactly as other leaves, only at a latet

period. Their interior is not so soon clogged up by a se-

diment from their sap, and they go on growing all the

winter. But in time, usually about May, their leaves are

affected by the same causes as the leaves of deciduous

trees ; at that season the branches make a rapid growth,

the bark expands, the leaves cannot keep pace with it in

their growth, and the result again is, separation and death.

Such are a part of the admirable contrivances by which

the great phenomena of nature are accomplished ; such

are the simple mysteries which shroud the operations of

the material world, until they are revealed to the patient

student of their causes.— J?. E,

%
FAMILIAR BOTANY—No. XI.

-/^

* It i» therefore the nitrogren that is in combination in a sub-
wice that U useful, and the amount of its dose indicates the
laiity of rsauiire.

signal est donnC: sans tumulte et saus bruit.

The fall of the Leaf—The signal is indeed given with-

out one sound to warn us of the event, except the rustling

of the foliage as it quietly drops from the branches it has

decorated all the long, long summer. Yesterday, every

bush was verdant, or if the leafy honours of the forest

had yellowerl, and reddened, and browned, beneath the in-

fluence of a declining sun, producing

A crowded umbrapre, dusk and dun,

Of every hue from wan-declining green
To sooty dusk,

it was only as if to change into new blossoms of the

autumn. To-day, the ground is silently strewed with

dead and dying leaves, and those which remain on the

branches are quietly preparing for their fall. And how is

this ? Is it that the leaves have shrunk beneath the icy

embrace of an autumnal frost, and have perished in the

struggle to avoid it ? Or has old age overtaken them, and

are they only participating in the universal lot of living

things, sinking into the grave because their hour is come ?

The fall of the leaf is a most curious circumstance and

has puzzled many a wise philosopher. It cannot be

merely because of the cold to which the leaf is exposed,

for when a frost in June blackens our hedgerows and de-

solates our gardens, the leaves do not then fall off; they

only wither and die. It may be because of the arrival of

old age ; but this is a phrase which explains nothing.

One would naturally ask, moreover, why some leaves re-

main on a tree the whole winter, though others fall so

early. To understand these things we must first learn

what the leaf is, and how it is joined to the branch.

Aleafisathin part of the outer layer of bark pushed out-

wards, and stiffened by tough fibres which pass into it from

the wood and liber and form its veins. By these means a

simple and very curious apparatus is constructed, the green

or bark part of which, consisting of millions of small blad-

ders, acts as a stomach to digest with, and lungs to breathe

with, while the fibres convey food and air from the branch

into the stomach and lungs. Now, when the leaf is first

formed its bladders and fibres have very thin sides, and

whatever is introduced into them is readily returned

again ; and if the water they receive was quite pure, it is

not improbable that they would go on receiving and

returning for a long time. But the fluids of plants are

not water ; on the contrary, they contain a great deal of

earth, and other matters, which they deposit every time

they pass over a surface. We know that when a kettle

first comes home from the ironmonger, its inside is bright

and clean ; but as soon as we have boiled any water in it,

the inside becomes a little furred ; and when water has
been boiled a great many times, it becomes very much
furred, till at last it is quite lined with a substance like

hard earthenware. Something of thia sort takes place in

the inside of the bladders and fibres ofaleaf ; they are at first

quite clean, but by degrees they are furred over, till their

sides are rendered so thick that the fluid on which the leaf

feeds can no longer pass through them readily. As soon

as this happens^ the leaf begins to be starved, and to leave

off growing ; want of food renders it weak ; a sort of in*

digestion takes place, and at laat it altogether dies. In
'-y

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.- No. XLIV.
When the weather is fine, there are various operations

in the Kitchen and Fruit Garden which may now be per-

formed. Vacant ground may be dug or roughly trenched,

and left exposed in this manner to be pulverised by the

frost of winter. What is termed '* ridging'' is one of the

best ways in which this can be done, because a greater

surface of ground is by this means exposed than when dug

in the common level way. For the information of those

who may not be acquainted with' this method, I may

mention the way in which it is commonly done. Suppose

a piece of ground is to be ridged ; it is first of all divided

et each end into a certain number of parts, each two feet

three inches, or two feet six inches wide; the line is then

stretched across the ground, and these spaces are marked

out with the spade from end to end. After this is done,

an opening* is taken out at the end of the first space so

marked out, and the soil carried to the end of the

last one. The workman then digs up one and down an-

other until the whole piece is finished^ making a ridge of

each as he proceeds. When .the ground is trenched, the

trenches may be thrown up in ridges if the ground is stiff,

for the reasons already given. Lime rubbish and ashes

are both very useful when dug into stiff clay. I recollect

digging a quantity of the latter into a piece of ground

planted with Gooseberry trees, which was always difficult

to work, owing to the stiffness of the soil ; in after years,

however, the work was much lighter owing to the action

of the ashes upon the soil.

Borders for wall-trees may be made as soon as possible;

where the subsoil is cold and wet, it ought to be well drained,

and some means should be used to prevent the roots from

going too deep. The amateur cannot do better than peruse

carefully the excellent observations connected with this

subject, by Mr. Whiting, in the Calendar of last week.

Amongst other operations which are going on at this

season of the year, I wish particulariy to direct attention

to efficient drainage. This is as important to Innd as

manure is ; and although the Amateur may not possess

a large estate upon which to try his skill, yet he may pro-

duce the best results upon his kitchen-garden, his pleasure-

grounds, or his field. Whenever the ground is wet and

spongy, it soon tells upon the trtes and crops which do

not grow naturally upon a swampy soil. In the south of

Scotland, and in those parts of England where agriculture

is most advanced, the enlightened farmer has contributed

most essentially to this improvement, by the care with

which he has drained his land. There are several

systems of draining, all of which are applicable to a small

garden, as well as to an extensive farm, the object m both

places being the same, namely, to draw off superfluous

water from the soil. The patent tile system of draming

is very much used ; but where the Amateur has plenty ot

stones, he can make a cheap and efficient drain with them

in the same manner as is done in many of the agricultural

districts. All that is necessary is to dig the drain to the

required depth, taking care to give a good fall to the

bottom, for which the best stones should be chosen, laying

them one against the other in the form of an arch or

triangle, to leave a clear course for the water to run ^^'^y*

When this is done, fill up the drain to a certain height

with stones, and cover them with turf, heath, straw, or

some material of that descriptiou, to prevent the soiU

which is afterwards put npon the surface, from, sinking

amongst the stones and choking the drain. The stagnant

water is thus drawn into the drain, from both si^^s^^"

carried away to a ditch or stream, upon a lower level than

the fidd or gardep hrrwhich the drain is made.—-P- ^^

I
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rno BOOKSELLERS. &c. — Wanted clean good-A Copies of Bulliard on '• Fungi," Schseffer on " Funsi " and
Theodore de Saussure's " Recherclies Bur )a Vegetation '• Apnlv
by letter, prepaid, stating price, to Mr. Alison, 3, Charles- street
Covent Garden. '

tions of every part of the contrivance. We are thus

Wie ©^attrener^* Cficontcle
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Tueaday, Nov. I

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
rHortu'uUural 2 p. m,

'
' ' Ifinnian'"^^^ ' * ' ^ •

7*'*'<*

Wednesday. Nov. 3. . . G^a\agh:aX ] [ ^
.' .' * ^/; ^•

Saturday, Nov. 13 . , . Euyal Botanic . • • ! atl'.ii.

,s-

We have lately become acqiiainted with a heating
apparatus which, for its novelty, seems to deserve
some special notice. It has been erected, and used
for one winter, in a stove, 40 ft. long and 26 ft. wide,
belonging to Mrs. Daniel Tysson, of Foulden, in Nor-
folk. It was put up at the sug{>estion of Mr J. B.
Lawes, who had employed a nearly similar arrano-e-
inent for warming his own house; and, according'^to
the reports of all the parties acquainted with it, it has
been remarkably successful.

Mrs. T. states, that *' the great advantage of this stove
is the extreme purity of the air conveyed by it either
to^ a conservatory or dwelhng-house. By experiments
tried with a hygrometer, it appears, when heated, to
retain the same degree of moisture as the outer air •

at least the hygrometer varies in the house according
to the outer damp, and the steam has never been re-
quired in the conservatory from any dryness proceed-
ing from the watm air, which appears to pass so
swiftly through the pipes as to he totally unaltered,
ex^cept m temperature. The house did not require a
single window to be opened throughout the winter ; and
when the wind from the north was very high, the
rush of warmed air through the pipes has b'een so
great as not only to wave every plant about, but even
to burst open the doors into the drawing-room if only
closed as usual, without being barred. A thermo-
meter, kept directly opposite to and within three feet
of the brass regulator, has never been found to ex-
ceed by ten degrees the temperature of one kept by
the glass at the front of the house, at the greatest pos-
sible distance from the regulators. The heat can in-
stantly be raised or lowered, by means of the dampers
and regulators, to the greatest possible nicety. Within
a quarter of an hour after lighting the fire, the warm
air comes in, and the house is never so long as an hour
in acquiring the exact temperature desired. The fire
requires attending lo about once in eight or nine hours,
if a constant high temperature is wanted ; but if left
to die away, it is much longer before heat is extinct.
In the spring, all the plants had the appearance of
having spent their winter out of doors in a warm
climate: many planted late in the autumn continued
to grow and flower, though the temperature was hardly
ever allowed to exceed 43''. This did not vary with
the outer air, unless it was that the heat was greater
within the house, from the extreme rush of cold air to
thepipeswhenthewind was either north, east,north-east
or north-west. When a south wind blew, scarcely any
cold air found its waj through, and the warmth came
in gently and gradually; the stove, therefore, in a
great measure regulated itself. Two sets of apparatus
have been erected; one in a dwelling-house, which
for three years has been found most healthy and un-
failing in warmth and comfort; the other in a con-
servatory, which was found equally salubrious for
plants, while the total absence of all closeness or smell

enabled to follow up our intention of presenting our
readers m turn with every suggestion and improve-
ment connected with the heating of horticultural
buikhngs. Among the variety thus offered, there
Will be at least the opportunity of selecting that which
best suits the purse or the locality, or, perhaps, the
prejudices of the party; and there can be Uttle doubt
that the apparatus now to be explained has the
important merit of being inexpensive in the first
instance.

The annexed engraving sho^ys a section across the
furnace, of which the fire-bars are seen immediately
above the ash-pit A. On each side of the furnace is a
large chamber, contained within the double walls B B

;

which chambers are divided horizontally by a series of
round earthen tubes, 20 inches long, and 1| in dia-
meter

; the ends of which are built into the front and
back walls of the chamber, yet so as to keep them
quite open. The tubes are also arranged to leave a
space alternately to the right and left, thus forming a
zig-zag passage for the flame and smoke, which, after
traversing the whole of the chambers, and coming in
contact with the outside of all the tubes, as shown by
the dotte4 arrows, escape into the main flues F b\
The tubes, thus heated, are made the channels through
which all the fresh air is admitted into the house ; and
It is easy to imagine that there is a cold-air chamber
externally, and a warm-air chamber
gether with valves

D, a pipe from the boiler, by means of which steam is
admitted into the interiorwhen necessary.
From these descriptions, wethinkthatany intelligent

workman could construct the whole affair ; and we
hope we shall hear of further experiments. The fur-
nace and chambers may be placed immediately in the
north wall of the house, or a h'ttle without; the
stoke-hole may, of course, be exterior, as well with
this as with common flues.

We must confess, liowever, that we are somewhat leas
sanguine as to the superiority of thisdevice.ingeniousas
It is. than the fair lady to whose kindness we are so
much indebted. We cannot forget the important dis-
tinction between air-heating and radiant heating so
fully and well explained by Mr. Ainger in earlier
Numbers wlnVTi i^r^ ^^ ^..- «,;„.i- .„ ? _ -which left on our minds an impression
unfavourable to the former, as regards both economy
and the imitation of natural climates. We should be
sorry, nevert'nelesa, to prejudge what has been so gra-
ciously communicated to us, and shall have much
pleasure in recording the results of the ensuing
winters experience.

within, to-

and gratings to facilitate and
control the passage of the air, and to regulate the
temperature. The double walls B are filled in with
pounded coke, and there are air-spaces, C C, all well
adapted to prevent the loss of heat at improper places.
There is also a boiler, D, with steam and other pipes
to command any required supply of moisture.

'^ '-yrj^j'^

The ends of the pipes are separated by fire-bricks
cut into the form, and arranged in the manner, below
represented;

V;

gave the conservatory the feeling and freshness of an
April or May day abroad. The air near the regulators
could be breathed, when it has been passing in at the
temperature of 120^ without any of the unpleasant
feeling always found in a hothouse raised artificially
even to TC^, 1 he hot air disperses so instantly all over
the house, that a thermometer, hung directly facing
the regulator and close to it, has been above 120^;
another within three feet, 58*" ; and one at the further
extremity of the house, 50°. The plants growing on
the trellis, within three feet, were not in any way
scorched or affected by the air; they simply grew a
little more than those further off, and are particularly
healthy and strong this summer."

^
We are further informed that the apparatus pre-

viously m use was a hot-water circulation, which
had cost a hundred pounds, and which was not
able to elevate the temperature of the house more
tlian two degrees above the external air. Now
It is certain that a hundred pounds' worth of hot-
water pipes and boiler, which were not fully efficient
for a house hke that under notice, must have been
wretchedly defective, and may perhaps account for
a httle warmth of eulogy, Nevertheless, making
every allowance on this score, there is still so mucR
of novelty and ingenuity in the plan, that we feel
under very great obligations to Mrs. Tysson for the
trouble she has taken in making for us a remarkably
clear and comprehensive setof drawings, with descrip.

The apertures in the Inside of the house, through
which the warm air is admitted, are as at B B

:

B

The external appearance of the stokehole, &c., is as
below; E E being the chimneys; U, doors for clear-

u

So much has of late years been written about the
quality of our native Oaks that the subject mav seem
exhausted. There is, however, one point of view that
has been scarcely noticed. All evidence tends, we
think, to prove that, in general, the sessilcr
fruited Oak grows, under equal circumsiances, about
one third faster than the stalk fruited species, and that
the timber of the first is at least as good as that of
the second ; therefore, it would seem that the sessile-
fruited is the most worth planting, although it has
of late years bten so much neglected.
But among Oaks, as among mankind, there are in-

dividuals which, however healthy and robust their pa-
rents, are sickly and b'ighted ; so weak in cjnstitution,
as only to be reared uiai the greatest care, and when
reared, deficient in all the vigour that had be-
longed to their predecessors. Others, on the contrary,
spring up like giants from their bed^ with a strength
far beyond that of ordinary mortals, and go on growr
ing at a rate which makes" them eventually the Colossi
of their race. If the former produce ofl'spring, they
are rickety and sapless, Hke thej parent ; the latter will
originate a race even more gigantic than themselves.
Constant propagation from sickly individuals ends in
an exhaustion of all the vital energies; but from the
healthy and robust, it temdnates in a fixed coiisdiu-
tional energy. We see this in the common vegetablei
of the kitchen-garden, as in the dwarfSpanish Pea, on
the one hand, and the giant Marrowfat on the other;
and in a hundred other instances familiar to every-
body. What is true ot vegetables is true of trees
and, of course, therefore, of the Oak. A sickly ses-
sile fruited tree will yield Acorns producing seedlings
with a much worse constitution than the general run
of stalk-fruited Oaks; and so, also, a very vigorous
Oak of the latter kind may bear Acorns who^e ofi-
spring will exceed in powers of growth the avera^^e
specimens of the sessile-fruited.

Planters, then, should take the utmost care to
ensure a supply of seedling Oaks from trees remark-
able for their large size and healthy state. A farmer
would not think of sowing his fields with seed
saved from the stunted little Sione Turnip of garden-
ers; but he will have it from the largest and finest
Swedes, Norfolk Whites, Tankards, and Yellow
Scotch that he can hear of. Planters should do stf

likewise. As it now is, they r^ard an Oak as an Oak,
widiout ever thinking, except in a few rare cases, of
inquiring what park or wood has furnished the Acoi ns;
and the consequence is, that when their plan tatiijna

begin to grow, half the young trees are buJiy-headed,
stunted, and stubbornly crooked. Then the knife, and
the axe, and all the nostrums of timber doctors are re-*

sorted to, and with such varying results, that people
can come to no conclusion as to whether their practice
is wronger right- No doubt, of the stunted young
Oaks to be found in all plantations, some are rendered
so by the original mutilation of their roots; but
others, and they by far the larger number, may be
reasonably supposed to be constilutionally bad. The
best way to proceed in all such cases is to cut them
down to the ground; then, if they shoot up vigor-

ing out the soot ; P Q, flagstones covering over the
air-flues ; F P, the sides of the air-flues ; O, a space
left in order \q enable the furnaee-door U> open ; and

ously, they will soon form handsome stems ; if, on the
contrary, they continue stunted, they will do noharru
by choking up better things.
We have been led to these remarks by an advertise-

ment, which has lately appeared in our columns, of
Durmast Oaks for sale, by Messrs. Rogers and Co., of
Southampton. This Durmast Oak is a variety of the

stalk-fruited Oak, possessing great vigour of constitu-

tion and a very fine foliage— the one, indeed, being-

the conseqtience of the otner, 1 hese O^k^^ when iii

flower, have a grey or greenish appearance—such

being the hue of their male catkins; white the com-
mon stalk-fruited Oak is a brownish r^d; and by thia

mark they are readily to be distinguished. Durmast
OaJka are rare now in the New forest, where they
once were common ; the best of them having beeii

felled during the Jate war, when JNavy Oak was coo^
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<• ,k:. .,U m«T fiave helped the effect tliis dry season.
Of th.s salt

-^Ye^jr^ions I'could make here, the maggot

ter. as is stated, at the neck of theFrom ail the

docs not appear to enter, as la =M.a..-, «. -'---" " - -

Onion ; the fibres of the root are first noticed to fail, and

afterwards the interior of the root has the appearance of

beinreaten into from the bottom of the bulb near the

£brel Some early Carrots ^hich I examined Lad no

mairffots on those roots which were merely beginning to

fpoc with disease ; while on the others they might be seen

iR all stages, from the insect on the outside eating its way

into the root, to those having five or six worms in them.

It appears that disease first attracts the insects, though

afterwards they may attack healthy roots Peaty and
hatandy soils have seldom worm in the Carrots ; qy. what

could prevent the insect breeding there ?—i?. Lymhurn,

To i^reserve Mange! WurzeL—I have found no

method of preserving this root so convenient and effi-

cacious as stacking it, after the manner of cord-wood, in

cords or stacks' about 2 ft. in thickness, and of such a

length and height as the shed in which it is stacked will

admit. I leave an interval of about 6 inches between the

atacks, for ventilation, and I afterwards cover the whole

vith stubble, as I have found this root keeps best in the

dark. I have often seen the roots frozen in these stacks,

SO that the surface exhibited a crystallised appearance,

from the spicule of ice formed by the juices of the root

;

yet, upon thawing, they were found uninjured. I con-

sider the exclusion of light important, as this root, when

frozen in the light, frequently decays. The value of

WangenVurzel for fattening stock is very superior to

that of the Swedish Turnip, as I fully proved many years

•go, by a fairly-conducted experiment on about 30 oxen.

The advantage in favour of the Mangel WurZfl was

iomewhere about 30 per cent., ton for ton,

—

Lusor.—
[The injurious effect of light upon frozen plants is known

to gardeners, who lose their tender vegetables if suddenly

•xposcd to light on a south aspect, but which, if facing

the north, may be preserved.]

To Preserve Dahlia Roots.—Jt maybe interesting to

tioa

those growers who, like myself, are apprehensive that

severe weather may overtake the tubers in the soil, to

know that the plants may be raised without injury im-

mediately after the blooms are cut off by the frost, pro-

viding that they are hung up in a dry and ordinarily- pro-

tected situation, with* the roots uppermost, if care is

taken to leave six or seven inches of the stem attached

to each tuber: this may be done without the slightest fear

of their withering from having been lifted in a green

tUte. As the winter advances, and the tubers become

matared and firm, the ordinary modes of protection against

frost may be resorted to.—/. K~ 5.

Aberthaw Lime.—This lime is burnt from the blue

lyas of Glamorganshire, which forms a high cUff, extend-

ing for many miles along the coast. It is principally

shipped at the small port of Aberthaw, from whence the

name is derived. It possesses in an eminent degree the

quality of hardening under water ; it is equal, if not

Superior, to Roman cement for water-work, and is much

cheaper.

—

Liisor,

Ceanothus azurnis,—l have occasionally seen a ques-

in the Chronicle as to the hardiness of Ceanothus

fizareus; but without knowing in what part of Great

Britain your correspondents reside, it would be impossible

to give them an answer. On referring to an article in the

last vofume of the Transactions of the Horticultural

Society, It appears that several plants in their garden

were killed to the ground in the severe winter of 1837-38 ;

vhile at North Stonehara, in Hampshire, they were en-

tirely destroyed ; and at Carclew they merely lost the tips

of their shoots: so that, in three different places, the

effects varied, from complete destruction to atrifling injury.

In Dublin, and at Kilkenny, the plants do not appear to

kave suffered ai all. My own experience confirms what

kapoened at Carclew in that severe winter; for a plant,

which I turned out of its pot in the autumn of 1837, in

my garden in Surrey, has never suffered more than in the

lips of its shoots, either in the winter of 1837-38, or in

that of 1810-41. It was planted against a south wall,

but, owing to some alterations in my garden, it has since

been transferred to one with a western aspect. The ex-

treme drought of last spring (the first since its removal) was

rather trying to it, but it has completely recovered.

—

W, F. G. f.—[It is of the first importance to this plant

that the border in v^hich it grows sh9uld be Ihorougklff

drained.]

F<t.ch&ia Riccarion^a,—! think it veiy probable that

H. S. MJ*s Fuchsia is F. Riccartdnia- Last winter I

left a plant of that species on the wall bf my house, quite

unprotected, save by a little manure spread over the roots.

The extreme tips only of the branches were injured ; and

iX has flowered beautifully throughout the summer. The
aspect is south-west ; but this place is high and exposed*

•f. M. Smythe^ Vicarage^ Tamwotth.

Assam Tea.—This Tea certainty seems to differ Borae-

vhat from that of China. The leaf is much thinner and

broader; the serrated edges, too, are rather different ; thft

flowers I have never seen. I find, however, the relative

mount of gallic acid, tannin, 5tc., similar to that of

Captain Pidding'a Howqua, the most genuine Tea I am

acquainted with. The specimen of Assam Tea which I

txamined was from sooae imported by Capt. P. I take

it for granted, that the difference between Green and

Black tea, namely, that Thea viridis and T. bdbea are

distinct species, is now universally recognised ;
and it is

only strange that they should ever have been confounded.

I do not know whether the Paraguay Tea has ever been

correctly ascertained. It^ leaf, if I remeniber right y,

seemed to me to resemble somewhat that of Cassia acuti-

fdiia, and the flavour was nearly that of common Tea. U

sucked through a silver or other metallic tube.—J. Mur-
ray. [It is the Ilex paraguensis, and has been figured

in the " London Journal of Botany,'' t. 1 and 2.]

juy,— I see you are of opinion that Ivy does not make

a house, on which it grows, damp. As it is a question of

experience, I must take the liberty of differing from that

opinion, I have lived four years in a house partially

covered with Ivy, and I find two cupboards next the out-

side wall so damp as to be useless, and, moreover, possess-

ing an exceedingly foul gmell. I thought the late dry

season might have improved matters, but on opening one

of the cupboards after a fortnight's absence, I do not find

that to be the case ; in other parts of the house covered

by the Ivy, books are much affected by the damp;

the paper on the outside walls is also stained. I hope I

may be pardoned mentioning my experience on this point,

which affects our personal comforts so much.— An
Original Subscriber.— [^^t suspect that in this case the

dampness was in the walls before the Ivy covered them,

or that it arises from some other cause.] •

Wee^phig rTiZ/ot^.—"VVith this you will receive some

shoots of a \Villow sent to me from the Continent some

few years since as Salix p^ndula nova and S. araericana

p^ndula. On its own roots it is almost prostrate ;
but

when grafted on standards, as my plants are from whence

I gathered these shoots, it forms one of the most beautiful

weeping trees ever seen. It will, 1 think, be preferred to

the common Weeping Willow, as it does not suffer either

from winter or spring frosts, which so often distigure, and

sometimes nearly kill, the trees of that species. The

leaves of the enclosed kind are also beautifully glaucous

on the under surface, and its shoots are so gracefully at-

tenuated, that they descend almost perpendicularly from

the crown of the tree.— T. Rivers, Sawhridi^eworth. [We

suspect this to be a variety of Salix purpurea ;
it, how-

ever, has singularly falcale leaves, which puzzles us.]

Oak-trees.—Md.x\j Oak-trees, both here and elsewhere,

are shedding not only their leaves, but ths small lateral

shoots of the last three or four years' growth. These

shoots, and in some instances even the leading ones, or

axes of growth, fall to pieces at the successive annual

joints, the separation of the different parts being precisely

similar to that of the footstalk fronx the branch, or the

acorn from its cup. Is this common in all seasons ? or is

it caused by any peculiar effect of the late hot and dry

summer ? I never observed it before ; but it seems to be

remarttable, as illustrating the analogy between the acorn

and the shoot, showing, also, that at the season at which

some peculiar state of the secretions causes a separation

between the fruit and the branch, a like tendency to sepa-

rate exists in the branches themselves at those points

which in preceding years might have been footstalks. The

ground under several Oaks which I have observed was

quite strewed with twigs; none of them bore marks of

violence, and many of them came tovpieces in the hand,

on the application of a slight degree of force—J. R —
[This is a very singular fact. We never before heard of

\i in the Oak ; but it occurs notunfrequently with frosted

V 1DC3 I

Secale cormiiim.—t have seen the Secale coruutum

attached to an ear of Rye, as formidable in Worcester-

shire as on the Continent, The " dry gangrene*' conse-

quent on the use of « spurred Rye" is a dreadful disease.

. Murray^ ^_^_^_

were awarded as follows ;—Mr. J. iravin

Muscat of AUxandrla €h'ap€8 ; best hunch of any other sort ,- best

Peacfus, Pears, Stocks, Cockscombs, China Asters, ahd Marygolds ,-

second-best Exotics and Phloxes. Mr. A. Forrest, best GremgAgt

Plums. Mr. J. Roxburgh, best Plums ; second-best dessert Apples.

Mv. J. Ferrier, best dessert Apples and Swedish Turnips ; second-

best areenaagc Plums, Jargonelle Pears, Cockscombs, and best

Celery. Wr. Lister, second-best black Hamburgh Grapes and

Gooseberries. Mr. Alex. Turbayne, best Exotics and Heaths;

second best China Asters and Marygolds. lUr. Alex. Miller,

second best Peaches. Mr. J. Keir, best Jargonelle Pears and
second-best Carrots. Mr. J. Scott, second-best Pears (Jargonelle

excepted). Mr. J. Munro, best Gooseberries. ^Ir. Anderson, best

Floral Device. Mr. J. Henderson, second Floral Device. Mr.

W. Ani^on, best Fuchsias i second-best Exotics in pots and Celery.

lU. R. Ogg, best 12 Dahlias Mr. J. Fothcnngham, heaviest Red

Cabbage i second-best 12 Dahlias. Mr. Finlayson, best Seedling

Dahlia. l\Ir. W. Stewart, best Hollyhocks. Mr. D. Hutclisou,

second-best Ho'hhocks. Mr. J T. tim^th.best Chioxcs ; second-best

Stocks and Red Cabbage. Mr. J. Beid, best Carnations. Mr. Srii^th,

seco7id best Carnations. Mr. N. Munro, heaviest Omons; second-

heaviest Savoi/s. Mr. D. Meldrum, 2nd for Onwns. Mr. J. Reid,

heaviest Carrots, Savoys, and Cabbage. Mr. F. Crombie, 2wrf for late

Cabbage. Ut. J. Crombie. 2nd for Swedish Turnips. AMATEuas.

J Struthers, F^-q., best 6 Dah ias. Provost Morns, 2nd for Dahlias

arid Hollyhocks. J. S Ronaldson, Esq., best 3 Hollyhocks. H. R.

Uusse'.l, Esq., best Stocks and Jargonelle Pears. Ihe Rev. A.

Sutherland, 2nd for Jargonelle Pears. Numerous Cottagers' prizes

were also ^.wardeL—Edinburgh Evening Courant.

'
Guernsey Horticultural Society, Oct. 12.—This exhibition was

exceedingly well attended, notwithstanding the unfavourable

expectations which had been entertained concerning it. The

prizes were as follows:—Honorary Prizes— Lakgk chal-

LKNORABLE Mkuals. Mr. H. Dobree. jun., for 12 vnriftittu of

Apnltrs, 6 specimens of each ; Capt. Appleton, for Basket vf Vege-

tables. Sm^ll Mkuals. Mr. J.S.'BUc\i,for Royal Albert Gropes;

Mr J Hubert, ff>r BUick Hamlmrgh Grapes. Fj-OWKRs— DAir-

I.IAS 'Best 36 blooms, Mr. J. Vidattiour, for Duchess of Richmond,

Hyla«* Virgin Queen, Challenger, Frances, Lre's Bhmmsburr,

Beauty of the Plain, Grande baudine, Coronal, Blandiua, Argo,

Charles XII.. Maria. Glory of Plymouth, Thompson's Rival, Will

Watch Bowman's Premier, Napoleon, Royal Standard, Bishop of

SalishnVy, Danecroft Rival, Topaz, King of Roses, Mrs. Colt,

Fanny Keynes, Grand Tournament, Yellow Defiance. SufTolt

Hero Hope Grace Darlinp, Ansell's Unique, Bayadere, Miss

Nooks, Lewisham Rival. Wells' Lilac Perfection, Springfield

Rival. Bei>t Seedling, Mrs. Ram. Best variefp, Mr. C. De Jersey:

Best twelve, 1 and 2, Mr. J, Vidamour. Best si,tf 1 and 2, Mr. J.

Vidamour. Best Coi.lkctign op China Astkrs, Mr, J. Vida-

mour, German ditto, Mr. J. Vidamour. Bkst 0l:vice in

Flowers, 1, Sir O. Carey ; 2. Mrs. Rani. CAMEr.LM japomca,

Mr J. S. Brock. Frknch Marygoi.ds, l and 2, Mr. J. Vidamour.

AFRICAN PiTTO. Mr. J. Vidamour. Extra Paizv.s— IJahltfiS,

Mrs. Ram. iMuscat of AIexu7idria, Mr. G. W. Hoyle. tf,^»Ts-

Best Black Gikxpks, not forced, Messrs. Br<ick and Hubert,

fmfedai each). Bkst White, grown in open air, Mr.T. Duma-
iMklon', Mr. Lc Muttee.

re?q. Black, ditto, Mr. T. Dumarei^q

Seedling Apples, Mr. C. De Jersey. Bicsskrt p.tto , Mr.

J. Vidamour; 2, Mr.II. Dobree, jun. Kr-cnEV niTTO, 1, Mr H.

Dnbree, jun.: 2, Mr. P. Martin. Bkst 6, Ribsto»€ Pijpins, Mr.

T Andros; Loitdoit ddtu, Mr. LeMottee; ScArlet ditto, Mr. J.

Huhtrt- iJoiaf y^earwi/iins, Mr. J. Hubert; Green ditto, Mr.H.W.
Rideout'; Aromatic Hu^s^ts, Mr. tt. Vidamour ; i2«//e^/e Franche,

Mr H W. Rideout; Calmlle Blanche, l>lr.¥.Y)G^ tr?,ey \ Molltt s

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Birmingham and Midland Floral and Horticultiiral Society,

Oct. 6.—The fourth and last exhibition of this society for the

present season was held at the Town Hall. There was an ex-

tensive collection of Dahlias, many of the blooms being remarR-

ably fine, both in colour and form ; but the flowers which pos-

sessed these qualities in the highest degree were generally those

varieties'which have been for some years in cultivation. Several

promising seedlings were exhibited. The following Is a list of

the prizes awarded :-Dahlias—Premier ; Rouge et Noire, Mr.

Earl. Crimson and Puce: I, President of the West, Mr, MusselU

2. Girling's Indispensable, Mr. C. Kimberley; 3, Metella, Mr.

J.Moore. Purple and Dark : 1, Girling's Ploughboy, Mr. Earl

;

2, Piesident of the West. Mr. Coudrey; 3. Pickwick, Mr. C.

Kimberley. White and Blush: 1, Lady Woodhouse. Mr. Brown;

2. Brown's Worcester Rival, Mr.Brown; 3. Lewisham Rival.

Mr. Earl. Primrine. Yellow, and Buff: 1, Yellow Defiance, Mr

8, Maid of Bath, Mr. H. Pope. Lilac and Rose : 1,

Maria, Mr. C Kimberley, 2, Grande Baudine, Mr. E. Phillips |

3, Rose Unique, Mr. EarU Orange and Scarlet :\, CMjx^£}%

Eclipse. Mr. Earl; 2, Danecroft Rival. Mr. E. Phillips; 3. Wid-

hall's Eclipse, Mr. E. PhilUp*. ^wd/in^s-- I, Mr. J. Davis; 2,

Mr. Earl ; S. Mr. Kimberley. A seedhng exhibited by Mr. badler

was much praised by the judges. It was white, edged with

pink: the colours distinct, and form good. It appeared to be

considered by the growers present as a desirable addition to the

flowers in this class already in cultivation. Stovb Plants—

I, J. Gongh, Esq.; 2, J.Gongh. Esq. Greenhousk Pi.ants-

1. Mr. J.Moore; 2. Mr. MusseU. Eeicas-I, Messrs. Pope and

Sons; 2, Mr. J. Moore. Rosks in Pots— 1, Mr. H. Pope
; 2,

Mr. J. Moore, Roses-1, Mr.Mussell; 2, Messrs. Pope 8; Sons.

Habdv SflHUBs-1, Messrs. Pope and Sons. Herbaceous or

Framk PLANTa-1, Mr, J. Moorei 2, Mr. E. PhiUips; 3, J,

Gough. Esq.; 4, Mr. J. Moore. Herbaceous or /Ramb
Plants, Cut Sneciviens-\ and 2, Messrs. Pope and Sons.

ANNUALS IN PoTS-i. Mr. J.Moore. Six Vabieties of AH-

kcals, Ck* Spmoi^njj-l, Mr. Mussell. Hollyhocks-- 1, Mr.

J.Coudrey; 2, Mr.J.Coudrey. Asters—Mr. Brown. Devices

ofCutFiowbrs— 1. Mr.J. Coudrey; 3, Mr. Chmn j 3, Mr. J.

Coudrey, Grapes—Black Hamburgh, Mr. MusseU. Plums— I,

Wafthingtoo, Mr. Bower. Cucumbbrs— l. Matchless Frame,

Mr.firowfk; 2, Early Warwick. Mr. Rodway, Apples. Dessert:

1, Paradise Pippin, Mr, Rodwayi 2, Winter Qvieenmg, Mr.

Earl, Cuhnary: \, Greenock Pippin, Mr. Rodway ; 2. Emperor
Alexander, Mr. Rodway. PraRs— 1, Mr. Rodway; >, Mane
l^uise, J. Gough, £aq. Potat,>es— 1, Red-nosed Kidney, Mr.

j

Bower; 2, White Bread Frulf. Mr. Chinn. Onions— 1, Globe,

Mr. Mellon; 2, While Spanish, Mr, Bower, Carroth- i, Al-

tringham, Mr. Baker ; 2, Mr. Baker. Tlrnip^— l. fearly Stone,

Mr. MusseU. Celkhv— I, Giant, Mr.Chinnjy. Giant. Mr. Bower.

Oranos Trek— Mr. j. Moore, Midland Counties Herald.

IhmUrmline HorticuUurat Soady, Sept. 20. -The la»t eihibitioti

ME1.LARS. 1. Mr. C.De Jersey; 2. Mr T. Andros. TLRNiPS,Sir

O Carey. Carrots* Mr. J. Vidamour. Parsneps, Mr. Cock-

bJm. White Onions. Mr. H. Dobree, jun.; Poutloal or

llEPTFORD oitto, Mr. J, Hubeit. White CbLKRV, Mr. C. Le.

ferre. Rbd i>itto, Mr. H. Dobree, jun. Whitk, Rk... akd

Blue Potatoes, Mr. J. Vidamour. SekdLixg Late Potatoe.

Mr P. Mai-tui. Tomatoes, Sir O.Carey. IUtavian Endive.

CaptiAppleton. Curled ditto, SirO. Carey. ExtraPrizks-

Whiie Grapes, out-door. Sir O. Carey ; Apples, Mr. Luff; Robertu

Russet. Mr. U. W. Rideout; Beur.e d'Arembtrg, Mr. Carey

(Castle) ; Fortune Beige, Mr. C. De Jersey ; Surrey i^carmaxn, Mr.

T
P.

A ' rib

showed upon Cottagers, for Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables

Guernsey Star.

Hexham Floral and Bortieulhiral Society.-kt a meeting of the

committee held May 7th, 1842, the following {^esclu .ons were

passed, Tiz.: Thewantof aproperly-coubtituted Board in this dis-

trict for determming the merits "f needling productions hav.ng

been severely felt by members of this Society and others, it was

moved by Mr. Thos\ Wat.cn. of the Spittal and seconded by

Mr. H. Dewar.of Beaufront-Ist. That a Board be formed for the

purpose of testing and determining the merits of all Horal and

Horticultural Seedmnc productions, in order to warrant «ieir

being offered to the public under proper c'laracters. 2d- 1
nai

the Board consist of 17 members, with power to a'^^ to their

number. 3d-That the Board consist of the follow ing persons.

viz.: H. Marshal. Esq., Durham; Mr. H. Newton. Newcastle,;
VIZ.: n. iviarblliij. Ji34., iyui..o..., VV J ii_ o rhnrl-
Mr. Fenny, Gateshead ; Mr. J. Robson, Hexham

;
Mr-..»^-

'^"JfJ
ton. Wall, near Hexham; Mr. Thos. Watson, the bpittal

;
Mr.

Thos. Watson, Nunwick 5 Mr. A. Gaskin, Bruntou 5
Mr. ti-

Dewar, Beaufront ; Mr. W. Taylor. Chesters j
Mr. J. Scott.

Sandor; Mr. N. W. Forster; Mr. Thos. Aitchison, Bywdl, Mr.

W. Watson, Hexham ; Mr. J. Gowan. Newbiggin ;
Mr-

fff;
Robson, jun., Hexham ; andMr. Thos. bhotton. The commntee

met again on the 18th May. and adopted the
'•"Jff/"/ *'>^,g,",

J
ance of the Board ; the following is a report of its Pro«ediub3

since that period.
'" The Board of the H^.^^am Floral and Horti-

cultural Society. • for testing and determining ^he merits oi a tt

Floral and Horticultural Seedling Productions, &c.' terminat.u

fts sittings on Wednesday the 12th Oct., 1842, during the shor

time of its being ih operation 12 different articles ^a^e been s'lD

m!tted to its scrutinising ordeal, the names ^^-i P^^t'^^^.^n"

which, copied liom the minutes, are as follows :-F'rf^
f ^^^ff.

velvety purple

;

with the same as

and of a creamy
the upper petals ; under petal of a good form,

colour ; eye dark ; rays regular ;
^or™ 5°°^

very round ; class of quality first; shown June S^h-.^f^'p^Xtb!
. plnsy. by'ihe same; set a.side as worthless Third a Rhuba

^,

by Mr. Thos. Watsoia, gr. to J. Kirsopp, Esq.. The S>pi"ai'

aside for the present. Fourth, a Seedhng ^^^Pj^'^^'T'' °^
'^ifh i^

the same: colour red, size of fruit mcdn.tn, shape rounOisn

the end; flavour not rich; bearing prolific ; class of quaiiy

Mcond ; shown July 13th. Fifth, a Pelargonium (S>"^™^
^^^

superb) by Mr. H. Dewar, gr. to Wm. Cuthbe.t. Esq^Be«n r

upper petals clouded, very dark, shaded off to a heautitui 10

colour, running round ti.e edge i of an inch broad; urn er pe
^^

pate rose, beautifully pencilled; eye clear white; ^^turt u
^.^_

petals thick, stiff, and good ; edge Bmooth ;
size 24 "'\"\ .^^

meter; form nearly circular; class of quaUty first; ^'»^^ „.

fl

fa iuluied in * tea-cup by the natives st Para^uaj, and for the tewon wm beid m the large Hail, Spi« Hotel. Tfce pr«««
|

"tn. »aui, reiiLrgoui

N '
-I >

(Mary Coiistaiice;, by Mr. H. I>ew*r

m
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The Salcombe Aloes,-
' «5.

Believing that there is no part
of England where so many plants of the Agave americana
have grown to maturity in the open ground without the
slightest protection, I am induced to send you a brief
statement of the specimens that have flowered at Sal-
combe, a small sea-port, near Kiixgsbridge, in the south of
Devon. The first on record bloomed in 1774, being then
only twenty-eight years old ; it grew in the garden of ClifF
House, a residence situated, as its name implies, within a
few yards of the sea. In the middle of June, the plant
-was first observed to have shot forth a flower stem, which
grew rapidly, and advanced about nine inches dail)', until,
at the end of September, it had attained the height of 28
feet, bearing innumerable flowers on forty-two branches

;

its leaves were nine feet long and six inches wide. In
1820, a second Aloe flowered at Woodville, the seat of
the late James Yates, Esq., which obtained the height of
27 feet, and produced forty flowering branches, bearing
1G,000 flowers; this plant is fully described' in the 5th
vol. of the Transacdons of the Horticultural Society.
In 1832, a third flowered at the Moult, the' seat of W.
Jackson, Esq., which was 28 feet high. The lawn at
Woodville was again ornamented in 1835, with the almost
countless blossoms of this stately exotic ; the stem of this
specimen was 24 ft. Din. in height, forming the fourth
Aloe that had flowered here. In the autumn of 1840, a
fifth flowered at the Moult, and was 27ft, in height; this
plant was transplanted the previous year, which, perhaps,
threw it into bloom, as the leaves were not quite so large
as those of its predecessors. At the present time, a sixth
Aloe IS coming into bloom at Cliff House, the residence
of Mrs. Prideaux. This plant is between 20 and 33 years
of age, and is inferior in beauty to the others that have
bloomed at Salcombe ; as, instead of sending up a central
flower-stem, seven stalks have protruded themselves from
different parts, the principal of which are about ten feet
high. From ^is circumstance, the peculiar character of
the plant is lost, and it is at present a mass of stems and
flower stalks, upon which only one or two blossoms have
yet expanded. At each of the places mentioned, many
fine young Aloes of large size are growing luxuriantly ; and
in another small garden, overhanging the sea, and constantly
exposed, in stormy weather, to the spray, five magnificent
specimens. are manifesting more than ordinary vigour. It
may not, perhaps, be out of place tospeak of Salcombe itself,
and the other tend.er plants that flourish there. It is a
populous village, carrying on a considerable trade, and
situated between Torquay and Plymouth. At the west
end are Cliff House, and the mansion of Lord Kinsalc,
with other respectable abodes; and towards the entrance
of the harbour, which is about a mile from the village, are
placed, in the midst of these wooded grounds, the delight-
ful residences of Woodville and the Moult. From the

I

grafts of different kinds of Epiphyllu
, . . ^ — Oil such as Acker-

manni and truncatum, with Cereus speciosus and C.
trmmphans. The beauty in June last of a plant of this
kind which had been grafted in the previous autumn, I
cannot describe. In grafting them, I make, with the
point of the knife, an incision upwards, into which I insert
small grafts, pared a little on both sides, of the kinds re-
qmred. A small piece of matting is bound round the
wounded stem, to keep the grafts tight until they have
taken hold, which generally is the case in three weeks'
time

; the bast is then untied. Where room is no object,
I think It preferable to graft E. truncatum upon specimens
by itself, as it flowers in the autumn, whereas the other
kinds bloom in the spring and summer. The pendulous
habit of Cereus flagelliformis allows of its being trainedm any form, according to the fancy of the owner. I have
grafted Cacti at all seasons of the year, but I find that the
best time is from the end of September until November*
probably owing to the plants being in a more dormant
stote. I apply no fire to the house during this period,
unless to dry up damp or exclude frost. One specimen
of Pereskia aculeata, 9 feet high, which was grafted two
years ago with E. truncatum, the grafts being inserted
3 inches apart, along the whole height of the stem, and
alternately on each side, has now the appearance of a
pillar, and in about six weeks' time will be covered
with many hundred flowers. It is advisable in graft-
ing these plants to insert the scion upside down, especially
if worked upon the main stem ; in which case I remove a
small piece of the bark from the stock, and fit a thiu piece
of the desired kind upon it. If this is bound up so as ta

south-west gales, which in this part of Devon blow with
such resistless violence, the harbour is entirely protected
by the magnificent Jiead-land called the Bolt Head, and
from storms from other quarters by lofty hills on almost
every side. In point of picturesque scenery, there are
few portions of the coast that exceed it, while the various
tender plants which it displays render it a spot of no
ordinary interest to the Horticulturist. At Woodville
there is a wall of thriving Orange, Lemon, and Citron
trees, protected only by temporary frames of Reed. Near
them stood, a few years since, a large Olive-tree, trained
also against a wall, but wholly unprotected, and there is
still a specimen in the grounds. The luxuriance of the
New Zealand Flax is remarkable, some immense masses
being more than seven feet high. The beauty of these
plants IS great, as they eviuce the strongest health,
and are uninjured by the severest Devonshire winters.
Two smaller plants have blossomed, the flower stalks
being between two and three feet higher than the
leaves. At the Moult a great number of Exotics have
been planted in the open air, and the grounds at the
present moment are gay with Dahlias, Salvias, Petunias,
Sen^ciosj S6llyas, Bouvardias, Pelargdniums, and Brug-
mitnsias. The last-named shrubs stand the winters well,
and though often cut down to the ground, form strong
plants by the end of the summer. There are also some
flue specimens of Cassia and New Holland Acacias;
an interesting species of Euaclyptus, raised from seed,
marked " White Gum ;" a still finer species called •* the
Blue Gum," the fragrance of which was very perceptible
after rain, was killed by the severity of the winter of
1840—1. Various herbaceous plants from Mexico, par-
ticularly Stevias, are perfectly acclimatized, and a species
of Phytolacca is conspicuous from its numerous spikes of
deep purple berries. Until the intense cold which we
.experienced a few years since, the varieties of Cape Pelar-
gonium had formed immense bushes, and were everywhere
rising from self-sown seeds. A splendid Ipomoea, ap-
parently allied to, if not identical with, L tyrianthina,
raised from South American seeds, flourished for several
years at the foot of a wall, but was destroyed by the
incessant ram of last winter. It had a fleshy root, and itstwmmg stems, which perished in December, bore an
abundance of rich purple flowers of large size. At Coombe
Royal the seat ot J. Luscombe, Esq., situated a mil«from the head of the estuaiy of which Salcombe is the
entrance, are fine specimens of Orange, Citron, ShaddockLimes and Lemons; they are protected only in winter,by frames either of wood or reed, and one tree, a Seville

S'S."
'""^ '" l^ave attained the age of 200 years!-

r«?.r'^''fi^/^''''l-~^*'^
^°"^^^"« ^^^5^°^ of graftingCacti 1 find to be very ornamental. Last year hav nfieveral plants of Pereskia aculeata, from 8 to To Lt hiih^which had previously been grafted «^ *»^- - • . ®i^*«^'

flMeUiforiniii I inserted At tai-iooj htigbit

.1

prevent air from 'entering between the parts, it will take
quite as well as if grafted in the usual way. Where this
operation is performed upon spurs, the latter should he
trained downwards previously to being grafted, otherwise
the grafts, especially those with fleshy leaves, are apt to
break off when they attain to any size. I have also
grafted E. truncatum upon a stock of Cactus braziliensis,
which makes an excellent standard, as from its robust
habit it does not require any support. E. truncatum suc-
ceeds better if suspended, with a ball of earth iibout its
roots, in a wire basket filled with moss than when grown
in a pot. Another ornamental plan is to get a large spe-
cimen of Cereus flagelliformis on its own roots, and turn
it out of the pot with the ball entire ; then to plant it in a
wire globe basket tightly filled with moss, so that the earth
may neither run through nor be seen. Stud the plant all
over with grafts of E. truncatum, and when they have
taken hold, tie down the Cereus neatly all over the ball or
basket

; the E. truncatum will soon cover it, so that it

cannot be seen, and it will amply repay any one for the
trouble.

—

Henry Ford.
Gardening practised by the Fair Ses.—l do not know

whether Mrs. Loudon's Gardening for Ladies, or your
recommendation of it in the Chronicle^ or the example
set by Her Majesty in Scotland, has had the effect of
setting ladies to work in the garden ; but certain it is,

they are commencing in earnest. I could not help, the
other day, admiring two young ladies at work, one with a
Dutch hoe, and the other with a rake. Many a one that
has served an apprenticeship to the business could not
have^ used those tools to better purpose. It was delightful
to witness the graceful manner in which they performed
their work; for they appeared far more pleasant and
happy than in the stiff and starched manner in which
they are generally seen. By-and-by there will be no need
for saying, what Adam said to Eve in Milton's Paradise
Lost,

—

Awake 1 the morning: shines, and the fresh field
Calls usj we lose the prime to mark how spring
Oar tended plants, how blows the citron g:rove,
What drops the myrrh, and what the balmy reed,
How nature paints her colours, how the bee
Sits on the bloom, extracting liquid sweet.

^ Peter Mackenzie,
Preserving FungL—Verhzp^ "Agarica" may like to

know how to preserve specimens of her Fungi. A pickle,
formed of one part of acetic acid and four parts of water,
will preserve them unchanged for a very long time, I
have now before me a Peziza, preserved in this manner
about 18 years ago, which is still quite fresh.—Lu^or.

Effect of Ammomacal Vapour upon Vines, — When
Vines are growing in closely-glazed houses at a period of
the year by nature not assigned to them, the quantity of
ammonia which they receive is but small, and that little

is often excluded by the houses being sometimes kept
shut for days together. As ammonia enters so largely
into the system of plants by their leaves, as well as by
their roots, I thought it necessary that they should be
supplied with it as liberally as possible, II, therefore,
hung a quantity of small tin cans, containing amraoniacal
liquor, from the gas-works, in different parts of the house,
and at times sprinkled the stone pathway with the same.
In about 48 hours after the application, the leaves had
become of a very dark green ; the Vines also began to
form wood with great rapidity. I had a good crop, though,
strange to say, a fortnight later than usual, although the
house was started at the eame time as it had been for
several years (January 1), and with the advantage of a
better season. I certainly was not troubled with those
vexatious defects generally attending early forcing, such
as bunches going blind, leaves shanking off, bunches of a
bad colour, &c. These defects I believe to be caused by
the excess of thin, poor fluid, taken up by the roots from
a border saturated and cold, as it generally is at that period
of the year ; and by the deficiency of that essential agent—light, to elaborate the same. Plants cannot select their
food, but are compelled, like a sponge, to charge them-
wUes with whatever is presented to them in the shape of
a fluid. These causes combined, I am of opinion, gene-
rally produce tboie defeclift bq oft«n oomplaiaed of by early

forcers of Grapes. I tried the same experiment with a
late house, and the same benefit in proportion resulted
therefrom. The berries were large, and of that intense
blue, with dark green shanks, so indispensable to fruit of
first-rate .quality. There is, however, another essential
requisite to make my experiment complete, viz,, carbon;
which I propose to give by burning a small quantity of
charcoal at different times in a flower-pot, in the bottom
pf the house ; and by doing this, I shall be bringing back,
in mmiaturc, the extraordinary fertility ^vhich our climate
possessed a thousand years since.—^am^^ Miine, Dray-
ton Manor, [We fear the charcoal-burning will do more
harm than good. It appears, that although while exposed
to light, plants can consume more carbonic acid than the
atmosphere usually contains, yet. as they must necessarily
be subjected to alternate periods of darkness, the addi-
tional quantity does them mischief.]

Grapes.—In answer to the inquiries of a Dublin corre-
spondent, I will suggest the probability of the failure of a
portion of his Grapes having been caused by too h\A\ a
temperature, during the intense hot weather of the late
season. I form this opinion from the following incident

;

—Tn consequence of the unparalleled number of waspi
which have infested the country during the past summer, I
deemed it necessary to fix some blinds in the openings of
the sashes of a late viucry, on which the wasps had com-
menced an attack upon the Grapes. Having b inished tha
wasps from the house, 1 shut it up and fixed the front
blinds; but not being able to fasten up those intended for
the top openings until late in the following day, which
proved intensely hot, some of the bunches towards the
top of the house were scorched. These never atUined
maturity, and produced an effect similar in appearance to
that described by your Dublin subscriber. Part of th^
bunches were of a bad or reddish colour, the re:5t were a$
black as^ jet and of an excellent flavour, while the other*
were quite fody. I deem it but fair to state, that " tli«
cause " in my case was sufficiently clear, inasmuch as the
leaves showed it as well as the frait.— /?., Ley ton, E^scx.

Large Apple—Aa Apple called the King, which
weighed 21^ oz. and was \Gg inches in circumference, was
lately grown by T. Ba^shaw, Esq., on a small standard
tree, which produced altogether a bushel and a half of fina
fruit ; this may readily be inferred from the fact, that ten
Apples from the same tree were exhibited, whose averago
weight was 16 oz. each.— 3/. Saul, Garstang,
Heavy Pine-apples.-^Two Providence Pine-ay^pUe wer.*

cut on the 27th Sept., 18-12, by Mr. J. Miller, gardener
to the Earl of Zetland, at Aske,'Tiear Richmond, in York-
shire, the larger of which weighed 9lb. 4o2., and was 12
inches long ; the smaller weighed Gib, S^oz.—James Back-
house, York,

Growth of Asparagus.—In page 670 of the Chronicle^
Mr. Sharp saysthat he hadcut several shoots of Asparagus
above seven feet high ; and again, at page 577, " A. F,"
states that he had cut one above eight feet in height. |
have lately measured some of mine, and have foun4
them to exceed eight feet. One stem was above ni^e feet

;

at an inch from the ground it was 2| inches in circum-
ference, and at 4 inches 2 J. The shoot was cut from abed
made some years since, and cat every season ; but I have
made it a practice annually to pick off all the seed-vessels.
This year, as recommended in the Chronicle, I stripped
off all the flowers, by drawing the shoots briskly through
the hand, which is a great saving of labour. As seeing is

believing. I forward you a portion of the lower part of tUa
shoot.— ^. £>., Chichester,—IThe dimensions of th9
portion sent correspond with those above stated.]

^
Effects of Salt on Celery,—Having tried several expe-

riments this season with salt, to ascertain whether it was
conducive to the growth of vegetables, I beg to state that
I do not consider it to possess any of the advantages
which have been ascribed to it. I tried it more particu-
larly on Celery ; the sale was twice applied to a part of
five separate ridges, at different times. The first applic;i-
tion was made after they were beginning to grow tole-
rably well ; the second, previously to their being earthed
up. Each time as much salt was given as was considered
safe, and during the whole season I have r*ot perceived
the least difference in the growth or size of the plants from
others which have not been so treated, the preparation of
the ground having been in every respect the same. 1 have
observed in the last Chronicle that a correspondent men-
tions the great advantages of salt when applied to this ve-
getable ; but I do not consider that he has proved his
Celery to have been improved by it, as the height is no
certain rule to judge of its quality. 1 have always under-
stood weight and solidity to be the best guides, as $nay be
seen from the report of Coveut Garden maiktt, in your last
number. I weighed two heads yesterday that were dug up for
use, without being in any way selected for that purpose :

the two heads weighed 13lbs. with the leaves on; but,
when trimmed for use, they weighed rather above 6Ibs.

—

A. Af.—[As this correspondent gives no information as
to the quantity of salt he used, and the nature of his soil,

no conclusion can be drawn from his experiment. He
probably used too much salt.]

The Onion Maggot,—This has been very prevalent here
this season, perhaps rather ojving to the sickly state of tLe

roots inducing th^fly to deposit its egg-; where its moat

favourite food is to be found, than from the warmth or the

season. Most maggots incline to feed on decaying, in

preference to healthy living plants. Some Oniou^ vUacfa I

observedat Shcwalleo, the seat of theLordJusiice-Geueral,

had escaped the ravages of the insect on some healthy

beds dressed with nitrate of soda; while other beds aloug-

side that which got no dressing were much more injured^

At Crossbaafcet, near Glasgow, the seat of J. Dowiiie,

5sq., the crop had heen aJi treated with lutrate of goda»

tad wM very sapefiar* F^k^^p* the deli<|ue<6«iat tvataf#
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•tudics from the interminable library of Nature, and from

the exam)!es so brought before him lepras to e^iercise to-

wt^ h? Sllows^^ ho-ver imperfectly th^t beneficence

and compassion, and that unwearied solicitude, which he

sees is extended by his Maker to the meanest insect that

crosses bis p^th.—Sicainsort.
,- w j * r •

t,

16 The PotATOE is a plant calculated to furnish nu-

merous resources. Its stalk, considered as a textile plant,

produces in Austria a cottony flax ; in Sweden, sugar is

extracted from its root ; by combustion its different parts

ield a very considerable quantity of potass'; its apples,

when ripe, ferment and yield vinegar by exposure, or

spirit by distillation ; its tubercles, made into a pulp, are

substitutes for soap in bleaching; cooked by steam, the

Potatoe Is the most wholesome and nutritious, and at the

same time the most economical of all vegetable aliments
;

by different manipulations, it furnishes two kinds of flour,

a gruel, and a parenchyma, which in times of scarcity may

be made into bread, or applied to increase the bulk of

bread made from grain : to the invalid it furnishes both

aliment and medicine ; its starch is not in the least in-

ferior to the Indian Arrow-root; and Dr. Latham has

5hown that an extract may be prepared from its leaves and

flowers, which possesses valuable properties as an anodyne

medicine.

—

Dr, Paris,

17. Dr. Clarke, in his Travels, observes that, on his

from Lubeck to Eutin, the greatest novelty he no-

ticed was the loud and incessant chorus of myriads of

frogs. He says^**To call it croaking would convey a

very erroneous idea of it, because it was really harmo-

nious, and we gave to these reptiles the name of Holstein

nightingales. Those who have not heard it would hardly

believe it to be possible for any number of frogs to pro-

duce such a powerful and predominating clamour. The
effect of it, however, is certainly not unpleasing, especially

after sunset, when all the rest of animated nature is silent,

and seems to be at rest. The noise of any one of them singly,

a$ we sometimes heard it near the road, was, as usual, dis-

^greeaHe, and might be compared to the loudest quacking

of a duck ; but when, as it generally happened, tens of

thousands sang together, it was a choral vibration varied

only by cadences of sound, sometimes like those produced

upon musical glasses ; and it accorded with the uniformity

which twilight cast over the woods and waters/'

way

The BritUh Flora, in Two Vohtmes. VoL I, Com-
prising the Phcsnoganous or Flowering Plants and
Ferns. By Sir W. Jackson Hooker, K.H. 8vo.

Longman, The Fifth Edition.

Magna est Veritas el prstvalebit. Great indeed is the

power of truth, and never was it more strikingly exempli-

fied than in the progress of Botany in this country. Twenty
years ago nobody would look at the Natural System of

Classification, except a very smallnumber of the initiated ;

to the public it was, at the best, a chimera, a folly, a phan-

tom—if, indeed, it was not regarded as an audacious

acheme for radically upsetting ail preconceived ideas.

Among the loudest of those whose voice was raised^against

it were the late Sir Jas. Edward Smith and his clique, who
ery naturally decried that which they did not understand

;

and as they had unhappily g^eat influence all through the

country, their opinions were adopted by the mass without

inquiry. We allknow how difl5cult it is to remove erro-

neous impressions ; and in this case, almost half a century

has only just sufficed to substitute the philosophical views

rfJussieu for the Liunean system.

The victory is, however, won at last. The incessant

attacks that have been made upon the Linnean system
since the year 1820, the entire discontinuance of it by the

great Botanists of the present day, and the facilities that

have been given to students for acquiring a knowledge of

,the natural system, in which the writer of this is proud

of having borne a part, have terminated in its final expul-

B!on from our popular works. Sir W. Hooker's excellent

British Flora was its last defence, which, so late as 1838,

was repaired and strengthened ; and, lo ! it is now toppled

over, and the natural system is quietly admitted into its

place. Henceforward no popular work of the smallest re-

putation will he produced upon the Linnean system, the

existence of which has become a mere matter of history.

We need not say that we hail the appearance of this the

new edition of the British Flora with unmingled satisfac-
tion ; it has always been a book excellent in spite of its

jbad arrangement; now that the vice of its system is re-
moved, there is nothing left for us to do except to praise it.

The work is too well known as a clear account of all

QXiT wild plants to require much further notice of its con-
tents. We must, however, state that the present edition
is enriched with some most useful figures, illustrating the
atructure of Composite plants and Ferns, in addition to
others previously published in explanation of the genera of
jainbelliferous plants and Grasses,

No student of British plants can dispense with this

edition.

Lane and San*s Catalogue of Roses.—This little pam-
phlet will be found useful* In addition to the prices and
ihort descriptions usually affixed to each variety, those

kinds are distinguished which succeed best as pillar Rosea.

The Catalogue would liave been more complete, however,

if some distiuctire mark had been attached to those

flowers which possess the desirable property of fragrance.

Nevertheless, we can recommend it lo the admirers of this

beautiful genus.

Calendar of OFERXTW^S for the ensuing week.

It will be advisable now to get ready the necessar>- coverings
for tcncJer sbraltt and young" trees that need proteciion; for

^'ttioufhcoatinac us severe frost does not usually set iumuch

before Christmas, we may shortly expect sadden falls of tempera-

ture to occur, of sufficient intensity to injure tender plants,

whose young shoots have as yet scarcely ceased to prrow. With
regard to the material employed, one of the most efficient, and,

at the same time, the least expensive coverings, is straw, fixed

in the way of thatch, to a light frame-work of wood, one part of

which should be so constructed that it might readily be opened

in mild weather. Such a covering, however, is proper only for

the tendcrest plants; species of more hardy constitutions, but

which still require some protection, might be sheltered simply

by bending some sticks over them, upon which a bast mat or two

is to be spread in severe weather ; the principle to he observed

being, not to afiford more shelter than is absolutely necessary for

the preservation of the plants. In the case of timber- trees, how-
ever, the trouble and expense of yearly coverings, after they

reach a certain age, is so much time and money mis-spent.

Handsome flowering shrubs, which are too tender to withstand

the vicissitudes of our climate, deserve protection ; but trees that

in their native country attain to a large size, such as the Fir-tribe,

are of no value whatever, unless they are hardy enough to thrive

in the open air. Any kinds of recent introduction, which have

endured several winters with the aid of such protection as above

mentioned, should, therefore, iu the approaching one, be tested

by greater, or even perfect exposure.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pjxkrt.—Where the pits are heated by linings, a quantity of

leaves should be collected and mixed with the dung for that pur-

pose. Such a mixture will produce a more moderate and lasting

heat than stable-dung alone. Syringing should be discontinued

in houses where a high temperature is not maintained; but eva-

porating vessels ought stUl to be retained on the heating appa-

ratus. Let those houses in which the bark-beds have been re-

cently renewed be kept warmer than usual if the heat does not

rise in the beds as desired.

Vinery.— If not yet done, let the houses uitended for early

work be peeled and washed immediately, in order that any acci-

dental wounds of the inner bark may become dry. and therefore

incapable of bleeding when the sap is set in motion. Late Grapes

will now demand more particular attention, the ensuing month
being generally the dullest and dampest in the whole year.

Pbach-housk,—Take advantage of rainy weather to prune,

wash, and tie those trees which havenot already undergone these

operations. A species of Coccus, which is difficult to eradicate,

is sometimes exceedingly troublesome in Peach-houses. Dress-

ing the trees with glue-water would most likely destroy the in-

sects by stifling them.
Ml-shroom-uousk. — When fires are made, the flues, &c,,

should be sprinkled, or other means used to moisten the air of

the house ; the beds will not then require much water, which

always injures the young crop. Beds should be made up and

spawned in rotation, that there might be no failure in the winter

supplies. If soil of a binding quality, and rather wet than dry, is

used for earthing the beds, the Mushrooms will grow closer, or

more buttony.
Cucumbers.—Look sharply after woodlice, which sometimes

do much mischief in little time to young plants. A cooked Po-

tato put into a flower-pot and covered with hay or moss, is one

of the best traps for them* Bearing- plants in pots and boxes

must be top-dressed with rich soil, adding a small portion at a

time as the roots grow to the surface.

Prepare a substantial heap of dung and leaves by turning and
mixing, to be in readiness for Asparagus forcing 3 leaves ought
also to be coUected now for forcing Sea-kale.

Out-door Vepartmmt.
Broccoli.—As these, or Cauliflowers, become fit for use, the

plants should be taken up and set in some place out of the reach

of frost when such weather threatens.

Cardoons should be finally earthed when the ground is not

wet ; throw away all that are running to flower.

Kidney Beans.—These, being killed, ought now to be cleared

off the ground. All the ripe pods of the small white runner
should be gathered and shelled for winter use j these make an
excellent dish when green vegetables are scarce.

Leeks may be blanched, if necessary, by earthing up the stems;

or if they are growing in close rows, somehalf-rotten leaves from
the pits might he laid among them for that purpose.

Onions, especially the Tripoli and the Potato kinds, will require

to be often looked over t the latter may be planted now.
Potatoes.—AU that are still in the ground should be imme-

diately taken up. When these are stored in heaps out-of-doors,

a thick layer of straw or dry fern under the mould will be found
the best protection from frost. In case any were planted in the

beginning of August with the intention of obtaining a late supply

of young Potatoes, the produce should now be taken up and laid

by in sand.
SEA-KAi.E.-Clear away the leaves from those beds which are

intended to be first forced. If this vegetable is wanted early, a
bed may now be covered with tree-leaves, laying some long Utter

over the top to prevent them from being blown about. Leaves
are preferable to dung, which if it ferment at all, is apt to heat

too violently. If earthen pots or wooden boxes are not obtain-

able, the crowns may be covered with fine coal-ashes.

Orchard.—Whenever the ground is not too wet, the forma-

tion of fruit tree borders and the transplanting of trees should be

persevered in to the exclusion of other work. Pruning can be

done at times when the ground is not iu a fit state to be worked.
In pruning Raspberry trees, it is a very prevalent fault to retain

too much bearing-wood, by which the plants are weakened
without a corresponding advantage in an increased quantity of

fruit. Fortr^ning this plant, we recommend the mode described

at p. 24. If, however, there is no work to be done of greater

immediate consequence, pruning should be forwarded while the

weather is open.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Departments
Stove.—Take care that the air of the house does not get too

dr>'; to prevent this, let the troughs on the hot-water pipes be
kept continually full of water. When flues are used, run some
cement along the edges to hold water for the same purpose.

Very little air will now be required, and that only 011 fine sunny
days; shut up early in the afternoon, in order that less fire-heat

may be wanted.
Greknuouss and Conservatory.—Let the plants have air at

all favourable opportunities, closing the sashes early in the after-

noon when a clear sky indicates frost; this precaution will often

prevent the necessity of making fires to these houses. Withered
leaves and flow^ers must be constantly picked off, and the plants

should be occasionally turned round so as to present a different

face to the light. Give water sparingly, especially to plants

which are impatient of wet, such as Calceolarias, young Migno-
nette, &c.

Pits and Frames.—Bring forward, in succession, bulbs and
other plants for forcing. Carnations, Auriculas, and other
Primulas in pots should, if practicable, be set together; because
daring winter they require similar treatment, viz., plenty Of air,

very little water, and protection only in severe weather. Prick
out seedling Calceolaricu, &c., that are large enough j those that
are not haa better remain iu the seed-pans till spring. A gentle
heat will encourage the potted plants to g^et roothold ; but damp
must be expr^sly guarded aeanist.

Out-door Department,
The recent frosts havlDg destroyed the beauty of the DaltHas,

the roots ought to be immediately taken up. Set them to dry
with the bottom upwards for a day or two, and theu lay them by
in a dry cellar or other place out of the reach of frost, covering
the tubers with dry sand. Common sorts that are only used for

shrubberies and rough places may be stacked in the ground, like

Potatoes, Chrysanthemums that are trained against walls or
palings should be closely nailedio. Boards might be fixed above
the plants, like copisg-, to keep off the frost ; and in y^rj cold

nights, rtiats may be hung iu front of them. A little additional

trouble will be well bestowed to ensure a fine bloom of this valu-
able flower. The falling leaves make it impossible to keep the
lawns and walks clean; nevertheless, the places that arc most
seen and the walks that are most frequented should be often

swept. Mowing ought not to be attempted on-frosty mornings,
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENTi -

NuRSERV.— Continue to take off and plant rooted layers j like-

wise to row out seedlings that are large enough. Cuttings of
Willows, and other trees which strike readily, may now be put in.

Young trees of tender kinds which are growing iu pots siiould be
removed to their winter quarters, ^^t

FoE-KST AKi) Coppice Woods.—Persevere in planting.—J. B,
Whiting, The Deepdene,

State of the Weather near London for the Week endlngOct.27,
1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Oct.
Friday 21

Saturday 22

Sunday S3
Monday £«

Tuepday 25

Wednesday's
Thursday 27

Average

iJAROUETEH.

Max.
S9.P80
29.724
S8.S66
£9.540

29.«23
29.G?5

29.691

I

Min.
29.833
29.025
£8,803
89. 1 71
2d.3?3
S9.57i

29.677

TfiEKMOBiirrKn.

Max.
V • '

Min, 1
Mean.

SO SO 35.0

4U 33 43.0

63 30 41.0

. 4G £7 36,5

47 &7 37.0
45 ZQ '- - 49.5 ' -

62 33 i 4S.5

Wind. Ualn.

29.592 29.352 48.6 30.1 39-3

Oct. 21. Sharp frost; finej clear and frosty, at night.
^

22, Densely overcast; heavy rain with stiong windj ^jilpudy,

23, Showery; heavy rain at I p.m.; cloudy. *
'

24, Fine; boisterous with showers; clear and fine.

25, Kain, more or less throughout the day, commenced falling

in torrents between 8 and 9 p.w.

26, Very clear; fine; cloudy at night.

27, Overcast; very fine ; cloudy; uniformly overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 10° below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during thelast iGyesrs, for

the ensuing Week ending Nov. 5, IS42,

Oct.

Sun. 30
Mun. 31

Tuea. 1

Wed. 2
Thur». 3
Fri. 4
Sm. £

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

~fiIo~
63.3

r

54.5

fi4.2

53.3
63.1

52.7

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

39.3

38. B

40.6
40.5
39.3
38.3

S9.4

]Vf*pan

Temp

46.7

46.3

47.5

47-4
46.5

45.2
46.0

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

30

8
6
9

6

Greatest
|

quantity
ot Kain.

G.50 in.

0.34

O.SO
G.30
0.82
1.44
0.83

rtevaiJijij* Winds.

55
»

EC

3-1
I I

1

1

3
£

jCi'^

W 1

1 1]—
J 1 s

13)1
i;_ta

X
6
5'

[55

I
Of a'

3J
5

St, 6,

\

1

4

6

5

8

1

1

a

s

1

The highest temperature during- the above period occurred on
the 30th, in 1833—thermometer 67°^ and the lowest on the 30th,

in 1826—thermometer 23°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Oct. 28, 1S42.

Thb market has been abundantly supidicd during the past
week, but the demand has been comparatively trifling; trade in

general is very dull. Fruit: Amongst the Pines there are some
good fruit, which are selling from As, to 65. per lb. Grapes appear
to be on the rise ; good samples of the Black Hamburgh selling

from 2s, 6d. to 4«. per lb. j there are but lew Muscat.s offered.

Pomegranates are plentiful, from 9s. to 45. per dozen. The
principal dessert Pears are the Marie Louise and Louise bonne;
both from 35. 6(£. to 55. per half-sieve; some good sam]-]es

of the Chaumontel from Jersey have made their appearance,
from is. to 5*. per dozen. Dessert Apples seem to be priiicipally

conkned to Golden and Rib.stone Pippins ; the former of which
fetch from 2«. to 3^-. per half-sieve, the latter from 4s. to 05.

per half-sieve. Quinces are plentiful, from \s, ^d.to 4r. per
half-sieve, A few Imperatrice Plumis may be obtained at \s. per
punnet; culinary Plums are from 2s. 6rf. to 3*. per half-sieve.

Damsons are considerably dearer, and fetch from 3s. to 4.s. per
half-sieve. Nuts of all kinds are plentiful; Walnuts are selling

from \s. to 3s. per 100. Vegetables ; The prices of most kinds
remain nearly the same as in our last report; if anything. Cauli-

flowers are a trifle cheaper. The late severe frosts h^ve com-
pletely stopped the supply of French Beans and Vegetable
Marrows. A few samples of Chapman's Autumn Potato have
made their appearance at Is. per lb. Celery of good quality con-
tinues to be well supplied, from Qrf, to is. 6d. per bundle. A few
Tomatoes may be obtained, from 2s. 6<i. to 3s. ^d. per lialf-sieve.

Mushrooms are tolerably abundant, from lorf. to is. 6rf per poltle.

Flowers: There has been considerable variety amongst the cut

flowers during the past week; amongst them v.'c observed
blooms of the Double Chinese Primrose, Leschenaultia formosa,
Epiphyllum truncatum and E. Ackermanni, several Auriculas,

with Cinerarias, Amaryllises, Pansies, Roses, Camellias, Helio-

trope, and Neapolitan Violets.

PRICES, Satubdat, Oct. 23, 1342—FKUITS :—

Pine Apple, per lb.4j to 6t
"

Grapes, per pound. 1« 6d to it "^

-^ Spftnish,9(j to If

— Portugal 9d to \a 6d
PIuni8» dessert, per punnet, J*

Damsniu, pfT ht. ajevp, 3f to 4<
Apples, de!>»>eTt, per bush., 2< 6d to 7*
— Kitchtn, 2j Cdto 54

Pears, dessert, per hf.-sieve, la 6d to 6a

Berfaeriies, per hf.-sieve, 4j to 5$

Pomegranates, pei doz. 2« to it
Cucumbers, per doz., 2« to 8<
Orangea, per doz., Ic to 3t

CJ
Orang^es, per 100,5* to 20
LeinuiiB, per dnz. \x tn?x
— per ino,R*tn \6i

Almonds, perpm^k. .6s to 7t

Sweet Almonds, p*»r pound, 5/ ffif to 3t

ChesnuLs, per peck, '^s to R*

Walnut?, per buslt , shelled, IS* 90<

Filberrs,Kntj]ish,per 100 Iba. o5j to 70*

C« b Nuus per lOolb., 80* to 90*

Nuts, per bushfl—
— Braril, i€s in 20*
— Spanish, ^>'s

— Barcelona, 24*

Savoyi, per doz. 9d to!*.'"
Cabbajfe, per doz. 6rf to 1* 6d

•— plants, per doz. 1* 6d to 9*

— Red, for pickling, \s 6d to 2* 6d
BrusseTi Sprouts, per hf.-sv* U €d to 2#
Broccoli, p.-r bunch, Qd to 1*

Cauliflowers, per doz., 1*to3*^
Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 70*
— per cwt. 2* ed to 3* €d

'" — perbnshel, li €^ to 2*

... Kidney, per bu., S*
^m Scotch, per ton, 65* to €0*

p — New autun-Aii, per lb., 1*

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

U Sd CO 2*

Turnips, per doz bun., 1* edto2t
CarrntR. per doz- bun.. 3* to 5*

Red Beet, per do7en. 9d to 1*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to l« 6d
SsJsafvt P^r bundle, 1* Sd to 1* 6d
Hnrse Radish, per bundle, U €d to 4j ew

Radish, per doz. hands (B4 to 30 each)
Sd to i*

-.VEGETABLES.
Radish, Turnip, p. aoz.bch., 1* to }* Gd

Parsneps, per dvzen, O'i to 1*

Spinach, per sit-vc, I* to !i 6d

[jveks, per dof . V-iiii., 1* 6d lo2r

Onions, per bu.^hel, 4* to 6* td
— Green.p.dnz- h-in 3»ed tO«* ^

_ Spanish, per doz. 1j (5d lo 4* ^

Garlic, per lb. 6d to Btt

Shailots, per lb.. It

Lettuce, Cabbajfe.p. sc, Gd to 1*

— Cos, 9^ to U fid

Endive, per score, Qd to i* 6i

Celery, p. bd., (12to 15) fc'd to 1*9*
•^mall Salads, per punnet. 2d to 3d

Watercress, per dnz. sm.bun. 4fi to o«

Par!«ley. per doz. bun.. Is €dio S?* 6d

TarraK"n, pei diu bun., S» to 3*

Sage, per doz- bunches, l§6dio3» f

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2*

Tomatoes, per hf. sv. 2* to 3* Gd

Capsicums, Ripe, per 100, 3* €d to is erf

Mushrooms, per pottle, lOd lo 1* Qd

Notices to Correspondents,

We shall be obliged if our Correspondents, in their future

communications^ will take care that no general quesUoa

relating to different subjects is asked in the same para-

graph, and that each question is headed with the principal

subject. One side only of the paper should be wvitlerh

on, so that we may separate each question. If these

directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our

obtaining answers, aud will enable u& to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separatin-r those

questions and answers which are of interest merely

individuals, from such as are of geiteral interest.

Aberthaw Lime.—This is one of the best iimes in use, moen
employed for hydraulic purpcwcSi and found oa tlie Welch csasu

to

*
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upper petals clouded ; dark claret colour, shaded off to the edge
by penciiied rays of a crimson colour, ending: in pale pink • under
petals blush white; texture good; edge smooth; eye good • size
2| by 2| inches

J form good, and a fine trusser; class of quality
first

;
shown July i3th and 20th. Seventh, a Gooseberry rPrince

Albert), by Mr. Thos. Watson : colour red ; shapelike the Turlcey
Red, but much larger in size, and in every respect a first rate
dessert Gooseberry; habit of plant upright, a free grower and a
great bearer; shown 17th Ang. Eighth, a Dahlia (Retriever)

' by Mr. H. Dewar : colour ruby crimson
; petals stiff neatly

cupped, and well arranged ; eye good ; size above medium • shape
good, bcmg very round in the front; class of quality first -shown
Aug. 3lst and Sept. rth. Kinth, a Dahlia (Sylph' by Mr
H. Dewar

: colour white
; petals stiff; neatly cupped, and of firm

texture; size medium; form good ; shoulder good eye not up-
to be shown again. Shown again Sept. 7th, former properties
confirmed

: eye not up ; to be shown again before a final decision
can be come to. Tenth, a Dahlia (Claudine), by Mr. N. W
Forster, gr. to \Vm. Donkin, Esq., Sandoe : colour white- tipped
with rosy pink

; petals strong, neatly cupped, and of good
shape; eye dark and good; shape good, being very spherical-
size medium

; general arrangement good ; class of quality first

-

shown Aug. 31st. Eleventh, a Dahlia (Imogene), by Mr H*
Dewar: colour lilac; petals stiff, cupped, and of a good depth

-

form good; size large; class of quality first, being decidedly
superior to any of the same colour yet before the public - shown
Sept. 7th, 1842. Twelfth, a Dahlia (Cumberland Hero), by Messrs.
Little andBallantyne, Nurserymen, Carlisle: colour Vellow the
specimen sent for testing unfortunately got damaged in the
carriage, consequently the Board co\ild not decide upon its
merits, and requested that more blooms might be sent,

Sunderland BorticnUural Exhibition, Sept. 27.—The last ex-
hibition took place in the Athenseum, Fawcett-street. The fol-
lowing prizes were awarded :—Fruits—Pink- a pplk, Mr J.Ross
gr. tc> U. Pemberton, Esq. Ghapks, 1, Black Hamburgh, Grizzly
Frontignan. Constantia. Syrian—Mr. R. Gibson, gr. to W Bel!
Esq.

; 2, VV. Featherstonhaugh, Esq. Peaches, W. FeaUierston-
haugh, Esq. Nectarines. Mr. R. Gibson. Applks, Dessert W
Featherstonhaugh, Esq. -fiTi/c/iew, Mr. J. Ross. BkstCollkctiox
OP Pears, Mr. T.Cook, Rr. to Sir » Williamson, Bart. Ve-
«?^1^^i''^~^^'^"• ^^^- •' *^^^s- Onions, Mr. G. Allan, ffr. to
W.R.Rnbinson,Esq. Red Beet, Mr. R. Cloughton. PARSNses
Mr. G.AlUin. Carrots, Mr. J. Ross. Tl/rnips, Mr. J. Clarke'
gr. to J. Simpson, Esq. Cabbages, Mr. G, Allan. Jerusalem
Artichokks, Mr. R. Cloughton. Collection of Potatoes
Brougham Early, Gulden Drop, Thompson's 2d Early, Foxes*
Seedling, A&h-leaved Kidney, American Early—Mr. G AllanKidney Beans, Mr. R. Cloughton. Cucumbers, Mr. G. Allan!
Stove Plant, RusseUia juncea—Mr. J. Ross. 3 Stove Plants
Mr. T.Cook. Grkenhouse Plants. Mr. T.Cook. Cockscomb'
Mr. T, Cook- Bol-quet of German Asters. Mr. G. AllanBouquet OF Dahlias, Mr. J. Ross. Daulias, 18 varieiits,
Nimrod, MissScroope. Lee's Bloomsbury, Phenomenon, Marshal
Soult, Beauty of the Plain, Grace DarlipR, Marquess of Lothian
Hope, Topaz, Lady Middleton, Rienzi. Rouge et Noire, Metella
Lewisham Rival. Advancer, Marci^ioness of Tavistock, Cox's
Washington—Mr. T. Pattison, gr. to Mrs. Richard&on. Best 12,
Hope, Grace Darling, Lee»s Bloomsbury, Advancer. Cox's Wash.
Ington, Beauty of the Plain, Rienzi, Seedling. Pickwick, Duchess
of Richmond, Maria, Phenomenon—Mr. G. Allan. Fioral
Devicr:, Mr.T. Pattison. BougufcT of Flowers, 1 and 2, Mr.
R. Cloughton. Dahlias—Amateurs— Se//-co/orirerf. Pickwick-
Mr. J. Mallin, 3d,tto, Pickwick, Maria. Lewisham Rival—Mr.
J. Mallin. 6dit(o, Lee's Bloomsbury, Pickwick. Lady Middleton
Lewisham Rival, Eclipse, Miss Scroope—Mr. J. Mallin. Sest 3
Slnpedor Tipped, Phenomenon, Duchessof Richmond, Beauty of
the Plain—Mr. J. Mallin. Bt-st G ditto, Duchess of Richmoud,
Beauty of the Plain, Phenomenon, Rienzi, Unique-Mr. J. Mallin.HAROV HKRBACEOtS FlOWERS, i\3 ISSCS Watson. GAaOENKRS—
Btst Seff-colourcd Dahlia, Pickwick—Mr. G. Allan. Beat 3 ditto,
Argrj. Lees Bloomsbury, Maria—Mr. G. Allan. Best 6 ditto,
Scarietle Grand, Meteila, Pickwick. Miss Johnsnn, Grace Dar-
Bng, Rival Sussex—Mr. Jos. Dagg. .Best Striped or Tipped,Phencmenon^Mr. T. Cook. Best 3 ditlo. Beauty of the PlainPhenomenon, Grand Tournament—Mr. G. Allan. Best 6 ditto
Beauty of the Plain, Marchioness of Tavistock, Phenomenon
Lady Maclean, Grand Tournament, Duchess of Richmond-
Mr. T. Pattison. IIaruy HKaBACJSous Flowkrs, Mr. G. AllanExtra Prizes-To Mr. T. Cuok, for a Cuihciwn of Grapes; to
Mr. G. Dale, gr. to R. A. Davison, Esq., for a. Collect tun oj Green-
house and Stove Finnis; to J. Watsnn, Esq., for King Applet:
to Mr. D. Gibson, fur a Floral Device; to Mr. T. Cook, for Boti^
guetof Select Flowers; to H. Gibiion and Son, for a Collection of
-^PPt/S. DaHLIAS-OPENT to all E.\01,A.Nn-^UR8KRyAIEN—
Best 36, Attila, Catieugh's Eclipse, WidnalPs Eclipse, Admiral
Stopford, liope, Maria, Cox*a Defiance, Duke of Cornwall, Pick-
Wick, Miss Abbott, Twy lord Perfection, Widnall'sQueen, Egyptian
Prince, Unrivalled of South Hants, President of the West, Brides-
maid, Admirable, Princess Royal, Regina, Seedling, Lewisham
Rival, Argo, Miracle, Grace Darling-, Seedling, Dodd's Prince of
Wales, Lady Gleutwith, Adam's Pi ince Albert, Northern Beauty
Haidee, Andrew Hofer, Phenomenon, Sir F. Johnson, Girling's
Ploughboy, Lee's Bloomsbury, White Defiance—Mr. J. Harrison
York. Best 2J, Rouge et Noire, Exquisite, Catieugh's Eclipse,
Maid of Bath, Indispensable, Marchionessof Lansdown, President
Of the West, Lewi.qmiu Rival, Paraplin»s Bloomsbury, Maria
Argo, Wid nail's Qacen, Bridesmaid, Acseil's Unique, Duchess of
Richmond. Magnet, Pickwick, Cox's Defiance, Grande Bautiine
Phenomenon, Conservative, Princess Royal, Essex Rival, Prince
of VYales—Mr. H. Newton, Newcastle. Best 18, Mr. Edwards,
York. AMXTEUR5~Best24, Rival Lilac. Admirable, Paraplin's
Bloomsbury, Haidec, Prince of Wales, lligh^ate Rival, Duke of
Richmond, Low's Inriispeusable. Euclid, Princess Royal, Ariel
Conqueror of the World, Attila. Fanny Keynes. Northern Beauty
Rouge et Noire, Satirist, Bridesmaid, Lee's Bloomsbury Tourna-
ment, Unknown, Pickwick, Cox's Defiance, Union-H. MarehaU.
Esq. Best 18, Haidee, Lewisham Rival, ScarletDefiance, Euclid
Argo, Admirahle, Unknown, I'rince of Wale^ Princess Royal,
Francis, Beauty of the North, liloomsbury, Pickwick, Magnet
Phenomenon, Tournament, President, Admiral Stopford—H.
Marshall, Esq. Best 12, Mrs. Berkeley, Pickwick, Haidee. Blooms-
bury, Wldnall's Eclipse, Conqueror of the World. Fanny Keynes
Suffolk Hero, Princess Royal, Princeof Wales, Catleugh^s Eclipse'
Cox's Defiance-Mr. Caldcleiigh. Best 6, Grace Darling. Rival
Lilac,^ Phenomenon, Pickwick, Maria, Pamplin's Bloomsbury—
-Mr. Caldcleugh. Best 3. Metella, Cox's Defiance, Pickwick-Mr,
Jos. Dagg, Open to AUh—Best Oloum, Pickwick—Mr. H. New-
ton, Newcastle. A Firgt-Clu.ti Seedling, named Mr«. Richaidson,Wa* exhibited by Mr. Edwards, of York j this was a splendid

S?.^ « excited much attention, being a large and superior
^owfiowcc,^Sunderla?id Herald,

' ^ *= ^

i^V«*T£T?^ ^ --:i-=- —r^z

Dpfi^'n^/^n
* P"^««"ienon. Sprin^fleM Rival, Maria, Squibb's

B,vJ^ p; "^rv^*"^" Jy^rrmg, Metella, Cervantes, DanecroftRival, Parson's Beauty, Rosa, President of the West BurnhamHero Exquisite, Egyptian Prince. Grenadier, J. WiU ams, E.q^
n„rh;« ?^p'-.

-®^!f /^ ^^rieties. Maid of Bath, Pickwick

R.nHinf
p^^''^*'""''"^'^^^" Bh.omsbury, Suffolk Heto. Grande

of fh. xv'3?H "".^"k^
^^^i'^^^a™ ^ival, Areo, Tlope, Presidentof the West, Admirable, Mr. Forbes ; 2, T. Fitzhugh, Esq. BestDahma op any Class. President of the West, Mr. Forbes. Best

Sm i!"?'
^ ''*^^"'-' ^'^'^^' **'• ^^'^'^^- Fruit. -PiNEAPPLK,Black Ja^naica I and 2. J. Williams, Esq. Bfst Bcn-ch okiyfiAVES 3l2iscat of Alej-nndria,R. Thompson, Esq Btfick'F,

hn^h"^T.^cn^'S|-'
2, J. Williams, E.q.; If/a7., 1 and 2. T. pltz-hu^h. Ecq. MELovs.Mr. Forbes i 2. Mr. Forbes. Nectarikks,Bed Roman R. Ihompson, Esq. Peaches, lafe purple. MrJones; 2 Royal Geo.ge, R. Briscoe, E.q. P/.nws, MagnumSonum, R. Ihompson. Esq. Dessket Fears, Aston Town. R.•Thompson Esq Applet, Ribstone Pippin.T. Fitzhugh. Esq.;

Ct^^l^ary, French Codlin, Mr. McLevi. Best Trav op pkuiT 8^«r.e;»^^,T Fitzhugh, Esq.; 2. Mr. ForbeS. Vegetables.-Cl!
K.T^^'k, r^

^?'^''^' CsLKRv. &c., an Extra Prize, Brou^n^$
Svperb, Mr. T Jones ; 5, Solid Red, Mrs. Parker. Pea^ Kvighrs3i.mw, Mr. Jones. Frkxcu Beans, Mr. Jones. CaulifZow-
Ens. Mr. McLev, O.vions, W. Jones, Esq.; 2. Mr. McLevi.Carrots, Mr Jones ; 2, Mr. McLevi. Bk8T Tray ofVegktabi^s, Mr. Jones; 2, Rev. J. H. M. Luxmore. AmateurPrizes.-Best Desion in Clt Flowers, Mr. Harrison, Sen.;
2. Mr. Johnson. Dahlias, A^sf 12 vnielies. Cox's Defiance
Pickwick President of the West. Lady Cooper, Lee's Blooms-
bury BridcsmaiJ, Exquisite. Burnham Hero, Grand Tournament,
?^J L *^?\J^'**^'^*'"l^^^*^' Marquess of Lothian, Mr. Woods
2, Mr. Marshall. Be.t 6 fjarieties, Danecroft Rival. Lady Kin-
naird. Climax, President of the West, Grace Darling, Suffolk
Hero, Mr. W.Jones; 2, Mr.Marshall. Fruit.-Desskrt Apples,Mrs Foulkes; culinary, Mr. Treen. Best Tray of FruitMr. Tomkinsonj 2, Mr. Harrison, Sen. Vkgktablks.-Cucum-
BKas, Mr. Gethen. French Beans. Mr. W. Jones. Cklerv,
Mr. Monis; 2, Mr. W. Jones. Onions, Mr. Morris: 2. Mr.
Marshall. Carrots, Mr. Woods; 2. Mr. Marshall. Best Col-
r.KCTioN OF \ EGETABLEs. Mr. Marshall; 2, Mr. Morris. Nume-
rous Cottagers* prizes were also awarded.

MISCELLANEOUS.

^I^TJT' ^{r'«^^^'''«^ Society, Sept. 27.^The last exhibition

wpf/^lrH.^J'^
Savings' Bank room, Wrexham.-The prizes

?.T«T J vh.h.^5
follows :-Pi.an'ts.-Most Ornamental

f J WiBiams Sfo' r'^'
^^'^ ^^"^^ ^^^^^^ ^' Williams, Esq.j

l\n o' T w^:.^^" ^r"" GR^BNuorsK PLA>!T,J.Townshend

lto^^V'R tT'' ^'S- 3.MiBsCunliffe; 4, J. Tosvnshend

Ptl'Z-^* T wmT;. r^^'**
^'^-

^ ^' ^- Williams/Esq. Bk.t ilAan^Plant. J. Williams, Esq.; 2, Miss Cunl.ffe/ Bk9t Cn. r lerTinvOP Plants, J. Tovvn.hendfc.q. Best DEsfov m C.^ F. nwMBS, Mr. Forbes, gr. to Sir W.^AV. \^Jnn Zn m7 . Tj'Tovvushend, Esq. KosKs.-Be.i 24 «irW;.. [ w^^^^ *^':
'^•

Best 12 ditto, J. Townshend, Esq LTl\1s ' bXT^' ^'^
Conqueror of the Plain, Arjo. Bridesmaid^ AJn^rabL PHncess

Mettlia. Miss Chester, Unique. Lee's Blooa»bury. Grande Bandine, PfCi^ident of the West, Euclid, High^ate RiV»i RoL« ^^

fc«' mV"^*?!.*^^^*
Conductor. ClitS^'KeJna 'p^ckKMwia, Mr. Gethluji 3, x, fitehugh, Esq,' ^^^ is larS

Secrets of Cider 3raktnff.— UeTehtdshire being but
with one exception the greatest fruit-growing county in
England, a few remarks on the management of cider can-
not fail of being acceptable to the majority of your readers.
The generality of cider-makers scarcely make any attempt
to check acetous fermentation, the consequences of which
are, that the cleansing from filth is not complete, and by
the raging fermentation the cider becomes harsh and
crabbed in a few months, if not ground exceedingly
well and made from excellent fruit. The labourers of
Herefordshire and Devon, however, think themselves
happy with even this beverage, if it possesses strength
enough to animate their spirits. I remember hearing an
anecdote of a person who was particularly fond of harsh
and strong cider, and who, some forty or fifty years ago,
was — of

—

. Laton's Hope was then noted for very
harsh cider, which exactly suited the palate of this old
gentleman, and in no other place could he so well enjoy
himself, although waited on with great fastidiousness. At
length, at a certain place, they brought this old veteran
vinegar, which, when he had tasted, his eyes sparkled with
delight; he was now at home—this was the real stuff—
this was right Laton's Hope cider. Cider harsh and
strong can be easily attained ; that of a pleasant, fruity,
and generous flavour, is very difficult of attainment, all
the expedients as yet resorted to for that purpose having
failed. Farm-house cellars, stowed with two or three
hundred hogsheads, seldom contain a single cask '^fit for
bottling j»' a portion of this cider is certainly palatable,
and strong enough, but it is not exactly the thing to en-
sure a liberal price, although capable of gratifying the
^delectable tastes of tap-room frequenters. Those parts of
England diatant from Herefordshire and Devon obtain
their supplies of cider through the medium of cider-mer-
chants, who employ a great number of men to watch the
working of the cider, and to be ready to draw it oflf

at the very moment when it stands in need of racking. It
is received into their warehouses in a muddy state, and
racked again and again so soon as they perceive signs of the
commencement of acetous fermentation, until all the
grosser impurities are separated from it. When that has
been accomplished, if fermentation again ensues (which it
will be sure to do if the cider be not clear as amber), isin-
glass, prepared to the amount of an ounce, is introduced
into nn empty hogshead with about eight or nine gallons
of the cider ; a atrip, of paper about eighteen inches
long, three parts of which have been dipped in brimstone,
is lighted and lowered through the bunghole for about
sixteen inches; the bung is bard driven in to prevent
the match from falling into the cider and the escape of sul-
phur, and when the brimstone has done burning, the
vessel is well shaken for fifteen minutes, and after being
filled up the bung is driven in. Within two or three
days the isinglass sinks to the bottom, the more subtle
parts of the remaining Impurities adhering to it in its
descent. The eider is then drawn off into another cask,
where it remains until bunged up, if fermentation does not
render racking and the addition of isingla«s again neces-
sary. A little blood is mixed with the first grounds, which
sticks to the sides of the bags, the cider filtering through
it

; this is, however, needless, when isinglass is amongst
the sediment. The isinglass, before fit for use, is well
pounded, then put in a bucket and whisked up twice
or thrice a day in a little cider, in which it remains until
completely dissolved. There is sad perplexity attending
this method ; night and day the cider must be watched,
and racked at the critical moment ; notwithstanding all
this trouble it not unfrequently turns out bad. Cold has
unquestionably the property of checking acetous fermen-
tation

; therefore what I recommend is, that means may
oe adopted by Herefordshire farmers for reducing the tem-
perature of their fining cellar to nearly thefreeaing point.
I observed in your Journal that a substance resembling
ice is to be seen in London during the mid-day heat of
summer, the temperature in iS immediate vicinity being
colder considerabiy Oxm tliat gt other pUge^ in the^hade.

This artificial mixture may be made of greater utility than
for merely skating on ; how useful would it be if brewers
had the advantage of cool cellarage in summer ! and how
extremely advantageous will it be for apple growers if,

through its instrumentality, the temperature of their cel-
lars can be lowered to the desired point! their cider will
then require but one racking, and \{ made from the best
fruit, w'ill be superior to much French wine- The only ques-
tion is, can the temperature be brought sufficiently low ?

If we have discovered, or do discover simple effectual
means for checking the hurtful fe>mentation in new cider,
we shall annually draw from the other counties to the
amount of some thousands of pounds, to the manifest ad-
vantage of the fruit-growing districts. I call upon Here-
fordshire gentlemen to investigate this subject, for it will
be a lasting scandal to the county if anything by so simple
a method can be done, if it does not emanate from them.
I once placed a wooden bottle of perry, fresh from the
mill, under water, and there suffered it to remain for
three months, at the end of which lime I tapped it by
boring a hole in the bottle's side; the contents flew out
with the greatest fury, filling a small jug with foam ere it
was a quarter full of perry. I mentioned this circumstance
to a chemist, who assured me the perry could attain no
strength if entirely debarred from the action of external
air; accordingly, being completely ignorant of chemistry,
I thought no more of that affair. This would be a fine,
splendid, sparkling drink for teetotallers, superior to gin-
ger beer, seidlitz powders, &c., and probably equal to
'' Sampson.**—Hereford Journal.

Botanic Gardent Copenhagen.— We learn that Mr.
Morch, for many years gardener^ to the Botanic Garden
of Copenhagen, has lately died, and has been succeeded
by Mr. A. Weilbach, with whom many of our readen
became acquainted while he was in the garden of the Hor-
ticultural Society.

The Assam Tea Company.~The following passage ap-
pears in the Asiatic Journal ;—"The report of the Assam
Tea Company for the past year is published. It states
that the order of Government for making over two-thirds
of the experimental gardens and means of manufacture at
Jeypore and its neighbourhnod had been carried into
effect, but that the exertions of Mr, Bruce the super-
intendant had been baffled by want of labourers. The
Chinese sent from Singapore, who were selected without
discretion, and were ni3t under proper control, quarrelled
with the natives at Pubne, and became riotoug ; part were
sent to gaol, and the rest refused to proceed to Assam.
On arriving at Calcutta they were guilty of outrages, and
were sent to the Mauritius, where the planters joyfully
engaged them. The society then engaged a body of
Dhungar Coles ; but the cholera broke out amono^st 650 :

many of whom died, and the remainder absconded. Disease
had also thinned the other labourers, and destroyed or dis.
abled seven Europeans, The product of last year, owing
to these causes, was only 10,212lbs., which bad been
shipped to England. The total quantity of land fully
cleared partially amounts to about 7000 acres. The
quantity of native tea-land cleared, cropped, and in actual
production, amounts to 2638 acres, capable of pro-
ducing, when the trees are ripe and in full bearing, at
a quarter of a pound of tea per tree, 312,0001b8. The
company have set up a saw-mill to assist in the manu-
facture of chests and other requisite articles. A little
steamer, intended to ply between Calcutta and Assam,
had arrived in the country. The expenditure, dur-
ing the year, in England and India, was R». 5,49,460. of
whic^ the value of stock in steam-boat, saw-mill, boats,
and implements, is Rs. 1,51.941. and the labour lost and
unproductive amounts to Rs, 1,23,275. The estimate of
the prospective return of tea for the next five years, when
it is supposed that the tea-lands will be in full perfection,
is as follows:—1S41, 40,000 lbs. ; 1842, 80,000 lbs. ;
1843, lGO,0001bs. ; and so on, increasing 80,000 lbs.

;

each year."— Upon this statement the editor of th«
Planters' Journal^ a Calcutta newspaper, observes that
the alleged misconduct of the Chinese labourers is very
much overstated, and that it was owing in part to their
being ill-treated, and in part to the want of skill in the
original selection of them. We understand upon the first
authority, that the quality of the best samples of Assam
Tea that have lately reached this country is improved
in fact, much superior to any previously received.

To Cook Potatoes ike Lyons Fashion.—When tht
Potatoes are boiled, cut them into slices and put them ia
a saucepan

; pour some onion broth over them ; then add
a piece of butter; keep the Potatoes hot without boiling.
Slice eight Onions, and set them on the fire ; when they
are tender take a large spoonful of flour, which is to be
well mixed with them : add salt, coarse pepper, a small
table-spoonful of brother water, and a dash of vinegar.
Let the Onions gently simmer for a quarter of an hour,
place them on the Potatoes, and keep them hot till served.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. IV.
{Continued from. p. 655.)

15. If the material world may be considered as replete
with proofs, innumerable and Unanswerable, not onfy of
the being of a God, but of His infinite power, wisdom, ifnd

bounty ; and if, above all, these temporal things speak to

us, as in parjibies, o( those eternal destinies with which

man is inseparably linked : the study of the vrsibie creatioa

is second only in importance to that of the spiritoaL

Ancient literature, whatever may be its advantages—how-
ever it may, judiciously selected, refine the taste, improve
the- diction, or inform the understanding— cannot for a
moment be brought into equal comparison vrith the sub-.

limity, the pureness, and the exalting nature of Natural
History. The student of the one draws his materials of
thought from the vrorim and deeds of man : the ether
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from the Cape of Good Hope announce the cessation of

tostiUtieg at Port Nfttal J
the insurgent Boers have been

completely defeated, and have made unqualified fiubrms-

aion to the British rule.

Court.—^or Majesty, Prince Albert, the "Prmce of

^^'aiesf, and the Princess Royal, continue at Windsor

Castle, and are quite well. The daily papers state that

Her Majesty's situation leaves no doubt that an addition

to the Royal Faunly maybe shortly expected,—The Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge, the Princesses Augusta and

Mary of Cambridge, and His Royal Highness the Here-

ditary Grand Duke of Mecklenburg Strelitz. have arrived

at Windsor, on a visit to Her Majesty. His Royal High-

ness the Duke of Sussex and the Duchess of Inverness

have arrived at Howick Hall, on a visit to the Earl and

Countess Grey, from Auckland Castle, the Palace of the

Bishop of Durham, where the Royal Duke made a short

•tay from Upleatham Hall, the seat of the Earl of Zet-

laud. It is stated that his Royal Highness intends to

continue his tour of visits in the North until early in tlie

new year, when he will return to Kensington Palace.

Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Gloucester arrived

at Drayton Manor, on a visit to Sir Robert and Lady
Peel, on Thursday His Imperial Highness the Arch-

duke Frederick of Austria has made an extensive tour in

Scotland since our last, visiting Stirling Castle, Blair

Alhoil, Inverness, and Glasgow,

Privy Coxmcih—Notices were issued to the members
of the Government, and the chief members of the House-
hold, on Monday, postponing the Privy Council, originally

intended to be held this week^ until Wednesday next, the

2d November. The whole of the Cabinet minisfers are

then expected to be in town at the council, and the day

for the assembling of Parliament will be determined on.

Gazette Announcements.—A supplement to the Lon-
don Gazette was published on Saturday, containing Sir

Charles Young's Official Report of the Investiture of His

Majesty the King of Saxony with the insignia and habit

of the Order of the Garter, on the Sth inst., at Dresden,

by the Earl of Wilton, under Her Majesty's commission.

Pcnaions.—Our readers will be gratified to learn that

her Majesty has conferred a pension of 300/. a year on
Mr. Wordsworth, the poet. ,

Parliamentary Movemenis.'-^lt is generally rumoured
that Parliament will assemble for the despatch of business

early in January^ but nothing definite can be known
until after the Privy Council which will be held, as stated

above, on Wednesday next.—Two gentlemen, Sir H.
Hervey Bruce and Dr. Boyd, both on Conservative prin-

ciples—the latter particularly identified with the Presby-
terian interests, have come forward as candidates for the

representation of Coleraine.—It is said that the Hon.
James Stuart Wortley, third son of Lord Wharncliffe,

intends to oifer himself for the representation of Bute-
shire, vacant by the death of the Lord Advocate.

France.—The IPrench papers have been discussing for

BOme days a letter addressed by Lord Aberdeen to the

Admiralty, dated Foreign-Office, May 20, 1842, relatite to

the mode in which our naval of^cers had executed the in-

tructions for the effectual suppression of the Slave Trade.
This letter was evidently never intt^nded to be made public,

but has come before the- world in an appendix to some
Parliamentary Report ordered during the last session- The
disapproval given by Lord Aberdeen in regard to the Ad-
miralty instructions is seized upon with avidity by the
Paris Journalists, as a complete confirmation of all

their invectives respecting our execution of the Right of
Search Treaties. The Republican National, the Conser-
tative Pressgj and the Liberal organs, without exception,

exult at the publication of a document in which the
British Government shows its determination that the Right
of Search Treaties shall be executed strictly according to

law and the rights of nations. Lord Aberdeen states in
his letter that her Majesty's Advocate-General^ to whom
certain papers in reference to the proceedings of British
tiaval officers on the coast hate been submitted, has re-

ported that ** he cannot take upon himself to advise that
all the proceedings described as having taken place at
Galliaas, New Cestos, and Sea Bar,are strictly justifiable,
or that the instructions to her Majesty's naval officers, as
referred to in these papers, are such as can with perfect
legality be carried into execution. The Queen's Advocate
is of opinion that the blockading rivers, landing and de-
itroying buildings, and carrying off persons held in slavery
in countries with which Great Britain is not at war^ can-
not be considered as sanctioned by the law of nations, or
by the provisions of any existing treaties ; and that how-
ever desirable it may be to put an end to the Slave Trade,
A good, however eminent, should not be obtained other-
wise tJian by lawful means/' The manner in which this

document has been received by the French papers haft as-

sumed so much violence of language that the Ministerial

Journal des Dibats haa thought it necessary to protest

against it. ** We consider it our duty/' it says, " to pro-

test on our own accountj and at our risk and peril, and

even in the interest of the French press, against the man-

lier in which certain journals, whether belonging to the

Opposition or otherwise, have treated the letter addressed

by Lord Aberdeen'to the Lords of the AdmiralLy, which

has lately appeared. We protest, first on the principle of

SEair argument. Were we at war with England— was the

English nation a nation of men without honour and worthy

of extermiuatioa, and her Govcrument a Government of

i^ates; it woaM m% be a r^ion; iria» m^M fVUM

ped such a nation and such a Government, to disfigure

such act, and to make it serve as a text for a volume of

insult and declamation. Lord Aberdeen acknowledges

candidly that abuses had taken place in the execution of

the means employed to suppress the Slave Trade. He
points them out to the Admiralty. He requests the latter

to prevent their repetition by instructions to the oflficers

of the British Navy more precise and more conformable

to the rights of nations. This letter (we will repeat it,

were it to draw upon us an avalanche of calumny and
insult) is stamped with a tone of moderation and sincerity

which does honour to the British Minister. There is a

real dignity in confessing one's wrongs, and in taking the

necessary measures to repair them.; and this is the

opportunity that certain journals take to raise a cry of

'Death and hatred to the English and their Government!'

It is not good policy which they preach, It is hatred and

rage that they pour forth ; believing, no doubt, that they

would render an efnlnent service to France if they could

induce her to'participate in the blind passions which they

feel. We repeat, that even if France were at war with

Iilngland, it would be still worthy of two great nations to

respect each other, and do each other justice." The
journals avail themselves Of this affair to renew their

demands for a repeal of the existing treaties ; and it is

currently reported that the French Government not only

will not ratify the treaty of the 20th December, but, if it

have not actually been yet sent, wiil forward immediately

to that of Great Britain a formal notice that the treaty

will not be ratified, and that the other parties to it are at

liberty to close the protocol, which had been left open
waiting the acquiescence of France.—Subsequent advices

inform us that Lord Palmerston and the Dchats are the

objects of loud vituperations on the part of the French
Liberal journals ; the former for having said, in reply to

the address of the Anti-Slavery Society, noticed in our

last, that firmnew was requisite for carrying on the mea-
sures for the suppression of the Slave Trade ; the latter is

attacked for having lauded Lord Aberdeen*s letter to

the Admiralty. These advices contradict the report

that new negotiations for a commercial treaty were on
the point of being opened between this country and
France, and state that the attempts made to effect

a customs* union between Belgium and France have
failed, and that King Leopold will leave St. Cloud for

Brussels on the 7th November. It is also said that M.
Guizoi has at length consented, on behalf of Louis Phi-

lippe's government, to refer the claims of British merchants

on France, arising out of the illegal blockade of Portendic,

to the decision of the King of Prussia; and that Lord
Aberdeen has likewise agreed to such a reference. The
terms of the reference are not yet settled, but it is under-

Btocd that there are few difficulties in the way of the set-

tlement.—Ou Thursday evening his Majesty received

General Ventura, who has taken his departure for Mar-
seilles, on his return to India, to resume his command in

Lahore. The French General is charged with various pre-

§ents by the King of the French, These facts are men-
tioned as a proof of the renewed activity of France to open a

newcommunication with India.—It isrumouredtbatSiraon
Deutz, who betrayed the Duchess of Berry into the hands
of the police, is to be conveyed to Australia, where the

French Government will provide him with means of ex-

istence.—The Paris papers of Monday publish the address

of General Jacqueminot, on taking the command of the

National Guards, vacated by the retirement of Marshal
Ge'rard. The General expresses his regret at Marshal
Gerard's retirement, and expresses his determination to

follow in his footsteps, calling for the co-operation of his

comrades to support ihe revolution of 1830.

The Provinces.—Letters from Havre mention that the
operations for raising the wreck of LeTciemaque have
fairly commenced, and that the vessel has been raised

about two feet. In the course of another week it is ex-

pected that the wreck will be divested of the mystery
which has hidden it for half a century.—The Avignon
papers of the 16th inst. state that the Rhone, which a fort-

night previously had overflowed its banks, and inundated

the lowe^ quarters of the town, was then so low that the

steamboats could notrun.—Thejournals give the following

particulars of the late Scientific Congress at Strasburg :

The president was M. Caumont, of Caen, member of the

Institute of France. The vice-presidents were Dr. Bertini,

of Turin; Herr Schadow, director of the academy at

Dusseldorf ; and M. Julien, of Paris, founder of the

R^vue Encflopidique, 1,457 persons, by letter, announced
their subscriptions to the association ; 1,008 were present,

of whom 41)0 were inhabitants of Strasburg, and 618
strangers: these consisted of 309 French, 13^ Germans,
33 Swiss, 11 Italians, 6 English, 5 Belgians, 5 Russians,

3 Hungarians, 2 Poles, 1 Swede, 1 Norwegian^ 1 Dutch-
man, 1 Spaniard, and 1 American. The Congress sat

11 working days, and held 11 general and 29 sectional

meetings. Before separating, they passed 21 resolutions
in the form of recommendations to the French Govern-
ment. Several of them particularly referred to education,
but the most important and interesting to Europe gene-
rally were the following:—« That it was advisable to re-
duce all prohibitive duties to a moderate protective rate,
and to reduce the French tariff's generally. That it was
advisable to reduce the price of salt for the benefit of
agriculture, salt being now a Government monopoly. That
a division of landed property into farms of less than
10, 15, or 20 acres, was highly injurious. That it was ad-
visable to establish agricultural schools, that an en-
cyclopaedical society should b« established at Strasburg in

correspondence with the towns and universities of France
and Germany, and especially with Metz, Nancy, Besan^on,
Mulhausen, Friburg, Heidelberg, Meatz, and Bonn/' The
mu% meettiig of th« coz^grefis wiU take flact 9X Angem*-

The Marseilles papers state that a ship, laden with dye-

wood, had recently arrived in that port, and that a ve-

nomous serpent was found concealed among the timber,

which was not captured without much diflSculty. It is,

however, suspected that the story was got up to frighten

the custom-house officers and enable the crew to land

some contraband goods.

Spain.—Our advices from Madrid state that the
Christina organs of the 15th appeared in mourning on
that day, being the anniversary of the execution of General
Diego Leon. Three other papers had articles on the

shooting of this unfortunate insurgent, by no means flat-

tering to the Regent. The church of St. Louis, where a

mass was celebrated to the memory of Diego Leon, wag
crowded by Moderados of all ranks. It was reported that

the Regent had resolved on prosecuting some of the

journals which had attacked him so violently, as well as

the curate of the parish, for not having informed the

authorities that a religious manifestation was to take

place.—The Barcelona papers mention that further execu-

tions had taken place in Gerona by order of Gen. Zurbano,
but state that it is his intention to grant an amnesty to all

the individuals detained in the prisons of the province for

having given shelter or assistance to the rebels.^A
Madrid letter states that there have been discovered, in

the archives of Salamina, documents relating to the ex-

periments on the application of steam to navigation made
at Barcelona, as long ago as 1543, by a naval officer named
Blasco de Garray- These experiments were made in the

presence of Charles V., who, although the idea was not

adopted by the government, made the inventor a present

of a considerable sum of money.
PoRTUGAT..—We have Lisbon news to the l?th instant.

The new administration was proceeding vigorously with its

financial measures. New commissions were appointed, and
new regulations laid down, for the more effective admini-

stration of justice. The negotiations with the Court of

Rome had arrived at a very critical period, the liberties of

the Lusitanian Church being now completely at issue.

The Crown had appointed eight prelates, of whom the

Internuncio proposed to accept three, or at most four,

substituting Papal appointments for the remainder. The
Court was disposed to -give way, but the Government ap-

peared actuated by a strong spirit of resistance. No pro-

gress has been made with the tariff convention. The ac-

counts from Madeira and Oporto were of the most melan-
choly description.

Belgium.—The railroad from Courtray to Tournay is

expected to be opened to the public about the end of the

present month, and the whole line will be in active opera-

tion in November. A Belgian paper states that there has

been recently found, amongst a heap of old books, pur-

chased at St. Trond, the sixth known copy of the first

Bible printed at Mentz. One copy was purchased in 181G
by Louis XVIII. for 20,OOOf.

Germany.—His Excellency Prince Esterhazy, for

many years the Austrian Ambassador at the English

Court, has finally taken his departure from London,
having at length resigned his appointment as Ambassador.
His Excellency, since his recent return from Austria, has

suffered from ill health, which no doubt accelerated his

departure. The Prince left Chandos-house last week on
his return to Vienna.—The Berlin papers contain an in-

teresting account of the opening of the Session of the

Committees of the Prussian States-General ou the 18th.

Count D'Arniffi, the Minister of the Interior, delivered a

speech on the occasion, to which the Prince de Solms
replied, as the Marshal of the United Committees of the

Provincial States, Great enthusiasm prevailed, and the

sitting was then adjourned till the 21st, when a reduction

of taxation and the railroad system were to be the sub-

jects discussed.—The Provincial States have adopted a

resolution calculated to produce the most beneficial re-

sults for the prosperity of that country. On the propo-

sition of the King, the committee of those assemblies has

decided that the sums obtained by a reduction in the taxes

should be applied to the construction of railroads. The
diminution in the taxes amounted, for the present year,

to 1,500,000 thalers (208,000/.)—Letters from Frankfort

state that in the evening of the I3th inst. a shock of an

earthquake, attended with considerable noise, was felt at

Coblentz,—The distinguished German sculptor, Ruhl,

well known by his illustrations of Shakspeare, died at

Cassel, in the first week of the present month, at the age

of 77. Ruhl was the preceptor of Rauch, of Berlin,

and held the appointment of Professor at the Aca-

demy of Arts of Cassel.—We learn from Munich, that

the Crown Princess arrived^ in that capital on the 11 th

inst., and that on the following day the marriage cere-

mony was performed, according to the rites of the Roman
Catholic Church, by the Archbishop Baron Von Gebsattel.

On the occasion of the marriage, the inhabitants of the

Bavarian Palatinate have contributed to purchase the

Castle of Hambach, and to present it to his Royal High-

ness as a wedding-day gif(. The King has allowed the

Crown Prince to accept the gift, and the Castle of Ham-
bach, henceforth a Royal residence, will bear in future the

appellation of Maxburg.—Letters from Ratisbon of the

18th announce that the Walhalla, the magnificent temple

built by the King of Bavaria on the model of the Parthe-

non at Athens, in commemoration of distinguished Ger-

mans, was solemnly inaugurated on that day. The whole

Court arrived from Munich, and the town was crowded
with persons of rank. When the procession arrived at the

foot of the hill above the Danube, on which the temple is

erected, the King alighted from his carriage and ascended

the steps, accompanied by Princess William of Prussia,

followed by different members of the Royal Family in the

following order :_Prince William of Prussia, with Queen

Therm i the Priage Koyal with ius Cowort i
Priace l^^.

i
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Manitre.—J. G. I/, to two loads of frame-dungr, just taken from
the Cucumber-bed, has added several large waterpots-fuU of
amraoniacal water, diluted with three times the bulk of water,
the ammonia being previously fixed with sulphuric acid. He
inquires, if six barrows of the duog in its original state he suf-
ficient for a certain piece of ground, how much wonld the
same piece require of the manure in its present state? It is
very difficult to say, much depending upon the strength of the
gas-water; but, in all probability, about one-third. It is
not, however, economical to add ammoniacal liquor to rotten
dung. A much better plan is to pour it on sawdust, or Upon
the mowings of a lawn, weeds, and similar garden rubbish. If
they are then covered over with a few inches of mould, so as
to confine the heat, the whole ma&s will speedily become rotten
and of most admirable quality. In this case, however, gypsum
should be added as soon as fermentation has taken place, or
oil of vitriol, unless sawdust was mixed with the rubbish, in
which case that material will absorb the ammonia.—

t

Salt.— S. 5.—The quantity of salt which may be applied to
Asparagus-beds is 2 lb. per square yard. - %

Cropping,—^7> Original Subscri&^i'^-^By the application of judi-
cious trenching and manuring, the same kind ofcrop may beob-
tained successively for years without diminution; but your
piece of ground which has been under Potato crops for the
last seven years ought certainly to be cropped with something
else. A corn crop will be proper enough in the fir^t instance

j

afterwards it may be laid to rest with grass.— [^

Heatixg.— Z.—We conceive that heating by hot water is cheaper
than by dung, where the latter has to be brought and carted
far; it is also very much better. The internal diameter of the
smallest of Shewen's boilers is nine inches, and its height 22
inches i weighing about 1 cwt. 3qrs, The price of such a boiler,
with the necessary fittings, will be 4l. 10*.—

t

Grapes.—If A Subscriber has allowed the red spider to attack
his Vines, it will account for his West's St. Peter's Grapes
being deficient in flavour, and not ripening in ordinary per-
fection.— ^: ir. S.—Your remarks on the problem oft'cred for
solution by our Dublin correspondent are not to the purpose. In
the first place, it does not appear that the Vines in question
were attacked by red spider at all ; and you have no right to take
that for granted. In the next place, if red spider had attacked
the Vines, the branches would all have suflTercd equally, which
you are expressly told was not the case. Thus you see,
although you think the problem of such easy solution that
" no gardener of practical experience could ever need to ask
such a question,** you have not been able to answer it your-
self.—

t

Vines.— 17. T. S.—As you intend to grow plants in your Vinery,
the best method of training the Vines which you can adopt is,

to allow a single stem under each rafter. By pruning them
afterwards on the short spur system, they will not obstruct
the light materially.

—

t

, Lupi.vus Hartwegii.- /f. D.—This is only an annual; if it has
once flowered, it will not live through the winter in the open
border, although protected with a handglass. Mr. Hartweg
states that it is only an annual in Mexico, where it is found
growing in corn-fields ; it is half-hardy.—If

Bapjksian Rose.—Jweoftwy.— If thp roots of your Rose hare I

penetrated into a wet or strong soil, that, in conjunction with
its being trained upon an eastern aspect, will accour»t for its

not producing flowers. By severing some of the largest of the
descending roots, and raising the rest nearer the surface, you
may, perhaps, induce the plant to flower.—

t

Halp-hardy Plants.—A I}evonian.-^ln such a climate as Sal-
combe, we should try any plants from New Zealand, Van Die-
men's Land, Mexico, Chili, or California ; such as Pines, Cea-
nothus azfireus, various species of Acacia, Francoas, Arauca-
ria, Escall<5nias, Duvauas, Leptospermums, Melaleucas. Ep&-
crises, Crataegus mexicana, Camellias, Hybrid Rhododendrons,
Rhododendron arbcreum aud campanulatum, Fabiana imbri-
cata, Cercis Siliquastrum, Clunese liiimboos, and even some of
the Mexican and Chilian Cacti, It is also by no means impro-
bable that Eucalyptus pulverulenta and some other species
would stand the winter in such a place.—

t

Double Ykllow Persian Rose.—//.—This is a good Rose,
and in appearance bears a great resemblance to the Old Yellow.
It is, however, a much stronger grower, a better bloomer, and
may be flowered freely in a pot. The flowers also open per-
fect, which is seldom the case with the Old Yellow.—If

Hark's-poot Ferv.- C. J.— Polyp<5dium aureum and DavSllia
canariensis are both known as the Hare's-foot Femj but the
latter is most frequently called so.

—

t

Azaleas—Z.— Pot Azaleas now.— t
Protection" foe Pi-axts.— Z.—Asphalte covering is well suited

for this purpose. It is not fixed on boards, but nailed to open
frames made of rails. A wooden shutter will, no doubt, do as
well; but is, in this country, more expensive. Probably what
is called felt at Boulogne is the same material as the asphalte
boards.—

f

Camellias.—Jflffofiwj.—These plants, when in a growing state,

should be liberally supplied with watery that is, if the pots are
properly drained. At this season of the year Camellias are
nearly in a dormant state* and, consequently, the supply of
water should be dimiiushed,but the soil must never be allowed
to become dry. They will be rather benefited than otherwise
by the temperature of the house being kept between 40° aud 50°,

as it will forward the blossom-buds, and bring them into bloom
early in spring.—

t

CLiMTiKRs.— C/.— Climbers can be shifted at once out of small
pots into large ones; for, as you justly observe, it would not
do to fasten an iron trellis to a pot, and train the plant to it,

and then have to shift it afterwards. Climbers, generally,
should be well established in small pots before they are turned

' out into large ones; but during the time necessary for this
* purpose, the stems can be supported with a wooden stake.—

^

Hedy'chil'M Gardnerianum ~~ Botanicus.—If you have the
means of planting out your Hed\chium Gardncrianum in the
border of the conservatory, it will flower finely every year.

When planted out in this manner it is much more hardy than
is generally supposed. It is a common error to keep it in the
stove, the temperature of which is too hot for it in winter,
when it should be resting.—

5

£ion<5nia venusta.—Bofnnictw.—This plant should be cut back
in spring, after it has flowered ; it blossoms both in autumn
and spring.— §

Hibiscus sinensis.— ^(J^umjcuj.—You will not injure this plant
by cutting in the straggling shoots ; but you will, on the con-
trary, do it a great deal of good.— §

Veoetablk Ivory.-M S. H.—The nut of the Tagua Palm, or
Phytelephas macrocarpa, is now used by turners as a substi-
tute for Ivory. It is a native of the country near Carthagena,
whence it was originally brought to Liverpool.—

t

Paxcra'tium speciosum.—jk. will be obliged to any correspond-
ent who will acquaint him with the treatment necessary to in-
duce Pancratium spcciosum to flower freely,

Baxksia SoLAxnai—Jacoii^j._j\re you sure that the stem of
Banksia Solandri, which has lost all its leaves, is alive? Exa-
mine the bark at the neck of the stem, and if that is dead, you
may throw the plant away. If you find it alive, you may repot
the plant in loamy soil, and keep it in a warm greenhouse,
givingit very little water until new leaves are formed. We,
however, give you scarcely any hope of its recovery.—

§

The Dahlia,—J. 3/.—The phenomenon you mention of a Dahlia
bearing on the same stem two distinctly-coloured blossoms in
the garden of Mr. Milne, dyer, Arbroath, does not at all sur-
prise us. If scarlet and a purplish rose colour are united on
one and the same stem, it is no more than occurs with the
Chinese Chrysanthemum, which very often bears orange and
dark purple flowers on the same plant.—

t

BctBous IRIBKS.— J* G, //.—Providing that the soU of your
t*rden is of a light and dry nature, there Is no occasion to dig
it out from th« I»m« in which you intend to pUmt fotyr Itis^*

I
Leaf-mould is preferable to dung for mixing with the soil, as
the latter is liable to cause the bulbs to decay in wet weather.
You may plant them with a dibber six inches apart and three
inches deep.

—

t
Bulbs.—Z.—Place the hulbs of Cvrtanthusonashelf in the stove

as near as possible to the glass. Do not withhold water en-
tirely, but administer it very sparingly.—

t

Peaks.— C. Avstin.^The Downton Pear is a good bearer; the
fruit is very juicy, but the flavour has a peculiar astriugency,
palatable only to some persons. Your Glout MtTceau, that is
not well-flavoured on a west aspect, will prove much better as
a standard. The Delices d'Hiver is not known. The Gros

I
Dillen is the same as Beurre Diel.—

H

GoosEBERniES.—£rt>AfoM.—The following is a list of 20 sorts of
of Gooseberries, of good flavour and size, those of each colour
being placed iu the order of ripening i—Iied: Keen's Seedling.
Melling's Crown Bob. Leigh's Rifleman, Boardraan*s British
Crovni, Red Warrington. White: Taylor's Bright Venus,
Wellington's Glory, Saunders's Cheshire Lass. Woodward's
W^hitesmith, Cook's White Eagle. Green : Parkinson's Laurel,
Large Smooth Green, Collier's Jolly Angler, Massey^s Heart of
Oak, Edwards's Jolly Tar. Yellow: Dixon's Golden Yellow,
Prophet's Regulator, Prophet's Rockwood, Brotherton's Golden
Sovereign, and Pilot. If flavour, independent of size, had
been the object, the list would, of course, have been very dif-
ferent.-

H

Apples.—Pomum»—The Apples you mention are all dessert
kinds, and become fit for use in the following order:—Mac-
lean's Favourite, Pearson's Plate. Court of Wick. Reinette du
Canada, Boston Russet, New Rock Pippin, Court-pendu Plat,
and Sturmer Pippin: the whole affording a supply from the
present time till June.— If

Sea-kale.—Poluphioisbos.~Sea.-ka\e plants do not require any
covering if they are not intended for forcing, the plant being
perfectly hardy.—t

M*Ew«N Cabbage.—-4n Orig^inal Subscriber.—We do not know
anything about the M'Ewen Cabbage.—

|

Books.—ii.—The little work on chess that you inquire about is

called " Chess Exemplified in a concise and easy notation," and
has just been published by Messrs. Longman & Co. It is an
excellent book for practice, and well suited to beginners. But
it is requisite, in the first place, to master the author's peculiar
manner of designating the pieces and squares, which, we fear,
will be found troublesome. The result will, however, be woith
thcpains. X.—You cannot do better than provide yourself
with Paxton's Botanical Dictionary, if you want a very neat, and
very portable, and very good Catalogue of Garden Plants.—

t

Horticultural Society.—Q.—There is but one meeting held
by this society in November, and that takes place on the 1st
instant. The meeting commences at two o'clock in the after-
noon

J any person is allowed to exhibit, provided his prodac-
tions possess sufficient merit.

—

X

Microscopes.— -^ Constant Reader will find what is called an
Ellis's microscope the most useful in pursuing his botanical
studies. An excellent one can be had for 41. or 5/., only he
must be careful to procure it from a first-rate optician. We
cannot, however, recommend one tradesman in preference to
another.—

f

Old Seed.—A Subscriber.— It is very unusual for Cabbage-seed
thirteen years old to grow as well as new seed. Could you in-

form us how it was kept?--t
Mortality of the Metropolis.—3fr. Smith, of Darntck Cut-

tagCt is informed that the Tables from which the mortality of
the Metropolis is given are published in the daily papers, by
authority, and that the average is calculated, not for the single
week, but for the whole year. These Tables do not appear
regularly, and hence their value as a series of observations is

much diminished.—B.
MiscELLAMKous.— J. ii.—Thc Fcm from Mexico is Adiantum
radiatum. J/r. Ford will oblige us much by communicat-
ing the result of his experiments on Potatoes, &c. G. R.—
W^e cannot form an opinion upon the Ipomceafrom the inspec-

tion of a drawing. The species are difiicult to determine, and
require the examination of very good and complete specimens.

Z.—You should write on otie side onis/ of your paper.
Zaccheus is to ns unintelligible.—t W< Ab^—Yonr green-
house climber is Canavalia bonariensis.— j C. jl.—The
letter G is sounded in Brugmansia.— t A Constant Rtader,—
Your plants are— 1. Siilvia involucrataj 2. Aster Novae An-
glise ; 3. A. laevis; l. A. amplexicaulis j 5. Cacalia hastata.—

t

F. . .—Your delicate little Fern is the rare Hymenophyl-
lum tunbridgcnse.—t H, H.— Mr. A. Mackenzie must be
mistaken in his reference to Kos. 34 and 35 of the Chronicle

for a detail of his method of growing the Gladi61us cardinAlis.

The only statements from him on this subject which we are able
to discover are contained at p. 253, in No. 16 of this year, in

which he refers to an article upon the cultivation of Gladi6ii,

which had appeared in the *' Gardener's Magazine " of last

year; and at p. 582, in No. 36 of the Chronicle of last year.—

t

——Phtkrow, — Your Pears are— 1, White Doyenut; 2,

—The varieties of Apples which you enumerate are all suitable
for dwarfs. For espaliers you may substitute the Blenheim
Pippin for the King of the Pippins. You will find a list of ex-
cellent varieties at p. 641, arranged in the order of their ripening,
or nearly SO; and from it you will be able to select tli^ addi-
tional number you require, v^hether for dessert or kitchen use,
of Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,—f- ,'f//fs.—Your Pears
are; I, Aston Town; 2, Bishop's Thumb; 3, Brown Beurr^

;

25, Chfluraontel. Your Apples are: 2, 10, Margil ; 6,N(mpareil; 7,
Syke House Russet; 3, 8, g, l6, 17, Court of Wick ; n. \\ hice
Costinj 14, Ribstone Pippin; 15, Downtou.— n Poluphloisbos,
—We suppose yonr ammonia most have been the carbonate.
Pray send as a Uttle

; \ oz. is enough- j<mpt*r/#—Your plants
are—l, Saxifraga Gcum ; 6, S. muscoides ; 2, PotentUlareptans;
4, Silene nutans; 7, Ervum hirsutum; 8, Asi^idinm spinulo.
sum; 9, A. mix mas; 10, 11, Asplenium Filix foe'mma: ?2,
StelUria uliginosa; 14, L&mium purpfireum.- : A Sub^
smber.—A Blackbird is called black because it is black.— +
K. B.. Brir/on.—Your Apple appears to be the Minchal Crab,
but arrived in a ?tate of decay.— ,;| A Subscribe- from the
commencement vrill find the information which he requires at p.
609 of this year's Chronicle.^t

Spanish Bon Chretien ; 3, Gansell's Bergamot; 4, St. Geimain

;

6, Bishop's Thumb; 7. Seckel. The Apples are— 5, Pearson's
Plate; 8, HoUandbury; g, King of the Pippins.— i; Thad-
deits.—The following are the names of the different species of
Cistus which you have sent:— 1, viUosus, var.; 2, laxus; 3,

hirsutus, var.; 4, ladaniferus; 5, purpureus ; B, incauus^ 7,

albidus; 8, monspeliensis; 10, undulatus, var. ; 11, platysepa-

lus,var.; 12, Cupanianus; 13, florentinus ; 14, undulatus; 15,

heterophyllus; 16. canescens, var. ; 17, populif6lius minor; 18,

purpureus, var.-f——Z.—Your Apples are—l, Kirke's Lord
Nelson; 2, Cornish GiUiflower; 5, 13, Cockle Pippin; 6, Robiu-
Bon's Pippin; 8, Pearson's Plate; 10, Hawthornden; 11, New-
town Pippin; 15, Blenheim Pippin; 16, MargU; 17. 21, Golden
Reinette; 18. Hall Door; 20, of no merit; 29, Alfriston. The
Pearsare— 23, Glout Morceau; 24, Duchesse d'Angoul6me.-|l
A.Z.^Yoiir Pears are—l, Duchesse d'Angoul^me; 2, Passe
Colmar; 3, Crassane; 4, ScckeL— H- T. C. C—Your Apple
is Newbold's Duke of York.— H Bw^nAam.—Your Apples
are—l. Beauty of Kent, and 2, Belle Harvey. —!! J/r. Raven's

Apple is the Gravenstein.- u An Original Subscriber.~^\e
are much obliged for your Pear, which we shall notice soon,

along with other productions of the same sort. It is not, how-
CTCi triple, as you conjecture ; it is quite simple, as we shall

explain by-and-by. The Dahlia seems curious ; compare it

with the Hen and Chickens Daisy.— t B. A\—Your Pear it

the Seckel. Louisa.—Yonr plants are—l, Symph6ria glo-

merata; 2, Genista tinctdria; 4, Coroniila emerus.—t B.
D.—Your communication shall appear next week.— t Z,—
Three of thc Numbers may be had; Feb. 12th is out of print.

Ren^ Langeiier.—The blooms of your Dahlia, named White
Defiance, arrived in good condition. The flower is not a pure
white, and the centre is much disfigured by the dirty yellowish
colour of the petals ; the eye is also thin and filled with upright

florets, which expand imperfectly ; it is inferior to most of the
whites cultivated in England.-A'o. 4, 13-12:-This bloom
was considerably damaged, but what remained would not
induce us to think very favourably of it ; the centre is low, and
the petals in this part of the flower expand irregularly.—*

W. J. Ward.—Your Pansy, named Socrates, is a bold and fi.ne

flower; the eye is good, and the deep blue margin round the
lower petals broad and decided. There is rather too much of

the top petals seen, and the indenture on the lower ones is a
slight defect in its general appearance; it is a clear, fine, full-

sized flower.— * J, li'., Bu/A.—The eye of your Pansy is

very fine ; but iu no other respect can we praise it. The petals

are thin, and the colours common; thc side petals also are tco

small.—* T, Skermore.—The eye of your Pansy is the be^
point about it. The form is imperfect, being too long; the side

l>eta]s are also small in comparison with the size of the flower.

_ *

—

^j^ H'.—Your seedling yellow Dahlia ia dcddedly worth

trying another season ; the colour is clear and fine, and there

Is prpmisf about the other qualities of the flower.—* C. M*

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 34.
each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers* Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in anj/ part of London by remitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5s. for every 23 copies.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The question of the Right of Search has been again

brought prominently into notice, by the publication of a
Letter, addressed by Lord Aberdeen to the Lords of the

Admiralty, in reference to the proceedings of British Naval
Officers engaged in the suppression of the Slave Trade.

It appears that Her Majesty's Advocate-General, to wbona
the papers relating to these events had been submitted,

has expressed his doubts of the legality, not only of the

acts themselves, but of tlie instructions under \Nhich they
have been executed, declaring that many of the proceedings

cannot be considered as sanctioned by the law of natious

or by the provisions of existing treaties. Lord Aberileen's

letter, calh'ng the attention of the Admiralty to these

facts, was published in the Appendix to a recent Parlia-

mentary Report, and has been eagerly seized by the

French papers as a complete confirmation of all their

statements respecting the manner in which the Right
of Search Treaties have been executed by British cruisers.

On no former occasion have these journals expressed more
hostility towards England than ia their discussions on this

letter ; they renew their demands for an immediate repeal

of the existing treaties, and declare that no convention ia

which the Right of Search forms a part can henceforth be

ratified. This is in some measure confirmed by the ru-

mour that the French Ministry has sent a formal notice to

the British Government that the treaty of last Deceniber

will not be ratified, and that tlie other Powers who are

parties to it are at liberty to close thc protocol which has

so long been kept open for the acquiescence of France.—The
Spanish news mentions the nrinifeBtalion of public feeling

towards the memory of General Diego Leon on the

recent anniversary of his execution : our readers wtU
remember that he was one of the most gallant officers

of Spain, and that he suffered death as the principal leader

of the Christine insurrection. This manifestation was so

general, that the journals indulged ia violent comments
on the Government, and attacked the Regent with great

personal animosity. The affair seems to have been unex-

pected by the authorities, and a severe retaliation is

pected.—Our Lisbon news mentions several important

reforms in the financial department, ns a proof that the

new ndministration is proceeding vigorously with its

measures ; the tariff is still unsettled, and is likely to

make little progress until the questions at issue with the

Pope respecting Church affairs be definitively settled.

From Germany we have accounts of the opening of

the Session of the Committees of the Prussian States-

General convened by the King to confer with the

Supreme Government on matters of national interest.

This assembly ia the first important step which Ger-

many has taken towards a representative system, and

its influence on the other States cannot fail to be beneficial.

We have also news of the ceremonies at the opening

of the Walhalla, the national Pantheon of Germany,
erected by the King of Bavaria vwith all the appliances

of art and taste on the banks of the Danube. This mag-
nificent building has been many years in progress, and is

intended to commemorate the illustrious men of all those

countries in which at any period of their history the

German language has been spoken as the native tongue.

The circumstances attending its erection and the speecli

of King Lewis at the recent opening are significant

indications of that spirit of German union which de-

rived such impulse from the proceedings of the Kiag

of Prussia at the late ceremonies at Cologne.— Froia

the Levant we have iiule news of iatOTMt, the great

feast of Ramaaan having thrown into thef'^^deaJi n^at-

ters of diplomatic business and political istr:^ :^. There

is, however, no doubt that the Forte will ler^l&t in main-

taining Turkish Governors in the Lebanon, in spite of the

opposition of the Ambassadors. Ths affairs of Servia

continue in the same unsettled state, and the deposed

Prince is still waitiog the dedsion of Europe aud of the

Sultan, whichU c:rpected to be i» his fsTOun—Despatch^
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"t'"5>f«t':f-ThrdirL"or; and guardian, of the poor

#7i:- JJ.u hflvP agreed to a Report to be presented to

if.'^LPl"^' 'nl/tl t^ special iW-y lately instituted

liich
spec

elucatfon, and particularly religious instmctTon, has been

hitherto afforded to the pauper chLldrea. It states that

amon? the poor supported in the workhouse, there are

annuity between 200 and 300 children not exceeding 14

years of age. Whilst the parish was under the manage-

went of a self-elected vestry, the education of the pauper

children was almost totally neglected, and they were let

out on hire to work in a cotton factory and other employ-

inents; but since the vestry has beea elected by the rate-

payers that system has been abandoned, and the children

are instructed in the elementary branches of useful know-

ledge, combined with moral and religious instruction. The

report enters at some length into the questions arising out

of the late commission ; but they have been so recently

before our readers that it is not necessary to particularise

the dttails. With respect to the state of the workhouse

schools, and the religious and other instruction afTorded to

the pauper children, the report expresses the opinion of

the guardians—** that tliis special inquiry will satisfy the

public at large, as well as the poor-law commissioners, that

for a long time past there has been no want of zeal and at-

tention on the part of the directora of the poor with respect

to moral and religious edocation, and suitable instruction

in the rudiments of useful learning; and when it is under-

Stood that there is now erecting, and nearly finished, a

new and spacious school, with dormitories and offices de-

tached from the workhouse, similar to that of the boys, at

a cost of 2000/., for !he exclusive use of the female chil-

dren, it must be manifest that the directors of the poor,

and the vestry of this parish, are sparing neither in trouble

nor expense in order to promote the comfort and welfare,

as well as the religious and general education, of the pau-

|>er children who are domiciled in the workhouse of this

parish/'
'

. r v
SL Andrew' Sy Hoiborn.—On Monday a meeting of the

parishioners was convened at the Mechanics' Institution,

in Southampton-buildings, Mr. Wakley in the Chair, to

cODsider the conduct of the Rector, in instituting 14 bills

in Chancery for the recovery of tithes. The following

resolution, vVnch was adopted after some discussion,

gives the substance of the arguments advanced, and ex-

plains the case at issue, so far as the views of the com-

plaining parties are concertied :—« That this meeting

^iewa with deep regret the course pursued by the Rev,

J. T. Robinson, the Rector of this parish, in having filed

separate bills in Chancery against 14 of his parishioners,

for trifling amounts of tithe due to him, notwithfatanding

tlie provisions of the Act of Parliament, 5ih and Gih

Will. IV., e. 74, which gives an incumbent a cheap

summary remedy for the recovery of all tithes under 10/.

in amount, to which remejJy such incumbent is restricted,

unless his title to the tithe claimed shall be bond Jide in

He said he had warned the House
their refusal to afford relief to the

and contended that Chartism was

the offspring of oppression. He referred to the late trials

and condemned with great severity the conduct of Lord

Abinger, declaring his intention to bring it before Parlia-

ment! The meeting concluded with resolutions in favour

of the charter and equal political rights.—On Sunday

evening and on another occasion in the course of last week

a meeting of female Chartists was held in the Old Bailey,

for the purpose of forming a Female Chartist Association.

After some preliminary matters had been disposed of, a

Mr. Cohen declared that he *' could not help saying that

woman, in his opinion, would be more in her proper cha-

racter and station at home, where she was the pride and

ornamentof'thedomestichearth.'thanin the political arena.

He acknowledged the high and useful talents of Miss Marti-

neau, but he did not consider that nature intended woman

to partake of political rights- She was not, physically con-

sidered, intended for it. He had the highest respect for

the character of woman, and sense of what was due to her

in every point of consideration ; but he would put it to

the mothers present, whether they did not find themselves

more happy in the peacefulness and usefulness of the

domestic hearth than in coming forth in public, and

The number of deaths

and

question ; and the parishioners now essembled hereby

record their disapprobation of such conduct of the said

Rector." Another resolution was subsequently carried,

pledging the meeting to support the defendants, and

defray the expenses of the Chancery suits by a general

subscription among the inhabitants.

Marylebone,— On. Saturday, at a meeting of the Mary-

lebonc Vestry, a long debate took place on the report of

ft committee appointed to consider the propriety of grant-

ing a site in the parish for a monumental column to the

memory of the Scottish Reformers of 1793-4— viz., Muir,

Palmer, Skirving, Gerrald, and Maigarot. The proposal

originated with Mr. Joseph Hume, who had placed the

sum of 500/. at the disposal of the committee for the pur-

pose. The report stated that the committee were unani-

mously of opinion that it was expedient to accede to the

propositions of Mr. Hume, in providing a site for the

column ; that the most desirable place was the Regent-

circus, in Oxford^street ; and the committee recommended

that Mtc for the approval of the vestry. The spot, how-

ever, being under the contiol of the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests, so far as uniformity of paving and

lighiii.^ was concerned, the report concluded by recom-

mending that application be made to the commissioners

for their sanclion. The report was warmly opposed, and

an amendment was moved for its recommittal, on the

ground that the vestry, by asking permission to erect the

monument, would make themselves parties to the acts of

the Scottish Reformers. After a very stormy discussion

division took place, when there appeared—for the mo-

tion, 14; for the amendoQent, 16. The report is there-

fore recommited.
Chartist Meetings,—On Monday night a festival was

given at the hall of thelSational Association, to Mr, Dun-
corabe, M.P- for Finsbury, the object being to testify to

that gentleman the feelings of his constituents, in regard

to his exertions in the House of Commons on bthalf of

the labouring classes. There was a large asseniblage of

persons of both sexes, and tea having been served, the

business of the evening was commenced. Colontl Thomp-

son took the chair. After the adoption of resolutions in

favour of the principles of the charter, Mr. T. Duncombe

addressed the meeting. He took a review of the pohcy of

the late Government, and alluded to the recent session of

Parliament ** There never was." he said, '* a session so

discreditable to the Tories, so inglorious to the Whigs, and

I may add so unsatisfactory to the people. 1 was looking

this morning at the return of the number of hours during

which Parliament sat in the course of the last session and

1 tod that from February to August they sat^ 1,008

U^n, mi 125 of those houri »ew after xcidnight, m

aspiring after political rights/' This speech was replied

to by a Miss Mary Ann Walker, who, amidst the cheers

of the men and the waving of handkerchiefs from the

women, combated the arguments it advanced, in language

of no measured character. The proceeding has attracted

the attention of the daily papers by its novelty,_ and the

principal speakers have thereby acquired a notoriety from

the exhibition, to which they hardly seem to have at first

aspired.
-v^ , ^t

Rolherles.—'V^t mentioned in a recent dumber the

robbery of a box of diamonds, valued at 9,000/., from the

person of Mr, Wolff, a foreign merchant, while in Covent

Garden Theatre. Circumstances have since occurred to

throw considerable doubt upon the facts; and from in-

quiries instituted by the police, it is supposed that the

whole story was an invention. Mr. Wolff disappeared

soon after the occurrence, and has been traced to Brussels

by some parties to whom he was largely indebted ; he was

there arrested, and the whole affair will now undergo a

legal investigation.

Mortality of the Metropolis

registered in the weekending Saturday, the 15th Inst.,

was 824. Males, 411; females, 413. Average weekly,

deaths 1838-9 40-41, males, 467 ; females, 445. The

distribution of this mortality over the different districts

warf as follows :—West Districts 114, North Districts 149,

Central Districts 174, East Districts 193, South Dis-

tricts 194.

Depfford.—On Sunday afternoon, a small species of

whale was captured in the Thames near Deptford Pier,

It was first seen passing down the river between the pier

and the Dreadnought Hospital Ship, and was immediately

attacked by the watermen, who secured it without much
difficulty. The length of the animal is about 20 feet, his

circumference 10 feet, and his weight nearly two tons. It

was recognised, by persons accustomed to the whale

fishery, as a fin-back.

Woolwich.—It is now certain that Woolwich is to be

one of the Metropolitan stations (^ the Foot Guards, and

that the barracks will be occupied about the 1st of next

month by the 3d battalion of the Grenadier Guards from

Manches'ter, to which place the corps was sent during the

late riots. The Guards are said to be much gratified with

the prospect of Woolwich being added to the Metropolitan

stations, as it is known to be healthy ; and from its vicinity

to the Metropolis possesses the advantage of being near

head-quarters, and at the same time has all the advan-

tages of a country station.

Chatham.^On Friday, being the anniversary of the

Battle of Trafalgar, the Cumberiand, 70 guns, was launched

at this dock-yard, in the presence of urt immense con-

course of spectators. The ship was named by Mrs. Airy,

the wife of the Astronomer Royal, and the launch took

place without the occurrence of any accident. The length

of the Cumberland is 180 feet, extreme breadth 54 feet 3

inches, burden 2,244 tons. / ^

^9robimial Nclus.
Birmingham,~lt is understood that it is the intention

of Government to place all able-bodied pensioners, who

are willing to assist the civil authorities, under drill at

stated intervals; and that arms and accoutrements for

200 of these veterans are shortly expected at the barracks

in this town. The Consecration of the Rev. Dr. Wilson, as

the Roman Catholic bishop of Hobart Town, Van Diemen's

Land, was appointed to take place yesterday, in St. Chad's

cathedral in this town, the titular archbishop of Sydney

performing the ceremony, assisted by Dr. Wiseman and

Dr. Walsh.
Chester.—The Macclesfield papers mention as a proof

of the defective education in Cheshire, that out of 114

prisoners tried last week at the Knutsford quarter-sessions,

one-half could neither read nor write, 32 could read and

write imperfectly, 24 could read, and only one could read

and write well !—It is stated that so considerable a reduc-

tion in the price of cheese has taken place in this county,

in consequence of the distressed state of the labouring

classes, that farmers are beginning to give up the manu-
facture altogefher : and one living near Crewe is men-

tioned, who has made a contract with the railway company,

by which he sends his milk for sale every day to Liver-

pool, a distance of 43 miles. The winter has set in with

some severity in this county ; on all the hills around

Macclesfield, and in other parti stUl furthtr fiortb, snow

was visible last triek.

j[)eol. We regret to state that the caisson recently

constructed on. the Goodwin Sands has been destroyed by

a melancholy disaster, a ship laden with timber haying run

upon it during the storm of Saturday night, and occa-

sioned its destruction, with the loss of all hands on board

the vessel, and three workmen on the caisson. Both these

events are matters for regret. The contrivance for the

<* Light for all Nations'-' was extremely ingenious, and it

required no ordinary amount of perseverance to carry it

into execution on such a spot as the Goodwin Sands. It

is also remarkable that it was destroyed, not by adverse

weather, but by one of the very objects for whose protec-

tion it was devised; and if the undertaking had beea,59

far advanced as to have borne a light, it is very pro-

bable that the loss of the ship would have been pre-

vented. The event does not affect the. merits of the in-

vention, and is one of those casualties which no foresight

could have controlled. The vessel which occasioned its

destruction has 'since been ascertained to be the Nancy, a

barque : the Coast Guard found her near the site of the

caisson, but were unable to approach the wr^gk^on^ac-

count of the surf on the Sands, The boats were still at-

tached to the wreck, so that there is. no doubt of the fate

of the crew. On another part of the Sands, on the same

night, a barque called the Hope was wrecked : she be-

longed to London, and was on her homeward voyage from

Quebec. She had struck on the outside of the Goodwin

Sands, and was breaking up rapidly. There were no per-

sons on board, which at first led to a supposition that the

crew had been washed off by the sea, which was making a

complete breach over her, but it was ascertained that

they had been saved by a vessel belonging to Broadstaira,

It appears from the accounts given by the crew that the

ship struck shortly after midnight, when running for the

mouth of the Thames. The wreck has since entirely

disappeared ; her loss is estimated at between 5,000/.

and 6,000/. During the morning, and whilst the storm

was at its height, his Belgian Majesty's raan.,orwar, the

Comte de Flandres, 18 guns, Captain Hyde, had a nar-

row escape off the same Sands, The ship, which had but

a day or two before sailed from Ostend on a voyage of

discovery round the world, was bearing down through the

North Foreland when taken by the storm, and driven

back on the Sands. For a length of time her situation was

extremely perilous* After cutting away the foremast, and

otherwise lightening the ship, she floated off, and was

subsequently brought to an anchor in Ramsgate roads.

On Sunday afternoon, upon the storm somewhat abating,

she was got under weigh, and reached Ramsgate in the

course of the evening, where she still remains to repair

damages.
Durham,—The advantage of befrienduig a neighbour

has been lately shown in this neighbourhood in a remark-

able manner. It appears from the Durham Chronicle,

that in 1811, George Wilson, of Biddick, in this county,

emigrated to North America, having previously borrowed

205. from Thomas Robson, a neighbour, to assist him in

effecting that object, under* promise to remember him if

ever he had it in his power. Robson was then a banks-

man ; but he has lately been employed in pumping water

in Cassop pit. On Monday week .he received a letter

from the executors of Wilson, apprisiug him that he had

recently died at Philadelphia, United States, and be-

queathed him money and property to the value of about

7,000/. I The party who has reaped this ample return for

his generosity is now about 70 years.of age, but fortunately

for his wife, about half a year ago he married a female not

more than 40. ^^ftf-r"^

Hereford,—The Autumnal Meeting of the Herefordshire

Agricultural Society took place last week. The exhibition

of stock was not equal \q the average in number, but was

of a superior quality. In the evening about two hun-

dred gentlemen dine'd together in the Shire Hall, Earl

Somers in the chair. The principal feature of the

meeting was the discussion of the prospects of agri-

culture, which seem to have been considered without

reference to party politics., Mr. Barneby, M.P., in along

speech upon this subject, noticed the recent measures of

Ministers. *» Whether those measures," he said, ** will

succeed, or whether they will fail, it is impossible for

us to say ; but let us exert ourselves to support them

to the best of our ability, so that we may do our best to

keep our station, in order that wc may not become

poorer and deal harshly with others who may benefit

by them. That the prices of our stock have been mate-

rially reduced, has been fully felt to-day; but I believe

the reduction of prices has not amounted to the great re-

duction that was experienced some ten or twelve years

ago ; and the depression may be partly attributable to

those misfortunes which have taken place in other coun-

ties, the late disturbances in the manufacturitig districts,

I will not advert to these topics further. I most fully

agree with what has been stated by some of my f>-Jends,

that the more these agricultural meetings ate extended

and divided in every part of the country, the more good

will be derived from them. I cannot view these meetings

t

i

in that limited way which some persons do, in reference

to the production of stock for the show ; for I think that,

in these times, we should turn our thoughts to the im-

provement of land in general, and that we should make

every attempt to improve the soil, whether it be arable or

pasture ; and there are some improvements which ^ ^^^^^

witnessed which have caused great benefit to landlord and

tenant. I allude particularly to draining. I think great

benefit would follow if carried out in the following man-

ner, namely, that the landlord should pay for the draining

upon his different estates, but that the tenant should pay

five per cent* on the outlay.* By this, 1 think, the laad-

lord^a property would be much improved, and he vr**"^

get fire p«r eeal. intwwt far hit outlaj ] %kile thi inter*
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pold wiih his sister, the Grand Duchess of Hesse j and
Prince Charles with the Duchess of Wurtemberg. A band
of musicians and a chorus, posted on the second terrace,
began a hymn the moment the company entered within
the gates. The slow movement of the procession in ascend-
ing the numerous steps^ which lead to the portico of the
temple formed a highly interesting spectacle. When the
King reached the entrance, the President of the Govern-
ment addressed His IMajesty in a speech in which he
dwelt on the national importance of this great work to
Germany. He said— »* The M' aihalla will be the palladium
of modern Germany, and the name of its royal founder
will, until the most remote ages, fill a large place in the
recollection of every one who has a German heart, and
wishes for the welfare of his country." His Majesty re-
plied, ** May the Walhalla contribute to extend and con-
solidate the feelings of German nationality I May all
Germans of every race henceforth feel they have a common
fatherland—a country of which they may1)e proud, and let
each individual labour according to his faculties to pro-
mote its glory." In addition to this interesting ceremony,
the Augsburg papers of the 22d give some particulars of
the proceedings of the King of Bavaria in laying the first
Btone of the monument erected at Kellheim, in memory
of the establishment of the national independence- The
King, on this occasion, spoke on the subject of German

openedl^^^^ to such future arrangements a. maybe
opera wM^^^^ T ^^^*^.^^J^f«^? ^? ^^"^^'^ «^ "lade for general security by her Majesty." This docu-

ladv oV rI;! T ' -^l":
^''^

^^l
^'' ^'^'^""'' *^ ^ ""^"^ '' '^'^'^^y censured by aH the colonial papers, whichlady of Bologna Rossini is 51 years of age, having been conten ^ ' ' ' " *^ '

horn Feb. 29, 1792.

_
MALTA.—The Malta papers are filled with discus-

sions on aCourt-Martial at Valetta» which has terminated
in the dismissal from the Navy of Lieut. Alston, of the
Cambridge, who was tried on the 11th for marked indif-
ference in the execution of the orders of his Captain and
Commander, and for having beaten a volunteer of the first
class at Besika. The Court was composed of the captains
of four line-of-battle ships, with Rear-Admiral Sir John
Louis as President.

Turkey.

d that the insurgents, who deservf^d severe punish-
ment for their revolt, have been treated with too much
leniency, and that the proclamation is little better than a
capitulation.

unity, to which so much interest has been given by the
King of Prussia's recent speech at Cologne. At the close
of his address, King Lewis pronounced the following re-
markable words :—" Let us never forget what preceded
the War of Independence, and created the necessity for it,

and which gave us the victory. Let us banish all dissen-
sionsj and never forget to honour the memory of the
heroes who fell fighting for their country. Germany united
IB invincible."—A rich mine of yellow amber, of a hard-
ness equal to rock crystal, has just been discovered in the
neighbourhood of the town of Zehderick, near Potsdam.
This discovery is the more remarkable, as up to the pre-
sent time yellow amber has only been found in the Baltic,
or on the shores of that sea.

Russia.^Letters from St. Petersburgh mention the
return of the Emperor, after having postponed his in-
tended visit to Berlin. By an order of the day, dated the
18th (30th) September, the Emperor has accepted Gen.
Grabbers resignation of the command of the Caucasus, and
has conferred the command qu Lieutenant-General
Gourko. The debilitated state of General Grabbe's health
is assigned as the motive for his retirement, but the real
cause is supposed to be the decided advantages lately ob-
tained over him by the Circassians of the mountains./
General Grabbe is, however, to retain Lis rank as aide-
de-camp general.— It is stated iu the papers that the
Grand Duchy of Finland, which, 30 years ago, at the pe-
riod uf its cession to Russia, knew no other religion than
the Episcopalian Lutheranism of Sweden, now contains
apopulation of 35,000 souls professing the Greek reli-
gion of Russia.—An official report has b^en transmitted
by Lieut, Sigholt, Commander of the North Cape steamer,
to the Fmance Department, in reference to the late wreck
of the Russian man-of-war noticed bv us in former Num-
bers. It states that, according to the returns of Captain
Trefiin, there were on board the Ingermannland 32 of-
ficers, besides the captain, G30 foremastmen, 2-4 women,
and 9 children—in ail S96 persons. Such of them as were
saved, and reached Norway, disembarked, on the 3d of
October, at Christiansand. Among these were the Cap-
tain, 13 officers, 472 men, 6 women, and I child.; making
altogether 4D3 persons. It is also known that some have
been saved by English Cruisers. It is, however, ascer-
tained that about 400 men have been drowned.
Italy.—Letters from Rome of the lltli inst. state

that the rumour that the Russian Government intended
to break off all diplomatic communications with the Holy
See is incorrect, a Russian courier having arrived at Rome
from St. Petersburgh a few days previously, with import-
ant despatches, in order to make overtures for new nego-
tiations. Nevertheless, it was generally believed that the
Russian ambassador, M. Potemkin, would leave Rome,
and that his place would be filled, for some time, only by
a chargi^ d'afTaires.— It appears that some technical infor-
mahty has been discovered in the will of Cardinal Fesch,
the uncle of Napoleon, who had bequeathed a large por-
tion of his estates, part of his celebrated picture-gallery,
and a considerable sum of money to the city of Ajaccio in
Corsica. Among the items of this bequest was a clause
direcrmg the erection of a convent and church at Ajaccio,
within which was to be formed a tomb for the interment
of the Bonaparte family. It now appears that the Cardi-
nal by his will nominated his nephew, Joseph ex-King of
Spain, as his residuary legatee, to whom all this valuable
property consequently lapsed. Under these circum-
etances the city of Ajaccio made anappeal to the libera-
hty of the Count de Survilliers, who has met it with a truly
noble spirit. On the 2d of last month he executed an act
of donation whereby he secured to the native city of his
uncle nearly all the late Cardinal intended to endow it
with. He, besides, gave a full-length statue of Napoleon,
and further granted, out of the gallery bequeathed tohim by his uncle, numerous additional paintings, to be

tln^ vt Ton"^ '^ S^^"^ towns of his native

of Bastia, 50 in the town of Corte, in which he himselfwas born, and 150 to be divided W i/I*- « ^u / *^'^

-R»*- r,it\ .o J * .1 "v'"^" ^J lot among other towns.But uitb regard to the church in which was to be con-structed the tomb for the Bonaparte family, he deferred
ts completion as long as that family should Remain pro-•cnbed from France, considering it to be useless to erect areceptacle which might ne.er be occupied.-Let errfromBologna contain an account of another testamentary doc^.meat. They state_thac_Ros.ini has placed ia th. hani of

The Levant Mail brings news from Con-
fitantinople to the 7th inst. The Ramazan, which com-
menced on the 4th, had interrupted the activity of the
Councils, and of diplomatic negotiations. The Grand
VizTer presided at a Council on the 3d, to consider the
reply of the representatives of the five great powers on
the subject of the communication, dated the 2Gth ult.,
made to them by the Porte, as to the government of the
Lebanon. In this document the Porte declared that,
though dfc would recall Omer Pacha and the Albanians,
still It would persist in maintaining Turkish Kaimakans
over both Maronites and Druses. The Ambassadors of
France, England, and Austria protested against this
policy, while Russia and Prussia are said to have acceded
to the arrangement.—The accounts from Syria describe
the outrages of the Albanians as being past all endurance,
the Europeans being robbed or assaulted in the most open
manner.— In regard to Servia, it js stated that the Russian
Consul at Belgrade has been severely blamed by his Go-
vernment for having signed the collective note of the Con-
suls of September 7th, and that the St. Petersburgh
Cabinet is consequently resolved to pursue a different
course from the other powers. Prince Michael remained
at Semlin, waiting for the decision of the Ottoman Porte
and of Europe, which was expected to be in his favour
The German papers mention, among the signs of the
times in the Levant, that the writings of Bojs have re-
cently been translated into the Turkish language.—The
Smyrna papers of the 8th inst. mention the death of M.
Boulanger. the eminent painter, forming part of the
Scientific Commission which, tinder the direction of M.
Texier, had been sent by the French Government to
examine the remains of Magnesia, near the Meander.
M. Boulanger's death was produced by a brain fever,
caused by the great heat which prevailed during the labours
of the Commission in getting the remains of the Temple
of Diana e:,cavated. On the 24th Sept, his body was
removed to Nova Scala, and was buried in the Greek
church in the presence of all the foreign consuls, the
officers on the coast, and an immense concourse of the
native authorities.

United States and Canada.—The

CITY.
Monet/ Marl-el^ Fridaj/.— Consols for money and the

account closed 93j to | ; Exohequer Bills, 5Cs. to COs.
prem.

;
Bank Stock, lG3| to fil ; India Stock, 2o3 to 54 ;Ihree per Centa. Reduced, 93 to | ; Three and u tialf

per Cents. Reduced lOOf to | ; New Three and a Half per

T ?' 'A ^^,^f f*>5; Long Annuities, 12^ to 5-16; ami
India Bonds, 46s. to 50s.

packet-ship
Rochester, which sailed from New York on the 4th inst.,
arrived at Liverpool on Thursday night. The papers
brought by her are three days later than those previously
received. They contain litile news of interest from the
United States. Mr. Webster's speech at Boston was still
the chief lopic of,discussion and of conversation.—From
Canada, the news relates chiefly to the recent Ministerial
changes, which are still discussed with considerable
warmth. The Toronto Patrioi enumerates 20 Canadian
papers which denounce the present Cabinet in no equivocal
language. The same paper states that M. Girouard has
declined the office tehdered to him by the Governor. In
consequence of the new ajipointments, so many vacancies
have occurred in the Provincial Parliament, as to render a
recess inevitable

; consequently a prorogation is about to
take place for two or three months, and in the mean time
the vacancies will be filled. "At present," says the
Patriot, "the new Cabinet possesses a large majority,
and unbounded confidence in its own durability/'—There
had been an arrival at New Orleans from Yucatan. The
Mexicans had not arrived off Cam peachy, where active
preparations were making to give the invaders a warm re-
ception.

1

1

illrlropotis auiJ its Tiiimi^.
Court of Ald^rmen.-^A vacancy has occu'rred in the

representation of Broad-strt-et Ward by the death of
Alderman Sir John Cowan, which took pluce last week.
On the occurrence of this event, several friends of Mri
Pilclier, the jiresent Sheriff, brought him forward as a
candidate, and a meeting of his suf.porters took place on
iuesday for the purpose of securing his return, it was
then, however, stated, that (he Sheriff having ascertained
the sentimetits of the inhabitants of that ward, did not
think It light to prejudice the claims of Mr. Musgrove,
who had announced himself as a candidate; and fteling
that that gentleman had a prior claim upon the in-
habitants, he would not proceed to a contest, but resign
in his favour. It is generally supposed that the electidn
of Mr. Musgrove will not becontesttd. Sir John Cowan,
the late Alderman, was Lord Mayor in 1837, and was
created a Barouet in honour of Her Majesty^s visit to the
City during his Mayoralty,

Si, Pai(rs,—The stj.tue td the memorv of the late Sir
Pukeney Malcoim, K.C.B.. by Mr. Baily, was last week
placed in this Cathedra], adjoining; the monument to Earl
St. Vincent. The cost was iDUO/., subircribed by the
friends of the late admiral.

The Tewple CZ/wrcA.—The restoration of this fine
national monument is nearly completed, and in a few
weeks the workmen will h?ive'brought to a close the exten-
sive changes which have been in progress for the last two
years. The interior has been cleaned of the whitewash
ahd wainscot coating which had for years concealed the
original beauty of the edifice ; and the monuments which
encumbered the walls have been removed to a more
appropriate situation in the triforium of the circuTar
church. The seats are arranged on the cathedral pljn,
with separate stalls for the benchers. The church is ex-
pected to be opened for diviufe service to-morrow week.

Metropolitan Improvements.—The City commissioners
of sewers, on Tuesday last, received a dfjjutation of the
residents of Cheapside, with a petition, signed by upwards
of 120 of the most influential firms, praying that their
street might be paved with wood, to obriate the incessant
uoise

; the commissioners complied with the request, and
stated that the improvement should be effected when the
weather permitted.

Metropolitan Drainage,—T\\e official accounts of the
Commissioners of Sewers north of the Thames give the
following results ;— Westminster, &c., commission,
2,788.190/.; Holborn and Finsbury, 1,316,013/. ; Tower
Hamlets, 888,590/.; Citv of London, 792,904/.; Poplar
78,411/.; St. Katharine's, ]2,9fi4/. Total, 5,677,07a!
The City of London having sent in no return, the above
amount is taken from their return to the House of Com-
mons in August 18;?4.

^
Sisters of Merer/,—The ceremony of admitting a notice

into this Sisterhood took place last week at the new Roman
Catholic church in the Bermondsey-road, in the presence
of a great concourse of persotjs. The youug lady who on
this occasion withdrew herself from the world, is Miss
Buxton, said to be a relation of the well-known brewen.
She has been resident in the convent more than G months.

It was feared however that thf^ V*>Tipnnc ""^ ^J, ^^'« ^^^^emony wair invested with the white veil of

eedln reJuchf; thr'n \u 't ^^t^llT^''' ,^^? ^^5' P-paratory to_ receiving the religious or blackwould succeed in reducing the peninsula to obedience.
Cape of Good Hope—Cnpe papei-s to August 7 have

been received this week. They contain long details of
the military operations connected with the Natal expedi-
tion, the success of which has been in all respects com-
plete, the refractory Boers yielding at length the most un-
qualified obedience to the British authorities. The arrival
at Simon*s Bay of a. part of the troops employed in this
arduous service furnished occasion for much congratula-
tion, and a testimonial of some kind to mark the sense
entertained by the colonists of the admirable conduct of
Capt. Smith and his party was in contemplation. The
papers notice the proclamation of the Governor, announ-
cing the arrangement made by Lieut, CoL CIoete,who has
recognised the ** existing administration and civil institu-
tions of the Boers," which is, they contend, illegal and in
direct contravention of the Act of Parliament. Colonel
Cloete's proclamation grants a general amnesty to all the
rebels, with the exception of the four ringleaders, and
declares " that all private property would be respected;
that the emigrant farmers should be allowed to return to
their farms, with their guns and horses—that they should
be defended from any attack by the Zoolahs—that the
tenure of their lands should not be interfered with, pending
the determination and settlement of her Majesty's Govern-
ment—that beyond the limits fixed for the military occupa-
tion, their existing administration and civil institutions
should not be interfered with^ till the pleasure of her Ma-
jesty should be made known—that the Cafft^rs should not
be molested iu the occupation of the lands oa which they

babit, for which a probatioti of two years is generally re-
quired. The ceremony was performed by the Rev, Dr.
Griffiths, Vicar-Apostolic of the London district. After
the forms usually observed on such occasions, the novice
was invested with the reh'gious habit and Teil of the order,
and was formally admitted into the sisterhood,

I

Metropolitan Banks,—The question of closing the
London banks at 4 instead of 5 p.m. continues to be
agitated m the City. It appears that out of oO banking-
houses, 43 have signed an agreement to adopt the altera-
tion proposed. Of the 7 remaining firms, 6 have signified
their approbation, although they decline to affix their
signatures without the express concurrence "of Messrs.
Drummonds and Co., of Charing-cross. It is said that
these gentlemen are not now averse to it, if tbey were so
before, but will adopt it, if all the other bankers resolve
to do so. The subject is therefore considered to be in a
proper state to be submitted to the Directors of the Bank
of England at their next meeting.

The Markets,—The daily papers state, that for the last

fortnight a considerable failing off, compared with many
preceding weeks, has been apparent in the importtiuona

of live stock, not only for SujithfieJd Market, but aiso for

tbe outports, while the general quality of the i^-^v ipts ha^

proved by no»mesns good, nearly the whole o( tbe beasts

and most of the sheep and cows Ivfeg, in addicion to their

light weights, seriously affected with tbe prevailing epi-

demic. From a tabular statement of the imporiatioaa
under the new tanfT, it apprara tbac tbe numbers imported
into England from the passing of the Act to Oct, 22 have
beta aa follow* £-^From Geraaany, o^ea 677| cow* 2S3.
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wer Las been received
Law Appointments, that an ans

from Chief Justice Pennefather, cleclmmg to exchange

into the R)Jl5 Court from ti^e Queen s Bench. In con-

sequence of tLis decision, Mr. Blackburnc takes the Mas-

terlhip of the Rolls. The other lasv appointmenta—Mr.

Rn^ith as Attorney-General, Mr. Greene lis Solicitor.

and Mr. Brews^r as third Sergeant-al-Law

—

-The Lord-Lieutenant has con-
Geueral,

vnll he at once gazetted.
, , , * T^

ferrtd the living of Ferns, vacant by the elevation of Dr.

Newland to the deanery, npon the Rev. Walter Hore,

brofher-iii-Iaw of the Right Hon. F. Shaw. The arch-

deaconry of Armagh is not yet disposed of.—The works

npon the new line of atmospheric railway, from Kings-

town to Dalkey, are proceeding with great rapidity, and

several hundred men are daily employed in sinking and

clearing the road.—At the Head Police-office, a few days

since, Robert Lyndsay Crawford, who claims to be en-

tilled to the Earldotn' of Crawford and Lyndsay, was

brought up in custody, charged with having reiunied

from^ transportation before the period specified by his

sentence had expired. The charge had been preferred

against the prisoner in one of the London police-offices,

hut the niagistrates there, finding that he could not be

identified, communicated with the magistrates of the Iri^h

office, in consequence of which a policeman was des-

patched to London, by whom the piisoner was arrested

and bi ought to Dublin. The prisoner was fully identi-

fied by Mr. Lambert, the Governor of Enniskillen gaol,

and late governor of the hulk. It appeared that the

risoner had been under the care of witness on board the

nlk, previously to the sailing of the convict-ship in which

he was transported frcm Ireland. He could not be mis-

taken as to his identity, because he had heard he laid

claim to a Scottish peerage, and therefore paid him more

attention than he otherwise would have done. The ma-

gistrates committed the prisoner for ^rial.—^Tbe national

repeal meeting took place on Monday. The only feature

of the meeting was the suspen&ion of the standing order?,

for the purpose of enabling Mr. O'Connell to move
*' That a petition be presented to Parlinment, praying for

the removal of the present Poor-law Commissioners, and

for the appointment of men in their place free from the

taint of bigotry." Several persons spoke in condemna-

tion of the Commissioners, and the motion was carried.

Ikir. O'Conneli reviewed the position of the present

ministry, and said he felt confident that they would soon

want the assistance of Ireland, which should be granted

only if they would give the bribe of repeal. The week's

rent was announced to be 74/, 3*. 3t/.

tration of Shakspeare which has ever been accomplished

by the genius of the actor. The costumes seemed to

have been taken from some contemporary hall of feudal

times, so perfectly did they accord with historical truth.

The armour of the barons, the robes of the ecclesiastics,

the accoutrements of the trooi)3, and the dresses of all

the minor characters of the play, were given with the

utmost fidelity. The armorial bearings of the knights, the

brilliant banners, and the crowds of subordinate persons,

who mixed in the different scenes as if they were the or-

dinary affairs of life, contributed to increase the interest

of the drama, *nd to ensure success. Of the acting it

is scarcely necessary to say much. Mr. Macready's
'* King John'* is well known; but he seems on this

occasion to have invested the character with more

feeling than has usually been assigned to it. In some

portions of the play his personation is extremely touching;

he makes the spectator feel an interest in the King, and

regard the progress of his catastrophe as the difierent

stages of a great moral lesson. Miss H. Faucit appeared

the 114,499 persons there are not less than 44,192

individuals of the lower classes of society without any

ostensible means of subsistence, whilst there are 566

professional be,2-2:ars, making one-third of the whole popu-

lation dependant on the other two-thirds for maintenance.

The clergy amount to 1,280, including nuns ; the nobility

and gentry, holders of land, to 813; persons acting as

brokers, 172
;
police, 208. Notwithstanding the immense

number of persons in the lower classes without employ-

ment, the criminals during the year amounted only to 437

males and 37 females, 153 of whom were liberated, not

being convicted on their trials. In the total number of

criminals are included 85 English, and four foreigners.

The population of 114,499 consists of Maltese—males,

54,15C ; females, 58,344. English—males, 530 ; females,

630. Foreigners—males, 481 ; females, 357. The number

of English is of course much greater, the garrison and

crews of vessels being, as before stated, to be added.

American Antiqiniies.—k paper was recently read be-

fore the Geographical Society by Mr. H. R. Schoolcraft, de-

8S Lariy Constance, a character perhaps beyond her phy- scribing a curious inscription on a small tabular stone, found

sical powers ; 'but she had the sympathies of the audience, in one of the large tumuli in the Ohio valley. It consists of

SCOTLAND.
Edinhurgli.—It is announced in last night's GaztUe

that Mr. Duncan M'Neill, the Solicitor-General, will be

the successor of the late Sir William Rae, as Lord Ad-
vocate ; and It is supposed that Mr, Adam xVuderson,

Advocate, will be appointed Solicitor-General. — The
tion-intrusionists have summoned llieir adherents from

every part of Scotland, to assemble in Convention at

Edinburgh, on Thursday, the 17ih November, and de-

liberate on the distresses and grievances of the Kirk.

The Convention is exj? ' -d to la^t for several days.—On
Wednesday week the friends and admirers of Mr. David

Roberts, the Royal Academician, having resolved to take

an opportunity of congratulating him on his return from
Syria and the Holy Land, entertained him at a public

dinner in the Ilopetoun-rooms. About ninety gentlemen

were present. The Hon, Lord Cockburn occupied the

chair, supported by Mr. Roberts, Sir Wm. Allan, Sir Henry
Bishop, Bishop Giliis, Professor Wil>on, and other persons

of eminence jn literature and art.—The accounts from all

parts of Scotland portend an earlyandsevere winter. From
Braechat to Ben Uaish all the mountains are thickly coated

with snow. In Caithness $now has fallen ^Tith hail, and
winter has fairly set in. The Dumfries papers mention a

similar change in that quarter ; the Queensferry and
Moffat range of hills is capped with snow, and the whole

aspect of the country is that of winter.

Dundee.—We learn by the local papers that the man
M'Kenzie, who had been arrested for a murderous assault

on a grazier named Duff, has been committed for trial.

lPh« wounded man is still alive, but bis recovery is

doubtful.

Dunfermline,—The strike still continues among the
collieries in this district, and with little prospect of termi-
nation. On the 12ih a meeting of delegates was held at

Crossgates,for the purpose of drawing out a code of rules

and^ reirulations for the future^ guidance of their con-
stituents. The turn-outs continue peaceable, and no
cases of depredation are likely to occur again, as the
felds are now quite bare, and the vigilance of the policq
prevents anything like violent plunder. Many families

are in a wretched condition; and, were it not for the
potatoes which they grow upon their own account, they
would be in a state of actual starvation.

who evinced their approbation by continued plaudits. Mr.

Phelps' Hubert was one of the best efforts of the evening

—true to nature, and free from the conventional villainy

given by stage tradition to the character. Falcvnhndge

was played by Mr. Anderson, who, with one or two ex-

ceptions, proved an efficient representative. Miss New-

combe's Ptince Arthur was full of pathos, and remark-

able as a specimen of child-acting. At the close of the

play Mr. Macready, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Phelps, Miss H.

Faucit, and Miss Newcombe were called for, and the an-

nouncement that the play will be repeated twice a week

was welcomed with vociferous applause.

CovENT Garoen.—The principal novelty at this theatre

has been the revival of ** Macbeth." and the re-appearance

on the stage of Mrs.Sal2berg,a favourite actress, formerly

well known as Miss Phillips. She appeared on Monday
as Ludt/ Macbeth, but was not well supported by the

other characters of the play. Mr. C. Pitt's 31qcdiijf ^ as

the only one which calls for observation. Ic was marked

by great, perhaps too great energy, and was well received.

The opera of ** Semiramide " continues to be performed

on the alternate nights, Miss A. Kemble and Mrs. Alfred

Shaw sustaining the principal characters.

Adelphi.—On Monday, a new piece was produced at

this theatre, under the name of the " Miser's Daughter,"

being an adaptation of Mr. Harrison Ainsworth's novel of

that name. As an additional attraction, a scries of

iableavx v'lvants, illustrating the different scenes, was got

up under the immediate superintendence of Mr, George

Cruikbhank. As the story has been already before the

public in the magazines, it is unnecessary to enter into

details of the plot, or an enumeration of the characters

which were sustained by Mr. Stirling, Mr. O. Smith, Mr.

Wilkinson, Mr. Paul Bedford, Mrs. Beverley, and Miss

Murray. These arrangements display the whole strength

of the Adelphi company to great advantage. Some of

the scenes were beautiful, and there is no doubt that the

piece owes much of its success to their effect. Among
the most renmrkable were Ranelagh Gardens in 1744, and

Vauxhall as it was a century ago. The piece was success-

ful, and was announced for repetition.

^ Drcry-Laxe.
produced at this

attended any of

On

THEATRICALS.
On Monday night a King John f% was

theatre, with greater effect than has
Mr. Macready's previous revivals of

no former occasion has so complete aShakspeare.

picture of baronial life been presented! on the English

stage. It was not merely the beautiful and appropriate

fcenery, or the strict attention to the costume of the

leadino' characters, which ipade this representation so

rptnarkable, but the air of reality given to the whole by

the introduction of accessory groups, and various inci-

dents which served to carry on the illusion, and render

the immediate effect still more striking to the senses.

Without being open to the objections of a mere spectacle,

tbe play, as now produced, is the most picturesque iUus-

i^iscellanecus.

The Pyrenees,—The following are the details of the

ascent of the peak of Nethon, the highest point of Mala-

detta, in the Pyrenees, which we recently noticed in

our foreign news. This peak, the Mont Blanc of the

Pyrenees, had hitherto remained impracticable even to

the boldest hunters. M. de Tchitacheff, formerly an

officer in the Russian service, set out on the 16th July,

with four experienced guides, and a ycung French gentle-

man named De Franqueville. On the third day, after

dreadful fatigue and dangers^ they reached the most
eastern part of the peak, in the midst of a thick fog and

violent wind. The thermometer stood at three degrees

centrigrade above zero. They erected a little building of

the pieces of granite lying about, which can be seen with

the telescope at the port of Benasque. On the 23d M.
Tchitacheff set out a second time for Jlaladetta, provided

with instruments, lent to him by Dr. Fontan, and at-

tempted the ascent by the great northern glacier, near the

place where, in 1824, Barrau, the head of the guides at

Luchon, perished ii) a crevice when conducting two pupils

of the Ecole des Mines. M. de Tchitacheff" gained the

summit, accompanied by M. Laurent^ Professor of Che-

mistry at Bordeaux, and three guides. The barometric

admeasurement gave 3,370 min. 9 deg. for the absolute

elevation of the highest point, which figure differs by 34

min. 1 deg. from that (3,404 min.) obtained by the gene-

ral survey of the Pyrenees made in 1825-6 and 1827, by

Colonel Caraboeaf, wfco was enabled to be much more
exact than the calculations of Rtboul and Vidal. The
difference between the first admeasurement and that of

M. Tchitacheff may be attributed principally to the nature

of this latter gentleman's instruments, the construction

and precision of which were not specially suited to hypso-
raetrical operations, as well as the vicissitudes of tempe-
rature which they were forced to undergo in such an
ascent. It is said that this traveller is preparing a paper
for the Institute of France, relative to this ascent.

Statistics of Malta,—The Governor-General of Malta
having issued an order in council for a census to be taken

of the inhabitants of Malta, the following has been given

as the result:—The population amounts to 111,409; but

as the garrison and the crews of the ships of war on the

f

24 characters, arranged between parallel lines. Several of

these correspond with the Runic, others bear a resemblance

to the old Etruscan or Pelasgic. A copy of this inscription

has been put into the hands of a person learned in the an-

cient Druidical characters of Britain ; and another for-

warded to the Royal Society of Northern Antiquarians at

Copenhagen, in the hope of its being read, and of thus

throwing light on the history of America prior to the dis-

covery of Columbus. Many other articles were found in

this tumulus, which is situate at Grave Creek, in Western

Virginia; particularly a large number of small sea-shells,

bone or ivory beads, perforated plates of mica, and several

copper ornaments, together with the remains of three

skeletons, in a state of almost complete decay.

Falls of Niac/ara,—We extract the following graphic

descriptions from Mr- Dickens's new work, "American

Notes for General Circulation :"—'' Between five and six

in the morning we arrived at Buffalo, where we break-

fasted, and being too near the Great Falls to wait patiently

anywhere else, we set off by the train the same morning

at nine. * * Whenever the train halted I listened

for the roar; and was constantly straining my eyes in the

direction where I knew the Falls must be, from seeing the

river rolling on towards them ; every moment expecting

to behold the spray. Within a few minutes of my stop-

ping, 1 saw two great white clouds rising up slowly and

majestically from the depths of the earth. That was all.

At length we alighted : and then, for the first time, I

heard the mighty rush of water, and felt the ground

tremble underneath my feet. The bank was very steep,

and was slippery with rain and half-melted ice. I hardly

know how I got down, but I was soon at the bottom,

arid climbing with two English officers who were crossing,

and had joined me, over some broken rocks, deafened by

the noise, half-blinded by the spray, and wet to the skin.

We were at the foot of the American fall, I could see an

immense torrent of water tearing headlong down from

some great height, but had no idea of shape, or situation,

or anything but vague immensity. When we were seated

in the little ferry-boat, and were crossing the swollen

river immediately before both cataracts, I began to

feel what it was ; but I was in a manner stunned, and

unable to comprehend the vastness of the scene. It

was not until I came on Table Rock and looked

great heaven! on what a fall of bright green water!

— that it came upon me in its full might and majesty.

Then, when I felt how near to my Creator I was

standing—the first effect, and the enduring one—instant

and lasting—of the tremendous spectacle was peace

—

of mind—tranquillity—calm recollection of thepeace

dead— great thoughts 'of eternal rest and happiness

nothing of gloom or terror. Niagara was at once stamped

upon my heart an image of beauty—to remain there

changeless and indelible until its pulses cease to beat for

ever. Oh, how strife and trouble of our daily life receded

from my view and lessened in the distance during the ten

memorable days we passed on that enchanted ground I

What voices spoke from out the thundering water; what

faces faded from the earth looked out upon me from its

gleaming depths; what heavenly promise glistened in

those angePs tears, the drops of many hues that showered

around and twined themselves about the gorgeous arches

which the changing rainbows made! I never stirred in

all that time from the Canadian side, whither I had gone

at first. I never crossed the river again, for I knew there

were people on the other shore, and in such a place it is

natural to shun strange company. To wander to and fro

all day, and see the cataracts from all points of view ;
to

stand'upon the edge of the Great Horse-Shoe Fall, mark-

ing the hurried water gathering strength as it approaches

the verge, yet seeming, too, to pause before it shot into

the gulf below ; to gaze upon the river's level up at the

torrent, as it came streaming down ; to climb the

neighbouring heights, and watch it through the trees,

and see the wreathing water to the rap ds hurrying on to

take its fearful plunge ; to linger in the shadovv of the

solemn rocks three miles below ; watching the river as,

stirred by no visible cause, it heaved and eddied, and

awoke the echoes, being troubled yet far down beneath

the surface by its giant leap ; to have Niagara before uie

lighted by the sun and by the moon, red in the day*s de-

cline, and grey as evening slowly fell upon it ; to look

upon it every day, and awake up in the night and hear its

ceaseless voice : this was enough !

'*

Arnerican Curiosity.—Mr. Dickens gives the following

amusing illustration of this national failing :—" There v?as

a man on board this boat with a light fresh-coloured face
station are, not included, the number coay be considered to ,^

be not less than 12O;O00, It has been ascertained that of and a pepper-and-salt suit of clothes^ who was the most

I
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ests ot the tenant ifould be promoted/S rgir RoBert . .., ,

Price folIciWed, and said he was afraid there was too ranch prison(?rs
truth in what his friend, Mr. Barneby, bad said—that *

agriculturists have difficulties to contend KJth, 'He hoped
that they would be able to go through them, and that
they would have no troubles which the spirit and enter-
prise of the British agriculturist are not able to surmount,

Hertford—We regret to state that Lord Melbourne
has been seriously indisposed at Brocket HalL It appears
that on Sunday morning his Lordship was attacked by
Bynaptoms which caused considerable alarm to Lord and
Lady Beauvale, who were staying with him at the time,
and an express was immediately despatched to Lady Pal-
merston, the noble Viscount's sister, to apprise her of his
illness. Lord and Lady Palmerston on Sunday evening
departed for Brocket, followed shortly after by Dr. Hol-
land. On Monday his Lordship was exceedingly cnwell,
hut has since continued to improve, and is now in a state
of convalescence.

Hnll, —At the town sessions last week, Francis Fortune,
late cashier of the Agricultural Bank at Hull, was found
guilty of having stolen a parcel containing 370/. in bank
notes, which he had been entrusted to lake to the post-
office at Hull to send to York in July last, and was sen-
tenced to be transported for seven years-
LiverpooL—Tht new American treaty being now in

force in regard to the apprehension of criminals, a man
named Joseph Hall has been arrested in this town on a
charge of stealing a large sum of money at Boston from a
Mr, Thomas Montfort, an English emigrant. He was
examined before the magistrates at Warrington last week,
and remanded for further evidence.—Deck passengers are
now taken between Dublin and this port by the steamers
for one shilling each !—A long examination has taken
place before the magistrates in a case of suspected arson,
in which Mr. Thomas Henry,alinendraper in St. James's-
place, was accused of the serious crime of having set fire
to his shqp on Friday week. Numerous circumstances
were adduced in evidence, tending to raise the suspicion
on which the accusation was grounded. It appeared from
the evidence, that the prisoner, on the night in question,
after closing his shop, wrote a letter, and despatched his
shop-boy with it to the post-office, leaving the premises
at the same time with one gas-light burning. The ser-
vant was in the kitchen, and the assistant had not been
there during the whole day. Mr. Henry locked the shop
when he went out with the boy, but shortly afterwards he
was seen to come out of it again, and to' lock the door,
when he walked away in the direction of Great George,
street. Five minutes afterwards the interior of the shop
was seen to be in flames, and the police, who burst open
the doors, immediately found that the fire was blazing
fiercely. The engines wfere sent for, and with much dif-
ficulty the fire was extingufshed. Mr. Henry did not
make his appearance till past ten o'clock, the tite having
been discovered at nine. He was insured for 1,000/. in
the Phoenix, and had immediately made a claim for the
full amount of his policy. Some discrepancies were shown
between his statements to the officers and to the insurance
agents, and it was testified that his stock and furniture
were of little value; neither were the remnants of the
goods burned such as he had represented his stock to
consist of. The evidence of the different witnesses wasm many respects contradictory, but the magistrates saw
reason to remand the prisoner for further inquiry.

3fanchest€r.^T\i^ local papers contain the particulars
of a correspondence between Sir R. Peel and Mr. West-
head, in regard to Mr. J. C. Prince, author of a volume
of poems, entitled, " HourVwith the Muses." It appears
that Mr, Westhead forwarded a copy of Mr. Prince's
poems to Sir Robert Peel, with a letter explaining tlie cir-
cumstances of the author, and suggesting that it would be
an act of kindness to place him in some situation where
he might enjoy a moderate salary, and have sufficient time
to allow of his cultivating bis favourite pursuit. The fol-
lowing is the reply of the Premier to the application z—
*' I heg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter,
and of the volume which accompanied it. It does not
occur to me that I have the means of procuring for Mr.
Prince any situation of the description of that to which
you refer. I ^transmit to you, from a fund which I am
at liberty to apply to such a purpose, the sum of 50/., and
request you to apply it in such a manner as may be most
for the interest of Mr. Prince,"
Monmouth.Snovi fell in this city and its neighbour-

hood last week, and the hills near Hereford and around
Abergavenny are covered with snow. Wild geese have also
made their appearance in different parts of the principality,
foreboding an early winter,

Netccastle—We alluded in our last to the illness of
Grace Darling, and her removal from Alnwick to Barn-
burgh, m consequence of the rapid progress of her malady.We regret to see by the local papers that she died on
Thursday the 20th inst., in her 25th year, of confirmed
plmonary consumption. Few persons in her class of life
have received so large a share of public estimation ; heiv
personal heroism at the wreck of the Forfarshire steamer
will long make her name remembered among the seamen
of the North, and her exemplary character has fully jus-
tified the consideration she received during her illness from
all classes m her immediate neighbourhood, A public
subscnptioa which was got up at the time of the wreck
had placed her m comfortable circumstances, and it is not
tinlikely that another subscription may be commenced,
for the purpose of perpetuating her memory by a pub^
Ijc monument.

.

^orthleach

The details differed in no material point from
those already given. On Wednesday the jury proceeded, in
the custody of the officer left in charge of them, to the
Bellevue Hotel, where the Coroner was, and delivered the
following verdict :

'* That Charles Beale died of disease
of the lungs, brought on and aggravated by the punish-
ment and mode of treatment he received whilst a prisoner
in Northleach House of Correction, and the jury express
their unanimous disapprobation of the conduct of the go-
vernor, Townsend ; the surgeon, Bedwell ; and the under-
turnkey, Harding," A memorial to the Secretary of State,
Sir James Graham praying him to cause an investigation
into the treatment of prisoners confined in, and the disci-
pline of, Northleach House of Correction, and the other
prisonsof the county, was signed by all the jurors, and
forwarded to the Home Office,

Saffron Walden.—Tht tenth anniversary of the Agri-
cultural Society of this town took place last week. After
the distribution of prizes, about 150 gentlemen dined to-
gether in the Hall of the Institution, Lord Braybrooke in
the Chair, supported by the Marquess of Downshire, the
Earl of Carnarvon, Lord Rayleigh, Professor Henslow,
&c. Lord Braybrooke, in proposing success to the So-
ciety, adverted to the recent ministerial measures as they
affect the prospects of agriculture. " He was not," he
said, ''one of those croakers who preached that the sun
of British agriculture had set; or, as he had heard it

remarked, that they had reason, like potatoes which were
nipped with the frost, to hang their heads, as if ashamed
of themselves. He would not touch upon the tariff or
sliding-scale, because he was sure that if he were to do
80, one hundred voices would immediately assure him
that it was a slippery subject; but he would say, the
total number of cattle imported to the 15th of October,
was only 1,151 oxen, 550 cows, 50 calves, 467 sheep,
and 10 swine—making a total of 1,228 head— not suffi-

cient, he thought, to make an impression in Essex alone.
But their enemies had got hold and made a handle of
them, and driven them through the country ; and now,
instead of the fashionable arrivals hitherto gazetted in
the Morning Post, they would frequently find such as
this—

*
Six oxen in Cambridgeshire from the Peninsula.'

He denounced these reports as coming from men in buck-
ram,to whom he would say, as to FalstafTs ragged regiment,
' I will not march through Saffron Walden with you, and
that's flat-' It being one of the objects of that society,
to raise the industrious labourer, to ameliorate his con-
dition, and make him a useful member of society, he
would advise them to hold out work to them, and thereby
enable them to eat the bread of industry, and retain their
good character, as there was no farm that was not capable
of improvement."—The Earl of Carnarvon also expressed
his conviction, " that there was no ground for the alarm
which had lately arisen like a panic among the agricul-
tural community, for agriculture was yet far from having
reached the height of perfection, to which, under the
blessing of Divine Providence, it might attain, now that
all classes were joining hand in hand for its encourage-
ment."—Sir John Tyrrell gave a similar opinion, and
entered more largely into the question of the tariff. The
chairman had said that they had been threatened with the
bellowing of foreign bulls, the bleating of foreign sheep,
and the grunting of foreign pigs ; but he could tell them
that Mr. Everett had himself acknowledged that not the
slightest comparison existed between the American and
English beef and pork. He had all along felt the im-
portance of the fear of that competition being removed,
and he hoped he was not passing the boundary laid down
by the rules of the society, when he said that in the boiling
of the American pork a diminution of one-half took
place. He did not rise to overstate anything, and he
could tell them that except in a very few instances the
American sheep were worth nothing, except for the fleece

and the skin. Mr. Everett had also stated that in America

Wn„c. «f r V^
adjourned inquest at the NorthleachHouse of Correction has been resumed three timea since

the notice m our last. The evidence of all the witnesses
Mbstantiated the facts there mentioned, particularly in re

.

it was impossible to grow either turnips or mangel-wurzel,
in consequence of the great drought. He would give
them another reason why the pork was unpalatable, and
that was, because the pigs preyed on the sheep. He was
not aware of this previously, but he could assure them it

was a positive fact. In pursuing the course lately taken,
both he and his parliamentary colleagues had been actuated
alone by a sincere desire to uphold the prosperity of the
agricultural interest.

Scarborouffh.~X fatal accident took place at Middles-
borough on the morning of Tuesday, the 18th, in conse-
quence of the high-pressure steam-,boiler belonging to the
iron manufactory of Messrs. Balcho and Co, exploding;
the roof of the building was blown up, and the principal
part feU upon the men at work, who bad just arrived from
breakfast. Two of them were killed on the spot, and nine-
teen severely injured.

Southampton.—X French steamer, the Morhiaien, ar-
rived here last week, from Morlaix, with a cargo of French
cattle, including 105 cows, 6 oxen, 12 calves, and a quantity
of chesnuts. After landing her cargo in good condition at
the quay, the Morlaisien sailed for Havre, having on
board 64 passengers from Morlaix for that port, consisting
chiefly of French soldiers on leave to join their families.
Since the arrival of the Morlaisien, the Beeswing, of
Hull, has arrived from Vigo, with a freight of Spanish
oxen. She shipped 71, out of which number six died
from the length and severity of the passage.

Stafford.—The noblemen and gentlemen connected with
this county have come forward with liberul subscriptions
to liquidate the expenses incurred by the Staffordshire
Yeomanry during the late disturbances above the allow-
ance made for tlic maintenance of that corps by Govern-
ment.—In consequence of the Stafford Grand Jury hatiiig

adjourned their sittings to the 24th, an erroneous opinion

has gone abroad that a winter assize for clearing the gaola
will be held in December. But such will not be the case,
as the Grand Jury had adjourned to the 24th for the sole
purpose of meeting any emergency that might arise from
the arrival of fresh prisoners, who were in the early part
of the month daily arriving from the potteries. Before
the Judge's departure from Stafford), their Lordships di-
rected that legal proceedings, at the suit of the Grown,
should be peremptorily taken against those attorneys who
took money frona the prisoners' friends and then neg-
lected to defend the prisoners. One of those men re-
ceived 9/., the produce of the sale of a poor woman's fur-
niture, for defending her son, and then left him to his fate,
which was transportation.

Windsor.^On Sunday kst St. George's Chapel was re-
opened for divine service, after having been closed for soma
days to enable the workmen to complete the large west
window, and another of stained glass in the choir. The
large window has been entirely restored from the designs
of^ i\Ir. Williment. Within the arched head the four
principal compartments are filled by the initials, crown,
and badges, of Edward III., the founder of the Order of
the Garter; of Edward IV., who began the erection of
the present chapel ; of Henry VIIL, who completed it;
and of Queen Elizabeth, in whose reign so many additions
were made to the Castle. The smaller openings are
strewn with the Tudor devices on rich grounds, and in the
centre, above a sculptured panel of the royal arms, are
placed in stained glass the arms of the patton saint. The
other window exhibits the armorial bearings of the Prince
of Wales, t^e Kings of Prussia and Saxony, the Dukes of
Sutherland, Beaufort, Buckingham, and Cleveland, th«
Marquesses of Westminster, and Salisbury. These alter-
ations have been executed in the best taste, and have pro-
duced a striking effect on the architecture of the Chapel.—The Royal Humane Society have presented Prince
Albert with one of the Society's double breaker ice ladders,
for use when his Royal Highness skates upon the lake at
Frogmore or Virginia Water.

York,—We learn by the local papers that on Sunday
last the Archbishop of York preached in the chapel at
IBishopsthorpe, to a numerous congregation. The chapel
was full, as it was understood to be the last sermon hia
Grace intended to preach, in consequence of hia very ad-
vanced age, having on Monday last completed his 85th
year. The text was well chosen—"The night cometh
when no man can work ;*' from which the venerable Arch-
bishop delivered a discourse appropriate to the occasion.

^
Raihvays.—The following are the receipts of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week :—London and Birming-
ham, 16,40(1/,; Great western, 13,994/.; Birmingham and
Derby, 2,077/. ; Brighton, 4.646/. ; Great North of Eng-
land, 1,467/, ; Hull and Selby, 1,280/. ; Eastern Counties,
1,056/, ; Grand Junction, 7,054/ ; Northern and Eastern,
1»486/. ; South -Western, 6,441/. j Midland Counties,
3,004/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,149/, ; North Mid-
land, 4,521/. ; Greenwich, 836A ; Blackwall, 553/. ; Croy-
don, '297/.; York Mid North Midland, 180c./.; South
Eastern, 1489/. The committee appointed to examine
the position and future management of the North Midland
Railway have reported that a large reduction may he
made in the current expenses of the concern, and that
much may be accomplished by a better management of the
goods' traffic, and by a reconsideration of the passenger
fares. The largest amount of saving recommended is in
the locomotive and carriage establishment, in the number
of servants, salaries, and wages, amounting in all to the
sum of nearly 10,000/ pcf annum. The saving proposed
in the whole working of the company exceeds 17.000/, per
annum. A meeting, when the directors have had suflScient
time to go into the details furnished, m\\ be called, at
which the expediency of these reductions will.be discussed.
—The decline in the receipts of the Greenwich Company is

attributed to the increase of the fares to 8^^, in the second

I

class, although no additional accommodation is provided
for passengers. The disputes with the Croydon Company
and the raising of the fares have operated prejudicially on
the receipts.—A meeting of the West London shareholders
took place last week. The creditors of the railway have
liberally come forward to compound their debts by the
acceptance of shares, and matters have been so far arranged
that the greater portion of the preferential shares are sub-
scribed for, so that the undertaking, which has for a long
while past remained in abeyance in consequence of the
apathy of the late directors, will now be brought to a com-
pletion.—On Sunday the down-train, which leaves London
for Birmingham at six o'clock, met with an accident
within a short distance of the Leighton Station, in conse-
quence of its coming in contact with a tuU that had
jumped a hedge, and was crossing the line. Tliree
carriages were thrown off the rails by the concussion ; but
fortunately the passengers escaped without injury. The
animal died almost instantaneously. The up-train wai
delayed for more than an hour, as well as the trains that
left London subsequently. ^ On Monday evening an
alarming accident occurred on the Brandling Junction
Railway ; the whole passenger train from Sunderland to

Newcastle having been thrown off the li n e, and the carriagea

tumbled over an embankment eight or nine feet high ; but

fortunately the passengers, of whom there were between

forty and fifty, escaped without llie slightest Injury

accident was occasioned by a horse having strayed upon

the line from ihe sdjoiuing fields, so that the engine was

thrown off the rails ; at the first shock the connecting rod

between the tender and the first carriage broke and thus

separated the engine from-the train, or the conseqtiencca,

no doubt, would have been much more serious.

The

Dublin,
IRELAND.

The papers state, in
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i_ iT;«»«rUness«. It was suflficicnt if they
tbey n^"=*t prove by call nffwUnessw^^i

reasonable inference

"^.'l
^' ^^.X"r-Thom- hS^^^^^ placed

.^hl h»fonfu inSctment charpng bim with stealing 56 post

it..tV.s the prnpe tr of the Postmaster general, he being a letter-

carri r ^Mr. pK for the prisoner, applied to the Court or

Ss^io» that^ the prisoner might plead guilty to a misde-

meanour; having pleaded not guilty to the charges of felony. Tlie

Court havng granted the application, the Attorney-General ad-

dressed the ju?y. and said that it appearing clearly that the pri-

soner had n.. intention of stealing the letters or their contents.

or that he had any guilty intention otherwise than the detention

of the letters to avoid the trouble of delivering them, it was not

the wish of the Post-office authorities to proceed with the charges

of felony. The jury accordingly acquitted the prisoner of the

felony Mr. Justice Erskine then sentenced the prisoner, for the

mi:=demeanour in detaiTiing the letters, to six months' imprison-

ment, ^vith hard labour, in the House of Correction.
^

AViliiam Russell, postman and letter-carrier, was indicted for

stealino- one post letter, containing money, value 30b. The

Attorney- General, Mr. Sheppard, Q.C. and Mr. Adolphus con-

ducted the prosecution. This case resembled some which w-eie

tried at former sessions, being a trap laid by some of the chief

clerks in tlic Post-office to detect carriers suspected of robbing

Dost letters. A sovereign and a half-sovereign were marked,

and placed in a letter, which was handed with others to the

prisoner, it having been «Wrected to a person m his walk.

The letter was not received by the person to whom it was

directed, and the prisoner was searched on suspicion. The

marked sovereign and some shillings were fonnd on his person.

For the defence, it was proved that the prisoner had an assistant,

who was but four weeks in office at the time of the transaction j

and on that day the assistant had signed his name at a house,

diflerent from that at which he should have done it. The

prisoner had also, in the morning of that day, handed a sovereign

to the chief clerk, which he said had fallen out of a letter dunng

the aorting, and it was suggested that he might have exchanged

the coins by mistake. Mr. Justice Erskinc summed up ; the jury

returned a verdict of " guilty," and the prisoner was sentenced to

transportation for seven years.

Robbery of Trarftfffrnen.—Louisa Grange, and Rossiet Lennon,

described ss a labourer, were placed at the bar. Grange charged

with stealing four diamond rings, value 100/. the property of

John Metcalf, and Lennon with inciting and harbouring the

female prisoner, and receiving the property, well knowing it to

have been stolen. It appeared from the evidence, that the pri-

soners have been for some time going about to several lodgings,

passing under various titles. One witness knew the male pri-

soner about two years since. He then passed as the *' Count de

Tracy." In August last the two prisoners took lodgings for three

weeks in Duke street, Manchester- square, where they passed as

the " Viscount and Viscountess Grange." On leaving the apart-

ments, the trunks which they left behind were searched, and

found to couUin only some old rubbish, bits of iron. &c. They

then went to a house in Southwick street, Hyde- park, where

they gave the title of "Count and Countess Noailles," and the

male prisoner gave his address as " Count de Noailles," attache

to the French Embassy.'' On inquiry, the address was found to

be false. Subsequently, the female prisoner went to a house, 39»

Albion-street, Hyde-Fark, where also she gave the title and

address of Countess NoalUes, French Embassy, and having

returned twice in the course cf the same day in a handsome
carriage, she finally came in the evening about six o'clock,

and just at the same time a Mr. Welchman, from Mr. Met-
calfe, a jeweller, in Pall-maU, came and inquired for her. He
was shown up stairs to the drawing room, where the pretended

'countess was. She came down twice with some frivolous pre-

tence, and then drove away. Shortly after Mr. W'elcUman. on

inquiring, discovered that he had been duped, and that the

countes* had departed with four dian.ond rings worth 100^,

which he bad brought according to orders whicli she had given

to Mr. Metcalte in ihe course of the day. She had given her ad-

dress t«. Mr. Metcalfe as 39, Albion, street j and to Mr. Welchman
she pretended that she was merely going down stairs to consult

the count, her husband. The driver of the carriage she had hired

proved that the male prisoner had been with her twice during

the day, and a cabman proved having driven them both to the

Btation of the Southamnton Railway in the evening, after the

hour at which the female had discharged the carriage. The
constable who arrested the female prisoner in Dublin, to which

city she had absconded, produced a letter written in French from

the male pi isoner, which alluded to certain transactions with some
jeweller, and also with Messrs. Swan and Edgar, who had

placed both of them (the prisoners) in danger from the law. One
only of the rings stolen from Mr. Metcalfe was found at a pawn-
broker's, near Leicester-squaie. The jury returned a verdict of

gniUy on the 2d and 4th counts of the indictment; those in which

the male prisoner was charged with instigating and inciting the

female prisoner to steal the articles, and harbouring her after the

felony. The Common-Serjeant, in passing sentence, observed

that he was at first disposed to think the female had been the

mere dupe of the male prisoner, but he lound that there was a

former conviction against her lor a similar transaction, which

left no doubt that both the parties were regularly embarked in

this mode of lite. He then sentenced both prisoners to ten years*

- transportation.

The Cambridgeshire Stakes oi Vi^ &oy,tKcy\, 10 ft. and only 5

ft. if declared, with 100/. added by the inhabitants. Last mile

and a dis. of B.C. (88 subs., 34 declared).—Won by Lord Albe-

marie's Ralph (Robinson), heating Duke of Grafton's Florence,

and Lord Jersey's Lady Adela. The following also started, but

were not placed: Mr. Holmes's Vulcan. Mr. Graydon's Roscius,

Col Peel's Garry Owen. Mr. Sadler's Bellissima, Lord Chester-

field's Knight of the Whistle. Sir W. Stanley's Forester. Mr.

Ramsay's Cabrera. Mr. F. Walker's liilUngham Lass, Duke of

Rutland's The Genius, Lord Eglinton's Melior, Lord Orford's c.

by Jerry out of Petulance, Col. Peel's I-am-not-aware, Mr.

Dixon's Hawk, Duke of Portland's The Gleaner, and Mr. I. Day's

m. bv Kimrod out of Busk. Betting, 4 to 1 agst Florence,

.1 r . ^gst Ralph, 11 to 1 agst Melior. 13 to 1 agst

Lad> A'K' , 13 to 1 agst Cabrera, 13 to 1 agst Garry Owen,

i; to 1 agst Hawk, !7 to 1 agst Knight of the Whistle. \7

to 1 agst Roscius, 20 to 1 agst Vulcan, and 20 to 1 agst Busk mare.

The race commenced, after two failures, about half an-hour after

the appointed time, the lead"being taken at a good pace by the

Busk mare, the Gleaner, Lady Adela, and several others following

in the track. At the turn of the lands Bellissima deprived the

Busk mare of the lead, and, atte.ided by the two fillies, Garry

Owen, Knight of the Whistle, Florence, and three or four others,

went on with the running to the Duke's stand, where she gave

up and Florence took the lead, and, with Garry Owen, Knight of

the Whistle, and Ralph closely laid up. made strong play into the

cords; Ralph then drew up. passed Florence forty yards from

the chair, and won easy at last by a length ; Lady Ariela was two

lengths from Florence, and was not a neck before Garry Owen,

who had a similar advantage over Bellissima; the Knight of the

Whistle w^as sixth, and l-am-not- aware seventh; Melior, the

Gleaner, Billiugham Lass, and Forester were beaten off along

way. Value of the stakes, 1,055^

TuESOAv.—The settling for the Criterion and Cambridgeshire

stakes occupied the whole of the morning, and, in the absence

of complaint, may be put down as a good one; the balances

were not heavy. The weather was not so cold and rainy as on

Monday, but \vas showery enough to make close carriages

desirable. _ . . „ „
Handicap Plate of 100/. D. L Won by Mr. Pettit's St. Francis

(Chifneyj. beating Mr. Gregory'sTca, Mr. W.Sadler's Bellissima.

Mr. J. Day's Tamburini, Mr. F. Clark's Arcanus. Lord Jersey's_ ay
Snowdrop, Mr. Ongley's Fama, and Mr. Graydon's Roscius.

Betting, 5 to 2 agst Bellissima, 3 to 1 agst St. Francis, 4 to 1 agst

Una ar.d 6 to 1 agst Arcanus. Roscius made the running for the

first half-mile, followed by Fama and BelUssima; he then gave

way, and Bellissima went on with a good lead at a severe pace,

Cna and Snowdrop lying up with her, Arcanus and St. Francis

in the rear; Bellissima lasted to the cords, and then dropped

astern ; St. Francis now drew towards Una, left her a few strides

from the chair, and won very easy by a length ; Bellissima a very

badthird, and the others tailed off.

Duke of Bedford's John o'Gaunt (Robinson) beat Lord Eglin-

ton's Dr. Cains; A.F. j 300, h. ft. Betting: 3 to 1 on John

o'Gaunt, who won by eight lengths.

Sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each ; last half of Ab. M. The winner

to be sold for 80^. &c. 10 subs.—Mr. Payne's Rapture (Nat)

beat Duke of Bedford's King of the Peak, The following also

started, but were not placed :—Mr. Kimber's Chilson, Sir S.

Spry's Jewess, Mr. Etweli's Pelerine. Mr. E. R. Clarke's Sister

to Glencoe, I-ord Orford's Bridal, Mr. Pettit's Sweetmeat, Mr.

Clark's Lady Harriet (the Octina filly), Lord Exeter's the Buck,

Mr Bovce's c by Gilbert out of Gitatia. Colonel Peel's Hartshorn,

and Mr. Goodman's Hother'em. Betting, 5 to 2 agst Trampoline

filly, 4 to 1 agst Hawk. 4 to 1 agst Topsail, and 6 to 1 agst Lord

Lowther's colt. Topsail made ]day to the new ground, where he

broke down, and the Trampoline filly, which had been second,

took up the running, followed by The Buck ; at the ropes Hawk
joined the leading horses, left them in a few strides, and won easy

by a length : the Silvertail colt was beaten a neck for second. The

Buck was fourth. Topsail and Hartshorn fifth and sixth ; Lady

Harriet was beaten off. The winner was claimed.

Thursdav.—The fineness of the weather in the morning in-

duced most of the visitors to attend a coursing match on the flat

lietween Capt. Daintree's blue bitch Knab and Mr. Fryson's black

bitch Fairy, for 50/. a side ; it came off about 1 \ o'clock, and was

won after two undecided courses, by Fairy. This event m some

de-ree compensated for the deficiency of the card, which pre-

sented only four races, of which one only, the 50 sov. Stakes, ex-

cited any interest.
•

Sweepstakes ol \^ ^ox^^^ch. T.Y.C Winner to be sold for

80/ &c (5 Subs.) Won by Mr. J. Aplin's f. by Ishmael or Ach-

metfS. Dariing.jun.), heating Mr. Bowes'sThe Lady of Silverkeld

Well Mr. Shelley's Blazer. Mr. Stebbing's Edmund, and Mr.

Stevens'sf. by Carew. dam by Lambtonian. Betting, 10 to 6 agst

Lady of Silverkeld Well, 7 to 4 agst Edmund (taken), and 3 to \

agst Blazer. They ran head and head at a poor pace to the new

fffound, where Blazer and the Lady went in front, and kept so

till within a few strides of the finish; the Dewdrop colt thenwent

up, and won a short-run race by a head. The Carew filly was

^^5l^reB5f«A'^^ 0^50 sov. each. h. ft. Ab. M. (9 Subs.) W^on by

Col. Peel's Murat (Nat), beating Mr. J. Sadler's Testy. 4 to 1 on

Murat. Murat made all the running, the mare lying a length

behind to the bushes, and thence into the cords at his quarters

;

she then made her push, and got near enough to be beaten by a

neck. During the race Murat was backed for the Derby at lOtol.

20 tol was offered after it was over.

Duke of Bedford's John o'Gaunt (Robinson) beat Lord Eglin-

ton's Jamie Forest, Cesarewitch Course, 200, h. ft. 6 to I on

John o'Gaunt. Won easy by two lengths.

Subscription Handicap Plate of 50/., for S-yr-olds, &c.

Won by Sir W. Stanley's Forester (Lye), beating Mr. Isaac Day's

Tamburini, Mr. Nightingale's Ajax, Mr, E. R. Clark's Ellen. Lord

Jersey's Snowdrop, Mr. W. Sadler's Bellissima, and Mr. Stephen-

i son's Ghuznee. Betting, 7 to 4 agst Tamburini (taken). 3 to 1

agst Forester. 4 to 1 agst Bellissima. 5 to 1 agst Ajax, 5 to 1 agst

Snowdrop, and 8 to 1 agst Ellen. Won by two lengths

Col. Peel's Canton received forfeit from Lofd Kelburne s

He-has-a-Name ; First half of Ab. M. ; 200, h. ft.

CaiTKRiox Stakes.—This race has been claimed ipjUr Watt,

on the ground that Lord George Bentinck has not paid his forfeits

for the Produce Stakes atBlandford. It appears that his Lordship,

the Hon. S. Herbert, and Mr. Gregory, refuse to pay their orfeits

to the owner of Eleus for this reason, that the stake was sub-

scribed to on the understanding that the Blandford races would

take place at the usual time- aweek after Salisbury : that they did

not so take place; and that their having been afterwards ap-

pointed for October, without the coi?sent of the subscribers, made

the race void. A case arising out of this race, as well as Mr.

Watt's case, is now before the stewards of the Jockey Club.

D.I.

" SPOKTliNG.
New?»tarket Hovghton" Meetixo.

Thk arrivals for these races had nearly filled the town in the

beginning of the week, and raised lodgings to a premium, but the

weather was wet and stormy j hacks, files, postchaises, and every
variety of waterproof and winter clothing were in constant requi-

sition. For the first time, at Newmarket, a card was prhited
with the colours of the riders, an improvement which every one
appreciated.

Handicap Sweepstakes of 25 sov. each for 3 yrs olds. D.M, (8

Bubs., three of whom paid io sov. each.)—Won by Mr. Boyce'a
c, by Hymen (Pettit), beating Mr. Etwall's Discord, Mr. Good-
man's Tie Shadow, Lord Exeter's Bosphorus, and Coi. Peel's
Archy. Betting. 2 to 1 agst Discord, 3 to 1 agst The Shadow, and
3 to I agst the winner. Bosphoros made play to the new ground,
where the Shadow displaced, and carried the running into the
cords, Discord and the Hymen colt following her ; they then
challenged, and a splendid race with the two ended in favour of
the Hymen colt by a head. The Shadow was a very close third

;

the others were beaten off.

Match, 50, h. ft. T.Y.C— Lord Rosslyn's Camelino (F. Butler)

beat Col. Anson's Marquise. Even betting. A dead heat.

Mr. Osbaldeston's Devil-among-the-Tailors (F. Butler) beat

Lord Albemarle's Buffalo. T.Y.C, 100, h. ft. 6 to 5 on Buffalo,

Won by a length.

Duke of Bedford's Monoeda (E. Edwards}, beat Mr. Payne's

Johnny; D.M. 300, h. It. ti to 5 on Johnny, who was defeated

by two lengths. , ^^ ^ *.i ^ ^

lUc Criterion Stakes of 30 sov. each, 20 ft. From the Turn of

the I ands in ; the second saves his stake. (2» subs.)—Won by

Lord G. Bentinck's Gaper (Rogera). beating Mr. Watts's c, by

Yaxirv, and Mr. J. Sadler's Testy. 1 he following also started

but were not placed: Lord Exeter's f. by Jerry. Lord Orford's f.

bv Emilius, CoK Peers Canton, Mr. Bowes's Cuthcrstone, and

Mr Goodman's Bother'em. Betting, 5 to 2 agst Cotherstone. 5

to 2 agst the Yaxley colt, 3 to 1 agst Canton, and 8 to I agst

Gaper. Gai»er jumped off with the lead, made all the running,

and won easy by a lerjgth. A fine race for second ;
Lord Exeter's

filly about two lengths behind, Cotherstone close up with the lat-

ter, and (he others beaten off.

Rush's c. by Plenipotentiary, out of Maresfield's dam, and Mr.

Sare's Badwell Ash. Betting : 6 to 4 agst King of the Peak, 6 to

1 agst Pelerine, 6 to l agst Sister to Glencoe, 6 to 1 agst Bridal,

and^'b to 1 agst Sweetmeat. After two or three false starts King

of the Peak went off with a good lead at a rattling pace, followed

by Bridal, all lying up except Rapture and Chilson. At the ropes

the two drew upon the leading horses, and Rapture passing them
in rapid succession, caught King of the Peak a few yards fri^m the

chair and beat him by a neck. Bridal, Badwell Ash, and Jewess

were well up. The winner was claimed.

Lord Eglinton's Pompey (Lye) beat Lord Orford's Barmaid,

T.Y.C. ; liiO. h. ft. ; 13 to 8 on Pompey. W^on by a length easy.

Lord Orford's c. by St. Patrick, out of WUd Duck (Nat), beat

Capt. Ive'§ c. by Onus, out of Mopsy ; T.Y.C; lOo, h. ft; 2 to 1

on Lord Orford's colt. Won by 6 lengths.

Fifty Pounds. Last three miles of B. C. Winner to be sold for

3011 gs- if demanded, &c. Won by Mr. Nightingale's Ajax (Sly),

beating Duke of Rutland's f. by Bizarre, and Mr. Bouverie's b. c.

by Bolero. The following also started, but were not placed:—

Mr. Dawson's The Biddy, Mr. Bowes's The Lady of Silverkeld

Well, Mr. Rogers's Prosody, Lord G. Bentinck's Topsail, Lord
Stradbrokc's Nylghau, and Lord Chesterfield's Barbarina. Nearly

the whole of the running was made by Topsail, the Bolem colt,

Barbarina. Ajax. and The Biddy following her, aud the Bizarre

filly wailing in the rear. The pace was bad for the first mile, but

was pood enough along the flat to make The Biddy, Lady of

Silverkeld Well, and JS^ylghau quite harmless, w^hen they were
fairly round the turn of the lands. Topsail declined at the Duke's

stand, and Barbarina w as left in possession of the lead ; about a

distance from home, however, the Bolero colt took up the run-

ning, followed by Ajax and the Bizarre filly; the two latter waited

on her into the cords, and closing with her there, made a severe

but very unsatisfactory race home, the award being in favour of

Ajax by a neck ; the Bolero colt being almost level with the

Bizarre filly ; Barbarina a bad fourth. After the race the plate

was claimed for the Duke of Rutland, on the ground that Ajax

had run against his filly, and prevented her winning. The case

was gone into before the stewards, who declared that although

the Bolero colt had forced Ajax out of his line, and that the filly

had therefore been driven out of hers, he had not run against

her ; they therefore awarded the plate to Ajax.

Wedxesday.—.4 Sweepstakes of 300 sov. each, h. ft. R. M.
(4 Subs.) Lord Exeter's br. f. Valance, walked over.

Handicap Plate ot 50/. A.F. Won by Mr. Etwall's Palladium

(J. Howlett)..beating Capt. Berkeley's Portrait. Lord Chester-

field's Knight of the Whistle, Mr. F, Walker's Billinghara Lass,

and Mr. Stephenson's Ghuznee. Betting. 7 to 4 agst Knight of

the Whistle (taken), 7 to 2 agst Billingham Lass, 3 to 1 agst Pal-

ladium, and 6 to 1 agst Ghuznee. Portrait made the running,

followed by Billinghara Lass and Ghuznee, the others waiting;

in the Ab. M. Bottom Palladium took the lead from Portrait, kept

it to the end, and won cleverly by a length ; the favourite came
at the last, and made a dead heat for second with Portrait.

Billingham Lass was a good fourth.

Lord Albemarle's Minaret (Robinson) beat Mr. Philliraore's

Solomon. T.Y.C. 50. Won in a canter by four lengths.

Subscription of SO/. T.Y.C The winner to be sold for 350/.,

&c. Won by Lord Stradbrokc's Jeremy Diddler (Nat), beating

Mr. Eddisou's Prince of Wales and Mr. Dixon's Hawk, The
following also started, but were not placed :—Baron Rothschild's

c. by Sir Hercules, Mr. Stebbing's Edmund, Mr. Crockford's

I f. by Buzzard, and Lord Exeter's c. by Beiram. Betting, even on
Jererav, 3 to 1 agst Emma filly, and 8 to 1 agst Prince of Wales.

The Err.ma filly led for the first 200 yards ; the lot then closed,

the Worthless colt leading, and the favourite lying off; at the

new ground Hawktook uptherunning, followed by Lord Exeter's

colt and Prince of Wales to the ropes, where Marinella declined ;

half way up Jeremy Diddler went to the two leading horses, and.
Hawk giving way, after a short struggle the two blue jackets
were lelt together ; the race in was very close, and was won
only by a head— Hawk a good third, and nothing else up.
Lord Albemarle's Buffalo (Robinson) beat Loid Eglinton's

Augury. First half of Ab. M.. 100/., h. ft. 7 to 4 on Buffalo,

who won easily by a length and a half.

Sweepstakes of 10 sov. each* 'ihe winner to be sold for 150/,,

Sic. (12 Subs.) Won by Mr, Dixon's Hawk (Nat), beaUng Lord

Jersey's f. by Bay Middleton and l.ord Lowthei's c. by Bay

MiddletOD. The iollowing also started, but were not placed :

—

Mr. Fhillimore's Solomon. Mr. Dawson's The Biddy, Mr. Os-

baldeston'9 Woldsman, Loni G. Bentjjick's Topsail, Mr. E. R.

MARK LANE, Fridav, Oct. 28.^ There are no fresh ar-

rivals of English Wheat, and prices remain nominally the same

as on Monday ; during the week the demand for Foreign has in-

creased and a larger sale has taken place than for some time,

vet we cannot quote much improvement in prices, excepting as

relates to fine Baltic Red Wheat, which being scarce, might com-

mand 15. more. Barley has not altered since Monday's cunencjr.

—White and Grey Peas are wanted at full prices,—Beans remain

at our last quotations.—Old Oats support late rates, new are 1»-

cheaper.
BRITISH, PEK IMPERIAL QrARTER.

Wheatj Essex, Kent, and Suffolk - . . White
—i. Norfolk, Ljncoliashirc and Yoikshire . . .-

ley t . Malting and distilling

i, Lincolnshire and VoikB}.rre . . . Poland.
Feed
Feed

Barl

Nortbuml>erland and Scotch

.—— Irish

Beans', MaxagJin, old and new • 24 to 62 ^ Tick
Pi«on, Heligoland • . . 81 to 33 ^Ij^dy
White 81 to 39 MHple

WEEKLY IMPETtTAL AVERAGES
Peai,

«. S*

44toM
.— to —
£1 CnSi
13to<8
— to —
D to IB

«- to —
S7 to 32
30 to 36

S3 to 34

Sept.

Oct.

IS
t3
80
7

14
£1

T weeks' Ag^rojfate Aver

Butlfli

Wheat. Barley. <)ata= Kye. Beans.

6^ 8 27 2 17 8 39 10 32 10

64 27 10 13 4 £9 10 33

53 2 £3 5 18 6 31 33 4

61 6 28 8 IB 6 80 33

51 1 S8 10 18 3t 7 32 4

50 9 23 U 18 1

18 2

8

33 7

30 10

32 2

j fiS it

1 18

28 4
1

32 10

9 in 6 10 6

9, ff«

Red 40 to48
White — to—
Grind. 22 to 2S
Feed l4to£S
Potato 15 tD 24
i^oiaioU to S3

Harrow 28 to 30
Lon^pod 30 toSS
Grey 26 to 81

Feaf.
82 II

33 a
33 7
33 10^
S3 3.
33 10

33 6

Enfrlish
Irish
Foreign

5977
Flour.

Ska. — Brli.

600

English
Irish
Foreign

ARUIVALS
Wheal
2370
240

11220

1 THE BJVER LAST WEEK,
Wht.! Barl. Malt.i Oats. ]

Ry*. Bns.

6177 7213 1^283 16*i3
1

10 1249

90 , 1 103 22506 I

_ »
9080 — .— —

,

— 3950

9 6

Peaa

Tins WEEK.
Barley
2810

Oats
1580

5SS2D

Flour
3620

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
.

INSOLVENTS-J. B. I^dpe, 23, New Bond-street. ^»^^-P^^P"Vr^I
Brown and R. H. Barrett, HiKh street- plat-e, White Horse-lane, Stepney, ma

chini.-tp—G. Rit-hmond, Cowlry, Oxfordshire, corn-dealer.

BANKRU
yard, Biuklershu
14ey, Hertiordflh

J. Wyatr, Plymou
and M iddlpfbroii^h

ford
SCO

me

a Ewei.chemist-A. M. Terry. New B™=*d-street, City, contectinner.

;COTCH SEUUESTRATlOiNS—E Steven and J.
\\r'^«''', .^'j^ rf

..„rchants-J. F^rl^e. Edinbnrjfh, caWnet-tnaker-A. M'Donald, late w

Dundee, ironmonger—A- DHnlnp, Esq., ot Kepp^'ch.

BIRTHS.-At SMmmeT-hiTir B.rmii...hau., on :the?2Ll
\^'}-^^^^^^„.^}ll.f

Lieut. Hopkir.s. R.N., of a daughter, .liU-bom-On the 25th anst.. hhzuhel^^^

L. L.'U'. Tebbtuc, eld*-?t si.n ot the Kev. F. Tcbbuii, uf MiinwHI, M'ddlf^j;'^

On the ^(h in»t , in Portnian-atreet, Pfmman st^uare, T. B. Buwtn, r-fH*

Con.inifsiuner of the Inst.lvent iJebtors" Cnurt, in l.i a <'Jd year.
,

—

Frinti-a bv Messrs. HRADBLav and Evaks, Lombard-street, Flttt-atiire«ji »
the Precinct of Whitetriars, is the City of I cndon, and J'»l>lished by jhein

the Owricn, 3, CnARtss-sTnaKT, Covx^T GiimfN, in the County of BiiAAJt^^,

wh^re all Adv«rti»einents and Conimnpi^Miow «« to be ad^rewe^ «• "*
Bditor.—Sst^rd^y, Octobers©, IB-tfc
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inquisitive fellow that can possibly be imagined. He
never spoke otherwise than interrogatively. He was an
embodied inquiry. Sitting down or standing up, still or
moving, walking the deck or taking his meals, there he
was, with a great note of interrogation in each eye, two in
his cocked ears, two more in his turned-up nose and chin
at least half-a-dozen more about the corners of his mouth'
and the largest one of all in his hair, which was brushed
partly off his forehead in a flaxen clump. Every buttonm his clothes said, ' Eh ? What's that ? Did you speak '

Say that again, will you ? ' He was always wide awake
like the enchanted bride who drove her husband frantic •

always restless
; always thirsting for answers

; perpetually
seeking and never finding. There never was such a cu-
rious man. I wore a fur coat at that time, and before we
were well clear of the wharf, he questioned me concerning
Jt. and its price, and where I bought it, and when, and
what fur It was, and what it weighed, and what it cost.
Then he took notice of my watch, and asked what that
cost, and whether it was a French watch, and where I got
it, and how I got it, and how it went, and where the key-
hole was, and when I wound it. every night or every
morning, and whether I ever forgot to wind it at all, and
if I did, what then ? Where I had been to last, and where
was I going next, and where was I going after that j and
had I seen the President, and what did he say, and what
did I say, and what did he say when I had said that ^

'Eh? Lor now! Do tell ! * "

Bos(on.~The following is Mr. Dickens's characteristic
account of the external appearance of this city :

** When
I got into the streets upon this Sunday morning, the air
was so clear, the houses were so bright and gay ; the sign-
boards were painted in such gaudy colours, the gilded let-
ters were so very golden, the bricks were so very red, the
stone was so very white, the blinds and area railings were
so very green, the knobs and plates upon the street doors
so marvellously bright and twinkling, and all so slight and
unsubstantial in appearance—that every thoroughfare in
the city looked exactly like a scene in a pantomin^e. It
rarely happens in the business streets that a tradesman, if
I may venture to call anybody a tradesman where every-
body is a merchant, resides above his store, so that many
occupations are often carried on in one house, and the
whole front is covered with boards and inscriptions. As
I walked along I kept glancing up at these boards, confi-
dently expecting to see a few of them change into some-
thing

; and I never turned a corner suddenly without look-
ing out for the clown and pantaloon, who, I had no doubt,
were hiding in a doorway, or behind some pillar close at

of his stick that ' Yankees are reckoned to be considerable

behind that hill, [and some three miles fro

hand. As to Harlequin and Columbine, I discovered im-
mediately that they lodged (they are always looking after
lodgings in a pantomime) at a very small clock-maker's,
one story high, near the hotel; which, in addition to
Tanous symbols and devices, almost covering the whole
front, had a ereat dial hanging out— to be jumped through,
of course. The suburbs are, if possible, even more unsub-
etantial-looking than the city. The white wooden houses
(50 white, that it makes one wink to look at them), with
their green jalousie blinds, are so iprinkled and dropped
about in all directions, without seeming to have any root
at all in the ground—and the; small churches and chapels
are so prim, and bright, and highly varnished, that I al.
most believed the whole affair could be taken up piece-
meal like a child's toy, and crammed into a little box."

. . . - -- ..„m the next
station, there is a clever town in a smart lo-ca-tion, where
he expects you have concluded to stop. Your answer in
the negative naturally leads to more questions in reference
to your mtended route (always pronounced rout); and
wherever you are going, you invariably' learn that you
can t get there without immense difficulty and danger, and
that all the great sights are somewhere else. If a lady
take a fancy to any male passenger's seat, the gentleman
who accompanies her gives him notice of the fact, and he
immediately vacates it with great politeness. Politics aremuch discussed, so are banks, so is cotton. Quiet people
avoid the question of the Presidency, for there will be a
new election in three years and' a half, and party feehne
runs very high

: the great constitutional feature of this in
stitution being, that directly the acrimony of the last elec-
tion is over, the acrimony of the next one begins ; which
IS an unspeakable comfort to all strong politicians and (rue
lovers of their country^that is to say, 'to ninety-nine men
and boys out of every ninety-nine and a quarter."

j4n American Boolmaher^—l wanted a pair of boots at
a cerkiin town, for I had none to travel in but those
with the memorable cork soles, which were too hot for the
fiery decks of a steamboat. I therefore sent a message
to an artist in boots, importing, with my compliments,
that I should be happy to see him, if he would do me the
polite favour to call. He very kindly returned for an
answer, that he would ''look round " at 6 o'clock that
evening. I was lying on the sofa, with a book and a wine-
glass, at about that time, when the door opened, and a
gentleman with a stiff ciavat. within a vear or two on
either side of :^0, entered, in his hat and'gloves; walked
up to the lookipg-glass

; arranged his hair ; took off his
gloves; slowly produced a measure from the uttermost
depths of his coat-pocket; and requested me, in a languid
tone, to -unfix" my straps. 1 complied, but looked
with some curiosity at bis hat, which was still upon hja
head. It might have been that, or it might have been
the heat—hut he took it off. Then, he sat himself down
on a chair opposite to me ; rested an arm on each knee •

and, leaning forward very much, tock from the ground'
by a great effort, the specimen of metropolitan workman-
ship which I had just pulled off—whistling pleasantly as
lie did so. He turned it over and over; surveyed it with
a contempt no language can express ; and inquired if I
wished him to fix me a boot like that? I *^'^..^^..

replied, that provided the boots were large
would leave the rest to him ; that if co'livenient and
practicable, I should r.ot object to their bearing some re-
semblance to the model then before him ; but that 1

cular years. The moving fasts and feasts are shown by aQ
extremely ingenious process. On the 31st of December,
at midnight, Easter-day and the other moving feasts for the
year appear on the calendar. The third division is the
triumph of the artist's skill. A complete orrery after the
Copernican system is produced. The movements of all
the planets visible to tlie naked eye are represented. The
earth is shown accompanied by her satellite, the moon,
^hich accomplishes her revolution in one month. The
different phases of the moon are represented on a different
and separate globe. Another globe represents the ap-
parent movement of the heavens, making one revolutioa
in the sidereal day. This movement is subjected to that
almost imperceptible power, known by the name of the
precession of the equiaoies. The mechanism, besidea
many other things, shows the apparent movements of the
sun and moon with wonderful precision, and for an in-
definite period, so that the filing and setting of the sun.
Its passage to the meridian, the eclipses of the aim and
moon, §.c., are ali represented on the face of the apparent
time in a most ingenious manner,

^
Unto.

Stafford SrsciAL Commission.—Since our last notice of
Uieccromissiont|jefol]owipg results have been published:- OfUie whole nuirhcr of piisoncrs tried, no ft-wer than h-k bavt been
transportta. Out of these U have been transported for life. 13
for 21 years-gmoi.g them WiUiani EIIIp, one of the Chartist
leaders in the Pottcrie^-^fl^r 3 5 years, IB for 10 years, and 3 for
7 years. Avery lar^e proptirtion of the remaiiuier have been
seijtenceii to imprisonment and hard Isbour. There are iu all 146
prisoners who will have to undergo this kind of punishment. Nine
are sentenced to imi>ri£cmnent and hard labour for the terra of
2 years, 1 for 20 calendar months, n for 18 montha^fifor 15 months,
33 for J year, 3 for Q months, ; (or 8 months. 33 for 6 months, 8
fcr 4 months, 14 for 3 months, 15 for 2 months, 1 fur 1 month, 6
lor 14 days, axid 1 for 10 dajs. Eight h&ve been sentenced to

pnspners for trial was 2/4.
Ce.vibai. CauM^vAL Cor RT.—The quarterly session commenced

on Monday before the Recorder and the City authorities. The
calendar contained a list of 288 prisonere. but, witii ftw esct>u-
tions, the cases were pot of general interefet.

The Jiohliery at hampten Cowrf.- Henry Grover, Slartha
Grover, and Mary Ann GoaUey, were indicted for breaking into
the dwelling- of the Queen, and stealing therefrom a quantity of
Sliver plate, value 30/., the propcity of the Hen. C. H- t hcridan

courteously

o^ enough, I

tave

ou

again

Jmerican Railroad,—'' 1 made acquaintance," says
Boz, <*witli an American railroad, on this occasion, for
the first time. As these works are pretty much alike all
through the States, their general characteristics are easily
described. There are no first and second class carriages,
as with us ; hut there js a gentlemen's car and a ladies'
car—the main distinction hetween which is, that in the
first ;everyhody smokes, and in the second nobody does.
As a black man never travels with a white one, there is
also a negro car, which is a great blundering clumsy chesty
such as Gulliver put to sea in from the kingdom of Btob-
^'gnag. There is a great deal of jolting, a great deal of
noise, a gread deal of wall, not much window, a locomo-
tive engine, a shriek, and a bell. The cars are like shabby
omnibuses, but larger—holding thirty, forty, fifty people.
The seats, instead of stretching from end to end, are
placed crosswise. Each seat holds two persons. There is
a long row of them on each side of the caravan, a narrow
passage up the middle, and a door at both ends. In the
centre of the carriage there is usually a stove, fed with
charcoal or anthracite coal, which is for the most part red-
hot. It is insufferably clo,se, and you see the hot air flut-
tering between yourself and any other object you may hap-
pen to look at, like the ghost of smoke. In the ladies' car
there are a great many gentlemen who have ladies with
them. There are also a great many ladies who have no-
body with them ; for any lady may travel alone from one
end of the United States to the other, and be certain of^e most courteous and considerate treatment everywhere.
The conductor or check-taker, or guard, or whatever he
may be, wears no uniform. He walks up and down the
car, and m and out of it. as his fi.ncy dictates, leans against
the door with his hands in his pockets and stares at you.
If you chance to be a stranger ; or enters into conversa-
tion with the passengers about him. A great many news-
papers are pulled out, and a few of them are read. Every-
body talks to you, or to anybody else who hits his
fancy If you are an Englishman, hff expects that that
railroad is pretty much like an English railroad. If you

lY ^' he ^ays'les?' (mterrogatively), and a.ks in
what respect they differ. You enumerate the heads of
difference, one by one. and he says - Yes V (stj]! inter-
rogatively to each Then he guesses that 'you don't
travel faster mEr^gianci; and on your replying that you
do, sayi;Yes?' again (still ii^terroeativcly), and it?s

He locked at himself in ihc glass
it to dash a grain or two of dust

AH
air, " Nearly

" Well, pretty nigh," he said,

quite evident, don't believe it. Aftcf a>i« ^^^^ hj
\ 1

would be entirely guided by^ and would beg to Ita
the whole subject to his judgment and djscietion. •» Y
an't partickler about this scoop in the heel, I «unpo^V'
then ?" says he ; we don't folkr that here." Lrepeated
my last observation. '' ' ^ . ,.

;
went closer to

out of the corner of his eye; and settled his cravat,
this time my leg and foot were in the
ready, Sir ?" I inquired.
'* keep steady.^' 1 kept as steady as'l couId,"hoth in'foot
and face

;
and having by this time got the dust out, 2nd

found his pencil-case, he measured me, and made the
necessary notes. When he had finished, he fell into hig
old attitude, and, taking up the hoot again, mused for
some time -^ And this," he said, at last, - is an English
boot, IS It? This is a London boot, eh ?"—"That, fcjir,"
I replied, " is a London boot." He mused over it'again
after the manner of Hamlet with Yorick's skull ; nodded
his head, as who should say, •' I nity the institutions that
led to the production of this boot !" rose, put up his pen-
cil, notes, and paper—glancing at himself in the glass all
the time—put 00 his hat, drew on his gloves very slowly
and finally walked out. ^When he |iad been gone about
a minute, the door re-opened, and his, hat and his head
reappeared. He looked round the room, and at the boot
again, which was still lying on the floor—appeared thought-
ful for a minute, and then said, "Well, good arternoon.''
' Good afternoon. Sir," said I • and that was the end of
the interyiew.

—

Boz,
The Strasburg CIock.~ki the present moment, when

puhhc attention has been attracted to the wonders ofStraa-
burg, by the scientific meeting recently held in that fine old
city the following particulars of the famous astronomical
clock may be interesting. For many years the traveller
in Alsace has looked upon its immense dials with wonder
and regret—the dust of ages had accumulated upon it,
Its hands had long ceased to move, and it was
looked upon as a useless wonder. It stands in the in-
tenor of the celebrated cathedral, and has recently been
cleaned and restored, with great skill, by M. Schwilgu^,
It IS composed of three parts, respectively indicating the
time of the day, the day of the month and year, and the
movements of the constellations. The central moving
power, which is another and very exact timepiece, shows
on the face the hour and its subdivisions, strikes the
hours and the quarters, and puts in motion several curious
allegorical figures. The cock-crow, which had heen mute
Since 1789, has been reproduced, and a procession of the
apostles takes place daily at noon. The calendar shows
the months, the days, and the Dominical letter, as well as
the Catholic calejidar, showing every Saint's day in the
year. The plate or face en which these figure* and signs
appear, makes one rev^.lution in 365 days for the common,
and 366 for the bissextile year, always reprodudng the ir-

regularitj vkinh. take* plaefl tkree tim«« in ever/ lour $»-

and Susan Foster was indicted for reccivir^ the same, well
knowing it to have been stolen. The particulars of this case were
given under the Metjopolitau ntws in cui lait. Fosier was
Bcqnittcd; the othtr jinsoners were convicted and sentenced^
Henry Grover and M. A. Goatlcy to ten years' tianspprtation.
Mattha Grover was sent back, and jtidgment respited, in order
tngivebcr time to produce her certificate, and prove her mar-
riage to the n. ale irifcontr. This was j>ro\cd ut the next &itling,
and the prisoner was discharged.
EmhexzUmt7it.— QQor%^ Bell Carter, a collecting: clerV, wa»

indicted fcr tulbez^Ung the sum of :id/., which he had received
on account of Ncwirgtou End Samlcr, glats dcaleis, by whom hewas employed as a cleik. jinother indiclracnt charged the pri-
soner with cirhczzling three other sums, also the i>roperty of his
en.ployejs. The prisoner pleaded guilty to both charges. Tlie
Common-Serjtant a^ked the prosecutor if he had an>thingtosay
HI favour of the prisoner?- Mr. Kewington replied that he had
not. Since the prisoner had been in his service money to the
amount of 4i;o/. or 500/. had disapj csrcd, and had not heen ac-
counted for.—The Comn.cn-Serjeant, in passing sentence, said
that tJie present case wag one which deniaiide4 the most exem-
plary punishment. There wss not one feature in the case which
spoke in favour of the prisoner. The sentence of the Court
therefore was, that upon the firbt indictment, he be transported
for the term vi seven years, and that upon the expiraiion of that
term he remain in transportation for ?€ven years longer. Frcm
the arrangements marie hy the colonial law this eentence is mucii
more severe than 14 years' transportation inflicted at once.
Forgery,—^Ci^-^x<X Banister and James Campbell were indicted

fcr haviiip in their possession 100 forged bank luites, vuJue fiOOf.
each, well knowing:the?ametobe forged. The Attorney Genersi
stated the case for the prosecution. John Roli, a police officer,
stated that in consequence of information received he went to 4,
Giocers* Hall-court, and found the two prisoners there, and in
their possession a quantity of Bank of England notes, and an eu.
graved plate in the hand of Campbell. Witnesi asked the pri.
soncr Banister, "what hewas going: to do with the notes?" After
a pause of a moment or two, he said, " He was not going to Ao
anything wrong with them." Witness &eit searched the desk,
and found a qnantity of papers, and am.ongst thfrnaRBgreement-
Banister afterwards said, " He intended to give them to hawkers,
as a kind of attraction." Witness then took him into custody.
The agreement alluded to was produced and read. It was au
undertaking to print a f^c simile of a Bank of England note,
Joshua Freeman, an inspector of notes at the BanU of England,
deposed that the note produced was certainly not genuine. It
did not purport to be signed by the cashier of the Bank of Eng-
land or any one fisc. AVith the exception of tht signature, it was
a resemblance of a bank note, woid forwofd, audsuch a resem-
blance as would be calculated to deceive any person iuto whosa
hands it might fall. G. W. Collins, a copperplate engraver, de-
posed to the fact that the prisoner Campbell called on and agreed
with him for printing the plate, which he said was to he sent tpNew Zealand. Witness communicated with Mr. Bush, the boU-

Banistcr, of Grocers' Hall-court, and when the plate was finished,
an impression was struck cfT and taken to Banistgr. He said i%
was of no use to him unless they could produce the water mark.
Witness said that was impossible, but stated c^erwards th^
he could introduce the water-mark. Witnesses having been
called to substantiate this evidence, Mr. Bodkin addre&s#d Ui«
jury on behalf of the prisoner Banister, and contendtd, that in
the gtiict letter of the law under uhich the prisoners were in-
dicted, they had neither purclmsed, received, nor had in posses-
sion the notes in question. Mr. BaJlantine addressed the jury tot
the pribonei Campbell, who, he aaid, had acted throughout tfa«

matter asthe servant of Banis-t.r, and there was not a tiUJe of

evidence to show that be had so acted with atiy guilty intention.

Moreover, he had never had posseasioD of tlie forged notes at aii-;

if there vsas any guilty possession, it wss a guitt/ l^^ ^^<^u

on the part of the master j if there was ^i^y guilty" parchase, it

was on the part of the master, and not on Ute^art of ti»i» poor
nan* his servant, who had hitherto bonus a good character.

Botk the pii^oners received cM^acters/orpwrious good conduct.
iAx. Justice Maule summed up, and said tbeqacstion for the jury
was, whether the prisoners, boti ©r either of t|jew. had the blank
note in their possession ; and if thxy were eatisAed upoii tke poutf
that they bad tt in their poss«ssb»Ei, it would be fos them xasxt to
say wbethtr withoaC a iawfol excoM, whieh the Ad |.xt/vi4fia
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ATTTV <3Tlfl'rH NrnsPRY AND SEEDSMAN, Ciren-

/..hni« leave to inform the Nobility. Gentry', and
cester. bep eave to

^^^^^^
Public 111 ee?,!f«^;;„^^^^^^^^ for anotherpurpoae.) he is

this season
^^^"^f.f

_*^^^'^^,^^ verv reduced prices : it consists of

'l^^T^VoooF^^^^^^^ Thorn Quick, 2,054 yards of

BorES^^^^ and Flowering Shrubs, xvith a

fine a^o&t of Fruit lYecs, &c. &c. Catalogues may be had

on appIication.-Oct. 26th, 1842,

MESSRS. DICKSON, Nurserymen and Florists,

Acre Lane, Brixton, beg to inform Amateurs and Florists,

that their Catalogue of Caniations, Picotees, Auriculas, &c., is

now ready, and may be had on application to them, or Messrs.

Warner and Warner, Seedsmen, &c., Cornhill, London.

WLYNN, Nursery AND SEEDSMANjkte of Ilenley-

• on-Thames, beg:» to offer to the Trade, and Public in

reneral the following^ articles, which are good and fiae ;—viz.,

Maiden Cberries, ditto Stocks. 4 to 6 ft.; 14 varieties of Dwarf

Trained Plums; Standard Plum Stocks, 6 to 8 ft. t Standard

W^alntits: Red Cedars, I to 2 ft,; Arbor Vitaj, 4 to 6 ft, i Box-

trees 2ft.j Spiraia bella; Camellias, 1 to 2 ft., set for bloom

-

Auriculas; Myrtles, 2 ft. ; Gcsnerafragrans, 2 ft.; Hoyacarnosa;

PclarEToniuros ; Lobelia ignea ; also a small stock of his new Dwarf
Wrinkled Marrow Peas, at 2*. 6d:. per quart : this Pea has given

universal satisfaction in the neighbourhood of Henley«it is

superior to the Knight's Marrows, and much more advantageous,

especially in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 ft.; it is the

moftt protiflc Pea the advertiser ever saw, perpetual in its bearing,

quite full, and of most delicious flavour, even when nearly ripe.

New White Reading Onion—seed of own erowth; Long and

Short Prickly Cucumbers; fine Curied Parsley; Vegetable

Marrow; Walnut-leaved Kidney Potatoes, and Knight's Seedhng

Early Frame ditto :—For wliich early applications are requested.

All ordt-rs and communications addressed (pre-paid). No. 9f

Lower Homerton Terrace, Homerton, will be punctually at-

tended to.

I)EADING NURSERY.—Messrs. SUTTON and
^ SONS respectfully call attention to their large importation

of Pntch RootH, of which they have still some of each kind in

excellent condition, at the annexed low prices.

Hyacinth*, the finest sorts known by name, 155. per doz.

Do, very fine do., 9*. per doz.

Do. good do., Gs. per doz.

Iiiocs, a few collections of 30 very superior varieties, for 2is,

Anemones, superb Dutch, large kinds, by name, gs. per doz.

Do. do., in mixture, l6s. per 100.

Ranunculuses, choice. byname,3rf. each, or 30 varieties for 12«,

Do.inmixture, per 100, 3s. 6i.

Crocus, the new multiflora, in 20 beautiful sorts, by name, 6 of

each of the 20 for 5s,

Crocuses, Tulips. &c., for borders, at low prices.

In the Nursery will be found a very fine stock of trained and

other Fruit-trees. Shrubs, Roses, Laurels, Quicks, &c. &c., of

Tvhich priced lists will be forwarded on application,

Nov. 4, 1842.

ECONOMIC I.IFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRLA.RS, LONDON.

Established 1823. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3 William IV.

Lower bates of prbiAium than those of ant otuer office,
that entitle the assured to participate in the profits^ as follows :

—

15 20 25 30 1 35 40 45 50

Annual
Premium
per ccnt.(

I 10 8 1 14 7' 1 19 2 4 3 210 11 2 19 9 3 U QA 8

• 1 lilt
The Bon ITS declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to i6L

per cent, on the preniiuma then paid; and in 1839 a second

BuNLS was awarded, amounting on the average to 3ll. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding- five years.

No extra ciiarge for residen^-o in any, part of Europe, nor for

proceeding- (in a decked, sailing*, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by proiession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms propuxtiouate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelUng", or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell Jamks Downee, Secretary.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed to sell by Auction, at the Auction Mart, Bartho-
lomew-lane, on Thursuay, Nov. 10, 1642, at 12 o'clock, the

g-enuine Stock of Miscellaneous Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Orchidacese, Succulents, Ferns, Climbers, &c., the property of a
Lady changing- her residence. The collection comprises fiae

specimens oi Camellias, Azalea indica, Epacris, Witsenia, Cho-
rizema, Gompholobium, Fuchsia, Iris bicolor, Bletia, Epidendrum,
Gongora, Myanthus, Oncidium, Stanhopea, Sec. May be viewed
the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of

the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg to announce that the
SALEof Messrs. Adamson & Son's celebrated NURSERY

STOCK at Stoke Newington Common, by order of the Trustees,
will continue on Monday, Nov. /th, and following day.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to public competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-
lane, on Friday, Nov, ath, IS42, at 12 o'clock, avery rich Collec-
tion ot STANDARD and DWARF ROSES; also a fine Bed of
TULIPS, comprisins: LoaisXVUh,Milo, Polyphemus, &c.; a fine
assortment of DUTCH BULBS.
May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at

the Mart.and of theAuctioneers.AmericanNurserv.Levtonstone.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moierate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/!, HOLBOKN.
D. and E. Bailby havjig devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in the.r practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficiint, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the (Aarge, They

have erected apparatus .n England. Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticutural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chis.wick.

D. andE. Bailey alsc construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings End Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle,

men, and the pubUc to in inspection of their various drawmgn

and models, at 272. llolbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting.amongstothe-metalworks. an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, ant! an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto teen brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metaUic curviU-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

^

D. and E. Bai ley hare prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to piblic notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and wlich may be seen at their Manutactory.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers,6l, Gracechurch-street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler

(See Editor's description, Gardeners' Chrvnicle, March 12. p. 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 6/. 5*. and upwards. Further

particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of buildhig, may be obtained as above; where also may he seen

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as appUed with Chanter's

Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the NobUity's Seats, hron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-

mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Wavte's New Patent Land-presses and DrUls.

NOTICE OF SALE.

MR. J. KING begs to acquaint Gentlemen, Gar-
deners, and others, that he has inrtructions to sell by

Auction onMoNDAV,2lst Nov., at 11 precisely.on the Premises.
Cambridge-row. Hackney-road, the Stock and Crops on the
Land, comprising Greenhouses, Frames, Lights, Plants in pots.

Fruit-trees. Shrubs, Carts and Horse, and Implements. &c.. &c.

The Premises to be let on lease (4 Acres). For information

apply to J. King, Auctioneer, Hackney Road.

ACRE LANE, BRIXTON.—EXTENSIVE NURSERY STOCK.
&:c., BY ORDER OF THE MORTGAGEE.

MR. VIGERS will sell by AUCTION on the Pre-

mises, Acre Lane, Brixton, on Friiiay, Nov. nth, at

n o'clock, without reserve, th» STOCK of a NURSERYMAN,
comprising Evergreens, Standard Rose-trees, youn£r Fruit-treeg,

Bulbous and other Flower-roots, a large quantity of Box-trees,

Edgings, &c. May be viewed the day prior to the sale. Cata-

logues may be had on the premises, and at flie Auction^r's

Offices. 22. Chancery Lane, and Clapham Road.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING*BY
HOT WATER. * -%

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c., Gloucester-
• place, King's- road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders and

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the

Nobility and Gentry that theh business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and wiU heat a range of Forcing Houses 30uft. in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally

adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&:c., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square.

EDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-

turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seeninuse at "Woktox Cottage, Isle-

woiiTH, upon application to the gardener—SMwda^i- ejccepted.

Just published, the 2nd Edition, with Additions, price 6s. 6d.,

cloth srilt edfires

'^I^HE LADIES' companion' TO the FLOWER
GARDEN.

Being an Alphabetical Arrangement of all the Ornamental Plants

usually grown in Gardens and Shrubberies ; with full directions

for their Culture. By Mrs. Loudon.
London : Published by Wilham Smith, 113, Fleet-street.

WANTED in an Excellent Retail Seed Establishment

at a Market Town, within 50 miles of London, a young
Man as Under Shopman, who has had experience in the business,

with some knowledge of Plants, who writes a good hand, and
can produce satisfactory testimonials for honesty and sobriety.

Apply by letter only to Messrs. Beck and Co., Seedsmen, 67,

Strand, LQadoii, stating the lowest terms, j^c,

ni^O GARDENERS.—A youn^ Man Irishes to engage
-L himself as UNDER-GARDENER, in or out of the house;

will he found useful, as he has had eight years' practice. Direct

A. M., Mrs, Cleverly's. Lower Cheam, Surrey.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or
GARDENER and BAILIFF, a middle-aged man, who per-

fectly understands Horticulture in all its branches
; is also well

acquaiiitcdwith the border system of husbandry. References as

to character and abilities may be had on application to the Right

Hon. the Earl of Tankerville ; to William Lowry, Esq., Barmoor,
Northumberland; and Messrs. Dickson & Co., Nursery and
Seedsmen, Edinburgh,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-
ried man, 35 years of age, with a family of three, who tho-

roughly understands his business in all the different departments;

can have an excellent character from his present employer for

the last three years. Wages, 55/. a year and a cottage. If by

letter, direct A. B., care of Mr. Stains, grocer, Sevenoaks.Keut.

A HISTORY OF BRITISH FOREST-TREES,
indigenous and introduced. ByPaiDEAux Johv Selby,

of Twizell, Esq. TWs volume gives an account of the useful

and ornamental properties, best modes of culture, of the va-

rious Forest-trees now grown in Great Britain. It forms a

manual for the planter, and an interesting and informing volume

for the general reader. Each species is historically described

and figurad, The Engravings, amounting to nearly 200, repre-

sent the perfect tree, and details of the flowers, leaves, and froit.

Demy 8vo, 28s. ; royal 8vo, 2/. l6s.

John Van Voorst, I, Paternoster-row,

Just Published, in One Volume 8vo., with upwards of 380
Engravings, price l6s.,

THE SUBURBAN HORTICULTURIST; or, an
Attempt to Teach the Science of Horticulture, and the

Management of the Fruit, Kitchen, and Forcing Garden, to

Persons who have had no previous Knowledge or Experience in

these Departments. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S.. H.S., &c,
London : W^illiara Smith, 113, Fleet Street; Fraser & Co., Edin-

burgh; Curry & Co., Dublin.
-

—

'
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NEW AGRICULTURAL ALMANACK.
On November 24 will be pubUshcd by the Stationers' Company,

price U., comprising nearly 100 closely-printed pages.

THE FARMERS' CALENDAR and DIARY of
GENERAL INSTRUCTION in thk MOST IMPROVED

MODES OF AGRICULTURE AND GARDENING ; being an
Almanack of Daily and Useful Information for the United King-
dom, for the Year 1843. To be continaed Aiinually. By an
EXPERIBNCBD AORiCULTURlsT.
London : printed for the Company of Stationers ; and sold by

G. Greenhill, at their Hall, Ludgate-street ; andbyallBooksellera
throughout the Kingdom.
*»* Besides a complete Calendar for the year, including the

Risings and Settings of the Sun, Moon, and Planets, the Eclipses,
and other Diurnal Occurrences, it will comprise Monthly Direc-
tions in Agriculture and in Gardening

; a great variety of u.seful

t<^ics connected with theae important pursuits ; the Fairs of

England, Scotland, and Ireland; numerous Tabled. &c. Also
the Royal Family, the Ministry, Houses of Parliament, and
the Principal Official Persons in the Law Departments, Public

Offices, &c.

THE GARDENER and PRACTICAL FLORIST.
IllWeekly Numbers, Price Zd., and in^onthly Parts, Price Is.,

containing all that is new and valuable in Gardening and Flori-

culture. Published by R. Groombridge, Paternoster Row, by

whom Advertisements and Communications for the Editor are

received.—Sold by all Booksellers and New

In Monthly Nos,, 8fO, tviih Four beautifully-coloured Plates^

Price 25. 6rf.

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF B OTANY.
The Number for November, 1842, contains highly-finished

drawings of Jlondeletia longi/iora, Mesembryanlhemum tricolor,

Acacia MflQra, and Siphocavipyhts betulctfoUa; likewise Papers

on Gardening as a science ; on Shrubs fitted for Planting in_

Beds • and Hints on Potting and Planting: Floricultural Notices

of new or beautiful Plants figured in the leading Botanical

Periodicals for October; together with a compete Calendar of

Monthly Operations for the Garden.

This wcrk comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
adniirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1

.

That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in fiower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawuigs are from plants which
have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

being such as can he cultivated by every one possessing a

fiower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of allwho delight ingardenmgj
and as the iniproveti system of having the plates lithographed

cofhmenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W. S. Orr and Co.. Paternoster-row,
_

-
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GUANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this valuable

MANURE can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer,

either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotesworth,

Powell, and Pryor, St. Helen's-place, London ; Edwards, Danson,

and Co., Liverpool ; or Wm. Jos. Myers aijd Co., Importers,

Liverpool.

WHEAT-SOW^ING.
POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO MANURE.

TESTIMONIAL :—" The Artificial Guano Manure was

applied with great effect to a light land, on the estate of A. Cot-

ton, Esq., Hildersham Hall, Cambridge, on a Field of Bariey; it

produced a marked effect— the finest crop for years, and the pro-

duce, Six Quarters of Barley to the acre. The space marked out

was conspicuous, being some inches higher than that from com-

mon Manure. On part of a Grass Field the application, whictt

was but lightly made, produced at least double the proportion 01

Hay compared to the part otherwise manured. A portion of u

was applied to the Orange Globe Mangel Wurzel, the roots ol

which were of very large size—double that of others,—and its

effects on a bed of Parsneps was extraordinary, producing a crop

exceeding any before seen. The exact weight per square yara,

compared with those of ordinary culture, will be estimated when

gathered. In the instance of the Parsneps, the Manure was

mixed with earth, and deposited over the seed; a mode of culture

recommended in the practice of Mangel Wuizel. Althougu

much higher in price than the common Manure, the profit vras

materially greater."
W^orks, Upper Fore-street, London,

'

TO BE LET, upwards of 13 Acres of Land, in the

parish of Acton, well stocked with Fruit-trees. Apply to

Mr. Alex. Russell, Lawn-terrace, Turnham-green.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS,—To be Let,

on very advantageous terms, in a very excellent situation,

about six mUes from London, eight acres, part in Nursery,

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables ; at a low rent, held on lease lor

22 years unexpired. Dwelling-house, Greenhouses, Pits, F/ame^.

&c, &c. The stock of Plants, &c. to be taken by valuation, m
the usual way. For particulars apply to Mr. John King. Auc-

tioneer, Hackney-road.

'^PO MARKET-GARDENERS AND -OTHERS
-L To be Let. a MARKET-GARDEN', containing 20 acres 01

good Land, in fine cultivation, in a very convenient situation,

within a short distance of the Loudon markets; a good Dwellings

house, very convenient and suitable omces for carryhig on tno

busmess. For particulars apply to Mr. Lake, Seedsman, Bisnopa-

gate- street.
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rpRENFIELD'S "ADMIRAL STOPFORD," one of
.^J ^ ^^®* l^^^^^^^^ sent out in 1842^ darkest yet out: fineshape, and petal constant. Good ground and pot roots of theabove DaMia can be had of J. Meade, jun.. Lion and Lamb
^^^H.^rf' ^""""K

^'^""^ ^°°^^' "• >0*-> ^'^t do., 15.. A^e:mittance from unknown concsDonripnts.

NEW CATALOGUE OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS
M^n^.l¥- ^^^^ «"^ ^ON'S Descriptive PricedJ-'-^ CATALOGUE of Ranunculuses, Tulips, Pelargoniums
Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, Ike. for 1843, nmy now beTad
Gratis on prepaid application, enclosing a twopenny postage
label. Address, Messrs. Tyso ^ Son, Wallingford, Berks.

-TT-TT T T fi^i"^,^^^^
DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

\1/ILLIAM MA\ begs to intimate to the admirers of
'

V"^ ^^^^\ popular plant that he has been collecting andongmating for the last 20 years a Collection of Hollyhocks, not
surpassed he ventures to say) by any in Europe, comprising up-
\vards of 1(0 shades of colour, from the very dark (called black)
to paper white, and the present season being proper for their
being planted, he offers them on the following very moderate
terms, viz., lOO varieties for 2L 2s., 75 vars. for 305., 50 Vars. for

2 '^^ 7^^^' ^^^ ^^^' ^^^^' packets containing 2OO seeds, at
2s. 6rf

;
do do. 580 seeds at hs. eachj all warranted collected

from double flowers.

^*]^-—^l^^
Clay's new large, late Victoria Red Currant, at 20s.

per aoz.-- bee Dr. Lindley 's remarks Gardeners' Chronicle for Oct. 8,Hope Nursery, Leeming-iane, near Bedale, Yorkshire,
Nov. 1, 1842.

CAMELLIAS. PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, &c.
A J. STEWART, Florist, &c.. Salthill, has theXJ.. honour to announce to his Patrons and Friends that hecan furmsh the foUowmg Plants, iiifine healthy condition, at the

prices aftixed, mcluding pa'ckage.

CAMELLIAS.
Amabilis, Erookii Cocqucttii. Ca-lestina, Duchcf^se d'Orleans.Ehza, fascionlata alba, Forbesii, Henri Favre, Hookerii, Saccoinova, and Turnbnl!ii. from ]5t. to 21... each, or ;/. the dozen
Alb^ Londinensis, Colletii. Coopcrii.Dahliffiflora ignea. EmHie;

grandiflora. Ircdenc Ic Grand, Hosackii. Lendrethii, ochroleucaPalmer s Perfection, picturata, and Susannah, at lOs. each, or 5/the dozen. ^
j ^*.

Beallii. Bruciana, elata, Pl-ancofurtensis, Grunellii, imbricataalba Lcana superba.pulcherrima, Ronlinii, spectabilis, maculataTho King, and tricolor, at 7s. U. each, or 4/. the dozen.
Dehcatissima, Elphinstonia. Fordii, Futtung, Gillesii, imbricata

^ m?^T«^ MULBERRY - TREES, GOOSEBERRY - TREES,

.Tp'o^N^CA^l^c^^ir^-c.^"
""''^^^ ^^^^^' "^^^

XjU DENNIS and Co., beg to remind the Nobility.

of fL*nwi ^>-^,"'^ ^"'^"'^ generally, that their Plants and Trees

ouamv nr^^c^fK'
^'^ unrivalled for size, beauty, and superior

S^/^ ^t^^
the s for planting is now excellent, they

solicit a share of their favours, assuring them that their kindorders will bepromptlyandtruly c.Tecuted.-King's-road, Chelsea.

QUPERB SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, now
pZrfnof-

^'

""l
delivery -Gaines* Duchess of Sutherland, Orange

rdn?nil''V^'""^^V ^."^^ °^ ^"'^^5^' ^^"^y Duncannon. Royli

rrn^n«t'
^'"""^ ^f Wales. Countess of EIdon. Princess Royal,

wli ^;
Ernperor. Superb, and Lady Sale. His first-rate Catal

^^^^. nl
^^^^^,5«"i»">-S Pansies. Calceolarias, Fuchsias. Ver-

IL?^'^^^^^^"-*'^"'^'"^'
Cinerarias, Auriculas, &c., may be ob-tamed by applying to N. Gaines, Florist, Surrey-lane, Battersea.

SOUTHAMPTON NURSERY GROUNDS.— The
.

attention of Noblemen. Gentlemen, Planters, and the Trade
IS respectfully directed to the following L^st of Transplanted andSeedUng FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, SHRtTfiS &cwhich are of the finest quality, and will le delivered by R^ihvav
or fcsteam-vessel in London or coastwise, carriage free Thegreat extent of these Grounds affording a never-faUing supply ofevery description of Nursery Stock, purchasers, however variedor extensive their orders, may rely on their being executed withdespatch and punctuality. Waste Lards planted in any part ofthe kingdom, by contract, engaging to replace failures, for 3/.. 5/..
71; JO/, and upwards, per acre. Capitalists and Trustees con-templating planting for investment, will find this a safe anddesirable means of effecting their object

SKEOI-ING FOREST TREKS, PKR l.OJO.

^?^^ ." .• .• ...
Birch
Scotch Fir "

.. "
.,

"
J"^aster
Sea Pine (excellent as nurses in exposed situ-
ations

English Oak,* the true" Durmast" of'the
New Forest: the largest and most valuable
species .. ., ,, ,.

Common Oak .. ,. ., ..

"

If 100,000 of any one kind are ordered, a'dednction wiUbe ma"deon these pnces.
»uauc

j

TRANSPLAX'TBD.
Ash
Beech ,, ,, ,,

'

Birch "
Scotch Fir '

..
L^Tch
Spruce
Pinaster
Sea Pine •• .. ,,
Alder

Pbice
WHITE HART HOTEL AND HORTICULTl'RAL GROUNDS

W BROMLEY, KENT. '

PAW LEY begs most respectfully to call (he
• attention of the Nobility and Gentry wishing to purchasespecimens of Stove and Greenhouse Plants for exhibition to hisCollection, which is equal, and not to be surpassed by any Nur-seryman in the neighbourhood of London. Catalogues of the

ffltAr'^H' T^ H^^. ?^ appUcaUon. W. P. .aso begs tostate that the above Hotel has the advantage over many as theapartments open into the grounds, with additional conservatories
attached, rcnderiDg it in every respect desirable for Families andparties wishing for a reUcat at a convenient distance from theMetropolis, where they may ensure every accommodation and
^*^^^^'^''\i??»"«^^^ate terms. Bromley is particularly healthy,and beautifully situated m an excellent neighbourhood ten mUes

1 year
I A. Off,

a

2 years.
Ss.Gd.
a

1

2 6
• «

««

S
3 6

(^HARLES LAWTON & SON, Seedsmen andv-^ Florists, Etruria Gardens, Staffordshire Potteries bee toannounce that they have now ready for delivery Strong Plants of
their New Seedling PELARGONIUMS, which they can with
confidence recommend as first-rate kinds, and dislirict from any

Archduke . . . . jtf2 2
Admirable . . . . a j
Enchantress . « .,22
Delectum j i

Queen of Sarum - . . . 1 1 «
C. L. & Sov can supply Strong'.lleallhy Plants of their much-

admired Seedlings sent out last autumn—
Queen Dowager , , . ^0
Elegans o
White Lady
Bee's Wing . , . ,

Fair Maid of Etruria , . .

Eximium - . • . . o
Insigne o

CatalogTTes may be had on application.

7
10
10
10

7
10

10

6
6
6
6
6

6

5 7 ff

2 6
7
5

s. d,

6
12 6
12 6
5

5

76
7 6

20
12 6

12 6
20
20

«. d.

10

2t

25

IQ

U
12 6
IS 6
3(i

25

40

20

40

40

20
40
40
20
20
25
20
40

per 2,000

ft

»•

Vff

»*

It

T^ON JOHN and MARTIN'S SPLENDID.^ As Mr. Twitchett and Mr. Martui have made so much
noise about their CARNATIONS DON JOHN and SPLENDID
will either ofthem accept a Challenge from the Growers in the
neighbourhood of Birmingham to show 20 blooms of GAME,BOY against 20 blooms of either of their flowers respectively

Spanish Chesnut 20
Hazel
Black Poplar
Laurel
Rhododendron, excellent for cover,
and not subject to the depreda-
tionsof game, bedded .. .. 25 40

Do. transplanted, 1 to2— 3 ft. 25 40 o
EvcrgreenPrivet205.0i/.peri,000

I Rhododendron
Tamarisk (excellent for ex- I roseum
popure to the sea-spray or
winds 40

80
40
80
80

»t

ft

n^ & C. LbCKHART, Florists, 156, Cheapside,
-*- • London, have the following SEEDS now ready for sale :—
The new Spotted Digitalis . . , per packet 3s. 6rf.
Hybrid Gloxinia, between Candida and rubra
Phlox Drummondi, new scarlet . ,

Clintonia pulchella ....
PortulacaThellussoni ....
Rhodanthe Manglesii • . . .

Balsam, a splendid mottled Hybrid

do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

minuta, punctata major, Spoffojthiana, Sweetiana, triumphans!
"*^i V^f,?."^'^"*^^^'"P^"^^S' at 5s. each, or 21. i5s. the dozen.

.
PELARGONIUMS.

Wilson's Anna, Enchantress, and Van Amhurgh—Lvne*s Con-
sort, Circassian, and Magnificent — Foster's Gipsy, Garth's
Donglas Kinghom's Grand Monarch, Stewart's Prince Albert,Wood*s Iv^anhoe. and Nairne's Gem of the West, at lo^. 6d, eachor 5L the dozen. '

Ar^^onr%^^"'^?'"^^^>''"P^* ^"^ Beauty-Garth's Flash andArabella-Ingram's Ringdove. Gaskell's Dulcinea and Magnet,Stewart's Duke of Wellington, Gaines' Prince Albert, ExquiSteand Mabel, from 5s. to 7s. 6d. each, or 3/. the dozen.
Garths Amethyst. King John, and Jupiter-Stewart's Tam-

hurini and Miss Ilawtrey, Hodges' Caroline. Foster's Life-giiardsman and Vulcan, Fox's Duke of Cornwall, Pardons'Queen. Eyre's Cyrus and Sinus, at 3*. 6d. each, or 30s. the doz.Games' Cento, Indinn Chief, and purpurea grandiflora-
Stewart's Mary Guy, Garth's Bridesmaid, Duenna, Eliziibcth.and Noucsuch-^Foster's Annette, Nun. Janus, and Bridegroom
at 25. 6rf. each, or 24i-. the dozen,

FUCHSIAS.
Aurantia, cxcelsa, Flora, ilicifolia, Moneypcimii. princeps,

Jn^^w-J?'"'*'^'^".^^^*'
stylosa elegans, Thyniana. Venus victrixand ^ ilhamsonu, at 2s. 6d. each, or 30*. the dozen.

inSnt*i" f!;if^J'''^'^"^'-
^^PP"^t^J^s, formosa(Kelland's), grandis.

XUh^rn n/i V ' '"T^^^iblc, mirabilis, splendens. StiwartiiUsheni, and >ouellii. at 25. 6d. each, or U. the dozeA.

. , . VERBENAS.
r,rpnrm1;^^".^'^'

Barnardii.S Burleyana, Chandleru. Charhvoodii,

Sflora r Jhrr.nT^^'?^'
Inpramii. Iveryana. iilacina. rosea mag!

trinmnlmn/ nnH^^^^^^^triumphans. and Lniqnc, at u. 6d. each, or iL the 18.

French Roses'(dwarf). so fine sor4 foril..
' '""'

Picotees. 20 fine sorts, one pair of each, for 30*.Chn-santhemums. 20 first-rate kinds for 20*.Paulovnia imj)crialis, each, 2Kv.

who kindly entrust ht^f ^^}^\'he?r commandr'thafth^/i^^T^'Jattention will be paid, both in selecting ^iZ"c^"gt^^^^^^A.J. S, can also supply most of the leudmg sorts of Dahftcfine ground roots, at very moderate prices,
JJahiias,

Broom & Furze
for cover 10

SweetBay Ito2ft.40
Portugal Laurel 40
Laurustiuus, com-
mon, bedded 8

shining-
leaved, do. 8

' — hairy-
leaved, do. 8

Ribes sanguineum 8
Aucuba 8
Kalmia latifolia 25
White Broom 8
Single Camellias,
from pots 40

Purple Beech 25
Double Chinese
Crab 6

Cypress 25
Hardy Heaths 12
Double Furze 25
Irish Furze 25
Carpet Juniper 25
Fontancsia 25
Giant Ivy 12
Purple Laburnum 6
Sweet-scented

ditto 6
Magnolia pur-
purea 12

Double- blossomed
Peach 6

Sea Pine from
pots 25

per itfo

i>

tf

It

ft

ir

Rhododendron
hybrids

New Double Red
Thnm 40

New Single Scar-
let ditto 40

Glycine sinensis 9
Weeping Willow 25
Daphne pontica 25
Worked Hollies
Rose Acacia
Glutinous ditto

80 • „
Go per 100

25*. 0rf.i>er 100

Lobelia heterophylla ...... do
Heartsease, of the best quality ... do.
Picotee and Carnation do.
The above will he forwarded, Post free.—A List of Seeds i^ now

preparing, and will be published about the end of December.

2

I

a
1

2
2
3
2

6
6
e

5
6
6
6

25 It

tt

IRISH YEWS.
Q FARRELL and Co. offer to the Trade a large*^

• stock of Irish "iews, from eight inches to three feet high

;

the Plants are strong and well rooted, and would be disposed of
on moderate terms.—Belfast, Nov, 3, 1842.

White ditto

Aristolochia

25
40
40
50

„
per doz.

oper 100

50 >»

tt

>i

It

6 per doz.

SI

25 Oper 100

6 per doz.

per doz.
per 100

6

6 „
per doz.

IS

tt

ft

99

99

Oper 100

It

ft

It

Oper 100

Sea- Kale Plants
Asparagus do., ,

New Victoria Rhubarb

sipho
Chinese Honey-
suckle

Scarlet Trumpet
ditto

Golden-flowered
ditto 5

Raspberries, true
double-bearing 8

Raspberries, true
YellowAutumn
ditto fr

Raspberries, Red
ditto 8

Trained peaches, Nectari
Apricots, Pears, Plums, Cher-
ries, and Apples, of the most
esteemed kinds, as described
in the "Fruit Cultivator,"

l>y J. Rogers, Southampton,
2«. 6</., 3*. 6d,, and 55. each.

Currants and Gooseberries,
12». 6rf.per 100.

Vines, 6rf.. ly., and 2^. 6<f. each

4«. per 100, Ss. per 100,
2s. and 4s. per 100.
Vis. per dozen.

]Y.|
ICHAEL BREWER, Nursery. London-road, Cam-

J_?X bridge, begs respectftliy to call the attention of the Nobi.
lity. Gentry, and the Public to that invaluable new Strawberrj-,
the EMPEROR, It is a strong grower, a great bearer. ?ind has a
fine fiavoiir, with large scarlet fruit superior to Keen's Seedling,
with the great advantage of being rir-e a fortnight earlier.—Fine
strong plants are now ready at 30*. per 100.

Brewer's perpetual scarlet-flowering Britavma Pelargoninm,
dwarf habit, dark green foliage, and the brightest scarle* grown,
12.f. and 18«. per doz. Strong-flowering Plants of RUSSIAN
VIOLETS, 45. per doz. Brewer's fine e^irly hybrid SEEDLING
RHUBARB, from the Siberian, not surpassed for carliness and
flavour, strong Roots, Qs. per doz.
M. B. has also a large Stock of IRIS SUSIANA and splendid

mixed PERSIAN IRISES to dispose of.

It

»*

* That there are in this country two distinct species of the
British Oak, is well known to those who have carefully attended
to their respective qualities—ontf being red-wooded, the other
white-wooded, ' more generally known in the New Forest as
the •* Durmast," and considered as the most valuable species,
producing timber of the largest dimensions. A knowledge of
these important facts led W. K.,senr.,somc years since, to ascer-
tain correctly the means of discriminating between the two
species, which were found so well defined as to enable him to
collect the seed of the desired kind with unerring precision, and
likewise to communicate his observations thereon to the Bath
and West of England Agricultural Society, who ordered them to
be printed in their "Transactions, "and their vote of thanks to
be recorded for what they were pleased to term most valuable
and, in a national point of view, important information.

'

Large Trees, for ornament or immediate effect, may be had of
every description, from 5 to 10 feet high.

Priced Catalogues ff)rwarded by Post to applicants stating the
size and description of stock required.

WM. ROGERS & SON,
Nurserymen, landscape-Gardeucrs. and Contracting Planters,

Southampton.

MESSRS. YOUELL and Co, beg to announce the
following:—

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE. — This, the most Splendid
Fuchsia yet introduced to public notice, will be ready for send-
ingout in the 2nd week of April next, at 10*. fid. per plant, postage^
free, to any part of the United Kingdom, by Yovki.l and Co., who
possess the entire stock of it. Dr. Lindley's opinion ol it will be
found in the Gnrdener$* C/ironicfe of the 14th of May last, ag
follows t—

" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hvbrid we have
seen

; the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and
sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If. as yon say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will
prove a valuable addition to this beraitiful genus :—

"

Which two latter qualities it possesses in the extreme. All
orders, as well as thosa from the Continent, will receive every
care !n packing, so as to ensure their perfect safety. The usual
discount to the Trade, where not less than six plants are ordered.
For further particulars see their advertisement in the Gardeners'
Chrojiicie of the 8th inst.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.—a SuperlrCoIlcc
tion of the above are now being sent out at the following prices

25 pairs of extra fine first-rate Show flowers, je5 o
12
25
12

tt do.

12

It

ti

3 10
3
1 10

1 4
12

do. do,
of fine Show fiowcrSi .

do. do. ...
of extra fine Show Pinks, .

do. do.
The selection being left to Y. & Co,

Who. should it mctt the wishes of those favouring them with
their orders, will send them free to any part of the United Kiugdom,
at the extra charge of 2*. per dozen pairs,

A Poiit-office order, or reference, is respectfully requested from
unknown correspondents.
Their Cstalcgue, contaiuing every known variety worthy of

cultivation, may be had by enclosing two postage stamps.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.— y. and Co , who possess
by far Vac largest stock in the couiitry of the above most noble
Hardy Plant, which is in course ot planting by mobt of the
Nobility, are executing orders for it in fine strong healthy
Plants, at 6&s. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nurserv. Oct. 27th. 1842.
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analysis clearly proved it to be, even in the fresh state, a

•minnre of the greatest value.

Madia saliva seems excellent for a green manure ;
such,

at least, is the opinion of M Bazm. In two months,

durinff favourable vreather, and upon tolerable soU, the

plant come« into flower—that being the time at which it

should be turned ifito the ground. At that period of its

growth, M. Ba:zin sent us an average specimen of the plant

with roots, leaves, flowers, &c. ; when analysed, its value

proved to exceed, in a slight degree, that of farm-yard

manure, * A weight of this crop, equal, according to M.
Bazin, to 12,500 kilogrammes per hectare, might be readily

obtained on moderately good land, during a season which

was moister and more favourable to the growth of her-

baceous plants than that of 18-42.

Branches and Leaves of Bojc,—We have analysed the

young branches of Box, with the shoots and leaves upon

them, such as are cut. according to M. de Gasparin, in the

south of Europe. This green manure ia in some places

prepared by being scattered in the streets to be crushed by

the horses' feet, and by the wheels of carriages. The

amount of nitrogen contained in this manure is very near

that of Oak and Beech leaves.

Refuse of the Cider ilfW.—With many farmers it is a

matter of doubt, whether the crushed remains of Apples

may be considered as manure, or whether on the contrary

they may not be more injurious than otherwise : both

opinons are founded upon positive facts.l In soils contain-

ing^only a small portion of carbonate oflime, their appli-

cation has generally produced ill effects; and pernicious

results have been observed on other land, when the Apple

refuse has been buried too near the roots of plants. This

unfavourable effect appears to be caused by the acid reac-

tion of the soluble part of such remains ; and in fact, if a

suflScient quantity of wood-ashes are added to produce a

perceptible alkaline reaction, this apparent anomaly is at

an end, and the useful qualities of this manure are brought

into play, in proportion to the nitrogen which it contains.

The liquid with which it is united, and with which it enters

into close combination, gives it the property of a green

manure, more particularly applicable to sandy land. In

Alsace, upon clayey and tolerably calcareous soils, Jeru-

salem Artichokes have been successfully manured with

Apple refuse mixed with the Grape-skins : most commonly
Cider refuse is best mixed with the dunghill ; in which case,

as is usual with all acid substances, it becomes useful in

fixing the ammonia.
Exhausted Hops,—This refuse of brewhouses, which

but a short time since was everywhere rejected, is now
made use of in many places for lightening heavy land. It

is greatly improved by allowing it to dry, and by mixing it

afterwards with stable-dung. In that state it soaks up
the urine, and the quantity of nitrogen being thus in-

creased, it is rendered more beneficial, and helps to coun-
teract the influence of that portion of the organic matter
which contains no nitrogen.

Scum fromthefabrication of Beet Sugar,—The scum ob-

tained in the manufacturing of Sugarfrom Beet, is composed
of albumiuous matters, coagulated by the united eifect of

heat and lime. This manure produces a decided alkaline re-

action ; the organic matter which it contains is more rich in

nitrogen than dung itself : its reaction and chemical consti-

tuents are favourable to the growth of plants. Practical ex-

periments have proved this ; when pressed in its moist and
unaltered state, 7465 kilogrammes are equivalent to 10,000
kilogrammes of farm-yard manure. The scum, when
brought from the press, has a viscous character, which
renders it difficult to spread uniformly upon land. To
remedy this, it is better to let it dry until it is just friable,

when it may be easily crushed by means of a rammer or a

vertical mill-stone: i|^ay then be spread in the same way as

other pulverulent manures- During the season in which
the manufacture of Sugar from Beet-root is carried on
(from the end of Sept, until Jan.), the process of drying
the scum would be tedious and expensive. It is cheaper
to dilute it with ^vater, until it is brought to the consistence
of thin soup, when it may be readily mixed with dung ; or,

if preferable, it might be spread by means of a large scoop,
in the same way as liquid manure.

Slices of Beet~root after Maceration,—This refuse is

much less rich in nitrogen than the pulp which issues
from the press, and it likewise contains a much greater
quantity of water ; its value, therefore, as a manure is

Tery small. About forty times more Beet-root than dung
is required for manuring equal quantities of land. Experi-
ments conducted on a large scale yield the samel'results.
In all cases this has proved a weak manufe, and the
expense of carriage will, in most instances, render it of
little value.

Oilcake,—ThQ most valuable of these which we have
lately analysed, are those of the Camelina, Poppies, and
Walnuts, which are nearly equal. Next to these are the
cakes of Hemp, Cotton, and Beech-mast The latter, which
is very woody, is frequently nsed as fuel ; its produce
in oil is very variable. In France the extraction and
purification of cotton oil is a recent branch of labour, the
refuse of which is likely to prove useful in agriculture ; its

value, as a manure, being nearly ten times greater than
that of common dung,

(To be continued*)

ture of the naturalist ; for in the country it is generally

designated *^the Devirs Coach-horse," and certainly if

the bulk of this creature were commensurate to its

strength and ferocity, it might be well qualified for such

an office. When assaulted, or even at the approach of

any one, his anger and courage are instantly manifested

;

he assumes a most formidable attitude, and is ready to

defy even man himself: with his broad head erected, and

his terrific jaws wide expanded, his six legs spread out,

and his tail curled up (fig. 1), he becomes at once an ob-

ject of terror to the young and ignorant, and indeed to

those wMb have unhappily neglected to make themselves

acquainted with the habits of the insect world. However,

in the common affairs of life, we must not he carried

away altogether by outside appearances ; and, vicious as

this little animal may be, despised or feared by all, and

trampled upon by every one as an odious being not fit

to live, it has nevertheless its virtues, its saving qua-

lities, and probably many a gardener will be surprised

when he is told that the Devil's Coach-horse is one of his

best friends. This will shortly be seen by the history and

economy of the insect before us, which is called by natural-

ists, Staphylinus (Ocypus) olens, a name applied to it by

Fabricius, from its disgorging a dark fetid liquor from its

mouth when irritated. It is of a dead black colour, thickly

punctured all over with the minutest points, and densely

clothed with very short but stiff and fine black hairs, which

in the sun become iridescent ; the head is very broad and

depressed, as well as the rest of the body (fig 2, the under

side); the eyes are small, and become grey after death;

the two horns are rather short, a little tapering, pubescent,

hairy at the base, and 1 1 -jointed ; the 1st joint being

long, the apical one somewhat clawed at the tip (5) ;
the

jaws are uncommonly strong and powerful, they can be

opened very wide, are curved, with an edge for cutting;

and there are two teeth on the inside of each, with a fringed

leathery appendage near the middle (3) ; the upper and

under lips, and the maxillae, form the rest of the mouth,

together with the four feelers, which are hairy and jointed;

the external or maxillary having 4, the others or labial,

which are much smaller, only 3 joints (4) *
; the thorax

contents of the thorax, and thus proceeded, dismembering

the body, and scattering around the horny and indigestible

fragments. .

Whatever our prejudices may be, I hope that the fore-

going remarks will prevent gardeners at least from any

longer persecuting one of their best friends; and it seems

probable, if these beetles were collected and placed on

beds of Dahlias, &c., which suffer so much in the autumn

from the attacks of earwigs, that they would prove the

best agents for keeping down those destructive insect|^

unless they began to destroy each other, which would be

less likely to happen where food wa's abundant ; and in

digging the borders the larvse should not be killed, as

there can be little doubt that they feed upon the earwigs

and other noxious insects.— iJi^Hcofo.

I

"^ ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXXVI,
Staphylinus oiexs, the fetid Rove-beetle,—^There

is an insect which often crosses our path, of such a for-

bidding aspect, that it ought to have been named Beelze-

bub ; indeed, the common appellation of the peasantry is

iRurh more significant in this respect than the noraencla-

* When this green manure is incinerated, its stren^sth Is 2^
times greater than that of the dried straw, analysed alter the
plant |]ias produced seeds. ,

is somewhat orbicular; the scutel is small; the elytra

when closed are nearly quadrate, and cover the two wings,

which are much shorter than the abdomen, and folded up

in repose ; tbey are stiff, yellowish, with a few nervures,

and are not suflSciently ample to enable the animal to fly

;

the abdomen is more than half the entire length of the

beetle, and tapers towards the apex, being composed of

6 segments, the male I believe having a 7th, with a little

hairy process on each side ; the 6 legs are strong, the an-

terior coxae are very stout and powerful ; the thighs and

shanks are short ; the latter have spiues at the apex, and

are bristly all over, excepting the first pair, which have

spines only on the outside. The feet are 5-jointed ; the

anterior are short, ovate, dilated, and very velvety or

cushioned beneath; the first four joints are heart-shaped,

the fifth is slender and clavate, terminated by two claws ;

the other feet are linear; the basal joint is the longest;

length sometimes 1^ inch.

The larva* of this beetle are equally courageous, and

feed entirely upon animal matter ; they live principally

-under-ground, and in digging the garden I have often met

with them in April and May. The perfect beetles are

abundant during the whole of September in meadows and

wherever Grass grows, and they continue so in some

seasons until the middle of October, when we see them in

,roads and foot-paths, in fields and pastures, where they

are often trodden upon during the night, at which period

they come out from under stones and other hiding-places,

to ramble about for prey, There can be no doubt that

many of them live through the winter, as we find them

occasionally in the mouth of March ; it is one of the

largest Rove-beetles, as the Staphylinidse are called, in

Europe ; but it seems to be principally an inhabitant of

the more temperate parts ; and it is very remarkable that

it was never found in Sweden either by Linnccus, to

whom it seemed to have been unknown, or to the Baron

De Geer ; it is said at the present day to be rare in that

country, and is only met with in the southern provinces.

Having heard that our Rove-beetle was the natural enemy
of the earwigs, I placed one with a few of these insects

under a tumbler-glass. It commenced byrunning round the

inside, now and then resting, but it soon seized an immature
earwig by the middle, and a full-grown one soon after, just

behind the forceps, the back being uppermost ; and in an

hour and a half it had eaten six earwigs. ; I observed that

it used its fore feet for arranging the fragments of its

victims, which it carefully picked, as well as for brushing
its mouth, and the antennae were incessantly vibrating ;

in about five minutes it had eaten off the abdomen and
r

cleared out the apical segments, the earwig being as full

of life as it it was when first canght, and struggling with

its feet to get away from its enemy, who turned it round

in an instant, and fixing its jaws on each side of the neck,

despatched the earwig at once, by separating, in all pro-

bability, the spinal cord ; it then began to suck out the

* Cuitis's lirit. Ent., pi. antl fol. 758, may be consulted for

more detailed dissections and characters of the genus Staphylinus.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE HYACINTH.
[Directions furnished by Mr. Theodore Storm^ of Haarlem, to an

English gentleman.]

The Hyacinth is subject to a disease which occasions

the destruction of so many bulbs, that the ama-

teur is tempted to abandon the cultivation of this

beautiful flower, from the small hopes which he entertains

of ever seeing his endeavours crowned with success.

Without once taking the trouble to ascertain the truth of

his opinion, he imagines that the climate of Holland alone

is favourable to the culture of the Hyacinth. I^ trust,

however, that I shall be able to convince him that such is

not the case ; and that if he will follow the directions here

given, he will be able to bring them to such perfection that

they will equal those raised in Holland, both in strength

and beauty.

The disease incidental to the Hyacinth is a putrefaction

of the sap, and the reason of it may be attributed to the

following causes : 1st, the want of proper compost ; 2diy,

too much moisture ; and 3dly, want of due perspiration.

Soil.—I shall in the first place describe the best manner

of preparing the soil, not with the idea of its being th^ only

proper one, but to give the amateur a rule, by which he

may form a suitable compost of such materials as are

within the reach of most persons. This should be com-

posed of white river-sand, or such as the hills near High-

gate and Hampstead abound with—of well- decayed leaves

and cowdung, and of old tanners' bark. The latter must

have been previously used by the tanners, and laid in a

heap for at least one year, that all the heat maybe
exhausted. These materials should be well mixed together

and frequently turned before they are used.

By what has been said, it may be observed that the soil

must be light, fresh, and well mixed, all points of great

consequence. Those who have a heavy soil, and cannot

easily procure such materials as sand and rotten leaves,

may supply the deficiency by mixing one-fourth of their

soil with the same quantity of decayed tan; those who

cannot obtain tan may increase the proportion of sand or

of leaves, either of which articles will supply the deficiency.

In the quantity of the light materials employed, you must

be guided by the strength or lightness of your soil.

Having prepared a spot according to the foregoing

directions, you may plant it with Greens during the

summer, or Beans maybe sown in preference; because

the last serve to mix and unite the particles of the soil,

which is a desirable object, since all composts which are

not well mixed are of little or no use in gardening. •

Moisture,—This being the most destructive agent

against which the amateur has to guard, great care should

be taken to protect Hyacinths from it, by selecting the most

elevated spot in his garden. If this is surrounded by a

shallow trench a little distance off, it will be useful ; and

the bed should also be raised seven or eight inches above the

ground level. It must not be imagined that this precau-

tion is useless because many parts of England are more

elevated and lie drier than Holland; an opinion too

prevalent among foreign amateurs, which occasipns them

the loss of many bulbs.

In all the treatises that have appeared on the culture of

the Hyacinth, this important circumstance has been almost

wholly overlooked, from the supposition that foreign

countries have nothing to fear from damp. I shall, there-

fore, point out in what manner moisture is more detri-

mental in these countries than in Holland. The truth is,

the soil, being prepared after the foregoing directions, is

very light, and consequently more disposed to absorb the

rain and snow which falls between the months of Novem-

ber and March. The paths around the beds being more

close and compact, do not absorb the moisture so

quickly, which lodges upon the beds, and renders them so

wet that they absolutely become like mud to the depth of

sixteen or twenty inches. The bulbs having by that time

formed roots eight or twelve inches in length, their ex-

tremities are continually immersed in water, which, from

want of a slope to carry it off, causes the roots to putnfyj

and to communicate a disease to the bulbs which either

totally destroys them, or renders the flowers poor ana

small. The bulb becomes weak, and when taken up wiU

be found shrivelled and separating into scales. To pre-

vent thisj we would advise the amateur, in case of heavy

rains or melting snows, to make a gentle descent around

the beds to drain off the wet—or to dig small trenches

round them, as 1 have before recommended. The sur-

face of the beds should also be at least seven or eight

inches above the common path.

Planting.—When the soil of your garden is dry or

elevated, the bulbs may be planted seven or eight inches

deep ; but if you prefer a strong and vigorous flower to a

large and well-nourished bulb, five or six inches will be

sufficient. Those who have gardens in towns, where

a descent is less practicable, and where the air is more

loaded with vapour, should plant them only five or six

inches deep. The deeper your soil will permit you to
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NOVEMBER
MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

Tuesday, Nov. Ifi . . . J"f "oric.iltural 64 p. k.

(reological 8^p„.
• » • » 83 r. K.

Wednesday, Nov. 16
Saturday, Nov. is Royal Botanic

At a recent meeting of the Microscopical Society a
paper was brought forward having so" much inter^t
in relation to Horticultural matters that we deviate
from our ordinary practice in regard to the proceed-
ings of Societies, by giving it a prominent place in our,
columns.
The paper was by Arthur Hill Hassall, Esq., and

was enutled'*An Explanation of the Cause of the
Rapid Decay of many Fruits, more especially of tliose
of the Apple Tribe." After some preliminary obser-
vations, the author stated that, on placing a portion
of decayed Apple on the field of the microscope, he
was much sur|)rised to observe vast numbers of rami-
fied filaments passing in all directions between and
around the cells of the parenchyma of the fruit
" Herein, then," observed the author, '' I at once per.*
ceived that a satisfactory explanation was afforded of
the phenomenon of the decay of fruits, that is sup-
posing the presence of the ramified filaments to be
constant," * * « The ramified filaments were to be re-
garded as those of a minute fungus, or offungi, which
by insinuating themselves between the cells of the
pulp of the fruit, detached them from their connexion
with each other, thus producing a chain of effects as
follows ; the relation of the cells being disturbed, the
process of endosraose can no longer be carried on
and the circulation through the fruit becomes as a
consequence either enfeebled or destroyed ; the cells
them-selves being isolated and detached, and the circu-
lation through them interrupted or altogether annihi-
lated, are now unable to maintain an independent ex-
istence, and their vitality becqming enfeebled, the
laws of chemical affinity are called into operation, gases
are generated in the interior of the cells, producing,
finally, their rupture, and a decomposition of their
contents. Thus, therefore, by the simple and me-
chanicgj operation of the fungus alluded to, is the de-
struction of fruit insured, and a satisfactory explana^
tion afforded of the rapid decay of certain kinds."

''But," continues ihe author, "it. may be asked, is
not the fungus, to which allusion has been made, an
effect, and not a cmtse, of the decay ? I am of opinion,
for reasons presently to be stated, that it cannot be
regarded in any other light than as a cause—not the
only one, indeed, but as the principal and exciting
cause—of the phenomenon of decay in fruit. All the
causes, for there are several minor ones which concurm producing decay in fruits, may be divided into the
predisposing, the exciting, and the proximate. Among
the predisposing, may be mentioned imperfect develop^
ment of the fruit, an over-ripe state of it, or a lax
condition of the parenchyma, or pulp. The exciting
causes are injuries, more especially bruises or contu-
sions, but, above all, the fungus or fungi spoken of,
while the immediate cause is impeded circulation,
which brings with it the results above detailed."

^
The author next drew a parallel between mortifica-

tion occurring in the animal frame, and that peculiar
form ofdecay in fruit arising from the presence of a
fungoid production, which form he proposed to
designate vegetable mortification—the only difference
between the two forms of mortification consisting in
the manner in which the circulation becomes affected
in each

: in the animal form, it being the result of a
vital process, inflammation and its consequences; whilem the vegetable form it is the effect of the operation
of a mechanical cause, or impediment to the circula-
tion arising from the presence of the fungus.

^
In order to show how far the presence of the fungus

18 necessary for the production of decay in fruit, the
author endeavoured to explain the phenomenon with-
out reference to it. He said that the decay " affected
the soundest and finest fruit, as well as that of an
opposite description ;» and from this he concluded
that the cause, whatever it might be, was of a local,
and not a constitutional characten The supposition
therefore, that the decay, in those instances in which it
occurs in sound ^uit, arises from enfeebled vitality of
the whole fruit affected could not afford a satisfactory
explanation

; since, if that were the case, every part of
a iruit, an Apn e or Pear, for example, aboul o pass

InllT^ xr'^r '^ ^^ iTl"y ^'^d simultaneously in-
volved Neither would the opinion, that the decaywns the result of diminished\ital energy in thebruised or ifjured portion of the fruit, be any more
satisfactory; unless it were argued that fruits were
subject to an inflammatory process: for how other-

".cv_ cuum ine extension oi ttie decay to the sound
portion of the fruit be accounted for ? *'But athird
attempt at an explanation," he said, ** might be made,
on the ground tliat atmospheric air enters more
readily through the bruised portion of the fruit, and
that its oxygen, combining with the elements of the
contents of the injured cells, formed deleterious com-
pounds, which effect the decomposition of the sound
parenchyma

; but the falsity of this view is easily
proved by the fact, that air is rather unfavourable to
the form of decomposition here spoken of, a%may be
demonstrated by a simple experiment: if Apples
divided by a kmie be exposed to the air, together with
such as are bruised, the skin not being ruptured, the
decay of the bruised fruit will result moie quickly
than that of the simply incised fruit." Mr. Hassali,
therefore, seeing the deficiencies of the only explana-'
tions which, it appeared to him, could be suggested
of the particular form of decay which so generally
affects fruits of the Apple and Pear tribes, stated
that he was compelled to have recourse, for a con-
sistent explanation, to the fungus which he had that
evening introduced to the notice of the Microscopical
Society,

- Mr. Hassall then described the several stages of
development of the fungus, or rather fungi, for several
species concur in producing the same phenomenon

;

dwelt upon the distinction between the ordinary pro-
cesses of decomposition and that peculi&r form of
decay which he had denominated vegeUble mortifi-
cation; and, finally, concluded the communication by
a reference to the modeof entrance of the fungi within
the fruit, and a repudiation of the doctrine of spon-
taneous generation.

I

I

Now that all the great operations of planting are
about to commence, it will not be amiss to call our
readers' attention to the extreme importance of
thoroughly breaking up the land that is to be planted.
wherever that is practicable. No error can be more
fatal to the success of plantations in many parts of the
country, than to imagine, because the surface soil is
loose and works easily, that therefore no farther dis-
turbance of the land is required. How often we hear
of lamentations over plantations perishing because the
land burns in the summer, or because it is full of
springs and pools in winter, although it is so light!
A frequent cause of these evils is the presence of a

hard **pan," a short distance below the surface, such
as is represented in the accompanying cut at d d.

to adopt. They may a'^ure uf, that, "in extensive
operations, they are quite out of the question, and so
forth." But they cannot be more entirely mistaken.
Planting in any way necessarily involves a long and
considerable outlay of capital ; and it is a most unwise
economy which leads a man, after having incurred a
heavy charge, to refuse so much more in addition as
will msurc success, especially when withholding it is to
tiisnrcfailure, 1 1 is infinitely better not to plant at all,
than without all those reasonable precautions which
the nature of so important an operation demands. If
we ever permitted ourselves to be personal in our
remarks of this nature, we could at once point to in-
stances enough where thousands of acres are aa nak^
now as they were twenty years ago, although they
liave been all planted and replanted at a vast expense,
but,unfortunately, without sulsoil ploughing and effec-
tual draining. Anybody who knows the country
near the Southampton Railway may find such instanc^
without great trouble.

It is not for us to tell the gentlemen of England
what the cost per acre of subsoil ploughing may be,
for that they know much better than we do ; but we
may take the liberty of explaining that, so far as the
operation of draining is concerned, nothing more thau
open trenches need be formed, the soil from which
can be cast on the intervening surface ri^'u and left.
It is easy to keep such trenches open when the
labourers are engaged in lioeing up the weeds, an
oi>eration which is also much more necessary when
plants are young, than seems to be supposed, if we
are to judge from many young plantations, which are
more like the garden of the sluggard than anything
else we can compare them to.

I

Now, if we suppose a field to be in this state, it is
plain that the hard layer d d will cut off the upper
soil from the under ; the effect of which will be, that in
hot wearher the upper soil becomes dry, and burns; for
Its own moisture is easily exhausted, and it can have
no assistance from the under soil, all communication
with which is intercepted hy dd. On the other hand,
in wet weather the water lodges in the upper stratumr
and is equally hindered from getting away. To plant
in land of this sort, is a very common occurrence, and
maybe not unaptly compared to setting timber in a
washhand-basim The crop fails, and the land is
abused for being poor, or hungry, or sour, or some-
thing else, while the whole blame lies with the land-
lord. Few things can grow in shallow sand on an iron
pan

; most trees will do very M'ell on sandy land that
is deep. The reason of this too is equally obvious.
'^ Let c € represent a section of this land, the pan of
which has been broken through by deep ploughing or
some such means, so that its fragments are mixed with
the soil. In that case it will not burn, because as fast
as the moisture on the surface c flies off, more is

attracted upwards from the inexhaustible supply at e.

Neither can water lodge in pools in such soil, the
nature of which is, on the contrary, most favourable to
the washing down of rain and its mingling with the
general mass.

Let it not, however, be supposed that the mere
breaking up of land, where a pan exists beneath the
surface, is suflicient preparation for a plantation. It
is perfectly indispensable, but still more is required.
There must be drainage—not a few superficial gutters,
along which a little water may now and then be seen
trickling; but deep, wide drains, with a good fall, and
a suflScient number of them to rid the land entirely of
stagnant water. Plants cannot succeed, unless they
are amphibious, like the Alder-tree, if their roots have
not free access to the air ; such access is cut off when
the roots are clogged with stagnant water. Moreover,
a wet swampy soil produces watery shoots and spongy
timber, which, is long in consolidating, and which is

sure to suffer from hard winters or late frosts, even
altliough it may be Ash, and Oak, and Elra.
Some persons may cry out at the expense ol such

preparations for planting as we are thus urging them

We Aome time since, at p. Go:5, gave a short account
of the leading points of Mr. George Crawsliav's method
of managing the Vine. We there stated that the root*
received no encouragement from manure of any kind,
but depended entirely for their support upon the
goodness of the natural soil.

From this statement, many persons mny be led to
supjiose, that the preparation of \''ine borders is a
matter of secondary importance, and that if Vines
will grow luxuriandyin one nlace without the natural
soil being disturbed, they will thrive equally well in
another.^ But we entertain no such opinion, Tlie
superiority of Mr. Crawshay's Grapes only shows m hat
judicious treatment, united with a favourable situa-
tion, can effect The soil of that gentleman's garden
is of a strong loamy nature ; and if such a soil is pro-
perly drained, it is diflicult to name one better suited
for gardening purposes in general ; but without atten-
tion to that 'essential point, luxuriant vegetation would
vainly be expected. The formation of Vine bortlers,
therefore, remains of the greatest importance, when
either the situation or tlie natural soil is un-
favourable.

We have lately had another opportunity of in-
specting Mr. Crawshay's Grapes, and we find our
former assertions of their excellence to be fully borne
out by their present apf>earance. The regularity and
size of the berries are remarkable; their ripeneji and
flavour are all that can be desired; and they exhibit
that ruggedness of skin which is one of the principal
characteristics of a good Black Haitiburgh.
At this season of the year, the open spaces between

the laps of glass are of u>sentiai benefit; the currents
of air passing through them preventing that condens-
ation of moisture upon the glass, which always takes
place in closely-glazed Vineries when shut up at night.
The following is the treatment which is adopted

now that the Grapes are ripe; air is admitted to the
houses every morning between 8 and 9 o'clock—in fine
weather, both in front and at the top j in rainy days,
by means of the front sashes only. A\'hen a frost
occurs of sufficient intensity to render fire-heat neces-^
sary, just so mucli is applied as will keep the temper-
ature of the house at j-V,

Some of'our readers have doubtless bad an oppor-
tunity of inspecting the Grapes in question, at the
meeting of the Horticultural Society on Tuesday last

;

Mr. Crawshay, however, invites those persona who
were unable to see them at Regent-street, to view
them upon the Vines at Colney Hatch.

A SECOND MEMOIR ON MANURE—By Messrs.
BOUSSINGAULT AND PaYEX.

(Abridged from the Fren/yh) .^Contintied from p. 7S4.

Leaves in Autumn.—Wc have chosen the season at

which leaves fall from the trees, because that is when
they effect their purpose as a manure. Among-st forest-

trees, the leaves of tlie Oak and Beech are of the same

value ; they are equal to at least three times their weight

of common dan^. This shows, 1st, The improvement

which is effected upon the surface of the earth by the na-

tural decay of leaves ; 2d, The injury done by their re-

moval ; 3d, The powerful inducement thus held out for

conveying them upon hind which it is desirable to render

fertile. The value of It^res as a manure is established
' eyond all doubt in Alsace, in the villages adjoining the

forests. In those places the cattle get no other litter; and
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did most good, the plant treated witli it coming into flower

latesT KrS^ blooming stronger and continumg
latesc gro mg

^^^^^ followed in succes-

"^TV^J^^^^^^^^^ to p^e watered with pure water

^nly! One dressed with i inch of the .daog of do-

mestic fowl* WM inferior to those dressed with the saUne

substances, but superior to the one with pure water; while

jBOther watered with a solution of the same twice a week,

was IJEtle improved. The plants were all very fine, and

displayed the effects of superior cultivation. As a proof

of the avidity of this plant for nutriment, I may mention

one which I «aw at Sir Wm. Maxwell's, of Calderwood,

this season, which had heen grown on an old spent hot-

l>ed, and instead of the roots being confined in a pot, they

luxuriated amongst the rotted manure. It formed an im-

mense large bush several feet in circumference, the whole

being one mass of bloom.—jR. Lymhurn.

Expmments iipon striking Cuttings in BricMusL—
1 beg leave to communicate for tfie benefit of your readers

h successful experiment which I have practised; viz.,

rooting cuttings of exotic plants in common bricks reduced

to powder. In a memoir upon the cultivation of French

Pear* in Scotland, my late father, G. Drummond, twenty

years gardener to Sir R. Preston, Bart,, has shown, when

the soil in fruit-tree borders is copiously mingled with

lime, plaster, brickbats, white sandstone, whinstone, and

other stony matter not impregnated with iron, it has in-

duced an early and more abundant produce ; causing also

the emission of an abundance of fibrous rootlets. The

latter occurrence is also strikingly discernible when such

lubstanccs are either^ mingled with the soil in which plants

are to be potted, or when used as drainage. Whether such

substances act as a manure, as some authors assert, or whe-

ther they retain moisture alone, I will not pretend to

decide ; but certain it is the roots adhere to them with

avidity. From these fact^it occurred to me, that cuttings

properly prepared might root freely in these substances;

in which expectation I was not disappointed. My first

trial was with the Heliotrope, for which I used common

bricks that had not been over-burned, first reducing them

to powder, and filling a shallow seed-pan fifteen inches in

diameter, the coarser particles being placed at the bottom

as drainage ; the cuttings were then planted over the whole

surface. These were firmly rooted in a shorter time than

others planted amongst sand, loam and sand, or leaf-

mould and sand) although receiving the tame treatment,

with this difFereuce—that those in the brickdust reqnirea

less water. Brickdust, being an absorber and retainer

of moisture, requires but a small quantity of moisture;

therefore, the larger the pan is,the more holes there should

be in the bottom, and the coarser should be the substances

ttsed for drainage. Should the brickdust become too

damp, it may be partly remedied by placing the pan on

slate, or any other black body, without abstracting the

beat, as a black substance absorbs heat freely, but readily

parts with it to surrounding bodies. If a cutting-pot or

pan were blackened, it would perhaps be greatly in favour

of the young plant ; but this experiment I have not yet

tried. From the success attending the cuttings of the

Heliotrope, I ventured to try those of various plants, such

as Pelargdniums, Fuchsias, Roses, Euphorbia jacquiniflora,

IpomcBa L<farif, and Passiflora Loudonii, all of which

rooted freely. I had intended to try cuttings of Epacrises,

Ericas, and other hard-wooded plants; but having left my
situation, I have not at present the opportunity of carrying

on such experiments ; any person, however, who has it in

lus power to extend this experiment, will perhaps insert

the results in the Gardeners* Chronicle. If approved of, and
brought into general use, a saving of heating material will

be the consequence, because more cuttings can be rooted in

less space. When brickdust is used, it matters not what

the diameter of the pan may be ; the cuttings can be planted

over the whole surface with little fear of their damping off.

The pan should be plunged to the rim in leaf-mould, and
jfreely exposed to the sun in a hot frame, that the brickdust

may acquire a certain degree of heat and moisture before

the cuttings are put in, and when planted, they should be

immediately taken back to the frame. If the hotbed is

made on the Same construction as for early Melons or

Cucumbers, rather rough leaf-mould, to the depth of four

inches, may be spread upon the surface, and upon that

tiiree inches of pounded bricks ; if this is rendered firm

and level, the cuttings may be planted out upon it in rows.
This method is well adapted to extensive places where a
great numbfer of plants are required in spring to decorate
the flower-garden. It must be remembered that shading
is essentially necessary.

—

Robert Dtnvimond^ late flower-
gardener, Howick Hall^ North umberland.

Effects of the late Hot Summer.—This season has had
a remarkable effect upon some of our early-flowering
plants ; many that were sot expected to be seen before
next spring have appeared in autumn. We have had a
beautiful bloom from the double-flowering Caltha palustria,

Trdllius europseus, double Hepaticas, Lupinus polyphyllus,

&c.; nor has the flowering been altogether confined to her-

baceous plants, an Apple tree of the Ribstone Pippin, with
an abundant crop upon it, having in various parts put

forth its blossoms* The appearance of the tree is beauti-

ful, bearing a plentiftii crop of Apples decorated with

flowers.

—

Peier Mackenzie.

Gnano.—While in the Isle of Man a few weeks ago, I

wituesiied the peculiar effects 'of guano on various vege-

table products. On the White Belgian and other Carrots

tile action was decifledly bad ; on Mangel Wurzel and

Turnips it was extremely favourable; and on various

Grasses the effects were astonishingly good, and the pro-

duce seemed to be-altogether e^traordinury.

—

J, Murray.
Smt^ ^c.—You express a doubt in your " Notices to

Correspondents" touching the adulteration of Soot. One
would, certainly, least of all, suspect adulteration in Uiis

article ; but I am informed, on good authority, that this

is effected to a remarkable extent. You suggest the ap-

plication of acid for the detection of lime, when mixed

artificially with bone duSt, a phosphate of lime; but this

test would yield no effervescence with " quicklime/' and

would" only apply in the case of a carbonate, such as chalk,

&c, J. Murray. [We are not aware that quicklime is

ever mixed with bones. It is, we believe, in all cases

some salt of lime.]

Test for the presence of Ammonia.—As, in the opera-

tion of '* fixing " ammonia in liquid manures, trusting to

the absence of thfe ammoniacal smell is a very uncertain

proof of the saturation of the ammonia by the sulphuric

acid, the waste of acid may be readily avoided by the use

of a strip of paper which has previously heen rubbed

over with the petals of the common Mallow, Malva

sylvestris. When this paper is dipped in the liquid

manure, the dull red stain of the paper will turn green if

the ammonia predominates; but of a bright red if too

much acid has been added. These changes may be seen

notwithstanding the stain from the manure water. As a

test paper for chemical purposes, I prefer this to all

others-

—

Lttsor. . •

Cultivation of the Potato.—1 was induced to try the

plan of planting some Potatoes with the eyes burnt, as

directed by your correspondent at p. 253, and some others

untouched, at the same time. The latter gave by far the

greatest produce. Perhaps other correspondents may

have tried the same experiment. The following is,^ I

think, a further proof of the burning process being in-

jurious:—The gardener of Mr. J. H. Webb, at Win-

stanley House, Walton-le-Dale, planted 20 Potatoes of

the Kemp kind, whole, and without any extra care in the

cultivation. The produce has been nearly 200 lbs., being

little short of an average of 10 lbs. a set. One of the sets

produced 16 lbs. weight; and 10 of the Potatoes, taken

from the lot, weighed upwards of 12 lbs. Many of the

roots were extremely prolific, and numbered considerably

above 100 Potatoes to each. The question of planting

whole seta has been much canvassed of late : this may be

taken as an instance in which the plan has been success-

fully adopted.

—

Faciies

Old Cabbage Seed,—Before troubling you with the

question about the « Old Cabbage Seed/^.p. 729, I took

great pains to learn what I could respecting it from its

possessor, in whose garden I saw the plants growing. I

am, therefore, able to tell you, that he keeps the seed in

half-pint glass bottles, taking care to put it in very dry,

and when warm. Tlie bottles are sealed, and only opened

when the seed is wanted. Although he saves seed every

year, he always sows a pinch of that saved in 1829, of

which there appeared to be an ounce or two left. He
says that he cannot trust the newer seed. The Cabbage

raised from old seed has the merit of never running until

it has been once cut, an^ has so much local celebrity,

that the grower is reported to make 15/. or 16/. a year by

it, at 6d. a hundred. I believe he never parts with the

seed.

—

An Original Subscriber^ Farnham»

LADIES TURNED GARDENERS.— (See p. 725.)

Kot so, Mr. Peter Mackenzie— I vow
I saw the fair maids take their stand;

'Twas Betty, the housemaid, with besom, I trow,
And cook, with her ladle in hand.

I »aw—though you couldn't—the carpet they bore,
To be beat by the gard'ner and groom j

And I loved their bright eyes and red elbows the more.
As they bxandish'd the ladle and broom.

J'he mistress, the while, sits in bower and hall,

Her needle and scissors to ply.

Directs and controls the whole household withal,

Finding brains for the awkwEud and shy.

And such be our Eden—not Milton's, I own.
Where each finds his proper estate ;

The man to the plough; and the maid to the loom.
And the mistress watch early and late.

Let Adams go delve, and the Eves learn to spin.

And banish the hoes and the rakes
j

Then Eden—a nice tidy home—we shall win.
Whilst we play for this best of all stakes. P.P.

aware that the BoursauU Ro^e makes an excellent stock

to bud upon.]
Goals' Milk.— With regard to an article in a late

number, a correspondent informs us, that it was formerly

—and for aught he knows, may still be—customary for fa-

milies in Bombay to keep one or two goats to supply milk

for tea. The milk of goats is greatly preferred to that of

cows ; the cow being supposed to be a very uncleanly-

feeding animal. The butter-makers manufacture their

butter from cows' milk. No English family kept a cow
for that, or any other purpose. Buffaloes' milk was much
used by the Natives, and was not disliked by the English.

It was reckoned to contain more saccharine matter than

that of cows. Another recommendation is, that the buf-

falo is a very cleanly animal. Goat mutton is not much
eaten by the English ; the kids are a very delicate meat,

and are held in great estimation. Our correspondent adds

that, when at the Cape of Good Hope, he knew an infant

child of an officer in the E. I. Company's Service, which

was for several weeks suckled by a goat, the mother being

nnable : he thinks that the goat also wet-nursed the child

on the passage to Bombay. On the subject of milk, our

correspondent further informs us, that, having at Poouah

a sucking calf-elephant, he had a mind to taste the milk of

that animal ; and with that view he stooped under the

dam, and proceeded to suck. The calf, however, per-

ceiving the process, and suspecting, peradventure, some
invasion of his rights, trotted briskly towards the invader,

who, apprehending a rough interruption of his proceeding

(for his back offered a very inviting surface for the appli-

cation of the young one's trunk), stepped as briskly asidp

under, if he recollects rightly, the belly of the patient dam.

The calf resumed uncontested possession of his rights and

place, and sucked with his mouth, like any other calf, not

with his trunk, as some may suppose. As far as the in-

truder could judge, and can recollect, the milk of the

elephant is Tery sweet and viscous.

Ivy on Houses.—In confirmation of your opinion on

the above, I state that I have lived ten years inli house

partly covered with Ivy, and I find the covered parts to be

the driest, warmest, and coolest inside the house. Out-'

mde, beneath the Ivy, the flower-border is like dust in

winter; and the grass-lawn is not green in spring, from

absence of moisture, which the drip conveys many inches

from the wall. For my own part, as regards dryness,

warmth, and coolness, I would as soon have a well-ivied

wall as an extra half-brick, or a coat of cement.

—

John
Hf^nrv Turlitt, Vicar of Powiek, Worcester,

To Bloom the Coral-tree in the Open Air.—I expect

that many of your readers will be glad to hear that

this beautiful plant can be successfully flowered in the

©pen ground. In the spring of last year I planted a young
plant of Erythrina laurifdtia against a wall, in a sheltered

south-east border; where it threw up two shoots about

two feet high, and flowered freely. Before winter it was
cut down to the root, and well covered with peat-mould,

which was removed in the spring ; after it had been un-

covered for some time, a small hand-glass was placed over

it, to hasten its growth. It threw up two strong shoots,

one 4 feet high and 2^ inches in circumference, the other

a few inches shorter ; which bore upwards of 120 flowers,

for size and depth of colouring exceeding those grown under
glass. As the E. laurifdlia flowers more freely than the

E. Crista-galli, it is better suited for out-door cultivation,—J, Abellf Limerick.
Stocks for Roses.—I strongly recommend all amateur

Rose-fanciers to use the Bengalensis as a stock to bud
upon, in preference to the Briar ; the former has the ad-

vantage of being an esceedingly free grower, easily propa-
gated by cuttings, and not apt to canker. The Briar,
when at an advanced age, is liable to become bark-bound
and diseased, which I have found is not the case with the
Bengalen^s. This- climbing sort is perfectly hardy, but
difficultno bloom well; when it does blossom kindly, it

has magnificent flowers, very large and double, the centre
being of a beautiful blush colour. 1 have heard it called

also the Boursault : the former is the moat familiar name.
When the Bengalensis is to be worked upon, any soil will

suit it ; but when it ia required for blooming, it should be

wn m a warm situation in eartn ot a lo

ure, and upon a eiugle stem.— FT, JV, tWe are

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES-
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. -

R, W. Baec HARD, Esq., in the cliair. R- Barclay and T. Bridgfes,

Esqrs., were elected Fellows. A communication was read relative

to a new plan of constructing pits for the growth of Cucum-
bers, &c., from Mr. Berry, gr. to the Right Hon. C. S. Lefevrq,

The pit in question differs from the common pigeon-hole pit in

haviiig, insteafl of that contrivance, a ^'arniTiir chamber or close

flue which commences at the foundation and is continued all

round the pit to the height of three feet-the depth of the pit

Ijelow the ground level. In huilding this flue, a cross brick is

liow and then laid in, to give stability to the wall. The back

and end flue are covered in with a course of brick on bed laid

across, which projects one inch beyond the other brickwork on

the outside, and serves as a rest for the boarding, which conceals

the lining. The front flue is covered by one brick laid across

and one lengthwise alternately on the outside course; thus an

opening is left between each cross-brick for the egress and in-

gress of air to the cavity of the flue, In order that the air may
take an inward direction, and also to prevent rubbish from fall-

ing into the flue, narrow pieces of slate are fixed m the joint

above the cross bricks. In the back flue and under the centre

of each light, an opening, about a foot long, is left j upon which,

the ventilation passage, in the shape of a thin bo?t, is formed by

the back wall and two pieces of slate, so placed as to discharge

the waxm air towards the plants at six inches' distance iroin the

glass. Below each rafter, a nine-inch duct is sunk in the floor,

which communicates with the bottom of the cavity m front

of the back flue : so that a current of air from the duct may sup-

ply the place of the warm air, which makes its escape to the

surface amongst the plants. This pit, which has received the

name of the Heckfield pit, has givengreat satisfaction m the cul-

ture of Cucumbers, Melons, and young Pine plants —Mention wa^

aUo made of a fine-looking Grape, called the Royal Albert, recen ed

on the 13th of October last, from Mr. J. S. Brock. Ihe bunch sent

weighed 2 lb. 2 oz.: the berries were large inclumig to o\ai,

purple, and possessed a fine bloom; the skin was moderately

thin, flesh juicy with a little crispness j scarcely so nch as a wcu-

ripened black Hamburgh, but could perhaps be grown to equal per-

fection with that variety.—The principal objects of exhibition were

a collection of plants from Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, con-

sisting of a handsome specimen of Aphelandra cristata, witn six

heads of bright scarlet flowers j Erica hyemalis. bearing a couuc-

less number of its delicate tubes of rosy purple and white; tne

showy Gesnera zebrina. one of tlie best of its &enus ;
the wcu-

known Helichrysum prollferum, and a cut specimen of Fassmora

quadrangularis. A Banksian medal was awarded for the Apne-

landra and Gesnera. From Mr. Jackson, six well-grown Heaths,

viz., E. caffra, covered with a profusion of diminutive white Deu»,

E. transparens superba, with pellucid flowers of pink and greeuibu

white 1 E.acummata longiflora, light crimson ; E. S^^^^ua pur-

piirea, with curious prominent stamens; K. virescens ana iJ.-

ceruithoides, Mr. Appleby, gr. to T. Brockiehurst, 1^8*1"
^^"J

*

very interesting collection of cut Orchidaceous flowers > ajn^PJ;^

which were a splendid specimen of the showy Cattleya laoiaia.

the rich violet of the perianth being strongly contrasted witn uic

bright claret colour of the labellum; a spike of the lonely inue

Saccol4bium guttatum? Bolbophyllum barblgerum, a mosj

singular plant, whose flowers are of a deep chocolate colour auu

of diminutive size ; one part protruding in the form of a cjnn, anu

bCAring upon its extremity a long and flnely- feathered Dcaru,

which begins wagging upon the slightest breath of air passj^

over it: there were, moreover, a large specimen of On^^f.^";"

Wentworthiaunm; Milt6nia Cloweeii, with chocolate marKiiifc^

upon a dull yellow ground, the central parts of the labellumDeint

of a deep purple gradually passing off into white towards uic

margin at the first expansion of the flower, but afterwards cij^'^"

ingtoalight salmon colour; and several others. A Kinffn^Jf"

medal was awarded for them. C. B. Warner, Esq., e^"*°".^"
+

species of TilMndsia, pretty on account of the pleasing cnnirabt

between the scarlet colour of the bracts and the yellow tint orw
unexpanded flowers j a certificate was awarded for it. *r:
Sir C. B. Monck, of Belsay Castle, were small branches of ADie»

DouglHSii, bearing cones, supposed to contain perfect seeu,

should such be the case, this vaUiaMe timber tree will in a ^^

years become more abundant than could otherwise have been tu

case, on account of the diflaculty met with in procurmg tne se^

from foreiem trees : with these were also speciwens Of ta« cvwv.»
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plaut, the better and stronger your bulb will be- but in
no soil ought the depth to exceed eight inches. '

Frost.—Frost is alone detrimental when it comes in
contact with the bulbs

; therefore they should be protected
in proportion to its intensity. Those who have bulbs of
great value may lay thin planks of wood over the surface
when the frost is very intense ; but care must be taken not
to cover them too deep, especially with the leaves of trees •

because these coverings retain the vapour which arises
from the soil, and hinders the air from entering and du-
rifying it.

or
A frost that penetrates only three or four inches deep

^is preferable to too mild a winter, or to the injury and
inconvenience sustained by too much covering

Those who have valuable collections tie up the stalks to
small sticks, and put an awning over the bed to shade the
plants during the hottest period of the day, thereby pre-
servmg the beauty of the flowers, especially thoae of a
bright red colour. At the same time, they fake the pre-
caution not to extend it over the whole bed, and only
to use it from nine or ten o'clock in the morning until four
or five in the afternoon ; because whatever contributes to
lengthen the stalk and leaves, weakens the bulbs and
renders them poor and small.

(To be continued.)

WEIGHTS OF FINE HORTICULTURAL
PRODUCTIONS.

Pine-apple, Queen : No.

appearance of the fruit of some of the varieties of
Hawthorn and other things in the autumn months, which
may be selected and planted now.

In all those parts of the country where the late frost has
destroyed the beauty of the flower-borders, such plants as
Verbenas, Petunias, Heliotropes, &c. may be cleared away
and the ground made ready for digging. Salvia patens,
where it will not [stand the winter, should be taken up
and packed away like Dahlias, or in a box amongst dry
sand. Where the propagation of any of , the pretty
flower-garden things has not been successful—such as
Anagallises, for example, which are apt to flower too
freely, and prevent good cuttings from being got,—the
old plants may be taken up and kept until spring, when
young ones can easily be struck. The same remark ap-
plies to many other plants.

Fires must now be used to keep the frost from green-
house plants. Whenever the thermometer sinks below
forty degrees at eight or nine o'clock in the evening,
the lire should be lighted. Give abundance of air during
the day, but always shut up early in the afternoon when-
ever there is any danger of frost : if the sun shines, the
hc^use in thia waj becomes warm, and less fire is required.

depth, 9.

length, 7 inches
D

T .1 ^ • u u Jin ^' ^^ig^t 4 lbs. 4 oz. ;
length, / inches ; breadth, 5^ inches ; number of pips inA^^.u n i^og^ 2 and 3, weight of each, 3 lbs, 14 oz.

;

breadth, 5 inches ; number of pips deep,
crown, m all cases, small. Grown by Mr. C. Judd,

gr. to Geo. Knott, Esq., Barnet, Hertfordshire.
Grapes, Muscat of Alexandria : weight of bunch,

2 lbs. 1 oz.
; estimated number of berries, 190; average

weight of each, 2J drs. This, with three other bunches
of equal excellence, was grown by Mr. Roberts, gr. to
M. Wilson, Esq., of Eshton Hall, Skipton, Yorkshire.
Grapes, Black Ilambttrgh : weight" of bunch,

l.lb. 2 oz. ; estimated nuTnber of berries, GO, giving an
average wxigbt of 3 drs. each. Grown, without fire-heat^
by Geo. Crawshay, Esq., Colney Hatch, near Muswell
Hill.

Grapes, While Nice : weight of bunch, 4 lbs. 3 oz. ;

being ibout 16 inches long, and the same width across
the shoulders. Grown by Mr. Roberts.
Pear, Marie Louise : weight, l2oz.^5drs. ; length,

4 J inches
j breadth, 3 J inches; well formed. Grown'^by

J. Silver, Esq., jun,, St. John's Wood.*
^Pear, Allhorpe Crassane : weight, 12 oz. ; length,3i inches : breadth, 4 inches. A handsome fruit, from a

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Pruning Apple and Pear Trees.—In Mr. Hayward's

communication, page 709, he says—"My Pear-trees are
on Quince stocks. I have never pruned the roots, nor do
I ever shorten the branches, and I have no wood-spurs.
My dwarf espaliers stand about 4 feet high, and the head
IS about 4 feet in circumference. My wall-trees occupy
about 200 superficial feet of wall, I have just gathered
from a dwarf standard above 200 Pears." Mr. Hayward
will, I am sure, excuse me if I say I do not understand
the whole of the above extract, and I should feel obliged
for further information from him. What is the diameter
of the head of the dwarf standard ?

length,

141 oz.

standard, grown at Delamere House, Northwich, Cheshire.
Apple, BeautT/ of Kent : weight, 16 oz. 2 drs. ; length,

4} inches
; breadth, 4} inches. Grown by J. Silver, Esq.*

Apple, Mayfield Pippin: No. I, weight, 17^ oz.
;

4 inches; breadth, 4 inches—No, 2, weight,
4 ^.^. ; length, 3| inches ; breadth, 3^ inches. Grown

by Col. Willard, Eastbourne.*
Apple, Northern greening : N(

No. 2, 125 oz.—and No. 3^ 12 oz.—all pe^rfectly-formed
fruit. Grown by Col. Willard.*

N.B. The Apple and Pear mentioned in our last notice
of these productions under the name of G. O'Grady,
xvere grown by Mr. T. Buttery, gr. to R R. Symonds,
Esq., Norbiton Park, Kingston,

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No. XLV.'
The lovers of gardening, as well as the painter, have

doubtless admired the varied and beautiful tints which a
forest of deciduous trees presents to the eye before the fall
of the leaf in autumn ; indeed, that taste must be of a rude
and uncultivated kind which can on/y admire gorgeous
flowers. I would therefore recommend a few plants to
the notice of the amateur, who may now be making aUera-
tions in Lis pleasure-ground or shrubberies, which are par-
ticularly striking and ornamental on account of the beauti-
ful colours of their foliage in autumn. There are various
liiads, common in all the nurseries, from which a selection
can be made ; their leaves changing to yellow, red, purple,
and all the intermediate shades, and contrasting finely with
the deep green of Rhododendrons, Laurels, and shrubs of
that description. The common Virginian Creeper (Am-
pelopsis hederacea) is well known, and is one of the best
for the purpose when a trailing plant is required. Then
there are some of the Rhus tribe, such as R. radicans and
H. Cotinus, which are shrubs of great beauty ; the lat-
ter, in particular, produces tufts of curious and very or-
namental flowers. Rhus, typhina, the Stag's-horn or
Virginian Sumach, grows from 12 to 20 feet high, bearing
large pinnate leaves, which are very ornamental through-
out the summer, as well as when they change colour in
the autumn. The *» Toothache tree'*(Xanth(5xylum fraxi-

"i^ u i^
^^o*^^^««' piant, which, with many others with

which the amateur is acquainted, can be planted with the
same view as those already noticed. A very few plants of
this description will produce the desired effect; but they
must be arranged with some degree of taste, for much
depends upon this. In some corner of the shrubbery, for
crample, at a considerable distance from the windows of
the sitting-roonior other point of view, an object of thiskmd IS extremely striking and interesting

; but this in a
great measure must be left to the good sense of the ama-
teur, /or it IS not possible, here, to give anything else than
general directions, so much necessarily depending upon
fiurrounding circumstances. By attending to thesi hints,
Lowever, the varied changes in nature may be more fullyenjoyed;—in the dechaing year, as well as when the leaves
are fresh and rrcea m April and May. I have in somecf the former i^umbers already alluded to the ornamental

How many wall-trees
occupy about 200 superficial feet of wall, and what are
their kinds ? what is meant by the head of an 'espalier
being " about four feet in circumference T' and in what
manner would he train, and to what dimensions limit,
dwarf standard Pear-trees, grafted on Pear stocks, if he
would never prime the roots or shorten the branches ? It
is said that mauy Pears will not do so well on Quince
stocks ; some, I know, will not, and almost^all mine are on
Pear stocks. These mdicate no disposi"tion to confine
themselves within anything approximating the limits of
Mr. Hayward's trees, nor of my wishes. I repeat there-
fore, that I shall feel obliged to Mr. Hayward if he will
answer my questions, and also put me in the way of
setting bounds to my trees without root-pruning or short-
ening the branches. In the same article, Mr. Hayward
says—*' I have, in two different publications, explained
what experience induced me to conclude" were the laws
which determine fructification. I possess his *' Science
of Horticulture,*' and his " Science of Agriculture." Is
there any other alluded to ^—Ravenswood.

Borders for fVall-irees,—Our weekly instructor, Mr.
Whiting, in the last Chrofiicle, gave us some good, plain,
and easily-understood remarks on the structure and sub-
stance of borders for wall-trees. Among other things, he
says that no stimulating manures are required for them.
In that I should be ready to agree with him, did he not quite
overlook one very prevalent evil which is gaining ground
nearly everywhere, namely, cropping the borders with other
things, for which stimulating manure is absolutely requisite,

such as Peas, Caulidowers, Lettuces. Endive, French Beans,
^c. How, in such cases, is manuring to be avoided? It
is well known that not one gardener in a hundred can
avoid using his wall-borders for such purposes ; and yet
that is not the worst of the matter. A nobleman of
gentleman builds expensive -walls, makes expensive
borders (if need be), plants expensive trees, and expects
abundant and delicious fruits

; yet, with all this, the
border must be loaded annually with other crops, tb
produce which not only manuring, but digging is ab-
solutely necessary. I cannot here argue the point,
in what degree—or whether at all—Peas, Cauliflowers, or
Lettuces absorb the peculiar nourishment which a Peach or
Apricot tree requires; nor is it necessary : my chief ob-
jection is to the digging. Mr, Whiting begins his remarks

]

by stating, that *' of late years the beneficial effect of con-
fining the roots near the surface has beguu to be ap-
preciated." Such beneficial effects have been appreciated
for many years ; but the difficulty lies in realising this

infiportant point. The general practice is, to take par-
ticular care that no wall-tree root gets nearer to the
surface than a spade's length,—say, 10 inches or a foot,

—

and to load the surface with green crops, as if in terror
that the delicate fibrous roots of our wall-trees should.im-
bibe the pernicious influences of light and air 1 1 It is'the

^*gg^Dg I protest against ; and yet I do it yearly, and
many times in the year—I cannot help it. Yet many of
us, with all this absurdity and ill-usage constantly staring
us in the face, and committed by our own hands, will

wonder, and grumble because our trees do not do well,
after all the trouble and expense of walls, and borders,
and what not. Why, really, the wonder is they generally
do so well as they do ; and under such management, in
some soils, it is not consistent with common sense to
expect success. Now, the question is. How is all this to
be remedied ?—I opine it would require a ^Radical
Reform " in the extent and management of gardens ; but
the question I do not mean to answer ; I rather leave it

with yourself, Mr. Whiting, or others of your intelligent

correspondents.— Q«^rcw5, Oc^. 27, 1842.
American Blight,—If Mr. Thomson had tried the

American blight with sulphuric acid dissolved in seven

times its quantity of water, I think it would have proved

effectual. W^hen well rubbed into all the crevices, which
showed whiteness, in the spring, it has banished the blio-ht
from all plants

; formerly, we had to burn those trees which
were infested.—/?. Lymhurn.

Preservation ofFine Wall-frutL—l herewith transmit
a specimen of a purse or bag, for preserving fruit from
wasps

;
It is made from open gauze (called leno, I believe.

in the shops), ita price being about Gtf. the square vard,
from which quantity at least 30 bags may be made ; these
have a running string along their margin for fixing them
to the stalk. I have used them for more than three vears,
with never-failmg protection from every insect ; for if one
should have gamed entrance from the open mesh of the
gauze. It is soon disposed of by pressure, without remov-
ing the bag. I ought to state that I have only used this
kind of bag for Coe's Golden Drop Plum, which fruit,
hanging late upon the tree, is more subject to the con-
tinued depredation of insects. I send a few of those Plums
recently gathered, in the bags which were placed over
them early in the season ; the running string is fastened
round the stalk with a sliding tie. and the ends are then
tied to the spur of the tree, which secures the ripe fruit
when separated from the stalk. I have no doubt but this
method may be made applicable to all kinds of Wall-fruit
The only fruit-destroyer which my plan is not quite proof
against is the snail, which ban by suction obtain a portion
of the strong syrup exuded from the Plum, wliich causes
It to adhere to the bag, leaving the fruit exposed to it*
attacks.--^. H, [The Plums wtre in very fair conJition.]
Growth of Pansies in CharcoaL—L:i&t year I planted

some cuttings of Pansies in charcoal-dust ; they struck
very readily, and were suffered to remain in the same pot
(a 4»), where they bloomed this spring. I observed no
other difference in the. blooms from others of the same
variety, than that (I thought) the colours were more vivid.—Lii&or^

Charcoal Burning in Forcing Houses.—In consequence
of seeing in your last a communication signed ** James
Milne," wherein he proposes burning charcoal in his
Vinery to obtain carbonic acid, I am induced to say that I
oncesaw some small fires of charcoal made in a Peach-house
from necessity; they did not affect the foliage of the trees,
but the wood became prematurely hard and wiry, and the
whole of the fruit fell off in a few days. I would, there-
fore, caution Mr. Milne and others not be too sanguine
about the beneficial effects of charcoal in Vineries ; for
the same cause which affected the fruit of Peach-trees, may
make the bunches on a Vine ** go blind."—Jo/in Stewart.
Middleton Hnll^ Derbyshire.

Vines.—I suspect that the cause of failure in A Dublin
Subscriber's Yines lies chiefly with Ivmself, and that he
has allowed too much fruit to remain on the plant.
" Last year," he says, *• the fruit on one tree was large
and abundant, and this year the crop is equally great."
Vines will not long continue, year after year, to bear very
abundant crops, and at the same time good fruit. In my
neighbourhood is a vinery, which, in 1839, bore very
little fruit, but that little was very good ; in 1840, the
same plants bore a heavy crop, but the half of that crop
was, m place of black, what your correspondent terms,
" of a brownish colour." Again, in 1841, the Vines did
not bear more than an eighth part of the preceding year's
crop ; and this year, they are laden with a large crop,
some of which are black, but the greater part of them are
light brown. So true it^is, that if two bunches are left
where only one should be, both of them will be of inferior
quality, sraall-b^rried, thin-juiced, and (if a black variety)
light-coloured—that if too many are left upon one shoot
(even although all the rest of the plant may only have a
moderate crop), those on that shoot will be defective. So
apposite is Dr. Neill's remark on this subject, that I
never see Vines overloaded with half- swelled, ill-coloured
fruit without thinking of it.. «' Avarice," he says, **not
unfrequently cheats itself in this matter; and it generally
happens in the vineiy, as elsewhere, that not he who
desires most obtains most."—^ Moderate, May not
the cause of the unhappy condition of your Dublin Sub-
scriber's Vines lie in the root? I had occasion last winter
to turn my Vine border, in consequence of continued
want of success, which I attributed, justly, I believe, to
the want of drainage, the ground sloping towards the
house instead of from it. I found the roots rotted off
within three feet of the wall, thus accounting at once for
my repeated disappointments- I have now cut a deep
drain round the outside of the Vine border, and already
see the advantage of it. The symptoms complained of by
your correspondent agree so exactly with the state of
my Vines before the alteration, that I suspect he is suffer.
ing from the same cause T. P,, Cornwall.

Heating by Hot .^ir.—With reference to a late article
upon this subject, p. 723, an Isleworth correspondent
informs us, that this system of heating is not of such
-recent invention as has been imagined, since he has seen
it adopted in several places. In every instance, however,
it has been found congenial with the growth of plants,
and highly economical. We have also received a letter

from Mr. Shewen upon the same subject, in which ha
states that, in Dr, lire's Dictionary of Arts and Manu-
factures, under the article *' Stove," a drawing is given

very similar to that which appeared in our last Number.

Ejtperimenis upon Balsams.—Mr. Sangster,the flower-

gardener at Caprington Casile,has practised the following

experiments upon Balsams :—Thej were grown in a com-

post of one-third rotted manure, one-third rotted leaves,

and one-third peat-earth, with a little sand. lie applied

the following manures in quantities of 2 oz. each, mixed

with mould, and spread on the surface of the soil, fourteen

days after shifting into pots of one foot diameter : viz.—sul-

phate of soda, nitrate ofsoda, British gnano, natural guano,

and urate* The last killed the plant the first night. The first

"m
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most recent critics have beea collected and arranged m
so agreeable a manner, that even discussions, otherwise

dry dnd formal, cannot fail to interest even the nnlearned

reader Ai a specimen of the work, we wUl take the

whole of the article on the Calamus, or Sweet Cane :—
** The Sweet Cane of Isaiah is the Calamus of Exodus, the Cala-

mus of the Canticles and of Ezekie!, the difference being only in

the translation. .^ ^ i j r e
"It was reckoned among the principal spices and periames of

which the precious oil for the service of the tabernacle was com-
posed, and the want of it in sacrifice is one ofthe sins with which

Isaiah reproaches the backsliding Jews. ' Thou hast bought me
BO Sweet Cane with money, neither hast thou filled me with the

fat of thy sacrifices,'
" Yet though the name of Sweet Calamus was handed down by

the Greek and Latin botanists and physicians, and though apo-

thecaries continued to use what they called Sweet Cane, neither

botanist nor simpler has absolutely discovered the very Calamus
aromaticus. Like the Spikenard, it has been much sought after,

and, if found at all, it is only of very late days,

"The apothecaries in the West of Europe, in the l6th centur}%

certainly used the sweet acorns, whli^ they cultivated in their

gardens for the purpose, as a cure for those maladies in which
the Sweet Calamus had been thought useful by the ancients,

"Clusius, in the researches he made concerning the medickial
plants of the far East, was of course anxious to ascertain the
country of the true Sweet Calamus, and to obtain a sight of the

plant. His success was small. That it was brought from India,

or its borders, seemed certain ; for the Venetians, who used it in

the composition of their famous treacle, made no secret of the

places whence they got it, and those were the markets to which
the Arabstradtngto India resorted. In 1595, the Frisian physician,

Bernhard Paludanus, gave Clusius a fragment of the Sweet Cane,
which he himself had brought from the East. Clusius figured it

in his work, and Gerard has represented it in his Herbal, probably
from the same wood-block. It just suffices to show that It was a

small cane, but there is no indication of the species; and Gerard
says that another piece Clusius had from Antony Colina, the
learned apothecary, was not more satisfactory,

** The merchants, of whom Clusius enquired, told him that their

Sweet Cane was reported to grow about Libanus and Anti-

JLibanus ; and certainly there is a sw^eet rush or schcenus, called

Camd's Hay, which is very fragrant and abounds there. But
this cannot be the Sweet Calamus from a far country, equal with
the best spices spoken of in Scripture; nor does the Arabian
camel's hay which Hasselquist calls a Schoenanthus, and tells us
grows near Limbo in Arabia Petraea, fulftlthe conditions on which
we can accept it as the true Calamus aromaticus- But the Andro-
pogon, which Royle calls Calamus aromaticus, and which Sir

Gilbert Blaneand his brother believed to be spikenard, does so in

every particular. It is from a far country i it is very fragrant in
itself, and the aromatic oil obtained from it would contribute to

the odour of the costly perfume which Moses was enjoined to
make, according to the art of the apothecary, for the service of
the tabernacle.

"Arrian's story, if true, that the Phcenician soldiers in Alex-
ander's army, when on the borders of India, gathered the sweet-
scented grass which the soldiers trod under foot, and carried it

to their own country for merchandise, applies at least as well to
the Sweet Calamus as to the spikenard, for they were sought
after almost in an equal degree by the ancient apothecaries ; and
the modem Europeans, down to alate period, perhaps even pre-
ferred the Sweet Cane, as it was an ingredient in their favourite
theriacum.

*• There are numerous aromatic canes and -grasses in India,
besides the Andropogoniu question j one of the most remarkable
of which is the koosa grass, of which so much use is made, both
by natives and Europeans, to temper the hard hot winds in the
warm season. The roots are w^oven for this piirpose very neatly
and ingeniously into screens or mats, which are sprinkled with
water and suspended before the open doors or windows, so that

the breeze in passing through them is cooled, and regains a por-

tion of its healthy elasticity, while a slight but very agreeable
fragrrxnce is diffused around.
"The roots of koosa grass have the property of repelling

Insects, and are therefore laid among clothes of evciy kind, and
the whole plant is higlily valued and much cultivated in Brahim
villages. In that ancient fable book the Httopitdesa, the koosa is

considered as an emblem of sanctity ; and, wherever a tiger is

made to play the hypocrite, he always approaches his intended
victim with a blade of koosa grass in his bandj which he holds^
out as a kind of flag of truce.

'• Besides these. Dr. Royle mentions several grasses from which
fragrant and medicinal oils are extracted, and hints at more not
yet perfectly known to European botanists, who are constantly
thwarted in their enquiries concerning the plants yielding the
drugs of commerce, by the jealousy of the traffickers m those
matters."

Having thus produced a favourable specimea of Lady
Callcott's work, we will next take an example of the great

difficulty that attends the determination of even those

Scripture plants about which one would think there is the

least uncertainty,
*^ Behold the Lilies of the field, how they grow !

" Lady
Callcott here adopts the common opinion, tliat the White
Lily of our gardens, the Lilium candidum, was the plant

to which our Saviour referred in the Sermon on tlie Mount.
To sustain this opinion, it is of course essential to prove
that the White Lily is a Syrian plant. So far, however,
are we from being able to do this, that there are some who
doubt its being a native of the Old World at all. We,
like the late Sir James Smith, can find no other evidence
of its existing in Asia Minor than the assertion of
Gronovius, the editor of Rauwolf's "Flora Orientalls,"
who states, that tliat traveller found it about Tripoli and
Joppa, on the sea-coast. But, according to Smith, Ran-
wolf was at Joppa late in the autumn, when the White
Lily must have been withered up ; so that his evidence is

inconclusive : and against it we have to set the remarkable
fact, that no botanist seems to have found it since in
Palestine. It is not noticed among the collections formed
in Syria by Bovtf, who examined the country from
Sinai to Mount Lebanon, at the season when the White
Lily must have been in flower, had it been there, and
who hardly would have missed so remarkable a plant.

The European origin of the White Lily is inferred

it^^ havinff been mentioned, as it is thought, by the

ifille^JbAXiatin writers. DIoscorides is supposed

'dfOtC^^it hy \ih KpIPou I ~hMi it is^impossible

ion from his mere medical account.

^11 tnatJfcaj*

%K.
'^

^•iS

red from him is, that his upipoy was a

ides, Pliny says it was red, Pliny's

^'^e^^yg!AonW'p^^^m applies to the White Lily; but he

ay»4h)tt-iwi-" flower.^as taller, that it was weak-stemmed
jd iijAl|le3to Ijear flie weight of its head, and, moreover,

[j^t^i^^.*»ftf#>^ produce fifty bulbs: these are not

lrtl*ffAtrtni*rflfclvM\vhite Lily. In modern times the only

atioa for it in Europe ia in the Vale of>|t*lJ9#

Tempe, where the late Mr. Hawkins is said to have found

it: but this seems to require confirmation, surrounded as

it is by so much conflicting testimony.

On the other hand, it is wild, to all appearance, in some
parts of Spanish America, as near Cusco, where Mr.
Pentland found it, and in Guatemala, as we know from the

testimony of Mr. Skinner ; and this has led to the conjec-

ture that it is really an American plant, introduced by the

Spaniards, notwithstanding the more common belief that

the Crusaders brought it back with them from the East.

This notion cannot, however, be sustained, because the

White Lily occurs in an engraving of the Annunciation,

executed somewhere about 1480, by Martin Schongauer

;

and the first voyage of Columbus did not take place till

1492. In this very rare print, the Lily is represented as

growing in an ornamental vase—as if it were cultivated as

a curious object.

'We therefore regard the White Lily as being unques-

tionably, a native of the Old World - but it does not on

that account follow that it is a native of Palestine. It

may be, but the proof is wanting ; and it ought to be a

very common plant to have offered a familiar object of

comparison to our Saviour. Struck by this difficulty, Sir

James Smith conjectured that the plant alluded to by

our Saviour, in his Sermon on the Mount, was the Opo-
ranthus luteus, or Yellow Autumn Amaryllis, which is no

doubt wild in the mountains of Syria ; but this flower,

dwarf, and half-hidden among leaves, is hardly of

sufficient beauty to be appealed to as the Lily is in the

language of Scripture. We conceive it to be much more

probable that the plant intended by our Saviour was the

Ixiolirion montanum, a plant allied to the Amaryllis, of

very great beauty, with a slender stem, and clusters of the

most delicate violet flowers, abounding in Palestine,

where Col. Chesney found it in the most brilliant pro-

fusion. •

But our space forbids our pursuing this question further.

I

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.
When very early Grapes are required, forcing is generally be-

gun about this time ; a few general remarks upon early forcing

may, therefore, not be inopportune now. One of the principal

causes of failure is, the great and often sudden differences of tem-
perature, in which the root and the top of the plants are placed

;

this not unfrequently amounts to. fifty degrees, when in early

spring a night of rain or sleet is succeeded by a sharp frosty

morning, and then by a bright sunny day. Under such circum-
stances, the delicate young leaves may, for a time, be surrounded
by air, heated to 80° or upwards, while the scarcely less tender

young roots, whose ofi&ce it is to supply those leavds with the

moisture they then perspire in great excess, are paralysed by
beuig enclosed in soil which is saturated with wet only a few
degrees warmer than ice. The natural consequence is,—partial

or total failure. This might be obviated in some degree by co-

vering the border with litter, to absorb the rain and shut out
frost ; and this will be effective in proportion to. its thickness.

We have seen stable-dung, in sufficient quantity to maintain a
moderate degree of fermentation, laid upon a Vine-border, and
then covered with boards, old sashes, &c. 3 in this case, a good
crop of fruit was ripened in March. These and similar expe-
dients must necessarily be resorted to when the roots are outside

of the house j when they grow inside, where the roots of Vines
intended for early forcing ought always to be, failure from this

cause cannot happen. Another error is, giving too much fire-

heat in the beginning, and thus forcing the buds to break weakly
and irregularly, instead of inducing them to expand by gentle

means and slow degrees. There is some difficulty in causing
Vines to break much earlier than they have been accustomed to;

when this is necessary to be done, they should be freely exposed
to cold for some time previously to the application of fires, which
will greatly increase their excitability, especially if two or three
sharp frosts should occur. By early forcing for a few successive
years, a new habit is given to plants, and they become naturally
inclined to vegetate at their accustomed period. A moist at-

mosphere assists Vines to break; it is, therefore, a good prac-
tice, in addition to syringing, to Introduce a mass of ferment-
ing dung into the house, which would also be beneficial in

other ways,

—

{To be continued.)

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department,

PixERY.—As the growing season is now past, the efforts of the
cultivator should be directed to the preservation of his plants in

a healthy state through the dark months of winter, neither excit-

ing them into unnatural growth by a high temperature, nor
reducing them to such a state of torpor that they would be liable

to start into fruit upon a slight IrTcrease of heat in spring. Aim
at an artificial temperature of 60^; afew degrees lower issufiicient

for small plants, but that should be the standard for fruiting and
succession ones. The heat at the bottom of the pots ought not to

exceed 80°
; when It does, draw more of the bark away from them,

to be replaced as the heat declines tft 75°, A bottom heat many
degrees lower than this (from 66^ to 70^) is talked of by some, but
it is not easy to understand how they manage to prolong that low
state of fermentation through the winter months in the bed of a
common Pine stove. When water is required, it should be slightly

warmed and given very sparingly. Guard also against drip from
the roof.

ViNKRY.—To have ripe Grapes in April, forcing should now be
commenced ; there is, however, so much risk and expense attend-

ing very early forcing, that we would by no means advise it to be
attempted. Vines set in motion in the beginning of next month
will, under ordinary circumstances, ripen their fruit early in May ;

very little time would therefore be lost, and a more abundant
crop of better fruit would most likely be gained by the delay.

Fkacu-bouse.—Any of these or other forcing houses that are
not intended to be set in action before spring, may be made useful
during winterfor the protection of Cauliflower, Strawberry, and
other plants in pots which merely require shelter from wet and
severe frost,

CcccMnfius.—Attend closely to these; a little neglect in bad
weather would render all previous pains and labour nugatory.
Give air every day if the weather permits, but invariably shut up
warm. Use additional covering in cold nights, which will save
fuel and be better for the plants.
Kin.NKY-BKANs.~Pay attention in watering, &c., to the first

crop, which will now probably be in bearing. When there is
plenty of room, it is a good plan to put in a successional crop
once in three weeks or a month. The pots may be set upon the
return flue, or close to the pipes, till the plants come up, when
they must be removed nearer to the light.
AspATiAOUs.—A bed should be Immediately prepared, if this

vegetable is wanted at Christmas. A mixture of dung and leaves,
in which the latter predominate. Is the best material ; and as

only a moderate warmth is required, the bed should not be made
too high. Set a frame and lights upon it to draw up the heat;

the roots need not be planted till next week.
Letti/ces, Carrots, Radishes, Cauliflowers, &c., in frames,

should have the lights taken off every fine day i but the plants

should hot be exposed to rain or frost*

Out-door Department,
Let winter and spring crops of vegetables be properly thinned,

and cleared of weeds, before bad weather sets in. The manuring
and ridging of vacant ground should likewise be proceeded with
while the season is favourable.

Earth up Celery and tie Endive on dry days ; and prepare in
every way against winter. It is a common custom to sow Peas
and Beans about this time on a warm south border, but they are
subject to so many casualties during the winter and early spring
that a much more economical way is to sow early in spring, in
pots and boxes, under glass, and transplant when cold weather is

past. Those, how^ever, who have not the necessary means to
follow this method should sow now in the open ground.
Orchard,—Wall Fig-trees should be stripped of their remain-

ing leaves and prepared for covering, by unnailing the branches
and tying them up in bundles. Straw, or dried fern, tied over
the branches in the way of thatch, will be found a very efficient

protection
i
but this need not be put on tiU frosty weather sets

in. If the removal of trees is completed, wall Plum and Pear-

trees should be pruned and nailed. Such work ought to be for-

warded as much as possible while the weatlier is mild.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN* AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Succulent plants, such as Cacti, which are kept in the
stove, should be watered sparingly, and only when the soil be-

comes very dry 5 Manimiliarias, in particular, require this treat-

ment. Where flues are used for heating, the temperature at

night should be as low as is consistent with the safety of the
plants, otherwise the air is apt to become too dry. Continue to

give a little aii on fine days, and close the ventilators early in the

afternoon.
Greenhouse and Conservatory.—Give air liberally to these

houses by opening the sashes early on fine days ; but as frost

sometimes comes unexpectedly at this time of the year, it will be
safer to shut up every evening. Pelargoniums must not be over-

watered. Keep them free from dead leaves, and if two or three

strong shoots take precedence of the others, they should be
stopped. Large plants of Chrysanthemums will require liquid

manure occasionally; or the leaves will be liable to turn yellow,

and the flowers to be undersized, for want of sufficient food. If

the plants are profusely stocked witii blossom-buds, part of them
should be taken off to strengthen the remainder. The blossom-
buds of Camellias ought also to be thinned if too numerous.
Pits and Frames.—The half-hardy plants which these con-

tain must likewise be freely exposed by drawing off the sashes

whenever the weather is favourable. The more tender things

must be guarded against damp, which is frequently as injurious

as cold to plants of a succulent nature. If a pit is devoted wholly

to forcing flowers, the body of it should be filled wuth fresh

tree-leaves, over whicli a layer of spent bark or half-decayed

leaves might be spread to receive the pots. Chinese Primroses
sown last spring should be encouraged, that they may blossom
about Christmas. These are extremely subject to suffer from
damp ; they ought, consequently, to occupy a dry and airy situa-

tion during w^intcr.

Out-door Department,
The beauty of the flower-garden is over for this year; all,

therefore, that can now be done to please the eye here, is to main-
tain as great a degree of neatness as is consistent with the sea-

son. Clear away all plants that have been killed by frost, and
neatly rake the beds they occupied. Pot Lobelias, and take up
the roots of Salvia patens, which, it is said, may be preserved

through the winter in the same manner as Dahlias. Finish

directly the planting of all bulbs that are intended to be put in

before winter. A little sand round each will assist in preserving

them from wet.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

NCRSERY.—Hoops should be fixed across beds of seedlings that

are considered not hardy enough to stand the winter : upon these

mats may be spread, or branches of evergreen trees thickly laid

in severe weather. This excellent season for transplanting should

be made the most of.
'

-

Forest and Coppice Woods.—Sec last week.—J. i?. Whiting,

The Deepdene,

State of tjie Weather near London for the Week ending Nov. 3,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Oct.
Friday 28
Saturday 89
Sunday 30
Monday 31

Nov.
Tuesday i

Wednesday 8

Thursday 3

Average

Bahometkr. TilSAftlOMKrKR. Wind.
It jV > It r ' ^ 1 1|«._ 'K t ! 1t4~n«Max. f

39.M2
29.8U7
30.158

S0.S31

30.216
80.126
29.983

30.066

29.743
29.7/0
30.101

30.223

30.114
30.081
S.Q 93 i '

1

A2ax<
63
51

61

52

65
51

50

51.8

lU 111

24
23
39
33

as
29
34

38.5
37-0
45.0
42.5

43.5
40.0
42.0

* 1

—

•
-^^

S.W.
S.W.
s.\v^

w.
K.
*E.

29.y95 30.6 1 41.2

Rain.

1
.0.3

.03

Oct, 28. Overcasti cloudy and fine; clear.

29. Frosty; cloudy 5 very fine ^ clear and frosty at night.

30. Frosty ; clear and fine ; overcast.

31. Cloudy; overcast and fine; clear at night.

Nov. 1. Fine; cloudless and exceedingly tine; foggy at night.

2. Foggy throughout-
3. Hazy; fine; clear; slight rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 5^° below the average-

State of ihe Weather atCh]£wick during tlie last 16 yearSj.for

the ensuing Week ending Nov. 12, 1942.

Aver. 1 Aver. k.r
No. of

Years in
]

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Prevailing Winds.

Nov-
Highest
Temp,

63.4

1

Lowest
Temp.

1

Temp quantity,
ot Kain. 1 *

1

1 ^IBI^
i

—

—

Sun. 6 3S.4 ;
45.9 8 0.76 in. 1

:
» I 4

1
7

1

I
1

Mun. 7 53.6 »e.3 44.4 1.02 — *^i 2 I 3 6 2 8

Tuei. 8 4D.3 35.9 43.2
<

7 0.31 1 <- I I 7 3 1

Wed. 9 50.3 89.8 43.fi G 0.2B — 1 2 1 a 5 9 3

T hurt. 10 50.7 37.6 44.3 9 0- ti7 — Si- 1 3 7 1 1

Fri. n 50.9 36.5 43.7 6 C.40 1 Si
1

1

4 5
'

!
I

Sst. 1

2

51.3 36.4 43.9 e 0.35 1 1 2 1

1

3 3 4
1

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on

the 12th, in iSil—thermometer 63^; and the lowest on the nth,

in 1828—thermometer 21°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the week ending Nov, 4, 1842.

Thk supplies of fruit have not been so large during the past

week, and trade in that department has been rather more brisk

;

in most instances, however, the prices remain the same. Fruit:

Of Pines there is a fair supply. Black Hamburgh Grapes are

selling from 1*. 6d. to Zs. per lb., whHe Muscats have risen to 3s,

and 55. per lb. Pomegranates are plentiful, and fetch abnnt 4s,

per dozen. Amongst dessert Pears the supply of Marie Louise

and GanselPs Bergamot is becoming limited
;
good samples 01

the former sell from 6*^ to 10s. per half-sieve; and of the latter,

from 2*. to 4s. per dozen. Jersey Chaumontels appear to be very

good, from I*, to 6s. per doz. ; there are also fair samples of the

Beurre Diel, from is. to 2*.; andof theDuchessed'AngoulC-me, at

Is, 6d. per doz. Dessert Apples are of various kinds ; the best are

the Ribstone and Golden Pippins, from 5s, to Bs. per bushel ;
with

the Court of Wick and King of the Pippins, from 4», to 6s, per

bushel. Medlars and Quinces are abundant ; the former from

2*. 6d, to 3*. per half-sieve; the latter about 2s, 6d. per half-sieve.

A few culinary Plums may be obtained, at 43. per half-Bieve ;
but

dessert kinds are quite over. Cucumbers are daily becoming
more scarce, and fetch from 45. to 6s. per doz. VegeinMes : Broc-

coli and Cabbages have advanced a little in price since our last

Report; the quality of both is very good. Brussels Sprouts are

improving, and fetch from Is. 3rf. to "Is, per half-sieve. Tumtp«
and Carrots arc excellent; the former from U, to 2s, 6(f. per

dozen bunches ; the latter from 44r, to 5«» pw Uoaen bunchesi
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of Pinus Banksiana, P. ptimUio, and P. uncinata. The letter ^vhich [ Forn Va

l0-

^

accompanied these contained also an account of some successful
experiments which had been tried upon the brown scale, by-
hanging branches of Chamomile upon Orange trees infested with
that insect. In about a fortnight after the Chamomile was placed
upon the plants, the young scales, which were nearly half ^rown
began to turn black, and dried up. The experiment was further
tried, by making a strong infusion of Chamomile, with which
some inlested trees were subsequently syringed. This was per-
formed last autumn, and in the spring but few stragglers were
observable, and those few were very weak. This experiment is
well worthy of being repeated, by those who have an opportunity
of so doing, in order to confirm it further. Three remarkably
well-swelled Queen Pine-apples were exhibited by Mr. C Judd
gr. to Geo. Knott, Esq., one of which weighed 4 lb. 4oz., the
others 31b. 14 oz. each: a Banksian medal was awarded for the
former. Mr. G Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Sutheriand, sent a
fine specimen of the Otaheite, weighing 4 lb. 10 oz.: and another
Pine-apple, weighing 3 lb. 10 oz., and called the Trentham Seed-
Img, but apparently not different from the Envllle. A certificate
was awarded to the Otahcite. From R. Thompson, Esq., two
specimens of the Black Jamaica Pine-apple, grown upon plants
18 months old ; one fruit weighing 2 lb. 3 oz., the other l lb. 14 oz
Mr. Goodbrand, gr, to Geo. Crawshay, Esq., exhibited six
bunches of remarkably fine Black Hamburgh Grapes grown
under glass, without the aid of fire-heat, for which a Banksian
medal was awarded, l^rom Mr. J. Roberts, gr. to M. Wilson
Esq., 4 very good bunches of White Muscat Grapes, one weighing
2 lb. 1 oz., another 1 lb. is oz., and two upon the same shoot
2lb. lloz.; these were accompanied by an exceedinf-ly large
bunch of the W^hite Nice, weighing 4lb. 3oz., being about 1

6

inches 1J3 length, and as much in width across the shoulders this
Grape is usually considered of little value, but when well growrn
and allowed to hang upon the Vine until thoroughly ripe, at which
time the berries are of a bright amber colour, it is one of the best
knids known. All the bunches sent by Mr. Roberts were cut
from Vines which were planted 3 years ago, and which have been
pruned on the spur system : the Nice had perfected 13 bunches
of the size of the one sent. The Vines are planted on the outside
ofthe house (a Pine stove), and are pruned as eariy in the autumn
as the clearing ofthe fruit, with the perfect maturation of the wood.wiU allow; and are withdrawn from the heat of the house as soon
as the wounds are healed. If the fruit remains uncut longer than
is desirable, the spurs are entirely disbudded, with the exception
of the bud to which the shoot is headed back : the border at the same

' time receiving a light top-dressing of powerful manure and com-
post, covered with a few inches of half-decomposed dung; the fer-
tilising properties of which are carried dow^n to the roots of the
Vines by the rams of autumn. From the time that forcing is com-menced, until the Grapes are cut, the Vines receive no more
water at the root either naturally or artificially. A Banksian
medal was awarded to Mr. Roberts, for his Grapes. From J.W iliiams, Esq., of Pitmaston, one bunch of white, and another
of black Grapes, of hybrid origin, grown upon the open wall • for
out-door Grapes they were very good, their great merit consisting
in their npeningwell out of doors, during ordinary summers Mr
T. Paikiu gr. to P. J). Cooke, Esq., also exhibited a collection of
out-door-Grapes, which, having been ripened in the open air, near
Doncaster, were far from being destitute of interest. From GWdbraham, Esq., was a collection of Pears, consisting of theMane Louise, Beurre d'Aremberg, Urbaniste, Althurpe Crassane
and the Flemish Beauty ; wliich were fine specimens of their re
respective kmds, more particularly the Althorpe Crasaanes from
a standard, one fruit of which weiglied 12 oz. Col. Willarrt sentsome large specimens of the Mayfield Pippin and NorthernGreemng Apples. From S. H. some Coe's Golden Drop Plums
sent to exhibit the manner in which they had becnpreser\'ed from
wasps and other insects : viz., in bags of leno or open green
gauze, secured to the spurs, upon which the fruit grows bymeans of a running string. The Rev. S. Thornton exhibited a
very Ittrge specimen of the Concourzelle, weighing 25lbs, 2oz.

:

this fruit bears a great resemblance to the common VegetableMarrow, and is extensively grown for the same purposes in thegarden of the King of the French, whose cook prefers it to all otherkmdsi It was introduced into England, and seeds of it w^ere dis
tributcdby the Horticultural Society, 3 or 4 years ago. From Mr
G. Cockburn were some \cry fine roots of Oxalis Beppii, and agood sample of the Ash-leaved Kidney Potato, the latter raised
from tubers planted May 7th, and having all the appearance ofyoung Potatoes. A certificate was awarded for the roots of
Oxahs. From the Garden of the Society was a small collection
of Orchidaceous plants—comprising the showy Cattleya labiata •

ahandsomespecimen of the delicate Oncidium ciliatum • Odonto-
glossum bictonense, having oiivc-green flowers, with a purplish
Iliac labellum

j Maxillaria foveata, and Brasavola venosa. The
collection Of Pears and Apples from the Garden was extensive

-

the best kinds amongst the former being the Forelle, which al-though not rich is juicy and melting; Althorpe Crassane, from a
standard, equal m flavour to fruit of the Old Crassane from a
wall

; Winter Nelis, rather earUer this season than usual, but un-commonly goodj Beurr^ Bosc and Burgermeester. The Apples
consisted of the Syke House Russet, (lOldeu Reinette, Majgiland several others ; but the flavour of many kinds is considerably
impaired by the excessive heat of the summer during their growmg season, and by the wet which fell when they approached
maturity, ^ ' •' r*

LINNEAN- SOCIETY.
Xov. Is/.— Dr. R. Brow^n in the chair. Specimens, in Hower

of Banksia m^dia, spinulosa, Cunninghamii, speciosa, and eri-
cifolia, w ith Dryandra cuneata, from the Royal Garden Kew
were exhibited by Mr. Smith. A letter was read from the
late secretary, J. E. Bicheno, Esq., stating that he was about to
leave the country, and requesting the acceptance of his portrait
Professor Owen exhibited an entire specimen of tlie Nautilus as
confirmatory of his views of the structure of that animal derived
from imperfect specimens. A paper was read from Dr Clarke
of Sierra Leone, giving an account of a new Grass, called Fundee

j^by tlie Africans, the grain of which is used extensively as food
The plant was described by Mr. Kippist as a new species of Pas-
palum. A paper from Mr. Hope was read on some new species
of Indian Moths and Butterflies, A note was read from Mr
ward, stating that Mr. Williams, the missionary, had taken out in
1840 in pne ot his cases a fine plant of Musa Cavendishii to the South
Sea Islands

; that several suckers had already been produced by
this plant, and that it was likely to become a valuable boon tothe mhabitants.

n i.1,

RiBTiES OF \ KGBTADLKs t Mr. Baincs. EXTRA Prizks :Cabbages, Turmps, Carrots,wxi<k sample of Tabacco, F. A. Molea-
worth, Esq.; Portugal OniontAm] Cape (;oo«&erric«. Capt. Smith;
Carrots ^nd Appfe-tree (from seed), G. Hnnter, Esq.; Cetervl
Mr, D. Lewisj Artichokes, Rev. - M*Fariane : Apples, Baron
Alzdorfi Barlct/, Mr. Retur; Lavender, Major Baker.

Warrington Dahlia Show, Sept, 29.—The annual meeting of this
Society took place at the Town Hall, when the following prizes

f

or Dark: 1, Pickwick, Mr. Hardy; 2, Uxbridge Magnet, Mr. J,W right
; 3, Bishop of Winchester, Mr. Hardy. Crimson or Jiulu •

1, President of the West—2, ^^dvocate, Mr. J.Wright: 3, Un-
known, Dr. Davies; Scnrlei or Red: 1, Tournament, Mr.
J. Wright; 2, Fire-ball, Mr. T. Penketh, Jan. j 3, Bloomsbury,Mr.
J. Wright. Bose or Pink: 1, Hope, Mr. J. Clark; 2, Maria, Mr.
Hardy; 3, Mrs. Neeld, Mr. J. Wright. Li/ac : i, Widiiall'a
Queen, Mr. J. Wright; 2, Conservative, Mr. Hardy; 3, Dowager
Lady Cooper, Mr. J. Clark. WhUe or Blush : 1, Lewisham Rival—

2

W^alteris Uniqne-3, Virgin Queen, Mr. J. Wright. Yeilow: l

Defiance-2, Prince of Wales— 3, Argo, Mr. J. Wright. Orange,
Buff, or Bronze: I, Grace Darling—2, Nicholas Nickleby—3,Duchess of Richmond, Mr. J. Wright. Light Striped, Edged or
Mottled. 1, Phenomenon— 2, Beauty of the Plain—3, Bridesmaid
Mr. J. Wright. Yellow orBuffStriped, Edged or Tipped: I , Ansell^s
Uniqu<», Mr. R. Nunneriey ; 2, Princess Royal, Mr. J. WTight • 3,
Conqueror of the World. Mr. Hardy. Dark Striped. Edged or Mnt-
tied: 1, Rouge ct Koire, Mr. J. Clark j 2, Rienzi, Mr. T. Penketh,
Jun.

; 3, Fanny Keynes, Mr. J. Wright. Skbdli.vos : l, Maroon, Dr.
Davies

; 2, Purple, Mr. J. AVright j 3, Pvrpte, Dr. Davies. In ad-
dition to the above, there was a good display of Stove, Green-
house, and Herbaceous Plants, Fruits, Vegetables, fi:c.

NOTICES OFNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR OI^NAMENTAL.

EcHiTRs atropurpu'rea. Dark purple-flowered Echites.
(Stote Climber.) ApocynSccfc. PcntAndria Monogynia.—This
pleasing new species was introduced by Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter,
from Brazil. It bloomed for the first time in the month of July
last; and its name refers to the deep brownish purple hue of the
blossoms. It is a slender climbing or twining plant, apparently
hke E. suberecta in habit, with equally distant foliage, and flowers
of about the same aimensioys, but of a widely dissimilar hue.
The blossoms are borne on long and graceful axillary peduncles,
two or more appearing on each. They have a tube nearly two
inches in length, expanding, about half-vray from the base, into a
wide throat, which has an ample and spreading limb, an inch and
a half across. In the eariier stages of their development, they
have a pleasant odour, which cnliances the hitcrestof the species,
it requires the temperature of a stove, and may be trained to the I

rafters of the house, or to a wire trellis spread entirely over the
roof. The plant may be kept in a large pot, or planted in a pre-
pared pit or compartment, which is duly exposed to light, and not
liable to become too wet. For soil, the ordinary mixture of sandy
loam and heath-mould will be appropriate. From the weakness of
its shoots, it will need pruning in the winter, and may perhaps be
improved by having its branches stopped while they are growing;
they should be trained very closely on account of the scantiness
of its foliage j and if, after theyhave reached the prescribed height,
they are turned back over the previous coils, .the trelHs will
become well covered, and a good display will assuredly be the
result. Cutthigs of the young wood root freely, when treated in
the usual way.— Pajfon's Bot. Slag.
DENnn<5BitTM macravthitm. Large-flowered Dendrdbium.

(Siove Epiphyte.) UrchidaceDe. GynAndria MonAndria.—Ko
pencil can do justice to the beauty of the blossoms of this charm-
ing plant, which flowered with D. Llewelyn, Esq., in April last.
It has also bloomed In the collection of Messrs. Loddiges, who
appear to have introduced it from Manilla. The extreme width
of the flowers is five inches j they aie of a delicate, rich hlac
colour, with darker nerves. The labellum is also of the same
colour, with a broad deep blotch within ,the side lobes. The
flowers are solitary, and are produced from the axils of the
leaves.

—

Curtis's Bot. Mag.
Gloxi'.via tlbifi.ora. Tube-flowered Gloxinia. {Store Her-

baceovs Plant.) Gesuni^ceae. Didyuamia Angiosp^rmia^—This
fine and new plant is one of the many interesting novelties
reared by Mr. Moore, of the Glasnevin Botanic Garden, from
seeds sent by Mr. Tweedie from Buenos Ayres. The flowers are
pure white, downy, and are produced in panicles, several toge-
ther. The tube is four inches long, a Uttle enlarged, and curved
upwards, at the base above, with a very conspicuous broad spur

* or gibbosity : the limb is an inch and a half broad, spreading, and
equally five-Iobed. The stem is short and leafy j the leaves are
opposite.— CKJ'fis*5 Bot. Maff.

much lighter than is grenerally the case. The beds were stocked
with a collection of the most choice kinds of Verbena aiwl other
grouping plants. There were also some fine specimens of choice
Roses

J
among which a bed of Gloire de Rosemdnc, with its

brilliant velvety dark scarlet flo—ers, was very conspicuous.
Some clumps of Smith»s Emperor Scarlet Pelargonium, nearly
BIX feet high, had a particularly jrand eflfert j ajid, h» Mr. Red-
dmg-3 method of obtaining plants of this size may not be unin-
tcresting to the readers of the Chronicle, it may not be amiss to
state it. The tallest of the pla^^'^^ that have made one season'a
growth m the open ground are taken up, potted in poto suitable
to theh: size, and carefully proteotii through the winter. In the
spring they are encouraged to make robust growth, aAd in May,
after beuig gradually hardened, are turned out into bed* of rich
compost; of course placing the tallest plants in the centre, and
allowing the others to decline graduaUy to the Mm. The effect
might, perhaps, be heightened by stopping the young shoots
befi^re each truss of flowers; and thus, by concentrating the
energies of the plant, much larger flower-trusses would be pro-
duced. In the grouping of other plaiiU we ow;.L-rved the pre-
vailing error of associatii , , 'ant^ in accordance with their com-
plementary colours, without reference to their height. The
adaptation of tall plants t«^mall bed*, and vire wrsa, produce*
a worse effect than the waut of harmony in the arrangement of
colours, because even an unculUvatcd mind wiU noUcc a want of
proporUon in the heights of the plants, while many, professUie
refined taste, would not obser\e the other defect. Among the
\erb('nas we noUccdlhe foUowing distinct and desirable colours :Ruby—a beautiful ruby-coloured variety, of good habit j Ne plus
ultra—carmine, with a bright pink eye ; V. Vangendii—bluish lUac,
very distinct

j Y. antwerpenws-white; V. Murrayana- which
Mr. Redding described as the best blue yet raised; and the
Queen— white, which possesses a delicious scent, as well as Sk
fine habit. Among thebeds intersper^f. d over the lawn were some
groups of climbing or pillar Roses, whfch must have a fine effect
when In bloom. They were trained to strong iron columns,
securely fixed in the ground by triangular feet j the planU were
trained in a pyramidal shape. As an earnest of Uie spirit with
which flower. gardening is carried on at this place, we may men-
tion that on the lawn there were large clumps of many of the
most choice Felarg6niums, such as Conservative, Erectum, Sul-
tan, Gaines's King, MatUda, Lady Carli-le, Prima Donna, and
other scarce varieties, which numerous cultivators consider
themselves fortunate in possessing one or two specimens of.
The pits and frames were principally stocked with young plants
for the ensuing season. The practice of preserving old plants
Is only sufferable where large specimens are indispensable; but
when a dozen or more plants may be grown through the winter
in a large 48-sized pot, we think it trouble to no purpose to
take up Verbenas, Petamas, &c., to encumber the houses through
the winter. The mansion commands an extensive view over the
Thames, towards Hampton Court ; and Kingston bridge forms an
mteresthig object from some parts of the lawn."— 1»\ P, Aares^
October l^th.

PORT NICHOLSON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, NEW
„. ^ ZEALAND.

^ j^^rn from the New Zealand Gazette of March 26, that asecond Horticultural exhibition has taken place at Port Nichol-
son. We subjoin the following list of prize articles, for thelulonnation of such readers as take an hiterest in the horticul-
tural Proceedings of so distant a quarter of the globe. Pbas :

i/rf'F Jn^nc^-
Wlkinson, 2. Mr. Scntchcon. Ekans : 6

rant Smtth Q r!lS ^4^V ^^ ^' "^*^^' ^^^- CABBAGES: I,

M? n w .1- ' ^"^^ Wakefield. Ti;rnii>8: i, Mrs. MiUerj 2

Smitl, T.u^'f«'
.Cahrots: 1. Col. Wakefield; 2, Capt

Sv vs^^ r«T LKrrucEs: Mr. Scu cheon.

Hunt. SsEDLixa PKLAKGo«ic'M : Capt Smith fi^Ro '

Capt. Smith. BocQirw: l, C*pt. SmitU%;X Feath^ton;

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Kingston, the residence of Sir J. D. Broughton,~This place is

situated on the banks of the Thames, and within a mile of Kings-
ton, It is principally celebrated foj- its colIectioTis of Cam(511ias,
especially a large specimen of C. reticulata ; but in other respects
it is highly deser\ing of notice. The glass consists of an Azalea-
house recently built, a stove, a large conservatory, a Camellia-
house for plants in pots, another for Specimens planted out, a
Pelarg6nium-house, a house on a north aspect for plants which
require shade in the growing season, and a quantity of pits and
frames. The Azalea-house contains good specimens of the most
valuable kinds, which promise an abundant bloom. Of several
choice varieties, raised by Mr. Smith, Sir John possesses the
whole stock, having bought the plants when they first flowered
in a seedling state. In the stove, Passiflora Kermesina was
blooming in great splendour, and another kind, called by Mr.
Redding P. Buonapdrtea, was also produchig its flowers in great
profusion. Whether this is distinct fi^om P. alata and quadran-
gularis we will not pretend to say; but certainly the flowers are
darker than we ever observed them in those species, and the
plant, from the freedom with which it flowers, is well worthy of
extensive cultivation. The collection of Camellias contains spe-
cimens of all the best kinds, and in a fine state of health. The
foliage is of tlie most intense and glossy gr^n, and the fiower-
buds look bold and healthy. Some specimens which were grow-
ing in tubs, and trained on the back-wall, were, if possible, more
healthy than those in pots j showing, as Mr. Redding justly
observed, the advantage of a coo! situation and a little shade for
this tribe of plants during the growing season. One feature of
Mr. R.*s management is worthy of being generally known, and
more extensively practised. It is the system of thinning the
blossom-buds previously to placing the plants in their winter
quarters. He never allows even the largest specimens to pro-
duce more than one flower on a branchy and on weakly plants
the thinning is carried even to a greater extent. From the large
specimen of C. reticulata, which is eight feet high, and as
many feet in diameter, completely feathered to the ground, he
had taken 1000 buds, and a greater number are still left remaining.
The consequence of this treatment is, that the flowers indi-
vidually are much larger than they would be if a greater number
were retained. Some flowers of C. reticulata exhibited at Re-
gent-street last spring were eight inches in diameter, and other
kinds were in hke proportion. In the Pelargonium-hou^e 50 of
the most esteemed varieties are grown, but the pots used are
never larger than those known as sixtcens. In the front of the
range forming the Pelargdnium and Camellia houses, there is a
symmetrical flower-garden, partly on grass and partly on gravel.
The beds on gravel are edged wuth stone projecting' about two
inches, and of about the same width. For flower-beds, in our
opinion, nothing can eq^aal a neat Box edging, not exceeding two
inches In height. Even for architectural gardens, where, of
course, stoa« vr »iat« naust be m^ tte cd^gs oogiit Xo he

I

A Scripture Herbal. By Maria Callcott. B?o. Long-
man. 1842.

Wttt:x the earliest attempts were made to ascertain of
what plants the inspired writers spoke in their parables,
and histories and descriptions of the living objects of
the East, Natural History was in so low a state as to
render the task impracticable. If, as is by many believed,
the human race took its origin in Candahar and Cashmere,
migrating westerly till the Israelites settled in Palestine,
it is to be supposed that many of the plants, and drugs,
and herbs, of whicb we read in the Sacred Writings as
employed among that people, had also an Eastern deriva-
tion. So long as the Jews retained their prosperity, these
things were well known among them ; but when they
were scattered, and tl^ Eastern world was buried in ruin
by its Mahomedan conquerors, commerce was annihilated,
and with their religion the nature ofmany objects once fami,
liar among them was forgotten. To the biblical naturalist,
then, who should even have been familiar with the East,
upon the revival of learning, almost insuperable difficulties

would have occurred in the attempt at ascertaining the
exact nature of many of the plants spoken of in the
Scriptures; but the old commentators knew nothing of
the Natural History of Asia, and they attempted to refer
all the plants of Jewish history to the European specie*
trith which they were acquainted. At a later period, how-
ever, the necessity of actually examining the countries of
the East became obvious ; and European travellers began
to visit it expressly for the purpose of investigating its

Natural History. Hasselquist, Rauwolf, Pococke, Alpini,
Forskiihl, and others, collected by degrees a large quantity
of positive testimony of great valne to the inquirer into
these subjects ; and, among later writers, Rosenmiiller, as
a learned compiler, and Professor Royle, as an original
observer and very skilful critic, have thrown great light
upon much that had previously been obscure. The field

of Scripture Botany is, however, far from having been
we do not say gleaned over—but even reaped ; and there
is a plentiful harvest left for the botanist who has that
diligence, learning, critical acumen, and scientific attain-
ment which are required for the study ; but it demands a
very considerable amount of all these requisites, mor*
especially of exact botanical knowledge^ without which all

the learning in the world will only lead from twilight into
darkness. To illustrate the Js'atural History of the Holy
Scriptures as it ought to be illustrated, js a task that
would be most honourable to any man.

Such is our opinion of the qualifications required by a
critic of Biblical Botany ; but we sball not test Lady Call-

colt's work by so severe a standard* The authoress informs
us in the very outset, that her "chief object and aim ia

writing this little book has been, to induce those who read,

and love God's written word, to read and Ioyc the ^rmU
unicriiten book tvhich He has everywhere spread abf^dfor
our harningj'^ We find, too, with sorrow, that the work

itself has been in part prepared as a solace to a bed of

sickness ; and we should have no heart to be critical upon

a book produced with such intentions ^nd under such cir-

cumstanees, even if we were called upon to be so. We
shall, therefore, at once assure our readers that the volume

before us is a beautiful octavo of 644 pages, handsomely

printed, and illustrated with a considerable jiumber of

woodcuts, executed from drawings made by Lady Callcott

herself. It is, moreover, the best account we are ac«

^uaintetl with of Scriptore plaatsl The opiiuoiu of the
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of tie British Queeu
tlement, — The arrival

Netv York, which had been overdue for several days,

baa relieved the public from great anxiety
;

it was

generally feared that she bad shared the fate of the

Presidert, and her long detention had begun seriously to

The intelligence from New York
local

tffcct the insurances.

relates chiefly to the election of President, and

The news from Canada states that the PafHa-

Bient was prorogued on the 12th ; that Mr. Baldwin, the

newly-appointed Attorney-General for Western Canada^

had been defeated at the election by tlie Conservative

candidate ; but that his colleague, Mr. Lafontaine, had

been returned by his old constituency by a small majority.

At home there is little to notice beyond the formal

prorogation of Parliament from Thursday next to the 13th

December ; it is expected to be then again prorogued to

January, at which time it is said that both Houses will

meet for the despatch of business.

from
]
country were nnanimous respecting it. Upon the pro-

' posed modification of the treaties of 1831 and 1833,

it is believed that similar unanimity does not prevail.

Those treaties have been ratified and acted upon, and

there are, moreover, other parties to them than France

and England, whom it might not be desirable to offend.

The CapiiaL—The chief topic of interest in Paris is

the dismissal of Gen. Pajol from the post of commander

of the first military division. It appears that he had at-

tained the age for his retirement, and had been offered

the situation of Aide-de-Camp to the King, and the

Governorship of the Louvre, with a salary of 3O,O00fr.

a year ; which he refused, on the ground that they were

offered as compensations for an act of injustice and dis-

grace. The letter of Marshal Soult, notifying the dis-

missal, is severely commented on, as an insult to one of

the bravest soldiers of the republic andlhe empire, whose

name has been associated with the military history of

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince o^

Wales, and the Princess Royal are at Windsor Castle,

and are quite well. The 10th is the day named for the

departure of the Court from Windsor. Her Majesty and

the Prince will first proceed to Walmer Castle, on a vlsiC

to the Dake of Wellington ; and will then go to Brighton.

The Queen held a Privy Council on Tuesday, which

waa attended by all the Ministers. Parliament was

ordered to be further prorogued from Thursday the 10th

instant, until the 13th December ; and her Majesty's

consent was given to the marriage of her Royal Highness

the Princess Augusta of Cambridge with the Hereditary

Grand Duke of Mecklenburg Strelitz.— Lord Charles

Wellesley (Clerk Marshal) has relieved Colonel Arbuth-

not in the duties of Ecpierry in Waiting on the Queen ;

and Colonel Wylde has relieved Major-General Sir Edward
liowater as the Equerry in Waiting on Prince Albert.

His Imperial Highness the Archduke Frederick of

Austria arrived at Liverpool on Thursday week, from

Glasgow; and, after visiting the public buildings, pro-

ceeded to Manchester, and examined the different manu-
factories. Hia Imperial Highness left for Chester on

Monday, to make a tour in Wales ; and intends to return

to town next week, by way of Birmingham and Oxford.
r Church Preferment.—The Venerable W, H. Hale, of

Oriel College, archdeacon of Middlesex and canon of

St. Paul's, has been presented to the archdeaconry of

London.—The Rev. R. H, Barham, minor canon of St.

Paul's, has been presented by the dean and chapter to

the rectory of St. Augustine and St Paith, London.
I^ttw Appotnlments,—A rumour has been current this

week that Lord Lyndhurst will shortly retire from the

woolsack ; and that he will be temporarily succeeded by

Lord Abinger, who will shortly afterwards retire in favour

of Sir Wiliiaml'oUett. It was also said that these changes

will involve the elevation of the present Attorney-general

to the dignity of Chief Baron, and, in all probability, the

promotion of Mr. Fitzroy Kelly and Mr. Creswel! ; but

the statement is not supported by authority, and is con-

sidered to require confirmation.— It is announced that

Mr. David Pollock, brother of the Attorney-general, will

be appointed to the commissionership of Insolvency va-

cant by the death of Mr. Bowen. Mr. Bond, recorder of

Poole, has been appointed magistrate at the Queen-square

police-court, vacant by the death of Mr. Gregorie. The
valuable appointment of counsel to the East India Com-
pany is now vacant by the death of Mr. Serjeant Spankie.

Mr. Enfield, who has for many years held an important

situation in the lunacy department, under the Lord Chan-
cellor, has been appointed to the secretaryship of the new
commission of Lunacy, with a salary of 1000/, per annum.

France for 52 years, during 30 of which he has been a

Lteut.-general. In acknowledging Marshal Soult^s letter

announcing his dismissal, Gen, Pajol says,—**I was not

prepared for this decision ; but it is a satisfaction to me
to reflect that it will be come to after order and the greatest

tranquillity have reigned in ParisTor more than three years.

My sense of my own personal dignity has never allowed

me to set any value on my services, and if for a moment
I call your attention to them, it is not—I earnestly beg

you to believe—to protest againsc an unmerited disgrace.

Having been ft soldier for fifty-two years—of which 1 have

been a Lieutenant-general for the last thirty years—I was,

in the three last campaigns of the empire, so happy as to

obtain signal successes at the head of numerous corps of

the army ; and it is well known that I was in the first

line of Generals-in-chief for whom the Great Captain des-

I might, perhaps, have been

.foreign.
' France.—The Paris papers are still occupied with the

question of the right of search, the slave-trade treaties of

1831 and 1833, and the treaty of commerce with Belgium.
There is said to be no doubt that the French Government
has officially and formally communicated to Lord Aber-
deen, that the treaty of the 20th of December, 184 !, will

not be ratified. The Ministerial papers admit that the at-

tempt to effect a treaty of commerce between France and
Belgium had failed, and attribute that fact to the inter-

ference of the deputies engaged or interested in manufac-
tures. They intimate, however, that the Government still

entertain the idea, and will return to it at the first favour-
able moment. The manufacturers of Eiboeuf, Valen-
ciennes, Rouen, Lille, &c-,hate all sent addresses to the
-King against the treaty with Belgium, while those of Lyons
attribute the presexit disastrous atate of the French silk

manufacture to reprisaU, ordained by the Governments of
foreign markets, in revenge for French prohibition. It is

announced that the committee appointed to examine and
report upon the state of the gum trade at Senegal had
concluded its labours, and had recommended, 1st, That
the trade in gum should be free in future ; 2d, That

in order to establish a fund for the benefit of the traders,

a duty of 5 per cent, should be levied on all purchases.

Subsequent accounts state that the reference of the

Portendic affair to the mediation of the King of Prus^sia

had, it waa hoped, deprived that question of all its

danger; but there was still abroad an undefined impression

that the relations of the two countries were not of the

friendly nature that had characterized them for sometime

previously In regard to the right of search treaty, it is

Mid that in announcing the refusal of his Government

tined the baton of Marshal.

warranted in hoping that the Government of July would

grant me this reward, and thus realise an intention openly

manifested by the Emperor. Par from acknowledging

these claims, M. le Maroohal, you seem disposed to de-

prive me suddenly of a post in which I have, during

twelve years, passed through great difficulties, A retreat,

thus preceded, has nothing redoubtable in my eyes. I

have already known adversity. My long career will not

have been without glory. My fellow-citizens will ever do

me the justice of testifying that I have constantly served

my country with the most disinterested devotion. There-

fore, however rigorous may be the lot which awaits me,

I shall meet with resignation the sentence with which I

am threatened/'—According to a return of the elections

of 1839 and 1842, the Chamber of Deputies is thus com-

posed :—86 administrators, 70 judges or magistrates, 65

lawyers or ministerial officers, 01 officers of the army and

navy, 53 mayors, 36 merchants and manufacturers, 24

literary men, artists, ot savaiu ; and 8 physicians.—The
Commerce states that '* tbe superficies of Paris contained

within the present wall is 34,398,800 square yards. When
the continued wall at present in progress of construction is

completed, the superficies will be 267,558,000 square yards,

nearly as great as the superficies of the city of London."
The population of Paris, according to the census taken in

1841, amounted to 912,330 inhabitants : to which being

added the troops of the garrison and strangers, would
increase the population to 1,035,000.—Mr. Balfe, the

English composer, is now residing in Paris, to superin-

tend the rehearsals of his new opera, in preparation at

the Opera Comique.
The Prtmnces,—The Havre papers state that the wreck,

of the Tel^maque is within 3 feet of the surface at low
water, and that the tackle holds strong and steady in that

position. A man has walked on her side as she lies, from

one end of her to th^other, having the water no higher

than his waist. At tne date of tbe last accounts, Mr.
Taylor was engaged in arranging the apparatus so as to

act with greater force, and is said to have declared that in

four days the hull would be above water,—On the 25th ult.

the relics of St. Augustin were conveyed with great pomp
^n board the Gassendi steamer, in which the Archbishop

of Bordeaux and eight other prelates took passage for

Algiers.—We learn from Marseilles that the workmen
employed in widening the quay of the Old Tower have

discovered the torso of a colossal statue, supposed to have

been sculptured about the time of the first foundation of

the city, and to be the remains of a statue of Diana, the

classical patroness of Marseilles.—The Paris papers state

that there are at present a number of commercial travellers

in the South of France engaged in purchasing female hair.

This trade, which was formerly confined to a part of Nor-
mandy, Brittany, and Auvergne, has now been extended

to the south. The quantity of this article which comes an-

nually under the scissors is estimated at 200,000lbs- weight,

and is purchased from the female peasantry at the rate of

5fr. the pound. It is then forwarded to Paris, where it is

sold at lOfr. the pound to the hairdressers, and afterwards

resold by them at the rate of 40fr. ft is sufficient to state

that a w~ig which cost 35t'. weighs but three ounces.

Spain*—Advices from Madrid state, that the Cortes
will probably be opened on the 14th without a speech.
The rumours of a pretended conspiracy to establish the
Constitution of 1812, in order to prolong the Queen's
minority until she has attaioed her loth year, had entirely

ceased, the secret societies which had taken the initiative

in the project having fallen out as to the means of carry-
ing it into execution. One of the reports current at the

Puerta del Sol is that the Archduke Frederick of Austria,

now in England, Is iJestined by diplomacy to be the hus-
band of Queen Isabella. The Government pays little at-

tention to the schemes of the Infante Don Francisco de

Paulo, who is now intriguing with the Saragossa Repub-
licans. General Zurbano has been appointed Inspectortb ratify the treaty of the 20th December, 1841, M. _ ,,<.--,

6ui?«t deckr«d that %U &ug, tiie >iiai^t«ni| «ad Uie|s«B«ral; hoih bj-kad and m, of UiO imaggUri in

Catalonia.—Subsequent advices state that a rumour was

current at Madrid, to the effect that Seiior Gonzales was

about to be restored to office through the influence of the

British Minister. The Official Gazette of the 2Gth ult.

announces, that tbe Regent was desirous to reward the

officers and soldiers who, after having fought for liberty in

1823, desired to remain prisoners of war rather than join

the antinational party, which, with the assistance of a

foreign army, had restored a system of absolute power.

He had therefore issued a decree^ granting a cross of dis-

tinction to these officers and soldiers, that for the officers

being made of gold and that for the privates of silver.

The Regent has granted the Infante Don Francisco de

Paulo permission to take up his abode in Andalusia,

passing by Valencia, Saragossa, and INIadrid.

Portugal.—Letters from Lisbon of the 24th, mention

the arrival of the Prince de Joinville and the Due d' A.umale

in the Belle Puule frigate, with the Coquette corvette and

Asmode'e steam-frigate of the first class. The steamer

was expected to take the Due d'Aumale to Algiers ; and

the other ships, with the Ville de Marseilles three-decker,

expected from Toulon, were to go with the Prince de

Joinville to Brazil. The Princes held a levee at Belem

Palace on the 22d, at which all the ambassadors were present.

Lord Howard had had further interviews with the Duke
of Palmella on the tariff question : there was great oppo-

sition both from the Portuguese and foreign diplomatists,

and no hopes were entertained of I'eductions being made

on woollen manufactures ; but on cottons, which consti-

tute the great bulk of the British imports into Portugal,

considerable reductions were offered. The affairs with the

Pope's nuncio were not going on satisfactorily. Monsignor

Cappuccini was said to have realised nearly GO coutos of reis

by issuing dispensations; but the Government had at last

put a stop to the proceeding. Sir C. Napier had arrived

at Lisbon, and was saluted by the Portuguese forts on

coming into the Tagus. The papers give further particu-

lars of the Madeira news : fbr many years the island had

been able to pay its expenses, and remit a considerable

sum to the home government ; but it has lost so much

of its prosperity that it no longer realizes enough to meet

the ordinary charges of its own administration, and 'dis-

tress is severely felt among all classes in the island.

Belgium.—A letter from Ostend, of Oct. 23, says,

that the society which was formed here last year for the

purpose of establishing a Belgian colony in the province

of.Vera-Paz, in Guatemala (South America), and w^hich

was warmly seconded by the Government, has just em-

barked at that port its first batch of colonists, consisting

of 200 J^ibourers, intended to cut down timber and clear

the land in the district purchased by the Company. The

second division is to be sent out in spring, and at the

same time the families of the present set will be con-

veyed to the colony.

Switzerland.—A Swiss journal states that there is

some intention of constructing a railroad from the Lake

of NeufchAtel to the Lake of Geneva, and from the latter

to Chambcry ; and a'dds that it will facilitate the trans-

port of goods from Marseilles, which pass through Lyons,

and cross Switzerland to reach the Rhine. On the night

of Oct. 19, snow fell in sufficient quantities to whiten

the Jura, and on the 23d it fell on several points of

Revermont.
Hanover.—-Letters of the 23d state that the indisposi-

tion of His Majesty continues, with short interruptions, and

that the intended visit to the Duke of Brunswick, for a

hunting party at Blankenburg, is given up, 9s well as the

journey to Rafctinskischen. On that day, however, His

Majesty received a deputation of the citizens, who came

to offer their congratulations on the marriage of the Crown

Prince, and on His Majesty's recovery. The hopes

of the deputation, that His Majesty would listen to their

petition for the re-instalment of M, Rumann, were dis-

appointed, His Majesty having answered, in the most

positive terms, that this waS not to be thought of, and

that justice must take its course. It was rumoured that

the King would visit England in the course of the present

month.
Germany.—The first sitting of the Provincial States

Commission took place at Berlin, on the 21st ult.
^

The

question of the l^ million of the tax, which the King is

to diminish from the expenditure, and by which he 1p re-

poses to diminish the salt tax, came before the sitting.

The diminution in the revenue—in the salt duty, and the

railroad question, are almost the only questions for con-

sideration. The Commission will, probably, not sit more

than a fortnight. The Prussian Slate Gazette of the 28th

ult. publishes the decree laying *do\vn the rules to be

observed in the deliberations of the States. There arc

19 articles; the most important one being the 3d, declaring

that all questions for debate must emanate from the

Government, as the institution was consultative, and not

legislative, so as to enable the King of Prussia to come

to accurate decisions, guided by the enlightened wisdom

of the States.—The result of the conference at Stutt-

gard into the affairs of the Customs Union, connected

with the tiew tariff, has been laid before the respective

governments for their approbation. It recommends the

augmentation of the import duty on all French cutlery,

jewellery, articles in gold, silver, and bronze, from 50 rix

dollars to 100 rix dollars per cwt. The motive for this

step ia attributed to the treaties lately coni:iuded by

France with some neighbouring states, not members 01

the union, to the prejudice of Gernmn manufactures.—

-

The University of Halie, and indeeiT the whole learned

world, has just suffered a severe loss, by the death of Pro-

fessor Gessenius. He died on the 23d ult., in the 57th

year of hia age,—Letters from Vienna mention the en-

thusiasm with which the well-known dancer, Fann/

ymsk treated Ia tkat Oft b«r departure
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The few Tomatoes remaining: are selling: from 3,?. 6rf. to As. per fhalf-siere. Flowers: We observed some handsome plants ofEneas m pots, as well as a few Chrjsauthemums ; the cut
flowers consist of Cereus Jenkinsoni, Combretum purptireum,
Cypripedium insierne. Mignonette, Chrysanthemums, Azaleas,

PRICESj^Satu«dA¥, Nov. 5. 1842.—FKUIIS
;

Pine Apple, per ]b.4i to 6*
GrapeB, per pound, 1« ed to 3«— Miis,(.ars, Sj to 5*— Spanish, 9rf to ]»
— FortufjHl 1# to U Gd *?

Plums, dessert, per hf. slave. At ~'

Apples, dessert, per bush., 2j 6d to G<— Kitchen, 2# to 5*
Pears, dessert, per hf.-sieve, 2i to 7#
MedlarR, per ht. sieve, 2* Gd to S*
uinces, per hf. sieve, S/ 6'ff

berberries, per hf,-sieve, U to £#
Pomeg^ranates, pei doz. 4i
Cucumbers, per doz., it to 6»

OranjjeB, per doj., li to 3i— per 100,4* to24#
LemonB, per dojt. u to 3«— per I00,6«to \St
Almonds, perpeck, 6jto7«
Sweet Almondfl, per pouud, Zt
Chesjsuts, per peck, «* to 7«
Walnuts, per bush,, shelled, 12/ Sdi
Filberts.English, per loo lbs, 60j to 70<
Cob Nuts, per peck, 65* to 90«
Nuts, per bushel—
— -Brazil, JC# to 20*— Spanish, 20*
— Xiarteloua, 20* to 2-4*

VEGETABLKS.
Savoys, per doz. lOd to 1/. 3d
Cabbage, per doz. )* to U'Brf
— plants, per doz, 1* 6^/ to 2* Gd— Red,forpicklinp, 1* Gd to g* fl(/

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. U 3d to 2*
Broccoli, p.r bunch,'!* to 1* Gd
Canliflowers, per doz., 2r to 4*
Potatoes, per ton, 40* to BO*— per cwt. 2* to 4$
— perbusliel, !-» 6d to 2*— Kidney, per bu., 2* to 2* 6d
«— New autumn, per lb., I*

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve
9d to 1* 6d

Turnipi, per doz bun., 1* to 2* Cd
Carrnti, per doz. bun,, 3* to 5*
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to I*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to it 6d
Salfafy, per bundle, 1* Sd to 1* Gd
Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* Cd to 4* 6*/

Radish, per doz. hands (34 to 30 each)
OitoU

• »

Radish, Turnip, p. doz.bch., 1* to l*Cd
Papneps, per dizen, 9d to 1*
Spinach, per sieve, !* 6<i to s*
Leeks, per doz. bun., 1* Gd lo2*
Onions, per bushel, U to 6* €d— Green, p. doz bun. 3* 6d to 4*
^ — Spanish, per doz. la 6d to 2*
iiarlic, per lb. Gd to ad
Shallots, per lb., it

Lettuce, Cabbage, p. bc, 9d to J«— Cos, 1*
Endive, per score, 9d to i« Gd
Celery, p. bd., ([2iol5)6rfto \i9d
^mall Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
V\'atercress, per doz- sm. bun. id to
Parsley, per doz. bun., ]*6'dto2*
Tarragon, per doz. bun., S* to 3*
Sa^e, per doz. bunches, ItGdioSt
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2*
Tumatoea, per hf. sv. 3* to 4* -.;

Chilies, per lOP, I* to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle. It to I* 3d

Cd

Koiices to Correspondents.

We shall be obliged if our Correspondents, m their future
communications, will take care that no general question
relating to different subjects is asked in the same para-
graph, and that each question is headed with the principal
subject. One side only of the paper should be written
on, so^ that we may separate each question. If these
directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our
obtaining answers, and will enable us to arrange our
Correspondence under general heads, separating those
questions and answers which are of interest merely to
individuals, from such as are of general interest.

Manures.—J. G. -ff. says—" Sea-weed and farm-yard manure,
weU worked together, are the sources of fertihty in his neigh-
hoarhood. Scarcity of stock, however, renders the latter a
dear article. It appears to him that an admirable substitute
might be found in gas-water, which may easily and cheaply be
procured, and in any quantity. Suppose a mixhiU (the term for
dunghill used herej be built thus:—Let the foundation consist
of sca-wecd, upon which gas-water may be poured, then a
fresh layer of sea-weed and more gas-water, and so on until the
heap is thought sufficiently large. Upon the top and sides
strew a layer of mould to keep the heat in ; and when fermen-
tation has taken place, strew a sufficient quantity of gypsum
to fix the ammonia. Would this not prove an admirable fertil- *

iser to a light clay soil ? • No doubt ; but it would be as well to
add to the heap all sorts of vegetable refuse, sawdust included

;

.
and, if practicable, a good deal of urine.t M, W, jS:.—You
must take the gas-water of the strength at which the
•works sell it. In this respect it is variable. Use it quite fresh
upon your Dahlia-stalks and other rubbish. Just as much
is requisite as will wet the mass; cover the latter over with
earth, to keep in the heat, and when quite hot turn it over,
sprinkling it with a little oil of vitriol and water, till the
pungent smell of the mixture is diminished j then cover the
w hole again with earth as before, and leave itfor a few weeks.

t

GcANo.— iJ. W, /.—Guano is most effective when applied in wet
weather, and either in October or March, f

Opkn GuTT^ns.—^ /Jcorfer.—There is little doubt but a brick
smoke flue, at present used in a small house, and which
is 6 inches wide by 9 inches deep inside, will do for a hot-water
trough, if the tiles are removed from the top and the inside is
well plastered with Roman cement, i

Rogers* Conical Boimcrs.—u4 i?<^«rfer.—The fire in thcseboilers
is in immediate contact with the metallic plate of the boiler.
The thickness of the body of water surrounding the fire in those
of the small size is about 2 inches. A boiler of this form con-
structed of the strongest tin plate would, perhaps, last a year
or two.i

Cl'cumbkrs IX Pots.—^ i?ea£/er.—The reason why Horticultural
"writers recommend the pots in which Cucumbers are grown to
be plunged for halftheir depth in mould is, that the roots may
be less liable to suffer from want of moisture, and that when
they have protruded through the bottom of the pot, they may

still have some material to encourage their growth. We should
imagine that Cucumber plants, especially when grown in pots,
ought not to be watered with a solution of nitrate of soda more
frequently than once in a month or six weeks.t

Peacues.—T. P.—The best sorts for forcing are the Noblesse and
Royal George. The manner in which a Peach-house is con-
structed, is of less importance thaa tfie management of the
trees during the different stages of their growth. The best
paper upon this subject which we have seen, is that from Mr.
Errington, which appeared in No. 9 of the Proceedings of the
Horticultural Society, for 1840. A brief extract of the most
material points is given at p. 7 of the VhronicU for last year.^

Pinb-applks.—A Young Gardener cannot do better than attend
to the directions given i;i our weekly Calendar of Operations.
When Pine plants are in flower, or after they have blossomed,
ever>' root should be carefully preserved. To disroot them at
that period would undoubtedly destroy the after-swelling of the
fruit, t

Sta'tick ARBo'KisA.— JS;. JK.—When practicable, this plant should
be turned out in the border of a conservatory > it may, however,
be grown to great perfection in a pot, if the roots are allowed
plenty of room. The soil should consist of equal parts of turfy
loam and peat or vegetable mould.*

Thl'n-bieroia alata.—^ Subscnber.—k% you have no place in
which vou cati preserve your plants of Thunbcrgia alata except
apit, from which the frost is but just excluded during winter,
xt wiU be better tor you to treat this plant as an annual, and to
sow seeds of it, early in spring, in a pot plunged in a hotbed.
II Kept at so low a temperature as you speak of, the plants are
sure to die ofi

;
they also require to be kept in a warm green-

house to make them produce seed freely tNBLUMBicM.-ri/ -Place the seed in a litUe loam, and plunge
itin water ofthe temperature of 85\ When it has germinated,and struck its root into the loam, shift it carefully into a larger

^^H* nf MJ"J^^'^
the latter as the plant requires it. At the

end of the season resist, by keeping it nearly dry and lowering
the temperature to 50^ All the time it is growing the waterabout its roots ought to be at ss'^.t

e^^o^i"? i^e water

Hyacinths.-^ Regular SubscHber.~To grow these in moss, it
is necessary to fill the Hyacinth glasses with that aubsUnce,
moderately damp, to such a height that the bottoms of the
bulbs may rest upon it. They should be kept in the dark untU
toe bulba have begtw to fom roots; ftfter which they may be

placed as near the light as possible, and the quantitv of watermay be increased. If the moss is made too wet before the roots
have begun to form, the bulbs are liable to decay.t

Pears.—j1 Constant Sxthscrihcr.—ThQ ten varieties of Pears for a
west-wall, in addition to the twenty-seven you already possess,
may consist of the following :—Forelle, Beurre Bosc, Thomp-
son's, Kmght's Monarch, Fondante du Boie, Van Mons Leon
le Clerc. Old Colmar, Jean de Wilte, March Bergamot. Hol-
land Bergamot.!i C^^riCT/sasks if we can pugpest anv mode
to prevent certain of his Espalier Pears from decaying before
they become ripe, and whilst quite hard, as is almost always
the case with the Flemish Beauty, Duchesse d'Angoul^me, and
Bon Chretien Fondante. The soil is deep and strong, but not
wet. [The vaiieties alluded to, especially the two first, having
thin skinp, are very liable to be attacked by wasps ; and from a
single puncture, decay is induced throughout the whole sub-
stance of the fruit. :i]

Plum-trees,— C/eriCKj,— Plum-trees bear naturally on spurs,
and not like the Peach, which in general produces fruit only on
shoots of the preceding season, lou must, ^therefore, encou-
rage spurs j instead of dying ofl; these will become productive if
you rightly manage the summer pruning,

[j

FaviT-TRKE BoRnKRs.—H. //.—Borders for Fruit-trees should
be made sufficiently rich to induce a free, but not an over-lux-
uriant growth. By stimulating manure must be understood
such as would produce the latter rfTcct. Prcsumiitg that the
soil of your border is naturally good, the addition you propose
of fresh hazel loam and some pulverised bog-earth will pro-
bably be suflGcient. A little rich compost about Uie roots wiU
be proper, in order to start the trees in the first instance.

I!

Seeds of Fruits.— 0, S.—Seeds of the Apple, Pear, and Quince
may be sown in autumn, in weU-prepared ground ; or they
maybe kept till spring in brown paper. If, as is generally the
case, the latter smell of tar, so much the better ; it will act as
a preservative against the attacks of insects. You may also
bury the fruit two inches deep, and afterwards thin the plants
as may be necessary. Plum and Cherr>' stones are best iuid
between layers of sand till spring,

ij

Acorns.—E. J»f.—Acorns should either be sown soon after being
gathered, or mixed with sand and made into heaps during the
winter; otherwise they are very apt to perish. If you had
dropped them in the autumn among newly-raiiicd fences,
taking care that they were buried about an inch, not much
more, all would have grown that the mice did not eat.t

HoRsE-CHESNUTs.—5. C—Thcse are greedily eaten by Deer.
The Turks are said to feedj.hcir horses upon them. They also
contain much potash, and would probably make a good
addition to a compost-heap, if broken before being added.

t

Sea-kale.— Ji«5.—There is little danger of leaves heathig to such
an excess as to injure Sea kale, unless an inmioderate quantity
of them is used. By keeping trial-sticks inserted hi different
parts of the bed, you may easily discover whether the heat is

too great. The method which you have adopted for covering
them is perfectly right.^:

Turnips.—i?M5.—We doubt not but you will find the method,
recommended at p. 726 in last week's Chrmiicle, for keeping
Mangel Wurzel, equally ^applicable to the preser\-ation of
Turnips. They are, however, best ridged out of doors. J

Books.—.4 5Mi«cTiicr.—The titles of the works mentioned by Mr.
Hayward at p. 709 are—"The Science of Horticulture," and
"An Inquiry into the Causes of the Fruitfulncss and Barren-
ness of Trees and Plants.'^j

Garukxeks.—We do not see why An Admirer of Fair-dealing
should object to a gardener selling seeds, provided his master
permits him to do so. It is a common practice, and is frequently
intended as a little piece of encouragement to a diligent man.
If, however, he sells them without permission, he commits a
robbery; and then there are other means of dealing with him
than through a newspaper. The law has much longer aims
and a tighter gripe than the Gardeners* Chronicled

Wa-TEr.-^U. Famdcll.—K the water of a well be tolerably pure,
that is to say, free from decaying vegetable or animal niattcis of
any kind, as the water from deep wells generally is, there does
not seem to be any reason to suppose that it cannot be pre-
served for many months in properly-constructed tanks. The
earthy impurities, existing in greater or less quantity in all
water, do not in any way^-ender it liable to become foul. Unless
great care is taken to collect pure rain-water, and to preseri'e
it in very clean vessels, it is far more likely to become foul than
spring-water is.— E.

British "WiKs.—Fidelis.—V^e regret to be obliged to retain our
opinion that good wine cannot be made from unripe Grapes.
Wine may be drinkable, without being good. Perhaps we are
fastidious, but we really cannot admit that the sample you have
been so very obliging as to send us proves the contrary.t

MiscKLrANEOus.-C. T. H.—Your plant is Geissom^rialongi-
flora.J Botley.—The Durmast Oak is not an evergreen.t-—

-

M. C—The specimen sent is Fuchsia virgata.§ A.H.—Yoxxx

Pears are— 1, 25, 37, 29, Beurr^ Diel ; 2, 26, 34, 40. Beurre
Ranee; 28, 31, ^i, Glout Morceau ; 30, Moorfowl Egg; 2;,
Beurre Bosc

J 29, Seckle; 32. 42, 33, 63. Easter Beurr(5. The
Apples are— 100, Kirke's Lord Nelson; 101, Marmalade Pippin

;

102, 106, Fearn's Pippin; 103, Baxter's Pearmain; 104, Hol-
landbury; 107, Autumn Pearmain; 105, WormsUy Pippin ; 10^
Lemon Pippin!! S. S. S.—Your Pears are— 1, Uvedale's St.
Germain; 2, Buchanan's Spring Etnrre; 3, Napoleon. The
Applesaie—1, Lemon Pipphi; 3."stagg's NonpareU; 4,Fearn's
Pippm." Tr.—Your Pear is Henri Quatre.;, A Constant
SvOseizber,—Your Apples aie— 1, Easter Pippin cr French
Crab; 2, Chester Pearmain.| Oct. 15.—Your Apple is not
known: although handsome, its flavour is not rich.B A
regular Subscriber. ^ Your Pansy is a bright and pleasing
flower, of good form and substarce; it is di:^tinct in having the
deep blue margin round the lower petals darker in colour than
any variety which we have seen. The yellow centre is bright
and uniform, and the eye got-d ; the margin leaving off abruptly
at the top of the side ptt..' is an nnpcrfection.* C. T.—
Much obliged, but we would* lathcr mwiage the subject of
morphology ourselves. It is tou difficult for inexperienced
wnters.t Sboracum.—Yi^e are making inquiries, but it is very
difficult to get information that can be rtlied im4 T, P.—
Your Oncidium is On. bif^lium.f 7?. W. J.—You
consult Johnson's " Farmer's Encyclopaedia."t

had belter
Clerici/s.

Tne specimens of fruit marked with the ftillowing numbers are
correctly i^amed in your list, viz.:- Pears, 6. Apples, 15. 20,
21, 22. The others arc as follows:— 8, Puchcsse d'Angou-
IGme; 11, White •oyennt'; 14, Ameiican Mammoth, or Gh ri»
MuJidi, 16, Reinette du Canada; 1, Easter Bcurr^: 2, \N hite
Doyenne

; .?, Autun.n Ber^amotj 4. Gansel's Bergamot; S,
Beurre deCaplaumont; 7, appears to be the Flemish Beauty,
certainly not the Brown Bcurr<5 ; 0, Eon Chretien Fon-
dante; 10, Chaumontel; 13, Kirke's Lord Nelson; 1 7, True
Old Golden Pippin, certainly very different from the Cornish
Gilhflowcr; 18, Downton Pippin j 19, Ribstone Pippin ; 2J.
Downton

; 26 is not the French Reinette, but most probably
the Alexander, notwithstanding the almost uniform salmon
colour it has assumed. The specimen named Alexander. itf
correct. The Flemi.vh Beauty ought to have been gathered
earlier; if left till it readily parts from the tree, it never
becomes perfectly melting!! D. Judd.-Ofthe Apples you
sent, No. 1 is Brabant Beilefleur ; 3, 6, Wormsley Pippin; 5,
Acklam's Russet; 7, Pear.son '.s Plate; 8, Syke House Husseti
9. Franklin's Golden Pippin; 10, King of the Pippins; 12, 13,
OldNonparcil; J4, Ijeautyof Kent ; 17.Noni-nch; 19. Alfriston;
20, the Pear, is Hacou's lncomparable.il V. V.—Wc cannot
inform you. R, C—Your plant is Phlox procumbens.j

As usual, many letters have arrived too lute for answtirs thia week.

Pear is the Brown Beurre. J. R. r.— Send six P. O. Labels
to the Ofl5ce, and the Number for lOih April 1S41 shall be sent
you.—

—

A Moderate.—Your Heath anpears to be Erica verticil-
lata.t—-P. iJ.—Your plant is RhipsSis crispata.f W. B. B.
—The Salvia is S. pulchella.f Ignorarnus.—Yoar plants are
Hed5chiumcoronarium;3, Dracaena Draco j 4, Marantabicolor;
5, Plumbago capensis; ahd 6, a Stap^lia.t V. D.—The Sy-
camore blight is produced by a parasitical fungus, and is of no
importance. J, G. H.—Myatt's British Queen Strawberry
does not require protection during winter. Mr. Errington's
plant is a very pretty variety of Brasavolavenosa, with flowers
much more spotted than usual.t E. j»/.—Wecan assure you
that tlie circumstance alluded to by "J. R." in connexion with
Oaks has no relation to what you speak of, but is a very curi-
ous fact, respecting which we shall have something to say be-
fore long; we having seen specimens of the Oaks hi question.t

A Constant /Jearftfr.—Your Pears are, 3, GansePs Bergamot

;

4, St. Germain; 5, Uvedale's St. Germain; 6. Buchanan's
Spring Beurre; 7, of the nature of a Perry Pear; 8, Bezi de
Caissoy

; 9, Passe Colmar. 1 appears to be only fit for stew-
ing. The Apples are. 1, Salopian ; 3, 16, Embroidered Pijipin

;

4, HollaBdbury; 5, Newbold's Duke of York; 6, Black Bors-

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Thb French papers are still occupied with the dis-

cussion of the Right of Search and of the Slave-Trade
Treaties now in force between this country and France.
There appears to be no doubt that the Ministry have
acceded to the popular feeling in regard to the Treaty of
December 1841, and have ofikially communicated to
Lord Aberdeen that the Treaty will not be ratified. The
Ministerial papers admit the failure of the attempt to

effect a Treaty of Commerce between France and Belgium,
and attribute it to the opposition of the deputies interested

in manufactures. The thief topic of interest in Paris is

the dismissal of General Pajol from the post of Com-
mander of the First Military Division permanently sta-

tioned in the Capital. The General had distinguished

himself in all the campaigns of Napoleon, and had con-
tributed, in a great measure, to the success of the revolu-

tion of 1830 ; his dismissal, under these clrcun^stances, is

severely censured by the Liberal journals as an insult to a
gallant soldier, who for fifty-two years has been associated
v?iththe military administration of France.—From Spain
we learn that the Cortes will probably be opened on the
14th ; and that a report was current that Senor Gonzales
is likely to be restored to oflfice through the influence of
the British Minister. The rumours of an intended con-

not known in the neighbourhood of London ; 3, is Gloria
Mundi ; 4, Yorkshire Greening; 5, Syke House Russet; 6, not
Loan's Pearmain; 7, Everlasting Pearmam; 8, not Dutch
Codlin, but an Apple called by some the Fall Pippin. I; H. H,
IT.—Your Apples are, 1, Blenheim Pippin; 2, Stagg's Non*
pareil. The Pears are, 3, Glout Morceau ; 4, St. Germain.!;
J. L. 0. P.—Your Peaii are, 2, Beurre Diel; 3, Beurr^Boscj
4, Brown Beurre; 5, Urbaniste; 6, White Doyenne; 7, very
likeAlthorpe Crassane; B, 24, Whiter Nelis; 9, 14, Beurre

Doyenne; 23, Doyenn^ Gris; 25, Easter Beurre; 26, Glout
Morceau; 28, Beurr^ Diel; 30, Moorfowl Egg. Of the Ap-
pies, 1, which you state keeps till June, is Reinette du
Canada; 3, Kirke's Lord Nelson. y A Constant Hender,
—Your Apples are-l, Padley's Pippin; 2, King of the
Pippins

i 3, Yellow Ingcstrie ; 4, Downton 5 6, Powell's
Russet ; Ti Courtr of Wick ; 8, Wvken Pippin ; 9, French
Reinette; 10, Court-pendu Plat; n, Feani's Pippin j 12,
Pomme de Neige; 13, Beauty of Kent; 14, Dev
Buckland: ISjBlenhehn Pippin ; 16, Hollandbury; 17, Kibstone
Pippin; 18, Nonesuch ; 19, Norfolk Paradise; 20, KenUsh FUU
basket; 23, London Pippin. The Pears are— 24, St. Germain;
25, GansePs Bergamot; 26, Beurrd de Cajiiaumont.f Peter
Bumphrei/.—Yoxxx Apples are—3, Rhode island Greening; 4,

spiracy to prolong the Queen's minority had entirely

ceased, and the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria, now in
England, was openly mentioned as the Prince destined by
diplomacy tobethehusband of herMajesty. Gen.Zurbano's
successes in Catalonia in suppressing the contraband trafliic

has procured for him the appointment of Inspector-gene-
ral of the smugglers of that province.—From Portugal the
accounts of the Tariff question are still unsatisfactory

;

the Portuguese and the foreign diiJomatists offer consider-

able opposition, and no hopes of a reduction on woollens are

entertained; but some important reductions are offered

on cotton manufactures, which conptitutethe great bulk of
British imports Into Portugal. The first sitting of the
Prussian Commission of the Provincial States took place
on the 21st, The diminution of the Expenditure, the

Salt Duty, and the Railroad questions are the only topics

for the consideration of the Commission, which was not
expected to sit longer than a fortnight.— The Russian
papers confirm the announcement made some weeks since,

that the convention with Prussia is no longer in force, and
that the officers on the frontier have received orders not
to receive any deserters or recruits delivered by the Prus-
sian authorities. The statement of the withdrawal of the

troops from the Caucasus is also confirmed, and it appca/s

that Russia has for the present ceased to act upon
the offensive, maintaining only such a number of troops

as may be necessary to garrison the fortresses alreadj

captured from the Circassians.—From Turkey, we learn

that the Porte, after hearing an exact report of the events

which led to the late Servian revoluticn, has sanctioned

the deposition of Friuce Michael, and formally signified

its approval of the new Sovereign. This result, which

is said to be entirely the act of the Sultan, appears to have

been unexpected, and to have taken the Ambassadors by

surprise. It is also announced, that Persia has accepted

the mediation of this country, and that the differencesGolden Reinette; 6, Blenheim Pippin j 7. Margil ; IS, Pitmas. L'"^«
«*cumLiun 01 ima cuuuw j, »..« .««. ^^^ «x„..^uv.co

ton Nonpar^, xh? oWiers ure wot toPwn/: —^, I* -1*—Vour I with the Tuxkish^GpTerameat^are jn ajair^wfty of set-

%
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yestigate the charges maJe against him with respect to

the Talacre Mining Company.

East India IIouse.^M a late meeting of the Court of

Directors, it was resolved to present a gold medal to the

d*stinguishednativeDwarkanauthTagore,wliolias recently

visited this country. In their letter conveying this mark

of respect, the Chairman and Deputy Chairman state that

it is intended by the Directors as a testimonial of iheir

esteem, and of the approbation with which they regard

the public benefits conferred by him upon British India,

by the liberal encouragement he has afforded to the dif-

fusion of education, and to the introduction of the arts

and sciences; and by the generous support he has given

to the charitable insLitutiaps of Calcutta, whether esta-

blished for the relief of the%indoo or of the British com-

munity. They further express the hope of the Court,

that the noble course which he has pursued will have the

effect of contributing to the accomplishment of that ob-

lect which it has ever been their anxious desire to promote

^viz.jthe identification of the feelings and interests of

the native and European population committed to their

government, and thus strengthening the bonds which

unite India with Great Britain. In acknowledging this

mark of esteem, the eminent Baboo says, " If distress and

danger had beset my path, I should have considered my-

self more than rewarded by the distinguished honour now

conferred upon me ; but 1 felt with confidence, and not

less with gratitude, that under the just and liberal rule of

the Hon. Court, an honest citizen seeking to improve the

condition of his country by legal and not unworthy means,

had everything to hope for, and lathing to apprehend,
_

I

have worked in my humble sphere under a firm conviction

that the happiness of India is best secured by her con-

nexion with your own great and glorious country ; and

that the more the people of that vast empire were en-

lightened, the more sensible they would become of the in-

vincible powerof the protecting state,and of the excellence

of a Government whose pure and benevolent intentions,

whose noble solicitude for the welfare and improvement of

the millions committed by Providence to its charge, may

challenge the admiration of the whole world/'

Chamber of Commerce.--X proposal has lately been

made in the leading mercantile circles of the City, to form

a Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce, governed by a

committee, to superintend the general interests of trade,

and form the accredited organ of communication with the

executive. A Chamber of Commerce is to be found in

almost every town of importance throughout the United

Kingdom, w\th the single exception of London, where the

merchants have nothing but a club and different coffee-

houses in which those engaged in particular branches of

commerce are in the habit of meeting from day to day.

It is suggested that the formation of a Chamber of

Commerce would supply a legitimate organisation of the

great mercantile interests, and afford the individual

members of those interests the benefit of united action.

It is also urged that such a body would be of great service

in establishing order and regularity in the despatch of

business, in watching over the different markets, and in

investigating such matters of public interest as have been

brought to fight in connexion with the Custom-house and

other frauds,

Missionary Societies.'—On Wednesday, a meeting of

the City branch of the Church Missionary Society was

held at Crosby-halh The report stated that the parent

society had been established forty years ago, and had done

much 'towards converting the heathen inhabitants of the

West and East Indies, of Africa, New Zealand, and

several islands in the South Seas. The Bishops of Cal-

cutta and Madras testified to the successful efforts of the

society's missionaries among the idolatrous Hindoos of

Southern Asia. The funds of the society had not kept

pace with its expenditure, and the effprts of the mis-

sionaries must be confined to the localities of their present

stations. New missions could not be undertaken at

present* The actual number of missionary stations spread

over the more distant countries was 107. There were

1,353 missionary labourers, of whom 117 were ordained

clergymen of the Church of England, The expenditure of

the parent society for the year 1041 exceeded its receipts

by 20,000/., so that increased subscriptions and donations

would be necessary in order that that debt might be

liquidated, and to enable the society to establish a reserve

fund. The committee appealed to the citizens of London
for such support. The citizens of the great emporium of

the trade and commerce of the world were bound by two
reasona, one secular and the other religious, to aid the

Missionary Society, The light of Christianity brought
about civilisation, and civilisation advanced commerce
amongst nations heretofore benighted and limited in their

wants. London would benefit by that commerce, and in

return for wealth gained from distant nations by the aid

of Providence, its citizens ought to send back the blessings

of Christianity. The London auxiliary section was
founded in 1840, and had already transmitted to the

parent society 2,961/-, and its receipts for the past year

amounted to 1,239/. On the motion of Mr. Labouchere

the report was adopted, and a subscription entered into to

promote the objects of the society.—On Monday, a meeting

of the Wesleyan Missionary Society was held in the City, at

which the following details of the proceedings of its mis-

sionaries during the past year were made public. It ap-

peared that the association was formed in 1786, and, next

to the Moravian mission, was the oldest society of the

kind in the country. Its operations extended over New-

foundland, New Brunswick, Canada, the West Indies, the

Polynesian Islarvls, India, Ceylon, Western Africa, New
Zealand, several parts of the Continent, &c. &c. In

Africa, the conversion of the native tribes was proceeding

iatisfactorilf, and in ladia and Ceylon 38 missionaries

were actively employed. Across the Pacific Ocean, in

New Zealand, the operations of the society's ministers

were proceeding favourably; and many of the native

tribes, at the date of the last advices, were to be seen as-

sembled in Christian worship. The wilds and forests of

Australia had proved no obstacle to the zeal of the mis-

sionary, for numbers of the aboriginal inhabitants were

now converted to Christianity. There were 2G6 principal

missionary stations, and 380 engaged ministers, in addi-

tion to matiy subordinate teachers, &c. Seven printing

establishments had been formed, where the work of trans-

lating the Bible into the language of the people was car-

ried on. The number of languages into which they were

already rendered was twenty. The condition of the people

in the neighbourhood of all the stations was stated to be

satisfactory, and the income of the society during the year

had increased to 101,000/,

British-American Association.— The affairs of this

Company have been brought prominently before the

public within the last few days. It appears that the pro-

posed object of the Company is emigration and colonisa-

tion of the territory on the north bank of the St. Lawrence,

about half-way between Quebec and Montreal ; that the

circulars issued to the public announced^ the Duke of

Argyll as president, several noblemen as vice-presidents,

and the baronets of Scotland and Nova Scotia as its active

superintendents. During the last fortnight several opera-

tives who had given up good situations in this country,

for the purpose of emigrating under the protection of the

Company, haVe complained to the Lord Mayor that they

had entered into contracts with those whom they con-

sidered to be the representatives of the association, to go

to Prince Edward'sjsland in the ship Barbadoes, and that

the terms of the contracts had not been fulfilled. His

_lordship, therefore, directed that Captain D. Campbell,

who owned the vessel, and Mr. Haldon, who negotiated

with the emigrants, should attend to answer the charge of

violation of their contracts. In the course of the state-

ments made, a great many assertions upon the part of

the complainants were denied by the representatives

of the company; and the Lord Mayor considering a voyage

to Prince Edward's Island at the present season of the

year a suspicious circumstance, wrote to the Duke of

Argyll upon the subject. It had previously been stated

by the solicitor of the company that they courted inquiry

as the best advertisement they could obtain, and that- the

Duke considered himself liable for the pecuniary transac-

tions of the management. In answer to the Lord Mayor's

letter, the Duke of Argyll replied that he had formerly

taken an interest in the company, believing that it might

enable some of the redundant population of the Western

Highlands to emigrate advantageously to North America;

but in consequence of the late proceedings, he is desirous

of withdrawing his name from the concern. His Grace

further states that he is not responsible for any pecuniary

transactions of the management, and that he contributed

500/. in June last, upon the implied and understood condi-

tion that no steps involving any expenditure of money were

to be undertaken on the part of the company, till the sum
of 50,000/, was duly certified to have been subscribed, or

placed to the company's credit by some means or other.

He was therefore surprised to observe the question brought

before the Lord Mayor m to wages, &c., to^ be paid to

operatives and emigrants upon the company's account."

After reading these letters, a gentleman who had resided

in Prince Edward's Island came forward to support the

Lord Mayor's observations about the climate, and stated,

that if even the vessel should reach Halifax, the emigrants

would have to travel 200 miles over a difficult tract,

and drasr their boats over nine miles of ice. The
Lord Mayor said, he had not uttered a word about

the climate before he had ascertained the correctness of

the reports which were always current as to the intense

rigour of the winter of that particular spot. He repeated,

that he was induced to interfere inconsequence of the re-

presentations which had been made to him by the poor

men who were, in his opinion, running a very awful

hazard by emigrating, under all the circumstances which

had come to his knowledge.

Westminster Abbey.—The installation, or reading-in, of

the newly-appointed Dean of Westminster, Dr. Turton,

will, it is understood, take place in the Abbey on Tuesday

next, with the usual ceremonies. The prebends and other

dignitaries of the church will assist at the ceremony, to

which the public will be admitted by tickets.

Meiropotitan Improvements.—At the latemeetingof the

Court of Common Council, Mr. R. L. Jones brought up

the report of the improvements' committee on the subject

of the viaduct proposed by Mr. Taylor to be formed from

Hatton-garden to Skinner-street. It expressed the ap-

probation of the committee in general terms of the forma-

tion of a viaduct to counteract the difficulty of the accli-

vities, and admitted the ingenuity of the project. It held

out no hope that funds could be speedily found to under-

take so great an alteration. The expense at which Mr-
Tayk>r estimated the cost of the viaduct was 90,000/., and

he did not mean to erect houses on any part of it. Mr-
R. L. Jones addei his hope to that expressed in the

report, that the nuisance would be one day removed ; but

he said the Government must allow the funds for carrying

the improvement into effect, for the corporation certainly

could not afford to enter unassisted upon so vast an under-
taking, which could not in his opiniom be accomplished
for less than 200,000/.—The Committee of the Metro-
politan Improvement Society have issued cirAilars to the

proprietors of the principal mannfacturing and engineer-

ing establishments, breweries, &c., expressing their

intention, in case some plana are not speedily adopted

to put an end to the nuisance of smoke, to proceed

against thena by the common law, or enforce the pro-

visions of Michael Angelo Taylor's Act, The Society

has also served similar notices to the proprietors of the

river steam-boats navigating between Richmond and

London-bridge.
Record Office.—It is stated in the daily papers that

Government have decided on appropriating part of the

Carlton riding-house, which adjoins the Queen-Dowager's

stables, for a new record ofBce, and that workmen are now
employed on the new building.

Public Meetings.—On Tuesday a meeting was held at

the Hall of Science, Blaekfriars-road. for the purpose of

recording some expression of public feeling in regard to

the conduct of Miss Martineau in refusing a pension of

300/. a year offered to her by the late Administration. The

Hall was completely filled, upwards of 500 persons being

present ; Colonel Thompson in the chair. After several

addresses had been delivered by speakers of both sexes,

the following resolution was unanimously adopted:

—

•^That this meeting fully appreciate the moral and poli-

tical honesty which led Miss Martineau to refuse the

pension offered by the late Whig Administration, though

they think there has rarely occurred an instance in which

the Royal bounty would have been so well bestowed."

River Steamers Notwithstanding the immense num-

bers who have^been conveyed by steamboats on the river

during the present year, exceeding that of any former

season from the commencement of steam navigation on

the Thames, some of the companies have realised no pro-

fits, others have met with severe losses, and two have been

dissolved. This result is attributed to the competition,

the low fares, and the number of passages made by the

various steamers. The Commercial Company, and another

running to Greenwich, were recently dissolved : and a few

days since, at the annual meeting of the Star Gravesend

Company, whose fine vessels have been running many

years, it was agreed that, in consequence of the losses sus-

tained by the competition, the company should be dis-

solved ; a committee was appointed to wind up the. affairs

of the concern, sell the vessels, and effect other arrange-

ments for the benefit of the shareholders, who have not

received any dividend for two years, and are considerably

in debt. It was stated, that neither the Diamond, nor any

other company running to Gravesend, is likely to pay a

dividend this year ; and that one of the Woolwich com-

panies has been obliged to reduce its establishment. On
the other hand, it is stated, that the Waterman's Com-

pany and the iron-boats are paying a dividend of ten per

cent. ; so that it would appear that the new and fast boats

are well supported by the puhlic, and that the failure of

the other companies is not altogether attributable to the

low fares. These circumstances are interesting to thosa

who know the value of cheap modes of communication to

the inhabitants of the Metropolis.

Metropolitan Prisons.—At the recent meeting of the

Middlesex Magistrates, the Annual Report of the Go-

vernor of the House of Correction was brought up. It

was stated that the facts detailed in that report were of

great public importance, tending to show the operation

and effect of the system of prison discipline adopted.

It appeared that from Michaelmas, 1841, to Michaelmas,

1842, there had been no less than 10,380 committed to

that gaol; that the greatest number confined there at any

one lime was 1,226. Of the 10,380 prisoners, l,(JoG had

been once before committed, 767 had been confined there

twice before, 328 had been there three times before, and

354 had been sent there for the fourth time. These facfs

were of importance, and had impressed upon the visiting

justices the necessity of the adoption of some new system

with regard to secondary punishments, and providing

some means of employment for prisoners after their dis-

charge from custody. A new system had been adopted

with regard to juvenile offenders who were refractory

while in prison, by whipping them with a birch rod, in-

stead of resorting to solitary confinement, this plan had

a most salutary effect, but the course had not been

adopted until all other methods of keeping them in order

had failed. The report stated that there are at present

within the walls of this prison 1,925 prisoners ; viz., 757

males and 268 females, besides 15 children.

Marylebone.—Tl\\Q question of erecting a monument ni

this parish to the memory of the Scottish Reformers was

again considered on Saturday. On the minute being

brought up for the recommittal of the report, Mr. Salmon

moved the non-confirmation of the minute. A discussion

ofsome length ensued, in the course of which the character

of the Scottish Reformers was assailed and vindicated by

the several speakers. On a division there appeared—for

the non-confirmation, 13 ; against it, 18
;
giving a majority

of 5 for the recommittal of the report, which is tantamount

to a vote in favour' of the erection of the column.

Southwark.—TXiQ Court of Common CouncH, on Tues-

day, negatived, by a large majority, the motion for the

suspension of the standing order which prevents any

member of the corporation from being a candidate for any

office or place in the gift of the corporation. It was pro-

posed to suspend it in favour of Alderman ^ir W. Hey-

gate, in order that he might be a candidate for the situa-

tion of High Bailiff of this borough ; but this decision ot

course disqualifies him.

Death of Mr. Allan Cunningham.—^<t regret to re-

cord the death of Mr. Allan Cunningham, a name well

known in connexion with English literature and native

art. He died on the night of the 29th, from paralysis and

apoplexy. His health had long been precarious, and ms

death free from suffering. H^ had nomnleted his ''Litecom
J

of Sir David Wilkie" only two days before his death. A3

the friend of Chantrey and the •* honest Allan '' ot hit

Walter Scott, his name is likely to be long remembered-

Mortaliiy of the Metropolis.—The number of deatns

registered ia the week ending Saturday, Oct. 22, was bOo

»
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for Berlin in one of the Ittiperial carnages, the principal I

inhabitants accompanied Ler in their carriages, and lined
the road from Schcinbrunn as she passed. Previously to

the Empress sent her an autograph letter,
in topaz, adorned with a cameo antique,
sent her also a bouquet in diamonds of

her departure,

with a diadem
The Tlmperor
great value.

Norway.—Letters from Stavanger of the 4th ult. have
appeared in the daily papers, staling that there have been
found in the bed of the great stream that runs through
Jedderen, in the diocese of Christiansand, and which from
the excessive heats became dry, a great number of bivalve
shells containing pearls, some of which were so large and
fine that they were valued at lj550f. a-piece. At the be-
ginning of the 17th century, when Norway was annexed to
Denmark, the Government took the pearl fishery of this
stream into its own hands, and the finest pearls were sent
to Copenhagen to be deposited in the Crown treasury.
After this the produce of the fishery became so low that it

did not pay the expenses, and it was abandoned, but will
now probably be resumed.

Russia.—The Angsbitrg Gazette of the 2Gth ult. an-
nounces that the Russian Government, considering the
convention made with Prussia for the surrender of deserters
to be no longer in force, has given orders to the authori-
ties not to receive any deserters or recruits surrendered by
the Prussian Government. The Russian Government had
transmitted an official copy of these orders to the Prussian
authorities. The German papers confirm the report that
the Russians had ceased to act on the offensive in the
Caucasus. The pretended plan of eurrounding the Cir-
cassians in their valleys was said to be a mere boast, by
which they were endeavouring to mask their retreat, the
Emperor having given orders for the withdrawal of the
troops, except those necessary to garrison strongly the
towns and fortresses in the possession of the Russians.
A Letter from Sebastopol, published in the Frankfort

papers, states that the Russian fleet stationed in the
Black Sea consists of 8 ships of the line, 6 frigates, 11
sloops, and 6 steamers, which are constantly cruising
along the shores of the Caucasus, to prevent all inter-
course between the Circassians and the ports of Asia
Minor^ whence the mountaineers procure their provisions
and ammunition. The fortifications of Sebastopol are going
on very rapidly. Forts Alexander and Constantine, which
command the entrance into the bay, and will be mounted
with 320 guns, are quite finished. Fort Nicholas, which
has three ranges of bastions, to be armed with 2(i0 guns
to protect the harbour and docks, is also nearly completed.
These docks, which were commenced 12 years ago, are of
gigaritic dimensions, of which no idea can be formed
without being seen. In order to supply them with water
it has been necessary to cut a canal about 14 miles in
length, and construct several \unnels and aqueducts. AH
these works have been carried on under the direction of
Mr. Hopton, an English engineer, with whom the Emperor
is so highly satisfied, that he has created him a major in
rank, and conferred upon him the insignia of one of the
Imperial Orders.

Turkey. — Advices from Constantinople, received
through Vienna, announce that the Porte had issued a
Hatti ScherifF, sanctioning the election of the new Sove-
reign of Servia, Prince Alexander Georgewitch, and that
Persia had accepted the mediation of this country to
arrange the difTerences with the Turkish Government.

—

In regard to Servia, it is stated that the Sultan had de-
manded an exact report of the events which led to the
late revolution, and after mature deliberation had ap-
proved of the changes. The Ottoman Commissioner was
expected in a few days to invest the Prince. This result
appears to have caused some surprise, as the Ambassadors
had no presentiment of the Porte's decision, and the
Consuls were also without intimation of the fact.

Egypt.—The Viceroy of Egypt has decided, on the
application of the Consul-General of France at Alexandria,
that all packages in transit from Suez to Alexandria shall
be allowed to pass upon the simple declaration of their
contents and the production of the bills of parcels. The
duty upon these packages is, for all nations, a half per
cent, upon their declared value.—Letters from Alexnndria
mention the discovei:|r of a coal mine near Suez. It ap-
pears that Al \Qs, per ton is now paid at that port for
coal to supply the Bombay steamers, and that if it be sup-
plied on the spot it will cost only seven or eight shillings

per ton. The cost of steaming on the Indian seas is

calculated at the rate of one guinea per mile under the
present system, and the reduction of the passage fares
would follow as a natural course, should the coal be ob-
tained near Suez.

India,—The French telegraph has not yet announced
the arrival of the overland mail, wLich is now hourly ex-
pected. I'he following extract from a private letter has
appeared in the daily papers, and attracted some
attention :—" We understand that a letter from Sir Robert
Sale has been received, written after the date of the last

despatch froi# Jellalabad, and subsequent to the arrival in
this^ country of the last Overland. It is mentioned as
stating that the prisoners are actually to be exchanged for
Dost Mahomed. Should such prove the fact, the piaus of
Lord Ellenborough as to Cabul become developed, because
Dost Mahomed's liberation becomes the first step to his
restoration to the throne

; the seizure of the Punjab is the
next step, and the Indus and Sutlcge made the western
boundary of our Indian empire. An oifensive and de-
fensive treaty with Dost Mahomed, providing for the
safety of the Khyber and Bolan Passes against Persia and
Russia will be its basis. The concentration of such a
powerful army as we read of, and the movements it is
stated to have already made, is for the total subjugation of
the Seiks, who hare latterly been actinga treacherous part.''

United States.—The steam ship Columbia arrived at
Liverpool on Saturday night. She sailed from Boston on
the IGth and from Hnlifax on the 18th, making the voyage
from the latter place in eleven days and eight hours. The
Britannia arrived out in eleven days and a half, facilitating
the escape of Mr. Burdekin, manager, of the Manchester
Bank, who took his passage and his booty by her. The
death of Dr. Channing, the eminent divine, at Burlington,
Vermont— a name not merely of American, but of
European celebrity-^is the most striking event mentioned
in the papers, which are otherwise occupied with the
autumn elections, and local matters. Dr. Channing died
on the 2d ult., and it was expected that his funeral would
take place at Boston on the 6th. He was the grandson of
William Ellery, one of the signers of the Declaration of
Independence, and was in his G3d year. His uncom-
promising opposition to slavery, which he proclaimed both
in his discourses and in his writings, has classed him among
the first advocates of the cause of freedom. He had long
been in a feeble state -of health, which had compelled him to
relinquish active pastoral duties. His death was generally
felt as a national bereavement.— The British Queen,
Belgian steamer, from Kew York to Antwerp, arrived at
Cowes early on Thursday morning, after a very lengthened
passage of 26 days, having bore up for the Western Isles
to get a fresh supply of coals. The greatest anxiety had
prevailed for some days, in consequence of her non-arrival
She has brought intelligence of the losa of another of the
West India Mail steamers, said to be the Solway ; but
the intelligence is given in so vague and loose a manner,
that many persons think that it must refer to the Medina,
which was lost at Turk's Island some months ago. The
arrival of the Medway, now hourly expected, will no doubt
clear up the uncertainty, as the intelligence was derive^
from her crew while the British Queen was at anchor at
Fayal. The letters and papers add little to our previous
intelligence. Immense gatherings are taking place by the
Whig party, in several parts of the Union, to promote the
election of Mr. Henry Clay, of Kentucky, to the next
Presidency. One meeting has just come off at Drayton,
Ohio, at which 130,000 persons were present, who were
addressed by Mr. Clay, Governor Corwin, and Messrs. Ewing
and Crittenden. Resolutions were unanimously carried,

nominating Mr. Clay for the Presidency, and Mr. John
Davis for the Vice-Pres-idency. This is described as by
far the most important expression of public opinion that

has yet occurred in favour of Mr. Clay. It is also con-
fidently rumoured that the democratic party are likely to

agree to the nomination of Gen. Cass, the present United
States minister in France. Besides this gentleman, Messrs.
Calhoun, Van Buren, and Buchanan are talked of; but
the great bulk of the democratic party seems to be divided
between Mr. Calhoun and Gen. Cass.

Canada Accounts from Hahfax state that the Parlia-

ment was prorogued on the 12lh inst. by Sir Charles Bagot,
with a short speech, simply thanking the Legislature for

the zeal and assiduity with which they had considered and
perfected the measures of the session, as well as for the
supplies they had voted, and exhorting the members to
use their personal influence in the several districts to pro-
mote the harmony and gocid feeling which it had been his

endeavour to establish. The Attorney-General for Eastern
Canada, Mr. Lafontaine, had llfeen returned by his old
constituency, the fourth riding of York county ; but his
coadjutor, Mr. Baldwin, Attorney-General for Western
Canada, had been less fortunate. He was defeated for

Hastings county by the Conservative candidate, Mr.
Murray, who headed him on the poll by 41. The election

was accompanied by rioting so violent, that the military

had to be called cut, and the return will be set aside, it is

said, on the ground of obstruction and illegality. Before
separating, the House of Assembly had imposed a duty of
3^. per quarter on United States grown wheat.—The
Governor-General had promulgated ajetter from Lord
Stanley, announcing that the Queen had refused to grant
the prayer of certain petitioners, who hadasked the Crown
to make Toronto and Quebec alternate seats of the Pro-
vincial Government. Kingston is to remain the civil

metropolis.

Mexico and Texas The papers brought by the
Columbia state that Mexico has commenced the invasion

of her revolted provinces, Texas and Yucatan, with a de-

gree of energy little characteristic of her people. Gen,
Santa Anna has two English steamers at his command,
plenty of men and resources, and his troops had already
taken San Antonio in Texas, arrested the principal inha-

bitants of the place, and proceeding to the civil court,

which was sitting, seized the judge, the jury, and all the law-
yers. These vifjorous proceedings appear to have been
quite unlocked for by the Texans, whose navy, at the date

of the last accounts, was lying idle at New Orleans, and
no means had been taken nearer home to repel the in-

vaders. It was expected that Galveston, to reach which
the steamers, with their small draught of water, would be
very useful, would be the next point of attack. A hurri-

cane was experienced at Galveston on the 18th September,
and continued without intermission for four hours, during
which period the water arose with frightful rapidity into
the streets of Galveston, until the depth ranged from two
to four feet in all the streets situated within 300 yards of
the bay shore, in the principal business part of the city.

(

quarter an increase in the depo^U of 28,460/.
the rapid increase of coin in tift three last qu

shape of the sworn returns of the average assets, liabilitiesi

capital, and profits, of the several banks in the colony.
They give for the first quarter of the present year the
gross circulation of the seven establishments, viz., the
Commercial, the Australasia, the Union, the New South
Wales, the Sydney" the Australia, and the Port Philip, at
200,246/. ; the deposits at 975,810/.; the coin at 474.645/.

;

and the discounts at 2,430,027/.; and then a comparison of
the returns for the last twelve months is made, which shows
them all to be in an apparently sound and safe position.
It seems that though in the nine months ending the Slst
of March there had in bank accommodation been a de-
crease of 209,823/., there neverthf'less wns in the last

, whichi with
quarters^ made

the gross increase 90,558/. In the third quarter of last
year it appears the deposits decreased 31,239/., and in
the fourth quarter in the immense sum of 122,148/. ; but
in the first quarter of tlie present year they had increased
28,400/. A diminution in discounts had taken place, and
it is stated that this did not result from the less accommo-
dating spirit of the banks, but from a positive falling off
in the demand for such accommodation. This arose from-
two causes— the subsiding of speculation, and » growing
conviction forced upon the public mind, by experience,
that neither the profits of trade, nor those of farming and
grazing, will admit of the high rate of 1 1 per cent, interest
for the temporary use of capital. The latest accounta
from Sydney advise the fact of a reduction on the part of
some of the banks of their rates of discount, which is

alluded to as a sign of the healthier action of bnsiness.
The daily papers state that a letter has been received
from William Geach, transported about twelve months
since for forgery, in which he gives a description of his
sufferings, and begs his friends to obtain a mitigation of
them, as death would be more acceptable than life under
such circumstances. He is stepson of the Chariist leader
John Frost, who is also undergoing similar punishment ia
the same colony. He was Mr. Frost's attorney when the
latter was tried for high treason, and many months did
not elapse before he himself was tried at the same bar for
forgery. *

*

CITY.
Money Market^ Friday,—Consoh for money and the

account left off, 93^ to i ; Bank Stock, 1(>7 to IlS ; India
Stock, 25:i to 255 ; Exchequer Bill?, 59s. to 60s. prem. ;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 93 ; Three and a Half per
Cents. Reduced, lOQi to lOOf ; India Bonds, 50s. to 523.

prem. ; Kew Three and a IJalf per Cents., 101^ to 101|;
and Long Annuities, 12^ to 12 5-16.

The Episcopal church, a stately edifice, just completed,
was blown from its foundation; the unfinished Cuthohc
church w^as r^arly as much injured, and several large houses
and stores were destroyed. The shipping in the bay suf-

fered severely, and the total loss of property is said to have
amounted to 50,000 dollars. No lives appear to have
been lost.

iFEtctropolis ant its iTicmUp.
Presentation of (he Lord Mayor.—On Wednesday the

Lord Mayor elect was presented by the Recorder to the
Lord Chancellor, fur the purpose of bein^ approved of
as the chief magistrate by the Queen. The'Lord Mayor
elect was accompanied by the leading members of the
Corporation. After the usual speech from the Recorder,
giving an account of the Lofd Major's history and pur-
suits, the Lord Chancellor said he felt much gratification

in announcing Her 'Majesty's approbation of the choice
made by the citizens of London of a Lord Mayor fur the
year ensuing, and her perfect conviction that Mr. Hum-
phery would satisfactorily perform the duties of the ofllce

to which his fellow-citizfens had elevated him. At the

close of this ceremony the Lord Chancellor, In accordance
with the usual custom on the first day of Michaelmas
terqp, gave a dejeuner to the Judges and leading members
of the bar.

Court ofAldermen,—A Court was held on Thursday, at

which Alderman Thomas Wood npplied to the Court to

investigate the charges made against him. He stated that,

notwithstanding the frequent applications he had made to
the Court to give him an opportunity of showing that the
attacks made upon him were altogether groundless and
founded in malice as well as falsehood, his brother magi-
strates had refused to him the justice which he had
reason to expect at their hands, and had finally rejected

him when returned to the Court by the Livery. He had
since that event aearchtd the decisions of the Court, and
he could find no record of their proceedings on the sub-
ject ; and he did not consider that the Court had done
credit to itself by the course it had adopted through the
whole of the transaction; and he called upon it to say what
his offence was, and to afford him an opportunity of an-
swering any accusation which might be brought against him.
His earnest wish was to have au immediate and searching
investigation into his conduct. A long discussion ensued,
in which several Aldermen expressed their conviction that

Alderman T.Wood ought to have proceeded in the busi-

ness himself as soon as the charges were made against him;
that he had been openly charged by the Mining Journal
with having passed off coal of unexceptionable quality be-

longing to another mine as the Talacre mine, and that the

imputation had been repeated since his rejection as a can-

didate for the Mayoralty. Others referred to the judgment

of Lord Denman in the Court of Queen's Bench, and

stated, that they had voted against Alderman Wood on

the ground of that decision. Alderman T. Wood declared

that he had fully answered everything in the shape of a

charge against him, to the satIs!aclion of the Court of

Queen*8 Bench, by an affidavit. The only grave charge

brought against him, and certainly it was one of a very

serious nature, was that of having substituted the coal of

one mine in place of that of another. A more malignant

falsehood could not be imagined than that'imputatioO. He

J

had denied it in th« strongest manner in his affidiivit» and
AusTKALiA.—The late papers from Sydney give an

| ^i^g q^^^^ ^^^ Q^^gj^*^ Bench beiiefed his denial. It Was
abstract ^of the monetary fcffairg of that colany; ia the | ^j^^ ^^gg^^^ jj^^ ^ ^ajg^jt^ ^^ujd ^jg appointed to in-.
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d that Lord Ingesfre is to be the

F^'cipS. '%l; "h»-T.lbot i. .diiu^uj-hea officer

in the service; hh capture of the Rivd .4. ^Lea m
command of the Victorious, was one of the most gallant

achievements of the last war.
^ , . . . . . .

Reading —The ceremony of laying the foundation stone

of the Episcopal Chapel in the new cemetery of this town

took place on Wednesday week. The stone was laid by

lilr. Ramsbottom, M.R, the Provincial Grand Master of

Berkshire, with masonic ceremonies. The brethren as-

icmbled in great numbers, and marched in procession to

the spot, wearing their various orders. The local papers
^

give long details of the ceremonies, but they have liule

interest for the general reader.—On Thursday a serious

fire broke out at Bear Wood, the seat of Mr. Walter,

M.P., which, althougb fortunately checked in its progress,

has occasioned the loss of much valuable property, and for

tome hours threatened the whole mansion with destruction.

It appears that the fire, whicb is supposed to have origi-

nated in the kitchen flue, was discoverednn some rooms

occupied by the servants, and forming the extremity of

one wing of the mansion. It was some time before the

engines could be brought -into play, but the neighbours

and peasantry assembled in great numbers, and removed

the furniture to a place of safety. The thick wall of the

conservatory resisted the progress of the flames, and the

fire was eventually prevented from extending beyond the

wing in which it had commenced. At 7 in the evening

the tire was still smouldering, but no further danger was

apprehended.

Saffron IlaWtn.—On Tuesday week, after the Agri-

cultural meeting noticed in our last, the Museum of this

town was broken into and robbed of a quantity of rare

far back as the

reign of Edward IV. A reward of ^50/. has been offered

by the trustees, and a similar sum by Governm.ent, for the

apprehension of the offender.

Salhhxiry The Wiltshire papers state that the Re-

corder, iu his charge to the grand jury at the late ses-

sions in this city, mentioned the strange anomaly that, by

a charter granted in the year 1612, in the reign of James

I., the Judges of Assize had no power to deliver the gaol

belonging to the city of New Sarum, for the civic autho-

rities therein mentioned had sole power to try prisoners

committed for offences within their jurisdiction, and that

the only alteration made by the Municipal Corporation

Act was the appointing of a Recorder as sole Judge of

the session. The Recorder also stated that Mr. Justice

gold and silver coins, commencing as

Wightman, at the summer assizes, which were held at

Devizes, had set at liberty a prisoner committed for lar-

ceny, when, by the said charter, he ought not to have

been liberated.

Southufnpton.—The arrival of the British Queen, Belgian

steamer, has been the source of general congratulation, and

has relieved numbers of pLtsuns froua serious anxiety. It

was known that she left New York on the 7ih uit., her

usual day of sailing, and according to the ordinary rate of

passage, she ought to have arrived here' last Friduy week.

A sailing packet, which left New York the day after her

departure, arrived at I^verpool last week, and the Halifax

Steamer, which left nine days later, arrived in safety on

Saturday. Under these circumstaoces, it was feared that

the British Queen had shared the fate of the President,

and the insurances at Lloyd's had advanced to 15 and 20

guineas per cent. An offer was made of 25 guineas, but

was refused by the underwriters. The loss of the Presi-

dent had unfavourably influenced the minds even of expe-

rienced parties, who, finding the great delay that had taken

place, began to anticipate the worst. From the report

circulated of the qualifications of the Queen for traffic

across the Atlantic, it appears that doubts were expressed

on the subject on account of her being of the same build

and construction as the unfortunate President. AX Lloyd's,

when the news arrived of the safety of the vessel, the un-

derwriters and merchants engaged in the American trade

were warmly congratulated, and little else was talked of

in commercial circles on Thursday. It will be seen by
our foreign news that the vessel put in at the Azores to

get a fresh supply of coals.

Windsor.—The first public meet of her Majesty's stag-

Bounds this season took place on Tuesday at Salthill, in

the presence of the Earl of Rosslyn, the master of the

hunt, and a numerous field. The deer was uncarted in a

field auljoining Langley-lane, crossed the Railroad-bridge,
end made for Slough

; passed through the village, and at-

tempted to leap into the windows of the RedLion Inn. He
then took the direction>of Uxbridge, running right and
left of the direct road, au^ was killed at Drayton, after

rather more than half an hour's inferior running.—Mr. G.
E. Anson, Prince Albert's treasurer, who was thrown from
bis horse about a fortnight since, while hunting with the
Prince, was sufficiently convalescent on Monday to attend
his official duties, for the first time since the accident.—
On Monday an attempt was made to release two prisoners
confined in Windsor Gaol, who had been sentenced at the

last Quarter Sessions to transportation, the one for ten,

and the other for seven years- The attempt at rescue by
their confederates had so nearly succeeded, that the men
outside had ascended as far as the window of the cell in

which they were confined. They were, however, seen by

a person passing at the time, who gave the alarm to the

gaoler, by whom the attempt was frustrated, but the con-

federates managed to get off.

York,—The appeal made some time since for the re-

storation of the Minster seems^o have been answered by

^e public in a liberal spirit, the amount already subscribed

to defray the expense of restoring that portion of the edi-

fice destroyed by fire exceeding 5,500/.

Railways. The following are the returns for the^past

week I

em, 13.5CG/.; South-Western, 6,558/. ; South -Eastern,

l,3iy/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,350/. ; Brighton,

4 364/.; Blackwall, 524/.; Croydon, 262/.; Greenwich,

700/.; North Midland, 4,22G/.; York and North Mid-

land, 1,739/. ; Hull and Selby, 1,202/. ; Manchester and

Leeds, 5,000/.—The adjourned general meeting of the

Eastern Counties Railway Company was held, on the

28th ult., at Shoreditch, Mr. H. Bosanquet in the chair.

This meeting was originally fixed for the 31st August ; but

as the engineer's report led the directors to expect that

the line would be opened on the 1st of last month, it was

postponed, as obstacles had arisen to prevent the opening

of the line until 28th October. The directors are of

opinion that it would not be prudent to open the line at

present, even were it soon finished, as the traffic in

the winter months must necessarily be comparatively

small; and they cannot now, with confidence, fix any

precise period for opening. Mr. Braithwaite, the en-

gineer, gave a very voluminous report; and it seems

that besides the sum of 206,000/. called for in August

to finish the line, 11,000/. will be required for the

engineer's department. A great deal of discussion

ensued, both on the expenses of the line and the delays of

its progress. The chairman remarked on the anomaly of

the shares in the public market exhibiting so enormous a

di=proportion in comparison with the intrinsic value of

the undertaking. The shareholders generally complained

of the bad management which had from the first disclosed

itself, and of the vexation again occasioned by the adjourn-

ments. The company's shares are at a discount of 15 per

cent., taking the amount at present paid up of 23/. per

share on the original issue.—A meeting of the Preston

and Wyre Railway and Harbour Company was held on

Monday, Sir llesketh Fleetwood, Bart., M.R, in the

chair. The report stated that the annual expense of

working the line was 15^14/., and of maintaining the

harbour, 3,787/. The floating debts of the company,

which were now in course of payment, had been reduced

to 3,552/., against which there was a set-off of 1,462/.

There was at present due for calls in arrear, 12,121/.

The works of the harbour were at present in abeyance,

but the directors were endeavouring to obtain the assist-

ance of Government towards carrying them out, and

in connexion with which they strongly urged on the

proprietors the establishment of a steam navigation

company, for the purpose of keeping up a regular

communication with Ireland and Scotland. Consider-

able discussion then ensued upon the state of the

undertaking. After some remarks from a few of the

principal sliareholders, and an expression of confidence on

the part of Mr. J. Abel Smith, M.P., on the eventual

prosperity of the undertaking, a resolution was passed, ap-

pointing a committee to act in concert with the directors,

for the purpose of raising, on the security of the com-

pany's property, 2,500/., to pay the interest due to the

Royal Exchange Insurance Company, and also to report

on the future prospects of the company. Another resolu-

tion was passed empowering the solicitor to prosecute all

defaulters in respect of calls in arrear.— It is announced as

definitively settled that the great Caledonian Railway shall

proceed from Lancaster by way of Kendal, to Carlisle ;

and that the London and Birmingham Railway Company
have come to a resolution to promote it. Application for

an Act of rarliameht will be made next session, and as

soon as it has been obtained, the work will be commenced

simultaneously from Carlisle to Penrith, and from Lan-

caster to Kendal. The second portion of the project,

from Carlisle to Glasgow and Edin"burgh, will alsOj it is

understood, be prosecuted as early as possible.—Two
places of worship have just been erected on that portion

of the London and Dover Railway now in progress between

Tonbridge Wells and Folkestone, for the religious instruc-

tion of the excavators and workmen in the employ of the

There are similar establishments on the Birm-company.
ingham Railway at Wolverton, where a church is about to be

erected, to be followed by another at the central station of

the Grand Junction Company at Crewe.—A survey is now

in progress for the continuation of the Brighton Railway,

by means of a coast line, to Chichester and Worthing.

As the connlry through which it runs is generally level,

the expense of constructing the line, according to the

estimates, will not exceed 15,000/. per mile. The project

is supported by the Duke of Norfolk and by Mr. J. A.

Smith, MP- It is also stated that the Brighton Com-
pany have prepared plans and estimates, with a view of

going to Parliament in the next session for an act to au-

thorise the construction of a branch line from Croydon to

Vauxhall, in order to form a west-end terminus to their

railway. The line is said to be easy o[ formation,—At a

meeting of the West London Company this week, it was

stated that a* considerable number of the preferential

shares created under the new capital had already been

appropriated, and that additional applications were daily

coming in.

* unanimously elected. In the evening the usual entertain-

ment was given by the new Chief Magistrate to the Town
Council and their friends.—On Monday, the annual coU

lection of the fund to compensate Mr. O'Connell took

place throughout the country. The Dublin returns^the

only ones, of course, yet received—present a considerable

increase over the last and some previous years. In some

parishes the amount is larger than upon any previous oc-

casion : the average of St. Andrew's parish was 213/. ; but

ti^e collection this year is 303/, The metropolitan parish

averaged 2/57/. ; this year the collection was 333/. The

average of St. Nicholas' parish was 74/. ; this year it is

110/. Other parishes are increased to a less extent, and

a few are nearly the same. The total amount for Dublin

and its vicinity is upwards of 2,000/. In reference to the

contributions collected in behalf of Mr. O'Connell, a let-

ter has recently appeared, in which that gentleman replies

to the charges of the Earl of Shrewsbury on the subject

of the rent, and states what he considers to be his claims

on the gratitude of Ireland, "The year before emanci-

pation,'' he says, *' though wearing a stuff gown, and be-

longing to the outer bar, my professional emoluments

exceeded 8,000/,,—an amount never before realised in

Ireland, in the same^space of time, by an outer barrister.

Had I adhered to my profession, I must soon have been

called within the bar, and obtaiued theprecedency of a silk

gown. The severity of my labour would have been at once

much mitigated, whilst the emoluments would have been

considerably increased. I could have done a much greater

variety of business with less toil, and my professional

income must have necessarily been augmented by probably

one-half. If I bad abandoned politics, even the honours

of my profession and its highest stations lay fairly before

me." After alluding to the offer made by the Marquis of

Normanby, who placed the office of Lord Chief Baron of

the Exchequer at his disposal, and which he refused, lest

the acceptance should control his actions in regard to

Ireland, he says,—" I do not think I am guilty of the

least vanity when I assert, that no man ever made greater

sacrifices to what he deemed the cause of his country than

I have done. I care not how I may be ridiculed or ma-

ligned. 1 feel the proud consciousness that no public man

has made more, greater, or more ready sacrifices,' He

concludes by saying,—" All this have I done and suffered

for Ireland. And let her be grateful or ungrateful—sol-

vent or insolvent—he who insults me for taking her pay

wants the vulgar elements of morality, which teach that

the labourer is worthy of his hire ; he wants tl^e higher

sensations of the soul, which enable one to perceive that

there are services which bear no comparison with money,

and can never be recompensed by pecuniary rewards.

Yes : I am—I say it proudly—I am the hired servant of

Ireland, and I glory in my servitude."—The meeting of

the Repeal Association took place on Monday. After seve-

ral matters had been disposed of, notice of a motion was

handed in by Dr. Murphy'to the effect, that-this Society and

all Ireland call upon Mr. O'Connell to retire from Parlia-

ment, and devote the energies of his mind to the repeal agi-

tation at home. TiieLord Mayor said that,although one vote

would now be of little value in Parliament, still he thought

that, as " both is best," he could be of service to Ireland both

in and out of Parliament. He then proceeded to address

the meeting on the present state and prospects of the re-

peal cause. He said that the hour of Ireland's regenera-

tion was approaching. He was convinced of this when he

looked to the state of England and what was going on

there at present. The working classes were steeped in

distress, while nothing better appeared in store for the

agriculturists. What had been done for them ? After

six great nations had increased their tariffs for the purpose

of shutting out English goods. Sir R. Peel not only threw

open the English market to foreign manufactures, but he

betrayed the agriculturists in the same tariff. England

would soon require the entire support of Ireland, and she

should have it if she acted with justice. She had been

compelled to do justice to Canada, very much against her

will ; and if the people of Ireland only combined together

in legal and peaceful bonds, but with a firm resolution to

procure her domestic Parliament, England should speedily

grant it. After alluding to the state of the markets, he

concluded a long speech by reading a report on the state

of the repeal question, which was adopted by the associa-

tion. The week's rent was 102/. 6a*- 4t/.

Cork.—The provincial papers state that an English

stranger yisited and left this city last week, after vamly

attempting forgeries to the amount of 2,000/. upon the

Provincial Bank, and Bank of Ireland in that city,

assumed the designation of " Henry Belville," and repre-

sented himself as a man of capital about to invest largely

in steam-mill operations.

t

He

IRELAND.
Dublin, On Tuesday, being the first day of term, the

courts were opened with the usual formalities. The hall

and the several courts were much crowded, particularly

the Court of Chancery. At two o'clock Sir Edward
Sugden took his seat on the Chancery bench, when Mr.
T. B- C. Smith and Mr. Greene were respectively called

as Attorney and Solicitor-General, and took their seats

accordingly. Mr. Blaokburne sat as Master of the Rolls.

The vacant sergeantcy is not yet filled up ; but Mr. Keat-

ing is now mentioned as likely to receive the appointment.

Dr. Stopford will be consecrated to-morrow at Armagh, by

the Lord primate, the Bishop of Down, and the Bishop of

Kilmore.—The election of Lord Mayor for the ensuing

London and Birminerham, 15,^62/. ; Great West- j year took place on Tuesday, when Alderman Roe was

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The works for the colossal statue of her

Majesty, on the north front of the Royal Institution m
Princes-street, are in active progress, and the stones tor

ihe basement have already been brought from the Binny

quarries. It is stated that the whole structure, ^'hen

completed, will weigh upwards of 90 tons.—The country

papers give accounts of the rapid approach of winter. 1^

Perth, snow has fallen in some quantities ; and in the west

of Scotland, the Arran mountains, Carrick-hill, theCraigS

H)f Kyle, and all the upland districts, are covered wittt

snow. ,

Dundee.—Tha local papers state that IMr. Alexander

Duff, the unfortunate sufferer in the late case of attemptea

murder, is so far recovered as to have been able to leave

the cottage where he found a shelter on the night in wbicU

the attempt was made, and walk a short distance to the

railway on Friday last, on the way to his own home-

Glasgow.-^On Friday of last week the large bondea
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THE GARDENERS* CHRONICLE. 749
males, 424 ; females, 442. Weekly average for the years
1S38, 9, 40. 1 : males-, 4G7 ; females, 443. The distribu-
tion of this mortality over the different districts was as
follows: Western districts, 136; Northern, 167 3 Cen-
tral. 165 ; Eastern, 200 ; Southern, 189.

Police.—On Wednesday, a gentleman, who refused to
state his name, was brought before the magistrate at
Marlbrough-street, charged with being a deserter from
the East India Company's Service. Mr. Clarkson, who
attended on behalf of the East India Company, said he
should produce evidence to prove that the gentleman at
the bar was Captain Archibald Douglas, of the 49th Na-
tive Infantry ; that he had received leave of absence from
Tanjore to go to the Neilgherry hills ; and that, availing
himself of this circumstance, he had made his way to
England in the Reliance merchantman, under the assumed
name of Jackson. Having satisfactorily established the
identity of Captain Doilglas, it would be his duty to ask
for his committal as a deserter from the Company's Ser-
vice. A clerk in the India House was called, who proved
that a sum of I5OOO/. East India Stock was transferred
by Captain Archibald Douglas about a fortnight ago.
The transfer-book was signed Archibald Douglas, and
witness believed that the accused was the party who had
transferred the stock. The constable who apprehended
defendant deposed, that when arrested he admitted that
his name was Douglas. It was argued for the defence,
that the proof of identity was incomplete, and the case
was therefore adjourned to procure the attendance of
other witnesses. It was stated that the defendant, in
addition to his commission, held tlie important civil ap-
pointment of Resident at Tanjore. The case was re-

sumed yesterday, when numerous proofs of identity were
adduced, an^ Counsel for defendant admitted that his
client was Capt. Douglas. The Magistrate, after a long
hearing, said he had no alternative, and committed Capt.
Douglas to prison as a deserter.

Greenwich.—On Monday afternoon an accident oc-
curred to Lady Stopford, wife of Admiral Sir R. Stopford,
and to her daughter, Miss Stopford. The ladies, with a
female friend, were taking an airing in an open carriage on
Blackheath, when, near the residence of the Princess
Sophia, the horses shied, and sprang over a mound by
the side of the road. The ladies were thrown out, but
escaped with a few bruises. The horses struggled, and,
breaking away with the splinter-bar, dashed down Black-
heath-hill at a rapid rate, and were stopped with difficulty.

Blackburn,-
extensive mill

^Brobmcfal Nttos.
-On Saturday night a fire broke out in the
of Mr. Eccles in this town. Although

every exertion was made to check the flames, the whole
building was burned to the ground. The books, &c., were
with difficulty saved, and the damage is estimated at from
30,000/. to 40,000/.

Brighton,—The affair which took place in the Chapel
Royal last August, when the Rev. Mr. Moore, an inva-
lided young clergyman, was mobbed through the streets of
Brighton, is immediately to come on in the Court of Com-
mon Pleas. The affair was noticed by us at the time, and
our readers will recollect that the officiating clergyman,
Mr, Drummond, warned hia congregation against certain
swindlers who were present in the chapel, and that the
clergym.an in question, and his relative Mr. Moore, were
mistaken for the offenders. Mr. Moore, sen., has for-

borne his action against Mr. Drummond, in order to be-
come a principal witness. Mr, Drummond has declined
stating the origin of the outrage, or to bear any expense
whatever, which is now very considerable. It is said that

Serjeant Talfourd has done all he could to bring about an
amicable adjustment, but has been unsuccessful.

Cambridge,—The Rev. Professor Whewell, Master
of Trinity, was yesterday elected Vice-Chancellor of this |

tlie niining districts,^ the^conduct of the colliers employed

University.—The Committee for managing the ball at

the late installation have presented the surplus proceeds,
amounting to about 200/., to the treasurer of Adden-
brooke's Hospital.—A monument has been erected in

Trinity College, by public subscription, to the memory of
_the Rev. J. H. Macaulay, late head master of Repton
school. The inscription, recording his great classical

learning, is from the pen of the Rev. H. Thompson, of

Wrington, formerly scholar of St. John's.

Chelmsford,—The Chelmsford Chronicle states that a
meeting of the clergy of this district took place after the

delivery of the Bishop of London's recent charge, when a
unanimous feeling was expressed that the suggestions laid

down by the Reverend Prelate should be carried out, where
practicable, in the several parishes. The alterations were
commenced in this town on Sunday, The usual hymn at

the beginning of the service was omitted, and the clergy-

man gave out the psalms ; he also preached in his surplice,

and after the sermon proceeded to the altar, and read an
offertory sentence and the pra3'^er for Christ's church
militant, as prescribed by the rubric. The rector, in his
sermon, alluded to these changes, which, though he con-
sidered some of small moment, he had adopted in com-
pliance with the wishes of his diocesan. He also announced
that daily service would be ]>erformed in the church, and
that the vigils of saints' days would in future be observed.

Cheltenham,—^^ case which excited much astonishment
came on for hearing on Tuesday at the police-court, before
an unusually full bench of magistrates, amongst whom
were the Hon. Grantley Berkeley, M. P., Admiral Sir S.
Davenport, Colonel Smith, kc. Lady Rebecca Ricketts
(widow of the late Admiral Sir R. T. Ricketts), Mr. T.
Wright her surgeon, George Buckman, and Edward
Cousins, clerks to Mr. Straford, her Ladyship's solicifor,
appeared in pursuance of a warrant issued by Colonel
Wall, on the application of Mr. Augustus Newton, son-
in-law of the deceased Admiral; who charged the defend-

in the extensive works of the Marquess of Hastings, near

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, presented such a contrast to that of

the neighbouring collieries, that the ^larquess determined
to show to his men that he was not unmindful of it : ac-

cordingly, on Thursday, the 20th ult., he gave an enter-

tainment to all the men and boys employed upon his

works. At Moira upwards of jOO, and at Gresley about

fifty miners sat down to dinner. Sir Roger Gresley and

the local clergy were present, and bore testimony to the

exemplary conduct of the men during the late disturb-

ances, and to the mutual confi.dence established between
them and their employers.

lAverpooL—The case of Mr. Thomas Henry, the linen-

draper, charged with wilfully setting fire to his house, and
noticed by us last week, has been again under considera-

tion. At the last fitting, after the examination of nume-
rous witnesses, the magistrates declared that, though the

evidence was wholly circumstantial, there was enough to

enable them to send the prisoner for trial, and accordingly

committed him to the next assizes.—An examination took

place last week at Kirkdale, into the disclosures made by
a convict on the eve of transportation, respecting the

death of the late Mr. Bibby, a merchant of this city* The
prisoners who were apprehended in consequence of the

information thus received, were brought before the court

;

but after along investigation, the magistrates decided that,

altEough a great deal of mystery hung over the transac-

tion, and there were some strange and suspicious circum-

stances in the evidence, the testimony was not of such a

nature as to justify them in depriving the prisoners of

their liberty and sending them for trial.

Afaidston^—The local papers cf ^londay published a

bulletin from the medical attendants of Sir W. Geary,

whose accident we lately noticed. It states that he is

going on favourably, that the ligature has come^way from

the carotid artery, and its separation has been unattended,

up to the present time, by any untoward symptoms ; the

j

anU with conspiring to forge the signature of Sir R.
^

Ricketts to a document purporting to be his will, with
the intent to defraud Mr. Newton and his wife of their
share of the estate, valued at 60,000/. Lady Ricketts and
Air. Straford were also charged with uttering a probate of
the will to Mr. W. Pitt, one of the managers of the
County of Gloucester Bank, on the 2l5t Sept., with the
intent to defraud Mr. and ]\Irs. Newton of certain moneys
in the co-partnership of the bank. Mr. Newton now
applied for an adjournment in consequence of the absence
of Mr. Straford, and in order to produce the will and
probate. After a long discussion Capt. St. Clair, after
consulting with his brother magistrates, said thev felt that
It was their duty, upon the oaths taken, to defer the
until the principal document is before the Court. It was
finally arranged that the case should be postponed for
three days, and the parties charged were bound in their
own recognizances to appear—Lady Ricketts herself in
1000/., Thomas Wright and George Buckman in 500/.
each, and Edward Cousins in 100/.

Chester,—A sanguinary combat took place on Saturday
week, between the keepers of Mr. Tollemache. M.P., of
Tilston-lodge, and Mr. Corbett, of Darnhall, and a party
of poachers ; which resulted in the defeat of the keepers—one of whom, named Richard Chesters, died a (tv: hours
afterwards from the injuries he received. Four of the
poachers were immediately apprehended, but the fifth is

still at large. An inquest, was held on the body of the
keeper, and, after a long investigation, the jury returned
a verdict of Wilful Murder against the prisoners, who
were immediately committed to take their trial at the next
assizes.

DeaL^li is stated that Mr. Bush, the civil engineer, is

so convinced of the efficacy of his plan for the establish-
ment of a lighthouse on the Goodwin Sands, that he is

determined to proceed with it^ construction, notwithstand-
ing the recent loss of the caisson. The daily papers state

that the Prince Regent transport, which arrived at Wool-
wich on Monday with troops from Canada, was in great
danger during the recent storm. On the morning of the
22d, in beating in for Dover during the gale, the ship was
almost driven on theX^oodwin Sands, and, had it not been
for the light which burst in with the rise of morning, the
vessel with its crowded company would most probably
have perished.

Devizes.—The papers have given long accounts of an
extraordinary match which the Hon. Grantley Berkeley
has undertaken to perform on the last Tuesday in this

month, at Charborough Park, the seat of Mr. Drax. He
is to course, pull down, safely hobble or secure five full-

headed bucks, from six to seven years old, for the purpose
of stall-feeding, using but one deer greyhound and one
horse for the five courses, fresh horses being only at his

disposal for the singling out of the buck from the herd.
He is to have no assistance in coursing, holding, throwing,

and hobbling the buck save that of his dog; and he is

to hold his own horse while securing the deer. To suc-

ceed in this match, Mr. Berkeley has to do the work
of f\\Q men. It usually requires three men to run in,

secure, and hobble a buck ; a fourth to get off and hold the
dogs (a brace being generally used), and a fifth to hold
the horses. To hobble a deer is to bring his hind feet and
fore feet together, and to bind^thera in that situation.

The odds which ^Ir. Berkeley has taken against his suc-

cess are three to one.

Hertford.—The daily papers state that Lord Mel-
bourne is gradually recovering from his late illness. It

appears that the attack was more, serious than the first

accounts led the public to suppose. His Lordship had
two paralytic "strokes, which affected his speech, and
placed him in considerable danger for two days.

Leicester.—During the late disturbances throughout

wound is almost healed. The paralysis of the left arm
and ]^g remains the same.

Manchester.—We noticed, a few weeks since, a letter

written by Sir Charles Shaw, the chief commissioner of
police, in [reference to the conduct of the mayor and
magistrates of Manchester during the recent riots, Thia
letter has called forth a reply, charging Sir C. Shaw with
neglect of duty in not himself acting as a magistrate on
the morning of the f)th of August. A rejoinder has, this
week, been published by that gentleman, stating that
while in the Town-Hall, on that morning, he explained to
the military commandant that he could not act as a magis-
trate^, as his instructions were, that he, as chief com.
missioner of police, must neither, as a magistrate, make a
requisition for the military, nor take it upon himself to
read the Riot Act, his duty being to give notice to the
mayor, and in his absence to the stipendiary mngistrate ;

in short, that he was to act solely as their cxecutive-
Upon these instructions he states that he always acted

;

and he is not aware that any commissioner of police, ap-
pointed under the same Act of Parliament as himself, has
ever made requisitions for military, or put himself at
their head, or has read the Riot Act. He repeats that the
first person who received information from him on his
return from Ashton, on the morning of the ,. 0th of
August, was a borough magistrate. He spoke to this

gentleman about two hours before the entrance of llie mob
to Manchester; and the borough magistrates did not as
semble to think of acting for twenty-eight hours after the
mob had been in possession of the town. He also states
that a member of the Town Council was most assiduous in
exciting the people to resist the law, by distributing printed
placards through the shops and houses, "No Income-tax
—No Assessed-taxes paid here." In regard to the charge
that he kept the magistrates in complete ignorance of
the state of the town, he states that among the magistrates
who assembled were some who could not plead ignorance,
as in other places and at public meetings, they had stated
that '.** outbreaks must take place ;" and even one of the
magistrates there assembled had, a short time before tha
outbreak, at a public meeting, moved a resolution, which
was seconded, passed, and published in the Manchester
Guardian, to the effect " that the country was on the
eve of a revolution." The statement that he previouslj
knew of the meeting on Mottraui Moor, and that the
rioters were coming to Manchester, he declares to be
without a shadow of foundation. He concludes a Ion?
letter by attributing much of the personal feeling excited
by his letter to the fact, that many of the leading rate-

payers were connected either directly or indirectly with
the bank of Manchester, and that, from information he
had received, he had removed, some months previously, the

police funds from that bank, in spite of the urgent personal
remonstrances of the manager and director, who has since
absconded. He refers also to the fact, that he was tailed
upon to do much with a small force, when compared with
other towns ; that within a circle round Manchester, the
most distant part of which is noit 5 miles' distance from
the Exchange, the population amounts to about 354,000,
and the police force under his orders consisted only of
317 men of all ranks.—Another destructive fire broke out
in this town on Thursday night at the mills of Messrs.
Pooley, in Mill-street. It occurred in the centre of the
building, near the principal staircase, so that the escape
of the hands was cut off. Eight bodies have been re-

moved from the ruins, and it is said that 25 are still missing
JMiddlesborough.—Some additional particulars have ap-

peared this week respecting the fatal explosion at this

place. Two men were killed on the spot, two have since

died from the injuries sustained, and twenty-one others

were severely injured. The jury at the inquest retunied ft

verdict of *' Accidental death," no evidence having ^been
adduced to prove that more than ordinary pressure had
been used, or that' there had been any inattention on the

part of masters or workmen.
Norihicach,—We mentioned in our last the memorial

transmitted to Sir James Graham by the jurors at tha

late inquest on a prisoner in the House of Correction at

this place. This document has since been published. It

states, that during the investigation, evidence relative to

the treatment of the prisoners in that gaol was tendered,

but could not be received upon the inquest, which, in the

opinion of the jury, calls for the most searching investiga-

tion ; and that the jury believe that the general treatment
of the prisoners has been in many cases attended with loss

of life, and most of them with loss of health. They
therefore pray for an investigation, in the hope that it

will lead to a change in the mode of treatment, and pre-

vent such fatal occurrences in future. Sir James Graham,
in acknowl^ging this memorial, informs the jury that

before he received their communication, he had taken
measures for having a full inquiry made into the matters

to which the memorial refers.

Oxford.—The prize of 200/. for the best Essay in re-

futation of Hindooism, which was proposed in 1840 by
some unknown benefactor, through the Bishop of Calcutta,

has been decided by the judges in favour of the Rev. J. B.

Morris, Fellow of Exeter.—The men apprehended on

suspicion of being concerned in the murder of Mr. Brom-
head, at Blackthorn, have been remanded, and the wit-

nesses bound over to appear and give evidence on the part

of the Crown at the March assizes.

PaiTith,~i:\ic Cumberland papers mention, as a jiroof

of the early winter in the North, that on Wednesday

week the mail-cart, whi«h runs between that town and

Alston, by the violence of the wind and the great depth

of snow, was completely drifted upon a bleak part of the

road on Cross F. 11.

Portsmouth,—It is stated in Naval circles, that Admiral

Sir John Talbot is to be the new Naval Commander-ia-

s.
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fi^in^ wth the Lord Chancellor, came down m procession to

WestmmstcraU, and shortly before half-past one o'clock Lord

ai1ef™u"t ce Tinrfal, Mr. Justice Coltman Mr Justice Erskme.

and Mr J istice Maule took their seats on the bench. There was

a ven full attendance of Serjeants, and the couit was crowded

tn (*Tces3 by spectators.

BaVker v mrrfu-Vlr, Serjeant Trilfonrd moved for a rule to

•how cause wh>- the writ of summons in this case should uot be

set a^ide with costs. The action was brought under the Tithe

Commutation Act, 6 /^c 7 WiULam 1V„ c, 71. the 46th section of

which provided that any person claiming to be interested in any

lands or in the tithes thereof, who should be dissatisfied with the

decision of tlkc comnii.-sioncrs, might, if the yearly value of the

payment to be made or withholden shouUI exceed the sum of 20^,

cause au action to be brought iu the courts of law at Westminster

affBlnst the person in whose favour such decision should have

been ma;le, within tV.ree calendar months next after such de-

cision should have been noticed in writing, and should proceed

to trial at the assizes then next or next but one after such action

should have been commenced. The decision of the commis-

sioners In the present case was notified on the 8th of March, and

the writ, which was sncd out in Jane, was not served till the 2d

of -September following; and the learned Serjeant, therefore,

contended thp.t the writ was spent and abandoned, because it

had not been ser\'ed within those calendar months prescribed by

the act for the commencement of the action. The action being

the creature of an act of Parliament, time, he submitted, was

the essence of it.—Lord Chief Justice Tindal said, that the

issuing of the writ was regular, and he thought that the de

fendant Bhould make his stand when the feigned issue was de-

livered and then urge his objection that the plaintiff was out of

time.-Mr. Serjeant TaUourd said he would then take that

course.— Rule refused.

AactTES Counx.—iY«nn v. Tarty and Mopsei/ ,—This was an

appeal from the Consistory Court of London, in a suit for sub-

traction of church rate in the parish of Hackney. The case was

argued at great length in the court below in November of last

year. The argument in this court was only part heard, and was

deferred to the next court day. .

CB>TRAi.CRnn\Ai, Court.—The grand jury, at the conclusion

of their labours, said that, previously to being discharged, they

Wished to complain of the very large number of paltry cases

which had come before them in the discharge of their duty, and

which might have been disposed of summarily before the magis-

trates. Mr. Justice Erskinc said he would take care that the

complaint should be represented in the proper quarter,

Forgfrr/.—W. H, Hoskins^wvLS indicted for obtaining, by false

pretences, a check-book, with intent to defraud the Bank of Eng-

land, and for feloniously forging an order for the delivery of the

check.book, with the like intent. Counsel for the defence said,

that the prfsoner was first charged with a misdemeanour, and in

the next with aTelonv, and both had reference to the same trans-

action. It was desirable that the prisoner should plead guilty

to the misderaeanonr, and that the felony should stand over to

the next sessions. The prisoner had been many years a porter

to the Bank, and down to a recent period had conducted himself

well. The Directors considered that lie had been the dupe of an

evil-disposed person, who wished to obtain the check-book for a

purpose it was not difficult to conjecture. If the Court would

respite its judgment upon the minor case, to which the prisoner

was ready to plead, it was expected that he would make some
disclo^nres before the next session, which would further the ends

of public justice. This was acceded to by the Court.

Murder.—J3inc Bowler, a widow, was indicted for the wilful

murder of Joseph Bowler, her husband, by administering to him
a quantity of ai'senic. It appeared that the deceased was a chair-

maker in Union-street, Borough. On Wednesday, the 14th Sept.

he was taken ill. and remained so till the following Saturday,

when he died. Circumstances arose which led to suspicion that

the deceased had not died a natural death; an inquest wa^ con-

sequently held^ipon the body, and upon a post mortem examina-

tion, a quantity of arsenic was discovered, whicli left no doubt on

the mind of the medical man that tieath was caused by that

poison. Suspicion fell on the wife, but the evidence was entirely

clrcumstaritiat, and in many rcsper' ^ c;)ntradictory. The counsel

for the prisoner contended that t^ case was not proved, and sub-

mitted that theonly and fair inference to be drawn was that the de-

ceased had destroyed himself. It waa proved by several witnesses

that he was a person of a melancholy disposition, that he >iad

made attempts to destroy himself on formet occasions, and that

the prisoner had previously borne a good character. Mr. Justice

Maule was proceeding to sumup,but was interrupted by the jury,

who said thcv were perfectly satisfied, and acquitted the prisoner.

RiMerp.—Alice Lotte was indicted forsteahng a large quantity

of valuable jewellery from the residence of Viscount Frankfort.

The evidence for the prosecution rested entirely on the testimony

of Lord Frankfort, who stated that the prisoner had lived for

two months in his house, and that soon after her departure

jewels were missed. The circamstances of the case raised a

question, whether the jewels had not been given to her by

Lord Frankfort himself. This was the principal fact dwelt

on for the defence; and it was contended that they were
actually so presented, and not feloniously abstracted. Mr. Justice

Erskine, iu his address to the jury, observed that uooue who had
beard the case could fail feeling compassion for the prisoner,

cr to entertain a desire that she should be acquitted if the ei'idence

could at all warrant such a conclusion. They must not, however,
allow their feelings to induce them to swerve from their duty;
they must be bound by the evidence, and upon that alon? should
their verdict be returned. It appeared to be admitted that

^
the articles alleged to have been stolen by the prisoner had,
m point oC fact, come into her possession and been pawned by
her ; and the defence was, that they had not been taken feloni-
ously, but that the prosecutor had given them to the prisoner. If

they thought this was the case, or that the conduct of the pro-
secutor was of such a character as to induce a belief in the mind
of the prisoner that she might deal with them as her own, she
would be entitled to her acquittal ; for if she had only acted under
a mistaken impres : n, and without any felonious intention, she
could not be convicted upon the present charge. It was a dread-
ful imputation upon any man, much more upon one of the rank
and station of Lord Frankfort, to charge him with wilfully deny-
ing, upon bis oath, a fact of which he must have been cognisant
if it liad ever occurred ; but this alternative might be avoided if

the jury believed that although Lord Frankfort never in reality
gave the property to the prisoner, yet that, under the peculiar
circumstances of the case, the prisoner might reasonably enter-
tain the impression that the prosecutor intended her to have the
property. The Learned Judge then went through the evidence,

and concluded by leaving the case in the hands of the jury. The
jury, after deliberating^ ior about ten minutes, returned a verdict

of A'oC Guilty* The verdict was received with a shout of applause

in the Court, and this was speedily echoed by a loud volley of

cheers from the crowd assembled outside, and it was several

minutes before order could be rc:=tored.

Robbery in the Parks.—Henrif Pmsm^er and Alfred Lrwis were

charged with a robbery on the Rev. William Bugden, and stealing

from his person a purse containing money. This was one of the

cases connected with the gang of offenders whom we iiavc men-

tioned on former occasions as waylapng passengers in the parks.

The Rev. W. Bugden deposed that he was a Roman Catholic

clergyman. About half-past nine in the evening of the 22d

September, he was passing through Hyde-park. Just as he came
to the bridj^e over the Serpentine, he heard a sbriil whistle, and
immediately three men sprang upon him, one of whom made a

blow at him with something like a life-preserver, and demanded

money, which witness refused. The other two held witness by

the arms, whilst the third thrust his hand into his pocket, and

took out his purse, with which he ran away. Witness was greatly

frightened; but he believed he called for help. This evidence

was supported by other testimony ; and, after an ineffectual

attempt on the part of one of the prisoners to prove that he came

up to the assistance of the prosecutor when he called for help,

the jury found both prisoners guiitif* The prisoner Lewis being

proved to have before been convicted of felony, the Court sen-

tenced him to be transported for life, and sentenced the other to

transportation for fifteen years.

Bank-note Forgery.—Edward Banister and James Campbell,

who were acquitted on Thursday last of the charge of havmg in

their possession one hundred forged 500/. notes, were agam

placed at the bar on an indictment for a misdemeanour, ansmg
out of the same transaction. They pleaded guilty,^ The Attor-

ney-general, who appeared for the prosecution, said, that inas-

much as no injury appeared likely to result to the public or the

Bank in the preeent instance, from the conduct of the prisoners,

it was not his wish to press for a severe sentence. Mr, Justice

Maule then cautioned the prisoners as to their future conduct,

and sentenced them to pay a fine of is. each.

Swimllhig.—Bonnier Kaim, described as a labourer, was m-

dieted for stealing two diamond rings and one pearl pin, value

30/ the property of Matilda Johnson, in her dwelling-house.

The prisoner, who called himself the " Baron Kaim," had called

on Mrs. Johnson, under the pretence of looking for lodgings;

and having thus made her acq-iaihtance, he obtained possession

of the rings and pin, under pretence of wishing to show them to

Lord Forester. The jury returned a verdict of guilty, and the

prisoner was sentenced to seven years* transportation.

SPORTING,
NEWMARKET HOUGHTON MEETING.

FniDAV.—TAc AudU'y End Stakes of 3 sovs. each, for three-

yrs-old, &c. A.E.C. 4 subs.-Won by Lord Chesterlield's Rho-

danthe ^Nat), beating Mr. Gregory's Una. Mr. J. Day's Tambu-

rini, and Sir W. Stanley's Vakeel. . ^ ^ ^

First Clitss. The Nursery Stakes of 25 sovs. each, fortwo-yrs-

olds. D.M. 8 subs.—Won by Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone (F.

Butler), beating Mr. Payne's f. by Muley Moloch ; a dead heat,

the parties dividing the stakes. .

Second Class, The Nursery Stakes of 25 sovs. each, &c. U.M.

7 sabs —Won by Mr. W. Sadler's Sister to Combat (Rogers),

beating Mr. Bradford's f. by Partisan, out of Fidelity, and Mr.

Ongley's Queen of the Gipsies.
, , *t. p

Handicap Sweepstakes of 20 sovs. each, for three-yrs, &c.

T Y C 8 subs.; 3 paid.—Won by Lord Eglintoun's Dr. Caius

(Lye), beating Mr. Etwall's Palladium, Mr. Thornhill's Equation,

and Sir W. Stanley's Vakeel. „ „ ^
Matches.-LoTd Exeter's Celia beat Col. Peel's Garry Owen;

200, h. ft. Mr. Bowes's Ladve of Siiverkeld Well received forfeit

from Duke of Bedford's Magog; 100 h. ft. Duke of Bedford's

John o' Gaunt received forfeit from Capt. Price's Retriever 5 200

h ft

'sATVRDAY.—Matches.—hoTd Exeter's Celia beat Col. Peel's

CaraeUon; 100/. Col. Peel's Canton beat Lord Eglintoun's Au-

gury- 100/. h.ft. Lord Exeter's Celia beat Lord Stradbroke's

Jeremy Diddler; 100/. Col. Peel's Camelion beat Mr. Osbal-

destone's f. by Saddler; 100/. h. ft. Lord Eglintoun's Pompey

beat Col. Peel's Rook's-nest:-lOO/. h. ft. Mr. Goodman's Sha-

dow beat Col. Peel's Garry Owen; 100/. h. ft. Col, Feel's Harts-

horn (Nat) beat Mr. Goodman's Bother'em ; 50/. I-ord Eglin-

toun's Melior beat Lord Albemarle's Buffalo; 100/. h. ft. Col.

Peel's I-am-not-aware beat Lord Eglintoun's Jamie Forest; 100/.

^ The HOJfghton Handicap of 15 sovs. each, for three-yrs-olds,

&c. D.M. 13 subs.—Won by Mr. Stephenson's Ma Mie (Mann),

beating Mr. Boyce's Corunna, and Lord Exeter's Revocation.

Sweepstakes of 5 sovs. each ; winner to be sold for 25 sovs., if

demanded, &c. 8 subs. — Won by Lord Chesterfield's Henri

Quatre (Nat) beating Mr. Beresford's Indolence, and Mr. G.

Clark's Ameine. Mr. Goodman's Shadow beat Mr. Ramsay's

Cabrera ; 200/. h. ft.
. , , ,

'

^, ,.

The CHterion Stakes.—At a meeting of the Jockey Club on

Friday evening it was decided that Mr. Gregory was not liable to

the forfeits. The effect of this decision is to make the Produce

Stakes a void race, and to negative Mr. Watt's claim for the Cri-

terion.
, , . , . ,

TATTERSALL'S, Tnrnsn ' -.—The only Derby bets laid were

13 to I to 100/. agst Sir G. Heathcotcs lot, 25 to 1 to a small sum
agst Winesour, 125 to 25 (five points less than the odds) agst the

Progress colt, 500 to 20 agst Philip, SOU to 10 agst Aristides, 400

to 10 agst the Oxygen colt, 400 to 10 agst th^ Languish colt,

50 to 1 to ;o/. agst UumpUng, and 1,000 to ISagst Delightful colt.

Offers of 8 to 1 agst A British Yeoman (take 17 to 2). Oaks.—9 to

1 laid to 2o/. agst Maria Day, and 300 to 10 agst Sister to Sarcasm.

As Thursday has always been a bad day of business in the winter

months, it has been suggested that the room might as well be

closed on that day until after Christmas, as a means of improving

business on the Monday,

MARK LANE, FainAV, Nov. 4.— W^c have had but little

English Wheat at Market since Monday, and sales have been

made at 1*. advance. There was a good demand for Foreign on
W^ednesday, at I*, above the prices reaUsed on Monday, and that

improvement has been mauitained to-day, but the quantity sold

was not so large. In bonded there has been a little demand for

exportation of Odessa and Mediterranean Wheat. Barley sells

on the same terms. Peas and Beans are a very dull sale. The

Oat Trade has improved since Monday.
jmiTISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.

Wheat, E!«BPs, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and YoiTishire. . .

Barley ...... - . Maltinj^ anddlilillinK

Oais, Lincolnahire and Vork^hire . . . Polandt

Northimitcrland and Stroioh .* . . Feed
IrUh ^f'^^

Rve ^: •

Beam, Matagan, old and new . 34 to 30 Tuk
Pijfeon, Heligoland . . ,3110 33 Winds.

PcHs, White 31 to 40 Maple
WEEKLY I^rPERlAL AVEUAfiES.

tareTf—J. P. Starling, Rlakenejr. ^orfoIk, co;d-merchaiit-T. Smithson, \ork,

tebacconiat-I. Hague. W. Millar, and W. T. Grant. Wappin^. Middlesex.

cnjrineen-J. Brown and R- H. Barrett, High-streetplace, ^\ hue Horse-lane,

Stepney, manufatiurers of ship-controUers-J. Muddell. Freeman B-eourt,

Cheapside, wine merchant-J. Sorby. Sheffield, .teel-inanufacturer—S. Davii,

Church-lane. Whitechapel, linen-dtaper—H. Miles, Southampion, woollen-

diaper—J. Hall, Winsford, Chester, grocer—S. A. (joddard and K. Hill, Bir-

minffham, merrhants — J. Beaumont, Tottenham-court-road, surgeon- W.
Whapshott, Crosby-row, King-street, Southwark, engineer—H. h. Winter,

Regent-street, milliner.

BIRTHS At Hagley Park, on Thursday, the 27th ult-.tlie Lady Lyttelton,

of a son and heir—On the 23d ult., at Stutigard, the lady of C. C. Barton, Esq.

of a daughter—On the S8th inst., in Upper Berkeley-street West, Mrs. G. de

Bosco Attwood, of a daughter—On the Bath inst., the lady of the late J. Daw-
son, Esq., of Hi^'ham Lodj»e, Suffolk, of a daughter—On the 30th inst., the

wife nf Dr. David Burnes, Vernon place, Bloomsbury-square, of a daui;hter—

At Donninfjtoa Cottaije, on the 20th uU-, the lady of Commander L. O. Hayes,

H.M-S. Wolf, of a son.

MARRIED—On the 23d ult., at the English Church, Alexandria, J. Lil-

burn, M.D , her Britannic IVlHJesry's Con?u] for the island of Cyprus, to Mary,
only daughter of S. Woolrid^e, Esq., of Chichester—On the S7th uli., at Mai-

pas, J. T- Winnington, Esq., Captain in the Mih Infantry, sei-ond son of the

late SirT E. Winnington, of Stanford Court, Worcestershire, Ban., to Einuia,

third daughter of T. Prntheroe, Esq-, of Malpaa Court, Monmouthshire—On
the I5th uh., at the British Embassy at Naples, J. B- Haro, Esq , nt Berkeley-

square, Bristol, to Jane, daughter of the late E. Stracey, Esq., of the Beng&I

Civil Service.

DIED.—On Sunday, the 30th ult., after a short but severe Hlness, Mr.
Michael Waterer, nf Knap Hill Nursery, near Bagshot—On the 25th ult., at-

his father's house, Molineui-strett, Bryanstone-square, Lieut. J. R. AVelstead,

I. N., aged 37 years—On the 26th ult-, at Hampton Court, the Hon- Berkelepr

Paget, one of the Commisaioners of Excise—On the 31:^t ult., at his town resi-

dence, Russell-square, Mr- Serjeant Spankie—On the 27tfa ult., in Park-street,

Grosvenor-square, aged 51, Isabella Eleanor, youngest daughter of the late

Sir E. Nightingale, Bart., of Kneesworih Hall, Cambridgeshire—On theaoth
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Upper Wper \Vimpole-sireet, second son of Sir J. H.S,^aIe, Bart—On the 1st inst,,

at Beech-hill, aged 74, R. Thicknesse, Esq., formerly M.P. for^Wigan—On the

8Ist ult., at Nebo House, near Taunton, the Rev. H. M'insioe, M.A., of Mag-
dalen College, Oxford, rector of Minster and Forrabury, in the county of Corn-

wall, and perpetual curate of Huishton, in Sumersetshire, aged 72.

n^O FARMERS, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.
-L SULPHATE of LIME, now in use by the Horticultural

Society, being a cheap substitute for Gypsum, may be had in

large or small quantities, at Samuel Carter's, 63, Blackman-
street. Borough of Southwark.

'^piIE PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING MA-
J- TERIAL, spoken so highly of in the Gardeners* Chronicle for

1841, p. 100, 415, 530, and p. 8, for 1842, maybe obtained in

Sheets—32 inches by 32 inches, 32 inches by 6i inches, 32 inches

by 96 inches, of Thos. J.vo. Croggon, 8, Ingram-court, Fen-
church- street. A liberal discount to Hothouse Builders, Nur-
serymen, &c.

KEENE'5 PATENT CEMENT.

.^"PHIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and
X is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses, Conser\'a-

tories, &c., as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perfectly

impenetrable by insects.
^

The entire ran^e of Hothous'es erecting by the Government at

Frogmore are about being stuccoed -with it, and the price ranges

nearly equally with the Cements in ordinary use for floors, and

it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and SONS, Mill-

bank, Westminster.

PIANOFORTES.—LUFF and Co.'s D'ORLEANS
PIANOFORTE combines power and sweetness of tone,

elegance, durability, and cheapness. Cottage, Cabinet, Piccolo,

and Semi-grand Pianoforte in elegant variety, equally cheap, and

packed free to all parts. None but warranted Pianofortes shown,

and exchanged at any time if desired. Pianofortes a little used

from hire, very cheap. Instruments taken in exchange.—Luff

and Co., 103, Great Russell-street, Bioomsbury.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured onlv from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being suppUed, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City omce, 93, Gracechurch-street.

M

Table Cut

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS—W. Kayncr and J. llayner, Uxbtidge, seed-crushers—W.

Rayner, UxbridKc, •nrgeon—Jf. H«yft«r, IJxbrid^re, chemist—T. Ktheridj^B,
Iloxtnn Old Town, dyer—E. iy^ne, (Mrencesier, edgc-tool maker—R. JLlndoBj
MarlboroUBh, Devonshire, com-fHCtor.
BANKRT'PTCMSUFliRSEDED-J. Mitdiell.C; : .Iminff, Surrey, butcher.
BANKRUPTS—E. Fennell and R. Kennell, Aldermaobury Postern, Lon-

don, yam-merchants—A. Friroiir, St, Mariin'iilnne, hotel-keeper

—

W. Uopptr,

rireat Queen street, Lim-oln's Ina-fielda," cari>et-warehoUB«inan.—D. Lawson,
Mnryleoone street, Piccadilly, woonen-draper— J. France, Manchester, cot-

ton-manufacturer—Joshua V\"«M>d. Jam«s Wood, Joseph Wood, Richard Wood,
Joha Wood, and Charles Wood, Denby Dale, Yorkshire, fancy-cloth-manufac-

ECHFS ELEGANCIES FOR PRESENTS AND
USE.—The greatest variety for Ladies and GeuXlcmen,

both in price and choice, is at Mechi's Manufactory and Empo-

rium of Elegancies, No. 4. Leadenhall-street. Here may be

suited the economist or tlie luxurious. Bagatelle-tables, 3^ 10*.

to 13/. lOs,; writing-desks, IOa'.. to 20/.; dressing cases, 205. to

100/.; work-boxes, 12^. to 20/. j leather writing-cases, with or

without dressing-case. 19s. to ]6l.; tea-cbests. 7s. od. to 8/.;

envelope-cases, IO5. to 10/.; ink-stands, in -wood, bronze, and

papier-mache, 6s. to 6/. 6s, ; splendid papier-mache work-tables,

10/. 105.; sets of tea-trays, 8/. to 20/.; work and cake baskets,

25s. to 50*.; card-racks, 265. to 405.; hand-screens, IBs. to 48s. :

netting-boxes, 355. to 275. ; card-boxes, 2/. to 5/. 55. ;
pole-screens,

4/ 105. per pair; ladies' folios, richly painted, 30s. to 3/35.; ladies

companions, or pocket work-boxes, ia pearl, shell, paper, and

leather, at all prices ; ladies' scent and toUet bottles, 7s. bd. to

3/. 3s.; ladies' card-cases, 10s. to 5/. ; elegant chess-boards and

ivory chessmen, various prices, to 16/. l6s.; watch-stands. 2/*.

each; gold and silver pencil-cases, elegant cases of seven-day

razors, from 255. to 10/. lOs.; ivory-handled and Scotch strops,

in every variety ; sporting-knives. from 10*. to 3/. ;
splendui

Wharncliffe knives ; ladies' scissors, 6s. to 505. per pair ;
cases ot

plated and silver desserts, to 25/.; cases of splendid table cutlery,

to 40/. ; end a variety of other articles, of which catalogues may

be had gratis.—As Mechi manufactures extensively on his own

premises, the quality of every article is warranted.

Icry, Sheffield Plate, &c.

OWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, a Vegetaple
PRODurTioN. The only article that produces and restores

HAIR; also WinsKKns,MusTACHios, and KvK-BROWS; prevents

Hair from falling oflf or turning grey to the late^^t period of nte;

changes grey Hair to its original colour—frees it from scurf, ana

makes it beautifully soft, curly, and glossy. In dressmg

Hair, it keeps it firm in the Curl, uninjured by damp-weather,

crowded rooms, the dance, or in the exercise of nding. io

Children it is hivaluable, as it lays a foundation for aBsAUTii-'UL

^CALT°ox.-Ask for "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL." and

observe their Name and Addrkss, in Red, on the »Vrapper,thas .

A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN.
Counter-signed ALEX. ROWLAND.

The lowest price is 3s. 6f/.—the next 7*.— 105. 6d. and 2is. per

bottle. ,__- . ,Ty^*C
*^* Ontheback of the Wrapper, arc the words "ROWLA^i/ ^

MACASSAR OIL" engraven nearly 1,500 times, contaniino

29,028 letters, without which none are genuine.
(Impostors call their trash the '* GENUINE," and omit tue

"&'Mnthc Signature, offering it for sale under the lure 01

being cheap.) . ^ __

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL is sold by the Propnetors, as

above, and by respectable Perfumers and Medicine Venders. ^

Printed by Messrs. Bbadhuiit and Evans, Lombard-street, Tleet-s""*' '*

the Frecinctof Whitefriars. in the City of London, and Published
J,^j5f .^i

the OFFice, 3. CuARLia-wtaAaT, Covmjt Garubj", in the County of
^^''S'J'f ^^i

where all Advertijiemenu and Communicationt are to t»e ttddreweow
£ditor.—Saturday, No7«iaber 6, ISiS*
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alone is calculated at upwards of 5000/.-
opening of Queen's College, In this city, for

8tore in Ann-street, belonging to Mr. Oliver Wingate,
filled with cotton, grain, wines, tea, and other valuable
goods, was destroyed by fire. At one time the flames
threatened to spread into the adjoining streets, but were
fortunately confined to the premises. The loss of goods

—The formal

_ , ,. , ,
- , .

the education
of ladies, took place yesterday week, Sir James Campbell
Lord Provost, in the chair. The large hall of the As-
sembly Rooms was filled to overflowing by a highly re-
spectable company, almost entirely composed of ladies :

the gentlemen present were well known advocates of the
ciuse of education. Professor Penny addressed the meet-
ing on the advantages and pleasures of knowledge, and
the importance of the present institution. He concluded
by remarking—"Glasgow has ever been celebrated for the
intelhgence of its citizens ; it has numbered among them
men of the highest intellectual and moral attainments—
nay, the very foremost in literature, science, and art ; and
I would ask the simple question, why the ladies of
Glasgow should not be equally eminent ? Every effort,
every institution, which endeavours to promote the at-
tainment of this object—which strives to correct and dis-
pel the prejudices attached to female education—which
affords the opportunity of acquiring, under one roof,
knowledge in all its important, useful, and ornamental
departments, is indeed worthy of consideration, encourage-
ment, and congratulation/'
Hoxbur^h.—The Keho Chronicle states that Mr

Robertson, the tenant of Friars, by causing the plough-
share to be driven further than usual into the earth, has
exposed to view the remains of the ancient city of Rox-
burgh. These extend in various directions, from their
apparent centre, the chapel of St. James, situated upon a
knoll immediately opposite to Floors Castle. The line of
streets and the site of public buildings, are distinctly

Tay7nQuih.—T\i^ Perth papers state that as Mr. JohnM Kenzie, piper to the Marquess of Breadalbane,' was
one day last week on his way to the Castle, he was at-
tacked by one of the red deer, with which he had a severe
struggle. Tbe animal struck him with his horns in several
places and severely bruised him. After dragging him for
some distance the deer l^t go his hold : Mr. M'Kenzie
was thus released, but has since been confined to his bed
from the injuries received.

Drury-Lane,
THEATRICALS.

suitor (Mr. Keeley).

lady's

A new farce, called *' The Eton Boy,"
was produced at this theatre on Saturday. The Eton
Boy is a young lady (Mrs. Stirling), who assumes the
disguise, to prove the character of a gentleman, Mr.
Dahsicr^ who has been sent down by her father as her
„ _^ ^ ^

- ,
Hearing that Capt. Popham (Mj.

C. Mathews), who formerly hoased him into a ridiculous
love affair, is coming to visit him at the younn^
house, he persuades his hoyisli friend to assume female
attire, and pass himself off to the Captain as a woman.
lo do this the lady has only to assume her proper dress,
and the misguided Dabster gives away his bride elect to
his successful rival. TJie scenes which follow, as may
he imagined, are extremely humorous, and the piece
ends with the marriage of the Hfon Boy to Capt, Pop-
ham. The piece was received with roars of laughter, and
announced for repetition.

Covent-Garden. —On

smart dialogue, and the acting was excellent. Its an-
nouncement for repetition was received with much applause.
Olympic—On Monday night a new farce was brought

out at this theatre, entitled " My Valet and L" The
plot is one of cross purposes, produced by the determina-
tion of a lady to meet her lover, the valet's master, in the
disguise of her maid. The master exchanges coati with
his valet, and the usual perplexities ensue, which are at
last cleared up by an explanation. The main interest of
the piece depends on the acting of Mr. Wild as the valet,
who secured its success, and announced it for repetition.

itlfsccllaiuous.
American Faclories.-^Mr. Dickens, in his new work

from which we quoted largely in our last, gives an account
of Ins visit to Lowell, the seat of American manufactureg.
The following extracts from this description may interest
our readers :—" I happened to arrive at the first factory
just as the dinner-hour was over, and the girls were
returning to their work; indeed, the stairs of the mill
were thronged with them as I ascended. They were all
well dressed, but not, to my thinking, above their condi-
tion

; for^I like to seethe humbler classes of society care-
ful of their dress and appearance, and even^ if they please,
decorated with such little trfnkets as come within the
compass of their means. They had serviceable bonnets,
good warm cloaks, and shawls ; and were not above clogs
and pattens. Moreover, there were places in the mill in
which they could deposit tliese things without injury, and
there were conveniences for washing. They were healthy
in appearance, many of them remarkably so, and had the
manners and deportment of young women ; not of de-
graded brutes of burden. If I had seen in one of those
mills (but I did not, though I looked for something of
this kind with a sharp eye), the most lisping, mincing,
aflected, and ridiculous young creature that my imagina-
tion could suggest, I should have thought of the careless,
moping, slatternly, degraded, dull reverse (I have seen
that), and should have been still well pleased to look upon
her. The rooms in which they worked were as well
ordered as themselves. In the windows of some there were
green plants, which were trained to shade the glass ; in all
there was as much fresh air, cleanliness,- and comfort, as
the nature of the occupation would possibly admit of. Out
of so large a number of females, many of whom were
just only then verging upon womanhood, it may be rea-
sonably supposed that some were delicate and fragile in
appearance, no doubt there were. But I solemnly declare
that from all the crowd I saw in the different factories
that day, I cannot recal a separate one young face that
gave me a painful impression j not one young girl whom,
assuming it to be matter of necessity that she should
gain her daily bread by the labour of her hands, I would
have removed from those works if 1 had had the power.
They reside in various boarding-houses near at hand.
The owners of the mills are particularly careful to allow
no persons to enter upon the possession of these houses,

t

and without any appearance of a tail. At ten minutes
past ten, mean time of Paris, the right ascension of the
comet was 16 hours 41 minutes, and its northern declina-
tion 68 degrees 44 minutes. The right ascension in-
creased in G hours 3 minutes 34 seconds of time, and
the declination diminished 20 minutes in the same interval
of time.

Scandinavian Aniiqvilies.—Some men in digging lately
near the village of Pappenbuhl, in Denmark, discovered
at the depth of 15 feet an antique bark^ formed out of a
single oak tree, and rounded at the bottom. It was nwxch
decayed by the moisture of its bed, but it is ascertained
to have been 32 feet in length, 2 feet deep, and 2 J feet
broad at the middle. There were on each side several
holes made with pi borer, but no trace of nails or any iron-
work could be found. On the spot where it lay there ran
in ancient days a canal, which united the ri?ers Eider and
Hever. This canal was dedicated to the god Oegir—the
Neptune of the Scandinavians—but on the introduction of
Christianity was filled up. It is, therefore, probable that
this boat had its existence in the eighth, or at latest in the
ninth, century. It has been purchased by the Govern-
ment, with the intent of placing it among the northern
antiquities of the public museum, which contains very
few relics of the navigation of the aborigines of Scandinavi^,

VicB-CnANCELLOR^s Cov KT.—Scott V, P^z#ca/.—The bill in this
cause was filed by Mrs. Scott, the wife of Mr. John Sc.At, who
had lurmerly filled various parochial offices in the panbh of St.
Janics, Clerkciiwell, in which he had been accused of appropri-
ating the parisli funds to his own use, for tlie purpose of setting
aside certam securities wliich she had been compelled to jive the
parish authorities under alleged duress, to ans^wer the aniount of
his defalcations

; and there was a cross bill for raising the entire
amount for which the iecuriticR had been given. These causes
were heard at great kngth betnre the long vacation, aiid his
Honour now delivered a lortg suid vcrj- elaborate judgment, of
which the substance was as follows:—His Honour said the sub-
stantial (iuestiou was. whether the deed of the 27th of October.
1837, should be set aside, or •hould stand as a security for what

,
,

Tuesday Cimorosa's cele-
brated opera of the " Matrimonio Segreto » was producrd

ffrl, o^^^'''^> ^^ Eoglish dress, under the name of
^
The Secret Marriage." Notwithstanding the alterations

introduced to adapt it to the English stage, the change of
language, and the absence of Lablache, who has identi-
fied himself with the part of Geronimo, it was com-
pletely successful, and was cordially received by one of
the most crowded houses of the season. The great de-
ficiency was the absence of adequate male singers

; but
the three female characters, Caroline, Elisclta/and
Ftda/ma, represented by Miss Kemble, Miss Rainforth
and Mrs, A. Shaw, were so strongly cast as to insure a
favourable reception. The well-known terzetto, Miss
Kemble s air by Paisiello.and/'/^/^/ma'^ song were encored
by the audience, who called for all the singers at the close
of the opera, and welcomed its announcement for repeti-
tion with great applause—A comic drama, called *'The
Turf, ' from the pen of Mr, Mark Lemon, was produced
on Monday, A scheme to drug a horse on the Derby-day
at Lpsom, and thereby to defraud his owner and a Cock-
ney sportsman, which is afterwards revealed by the con-
science-stricken groom, is the foundation of the plot. Mr
hartley is n Cockney grocer, Clovis Cvlpepper, who lias
liaa a fortune left him, and has a violent fancy for sport-
ing.

_
Mrs. Humby is his wife, still regretting the shop in

Barbican. Mr. Harley is his former porter, converted
into a groom, Mr. W. Lacy and Mr.Wigan represent two
fashionable s^mdkrs^Captain Flatookermd Bruce Siney,
and Mr, Meadows is the hostler, who is persuaded to drug
the horse. Of course the grocer loses his money, and a
country gentleman, introduced in the progress of the piece
as the father of a lady to whom Captain Flatooker ispaying his addresses, is ruined by his bets. Tbe

InYnl f/l, u J^^ *^^P^'^ ^^^^^ to guaraniee the

tZf I T ^""^ ?''y ^^ '^^ *^^"gl>ter
; the squire

'r^lTl Z'^ ««^^"v«^J sifts the affair to the foundation.

pository

females
by

SL «?„ ' 'i^'^^^^^^y- ^^^^ induced Culpepper tomake a compromise, by paying 3.000/. iu a cher,ue%ithwh.ch they are about to make off to France, Xn Tt isdiscovered hat the grocer ,« not entitled to theLacytLat a stop is placed upon the money at his banker' f andthe rogues are regularly caught. Not only did the dramacarry with ,t a good moral, but it was supported b7

whose characters have not undergone the most searching
and thorough inquiry. Any complaint that is made
against them by tbe boarders, or by any one else, i^ fully
-investigated

; and if good ground of complaint be shown
to exist against them, they are removed, and their occu-
pation is handed over to some more deserving person."
After stating the astounding fact, that in Juiy, 1841, nine
hundred and seventy-eight of these girls were depositors
in the Lowell Savings* Bank, to the amount jointly of
100,000 d( " irs, or 20,000/. of English money. Mr. Dickens
goes on to say—"I am now going to state three facts,

which will startle a large class of readers on this side of
the Atlantic very much. Firstly, there is a joint-stock
piano in a great many of the boarding-houses. Secondly,
nearly all these young ladies subscribe to circulating
libraries. Thirdly, they have got up among them-
selves a periodical called The Lowell Offering, • A re-

of original articles, written exclusively
actively employed in the mills,' which is

duly printed, published, and sold ; and whereof I brought
away from Lowell four hundred good solid pages, which
I have read from beginning to end. The large class of
readers, startled by these facts, will exclaim with one
voice, * How very preposterous I

' On my deferentially
inquiring why, they will answer, * These things are above
their station,' In reply to that objection, I would beg to
ask what their station is? It i3 their station to work,
and they do work. They labour in thef^e mills, upon an
average, twelve hours a day, which is unquestionably
work, atid pretty tight work too. Perhaps it is above
their station to indulge in such amusements, on any
terms. Are we quite sure that we in England have not
formed our ideas of the * station ' of working-people,
frohi accustoming ourselves to the contemplation of that
class as they are, and not as they might be? I think
that if we examine our own feelings, we shall find that
the pianos, and the circulating libraries, and even the
Lowell Offering, startle us by their novelty, and not by
their bearing upon any abstract question of right or
wrong. For myself, 1 know no station in which the occu-
pation of to-day, cheerfully done, and the occupation of to-
morrow cheerfully looked to, any one of these pursuits is

not most humanising and laudable. I know no station
which is rendered more endurable to the person in it, or
more safe to the person out of it, by having ignorance
for its associate. 1 know no station which has a right to
monopolise the means of mutual instruction, improve-
ment, and rational entertainment ; or which has ever con-
tinued to be a station very long, after seeking to do so."
New Comet.—The Paris papers mention that M.

Laugier, astronomer at the Paris Observatory, discovered,
about 7 in the evening of the 28th uit., in tbe constella-

a
i

tion of the Dragon, a telescopic comet, extremely faint,

I

might be found due from Scott to the parish. The case in sub-
staiice was this

: in March, 1834, a suspicion arose that Scott,
who had heeu fiiliijg various parochial offices, had appropriated
larg-e sums belonging to the parish to bis own use, and a meeting
was convened to investigate the charge. It appeared Scott felt
alarmed at these procceding-s on the part of tho parish, and im-
mediately executed several instrumenu by which he vested all
his tangible property in hib brother and a Mr. Turner, upon
trusts, virtually for Mrs. Scott for life, with the reservaUon to
her of a general power of appointment. This vrasou the Uth of
April, and immediately afterwards Scott absconded to France,
where he remained UU October, iS:*;. A warrant was then
taken cut for his apprehension, on a criminal charge of em-
bezzlement, and placards were issued offering a reward for his
arresti and in August, 1836, proceedings were taken to outlaw
him, with the view of obtaining:, through some grant from
the crown, a mcana of getting at Ins property, of which Mrs.
Scott continued virtually in jmssession, or of conTpelling"
him to return to this country. There was no doubt his
position abroad was one of great distress; and in July, ) 837, it
was stated in the answer he had sent two letters to the parish,
which had been sketched by Mr. Bodkin hut of that fact there
was no evidence offered), who had been consulted by the parish
duriui? the proceedings. But even if Mr. Bodkin had sketched
the letters, they did him gns^t ciedit for the degree of feeling and
proper regard of the circumstances of Scott and tlje parish, which
they exhibited. One letter from Scott proposed an investigation
of the amount of the debt which Scott owed the pari>h 3 but all
such proposals were rejected, and the parish replied nothing
would satisfy them but a security for the sum which a reportmade to the parish in July, 1834, had found dae froui hira. Upon
these terms the deed was prepared by Messrs. Pownall * Cross
for securing to the parish the sum of 10,400/., and the costs 0/
preparing the deed. On the 26th of October, 183;, Scott returned
from France, and a meeting was appointed for the foUowijig'
morning, at the chambers of the solicitors, to execute the deed.
And in th? early part of the same moruing Scott went down to
the Criminal Court, and pleaded to the indictment; upon which
the outlawrj- was reversed. At the meeting for executing the
deed. Scott, it appeared, hesitated to put his name to it. The bill
alleged that Mr. Bodkin threatened, if the deed were not exe-
cuted, he would have Scott immediately arrested. It appeared in
evidence that what Mr. Bodkin had said was, he did not expect
such hesitation at the eleventh hour; hut, if Scott had any uhjec-
tien to execute the deed which he could not get over, Mr. Bod-
kiii would pledge himself Scott should be at hbeity to return to
France unmolested. Tbe deed was then executed by Scott and
his wife, and was afterwards formally acknowledged by Mrs.
Scott as a married woman. The warrant was never executed,
and was, in fact, delivered up and destroyed j and on the 28th of
October Scott attended the Criminal Court, where the indictment
stood for trial—but, in fact, there was no trial at all. Mr. Bod-
kin, on the part of the parish, made a representation to the Court,
and Scott's counsel made a speech j and there was an acquittal,
without evidence being gone into. It appeared that Mrs. Scott,
shortly after, filed a bill, one of the objects qf which was to pay
off the security; but she afterwards dismissed that bill, and filed
the present bill,— praying the alternative, either that the deed
might be set aside, or might btand as a security for what should
be found due on a just account. The cross bill insisted on the
execution of the trusts ot the security as they appeared on the face
of the deed. The sole question was, whether there had been any
duress against which the Court ought to relieve, with respect to
the point that there never had been any account taken to which
Scott was privy. What appeared was, that after the committee of
1834 had matte some progress in their investigation, which, tliey
stated was accompanied with gicat difficulty, Scott appeared,
and questions were put to him ; and the committee stated his
manner was that of a guilty man. That, however, was not the
method of arriving at the truth ; and though there might be good
ground, from the whole course of conduct pursued by Scott, to
conclude there was a large balance owing to the parish, yet
nothing appeared by which the Court could arrive at the conclu-
sion that the sum due was that stated in the report ^ and the
committee plainly admitted they had not ascertained the amount
in the only way the justice of the case required the thing : Id
be made out. The duress a^inst which the Court would relieve
must be that which was created by the exercise of an unlawfflJ

power, or the undue exercise of a lawful power. It was
perfectly true that all the pariah did was lawful, in tha

sense of being quite in accordance with the law of the land.

The question was, did they exercise their power lawfully? Al-

though there had been no threat used by Mr-BodkiUthis Honour
could not himself but think in the whole cour^ of the transac*

tion, that there was an undue exercise of a lawfulpow^. It was
inconsistent with common fairness for the psnsh to become
judges in their own cause, and to assume that a debt ^as justly

due to them which the coromittce who had invest!^ ' d the
matter had stamped with the character of uncertainty and doubt.
His Honour therefore thought that the justice of the case re-
quired, not that the deed should be set aside altogether, but that
it should be ordered to stand as a security, not for the 10,4<H}/.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HoSrcl^T^tJB^ BUILDINGS. DWELLING-HOUSES,

rHFRCHES and MAN^ "P^^ improved prln-

Se3 and at rcrr moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

^TtA ^B^^i'^^aVfn^^^^^^^ time to the considera;

tion of this ^nb^ct, and had much experience in the erection of

«n^«^fijs for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

S^suffSted in their practice, rendered their mode of heat..

^l not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

dto-ability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

Lave erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. andE. Bailey also construct in metal all desciiptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawing**

mid models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, araongstother metal works, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bau-ey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent,

D. and E. B ai i.ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

bep to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

dac«ous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals, required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.
m - - - ' ' II

. *.

"^PHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
J- by J. RoGKRS, Esq.. may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEVrEN. Ironmonger. «cc., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J, SiiKWBV having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Mwo^^rs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall j Messrs. Loddlges',

JIaekney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place ; Mr, Knight's,

King's road, Chelseaj Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the llorticultaral Society of London.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
IT'DWAUD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

-^ that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower-boxes, Edging for Gardeii-paths,&c., manufactured

^by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application t > the Gardener (Sundays excepted).

Letters of inquiry will receive every attention,

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY,
YORKSHIRE.

t^ROSSKILL*S LIQUID MANURE CART, which
-^ received the Honorary Reward of the Royal Agricultural

Society,

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-iron, and iiolds about

^^A^xlie B'rass Valve Lever. Without stopping the horse, the

roal; pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon the Spread-

^
sT'pa^ent Iron Pump, which cannot possibly choke or get out

''^E,'The Flexible Leather Pipe, r ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe

at the end. ^. ^ . ,t n o-/
Price delivered m Hull, 2;j/.

CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE >JANX^RE PRILL, for drilmg

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c.-will eontam 8 bushels of

manure—price 12/. 12*.
^

WHEAT.SOWING.
TDOTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO MANURE.
JL TESTiMOXIAL:—"The Aktifkial Guaxo Manure was

applied with great^effect to a light land, on the estate of A. Cot-

ton, Esq , Hildershara HaU, Cambridge, on a Field of Barley; it

produced a marked effect- the finest crop for years, and the pro-

duce. Six Quarters of Bariey to the acre. The space marked out

was conspicuous, being some inches higher than that from com-

mon Manure. On part of a Grass Field the application, whic^

-was but lightlv made, produced at least double the proportion of

Hay compared' to the part otherwise manured. A portion of it

-was applied to the Orange Globe Mangel Wurzel. the roots of

which were of very large size—double that of others,—and its

effects on a bed of Parsneps was extraordinary, producing a crop

exceeding any before seen. The exact weight per square yard,

compared with those of ordinary culture, wiU be estimated when
gathered. In the instance of the Parsneps, the Manure was
mixed with earth, and deposited over the seed ; amode of culture

recommended ii» the practice of Mangel Wurzel. Although,

much higher in price than the common Manure, the pront was
materially Kreater.*'

Works, Upper Fore-street, London.

GUANO ON SALE.—Any quantity of this valuable

Manure c»Bbe had from the Bonded Store* of the Importer,

cither in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotesworth,
Powell, and Pryor. St. Helen's-place. London ; Edwards, Danson,
and Co., Liverpool: William Joseph Myers and Co., Importers,

Liverpool.

n^O FARMERS, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.—
J- SULPHATE of LIME, now in use by the Horticultural

Society, behig a cheap substitute for Gypsum, may be had ia

large or small quantities, at Samuel Carter's, 65, Blackman-
street. Borough of Southwark.

On Tuesday next, with Two Plates, &c., 8ro, 6^.,

THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND. Vol III., Parts II. and

III., completing the Volume.—Contknts:—Progress of Agricul-

tural Knowledge during the last Four Years. By Philip Pusey,

M.P.—MeethiE: of German Landowners in 1841. By Henry Hand-
ley.—On the Marling of a Light Sandy Soil on the Duke of Bed-

ford's Farm at Woburn. By Charles Burness.- Claying or Marl-

ing Land. By F. W. Overman.—Early Vetches. By Wilham
Jones WiUiams.—Cultivation of Lucerne. By Joshua Rodwell.—

Agriculture of the Netherlands. By Rev. W. L. Rhara. Part II,

—Planting and Management of Forest Trees. By Charles Falk-

ner.—On Wheat. By C. Hillyard, of Thorpelands —On various

Insects affecting the Turnip Crops. By John Curtis. F.L. S.—
Use of Burnt Clay as a Manure for Heavy Clay Soils. By Francis

Pym.-On the Failure of Red Clover. By Rev. W. Thorp. -On
Measuring Cattle. By C. Hillyard, of Thorpelands.— Report on

the Exhibition of Implements at the Bristol Meeting in 1S42.—

Institutions for the Advancement of Agricultural Science which

exist in other Countries, and the Plans set on foot by indivi-

duals with a slrniliar intent in our own. By Charles Dau-

beny, M.D.—Onthe Dvock Oat. By Rev. R. W. Fisher.—Report

on the Wheats selected for Trial at Cambridge, and on other

Wheats. By W. Miles, M.P.- Report on Prize- Wheats. By G.

Kimberley.— Report on Prize-Wheats. By H. Handley.—Mr.

Irving's New Machine for Constructing Tiles. By W. Ford.—
Agricultural Tour in Denmark, Sweden, and Russia. By James

F. W. Johnston, F.R.S.
Miscellajieotis Commtinicatfons and A'o/iffe^.—Experiments on

the growth of Swedes.—Application of Clay to Moor-land.—

Method of destroving Rats and Mice.—Use of Lime.—Feeditig of

Stock—Chemical Constituents of Crop%.-The Quantity of Minute

Ingredients of Soil contained hi an Acre of Land.—Experiments
with Guano.—New and Economical Oil-Cake. Appendix, &c,

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Loi/don's "Arboretum et Frlticetum Britavivtcusi,"

Abridged for Gardeners, Planters, and Nurserymen.

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF TREES AND
SHRUBS; being the " Arboretum et Frulicetum Eritan-

nicum" abridged; containing the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of

Great Britain, Native and Foreign, scientifically and popularly

described : with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the

Arts: and with engraved Figures of nearly all the Species.

Adapted for the use of Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters:

By J. C. Lounox, F.L.S., &c. I Thick vol. 8vo (1842), pp. 1234,

with upwards of 2,000 Engravings on Wood, 2/. IO5. cloth.

" We very frankly and warmly advise all Gardeuers, Nursery-

men, and the Proprietors of Gardens or Land, to procure this

valuable Abridgment of Mr. Loudon's. We are sure they will find

themselves abundantly repaid for its co^V'—Paxton's Magazine^

ofButany.^^
original Work, THE ARBORETUM ET FRUTICE-

TUM BRITANNICUM. in Eight Volumes,, Four of Letterpress

(8vo, 1838J, illustrated by above 2,500 Engravings, and Four of

octavo and quarto Plates, may still be had, 10/. cloth,

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

THE GARDENER and PRACTICAL FLORIST.
InWeekly Numbers, Price 3f?., and in Monthly Parts, Price is.,

containing all that is new and valuable in Gardening and Flon-

culture. Published by R. Groomhridge, Paternoster Row, by

whom Advertisements and Communications for the Editor are

received.—Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen,

In Monthly Nos., Svo, with Four beaiittfuUy-coloured Plates,

Price 2s. 6f?.

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for November, 1842, contains highly-finished

drawings of Rondehtia fongt/iora, Mrsembryanthcmnm tricolor.

Acacia biflora, m\iX Siphocurnpylus betuli^foHtcs; likewise Papers

on Gardening as a science ; on Shrubs fitted for Planting in

Beds • and Hints on Potting and Planting; Floricultural Notices

of new or beautiful Plants figured ia the leading Botanical

Periodicals for October ; together with a compete Calendar of

Monthly Operations for the Garden. ,
. ^, , , , ,

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty- four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The

admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

I. That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-

quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2 That with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abiiities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in fower. .,.._,,
S. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

bein'' coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.

4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before t)een figured iti this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popularnovelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority

bemg such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a

flower-border and a greenhouse or frame.
, , , ^^ - ..

It may, in conclusion, be safely asseitcd that, both for the

beauty of its embellishments, and the utUity of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of aB who delight m gardening

;

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each

volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London : W, S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDES.
Bound in cloth, price 5*.6rf.,

TOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.
the first and genuine edition, such omissions

having been made as were required by the

erved in modem conversation; bnt, that the

aomc aubstauce, and be a good table or tra-

s additions have been made from other old

o

^acetTfe

\
^

.aiiitaaci;

Uis

:^ 'met from the Preface,

circumstance connected with this work i», that

tiat he himself and everybody cUe are perfectly

^.j^jg and yet, if the reader will ask hia

iDoear that not one in Qv^ hundred ever set eyes
^ ..^niipnre of like QueaUoaa tbftt thif edition is

^SK
I^udon ; %^TutU3tcr

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use

of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. Itis

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary

Treatises ou Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at pubhc and private

schools, to persons whose educaUon has been neglected, or

whose attention has not been directed m early life to such

studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little W orks will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our

commonest ideas as possible j the demonstrations of proposi-

tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not oidy to their

simplest, but to their shortest form. ^ . . .

1 A SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing m
few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary

and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science

in its leading Truths and general Principles. By Georoe Dar-

LEY, A.B. Fourth Edition, 45. 6rf. cloth. ^,,^^„,, . ,. ,

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in which

the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,

and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,

with nvimerous Cuts. {A. Second Edition is now ready.) 4s, m,
cloth.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on
Proportions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4s. Gd, cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the

application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition. 3j. 64. cl.

" For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with

more advantage than Barley's Popular Geometry and Algebra/'

^Librartf of Useful Ktioxvledge, Article "Mechanics."

Taylor and Walton, Bookscllcns and PubUshers to University

College- 38, Upp«r Gow^-strcett

WANTED, as GROUND-FOREMAN in a Nursery,

a person who is thoroughly conversant with his busmess,

and can produce the most satisfactory reference as to ability,

hitegrity, and good moral conduct. Apply, by Jetter only^to

Mr. Knight, Exotic Nursery, King^s Road, Chelsea.

WANTED by a Young Man aged 24, who has had
great experience in the Seed-trade, a Situation as Shop,

man or Under-Shopman.—Respectable references can be given.

Address P.P.—G.W.D., Mr. E. P. Dixon's, Seedsman, H nil. #^

WANTS
aged prac

tical knowledge of his Business in all the varioq^ departments
j

can superintend land if required, and have an excellent charac-

ter from the GenUemau he has lately left.—Address, A.Z. at

Mrs. Fisher's BookseUer, Mitcham, Surrey. ^
Y\^ANTS 1 SITUATION as GARDENER, a young

«.„o— -^^a"* 316^ 28, who thoroughly understands his bu.

siness in ail its various branches, and can have a good recom-

mendation from the gentleman he will leave at Christmas next.

Direct T. W., atU. Davies's Dispensary, Macclesfield.

Now published, price 10*.,

A SECOND Edition of MILL'S TREATISE ON
THE CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS, MELONS, SEA-KALE,

and ASPARAGUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit. and also

daily Notes of Practice from December to February inclusive.

Published by Wai. Smith, 113, Fleet-street, and sold by all

Booksellers.,

HISTORY OF BRITISH FOREST-TRKES,
indigenous and introduced. ByPaiDEAux John Sklbt,

of Twizell, Esq. This volume gives an account of tlie useful

and oniamental properties, best modes of culture, of the va-

rious Forest-trees now grown in Great Britain. It forms a

manual for the planter, and an mterestjng and informing volume

for the general reader. Each species is historically described

and figured. The Engravings, amounting to nearly 200, repre-

sent the perfect tree, and details of the flowers, leaves, and fruit,.

Demy 8vo, 28*. ; royal 8vo, UL l6s,

John Van Vocrst, 1, Paternoster-row.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.
City Office, 98, Gracechurch-street

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.

THIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and

is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses, Conserva-

tories, &c., as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perfectly

impenetrable by insects.
, ^i. ^^ *.

"4.

The entire range of Hothouses erecting by the Government at

Frogmore are about being stuccoed with it, and the price ranges

nearly equally with the Cements in ordinary use for floors, and

it fnrms a navinsr harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and SONS, Mill-

bank, Westminsten ^__^ .

VhE PATENT ASPIIALTE PROTECTING MA-
J- TERI AL, spoken so highly of in the Gardenm-s* Chronicle for

1841 P 100 415, 530, and p. 8, for 1842, may be obtained in

Sheets-—3*> inches by 32 inches, 32 inches by 6-4 inches, 32 inches

bv q6 inches, of Tnos. Jxo. Croggox, 8, Ingram-court, Fen-

chnrch-street. A liberal discount to Hothouse Builders, Nur-

serymen, &c.

^O NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, &c, :—

A

^ Nurseryman and Florist, &c., situated in a respectable and

improving position, a pleasant ride from London, who has

recently enlarged his Business, finding the exertion necessary to

carry ou the same to advantage more than his health or strength

will enable him to do with ease and satisfaction to himself,

wishes to associate himself with one or more persons who would

be able to assist him in carrying on the Business. A moderate

Capital only would be required, practical and useful assistance

being most needed.—Address, Post-paid, W.D., W. G. Charle-

wood. Seedsman, Tavistock Row, Covent Garderi, London,

rrO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERY-
X MEN. and OTHERS.-SEVEN ACRES of NURSERY-
STOCK, Greenhouse Plants. Household Furniture, Mare and

Colt. Cow, Gig, Cart, Harness, ^}^\^'^^,^i; ^^'''^^^^^
Garden Pots, Sundry Utensils, &c.-To be SOLD BY AUCTION,

by Messrs. Pkotheroe and Morris, on the Premises, Ingate-

stone, Essex, on Monday, Nov, 21st, 1842, and following days,

at 11 o'clock, by order of the Trustees of the E.tate of Mr.

ALKX.vnER Hogg, the whole of the Valuable Nur.ery-Stock

consisting of Fiuit and Forest Trees, Evergreens, American

mn s Dedduous and Ornamental Shrubs of every var^etf.

May be viewed a week prior to Sale. Catalogues, 6^- ^ach

(retuinableto purchasers), may be had on the Premises -at ttie

Black Boy, Chelmsford ^ Spread Eagle, Ingatestone; White
^^

Brentwood; White Hart, Romford j
<>f tl^\P"^^^P^Vl

?t^^^^^^
London ; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Lej^tonstone.

INGATESTONE NURSERY.—TO BE LET, for a

1 Term of Years, the above old-established Nursery Ground,

consisting of about 4 acres, with Greenhouses, ^d^^*;?^^^^^^^^

Fruit Trees; itis weU supplied with water, and co^^^f^^^.^^

the Eastern Counties Railway, about 20 miles f^«!"^^.^"^"^.^^c
rent moderate, and may be entered upon immediately, mquni.

of Mr. Hogg, upon the Premises.

ECHPS ELEGANCIES in PAPIER MACIJE'
. (No. 4, Leadenhall- Street, London) surpass everything 01

the kind yet produced, whether Indian or British; arf,""//^^^^^

adapted for presents ;
'combining the

^^'^^.^f^f^^''^^^^^^
chaste painting, with the ^^most elegance of fomi.T^^^^^

are adaoted either t6 the economist, the luxurious, or tuc

genera7demand of a medium -ticle-the pnces varyms f^^

fas. 6d. to 50 guineas each. They are durable m an e^t^^^^^^j^

degree, admitting of being frequently washed with warm gr

water without in any degrcewnpainng their beauty. —
^ \UT10N TO FAMILIES—The high reputatJoa

vy and consequent great demand of the undermentioned

Articles have excited the avarice of some Shopkeeper. ^.Jo.^"/;.
a trifle more profit, attempt to impose ou the P>iw";/"a";^

'L^A.

nidou' Comp^oand4 as the real MACASSAR OJ^ to the ha^^^^^^

KALYDOR for the complexion ; they copy the 'ab^l^ ^"^ °'^
ttie

the original Articles, substituting cither an fl««wmed name, or

word GKNUINE in the place of ^^''^^^\^'^~***JrA^d^%
such imposition it is necessary, on purchasmg "ther Artw^

see that the word "Rowland's" is on the ^^^Wf^ ^'J^'^'^uy
-ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL. PJl« 3*;

,f'^;,i.V',V SluTise.
Bottles (contain

21«. per bottle.
g four small), lua.oa.j ftwu. "v/«"*- --

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR ^o' ^^^ Skin
2U. per bottle. ROWLAND':^ KAbiuv^ *?** Rowland and
Complexion-Price 4«. 6c/. and 8s. 6d. per bottle. "A. ^T^ on the
Son, 20, Hatton Garden. London." it*Tv^«'"nndc»nslaved
wrappers ot the MACASSAK O IL and KALYDOR. and en&^a.

^^

on the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. ^ JL«j€Ct-

ask for ROWLAND'S ARTICLES. Sold by them and by xw«^

ahle Ch«inist9 and Perfcuuers.
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ROSA DEVONIENSIS.
A BOUT 500 of the above valuable ROSE to be dis.

-^-L posed of at J. Hally's Nursery, Blackheath, Kent. If to the
trade, they will be supplied on advantageous terms. It has been
proved a most excellent Rose to force for cut flowers in the
winter, and its other properties are novr too well known to need
further eulogry. J. H. also takes the opportunity of stating that
he has still on hand a few of the leariing varieties of Camellias,
handsome saleable Plants; well set for bloom from l to 3 ft. in
height: Also young Plants of all the best new kinds, and several
thousand l and 2 years* grafted Double White, Double- striped.
Monarch, fimbriata, Chandlerii, corallina, tricolor, Bealii, CoU
villi, Eclipse, ochroleuca, candidissiraa, Carapbelli, elcgans,
perfecta, Lef^vreana, and all the leading varieties, in excellent
order for packing and exportation.

J. H. begs to inform his friends in the trade who have bo
kindly favoured him heretofore with their orders for Stocks, that
owing to the great demand he has had, he will be able to
supply only a very limited number the ensuing season. J. H. has
for sale a large stock of Myalt's British Queen Strawberry Plants:
as also an abundant supply of Lilium lancif6Uum punctatum and
album.

SPLENDID NEW CACTUS CCON'WAY'S GIANT).
"DHILIP CONWAY beg:s to inform his Friends and
-- the Public, that he intends sending out this unequalled Pro-
duction the second week: in April, at 2 guineas each. See Dr.
Lindley's opinion of the above in the Gardeners' Ch
June ith, page 36;, as follows :—

** A new seedling Cactus, of most extraordinary beauty, has
just been sent us by Mr. Conway, Nurseryman, Old Brompton.
It is a cross between speciosissiraus and Ackermanni, having the
large size of the former, and the rich scarlet colour of the latter,
with only a tinge of violet inside. Although the plant has only
now flowered for the first time and is quite small, the blossoms
measure eight inches in diameter. The petals have a fine broad
oblong outline, and the stigma is a bright violet. It is much the
handsomest sort yet raised. It is to be called Conway's Giant,
and its name is no exaggeration."

P. C. begs further to intimate that his Stock is not large, and
early orders will ensure the strongest plants, as they are to be
executed in rotation. A remittance or reference will be required
from unknown correspondents. No allowance to the Trade, the
Stock being limited.-Old Brompton, Oct. 2rth, 1S42.

PRINCE ALBERT PEA.
/^10RMACK& OLIVER, Seedsmen and Nurserymen,
^^ New Cross and Bedford Conservatory, Covent garden, London,
have the honour to ofl'erto the ngtice of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and
others, the above new Pka, as one of the earliest and best sorts
extant j in proof 'hereof, a quantity put into the open ground on
the 14th of March last was ready for use the 25th of April fol-
lowing, being o\\\y forty two days from ike period of sowing to
the date of gatheringfor the table ; it is moreover a good bearer,
of excellent flavour, and highly advantageous for early forcing.
—Packets, containing a quart, 5jr. each. They also beg to recom-
mend the British Queen, a new wrifikled marrow, larger and
more productive than any of Knight's varieties, 3«. 6d. per quart.
Likewise the new Incomparable Cos Lettuce, peculiarly crisp
and juicy, perfectly hardy as a winter Lettuce, not apt to run in
summer, and requiring no tying; in packets, at Is, or 5«. per oz.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
MESSRS. yOUELL and Co. beg to offer the foHowin^

new and highly-beautiful FUCHSIAS, which they will
send Post-free to any part of the United Kingdom (on the receijjt
of a Post-office order;, at the rate of 2ij. per dor. :—Arborea,
aurantia, roseo-alba, Bruceana, co:ispicua arborea, cordata
superba, Dalstonia, excelsa, eximia. formota elegans, grandis,
Hopverii, ilicifolia, inflata fulgida, insignls, magnifica, Middle-
tonia, mirabilis, Monypeiinii, pendula terminalis, princcps, race-
miflora, Riccartonia, stylosa conspicua, stylosa elegaus, stylosa
pulchella, Towardii, tricolor, Usherii, Vouellii.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk.

SPLENDID DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.
T\7J^LTAM MAY begs to iptimate to the admirers of
• ' this justly-popular plant that he has been collecting and

THE MOST SUPERB DARK CHINA ROSE EVER OFFERED
TO PUBLIC NOTICE-" MIELLEY'S PRINCE OF WALES."
T\/M. WOOD & SON have the Louour to announce
• » to their Friends and Amateurs in general, that they have

purchased the entire stock of the above most magnificent Rose,
and intend sending it out early in November, price for Dwarf
Plants (on their roots) 10«. €>d. each.
The colour is of the deepest rich dark velvety purple violet,

most perfect shape, beautifully cupped, large aid very double,
producing its elegant flowers on very strong footstalks; the
habit is luxuriant and pleasing, with fine glossy foliage; it is
perfectly hardy.'and may certainly be depended upon as a Show
Rose of first-rate excellence.
A discount of one- third will be allow-ed to the trade if 6 plants or

more are taken at once. Early orders are respectfully solicited,
which will be. executed in rotation as received.
A remittance or reference wrill be required from unknown

correspondents.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

OAKLEY'S "SURPRISE" DAHLIA.
OAMUEL GIRLING having purchased the entire
^^ Stock of this beautiful tipped Dahlia, acknowledged to be the
best fancy Dahlia ever offered to the public, has no objection to
part with a few roots at 5/. each ground root, or take in exchange
roots of the kinds coming out in May 1843, that have obtained
prices at the principal shows for the season, and are classed as
first-rate flowers. (For full particulars see Gardeners' Chronicle,
Aug. 6th and 20th,) It has likewise been pronounced by the
Floricultural Society of London, to be the best and most perfect
Dahlia ever raised as a tipped variety : it has taken in all seven
prizes this season. Plants in May 10s, 6d. each.
S. G. has, of his own, two first-rate Seedlings coming out in

May; one a Lilac, the form and colour of Countess of Pembroke,
but larger and constant ; name, King of Lilacs. The other,
named Eximia, a superior formed Pinky rose, distinct from any
other rose Dahlia, of first-rate properties. Plants of these in
May iQs. 6d. each. Three other very superior second-rate
flowers, at ~s. 6d. each : aiid 6 or 8 fancy Border Dahlias, possess-
ing great novelty, and well adapted for border-growing, at3s. 6rf.

each. The stock of most of them being small, early orders will
nave the preference, and are particularly requested.

S. G.*ha^ likewise on sale. Ground or Pot Roots of most of the
popular varieties of last season, with a few of the Northern
peauty Dahlia, which he has this year grown as good, if not
superior to any edged Dahlia in cultivation, at moderate price?,
as well as all the best varieties of former seasons, A few plants
of his two seedling Verbenas and Pajisies, and Phlox omnifiora
magna, to part with. Ready nfioney or reference from unknown
correspondents.—Danecroft Nursery, Stowmarkct, SuflTolk, No-
vember 18, 1842.

ongniating for the last 20 years a Collection of Hollyhocks, not
surpassed t.he ventures to say) by any in Europe, comprising up-
wards of 100 shades of colour, from the very dark (called black)
to paper white, and tlie present season being proper for their
being planted, he offers them on the following ver>- moderate
terms, viz., 100 varieties for 2/. 2* , 75 vars. for 30j., 50 vars. for
2oi)-., 20 vars. for lOs. Also, packets containing 200 seeds, at
2ti.6d.-y do. do. 500 seeds at 5s, each; all warranted collected
from double flowers.
N.B.—Also May's new large, late Victoria Red Currant, at 205.

per doz.- See Dr. Lindlcy 's remarks, Gardeners' Chronicle for Oct.8.
Hope Nursery, Lecming-lane, near.Bedale, Yorkshire,

Nov. 1, 1842.

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, NEAR SOUTHAMPTON,—NURSERY
DEPARXMEVT

CLEMENT HOARE respectfully announces that lie

has now on sale an extensive collection of Grape Vine Plants
of superior growth, and of the most approved sorts in general
cultivation, varying in price from 2*. fid. to 7*. 6d. each.

Lately Published,
A PRACTICAL TREATISE o>' Thk CULTIVATION or TH*

GRAPE VINE OS OPEN WALLS. By Clkmkxt Hoabk. 3d
edition. Svo, 7s. 6f/. boards. Longman & Co., London, Sold by
all Booksellers, and at the Vineyard at Shirley.

CUPERB SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, nov^^ ready for delivery —Gaines' Duchess of Sutherland, Orange
Perfection, Amulet, Pride of Surrey, Lady Duncannon, Royal
Adelaide, Prince of Wales, Countess of Eldon, Princess Royal,
Graciosa, Emperor, Superb, and Lady Sale. His first-rate Cata-
logue of Pelargoniums, Pansies, Calceolarias^ I'uchsias, Ver-
benas. Chrysanthemums, Cinerarias. Auriculas, A-c , may be ob-
tained by a[pplying to N. Gaines, Florist, Surrey-lane, Battersea.

SPLENDID MULBERRY - TREES, GOOSEBERRY - TREES,
PILLAR. STANDARD, AND DWARF RObES, AUCUBA
JAPONICA, &c., &c.,&c.W DENNIS 3c CO., beg to remind the Nobility,
» "^ • Gentry, and Public generally, that their Plants and Trees

of the above articles are mwivalled for size, beauty, and superior
quality ; and as the season for planting is now excellent, they
solicit a share of their favours, assuring them that their kl^d
orders will be promptly and truly executed.—King'a-road, Chelsea.

HILLIER'S "SIR FREDERICK JOHNSTONE" DAHLIA.
^^H E greater part of the STOCK of tbis desirable isiiow
J- Flower is now in hand, and will be SOLD in Dry Roots at

7s. td. each, for the Benefit of the WIDOW AND ORPHAN
CHILDREN—an early application is requested, as the best Roots'
will be sent out first. Also for Sale a Bed of Tulips, consisting of
about 40 rows, including Louis the l6th extra, PolyplMJmus cxira,
Camuse extra. La Joie de Laurence, &:c,, &c., price 10 guineas.
Also an excellent and nearly new span roof cover, with deal
frame stand and cloths complete, for a Tulip Bed 34 feet by 7 feet
6 inches.
Further particulars may be known on application to Mr. Hobbs,

23, St. Giles's-street, Oxford.

EVANS' NORTH MIDLAND DAHLIA. —This
Splendid Seedling DAHLIA, warranted the steadiest variety

ever raised, is oflTered to the Trade, in ground roots, on very low
and advantageous terms, which may be known, on post p^id ap-
plication to J. Evans, Florist, Rotherhara, Yorkshire. It has
been exhibited at four shows, and taken three first prizes ; also at
the Barnsley and Wapentake of Staincross Horticultural Society,
the Premier Prize for the best Flower in the exhibition, where
Messrs. Edwards, of York, and Atkinson, of Sheflield, wer* ex.
hibitors. The Gardeners* Chronicle, Oct. 1, thus speaks of it after
receiving 8 Blooms cut from one plant:—"The general form of
your Crimson Dahlia (North Midland) is \eTy good, the petals
also are of a good shape and substance." The Stock is^very
limited, therefore early application Is necessary to prevent dis-
appointment, as several roots are already ordered,

Rotherhani, Nov. 10, 1842.

H.

\\I LYNN, Nursery and SEEDSMAN,late of Henley-
» • on-Thames, begs to offer to the Trade, and Public in

general, the foUowing articles, which are good and fine:—viz.,
Maiden Cherries, ditto Stocks, 4 to 6 ft. 5 U varieties of Dwarf
Trained Ploms

; Standard Plum Stocks, 6 to 8 ft. ; Standard
Walnuts; Red Cedars, I to 2 ft.; Arbor Vitce, 4 to 6 ft. j Box-
trees, 2ft.; Spiraea bella; Camellias. I to 2ft., set for bloom

-

Auriculas ; Myrtles, 2 ft. ; Gesnera fragrans, 2 ft.; Hoya camosa;
Pelargoniums ; Lobelia ignea ; also a small stock of his new Dwarf
Wrinkled Marrow Peas, at 2jj. fid. per quart: this Pea has given
universal satisfaction in the neighbourhood of Henley—it is
superior to the Knight's Marrows, and much more advantageous,
especially in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 ft. ; it is the
most prolific Pea the advertiser ever saw, perpetual in its bearing,
quite full, and of most delicious flavour, even when nearly ripe

^^^^J^^'!^^^ ^^^^^^^S Omon-^ed of own growth: Long and
Short Pnckly Cucumbers; fine Curled Parsley ; Vegetable
Marrow; Walnut-leaved Kidney Potatoes, and Knight's S?edUng
Early Frame ditto :-For which cariy applications are requestedAU orders and communications addressed (pre-paid) No q"

Lower Homerton Terrace, Homerton, will be mmctnkllv ktl
ended to.

^^u^^ui^xj at-

^Y^
& C. LOCKHART, Florists, 156, Cheapside,

-- • London, have the following SEEDS now ready for sale;—
The new Spotttd Digitalis . . . per packet 3s. M.
H> brid Gloxinia, between Candida and rubra do. 2 ^
Phlox Drummondi, new scarlet • • . do. 2 6
Clintonia pulchella '«..... do. I

Poitulaca Thellussoni do. 2 6
Rhodanthe Maiiglesii • . . . . • do. 1

Balsam, a splendid mottled Hybrid . . . do. 2 6
Lobelia heterophylla , . . . • do. 3 6
Heartsease, of the best quEdity . . . do. 3 6
Picotee and Carnation • do. 2 6
The above will be forwarded. Post free.—A List of Seeds is now

preparing, and will be published about the end of December.

MESSRS. YOUELL and Co. beg to announce the
following:

—

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE. — This, the most Splendid
Fuchsia yet iutroduced to public notice, will be ready for send-
ng out in the 2nd week of April next, at 105. 6rf. per plant, postage
free, to any part of the United Kingdom, by Yv^kll and Co., wlio
possess the entire stock of it. Dr. Lindley's opinion of it will be
found in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th of May last, as
follows:

—

" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have
seen ; the flower being three inches in length, with the tube and
sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If, as you say. It is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will

,

prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus;—"
Which two latter qualities it possesses in the extreme. All

orders, as well as those from the Continent, will receive every
care in packing, so as to ensure their perfect safety. The ususd
discount to the Trade, where not less than six plants are ordered.
For further particulars see their advertisement in the Gardeners^
Chronicle of the 8th inst.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.—a Superb Collec-
tion of the above are now being sent out at the foUowing prices

25 pairs ofextra fine first-rate Show flowers, £5

CORSTEN, Florist to her Majesty and his Royal
Highness Prince Albert, 19a, Davies-street, Berkeley-

square, has for sale boxes at 2/., or half the quantity at 1/., con-
taining a dozen of each of the undermentioned DUTCH BULBS:
—Double Hyacinths, named sorts ; ditto single; Double Due Van
Thol ; single ditto ; Tourne sol Tulips ; Double Anemones ; Double
Ranunculuses; Double Jonquils; Narcissuses, white and yel-
low; 100 mixed Crocuces, new. A remittance required.

NOTICE OF sale.

MR. J, KING begs to acquaint GentlemeTf, Gar-
deners, and others, that he has instructions to sell by

AucTiox onMovDAv.Sist Nov., at U precisely, on the Premises,
Cambridge-row, Hackney-road, the Stock and Crops on the
Land, comprising Greenhouses, Frames, Lights, Plants in pots.
Fruit-trees, Shrubs, Carts and Horse, and Implements, &c., &c.
The Premises to be let on lease (4 Acres), For information
apply to J. King, Auctioneer, Hackney Road.

ANNUITIES."Inthe AUSTRALIAN COLONIAL
AND GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE AND ANNUITY

COMPANY, Annuitants participate in the Profits vf ihe i otupuny^
and receive a rate of ANNUITY much moie favourwble thaa
can be granted by any Company making its investments wholly
in England. The Company is enahletl securely to grant ihtsa
favourable terms from the advantage it possesses of investing a
portion of its Funds at a hi^ih ra'e of Interest,

Directors :

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., E«q.

C. K. Mangles, Esq.
J. U. Montefi'iie, Esq.
J. H. Raveniihaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.
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do. do,
of fine Show flowers, .

do. do. • , .

cf extra fine Show Pinlcs, .

do. do.
The selection being left to Y. & Co.

Who, should it meet the wishes of those favouring them with
their orders, will send them free to any part of the United Kingdom,
at the extra charge of 2*. per dozen pairs.

A Post-ofEce order, or reference, is respectfully requested from
unknown correspondents.
Their Catalogue, containing every known variety worthy of

cultivation, may be had by enclosing two postage stamps.

. ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—y. and Co., who possess
by far the largest stock in the country of the above most noble
Hardy Plant, which is in course of planting by most of the
Nobility, are executing orders for it in fine strong healthy
Plants, at Gos. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nurscrj-, Oct. 2rth, 1842.

Bankers—Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers-The Bank of Australasia (incorporated by

Royal Charter, 1835), No. 2. Moorgale-street.
Physician—Patrick Frasser, Esq., M.D., 62, Guiidford-street,

Russell-square.
Solicitors—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, and Co.

Secretary—Edwaid Ryley, Esq.
Prospectuses, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for the purchase

of an Annuity, or for making an Assurance, and every in-
formation, may be obtained by application at the office of the
Company, No. 126, Bishopsgate-street, City.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6l, Gracechurch-sitreet,
London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.
(See Editor's description, Garderters' Chronicle, March 12, p. 175,}
To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They arc
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or In hours, ] rice 5/. 5.?. and upwards. Furtiter
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of building, may be obtained as above ; where also mav be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental V\ irc-wr.iR, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Mot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—W.vYTE^s New Patent Land-presses Snd Drills,

» ,
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one difficult to manage ; being of a robust, healthy habit,

and requiring but little attention.

Some people prefer eating the fruit before it is quite

ripe, at which period it has an agreeable acid flavour; but

to obtain a luscious, melting, highly-flavoured fruit, it

should hang ou the trees until somewhat shrivelled. I

think it probable that the fruit would ripen on the back

wall of some greenhouses, if it had plenty of light

The Lo-quat may
and

air„.. . at all events, it is worth a trial.

also be grown h\ pots or tubs, but that is an inconvenient

method- If some of our wealthy English horticulturists

could be induced to give this fruit-tree a small house upon

trial, its good properties would become more generally

known, and I doubt not but it will be more extensively

culilsdtGd.— Ol/servafor.Prescotf.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE LO-QUAT.
(ERioBdTRy.v jap<5nica.)

It 'is to be regretted that the Lo-quat is not more gene-

rally known and cultivated in England—being a fruit

scarcely inferior to the grape in flavour, and on that ac-

count worthy of a place in our collection of tropical fruits.

The plant is ofmost easy culture, and one that, by the abun-

dance of fruit which it produces, amply repays any trouble

that it may occasion. Undoubtedly, the best, but at the

same time the moat expensive, way of cultivating the

Lo-quat would be, to allow it a house to itself, where,

like the Peach, it mi^^ht either be grown as a standard, or

trained on a trellis near the glass—the latter would perhaps
prove the better of the two. Light sandy loam, which is

naturally rich, suits the Lo-quat well- Young plants may,
I believe, be purchased of the London nurserymen ; but
they should be rejected if they have not been grafted on
the common Mespilus germdnica, or some other nearly

allied genus.

They may be propagated by seeds or layers ; but if so

raised, they must be afterwards grafted. They may be
planted six or eight feet apart in the house ; but when
they become too crowded, every alternate plant should be
removed, I should recommend them to be planted on
small hillocks of earth, corresponding with the si2e of

the plants ; which as they advance in growth may, from
time to time, have fresh earth added to their roots until

the border is filled level ; the advantages of such a method
I need not point out. Care must be taken whilst the
plaatft are young to make them produce the requisite
quantity of branches close to the graft, by shortening the
shoots, or by pinching off the tips. The Lo-quat has a
disposition to form long slender branches with a few leaves
only at the tips : all possible means should therefore be
used to make it a&sume a stockiness of habit whilst it is

young, as the fruit is produced at the end of the branches,
which on that account cannot be shortened when the
plant is in a bearing state without a manifest injury to the
crop.

As the leaves are large, the branches will require more
room than those of the Peach-tree. The Lo-quat is half-
hardy, and it will therefore be necessary to keep alittle fire
in the house in winter to prevent the frost from injuring
the plants. The trees bloom naturally at that season, but
in ihis respect are almost at the command of the gardener,
They may be forced into bloom in autumn, or by keeping
the house very cool in winter their blooming may be re-

tarded until spring.

The temperature during the growing season may cor-

respond tfith that which is given to the Peach when forced.

When the fruit is gathered, more air should be left upon
the house. In autumn the sashes might be entirely re-

moved for a short time, so long as there is no danger of

frost. Though a se[)arate house is highly desirable to cul-

tivate the Lo-quat in, it by no means follows that it will

not grow and frtiit elsewhere. If it can be accommodated
with the back wall of a Pine or Plant stove, with a border
of two or three feet in breadth to grow in, it will succeed

remarkably well. It is £iir from being a tender tree, or

TRELLIS FOR CLniBING-PLANTS.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE HYACINTH.
[Directions furnished by Mr. Theodore Storm, of Haarlem, to an

English gentleman,]

(Concluded from pnge 741 .) •

Taking Bulbs up.—The bulbs should be taken up as

soon as the leaves have lost their verdure and begin to

wither. If the garden is much elevated, and free from

moisture, they may be left in the ground until the

leaves are quite crisp. The general custom with the flo-

rists of Holland is to put them in the earth again as

soon as they have stripped them of their leaves, in

which they practise the following method. After taking

up the bulbs, they make the beds quite even, and after

cutting off the leaves (not too closely), they place

the roots, so that they just touch each other, in a

south aspect, and cover them with fine earth to the

thickness of one inch. In this situation they lie for

about three weeks, the mould being removed from time

to time, or renewed, if it should be blown about by the

wind. About the end of this period they take up the

bulbs, clean them, remove the offsets, and place them
upon their proper shelves.

This plan is of great service, and highly favourable to

their evaporation ; it renders them dry and compact, and

consequently more adapted for carriage : it likewise pre-

vent;fi them from getting mouldy. The above method is

alone practicable in a light and dry soil, that has been

well turned. Where the land is strong and moist, it

would be very dangerous to follow this method, as, by so

doing, all the bulbs might be totally destroyed. Those
who possess the above-mentioned favourable soil may
take up their bulbs as soon as the leaves begin to turn

yellow; and on the contrary, those who are not so

fortunate must wait till the leaves entirely lose their

verdure.

Evaporation.—The bulb of the Hyacinth is succulent,

and full of sap ; which is the reason why, from the want
of due evaporation, it easily putrifies, a misfortune which
must be guarded against as much as possible. To prove
that the bulbs abound with sap, pick out eight or ten
roots at the time they are taken up. They will then, per-
haps, weigh sixteen ounces; but after they have lain on
the shelves three weeks, you will find that they weigh only
twelve ounces—so that they will have evaporated one-
fourth part of their weight in that time. The vapour
condensed either in the room, or in the deep drawers in
whicli they may be laid to dry, has the same pernicious
effects upon them as the wet or moisture has in the open
ground ; that is to say, it occasions putrefaction, and
totally destroys the bulbs.

The place chosen for keeping the bulbs in after they are

takea up ought' to be very dry. For this reason green-

houses which face the south are preferable to any other

place. The sashes should he open on all sides, in order

that the air may have a free circulation amongst tliem^

especially for the first two or three weeks after they have

been removed there. In dull leather, and likewise in the

morning and evening, the sashes should be kept shut, and

every precaution taken to prevent the humid vapour from

settling upon the bulbs. It is for this reason that rooms

lined with wainscot or built entirely of wood are pre-

ferable to those formed of brick or stone. Stone walls,

in particular, condense the humid and moist vapours ; if

the weather remain cloudy for two or three days together,

such walls appear covered with moisture, which seldom

happens to those made of wood.

In the month of September, the sap of the bulbs begins

to move, and it then becomes necessary to pay particular

attention to them ; because at this time they are most

subject to putrefaction, by imbibing the same vapour

which they have evaporated in the months of July and

August, if proper care has not been taken to keep them in

dry and airy rooms. This remark will appear to many
people absurd, but experience has taught me the truth of

it; and the losses I have sustained from want of due care

in this point have confirmed it. Amateurs, to prevent

putrefaction, should also examine each bulb attentively

before laying it on the drying-shelf; all such as appear

unsound should, without exception, be rejected. This

caution they should renew previously to replanting, to

prevent all infection. It is a far better plan to place

the bulbs separately on shelves, and in order to distin-

guish the different sorts, to place small marked slips of

wood upon them, than to put them into a deep

drawer, whose depth prevents the air from having a pas-

sage amongst them. The bulb should also be placed on

its side for the first three or four weeks, to facilitate the

-evaporation; if seated on its base, the moisture accu-

mulates between the old roots, and is then difficult to get

rid of ; or if allowed to remain, it causes their destruction

from want of evaporation.

The best season foriraportingbulbsfrom Holland is in the

months of August or September, because at that time they

have undergone the proper evaporation, and can best

endure the carriage.

If the rules in this small treatise, which is only

intended to point out those things that are indispensably

necessary in the successful cultivation of the Hyacinth,

be implicitly followed and put into practice, I am con-

vinced that the amateur will find the good effects of it,

and that this flower will succeed in other countries better

than it has hitherto done ; and he may flatter himself, if

he perseveres, that he will bring his Hyacinths to as

great perfection as is done in Holland. The experiment

will, without doubt, cost him some bulbs at first; for

even in Holland, where the cultivation of this flower is

attended to with the most unremitting care, they cannot

save every one. Notwithstanding the experience of many
years, the Hyacinth is still a difficult flower to raise ; but

perhaps this difficulty arises in some measure from the

great dampness of our climate.

The Hyacinth must never be planted again in the same

soil ; but the ground should be allowed to rest for at least

two or three years, of should be cultivated with Greens

during that time : it should also be well mixed again,

before planting, with some old cow- dung, especially if the

soil is light or sandy, as Hyacinths are very fond of that

manure.
The foregoing rules will give foreign amateurs some

idea of the points in which they may improve their

method of culture. Many soils may be found in Eng-

land which, with a few additions, will answer perfectly.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN, No. XLVI.
Pelargoniums and other Greenhouse Plants are some-

times much infested with the green-fly at this season of

the year, and should, therefore, be carefully examined

and fumigated. Rojes in pots, particularly the Chinese

and Tea-scented varieties, which are now growing fieely

and producing flowers, are very apt to be injured by this

little pest, if it is not destroyed in time. In one of the

earlier Numbers, I explained the simple manner in which

the aphis can be destroyed, and there is really no excuse

for having plants injured by its attacks. Where the fumes

of tobacco are disagreeable, a little snuff will answer

nearly as well ; the latter should be shaken over all the

infested parts, particularly on the under side of the

leaves. Tobacco-smoke, howevei;, is the best and cleanest

remedy, since it enters into all the crevices, and does not

choke up the pores of the leaves.

Where the amateur has no means of procuring a supply

of leaf-mould when he requires it, he ought now to save

the leaves which fall from his own trees. In sweeping or

raking them up, they must not be mixed with stones and

rubbish, as is commonly done, but should be cleared away

by themselves, and laid up in some "corner out of the way,

until they are fit for use.

The amateur will recollect that I pointed out to him,

during the grafting season in spring, some hardy fruits

which were either new or not well known, and advised

them to be grafted upon trees which produced fruit of

little value. It may be useful now to give general lists of

the best kinds for a small collection, without reference to

their date of introduction; so that those who intend to

procure a few trees may be able to select the kinds which

are best suited to their purposes. With tegard to Apples

—to which I will now advert—the following list will aflord

a supply in succession of first-rate kinds throughout the

year. 1st, Desserx Apples :— Golden i^^fi^/fe, a hand-

some middle-sized fruit ; Ribstmie Pippin, well knOTvn ^^

one of the very best varieties; Hughes' Goickn Pipp^^h

small-sized, but one of the best of the Golden Pippius:

r
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Pearso7i*s Plate—1\\\^ is a very fine Apple, and altLough
scarcely so higLly flavoured as tte Golden Harvey, it is

rather larger and more handsome ; Court of fflck, small-
sized, but a very pretty Apple for the table ; Hereford^
shire Fearmain, rather above the middle size, handsome,
and a good bearer ; Scarlet Nonpareil^ a roundish, hand-
some, middle-sized fruit ; Downfon Nonpareil, not so
handsome as the latter, but a good variety; Reinetie du
Canade, above the middle-size, flattened, and handsome;
^turmer Pippin, one of the best late-keeping kinds!
Where very early summer Apples are wanfed, the following
selection may be made :—Early Red Margaret, Summer
Golden Pippin, Early Crofton, and Early Harvest.
2d, Kitchen Apples '.— Dutch Codlin. Haicthornden,
Beauty of Kent^ Blenheim Orange, Waliham Abbey
Seedling

J
Bzimelow's Seedling, Bedfordshire Foundling,

Alfriston, Brahant Be'llejleur^ and Northern Greening.
The names of the different kinds are placed as near as

possible in their order of ripening, or of being fit for use
;

they are all first-rate sorts, and particularly well suited for
persons who cannot find room for a larger collection. The
Alexander Apple is a large and handsome fruit ; but as it

is not so good for kitchen purposes as those already named,
I have not included it in the above selection.

—

R. F.

HOME CORRESPOiNDENCE.
, The Sweet Cane of Scripture.—The *^ Sweet Cane" of
Isaiah in the passage (o which the authoress of the
*' Scripture Herbal" refers, cannot be the same as the
.Calamus of Exodus, if we are to rely upon the Septuagint
version of the Bible. In the Mosaic appointments for
the preparations of the sacred perfumes (Exod. xxx. 23),
the Calamus, as we read it in our translation, is also
KoXa^os in the LXX. ; but the *» Sweet Cane" of Isaiah is

simply given as evaiaaixa—'^ a perfume," which, as the
prophet adds it is to be '• bought with money," seems
likely to have been a foreign production ; and the '* Sweet
Cane" of Jeremiah (vi. 20), '* from a far country," is set
down as Kiyd^ajfiov, Cinnamon. The LXX, omits all men-
tion of the Calamus in the Tyrian markets (Ezek. sxvii.

19) ; but there is one other instance where this word oc-
curs (Canticles iv. 14), when " Calamus and Cinnamon"
form some of the herbs of a superb garden irrigated by
streams from Lebanon ; and here the LXX. write it

fcdXa/xos. Although the richest aromatics, and with them
the Calamus, may have been brought from Arabia, yet
we have authorities enough among ancient writers for be-
lieving the true Calamus aromaticus to have been indige-
nous in Syria ; and if it escaped Clusius in his Eastern
Researches, it was not for want of sufficient accuracy in
those authors in pointing out its localities. ** Moreover/*
Bays Pliny (xii* 22), in the words of the version of old
Holland, "within Arabia there groweth also the Sweet
Calamus, which is common to the country and Syrians
likewise. That of Syria passcth all the rest, and cometh
up in a tract of that country distant from the coast of
our sea fifty stadia. Between Mount Lebanon and an-
other mountain, of no account, in a little vale beneath,
near a lake, the marshes 'and flats whereof are
drie in the summer for the space of thirtie stadia,
the:e grow both Sweet Calamus and also Squinanth
or Juncus odoratus (i. e. the Sweet Rush;) For let us
speak also in this place of the said Scoenanth, cVc. ;"—
Pliny obtained his very minute and precise account of the
valley in Mount Lebanon from Theophrastus, H. P. ix. 7,
whom he translates almost verbatim. Theophrastus tells

us, "The Calamus and the Schoenus are met with in
crossing the Libanus in a little valley between the Libanus
and a certain other small mountain, not, as some say, the
Antilibanus. Between these, there is a beautiful plain of
considerable size which they call the Anion ; where the
Calamus and Schoenus grow, there is a large lake, in front
of which they are produced in a marsh dried up. They
occupy a space of more than 30 stadia (4 miles). They
do not smell when green, but in a dried state. In appear-
ance they do not differ from the others. The smell is

perceived instantly by anybody entering the place ; the
exhalation does not extend further, although some aver
that the scent reaches vessels on their approach. But this

place is more than 150 stadia (17 or 13 miles) from the sea."
But, after all, the accounts of these eminent Botanists
are surpassed by the testimony of a military philosopher,
who in detailing some warlike movements in the Lebanon
has incidentally given us the exact locality of the Cala-
mus. Polybins, 150 years after Theophrastus and about
the same time before our era, had probably examined the
country personally, and thus describes the march of Anti-
ochus through the mountains. I avail myself of Hampton's
translation. '* From Laodicea, Antiochus marched with
all his army, and having passed the Desert, entered
a close and narrow valley, which lies between the
Libanus and Antilibanus, and is called the Vale of
Maisya?. The narrowest part of the valley is covered
by a hike with n:arshy ground, from whence are gathered
aromatic reeds, i^ ^p ^ /ivpcTf^iKhs Keiperai KdAa/xos.
The two sides of it are secured by two fortresses,
the one of which is called Bronchi and the other Gerrha,
which leave but a very inconsiderable distance between
them. The king having marched some days along the
valley, and in his way reduced the cities that were near,
came at last to Gerrha, and finding the enemy had posted
a sufficient force in both the fortresses, had fortified with
trenches and with palisades the pass that led along the
lake, and had placed some troops ia every part that was
commodious for it, he at first endeavoured to dislodge
the enemy, and to force his passage; but as all the posls
were then strongly fortified, he tiifiered great loss in the
attempt, and was forced to abandon the design The next
year he again marched towards Coelo Syria by the same
route which he before had taken, passed through the Vale

of Marsyas, and encamped near the fortress of Gerrha,
which was. situated in the extremity of the valley, upon
the lake that covered the defile, giving orders to the
generals to lay siege to Bronchi, the other fortress, which
stood also upon the lake, and served to guard the entrance
of the defile." A British officer, engaged in the late
events in Syria, had opportunitiesof examining these posi-
tions, of great interest both to the geographer and botanist,
and in a letter from Bey rout, dated Feb. C, 1842, says—
" Further down, about 20 miles, the Valley of Marsyas, or
the Valley of Baalbec, becomes much narrower, and about
four miles south of Zachle the ground is now very marshy,
and intersected with endless ditches to drain off the water

:

here, formerly, there might have been a large lake, and
this ground has on one side, at the foot of the Lebanon, a
very strong position, with a fort on it called UbeUas ; and
immediately opposite is the strongly-marked feature on the
Anti-Lebanon side of the hill Medjdel (having now the
ruins of a strong castle on it), with a space between of
about sis miles. Now, supposing nearly all this space,
which is even now very swampy, to have been formerly a
lake, you have the forts of Gherra and Bronchi, and the
ground completely answering the appellation of a pass.
This is the narrowest part of the valley, and is covered
with reeds, but whether aromatic or not, I cannot say. The
source of the Litam is a little lower down than the lake
near Baalbec. To talk of the country about Baalbec being
a defile, or a pass, is manifestly incorrect ; besides,
Antiochus did not reach the fortresses for some days'
march from the desert. Baalbec is only two days' march
from it

J but Ubelias might be four days' march from it;
and there is a defile, though now very wide, as the ground
is practicable, and it is the narrowest part of the valley."
Among the ancient authorities, that of Strabo ought not
to be omitted ; he says, the Calamus grows in the country
of the Sabsei (xvi. 4); but, speaking of Coelo Syria,
and its mountains—Libanus and Anti-Libanus, he says
(xvi. 2), *' It is intersected by rivers irrigating a rich
country, abounding in all things. It also contains a lake,
which produces the Aromatic Rush (<Txoiyos) and Reed
(/ca'AajUos). There are also marshes. The lake is called
Gennasaritis. The Balsam also grows here." I am not
certain whether Reeds exist upon the banks of the Lake
of Gennasereth ; but the officer above alluded to found
them in abundance upon the Upper Lake of the Jordan,
called Houle. *' The Jordan," he says, " takes its source
from the Antilibanus, about three miies below the village
of Hasbeya. Its source is in a large basin of rock, with
perpendicular soaqoth sides, enclosing a still clear pool of
water, into which two streams flowing from the sides of
the rock empty themselves. The river flows out through
a narrow opening in the south sid* of the basin, and its

banks for two or three miles are covered with the most
luxuriant Oleanders. It is close to the track-way that
leads from the valley of the Bekaa._ Fifteen miles below
the source, is the Lake Houle : at the east of the Jordan
from this lake, there are fields of Reeds, Rushes, and
Oleanders. The Jordan is here sluggish. Its rapidity
commences a little above tlie bridge of Jacob, about half-
way (four miles) between the lakes of Houle and Tiberias.
The bridge of Jacob is the passage on the grand highway
between Damascus and Acre," This gentleman, upon
inspecting the plate of the Calamus , aromaticus, as
given in •* Woodville's Medical Botany,'* thought he re-
cognised it as the Flag he had seen in Syria. It seems
likely that any experienced botanist travelling in those
countries would easily discover, in the above-named situ-
ation, both the Calamus aromaticus and the Schoenanthe.
—And now, with respect to the Acofus of English growth,
I have been for some time seeking for some roots south
of London to introduce among my own Aquatics, but
hitherto in vain. Perhaps some correspondent of yours
would kindly indicate some locality of its growth, whence
I might abstract them without being accused of wilful and
malicious injury. It is said that in Norfolk, the Acorus, or
Calamus, abounds ; and that the pavement of the Cathedral
of Norwich, when strewed with these Flags, and trodden
under foot, during the assemblage of Music ^leetings,
sends up odours not unworthy of those of its Eastern
congeners

" on the spring shores
Of Araby the blest."

Pleias.— [If our Correspondent will favour us with his
address, we will send him some. J

Heating hy Hot -4ir.—In my former communication
little mention was made of the failure of the Hot-water
Apparatus, because it proceeded from the following cause :

—The Conservatory being ornamental, we were desirous
of keeping the means by which it was heated entirely out
of sight. For this purpose, the boiler and pipes round
the house (of which last there were only two, 4^ inches in
diameter) were fiied under-ground, and in so large a
space, that most of the warmth was absorbed before it

rose through the iron gratings in the paths. The centre
path (which is 6 feet wide) has no grating at all. Had
there been four pipe?, and those above-ground, the Hot-
water would no doubt have answered. 1 beg leave to call

attention to the fact, that with Mr.Lawes' Stove the two
gratings in the back wall, through which the warm air is

admitted, do not in the slightest degree interfere with the
ornamental appearance of the house; no space is taken up,
the paths can ail be carpeted, and the desired temperature
be kept up at the cost of less than 40/. ; whereas these
objects were not attained at the expense of 100/. before.
^^'ith respect to the economy—the fuel was measured both
for the hot-water and the new stove. The former con-
sumed about a bushel of good coals in the 24 hours—the

refuse of the household fires more than supplied Mr. Lawca'
Stove through the winter, and the consumption of these

cinders was about a bushel in the week—not more—fire

being kept up night and day. This stove can also bt
erected inside entirely, and in any part of a Greenhouse
or Hothouse- This will of course insure a far higher
degree of temperature than Is produced with the stove
outside—all the warmth in the shed at the back being
wasted when a building purely ornamental is required.
Tn spite of excellent theories to the contrary, this stove
has answered in every re^^pect ; and (he health of all our
plants, their deep green and luxuriance which attract the
attention of every one, would make it difficult to persuade
us to try any other method of heating. I have just been
re-perusing Mr. Ainger's excellent papers, and am so
satisfied that at any rate "the ladies*' were right, where
their tea-pots were concerned, that I cannot do better
than follow their example, and assure you that Mr. Lawes'
Stove entirely answers in every respect, *' beca>ise it does."
Probably, when as many have been erected as there have
been silver tea-pots bought, the learned will satisfy them-
selves as to the causes. 1 have only now to state, that I
hope those who may wish to prove the utility of this
stove will not be guided solely by the drawings and expla-
nations in the Chronicle of the 29th ult., and so have it

erected by any common bricklayer. It would not be
giving it a fair trial, as much nicety is required. The one
in our Conservatory was put up by Mr. Wells, Bricklayer,
Ilarpenden, near St. Albans. Air, Tyssen has no ob-
jection to allow any respectable person to see the state of
the plants under this trenimeut.—Mary Daniel Tyssen^.
Foulden, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk.——Your account of Mrs.
p. Tysson's Stove, in a late Number of the Chronicle,
ia evidently written under the impression that you are
describing a novelty, as that lady probably thought
she was communicating one. If, however, you will refer
to Dr. Ure's *' Dictionary of Manufactures" (^d edit.,

p. 1187), you will find it, excepting some' slight modi^
fications obviously necessary in its application to hor-*
ticultural buildings, exactly described and figured under
the article " Stove." 1 think it worth while to communi-
cate this, though I regret that, by so doing, I must deprive
parties of the credit of originality, in order that the con-
trivance may appear in its proper light, ns a tried method,
and not a mere experiment. You say, « We must confess,
however, that we are somewhat less sanguine as to the
superiority of this device, ingenious as it is, than the fair
lady to whose kindness we are so much indebted." Dr.
Ure, contemplating simply the '• heating of apartments,"
by *• supplying a vast body of genial air," writes of the
stove in question, ** I can safely recommend this stove
to my readers. If the tubes be made of stone-ware, its

construction will coit very little, and they may be made
of any size, and multiplied so as to carry off the whole
efi'ective heat of the fuel, leaving merely so much of it in
the burned air as to waft it fairly up the chimney.".
G. IV. S., E. B. Rectory,

Protecting Materials.—Hair and wool, bad conductors
of heat, impervious to moisture, and retaining air in the
cavities usually existing between their fibres, do not, when
used as a protection against cold, effect this object by ge-
nerating heat, but by preventing its dispersion- Probably
from the earth's centre there is always arising through its

crust enough heat to preserve even tender \tgetable life,

witliout further addition of heat, if the natural heat could
be prevented from escaping by radiation or otherwise.
Cocoa-nut fibre, a cheaper material than baked hair or
wool, may perhaps be available for this purpose, covered
ove]^ with a garden-pot bottom, or a shallow pan. Air
enclosed in India-rubber cases may effect the same object
in connexion with plants under glass. Protection by
means of hot water is expensive, cumbrous, and not in-
stantaneously available under sudden emergency. The
grand objection to flues, is their destructive heat in the
middle of the night, it being indispensable, in. very severe
weather, to leave them efficient in the early pait of the
morning. The heating apparatus displayed in your late

Number has properties desirable for the preservation of
animal health, but not needful for the health of vegetables
—which latter do not consume the wholesome portions of
atmospheric air, or deteriorate it by effluvia.— C. [We are
of your opinion, that guards externally, to retain heat in

forcing-houses, are in many cases preferable to either flues

or hot-water apparatus. But it is extremely difficult, if

not altogether impossible, to construct them so as to be
sufficiently movable ; and they must be removed during
daylight, at which time, during winter, a heutiug apparatus
becomes indispensable.]

Vines.—The problem offered by your Dublin corre-

pondentis very likely to be solved, both by *' An Amateur,"
in No. 43, and by *' R., Layton, Essex," in No. 41; the
one attributing the cause to want of sufncL^nt ur, the
other to too high a temperature—the one naturally pro-
ducing the other. But notwiihstanding that I think the
cause explained, I do not see how the example given by
" An Amateur " bears out his statement. He attributes

the want of colour, and not ripening of his Grapes, to

want of air, and says, ** the lower lights were constantly

kept shut, and the upper ones open as in ordinary seasons;

but that the Grapes at the top of the house, where ih^rc

was most air, did not ripen ; whereas those at the bottom

of the house, where the lights were constantly closed, did

ripen." Perhaps he will have tht; kindness to cipiainthis

point, so as to make his account more clear.

—

A Broihef

Amateur.
Prunijtg Vin€S.—'' An Original Subscriber" having ap-

plied to ns for some infarmatiou respecting the method of

training Tint?, which is recommended in the " Cottager a

Cslendar," Mr.Paxtonhas favoured us with the following

remarks :—The sketch repr^;=v..ts a portion of the Vine

when pruned in autumn on the spur system, with short

rods of five or six eyes eaoh, leftat convenient intervals on
the oldest branches throughout the vine. The perpen-

s

^1
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iliftnlJnotbelesainaniworeecaparL, wxtu .u. »»5er and thumb when twelve to eighteen
"'^*"

inches long. If too strong to be performed by pinching,

or if equal to the one left, it might be removed altogether,

as in some cases it would leave an unsightly bend in the

The small lateral branches should on no

l^^lZlZ^::; °ti;;;:no useless eyes should be left

;

that is no eve should be allowed to remam but where a

ihooHs iesired In the folIo«inK season. By attending to

tJis the vne will not have to develop (as is usually the

case) an immense quantity of superfluous branches ;
and

although this operation may appear a tedious one at the

time of pruning, an immense saving of labour and time wil

pole or stem.

account be removed ; such a proceedingVould prevent

the stem from acquiring thickness. By stopping the

strongest, more would be produced, and the poles would

increase in girth without being blemished with large
hp pffected at a busier period m spring, and the quantity Of „ ,- ^^ ^ .

— ni.^.,*-

?ruft ma%^ regulated in proportion to the strength knots : all the poles would thus be fit for c eanng without

of the viae. If this is attended to, nothing will be required

in summer but securing the young fruit-bearing shoots

to the wall, and shortening them at one joint above the

bunch as soon as the fruit is set, excepting the leading

shoots, which should not be stopped until the lower part

5s ripened ; otherwise, the main eyes for the next season

may be induced to grow prematurely- In autumn the

young wood from the spurs is shortened back to one or

at most two eyes, and the terminal shoots in proportion

to their strength; but for the strongest wood, from 8 to

12 eyes will be found as many as^will break well. When
commencing to train a young vine in this manner, the

tried it, I cannot speak of its efficiency from experience

;

but it seemed, from a careful examination, to be admirably

adapted to the purpose.— JF. F. Q. F.—[Our readers

will find a sketch of this Liquid Manure Cart, with some
further explanation of its use, in our advertising columns

of to-day.]

Weight of Gooseberries,—The following is the weight

of the heaviest Gooseberries grown in 1842, being four of

each class

side branches should not be brought to the horizontal po-

fiition at first, but be lowered gradually as the number of

Buitable branches for upright stems are obtained ; by this

means they acquire strength faster than if trained hori-

zontally at first.

—

Joseph Pajcion.

Increase of Timber^ Forest Trees.—My friend, Mr.

Billington, in one of your late Numbers, incidentally re-

marks on the *' True principle of increase of Timber in

Forest trees," as a thing very little or not generally un-

derstood. My opinion about it is no secret— I have stated

it frequently in the Chronicle, to be the mutual inter-

course or reciprocity between the root and branches ; and

the greater the intercourse, the greater the increase. If

I am mistaken in this, I should feel mach obliged to

Mr. B. if he will set me right. He can state what the

" true principle" is in a sentence or two, for which I am
sure you will give him room ; and if I am convinced by

it, I will readily tender Mr. B^ my warmest acknowledg-

ments.

—

Quercus,

Management of Ash Coppice.—In April last, an old

Subscriber to the Chronicle requested information as to

the best method of treating young Ash plantations in-

tended for coppice-wood and poles. As his question has

not been answered, 1 take the liberty of offering my
opinion upon the subject. In the first place, I think no
Tttle can be established as to the age at which the young
trees should be first cut down, as their size must be, from
variouft circumstanceSj uncertain ; but to obtain a profit-

able after-growth, the plants should, at their first heading,
be from five to seven inches in circumference at the base.

1 prefer their being cut off with the saw, instead of an axe,

at a short distance, and in a sloping manner, from the
ground, so that no disruption of the bark may take place

;

but if this operation is performed with an axe, the stroke
Bhoul* be in an upward direction and smooth. This
heading-down should commence about the latter end of
March, when the Ash begins to unfold its leaves ; on no
account should it be done in the autumn or winter- A little

green cow-dung laid upon the stools will be of service in
preventing the sun and wind during the spring from
causing a separation between the bark and wood. With-
out knowing at what size the poles can be disposed of to

the greatest advantage, or to what purposes they are

designed, I should perhaps only misguide your cor-

respondent were I to limit the number of shoots to be

left on each atool ; but, in general^ I would leave at first

four or five on each, rubbing off or pinching the tops of

the remainder about a foot or eighteen inches from the

ground, to prevent them from becoming crowded, taking

care that this is done during the summer months. After

the first year'g growth, go annually over them in the

ummer, leave all the small lateral side shoots, and keep

them to one leader; but if, from spring frost or other

causes, the leader should be destroyed and two shoots of

nearly equal size should be formed, the central bud or the

one useless one'being found amongst them. If these di-

rections are pursued annually, during the spring and

summer, until the poles are too high to be conveniently

reached,, there will be no occasion for the knife or bill.

This is the training and preventive system of pruning.

As the Ash makes but few side shoots, it will tend much

to their increase if some of the strongest of them are

stopped, at from twelve to twenty-four inches from the

stem, by breaking out the central bud or by pinching off

the end ; by this means the lateral branches will be in-

creased, and the health and vigour of the -plants ac-

celerated. After a few years' growth, when the weakest

shoots have attained to one or two inches diameter and

to a sufficient length, they may be thinned out: one or

two only of the strongest should be left to acquire a

larger size. A permanent coppice will be thus insured,

as is practised also with the Oak. One caution more is

necessary, and that is,—if the neighbourhood is infested

with hares and rabbits, or even mice, it will be useless to

attempt to raise Ash coppices from stools unless these

vermin can be kept from them ; wherever they abound,

they are sure to bark the trees, and then farewell to all

profits from Ash plantations— IT. BiUlngton, Underhill,

Oswestryy Salop,

Cart for Dislribuling Liquid Manure.—Jn a late Num-
ber you requested some of your correspondents [to serid

you a description of a cart for the application of liquid

manure. We have here a cart for that purpose which

distributes the liquid both expeditiously and with»great re-

gularity ; being simply a common water-cart, which holds

84 gallons, with a stopcock about 1^ inch diameter in the

end, and a trough fixed to the end of the barrel,

made of what the carpenters call three-quarters fir-wood,

dovetailed together at the ends, with a recess opposite the

stopcock to prevent the liquid from flying over : this re-

cess is covered at the top ; and the bottom of the trough,

instead of being composed of wood, is a thin plate of

sheet-iron, perforated throughout with holes rather less

than a quarter of an inch in diameter. I consider zinc,

however, to be preferable : it would be more lasting, and

would not be so liable to oxidize as iron. The trough is

about ten inches broad inside, and eight out ; and

just so long as not to come in contact with the wheels.

The trough is secured by means of two feet-pieces of iron,

fitting into two sockets in the end of the frame, on which

the barrel rests : it is further secured by two small iron

pins going through the socket, and a small iron rod or

strong wire attached to the trough, and knocked into a

staple in the end of the barrel. The enclosed sketch will

serve to convey an idea of the trough ; and I should say

your correspondent Mr. Jonathan Labyrinth (page 654)

would find such a cart to answer his purpose much better

than a skeleton- wlieelbarrow and a barrel, as he proposes :

as to manure, two acres of meadow-land in such a manner

wonld be a laborious task. He might purchase a good

second-hand cask from a spirit-merchant for a trifling sum,

but the size of the cask would have to depend upon the

strength of his pony. We calculate 84 gallons for a horse

to drag. As your correspondent Mr. Labyrinth has a

pony-cart, it would be only necessary to remove the body

of the cart, and have the barrel laid in a rough frame,

^hich could be taken off at pleasure, aud the cart used

for any other purpose.

—

G. G, Watsort, Vicarage^ Norton,

near Siockton'On-Tees.

RED.
London .

Companion .

Wonderful
Lion

VELLOW
Leader
Pilot

Catharina
Gunner .

dwt. grs. 1 URKJJN, .^^ '

Thumper
Overall , - .

dwt.
31 13 26

31 5 24

27 5 Peacock . . 23
25 7 Providence . **.. 21 '

WHITE. '

25 10 Chorister 22.

24 19 Tally Ho . 22

24 15 Eagle ; 24

21 16 Competition . 22

u

10

19

12

4

1

A, a stay, hooked to

the end of the barrel by
means of a staple.

B B, iron loops on the
frame, uppn which the
barrel rests,and intended
to.receive huuks attached
to the back of the trough.

C, a stop-cock.
D. the zinc or iron

plate, forming the bot-

tom of the trough, and
perforated with holes
for the liquor to pass
through.

I

I

Liquid Manure Cart.—A few weeks since I saw a

question in the Chronicle as to the best mode of applying

liquid manure to land. In answer to your correspondent,

I beg to state that I saw at the York Agricultural Meet-
ing, in August last, an excellent cart, invented for that

purpose by Mr. Crosskill, of Beverley, in that county,
j

In shape it resembles some of those used for watering the
roads, and is fitted with a copper pump, a flexible leather

pipe, and a brass valve lever, which lets the liquor out
into a kind of spreading board, to which an apparatus is

attached, by which two rows of Turnips might be watered

any required width. The body of the cart is made of cast

iron. It is impossible, however, to explain the construc-

tion of this machine at all clearly without a drawing.

Not being much of a farmer myselfy and never having

The Gooseberries are much lighter this year than last,

M. Saul, Garstang,

Ivy on Houses.—It has occurred to me, that the dif-

ference of opinion which appears to exist as respects the

protective power of Ivy may arise from the parties hav-

ing had recourse to different kinds of Ivy, I have reason

to believe that the common Ivy does not afford protection

from moisture, but can positively affirm that the Irish

Ivy does, having covered a damp wall in front of my own

house with it above 20 years ago, which soon became

dry, and has continued so ever since. It also rendered

the house much warmer. Moreover, the Irish Ivy does

not harbour insects, as the common Ivy does.

—

Edward
Bevan, Llanferrij, 1 observe in 'one of your late Num-
bers a difference of opinion between yourself and a corre-

spondent, as to whether Ivy growing against a wall makes

it damp or not. I believe both sides are in the right ; the

fact being, that Ivy growing on the wall of a house before

it reaches the roof, far from making it damp, tends much

to keep it dry; but when the Ivy is allowed to climb

over the roof, the rain-water can no longer drip from the

eaves, but is conducted by the branches of the Ivy down

the walls of the house. The consequence is, of course,

extreme dampness.—P. A, Drayton.

Sulphur Your correspondent, **J. Murray," men-

tions several plants which he found growing in a sulphurous

atmosphere. In the neighbourhood of the great copper

works, near Swansea, vegetation is almost entirely des-

troyed by the fumes of sulphurous acid, arising from the

calcination of the copperas; but 1 have observed the

Lysimachia vulgaris flourishing in great profusion, while

no other plant has been visible near it.— Lusor,

Mangel WurzeL—AJter the roots are carefully taken

up, for which purpose a fine dry day should be chosen,

remove the tops by pulling them off with the hand ; a

knife should never be used in removing either top or

bottom. Prepare, on the surface of the land, in any con-

venient spot, by placing some brushwood or faggots, to

the depth of six inches, a bottom, 9 feet long, and 4 feet

wide, on which pile the roots 4 feet high in the centre, and

in the shape of the letter V inverted. When completed,

cover over the whole with any kind of dry litter, and

afterwards with mould, to the depth of 6 inches. Let

an opening be left at the top of the pile, to let out the

steam, by placing an old chimney-pot on the top of the

roots previously to putting on the litter and mould : in

severe weather, the pot is to be covered over with litter.

A thin covering of straw, or some other material,^ over

the pile, when covered with mould, will greatly assist in

keeping out the frost. By adopting this plan, I have

kept Mangel Wurzel until IV^^y, as firm and fresh as it

was when first put into the pile. I cannot conceive how

your correspondent Lusor can keep Mangel Wurzeljrffec-

tually by only covering with stubble, as the atmospheric

air would have access to the roots, which undoubtedly

would exhaust the saccharine matter, and particularly

from those which had been accidentally bruised. I have

cultivated and used Mangel Wurzel extensively for the

last Jl years, so that I am not WTiting from theory.

Having annually, for the last 7 years, tied up for stall-

feeding from 40 to 60 bullocks, I have had every facility

of trying the qualities of Mangel Wurzel, Swedish Tur-

nips, and Carrots, Bullocks fed on Cut Swedes and

Hay Chaff realised 50s. per head more than others fed

on Cut Mangel and Hay Chaff: those fed with Carrots

and Hay Chaff realised the same price as the above.

Some I tried by feeding one week on Cut Swedes and

Hay Chaff, the next week on Carrots and Hay p*^^" '

these realised 205. per head more than the bullocks fed

on Swedes and Cut Hay, and 3/. IO5, per head more than

those fed on Mangel WurzeL I also tried an equal por-

tion of Mangel and Carrots, and Mangel and Swedes, but

both failed. The bullocks were tied up to fatten on the

20th of November, and were sold in Smithfieid Market

the first week in March, realising a price in the P^^P°^"

tion I have previously stated. I am perfectly satisfied,

if three bullocks, **near as equal as possible, were

put up to fatten at the same time, one to be fed on

Swedes, one on Carrots, and the other on Mangel Wurzel,

that the two former should be in better condition at the

end of Z months than the latter would be in 5 months.

The best time to use Mangel Wurzel is in the spring, as

it will be found, when first given to cattle, to act aS a

purgative, which will greatly benefit lean stock at that

season. If, therefore, Mangel Wurzel be given m large

quantities, it will produce diarrhoea, which would greatly

injure any kind of stock intended to be fattened for mar-

ket, I have proved that Mangel Wurzel is an excelleut

root for ewes which have lambs, as it will produce a

greater flush of milk than either Swedes or Carrots,

have also given it to milch-cows, and found the supply

of milk to be greater, but no increase in the weight

butter. wiiicU is another proof that Mangel Wurzel
_

does
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Bot possess great fiittening qualities. Carrots or Swedes,
if given to xnilcli-cows, will increase the weight of butter,

* but produce little difference in the quantity of milk ; but
jf an equal quantity of Swedes or Carrots, and Mangel
Wurzel, be given alternately, both the supply of milk and
butter will be increased. By having the Mangel Wurzel
put into small heaps, as before stated, the roots will

never be injured by heating ; and in severe weather, it

will be found a better plan to clear away the contents of
a small heap, than to open a large heap, as is generally
the case. Your correspondent will greatly oblige many
of the readers of the Chronicle by detailing his method
of fattening cattle with Mangel Wurzel.

—

A Member of
the Boyal Agrlcnltural^Society, Odstock, near Salialury,

Tropceolum tuberosum,~This p\ant, in 1841, flowered
freely when nailed to the front of Holme House, and grew
to the height of 22 feet. The soil is brown sandy loam,
1 ft. deep, and very dry, from the circumstance of Holme
House being like a wise roan's, founded on the rock out of
which every stone in that beautiful edifice was hewn.
Snowdrop,

Conferva Jfuvidtilis,^^To the wonderment of numbers

PV .^'v^i-n^**'..

,,,. r.-/-j ... -^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ D. Wardale. Donations tP the library were announced
and the aismay oi terrined superstuion, large surfaces ot from the ATnerican Academy of Sciences, Philadelphia, the Hor-
meadow-ground in Gloucestershire were mantled with a ^^^"^^^^s^ Society of Berlin, and Mr. s. P. Woodward. The com

-

felt-like material 'resembling a blanket or woollen cloth,
during the autuma of last year. This singular vegetable
production was the Conferva fluviatilis. I found this season,
near Brechin, the same marvellous material, the product
of shallow water- The quantity is amazing—more than
sufficient to carpet half-a-dozen ordinary rooms. This
tissue sometimes entangles aChara, with many small spe-
cimens of the univalve called Lymnsea.— J. Murray.—
[We have heard of waistcoats being prepared from this
natural felt.]

The Dahlia—The a priori remark (p. 729) touching
the duplicate colour in the Dahlia is not satisfactory. I am
aware of the singularity in the Chrysanthemum ; and I

have a Rose-bush with marbled flowers, and another class

of deep red flowers constant on the same plant, and never
having been budded. But I wish to ask, whether any of
your correspondents have ever seen or heard of the phe-
nomenon referred to, in the case of the Dahlia ?—J".

Murray. »«4

^
Ladies Gardeners.—A correspondent has expressed

his disapproval of Ladies turning Gardeners, He says
it will never be the fashion while men are so plentiful,
and that ladies can be better employed ** in harmony with
the design for which they were intended ;" in which, if he
means that delving, and hoeing, and raking, are not em-
ployments for the fair sex, we have no doubt that the
ladies will generally agree with him.

Technical Terms,—In the Chemical Analysis of Animal
Manures, by Sprengel, the word Osmazome appears
several times. By referring to the dictionary, I find that
it is the extractive matter of muscular fibre, which gives
the peculiar smell to boiled meat, and flavour to broth
and soup. Can that substance be collected and examined
— or is there anything like it in vegetables ? for there are
some that give flavour to broth and soup. In that inter-
esting article upon Albumen, in the Chronicle of October
the 8th, the word Cytoblasts is used. As I do not know
what it means, an explanation of it would oblige me.
Peter Mackenzie. [Osmazome may be obtained from
all kirwils of flesh by a very simple chi?raical process ; it is

a brownish red substance, easily dissolving in water or
spirit of wine, and possessiag a strong peculiar taste and
smell of cooked meat. Some vegetables contain a sub-
stance greatly resembling osmazome ; but the flavour of
herbs added to soups ^nd*broth is, for the most part, very
different in its nature from osmazome. Cytoblasts are
small points from which the cells of plants are formed, and
which often remain on the sides of the cells in the form
of semi-transparent circles.]

Scarecrow.— I have lately seen a domesticated rook
having so remarkable an antipathy to a white kitten as to

fly away on its approach, and shun it as something to be
dreaded and avoided. On the other hand, it is incessantly
teasing two dark cats. Thougli I am altogether inimical
to the destruction of the rook, if scarecrows are to be
used, may I venture to affix the query—Would not the
object to be attained be better accomplished by using &
mock scarecrow decorated with white plumage, such as
the feathers of a chicken ?

—

J, Murray,
Wasps,—That the late summer has been remarkable

for Wasps is a fact which all persons connected with gar-
dening will be reacfy to admit. Many have no doubt been
severely stung in attempting to destroy the nests of these
noxious insects, and yet they have, perhaps, never thought
of preventing them from breeding and increasing to such
an alarming extent. For their information I will describe
the method which I adopt- In the spring, when the
Queens begin to make their appearance, I hang bottles
partly filled with sweetened water, or with beer, against
the garden, walls. When the wasps come in search of
food, which at that season is by no means plentiful, they
are attracted by the smell of the liquid in the bottles, and
are drowned in attempting to reach it. By the aforesaid
means, last spring, I destroyed between two and three
hundred Queen wasps: the consequence was, that I have
had very few wasps to contend with, and have not had
half-a-pound of grapes destroyed by them, although no
artificial protection has been used.—JoAn Armstrong,
Belmont

J Durham,

between himself and the chairman of the Great Western Rail-
way, m reference to complaints made by exhibitors at the Bristoi
meeting of the unusual chargres demanded for the conveyance of
Uieir stock, &c. on that occasion. It was resolved that Mr.
Handley should enter into further comThnnlcation with the
chairman of that hoard, and take such steps on the subject as
might seem desirable.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
n ^^'^',^~^' ^' Watson, Esq., V.P., F L.S., in the chair. Mr.
K. Ranking-, F.L.S., presented a monstrous specimen of Plaiitago
coronopus, collected at Hastings, which showed the easy and
naturaJi transition from a spike to a raceme; and with it a speci-
men of Ductylis gloraerata. in which the glumes had become
foliaceous. The chairman presented a specimen of Cuicus F6r.
steri, which he stated to correspond with tlie cultivated one of
the same species preserved in Smith's Herbarium. The ftpecimen
exhibited by Mr. W. was also a cultivated one ; the root having
been found near ^Yhitemoo^ Pond, iu Surrey, in June 184 1

jwhen flowering- specimens of it were also exhibited before the
Society. The wild specimens had from two to four fiowers only
on eacli stem, whilst the cultivated ones had ten era dozen each.
Mr. W. exhibited the specimens for the purpose of pointing
out the differences between Cnicus F6rsteri and C. pratensis,
branched specimens of the latter species having been in several
instances mistaken for the former. It was announced that British
plants had been received from Mr. G. W, Francis, Mr. S. P.
Woodward, Mr. R. Ranking, Mr. S. Gibson, Mr. J. Thompson,

Caeeagb-1, Mr. Fruin; «, J. W. Henley, Esq. Bket—1, Mr.
Bay. Lettcck— I, Mr. Fruin. Satovs— 1, G. V. Drurv. E=q.
Peas— 1, Mr. Fidler. PAnsLKV— I, Mr. Collcutt ; 2, Mr.Luker.
— 50 Frizes were awarr'ed to Cottagers, lor fruit and VegetahJes.
The Vegetables exhibited by ibem were of a t^uperior description,
and in many instances far better thau thtie exhibitea by GenLle-
men*3 Gardeners or Amateurs.

PROCEEDliNGS OF SOCIETIES*
ROVAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND

A0P.2.-H. Haudley, Esq. in the chair, s;; geuUemen were
elected members. Mr. Handiey laid before the Council the let-
ters received in reply to those addressed to members in arrear of
their suhscription. Tiiese irere Uken uito consideration, and
referred, with other docaraents, to the Finance Committee fos
a spetlftl report. Mr, Hanaiey reported the correspondence

mencement of a paper was read from George Clark, Esq. (cbm-
municated by Mr. H. W, Martin), on Lodoicea Sechellftrnm.
The chairman announced that the Sixth Anniversary Meeting of
the Society would be held on Tuesday the 29th inst., being the
anniversary of the birth of the celebrated English Botanist,
John Ray.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Morning&ide Practical Gardeners^Society, Nov, 4^A,—The fol-

lowing prizes were awarded: Chrvsaxtueaiums, 1, J. Youngs
gr. to T. Oliver, Esq. ; 2, J. Dowuie, gr. to Gen. Robertson.
Lkeks, 1. J. Do^ATiie; 2, W. DeuhoIm,gr. to Sir J. Forrest, Bart.
GerxMAN Grekns, 1, J. Swanie,^r. to J. Anderson, E^q. ; 2, J.
Downie. Bket, 1, T. Turner, gr., Leven Cottage ; 2, H. Gibb,
gr. to J. Stark, Esq. Onions, I, T. AVood, gr. to Alex. Falconer,
Esq.; 2, J.Swanie. Red Cabbage. I, J. Johnstone, gr., Braries-
burn ; 2, J. Dougla-s, gr. to Sir T. Dick Lauder, Bart. Carrots,
1, J. Douglas; 2, \V. Denholm. Broccoli, 1, W. Denholm ; 2,
J.Douglas. E.vniVK, 1, W. Ewing, gr. to J. Adam, Esq.; 2,
J. Liddell, gr. to A, Thomson, Esq. Celery. 1, J. Gourlay, gr.
to the Earl of Glasgow; 2,0. Jack, gr., Causewayside, Brus*
SKLs Sprouts, l, J. Johnston ; 2, T. Turner. Savoy avt» Lbkk
{Amateurs), Mr. J. Robertson. Amongst the articles for ex-
hibition, particular notice was taken of a good collection of well-
flowered Camellias from Newington Lodge.

Oxfordshire Horticultural Societt/j Sept. 22.—The last show for
this season was beld in Queen's College Quadrangle. The
following prizes were awarded :— Dahlias, premier prize for the
best stanrt of 18 dlooms, the Rev. A. H. Matthews, for Grace
Darling, Suffolk Hero. Nicholas Nickleby, Unique, Duchess of
Richmond, Pickwick, Eclipse, Sir F. Johnstone, President of the
West, Marquess of Lanadownc, Queen of Beautj', Henrietta,
Springfield Rival, Tournament, Metella, Mrs. Kcehl, Constancy,
and Maria. Ncrskhymkn-, 24 ft/oomj, 1, Mr. Soden, for Cox's
Defiance, Hope, Hudson's Prmcess Royal, IndispeuBable, Maid
of Bath. liurnUam Hero, Bontisliall, Phenomenon, Grande Bau-
dine, Bridcsraaid» President ot the West, Queen, Nicholas
Nickleby, Unique, Sir F.Johnstone, Admirable, Parsons' Beauty,
Conductor, Rival Sussex, Bcanty of the Plain, Catleugh*s Eclipse,
Ricnzi, Duchess of Richmond, and Kepina ; 2, Mr. King, for
Springfield Rival, Grand Tournament, Fanny Keynes, King of
Roses, Hope, Indispensable, Headly's Plioemx, Grande Baudine,
King's Edward, Constancy, Catleugh's Eclipse, President of the
West, Suffolk Hero, Queen, Amato, King's Britannia, Lee's
Bloomsbnry, Grace Darling, Lady Middleton, Pickwick, Prince
of Wales, Rouge et Noire, Phenon.encn, andConservaUve; 3, Mr.
Day, for Andfew Hofer, Westbury Rival, Maid of Bath, Yellow
Defiance, Sir F. Johnsti^ne, Hero of Seven-Oaks, YcUow Climax,
Hope, Suffolk Hero, Pickwick, Duchess pf Richmond, Burnham
Hero, Giace Darling, Rcyal Standard, Lewisham Rival, Conser-
vative, Grande Baudine, Miss Scroope, Twyford Perrcction, Rosa,
Rienzi, Biiricsmaid, Eclipse, and Rival Sussex. Amatkurs, 12
blooms, it Mr. Chapman, for Euclid, Optinia, Prince of Wales,
Lady Middleton, Sir F. Johnstone, Westbury Rival, Indispensable,
Twyfurd Perfection, Maria, Fre^^idcntof the West, Cox's Defiance,
and Pickwick; 2, Mr. Jas. Kiikland, forCatleugh's Eclipse, Prince
of Wales, Pickwick, WidnalPs Eclipse, Grande Baudiae, Maria,
Bridesmaid, ChariesXlI.jDukeof Cornwall, Cox's Defiance, Sir F,
Johnstone, atid Tournament ; 3, Mr. Molyncux, for Lewisham Ri-
val, Springtield Rival, Ptienomenon, Sir F. Johnstone, Stella, Maid
of Bath, Lee's Bloomsbnry, Metella. Grande Baudine, Lord Nor-
reys, Indispensable, and Rosetta; 4, Kev.A. H. Matthews, for Cox's
Defiance, Qaeen oi Beauty, Springfield Rival, Constancy, Pickwick,
Kingof the Roses, Mttelia,Duche^»ot Richmond, Grande Bantiine,

SirF. Johnstone, Suffolk Hero.andUnique; 5,R-H.Betieri(ige,Esq.,

I for Pickwick, Brinesmaid, Exquisite, Burnham Hero, President of
the \\est, Grande Baudine, Triumph, Optima, Rienzi, Maria,
Regina, and a seedling. Greeniiousb Pi.avts, 1, Mr. Bailey,

gr. to the Archbishop of York, forTreviranacocclnea, Achimtnea
longiflora. Gloxinia rubra, and Mahernia incisaj 2, Mr. Day.
Cockscombs, I, Jos. Parker, Esq.; 2, J. W. Henley, Esq., M.P.
Hkatiis, Mr. Day. Fuchsias, Mr. Bailey. Thunbkrgias, Mr.
Bailey. Specimen Plant, 1, Mr. Bailey, SiphocAmpylns blcolor;

2, J. W. Henley, Esq., M.P., Erythrina Chnsta-g:alH. Chiva
ASTKRS, 1-, Mr. Pett ; 2, Mr. Chapman; 3, Mr. W. Gardener

j

4, Mr, S. Jeffrey. Cut Flowkbs, l, R. H. Betteridee, Esq.;

2, Mr. Day. Dkvick, 1, Mr. Day; 2, Mr. Jeffrey. Frcit—
WiuTK Crates, Hothouse, 1, Mr. Bailey. Cannon Hall
Muscat; 2, J.W. Henley, Esq., Muscat, Blacky 1, Mr. Baitey,

Dutch Hamburgh; 2, Mr. Day, Black Hamburgh. W/ute {ovt~

dooTb), ], Mr. Horn, Sweetwater; 2, J. Johnson, Esq. Black,

1, J. W. Henley, Esq., St. Peters* ; 2, Mr. Birch, Black Prince,

Collection of Grafes {out-doors)t Mr. Birch, Black Prince,

Hamburgh, Esperione, Black Cluster, White Frontlgnan, Dutch
Swtetwattr, and Muscadine. Vine ix Pot—G. V-Drury, Esq.,

Hamburgh. Pbaches— 1, Mr. Benuet, Royal George; 2, R. H.
Betteridge, Esq., Late Admirable, Plcms— 1, Mr. Farden,
Golden Drop; 2, R. H. Betteridge, Esq. Chbrries— I, the
Mayor of Oxford, Morello ; 2, Mr. Fairbairn. Filbkrts— I, Mr.
James Collcutt ; 2, Mr. Understiell. Applks, Dessert, I, Mr,
Perkins, Ribstpne Pippin ; 2, J. Johnson, Esq.; 3, Mr.Under-
shell; 4, Mr. Morris; 5, Mr. Birch; 6, the Warden of Wadham
College. Ditto, Recommendation Prise, Mr. Plaister. Seedling,

Mr. Evans. Culinary, 1, C Peers, Esq.; Htrefordshire Reinette)
2, the Warden of Wadham College, Blenheim Orange; 3, Mr.
Hastings; 4, Mr, Fardon ; 5, Mr. Walker; 6, Mr. Pett, Col-
LKCTiox OF Dessert Fruit^I, J. W. Henley, Esq. Pear=?—
I, Mr. Bennct, GanselPs Beigamot; 2, Mr. Luker; 3, C. Peers,
Esq., Williams' Bonchretien; 4, G. V. Drury, Esq.; 6, the
Mayor cf Oxford; 6, Mr. Faiihaizn. Fios— 1, J. Johnson^
E^q. : 2, Mr. Bailey. Mulberries—J. Johnson, E-q. Cucum-
BEKS— 1, tiie Mayor of Oxford, Prize-Fighter. Vegetablks—
Collection of Chilies—G. V. Drury, Esq. Broccoli—Mr.
Soden. Onions— 1, Mr. Adams, While Spanish; S, Mr. Day;
3, Mr. Bailey; 4, Mr. Fruin. Celk&y, White, 1, Mr. W. Adams;
3, G.V. Drury, E^q.; 3, the Warden of Wadham. Red^ 1, G. V.

Drury, Esq., Manchester Red; 2, Mr. Bailey. Carrofs, tong,

i. Rev. H. Cary ; 2, Mr. Day. Short, Mr. Molyneux. Paksnkp*
—I, Mr. Morris; 2, Mr, Fruin. Potatoes, Kidney, I, Mr.
Fidler and Mr. Perkins (equal; ; 2, Mr. J." S. Cooke. Hound, U
Mr, 3odeP; », Mr, C. Hounslow. -Sferf/tiVj Mr. JLuker. Rbp

NOTICES OF ^*EW PLAxNTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

SirHOCA'MPTtrs BETCL.^Fo'Lius. Birch ICBvcd Siphoc^-
pylus. iStoee Perenniai.) Loheliacese. Pent^ndria Monogr<'"1a.
—This elegant and graceful species, with flowers richly varied
with brigrht red and yellow, is another of the rarities which Mr,
Gardner has procured from The Or^-au Mountains. It floweredin
July last, in the Royal Botanic Garden of Kew, where it con-
tinued for along time in grreat beauty. The stem is woody at the
base, branched, and two or three feet high ; the flowers are soli-
tary, between two and three inches long, of a bright vermiaou
red, with a deep yellow limb. It i» easily propagated by cuttings,
and \Yill no doubt become a prnrra! favourite in our stoves

; pro-
bably, like theS. blcolor, it may be found hardy enon^h to bear
the greenhouse, or even the open border, in the summer months.— Cwr/ifV Bot. Mag.
Aristoi.6chia ciGAS. niant BirtbwoTt. ^Sfove atmher) AtH^

tolochiaceae. Gynindria IlexAndria.—Well might this flower,
although growing on a small plant in a flower-pot, excite the as-
tonishment of the visitors to the Garden of the Horticultural
Society in the months of June and July last; for ccrtahily it is a
rare event even in the prolific regions of the tropics to meet with
so strange a production. If we were given to fancies, we should
speculate upon the possibility of its being a cross between an
Elephant and an Arum, for the colour belongs to the latter, and
the ear of the former, turned inside out, is no bad imitation of
its form. The seeds of this plant were received by the Horticul-
tural Society from Guatemala, through their collector Mr. Hart*
weg. It flowered for the first time in the Garden at Cbiswick
last summer, and certainly wus one of the largest and strangest
forms amongst flowers ever seen in this country. It strikes
readily from cuttings, and is well adapted for covering a trellis
In a pot, or for training np the rafters of the cool stove. If it
can be planted out in the border of the stove, or warm green-
house, it will grow larger and stronger than when conffned to a
pot, and form one of the most striking objects in the house. Jt
grows well in any free soil, such as a common mixture of heath-
mould, loam, and sand. The smell of the flowers is disagreeable,
but not so much so as in some of the other species.— i3oL Reg.
Tilla'ndsia rc'bida. Madder-colonred Tlllandsia. (Store

Epiphyte.) Bromeliicere. Hexindria Monog^nia.—A dry stove
Epiphyte, imported from Brazil by Messrs. Loddiges, with whom
it flowered in February last. It is a'veiy pretty plant, gav with
madder-coloured flowers for many weeks. Itwillgrrow well If
placed in a basket, and hung from the rafters of the stove.
The back or end-wall of a Pine stove would suit It very well,
ar.d the general treatment should be the same M is applied to
those plants.—£of. Reg,
O'XALis RtBRo-ciNCTA. Rcd cdgcd Wood Sorrcl, {Greenhouse

IIf'vbaceoua Plant) Oxalidacesc. DecindriaPentag) nia. Among
the earth of Mr. Hartweg's Guatemala plants this sprang up and
floweredin the Garden of the Horticultural Society, in Septeml>er
IWl. It is a veryneat-tooking speci remarkable for the ap-
pearance of its leaves, which are very succulent, brittle, having
almost a crystalline fracture, and bordered with a rich purple
edge, within which is a distinct row of deep purple dots, many of
a similar kind being scattered over the under side of the leaf.

\\hen dried all this marking disappears. The sepals too are
deserving of notice. Two of them are much larger than the
others, with both their edges turned back j a third has one edge
only turned back, the other seeming to be deficient j the two
others are very narrow, and have no distinct edge whatever. The
transparency and delicacy of the texture of this plant enables the
observer to see very distinctly the beautiful arrangement provided
for feeding the leaflets by sap drawn up from the root. At first

sight the leaf, stalk seems to consist of acentralUne of fibres dis-
posed in a confused manner, and having no particular relation to
the leaflets. But if the leaf-stalk is pressed gcn'ly between two
glass plates, and regarded against the light, it will be found that
the central line in reality consists of six independent channels of
communication, arranged mi pairs ; so that each leaflet con^.mti-
nicates with the root by means of two set» of tubes, one of which
feeds one half of the leaflet, and the other the other half. It is a
greenhouse plant of easy cultiratioi', requiring to be potted in
light rich soil, placed near the glass ; a&d when growing freely, it

should be liberally supplied with water. After it has perfected its

flowers and leaves in the autumn, they die off, and the soil must
then be kept perfectly dry until growth comroerices again in
spring. It is easily multiplied by dividuig the crowns of the roots,
^Bot. Reg,
GoDK'TiA GRANDIFLORA. Largc-flowercd GodetiB. (Hardy An-

nual.) Onagracea;. OcundriaMonogynia.—A native of the North-
west coast of North America, the country above all others rich
in handsome hardy Annuals, Douglas, however, never met with
it, nor does any trace of it appear amongthe collections poblished
from the materials of other travellers. It is most nearly allied to
G. rcSsto-alba. a plant the origin of which is not well ascertained.
The flowers are the largest of any, and have a peculiarly delicate
texture. The plant forms a bush aboot 2ft. high, less spreading
than G. Lindleyana ; it flowers in July and August Unfortunately
no seed was saved of this handsome Annual, which was raised
from seeds obtained from North-west America, by the late Mr«
Moieton Dyer.—Bo^ Reg.

MISCELLANEOUS.
RtTRAL SONNET—NOVEMBER.

Give to the Poor!—warm clothing—firing—food—
At once, unsparingly, and humbly give 1

Prevent the winter cough, the frame -chiU'd brood
Of throes which make it weariness to live.

For,lo! November, drench'd in fogs and rains.
Glooms on the air, and mcubates the Earth ;

Days, short and fickle, nip the Labourer's gains.
And bring increase— of suflfering and of dearth.

Lucky the Woodmen who shall find employ

;

The Hinds, who stall the Vine ; or pen the sheep j

Plant the young tree ; or, lest the floods destroy.
Extend the drainage, and the courses keep.

The busy, and the bounteous, at this time.
Are mind and body-warm, alone, throughout our clime.

Tbe modes of complying with two of the above exhorta-

tions in behalf of the poor are sufficiently obvious ; but it

may, perhaps, be of service to suggest a general rummage
of our wardroheSf and old stores, for tbe purpose of

bestowing what can be spared, and what is cast off, tipon

those to whom, in the wet and cold season now cotn-

naencing, they would prove benefactions indeed. Afsjn,

on the principle of Prevention, we should t^ekmt^hj our

own, or other discreet agencv, objects for our bounty,

and not wait till almost incurable want or^ disease has

thrust them upon our notice. Bis dai qui cilo dat,—
J. Jones. Inner Temple^ Nor* 5, lS42. '''^'

Indian At- ,\—The Indian papers inform us of tbe

death of Dr. H. H. Spry, Secretary to the Agricnltural

and Horticultural Society of India, Several candidates

are mentioned as aspiring to the vacant oSicer mojon^t
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Dr. Mount, Mr.
whom are Baboo Ram Komul Sen,

Joseph WiUis. Mr. H. Picfdin^ton and xMr G.T. Speede,

n' oiiZl^l^^^^^^^^^ Society the proposal for a

bu^.t of its founder, the late Dr. Carey was unanimously

carried -Dr. Campbell, the Supcnntendent of Darjeeling,

Tas com'Huafcated the interesting intcihgence that he has

at length succeeded in rearing a bed of fine healthy Tea-

plants He has also a fine crop of Rhubarb, from

Himalaya seed, sent to him by Dr W aUicb.
^ ^ ,, ,

Gas from Grapes,—The Courrier du Midi states that

for some evenings the town of Montpellier had been

lighted with gas proceeding from the lees of grapes. The

light was clear and brilliant, and could not be distinguished

from that of poal gas, except by a somewhat greater in-

tensity.- The journal adds, however, that the grape-lees

were not used alone, but has omitted to state what was

the additional substance-

Botanical News.-^Y letters from Geneva we learn

that M. Boissier is just returned from his botanical excur-

sion in Greece and Asia Minor. He went over a great

part of Greece in the spring and summer; visited the

tnountains of Lydia and of a part of the ancient Cana,

and the Olympus of Bithynia ; and has brought home an

abundantharvest,agreatnianygoodthings,and,he believes,

In the garden of Mr. W. Harvey,
not a few new species

Prolific Pear-tree. _

of Trelissick, St. Erth, is a Pear-tree, which has this year

borne four distinct crops of well-flavoured fruit, and of

large size. The first crop varied in circumference from

11 inches to 14 inches, and the fourth crop, from Scinches

to 94 inches. This extraordinary tree has again lately

blossomed, and is producing the fifth crop, many of which

at present are larger than Walnuts. Should the weather

prove favourable, they will no doubt be equal in size to

the former. This is the third year that this remarkable

tree has borne from three to five different crops.— TF^^^

Brilon Newspaper.

^CQich Farming in the Lothians (Ridgway) is a pam-

phlet by Mr. Greg, intended to arouse the farmers of some

parts of England, eBpccially of Lancashire and Cheshire,

from the state of indifference to agricultural improvements

in which they appear plunged. It is the opinion of the

author that the farmers of England are about " to enter

upon a serious crisis," and that they must " prepare them-

Belves for lower prices of agricultural produce than have

hitherto ruled in this country, at least for some years," the

only remedy for which is, undoubtedly, improved methods

of cultivation. Mr. Greg's object is to show wherein mis-

management exists, and to illustrate, by the Lothian

farmers, of how much improvement bad English farms are

susceptible. It appears that the average expense per

acre of English farms is 5/. 125. Ic/., but of Scotch only

4/. 3^. 4i., and the produce per acre being the same, or

rather greater on Scotch farms, the Scotchman puts into

his pocket it 8i. Sid. per acre more than the Englishman,

which on a farm of 500 acres amounts to 718?. \hs. per

annum; and this he does ufter paying to his landlord a

higher rent than would have been paid in England* Mr.

Greg's pamphlet being an excellent practical commen-
tary upon this startling fact, it ought to be read by all

landlords and tenants, for they are equally interested in

the matters to which it relates.

Lingard on the Decay in Timber is a re-issue of a very

foolish pamphlet printed in 1827, and seems 'to have been

brought forth in consequence of the author having lately

appeared in the character of Lecturer on the Dry-rot at

the Polytechnic Institution. We had the misfortune to

hear in that place an explanation of this gentleman's views

—as they are called by courtesy—npon this subject, and

we learned from them two things : the first, that there are

no limits at all to the conceit of ignorance ; and the

end, that there are very wide limits to the goodnature

of the officers and manageuaof the Polytechnic Institution*

Wood ^ Son^s Catalogue of Roses.

Wa findf in addition to the usual information contained

u this Catalogue, that the best varieties throughout

this extensive list are designated by an asterisk. It like-

wise possesses another desirable quality, viz., in having

those flovrera distinguished which are most suitable- for

the purposes of exhibition.

CALE>:DAR of OPERATIOjSS./or the ensuing week.
In Grape- forcing, a crop is sometimes lost by too low s^temper-

ature when the embryo bunches are expanding themselves, which
|», perhaps, the mr,%x critical period in their whole progress. In
that rudimentary aUte, the yoang burches differ very little from
tendrils, to which they are extremely liable to revert, if not en-
couraged by favoTirable conditions to develop their then imper-
fectly-formed paits. As. however, this observation might possibly
be misapprehended, it may be as well to state in further explana-
tion, that we believe the embryo bunch for the next season to
exist in the matured bud of the present j but that whether it

advances towards the perfect state of fruit, or dwindles into a
barren tendril, depends upon favourable or unfavourable circum-
stances at the period of its development. At that stage of its

g^rowth, therefore, the temperatureof the house by fire-heat ought
to be as near to 70 degrees as possible, with a moist atmosphere,

and a very cautious admission of air vrhen bright sutishine makes
dat necessary. When the pedicels begin to lengthen , and the

little globular blossoms to separate from each other, the fruit is

comparatively safe; nevertheless, watchfulness is still necessary.

The general treatment of forced Vines haviog been given in detail

in this Calendar, it need not be further reverted to here, except

lb remark that during the time the seeds are being formed, when

the organism Of the berries ondergoes important changes, and an

apparent cessation of ^ ^^\th takes place in consequence, it

should never be attempted to hasten the progress of the fruit by

• high temperature; a slljrht decrease of heat would then be

bcue&cial rather than otherwise.

I ^KfTCHEN-GARDEX AND ORCHARD.
In*door Department.

FiN*«at.—Uncut fruit may be kept a coii44«rahIe tii^, even

f at this season of the year, without injury to it, if the plants are

removed to a dry, airy, but not cold room, before the fruit is

too ripe. Trim off the leaves, and give no more water to the

plants. Stools of choice sorts, treated in tlie manner formerly

described, can be preserved alive till spring ; when, if encouraged

by generous treatment, they will produce some valuable suckers.

Manure-water should now, if given at all, be administered very

sparingly to swelling fruit. ^ ^^ ,-.

Vinery.—All dead leaves should be taken off the Vines upon

which late fruit is hanging ; this, by admitting the sun's rays to

drv and the air to circulate more freely arouud the Grapes, will

contribute to their preservation. With the same view, carefully

cut out all damaged berries.

PiSACH-HOL'sB.—Continue to expose the trees as much as pos-

sible in open weather ; the sashes need not be drawn up at night,

unless it is frosty or windy.
4.1, v ^ a^

FiG-uousE.—Give air constantly during mild weather, but do

not let the trees be exposed to frost. ...
CucuMBERS.-FoUow strictly the directions previously given as

to watering, stopping, temperature. &c. Plants in pots will of

course reouire water ofteuer than those growing in larger masses

of mould, such as that coiit^ned in the inside of the pits when

they are filled with soil in the usual way.
.^ , , .

Asparagus must be immediately planted on the bed made

last week for that purpose. Spread five or six inches of rotten

leaves or other light soil over the bed. lay the roots thickly upon

it andcoverthem with a couple of inches of the same material,

which should afterwards be watered if dry. ' The chief cause of

failure in forcing Asparagus is too great a bottom-heat, by which

the roots are destroyed. Between 60 and 70 deg._ is all that is

required, and it ought not to exceed the latter point. The tem-

perature might be moderated by watering, and by keeping the

lights off the bed; or it might be increased when necessary by

close covering. -^m^. „«^«ov
Ska-kalb axd Rhubarb can be forced m a similar manner,

or by filling a vacant shelf in a Mushroom-house with roots.

Rhubarb.roots might also be potted, or planted in a vacant cor-

ner of the bark-bed of a Pine-stove.
Out'door Department,

». u
ARTxcHOKES,-At the approach of frost, the long leaves should

be cut off the plants, which ought then to be mulched with

paitly-rotted leaves but of the Melon-pits, or with dry fern or

'

Ca'^^bage Plants may stillte pricked out. Let all that are

planted in rows have a little earth drawn round their stems

when it is not wet.
.,^ , , *. j t i ^^«,.

Garlic and Shallots may also stUl be planted. Look oyer

those previously put in. and make good any deficiencies which

may have been caused by worms drawing the bulbs out of the

^Lettuck.—When the young plants stand too thick in the rows,

the largest may betaken out for present use.

Onions.—Hoe among the young plants m dry weather.

Parslky.—A piece should be cleaned frorti weeds and leaves,

and covered with a frame and lights when frosty or rainy

weather sets in.
. u i.

Succory.—Some roots from the first sowing may now be put

into a cellar, or any dark place from which frost is excluded.

Take off the' long outer leaves, and set the roots in sand or

mould. In taking up the roots, be careful not to leave any part

in the ground, as, like those of the Dandehon, small pieces will

grow again. -
. . ^ ^ 4.1,^

OacHARD.-Persevere in getting wall-trees into order; the

rough pruning of orchard-trees can be done m worse weather

Manure, and dig very lightly among Gooseberry, Currant, and

Raspberi^ trees, which have been pruned. As the latter plants

root verj' near the surface, a better practice is, not to dig at all

between them, but rather to spread a layer of rotten bark or

leaves over the ground, into which the roots will run freely.

Make new plantations, if necessary.
IL-FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.

Stove.—Anv spare time should be employed in lookmg care-

fully after those insects which may now infest the plants; n

there is any white bug on the stems and leaves of herbaceous

things which are dying off, the whole should be removed and

burned. The general management with regard to temperature

should be the same as formerly recommended. In the Orchida-

ceous house, Catasetums. and plants cf that kind, which have

completed their growth, may be gradually dried off and kept in

this state until the return of the growing season.

GnEKNHOuSB AND CoxsKRVATORY.—The grccu fly has pro-

bably made its appearance upon some of the plants in these

houses. If the insects are spread over a great number of plants,

fumigate the house with tobacco ; but if a few only are infeste<l,

they, with any permanent specimens in the conservatory that are

dirty, should be moistened with a syringe and then dusted with

snuff. Judicious watering is now of great importance to the

health of the plants. Greenhouse plants ought at this time to

be making little or no growth ; their leaves also give off a very

small portion of moisture in the form of perspiraUon, and the

Quantity of fiuid taken up by the roots is, therefore, proportion-

atelv small ; for this reasou> coupled with the very low rate of

evaporation from the soil when no fire-heat is employed, plants

require much less water ii^the winter months than they fre-

quently get. . . * ^ . . ,

Pits and Frames.— Let the forcmg-pitbefumigated occasion-

ally ' the leaves of Roses and other forced shrubs may also be

syringed now and then. Introduce in succession a few bulbs of

Hyacinths, Crocuses, and Narcissi into gentle heat. Tf it has

not yet been done, pot Kalmias, Rhododendrons, &c., for forcing

in spring. Re-pot part of the annuals which are meant to deco.

rate the conservatory and other houses in the spring months.

These should be kept near the glass, and exposed to the air at

every opportunity.
Out-door Department.

A general cleaning of this department should be deferred till

the leaves are all off the trees ; but in the rhean time, the parts

adjacent to the house, and any other conspicuous places, ought

to be kept in order. Finish mowing for the last time. Proceed

with new grouiid-work. Lay turf now on light sods, and it will

establish itself well before the dry weather of spring.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Nursery.—Proceed with the work pointed out in the last few

wTppVg

Forest and Cornr.E Woods.—We have advised planting to

be carried on to the exclusion of other necessary work in the

woods and coppices, for several reasons. In the first place, the

autumn is certainly the best season for that important business j

secondly, such work as pruning, thinnmg, draining, fencing, &c ,

can be done in more wintry weather ; and thirdly, on_ estates

where game is an object of consideration, it is not advisable to

disturb it so early in the shooting season, by making a stir in all

the woods and plantations. If, however, planting is finished,

and the other reasons ipentioned do not apply, pruning. &c., may
be proceeded with at any time.—/. B. Whiting, The Deepdene,

5. Orercart; very slight hall and rain; slight showers ; bois-

terous. ^ ^ ^
6. Slight showers; cloudy and fine; overcast. --

-^

7. Overcast; cloudy; slight rain; overcast at night.

«. Overcast ; cloudy throughout.
. - ;

9. Thickly overcast; cloudy; stormy with rain at mght.

10. Rain; cloudy; rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 24° below the average-

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 16 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Nov. 19. 18J2.

Av«t. [ Aver.

Nov- Temp.

51.3

Temp.

37.6Sun. 13
Mon. 14 48.6 36.0

Tne». 15 48 8 S6.0

Wed. 16 48.7 31.1

Thura.17 49.1 36.4

Fri. 18 47.9 35.0

Sat. 19 47.8 34.8

1

Mean
Temp

No. of
Veiira in

which it

Hained.

Greatest
quantity.
oi RaiD.

FievailinR Winds.

n CO
«:&!>

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the I3th.in 1 827—thermometer 60°; and the lowest on the l6th,

in 1841—thermometerl5°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Nov. 11, 1842.

TuE supply of Fruit has been greater during the past week
than in the preceding one; but the demand has been far from
brisk. Fruit : Pines consist principally of Queens, from 3«. to 5s.

per lb.; amongst them we observed a few specimens bf the

Montserrat. Hothouse Grapes are not so plentiful ; but the supply

of foreign ones is increasing. The dessert Pears are chiefly com-

posed of the Crassane, Marie Louise, and Jersey Chaumontel

;

the latter from 1*. 6d. to 45. per doz , the two former from 6s. to

9s. per half-sieve. Swan's Egg Pears are abundant, from 1*. 6rf.

to Is. gd. perhalf-sieve. Amongst the dessert Apples, the best

are the Golden Pippin, from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per half-sieve, and the

Ribbtone Pippin, from 2*. to 25. f)d. per Jialf-sieve. The samples

of Blenheim Orange and Royal Russet for culinary purposes are

very good, from 3s. to 4*. 6d. per bushel ; and of the Lemon
Pippin, for mince-meat, from 2s. 6d, to 3*. 6^. per bushel. Medlars

are abundant; the best selling from gd. to 1*. per doz. Cucum-
bers appear to be over for this season. Vegetables: A few

bunches of Asparagus have made their appearance, at Qs. per

bunch ; it is, however, very small. The prices given in our

last report are in most instances applicable to this. Broccoli,

Cabbages, and Brussels Sprouts are well supplied, and are of

good quality. Red Cabbages vary greatly in size; the smallest

fetching about 2s. per dozen, while some of the larger fetch as

much as Gd. each. Endive is, generally speaking, very fine, and

is selling from gd. to is. 6d, per score. Flowers: The cut flowers

have exhibited great variety during the past week ; consisting of

PhMus grandifohus, Abutilon striatum, Euph6rbia spleudens,

Cereus truncatus, C. Ackermanni, Rondel^tia speciosa. Chry-

santhemums, Camellias, Epacrises, Ericas, &c.

PR1CES,ISatujidat,-Nov. U', 1842.—FKUlXSi—

PLne Apple, per Ib.SJ to&*
Melons, Spanish, each, 2* 6d to 3s

Grapes, per pound, I» 6d to 8#

— Spanish, 1« to]«6(i
— Portugal U to Ss

Apples, dessert, per buah., 2# 6d to 7*

_ Kitchen, 2« to G$

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 3* to S*

Median, per hf.-sieve, S« to 2* 6d

Quinces, per hf.-sieve, 2s

Berberries, per ht.-sieve, 5i to 6*

Otantfes, per doz,, Od to 3j

— per 100, 5* to 24j

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 3f

— per 100,6ito 20* ^
Almonds, perpeuk, 6<to7»
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Chesnuts, per peck, U to 7*

WaJnuts, per bush., shelled, 12* 20*

FUberis.Engliah^per 100 lbs. 60i to 70x

C<jb Nuts, per peek, 80* to 90*

Nuts, per bunWel—
~ Brazil. 16* to SO*
— Spanish, 20*
— Barcelona, 24*

«rf

Savoys, per doz. 6< to 1* .

Cebbuf^e, per doz. 1* to 1* 6rf

— plants, per doz. U 6d to 2* Gd

— Red, for pickling, 2* to 6*

Brussels Sprout»,p er hf.-av. 1* 3d to 2*

Broccoli, p.^r bunch, 9J to 1* 3d

Cauliflowers, per doz., 2* to 4*

Potatoes, per ton, 45j to 80*

— per cwt. 2s 6d to 4#

_ per bushel, 1* 6d to is 6d

— Kidney, .per bu., J* to 2* ed

Kew autumn, per lb., 1*

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

9dto\t6d
Turnips, per doz. ban., l*ed to 2* ed

Carrots, per doz- bun., 3* to 6*

Hed Beet, per dozen, 9d to U
Scorzonera, per bundle, I* 3d to 1* 6J

VEGKTAB
Parsnept, per do^en, 9d to U
Spinach, per aieve, 1* to 1* 6d
Leeks, per doz. bun., l*6dto2#
Onions, per bushel, 4* to 5*

_ Green, p. doz- bun. 3*6d to 4*

Spanish, per doz. Is 6d to S*

Garlic, per lb. GdioBd
Shallots, per lb., It

Asparagus, forced, per 100, 9*

Lettuce, Cabbage, p. IC, 9d to I*

— Cos, IftoUdd
Endive, per score, 9d to 'is fld

Celery* p. bd., (12tOl5)9dto U 9i
'

Small Salads, per punnet. 2rf to 3d
Watercress, par doz. am. bun. 4d to Hd

Fariiley, perdoz. bun., )*6rfto2«
Tarraxon, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*

Sage, per doz. buncheF, l*6dto2*
Mint, per duz. bunches, 2sSalsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* 6d ^

, ^, - . ,

Horse Radish.perbundle. ls6dUi4$Gd Tomatoes, per hf.-av- 4*

Radish, per doz. hands (24to30each) Chiliea, p«r 100, 1* to 2*

9ii to I* fliushrooms, per pottle. Is to 1* 2d

Turnip, p. doz.bch., 1* to l*6d

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Nov. 10,

i>«4 2, asohserved af the Horticultural Gaiden, Chiswick,
Thskmobiktsk.

Nov.
Friday 4
5^aturd«y 5
Sunday fl

Monday 7
Tuesday 8
Wednesdays
Thursday 10

BA»ltMBT«m

Max. 1 Mln.
ao.ie» 30.072
'30.17? 30.104
30.148 M.m
ao.i3l 30,000
20.126 89 9^
29.70U 29.«84

29.Ml SB.494

as.
4S
40
47
4S
49

\

m

Arerttf(e \
dftO»7 , S9.9«« 49.9

Win.
31

33
30
38
£8
44
4i

Wind.

N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.K.
K.W.
ii*W.
S.

Rain.

.01

.01

.01

.01

.04

.03

Til'

Jfov. 4. Cloudy^ sbowerrs clear at nights

I^otices to Correspondents^

Wk shall be obliged if our Correspondents, in their future

communications, will take care that no general question

relating to different subjects is asked in the same para-

graph, and that each question is headed with the principal

subject. One side only of the paper should be written

on, so that we may separate each question. If these

directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our

obtaining answers, and will enable us to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separating those

questions and answers which are of interest^ merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest.

Unanswerbd Letters.—"VYe have many repUes ready, but we

are obliged to omit them this week from want of room, ana

must crave the indulgrence of those who are thus passed by.

Salt to Asparagus Beds.-S. S.-Salt may either be stiew^d

over the top. and remain to be washed in by the rams, or may

be dissolved in water and poured over; we should Prefer tne

former. Two pounds of salt is too much, we apprehend, mr

Fea-kale beds ; but that is a point to be determined by experi-

ment hereafter. Sea- kale can ceitainly bear a very large

quantity of nitrate of soda, but we do not know what tne

eflfect would be of excessive doses of muriate of soda (common

galt).t J' B. i/.—Sea-sand, occasionally watered with sea-

water, and mixed with one half its bulk of g^od mould, will

form a good Asparagus bed j but it must be strongly manurca.

On^this subject, we beg to refer you to the observations on the

construction of Asparagus beds given this year at pages isy^

CrLl^k Mvck'- J. T. if.-You will find the best information

which we can give respecting the refuse from Cider-mills m
t> 740. Cider-and-water is no doubt a good manure for Vmes

,

hut it must be remembered that Cider is very different trom in«

remains of the Apples, whose chief strength is gone when luv

Cider is extracted, t .„ . ^„
Gab-Tar.— ill. W. iC.—Gas-tar diluted with water wiU not an-

swer the same purpose as ammoniacal liquor, t

M Asv AH.—An Amateur.—i^ight soil can he procured anywnerp,

but it is not sold that we know of. The natural repugnance

which labourers evince to employing it arises from its oflensiye

nature, and would be at once dispelled if means were taken to

disinfect it, which may easily be done by mixiny it ^'"» f^P"
finm and sawdust, and incorporating thera with mould.

^^^J;"'
provea the strongest of all known manures, t ^'^- ^ ;^

plan of mixing Gypsum with the fluid contents of your tan^ '*

excellent; provided you do not waste the supemataiit iiQw^uj

which is the valuable pi^ of the miJttttre. If yo*^ •*^**

TM

li
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mould with both the fluid and grypsum, yon must bare a r^rw
powerful manure.t C«(fiira//«rfer.—Sulphate of lime is the
same as grypsom, and bears the same price. In London it isworth about 40a. or 455. a ton.t

PnuNiNG FoREST-TRKEs.— H^—The bcst seasofi for this opera-
tion IS now, or before Cliristmas ; and so it is for all sorts of
Fruit-trees. But for evergreens-at least the more tenderkmds-such as Laurels, ^c, the end of March or April should
be taken.

t

CREEXiiQusEs.—iir.—Trees to the north will do no harm, even
if they come up to the wall, on the contrary, thev afford
shelter And are beneficial. If climbing plants are to' run up
pillars in the mside, the bad' soil must be excavated and re
placed by good earth, consisting of equal parts of peat loam
?"i

saiid, .thoroughly drained. It is easy to build brick boxes
to hold this mould j but in what precise way this is done de
pends upon circumstances connected with the peculiar arrane-e
ments of the house, t .

Hothouse Regulators.— (?.—There are several contrivances
for regulating the temperature of hothouses, but they are all
too delicate, and are very apt to get out of order. Moreover

^ it is hardly desirable that a hothouse should be so managed as
to save the gardener the necessity of attending to it : for if he
can neglect one thing because it is provided for by mechanical
contrivances, he is apt to neglect others not so provided
against, t

Vines.— H'. Smith.—Mr. Milne informs us that it has been his
practice to sprinkle his Vinery every afternoon, when first shut

% up, with water, and then to throw down about a quart of
ammoniacal Uquor on the front pathway. When thrown on
the soil, he has found that the liquor did not smell so much as
when sprinkled on the stones or hard-hurnt bricks. He has
no doubtbutthismethod would be sufficient without plrcing it

,
in cans, if it could be applied in the morning without offence
to the family. It has a bad appearance on the pathway and
no lady cr gentleman would like to walk over it- its smell
being bad enough, without the sight of it. He had 3 tin cans

. holding about a quart each, in a house 42 feet long, and he
fA found that in two days the liquor wasted to one-third of its usual

bulk, and changed from a clear small-beer colour to a thick
substance like coal tar. It was never applied to tlie roots of

- the Vines. JU. W, K, says, that two years since he formed
, a Vine border, from five to six feet deep, of old turf, stable

manure, and bone-dust. The Vines were then planted - but
upon forking over a part of the border lately, he finds that the
roots are striking down two or three feet deep. He has covered
the border over a foot thick with dung from an old Cucumber-
bed, which he intends to fork in about March. [By so doinr
he will only increase the evil, instead of remedying it. The
best plan he can pursue will be, to remove the soil to the depth
of two feet and a half or three feet, to raise the roots of the

. Vines, and to spread a layer of broken bricks or lime rubbish
six mches deep over the bottom. Let some lime rubbish be
also well incorporated with the soil which has been taken out-
the latter may then be filled again to within six inches of its
original level, and the roots may be replaced at that distance
from the surface, t ]

Ivv —.4. ^.-Stopping the shoots of Ivy m' ill make the lower parts
of the plant more bushy, but will not increase its strength JLaburnum.— //. H.^Tbis tree should not be pruned, i

LiLV OF THE Vallev.—^. ^.—This plant delights in a moist
and rather shaded situation. If your soil is tolerably light, we
would recommend you to mix a small portion of fibrous loam
"With it, in preference to mauure. t

TiG^T&EBs.—Ficus.—The situation you propose for j^our Fig-
trees is very good. Let the soil be loose, with plenty of brick
and lime rubbish. Train with a single stem, from which the
branches may proceed horizontally ; or if too luxuriant, theymay be inclined downwards. You will find a very pjouer
course of treatment in the last Calendar of Operatinns.il

Pines.—.4 Planter.—The true Sea-Pine is that which is also
called the Aleppo Pine, or P. halepensis,- The French some-
times call the Pinaster the Maritime Pine. The Austrian Pine
is not maritime at all. The Durmast Oak is not Quercus sessi-
liflora, but Q, peduncularis, as we have formerly stated, tThe common Jasminr.-^ Sudscnt/er.—Yoa should leave asmuch of this year's wood upon your Jasmine as you can con-
veniently lay i(\ ; shortening the ends of the shoots. The restmay be removed close to the old stem, %

Hardy Plants.—^ Beginner.~1\\^ following Rhododendrons
are most suitable for planting in a small circular bed: R.
catawbiense and R. p6nticum or any of its varieticsiu the centre •

R. hirsutum, R. ferrugineum and R. datiricum, nearer to the
edge of the bed ; round the margin you may plant Erica cdmca,
E. vagans, E. mediterratica, and Mcnzi^sia polifOlia. t

Gardk'.via FLORIDA.—.4 Constant Reade)-.—Yon msLy grow this
plant in a greenhouse, but Vou cannot have it in perfection
without subjecting it to bottom-heat and a moist atmosphere
during spring, A common dung-frame will answer the pur-
pose very well, and it should be ke^t there untU the flower-buds
are formed

j it may then be removed to the greenhouse, where
the flowers will continue to expand during the summer. ;.

CI.ER0DEMDRO.VSPECIOSUM.—iJcc^or.—The cuticle of the leaves
of your Clerodcndronhas probably been punctured by the green
fly. You should remove the infected leaves; and if the plant
is very bad. it will be advisable to cut it back a little. If there
is any green-fly upon it, it can easily be destroyed with
tobacco. The smutty spots tJ% often connected with a fila-
mentous production, which seems to be the spawn of some
microscopic fungus; but we do not know whether it follows
or precedes the appearance. §

Cbbeus tslxcatus.—il. ^.—To cultivate Cereus truncatus in
perfection, it should be growy in a temperature not lower than
ss'^ during winter, and should be fully exposed to the sun. We
apprehend that you will find it impossible to flower it in a
dwelling-room.t

RoKi-i-A ciLtATA.—J New Subsciil,er.--This is a Cape plant and
requires a greenhouse in this country. It should be potted i«
light rich soil, such as amixtnre of peat, leaf-mould, sand, and
loam. Keep it rather dry when it is not growing, but give it
plenty of water at other times. §

Cmir6nia decussata.—.1 A't-u- Sulfsoiber.—This is agreenhouse
plant ; it should be potted in light rich Soil and liberally watered
during the summer months. Keep it in a good situation, near
the glass, where it gets plenty of light and air. Always keep
some young plants to take the places of the old ones. ^

Euphorbia splendens.— IT. Jfcf.—You are quite right; this
plant should be repotted early in spring, or even in the winter,
if the pot is full of roots. Although it does not require so much
water in winter, yet you must not keep it quite dry, for it is
always growing $

Pet.ahoovxums.—^ Gardener.— It is difficult to account for the
short duration of the bloom of your Pelargonioms, as you
appear to take every precaution to preserve your plants in
health. The growers to whom you allude have houses con-
structed purposely for the cultivation of Pelargoniums, as itw impossible to grow them in perfection where Uie house is
parUy devoted to another purpose. Your being obliged to
place them so far from the glass is a great drawback to your
sii<?ce8s. ys e recommend you to see that the plants are not
kept too moist; to give air at night through the bunting,
weather permitting; and not to remove them into the vinery
tjll the plants are m a more advanced state.* A SttCscriber,

-v, e recommend the following •—
1842.

^

^^^^}^^}-''^^^^f^f'^r.-The best kinds for growmg in the

bdnJ fl'n ?^^*^r*"«
psittacinus. byzantlnas, ColvtilU. tr sLs!

flLfnk I;h '*^"'\'i^'^^'^^^'''^^^'
ramosissimus. angustus, in-flatus, and carnefti. The bed in which they are grown musthowever, be protected from damp and frost in winter, j

'

f'Zttf JZ
;-Vou must endea^^our to expose yourMcdlar-

O^fnhnrnt '""/? '?^'^' the fruit should hang until the end of

?h.i ' ^^ """^'^ '^ ^^^^^ ^^"y ^'o'" the tree. If spread on
frn-f -'n**'®

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^5* ^^'*^^ blettingin this species of
iruit wjU soon commence. If the stalk-end is dipped in asolution of common salt, it will tend to prevent the attack ofa fungus to which this part of the fruit is very subject

jApple and Pear-treks.—^ Correspondent.— ^Ir, Hayward's
trees of Poire anglaise are double grafted on Quince stocks.Iheterm espahermaynot be critically correct as applied by
* ' ^:^ . ^ ^^ -anguage of gardeners he had always under-
stood the term espalier to include all trees trained by fixtures,away from a wall. Mr. H. never having before heard of Pro-
lessor Rennie's Alphabet of Gardening, cannot answer whether
his works are those alluded to.

Pea R^.- jr. IF.--There is, coirecUy. only one Pear known as theHrown Beurr^. It was formerly designated i>ar e^tcelierue the
^eurro. 1 here are now, however, a vast number of Beurre
i^ears, some ripening in autumn, as the one in question : othersm spring, as the Beurre Ranee; to either of these two vou can
therefore give the preference, according as you require theJrmt eariy or late in the season. A Jargonelle or Marie Louise
will succeed better against a north aspect than those above
"I'^n^^oned. u E. IT.—Six varieties of Pears for Espaliers, in
addition to those you possess, maybe the following: Beurre
^osc, Thompson's, Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar. lieurre
Ranee, and Easter Beurre. You will do well to substitute the
Althorpe Crassanefor the Old Crassane ; It is very doubtful
whether the latter will bear except against a wall; should it do
so, it will be a very rare occurrence. J

GoosEBKRniEs.—Brighton.—A selection of small Gooseberries
of good flavour may consist of the following varieties —Red-
Red Champagne, Red Turkey. Rough Red, Ironmonger, and
Rol) Roy. White: White Champagne. White Cn-stal, Eariv
White. Taylor's Bright Venus, and \Yhite Honey. Green-
Early Green Hairy, Pitmaston Greengage, Green Walnut.
lellow : Yellow Champagne, and Rumbullion,

iPotato.—5. i/.—Knight's Yellow Kidney Potato is probablv notm the market. Doubtless some of the Fellows of the Horti-
cultural Society are in possession of it, as it was distributed
some years ago.

jj

Bokhara Clovhr.—An Irish Suhscritfer.—This plant is miscalled
a Clover; it is a coarse Mclilot, and in our opinion not worth
growing when betfer crops can be had. Some account of it
will be found at pp. 288. 318. and 36g of this year's Chronicle, tGrass.—^ New Subscriber has a piece of Grass, sown in the
spring of 1840. which came up so coarse, that it is with the
greatest difficulty that it can be mown, owing to a strong kind
of Grass which forms a little mound and stops the scythe. The
soil was damp, but is now drained.— [The bad quality of the
Grass appears to be owing to the mixture of Cocksfoot or some
other coarse species with it ; and if so, there is no remedy but
turning up the land and resowing it.] j

Books.—^« Amateur,- A most useful elementary work on
farming operations, &c., Is Martin Doyle's Cyclopaedia of
Practical Husbandry, now in course of publication ; or if a
larger work were desired, Stephen's valuable **Book of the
Farm,'* \

SOFTENIXG Pa

as have no fruit.t Stafford should mention what kind of
he requires, whether bulbous, tuberous, or fibrous-rooted.t
Many thanks to Mr. Hapu^rd, whose communication

shall appear as soon as the woodcuts can be got ready.t
H, IK.i?.—In addition to Morello Cherries and Currants youmay plant against your north wall the Jargonelle, and (for
stewing), the Catillac and Bezi d'Hcri Peara. It will be worth
while trymg the Did Pine Strawberry in the border for a Wx%
^[^^•J'~7^^?''"' ^*'*^--Are you certain your Apple is aseedlmg ? If it is, it cannot be distinguished from the Graven-
stem.,, /. Setwoi^.—Your Pears are-i, Erown Beurre; 2,bt oermam.ii—-f^^ramfM.-Your Apples are-l, GoldenNoble

; 4, very like the Old Nonpareil externally, but moreacid
; 6 a yeUow Crab. The others are not known : they ap-pear to be unworthy ofcultivation,

fi W. M., Dereiuun^Your
Pin^^^n'il^'/Y!^*^^^^"'^"' 2,Roya! Pippin; 3, CambridgeP ppin or Bedfordshne Foundling; 4, Blenheim Pippin ; 5. King
Rn«L/i^/r'' ^' /. ^>i=er Pippin; 8. Alfristou; 9 Gojdcn
?^iH 'd"'

Aromatic Russet; ll,Fcaru-s Pippin; 12. Franklin'sGolden Pippm; 13, Stone Pippin. The Pear is the Urbani.te.?

^r^ f^Pji;''^'^''-''^*^"^^^^^'^ ^ywe cannot give di-rect ons in thfs Paper for laying out gardens. It is imjLawbleto do so Without furni.Mng plan.; we are therefore u^a^ toafford you much assistance. Nevertheless, rather than en-tirely disappoint you, we will sUte. that no forms for beds arc

f?i«r t>f
'
circles or ovals, and that fancy patterns hardly everplease the eye. For this reason we advise you to convert yourMaltese cross mto a circle, to place an oval on B. and to con-vert the very ugly bed next B into an oval.t-

—

Eboracum ^
\%e have tried in vain to fiud out how the confectioners put ud
their fiuit

; and we must give up the inquiry.tErrata.—In the article upon pruning Apple and Pear trees at
p. ;09, column c, line from the top 14, for •• circumference "
read "^diameter." '

PoTATORS.--In our report of the Ash-leaved Kidney PoUto«»
exhibited by Mr. Cockbiun at the late meeting of the Hortu

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3rfeach copy
J

it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry mayhave them delivered in any part of Londtm by remitting a Post-
office order to this omcc, at the rate of &*. for every 25 copies.As usual, many letters have icrrived too late for answers this week

-A. S.t whose stone steps liave been painted
over by mistake, will find caustic potash, dissolved in as small
a quantity of water as possible, the best substance for softening
the paint. If %vetted all over with this solution over-night,
the paint will next day be found quite soft. The stone-work
may then be scrubbed ; it is, however, a troublesome opera-
tion, t

Motion ov Sap in Plants.— TT. C—No doubt plants have a
lateral motion of their sap. The way in which the fluids move
in Exogens, under ordinary circumstances, Is this : they rise from
the root tlirough the wood until they reach the leaves; from
the leaves they are returned down the bark ; from the bark they
are given oif sideways to the wood again, by means of the
medullary rays (silver grain). But when wounds or accidents
interfere with this arrangement, there is no doubt that trees
can convey their fluids through other channels; probably even
upwards through the bark. These'are, however, interferences
with the usual order of things t

I

Floricbltural Society.—iJ. P.—The reason why the two last
meetings of this Society have not been reported is, that no
business of general interest was transacted at them. It is
a pity the Society should hold its meetings in the winter, when
there can be no florists' flowers for their inspection.f

MiScKLLANEOLs.—H. LlundHo.-YoijLT plant is Hypericum An-
drossemum ; it is also met with in several parts of England, j

Tyro,— We are unacquainted with the reticulated vegetable
substance you have sent. What is the history of it? t J. 5.
—The rule of three occurs in Cattleya. There are three sepals
and three petals, the latter consisting of the two lateral inner
segments and the labellum ; there are also three placentje in
the ovary. The genus Cattleya is placed in Orchidacere in
Lindley's Natural System, p. 340, and in the Index also. Four
poUen-masses are the proper number.+ G^m. G.r's letter is
an advertisement. A, Y.—Yourplantsare— 1, A Lantana; 3,
Jasmhtum fr-CiticRus; 4, Escallonia rubra; 5, Lotus Jacobsea-
6, Chir<5nia peduncularis.t Cam4r?>n*i».—Your Pears are-^

MancAester.-

Gaines*s Rising Sun.
^V Garth's Queen of the Fairies.
"= Kinghorne's Grand Monarch.

Lnmsden's Madeleine.

1843.
Foster's Sir Robert Peel.

Nestor.
Pamplin's Count D'Orsay.

Catleagh^sPrinceofWaterloO. I t^n^'^TXrU
Faaipliii's Anna.

1 Wood** Cotuitt* of Mwley,*

1, Napoleon; 2. Autumn Bergamotj 3, probably the Duchesse
d'Angouleme; 4, White Doyenn^. The Apples are— l and 2.
King of the Hppins ; 3, Alexander; 4 and 5, Dutch Mignonne

;

6, Yorkshire Greening; 21, Court of Wickj 22, resembles
Wyker Pippin; 23, probably Loan's Pearmain; 24, King of the
Pippins ; 25, Golden Reinette.U E. T. Your Apples are— 1,
Alexander; 2, Waltham Abbey Seedling ; 3, Blenheim Pippin;
4, King of the Pippins; 5, Beauty of Kent; 6. Kirke's Lord
Nelson.

\\
/. W^.—Your plant is MaxilUria C611eyi.f Z,—

We see no probabihty of the Horticultural part of the Gardeners*
Chronicle being reprinted. ^ £. B, L^w«.—Your Apples are— 1, Old Golden Pippin ; 2, Downton ; 3 is probably the Golden
Pippin from a diflTercnt tree. '! An Old Subseriher,—Yonr
Pears are— 1, Beurre Diel; 2. White Doyenn^; 3, Winter Nelis;
4, Napoleon; 5, Glout Morceau ; 6, Buchanan's Spring Beurre,
The Apples are- 9, King of the Pippins; U. Gclden Harvey

j
1 2, ^sopTjs Spitzemberg. John Kple.—Your Apple 1, is pro-
bably Kirke's Lord Nelson. The Pears ore— 3, 10. Beurr^Diel

;

4, 11, Easter Bergamotj 5, Beurre Ranee; 8, White Doyenne
;

9, Glout Morceau; 12, St. Germain. , W. K.^The Apples
are— I, Scarlet Nonpareil; 3, probably Lemon Pippin; 5,
Northern Greening; 6, ii, Nonpareil; 7, Court of Wick; 8,
Beauty of Kent; 10, Blenheim Pippin ; 12, Robinson's Pippin.
The Pears are— 1, Uvedale's St. Germain ; 4. probably Williams's
Bon Chretien, too far gone; 5. White Doyenne; 6, Crassane.

jj

A Camhridgeahire Subscriber.—YovlT Apples are— 2, Court
of Wick; 3; Alexander; 4, Dnmelow's Seedling; 5, Loan's
Peaimain; 6, Nonesuch; 8, Golden Noble; 9, Yorkshire Green-
ing. The Pears are— 1, Passe Colmar; 2. Brown Beurre; 3,
White Doyenn^; 5. Flemish Beauty,

ii T. P, 5.—The Apples
are— 2, Golden Noble; 3. 4, Fearn's Pippin; 5, King of the
Pippins; 7, Downton J 8, Golden Harvey. The Pear, No. 6, is
the Autumn Bergamot. ii—^.. ..—Your Apples are—Kingof the
Pippins; 2. Wheeler's Russet. 8 P, TT. J.—Your Apples are
^1, Beauty of Kent; 2. Elenheim'Pippin.a FVora.-The Pear
you sent is the Vt-rte Longue. ?, A Lady's questions are
answered in a leading article of to-day.

—

~J. L. G.—We will
consider.t A. P.—Y'our plants are O'lea europaea and Cera-
t6iiia slliiiua. t i2tt^ —Your Vegetable Marrow of the true

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Thk arrival of tie Overland Mail has supplied ug with

intcHigence from India to the 1st October, and from
China to the 2Gth July, Tiie Indian news is very in-
teresting. The GoTcmment had decided to send the army
towards Cabul, and to take possesion of that place

; part
of the troops, under General Nott, had already marched
from Candahar in the direction of Ghuznee and Cabul,
and the remaining portion bad returned to Quetta in
safety, so that Candahar has been evacuated. The army
of Gen. Pollock had been successful in advancing to
Gundamuck, from which position a rapid move upon
Cabul was expected to take place early in September.
Among the jeports in circulation, '

it was stated that
Akhbar Khan had been seized by the Kuzzilbashes, and that
Ghuznee had already opened its gates to Gen. Nott, with-
out any show of resistance; It was also rumoured that
on the junction of the two armies at Cabul, decisive
measures will be adopted to introduce an efTective system
of government into the Sikh country ; and that Sbere
Singh, the present chief, had expressed to the Supreme
Government his desire to become a subsidised raonarci,
and place his territory under the protection of Great
Britain. In regard to the prisoner?, it was reported that
on the first intelligence <^ the advance they were removed
from Cabul to the Hindoo Koosh» with the exception of

to leave the capital; it was also
stated that the Governor-General had surprised the Aff.
ghans, by announcing his resolution to act in the same
summary manner towards the family of Dost Maho-
med, by sending them to England as prisoners. In the
interior of India tranquillity prevailed, with the e:ceep-
tion of the mountain districts of Bundelkund. A severe
famine bad prevented the assembling of the Army of
Reserve on the Ferozepore frontier, under Sir Jasper
Nicholls. The arrival of Lord EHenborough at Simla,
and the proximity of that place to Lahore, had in-

duced many to consider the occupation of the Punjaub
as probable.—From China we have news of the capture
of another town, and of some small successes on the

a few who were too HI

coast; the Expedition has advanced towards the north,
but there is little chance of its reaching Pekia until next
year, and the prospects of a final settlement are aa
remote as ever. The capture of Shang-boi, a commer-
cial city of some consequence, had produced great alarm
among the Chinese, and the rvlandarins in the two most
fertile provinces had sent an express to one of the princi-
pal llong merchants, requesting him to interpret between
them and the British, for the apparent object of makin^
terms. The fleet had proceeded to Nankin, and it was
generally believed tliat no further movement would uke
place this season.—Our European lews is not of great

importance: in Fiance the chief subject of discussion is

the failure of the attempt to effect a union betweCTi

the French and Belgian Customs. Several of the

manufacturing towns have petitioned in favour o^ the

union, and the Ministerial papers announce that the ne-

gotiations will very shortly be resumed. — From Spain

there is no news of immediate interest; the rumoured

changes ia the Cabinet, and the report that the Regent

intends to introduce a law curtailing the liberty of the

press, are the principal topics of attention.—From Por-

tugal we learn that the Government h%^ sabmitted to thekind, which measures 21S inches in length, a»tl 26 inches in
circumference, is of t#j^ ^»^«sual dilnensions.^ J.C.—Vf% f „".. * i^ i»

-

._--i
cannot undeitake to name Cryptorut)^ plimti,eB{»«^y such Brituii Cabinet a lerl^ o& the tmaques

m
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tron, which profea« to be final. So far as their contents

had transpired at Lisbon, they ^ere not considered satis-

factory by the English merchants, and it was ex.^ected

that Lord Aberdeen would not hesitate to reject theni.-

Tbe .peech of Kwg Leopold at the sittmg of the Belgian

Chamber*, on Tuesday, contains the important announce-

ment that ajl the difficulties relative to tlie separation

from Holland have been removed ; that a conTention

of internal navigation has already been signed, ard that a

treatv» suggested by a mutual sense of conciliation, is in

progress, for the purpose of establishing, on a satisfactory

basis, all the questions which have arisen out of the par-

tition treaty.—By the Levant mail we learn that the

BBSsian Ambassador has withdrawn Lis opposition to the

BCTV Sovereign of Servia, and that Prince Gliika has been

dismissed from the government of Wallachia. Renewed

disturl>ances have talien place in the Lebanon; the

Turkish forces were defeated with great loss, and the out-

break is supposed to be the first movement of a general

insurrection aeainst the Turkish government in Syria.

I^ome Xttos

Court.—ller Majesty and Prince Albert, the Prince

of Wales and the Princess Royal, left Windsor Castle on

Thursday morning on a visit to the Duke of Wellington

at W^almer Castle, attended by a numerous suite. The

Royal party arrived at Walmer about 4 o'clock ; the

details of the journey are given under our provincial

news. On Saturday, the Queen and Prince Albert arrived

in town from Windsor, and returned to the Castle in the

afternoon after the Prince had transacted business at the

office of the Duchy of Cornwall. On Wednesday, the birth-

day of the Prince of Wales was celebrated at Windsor

with the usual honours. The Guards were reviewed in

the Home Park, and in the evening the town was gene-

rally illuminated. The event was also observed in the

Metropolis with the customary demonstrations of loyalty;

the bells of the different churches were rung, and several

dub-houses and the shops of her Majesty's tradesmen were

Ulunalnated. It is stated that her Majesty has abandoned

the intention of visiting Brighton until the spring. Lady

^ortman has succeeded the Countess of Dunraore as Lady

in Waiting on the Queen. Visconnt Sydney has suc-

ceeded Tiscount Hawarden as Lord in Waiting, and Sir

Frederick Stovin has succeeded Admiral Sir Robert Otway

fts th^ Groom in Waiting on her Majesty. The Queen

has appointedColonel Berkeley Drummond, of the Fusilier

Guards, to be one of the Grooms in Waiting, in the room

of the Hon. Sir \Y* Lumley, who has been appointed

Extra Groom in Waiting to her Majesty. The Duke of

Cambridge left his residence at Kew on Sunday, on a

visit to her jMajesty the Queen Dowager, at Canford-

JSouse, Dorse.t. The Duke of Sussex and the Duchess of

Inverness left Howick-hall, where the Royal Duke had

been visiting Earl and Countess Grey, for Auckland Castle,

Durham, on Thursday last, to honour the Bishop of Dur-

Jiam with a visit.—The Archduke Frederick of Austria has

returned to town from his tour in Scotland, Wales, and

the midland counties. Hi» Imperial Highness came direct

from Oxford, where he arrived on Monday last from

Bristol, having previously visited Bangor, Llangollen,

Shrewsbury, Birmingham, and Cheltenham,

ParlUimentary Movements.—Mr* Jas. Stuart Wortley

kas publicly addressed the electors of Buteshire on the

Conservative interest, as a candidate for the seat vacant

by the death of the Lord Advocate.—^The resignation of

Mr. Horsman, Member for Cockermouth, is now said to be

certain. The High Sheriff, Mr. Dykes, of Dovenby, is

mentioned as the Liberal candidate, and Major-Gen.

Wyndham is also likely to come forward on the Con-

wrvative interest-

Church Preferment,—The Gazette of Friday announces

ftat the Queen has been pleased to grant to the Rev.

George Butler, D.D., the deanery of Peterborough, void

by the resignation of the Rev. Dr. Turton.

Official Appolntmenia,—Mr. C. J. Herries, barrister-

st-law, and soa of the Right Hon. J. C, Herries, is an-

nounced as the new Commissioner of Excise, in the room
l>E the late Hon. Berkeley Paget. The death of Sir John
Cross has caused a vacancy in the Judgeship of the Court
of Rerkiw ; but it appears to be doubtful whether the
f^Sce will be filled up. The rumour that Mr. D. Pollock
!s to be appointed : - e of the Commissioners of the Insolvent
Debtors' Ooert, in the room of the late Mr. Commissioner
Bowen, is said to be unfounded ; and it is generally be-
lieved in legal circles that the office wiU be discontinued-
Tbe Scotch papers announce that Lord Gillies has been
obliged by ill health to tender his resignation as a Judge
of the Court of Session ; Jinft that Mr. Duncan Macneil,
who has been appointed Lord Advocate, in the room of

the late Sir W. Rae, has been succeeded in the office of
Solicitor- General in Scotland by Mr. Adam Anderson-

Pnblic Pensions.—Her Majesty has granted a pension

of lOOiL per annum to each of the Misses Kennedy, sisters

of the late Sir Robert Kennedy, to whose services during

the war, as Commissary-general, the Duke of Wellington

bore honourable testimony in the House of Lords during

the last session of Parliament. Her Majesty has also

conferred a pension of 300/. a year on Mr. Owen, the

Hunterian Professor of the College of Surgeons, as an

A statement

§
France.—The Paris papers are chiefly occupied with

the failure of the attempt to effect a union of the French

and Belgian Customs. It was currently reported, and in-

deed suggested by the Ministerial papers, that although

the idea of the union had, for the moment, been aban-

doned, the King was resolved that it should be resumed

and the measure carried. The citizens of Bordeaux and

the Chamber of Commerce of Lyons have sent a petition

in its favour, while Elbeuf, Lille, Rouen, &c.. warmly op-

pose it. The rumoured treaty of. commerce with this

country seems unlikely to be effected ; the delegates for

the principal manufacturing and commercial cities of

France have held a meeting and resolved that *' French

manufactures cannot bear competition," and that "any

treaty of commerce which would diminish the protecting

duties by the effect of which they now exist would give

them their deathblow."—The reduction of the fleet has

already been carried into effect, and twelve line-of-battle

ships, ordered by the Minister of Marine to be lajd up at

Marseilles, have been hauled into the inner harbour.—The

Ministerial papers state that, according to the official re-

turns made to Government on the Ist instant, the popu-

lation of the kingdom of France amounts to 34,494,875

inhabitants, divided amongst 363 arrondissements, 2,846

cantons, and 37,040 communes. The population ot Paris,

according to the census of 1841, amounts to 912,330;

and if the troops of the garrison and strangers are added,

to 1,035,000.—The Minister of Commerce and Agricul-

ture has purchased the racing stud of the late Duke of

Orleans at Meudon for 55.000, for which a special credit

will be demanded of the Chambers. By this means an

establishment, which was formerly maintained at the ex-

pense of the Prince Royal, will now be kept up by the

State.—The contract for the first portion of the works

on the proposed railroad to connect Calais and Belgium

with Paris has been taken by Messrs. Sherwood, who con-

structed the Croydon Railway ; the contract is for

1,122,000 fr., ahout 7 per cent under the Government

estimate.—It appears that the celebrated Aguado gallery

of painting and sculpture is to be brought to the hammer

in the month of March next.—Letters from Quillebceuf

of the 8th inst., slate that the works for the salvage of the

Tele'maque were, at noon on that day, crowned with com-

plete success. The vessel had been raised to the surface

of the Seine, under the superintendence of Mr. Taylor,

the English engineer, and the naval commissioner of Hon-

fleur had proceeded to Quilleboeuf, to superintend the ex-

traction of the property which may be on board.

Spain.—The Madrid journals of the 1st inst. have

heen received, but contain no news of great importance.

The rumours of a change of ministry seem not to have

consistency, although many dwell on the incompatibility

of temper and views between Gen. Rodil and the Regent,

and assert that Espnrtero gives Ins whole confidence to

the ex-ministen Gonzales and the Infante, who are in-

triguing for a dissolution and their return to power. The

ministeriil papers declare that the Regent has entire con-

fidence in the Rodil Cabinet; and add that the negotia-
_ M

acknowledgment of his services to science.

^ving appeared in some of the daily papers thai tiie pen-

.»i<m to Mr. Wordsworth, the poet, was a retiring allowance

from the Stamp Office, the aiinisterial papers repeat the

wmo^acement that the pension of 300/. per annum has

^ai granted by her Majesty from the Clfii List. ,

tions between Spain and tlie other countries were pro-

gressing most favourably. Fresh rumours are afloat of a

commercial treaty with England being in progress ; cottons

to be admitted at half the duty paid in England, and given

to pay the interest of the debt. It was also said that

the Spanish Government is about to despatch a vessel to

Fernando Po, to the Philippines, and Monte Video. A
decree of the Regent, dated the 3d October, promotes

Madame Miua to the rank of Grandeza of Spain as a

reward for her services on the night of the 7th October,

1841, when the Palace was attacked by Diego Leon. The

Infante Don Francisco de Paulo and his wife are again at

issue with the Regent. Some letters speak of a con-

spiracy to upset Espartero, and to appoint Don Francisco

in his place. The Madrid papers are in a state of some

excitement in consequence of a rumour that the Regent

intends to introduce a law curtailing the liberty of the

Press- The Bishop of the Canaries had been sentenced

for sedition, by the Supreme Tribunal of Justiccj to ba-

nishment for two years in a place to be specified by the

Government.
Portugal.—We have received Lisbon news to the

31st ult. The latest proposals of the Portuguese Govern-

ment, which were looked upon indeed as its ultimatum,

had been forwarded to London by Lord Howard de

Walden. They were not considered satisfactory as far as

their contents had transpired, unless they were viewed as

merely furnishing a basis for future negotiation'. It was '

noticed with regret, that Mr. Payant, one of the most

efficient members of the British commission, had sent in

his resignation. The French princes had set off on a tour

to Alcobaca, Batalha, and Coimbra. There was a military

parade, in' honour of their visit, on the 27th, when the

king and French princes reviewed about 3,000 troops of

the Lisbon garrison, Sir C. Napier being present among
the general officers in the royal suite. The Cortes would

j

not meet on the 1st December, the period fixed, but on

the 2d of January, the regular day of opening under the

charter. Election struggles absorbed the whole attention

of polittcians* There wa« little doubt that Government
would be defeated in tine districts of Alemtejo and Estre-

madura, and that of the 20 vacancies the opposition would
gain nearly half that number.
BELGiiiM.~The speech of the King of the Belgians,

at the Royal sitting on Tuesday last, is given at length in

the papers. It takes a general review of the domestic and
foreign policy of the country, bat its detaiU have little

interest for the English reader. It states, that the direct

negotiations openeJ^during the year with the ^Cabinet of

the Hague haY« been brought to a conclusion .satisfactory

for every interest ; all the difficulties relative to the sepa-

ration of both countries have been simultaneously re-

solved; and that this treaty, a complement of the treaty

of London, wiU be the first object of their deliberations.

It is, it says, withont intermediate party, and inspired by

a mutual sense of conciliation, that the two powers are

come to place themselves definitively in a normal situation,

and the first consequence of this accord has been the

signature of a convention of infernal navigation. Among

the new laws for consideration, it mentions some propo-

sitions for the improvement of legislation, and for the

protection of children in manufactories.—A private letter

from Brussels, dated the 8th inst., states that on the pre-

ceding day, General Yandersmissen had escaped from

prison, disguised in his wife's clothes. The lady, an Eng-

lishwoman, subsequently effected her escape also.

Germaxy.—We learn from Berlin, in letters of the

30th ult., that the Assembly of the Provincial States, by a

majority of 90 against 8, decided in favour of the project

to establish a universal system of Railroads in Prussia, to

connect all the provinces of the monarchy together. Not-

withstanding this large majority, it appears that a number

of doubts and hesitations arose as to the details of the plan.

Several members, while they admitted the importance of

railroads, insisted upon it that the improvement of the

common roads was a matter of at least equal moment.

Some were for giving greater extension to the proposed'

plan, others for confining it within narrower limits. The

papers also announce that the King of Prussia has ex-

empted from the censorship all publications of more than

twenty sheets, and that Professor Dahlman, who had been

banished "from Gottingen, is to have a chair at the Uni-

versity of Bonn. His Majesty, during a recent visit to

the annual exhibition of pictures at Berlin, expressed his

displeasure on seeing a painting representing a crime said

to have been committed by an ecclesiastic in the middle

ages, the truth of which, however, has been questioned by

severaUhistorians. The picture was immediately removed.

To the directors of the exhibition his Majesty intimated

his opinion, that no picture calculated to place any re-

ligious sect in an odious light ought ever to be tolerated in

a public exhibition. A new cathedral is to be erected in

Berlin on the site of the old Domkirche. It has been

designed by Stuler, after the King's ideas. It is to be a

Roman basilica, with two high towers.—The papers advert

to the fact, that whilst the fortifications of Rastadt and Ulm

are progressing so rapidly, the Baden and Wurtemberg

Governments are not the less active in pursuing the pro-

jects of railroads, and state that the negotiations^ have

been concluded advantageously for both countries.—

In addition to the projected marriage between the Princess

Augusta of Cambridge and the Hereditary Grand Duke of

Mecklenburf^h Strelitz, which we mentioned last week,

the German papers state that the Grand Duchess Elizabeth,

the dauf^hter pf the Grand Duke Michael of Russia is

about to bestow her hand on Duke Adolphus of Nassau,

and that an alliance between the Grand Duchess Olga and

a prince of that branch of the house of Hesse which

expects one day to occupy the throne of Denmark, is

talked of. Another item of matrimonial intelligence more

interesting to English readers, is the announcement that

the preliminaries of a marriage between the Marquess of

Douglas, the eldest son of the Duke of Hamilton, and a

Princess of Baden, have been finally arranged ; it is ex-

pected that the ceremony will take place in Germany in

the course of the present or early in the ensuing month.—

A Frankfort paper relates, that a smith called Kirchbof,

of the island of Felster, has nearly discovered the quadra-

ture of the circle, and that a favourable report has been

made of his discovery.—The distinguished German corn-

Frederick William Fixis, died at Prague on theposer, _ ^1
20th ult-, in the 57th year of his ai^e.—From Southern

Germany we learn that the Commercial Company of

Trieste and the Chamber of Commerce at Venice have

resolved on despatching ^me of their body to the East

Indies, to report on the best means of opening a direct

trade between Austria and the East, and that the Austrian

Government has made a treaty with the Swiss Executive,

for the quick and daily conveyance of letters from Milan

by the St. Gothard to Zurich and Bale. It is said that

Austria hopes, especially when the railroad is finished

between Venice and Milan, that this will be the quickest

road from the East to England. It will be, however,

more a summer road than a winter one, as the St. Gothard

is sometimes stopped, and the steapa-boats on the Rhine

have this year already ceased to run.

Turkey.—The Levant Mail has brought intelligence

to the 19th. It states that M. Boutenieff, the Russian

Ambassador, had withdrawn all opposition to the con-

firmation of the new Sovereign in Servia ; reserving,

however, his decision, until his own Government should

have' expressed its opinion. The Divan had appointed

Emir Effendi to proceed to Servia, to withdraw the deco-

ration from Prince Michael, and to invest Prince Alex-

ander with it. The Russian Minister had obtained what

was considered a triumph, by the dismissal of Prince

Ghika from the government of Wallachia. Notwith-

standing the Ramazan, several councils had been held by

the Ministry, and business continued to be transacted.

Mustapha Pacha, Governor of Candia, had hetn per-

mitted by the Sultan to return to that island, and a

steam-boat had been ordered for his conveyance. On^

of the Sultan's wives gave birth to a daughter, his eightn

child, on the I8th ult. Some injury had been sustauiea

in the Black Sea, by a hurricane, on the 9th ult. Pnvatc

letters mention the extraordinary fact, that Tbrahina

Pacha was hourly expected at Constantinople, in company

with the ex-Capudan Pacha (Ahmed), who deUvered t^

fleet into the hands of the Pacha of Egypt, and who»

pardou bad b^ea obtained through ' the intercessioa^

«
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Mebemet Ali.—The news from Persia was quite pacific^
^and the differences with Turkey were expected to be
speedily adjusted.—Advices from Beyrout to the 8th
ult. state, that the inhabitants of Lebanon were still
indulging themselves with the hope of the return of
their old Governor, the Emir Bechir ; a statement of a
very doubtful character. Accounts of a later date have
been received througli Egypt, which bring news of a col-
lision between the mountaineers and the Turkish forces
near Tripoli, iu which the latter were defeated with cou-
fiiderable loss. They state also, that a valuable caravan,
bound from Bagdad to Aleppo, bad been plundered, and
that all European property found among the plunder had
been given up voluntarily by the mountaineers to a French
merchant at Beyrout, to be delivered to the owners. It
is supposed that this is the first step of a well-combined
insurrection against the Turkish Government in Syria.
Egypt.—The accounts from Alexandria are to the IGth

uk. The Pacha had set out on a journey to Damietta, from
whence he intended to proceed on a visit to his farms in
Upper Egypt, where the distemper, which had extended
from oxen to buffaloes, and even horses, continued to
commit dreadful ravages. In consequence of the pre-
valence of this malady, the Pacha purposes in future to use
camels for the plough, instead of oxen or horses. The
Pacha is said to have several important schemes in con-
templation. The large dock at Alexandria is nearly con-
cluded ; and he is about to undertake the construction of
locks or sluices on the canal of Mahmoudie, by which
means boats may pass directly from Alexandria to Cairo.
He next intends to construct a canal between Fostat,
Old Cairo, and Kolzim, near Suez, such as formerly
existed under the occupation of the Arabs. This canal
will be of great advantage in facilitating the transit of
goods from India to Europe through Egypt. Another
favourite idea of the Pacha, is to place, in the course of
next year, steamboats on the White River, for the purpose
of exploring the source of the Nile. On the 8th ult.
Lieut. Holman, the blind traveller, had an audience of the
Pacha, by whom he was well received. Mehemet Ali
laughed heartily when he was informed that this gentleman
had been arrested in Russia as a spy. On the 15tli ult.
the Pacha received the Catholic Bishop Salero, who re-
turned thanks on the part of the Pope for the four alabaster
columns sent to Rome for the basilica of St. Paul. On
the same day were;pre8ented to the Pacha, Selim Capudau,
\pho commanded the expedition to the White River three

^ years since, and M, Arnaut. a French artist, who accom-
panied him. The Nile had risen to the height of 24 3-24
cubits, surpassing last year's inundation, and causing an
unusual damp heat, which has been particularly felt from
tbe beginning of the month.
India.—The Overland Mall, witb despatclies to the

Ist October, has arrived this week. The intelligence
which it conveys is highly interesting. The decision of
the Government to send the armies towards Cabul and
to take possession of that place, has given general satis-
faction^. General Nott, at the head of a chosen army of
about 7,000 men, having left Candahar on the 10th Aug.,
proceeded in the direction of Ghuznee and Cabul, while
General England, with the remainder of the troops lately
stationed at Candahar, marched without encountering any
obstacle worthy of notice back in safety to Quetta. Can-
dahar has therefore been relinquished by the British. The
progress of General Nott into the interior of AfFghanistan
appears to have been thus far fortunate. His corps is de-
scribed as possessing in beasts of burden, &c., every facility
for the accomplishment of the undertaking. Intelligence
from General Pollock to the 4th September states that his
troops had been eminently successful in their gradual
movement to Gundamuck, and in routing some bodies of
the enemy, preparatory to making a rapid march on the
capital. On the 23d and 24th August, a detachment of
about 2,000 of the enemy, having taken up a position in-
conveniently near to him were attacked by Gen. Pollock
and dispersed, after five hours' fighting, their villages and
strongholds being destroyed, and their vineyards and fruit-
trees cut down. He has left the posts in his rear strongly
garrisoned. The arrival in the camp of Futteh Jung, the
son and heir of Schah Soojah, who had effected his escape
from the prison of Akhbar Khan, was considered, in the
present circumstances, an event of great magnitude. On his
reaching General Pollock's tent, a salute of welcome was
instantly fired. His reception proved the intentions of
the General to be favourable to his rights as Sovereign of
Cabul. The orders for a rapid move from Gundamuck to
Cabul on the 6th or 7th Septemby had, it was said, been
issued, but some doubts were entertained* of that march
being effected prior to the certainty of the approach of
General Nott from Ghuznee. Among the rumours was
one that Akhbar Khan had been seized by the Kuzzil-
bashes, who constitute a large portion of the inhabitants of
Cabul, and who, in order to save the city from destruction,
were in the interest of the British alliance, and for that rea-
son also protected the British prisoners. One item ofpainful
news is that the gallant Sir Robert Sale was seriously indis-
posed. A report was circulated in Bombay on the 1 st of Oct.
to the effect that Ghuznee had opened its gates, without
any great resistance, on the appearance of Gen. Nott's army.
This fact is considered probable, but it requires official
confirmation. It seems to be expected in India that the
British army, on the junction of the two corps at Cabul,
will, subsequently to the liberation of the prisoners, be
called upon to take decided steps for introducing a proper
aystem of government and the administration of justice
into the S»kh country. The present chief, Shere Singh,u described as being in a most difficult position, finding it
almost impossible to control the fanatics and his soldiers
who, although forming a very small portion of the popu-
lation, hare, by their turbulence, long kept the GoVrn.

ment at bay. Rumour asserts that Shere Singh had ex-
pressed to the supreme Government his desire to become
a subsidised Monarch, and to place his country under the
management of the British. Lord Ellenborough arrived
on the 10th September at Simla, the proximity of which
place to Lahore, as well as many other indications, led
many to consider the occupation of the Punjaub as pro-
bable. In regard to the prisoners, it was reported that
all of them have been removed from Cabul to Bameean,
near the Hindoo Koosh, with the exception of Captains
Troup and Bygrave, who were still with Akbar Khan at
Cabul, and Captains Eyre and Anderson, whose families
were too ill to be removed. Dr. Campbell is also left in
the capital, to attend to the sick. It was likewise ru-
moured that the Governor-General had announced his
resolution to act by the members of Dost Mahomed's
family in India in as summary a method, and at once send
them off to England, rt^ Bombay ; and that the official
notification of this fact "took the Affghans quite
aback, and that they stood perfectly aghast." Another
report mentions that Akhbar Khan had murdered Captain
Troup, but it appears to be entirely without foundation.
In the interior of India tranquillity prevails, with the ex-
ception of the mountain districts of Bundelkund, wiiither
a strong force was about to be sent in order to put down
the disturbances effectually by destroying the forts of the
petty chiefs, A severe famine will, it is said, prevent the
assemblage of the army of reserve ordered for the Feroze-
pore frontier under command of Sir, J. Nicholls : nor
does it appear that any other employment is intended for
Major-Geu. Sir C. Napier in Scinde than the command
of the troops now under General England, whom he su-
persedes.—Some heavy losses by shipwreck have, occurred
on the Ganges. Eighteen of her Majesty's 50th were
drowned by the swamping of a boat near Cawnpore—the
depot of the regiment at this latter locality having lost 50
by cholera in the course of a week. A wing of her Majesty's
C2d, on their way from Calcutta to Dinapore, in boats,
lost 47 men, including two officers, besides six women and
12 children, in a storm : Col. Reid and his wife were saved.
The ship Ricardo had been swamped descending the
Hoogley, and ten lives were lost. In Bombay, cholera still

prevails to an alarming extent amongst the European
troops, her Majesty's 8Gth having lost about 100 men
since their arrival. No fewer than G4 dea'hs occurred in
three days from the same cause on board the steamer Ze-
nobia, while conveying 160 of her Majesty's 28th to
Kurrachee; while onboard the Semiramis and Berenice
14 others died. The failure of the house of Fergusson
Brothers and Co., at Calcutta, was much talked of. The
amount of their liabilities in India was stated to belittle
more than 10,000/.

China.— From China we have intelligence of the 26th
July. The expedition had been in motion to the north-
ward, but the doubts of reaching Pekin this season appear
to be increasing- The prospects of the termination of the
operations of the expedition are as vague and indefinite
as ever—considerably more so than they were supposed to

be when the first fleet arrived in June 1840, It api>ears
that, after the arrival of the reinforcements, the expedi-
tion on the 13th of June entered the Yang-tze-Kiang, the
roost magnificent river of China, on the banks of which
the Chinese had erected many strong fortifications, and
garrisoned them with large bodies of their best troops.
Having passed three days in making observations and in
taking soundings, which vvere seen and permitted by the
Chinese, the fleet at daylight on the 16th prepared for
action, and on the ships taking their stations the batteries
from the shore opened. After a cannonade of two hours,
the forts were silenced, and the city of Shang-hoi, a com-
mercial station of some consequence, was captured. No
less than 364 pieces of artillery were taken. The Chinese
fought well, and served their guns in gallant style. Lieut.
Hewitt, R,M., of the Blonde, and two others, were killed,

and 25 wounded. The results of this victory have been
remarkable. The Mandarins in thte two most fertile pro-
vinces of China were dreadfully alarmed lest Wang-chow-
Foo and Nankin should be taken and sacked, and the
mouth of the Great Canal seized. They sent a flying ex-
press for 8 son or some other relation of Howqua, the
Hong merchant at Canton, to " hasten to Keangsoo witb
the rapidity of a shooting star," in order to interpret
between them and the British. They exhibited a wish to
make terms, but whether with the object of merely gain-
ing time, does not appear certain. The Emperor himself
had also issued a proclamation on the miseries inflicted

on his people by the " outside barbarians," and stating

that though the spirits of his troops were " not equal to the
hated race," still, if they will do their duty, they could " yet
exclude the barbarian worthless sprouts, sweeping them
into the depths of the wide ocean, and restore to the
people of the empire the blessings of peace and tran-

quillity." The fleet has proceeded to Nankin, and there
seems no likelihood of a move oa the capital till next
year. The Chinese are still making vigorous efforts for

resistance. At Canton the defences are again strengthened.
They have erected a fort of considerable size, some distance
below Whampoa, on a parallel branch of the river, and
large quantities of cannon are said to be cast for the use
of the government, at a foundry near the foreign factories
at Shaming, which is ostensibly private property. They
have aUo obtained shells of foreign manufacture for
Paixhans guns. The inhabitants of Canton were in great
alarm, in consequence of the poisoning of the wells by the
Tartar troops. Several of the Chinese had died, and the
greatest animosity is said to prevail between them and the
Tartar soldiera.

W|ST Indiks.—The arrival of the Medway West In-
dian steamer has confirmed the rumour brought by the

British Queea of tbe loiss of the lais jstemn-^hip. It ap-

pears that she was wrecked off Bermodft on lAe night of
the 10th ult. She had been previously on shore at Porto
Rico, and was returning to England in company with the
Medway, whentheyencountereda heavygalewith a tremen-
dous sea off BermQ^a, and it be«»me necessary to abandon
the Isis, and remove the officers and crew to the Medway,
which, by the aid of the ]>addle-box boats, was effected
with tbe loM of only one life out of a crew of nearly 100
persons. It appears that the Tweed, another of the Kojal
mail steamers, had got on Turk's Island Reef, where she
remained for some hours, when her fore-foot was cut
completely off

; and in forcing her off after being light-
ened, she backed on the Larne, mail schooner, and carried
away part of her head-works ; both were left very mudx
shattered at Turk's Island on the Iht Oct —Another dis-
aster in steam navigation is the loss of H.M. steam-ship
Spitfire, which was totally wrecked about 70 miles from
Behse, Honduras, on the 10th Sept. She had on board at
the lime two companies of the 3d W.I. Regiment, but out
of 200 souls only one man, a private of the regiment, was
lost. She struck on a reef during the night, and in less
than two hours was full of water. If she had parted, all
hands must have been lost, as there was no land in sight

;

but fortunately she held together, and the crew and pas-
sengers took to the boats on the following morning.—The
accounts from the West Indies are not important. The
islands had been favoured with abundant rains, and the
labouring population continued orderly and free from all
reproach, except that at some points they employed them-
selves exclusively in the cultivation of their own lands to
the neglect of those of the old proprietors. At Jamaica,
the Earl of Elgin and family continued in the enjovment
of uninterrupted health, and the health of the island ge-
nerally is noticed.—The advices from Mexico are of a w-
tisfactory nature, even more so than hod been anticipated.
The extraordinary Congress was assembled for the modi-
fication of the Constitution, the object being to make it
more in harmony with the feeling of the people. General
Santa Anna, the President, Iiad retired to his country
seat, where he purposed remaining during the delibera-
tions. The packet brings a large remittance on account
of the bondholders, amounting to 78,606 dollars. It has
been decreed by the Congress of New Granada, that all
the privileges which have heretofore been given to tb«
French and English, in opening a canal through Panama,
be forfeited and withdrawn, and the prt^ject of connecting
the Atlantic with the Pacific be thrown open to the com-
petition of the whole world.

^[Jarliamrnt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

T/j«r#da^.—The Parliftmeut was this day further prorogued
until Tuesday the I3th of December.— Shoi Uy before threeo'clock,
the Loid Chancellor, the Duke of Bnccleuch, and Lord Wham-
cliffe, as Lords Commissioners, took their seats in frout of the
throne, when the Lord ChanceUor directed the Comnaons to be
summoned to hear her Majesty's commission read.— Mr. Lev,
clerk at the table, and many of the officers and messengers of tile
House having appeared at the bar, the Lord Cha^ckllok, in her
Majesty's name, announced in the mnal form, that the present
Parliament was further prorogued until Tuesday, tbe ISth day of
December next. His Lordship did not add, "then to meet for
the despatch of business," The ceremony occupied only a few
minutes.

CITY.
Money Market^ Fridfty.—The Funds hav« again ad-

vanced this week. Consols closed at 94^ to j, for money
and the account ; Three and a Half per Cents. Reduced,
lOOj tof ; New Three and a Half per Cents., 101| to f ;

Three and a Half per Cents., 100^; Bank Stock, I7;i;
India Stock, 259; Three per Cents. Reduced, 93| to^;
Exchequer Bills, o9s, to Cls. prem,

jjttitropolis an&^iis iT'icmftp,

Court of Aldermen,—On Tuesday Alderman Humphery
was sworn into the office of Lord Major, with the usual
ceremonies, at Guildhall. The election of an Alderman
for Broad-street Ward in the place of the late Sir John
Cowan, Bart., took place on Friday, when Mr. John
MuFgrore, citizen and clothworker, was elected without
opposition,

Lord Mayor*s Day.—The annual civic procession took
place on Wednesday with the usual ceremonies ; the effect

being somewhat heightened by the rejoicings and illumina-
tions in honour of the birthday of the Prince of Wales.
After the public breakfast in the morning, the Lord
Mayor went in procession to W^estminster, and after tak-
ing the required oaths, invited the judges to the banquet.
On returning, an accident occurred neor Blackfriars-
Bridge ; one of the men^n armour was thrown from his
horse and broke his leg. The banquet in the eyening was
attended by Sir R. Peel, and several of tbe Ministers ; by
Lord John Russell, the Judges, the American Minister,
and by several members of both Houses of Parliameirf.

After the routine toasts had been given, the Lord
Mayor said, that though he differed in politics from
her Majesty's Ministers, still he felt assured of tbdr
sincere desire to promote the interests of the country.

Sir R. Peel returned thanks on behalf of Ministers : after

deprecating any indulgence in |«rty politics on these occa-

sions, he said he would merely dwell upon the abject fbr

the purpose of declaring that Ministers were n?^ Kninind-

lul of the obligations which office imposes. *' Many/' he

said, " may differ from us as to the mode of cfectiag ih&

objects we have in view, Yqv? can differ from ns as to the

propriety of those objects. Our earnest wMi « to culti-

vate the relations of peace, and to axtetsei iJ4 inestimabh

blessings in every way consistent with the permanent and

comprehensive interests of the emmtrf. The object of

oar policy is to maintain the iu^rc of the British arms on
every occasion on which an appeal to them may be necea-

sary. The object of oiur policy h to encourage the demaad
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\!r Everett, the Aui«ncan Minister, answered to the

tnaVt of the ^ Ambassadors." He said he heartily responded

Ke.ttin.tt which S,r Robert Peel had delivered as

to the Decc«ity of strengthening the good understanding

^vhich now happily prevailed amongst the nations of the

world ; aad he desired to express his gratification at find-

in* the questions which had arisen between his own

couptry and England recently settled on a foundation

equally honourable and beneficial to both.—Lord Stanley

acknowledged the toast of the " House of Commons.'* He

held it to be one of the highest boasts of their free con-

Biitution, that a free expression of individual opinion and

of political differences was held compatible with the most

sincere private respect. He trusted that whilst the House

of Commons promoted the general welfare of the State,

and truly represented its great and complicated interests,

the parties into which it waa divided would ever remember

to give to their opponents the credit for sincerity and good

intention that each division claimed for itself.—Lord John

Russell, as one of the members for London, said that

whenever the Crown should think it necessary to appeal

to the people, there wai no people that would respond to

that call with greater energy, greater virtue, or greater

perseverance. If it should be our unhappy fate to be in-

volved in the contests of war, no nation could produce

men from the naval and military ranks more determined

to uphold its honour. And if, as he trusted, it should

please Providence to bless us with continued peace, there

was no nation that could snatch from us the rewards of its

holy victoriet. His noble friend, Lord Stanley, had said,

that though they differed on political subjects, there had

been no interruption to their friendship, lie begged to

acknowledge and confirm the truth of that sentiment.

tie should always pursue that course in public which his

duty pointed out, however painful on some occasions a

Itrict adherence to it might be ; but he trusted that the

Urm declaration of his opinions could never abate or

destroy those friendships which were the pride and

pkasure of his private life.

Court of Commo7i CounciL—On Monday a Court was

held for the purpose of electing the. High Bailiff of

Southwark. lu consequence of the preparations in the

Guildhall for the entertainment on Lord Mayor's Day, the

court was held in the saloon at the Mansion House. The
Lord Mayor elect proposed Mr. D. W. Harvey, cominis-

sioner of City police ; Sir P. Laurie proposed Mr. Wm.
Pa>ae, City coroner; and Mr. Sheriff Hooper proposed

Mr. W. Pritchard, who held no office under the corpora-

tion. The court then proceeded to act in accordance with

the standing order, which states, '* That in all elections

to any office or place in the gift of Ihe court, the number
of candidates, if more than two', be reduced to that

number by show of hands. The Recorder having put

forward each name, the Lord Mayor said that, in his

opinion, the &how of hands was in favour of Mr. Payne

and Mr. Pritchard. This announcement was received by

a great many members with evident dissatisftiction.

Several of them rose and addressed the chair at the same

moment, declaring that the majority of hands were held

up for Mr. Harvey in comparison with those held up for

either of the other candidates, and calling upon his lord-

ship to take the show of hands again ; while the friends of

Mr. Payne and Mr. Pritchard were equally strenuous in

supporting the opinion of the Lord Mayor, and calling

upon his lordthip to proceed to the election of one of the

Iwo by poll, according to the terms of the standing order

above mentioned. After a long discussion, a poll was de-

manded for Mr. Harvey; but this was overruled as

irregular, and at last his lordship, after having consulted

the Recorder and Town-clerk, formally declared that in

the best of his belief the show of hands was in favour of

Mr. Payne and Mr. Pritchard. A scene of great con-

fusion followed. At length, Mr. Harvey's name having

been considered by the decision of the Lord Mayor to be

aet aside in the election, the polling commenced for Mr.
Payne and Mr. Pritchard. When the time to which the

polling was restricted expired, the scratineers handed the

poll-book to the Lord Mayor. His lordship then stated

tkat the votes were,—for Mr. Pritchard 87—for Mr.
Payne 79 ; and he therefore declared that Mr. William
Piitchard v;as duly elected to the office of High Bailiff of

Southwark, aubject to the standing orders of the court,

aud the regulations in the deed. Mr. Wire and several

other members believing Mr. Harvey to have been most
unjustly excluded from the poll, formally protested against
the d^icision, and others refused to vote.
Death of Sir John Cros*.—Sir John Cross, the Judge

of the Court of Review, expired suddenly on Saturday af-

ternoon at his house in Whitehall-place. He had betn
all the morning engngedin his judicial duties at Westmin-
ster, and had left home in the morning in good health.

On entering the drawing-room on his return from court,

he took his seat on the sofa, and in a moment fell back
and ej^pired without a sigh. Lady Cross and her daugh-

ter were in the drawing-room at the time. Medical as-

sistance was at hand, but death had ensued iustaa-

taneously- The Judge was for many years well known on

the Northern Circuit as Serjeant Cross.

Public Meetings.—T\iQ forty-eiglith anniversary, in com-

metnoration of trial by jury, and the acquittal of Messrs.

Home Tooke, John Thelwall, Thomas Hardy, and others,

on their trial for high treason, was celebrated on Satur-

day evening. Mr, T. S. Duncombe, M.P., presided, and

about 130 gentjetnen were present.—The half-yearly gene-

rid meeting orthe Grand Union Canal Company was

teid oa Monday. The report atatecl, that the receipta

for tonnage, during the 12 months of 1811, amounted to

G,793/.. and for the same period of 1842, up to September

last, 6,60.S/., showing ii decrease of 184/., which was prin-

cipally to be attributed to the falling off in the coal-trade

to the extent of 10,000 tons. It was also partly owing

to the unusually fine spruig and summer, and to the dis-

putes among the pitmen for wages. From the accounts,

it appeared that the receipts for the last 6 months, for

tonnage, &c., amounted to 6,239/, and the expenditure,

for repairs, materials, and management, to 3,763/., leaving

a balance in the hands of the company of 2,475/., out of

which the directors recommended a dividend at the rate

of IO5. per share for the half-year.

Westminster Abbey.—The ceremony of installing Dr.

Turtou, the newly-elected Dean of Westminster, took

place on Tuesday, during the morning service, at the

Abbey. At the conclusion of the first service the dean

was led in by Dr. Dakin, the precentor, upon which her

:Mfijesty's letters patent, signed with the great seal, were

read by the chapter clerk, and the usual 0|ith having been

administered. Lord John Thynne, the sub-dean, conducted

Dr. Turton to the dean's stall, where he continued during

the remainder of the service. Though it had been an-

nounced by some of the daily journals that the public

would be admitted by tickets only, such was not the case,

and the choir was filled by a numerous congregation.

Royal Academy.— On. Monday, the 7th inst., a general

meeting of the academicians was held at the Royal Aca-

demy in Trafalgar-square, when Mr. Thomas Creswick,

Mr. John Hollins, and Mr. Francis Grant were elected

associates of that institution.

—The Commissioners ofMetropolitan Improvements.

Woods and Forests have given notice, that it is their in-

tention to apply to Parliament early next session for an

act empowering them to widen and improve Piccadilly, be-

tween Bolton Street and Park Lane, and to take for that

purpose so much of the Green Park as will make it of a

uniform width of seventy feet ; it is likewise intended by

the act to attach that portion of the Green Park so used

to the parish of St. George's, Hanover Square, so that

after the carriage and footway shall be levelled and paved

by the commissioners, they shall be henceforth kept in

repair by the parish.—A petition to the House of Com-

mons is now in course of signature among the inhabitants

of the Strand and Drury Lane, on the subject of the

various burial-grounds in that vicinity. The petitioners

contend that the overcharged state of the graveyards in

the neighbourhood is destructive to health, and therefore

pray that Parliament will take such steps, at the earliest

possible period, as may lead to the abolition of the pre-

sent system of interment.—On Saturday the first section

of a new system of wood-paving was laid down at the en-

trance to Lombard Street. It is called by the inventor

the ** Stereoprisra " system, and is about the sixth now on

trial in the Metropolis.—The project has been again re-

vived of building a bridge across the Thames from the

stairs adjoining Lambeth Palace to the Horseferry-road.

The idea was suggested about 16 years back, and some

steps were taken for carrying out that object, by the issue

of shares in a company called "• The Clarence Bridge

Company;*' but upon application to Parliament for the

necessary powers, the bill was so strenuously resisted in

the House of Lords, that the design was abandoned. It is

now again taken up. Notice has been already given to

the clerks of the peace for the counties of Middlesex and

Surrey that a bill is to be brought forward in Parliament

to authorise the work.

The Nehon MonumeriL—On Saturday the workmen

put up the last layer of stone which forms the column of

this monument. Their next operations will be to erect

the Corinthian capital, which is to be about 13 feet in

depth. The remaining portion of the column will be

about 35 feet in height, and is not expected to be finished

for six mouths. The casting of the metal for the Co-

rinthian capital is now in progress at Woolwich Dock-

yard. The quantity required to form one of the leaves is

about four and a half hundredweight : they are cast from

the brass of old guns, and several are already finished and

bronzed. The whole of the leaves and flutings will be

cast at the foundry of the Royal Arsenal.

Thames TttnyieL—This great undertaking is rapidly

advancing to completion : the staircase of the shaft on the

Rotherhithe side of the river has been finished several

Mr. Williams respecting the religious examination of the

children, the commissioners remark—'* It was the duty

of the directors present, in obedience to the spirit of

the section of the Poor-Law Amendment Act (the

19th), in which the course to be pursued in reference

to religious instruction is pointed out, ^, to ^prevent

any attempts, covert or open, at proselytism, and espe-

cially all of the nature and character of the one now in

question ; and further, that the pauper inmates of their,

establishment, and the poor of the parish generally, have,

a right to demand that the children should he protected

from such attempts from whatever quarter they may

come." The commissioners state their regret that no de-

cided course had been adopted by the directors of the.

poor, with a view of preventing any such interferences as^

that of Mr. Williams in future. They ought to have for-'

mally recorded their disapprobation of the course pursued

by that gentleman; and the commissioners state, "We
are of opinion that a formal expression of their opinion

would have given a desirable assurance to those interested

in the children consigned to their care, and to the publi^.

that no subsequent attempt, from whatever quarter, would

be permitted by themselves, or by any future board, to

undermine the religious belief of the chiUren, and to de-

secrate in their eyes the doctrines which are re-

garded by all Christians with reverence aud awe." The

report then proceeds at great length with a detailed

statement of the acquirements of the children. The gene-

ral result appears, on the whole, to be unfavourable -the

children being described as in too many cases backward

and ignorant. There appeared, however, from the evidence

to have been an improvement since the present schoolmas-

ter and' schoolmistress took charge of their respective

schools. Referring to the religious instruction of the chil-

dren, the commissioners reprobate the system of wearying

the children upon Sundays by the repetitions of the Church

service which they are obliged to listen to. They state

that the rule that the children shall attend church twice

every Sunday is conformed to, and is also exceeded in a

manner requiring special notice. It appears that, while

all attend one morning and one evening service, 80 attend

two full morning services (immediately succeeding each

other), and 24 are present both at two morning and two

afternoon services. All are engaged in religious services or

employments, either in church or school, five hours during

the Sunday ; 24 are so engaged for six hours and a

half; none can be said'to have more than two hours' re-

laxation on the Sunday (exclusive of the meals and of the

time occupied in going to and returning from church) ;

while 24 have only an ho.ur ana a half. The

commissioners are abo persuaded that, had a regularly-

appointed chaplain been charged with the religious super-

intendence of this workhouse, an injurious habit of this

days ; and during the week the men have been employed

ia removing the gear which formed a portion of the ma-

chinerv originally laid down for the excavation of the

shaft.
"
The° old steam-engine has been removed, and a

new and more compact one has been erected for the pur-

pose of drawing off the water which would otherwise

accumulate from the land springs. The thoroughfare for

foot-passengers is expected' to be opened early in January.

Fires. A serious fire broke out on Friday in the ex-

tensive premises opposite AUhallows Church and Calvert's

Brewery, the lower portion of which was occupied by Mr.

Ramsey, wholesale druggist, and the upper part by

Messrs, Dawson and Bolt, drysalters. From the nature

of the materials by which the flames were fed, the ap-

pearance was for nearly an hour of the most threatening

description, and at one time AUhallows Church was in

great danger. The origin of the fire was the accidental

breakage of a large bottle of sulphuric ether, while th

workmen were engaged in packing it by candlelight. The
whole of the building was entirely destroyed.

St. Pancras.—At a meeting of the board of guardians

on Tuesday, the official report of Messrs. Tremenheere
and Twisleton, the assistant poor-law commissiontrs, re-

lative to the state of the pauper children, was read. The
document, which is very voluminous, gives a detailed ac-

count of the recent examinations, which were noticed in

this Pap^r at the time. In regard to the interference of

£>V

kind could not have been suffered to arise. The condition

of the girls appears to be very similar to that of the boys.

The commissioners recommend the establishment of an

infant school, and conclude by stating—'' We are satisfied,

also, that much improvement would arise in the manage-

ment of these schools, and in the results they would pro-

duce, by attention to a proper mode of registering the pro-

gressj the industrial work done, and the general conduct of

each child ; by more exact classification, more frequent

aud accurate examinations, more varied industry, both for

the boys anil girls ; by providing more books, apparatus,

and means of instruction and illustration : sources, indeed,

of some little additional expenditure, but which, together

with what would "be required to meet the previous sugges-

tions, would be amply repaid in the benefit to those whose

lot had cast them upon public guardianship, for that

paternal care which is to regulate the first critical steps of

an unfriended childhood.

'

- *

Briilsh'American Company.—Since our last notice of

the proceedings of this Company, the Lord Mayor has re-

ceived a letter from Lord Elibank, whose name had ap-

peared as one of the vice-presidents, giving an explana-

tion of his connexion with it. His Lordship writes as

follows: '^ About eight years ago, or perhaps more, se-

veralreportsof proceedings were sent to me, having for

their object the recovery of certain lands in Nova Scotia,

said to belong to the Baronets of that order. The repre-

sentations were so plausibly made, and seemed to be sanc-

tioned by so many respectable parties, that I felt no he-

sitation at the time in adding my approval of the mea-

sures* It soon afterwards, however, became evident^to

me that the attempt to recover these lands from the go-

vernment was altogether absurd, so that I ceased to feel

any interest in the matter, and never took any further no-

tice of their proceedings. By what species of ingenuity

the object of recovering lands, said to belong to the lia-

ronetsof Nova Scotia, has been made to slide mto the

present scheme, I am at a total loss to understand. I wa3

applied to to become a vice-president, but to this applica-

tion I never replied, nor have I in any way sanctioned the

chameleon-like appearance which has been adopted.

Mortality of the MelropoUs.—ThQ number of deatns

registered in the week ending Saturday, October ^-^ !^^*

967—Males 504, Females 463. Weekly average for Ib^a-^*

401—Males 467, Females 445. The distribution of this

mortality over the different districts was as follows :

W^est Districts, 140; North, Districts, 174; Central

Districts, 187 : East Districts, 229 ; South Districts, icirf.

Stepney.—On Friday a meeting of the parifehicueis

was called, for the purpose of making a church-rate.

From 800 to 1,000 persons were present, the rector in tne

chair. The churchwardens proposed a threepenny late.

An amendment was moved, however, to consider the suu-

ject that day six months, which was carried by a large ma-

jority, A poll was then demanded, which was kept open

till Saturday evening ; when the result gave 72£ votc» Jor

the rate, and 9/2 against It.

i

;S

.^
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JVoolwich.—On Friday a court-martial Tvas held on
board the William'aTid Mary Rojal yacht^Vn a sailor of
the Dee steamer, for threatening to take the life of one
of the Lieuienants of that vest'el. The prisoner was
found guilty, and sentenced to transportation for life.

Teddington,—On Sunday morning the inhabitants of
the quiet villages of Ilamplon, Twickenham, and Ted-
dlngton were alarmed by the breaking out of a fire in

t^e extensive range of premises in the occupation of Mr.
Gunner, at Teddington, and about one mile from the
town. The first appearance of the fire was about 1

o'clock, at which time one of the persons occupying a
small cottage on the estate observed a great body of lire

r:2ring in one of the stacks of wheat. lie raised an
alarm, but before sufficient time had elapsed for any
person to reach the spot, the wind, blowing strong at the
time, carried the fiames across the farm-yard, and in

about 10 minutes after the first outbreak, they had spread
i^ith such rapidity, as to fire two other stacks of w'heat
^nd several waggon-loads of unthrashed straw, two
barns, the stabling, the various outhouses and sheds, all

of which, with their valuable contents, were very soon
one body of fire. The whole of these premises were
destroyed, not even the walls remaining. There appears
to be no doubt that it was the act of an incendiary. A
roan named Morris, who had formerly been in Mr. Gun-
ner's employment, has been apprehended on the charge
of setting fire to the premises, and been remanded for
further inquiry.

\^ mfos
Her Majesty^s Journey to Walmer.—On Thursday

IJer Mnjesty and Prince Albert, the Prince of Wales and
the Princess Royal, left Windsor Castle at a quarter to
eight o'clock on their route toWalmer Castle. The Royal
party arrived by a special train at the Paddington terminus
of the Great W^estern Railnay in about an hour, and im-
mediately took their departure for W^almer. On the
arrival of the Queen at Greenwich, a party of the
7th Hussars relieved the escorting detachment that
accompanied the Royal party from Paddington. At
Dartford a relay of horses was supplied, and a fresh escort
provided. The bells of the church rang a merry peal,
and the inhabitants assembled in great numbers to witness
the Royal progress. Horses were again changed at
Gravesend, where a triumphal arch was erected across the
New- road. A large number of persons loudly cheered the
Queen and Piince ; and» after a short delay, the Royal
party of three carriages pursued its route thro^ugh Roches-
ter and Sittingbourne to Canterbury, parties of the 7th
Hussars relieving each other at tie diflferent stages. At
Canterbury, preparations were made on an extensive scale
to do honour to her Majesty's visit, and galleries were
erected at the W' est Gate for the accommodation of the
principal inhabitants. By two o'clock thousands were
congregated from St. Dunstan's along the line selected
for the Royal route, as far as St. Thomases Hill, and
Royal carriages, which passed through the city for
AValmer with the principal domestics of the 'Royal house-
hold, occasioned a stir every now and then amongst the
populace. The windows of every house along the line
w ere occupied by parties of ladies. At twenty minutes to
three the Royal carriage, escorted by the cavalry, was dis-
cerned from St. Dunstan's, and the gratifying intelligence
passed very quickly to the remotest part of the city. Her
Majesty soon after reached West Gate, having been loudly
cheered in her passage from St. Dunstan's. A Royal sa-
lute was immediately fired at the gaol, amidst the accla-
m.^tions of the multitude. Owing to the thoroughfare
being thronged on either side with spectators, fhe speed
of the horses was checked, and the Royal carriages pro-
ceeded along the High-street at a slow pace, amidst the
cheering of the inhabitants. The pleasure of the people
was unexpectedly heightened by the opportunity of be-
holding the Princess Royal and the Prince of Wales,
Ttho were held to the carriage- windows by their attend-
ants at the command of the Dowager Lady Lyttelton. The
guard of honour, Before the Royal carriages arrived
at St. Margaret's Lane, passed to the Fountain Hotel,
where relays of horses were in waiting, and, on Her Ma-
jesty's arrival, received her with the customary honours.
After changing horses, the Royal party immediately re-
sumed its route by the High-street to the Deal-road.
The Royal progress, as far as St. Thomas's Hill, afforded
a very animated scene. Her Majesty's arrival at Sand-
wich was also marked with similar demonstrations of joy.
The Duke of Wellington, as Lord Warden of the Cinque
Ports, receh-ed Her ^Majesty shortly before reaching the
town, and preceded the carriages to Walmcr Castle, where
Her Majesty arrived at four o'clock. The guard of
honour were drawn up at the entrance, and received Her
Majesty with a Royal salute. The guns were fired from
the Castle, and a salute was also fired from Her Majesty's
ship Thunderer, which had been brought from Ports-
mouth for that purpose. Her Majesty appeared in excel-
lent health and spirits, although apparently fatigued from
the effects of so long a journey. Nothing could exceed
the joyous welcome given to the Queen and the Prince by
the loyal inhabitants of this part of the country, who had
assembled from the neighbouring towns and villages for
several miles round. There was scarcely a house without
some uppropriate emblem or device, Tlifi Royal standard,
and flags of various kinds, were suspended from the
pubhc buildings, across the streets, and from the windows
ot many of the principal houses. The vessels along the
coast were also ^ecV^A in their gayest colours ; and in the
evening nearly every house was illuminated,
was performed in nine hours »nd a half,

A^iicuHural Dislricts.-

The journey

The provincial papers state

that the nightly appearance of the country is assuming an
aspect that must alarm all classes of the community. In-
cendiary fires^ are spreading anxiety throughout the agri-
cultural districts, and excite very great apprehension for
the safety of cutstacked and unthrashed com. In Hert-
fordshire last week the yard of a farm at Keysoe, Brook
End, belonging to Mrs. Browning, was fired, when 13 ricks,
and the homestead, containing 200 quarters of wheat, were
reduced to ashes. At Marston, in the same county, a
great part of the homestead, and a rick of barley on the
farm of Mr. Dinmock,were fired and destroyed. In Der-
byshire, ;on Sinfin Moor, a stack was fired, by a young
lad in the employ of the farmer, but the progress of the
flames was arrested before any serious damage was occa-
sioned. At Bromham in Wiltshire, a rick of 25 tons,
standing apart from the farm in an open field, was totally
destroyed last week ; and at Burgbclere, the whole of
Nokehouse farm, including property, corn, and buildings,
was fired and burnt to the ground, la Dorset also, a
large rick of bariey on the farm of Lower Eggerdori, in
the parish of Askerwcll, near Bridport, was destroyed

;

and in South Lincolnshire, the contents of the stackyard
on the farm of Mr. Foster, at Great Carlton, consisting
of 19 stacks, barns, &c., were fired on Monday night, and
reduced to ashes. In all these cases there is no doubt
that the fires were the work of incendiaries.

Cheltenham.—The adjourned inquiry into the charge
of conspiracy and forgery, in connexion with the will of
the late Admiral Sir R. Ricketts, was resumed on Friday.
The bench was filled with magistrates, and the court was
crowded. Mr. Straford, the solicitor, who had not been
apprehended on the previous Tuesday, now answered to
his name ; as did also Lady Ricketts, Mr. Wright, and
the other parties indicted—all of whom were present in

court. Previously to opening the case, Mr. Straford made
some [observations relative to a report that be had ab-
sconded ; and stated that he knew nothing whatever of
the application for warrants before he started from Chel-
tenham, whence he had been called upon very urgent
business, and his detention now was of great consequence
to him, though not so much so as his reputation. At the
time he heard of the charge he was 140 miles distant from
the place, but he had lost no time in returning to meet it.

The prosecutor, Mr. Newton, then opened his case, and
after commenting upon the different bequests Said to have
been made by the late Sir Robert Ricketts, in the will

said to be a forgery, proceeded to discuss a variety of
family matters with extraordinary freedom, speaking in no
very measured terms of some of the parties concerned.
At the conclusion of an address which occupied three hours
in its delivery, he proceeded to call his witnesses. Mr.
Richardson, surgeon, was examined as to the mental and
bodily state in which he considered the late baronet to

have been. It appeared that his professional acquaint-
ance with deceased had terminated about two or three
years ago; but the examination occupied a considerable
time, and entered much into detail. An officer of the

Prerogative Court having produced the will, Mr. Harper
was called, and examined as to the hand-writing, the dif-

ferent attestations which it contained, and the signatures

affixed to two or three other documents, understood to be
wills, executed by Sir R. Ricketts previously to that
forming the subject of dispute and the prosecution at

issue. At this stage of the proceedings, the inquiry was
again adjourned. The hearing of the charge was resumed
on the following day before a full bench of magistrates.
After a long address from Mr. Newton, in which he brought
before the Court the private affairs of Sir R. Ricketts,

and commented without reserve on his alleged treatment
during his last illness, he proceeded to call witnesses.

Several persons were called, of whom a great number of

questions were asked, entirely irrelevant to the question,

bearing on the domestic life of the family of the deceased
admiral, and the general conduct of the prosecutor and his

wife. On Wednesday morning, when the magistrates had
met, proceedings were brought to an abrupt conclusion

by the following declaration of the chairman, Mr. J. C.
Viner :

—** The magistrates have been in consultation from
an early hour on their duty in this important case. They
have well considered the subject, and have endeavoured to

come to a conclusion seriously and faithfully.; and they

have come to a decision which I think no honourable
mind could fail to arrive at. I have it in writing to pre-

vent mistake. It is as follows :
—

' It is the opinion of
this Court, after the most mature consideration of all the

evidence produced, that it does not warrant us to proceed
any further, and that the case be dismissed,*

"

Doffr.—The local papers have at length published the

letter of the Secretary of State, in regard to the case of

Messrs. Fiizjames and^Gladstone, the comedians, whose
hair was cropped by the gaoler, while confined in the
prison waiting to be bailed. The letter is a severe rebuke
to the magistrates on all the arrangements of their prison.

Sir James Graham states that the prison rule relating to

cutting the hair of prisoners has reference to the general

arrangements for maintaining the cleanliness of the prison

and prisoners— that it is not a rule prescribing the cutting

of prisoners' hair on admission, but rather for directing

that it is to be kept in such a state as will secure cleanli-

ness. He also expresses his opinion that the keeper is

deserving of marked censure, that the surgeon has been
wanting in discretion and judgment for not advising the
keeper differently than he states he did, and that the
turnkey should properly have communicated with his

superior officer under such strong and repeated remon-
strances on the part of the prisoners, urged in a proper
and respectful manner, before he proceeded to enforce the
orders he had received. In conclusion. Sir James Graham
requests that tlie magistrates will, as soon as {:ossibIe, pre-

pare and bubmit to him, for his approval, a more complete
j

and appropriate set of ruica for the government of Dover
gao!.

Durham—It is stated in the daily papers that the
Marquess of Londonderry, when following the foxhoundj^
on Monday, fell from his horse at Two-mile Houses, near
Stockton-on-Tees, and broke his right arm. His lordship
was immediately conveyed to W^ynyard Park, where he
received surgical assistance, and is row doing well.

Gloucester,—ITie local papers arc filled with details of
a case of wholesale infanticide which has recently come to
light. It appears that a woman named Bennett, residing
at Ruardean-hill, in the Forest of Dean, being very ill,

and probably fearing to die with the undivulged guilt of
murder upon her conscience, communicated to the Rcr.
H. Formby, curate of Ruardean, that «he had been the
mother of five children, all of whom she had murdered at
their birth, and, with the assistance of their father, had
buried their bodies at separate spots beneath the floor of
the brewhouse and near a barn adjoining her cottage.
These statements were confirnied by the discovery of the
skeletons, but the woman having since recovered, denies
that she ever made the confession. An inquest has been
held on the bodies, and been adjourned for further
inquiry.

Leeds,—The Leeds papers give statistical account* of
the increasing distress in this great capital of the woollen
and flax manufactures. The amount of relief given at the
Leeds workhouse in September and October of the
present year, is 40 per cent, above the amount paid in

1840. The decrease of waj^es paid has been still more
striking. Taking three of the principal firms who manu-
facture stuffs in the east ward of Leeds, the wages paid by
them in the eight weeks of September and October in

1840, were 1,821/. ; in 1841, 1,630/. ; and in 1842. 919/.;
so that the wages in 1G42 were only about half of the
wages paid in 1840. Four other firms declared that they
paid less by one-third in 1842 than in the corresponding
months of 1841. In the same ward three flax-mills have
been closed. It is distinctly stated that the reduced
amount of wages paid does not proceed from a lowered
rate of wages, but entirely from the diminished quantity

of work done. These facts afford a sad prospect for the
winter.

Llandaff.— Dr. Copleston, Bishop of Llandaff, has just

completed the triennial visitation of his diocese. In the
charge delivered* to his clergy, his Lordship remarked,
that on every occasion on which he had met them, matters
in which the interests of tte Church were involved had
invariably engaged their attention. The discord and divi-

sions amongst Christians at present were much to be de-

plored. In a recent appeal to the various classes of Dis-
senters, he had endeavoured to persuade them to return to

the bosom of the Anglican Church—having more in com-
mon than of difference with the Established Church, their

return would be hailed by Churchmen. He could Tvith all

truth assert that nothing would be wanting on their parts

to remove obstacles or hindrances to the bringing about
the unity'of the Church. In rn^ard to the Oxford Tracts,

he said he was well aware they had been praised in unqua-
lified terms by some, afld as strongly censured by otheri.

By some they were defended as leading to the enforcement
of a stricter discipline in the Church, and by others op*

posed as tending to introduce the most destructive errors

of the Church of Rome. He knew that these publications

vrere of a mixed character, and that they had led many to

think seriously and feel deeply on points which, in the
last age, had excited little inquiry, and were consequently

imperfectly understood. The attention of theological stu-

dents—the future ministers of the Church—^had been di-

rected to the subjects discussed in the tracts. These
papers had, in a great mcosurCj displayed the nature of

the Church, and had raised an awful sense of the history

of man's redemption. These were principles^which were
never absent from the teachines of the Church, which, he

could not^but admit, was dormant when those publication!

appeared. With pain and sorrow, however, he observed

the beginning of an evil which would attempt to form
within our Church a school or a party in matters of reli-

gion. The writers of these Tracts had laboured to restore

certain forms of discipline ; had called particular attention

to redemption ; had taught persons to feel a greater value

for the bible, which was apt, from its commonness, to be
slighted. "With regard to the more frequent performance
of services, and particularly of the Holy Communion, he
was sure that every minister would gladly increase them if

necessary. The Bishop concluded by urging on Lis clerical

brethren the necessity of using every endeavour to pro-

mote the unity of the Church, and to bring the stray sheep

into the fold. He warned them against despondency in

spiritual matters, and observed that prejudice having been
removed, what they who returned to the Church, at first

did conscientiously, they would afterwards perform from

pious affection. .
-

Manchester,—The local papers mention as another

proof of what depressed trade can effect, that the Man-
chester Zoological Gardens are on the eve of being finally

dosed. .The concern is said to be as completdy bankrupt
as that of the Bank of Manchester, so far as the loss of

the subscribed capital bears out tte resemblance.—Fuitiier

particulars of the disastrous fire which we aaticed laftl

week have been published. It is supposed to have been

caused by the friction of the machinery in the blowing"

room, from which it spread to an adjoining room filled

with loose cotton. The loss is said to be little fe?s than

17,000/., the amount of the insurance. At the inquest on

the workmen killed, a verdict was returned attnbntmg

their death to accidental suifocation, and to injuries re-

ceived in falling The corporation La^e ^reed to a

memorial to the Postmaster.general, praying for an alter-

ation iu the hours of despatching Uie Yorlstire mail by
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railway; the present arrangement* jnterfering with the

W,m4ioo of Dew manufactures by the Hull steamers

to the north of Earope.^A special meeting of prcpne-

tora of .tha Bank oi Manchester was held on Monday,

chiefly with « r.e^ to deterr^me on the dissolution of the

comDant- The report stated that the direct labihties of

fhT'c^ncern anaou^nt to l.BIMG^/ 18. Ud the esti-

mated net aa&cfs amount to 1,794,214^. Us. 1 Irf., showing

8 deficiency of U,24Si. Is. Od. exclusive of the entire

capital of 7h,030/. O5. Orf., and the reserved surplus fund

end proiic lor the year, amounting in the aggregate to

43,609/. 85. ^d.^ and making in the whole a total loss of

800,887/; 155. 9t/* A lon^ and angry discussion ensued
;

gome of the shareholders openly charging one of the late

directors with abusing his trust and fraudulently abstract-

ing money from the bank for his private uses. It was

ulso stated that 41,186 shares were held by people in

Salford and Manchester, the loss upon which would

amount to 410,000/., and that the assets declared to be

good in bills on hand and current must in a great measure

he extremely doubtful. It was generally lelt that the

shareholders have a large responsibility beyond their

capital in the bank, and the motion for dissolving the

company was met by an amendment adjourning the

meeting for six months, which was carried by a large

majority.

yorthkack.—The chairman of the Gloucester magis-

trates transmitted to Sir James Graham, on the 29th ult.,

report on the state of the county prisons, referring

more particularly to the case of Charles Beale, whose

death in Northieach House of Correction has been of late

io much before the public. The chairman expressed the

wish of the magistracy that the fullest public investigation

might lake pJare respecting the verdict in that case before

anyauiLoritiesdeltgated by Sir James Graham^as Secretary

Of State, for (bat purpose, should he deem such a course

desirable- Sir James Graham has since cocomunicated to

the magistrates, tbat in consequence of the information he

has received relative to the proceedings before the coroner's

inquest, he has thought it necessary to a^'point a commis-

Blon, consisting of two inspectors of prisons, a gentleman

of eminence in the medical profession, with a barrister, to

assist in contjucling the examination of witnesses, who
will be authorised to make the most full and strict inquiry

into the treatment received by the deceased during his

confinement in the House of Correction at Nonhleach,

wad into the treatment of the prisoners in the same gaol

;

and after thatj to inquire into th^ state of the different gaols

of the county which arc governed by the same regulations

as that of Korthleach.

Feierbormtrfh.—AVe learn by the local papers that on

Jlonday the 18th ult., as the workmen, in cleaning the

church at Caistor, near this town, were scraping the white-

wash off the walls of the north nisle, they found a large

painting, divided into three parts : in the lower is the

martyrdom of two female Saints, in the middle part is the

e'ntombment of the Saviour, and above are several figures,

but the subject intended to be represented is not known.
Considering the lengtli of time the painting has been covered

by whitewash, it is said to be in ^ very good state of pre-

Bcrvatioo, and well worth the inspection of the antiquary.

Portsmouih. -
- - .

t

Sandon then moved a declaratory resolution to the effect
{

that it was expedient measures should be taken for the in-

troduction of a more efficient system of police (under the 2d

and 3d of Victoria) into the county of Stafford. Alderman

Copeland contended that, as regarded the Potteries, there

was a general wish for the establishment of the force. At
the last sessions the chief bailiffs had been sent as a depu-

tation to request its introduction into the Potteries. After

the late lamentable events, he would only repeat what he

had said on a former occasion. He did not wish to force

a police force upon the agricultural districts, but this he

would take the liberty of saying—it would not be efhcient,

unless it was extended to the whole county. With refer-

ence to the petitions presented against the extension of

the police to the Potteries, he would say, that in a popu-

lation of 70.000 they had only 7 constables. It had been

said, that in consequence of the efticiency of the local

police at Wolverhampton, no disturbances had taken place

in that town ; but they must recollect that Woverhan-pton

was protected by a troop of cavalry and companies of in-

fantry. He believed that if they had liad 50 efficient

policemen in the Potteries, no disturbances would have

taken place ; and, moreover, he would say, that unless

they were supplied witli them, and that sooif} he would

not answer for what would occur during the ensuing winter.

A long desultory conversation ensued, when Lord Sandon*s

declaratory resolution was carried without a division.

This point being gained, the next contest was in regard to

the neighbourhood to which the force should be extended,

and from which it should be excluded. Several amend-

ments were moved for the purpose of exempting Wolver-

hampton from the operation of the act ; but they were nega-

tived, and the entire district was included within the range

of the measure. The meeting terminated with the adoption

of resolutions regulating the salaries of the officers and

constables.

Sunderland.—The local papers state that there is now
a greater number of applicants for relief, and a larger

amount expended for the Sunderland Union, than at any

preceding time. Hundreds of men, but lately in respect-

able circumstances, are now compelled to break stones

that they may receive a small amount of parochial relief.

Last week no less than 4,500 persons were allowed out-

door relief in this town.

Windsor and Eton.—The annual sale of live stock

from Prince Albert's Norfolk Farm (00k place last week;

it was well attended by gentlemen and dealers, and the

lots realised very good prices, higher, according to the

markets, than those of last year. Some cases of fever

having occurred among the pupils (two or three of which
' have terminated fatally), upwards of 200 boys left for

their respective homes during the past week. In all cases

of fever manifesting itself at the College, there is gene-

, rally more alarm created than the circumstances warrant,

and it is therefore feared that the school will be broken up
this year long before the usual period.

Itailicat/s.—The return of the traffic for the week by

the principal railway companies is as follows :—Brighton,

4,083/.: South -Western, 5,431/.; Edinburgh and Glas-

gow, 1,777/. ; Midland Counties, 2,603/. ; Eastern Coun-

Conyngham

. ties,018/. ; London and Birmingham, 15,404/. ; Northern

., _ The case of the Earl of Errol for an and Eastern, 1,327/. ; Grand Junction, G,753/. ; Blackwall,

assault on two of the police-constables of this borough; p 545/. ; Great North of England, 1,371/.; NorthMidland,
on the 22d SejJtember, which we noticed at the time,

stood for hearing at the Quarter Sessions last week, but

was withdrawn; his Lordship having, through his counsel,

explained—" That at the time the assault took place, his

Lordship was under an impression that the prosecutor in-

tended to insult him by pushing him backwards ; that hav-

ing since ascertained from prosecutor's own statement, on
oath, that he had no such intention, but was acting in the

discharge of his duty, his Lordship had no hesitation in

expressing his regret at havicg struck him,"

Stafford.—On Tuesday an unusually numerous meeting

of the migistrates of this county was held in the Shire

Hafl, for the purpose of considering the expediency of

establishing a police force within the county, according to

*l» Act passed in the session of the 2d and 3d years of

the present Queen, entitled ** An Act for the Establish-

Hient of County and District Constables by the Authority

of Justices of the Peace \" and also to take into consider-

ation another Act passed in the 3d and 4thyears of the
reign of Her Majesty, entitled '* An Act to amend the Act
fiwr the Establishment of County and District Constables,"
atsd to determine whether it would be expedient or not to

introduce a measure founded upon its enactment into the
county of Stafford, or into one or more divisions thereof.
The proposed estabhshment of a notice force was con-
sidered by its proposers as. . ary in consequence of
the late disturbances ; while, on the other band, a very
large proportion of the Inhabitants of all parts of the
county were decidedly opposed to its introduction. The
Chairman, after alluding biiefiy to other matters not im-
mediatefy connected with the business cf the day, called
the attention of the meeting to certain resolutions passed
at the last sessions. It was then resolved that the present
police of the country wars not sufficient to maintain the
public peace and protect the property of the inhabitants

;

aid a committee was appointed to take the subject into

consideration, and report that day. About 40 petitions

were then presented by various magistrates from ail parts

of the county against the establishment of a general county

police force, and three in its favour. Lord Sandon then

brought up the report of the committee recommending

the appointment of a chief constable and the division of

the county into three districts. After a long speech enter*

img inHj into the local detaib, he concluded by moving

tlmt the report be received. This was carried on

tfie uaderstandinif that no magistrate who voted for

13,896/.; Great Western, 12,625/.; Greenwich, 773/.

Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,862/.; Birmingham and

Derby, 1,294/. ; Hull and Selby. 909/.—The affairs of the

North Midland Company continue to attract attention in

connexion with the report of the committee appointed at the

General Meeting to examine and report on its prospects,

.This committee proposed to reduce the yearly e.'tpenditure

from 44,173/. 9s. 9d. to 26,424/. 4s. The directors have

recently published a very voluminous report to the share-

. holders, which winds up by proposing to reduce the yearly

expenditure by the sum of 11,335/. 6^. 9(/., which the

directors admit as practicable. It is now contended, that

this admission, and the immense amount of the reduction,

beings sibout 25 per cent, on tlie whole previous espendi-

. ture, call for still farther investigation into the ger;eral

management of the company.—The Brighton papers state

that the negotiations between the Post-office authorities

and the directors of the Brighton Railway with regard to

the carrying of the night up-mail on the rail have ter-

minated unsatisfactorily. In consequence of this failure

the up-mail will not be conveyed l)y the last train, and

the night down-mail, which during the last month had

been carried by the train, is to be taken off, and the old

system of sending the bags by coach again resorted to.

The new town of Swindon, situated in the vicinity of the

station of that name on the Great W^estern Railway, has

recently been making rapid progress. Out of the three

hundred houses intended to be built for the use of the

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The appointment of the Yen. Archdeacon

Stopford as Bishop of Meath, and the different law ap-

pointments mentioned in our last, were gazetted on

Saturday, with the addition of Mr. Stock, Mr. R. B.

Warren, and Mr. Keatinge, Q. C, as the three Serjeants-

at-law. The weekly meeting of the Repeal Association

took place on Monday. Mr. O'Connell spoke at some

length, and adverted to a rumour which he stated to be

rife, to the effect that a coalition was in contemplation

between the Whigs lately in office and the present Govern-

ment. He could not trace the rumour to any creditable

quarter, but he perceived symptoms of such a thing, and

among them an article in the Morning Chronicle of the

4th November, praising the late Irish law appointments.

Several resolutions in favour of the Repeal Agitation were

carried, but the proceedings presented little novelty.

The week's rent was announced to be 97/. 7^. 7f/,—

A

requisition is in course of signature for the purpose of

convening a meeting in order to decide on the best mode
of erecting *' an enduring testimonial of the esteem in

which the labours of the Rev. Father Mathew are held by

all classes of the community." Among the names already

authorised to be attached to the requisition, are those of

the Duke of Leinster, the Marquesses of Anglesey and

Lords Duncannon, Talbot de Malahide,

Lurgan, Stuart de Decies ; the Earls of Gosford, Meath,

Shannon, Arran, Wicklow, Charlemont, Charieville, Glen-

gall, Mayo, and Lucan.—The Government model farm in

the Pboenis-park has been sold off, the project turning out

an entire failure. The loss to the Treasury is about

1,000/,, although free of rent and taxes.

Tipperarr/.—The local papers give fresh acco^unts of

incendiary fires in different parts of this county, and of

renewed outrages similar to those which occurred last

year. At the last quarter-sessions, a man who acted as a

spy to the police was indicted for stealing a gun from the.

police-barrack at Cappagh. The jury, without leaving

the box, convicted him of the felony. The barrister, in

sentencing him to transportation, made some observations

on the prisoner's calling, which, he said, was '* not more

dangerous to the innocent victims he might have en-

snared, than to justice, of which he was a most unworthy

ally."

LimericK\—The extensive mills of Messrs. Denniston

and Co., at O'Brien's Bridge, near this city, were totally

destroyed by fire on Friday morning last. The flames

raf'ed with so much fury, that the premises were burned

down before the engines could arrive, and were visible for

many miles.—The season for the provision markets com-

menced last week; the prices of horned cattle were fully

25 per cent, lower than those of last year, and a cor-

responding reduction took place in all oiher articles of

consumption.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,—\^Q learn from the Scotch papers that

Lord Gillies has been obliged by ill-health to tender his

resignation as a Judge of ihe Court of Session.. The va-

cancy thus caused has not been filled up, but Mr. Duncan

Macneil, who has been appointed Lord Advocate in the

room of the late Sir W, Rae, has been succeeded in the

office of Solicitor-General by Mr. Adam Anderson.

Glasgow.—On Wednesday week, the Marquis of Bread-

albane was formally reinstalled Lord Rector of Glasgow

University, in presence of the various professors and the

students attending the different classes in the institution,

who compose his Lordship's constituents. The Marquess,

after the usual ceremonies had been completed, addressed

the students, advising them, at their future elections, to

select a gentleman connected with their country rather

than from a distance, and likewise to allow no political

feeling to interfere with this choice. In his opinion, the

politics—the general politics—of the country ought not

to come within the walls of a place devoted to study and

science ; and, therefore, he advised them to select a Lord

Rector from the north side of the Tweed rather than from

it fth<^̂ lUC ccmmitted to its details* Iicrd

Company's officers and servants at this central establish-

ment, a considerable number are already tenantable.

Accommodation is required for about two thousand

persons, including guards, policemen, porters, &c., about
half of which number will be employed in the engine

factory. The whole of the arrangements are similar to

those at the central station of the London and Birming-
ham Railway, at Wolverton.—On Tuesday night, about
12 o'clock, as the luggage-train of the London and
Birmingham Railway was proceeding towards London, it

was discovered, on arriving at Kilburn, that some of the
trucks, which were heavily laden, were on fire. With the
assistance of some of the Company's servants and a
number of the Metropolitan police, the carriages were
«peedily u^iloaded, and the engine, being deUched from
the train, went on to Euston-square ; it speedily returned

with a supply of water, and after the lapse of a short

period the flames were entirely subdued, but not before a

cousiderabk quantity gf property bad l^^en destroyed.

/

the other, and in the object of theix choice to look for

those qualifications which will lead him to take an interest

in their affairs, and be of some use to the University."

—

The extensive works which for three or four months past

have been going on at that part of the Monkland canal

which unites the Forth and Clyde with the Monkland are

on the eve of completion. They have totally changed the

appearance of that quarter. From Port Dundas, east-

ward to St. RoUox bridge, there Las been constructed

on either side a substantial wall and breastwork, where

the largest vessels that enter the canal may load or dis-

embark. On the south side this wall is almost continuous

along the whole length of the line, affording excellent

harbourage at almost every point. The canal has been

widened, and spacious docks for float timber, &c., have

been constructed along the line. The works were so far

advanced at the close of the week, that it was thought

probable the water would be let into the canal in the

course of a few days. The Garnkiik and Glasgow Rail-

way Company have commenced their preparations for

laying down a continuation of their line westward from

the present terminus to the neighbourhood of Port Dundas,

running nearly collateral with the canal.

Elgin.—The Inverness papers inform us, that the peti-

tion of the inhabitants of Elgin to the Commissioners

of Woods and Forests, relative to their rights of sepul-

ture within the venerable ruins of the cathedral, has met

with a favourable answer-

Perth.— \i is said to be the intention of the nobdity

and municipal authorities of Perth, to perpetuate the

visit of the Queen to that city in her late progress to the

Highlands, by erecting a triumphararch at the entrance

to tlj« bxugli iiQxsx the Bridge of Ewne; where tlie teifl-

>
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porary arch was erected by the platform at which the city Icountryl is 39 069 out of a unnnUHnn r^f r (^^j ^i^^ v
keys were presented by the Provost

:
it is to be of stone clusive'if he 'SClit bnutber of^^^^^^^^^ 05o"from Craig eith quarry The Council have voted 100/, out of a population of 4,663 808

' '

from the city funds, and the members individually have - ' ^ ' '

"°'

eome forward with subscriptions to defray the expenses of
the erection. The Earl of IMansfield has also given 2j/,
in furtherance of the object.

yl^r.—Several new disturbances have taken place in
the vicinity of the coal-pits in this neighbourhood, caused
by the tufn-outs annoying and intimidating the new men
at the dififerent pits. The consequence of these proceed-
ings has been a cessation of labour about most of the
pits in the vicinity of Ayr—the men preferring to give
up their employment rather than risk their lives. Petty
thefts are also becoming numerous in the various districts
in which the strike continues. For the protection of
property, watchmen have been stationed in several places,
and the Yeomariry has been called out with a view to'

prevent any further outbreak.

four years having
the past quarter

This includes the
were two deaths

THEATRICALS.
Drury Lane.—"The Duenna" was performed at

this theatre on Saturday evening. It was produced with
all the care bestowed by Mr, Macready in getting up every
jpiece performed at his theatre; but the success of his
efforts is necessarily limited by the powers of his company.
Madame VeStris appeared as Don Carlos, the part so
well known in connexion with Mr, Braham. It was not a
part for a female performer^ and its effect was conse-
quently much impaired. Miss Romer was Donna Clara.
The acting was better than the singing, and though the
general effect was agreeable, it was not the result pro-
duced in the older days of ballad opera, when Miss
Stephens and Mr. Braham sustained the principal character.
CovENT Garden.—The Tempest was produced on

Wednesday evening for the first time at this theatre
from the text of Shakspeare, except during the manage-
ment of Mr. Macready. whose splendid revival of it is in
every one's recollection. It was brought out with great
care, and with considerable attention to decoration and
scenery; but it wanted the pictorial and poetical effects
which belonged to the first revival. Mi\ Vanderhoff ap-
peared as Prospero, Miss Vanderhoff as ^liranda^Mr.C.
Pitt as Ferdma7id, Mr. Hartley and Mr. Harley as Sie-
pfiano ^nd Tnneido, and Miss Rainforth as Ariel, At
the conclusion the principal performers were called for;
and the play was announced for repetition.
Haymakket.—Mrs. Fitzwilliam made her re-appear-

ance at this theatre on Monday night for the first time
since her return froni America, and English playgoers
proved they had not forgotten one of their most deserv-
ing favourites. The first piece chosen was the comedv of
'* My Little Adopted," in which Mrs.Fitzwilliam sustained
the character of Laureda Seymore with all that freshness
which used to delight .tlie audience before she started on
her transatlantic tour. In the second piece she appeared
in a new monopolylogue, called " The Belle of the Hotel,"
Witten for her by Mr. Buckstone, and founded on the
"notions " they have picked up during their sojourn with
brother Jonathan, The scene, as imparted by the title, i ^l

^^^
^'P''

represents an American hotel, and our heroine, after repri.
f
^j® ^5^^^^^

manding the prompter for prematurely ringing up the act
drop, presents herself on the stage in her own proper
person, as Mrs. Fitzwilliam, and, in a few rhyming lines,
informs her audience that she is about to offer to them
some slight sketches of character picked up ia the
antipodes. She then appears in a succession of characters ;

an old Scotch woman, iffr*. Macscribblescrabhle, who
commits to her scrap-book a series of sagacious but not
very original observations ; then an Irish chambermaid,
and an American fireman, who sings snatches of political
songs

; then Siynora Amoroso, a romantic dramatic
genius, who has flown to the States with her singing
master, StgnorAmoroso ; then as Madtmoiselle la Petite
Sylphide, a corpulent dancer from the Opera at Paris.
This young lady dances a '' Pas a la Sylphide " with comic
awkwardness and complacency that excited much laughter
and^ amusement. At the close of the piece Mrs. Fitz-
william was loudly called for and cordially welcomed by
the audience-

Adelphi.-

- - , . _. The number registered
in the Metropolis during the qufirter was 11,019. out of a
population (June, 184

1
) of 1 ,8rt),: 27. As compared with

the average number of deaths in the same quarter of the
four preceding years, 1838, 1839, 1840, and 1841, there
IS an increase ia the past quarter of no fewer than
2,474 deaths, the average for those
been 36,595, while the deaths ia
have been, as above stated, 39,069.
Metropolis, where, however, there
in the past quarter less than the average of the four
preceding years; so that the increase of 2.474 deaths
is to be accounted for in the country. The increase
of population, however, has to be taken into account,
as reducing the proportionate increase of deaths. The
population increases in the town districts about 1*74
annually, which would reduce the average of deaths appli-
cable to the summer of 1812 from 39,0G9 to 38,208, or
861 deaths less than those actually recorded. Still, this
would leave an increase of deaths upon the quarter of no
less than 1,G13. The deaths registered for the 114 dis-
tricts in the first quarter of the present year amounted to
44,479. In the second (or spring) quarter they were
38,190. Thus there were 879 more deaths in what is

called the summer quarter (ending September 30) than
there were in the spring quarter. The mortality was 2
per cent, greater than the summer average, which is at
the rate of 23 deaths annually in a population of 1000.
In the last summer quarter, ending September the 30th,
the mortality was at the rate of 23*4 annually in 1,000
namely, 23-0 in the Metropolitan districts, and 23'6 in
the provincial towns. The following are some of the towns
in which the most remarkable increase of deaths has taken
place:—In Brighton 310, or 70 above the average (240)
of four former years; Plymouth 343, or 178 upon 105 ;

Redruth 288, or 77 upon 201 ; Penzance 283, or 84 upon
199 ; Clifton 426, or 115 upon 311 ; Cheltenham 259, or
79 upon 180; Liverpool 1,956, or 158 upon 1,798 ; Tyne-
mouth 360, or 80 upon 280. The undermentioned towns in
the manufacturing districts present the following results;
In Kidderminster the number of deaths in the last quarter
was 172—an increase of G3 upon 109, the average of former
years

; Dudley 568, or 147 upon 421 ; Walsall 243, or 91
upon 152 ; Wolverhampton 508, or ^7 upon 421 ; Not-
tingham 4*29, or 79 upon 350 ; Preston 482, or 73 upon
409; Choriton 679, or 214 upon 465; Manchester 1,014,
or 191 upon 1.423; Bradford 820, or 115 upon 705;
Leeds 1,133, or 114 upon 1.019. At Rochdale, Sheffield,

Huddersfield, Merthyr Tydvil, Newtown, and Wrexham,
the deaths were much under the average of the four pre-
ceding years. The registrars almost universally attribute
the increase of deaths to the prevalence of scarlatina and
bowel complaints, in which they include diarrhoea and
cholera. The children have been the chief sufferers. In
St. Anne's, Nottingham, out of the 133 deaths registered,

52 were of children under one year of age. At Chorlton
28 children died of diarrhoea, of whom 23 were children
of the workinjT classes. It is amongst the working classes^

that the disease has been most fatal.

above the town of Richmond.

I

cheerful houses in its streets, and nature smiles opoq the
country round; but jostliug it& handr-bome residence^
like slavery itself going hand-in-hand with many lofty
virtues, are deplorable tenements—fences unrepaired, waBy
crumbling into ruinous heaps, Hioting gloomily at thing*
below the surface, these, and many other tokens of the same
description, force themselves upon the notice, and are re-
membered with depressing influence, when livelier features
are forgotten. To those who are happily unaccustomed to
them, the countenances in the streets, and labouring
places too, are shocking. All men who know that tber«
are laws against instructing slaves, of which the pains
and penalties greatly exceed in their amount the fines im-
posed on those who maim and torture them, must be pre-
pared to find their faces very low in the scale of intellectual*
expression. But the darkness—not of skin, but mind
which meets the stranger's eye at every turn ; the bru-
talising and blotting out of all the fairer characters traced
by Nature's hand, immeasurably outdo his worst belief.
That travelled creation of the great satirist's brain, who,
fresh from living among horses, peered from a high case-
ment down upon his own kind with trembling horror, was
scarcely more repelled and daunted by the sight, than
those who look upon some of those faces for the firbt time
must surelv be. I left the last of them behind mc in the

-Two new pieces were produced on Monday
With great success. The first was a light little farce from
the French. "Anthony and Cleopatra," in which Mr.
Wright and Miss Murray kept the house in ao-oar for the
brief duration of one act, without the assistance of any
other performer. The next piece was " Alma/* a sort of
musical extravaganza, a burlesque of the successful ballet
which had so long a run last season at the Opera House,
but, by the introduction of Mr. Bedford's mock heroics,
and Mr, Wicland's diablerie, the '*Alma" of the
Adeiphi, though not, perhaps, quite so grand, is at all
events more amusing than its prototype. It contained
several pc^inted hits at the passing events of the day, and
promises to have a long and successful career.

^^£

Mi
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rtaiuy vi England and Wales.—i:\it quarteriy
table of the mortality in 114 of the principal districts of
England and Wales has just been published. It embraces
nearly all the large towns as well as the more rural dis-
tticts, and therefore affords a fair criterion of the rate of
mortality throughout the kingdom. Besides giving the
Bumber of deaths (and the causes of them), registered
during the 13 weeks previous to the 30th of September,
It also gives the average of deaths in the same quarter of
the four preceding years, and thus shows the general and
local increase or decrease in the mortality. The total
number of deaths registered during the quarter for thosein principal difitricts (there are U7 registrars for all the

ar says,

The increased mortality at Brighton has been chiefly

amongst young children. In the Metropolis, as has been
said, the deaths from all causes exhibit a decrease of 2 on
the average of former years. The decrease of deaths
from epidemic, endemic, and contagious disorders, has
been 2.51. Deaths from small-pox exhibit a decrease of
251 ; from typhus, of 153. On the other hand, there
is an increase of 260 from diarrhoea (total from this dis-

ease 477), and from cholera of 74. In other respects the

Metropolis returns present no striking features.

—

Times.
American Slavery.—In describing his visit to Rich-

mond, iMr. Dickens gives the following account of slavery

in that city :
— '* On the following day I visited a planta-

tion or farm of about twelve hundred acres, on the opposite

bank of the river. Here again, although I went down
with the owner of the estate to ' the quarter,' as that part
of it in vrhich the slaves live is called, I was not invited to

enter into any of their huts. All I saw of them was, that

they were very crazy, wretched cabins, near to which
groups of half-naked children basked in the sun, or wal-

lowed oh the dusty ground. But I believe that this gen-
tleman is a considerate and excellent master, who inherited

his fifty slaves, and is neither a buyer nor a seller of

human stock, and I am sure, from my own observation

and conviction, that he is a kind-hearted worthy man. The
planter's housewasanairy rustic dwelling, that brought De-
foe's description of such places strongly to my recollection.

The day was very warm, but the blinds being all closed, and
the windows and doors set wide open, a shady coolness

rustled through the rooms, which was exquisitely refresh-

ing after the glare and heat without. Before the win-
dows was an open piazza, where, in what they call the

hot weather—whatever that may be—they sling ham-
mocks, and drink and doze luxuriously. 1 do not know
how their cool refections may taste within the ham-
mocks, but, having experienced, I can report that, out
of them, the mounds of ices and the bowls of mint-julep

and sherry-cobble they make in these latitudes, are re-

freshments never to be thought of afterwards in summer
by those who would preserve contented niinils. There
are two bridges across the river—one belongs to the rail-

road, and the other, which is a very crazy affair, is the
private property of some old lady in the neighbourhood,
who levies tolls upon the townspeople. Crossing this

bridge, on my way back, I saw a notice painted on the
gate, cautioning all persons to drive slowly—under a pe-

nalty, if the offender were a white man, of five dollars;

if a negro, fifteen stripes. The sfti&e decay and gloom

that oyerhang the way by which it is approached, hover

I

f

person of a wretched drudge, who, after running to and
fro all day till midnight, and moping in his stealthy winka
of sleep upon the stairs between-whilcs, was washing the
dark passages at four o'clock in the morning; and went
upon my way witli a grateful lieart that I was not doomed
to live where slavery was, and had never had my senses
blunted to its wrongs and horrors in a slave-rocked cradle/'

The Chinese.—^'Vh^ following extract from the letter
of a French merchant has been published in the Parijs

Constilutionnel

:

— '* For more than a year we have been
without news from France. The French frigate Erigone
has sailed for the north of China. Her presence in the
neighbourhood of Canton will long be remembered, the
conduct of the Captain having been most generous and
handsome towards the English, notwithstanding they made
most offensive remarks respecting the presence of his
vessel. You will, of course, have heard of the interview
which took place between the high functionaries of the
viceroyalty of Canton and the commander of our frigate.
This interview was fiist requested by the Chinese,,
for the purpose of talking over their affairs. A letter

of several pages, filled with hyperbolical phrases, on
the divine qualities of their Emperor, the bravery of
their soldiers, and the power of their arms, &c.,
signed by the Viceroy of flie province of Canton, who is

said to be a near relation of the Emperor, was brought by
a party of mandarins, escorted by soldiers dressed in all

the colours of the rainbow. The crew of the French frigate
received the Chinese deputation viith military honours;
the officers in full uniform introducing the mandarins into
the chamber of council, where they were received by the
commandant. Our countrymen did the honours with a
cordiality, frankness, and respect, which elicited the most
flattering compliments from the mandarins. Two inter-
views took place a few days afterwards oa shore, at a little

pleasure-house which the government possesses, a few
leagues from the sea, in a delightful situation. The
Viceroy was accompanied by the great dignitaries of
the province. I can't tell you what parsed there, Ther©
was on the part of the Chinese much of that gravity and di-

plomatic dissimulation in which they excel, and the French
displayed a mixture of curiosity and art which made the
meeting very amusing. The Viceroy had the most extra-
ordinary ideag about our country, its size, wealth,
armies, navies, and manufactories, &c. The name of Na-
poleon was not unknown to him. He knew that he was a
great warrior, but fancied that he was one of the heroes
of fabulous times. The Viceroy, for what reason I know
not, tried to prove to the Commandant that China was
extremely poor, and that the English had mined Can-
ton and Macao, It is quite true that Macao has suf-
fered very much since' the English established them*
selves at Hong-Kong, where they have concentrated
all their commercial operations. The smuggiing trade
has never been so brisk. Opium is purchased by the
Chinese with more avidity than ever, and English goods
sell extremely well. Macao is almost ruined by this illicit

commerce. It will long form an entrepot for Portuguese,
Dutch, American, and French merchants, although they
know that they caimot contend with the English of Hong-
Kong. At the second interview, the Chinese and French
parted mutually satisfied. The commander of the frigate,

M.Cecil, succeeded in giving the Viceroy a higli opinion
of the power, the people, and the armies of France; hot
the Viceroy declined to accept a pressing invitation of the
commander to visit the Erigone. Distrust is a natural
principle of the people. A maxim of Confucius wains
them against becoming familiar with strangers."

Niger E.xpcdiiion,—By letters from the coast of Africa
to the 15th of August, we learn that her Majesty's steamer
Wilberforce had returned to Fernando Fo, from theascent
of the river Niger to the model farm of the African

Civilisation Society, bringing away all the people md
property left there by the >iiger expedition. The skives

had not li^olested the people at tht model farm; hut Mr*

Carr, who had attempted to ascend from the cmst in a

canoe, had, it was supposed, been mur^I^ i-

New Australian Ritst^—K discover^ ^^^ hcca Mde
idtely in the northern part of Austral of a new river ;

and in a country where there ia such a paucity of these

sources of fertility, and means of internal communication,

the discovery becomes one of no siaaM importance. The
discovery of this rircr, named, ia honour of our Brincc^

the " Aibtrt," m& mude hj her Majesty's aunejiag shin

*4
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d the account given of it is in a letter from
the Beagle, and the accouni given v^ .. •- •» - -y-^-

•- •-

one of the officers aboard, and ^^'^^
''Pf'^'f

"" l^'JZl
River Inquirer. The inhabitants were stated to be neither

numerous nor trouble*ome. The temperature varied from

5-2 to 82- and as this was in the mid-^.nter month of

July, forty feet above the level of the sea, it is easy to see

that the summer heat would be oppressive to European

constitutions. Nothing else, however, could be expected

in the parallel of ten degrees. The whole distance across

the immense island or continent, from the Gulf of Car-

pentaria on the north, is 908 miles, of which 300 miles

have been explored northward from Adelaide by Mr. Eyre.

The "Albert" admits of tracing nearly a hundred miles

in a direction to the south, so that there remain still

about five hundred to explore. ^

Hato.
Court of Qlken's Bench — Greville v. Chapynan.—This was an

action for the publication of an alleged libel, which was tried at

the last assizes for Surrey, before Lord Abinger, when a verdict

vas found for the plaintiff. The pleas put in were pleas of jus-

tification. The Solicitor- General now moved for a nonsuit or a

new trial. The declaration stated, that there was a race at Epsom
called the Derby, which was run for in the present year, and for

certain stak es amounting to the sum of 9, 1 00^ ;
that certain horses

named Attila, and Robert de Gorham, and others, ran at the race;

and that Attila was the winner: that a horse named Chnadiau

was entered for the racej and that the owner of a horse so en-

tered was entitled, by the rules of the Jockey Club, to withdraw

him before the race if bethought fit; that after Canadian was
entered he was purchased by the plaintiff, who intended him to

run» but shortly before the race he was discovered to be lame,

and was therefore withdrawn. The declaration then alleged that

the plaintiff wa^ a member of the Jockey Club, and that one of the

rules-of that club was, that if a person betted againt a horse and

that horae was withdrawn, such horse was considered to have

lost, and the bets in his favour were paid to those persons who
had betted against him. The alleged libel was then substantially

stated in the declaration, by which it was represented that the

plaintiff, before purchasing Canadian, had betted largely against

him, and withdrew him after the purchase on the ground of

lameness—"a lame excuse being better than none." The alleged

Jibel then proceeded to ask certain questions, which it declared

would show, unless the answers to them were satisfactory, that

the transaction was a robbery, and would be an everlasting stain

on the character of those engaged in it. The learned Solicitor-

General then contended that no sufficient cause of action was
shown on the declaration. The facts of the plaintiff's betting

against the horse, afterwards purchasing, and then with-

drawing him, were not denied ; but as to the lameness,

evidence was adduced upon that point, and the only

question was, whether, upon the circumstances stated in

the declaration, the plaintiff could properly maintain the

action. The only charge against the plaintiff was dishonour-

able conduct as to the beta, and not with respect to the race, for

It was perfectly clear that the owner of a horse might withdraw

him at any time before the race, without being considered guilty

of any impropriety. That rule of the Jockey Club had certainly

excited the astonishment of every person who was present when
it was stated at the trial ; but it was the rule, and so far there was
no charge against the plaintiff. It was alleged, however, that

although the rule was as he had stated, it was considered dis-

honourable to act upon it. and upon that point the learned judge

had received evidence which ought not to have been admitted.

But some of the evidence was admissible j still, as the transaction

itself was illegal, any imputation upon aperson for certain con-

duct in the course of such trai\saction could not be the ground of

an action for libel, and therefore this action could not be main-

tained. The race itself was legal, as the stakes were abave SOf.,

but the betting was illegal. The opinion of the Court upon that

point was shown in the case of *' Shillito v. Teague." The Court

§aid that point was settled, but &sked what evidence there was

as to the plamtiff*s being a winner or loser by the horse being

withdrawn. The Solicitor- General said that Colonel Feel was
called on the trial, and stated that he and the plaintiff had a joint

betting-book, and that he had lost by the horse being withdrawn.

In the case of "Morris v. Laugdale," which was. an action for

slander, it was stated, that if it had been shown that the words

related to an illegal transaction, the action could not be main-

tained. The cases of*' Hunt v. Bell *' and "I'rissari p. Clement"
were to the same effect. The Court granted the rule for a non-

suit, on the gronnd of the illegality of the transaction. The
Solicitor- General then applied for a rule for a new trial, on the

ground that the learned judge permitted a ciuestion to be put to

one of the witnesses, which he contended was in fact matter of

consideration for the jury. The question was, whether the wit-

ness did not think it dishonourable for a party to withdraw a

horse against which he had betted?—Rule granted.

Common FLBAS.Smith V. FanrfCT'/m.—This was an action to

recover the sum of 50/. upon a promissory note made by the de-

fendant as a member of the \N'eatminster Loan Investment Com-
pany, carrying on business in Adam street, Adelphi, and dis-

counted by the plaintiff for that company. It appeared by the

evidence that the defendant became a shareholder of the West-
minster Loan Investment Company in July 1841, and that he
continued a member of such association down to the period of

June 1842, when it appeared, that in consequence of certain

attacks made upon it by The Times newspaper, and an exposure
before Sir P. Laurie, the parties who had made deposits withdrew
them, and the company was dissolved. Capt. Smith, the pre~cnt
plaintiff, had discounted the bills of the company to the amount
of 2O,no0r, and henow sought by this action to fix the defendant,
who waa a shareholder, with the amonnt of one of such bills.

Mr. C. K.NichoUs, who appeared to be the ostensible manager of
the concern, and a Mr, Simpson, the secretary, both proved that
they had authority to endorse bills of exchange in the name of
the companyto any amount. In his examination by counsel, the
former witness occasioned some amusement, by stating that he
had attended" the ctmeer^a^W^s of Sir P. l.aurie at GuildhaH.
and that after those exhibitions the company ceased to exist."
More documentary evidence was adduced, in order to fix the de-
fendant with his liability as a shareholder. Mr. Justice Cresswell
summed up the case, end stated to the jury that he considered
the defendant bound by having signed the deed and become a
shareholder, and that he had no right to complain of any liability

thrown upon him, as he had assisted to blow the bubble. The
jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for the amount claimed^ with
interest.

B.AZL CovKT.— The Queen v- Captain Doitglat^—Mr. Chambers
applied to his Lordship for a writ of habeas corpus, to bring up
the body of Captain Douglas, who is now in custody on a charge

of iiaving deserted from the service of the Honourable East India

Company. The learned counsel at great length deUiled the facta

of the case, which were recently published in our police re-

port, and contended that desertion meant, in law and reason, an

actual and final abandonment of the service, without any inten-

tion of returning- to it, and that neither by the laws of our own
nor those of any other country was it ever intended that the se-

veral penalties of death, transportation, or other punishment

awarded against deserters should be infiicted upon a person who
had merely overstayed his leave or gone from the place for which

the leave had been obtained to some other locality, it had ne\ er

before been contended that a person who upon receiving leave

to go to the Cape had gone on to Madeira was to he treated as a

^deserter, or t^^at a soldier would. become liable to the penalties

Of tliat offence becauae, ha-sing a furlough for Binningham, he

had proceeded on to Manchester. Upon all these grounds the

learned counsel hoped that the writ would be granted, and that

to meet the emergencies of the case, it would be made return-

able immediately, as the authorities intended to remove Captain

Douglas from the prison inwhich hewasnow confined atChatham.

Mr. Justice Fatteson granted the application.— In the Court of

Queen's Bench on Thursday, the Attorney-General mentioned this

case, in reference to the hahens corpus, and stated that Capt.

Douglas was now in Military custody. He understood that his

Leanied Friend who appeared' for the Captain desired time, and

wished the discussion on the habeas corpus not to be brought on

that day. Mr. Chambers said that he understood both sides

wanted time. His object was to obtain and present to the Court

the depositions on which the captam'had been committed, and

these were not ready now. It was understood that the Learned

Counsel should have liberty to bring up the depositions. The

hearing of the case was then postponed. Mr. Chambers then

said that the captain was now in military custody j
and he asked

the Court, as such custody prevented his legal adviser from ha\^-

ing free access to him, to order the custody to be changed.

Lord Denman said the Couit could not interfere in that matter

at present, . , . , .

BainbridgcY, Boot/t.-Thc defendant In this case had pro-

miscd to give a cup, of the value of fifty guineas, to be run for at

the last Bedford races upon certain conditions. The plaintiff in

the act'on alleged in his declaration that he had complied with

the conditions and won the race, and demanded the cup, end that

the defendant refused to give it. The defendant pleaded several

pleas, amongst which was one alleging that the matter m differ-

ence had been referred by the parties to the decision of two per-

sons to be named by the Duke of Bedford j
that his Grace had

nominated Colonel Anson and Mr. G. Payne to decide the con-

troversy : and Ihat they had given judgment in favour of the de-

fendant. The plaintiff in his replication denied this appointment

of referees, and the case was afterwards referred to Mr. Crom-

melinand Lord C. Russell, of whom the former gentleman was

nominated by the plaintiff and the latter by the defendant. These

arbitrators were empowered, in the event of their not?- being able

to agree upon the subject, to refer the matter to the final adj u-

dicationof an umpire, and in pursuance of this authority they

appointed the Hon. Captain Rous for this purpose. The hon.

andgallantumpjre having entered upon the performance of his

functions, made an award in favour of the plaintiff. Mr. Byles,

\ipon the part of the defendant, now applied to the court

for a rule calling upon the plaintiff to show cause why
the award should not be set aside, upon the ground of the

impropriety of the umpire's conduct in the matter of

the umpirage. In support of the motion the learned counsel ad-

duced some affidavits, of which one was made by Mr. Booth and

another by Lord Chailcs Russell. The general result of these

statements was. that at the time appointed for the hearing of the

case before the umpire, the Duke of Bedford, who was a material

witness for the defendant, happened to be m Devonshne.

The defendant in these circumstances rcciuested an adjournment

of the hearhig until his grace could attend and give his testimony

as to the fact of tlie case having been originally referred to the

gentleman who had been nominated by the Duke. It was repre-

sented to the umpire that this evidence was indispensable to the

case of the defendant, in relation to the plea already mentioned,

and upon which issue had been joined. The umpire, however,

refused to adjourn the hearing. He said that there was no use at

all in referring the matter to him, if he was to be influenced by

any opinion which the original arbitrators might have expressed

or entertained upon the subject. lie said that he had in his own
head a compour.d o*" racing and seafaring law, upon the principles

of which he should cut short the case, and decide it m a summary

manner. He therefore proceeded to make an award ni favour of

the plaintiff upon the issue in question, whilst he refused to hear

the evidence which the defendant had to adduce upon the subject

of theissue. Mr. Justice Fatteson granted the rule.

Criminal Information.--The Queen v. Thomas Badger, Eiq.,

ajid the Rev. H. W, Carturight—nr. Krle applied for a

rule, calling upon Thomas Badger, Esq., and the Rev. Henry

William Cartwright, two magistrates of Uie county of Stafford,

to show cause w^hy a criminal information should notbe filed

against them for having, from improper and corrupt motives, re-

fused to admit to bail the Rev. A. O'Neill, a dissenting preacher,

who was brought before them, charged with having attended an

illegal meeting, and who had been ordered to find bail for that

offence, himself in 200/ ,andtwo sureties in lOO/. each, and directed

to ei\e 24 hours' notice of bail, and in the mean timeto stand com-

mitted. The learned counsel stated, that from the affidavits on

which he founded his motion, it appeared that after Mr. O'Neill

had been so committed in default of bail, Mr. Collins, his attorney,

waited upon the defendants, who were the presiding magistrates

of the day, and gave them notice of his intention to offer as bail

for Mr. O'Neill two persons of the name of Page and Truman,

both of whom were members of the town council of Birmingham,

a situation which no person was qualified to fill unless possessed

of property to the amount of l,000^ There could, therefore, be

no doubt of the responsibility of the parties so tendered, and their

possession of property to a much larger sum than the amount of

bail required j nevertheless, the defendants lefusedto accept their

bail, on the ground that they were connected with the Chartists.

A long conversation on the subject took place between Mr. Col-

lins and the defendants, and of which the learned counsel

read a report that has already appeared in the pubhc prints.

Mr. Badger, in the course of that conversation, told Mr.

Collins that the application to admit O'Neill to bail came

through a suspicious channel, he (Collins) being then him-

self under recognisances for attending a Chartist meeting,

and added that he had no proof that the persons whose

names had been handed to the bench were willing to become bail

for O'Neill. However, notwithstanding these remarks, Mr,

ColUns gave the required notice of 24 hours of his intention to

offer the above parties, Messrs. Fa^e and Truman, as bail for

O'Neill, and at the expiration of the 24 hours he attended with

them before the defendants, in order that they might enter into

the required recognisances. On this occasion another long con-

versation took place between Mr. Collins and the defendants, (the

learned counsel here read a report of that conversation.) m the

course of which the defendant Badger said he must take time to

consider before he decided whether the proffered bad should be

accepted cr not. In the meantime he would put a lew questions

to the proposed bail. He then asked Mr. Page whether he had

not presided at a Chartist meeting which was held m the neigh-

their inqciiry to the previous conduct and opinions of the baiL

He CMr. Justice Fatteson) recollected a case m w'hich one of

the magistrates had refused to accept a person as bail because

he was the keeper of a gaming-house; but although it had

been since decided that such a ground of objection was

not sufficient, it was not pretended that the case was one that,

called upon the court to interfere by criminal information. After

some further remarks from counsel, Mr. Justice Fatteson desired

that the affidavits might be handed up to him, and said that he

would read them through before he gave his judgment. At pre-

sent he was inclined to think that he ought not to grant a rule:

The case came on again on Thursday, wh?n his Lordship

said that after a careful perusal of the affidavits he had come to

the conclusion not only that the defendants had acted wrongly

in refusing to admit the persons who had been proposed as bail

for O'Neill, but that the manner in which that refusal had been

stated by them, the expressions they had used at the time, and

the observation, that they had other reasons for their refusal, but

which they had refused to state, all together established a case

which justified the Court in granting a rule calling upon them to

explain their conduct. The rule, however, would only be granted

airainst the two magistrates, Messrs. Badger and Cartwright; for

although the committal was the act of five magistrates, and the

warrant was signed by them alii it did not appear that the other

three had been at all implicated in the refusal complamed of.

Rule granted accordingly. « , , t ^v i i.

CoNSisTORV Court,— Femba-ton v. Femberton*— in the last

term the proctor for Mrs. Pemberton (that lady having obtained

previously a separation, and had aUmony granted to her) stated

that Mr Pemberton had, en tendering the periodical payment,

deducted the income-tax. The court then said it would take

time toconsidcr this ncvelpoint,andthelearnedjudgeon Thursday

expressed liis opinion, after having carefully referred to the act,

that the deduction must be allowed, the lady having the power

of applying to the assessor for a return of the tax if her whole in-

come was under 150/. a \ ear.

1400 to. 100
1000 to 45
1000 to 23
1000 to' 20
400 to 10

400 to 10

400 to 10

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S.—The business in the afternoon was too dull

to require more than a statement of the bets actually laid.

DERBY.
8 to 1 agst Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeoman

— Sir G. Heathcote's lot (taken) ;

— Mr BelPs "Winesour (taken)
— Duke of Grafton's Oxygen colt (taken twice)

— Mr. R. Wood's Eli (taken)

Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone (.taken)

— Sir G. Heathcote's Amorino (takenj ^— Sir G. Heathcote's Sirikol (taken)

MARK LANE, Friday, Nov, II.—There has been but a

small arrival of English Wheat since Monday, and that day's cur-

rency was fully supported.—Foreign was sold at the same rates,

but the quantity disposed of was more limited.—There is stUl

some inquiry for bonded for expoitation. Fine Barley is in de-

mand, but secondary qualities are a heavy sale. Peas are im-

proving in value. Beans are difficult of sale, unless at a reduc-

tion. The Oat Trade is exceedingly flat.
*

BRITISH, PER IMI'KRIAL QUARTBR.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . "White

- Norfolk, Lincolnshire anrf YoikfliJre . . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshiie and Yorkshire . . • Folnrds

Norihtiml>erland and Scotch .... Feed

Irish f««^

Beans', Alazagan, old and new . S4 to 30 Tick
Pijreon, Heligoland , . . 31 to 33 Wmdi.

Pea», White 31 to 40 RTapIe

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

S. Sm

Red 40 t0 4»

White — to—
Grind. 24 to 2i5

Feed Hto£3
Potato IS to 34

Potato 14 to

8, S.

44 to £6
.— lo-
se to SO
13 to 23
— to —
9 to iS

— lo —
27 to 31 Hairow27to32
I'O to 36 Lonppod 30 to 32

29 to 34 Grey 26 Co 33

Sept
Oct.

Nov.

30
7
U
n
ss
4

5 weeki' Aggregate Aver

DutieB

Wheat. Barley. Oacse Rye. Beans.

53 2 28 5 18 6 ai 33 4

5i e 28 8 18 6 30 33

fil 1 £8 lo 18 1
31 7 32 4

60 9 S8 n 18 1 32 7 82 2

49 6 £8 4 28 5 31 7 32 S

48 7 28 2
:

17 5

18 3

8

29 10 31 U

32 6

10 e

60 9 28 7 31 1

I. 10 6£0 9

ARRIVALS IN THK RiVER LAST WEEK.

English
Irish .

Foreign

Flour.
8270 Sks. —
— „ 3834

Brls.
I

Wht.iBarh

tJ

5280 Daed
Malt.(
596"

Oats.
685

fitiUti

Rye
1%

Bns.
ie45

1««1

Peai.
33 7
33 10
33 a
33 10
33 7.
34 4

33 9

9

Feas
^18

630'

English
Irii>h .

Foreign

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.
Wheat I

Barley

I8tf0 i £380

l?oo

Oats
1610
1230

Flotir
2970. '

GAZKTTE OF THE WEEK.
merchant—T- Mur-

porter*
Fearce,

A. W.
lebone,

J. H. Anderson. Mn-he/ter printer-l£ B K..bin.on, Nott^^^^^^^

_R. Lindon, Snapes, Devonshire, corn-iKt:tor-T. B. *^

^?J» ^^"^^'^V „ifij
.nd spirit-ml-rchant-R. Stenart, Santa Fe de ?«g"Vl' ^/"''^nV^etb pSa-
cial gr'anite-S, Kay, Duke.5tTeet. ^t^James ., bookWe^-^^^^^^

aiarshali and

SCOTCH SEOUE^TKA llUiN?"—J. i/uk»uii. .. oit^"..^*.» „iiinliiessi »

cattle-dfaler-J.%ValkeT. Aberdeen, fam y warehouseman. ^

BIRTHS.-On the TOi l^^m'Vpi^v (JrosveiKrr- street, '^«
^^^".'^^^''dV^

Hillsborough, .fa daughter-On the 7th 3n«.. m Belgiave-st. eet. the La^T

Henniker. of a 8on.-On ibe 5ih inst.. at Hed^rerley-park. the lady -t^^.^^*,^.

Mrs. Trotter, of a ion.

MAHKIAGES.—On the

hia GfAce the Lord Frimate, Captain

second con of John M'Clintock, Esq., v

seo-nd daughter tf Sir James M. Stro^j^

3d init.. atTynanChtirih,coupirof Arniagh,by

M Captain Williair. Bunbuxy RrChninck. R- ^
seoond .on of John M'Clintock. Esq.. of Drnmear, .-..nnty of Louth,

^^^^^^'^^i
. M. Stro^«e. Bart., <>^ IJ-^^^^^^i^f^^'-^^j^J^la-

Badger) then inquireU of Mr. Truman whether he had not lately

signed a requisition for convening a Chartist meeting? Mr.

Truman denied having signi:d sucti a document, but admitted

that he was a Chartist j on which the defendant. Badger, said,

"Then I will not take your bail either. We (the magistrates)

have other objections to both of you as bail, but we do not think

it necessary that we should state tUera." The consequence of

this refusal on the parts of the defendants was, that O'Neill con-

turned in custody until he was ultimately taken before Chief-

Justice Tintial under a writ of habeas corpus, when tl-.at learned

judge accepted the ftame bail for his future appearance which the

defendants had refused. The affidavits fuithtr stated, that the

defendants had refused to accept the bail of Messrs, Pau;e and
Truman, on account of their political oi>injons, and Ihut they
were actuated by improptr and corrupt motive in so doing.

Under all thc^c circumstances, he (Mr. Erie; trusted that his

lordship would he of opinion that he was entitled to the rule he

prayed for. Mr. Justice Patteson said, that nothing like corrup-

tion on the part ofthe defendants had beeiistated in any one of the

affidavits which the learned counsel had read. AH that appeared

from those ai^davits was, thattiic magistrates therein named had

thought that the ir duty was not confined to a mere inquiry into the

sufnciencyof the bail tendered, but that they ought to extend

latt, touTth daugftter or r rHjiuis s. vna
of Her Majesty *s Ordnaut-e, Weedou.

Printed by Mewrs. Bhaphirt and EvAJ<i, ^ V"'^*'''^:^U*'t!-' vl!)®vr!Vhero at
tiie Frecinct of Whitefriars, in the City ot t i.ndtn, Bod Piibhshed ^J j"[^^,,
the Or»icii,a,CHAiiLi«-»'tKBaT. Covb«t GAia»»K. m the ^^^'^^tf.^lTto tb»
where all Adverii?eroeDi» and CommunicatlpM axe to te addreeseo

Editor.—Saturday, November 12, 1848.
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THE GARDENERS 5

A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL
^^^ HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

NEWS.

No. 47—1842. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19.
INDEX OF THE FRIXCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS INTHE LAST NL'MHEH.

Acuriij its germination in water 755 a
^mateur'a Garden ... 75© c
American plitnts, hardy . , 761 a
Ammoniacal vapour, to apply

to V''iae$ . . , , . 761 a
. 759 eAriiftalochia ^igas

Ash coppice, its trefltmpnt ,

Cart for distributing Jiqujd
manure

Cat, white, as a scaiecrow
Cereu3 truDcatus, its treatment
ChiroiiiadecTissata, if s treatment
Clexodendron speciosum, cause

of leaves spotting; . , ,

Conferva fluviatilis, in Glouces-
teriihire - . . , ,

Cytoblasc, defined , ,

Dahlia, ditferent colours on the
kame plant > . . .

Euphorbia splendens, its treat-
ment . , . , - -

Fip-trces, to train
Forest trees, best time to prune
Gardenia jQorida, its treatment
Gas, obtained from Grapes
Gladioli, for the open ground .

Gudetia(?randiflora .

Gooseberries, heaviest of 1842 .— Select kinds
Grapes, cause of their not co-

louring .....
<?ra8S, remedy for its coarseness
Greenhouse, its tojroation ,

Heating by hot air, remaiks on
Hothouse reg^ulators .

Hyacinth, its treatment .

Ivy, it.s effect on houses .

Jasmine, common, to prune
Ladies p:ardenera
Lily of the Vallov, wml for

768 a

75B b

739 a
7S1 a
7iJI a

761 a

750 a
759 a

759 o

761 a
7fil a
761 a
7CI a
700 a
761 b
;59 c

75a a
761 b

7ft7 e
761 b
7«1 a
757 b
761 a
756 b

\

758 c
761 a
759 a
761 a

Liflfrard on the Decay in Tim-
ber, rev

Loquat, its treatment . ,
Jlanj^el-M-urzel, to preserve .

Manure, Boussingaulfs paper
'^^ • • . . .

Medlars, to ripen . » .

News, botanical . , , ,— Indian ....
Night-eoil, to disinfect *

.

Oxalis rubro cincta , '
,

Ozmazome, its definition .

Paint, to soften • . , ,

Fear-tree, prolific . , ,
Pelargoniums, ^ood kinds
Plants ^'rowin^^ ia a sulphurous
atmosphere , , . ,

Pnneciing-houses, materials for
Roella ciliata, its treatment
Rural sonnet—November .

Salt, to applj' to Asparagus
Sap, its motion in plants -

Scotch Farming in the Lothians,

^ 'ev
Sea-sand, for Aspara^us-beds ,

Kiphocampylus betulaefuHus
Sweet Cane of Scripture, re-
marks on • • .

TiHandsia rubida .
"

'

Timber, its increase .

Trees, plan for transmittinff to
foreign countries .

Trellis for climbers .

Tropceolum tuberosum, bloom-
ing freely at Holme House .

Vine-border, to improve
Vines, outdoor, to prune .

Wasps, to destroy in spiing
Wood's Catalogue of Roses, rev.

7fi0 a
7Wa
758 c

.

755 c

761 b
760 a
759 c

760 c
759 c

7S9a
761 b
760 d
761 a

75a c

757 e

761 a
759 e

760 c

7«I *

780 a
760 c

769 c

7S?«
759 e

758 c

755 a
756 b

759 a
76'. a
757 «

759 «
760 a

Pkice 6</.

far trial at any

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
,.

^AND.-HEETING AT DERBr. Principal Hay of the
hhow-: Ihursday, July 13, 1813.—The Prizes are open to ireneral
competition.—Forms of Certificates to be ])rocurcd on application to
the Secretary, 12, HanoTcr-square, London. AllCcrtificatos in-ust be
returned, filled up, to the Secretary, on or before the Ut of June 1813

Prizes for r:MruoviNG tue Breed of Cattle.— 1843
SAorf-Aor«*.—Class 1. To the owner of the best Bull calved 'pre

TJouslytothc I8t of January, 1841, 30/.; to the owner of the »econd-
best ditto ditto, 15/.—2. To the owner of the best Bull calved mhcc
the 1st of January, 1841, aad more than one year old, 20/.— 3 To
the owner of the Iiest Cow in milk, l5/.—4. To the owner of the best
in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three years old, 15/.— 5. To the owner
of the best Yearling Heifer, 10/.

Hercfords.
to the 1st of

ditto, 15/.— 2. J.O iiie owner or me ocst Jiull calved since the 1st of
January, 1&41, and more than one year old, 20/.—3. To the owner
of the beat Cow in milk, 15/.— 4. To the owner of the best in-calf
Heifer, not exceeding three years old, 15/.—5, To the ownerof the
best Yearling Heifer, 10/.

i>tfPon.?.— Class 1. To the ownerof the best Bull calved previouslj
tothelgtofJanuary^l841.30/.; to the owner ofthe second-best do. tlo.,
15/.— 2. To the owner of the best Bull calved since the 1st of Jan-
nary, 1841. and more than one year old, 20L— 3. To the ownerof the
best Cow in milk, 15/.—4. To the oTrncr of the best in-calf Heifer
not exceeding three years old, 15/.—5. To the owner of tlie best
Ycarlin-,^ Heifer, 10/.

Catlli) of atif/ nri;€d or Cros,t(not qualified to compete as Short-
horns, Herefords, or Devon).— Class I, To the owner of the best
Bull calved previously to the lat of January, 1841, 30/. ; to the owner
of the second-best ditto ditto, 15/.— 2. To the owner of the best Bull
calved since the 1st of January, 1941, and more than one vcar old
20/.— 3. To the owner of the best Cow in milk, 15/.— 4. To the owner
of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three 3'ears old, 15/.—-5. To
the owner of the best Yearling Heifer, 10/.

iioasKs.
Class 1. To theownerof theJjcst Cart-S(aUioncf4ycarsold and

upwards, 30/. ; to the owner of the second-best ditto ditto, 20/.—2.
To the owner of the best two years-old ditto foaled since the 1st of
January, I84I, 15/.-3. To the owner of the best Cart-Blare and Foal,
20/. ; to the owner of the second-best ditto, 10/.— 4. To the owner of
the best two-ycars-old Filly, 10/.—5. To the owner of the best Tho-
rough-bred Stallion, which shall have served Blares at a price not
exceeding three guineas (and with a groom's fee of not more than
live shillings), in the season of 1843, 30/.

Prizes for Improving the breed of Sheep. 1843.
Leicesters.—Class 1. To theownerof thebest Shearlin'^- Ram 30/. •

to the owner of the second-best ditto, 15/. —2. To tlie owner of the
beat Ram of any other age, 30/. ; to the owner of the second-best do.
15/.—3. To the owner of the best pen of Five Shearling Kwea 10/. •

to the owner of-the second-best ditto ditto, 5/.
»

»

South Vouns, or other Short-uooiii'd AAe<?p.—Class I. To the
owner of the best ShearUng Ram, 30/. ; to the owner of the second-best

best ditto ditto, 5/.

Long-Woo tied Sheep (not qualified to compete as Leicesters).—
Class 1. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram, 30/.; to the
ownerof the second-best ditto, It/.— 2. To the owner of 'the bestRam of any other age, 3(tf. ; to the owner of the second-best ditto
15/.—3. To the owner of the best pen of Five Shearling Ewes 10/
to the owner of the second-best ditto ditto, 5/.

1 •

'

PIGS.
Class

the owuu. ».. v..^ oti.vi»u-.,v.o», U11.1.U .uiiu, 0..—x. 10 tnc owner of
the be:

»,,,.-..,

PIGS.
is 1- To the owner of the beat Boar of a large breed, ifl/. • to
I'Hcr of the second-best ditto lUtto, 5/.—2. To the owner of
?st Boar of a small breed, 10/. ; to the owner of the second-

best ditto ditto, 5/.- 3. To the owner of the best breeding Sow of
large breed, 10/.— 4. To the owner of the best breeding Sow of

5. To the owner of the best pen of Three hreedini
amc litter, above four and under nine months

small breed, 10/.

Sow- Pigs of the same
old, 10/.

a
of 8

IMPLEMENTS.
A sum not exceeding Three Hundred Sovereigns.

CHEESE.

in7*'*'?rfh^"^'V\-f
^^^^^^^^^^^"^^'"8^* ^^ C^««e (ofany kind),

10/.-To the exhibitor of the second-best ditto (of any kind),'5/.

T^ X . ^f^^!^ STOCK, BOOTS, AND SEEDS.
For extra stock of any kind, not shown for any of the above

pn7.es and for Roots Seeds, &e., prizes may be awarded and appor-

iLTwhok 50/!
'""'"^^"'^ ^°^ ^"^S*^^. t« a^ ^«^«unt not rxcee^ngTn

^ . . .
ANY NEW IMPLEMBNT.

For the invention of any new Affhcuhiini T.r.r,i«T«««i. i.

a. the Society may think proper to^award ''"^^'^°^^»'' '"^^^ ^''^

SEED-WUEAT.
I. Thirty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value will b**given to the Exhibitor, at the .Meeting at Derbv of thn' kIV* ,!

bushels of White Wheat, of the hanfst ofit^/ t.tl,^^ Ij

HI. Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will

?! i.^''i^"t
^°/^^ Exhibitor, at the IVIeeting at Derby, of the best

hwff^
of sprmg W heat, of the harvest of 1842, and grown by

Competitors are requested to send with their Wheat specimens,
lairly taken, of the same in the ear, with the whole of the Straw,
in a bundle not less than one foot in dianietcr, and with the rooti
attached.

[Twelve bushels of the UTieat will be sealed up bv the judges, and
one of the remaining bushels of each variety wiU be exhibited as asample to the public ; the other being kept for comparison with the
produce of the next year. At the General flfceting in Pecembcr,
1844, the prizes will be awarded.]
The two best samples of each of these three classes of Wheat,

without at -that time distinguishing, in any of the cases, between
the comparative merits of either sample, will be selected I>v the judges
appointed for the .MeeUng at Derby; and will be sown, under the
direction of the Society (the winter Wheats in the autumn of 1843,
and the sprmg Wheat not earlier than the Ist of aiareh. in 1844), by
lour jarmers

:
who will make their report, upon whicli the prizes

uill be awarded, provided there be sufficient merit in any of the
samples. Ten Sovereigns will be given at the Meeting at Derby to
each Exhibitor whose Wheat has been selected for trial.

•** A'o variety of Wheat which has been selected fo:
previous show shall be quahfied to compete.

ESSAYS AND REPORTS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.
Prizes for 1843.—prize essays.

1. Artijicial Foodfor Ca///e or 5At'e/i.—Twenty Sovereigns, or
Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for the best trial of the
relative value of different sorts of Artlfici.1I Food for Cattle or SUeep.
Competitors will be required to attend to the following conditions
in their prosecution of experiments on this subject :— I. One or more
head of cattle or sheep to be put to each of the sorts of artificial
tood selected for trial.— 2. To ascertain by measurement or weigh-
ing the state of the animals when first put to feed, and at given in-"
tervals afterwards.—3. When the increase has been ascertained at
the end of one or two months, the experiment to be reversed, and
the animals put to the sort of food which in the first month was
consumed by their competitors, and the increase ascertained in a
manncrsimilar to that applied in the first month.—4. In all cases,
the quantity of food consumed by each class of cattle or sheep to be
accurately stated.

2. Natural Foodfor Cattle or She r'p,—Twenty Sovereigns, or a
1 lece of Plate of that value, will be given for the best trial of the re-
lative value of dilfcrent sorts of Natural Food for CatrV' or Sheep.
Competitors will be required to attend to the same conditions in re*
ference to this prize as in the preceding.

3. Horse and Ox- Teams.—Ten .Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate
of that value, will be given for the Iwst £awy on the CompamtiTC
^«^'»"tages in the Employment of Horses and Oxen in harming
Work. Competitors will be required to attend to the following
conditions :-^l , The age and breed of both horses and oxen, with
the time at which they were first jiut to work, must be acrtirately
stated.— 2. Both horses and oxen to be in good working condition,
and rcgulariy employed on the same farm (stating the nature of the
soil) during a whole ycar.-3. The amount of work, whether on road
or field, of each pair of horses and oxen; together with remarks
upon the manner in which that work has been 'performed; and its
separate value.— 4. The cost of maintenance and furriery of each
pair of horses and oxcu ; including the separate charge for mauagfc-
ment.— 5. 'i'he cost, or presnmed value, of each pair of horses and
oxen, with their gear, when put to work; and their value at the
close of the compaiitson.— 6. The comparative number of oxen or
horses which are required to do the samawy^

4. Oil the Construction nf Cotlagcg.^ Gold ^redaI, and
Mr. Slaiiey's addition of Ten Swereigas to^the prize, will be given
for the best Treatise on the Form arid Construction of Agricultural
or other Cottages, with the OutbiuUUngs and Conveniences belonging
to tJiem ; together with suggestions for the best methods of con-
structing Chimneys, Fireplaces, Ovens, Floors, Roofs, and whatever
may conduce to the health and comfort of the occupiers ; to comprise
Pians, Elevations and Estimates, in A^hich due regard is to be paid
to reasonable economy.

5. On tht Drain(tgtofLatid,~Fihy Sovereicns, or a Piece of Plate
of that value, will be given for an Accountof the best mode of Under-
draining Land, regard being had to variety of Soil, Subsoil, and other
local circumstances. Competitors for this prize wUl be required to
give information on the following subjects of inquiry :— I. Depth and
Irequeucyofdrains.—2. Materials; tUes, stone, or peat.—3. FUling
m, whether with tenacious or porous earth.-4. Expense of the
various methods,- 5. Disposition of drains.— 6. Fall required.—7.
Direction of drains on land having- a considerable slope.—8. Benefit
in increasing crop, admitting new modes of culture and stocking,
advancing the time of harvest, reducing the amount of horse-labour
required on heavy clays, improving climate, &c.— 9. Durability of
drains.— 10. Past and present practice of draining in England.— 11.
Districts of England which require the most extensive etforts in
under-drai»ing,

6. On Liquid J/awurc—Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of
that value, will be given for the best Account of results obtained in
the application of Liquid M.inurcs, hs artificially obtained by com-
po8itio»,or as occurring in their ordinary and natural state. Com-
petitors will be required to attend to the following points, in the case
of each of these classes of Liquid Manure ;—

Artijicinl Liquid Mamire.-~\. The nature of the substances cither
dissolved or suspended in liquid manures artifiHnnp composed.—S.
The soils to which they are best adapted ; and whether to pasture or
arable land.— 3. Thequantity, mode, and season of their application.
Natvral Liquid Manuve.—X. The nature of those naturally com-

bined
J as the urine of cattle and of man, the drainings of stables and

;aTi"-yards, &c.—3. Their mode of treatment and preser\ation.—3.
Their application both to pasture and arable land j the soils and crops
to which they are best adapted; their chemical properties; and the
probable causes of their success or failure; together with observa-
tions on the quantity to be employed en clays and turnip-lands.

7- Management o/Z'rtnn-^/flrrf'iUtt/ittjr.—Fifteen Sovereigns,- or a
Piece of Plate of that value, wiil be given for the best Account of the
Mode ofaianagcment and Apphcation of Farm-yard Manure, Com-
petitors will be required to state— 1. The season when made. 2. The
materials of which it is composed. 3. The crops for which it is in-
tended. 4. The period of the ywir when applied. 5. The mode of
applying it.

8. On Artificial Manures^ or Hand- Tillages. — Fifteen Sove-
reigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for the best
Account of Artificial Mineral and Vegetable Slanures, and of the
simplest and most effective mode by which their adulteration with
spurious substances may be at once detected. The following in-
formation will be required in the case of each of these classes of arti-
ficial nmnuve: -Mineral :^Ifinures.— I. The different inorganic or
mineral substances which have been recommended and used
as portable manures, distinguishing the simple from the compound.
2. The quantities applied per acre; mode and time of application,
whether tograss or .-irabie land; and natureof the soil. 3. The pro-
bable causes of their success or failure. Vegetable or Animal Ma-
nurt«.—l. The different organic and composf/e manures, whether
artificially or naturally combined ; and their chemic^ constitution.
2. The quantity used per acre ; the time and mode of their applica-

ganic kinds
; as also, the causes to which their occasional failura

may be attributed.

^. Water Meadows and Upland PaUmre*, 1844.-Twentv Sove-
reigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for the Best
Account of the Comparative Value of ^^ate^-iI^:adowsaad Upland*
generaUy for Cattle, Sheep, and H -e», but especially for Milch
Cows. Competitors will be required to state the foUowiBg parti-
culars m reference to the trials instituted for the purpose of obtaminfr
practical results on this subject:— !. The nature of the soil and its
state of drainage to be described, and equal portions of upland and
water meadow to be selected. 2. Equal numbers of cows of the
same age and breed (not less than four in number; to be separately
fed m pairs, on each different kind of grass, md to be changed once
Irom one kind of gra*s to the other ; and the quantity, as well ta the
quality, of the milk from such cows to be ascertained by the lacto-
meter. 3. If made into hay, the quantity of caeh sort Produced on
the land and the Quantity, as well as quality, of the milk which has
been produced, to be ascertained in a ahuilar manner. 4. Tht value
of spring food and grass, whether in rowen or pasture. 5. The samt
conditions to be applicable to the feeding of sheep stock ; stating the
niimbcrs which the same quantity of each land have separately main-
tained during a certain period ; and wlu ther or not subject to the rot
by the fiooding. 6. In regard to irrigating the land : the primary
cost, whether of catch-watcr or flow-meadow, of its formation, and
the annual expense of management, including the repair of sluices:
together with the former arid present rent or value. [Competitors
are also rctjuested to state, as far as their observation may have ex-
tended, the comparative ralue of the grasses of water meadows and
uplands, when cut into hay, and consumed as foddcr.J

10. Prodtirtion fif Fat a?td -l/w^c/e.—Twenty Sovereigns, or a
Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for (he best Explanation of
the Causes which appear to determine the Production of Fat and

„ ^,
gnisca signs 01 early maturity,

assmallnessofboac, shape of the ears, mellowness of skin, Kc,
with the determ^iation of the animal frame to produce fat or musele.
2. The tendency of certain articles of food to faUcn stock, and the
adaptation of others to maintain the general frame in a growing
state. 3. The disposition of ccrUin breeds to secrete fat externally.
and of others internally. 4. The mode in which Beans and Acorns
occasion'hardaeas of flesh in the animals fed on them.
These Essays, except No. 9, must be sent to the SccrcUry, at 12,

Hanover-square, on or before March 1st, 1843.
nulcs of Competitionfor Prize Essays.—}. That all information

contained m Prize Essays shall be founded on experience or observ-
ation, and not on simple reference to books, or other sources. 2. That
drawings, specimens, or models, shall accompany writings requiring
them. 3. That all competitors shall transmit 'a sealed note, con-
taining their names and addresses, with a motto on it to correspond
with the one inscribed on the Essay. 4. That the Society shall have
the power to publish the whole or any part of the Essays which gala
the prizes ; and the other Essays will'be returned on the application
of the writers. 5. That the Society is not bound to give an award,
unless they consider one of the Essays worthy of a prize. 6. That in
all reports of experiments, the cxpens«B ahall be accurately de-
tailed; that only the Imperial weights and measures are those by
which calculations are to be made ; that prizes mav he taken eitherm money or plate, at the ojition of the succesiiful candidates; and
that no prize be given for any Essay which has already appeared in
print.

'^

Itis requested thai all comniunicatious, addressed to the Society
of expenmetits on land -whether of draining. Uraiair, ma|iuri*Mr. or
other operation—be aceompaniiid with the cost .-h nf. ,

« ith the value of the lahd tu 1 :r . .us and .

and an analT^b of tlie flt»il t.^ ,.ich,^....k ^v^^^>-l.>-'- ,
.

place, or a specimen of th -oii,to be uu ^scd t»v pti\._..^ c*,««v
by the Society: also ftwAor re<jtie*teU that, in ctwimunicatiGnsre.
lative to expeiimenU on land ia toreiga countries, the measures be
stated in English values.

By order of the Council,
London, Nov. 2, 1642. James IIcdson, Secretary.
^^^^ r

130YAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF EXG-
--»' LAND.—The General Meeting will be held at tbe Society's
House, No. J 2, Hanover-square, London, on Saturday, the idth
of December, at 12 o'clock precisely,
The Rooms of the Society will,hc thrown open for the accommo-

dation of Members on Wednesday the 7th, Thursday the Stb
and Friday the gih of December, from 6 to 10 o'chick.

'

Dr. Lyon Playfak will deliver a Lecture to tbe Membere of the
Society, at the Society's Rooms, on Wednodav the ;th of
December, at 8 o'clock in the Evening, on the subject of "The
Application of the Principles of Physiology to the Fattening of
Cattle."—By order of the Council,

ijut'ue I.

London, Nov. 9, 1842. James Hcdson, Secretary.

1 PSWICH CUCUMBER SOCIETY, OPEN TO ALL
-- ENGLAND.

Pbesidkxt—P. B. Long. Esq., Ipswich.
VlCK-pRESJD&NTS.

The Right Hon. Lord Reudlcshara.
Capt. Aplin, Melton Lhdge.
Wm. Rodweil, Esq., Ipswich.
Rev, C. Green, Grundii,burgh.
Dr. Maclean, Colchester.

Dr. Beck, Ipswich.
W.J,Maude,E.sq.. Langhara Hall.
P. S. Edwards, Esq., Greenock.
Wm. Green, Esq., Boxford.

The First Show for the present -season will lake place on the
23d February, and the Skcond on 11th Mav, I8i3^wheu a Silver
Cup, and oUicr articles of Plate, or MoneV, will be awarded for
the best Braces of Cucumbers.

Printed circulars, with the Society's Standard, Rules and Refru-
iations. Mode of Judging new Cucumbers, and other particul^s.may be had on apphcation to the Secretary, by enclosing a
Postage stamp. Thos. Wild, Hon. Secretary.

3, Tavem-strect, Ipswich.
'

Ki"n t^^h? ETibiior^^ be ^tion. and whether to pasture or arable land. 3. The soils to which

bushels of Red Wheat of theharvMt nf is^^ J^S^' .
°*^* ^* M"* several kinds are best adapted, and the probable causes of theusucis 01 xvea >v neat, ot tue har> est of 1842, and grown by himseh'. more certain and constant effect pr^uccd by them than of the inof-

A_^
• ROSA DEVONIENSIS. '

BOLT 500 of the above Taluable ROSE to be dis-
posed of at J. HaUy's Nursery, Blackheath, Kent, If to the

trade, they will be supplied on advantageous terms, it has been
proved a most excellent Rose to force for cut flowers in ths
winter, and it^ other properties are now too we!l known to need
further eulogy. J. H. also takes the opportunity of statijig that
he has still on hand a few of the leading varieties of CameUiaK,
handsome saleable Plants; well set for bloom from I to 3 ft. iu
height. Also young Plants of all the best new kinds. m»4 several
thousand 1 and '2 years' grafted Double White, l>oubie-&trii>ed,

Mouarch, fimbriata, Chandleril, coraiJina, tricolor. Bealii, Col-
viDi, Eclipi^e, ochroleuca, candidis^ima. Cam, hi, cJegans,
perfecta, Lefevreana, and all the leading varieties, in excellent
order for packing and espoitation,

J. H. begs to infomi his friends in the frs : who have so
kindly favoored him heretofore with their orders for Stocks, that
owing to the great demand he has liad, he will be able to
suj)ply only a very limited number the ensuing season. J. H . has
for sale a large stock of Myatt's Britiish Queen Strawberry Plants

;

as also an abundant supply of Liliuiii lancif^lium punctatum and
album.
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ONIFEIIX.—The Subscribers have this Seasoa to

offer the foUowiug::— „pr winn
Pinus austiiaca, l year transplanted, per 1000

1^ ft., in pots, each .

Banksiana. I ft., i" pots, each . .

Ccnibra, i year seeUUug. per 100Cumora,^
,^^^ seedliin;. per 100
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1 year transplanted, per 100
. . _, ._ • *^ each
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2 to 3 inches, in pots,

4 to 6 inches, in pots, each .

cicelsa, I year seedling:, in pots, per doz. .

2
'to 3 inches, in pots, each .

4 to 6 inches, in pots, each 4 •

Gerardiana, I year seedling, in pots, each

^, 4 to 6 incheSj in pots, each •

halcpeusis, 6 to inches, in pots, each •

„ 1 year seedling-, in pots, per doz

,j var.. incites, in pots, per doz,

inops, 1 to li ftv ill pot^. each .

insignis, 1 ft., hi pots, each ." .

Lambertiana, 1 year seedluif?, in pots, each

„ 1 It., in pots, en-rafted, each

Laricio. 2 years seedUnj^, per 1000 *

„ I year transplanted, per lOOO -

maritima major, 4 to 6 niches, in pots, each
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inoulicola. 1 ft., in pots, each

Montezunirc, ! ft ,in pots,- each .

ncgU'Cta, 1 to U ft., in pots, each

ncpjdcnsis, 1 to li ft., in pots, each . i : i

Oeote (oocarpa), 1 to li ft., in pots, each i ;

paUistris, 3 ft., in pots, each i . i « .

patala, I ft., in pots, each . ; ; t . .

i'inaster, \ year secdlinff, per lOOO . . i .

2 years seedling-, per 1000 ....
1 year transplanted, per 1 000

(maritima of France), I year seedling, Ijer lOOO

2 years seedling;, per lUfJO

^^ ,, „ 1 year trauspl., per lOOO

rinca, 12 to 15 inches, in pots, each • • . •

Vithyusa, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each ....
poudero^a, J ft., in pots, eiii^'iafted, each • .

Tscudo-Strohus, 1 (t., iupots, each . ; i .

Funiilio, I year .secdlinj?, per 1000 • . . .

„ I year transplanted, per 1000 ;

})nng^ens, 1 to l^ft., in pots, each . . . -

]jyrenaica, 3 to 4 ins., iu pots, each ....
tesinosa, 6 to 8 inches, in pots, each ... *

rigida, I year seedling, iu pots, per duE. • .' •

„ 4 to G inches, iu pots, each ....
seiotina, I year secdiini;, in pots, per doz,
Sabhiiuna, 1 to !j ft., in pots, each .

'

.

„ var. Coulteri, 2 ft., in pots, each
shieii^is, ri ft.. In pots, each
Strobus, 2 years seedling, per 1000 . * . -

3 years seedlint^, per 1000 ....
2 years transplanted, per 1000 •

3 years trauijpUnted, per lOOO . •

conii3ics3a. 2 to 2^^ ft., in pots, each • •

sylvcstris, 1 year seedlintj, per 1000 ....
2 years seedling, ptT 1000 . • . •

1 year transplanted, i)er 1000
2 years transplanted, per 1000 - . •

hagutiiiis, 1 year seedling, per 1000 •

2 years seedling, per 1000

I year transplanted, per lOOO .

Syeaas trausplauted, per 1000
T.-vda, 1 to Ij ft., in pots, each . . . ^ .

Tcocotc, 1 ft., in pots, each , , ^ . .

taurica, 1 y*.Mr .>vodiuiK, per iuO . . ,

1 year transplanted, per 100
1 to 1^ ft., in pots, each ....

uncinata^a to 4 in., iu pott^, each • • » •

variabilis, 1 to 6 in., in pot.s, cacli ... *

sp. from East Indits, i , a' .needling, in pots, per doz.
sp. from Ciuhtjnialpi; 1 ytarst. "

^, in puts, per dtjz,

Abies alba, i year triinsplauted, per inoo . .
' •

,, 2 years tran.splajitcd, per 1000 • • • .

ca^fulea, 1 It., in pots, each . . . • #

Clanbraslliaiia, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each , . •

Doiigliihi, 1 to li ft., in pots, each «...
cxcclsa, 2 years seedling, per 1000 ....

3 years seedling, per 1000 ....
1 year tr;aisplanted. per 1000 . .

2 years transplanted, per luoo *

Meniiesii, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each • . ^ »

niexicana, I foot, in pots, cacii * . , * .

Moriiida, G to 9 in., in pots, each . . . j

,, 1 to hj ft., in pots, each ....
li'&ia, 1 year transplanted, per 1000 . ; . .

2 years transplanted, per louo , »

var. ETiaciiis, 1 foot, in pots, each « . •

„ folii^ variegatis, 1 foot, in pots, each
pygmsea, 3 in., in pots, each . * . • *

sibirica, 1 foot, in pots, each . . • • ^

alba, fol, variegatis, ti in., in pots, each , i

Ficca Balsamea, 1 yeai" transplanted, per iooo . • a

canadensis, 1 year seedling, per lOOO , . , ,

,» 1 to 11 It,, each ... 4 *

ccphalonica, 2 years transplanted, per lOO .

,, 6 to {) in., in pots, each ....
Fraseri, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each
Hudsoni. 9 to I2iu.» in pots, each ....
nigra, l foot, in pots, each .*....
pectinata, 1 year seedling, per lOOO . . ; .

fi I year transtjlanttd. per lOOO .

Ptchtft, 2 years seedling, in pots, each . i
PnibHpo, 2 years seetiling, in pots, per doz.

». 4 to f) in., iu pots, eacli . . ^ , ,

spectahilis, i year seedling, in pots, each . .

2 to 3 in., setdlini?, in pots, each
-. , ^ ^

2 to 2Ht.. engrafted, in p<1ts, each ,

Cedrus DcoUara, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz. .

3 to 4 in., in poU, each . * . ,

o tn 9 ni., in pots, each ....
T -. .l^'i -^ *^*' engrafted, in pots, each .
Libani, 4 to 6 in., m pots, each . ^

„ 1 foot, in pots, each . * \ ]
'

liarix europrea, l year seedling, per lO&o * . 1

2 ytars seedling, per K.ui, . ! !

1 year transplanted, per lOOO
2 years transplanted, per 1000
(from Tyrol seed;, l year seedling, per 1000 "a

„ 2 years seedling, per 1000 5
1. Ido.trspl.,perl000,8s.to lO
It 2 do trauspt.,per 1000 12

pendala, 1 to li ft.» in pots, each
niicrucarpa, I to 1^ ft., in pots, each .

robuata, 3 inches, in pots, each . «

sibirica, 6 niches, in pots, each
sp. from France, 1 to l^ft., in pots, each

Cupressus austraJis, i ft., in pots, each , .

lusitanica, ij to 3 ift.,in pots, each
lycia, 1 year seedling, In pots, each
fiemperviretis, 3 years seedling, per 100

6 to 9 inches, each .

1 to Ki ft., each . ,

„ horizontalis, 2 It., each .

thwjoides, 1 to i^ ft., in pots, each
lurulosa, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz,

U I to 14 ft,, iu poU, each •
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Cupressus Toumefortia, 1 year seedling, m pots, pei doz.

4 inches, in pots, each
1 to li ft., in pots, each

spec, from Himalaya, 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each

spec, from Swan River, 1 ft., in pots, each

Juniperusbedfordensis, 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each -

communis, 6 to 9 inches, transplanted, per lOOO

nana, 6 inches, each ....
pendala, 6 inches, each . -

cxcelsa, 1 ft-, in pots, each .

lycia, 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each

Oxycedrus, 1 to 1* ft., each . .

phoenicea, 4 to 6 inches, iu pots, each

prostrata, each . . • •

recur va, 9 to 12 inches .

Sabina, i to lift., each

„ 1 ft., in pots, each

sibirica, I'ft-, in pots, each ...
sinensis, ti in., in pots, each . • •

succica, 1 to li ft., each i * •

upright. 1 to li ft., each . i

tamariscifolia, i to li ft., each .

virginiana, li to 2 ft., each . . •

Thuja aiticulata, 1 year seedling, ni pots, per doz. i

4 to 6 in., in pots, eacii

2 to 2^ ft., in pots, each . i J

occidentalis, 2 years seedUng, per 100 . *

li to 2 ft., each . i ; •

3 to 4 ft., each i . i *

orientalis, 1 year seedling, in seed p:ins, per 100

1 year seedUng, in open border, per 100

4 to 6 in., in pots, each . i •

9 to 12 in., in pots, each

14 to 2 ft., in pots, each

plic'ata, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each

tatarica, 1 year seedling, per doz.

Taxodium distichura, li IC, each
Taxus baccala, 3 to 4 in., per 100 , . • . •

„ M to 2 ft., per 100 , - * . .

,1 horizontalis, 6 in., each ... .

"
foiiis aureis varieg., 2 to 3 ni.. ui pots, each

canadensis, I year seedling, in pots, per doz. .

„ 6 to 9 in., in pots, each ....
hibernica, li to2 ft..each

II II 4 it., each . . •.•.*>!
Araucaria imbricata, seedling, G to 9 m.. i»^ po^s, eacn

,^ 1 t;o li ft., in pots, cuttmgs, each
.

Altingia Cunninghamii, 1 to li ft., in pots, cjUungs, each

PETER LAWSON AND SON, EDINBURGH,.
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to the Hi^^hJand and Agncultuial

Society of Scotland.

Messrs. W. and J.Nohle, Seedsmen, i52,Fleet.street.

London. .: .

OAKLEY'S ••SURPRISE" AND OTHER DAHLIAS.
^

SAMUEL GIRLING begs to refer the Trade and Ins

/ricnds generally to his advertisement in the Gardeners'

C/u-o«f'6Yfof the liith Nov., 1842.

I iDanecroft Nursery, Stowmarkct, Suffolk. ^^^
Florist, &c. Wal-

- thanistow,"Ess~eX, begs to return thanks to his friends for

their liberal orders for his Seedhng Pelargoniums sent out last

season, and which he tlatters liirnsclt have given general satisfac-

tion. Hcisnow sendingxjut the undermentioned new Seedlnigs

raised by Mr. J. Wilson, As regards their qualities nothmg need

now be said, as they have taken so many prizes, and have been

80 universally adniived at the exhibitions of the London Horticul-

tural Society at Chiswiclc, and at most other Societies round the

Metropolis, that they must still be fre^h ii^the mcniunes of all

lovers of that splendid rtower.
'

J. F. bpcs to refer them to the report of the exlubitiou at Chis-

wick, iu the Oardt-ncru' Chronicle of July l6th.
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WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a

Young Man, aged 30, who thoroughly understands his

Business in all its branches. Satisfactory references can be given

from the place he has lately left, in consequence of a death mthe
family.—Address, F,K. at Mr. Pamplin's, Nurseryman. Waltham-

stow, Essex.

^

^^^

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Youns
Man, aged 28, vrho has had 10 years' iJtactical experience

in all the various departments of Forcing, the Propagation of

Plants and Flowers, together with the planning out and systematic

arrangement of the Flower Garden. Letters addressed to Mr.

Brown, gardener to Lord Southampton, Whittlcbury Lodge,

Towccster, will meet with immediate attention.

^VO GARDENERS.—A Premium of Ten Pounds will

J- be given to obtain the Advertiser a situation as UNDfeR-
GAROENEli, or an Apprentice, where there is a good coUcclion

of Plants and all kinds of Forcing. It will be expected that the

ampton-strcct, Bath.

NOTICE.

w
-SUPERB NEW DARK CHINA ROSE-"MlELLEY'S

PRINCE OF WALES."
M. WOOD & SON beg leave to announce to

their Friends and Rose Amateurs in general, that in conse-

quence of the unprecedented number of applications already re-

reccived for the above most splendid new Rose, tliey are unavoid-

ably compcUcdto discontiuue sending out any more plants at

Drcscnt.
All future orders received from this date will be executed early

in May the usual period for eendhig out China Roses in puts. As

the stock even then will be limited, early orders ai-e respectfully

solicited, which will be executed in rotation.

Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near Uckfield, Sussex,

November 14th, 1842.

G.
••EMPRESS OF WHITES" DAHLIA,

SMITH, Florist, Hornsey Road, Islington,
LoNDOV, begs to call the attention of Dahlia Growers to

that splendid DAHLIA, the •* Empress of Whites," which is now
ready for sending out in Ground Roots in fine condition, at Five

Guineas each, for ready money only. Obtained prizes at the

following Shows:—viz., 1st at South Essex— 1st at Victoria Gar-

Agents,

TAMES PAMPLIN, Nurseryman,

of London .
, , ,

Society for the Best White of any age. See Gardeners' Chrumcle

of Sept. irth, in report of Salt Hill Show. '^'Empress of Whites'

—better blooms than we had previously seen of tins flower, witii

well-formed petals of good substance ; the white is good and tiie

centre better developed than at previous exhibitions; this will

prove a very useful dower.'* It is recommended by Mr. Glenny

in the " Practical Gardener and Florist," in His remarks of iicw

Dahlias, as one of the best of the seascni.

G. S. has also a few packets of Verbena Seed, saved from the

newest and best kinds, price 55. per packet.

Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

• TURVILL'S BLACK DAHLIA, THE
n'^HOMAS BROWN begs to announce that
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J, p. regrets that owing to the very limited stock of his Seed-

ling Beauty of Walthamstow, he mubt defer sending it out at

present.

ESSEX TRIUMt'H."
he hag

purchased the entire Stock of the above superb and uui-

versally-a<!mired Dahlia, which has been justly profloUuced the

greatest novelty yet produced, and isessentialto tbe most limited

grower The following is the description given by the Floricul-

tural Society of London, Sept. 6, when nine Blooms were ex-

hibited :
— '* Of the petal : fortn, good ; substance, good ; Hrran^a-

inent, good j ei/es, complete and good iu every spec imon; dcptfi.

1811

9*

Sept. 12,

17.
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which may be had on application.
, ,- ,

J P. be^s further to state that he is now sendmgout his splcnam

new Seedling CEREUS, which lie has named Ccrtus spccionus

elcgans. at 2lJ. each, which was exhibited at the Horticultural

Gardens at Chiswick in July last; for description of which, tee

Gardeiiem' Chronicle, July iGth.
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SELECT x\ND SHOWY HARDY FEUENNIAL HERBABCEOUS
PLANTS.

WILLIAM ^lAY begs to announce to the FloricuU

tural'Public, that he possesses a Stock of some Thousands

of very Select and Showy Hardy Pcreiuiial HERBACEOUS
PLANTS, which he has collected for the purpose of display more

than for Botanical curiosity, and well adapted for ornamenting

the most finished •' Parterre or Flower-border." The Collection

consii^ts of upwards of 500 species, comprising ail the leading

articles, such as Acouitums, Anemones, Atiuilegias, Campa-

nulas, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Lobflias, Lupinus, a^uotheras,

Paeonias, Fentstemons, Plilox, arui PoU'iitillas, in great variety,

with all the most noted '* Genera" in present cultivati<m, and

which he is enabled to offer (from his IMMENSE STOCK) upon

the following very reasonable terms, viz. :— 100 species or more,

all correctly labelled (which he will select), at 2/. 2s. per 100, and

which will be forwarded on receipt of Pust-otfice order on Bcdale

for amount required.

N.B.—He has still a supply of his superb HOLLYHOCK Seed,

all warranted collected from double Flowers, in packets contauiiiig

200 Seeds, for 2s. 6d. j ditto ditto 50O Seeds, for 5«. Also a few

packets of very select PANSY SEED, at 2s. 6rf. and 5^. each. The
Seeds post free.—Hope Nursery, Lcemmg-lane, near Bedale, York-

shire, Nov. 15, 1842,

Clielmsford
Halstead - 4 »
Salt Hill ... ,t

Floricultural Society ,,

South London i si

Salt HiU* ... f,

Floricultural Society f „
„ „ ^best Dark Dahlia) 1

Sunbnrv * * * Sept. 22, S

Ilalstead ... „ 22, 1

Floricidtural Soctety „ 27, 12

„ . Oct. 4, 6 .

It is very constant, and never shows an eye. the centre being

well up when young.' Fine habit i throwing its blooms oil t in

the most graceful manner.—Plants iu May, lOs. t}d. each; tlife

usual allowance to trade where a dozen ace taken.

Also planti^, at the same time, of the following St^edhngs, which

have beeu shown and obtained prizes at the principal open Shows,

and can be recoinmen{ied as good Show flowers.

Brovvn'sS PERPETUAL GRAND—bright crimson; fliic broad

petals: well cupped, fall, and constant— 105. Gi.

Bui.wiv's QUEEN OF TRUMPS-white, tipped with pdtplt;

petals of good substance, well arranged, and of great depth-

BiiowN'sMIRANDA—blush white, shaded with rosej of uu-

usual depth— 7*. 6d.
, j ,a^i

.

Brown's BLUE DONNET-hright rosy purple; good petal,

full, and very CQn;Uant—7v- 6rf.
^ ^^ r.-w-.^nrrinn niMi

A few Ground and Pot Roots of ADMIRAL STOPFORD and

BEDFORD SURPRISE to dispose of.

Slough Nursery, Nov. 17. 1842.

* IH blooms were also shown not for competition

t 30 blooms were also shown not for competition

H.
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

GROOM, CiapLam Rise, near Loudon (removed
from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to her Majesty,

respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry that tliis is the
proper season forplantingtheabovebulb*, and that his Catalogue
is ready and may be had on application.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

1\/T ESSRS. YOUELL and Co. beg to offer the following

i*JL new and highly-beautiful FUCHSIAS, which they will

send Post-free to any part of the Umted Kingdom ^on the receipt

of a Post-ofnce order), at the rate of 2is. per doz. :~Arborea,

aurantia, roseo-alba, Bruceana. conspicua arhorca, coraara

superba, Dalstonia, excelsa, eximia, formosa elegans^
^^,m ii^'

Hopverii, iUcifulia, inflata fulgida, insignis, magmfica, Miduie-

tonia. mirabilis, Mouypcniiii, pcndula terminalis, prmccps, race-

miflora. Uiccartoniu, stylosa conspima, stylosa elcgans, styio^n

pulchella, Towardii, tricolor, Usherii, Youelln.

For Particulars of their superb Collection of Carnatroris, Pico-

tecs, and Pinks, Fuchsia St. Clare, and Araucaria imbricata, set-

their advertisement in the Gardeneis' Chronicle of the 12tn msr;.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 17, 1312i

6

6

THIS being tbe proper season for I*lanting TULIPS,
J, Poi'K and StiN's offer the following, viz.

:

100 named Tulips in 50 hue sorts, for • • .

60 do. do. in 25 do. for , .

J 00 superior do. in 50 do. for , • .

50 do. do. in 23 do. for . .

100 good mixed do. frpm named flowers, for

JOO very fine do. do., for ... , ...
Remittance or Reference horn Strangers.

Ha&d$wor1ti Nursery, aear Birmingrliaa.

*

f7 10

3 15 «
10
5

1 10

3

1>RINCE Albert pea.

IORMACK& OLIVER, Seedsmen and Nurserymen,

, New Cross and Bedford Conservatory,Cov cut-garden, I^tjudou.

havethe honour to offertothenoticeofNoblemen,Geutlcmeii,a""

others, the above new Pea, as one of the earliest and beat soif.

extant ; in proof thereof, a quantity put into the open grouiui o^i

the lUh of March last was ready for use the 25th ol Apniio

lowing, being only /or^i^./it'w days from the period ^f ^^X'%Pr
the dale vf gathering for the table ; it is moreover a f?^,*^*^/^^^,^''

of excellent flavour, and highly advantageous for early lorci 5.

—Packets, containing a quart, 5*.,each. They also beg tor*^"^

mendUie British Queen, a new wrinkltd "narrow, larger »"

more pro<iitetive tlian any of KnighUb varieties, 3s. ft^/. per quaru

Likewise the ne* Incomparable Cos Lettuce, pet*"*"*^^^!,^"

5

and jaicyiperfecUy hardy Us a ^imfer Lettuce, n€^ a^Uo run «•

aumnier, auU requiring uo tyiiigi in packets, at l«. or 6*. pe^ w*'

I
r^
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TM'O FOr.LOlVING AVEEKS.
,

Saturday, Nov. 30'. . . Royal Botanic . , . af-p m
Mundaj-, Nov. sa , , , Royal Geographical . , SAp.m.'

^ "In tlie description of the warm air apparatus ap-
plied to Mrs. Tyssen's Conservatory, it is stated that
the air, though heated, docs not become dry ; and as
this isaj)eculiarity often claimed for favourite con-
trivances, it may he well to explain that there is pro-
bably some slight misapprehension about the matter.
It should be premised, that air may be called dri/ in
two senses—first, in reference to the absolute quantity
of moisture which it may contain ; and, 2dly, in refer-
ence to its appetite for further moisture, in which latter
sense it would be better called thirsty. Now, in the first

sense, no one imagines that heating the air will make
it dry ; on the contrary, it is always probable that
heating will make it wetter: whereas, in the second
sense, no power on earth can prevent its becoming
drier—that is to say, thirstier, as it acquires heat ; and
this is equally true, whatever be the nature of the ap-
paratus b}^ which the heat is imparted. In order to
prevent mistakes upon this subject, it should be noted,
that no degree of heat will dry eiiher the air or any-
thing else ; in fact, the best way to dry the air is to
cool it as much as possible. A wet cloth put into an
air-tight oven may be baked for seven years, and will
come out exactly as wet as it entered. It is the air,

and not lieat, which is the general instrument for
drying. The air is the universal carrier for super-
fluous moisture, and the hotter it is made, the more
it will carry ; all attempts to overcome this ten-
dency will inevitably fail. Wiih every increase of
temperature, the capacity of the air to absorb mois-
ture must be increased j it is indeed not merely a ca-
pacity, but a demand, which will be supplied, if the
means are within reach. This is a consequence
which no form of ajiparatus can elude, and which can
only be anticipated by furnishing to the heated air
such supplies of fluid as will prevent its being taken
from objects that liave none to spare "

—

A.
Thus writes one of our most valued correspondents;

and wc would beg our readers to store tliese, his useful
truths, in their memory. There is no doubt that the
air of a common hotiiouse will become drier the
greater the heat ; not because the heat really dries the
air, but because the heated air flies away with all the
moisture it can take up. The case is, however, very
different in a hothouse properly constructed and pro-
vided with evaporating contrivances ; in such a place,
the higher the temperature, the damper the air will
become; because as much water is then thrown into
the air in the form of vapour as the thirsty air

can drink, and thus no moisture is abstracted
from plants. It is therefore indispensable tfiat,

in cases where a high temperature is demanded
and a damp atmosphere, an abundant supply of
vapour should be provided, either by the exposure of
shallow pans of water to the action of the heated air,

or by attaching such pans to the source of heat itself,

whether it be a flue or a hot-water pipe.

We do not, however, conceive that the statement as
to the dampness of tlic air in Mrs. Tyssen s stove is at
all exaggerated. On the contrary, a table, showing
the state of the hygrometer, and now before us, proves
that when the fire was hottest, there was not ever
more than two degrees cUfFerence between the wet' and
dry bulb thermometers, rarely more than one, and
most commonly as little as half a degree, or even no
difference at all. The air, then, must at all times
have been abundantly moist for the health of the ])lants,

Thia Avas, no doubt, owing to the dampness of the ex-
ternal air, that was always forcing its way, loaded with
moisture, into the interior of the house, from which it

could not escape, and partly, perhaps, to the vapour
supplied by the boiler above the furnace ; and hence,
although tlie heating of the air increased its capacity
for moisture, yet, as there was always an abundance of
it for the heated air to take up, the atmosphere in the
interior of the house never lost the amount of humidity
demanded by the vegetation exposed to it.

A SHORT time since we gave an account of some
observations by Mr. Hassall on the decay of fruit,
which he supposed to be produced very commonly by
the attacks of parasitical fungi. Some of our readers
may have wondered why we gave so prominent a place
to a matter having so little apparent bearing upon
practical operations. Our reason will now be seen by
what follows.

Last Wednesday evening Mr. Hassall again brou"-ht
the subject before the Microscopical Society, for The
purpose of showing that the attacks of the^'fuugi on
ixuit were not only very common, but extremelvraniH •

in proof of which he produced Apples, which, three
days before, had been fresh and sound in all respects,
but which he had then inoculated with the spawn- of
the fungus growing in some decayed specimens. It
was stated, that, in twenty-four hours after the inocu-
lation, its effects became visible, in the form of a soft
and brown substance, spreading regularly from the
centre where the spawn had been introduced. In the
specimens exhibited the decay had in three days ex-
tended to the size of a half crown, and the frmt was
entirely unfit for table.

Nothin D̂ could be more evident than that the fungi
in question, which appeared to be of the Mucedineous
group, had brought on sudden rottenness to a great ex-
lent; and this being so, what a lesson it is in the practical
management of a fruit-room! The seed- like bodies
of these fungi are too fine for the eye to detect, even
in masses of considerable size, and they are always
floating in the air around the place where such ]>lants
are able to fructify ; wherever they meet with a portion
of the skin of a fruit a httle torn, or abraded, there
they can instantly establish themselves; and when the
surface of the fruit is in no way injured, they are
doubtless able, only with less rapidity, to introduce
their microscopical spawn through the pores of the
skin. Nothing can show more clearly than this the
great importance of careful handling when fruit is

gathered, or of admitting strong currents of air
among fruit occasionally, as we particularly e?rplained
when adverting a twelvemonth since to the manage-
ment of a fruit-room. The heavy, unpleasaut smell
observable in ill-ventilated fruit-rooms, is no doubt
caused, either wholly or in great jiart, by the spores
of fungi floating in the air, and discoverable by the
organs of smell, though hardly to be discerned by the
eye,' even in the form of motes that float in the sun-
beam.

But it is not alone ventilation at frequent times
which is calculated to assist in the preservation of fruit
by carrying off* the particles by which fungi are mul-
tiplied. The instant of removal of fruit the moment
it begins to spot, not to say putrefy, is equally indis-
pensable, as indeed has been previously insisted upon.
The instant a fruit is in a state of even very early de-
cay, the fungi begin to multiply, discharging their
seeds (or spores) into the air, and spreading their .spawn
around with most surprising rapidity.- Every decayed
fruit, then, which is removed, is, so far, a destruction
of myriads of these pests ; and every specimen that is

allowed to remain in a state of decay is a source from
which an enormous brood of such villanous spawn is

certain to make its appearance, spreading and destroy-
ing in all directions.

We trust our readers will now see the force of one
ofthe axioms formerly laid down—viz., that A Fruit
Room SHOULD j5e as sweet and neat as a DAinv.

It is not, however, to be inferred from these state-
ments, that decay in fruit can only take place when it

is attacked by fungi. Do with fruit what we will, it,

like all other living things, must perish and decay at
its appointed time. But it is one thing for the tex-

ture of a fruit to be destroyed by the ordinary agen-
cies of decomposition at its natural period, and another
for the action of those agencies to be brought on
long before the 7\ccessarij tc7'm ofexislence has'hccn mn,
by the ravages of parasites, the removal of which is,

to a considerable extent, within our power. The blot-

ting of Medlars, and the softenhig of the core or solid

interior of fruit, are probably true cases of spontaneous
while, on the other hand, that rottennessdecay

;

which begins on the outside is certainly that whose
real cause has now been, for the first time, demon-
strated by Mr. Hassall

'We would invite attention to our report of the
other papers read to the Microscopical Society at the
last meeting,

EXPERIMENTS ON MANURES.
Having made some experiments on a small scale, for

the sake of determiuiug accurattlj the value of guano and
of another manure, called urate, in the cultivatioa of
Wheat, I send jou the results such as thej are, although,
from two causes, they are unsatisfactory.

Their history is this ;—In the beginning o? February,
when some spring Wheat was sown; I had some earth
prepared for that purpose, brought from the field, and
placed in 28 good-sized garJen-pots, in order that I might
the better be able to watch the process of germination
antl the early growth ofthe plants. I then selected 21 of

the best grains from two parcels of seed, the produce of
tiie preceding autumn ; half of which were from corn cut
at the ordinary time, the other half from some cut a fort-

night sooner. The latter had the advantage in point of
weight when both were threshed after harvest.

In sixteen of these pots I planted a single seed : the
first two had no manure at all, the next two were sown in
qmuk-lime> the next six in urate in the following propor-
tions, 1| 2/ 3^ 4^ 5, 6, grains ; in the 11th I thrust a dibble

down to the bottom of the pot, and filled up the cavity
with an unmeasured quantity of the urate, ia which I

sowed four seeds. The same method was adopted with

the guano, so that two out of the eighteen pots contained

four seeds each, the rest only one* lA each of the two

former, one seed failed to grow ; all the rest succeeded*

Germination was much more rapid with the urate than
with the guano, and with the green corn than with the
ripe. There was a difierence of a fortnight between the
first and the last, and that last was in the unmeasured
guano pot.

At ttie latter end of ^fay, they were transplanted into a
field, and this was one great disadvantage to the experi-
ment ; for the roots would he more or less disturbed, and
in some more than in others ; one effect of which was,
that when the roots were fully re-established, there was a
second growth, the ears of which never came to maturity.
How much of the rustiness, which afterwards appeared
upon the foliage, was due to this cause, and how much to
the operation of the manures, it is hard to say.
When the ears began to fill, they were covered with a

net to protect them from the birds, which brouglit with it

one disadvantage that was obvious enough ; it hindered
the access of air, light, and heat. Uut there was another
which could not be so easily foreseen : it stimulated the cu-
pidity of some person, who probably imagined that there
must be some extraordinary excellence in plants bo care-
fully protected, and who being dcL..rmiaed to h«.^ his
share in such a valuable prize, plucked a large proportion
ofthe finest ears as soon as they were ripe. Thr cir-
cumstances were very fatal to the success of the experi-
ments; but if any safe conclusion can be drawn from
them, as to the merits of the two manures, it is very
much against the guano and in favour of the urate.
Another experiaiciit, on a larger scale, tells against both

of them ; for three perches of land in one field, without
any extra manure, jiroduced nearly three pounds more of
AVheat than the same quantity manured with guano, and
nine more than that dressed with urate; also L..w.»e
pounds more of Straw than the former, and nine pounds
more than the latter. Nevertheless, the weight per buishel
was, however, a quarter of a pound less than ciiher,

I have also tried both these manures upon Wrass land;
but it is clear that this should only be done in wet
weather; for the volatile parts, ou which their fertilising

effects depend, are speedily taken up and d!..;^ .led in a
Warm and dry atmosphere, ^iothing was gained by this

experiment, nor by a similar application of ammoni xl

liquor. Another point wliich should be attended to in the
employment of these volatile manures is, that tht-y should
only be used when vegetation is in activity. The drainings
of the farm-yard sprinkled over the land in winter pro-
duce no effect; but if applied at the season when the
Grass is beginning to grow, the vigour which they impart
to it is very visible. Nitrate of soda, which is not liable

to the same risk of failure, certainly detpcns the colour
of the Grass ; but I h^ve not ascertained whether it in-
creases the bulk of the produce.

I will take this opportunity of mentioning the results

of another experiment, which seems to me to throw con-
siderable doubt upon the accuracy of Frufeasor Licbig's
assertion, that carbonic acid is not taken up by the roots
of plants. On the 5th of August, I sowed three seeds of
Maize and three of Wheat, in "200 grains of charcoal ; one
of these seeds germinated ou the 8lli, and the rest some
days afterwards. OuthelGth of this month, they hdU
not quite ceased to grow ; but I was obligi:ti to tertainatc

the experiment in order to asca In the results. The
weight ofthe seeds when sown was i^' 73 grains ; the ^L.^^ht
ofthe produce was 28-j3. The charcoal had lost nearly
four grains, after every care had been taken to separate
what adhered to the roots, although the quantity of soluble
matter which Jt contained was rather more than in an
equal quantity of the same charcoal. These etfects, in-

deed, were not produced without the aid of art ; not more,
however, than is requisite to supply the place of those
natural influences which favour the organisation of plants
iu the open ground, but which cannot exist in touch small
quantities of a single substance insulated in U cdgewood
evaporating dishes. Who can say how much, iu the
analytical processes of vegetation, may depend upon the
electrical and magnetic conditicn"of the earth ?

In order to remedy this defect, I employed a Smee's
voltaic battery of six pairs of platinised silver and zinc
plates, but excited only by spring water. They were con-
nected with a magnetic coil, and the handles intended for

receiving a shock were laid upon the charcoal, and the
seeds were inserted between them. Having found that
this arrangement was sufficient to deflect the needle of
the galvanometer several degrees, I took measures to as-

certain the amount of effect that might be ascribed to it,

by sowing some seeds, in an equal quantity of the same
charcoal, in a separate dish ; I also threw every advantage
into this scale by having fewer and heavier seeds, and by
watering them with common water, while that which I

used for the others was distilled. Nevertheless, in the

former case, the three plants of Wheat acquired only half

a grain of additional weight by their growth, while the
gain of those which were galvanised was twice as much ;

in the first, a seed of Maize gained nothing ; in the latter,

the gain amounted to ten grains in one instance, and to

seven in another. The quantity of water used was tea

ounces for the last, and five for the first.

By the combustion of the whole vegetable matter ia a

small covered crucible, I hoped to recover the quantity of

carbon, which the large development of the plants and

the loss sustained by the charcoal gave me jcaaoa to ex-

pect ; but in this 1 failed, partly because the cover not

being sufficiently close, much of it escaped in a gaseous

form, and partly, no doubt, because some carbonic acid

gas would be given out by the pl^ts during their growth.

There is one more fact which I have to communicate

to you concerning the growth of seeds ; no experiment of

my own^ but simply an illustration of the course of nature

ilhen she is left to herself. A field of mine was this year

prepared for Wliite Caixgt*, it being ia perfeetly good con-
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clUion; the Carrots were sown, but the season being so

unusually dry, they did not grow. The ground Lo^^^^^^^^^

was soon covered with another crop, which had been sown

eight years before. In the J^'^^J.^^S,
soa.e round^^^^^^^

Turnips had been .own there, which were allowed to stand

for seed, and from that time to this, the ground has no

ived a single seed of that nature. It is evident, that

the crop must have sprung from the seeds scattered over

the surface when the former crop was gathered ;
but as

the land has been ia tillage ever since that time, why have

they not germinated sooner? They must have been car-

ried down by the rains below the depth of ordinary plough-

in"*, and bevond the reach of atmospheric influence, and

there they have remained in a condition whicli artifidal

preservation finds it difficult to imitate, being neither

parched up by too much heat nor decomposed by stagnant

moisture, until they were brought, by the subsoil plough,

to the surface, where their Tital powers were stimulated

into action. Many of these Turnips attained the weight

of eleven pounds, 'notwithstanding the dryness of the

season and the depredations of insects. — L. Vernon

HarcourL
1. Corn cut green ; unmanured ; 20 cars; straw pot

strong ; 6 quite green ; in 4 best ears 1G4 seeds, weighing

95 grains— in the others 359, weighing 162-6: total num-

ber, 523 ; total weight, 2.51-{j.
, ^ ^ r

2. Corn unmanured. cutxipe, gave 10 stalks, but 2 of

the ears had been plucked off. The 4 best contained 157

seeds, weighing 82-56 grains; the four others, 114, ^\-eigh-

ing 50 grains ; total weight, 152*56 : total number, 271.

3. Corn cut green, sown in lime, produced 11 stalks,

'i ripe, 5 green, 2 of which very weak ; from 2 of the

green and 3 of the ripe, the ears had been plucked and

1 of the latter had been much pecked by birds, so that

instead of perhaps 50 only 17 grains remained, for, includ-

in^MhiSj the 4 best ears gave 138 seeds, weighing 65*55

grains -the other 35, weighing 8i : total 74-05,

4. Corn cut ripe, sown in lime, produced 17 stalks, of

which only 5 were ripe, 2 of very recent-growth, stunted,

and the seed not formed : 4 best ears contained 193 seeds,

weighing llO'l grains;the other 10, 360, weighing 127*64 :

total weight, 237 '74.

5.— 1 Urate; 15 stalks, of whicb 4 had their heads

^plucked off; of the other 11,5 were ripe, 6 green and

weak; the 4 best ears contained 209 seeds, weighing 91-4

grains; the other 7, 199, weighing 56*5 grains: total

weight, 147*9; if the 4 lost heads were nearly equal to

the 4 first, the total number of seeds would be about 600,

and the -weight 238.

6.-2 Urate; the com cut green; 16 stalks, half of

which had lost their heads, the straw very strong; of the

8 that remained I was quite green ; length of the longest

ear, 6^ inches, and containing 76 seeds; in the 4 best,

249 seeds, weighing 103-71; in the others 138, weighing

40-89, in all 144 ; if the ears that were taken were equal

to those that were left, the total number of seeds would

be 974, and the total weight 2B9-2.

7 3 Urate; the corn cut ripe ; 12 stalks, of which 3

had their heads plucked off; of the remainder, 5 were

and 4 ereen ; 4 of the ripe contained 177 seeds,

ling iJ3'2
;

rest 140, weighing 5795 ; total number, 354; total weight,

175-2.

17,-6 Guano; corn cut green; produce, 14 ears, be-

sides 2 abortive ; in 7 the grain was imperfect and un-

lipened, the largest ear 5 inches long; the 4 best con-'

tained 220 seeds, weighing 104 57 grains; the rest 98, and

some imperfect ones not worth counting, weighing alto-

gether 39"37; total number, 518; total weight, 14394-

18.— Guano ; unmeasured quantity, filling the centre of

the pot ; the 3 seeds produced 32 stalks, not bearded, most

of them ill grown ; 5 had their heads plucked off; 1 ear

contained 69 seeds, the 4 best 224, weighing 124-6 ; the

other 25 had 694, weighing 233'27 ; total number, 91G

grains; total weight, 357'87 ; if the plucked heads con-

tained 50 each, the total number of seeds would be 1168,

which erives for each

!
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i green ; 4 of the ripe contained

14-34 grains ; the other 5, 168, weigh

and the weight about 507

seed sown a return of 389 ;

grains,

weight, 169.

gives

Best Ears.

green
ripe
green
ripe
ripe

green
ripe

green
ripe

green

ripe
green
ripe

green
ripe

green

1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

Number
164

157
13S
193
209

^77
235
162

196
163
200
113
219
214
220
224

Weight.
95-

82-56
65'55

iio-i
91-4

10371
114-34
154-2
88'2

107-05

8277
80.04

476
71'9
117-26

104'57
124 6

Total.

Number. Weight. Ears.

523 251-6 20

271
;

152-56 10

370 140- 11

553 23774 17

600 233 15

974 299-2 16

477 281 12

552 283-55 14

326
,

154-2 10
13

305 123-28 10

389 147-27 15
— ^I'^l 14

20

449 1294 14

354 175-2 9
318 143-94 14

1168 507 n

last spring-sown ones might be planted out to follow in

succession.

The best annuals for producing effect, and which range

from six to nine inches high, are Collinsia grandiflora,

Leptosiphon androsaceus, L. densiflorus, Sanvitalia pro-

cumbens, C^landrfnia speciosa» Platystemon californicum,

Indian Tinks, Camp.^uula speculum. Phlox Drummondi,
Sphenogyne speciosa, Callichroa platyglossa, Kaulfussia

amelloides, Lupinus nanus, and although now common,
yet not to be neglected on that account, thecharming Nemo-
phila insignis. The following attain to the height of one

foot and upwards:—Collinsia bicolor, Clarkia pulchella

and its white variety, Ery^simum Perofskianum, Gode'tia

rubicunda, G. roseo-alba, G. bifrons, G. viminea, Hibis-

cus africanus, Crepis barbata. Chrysanthemum tricolor,

Schizanthus pinnatus, Coreopsis tinctoria, Bartduia aurea,

Malope trifida, and double dwarf Larkspurs. Those which

attain a greater height, and are suitable for the central

parts of the bed, are—Godetia Liiidleyana, branching and

single Siberian Larkspurs, the Sweet Pea, Miilope grandi-

flora, Madia elegans, withClirkiaelegans and its varieties.

There are many handsome low annuals which would

not live through the winter, unless protected in a green-

house or pit secure from frost ; amongst which we may
mention Lobelia ramosa, llhodanthe Maoglesii, Lrachy-

come iberidif^lia, and Mesembryanthemum tricolor. In

drv and warm situations there is no annual which can

surpass the latter in beauty.— T. R,

$f

weig
total nuTnber, 345 ; adding 132 for the missing ears, 477

total weight, 1^7-54, or, adding 84=281.
' 8.—4 Urate ; the corn cut green ; produced 14 ears, of

which o were ripe and y green, besides 1 imperfect one,

containing 2 or 3 small seeds- In the 4 best there were

235 soeds, weighing 15i*2 grains; in the others 317,

weighing 129*35 : thus the total number was 552—the

total weigbt 283'55.

9.—5 Urate; the corn cut ripe; only 10 ears, but

being brought to rce without the root, I cannot tell how
many other stalks may have had their beads plucked off;

half were ripe, half greeh: The 4 best ears contained 162

seeds, weighing 882 grains; the others 164, weighing 66 :

total number, 326; total weight, 154'2.

10.— 6 Urate ; the corn cut green ; bore 13 stalks, of

which all the heads but one had been plucked off ; 6 were

very strong, the rest weak, 1 of which contained 16 small

seeds, not worth weighing-

11. Urate ; unmeasured quantity, filling the centre of

the pot ; the ears from 3 seeds were 30, of which 20 were
(juite green, and 3 yery small, some of them almost as

ranch bearded as rye, others only awned at the top in the

general manner. The 4 best ears contained 196 seeds,

weighing 107'05 ; the rest 720, weighing 262*8 grains:
total number 916, or 305 for each seed; total weight,
369-85, or 123-28 for each seed.

12.—1 Guano, produced IG ears, of which 2 were good,
2 moderate, the rest quite green and small, 2 very diminu-
tive. The 4 best contained 165 seeds, weighing 82*77
grains ; the others 224, weighing 64*5 : total number,
389; total weight, 147*27.

13.—2 Guano ; the corn cut green ; ripened the first of
all ;

produced 14 ears, disposed to be bearded, but 10 of
them abortive ; the 4 best, one of which was 5 inches long,

produced 200 seeds, weighing 80-04 grains; all the rest

1;^'eighed only 17*43: toUl weight, 97-47.;

14.—3 Guano ; the corn cut ripe ; produced 20 stalks,

of Vfhh-h 7 were green ; the heads of all had been plucked

off,*#xcept 4, which contained 113 seeds; but they were on

eble straws, gae quite green ; some of the straws were

Very strong: the we%htvvaa 47*6 grains.

15.—4 Guano; corn cut green; produced 14 ears ; 10

ripe, 4 green, and,] oftV^ ^'^''ysniall and poor; the4 best

contained 2L9 seeds, weighing 71'9 grains; the rest 230,

weighing 47'S\^totiiL£\^mber of seeds, 449 ; total weight,

M9-4; j^traw ^-ery strfflig ; 1 ear curled up by tying.

16*—o Guano ; corn cut ripe ; the produce only 9 ears;

^4 ripe, 3 green, sud/it very small, an aftergrowth ; the 4

beat contaiaed 214 seeds, weighing 117*26 grains; the

O

TRELLIS 'for CLIMBEHS

ANlsUALS,

0^'K of your correspondents says that " for the last

dozen years annuals have not been much cultivated in the

North of England, owing to the very unfavourable wet

and cold seasons which have till this last summer been

experienced. With many amateurs the chief sorts which

have adorned their gardens, and which in his opinion are

more suitable for the shrubbery than for the flower-

garden, have been the EschschtSltzia, Convdlvlilus minor,

Giiia, Nemophila, Eutoca, Lupines, Candytuft, &c- ; all

of which, with the exception of Nera6phila insignis and

Gilia tricolor, have during the late delightful summer
grown 80 vigorously, that they have almost smothered

every other plant that may have been near them. Although

acquainted with the colours of the annuals, he is at a loss

to know what kinds are the most suitable for beds about

seven yards long and three or four wide. He would like

to have a first row of Verbenas, intermixed with Petunias

and Salvias, pegged down ; then a second row of annuals,

varied in colour, which do not grow too tall ; and a third

row of some kinds taller and more showy."

In the North of England, where spring is so late in

making its appearance, this difficulty of obtaining good

blooming plants of select annuals is very likely to occur

;

but it might in a great measure be obviated, by rearing a

sufficient stock in autumn to be planted out the following

spring, as soon as the weather became tolerably settled.

Any old spare frame, or even a mat or two supported upon
hoops, would furnish them with sufficient protection during

severe frost ; but they should be allowed plenty of air

upon all favourable occasions, in order that they may not

become weakly or drawn. Reared in this manner, the

young plants would begin to flower almost as soon as they

were planted out in spring, rendering the beds lively until

the Verbenas, Petunias, &c., had recovered from the

effects of their removal. The latter would also hnve

spread over the greater part of the bed by the time that

the beauty of the annuals was past ; or, if a few annuals

intermixed with the Verbenas were preferred, a few of the

AMATEUR'S GARDEN. No. XLVIL
If the amateur will turn to page 157. he will find some

information regarding the new or little known varieties of

Pears, Plums, and Cherries, which are most worthy of

being added to his collection, and which he can now pur-

chase in any respectable nursery. Where the object is

to get together a small collection of the more valuable

kinds, the following selection will answer the purpose,

being placed in the order in which they become fit for use.

Dessert F^xns z—Seckel, Loriise Bonne {of Jersey),

Marie Louise, Beurre Base, Duchesse cVAnyoultme^

Althorpe Crassane, Figue de Naples^ Winter Nelis,

Ilacon's Incomparable, Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar, Ne
plus MenriSj Easier Beurre^ and Beurre Ranee. When
very early summer kinds are desirable, the following may

be chosen : Muscat Robert, Citron des Carmcs, Jarijo-

nelle (this requires a wall), Summer Franc Real, and

Dnnmore, Kitchen Peaes :—5e^i d'lleri, Double

de Guerre^ and Catillac.

Dessert Plums Royale Bative, Green Gage,

Washington, Purple Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, aud

Ickworth Imperalrice. Kitchen Plums -.—Early Or-

leansj While Magnum Bo7ium, and Shropshire Damson.

Some of the Dessert kinds already named are also excel-

lent for kitchen purposes*

Dessert Cherries—Earlg Purple Guigne, Mag
Duke, Knight's Early Blacky Black Eagle, Doimfon,

Elton,- Royal Duke, and Bigarreau. Tho Kc?itish md
Morello are the best sorts for preserving.

The above selection, together with the Apples described

last week, will be amply sufficient for a small orchard,

and will enable the possessor to have the different kinds

at his table throughout the season, whenever they are

most required. With one exception, the whole succeed

perfectly on standards in the midland and southern coun-

ties of England, and probably much farther north. The

Pears in particular are much finer for table when grown

on stcmdards than upon walls ; they are not so large nor

so smooth-skinned, but the flavour is much higher, and

as they are grown to be eaten as well as to be looked ar,

the latter property is of most consequence. I do not

think that the great size of a Pear is any recommendation

to it when brought to table. Moreover, some kinds, such

as GanselPs Bergamot, Crassane, Brown Beurre, and the

Jargonelle already noticed, require a wall ; and where

that is to spare, these kinds may be trained against it.

Those who have small gardens are not supposed to have

much accommodation for wall-trees, and therefore this

little fact will be of some importance to them. The

Morello Cherry succeeds well upon a north wall, and so

do many other kinds in favourable situations ; the Bigar-

reau, for example, is said by a correspondent of this paper

to do so.
, J

In planting, guard against making the ground too deep

or too rich. It should be well drained, and means should

be used to prevent the roots from running down into the

cold subsoil. Do not plant deep, spread the roots out

within a few inches of the surface, and your trees will

succeed as well as you can wish them.

—

R* F,

HOME CORRESPO^SDENCE.
Dissipation amongst Gardeners.~lt is to be hoped that

the « Hammersmith Gardeners' Mutual Instruction so-

ciety
" will adopt your reading in their articles respecting

I can speak from experience ot tne
drunken gardeners.

advantages that may be gained from mutual mstruction,

when conducted in a proper manner. ^-'-'^— ^t so-

briety should endeavour to hold as little communication

with drunken ones as possible; and societies of gardeners,

meeting for- the purpose of imparting useful information

to one another, should use every means in their power to

weed out from among them those pests, who; will only

hinder their progress, and throw a blight over their exer-

tions. Such men will care little for another's concerns,

when they show so much forgetfulness of their own. These

incurables are fitter companions for the sect of the

Borbohtes, who prefer to wallow in the mire like swine,

rather than to be admitted into the company of sober men.

One person of intemperate habits may be the means or

destroying many others; and certainly, if the evil could be

prevented before the infection became epidemic, it wouia
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he more to their profit ; for, in general, these characters
are too sLubborn for instruction, and proof against homily
and good rounsel. By admitting a few of these swillbouls
into a society, the meetings would soon become exhibitions
of riot and confusion

; the tnembers, instead of receiving
instruction, would witness the transmigrations of Pvtba-
goras— a menagerie of wild beasts without cages to 'con-
fine them. If gardeners would only pay more attention to
what kind of company they associate with, they would soon
banish from their profession these disgusting sights

;

namely, dissipated begging gardeners, who by means of
hegi,-ing letters, forged names, and forged sums attached to
ihem, often deceive the unwary. Their stammering tongue
and their alcoholic breath, which'a lighted lucifer would
almost set fire to, should, however, serve as beacons to
prevent otliers from running headlong to ruin from the
same cause. How many of the frozen-outs could ascribe
their misfortunes to the same evil! whilst a little economy
in their expenditure would have enabled them to have
weathered the storm, and would have prevented them from
becoming unblushing beggars, with a ruined character.
Peter Mackenzie,

Vines.— I beg to offer the following observations, in
answer to *' A Brother Amateur's" call for an explanation
of the apparent discrepancy in my mode of accounting
fur the imperfect condition of the Grapes produced this

year at the top of my Grapery.—I find that at all times,
although the top lights are open, when the lower ones
are closed, the temperature of the lower part of the house
is many degrees below that of the top ;—the ascent of the
heated air from below being more than sufficient to coun-
teract the cooling effect from above,—except when the
wind blows brishly, to cause a quicker ingress by the
crevices in the lower part of the house, the door-way, kc,
together with agitation from the openings at top. The
last summer was not more remarkable for the superiority
of its sunshine and the fiueneps of its weather^than it was
for its prevailing calm, I believe, indeed, that the Unhie-
duite cause of its high character was an unusual absence
of the prevailing sharp indraft of wet and cold north-
Tvesterly currents—the great bane of our climate. In the
ab^^ence, therefore, of the greater pressure at all the feeding
crevices below^ and the agitation at the top of the house,
I have no doubt that my Vines were kept, a great part of
the summer, immersed in air not only heated beyond the

Lodge,Luion, Having lately obtained the loan ofa few
copies of the Chronicle, I observe, in No. 8 of this year,
that some one has styled me *' a conjuror in Grape-grow-
ing," from an advertisement inserted in a preceding
Paper, in which I stated that I had been accustomed to
the cultivation of the Grape, and that 1 would undertake
to produce a crop in 16 months after the Vine is planted.
This writer asks, '* Will any gardener allow his permanent
Yines to bear a crop of fruit in that short period ? " I
planted a house of Hamburgh in the year 1837, and the
season following they each produced from 25 to 30
bunches, weighing from 21bs. to 31bs. a-piece ; con-
tinuing, up to this time, to bear from 40 to 45 bunches
annually. The house stands in a bad situation, the front
facing S.W. and S.E., surrounded with tall trees, so that
the Vines have no sun till nine in the morning. I also
planted a small house of year-old plants on the 21st
April last, and the Vines have made from 40 to 45 feet
of well-ripened wood.
Norfolk,

Fuchsias.

J. Greyory, Ilillorough^ Brandon^

healthy temperature of 80'' or 90°,— as indicated by the
thermometer in the lower part of the house,— but air

also, which from its stagnation, or very slow circulation

amongst the foliage below, had lost much of its vital pro-
perty and maturating influence. I have since recollected,

that long before the fruit should begin to show colour, I

was struck with its slow progress in plumping and " swell-

ing off,'' considering the fineness of the season ; but as

the leaves did not appear to suffer, I did not take alarm,
or think of the true cause at that time. The growth of
the new tinbearing shoot was also not so vigorous as
usual. Although I believe, therefore, that in my case,
" the blight" w-^as mainly attributable to bad air, that is,

air deprived by stagnation amongst the foliage ^of its ma-
turating properties and vivifying influence, I agree with
*' R. Layton, Essex," that high temperature had some
share in the business. The Grape ought not to be subjected
to the heat of a tropical climate ; and I dare say that my
Grapes were half the summer, at the top of ^he house, in a
temperature of 100° or 120*^,—not of radiated heat, but of
air heated up to that point. Nevertheless, as Grapes
ripen well in stoves and pineries where a high temperature
is maintained, we may suppose that they will bear hot air

if th^-e be plenty of it. The theory of the successful cul-

tivation of the Grape is this : We live at the northern
limits of its climate, and we must bring to it by artificial

means the sunshine, warmth, and ** sweet airs" of the
south. The simple protection of our glass, when well

managed, does this ; and the secret of Mr. Crawshay's
great success, so prominently advanced by yourself, is,

that, with a welhventilated glass-house, he gives his Vines
the climate of Burgundy, whilst his garden furnishes
him with the soil of the Valley of Jordan,—no way,
if we may believe modern travellers, deteriorated
in its character since the days of Moses.

—

Amatenr,
—The cause of the second year's crop of your Dublin

corrcfcponJenfs Grapes failing in colour and flavour was,
1 suspect, entirely owing to the number of bunches al-

lowed to remain on the Vine last year. I have strictly

followed the rules laid down in Clement Hoare's admirable
little work on the Cultivation of the Vine, and have placed
many hundred-weights of bones to the root of my Vines.
The following experiment may not be altogether useless to

amateurs like myself. Being desirous of testing the ac-
curacy of lloare's principle, iu 1841 I allowed a Black
Hamburgh, four years old, containing two canes of 12 feet

each and 2 feet apart, to ripen thirty-uiue bunches. The
ccnsequence was, that many at the top weie nearly white.
Another Vine, of the same age and size, ripened twenty
bunches ; these were of better colour, although a few near
the extremity were light-coloured. Twelve bunches only
were allowed to remain on a third Vine in the same house,
and of the same age as the former two ; these were well
ripened and very black, some of them we*ghi"g U lb.

each- I should observe, tliat the first-mentioned Vine
this year produced very weak and unripe wood, the
bunches and berries being so small that I was obliged to
cut them all off, and I think the Vine will not recover
itself for some years, thus confirming the statement
of Mr. Hoare. Although air is a most powerful agent,
both in colouring and giving flavour to Grapes, I am
quite convinced that the principal cause of failure in
these moat essential points, as well as the want of fcize in
the bunches and berries, is allowing Vines to bear more
tbau they are able to ripen*—jPrfrftfricAr CAai^, LangUy

Being a great admirer of the Fuchsia, par-
ticularly when planted out in masses, and having fre-

quently observed how unsightly beds of that pretty flower
appear after having been in the ground for a few years,
owing to the unevenness of their growth, and the perish-
ing of plants in various parts of the bed, I have been in-

duced to adopt the following plan to remedy the above
defects:—About the middle of July, or whenever the
shoots are 18 inches high (or less, if the bed be close
planted), I bend down as many of them in all directions
as will cover the bed closely, and peg them down securely,

taking care to retain one or two of the finest shoots of
each plant; these I tie up to neat stakes, and in a short
time they form beautiful heads, from four to six feet high,
loaded with blossom : at the same lime I cut away all

superfluous shoots which are not wanted for either of the
above purposes. Those laid down soon push up in-

numerable laterals laden with blossom, which, contrasted
with the fine pyramidal headsof those retained as standards,
give the whole a uniform and pleasing appearance ; I may
add, also, that they continue much longer in flower, as the
strndards (1 mean those tied up to stakes) were covered
with fine bloom until cut off by the frost ; while a bed
which I had left to their own free v\ ill presented but a
of plants of uneven dimensions, deformed by vacancies.

The above plan, if not generally known, I would strongly

recommend to the readers of the Chroyiicle ; it may be
thought troublesome at first, but I assure them it will

recompense them. I may remark, that it is better not to

peg the shoots down too soon ; if left alone until they will

reach over to cover all the interstices, much trouble is

saved, and the laterals which arise from them do not grow
so high as to interfere with those left as standards.^ TF",

F, Rohson, Ware,

f Fuchsia Fulgens in the North of Scotland,—At the
seat of Sir J. Rose, of Holme, ten miles east of Inverness,

several specimens of Fuchsia fulgens formed objects of

universal admiration. One of them thrust up 27 strong

shoots from the tubers ; the central ones were two feet

high, whilst the lower ones drooped on all sides to the
ground, thus forming a most beautiful conical-shaped

bush. The extremity of each shoot bore a magnificent

truss of pendulous tube-like flowers, and continued to

bloom from the month of June until they fell a sacrifice

to their sharp frost. The beds where the F. fulgens were
planted were 30 yards from the wall.

—

Snowdrop.
Trees,—A correspondent informs us that he has ob-

served^for the last ten years or more, that a great many of

the Lombardy or Turin Poplars have been gradually dying,

the disease commencing at the top of the trees. This
observation was first made in Suffolk, and was confined to

the trees of fifty or sixty years of age, or older. He has

noticed similar effects in other countries, though less

strikingly than in Suffolk, During the last two years he
thinks that trees, from ten to twenty years old, have begun
to die off in the same manner. This autumn he has been

confirmed in the opinion that this description of tree, of

all ages, is dying almost all over the country. He has

travelled over twelve hundred or more miles in England and

Scotland this autumn, and has observed this to be the

case ; so that in ten more years he fears that the whole

race will be on the wane. Within the two past seasons he

has also remarked that in Suffolk the common A-Villow

(there called Sallow) has ^died in a proportion ten-fold

greater than in preceding years, and even in situations

which they used to like best, beside rivulets and wet

ditches. During the same period, indeed, almost

t^txY kind of young tree, Oak, Elm, Ash, Beech,

Birch, &c., appears to have been dying in a very un-

usual degree. He has been a planter more than thirty

years, and, being very partial to trees, he plants them in

all new fences ; of late, little else but Oak. Last year

and this he has lost more of his young Oaks so planted,

than in the preceding thirty altogether. He is not aware
of any difference in his mode of planting, but he can see

a hundred rods of fencing, of 25 or more years old, with

scarcely a tree missing; while in 1841-2, three-fourths

have died. The young Oaks, cut and laid in T\'ith the

Whitethorn, have not died. Our correspondent desires to

add, that being at the Duke of Athol's, at Dunkeld, he
saw, with great admiration, the splendid Larch trees, twp of
which, supposed to be thej first brought to England from
Switzerland, in 1737, are still healthy and growing. Four
years ago the largest measured 14 feet round at 6 feet

from the ground, and 16 at 4 feet- It was 96 feet high,

and contained 396 cubic feet—nearly 10 loads, of 40 feet.

The forester said, that the late and present Duke had

planted 47,000 acres, chiefly Larch. Many splendid treea

(200,000 feet, as the forester said) were lying about ,the

park, just felled (September 1842) for the Naty. At

near as he could judge by stepping, some of these pro-
strale trees were about 100 feet long, and measured GO
cubic feet. Our correspondent is of opinion, that there
is a Larch in SutTolk which contains half a load—20 fttt.

He has some 30 years old, not one of which, he believes,
is worth five shillings. In i\\Q fine park of the Duke of
Hamilton, at Hamilton, are some splendid Oaks; so old,
perhaps, as not now to be growing profitably. One was
said to measure ^4 feet round at feet from the ground.
It is a magnificent tree, but so overgrown all about \t as
to show to disadvantage. Immense boughs have been
lately broken off by wind, and are lying under it.

Effect of Ivy on Houses.—\^'ith great JeArcnrc to
your opinion, I am compelled to differ from you respecting
th^damp occasioned to buildings and walls by their being
covered with Ivy. "When I entered my former residence,
I found the walls dry, and, as an ornament, I planted
Ivy. About five years afterwards, I found the part of the
house thus covered so extremely damp and wet inside,
that I was induced to cut most of the Ivy down, when
the walls got thoroughly dry. Tlie place, however, looked
so bare, that 1 afterwards allowed the Ivy to grow up
again ; the damp returned .and continued to increase
during the remaining four years of my occupation. The
kind planted was the Giant or Irish.—F. Cha&c, Lauyky
LodyCy Luton,

Horse Chesnuts,—These nuts being very abundant this

(as they are, indeed, every) year, but always appearing to

me to lie on the ground without use, I was induced to try
some experiments iu offering them as food to horses, pigs,

fowls, and cows, I began by pounding them in a mortor,
and, in the fust experiment, I mixed oats with them for

horses : this was refused. 2dly, with meal to the j>igs and
fowls, neither of which would touch them. And, la^^lly, to

milch cows, who immediately paid due attc ntion to them.
I had some idea that the bitterness might affect the butter ;

we, however, found no ill effect from it, but, on the con*
trary, it did not produce the slightest difference in the
taste. We soon found that the cows looked for tbtir
meal every time they were brought in to be milked, and
we then gave them the whole nut, which they devoured
most ravenonsly. I consequently directed the nuts to be
gathered, and proceeded in this manner for about a fort-

night, when it was observed, that, although the animals
had plenty of grass, the milk began to fail ; 1 therefore
discontinued the practice, but no inconvenience has re-

sulted from it, as the cows are now in as full milk as ever,

I cannot conclude without offering a suggestion, which
might be of further use to those who have dairies, viz.,

that when a cow is giving but little niilk (if at this time of
the year), she might be soon made^fit for the ^butcher hy
the above food, which would, no doubt, be equally

serviceable for oxen.—^. jP., Cheam,
IIot-Air Stove,—I find I made a mistal^e [in ]the quan-

tity of fuel consumed iu Mr. Lawes' stove, and in that
belonging to the hot-water. Though the comparative
quantities are the same (the hot-water consuming sev^n

times as much ns the hot-air—one burning in a week wjjat

the other does in 24 hours)— it is the hot-air that cousumea
a bushel of cinders in the day and night, whereas the hot-

water takes seven bushels of coals in the same period.

The mistake arose from my having inquired the consump-
tion of the latter stove in the 24 hours, and the gardener
having supposed I meant the former, and answered ac-
cordingly- Of course, had I given a thought to what a
bushel measure really is, I should not have made a blunder
80 obvious ; but ladies are not expected to think, and this

is the only excuse I can offer. I do not know how long

Dr. Ure's Dictionary has been published. Mr. Lawps'
stove has been in full operation in his own dwelling-hoi;8e

for three or four years. We do not trouble ourselves ia

the least respecting the originality of the stove, being per-

fectly satisfied with its utility ; and as the latter is the

only thing really important to the public, a discussion on
the subject of the former would not be sufficiently edifying

to make it agreeable to your numerous readers.

—

M, D,
Tyssen,—[We quite agree with you,]

To destroy the Red Spider,— Having read with interest

the various remedies mentioned as a cure for tlie Red
Spider, which so often proves fatal to the growth of ^

Melons'during the heat of summer, I am induced to send

you an account of a successful method which 1 have
adopted in banishing them. About the 1st of May, I

observed the Red Spider making its appearance in two or

three different beds ; one of tliese 1 immediately liad

painted inside with a mixture composed of sulphur, soft

soap, tobacco-water, and a little tenacious clay to mal:c it

adhere the better. This coating 1 afterwards repeated

three different times during the season, or whenever tlie

strong sulphureous smell seemed to subside ; and on one

or two occasions when Ked Spider made its Appearance

in the centre of the frame, I had some blue slates painted

over with the mixture and placed under the leaves

affected; taking care to remove them when I watered the

plants. It certainly did not restore the leaves affected,

but it effectually prevented the further progress of the

spider, and on the bed so treated I had a fair crop of fruit

of good size and flavour ; while the other beds, which

were treated in the usual manner, of partial shading

during hot sunshine, watering early in the afternoon, and

occasionally in the forenoon too, to create moist uie, were

absolutely eaten up with this insect. Even one bed of

Melons which I carefully had washed with n strong

soapy lather, was as bad as the one which was only

watered occasionally. I mav here obserse, that the bed

experimented on with the painted mixture was never

shaded, except on one or two occasions atter copious

waterings ; which, while Melons are in a growing state, I

think is essenrtal to their well doing.—5'. N* F.

SooL^With Inspect to its adulteration, I r6#oU««t
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once finding a boy, y^ho bad been sWeepmg tny
f}^l^r^^

sifting the cinders at the ash-hole On asking h.m whafc

le Js about, he replied, he shouhi be tbrnshed if he did

not carry home a certain quantity of aoot.— /
.
U.

F0REIGN~COKKEsrONDENCE.^
Pam,—The autumnal show of fruits and flowers of the

" Soc'*''^d'HorticuIturc de Seine et Oise'' was held in

the grand gallery of tlie Hotel de Ville, Versailles, on the

1st of October. The fruit was the principal object of at-

Pomona has been this autumn extremely layish
traction.

. ^ ,

in her gifts; whether the reproaches or entreaties of her

votaries last season moved her compassion, or jealousy at

the rising fame and honours paid to her younger sister,

Plora, in'^the spring, rankled in her breast, certain jt is,

that for montlis past her attendants have been daily exert*

ing all their influence, and she has once more appeared in

seductive and luxuriant splendour. Apples, Pears, and

Grapes were exhibited in profuse abundance ; and Pine

i\pples, Peaches, Melons, &c., contributed their part to

Tender this exhibition worthy the fete of so celebrated a

goddess. I have at various times seen, both in England

and France, excellent specimens of the Reiuette du Canada

Apple, and Duchesse d'Angoulcme, Benrre, and Cala-

basse Pears, but never before such as were here exhibited;

combining a beautiful colour and form with extraordinary

size. Some of them could not weigh less than one to one

and a half pounds each. The Grapes exhibited the same

gorgeous appearance whinh characterized those at the

Paris show, proving clearly that the celebrated paintings

of this fruit by Vandael, Fontaine, Voitellier, &c.,

are not ideal fictions, but absolute fac-similes of nature.

The varieties most remarkable were the Gros Ribier de

Meroc, Gros Damas, Cornichon Blanc, Grommier, Chas-

stlas noir musqud, Muscat of Alexandria, Violet d'AIex-

andrie, Damas de TH^rault, Chasselas de Bar sur Aube
(finer in appearance than the Chasselas de Fontainebleau),

Chasselas gros Guillaurae, and Chasselas de Fontainebleau.

The Frankendale was also exhibited, but either this is not

the same variety known in England by the name of Black
Hamburg, or the cultivators here do not bring it to the

/wme perfection. Among the Pears, Duchesse d'Angou-
leme, Calebasse, and Catillac, stood pre-eminent for size ;

but Beurr*^ incomparable, Beurrc dorc, St. Germain, Belle

de Bcrri, Passe Colmar, Bonchretien d'Hiver, Beurre
d'Angleterre, Napoleon, Beurre d'Aremberg, Bezi^Chau-
montel, and Bergamotte de Bruxelles, were all that could

be desired ; to whicb 1 may add a basket of Doyenne
d'Hiver, gathered in 18^1, but looking as fresh as if just

plucked from the tree. The varieties of Apples were not
numerous ; Calville blanc, Reinette du Canada, Alexander,
Coeur de Boeuf, Reinette dore, Reinette d'Angleterre,

and Pigeonnet, showed ^liat could be done even in a
district not favourable to this fruit. Among other fruits,

were the Pasteque Melon, a very large dark green late va-

riety ; the Yellow Gourds of Couconrzelle and Valparaiso,

and the Long Green of Earbary. The Plants and Flowers
were as numerous as could be expected, after a season of

nnexampled heat and drought. Dahlias are, or ougtt to

be, from their universal cultivation, tlie leading flower at

an autumnal exhibition ; buf, m this instance, the Society

debarred several from showing, in consequence of its

offering prizes only for stands of 100 varieties ; neverthe-

less, there were seven or eight collections for competition

;

and in the stand of M. Sammesson were fine flowers of

Burnham Hero, Eclipse, Ilighgate Rival, Bridesmaid,
Comte d'Helley, Maria, Reine d'Or, Concjueror of the

World, Lewisham Rival, Bloomsbury, Comte de Cussy,
Pascal Bruno, Royal Standard, Reine des Fees, Fanny
Keynes, In that of M. Deschiens were Ne plus ultra,-

Gem of the South, Regina, Grenadier, Petit Paul, In-

dispensable, Lady Cooper, Beauts Supreme, Primrose,
Ariesr Glory of Plymouth, Comte de Cussy, Coquette
de Nancy, Maid of Bath, Argo, ^5:c. Mr. Salter ex-

hibited Prince of Wales (Dodd), Attila, Twyford Per-
fection, Caroline Wallner, Dame de Beaute', Prince
Albert, Bridal Ring, Beaute de Paris, Lady Cooper,
Lady Ann Murray, Alba purpurea, Superba, Sir F. John-
son, Widnali's Queen, Reine des Fees, Stella,-' Fanny
Keynes, Marquess of Lansdowne, Winterton Rival,' In-
dispensable, &c. From M. Souchet were thirty tipped
varieties, in pots, which, although embodying every kind
of form except the true one, attracted much attention by
their fantastic colours, M, Jesse bad 'some good speci-
men plants of Cassia corymbosa,; A sclepias'fruticosa (al-
most covered with its silky pods of seed), Ac^^icia Ester-
bizia (10 feet high), Eucomis punctata, Ricinus vi'ridis,
Plumbago caerxilea, and Carduus Marianus. From iL
Berlin, a noble plant of Physianthus albus (covered with
thousands of blooms), Clethra mexicana, A'biea columba-
na, Cedrus Deodara, Panlovnia imperialis, and Quercus
Cerris variegnta. From M, Pajard, the skilful super-
intendent of the Botanical Gardens, Cedrus Deodara, Cu-
pressus thyoides, Araucaria brasiliensis, Axalia japdnica^
Juniperus macrocarpa, and Pinus australis, montana, and
halepensis. From Mr. Salter, Achimenes rosea and longi-
flora. Gloxinia rubra, Euthales macrophyila, Gesnera
magnifica, Russelia jiincea ; Imp<4tiens glanduligera, rosea,
and tricoruis ; Ipomoeaficif()lia and Learii ; Fuchsia auran-
tia, albiflora, conspi'cua, arburea, corymbiflora, cordiftSlia,

compacta, excelsa, Fairy, fulgens arb<5rea graadiflora

and longiflora, ilicifiilia, formosa elegans, Meteor, tri-

color, and several very fine hybrid seedlings with large

and long flowers. Some fine Ericas, chiefly E. Linna;ana
superba, mammosa major, ventricosa, and Lambertia, to-

gether with some hybrid Rhododendrons (not in flower)

with very singular foliage, were from M. Duval.

elected Governors; and 41 gentlomen membcra. The Karl of

Hardwicltc addressed a letter to the Council on the subject of

the arrangremejits to be made for the Society's Annual Countr}-

Meeting at Derby in Jaly next; and Mr. C. Stokes expressed his

wiUmcuess to promote the business of the meeting to the utmost

of his power. W. W. Bulpett, Esq.. Mayor of Winchester, ad-

dressed a letter U\ favour of that city as the place of the Society's

Annual Country Meeting of IS t4. It was decided that a lecture

to be given by Dr. Playfair should be delivered at the Society's

House, in TTaTiovcr-square, on the 7th Eec, at 8 o'clock in the

evening. A report from Prof. Henslow was commuuicatedO]\ the

subject of his arrangement of the Society's specimens ofWheatfor

permanent suspension in glass cases at the rooms. Mr. G. Drake

communicated some remarks on the p.omts of distinction in de-

ciding on the peculiarities of breed in animals exhibited in com-

petition for prizes. After calling the attention of the members to

the conflicting opinions which were entertained upon this sub-

ject, he concluded by recommending the Society to establish a

committee competent to erect a standard of character for every

class of cattle and sheep which they intended to encourage ; the

first work of the judges when they entered the yard being to ex-

clude all animals that did not show the breed intended; that a

standard of form should be assigned, and every point necessary

to constitute a perfect animal noticed according to its importance,

so as to have its proper influence on the decision of the judges.

By such fu\ed rules the public would become better acquainted

with the pure breed and proper form both of cattle and sheep,

and be better (inalified to form an accurate opinion as to the ani-

mals they should exhibit. That there was also a necessity of con- _ ^ -- ^ ,. ^ ^r rr u A ^ ^^

fining Prize animals to a system of feeding ; for frequently, after Best TwenUj-foin- : Kosalnid, Mcmnon, TasseUed Yellow, Con-

the natural appetite had been appeased, they were crammed with queror, Bijou, Beauty, Vesta, Mana. Adventure, Grande, Gohath,
**

- - Dnc de Cornegliano. Georgiana, Theresa, Madame Pompadour,
Queen, Early Blush, Triumphant, Wheclcrianum, Coronet, Prin-

cess Marie, Superb clustered Yellow, mirabile, sanguineura, ],

Mr. W. Barnes^ 2, Mr. Ralfe, Best Collectiox of Plants:
Col. Wall. Extras: Collection of Chrysanthcnuc^ns: Mr. Wick-
liam. Ditto, Rev. Dr. Mobcrly. Fruits— Black Grapes : Mr.
Knight. White: J. Fleming, Esq. Out of Doors : H. F. HoU
loway, Esq. Pixe Apple: l, J. Fleming, Esq.; 2, H. V. Hol-
lowav, Esq. Bert Collkction of Apples : 1, R. F. Beadon; 2,

Col.Wall. Best Varieties ofTablb i>itto; Col. Wall. Kitchen;

Col. Wall. Best Collection op Peaiis: 1, H. F. Holloway,
Esq. ; 2, Kev. F. Beadon. Best Six VAftXKTiEs, now in eatijig:

H. F. Holloway, Esq, MEDLAas: Col. Wall. Uko Cursan'TS:
Mr. Stride. Extras : Fears, Rev. F. Beadon. Collcriion of Ap-
pies: The Rev. the Warden. Vkgetablks—Celery : Col. Wall,

Oxioxs: II. F. Holloway. Several Cottagers' Prizes were also:

awarded.

Although the quantity of this o gent in a single expiration may
be too small to be *' quantitatively ascertained by chemical

analysis," it is discoverable by the microscope (as was afterwards

shown by a specimen of breath Jrcnt up from Aylesbury for ex.

amination). Mr. Reade also expressed his intention of showing
on a future occasion, by sid of the microscope, that Liebig's as-

sertion, that "no conclusion can have a belter foundation than
this, that it is the ammonia of the atmosphere which furnishes

nitrogen to plants,'* must unquestionably be met with a nega-
tive. The discussion on this communication was deferred till the

next meeting of the Society. Specimens of microscopic animal-

cules, sent up from the country alive through the post-cffice,

were exhibited by Mr. Ross. They had been enclosed, with the

weeds they were attached to, in a piece of wet linen, covered

over with tinfoil. _^_^

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Hampshire Horticultural Society ^ Nov. 10.—The last exhibition

was held at the Coru-Exchangc, Winchester. The foliowhig prizes

were awarded :—FLowERS—ORCnn>ACKous Plants: i,Oficfdium

ornithorhynchum, Rev. F. Beadon; 2, Epidcndrum cochleatum,

J. Fleming, Esq. Best Stove Plant, 7iot Orchidaceous, Di-

chorizandra thyrsifolia, Rev. G. C. Rashlcigh. Best Collec-
Tio?J OF Ditto: Rev. G.C. Rashleigh. BestGreenuouse Plant:
Cr^wea saligna, Rev. F. Beadon. Best Collectiojj of Ditto:
I, Rev. F. Beadon; 2, Rev. G- C. Rashleigh. Best Twklvk
Chrysaxthemums : Vesta, Coronet, £arly Blubh, Exquisite,

Queen, Minerva, mirabile, Princess Marie, grande, formosum.
Due de Cornegliano, Goliath, 1, Rev. the Warden ; 2, Mr. Ralfe,

FROCEKDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAT. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAKD.

JVow. 9,-.T. Raymond Barker, Esq., in the chair. The Earl
iA J3«auc2iamp, wi4 ^ w« ^eaocliamp Froctor^ Bait.| wsT$ i

stimulating drugs to increase the desire lor food, with which they

were most extravagantly supplied ; by which meaps many defects

were concealed, and the natural size, form, and fattening proper-

ties, unfairly represented.

The Rev. D. Gwiltof Ickingham, SufTolk, communicated the re-

sults of his trial of the Siberian Vetch, which grew luxuriantly,

but was refused as food by horse, colt, cow, and beast.—Sir C.

Morgan. Bart., presented samples of wool from his black breed

of Welsh mountain sheep (superior to the wool of the white), and
from his Hampshire South-down ram; and Mr. O. Gore, M.P., a

ball of agglutinated hair, weighing 13 ounces, taken from the

stomach of a perfectly healthy calf, killed when seven weeks old,

at Porkhigton Park, Shropshire,

LINNEAN SOCIETY,
Nov, 15.—E. Forster, Esq., in the chair. Mr. Parry was elected

a Fellow, and Mr. Woodward and Mr. Salter associates. A col-

lection of fruits and dried specimens of plants from Aurungabad,
in the Deccan, presented by T. S. Ralph, Esq., were exhibited.

Amongst them were the fruit of the Arcca Catechu, and of several

species of Lcguminons plants, a specimen of Arundo Karka, the

fruits of '^Nelambium spcciosum, Anona squamosa, Luifa pen-
tandra, and acutangula, a branch and fruit of Caryota ureus, also

of Psidium pyriferura and Pandanus odoratissimus. Mr. Ward
exhibited living specimens of Buxbaumia aphylla, growing in a
closed glass vessel. A paper was read from Dr. Thos. Forster,

on the varieties of Papaver orientale. He considered there were
foiu: permanent varieties, the P. bracteatum, praccox, ser6tinum,
and another. The P. o. bracteatum was said to yield better

opium than P. somnlfcrum.—A paperwas read from Mons. Haro,
on the Sccale comutum, in which the author had come to the
conclusion that this diseased state of the plant was not at all de-

pendent on the development of fungi in the tissue of the grain,

but on a monstrous condition of the grain. The paper was also

accompanied with a description of a supposed new species of

Asplenium, which had been found near Metz, and which had
been named after the author of the paper.—Mr. Youell exhibited
several plates of the illustrations of a new work on American
Zoology, by Mr. Audubon. They were equal to anything the
author had previously published.—We noticed with regret a long
list, in large letters, of defaulters in their payments to the society,

and we hope this notice will induce some to take steps for the
removal of this exposure.

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.
Nov. 16—Professor Lindley, President, in the chair. A second

paperwas read by Mr. Hassallon the destruction offrnit by fungi.
'J he author stated that he had obtained more conclusive evidence
ci the influence of fungi in producing decay in fruit, from the fact

that this decay can be communicated at will by inoculating sound
fruit with a portion of decayed matter containing the spawn of
the fungi. In an Apple or Pear of a soft consistence, the effects

of this inoculation become manifest in 24 hours, and the disease
progresses so rapidly that in a few days or weeks an entire dis-

organisation of the fruit is effected. If a sound Apple w^ere inocu-
lated with a portion of a decayed Pear, or vice versa, the same
effect would be produced. Sound Apples, whose cuticles have
been ruptured, if kept at a distance from affected fruit, are longer
in becoming contaminated than when placed near it ; this would
lead to the conclusion that the entrance of the sporules of the
fungi is generally, if not always, through the ruptured epidermis.
The author concluded by observing, that the decay of fruit might
be retarded by coating the surface over with some kin d of varnish,
which would protect it from the influence of the atmosphere.
Mr. Hassall next called the attention of the meethig to a pecu-
liar form of the spiral vessel which he had observed in the
Vegetable Marrow. He described it as consisting of secondary
fibres placed longitudinally across and within the spire of the
vessel. It might at first sight, he said, be supposed that the
appearance is produced by plaits in the enclosing membrane of
the spiral vessel ; but he consideredthem proved to be secondary
fibriUse, first by the circumstance that they are distinctly separable
from the membrane, and secondly by the fact that, if such a
spiral vessel is hi'oken up, and the fibre unwoimd, the longitudinal
striae will be observed to have separated into numerous short
pieces, which adhere to each tiun of the spire; and again,
that if an interior view of this kind of vessel is obtained,
the extremity of the striae may be plainly seen interrupting
the circularity. The author conceived that such longitudinal
fibrillae were intended for the purpose of giving strength
to such vessels. In conclusion, he stated that a similar
observation had been made by Mr. E. Quekett, in the Canna
bicolor (an example of which was afterwards exhibited) and
Loa&a contorta, and by Mr. Wilson in Typha latifolia; and also
that this kind of tissue had been represented from Urania speciosa,
by Schuitz, in his Memoir on the Latex.— Dr. Lankester re-
marked, that this singular fact appeared to him to corroborate
the views of those botanists who regard the spiral vessel as an
organ destined for the conveyance of fluid, and not of air ; where-
upon a discussion ensued, in which the President defended the
doctrine of spiral vessels being really air vessels; and Mr. Dal-
rymple pointed out the striking similarity of the spiral vessel to
the trachea or breathing apparatus of insects. A letter was read
from the Rev. J. B. Reade upon various matters. The author,
in the first place, sent for inspection a specimen of Cocoa-nut
cake, covered with a dense mass of minute filamentary fungi to
the depth of some inches. The Cocoa-nut cake is a substance
proposed to the farmer as a substitute for oil- cake, and having
been given to Mr. Reade for analysis, he found that it contained
a considerable quantity of ammonia, *' quosi ^mmon'm, and not
produced by destructive Qistillation.'* The fungi growing on the
cake were also remarkable for the quantity of nitrogen they
contained. The circulation of the aap was diitmcUy to be seenm their filaments. The author next directed the attention of the
society to Liebig'g statement, in his Organic Chemistry, p. U 4,
that •' the mtrogen in the air is applied to no use hi the animal
economy." Mr. Reade expressed his intention of hereafter
showing that it is only a \Qiy limiteit view of the wisdom dis-
played in the composition of the atmosphere, which denies the
agency of its larger constituent, and of endeavouring to prove
that it tends directly to the production of many millions of poonda
per azmom of carbonate ol ammoiuft in the ir^aih c/ ma/u

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Lffi'LTA FT-AVA. YcUow Lrclla. {Stove Epiphyte). Orchid'icepe

EpidendreK. Gynandria Monandria.—A pretty Epiphyte, which
has lately flowered in the collection of Sigisraund Rucker, Esq,

It is from BraziJ, and approaches near to L. cinnabarma, a noble

species, with orange-coloured fiowers. From that plant it is

distinguished by the shortness of the pseudo-bulbs, and of the

sepals and petals ; and also by the bluntness of the middle lobe

of the lip, whose veins ai'e more elevated and diverge consider-

ably at the point, instead of being nearly straight as in L. cinna-

barina. This is one of those plants which ought to be gi'own in

a cool stove, or at least at the cool end of the common Orchi-
daceous-house. A temperature which suits Dendrobiums and
plants of that kind is very injurious to this species, and hence
most persons who grow many of these plants have a cool house
and a warm one. It should be tied to a block of wood, or placed

in a basket, and hunp: from the rafters. Like the rest of the

family, it is propagated by dividing the pseudo-bulbs.—i?of. Meg.
Ron-dklk'tia lonoivi.ora. Long-flowered Rcndeletia. {Stove

Shi-vh). Cinchon^ceae. Pent^mdria Monandria.—This beautiful

plant was imported from Brazil, by Messrs. Yeitch, of Exeter,

and flowered in their nursery in July last. Tlie blossoms arc

borne in clusters, like those of R. odorata ; but the bunches arc

so much larger, that they resemble more nearly those of Luculia

gratlssima, though rather more Icosely disposed. The flowers

have a tube an inch and a half in length, expanding into an open
spreading limb, round the mouth of which the stamens are ar-

ranged, protruding slightly. The colour is a bluish lavender,

very deep, and exceedingly attractive. There is a trifling odour,

when the intlorescence is perfect. Although inclined to make
long bare shoots, this plant in all probability niay be kept dwarf
and compact^by a timely pruning of the young branches. This

point of its culture appears to require most attention, and should

be closely looked after. It may be potted in a mixture of sandy
loam and heath-mould, equal parts, with the addition of a little

leaf-soil. Kept in a moderately warm stove, and not stinted for

pot-room, it will soon attain a flourishing condition. Cuttings

of the young wood will root, with some tardiness, under a
shaded hand-glass in the stove ; the pots containing them had
better be plunged in a tolerably strong hotbed.

—

Pa^toti's JMug,

ofBotany.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr, John Curtis, F.L.S.f ^c.—It gives us great sa-

tisfaction to learn that Sir Robert Peel Las recommended
Her Majesty to grant an annual pension of 100/. to this

eminent naturalist. His great work, ** British Entomo-
logy "—the' most impor]:ant publication that has ever

appeared on European insects, occupied his attention for

nearly 20 years, at a sacrifice which few men would hare

had the courage to make, and for which no public patronage

could remunerate him ; and we are sure that all friends of

science will rejoice at the intelligence now communicated.
But it is not merely for his past labours that tliis honour-

able distinction has been conferred. It is well known that

Mr. Curtis's entire attention has been for along time di-

rected to a practical inquiry into the habits of the insects

injurious to the farmer and the gardener; and it is in

order to enable him to prosecute these very important, but

to himselfunprofitable researches, that Her Majesty'sfavour

has been graciously extended to him- The papers published

from time to time in the Transactions of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, and those under the signatuix of " Ruricola
"

in this journalj have long evinced how highly Mr. Curtis is

qualified for so difficult an undertaking, and how much his

labours may be expected to conduce to the advantage of

those who are interested in the all-important business of

cultivating ih& soil.

To boil Salsify and Scorzonera, — Scrape them
gently, and cut them into pieces of an equal length

;

then throw them into water with n little common vinegar

to prevent their turning black. Boil them, with a little

§alt, in sufficient water to allow them to float freely. Three-

quarters of an houV will generally cook them. They must
be carefully drained, and served up either with melted

butter or -white sauce. They are also excellent when fried

in batter after boiling ; when dressed thus they should be

served with fried Parsley.
Botanical Information*—A continuation, as far a*

ConiftrWyOfTurczanmow's Flora Baikaleiwi-daliuricai b«a

&'

i\
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appeared in the " Bulletin de la Soc!(5te ImperialedesNa-
f

understood
j and as Claremont is a show Hace, we know no

turalistes de Moscow." Sets of dried plants, collected in ^^^^en better adaptedto iUustrate this.— IK. ^. Ayres, Oct, 15.

the north of Chili by Mr. Bridges, have been received (To be cmtinufd,)

for sale by Mr. Cuming; among them are some fine

things. Bongard and ?.Ieyer have published an account
of the plants collected in 1838, about the Saisang-Nor,
and the Irtisch, with IG plates.

Guano.—It is stated in the Liverpool Courier that this

substance has again proved itself to be one of the most
valuable mnnres. It has been used to a considerable
extent both in a dry and liquid state, and in every instance,
when properly applied, has nnswered well for crops of
every kind. It has also been proved to be lasting, for
good crops have been obtained without any manure what-
ever, from land where guano was applied and yielded good
crops last year. It has been applied on Wheat and other
grain crops, and on Grass lands, as a top-dressing, at the
rate of 2 cwt, per statute acre, with excellent effect. For
Turnips, 4 cwt, have been used to the acre, and given good
crops; and from 4 cwt. to 6 cwt. to Potatoes with like

success. In the gardens and nursery-grounds guano has
been applied in a liquid state, and in that manner has
surpassed every manure yet discovered. Its effects on
young fruit and forest trees are wpftderful, also upon hot-'

house and greenhouse plants of every description ; even
the exotic Heaths seem to flourish in a manner bevond

About 4Ibs. to 12precedent when watered with it

gallons of water are enough for hothouse and greenhouse
plants ; the water should stand 24 hours before use, and,
when drawn off, 24 gallons more may be put to the same
guano*

GARDEN MEMOllANDA.
C/arf»io?i^—Tlic principal entrance to this placp is by a pair

of lodges on the south side of the park, through which the
coach-road winds, and displays some beautiful views of the
iioQse, which is situated on an eminence about a quarter of a
mile from the gates. The south or carriage entrance is
from the park, and ou the north is ^ spacjous liangin^ lawn,
who.se beautiful undulating: surface is highly pleasing. On the
west, the ground, at a short distance front the mansion, rises
almost perpendicularly, forming- a niounil of considerable height,
pn tjie top of which an observatory, embosomed in trees, has
been erected. The side of the mound is covered with various
trees ; amongst them, an a,^;cd specimen of Quercus Suber, be-
neath whose umbrageous foliage, we arc hiff>rnied. Her Majesty
and fler Royal Consort, when sojourning at Claremont in tlie
summer season, delight to make their morning meal. The ob-
servatory commands an extensive view over the loyely scenery
of the Surrey hills, with the parks of Hampton Court and Cushy,
and the Thames winding through the valley by Kingston . Leaving
the observatory, we proceed throughanobleavenue of Beech-trees
to the conservatorj^—a lofty oblong square building, with circular
ends and a span roof, divided by gla.-is pai titions into three com-
partments. The centre one contains Orange treps, Magnolia
fuscata in full flower, Acacias, and other hafd^wooded ulants.

dering th^ short time they have been planted, arc doing remark-
ably well. From the conservatory, we arc led to a neat Gothic
srractnre, commenced by. and intended for, a work-room for the
late Princess Charlotte 5 she did not, however, live to see it com-
pleted, but bis present M?^jesty. then Prince X.eopold, had it
finished according to the original desi<>n. From the garden in
front of this room, wc have a pretty bird's-eye view' over the
lake, whose placid waters, surrounded by trees of almost every
description, decked in their autumn livery, had a peculiarly
grand, though, from the circumstance of their being in the " sere
and yellow leaf," a rather melancholy appearance. In truth, to
those desirous oC studying the various combinations of colours,
and of undcrstantling tlie grouping' 0/ trees, so as to produce
the most pleasing combinations of autumn scenery, this is
the place to study it. Here ihe tall Cedar, and still taller Pine,
surrounded by the many-coloured foliage of the Beech, the Elm,
the Oak, and TJird-chcrry ; there the graceful Birch, the "Lady
of the Woods," as it has been poetically designated, with its
pendent branches drooping almost to the ground, with the noble
specimens of Purple Beech, Sycamore, Plane, &c.—form a com-
bination of picturesque grandeur more easily to be imagined
than described. The scenery, indeed, which surrounds this
Jake is grand in the extreme at the present time ; but in
spring, when the Rhododendrons and other flowering shrubs
are in bloom, its effect jpust be enchanting. In the garden
in front of the work-room ^re two large plants of Araucaria
Cuiuiingb:'tmii, which have stood ont for a number of years.
In the winter of 1837-8 they were considerably injured ; but
they have since recovered, and are no\y growing luxuriantly.
Ou leaving the work-room we descend the hill towards the
lake— a spacious piece of water, with an island in the centre, and
bounded on the north side by a hank of evergreens, perhaps the
finest in the country,—and on the south, or rather south east, by
some artificial rockwork, backed by large iorest-trees. This
rock work has for some years been in a neglected state, so much
so, that it was almost lost amid the shrubs and trees that over-
hang it; but Mr. Malleson has commenced reclaiming it, and
when his plans are tiually completed it will be an improvement to
the place. The pleasure-grouuds extend over an area of 60 acres,
the whole of which is in the highest state of keeping. Among
the various things for which this place is celebrated in a garden-
ing point of view, are the undergrowths of common Laurel, with
which nearly the whole of the pleasure-ground is covered.
We are of opinion that it would be advantageous to intro-
duce groups of variegated plants, such as Aucub^, variegated
Holly. Rhododendrons, Alaternus, ^-c, with Yews, Laurustinus,
Arbutus, Portugal Laurels, and other evergreens of diversified
foliage

; neither would deciduous flowering plants be objected to.
Tlic Rhododendron grows freely in the natural soil, and Mr.
Malleson has begun to introduce clumps of this and other Ameri-
can plants in various parts of the grounds. It is also his inten-
tion to intersperse groups of hardy and half-hardy flowering
plants, which wMll be a great improvement; for, with all the
splendid scenery of hill and dale, wood and water, the eye will
find relief and rest in viewing the humble, though not less inter-
esting, productions of nature. All that Claremont requires to
render it everything tliat can be desired as a pleasure-ground, is
rockwork and waterworks, both of which might be introduced at
inconsiderable expense. The kitchen-garden is situated in the
valley, at a short distance to the east of the mansion. It con-
tarns about eight acres of ground, and some years back was
noted as one of the first forcing establishments in the country.
At present, with the exception of the slips, it is laid down in
grass and partly as a flower-garden. This piece, properly laid ciut.w.Mdd frirm oije of the grandest things of the kind in the country,
more especially if the walU were covered with Roses and other
climbers, with a judicious admixtnre of va.c:,, baskets, and other
rustic and architectural embellishments, in the central part We
should like much to see this E^rden thus laid out; for. notwith-
standmg all that has been gaid and written on the subject of the
grouping system of flower-gardeniug, it is by no means wcU

The Suhurhan TTortlcuUurist ; oTyAnAtlempt to teach the
science and practice of the CttUurc and Management of
ihe Kitchen, Fruit, and Forcing Garden, illustrated
by numerous woodcuts. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S.,
&c. Smith.

This work is now^completed, and forms a large octavo
volume of 732 pages. In one respect it differs from most
others of its kind, inasmuch as it contains a greater
variety of information than, from a glance at its title-page,
we were led to expect. We must acknowledge that the
author has exhibited great assiduity, not only in describ-
ing and pourtraying all the minutire of the practical part
of gardening, but also in entering upon the classification,

functions, and geographical distribution of plants. In
many cases, however, Mr. Loudon has devoted too
much room to subjects nnconnected with that for which
the volume was originally intended ; for example, the
classification of insects is irrelevant in a work on horti-
culture.

It is in those parts which treat of the principles'of
cultivation, that Us greatest utility consists. The no-
vice in gardening will there find ample instructions
in the various branches of labour, such as digging,
trenching, mowing, &c., as well as for the propagation
of plants by budding, grafting, inarching, and other
methods. A considerable space is justly occupied with
directions for j>lanting,—an operation too often con-
sidered of minor importaifce, but whicb, as daily experience
proves, cannot be too carefully performed. Those sections
of the work which relate to pruning and training are well
worthy the perusal even of the practical gardener ; were
the rules ^therein inculcated, as well as those relative to
the proper formation of borders, more strictly attended
to, we should not have to Igmcnt the barren and unsigiitly

state of fruit-trees, which Is so frequently observable.
The three first chapters of Part III. are occupied with
hints for the cropping and general management of a
kitchen-garden, with a detail of the conditions necessary
to be observed ii) forcing fruits and vegetables ; of which
a list of the most suitable for tlrt* jmrpose is given. In
the Fourth Chapter is contained a sslect catalogue of the
best varieties of fruit in cultivation, with instructions for
their propagation and general management. The last

chapter is devoted to vegetables, and furnishes a list of
the most useful kinds, arranged in classes, dignified by
the grand names of Spinaceous, AccUriaceous, Medica-
ceous, Toxicaceoiis, Fungaceous, Odorareous, Condimen-
taceous ! Adornaceous !1 &c. ; concluding with a m^onthly
calendar of the various operations required in the fruit

and vegetable departments. The closing sentence is

worthy of being impressed upon the mind of every young
gardener :

— *' The young gardener will have leisure during
the long evenings of November, December, and January,
to improve himself by reading, to which he should add
writing and drawing, including, of course, arithmetic and
mensuration. In these days, when the employers of gar-
deners are readers of gardening hooks, and often po&sess a
considerable knowledge of vegetabje physiology, the young
man who does not occupy every moment of his spare time
in improving himself has no chance whatever of getting a
good situation as head-gardener."

Having said thus much in favour of the work, we must
now advert to a circumstance which we confess surprises

us. In the original prospectus, and on the wrappers of
the early numbers, it was stated that the Floiver-Garden
would be included in the plan ; and, with this expecta-
tion^ it raay be presumed that many people subscribed to

it. But at the Kith number, and not that we can discover
at ar^ earlier period, it was announced that Flower-Gar-
dening would form the subject of andther volume. Now
the terms in which the book was advertised were per-
fectly explicit- After stating in great detail the plan of
the work, in which 41 chapters are specified, thirteen of

which are to treat of flowers or flowering-plants, one of

bees, another of fish-ponds, another of the icehouse, and
soon, there followed this passage:—"The author does
not bind himself to follow the exact order of these

chapters, or even to give all their titles ; but he engages
to include, in the volume for twelve ahiUings^ all that is

indicated or implied in them, and probably a great deal
moreJ*^ Yet the volunaej now that it is completed, costs

sixteen shillings, and contains but half the promised
quantity of good things—a mode of dealing with his

subscribers which we, in their name, must protest against.

m: The Book of the Farm. Part YIII. Blackwood.
We are glad to see again this excellent work, the publi-

cation of which had been suspended for a few months-
The present Number, which commences the Second
Volume, contains valuable information upon the Winter
work of the Farm, such as storing Turnips, Mangel
Wurzel,^&c., and Sheep-feeding in Winter.

The Gooseberry Growers' Register^ for 1842.
By those who take an interest in growing this fruit to
an extraordinary size, this little work will be found useful.
Not only does it contain an account of the different
Gooseberry shows, which during the past year have been
held in Lancashire and Cheshire, and other parts of the
kingdom celebrated for exhibitions of this kind; but, in

addition, a tabular list of the number of prizes which each
kind of Gooseberry has gained, as well as the greatest

weight which they have attained during the past season^

From this statement we find that the heaviest Ooo»eberry

in 1842 was the London, crown by Mr. Tlioiaaa Brad-

cock, of Shatto Heath ; the weight of which was 31 dwts.

13 grains.

CALENDAR OF OVLilA'liOSb^for the ensuing trecJc.

In this month, the operation of "root-pruning" is recpra-
mended by its advocate*; to be prar*' ^ri upon infertile fnirt-trees.
Like most novelties, this proc«a8 is likely, foratime, to be fashion-
able; whether it will continue *;o, as generally performed, may
rca5onably be doubted. The principle upon which root-pruning
rests—diminishing the suppr — i« nnqn 'ionably correct, but
the usual manner of applyinjf it is as Tinecicntific as pruning
Goosebeir>-tree8 with hedge-shears. In all the cases which have
come under our notice, a trench has been dug out within a short
distance of the stem, and the whole of the rot^t*?. good,^ bad, and
indifferent, cot off without distinction ; the eiftcts of this rude
mutilation will have been made disagreeably apparent in many
instances by the past summer. But the same principle might be
carried out in a more efficient ^ray. with wall-trees especially, by
taking up and replanting thorn. The strong downwanl growing
and ill-placed roots could then be removed in prop^^t!on to the
vigour of tlie tree, while those retained could be spread out in a
proper position ; that is, nearly horizontally. By this method
(w^hich also affords greater facilities for trenchina-. raising, or
draining the border), a tree would suffer less, and vet he sudi-
ciently checked to alter its habit j the roots being likewise brought
near to the surface, and properly spread out, would be less liable
to penetrate too deeply into the ground, which always tentN to
promote luxuriant growth and consequent barreuncw. Old and
sterile wali-trccs, which from their size it is impracticable to
transplant, we would root-prune ; not, however, in the way above
reprehended, but by undermining the roots and cutting off the
lower ones only.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Drparfment.

PrvERv.—The heat of thing lining* is liable to be checked by
heavy rains, when tiie linings arc only slight, which must be
guarded against. Pits that are dependant upon dung heat alone,
generally have the linings sunk below the surface and protecteU
by a boarded covering

J but where this is not the case, a large
mass of heating material, which should be partly composed of
leaves, will be necc-^hary during the winter months. Plants
which are growing in pits ot this description will not jieed any
water so long as the weather continues dull and damp, aaid \Qiy
little will be recjuisite now in firc-hcated htiu

ViNKav.—Take advantage of rainy days to do all that is ne-
cessary in the late houses. After pruning the Vines, the loose
bark should be peeled off, and every part of the stems well coated
with a thick mixture of lime, soot, sulphur, and soap-suds. If
the Vine Coccus is troublesome, something more adhesivr, as a
thin solution of glue, might be tried. If the Vines which are in-
teiuled to be first forced root inside the house, the borders should
now be covered with good rotten manure and afterwards well
watered; or, if more convenient, manure water might be used
instead of dung. Admit air liberally, as before.
Pkach-housk.— Continue the treatment previously recom-

mended. In the earliest house, nothing should be left undone
in the way of preparation for forcing. If it is intended to begin
next month.
CucuMDKRS.— Give those growing in pits all the light poRsible,

by taking off the covering soon in the morning when there is no
frost, and keeping the glass clean. Be careful that the red-
spider does not establish itself upon the plants in the Pine- stove,
where tlie drier atmosphere favours their increase.
AsrARAcii's.—Guard particularly against too much heat in the

bed, which would be sure to injure the roots. Upon the first in-
dication of this give a good watering, and let the lights remain
off. If these remedies do not avail, make holes in the sides of the
bed with a pointed stake. Prepare materials for another bed if a
succession is wanted.

Ciif-donr Depfirtmenf.
The early sorts of Potatoes will probably bo putting ont

sprouts, which should never be permitted to grow long, because
they deteriorate the quality of the Potato. Stored Carrots and
Parsneps are apt to heat when tboy have been stacked in a wet
state, or in moist sand; these ought, therefore, to be examined

J
occasionally ; likewise Ueet and other edible roots,
Uka\s Axn Peas.— If any have been sown iu the open ground,

spread some sand over the rows, which, it is said, will effectually
preserve them from the attacks of mice,
Cauliki.owkrs.—As tlie heads form, tie the leaves close ovei'

them, when slight frosts will have no influence j but when frost
is likely to be severe, they, and Broccoli also, should be taken up
and housed in sheds.
Endivk.—Take advantage of a dry day to tie up a batch for

succession. A better method of blanching Kudive is to invert a
common earthem flower-pan over each plant, and at the approach
of frost to cover the whole with leaves or fern.
Jkrusalkm ARTicHOKKa.—Take up enough for winter con-

sumption, and lay them in sand. The small tubers should be
sorted out, and preserved for planting in spring.
OvioNs.—Exambyc the dried ones, and take out for present us«

all that are inclined to grow.
Orchard.—The fruit-room will now require to be often looked

over, Hiid the decayed fruit picked out. This should never be
neglected, for besides the filthy appearance of, and imwhoiesome
smell arising from, rotten fiuit, it generates decay !n all that is
in contact with it. Some of the finest specimens of the latest
sorts might be packed in boxes for spring nse. Some persoiks
pack Apples and Pears in dry sand, but that is apt to affect their
flavou^ we have found dried ftrn one of the best materials for
this purpose. Those who cannot command a better njethod may
winter Strawberry plants for forcing by piling thera up in ridges,
after the fashion of the market-gardeners' out-door Mushroom-
beds. Lay the pots sideways one upon the other, of course with
the plants outwards, filling the spaces between them with coal-
ashes.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department,

Stove.—Any spare time may now be usefully employed in the
Orchidaceous-house. Plants which are suspended on blocks of
wood and in baskets may betaken down and examined ; sphagnum
is an excellent material to grow plants of this kind in, because it

retains moisture upon which these things feed. Many of those
which grow in pots may be repotted, particularly where the Soil
has become heavy and sour, and the whole will be benefited by
being top-dressed.
Gbkkxhovsb Axn CoKSRRVAToaT.--Give air liberally to the

houses that contain Camellias, Heaths, S:c., which merely require
protection from frost -, but keep PelargjSniums a trifle warmer.
Remove dead leaves from the plants, and destroy aphides as soon
as they appear

J hard water, or too great a quantity, will cause the
leaves to spot. If intended for specimens to be exhibited iu the
usual way, one side only of the plants must be presented to the
light

i the training of the branches, which raay be required to
bring them into a proper form, should also be be^un now. Cine-
rarias tljat ^re putting up flawer-steius m^v be brought forward
for an early bloom.
Pits avi> Frasies.—Expose half-hardy plants at every favour-

able opportunity for drying them. Water in th? f'^re part of the

day, and give no more than is absolutely necesj«ry, particularly

to soft-wooded plants, such a« Pelargoninras from the flower

borders, &c. Persian Cyclamens might ?^^ removed t»3 a warm
place, where. they will come into bloom soon. This pretty and
fragrant plant is much neglected.

Outdoor Department.
As soon as the leaves are all dowii, the whole of the pleasure-

ground, &c.,'shouId be thoroo^'y cleaned. If the leaves arc not
wanted for forcing, they should be taken to some back part of the
premises, where they may lie and rot into leaf-mould. Gather
seeds of Rhododendrons aiul Azaiena as they ripen. Wherever

\
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that have
be taken to tbe nursery, and

S^ l^o^:ZT^:^ -"^^^^t m«y be procure..

"ZTl^XfoT^^^ ^or budding with the firmer

varieties,
j^^^^^^j^y ^j^^D FOREST DEPARTMENT.

TCtth<ifrt.—See last Calendar. ^ . ,
*.

-FO.BST AVii CoiTiCBWooD-c.-IVhpn the ground is too wet

for Planting, see to the opening: of all drains and water-courses.

It is^so a good time to make new ones, because it will now be

readily seen where they are most wanted. -J. B. \UtUing, The

State of the Weather near London for the Week endliig Nov. 17,

1 842, as observed at the Horticultural GartUn. Chi^wick.

Nov.
Friday H
SatunUy 12

8nn>l;iy 13

MnnHnj 14

Tueiiday 15

Wednesday 1«

Thursday 17

B^Ri'J'pri'ii

51 a*.
29.MS
£D01t>

29 457
2y.7t>3

ao.fKii

30.451

M 1 n

.

2i).0n9

29.C5t>

19 675
Sd.6U
«9.717

TUKBSinMKTKR.

55
55
6-1

fl!

4ii

45

45

AT*Tajre 1 29.751 l «9.516
*" M.T

M in. IVf pnn.

47 51.0

45 50.0

39 46 5

43 48

44 45.0

»7 41.0

3U S7.5

4J.7 I 45.5

Mind. [lain.

S. .37
w. .40

s.w. ,29

B. .67

E. .&S

K. .02

N.E.

S.07

Nov. 11. Rain throughout the day; cloudy at night.

12. Stormy ami wet in the morning; cloudy and fine ; clear at

night.
. , , •

13. Cloudy; boisterous thronghout, with very heavy rain.

11. Overcast ; very fine ; boisterous, with heavy rain at night.

15. Stormy and wet
i
foggy at night.

^

16. Rain in the morning; hazy with slight rain; clear.

17. Overcast; cloudy and fine.

Mean temperature of the week 24° above the average.

Slate oftheTVeatberalChiswick during tie last 16 years, for

the cnsning Week eiuling Nov. 26, 1942.

i 'iiov.

Sun. fiO

Alun. tfi

Tuei. t%
Wed. «a
Thnri.24

Mat. aa

Ar«r. I
Aver.

Temp Temp.

Mean
T«mp

No. of
Vears in

wfairh it

Kaioed.

Greaieiit
quantity
ot Haln. 2:

Prevailing Windi.

t

H K
>

^

>:»-

Tbe highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the aistjn 18:(2—thermometer 59"; and the lowest on the 22nd,

in 1927—thermometer 20°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
Fnr the Week ending Xor, 18, 1S42.

The market has been abundantly supplied with both fruit and
vegetablesduringtbe past week ; trade, in some respects, is a little

brisker. Fnnt .- The price of Pines has not varied since our last

account; amongst them are some EnviUes and Montserrats,

Grapes arc advanced somewhat in price, and fetch from 2*. to 4^.

per lb. Jersey Chaamontel Pears are less plentiful, at 1*. 6(/. per

dozen ; those of English growth are becoming fit for use, and are

selling at 4.*. per hs^f-sieve ; a few Marie Louise remain, from 6.?.

to 8*. per half-sieve. Crassanes of good quality are abundant,
from 1.?. to 2s. 6d. per dozen ; and numerous samples of the

Bishop's Thumb and Swan*s Egg Pears are selling from 1*. 9d* to

2j. per balf- sieve. A few New Town Pippins are in tbe market,
which fetch 25, per dozen. Golden and Ribstone Pippins are well

supplied ; the former at IO5. 6t/. per bushel, tbe latter from 4i-. to

6s. per bushel. Lemon Pippins and other c^ilinary Apples remain
the same as in- our last Report. Vegetables: Little change has
taken place in the price of vegetables. The quality of Cauliftowers

Is deteriorating, and they are consequently somewhat cheaper;
but the Broccoli si^iplied is very good. Brussels Sprouts have
Improved greatly within the last few weeks; the same may also

be said of Endive. Radish'fcs and Salading of cverj- descriptioii are

plentiful. Mushrooms, many of which are of French growth, are

selling from Is. to U, ^id. per punnet. Flowers.- The plants in

pots consist chiefly of Chrysanthemums and Ericas. The cut
flowers are more varied, and comprise Cypripedium insigne, Ea-
ph<5rbia splcnden?, Bign^nia radicans, Camellias, Auriculas,
Amaryllises, Mignonette, Neapolitan and Russian Violets,

PRICES.ISatuhoay.'Nov. 19, 18-42.—FHUITS ;

Pine Appl**, per lli.a* lo5#
Kfelons, Spaniihi each, St to it
Grapef, HoiKotise, per lb. 2« to 4j

— Spanish, 9J to U— PortUKalj It toU6d
Apples, dei<«iert, per bush., 3j 6J to 7*— Kitchen, 2j to 6*
P^ars, dest«rt,per hf. sieve, 2f to 10«

Median, per ht.*tieve, 2a to 25 Gd
JP<nn«Kranates, per duz., 3s
Quinces, per hf.-sieve, 2* Sd
Berberries, per ht.-&ieve, 5«'to 6*
Oranges, per dnz., Is to 3<~

— per 100, 4j ioS4«

, VEGETABLES.
voys, pec doz, €J to 1« Carrou, per doz. bun., Zt to S$

Lemon«, per dot. 1« to 2j Gd
— per luu,5xtn I&<

Almond"!, perpeek, 6« to7<
Sweet AlmoMlt* per pound, 2i 6d to 34
Cbesnuts, per peck,.af to 7*

AVainuti, per bush., shelled, I2#to 20*
FiIbert«,Eiiglish, per 1(0 Ibp. Gflj to 70*
Ci b Suts, per lOoibs., 80* to 90*

Nutf, perbu»he1

—

— Brazil, 16* to 20*
~ Spanish, 20i
— BarceluDa, 24*

Cabbage, per doz. 9d to I* 6d
— planti, per doz. 1* 6d to U Gd
— Red, forpicklinjr, 2* to fi*

Br«M*lft Spfouu.p er ht.-av. I* 3J to St
Broccoli, p-T buach, 9J to 1* 3(/

Gaoliflnwers, perdoz., U lo 4i
xotatofti, per ton, 40j to ;5»— p«r cwt.2* to 4*™ P<*rbu«hel, li Od to 2* 6c£— Kidney, per bu.,2« to 2« Gd

— Heotch, ptr bod., 1* Qd— New auttimn, per lb., it
Jtfnualeni Artichukes, per half'siere,

Mtolf 6i2

Tarnips, per do«. bun,, USd toS* 6tf

K*d Beet, perdoxen, 9d to 1r
Scorzonera, per bundle, 5i 3d in U 6d
Saiaaty, per bundle, Uid to UM
Horif Radish, perbundie, St to4iM
Si*dish> pel" d»z. h&DiU ^124 to3u«fti:h)

9d to U
.. Turnip, p. duz. bcb., 1* to 1* 6rf

ParsOf pF, per di zen, 9d to T*

Spinach, per vieve, 1* to 1* t.i<i

Lefks, per doz- bun., t* Bd toS*
Onions, per bushel, it to 5*

— Green, p. doz- bun 3* 6d lo4«
— Spanish, per doz. 2« to 6*

Garlic, per lb. firf to 8d
Shallntti, per lb., it

Asparagus, forced, per 100, d*
tetiuce,Cabbafte, p. sc., Dd to I*— Cos, Uto I* 3d
Endire, per score, 9d to i* 6d
Celery, p. bd., (ISto 15)0dto U9d
^mall Saiads, per punnet. Id to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm.bun. 4d to Cd
Paisley, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2t
TarraKon, per doz. bun., 9j to 3*

Saiic per doz. bunche?, \>Gd to 2*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 3*
Chiliea, per 100, u to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle^ It to 1* 3d

Notices to Correspondents.

Wb shall be obliged if our Correspondenta, in their future
communications, will take care that no general question
relating to different subjects is asked in tbe same para-
grapb, and that each question is beaded with the principal

subject. One side only of the paper should be written

en, so that we may sepaiate each question. If these

directions are observed, U will greatly facilitate our

obtaining answers, and will enable ua to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separating those

questions and answers wliich are of interest merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest:.

Will some correspondent obligingly inform us how much has ever

been published of the Transactions of the Agricultural Society

of Ireland, and where a complete ropy may be had i

Parties must pay the carnage of their parcels, or they will be
refused. This notice is particularly necessary, as we have
refused several this week.

KiTBATS OF SO0A.— IF. i(f,—Instead of sowing Nitrate of Soda

in the drills, with your Onion seed, youhad better wait until the

young plants are thinned, and water the ground then with a so-

lution of that substance dissolved at the rate of half an ounce
in a gallon of waiter. If you find that quantity does not produce

any effect, you can increase the dose.t

GuANO.—K. /i.— 1 cwt. or i^cwt. of this' manure will be suffi-

cient for an acre of grassland. The price of the best is 25*. per

cwt.
MAxi;RKS.—J.i4.—Too littlehasyet been ascertamedabont Guano

to enable us to say in what proportions it should be employed.

As fast as we obtain authentic information about it, we keep

publishing it in our columns. It may be mixed with anytiiing

iu the shape of mould; peat will do very well. The object is

to'separate the guano mechanically, because it is too strong a

manure to be'employed otherwise. Ammoniacal water is what
should be used to mix with the scourings of trenches and

refuse vegetables. Gas lime is itself a powerful manure, but

should be employed alone for purposes where lime is useful, t

i??^^;^//wm.—Ko doubt you have disinfected your manure;
but you have done so at the expense of the best part of it. By
adding quicklime you have driven away the ammonia, while

your object should have been to preserve it, by setting it fast,

which gypsum (sulphateof lime; would have done, f J.B.H.
Sea-weed may be quickly decomposed, when collected in a

heap, by pouring over it a sufficient quantity of ammoniacal

liquor to moibten the Whole mass ; this will soon throw the

heap into a state of fermentation, ; 5.—The only rules that

cap be given to farming men as to the quantity of oil of vitriol

required to fix ammonia, are, to mix it, much diluted, say 1 to

4 of water, with the manure, and a few hours after to holdover

the mixture a rag dipped in spirit of salt (muriatic acid) ; then, if

many white fumes are formed round the rag, more oil of vitriol

is wanted; but if the fumes are not abundant, there has already

been enough. The fumes indicate that ammonia is flying

away. If there were no ammonia passing away, there would

be no fumes, t
Lawns.— 3/. TT.—The best Grasses for lawns are Crested Dogs-

tail, Meadow Poa, Sweet Vernal, and Meadow Fescue, mixed
with a little White Clover and Black Medick, These may be

had true of all respectuble seedsmen. The Grass mowing-
machine is useful where there is not much work to do and

good mowers cannot be had, especially in dry summers. But

it cannot be used in wet weather, and is both dearer and less

effectual than a good mower, t
Neglected Field.—R. 5. T. P.—A field that has had no manure

for 20 years must surely be very hungry, and ought to be fed.

If very foul, burning w^ill assist it, and is perhaps the cheapest

thing to do. But neither manuring nor burning will be of

much avail unless the land is thoroughly subsoil-ploughed. The
mud from your pond had better be treated exactly as recom-
mended by Sprengel at p. 524. We attach great importance to

the practical directions given by this Agricultural Chemist for

preparing manures. If the patches of weeds in your lawn can-

not be extirpated by pulling up, or cutting down continually,

there is no remedy but digging up and burning. If the lawn
is reallv very foul, the shortest and cheapest plan is to plough

it up, clean it thoroughly, and lay it down agahi with guod
well-selected grass seed. Much may however be done in the

way oferadicating weeds quietly, by patience and perseverance, t

Sea Coast.—ii.S. K. P.—If your Pelargoniums do not flower

well, it must be the gardener's fault, and not the sea air. The
minute quantity of salt in the sea air, when tranquil, cannot be

injurious to plants; although when large quantities are raised

into the air by storms it might be so. In such weather a con-

servatory should, of course, be kept closed. Perhaps your
house is ill constructed; if rfar/r, tliat wiU account^for your
plants not thriving ; but if light and well warmed, it must be

the want of skill in your gardener if your plants do not succeed

well.- The Sea-kale and Asparagus ought to be excellent there

in tlie open garden, if proper soil is made for them. Suppose
you try how Kew Holland Acacias, Bor6nias, C^rreas, Go6dia
lotif61ia, and Clianthus puniceus would succeed.t

Concealing W'ALLS.—Prff«/f.—Irish Ivy, Aristolijohia sipho, and
the American Creeper (Ampelopsis quinqucf6Ua) are the best

things that you can procure for quickly covering a large white-

washed wall, Tliey will all require to be nailed or fastened to

its surface; but there is little doubt that in time the Ivy will

cling naturally to it, and need no further assistance, t

^

Heating.—i://zo^ — Air passing through warm iron-pipes will

not be thereby vitiated, unless t/ie iron is overheated; and it

would be equally deteriorated if passing through any other

substance at too high a'tcmperature.t An Aviatcur,~'l{ot

water is certainly preferable to smoke-flues for heating houses
iu which plants are grown. You cannot do better than pro-

cure one of the smallest of Rogers's conical boilers with the

necessary apparatus. ;: In answer to A Subscriber from the

frst, Mr. Beaton informs us that the proposed range of Melon-
pits (p. 348) is given up, and that a range of^low houses, 55 feet

long, 1*2 feet wide, and about 8 feet high over the back path, is

substituted in it§ stead. This range is just finished, and is

heated from the same boiler which heats the troughs in the

Orchidaceous-house. This larger range was determined on in

consequence of finding that the capacity of the improved
,Conica] boiler was much greater than that of the old ones, from
the power of which he first calculated the heat required.

He therefore cannot say from experience how this plan of

heating answers for Melons; but judging from its value for

other kinds of plants, he would expect it to be the cheapest
and best mode of growing Melons or Cucumbers ; but
that if the latter are wanted very early in the season, there

must be a provision for bottom-heat. For an ordinary-sized
Melon-pit, 6 or 7 feet wide, a trough 6 inches wide and 9 inches

deep, or two bricks en edge, should be built all round it, the

flow to be along the front of the pit. The bottom of the trough
should be level with the surface of the soil, and two or three

inches apart from the walls of the pit. To provide bottom-
heat, the water should be made to flow in the froiit and back
troughs, and to return in a pipe under the soil in the manner
of Mr. Green's pit. Two or more ranges of pits are heated
from one boiler, by using T pieces ; but the blacksmith cr iron-

founder will explain this better on the spot.

Grapes.— C/eWc^^«.—The Escholata Superba Grape is by some
represented to be very like the Black Muscat of Alexandria, by
others to resemble the Black Morocco. Our knowledge of it is

not such as to enable us to state anything concerning its merits.

The varieties, however, to which it is said to be very similar,

require a great heat to ripen them perfectly. The Frankendale
is the Black Hamburgh. The Black Muscadine scarcely merits
a place ill a vinery,

jt

YiXKi. —liibernia.—The most suitable white Grape for growing
in a greenhouse, where no artificial heat is maintained, except
to exclude frost, is the white Muscadine,i—^1 Manchester
Sttbscriber.^So far from injuring your Vines, you will do them
inestimable good by changing the order in which they are
forced ; allowing those which have been forced first for several
years a longer season to recover themselves. The circum-
stance of your Grapes shrivelling only in that part of the house
where the flue entered from the fire is in accordance with the
opinion, that this disease is caused by the great difference of
temperature in which the roots and branches are placed ; this
difference being neceasarily greater over the entrance of the
fine than in any other jpart of the house. Many different com-
posts are recommended for dressing Vine borders, but few are
better than a mixture of 4 turfy loam, i half-decayed horse-dung,
and 4 leaf-mould. Broken bones, when they can be procarcd,
are also a valuable addition, j

Melons.—^ Young Gardm>er.~.'The most probable reason why
you have always found atich great difficulty in setting and
swelling offyour Melons is, that you have endeavoured to fertilize

tbe female blossoms before the plants have attained sufficient

strength to swell off the fxait» All the earlier blossoms should

be pinched off as soon as ti)ey appear, until the plants have

ncariy covered the surface ot the bed ; by which time they will

be strong enough to set and swell their fruit, provided they are

kept at the requisite temperature, t

OAK.—Qvercus.—We do not think digging requisite if soil is

thoroughly subsoil-ploughed. The bottom soil, although

hungry and poor, will soon be improved by exposure to the air.

If Acorns can be sown as soon as gathered, kept from verrhin,

and the young plants are carefully looked after for tlie first two
or three summers, we should certainly prefer sowhig the

Acorns ; but if this care cannot be afibrded, then young Oaks
1 to 14 feet high are to be preferred. If Acorns are sown, they

should not be more than 3 inches deep; 2 inches is better.

What we call taking care of them, is keeping the ground quite

clean, stopping laterals where they appear, and selecting for

permanent trees those plants only that are vigorous and hiciined

to form a good leader. Many are, in all cases, constitutionally

scrubby.t

Tbees.— ^/A^yo:.—If you do not break up your rocky soil, or

qannot, you must place earth upon it. If you can get it into

loose pieces for the depth of a foot, the frost willno doubt disin-

tegrate the fragments; but even then you will want soil to mix
with them. • Why not plant Ash instead of Sycamore? The
first grows the fastest, and is the handsomest. It is, however,

a badnelghbour. Road-scrapings, with the addition of a little

manure, will make a soil for Ashes, Hollies, Sycamores,

Laurels, Birch or other hardy trees, perhaps lor Limes. No-
thing will grow so fast as the Salix alba, and Canadian Poplar

;

and if you have room, you might plant them, in the first in-

stance, as a screen for better things. Few plants, except Yews
and Hollies, will grow under shade and drips so weU^as the

common Laurel, t

Laburnums.- IT. /.—These trees should not be pruned if it can

be avoided. They will most likely shoot up from the base of

the stem when cut down, but will never assume such an orna-

mental appearance as when left to take their natural form.

You may head them down now. t

Evkrgkeeks.— IT. /.—You cannot remove your^hododendrons,
Laurels, &c., at a better time than the present. The pruning

which they require had better be perforniLd before they arc trans-

planted, t

Plants for a south-west wall.—-TF.—W^c recommend you to

procure tbe following : Glycine sinensis, pale blue; Magnolia

conspicua and grandiflora, both with white flowers ; Bignunia

radicans, scarlet; Clematis azurca grandillora and C. Sieboldi,

the former with large blue, the latter with white flowers; Jas-

minum revolutum, yellow ; Chimonanthusfragrans and grandi-

florus, with sweet-scented flowers, expanding from December
till March; EScall6nia rubra, red; the yellow and white

Banksian Roses ; and Ceauotlms azuieus, blue, if slightly pro-

tected during winter, t

Layehikg.-- Burnham.—Yon cannot propagate any plant by

layers, except w^hen it is growing; if, however, you layer your

Jasmine now, it will strike root next year, provided the branches

are not killed during winter.

t

Coltsfoot.— IF. L.—This is one of the most difiicult plants to

extirpate where it has once taken possession. We know of no

remedy except thorough draining, and constant destruction of

the leaves. The roots should ulso be frequently turned up by

the plough, collected, and burrit.t

IpoMCEAS.—;»/. D. T.—Youwere right in cuttingdown I. Learn;

but it is not right to let it grow so very fast. We apprehend

the cause of its small flowers and large leaves to be the rate at

which it has been growing, and consequently the lateness of its

flowering. You will find some good information upon the

mode of managing this fine plant at pp. l6l and 5S9. W^e are

uncertain what you call a Jalap plant. If it is the Ipomoeabata-

toides that species flowers most abundantly, and will succeed

perfectly on the trellis of a flower-pot. If it is Exogonium
Purga, that plant indeed runs about a good deal, very rarely

flowers, and then late in theyear; it wants a longer and hotter

summer than we have in this country. It has long crimson

blossoms, which are very handsome. It is a plant that requires

a house hotter than a greenhouse, and cooler than a stove.

From the names you give of plants that are thriving in your

conservatory, especially Cattlcya Harrisonife and Gesn^ria Ze-

brina, we should think the house is well suited to Exog6nium

Purga. It certainly seems to be an admirable atmosphere, f

Tree Violet.— il Snbscnbev.^Th'iB plant may be procured at

any of the nurseries in the neighbourhood of London, t

Balsams.—AV^o^.—Webelieve it to be true that old seeds produce

finer Balsams, under equal circumstances, than new seeds;

and the reason is thought to be, that the plants raised from old

seeds are not so vigorous as others. We know of no way of

accelerating the effects, t
Passiplora MiDDLETONiANA.— ^ Cor<fen<v.—TIus plant has

also been sent out as Passiflora fragrans. It should be planted

in theborder of a warm conservator>- or intermediate stove, t

Calceolarias.—^ New Subscriber.—Vic recommend you to pro-

cure the following

:

Herbaceous,
Ellen the Fair,

King (Barnes')
Delicata,
Bride of Abydos,
Pilot.

Sylph,
Adonis,
Isabella,

Lydia,

Madonna,
Criterion (Barnes')

Mabel.

Shrubby and Half
Shrubby,

King (Green's),
Gem,
Pindarus,

Speciosa,
Victoria (Green's)

Miss Antrobus,
Magnum Bonum,
Enchantress,
Aurea grandiflora.

Prince Albert—
(Green's),

Lady of the Lake, *

Sultan,

Pelargoniums.—j4n Admirer of the First C/^/.^a-.—The following

list contains two of the best flowers of each class

White,
Garth's Witch,
Leila.

Delicate Pink,
Matilda,
Evadne.

Fink,
Sylph,
Nymph.

Light Rose,
Grand Mortarch,
Cyrus.

Ttose,

Corona,
Jubilee.

Orange,
Gabies' Rising Sun,
Erecturn.

f

Crin^-^on.

Madeleine,
Hodges' Emperor.

purple.
Conservative,
Gem of the West,

White and Dark,

Queen of the Fairies,

Fair Maid of Devon.*

ARTiiROPomUM PANicuLATUM.—77i6emfflt.—This is a liliaceous

plant, and bears a small white flower of little beauty. *

Irises.- .J Constant Subscriber.—We recommend you to procure

the following 12 tuberous-rooted Irises :— I. amcena, hungnrica,

biflora, florentina, germinica, pallida, lurida, sibirica, versi-

color, piimila, taurica, and fiavescens. X .

Pruning.--BurwArtw.—It is a good plan to head down now suctt

Apples and Pears as you mean to graft next year, t

Apple and Pear Stocks.—-Simp/f^o?;—The most hardy stocks

we raised from the seeds of the Crab and Wild Pear. You will

"find sufficient directions as to the time and manner of sowing

them at p. 475. You must have five or six years' patience be-

fore they will be fit for grafting. If you sow the seeds of gooa

cultivated Apples, with the view of planting them *>^* *^

bearing, you must expect a lapse of 15 or 20 years before they

produce a good Apple. You can, however, ascertain m a lew

years what kind of fruit a seedling produces, by grafting it as

BOOD as possible on the branches of a bearing tree. Quinces are

propagated by layering; and Medlars maybe grafted outtie

White Thorn, or on the Pear-stock.

|

Pears.—C/fric«5.—Ganseirs Bergamot sometimes bears as a

standard in warm seasons and in good situations ; but i^®"^J^^
So is very precarious. As a standard you had better plant tbe

Suffolk Thorn Pear, instead of its parent, the Gansell's Berga-

mot ; inasmuch as you will obtain the flavour of the latter,

with anabundautproducc.il A Subscriber ah iwi7iV>, who is

desirous of planting against a wall with a southern aspect,

two or three Pear-trees, tbe fruit of which will come into use

between February and May, had better procure Beurr^
^^"r'n p

Kaster Beurre, aud Nc plc» Meuris*!-—TT. £/(tc?rW^.— i*^®

3t

'^
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Dunmore Pear ripens in October, and comes into use between
Williams's Bonchreticn and the Marie Louise, t—

—

A New Sub-
scriber,—The following varieties of Pears \vi!l most probably
succeed as standards in the climate of Edinburgh :—Summer
Franc real, Dunmoie, Flemish Beauty, Fondante d'Automue

Eeurre Ranee. la the following selection of early Pears for a
wall, quantity of produce has been kept principally in view, as
requested; but it is presumed the varieties will, notwithstand-
ing, be found of good quality :—Summer Franc-r^al, Dumtjore
Summer St. Germain, Flemish Beauty, Beurre (le Capiaumont'
Altliorpe Crassane. U

'
'

Wall Trek's.— TT.— In addition to the varieties of fruits you
propose for your wall with a north-west aspect, you may ^dd
the Washington Plum ; it will do well for kitchen use. Hacon's
Incompamble Pear is very proper for the eastern aspect j but
mstcad of Gansell's Eergamot, you had better substitute the
Jargonelle or the Marie Louise; these will succeed on Quince
stocks. The Crown Pear is not known to us ; but any variety
that takes badly when in immediate contact with the Quince
wiJl succeed much better if worked on an intermediate stock
with which the Quince agrees. There is perhaps no whiter
kitchen Apple more generally approved of than Dumclow's
Seedling. You will find a good selection of Gooseberries in our
two preceding Numbers,

jj

Knight's Eakly Kidxkv Potato.—If 5. //. finds any difficulty
in procuring Mr. Knight's Early Kidney, I shall be happy to
send him half a score, or a score of them, raised from seed,
which I received from Mr, K. when on a visit at Downton
Castle some years since. I can send them carriage free to
Epsom.

—

Edu\ Bevnn, Llmiftrrif,
Potatoes.—K. Ji.—The Ash-leaved Kidney Potatoes which you
intend for seed should be looked over occasionally, and all the
sprouts should be removed.!

CAi'SiCL'MS.—J(i;/ie*.—These are easily dried by being hung in
strings in an airy, shady place, well venUlatedj it is better
than drying them in the sun. When to be reduced to powder,
put them hito a small handmill, or bray them in a mortar, t

Asparagus.—^5/ui/a.— In the formation of Asparagus beds,
where water is met with at the depth of 3 or 4 feet, a layer
of rough materials at the bottom for drainage would be
advantageous. When neither river nor sea sand can be pro-
cured, pit-sand may be substituted in their stead. Where
there is not a chance of the stems attaiuingto an extraordinary
size. 15 or 18 inches will be a suHicient distance between the
rows. It is better to sow the seeds in drills 2 inches deep
where the plants are to remain, than to have to transplant them
afterwards. Ih about three years from the time of sowing,
the beds will be fit to cut; but before the voung shoots make
their appearance, a layer of leaves C or 8 'inches thick should
be spread over the bed. In the autumn, these leaves should
be removed, and a dressing of night-soil or other manure
forked lightly in. A layer of fresh leaves should be agahi
applied in spring, and similar treatment should be continued
every season. On no account use tan instead of leaves j if
you are afraid of the latter blowing about the garden, cover
them with alight coating of mould. There is but o?a^ kind of
Asparagus. J J. i?. i/.—We are of opinion that sea-sand,
unmixed with manure, would be of some little benefit as a
dressing for an old Asparagus bed. t

Jerusalem Artichokes.— Sr»2;?/e?on.—These roots are best dug
up fresh as they are requiied; but a portion may be dug up
now for a supply, in the event of a severe frost.

II

WiRKwoRM.—J-^ i?.—The refuse Ume of gas-works is stated to
be efficacious in banishing these pests from the garden. Pre-
viously to the crops being planted, a thin covering of the lime
should be spread over the gfound, and should be well mixed
up with the soil in digging, t Jl, H^.—We have great doubts
whether chloride of lime, although considerably diluted, would
not be injurious to Picotces, and commit as much havoc
amongst them as the Wircworna. AVe recommend you to
spread some ot the refuse lime from the gas-works over the
surface of the bed, the cffiuvia of which will probably drive
them away, t

RoskAphu>ks.—A Subscriber,'-\sQ know of no method to pre-
vent the re-appcarance of these insects in the spring. We can-
not say where the eggs are deposited, possibly upon the buds j

but they are too minute to be visible to the nakedeye, and, itis
believed, are too well protected to suffer even from the severest
frosts. The best mode, therefore, is to wash the plants well in
the early spring with tobacco or lime-water, which will be
some security until the winged females make their appearance.
All liquids should be applied early in the morning, otherwise
frosts at night and the heat of the sun by day may injure the
expauding buds. R.

"WoonLicK.—J. J. says, "lu removing the shreds from the Peach-
trees trained against the back wall of my Vinery, I find millions
ofwoo<nice snugly nestled up in the holes 'and crevices, evi-
dently in the confident expectation of passing an agreeable
Christmas, and of punishing the fruit next year ten times w^orse
than they did this. Pray say how 1 can best disappoint these
hopes, and what course I had best take, and when." [The best
plan which he can pursue will be to unfasten the trees entirely
from the wall, to burn the shreds, and to fill up all the crevices
in the brickwork with a grout of Koma]i cement, f]

RED-SpnjKii.

—

Ilibenna.~U\ a greenhouse, where there is no
artificial heat, and in which sulphur cannot be conveniently
used, you might try the effect of sprinkling the floor with tur-
pentine, the powerfid odour of which is said to be obnoxious to
this insect. At this season the red spider does little injury iu
such a house as you describe; but in April and May it will
appear in myriads, unless kept down by constant syringing
and a moist atmosphere. Tobacco-water will be of no use. t

CuTTixo Dowx.— G. 7f.—When a plant is cut down, the whole
force of the sap in the roots is directed towards a very small
number of buds, perhaps to only one, and that pushes with
great vigour. If the plant had not been cut down, the same
(juantity of sap, with the same force a tergo, would have been
appjicd to a great number of buds, and each would have, in
conscfUicncc, pushed with proportionate feebleness.

t

Fi.oM'ER Pots.— Z.—The dimensions of the different sizes are
given at p. 577 of this year's Chronicle. The sizes may vary in
aiifcrcnt localities, but it is to a trifling extent, and it would
create great confusion to alter the standard by .which they are
now known. %

Phbasants.—J: B. R.—Thc curious bodies which you took out
of the craw of a pheasant, and which looked like seeds, but
which you afterwards found on the under side of Oak-leaves, so
round and coucasc on the under side, and convex on the
outer, are called Oak-spanglcs. and are the gall of an insect, as
you will learn from our contributor " Ruricola '* before long, t

%K£.DS.—Facile.—There is nothing in your communication about
seeds. Of course, if a quantity of seed is sown, or dropped on
ground, and buried at different depths, the seeds will corae up
at different times. This happens every dav, and we .wonder
that so old a gardener as you are should be surprised atit.t

MiLDKw IN' Pkas.—£///o^_-W'e have ourselves no doubt what-
ever that this disease is produced by dryness, which is favour-
able to the growth of a parasitical fungus, rallcdErvsiphe com-
munis. If Peas are kept growing in a damp soil, they are not
mildewed, t

^^ I.

^AMi.vr. Plants.— r;;.(Wf,s has sent us what we at firsttook for a
wisp of bad hay, but afterwards found consisted of common
plants tobe named. As we have repeatedly mentioned iu former
answers, we are ready to funnsh the nanies of horticultural
plants in moderation, and when there is any reasonable reason
for sending thcm» but they must be in good condition and pro-
perly selected. We, however, really cannot give up our time

.
to attaching; the names to heaps of wretched specimens of the

commonest descnption, which any one, with a UtUe industry,may name for himself. Our object must be confined to theremoval of real, not imaginary difficulties.f •
Etvjiologt.—B/^noiiia. — We can find no explanation of themeaning of the word Martagon. Matthiolus, the commentator
on Dioscondes, says that the alchemists called the plant by
that name; and in another place he says, "Sernntur lilia dis-
sectis bulbis Martio mense j" whence, perhaps, it mav be con-
eluded that the word is compounded of Marte ago. something
acted upon in the month of March. If you do not approve of
this guess, perhaps you will favour us with the result of yourown inquiry t

Pron-uxciation.— BJffwonta. — The proper pronunciation is
rariicans, not radtcans.t

MiscKLLi^vEOT-s.-OawftnVn^'jmust excuse our saying that he is
rather unreasonable. He sends up a quantity of h-uit to be
named, many of them ** imperfect and uncertain specimens,"
as he admits

; we return him the names of all that we are
acquainted with; and because he receives no information re-
specting those of which we know nothing, he says our reply is
made "without care, skill, or attention"-hard words, of
which we do not acknowledge the justice. Why, every county
in England contains a quantity of seedling Apples and Pears, of
no value except to the owner, and having no recognised names -

we are no ai:dipi to guess what imperfect and uncertain
specimens may be j and •* Cambriensis," instead of quarrelling
with us for not knowing anything about these things, should
apologise for sending such unexaminabie materials, or blame
those who have stocked his garden badly. He says, moreover,
that what names he has received are only in part correct; for
instance, No. 3, marked ** probably Duchesse d'Angouleme,"is
not that variety

: now we happen to have preserved the iden-
tical deformed specimen sent us, and we affirm that it is not
dislhiguishable from the specimens of that Pear produced by
second blossoms. We stated that No. 4 was the Doyennes and
wc repeat tliat it is so. No. 2 is also the Autumn Bergamot, so
far as the specimens sent will enable any one to judge: the
time of ripening of many Pears is very uncertain, and is affected
by circumstances unobsers'ed in the early time of the year. The
Apples 4 and 5, stated by us to be the Dutch Mignonne, and
denied, are exactly like specimens of that fruit now before us,
the appearance of which is subject to grea^ diflerences in differ-
ent trees. We have entered into this long defence, because wc
regard the naming fruits an important part of our duty j and
because nothuig can be more unfair, where infinite pains are
taken with so very difficult a task, than that correspondents

coUina; \*l, Juniperus Sabina varicgata ; 13, Rhamnus ala-
temas.t Tyro.—The number for 5th Nov , 1842, ia out of
print.

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
iu the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3<f

.

each copy; it may be ordered of all Bookseller^. Gentlemeu
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered ih anij part of London by remitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5*. for every 25 copies.

Aft udual, many lotterB have arrived too late for answen thi& weak.

NEWS OF THE WEEK. .

The anticii^ated announceraent of the withdrawn! of
France from the Right of Search Treaty has appeared this

week, and the protocol of the convention, which had been
so long left ODen for the ratification of France, has he'en

closed by the other Powers. In anaouncing this fact, the

Papers state that M. Guizot has assigned as his reason for

refusing to ratify the treaty, that the wishes expressed hj
the Chamber of Deputies ia their vote of February last

were so clear and precipe, that the Cabinet could not
appear again before the Chambers"without conforming to

their will. This intelligence will be received with great

regret by all who can aj^preciate tlic disinterested sacri-

fices which England has made
slavery ; and the daily Papers of

disappointment that M. Guizot
unable to maintain a treaty organised by his own co-oper-
ation. On the other hund, tlie French Opposition Papers
announce their satisfaction at the result, and ileclare that

for the suppression of

all classes express their

has considered himself

should turn rounsi and charge us with " want of care/skill, aJid
attention."' t Bohcvt Hcut.—Your plant is a curious variety
of Woodriia ilvensis. The cut 137 is duplicato-dentatc; I38 is
coarsely serrate J there is no cut of dupUcato-serrate. t
W, L. A'.—Your StaUce is S. tatdrica.t Thaddtus,—y<li\k
every wish to obligee you, we really cannot agrain undertake the
labour of naming large numbers of bad specimens; if we were
to have many such applications, we should be overwhelmed hy
an enormous amount of the most wearisome occupation. Every
grardcner ought to be acquainted with the greater part of the
followinsr species:—!, Carpinus Betuhis incisaj 2, Smilax bona
nox; 3, Daphne coUinai 4, Hydrangea arborescens; 5, Smilax
hastatai 6, Juiitperus commuiiis; 7, Cytisus nigricans; 8,
Genista ovata; 9, Genista tincttjria; \Q, Genista tinct6ria
hirsnta; 11, CJtisus triflorus; 12. Genista anxintica; 13,
Cytisus hirsutus; 14, Genista sibirica; 15, Jnniperus oblonga

j

2d 15, Spartiummultiflorum incaxnatum; 16, Acer ruhrum coc
cineum.if A. 6'.—Your ITcath appears to be a variety be-
tween E. echiiflorn, and another sometimes called in gardens
E. ahietinft. § S. S. S.—Instructions for the management of
water-meadows would take up too much room, and are of too
complicated a nature to be given m a short answer. You had
better consult some work which treats upon the subject in
question. In **Johnson*s Farmers* Dictionary," under the
head ** Irrigation." you will find the required information, t
Fiddis.—Youx Rhubarb seeds because it flowers : when the
fiower-stcm is a foot high, cut it offand you will have no seed.
We beg pardon for not havinganswcred your question sooner.t

JuwM*.—We have already given directions for preserving
Tomatoes, at p. 69T and 7 '3. You will also find the mode of
curing Tomato Figs at p. 9j of this year's C7ironicle.f }l . y.—We know of no means of preventing the growth of green
upon substances in water, witliout poisoning the water. The
colour is produced by some raijiute aquatic plant. f R.S. F.P.— Pray do us the favour of eliciting from Dr. B. the informa-
tion you speak of. We do not know him well enough to ask
him. J. H. J.—We have repeatedly stated that it is imma-
terial whether salt is given to Asparagus beds now or in the
early spring. If your story about Tea leaves is really true, we
must request you to give ns your name to authenticate it.f

G. B.^.—Chemical analysis ia much too difficult for any one to
think of undertaking who is not a very skilful chemist. We
recommend you to read the articles on Rural Chemistry pub-
lished in our'columns last year; or the separate publication of
them, which will be on sale very soon.t C. E.—The charge
for a short Advertisement, respecting gardeners out of place,
is 3«. JP/rtw^.—Remit us a Post-office order for three, six, or
twelve months, at the rate of 6(/. a copy, and we will hand it to
a newsman, who will supply you at that price.- BuiuUam,—
The Blenheim Pippin and the Blenheim Orange Apple are
synonymous. J. ^/oorf.—Your Epiphvllum truncatum does
not appear to diff"er materially from others in cultivation.*
G.P. TT.—The Rhubarb you speak of is most likely "Myatfs
Victoria," which maybe procured at any respectable nursery. %^—A Gardi'fier. —There has never been any satisfactory rea-
son given for fruit-trees (lowering twice during the same
season. We do not know such a plant as Hiljiscus multifidus.*

Chiints.—'We are not acquainted with any Statice under
the name of S. grandiflora. &. DickensOnii bears red flowers, j—— Fm^or.—We are not acquainted with your plant; if you
can send us the flower of it, we may probably be able to tell

you what it is.j Bi^mnia.—^o doubt the plant you refer to
is Imp'xtiens glandullgera. t C. TT. — The specimen was
much shrivelled when it arrived; It appears to be Maxilh'iria
racemosa-t A. K. S.—YourPears arc— 1, Vicarof Winkfield;
2, Beurre Ranee; 3, St. Germain; 4, Colmar; 5, Doyenne
Blanc; 6, Glout Morceauj 7. 14, Beurre d'Aremberg; 8, Glout
Morceau; p, Bcurr^ Dlel ; 10, Beurre Bosc; 12, and probably
13, Passe Colmar; 16, Henri Quatre. The Apples are— ), 3,
Syke House Russet; 5, sometimes called Orange Pippin; 6, Nor-
folk Beaufin ; 7, Cockle Pippin ; 8, Hughes*s Golden Pippin ; 9,
Round Winter Nonesuch ; 12, Probably a small Rcinettc du
Canada: 14, appears to be Minshul Crab; 15, Feam's Pippin;
16, Flat Nonpareil; 1", CJurt-penduPlat; IS, Dutch Mignonne.

|

~—Robert rulmer.—Your Pears are— 1, Marie Louise; 2, -a6,

Brown Heurre; 3. Winter Nelis; 4. St. Germain; 5, 8, Colmar;
6. Crassaite; 7, 19, 31, 37, Glout Morcean ; 9, a sort falsely
called D^lices d'Hardenpont; 11, 14, Beurre Diel; ) 2, Flemish
Beauty; 13, 29, 35, Duchesse d'Angonieme; 15. Poire d'Aus-
trassic; 1 7, Louise Bonne (of Jersey) j 18, Eastipr Beurr^; 20,
Belle et Bonnes 21, 30, Beorr^ Ranee; 22, Passe Colmar ; 23,
GanseU's Bcrgamot; 24, Seckel; 15, Beurre de Capiaumont

;

27, Kaster Eergamot; 28, Glout Morceau ; 32. Buchanan's*
Spring Beuirfe ; 33, Chaumontel 5 34, Bishop's Thumb; 36,
Achan ; 40j Ne plus Meuris.,, A Comtant Reader,~Yonr
Apples are-l, Golden Rcinelte; 2, Boston Russet; 6, Manks
Codlin; 8, 14, Yorkshire Greening

; p, 16, 17, appear to be the
same, unknown; 10. King of the Pippins; u, so, Court of
Wick; 12, Wormsley Pippin; 13, Court-pendu Plat; 15, Ross
Nonpareil. The Pear is the Bezi de Caissoy. W. W.—We
entirely differ from you on behalf of ** R. E." and will tell you
why as soon as we can find a spare corner, t W, ^*.—Your
Apple is not the Grange, raised by Mr. Knight, but Grange's
Pearmain. y-— »'. S, X—The PearisthcCalebaase; the Apple
is the Dutcli Mignonne. il //-£.—Voux plafits sure, n,Daphne

1

the concession will be incomplete without the abrogatloh
of all the existing treaties with this country on the
subject of slavery.—From Spain we have fresh rumours
of a change of Ministry ; the Cortes were to assemble on
the I4th ; and a Parliamentary coalition had been foroaeJ,

which was expected tobe sufficiently strong to orerthrow
the Administration. Notwithstanding these indications of
an approacliing struggle, the Regent was confident in bis

strength, and bad refused to modify the Cabinet or dis-

1 solve the Cortes.—In Portugal afiairs have assumed a

more serious aspect ; party feeling has seldom run so

high, and the coalesced Oi>position is expected to defeat

the Government in the new elections. The neighbourhood
of Litbon and several places on the western coast have been
visited with destructive storms, which appear .to have

spread over a great part of Spain, and to have extended to

the island of Madeira.—From Belgium we learn that the

treaty with Holland has been signei by the plenipo-

tentiaries of the two nations ; it settles the disputed ques-

tions respecting the exchange of territory, and will be
submitted forthwith to the Chambers of both countries.

Our German news mentions the continued illness of the

King of Hanover, and announces that the committee of

the Prussian States held their last meeting on the 10th,

Their vote on the Railroad question, which they affirmed

by a large majority, has given great satisfaction; and there

IB no doubt that a general systeoi of railways, to counect
all the provinces of the kingdom, will be immediately
commenced.—From the Levant the Servian insurrection

and tlic affairs of the Lebanon are the chief topics of

interest. The cause of Prince Michael, the deposed

Sovereign of Servia, is said to have been embraced by
Russia ; and a fresh insurrection of the Maronites and
Druses against the Turkish troops has been attended

with such important results, that the admiral at Malta has

sent a portion of the fleet to the coast of Syria, to watch

the course ^of events.—From the Cape of Good Hope we
have accounts of two melancholy shipwrecks, the one
of the Abercromby Robinson with five hundred troops on
board, bound to Algoa Bay ; the other, of the Waterloo,

with upwards of three hundred convicts bound to

Yan Diemen*s Land. The former vessel fortunately

held together for some time after she struck, so that

every person on board was saved ; hut the Waterloo

went so soon to pieces, that nearly 150 convicts, the

soldiers of the guard, and several women and children,

amounting altogether to 189 souls, were drowned. These
disasters are unhappily not the only ones of the same kind

recorded in our Paper this week. The Reliance, East-
Indiaman, of 1500 tons, was wrecked near Boulogne in

the storm of Saturday night, and, out of a crew of 122
persons, only 7 were saved. Her arrival had been expected

for many days; and the extent of the loss may be imagined
from the fact that she had*no less than 27,000 chests of
tea on hoard, and was insured for nearly 200,000/. These
calamitous events have depressed the feelings of parties

connected with the shipping interest, and have spread a

general gloom among the merchants concerned in the

East India trade-

Court.—Her Majes'ty and Prince Albot, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess' Royal, still remain at Walmer
Castle, and are quite well. During the week, her Majesty

and the Prince have taken airings on the beach, but have

been prevented, by the nnfarourabk weather, from visiting

several places on the coast. Some doubt has been ex-

pressed in regard to the Queen's visit to Brighton, but it

is now announced that the Court will leave Walmer for

that town on the 22d,—Tlie Archduke Frederick of Austria
has visited during the week the United Service and Reform
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Clubs, the British Museum, the Dockyard and Arsenal at

Woolwich, and other public establishments. His Imperial

Highness, on Wednesday, dined with the Duke of W eU

lington, at Apsley House, and with the French Arabassa-

dor on the following d^y.—A privy council was held on

Saturday, at which the Roll of Sheriffs for the ensuing

year was ajrreed on.
j .i . , tl^ • .

Public Pensions.— It ^^ announced that her Majesty,

out of the grant for distinguished services, has been

plefised to award to General Robertson, residing at Canaan

Bank, Edinburgh, a further pension of 210/., in addition

to the former airowance of 100/. per annum, malving the

whole of the General's pension for distinguished services

400/. per annum.
Parliamentary Movements.—In consequence of the

death of Mr. John Jones, a vac^incy has occurred in the

representation of Carnaarthensliire.

the former representative, Sir James

forward on the Liberal interest; and

It is expected that

Williams, will come
no opposition is at

It has been decided that no new
present mentioned.

Legal Appointments,-

judge is to be appointed to the Court of Review in the

place of Sir John Cross, but that the business of that

court shall Ja future be heard before Vice-Chancellor

Knight Bruce, who was sworn in as a judge in bankruptcy

ou Thursday. The office will be held in conjunction with

that of Vice-Chancellor. The patent confers all the ho-

Bours and emoluments of the oilice, with the exception of

the salary ; and recites the resignation of the Hon.'T.

Erskine as one of the judges of the court. It is also an-

nouncetl Jn the Ministerial Tapers that the office of Com-
missioner of the Insolvent Court, vacant by tlie death of

Mr. Commissioner Dowen, is not to be filled up.—The
East India Directors have appointed Mr. Loftus Wigram
Stantling Counsel of the Comj)any in the room of the late

Mr. Serjeant Spankie.—Mr. Alfred Dowlinghas been pro-

moted to the dignity of Serjeant-at-Law.

Church PreferwrJit. — Archdeacon Robinson, Lord
Almaacr's Professor of Arabic in the University of Cam-
bridge, formerly domestic chaplain to Bishop Heber, and

archdeacon of Madras, has been elected morning preacher

of the Foundling Hospital,

neither modify the Rodil Cabinet nor dissolve the Cortes
;

but It was believed that the Parliamentary Coalition w^culd

have the msijority, and thus overturn the Administration.

The Government Gazette of the 5th contains some severe

comments on the declaration published by the twelve

journals in regard to the liberty of the press. It declares that

the Government has no hostile intentions against the press,

s and defeat

iFovftp.

France—TheParis Conservative Paper, ihePrcsse^ an-

nounces, on what it states to be good authority, that the

Powers have at last resolved on closing the protocol of

the convention of the 20th of December, 1811, for the

suppression of the slave-trade, which had been left open
to receive the ratification of France. It is also said that

M, Guizot, in jieWing to the demand of the Chambers for

the withdrawal of France from the treaty, has assigned as

his reason for refusing to ratify it, that " the wiRhes ex-

pressed by the Chamber of Deputies in the vote of the

24th of February were so precise and formal, and so clearly

expressed, that the French Cabinet wmdd not dare to

appear again before the Chamber without having con-

formed to the wish expressed in the amendment carried

on that occasion." All the Opposition journals are loud

in their expressions of satisfaction at this announcement
of the closing of the London protocol, and the consequent
fxclu&ion of France. Equal unanimity is to be observed

in the demand for the abrogation of the treaties of lH3i

and lSrJ3, without -v^hich they declare that the present

concession is incom}flete.—A meeting of about GO of the

manufacturers and merchants of Paris took place on Wed-
nesday, and agreed upon a petition ngainst the customs^
union with Belgium, which is to be presented to the

President of Commerce. The wine-growers of Colmar,
the municipal council of Bordeaux, and the booksellers of

Paris, have petitioned in its favour.—The Papers give

long accounts of the trials of different clerks and others

attached to the office of the Paris Prefecture, which betray

^ disgraceful system of corruption, as regularly established

as that disclosed a short time since on the trial of M.
Gisquet, ex-Prefect of Police, which revealed facts of the

WBmh nature, such as permission for omnibus lines which
had been bought for thousands. It is said that these dis-

closures have made it Impossible for Count de Rambateau,
the Prefect of the Seine, to retain his post.—The offi-

cial Monlieur of Sunday publishes a Royal ordonnance,
dated St. Cloud, the 12th Inst., and countersigned by
Marshal Soult, allowing the opening of a subscription la
the French army, for the purpose of erecting a bronze
statue, executed by Marochetti, to the Duke of Orleans in
Algiers.—The King and Royal Family will not leave St.
Cloud before the Gth December for the Tuileries ; and the
mourning of four month?, which expired on Sunday last,

for the Duke of Orleans, is ordered to be continued till

the 5th of that month.— It is stated that the friends of
M. Thiers calculate upon hia re-entry upon office early
next year, if not before the opening of the session of the
Chambers.—The Journal de Ilovfletir of Saturday has
the following postscript:—•' As we were going to press,
wc learned that the Telemaque is completely raised from
ber bed ; she is decked with flags, and the guns are being
fired in honour of the event."

and it relies on public opinion to defend the laws

the machinations of a consj>iracy, having for its object the

renewal of the civil war and the establishment of anarchy.

A rumour was current that the Due d'Aumale intended

to visit*Madrid, nnd that a commercial treaty with England

was likely to be brought forward.—The southern coast of

Spain was visited on the 29th ult. by a destructive hurri-

cane. At Seville three houses were levelled with the

ground, vessels driven from their moorings, trees felled,

and the public promenades entirely devastated. Several

edifices, and the cathedral in particular, sustained con-

siderable damage. The coast in the neighbourhood of

Cadiz was covered ^ith wrecks.

Portugal."—We have Lisbon news to the 7tli inst.

Party politics were discussed with unusual bitterness, and

the approaching elections were to be strongly contested.

An anonyrhous libel had appeared, charging 1\I. Dietz, a

German high in the King's confidence, with advising the

Queen to abdicate and desert her children, he having been

previously employed, according to this document, in

forming a purse abroad, for the support of the royal family

in case of need. It was reported that M. Dietz would be

sent into Germany for a year or two in consequence of

this excitement. The ensuing elections were looked to

with interest ; it was anticipated that the coalesced Op-
position would succeed in carrying the day in Lisbon.

The election of a delegate in the place of the deceased ex-

minister, Viera de Castro, was going in their favour. In

consequence of the proceedings of the Papal Nuncio, a

royal circular had been published, calling on all the bishops

to refuse the royal placet to all dispensations not directed

to the lawful authorities ; and the clergy not to accept any

dispensations but such as have the- royal placet, on pain

of legal prosecution. ^A great flood had visited the low

country about Cintra, where a cloud had burst, which

washed away walls and bridges, and had done great

damage at Colares, Cintra, Rio de Moura, Cascais, Oireas,

Chelleiros, and other parts; but no lives were reported to

have been lost. Immense masses of earth were moved in

various farms and rjuinias^ sweeping away and over-

whelming great qunntitieg of vines and larger trees. On
the following day the sea appeared covered with the wrecks

and ruins created by the flood, and strewn with rafters of

houses, pieces of cars and carts, mill-wheels, and agricul-

tural implement?, from the coast to the verge of the

horizon.—Accounts from the Azores mention that thei'e

are strong grounds for believing that pirates are hovering

about the Atlantic islands. In illustration of the state to

which the island of Madeira has been reduced, the pa-

pers mention the fact that whole weeks frequently elapse

durinff which the Custom-house receipts do not amount to

Private letters from20 milreis (leas than 5/. sterling).

Madeira give melancholy accounts of a disastrous storm

which has desolated the island. The Dart packet, and

of his relapses causes great anxiety. The Crown Prince

enjoys excellent health, and appears in public at almost

every opera or concert. It is remarkable that nothing

transpires respecting the time when his Royal Highness's

marriage is to take place, although he has set out to pay

a visit to his bride.

Accounts from Berlin state that

their last

the

several other vessels, were wrecked at Funchal, and the

floods from the mountains swept away numerous houses,

and occasioned a great loss of life. The child of Mr.

Veitch, son of the late Consul, was carried, by the force

of the current, out of the nurse's arms, and drowned ;

and the calamities produced by the swollen currents

only be appreciated by those who have witnessed a Madeira

flood at this season of the year.—A letter from Lisbon

observes, that the good people of London will be some-

what amused at the mode in which the recent election of

their Lord Mayor is announced at Lisbon in the Govern-

ment journal :
—'* Is nominated Corregedor of Londres

for the coming ye^ir, Joao Ilemsphery, maker of candles."

The editor adds in a note, that " Corregedor" is the equi-

valent for '* Mare!''
Belgium.—The papers announce that the treaty be-

tween Holland and Belgium was signed on the 5th inst.

by the plenipotentiaries of the two nations. This treaty,

which contains an exchange of territory, will be submitted

to the approbation of the Dutch States General and the

Belgian Chambers. A commerrJal treaty with Spain has

been concluded, by which the duty on Belgian linens is

reduced, and Spanish wines admitted into Belgium on the

same terms as those of France. The Minister has announced

in the Senate that he does not despair of bringing the pro-

posed commercial union with France to "a successful issue.

The escapeof General Vandersmissen continues to occupy

attention. It appears that some persons were waiting for

him at a short distance from the prison. They threw a

cloak on his shoulder and proceeded to a spot where

horses were ready, which the fugitives instantly mounted

;

and taking the road from Schaerl^eck to Eva and Wester-

loo, at half-past eleven on the following day they were in

a place of safety, exhausted with fatigue ; they had not

stopped a moment by the way. The riders were obliged

to be lifted from their horses, and the poor beasts imme-
diately fell to the ground. We have subsequent informa-
tion, stating that the General and his wife and child arrived

safely at Maestricht on the 12th inst.

that the escape was entirely planned

Germany.
Committee of the States held their last meetnig on
the 10th inst., and that the negotiations with Hanover
have now proceeded so far, as to leave little doubt
that the latter will in a short time join the Customs
Union. The Papers mention the probability of a se-

paration between Prince Albert of Prussia and his con-

sort, a sister of the king of Holland. They also an-

nounce that the German Customs Union intend to re-

sort to 4-eprisals against the trade of the United States.

This measure, it appears* is strongly urged by Saxony, in

consequence of a considerable number of its products

being excluded from the American market by the high

duties imposed upon them in the new tariff.—The betroth-

ment of the Hereditary Grand Duke of Mecklenburg
Strelitz with the Princess Augusta of Cambridge was

officially announced to the court of Neustrelitz on the

27th ult. On the same day, the Grand Duke received

addresses of congratulation on the subject. The Carlsruhe

Gazette of the 10th instant announces officially the

betrothment of the Princess Maria of Baden, daughter of

the Grand Duchess Dowager Stephania, to the Marquess
of Douglas, son of the Duke of Hamilton, with the assent

of the Grand Duke.—The German Diet have come to a

resolution to purchase the house and the several collec-

tions of Goethe at Weimar, and to preserve the whole as

a German national monument,—The Frat^kfort Papers

state that, at a meeting lately held by the shareholders of

the society for the construction of a canal to join the

Danube to the Maine, a report of a satisfactory nature

was presented relative to the state of the wqj-ks. All the

masonry, embankments, and sluices are finished, and

the works undertaken for the improvement of the Altmuhl

are so advanced as to allow a vessel tolerably laden to pass

from Kelheim to Dietfurt. There only remains, therefore,

the operation of sending water into the canal, which cannot

be undertaken until spring. It is stated in the same paper

that there have beeri recently discovered, it) the vicinity

of Nikolstadt, in Silesia, stones so mixed with veins of

gold, that one alone yields the value of seven ducats.

Letters from Presburg inform us that thg commission

appointed by the Comitat of Oldenberg, to report upon

the question whether it would be advantageous to Hun-
gary to join the German Customs Union, had delived an

opinion that the measure would be detrimental to the in-

terests of the couutry* The commission fiirther recom-

mends that, at the next sitting of the Diet, the States

should petition the Emperor to suppress the line of cus-

tom-houses between Hungary and Austria.—We' regret

to find, by letters from Vienna, that Prince Metternich

is seriously ill.—The Senate of Hamburg is said to have

it in contemplation, at one of the earliest meetings of the

citizens, to propose a law to empower Jews to acquire

freehold property in every part of the dominions of the

city.—The Duke of Saxe Coburg Gotha has named Liszt

and Rubini members of the Puciil Saxon Ernestine Order.

Russia.—The Paris Constitniionnel publishes a pri-

vate letter from St. Petersburg, mentioning that a num-
ber of officers belonging to the first corps of the army

quartered at INIoscow, and to the division of Orenburg,

had been arrested, in consequence of tlie discovery of a

conspiracy to overturn the existing Government, and

emancip4te the serfs. This conspiracy, which was got

up by some young officers, is described as having exten-

sive ramifications among the soldiers and the people.

The recent incendiary fires which occurred in several

towns and villages of the empire, were believed to be one

of the means resorted to by the conspirators to indispose

the inhabitants against the Government- The same let-

ter states, that 120,000 men, with 3G0 pieces of artillery,

were concentrated along the line of the Pruth and L o

Danube, and that the fleet in the Black Sea had been

ordered to complete its armament.—The 4llgemein€

Zeiiung contains a letter from the Polish frontier, stating

that the Russian Government have at present a plan

under consideration, to compel every Roman Catholic

proprietor of land \ix Podolia, whose tenants belong to

the Greek church, to sell or exchange his property.

TuuKKV AND Syria.—The arrival of the Levant mail

the programme of the Parliamentary Coalition for the

session of the Cortes, which were to meet on the 14th.

The Deputies who have signed the document specify 13

articles for which they will resolutely contend ; they

include in this number religious toleration, public economy,

freedom of the press, and the definition of ministerial

xesponsibiHty ; and the whole manifesto is considered to

be intended to overthrow the Cabinet. Rumours of a

change of Ministry were current in various quarters. It

is statedj howerer, in official circles, that the Regent will

The papers say

by his wife, the
daughter of thelateAdmiraIGrai.es; aud that England
ought to be proud of having given birth to such aheroine.
The other son, who has been arrested since the flight of

his father, is not permitted to see anybody in prison. The
Prince de Ligne is appointed Ambassador at Paris.

Hanover.—A letter from Hanover of the 7th instant

states that the King had returned on that day from
the hunting palace of Rothenkerchen, where he expe-

rienced another attack of illness^ and that the frequency

brings news to the 27 th ult., announcing that the Austrian

Consul had departed from that city for Vienna, and that

the Russian Colonel de Lieven had been ordered to Servia,

to inquire into the circumstances that had led to the

overthrow of Prince Michael. It is also stated, in op-

position to the accounts last received from Constantinople,

that the Emperor of Russia disapproved that revolution,

and had resolved, in conjunction with Austria, to vindicate

the rights of the Milosch family to the sovereignty of

Servia. The former Hospodar ofWallachia, Alexander

Ghika, had sought refuge in Servia, The party opposed

to him was not, it seems, disarmed by his deposition, for

they had commenced legal proceedings against him, with

the view of depriving him of the property which he owned

in the country.^—Accounts received at Malta, from B^T"

rout, state that the Maronites and the Druses, who were

armed by the British during the Syrian w^r, have been

joined by another powerful sect, the Mutuali, and entered

into a solemn league and compact to extirpate the Otto-

mans- In their first contest, the Albanians in the Turkish

service lost 100 men, and had 400 wounded. A Maronite

convent had been attacked, and the whole of Mount
Lebanon is under arms. In consequence of this i^-

teUigence, the Howe, bearing the flag of Sir F. Masofli

has beea ordered to prepare for sett^ with the view, it is
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the-line, Inconstant frigate, and Snake brig-of-war, are
also under sailing orders for the coast of Syria.— Favour-
able news had been received from M. Tcssier, appointed
to direct the French expedition sent to Magnesia, in Asia
Miner, in order to raise the remains of the temple of
Diana Leucophrys. It appears that many more objects
had been discovered than was originally expected, amon'^st
which are numerous statues and bas-reliefs in the finest
style of art.

Egypt.—Private letters from Cairo give further ac-
counts of the murrain among the cattle noticed in our last.

It appears to have caused a general panic throughout
Egypt. The Pacha had already lost 90,000 oxen, besides
other animals, and had been obliged to make use of the
horses employed in the service of his artillery for agricul-
tural purposes, as the destruction of the cattle had ren-
dered their number insufficient to get in the seed for the
ensuing year. The animals are described as dropping
dead suddenly, as if shot with a musket ball. The per-
sons employed in the transit of Indian passengers from
Alexandria to Suez had also experienced considerable loss.

100 of their horses bad perished in a single month, and
the mortality %vas increasing. The unexpected and un-
seasonable rising of the Nile had carried desolation
throughout the country. The floods had carried away
the corn stores at Boulac, which had been but lately filled.

Persons wishing to pass from Old Cairo to the new town
were obliged to make use of boats ; and the houses of Cairo
were flooded by the waters of the canal of Halie, a cir-

cumstance unparalleled in the annals of Egypt.
Cape of Good IIope—By the arrival of her Majesty's

ship Hyacinth from the Cape, we have advices from the
colony^ to the 19th September, The prominent intelli-

gence is an account of the wreck of the Abercromby Ro-
binson and the Waterloo, in Table Bay, on the 28tb of
Angust, the former with upwards of 500 troops on board,
bound for Algoa Bay, and the latter with upwards of 300
convicts, bound for Van Diemen's Land. The Aber-
cromby Tlobinson was fortunately driven ashore on a sandy
part of the beach, which enabled the vessel to hold suffi-

ciently long together to save every person on board ; but
the Waterloo, on being driven from her anchors by the
gale, ran ashore upon the rocks, and the ship went so soon
to pieces th?it a dreadful catastrophe followed. Although
numbers of persons were assembled en the beach, it is to
be regretted that 15 soldiers of the convict guard (her Ma-
jesty's 99th Reg.). 14 seamen, 4 women, 13 children, and
143 convicts, in all 189 persons, met a watery grave. Some
strong reflections are made in the Cape Papers against
employing such old vessels as the Waterloo in the con-
veyance of convicts, it being assumed, that if she had been
a stronger ship she would have held out sufficiently long
for all the people to be saved. There seems at the same
time to have been a great deficiency of boats calculated to
live in such a tremendous sea as is bfongbt into Table Bay by
aN.W.gale. So great a loss of life has not happened in the
Bay since the vrreck of H.M.S. Sceptre, in 1799, when
300 persons perished. The following is an extract from a
private letter, written by an eye-witness of the calamity :
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supposed, of proceeding to Vourla. The/Jndus ship-of- livered before receiving sentence, he called himself an

injured and persecuted man; said that be was a victim to
brokers, bankers, &c. ; and aflirm.ed that lie would never
come cut of prison alive. He said that he was to be
offered up a sacrifice on the altar of avarice ; that he cared
not whether he was sentenced for an hour or a thousand
years, &c. The '* Colonel'' was well known in England,
where he contrived, it will be remembered, to swindle
Earl Spencer. Sir John Caldwell, late Treasurer-General
of Lower Canada, had died suddenly at the Tremont
Hotel, Boston, of angina pectoris. The Caledonia arrived
at Halifax on the 30th, and the Great Western was spoken
by the Britannia on the 4th off Halifax, all well.

Canada.—The Canada Papers received by ihe Bri-
tannia are to the 27th inst. They mention the death of
Lieutenant-Col. Cameron, of the 79lh Highlanders. The
recent changes in the Government continued to be the
prominent topics of discussion in the Papers. Mr. Morin
had been appointed a Commissioner of Crown Lands ; and
the rumoured intention of Sir C. Bagot to appoint Mr. E.
G. Wakefield toa-high o(hce had excited the indignation
of the British or Opposhion party.
Mexico and Texas.—Papers to the 8th ult, bad been

received from Galveston, Texas. A Texan force of 3")0

men, under the command of Colonel Caldwell, had an
engagement with the Mexican troops under General "Wall.

Tlie Texans were the'victors, killing 100 an4 wounding
2D0 Mexicans. The accounts from Vera Cruz were to the
30th Sept, An embargo had been laid on all vessels in
that port till the ir>th Oct. The object of this measure
was to prevent news being carried out respecting the expe-
dition there in progress. It was said that Santa Anna
would direct the expedition in person, and that Yucatan
or Texas was its destination. The Montezuma, the iron
war-steamer built in the Thames for the Mexican Govern-
ment, was daily expected at Vera Cruz.

CITY.
Money Market^ Frida?/,—Consols closed at !}4^ to J ;

Bank Stock, 1G8 to 170 ; India Stock, 2G0 to 2(>2 j lliree

per Cents. Reduced, 93] to f ; Three and a Half per
Cents, Reduced, 100| to f ; Ts'ew Three and a Half per
Cents., 10]| to ^; Long Annuities, 12J ; India Bonds,
51s. to 53s. prem, ; and Exchequer Bills, 555. to 57s. prem.

an

" About ten o'clock the Waterloo gave a sudden lurch,
d parted from all her nncho*rs, and came broadside in

amongst the breakers. The scene which now took place I
shall remember to the day ofmy death. After two or three
heavy rolls her three masts went on the side with a dread-
ful crash. The hatches were now opened, and the convicts
rushed on deck. The sea was making*a clean breach over
her. Immediately on the convicts arriving on deck about 50
jumped overboard; about fifteen or twenty gained the
shore ; the remainder were drowned. The cries of the poor
wretches on deck wxre heart-breaking. Each sea, as it

made a breach over the unfortunate vessel, carried a dozen
or so into the water, who^ of course, were drowned.
Thousands of people were on the beach, but could not
render the least assistance. It was a dreadful sight.
There, within a stoue-throw^j lay 200 or 300 of our fellow-
creatures being drowned before our eyes." The wreck
was sold a few days afterwards for 630/. A subscription list

had been opened for the survivors, and promised in a slight
degree to_ relieve their temporary wants. Dr. Helsall, of
the convict ship, was apiong the number saved. The
^veather on the coast had been most severe for the ship-
ping. At Algoa Bay the Sabina, a Spanish vessel, with a
cargo valued at 120,000/., of which 90,000/. was insured,
was lost, and 21 of the crew and passengers drowned.
This ship, which was bound from Manilla to Cad'z, in
trying to make for Algoa Bay, struck on Cape Recief.
These disasters had thrown into the shade the aifair of
the insurgent Boers at Port Natal. No news of interest
respecting the proceedings on the frontier had been re-
ceived. Lieut.- Col. Cloete had gone on a visit to the
chiefs in CafTreland respecting the robbery of some cattle;
but doubts were expressed whether his object would be
successful, as the Caffrcs, though not expected to offer
any hostile resistance, were considered likely to evade the
demand for the restitution of the plunder.
United States,—The Royal mail steamer Britannia,

which sailed from Boston on the afternoon of the 1st, and
from Hahfax on the 3d inst., arrived at Liverpool on
Wednesday last. She had to contend with unfavourable
winds during the whole passage, which, nevertheless, she
accomplished m less than 15 days. She brought between
20 and 30 passengers. The Papers received by the Bri-
tannia come down to the 1st inst., but their contents are
not important. The citizens of the United States were
engaged m electioneering; a large portion of the Papers
are consequently occupied with reports of electioneering
speeches. Colonel Edwards, who had been convicted of
forgery and swindling, had been sentenced by Judge Kent
to 10 years' imprisonment. In a speech which heide-

ilfl£(ropo(is nnK its FumitiK
The Polish Ball.—The anuual ball, in aid of the funds

for the relief of the Polish refugees, took place aj the
Guildhall on Wednesday night. It was numerously at-

tended, there being upwards of a thousand persons present.

The illuminations and other decorations used at tlie Lord
Mayor's dinner bad been left for the occasion. The ball

was preceded by a concert, at which Mrs. Alfred Shaw
assisted. The dancing commenced soon after eight o'clock,

and, with the interval of the concert, which seemed to be
the great attraction of the evening, continued with spirit

till a late houc-

Mctrojioliian Improvements.—The elegant structure

recently erected by Mr. Moxhay, on the site in Thread-
needle-street formerly occupied by the French Protestant

Church, is now nearly completed, and will shortly be
opened, under the title of "The London Hall of Com-
merce/' for the accommodation of merchants and traders

from all quarters of the globe. By the erection of this

building Threadneedle-street has gained ten feet in w^idth ;

and when this is carried out through the whole length of

the street, and the improvements in tlie vicinity of the

new Royal Exchange are effected, that portion of the city

may fairly challenge a contrast even with some of the best

localities of the West-End.—The statufe of the Duke of

Wellington intended for the City is finished, but the com-
mittee have not yet decided on the site it is to occupy.

The subscription for it is somewhat under 15,000/. Air.

C, Wyatt has made great progress with the West-End
statu^ of the Duke, 23,000/. for which have already been

subscribed.

The CaouicJiovc Company.—An investigation has been

going on for some days at the Mansion-house, in which

this company, established for the manufacture of India-

rubber goods, was principally concerned. In the first

place, a large number of respectable hosiers in the city

appeared to complain of the conduct of certain partieSt

representing themselves to be the London Caoutchouc
Company, and professing to sell articles made of India-

rubber, the interest in three-fourths of which company is

said to be vested in Mr. W. Leaf, of the Old-change, ia
having filed 55 bills in Chancery against the retail hosiers

in the metropolis, for an alleged infringement of their

patent. The articles alleged to be ]>irated, were those

into which strips of India-rubber were introduced, sur-

rounded by thread, and so covered over that it was im-

possible for any one to discover whether they were or

were not similar to the articles manufactured by the

company. The first intimation given to the parties, was
in the service of about 60" writs, requiring them to ap-

pear and answer a bill in Chancery, filed by Mr. Wight,
in the name of the ^* London Caoutchouc Company."
When the parties applied to Mr. Wight for informa-

tion, they were told they had infringed the company's
rights, but that he was willing* to compromise the

matter, find in many instances they were induced,

through intimidation and ignorance of the proceedings
with which they were menaced, to pay suma of money
varying from 15/. to 70/., and amounting together to about
1000/. Mr- Wight asked much larger suras than he
eventually consented to take ; in one instance he «sked

45/. of a respectable tradesman, declaring that less would

not pay him, but he was at last satisfied with 15/- It was

conte'nded on behalf of the applicants that the great op-

pressioa in these proceediDgs on the part of the company

was in selecting the retail dealers, instead of boldly at-

tacking the manufacturers of the articles complained of,

who, if any were really liable, must be the parties to
answer, and who could afford to ppend 1,000/. in contest-
ing the right. Oa the part of the company, the solicitor
who served the writs'appeared and said that due notice of
the infringement of the patent bad been given in the
papers, but it appeared that the advertisement had been
iieadcd "The New Tariff/' and was not likely to attract
the attention of the parties to whom it was professedly ad-
dressed. On Friday the inquiry was again resumed, when
Mr. Leaf, the principal proprietor, above referred to, ap-
peared by counsel to explain his share in the concern, lie
stated that he was ignorant of the proceedings till after
they had been commenced, and then be declared them dis-
graceful. He disavowed the acts of the solicitor, snd
said, that as long as he belonged to the company such pro-
ceedings should not again be resorted to against the re-
tailers. If ke had known of the intentions to commence
proceedings he would have prevented them, and when he
did hear of them he had interfered to diminish the ex-
penses. The solicitor admitted that he had no written
instructions on the subject, and the counsel who had con-
ducted the cases in Chancery admitted that the fee of
7 guineas had been paid to him in each case. The inijuiry
was then closed, with an assurance on the part of Mr.
Leaf that no further proceedings will be taken against tlic

retail traders.

Brilish Musevm.-~T\ic executor of the lite Marquess
Wellesley last week sent to the British Museum upwards
of three waggon-loads of SISS. and books, in compliance
with tlie will of the Marquess. It is hoped that these
valuable documents will soon be made available to the
public.

Temple Church.—It has been determined (htt this
church shall be reopened for divine service to-morrow
morning. A rehearsal of the music took place on Monday
before the principal members of both inns of court, and.
under the direction of the organists of Westminster Abbey
and St, Paurs. The general effect was considered satis^

factory, and in the '* round church,'' to which the public
will be admitted now that the old organ-screen is entirely

removed, the minutest sound was distinctly heard, it is

generally believed that a daily service will be performed in

the church when the repairs are finally completed.
Exeter Hall.—On Slonday evening the pupils com-

posing the first workmen's music class at Exeter Mall
presented Mr. Ilullah with a music-stand, as a testimony
of their gratitude for his instructions. The addiess on
the occasion, after expatiating on the merits of Mr.
Hullah as & teacher, dwelt on the advantages to be de-

rived from a knowledge of the science of music as a cheap
and intellectual amusement for the humbler classes, u an
amuseu^ent tending to the increase of the domestic comforts
and to the improvement cf their morals- Mr. Hullah, in

acknowledging the gift, mentioned the great importance
of congregational singing, as adding to the solemnity of

religious worship, and announced his intention of forming
a class of the wives and children of working men. At the

conclusion of the jiroceedings, Lord Wharncliffe, under
whose patronage as Lord President of the Council the

classes have been formed, came forward and said, that he
could not allow the proceedings to terminate withmit
expressing his gratification at all he had witnessed, and h.i&

entire concurrence in the sentiments and address which
had been put forth on presenting Mr. ilullah with that

elegant testimonial of their respect and esteem. It had
never been his lot to meet with a teacher who possessed

in such an eminent degree as Mr. Ilullah the art of fixing

the attention of his pi^pils* He congratulated them on
the progress they had made in the delightful science of

music. It was delightful to -see the working man thus

adding to his stock of innocent and intellectual amuse-
ments ; and be was proud to think that he had contributed

to promote their instruction in that most delightful and
beautiful science.

Chartist Meetings On Thursday evening a meeting

took place at the Crown and Anchor, ostensibly to " con-

sider the proceedings connected with the recent disturb-

ances in the northern and midland counties, and to adopt

such measures relative thereto as may be deemed neces-

sary ;'' but the real object, as disclosed in the course of the

meeting, was to raise a subscription for the defence of

such Chartists as may now be in durance, and to form a

permanent fund for a similar purpose hereafter. Mr. T.

Duncombe, M.P., was in the chair. A long series of '

resolutions was passed, deprecating the punishment of

persons engaged in the late outbreak on political grounds,

establishing a general defence and support fund, and con-

demning the conduct of Lord Abinger in delivering

from the bench charges of a political nature. These resolu-

tions were to form part of a petition to the House of

Commons, praying the House to address her Majesty that

Lord Abinger may be visited ** with such a mark of her

Royal displeasure as may induce other judges hereafter to

preserve the purity of the judicial functions unsullied by
political rancour or party spirit."

Middlesex Sessions.—On Monday the court assen^bled

to hear appeals. The ^rst case was that of the Grand

Junction Water-works Company 8g»inst th^ Poor Rate

of St. Mary Abbots, Kensington. .
The objections to the

rnte were stated at considerable length, hut in tfec course

of the proceedings the court having exprened an opinion

that machinery and fixtures were rateahk, it was agreed

not to alter or interfere with the present nxte, iip<m the

understanding, that, when a new rate was made, the

machinery and fixtures of the parish generally shonld be

rated. A judgment to that efect was pronounced

recorded by the court—THic next case was that of t'

West Middlesex W^er-woik» Corajpaay agmst tbie swafi
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pari*.!.. It appeared that the property of the company ^as

formerly assessed separately under different heads. The

rate was then 262/. When the last rate was made the

parish officers added the whole property together, and

augmented the rate to 1,500/. Against this the company

appealed, and the result was that the rate was reduced to

the sum of 762A—The Jast case was that of the General

Cemetery Company against the parish. On the part of

the company it was represented that they \vere rated at a

much greater sum than that to which they were legally

liable— their income from all sources being only 2,825/.,

trhereas they were assessed at 3,700^. An abstract of the

company's accounts was produced in verification of this

rtatement. The respondents contended that their profits

must be greater than represented, as a much larger sum

vas annually paid in dividends to the shareholders. This

led to an investigation of the company's accounts by the

court; and to various arguments from counsel on both

sides, interesting only to the parties concerned. The

court said that the true principle of rating this kind of

property was that it was to be treated as land having

peculiar privileges by Act of Parliament, by which it

became more beneficial to the owners than it otherwise

•would be ; and that the true criterion of rating was, what

it would let for to a tenant with all its advantages, and

the court thought that no tenant would take the cemetery

with all its risk, trouble of superintendence, Sec, unless

he could make a clear profit of 1,000/. a year ; and, there-

fore, the rate must be fixed at 1,800/., the profits being

2,800^ It was subsequently agreed that the sum of 300/.

annually charged as directors' fees should be included, on

the ground that it was an expense which would not be

required in the hands of a tenant.

MtiropolUan Prisons.—The prisons for debt have,

within the last few days, presented a different appearance

to what they have exhibited for some time. The Fleet

and Marshalsea have been closed ; the former was shut

on Saturday, and the latter on Thursday last, the prisoners

being then removed to the Queen's Bench Prison, under

an Act passed during the last session, authorisingLord Den-

man to issue bis warrant for their passage from one gaol

to another. The number at present in the Queen's Prison

l8 about 280 persons. In Whitecross-street Prison there

are about 3G0, and 120 in Horsemouger-lane Gaol. The
total number of prisoners for debt in London may now be

stated at about 760. Some years ago there were as many
in one prison-

Marylelone,—We have before alluded to the proceed-

ings of the Marylebone Vestry in reference to a mouu-
mental column to the memory of the Scotch Reformers of

1793. A meeting of the Yestry took place on Saturday
to receive the second report of the committee in regard to

the grant of a space of gromid upon which the monument
may be erected. The report recommended Regent's Circus,

Oxford-street, as tlie most convenient site, and a motion

for its adoption was brought forward. An amendment
was moved,—"That the board, having been elected by the

rate-payers of Marylebone for the purpose of protecting

their parochial iaterestg, any interference on its part

towards the proposed erection of a monumental column
to perjictuate^the memory of the alleged Scottish Re-
formers and political martyrs of 1793 would be highly in-

expedient/' A long debate ensued, which terminated in

a division, giving 11 votes for the motion, and 11 for the

amendment. It was tlien moved,—" That the Scots and
English Monumental Committee, assisted by Messrs.

Rennie, Hume, and Donaldson, do select the three most
appropriate designs, and submit them to the Testry for

their choice of the most suitable for erection/' Another
long debate ensued on the propriety of this motion, which
was considered by some members to make the Vestry

parties to the act ; but after some angry discussion it was
carried without a division.

Si, Pancras.—On Wednesday a special meeting of the

vestry was held for the purpose of receiving the official re-

port of the special poor-law commissioners noticed in our

last, and also a further report of the directors and guar-

dians of the poor. The report of the directors went into

long review of the commissioners' report, with the ob-

ject of refuting its statements. The report having been
adopted, Mr. Stock moved the appointment of a commit-
tee to inquire into, and report to the vestry on the pro-
priety of taking legal steps to invalidate the whole of the

proceedings of the recent special poor-law commission,
and in doing so expressed his regret that the directors had
stot taken earlier notice of the subject. The motion was
seconded, and carried unanimously.

Mortality of the Metropolis,—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, Nov. 5, was 956

—

Males 467, Females 489. Weekly average for 1838-9 40-1,
Males 467, Females 445. The distribution of this mor-
tality over the different districts was as follows :—^Vest
DUtncts, 137 ; North Districts, 164 ; Central Districts,
187; East Districts, 182; South Districts, 286.

Woelwlch—Hho. Archduke Frederick of Austria visited
this dockyard on Monday, accompanied by a numerous
suite. His Imperial Highness went over the different de-
partments, minutely inspecting the machinery for testing

anchors, 'the smithy, and the manufactory for making
IkOilers. On Thursday the Archduke visited the arsenal,

sad examined all the works and machlstery of the estabHsh-

l^Qt.'—Tiie Lords of the Admiralty have ordered the
constmctioa of a war steara-vessel, with engines of 800
Ibrse power, from i\\t designs of Mr. Oliver Lang, master-
tui|jwright of this dockyard. She will exceed the Tra-
falgar m size, by 20 feet 6 inches in length of deck, and
by 3 feet 10 inches in depthof hold.—The Admiralty have
been so 8ati;s&ed with the report of the experiments
oa board^the Lightumg ateam-vessel last week, with M.
Ckment a »iUom^«rf marine thermometer, and steam

the

ap-

the

the

the

i

thermometer, that they have ordered that 200/. be paid to

hite, and the machinery deposited in this yard. It is

therefore probable that their Lordbhips' approbation of

the inventions will shortly lead to their introduction in

all the vessels of her Majesty's navy. =Tbe sillometer has

a dial on deck which constantly shows the number of

miles per hour that the vessel is going ; so that it is

easy to discover, under all circumstances, what is the best

trim of the vessel, and the most advantageous quantity

and distribution of the sails for obtaining the greatest

speedi As the sillometer shows immediately the effect

which every alteration in the sails or trim of the ship has

on. its velocity, it follows also that ships fitted with the

sillometer can constantly maintain the speed they may have

agreed upon, and so keep company together, and maintain

the same relative position, though, from the darkness of the

night or thickness of the weather, they cannot see each

other. From the experiments made with the marine thermo-

meter, it appears that in its variations it followed the

inequalities of the bottom of the sea, so far as these in-

equalities could be ascertained from the heaving of

lead, or from the information of the pilot ; on the

proach to shoal water the thermometer fell, and on

approach to deep water it rose, and distinguished

difference very distinctly and rapidly, according to

transition from shallow to deep water, and vice versa.

It may therefore be inferred, that the marine thermo-

meter would indicate the approach to rocks and icebergs,

from the influence these bodies are known to have on the

temperature of the sea for a considerable distance. The
dial of the marine thermometer is also on deck, and

shows, by inspection merely, the exact depth of water

in] which the vessel may be sailing at the time. -The
steam thermometer indicates the exact temperature of the

steam in the boilers, showing distinctly every variation

as it occurs. The thermometer is a Centigrade?of 107°,

four degrees of M. Clement being equal to 212° Fahr.

ffreck of an East Indiaman,—We regret to record the

total loss of the Reliance East Indiaman, of 1,500 tons,

Capt. Green, which was wrecked on the coast of Merimentj

near Boulogne, in the storm of Saturday night. The
captain, passengers, and 115 persons (out of 122 on board)

have perished. This calamitous event has spread a gloom
of the most melancholy description among the merchants

connected ^ith the East India trade. Her last place of

resort was St, Helena, and the parties interested in her

fate were therefore in expectation every day of hearing of

her safe arrival. It appears from the report of the agent

of Lloyd's, that of the crew and passengers, 75 were
British, 27 Chinese, and 20 Dutch : the saved are, the

ship's carpenter, an Irish seaman, 2 Dutch sailors, and 3
Malays, who reached the shore in one of the boats of the

vesseh The body of the captain was washed ashore, and
identified by the carpenter. Captain Tucker, of H.M.S.
Iris, is among the passengers drowned. The Reliance was
an old ship on this station, and had on board a cargo of

tea of considerable value, besides the fi-eightage incidental

to the voyage. The quantity of tea on board was
1,884,7481b., of which there were l,277,55Cro. of Congou,
and 40C,5G51b. of Twankay, with smaller proportions of

other descriptions- Fortunately for the insurance offices

and underwriters in this country, their risks upon the

vessel do not include more than from 14,000/. to 15,000/.

of the 195,000/. for which it is said she is insured, the

insurance offices of Calcutta and Bombay being responsible

for at least 150,000/. to 180,000/. of the whole amount.
This mishap, with those reported under our foreign news
from the Cape of Good Hope, and others which have oc-

curred on the coast during the late severe weather, have, in a

material degree, depressed the feelings of parties connected
with the shipping interest. So far as the particulars

have been ascertained, the scene of confusion which pre-

vailed on board until daylight is described by the sur-

vivors as of the most awful character, though little

beyond the manner in which the crew and passengers lost

their lives has at present transpired. The confusion and
terror consequent upon the suddenness with which the

vessel struck was such, that no orders on the part of the

ship's officers were attended to, and some time elapsed

before signals of distress could be fired. The signals con-
tinued to be made until daylight, but without any effect,

no boats having put off to the vessel. The Boulogne
papers state that there were no means of affording the

least assistance. As soon as day broke and the coast w^as

discerned, it was determined to lioist out the boats. This

-was quickly accomplished, but the long boat was immedi-
ately swamped by the breakers, and the others, from being

overloaded, went down within a short distance of the

vessel. The captain remained on board to the last

moment, and went down while near the carpenter, who
reached the shore in safety. Many bodies had been
washed on the beach, some of them showing symptoms of

life ; but although every medical attention was prom,ptly

rendered, none of them were restored. The scene on the

beach was of the most extraordinary description from the

number of chests of tea which came ashore when the ship

broke up. It was ebb tide when the ship struck; but

before daylight the sea was flowing fast, and at ten o'clock

she was a perfect wreck. Out of 27,000 chests on board,

only 2,050 have yet httn saved, and these are all much
damaged by sea-water. The loss of so large a quantity

of tea has had a great effect on the market, and an
advance of price ia considered certain. The vessel

belonged to Messrs. Tomlin & Mann, of Cornhill. The
commander was much respected in the City, and until some
official account of her tituatiun and loss is received it is a

matter of mere conjecture whether it was through the

state of the weather or an oversight in navigation. _

Teddinffton,—At the Feltham Petty Sessions, John

Morrii waa re-examined on a charge of letting £re to the

of Wellington

premises of Mr, Gunner, at Teddington, on the night of

the 5th inst., as noticed in our last. The additional evi-

dence went to show that the prisoner was out late at a

neighbouring public-house on the night of the fire, and

that he took away some remnants of a coat which had

been torn up, two or three of which were found between

the farm and his own house. It was also stated, that on

the night in question he Sad complained to his com-

panions of having no work, and had made an unsuccessful

application to Mr. Gunner for employment about six

weeks ago. The magistrates thought the suspicion of his

guilt strong enough to justify another remand.

vobinctal Wtlus.
Her Majesh/s Visit to JValmer.—Iler Majesty and

Prince Albert, notwithstanding the unfavourable weather,

have paid frequent visits to the sea-side and to different

places in the neighbourhood. Her Majesty has declined

receiving any addresses during her stay, and has signified

her wish that it should be regarded as a private visi't. On
Friday the Qncen and Prince Albert visited Deal, and on

Saturday walked on the beach, unattended by any of the

household. On Sunday divine service was performed in,

the Duke of Wellington's small dining-room by the Rev.

Mr, W^ilberforce, Yicar of Wulmer, and was attended by

her Majesty, Prince Albert, and the whole suite.—On
Monday Prince Albert went on board her Majesty's

ship Thunderer, and in the afternoon her Majesty and

the Prince visited the town ^md castle of Dover. On
Friday his Royal Highness again visited the Thunderer

to witness target firing : he remained on board some

hours, and was much gratified. It is generally ru-

moured that the Prince";^is about to succeed the Duke
as Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports.

The advanced years of his Grace, and liis expressed

wish on more than -one occasion to be relieved from

official duties, are considered to strengthen the rumour.

The rooms selected for the use of the court at Walmer
Castle are twenty, in number, the greater portion of them

looking towards the French coast- All the rooms occupied

by her Mfjjestyhave a southern exposure ; but the portion

of the fortress appropriated for the exclusive use of the

Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, the Dowager
Lady Lyttelton, and the attendants upon the Prince and

Princess, are the outworks of the north tower.

Agricultural Districts.—The papers continue to give

long details of incendiary fires, la Berkshire, the out-

houses and ricks on General Dickson's Severne Barn

Farm, about eight miles from Reading, occupied by Mr.
Brokenbrow, were fired on Saturday evening ; the flames

were not subdued until Sunday night, when the whole of

the property, with the exception of one or two wheat

ricks, was consumed. A reduction of the labourers'

wages is Supposed to have led to the occurrence.—In

Buckinghamshire, thejarm of Mr. Lazenby, at Ley-green,

Chesham, was fired on Saturday week ; some of the stacks

were destroyed, but the flames were siibdued before they

reached the buildings. Ou the following Tuesday, another

fire occurred on a farm near the same spot, and destroyed

the barn and a large quantity of oats.—In Cambridge-

shire, on Sunday evening,, the faggots and timber on the

premises of the Earl hi Leicester, at Chatteris, were

fired ; for some time the mansion was in danger, and if

the wind had been high, a great portion of the town must

•have been destroyed ; the light of the fire was seen at

Cambridge. On the previous day a haulm stack and

other property wer*e bufiit to the ground on the farm of

Mr. Collett, at Feversham.—In Bedfordshire, on Wednes-
day week, ten stacks of barley, beans, &c., were destroyed

at Bushmead, near Eaton Scoon.—In Northamptonshire,

a barn, in a close detached from other buildings, at

Leigliton Buzzard, and some stacks of gorse at BillesdoUj

were burnt on Saturday. At llarrold also a barley stack

was fired, but the flames were discovered in time to pre-

vent any considerable danger.—In Nottinghamshire, two

large barns in the neighbourhood of Loughborough, one of

then) belonging to Mr. Middleton, the other, filledjft'ith

barley, belonging to the farm of IMr. Brewer, were de-

stroyed by fire last week.-— In Wilts, the hayricks and

outhouses at Cotham, near Hungerford, were fired, and

bu^nt to the ground; and in Worcestershire, a rick of

straw, about nine tons weight, on the farm of Mr. Harris,

at Stoney-lane, near Tandebigg, was totally destroyed.^

Bristol.—The commissioners appointed under the New
Bankruptcy Act for this locality, Mr. Sergeant Stephen

and Mr. Stevenson, opened the court, at the Guildhall, on

Saturday. No business was entered upon, further than

receiving such fiats as were ready to be tendered to the

court.—During the past week dividends have been de-

clared upon the separate estates of Mr. D. W. Acraman, of

25. in the pound, and of Messrs. W. E. Acraman and A.

J. Acraman, of Gf/. each in the pound. The sum of 8,000/.

^

the purchase-uioney of the pictures of Mr. D. W\ Acra-

man, remains in the hands of the assignees, till the Court

of Review shall have decided whether it belongs to h«

private estate or to the estate of Mr. W. E. Acraman.—

A general meeting of the shareholders of the Great \\ est-

ern steam-ship company was held on Friday, to receive a

report from a committee elected in August last to investi-

gate the affairs of the company, jointly with the board of

directors. The chairman of the committee read the re-

port, which recommended the sale of all the company 3

])roperty, and the winding-up of the concern. A resolu-

tion in accordance with the report was moved, and a very

lengthy and stormy discussion ensued, in the course of

which it was stated that the liabilities of the concern

amounted to 23,818/. There was due on calls 17,000/.,

being a balance against the company of 6,818/. The cost

of the Great Western was stated at 61,671/* Complaints

were made of the extravagant management of the confl-

pany's affairs, particularly iu tBe agaric* of the captain

^

*i
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and managing directors. It was also stated that the high-

est bidding for the Great Western, at the recent attempt
to sell her, was 17,500/.' Several counter resolutions were
presented by the directors, which were eventually adopted
by the meeting in a modified form, to the effect that the
Great Western should continue her voyages at the usual
periods, unless in the mean time an advantageous offer

should be made for her ; that the Great Britain should he
completed and fitted for sea, and that a loan of 20,000/.
should be raised for that purpose,

C(nnbri(If/€.—The Cambridge Camden Society are
making great efforts for the repairs and restoration of
the Round Church. When completed, it will he the most
remarkable piece of antiquityin Cambridge, and especially

interesting to the admirers of church architecture. At
present the works are suspended from want of funds, A
sum of 1,400/. will be required to complete the restora-

tion ; and it is ho] ed that the Society, by an appeal to the
public, may succeed In raising the amount,

Cardiff.—A few weeks since, the local papers gave lorg
accounts of a young girl, who was apprehended at this

place, while going on board one of the Bristol packets in

sailor's attire, when she stated that she was on her way to

America to see her brother. The same papers now an-

nounce that she was burnt to death at Merthyr on Wed-
nesday week. It appears that the poor girl, who was of
weak intellect, had gone to Merthyr in search of emploj*-

mentj and having fallen asleep in a room with a fire, her
clothes ignited, and she was so severely burnt that she
died in a few hours.

Deai,—The storms which have been felt so severely in

the Downs have been experienced on all parts of the
soutliern coast, and numerous wrecks of small craft are

reported. On Monday night an Englii^h brig, the Smales,
bound from Quebec to Whitby, v.as preserved from being
driven upon the beach by the intrepidity of the Deal
boatmen. At 9 o'clock she was abfuit to run from the
Downs, where she had put in for shelter on Sunday, to the

northward ; but the captain, not knowing the coast well,

got within a quarter of a mile of the shore, and in less

than tliree fathoms'cf water. So near was the vesstl to

the beach, that during the lull of the wind the peoj)le on
shore could hear the men speaking on board. Four Deal
boats, with forty men, immediately put off, and after great
efforts for upwards of half an hour, the boatmen suc-
ceeded, with an easterly wind blowing dead ashore, in

preserving the brig (worth between 4,000/. and 5,000/.),
and taking it to a safe anchorage in the Downs. Several
other vessels at the same time were nearly blown ashore,
and the revenue cutters were obliged to run for Ramsgate,
On Saturday great alarm was felt at Deal andWalmer re-

specting the fate of a galley, containing seven hands, which
was observed from the coast suddenly to disappear, just as

she had reached the Lisbon steamer, at the time of the
heavy gale on Piiday afternoon. The accident was observed
from Walmcr Castle, and her Majesty was very anxious in

her inquiries ; but it was afterwards ascertained that the
men were picked up by the crew of the steamer,

Falmouth.—It is proposed to erect forthwith a line of
telegraphs from the Lizard to this port, which will enable
the merchants to obtain the earliest reports of vessels
arriving in the Channel from abroad, since they all en-
deavour to make the Lizard, as a landfall; while, with
contrary winds, valuable cargoes are detained by ships

standing off and on the coast, not able to clear the Lizard
on some occasions for several days We learn from the
Plymouth Times that the accounts from the fisheries on
the western coast are of the most cheering description ;

after almost all hope had been abandoned, nearly 20,000
hogsheads were enclosed last week at St. Ives and
Newlyn, and other places have also been
Altogether it is said that the value of the fish

Wednesday week is not less thau 50,000/.

Gloucester.—The adjourned inquiry into the
cases of wholesale infanticide at Ruardean, in the Forest
of Dean, the particulars oF which we noticed in our last,

was resumed last week, in the presence of several magis-
trates of the district. The evidence adduced was similar

to that already published, and no new fact of a material
nature transpired. The jury expressed an opinion, that if

further time were allowed, additional evidence might pro-
bably be obtained, and the inquest was consequently
again adjourned.

IlxiU.—On Saturday four youths, indifferently attired,

applied to the bench for assistance to enable them to get
to London. On being questioned by the magistrates, they
stated that they had run away from school, at Winton,
near Kirby Stephen, in Westmoreland, kept by Mr, Twy-
cross, in consequence of ill-treatment. The details of the
case seem to be a counterpart of the history of *'DoLheboys
Hall," which Boz has made so famous. They all stated
that they were not half fed, nor allowed to write to their

friends, except what the master dictated. They started

with U. 6f/, between them; they had walked from Winton
to Selby, and thence had taken the packet to this town.
William Griffiths, one of the youths, said he was 17 years
of age, and had been at the school seven years ; ic was
two years since he had seen any of his friends. He did not
know where his parents resided. His father was a book-
seller and stationer in London, and he only knew the resi-

dence of his grandmother. William Wright said his father
was a lawyer at Temple-bar; he had been at the school
two years, and had not seen or heard anything of his
parents during that time. Thomas Wilson said his
father was a lawyer in the Strand; he had been at the
school six years, and had not seen or heard anything of
his parents or friends during that time. Thomas Forbes
Baid he bad no father ; he had been five years at school,
but had not received any letter from his mother during-
the last two years. The magistrates subscribed to defray

successful,
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their expenses to town, and the mayor undertook to make
arrangements for their passage. *

Lavenhanu^On Saturday, several tradesmen of this
place and Sudbury were brought before the local magis-
trate, charged, by the secretary of the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals, with having kept a plot of
ground called Washmere-green for the purpose of bull-
baiting, and with having aided and assisted at the bull-
baiting on the 5th inst., contrary to the provisions of the
statute. The offence was fully proved. The principal
parties concerned were fined 5/. each, and the others were
sentenced to penalties of less amount Five paid the fines,
and seven were committed to prison with hard labour.
The penalties and costs amounted to 43/. ; and the Society
presented the prosecutors' moiety to the funds of the Na-
tional School,

Leeds—We last week noticed the increased amount of
relief given to the poor at the Leeds workhouse in the
months of September and October of the last three years.
The amounts were as follows :—In September and October
of 1840, 2,608/. ; in 1841, 2,994/. ; in 1842, 3,(i59/. The
increase of the rate is a necessary consequence ; and the
papers of this week announce that the overseers have laid
a half-yearly rate of two shillings in the pound, where
there has not for many years been a rate exceeding one
shilling and fourpence. The increase is, therefore, fifty

per cent, upon the former rates, although at no time have
the inhabitants been less able to bear any increase of the
rates than at present.

IAverpool.—Tht New Bankruptcy Act having come
into operation on Saturday, the Court for the Liverpool
district was formally opened on that day before the Com-
missioners, Mr. Skirrow, Q.C., and Mr. C. Phillips. The
Order in Council authorising the opening of the Court,
its constitution, jurisdiction, limits, (Sec, was read, and
after the usual formalities the' Court adjourned to the 21st.

Manchester—A large meeting of the Anti-Corn-Law
League w^as held last week, to learn the progress of the
50,000/. fund, and to hear the speeches of Mr. Bucking-
ham, Mr. Cobden, and others. The chairman, Mr. Wil-
son, said that the Local Committee for collecting the

50,000/. fund had met, and had succeeded in putting into

circulation a number of cards, which, whBn filled up and
returned, would contain subscriptions to the amount of
1,C46/. The ladies had held their second meeting. The
number of their committee at the present time was about
120 members, and they had succeeded in issuing cards,

which, when filled up, would contain contributions to tlie

amount of G20/, lO*. A General Committee of Super-
intendence for the whole kingdom had also been formed,
and had issued cards, which, when returned, would con-
tain subscriptions to the amount of 3,075/. 18s. Cards
were already taken, therefore, to the amount of 5,342/.

The meeting was addressed at great length by Mr. Buck-
ingham and other gentlemen, who entered into numerous
details on the objects before them, and on the measures
to be adopted in carrying out the purposes of the League.

—The balance-sheet of the Chartist Esecutive for the
F

last quarter has just been published. It contains several

details which afford a significant i>roof of the small re-

sources of the party, although professedly numbering no
less than 3,000,000 members- At Birmingham, where
Chartism is supposed to be, numerically speaking, stronger

than in any other part of the kingdom, there are but 175

contributors, and the amount they have sent to the

executive during the last three mouths is only IPs. 4f/., or

3/. 13^. id. per annum. Coventry adds 100 Chartists to

the ranks, and IG5. M. to the funds. Carlisle gives 5/.
;

Darlington, 5/.; Derby, 1/.; Huddersfield, 1/. 18^.;

Hull, I/. 12s, 6c/. ; Halifax, 1/, lo^. 4i/. : Liverpool has

280 contributors to the amount of 1/. I'M, 2d, ; and Man-
Chester, with its 524 brethren, sends 9/. Ms, Ad. The
total income for the three months is 160/. \s. hd. Of
this sum no -less than 90/. Bs. has been taken by Dr.

M*Dowall and two other lecturers, and the accounts show

a balance in hand of only 10*. The various associations

in different parts of the country have not succeeded in

inducing more than 11,363 persons to enrol themselves

at twopence a quarter, of whom a great number are re-

ported as defaulters,

Northkach*—The Government inquiry into the ma-

nagement of this prison commenced on Monday week.

The commissioners are, Mr. Rogers, Queen's Counsel; a

physician, and ; vo inspectors of prisons; assisted by Mr.
Gurney. Twen:y-nine prisoners at present in confinement

were examine'' ra Monday; all the witnesses at the late

inquest on Beale were re-examined on the following days ;

and after the case was finished, other witnesses were ex-

amined as to the alleged insufficiency of diet, and other

privations. After, finishing at Northleach, the commis-

sioners proceeded to the other prisons of the county. At
the meeting of the Cheltenham board of guardians last

w&ek, the clerk read two communications from the com-

missioners, requesting assistance in the investigation. The
reports will not be laid before the public until the close of

the inquiry.

Norlhwich.—About three years ago several lives were

lost by the falling-in of the top mine of a rock-salt pit at

Dunkirk, near this place, A few weeks ago, indications

were observed which led the miners to expect a second

fall, which has since taken place, owing, it is conjectured,

to some rock-salt pillars in the bottom mine having given

way. No lives, however, have been lost, as in the former

instance ; but the destruction of property is very great,

involving considerable loss to the miners and their fami-

lies. The pits are now flooded to the height of five feet

by the water, which Lad collected in the cavity occasioned

by the former calamity^ and which has now found its way

into tliree neighbouring pits, and threatens to enter as

many more.

Oldham,—The Manchester papers state that the di«-

trcFs prevailing among the operatives has become so
seriouf, that, at the petty sessions last week, the cases <rf

no fewer than 300 poor persons, defaulters of poor-rates,

were investigated, without summonses, for the purpose of
saving legal costs. All these cases were from one of the
four districts of the township. A considerable number of
these operatives described themselves as entirely destitute
of work, and some as only partially employed.

Oxford.—T\ie Regius Professor of* Modern History,
Dr. Cramer, has resigned the office of public orator in the
University; and the Vice-Chancellor has fixed Thursday,
the 24ih instant, for the choice of his successor. On the
late visit of the Archduke Frederick of Austria to thig
city, his Imperial Highness called at the house of Mr.
Sheriff Hunt, and expressed his admiration of the conduct
of his son at the taking of Sidon ; his Highness, with
jNIajor Maronivich, one of the suite, having been eye-
witnesses of the gallant race between Mr. Hunt, then a
midshipman of H.M.S, Stromboli, and an Austrian officer.

Signer Chinca, in order to be the first to plant their
respective colours on the walls. The circumstance was
noticed in Commodore Napier's despatches at the time,
the race having been gained by Mr. Hunt, who has since
been promoted to a lieutenancy for his conduct. The
kind consideration of the Archduke on this occasion ii

justly extolled in the local papers.
Pefnbrokr.—The Admiralty have sent orders to this

dock-yard for the planks and the copper and metal bolts,

nails, &c.^ for the new Royal steam yacht, to be prepared
with oil possible despatch, and to take precedence of all

other work. The jdans for the yacht have been submitted
by Sir Wm. Symonds, Surveyor of the Navy, to Prince
Albert for approval.

Preaton.—The local papers state that a portion of the
proceeds of the robbery of 2,000/. at the recent Guild, the
particuhrs of which have frequently been noticed, have
lately made their way to the Bank of England, in the
shape of a 500/. note. U was paid into the Bank of
England^iy Messrs. Masterman and Co., the bankers, to

whom it was paid by the house of Rothschild, who
received it from their house in Paris. It is supposed that

the note was paid in Paris within forty-eight hours of the
robbery.—The plans and specifications for the n*iw

barracks at Fulwood, near this town, have at length
received the confirmation of the Board of Ordnance.
They will be on the most com pletefscale, to accommodate
2,000 men, with stabling for 7oO horses.

Sheffield.—On Monday week the extensive grinding-

mill of Mr. Dyson, a scythe manufacturer at Abbey Dalcj
near this town, was blown up by gunpowder, and the ma-
chinery totally destroyed. It appears that there exists a
union among the grinders, and if any master employ men
who ate not members of this union, a decree is forthwith

issued that such master is to have either his dwelling-house

or place of business blown up with gunpowder, or some
other combustible matter. In this case, Mr. Dyson had
two men in his service who did not belong to the body,

and, therefore, came under the displeas-ure of the union.

From some circumstances, which have not yet publicly

transpired, three men have been apprehended on suspicion

of being the parties concerned. The amount of gunpow-
der used to effect the explosion i& said to have been not
less than 100 lbs.

Southampton,—There 5s now some prospect of a

speedy completion of the new docks at this port. Govern-
ment having advanced the company 25,000/., and further

assisted them with a large quantity of materials. It is

anticipated that, by the first week in January, the tidal

dock will be opened, and that the whole length ofsheds for

landing and shipping goods will be erected.

Wolverhampton.—The papers announce that Lord
Wrottesley has lately finished the erection of an astro-

nomical observatory on his estates near this town*

It 13 built in a commanding situation, about a field's

length from the great Holyhead-road, and is fitted up
with a complete supply of suitable instruments.

Raihcat/s.—The returns of the week's traffic arc as

follows:—Northern and Eastern 1,318/.; Greenwich

778/.; Manchester and Leeds 4,201/.; Edinburgh and
Glasgow 1,912/.; South-Eastern and Dover 1,183/.;

Brighton 3,854/.; South-Western 5,596/. ; Birmingham
and Gloucester l,80b7. ; Birmingham and Derby 1,297/.;

Great North of. England 1,302/.; York and North Mid-
landl,5G3/-; London and Birmingham 16,2y8/>, Black-

wall 501/.; Great Western 12,532/. ; Eastern Counties

923/. ; Manchester and Birmingham 2,735/. ; North Mid-
land 4,133/. ; Midland Counties 2,533/. ; Hull and Selby

9H6L ; Croydon 23"/.—A survey is now in progress for

the construction of a liiu of railway to pass through

Greenwich, Woolwich, Gravesend, and Rochester^ termi-

nating at Maidstone.—Surveys have lately been made for

a line of railway from Oxford, to join the Great Western
at Wallingford ; also for a branch line to join the Ayles-

bury railway, thus opening a direct communication

between Oxford and London.— It appears from the

report of the officers of the "railway department of the

Board of Trade, that the number of accidents on the

railways of the United Kingdom, arising from causes

beyond the control of passengers, which occurred in the

year 1841, was 29, by which 24 persons were killed and 4 2

injured. The number of accidents which^occurred m th»

same period to individuals owirig to their own negligence

or misconduct, was 30 ; by which 17 persons w«« killed,

and 20 injured. The description given of the s6V(»«lc »«.

in tbi^ class aifords proof of the extraordinary reckksbness

of the individuals who have suifered. " Jum^ied off after

his hat," occurs no less than three tunfi» ;
** jumped off,"

twelve times ; "run over, crossing before a train," occurs

m. times. There are oiso several oues of persons killed
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killed or
whilst lying asleep on the fails, and of others

ihjured by falling from trucks oa which they had been

riaing without leave. The number of accidents which

occurred in the same period to servants of the company,

under circamstnnces not invulvmg danger to the public,

was GO by which 28 persons were killed, and 30 injured.

The safety of railtvay travelling is shown by the small

number of persons killed and injured by accidents arisuig

from causes beyond the control of passengers. It would

be easy to prove that the mortulity and injuries occa-

sioned during the past ye;ir by such coach accidents only

as are recorded in the newspapers (and probably not half

that occur a.re so recorded) were greater. It must also

be borne in mind how few persons now travel by coaches;

whilst the number who travelled by railway, during the

first half of 1811, amounted to no less than 8,901,916.

The number of persons who travelled by railways, from

the 1st of January to the 1st of July in 18-11, was, as

we have slated, «,901.91(J. and the gross sura paid for

their fare.^ during that half-year was 1,145,540/. 156\ id.

It appears that a great third-class passenger traffic (a test

of the accommodation afforded to the^ poorer classes by

railways) is carried on by most of the lines in the manu-

factoring districts of Yorkshire and Lancashire, in the

coal districts of the Korth, and in Scotland. These lines

are, in a great measure, dependent upon third-class

passengers, who are conveyed by all, or nearly all the

traitis, at fares averaging from 1(/. to I4 J. per mile. The

following information respecting the nature of the third-

class traffic upon the Manchester and Leeds Railway will

affurd a fair earemplification of the effect of a railway in

a densc!y-]>eopIed manufacturing district :—The Man-

chester and Leeds Railivny passes through or near 15'

towns, between which there were formerly several carts,

waggons, and vans, passing every hour of the day and

iifght, with maaufacturing and market produce, of which

the poor could avail themselves at a trifling expense of

money, and a considerable sacrifice of time. These are now

almost entirely swept away, and the market-people load

one of more of the railway trucks amongst them, payiiig

2d. or 4t/. per ton per mile for their goods, and, in many
instances, less than Id, per mile for themselves. The effect

has been to bring a supply of fruit, fish, aiid vegetables

within the reach of those who could never obtain them

formerly, and to afford very great advantages to the mar-

ket-people and towns. In fine weather respectable trades-

people, clerks, 5cc., avail themselves of the third-class

carriages to a considerable extent ; but the great bulk of

the half a million of third-class passengers who are carried

oh this railway in the course of the year, are strictly the

working-classes, weavers, masons, bricklayers, carpenters,

mechanics, and labourers of every description, some of

whom used, formfiflj', to travel by carts, but the greater

number on foot. The fare from Manchester to London
by railway and steam-boat, vm Hull, is 14s. ; and many
of the labouring classes avail themselves of this mode of

cdnveyance, especially during summer. In the case of

fiUch a line as the Manchester and Leeds, there can be

little doubt that the railway has been a great advantage to

the poorer classes, and it may be expected lliat^ the inter-

est of the directors will induce them to aflford every faci-

lity for the development of an extensive tiiird-class traffic.

But upon the long lines, which form the main lines of

communication with the Metropolis, and u[^on which there

iM a great through-traffic, the case is very different, and

the number of third-class passengers is inconsiderable.

The whole number, for instance, of third-class passengers

carried on the London and Birmingham and Grand Junc-

tion Railways, between London, Manchester, and Liver-

pool, is less than the number carried by the Arbroath and

Forfar Railway, and not a seventh part of the number
carried between Newcastle and North Shields. Upon
these lines it may be questionable whether the interest of

the proprietors will ever induce them to encourage the de-

irelcpment of a large third-class traffic. It is satisfactory,

however, to find that there is a growing disposition among
railway companie^^ thus circumstanced, to afford the ac-

commodation of at least one train a day by which the

poorer classes may be conveyed at reduced fares. It is

gtated that the result of the experiment of running a

third-class train upon the London and Birmingham Rail-

vt^f has been very satisfactory ; the persons who have
availed themselves of it having been, with few exceptions,
of a class who could not have afforded to pay second class

fares ; and it is expected that the number of this class of
passengers will greatly increase when the advantages to be
derived from the great saving of time are more generally
known.

I, ! IIMM > -

o^the smalt French invading body which landed at Killala,

in Ireland, at a place in Sligo called Coloony.—The two

proprietors of newspapers, Mr. Dowdall and Mr. Duffy,

who were prosecuted by the late Attorney-General for se-

ditious libels, and convicted—one by his own confession,

the other upon trial before the Lord Chief Justice—having

made their submissions and sued for pardon, have both

been set at liberty by Mr. Smith, the new Attorney-

General. In announchig this determination, the Attorney-

General said that the sole object of these prosecutions was

to rescue the administration of justice from unmerited im-

putations. The Government considered that the avowals

made by the defendants met that object ; and it having been

admitted that the publications which led to the prosecu-

tions were the result of excitement, and that in the com-

mentaries under which they were made, the defendants had

exceeded those limits which the true circumstances of the

trials referred to would have warranted, the Government

did not conceive they were called on by that sense of public

duty which alone actuated the law olHcers of the Crown to

press for judgment upon the luctictments, and therefore

they did not think it necessary to call up the defendants

for judgment.—Another proceeding of some interest has

taken place in the Rolls Court. In giving judgment in a

case in which sixteen exceptions had been taken, the

Master of the Rolls adverled to the fact, that on the pre-

vious day he had disposed of no less than 37 exceptions,

which might have been reduced to three, and expressed his

opinion that the practice imposed a formidable burden on

the opposite party, and impeded the investigation of truth.

He was determined, he said, to make an example which

would prevent the recurrence of a similar practice for the

future, and concluded by ordering that the costs of the

numerous exceptions unnecessarily filed should be paid by

the party who had filed them.—The Pajiers of the 15th

ahnonnce the death of Dr. Sandes, Lord Bishop of Cashel

'and Waterford, which took place in Dublin on that day.

Several candidates for the vacant bishopric are mentioned,

among whom are Archdeacon Pakenham, brother-ln law

of tlie Duke of Wellington, and Dr. Daly, who has been

so^long involved in^ the litigation respecting the deanery of

Stl Patrick.

Belfast.—The annual meeting of the " Belfast Society

for the Promotion and improvement of the Growth of

Flax in Ireland '^ took place in this city on Thursday.

The meeting was very numerous, comprising agriculturists

and manufacturers, landlords and merchants, of all shades

of politics. At the close of the meeting, it was moved

that the next meeting of the Agricultural Society be held

in Belfast.

Donegal.—As anticipated during the discussions on the

Spirits Duties Bill last session, the increase of the duty on

whiskey has led to the revival of illicit dislillatiou on an

extensive scale. In various parts of this county, and in the

northern districts of Tdayo, this illicit distillaliou is carried

on upon a larger scale than at any time during the last

20 years. In addition to the increased duties, the price

of oats has fallen so low, that the farmers are said to re-

sort to distillation with all its risks, in the hope of making

up their rents. The revenue police are unable to check the

system ; and it Is expected that the police will be reinforced,

if the military be not called out to assist in its suppression.

Mayo.—The great fair of Balla has just taken place,

with fcerious loss to the agriculturists. There was an

abundant supply, but the best beef sold at the rate of

three-halfpeuce a pound. At least five-eighths of the stock

left the fair unsold ; many cattle sold at full 30 per cent,

under their original co^t ; the sheep did not realise more

than twopence per pound ; and many of the small farmers

could not effect sales at any terms.

them as a landlord. There were more than 150 persons

present at the dinner, the County Convener presiding.

y/y;-,_The strike at the Ayr colliery still continues,

and, from the turn which affairs have recently taken,

there is now little hope of any settlement being effected.

In consequence of the numerous acts of intimidation, a

troop of Yeomanry has been stationed here for some days ;

and under their protection the new hands, as well as some

of the old colliers, have resumed labour at the various pits.

The proprietors, in the meantime, have advertised for ad-

ditional men from a distance, and several have already

arrived to undertake the work.

Rciificxv.—The local papers contain an account of the

meeting of the noblemen and gentlemen of this county on

Tuesday last, with a view of devising means of relieving

the distress of the people. The distress is increasing, aud

seems likely* to increase in the district. It appears by a

memorial presented to the meeting from the unemployed

artisans and labourers in Greenock, that in the last month

no less than 1,304 able-bodied men were out of employ-

ment in that town, having dependent on them 3,545 per-

sons, and making a total of 4,849 destitute individuals.

Not very long ago they were in the receipt of v^eekly

wages, varying from Vis. to 405., aud now, without any

fault or improvidence, they are entirely deprived of income,

and obliged to beg for the most scanty subsistence.

;

Dublin.
IRELAND.

-A' chapter of the Order of St. Patrick has
been held by the Lord-Lieutenant, at the command of the
Queen, for the purpose of investing the Earl of Wicklow
with the insignia of the order.—It was attended by several
kftights in full costume, and by the principal officers of the
order, and was followed by 9 state banquet, given to the
knights by the Lord-Lieutenant.—The papers state that

it is her Majesty's intention to vi^it Ireland next autuu.n,

and make an excursion to the principal towns in the in-

terior-—A cummittee has been formed to raise a fund in

behalf of the family of the late Dr. Dickenson, bishop of

Meath, who has left seven children almost destitute of pre-

sent means of support. The Archbishop of Dublin heads

the libt with the munificent donation of 1000/.—The

Gorernmeut have determined to appoint Mr. D. C. La-

touche, of the banking firia of Latouche & Co., as High

Sheriff of Dublin for the ensuing yt .—Lord Gort, better

known as Colonel Vereker, died at his residence near this

city on Friday, in hi* 74th year- He distinguished him-

self m Coloa^i Yereker, iu 1758* by stopping the progress

DUURY
THEATRICALS.

Lane,— On

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Edinburgh Advertiser states that

one of the most important decisions yet given in regard to

the Church question was pronounced by Lord Cuning-

hame, on Thursday, in the processes of suspension and

reduction of the sentence of deposition passed by the

General Assembly of 1841 against the seven ministers of

Strathbogie. Referring to the interlocutor irself, it states,

that so far as the Lord Ordinary's judgment goes, he

sustains the competency of the process for setting aside

that sentence— that he holds the moderator of that

Assembly, the procurator of the Church, and the clerks of

Assembly, as the parties who are properly called as con-

tradictors or defenders on the part of the Church—and

that he sustains the jurisdiction of the Court of Session

to suspend and set aside the sentence of the General

Assembly in this particular case. His lordship has

repelled all the preliminary defences offered by the respond-

ents and defenders. They have, it appears, as stated in

the interlocutor, intimated that they are to reclaim to the

inner house.—Last week a packet, containing several

specimens of needlework in the shape of nightcaps, was
forwarded Ly post to the town council of this city by a

number of young ladies Resident in London, as a small

tribute of their admiration of the conduct displayed by
the Mayor and Council on her Majesty's visit.

Glasijow^—At a large meeting of the students of the
University, on Wednesday week, for the purpose of nomi-
nating a person for the Rectorial Chair of the University,
the Marquess of Bute and Mr. Fox Maule, M.P., were pro-
posed as candidates. The election took place on Tuesday,
when Mr. MauLe was returned by a mnjority in all the
nations. He was supported by the Non-iiitrusionists, and
the Marquess of Bute by the moderate party.

Rothsay.—The Marquess of Bute was entertained in

this town last week by the gentry and principal tenants of

the Marquess's estates iu this part of Scotland, as a mark
of their gratitude for the benefits he has conferred on

Wednesday night, Dryden's

operatic drama of ** King Arthur," with Furceirs music,

was brought out at this theatre with great success. It

was rather a series of spectacles than a complete drama.

Though compressed into three acts, it presented a suc-

cession of scenes magnificent in themselves, but having

little real connexion with each other. Mrs. Nisbett ap-

peared as Eminellney Mr. Anderson as Arthur, Mr, H.

Phillips as 06;«o;ic/,^and Miss P. llorton as FhUhkl.^ At

the close of the piece the audience were enthusiastic iu^

their applause, aud Mr. Jlacready was obliged to come

forward and receive the usual marks of their approbation.

IlAYMARKET.~On Monday night this theatre was

crowded to excess, in consequence of the appearance of

Madame Vestris and Mr. C. Mathews, who have seceded

from Drury Lane, iu consequence of some dispute with

Mr. IMacready, the merits of which are not fully before

the public. So far as their reception on tliis occasion can

be regarded as a manifestation of the popular feeling on

the subject, it would seem that they have the sympathy of

the public. The dispute, at all events, is likely to be

beneficial to the Ilaymarkct ; the cheering which Madame
Vestris received on her appearance as Ladij Teazle, in

the *' School for Scandal," was so loud and long-con-

tinued, that many minutes elapsed before the play could

proceed, and the house has been well filled during the.

week on those nights on -which she has appeared. The

Ladg Teazle of Madame Vestris is not one of those

characters in which her peculiar talents ujipear to the best

advantage; it was, however, carefully studied, and pro-

duced with that attention to appropriate costume for

which she is so justly celebrated. Mr. C. Mathews ap-

peared as Charles Surface, Mr. Farren as Sir Peter

Teazle, Mrs. Glover as ^frs. Candour, Mr. Buckstone

as Sir Benjamin Backblle. At the close of the play the

principal performers were called for by the audieace, and

its announcement for repetition was received with great

applause. A new piece, by Mr. Buckstone, followed,

under the name of a duo-drama, and with the title of

'* Snapping Turtles ; or, Matrimonial Masquerading.*'^ It

is a ludicrous extravaganza, its impossibilities makjng

people laugh in spite of themselves. It is written with a

view to display the talent of Mrs. Fitzwilliam and Mr.

Buckstone, in assuming different characters. Mr. Buck-

stone, accordingly, appears in female dress, with the

usual mystifications. The absurdities of the plot seemed

to amuse the audience, audit was announced for repetition.

Olympic.—A new drama, by Mr. Leman Rede, under

the name of '^ Life 's a Lottery, or Jolly Bill the Lamp-

lighter,*' was produced on Monday with complete success.

The scene is laid iu the year 177b', and the plot developed

a picture of London life at that period, from the man of

fashion to the inhabitants of St. Giles's ; the object being to

show how much virtue and real humanity could exist m
the worst district of the Metropolis. The old London

cries of the fruit-sellers, the lavender girls, the sweeps,

the hackney-coachmen, the vendors of vegetables, and all

the component parts of that class of London life in the

last century, were brought upon the stage with appro-

priate scenery ; and the piece was announced for repe-

tition amidst clamorous approbation.

Hato.
Court of Cnx^CK^r. --Attormr/. General y. Corporation 0/

Ludlow.—The Lord Chancellor delivered judgment in this case,

which came before him on the petition of the master of the gram-

mar-school of Ludlow. His Lordship said, the question was

whether, under the circumstances, the court could sanction a

compromise as to the exchange of lands belonging to the chanty

for others the property of the corporation. It was aUegcd tnat

tlie late Attorney-General had not been informed of the '^*^^^^*:^\^

to the Master, but it was impossible to say ou what g""*^"")^ P^

had subsequently assumed authority to vary the terms ot m
report. This proceeding had the effect of rendering: the ^^J^^^^^'

mise one on which the court had not determined. The P^^*|
, ^^

be now decided were wliether the estates of the charity ^'^"^'l.pf

satisfactorily identified ? and secondly, whether the estate, caiieo

the •• Farmers* GuUd." was included in the charter of ^^^^'r'"

VK^ His Lordship said, it was sufficient at presieut to say, tnai

th« investigation before the Master had not been satisfactory

,

and, perhaps, the result of a new inquiry might make a ^^^.^"^A
'

atiou of the second point unnecefisary ; for, notwithstanding/*^
variation referred to, the court would carry the compromise "|

effect if it appeared to be beneficial to the charity. The furine

inquiry roust be ou the same terms as the former one, ^*?'^^.^
aeglect to obtain the sanction of the Attomey-Geaeral naigw "^

'y
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rectified, and it might become needless to determine tbe question I be taken The likPTi#»R= favTiTTTrr":.. t,- i . u « ^
upon the construction of the charter, the main point for the con- now dSJhar^ed his Lsi^tln^^^^^^^^ n f f n ' k'?' f"^

^^ ^?^
sideration of the Master being whether the compromise was for .'fr.J^]^^^^'^^^'^

his assistant. It did not follow, that, because the

the benefit of the charity. The costs must he reserved and the
petitioners have leave to attend, as well as the Attorney-General
independently of the relators.

'

Attorney-Geiicral v. /'os^er. — The Vice-Chancellor ^\'igrara
delivered judgment on the expeptions for impertinence taken to
the answer of the defendants in tliis case. The information was
filed in Trinity term, 1S35. aj^ainst the Earl of Wilton, and the
other trustees of the Manchester school, and the object of it was
to effect considerable alterations in the mode of carrying on the
school. In Michaelmas term, 183/, a supplemental information
was ftlt'd against Lord Francis Egerton, a new trustee, and two
^futlcmcn, who were then the ht:ad-master and usher of the
school, seeking the same relief against them as the Attorney-
General would have been entitled to if they had been parties to
the original information. The answers were put in to both of
these informations. Before the original and supplemental suits
had come on to be heard, the Earl of \Yiltou resigned his office as
one of the trustees, t^o others of the trustees rlicd, another Dean
of the Collegiate Church of Blanchester and another head master
of the school were appointed; a!\d the defendants, Mr. Foster.
Mr. Wilson Patten, and Mr. Jiurleigh, were chosen as trustees in
the place of the three retired and deceased trustees. Tlie new
parties thus introduced Were not, however, then made parties to
tJieproccedinj^s, and the cause was heard without them. T!ie
hearing took place in 1839, and Lord Cottcnham's judgment was
pionoiiticed iu November ifilo. Disputes arose heuveen the
parties on the minutes of the decree, and these disputes were not
settled until long afterwards. Another supplemental informa-
tion, being that on w^hich tbje present question has arisen, was
filed against Foster and other gentlemen who had come into
office before the jiulgment was pronounced. This supplemental
information stated the purport of the original and first supple-
mental suit, the proceedings which had taken place, and the
decree. It stated the appointment of the new defendants
to their respective offices, and prayed that the Attorney.
General might have the same relief against them as he would
hare been entitled to if they had been parlies to the infor-
mation when the decree was pronounced. The defendants
put in their answers to this information, and admitted that
such proceedings had been had; that the minutes of the decree
were settled, and that the same was nltimately passed and
entered as of tlie 5th of December, 1S39. Tl^ey stated that they
were trustees of the charity at the time the decree was made,
and ought to have been parties thereto, and they insisted that
the decree was invalid as against them, and that the Attorney-
General was not entitled to the benefit of the former suit and
proceedings as against thcin. The defendants stated a variety
of circumstances connected with th^ hist(uy and present state
and prospects of the school, for the purpose of showing why, on
the merits of the case, the Attorney- General ought not to have
the same decree against them. To the latter part of the answer
tlie relators excepted for impertinence. The Master overruled
the cxeepUous, and the parties now appealed from his decision.
Nothing ought to be iu the answer which I lie bill did not call for,
«ir Which would not be material to the defence with reference to
the order or decree whicll miglit be maile. The uucstiou was on
the apphcation of this principle. The practice of the court re-
tjuircd that the new trustees should have been parties at the
hearing, v.hcn they might have made any defence which the
justice of the case required. They could not be likened to pur-
ch^^^x^prnrhnte lite; they did not come in under theohl trustees,
but tliey derived tlieir title from the founder of the charity. The
information itself so treated liie case, and, he thoutjht, conectly.
If he was accurate in ttiis position, it would follow that the new
trustees must, at the time of answering this information, he
cojisidcred as iu the same position as though they wnxc ais^wcr-
ing belore the original and first suppicniental informatiuns were
heard. In that case, it would be clear that tliey might have
Jnade any defence which t)iey thought wbs required by the
justice of the case, subject to a cjiiesti;)n of costs, should
they needlessly have repeated matter contained in the answers
of the former trustees. His proposition was, not that the
licw trustees would necessarily be unaffected by the answers
of the former trustees, or the proceedings in the cause,
but tliat they were not so bound as to be absolutely pre-
cluded from making a possible case agHinst the decree prayed,
and being heard lo aigue against its correctness and propriety.
Theussignceof a defendant who had become bankrupt, after an-
swer, might in some cases be affected by it, but they would not be
precluded from stating their owy'casc in their own answer against
the relief prayed. Extreme cases had been put for the purpose
of showing the inconvenience which possibly might result from
repeated changes of trustees. Tho.se extreme cases which, in
fact, rarely, if ever, occurred, did not furnish a rule at all affect-
nighis decision, or the principle upon which it proceeded. Upon
the second (jucstion, which was one of strict pleading, he cer-
tandy had felt difficulty ; hut adverting to what Lord Redcsdale
had stated, as to the frame of an priginal bill, filed for the pur-
pose of having the benefit of preceding and existing suits as
against persons M'ho were not parties to those proceedings, he
meant an original bill iu the nature of a hill of revivor,
and an origiiial bill in the nature of a supplemental bill,
and referring to what Lord Eldon had also decided, not-
withstanding his intimation of opinion as to what would be
a more convenient rule of practice, he thought the facts which
cunsstituted the case, made by the original information, were so
far put in issue by this information, that the Court might, at the
hearing of the latter, go into the case at large as againstthc new
trustees, and would not be confined to a narrower issue. The
Master's report must, therefore, be confirmed.
Bail Colrt.— XAe Queenv. Charlts Devon and Robert SulHvayi,

Esqs.—Mv. Erie applied to Mr. Justice Pattesou for arule, calling
upon the defendants to show cause why a writ of 7iiandnmus
should not issue, commandhig them to grant a warrant of distress,
and levy a poor-rate which had been made by the parochial autho-
rities of the district iu which ilampton Court Palace is situated.
The question in dispute in this case is simply, whether the parties
W'ho oflicially reside in the Palace are liable to be rated to the
reliif of the poor, and upon which a decision has already been
given by the Court of Qucei^s Bench, His Lordship granted a rule.
Rolls CouKT.—iJt'a;-rf v. i^c/itarrfA-.—Mr. Peniherton and Mr.

Torriano moved for the committal to the warden of the Qneen's
Prison of the defendant, Edward Josephs, otherwise Edward
Josephs Edwards, for disobeying an injunction granted on the
13th of September last, restraining him from using the invention
of the pluintiflTs bill called the daguerreotype, and from taking
or vending ihe portraits and delineations, and from giving in-
structions in the art of using the hivention. The bill stated letters
patent of the i-ith of August, 18:19, to Miles Berry, the enrolment
of the specification in l-'ebruary 1840, that Berry was the agent
of Louis Jac(jues Maude Dagucirc and Joseph Isidore Niepce,
and in June 1841 assigned the patent to the plaintiff, who was
using It J but the defendant, without his license, was exercising
It ui Liverpool-street, London, and was takhig portraits of per-
sons and delineations of objects. The afitidavit of the plaintifTs
witness stated, that he was shown the apparatus by the defendant,
\tho explamed it, and that it was in every particular like the
apparatus m the piamtifTs specification; the defendant sold it
hnu far 5 guineas, oficied to instruct him in the mode of usingit,
said his terms for in.^tr^ction were 5 guineas, and that he had a
class of pupils. The mode of u:.ingit wa:, the same as described
in Uic plaintiflTs specification. The defendant had been pioceed-
ing in that manner, instead of moving to dissolve the injunction.
Mr. Sandys, U)T the defendant, said, it was not a case to visit the
defendant with commitment. There was no hitcntion of con-
tinuing to sell the apparatus. He did not know whether he was
JMit entitled to sell the portraits ; but it was not his intention to
contiiiue so doiug, aud he im^ adYWtisca that uo portndtawoald

defendant was not in a condition to move to dis8ulve the ujjuuc-
tion, he would not be able effectually to rieitnd the action, for
then he could compel witnesses to give evidence whom he could
not bring forward to make affidavits in support of the motion.
Lord Langdale said, he should be sorry to press upon the defendant
by a commitment, but he must pay the costs of the motion, and
the injunction must be extended to rcstrahi him from selling the
apparatus, or using any part of the invention of theplaintifl', who
must bring his action within a reasonable time.
Court op Queen's Bevch. — [Sittings in Banco.] — i/i lie

Captain Buuglas.—in this case a habeas cvrpus\\^^ been obtained
to bring up the body of Captain Douglas, who was iu the custody
of Lieutenant- Colonel Hay, at Chatham, on the charge of having
deserted from his regiment in India. The return to ttic huheas
corpus was read. It set out that Captain Douglas had been
charged before J. Hardwicke, Esq., one of thejustices of the peace
for the county of Midtllescx, with having deserted from the 49th
Regiment of Native Infantry, of the forces of the East Lulia
Company

J that on such charge he had been committed by the
said justice to the custody of the gaoler of Tothill-fields bride-
well, and that since such committal the Secretary at War had
issued his order to Lientenant-Culonel Hay, the commander of
the East India Company's forces at Chatham, to receive the body
of Captain Douglas, and have him safely kept till he could he
despatched to Madras. The captain denied that he was a deserter,
as he had leave of absence till March 1543. The order contained
a statement of the cliarge of desertion, which was made on the
ground that the leave of absence only applied to the Neilgherry
UiUs» After along argument on the admissibility of affidavits,
which the Court considered the case did not call upon them to
receive, Mr. Kelly stated the facts of the case at great length,
and contended that Captain Douglas was an officer, not a com-
mon soldier, and it was plain that the words of the statute did
not authorise such proceedings as had been taken iu this Instance
Rgahiit an officer. There were, iu fact, three objections to these
proceedings, which would be presently stated to the court in their
regular order. Uut, first, if the ohject of the statute and its title

were looked at, it would be clear that it did not apply to a
case like the present. The act was passetl with a view to the
management and command of the liritish army, and there
was but one section which partially extended its provisions
to the forces of the East India Company. That was the
32d section, which made the act applicable to the forces of
the Company, while they should be in any part of the United
ICingdom. And the 22d section dt ' ircd, that if any soldier
should be found, who had deserted from the corps to which
he ought to belong, and should be charged with such desertion,
he might be taken before a magistrate, and on the order of that
inagistrrito miglit be committed, Sic. It was clear, therefore,
that before the magistrate had any right to corhfnit a man as
guilty of the offence of having deserted, he must be s&tisfitd this
the man was a soldier, and was a per=on who ought to have been
with the corps to which he belonged; and being satisfied on that
point, the magistrate might cnmuiit him to civil custody, and
then the Secretary at War might give au order for his transfer tu
military custody, to be there dealt with according 10 martial law.
The objections to the course which had been pursued here were
three. The first was, that the powers of the magistrate extended
only to common soldiers, and till this most strained and unpre-
cedented proceeding had taken place, no one had ever heard of
this provision of the Mutiny Act bviug applied to an officer. The
magistrate had, in facf, no jurisdiction iu a case like tin; present.
The second objection was, that it was not i»ade to appear bcfurc
the magistrate, and that he did not state in his warrant, nor did
the Secretary at War state in his order, nor was it stated in the
return, that the person whom he hud iu his custody was a person
who t)ught to be with the corps to which he beloi\ged. Thc&e
objections related to the 22d section of the act. The third objec-
tion related to the 32d section of the act, which was the section
where the provisions of the act were declared applicable to the
forces of the East India Company while iu tlic Uiuttd Kingdom.
The third ohjectionwas.thut the act did notajiply inthisinstiincc,
for the corps to which Capt. Douglas bch)ngcd did not form
any part of the forces of tiie East India Company in this country.
The Itarntd counsel here read the section in tiucctiun, and
Lord Deiiman aikcd whetlier t!ie proceedings were ait< ^^thei
under the 22d and :J2d sections. The Attorney-General (who, with
the Solicitor General, Mr. Clarkson, Mr. Pollock, and Mr. l-'orsy th,

appeared in support of the conauital) answered in the allirmative.

Lord Denmau : Then, is it not a fatal objection that it is no-
where stated that Capt. Douglas is a soldier, and ought to be with
his corps > It seems to me that these allegations ought to have
been made in order to give the magistrate jurisdiction. The At-
torney-General answered that the return had been Iramed with
tliose materials which had been placed before the advisers of the
East India Company, and if the defect existed in those materials

themselves, the court must decide how far, it would affect the re-

turn itself. Lord Denman : It certainly appears to me that it is

necessary in this case that these two facts should distinctly ap-

pear on the return. The Attorney-General admitted that ifthat was
the opinion of the Court, the return, which of course was founded
on the warrant, could not be supported. Lord Denman: I put
that question to you expecting that you would answer it in the

way you have done. The Attorney-General felt that he couldnot
do otherwise. Till this moment, when the objection was pointed

out in argument, it was not known that it existed, and of course
the return, being founded on the warrant, could only be made in

such a way as the facts of the case justified. Capt. Douglas was
then ordered to be discharged.—Immediately after this, and as he
was quitting the precincts of the conrt, ho was arrested on pro-

cess issuing out of the office of the Sheriff of Middlesex. That
process was upon a claim for 12,«0U/. iu virtue of au information
filed against Capt. Dougias by her Majesty's Attoruey-Generah
Mr. Kelly immediately brought the fact before the court, and
read the writ. It appeared to he a capias, issued under the pro-

visions of the 33d George III., c. 52, sec. 141, relatuig to
the government of the liritish poj^acssions iu India, and at
its foot was the usual order tu the officer directed to exe-
cute to beware of violating the privileges 01 ambassailors, Sic.

Mr. Kelly contended that the arrest was a civil proceeding, and,
therefore, illegal after tiie recent acquittal. Ue argued that it

was a contempt of court, and that no arrest could take place
until defendant had reached his home. On tliese grounds he
applied for his discharge. Mr. Chambers followed on the same
side, and adduced cases in support of his argument. The At-
torney and Solicitor Generals at some length replied tu this argu-
ment, and contended that the offence for which Capt. fouglas
was arrested Was a statutable offeucc of a criminal nature, and

I-

that the arrest had actually taken place, after he had left the hall
iu which the court holds its sittings. Now, uo one could doubt
that an oacncc designated iu a statute as a misdemeanour at
law, and declared by that statute to be punishable as a misde-
meanour, and to subject the party guilty of it not only to fine

and imprisonment, but to forfeiture of goods, was a criminal
offence. It could have no other character assigned it, and if so,
then the party charged witlf such an offence could not set upany
privilege of fr^dom iiom arrest iu any place, or at any time.
The arrest here was, therefore, a lawful arrest, aud the appli-
cation to discharge the defendant must be refused. Lord Deu-
man said, when a person who is unlawfully in custody is set at
liberty by this court, he *u privileged from arrest in civil proceed-
ings. The question hero is really, therefore, whether this arrest
is in a civil or a crinnnal proceeding. The distinctions be-
tween the two modes of proceeding are infinite. The privilege

now sought to be asserted is undoubtedly Important, but
equally^ important is it to the public that, to tlje necessity

of enforcing the criminal law, me^e privilege should give way.
And this principle has long* been recognised by the law of

£a£:laudj for -when a xiuiu la^a returned i2coi»j that home

itself, ncred for other purposes, forms no i>rotection acainst
iuvasion if the individual, wu.^e home it is, fs chare-cd with
a crime } for the law itself direct« the iuvasion of' it, and
authorii^es the arrest of the party, not only if the officer can
peaceably get within the house, but by his Urea1tin|f open
the outer door. Tlie question, therefore, J repeat, is whether
this is a civU or a criminal process. 1 Uiink it is perfectly
clear that it is a criminal proceeding; and 1 tiiiuk tliat we
cannot favour this applicaticui, for it is not within the ordinary
duty of the court to prot--t individuals who are properly re-
strained of their liberty. Much has been said on the nature of
this proceeding, hut if the writ had been placed in the hands of
the sheriff alter the defcnd*mt h«d left the court, we should have
been bound to Pay that he had no 1 rlvHcgc to protect hiai from
arrest upouc^uuinal process bftnd JUe issaed. I ihtrodu : the
expression Awna ^de, because, in Uuj case referred lo hy Mr,
Chambers, the cuminal process of the law was abused, and the
party was therefore rightfully diseh ^-ed from custodv. But that
is not the case here. Tliat was not an appUca*^ n to discharge a
man after he had been hwwt*ied on a A«/>cfl« '^ -pus from illegal
custody

; it was on application lo sei a^ide an arrest on civil pro-
cess, because the party ^uing out that civil prr..,^ bad, iu order
to get possession nf the person of his dt Iilor, been guUty of col

.

lusiou with those who had the day before apprehended that
debtor on criminal process. Mr. Harcu *'arkc there dechireU
that he should feel disposed to say, that any plaintiff availing
himsclf^of the tT:^ of cn'minal procr ^ t*) ohtain'the custody of the
person of his debtor, which he was not entitled to, should not
afterwards avail himself uf other means to render such a course
of conduct advantagcoiis to liiniself. There is no proof of any-
thing of that kind iutlic present instance. Tlie case cited, there-
fore, docs not iu any respect apply to the present ; but if wc had
found that this custody, which is now clearly of a criminal nature,
had been obtained by pr< . . lings set on foot for the purjiose of
giving the parties the opp(Utunity of a' ; wards detaining the
defendant on another chnrg:e, we should not permit tfiem to
avail themselves of it. This is a case wholly different from the
one I have iiowsupposcil. The charge is for a specific oftence,
and there is no ground whatever U>t supjiosing that the advisem
of the Crown have acted like the plafntifT who issued one process
for the mere purpose of laying hold of tlie j)erson of his debtor
under another. \N e cannot say that this arrest is unlawful ac
the case of a violation of privil^^j, for such privilege never diU
extend, and never can extend, by ai»y operation of any principle
of law, to give a man, under a bond /ide criminal charge, an
exemption Irom Uability to arrest upon it. The othcrjudg«a^on-
cui red, and the applieutiou was refused. Capiaiu Douglas wa*
then removed in custody.

SPOUTING.
TATTEKSALI.'S, Tnrr.snAT.-THE DERBv.-OfTers of PMo l

on the field and to take 20 to i about ^l^rat, and T2 to I nbont
AVinesour, but no bet wa^; laid ; the attendance being thinner
than usual, owing to fhc ct: uitry meetings which take place at
this time of the year.

MARK LANE, FaniAr, K«v. 18.—There is but little En;:lisb
Wheat offeriiig, yet pureliaaes might be made at a decline of !».
to '2,s, bhivc Monday. Tlie trade in Tn)ciirn i-^ effected by the
above, and the sales are dohfined to net iiy buyers in retail t;'i.iii-

tities, the prices being held the same j there is not much hiciuiry
for bonded. Ilarley is without alteration, and the =nmc may he
noted of Peas and Bcaus, but thcj ... c a dull sale. The Oat Trade
is txcecding:ly flat.
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GAZETTE OF THE \VJe;EK.
BANKKUrTCIES MTEit^SEDED.-J. Halcffl!,. ManchMter, m^rrli-,TiT^

J. Ilardman, Kearsey, Lani-aahlre, Bhupkeepei—W. i-jun," Jtm., i ambridgp,
chprnist ;ind drncjfi^t.

HANKKLT"fS_\r. Cajwn, New Bond nr^et, M»ld)nvx, hotter—J. Vsn-
d^rlyii, IJitundsdJtch, tailor— .f. N. (M.apman, Tpppr Hi-IIuvray, lit-rn^ed \ it lu.
aJler

—

J. rranhii «>k, JV^^'j drajier— T. J. i.ania«tf r, n.Mre^-vat"(l, IJif t-
f.

. ., .ry,
merchant—D. liSmith, Budklft-sbury, tnrr«,-li»nt—.' A>i n.-iih, Rocbu^ii . Lan-
t'aihirp, worsttd manutaclurer—
Siibtcr, Kirintnjcham, ijtpttnoe:

draper—J. (ir.iiit, Urisiul, bake
CnlJirigs, Dcvudfoit, l.ikcr—T. Frith. Stafford, shoe nirinu,. lurer— .7. f

,

PiTmiiuth, mTcliant—W. Street, Hk'kinf^hnU Sum-rinr, Kutfutk, pn»* t - i.
Fisher, Kandolph ntreet, Camden Town, % Jt^tuaner— .K Jay. h^ttdan Mall,
builder—U.S«vai:e, \ViothMi*T, dealer in gl^u And viiiiui---T.~(iil»<m, Hiuk-
lersbury, coffe€hous«-kpeper—J. Aplin, Bwf^twr, scrivfner— S. Vlatei^, Kdeo-
brffiffp, Kent, draper— B. Laurence, Crown Court, Oli B oud ftrtet, raerchans
—H. I.iodun, Marlboronnh, Devncicbir*, c«in factor—C. liailey, Uwkh : .

er— T- Brcnn»fld, BUi-khnrn, linen-drap«r--<<I.
r—J. Hc^WfH-th, Nt'W M»lum,V'irk«hirp, wutilien
ker—J. Suff.ilk, Birmingham, bridle cuittT—W.

F. Turner, Birminphain,prJnteri_S. Butler, W. Btider, and J. Duller, Bir-
mingham, ironfounders—T. BeJl, NewrastJe-npon Tytie, jrroi-ei—G. B. Bttnn,
Liv«7p<>r>[, ctiiT -fiitm nienhani—W. Bavlev. Hustings, Sussex, rrocer.
SCOTCH tsEOL'E^iTKATJUX^.—G. B. Brown and J. S-lChaJmett, Leith,

wauhmrfker.-*—W. Watt and J. M'lXjwail, Glaspu^v, wriahui— (J. Bishup, Dun.
dte, meri hant— I). Keay, Lovhee, grocer—W. Ki»':'>'k, Kdiufautjfh, writer—J.
Anderfton and W. Harvey, Pulsley, thread amraf;uturer9.

BIRTHS—On tlie Hth Inst., In iTrmvenor-sqWare, thpC(>imt*'P!rrtf fiafloway,
of adaiiiihtPT—t)n fhe I5lh inst.,at Dover, the lady ot £. Rk«», K*^, M,P.,<^
a daufihitr, still born—On ihe I3th i»«., «t 8, W UiowwaJk, Ki?ntiph Tihwn,
the lady of A«*isiant and CommiMAxy-iitrm^ial Dinividdie, of ft daughter At
rh*-UrnIirtin, -n the Ijih inst,, the lady of J Parkinsi>n, Rsq., of Kim^^i-fey
Crtitle, Herufurdflhue. of a dan^hter~On the l..ih insK., at 3, Upptr M»atag:n-
s t, Monnmi-jtquare, the lady ol'H. J. Hiibins(>n, Em., of adau|;iiter.
MAiUtlED.—At Croydim, on Ihe lAih instant, by lim .^<'v. Henry 1

'-•'i-^y^

George Drummond of Croy/tun, Esq , tp Saxiih, st-cond d ' t^r .'f U
Senders Knhinson, E*q., ft FuirfieM House, Cn:iivd"n—nii th*- !?ih m^. '-^

Jobn'l, HampAteid, by the Rev. Joha ilyre-, WiUiam Ah^w, £^»»uik'-».
Hampstead, in Mary, - ngestdao^hii^r nY the late C. H. H. Bmiry,^H't n^

Swa]luw6fld,Berk»—On tfae 16»hlmrt-,at H»-ir TrinJTT Ch;,. -nrnptftn^hj

the Rev. W*. Curling, M.A., Charles Rhind. Esq., uilirtifaat,! finam*xiMt,
yuunf»i-«t daughter ot William Otk. Ksq-yl^ondun-

1>1KI» A*. Ci>«lMftt on tka 13*h Inat., in hU TBih year. «lrf**N»f«* Ualker,
I.itfutenant-Giivi'rnorof Eh*"

'

* lai—Oatfce iub i»«J , -^^ *. harie*!* *?,

eHoxKm, ^ed ^, C E W^-ii^r Ks-j., a c3£hi«r in the Bank "? ^ .. l

U<^h i«t., after a Jew a uiaesii, John Browne, E ' '^MnbeftrcU,

in the 4M yt^r of his gjfe-On the 14th inf^t., at ?!* - ^ '- Hwa, ammm, in rho

S9th year of Iws a*rf, Mr, Bentoa—Ai Keve, «o Urt iSRh m*t., Mra. Sctojei),

aaadM—Onthe '. ' »«., atMawby T .-, Swutii I.it»twtth. H ;lluimOibor»<,

J:,>q.,aired ;p—On the Uth instant, Mr Jam learaBder <^b.>rn
, f Mnti'^t.

r..w, WalwTjrth—On the iMh in»t-, at CsrAnium, in hia** h yrar. the Hey. E,
T. Bej n.n. of that place, and S13««» • >*iMMi, Chtkhmm, Stirr^v—t^n iheSUiinst.,
at tko Vicarajre, ToddiitRton, in himmh ya»r.th«R«v. JohsJ^^y, M.A.,vk.*r
of ToddiaLfftonaiidofDidbro.fek,<^' -^rB^- . 4Bd re^-tor of Wha4a«o, Wika.
—On the Hth inat., ^a^r^ 7^, at CoJ aJl *S*J't '« t"* C'intf c'f Norfolk, t> »

Rbt. Jf«m« Ward, 1>-I>., ff^rm^lr Fellow of ^aeca't Cirill^, CsabrH^^ iui4
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NGAIXES bees to inform the : 'Iity, Gentry, and

• Trade'iii ireneral. that his List of flrst-iate Pelargoniums,

P«n«iP« C^ceoUrias Fuchsias. Verbe: ,
Clirysanthemums,

KaA«?SK^^ may be obtainou by application at the

^'ipn PTFO niGITALIS.-Seed of thia Sj>Iendid Flower, which

received a Mt^Jal at the Jane Meeting: of the Horticultural

tjTlritfV at Chls\r!ck, can be obtained in smaU packets at 5s. each

-X some fine Pansy-Seed, at 2*. 5d, do.-Surxey-lane, Batter-

sea, 20th Oct., 1842.

srriRLEV VINEYARD. NEAR SOUTHAMPTON,-NURSERY
DEPARTxMEXT.

CLEMENT HOARE respectfully announces that he

has now on sale an extensive collectionof Grape Vine Plaiita

of superior growth, and of the most approved sorts in general

cultivation, vao'i»JJ i" V^'^^^ ^^^^^ -^' ^^* *^ "^' ^^' each.

Lately Published,

A PRVCTICAL TREATISE o>- THR CULTIVATION of thk

GRAPE VINE ov OPEN WALLS. By Clbmknt Hoark. 3d

edition. Svo, 7*. 6rf. boards. Longman Sc Co., London. Sold by

all Booksellers, and at the Vineyard at Shirley.

ARDIe's new cantaloupe melon, war-

ranted the earliest and most prolific variety known, pro-

ducing three crops in one season. The fruit is of goorfsizc and

excellent flavour. It has obtained several prizes, and is matched

against any Melon of its class in cultivation. To be had in sealed

TOcketa, at 2$, 6d. each, postage prepaid, exclusively of James

S.rter Seedsman and Horist. 238. High Holborn, London.
*»* Seed of the " Rambler" Cucumber, from the finest fruit, at

If. W. and 2,Y. 6(f. per packet.

J COOK begs leave to inform his Friends and

• Dahlia Growers, generally, that he intends letting out his

Superb Seedling Dahlia CONFIDENCE in gronud roots at 3/. 35.

each --colour, orange pink, a decided improvement upon Pamp-

\W^ iMoofnsbury ;
great depth of petals, and beautifully cupped

;

from 3 to 4 ft. high. J. C. regrets he could not exhibit it in Sep-

tember, in consequence of the Jtirips durhig the latter end of July

and through August. One plant produced from 6 to -8 first-rate

Blooms. It was shown at the Surrey in July last, and by Mr.

Southby, 1841, Oxford Show, by name •• Jack of Newbury.*' See

aardentr.%* Gazeitf', Oct. 9th. A remittance from unknown cor-

respondents.— Address, Ladbroke Grove, Nottiug Hill, London.

FOR TEN POUNDS.—A Bed of TULIPS, 60

Rows (420 Bulbs), the property of an Amateur declining

their cultivation, comprising most of the esteemed varieties,

—among which 'arc Louis XVL, Violet Alexander, Transparente

Noire, Rubens, ' Perlc d'Anglcterre, Claudiana. Cerise £l Belle

Forme, Ponceau tr5s Blanc, La Tendresse, Amadis, Walworth,

Thale^tris, Andromache, Charbonnier, Polyphemus, Rising Sun,

^c, &c. Address Y.Z., 4, Prospect Cottage, Thornhili Road,

Islington.

TO GAUDENERS AND OTHERS.—By Mr. John
Kino, on Monday, 2lst Nov. at 11 precisely, on the .Pre-

mises, Cambridge Row, Cambridge Heath, Hackney Road :

— Two Greenhouses (nearly new), 1000 Greenhouse Plants,

Fruit and Forest-trees, Evergreens, ,20 Boxes and Lights, Hand
Glasses, Spring Cart, Ware, Tubs, «itc. May be viewed, and

Catalogues had on the Premises; of Mr. Lake, Seedsman, Bishops-

gate-street ; and of the Auctioneer, Hackney Road.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY
HOT W^\.TER.

J "WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c., Gloucestsr-
• PLACE, Kixo's-noAP, Chelsea, Hothoi^se Builders and

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the

Nobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER. -

CONICAL and other BOILERS of allsizcsj their largest con-

sumes buf a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once

in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 300ft. in

length. ^

Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means
of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally

adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
£recttott& and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
^C, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, fil.Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor*s description, Gardeners* Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers vvill be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setthig in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 11 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5.5. and upwards. Further

particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of biiildtT»ir.T«->v >^«2^j^icd as above; where also may be seen

the imprcmni nionglit.iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's

Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-

mental Wire-work. Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Wayte's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.
/"^ROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which
vy received the Honorary Reward of the Royal Agricultural

Society,

^"^^-^
^-"-*' --_

The Botly of the Cart is made of Cast-Iron, and holds about

200 gallons. A. The Brass Valve Lever, wmout stopping the

horse the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquul upon

the Sprcad.Board. G^ B, Patent Iron Pump which cannot

possibly choke or get out of order, E. The Flexible Leather

Pipe. 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.- Price dehvercd

^'^CIIOSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, ^-c—will contain 3 bushels of

manure—price 12/. 12.?.

TO FARMERS, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.
SULPHATE of LIME, now in use by the Horticultural

Society being a cheap substitute for Gypsum, maybe had in

large or small quantities, at Samuel Carter's. 65, Blackman-

street, Borough of Southwark.

GUANO ON SALE.—Any quantity of this valuable

Manure can be had from the Bonded Stores of the Importer,

either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotesworth,

Powell, and Pryor, St. Helen's-place, London ; Edwards, Danson,

and Co., Liverpool. William J osei^h Myers and Co., Importers,

Liverpool.
_

Just published, price Threepence, wnth Engravings,

THE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST.
This week's Nu«^bcr contains :—FioriculU^gaJ Society of

London—Coverings for Pits and Frames— Gardeners' Wages—
Ayreson the Cucumber—Hotbeds—Improvement of Frontages

— Progress of Floricultvire—Notes on Plants and Flowers—Rho-

dodendrcn—Properties of the Pink—Directions for December-
Vegetables- Flower Garden, &c. &c. -

London: R. Groombridgc, 5, Paternoster Row, and sold by all

Booksellers and Newsmen.

U-hcd i.;i3 day, Ic^ . -vo., 5s. ^d, clolh,

A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW of the CULTURE of

the VINE, under Glass, from the Embryo Bud to the perma-

nent Bearing of the Plant. By jA.Mhs Rohbrts.

[Dr. Lindley's opinion on specimens of five varieties of Grapes

from young Vines two years planted, exhibited at the Royal

Hort. Societv's Rooms, Regent-Street. London, Sept. 7th, 1841]:

"For size'and weight of bunches we should think they have

never been surpassed." [The large silver medal was awarded

"As a plain and practical treatise on the subject it is the best

we have ever met vi'itt^.''— Wakefield Journal,

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans,

A HISTORY OF BRITISH FOREST-TREES,^ indigenous and introduced. By PaiDEAux John Sklby.

of Twizcll, Esq. This volume gives an account of the useful

and ornamental properties, best modes of culture, of the va-

rious Forest-trees now grown in Great Britain. It forms a

manual for the planter, and an interesting and informing volume

for the general reader. Each species is historically described

and figured. The Engravings, amounting to ncariy 200, repre-

sent the perfect tree, and details of the flowers, leaves, and fruit.

Demy Svo, 28*. j royal 8vo, 2/. \6s.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUn.DlNGS. DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the aboA-e-raentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
dnrability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opporturuty of

exhibiting, amongstothcr metal works, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D and E. Bailhy were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides mnny
otiiers in this country and on the Continent.

D andE BAiLsvhai-e prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery? they

he^ to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at mtcr-

TBls, required, and which maybe §eea at their Manufactory.

Now published, price lOs,,

A SECOND Edition of MILL'S TREATISE ON
•^ THE CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS. MELONS, SEA-KALE,
and ASPARAGUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit, and also

daily Notes of Practice from December to February inclusive.

Published by Wm, SMirn, 113, Fleet-street, and sold by all

Booksellers.

/"tOUNTRY GENTLEMEN are respectfully informed
V^ that the PROVINCIAf- PAPERS from every County, also

Irish and Scotch, are regularly filed at DEACON'S COFFEE and
CHOP- HOUSE, 3, Walbuook, near the Mansion House. Also,

a variety of Foreign Journals and the best Periodicals. Coffee,

Chops, Steaks, Ales, and Stout, in perfection- Good Beds,

Established 1812.

h Advettisenients received for every London and Country Paper,-

An Index kept to Advertisements lor Heirs and Next of Kin.—
Advertisement Office. First floor- ..

rpo NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, NURSERY-
-L MEN, and OTIIERS.-SEVEN ACRES of NURSERY-
STOCK, Greenhouse Plants, Household Furniture, Mare and
Colt, Cow% Gig. Cart. Harness, Pits, Frames, Hand-glasses,

Garden Pots,. Sundry Utensils. &c.-To be SOLD BY AUCTION,
by Messrs. pTioTHEr.oB and Mokris, on the Premises, Ingate-

stonc, Essex, on Monday, Nov. 2lst, 1842, and following days,

at 11 o'clock, by order of the Trustees of the Estate of Mr.
ALKXANDKa HocG, the whole of the Valuable Nursery- Stock,

consisting of Fruit and Forest Trees, Evergreens, American
Plants, Deciduous and Ornamental Shrubs of every variety,

200. feet of Hot- water Pipe, Boiler, &c. Catalogues. 6d. each

.(returnable to iMirchasers), may be had on the Premises ; at the

Black Boy, Chelmsford; Spread Eagle, Ingatestone; White Hart,

Brentwood; White Hart, Romford; of the principal Seedsmen in

London ; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Ley tonstone.

EMIGRATION TO NEW ZEALAND.
Just completed, in large foUo, price 5s, coloured,

A PLAN OF THE TOWN OF NELSON, beau-

tifully engraved on copper, from the original survey by F.

TUCKETT, Surveyor to the New Zealand Company ; showing

the numbers and orders of choice of the Allotments.

Just published, in imperial folio, price 4s. coloured,

A FLAN of the TOWN OF NEW PLYMOUTH,
drawn on stone from the original Survey by FREDERICK A.

CARRINGTON, Surveyor to the New Zealand Company.
In demy octavo, price \s. 6d. sewed.

An INDEX REl-EKENCE to the above PLAN, being a KEY
to the Numbers of the Allotments.

The Plun and Index Reference together, price 5s,

In demy octavo, price is.,

LATEST INFORMATION from the SETTLEMENT
of NEW PLYMOUTH, comprising Letters from Settlers there,

with an Account of its general Products andits Agricultural and
Commercial Capabilities, &c.

In post octavo, price 2s. 6rf. cloth,

NARRATIVE of a RESIDENCE in various PARTS
of NEW ZEALAND, giving a complete Account of that highly

interesting country. By Chakles Ilfc:Ai»nr, Esq.

The Fifth Edition, demy octavo,, with Map and Plates, price 3s.,

cloth, * ^
An ACCOUNT of the SETTLEMENTS of the NEW

ZEALAND COMPANY, from Personal Observations during a
Residence there. By the Hon. Hknkv William Pktee.

"These excellent works contain recent and most valuable
information respectiiig New Zealand; and the honourable and
talented authors have given satisfactory proof of their sincerity,

by having returned to New Zealand as their now adopted country
and permanent home."

—

London Jievitu;.

Published by Smith, Eldjuk, and Co., Cornhili, London ; where
all the works connected with New Zealand may be procured, a

complete list of which will be sent (free;, on application, to any

part of the kingdom.

ryo NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.—To be Let,
-L on very advantageous terms, in a very excellent situation,

about six miles from London, eight acres, part in Nursery,

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables, at a low rent, held on lease for

22 yearsiunexpired. Dwelling-house, Greenhouses, Pits, Frames,

&c. &c. The stock of Plants, &c. to be taken by valuation, in

the usual way. For particulars apply to Mr. John King, Auc-

tioneer, IJackney-road.

ANKS OF THE THAMES.—"Wanted to rent or
' purchase, between Staines and Wallingford, a Gentleman's

Residence, suitable for a small family, with Pleasure and Walled

Kitchen Gardens, good Stabling and Offices, and if with from

20 to 50 acres of Land, the more desirable. Particulars to be

sent to R. D. K., care of Mr. Corfield, Land Agent, 31, Francis-

street. Tottenham- court Road. ^
''I'ROPICAL ORCHIDACE^.—TO BE SOLD, in

JL one Lot, cheap, a SmaU Collection (6j sorts) of free flowering

Tropical Orthidaceous Plants, including some good specimens.

This lot is worthy the attention of any one commencing the culti-

vation of these plants. For list and particulars apply to Enward
Sang and Sons.—Kirkaldy, Nov. 15, 1842.

LEASE to be SOLD, with a House and Four Rooms;
and a PINE PIT, 52 feet long by 12 wide j and one ditto

50 feet long by 10 feet wide ; and 600 Pine Plants in sorts j
one

acrcijf good Garden Ground; the rent at 10/. per year. Apply

by application to Mr. Stone, gardener, Deptford.
.

^__.^-^-^__—_^^^^^^^^^J—^^»^^^^--^— J-^^^—^""-M—^^"^^^^^'^.'^^^^'~™''^*

WANTED TO PURCHASE, immediately, 100 feet

of Second-hand 4-inch Cast-iron Socket-jointed PIPE.—
Direct (free) to J. W. H., 20, Corapton-street, Brunswick-square.

WHITE HART HOTEL AND HORTICULTURAL GROUNDS,
BROMLEY, KENT.

\\T PAWLEY begs most respectfully to call the

> • attention of thcNobility and Gentry wishing to purchase

specimens of Stove and Greenhouse Plants for exhibiUon to his

Collection, which is equal and not to be surpassed by any Nur-

seryman's in the neighbourhood of London. Catalogues of the

Stock wiU be sent Gratis on application. W^ P. also begs to

state that the above Hotel has an advantage ever many, as the

apartments open into the grounds, with additional conservatories

attached, rendering it in every respect desirable for Families and

parties wishing for a retreat at a convenient distance from the

Metropolis, where they may ensure every accommodation and

comfort upon moderate terms. Bromley is particularly healthy,

and beautifully situated in an excellent neighbcuihood ten miles

from town.

RABBIT NETS, SHEEP NETS, & TARPAULINS.
Long Hare and Rabbit Nets, 50. 80, and 100 yards, proper

for the purpose. Sheep-folding Net 4 Jd. per yard. 34 feet hign.

made of strong tarred cord, much approved. Superior TarpaOims

*2s. per square yard, made up and perfectly waterproof for cover-

ing Greenhouses, Frames, &c. Nets for Frames, ag^^^^t Lacs,

Dogs, Rabbits, &c.. 2rf. per yard. Rob. RiCHAKOSON.Nct MaKer,

21, Tonbridge Place, New Road.jnear Euston Square, London.

Upwards of 1000 Second-hand Pollccmcn»s Tarpauhn Capes,

lined with cloth, and in a good state, being redressed, is. 9^., is^

and 2s. Gd., for Gardeners' Labourers, Farm Servants, &c. Aiso

large Tarpaulin Capes for Gamekeepers.

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.

THIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and

is especially fitted for the AYalls of Hothouses, Conserva-

tories, &c., as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perlectiy

impenetrable by insects. /

The entire range of Hothouses erectmg by the Government at

Frogmore are about being stuccoed with it, and the price r'^i'^e*

ncariy equally with the cements in ordinary use for Hoors, ana

it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and SONS, Mm-
bank, Westminster.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR* OIL, a Vegetable
Production. The only article that produces and restores

Hair; also Whiskers, Mustacuios, and Evk-brows ;
prevenw

Hair from falUng off or turnmg grey to the latest period ol nit,

changes grey Hair to its original colour-frees it Irom scurt,ana

makes it beautifully soft, curlv, and glossy. In ^^^^b nb

Hair, ic keeps it firm in the Curl, uninjured by damp weatucr,

crowded rooms, the dance, or in the exercise of "dmg. au

Children it is invaluable, as it lays a foundationfor aBKALTiFi/u

''cluTiov'-^Mk for .MiOWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL ''and

observe their Name and AnniiKss. in ^^cd on Uie Wrapper, tn us .

A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATl'ON GARDEN,
Counter-signed ALEX. ROWLAND.

The lowest price is 3*. 6^/.—the next r^.-ios. 6d. and 215. per

*.*' On theback of the Wrapper, arethewords
"^^^^^'V^.w'ie-

MACASSAR OIL" engraven nearly 1,500 times, contaimuB

29,02s letters, without which none arc genuine. ,

(Impostors call their trash the - GENUINE,'Und omit tne

"&"inthe Signature, offering it for Sale under the lure

being cheap.) ^ . . _ 3-
ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL is sold by the Proprietors, *»

above, and by respectable Perfuntcrs and Medicine Vcnacrs

Printed by Mfhsrs. B»A.>hL Hk and Evanb, A-wi^^a^^^-^U*^"!!?
[ j vf. them »»

the rrecim-t .t Whiftiiars, ^n the City ot J ondon. And FnbJishea
?/ ^^^^

the Owc«, 3. Cha«i,ss-*trkjst, Coyatn Gaxuw*, m the Couniy ol OTia
^^^

where ail Adver iisementa aad Conimunictttiuni axe to b* addrifBe" •

Edifor.-.5aturdav. November 11^. IQiii*
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN for the year 1S43. The Ex-
hibitions will take plaee on the following days ; viz., Saturday, May
13 ; Saturdayj June 17 ; Wednesday, July I2,

EXHIBITORS.
All persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at liberty

to send subjects for exhibition.

DELIVERY OF OBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION.
Exhibitors are earnestly requested to notify in writing, previously

to the day of meeting, what plants they ifttend to supply, in order
that due provision may be made for the proper distribution of the
Kpeeinicns on the exhibition tables. The best places will be secured
for those who con^ply with this request.
As it is necessary that the Judges should proceed to consider the

respective merits of the exhibitions by 10 a.m., and as it is abso-
lutely indispensable that the tables should be arranged by that time,
it has been determined that no subject for exJiibithm s/iuU be ad-
mitfed into the gardeii after hatf-past eight o^clock in the^norvinfrj
and if the owners of any locked-up boxes, or other cases, should not
be in the exhibition- tent at the gaid hour, such cases or boxes must
be excluded from competition for medals.

" All specimens whether of fruit or flowers, will remain untouched
until after six o^clock, when they will be delivered into the hands of
the exhibitors, who are most particularly requested not to give away
their cut flowers in the tents, as much confusion has been found to

arise from that practice.

ADMISSION OF EXHIBITORS.
Exhibitors Or other persons required to assist in bringing in the

objects for exhibition, will be admitted before half-past eight in the
morning at the Carter's Yard Entrance Gate.
Every principal exhibitor of subjects for which medals are specifi-

cally offered may be furnished with one pass-ticket, which is not
transferable, for which he is requested to apply before ten o'clock,

AT WHICH HOUK Tlli\ GARDEN WILL BE CLEAHED OF ALL rEaSO.-^S
not officially detained there. *

Exhibitors may re-enter the Garden after one o'clock, when they
win be required to give up their pass-tickets at the C<irter's Yard
Gate.

FLOWER-STANDSi
Exhibitors of cut flowers must SUPPLY THEIR OWN BOXES

OR STANDS. No box or stand shall exceed eight inches in height
at the back, or eighteen inches in depth from front to back. The
lids of all boxes must he cither loose or made to unhinge.

MEDALS AND REWARDS.
The Society distributes the following Medals and

iiamelv, jtf

C. The Certificate .... value
Silver Banksian Medal . . . . .1
Silver Knightian ditto . . . . .1
Large Silver ditto ..•...!
Large Silver Gilt ditto 4
Gold Banksian ditto . .... 7
Gold Knightian ditto 10
Large Gold ditto • 2Q

Exhibitors to whom any of these shall be awarded can exchange
them one for another, or may receive their value in money, or in

plate. Jf within one 7n07ith nfter the third E.rhibition of the year
no intimation shall have been received from an Exhibitor of the
manner in which he desires his lUedals to be disposed of, all the
Medals due to him will be prepared and troiismittcd to him through
the vsnal jntbfic conveyances, wifhovt further notice. In case an
Exhibitor shall receive a First Prize in any one Letter, he shall not
be entitled to receive any other Medal in the same Letter; except
in Z, AA, and liU.

SUBJECTS OF EXHIBITION.
These will be divided into Classes, as explained further on.
^{o articles not of horticultural produce will be allowed to be

placed upon the tables.

Exhibitors will do weU to make themselves acquainted with the
arrangements described in the following list, as they will IN ALL
CASES BE REQUIRED TO SIGN A PRINTED FORM OF
DECLARATION TO BK FURNISHED TO THEM IN THE
GARDEN stating under what Icttrr their plants are to he shown;
and they arc particularly requested to take notice, that if errors in

the awards pf the Judges should occur, in consequence of mistakes on
the jjart of Exhibitors in liUiug up such decUu-ations, the Society
cannot undertake to rectify the errors afterwards.

Names fairly written arc to he attached by Exhibitors to all

Florists' flowers; and the Judges are restrained from awarding any
Medal to such Exhibitors, wh.^tcvcr their tacrit may be, if this

regulation is not complied with. By Florists' flowers are meant not
only flowers usually so named, but aI?o Fuchsias, Ptlargouiunas,
Roses, and Calceolarias,
Class I.—FLOWERS for which nurserymen and private growers

exhibit independently of each other-

—

A. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 new and first-rate varieties,

cultivated with superior skill, in pots of 24 to a cast, GB, SG,
Lo, oIC«

Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 vasleties, in pots of 12 to a
cost, SG. LS, SK.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in B cannot also exhibit in C,

Pelargoniums, in collections of six varieties, in pots of 8 to a
cast, LS, SB.

Rhododendrons, in pots j net fc^er than 12 plants in 12 varieties.
LS, SK, SB.

Hoses, in pots, in collections of 25 distinct varieties, GB, SG, LS.
N.B. It is the wish of the Society, in a future season, to re-
quire Rofes to be shown exclusively in pots ; and not to allow
cut spcrimcns to he exhibited at aU.

Moss Roses in loose bunche.'*, as gathtrcd, so as to cxliibit, as
far as possible, the habit of the variety j in 12 varieties, SK,

Other Koscs, exhibited a3 iu the la&t letter, and in 50 varictie<*
LS, SK, SB, C.

» u ou voxicut.,

SB.
SK.
LS.
SG.
GB.
GK.
LG,

Rcwar)^

;

«. d.

10

5 '

15

0^

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

O.

I.

N.B. No one who exhibits in this letter, can also compete in
the following.

H. Other Roses, exhibited as in the letter F, and in 25 varieties.
SK,SB,C.
N.B. Higher Medals than those here offered for Roses cannot
be given by the Judges. And if Roses are brought for ex-
hibition without attention to the regulations here explained,
they will not he allow ed to be placed on the tables.

Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 distinct varietiei. GB. SG, LS.
N.B. It is expected that the same plant is not exhibited on
more than one occasion.

K. Cape Heaths, in collections of 6 distinct varieties. SG, LS, SK-
N.B. No person who shows in I will he allowed to exhibit
also in K.

L. Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes; in pots of 12 to the cast.
Lo, oK, SB.

M. Shrubby Calceolarias, in sixes ; in pots of 12 to the cast. LS.
SK, SB.

N. Carnauons, in pans of 24 blooms. LS SK, SB.
0. Picotces, in pans of 21 blooms. LS, SK, SB.
P. Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms. SK, SB.
Class II.—FLOWERS; for which all persons arc admitted to

equal competition:—
Q. Stove or greenhouse plants, in collections of 40 plants. GK,

GB, SG. LS.
N.B. Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, to be excluded from Q,
B. and S.

R. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 20 plants. GB,
SG, LS.
N.B. Persons exhibiting inQ not to compete in R also.

S. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of six distinct species.
SG, LS, SK. _ ^

N.B. Persons exhibiting in Q or R will not be allowed to com-
pete in S also.

T. Greenhouse Azaleas ; to be shown in 12 distinct varieties. GB,
SG, LS.

U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse climbers. GB, SG, SK.
N.B. The Gold Banksian Medal is not to be awarded for fewer
than 12 distinct kinds.

V. Exotic Orchidaccae, in collections of not fewer than six species.
GK, GB, SG, LS.

W, Exotic Orchidaccie, in single specimens, SG, LS, SK.
X. Tall Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
Y. Fuchsias in collections of VX distinct varieties. LS, SK.
Z. Single specimens of new or rare ornamental plants, SG, LS,

SK, SB, C.
N.B. These medals will be awarded by the Society's officers,

and not by the usual Judges. Exhibitors will particularly ob-
serve that none but new or rare plants can be exhibited under
this Ittter.

AA. Miscellaneous subjects, SK, SB, C.
N.B. Cockscombs, Hydrangeas, and cut flowers arc altogether
excluded from exliibition.

BB, Seedling Florist's flowers, SK, SB, C.
N.B. Every seedling must be shown singly, and must be
marked with the name it is to bear. The same seedling can-
not gain a prize more than once in the season. Pelargoniums
are to be shown in pots, and not in a cut state. No person
will be allowed to exhibit more than five &ccdlings at each
meeting. v -i

Class III,—FRUIT, for which market gardeners, or persons in
the habit of regularly supplying the market, and private growers, ex-
hibit independently of each other. ^

N.B. All fruit must be /"w/Zj/ ripS and ucU coloured ; if the
contrary, it will be disqualified.

1. Miscellaneous collection* of fruit,^con»isting of at least three dif-

ferent kinds. Pe.iches and Necta^nes being considered as only
one kind, GK, GB, LS.

N.B.—Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen
Garden produce, are excluded from this letter.

2. Grapes. SG, LS, SK, SB.
3. Pine Apples. SG, LS, SK, SB.
4. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens. SK, SB.
5. Miscellaneous Iruit. SK, SB. C-

JUDGES.
The Judges have the power of increasing or diminishing the nvm-

ber and value of the Silver Medals offered by the Society for particular
objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals or Certificates in cases
not contemplated in these regulations, if they think it necessary
to do so.

The Judges arc also required to bear in mind that the Society's
Medals are offered, less for new and curious objects than for tine

specimens of Horticultural Skill, the design ot the Council in institut-

ing these meetings, being not so much to encourage the collector, as

to reward the skilful Gardener; they are also not to make any award
in cases where the objects exhibited do not appear worthy of a Medal

;

otherwise a bad single exhibition might obtain a prize, merely because
there is no better exhibition of the same class to o])po5e it.

ROYAL AGFUCULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
LAND.—The General Meeting will be held at the Society's

House, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, on Satuiday, the lOth
of Dcccmbci, at 12 o'clock precisely.
The Rooms of the Society will;be thrown open for tht^ accommo-

dtttinn of Members on Wednesday the 7th, Thursday the t^th,

and Friday the yth of December, from 6 to 10 o'clock.
Dr, Lyon Play fair w ill deliver a Lecture to the Members of the

Society, at the Society's Rooms, on Wednesday the Tfh of
Decon'ber, at 8 <i'clock in the Evening, on the snbipct of "The
Application of the Principles of Pliysiology to the Fattening of

Cattle."—By order of the Council,
London, Nov. U, 1842. Jam£S IUi'Son, Secretary.

M
ISEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

/I ESSRS, YOUELL and Co. beg to offer the foilowing
werw and highly-beautiful FUCHSL-VB. which they will

send Post-free to any part of the United Kingdom ;on the receipt

of a Po&t-ofllce order), at the rate of 2Is. per doz. :—Arburia,
aurantia, roseo-alba, -Bruceana, conspicua arborca, coiciata

supcrba, Dalstoni.i, exccba, cximia, formcsa cTcganfi, gn\nriT?,

Hopvcrii, ilicifolia, inflata fulgida, insignis, maguifica, Middle-
touia, mirabilis, Monypennii, peudula tcrminalis, princeps, race*

mitlora, Riccartonia, stylosa conspicua, stylosa tlcgans, stylosa
pulchcUa, Towardii, tricolor, Usherii, YoutUii.
For Particulars of their superb Collection of Carnations, Pico-

tecs, and Pinks, Fuchsia St. Clare, and Araucaria imbricata, see
their advertisement in the Gardeners* Chronicle of the l"2lh intt.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 17, 1S42.

-7-

OAKLEY'S "SURPRISE" AND OTHER DAHLIAS.
CAMUEL GIRLING begs to refer the Trade and his^ friends generaBy to his advertisement in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of the 12th Nov., 1S42.
Danecroft Nursery, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

G
"EMPRESS OF WHITES" DAHLIA.

SMITH, Fluklst, Horxsey Road, IbtiNCTON,
• Loxnov, begs to call the attention of Dahlia Growers to

that splendid DAHLIA, the " Empress of Whites." which is now
ready for sending out iuGiound Roots in fine condition, at Five
Guineas each, for ready money only. Obtained prizes at the
following Shows:—viz., 1st at South Essex— 1st at Victoria Gar-
dens, Stepney—2d at the Royal South London Zoological Gar-
dens—also at tlie Grand Salt Hill Show and Fioricultural Society
of London—also obtained the prize offered by the Fioricultural
Society for the Best White of any age. See Gardeners^ Chronicle
of Sept. 17th, in rcportt)f Salt Hill Show- "•Empress of Whites"—belter blooms than we had previously seen of this flower, with
well-formed petals of good substance; the white is good and the
centre better developed than at previous exhibitions; this will
prove a very useful flower." It is recommended bv Mr. Glcnny
in the " Practical Gardener and Florist," iu his remarks of new
Dahlias, as one of the best of the season.

G. S. has also a few packets of Verbena Seed, saved from the
newest and best kinds, price 5*. per packet.
Hornsey Koad, Islington, London.

ACHIMENES GRANDIFLORA.
MESSRS. MOUNTJOY and SOX haTC the pleasure

of advertising a few gx>od BULBS at 2 is. each of the above
most beautiful Plant, which differs from Achimenes longiflora in
COLOUR ONLY

;
posscssing tlic samc size of flower and vig-orous

habit as A. longiflora, but the colour being a bright rosy crimson.
A remittance is rci=pcctfully requested from unknown corre-
spondents.— Ealing, 23d Nov., 1842.

NEW CAPE ERICAS.

T JACKSON, Nurseryman, Seedsman, S;c., King-
• ston, Surrey, begs most respectfully to inform tbc admirers

of Cape Ericas, that he is now sending oat his Two Superb New
Varieties, viz.

:

EaiCA AaKsTATA viTTATA—It is a variety between E. aristata
major and E. linnrcoidcs; it was exhuntcd to the IlorticuUural
Society of London, and awarded a Banksian Medal, when it was
kindly named by Dr. Lindley. Jt is favourably noticed in *' Pax-
tun's Magazine of Botany," in compariaou with E. NeilUi,
whore It is remarked, "We have also noticed another hybrid
at Mr. Jackson's. It is very similar to the prcRcnt, but ap-
proaches a shade or two nearer to E. aristata, and is extremely
beautiful . . . . . jfi" 1 1

Erica Jacksomi is a hybrid between E. rctorta
and E. Irbyana, combining the elegant growth of the
latter with the splendid flowers of the former. Figured
in *' Paxton's Magazine of Botany," Vol. 7, p. 349 • 1 1

T.J. respectfully invites an inf^pection of his exten&ive and
healthy stock, from which he can furnish Collections at the fol-
lowing low prices

:

lUO Cape Ericas in 100 distinct kinds , . . jt5
100 do. <lo. choice do. ... * 10
200 do. 200 do.. , . , . . i5
12 Epacris 12 do. . . - . . I

20 Camellias 20 tkiy ..... 5
Superior Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, Standard

Trained Fruit Trees, Ornamental and Forest Trees, and Nursery
Stock of all Descriptions*.

,

N.B.—About 2,000 EngliiOj Yews, from 3 to 5 ft. hij;h, of good
colour, and with fine roots,— Kingston Nur.«iery, Oct. 27, lSi2.

1

and

DID NEW CACTUS (CO.VWAY'S GIANT;.
PHILIP CONWAY begs lo inform his Friends and

the Public, that he intends sending out this unequalled Pro-
duction the second week in April, at 2 guineas each. See Dr.
Lindley*s opinion of the above in the Gardeners* Chronicle of
June 4th, page 367, as follows :

—
** A new seedling Cactus, of most extraordinary beauty, has

just been sent us by Mr. Conway, Nurseryman, Old Brumpton.
It is a cross between speciosissimus and Aekermanni, having the
large size of the former, and the rich scarlet colour of the latter,
with only a tin£:e of violet inside. Altbou^ih the plant has only
now flowered for the first time and is quite small, the blo?srinis
measure eight inches in diameter. The petals have a fine broad
oblong outline, and the stigma is a bright violet. It is much the
haaidbonicbt sort yet raised.. It is to be caBcd Conway's Giant,
and its name is no exaggeration."

P. C. begs further to intimate that his Stock is not large, ^rid
early orders wiil ensure the strongest plants, as they arc lo be
executed in rotation. Arcmittaiivc or refcreiace will be rcquiitd
from unknown corrcspcjnilcnts. No allowant-eto the Trade, the
Stock being limited.— Old Broniplon, Oct. 27tb, 1842.

TAMES PAIM PUN, Nurscrjmnn, Florist, !kc. WhI-O tliamstow, Essex, begs to return thanks to his friends for
their liberal or<!crs for his Sceillit-g Pelargoniums sent out Ins^t

season, and which he i'alttrs himself have given j^cutTiil ^ulisfac-
tion. llcisnow sending cut Ibi: niukrnHntioncd new tecdhitg-,
raised by Mr. J. Wihon. As rcgaids ticir qualltiis null r ncxd
now be said, as they have taken so many prizts, and buvu \n:\:tt

so universally admired at the cNhibiUons of the l^Midon Uf;rLici>l-

tural Society at Chiswick, and at n"ost other Societies round the
Melropoli-, that they tin^l still be fresh in Uio memories of ail
lovers of that splendid flower.

J. P. be^s to refer them to the report of the exhibition at Cl.is-
wick, in the Gardeners* Chronicle of July Ifiih.

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, NEAR SOUTHAMPTON,- NURSERY
DEPARTMENT.

CLEMENT IIOARE respectfully announces that he
has now on sale an extensive collection of Grape Vine Plants

of superior growth, and of the most approved sorts in general
cultivation, varying in price from 2s. 6d. to 7*- Od. each.

Lately Published,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on thk CULTIVATION of thk
GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By CitMKNT IIoabk. :u1

edition, bvo, 7s. 6<i. boards. Longman & Co., London. Scld by

ftU Booksellers, and at the Vineyard at Sliirlcy.

Achilles 3 Duke cf Wellington d:2 2
Acis 3 3 Fair Maid of Lcj Ion 3 3
Ada .... 3 3 Galatea 2 2
Adelaide Kcmbie . • 2 2! IKspcrns . 2 2
Aurora .... 3 3 Laura . 1 au
Leauty of Essex , . 3 3 Prince Albeit . 2 s
British Queen 2 2 Princcts Hoyal 3 s
Count D*Orsay, . . 3 3 Quctn of the East . 3 3
Countess of Wilton 3 3 Sii Robert Peel . 1 1

Creole .... 3 3 Sir Walter Scott 3 S
Duke of Devonshire 3 2 j Venus . 2 2

.T. P. rcp^rets that r" ing to the vcrv limited stock <:tf hi- Sceri-

Yuiir BvHutv vi Waitt. -

-1 ^

. wr. ]lie n : \.. i^r . -

'- S Jt out at

J. p. t:as also a fii.c stock of tho?e Pt; -^"niun-.^ ^*? «cntout

last season, which have i:o enriched the ci..;.-. - *it the |rin-

c!iiaic..:Jvaiors of that flower at very k^w pt .
Cati.' uls f;f

vvhit'h nmy be had on appli lun.

J. P. bci,.-> further tostatc ti ,t !ir == nou :^cudingout hJs Splendid

new Seedling CFREUS, which he has nautec! Ccrcus spccioteus

clcjrau', at iis. eucb. wh ' ' ^'<' ^^ *''^ Unrticultural

Gardoii> at Chiswick in Juiy ia^ti for uc&c:ipuuu cf which,' ace

Gardener;^' Chramcle, July iSth.
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J--J Gentlemen, «c.. lo tne luj^pti-iiuii ui ma x^m

consisting of Standards and Dwarfs, traineU and

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Pea

SUPERB SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, now

ready for delivery -Gaines' Duchess of Sutherland, Orange

Perf c?io^ Xmuiet. 'pnde of Surrey, ^^jj^^^^-^^^ ^^^^
Artf^iaidf- Prince of Wales, Countess of Eldon, Princess Ko>a],

Gra^osa EH peror Superb, and Lady Sale. His first-rate Cata-

S^Turof pZ^^^^^^^ Pansies, Calceolarias, Fuclisias Yer-

hPnl^ Chr>'saDtbeniums, Cinerarias, Auriculas, &c., may be ob-

S' by applying to N. Gaines, Florist> Surrey-lane, Battersea.

cFirrr and SHOWY HARDY PERENNIAL HERBACEOUS^^^
PLANTS.

TT""ILLIAM MAY begs to announce to the Floricul-

VV tural Public, that he possesses a Stock of some Thousands

of very Select and Show> iiardy Perennial HERBACEOUS
PLANTS, which he has collected for the purpose of display more

thai/ for Botanical curiosity, and well adapted for ornamenting

the most finished Parterre or Flower-border. The Collection

consists of upwards of 500 species, comprising all the leading

articles, such a§ Aconitums, Anemones, Aquilegias, Carapa-

tiulas Delphiniums, pianthns, Lobelias, Lupinns, CEnotheras,

PaeoiUas, Pentstcraons, Phlox, and Potentillas, in great variety,

with all the most noted •'Genera" in present cultivation, and

which he is enabled to offer (from his IMMENSE STOCK) upon

the following very reasonable terms, viz.:— 100 species or more,

all correctly labelled (which he will select), at 2/. 25. per 100. and

which wUl be forwarded on receipt of Post-office order on Bedale

^^^^^Lhc has stiu'a supply of his superb HOLLYHOCK Seed,

all warranted collected from double Flowers, in packets contaming

200 Seeds, for 2#. ^d. \ ditto ditto 500 Seeds, for 5*. Also a few

packets of very select PANSY SEED, at 2s. U, and 5s. each. The

Seeds post free.—Hope Nursery, Leeming-lane, near Bedale, "i oik-

sbire, Nov. 1 5, 1843. ____^_^___
LOUGHBOROUGH NURSKRY, NORTH BRIXTON, LONDON.

EDWARD DENYEH respectfully invites Noblemen,
Gentlemen, &c.. to the inspection of his Nursery Stock,

untrained
Pears, Apples,

&cT &c.7of the finest sorts, in a full bearing state, selected from

the Horticultural Society of London, and consequently true to

kind. He also wishes particularly to recommend his new Vic-

toria Plura-trecs, which stand unrivalled as constant bearers,

tnd are of a most delicious flavour.

E. D. also takes thw opportunity of gratefully acknowledging

the patronage he has been favoured with, and begs to say he has

received a large importation of all the newest sorts of Roses, in

addition to his present extensive stock, which attracted so much
attention in their flowering season, and which are now ready

for drawing.
He has constantly on hand a large and fine collection oC' Ever-

greens, Deciduous Shrubs, Forest Trees, Greenhouse Plants,

Flowers, &c. Annexed is a list of prices, namely.
Standard RoseS, left to hi^own selection . j^lO

HalfStandard, ditto, ditto . . . . #60
Extra fine Standard Rose» 1 10

Ditto half, ditto, ditto 18

Dwarf Roses from . . . 33s. to 50*. per lOO

Ditto Extra fine , . • . 12«. to 185. per doz.

K.B.—Remittances expected from unknown correspondents.—
Gardens and Pleasure Grounds tastefully arranged and planted

by contract, on the most moderate terms, in any part of Eng-
land; and orders promptly executed. Also a general list of
Plants sent, on a prepaid application if by^st.

GENUINE FLOWER BULBS.
CARTER. Seedsman and Florist, 238, High

• Holbom, begs to submit the following List of BULBS to
the notice of his Customers:

—

25 fine double Hyacinths, named •

12 very fine ditto, ditto . , . .

25 fine single Hyacinths, named
12 very fine ditto, ditto . . • •

12 very fine NarcisstWj named • •

Fine double Jonquils , * • .

Italian Narcissus, Roman . . .

Paper, white, ditto • . . • •

Finest Dutch Crocus, 25 varieties

Very fine mixed Dutch Crocus •

Early Tu2ij)s, 30 varieties, named, (one of each) •

Double ditto ,» »* « u • •

Fine mixed early or double ditto . per hundred
52 Rose, ByblcEtnen, and Bizard Tulips •

Very fine mixed ditto, ditto . per hundred
Parrot Tulips, 4 varieties, named, per 100, l€«. mixed
Finest mixed Spanish Iris . . . per hundred
Bxtra fine mixed double Ranunculus
200 ditto ditto in 100 fine sorts

104 Turban Ranunculus, in 8 varieties
Superb new mixed Dutch Anemones, double per lb.

:fixtra fine new single ditto ...
50 fine double Anemones, in 8 varieties
24 Anemone hortensis,iu 6 varieties
Lilium longiflorum , • . •

Asclepias tuberosa .,.,..
Giadiolus floribundus, 35. per doz.; very large
35 extra fine Amaryllis, named
25 very fine Gladiolus, named • • • . .

Ixia. extra fine mixed . • . . per hundred
Sparaxis, in 20 fine varieties
Lachenalia, 4 species, (one of each)
Tigridia Pavonia, small, \s. dd, per doz. j large, per doz,
Tecophilia sp. nova» Chili, 2 varieties . . each
Conanthera sp. with white flowers • • . .

AmaryUis from ChiU. new and fine . ...
AU kinds of Floricultural, Culinary, and Agricultural

of which a separate Catalogue may be had.
TTardie*3 earliest Cantaloupe Melon . per packet
The Rambler Prize Cucumber
Superb White Spine ditto, ditto
Homan Emperor ditto, ditto .

per 100

„
per doz

tt

8s. to
• • •

8s. to
V « *

per dozen

per hundred

t9

j^er dozen
91

9t

9
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1

e
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e

6
3

1

15

12

15

12

4

4
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3

3
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10

10
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10
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KLNG'S ROAD, CHELSEA.
SPLENDID Fruit-bearing Standard and Dwarf Apple

Trees, extra fruit-bearing Mulberry Trees, the largest stock
of Gooseberries ever before offered tor sale ; very large plants of
Aucuba japonicaj an extensive and carefully-selected stock of
Dwarf, Pillar, and Standard Roses, and a good collection of
Herbaceous Pceonies, Irises, &c., &c., &c.
Wm. Dennis and Co. beg to remind the Nobility, Gentry, and

the Public in general, that the above-mentioned plants and trees
are unrivalled for Size, Beautv, and Superior Quality; they
can supply many thousand plants of Aucnba, Gooseberries,
Currants, &c., &c,, vrith every other description of their stock, at
•xtremcly moderate prices, according to size and quality of
plants; and as the Season for Planting is now excellent, they
solicit a share of their favours, assuring them that their kind
orders will be promptly and truly executed. The Trade liberally

supplied.
N.B,—A PARTNER could be admitted.

O GROWERS of named POLYANTHUS and
AURICULAS.—The Advertiser, who possesses a collection

of nearly all the new Fuchsias out, Is desirous of meeting with a
party who is a grower of the above flowers, and who would be
willing to exchange for Fuchsias.—Address C- C 0., care of Mr.
J, Matthews, 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden, London,

MESSRS. DICKSON, Nurserymen AND Florists,
Acre"Lane, Brixton, beg to inform Amateurs and Florists,

that their Catalojcue of Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, &:c., is

now ready, and may be had on application to them, or Messrs.

Warner and Warner, Seedsmen, &c., Comhill, London.

PRINCE ALBERT PEA.

CORMACK& OLIVER, Seedsmen and Nurserymen,
New Cross and Bedford Conser\'atory,Covent-garden, London,

have the honoyir to offer to the notice of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and

others, the above new Pea, as one of the earliest and best sorts

extant ; in proof thereof, a quantity put into the open ground on

the 14tb of March last was ready for use the 25th of April fol-

lowing, being only /or/y-^u?o days from the penod of sowing to

the date of gathering for the table ; it is moreover a good bearer,

of excellent flavour, and highly advantageous for early forcing.

—Packets, containing a quart. 5s. each. They also beg to recom-

mend the British Queen, a new \vrinkled marrow, larger and

more productive than any of Knight's varieties, 3«. 6rf. per quart.

Likewise the new Incomparable Cos Lettuce, peculiarly crisp

and juicy, perfectly hardy as a winter Lettuce, not apt to run in

summer, and requiring no tyingj in packets, at 15. or 5*. per oz.

TO PEAR-GROWERS.
RENfi LANGELIER, Nurseryman and Florist, St.

Helier's, Jersey, particularly wishes to draw the attention of

Pear-growers to his most superb and extensive collection ofPEARS,
for which he has obtained so many prizes. His list, which will

be found containing several new Varieties, may be had by applica-

tion as above, post-paid, letter and stamp enclosed j all trees war-
ranted to be true to sort, and a sucpession of fruit ensured. All

orders from unknown correspondents will be promptly attended
to, but must be accompanied with a post-office order.

MERRICK'S VICTORIA VINE.

STRONG, Well-Rooted TwcYear-Old Plants, from
Eyes from the original Vine, can be had by application to

T. Merrick, Buscot Park, Faringdon, Berks, at 7*- ^d. each.

w

CUCUMBER, CELERY, &c., may be had genuine
at Thos. D. Watkinson*s Seed, &c.. Establishment, 6, Mar-

ket Place, Manchester. Walker's improved long Cucumber,
Cherry's Goliath.'and Roman Emperor, in packets \s,^d. each.

Lancashire solid Red Celery, Bayley's Gigantic, Howard's Red
Seedling, Big Ben, and Seymour's superb White, in packets U,

each ; finest Guano Manure imported i6s. per cwt.
Sole Agent for the Gooseberry Growers' Register, Is. ^d. in

boards and \8. ^d, stitched, which can be forwarded per post,

prepaid tid. extra,

CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.

Established 1823. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3 William IV.

Lower rates of tremium than those of a>y othek office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :

—

Age.

Annual
Premium
per cent.

15 20

1 10 8 1 14 7

25 30

1 ig 2 4 3

35

2 10 11

40 45

2 10 9 3 11 9

50

4 8

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 3H. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, .to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terras proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives ofpersons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.
By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell Jamks Do^^nek, Secretary.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Young
Man, aged 28, who has had 10 years' practical experience

in all the various departments of Forcing, the Propagation of

Plants and Flowers, together with the planning out and systematic

arrangement of the Flower Garden. Letters addressed to Mr.
Brown, gardener to Lord Southampton, Whittlebury Lodge,
Towcester, will meet with immediate attention.

ANTS a SITUATION as UNDER-SHOPMAN,a
Young Man who has been for five years engaged in a Seed-

shop in one of the largest Nursery and Seed Houses in the West
of England, and can have a good recommendation from his late

employers.—Address, A. B., Messrs. Lucombe,^ pince, and Co.,

Exeter.

rpO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.-WANTS
J- a SITUATION as GARDENER, or as GARDENER and
FORESTER, a Married Man, about 30 years of age; the most
satisfactory references can be given as to ability, integrity,

industry, &c. Address, W. H., at Messrs. Veitch and Son'Sj.

Nurserymen, Exeter.
N.B.— Salary about 70/. per annum, with cottage, &c.

PENN'S SYSTEM OF OBTAINING A FREE CIRCULATION
OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR THROUGHOUT
HORTICULTURAL AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

WT HILL having had considerable experience in the
V\ • Erection of Horticultural Buildings, alter the most ap-

proved designs, and having received from the inventor of the

above system a complete induction into its practical application,

begs to announce to the Nobility, Gentry, and Others, that he is

prepared to furnish Designs and Estimates for every description

of Horticultural Erection, upon application personally, or by
letter addressed to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham.

This system, which is allowed by men of science and all the

most eminent practical Horticulturists in the Kingdom to be the

most perfect mode of Heating, combined with economy, has
undergone the most complete test in every variety of application^

by the inventor and others, with a success which can only be suf-

ficiently appreciated upon an inspection of its effects on a Collec-

tion of rare Plants and Fruits at any season of the year.

W. Hill will (through the kind permission of Mr, Penn, Lewis-
ham—Mr. John W^illmott, Isleworth, and others], be happy to

afford the most satisfactory demonstration of the superiority of

this to all other modes of Heating, and every other information

required may be obtained upon application personally, or by letter

addressed as above. ^

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.
/IROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which
V_y received the Honorary Reward of the Royal Agricultural

Society, may be seen at the ensuing exhibition of W\ C.'s Agri-

cultural Implements at the Smithfield Club Show, Dec. 7th to

10th, Baker-street, Portman-sciuare, London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal w^orks, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to Introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals required, and which maybe seen at their Manufactory.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61 , Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description. Gardeners^ Chronicle, March 12, p. 1/5.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of building, may be obtained as above; where also may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consjuming Furnaces at Chatsworih, and many other of
the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, harden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.

—

Wavte's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

1
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewkv having had eveo' opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhallj Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King'8-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter j and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-iron, and holds about

9nn Gallons A. The Brass Valve Lever. Without stoppmg the

horseVthe man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon

thTsDread-Board. C. B,» Patent Iron Pump, which cannot

uossibKoke or get out of order. E. The Flexible LeatherK 7 ft^l^^^^^^^ with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.- Price dehvered

'""cIlOSS^KfLL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c.-wili contain 8 bushels of

manure—price 12^. 12^.
,

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
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BROWN'S IMPROVED GARDEN POT.

ROBERT BROWN paving toade an important and

successful improvement in the construction of Garden Pots,

submits them to the Floricultural Profession, and to ail who are

interested in the propagation and cultivation of Plftnts. K is

well known that many valuable phints are annually lust, or

much injured, by having the delicate fibres of their roots dnea

up from the pots in common use becoming heated by tne sun »

rays, or from exposure to drying currents of air, &c., i?r wmcii

evils a remedy has long been sought. The improved Garaen

Pot now offered to the Public is intended to counteract i^"^s J"^'

gularity of temperature, by being made hollow-sidcd,
^^^'J^

^"

aperture on the rim, that the space between the outer ana inctr

surface maybe filled with water when required, and the aperture

being made air-tight by means of a peg, a uniform
^^f^"

"'

coolness or humidity may be preserved, and the plants, aRjiont,

exposed to the mid-day sun, will have their roots s^*^'^-^"//^'"

injury. The Improved Garden Pot does not differ in appearance

from those in common use, but the advantages of its construc-

tion, for the growth of plants, or for the propagation ot cul-

tings, are too obvious to need further comment.—K. «' "

submitted his invention to several eminent cultivators, no

whom he has received the greatest encouragement, „^,,«,^
Specimens may be seen at the Horticultural Society s «o^^^'

21, Regent-street, or at Mr. Brown's Pottery, Surbitun-hiu, ntai

Kingston, Surrey, and at his private residence, Ewell.

LIQUID MANURE.
PUMPS of a Superior Construction, Fixed and lorr-

abie, for LIQUID MANURE. Garden Pumps. Hydraulic

Do., and for Deep Wells ; al^o for Ships, Barges. Tanners. Soap-

boilers, Brewers, &c.--Benj. Fowler, late George Turner, w,

Dorset-street, Fleet-street. ^

1
Society, being a cheap substitute for Gypsum, may be had m
large or small quantities, at Samuel Carter's, 65, Blackman-

street. Borough of Southwai'k.

rrHE PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECtTnG ^ MA-

-1 TERIAL, spoken so highly of in the Gardeners' ChromcleWi

1841, p. 100. 415. 530. and p. 8, for 1842, maybe obtained lu

Sheets—32 inches by 32 inches, 32 inches by 64 inches. 32 incnea

by 96 inches, of Tiros. Jno. Croggon, 8, Ingram-court, rtj

church-street, A liberal discount to Hothouse Builders, jsm-

serymen. Sec,

ENERAL DRAINAGE, AND THE DISTRIBU-
TION OF WATER.—The Drainage of Land. combined witn

the Sewerage of Towns, advocated in a Letter to P. ^^s^^' ^SU
M.P. By J. Bau.ky Dkntov, Ridgway, Piccadilly. Also, "7 ^"^
same writer, Model Mapping consideredas Suggestive «f ^'^^""
and Profitable Draining of Land, with Directiows for Consuu

tion.—Weale, Holborn.

]i
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To GARDENERS.—WANTED, IMMEDIATELY,
A YOUNG MAN, as a COLLECTOR. His Salary wUl be

5^100 a-year, exclusive of his expenses. He must be well
acquainted with the plants now in cultivation in" this country

j

must be healthy, active, and well-educated; and must produce
the strongest testimonials of sobriety and good conduct. Apply,
by letter only, to A., 3, Charles-street, Covent-garden.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEE
Monday, Dec* a.

Tuesday, Dec. fl

Wednesday, l^v-
Friday, Dec. 2 .

Saturday, Dec. S6

. Entomological
(Horticultural

-J
Linnean , •

t Floiic'iilturaJ

Geological , .

Botanical . .

Royal Botanic

p, K.
2 P. u.
8 p. M-

6i p. H.

a p. M-

r

The varieties of the Vine, when well suited to good
cultivation, attract so much attention, that a great in-

ducement is held out to the dealers in novelty to pro-
cure what are called new sorts ; and it unfortunately
happens that this fruit-tree is itself so liable to change
its appearance, ugder peculiar circumstances, that the
most honest and best-intentipned persons may deceive
others by deceiving themselves. This renders it ex-
tremely difficult for any man to affirm whether a so-

called new Grape is really a novelty or not. We re-

member that a Vine was some years since found at

Bath, the quality of whose Grapes was so superior to

those of the Black Hamburgh, that, although very like

that variety in form and colour, it was pronounced by
good judges to be something new ^nd better ; and yet
that \'ine was really nothing but the Black Ham-
burgh, with an old stem, some 50 or GO feet tong be-
fore it branched, and growing in an extremely favour-
able situation. So^ again, the Tottenham Park
Muscat was sold at a high price for some years, under
a belief—quite conscientious in this case on the part
of the sellers—that it was an improvement in that
variety, because, owing to some cause or other, it had
temporarily acquired an improved quality at Totten-
ham Park, This renders us at all times unwilling to
pronounce a positive opinion upon what are called

new Grapes, until they shall have undergone some
years' cultivation, and will explain to some of our
correspondents the reason why we have not sooner told

them what evidence there is respecting "The Royal
Victoria" Grape. There is a general belief that this

is really a new and first rate variety ; and we conceive it

impossible to gainsay the opinion, except by tracing
the history of the plant, which, by tbe assistance of
Mr. Clement Hoare, whose knowledge of English
Vines surpasses all men's, we are enabled to do.

;
** The facts concerning the Royal Victoria Vine,"

says Mr. Hoare, "are briefly these:—A reverend gentle-

man, well known as an excellent Grape gt-ower, called

on me in the latter part of the summer of 1841, and
in the course of our conversation on Grape culture, the
above-mentioned Grape came under notice; and, if

my recollection serves me aright, he stated that he
had then recently seen the Vine at Buscot Park, and
that the fruit on it that year was not better, if so good,

as that usually borne by the Black Hamburgh in

general cultivation ; jnoreover, that the Vine itself

was an old one, having been growing for several years

in a neglected state, till at last it was cut down with
an intention to destroy it, in consequence of its being

inconveniently situated in the garden. As a matter
of course, instead of being killed by the operation, it

produced in the following year some extraordinarily

fine fruiting shoots, which in the succeeding season

bore equally fine fruit—and this fruit it was that was
brought before the public as a splendid new Grape.
In the ensuing year (1840), according to my in-

formant's account, the fruit was not so fine as in the

first or preceding year; and in the year he saw it, viz.

1841, it was (as already mentioned) not finer, if so

good, as the common Hamburgh—and he assured me
that, in point of fact, it was nothing more than the

Black Hamburgh in common cultivation. Of this

information I have no reason whatever tg doubt the

correctness. The results Avhich followed the cutting

down of this Vine—such as the production of vcrij

superior fruit the Jii^st year of bearing, not quite so

fine the second yed^, and filially, in the third year,

coining down to its proper level—being neither better

nor worse than that usually produced on the same
description of Vines when proptrly cultivated, will

never fail to follow the cutting down of any Vine that

is well established in its growth, and more especially

so the Black Hamburgh, which seems to possess the

qualities of improvement in proportion to the goodness
of its cultMre, in cornhinalion icith undercrapping, in a

far greater degree than that possessed by any other

sort of V ine that I am acquainted with. Indeed, I

think very great caution should be exercised with
respect to the introduction of any new Grape, or of
any new variety, for knowing, as I do, the extra-

ordinary diiFerence that soil, aspect^ and culture will

make in the fruit of the Vine, I am uncommonly
sceptical with respect to new sorts of Grapes, or new
varieties of old sorts.**

We trust that this little history will, once for all,

put our readers on their guard against implicitly
believing that every Grape is new that is called so, or
seems so; and that they will further agree with us in
believing that, in respect to the Vine, it is improved
culinrc that is tvanted, rather than improved ^oris.

The great pests of gardeners are insects. The best
gardener, with all his skill in cultivation, is perplexed
by their attacks, against which he has rarely an effec-

tual remedy which is easily employed ; and when he
apphes to the man of science for advice, he obtains
little or no information ; for science deals more with
generals than with particulars, and there is nothing
known in the nature of things which will arrest the
progress of insect pestilence. Accordingly we find
that the directions for destroying insects are in all

cases empirical, and consist of various compounds
;

the motives for employing which no good reason,
except the result of experience, can be assigned.

We cannot but think that, in seeking after reme-
dies against the attacks of insects, one mode of repel-
ling them has been much neglected; little or no heed
having been taken of the effect of smell upon then?.
It is always some wash, or some powder, that is

recommended ; and very rarely any vapour, Jndeed,
so far as we know, there are only" two instances in

which matter in the form of vapour is employed
against them by gardeners. These are tobacco as a
remedy for green-fly, and the vapour of heated sul-

phur as a cure for red-spider ; both, however, effectual.

Such being the case, we would strongly advise gar-
deners^ to occupy themselves in trying in various
other ways the effect of smells and vapours, instead

of the common remedies to which they now more
generally have recourse, and which are so often in-

effectual.

The vapour of oil of turpentine was this year stated,

in our ^columns, by Professor Henslow to destroy

wasps. Who could have suspected this beforehand?
Who would have believed that a very small quantity
of turpentine, poured into a hole in the ground, and
consequently much absorbed and lost, would prove
the certain destruction of such a troublesome enemy
as the wasp? Nevertheless, we have ourselves repeated

the experiment, and we can affirm that the vapour of

turpentine is a sudden and total destruction to this in-

sect. Why, then—since the vapour of tobacco kills

aphides, of sulphur the red spider, and of turpentine

the wasp—should not other kinds of effluvia prove
equally destructive to other races of the insect world?
Indeed it has been asserted that the vapour from
crushed Laurel-leaves proves fatal to the white bug,
and that the strong odour of coal-tar drives away the

wire-worm, and many maggots that attack the roots

of plants.

We cannot but connect witli this kind of probability

a curious circumstance mentioned by Sir Chas. Monck,
as having occurred to himself at Belsay Castle, in

Northumberland. Having been much annoyed, as

who has not? by the brown- scale insect upon his

Orange-trees, he was led to suspend some plants of

Chamomile among the branches of certain trees, and
to syringe others with an infusion of this strong-

smelling herb. In a fortnight after the Chamomile
s suspended in the branches, the young scales began

to turn brown and dry up; and in the spring suc-

ceeding the experiment, the trees were almost cleared

of their enemies. Sir Charles does not, indeed, there-

fore infer that this dispersion of the scale was really

owing to the Chamomile; he Merely calls attention

to the circumstance, in order that further experiments

may be tried. To us, however, it seems by no
means improbable that the powerfid odour of Chamo-
mile may be as oflensivc to scale insects as Camphor
is^ to the Anobia which infest herbaria, or as Cedar-

wood or Pepper-corns or Russia-leather to the Moths
that attack our furs.

We therefore again say, it is exceedingly well worth
the while of gardeners to try all kinds of experi-

ments upon this subject; and w^e trust they will

report the result in our columns /or their mutual be-

nefit,
M^^ "^

I B-"**-^ •- ! •- wiH^ ^^^^^^^^.*.^fc^fc^^^^^^^^^^^^^

L

Some time since there was introduced into France

a new kind of Beet called Bassano, some account of

which was given in last year's Chronicle (p. 183). It

was there stated to be found in all the markets from
Venice to Genoa in the month of June; to be very

tender, very_ delicate, preserving its rose-coloured rings

after cooking, and to be from "2 to ill inches in diameter,

lu the " Bon Jardinier" for 184'2, we find tliis kind

mentioned as being much esteemed in the North of

Italy, and that it is, in fact, one of tlie besf varieties

for the table.

We are, however, inclined to believe, from what we
have seen of it this year, that it is of much more ira-

Eortance as an agricultural than as a garden plant It

as this season been grown in the Garden of the Hor-
ticultural Society, and, from its appearance, seems

Iiighly dcservnig of further notice. In form, it is

like a Norfolk round Turnip, more than half its bulk

being above ground ; the colour of the sJtiu is a deep

' scarlet ; the flesh is tender and juicy, white, and
beautifully ringed with rose colour. Some of the

roots weighed 5i lbs., and were 23 inches in circum-

ference. As it do^ not extend downwards like the

other Beets or Mangel ^Vurzel, it would probably be
very fit for field cultivation, especially on land that

would be too thiu for other varieties of Beet. Its top

is not large ; and it may be grown so close that the
roots may pearly touch each other in the drills, like

field-Turnips. We should also expect that it would
reach, in damper seasons, a nfiuch larger size than it

has attained in the past dry summer.

TO PRESERVE SALVIA PATENS AND SIMILAR
PLANTS THROUGH THE WINTER.

In some of the former Numbers of the Chronicle various
statements are to be found respecting Salvia patens,
some writers contending that it is quite hardy, while
others state that it will not stand the winter in the open
border without protection. Last winjter I allowed several
plants to remain in various situations in the open border,
not one of which lived through the winter. It is there-
fore evident that those plants which have survived with
other persons must have been protected, or otherwise
favourably circumstanced, probably by being in a dry
situation, since the roots of Salvia paten? suffer much in

winter from damp. A great risk is therefore run by
leaving the roots in the open border; but the following

method of preserving them is certain, and within the reach
of those persons who have no greenhouse or pit to keep
them in. Another recommendatioa is, that the roots

require no further attention during winter ; therefore, this

being the proper time for taking them up, I will describe the
manner in which they may be treated. Let a dry day be
chosen to take up those plants required for preserving,

and let the tops be cut oiF as with Dahlias, and all the soil

shaken from their roots. Lay them for a few days in a
shed to dry, and having procured a box or old tub suf-

ficiently large to hold the roots, when packed closely, get
some dry sandy peat, finely broken ; a layer of the
roughest of this, about an inch thick, should be laid at the
bottom of the box ; the roots may then be packed as
closely as possible in layers, and the spaces between each
filled witl/peat. M'hen the box is full, give it a good
shaking and press it well down with the hands, to stop up
all the cavities; finally covering the whole about two
inches thick with the rough part of the peat. The box
may then be removed to a cellar or other convenient

place, secure from frost, vrfiere it may remsda without

any further care until the following spring.

About the end of March the roots should be removed
from the box, potted in the usual way, and placed either

in a greenhouse or warm pit, where they will soon make
fine plants and be ready for turning out iu the open
borders, when the danger of spring frosts is over- In this

way, and with much less trouble, they will make better

and stronger plants thau those kept ia pots, or struck

from cuttings in the spring.

In the same manner Fuchsias, scarlet Pelargoniums,
weakly Dahlia roots, and similar plants may be jireserved

through the winter; this i^ important to those persons who
have not sufficient room to keep them otherwise. It

must, however, be observed, that scarlet i'eiargoniums,

Fuchsias, &c., will require to be taken out of the boxefi

much sooner in tiie spring than Salvia patens. The only
plant which perished under this treatment was Pentstemon
gentianoides, not one of which survived the winter-

I have found dry peat finely broken to be the best

material for preserving bulbs and tuberous-rooted plants,

as neither damp, drought, cold nor heat affect them, when
packed closely in it. The roots of Salvia patens, at the

eipiration of five months, were nearly as fresh as whea
first put in, although the box containing them stood in a
damp cellar. There is no doubt that tuberous-rooted

Convolvuli and bulbous-rooted plants might be stnt with

great certainty to any distance, if properly paeked in it;

and as peat, when dry, is very light, neither the weight

nor the bulk would be much increased by it.

Peat, in a dry state, being an excellent nonconductor

of heat, cold, and moisture, would keep the roots in

a dormant state for a considerable time ; care should,

however, be taken that the peat, when used, is quite

dry, and of a fibrous nature. If this is attended to,

and the roots, when packed, are properly dried, neither

damp nor mildew will ever injure them, although the box
were placed iu a damp situatioxi.^

—

George Gordon,

i- ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXXVII.
The EniNDLED Beauty-moth, Geometra hirtaria.

Early in the year, this fine moth is frequently very abundant
around the Metropolis

;
yet I never heard of its occurring

in any considerable numbers in the country. It never,

perhaps, appeared in greater multitudes than during last

April, when it swarmed even in the squares and gardens

of London, especially in the vicinity of Poplar-trees

;

upon the trunks of which, as well as upon the adjacent

walls and paling, the moths might be seen sticking iu the

dty-tirae with their wings closed. They are also so abun-

dant upon the Elm-trees in the public walks at Paris, tbat

Godart says, he could hare taken 300 specimens in an

hour- Owing to the looping action of the caterpillar

when walking, this family received the name of Phal^ena

geometra from Linngeus, but it now forms part of a

genus and is called Biston iiARXAaius.* it is grizzly,

being smoky, freckled with ochreons scales : in the male

the antenna^ are beautifidly bip^tinated, but in the female

they are simple threads. The thorax is often speckled

* Curtis'8 G'lidc, Gen. 889. Ko. 3,

/
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withpale ochre ; the wings when at rest, form a deflexed

triangle and are variegated with ocbreons and black

scales, the costs and nervures of the
^^P^J^"-.,^;/;"^^

black undefined spots, forming hues and bands three of

these uniting towards the posterior margin exhibit a waved

bat regular and generally distmct fascia ; the fringe is

spotted the abdomen is hairy and ochreous-brown. It is

very variable species, some specimens being entirely

fuscous ; but the colours and markings are always bright-

fst in the males, in which sex the inferior wings are more

or less traversed by ochreous and black lines : in the

female, the wings partake of a greenish cast when alive,

and they appear to be partially hyaline in some lights.

Length nearly J of an inch ; expanse about 2 inches (Fig-

2, the male). The clothing of these moths seems well calcu-

lated to protect them against the chilling blasts of our early

springs; their bodies and wings being covered with rough

scales and woolly hairs. The female probably lays her

eg^» which are oval and bright green, upon the tender

buds ; they hatch in May. I believe, and feed upon the

leaves of a great variety of trees, as the Elm, Poplar,

Lime and Lilac; I suspect also, that the Apple and Oak

are not unpalatable to them. By the middle or end of

July, they are full-grown, when they are about IJ inches

long, as thick as a turkey's quill, and vary from a grey

to a brown or pitchy colour, sometimes of the deepest

tiut : they are striated longitudinally, have a yellow collar

of spots, and there are markings of the same colour on each

segment along the line of spiracles; the margins of five

of the abdominal segments are yellow also (Fig. 1).

1

These caterpillars are perfect loopers, having six pectoral,

two abdominal and two anal feet; they are perfectly free from

hairs, and when stretched Out and at rest so closely resem-

ble a piece of stick or a twig, that it is scarcely possible

to detect them, and this is no doubt their security against

the smaller birds which would prey upon them. There

however, checks upon these caterpillars, one ofare

which I ;L.,ll notice, as it is rather remarkable. On the

14th of last July, a friend took me to the Lime-trees in

the gardens of Christ's Hospital, to show me the cater-

pillars which were hanging from the leaves and lying upon

the pavement beneath them ; some were nearly full-grown,

and others were smaller, but they all appeared healthy

and active. I placed them in a breeding-cage with a

twig of the Lime-tree, on which they fed very well ; but

every morning when I looked at them, I always found one

or two dead, yet holding firmly by the anal feet, the skin

hanging down and the wliole inside of the animal changed

to a red fluid, which was scattered also over the leaves.
|

The same fatal disease last year affected some caterpillars

of the white Cabbage-butterfly, which were feeding upon

Turnip-pods, only that their muscles, &c. were converted

into a dirty white liquor ; the season had been very wet, and

there were some scorching days in September, the period

alluded to, to which I attributed this attack ; but from the

wandering of the stick-caterpillars of the Brindled Beauty,

before they had arrived at perfect maturity, I am almost

inclined to attribute their diseased state to the honey-dew,

which was thick upon the leaves of the Lime-trees at the

time, as it was also upon those I supplied them with.

Whatever may have been the cause, it is fortunate that a

check is thus not unfrequently given to the increase of

caterpillars, which otherwise would deprive our gardens of

every vestige of foliage, to the annoyance of the sight, and

the injury, if not the destruction, of our trees and plants.

As these looping or stick-caterpillars cling so fast, by

their anal feet, to the stalks and twigs, that it is scarcely

possible to dislodge them by shaking or beating the

branches, we must have recourse to other means for their

destruction. Hand-picking would likewise be attended with
but poor success, owing to the difficulty of detecting them,
and 1 am not prepared to say what might be effected by
syringing with lime or tobacco ; but the readiest method of
getting rid of Ihem, when they do any mischief in gardens,
would be to destroy the moths in March and April ; from
their sombre colouring, however, they must be searched for

by eyes well accustomed to such pursuits. By day the
caterpillars conceal themselves generally in the crevices of_

the bark, when it is almost impossible to detect them,"
from their colours assimilating ao perfectly with the coat

of the tree ; and when they are full grown and desire to

enter the earth, where they change to chrysalids in a
cocoon, they either let themselves down from the'branches

by an exceedingly fine thread, or they travel down the

trunk of the trees. De Geer mentions one which re-

mained in the pupa state 19 months, a power possessed

by many Lepidoptcra, which seems especially necessary to

secure the existence of early-bred species through frosty

and inclement scaisous ; thus they lie secure until a

more favourable opportunity presents itself for their ap-

pearance in the winged or imago state

—

Ruricola,

theseit has produced the best possible effects,so that,forin-

stance, at Flottbeck, the patches manured with guano pre-

sented not only a finer and darker green, but the Grass was

closer and more rich, so that comparing it with patches not

guanised, the produce of the former m;iy, without exagge-

ration, be stated to be double. To give an idea of the

extraordinary forcing qualities of guano, we may mention

that at Flottbeck, on a spot of Grass managed after the

English fashion, the second cutting of the Grass was neces-

sarily five days after the first, while the Grass growing close

by (which had not been guanised), although healthy and

vigorous, required double the time to arrive at the same

state of progress. It deserves to be stated as something

remarkable, that on the guanised spot, the dew appeared

in the morning much stronger on the tops of the leaves,

than on the part unguanised. In an experiment made by

M. Staudinger on a barren hill, composed of granite or

quartz, the guanised spot exhibited a dark bluish green

sward, while round about nothing but barrenness was to

be seen. If, therefore, a landowner wishes^ to cover

bleak hungry pasture in a short time with nutritious Grass

for cattle or sheep, the guano certainly is the thing to do

it. It would not only produce a plentiful fodder in the

autumn, where cattle can be well nourished and prepared

for the winter, but such guanised pasture will bring a

heavy crop early in the spring. Guano has also been

used advantageously on a sour meadow, overgrown with

Horsetails, and it produced, instead of Reeds and Bull-

rushes, a dense turf of sweet Grass, and the Horsetail

almost disappeared. Thus, in the first place, more Grass

is obtained, which may be put down as double the former

crops ; and then the Grass is very much improved in

quality. Of course good drainage must be attended to on

each meadow, if the result is expected to be complete.

In usinn- guano we must be careful to pulverise it well,

because on account of its tenacity it will form into lumps,

and on places where it lies too thick, it will burn the

Grass; although subsequently, even on such places, a

luxuriant herbage viiW Spring up. Experiments with

guunoon spring crops has been as successful at Flottbeck,

with both Wheat and Rye, as on the above meadow. The

Wheat manured in the spring with guano is much superior

to that manured in the ordinary way, both in grain and

straw. The following experiment was tried on a spot of

almost blowing sand ;

—

On the 18th March, several square rods in the above

locality, planted with winter Rye, were strewed with guano.

The spot thiis manured was in a short time not only conspi-

cuous for its dark green colour, but the tiller became so

luxuriant as to cover the whole surface. Notwithstanding

a drought of two months, the guanised crops remained in

the same flourishing condition ; whilst the other Rye
standing close by had a weak and sickly appearance.

Subsequently, the former attained the height of five or

six feet, with ears five inches long, with strong plump

whilst the latter were scarcely half that height in

with that of the rim, is therefore equal to 968 cubic

inches, or about '^V of a pint short of 3^ Imperial gallons.

The SIEVE contains two half-sieves ; its diameter is about

15 inches, and depth 8 inches. The sieve and half-sieve

are more especially known in the London markets, and are

more uniform in size than several other kinds of baskets

in which horticultural productions are exposed for sale.

The BUSHEL-SIEVE measures near 17-nj ins. in diameter

at bottom, 17i% ins. at top, and 11
-jV ins. deep; its contents

being about 2703 cubic inches, which is considerably more

than an Imperial bushel. When filled a little convex it

contains three half-sieves, or a heaped Imperial bushel.

A BUSHEL- BASKET IS also employed, but chiefly for

Apples. It is of a different form from either of the preceding

and varies more in its dimensions. Its form is that of an

inverted frustrum of a cone. One measured was 9y«^

inches in diameter at bottom, 14| inches at top, and 17

inches deep, containing 2089| cubic inches ; consequently,

about 228 cubic inches, or rather more than 3 quarts,

short of an Imperial bushel. As the fruit is generally a

little heaped, the quantity contained may be considered

equal to that of an Imperial bushel.

PuNNKTS are of various sizes. They are made of deal

laths, split exceedingly thin and in the direction of the

silver grain of the wood, across the annual layers ; for al-

though these layers easily separate, yet they will not readily

subdivide so as to^obtain portions of the requisite thinness

and uniformity. Punnets for Sea-kale are 7^ inches wide

at the bottom, 8 inches at top, and 2 inches deep. For

Radishes, to hold 6 hands, the punnets are made 8 inches

wide and f inch deep ; and for 12 hands, or small hand-

fuls, 9 inches wide and \ inch deep. Punnets for Mush-

rooms are 7 inches wide and ^ inch deep ; for small

Salad, 5i inches wide and \ inch deep.

Potatoes are sold in the London markets by the Im-

perial bushel, or a weight of 56 Ibs.^ there being 40 bushels

to the ton ; but it is customary, when the Potatoes are un-

washed, to allow 60 lbs., and sometimes 62 lbs., to the

bushel. Walnuts and Nuts are sold by Imperial measure.

grain ;

straw, and their ears were barren and empty. This expe-

riment speaks in favour of guano in preference to other

manure in another respect. If a light sandy soil like the

above is manured too much with common dung, and if

there follows a luxuriant vegetation, with dark green

foliage, we may be sure that if there be subsequently any

long drought, or sudden change of^lemperature from great

heat to intense cold, rust will follow as a matter of course ;

whilst, in the above experiment, notwithstanding a nine

weeks' drought, and some intervening night frosts, the

growth of the guanised Rye was uniformly good up to the

ripening of grain—a sufficient proof that the guano must

possess the property of attracting and retaining the fine

vapour contained in the air. Hence the fact is to be ex-

plained, why dew was more apparent on the guanised

turf than on that not subjected to that process.^ As

we know that in general during long drought the action of

dung—in fact of every manure, ceases ; and as it is light

sandy soil which first suffers from drought ; it must be

evident what valuable manure guano is, not only on pas-

tures, but for winter Rye, our chief crop on light land.

If an acre of land is dressed with 125 lbs. of guano, an

abundant crop of grain and straw will fully repay the ex-

penses incurred. If such a Rye field is laid down in

spring with Meadow Catstail Grass (Phleum pratense),

and White Clover, a heavy Grass crop in the autumn would

still increase the advantages already mentioned. As Rape

can by no means be too luxuriant, guano would produce

an extraordinary result on it.

ON THE EFFECT OF GUANO.
{From the Hamburgh Correspondeiii, 1842, No, l62.)

Most of the experiments with guano in the vicinity of

this city have been made on meadows and lawns. On

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES USED IN THE
LONDON MARKETS-

FnrxT is sold in the London markets in baskets of

such forms and dimensions as are found most convenient

for packing and carriage. The following account will give

a tolerably correct idea of those most in use :

The HALF-SIEVE, SO frequently mentioned with reference

to prices, is a cylindrical basket, varying from 12 to 12^

inches in width, 12^% inches in diaoaeter, and 6 inches

deep, inside measure ; it contains 701 cubic inches strike

measure, which may be considered the medium size. This
is about

•J.
of the heaped bushel formerly used for dry

goods ; the J of which, or one peck, was about 704 cubic

inches- It would appear that the half-sieve was originally

intended to contain a peck of the above measure when
level with the brim ; Apples and Pears, i^c, are now,
however, heaped in the half-sieves, and protected by a

rini fixed to the top of the half-sieve, with the width of

which it corres]:onds at the base, but tlants inwards, so thiit

the diameter of the rim at top is only 9 inches. In other

words, the rim forms the frustrum of a cone, the diameters

of which are, respectively, 12-^^ and 9 inches, and the

height 3 inches. The-capacity of the half-sieve, together

TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS,

AMATEUR'S GARDEN. No. XLVIIL
As many of the readers of these papers have a small

greenhouse in their garden, a few hints on its winter

management will probably be acceptable to them. A
house of this kind, properly constructed and filled with

pretty flowering-plants, is a source of endless gratification

to the possessor, particularly in the winter and spring

months. He can then walk among and enjoy the lovely

flowers indigenous to the southern hemisphere—the Cliry-

santhemura, the Chinese Primrose, the Epacris, the Ca-

mellia, and the Rose ; which, although they have travelled

far from their native country, still keep up a kind of sym-

pathetic friendship with those they have left behind by

flowering when they flower, in their own summer, althougn

that should happen in the winter of that country to which

they have been removed. To grow and flower these

plants well, however, they must be kindly treated; that

is, the greenhouse must be properlybuilt—the temperature,

fresh air, soil, and water, all attended to. With regard to

the construction of a house, there is this consolation, that it:

is just as easy and as cheap to build it in the right way as

in the wrong ; and therefore, those who fail for want of a

proper greenhouse have only themselvesfto blame. For a

full explanation of the way in which this should be done,

I must refer the Amateur to articles on this subject pub-

lished at pp. 53 and 763 of the volume for 1841. ^Vit^

reference to the general management at this season, the

temperature at which the atmosphere ought to be ^^P^^^J
perhaps, of the greatest importance. If the house is filler

with what are called hard-wooded plants, such as Heaths

and Epacrises, no more fire-heat is wanted than what is

necessary to exclude the frost. It may be left at about

40® at night, which will allow for the decline of the fire

in the morning ; and although the thermometer shoula
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indicate 33** or even 32^ before sunrise, the jilants will not
sustain tlie slightest injury. They have feven escaped un-
hurt when the mould has been completely frozen; but this

is rather a dangerous experiment, and should always be
avoided if possible. If the greenhouse contains soft-wooded
thmgs, such as Pelargoniums and Calceolarias, the tem-
perature should be kept a little higher. About 38o or 40^
should be the minimum in this case, and such a house
niay be left for the night at 45\ Of course the tempera-
ture will rise much higher during the day when the sun
shines, but then the sashes should be opened, and fresh
air admitted freely.

A high temperature in greenhouses during the winter
months is very injurious to the health of plants, causing
them to grow in the absence of light; they then form weak
shoots and yellow leaves, and when the sun has more power
in spring they are not able to bear up against it. If, by any
accident, the thermometer sinks below the freezing point
in the morning, the temperature should never be suddenly
raised by artificial means ; for this is found to produce
worse effects than several degrees of cold. The best way
is to cover the house with mats, which shade the plants
from the morning sun, and allow the thaw to be gentle
and gradual.

Water should be given sparingly in the winter season,
particularly in frosty weather, and then the plants should
never be watered in the afternoon. Fevy will require re-

potting now, unless it be Pelargoniums and plants of that
kind intended for exhibition ; but when other things
require it, they should be shifted without waiting until

spring. Those who wish to excel in the cultivation of
greenhouse plants should never bind themselves down to

shift all their specimens at a particular season, even if

books tell them to do so.

—

R, F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
The Imporlance of Draining LawL—You justly re-

marked in an April Number, that everything resolved

itself into various gases, taken up by tlie atmosphere,
and not wasted, but re-applied to the formation of new
matter. You have also, in subsequent Numbers, justly

reproached the farmers with allowing the most valuable

portion of their manure to escape. Still more might be
said with regard to drainage, without which (on heavy
land) the greatest quantity of manure may be said to be ab-

solutely wasted. In illustration—I cultivated two pieces of

stifFbrick earth, both richly manured—the one drained, the

other not ; both, however, having a considerable fall. In
the drained land, everything luxuriated and was early ; in

the other, the very reverse— all stunted and late. So
wonderful a contrast convinced me that there were power-
ful chemical agencies at work.. A reference to ** Henry's
Elements of Chemistry" (page 427, vol. 1) cleared up
the mystery. There it is stated that hydrogen has the

power of instantaneously absorbing, under presssuie,

seven hundred times its own volume of ammonia. Well
may vegetation improve after a shower, where the rain can
percolate through the well-drained laud, bringing down
with it, to the roots, the much-desired ammonia ; and
equally clear must it be that undrained land, already sa-

turated with stale water, can derive no such benefit, for

the rain cannot filtrate, but runs off the surface. Again,

without drainage, the only escape for moisture is by
evaporation, which, it is well known, causes excessive

coldness ; besides, wet land, not being porous, is deprived

of the rays of light, of heat, and of the nitrogen of the

atmosphere, which would naturally occupy the pores va-

cated by the water in its downward course. It is lament-

able to see the immense sums wasted in this country on
undrained lauds—in manure, extra manual and animal

labour—with an unprofitable return of capital. Was
there ever a farmer who drained, but would tell you it

paid itself principal and interest, in the very first or

second crop ? There is httle doubt that the perfect

drainage of all the heavy and spongy land in the United
Kingdom would increase the produce at least one-fourth,

at a diminished expense, and render us no longer dependent

on foreign supplies. I have heard many persons say that
** their land was so stiff, that it was of no use draining it

''

illustrating their remark by saying, that ** water will

remain in a horse's foot-hole till it evaporates." Do try

and convince them that it cannot go dowa unless they

make a way for it J, J. JIf., Stainford-hilL

Planting Trees,—I have no doubt but the leading

article on planting in Number 45 will draw the attention

of some able correspondent on forest-pruuing to the sub-

ject of planting, which must be considered one of para-

mount importance. Every one who has had experience

in the management of young plantations must see the

truth of your remarks on the bad effects which generally

follow planting on the ground which has not been pro-

perly prepared by trenching, or having the soil otherwise

broken up to a considerable depth. But with

respect to planting large tracts of mountainous or hilly

ground, it is often not practicable to break up the whole

surface, nor, in my opinion, is it always necessary where
Larch and Scotch Firs are the only sorts of trees gene-

rally^ planted ; for instance, the Bin Hill, in Aberdeen-
shire, which measures 2,500 acres, the property of the'

Duke of Richmond, which was planted by his Grace 3 or 4

years ago in the slit mode, and, I dare say, cost httle more
than a pound per acre for planting. In high and bleak situ-

ations, the smaller the trees are at the time of planting, the
better they are suited for the purpose ; for it will gene-
rally be found that a two-years-old seedling Larch, planted
in the slit mode, or by the planter's hack or mattock, will

in a few years be as large a tree as one four feet high
planted in a pit by its side at the same time ; supposing
Ihem both to grow, the chance of which will be greatly in
favoar of the small oncu This ia clearly demonstrated in

a large plantation of Larch on a high steep hill near
Radnor, in South Wales. I was told that, for experiment,
the whole of the ground was firjjt planted with strong
plants, four feet high, at U feet apart ; these, of course,
were planted in pits. The ground betwixt them was then
filled up with two-years-old seedlings, set in about 4 feet
apart in the slit manner. When I saw this plantation about
twelve yeai*s after it had been planted, there was no visible

difference in the height or stoutness of the trees ; those
planted in the pits could only be distinguished by having,
in some instances, rather more branches near the ground.
They were all in a thriving state, the general height round
the top of the hill being about ten or twelve feet, which
gradually increased to its base, where their height was
about 18 feet. I have seldom, in any part ofthe country,
seen Larches make such rapid growth as on the steep
slopes at the bottom of the mountains in South Wales,
where Larch, and, in fact, all other kinds of wood meet a
ready market for. the iron-works. Mr, Dalrymple, who
manages the Marquess of Bute's extensive plantations at
Cwm, Neath, Glamorganshire, told me, some years ago,
that he had been thinning some Larch plantations which
had only been planted twelve years, and that 14 of the
trees thinned out generally weighed a ton, and sold for a
guinea. There are many inducements for gentlemen to

plant Larch extensively, for it will grow in almost any soil

or situation ; it soon becomes fit for the market, and at
present there is not enough in the country to supply the
demand. Since I came to Ireland, I have seen some
timber-merchants a hundred miles from home, hunting
for Larch timber, to enable them to execute their English
orders. In planting hilly ground in the slit mode, there
are two or three things which ought to be particularly
attended to ; namely, to burn all Heath or other herbage

—

to cut plenty of drains, when necessary, before planting

—

to use small plants, and to ste that they are not choked by
Ferns, or other weeds, for some years after planting. I have
lately heard that some of the Scotch lairds are trying to

raise timber on their hill-sides, by sowing the seed among
the Heath, and harrowing the Heath afterwards. Perhaps
some of your correspondents could give a little information
on the subject.

—

J. Alexander, Carion Gardens,
Increase of Timber in Trees,— "Quercus" having

requested a little more exj>lanation from me on this sub-
ject, I shall briefly reply. Some time since he raised

doubts and misconceptions of my system of pruning
forest-trees, without having seen my practice or read what
1 had published on the subject, 1 do not think that a

controversy of this kind will advance the science ; but I

may state that I have lately written a short explanatory

essay upon this subject, which may perhaps be published
by the English Agricultural Society. If they do not print

it, perhaps I may choose souie other way of bringing it

before the public ; as **Q.uercu8** seems so fond of his

favourite term '* reciprocity between the roots andbranches
of a tree," and the "prune-not-at-all system," a system
which I fear will gain many converts, as it requires neither

reflection, labour, nor expense. As it is certain that

there can be but few roots without branches, and as

the roots are increased with or by the branches, to please
*' Quercus," let there be a reciprocity between them, if

that is the most intelligible term, which I much doubt ; I

still maintain that which 1 have proved in my former

publication, that the increase of timber in trees is in pro-

portion to the number and healthiness of the branches and
leaves, and is produced by the descending fibres, filaments,

or wopdy tissue, and from the leaf and leaf-buds of each

successive year, to the collar of the roots, which increases

the roots also ; hence the greater number of branches,

with healthy leaves, is the true cause of the increase of

timber in trees. My system of training is simply to

regulate those parts according to science, so as to aid

those properties in accelerating the elongation and regular

increase of the timber in the stem, and not ** to expend

itself in making useless branches," instead of useful profit-

able timber. I hope this will satisfy " Quercus ;
" and I

repeat my firm conviction that nothing will effectually

dispel the confusion on this subject, in any reasonable

time, but what I have repeatedly suggested, namely,

experimental plantations to teach by example.— JV* Bil-

lington^ Undcrhill, Osicc^iry^ Salop.

Cutting Coppice,—I think it is in the Netherlands,

that they have a method of cutting coppice wood which

appears to be much preferable to that adopted in this

country. The workman stands with his back to the stool,

and cuts between his legs^ with an instrument much like

a wheelwright's adze, but with a shorter handle. The
cut is by this means made slightly sloping upwards, and

with a clean face without cracks or splinters ; an advan-

tage too obvious to mention. It is true, that in some of

our older woods, the stools will be too high to render this

method available ; but in younger woods, and where the

stools are low, it may be adopted with good effect. The
cut is closer, the work neater, and it is stated that a man
will cut much more in a dav than with our common tools.

—Lusor*
Sliakspeare,—Can any correspondent of the Chronicle

explain the reason why Shak^peare says the Primrose

dies unmarried, in the following paragraph ?

—

" Pa!c Primroses
That die unmarried, ere they can behold
Bright Phoebus in his strength.

Winter's Tale, Act 4, Sc. 3.

I conjecture that Pale is a misprint for Tall, and that

Shakspeare referred to the Oxlips, which rarely bear seed.

—

r^eo/>7ii/ujJ'or5y/A.—To me it seems that Shakspeare wrote

exactly what is printed, and that he meant the earlit^st of

all Primroses, which, flowering when light and warmth

are insufl5cient to invigorate them, perish without seeding,

and that .he thus distinguished the early pallid flowers

from the later darker-coloured oaes.-—»/flf/.—[^Vt should

entertain the latter opinion, if we were sure that tlie early

Primroses do not bear seed. \A'e commend the inquiry
to our country friends this ensuing Primrose-time. If it

is really true that the Winter Primroses cannot seed, we
shall have a new proof of Shakspeare's intimate ac-

quaintance with Natural History; if it prove otherwise,
why, in that case, another explanation of his meaning
must be sought for.]

JVeiglil of Pine Apples.^—During the late summer six

Pine Apples have been cut at this place, the respectivo
weights of which were 7 lbs. 4 oz., 8 lbs. 2 oz., 8 lbs.,

7 lbs. 8 oz., 9 lbs. 8oz., and 10 lbs. G oz. ; being an
average for each fruit of rather more than 8 lbs. 7 oz.

avoirdupois.—J, Burr, Gardener to II. Presfon, Esq.,
Morehy Hall, near York,

Cranberries,—Inarecent visit to Hastings, I was pleased
to see fresh Cranberries for sale at the fruiterers' shops.
In answer to my inquiries, I ascertainrd that they were
the surplus produce from the estate of a nobleman in the
neighbourhood. Tiiose who are acquainted with the
superiority of the flavour of the fresh berries, to those
imported—the rich, racy flavour of the former, comiiared
with the insipidity of the latter,—must feel surprised that
this agreeable fruit is not more cultivated ia the south of
England. There are many swampy spots admirably
adapted to the growth of this plant, which are fit for little

else ; the cultivation would not only afford remuneration
to the growers, but the gathering would also furnish em-
ployment to many young persons.

—

C. F. [The American
Cranberry, although inferior to our English species, ia best
suited to cullivatiou,]

Asparagus.—I am induced to acquaint you with the
following successful mode of treating Asparagus, in the
hope that it may prove interesting to your subscribt-rs :

Instead of the usual plan of autumn-dressing the beds, by
placing manure upon them, and throwing earth from the
alleys to cover it, I let the bods remain untouched until the

spring (the beginning of March, if fine), when 1 fork them
over carefully, observing that the earth ia broken fine, and
covers the stools, &c., sufficiently ; I then apply my liquid

manure, consisting of house-slops properly diluted, plenti-

fully to the beds with a watering-pot having a coarse-bored
rose. In this manner Asparagus is produced averaging an
inch in thickness and nearly three inches in circumference,

of the finest quality. Tins plan was communicated to me
by an amateur, who informs me that it never fails to pro-

duce him most plentiful crops averaging the above size.

— Rtts.

Preserving Potatoes.—In a late Number of the Chro-
nicir, some advice is given for securing Potatoes for the

winter, recommending the old jilan of covering them first

with straw. From some one of the many excellent papers in

the Highland Society's Transactions, I some years ago
adopted the simple and better plan of using earth only.

Straw soon decays, and is then anything but sweet, while

common earth keeps the Potatoe always sweet and moist

without fermentation, especially if some be mixed here

and there among the Potatoes when they are ridged up.

From this pile or ridge, they are got in daily for use; and
the difference in flavour is soon observed to be in favour

of those brought in this morning, over those of the pre-

vious day. There is something in the nature of earth

particularly suited to the Potatoe.

all, it should be on the outside

earth.—5. //.

Potatoes for Fattening Oxen.—I once tried an expe-
riment in BtalUfeeding oxen with raw Potatoes. Each
bullock was allowed about J cwt. per day, with a peck of

barley-meal, and as much hay as it pleased. I con-

sumed about 35 tons of Potatoes, and, although the bul-

locks did get fat at last, the return for the Potatoes was
very small indeed—less than 30*. per ton. They were

too laxative iu the raw state ; insomucb, that it was

scarcely possible to keep the poor animals clean ; and
the smell of the cattle-house was exceedingly offensive.

I have since given steamed Potatoes pretty extensively to

horses, under the severest work, with good effect. Each
horse was allowed daily about 20 lbs. in a warm state,

mixed with bruised corn, cut bay, and salt. I once at-

tempted to rear little pigs on raw Potatoes only : in two
or three weeks one died, and the rest would sptv^".ily have

followed, had not their diet been changed. My expe-

rience induces me to conclude that raw Potatoes are worse
than useless as food for live stock,

—

Lusor.
Saving Seed of Vegetables,— I find so much difficulty

in procuring good vegetable seed, even from London, that

I think it would prevent trouUe and disappointment if a

few amateurs would agree amongst themselves, for each

to save seed of a particular vegetable, for distribution

amongst their own party -^one. Cauliflower; another,Savoy;

a third, Broccoli, &c. ; so as to insure obtaining the true

breed. This might be done, if only one species were al-

lowed to ripen iu the same garden.— fF. IF.

Guano,—As much has been said of the effects of

guano upon vegetable products, I am induced, from my
own observation, to give you an instance of its value as a

manure compared with bone-dust, 'On a chalk hill, be-

longing to Mr. John Brett of this town, where the soil is

very thin. White Turnips were sown, one-half of the

field being drilled with guano, and the remainder with

bone-dust. The result is that the former produced

Turnips of an extraordinary small size; but where the

bone-dust was used, they were rather lai^ ; indeed the

difference is so great that, from a distance, only part of

the hill appeared to have any crop on it.— /^/^ft/* Chase,

Layigley Lodge, Luton,
Adulteration of 5oo/.—Tliis is carried on to a con-

siderable extent, not only by tcxxing ashes with it, as

noticed by *' T. O,," but also ia the tens of Norfolk and

Cambridgeshire, by miiing black feu soil with it, which,

If straw be used at

of the covering of
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if collected wlien dry in the summer season and finely

sifted, tnay be used to the extent of one-fourth without

any fear of detection.—^w^^^- r«cf^i;'«
< DeHvaimi of the tcord Nartagon.^U Casteh s

Lexicon I find the following explanation f ""^^^""^ ="

"Alartafion Is the name of a plant called the Mountain

Lily, concerning which consult the authors on Botany

;

it is saidTnlgarly to come of a golden root. Hence the

Aichemists transferfed ft to the materials of the Philoso-

pber's Stone, which they called Martagoli, Ss appears from

the Theatr, Chym., vol. i., p. 512."—^. H. [Now, then,

if any one will tell us why the Philosopher's Stone was

called Martagon, the mystery that surrounds this word

will he cleared up.] - _

Poisoning hy the Roots of (Enanthe crocata.—lt has

been sometimes asserted, that the plant of (Enanthe cro-

cata is not poisonous, and that the roots may be eaten

with impunity. This may be the case when the root is

cooked, but certainly ndt when it is eaten raw. The

daily papers relate a case of poisoning, which has lately

occurred from eating the roots of (Enanthe. crocata in-

stead of Horse-radish. At firSt sight it would appear

that such a case could indeed but seldom occur, as the

CEnanthe is not likely to grow in gardens where Horse-

radish is cultivated. It may not, however, be generally

Itnown, that the root of the CEnanthe resembles that of

the Dahlia, and that trampers make a practice of sell-

ing these roots» instead of those of the Dahlia ; and

thus the roots of the (Enanthe are much more frequently

found in gardens around London than, but for this cir-

cumstance, could have been expected. It is probably

only at a season of the year like the present that such a

mistake could be made, but persons cannot be made too

generally aware of the necessity of caution, in guarding

against confounding the poisonous and nutritious roots of

our gardens. The same mistake as that committed above

has been made with regard to the roots of Aconite and

Hemlock, and in most instances with fatal effects.

—

S. L. [We do not know who can be so rash as to aSSett

that this most dangerous plant is not a fearful poison in

all states.]

New Mode of Calehing Rats A novel plan of de-

stroying rats has lately been practised in this part, which

is likely to supersede all other methods. A gentleman in

the neighhourhod of Satterthwaite, being tormented with

these destructive vermin, which visited his pigsty, and

sobbed the grunters of their food, determined to put a

rtopto such proceedings. He accordingly took a fishing,

rod, with line and hook attached ; and having baited it

with a piece of bread, he stood at a little distance from

the pigsty, and threw in the line. In about ten minutes,

he succeeded in catching no less than six rats.

—

Facile^

Garstang.
• Scarecrows.—I do not know what antipathy a *' domes-

ticated rook " may have to a ** white kitten '* in a living

«tate ; but it is a fact that wild rooks are devouring some
Wheat within a few paces of a dead white cat. I presume

it is the feline embrace of Miss Puss that Mr. Rook is
w

afraid of, and not her immaculate skin.

—

Judejc.

The Migration of the Swalloiv The migration of

birds is an episode in their natural history not unfraught

with the most curious interest, though an event perplexed

with obscurity. They know their appointed time, and that

is almost the sum and substance of our knowledge on this

strange event. At ^Brechin, N. B., the house-swallows

congregated in vast numbers round the church steeple and

tower of the Mechanics' Institution, on the 24th Sept.

and two preceding days. They seemed restless and un-

feasy. On the 2Gth and 27th, none were to be seen.

Perchance, in two or three days thereafter, these in-

teresting beings were fluttering round the Palm-trees of

Africa—" Happy bird !" said I, *' that can 'flee

and be at rest.* "

—

J. Murray.
_. .

— —

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Malacca—an Ascent of Mount Ophis,— The party

which was given by Sir W. Norris, the Recorder, left

Malacca in February- Our first njarch was to Ayer
Pannus, the second to Chubow, the third to Gummy
or Mirring, the fourth to the top of Goonoon Toon-
doolc—a peak within twenty miles of the summit of

Mount Ophir, or as the Malays call it, Goonoon Leydang.
The whole distance is about 51 miles. W^th the exception
of the first seven miles, the road runs almost entirely

through forests, occasionally intersected by strips of swamp,
and by the occurrence of villages, which are almost always
on the edges of these swamps or rice-flats- The surface
throughout the forest is greatly undulated ; the road is

traversable by wheel carriages as far as Rhim (lately a
military post), but after that place is passed, it degenerates
into a Malay footpath. The great features of the first

seven miles are the rice-flats and Gluon trees (Melaleuca
Leucadendron), which occur in profusion wherever the
ground has been undisturbed for some time—being always
planted on the sides of the roads running across the swamps.
This plant is one of our most decided Australasian forms.
The forest can scarcely be said to present any characteristic

feature, all sorts of plants swarming in it- The most
common trees are the Dammars (Dipterocarpus), which

attain their usual striking size ; but great as they are, they

are overtopped hj the Melk-trees, which I take to be

Artocarpi or Fici. The vegetation frf the swampy strips

tnd their borders is different from that of the forest itself,

and is in one way characterised by the absence of large

trees. It would be too tedious to enumerate the various

novelties that I met with during each march. After

Starting from Gummy, one soon begins to ascend the

mountain, which consists (on this side at least) of three

eaks—Mounts Miening, Toondook, and Leydang. The
rst takes a lone time to surmaunt ; on reaching its sum-

away

mit a sharp descent takes place to the base of Toondook.

The ascent then recomiiiences, and continues through tro-

pical forests until a well-known place called Puddam Bhat-

too is approached. The vegetation then begins to change,

as exemplified by the occurrence df Dacrydiums ; and when

Ptiddam Bhattoo is reached, the change is as complete as

could be desired. This place is nothing more than the rocky

exposed face of the mountain ; it is otherwise well known

as being the first watering-place. Here, instead of the

dense dark tropical forest, you meet with stunted trees

and bushes belonging to the genera Bae'ckia, Leptosper-

mum, lUicium, Dacrydium, Leucopogon, Aly'xia, Ardi-

sia, and Rhodamnia ; the two first being the prominent

features. The face of the robk, Where the trees or shrubs

are scattered, is covered by Cyperacese, Hedyotis, Nepen-

thes, and Arundin^ria; among which Bnrmannia dis-

ticha, like Dischfdia Rafllesiana, and a curious tomen-

tose-flowered E'ria, occur. From this place to the summit

of both Toondook and Leydang, no very remarkable

change takes place ; the path ascends steeply along a

rugged ridge, clothed with the same stunted bushes, lite-

rally covered with Mosses and Jungermannise, especially

the latter. In this line Matdnia occurs in profusion, oc-

casionally with Polypddium Wallichii, or one very much

like it. The summit of Goonoon Toondook, on which

place we passed the night, in a hut made of Kasang (a

Pandanus) leaves, sent from Malacca on purpose, is so

little inferior in height to Leydang that the vegetation is

much the same. It is a very exposed place, and distant

from water ; nevertheless, it is preferable to the usual

halting-place. The descent from it to the base of Ley-

dang is very steep, but short; the profusion of Mosses,

among which is a very fine Bryum (B. araucaria, tempo-

rarily), and of Jungermannise, is, if possible, increased.

Then comes the ascent, very steep, over rock like that of

Puddam Bhattoo, covered with nearly the same kind of

plants. This is the station for the vaunted Ophir Cypri-

pedium : an Impdtiens also occurs. Then one reaches

the *' Big Rock,'' the usual halting-place, a large naked

mass, projecting upwdrds at a considerable angle ; under

it is a small spring. There I found a minute Sonerila,

an Utriculdri^, a curious Cyperaceous plant, with equitant

leaves like those of Dianella, Juncus, Coelogyile, &c.

From this rock to the summit may Be I5d feet, over an

equally steep and uneven, but much drier surface; The

summit of Mount Ophir is exceedingly confined ; the sides

being rugged and precipitous. Here I gathered the same

Leptospermum, an undescrlbed species of Anneslea, two

shrubby Rhododendrons, a species of Vaccinium, a

Trist.4nia, a Symplocos ; an Elaeocarpus looking much hke

an Andromeda, with dioecious or polygamous flowers, and

definite stamens; a large yellow-flowered Spathoglottis,

LindsBca, Neurdnia of Don? Coelopyrum, and several

other interesting plants. After remaining on the summit

for half an hour, during which it cleared up sufficiently to

disclose a view remarkable for the extent of jungly or

forest-covered country, frotn which seas of mist were

becoming every moment disengaged—interminable on the

east side, on the west bounded by the coast of Malacca—^

I descended, grieved that I could not remain in such a

place for at least several days. We breakfasted on the

top of Toondook, and the evening found us at Gummy.
From experiments made under the Big Rock, on the top

of Toondook and at Malacca, with a thermometer, made

under the supervision of Mr. Horsman Solly, and in some

measure corroborated by other ordinary thermometers

similarly fitted, I make the extreme height 3,20« feet

;

others have made and mate it 5,600 or G,000. The
question I shall not consider settled until I have taken

barometers to the summit, although I could adduce

many natural reasons for adhering to my own results.

Almost all the features of the vegetation of the loftier

parts from Puddam Bhattoo are peculiar, although in the

presence of Burm^nnia, Nepenthes, Neurdnia, Symplocos,

Rhododendrons, Impatiens, Polypo'dium Wallichii I

Sonerila, and lilicium, it approaches to the flora of the

Khasigya mountains. Its most marked general features

are the stunted size of the trees, and the profusion of

Moss.like plants* Its marked partial features are Dacrjr-

dium', Bae'ckia, Leptospermum, Nepenthes, Leucopogon,

and Matdnia ; the last should be first so far as we yet know.

Through several of these it shows affinities with the vege-

tation of Australia and the Polynesian group ;
particularly

if we add Tristania, and two species of Osyris subgenus

Pentamerig. The only northern plants are Rhododendron

;

Vaccinium, which is not Jackson's Goonory Bunkoo species

;

the Impatiens, which is like I. Mastersiana ; and Juncus.

I was certainly disappointed in the Ferns, excepting Ma-
tdnia, of course ; the range of this plant is, according to

my experiments, from 2,300 to 2,500 feet. On looking

hastily over the Ferns, I find they consist of a short-leaved

Vittdria, a Dar^lHa like D. pectinata, two or three Lind-

SEeas, Polypddium Wallichii, P. fronde 1-pinnata, and a

subarborescent species of the same genus, two Gleich^-

nias, several Trichdmanes and Hymenophylla, Neuronia,

a very small Schizeea, and a plant which, although it has

no glands, and has the pinnules pinched or compressed

opposite the sori, I believe, may belong to Adenophora.

Of Lycopddia, I procured four or five species of very

various forms. I may say the same of Orchidaceae; my
list only contains one Spathoglottis, one Trichotdsia, one
remarkable Dendrdbtum, one Herminium, one Cypripe-
dium, and one E'ria. I have still several Ophir ])lant8,

which have puzzled me. Of these, the most remarkable
is a shrub with the habit of Olax ; att inferior bilocular,

several ovuled ovarium, indefinite highly raonadelphous

(Meliaceous) stamens, and five petals, appearing to adhere

in some degree with the '* tubus stamineus," evidently

approaching Blume's Calpandria* My space, however,

becomes limited. We had the vilest weather imaginable
)

for six out of eight days it rained heavily. Tl^e day of the

ascent was really dreadful, and thoroughly disheartening
;

clouds, rain, squalls, drippings, mud and slush, all com-

bined. Lieutenant Spottiswoode and myself, who were

the only pedestrians, were scarcely ever dry, except in the

throat; and, what is worse, we were scant of brandy and

water. The whole party returned safe and sound. This

immunity, the natives say, was owing to Sir W. Norris

leaving a horn at the foot of the mountain, the deity of

which was pleased with the compliment. One Cooly died

about fourteen days after, who, of course, turned out to

be the horn-carrier.— IF. Griffith, July 2, 1842.

" jWi

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.

Kov. 10.—Prof. Graham in the chair. J. E. VVinterbottom, and

J. Carter, Esqrs., were elected non-resident Fellows j and Mr, J.

Thompson, an associate. A donation to the library was an<

nounced from T- Brown, Esq., and numerous parcels of plants,

&c., were stated to have been received since last meeting. Mr,

Brand read a paper by Mr. Edmonstone, jun., on the Botany of

Shetland, and instituted a comparison between the iiumbets of

genera and species existing in that region, and those which

occur in other districts of Scotland. " The Botany of Shetland,"

observes Mr. E., "though not very extensive, is interesting.

Many of the less common (chiefly subalpine) plants arc abundant

in all situations, while many species commonly distributed, and

indeed often marked as universal, throughout Great Britain, are

rare or altogether unknown in Shetland. Among the last may
be mentioned—Alchemilla arvensis and vulgaris, Briza m(!^dia,

Primula veris, Anagallis arvensis. Convolvulus arvensis, Tcii-

crium Scorod^nia, Geranium Robertiannm, Lapsana communis,

and other common weeds. Again, Thalictrum alpinum, Blysmus

rufus, and other local plants, are abundant, growing down to the

sea level; and sylvan plants, associated with woods or luxuriant

pasturage, are almost entirely wanting. The geology of Shf-t-

land is rich in interesting phenomena. The formation is almost

wholly primitive—the most abundant rocks being gneiss and mica-

schist, clay and chlorite slate, granite quartz, serpentine limestone,

&c. ; besides which, there are amygdaloidal porphyritic rocks of

different kinds. The difference of formation between Shetland

and Orkney is striking—that of the latter being as uiiinterestmg

as the former is the reverse. Orkney consists chiefly of an ap-

parent cohtinuation of the north coast of the mainland, bemg
composed of sandstone, clay-slate, and other secondary rocks,

while the Shetlands may be said to belong to the oceanic series

of islands. Again, the difference seems us great between the

Shetland and Faroe Isles—for in the latter group the rocks are

all basaltic. Many of the Shetland rocks bear great similarity to

those of the south of England—chrome ore, native magnesia,

serpentine,crystaIlisedfluor, and several others, being common to

both extremitiesof Great Britain, thoughrarely found intheuiter-

mediatespacejanditisasingularfact that someof the plants present

a corresponding analogy, as for instance Lathyrus maritnuus, &c.

The prevalence of peat is a characteristic feature in the general

aspect of Shetland, and proves beyond a doubt the abundance of

trees in former ages. Judging from the remains, these seem

chiefly to have belonged to the Hazel and Pine tribes, as trunks

and nuts of the Hazel, and cones of Abies Picea, have repeatedly

been dug out of the moors. This evidence of their existing for-

merly in such abundance, leads to the question whether such Uees

may still be grown. I do not thmk that the experiment has

been fairly tried ; but many reasons seem to render it unlikely that

trees could be profitably reared. The frosts and cold weather

which occur early in autumn do not leave the plants time to ^orm

their buds for hybernation before the old leaves are nipped ; and

the heat of summer is by no nieans sufficient to compensate for

its shortness. I do not attach so much importance to the influ-

ence of the sea spray, by which, durihg heavy gales, Shetland is

liable to be swept—for these generally occur after the sap has de-

scended, and the plant is dormant, 1 may here mention some ex-

periments carried on by my father for five or six years, in order,

if possible, to settle the question. He obtahied from Messrs.

Lawsonall the more generally cultivated trees and shrubs,—N.

British, N. American, and N. Asiatic,—and the result has been as

follows :—Among the indigenous trees of Scotland, the Ash ap-

pears to stand as well as any other, since it puts forth its leaves

late and loses them early. Of the scarcely indigenous, or natu-

ralised species, the Plane-tree appears to be the hardiest j whUe
the Birch and Scotch Fir will scarcely live a year. Agam, Pmus
montana and ^'sculus Hippoc^stanum, comparatively tender

plants, appear to thrive well-and Pyrus aucuparia, indigenous

with us, succeeds tolerably. Almost ail the Willows do well;

Salix Russelliana, fr^gilis, ciiierea, viminalis, and vitellina, among
the best. The Alder is too early in putting forth its leaves j but

some Poplais appear to thrive, especifilly the White Scotch,

Black Italian, andLombardy ; P6pulus nigra is indigenous. Oak

and Beech will not grow- at ail. GeneraUy speaking, evergreens,

both trees and shrubs, appear not to suit. Pinus Cembra, and the

spruce, black, white, and Norway, have all been repeatedly tried,

but seldom languished a year, ^y^n the hardy shrubby ever-

greens, which are indigenous, or in every shrubbery on the mam-
land—as Ilex aquif61ium, Rhododendron p6nticum, and flav^im.

Viburnum Tinus, &c.,—die almost immediately. Among the best

thriving evergreens may be mentioned A'rbutus mucronata, Co-

toneaster Uva-ursi, H^^dera Helix, &c. The latter, indeed, is a

native and in some situations thrives, as it also does ni

Orkney. The climates of Orkney and Shetland differ httie. but

scientific observations have only been recorded of the former.

•Regarding it,* Mr. Clouston states, 'the high latitude oi

Orkney will no doubt induce many persons even in Scotland to

suppose that our winter is much colder than that of any other

country, and it may surprise them when we say that our winter

is as warm as that of Glasgow, and several degrees warmer than

that at Applegarth in Dumfriesshire, on the southern oorder.

This is owing to the influence of the surrounding ocean, whicn

elevates the temperature of winter as much as it lowers that oi

summer. Thus, the temperature of Orkney in May, June, ana

July, is 7 degrees below that of Glasgow during these months j

but forthewhole year the mean annual temperature in Orkney is

nearly the same as that in Applegarth, both being about 46 degrees,

or 33 below that of Glasgow/ " Mr. Edmonstone goes on to oo-

serve, that "the uniiormity of temperature in Shetland strides

every one : and a remarkable feature in the climate is the great

and almost constant humidity. These causes, no doubt, l^ave a

great influence on vegetation, for there is not a semblance oi

Arctic, and scarcely of Alpine, vegetation throughout the i^^anab.

This is certainly what might be expected; but there are otner

anomaliea which cannot be altogether referred to clnnatei ana

theextr'emescantinessofthelloraisremarkable,considermgttieex-

tentof the islands, and thevariety of soil, exposure, and situation.

The flowering plants (including the Grasses) hitherto observed in

Shetland extend to 9^ genera and 178 species^ wiiile those lounu

in the district of Moray amount to 333 genera and oy2 -^P^^^^'*

'

and even 'n\ a range of 16 miles round Aberdeen, there have been

found 297 genera and 5(52 species. In a similar extent ro^!*^

Edinburgh, the numbers are 389 genera and 908 species—wniie

the flowering plants of Great Britain extend to 523 genera ana

1594 species. The proportion of species to genera is also leas

in Shetland and Abetdeenshire, being only 2 to l, whereas in tne

Edinburgh district it is2j to 1 -, and iuBiitaiu generally it is 3 tor.

—The statements in the above paper led to some interesting

conversation. Prof. Graham remarked, as a phenomenon, whicu

has not hitherto received a satisfactory solution, the entire ac-

struction or absence of wood in many parts of Scotland wner^

once it evidently abounded, and where the change canno

sfcnnnrfrfitlv hnvf* nri«!«^n t-hrrnie-h human instrumentality) *^^
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observed that the investigation of this subject would be attended
with interest, besides being of importance in a national point of
view.—Dr. Neil I said, that in his opinion the peat mosses of
Scotland have been formed at an earlier period than is usually
supposed -some of them containing trees which do not now
exist in the country ; and he suggested that means should be
taken to ascertain the particular species of which the mosses
consist, by taking specimens of wood and seeds, or cones, &c.,
from the successive layers, andduly noting their relative position,
with all such circumstances as might tend to establish a correct
theory respecting our aboriginal forest vegetation ; indeed, he had
once proposed that « prize should be offered by the Highland
Society for the best essay on this Subject; but his proposal had
not been carried into effect.—Mr. Brand remarked that, in this
country, as iii America, the forests in many places appear to
have been destroyed by fire, and he instanced some Oak-trees in
Dalkeith Park, which appear to have been burnt down at an
early period, and to have thrown out new trunks from the stumps
at a later date.—Mr. Goodsir supposed that the increase of peat
might gradually render the soil unfit for the support of trees, and
stated, in reference to a remark made by Prof. Graham on the
approach of the Alpine plants in Shetland to the sea-edge, that
this peculiarity coincided with the elevation of the deep sea in-
vertebrate animals, to the hierh-water mark in the same Inraiif-v

COUNTRY PROCEEDINGS.
Oxfordshire Horticultural Society^ Nov, 17.—The annual general

meeting of this society was held in the Council Chamber,—C.
Peers, Esq., in the chair. T|ie following report of the Committee
was read :— '* In laying a statement of the affairs of the Oxford,
shire Horticultural Society before the members, the Committee
for the year 1842 would have felt gratified if they could have re-
ported that there had been a surplus of receipts for the year, so
that the balance of last year might have been yicreased instead of
being diminished ; yet they have great satisfaction in announcing
that the Society is in a flourishing state, and although the
balance in the hands of the treasurer is not large, a considerable
addition has been made to their property In the purchase of
baskets and stands for exhibition, &c. The amount of prizes this
year has exceeded that of last by upwards of 20/., which has been
occasioned in a great measure by a more extended competition
for the cottagers' prizes. During the year 1841 the cottagers ex-
hibited 250 productions in vegetables and fruits, and 113 prizes
were awarded. Jn the present year they have exhibited 302, and
155 prizes have been awarded, being an addition of 42 ; and the
Committee have reason to believe, from the extensivebenefit which
those cottagers who have hitherto been recommended have re-
ceived, notonlyjin a pecuniary but in a moral point of view, from
the premiums for industry held out by societies like this, that
there will still be a much greater competition ; they therefore beg
respectfully to call the attention of the gentry of the neigh-
bourhood, and the parochial clergy in particular, thereto, and re-
quest them to assist with their subscriptions, andin recommending
proper persons to compete for the cottagers' prizes. The Com-
mittee have to regret the death of several old and valuable
members, and that tli ere has not been a corresponding increase
of honorary members ^ but at the same time they have plea-
sure in stating that the numbers are gradually increasing.
The Committee cannot close their report without congratulating
the members on the kindness shown by different public bodies in
the University, County, and City, in allowing the exhibitions to
take place in their buildings and gardens—and beg to tender their
thanks to the Magistrates of the county, for the use" of their
County Hall j to the Professor of Botany, for the use of the
Botanic Gardens; to the Radcliffe Observer, for the use of the
Observatory Grounds; to the Provost and Fellows of Queen's
College, for the use of their College quadrangle and cloisters;
and also to the Mayor and Council of the City of Oxford, for the
use of their Council Chamber." W. H. Ashhurst, Esq., was
elected President in the room of the late Earl of Macclesfield.
The following gentlemen were appointed as the Committee for
the ensuing year:—C. Peers, J. W. Henley, M.P.; J.H. Langston,
M.P.; W. II. B. Earle, J. Morell, 'jun., M. J. Johnson, J. Saun-
ders, Esqs. ; the Rev. the Provost of Queen's College, the Rev.
J. Baker, the RCv. Dr. Barnes, the Rev. A. H. Matthews, the Rev.
V. Thomas, Dr. Daubeny, and the Rev. H. Gary; also Messrs. W.
CoUcutt, J. Stevens, J. Hastings, jun., W. Day, J. Maltby, T.
Looker, W. Plaister, T. Joy, T, Walker, J.Perkins, J.Phillips,
and J. Birch.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE GARDENER OF THE HALL.

Whev She was born I had been long the Gardener of the Hall,
The shrubs I planted with my hand were rising thick and tall

;

My heart was in that work and place, and little thought or care
Had I of other living things than grew and flourish'd there—

Beneath the happy shelter of
The Old Manorial Hall.

At first She came, a rosy child, a Queen among my flowers.
And play'd beside me while I toil'd, and prattled on for hours;
And many a morning, in the plot of ground she cali'd her own.
She found an unexpected show ofblossoms freshly blown.

And sent her merry echoes through
The Old Manorial Hall.

Thus eighteen summers, every day, I tended her and them

;

I watch'd the opening of the bud—the shooting of the stem

;

And when her childly laughter turn'd to silent maiden smites,
I felt in heaven whene'er she pass'd, andscarce on earth the whiles:

How could I ever think to leave
The Old Manorial Hall ?

One day, when Autumn's last delights were nipp'd by early cold.
It fell like death upon mine ear, that she was bought and sold !

That some rich lord, she hardly knew, had come to bear away
The pride of all the country round—the poor man's hope and stay,

The glory and the darling of
The Old Manorial Hall.

I heard her plight to him the troth she could not understand,
I saw her weeping turn away, and wave her parting hand:
And from that hour nothing on earth has gone-with me but wrong,
For sooii I loft the garden, and the hoine I ioved so long-

It was a haunted huuse to me.
That Old Manorial HaU !—

And now I wander up and down— l labour as I can,
Without a wish for friend or rest—a weary-hearted man;
Vet. at the bottom of my thoughts the saddest lies, that She,
with all her wealth and noble state, may none the happier be.

Than I, the poor old Gardener of
The Old Manorial Hail ! The Keepsake.

The SoluhiUty of Lead in all Water contain'mg Free
Carbonic Acid—It is the generally received opinion of
Chemists, that spring or river water containing salts of
lime, &:c., will not dissolve lead or its salts, if kept in or
transmitted through tliat metal, although pure distilled

'

water will hold a considerable quantity in solution. Pro-
fessor Daniel's attention having been directed, in conse-
quence of some severe cases of coiic in the neighbourhood
of his residence at Norwood, to the exatnination of the
water, found, to his astonishment, that it contained lead in
large quantity, and has established the fact, that in all
caj.es of water containing Free Carbonic ^cid, lead is
readily dissolved, and cannot therefore be safely kept in
or transmitted through that metaL This truly important
fact, unless attended to, may «« certain localities produce

much mischief.— r. N. R. Morson, in the Pharmaceutical
\

JoumaL
Intended Winter Garden at Berlin.— i:\it King of

Prusda has given orders for the formation, in Berlin, of a
winter-garden, similar to that of Breslau, but on a more
magnificent scale. A sum of 80(HO0a thalers (about
120,000/. sterling) has been allotted to this purpose; the
field near the Brandenburg gate, known as the Champ-
de-Mars, eight hundred feet in length and six hundred in
width, has been appropriated as the site ; and the works
have been placed under the direction of Herr KroU, the
Dresden gardener, who formed the vrinter-garden of
Breslau, The roof will be of glass, supported by co-
lumns of granite or cast-iron ; the heating will be effected
by means of subterranean steam-pipes, and the garden
will be lighted by gas. The Botanical Section of the Royal
Academy of Sciences has been called on to furnish a list of
the exotics which, whether for their beauty or use, it is most
desirable to cultivate in the establishment.

—

Athencsum,
Tulipomania.—The sum of 6-10/. has been lately given

for the bulb of a new Tulip, called the *' Citadel of Ant-
v^erp.*'~^Standard.-~[ls this possible?]

To boil Potatoes,—Wash them well, and put them un-
peeled into a covered saucepan with cold water, which
must completely cover them. Boil them slowly from half

fo three-quarters of an hour. Pour the water away, and
let them stand five minutes to dry, with the lid partly off.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. V.
(Continued frof/i page 72fl.)

^
18. The word Nature comprehends three different

significations: 1. It means the universe, or material
world : we say, according to this signification, the beau-
ties of nature—the riches of nature ; that is, of the ob-
jects in heaven and on earth presented to our contempla-
tion. 2. It means the power which animates and moves
the universe, considering this power as a distinct being,
such as the soul is supposed to be with respect to the
body. In this second sense we say, the intentions of
nature— the incomprehensible secrets of nature. 3. It

means the partial operation of this power, as exerted in
each individual being, or in any class of beings ; and we
say, in this third sense, the nature of man is an enigma—every being acts according to its nature. Since the
actions of each individual, or of each class of beings, are
subjected to constant and general rules, which cannot be
departed from without changing and disturbing some
general or particular order of things, to these rules of
action and motion is given the name of Natural Laws, or
Laws of Nature.— Volney,

19. The Hirundines (Swallows) are a most inoffensive,

entertaining, social, and useful tribe of birds: they touch no
fruit in our gardens ; delight all, except one species, in at-

taching themselves to our houses ; amuse us with their

migrations, songs, and marvellous agility; and clear our
outlets from the annoyances of gnats and other trouble-
some insects. Some districts in the South Seas, near
Guayaquil, are desolated, it seems, by the infinite swarms of
venomous mosquitoes which fill the air, and render those
coasts insupportable. It would be worth inquiring whether
any species of //i>a«^<? is found in those regions. Who-
ever contemplates the myriads of insects that sport in the

sunbeams of a summer evening in this country, will soon
be convinced to what a degree our atmosphere would be

choked with them, were ic not for the friendly interposi-

tion of the swallow tribe.

—

Gilbert White.
(To be continued.)

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
(Continued from p, 775.)

Claremont.—ln a neat flower*garden adjoining the g^ardener's
house, there are some fine, specimens of MaguOlias and Cedars,
and a large plant of Glycine sinensis. The manner in which
the unsightly naked bottom of a large Red Cedar is got
rid of is worthy of imitation: round the hole of the tree a
seat has been formed, and round the circumference of the
branches a series of rustic arches has been placed, over
which the branches droop and have a very neat appearance.
No one would think that deformity had rendered this rustic
structure necessary, but, on the contrary, would be pleased
with the manner in which the bower has been conceived
and executed. Amon§ the groups of flowers in this garden
were some large masses of scarlet Pelargoniums, Silvia patens.
Heliotropes, and other showy plants. In a group of orange-
scailet Pelargoniums, called corapactum, there were a number of
sporting branches, the flowers on which were quite pink; some
entire plants had sported in the same w^ay. What can he the
cause of this? Is it that varieties are inclined to merge into the
character of their foster parents ? or does it arise from some con-
stitutional peculiarity—such as the interception of the colouring
matter, or the want of pores for its reception? We strongly in-

cline to the former theory, because some yeiwrs back we had a
variety of Pelarg6nium called HilPs Hector, the flowers of
which were pale red, but which produced a sporting branch,
with flowers pale lilac; and sometimes, on other parts of the
plant, part of a truss of flowers would be the proper colour, and
the others lilac. Now this variety was ascertained to he^^e been
raised from a lilac flower ; and hence, we presume, the degeneracy.
A bed of Phlox Drummondi, almost approaching scarlet, was
very conspicuous; and some other beds contained scores of self-

sown Verbenas just coming into flower. A variety raised by the
writer of this, and called V. Neillii rosea, is a good and dis-

tinct kind. The flowers are rosy lilac, with a white centre, and
are profusely produced. Mr. Mallcson had a number of single
specimens, many of which were from four to six feet in diameter.
Among the plants that stood out under the dwarf wall of a
plant stove, unprotected, lastwinter, may be enumerated Ipomoea
Learii, Abiitilon striatum, Tweedia caertilea, and Brugmansia
saiiguinea. They have all flowered beautifully this season, and
are in most robust health. Salvia involucratawaa also flowering
freely in the same border; but the new kind S. regla, though
growing luxuriantly, is not likely, from the paucity with which it

produces flowers, to become a useful border plant. Some plants
of Ipomoea Learii and ficifulia, planted in the open ground, and
trained to stakes, were flowering, but not profusely. They ap-
pear to grow too robustly, and consequently, to insure their
flowering in the open ground, it will be necessary to moderate
their growth, by planting them In pots iu poor soU, or by root-

pruning-. The same remarks apply to the singular Trop^eolum
Moritzianum, of which Mr. Malleson has raised a variety, the

flowers of Which are darkbrown or cinnamon colour, stripedwith

fellow, and vrithout the vellow Innge round the outer edge. In

pots it does not flower freely, but perhaps propagation by cot-
tings of the extreme points of the leading shoots will, in two or
three generations, moderate the growth sufficiently to make them
flower more abundantly, when, as a curiosity, it will be worthy of
cultivation in the flower-garden. Tropaeolura peregrinnfii, planted
Ina large pot of poor soil, plunged in the ground, and trained over
a fancy trellis, or the branches of a tree, makes a most interesting
object for a lawn or flower-garden, luthe stove and Palm-house,
the plants are healthy and clean; a circumstance which reflects
considerable credit on Mr. Malleson, inasmuch as at the time
he entered on the place they were one mass of white scale and
mealy hug. They have been cleaned simply by retaining the
p'ants in a vigorous-growing state, by keeping constantly a moist
atmosphere, and by syringing occasionally with lime-water. In
truth, the plants have been grown out of the insects, which» of
all the recipes that have been recommended, is the most adran-
tageous one for clearing either stove plants or Pines of this abo-
minable pest. Of plants in flower in these houses, we noticed
AUamanda cathirtica, Curcuma Roscoeana, AbGtUoa striatum
trained as a climber, and Passiflora quadrangularis loaded with
its curious flowers. A specimen of Cereus truncatus. grafted on
a Per^kia acuTcata, trained on an arch over the pathway, was
loaded with thousands of flower- bods

J and some plants of the
same species, suspended in wire baskets from the roof of the
Palm-house, were also growing luxuriantly. In addition to the
above, we noticed, but not in bloom, large specimens of Gold-
f6ssia glomerata,Aphelandracristata, Passiflora fragrans, Cereus
serpentinus, and many other good and sho\(ry plants. Ipomoea
I^rii, ficif6Ua, and pentad^nia, the two latter In pots trained
over fancy trellises, were flowering profusely. The coliectiou of
succulent plants and Femi is still kept up, though they do not
hold so conspicuous a position in the collection as they did in
the time of Mr. Macintosh. In the Orchidaceous- house, the
plants, though small, are looking well j several Oncidiums were
showing bloom, as were also J£schynanthu8 grandiflorus and
Hodkeri. The two latter were trowing on small blocks of
wood, and were showing bloom at almost every joint. In the
Vineries, with the exception of one house, the fruit was cut, but
in that there were some of the best Black Hamburgh Grapes we
have seen this season ; the bunches were large, the berries well
coloured and swelled, and the crop quite an avera^ one. The
season of Pines was over, but the plants for fruiting next year
are very flue. One house of Ripley, or what is commonly called
Ripley Queen, for Rpring-fruitiiig, which are now twelve months
old, are as well-grown plants as we eror beheld; and if they
produce fruit proportionate to their size, which there is little

doubt of, they will be well worth seeing. A second pit of Ripley
and Black Pines, for winter and autumn fruiting, are also very
promising. The Pines here, both Queen and Black kinds, are
generally fruited at fifteen months old. The soil used for all
kinds is Norwood loam, with a flight admixture of sheep's dung,
when placed in the fruiting pots. In one of the pits in the Pine-
ground, we noticed a collection of the more rare kinds of Abies.
Cedrus, Pinus, Picea, Cupressus, ^c., which were bought two
years since for planting in a Pinetum, which it is the intention
of the King to form in the grounds at Claremout. The plants
have been encouraged to make two growths each season, so at
to get them strong before they are planted out. For immediate
efl"ect, there is an advantage in this kind of treatment ; but
whether it may not ultimately militate against their well-being,
remains to be seen. At any rate, if there is any truth in the
doctrine which has been advanced in the " Gardener's Maga-
zine*' and other places, viz., that the spiral direction given to
the roots by their confinement in a pot will, unless the roots are
laid out horizontally at the time of planting out, prevent the
tree from properly establishing itself, so aft to resist the power of
the wind, this system Is wrong ; but If there is not, there is an
undoubted advantage in keeping plants in pots until they are
thoroughly established. Among the seedling plants in a frame,
Mr. M. pointed out a large stock of the Spotted Digitalis, about
which so much noise is now made. This variety we have grown
for the last five years. Three years back, we sent a packet of
seed to Mr. Malleson, and this year he has had scores of
plants flowering all through the season. In a long, narrow
house, devoted to the culture of greenhouse plants, were
some promising young specimens of Erica, Epacris, Correa,
Chorizema, Azalea, and other showy plants, with two pretty
hybrid varieties of Fuchsia, raised by Mr. M. We saw here,
for the first time, the variety called Venus victrix ; why
called white we cannot imagine, since the difli?rence in colour
between this and F. Chanileri is trifling. In the compost-
ground Mr. M. was burning the refuse of the flower-garden—
such as Pelargoniums, Verbenas, and other plants, the ashes of
which, in small quantities, he had been using for some time past
with considerable advantage, mixed with other compost, for
potting plants. This is a practical application of the hints thrown
out by us at p. 381 of this year's Chronicle, and we were certainly
pleased to flnd the plan working so well.— "WT. P, Ayres, Chick-
sands, Oct, 15.

The Grasses of Scotland. By Ricliard Parnell, M.D,
8vo. Blackwood, With 66 plates.

The study of the distinctions by which the vast race of
Grasses is classified, and the numerous species are to be
positively recognised, is one of the most difficult parts of
Botany ; and we continually flndpersons, otherwise pretty

well acquainted with plants, shunning all inquiry into the

subject- And yet this part of the creation, although it

wants the gaudy colours of some, or the grotesque
forms of many, or the broad and ample foliage of others,

yields to no branch of the vegetable world in its importHnce
to mankind. To say nothingof the Cereal Grasses—yielding

the most ample supply of food in all parts of the world
and to pass by the Sugar Cane and Bamboo—the value of
these productions as pasturage for animals on the one
band, and as the great source of perennial verdure on the
other, ought to fix in the strongest possible degree the at*

tention of the observer. Nor is it for their utility alone
that their study is worth pursuing. There are no plants

in which more curious variations in organisation, or more
beautiful proportions, or more exquisitely fashioned parts,

or a more perfect adaptation of structure to the purposes

to be served by it—there are no plants, we say, in which
all these things are more profusely strewed, as it were,

before the feet of the observer.

In the last enumeration of the Graminaceous order,

about 3,067 species are mentioned, and 232 genera ; and

there can be no doubt that the number is far great«r. 0£
these, only 123 species are admitted as British in the last

edition of Hooker's British Flora.

Dr. Parnell's object is to setde the limits of the ^ppcies

found in Scotland, and to give to each the characters bf
which it may be certainly distinguished. The working out

of this purpose has been effected in a handsome 8vo

volumeof 152 pages, and 66 plates, representing 95 species.

The letterpress consists of careful technical descriptions,

of an account of the marks by which each species may b«

knowa from its neighbours, and of the properties which

they are proved to possess in agriculture. ^^

T
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We have looked the volume through mlh care, and we

can say with perfect truth, that it is extremely useful to

all who occapy themselves wUh the study o Grasse .

ThP nUtes are to these plants what the old figures of Dil-

Sufwere to Mosses-excellent characteristic repre-

sentations ; and this is paying their execution no sma 1

compliment. In short, we recommend the work with

confidence to public favour.
^

Concerning the so-called new species latroduced into

the pages, we have not materials on which to form a

judgment, and we commend them to the critical examina-

tion of persons of more leisure than ourselves.

The only point on which we are disposed to animadvert,

is the employment of the word calyx to express the

glumes of a Grass. If we are justified in applying that

term to any part of its floral organs, it is to the palece,

and certainly not to the glume?, which, being common to

more florets than one (in all except the one-fiowered

genera), must be of the nature of bracts, and are exactly

the same to Grasses as the involucrum is to Composite

and lUmbelUferous plants. This, however, although a

technical mistake, which ought not to have been com-

mitted, does not detract from the practical utility of Dr.

Parnell's work.

CALENDAR OF^OPERATIONS/or the"ensuing week.

Is an early dumber we alluded to the influence of soil and

climate upon the quality of fruits, of Pears especially ; andsu^--

cested the propriety of ascertaining, by trials ou a smaU scale,

which among the numerous new varieties were best suited to

particular localities. We again advert to this subject, as an im-

portant one to every gardener who studies to supply his cm-

plover's table well. No out-door fruit (except Ihe Apple, which

is iiift rior in qualitv} equals the Pear for the length of time that

It might be produced at table ; from the Citron des Carmes, ripen-

ing in July, to the Beurr^ Ranee, which, from some soils, will

keep till Mav, or later, nearly a constant succession can be had iu

situations favourable to the growth of the Pear, It must, how-
ever, be a work of time to ascertain what varieties will attain

perfection in particular places; and, as a beginningr, bearing-

trees of hiferior kinds should be headed down during the winter,

ftnd each grafted in spring with several sorts ; these, under good

management, will in a few years jiroduce fruit. In places where
the aid of walls is not required, we w*>uld strongly advise a mo-
dification of what is called the " pyrannUar* method of training.

A row of trees, eight feet apart, on each side of the principal

walks, in'the kitchen-garden would occupy but little ground, and

would yield a great quantity of fruit. For the information of

those who arc unacquainted with this way of training, we may
state, that an upright stem, 8 or 9 ft. high, is feathered with side

branches, which are made to curve downwardsby their ends being

ticdinthat direction at everywinter pruning. Bythusreversingthe
natural position ofthe branches, their vigour is diminished, and
a fruitful habit is induced ; but the stock for such trees ought to

"be the Quince. Those who are now planting are recommended
to try this form of tree in preference to tall standards. A selec-

tion of the best sorts might be made from the Horticultural So-

ciety's Fruit Catalogue ; and if any of them are afterwards found
not to succeed, the sorts can be changed for others which have
been proved to be better, without much loss of time, by grafting

each of the side branches.
I.—KITCIIEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Jjepartnient.

Pi^'ERV.—On dull days when the weather is mild, take the

coverings off the pits early iu the morning ; and at some favour-

able opportunity in the course of the day tilt the sashes a little

to change the air in the interior. At this season the plants will

seldom or never require water, excepting those that are near the

heating apparatus ; but the whole should be looked over occa-

Bionally. The wet which drips tlirough cracked squares, &c., in

rainy weather is exceedingly injurious in the M'iuter season; a

dry day should, therefore, be chosen to stop all these carefully.

ViNEEY.—In early forcing fuel will be saved, and the buds as-

sisted in breaking, by introducing a mass of fermenting matter

into the house ; if, therefore, it is intended to start a Vhiery next
month, some dung and leaves should be prepared in readiness.

Or as a substitute for dung fresh bark riiight be used, which
would be more manageable and also available for the Pine-pits

when done with in the Vinery. Every damp day make gentle

fires, and give air to the late Grapes.
PfiACH-Housfi.—The late houses will require no other care than

a free exposure to the atmosphere in open weather, unless made
use of for the wintering of pot- plants, when the treatment must
of conrse be varied to suit them. If a house is meant to be set

in action in the.beginning of December, the sashes should now
be closed every night, but air given during the day.

Ci/ci/MBERS.—Maintain a temperature of 70° in the pits, and
let the plants have air every day if possible. If any plants in

pots stand near the flues or pipes in the fruiting Pine- stove, the

soil should be examined at the depth of a few inches, where it

sometimes is dry when the surface is moist from syringing, ^c.
KiDXF.v Ekaxs.—Add soil to those that are advancing as they

may require it, and frequently sprinkle them over the leaves. If

the pots stand over or near the heating apparatus, a liberal supply
of water may be necessary.

Mi:sTARi> AND Cress.—Keep np a succession by sowing in
boxes.
Asparagus.— Tlirce or four inches of additional covering must

be laid over the roots when the stems appear at the surface ; and
if the bed has not yet received any water, some may be necessary,
which can be ascertained by examining the mould about the
roots. Make op another bed with the dung, &c., previously
prepared.

Ska-eale.-
taken away.

Lettl'Cks,

-If the leaves heat strongly, part of them must be
Another bed should now be covered.
Calliflowe IS, &c., in frames and under hand-

glasses, ought to be covered during rain, but freely exposed in
fine weather. Lettuces meant for winter use should be kept
closer, to encourage their growth.

Out door Department
The prevalence of rain lately will have made heavy land much

too wet to be worked with advantage ; it will therefore be best
to defer for a time all labour which involves the stirring of the
soil. In the absence of other work, deciduous hedges might be
trimmed-, the prunings of fruit-trees collected and bun^tj rotten
leaves and dung for composts turned; stored roots examined, ^c.
On wet d^;^s, straw mats might be made.
OftCHAan.—According as the weather is more or less favour-

ablp„/the various operations of planting, pruning, nailing, or
digging, amongst the smaller fruit-trees, should be forwarded.

("With re^rd to the latter work, the ground being lightly turned

over, chiefly for the sake of jneatne?:s, and not for the purpose of

crop! ing, it might be dorve when digging in other cases would be

injudicious. Preserve cuttings for propagation of the best Goose-

berries and Currants^ also suckers of Kaspbenies to make new
r^pWitations. The covering of Fjg-trces might be deferred till any

convenient opportunity, unless an appearance of settled frosty

weather should make it imperative to be dune immediately,

a.—FLOWER-GARDEX AXD SHRUBBERY.
In-d^tor Department,

Stovz.—Go on with the potting and top-dressing of Orchi-

daceous plants, at the same time cleaning the leaves of those

which are infested with insects. Re-pot any of the other plants

In the common stove which have their pots fiUed with roots.

On wet days put new labels to the plants; if the green fly infests

them, smoke the house with tobacco.

GnKKXHOUSK ANU CoNSEnvATORV.—There will now be abun-

dant opportunities for staking, tying, re-labelling, and cleaning

the plants. All that are wanted to cover trellises, or to assume a

particular form, ought to be properly trained as they advance in

growth. Remove dust and dirt from Orange and Camellia leaves

by means of a damp sponge. If the wet weather causes any of

the greenhouse plants to damp, make fires in the day, and at the

same time set the sashes open, to create a free circulation of air

through the house.
Pits and Frames.—Be very careful of small seedhng plants,

such as Calceolarias and Pelarg6niums ; damp being a dangerous

enemy to them in this dull weather. Let such plants stand very

near the glass, and be watered with great caution. Bring for-

ward in a gentle heat some Chinese Azaleas, Camellias, Sec, to

maintain a succession of bloom. Keep forced Roses free from

aphides by fumigating, and from grubs by hand-picking.
Out-door Department.

Carry on ground-work, especially wMiere turf is to be removed:

the sowing of Grass seeds should be deferred till spring. If not

yet done, coverings ought now to be got ready for setting over

tender shrubs, and young trees that are considered worth pro-

tecting. Guard choice bulbs and tubers against the attacks of

mice : the beds should be covered with sand, and traps con-

stantly set. _
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

NuRSERV.—Dig lightly between the rows of young stuff which

it is not intended to remove. If not too wet, trench or otherwise

prepare ground for tree seeds in spring, and likewise for the re-

ception of seedling plants which are now growing in seed-pans,

&c. Sec that stored seeds are in good condition.

Forest and Coppice Woods.—A free passage for the surface

water is essential to the well-doing of young trees, as weU as

underground drainage ; all ditches and gutters ought therefore

to be freed from leaves and weeds, and new ones dug, if required.

A few cross furrows made with a plough will assist in conducting

superabundant water into the proper channels.—J. B. Whiting,

The Deepdene. _ .

State of the
1B42, as

Weather near London for the Week ending Nov. 24,

observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Nov.
Friday I"
Saturday 19

Sunday 20

Monday 21

Tuei^dity 2-J

Wedneadav23
Thursday 24

Babowkthb.

Max.
30.532
30 1LH>

29.778
29.755
2il.lOy

2DAB5
il8i&0

Alin.
30.419

29732
SK'.7l7

29 677

29. 1 .12

28.793

Av^rajje 1
29.711 t 29.537

\
Thermometer.

Max. Ikiin. Mean
45 £6 35.5

53 45 48 5

49 34 41.5

iO 31 38.5

39 30 34.5

47 £9 43.0

50

1

40
1

1

1

45.0

AG.il 35.0 40.9

WWid. Rain.

S.
s.w.
N.E.
N.K.
E.
S.W.
s w.

.87

.32

.17

.11

.32 .

1.79

Nov. 18. Overcast; cloudy and fine; frosty at night,

ly. Heavy rain, with brisk' S.W. wind.
20. Overcast; cloudy and fine.

21. Clear; fine; overcast; rain at night.

22. Rain and sleet through the day ; clear at night.

23. Slightly overcast ; rain.

24. Overcast; cloudy and fine; showers; lightning in the

evening ; boisterous, with heavy rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 1.6'^ below^ the average.

State of Ihe "ft eaiher fit Chiswick tuiniig the last \6 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Dec. 3. 1 842. ^
PrevailinR Winda.

Xov

Sun. 27
Mon. 2»
Tuea. 29
Wed. 30

Dec.
Thuii. I

Fri. 2
Sat. 3

A V er.
Hlgheit
Temj>.

4fi.3~

48.5
4«-8

50.0

50 5
4.^.5

47.e

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

85-5
38-8
31i.5

39.3

39.3
a7.a
S8.1

Atean
Temp

40.9
43.G
43.7
44.9

44.9
41 3

!.B

No. uf
Years in
which it

Ttained.

i
20
9
9

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

0.B8 m.
1.21

0.66

0.31

/:,

6 \ 0.25
9 t.5l

7 0.17

1

1

W ,; a v.

2
1

1

.

1

1

1

3
S
2
1

2'

I

1

1

3
8

1

1

3
4
2

3

1

]

4
3
S
5

4

5!

5

2
3
1

3

4

s!

5

1

1

1

2

2
4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 28th of Nov., 1828—thermometer 58°; and the lowest on the

28th Nov. and 3d Dee., 18-10—thermometer 22^

REPORT ON" COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending- Nov, 25, 1812.

TnK supply of Fruit? and Vegetables throughout the week has
been good ; but, in consequence of the late heavy rains, trade

has been somewhat dull. Fruits: Tlie price of Pines and Grapes
remains unaltered. Spanish Melons are offered from 25. to 3s. 6d.

each, and occasionally a few of English growth are to be seen.

Dessert Pears arc plentiful; the best being the Marie Louise and
Crassane, fiom 5s. to Ss. per half-sieve; the Napoleon and Chau-
montel, from 2s. to 4s. ; and the Bcurre Die!, from 2,5. Grf. to 3*.

per half-sieve. Uvedale's St. Germain, and other baking Pears,

are selling from Is. 6d. to 2*. 6d. per half-sieve^ Dessert Apples

are principally confined to the Golden and Ribstone Pippins, at

the prices given last week. Elenheim Orange, Royal Russet, and
other culinary Apples, are selling from 3s. hd. to 4s. per bushel.

Medlars and Quinces hav e both advanced in price, fetching from 3*.

to 4s. per half- sieve. Oranges are becoming moreplentiful, and the

supply of other foreign fruits is good. A few Berberries are left,

which are selling at 5s. per half-sieve. Vegetables: The price of

Vegetables has varied little during the past week. Greens of

every description are abundant. The Broccoli are excellent,

the purple kinds fetching from 8rf. to Is. per bunch ; and the

white, IromlOd to Is. 6rf. per bunch. A small quantity of Sea-

kale has been offered from Is. 6d. to 2s, per punnet. Asparagus
still continues scarce. We observed some remarkably fine Ame-
rican Shallots, which wereseUing from is. to Is. 6i. per lb. Both
Batavian and curled Endive are of good quality, and fetch from
f)^;. to Is. 6rf. per score. Mushrooms are rather plentiful, from
lOrf.tols. 3d. per punnet. Flowers: Amongst the cut flowers

are Cyprip^dium insigne and C. venustum, C5'eiamen p^rsicum,

Bign6nia vcnusta, Amaryilises, Chrysanthemums^ Roses, Garde-
nias, and Neapolitan Violets.

PRICES, Satuhdat, Nov. 2G. 1843.— FRUlTSi—
Pine Apple, per lb.3< to5«
Melons, Spanish, each, 2# to 3* Od
(irapei, Huthouse, per lb* 2^ to 4«

— Spanish, 9t( to \s

— rortTif?aI, QdXaU^l
Apples, desitert, per bush., S« 6J to T»— Kitcht:n, 2« U> 4«

Pears, d^li(ert, per hf. sieve, 2t Co Gt

Medlars, per hi. -sieve, 3« to 4<
PomeKTanates, per doz., 3«

(Quinces, per hf.-sieve, 3* to 4*
Berberries, per ht.-aieve, ba

Osan^eji, per doz.,9iito3«
i— per 100,4/ to 24j

VEGETABLES.

Lemona, per doz. \4 to 2j CJ
— per 100,6»to IR*

Almonds, perpeck, 6iLo7'
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 2* 6rf to Z»

Chesnucs, per peck, 3* to Ga

Walnuts, per bush., 12ito \G»

FilbertB,En^llsh, per 100 lbs. 60i to 75i
Ctjb Niua, per lOOlbs., 80/ to 90»

NuU, per hutliel—

>

— Brazil, ia« to20«— Spanish, S0«
— Barcelona, 24»

Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1»"

Cabbaipe, per doz. ^d to It Sd
— plants, per doz. 1* Gd to 2*Cd
— lit^d, fur pickling, liCd to o#

Bniisels Sprout*, per hf.-s7, ti 3d to 2*
Broccoli, white, p.*r bunch, lOJ to 1* 6J— Purple, Sd to It
Caaliftoweri, perdoz., Uto 4#
Poiatoet, pet ton, 40* to^O*— per CWE.2J to 3i ftd— perbnthel, \» '6,itott— Kidney, per bu., UfiJ to 2<

-<— New autumn, per lb-. Is

Jerusalem ArtEchokei, per half-iieve.
Qd to U fld

Turnipt, per do«. bun., Ic6d toS»tfd
Red Beet, per dozen, ^d to \$

Scorzonera, per bundle, W ad to 1j Gd
Saliafi ,

per bundle, I* M to 1* 6d
Hor»e KadUh.per bundle, 2# io4j «d

Radish, per dox. haodf (3i to 30 each)

9d to U
turulp, p. gIo2. bcKi U to U Cd

Garrote, per doz.bnn., 3* to 5*

Farsneps, per duzen, Kd to U
Spinach, per sieve, 1j to 1« 3d
Let;ks, per doz- bun., U Cd to ?«
Onions, per bushel, 4« to 5j 6d
— Green, p. doz* bun- Z$ tui«
— Spanish, per doz, Si to S«

Garlic, per lb. 6a to Ud
ShnllntB, Kngli^h, per lb.,'ij

— Ameriitn, \i tit li Cd
Asparagus, per lOo, ii$ tn 10*
^^•-kale, per punnet, Ij tad to 2$
Lettuce, p. so., Sd to t^
Endive, per swire, 9d to 1« fid

Celery, p. bd., \\ito\b)^dXO\tQd
Small Kaiads, per punnet, Sd tu 3d
Watercress, per d<»«. !». bun. 4i to Od
Parsley, per doz. bun., ljC/ftose#
rarra^on, perdoz. bun., Z* to 3i

**«(?*» per doz. bunches, It 6d to St
Mint, per dgx. bunche», Se
Chiliea, per 100, 1« ^i to 2J

JlXtubroomi^ per pottle^ ICkl to tl S«t

Notices to Correspondents.

We shall be obliged if our Correspondents, in their future

communications, will take care that no general question

relating to different subjects is asked in the same para-

graph, and that each question is headed with the principal

subject. One side only of the paper should be written

on, so that we may separate each question. If these

directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our

obtaining answers, and will enable us to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separating those

questions and answers which are of interest merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest*

GuAxo.—G.—\Vc must refer you to the various notices of this

manure which have been published in former Numbers of this

Paper; where we have from time to time stated all that we
Icnow respecting its application and value. J

Manures.— Ca/-son.— We are not aware that charcoal has been
employed in farmittg, unless in a very small way, or in the

form of soot- A large quantity of it would be too expensive

for agricultural purposes, and from a small quantity we should

not anticipate better effects than from soot, except that it

would be probably more permanent. If you have access to

charcoal powder at a cheap rate, your best way will be to use

it for destroying the offensive odour of night soil, urine, or

other putiid matter, when it will become a most powerful

agent. Twenty or twenty-fivebubhels an acre of ;this mixture

would probably go as far as an ordinary dressing of farm-yard

dung, t L. G.—We find it difficult to say positively whether

now, or the spring early, is the best time to spread manure on

Grass and Clover land. The fact seems to be this: ifyou manure
now, the soluble parts of the manure are worked into the soU,

contribute to the growth, slow as it is, of the Grass during

winter, and are ready to be absorbed the moment vegetation in

the spring receives its first impulse; but the volatile parts are

no doubt lost. On the other hand, if your top-dressing is not

applied till the spring, the volatile parts are preserved ; but

then unfortunately the Grass has no assistance during winter;
'

and if the spring is dry, like last spring, it is a very long time

before the manure will act : it was as late as May last year.

This is a serious disadvantage. Upon the whole, we should

manure wow, and endeavour to destroy the volatility of manure
by fixing it. In this respect we agree with your man against

yourself. But, on the other hand, we think there can be no

doubt about the superiority of guano to farm-yard manure,;em-

ployed at the usual rate. See an article in another column ex-

tracted from the Hamburgh Correspondent newspaper.t A
betsB that he makes a better use of his soap-suds than B ; on

explanation, B says, " I throw my soap-suds to my dung-mix'»

—A replies, ** I give my soap-suds to my pigs." Which is the

moreprofitableof the two?— [When disputes arise respecting

pigs, it is only to be expected tliat the argument should be as

obstinate as those gentle creatures themselves are. This ques-

tion is not easily answered, as there is a good deal to be said

on either side, and iu the present state of knowledge, it is im-

possible to ascertain with absolute certainty the relative merits

of A and B's plans. After careful consideration, however, it

appears most probable thatB, who employs his soap-suds as

manure, makes the best use of them. When oil or fat is made
into soap, it is to a certain extent altered in its nature, and

less fitted to become the food of animals ; this change, however,

docs not alter its value as a manure. Besides this, the alkali

of the soap is, in proporton, more valuable to plants than to

animals ; that is to say, a larger portion of organised matter

will be formed under its influence, by a plant than by an

animal. We therefore vote in favour of B. f Hus.—lt is

stated that salt is, in a slight degree, more efficacious than soot

as a manure for Potatoes j the latter having been applied at

the rate of 20, and the former of 8 bushels per acre- We can-

not say anything upon the subject from our own persoQal

Forest Tre'ks.—A. E, X—We quite'agree with Mr. Billington in

condemning the practice of cutting the laterals from Ash planta-

tions. We have on many occasions advocated this practice as

a general principle applicable to all trees, and would refer you

to many places in our columns, especially pp. 363 and 523, where

the subject has been considered. Hr-trees crowded into planta-

tions where they smother each other may grow rather longer

in a given time than when they have room to preserve a good

proportion of their laterals ; but they lose enormously in

diameter and also iu quality, as you may see if you compare the

trees on the outside and inside ot a choked-up plantation. The

less forest-trees are pruned the better, provided means are taken

to encourage (and no more) their leaders.f

TnANSPLANTiNG.—^ Subscriber.--It you must move your Yew-
tree, 35 years old, you had better proceed thus :—Open a hole

all round, six feet from the ball, or thereabouts, and undermine

the roots as well as you can; As soon as a hard frost sets in,

throw water ou the ball, which will thus become frozen hard.

In this state you have only to apply strong tackle to the mass,

and you may carr>' it anywhere with safety. If you cannot do

this, get the ball up as well as you can, with as much of the

roots as possible uninjured, and in planting the tree again,

bury the roots in mud or puddle. This mode, called puddle-

planting, is best done in the spring.

t

Pruning.—^?«;)«/a/ton.—Ihe person who in managing nne,

ancient, storm- ruined trees, should, for picturesque purposes,

and as a matter of taste, cut off the decayed limbs, ought,

in our humble opinion, to have his own forefinger amputated

by the first woodman's axe that falls in his way. t

Vines.—A''iYa.—The best manner of training Vines in a house

where plants are also cultivated, is to allow only one stejp

beneath each rafter. Under each of the latter, and from end

to end, three wires should range ; to the middle one the stem

of the Vine should be secured, while the young wood can be

trained to the wire on each side. The side shoots of the Vine,

commonly called "spurs," Should, in pruning, be kept as close

to the main stem as possible ; never allowing above two eyes

to remain on each at the winter pruning. These spurs will m
time become unsightly; when it will be necessary to tram up

from their bases fresh shoots to supply their place :
the old

spurs may then be cut away. By pursuing this method, the

shade occasioned by the Vines will be trifling, t M. W. a.—
You Lad better proceed now with the alterations which you

intend .to make in your Viae border. After the Vines are re-

planted, a mulching of dry Utter should be spread over the

border to protect the roots of the Vines from frost. J T.S^F,

—There is no difficulty, but a good deal of trouble, in removing

a very large old Vine. Ascertain how far the roots extend;

then, at that place, open a trench. Having done this, remove

the soil carefully, picking out the roots with very great care,

and tying them up in parcels. By degrees, you may thus ex-

tract the whole from the soil. In order to keep the roots da^P»

it wiU be as well to tie up each bunch in moist moss. The

Vine being thus exitracted from the earth, let the border to

which it is to be transferred be uncovered to the depth of nine

inches. Over the surface of the new border spread the roots

yery carefully and separately, and then cover them with the

soil that had been previously taken away. If this is well done,

you might remove the great Vine of Hampton Court, t

Grapes.—C/mra*.—West's St. Peter's Grape, which is the same

as the Black Lombardy, sometimes also called Raisin des

Carmes, produces mc<ltum-sized bunches and large round^n-
oval berries ; these will ripen in a temperature that will suffice

for the Black Hamburgh; the flavour is good. The Charles-

worth Tokay is a rich Grape, with a Muscat flavour, and re-

quires less heat than the Cannon Hall Muscat. You cannot

WT in planting ft Royal Muscadinei Yowr Viaes \yill not re-

r \
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quire much heat till they are in a bearing state ; and in the
mean time you will be able to ascertain the relative expense
of a small hot-water apparatus, compared with that of a stove,
to be placed in the centre of the house; when the superiority
of the former is taken into consideration, you will probably
come to the determination of heating* your house by that me-
thod. When such an apparatus is once well fitted ap, it will
give satisfaction, and this is more than can be affirmed as re-
gards the stove.

|1

Floor for a GtiKKxnorsE.

—

A Subscriber from the commence-
ment,—We would not recommend you to use the mixture of
gas tar and sand for the floor of a greenhouse, as the great heat
during summer would probably cause it to blister and smell
disagreeably ; it is an excellent material for placing greenhouEe
plants upon out-of-doors. \

FtUE FOR A Propagating Pit.*-^ Subscriber.—"Yowc plan will
do, but you must not by any means allow the flue to come in

* contact with the tan, or you will set fire to your pit. You should
also provide some means for getting evaporatiou from the top
of the flue, either by constructing it so that it will hold water
on the top, or by covering it with evaporating pans. §

Pai;l6vnia imperialis.—To^^^.—This plant is perfectly hardy.

^

Tbi'llil'ms.—-^n Amateur. — Yow may procure T. cernuum,
grandiflorum, erectum, sessile, dJscolor, erythrocarpum, pen-
dulum, obovatum, and undulatum. They are all ornamental
and hardy, t

Gentians.—T. S. P.—The seeds of these plants should be sown
either now or in the spring, in garden pots, in good sandy peat
mixed with a little loam, just covered with soil, and placed in a
cool frame, where they may be shaded and kept damp, without
being wet. If they come up, they may remain in the pots for
the first year; and in the succeeding year they maybe "pricked
off" into single pots. They should not be planted in the open
border till they are two years old.t

Gloxinia Sked.—This should be sown either early in autumn
or in spring; when sown in the winter months, the young
plants are apt to damp off. §

Heaths.—^ Subscriber,—The greatest growers of this tribe of
plants in the neighbourhood of London are Messrs. Rollison,
of Tooting; Henderson, of Pine-apple Place; Pairbairn, Clap-
ham Rise; and Jackson, of Kingston, t

Lucu'lia GRATissi.MA.—J. Jl/.—This plant may be propagated by
cuttings, treated in the usual way ; it requires, however, a
little bottom-heat, t

Indian Azaleas.—A iarf^.—The White Indian Azalea always
loses the greater part of its leaves at this season of the year,
and presents the appearance you describe; it is nearly deci-
duous. W^e, therefore, hope that your plants arc in perfect
health. If they are not, we advise you to repot them at once,
and in spring, just before the flowering season commences,
put them into a gentle heat. Keep them there until the growth
is made, and then take them hack to the greenhouse. As the
"White and Purple succeed with you in Devonshire in the open
air, you may try the following varieties:—Smithii, Smithii
coccinea, variegata, lateritia, double white, double red, or any
of the other sorts you may meet with. \

Abutilov STRIATUM.

—

J. C, K.—This plant may be kept through
the winter in a cold frame from which the frost is excluded

;

it will, however, do better in a greenhouse. X
CtTTTiN'GS.

—

G.—Corraea hella andC. speciosa'^may be propagated
fiy cuttings of the half-ripened wood. Podoldbjums maybe
increased in the same manner. This operation is best per-
formed early in spring.!

Wista'ria Backhousiana.—i4 Lad'^.—The plant so called is not
hardy, and in no way ornamental if it was. It is not a Wistaria
at all. §

Pansies>—A, B. C— Itis difficult to obtain a knowledge of all

the new Pansies, as they arc frequently exhibited without
names. We insert a list of the best that have come under our
observation, and such as we can recommend:

—

Thompson's Cyclops
j
Cook's Attila

Beauty of Bucks „ Ringleader

I

^- 1 -

jf

9t it

,, Black Bess
Brown's Unique

Premier
Attila

Lane's Sir John Sebright
Pearson's Agnes

DeBuch
Sobieski
Milton
Magraith
Hinda. *

Hamlet
Regulator

„ Jewess Superb
Silveriock's Prince of Wales
King's Princess Royal
Major's Bridegroom
„ Beauty of Knosthorpe
„ Princess Royal

Schofield's Surprise
Cook's Alicia

,

A hndy is recommended to try the following 30 Pansies: they
are flowers of first-rate character :

—

It

ff

If

II

Thomson's Eclipse
Jehu*f

It

II

If

ft

ff

If

ff

If

y%

Miss Stainforth
Desirable
Corona
Venus

. "Warrior
Princess Royal
Kymph
Rufus
Ultraflora
Cream
Raphael
Launcelot
Duchess of Rich-
mond

DAnr.iAR.—.4rt Admirer of the first Class

can be recommended :

—

I>wisham Rival
Exquisite (Holmes')
Beauty of the Plain (Sparry's)
Maid of Bath (Davis's)

Constantia (Cox's)

Countess of Pembroke (Dodd's)
Princess Royal (Hudson's)
lAdy Middleton (Jeffries')

Queen (Widnall's)
Duchess ofRichmond (Fowler's)
Maria (Wheeler's)
Phrenomenon (Whale's)
Eclipse (Catleugh's)
Grace Darling (Dodd's)
Penelope (Headley'ft>
Nicholas Kickleby (C irmacV's)
Prince of Wales (Dead's)
Cox's Defiance
Argo (Widnall's)
Unique (Ansell's)

"Winterton Rival (Low's)

Thomson's Prince Albert
Brown's Curion

„ Countess of Orkney
Cook's Triumph

Prince Albert
„ Mulberry Superb

Lidgard's Jewess
King's Exquisite

„ sulphurea elegans
Kitley's Bathouia
Maule's Prince of Wales
Davies's Miss Nugent
Silverlock's Prince Albeit
Foster's Man of Kent
Pearson's Black Prince.*

The following flowers

Bloomgbury (Lee's)

Tournament (Catleugh's)
Bloomsbury (Pamplin's)
Eclipse (Widnall's)
Bedford Surprise ^Sheppard's)
Bishop ofWinchester(Jackson's)
Climax (Jeffries')

Grande Bandine (Ixw's)
President of the West (Whale's)
Rcgina (Gregorj-'s)

Pickwick (Cormack's)
Conservative (Low's)
Springfield Rival (Lyne's)
Burnham Hero (Church's)
Andrew Hofer
Defiance (Horwood's)
Essex Rival (Sorreirs)

Metelia (Begbie's)

Rouge et Noir (AnseU's)
(Suftolk Hero (Girling's)

1 Egyptian Prince (Stamford's)

Those which are not decidedly first-rate in this list must be

grown until better are produced to take their places ;
they are

the best flowers in cultivation, and have been universally ex-

hibited.*
Filberts.—ig"»o?'fl»iw5.—Your Filbert-trccs will certainly occupy

less space if trained in the espalier form, as yon propose, than

they would by any other mode. There is no objection to their

being trained horizontally, for this has been successfully prac-

tised in Kent. You will find excellent directions for the ma-
nagement of Filberts at p. 51 of last year's Chronicle, where
also the Kentish method is explained. The trees are kept

dwarf, with a single stem a foot high, and pruned as Currant-

trees usually are.
jj

Fig-trees.— G. P. TT.—The best variety of Fig for a wall with an
IE. S. E. aspect is the Brown Turkey.tf

Shallots.—J. J.—You must have taken up your Shallots before

they were ripe, or after having raised them, you must have kept
|

.

them in a very warm and dry situation, or they would not
have shrivelled so soon. The best way to dry thcra after they
are taken up is to spread thera thinly on the flue of a vinery,
where there is no fire, or on the floor of a dry shed; but in
both cases they should have a free circulation of air. t

Cauliflowers.— H'. H. 3/,—We never heard of Cauliflowers
being forced in pots, therefore we cannot assist you. There is

little doubt but by growing them in that manner they might
be brought forward much quicker than if kept under hand-
glasses. X

Ml'siirooms.—A Siihscriber.—The proper temperature at which
to keep a Musliroom-house, after the bed is spawned, is be-
tween 50° and 55°. Horse-droppings, as clear of straw as pos-
sible, are the best material for making Mushroom-beds of; but
these should be frequently turned over previously to thtir
formation, in order that they may not heat violently after ihe.
bed is formed. The spawn may be put in when the temperature
of the bed has settled to 70° j the Mu&hrooms will probably
appear in four or five weeks from the time of spawning, but
this will depend entirely upon the heat of the dung, t

Scale.—A Subscriber.—The readiest method of destroying the
white scale upon Pine plants, if grown in a pit, is to introduce
the steam of fermenting horse-dung amongst'them at a high
temperature. It is also stated that if the house in which they
are grown is kept at 90° or 100°, and incessantly filled with
vapour for several days, it will destroy the scale without
injuring the Pines, t

Books.—iVotice.—We recommend you to procure "M'lutoshVs
Practical Gardener.": A Subscriber,—Mi . M'Nab's Treatise
upon the Culture of Heaths is the best work on that subject
which has yet been published.f

Fkxcks.— r. /•.—No plant will make a good hedge so fast as
Whitethorn, and as a screen it is excellent when well managed.
Between Farnham and Alton there is a "Whitethorn hedge 1^ or
14 feet high, and of very considerable length, which is as firm
as a wall, and close to the very ground. No plant whatever,
in fact, lends itself so readily to ihe hedger as the Whitethorn,
if quick growth is an object. Hollies or Yews arc in some
respects better, because they are evergreen, but they grow too
slowly

J you cannot expect a Holly hedge of any value in less than
8 or 10 years, even if you begin by planting trees 2^ feet high.
Let your Wliitethoin be as strong as you can get it, if under 4

feet high, and, if possible, such as was transplanted last year.
Plant it in double rows, 18 inches from plant to plant, and a foot

from row to row. Let the work be done now, or as soon as
you can; give a good mulch of farm-yard dung; cut the plants
down at once in such a way as to leave them altrmatcly 6 in.

and a foot high ; and in the spring fork in the mulching. No
lime rubbish is required; indeed, it can do no good in such land
as yours,

t

Marvels.—^.—You ask us if we believe the stories of mites or
acari being pfodaced (that is created) by electrical action. We
might, in return, ask you if you take us for atheists? But we
will content ourselves by inquiring whether you believe that

you were so created? An acarus is as perfectly conslructed,

after its kinil, as a man : if one may be the reSult of electrical

action upon saline matters, so may the other; and then what
becomes of the Godhead ? Our learning teaches us that God
is visible in all His works, and the more we study them the

more is our mind overwhelmed by the Incomprehensible
immensity of His power and wisdom, Mr. A or Mr. H may, in

their vanity, assert that they have gained the powers of the
Creator, but we are not quite mad or wicked enough to believe

that the Almighty has surrendered Ills power to their galvanic

batteries,t
SEEns.— Winton.—The best time for sowing the seeds which you
have received from Australia will be early in the spring; the
soil may consist of equal parts of loam, peat, and ve^^etublc

mould, with a small portion of sand. J

Butter and Crkese.— Ces^ws inquires whether any of our
readers can assign a reason why dairy farmers object to fchecp

feeding on their cow-pastures—alleging that the cheese and
butter in such case acquire a nauseous taste.

Wire Trellis.—^. I^.—Any wire-worker can make the pretty

trellises you see in our columns occasionally ; or an ingenious

gardener might make thera himself. We dare say you will soon
find somebody advertising them.t

Falling Stars.—J>.C L. inquires whether the phpenomennn of

falling stars was observedthis year about the 1 3th and 14th of this

month. Will any of our readers be so obliging as to inform
- him ? We do not know.
MiscKLLAXEOL-s.—J Yotuig Fayjncr.—V»'c regret that the want
of space in our columns renders it impossible to admit matter
relating to stall-feeding cattle and similar agricultural sub-

jects. Upon these heads we must refer you to the editors of

the chief Farming Newspapers.! J. ir. />.>'.—Your plant is

the trjie Exogonium purga ; a most diflScult plant to flower.

Your Ipomoea batatoides seems, from your description, to be
something else. Both of them are genuine Jalap plants; the

drug behig prepared from either.f An Original Subscriber.—

Your letter and Grapes arrived quite safe, and very fine Grapes

they were. We should have acknowledged the receipt of them
at the time, had you not asked for advice, which we are desirous

of giving you, but hardly know how. If the treatise was sent

to us, we should know better what to say about it. t

A.B.C—'We can make very little of your list. Most of the

names have, doubtless, been miscopied from an illegible Spa-

nish manuscript. If by Leeremocap is meant Eccremocarpus,

which is probable, the seed would seem to be from Chili

rather than Mexico, and 7mi/ be worth growing; but the

finding Solanum dulcamara among them makes us rather

doubtful about that.f A. J/.—Your plant is probably CJit<jria

arborescens.t ^. R. TT.—Of your seeds, 1 is a Cassia; 2 is

allied to Abrus; 3 is Guilandina Bonduc; and 4 is Abrns pre-

cati'H-ius.t^ J. O. f:.—Your plants are, 1, Begunia semper-

florens ; 2, Flemingia strobilifera.t Tw^^^.—Your plants are,

1, KleSnia ficoides; 2, Mesembryauthemum inc'urvum.t

J.jC. i'.— If you refer to the " Notices to Correspondents " of last

week, you will find the information respecting Coltsfoot which
you require, t- Y. JV, D.—Thty are extremely curious; we
are very thankfulfor them.t^ G-KF^.- We cannot learn that

any;Russiau leather is prepared in this country ; and as for the

oil of the Birch-tree, it does not appear to be known in London.
We find, however, in Dr. Ure's Dictionary, that it is prepared

to France by distilling the bark at a red heat ; and is, therefore,

somewhat empyreumatic. Theproccssresembles that used for

wood vinegar; and they obtain about 60 percent, from thebark. t

P. P. next week. G. IT.—Your Pears are, 1 , 2, Glout Mor-
ceau; 3,BeurreDiel; 4, Flemish Beauty.which should have been
gathered earUer; 5, Winter Nelis. ij

^ T. W,, Oldford.^The
Gravenstein Apple does bonaetimes produce fruit higher on one
side than the other. Your seedling has merit; but before it

can be fully recommended, it will be necessary to have more
knowledge of it than can be obtained in the ^st year ui its

bearing,
ti

A, J/.—Your Pears are, 1, Buurre Ranee; 2,

Passe Colmar.
[i

P^/rits.—Tht Fear you sent is the Glout
Morceau.il C. ^.—Your Apples are, 3. Easter Pippin, or
French Crab ; 4, Golden Reinette ; 5, Beauty of Kent ; 6. one
of the Reinettes Crises ; 7. Margil ; 8, Yorkshire Greening; 9»

Dutch Mignonne; 10, Golden JSoblc; 12, Norfolk Bcaufin ; 13,

Calville Blanche d'Hivcr; 17, Redding Nonpareil. The Pear^
are, 15, Colmar; iG, Gloat Morceau; 18, a small wild Pear,
unkuown.il G.—The genus Gomcza has been transferred

to Rodriguczia.t"— 6". !>.—Your Pansy is a very good flower,

well formed, with the eye distinct, and colour pleasing. The
rose-coloured Picotee is common ; the edges of the petals are

uneven, and the colour is too much dotted over its surface.

The heavy-edged delicate purple seedling is beautiful in colour;

the petals are well formed, of good &ubs»iauce, and even on the

the guard petals are small {M none have been pulled

have some influence on this point; it is worth preser%'ing.*

Champion.—Your Pears are, 3, Chaumontel ; 4, Crassane ; 5,

Gansel's Bcrgamot; I, decayed; 2, not known. Tuc Apples
are. A, Golden Reinette; b. Golden Russet; c, Wliiter Pear-
main; n, Easter Pippin, or French Crab; e, Nonpareil; f.

Court of Wick ; g. Golden Harvey. " A. Z.—Your Pears are,

1, Bczi de Caissoy; 2, Winter Kelis; 3, probably Ne Plus
Mcuris; 4, Hacon's Incomparable; 5, Grey Doyenn^; 6,

Bcurre Diel ; 8. Beorre Bosc; 9. Crbaniste; 10, Easter Ber-
gamot. The Apples are, I, Court pendu plat; 2, Herefordshire
Pearmaini 3, decayed; 4, Dutch Mignonne; 6, Golden Pippin.

|1

A Constant R€ader.~-\o\iv Pear, No. 2, is the Urbaiiiste;
No. 3 is most certainly the Glout Morceau, and a very good
specimen of it from a standard in the north of England. This
variety was long confused with the BeurnS d*Aremberg, und«r
which name you received it; the latter may, however^ be dis-
tinguished by its stalk being generally bent almost at a right
angle with the axis of the fruit. No. ;, Winter Nelis; 42, White
Doyenne, and not the Orange Bergamot, which has a musky
flavour ; 32 appears to be a large specimen of the Aston Town,
The Ross Nonpareil has an anise tarour. I'Le Turk*a-Cap
Apple is of little merit. The other Apples you sent are not
known. H J. C. Y.— Inclose sbc Post-ofRcc labels with j'our
addiess, and No, 34 shall be sent you. K, Fr.—Instead of
the Summer Rose, Beurre Rancc, Summer Franc-r^al, and
Yat Pears, you have obtained, in No. I, the St. Germain; 9,
Beurre d'Arembcrg ; 3, Chaumontel; 4, Glout Morceau ; Sis
Uvedale's St. Germain. H flarriette li.~-Yo\ir Apple i^ not
known; it bears considerable rcsembUuce to Adamses Pear-
main, but appears to ripen earlier. '^ J*ear Trt'tf.— YourPwurs,
No. 1 and No. 2, are different, although certainly as much
alike in form as any two fruits could possibly be; but No. 1,
which was grown in the sun, has a thin covering of soft olive-
coloured russet without any red, and is now tolerably melting"
and sugary. No. 2, although grown In the shade, is, notwith-
standing, of a dark ferruginous red, and has coarse and rather
austere ncsh. It Is called Buchanan's Spring Beune. No. 1

is not known. | It. //.—Your i^cdling' Apple cannot be re-
commended as being sufFicicntly rich for dessert, although it

is probably a very good kitchen Apple. It differs widely from
the Quarrenden, from which it was raised; the latter being a
red summer Apple, and the seedling from it a yellow winter
variety.;, A. C—Your Apples are, 3, Ross Nonpareil; 4,
Pearson's Plate; 6, Golden Reinette; 8, Sops of WitiC; 9,
Beauty of Kent; 10, Embroidered Pippin; U, Winter Pear-
main; 12, Coe*s Golden Drop; 14, Bedfordshire l*>oundling.Ji
•

—

-]i'. H.'s curious bundle uf cocouus has been produced from
a caterpillar inoculated with the eggs of a little parasitic fly

called Microgastcr alvedrius, which is figured and described at
pi. and lul. 321 of " Curtis's Brit Lnt." J. S.—Your question
is answered amongst our Advertisements,

Erratum.— In No. XLVi, p. 7^8, column c, line from the top 50, for
** from the calcination of the copperas,** read "from the cal-
cination of the copper ores."
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for gitncral distribution, price 3d*
each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers, Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in un^ part of London by lemitting a Post-
oflice order to this Oflicc, at the ride of 6*. for every 25 copies.
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The successes of the British forces in China and Aff-

ghanistarij recorded in our foreign intelligence of this

week, will be received with un(iualified satisfaction^ L
treaty of peace has been concluded with China, on terms

dictated by the British Comm:ssiotier, under the walla of

Nankin; and China has agreed to cede the island of Hong
Kong in perpetuity to her Majesty, to pay the sum of 21

millions of dollars for the expenses of the war, to throir

open five ports to English commerce, to restore the pri-

soners, and to treat the officers of both countries on an

equal footing. The importance of this result to the com-

mercial and manufacturing interests of Great Britain cani"

hardly at present be estimated to its full amount ; the

admission of our enterprise- to tinrestricted intercourse

with a people numbered at 300,000,000 is like the opening

of a new world ; while the removal of those barriers which

have kept the Chinese secluded for centuries from the

rest of mankind is an event of still higher interest in the

history of civilisation. The news from India, if it does

not open such a brilliant prospect for the future,

appeals more immediately to the feelings of the

public : Ghi^nee is destroyed ; the Affghan army,

under Akhbar Khan, is utterly overthrown ; the

prisoners are rescued from the hands of the enemy;

and, in the words of the Governor-General, «* ^-
past disasters have been retrieved and avenged, on every

scene on which they have been sustained ; repeated vic-

tories in the field, and the capture of the cities and citadels

of Ghuzuee and Cabul, have advanced the glory and «sta-

blished the^ accustomed superiority of the British arms.'*

We need hardly remark tliat so many successes have

seldom, if ever, been recorded in one week : the march of

the two armies under Gen, Pollock and Geu. Nott was a

continued series of brilliant achievements ; every operation

on the line of march was attended with success, and

the gallant Sir Robert Sale, whose name is again men-
tioned with distinctionp had been sent out to meet the

prisoners, who were all rescued from the Affghans with the

eiception of Capt. Bygrave. For the particulars of these

successes, and of the events which immediately preceded

them, we must refer our readers to our Foreign news,

where they are given in detail. We will merely add the

expression of our thankfulness at the happy issue of both

expeditions, and our conviction that the gratitude of the

public towards those who have once more restored this

country toherhigh positioniu the East will not be forgotten

in this season of rejoicing. — Our European news possesses

little interest in comparison with these achievements. la

France the papers are occupied almost exclusively with dis-

cussions on the Indian and Chinese intelligence,which afford

fresh grounds for the expression o( their hostility. They

admit, however, the magnitude of our victories, and regard

out; / th^^colourls'rathertw much broken, but th^^ with Chins ai an ereiit which does honour W

f
^
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clvili.ition, ami promises to render aa important service

to the critise of humanitj.-From Spain we have accounts

.of another insurrection at Barcelona. The National

GoarJa Lave unexpectedlj risen against the authorities,

and the troops of the line have been compeUed to evacuate

the garrison after a long and fatal contest in the streets of

the city. A popular junta has been installed, and it is

feared that the movement will spread to the other cities of

the province. To add to these disasters, the Govemment

ias sustaiaed a serious check at the opening of the Cortes.

The President nominated by the Ministerial party has been

defeated, and the Opposition have succeeded in returning all

the officers of the Chamber.—From Lisbon we learn

that Lord Aberdeen has retarned the ultimatum of

l*ortugal in regard to the settlement of the tariff, and has

demanded further reductions in the duties on our woollen

jnauufactures. \Ye have also additional details of the

disastrous flood at Madeira which we noticed in our last

;

the effects of the inundation were not exaggerated ; and in

tbe capital alone the damage done is said to amount to

tpwards of 100,000/.

At home, the triumphs in India and China are the

leading subjects of attention ; no events since the Peace of

1814 have produced so great a sensation* In the Metro-

polis, the Park and Tower guns have been fired in honour

of our victories ; and a general holiday and illumination

are talked of, on the ratification of the treaty with China.

'the provincial Papers tell us that these tejoicings are not

confined to the Metropolis, and that the news of our suc-

cess has already produced a aalutary effect on our manu-

iacturing and commercial interests.

ome Nctos.

\ Court.—tier Majesty and Prince Albert are still at

Walmer Castle. The Prince of Wales and the Princess

Royal have derived so much benefit from their residence

at Walmer, that the Court is likely to remain there for

some days longer, and the visit to Brighton is said to be

indefinitely postponed. In consecjuence of the important

intelligence received this week from the East, it is re-

ported that her Majesty will leave Walmer Castle for

town in a few days, for the purpose of holding a Privy

Council at Buckingham Palace. The Earl of Hardwicke
has succeeded Viscount Sydney as Lord-ia-Waiting upon
her Majesty.—His Imperial Highness the Archduke Fre-

derick of Austria has visited during the week Buckingham
and St. James's Palaces, the Dockyards at Chatham and
Sheerness, the Bank of England, Guildhall, the Mansion
House, and tlie East India House ; and on Thursday liis

Imperial Highness repeated hia visit to Greenwich Hos-
jjital, and dined with Sir Robert Stopford.

JLegai Appointments.—The Gazette of Friday' an-

notfncea the appointment of Mr. Alexander Wood, Dean
of Faculty, to the ofilce of Judge of the Court'of Session,

vacant by the resignation of Lord Gillies.

Colonial jlppointmenls,—The Gazette of Tuesday an-

nounces that the Queen has been pleased to appoint Mr.
L. H, Lafontaine and Mr. T. C. Aylwyn, as Attorney and
Solicitor Generals of Lower Canada ; and Mr. R. Baldwin
find Mr. J. E. Small, as Attorney and Solicitor Generals

of L'pper Canada.

n

JForctgn.
France.—The French papers of all parties discuss at

considerable length the Indian and Chinese news, which
appears to have produced a great impression in Paris.

The Ministerial Z)€6a/* says : "This is a great event

—

t!lf§ peace, imposed by a European power on an empire
^hich has hitherto treated fofeigtiers with such superci-

lious contempt, is an act which may have th# greatest con-

sequences upon commerce and politics in general. It is a

^'hole world henceforth opened to the penetrating activity

of Europe. We cannot now dwell upon the various re-

sults which may arise from this event ; but we cannot
conclude without observing that, as conquerors, the En-
glish have given a proof of moderation." The Court
Paper, the Presse^ says, that England on all occasions
trings within her grasp the best positions of every point
of the globe, and that Hong Kong, ceded in perpetuity to
this country, is the best station in the Chinese seas, an
inestimable advanced port in the Oceanic Archipelago. In
regard to the terms of the peace, it admits that it is '*a
grand and magnificent success—a success which does ho-
nour to the civilisation of our era ; and, above all, to the
nation which has torn it from the pusillanimity of the au-
thorities of the Celestial Empire." The Slide, the organ
of M. Odillon Barrot and his party of opposition, says :

*' If the Emperor of China is compelled to sign with his
own hand, and to seal virith his own seal, a treaty with
those whom he calls barbarians, it will indeed be a great
triumph gained for civilisation. The English undertook
the war upon grounds purely selfish, for the promotion of
their own interests, ana from an odious motive ; but if

they succeed in bringing 250,000,000 of men, now vege-
tating supinely under an astute and immoral government,

into the improvements of European civilisation, a great

service will be rendered to the cause of humanity." The
liberal organ, the Courrier Fran^ais^ admits the import-

ance of the results, but doubts whether the Chinese will

'* If,** it says, '' the habits and laws

the wall'of China, through which Europe, with her ideas

of progress, will rush in ! We doubt that such a treaty,

if Ratified by the Emperor, will be faithfully executed.

If it be desired that the triumph which has been obtained

over the Chinese immobility should have any duration,

England must go farther, and interest Europe altogether

in this advancement. Let England admit all the nations

of Europe to a participation in the benefits of those com-

mercial concessions, and China, no longer having to do

with a single state, but with all which modern civilisation

comprehends, will not attempt to engage in a resistance

which would be desperate." The Royalist Quoticlienne,

"after briefly referring, its readers to jthe accounts from

China and Affghanistan, says : "These are great events

for England, and important also for the Administration of

Sir R. Peel. In France, the persons who govern us do

not seem to be aware that Ministers render themselves

worthy of governing by brilliant acts of vigour. They care

not for shame, provided they continue in power/'—Much
interest had been excited in Paris by the conclusion of the

long-pending trial of the officers of the Prefecture of the

Seine for fraud, corruption, and malvei;sation in the exer-

cise of their functions. Two of the prisoners were ac-

quitted ; but M. Hurdequin, a man of good fortune, and

who had previously borne a high character for unimpeach-

able integrity, was condemned to four years' imprison-

ment, a small fine of lOOf.j and his share of the expenses,

^•hich will be considerable. MM. Morian and Boutet, the

two other prisoners, were condemned to three years' im-

prisonment,—Jamm o Deen Mahoramed, Prince of My-
sore, a son ol the celebrated Tippo Saib, died suddenly

in Paris, on Sunday, in his 47th year. He was residing

in that capital on a pension allowed by the East India

Company.—A young orientalist, M. d'Ochoa, has been

charged by the French Government with a scientific mis-

sion to the central states of Asia to the north-west of

Hindostan, between Cachemire and Kafristan. He is to

collect documents relating to the history, geography, origin

of the races, languages, and literature of the East.—The
Toulon papers of the 13th inst. announce the return of

j

the two steamers which conveyed to Bona the reFics of

St. Angustin, and the bishops and tjl^gymen who accom-

panied them to Africa. The ceremonies of the inaugura-

tion of those relics, in a chapel erected on the ruins of

ancient Hippona, were celebrated on the 28th, ult» i

Spain.^—A new insurrection has broken out at Barce-

lona, which seems to have taken everybody and every

party by surprise ; for, although it was known that there

was some scheme in progress in thai city, the outbreak

was not anticipated. The insurrection is believed to have

been an extempore effusion of the National Guards of

Barcelona, of whom 10,000 are operatives. They at-

tempted, on the 13th inst., forcibly to bring in at one of

the gates several casks of wine without paying the tolls.

The people joined them : the guard was disarmed, and a

soldier killed. Reinforcements having arrived, 12 persons

were arrested. The editor of the Bepnblicano was thrown

into prison. OiTllia 14th the workmen deserted the

workshops, and filled the streets of the city. At 5 p. m.

the avenues leading to the Town Hall were occupied by

the National Guards, who refused to surrender their posts

to the troops of the line. A regiment was drawn up in

order of battle, on the Rambla, with six pieces of artillery.

All the troops of the garrison were ander arms. A colli-

sion took place on the I5th between the troops and the

National Guards ; and after three hours' fighting, and a

loss of 500 men killed and wounded, the Captain-General,

seeing that the windows and terraces of the houses were

occupied, in all the city, by the armed National Guard,

retired into the citadel with his staff and two regiments.

On the 16th there was a firing both of musk^ry and

cannon during a great part of^the day. All the streets were

barricaded. The garrison of the citadel was without pro-

visions. The citadel threw shells into the town during

the night- On the 17th, before day, the troops evacuated

the citadel and vvent out of the town, leaving the place in

the possession of the insurgent militia, of which the

number was increased by the militia of the neighbouring

towns and villages. The family of the Captain-General

took refuge on board a French man-of-war in the harbour,

with a great number of the principal inhabitants. A
popular junta has been installed ; which published on the

19th the following programme, explaining the object of

the movement :—^1, Down with Eapartero and his govern-

ment—2, The convoking of constituent Cortes—3, In case

of Regency, that there are to be more Regents than one

—4, That the Queen must marry a Spaniard— 5, Protec-

tion of national industry," The effect of this insurrec-

tion on Madrid was considerable, where it was believed

that a republican movement was at work, encouraged by the

Infante Don Francesco de Paula. Gen. Rodil announced

the movement to the Cortes on the 20th, and said that the

Regent would set out in person for Barcelona on the follow-

ing day with three battalions ; the Cortes immediately voted

an address tothe Regent promising him their support.—The

j Cortes were opened on the 14th by commission, with little

ceremony. In the Senate, the Minister of War read the

decree of the Regent, declaring the session of 1843 to be
open, agreeably to the constitution of 1837. The Cabinet
had sustained a defeat at the outset : Senor Olozaga
having been named President of the Chamber by a majority
of 82 against 41 obtained by Senor Acuna, the former
President, who Was proposed by the Ministerial party.
Seiior Cortina was nominated Vice-Presi

observe the treaty.

6f China be considered, the treaty is a violence imposed

©n that country. Strangers and barbarians to be treated

there on the same conditions as the natives ! Five com-
tnercial ports to be thrown open to the English, who are

to have canauls at these places I

resident by 80 votes ;

and the Opposition had aucceedtd in returning all the
officers of the Chamber.
PoRTUGAL.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 14th

inst. Lord Aberdeen had returned the ultimatum of

Portugal with regard to tariff reductions, approving the

Five ^breaches made in I part which relates to cotton goods, but requiring reduc-

tions in the import of woollen cloths and salt fish into

Portugal. It was believed that Portugal would admit

some further reductions in these articles, and that the new
tariff convention would come into practical operation about

the period of meeting of the British Parliament. The
Duke d'Aumale had proceeded to Algiers, and the Prince

de Joinville would immediately set out for Brazil, in con-

nexion, it was believed, with a project for a matrimonial

alliance between the Prince and the Emperor of Brazil's

sister.—The long pending case of " Shortridge r. Manoel
Jose d'Oliveira" has been decided in fhe Court of Rela9ao

in favour of our countryman Mr. Shortridge. The sen-

tence annuls all that had previously been done in the case,

which M. d'Oliveira must now, if he chooses to go on

with it, commence again de novo. No cause, perhaps, in

which an English subject was concerned, ever created

greater interest, as it involved questions which affected the

welfare of British Merchants in all parts of Portugal,

By the Madeira papers received since our last, we have

further particulars of the disastrous floods which we
noticed last week. ' It appears, that heavy rains began to

fall at the beginning of October, and created unusual

alarm. The sea began to swell on the 22d, and the

ships were in such danger that the captain of the

Portuguese bark Eliza abandoned her. She was saved

on the following day, having been damaged by a col-

lision with^ the American ship Mary Kingsland. The
English ship Success nearly ran aground. The steamer

Dee arrived with 52 passengers in the midst of the

storm, and the women and children were removed by

the boatmen, who displayed the greatest intrepidity. ,

On the same day the rain increased to such a fearful ex-

tent, and the torrents swelled to such a height, that the in-

undation of the whole island was apprehended. The city

of Funchal suffered most, and it is said that the damage

done in that city alone would not amount to less

than 500 contos of reis, or above 100,000/. The wine-

stores were broken open by the current, and pipes of wine

were floating in the streets. Entire quintas were washed

away, and numerous houses destroyed. During all the

night the rain continued to pour with a fury that had^ not

been known even in the deluge of 1803. Never, it is

said, was so great a volume of water known to fall as dur-

ing an hour and a half of the 24th. Had it lasted one

hour more, the journals declare that two-thirds of Funchal

would have ceased to exist. On the third day the violence

of the weather abated, the Dee disembarked the luggage

of the passengers, and the hopes of the people began to

rise. On the fourth day the sea swelled violently. The

American brig Creole, which lately obtained such noto-

riety in the West Indies, on account of the mutiny and

release of her cargo of slaves, was in great peril, but every

one onboard was saved. A Portuguese vessel ran aground,

and three persons were drowned. The crew of the En-

glish schooner Wave would, it is thought, have perished

entirely, had it not been for the intrepidity of Sir H.

Crawford and other individuals, who ventured among the

rocks to save the sailors. The English packet-brig Dart

came alongside of the Portuguese vessel previou_sly

wrecked, but the crew were able to save themselves. Seiior

de Treitas Lomelino is mentioned as having on this occa-

sion greatly distinguished himself by his efforts to save

the unfortunate persons. A Sardinian polacca came in,

but with such ill-saccess that she went to pieces, and not

one of her crew escaped. The shore on the following

morning presented the mournful picture of the wrecked

vessels. The English ship Success remained in

the port, and escaped damage. On the 28th the weather

was comparatively calm. The loss of life in the interior

is not yet ascertained, but is said to have been considerable.

Germany.—There is little news in the German papers.

I
The King of Prussia's speech in dissolving the Com-
mittees of the States is the only subject of general interest

He said, among other things, that their proceedings were

so satisfactory that he could not deny himself the pleasure

of personally expressing his thanks. His Majesty also

alluded to the measures the assembly had adopted. He
said, he considered the members as councillors of the

Crown, and defenders of the rights of the country. The

speech was listened to with great pleasure, and is highly

praised by the papers in different parts of Germany.—It

was rumoured that Prince Esterhazy, the late representa-

tive of the Austrian Government at this Court, would be

succeeded by Count Seufft Pilsach, the Austrian Ambas-

sador at the Hague; and that Baron Sturmer would be re-

placed as internuncio at Constantinople by Prince Felix

Schwartzenberg The Leipsic papers state that Austria

has rejected the overtures of Great Britain for the exten-

sion of the commercial treaty between them, as it would

be hostile to the rest of Germany. Letters from Trieste

of the 1st announce that the negotiations between Great

Britain and the Austrian Government, relative to the

transmission of the overland India mail by Trieste and

Venice, were going on so actively, that it was expected

the first arrival from Bouibay would take place in January..

Turkey.—Letters from the frontier, of the 9th inst.,

announce that the new Sovereign of Servia was proclaimed

at Belgrade on the 4th inst., after which Eniiu Effendi,

who had arrived in that city from Constantinople, on

board the steamer Seri Pervas, with the Sultan's beret,

caused it to be solemnly read to the people. The Russian

authorities still appeared to disnpprove of the late revolu-

tion. It is also stated that on the 25th ult. Sawfel

Effendi, the Commissioner of the Sultan, had arrived In

the Lower Danube, at the quarantine of Giurgewo, with

the firman pronouncing the dismissal of Prince Ghika.

It is added, that the Prince quitted Bucharest on the 26th

ult., being the anniversary of his solemn installation as

Hospodar of Wallachia. General Kisseleff is generally

regarded as his successor, although it was rumoitfed that
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the Greeks and Catholics had organised a strong party
for the pnrpose of erecting the three principalities of the
Danube into an independent state, to be placed under the
protection of the great Powers, with a king chosen from
among the reigning families of Europe. The Catholics
had already turned their attention to an Austrian Archduke,
whilst the Greeks and a party of Catholics wish to place
the Duke of Leuchtenberg on the throne.— A rumour
was current at Vienna, that the Sultan intends to fortify
Constantinople.

Egypt.—The news from Egypt is not of great import-
Letters from Alexandria state that Sami Pacha hasance.

received instructions from Mehemet Ali to negotiate a
marriage between Said Pacha, one of bis sons, and a
sister of the Sultan. "We learn also (hat the rising of the
Nile had caused great inconvenience to passengers on their

way to India. Many houses are stated to have been
washed away, and several lives lost in the native'villages.

I'he passengers by the late steamer froni India have ad-
dressed a letter to the Times, complaining of the complete
inefEciency of the measures adopted for the transit of pass-

engers, and the exaggeration of the professions made by
Messrs. Hill and Co., the contractors for conveying pass-

engers across the Desert. They state that the horses were
driven 40 miles in about 12 hours; and that many of
them were so exhausted under a burning sun, that the car-

riages remained immovable in the sand, and the' passen-
gers themselves were obliged to assist in turning the

wheels. They state that the only part of the arrangements
they can commend are, the rapid conveyance and accurate
delivery of the baggage, and the passage down the Nile

;

and that in every other respect the inconvenience of the
journey compared with its great expense furnishes a just

afid reasonable ground of complaint It is perhaps fair to"

add to this account, that the late mortality among the
cattle has seriously affected the horses in Egypt, and that

Messrs. Hill have lost on the Suez Desert no less than 70
horses from this cause within the last month. The
number of cattle destroyed by the murrain is said to

amount to 150,000, and the Pacha has already despatched
four frigates to procure fresh supplies for the purposes of

agriculture.

India.—An intermediate Overland Mail from India,

"With news from Bombay to the 15tli of October, arrived
in town on Tuesday, bringing accounts of peace with
China, and of the capture of Ghuznee and Cabul. Two
pieces of intelligence of such importance have, perhaps,
never before been simultaneously received from the shoies

of India, While they add increased lustre to the glory of

the British empire, the events they teccrd are calculated

to consolidate its welfare for many years. The first de-

tails relate to the successes of General Nott, of whose
froceedings we had but a brief account by the mail of the

st of October. It appears that Shumsooden,the Affghan
Governor of Ghuznee, having attempted to annoy the

British torce on its march, was repulsed on the 23d Aug.,

and totalfy routed on the 30th. ** I moved out," says

General Nott, "with one-half of my force; the enemy ad-

vanced in the most bold and gallant manner, each division

cheering as they came into position, their left being upon
a hill of some elevation, their centre and right along a

low ridge until their flank rested on a fort filled with

men ; they opened a fire of small arms, supported by two

fiix-poLndef horse artillery guns, which were admirably

served ; our columns advanced upon the different points

with great regularity and steadiness ; and, after a short

and spirited contest, completely defeated the enemy, cap-

turing their guns, tents, ammunition, &c., and dispersing

them in every direction. One hour's more daylight would

have enabled me to destroy the whole of their infantry.

Shumsooden fled in the direction of Ghuznee, accompa-

nied by about 30 horsemen.'' The loss. of the British

amounted to 36 killed and GS wounded. Among the

former were Capts. Bury and Reeves, of the 3d Bombay
Cavalry. On the 5th of Sept., Ghuznee was invested.

The city was strongly garrisoned, while the hills to the

north-eastward swarmed with soldiery. These heights were

the first object of attack, and after considerable opposition

they were efiFectually cleared. Preparations were then

made for an attack on the fortress, but before our batteries

could be opened, the enemy abandoned it, and left us once

more complete masters of Ghuznee. The loss sustained

by our troops amounted to no more than 3 killed and 43

wounded. 327 sepoys of the 27th Native Infantry were

tomid in the city, and released from slavery, to which state

they had been reduced by the Affghans. Ghuznee was soon

a desolate heap of ruins. Its splendid citadel, and other

formidable works and defences, were immediately razed to

the ground. The force was to leave about the Oth or 10th

September, and would join General Pollock at Cabul on

the 17th. General Pollock, who had on the 3d Sep-

tember- reached Gundainuck. 26 miles to the westward of

Jellalubad, left that place on the 7th, and reached Soor-

kab, a distance of nearly 10 miles. On the 8th, he again

set out on the march to Jugdulluck. On reaching the

iiiils which command the road through the pass, the enemy

were found strongly posted and in considerable numbers.

They resisted our passage with determined courage, and

manfully maintained their position, although our guns told

With deadly effect amongst them. At length the heights

were stormed, and after much arduous exertion, the

enemy were dislodged and dispersed. A large body of

them, however, fled to the summit of a lofty hill, where

they planted their standards, and seemed to ?et us at

defiance. To complete the victory. Gen. Pollock directed

Captains Wilkinson and Broadfoot to take possession of

this stronghold, which accordingly was gallantly assaulted,

when the Ghifzies gave T?ay and fled from the field.

In this action several of the most influential Affghan

chiefs were engaged j md the total amount of the force

brought forward to oppose us is estimated by Gen. Pollock
as from 4.000 to 5,000 men. Our Joss was rather heavy

;

Captain Nngent, thfe sub-assistant commissary-geoeral,
being killed, and Sir Robert Sale slightly wounded, and
62 men killed and wounded. General Pollock proceeded
onwards, and does not appear to have encountered any
further opposition until his arrival, on the 13th S'^ptember,
in the Tezeen valley, where an army of 16,000 men, com-
manded by Mahomed Akhbar Khan in person, was as-

sembled to meet him. A desperate fight ensued : we have
no particulars of the details, but the result was, that the
enemy were completely defeated and driven from the
field, with a loss of several hundred killed and wounded

;

twelve Ghilzie chiefs are said to have fallen, two guns,
three standards, and a large quantity^f ammunition and
stores were taken by our troops. Our loss was 32 killed and
130 wounded. The names of Captain Lushington of her
Majesty's 9th, Captain Geils and Lieut. Montgomery
of the COth Native Infantry, and Lieut. Norton, 35th
Light Infantry, are among the list of the wounded.
Akhbar Khan fled in the direction of Bameean, On the
day following this engagement, the General advanced to

Boodkhak ; on the next^he encamped on the race-course
at Cabul ; and the 16th witnessed his triumphant entry
into the citadel, and the planting of our colours on its walls.

The city was almost deserted. The prisoners who had been
left there on the removal of their companions to Bameean
were restored by the Kuzziihashes. Gen. Pollock had sent

Sir Richmond Shakspeare in search of the others, at the
head of 700 Kuzziihashes; and in a supplementary
despatch, dated Sept. 21, he had the gratification of
announcing to the Governor-General that the whole o<

the European prisoners were then quite free from the

hands of Mahomed Akhbar, except Capt. Bygrave. Gen.
Pollock had very appropriately sent out a force under Sir

Robert Sale to meet them ; and he reports that the whole
of the party is with him, with the exception of Major
Pottinger, Capt. Johnson, Mrs. Trevor and 8 children,

Capt. and Mrs. Anderson and 3 children, Capt. Troup,
and Dr. Campbell, 1 European woman, and 4 privates,

who had already arrived at the camp- The arrival of

General Nott was daily looked for; and on the junction

of the two armies it is said they would return to India

with as little delay as possible. There seems no probability

ot our re-occupying Cabul ; as soon as the prisoners are

all recovered it is expected that we shall retire, after com-
pleting the work of retribution by the destruction of the

city. Gen. Pollock, in his official report of these events,

speaks in the highest terms of the gallantry of the officers

and men : " Seldom," he says, "have soldiers had a more
arduous task to perform than the dislodgement of the

enemy from their heights ; and never was an undertaking

of the kind surpassed in execution." In regard to another

gallant officer, Gen. Pollork says—" I feel considerable

diffidence in mentioning the name of ^lajor-General Sir

R. Sale, whose heroic conduct in the field stands so little

in need of my commendation. On this occasion I was an

eye-witness to the personal intrepidity of this highly-dis-

tinguished officer, as he led up the heights in advance of

his own regiment under a very hot Are." He concludes

his despatch as follows :
— ** It gratifies me to be enabled to

state that we have thus signally defeated, with one division

of the troops, the most powerful tribes, and the most

inveterate of our enemies, the original instigators and

principal actors in those disturbances which entailed such

disasters on our troops last winter." The Governor-

General, on the receipt of the above intelligence, issued a

circular announcing the facts, and offering, in the name

of the Government and of all the people of India,

to Major-General Pollock and Major- General Kott,

and all the officers and troops under their respective

commands, his grateful and heartfelt acknowledir-

ments of the important services they have performe

He also directed that the successes in AfTghanistan be

fully made known to all the troops, at all the stations of

the army, and that at those stations a salute of twenty-

one guns be fired for the cajjture of Ghuznee, and a similar

salute for the capture of Cabul. *'A11 past disasters,"

says his Lordship, '* have been retrieved and avenged on

every scene on which they were sustained ; and repeated

victories in the field, and the capture of the cities and cita-

dels of Ghuznee and Cabul, have advanced the glory and

established the accustomed superiority of the British

arms." ^r All is quiet at Jellalabad and Gundamuck
;

but robberies are frequent in the neighbourhood of the

Khyber Pass. The following extract from a Jellalabad

letter of the 20th inst, will be perused with melancholy

interest:—'* On Sunday last, seven officers, and about

twelve artillerymen, with acme of Thomas's Khyberries,

went as far as the hill, three miles on the other side of

Gundamuck, where it is said our soldiers of the 44th, and

some of the Artillery and 5th Cavalry, made their last

stand, for the purpose of burying the bodies exposed to

public gaze. They buried (within a square made of stones)

IG2 bodies, and covered them over with stones. On Sun-

day morning another party was sent out, who found and

buried 70 men, so that 232 skeletons have at length been

lodged in their earthly tenement." The last subject to be

noticed is the report that Lord Ellenborough has deter-

mined on hanging Akhbar Khan, on bringing home to lim
the murder of Sir William M^Naghten.
China,—The date of intelligence from the expedition

in China comes down to the 1st September from Nan-
king, and the lOlh from Hong-kong and Macao. The
last mail informed us of the capture of Woosung and
Shanghae, in the Yang-tze-Keang, and of the destruction

of numerous batteries and defences on the banks of the

Woosung river ; and it was stated that the fleet had

proceeded towards Nanking for the purpose of commencing

operations against that city. The a^uadroa set sail from

Woosung on the Cth July, and on the Nth arrived of'

posite some batteries built on a range of hills commaud-'K
the river, from which a fire was opened on the ler^*"?

ships. The guns were instantly silenced, and the*^hole

of the defences destroyed. On the 20th the *ves^els *^-

chored abreast of the city of Chin-Keang-foo, wMch com-

mands tiie entrance of the Grand Canal ; the neJtt Drf>rning

the troops were disembarked, and marched to tte attack.

The Chinese, after firing a few distant vol/ey^, fled from

the camp with precipitation, and dispersed over the

country. The city itself, however, w^* manfully defended

by the Tartar soldiers, who proA>nged the contest for

several hours, resisting wiih desperate valour the com-
bined efforts of the three brigades, aided by a re-

inforcement of marines and fieamtn. At length opposition

ceased, and ere nightfall vte were complete masters of the

place. Chin-Keang-foo, like Amoy, was most strongly

fortified, and the works in excellent repair. It is sup-

posed the garrison consisted of not less than 3,COO men,
and of these about 1,000, and 40 mandarins, were killed

and wounded. "The Tartar General/' says Sir 11-

Pottinger, " retired to his house when he saw that all was

lost, made his servants set it on fire, and sat in his

chair till he was burned to death. His private se-

cretary was found, the day after the assault, hidden

in a garden, and on his being carried to the spot,

recognised the half- consumed remains of his master,

who was worthy of such a death." Our hst of

casualties was heavy ; three officers of the land force,

viz.r Col. Driver, Capt. Collinson, and Lieut. Gibbons,

and one of the Naval, Major Uniacke, R.M., were

killed ; and nine of the land force, viz., Mnjor Warren,

Capt. Simpson, Lieuts. Bernard, Baddely, Grant, Cuddy,

and Waddle, Ensign Travers, and Zrmidar Number—and

two of the Navy, viz., Lieut. Crouch, and Mr. Lyon, a

Midshipman, were wounded. 1G9 men of both services

were killed and wounded. The expedition soon after pro-

ceeded up the river Yang-tze, and, having anchored off

Nanking, made preparations for bombarding that part of

the city near the river. A large divisiion of the army,

under the command of Lord Saltoun, landed to the wt-st

of the city, and took up a position on a hill about half a

mile distant from the walls. The inhabitants are stated to

have declared their unwillingness to allow their houses and

property to be destroyed. The garrison, consisting of

about 1 4,000 Tartars and Chinese troops, became terrified.

A flag of truce was sent out to the British Plenipotentiary,

praying for a cessation of hostilities, which was granted, as

Commissioners having full powers from the Emperor ii ere

declared to be on their road in order to treat for peace.

The assault on Nanking, which was designed for the 13th,

was therefore postponed. On the 15th the High Imperial

Commissioners arrived. They were three, viz :— I. Kee-

Ying, a member of the Imperial Family, and Commander-
in-Chief of the Tartar.troops in Konang-Sung. 2. Elipo.

Lieutenant-Generalof Tchapoo,a former Governor of Tze-

Kiang, but degraded last year for having liberated the pri-

soners. 3. Gnu, General-in-Chief of the provinces Keang-Sou

and Keang-Si, They speedily communicated to the British

Plenipotentiary thfcirpowers, which werefound to be indue

order, Visitsof ceremony then took place, and, after various

conferences, the conditionsof a treaty of peace were signed,

in the presence of the Admiral and General, and many
other British officers. Copies of those conditions were

immediately transmitted to Pekin. When the treat) was

signed, a Royal salute was fired, and all restrictions re-

moved on the intercourse between the expedition and the

natives. Of this treaty the following are the most im-

portant provisions :—.l. Lasting peace and friendship be-

tween the two empires. 2. China to pay 21,000,000

dollars in the course of the present and three succeeding

years. 3. The porU of Canton, Amoy, Foo-chowr-foo,

Ningpoo, and Shanghai, to be thrown open to British

merchants ; consular officers to be appointed to reside at

them; and regular and just tariffs of import and export

(as well as inland transit) duties to be established and

pt!blished, 4, The island of Hong Kong to be ceded in

perpetuity to iJer Britannic Majesty, her heirs and suc-

cessors. 5. Ail subjects of her Britannic Majesty (whe-

ther natives of Europe or India) who may be confined in

any part of the Chinese empire to be unconditionaily re-

leased. 6. An act of full and entire amnesty to be pub-

lished by the Emperor, under his Impeiial sign manual
and seal, to all Chinese subjects, on account of their

having held service or intercourse with, or resided

under, the British Government or its officers. 7.

Correspondence to be conducted on terms of perfect

equality amongst the officers of both Governments,

8. On the Emperor's assent being received to this treaty,

and the payment of the first instalment, G,000,000 dollars,

her Britannic Majesty's Forces to retire from Nanking

and the Grand Canal, and the military posts at Chinhai to

be also withdrawn; but the islands of Chusan and Kolang-

soo are to be held until the money payments and the ar-

rangementa for opening the ports be completed. This

treaty of peace has given great satisfaction to the British

in China and India. It was said that the Eaiperor had at

first some doubts as to the propriety of opening a foreign

trade at Foo-chow-foo, which is the capital of Fokien,and

the nearest port to the country where the Bohea tea grow?,

but that he afterwards yielded that point. The Coumn^

siouers are descrihtJ as anxious to get riil of the Bntish

from the Yang-ize-Kiang and the embouchure of the

Great Canal; they offered to pay down lour midicns

instantly ; but the British Plenipotentiary insisted on the'

full instalment being paid and the ratification of the

treaty before he would withdraw. The payment of the

opium claims will, it is stated, be adjusted according to

the amount fixed some months ago by the British GoTem-

ment. It was s^d that the Imperial Commissioners bad

V-
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Nressed the considerHlion of the opium trade on the

>ntish Plenipotentiary, but he declined ta discuss it

staintr that if the Chinese Government was desirous of

rroct^iu^r a stoppage to it, it ought to be effected by their

own itternal regulation?, and by imposing restrictions on

their ovTi subjects. The steamers were the objects of great

curio?-ty\o the Chinese, who called them the '^Devil's

Sliips/' iVe Auckland steamer was un(ler orders to start

from Nanking direct for Suez as soon as the Imperial ratifi-

cation should be^i^'vento tlie treaty, and the various condi-

tions fulfilled. Tht removal of the expedition from the

Yang-tze-kiang appear to be much desired, as the forces

were beginning to suffei from sickness. At the time of

the settlement, sickness h^J begun to appear extensively

among the men of both serv*i<;eg; upwards of 100 belong-

ing to the 98th regiment had died. The city of Chin-

keang-foo, mentioned above, is described as rather more
than four miles in circumference. The works are in ex-

cellent repair, and the parapet, which i& so thick and solid

that nothing but cannon-shot could havt made any im-

pression oil it, is pierced with narro;v embrasures and
loopholes, and flanked at a variety of spots with transverse

walls. In addition to the above intelligence gleaned from

the officliil despatches, the suj)plement to the Canton Ga-
tte contain^ the important announcement that an officer

of high rank from the court of Pekiii Is immediately to set

out to represent the Emperor at the Court of St. James's.

It is stated in private letters, that the Emperor was so

much gratified at being called on for his signature to the

treaty, that he immediately proposed to send an ambassa-

dor to England. There can be no doubt that the presence

of the Chinese ambassador at the first drawing-room next

Beason would create a sensation in the jNletropolis.

West Lnpies.—The Clyde mail-steam ship, due on

the 19tb inst., arrived at Falmouth on the 18th, being the

first ship returning to England upon the new scheme of

service authorised by Government to come into operation

on the 1st October. The weather had been favourable

for the crops throughout the islands. At Trinidad and

St. Christopher's the small-pox had prevailed with some
severity. The retyrn of the crops of sugar at Jamaica
showed a great increase. The Governor was expected to

open the session of the House of Assembly on the 25th
October. The Barbadoes papers mention the illness of

the Governor, Sir C- Gray, but he was in course of

recovery at the date of these advices. The weather in

that island is described as being favourable. Dr. Parry,

the new Bishop of Barbadoes, was formally installed in

his diocese on the 18th Oct., in the presence of the Lieut,

-

Governor, the ecclesiastical dignitaries and legal function-

aries of the island. Accounts from New Orleans mention
the arrival of the Hero from the Havannah, which reports

that on the 6th Oct. they saw the destruction of a large

vessel by fire ; they ran down to her, and found her burn-
ing to the water's edge ; the hands had left her, and the

Hero cruised round the wreck till it sank. They supposed
from the appearance of the spars that the vessel was an

English steamer.

CITY.
Money Market^ Fridaij,—The successes in China and

India have caused an advance in the price of Stock. Con-
sols for immediate transfer are 9^-|» and 95 for January

;

Bank Stock, 17 J ^ to 172 J ; Three per Cents. Reduced,
94 ; the Three and a Half per Cents. Reduced, lOO^-

New Three and a Half per Cents., 101^ to -^ ;

Five per Cents., 124 ; India Stock, 265, and 260^ to

the opening.

to|;
4
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r for

iWctropoh's nntJ its UicmitD.

The JVeu's from the EasL—On 'Wednesday, in conse-

quence of the news from India and China, orders were
sent from the War-office to the Ordnance department
that the Park and Tower guns should be fired. Accord-
ingly at half-past two the Park guns to the number of 36
were fired, amid the cheers of a large concourse of people.

The Tower guns were also fired, and the bells of a few of

the churches Vere rung in the evening. It is reported
that on the ratification of the treaty, a day will be ap-

pointed for a general holiday, an illumination, with fire-

works in the Park, and other amusements, similar to those
which took place at the proclamation of the peace of IS 14.

Court of Aldermen,—A committee assembled ou
Saturday at Guildhall, on the subject of the charges
brought against Alderman T. Wood, in connexion with
the Talacre Iron and Coal Company. After a desultory
conversation, Mr. Wood professed his readiness to enter
into any explanation that. might be required respecting
the charges advanced, and pressed those present to name
them. The other aldermen declined, on the ground that
they had not come there as his accusers, but at his request,
to hear what he bad to say. It was then agreed that
Alderman Wood should send in the whole of the affidavits

which had been put into the Court of Chancery on both
sides; and that, on a request for an investigation in

writing being made by Alderman Wo.d, the Town Clerk
should place the charges and answers in juxtaposition

;

and the committee should meet on the second Saturday

after the receipt of the affidavits. In the course of the

conversation which preceded this resolution, Sir Peter

Laurie adverted to a charge against Alderman Wood,
contained in a letter written by Mr. Hedge the barrister,

which he would have read, but the Court refused to

receive it. Alderman Wood remarked that he had a suf-

ficient answer to Mr. Hedge, and that that gentleman's

conduct would form the subject of very grave proceedings.

Court of Common Ccuncif, —-A Court was held on
Thursday, at which the late electioa of High Bailiff of

. Soutbwark wu taken into coJ3Sideratioa«

two shapes for the consideration of the Court: first, as

to the question of putting the City seal to the appointment

of Mr. Pritchard, according to the vote of the last Court

;

and secondly, in the petition of Mr. Harvey, the City

Police Commissioner, against that decision. Mr. Har-

vey's petition prayed that the election might be declared

null and void, or that no further proceedings might be

taken in respect to the election of BailifT until the next

annual election of officers. A long discussion ensued,

during which it was contended that the act of the late

Lord Mayor was the act of the Court, and, whether

right or not, could not be remedied ; the Court had the

opportunity at the moment of adjourning, but the majority

determined to go forward, and they must abide by the de-

cision. This argument was adopted, and the motion for

affixing the seal to Mr. Pritchard's election was carried by

a large majority.

Income Tax Commission,—The City commissioners

commenced their sittings in Basinghall-street on Monday,
for the purpose of receiving appeals aginstthe assessments.

The City having been divided into districts, notices of the

day of hearing were forwarded with the papers to be filled

up to all persons assessed in each district ; and on appearing

at the chambers, a number was appended to each notice

paper presented, and they were then heard in rotation, so

that those who made the earliest application were the first

heard. On Monday, upwards of 200 appeals were dis-

posed of, and nearly two thirds of the claims of exemption

or reduction were admitted. 392 cases were heard on
Tuesday, but the claims admitted were not so numerous.

It is expected that the appeals for the City alone will

occupy the commissioners until nearly Christmas.

Custom House,—The commission appointed some time

back to inquire into the mode and expense of collecting

the public revenue has been charged by Government with

the investigation of the circumstances attending the frauds

at the Custom House, which have been for some time

before the public. Lord Granville Somerset is the chair-

man of the commission. The proceedings are private,

none being admitted except those summoned by the com-
missioners to attend. Two officers, who are confessedly

deeply implicated in the frauds, and ten others, who have

been discharged by the board, have been requested to give

evidence.

The Temple Church,—This ancient edifice was re-

opened on Sunday for divine service, admission in the

morning being obtained by tickets only. The church was

much crowded with members of the profession. The
barristers and students each occupied their respective

seats. Several of the Judges occupied stalls on the south

or Inner Temple side; and there was a large attendance

of benchers. The morning sermon was preached by the

Rev. C. Benson, Master of the Temple, and that in the

afternoon by the reader^ the Rev, W. H. Rowlett. Mr.
Turle, of Westminster Abbey, presided at the organ. The
music at the morning service was selected from Boyce and
Tallis, and that in the afternoon from Kent.

Trades of the Metropolis The distress prevailing

among the various trades in the Metropolis is very great,

and the police reports have given long accounts of par-

ticular instances which have come before the notice of the

magistrates. These details showr how little is known of

the industry and privations of a large class of the popu-
lation of London. Among the carpenters alone, no fewer

than 500 men are out of employ. Among the piano-forte

makers, which was once a very flourishing trade, men
being able to earn from 3/. to 4L per week in some
branches, the distress is very great, not more than from
200 to 300 being in constant employ. Among painters,

bricklayers, tailors, shoemakers, &c., the greatest distress

prevails, more especially among the shoemakers, who, in

consequence of the new tariff, have been compelled to

r*duce the price for making a pair of boots nearly one-

third. The shirt-makers are in a very distressed state

having to make the best shirts, each of which takes 14

hours, for 6d, each, and common ones fo^ Id, and l^d,

each. Meetings have been held at the eastern parts of

London, at which these facts were stated by respectable

persons acquainted with the destitution of the parties.

One gentleman, a surgeon, mentioned that in Stepney,

Limehouse, and the adjoining parishes, there were many
thousands of industrious women employed in shirt-making

who did not earn more than 43c/,. a day, out of which
they had to procure thread and needles, and that the

outfitters frequently employed middlemen, who exacted a

halfpenny out of every sixpence paid for making each fine

shirt. These disclosures have attracted attention to other

trades of the same kind, and it appears that the working
stay-makers receive only 2ld. per dozen for making com-
mon stays. The poor creatures who make soldiers' and
policemen's clothing are also miserably paid, Is, lOd,

being the price for making a coat, which generally occu-

pies them for two days.

Metropolitan Statiatics,—At a meeting of the Statisti-

cal Society on Monday evening, a paper was read on the

moral and physical condition of the Working Classes in
the inner ward of St. George's, Hanover-square, by Mr.
C. R- Weld. The inquiry was originated by Lord Sandon,
and conducted at his Lordship's expense in July last. The
number of families visited was 1,465, consisting of 2,804
children and 3,141 adults, together 5,945 individual?, of
whom 839 were ill. The number of rooms possessed by
these families was 2,17 4, and the number of beds 2,510,
which gives an average of 2-3 persons to each bed ; while
in the parishes of St. Margaret and St. John, West-
minster, where the Society appointed agents to visit the
working classes, it was found that there were 3 individuals
to each bed. The average amount of weekly rent paid in

St. George's parish was 45. 3<i., nearly double what is paid

It RppeareU in by the working classes in Westminster, A considerable pro-

portion of thefamilies visited were found living in rooms

over coach-houses and stables, and these were better fur-

nished than the dwellings of families living in streets. The

moral condition of the classes under consideration, as re-

presented by the number of religious books found in their

dwellings, and the attendance of the families at places of

worship, is far superior to that of the working classes in

Westminster. In St. George's, 98 per cent, professed to

belong to some religious denomination, 93 per cent, to at-

tend public worship, and S8 per cent, of the families had

a Bible, Testament, or Prayer-book ; 74 per cent, of the

children were in the habit of attending day or Sunday

schools, and of those who did not go to school, 12 per

cent, were educated at home ; 37 per cent, of the heads

of the families were born in London, 53 per cent, in other

parts of England, 53 per cent, in Ireland, and 1'7 per

cent, in Scotland. The usual length of time the families

had resided in their dwellings was from one month to three

years ; there were only 8 cases of families having been

stationary for a period exceeding thirty years.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the weekending Saturday, Nov. 12, was 931 :

males, 459 ; females, 472. Weekly average of 1839-

40-1-2: males, 467 ; females, 445. The distribution of

this mortality over the different districts was as follows :

West districts, 136; North, 150 ; Central, 171; East,

228 ; South, 240.

Public Meetings,—A meeting has been held of the St.

John del Rey Mining Company, at which the long-ex-

pected dividend has been announced to the proprietors.

According to the best estimate that can be formed of the

result of the workings, up to the month of August, the

mines have left a net^profit, between the 1st of January

and the 3lst of August, of 6,020/. The last remittance

of gold from Morro Velho, which left that place iti

August, arrived at the Bank of England on the 14th inst.

It leaves a balance in the hands of the directors, after

providing for every engagement of the Company, of

4,301/. The amount of funds in the hands of the managers

in Brazil, available to the current expenses of the com-

pany, was, on the 20th September, 25,634 milreas. The

amount of gold on hand at Morro Yelho, at the last date,,

the 28th September, was 9,867 oitavas, equal to 94 lbs. The

directors have accordingly declared a dividend—being the

first half-yearly dividend—of five shillings per share, on

the shares in this company (11,000/.) ; which will take the

sum of 2,750/., leaving a balance in hand of 1,551/. ; and

they express a hope that the company will be enabled to

continue declaring dividends every half-year,—A con-

ference of the bondholders interested in the loan of

700,000/., contracted by Portugal in 1836 upon the

guarantee of the debt due by Brazil to that country, was

held a few days since. Sir 1. L. Goldsmith, who had con-

vened this meeting, explained the offer which the Portu-

guese Government had made for the settlement of the debt,

but which he, with others, who hold stock to the amount

of 550,000/. of the entire sum, felt bound to reject. He
proposed to send a strong remonstrance to the Portuguese

Government, in the belief that such a course will obtain

the justice to which they are entitled. An address for

this purpose was submitted, and after a discussion on the

policy of a public meeting to discuss the question, was

adopted by the bondholders.

The fVrecJc of the Reliance.—Some further particulars

of this melancholy event have appeared this week, chiefly

from the account given by the survivors who arrived in

town on Tuesday from Boulogne- It appears that, pre-

viously to the Saturday morning when the ship went on

shore, the weather had been so hazy that the officers had

been unable to take any observation for upwards of 70

hours. At the time the vessel grounded, she was heaving-

to under close-reefed top-sails, and veering her head to

the northward, when she struck on her heel They had

previously seen lights, which the second mate thought

were those of Dungeness, and expected that -they would

be in the Downs in the morning. Her head immediately

came round, and she fell broadside on the sand. The

whole of the crew rushed on deck, and, before any orders

could be given, she shifted slightly, and became more

firmly imbedded- This motion was repeated five or six

times in rapid succession, and it was the opinion of the

officers that the ship's back was broken by the force of the

concussion. The captain immediately ordered signals of

distress to be fired. It was the opinion of all on board

that they were off the English coast ; and the captain,

seeing there was no hope of saving the ship, desired several

of the crew to cut away the mainmast. This was imme-

diately commenced, and in a few moments it went over

to leeward with a terrific crash. The foremast soon fol-

lowed, and, in falling, broke the leg of a young midship-

man named Forde ; but the imminent danger of all around

did not prevent, even at this crisis, every attention being

shown him. The fractured limb was carefully set by the

surgeon, and the poor lad was conveyed to the captam s

cabin, where he remained until the breaking up of the

ship obliged some of the crew to place him on the poop.

The sea was now tremendous, and, as the vessel rolled,

her bottom could be distinctly heard breaking up. The

water rushed in, and her cargo of tea becoming wet burst

up the decks; which for some time previous had been

dangerous to stand upon, from the planks opening atid

shutting, whereby the feet of several seamen were jammed

between the seams. Three hours had now elapsed since

the vessel struck, and the day was beginning to break*

The captain, with the officers and passengers and many of

the crew, were on the after-part of the vessel, which still

held together, the sea making a breach right over her*

Chests of tea. floated one by one on the surface, indicating

that a portion of the bottom was entirely gone. Orders

were novr giveu to get out the long-boat, bat from the m*

'i
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juries 8be had sustained from the falling of the masts and l"he examination took place before Mr. B. Hawes M ProlhnfiT of the shin, shft wac fnnnr^ fn fif* nco «CB TK«-« „T,„r c- tt r, ,

*^ „ wuiwi c i»±i. ij. iirtviLS, iw.i ,,rolling of the ship, she was found to be useless. There
were two other boats on board, but their condition at this
time, as the carpenter O'Neill states, was such as to ren-
der them of no service. The Europeans among the crew
were then desired by the officers to construct a raft, but
this could not be accomplished. In fact, O'Neill admits
that the crew refused to work at it. Shortly before nine
o'clock, as nearly as can be ascertained, the vessel parted
amidship, the sea breaking right tjirough her; and in a
few moments she was a complete wreck, portions of her
timber floating about in all directions. Numbers of the
crew sank immediately, and were entirely lost sight of
amidst the breakers ; Capt. Tucker was among this num-
ber. The captain, Mr. Walsh the chief-mate, O'Neill
himself, and several others, still clung to the mainmast
and rigging, which being released from the vessel, floated
towards the land. At this period, and indeed for some
lengthoftime jjrevious the peopleon the coast wercdistinctly
observed running to and fro, but no boats put off to render
assistance. The floating timber from the wreck^ whirled
round by the violence of the sea, struck off many who
had taken refuge on those portions still above water.
Captain Green, who was nearly GO years of age, be-

^
came so weak that he lost his hold several times, and fell

into the sea. Mr. Walsh called out to some of the
sailors, ** Pull up the captain, boys 1

" and he was raised
on the timber more than once. The last time he was
taken out of the water he was found to be insensible, but
the men still assisted in holding him on. About half-
past 9 the loose spars became so exposed to the sea as no
longer to afford ])rotection against its violence, and the
greater number of those who had sought refuge upon
them were washed off. O'Neill plunged into the sea, and
seized a plank. At the moment of doing so several sailors
clung to him. He was compelled to strike them off to
save his own life; but one of the Malays reached the
shore, with himself. O'Neill states that, as daylight
broke, men on horseback were observed on the shore;
but he states most distinctly, that no boat was put off,

and no attempt whatever made to save the crew. Many
of the bodies have been washed ashore, but that of Capt.
Tucker has not yet been found. It appears that he had
sailed from Portsmouth, in command of H.M.S. /m,
about 18 months since, for the coast of Africa, and being
obliged by ill-health to give up the command, proceeded
to St. Helena, from which place he embarked in the ill-

fated ship for London.
Fires,—At a fire which occurred in a large shawl-

warehouse in Friday-street, Cheapside, on Saturday, the
new apparatus for enabling the firemen to resist the action
of the smoke was brought into operation. On the arrival

of the brigade, the superintendent was for some time un-
able to discover the point «?hence the fire proceeded, in

consequence of the immense mass of smoke that ema-
nated from all quarters of the premises. One of the fire-

men therefore equipped himself in the apparatus, and de-
scended into the cellar, in order to ascertain its real lo-

cality. This apparatus was presented to Mr. Braidwood
some time since by CoL Paulin, of the Sappers and
Miners in Paris, and is similarly constructed to a diving
dress, the air being pumped in by one of the engines. The
fireman, after traversing some distance, perceived the
flames raging amongst several tons of waste paper piled

in one corner of the cellar ; the fire had reached the floor-

ing of the warehouse, and was making rapid progress. A
branch of the engine was introduced, and the fire was at

length arrested. The importance of this contrivance was
proved in this instance by the fact, that the stock on the

premises is insured to tlfe extent of 10,000/ ; and the
property in the neighbourhood is so valuable that it is

insured in the different offices for upwards of 3,000,*000/.

Lamheih.—It is stated in the daily papers that the

Council of the Duchy of Cornwall have made a donation,
through the Rev. Dr. D'Oyley, rector of Lambeth, in the

name of his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, of 100/.

towards the erection of a new church now proposed in

the Waterloo district of this extensive parish.

CamberwelL—Mr. Robert Malcolm, whose recent
death has caused a vacancy in the office of surgeon to tiie

Surrey county gaol, has bequeathed the sum of 1,000/.,

to be paid at the demise of his wife, to the Royal Naval
School at Camberweli, to found a scholarship or exhi-

chairman, Sir H. Baker, Bart., Mr. Penrhyn, and other
magistrates. Sir T. Reeve, the treasurer of the institu-
tion, conducted the prosecution. From the evidence, it

appeared that on examination of the accounts, the sum of
1,050/. was found to have been abstracted from the funds.
Sir T. Reeve staled that it was the custom of the accused
either to call or send every Saturday for the amount of
money required by the depositors on tlie following Mon-
day, and that many names of the depositors having been
forged, he, as treasurer, had, without hesitation, advanced
the money upon the vouchers presented to him by the
prisoner. Two cases of embezzlement and one of forgery
only were gone into, upon each of which Captain Belstead
was fully committed for trial, and conveyed to Horse-
monger-Iane^gaol. In order to allay the exciterrent occa-
sioned by the defalcation, the trustees of the savings-bank
have issued notices, assuring the depositors that their de-
mands will be met with promptness, and pledging them-
selves to make good the various sums abstracted by the
secretary. *

Ticid^eiiham.—On Monday, a young man, having the
appearance of a gentleman, was apprehended by the police
at this place, for attempting to pass at a shop a cheque on
the London and Westminster Bank for 10/., knowing it to
be forged. The prisoner made great resistance before he
was taken into custody, and on searching him another
cheque was found in his pospession. also for 10/., on the
pmne bank, and signud, as the first, in the name of Murray.
The prisoner said he lived at Kingston House, near King-
ston, and had been hunting the day before. He was
afterwards taken for examination before a local magistrate,
when there appearing reason to believe that he had passed
similar cheques at Kingston and other places, he was re-
manded, in order to collect the necessary witnesses, until
this day, when he will be re-examined at Brentford,

Teddington.—The inquiry into the late incendiary fire

on the farm of Mr. Gunner was concluded on ^Monday,
when John Morris, who has been in custody since the 6th
inst. on suspicion, was brought up from the New Prison
for final examination at the Staines petty sessions, and
fully committed for trial.
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bition, to be entitled the ** Malcolm Exhibition." Mr.
Malcolm, who was a surgeon in the Navy, was one of

the council of the school.

Marylebone,—On Saturday, at the weekly meeting of

the A^'estry, on the minute being read with reference to the

erection of a monumental colunin to the Scotch Reformers
of 1793, in Regent-circus, Mr. Gomm moved that it be not

confirmed. A division was demanded, when the confirm-

ation was carried by a majority of 41 to 8.

Acloiu—Berrymead Priory, near this place, has just

been purchased by the Sist-ers of Le Sacre Coeur of Paris,

to be converted into a convent. The priory is a castellated

building, of considerable extent, and since the year 1679
has been the residence of many of the aristocracy. For
some time it was the property of Lady Mary Wortley

Montague.
IlichmomL—During the last week a painful excitement

has prevailed throughout this town and neighbourhood, in

consequence of the discovery of embezzlements in the

management of the Savings-bank, the person charged with

the ofience being Captain Belstead, the secretary of the

institution, a gentleman highly connected, who, besides

holding other appointments, is a captain in the Surrey

militia, and who has hitherto maintained the highest cha-

racter. A warrant was issued for Captain Belatead's ap-

prehension ; and during Friday and Saturday last, the

local magistrates were engaged in investigating the charge.

Iler Muj€sttj:i Visit (o JVa!mcr,—\Ve mentioned in

our last Prince Albert's visit to H.M.S. Thunderer, for
the purpose of witnessing target- firing. The following
particulars of the experiments and manoeuvres will, no
doubt, be interesting :—Two targets were laid out to the
eastward of the vessel, away from the shore—one COO
yards' and the other at SOO yards* distance. The target
nearest to the ship was composed of a stage, 10 feet square,
at cither extremity of which was a staff surmounted with
a small flag. The other target was a small boat, termed a
•* dingy," about 12 feet in length, with a flag flying from
the mas^ Everything being prepared, and the order
being given to beat to quarters, the men cast loose the guns
throughout the ship, on the port broadside. The quarters
being reported to Captain Pring, orders were given to

fire a broadside at tlie nearest target. This was executed
with admirable precision, one flag-staff being shot away
altogether, and the flag on the top of the other staff

carried away also. Next were fired two broadsides, by
divisions, and these completely riddled and nearly de-

stroyed the ** dingy"—every one of the balls which did

not strike the target falling close around, and within a
very few feet of it. Had the target been of the usual size

of a ship of war, there was not one of the shots but would
have " told '' with unerring effect. The next was quick
single-gun firing at the remains of the ** dingy," followed
by a divisional broadside. The effect of the precision

with which this was executed was soon perceived, by
forcing out the off-side of the ** dingy," knocking away
her stern, and finally sinking her. The firing being
ended, the men (the ship being supposed to be attacked
by an enemy) were ordered by divisions of boarders to

board ; then to repel boarders by several interesting evo-

lutions in defence of ships of war, closely supported by
the Marines. The riggers and firemen were next seen
aloft, actively emjiloycd i:i their various de]iartmcnts.

Tiic firemen (the sliip being supposed to be on fire) with
their fire-buckets, having long lanyards, reaching from
the lower yards to the water, appeared to be endeavouring
to^ stop the progress of the flames in their res])ective

vicinities. The riggers were aloft knotting and stopping
the rigging supposed to have been shot away by the

enemy. Thus terminated ** general quarters," and the

guns were then ordered to be manned. At the termina-

tion of this interesting display, his Royal Highness ad-
dressed Captain Pring, and expressed his highest admira-
tion at the excellent discipline of the ship, and the beautiful

style in which the whole of the nautical movements had
been pertbrmed.—On Sunday divine service was perforn^cd

at the Castle by the Rev. Mr. Lane, Rector of Deal.
On Monday, being the birthday of the Princess Royal,
the event was celebrated with the usual honours at

Walmer and Deal; and the day was observed as a general
holiday. Her Majesty and the Prince took their usual
walk in the morning, proceeding from the Castle along
the shore to Kingsdown, through the village, and relum-
ing across the Downs by the eld landmark, unattended by
any member of the household. At 9 o'clock the guns on
the saluting battery at the Castle fired a Royal salute in
honour of the Princess Royal's birthday, which was an-
swered by Her Majesty's ships Thiinderer and Curacoa,
and three boats, with a gun on each bow, from the Thun-
derer, which were moored within 50 yards of the Castle.

The Thunderer and the Curacoa, with the Fearless

steamer, the Lady Flora, and the Sea Lark, all having

their yards manned, and dressed with a profusion of
colours, had a picturesque effect from the Castle. Be-
tween 10 and 11 o'clock upwards of 40 Deal luggers, gaily

decked out with flags, arrived off the Castle, with Mr.
Darby, the Slayor of Deal, taking the lead in the Prince
of Wales. After cruising off Walmer for about half an
hour, they made sail together towards the Southsand-head
Light, rounding the Cura^oa's stern, and receiving three
hearty cheers from the crew, with the rising manned,
which was returned by the boats as they passed in suc-
cession ; they then tacked, and stood in for Walmer Cas-
tle, and, upon their arrival off the fortress, Her Majesty
and Prince Albert went upon the ramparts, and received
hearty cheers from the crew of each boat. In the after-
noon six boats from the Thunderer, with a gun in each
bow, manned with sailors and marines, went through the
evolutions of a sham engagement immediately off the
Castle, which were witnessed by the Queen and the Prince
from the ramparts. The whole of these interesting dis-
plays passed off without the slightest accident; they ap-
peared to afford much amusement to the Queen ; and Lord
Sydney has since conveyed to the Mayor of Deal the
expression of Her "Majesty's gratification at the ajipear-
ance of the boatmen, and their manifestation of loyalty.
In the evening all the ships illuminated with blue lights,

and the men-of-war gave a disj>!ay of fireworks and rockets.
The towns of Deal and Walmer were also illumiuijted

in honour of the Princess Royal. On Tuesday the heavy
rain, which continued without intermissioa during the
whole day, prevented Her M;ijcsty from leaving the
Castle.—On A\ odncsday Her Majckty and the Prin9e
walked on the beach for nearly two hours* Arrangements
had been made for the Royal suite to visit the Thunderer
in the morning, but the visit was postponed in consequence
of a case of smallpox having occurred on board, and the
boats of the ship were ordered nut to approach the castle.

In the course of the day the Prince hunted with the
Beachborough foxhounds ; the meet was at Betshanger
Gorse, where there was a brilliant field of upwards of three
hundred, consisting of the gentlemen and yeomanry of
the Isle of Thanet, and other places in the neighbourhood.
After ten minutes' draw a dog fox broke cover, and gave
them a run of 20 minutee, when he was killed near
Eastry turnpike. The Prince was well up at the death,
and was presented with the brush. The field then made
for Knowlton Park, and soon found in a cover close by,
when they had a good circuitous run of 25 minutes. The
fox was ultimately killed at Betshanger Gorse, within 200
or 30O yards of the spot where the field met.—On Thurs-
day the Queen and Prince Albert visited Ramsgate. The
visit was quite unexpected, and the approach of her
Majesty was unknown until she wns witliin a mile of the

town. The Queen and Prince were received at the Pier

House by Sir W. Curtis, and afterwards promenaded for

some time on the Eastern pier. During her stay the

Queen gave an audience to the officers of the Belgian brrg-

of-war Comte de Flanders, and witnessed the launch of
the Genoese barque Felice, from the patent slip in the
harbour.

JgricuUtiral Districts,—In addition to the incendiary
fires recorded in our last, we learn from the local papers,
that the farm of Mr. Oldham, at Freiston logs, about
four miles from Boston, and distant half a mile from any
dwelling-house, has been fired. Two stacks of wheat, the
produce of seven acres—one oat-stack, the produce of ten

acres, and one large hay-stack, together with a large brick-

and-tiled barn, were entiffely consumed. The flames illu-

minated the country for many miles around, causing a

great number of persons froai Boston, as well as from a
coasiderable distance, to hasteu to the spot.—The exten«
sive corn-mills of Messrs. Pointon, at Lawton, near Sand-
bach, were destroyed by fire on Sunday week. The whole
of the machinery, with the stock, were reduced to a heap
of ruins within two hours and a half from the first apj^ear-

ance of the flames.—The outbuildiugs on the farm of Mr.
Morris, at Liftleham, near Bideford, have been burnt
down, and a large quantity of stock, with some cattle,

destroyed. The flames were visible for many miles. The
incendiary, however, has been discovered, the apprentice
girriiaving confessed that she set the premises on fire to
spite her master. An investigation has taken place before
the magistrates, when the girl was committed for^iriai.

Bath,—The local Papers state that the total debts now
proved against the joint estates of Messrs. Hobhouse and
Co., the bankers, amount to 248,679/. 13s. &(/. ; and the total

assets realised by the assignees for the benefit of the cre-
ditors amount to 89,743/. lis. SJ. The creditors of two of
the partners have received 20^. in the pound ; and those of
the remaining partner liave received 9s, Two dividends
of i)s, and 2s. in the pound, to all the creditors of the
bank, have also been declared ; and a sum remains in
hand for a third but very ^mall dividend.

Bedford,—Some dispute having arisen last week in
regard to a church-rate for the parish of St. Paul, in this

tonNU, it was determined to poll the parish, when the rate'
was carried by a large majority, only four votes being
gi'-en against it. The opposition arose in consequence of
a Idw-suit for arrears of rates, the expenses of which were
charged upon the parish. The opponents of the rate

contended, that as the party proceeded against Lad been

compelled to pay his ^hare of the expenses, the church-

wardens, who were bound to jirosecuie hiro, should pay

the remainder. This view of the question was of course

negatived by the result of the poll.

ComhTidge.—This town was thrown into a state of great

consternation on Friday night, by a report that the Rev.

E. Mortlock, E.D., Fellow of Christ's College, had been
fired at by his nephew, Mr. J. F. Mortlock. Mr. Mort-
lock, it appears, was sitting in ojie of his rooms iu the

Fellows' wing of the College, about half-past eight, in

*
I

>
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cpmpany ^ith Mr. T, Mitchell, when his nephew opened

the door, and, making some observation. saiJ he would

jhoot them both, at the Hame *»?
V''^^^''^'^^^,

^
J^f"^I

Mr.^Iitchellmadehis escape, and the cap only of the

pistol exploded. The young ncan was armed with another

Ltol and a dagger or small sword and a scuffle ensued,

the noise of ^hich brought the Rev. Mr. Cartmel to the
'

room. The young man then asked if Mr. Mortlock would

iwear not to prosecute him, and, on receiving no answer,

he fired the second pistol, the ball passing through his

uncle's body. The assassin, in the mean time, made his

escape, lashing two hunting whips together, and dropping

a height of^three stories jnto the Fellows' garden, having

first bolted the door, which was in vain attempted to be^

forced while he was making his escape. He was, however,^

apprehended in the evening a few miles down the river,

at Baitsbite, by some men connected with the lock in that

neighbourhood, but not until he had fired two shots at

The whole of this
thera whilst endeavouring to escape

distressing affair came out in evidence before the magis-

trates, who assembled on Saturday at the town gaol to

investigate the occurrence. It appeared that the young

man has before bt'en held to bail, and imprisoned in

default, for threatening his uncles, Edmund, the object of

the above attack, and Thomas, the head of the well-known

banking establishment, for some grievance, real or sup-

posed, relative to his father's will, to which they are

' executors. Mr. Mortlock was much affected in giving his

evidence, and described the distress he suffered when he

found that he had been wounded, as he had previously

Loped that his nephew merely intended to frighten hiin.

After a long inquiry, the magistrates committed the pri-

soner to take his trial at the Lent assizes for felony. His

conduct and language at the inquiry showed the utmost

indifference to his position, and the papers describe it us

altogether a most painful scene.—The excitement occa-

sioned by this occurrence had scarcely subsided on Satur-

day evening, when the inhabitants were surprised by the

report of another attempt al murder, a man named

Triplaw, who keeps a greengrocer's stall on the Market- 1

hill, having stabbed his wife, by plunging a pruning-knife

into her neck. The offence was committed in the open

shop, in the presence of several witnesses. The hospital

surgeon deposed that the woman was in a dangerous stafe,

and could not be examined for three days at least, assuming

that there was a hope of her recovery. The prisoner was,

therefore, remanded until her depositions can be taken.

Carnarron.—The local Papers state that the rebuilding

of Lord Dinorben's new mansion at Kinmel Park, which

was begun three Boonths ago, has made such progress that

the roof is now being covered in. It is said that the

builder has engaged to complete it before the Christmas of

next year.—^The ship Hamilla, of Glasgow, was totally

lost off Port Madoc in the storm of Saturday week. She

wns on her passage from Demerara to the Clyde, laden

with coffee and sugar. The crew and passengers were

f saved, but the vessel went to pieces in the course of the

night.

Cheltenham.—We learn by the local papers that the

Tracy peerage, which has been dormant for nearly half a

century, is likely very soon to engage a considerable share

of legal attention, Mr. James Tracy, the present claimant

to the viscountcy, having made out such a case as he

considers will establish his claim before the proper tri-

bunal, has this week lodged a caveat in the Bishop s Court

at Gloucester, against Lord Sudeley's presenting to the

living of Toddington, now becosoe vacant by the death of

the Rev. J. Eddey, who for the last fifty years has held

the vicarage. This proceeding is important, as being the

first overt act of interference with t-he rights and privi-

leges of Lord Sudeley, on the part of the claimant to the

title and properties of the Tracy family, and will, of ne-

cessity, bring on the discussion of the grand question,

vehich, from munimental discoveries said to have been

recently made, is likely to involve, in the general issue,

the Sandiwell and Brockhampton estates equally with

those of Toddington.
,

'^

Gloucester.—The special commission appointed by Sir

James Graham to investigate the affair of Northleach

arrived in this city on Saturday week, and proceeded to

examine the county gaol, where they were met by some of

the visiting magistrates. After investigating the circum-

stances attending the imprisonment of the Cheltenham
prisoners, they minutely inspected the gaol and peniten-

tiary. The governor, surgeon, turnkeys, and clerk, under-

vrent examination. Every prisoner was then examined

and subjected to the stethoscope. The commissioners

did not bring their labours to a close till Tuesday evening.

The operation of the treadmill formed a prominent feature

ID the inquiry ; and it is considered probable that some
other punishment than hard labour on the wheel will be

recommended. All the inquiries were carried on privately,

and even the Chairman of the Quarter Sessions was not

allowed to be present. The commissioners have since

proceeded to inspect the House of Correction at Little-

jean.—The inquiry into the extraordinary case of infan-

ticide in the Forest of Dean has terminated in the com.

mittnl of the mother its principal, and the manas ar,, isory,

on the charge of wilful murder. The skeletons of the tix

children Lave been discovered in the graves in Tvhich the

mother stated that she had placed them with the man's

assistance. These atrocities appear to have been carried

on for the last ten or twelve years ; no suspicion of the fact

had been entertained, and it might never have been dis-

covered but for the confession of the mother during an

illness wbich she imagined would prove fatal.

flarikpooL—On Wednesday of last week, during the

severe storms which prevailed along this coast, a fatal

collision took place near this port between the brig

Integrity, of Poole, and an English schooner, the name of

which is unknown. The ^cbooner sunk a few minutes

after the accident, and all hands perished before the crew

of the other vessel could render any assistance. It is

supposed that she was a collier belonging to Newcastle,

and that her crew consisted of 10 or 12 persons. •

^

I/enley-dn'Thames.—OnTh\xrsda.y week the inhabitants

of this town were surprised by the announcement that the

bank of I^Iessrs. Lydall, the only bank in the town,_ had

suspentjed payment. It was market-day, and business

was couii)letely arrested by the intelligence. A meeting

of the creditors was held on Saturday, when a statement of

their affairs was made by the Mnyor and a committee who

bad been entrusted to make a preliminary inquiry. It

appeared that their London agent having refused to pay

their notes on Friday week, in consequence of a party in-

debted to the bank having neglected to lodge vvith the

agent a sum of money he had promised to pay in, they

were obliged to suspend payments. The Mayor, however,

assured the large body of creditors present that there were

full assets to pay 20^. in the pound, and that Messrs.

Lydall deeply rrgretted the inconvenience that arose to

many persons from the interruption. The assets of the

bank were 16,015/.; the liabilities were—to creditors,

9,6*0/.; potes in circulation, 4,895/, ; due to Messrs.

Grote's baok. 7,G16/. The freehold property was valued

at 130,000/. The creditors generally ex])ress£d confidence

in the solvency of the bank, as the explanation given satis-

factorily proved that the assets, independently of the free-

hold property, were amply sufficient to pay off all the liabili-

ties. It was then arranged that lOj. should be paid on the

19th December; 5s. in February ; and the last 55. before

Lady-day.

liminster._ __ -A meeting of the Agricultural Association

took place in this town last week, and was numerously

attended. The chief feature of the meeting was the speech

of Mr. Bickham Escott, the Conservative member for Win-

chester, to whose opinions on all matters connected with

agric^lture and its prospects much weight is attached. On
this occasion Mr. Escott defended the new measures of the

Government ; he stated his conviction that it would have

been useless to talk of supporting agriculture under the

circumstances of the country; and that therefore it was

the duty of Parliament and the Government to endeavour

to encourage the commercial and shipping interests of the

country, as the best mode of giving increased value to

agriculture, and of benefiting all classes of the com-

munity. In regard to the operation of the income tax

and the tariff on the farmers, he said, ** I have always been

accustomed to speak plainly, and I mean to say that every

landlord is bound to consider the circumstances of his

tenant, and in the long-run does consider it ; and that in

case the occupying-ienant's proportion of three-and-a-half

per cent, is too much for his means according to his pre-

sent rent, then the landlord should himself bear it. He
must do it. I say, that if the three-and-a-half per cent,

upon the tenant makes his expenses more than his farm is

worth, the landlord should bear it, inasmuch as the tenant

was less a party to the arrangement. Who, I would ask,

enjoys the benefit of our great and free institutions, the

protection which rank and j roperty enjoys, so much as

the landlords ? I should be ashamed of myself if I said

that the landholders and the moneyholders of England were

not to be called on, in times of difficulty, to uphold the

national credit and the national resources. The landlords

enjoy a greater value for their land through the laws and

customs of the country, and they are called upon to support

the Government from which they derive so much in a time

of national pressure. It may be said, that from the income

tax and the new tariff a blight will be cast upon agriculture

;

I have, however, come to a conclusion, after considering

the whole bearings of the subject, that the great protective

power of the agricultural classes of the country rests

in the renewed prosperity of its trade and commerce.

And with respect to the com law, if you look at the late

corn law, which has bee^t superseded, there was a much

greater panic and much greater distress among the agri-

culturists when the old law was in operation, than there

is at the present time. Call your attention to 1835-6,

and ask yourselves what you then sold your wheat for ?

Was it not Is. or U\ 66?. lower than at present? Is it,

then, fair to say that the measures of the present Govern-

ment have produced ruinous consequences to you ?^ I

certainly had entertained great doubts as to the propriety

of conceding the extensive alterations proposed to be

made in the corn laws ; but at the same time, I never en-

tertained the idea that a certain fixed scale of duties could

be always adhered to; and who, when he heard of the

state of the starving thousands in the manufacturing dis-

tricts, and felt that something must be done—who was

bold enough to take upon himself the responsibility of mak-

ing no alteration ? I confess I could not do it."— In regard

to the grazing department of agriculture, he said, •* I know

thece are many suffering, who bought in their cattle at a high

price, and are now sejling them at low prices. This is an

evil such as I do not wish to palliate or deny. But I will

ask you if the prices of cattle have not been such as could

not^be maintained in this country with fairness to the

community ? The fact is, that unsteady prices are preju-

dicial to all. I believe, looking at the circumstances

of the country, that the late measures will give a great

stimulus to trade and commerce, aud that this will re-act

upon the agriculture of the country."—He concluded

amidst great cheering by disiolaiunng for the agricultural

interest any protection but that of the equal laws, freedom,

and energy of Great Britain; " Let us not, however, as

agriculturists, think we can in times like these sit with

folded arms. No ; too much has been done to allow us

to sit still. We must take our parts in the progress of

the gr«at destinies of England. And happy are we that

we are allowed to do so. Think how high is the privilege

to have been born a subject of the Queen of Great Bri-

tain, on whose dominions, extended through the energy of

the enterprise of our forefathers, the sun never sets, and

on the extremest corner of which no man sets his foot

but he enjoys the sacred rights of liberty, and then think

that this is the country, and these the privileges, for which

you are called upon to'make sacrifices. No, they are not

sacrifices. I feel from this moment they are the offerings

of free men, given with free hearts, who, despising the

mean artifices of party politics, are resolved to hand down

to their children's children the national glory which them-

selves have enjoyed."

LiverpooL—A large free-trade and anti-corn-law meeting

took place in this city on Friday. The Eari of Sefton

had been expected to take the chair, but sent a letter of

apology, in which he said that, though he had always

cordially agreed with the principles of the Anti-Monopoly

Association, and hoped to see the day when those principles

had triumphed over established prejudices, he must decline

to take the chair, having long given up attending public

meetings of any kind. He must content himself, there-

fore, with promoting the progress of free-trade in all its

branches by his heartfelt good wishes. Mr. O'Connell

and Mr. Hume were also expected, but were prevented

attending by other engagements. The meeting was

addressed at great length by Mr. Cobden, Mr. Buckingham,

'

and Other gentlemen.—Two ladies of this town, respectably

connected, were brought before the magistrate charged

with purioining articles from a shop. One of them was dis-

charged for want of evidence, but the other was committed

to take her trial, the magistrate refusing to accept bail.

Lynn.—On the morning of the 6th instant a carrier

pigeon, quite exhausted, fell down in the yard of a house

in High-street, in this town. An unsealed letter was

fastened by a string to one of its legs. The letter was

written in the German language, was dated Dresden,

Nov. 4, and addressed to theEarl of Haddington ; and

after being disengaged from the pigeon's leg, was inclosed

and sent by post to London. The pigeon was carefully

attended to, and appears quite cheerful and contented.

Neivcastle,—The Court of Bankruptcy under the new

Act of Parliament commenced its sittings in this town on

Tuesday week, before Mr. Ellison, the Commissioner,

and Mr. W. Sidney Gibson, the Registrar of the district

;

the room at the 'opening was filled by solicitors and

others belonging to the town and neighbourhood. There

was no business of importance transacted, and it was

understood that some days would elapse before the

arrangements would be brought into working order.

Instructions have b^en received at the Custom House of

this port to permit the export, duty free, of coal, in our

own and foreign reciprocity vessels, to Malta, Gibraltar,

and Heligoland.

Plymouth,—A. case of extejigive smuggling has recently

been brought before the magistrates of this town, Mr.

Hick?, a farmer residing at Efford, being charged with

having in his possession 343 gallons of brandy, of the

value of 321/. 11^., the customs duty on'which had not

been paid. The bench said that they had gone over the

depositions, and could come to no other conclusion than

that the defendant was guilty; but in consequence of some

mitigating circumstances, and considering that he had a

vvnfe and numerous family, they should inflict the lowest

penalty the law would allow. The property seized

amounted to the sum of 1,134/. 155. 10^/., and according

to the act they were compelled to fine him not less than

one-fourth of that amount ; they therefore adjudged that

he be fined the amount of 283/. 13^. lO^rf,, aud in default

of payment six months' imprisonment in the county gaol.

Preston.—The Preston Chronicle states that a singular

change of fortune has occurred, during the past week, to

a poor man at Bradford, called William Sewell, a water-

carrier, who has for years plied his occupation in that

town under the name of " Water Bill." A letter arrived

the other morning from Bath, -informing him that he \ya|

entitled to property to the amount of 10,000/. fie had

no sooner recovered from the surprise created by thi^

announcement, than a gentleman arrived from that city,

informing him of the death of his aunt, who had left him

the above amount. With this gentleman the astonished

water-carrier set out for Bath, where the property has been

secured to him. The Paper adds that the old water-cart

will, no doubt, be taken care of, and looked at with mucU

interest, by William Sewell, Esq. ^
Stafford A few days ago an accident happened to

Lord Hatherton, which might have been attended witu

serious consequences. His Lordship was struck a little

above the eye with a shot from the gun of Jlr. Mott, ol

Lichfield. Considerable hemorrhage «nsued, and the shot

has not been found; but the Stafford Examiner states

that the eye has escaped injury.

Bailways.—The returns of the principal lines ^^^
^^'

week are as follows :—Birmingham and Gloucester 1,64U/.

;

North Midland 3,705/.; Midland Counties 2,2i//.,

Blackball 451/. ; South-Western 4,904/. ; South-Eastera

and Dover 1,183/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow l,yH^-.

Gr.nd Junction 0,639/. ; Gieenwich 649/. ;
Birminghain

and Derby 1,195/. ; Great Western 11,128/. ; Great Nortu

of England 1,333/.; Hull and Selby 972/. ;
Loudon and

Birmingham 13,595/.;- Northern and Eastern
^y^^^^f

Eastern Counties 833/. ; Croy'don 193/. ; ^»?g^*^^^.^'
^ J

A special general meeting of proprietors of the ^^^^^^^"^

Counties Railway has been held at Derby, to consider tne

unproductive state of the undertaking. After a discussion

of six hours, a resolution for the appointment of a com-

mittee was passed by a majority of 71 6 votes for the purpose

of instituting and inquiring into the state of the
^^ff^^^

and to report with reference to the past, present, and tutu

expenditure, the rate of fares and carriage, and general j
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with reference to the management.—A special general
meeting of the North Midland Company has been held at
Leeds, to consider the report of the committee appointed
to investigate the affairs of the company. It recom-
mended reductions to the amount of 17,788/. The address
of the directors in reply was also read, suggesting a com-
promise by agreeing to effect savings to the amount of
11,335/. The directors expressed their opinion that it is

impracticable to carry the reductions of the committee
into operation ^vithout impairing the efficiency and safety of
the line. The rejiort of the committee was adopted almost
unanimously by the shareholders, and a resolution was
passed that it w'ould greatly tend to restore the confidence
of the proprietors if the whole of the present directors

were to retire from the board, and other gentlemen ap-
pointed in their stead—At the recent meeting of the
Sheffield and Manchester Company permission was given
to the directors to borrow from the Exchequer-bill Loan
Commissioners the sum of 50,000/. at the rate of 5 per
cent. The shareholders expressed ,their hope that the
amount now borrowed will be applied to the progress of
the works, and not to the payment of interest, as is said to
have been the case when money was borrowed on a pre-
vious occasion. It appears that the directors will require
about 200^000/., including the present 50,000/., to com-
plete the line, and the whole of this amount they propose
to borrow from the same source, at a rale below 5 per
cent,, if possible, on the security of their works,—Surveys
are now in progress, and application to Parliament is

intended to be made in the ensuing session for leave to
construct a branch railway from the Blisworth station on
the London and Birmingham railway to Northampton and
Peterborough, and likewise for another branch to Lea-
mington and Warwick. Branches are also in contempla-
tion from the London and Dover railway to Canterbury,
Margate, and Ramsgate. The Eastern Counties Company
are about to make aline from their station at Kelvedon to
Bury St. Edmund's ; and the Northern and Eastern will

extend theirs from Bishop's Stortford to Cambridge, ter-

minating by a junction with the Norwich and Yarmouth.
Two branch lines from Oxford are to be constructed to
join the Great Western at Wallingford and Dideot j and
a third to communicate with the Aylesbury railway. We
have before noticed the surveys in progress for a line to
pass through Greenwich, Woolwich, Gravesend, Roches-
ter, and Maidstone ; and also for another to connect the
Brighton ai!d South-Western Railways. The above lines,

when completed, will open a direct line of communication
with the Metropolis from nearly all parts of the kingdom.
Two new stations have lately been opened on the London
and Birmingham railway, at Sudbury and Jlimer, to
accommodate the increasing traffic.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The vacancy caused by the death of Lord

Gort in the representative peerage is likely to be filled up
by Lord O'Neill.—Sir Kingston James has obtained a
conditional rule for a writ of mandamus to be directed to

the corporation of this city, requiring them to grant him
compensation for the loss of his salary and office as City
Treasurer.—A report is current in Dublia that Mr.
O'Connell is about to withdraw from the world altogether,

and spend the remainder of his days in a monastery.—By
a letter from Poonah, dated September 29, received by the

Overland mail, it is stated that a private in one of the East
India artillery regiments has confessed that he was the
murderer of Lord Norbury. He was attacked by a violent
illness, and thinking himself at the point of death, made
this confession in the presence of his officers. He is said

to have subsequently recovered, and to have been placed
under arrest by the authorities.

Skibbereen,—A fatal conflict took place in the neigh-
bourhood of this place on Friday last, arising out of
the resistance to poor-rates. It appears that there has
been considerable opposition by the country people in that

district to the collection of the poor-rate, and that it was
deemed necessary to send out a police force of 63 men, at

the head of which Mr. Gore Jones, stipendiary magis-
trate, and a Mr. Aylmer, the nephew and agent of 4.ord
Carbery, who resides in this county, placed themselves in

order to enforce the collection. Having met with some
resistance from the people, who were labouring under
great excitement, they returned to town to augment their

force,«snd then proceeded once more to the scene of action.

The people were now pressing on them in number about i

2000, and one of them unfortunately threw a stone at the

police, which was .repeated by others ; a general attack

ensued, and the police were obliged in self-defence to fire,

when two men were shot dead, and four others wounded.
The excitement produced by this event has rendered it

necessary to call out the military, and troops have been
sent from Cork and other neighbouring stations.

met again in the course of the forenoon, adjourned in the
course of the day until Monday, The number of clergy-
men present amounted to about 500 ; it is understood that
they were on the whole unanimous in resolving to make a
final proposition to Government, setting forth the terms on
which they can continue ministers of the church of Scot-
land. Nearly 200 clergymen in different parts of the
country have intimated their inability to attend in conse-
quence of the inclemency of the weather, and other causes

;

but it is expected they will agree to the resolutions of the
Convocation, It is also rumoured that a proposition was
made to allow Messrs. Duniop and Hamilton, advocates,
to attend the Convocation in the capacity of legaladvisers

;

but, after some discussion, it wns considered jirefeiable
that the assemblage should be confined strictly to clergy-
men, as originally intended.
Ayr.—Serious riots have again taken place in Ayrshire

j

with the colliers, and many individuals have been severely
wounded. The yeomanry were called out, and by their
active co-operation with the local authorities they suc-
ceeded in restoring tranquillity, though great excitement
still prevails in the neighbourhood of the pits.

Dundonald—The local papers state fliat Dr. Jame»
M*Adam, late President of the Midictl Board of Bombay,
has bequeathed in trust to the minister and heritors of this
parish, of which he was a native, the sum of lOUO/., to be
invested in the public funds, and the proceeds to be
annually distributed in blankets and coals amongst the
poor during winter.

' Our people went a few dayg after to return the TiBit of

the Cele&tiala. They were received in a joss-house out*

)

THEATRICALS. "

Druby Lane.—On Saturday, Congreve's comedy of
"Love for Love" was revived, with all th^t attention to
historical accuracy of costume and costliness of decoration
which have generally characterised the productions of the
old English drama under Mr. Macready's management.
Several alterations L^ve been made to adajjt it to the
taste and notions of a modern audience ; many of the
coarser dialogues were omitted, and nothing was allowed
to remain which could offend the propriety of theaudiepce*
This process naturally deprived the play of much of that
smartness of dialogue for which the original is remark-
able ; the result, however, was satisfactory, and the
success of the experiment was complete. Mrs. Nisbett's
Mrs. Frail was perhaps the best and most spipted cha-
racter of the evening ; she seemed to feel all the enjoy-
ment of the scene, and communicated her lively humour
to her audience, ilrs. Stirling's Mrs. Foresight was
also veryjclever

;
^the dialogue ot the three ladies was ad-

mirably given, and acknowledged by the house with several

distinct rounds of applause. The: Angelica of Miss II.

Faucitt was quiet and ladylike, perhaps too quiet for so
sprightly a character ; and Mrs. Keeley's Miss Prue was
played with her usual drollery. Mr. Anderson acted Valen-
tine with considerable spirit; and Mr. Keeley as Ben the

Sailor, though badly dressed, amused the audience with
the dry peculiar wit which he carries into all his charac-

ters. The play was announced for repetition amidst
general applause.

CoVENT Garden.-—A rumour has been current for

some days that Mr. Kemble has retired from the manage-
ment of this theatre, and that it is likely to be closed

until after Christmas. A meeting of the actors and the

managing committee of the proprietors was held on
Thursday, and another took place yesterday, with the
view' of making every exertion to keep the house open.

Mr. Bunn attended and announced himself as the new
manager, but at present nothing appears to have been
decided on.

SCOTLAND. ^
Edinhnrgh.—The quarterly meeting of the Commission

of the General Assembly took place on Wednesday week.

There was comparatively little discussion, the only busi-

ness of importance being a resolution to memorialise

Government for redress, in reference to the collision be-

tween the civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions—§is more
especially illustrated by the recent decision of the House
of Lords in the Auchterarder case, and the still more
recent decision of Lord Cunninghame, in the Strathbogie

Reduction case.—The meeting of the Non-intrusion mem-
bers of the Establishment was held for the first time on the

following night in Roxburgh church ; but ntjither lay

members of the church nor reporters for the press were
permitted to be present. The clergymen entitled to

attend were compelled to be provided with tickets in order
to obtain admission. The Convocation remained in deli-

beration until one o'clock on Satui'day moruing, and having

. i^isallanrous.
Chinese Diplomacy—One of her Majesty's naval offi-

cers writes to the folloYring effect from Chin-keang-foo,

3lst of August :—"Three high mandarins—fhe Empe-
ror's uncle, Yung ; the governor of these two provinces,

Elepoo ; and the Tartar General Isaphen, Commander-in-
Chief—came oflf on the 20th, attended by a numerous
train of mandarins of various classes, to pay their respects

to the Plenipo, Admiral, and General. The Cornwallis

was appointed the place of meeting. A steamer was in

attendance on them, to take them from the shore to the

flag-ship. When they stepped from the shore to the steamer

they were saluted with three guns from the Cornwallis,

the number they fire themselves on such occasions* When
they came on board the big ship, they were met at the

gangway by two naval Captains and thcJ" Secretary of Le-

gation, who conducted them aft to the poop, or rather

near the poop, on the quarter-deck, where the Plenipo,

Admiral, and^General stood as stiff as crutches, in the lull

dress and toggery of their offices. When the fokies ap-

proached near, our big-wigs advanced a couple of steps

towards them with majestic mien, the fokies chinchinned,

the Englese took off their hats and bowed, and when both

parties were sufficiently approximated, they shook bands
most cordially, and then retired to the cabin to rest after

so much labour. The marines were drawn up on the

quarter-deck as a guard of honour, the seamen dispersed

around the upper deck, and the ship was full of naval
officers, all in their full uniforms, whicli gave everything

a brilliant appearance. When they came on the side, they
had not time to recover from the dazzling effect of what
they saw, when the band struck up ' God save the Queen,'
and completed their bewilderment. They were really as-

tonished and amazed. They were afterwards shown round
the ship, which they admired and wondered at much.
You may fancy people who never before saw anything
larger than one of their own junks brought for the first

time to see a line-of-battle ship. They had some tiffin, at

which some of the mandarins got drunk on cherry cordial

and brandy, and all then left highly delighted and pleased.

side the city wall. Nothing worthy of notice occurred.

They had a guard of Tartar soldiers, a whole host of man-
dariDS^ a baud, and a tiffin of sweetmeats ^nd samchoo,
A good deal of ceremony. This may give you some ides

of the meeting."

—

Bombay Courier,

Hato.
Couax OF CuAXCERv.

—

Anderson v. ITa/Zi*.—The Lord Chan-
cellor gave judgment in this matter, which was argued before the
vacation. The bill was filed by Mrs. Hannah Audcr^n on X\x$
part of herself and the infant children of the dtiendant Mrs.
Wallis, and it prayed payment of an annuity of 25/., bequeathed
to her by her brother, and also that the executors might be com-
pelled to renew certaui leases uuder the Chapter of Purham-
VThich this testator had directed to be renewed for the benefit oi
his children, specifying particular moneys which were to be accu-
mulated for the payment of the fines. The bill alleged that th«
aniuiity wis in arrcar, and the lease* were in dauger of being:
lost by the expiry of the sixteen years which formed the limit of
renewal. The defendants alleged, in their answer, tbatthey were
waiting the result of some proceedings pending sgainst a railway
company, before they rcncv\td, but that they ijitcuued to renew,
and that with rcsinrt to the bill itself, and tlie claim of Mrs.
Anderson, there was. a misjoinder of interests thkt made ft wholly
irregular. Mr. Baron Aldcrson took this view of the question,
aud dismissed the bill with co;>U. His lordsLnp nowsaid.that the
aim of the Court in dealing with cases of this description was to
do justice bctw*.cn the parties, hut in such a manner that the in-
teicsts of one party might not he prcjadiced by the cour&e
adopted with respect to the other. In the present case it was by
no meaiih clear that the matter might not be prejudiced by the
course - ' ptcd on the part of the children, and, as there was a
clear misjoinder of intcrr' •«, his lordship thought the interests of
all parties would be best consulted by allowing another suit which
had the same objects to be prosecuted, and dismissing that which
was clearly irngular. The or.der of the Court of Exchequer wss
therefore confirmed, and the appeal dismissed.
ViCK-CHANCKLi.oa's CovKT.— Hloggct V. FiVtw/.—The circum-

staiices of this case were very cxtraurdiuary. The subject of the
puit was not of a nature to call U-x notice, but the nnusnal sensa-
tion which the extraordinary frame, extent, and language of the
pleadings created among the counsel, and seemed to communi-
cate itself to the Court as the case proceeded, renders it necebsary
to make some mention of the matter. The s^ait is one among;
several others to which the attention of the Court has heeu
recently called, upon an application made by some of the parties
attacked that the plaintiff should give security for the costs of the
suit. Of the purpose, language, or frame of the bill, it is scarcely
possible to give any description, and of the story it professed to
tell no better idea can be conveyed, than that the plaintiff alleg:ed

himself, and some other persons related to him, to have been
oppressed and persecuted ever since the year I8O7, by an unin-
terrupted system of the most extensive and syEtematic fraud and
conspiracy to effect his ruin and that of his family j that the fraud
commenced with the executors of his grandfather ; that it had
been imiforntly pursued through all the various transactions
afll'ecting the property which had occurred during the last 40
years, many of which were related at length : and all the parties

who had ever been concerned were severally and collectively

charged with having participated and assisted an endless number
of other unknown iudividuais in concocting and jiorpclrating this

systematic conspiracy. Mr. Wakcfitld, in stalmg tlie case,

said he appeared in support of the demurrer of one of thirteen

defendants,— and there might as well have been three hun-
dred, lie had never seen such a bill bc(ore, and it could only
have been filed for the purpose of oppression. Tht- ofhce copy
was 1,630 folios in length, extended over 250 brief sheets, and
contained no less than 1,334 interrogatories. The pleadings alone
must have cost each of the 13 defendants nearly loo^, and there
\vas not a single charge in such a form as any one of them could
answer. He was happy to fiiid the bill did not bear the name of
sn equity draughtsman, or any gentleman practising in Court;
but the individual who signed it was described in the X*ou- X,wi
as a Parliamentary and Cruwu draughtsman and special pleader.
The learned counsel contented lumself with merely laying before
the Court a portion of the statements in the bill, which he !<ub-

mittcd were quite su&cient to show it could ngver be sustained
in this or any other court. Mr. Fyke, the barrister alluded to,

defended himself from the attatkof Mr. Wakefield, and contended
that the bill .set forth a chain of systematic fraud, which entitled

the plaintiff to relief in a court of equity.—The Vice-Chanceilor
said, as iur as he could judge of the matter, thtre was nothing
charged with sufficient cleanu - and di^^tinctness to justify the
plaintiff calling on defendant for an answer. After reading:

sever^ of the peculiar passages on which plaintifiTs counsel re-
lied, his Honour asked what single act of confederacy was
charged in the bill that Collins could be called on to deny ? How
was he in confederacy? Even if the case were true that Collins

had done some specific improper act, it was nowhere alleged

against him in a way he could answer. Gentlemen knowing the
circumstances of the family might think it reasonable to call on
certain persons to angwer for supposed criminality, but all the
Court could deal with was the statements contained in the bill.

His opinion was, that there was not any case stated against Col-
lins on the bill to enable the Court to s^ay it could be sustained
against him, and therefore the demurrer must be allowed.—Mr.
Stuart applied for leave to amend the bill.— His Honour said. It

appeared to him the case, as stated on the record, was most op-
prerssivc upon the defendant. He was obliged to take an office

copy of this most long and ponderous record, and found, on
examination, that it contained nothing but vague and general
allegations against him, which it was impossible for any man to
meet. It was not a case in which the Court would give leave
to amend.
Bail Court,—Case <f Capt. Douglas.—The Attorney-General on

Saturday moved that Capt. Douglas be comm;tted to the cubtoay
of the Marshal of the Mai shalsea, the defendant having just previ-
ously been charged in form before the Court with the informa-
tion upon which he liad been arrested cm the preceding day, and
towhichhenowpleaded "Notguilty." Mr.^M. rhanibers,upontlic
part of Capt. Douglas, observed that the motion of the Attorney-
General was one which he himself was about to make uptn the
part of his client. The leanied counsel then, without making any
express application to the Court, originated a conversation upon
the amount of bail which was to be required uion the part of
Capt. Douglas, in the event of a motion being made for the pur-
pose of procuring his release froiji actual custody. It was ulti-

n^ately decided that before such motion was ntadc, a commuui-
cation was to be had with the East India Company, for tl.c

purpose of ascertaining what was the hwt^t lunount which they
would consent to accept. The defendant was in the mean time
directed, according to the motion of the Attorney- titJieral, to be

transferred from Whitecrosi-street to the prison of the Qt a

Bench, On Thursday the Attorney.General applied to the Court

for a writ of mandamus dh-ected to the Chief Justice of Madras,

commanding hixu to hold a court for the purpose of examinuag

the witnesses in this case, whose evidence may hf ;
"ter Le pat

in onthetrial. Counsel for defendant also urgedthi^ .,.^
;
'tcation,

and the Court directed the writ to be issued.
,- , ^

T^ Queen v. Shrapnel.—%hG Attomey-Geueral appued for a
criminal information against a gentleman who was making some
applications to the Court of Ducctors of the East India Company
of a very extiaordinary nature. General Robertson, one of the
directors, stated in his affidavit that he received, about the lUh
of October, 1841, a letter inclu^^ 1 in an envelope, addressed to

him at the India House. It was dated Hampton. Sugr , 20th

October, aud wa:^ si^cd *'il. Shrapnel." The letter, after
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fcDoloplstn'- to General KobcrtiOUlor wming on suca » •u»jc^.,

sto anAhat iTbe wm himself known to many of the directors.

he toSk the Il"ft^ of «ddrcssinff him on the subject. It also

rtate^that he w^^ ^^ Lieutenant-Gcueral Shrapnel, >Yllo

^c^d fo^Lm Srnl Koberts^^^ and that he was iitimately

I^uainted w tiT^^^
concluded by spying

tl^t!^bc was aware from experience of the caution necessarym
the matter, the most implicit confidence mTsrht be reposed m the

writer of this letter, though he was entirely unknown to him.

Gerwral Robertson took no notice of this letter, and laid it aside.

On the 12th of August, I8i2, Mrs. Robertson, wife of General

Robertson, received another letter, and addressed to his residence,

53 Baker-street. It was dated from the post- office, Southampton.

The writer stated that he was acquainted with many gentlemen

of education and high standing in society, wJio were deeirous of

obtaining commissions in the East India Company's service, and

that havin{? the confidence of many of the Hoard of Directors, he

bad the honour of making the application in favour of those

jrentleincn. The letter also stated that if Mrs. Robertson exerted

her influence, the writer would cause a sum of 2,00O^ a year to

be given to her banker, one quarter in advance. He concluded

by saying that he was a proprietor of India stock, and that the
j

utmost reliance might be placed on his honour and integrity.

The second letter was signed K.C.B. Applications of a similar

description in the same handwriting were made to the wives of

two or three other directors. All these letters were in the hand-

writing of Mr. Shrapnel. The statute under which he (the Attorney-

General j
made the application was the 4t)th Geo. III., chap. I2(J,

M'hich enacted that any person bargaining for or selling any

official commission, ^c, as described In the 6th of Edward VI.,

chap. i6, should be deemed and adjudged guilty of a misde-

meanour. ^Yhen not only one but several letters of tliis descrip-

tion were written to different parties, it was full time to ask for

the interposition of the Court in the matter.—Rule granted.

Court or Qubbn\s HEScu.^The Queen r. Arrowsmith and

ami/Acr.—Sometime since the Solicitor- General obtained a rule,

calling upon the defendants, printers of the Worcester C'hronicie,

to show cause why a criminal information should not be filed

igainst them for the publication of an alleged libel reflecting on

the characterof Wr.Ellins, one of the justices of the peace for the

county of Worcester. Mr. Serjeant Talfourd now appeared to

ghow canse against this rule. Mr. EUina had been one of the

directors of a joint-stock company which had established the

Worcester Chronicle, but he afterwards transferred his interest.

Au article was published in the pnpcr. imputing to another nia-

giatrate in AYorccstcrshire (Mr. Rickctts) that he had been guilty

ofjobbing relative to the erection of a station-house which had

been built in the county, A rule was then obtained by Mr,

Ricketts for a criminal information against the present defend-

ants for the publication of that article. The defendants then com-

municated with Mr. Ellius, from whom they had obtained the in-

formation which had led to that alleged libel j but Mr. Etlins re-

fused to allow his name to be given up as the author, but pro-

mised to bear a proportion of the costs. The defendants then

Xnadc Inquiry, and finding there was no foundation for the attack

on Mr. Ricketts, tendered a pubhc apology to that gen Icnian,

which, being accepted, the rule was discharged upon payment of

costs. Application was then made to Mr, EUins as to the costs,

who did not return any answer to the two first letters, but re-

plied to the third through his attorney, desiring ihe defendants

notto trouble him any further on the subject. The defendants

then published an article, in which they expressed their regret

for having written the first paragraph on the information of a

magistrate, who had led them into the scrape, and then had net

understood what was due to his word and his honour, Mr.
EUins had not in his affidavit denied that he had given the de-

fendants the information, but alleged that he had cautioned the

defendants not to publish it. This was similar to the tale of the

gentleman who, expecting to be arrested by bailifTs, called his

. servants together, expressed his fear of arrest, and then cau-

tioned them not to remember that they were more numerous
than the bailifTs ; not to recollect close to the house some fine

hazel-trees were growhig, wliieh would furnish good switches

for the bailifts* backs ; and, above all, not to thijik that the

horsepond in the stableyard was invitingly near, and could effec;,

tually be used for ducking the bailiflTs.—Lord Dcnman : There is

one instance of that kind related in a work with which we arc all

of us acquainted, where the conviction of Fngan is mnch influ.

enced by the fact ih^it be gave some fatal idvice in that manner.

Mr. Serjeant Talfourd assented, observing that the instance was
to be found in a book which might now be termed one of our

classics. He concluded by submitting that the rule must be

discharged, and with costs. The Solicitor-General supported the

rule, and urged that it was sworn that the caution not to publish

was given to the defendants, who had no "right to attack Mr.
EUins iu the way complained of, and the r;ile ought to be mkde
absolute. Lord Chief Justice Denraan considered the infor-

mation bad been given for the purpose of publication. Blame
attached to both parties, and therefore he did not think th* Mr.
EUins had a right to ask for a criminal information.—Rule dis-

charged with costs,

i)unnv.Cow6e.—Thiswas an actionbrought by Mr. Dunn against

the defendant, a police magistrate,,to recover damages for false

imprisonment. The plaintiff had been taken before defendant on
a Bench warrant issued by the Middlesex Quarter Sessions, to

enter into recognizances to keep the pcace^owards Miss Burdett

Coutts. The plaintifl^ not having entered into those recognizances,

the defendant committed him in default. The plaintiff was after-

wards brought up to this court by AfMfVi« co/TWi.?, and discharged

;

he then brought this action, which was Uied before Mr. Baron
Aldcrson, when he obtained a verdict with one fartliing damages.

A rule was afterwards obtained by Mr. Dunn for a new trial, on
the ground that the damages were not suilicicnt. Mr. Thesigcr

having shown cause against this rule, and Mr. Dunn having been
heard in its support; Lord l'»enman said that the case bud been
fairly before the jury, who had exercised their best discretion on
the circumstances, and the Court could not think that another
trial would lead to adiffcrent result. Untlcr all the circumstances
hi the case the Court would not be warranted in making the rule
absolute. —Rule discharged.
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GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BAXKUrPTCY ANNULLED—O. Withcy, of Bristol, ffrocer.

BANKRUPT."*— J- .SeivelL of Chatteris, CanibridKeshire, money scrivener—

J. Hpabet, of Snhum, CHinhri.lpi^shirc, (,'rocer—W. Rajner and J. Rayner uf

Uxbrid«eand HUIin«don, Middlesex, s«:td-c^^6her^—J. I'iulhps, of Hercules

Paseai:*:, Thrpadnt-edJe Street, CJiy, tavern keeper—J. Moi-re, of Pilfield-st.,

TIoTlnn. Middlfsex. jiroccr—A. W alford, i.f Mancht'^icr, comniisaioii a^ent—

D. B. Finn, of Nottingham, tailor—T. MiUin^ton, of Nottinj^hnm, sail-manu-

facturer—J, Lawley, of Siailurd, ctJoper— C. Fish, of Lincoln, butcher— J.

Parker, of ALmthr^ter, coachbuildpr—B. L. Watfon. IW, Cornhi I, tnanutac-

turer of fliu5«-J- Webster and M. Pickles, Morley, York, duth manufacturers

-J. Pepper, Wwton-under Edge, Gloucester, tailor— P. Little, Blackbuin,

Lancashire, currier-W. Castle. Wanborou^'h, Wiltshire, cattle dealer—G.

Swires. Birstall.Yorkshire. merchant—J- Parry. Newtown, MontKomery. mer-

cer—J- Wyatt, Plymouth, upholstertr-IL Clapham, Liverpool, wuollen-draper

-\V. Dediiian, Brjanstone square, prucer—R. Locwemore, Tiveitun, scrivener

—E. Lane, Cirtnceste* Gloucestershire, ednelwl maker— I", ^ewcomb, ^e»r.

Mte-marktt, carcase-flutchar-»• C Boyce, Fenchurchstreet,,cheesemonger—

J. Ashwell. Salfurd, Lancashire. nrocer-J. Lomber, Queen's Row, ^enton-

ville, builder—T. Perry, Kirkdale. Lancashire, builder— \V. Barton, bt.Ileicn s,

Lancashire, %vatch movement maker—J. Wilkinson, Ardwick, Lancashire,

innkeeper-R. Bellingham, Wem, Shropshire, Wiol and shoemaker— 1 -loly-

Jand, IVI;ifuhester, ivciollen-cloth mr4niifacturer—J. Green, Lteds, rictuallet. (

SCOTCH SEU^'ESTRATIONS- J. Urquhart, of Aberdeen, boot aiui shoe-

maker—G. K. Baxter ftnd I). Sandeniiin, of Dundee, confectioners—G. R. Bax-

ter, of Uundee, confectioner—A. Lawrie and J. Lawrie, of Glasgow, gingham-

manufiiClurers-J.Chrystal, of Kilmarnock, draper—W. Ruthertord, Jtdburgh,

clock and wiilchmaker-K Park.ot Glasgow, corn tactor-G. Gardwur, late ol

Perth, writer— 1). .Vmbrose and J. Brtrlhnlnmew, of Leith, merchants.

1^0 NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.—To be dls-

-L posed or, an Established Nursery, Seed, Fruit, and Florist

Business, at Chepstow, in the county of Monmouth. The ground
is about three acres, part of which is stocked with Evergreens,

Flowering Shrubs, Fruit Trees, &c. &c., which, with the Pita

and Frames, are to be taken at a valuation, and immediate pos-

session can be had, if rciiulred.

N.B.—A Dwelling-house and Sheds upon the ground.—For
farther particulars apply to Mr. James Morgan, Nurseryman,

Chepstow^

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.

THIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and
is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses, Conserva-

tories, &c., as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perfectly

impenetrable by insects.

The entire range of Hothouses erecting by the Government at

Frogmore are about being stuccoed with it, and the price ranges

nearly equally with the Cements in ordinary use for floors, and

it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and SONS, Mill-

bank, Westminster. ^
OBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN Planting, or

NURSERYMEN in want of BOG EARTH for their American

Stock, can be immediately supplied with the finest description of

the above scarce article, well suited for all kinds of Rhododen-

drons, Azaleas, Kalmias, Camellias. Heaths, &c. For samples

and price apply to Mr. Davis, Slough, Rucks. Orders exceeding

one ton in weight will be delivered at the Slough or We&t Drayton

Stations of the Great Western Railway, or at a Wharfof the Grand

Junction Canal at Uxbridge,

BIRTHS—On the SUth inst., nt SufGerman's Place, Blackheath", the lady of

W. Carr, Esq., nf a d:iu:;hter- On the 2l8t in«t., at Crumppari, Lancashire, the

lady of Captain LBir9,li.N.,otrtt>oii-At the Grove, Kentish-tuwn, on tlie24th

inat., the wife ot George Hodgkiiison, Esq., of a daughter—At Wimbledon
Common, on the Sid inst., the lady of Major Oliphant, of a daughter—On the

glJlh inst., at the Cedars, East Sheen, I.ady C. Penrhyn ofadaug:hter, stiH-bnrn.

MAKllIED—At Kevv, on the 2i»d inst., George Dean Pitt, Esq., 48th Reg ,

eldest »on of Colonel Pitt, to Louisa, younj^est daufihter of the late Sir Horace

St. Paul, Ban— On the 2i.'d inst., at Bromley, Kent, by the Ktv- J. E- Newell,

Mr. Robert Cooper, of Croydon, to Sarah, youngest daughter of the Kev. Hen.

Smith, D.D On the 23d inst., Mr. P*.- Phillips, of Gloucester Villa, Glom^esier

Road, iteiient's Park, to Helen, fourth dauifhter of Mis. Levy, Up.Wobuin PI.

I)1KD—On the 9th inst., at Southampton, Mr. John Rogers, nuisf^ryuian, in

the 92d year of fiis af?e. Mr. Rogers was the author of several treatises «n Gar-

dening and Planting. Since hisBUih year he published the "Fruit Cultivator"

and the " Vegetable CnUivator"-On the 15th inst., at Heraus Terrace, Chel-

sea, H.Clements, M-D.-On the IDth Inst-, at Highgate Rise, J. M'Clure, Esq.,

formerly of Calcutta-At Kensington Giavel-piis. on the Slst inst.. Lady Call-

cott, the wife of Sir Augustus Calh-ott, K.A—On the 2niU inst., at;FairHght,

Hastings, in his 73d year, Brice Pearse, Esq., of Mankham, Woodford, Ki-sex.

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1843, Tvill be

published on the 1st December, neatly bouud, with tuck,

price 3s. 6^/, For further particulars, see " PUNXH," No. 72, for

November 26.— Omce, 13, VVelliugton- street. Strand.

I
On the 1st of December, vol. 3

Continued iu Monthly Numbers, price 6t/., each Embellished with
some new or favourite Flower^ coloured in the best manner.
Alfred Adliird,*\VArdJobc Plicc, Doctors' Commons, and all

Booksellers.

A SMALL COLLECTION of ORCHIDACEOUS
PLANTS to be sold, suitable fcr every person about to

furnish a Conservatory. The number of Plants are about
Two Hundred, including seme rare Specimens in a very healthy
condition. Apply to Messrs. Flannagau and Co., Seedsmen,
opposite the Mansion House.

A HISTORY OF BRITISH FOREST-TREES,
iadigenous and introduced. Ey Puidkaux John- Si:lbt,

of Twizell, Esq. This volume gives an account of the useful

and ornamental properties, best modes of culture, of the va-

rious Forest-trees now grown in Great Britain, It fprms a
manual for Jjie planter, and an interesting and informing volume
for the general reader- Each species is historically described

and figured. The Engravings, amounting to nearly 200, repre-

sent the perfect tree, and details of the fiowcrs, leaves, and fruit.

Demy 8vo, 28s. ; royal 3vo, '21. iQs.

John Van Voorst, I, Patemostcr-row-

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

I that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower-boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c., manufactured

by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cotta-c, upoa

application to the Gardener (Sundays excepted).

Letters of inquiry will receive every attention,

ATRONISED by all the principal .Architects and
JT Builders in this Country and Abroad. SEYSSEL AS-

PIIALTE.—In consequence ofthe daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of •' Asphalte"

being given to most of the spurious and " cheap" materials, the

Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, (for the purpose of securing the use of the

genuine article,) to insert in their specifications "The Seyssel

Asphaltc. Clandge's Patent," and not merely " Asphalte" or

"Bitumen,*' as, in many cases where these terms have been used,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed the

spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asplialte, the following are mentioned

as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a liglit colour, closely rescmbhng

Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without beftig slippery),

and joints almost imperceptible ; it is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by change of temperature, and is at all tmics dry and

warm, and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-

ticity, never cracks. The fictitious material, on the contrary, has

a dark and diny-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittlencss, is liable to crack, particularly

in frostv weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the

genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has been

used with great advantage for roofing ; it can be laid clown to any

extent, presenting one uniform surface, and is far superior to

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence

of any change in the temperature. For covering of arches, (to

prevent ti>e percolation of wet,} it is invaluable the G^cen^-'<;^^

Railway Company aloue having covered upwards of 400,000 su-

perficial feet; it has also been used on the Great W cstern, Bir-
^

mingham.Midland Counties, South Western. Br|glvton,Blackwal]

and other Railways t at the joint Stations,
^-f^^^^\;^"^^f^^"^ ?^

the South Metropolitan, Tiighgate, and Nunhead Cemetcnes A^

proof of the great durability of the genuine A.phalte it need on^y

be mentioned that the first work executed in this^ Country vvith

this m
• - it

although^pnirhalFan i7ic^ in "thickness, has rernained "PJ^ this

time ;a period of four years and eight months) in the most per-

fect condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may

be obtained on application to
^^ BARBELL, Secretary.

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate, London.

Note-Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, London nor

the works at the Model Prison, at the Abney-park Cemetery (.^ hich

from its failure kas since been removed), or at the Hotel at tne

Slough station of the Great "Western Railway, were executed by

this Company.
'

, .

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-ljhe

above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by tnc

Faculty, is to be procured only from E.
^^/^J^^' ^jri^/' imot

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannon

be genuine if procured elsewhere.

City Oihce, 98, Gracechurch-strect.

utioned that the first work executeu m inisv.uuiiY:r„».

aterial, (amounting to 3,952 feet.) was at A\ hUchall, oppo.

le Horse Guards, in the month of April. 1838, and wh ch.

Now published, price IOjt.,

SECOND. Edition of MILL'S TREATISE ON
-Hl the CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS, MELONS, SEA-K^LE,
and ASPAUAfiUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit, and alijo

daily Notes of Practice from December to February inclusive.

Published by Wm, Smith, 113, Fleet-street, and sold by all

Booksellers.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S.—TncHSDAT.

nERBY.
agst A British Yeoman and Winesour (taken)
— Scott's lot ;takcn to 100/., and afterwards ofTcrcd)
— Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeoman (taken and

afterwards offered)
— Sir G. Heathcote's lot (taken to 50/.)

— Mr. Bell's Winesour (taken to -iO/.)

— Col. ieLl'a^IuJ'at (taken and afterwards ofTcrctl)

— Lord Eglinton's Aristidcs (offered)
— Major Yarburgh's Mahomet (taken and after-

wards offered)
— Lord Vcrulam's Brocard colt (taken)
— Mr. Bowes's Auld Lang Syne (taken and after-

wards offered^

MARK LANE, FainAY, Nov. 25.— Of English Wheat there

was but little left unsold, and prices remain as on Monday.

—

There is not mfich doing in Foreign, in consequence of the holders
not being disposed to take less money, and the Millers held off

under the impression that they should purchase at a prS^or-
Honatc reduction with the English. There arc several cargoes
of Bonded entered for Exi>ortiai'jn.—Barley is Is. cheaper.^Peas
andBcans are a dulLsale, and Oats arc selling at rather less money.

RRlTISn, I'KR [MPKRIAL QCARXEB, S. «. *. J,
Wheat, Ei8ei, Kent, and Suiioik . . . White 44 to 62 Hed 40 to4B

Norfolk, Lincuhtaliireand Y( ikahlre. . . — to — White — to
^^l«y Malting aoddlslilliDK SetoSO tizind.£4to2C

ONG EVENINGS MADE SIIORT.-ISlECHrS
J-- BAGATELLE-TABLES continue pre cndncrit as asource o

amusement ; the cushioning and arrangement of the ^a^*^ e-;^

6 to 1

5 to 1

1 ito 1

15 to 1

20 to 1

20 to 1

33 to 1

3000 to 45

2000 to 30
iooo to 10

LOUnON's ** AUBORETL'M ET Fat'TICETUM BniTANKlCUai,"
Abridged for Gardeners, Planters, and Nurserymen.

AN ENCYCLOr^EDIA OF TREES AND
SHRUBS; bting'the "Arboretum et Fruticetum Rritan-

nicum" abridged; containing the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of

Great Britain, Native and Foreign, scientifically and popularly

described : with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the

Arts; and with engraved ligures ot nearly all the Species".

Adapted for the use of Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters.

By J. C. LouDOX, F.I -S., &c. 1 Thick vol. 8vo (I6i2), pp. 1234,

with upwards of 2,000 Engravings on Wocd, 2^. 105. cloth.
•* We very frankly and warmly advise all Gardeners, Nursery-

men, and the Proprietors of Gardens or Land, to procure this

valuable Abridgment of Mr. Loudon's. We arc sure they will find

themselves abundantly repaid for its <:o%V—Vnxton*s Magazine
ofUatam;.
*** The original \Vork, THE ARBORETUM ET FRUTICE-

TUM BRITANNICUM. in Eight Volumes, Four of Letterpress

C8VO, 1838), illustrated by above 2,5«0 Engravings, and Four of

octavo ana quaito Plates, nvay still be hud, 10/. cloth.

London ; Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

ge

of counterfeits.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
This Day i:^ published. Price 3s. ^d. to Fellows of the Society, and

'iS. to Others,

A CATALOGUE OF THE FRUITS Cultivated in

the Garden of the HoRTicuLTUKAL Societv op London'.
Third Edition. Sold by Longman and Co., Paternoster- Row;
J, Hatchard, Piccadilly; Rid^'way, Picc:uliny5 Kivingtons, Water-
loo-Place ; and by the principal CooksRiers in all parts of the

Empire.—N.B. A few Copies of the 2ud Edition may be hail at

the reduced Price of is. St/, each.

e without Mcchi'sname anu f^t'"'^='=';
."^'n^n

Manufactory, No, 4, I^cadenhall-btrcet,Lo"«^":

Price: 3^ 10^., 4M05., 6/. 10s., up to 12/. Sold by all ms Agen s.

Spiers and Son, Oxford j Eastee, I-i^erpool ,• Lounge, i>eci. ,

Brunton and Williams, l)ublin ; M^Lachlan, Stewart, an^^^^^

Edinburgh; Wooltield, Glasgow; Pratt. Bradford; ili^"»P^^^^^

Nottingham; Sipners, Dover ; Steel aiid Rix, Norwich jBrooK^^^^

Bishopswearmouth. A large stock of Chess. Backgammon, a.u

Uralt-boards. sets of ivory and other Chessmen, Pope Joai

Boards, Cribbage-boards, Pearl- counters. Card-cases.

/1AUTI0N TO FAMILIES.—The l^L^^^
reputation

U^and consequent great demand of the ^n^^^^i^^^f^
Art
a trifle more profit, attempt to mipose "" ^'y^,^""**" ""rx-and
nicious Compounds as the real MACASSAR ^IL for thehai^^^^

KALYDOR for the complexion : they copy.the labels and W\s

the original Articles, substituting either
»»

J;^^*"'"^'^'
»!^^^^^^^

word GENUINE in the place of ROWLAND'S.-***Jofr^^^^^^^^^^^

such imposition, it is necessary, on purchasing either Aruc,

see that the word - RowlandV is on the wrapper »« f^'*" ^,3,

-ROWLANB^S MACASSAR OIL, price 3*. 6rf. ; '*;;^J^A. gjJ
Bottles (containing four small). Its. 6d, ; and double thar s

21«. per bottle. KOWLANIVS KALYDOR ^^r the SK"^

Comple.xion-Pricc 4*. fiJ. and 8.. 6./. per bottle. - A. l^^'^'J^^''^ \l^
J^on, 20, Hattou Garden, London," is ^'^ittcn m red on

^^
vvrappers of the MACASSAR OIL and KALYDOR. and cn^^^^^^

on the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. lic
*; .

ask for ROWLAND'S ARTICLES. Sold by them and b> rcsp*-

able Chemists and Perfumers.

'and consequent great demand of the ""''•'^^
"^5f

°"
et

lies have excited the avarice of some SliopkeopeM.who, to g

rifle more profit, attenipt to impose onU^ePyxhUchig'lyP"^^

i*

Vrlnted l>y Mt-ssrs. BttADm^nv and Evans, I'<^'"^ard-«Teet, Fleji^-^^^'jJ'^i^^ 3,

the Precinct of Whitefriar*, iu tl.e City vi J ondun, iind 1 ""'i'*"^?
^f^ddl«»'»•[1 tlie City vt J onaun, iinn i ""*'•"--
»/iadl«f •

theOyKicK, 3.CHARI.E8-STRKKT, CovBKT Gawifi', m '''«
*-^"°l^j' I.eJ t© **»•

wh*-re all Advenls'tjmenta aud Coinmuuic»l.io»l WtJ 10 bi »fl«W""'

Edicur..Saturdav. ^'uveml}fl^ 2?. 1S4S.
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THE GARDENERS 9 CH
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL

.Jk^W

ECONOIVIY AND GENERAL NEWS.

No. 4f)—1842.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

l^Dt:X OF THE PIUNCII'AL HORTJCUI.TURAL SUBJECTS INTHE LAST NUMBER. -
^

Amateur's Garden . . . 711a c

Asparagus, effect of houKe slops (inTGD c

Azaleas, IndiHOj iheir treatment 7i>3 a

Beet, Bassano, remarks on . 707 fr

Berlin, intended winter garden at 7i'l 6

Cat, while, as a starecrnvv- , 7JH) a
Charcoal, iis vfiluft as a manure /Ud e

ciareinont, noticed . . , 701 b

Coppice \vood, to cut

MuphrtH>ms, their trMtment .

Naturalists' Corner, No. A
ffi'iMiihe croi ara, p(>isf>nou8 .
• 'adit's, pood kinds . . . ,^„
ParneU's Grap^es i.f Scotland rev. 791 c
tineappl^K. weight of , . 788 c
Potatoes, raw, for fattt-ning oxtn 7)M
Pou-iioes, to preterve , , 780

793 b
791 A

790 a
VSa

7B9 e

793 ti

7if3 L

703 a
793 a
793 a

Cranbtrriea, their cuUiration in
Engi^nd . • • .

Pahlias, pood kinda .

Praininj< Ifind, importance of .

Falling stars ....
Filberts, their treatment , ,

Floor for a Greenhouse ,

Flue for a propagating pit

Forest-tree pruning, remarks on 792 c

Gardener of the Hall, a poeui • 7!J1 a
Gentians, to sow . . , 793 a
Gloxinias, best time loiow'seed of 7!'3 a
Grapes, remaiks on various kinds 792 c

Guano, its effact on Gra.*s crops 71"'^' a
Guano, its elYect on Turnips . 789 c

Insects, effect of smell on , 7B7 b

Lead, its sulubility in water con-
taining free carbonic acid . 791 a

Manuri'i best time for applying 792 c

MartngoD, it<) derivation . ' . 790 a
JJites not formed by electrical ac-

tion ...... 793 b
Mount Ophir, apcent of . . 790 a
Moth, Brindled Beauty . . 787 c

789 b
I pDtatoea, to boil

I

t

c

c

T, . , , 791 b
^ats, new mode oi catchir;r . 790 ^
nalt, mure useful th:*n suot as a
manure for Potai.es . . 702 c

Snlvia pj.ttns,to preserve in wmter787 c
Scale on Pines, to destroy . 793 k
Shakespeare—pale Primroses . 789 6
Miailots, to preserve . . 7Ji3 „
Shetland,iti<botanicaI productions ;i«) c
&(iap-suds, best mode of applyinir 7y« c
Soot, jta adulteration , .

Swallow, lemarka on . ,
Trees, ]ar>je, to transplant
Irees, increase of timber in
Trees, remarks on plantine
Trellis for Climbers
Tulip, pxtrafiidinaiy piiceof .

Vegetables, to save seed of
Vine, to train ....
Vine, large, to remove
Vine, remarks on varieties if .

Vine, Royal Victoria, remaik.1 on 787 o
\\ eights and Measures of the J.on-
don markets . . , , TRH fc

Whiiethom for fences . , jaa b

789 c
790 a
792 c

709 b
789a
788 c

791 b
7Ji9 c
702 c

393 e

787 a

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
-LV LAND.—The General Meeting will be held at the Society's
House, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, on Saturday, the 16th
of Deceinbei, at 12 o'clock precisely,
TheKooms of the Society wiU be thrown open for the accommo-

dation of Members on Wednesday the 7th, Thursday the 8th
and Friday the Qth of December, from 6 to 10 o'clock.

'

Dr. Lyon Playfair will deliver a Lecture to the Members of the
Society, at the Society's Rooms, on Wednesday the 7th of
December, at 8 o'clock in the Evening:, on the subject of "The
Application of the Principles of Physiology to the Fattenine-of
Cattle,"—By order of the Council,
London, Nov. 9, 1 842. James_ Hudson, Secretary.

LYNE'S SUNRISE AND DUKE OF CORNWALL
TyiLLIAM E. RENDLE respeclfuliy returns thanlis

T for the very Liberal Orders he has received for Mr. Lyne's
Seedling Pelargon i urns. To those who have kindly ordered " Lyne's
Sunrise" and •• Duke of Cornwall," and have not yet received
plants, it would be well to say, that the precedence of orders will
be strictly adhered to, and they may expect to receive them in the
regular course.
No more orders can possibly be received to be executed this

year; but those who would wish to possess these much-
esteemed varieties would do well to order now for the spring-
AU the other sorts advertised in August last can be had iaime-

diately. A reference is expected from unknown correspondents
Union-Toad Nursery, Plymouth, Nov. 30, 1845.

S
OAKLEY'^ "SURPRISE" AND OTHER DAHLIAS.AMUEL GIRLING begs to refer the Trade and his
friends generally to his advertisement in the Gardeners*

Chronicle oiihG 12th Nov., 1842.
Danccroft Nursery, Stowmarket, Suffolk,

TURVILL'S BLACK DAHLIA. THE "ESSEX TRIUMPH "

q^HOMAS BROWN begs to announce that ^he has-L purchased the entire Stock of the above superb and uni-
versally-admired Dahlia, which has been justly pronounced the
greatest novelty yet produced, and is essential to the most limited
grower. The following 13 the description given by the Floricul-
tiaralSociety of London, Sept. 6, when nine Blooms were ex-

«,«; *„ I *. L' \
'"^ -^«ww.*..jj «v*ttiiia will prove mat 1

ffl!, /i?^^ "H^'f^^
character successfully throughout Uic season

HaMcad
' •

Sept. 12, 1 bloom ibt uriz,

1842
Salt Hill ,

Floricultural Society
South London

9>

3$

»3

Jl

»l

If

»>

^9

17,

28,

13,

16,

20, 1st

]st

1st

]st

ft

It

it

If

19

Salt Hill* .

Floricultural Society f
»» II Chest Dark Dahlia)

Sunbury . . , Sept. 22,
Halstead ... „ 22,
Floricultural Society „ 27,

,. .99 9J • Oct. 4,
ic IS very constant, and never shows an eye,

tho r^J! T"^^" ^?","^- ^'"e habit; throwing its blooms out in

,!l?.Jfaf.
^^^*=^^"' manncr.-Plants in May, IOj. 6rf. each 3 theusual allowance to trade where a dozen arc taken.

Also plants, at the same time, of the following Seedlings, whichn«ve been shown and obtained prizes at the principal open Shows,

1

1

9
4
4
6
1

3
1

12

6

f9

prize

» ' 1st

., 5/.cupist „
1st class
1st prize
2d

ft

MM

99

99

9»

»
If 1st class

1st „
the centre being

irt can be recommended as good Show liuvvers,
iiRowN's PERPETUAL GRAND-briirbt crin,,p,^i^ ,,

gi^c cnmsoDj fine broadpetalB
; well cupped, full, and constant— lOs. 6f/.Baon x's QUEEN OF THUMPS- white, tipped with purple;

Us id
^^^^ substance, well arranged, and of great depth-

,,,f^"7^*?^"RANDA-bIush white, shaded with rose; of un-utudl depth— 7.v.6rf.

f„ii
"^^^"'® ^^^'^ BONNET-briEht rosy purple; good petal:

full, and very constant- 7*. 6rf. .

^
t,

1 ,

ix^jlf^^^l^™'^ ^"** I'^t Roots of ADMIRAL STOPFORD andBEDIORD SURPRISE to dispose of.
Mough Nursery, Nov. i;. 1842.

38 blooms weie also shown not for competition, *
I_^gj^J^tooms were alao shown not for competition.

gUPERB SEEDLING PEL'ARGONIUMS, now
Vf^rf^l-^"^^

delivery -^Gaines' Duchess of Sutherland, Orange
xLriection, Amulet, Pride of Surrey, Lady Duncauuon, Royal
J^uciaiae, Prince of Wales, Countess of Eldon, Princess Royal,
yraeiosa. Emperor, Superb, and Lady Sale. His first-ratfe Cata-

liP? ^1 ^'^^^^"KoiiitiDia, Pansics, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Ver-

fai hV ^^'^^*^^^^°^*^"^®» Cinerarias, Auriculas, &c., may be ob-
uunea by applying to K. Gaines, Florist. Surrey-lane, Battcrsea.

T.
ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,

MARSAKO hns just received one Case of TUBE-
haH ^^^^^* ^y the Diligence, by way of France, vihich may be
^lau ai 55. per dozen j Italian Narci.s.Mn^es, at 20s. per leu. Newiomato and Capsicum Seed. Aneinoncs may also be had. He
«Xi)Cct8 next month three Cases of Orange Trees and Jasmine
riants. Orders wiil be punctually executed at J. Mahsano's,Dceasman and Florist, No, 2, Bgauchamp-strpct, Brook's Market,

SATURDAY. DECEMBER 3. Price 6f/.
FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

pUCHSIA ST. CLARE. — The above magnificent

^. ^^TVL^^'^? ^^'^^^ ^y *^^- Mechan, gardener to ColonelHarcourt at St. Clare, Isle ot Wight, fr.m whom Messrs. YnrKM.
obtained the entire Stock. In May last it was submitted to Dr.Lmdley for his opmion, which will be found in the G«^rf«wrr«'
CAro«f<?/c of the 14th of that month, as follows •—
"Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we hare

-een
;
the flowers being three inches in length, with the tube and

Messrs. YoLELL, in bringing this bemtful production intopuhhc notice, do so without tl.c slightest diffidence, being fully
assured of its giving the most entire satisfaction. U js of vigci
rous habit, fine foliage, and as a proof of Its being a profuac

.I^T^*"'
*'*^^>'^^^"^ a plant in flower at the present time (Sept.

ISthJ, on one branch of which there are upwartls of 200 blooms
forming a splendid object for the Greenhouse, Conscrratory or
Hower-garden. Youkli. h Co. purpose sending it out in the
second week of April next, at 10*. 6rf. per plant, free of postage,
to any part of the Unhed Kingdom; aivl all orders they may be
favoured with will he executed in rotaticn. Orders fortheContin-
ent will receive every care in packing, so as to chmuc their saiety.
The usual discount to the Trade, when notices than six plants

are ordered.
Mcsn-s. YrvELh have also much pleasure in announcing, that

they are in 'posseFSinn of the entire Stcrk of two beautitul new
VfcRBENAs, raised by Mr. Edmonds, gardener toJohn Laeon.Esq.,
of Orniesby Hail, which were kindly presented them by that
gentleman. The one named " LACONIl " is a fine bhie, delight-
fully fragrant, of vigorous but compact habit, and the heads of
flowers measuring upwards of nj inches in diameter.
The other, named •• PRINCESS ROYAL," is of the purest

snowy white, the flowers remarkably large, and extremely fra-
grant. Nothing can exceed the purity of the white in this beauti-
ful variety, ai^d it possesses that acquisition not to be found in
any of its class—of rctaimng its clear white during fading.

It would be as well to remark, that the petals of the flowers of
the above meet so closely, as to form a perfect ball. They will be
ready for sending out by post (free) to any part of the United
Kingdom, in the second week of April, at 54. 6rf. per plant.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Dec. 1, 1842.
P..S.— Tlieir Catalogue of Fuchsias may be had on application,

and will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation.

^Y RIVERS, JUN^ begs to offer the following choice
-A • varieties of HARDY RHODODENDRONS a.vd BELGIC
AZALEAS. Healthy phints from 1 foot to 18 inches high, mostly
frcm pots. RnfinoDKxnRoss.
1. Arboreum album , JOs.6
2. Arborcum ponticura

album . •',76
3. Altaclcrensc . .36
4. ,f coceinenm 7 6
5. ,, spiendens 7 6

6. Angustum, robust and
fine habit , . 2!

7. Fximium . . , &

8. Fcrmosum , -76

9. Hybridiim, very strong
plants • , . 3«. 6

10. Macianthuni roseum 7 6
11. Mundula, dwarf . lo 6
12. Nobleanum, dwarfand

early . . .50
13. Nobilis, dwarf . , 10 6
F4. Priuctps , . , 7 fl

15. Kuss^lranum . .SO
16: Specfosum . . 10 6

I
J/. Stricium . . . 10 6

With exception cf numbers 1 and 17, which are species, the above
are hybrids. R. arboreum, numbers i and 2, have flowers of
pure white without spot ; numbers 3 to 1 5 have crimson and scarlet
flowers of different shades, with black sp'ts.

1. Ponticum album
2. Atro rubers . .

3. Album multi-niacula-
tum

4. Contcituro, very dwarf
5. Caucasicum album, or

new V. bite

6. Ccccincum
7. Cfliraum maculatum
p, Flos pictura . •

9- Fulgidnm, crimson .

10. Grandiflorujn .

11. Guttatum .

12. Hyachilhiflorum, dbl.

purple .

The above are varieties of R. ponticum. Numbers 3, 8, ]]>

13, 15, and 19, have cream-coloured and white flowers, beautilully

and curiously spotted with brown, red, and greenish ^pots ; No, 5

is a very early and dwarf variety, with fioweis of the jalcst blush,

eljanging to pnie white; 10 and 15 have double flowers ; 19 has
curious small flowers nearly blue j No. 6 has not scarlet flowers,

as its name implies— they arc of a light carmine.

1. Adansonii « • . 10s. 6

2. Azaleoides . • . 1 6
3. Azakoidcs album . 7 6

The above are hybrids of Azaleas, with Rhcdcdendron ; No, 4

is dwarf and very fragrant.

u.€ 13. Lowii . . . ,5
1 61 14. MagnolisefcUura . I 6

15. Nivaticum • . . ,5

7 6 16. Pumilnm . , ,1 e
1 6^ 17. Roseum , . . 1 6

18. Roseum flcre-pleno . 10 6
3 e 19. Smithii album . , 5
3 6;

1

SO. Spirale . . • • 3 6
2 6' 21. Spleiididnm , , 6
5

1

04 Spectabile . . . 5
10 til 23. Tigrinura,blush-spold 10 6
3 6 24. Wilt . ;i . . .5
5 Oi 25.

26.

Vitlatum . . . 10
Atro-purpureum,vcry

6

5 dark purple . . 5

4. Fragr: 1

5. Gowcrianum
2.?. 6

3 6

AT LOW

I e

18

9
5
4

.'cd, at

QUPERB ANEMONF^ IRI&ES, ^c,
'

' i iWCKS:—
IRISES-Thc colleetinn oT 3«bc«u...ul new varictin,
fresh imported, hy n e , . , . ^iANEMONES-The new large p " "S Doubly in mixture,
conUining all the varieties, i>er 100 . . . . •

HYACINTHS— f'hcjice jsorts bv name, per doz. . . «
RANUXCULLM^a- Ditto, in io varii\.s, per IW .1

Ditto In very fine mixture , . . «
N.B. The above maybe had \n smaJicr quantities if c1

the same pricea.
Parerls dcllvtrt d free tr> the RaUway StAtkmf, or any other part

of London.—A rcr *':uice or rrfeicnce is re»p< "ullv itynt , d
from unknown corrc&iKind«»l*, an-i :» per t. dt ' '

i ca">h
payment.—Sl'tto.\ 9i S<^v^, Rei* g Nursery, Berkshire.

r ARGE SPECIMEN PLANT of the ACACIa"aR-
f^ MATA for SALE, well adaptrd f.)r cxhibiluig.- P. PORI FR
has the above to dispose of, a iHnrHin : It
Plant, near lOft. high. Hrcumferenrc in \Ti
bloom, ai;d adapted either for mu border of
growing Ml a tub ainoTiffothcx large PlauU.

P.P. has alto a lftrg«ait.t-k (tf t
' -e just 1 v-ad ' rd Pclarjrnni ums,

the Fropmore Scarlet and Channel's Sup«'b > tailet,— ordem for
whiuh will be thankfully rcrdved and p....ctn' '^^ rxrrtitrd allow
prices.—N.B. t'l the new Fuchsias, \ wu.^.as, . .c.
Sussex Nursery, Loughborough Road, NuUh Brixluu,

•
.
TO pear-<;rowers.

'T^ Rl\ ERS, J UN., begs to recommend to notice hii
-A • Catalogue of PEaRS, in which thote vnrir* > most wrrthy
of uuUce are pointed out. Ibis will be sent t -t it^^r on a pnid
application. Plants of the following aorts, lai^cd by Ike late Mr.
Knight, may now be bad :—

ta flue hand
; well aet for

f^'"''^scrvitory or

Altt.orpc

Althurpe Craasane
Brougham
Boughton Bcrgamot
Broom Park
Belmont . .

Downton
Eyewood
Gajuf^ns'
March Bcrp-amot
Mcmarch ^true)

Rouse bench

c ^ 'rn CoiuT
Woimsley Grange
Winter ( rR>s*«i>a

SccdUiit (not named)
Ditto ditto

r

KLNG'S ROAD. CHELSEA.
CPLENDID Fruit-bearing Standard aod Dwarf Apple^ Tree?, cxtrafiuit-bcaring Mulberry Trees, the largest htock
of Gonscbcrries ever before offered fo^sale • v«ry laiye planiK «f
Anruba japonicaj an cxten'^ive and carcfiiHy-* * cted stock of
Dwarf, Pillar, and Standard Hoses, and a good collection of
Hcrbaccotu Pa^nmeii, liifees, &c., &c., &c,
Wm. Dennis and Co. beg to remind the KrbUity, Gentry, and

the Public in general, that the aboTe-mentiomd pffcnta and tree*
are unrivalled for Sizk, Bkautv, and Superior Quality j ttiey

can supply many thousand plants of Aucuba, Goo*cbcrries»
Currants, &c,, Ac., wiih every clhtr description of their stock, al
extremely moderate pri , according to size f-nd quality of
plants; and as the Season for Planting is n' w rxccUent, tbey
solicit a share of ttcir favours, assuring them that their kind
orders will be promptly and truly executed. The Trade llbiraily

supplied. N.U.—A PARTNER cmild bp admittc<L

LOUGHHOROUGH NURSERY, NORTH DKIXTOK. LONDON.
EDWARD DENTER respectfully invites Noblemen,

GcnUeracn, ^c, to the inspertion ot his Nur y Stock,
consisting of Standaids and Dwari?-, trained and untrained
Peaches, Neetaiines, AprjctJts, Ciienic?, Plum;*. Pears, Apples,

&c. &c., of the finest borts, in a full bearing btate, seUctedUolU
the Horticultural Society of Lowdon, and conscquuitly true to
kind. He also wis-he^ partjciilarly to recommend his new Vic-
toria Plum-trees, which stand unrivalled as constant bearers,

and are of a mo&t dchcious f a^ou^.

E. D. also takes this opportunity of gratefully acknowledgiag:
the patronage he has been favoured with, and bega to say he has
received a large impcrtaticn of all. the newtfet sorts of Rosca, in

addition to his present extewbive stock, which attracted so much
attention in their flowering tcason, and which arc now ready
for drawing.
He has constantly on hand a large and fine collection of Ever-

greens, Deciduous Shrubs, Forest Trees, Greenhouse Plants,

Flowers, &c. Annexed is a list r,f prices, nauicly,

Standaiu Roses, left to his own selection . Jt 10

Half Standard, ditto, ditto 6

Extra fine Standard Roses »....!
Ditto half, ditto, ditto - - «

Dwarf Roses from . - - 33». to SO*, per 100
^ Ditto E>tra fine .... 12*. to ly*. i>er doz.

N.B.— Rcmitt»nces exf <.rted from unknown correspondents.^

Gardens aivd Pleasure Groundh tastefuHy arian^wJ and planted

by contract, on the most mtu^.i^w-. ttrms, in any p^rt of Eng-
land ; and orders piumptly i-- I- A: ^tncriil hhl of

Plants sent, en a prej^aid ai-plicaijon if hy post.

10

18

per 100

opcrdoi
„

1.

3.

4.

5.

Cinnaniomnm
Car.cBsiciim .

Camianulatum
Camp, hybridum
Catawbicnsc

15^s.O

A

7 6
10 6

1 6i

6. Catawhicnse hybridum I5.6

7, Catawbicnse flore-plcno 5

S. Dauricum atrovircns . 1 6

9. Lutcum • . 42

T

With exception Of No. 1, the above are quite hardy; No. 4 is a
robust growing and very interesting hybrid ; No. 9 is said to be a
h)brid of Azalea poiitica, with R. caucasicum,

AZALSAS, >IVE BeI-OIC VAUIETIE?.

Fontica alba . . ?j. 6 17. Double White .1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Ifi.

„ alba flore-plcnoJ 6
alba globoi^a 2 6

ej.in:ia . .36
lutcarubicua-
da . .36

mirabilis . 3 6
magniflca ' 3 6
rosea . .26
spectabilis . 3 6

tricolor (WuI02 6
tricolor albi-

cans . .26
Cuprea spiendens . 2 6

Coccinca speciosa . 3 6
Calendulacca . .26

crocea . 3 6
grandiflora . 2 6

If

ff

f*

fi

If

ff

ft

ff*

99
f

18. Dccus hortorum
19. Early Pink
20. Electa
21. Insjgnis

£2. Large Orange .

23. Morterii gciuo .

24. Mazitima .

s.'^. Nohillssima
26. Pulchclla .

27. Priestantissima
28. Princess Augusta
JQ. Spiendens , ,

30. Spcciosa .

31. \enubtissima .

32. Violre odora
33. Viltata

S

1

3
I

a
2
2

3
2

2
S
2
S
2

2
3
Z
1

6
6'

6
6

6
6

6
6

6

6
6
6
6

6
6

6

THE TRUE TOBOU:iv RHUBARB.
YOUELL & Co. beg to announce they are now

bousing the above for Forcing. Roots planted now will be
ready for coiting at Christmas.
This Khul^arb, being the car!it?-t in the open border by three

weeks of any >et Sntroducfd, renders it highly valuable for

Forcing j its colour is of a beautiful transparent coral ; and for d«.

licacy ot flavour it is uneQuallcd. It can be forwarded with safety

to any part of the United Kingdom, on Ihv . . - ^^X of a VmA "^""

order, at the rate of 12«. per dozen roots.

Great "^ arniouth Nnrsery, Dec. I, L^iS.

CiUCUWBER, CELERY. &c., may be had genuine
' atThos. D. Walkinson'fi S^ccd, &c., £stab,.ciimtnt, 6, Mar-

ket Place, ManchcBlcr. Walker's imiifvtd ki'g Cucumber,

Cherr\*s Goiiath.and Roman En-iCTcr, in i^.ckets Is. 6rf. each.

L. a'shire soiui Red Celery, Bayley*s Gigantic, Howard's Red
Seedling, Big Ben, and Seymour's superb White, in packets is.

each ; finest (luano Manure imported 16*. per cwt.

Sole Agent for the Gocsebcrr)- Groweis' Kegi^ttr. is. orf. in

boaidbfind u. 6d. stilchcd, whivh ctn be lorw^.ii.ici icr po^t,

prepai d t't/. c-':tia. -

,

.

PRINCE Af^' T PEA.

C^ORMACK&OLIYKR, Seedsmen and Nurserymea,
-^ New Crofisand Bedford r rvat^ ,

,Cov€nt,garUen.L<;wUin,

Oftheabove Number?, 1 to 11 are the earliest ofA/aleas^j Numbers
19, 25, 29, no, and 31 follow in suec ion j Numbers 18, S.'*, 27>

28, 32, and 33 are late flo-Wering varieties, with beautiful sU"iped

flowers.-All packages sent carriage free to Loudoa,

SawbfidgoYorth, Herts-j Nov, 3u, 1S42.

lowini . „ n\\y Jtnip'i'.

of » tiiint flavour, and '

ii.L..vl Ihc HMti-h Ciuttn, a 1

ni*'re prodi-^ ' tlsMi ' y
Likewise tbc \\v\s- {\

and juicy, perfectly haruj

ib

ii Ll-

*^ »^

"- r^n'ftd (J £itumff to

. . r a r " '^rer,

lor carij n '^ig,

. ,

.

i tey aito bigtortccjff-

i»*cd marrow, larger and

Qt jKi;'£rlil-fiVarit .. , .s. t'd jirt^uart.

arable w- > Lett; ,
\m arly crisp

a winder Ff ttuce, not apt to run in

BUffiiucr, aiid reiiuimg no tymgj m pitcktts, at U. or 5«. per oj.

-~.
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16

7
10

15

30

3
15

20
1

6

7
1

20
40
50
12
25

1

60
42
8

20

7
63

7
7
10

15

7
10

15

5

21

10

20
35
1

!

3

3

25
30
20
10

12

25
30
15

1

2

6
, 8

1

2
. 7
10

. 1

, 25
» 2
. 5

. I

• 1

35
36
20

. 30

. 3
. 3

. 10

. 3

. 4

. 8
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/"lOMrr^R^^-—The Subscribers have this Season to

V-/ offer the following:— „«r mnn
Pinus austriaca, 1 X-^-t^a^^^^ ^ ''''

'.

Ban" siana, 1 ft., in pots, each . . .

rembra 1 year seedlujff, per 100
Cembra,^!

j^^ars seedling, per 100 . .

1 year transplanted, per 100 .

3 to 3 iiiches, in pots, each .

4 to 6 inches, in pots, each .

exce'lsa, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz. .

2 to 3 inches, in pots, each ,

4 to 6 inches, in pots, each .

Gerardiana, 1 year seedling, in pots, each

„ 4 to 6 inches, in pots, each .

halepensis, 6 to 9 inches, in pots, each

, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

I, var., 6 inches, in pots, per doz,

inops, 1 to 1 J ft., in pots, each .

insignis,! ft.,inpots, each • . • • •

Lambertiana, I year seedling, in pots, each

„ 1 ft., in pots, eu^arted, each

Laricio, 2 years seedling, per looo

1 year transplanted, per 1000 .

maritima major, 4 to 6 inches, in pots, each

monticola, 1 It., in pots, each -

Montczumse, l ft , in pot^, each .

neglccta. 1 to 1 J ft., in pots, each .

nepalensis, 1 to U ft., in pots, each , .

Ocute (oocarpa), 1 to li ft., in pots, each .

paUistris, 3 ft., in pots, each

putn!a, 1 ft., in pots, each ...»
Pinaster, \ year seedling, per lOOO

2 years seedling, per 1000

1 year transplanted, per 1000

ladtimaofr^ancc),! year seedling, per lOOO

j, 2 years seedling, per luoo"
,j 1 year transpl., per 1000

Pinca, 12 to 15 inches, in pots each .

rithytisa, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each . .

ponderosn, 1 ft., in pots, engraltcd, each .

Psendo-Strobus, 1 It., in pots, ea^U .

pumilio, 1 year seedling, per lOOO

,, 1 year transplanted, per 1000

pungcns, 1 to li ft., in pots, each

pyreuaica, 3 to 4 ins., in pots, each *

rcsinosa, 6 to 8 inches, in pots, each .

rigida, l year seedling, hi pots, per doz. •

„ 4 to 6 inches, in pots, each

serotina, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

Sabiniana, I to 14 ft., in pots, each •

„ var. Couitcri, 2 ft., in pot3,-each

sinensis, 15 ft., in pots, each
Strobus, 2 years seedling, per 1000

3 years seedling, per 1000

2 years transplanted, per 1000 •

3 years transplanted, per 1000

„ compressa, 2 to 24 ft., in pots, each

sylvestris, i year seedling, per 1000 •

2 years seedling, per 1000 .

1 year transplanted, per 1000 .

2 years transplanted, per 1000 .

haguensis, l year seedling, per 1000

„ 2 years seedling, per 1000

1 year transplanted, per 1000

2 years transplanted, per 1000

Ta;da, 1 to ij ft., in pots, each . •

Teocote, 1 ft., in pots, each....
taurica, 1 year seedling, per 100 . .

1 yeai" transplanted, per 100

1 to li ft., in pots, each
uncinafa, 3 to I in., in pots, each
variabilis, 4 to (i In., in pots, each •

sp. from Ea?^t Indies, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

„ sp. from Guatimala, 1 yearseedhng, in pot.s, per doz.

Abies albu, 1 year transplanted, per lUOO

,f 2 years tiansplantcd, per J 000 - -

cuerulea, J ft,, in pots, each . •

Clanbrasiliana, 6 to 9 i"*. i" pots, each
Douglasi, I to li ft.t in pots, each
c;£ctlsa, 2 years seedling", per lOOO

3 years seedling, per 1000 »

1 year transplanted, per 1000

2 years transplanted, per lOUO

Mciiziesii, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each . •

mesicana, 1 foot, in pots, each .

Morinda, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each • •

„ 1 to 14 tt., in pots, each
nigra, 1 year transplanted, per lOCO .

2 years transplanted, per 1000

var. gracilis, I foot, in pota, each .

„ foliis variegatis, 1 foot, in pots, each
pygmrca. 3 in., in pots, each • . .

„ Bihirica, 1 foot, in pots, each

„ alba, fol. variegatis, 6 in., in pots, each

Picea lialsaniea, 1 year transplanted, per 1000 .

canadensis, 1 year seedling, per 1000 .

„ 1 to 14 ft.,^ach

cephalonica, 2 years transplanted, per 100 .

„ 6 to 9 in., in pots, each . ,

Frascri, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each .

Hudsoni, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each
ni^rra, 1 foot, in pots, each ....
pectiuata, 1 year seedling, per lOOO . *

„ 1 year transplanted, per 1000

Pichta, 2 years seedling, in pots, each
Pinsapo, 2 years seedling, in pots, per doz.

„ 4 to 6 in., in pots, each . • .

spectabilis, 1 year seedling, iu pots, each .

„ 2 to 3 in., seedling, in pots, each
,» ,9 2 to 2^ ft., engratted, in pots, each

Cedrus Deodara, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

„ , „ 3 to 4 in., in pots, each
6 to 9 in., in pots, each . ,

,, 1 to 14 ft., engrafted, in pots, each
Libani, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each . »

„ „ 1 foot, in pots, each
Larix europeea, l year seedUng, per 1000

2 years seedUng, per louo .

1 year transplanted, per lOOO •

2 years transplanted, per lOOO .

(from Tyrol seed), i year seedling, per lOOO 3
2 years seedling, per lOOO 5
1 do, trspl., per 1 OOO. 8s.to 10
2 do transpl., per loOO 12

,,
pendula, 2 to 14 ft., in pots, each

microcarpa, 1 to 14 ft, in pots, each .

robusta, 3 inches, in pots, each
sibiiica, 6 inches, in pots, each •

sp. from France, 1 to 14 ft., in pots, each

Cnprcssus australis, 1 ft, in pots, each ,

lusitanica, 14 to 2 ft., in pots, each .

lycia, 1 year seedling, in pots, each .

scnipervirens, 2 years seedling, per 100

6 to 9 inches, each •

1 to 14 ft,, each

„ - horizontalis, 1 ft., each .

thujoides, 1 to 14 ft., in pots, each

toruiosa, i year seedlinff, in pots, per dor.
' ft., in Dots, each
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Cupressus Toumefcrtia, 1 yeax seedling, in pots, per doz,

„ 4 inches, in pots, each

„ 1 to 14 ft., in pots, each
spec, from"!iimalaya, 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each

„ spec, from Swan River, 1 ft., in pots, each

Janiperus bedfordensis. 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each .

mis, 6 to 9 inches, transplanted, per 1000

nana, 6 inches, each , . • •

pendula, 6 inches, each

cxcelsa, 1 ft-, ia pots, each
lycia, 3 to 4 inches; in pots, each ...
Oxycedrus, 1 to l4 ft., each . . .

phcenicea, 4 to 6 inches, in pots, each

prostrata. each . •

recnrva, 9 to 12 inches . . ^ . •

Sabina, I to 14 ft^ each .
"

.

„ 1 ft., in pots, each

sibirica, 1 ft., in pots, each . -

sinensis, 6 in., in pots, each ....
saecica, l to 14 ft., each . '

upright, 1 to 14 ft., each . . v
tamariscifoUa. 1 to 14 ft*» each .

„ virgi'niana, li to2ft., each . *

Thuja articulata, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz,

4 to 6 in., in pots, each ^ . . . -

„ 2 to 24 ft., in pots, each . • * .

occidentalis, 2 years seedling, per 100 ...
14 to 2 ft., each . . ' -

„ 3 to 4 ft., each ' ' '
r.X

'

oricntalis, 1 year seedUng, in seed pans, per 1 00 .

1 year seedling, in open border, per 100

4 to 6 ii^., in pots, each ....
9 to 12 in., in pots, each . . • •

14 to 2 ft., in pots, each ....
plicata, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each ....

„ tatarica, l year seeding, per doz

Taxodium distichum, 14 ft., each

Taxus baccata, 3 to 4 in., per 100

14 to 2 ft., per 100 ,'••'*
horizontalis, 6 in., each • , * ^ • "

foliis auras varieg., 2 to 3 m.. In pots, each

canadensis, 1 year seedUng, in pots, per doz. .

„ 6 to 9 i.^-* Jn pots, each ....
hibcrnica, 14 to 2 iL, each

., » 4 ft., each , -• ' . . ' /
Araucaria imbricata, seedUng, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each .

1 to 14 ft., in pots, cuttings, each .

Altiiigia Cnnninghamii, 1 to 14 ft., i^pots^ cuttings each

PETER LAWSON AND SON, EDINBLRGH,
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to the Highland and Agncultiual

Society of Scotland.
,., ^ ^ 4,

Agcnts,-Messrs, W. and J. Noble, Seedsmen, 152, Heet-street,

London. ^
TT-ORRES NURSERIES—The Subscribers beg to

r intimate that their Stock of TRUE NATIVE HIGHLAND
FIRS, LARCHES, and all other kinds of FOREST PLA^lb,

Ornamental PINES, &c., is this season unusually large, conse-

quentTy prices are liw. Lists will be .furnished free on applica-

tion, and the Trade supplied at the wholesale rate

Nov. 1842. John GIIICOR& Co., Forres, N.B.
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improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as, applied with Chanters

3ke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other Of

Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Onia

SHIRLEY VINEYARD. NEAR SOUTHAMPTON.-NURSERY
DEPARTMENT.

CLEMENT HOAHE respectfully announces that he

has now on sale an extensive coUection of Grape Vme Plants

of superior growth, and of the most approved sorts m geneiai

cultivation, var>'ing in price from 2.s. U. to 7*^ o^- each.

Lately Published,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on thk CULTIVATION of thk

GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By CrBMiiNT HoAitB, 3a

edition, 8vo, 7*. 6t/. boards. Longman & Co., London. Sold by

all Booksellers, and at the Vineyard at Shirley.

FIRST-RATE SEEDS.—Cucumbers: Parmer Allen's,

2«, Gd. ; Knell's, Smith's early frame, Rob Roy, and several

other sorts, at U. 6d. packet. Melons : (Scarlet) EarlyW elliMgton

and Scarlet Persian, (Green) Windsor prize, Duncan's and others

IS, 6d. per packet. Splendid German Aster. Balsam, and Scarlet

Cockscombof extraordinary dimensions, at Is. perpacket. feupe.

rior White Carrot Seed, 2s, 6d. per lb., selected and transplanted

by that noted Agriculturist, Mr. C. Poppy.
v. • v ^

Thus. Wild can confidently tecommendthe above, having had

frequent opportunities of proving their superior qualities ; at the

same time begs to announce that hi the autumn he wiU liavc.the

honour of introducing two new Cucumbers, "Standard and

"CUmax," also two Melons, Early Green and a Thick Fleshed

Scarlet, good bearers, delicious flavour, of from 2 to 4 lbs.; on the

present occasion only 12 seeds of each sort can be spared. Any

of the above (Carrot-seed excepted) will be forwarded free, on

receipt of Post-office order. Thos. W^ild. fruiterer.

3, Tavern-street, Ipswich. Suffolk. ^

HOGG'S CARXATIONS. PICOTEES, PINKS, & AURICULAS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will submit

to public competition by Auction, on the premises, Pad-

dington-green, on Monday, Dec. I2th. 1842, and following day. at

n o'clock, by order of the Proprietors, in consequence of the

lease having expired, the whole of this celebrated Collection;

also Pits and Frames, Hand-lights, capital Carnation Stage, Show
|

Boxes. Pots, and Pans, Carnation Mould, Rotten Dung, Utensiis
j

in Trade, &c. May be viewed prior to the sale. Catalogues may
be had on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

ORCHIDACEOUS -PLANTS,—For Sale in one Lot,

about 220 Orchidaceous and other Plants, including the

STAxnoPKA, Bletia, Maxillaria, Cattleya, OxciniuM.

AcROPKRA, in a very healthy condition. Apply to Messrs. tlan-

nagan and Co., Seedsmen, opposite the Mansion-house.

A USTRALASIAN COLONIAL AND GENERAL
l\. LIFE ASSURANCE AND ANNUITY COMPANY.

Capital, ^^200,000—in 2,000 shares.

DlUECTORS

;

Edwaid Barnard, Esq., F.R.S. I C, E. Mangles, Esq.

Henry Buckle. Esq. ?• B. Montefioie, Esq.

•John Henry Capper. Esq. J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.

Gideon Colquhoun, Jan.. Esq.
I

William Walker, Esq.

Bankers—The Union Bank of London.

Colonial Baxkers—The Bank of Australasia (incorporated by

Royal Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate- street.

PuvsiciAN—Patrick Eraser, Esq.. M.D., 62. Guildford-street,

Russell-square.
SoticiToas—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, and Co.

The advantages offered to Emiorants to the Australasian

Colonies by this Company are—First, that no extra Premium is

charged for residence in any of the Australasian Colonies, except

in New Zealand. Second, that no extra Premium is charged to

those who assure lor the whole term of life, for one voyage out

to the Australasian Colonies, and for one return voyage \ and
that Ffemiums may be paid and claims settled in those Colonies.

And to all persons who wi6h to assure their Uvea, the Company
offers unusually favourable Rates of Premium, participation in

profits, and the guarantee of an ample sabscribed capitaL

Prospectuses and full particulars maybe obtained at the Offices

of th€ Company, No. 126, Bishopsgate-street.
J^wABo Rtlbt, Secretary.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Young
Man. 28 years of age, who has a thorough knowledge of

his Business in all its Branches; the Forcing of Pines, Peaches,

Grapes. &c. &c. 1 the most approved mode of managing Fruit-

trees, the Kitchen- garden, &c. j is an excellent propagator of

Plants and Flowers, together with the systematic arrangement of

the Flower-gardens, Planning, &c. &c. Letters addressed to Mr. -

Brown, gardener to Lord Southampton, W'hittlebury Lodge,

Towcester, will meet with immediate attention,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, Thos.
Hatch, for the last 10 years gardener to P. J. Miles, Esq.,

Leigh-court, near Bristol, and previously gardener 10 years to the

late Lord Eldon, Encombe ; will leave his present situation on the

14th inst., and will be happy to engage with any Nobleman or

Gentleman in want of afirst-rate practical gardener--T. H. having

had great experience in producing every article required in a large

establishment; the advertiser is 42 years of age, married, with

only one child. Address until the I4th, T. H., Gardener, Leigh-

court, near Bristol j after that period, at Caraway. Mayes, and

Co.'s, Nurserymen, Bristol.
'

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
TT7ANTS a SITUATION as FOREMAN, or FORE-
VV MAN and PROPAGATOR, in a Plant establishment. The

highest reference can be given as to character and abilities, &c.

Apply, by letter only. Post paid, to A. B., Messrs. Henderson's,

Nurserymen, Pine-apple Place, London.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Single

young man, aged 28. who understands the propagatiou

and general management of Greenhouse and Stove Plants, the

Kitchen Garden and Forcing Department; can give unexcep-

tionable reference as to sobriety and honesty. Wages 30/.;

direct to E. K., Messrs. Loddiges' Nursery, Hackney.

rrO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.-WANTS
JL a SITUATION as GARDENER, or as GARDENER and

FORESTER, a Married Man. about 30 years of agej the most

satisfactory references can be given as to ability, integrity,

industry, &c. Address, W. H., at Messrs. Veitch and Son's,

Nurserymen, Exeter.

N.B.— Salary about 70/- per annum, with cottage, &c.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description. Gardeners' Chronicle, March 12, p. 175,)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s, and upwards. Further

particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above ; where also may be seen

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as, applied with Chanter's

Smoke
the Nouiiitj o wvi^^--^- **«" *- oj ' '

m ental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes. '
^ „ .„

N.B.—Wayte's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

OT-WATER APPAR.\TUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved pnu-

ciplcs and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.
D andE Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion' of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, haw, by improve-

ments suKffCsted iu their practice, rendered their mode of hcat-

h^rLot only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

dv^abOitv in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

h^ferected apparatus in England. Scotland and Ireland for

rn^fy nob cmcn and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, m executing the

Ss of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick

D andE.BAiLKY also construct in metal all descnptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men and the public to an inspection of their various drawmgs

"id models? at 272. Holbom. where they have the opportunity of

exhiWUng amongstoth.er metal works, an extremely complete and

conleSt kitchL apparatus, or range.
^f-^'fJ-jS^^'^'^^.

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
,

plete than has hitherto been brought before the PlibUc.
^

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metamccurvd,.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer ^'.^^^CoiiservOT

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and ou the Continent.
, ;g pi^nt

D.and E. Bailkt have prepared a quantity of the GaWamc nant

Protectors, which are now ready for
^"^^l^'X^tTZIOrcll

beg to introduce to public notice a new ^"^o^^^h P Pt=. f°rW™
daceous or other Houses where vapour '« constantj. or at mter

vals required, and which may he seen at their Manufactory^

PENN'S SYSTEM OF OBTAINING A FREE URCULAT^^^
OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR THROLGHOUl
HORTICULTURAL AND OTHER BLILDINGS.

XXJ H ILL having bad considerable experience m the

VV . Erection of Horticultural Buildings, alter the most ap-

proved designs, and having received from t^e^ inventor of the

above system a complete induction mto its P"^';^^^ 'P^S is

begs to^nnounce to the Nobility, Gentry, a"^ Others that he is

prepared to furnish Designs and Estimates
^^'^ll'lX T^J

of Horticultural Erection, upon application P^sonall^. « "J

letter addressed to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lew.sham-

This system, which is allowed by men of science and aU ne

most eminent- practical Horticulturists m the t^'nS'i°'"„^° ^
^as

most perfect mode of Heating, combined with economy, ha,

undergone the most complete test in every vanetyof "W'''™^;^:

by the inventor and others, with a su^^^^^.'^^'^^^,^"
"f^ CoUe"

ficiently appreciated upon an inspection of "s effects on a toue

tion of rare Plants and Fruits at any season of the }
ear.

W. Hill will (through the kind permission of Mr. Pe""'^^^
^^

hatn-Mr.John WiUmott, Isleworth, ^nd others), be happy

aflbrd the most satisfactory demonstration o^
t^.«^^^"P"i"'atioii-

this to all other modes of Heating, and ^^^^
°,\^?f '"J^^Xtter

required may he obtained upon application personally, or oyiei

addressed as above.

T
'— ~-~ --•r»'= Let.

-iL 'on'^^eVy^Tv;:^lU;;ous^ tj^sS
about six miles from London, eight acres part m ^ur^e^

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables at a low rent held on ^^^^

22 years unexpired. Dwelling-house Greenhouses,
^^^f

'^f^^ i„

&cr&c. The Stock of Plants, he, o be ^^^^^.''^^^^^^
the usual way. For particulars apply to Mr. John King.

tioneer. Hackney-road.

TO NURSERYMEN, &C., &c. _

TOHN BETHAM, Custom-House ^^^^^. ^^"/"^^^^^^^^^J warding Agent, begs to.inform the above tha^^^

to receive and forward consignments of Plants and beeas,

strict attention, despatch, and moderate charges.
^^^g of

Every information given as to the arrival and depanui^

vessels to or from Hambugh, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Calais, n

or Boulogne ; also the United States, ScoUand, &£. &c.

Cox WKl Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames-strcet, London

November 18«.
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THE GARDENERS* CHRONICLE 803
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

This Pay is published^ Price 3j. 6rf. to Fellows of the Society and
5.?. toothers,

''

A CATALOGUE OF THE FRUITS Cultivated inXX the Garden of the Horticultural Society of London
Third Edition. Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Recent-
street; and also by Longman and Co., Patemoster-Row"
J. Hatchard, Piccadilly; Ridgway, Piccadilly; Rivingtons, Water'
loo-place J

and by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the
Empire.—N.B. A few Copies of the 2nd Edition may be had at
the reduced Price of \s. Gd. each.

Q^avXntmv$' Cfjionicle

AY, DECEMBER 3, 184S

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Bfondayj Dee. 5

Tuesday, Pec. .

Saturday, Dec. 10

Tuesday, Dec. 13-

Wednesday, Dec. 14

. Entomological .

f Horticultural .

•^ Linnean . . ,

Lplocicultural
- Royal Botanic .

ZooloKical"'. . .

{Geological . . .

M edico-Botanical

8 r. u.
3 p. M.
8 P.M.
6^r. M.
33 P. M.

8^ T. u,
iii r. H.
8^ P. ii,-

Friday, Dec. 16 Botanical- 8 p. »l

Among the good consequences "which, it is tobehoped,
will follow the peace with China, and the opening of
that little-known country to Europeans, we trust that
one will be the acquisition of a large number of
valuable hardy plants for our gardens. The cold
province of Fokien, the Black Tea country of the
Chinese, is the garden of China ; it was thence that
the beautiful Wistaria (Glycine) sinensis was pro-
cured ; there is to be found the source of many of our
finest Camellias and Azaleas ; and from the same part
of the Celestial Empire are to be had multitudes of
beautiful things, authentic representations of which
are now before us. Moreover, in the more northern
provinces are other garden productions not less worthy
of note; of which the Pekin Peaches, weighing two
pounds, melting and delicious, may be taken as an
exam (lie. One of the ports to be opened to our inter-
course is Foo-choo-foo, a very important city^ situated
at the mouth of the river Min, which runs into the
heart of Fokien ; and this must be an admirable posC
for gardening* operations.
We are then most happy to announce that the

Horticultural Society of London have resolved upon
taJciiig immediate advantage of the opportunity now
afforded, and that a collector will proceed to China, as
soon as the necessary arrangements can be completed.

We forget what was promised by the voluptuary
to him who should procure him a new pleasure; but
we know that he who contrives a new instrument of
real value

reward
in gardening deserves a much better

the gratitude and support of those who are
benefited by it. Such an invention is now before us.

Mr. Robert Brown, a potter of Ewell, has contrived
a garden pot. with close hollow sides, which may be
filled with water, or left empty, as circumstances
may dictate. The following cut will explain its
nature :

the quaiiuiy 01 water to which they are exposed in
winter. ^ ^

** If,^ he says, ^' water be introduced between the
sides of this kind of pot, its inner surface ^ill be al-
ways ww ; and so the young roots wiU recciTe too
rauch fluid, so that they will rot, and the plant will
die: but if the empty space be permitted to remain
empty, the inner portion of the pot receiving moisture
only from^the watering required for the wdl-beingof
the plant, the outer side having water occasionally
poured on it, or the pot being immer. .J for a few
minutes m it, he feels assured that die sides of the pot
will be kept so fully saturated by these means, tliat
they will be constantly giving out into the empty
space a vapour, by which the inner portion of the m-
nermost pot (towards which the young roots always
.n.^^. .,.,« ,...-.u ,..!.:.!. .,

jj^ contact) will be
, and the roots will be

preserved from injury; " and, for this reason, he re-
gards Mr. Brown's invention as one of considerable
importance.

To the latter part of this we have no objection to
offer; but we do not anticipate any danger from the
young plants becoming rotted in summer ; and no
good gardener would, we presume, expose his plants
to the risk in winter.

'k^^-i-

incline, and with which they are
kept sufficiently cool and moist.

AV e regard this as a contrivance of very great value.
Everybody knows how much plants suffer during
summer from the heat and dryness of the pots in
which they are growing, and how continually it is

required to obviate the inconvenience by placing one
pot witliin another, or by surrounding them with
moss, or by plunging them in soil. All this is rendered
unnecessary by the contrivance in question; for if
the sides of the pot are left empty, the stratum of air
contained in them will prevent the earth from
becoming heated; and if they are filled with water,
the mconvenience of over-w^atering, on the one hand,
or over-drying, on the other, will be prevented in
summer, because w^ater will be continually filtering
slowly through the inside lining as the roots require
*^'.,?^® latter reason will make it invaluable for
striking cuttings, and for window gardens, where it

IS almost impossible to keep plants duly supplied with
nioisture, even if the servants entrusted with the duty
wwld give themselves the trouble to attend to it.

We are quite aware that pots have been already

^^^ '^ith double open sides; but they are very
different, and far less useful, than those of Mr. Brown
with double closed sides. We therefore trust that the

^^^
K^^^

"will receive that patronage from the pubUc
Tvmch so very useful a contrivance entitles him to.

Since writing the above, we have received a letter
on this subject, signed " -cEgieon." The author urges
"tat the roots of plants may suffer, in such pots, from

Our Paper of last week contained a detailed ac-
count of tl^ manner in which the Horticultural Soci-
ety of London intends next year to distribute prizes
at the exhibitions in the Society's Garden. This is

in all respects an important document. It is the re-

sult of many ye^s' experience; and it is the expres-
sion of opinion on the part of a large number of prac-
tical men, whose advice has been taken into consider-
ation on the present occasion. Not, indeed, that all

that has been recommended by them has been agreed
to; but all that they have recommended has been
fully considered.

We trust that those who are interested in such
matters will see that the present scheme of exhibitions
is much superior to all that have preceded it. Let us,

nevertheless, beg permission to point out some of the
more striking features of novelty in it.

It has long been felt as a hardship by gardeners of
small means, that great growers should be allowed to

destroy all their chances of success as exhibitors by
bringing plants for the large collections and the small

ones also ; this is now remedied, and the general col-

lections of plants are not only divided into classes of
forty, twenty, and six, but no one can exhibit in more
than one of them. It will be found, upon looking

over the plan, that there are other examples of a
similar kind*

Now, for the first time, a distinction is drawn be-

tween collections of Pelargoniums of whatever kind,

and collections of new and first-rate varieties only;

the latter are placed highest ; and, what is quite as

important, they are confined to small-sizetl pots, so as

to suit the convenience of persons whose means of

conveyance are not considerable.

The value of the medals offered for Orchidaceous

plants is considerably increased. The growlers of

these noble things complained last year of the insuffi-

ciency of the prizes then offered them—but, we think,

without sufficient reason ; for it must be in the

memory ofmany persons, that, previously to last year,

the specimens of di-chidacege for which the gold

medals were given, were often very far from being

such as prizes of that value should be offered for. So,

because the exhibitors were not true to themselves,

and would not put forth their strength, and show what

their skill really was, the value of their medals was

lowered. Last year, however, they amply retrieved

their character ; the specimens they produced were of

unrivalled excellence ; and the Society has, in conse-

quence, increased the value of the medals they are to

snow for.

The number of plants to be shown in the large

collections of Stove and Greenhouse plants has been

reduced from 60 to 40. This, it is presumed, will

make such collections more select, and, at the same

tune, put the exhibitors to less expense for conveyance.

Medals are, for the first time, offered for collections

of Fuchsias. The country swarms with varieties,

good, bad, and indifferait ; the exhibitions at Chis-

wick will now put some of them to the test

Among seedling Florists' flowers a very wholesome

r^ulation has been introduced. All seedling Pelar-

goniums must be shown in pots, and not in a cut

state. We are quite aware that some growers will

cry out at this, and insist upon the impossibility of

complying with the regulation with first-rate flowers.

We, however, will just take the liberty of inquiring

l&tly, Whetha; if they cannot produce certain kinds oj

flowers otherwise than in a cut state, otJiersare likely lo

be abk to grow them f and 2dly, What the value is ofa

Pelargonium which the grower himself cannot ohtaisi in

a stateflt for exhibition in any other than a cut state f

A medal is given to a new flower because of its being

more beautiful as an object of cultivation than other

flowers : but how can a variety claim rank in this re-

spect, the flowers of whjch will not bear the test of m
public exhibition? Tlic old rule of fibowing cut
flowers suited the purpose of those who trrew seed-
Hngs to sell; we trust that the new regulations will
«iit the purposes of the buyers* The factia, that the
decision of the Judges i^ the Society's exhibitions de-
termines the taste of the pubUc, and is looked to as a
guide by those who purchase Pelargoniums; and the
Society is resolved that tliis confidence on the part
of the public shall be justified by guarding the
Judges against all possibility of erroneous d -"sim.

Another alteration, in the propriety of ..lach we
think all must agree, is the rc--rving the duty of
awarding medals fW new and rare ]ilants to the K
ety's officers. It is useless to deny that the dr-'t^iona
of the judges, in this respect, have hem uniformly
unsatisfactory, and that very curious errors have been
comniitte<l by them on some occasions. It could not
well, indeed, be othcrvvLw; for they cannot have that
acquaintance widi planu wliich is nr^uired to l.Mc
the value of what are called new species by the exhi-
hitors. This inconvenience will now be eiUciually
removed, and justice will be done to exhibit<H%, on
the one hand, by asugning the real valt"^ ro tlie plmts
they produce; and to the Society, on the otlicr, by
withholiling medals from plant* which have no pre-
tension to receiving thcno*

Tlie last subject which we think it nccr^pary to no-
tice is Ro5 - Every one will admit that the methods
everywhere now in vogue for exhibiting looses are as
bad as possible. Knormous ma.sscs of flower*; int'_..J

arc produced, which make a great hhow. and fill the
air with fragrance ; but they are aehsled wiiljoutjudg-
ment, exhibited without skill, and convey no sort of
information to those who lonk at them. In fact, they
can be compared to nothing so well ^^ the *' pretty
peep shows* which children make by placing gay
flowers at the back of a piece of glass. The SM-w.»y

has struck at the very root of this eviL It is now de-
termined that Roses shall be shown in small numbers
of sorts ; and, if cut, in loose bunches, as gall /, so
as to exhibit as fur as j>osi^lt!c the habit of the varttiv ;

and evert/ sort ix to be named. Hut the great novelty
is the establishment of a dm of Iloses in pots* to

which much higher medals than those for cut lloscs

are assigned. Medals, of the intriubic value of 7/. and
4/., are oflered for Iloses in pots ; but for cut Roses
nothing above 1/. 15*. This is very important. It

IS not to be denied that, after all the fine tilings which
modern discovery has produced, the Rose is thcQiKY-n
of Flowers-, compared with which, the Dahlia* aad
Calceolarias, and Tclargoniums and Fuchj-im at^d all

their kindred, are but as cut glass to diamonds. And
yet we find less attention paid to the ^jtiung up"
looses than to anything—as if their beauty was such
that no neglect can spoil it. This may be ; but the

beauty of the Rose, like that of all other beauties, may
be much improved by skill; and, at all events, it is

very desirable to know what are the relative dcgr

of attraction among the varieties of this flower.

There are no means of determining this, unless the

Rose is shown, like other plants, in a growing state.

We entertain no doubt that many gardeners will de-

clare, that it is impossible to manage Ro^^ well in

pots ; but we shall not do the great gardeners of the

day the injustice to listen to any such impossibility.

At one time it was impossible to grow Chinese

Azaleas—at another time, Cape Heaths were unculii-

vable ; then Orchidaceae were considered hopeless

—

and we know very well there arc men who cannot

grow even a Cabbage as it may be grown. Such

people, however, are not the exhibitors in the Gardea

of tne Horticultural Society ; and we will pledge our

credit that, although very possibly no great fcuc<

may attend the first efforts, yet, if the Society will but

persevere in offering a great inducement lo gardeners

to direct their attention to Rc^es as pot plants, they

will, before long, form quite a new feature in our

gardens.

We wili, ourselves give Five Guineas to the

first private gardener who shall win the principal priie

ior Roses in pots.

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No. L
(By Professor Chaklss Sprengkl. Translated from

the German.)
Greex manuring is the operation of growing certain

plants merely for the purpose of ploughing-tbem in as

soon as they have reached a certain maturity (viz., are in

blossom), which may be done cither on the spot, or hj

conveying them to another field. Green manui' : in no

modern discovery, for it was used even by the Hi^^mn,

especially with the Lupine, Althoegh th.:. ^^rt of

manuring has been extolled by some authors beyond ali

measure, it cannot be doubted that it fs a very ad-

vantageous operation, especially on light land, mth a per-

vious subsoil. Its advantages are: most of the plants

grown for green manure obtain from the subsou, by means

of their deep roots, those substances which arc required

as food by shallow-rooted pisnfeN a^d which are thus

brought back to the surface- whence they were previous^

removed by rain; at the s.u r time they convey %Xk^

stances to the surfecs which it never before possesseO-

ll

L
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Theee are the chief advantages derived from ploughing in

have not been liltncrto

'

however,
Amongst the more

from the subsoil, are potash,

useful sub-
green crops, wliich,

proper!^ nppreciuted.

stances thus brought «P , , , . .
,

,^

soda, chlorine, sulphuric and phosphoric acid, magnesia,

and lime. The green crop, when ploughed in, enriches the

land with carbon, and especially with nitrogen, both which

lubstances are absorbed from the atmosphere by the

leaves. That it supplies soil with nitrogen is very im-

portant to Corn-plants, for they possess the power of

attracting nitrogen (one of their chief sources of nutri-

tion) from the air only in a very slight d^ree. Green

crops," moreover, when ploughed in, _keep hot dry 5oils

cool and moist; because the humus which is engendered

by their decomposition not only absorbs much moisture,

but also retains it for a long time. Then, again, their

strong herbage and woody roots act mechanically on

heavy land by loosening it. After manuring with a

X green crop, corn is never laid, although it grows

as luxuriantly as after a dressing of dung. The reason

of this is, that dung supplies the ground suddenly

v^ith a great amount of nitrogen, which green manure

affords much more gradually, inconsequence of the slow-

iiess of it? decomposition, acting most powerfully when

corn requires most nourishment; hence a heavier crop of

grain after green manuring than after a dressing with

common dung. Green manure, however, will not last

more than two years; the reason of which is, obviously,

that the mass of herbage ploughed in is often not more

than a third of the weight of dung. Green manure is

\ery economical, not requiring more than one ploughing

and harrowing, and the seed is generally very cheap. When
fields are at a great distance, it saves much carriage ; and,

finally, it protects the soil from losing its humus by evapo-

ration ; because as soon as the corn is gathered in, the

field is ploughed, and the crop for green manure is sow7i.

Ko doubt these advantages arc very important : they have

even led to the assertion that plentiful crops may be ob-

tained without any other kind of manure— if, only, be-

tween every two corn-crops green manure is employed.

It has been, however, forgotten that green manure itself

will exhaust the subsoil in the long-run; and then, not

even green manure can be had any longer. If, however,

the subsoil be very rich in fertilising substances, the sur-

face-soil may be kept by green manure for many years in

full vigour, without the assistance of dung; nevertheless,

nnder any circumstances, it will be useful to manure occa-

sionally even for green manure—employing such sub-

stances aa gypsum, common salt, bone-dust, wood-ashes,

&c., *hich will be useful to both the crop for manure and
to the com that is to follow.

But however useful green manure may be, it has many
opponents. It is said that it must be better to feed the

cattle with such plants than to plough them in, and to

return to the fitid the manure thus obtained ; because
this will not only feed the cattle, but also animalise the

manure. We must, however, consider that the advan-
tage derived from feeding with such plants as are

used for green manure is not so considerable as to

repay the expense of mowing and cartage, the loss of

manuring substances during the preparation of the manure,
the carrying it back, and spreading it again upon the

fields. But of plants ploughed in green, nothing whatever
is lost, as they perform the whole processes of fermenta-
tion, putrefaction, and decomposition in the ground.
Moreover, fodder does not improve in strength, but loses

some of its power in passing through the body of animals,
to which is to be added, that to light soils green manure
is more useful than dung ; and that, in fine, many plants
which in the state of green manure are very beneficial, are
not relished at all by cattle.

He who wishes to obtain all possible advantages from
green manure must observe :—L Those plants only must
be sown whose seed is very cheap, otherwise green manure
will be expensive as compared with dung.

2. Plants must be taken wliich are sure to succeed and
grow very fast," in order that in the shortest time the
largest mass of herbage may be secured.

3. They must not contain substances that may be hi-

lurious to the succeeding crops, otherwise much time will
be lost by waiting till they are decomposed or have passed
into a state of putrefaction.

4. Deep-rooted plants must be sown ; for such will ab-
sorb the nourishing substances hidden in the earth, and
con-fey tbem to the surface for the use of the shallow-
rooted crops of corn.

. We are not, however, required to
confine ourselves to annual plants ; on the contrary, it is
much better (as will be seen hereafter), if perennial plants
are sown, because in that case annual cultivation and all
the seed after the first wiU be saved. Such plants cannot,
as a matter of course, be ploughed in on the spot, but they
must be cut down, and carted on the field most in need of
manure. For this purpose plants may be used that have
not yet been much thought of, of which I shall speak
hereafter.

5. Thoseplants, more especially, are to be used for green
^ manure which hav? many broad leaves, because tbey most

i^rt^T absorb aeriform substances (carbonic acid, hydrogen,
arid nitrogen) : spurry is an exception to this rule,

6. Tho^e plants must be selected which absorb from the
subsoil those mineral substances in which the surface is

deficient, and whicli are required for the nourishment of
tiie future crop of corn ; but whether those substances on
which UiC success of deep-rooted, plants depends are to

be found in the subsoil can only be decided by chemical
analysis.
"7., In order that the plants sown may yield the greatest

^ aiiiouhf br herbage, seed must be used abundantly. It

|5il ^najiliereftre be useful to sow different sorts together, so

that if one do^ OQt succeed; the other may, la all cases

where plants are sown for green manure, it is essential

tliat the field should be clear of grass and other weeds,

because, as the land cannot be ploughed more than once,

weeds may increase subsequently to such an extent, that

the failure of the corn crop may be apprehended. Deep-

rooted weeds are best destroyed by the closeness and shade

of the green crop, and this is an additional reason for

sowing a great deal of seed.

- 8. The land which is to be green-manured must itself be

rich enough on its surface to sustain the green manure on

its first

plants

development. All endeavours by ploughing-in green

to fertilise a soil which is deficient in all vegetable

nourishment, will be always vain ; but if Innd is very poor,

such plants must be selected which, like spurry, need very

little nourishment. They are to be ploughed-in and re-

sown repeatedly, till the land is capable of bearing some-

thing better, which will also yield an abundant herbage.

This, of course, takes up several seasons. In most cases,

however. Nature is the best nurse, and a field which is

too poor to repay the outlay of cultivation, if left fallow,

or used for feeding, will by degrees produce a scanty vege-

tation ; or grasses or clover may be sown, and then, if

the field has been fed off for three, four, or five years, and

is again plouglied, the soil will have received some nourish-

ment from the roots of grass, and will probably carry a

tolerable crop. The proper green crop will, however, be

always preferable, if a soil is to receive strength from itself,

because plants which are constantly eaten down to their

very roots can receive but little nourishment from the air.

9. All plants used for green manure must be ploughed

in at the very moment they are in full btossom ;
not

sooner, because then the herbage will not have attained its

utmost extent and weight; nor later, because the humus

from the decaying leaves will neerllessly evaporate; more

especially, however, because the flowers exhale nitrogen,

which must be preserved, by all possible mcMns. for the

subsequent crops, it is generally said that a crop must

be p!oughed-ia before it has run to seed, or otherwise tlie

strength of the soil will be diminished. This, however,

docs not seem to me to be correct, because whatever the soil

has yielded to the seeds is returned to it in tiie same w-ay.

10. if green manuring is to produce the best possible

effects, it is necessary (at least in the north of Germany)

that the winter crops, which are grown afterwards, should

not be sown too late. Green-manure, on account of the

little nitrogen it contains, and because of its decaying

only in warm weather, cannot push crops on ; so that

if the farmer sow too late, his crops will not only be

weak during the winter, but will also grow very slowly

the spring, more especially in damp land, con-

Corn should therefore be

I say this

from my own experience, ana warn everv one not to

neglect the advice.
X (Tu be continued,)

during

taining much coal of humus.

sown, at the latest, by the end of September.

and warn every one not
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distance from it; and this he could never attain, his

bearing.wood and fruit being always at the top, or farthest

from the root; and, being out of bounds, he was obliged

annually to cut away to waste. And as Mr. Loudon in

his Encyclopedia did me the honour of giving sketches

of my various plans, had this afforded sufficient instruction

to enable any person to establish them, it may have been

expected that, had they been worth following, many would

have adopted them; but the fact is, they have not been

generally adopted, and the reason why they have not, is,

that the principles or laws of nature which determine the

growth and pioduction of trees and plants have either not

been understood, or dishonestly denied. I therefore muatbeg

of those who wish to follow^ or lo form a judgment of, my
plans, first to obtain a clear understanding of what I con-

sider to be the principles or laws of nature, which deter-

mine the growth and production of trees and plants—

a

knowledge of which I call the Science of Horticulture.

I am not so' arrogant as to suppose myself infallible
;

but before I can admit any one to be justified in condemn-

ing mc as a fallacious theorist, I must beg they will fairly

state their evidence. The laws thjit I conceive more par-

ticularly apply to the growth and production of Pears and

Apples are the following :— Ist. No tree nor plant can bear

fruit until it has attained a surface of trunk, branches, and

leaves, duly proportioned to the food which it consumes

;

2d, In all erect-growing trees and plants the flow of the

sap is impelled and continued up through those buds and

channels that offer the most vertical ascent ; and in creep-

ing plants, such as the Grape Vine, the flow of the sap is

through the best ripened buds that are nearest the ends

of the last year's branches—whatever be their position,

whether vertical, horizontal, or declining; and 3d, The
Pear and the Apple tree produce their fruit-buds on wood

of one, two, or three years old.

In the first place, it must be obviously acting in opposi-

tion to nature, to cut back or shorten the branches of a

tree or plant to facilitate its fructilication; and it must be

as obviovfsly opposed to the second law, to cut back or

shorten the branches for the purpose of improving its

form or symmetrical proportions ; and even after the first

year of its growth, it must be equally opposed to the third

law, to cutback and shorten the young branches annually,

for the purpose of increasing its prolificacy; for in this

ca?e few if any buds will be left to form fruit buds.

On planting fruit-trees, it must first .be determined

what space tljc tree to be planted is desired to occupy ;

and then, either to adjust the capacity of the soil to the

size of the tree, or the tree to the soil. It is well known

that the Pear-tree, when planted in a genial soil and situa-

tion, will attain a great size and requires many years*

growth before it can attain the necessary surface of trunk,

branches, and leaves, to enable it to bear fruit. Under such

circumstances, it is difficult to force its natural growth, so

as to facilitate the acquisition of the surface required for

its fructification. But many methods may be resorted to,

to reduce the supply of food, and thus to a^ljust the con-

sumption of food by the surface existing. Some persons

effect this purpose by cutting away the bark and wood of

the trunk or of the base of the large branches, and some

by cuttingoff the roots. But when Pear-trees are required

to be dwarfish in their growth, to occupy a small space,

and to bear fruit as early as possible, the better mode is

-to graft the Pears on the Quince stock ;
for the roots of

the Quince never extend so far nor collect food in such

large quantity as the Pear : and yet it sustains the Pear-

tree in sufficient luxuriance to produce large and constant

crops of the finest fruit.— J". Hayward^Lijme.

(To be continued.)

ON TRAINING APPLE AND PEAR TREES.
A SHORT description of my plans of training trees and

manual operations may easily be given ; but obvious

reasons induce me to think that this womid be a mere
waste of time and paper. I have no doubt that many
readers of the Chronicle are similarly circumstanced with

a young clergyman who lately invited me to see his garden

;

he said that he was ashamed to expose his ignorance of

horticulture—but what could he do ? lie had purchased
several books; but as one recommended one mode of
practice, and one another, he was at a loss to decide which
to follow. He had also purchased Loudon's *' Encyclo-
pzedia of Gardening;" but this did not help him out of

the labyrinth, as he merely says one man follows this

practice, and another that. A celebrated Professor of

Physiology, who accompanied me round my garden,

observed that my vines were furnished with as fine wood

aud fruit at the bottom or near the root, a9 at th&greatest

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No, XLIX,

Window Pelargdniuras which were pruned early in

the autumn, as recommended at page 557, will now have

become handsome bushy plants, and must be carefully

protected from frost. ^Vhen the nights arc very cold, the

plants should be drawn back from the window, or set

down on the floor of the room ; in these circumstances

the heat which is given out by the floor and walls wiU

generally be sufficient to keep the temperature above the

freezing point. Fuchsias and other deciduous plants

should not be pruned back until they begin to grow m
spring ; it will then be seen which branches require cutting

out. Window plants, generally, ought to be waterea

sparingly at this season of the year, for very little evapo-

ration goes on through the leaves, and the soil is apt to

become wet to such a degree as to rot the roots : \i enougU

is given just to keep the soil moist in which Pelargoniums

are, this will be quite sufficient. Other things whicU

naturally lose their leaves in winter, as Fiichsius for ex-

pie, should be kept drier, although not perfectly dry.

If any of those curious and pretty plants, called MammU-

larias, are grown in windows, they will scarcely require

any water;, a little once in three weeks will be quite

sufficient. Other Cacti, such as C- speciosus, [equine

water more frequently. Hyacinths in glasses should ha\6

the water renewed occasionally.
^

The greenhouse should now be gay with Chrysantne-

mums in bloom. The collection ought to be looked over,

and all the less beautiful varieties marked to he escludea

from it in another year. Such kinds as Quilled White, Uia

Purple, and many others^ are not worth growing now, when

such beautiful varieties as C. formosum, Kicidum, Beauty,

Due de Canegliaao, and others noticed in a former paper,

are so common and cheap in the nurseries. The new Frenca

varieties are particularly valuable, not only because many oC

them are finely formed, but also because their dark colours are

so useful for contrasting with the lighter Jersey varieties.

Those who arc fond of these gay flowers cannot do better

than visit some nursery where they are extensively gi'o^'^j

and select, ia flower^ the kinds they most admira ;
or, o«
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least, they can mark the names anJ description of the
more iiiterestiug in their note-books, to wliich they can
refer witii confidence next spring when they wish to pro-
cure cuttings or plants. Young plants of the Chinese
Primrose, Cinerarias, Tea-scented and Perpetual Roses
Mignonette, and plants of that kind, should be brought
forward to succeed the Chrysanthemums

; and as all these
things are easily brought into flower in the winter months
without the aid of forcing, they are particularly well
suited for the Greenhouse or Pit of the amateur who has
not much accommodation.

In the open air, the varied operations of the Kitchen
and Fruit Garden, to which I hare specially adverted, such
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as digging, draining, and planting, may be proceeded
with when the weather is favourable. The lists of fruit-

trees formerly given will enable the amateur to form
excellent collection of first-rate kinds ;-he will also find
some good liscs of Gooseberries in the preceding pages.
Amongst Black Currants there is one sort which is particu-
larly deserving of notice, called the Black Naples, which I

would advise him to procure, if he does not already
possess it.— 7?. F*

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Transplanting Trees.—The season has now arrived

which is most suitable far making alterations -and im-
provements in the flower-garden and pleasure-ground, in

the execution of which tlie transplanting of trees and
shrubs of considerable dimensions becomes frequently
necessary. A few observations, therefore, on the manner
of performing that operation may not be unacceptable.
The bad effects of deep planting has been repeatedly held
forth; notwithstanding which, it is still practised to a

method being to make
of the plant so deep,
of earth adhering to it

great extent ; the most common
the pit, or hole, for the reception
that the upper surface of the ball

may, when planted, be exactly level with the surrou"nding
soil. Some even (with a view to gain stability) persist
in planting still deeper. The consequences of such treat-

Dieut may be readily supposed to be (in most instances)
failure and disappointment; for, although the plants so
treated may not die, yet their appearance is soon found to
be the very reverse of ornamental. 1 have lately had an
opportunity of examining some trees which had, about
nine years since, been transplanted in the above maniier,
with a view to give an immediate effect to a new place.
They consisted chiefly of Firs^ Oaks, Chesnuts, Sorbuses,
&c.^ Their appearance has all along been unsightly,
having never recovered from the effects of their removal,
and being now overtopped by small trees that were
planted at the same time. On digging, them up, it is

found that very feiv rootlets have been emitted, and these
only from the sides of the stem running close to the sur-
face, and producing in some of the deciduous kinds
a tendency to throw up suckers, which have in some in-
stances formed themselves into large bushes ; while, what
was the tree at the time of planting, may now be seen in
the midst of them, of the same size as it was when planted
nine years ago.—The lower part of the ball being buried
80 detp, the roots are beyond the influence of the atn:o-
sphere and in immediate contact with the subsoil,
consequently they are found to be dead and rotten. In
planting, I would in all cases prefer small to large trees

;

the former recover from the effects of their removal
8ooner, [and ultimately become the handsomest trees.
When it is really a dtsirable object to remove large trees,
the manner in which I conceive it can be most success-
fully done, is as follows : The tree or shrub being care-
fully hfted, prepare the si)Ot where it is to stand by digging
It deeply

; make no pit, but merely hollow out the soil a
littlej so that the under surface of the ball may not be
more than a foot or six inches below the level of the
surrounding surface. Then place the tree in the spot so
prepared, and after it is pro))erly balanced, drive three or
more strong stakes firmly into the ground, as close as
possible to the ball, and so deep that their heads may be
btdow the ground-level. Then, by stretching a jJiece of
rope firmly from one stake to another, over the surface of
the ball, the tree will be made quite firm. The prepared
fioil ean now be thrown over the roots; a basin may be
formed and liberally supplied with water. When the soil
becomes dry enough the operation can be finished. The
tree will then have the appearance of standing on a little
h'll, which will add to its height, and has a good effect.
l>y securing the roots in the manner described, stem-
fitaknig, which is both unsightly and injurious, will be
entirely dispensed with. By the above method, I have
planted trees upwards of twenty feet in height, and in ex-

pend situations, with great success.—/'. G.
Pmcs.—At page ^^ii of the CAro;ik7d ii a paragraph

^ntten by a person styling liimself '* Inquirens." In
this the author refers to an article which appeared a few
weeks previously (pageG24), stating the weight of several
Inie-apjiles, wliich had been grown in rather a peculiar
manner at Thorntield, the residence of F. A. Piiillips, Esq.
This he ofFects to call a new era in Pine-growing ; neither
do I much wonder at it: I should have thought it an
exaggeration, had such a statement appeared a few years
back. Ja my former account, I mentioned that the united
^•eii^ht of the fruit then growing upon twelve suckers was
estimated at GO lbs..; nine of these have been cut already,
and their weight was 5,1 lbs. 7oz. avoirdupois : the age of

w

the plants since the preceding fiuit was cut varying from
^'ght to twelve months. The sorts were : one Enville, three
JMontserrats, and five Jamaicas, 1 have again dressed
them, and placed them in the fruiting-pit, which is nearly
lull, without having recourse to my succession plants;
ai3d I expect next»year that they will produce even larger
fiuit than they have done this season. I do not hesitate
to say that the same plants of the Queen Pine would each

Jamaicas, &c would yield one fruit annually, unlett.om;
unforeseen accident should occur I b,ve within the U*t

?

twelvemonth cut two fruits from one plant of the BlackJamaica, weighmg 1 2 lbs. 12 oz. ; a third sucker is making
rapid progress, and in all prob>biHty will not shame iu
predecessors. That what I have already stated is a factmany gardeners in this neighbourhood can testify. Allowme then to ask, what ifference can be drawn from such
a result:' If not a new era in Pine-growing, 1 think wemay venture to call it a new era in the expense of grow-mg this noble fruit, and a desirable object to those who
are in some measure dependent on its produce for a livine.
Jt IS not .for me to predestine what may be the result of
a tew veara' nractice • ^cf T k*i:^«* •!...* ^ t

an shall hear

stating

of
practice

; yet I believe that, ere bug, I
that, out of a space of 22 feet by 9, two

cwt. of fruit can be produced annually, independently
of any^ succession-house. This is no phantasm of the
head

;
It IS what I really think, from experience. Neither

let It be imagmed that I want to usurp a predominance
over my more enlightened brethren ; my whole object In

the above facts, is intended to arouse their enerRT,
and show them what may be done by the above practice in
the cultn-ation of the Pine-apple. 1 hope 1 have already
stated sufKcient to convince your readers of the superiority
of this system over that of i>ropagating Pine-plants from
crowns or suckers. What a sjcrificc I have seen, during
my twenty years' acquaintance with the culture of this
plant, by the mistaken notion that as soon as the first
fruit is cut the plant has finished its career, and is of
course only fit to be consigned to the fiames or rubbish,
heap, there to moulder into vegetable earth ! whereas, had
It been preserved and judiciously managed, iu all pro-
bability the second fruit would have far surpassed the
first both in size and quality.—JosrpA flamUtou, Gar-
dener to F, A. Phillips, Esq., Thornficlii, near Stockport,
Lancashire—[We cannot pass by this communication
without earnestly calling to it the attention of Pine-growers.
In our opinion, the common modes of Pine growing are
as much opposed as possible to common sense, and to the
nature of plants. Mr. Hamilton is no doubt right.]

Scale upon Pines,~U a subscriber will syringe his
Pines, and afterwards dust them with an equal mixture
of dry soot and sulphur, he will soon clear bis plants.
The advice you give is good, but years might elfipse before
he could feel satisfied that the plants were clean. I have
tried dung and all other moist heat, but could never get
rid of them until I followed the above method.—^
Grower of Pines,

Charnomile as a Preventive of Scale 1 have had two
Camellias iu the conservatory, which were covered with a
white sort of scale, well cleaned with Chamomile water,
since which they have been syringed three or four times.
They are now quite clear of "those insects J, Malleson,
Claremont Gardens.
Bust on Grapes,—In different publications I have ob-

served various causes assigned for the rust on Grapes, one
writer stating that he seldom saw rust on early Grapes,
but frequently on late ones ; and adding that the .latter

were generally thinned by men with dirty hands. Another
is of opinion that it is caused, in many Cases, by dashing
a strong stream of water against the tender fruit, or by
careless handling in thinning ; while a third states that it

is frequently occasioned by persons thiuning them with
hands covered with perspiration- In my opinion not one
of these surmises has any more to do with the disease

called rust on Grapes, than it has with rusty bacon.

Your Dublin correspondent writes, "previously to ripen-

ing, small dark spots appeared on the berries.*' Had he
examined the bunches before they came into flower, he

would have seen small dark spots upon them ; for I never

saw Grapes that had the rust, but dark spots were to be

observed on the bunches before they were in bioom. The
diseased berries appear to have a more oily appearance

until nearly the size of a Pea, and the pollen adheres to

them as dust does to anything fresh painted; whether

syringed, thinned, or not, there is nothing that I know of

which will prevent them from having the rust that season.

Some persons think that your Dublin correspondent's vine

was over-cropped ; but if that had been the case, the berries

would not have had the appearance which he described

;

and the top of the house would have been the last place

to have looked for bad Grapes.

—

A Subscriber^

Packing Cucumber Phvtts.—Perhaps there is no plant

the raising of which in the early part of the season

causes so much anxiety to gardeners in small places,

where they have nothing to depend upon but fermenting

material, as the Cucumber; for, not only have they f^'^t

or six weeks' trouble in preparing dung to form a seed-

bed, but after that is formed, they have three weeks or a

mon!h to wait before the plants are fit to ridge out on the

fruiting-beds. This, to a small grower, is not only a great

trouble, but a serious expense; therefore, a system of

packing that will ensure the safe transmission of Cucum-
ber plants to a distance of 100 miles or more at the time

the thermometer registers several degrees of frost, will

not, I presume, be without use to some of your readers.

The materials necessary to secure this are two boxes—one

of a size suitable to hold the plants, and the other about

four inches larger every way; a quantity of dry moss;
some carded wool, and a thick woollen cloth, similar to

those used for horses. In packing the plants, which should

be hardened for three or four days previously by being

placed in a moderately dry heat of from jo to 60 degrees,

a little moss mu^t be put on the surface of each pot, and

securely tied down with matting, A small stake should

be placed in the centre of each })0t, and the plants should

be secured lo it, so as to make their foliage occupy as

little space as possible. Four or fi^e more sticks are then

whole rosy be '

^ i iu . sheet of paper. This being
done, pUmm the plants iu the smalt box ; pass some nnrrow
strips of wood, which may bo secured by naite from the
outside, over ihc rimi of the j .i , to prevent the plants
from being injured if the Lux should up*'* ; and fill the
latter up firmly with carded woo!, which has been pre-
viously warmed. After the lid is fastened down, the box
must be placed within, and equidistant from the sides o£
the larger one, over the bottom of which a layer of dry
moss should be previously placed ; the space between the
boxes to be tightly filled wit! ^\t aan^.e mater?:;L Tht lid
of the large box may then be nailed down, and the whole
may be wrapj.ed up and corded in the woollen doth.
lacked in this way, I hare sent plants in .lii-uiL .r a
journey, m which they hare been forty-eigbt hours on the
road without their BUsUining the least injurv. Under
ordinary circumstances, and for a journey of a ftw hours,
1 dare say the plant* would p .injured in the small
box, packed m wool and wra, , . d in the woollen cloUi ;more especially if we could ensure its trnvclHng '* Inside"
the coach; but as coachmen are not to be trusted, it will
not be adyisable to run the ri.k wiU. .liable planU.
\\ ool, hair, or charcoal diut, would be superior to moss tom between the boxci, but they fiould ba more tx^
pensive.—J^i«if*j-.

Bleltlng,—T\\\t word ' = been used Iu your two la*t
Numbers to higuify {\i^ ripening of fruits of the Medlar
ond Service kiiul«. Pray, on what authority do you f' a
use it

;
and whence is it derived ? It is lu w to ii<ime of

UB ; and, as it

fill

taken

IS not a couinion word, and as prec inoa of
Ideas IS so cloiely connected with the ripht meaning of
words, you will oblige m«ny of your renders, no better
versed in the t/-or^rr/or.cr' ug ih;,,, myg, If, if you can fiud
a place in your « Miscellanies " for an explanation. ]s it a
tiew coinage, or is it olJ, newly returned to ciiiuiation?
It is not to be found in Parkinson, Gerard, or Evelyn;
nor in any of the modern books 1 li.ivc hx^vn able to lay
my hands on—though these, 1 muatcoufcfeb, arenot many.
The word has a good Auglo-Saxt>n look, and 1 -'Ai I could
follow it in that direction. It cannot have anythlug (o do.
with the German Blalt^or Binttern, though they aie "goot
orts" for garden use. Nothing like it is to be found in
the ordinary French dictionaries. Hut in Boiste's Pan*
Lr.riqtte, of date 1829, I find '* Blet.te (adj. i^a^culio in-
usit^) (poire —) trop .mure, i\ demi pouuie,'* and in a
'^ Thresor dc la Langue Francoijser of date 1G06—
"Blette, especc de pourn'e,*' «o that I sujipo^e we lia'vc

it immediately from the Frenrh, thotigU ]V€rhapt
traceable to some Gothic or Celtic original common t<j

both language*. Blight is most probably from the same
root ;. especially as Johnson could not find the etymology
of that word—later and better philologists may have bttu
more successful. So many words in common use, of
which we have the precise notions of their meanings, have
been swerved from their original iignific^tions, that it is

perhaps not a valid objection to the one in t,-.^:ion that it ia

not a proper expression for the maturatinn of the Mi^Har,
which has no other affinity to rottenness thnn as it is the
next before it in a series of chemico-vital changes in th^.

(rult; and it ought certainly to be undec;..uod in a very
different sense from the Bltgkt of our own, or the /?/c//s

of the French lexicographers. Perhaps it would be mora
correct to speak of all sorts of ripening na the last chemi^
cal action directed by the vitality ot fruits, before they
are resigned to the acetous or putrescent fcrmer*'^*'-^ns^or

other chemical o]>erations which assist their resolution
into their component principles. And if we go so far as
to say that all vitality is only chemical action ill under-
stood—or, if it be contended that the formation of sugar
and the other phenomena of maturation arc simply che-i

mical, the same will apply to the maturation of the Rosa.
ceous as to other fruits.

—

P. P.— TOur exrelleut corre-

spondent has answered his own question better than we
could have done it for him. The word blctting has, na
doubt, been derived immediately from the French, and we
are not sure that we ourselves have not to answer f6r the

offence of introducing the won! into Kngiish ; not lately,

however. The fact is, that we have no word in

English which will express the peculiar state of the

Medlar, &c., which consists of rtpeneas with the appear-

ance of rottcnnew, ** Aprcs Pcpoque,'* wys M. Uecan-
dolle, "que l*on appelle generalement maturitc, la plupart

des fruits charnues subissent on genre d'alteration ; leur

chair pourrit ou llessity c'cst a dire pas?c a fetat de fruit

bktJ*—Decand. Phgs, Veg, 387. And the same writer

goes ou to speak at some length of this bl£&&iis€mvnt. It is,

therefore, evidently a word in common use among the

French, and we think it may be conveuiently added to our
own language.}

Preservation of Applet,—I know not if the following

be the usual mode adopted in Herefordshire for keeping

Apples, but a person from that county has been in the

habit of keeping them thus :—He covers the tloor of his

cellar with hurdles two in thickness, and on these he pat4

a little straw, upon which the Apples are phred without

further care or attention, except removing all that appear

to be faulty as he places them in the cellar ; and hethrsfci

it unnecessary to use any particular care in this respect.

He has at present 110 bushels thus heaped up in a 4 ^ iH

cellar; two or three times each week he gives them a

good wetting with fresh water, as much ns he thinks will

well wel iJ^e whole oftUm . This water drain T, through

the straw and hurdles, into a well. In X^iiS way he assures

me Apples keep well until the period at which he usually

disposes of them—the best to mak-e him a go^d n'turn

after Christmas. At present the Apples look as well and

firm as if just gathered, and 1 understand that during the

last 10 years they have always. kept just as well and frrfh^

until sold, as we then saw them. How much less trouble-

to be tied firiuly round the outside of the pot; and the
j some and easy of application fur keeping large quantitiea

-I
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5ierir;r:c^r3"^&ec;;;'wi«/the ^nosop.. <^ the

TuSesthL^eUes, and the means of moculating other

fruit fn their vicinity ? This drenching with water will

a so tenJ to bring about what is specified to be essentially

necessary—that a fruit-room should be as sweet and as

clean as a dairy. Is it possible to keep either sweet or

clean without the use of plenty of water ?_a dairy, cer-

tainly not. Would not this method answer for storing

roots as well as fruits, keeping them cold enough by the

constant application of the water, to prevent their growing

in the spring ; and yet moist enough to prevent their

withering as the air would not exhaust the roots, but

rather afford a supply to the juices, and thus preserve

their plumpness, should they need it ?

Cockroaches.—I should have informed you sooner of

the result of my experiments in destroying Cockroaches

had I not been too much engaged in other matters. The

treacle-trap is of no use whatever ;
only one having in-

truded into the basin in three nights. Spirit of turpen-

tine is, however, effectual ; I only used it three times, and

3 have now scarcely a cricket left. My servant bought spirits

These

and south ; the rows being all fifteen yards long. I ma-

nured them alternately with one pound weight of guano

to each row for five rows, drilled out of the hand on the

sets, and covered with mould ; five more rows with a

pound weight of nitrate of soda to each, put on in the

same manner ; five more with good stable-dung ; the same

number with horn-shavings ;
and SO on alternately with

the respective kinds, until the whole were finished and

planted ;—two rows of each sort heing left without manure

of any kind. The whole were managed exactly alike as to

hoeing and earthing up : the quality of the ground was

also as regular as possible, because I planted a row^ m the

middle and at each end, of the same Potato, without ma-

nure : each yielded the same weight, which I think was as

fair a trial as 1 could possibly give. The result of these

experiments is as follows : the nitrate of soda was deli-

vered to us at 27s. per hundred weight ; the guano, which

was from Peru, at 23 guineas per cwt, ; the horn-shavings,

about 125. per cwt. ; and the stable-dung at 6^. per ton.

Every row of Short-topped Reds, manured with guanoas

above, yielded on an average one bushel each; those with

stable-dung three pecks each ; those with horn-shavings

very little more than two, and those with nitrate of soda

If" ine"thVfi;;t''tlme"in mistake ; it will do as well as tur- tl^e same as the horn-shavings ^
those with no manur^ea^t

pentine, but is more expensive. I merely poured a little all

toto the crevices and holes near the hearth-stone, and

afterwards sprinkled the remainder of half-a-pint up and

down the fioor near the fire-place, If the liquid ever

comes in contact with a cricket, it will give one or two

leaps, and then fall on its back and die immediately.—tA.

Oble, Freston.
. , . *• m j

Onion Maffffot—The Onion crop has this season failed

in many parts of the country, while in other places it has

been abundant. In cottage-gardens, consisting of soil of

a similar nature, and even when seed has been procured

from the same shop, the crop failed with some and suc-

ceeded with others. This failure has been occasioned

chiefly by the Onion-maggot. I have made inquiry at

several places where the crop was good, how they ma-

naged and manured their ground : in every case I was in-

formed that they had put Soap-suds and urine upon their

ground during winter, with scarcely any other manurCjand

that the ground was dug in spring and sown in the usual

way. As many cottagers and others depend a good deal

on their Onion crop, it may be worth trying a piece of

ground with Onions, and dunging it with these little-

Talued materials. They are sure to be advantageous to

the ground, and the trouble in most cases is not very great.

It may turn out that some of the salts in these substances

jnay keep the maggot at a respectful distance from the

seeds of the Onions, and thus prove a safeguard to the

crop.

—

Peter Mackenzie^
Entomological Specimens.—I have found it a good

method of killing moths and other insects for cabinet

specimens, to enclose them in a tin box, and immerse it

for a minute in a basin of boiling water. The insect dies

almost without a struggle, ^and the most delicate colours

are uninjured.

—

Lusor,
To prevent Sheep from Barking Young Trees.^^l

have seen young Apple-trees secured from being barked

by sheep or hares, by^ binding apiece of Willow bark,

taken from a pole of the same size, round the stem of the

tree. It will last for a year or two, is very easily re-

newed, and affords complete protection.

—

Lusor.

Curefor American Blight,—In perusing Mr.Waterton's
^* Essays on Natural History," I found the following

simple means of checking the ravages of the American

blight ; it costs nothing, and, I may add, it is within the

reach of every one. It consists of clay, mixed with water,

till it is of such a consistence that it may be put on the

injured parts of the tree either with a mason's trowel, or

with a painter's brush. It is then applied to the diseased

places of the tree, and soon smothers every insect. A
second coating upon the first fills up all the cracks which

become apparent when the clay has become dry. This

mixture resists, for a suflScient length of time, the effects of

both sun and rain, until the sickly parts, effectually freed

from the enemy which had been preying on their vitals,

are placed in a state to be cured by the healing process of

nature. That this method is effectual, my Apple-trees

ftmply testify.

—

Yugs^
Althorpe Crassafie Pear,—In your Notices to Corre-

spondents in a late Number, I see that you are doubtful

Trhether the Alihorpe Crassane would succ^d as an es-

palier. I beg to state, that in the spring of 1837 I grafted

three scions of the above Pear on an espalier, and in the

autumn of 1840 I gathered five Pears in good perfection.

In 1841 they were very fine ; but being a cold, wet sum-
mer, they had not much flavour. This year the crop has

been good and in great perfection.

—

Charles Elworihy,
Neitlecome Court.

Potatoes.—I this year planted most of the best varieties

of Potatoes in separate rows, in heavy clayey soil, and I

find that the most prolific were the Bread Fruit, the

Eegent, and the Pineapple, especially the latter,;;^which is

a very valuable kincT, as it keeps quite sound and well-

flavoured till June.— ro//y.

Experiments upon Potatoes.—I beg to forward the re-

sults ofsome experiments on Potatoes with guano and other

manures. The piece of ground operated upon was rather

more than a rood of light loamy soil, with a gentle de-

clivity to the south. It was ploughed up in 1841, and

sown with Oats ; but it was so poor and full of Couch Grass,

that at harvest-time there werescarcely any Oats to be seen.

In March last I ploughed it twice, cleaned the Couch well

out, and cut the rows with the plough two feet apart ; I

planted the whole with Potatoes—the kinds being Ameri-

cm jNfttiTes, Priflce Regeuts, and SbQrt-topp^d lUOi.

«.. were equal in weight to the two last. The rows planted

with American Natives, and manured with guano, yielded

on an average three pecks each ; those with stable manure,

a quarter of a peck less ; those with nitrate of soda and

horn-shavings, two pecks each ; those with no manure at

all, rather more. The Prince Regents yielded as near as

possible in quantity to the Short-topped Reds, with all the

manures. Those grown with nitrate of soda and with

horn-shavings were all extremely scabby, but during their

growth in summer they were of a much darker green than

any of the others, and the haulms were at least a foot

longer : I anticipated the best crop from them, and did

not find out my mistake until they were taken up. Those

grown with guano and stable manure were beautifully

clear-skinned, and free from scabs ; one ton of dung from

the stable manured twelve rows, which cost, with carting,

Is. ^d. ; while the quantity of guano for the same ground

would be considerably less, with much less trouble in ap-

plying it ; several sets of the kinds manured with nitrate

of soda did not come up, so that it would seem to have

destroyed the eyes. The Potatoes which were planted

without any manure at all were better than those dressed

with nitrate of soda and horn-shavings, insomuch that they

were not so scabby, although there were a few bad ones

amongst them.—^enr^/ For^, Sheaf House, Sheffield,

Extraordinary Crop of Potatoes.—Mr. W. Hodgson,

of Poulton-le-Fylde, in May last, cut into sets and

planted 24 Potatoes of the kind called " Lumpers, the

produce of which, when taken up, was no less than 10^

bushels, or 7201bs. \—M. Saul, Garstang.

Mangel WnrzeL—Ks the results of your correspond-

ent's (from Odstock) stall-feeding with Mangel Wurzel

are so very different from my experience, I have referred

to my memoranda, and I find that on November 29th,

1819, I tied up, in separate houses, 30 Devon oxen which

had been summered at grass, but were not fit for the

butcher. They were divided, as nearly as could be judged,

of the same estimated value, were attended by the same

man, and in every respect treated alike, except that one

part was fed with Swedish Turnips, and the other with

Mangel Wurzel, of which they had equal quantities, with

as much good meadow hay as they required (the exaf t

quantity of roots given daily 1 have now no memorandum

of). The first six were sold about the 29th of February,

and the last on the 18th April. Those fed upon Swedes

and hay averaged 2U. lOs. each, and those fed on Mangel

Wurzel averaged 27/- each ; the result was such as to

satisfy me of the superiority of Mangel W^urzel over

Swedes for feeding. There is yet another advantage in

favour of Mangel Wurzel : the crop is so much heavier

than that of Swedes, under similar culture. There was no

difference in the preparation of the land for these crops,

which grew side by side in the same field (11 acres),

having been ridged in about 26-inch ridges, manured from

the same heap of manure, and as soon as it was judged

that a sufficient quantity of Mangel Wurzel had been

drilled (at 2 lbs. of seed per acre, which is in my opinion

the best method of planting), the drill was immediately

put on Turnip-seed ; hut the crop of Mangel Wurzel was

fully double that of the Swedes. I may observe, that a

portion of the Mangel Wurzel was placed in the field in

small heaps of two or three tons each, and covered with

earth a few inches in thickness ; but I observed on open-

ing these that some roots which the frost had reached

were rotted to the depth at which the frost had apparently

extended, whilst the remaining part of the root was sound.

Those stacked in the house in the manner I stated m a

an experiment which in my opinion promises to be

attended with much advantage td cattle-feeders. For my
own part, I am satisfied, and believe an acre of Mangel

Wurzel equal in value to more than two acres of Turnips,

cceteris paribus. As to the notion, that Mangel Wurzel

exhausts the soil, the more feed an acre produces, the

more manure will be made. I have not observed any de-

ficiency in the Bariey crop after this root.—Lw^or.

Effect of Soil upon Peas.—'* Lusor," in p. 6o4, asks if

any one can assign the cause why Peas grown on certain

soils will boil tender in a very short time ;
whilst the

same kind, reared on other soils, will boil for hours, and

still be hard and tough.—I know nothing of chemistry,

therefore I cannot give "Lusor'' a reason why such is the

case ; but I am certain of this, that Peas grown on sandy

soils will boil well in a very short time ; whilst the same

kinds grown on a clayey soil will take hours to boil them,

—in short, they will never boil soft.—//ora//o.

Salt as a Manure.—There is no question as to the

great value of salt. In the wide range of human economy

iC is an essential article, and, like water, we have great

ground of thankfulness that the supply is so abundant.

You have given us some instances of its surprising effects

on vegetation in some former Numbers of the Chronidey

especially as applied to Asparagus. Much has also been

written in other publications in former years, as to the

advantage of using it as manure. This idea I could never

fall in with ; for although some plants may bear it and be

benefited by it, yet I conceive the generality would be

injured. To Fuci, and perhaps to some other things, it is

essential ; to Sea-kale and other glaucous plants a marine

atmosphere is, no doubt, beneficial ; but that is quite dis-

tinct from salting the ground. I have no wish to intro-

duce the odium theologicum into your valuable paper

;

but I would just remark that in a book which I hope both

you and your readers value above all others—the Bible

—salt is very frequently mentioned as emblematical of

desolation and sterility.
* See Genesis, chap, xix., v. 25th

;

Judges ix,, v.45th: when Abimelech beat down Sichem,

he *' sowed it with salt." Jeremiah, chap, xvii., v. 6th :

"A salt land not inhabited," Zephaniah, chap, ii.,

V. 9th; also Matthew v., v. 13th; Mark ix., v. 50th ;

and Luke xiv,, v. 34th : where it is expressly said, "It is

neither good for the land nor for the dunghill. I am
awareth^tintheseNewTestamentpassagesanobjectionmay

be taken that salt is thus useless only where it " has lost

its savour ;" but still there is no encouragement as to any

fertilising quality, but rather the reverse; and in the

chemical analysis I am not aware that salt is found to

constitute any material ingredient in the composition or

food of vegetable substances. Another opinion may be

entertained—that where salt is injurious, it is owing to its

excess It is found, however, that the quantity beneficial

to Asparagus is destructive to most other garden produc-

tions r so that Asparagus is only to be taken as an excep-

tion not as a rule. Upon the whole, 1 think salt will

never become a fertiliser of the soil for general purposes,

but rather the reverse. If any of your correspondents

please to show good ground for contrary opmion, I shall

give them all due attention— QwfACWjr
^

Guano.—\ can state on the best authority that 2 cwt.

of the best grey-coloured guano is a sufficient quantity

for an acre of Turnips. The best article with which to

mix and make it fit for sowing, is 4 bushels of sifted

coal ashes to 2 cwt. of guano ; which will divide and

make it scatter evenly in the drills. From all the trials

which have been given to it in this neighbourhood, it is

much cheaper and greatly superior to bones, gypsum, or

even the best stable-dung, for Turnips. The demand wi I

be very great for it next season in Roxburghshire.— JFi/-

liam Deans. 1 have watered Camellias and Chrysanthe-

mums regulariy with liquid guano manure, with the great-

est success.—C/mc«5, F.H.S. t i. «
Sporting of Colour in the Hydrangea.—I have an

Hydrangea in mv garden, which bloomed this summer

with one large truss quite blue, while all the others were

of the usual colour. The plant grows in rather a dry

soil, and has been planted 14 years, near a north wall,

where no sun ever reaches it. Do you know the cause oi

this?-^ Gardener. „ . , _^ ^j^^^^

i

former communication kept well ; these never heated, as

the mode of stacking gave a good ventilation, and were

always ready tp be got at by removing a little stubble, and

taking the required quantity from the ends of the stacks

or cords, as wanted. I do not think with your cor-

respondent, that the saccharine matter is dissipated by

the access of air to the stacks ; but I have heard it stated

that theBeet-root loses a considerable part (if not the whole)

of its sugar if kept late in spring, so as to unfit it for the

purpose of making sugar. [Certainly.] I did not find the

Mangel "Wurzel to loosen the bowels more than the Swedes.

As your correspondent has tried the experiment on a much

larger scale than I have done (and I have had no oppor-

tunity of repeating it, having given up agricultural pursuits

for nearly twenty years), I would not have obtruded the

aboye statement, but in the hope that others may be in-

duced to rife the reai»lt» of \im espwieace; or to jrepeat

Value oj Burnt Clayfor striking Cuttings xn.-

time since a correspondent in the Chronicle recommended

powdered soft bricks, as an excellent compost m which to

strike cuttings. The same idea occurred to me last sum-

' mer;but being from home at the time, I had not an

opportunity of trying it. I, however, recommended nr>y

son, at whose house I was, to try burnt clay from the

anthracite fires, which in S. Wales are supplied by a

mixture of anthracite and clay. It struck me that lie

burnt clay would afford excellent drainage, and at tiie

same time give sufficient moisture for the nourishment ot

the cuttings, and not in excess. Upon reflecting further

on this matter, I am of opinion that another and a greater

advantage to the cuttings is afforded by the property

which burnt clay has of absorbing ammonia from tue

atmosphere. This ammonia would prove a constant ana

regular stimulus to the cuttings, and would enable them

to send out the radical fibres more quickly than would

otherwise be the case. If such is the fact, it is of some

importance; and the reasoning deducible from J* J"^/ °;
applied in other instances. It adds another proof ot .ne

great value of chemistry to facts made known by practical

for which in many cases a satisfactory reason has
men
not been given.

—

John Wedgu,uv<^, ^^^^—if .

Machinefor crushing Bones.—Some time since o"^.'"

your correspondents inquired respecting a cheap macbine

for crushing bonea. The following is an account oi

one in use in the Audover Union workhouse.
_

lu"

bottom block of wood is 4 inches thick, by 26 incnes

square ; tU floor of the box oooiwts of f mh uon am
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fastened to the bottom with nuts and screws. This is
better than an iron plate, as the bars can be removed
Bingly when any part is worn out. The box on top is
15 inch thick, 13 inches deep, and 21 inches square, lined
throughout with sheet iron. The crushing-rod is Scinches
round,^ feet long ; the face of the rod should be steeled
and with broad grooves. The top of the box should be
fastened to the bottom by two strong pieces of iron
passing down the outside, with an iron pin to go through
them to keep the top from jumping up with the concussion.
Such a machine costs from '2L 5s. to 2/. 10^. A man
will crush daily about 85 lbs. of bones if very fine or
112 lbs. if coarse.— Toti^.

'

IVei^fht of Pott!£rt/,~Cm any of your readers give me
an idea as to the greatest weight (without confined feed-
ing.) a drake or duck of our common English breed has
been produced at? I am endeavouring to procure the
largest that is to be had, and as none of our af^ricultural
societies give prizes for such, we are in ignorance in our
part of the country what the other can do.
your correspondent would state, should one
enough to reply, the age of duck or drakej and
alive, in feathers, or not.

—

A Stihscriber.

Prognostic of Rain—A pond in my garden, recently
filled with fresh river water, became suddenly quite green
a few days since. I was told that the change was a
tain sign of much rain ; and so it proved. The water is

now as clear as before, and of its proper colour. How is

the phenomenon to be explained ?— fF, S. i?., Grove
Parsonage^ Berks. [We do not know.]
Doionicum plantagineum.—T\\t devotion of this plant

to the glorious source of light and heat, as pointed out by
your intelligent correspondent, may be observed more or
less in many plants, though certainly not to the entire
sweep of the sun's circuit in the heavens—the "Werd-el-
Shems, on the burning plains of ChalJea ; the Girasol
(Helianthus tuberosus), and others. Yellow flowers mani-
fest this property more than others—witness the Ranun-
culus acris of the meadow ; every blossom bent towards a
declining and setting sun, like'a vast multitude of fire-

worship])ers, or guebres.—»/. Murray,
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIFS.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Dr. Playfair has expressed his williiiguess to extend his
lecture to be delivered to the members, on the ;th of December
on the subjectof the " Application of the principles of Physioloerv
to the Fattening of Cattle," to the following evening, if consistent
With their arrangements during that p^iod. He considers the
subject to be too extensive for a single lecture, but bethinks thatm two lectures the necessary information may be conveyed He
proposes that the first lecture should consist of an explanation ofthe general pnnciples of nutrition, and of the composition of thevarious kinds of food given to graminivorous animals; while the
subject of the second lecture would be the more immediate appli-
cation of these principles to the rearing and feeding of cattle, and
to the explanation of the most important "fattening points"
recognised by feeders or breeders of cattle. The CouneU stoodadjourned to Wednesday last, but in consequence of the absence
of members from town, a sufficient number did not attend to form

I.TxkIT" ^^ ^?J"^.^1-
'^^^ ^^""^ monthly Council wiU be heldon W ednesday, the 7th of December.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
rh7v!ff H^''''"''"^!"'*^ '^r'"^''^'

^^'^"- 11—The minor exhibition of

?hPrrwi ™T' ^''''^ ^*^^^ *^ *^^ Society's Rooms, Hish-street.

nm?riy ''""r .1^
many as might have been expected^ and in

ThP nH^o-
^''^

^
V .V ''i

^^'^^ther the company was not numerous.

Mr Rn^Vh^ ^°!'^"^^?''^ "^'^''^ ^^' ^'^"' S*^-to Mrs. Wells;

Son Th^1.^^•
^"^

^^vT'.?"^^"^*
^^^-

'
^>*^ Messrs. Veitch and

Bn 't J' ! I ^^- ^^"^'1'^^^ fi'^e Plants of the new blue Tropsc'olum

for r^fvc ^h'"''*'
^^^^ following is the list of prizes awarded

Mr nooth ^'^'J^'^'^JT;^'*^
^^ di,,imUar sorts, I, Mr. Griffin ; 2,

Vniu.r \r^"!i^ "^''^"^ *' ^^^ Griffin; 2, Mr. Booth. BestCO /ec/ion,o/c«//ow.^.^. ^j, criffin. Kewest und best specimen.

C.lk^llr^\ ^" ^^^"^^^ ^f'^^ ^^s ^so awarded to Mr. Griffin for

anral^n^wr^^^^ insigne. Oncfdium crispum, 8:c.;

n ct n-
/"" ^^j;; ^^^th for Cactus truncatus, and Max Udriapicta.— Western Times,

AW n^- '^'' ^ Eclipse, Double White, l, Mr. D. Fowlis, gr. toAl^. Blair. Esq.; 2, Mr. Alex. Fowlis, gr, to Adm. Sir P. Dur-

dnim frJ^
**EST Tk.vuer ExoTics—Billbcr^ia farinosa, Epiden-

mWH .
^ -^ Streh'tzia Regiuse, Helichrysum proUferum. Cy-

the
^

EST
the

Robertson,
atson, gr. to D,

Six BKST DKSSERX PkaRS,
Addison, gr. to the Right Hon. the

RillTf w *"^5"^' Erica mammo*.a. I, Mr. G. StirUog, gr. to

riT .
?• ViBccunt MelviUe; 2, Mr. J. Young. Six b

MarQnL/n7T'^f>'''
^r. J. Goodall. gr. to the Right Hon.warqiiess of Lothian ; 2, Mr. W. Thorn, gr. to

Andor ^"^^ Baking Ditto, 1, Mr. R. Wa
1^ Mr g" S

"^^
'

^' ^^^' ^^'' '^^''''^-

Va^i ^f
* ^^'"^""ff J 2, Mr. J. Addisuii, gjr. \.u me nigrn. nou, me

2 M. V^ ol^^'^^'
^'^ «'*»T Baking Ditto, 1, Mr. R.Watson;

Ai\d\.'n.r^' ^^^*^i'"e-. Cblkrv. W/iite, I, Mr. J. Goodall ; 2, Mr. J.

1 mI r' rf.' ^' ^^^' ^- Goodali; 2, Mr. J. Addison. Broccoli,

Mr r i;- >
^^^"' 2, Mr. G. Stirling. Brusskls Sprol-ts, 1,

lin» o Vf "f ' ^' Mr. J. GoodaH. Tomatoes, 1, Mr. G. Stir-

J TvL ' • •*• Thomson, gr. to W. Keith, Esq. Savov, 1, Mr.
J. inonison

; 2, Mr. J. GoodaU. Emdive, 1, Mr. J. Addison; 2,

L.i ,
"^- ^^^'^» i. Mr. G. Stirling

J 2, Mr. J. GoodaU.

rnin«
''™r--^. GoodaU; 2, Mr. J. Downie. A prize of One

wuinea, offered by Messrs. BaUaotyne, nurserymen, of Dalkeith,

t>er<n
^^ *^'^' Collected, dried, named, and arranged, by any

w„« ' a Joiiriieyman or apprentice to a member of the society,
wtts awarded to Mr. W. Bertram, apprentice, MelvUle Castle,

eac'Trot.JraLTht'oTi^' 'i,"'^
'^ ^ .loz^rc'^u^ ten on

m

MISCELLANEOUS.
^
Wect of Carbonic And on Veg^iailou.—k few years

since I bad an opportunity ofobserving a striking instance
of tbe effect of carbonic acid upon vegetation in the vol-
canic island of St, Michael (Azores). The »» issued fro
a fissure in the base of a hill of trachyte and tuflfa, from
which a level field of some acres eitenf'- '. This field, at
the time of my visit, was in part covered with Indian
Lorn. Tlie Corn at tbe distance of ten or fifteen yardi
from the fissure

; was nearly full grown, and of the usual
height, but the height regularly diminished until within
five or SIX feet of the hill, where it attained but a few
inches. This effect was owing to the great specific gravity
of the carbonic acid, and its spreading upon the ground;
but as the distance increased, and it became more and
more mingled with ntmosphrric air, it had produced leaf
and less effect—iifii^r'^ Organic Chcmutry, American
Edition,

C<^/^?y,—Celery, when simply boiled and eaten cold,
makes an agreeable salad for those who cannot digest it in
an uncooked state. Some persons consider it improved
by the addition of slices of cold boiled Onion, and a very
little Beet-root.

Hardy Perennials,-~T\i^ following is a select list of
Hardy Perennials :—Pentstemon gentianoidea, P. ovutus,
P. hybridus, Chelone barbata, C. barbata alba, (Enothera
macrocarpa, CE. speciosa, GciSnium ibtfricum, Delphi-
nium Earlowi, D. grandifiorum. Dracocffphalum specio-
sum, Stenactis speciosa, Phlox Thompsoniana, P. omni-
flora, P. niaculata, P. cdrnea, P. slolonffera, P. aristata,
P. setucea, Sisyrinchium grandiflorum, Gentiana septem-
fida, G. asclepiadea. G. acaulis, DodtcLtheou Meadia.
Alyssum sasitile, Spiraea palmata, Hoteia japrfnica, Cam-
panula carputica, Statice coriaria, S. Gmelini, and S.
tat^rica.

DamelV9 Patent Manurr^—kt a
minster and South Wilts Farmers'

meeting of the War-
Society, Mr. Pbipps,

the chairman of the Wilts Quarter Sessions, spoke strongly
in favour of Daniell's Patent Manure ; and stated that he
had divided his field of Mangel Wurzel in three equal parts

:

the first, cultivated with patent manure alone, produced
30 tons per acre ; the second, with half patent manure and
half stable-dung, produced 2G tons per acre ; and the third,
with all stable-dung, produced 24 tons per acre. Mr.
Phipps observed that the management of the three di-

visions had been all the same, except that the part with
the patent manure alone was ploughed rather deeper than
the other parts, and which might have been somewhat in
its favour. He declared his conviction that the mauure
would prove a valuable discovery, and be brought into ex-
tensive use.— Bath Chro7iicle,

V

Locusts in England.—About three weeks ago a labour-
ing man took a specimen of the Gryllus migratorius, or
Asiatic locust, in a field at StonegiaveIs,near Chesterfield.

The man, being struck by its unusual appearance and ac-

tivity, after a severe chase, succeeded in capturing it in

safety. It is now in the cabinet of a gentleman in Ches-
terfield. We understand that several other specimens of
this destructive insect have been taken in this and the

neighbouring counties in the present year ; one in Shef-

field in the beginning of September; another at Mickle-
over, near Derby, nearly at the same time ; a third, about
the middle of the same month, near Buiton-on-Trent ; the

latter was found to be a female, containing from 40 to 50
eggs, apparently ready to be deposited. The gentleman

who captured the last-mentioned specimen says that he
disturbed it in getting over a hedge near which it was re-

posing ; and that, when first discovered, the insect sprang

a distance of H yards.

—

Stamford Mercury,

NOTICES OF NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

\fp« ^K^'^**^^'^^"^**^« TRi'coLOR. Three-coloured flowered

dria P 7^^^^*^^°^"™- itiii^fhanly Annual). Ficoidcse. Icosaii-

tittPH f P""^^-"-^^ ^ ^^^y '^^'»>'f a"fl interesting object, well

evp fi^^
P acmg on the front shelves of a greenhouse near the

ht^VrJ rVr*"*^ ^'*^* ^^ ^*^""<* exceedingly serviceable. It should

•well Ti
^^^ ^^^**^^ tender-annuals, by being sown thinly, in a

Mar\"-h 1
^^^"ow pot, in sandy soil, about the latter end of

contfl ;> u
*^'*' '^ wanted for autumnal decoration. The pot

thev Ip "^- "^^^^^ shoaTd be plunged into a gentle hotbed untU

thrpp I

""*^^^' ^'**'^" ^^^ young plants have formed two or

in thA '
they should be potted singly into the smaUest pots,

are ^^t il?:®v.^*^^y
^*^*^» ^"'^ placed in a warm frame untU they

orVr ^^ ^ ^^* ''^^y ™^y tben be transferred to a cool frame
thflt fK

" ^^^^' where they should stand near the glass, in order
"iac uiey may receive the fuU beaeflt of the Ught. Water should

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
C/ia/AW'o/'/A.—The dulness of our gardens during autumn and

winter has of late years been greatly enlivened by the introduc-

tion of new and beautiful plants from all quarters of the tropica!

regions to which we have access; and we may confidently assert

that our greatest acquisitions are amongst the almost endless ad-

ditions which have been made to the tribe of Orchidaceous plants,

rivaHingasthey do All other plilntS in the pNt'CuIiar richness and
extraordinary contrast in the colours of their flowers, as well as

in the easily-traced analogies in their forms» to those of the more
familiar objects in the animal kingdom. It is not unfrequenf to

see the beak of birds and flying doves, tbe back of frogs and
dolphins' heads, beautifully-painted butterflies and mOths, the
face of monkeys, and the rich markings of the lordly tiger, repre-

sented in their flowers. There is uo doubt that Orchidaceous
plants will more frequently be found in the collections of the
wealthy in this country, when the fact becomes more generally

known that the high tcmj erature in which they are often kept is

more injurious than otherwise. A well-managed Orchidaceous
house at this season is cool and pleasant, and free from excessive
humidity, which gives the plants time to develop their blossoms
perfectly J their duration is likewise prolonged, and the exqulijite

perfume of many species is considerably stronger. Under sdch
treatment they have this season produced their seed-vessels at
Chatsworth in great abundance, and have flowered most pro-
fusely. The house in which the general collection is grown is a
curvilinear house, of large dimensions, well ventilated, and
heated with perforated Pteam-pipe» enclosed in a well-built flue,

filled with coarse brickbats and stone. The inside is taste-

fully fitted up with rustic wood for suspending the plants from,
which grow on blocks of wood, and in wire baskets. Along the
back of the house a quantity of partly-rotten chumps ofwood are
arranged, at short dis-tances from each other, covered with flou-

rishing and luxuriant plants of the least showy kiad». There
are stone shelves along the front and ends, and in the middle are

two large bark-pits, divided by a walk; three of which run the

whole length of the house, and are connected by cross pathways
and steps. On entering the house, the arraugement ofthe plants

in wire baskets, suspended from the rustic woodwork orer the

middle walk la a lioc with the dwr, has a sii^^iar and novel

i

«ppearam». On proceedii^ along Um firoet of the h . the
plants on the front stare, and the enomous spedmens arraocni
»n tie tun U, h*ve & good rtPW-r. The foUowfer li>t wlUrfYc
aomc idM ot

"

wliich a«? no*- in flowcsr :--Th« llrat, uaon tm.
tertng, are, c..^i 4ium \i ,. pratr«|l|i|r **« tiuoierMM
solitary flower* above the . ui«,««j.markcd f nge

^ Liiwrtelongip^ with 38 raccmea alMHr« a foot lang, of rrtJo^nah c««ttn

5l**"^iJ!:*' 'i*'*"*
""^ ^ **il^^ Gaf*«riai«w Wltktwelre pen-

dent rac^ei of lu Ueiicatr white ftawers c. a .,..ig the pot. Be-

\tn^^ll^-: thenumeroiM bnght w^ mmmm of the lov^^iy

cbilus Mceus,wm erect «p«m oT white-u4«d flmno vhiok

While P^ewBEi^na tetra^ona istbrnstta*; ^ it x its veil..
red flower, out of .Igfcu Furt*« oaTro a ,|ant ^ tj «««
•~^rM w^mls and p«ai*

J
\ -^ tUa .nkr .,:

UialUs Lanccaua. Oncldinm tri

i

«ti

nc*irv
f'^'irfrart, i i^tu ^•

1M near Uicm, and ai

«

i^^trinw in hiunuw ^t
months. To the Ut ar« tl

uocturnum. Tribi*fcUia
n 1 111 *4

IWN

**^ir umm J«»i mrvr us

• ^ ike of flov< . te vary
phyllum Careyannm, wlioat rto^a.
curious, being or the colour of beaa'-wax, >*nh tiwk

nilroduced by Mr. i u

W:

It, taea
tt—nt^^ra.

numrrout KmalH^h, daa» fid *- ' - .'pal^^ST^ ^^hich are barred and Ui«htly tinted v*^ >«aw. MXcil^mm
i^r*^H\ ^A.*^' " "^•^i -^"<*. O^^ '^ H<«^-U«annTTn5
a lading Ormtli.il iiyncham, we eomr i .^. i^imt^t <^ isku.^ .

^

J" i^.*;**\^** ly^*^ '''*^ *** • Mahi-r up tiMu. 1 hr iM uoUc«Cand MUUijda Ru>s. ih*u*a| near to tbaat an « :ur pretty
DendrAbhini dei.ud«ns and Hodrifu^ala •ecunrt.. Airaln tnmini

eye, with an enormon. plant ot lMHriMn).pi<iata. rarh -ijaruwuK
Us agreeable perluuu-ovcr thehr n' hi- .*.,>« "d
MajLilUna racemoMi, wuh c.^^i- .acrmc* of pale tkmvr . m
most magnificent plant oi l,rri»fti,, ,..sg!owtartoaU*u baautv -

upon which there ftr spikes upwsifls (J f u: (<< t long each
supporting three or four fluwcri ai Ay. Un ih* l«ft
hand is a group of pUnts contlsUnff of Mfil ' rum ronaceam,
BaccohAbium carinaium (a »i>eciee not r ^j kabia lor ita ^aauty).
Boibophyiium cocoinum, with uum<-rotta grmmM nMMMatand
the curious Onddiiua rndfei uavtnr ^mmm tiM oatitra ol
the house, wc coiwc to other ftnc plants oi i^-n- U'* laUun critiitnm
and Mackayi, wiUi numerous scapet of On '

.(f upRtnong themi sndona block of woodhaogati,. .. *^al PlMte-
mnpsis am*i>iiiii. In surpashing ^ '„

, jt and bcaiMy \ this platit bM
four flowcr-»uu« upon it, one of which ioppt^rli* f.Mjii.-cu of
its iuow-wliiu flowcri, resembling »o many motl Facing
these are Urge planU of i^^.^cndram CTnnpi^^ttniit oorcred
with flowers, and E. clUpticum, aUo Cataaetom crtwratuua. C.
tridentatnm, and two or three u!' . -.^.JfurthwonaretheprtUy
Saccolabium dcnticulatum, and Vanda lame^ , under which
Btauda alarge plant of the almoht discarded Epii.ii.dmm in*g:i.u!i,
which blooms bo freely, anddifTuaes ao agrecabte a ^K-rfmne, thai
It has become a general favourite. After tui ^tig the corner and
asceiiding a few stPi>s, wc coma to Ifc^paruy riitton rhuiupa ol
woods, before apoken of, on which the loliowing arc producing
their 'flowers in happy contrast:—MaxiUiria atrorubcna, ]£
densa, M. rufcsceiu, and Masdev^dUa Icnaatratai the raMinea of
Gongoras, which aragrowirig in jn.ti and elevated above tbetn,
ittterruptinp their harmony with the Intranlon of their id«
amongfctthem. Tlwre are naTOcr»a»4«r«atrialOrchldac«'np grown
Ui pots, placed between these chump& ui woodit ao a« bo coai|iMi
the arrangements^ among which C>piipediam inaigne, CalaottM
dcnsiflora, CymbSdlum alnense, and Goodycra dIsertM- stand con*
spicuous. We next come to the apadous receaa lorrnrd in tto
centre of the back part of the house, for the convenience of isnu-
pending the flowering plants during summer, so aa t^ ^v more
easily seen, and to aflTord them m< shade ; tiiia being eMMed hf
the rustic branches which cover the raeaw ar . , rt the soa-
pended planb*. Here the lovely Maxillaria *^'-"^- and M.ciMsta
arc bursting into beauty. On the chnn-j.* of \s uod on the ntlwo'
side of this recess, arc Epideudrum Skhmeri, NaxUUriaTailibilia^
M. nervosa, Fcrnandesia ^legans. Bolbophyllum recurvum, the
curious little Trias raccmosa with woolly flowe«, |jkl a large
plant of the beautiful ^^chynanthus grandiiUjraar whichhas bcea
for the last three months one splendid mass of flowet. In front
of these is suspended, hi a woodc» basket, a fine plant of the
showy Dendrrtbium chrysanthum, three stems o4fwiiieli
covered with flowers, form a most gorgeous objec* ~0.

I

I

Remarks on Bermuda^ u a smsU 1 2mo pamphlet, di^wa
up, we believe, by the order of Col. Ileid, the Goveroor of
the Colouf, for the information of emigrants, and ahoald
be consulted by all who think of settling on that island.

The following panage is important

:

" Such persons as from age or infirmitj become unable
to su^-'purt themselves are provided for, after the Scotch
system, from the funds of the Parish to which they
belong. No rates are made exclusively for that purpose,
end no labour is required of tbe pauper for the ben^t of
the Parish.

" There is great want both of agricultural and dotnentic

labourers in the country. The wages of the former may
be stated to be from 24 to 30 shillings per month, with
food and lodgings or without food at 48 to 52 shiilinga.

Domestics are usually fed and lodged^ and their wages
vary according to sex and other circumstances, from 10
to 30 shillings per month* A number of mechanics and
artisans would find ready employment : such as ship car-

penters, caulkers, house-joiners, stonemaao^, ^oemak^^
wheei-wrigbts, coopers, harness-makers, &c. The wages
for people of this description are about 4 shiilingsper day,

without food or lodging,
** The mercantile marine of Bermuda b«iig rery con-

siderable, boys from 12 to 15 years of age could at all

times be advantageously apprenticed and brought up
sailors, Laving provided for them, during their apprentice-

ship, good and sufficient foodj and clothing, medical

attendance, andeducation adapted totkeirpeculiarpursuits.
*' As an encouragement to pwsons inclined to e«igrate

to Bermuda, and to enable them to make the l»«t aixange-

ments on their first arrival, tlie Legislature have granted

fourteen days' subsistence money to ptr (not exceed-

ing 100 in one year) arriving in the island^ ' ^ a voucher

showing them to hate emigrated to Bemi uda with the

approbation pf he Commissioners of Emigration. AH
transported convicts, however, are prahibited from enjoy-

ing the benefit of any such allowance.
** Emigrants would no doubt on their arrival here labour

under a want of suitable iBiiety, it is therefore recom-

mended that families should as much as possible emigrate

together, as well to meet this inconvenience, as to keep

np those ties of mntiuil affection which te&d so powerfully

j.;-

i"'

.-
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an impression

,0 every situation of life to render the individuals Lappy

"'
Fa'n^lfef;eed not be deterred from emigrating under

,,,...,.... of difficulty in employing their children-

Kumbers of people would always be glad to employ them

of both sexeJ ia\he lighter description of household work.

" In conclusion, it may be remarked, that such persons

as desire to emigrate to Bermuda may assure themselves

of finditK' a salubrious climate, equal laws justly adminis-

tered for^'the protection of their persons and property, fit

and profitable objects for the employment of their industry,

churches and schools suitable for the moral and intel-

lectual education of their children, and in case of sickness,

skilful medical attendance at fair and moderate charges.'

llTo this we must add that, from some correspondence at

the end of the tract, it appears that Government is not

unwilling to give agricultural labourers a free passage to

Bermuda, « on payment of the cost of their provisions

tiuring the voyage." .

t' Callow's Popular ConcMogy, (Longman and Co.)>

is! just the kind of book that was wanted by those who

wish to know something of the habits of shells, and of the

manner of classifying their collections of such animals, with-

out the necessity of studying the costly works of purely

scientific Conchologists. It is clearly written, abounds m
instinctive wood-cuts, representing all the more important

genera, and has a glossary of technical terms. The classi-

fication adopted is that of Lamarck, with the addition of

such genera as have been published lately. We regret

that we have no room for extracts.

r Kirly and Spence's Entomology is too v^ell known, as

the most entertaining account of the habits of insects that

Itfs ever been put into a popular form, to require any com-

ments from ns. It was the delight of our youth, and is

the admiration of our mature age. Both to those who

have the misfortune to be tormented with insect nuisances

in bed or at board, in house, in garden, or in field, and to

all who desire to understand the inconceivably curious con-

trivances by which these little animals are enabled by

Providence to play their allotted part in the economy of

the creation, the w'ork is indispensable. It is only neces-

wry for us to announce the republication of a sixth edition

"of the part relating to the manners and economy of the

insect world, in two 8vo volumes, with a considerable

addition of new matter.

CALEND^VH OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing weeJc.

When oat-door work cannot be carried on, let the Fig-house,

Cherry-house, and all late forcing-houses, be made ready against

they arc ^vanted. If smoke flaes are used for supplying heat,

they should be cleaned once a year, at least ; because, when the

interior is cased with soot, which is a bad conductor, a greater

portion of heat passes up the chimney than would be the case if

the inside was clean. The walls should be whitewashed, and

the trellises either washed or painted, as the case requires. Fig-

trees that have been managed according to the directions given

through the growing season will not need much pruning; a few

of the thickest branches may, however, be taken out, if found

necessary. If the borders are full of roots, take off a little of the

surface soil and replace it with fresh. Vines, Cherry, Peach,

Fig or other fruit-trees in pots, which are meant to be forced m
the ensuing spring, should have the pots plunged intothe ground

ftnd mulched over with dung, to protect the roots from frost m
winter. If potted Strawberry plants arc not under cover, some

may be taken into any of the late houses to prepare them for

being forced after Christmas. Where green herbs are required

ill winter, some plants should be potted immediately, if it has

not yet been done.
I.—KITCHEN.GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Dtparlmtnt.

Pinery.—Ascertain the temperature of the bark beds every day

by examination, which can be done in very little time by keeping

a few sticks thrust intu them. There is less danger of too much
than of too little bottom heat at this season, except in beds re-

cently renewed. As the heat falls below the standard of 80°, level

the raised ridges of bark round the pots j and if that is insufficient,

make up the bed to the rims of the pots by adding fresh bark

from the store-heaps in the sheds.

Vinery.—To have ripe Grapes by the Ist of May, a Vinery

should now be shut up, and ita temperature raised a few degrees

above that of the atmosphere, by introducing some ferment-

ing materia!, or. if that is not practicable, by fires at night,

admitting a little fresh air in the day. When the Vmes are

planted outside of the house, the exposed parts of their stems

must be covered so as to defend them from frost. Dry moss

tied round the stems and thatched with straw will be found

ma efficient protection. The borders ought also to be mulched

with long litter? but as the late heavy rains have made the soil

very wet, the mulching may be deferred for a time, unless frost

should occur, when it must be immediately done.

PKA.CHHouaE.— If very early fruit is wanted, forcirg should be

begun now. Close the house for a night or two previously to the

application of fire-heat, which ought then to be given only in suf-

Hcient force to raise the thermometer in the house three or four

degrees above the temperature of the open air. Cover the stems

and mulch the bolder as directed for Vines.
CccuMBSRs.—To have this vegetable early where there is not

fi fire-heated pit or a Pine-stove to grow them in, nor any other

house warm enough to ra; young plants which might afterwards

be transferred to a hot-bed frame, a seed-bed for a one-light box

may now be made up. it will require to be substantial, and
therefore some leaves should be mixed with the dung to mode-
rate its violent heat ; the bed ought also to be built on a founda-

tion of brushwood. This troublesome method of growing early

Cucumbers ought never to be attempted, however, unless plenty

oi stable-dung is at command.
Asi*ARACU3.—For a succession, plant the bed made last week,

using the precautions before mentioned against too much bottom-

Rhcbard.—Where there is no other convenience, this can be

forced where it grows, in the same manner as Sea-kale.

Out-door Department.

AsPARA^rs.—Where roots are wanted for forcing every year,

a

new pl.*,ntation ought to be made at the proper season, in proportion

to the quantity taken up 5 .therefore, whenever time permits, and

the ground is not too wet, that which is intended for planting

may be prepared. Some instructions upon tliis point wiU be

found at p. 144, to which it is only necessary to- add that m al

probability nitrate of soda, or common salt, would be a beneficial

addition to the manures there specified.

Cabbagks.-K the stalks of those that are cut now are wanted

to produce sprouts next spring, the leaves should be retamed

upon them. Earth up any plants that require it.

CBLEay.-Whenever a fine drying day occurs, take advantage

of U to prepare the late Celer>- for winter by a final earthing.

which will be necessary in consequence of the mild weather of late

having caused it to continue growing.

Endive.—Choose a dry day for tying np and housing a suc-

cession.
. „ . , ,. 1 ^

Parsley.—"VMicre this cannot conveniently be sheltered from

cold in the open ground, some roots might be taken up and

planted in boxes for protection under glass.

ScccoKY.—More roots should be housed before frosty weather

sets in. A vacant shelf in the Mushroom-house would do for

this purpose.
, „ , r^. ^a

Orchard.—Peach andNectarme trees are usually left unpmned

tiU spring, possibly on the supposition that pruning makes them

more subject to injury by intense cold; there seem, however, to

be no just grounds for this apprehension, provided the wood is

weU ripened. But Peach or other walUtrees, to which it is

intended to apply any wash for the prevention or destruction of

insects, ought not to be nailed till after the composition has been

laid on ; because the efficacy of such remedies depends in a great

measure upon every part of the wood bemg covered, which

cannot be done when the branches are closely nailed to a wall.

Such trees (and also any that have been transplanted) should,

therefore, not be naUed till spring, as that is the best season for

anointing them.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.

Stove.—Bulbs and other deciduous plants which have lost

their leaves should be kept perfectly dry ; shrubs or trees which

retain their leaves, but which are resting, ought to be watered

sparingly ; other things which are growing and nowering should

be more liberally watered. Do not force the plants to grow much
at this season, or they will suffer for it afterwards. Temperature

as befoie. ^ ., , ... ,

GaKENHonSE Avn Coxskrvatorv.—On mild nights, when
there is no fear of high wind, the sashes of the Heath-house need

not be closed. Plants in general ought not to be potted at this

season ; but there are some things, such as Pclarg6niums, which

are wanted to grow to a large size, that will perhaps need shifting

now, to prevent the roots from getting matted in the pots, by

which the growth of the plants would be checked. These should

be made to grow slowly through the winter; and a very import-

ant point in their culture is to keep them within a short distance

of the glass while growing. Let Chrysanthemums that are m
blossom have plenty of air, and give them liquid manure occa-

sionally, which will strengthen them to expand their late flowers.

Pits avd Frames.—Give all the air possible to half-hardy

plants, taking the lights entirely off them on dry days. Free ex-

posure will in some measure inure the plants to cold, and like-

wise prevent them from uselessly growing at a season when they

ought to be dormant. Large plants which have -been potted

from the flower-borders should be trimmed, and freed from dead

leaves.
•

Out-door Department,

Persevere in raking up leaves and cleaning the walks in woods

and shrubberies. The pruning of hardy shrubs is usually deferred

till spring, but it might be done now if more convenient. Any

kinds, however, that are liable to injury from frost, ought to

remain unpruned tiU the severe weather is past. Tender varieties

of standard Roses may be taken up and laid in close to a north

wall, so that their heads can be protected by mats, m the way
recommended by Mr. Rivera.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Nursery.—See last Calendar,

Forest and Coppice Woods.—Accordingly as most con-

venient, one or other of the various kinds of work indicated m
the three last Calendars should be carried on.—/. B, Whittng,

The Deepdene.

State of the Weather near London for the W^eek ending Dec. 1,

1842, us observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick .

t -THSKHOMBrTKlk.

the cut flowers arc Euph<irbia jacquiniflora and splcndens. Ron,

deletia sneciosa, ^schynanthus grandiflorus, Epiphyllum Ackcr-

manni, Phaiusgrandif<Mius.Cyclamens, Heliotrope, Camellias, &c,

PRICKS, Satubj»ay, Dec. 3. i849.-KKUl'rS ;—

Pine Apple, per lb. 3* to J5i !
Oranges, per 100, 5* to 10«

Grapes, Hothouse, per lb- if to 3» \ — \ bitter, per 100,

.— Muscais, 3f to 5j

.- Spanish, 9d to U
— Portn^al, Ij to 1* fiJ

Apiiles, dessert, per bush., 2i 6d to Gt

p. Kitchen, 2# to 5*

Pears, detaert, per hf. sieve, 2* to 8«

Pome^anates,'per doz., 3/ to 4j

Quinces, per hf.-sieve, 3i to 4»

Medlars, per hf.-sieve, 4j to fit

Berberries, per hf.-sieve, 5$

Oranges, per doz., yd to2t

Lemons I
per doz. U lo 2i

per I00,6<to 14« :

Almonds, perpeck, 7«

Sweet Almondfl, per pound, 3t

Chesnuis, per peck, at

Walnuts, perbuah., dried, 12ito IG*

Filbert8,English,perlOO lbs. 60* to TO*

Cib Nuts, pur lOOihs., 80# to 90*

Nuts, perbusliel—
_ Brazil, 16* to 20<
— Spanish, 20*

« Barcelona, 24*

VEGETABLES.
Carrots, per doz. bun.. 3* to 5*

Parsneps, per dozen, yd to I*

Spinach, per sieve, Is to l* 'Sd

Leeks, per doz- bun., U fid toS«
Onions, per bushel, 4* fid to 6*

Green,p. d»2. bun 3j to 4* Cd
Spanish, per do7. 2* to 5*

Garlic, per lb. GdloOd
Shallots, per lb., !*

Asparagus, per 100, 4* to 11*

Sea-kale, per punnet, U Gd lo 2s

Lettuce, Cabbage, p. so., Gd to iid

— Cos, 9();to ?*

Endive, per soore, 9d to 1* 3i
Celery, p. bd., (

l2to 15) Gd to U CJ
Small Sa!ads, per punnet, 2d to 'dd

Watercress, per doz, sm.bnn. 4f/ to Gd
Parsley, per hf.-sieve, l*CJto2*
Tarruffon, pei doz. bun., S* to 3*

Sa^e, per doz- bunches, IsGd to 2*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2*

Chilies, per 100, 1* 2d to 2»

'jUushriioins, per pottle, 8d to 1* 3d

Bakometer.

Nov.
Friday S5
Saturday 36
Sunday 27
Monday 28

Tuesday 29
\Vednesda> 30

Uec.
Thur»day 1

Average

IMax.

29.208
20.344
29.260*

29.527
29975

30.017

'29-475'
1

Min.
28.816
20.0U0
J9.06!)

Sa8£l3
£9.510

29.997

29-279

Mai
48
50
50
53
.'53

S>'2

h
54

5174

Alin.
39
£9
43
40
30
29

52 _
38.7

Mean
43.5
3i>5
40.S
465
46
40.5

Wind.

S.
s.w.
s.
s.

s w.

s.

Rain.

.12

.01

.24

.04

.01

.01

.01

144"

Nor. 25. Rain; heavy showers ; barometer very low j fine.

26. Clear ; lightly overcast ; clear and fine at night.

Fine ; stormy, with rain at night.

Cloudy ; rain ; barometer again v€r>^ low.

Fine; exceedingly fine with sun j overcast.

Fine $ light clouds ; clear.

Dec. 1. Slight rain ; densely overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 2.1° above the average.

27.

28.

29.

30.

State of the "Weather at Chifcwitli during the last l6 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Dec. 10, 1S42. _

Dec.

Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thur«. 8
Pri. »
!^at. 10

4
5
e
7

Aver.
Hiijhest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

M ean
Temp

No. of
Years Jn
which it

Rained.

8
IS
11

10
8
6

Greatest
quantity
of Kain.

Pie%ailln^ Winda.

•

2 M X
XT,

0.14 in.

0.18
0.30
0.53
0-36
1.24
0.20

L

I

1

2

1

1

1

1

I

2
1

1

2

S
I

1

1

i

2'

1

2
3
2
1

2

I

5
4

6
3!

4
6
4

3
5
5
5
5
3
4

1

4

1

1

I

2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on

the lOth, in 1826—thermometer 56°; and the lowest on the lOth,

in 1835—thermometer 20°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
Fur the Week ending Dec. 2,

it

3J imperial gallons.

7

1 imperial bushel.

72 in. wide and 2 in. deep.

8 „ 3

7 » 2
If

[The llairsieve corrtains . * ,

Tlie Sieve .,».....
The Bushel Sieve . - • • .

The Bushel Basket
Punnets for Seak ale are . • -

Radishes , • •

Mushrooms . • . _

Salad 5 » 2 "] ^^

The supplies during the past week have been good, and the

prices of most articles remain the same : owing to the continued

wet weather trade has been far from brisk. Fr-uit : Pines are

plentiful, and amongst them arc some good specimens of the

Queen and EnviUe. The supply of hothouse Grapes is pretty

well kept up J a few Muscats have this week been offered, from

35. to 55. per lb. Pomegranates are selling from 3^. to 45. per

dozen. There is a great variety of dessert Pears, amongst which

the Glout Morceau has appeared, from 4s. to 6s. per half- sieve;

Crassancs and Marie Louise are fetching from 55. to 8.?. per half-

sieve ; and Beurre Dial about 6.?. per bushel ; aj few Guernsey
Chaumontels may likewise be obtained. Dessert Apples remain

the same as in our last Report, with the exception of a few Non-
pareils which have appeared, from 6«. to 10«. per bushel. A few

tolerably good Cucumbers have been offered during the week,

from 10(f. to I*. 6d. each. Vegetables: Little variation has taken

place in this department of the Market, Asparagus is improving

in quality; the best bundles selling from 9.s. to 11a. ; the inferior

ones, from U, to 8*. each. Seakale has also improved greatly,

and is becoming much more abundant; its price is from u. 6<Z.

to 25. per punnet. New Autumn Potatoes are still to he met with

from Qff. to l5. per lb. Lettuces, Endive, and Salading of every

description arc plentiful, and of good quality. Mushrooms are

likewise abundant, from M. to Is. 3rf. per pottle. Flowers: Those

in pots consist chiefly of Ericas and Chrysanthemums. Amongst

Savoys, per doz. Gd to It

Cabbage, per do2. DJ to U €d
plants, per doz. 1* 6*/ to 2i 6d

_ Kcd, for picklinfT, IsGd to 5i

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. U 3d to 2i

Broccoli, White, p.T bunch, lOJ to U6d
Purple, 8ii to U

Cauliflowers, r^i ^"Zj ^' *" ^*

Potatoes, per ton, 40j to70#
-~ per cwt.2j to 3# Gd

perbuahel, li 3«i to 2s

— Kidney, per bu., Ij Gd to 2j

.^ New autumn, per tb., 9.i to U
Jerusalem Artichokes, per halt-sieve,

9dto U 6(1

Turnips, per doz. bun., ]l Gd to 2s Gd

Red Beet, per dozen, yd to 1*

Scorznneia, per bundle, U 3J to 1* Gd

Salsafy, per bundle, 1/ Sd to U Gd

Horse Radish, perbundle, 2t to4i6J

Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 3U each)

9(1 to U
—. Turnip, p. doz. buh., U to "ItGd

JVotices to Correspondents,

We 'shall be obliged if our Correspondents, in their future

communications, will take care that no general question

relating to different subjects is asked in the same para-

graph, and that each question is headed with the principal

subject. One side only of the paper should be written

on, so that we may separate each question. If these

directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our

obttiining answers, and will enable ua to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separating those

questions and answers which are of interest merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest,

UA-NvuKS.—ASubscnberhSiShaYaiy given us information enough

as to the nature of Ms manure. Horse and closet manure,

mixed with ditchings, forms of itself a very powerlul manure,

and we are not aware of any means of doubling or trebling its

fertilising properties for manuring grass laud. If, however, it

is easy to obtain gypsum, or if the refuse sulphate of lime of

the candle-makers can be had at Manchester, its quality would

no doubt be improved by adding such substances, thoroughly

mixing them, in the proportion of one fourth of the gypsum, t

jj/ H.—You cannot use a worse material than old tan. It

is quite unfit for manure until it has been converted mto black

vegetable mould. You had better burn your heavy land if you

have the means of doing so.t Clericus.^As sulphates of

magnesia and iron, muriatic and sulphuric acids, are severally

recommended for the fixation of ammonia in urine, and m the

ammoniacal water of the gas-works, we apprehend that the

crude salt of the alum works, which contams about 50 per cent,

of sulphate of magnesia, and the remainder sulphate of iron

and alumina, with sulphuric and munatic acids in a free state,

maybe usefully employed for the said fixation in both urine

and gas-water. The fixing menstruum.must be added to the

l/S'^^^^^^^^^ --^- excellent. liquid

manure for strong-growing greenhouse plants, and ^t is very

safe in its application; it is best m a fresfi state. You may

make it most conveniently by laying a load in the compost-

yard, and digging a hole in the clay, into which the liquid w 11

be washed by tU^ rain. A board may then be laid over it to

prevent evaporation in summer. In most cases the liquid wdl

ii(3t be too strong if used as it is taken from the drain
;
but

experience must teach you this. Freegrowing greenhouse

plants, such as F^ichsias. Salvias, ChrJ^authemums, Azaleas,

Rhododendrons. &c.. are much benetited by it. Apply it just

when they begin to grow and during the growing season. §

R^STmo Plants.-J. iJ.-Eulbous plants, or others which lose

allXir leaves in the winter season, should be kept perfectly

dry plants which still retain their leaves, although they cease

fo grow, should be watered sparingly. These are geiiera

principles which your own good sense will enable you to apply. ^

HtJo.-C, H.-Yon say you have a ^"^.^liB^^-^"^^^^.^^^^,'^^;'^

against the gable-end wall of your coach-house, and that }ou

;fe desirous^of giving warmth to the former ^nd drj-iiess^^^^^

latter in the winter season, by having some kind of sto\e or

warming apparatus, to be fixed in the wall betw;een tl^^^^^^

house and coach-house, and to he fed from the latter,

most economical apparatus would be an Arnott stove,

managed : but as this is difficult, it would be better to put up

such a stove as is described at p. 723 ^nv%^r^'^"nl?nrTouse
Vines.- Clericus.-^There is no danger of the Vines in >f^^[l;'^"^^

being injured by frost, unless the tl^ermometer out of doors

should indicate a near approach to zero in
^^;f^<:f^^^^^ ^^'^^

be advisable to apply sufficient fire-heat ^o keep the house a^^^^

from settling to extreme cold. t—S. T.-From the appea^^^^^^^

of the leaves which you have sent, there is ^^ttle doubt that

the roots of your Vines have penetrated into a sub^ojl, w liicn

is exceedingly wet, or bclowthclevel of the snrrounding^at^^^^

Your best plan will be to take up the Vines, and,
^
thtre ib

no possibility of draining the present border, to »onnalresn

one upon its surface. it
it. 1>—You cannot remove jour

Vines at a better time than the present, t

Pits anu FoaciNcnousBS—If E, H, fK. has a ffY^ ''^Vnef
]3ft. (heated by Stephenson's conical boiler. amM-inch pjp^^
two brick flued frames ijft. by 1 4ft. each, and a Nlu^*"^^«™

house, 4lft. by 12ft.. heated by a fiue, he has <'^]tainly a r ^^

to expect that his gardener should produce at the Pr^^^"^

time Seakale. Asparagus, Cucumbers and
^J ^^^^^^^^J-^ f

• /^^^^^

rather too early for forced flowers, cxcei>t Hyacinths anu

Violets,, t
Ivy

old
several iiuubca, aiiutii'^i i.*.^^x,(,..«v«— ".v:; ^.t;^^ All we
wholesome. We canhot ourselves answer this que^^tion, AU

^
, _ t_ ^i.^4.i.„. j^ ^^ ^^^Y\f> QTirt thrreftire possesses oeieie

He

weli

upon
Tuberous rooteu Irisks. J. D. These may be planted iu tli

fipring''in"any dry and airy part of the garden, All the ca

which they will require afterwards, will be to l^^^^^h'^m d^^^

of weeds J
but they must be taken up every year as soon

^^

their leaves wither, and be kept in a cool airy place free iro»

frost, where they may not become mouldy, t which
HVDRANGKA.-^ Subscriber,-V^c cannot »amc any agciU w n

will with any certainty change the blossoms of ^"'^. P'';VycoiJ.

pink to blue ; but alum mixed in small quantities ^ith the s
.

appears to be the mostcflfcctual agent in producing thaicuc

Ankmones.-/. i>.-The roots of Anemone,
^^^^\*;^ Ĵ^^^^^^^^

in spri.g, but which, owing to
V,\*^

'^^ ^?,i^J'\ '^
-,% the

lately appeared above ground, will flower ^^^ely dunng

earl>- months of the year, if protected from sn^^%^"^-!f\nd
frost) but they must be aUowed free exposure to sun ^

.i'
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air at all favourable opportunities. After they have bloomed
and when the leaves begin to tnm yellow, the roots must be
taken up and Vepf in a dry and airy place, until required /or re-
planting in the following: November, t

CHRYSAxTUiiML'MS.—Dfr^'^.—The following are good varieties •

—C. formosum, light primrose; lAcidum, white j Celestial
blush; Beauty, pink; King, pale rose; Triumphant, blush

-

Chancellor, white and pink; Adventurer, yellow; Defiance'
white; Diana, blush; Perfection, pale lUac; and the old Golden
Lotus-flowered. J

Gbkknhousk Plants.—S. 5.—The following list contains some
of the best kinds which are suitable for general cultivation—
H<jvca Celsi and pungcns, Chorozeraa varium, Pimcka decus-
sata and hispida, Acacia vestita, Leschcnaultia forniosa and
blloba; Epaciis impressa, nivalis, and grandiflora ; Azalea indica
alba and phcenlcea, Coleonema tenuir6lia. Heaths and Camel-
lias. Yon may also add a few climbing things, such as Kcon^dia
Marr>'attse, Hardenbergia macrophylla, Zlcbya glabrata Ipo-
iroea Learii, and Mandevilla suaveolens. §

'

Passiflora Loudoni.— it. C, i>.—This plant is ustially an
abundant bloomer, when planted in an intermediate stove.
Tiie reason why your plant does not flower, is no doubt owing
to its being grown in a greenhouse, the temperature of which
is not sufficiently high to induce it to expand its blossoms, t

Oi.KANDER.—/. C—We cannot account for the spots which have
appeared upon the leaves of your Oleander, unless vou have
stinted it for pot-room, or watered it too freely; either of
which may have occasioned the appearance you describe, t

American Aloe.— To^^y may preserve his American Aloe" from
all danger during winter, with perfect certainty, if he will get
it quite dry, and then transfer it to a barii or stable, where it

may be covered thick with straw. Jt will bear some frost in
winter if it is dry ; but If not, it will be surely killed.f

Fi:cH=5iAs.—AT. £.—The beauty (^ these plants is estimated not
so much from the length or size of the blooms, as from the
brilliancy and contrast of colour which the tlower exhibits.
In the measurement of the blooms, the length of the tubes
and sepals only is included, t Crt/pto^amia does not seem to
know what Fuchsia Chandleri is, when he speaks of it as hav-
ing flowers nearly self-coloured. The exhibitions at the garden
of the Horticultural Society next year will set these matters at
rest, and determine, beyond all question, the merits of the new
Fuchsias,t

Ranlxculcs.—X /).—These roots sbould either be planted im-
mediately, if the weather permits, or they may remain out of
the ground until the first favourable day in February. They
require much the same treatment as Anemones, except that
the soil in which they are grown should be a rich loam, j

Bulbs.—.'fn?!^.— It is impossible to say decidedly what your
plants are from the mere inspection of the bulbs. No, i, how-
ever, appears to be Vallota purpurea, a pretty greenhouse
bulb of easy cultivation, requiring to be planted in turfy loam,
in a well-drained pot, and tojbe watered sparingly until it begins
to emit roots. Water may then be freely admin istered, but
must again be entirely withheld after the plant has flowered,
until it is repotted in the succeeding autumn. This bulb, if its

base is not allowed to touch the water, may also be grown
in glasses, in the same manure as the Hyacinth; but it will
require several years to recruit its strength, after it has flowered
under such treatment. No. 2 is an Haemanthus, probably H.
toxicarius, for which a higher temperature is necessary than
the preceding. The remainder are plants of the nature of
I'xia and Gladiolus, and require the treatment suitable to
those bulbs, t

Cape Bclbs, Sec.—Philo- Chronicle.—The bulbs you mention are
perfectly safe in your cellar, provided you keep them dry and
prevent them from growing. We fear, however, that the
temperature of GO^ will be apt to start them, and then the worst
efl'ects would be produced. It would be better if you could
find room for them on some warm and dry shelf of the green-
house. The same remarks apply to the Gloxinia. §

Jo\ai;iLS.—/.i).—These bulbs require ilo protection in winter;
if growing in dry sandy soil, they will flower early in spring, t

WALNUT-TfijiES.— Tt/Z/^/ inquires whether any of our corre-
spondents can give any information as to their experience in
transplanting Walnut-trees of a large size. He wishes to move
one, the stem of which is about 5 inches in diameter.

Ol't-door Grapes.— F, JI/.—The Black Prince (which is the
same as the Alicant and Cambridge Botanic Garden Grape),
ritmaston White Cluster, and Grove-end Sweetwater or Early
White Malvasia, are three suitable varieties for the open wall.
1 he merits of Macready's Early White and Withersfieid's White
are unknown to us. There is perhaps no better bearer than
the Esperione ; but, although it colours well, it never becomes
so sugary as to render it preferable to many others. You will
do well to adopt the Royal Muscadine as your fourth variety :

it forms a handsome bunch, and the berries are well-flavoured.
It is most deserving of tl^ sashes you mention ; but these will
be of no advantage, unless you make the bottom and sides
close. Place them at an angle of 30 with the wall ; 7 feet high
at the back will do, but of course the higher the better. Vines
have been forced with fermenting stable-manure, placed on the
floor of the house or pit, or aj^plied as linings to pits properly
constructed for the purpose. The latter mode is the best,
because it can he made available when the fruit is ripening oif,
as well as in the early part of the season. Some use it occa-
sionally in regularly-constructed vineries, on account of the
deadly effects which its steam produces on insects. 8

Pkars.—J?.l>.—The Van-Mons Lton leClercPear is large, hand-
some and very good, ripening in November; but in poiut of
flavour it is not superior to the Winter Nelis. It deserves a
wall where such can be afforded for autumn Pears. The Poire
Figue do Naples is best from a standard. Its quality is not
equal to thatof theBeurre Ranee; moreespecially as the latter
Variety comes in for use when most other good Pears are over. 1

AsFARAcirs.— C/er?>K.9.—As you only intend to occupy your gar-
den for a twelvemonth, your best plan will bp, early in spring,
to give the Asparagus beds a good watering with liquid manure

;

or probably guano dissolved in water, at the rate of 4 lbs. to 12
gallons, will be equally elHcient. The water should stand 21
hours before it is used, and when drawn off, 24 gallons of
water may be put to the same guano. Your beds will also
be improved by givii^g them a good coating of salt previously
to watering them. J—^Ty^/^.—We do not apprehend that a
deep layer of leaves placed over an Asparagus-bed in the early
spring would prevent the growth of the Asparagus by keeping
ofl* the sun's heat. Asparagus will push at its allotted time do
what you will, anil besides the Spanish practice shows that the
plan is advantageous.

t

CKLKRY.—A>wca5//e.— Either your Celery seed must have been
bad, or the plaiits cannot have been properly earthed up,
otherwise they would have produced you something more than
leaves, t

Truffles.—Per*y._W'e have long been expecting a commu-
nication upon the mode of raising TrufHes. It certainly has
been done and may be done airain, but we are not informed of
the exact circumstances. This, however, we know, that it is

the old rotten Truffles that are to be used for propagation, and
not such as are fit for table. TruflSes are found buried h\ the
soil, under trees, especially Beeches, at the depth of three or
four inches, but they also occur under other trees, such as
Oaks and Chesnuts. Before long we will give you the history
of their cultivation in France.t

Seeds.— i4 Humble Amateur,—Seei\s of the Coucourzelle and
Oxalis Deppei may be obtained of the London iiurseryraeu
through any respectable country nurseryman, f

Wasps* Nests.— K. /. iV.— Spirits of turpentine are effectual in
destroying wasps* nests. For the manner of applying tbem,
we beg to refer you to "Prof. Uenslow's Paj;>er upon that sub-
ject at p. 63r of this year's ChronirU, t

BoOK«.—^ Young Lecturer,^foT the natural arrauijfeaient oi

plants read " Lady'i Batany" by l-hu- -
; fw stn.rt.irai ar »

pl^iolopical Botany read Ui# «am« authnN •» Elrtr—* o<

?i^^,C/*^''.«?^^*i''" ^ <lUtntuiiiaii cmmm the v^« ^iHumboldt and Meyen, and the papera of Mr. Hind*, Jai«ly pub-
iished in the -'Journal of BoUny." You wlli aim find a rnod
deal of mformaUon upon the t^u^^-t in the f- • t.::t^ui
of " Lmdley's Introducttan to Botany, J yoo oau p^ .. ui e it.
i-or the us«s of p1an'= in medicine you should refer to the

I-lora Medica," or to Mr. Pe:elra'» " M, na Medica." tA A'ocictf.- There is no book which treats specially on grafting.
luarcUujg, &c.. but directions are riven upon theae $ubjeci»m most works on iiranleiiinc. t

WoaM-CASTs,— TF.F/v».—You mav destroy worms brlimc-wftt^T
prepared by throwing a quantitv of quicklime into a lar^.
vessel of water, stirring it well, and leaving it for a day till it bo-
comes clear. The quaaUly of lime is immaiertal, provided ther*
is enough of it, because the wati^r can only UV. .ip a . ^.;ain I

quantity of lime.t /. C- Li uk-- water, or • weak boititiun oi

wiNhtng to r !tp r , _es am - their rattaje tenantry ma^
bh>e the«i 0, :tf pmri mt ijm^n by i ^^tmm s r Hit-

o*Ree order to this Uta< iii u»e rate <rf &«. for ev«ry ai c ai« ttWto), aftsf kttei have ar-^n^ too late for aAswan u^ w«tfe.

corrosive subUmate, wiU destroy worms on —xss-plats aud
gravelwalks, t

NEWS F T I \ E WEEK.
Since the arrival of the Indian mail, of which we ftve

the particular* i% oar laet, a ft' nrr^^xXon, issued bj ih«
* CoTcmorf

'
- eral on the Ikt October, containing the aa.

nouucement of Lli fu..ire poli^, baa bate made p«blir.

The most important feature of (his Comment is the de-
termination to withdraw the troops from Affghanistan,
The Govemor-Genertl, in annnnn
acribcs the disu*^*^ of last

% this iHlentiop. de-

Lavivg oi-T Garoevs.—T. G.-Wecauuot, inaucwapaper, giv*
you directions for laying out groimd. The following gi
rules may, however, be useful to you. Never use an
figures, if you can help it. or nn^—^ there arc very weighty

j

reasons. Take care that your curves follow each other. Kiiiiu..ef
is in general so agreeable to the eye as an arc of a circle, or a
form bounded by curved lines of some sort.

Makvkls.— IF.—We have nothing to alter in our statement re-
garding the Acarl. We cannot help "clergymen, and other
persons of uublemi&hed respectability," b^..^ving that niitwi
may be created by electricity. We can only say uf nurh jfen-
tlemen, " the. more shame to them,"— If, Indeed, there bo any
such, which we cannot believe, t

SUAKSPEABB.—/'u^woart.—We arc aware of the interpretation
you put upon the paragraph in qucbUon j but it i* nnt suited tu
the character of our eolumni, ami we do not think U true. We
are much obliged, however, by the suggestion, t

Falling Stars.— In answer to i>. C\ L., we have l>een favoured by
Mr. R. MussmaUi of Thur*.lon Gardens, Uunbar, jhciKht above
sea 2S0ft., distance from tea 2 mile*, latitude r,** 57' N.,1 ..^U
tude2°2g'W0. with the following account i(uM' rssecuby
him on the nights of the lOth and Mth of Nov. Ust: On the
night of the luth, half-past nine o'clock, meteor Kfen S.K,
moving to N., 35° high j Uth, six o'clock, meteor scvn S. mov-
ing to S.W., 43*; ten minutes past six o'clock, mcUMir seen
S. raovingto theN.E,, 51*

j half past six o'clock, meteor seen
S.E., which fell perpendicularly j seven o'clock, meteor seen
S.W. moving to S.E., 47*"

•,
eight o'clock, meteor seen due N.

moving tp the E., very brilliant, 6i®; 20 rain, past 8 o'clock,
meteor seen N.E. moving to N.W., bf ; two min, before nine
o'clock, meteor seen quite vertical ; ten min. past nine o'clock,
meteor seen E. moving S.W., 50 j 25 min. past nine o'clock,
meteor seen N.N.E., which fell jwrpoTnUcularlyj four minutes
before teno'clock, meteor seen S.W. movuig to the S.K., very
brilliant, 40*. Owing to the thick haze that prevailed on the
nights of the 11th, 12th, and i:^th, no meteors were visible.

MiscKLLANKous.— C. W. i^.— V'our question is answered at p.

793.: A'. Qaines,—Yonr Cactus seems to be nothing more
than Epiphyllum violacenni.t Cttlefj.—'So. 7 is out of print.
There is very little chiince of your procuring it, Ihirttti,—
There are no flower-seeds which you can obtain better In Paris
than in X/)ndon, uidess it is the seed of Hotlyhockti, Indian
Piiiks, and China Asters. Tlie bei^t of everything of that sort

may bo had of the best seedsmen iu London. If, however, you
,
are going to Paris, you had better Inquire at the shop of ViU
'moriu and Co., Quai de la Mcgisscrie.t E. M. If'.—The best

|

advice we cau give you is immediately to burn your plant. We
do not know what it is, but the swarms of brown-scale which
infest it are enough to overrun a village. The plant is probably
of no value, and to destroy such myriads of scale Insects except ,

by fire is, we fear, not to be hoped for.t W,and 0. /i.— !

Epidendrum Pastoris has not been figured in any work. It

has small orange yellowish-brown flowers of no beauty,

but with the smell of Vanilla, Brassia Wrayae we ore un-
acquainted with. Oncidiiira Wentworthianum is ycry like

O. Bltissiraum.t H. A^. J/.—Your plant is a Mcdicago, with

in tbeir exteiity unl

\ car

the errorfl

un d

la which thej
I

I

originated, and hj \ tnmktrf by w.h\ch mtf w^tn
completed." He ttatet fh«t t^ h»ert of the Punjab
and I he Indus, and the mountain inbet and f^SiCi of
AfFgbanistan, will henceforth be ^flaoad brtnirrn Ihe
BH' h army and any ctHmv appraachiaf {torn the
weat; that the AfT^iiuus uui be hft to ^mIb a Ho.
venimcnt for [thtL._!vea; iLat it ^iU be Lu future
policy to maintain pcarein a!1 p^rtsofyM Indian Fmplrc,
and that he will put furili the whol# power of ihr !'' ;• h
Government to coerce V state by mkMt it shall b iti-

fringcd. Tu this IntrliiftMMe we mnj add the nm :r

that Sir Ihipb (i.niijh, with the g iier pmt of the i. pt
•erring in China, will rrlurn immediately to India, and
Ibflt a small force will be kept up m' Hong-kong, Mudi r

the command Mt Lord Raltoun, onUI the 21 milliona of

dollars, atipolated In the treaty, have been paid.—The news
from France rclatea chiefly td tlhe oontcat for I' pre-
sentatlgn of the firat tuuucipal disirict of Pans; U^e
Opposition had put forth ail their strength, but f'^

Government candidittc has heen rcturued by a large

mnjority. The importance of ihia rceult is raid to have

been so great, that a defeat would have led tu the ovei^

throw of the Ministry,—Froni Spain, our advices are

satisfactory. The Regent left Madrid on the 21st, and
hadl^

which we are unacquainted. Whatistlie history of it? t

J.C. L.—\Vc are not acquainted uith the plant, the leaf of

which you forwarded to us.t F. B.G.—Yonr plant is Rndri.

gu&zia secunda.t A. H. C—Your plants are Begonia Pregei,

received at iSaragoasa and other important towns
on his line of march with the ntmoat enthuitasni. T
Barcelona Junta appear to have Heen paralysed by the

first intelligence of hii approach, and the people arc

already discontented with tlicir chief*. Kvery dcmonatnh
tionin favour of the oiovcmcnt has failed in the oUicr

towns of the province—a aatisfactory proof that the

afTair is local in its interests* There is no doubt

that the Regent will eAsily crush the inaurrecUon, end

that its occurrence at this juncture will ^ive increeaed

stability and character to his Govcrnircnt.—The treaty

between Belgium and Uonanrf, to which we alluded on a

former occasion, has been aubmittcd to the Chaaabers ;

it fixes the boundary-lines of the two kingdoms on tcrma

j
of mutual advantage, and definitively settles all the

financial (juestiuns which have been so long at issae,—
' From the Levant we have accounts of fresh distorbanres

Maranta bicolor, Justicia purpurea, and probably Luzuriaga
j jjj ^j^^ Lebanon ; the Druses nn,\ Maroaites have joined

cymosa, t Mr. Gray's Pear is the Vicar of Wuikfield.t '
' •'

Z. Q.—Your Apple is the Blenheim Pippin I Wfnr^HfershireU their forccs and routed the Albanian troops after a aan-

plant is Epiphyllum violaceum.t— C. Diphck*$ parcel has
| quinary contest, in which G '0 of the latter are said to

been received.! G, Musters.—Yom Pear, No. i, which you , • i i fi« ..• r .i * • i j

hadunderthenameofAnanas.orPine-applcisthesamea.No. ^^^e perished. The patience of the moantainrers had

2, Passe Colmar; if you work them on each other you will then been exhausted bv the oppressions they have long suf-
feel satisfied that such is the case :4, 5, Easter Beurr^'

;
6,Winter

^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ Albanians ; and an order from the Turk ish

authorities to deprive them of their armi has acted as the

The

Nelis; 7, probably Jean deAVitte. The Apples are, 9, Wormsley
Pipping 10,'London Pippin; II, Cockle Pippin; 12, Barcelona

Pearmain. '! H. J?.—Your Apples are, 1, 8, Easter Pippin, or

French Crab ; 3, Pigeon ; 4. Lemon Pippin ; 1 0, Acklam's Kussct.

The Pears are, 5, Gansel's Bergamot ; 6, Achan ; 7, Chaumontcl

;

9, Ne plus Meuris. ' -S. G. K.—Your Apples are, 2, Minchal

Crabj 3, aCodlin, probablyMank's; 4,Hawthorndcn; 5, Wine,

or Queen; 6, Hollandbury; 8, Wheeler's Russet; 1 0, Golden

Reinette; 11^ Early White Margaret; the other Apples arc not

known. The Pears, 1 and 2, are the Glout Morcean, and have

become very good, although grown in a Yorkshire climate, and

in rather an exposed situation.!! TAos. Dnrh.—Vvii know
nothing of "the saturated canvas." T, (?.—We do not know
what Bird's eye Tobacco is. The plant you have sent is some
Cyperaccous species allied to Scha:nus. Quercug next week.

, Cntic'a insects, found on old shreds, arc undoubtedly pupa
cases, but of what species it is impossible to say. We should

feel obliged by his forwarding a few more to Mr. Curtis for

examination; they must not, however, be removed from the

shreds, lest they should be crushed or in any way get injured. R.

. p, Coz-ii^f—Enclose 6 Post-office labels, and No. 28 shall be

sent you. Qwinrc—Your small Apple isthe Dutch Mignonne;

the largest is the Blenheim Pippin, ii
J. S. i<. -Neither of

your seedling Fuchsiaa is sufficienUy ban. me or distinct

/rom other well-known varieties to be worthy of general culti-

vation, t E. //- ir., W. H. itf., A Subscriber ab Imtio, Hadix,

W. Lee, and many others, next week, if we can find room.

Mr. Cray'* Chr>santhemums are— 1, L<icidam ; S, Victory ; 3

Rose or Pink ; 31, Pygmalion ; 32, Sully; 3a, Decora ; 34, Con-

apicuum; 41, Marie; 42, not known, h A Comtant Reader's

plants are— I, Aspidiura spinulosum; 2, Cistdpteris dentata-,

immediate cause in bringing matters to a crisis,

affairs of Servia appear to be settled to the esliBfaction id

the people, although the tcrroi imposed by the Sultan

on the new sovereign are severe, and tittnally deprive

the country of many of its privileges- By these terms the

amount of tribute is increased ; the title of the new Prince

is to be changed ; the Turkish Tacha is to preside at the

national assemblies, and a large tract of territory

added to the principality by the treaty of Adrianople it

acrain to form part of the Turkish empire—From the

United States we have three arrivals thii week ; the news

is chiefly of domestic interest, relating more particularly

to the elections in the city and state of New York, which

had terminated iu the triumph of the democrat-.c party-

The President had published an official statement of the

ratification of the tresty with this country ; hut, with this

exception* the political intelligence is nnimportfint.—From

Canada we learn that Sir Charles Bagot, the Governor-

General, has been dangerously ill, but is now in prog;rcss

of recovery : the elections have terminated io favour of

the Government candidates, but the party feeling occa-

sioned by the late change of policy appears by no

means to have subsided.

A Constant ifeoiier.—Our advertisementJuncusuliginosus.J

—

.

of the list of articles for competition ivcxt year at the TTorticuU

tural Society*s Garden is Correct. + P. U.—We wiil inquire.

—y-qpo Any one, already a Fellow of the Horticultural

Society, can propose another person for election.

Errata.—The plant spoken of in Mr. Ayrea'a description of

Clareraont in No. 47, p. 7/5, c. a, line from the bottom 4S, as

the " Arauc&ria Cuuningbamii," which had stood out in the
unning-

the

Court. —Her Msjesty and the Court return to

Windsor Csstle from Wahner tbis morning. Her Majesty

has been indis|K d for some days, having tiiken cold in

the curly p^it of tlu I'. Sir Jan^.cs ClarV rtmnywd at

VV'almer until Thursdav. when the Qo i w,is suf* nUr

recovered to render further medical attendance unneces-

sary. His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge hit

town on Thursday, and the Duchess, accompanied by the

open ground for many years, should have been " Cunni

hamia sinensis.'* In No.' -17. at p. 773, column c, lino from

top 3, for "there is a Larch," rtad "there is not a Larch ;** and

in Une^) of the same column, for "five shUlings" re&d"ten

mLpAXTOS'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now l^intrd
__ ^

I'L'h copy™ it'maTbe 7rS o/ IIil?J.'Xr°S'^™ 1
of Beaufort witb . mit. His Royal Ul^hnus the Here,

Princesses Augusta and Mary of Cambridge, left Kew on

Wednesday for Badoiioton, to honour the Dukeand D udMM
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J-* n 7 T^ v. nf \f«cklenburgh Strelitz accompanied
dlUry Grand Duke ^^

*J*^^^^^^^ of Cambridge ^iU
her Ropl ll.ghness aj.d P^^^y^^^^^^

Highness
also jom the party in a te^ J

^^j.;^,^ J
the Duke ^ S-se. and U^e Duch^

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^
Ust week ^^t I^7"^,J^^^^^^^^^ the seat of the Earl
Duchess of Leeds, from ASKc si^i.

Hio-Knps^ and
and Countess of Zetland, where his ^^P " g^^/^^ j^^^

the Duchess had been staying since the 5th ^"^t.-H s Im

perial Highness the Archduke Frederick of Austr a is

5oi at Stfathiieldsay, on a vi.it to the Dute of Welling-

ton. During the week the Archduke has visited the

Mint, the Trinity Honse, the Monument, the Horse-

Guards, the establishment of Messrs. Mortimer & Hunt

the jewellers, and the printing-house of Messrs Clovves

& Sons, in Stamford-street. His Imperial Highness has

also dined at the Trinity House, and with the members of

the United Service Club.

Official Appomtmcnts The Queen has directed letters

patent to be passed under the Great Seal, granting the

office of Viscount of the Isle of Jersey to Colonel John

Le Couteur, in the room of the late Mr. Gossett. The

Queen has also appointed Mr. John Guille, EaihfiF of the

Island of Guernsey, vacant by the death of Mr. D. de

Lisle Brock. The Court of Directors of the East India

Company have appointed Mr. Lestock R. Reid, a Provi-

tional Member of Couocil at Bombay. The Poor Law

Commissioners have appointed Mr. S. C. Denison, Bar-

rister-at-Law, an Assistant Commissioner, for the penod

of thirty days, for the purpose of inquiring specially into

the employment of women and children in agriculture.

Gazette Announcements. — VVc learn by Tuesday's

Cazetie that the Queen has been pleased to direct^ letters

patent to be passed under the Great Seal, conferring the

honour of Knighthood upon Mr. Jasper Atkinson, of

Portman-square. It is also announced in the Gazette of

last night, that the Queen has conferred on Sir Hugh
Gough the dignity of a Baronet; and has nominated

Adm. Sir W- Parker, Sir Henry Pottinger, Gen. Pollock,

and Geu. Nott, Knights Grand Cross of the Bath.

Pemions.—The East India Company have granted a

pension of 80/, a year among the four daughters of the

late Colonel Dennie, in addition to the pension given to

the same ladies by the Crown ; this is said to be the first

instance in which the East India Company has granted a

pension in consideration of services rendered by officers

not in their own service.

Fa
Hforetgn

NCE The Paris papers contain no domestic news

of interest, except the accounts of the contest between

Gen. Jacqueminot and M. de Portalis, for the representa-

tion of the first arrondissement of Paris. There was little

emand, but that, unfortunately, the enormous burdens

which pressed upon the King, and the debts which they

compelled him to contract, rendered the accomplishment

of that wish absolutely impossible.

Algiers. — Some surprise has been occasioned by

doubts which have been thrown by theEnglish paperson the

extolled at the time as an

w

doubt of the General's election for that wealthy quarter,

but the opposition was so active, and displayed a degree of

energy so extraordinary, that the friends of GoTcrnment
felt it necessary to meet it with corresponding efforts. The
scrutiny took place on Wednesday, when the General was

elected by a majority of 147. His defeat would have

led to the overthrow of the Ministry.-^It is rumoured
in Paris that the Prince de Joinville^ third son of King
Louis-Philippe, is to be married immediately to a Brazilian

Princesa, and that Lis sister, the Princess Clementine of

Orleans, is to be very shortly married to Prince Augustus
of Coburg, brother of the King of Portugal.—Colonel

Lagorsse, who was employed by Napoleon in negotiating

the celebrated Concordat with the Pope, died at Giron-

vUle on the 17th uit., in the 72d year of his age.— Surveys

have just been completed for a line of railway from Paris

to Calais, and from thence to Belgium, so as to open up a

more direct line of communication between the London and
Dover Railway and the Continent. The line vill pass

through the towns of Beauvais, Amiens, Arras, and Lille, a

distance of 207 miles, the total cost being estimated at

6,100,000/.—A committee of the booksellers and publishers

of Paris was received last week by the President of the Coun-
cil, and presented an address, with 146 signatures, in favour
of the project of the Customs' union with Belgium. The
document complains of the piracy practised in Belgium,
the best French works being immediately reprinted in that
country, and not only sold there at an exceedingly low
price, but even introduced into France. Any measure
which could prevent such aline of proceeding would, says
the address, be advantageous to tl>e parties making it.

The President of the Council, after having read the
address, listened with great attention to the various
observations presented by the committee, which referred
more panLcuiarly to the entrance of printed works into
France, and their free circulation in Algeria. The Presi-
dent promised the committee that he would adopt such
measures as should pnt an end to this state of things.
The committee was also received by the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs, the Interior, Commerce, and Public In-
•truction, all of whom expressed a lively sympatBy for the
interest of the book trade.—The heirs of the Baroness de
Feucherea have advertised for sale the inheritance of the
lest of the Condt^s—namely, the splendid hotel in the
Place Venddme, the castle and woods of Mortefontaine

;

the extensive and noble forest of Montmorency, the
favourite resort of the Parisians; the estate of St.'Lcu,
without the chateau, which Mad. d^'Feucheres destroyed
in order to remove that silent witness of the cataatrophe
of August, 1830. The mayors of the neighbouring
districts, on hearing that the forest of Montmorency was
to be sold in lots, and converted into fields, felt alarmed
at the immense injury which the loss of the forest would
entail on those districts, and addressed a petition to the
King, in which they entreated him to purchase it out of
the proceeds of the privy domain. Baron Fain, the
Cabmet Secretary, replied in the name of his Majesty,
tiiat he wished it was ia U% power tg acauiescc !n

affair of Mazagran, which was e

act of heroism. The ComrnVr Franiais challenges the

Ministerial papers to contradict these doubts, but they re-

main silent on the subject. It is stated that "the affair

of Mazagran was a farce ; that during the night of the so-

much-vaunted attack, there had been some few musket-

shots, and no more ; that these were so few, that the little

garrison of Mazagran did not even get up from their beds ;

that there was consequently neither attack nor defence,

neither men killed nor men wounded, nor heroism of any

kind." If these assertions be confirmed, after all that

has been said and written of an affair enacted almost

under our own eyes, what must we think of the authenti-

city of history? In this case the heroism of the French

was blazoned over Europe, and subscriptions were got up

in the great capitals, to which Englishmen are said to

have largely contributed.

Spain.—The news from Spain is to the 24th instant,

from Madrid, and to the 26th from Barcelona. The te-

legraphic despatches from Bayonne, from which we de-

rive this late intelligence, are of a very confused and con-

tradictory character. The Regent, instead of marching

on Barcelona by Valencia, as was anticipated, had taken

the Saragossa road. He quitted Madrid, as stated in our

last, on the 21st, accompanied by the President of the

CouncilandMinisterofWar (Gen. Rodil)and other officers.

An immense crowd accompanied him out of the capital, and

his popularity seemed to have been renewed by his prompt

departure for the scene of revolt. He arrived at Saragossa

on the 24th, and was cordially received ; the Infante Don

Francisco de Paulo will promptly learn from the Regent

the motives of his choosing the road by Upper Arragon to

Catalonia. This is, no doubt, a good stroke of policy

on the part of the Regent, for if he finds that the^ Prin-

cess Carlotta has been plotting, or is an accomplice, for

the Barcelona movement, the read to France will be indi-

cated without ceremony to this branch of the Bourbon

family. The Cortes were prorogued on the 22d the day

after the Regent quitted the capital ; and the Queen was

left entirely to the protection of the National Guard,

a mark of confidence on the part of the Regent which

had given much satisfaction. From Barcelona we have

a list of the Consultative Junta, It is composed of

men of all shades of political opinion—Republicans, Ex-

altados, and Moderados. There are merchants, manu-

facturers, physicians, apothecaries, advocates, landed pro-

prietors, general officers, and magistrates in the category.

Gen. Van Halen had threatened to bombard the town,

and was only induced to spare it from the representations

of the French Consul that it was impossible to find re-

fuge for the numerous French subjects, there being only

one brig-of-war in the port, already filled with the

General's own family, and other refugee Spaniards.

The junta had been prolific of proclamations. One
decree fixed a maximum for the pri.:e of food ; atid a

second was addressed to the army, inviting them to join

the movement. In the mean time the insurrection has

made slow progress, A demonstration in its favour has

failed in Valencia, Saragossa has been quite tranquil, and

some of the small towns which had announced their

adhesion to the movement have returned to their allegiance.

Madrid up to the 24th had not moved. The south of

Spain» Seville, Cadiz, &c., was perfectly quiet, and the

Basque provinces had not stirred. An agitation had taken

place at Palma, the capital of the island of Majorca, but the

Political Chief and Captain-General having adopted pre-

cautions, tranquillity had not been disturbed, despite of

incendiary publications, calling upon the population of

Palma to make common cause with the Barcelona insur-

gents. Even at Barcelona the people are discontented

with their chiefs. Llinas has been dismissed from the

command of the armed force, and compelled to take

refuge on board a French ship. Brigadier Durando, a

Piedmontese officer, has taken the command, but the

approach of Espartero seems to have inspired a general

panic. The failure of the movement at Valencia is a

proof that the present troubles are mere local disorders

incidental to Barcelona, already confined to that city, and
likely to be crushed. The Regent can have no difficulty

in putting down the attempt ; and perhaps he will find

that it was caused more by the pressure of a military force

and the necessity of supporting it on the poorer classes,

than by any profound disaffection or conspiracy. Nothing,
too, can have proved more fortunate for his Government
than so culpable a mode of resistance ; and he will know
how to profit by it, without leaving any indelible marks of

vengeance on the Barcelona population.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 21&t nit.

to collect subscriptions ; and their Majesties have contri-

buted themselves three contos of reis (about 750/.),
Another subscription has been opened in London with a
strong appeal to all who have either in their own persona
or in their families derived benefit from the climate of
•Madeira.

Belgium.—The treaty concluded between Belgium
and Holland on the 5th of this month, was laid before
the Chamber of Representatives on the 23d ult. It is

divided into three parts or chapters. The first part fixes

the boundary line between the two kingdoms. Some
small portions of territory are ceded by each party, as
drawn on a map annexed to the treaty. The second
chapter relates to the navigation of the canals, the Scheldt

the Meuse, and other rivers. The third chapter relate«

to all financial questions between the two countries, which
are fully and definitively settled. The treaty fills ten co-

lumns of the Government paper,—The inhabitants of

Brussels have been greatly excited for the last ten days,

by a tragical event which occurred at the residence of

Mdlle. Pleinefetter, the prima donna of the theatre, on
Saturday night, the 19th ult. M. Caumartin, whose
father was member of the Chamber of Deputies in France,

was at Mdlle. Heinefetter's with M. Alme Sirey, the

author of a celebrated law work, and whose father was an

avocat of the Court of Cassation. A
arose between them.

-_ __ violent dispute

M. Caumartin, who had with him

1

*^-,
*.»>*

The Government had gained an important victory on the

preceding day, having carried the election of five depu-
ties to supply the vacancies caused by deaths, and double
returns for the province of Estramadura ; and it was fully

anticipated that in the provinces they would be equally
successful. They had also carried the municipal elections
at Coimbra, and generally throughout the country. Those
of Lisbon and Oporio had not yet come on. Nothing nev?
had transpired relative to the tariff question. Lord Aber-
deen's answer had not yet been received, but there was no
doubt in Lisbon that the Portuguese offers ^oald be re-

jected. The Prince de JoinviUe had left Lisbon in the
Belle Poule frigate, accompanied by two corvettea. A
brig-of-war had been sent to Madeira with succours for

the sufferers by the inundation. A committee had been

foimed at Lisbon, with tU Mari^uis of Fajal at its head,

a sword cane, stabbed M.^Sirey, who died instantly upon

the sofa. M. Caumartin, after having committed this

crime, fled in M. Sirey's carriage. The police was ap-

prised of what had taken place about a quarter of an hour

afterwards ; the most active search was made for M.
Caumartin, and all the gates of the city were closely

watched. He succeeded, however, in making his escape

to Paris, where he offered to surrender himself, but the

oflBcer of the Crown refused, on the ground that as no

complaint had been lodged against him, he could not

take him into custody. Upon this he immediately set off

for Brussels, with the determination of surrendering him-

self to justice in Belgium. Before he departed he wrote

a letter to the Procureur du Roi, in which, after an-

nouncing his resolution, he declares that he shall be able

to prove that he was provoked, struck, and wounded first,

and that the tragical termination of the deplorable con-

flict was totally independent of his own vvill.

Germany Letters from Vienna mention a report that

the marriage of the daughter of the Duchess de Berry, with

the Archduke Palatine of Hungary had been definitively

agreed upon by the Aulic Council. Austria, it^ is said,

contemplates at a future day to erect into a palatinate, for

the young couple, the provinces of Bosnia and Servia,

which she expects will fall to her lot in the partition of

Turkey. According to these accounts M. Hyde de Neu-

ville had been called to Goritz. for the purpose of nego-

tiating the marriage of the Duke de Bordeaux with a

daughter of the Emperor of Russia, which has always

been, it seems, a favourite plan of the Duke d Angou-

leme. We are happy to learn from the same source that

the rumours relative to the alarming state of Prince Met-

ternich's health turn out to be unfounded.—The naviga-

tion of the Danube concerns all Europe, and therefore tlie

proceedings of the late general meeting have »«
»»'e;f?J

which is not confined to Vienna. The result of this

meeting seems not to have been such as was desired j
i

has, indeed, been resolved not to give up this fine national

undertaking, but the shareholders being disappointed m

their expectations, would not consent to ^^^ake any further

grant of the money required to prosecute it. Ihe oner ot

In advance of 50,000 florins at two per «nt. was accepted,

but competent judges affirm that this
«^«>/V'''l'Sl ult ii^^

the purpose. A letter from Ratisbon of the 8th ult in

reference to the same subject announces that the liing or

Bavaria had sent 50,000 florins to the
P^^^^f^^^'f,!;

Company, in consideration of the critical cKCumstances m

which the company was placed.-The Diet of the Ba ar^n

States was opened by the King m person on the 20th u^^

His Majesty's speech, after briefly alluding t« the nob e

spirit displayed throughout Germany, when the ^«
was threatened with invasion, alludes to the ^eath o the

Queen Dowager, the marriage of 'the Crown Pr.nceo

Bavaria with the Princess Mary of Prussia and of the

Princess Adelgunde of Bavaria with theHered^ ary Fnnc

of Modena. 'i An excellent spint," said the King,
^^^

nifested itself throughout the kingdom, on the "g

left banks of the Rhine, as also throughout Gern^«^y,

when the frontiers appeared to be menaced. Aji u
^^^^

were penetrated with the sentiment ot one
^^

country, and this feeling was shown at the «rem j

the Cathedral of Cologne, and at the fire of "^^/"ib,
It will not perish."-From Berlin we learn tiiat^R^^^^^

the popular German dramatist, and liecK, ^"; ' Jj^ytbe

popularity may almost be said to have b^^i
'"^^^fKiag of

verdict of posterity, have lately been raised by tbe^^^
^^^

Prussia to the dignity of privy councillors, j j

that another portion of the Berlin Stettm railroad,^ na^^^ 7

from Neustadt to Angermunde, was 0^'^^"°°
i, ..a their

the- Committees of the States having conci""
^ ^^^^

labours at Berlin and returned to their "^V y ^f

Fanny EUsler is at P^^^fL^^^^ttdy appeared,

the Prussian capital. A caricature has
^^J^^ ^^^^^ce m

tliere, with a view to show the comparative '^y^^^^etit

which the representative assemhly and the aau

to have been held by the public. .
^^le follo^'

Switzerland.—A letter from Berne give
^.^^^^^to

ing circular, as having been published py .^j^g are

the Cantons :-L The frontiers with ff!*'^'^"
<J^ ^

^tion

to be exactly determined, and the lines ^^^^pietea

between the lakes and rivers are to be fixeu,
.^ ^^ j,g

new map'of Switzerland, 2. The ^f^'^^jJ^ jegulatJOfl*'

wxaed and equipped ftccording to the new e

('.

i*

^-

i

-;•

jit
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of

Turkey.
the 7 th ult.

3. The four Swiss regiments formerly in the service of I people
France are to be taken care of, and the cantonal Govern-

'

inents are charged to provide for their maintenance, as the
invalid fund no longer exists. The Vorort has also named
a committee of 13 members to inquire into the state of
the commercial relations with foreign Powers. Prince
Iv'apoleon Buonaparte, second son of the ex-King
Westphalia, has passed a fortnight at Geneva, whither
he had come from Florence, to decide an affair of honour
with General Laroche Pouchain, who, however, did not
make his appearance. The Grand Duke of Tuscany had
become aware of the intended duel, and prevented the
General from leaving his territory by refusing him a pass-

port. Prince Napoleon was not aware of this circum-
stance, and left for Stuttgard.

Italy.—Letters from Rome mention the interview
between the Pope and Dr. Folding, the new Roman-Ca-
tholic Archbishop of Sydney, previously to his departure
from Rome. His Holiness has appointed four Italian

missionaries of the Paasiou to accompany the Archbishop,
intending to establish a mission among the natives of
Australia. Next year these missionaries are to be followed

by several other members of the same order.—Cavalier
Pietro Campana, the antiquary of Rome, whose museum of
Etruscan antiquities is one of the most remarkable col-

lections yet formed, has lately presented to the British

Museum library a copy of his fine work on Etruscan an-
tiquities, a copy of which her Majesty was lately pleased

to accept- Cav. Campana was honoured with a gold
medal from her Majesty during his brief sojourn in
London.—Letters from Naples state that the King has
determined on fortifying Syracuse, and that, after all the
disputes connected with the sulphur question in Sicily,

his Majesty has issued an ordonnance reducing the export
duty on sulphur from 8 to 2 talari.

Greece.—Letters from Athens to the 7th inst. in the
Malta Times y continue to give unsatisfactory accounts of
this country. The new customs law has driven away the
Ipsariots, who have retrurned to Turkey. The Greek press
cry out loudly for a constitution. A Patras paper gives a de-
plorable exposition of the Greek population, and pro-
nounces the poverty of the people greater than at any
former period- The Government taxes amount to 18
millions of drachmas, to which must be added G millions
more local imposts, making a total of 24 millions or
833,000^. sterling levied from a population of less than
800,000 souls, or nearly 225. per head.
Russia.—Accounts from St. Petersburgh state that a

project is talked of which would place Finland in a situa-

tion to rival the most flourishing countries of Europe. It
is nothing less than that of uniting, by means of a canal,
the Gulf of Finland with the numerous lakes and rivers
of the interior over a surface of a thousand square leagues.
The plans have already been prepared by Baron Rosen-
karapf, the head of the department of roads These ac-
counts also mention the death of the distinguished Russian
naturalist, Lehmann, Professor in the university of Dorpat,
well known by his botanical and geological researches in
Central Asia, He was born at Dorpat in 1814, and died
at Simbirsk, on the 12th September, in his 28th year.

India.—The following important proclamation, issued
by Lord Ellenborough for the evacuation of Afghanistan,
has appeared since our last; it is dated Simla, Oct. 1 :—
"The Government of India directed its army to pass the
Indus in order to expel from Affghanistan a Chief believed
to be hostile to British interests, and to replace upon
his throne a Sovereign represented to be friendly to those
interests, and popular with his former subjects. The
chief believed to be hostile became a prisoner, and the
Sovereign represented to be popular was replaced upon
his throne

; but, after events which brought into question
his fidelity to the Government by which he was restored,
he lost by the hands of an assassin the throne he had only
held amidst insurrections, and his death was preceded and
followed by still existing anarchy. Disasters unparalleledm their extent, unless by the errors in which they originated
and by the treachery by which they were completed, havem one short campaign been avenged upon every scene of
past misfortune; and repeated victories in the field, and
the capture of the cities and citadels of Ghuznee and Cabul.

The combined army of England and
superior in equipment, in discipline, in valour,
officers by whom it is

be

of India,

and in the
commanded, to any force which rnn

t)e opposed to it m Asia, will stand in unassailable strenethupon Its own soil, and for ever, under the blessinir of

' "Blandg.—Mr. David Tumbu!!, formerly British Consul at
the Hftvannah, and well known to the T-^'^^^h public by

^ his recent work relative to Cuba» has been aetsed b? the
authorities of that treated with the crrea' _t in-

fecuHtv^nk^rhr/ tvJ'T ""^^''V'
baswon,in asloop-of-war in aa offida! capacity,- the recogPT.ed

ear hVi^tL^^^^^^^^^^^
The Governor-General cannot agent of the British Governu.ent. TI.e ca«» of this

annonnrln^ tT^ 1" ""L^*"' T'^'"' •" '^*"* ^^"^^^^^ ^"^"S«' ^^'^^ ^«" ^^^'^^1 ^^^^ ^o be resented by the homeSrS ''^'''2^'^^'^'^ '\^ r;c,fic and conser-
,

Government, are his well-known opinion. L aU.^y,S hnv^L t
<^7^™^"^- Affghamstan and coupled with the freedom and sincrrity with which he hisChina have seen at once the forces at his disposal, and . expressed them. To

the eflect with which they can be applied.
give

have again attached the opinion of invincibility to the
British arms. The British army in possession of
Affghanistan will now be withdrawn to the Sutlej. The
Governor-General will leave it to the Affghans themselves
to create a government amidst the anarchy which is the
consequence of their crimes. To force a Sovereign upon
a reluctant people, would be as inconsistent with the
policy as it is with the principles of the British Govern-
ment, tending to place the arms and resources of
that people at the disposal of the first invader, and
to impose the burden of supporting a Sovereign with-
out the prospect of benefit from his alliance. The
Governor- General will willingly recognise any Govern-
ment approved by the Affghans themselves, which
shall appear desirous and capable of maintaining friendly
relations with neighbouring States. Content with the
hmits nature appears to have assigned to its empire, the
Government of India will devote allits efforts to the esta-
ohshment and maintenance of general peace, to the pro-
tection of the sovereigns and chiefjs, its allies, and to the
prosperity and happiness of its own faithful subjects. The
rivers of the Punjab and the Indus, and the mountainous
passes and the barbarous tribes of Affghanistan, will be
placed between the British army and an enemy approach-
ing from the west, if indeed such an enemy there can be,
and no longer between the army and its supplies. The
enormous expenditure required for the support of a large
force, in a false military position, at a distance from its
own frontier and its resources, will no longer arrest every
measure for the imprgyement of tte cpUAtry »ii of tte

attached to peace for the sake of the benefits it confers
upon the people, the Governor- General is resolved that
peace shall be observed, and will put forth the whole
power of the British Government to coerce the state by
which it shall be infringed."

-From Constantinople we have advices to
The week which had just expired had been

almost exclusively devoted to the religious ceremonies of
the Beiram, and no event of the slightest importance had
occurred. Public business had been even altogether sus-
pended, and the Porte, as well as all the other public
offices, remained closed. Intelligence, through indirect
channels, had been received of very serious disturbances
in the Lebanon. It is stated that the Druses and
Maronites, having joined their forces, encountered the
Albanian mercenaries of the Porte at Beshar^, not far
from Tripoli, and, after a sanguinary conflict, put them
completely to the rout. According to some accounts,
upwards of 600 Arnauts fell a sacrifice to the vengeance of
the mountaineers, \jhose patience tb« y Lad exhausted by
every species of outrage. The affdir is said to have
originated in a premature attempt on the part of the
Turkish authorities to disarm the Maronites, In the
excitement of victory, the latter, it is added, were guilty
of some excesses, and plundered the caravan on its way to
Damascus. Nearly all the property, however, was subse-
quently restored. The intelligence from Jerusalem was
favourable. Bishop Alexander had recovered from his

illness, and the construction of the Protestant church was
proceeding satisfactorily. Letters from Belgrade of the

7th ult. state that the Sultan, in acknowledging the new
sovereign of Servia, had imposed upon him the following

severe terms :—1. The new Prince is to be styled merely

Basha Beg. 2. The Turkish Pacha of Belgrade shall in

future preside at the meeting of the Servian Senate. 3. The
tribute payable by the province of Servia shall be increased

by the sum of 500,000 piastres, 4. The six departments

which were added to the principality of Servia by the

treaty of Adrianople, shall again form part of the Turkish

Empire. By this statement it will be seen that the

privileges of the Servians have been considerably curtailed;

nevertheless the country continued to enjoy perfect tran-

quillity. The wealthy Boyard George Philipesko was
considered the favourite candidate for the regency of

Wallachia, though a strong party, supported by Russia,

intended to vote for the ex-Russian General Kislef. Prince

Ghika had taken refuge in Austria.

United States.—We have three arrivals this week :

the ship Patrick Henry, from New York, with news to

the 8tb ult. ; the steam-ship Caledonia, which left Halifax

on the 19th; and the Great Western, which left New
York on the l7th, and arrived at Liverpool on Wednesday,

after an extraordinary voyage of twelve days and fifteen

hours. The two principal events in the United States are

the publication of Mr. Dickens's " American Notes," and

the elections in the city and state of New York. The
former have been printed in every imaginable form, and

distributed in immense numbers, price U., over every

part of the country the day after their receipt. One
newspaper, The Netc Worlds published the entire work

at 12^ cents. (6}c/.), and immediately sold 35,000 copies.

The work is said to be very unpopular, though every one

is anxious to see it. The article in the Foreign Quarlerly

Reiiiew on the American press, originally attributed to

Mr. Dickens, is now supposed in New York to be the

production of Dr. Lardner; though many profess to dis-

cover a striking identity between the style of the " Notes"

and the article in question. The New York city and

state elections had terminated in the triumph of the demo-

cratic, and the defeat of the Whig party. President

Tyler had published an official statement of the ratifica-

tion of the treaty between Great Britain and the United

States. The 8th of December was appointed by the

State authorities of New York to be observed as a

day'of public thanksgiving for the blessings of the year.

A Boston paper states, seriously, that the inmates of the

Lunatic Asylum, at a place called Brattleborough, had

commenced the publication of a newspaper 1 and that

those only *' whom the majority of mankind consider

insane," are to furnish communications, A New York

paper quaintly remarks that "there exists no want of

papers of that description already."—The Philadelphia

journals remark on the protection afforded to this country

by the recent treaty in the case of forgery, and state that

Mr. Joseph Burton, late vestry-clerk of St Luke's, who

recently absconded, has been seen near that city, but has

been compelled to fiy in consequence of a reward offered

for his apprehension. Mr. Burdekin also, the late

manager of the Manchester Bank, has been recognised,

and both defaulters will, no doubt, be soon apprehended

and restored to this country.—The ship Panama had

arrived at New York from Canton, Her Captain reported

that he spoke, in lat. 25, long. 60 N., the whale ship

Ontario, the Captain of which reported that a French

squadron had taken possession of the Marquesas group of

islands, landed troops ott them, and fortified two of the

largest. The commander of the fleet had, it was^
«t 5?'

Sincerely
j

inflicted on that gentlnfcan,

c colour to the indignity

rumour had l»aea circulated
that he was insane.—Ilie accounts from Texas cooM down
to the 4th ult. ; they are fillrd witb '^.ing but war. TliC
Texaus had determined, ft is said, to carry on the war
against Mexico in earnest. A variety of dttaila, move-
ments, and skirmishes arc given, but a repetition of them
would have litH*« inter<»Pt for our rea^rg.
Canapa.—The Canada papers received by the Cale-

donia are to the 12th Nuveraber, Rir.Chftrie» r> l- t, the
Governor General \i.u\ been danseronsly ill, and fpsrs wef*
at one time enterlHiued for h» life. The Afimtrral
Courier^ of the 11th, stiites that His Exc<>tlrncy was
** rather better at the date of the last accounts." Mr.
Gibbon Wakefield had rarri<*d his election for Beauhar-
nois county by a majority of 737 ov«r im opponrnt Col,
Scriver. The majority was entirely made up of the votea
of three parishes, where ihe population is ciclu^ivcly
French Canadians. Mr. Murray, who had successfully
oppocrd Mr. Baldwin in thi' llaatin^ election, had been
dismissed from hii situation of clerk of ll)'' pf^oe. His
party attributtil his dismiaaal to the circumatancc of his
having defeated the Govcrnnu'nt candidate, and the sec
had excited quite a sensation amongst the Bi.»;>L party.
—The shock of an earthquake was felt at Montreal on the
9th ult. It was very perceptible, and r mhled the
heavy rolling of Artillrry. It was also cipenenctd it
Quebec, Lachiue, Tlirce Riveit, and several other placed*

— It appears by an official return that the present year has
been very unpropitious for the trade of Canada. \]\^ to
the list of October, the number of vessels entered at
Quebec was less this year by 411 than during the cor-

responding period in 1841, while the amount of tonnage
had decreased 433,743 tons.

CITY.
Money Market^ Friday,-^Con$oU closed at 93J to 4

ex div. for the opening—equal to 05jl div. included.

Bank Stock, 171 to 3 ; Three per Cents. Keduccd, 94i to

|; Three and a Half per Cents. Reduced, ^lOl ; New
Three and a Half per CenU., lOlf to | ; India Stock,

2G4| ; Exchequer Bills, 50f. to 52jf. prcm.

S ordJi: ^mi^muo^^mT^i^M 9S the oa Suu<U> fo. ditii^ woraiip,^ U.i^ t,«a tkorou^y

j

ittttiopolis mxQ its FicinftD.
*

New Houses of Parliament.—The workmen have now
commenced their labours on the future i\-!-..*vts of the
Speaker, the Serjeant-at-Arms, and the Lord Great
Chamberlain. The other parts of the edifice, the clock
tower, and the libraries of both houses, are in a forward

,
state,

Meiropoliiati Improveme7iis,—We Jearn hj last night*«

Gazette that Government has appointed an unpaid
commission, for the purpose of considering, on compre-
hensive principles, the various plans sufgested for tbe

improvement of the Metropolis. The commission will not
have authority to undertake plans of Improvement, or to

enter into engagements with respect to them ; but wiU
investigate the merits of various proposals, estimftte the

charge of effecting improvements, and the probable

revenue to be derived from them ; and consider the bear-

ing of each detached scheme, not only upon the imn>ediatc

vicinity, but upon the general convenience and health of

the Metropolis. The following noblemen and gentlemen

are announced as the members of the commission:—The
Earl of Buckingham, the Lord Mayor, the Earl of Lin-

coln, Mr- A. Milne, Hon. C. A. Gore, Lord Lyttelton,

Lord Colborne. the Right Hon. J. C. Herries, Sir R.

Inglis, Sir C. Lemon, bir.^R. Sinirke, IMr. H. T. Hope,

Mr. Gaily Knight, and Mr. C. Barry.

Westminster Abbey,--k monument, subscribed for by

the friends of the abolition of slavery, has lately been

erected in the Abbey, to the memory of that persevering

advocate of the anti-slavery cause, Mr. Zachary Macaulay.

It is a sarcophagus, enriched with appropriate emblems,

and surmounted by a bust, which is said to bear a strong

resemblance to the deceased, and to be expressive of the

peculiar mildness and benevolence of his character.

Hall of Commerce,—On Monday this building, erected

on the site of the old French Protestant Church in

Threadneedle-ttreet, was opened for the inspection of the

public. It is built in the^Palladiun style, supported by

pillars of the Corinthian order. Its width is 47 feet, and

its lenglft 107. It is intended to be used as a hall of

assembly, or exchange, for merchants and travellers, and

is capable of conuining nearly 3,000 persons. There are

suites of offices and apartments, which arc to be used as

reading or committee rooms, and the whole of thcbuiidiog

is warmed and ventilated on a system similar to that

adopted in the British Museum. The business opemnf

will t^ike place in January. In front of tbe bmldmg is a

bas-relief, representing' the genius of Commerce sur-

rounded by Industry, Liberty, and Feaoe-^ffordiog an

interesting example of the effect of hai-reli^if as wi archi-

tectural ornameut. Several hundred persons visited the

hall daring the day, and it was generally admired as one

of the finest buildings in the -^I^^tropolis.
^

Metropolitan Churches,--'kldg%tt church, wbicli was

injured by l^htning about two yeara sinM, was re-opened

>f
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repaired. Since its close the old roof and steeple have

been removed and nenly erected, and the n^tenor has

been extensively decorated. The sermon was preached by

tixe Bishop of London. In alluding to the decoration of

churches/his Lord.hip said that ^^ as they were dist.n.

cuished for the' holiness of their object, so should they be

for the majesty of their ajipearance and their beauty

within. No good man could scruple at the care bestowed

upon splendour which, bhould contribute to piety- The

Almi^'hty had showered his goodness upon thena ; why,

therefore, should lie not be honoured in his temples by

some of his richest gifts T*' He regretted that it had not

been found possible to give additional accommodation to

the poor; but he trusted that before long there would be

another church in the parish, and at least two more minis-

lers.— It is announced that the late Dr. Ireland, Dean of

"Westminster, has left by his will 5,000/. Three per Cent.

Consols " to the Managers or Trustees for the time being

of the Metropolis Church Building Fund, to be laid out

and applied in the building or purchase of a chapel in

some convenient part of Westminster, under the direction

of the Bij=hop of London."

Jior/al Eschunge,—At the meeting of the Gresham

Committee on Friday, the 25Lhinst., Mr. Richard West-

macott, A, R. A., was appointed by ballot to fill the pedi-

mentfi of the Royal Exchange with sculpture. The sum

Totcd for this purpose by the committee is 3,000 guineas.

The mass of buildings in front of the Exchange, l^nown as

Banlc-building?, will be removed in the course of the

to make room for the statue of the Duke of

I

One of those unfortunate casualties

sprmg,
\Vellinf;ton.

Bank Eohhery.

which are hapyiily now of rare occurrence befel the London

Joint Stock Bank on Saturdjiy. A collecting clerk in

their employ, named Edwin John Jordan, absconded in

the course of the afternoon, after having received several

gams of money, amounting to 19,715/. The police and

telegraph were set to work immediately on the discovery

of fiis flight, and the numbers of the notes were advertised.

Oq Tuesday, however, the sum of 19,415/. was restored by

him ihronsh one of his friends, leaving 3U0/. to be

accounted for. It appears that he had been sent in the

usual course of business to collect the amount of different

cheques, amounting to the sum above mentioned, the Joint

Stock Banks not being allowed the privilege of the

''Clearing House/' an establislmient kept up by the pri-

vate bankers for the settlement of cheques. On receiving

the cash for these cheques, he exchanged bauk notes for

500 or COO sovereigns at the Bank of England, It is

said that he repented soon after he absconded, and wrote

to a friend on the subjtct, expressing his regret at what he

had done, and his wilUngness to restore the property.

The place of his concealment is not known, and rewards

are still ofTered for his apprehension.

Chinese Trade,—The opening of the Chinese ports by

the treaty noticed in our last has already produced a

beneficial effect on the commercial circles in the City. A
circular has been issued iliis week by a leading firm, inti-

mating their intention to despatch, on the 15th of every

alternate month, commencing next February, a first-class

ship to China, calling at Hong-kong for orders, and after-

wards to proceed to the principal port or ports which may

be open to our trade at the time of arrival.

St. Bartholomew's JTospiiaL—At a meeting of the

Governors of this hospital last week it was resolved to

adopt a report from the Treasurer and Almoners recom-

mending the appropriation of six houses, the property of

the hospital, and situate in its immediate neighbourhood,

for the formation of an establishment for the accommoda-

tion of a certain number of pupils. The report detailed

the advantages likely to arise from providing accommod^.

tion, more particularly for pupils coming from distant

places. It stated lh^.t in many instances young men of

great promise had been led into habits fatal to their edu-

cation, character, and prospects in life, and destructive of

Iheir moral sense, by taking their chance in bouses of

which they knew nothing upon their arrival in the metro-

polis, remote from the protection of parents or friends.

By such an establishment as that proposed, it was calcu-

lated that the apprehensions naturally entertained for the

morals of their sons would be, at all events, considerably

abated, as the young n^,en would be watched over by the

authorities of the hospital, who would prevent, by their

advice and assistance to the inexperienced, a great deal of

the mischief which daily arose from the want of good
counsel and the presence of temptation. It is supposed
that the establishment will fully pay its own expenses.

The education and training of the medical students who
arej:ollected in the Metropolis at this season of the year

more directly afVect the public than the condition of any
other professional class, and lieuce the establishment of

such an institution cannot fail to interest the public, inde-

pendently of its advantages to the parties immediately
concerned.

disasters took place, the result being that the invincibility

of the British arms was once more asserted to the satisfac-

tion of the people of India. Nothing was more likely to

perpetuate our arms in that country, or keep it in peace,

than the prestige of our late victories^ which he trusted

would for a long time be.rivetted on the minds of the

native population of India. Fortunate it was that the

very singular warfare which had been carried on in China

was now brought to a close- It had been brought to a

conclusion by the united efforts of the army and navy,

which had acted together with a concord highly creditable

to both branches of the service; and it gave him, in the

situation which unworthily he had the honour to hold, a

pride and satisfaction which he could not express, to see

the accounts of the manner in which our gallant admiral

on the coast of China disembarked his brave sailors and

land forces to act as one body against the enemy."—The

meeting was numerously attended, and the subscriptions

announced amounted to nearly 400/.

City Police.—The City police committee Kive sent in a

report to the corporation relative to the expenditure of the

last year. From this report it appears that the number of

constables appointed in December was found sufficient

for the security of the City; and the committee advised

that the force for 1843 should not exceed 542 men; that

an order should be passed directing a rate to be made for

one quarter, from Christmas to Lady-day, of twopence

in the pound on the net annual value of all houses, and

one penny per square yard on all vacant spaces of ground,

in the mode prescribed by the Act of Parliament ; and

that a further order should be passed, prior to Lady-day

next, for a rate either for the remainder of the year, or

some shorter period, such as circumstances may appear to

require; in addition to which, the incidental expenses for

the year 184-2 may be charged upon each ward respectively.

MortaTity of the Metropolis.—t\\Q number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Nov. 19th, was

886. Males 433, females 453. Weekly average for

1838-9-40-1—males 4G7, females 445. The distribution

ol this mortality over the different districts was as follows ;

West districts, 124 ; North, 206 ; Central, 183; East, 178 ;

South, 195.

The Model Prison As the day for receiving prisoners

in this new establishment is fixed for the 15th inst., some

particulars of the arrangements have been published in the

daily papers. The most striking features in the prison are

those which carry out the combined systems of silence and

separation, and the readiness with which every part of the

building can be visited by the officers. The galleries and

ground-floor, in which the prisoners are confined, branch

out from an entrance-hall, througli which the main build-

ing is entered. In this area, the governor's inspecting

box is situate, and thence a full view is obtained of every

part of the prison. These galleries are reached by iron

staircases, which enable the officers to visit every cell in a

short space of time. There are, 5_2p cells nearly 13 feet

in length, about 7 feet wide, and not quite 9 feet high.

Opposite to the entrance door, and at about G feet from

the ground, is a window of ground glass 3 feet wide by

16 inches deep. The cells are fitted up with metal wash-

hand-basins and water-taps, and each convict is to have 8

gallons of water per day. Religious books, at the discre-

tion of the chaplain, will be supplied

prisoners will be required to attend

A small iron handle within the cell, communicating with

a bell, will enable a prisoner to obtain the attendance of a

turnkey at any moment. On hearing the bell in either of

the galleries the officer in attendance immediately casts

his eye down the corridor, and sees, projecting from the

wall, the number of the ceU'iu which the prisoner is con-

fined, and which is thrust out by the same movement

which struck the bell. In the door of the cell is an in-

— — - #

to each cell, and the

divine service daily.

Scf}tlish IIospiia!,—The 107th Anniversary' of this

well-known Charity took place on Wednesday evening,

at the London Tavern, the Earl of Haddington, First

Lord of the Admiralty, in the chair. In proposing the

toast of the Army and Navy, his lordship paid a high com-

pliment to the troops and marint-s of the East India

Company, and said that within the last half-century no

British company could have been called on to drink that

toast with more gratitude and enthusiasm than at the pre-

sent moment. "To the unwearied exertions, gallantry, and

patriotic spirit of endurance of our brave sailors and sol*

diers, we owed the happy news so lately received of peace

iu India and China, the consequences of which it was not

easy yet to foresee. Dor disasters last year iu Affghanis-

tan had been repaired and the character of our country

Lad been irindicated on the tery sceaei whetc thgie

specting-glass, which looks in upon a little box, covered

with wire, and through this the officer on duty, whose step

will be unheard by the prisoner, can see the interior of the

cell, without being himself seen. In another part of the

door, is a flap which, upon being unlocked, falls down,

and forms a shelf, whereby the prisoner's meals are intro-

duced into the cell. These meals are conveyed along the

galleries on a skeleton waggon, the iron balustrades on

either side forming a sort of tramway, on which it is ra-

pidly conveyed. Each cell is lighted with gas, which is en-

tirely beyond the control of the prisoner, and will be ex-

tinguished at a given time by the officers. The chapel is

so arranged that the prisoners cannot observe each other.

It is divided into two compartments, down the centre of

which the convicts will enter from a passage communicat-

ing with the several corridors of the prison. A separate

compartment will be occupied by each; and, while divine

service is being performed, they will be subjected to the

'scrutiny of the turnkeys from various parts of the build-

ing. The prison contains various exercising grounds, in

which the convicts will be allowed to walk at least one

hour every day. During this period, and when proceed-

ing to chapel, the prisoners will wear a mask of dark cloth,

which, while it will allow them to see every object dis-

tinctly, will effectually prevent personal recognition. In-

struction in trades will be given daily by the schoolmasters,

of whom it is intended to appoint one for every 100 pri-

soners- Among the regulations of the prison, the more
material are the following :—The convicts are not to be
left uninspected during the day for a longer period than

one hour. They are to be visited daily by the governor,

dtputy-governor, and chief officer ; and by the chaplain,

medical officer, and schoolmaster, twice every week. The
principal turnkey must report to the governor any mis-

conduct of the inferior officers complained of by the pri-

soners, who will be permitted to see the visiting commis-

sioners, the governor, chaplain, or medical officer, upon

application through the principal turnkey* This officer,

on his own responsibility, can remove to the infirmary any

prisoner taken suddenly ill. There are two chaplains con-

nected with the establishment, whose duties will be entirely

confined to the convicts. The prisoners, while under-

going confinement, will be allowed to communicate with

their friends in writing four times a-year. The erection

of this prison has cost 85,000/. The prisjn was visited

last week by the Archduke Frederick of Austria and by

the French Ambassador, both of whom expressed their

approbation of the plan, and their belief that it would be

soon adopted by the Continental governments.

Anli-Corn-Law Meeting, — On Thursday night a

crowded meeting of the first division of the Metropolitan

Associatiou, which comprises the parishes of St. Martin-

in-the-Fields, and St. Anne and St. Margaret, West-

minster, was held in the theatre of the Mechanics* Insti-

tution ; the building, which will seat 1,100 people, was so

completely filled that there was not standing-room. The

chair was taken by Mr. Warburton, late M. P. for B rid

-

port. Reopened the business of the evening by referring

to the recent division of the Metropolis into sections by

the League, for the purpose of carrying on the agitation

in furtherance of the object, and by congratulating them

on the contrast which the present large and unanimous

meeting afforded to one held near the same spot rather

more than a year ago. Mr. Villiers then addressed the

meeting at great length, and concluded by moving "That
the state of trade and commerce, the rapid increase of

pauperism and crime, the continued decrease in the public

revenue, and ihe general discontent of the people, are

circumstances which, while they demand an instant remedy,

have their origin in the vicious policy which has restricted

the field of national capital and industry, and which, while

its advocates have recognised theoretically the right of the

community to buy in the cheapest market and sell in the

dearest, has been practically continued iu the new Tariff

and Corn-Law." Mr. Ricardo having seconded the reso-

lution, some interruption ensued iu consequence of an

attempt on the part of the Chartists to interfere with the

order of the proceedings. After some confusion, it

was agreed that they should be heard, and Mr. Black-

more, who w,as assailed with cries of ** No Chartist?,''

spoke ut some length, concluding by moving as an amend-

ment, . that delegates be sent to the conference at

Birmingham on the 27th inst., to assist Mr. Joseph

Sturge in his struggle for the repeal of the Corn-Laws,

Mr. Ewart, M.P., followed in favour of an immediate re-

peal, contending that the Government and Legislature

would do nothing unless the people spoke with an impera-

tive voice ; and that on the exertion of the people must

rest the repeal of the Corn-Laws. He concluded by

moving—" That as no reliance can be placed on the wis-

dom or patriotism of the Government or of the Legis-

lature for relieving the country from its difficulties, the

intelligence and moral feelihg of the people must be ap-

pealed to as the means of inducing the powers of the

state to deal equal justice to all ranks of her Majesty's _

subjects." Sir De Lacy Evans seconded the resolution,

and referred with satisfaction to the speech ot'Mr. Escott,

reported in our last, whose observations, he said, naturally

drew much attention ; and however gratifying the speeches

from his friends round him might be, the speech of

such a person as Mr. Escott must be still more valuable

to their cause. He congratulated them upon their present

meeting ; he looked upon it as a good commencement of

the campaign, and as a good reason for strenuous exertion.

Dr. Bowring supported the resolution. He said that

other questions, such as negro slavery, and Catholic emau-

cipation, interested only a portion of the community.

The Corn-Law question interested all mankind; and if

any one still doubted the efficacy of repeal, he would urge

them to consider it in reference to its mighty importance

upon the permanent interests of the world. The world

looked to England for a great example, and every English-

man ought to feel that it rested with him to take a large

and expansive view of his duty to others. Let there be

no more separation between different countries than be-

tween different sides of the street. Let all be united for

the general good. They had heard of wars and of arma-

ments, but he looked upon the custom-houses erected, not

to provide revenue for the Government, but money for in-

dividuals, as the most bellicose and the most repulsive of

all. Col. Thompson then concluded the business of the

meeting by mioving a resolution for opening a subscription

boQk in London.
Marylebone.—ln consequence of the increase of dis-

tress and pauperism which has recently taken place ia

this parish, ihe directors and guardians of the poor ap-

pointed a committee ^o investigate the cause. Their

report has just been published. It states that the com-

mittee, in prosecuting their inquiries, obtained returns

from the parishes of St. Tancras ; St. George, Hanover-

square; St. James, Westminster; St. Leonard, S^hore-

ditch ; also from the Strand Union, the Holborn Union,

and the Greenwich Union ; and by comparison they find

that, while pauperism has increased in Marylebone within

the last two years 20 per cent, in the in-door, and 100 per

cent, in the out-door poor, taking the average of the be-

fore-mentioned parishes and unions, the increase has only

been 10 per cent, on the in-door, and 24| per cent, on the

out-doop poor. This clearly shows that no general cause'

has operated to produce the amazing increase. From the

tables which accompany the report, it appears that pauper-

ism has been dealt with in this parish in large masses*

which is not the case in other districts—for example, the

average number of out-door poor receiving relief in No-

vember 1B40, was 2,841 ; the average number receiving

relief in February 1841, 5,503 ; showing that in the short

space of three months the out-poor increased 2,722, and

I

that the average number receiving relief for the whole oi
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February 1841, as compared with November 1840, was
nearly doubled. The bread distributed to the out-door
poor in 1840, was 51,681 4Ib. loaves; in 1841, 89,792

the

tributed in 1840. The account of money and bread dis-

sum of 11,224/. in 1810. The consequence of this in-

crcnse in the expenditure on account of the in and out-
door poor, has been that no less a sum than 17,797/, has
been drawn from the vestry in the space of three years,

over and above the estimates furnished, partly on which
estimate the rates for the respective years^ have been
levied. The report, in adverting to the great increase of
claims for relief, and the admission of tho?e claims,
recommends as one means by which they might be
reduced, that a more strict and diligent inquiry be in-

stituted into each case. The report then goes on to detail

the questions put to each inspector of catual pnor^ and
the several answers. From these it appears that the
number of mechanics out of employment is greater now
than the average of the last three years, but that the in-

crease in the applicants for poor-house relief has taken
place principally among labourers with families.

rnhlic Meelint/s. _ The Peninsular and Oriental
Steam-pacl<et Comjmny held their meeting on Wednes-
day, at which a dividend of 3^ percent, for the six months
ending the Istult., or at the rate of 7 per cent, per ann.,

was declared. The report states that the directors have
been enabled by the steady increase of the traffic of the
company to maintain the rate of dividend ihcy had before

paid, and this at a period when all other establishments of

a similar character have complained of a diminution of
receipts from the unsatisfactory condition of commerce.
The company's fleet is represented to be so complete, in-

cluding the new iron steam-ship, the Pacha, that for the
future there will be no necessity for the assistance of
chartered vessels to carry on the service. For the addi-

tional service of calling at Falmouth for the outward mails
to India, the Government bave consented to pay the com-
pany 2,0OL'/. per annum, so long as it shall last; and
have released the company on liberal terms from keeping
up the communication between Malta and the Ionian
Isles, since it proved to be unproductive. The report
then alludes to the departure of the Hindostan, which,
from the advice the directors have received of her pas-
sage out, made way to the Cape de Verds from Gibraltar,
a distance of 1,5G9 miles, in 163 hours, having arrived
there on the 8ch of October, and was expected to be at

Calcutta early in December. The Bentinck, the sister

vessel, will, it is said, be launched about January next.
The total amount of capital invested, and paid up, is set

forth at 432,838/., and the instalments not yet called for
amount to 141,812/. / \

Fires.—On Tuesday eveniug a fire broke out in the
well-known establishment of Messrs. Warren^ blacking-
makers, in the Strand. It originated in the cellars among
the straw and crates, where the men had been shortly
before employed. In consequence of the dense volume of
smoke, the firemen were unable for some time to enter the

ij

premises ; but being well supplied with water, they were
at length enabled to arrest the progress of the flames, and
prevent iheir extending to the shops and warehouses,
otherwise the whole of that extensive establishment must
have been destroyed. The damage is said to be considera-
ble in amount, but the firm is insured against loss.

Ihmivell Lunatic Asyhivi.—The fourth report of the
resident j>hysician of this asylum was circulated on Wed-
nesday among the magistracy. From tlie statistical re-

sults of the past year, it appears that IGO patients were
admitted—viz., 80 males and 80 females; of whom 12
males and 8 females were cured, 2 males and 2 females
relieved, and 9 males and 7 females died. The number
of patients admitted into the asylum from its opening, on
the IGthMay, 1831, to the 30th of September, in the

present year, was—males 1,180, females 1,219 j total

2.408 : of these, 283 males and 266 females were cured,

57 males and 30' females relieved, and 459 males and 371
j

females had died. On the 30th of September there were
remaining in the asylum 936 patients—viz., males 390,
females 54G. The report proceeds to state thai the num-
ber of deaths during tlie year was 91 ; of these, about 40
^ere from general debility or paralysis, 18 were occa-
sioned by apoplexy or epilepsy, and 15 from pulmonary
consumption—leaving a mortality of only 20 from various

diseases accidentally or less frequently associated with in-

sanity. The average daily number of patients in the
asylum during the year was D43. The greatest number of

deaths in one month occurred in January; but of the 16
^y»Dg in that month, 9 sank under general-paralysis—

a

disease attended with great debility. The smallest num-
ber of deaths occurred in the autumnal mouths, when the

cases of sickness were the most numerous. By the table

of the causes of death within this period, it appears that

a large proportion of the deaths took place in patients

previously much enfeebled, and who sank into that state of

general debility in which every function gradually becomes
weak, and life is at lengtliextingalslied without effort.

1 Woolwich,—Her Majesty's steamer Wllberforce, com-
riaanded by Lieut, Webb, which left the coast of Africa
a*^out the'lltb of Oct., arrived at Plymouth on the 17th,
from the Niger Expedition, and has been ordered to this

port to be paid off- She is principally manned by
coloured people, there being only four or five Europeans,
^ho were taken from other Governujent ships, and but
three of those who joined the expedition originally—viz., .

commander, carpenter, and engineer, all of whom
were attacked by fever. The Wilbcrforce had been sent
"P he river to the model farm, and found it in *uch a
state of disorganisation, that she brought awar the farm
implements and all the people eraploved there.'

^Dvolu'iuial Xelus.
Iler Majesty's Vhit (o yrafm^r.—The stormy weather

which prevailed towards the end of last week prevented
Her Majesty from making any excursions in the neigh-
bourhood. On Friday and Saturday the Queen and
Prince Albert walked on the beach during the intervali of
the rain, but were unable to remain out for more than aa
hour on each occasion, in consequence of the boisterous
state of the weather. During a heavy gale of wind which
prevailed in the night of the'22d, four Deal boatmen, la
attempting to board a foreign ship in the Downs, in a dis-
tressed and hazardous state, were unfortunately drowned.
Her Majesty and Prince Albert, on hearing the circum-
stance, sent a donation of 20/. on Saturday to the Mayor
of Deal to be divided among the four widows in rqunl
proportions. The Queen apjiears to have caught cold
during the stormy weather of Saturday, and wrs confined
ta the Castle until Thursday last, attended by Sir James
Clark. On Tuesday Prince Albert visited the South
Forelaud Lighthouse, and on Wednesday went on bonrd
ller Majesty's brig Wasp, commanded by Captain Drew.
His Royal Highness was conveyed to the tcssel by
Captain Bullock, in the Government steamer Fearless.

The brig lay at anchor within a short distance of the
Thunderer, which ship manned yards as the Prince
passed in going to the brig. His Royal Highness waa
received on board with a royal salute, and conducted over
the vessel by Capt. Drew. After remaining on board
about half an hour, the Prince proceeded with Capt. Bul-
lock, in his steamer, to the Beacon of Refuge on the

Goodwin Sands, erected by Capt, Bullock about two
years since. In their course to Trinity Bay, w^liere the

beacon is fixed, they passed upwards of )00 sail of outward-
bound vessels proceeding through the Downs. The scene

at this time was extremely animated, and highly enjoyed

by the Prince, who observed to Captain Bullock that it

far exceeded, in point of variety and grandeur, anything

which could be witnessed off the coast of Sussex, in the

immediate locality of her Majesty's marine residence at

Brighton; *' to which," said his Royal Highness, •* it

cannot be compared for one moment." The sands not

being dry, his Royal Highness was unable to land, and

therefore, after going round the beacon, the Prince re-

turned to near the place of embarkation, and went round

the Thunderer, which again manned yards, and fired a

royal salute. Capt. Bullock then brought his vessel to an

anchor about a quarter of a mile off Walme." Castle, and

landed the Prince and his attendants in the gig at 3 p.m.

His Royal Highness expressed himself highly delighted

with his excursion, and complimented Capt, Bullock for

having overcome those numerous obstacles which had

heretofore prevcnted,'on the most dangerous part of the

Goodwin Sands, the erection of a refuge for the mariners

of all nations.—On Thursday her Majesty had perfectly

recovered from the cold she had been labouring under for

some days, and Sir James Clark was relieved from his

attendance at the Castle : her Majesty, however, had not

left the Castle. Preparations were making for the depar-

ture of the Court for Windsor, and it was arranged that

her Majesty would leave Walmer on her return, at an early

hour this day.

i3/a«r//bn/.—On Tuesday the long-pending match made

by the Hon. Grantlcy Berkeley, that he would '* hobble"

or secure five bucks in a given time, with the assistance

only of a horse and a hound, was decided at Charborough

Park, near this town, tlie seat of^Mr. Drax, M.P. Bets

to an enormous amount were pending the result, long odds

having been laid by several noblemen and gentlemen

against the success of the uodertaking. The conditions

were, that in the course of the day Mr. Berkeley should,

with the aid of one dog only, pull down, « hobble " (that

13, secure by fastening the legs together), five bucks, and

leave them in possession of the servants/by whom they

were to be put into a deer-cart, provided for the purpose.

When so carted, they were to be examined by the um-

pires, and each one found uninjured—that is to say,

without any serious wound or hurt—was to count for the

captor. Mr. Berkeley's apparatus for ''hobbbng was

very complete ; the horse, Brock, he had trained to ride up

to the courses, would lie down at the word, so as to leave

him free to deal with his quarry ; and his dog, 0dm, a noble

deer hound, had already pulled down his three bucks in

one day. The park was literally crowded with spectators.

After the arraneeraent of the preliminaries, a fine buck

was selected, and separated from the herd. The deer

sooa got out of sight, and for some time the anxiety as to

the result of the first trial was manifest among the spec-

tators. It proved, however, to be a decided failure*
^
The

buck turned on the hound and completely held him at

bay, notwithstanding the continued cheering of his owner

for him to go in and seize him. The deer kept butting

up with his antlers with great ferocity against the iron

rails at the extremity of the park. At length another

buck was selected from among his companions ; but the

result was much the same, for he also, after a run

of about ten minutes, turned upon his pursuer, and com-

menced butting him, with a determination only equalled

by the former deer. At this time the dog had received

considerable punishment, and Mr. Berkeley, finding the

case hopelc.-s, gave in the match to the great disappoint-

ment of the spectators. Su. .juently three of Mr.

Drax's hounds were called into the field, and after a short

run the foremost hound pluued his prey, and the Hon.

r Gentleman dismounting, gm^ipled with the deer, which he
soon hobbled and secured, and completed the ta^k he had
failed in accomplishing -uith • single dog. Another deer
having been chosen^waji likewise captured by ^Ir. Tcrl^eley.

JDristoi.—An affray took place at Mcndip a few days
aince, at a public-house called the Hunter's Lodge, be-
tween some labourers who endeavoured to .

' st the land-
lord of the reckoninc. During the fio-t, a man named
Brittan was so much injured fhnt he died soon aUc* wards

;

at the adjourned inquest the Jury rcturtud a verdict of
manslaughter agaiubt the parly principally cojiccroed, who
has been committed to take his trial.

Che^itcr,—From the recent cha*^-^ of the Bishop of
Chester, it appears that within the !

* twelve years
upwards of 170 new churches have bt. _

* "t within this

diocese alone ; by far the greater nuaibcT Utin? adu* . vial

to those previoHsly ex.> ing. The increase of ac-^mmoda-
tion appears to-*be— in Cheshire, upwards of '21 /"^O
sittings; in Lancashire, 90,000 siiungsj i..J in ^VtI:t-

morcland, ntnly 50,000 hitting*.

Dover— It is stated in the Dover pnprrs that the har-
bonrcommisjioncrshave dcttimmcUupon niaU ^ ' itive
alterations and imnrovcnii nts for w" '

„ and gtuer>»lly

enlarging the haibour ; so ixtrnsive, no *.w«bt, as to
leave it beyond a matter of question th:it the Government
intend making Dovtr a harbour of u-fngc. All the old
buildings, including the Dover C^_Jc Lja, Amhcrfct Bat-
tery, and the wnrchouhcs and buildings oc-^picd by the
shipwrights and others, are 1o be puM d down and il<ir

sites thrown into the harbour. The railway trrmiuus v\il4

also cause extensive alterations, so that ihc u*i .U of Iha
town is likely to be completely changed.

Glouccsivr.—We lafct wctk noticed ihe c^'^imittal of
Frances Bennct, and a man named Yapp, charffr d witii the

murder of their six children at the lorc^t of Ocan. W«
have now to state, that in the cafcc of the female pritoner,

the hand of justice has been anticipated by her c* th,

which took place on Friday morning, in the Im _
. ital of T

guul. Since her comniittat, her nuutal bulTcriugs are said

to have been most pcverc. An inquest has been held,

at which the surgeon sta'cd that she died ol pulmr ry

consumption. She was only thirt)-tiglit )<ara of age, and
was iu a dying state when first brought i...j the prison.

The jury, after examining numerous witn'** «"' returned a

verdict of ** Died from natural cau: /* It is said that

both the prisoners were in easy clrcuipstanrps, and that

the only explanation of their crime at prcst nt offered, is

the circumstance (hat deceased's husband bc: '^ d liis pro*

pcrty uj)on her, but with the rcsuiftion, that should the

marry again, the property was to go to his children.

I.ivrrpoo!.—A young woman, the wife of a painter

named Wilbrahnm 15urkley, residing at fcit. Helen's, was
murdered on Sunday night near Comb Shopyro'^•, on the

Liverpool road. Fr&m circumstances v;hiwl. ae to light

there were reasons for suitpecling her husbiiiid as the per-

petrator of the crime, and he was accordingly taken into

custody to await the result of the inquest, TLc^e sus-

picions have since been confirmed by the prisoner him-

self, who has confessed his gudt, and has been committed
to take his trial on the charg'e of Wilful Murder.

—

Thft subscriptions in this town to the ** Great League
Fund " at present amount only to 450^.

Marichester,—We recently mentioned, as a proof of

the state of this town, that the collections in the Zoo-
logical Gardens were to be sold by auction. The sale

commenced last week, and was numerously attended. Jt

lasted for three days ; the animals realised good price«,

and the principal lots were purchased for ilie LunJoa
Zoological Gardens. The gross amount of Ihc ihrte

days' sale, exclusive of the elephant (which was bought in

for the company at 250 guineas, and is ^*''l on hand), is

said to be about 1,500/. ; and tin* local p;iin:rs ttalc that,

considering the state of the times, this amount i.\ ..led

the expectation of the directors.—The New York papers

received by the last packet state that Mr. Burdtkin, the

absconded manager of the Manchester I3aok, was seen in

Albany a few days after the arrival of the liritaonia, by an

ETnglish gentleman who knew him welh It is added that no

speech or token of recognition passed between tfieto, and

that he could not long escape apprehension, as he would

be captured and restored to the Enghsh authorities by

virtue of the recent treaty,—A fatal accident happened

on the 23d ult., at the paper mills of Mrs. Crompton, at

Collyhurst, in consequence of the exposed state of the

machinery. It appears that Mrs. Crompton was engaged

in preparing the work for one of the calenders, when a

female servant came into the room to deliver a message*

and her clothes were caught by the machinery. &Irs.

Crompton ran to her assistance, but was also drawn under

the wheel, and her arm torn from htr body. The girl

was instantly killed, every bone beipg broken, and her

body cut completely in two. At the inque&t evidence

of the occurrence was given, but there was no proof of

blameable neglect, except ihat the vsL.Js might have

been partitioned off. The jury found that the deceased

died from lacerations and fractures accidentally received

from a cog-wheel, stating ihat had it not been for the

injuries received by ]^lrs. Crompton in trying to extricate

the deceased, they should have imposed a deodand on the

machinery. <

^
Nottingham.—k great meeting of the magistrates or

this county, at which upwards of forty were prt^-ent. tooit

place at Southwell last week, to consider the pro, -'^_ ot

increasing or abolishing th. ilural Police force. ^--^^^^
of Lincoln presided. An increase «;;s carrs-.a by M to

12, all the rest refusing to vote. The ne^ force is to con-

sist of a chitf coubtable, four supennteudentj, ^tive in-

spectors, and n policemen. The chief constable & salary

is to be 300/, per annum, instead of 25v/., as heretofore
;

the superintendents to be commuted, and to be allowcu
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40/. a-year to purchase and keep a horse, la addition to

tteir former salary of 75/. per annum, and to enter into

Bfcurityfor the accounting for any county money they

may receive.-It is said tliat t!^ manufacturers in ^ot-

tingham and Derby are endeavouring to bring out coats

and trowsers iroven in the frame, and that ultimately it is

expected they will accomplish their purpose.

0.r/brrf.—The contest for the vacant oflBce of Public

Orator at the convocation on Thursday the 24th ult, ter-

minated in the unanimous election of the Rev. W. Jacob-

son, Tice-principal of ^lagdalen Hall. The Rev. G. H. S.

Johnson, Fellow of Queen*s, has been elected Professor of

Moral Philosophy. This Professorship, which becomes va-

cant every fifth year, was founded by Dr. White, in 1G21,

and endowed with a salary of 100/. per annum.

Sunderland.— On Monday last, the shipowners of this

port had a meeting for the purpose of inspecting the plans

and hearing the explanations of a project, suggested by

Mr. Murray, the engineer, for converting Sunderland

harbour into a floating dock. The meeting, 'v^hich was

numerously attended, approved of the measure proposed.

The commissioners intend to apply to Parliam^ent in the

next session for carrying this improvement into effect,

which promises to be of consequence to the shipping

interest. It is proposed to place a dam of piers of

masonry, with navigable gates, across the harbour, and to

form a tidal basin for the reception of vessels which enter

the harbour at low water. By these means vessels will

be enabled at aH times to float into the harbour, and by

means of sluices the channel will be deepened and the na-

vigation generally improved. The estimated cost of this

undertaking is from 50,000/. to 00,000/., which the com-

missioners, it is understood, intended to borrow, either of

the Public Loan Commissioners or from individuals. The

interest of this money and the general expenses are in-

tended to be defrayed by a tax on shipping, and timber

and other articles unloaded in the port. It is expected

the works will be completed at the close of 1844, or the

beginning of 1845, if the act be not opposed. Many
shipowners state that had this improvement been carried

into effect some years ago, a great portion of the trade

which has now gone to Hartlepool, "Middlesborough, and

Seaham, v.ould have been retained in Sunderland.

Thetford.—During the last week a solicitor of this town,

hitherto considered of the highest respectability, has ab-

sconded, leaving liabilities *o the amount, it is supposed,

of 20,000/, He had appointed Friday last for meeting

some heavy mortgage accounts, and for handing over the

amount for a farm which he had recently purchased, and

his'non-appearance on that and the following Hays led to

the discoxery. His ab&ence has created a panic in this

part of Norfolk, as from his extensive transactions in

mortgages, conveyances, and other monetary matters, it

is impossible to calculate at present the extent of his de-

falcations.

Wakefield,—The election of Registrar for the West
Riding of York took place last week, and caused unusual

interest in the county from the spirit with which it was

contested. The candidates were Mr. T- B. Hodgson,

and the Hon. Mr. Lascelles. The polling commenced on

Tuesday, and promised a favourable result to Mr. Lascelles,

who had a majority on the second day's poll. On the

third day, however, his opponent caught him up, and at

the close of the poll it was found, contrary to general

anticipation, that Rlr. Hodgson was elected. Nearly

3,400 voters had then polled,

Worcester,—The mail from this city to Ludlow, after

running for half a century, made its last journey on Tues-

day week, thus leaving the public without any official con-

veyance for letters between Worcester and Tenbury.

Railways^—The following are the returns of the un-

dermentioned railways for the week :—London and Bir-

mingham, 13,808/. ; Great Western, 10,589/- ; South-

western, 5,1G8/. ; Sonth.Eastern, 1,112/.; Brighton,

3,167/. ; Black wall, 455/- ; Greenwich, C92/. ; Croydon,
208/. ; Grand Junction, 6,451/.; Eastern Counties, 794/.;

North Midland, 3635/. ; York and ditto, 1.465/,—A state-

ment of the prospects of the Great Western Railway, for

the half-year ending on the 31st, has been drawn up, in

anticipation of the actual report to be submitted to the

shareholders for that period- From this document the

prospects of the undertaking appeal* to be still improving.
The receipts to July Slst were 71,400/. ; to August 28th,

59,270/. ; to September 25th, 57, 251. ; to October 30th,
69,401J. For November, to the 27th, they are estimated
fit 46,000/.; and for December, down to the 31st, at

60,000/. These sums, including a surplus of 2,605/.,
carried over from the June account, make a total of
365,927/. The expense of working the line and its

branches is taken at 125,000A, being about 3,000/. less

than was paid last half-year ; the rent of the Cheltenham
line at 8,500/., rent and toll of the Exeter line at 24,000/.;
the interest on capital borrowed, being 3,472,409/., at five

per cent, per annum, at 86,810/., but from which is re-

bated, for interest on money in hand, 0,810/,; the divi-

dend on shares, namely 3,015,013/.. at eight per cent, per
annum, at 120,600/. The total of expenditure is, there-

fore, assumed to be 358,100/., which leaves a balance to be
carried to the next account of 7,S27/. It is generally sup-

posed that these calculations will be fully realised at the

end of the year.—We mentioned in our last that the spe-

cial meeting of the Midland Counties Company, following

the example of the North Midland, had appointed a com-

mittee to inquire into present and past expenditure ; these

examples «ecm to have directed the attention of share-

holders generally to the necessity of reductions in the ex-

pense of working ; and it is now announced that the

Preston and Wyrc Company, acting on this principle, is

to be henceforth managed by a local board, and that the

London ^ctioB. with its offices and attendants, will be

dissolved. Several directors of the North Midland Com-
pany have sent in their resignation since the late meeting,

and the members of the committee which reported on

their affairs will, it is understood, replace them.—The
long-pending dispute between the Greenwich and Croydon

Companies is likely to be brought to an unexpected issue,

the directors of the Croydon line having officially given

notice to the Greenwich directors that unless they come

to terms, they will recommend to the proprietors to aban-

don the traffic in consequence of the heavy tollage exacted

from them by the Greenwich railway. This result will

no doubt cause serious inconvenience to the public, and

at the same time entail disastrous effects on the Green-

wich Company. If the threat be carried into execution,

it is supposed that the directors of the latter company will

find it necessary for their own safety, either to purchase

the Croydon line, or take it on lease.—Another por-

tion of the London and Dover Railway, from Headcorn to

Ashford, was privately opened on Monday by the direct-

ors, the Government Inspector, and their friends, and was

thrown open to the public yesterday.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The judgment respecting the Deanery of St.

Patrick's, which was expected to be given on Monday by

the Court of Delegates, is again postponed. Mr. Justice

Crampton intimated that the Court would adjourn^till next

week, when judgment will be given. It is understood that

the Judges are divided on the question, but that the

majority is in favour of Mr. Daly.—The Lord Chancellor

has pronounced the final decree in the important case of

the Attorney-General r. Drummond, which involves pro-

perty to the amount of about 700/. a year, created in trust,

in the year 1710, by Sir A. Langford and other orthodox

Presbyterians, for the support of poor congregations con-

nected with their church, and for promoting, by other

means, the extension of Presbyterianism, especially in the

neighbourhood of Dublin and the south of Ireland. The

original trustees were representatives of the diflferent Pres-

byterian congregations of Dublin, consisting of their

ministers and elders ; but towards the]close of the last cen-

tury some of the successors of the first trustees lapsed

into Unitarianism, and they, forming a majority, applied

the greater portion of the funds for the promotion of Uni-

tarian doctrines. In last Hilary Term Mr. George Mat-

tliews, and other relators in the case, laid informations

against the trustees for misapplication of the funds, and

applied to the Court to direct that they should be applied

according to the intention of the original donors, excluding

Unitarians from all participation of it, and also for the'

removal of the Unitarian trustees from the administration

of the fund. The arcuments in the case occupied the

Court four days in Hilary Terra; at the conclusion of

which his Lordship gave judgment in favour of the

relators, excluding the Unitarians from all participation in

or administration of the trust—reserving, however, the

final decree until after the decision of the House of Lords

in Lady Hewley's case. His Lordship now gave a final

decree, excluding the eleven Unitarian trustees, and the

four Trinitarians who had joined with them in the answer,

and referring the question of costs, which he considered

all the parties in the case, together with the relators,

should be allowed, to the Master, and also the appoint-

ment of Trinitarian trustees, in the terms of the judgment

given by the House of Lords in Lady Hewley's case, in

the place of those whom he removed.—A professorship of

civil engineering has been established at Trinity College ;

and Mr. Macniell, a pupil and assistant of Mr. Telford,

and his successor as engineer of the Holyhead road, has

been elected to the chair.

Skibbereen.—An inquest has been held on the two men
killed by the police in the fatal contest respecting poor's

rates noticed in oOr last. In one case they returned >
unanimous verdict of justifiable homicide, being of opinion

that Mr. Gore Jones was justified in giving the order to

fire. In the other they thought in a verdict of man-

slaughter, considering that under the circumstances the

police were not justified in firing on an unoffending party

in the rear. This verdict was signed by sixteen jurors,

four others having been in favour of a verdict of justi-

fiable homicide, and two for a verdict of murder. The
foreman of the jury, in submitting this result, said they

deemed it right that it should be known to the country

that they had ever looked upon that district as one of the

most peaceable and quiet of all Ireland, and did so up to

this melancholy transaction- They were sorry that bad

advice should have been given to the misguided people by

persons in a superior rank of life, for if that mischievous

advice had not been received, the jury would not then

have been placed in their'painful position.—In connexion

with this subject the papers state that the disposition of

the rural population in some districts to resist the pay-

ment of poor's rate continues to excite a good deal of

anxiety. The depot of the 35th Regiment, stationed at

Carrick-on-Suir, were ordered to be in readiness a few

days since to attend the collectors, and a party of the 7th

Dragoon Guards, quartered in Clonmel, were to move to

Carrick to assist.

CarloKK—In consequence of disclosures made during a

recent investigation into the affairs of the Lunatic Asylum
in this city, Mr. M*Caifrey, the manager, and three of
the attendants, have been dismissed.^ This resolution has
proceeded from the Government, and the Lord Lieutenant
has directed the Governors of the asylum to carry it into

effect.

Tipperary,—Another melancholy tragedy has occurred

in this county. Mr. James Scully of Kilfeaclc, a magis-

trate and grand juror of the county, ^has been murdered

on his own estate and almdst vithixi sight of his house.

Mr. Scully was fi.red at last spring, whilst reading in the

parlour of his residence, and was so dangerously wounded

that his life was for some time despaired of. On Saturday

last, he went out duck-shooting in the morning, accom-

panied by a brother, and, on their return home, the latter

separated from him, as Mr. Scully expressed a wish to

have a few more shots, adding, at the same time, that he
should return in time for dinner. An hour having passed

away without his coming, the family became alarmed ; and
messengers having been desjiatched to ascertain what had

become of him, they found the ill-fated gentleman a

corpse, not far distant from the spot where he had
separated from his brother, a ball having passed through

his heart ! He was in the prime of life and pos-

sessed of a considerable and unincumbered property,

which passes by his death to his brother, Mr. V.

Scully, barrister, of Dublin. This determined assassina-

tion is attributed to the circumstances arising from the

dispute which led to the first attempt. It appears that

one of Mr. Scully's tenants sold his farm for 80/., with the

intention of emigrating to America. The new tenant

newly cropped the land ; but after the lapse of some months,

the former occupier, who remained in the mean time

amongst his relations on the estate, came back and

claimed the farm. The new tenant consented to give it

up, on being paid his 80/. and the value of the crops in the

ground ; but these very fair terms were rejected, posses-

sion being required withoutany compensation or equivalent.

In these circumstances, Mr. Scully was appealed to, and

of course decided in favour of the occupying tenant.

Soon after shots w^ere fired into the tenant's house, and

he was otherwise annoyed, it was supposed, by the old

tenant and his relations. Mr. Scully then interposed,

threatening to get rid of those persons, if the system of

outrage were persevered in. The result was, the forma-

tion of a conspiracy against Mr. Scully himself—he was

soon after fired at and wounded, and now, after his return

from the Continent, and the re-establishment of his health,

he has been murdered, in obedience, no doubt to the re-

solution of some secret combination. The Government

have issued a proclamation offering a reward of 200/. for

the discovery of the murderers, and a free pardon to any

accomplice, not being the actual murderer, who will prose-

cute to conviction the persons concerned.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Convocation of the Non-Intrusion

Clergy terminated its labours on Thursday week, on which

occasion a public meeting was called in Lady Glenorchy's

Church. A very large assemblage attended, the body of

the church being principally occupied by the ministers

and the elders. The sittings of the convocation being

private, a variety of statements were circulated as to the

nature of the proceedings. The meeting of Thursday was

called in order to afford the convocation an opportunity

of explaining the course pursued. Dr. Clason intimated

that 479 ministers had attended the convocatipn, and that

in general great harmony had obtained. There were two

sets of resolutions proposed ; for the first of which 427

voted, and the second was carried with equal unanimity

and cordiality. Dr. Candlish, in the course of a long

speech, referred to these resolutions, and said— I hold in

my hand the two sets of resolutions to which Dr. Clason

has referred. But I shall not now trouble the convocation,

or the meeting assembled, to sympathise with us ; I shall

not trouble the meeting by reading these resolutions ;
they

are somewhat long, and they will be more calmly con-

sidered by our friends and brethren when reading them at

their leisure ; but I may take leave to state what I under-

atand to be the substance of these two sets of resolutions,

which, taken together, bring out clearly and consistently

our testimony to a great scriptural truth in relation to the

connexion or alliance between the Church and the State.

If I were to characterise these two sets of resolutions, tes-

timony is borne by the brethren to the duty of the Church,

as Christ's house, to acknowledge the authority of

Christ, and of Christ alone ;
^nd that, in the second set

of resolutions, testimony is borne to the duty of the

civil magistrate as bound to acknowledge Christ and to

protect Christ's servants. The first set of resolutions,

then, testifies as to the duty of the Church as subject to

the authority of Christ alone, and, therefore, bound to

resist the servitude of every other master. The duty is

clearly set forth|in the declaration that the Church cannot

recognise the authority of the civil courts, or even of the

supreme power of the state, the legislature, or the country

;

that the Church cannot recognise the authority of the civil

magistrates as binding upon her conscience in matters spiri-

tual—as laying her under any obligation to act contrary to

her own conviction ofduty— these conv ictions being founded

on the word of God alone. The particular matters referred

to, in which the Church believes that her spiritual province

has been invaded, are glowingly set forth in these resolu-

tions. They refer to the various encroachments made on

the spiritual province by the civil courts, in reference to

the admission of ministers—iji reference to the deposition

of ministers—in reference to the general exercise of disci-

pline—and, in particular, to the precise bearing of the re-

cent judgment in the Auchterarder case.—Some time since

we mentioned a report that the Government had it in con-

templation to remove all the dilapidated buildings which

harbour round the ancient Palace of Holyrood, to beau-

tify the Royal Park adjoining, and to change the hereditary

keepership. This report we find by the Caledoniaii Mer-

cury IS borne out by a notice of an intended application to

Parliament to enable the Commissioners of Woods and

Forests to carry out the proposed arrangement, and there

is no longer any doubt that the grounds, including a por-

tion of Arthur's Seat and Salisbury Craggs, will be planted

Iand
laid out with proper and convenient walks.

-Berwick.—Since the dose of the fishing season there
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have been two or threejseals^seen in the'^Tweed. One in
particular took up his residence nearly opposite to South
Bells Fishery, where he has been intercepting the salmon
on their passage to the upper parts of the river. The
bailiffs hearing of the depredations committed by this

novel poacher, sent out a party in pursuit, and after a
chase of several hours they succeeded in shooting him.
On being brought to shore he was found to weigh upwards
of a hundred weight,

JPer^A.—We learn from the Perth ConstUttdonai that

a site for the new episcopal college has been finally fixed

vpon ; and although it is not in the immediate vicinity of
the city, it is within so short a distance, that almost all

the benefits will be derived by the city that could have
been expected, even had the college been planted in the
Buburbs. The site fixed upon is on the lands of Cairneis,

belonging to Mr, Paton, advocate, who made a gratuitous

offer of suflficient ground for the purpose; and this site

was unanimously preferred by the committee. It stands

on a good elevation, and commands an extensive prospect,

and is in every respect suitable for the purpose.

THEATRICALS.
Covent-Garden.—The aflFairs of this theatre, to

which we briefly alluded in our last, are now arranged on
the plan then mentioned as probable. Mr. Kemble has
retired from the management, and Mr. Bunn is formally
installed as his successor. It appears that the change was
altogether unexpected, and that Mr. Bunn was perfectly

unconscious that any alteration in the management was
about to take place. Upon the proposition being made
to him by the proprietors to assume the management, Mr.
Bunn is stated to have said, that nothing would induce
him to be a party to any proceeding that could be regarded
of a coercive character towards Mr. Kemble. He was as-

sured that nothing was more remote from the intention

and disposition of the proprietors, and the lesseeship was
again offered to him. It was necessary, however, to con-
sult Miss A. Kemble, and Mr. Butler, who acted as the
representative of the Kemble family in the affair, pro-
ceeded to Brighton to consult her. On Saturday the per-
formers assembled to hear the result, the proprietors
having previously intimated that, as they had received no
portion of the usual rent (35/. a night) during the present
season, they would only consent to take 20/. nightly
from the doors until Christmas, on condition that if

any surplus remained on hand after payment of sa-
laries, it should go to make up the deficiency of the 35/.
nightly rent. This of course rendered it nectssary for the
actors themselves to make a sacrifice, and upon Miss
Kemble'fi answer their future proceedings mainly de-
pended. In her reply on this subject, she stated that
"nothing should induce her to put the company in a
difficulty— that she would cheerfully make herself one of
them—that she would take her salary subject to the re-
ceipts—that she would be the last paid—and that, if there
was not enough, she would play for nothing." The com-
pany immediately said they were satisfied that the mere
tact of her appearing on the stage for the last time would
draw houses that could not fail to cover all the expenses of
the management ; but under any circumstances, imitating
her example, they would readily take their risk in the re-
ceipts of the house. The whole of the company then
signed an agreement to this effect, and the house conse-
quenlly re-opened on Monday under the management of
Mr. Bunn, and was very fully attended. On Monday
Miss Kemble appeared in ** Semiramide," and was loudly
cheered, the audience appearing to appreciate her sacrifices
for the interests of the theatre. Jt is stated that the
duties of the lesseeship have operated most prejudicially
uron Mr.Kemble^s health, and that his physicians had
given an unfavourable opinion as to the probable conse-
quences of a continued performance of them. It is said
that ill health has prevented Mr. Kemble's attendance at
the theatre during the last six weeks,
Kaymarket.—A new farce, called, '^A Cure for

Love," was produced at this theatre on Tuesday with
^mplete success. The principal characters are Felh
Trimmer^ Esq. (Mr, Farren), a henpecked husband, who
IS impelled by his conjugal miseries to seek refuge in the
Serpentine; and a miserable lover, Mr, Sadijrove (Mr.
Bnckstone), who, after wandering over the Continent for 9
years to soothe his disappointed affections, returns to Eng-
land, and settles his affairs, that he may enjoy the plea-
sure of a similar plunge. By the side of the stream they
Daeet, and, after trying to elude each other for some time,
faucy the coast is clear, and rush simultaneously to the
fatal bank. They mutually prevent suicide, become
friends over a bottle, and the married unfortunate asks his
uew acquaintance to his house, where it is discovered that
the very lady (Mrs, Raymond) who prompted her hus-
band to commit suicide, is the fair one whose loss drove
the sighing lover to attempt the perpetration of a similar
act. Mr. Sadgrove is, of course, brought to his senses
by this practical demonstration of his excellent luck in
having avoided such a match. Mr. and Mrs, Trimmer
make praiseworthy resolutions to lead a happier life for
the future ; an arrangement at which Mrs. Major
Browne^ the lady's mother, and Miss Bittcrton, an old
maiden aunt, excellently played by Mrs. Glover, are ex-
ceedingly discontented. At the close of the piece, Mr.
barren announced it for repetition amidst general deraon-
•trationa of satisfaction.—Mrs. Fitzwilliam's name has
disappeared from the bills of this theatre during the week,
wi consequence, it is said, of an undue interference od the
part of Madame Vestris, who had induced the manager to
postpone the pieces in which Mrs. Fitzwilliamf appeared
to such a late period of the performances, that she felt it

necesiary to throw up her CDgagemciit*

iWisctHaiuous.
New Microscope.-- On Wednesday last a new micro-

scope,{constructed by Mr. Gary, the opUcian, for the Poly-
technic institution, was privately exhibited preparatory to
Its being added to the other attractions of that popular
establishment. The effects arc produced by the agency of
the oxy-hydrogen jet playing on a piece of quicklime,
familiarly known as the Drummond light. The microscope
consists of 6 powers, ranging from 130 times to 74,000,000
times. The second power magnifies the wings of the
locust to 27 feet in length. The fourth power magnifies
the sting of the bee 27 feet. By the sixth power, the eye
of the fly, which is said to contain 750 lenses, is so mag-
nified that ea^h lens appears to be 14 inches in diameter ;

the human hair is magnified 18 inches in diameter, or 4ft.

G in. in circumference. Nothing can exceed the beauty with
which insect architecture is developed under the influence
of this enormous power; the condensing lens is 9^ ins. in
diameter.

Storming of Chin-Keang-foo,^Tht following account
of this military achievement, the last probably which we
shall have to record in connexion with the Chinese expe-
dition, will no doubt interest our readers- It consists of
extracts from a letter addressed by an oflicer to the
Bombay Times:—'*Thc storming and capture of Chin-
Keang-foo on the 21st inst. has been one of the most im-
portant, as it has been the most sanguinary, engagement
we have yet had in China, The city is situated on the
western bank of the river Yang-tse-Keang, near its inter-
section by the Grand Canal, about 40 miles below S'ankin.
The fleet arrived off the town on the 20th, and the troops
were landed next morning. It has been almost entirely a
military affair. The troops were divided into three bri-

gades, which attacked the town at different points. As
little or no resistance was anticipated, the services of the

naval force were considered unnecessary, with the excep-
tion of one shelling steamer; and it was the envied post

of the Auckland to co-operate with the Royal Artillery in

effecting a breach in that part of the wall which overlooks

and commands the river, for the entrance of the centre bri-

gade. The wall which surrounds the town is built of brick,

about 25 or 30 feet high. It is veryabundautly supplied with

bastions, embrasures, port-holes, &c., and was fortified

with 12 and 6-pounder pieces, and jingals. That part of it

which is nearest the river (about a quarter of a mile from

it) extends over a rising ground of considerable elevation

and steepness, and has a strong and fort-hke appearance.

On this point the Auckland, and Rocket Corps of the

Royal Artillery which was stationed on a hill close adjoin-

ing, opened their fire at ten o'clock, and it is merely

necessary to state, that the appearance of the wall after-

wards gave ample evidence of the manner in which they

performed their task. Time, however, was not allowed

them to make a breach in the wall ; their fire had been

maintained and returned with spirit for about half anhour^

when the advance of the Sappers and Miners with three

ladders, followed by her Majesty's 55th Madras Rifle

Brigade, and 2d and Gtli Reginnnts of Madras Native

Infantry (which composed the whole of the centre brigade),

was the signal for them to cease firing. The ladders were

planted with magic rapidity, and the grenadier company

of the 55th (who were, properly speaking, the forlorn

hope), commenced their dangerous ascent under cover of

a close fire from the Rifles, who were stretched on their

fronts on the face cf the hill, picking off every man who

showed himself at the embrasures ; from which, however,

the enemy keptupa very deadly fire for some minutes, and a

good many of our men fell dead and wounded. The first

man who reached the top of the wall was Lieut. Cuddy,

of the grenadier company of the 55th ; he behaved with

matchless gallantry : slowly but firmly he climbed the

ladder. On reaching the top, he waved his sword, and

then deliberately seated himself on the wail and assisted
j

his men over. At this moment the anxiety and interest

which was felt by every one for his safety, who witnessed

his daring conduct, was intense. I could scarcely breathe !

It was more than miraculous that he was not shot dead

or hurled from the wall; it was like a man jumping into

his own coffin! He was severely wounded in the foot

by a jingal ball while on the wall, which disabled him for

the rest of the day. In about a quarter of an hour the

ensign of England and the colours of the 55th were

^hown from the wall, which was responded to by three

hearty cheers from the fleet : but though the colours

were shown, the place vtbm by no means taken ; on the

contrary, they had the greatest difficulty in driving the

enemy from the walls. The Tartars fought with great

bravery, made repeated charges on our men with their long

spears, and disputed every inch of ground. The British

bayonet, however, at length prevaikd. They returned to

the town and took shelter in the houses, from which they

kept up a most deadly and harassing fire ; our troops

were fired at from all quarters, without being able to see

from whence it came ; and it was not until they made a

general charge, and closed in upon the houses, that they

were able to return the fire with any effect. This destruc-

tive firing was protracted for five or six hours, or, indeed,

I may say, for the rest of the day, till darkness favoured
[

their escape from the walls or gates', from which they were

allowed to pass out without hindrance, excepting such as

bore arms, or gave other evidence of their being soldiers.

It is dij^cipline, not courage, that the enemy want. In-

stances of the most desperate and devoted bravery were

common throughout the day ; and some of tbcir leaders,

in particular, when they found that the day was against

them, were observed to spur their horses against our bay-

onets, and thus court their death. I walked through a

part of the town next day with an escort. It was almost

entirflly deB€rt€d-.»t least, no further rcidstance wm

offered by its now terror-stricken inhabttantt. I ne«dnotaaj
that the most di^ucting sighta met the ejt «t every step.

The dead and wounded of the enemy (alUiongh most of
them had been carried away) were lying about in all di-

rections, DO attention whatever being paid to the latter.

Already had the hou^e? nnd shojMi been broken open, and
the most imluable property, as teas, bales of silk, furs,

&c., was scattered about like rubbibh. AH the houses
which were supposed to have any connexion with
Government or Government officers ivere either burnt
or being burnt. As at other places we hare takca
from the Chinese, suicides were committed to a fear-
ful extent — men, women, and children were fouTid »
strangled, or taken out of the wells by dozens. The
natives arc very kind to us, and hsvc been so all

along. They occftsionaliy bring m presents of vegetables,
*c. Their vegetables arc very fine. They hare cicfUent
brinjal?, French beans, eifery, cucumbers, &c. ; for these
they won't take payment, unless it be a alij) of p«pcr wkli
•British protection' written upon ir, which they are all

very glad to get.—The Ynng-tse-Kcang is a most noble
river: at its lower part ihe navigation is rather diflicult (at
least we found it so, having no previous knowledge ol ila

channel) on account of sandbanks—hut for forty-miles
below ihat it ii very deep, and here, off Tchanp-Kesng,
where it is about a mile and a half broad, it uouij at ccr*
tain parts that 8ncii(mi|e can be found for the ships. The
current, at the springs, is rapid—more than a six-oarrd

gig can pull against—The weather is now about the hot-
test—the thcrmouieter averaging, in ike Mhade, from 84
to yO degrees Fahrenheit, and I have only once seen it

above 00. We shall have it hot till the beginning of Oc-
tober, and alter that we thall be Ltgiiining to have our
clothes lined with furs—in the winter season, I am told,

the cold is tometim<a 16 degrees below aero. The country
on the western bank of the river is in some parts pictu-

resque and beautiful ; that on the eastern bauk is a dead
ilat, and marshy."

Hato.
Phivt Cocncil—The jnriicial cf>mmittcc of the Mvy CouncU

held their first silting after Michatlmfts Term, on M«uaay, when
the following members were prcscut :— Lord CamubeU, the Disliop
of London, Sir S. Lushlnt'tr n, and Sir J. JL. Kuight Bruce.
Hend v. .Strnrf^ra.—This "was an I'prsI from a decree ittade hy

the Dean ot Arches, and wRsohgitialiy acanseof oi..^v, pioimu d
under the Act of the :id and 4th of hex present Majcbty, c. bfti

intituled *'AnAct for better cnfcrctng^ Church Discipline/' in
virtue of letters of reqiieBt under the hand and seal oJ the Bishop
ol Kxeter, against the Rev. H. E. Head, rector of Feniton, Devon,
to ansvicr ceitaiii articles exhibited af^ain^t him» '* toucliiuf and
coiiccmiiig his afniPti health* and the lawlul c<^rrcctiou and re.

formation ol his matiiurs and cxcessct j " and merer cclaUf
for havinp ])ubllshed a letter in the H^jfern Ttm«, on theStst
August, 1841, maintaining that the ** catecbibm»" 'Hheorderof
ba^itism," and "ihc order of conftrmation," in the Kook of
Common Prayer, contain *' erroneous and slrangedoctrine," and
which said letter rIso conlaincd other statement* " in derogation
and dejiraving of the said Book of Common Prayer.*' Sir J.

Dob&on, Quien^s Advocate, ai^d Mr. Cockhurn, Q. C, appeared in

bU])port of the appeal, and contended that the deci^ \ of tba
Court of Arches in favour of the respondent must be »et aside—
first, on the ground that the letters of request were iaaued at an
improper time, notice having been given by the Bishop to the
appellant, according to the third section of the Act, that he in-
tended to ihsue a commissi<;n of inquiry into the oflences alleged
»irainst the appellant; and having- given such notice, he waa
bound by the 13lh section of the same Act to receive the report
of the commissioners, that there was sufficient /m'»t4/fl«>ground
for iiifetituting proceedings, before he could send tnc cauro, by
letters of request, to the Court of Appra! of the province. This
he might have done, in accordance wjth the aune sccUun, "in
the first instance ;

" but if he once took any step towards i&suicp

a commission, he mu&t receive the rcpMt of the commissioners,
and then, in the exercise of his discretion, determine the case, or
send it up to the Court above. The notice which the bishop had
sent to Mr. Head as to his intention to proceed by commisfeiott

under the provisions of (he Act of Patliament, was equivalent to

a Citation binding the bithop to carry it out to the fullest extent
j

in point of fact, the notice, as in Uie case of Ray and Sherwood,
was the commencement of a suit, and the bishop could not have
two suits for the same offence pending at one and the same time.

Secondly, Tliat the letters ofrequest were wrong in point of form,

because it did not appear at whose suit the cause was on^nally
instituted, nor by whom, or on wb<»se application or complaint

(as required by the act) the appellant was iu the first instance

Charged. Xt mut-t, therefore, have ---n by the bishop himsclf»
•* 01 his own mere motion " (as the words of the Act bare It), and
he, therefore, was bt und to go on with it, and coukl not make
Mr. Ralph Sanders bis nominee. Wa^ the Bishop to promt tc a
suit oi this kind, withdrawing himself from ail the moial re-

sponsibiiity which It involved? And, thirdly, it appearinir.

therefore, by the letters of request, that the bi^^hop had
sent the case to the Court of Arches "of his own mere
motion," at* if he was the party promoting the suit, the let-

teisof request set forth, at the coiidubion, the name of the

respondent, Mr. Ralph Sanders, M the complaining party,

which wa«* irregr.Iar. On these grounds the learned counsel con-

tended that the judgment of the court below mubt be set aside.

Dr. Adflams, on the part of the respondent, bubmittcd that the

notice was made imperative on the bishop, by the 3d
section of the Act, previous to issuing the commisbion, but the

com ioners were never appointed; no further proceedios

whatever was taken on this notice, and yet it was contended

that there was a pending suit. If the commissiou had issued,

then the objection as to the time of sending the case to the Court

ofArches might apply ; but as the bishop had not proceeded in

accordance with the notice, it could not. As to the 13th section

of the Act, which enacted that it should be lawful for the bishop^
•' in the fii St iiistance," it be thoufcht fit, to send the case, by leU
ters of request to the Court of Appeal of the province—what did
*• the first instance" mean? It was a mere technical term,

ajvl would apply to the first step in the proceedings. He Goold

not havesent up these letters of request, i| wasUue, l£tbe£<Ma-

mission had issued, until the ©©mmissioners had made tMmJX'*

port ; but he could do so at any time prior to ih ' uhngm tne

commission, cotwithstandinp the notice which had been givcn>

The Bishop of London : Is it necessa-^- *nat ti;€ ^^^fj^*^
should isstte after notice has been given ? Pr. Addams ' * 7**rfr
hend not, my Lord. The Bishop of London ; I c^ ima^ne th^

In the first instance a bishop may hear "«f«^^«?^,*'^^™;.^"7
J^t

specting a clergyman in his diocese, and send him noUce otwa
iiitention to issue a commis&ion of inqair>- ;

butm may alter-

wards receive information which gir&i the case so grave a com-

plexion that he may think it b^er at once to «»*** « .^o^^^*?

coort of Arches. May he not, tfcen. alter bis mmd, and dispense

with the commission ? Dr. Addaio*. 1 apprehend he may, my
Lord. If the commi^on h«l heen teaued, be could not do so

untU the commissioiicrs had r^^orted ttiat there vm syfacicnt
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/)rima/.«*rroundforinstUulfnsrproce€aup. ^ ^ndcr.tand the

object of the Act in that pgrticuiar to be, that a b.^op shal not

have the po^er to put one of tp clergy on trU! before commit-

Hiontrs. and theti tike the maTTer out of their hand, before they

h^vecomctoanydccisiou,andcarryitbeforcanothcrtn^

here the coraraisSion had not issued at all 1 hey stand merely

ofi technicaU'ronnds. and on these mere phrases of the Act of

Parliament they ronteiid that the proceedings arc null and void.

LordCampbeU: ilow would the party who had received notice

from the bHhop. and against whom these letters of request had

also been tiled, know that it was for the same offence? Pr.

Addams : By the terms of the notice and letters of request, my
Lord. Tliia is clearly the same offence; of that there can be no

doubt, thelearncd advocate then went on to contend that it

was not necessary, aceordinjrto the I3th section of the Act, that

the name of the party instituting the procecdingis in the Court of

Arches should appear in the letters of request. Sir S. Lushington

explained the mode of procedure previous to the passing of the

Act. If a bishop was determined to proceed by letters of request,

be selected ajiy person w:K>m he pleased in his name to make a

request to the chancellor of the diocese, and then tiie canse pro-

ceeded, not as the cause of the bishop, hut of the party appointed.

After a few other observations from Dr. Addams, Sir J. Dobson
replied ; and the court deferred its judgment.

ViCK CuA?fCKLi.oa*3 Courts. [Uefore Vice Chancellor Kiught

Brace,] -Brtrr^^v. UilL-UiA Honour tu-day gave judgment ni

this cahC land saii:—This is a suit for tithes by the plauitiff, the

rector of Brockley. against defendant, the occupier of farms and

lands iu that parish, and in the adjohnng parish of Vatton. The
nlainliflf asks relief only for the period l)ct\veen Lady-day 1838,

and the 3lst December, 1841 ; the former being the period that the

Composithm between the parties liad been brought to a conclu.

tion in consequence of notice given by the plaintiff; and the

latter beinj,- the period at which the statutory commutation of

tithes took effect in the parish of Brockley. The main dispute is

as to Yatton, with respect to which tlie plaintiff claims upon an

alleged series of fraudulent removals of stock, &c., made by the

defontiant from Brockley to Yatton, with the view of depriving

Uim of his tithes. Tiiese removals, made by the defei\dant, have

formed the subject of evidence ; and how does that evidence

stand ? If it is alleged and proved that these were fraudulent re-

movals j that the tithe-owner is unquestionably entitled to relief

is a proposition which cannot bcdenied. (His ilonuur then went
at great length through the evidence, commenting on it as he

proceeded.) Indcpenacutiy of any case of fraud, 1 cannot, hav-
iiig regard to the utmost that could be obtained, and to the evi-

dence, conceive that in May, 18i0, there was a good and sub-

stantial reason for filing a bill under which more than twenty
witnesses have been examined. Making every allowance for the
probable heat and exaggeration which prevailed in a parish where
such things were done, I am sorry that tlie wish which I enter-

tained has been left ungrati&ed, of approving of the whole line of

conduct which the rector has adopted. But neither with respect

to the removals am 1 so altogether satisfied of the singleness of

the defendant's views,as I could wish. Making every allowance
for human infirmity ina case in which a layman— a yeoman most
probably not highly educated— considers himself opposed in a
litigation for what he believed to be his right— for such certainly

has been the defendant's impression — it is impossible not to

disapprove of the nature of some of the notices which were given
for setting out the tithes. It is impossible not to disapprove of

the treatment which the titiie collector received on the farm.
Whatever reason might operate, the plaintiff had a clear title to

take his tithe iu kind j but the course which he adopted was not
a softening one, or one not unlijiely to lead to a collision. Where-
evcr the error began, the usual fate has attended the parish and
the rector. I declare, therefore, that there shall be no costs on
either side up to the present time ; but acting on the defendant's
consent, I decree an account to the plaintiff of all the tithe in

respect of which his counsel at the ijar asks for an account. I

repeat that I do nut consider the case of fraud a^ proved against
the defendant, and saying " by his consent," is not understood by
me, and ought not to be understood by any one, as a;* admission
of fraud on his part. The defendant must have liberty at any
time before the Master's report to make such offer to the plaintiff,

as he may be advised ; the Master to.state such offer, and whether
it had been accepted or not.

Ckntral Criminal Couar.—These sessions being the first

during the present mayoralty, coaimonced oa Monday morning
before the Lord Mayor, the Recorder, and the usual civic autho-
rities. In his cJiarge to the grand jury, the Recorder said, from
the appearance of the calendar he was apprehensive that the
cases to be submitted for their investigation would not fall short

of 300, comprising two cases of murder. The trials which have
occurred during the week have been very numerous^ but they
present no feature of general interest.

I-
J. Cunh'ffe, Liverpool, coach ai:d cab proprietor—J. H. Chatterton, Noiliog- TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

**«m,"mmincr-wVt¥oWs7BrT!.toi;taiU^ T^fANTED an IN-DOOR Al'PllENTlCE, where he
_K. Ellison and J. Uoodworth, Bam.Iey, Yorkshire, linen manufacturer!- J. \\ ^^^^^m ^^ treated ns One of the family, a Youth about U or
H. Bell, Bristol, apothecary-E. Man.ell, Ch:pp.nham. W.Ush.re, uphnUterer

{
^^ y^^.^'^^J^^g^! to the Nursery, Plant, and Gardening Business.

A moderate Premium will be required.—For Cards of Address,

apply at the Gardeners^ Cltronicle Oflice.

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.
^HIS CEMENT is harclei- than any other known, and

is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses, Conserva-

tories, ^c., as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perfectly

impenetrable by insects.

The entire range of Hothouses erccthig by the Government at

Frogmore are about being stuccoed witli it, and the price rnnges

nearly equally with the Cements in ordinary use for floors, and
it forms a paving harder nnd cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and SONS, MiU-
bank, Westminster.

,
apothecary ..

I. lieJl and J. DHviiion,Newcaatie.upoaT>ne, earthenware manufaciurei!«-

W. Green, Cheltenham, coachmakcr—J. Hedpman, Hiuh Holborn, dealer in

leather—J. Ciinningion, Newport, .Monmnuthshire, builder—T^ .Tones, Glyn,

Merionethshire, cnrile salesman— It. Heathcote, ManchesTer, victualler—B.

Xh..rniley. Uroadlxutom, Cheahire, grmer— J. Ellis, Mansfield, bruilimaker—
W. Holt. Mansfield, halter—T. Marsden. jun., Northallerton, mercer- C. A.
Bradbury, Stockptirt, diaper— W. II. Bond, KingawinforH, Stafford, wine-

merchant—W. Oreen, Hirmin^ham, cabinet case-maker—T. Allen, Maccles-

field, siikman and silk throu?tcr—W. Nairn and J. Listen. Tower Royal. Wal-
linff-Btreet, Warehousemen— I. Winter, Koxmoor, Herttordshire— H. Coulsell,

Milton, Kent, victualler—T. FieldLT, baker-S. Parker, Piccadilly, iamii-

manufacturer-Harvey Garnet Phipps Tnckett, Poultry, merciiant—X. Caldi-

LOtt, Nevrport, Monmouthshire, provision merchant.

BIRTHS—On the 30th ult., in So'ith Audlev -street, the wife of Edward
Vansittart Xeale, Ksq., ofason-Ai East Dene. Isle of Wi^jht, on ihe2JihuU.,

the Ladv Jane Swinhume, i-f twins—On the ?!>th ult., the lady ot Col. Gas-

eoigne, Gienadier Guards, of a son—On the 23d May, atGresfurd.on the Upper
Paierson River, New South Wales, the lady of Constantine Talbot Crichton,

Ksq..ofa son—On the 2iA uU.. at Clarins, on the Lake of Geneva, the lady at

the Hon. Cajit. F- rdhrtni, R.X., of adhuirhter
M ARKIED^At St. Pancraa Church, New Road, by the Rev. Dr. Moore, on

theS9th uU , ChaTlfS I. Axford, Esq-, eldest son of C. 1. F- Axfnrd, Esq., Swin-
don, VS'iits. to Catherine Emma, dau>:hte/ of Ge(»rj;e Water-s Esq., First Judge
nf Circuit. Tillichery, Madras—On the Ist inst., at Batteraea Church, by the

ilon. and Kev. Robert Edon, Augustus, youngest son of J<ihn Holland, E«:{ , of

Clapham Commi n, to Elizabeth, eldest daugliier of Robert Davits, Esq., of

Wandj^woith Couiir.on.
DIED—On the 2.'?d ult., at Sioperton Cottage, Devizes, after a lin^jering ill-

nf«9; broujjht nn by the climate, afted 10, Lieu'. J- Russell Moore, ot the 2.Tih

Reff'. Bengal NI.—On the flih of Oct., at the Island of St. Lucia, in the West
]ndie:<, a^ed 8«* Lieut. John Siuaii, if the S.'id Res., eldest son of D. Stuart,

Esq., of Upper Harley-street— On the 37lh uU., ai Kirklands of Ancrum, Rox-
burghshirf, the house of her father. .John Richardson, Esq., Hope, the beloved

wife of Henry Reeve, Esq., of the Privy Council Olficc. in her 28th year—On
the 2aih ult , at Feniton Court, Devon. Frances I>uke, wife of the Hon. Mr.
Justice Patteson, and only dau^hier of the late James Coleridge, Esq., of

Heath's Court, Devon—On the 2oth ult., in Lower Seymour-street, Portman-
•quare, in the 71si year of her a^e, Elizabeth Lady Mostyn, wife of the Right
Hon. Lord Mostyn. The deceased lady was the third daughter ot the late Sir

Roj^cr Mostyn, of Mostyn, in the couniy of Flint.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT,

GARDEN
made an

POT.
important and

SPOLITIXG.
TATTERSALL'S,Tnrus»AY.—Thiswasso near bein^ a blank

day that it would be useless to make a qaotation of prices ; the
only bets made were—300 to 20 agst. Sir G. Ilcathcote's Amo-
rino, 1000 to I5 agst. Lord Exttcr's Lucetta colt, and I,Of;0 to lO

each ag-st. Mr. Bell's 331ackdrop, Lord "Westminster's Languish
colt, and the Duke of Graftoii'» Pastille colt-

BROWN'S IMPROVED
pOBERT EllOWN having
-A.V successful improvement in the construction of Garden Pots,

submits tbcm to the Floriculturai Profession, and to all who are

interested in the piopag-ation and cultivation of Plants. It is

well known that many valuable plants arc annually lost, or

much injurcrt, by having the delicate fibres of their roots dried

up, from the pots in common nse becoming heated by the sun's

rays, or from exposure to drying currents of air, &c,, for which
evils a remedy has long been sought. The Improved Garden
Pot now t.ffered to the Public is intended to counteract this irre-

gularity of temperature, by being made hollow-sldcd, wish an
aperture on the rim, that the space between the outer and inner

surface may he filled with water when required, and the aperture

being made air-tight by means of a peg, a uniform degree of

coolness or humidity may be preserved, and the plants, although
exposed to the mid-day sun, will have their roots secured from
injury. The Improved Garden Pot does not differ in appearance
from those in common use, hut the advantages of its construc-
tion, for tlie growth of plants, or for the propagation of cut-

lings, are too obvious to need further comment.— K, B. has
submitted bis iuvention tq several eminent cnUivators, from
whom he has received thc^rcatctt encouragement.
Specimens may be seen at the Horticultural Society's Rooms,

21, Uegent-Ntrcct, or at Mr. Crown's Pottery, Snrbiton-hill, near
Kingston, Surrey, and at his prixatc residence, Ewell.

nro" FARMKilS, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS
-L SULPHATii; of LIME, now in use by 'the Horticultural

Society, being a chea^;) sub:^tivute for Gypsum, may be liad in

large or small quantities, at Sumuei Carter's, 65, Blackman-
strect. Borough of Southwark,

HINESE GARDENING AND ARCHITECTURE.
-The 15th Number of the" GARDENER and PRACTICAL

FLORIST" contains the first of a Scries of Articles and Illustra-

tions of Gardens and Garden iiuilding in China, witb many other
interesting subjects,

Loudon: Richard GROOMBnrDCE, 5, Paternoster Row,
Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen.

MARK LANE, pRruAV, Dkc. 2.—There was no Essex AVhcat
left on the stands, but a few parcels remained over from Monday
of Kent and Suffolk, whicb were disposed of at that day's prices.

Foreign was held firmly at the same rates, which curtailed the
sale; if a trifling reduction had been submitted to, a fair quan-
tity might have been sold.— Barley was a very dull sale at rather
below Monday's quotations.— Peas and Beans are unaltered, and
the Oat Trade remains in much the same state.

BRITISH, PKR J-MriilUAL (il'ARTKR.
Wheat, Bs««x, Krnt.ajid Suffolk . . . White

Noifoik, Lincoiu*hJre and VoiiiBhEre . . •

Barley. , . . . ^ . . Mailing and diHtlllinff
Ows, T.inc4»ln»hiie and Yorkshire

Jiorihumbcrlaod and Scoith
^^^•h

Sy« • -VBenin, Ma*a#;an, old and new .

Fi^teno, Heligoland . . . ai
Pea«,,White . 24

^rHE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CXLL, will be
published on Saturday, the loth December.

Contents :—I. Tb;* Honey-bee and Bee Books— IT. Books for

Children

—

III. Brandy and Salt; Homa:opathy; Cold-Water
Cure— IV. Lord Mahori's Life of the Great Conde—V. Sorrow's
Bible in Spain-YL Todd on Antichrist—VII. Tkc Anti-Corn-
Law Leafjuc.

John Murray, Albemarle- street.
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GAZETTi^ OK THE VSLKK.
' BANKKCrrCirs ?^T'PKUSEI)KT> J. Bmwn an<! G. Mcakin, M'sH^nl!,

fitaffordslnre, ale-meichantii—<f . Forster, NVvuaatie-ui un Tyoe, n.Jltii

drftper— H. F. Warkinson ana W llHJjrh. TTuddersfield, Yorksh*re, iv.-pUen

fhrM meroKantB—J. Lnns-, S. Armitage, R. lUdieaJB, »nd J. .s^ kes, Lner-
•^3«>, Vorkshir**, m inuf^» turers. „ „ , ,

BAXKKUrXS—T. RoweiJ. Cambridge, bnen dr.'iper—T Fe;irer, Ludff?ite-

hJH, mercer— J. V. rp^, fferoule- T,ivern, Hi rcnleB-pM- -, Thr**^ Uc
street, tavern-k«vper_Af . KdnHjQds. Park-pi^^ti, J^t. J»me*>. iM.rirdinj;-nn.,i.«-

keeper—E.Ever-^J, Livpri><iol..-.iI »' hant—B. Frke, BmnuiKham ^^ .
r t

draler—H. Appleyrird, Manchcater, stuff jneruhant—M. ManwHnng. Uorjial

Staffordshire, jrrocer—J. Antfobus, Birmln<rh«m, piater—W. Heslewood, R f„„-„
H$si9nwdf aad 4* Stitt, Kingstga-uiwa-Iiuil^I^. Warren, Liv tii^lj diuggia IXOm. tQ>V Ut

Publisbed this day. fcap. Svo, 5s. €d. clotb,

A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW of the CULTURE of

the VINE, nnder Glass, from the Embryo Bud to the perma-
nent Bearing: of the Plant. By Ja.mes RoBhaxs.

Dr. Liiidley's opinion on specimens of five varieties of Grapes

from young Vines two years planted, exhibited at the Royal

Ilort, Society's Rooms, Rcj^ent-street, London, Sept. 7tb, 1811:
•* For size and weight of banchcs we should think tlicy have

never been surpassed." The large silver medal was awarded
tilem.
" As a plain and practical treatise on the subject, it is the best

we have e- er met with."

—

Wakfjidd Journal.

London! LovoMAJf, Browv, Grken, and Loxcma??.

Now published, price lO.v.,

SECOND Edition of MILL'S TREATISE ON
THE CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS. MELONS, SKA-KALE,

and ASPAKAOUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit, and also

daily Notes of Practice from December tn February inclusive.

Published by \Vm. Smith, 113, Fleet-street, and sold by all

Booksellers,

pENERAL DRAINAGE, AND THE DISTRIBU-
V_T TION OF WATER.—The Drainage of Land, combined with

the Sewerage of Towns, advocated in a Letter to P. Pnsey, Esq.,

M.P. ByJ. Bailky Dkxtox. Ridgway, Piccadilly.—Also, by the

same writer, Model M a; pir.g considered as Suggestive of Uniform
and Profitable Draining of Land, with Directions for Construc-
tion.—Weale, Holborn, .

WXIITK HART UOTEL AND HORTICULTURAL GROUNDS,
BROMLEY. KENT.

PAWLEY begs most respectfully to call the

attention of the Nobility and Gentry wishing to purchase
Fpecimens of t^'tovc and Greenhouse Plan's for exhibition to bis

Collect 1, which \?, equal and nut to be surpassed hy any Nur-
seryman's hv the ncifchbotirlioedof 1- don. Cataloj^nes of the
Stock -will be scut (iratis on application/ W. P. also begs to
state that the above Hotel has an advantnfre over many, as the
apartment" open into the grounds, with additional conservaloiicii

attached, rendering it in every respect desirable for Families and
l>.Trtics wishing for a rctr'.at at a convenient i]i>tancc from the

Metropolis, v*'hcrc they may ensure vwij acconmiodation and
comfort upon moderate vcrms. Bromley is particularly healthy,

and beautifully &ituatecl in au cxctllent ucigUbourUood ten miles

w.

^rilE PATENT ASPHALTS PROTECTING MA-
TERIAL, spoken so highly of in the Gardeners' Chronicle for

isn, p. 100, 415, 530. and p. S. for 1S12. maybe obtained ia

Sheets—32 inches by 32 inches, 32 inches by 64 inches, 32 inches

by ^h inches, of Thos. Jvo. Croggon, 8, Ingram-court, Fen-

cliurch-street. A liberal discount to Hothouse Builders, Nur-
serymen, &c.

ATRONISED by all the principal Architects and
Builders in this Country and Abroad. SEYS3EL AS-

PHALTE.— In consequence of the daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of tfre name of " Asphalte"

being given to most of the spurious and ** che^p" materials, the

Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architect?,

Builders, and other:^, (for the purpose of securing the use of the

genuine article,) to insert in their specifications '*The Scysscl

Asphalte, Claridge's Patent," and not merely •* Asphalte" or
•* Bitumen," as, in many eases where these terms have been used,

gas-tar and otl;er worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of*those who, having employed the

spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned
as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a Ught colour, closely. resembUng
Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without being slippery),

and joints almost imperceptible ; it is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by change of temperature, and is at all times dry and
warm, and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-

ticity, never cracks. The fictitious material, on the contrary, has

a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly

in frosty weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the

genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has been

used with great advantage for roofing'; it can be laid down to any
extent, presenting one uniform surface, and is far superior to

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence

of any change in the temperature. For covering of arches, (to

prevent the percolation of wet,) it is invaluable, the Greenwich
Railway Company alone having covered upwards of 400,000 su-

perficial feet; it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-

mingham, Midland Counties, South Western, Brighton, Blackwall,

and other Railways ; at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at

the South Metropolitan, Highgate, and Nunhead Cemeteries. As
proof of the great durability of the genuine Asphalte, it need only

be mentioned that the first work executed in this Country with,

this material, (amounting to 3,952 feet,) was at Whitehall, oppo-

site the Horse Guards, in the month of April, 1838, and which,

although only half an inch in thickness, has remained up to this

time (a period of four years and eight months) in the most per-

fect condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may
be obtained on application to J. FARRELL, Secretary.

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate, London.
Note—Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, London, nor

the works at the Model Prison, atthe Abney-park Cemetery (which

from its failure has since been removed), or at the Hotel at the

Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed by

this Company. _

EDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-

turists to the different articles manufactured by. him in

SLATE, Theymaybe seen in use at Worton Cotta<;e, Islk-

wouTH, upon application to the ^^rd^n^v— Sundays excepted.

TARPAULINS for GREENHOUSES, CAPES, &c.

-L —On SALE, NEW TARPAULlNof thicker thin Canvass, as

required, and Waterproof, 24-; per square yard, made up to any

size, and particularly recommended for Frames and Greenhouses

in the Gardeners' Chronicle,~A large quantity of .Policemen's

second hand Tarpaulin Capes, lined with Cloth, for Labourers

and Farm Servants, at '2.?. and 25. ,6rf. each. All kinds of Garden,

Fisbing, and Sheep-folding Nets.—Robert Richardson, Net

and Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridge-place, New-road, near Kust on-

square, London.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot

be genuine if procured elsewhere.

# City Office, 98, Gracechurcb-street.

'^PUE MECHLAN DRESSING-CASE, the most port-

X able ever invented, only six and three-quarter inches long,

three and a quarter wide, and three-fourths of an inch deep, tlie

size of a pocket-book, contains one pair ofMecbi's ivory-handiea

peculiar steel razors, his magic strop and comb, badger- hair

shaving-brush, his patent castellated tooth-brush, and a neai

nail-brush; price only 25s, The same witb hair-brush and soap-

dish, 35S. To military men, and as a steam-boat or travelling

companion, this invention must prove invaluable, the ij^^'^l^^^^

thercinbcingof the first quality. An immense variety of otner

dre=sing-cases for both gentlemen and ladies, either ni fancy

woods or leather, at all prices, from 20*. to 30 gnineas.--Al

MccLi's Cutlery and Dressing case Manufactory, No. 4, Leaticn-

hall-strcet, London, four doors from CornbilL An cxtensnc

stock of leather writing-cases, work-boxes, bagatelle-tames,

razors, razor-strops, Shefiield plated goo(ts, tea-trays, tea-cadoies,

&c., cheaper than any house in London. Every article \\«ir-

ranted : mnnev returned If not approved.

WHITE TEETH.
PEARL DENTIFRICE.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or

- r ^x./.x.^ 1^^..^. ^. -^rhis 5s an efficient White Pow-

derfor the Teeth, solely prepared from Oriental Herbs of the most

dcUchtful odour, and of sovereign virtue for strengthenmg, preser>-

h.^ nr^a thorousblv cleansing the Teeth. It eradicates tartar from
iiig, aud thoroughly

the Teeth,
oroughly cleansing tue leein. it erauicutca ta*.-*. *•—
removes spots of incipient decay, polishes and preserves

the enamel, to which it gives a pearl-hke whiteness ;
and, above alb

from its disinfecting properties, gives sweetness to the breath, m
an antiscorbutic, the gums also share in its transcendant powers.

Scurvy is eradicated from them, and a healthy action and redness arc

ir.durcd, that offer to the notice of the medical practitioner the mo»i

m.!ubitable signs of their healthful state. Price 2s. fld. per box, <^tiiy

inciu<lcd. •*• Notice—The Name and Address of the Proprietors,

A. Rowland and So-n,20, Uatton Garden, London, are eitgravc

on the Government stamp which is pasted on each.
** lie sure to ask for '' ROWLAND'S."

d

Printed by Messrs. BiUMniT and Kvahs, LoTnbard-Btreet, ^ '^'eJ-^V;!™ »t
the Precinct of WhUefriara, in ihe City of london, i.nd Tnhh^ht^f «'''.

j iwx.
theO/riCK, .^CHARr.Ka-sTRKKT, Covknt Gafdkk, in the Coumy of

"''J. ifei
wht-rp all .AavetiiFeini-nts and Commuulcikiitfm &re to fee addreKetJ 10 m*

iiyr.—Saturday, December 0, 18i8.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGL\ND.
^PHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of December

17tli, will contain a Full and Authentic Account of Dk.
LYON PLAYFAIR'S Second Lectcrb on the Application of the
Principles of Physiology to the FATTENING of CATTLE.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN for the year 1843. The Ex-
hibitions will take place on the followinfi: days : viz., Saturday, Jlav
13; Saturday, June 17; Wednesday, July I2.

-

' -

-EXHIBITORS.
All persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at liberty

to send subjects for exhihition.
DELIVERY OF OBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION.

Exhibitors are earnestly requested to notify in writing, previously
to the day of meeting, what plants they intend to supply, in order
that due provision may be made for the proper distribution of the
specimens on the exhibition tables. The best places will be seciTred
for those who comply with this request.
As it is necessary that the Judges should proceed to consider the

respective merits of the .exhibitions by 10 a.m., and as it is abso-
lutely mdispensable that the tables should be arranged by that time,
3t has been detcrmired that 7io subject for exhibition shaU be ad.
mitted into the garden after half-pust eight o^clock in the morning

;

and if the owners of any locked-up boxes, or other cases, should not
be in the exhibition- tent at the said hour, such cases or boxes must
be excluded from competition for medals, ^

All specimens whether of fruit or flowers, will remain untouched
until after six o'clock, when they will be delivered into the bauds of
the exhibitors, who are most particularly requested not to tivc away
their cut flowers in the tents, as much confusion has been found to
arise from that practice.

_ .... ADMISSION OF EXHIBITORS.
Exhibitors or other persons required to assist in bringing in the

objecis for exhibition, will be admitted before half-past eight in themormng at the Carter's Yard Entrance Gate.

^ Tf^^'l.t'"??*^^^^ exhibitor of subjects for which medals are specifi.
ca(/^ ottered may be furnished with one pass-ticket, which is not
iransrerable, for which he ift requested to apply before ten o'clock,

^J*^ffl*-^?i "J'^^
'^^^ GARDEN- WILL BE CLEARED OF ALL PEESO.NS

not officially detamed there.
Exhibifors^ may re-enter the Garden after one o'clock, when thev

wui De required to give up their pass-tickets at the Carter's Yard^ Vvt r
FLOWER-STANDS.

on «TA VT?^ *^^*^ flowers must SUPPLY THEIR OV/N BOXES
«t fV, i 1

•'^^ ^^^ or stand shall exceed eight inches in height
at tne back, or eighteen inches in depth from front to back. The
aas ot au boxes must be either loose or made to unhinge.

.
MEDALS AND REWARDS,

iiamel
"^'^ distributes the following Medals and

<:S*
2?^^^''^^^,*'^*® .... value

^^'
f\^^er Bank-Man Medal 1hK. Silver Knightian ditto 1Lb. Large Silver ditto .... , i

GB. Gold Bankf'ian ditto 7GK. Gold Knightian ditto 10LG Large Gold ditto , oq

thpJ^
^ ^^" ^^ ^^^^"^ ^^y of these shall be awarded can excnange

T.laJ« r^ ^?"^^^^^' oi" n>ay receive their value in monev, or in

nn ; r ^ ^'^^^^^ ojte mouth nfter the third E:t/iibitioH of the year

rm.!,r;i^'^ ^*^"^* ^^'"^ ^J<^^" received from an Exhibitor of the

iWafi'^^^^^f^' ^^ desires his Medals to be disposed of, all the

i/,^ , t^") ^^^ "^^1 ^^c prepared lu^d transmitted to hitn throvgh
^^^istiat public couvv7jances, luithout furthernotice. In case an

hf. Pnf;t?^*. '^ receive a First Prize in any one Letter, he shall not

in 7 A i
to receive any other Medal in the same Letter: exceptui -5, AA, andBB.

rj. SUBJECTS OF EXHIBITION.
Jiiese wiil be divided into Classes, as explained further on.

T^Ur. A
^^^^^ "^' o^ horticultural produce will be allowed to be

^ p u?^*^° the tables.
Exhibitors will do wcU to make themselves acquainted with the

rlt t?o°^^^*^'
described in the following list, as thev will IN ALL

ripf r .T?.^ REQUIRED TO SIGN A PRINTED FORM OF
GAFtnixr ^^^ '^^ ^^ FURNISHED TO THEM IN THE
andf>i ^ ^^^*^^"*""*^^'*"'^^t letter their plants are to be shown;

theawflV^^f^^'^^^"^*'^^^''^^"^^*^*^ '° ^'^^'^ notice, that if errors in

thn t -f r T
Judges should occur, in consequence of mistakes onlaep^ of Exhibitors in filling up such declarations, the Societycannot undertake to rectify the errors afterwards.

FlnrfT^V^^^ written are to be attached by Exhibitors to aU

AfU^il *
"°^cra

; and the Judges are restrained from awarding any

rp^,i V *"*^^ Kahibitors, whatever their merit may be, if this

nnW ^ *^ "*^* complied with. By Florists' flowers are meant not

HoJp. ''!/'^^
H^"*">' *° named, but also Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,«oses, and Calceolarias.

*'

•*T,;tu*-^
L—FLOWERS for which nurscrjhicn and private jrroweraexhibit mdcpendently of each other.—

^
A- Iclargomums, in collections of 12 new and first-rate varieties,

cultivated with superior skill, in pots of 24 to a cast, GB, SG,
LS, SK.

Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots <tf 12 to a
^»t, SG, LS, SK.

^

^.B, Peraons exhibiting in B cannot alao ^xMbit in C.

Rewards
s. d.

10

5
15

b

exchange

B.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10. Prick 6rf.

c.

D.

F.

G,

H.

Pelargoniums, iu collections of six varieties, in pots of 8 to
cai^t, LS, SB.

Rhododendrons, in poU ; not fewer than 12 plants in 12 varieties.
J-'O, Oct, bU,

Roses in pots, in collections of 25 distinct yarieties, GB. SG. I-S.
N.B. It IS the wUh of the Societv. in a future season, to re-
quire Roses to be shown excluHvclv in pots : and not to allow
cut specimens to be exhibited at all.

Moss Roses in loose bunches, as gathered, so as to exhibit, as
far as possible, the habit of the variety j in in vunelic*, SK,

^^iV ?^*^^' exhibited as in the last letter, and in 50 varic^' ^,LS, SK, SB, C.
NB. No one who exhibits in this letter, can also compete in
the following.

^^^^ il°*^*'
«^^i*>it*^*^ as in tlie letter F, and in 25 varieties.

OR, SB, L.
N.B, Higher Medals than those here offered for Roses cannot
be given by the Judges. And if I^)sc» arc brought for cx-
hifaUion without attention to the rognlatiMtt here explained,
they will not be allowed to be placed on the tables.

Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 distinct varieties. GB. SG, LS.
N.B. It IS expected that the aaiuc plant is not exhibited on
more than one occasion.

^*Pc Ileaths, in coUections of 6 dif<tinct varieties. SG, LS, SK.
N.B. No person \vho shows in I will be allowed to exhibit
also m K.

Herbacf^us Calceolarias, in rixes; in poU of 12 to the cast.
LS, SK, SB.

^^iii^^y <-'alccolarias, in sixes ; in pots of 12 to the cast, LS,SK, SB,
Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms. LS SK, SB,
Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms. LS, SK, SB.
Pinka, in pans of 24 blooms, SK, SB.

Class II.—FLOWERS; for which all persons arc admitted to
equal competition:—
Q. Stove or greenhouse plants, in collections of 40 plants. GK,

lili, SG, LS,

DAHLIAS.
TTJM. DODDS. in irply to numerous applicttions for
' » his two SEKDLINGS. be^ to WKf that there being: onlf

four Roots of " Favouiite." and seTMi of " CoIonH Baker/' he is
unable to send them out to the trade iji dry nv.., and has di^
po*ed of the Stock of both Varieties to Mr. Kti.\i.s, Floriat,
Salisburj-.-^Sahfeburr, Dec. tiih, l^li.

t7 Rn ERS, J UN., bpg« to offer the following rbofce
varitv, -of HARDY RHODODENDRONS AKn BBLGIC

AZALEAS. Healthy pUnts from 1 toot to 18 Inc^ies bigr^, moMlf
fiom pota. RuononnNusoMS,

I.

K,

1. Arboreum album
2. Arboreum ponticum

album
3. Altaclerense
4. •» cocclneum
5. ,. splendent
0. Angiistum, robu&t wid

line habit . ,51
7. Kximlura . . , f
8. Formosum « , 7

ao«.6

7
s
7
7

6

6

6

9.

10.

IL
13.

Hybridum, Ycr; *.

plant* .

M«craiilhum roseum
Muudula, dwarf . ]d
V Meauum, dwarfand

early , , , s

13. Kob1ll^. dwirf . . 10

\h. RvBHtianum . • ft

I 17. binctum

7 6

t

t
6
d

L.

M.

N.
O.
P.

, 10
With exception of numbert 1 and 1;, whti^harc ftpcciea, the above
are hybrids r f R. atboreum ; numbers 1 and 2 navr flowers of
pure white withoHt spot; numbers 3to 15 havecrimaonaitd scarlet
flowers of difrercnl shades, with black sputs.

R,

N.B. Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, to be excluded from Q.
R, and S.

^*c^? ?^.,
^'^*^"^^"** plants, in collections of 20 plants. GB,

s.

T.

U.

N.B. Persons exhibiting in Q not to compete in R also.
stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of six distinct species.
SG, LS, SK.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in Q or R will not be allowed to com-
pete in S also.

Greenhouse Azaleas ; to be shown in 12 distinct varieties, GB,
SG, LS,

fewer

V.

w.
X.
Y.
Z.

Collections of Stove or Greenhouse clim1>ers. GB, SG, SK.
N.B. 1 he Gold Banksian Medal is not to be awarded for fc

than 12 distinct kinds.
Exotic Orchidacete, in collections of not fewer than six species.
GK, GB, SG, LS.

^

Exotic Orchidaccje, in sincle specimens, SG, LS, SK,
Tall Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
Fuchsias in collections of 12 distinct varieties, LS, SK.
Single specimens of new or rare ornamental plants, SG, LS,
SK, SB, C.

1 » . ^.

N.B. These medals will be awarded bv the Society's ofliccrB,
and not by the usual Judges. ExhiVjitors will particularly ob-
serve thiit none but new or rare plants can be exhibited under
this letter.

AA. Miscellaneous subjects, SK, SB, C.
'ii*'B, Cockscombs, Hydrangeas, and cut flowers are altogether
excluded from exhibition,

EB, Seedling Florist's flo-ner^, SK, SB, C.
N.B. Every seedling must be shown singly, and must be
marked with the name it is to bear. The same seedling can-
not gain a prize more than once in the season. Pelargoniums
are to be shown in pots, and not in a cut state. No person
will be allowed to exhibit more than five seedlings at tach
meeting.

Class III.—FRCIT, for which market gardeners, or persons in
the habit of regularly supplying the market, and private growers, ex-
hibit independently of each other,

N.B. All fruit must be fullp ripe and ivell coloured ; if the
contrary, it will be disqualified.

1. Miscellaneous collections of fruit, consisting of at least three dif-

ferent kinds. Peaches and Nectarines being considered as only
one kind, GK, GB, LS.

N.B.— Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen
Garden produce, are excluded from this letter,

2. Grapes. SG, LS, SK, SB.
3. Pine Apples, SG, LS, SK, SB.
4. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens. SK, SB.
5. Miscellaneous Iruit. SK, SB. C

JUDGES.
Tlie Judges have the power of increasing or diminishing the H«m-

ber and valife of the Silver Medals offered by the StMnety for particular
objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals or Certificates in cases
not contemplated in these regulations, if they think it necessary
to do so.

The Judges are also required to bear in mind that the Society's
Medals are offered, less for new and curious objects than for fine
specimens of Horticultural Skill, the design ot the Council in institut-

ing these meetings, bein^ not so much to encourage the collector, as
to reward the skilful Gardener; they arc also not to make any award
in cases where the objects exhibited do not appear worthy of a Medal

;

otherwise a bad single exhibition might obtain a prize, merely because
there is no better exhibition of the same class to oppose it.
'

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
"VT'OUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
-i- readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their Advertisement

of the above magnificent Fuchsia, inserted in this paper of the
3d inst., together with their two new Verbenas.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Dec. 8, 1842.

TO PEAR-GROWERS.

T RIVERS, JUN,, begs to recoiDmend to notice his
• Catalogue of PEARS, in which those varieties most worthy

of notice are pointed out. This will be sent post free on a paid
application. Plants of the following sorts, raised by the late Mr.
Knight, may now be had :

—

1. Pontieiim album
5. Atro rubcns
3. Album multi-macula-

tum
4. Contorluro, very dwarf
6, Caucaslcum album, or

new white
6. Coccineum •

7. Carneum maculatnm
8. Flos pictum
9. Fulgidum, crimson ,

10, Grand iflorum , •

n. Guttatum .

12, Hyacinthiflorum, dbl.

purple .

U.6)
1 6

7
i

a
3
3
ft

10

3
ft

6

6
6

6

(

ft

13, Lowii . . . .50
)4. Afarnoliacfolium . I 6
)6. Ni\iil]cum . • . ft

lO. Pumllum . . . t fi

17. Roseum • ..10
IB. Roseuna flcre-plcno . 10

19. Smitlui album . • ft

Splrale . . ..36
Splendldum • • ft

Spcctablle . . ft •
23. Tigrinuin,blubh-spotd 10 6
21. \\ilsonil . • . ft

35. Vittatum . . , 10 6
26. Auo-purpurcum.vcrjr

ft

31.

dark purple

The above are varieties of R. ponticum. Numbers 5,8, |1,
13, 15, and 19, have cream-coloured and white flowers, beautifully
and curiously spotted with brown, red, and greenish spots i No. ft

is H very early and dwarf variety, with floweis of the pal^iblosh,
changing to pure white; 10 and 15 hare double flowers-, 19 baa
curious small flowers nearly bluej No. fi ha* not Rcarlet flowcrK,
as its name impUes—tbey are of a light carmine.
1. Adansonii . . , 10t,6|4. Fn^anit - . - 3*.6
2. Azaleoides . « . I fi

| 5. Gowenanum . ..36
3. Azaleoides album . 7 6 I

The above arc hybrids ol AsLaieas, vpith Rhododendron
f
No. 4

is dwarf and very fragrant,
1. Cinnamomum
2. Caucasicnm ,

3. CBmi>anulatum
4. Camp, hybridum
5. Catawbiense

"With exception of No. 1, the above arc quite hardy; No. 4 to a
robust-growing and very Interesting hybrid ; No. 9 ii aaid to be a
hybrid of Azalea pontica, with U. cancasicnm.

Az.iLEAS, FINK BeLGIC VARlKTIBft.
Pontica alba , . jf.d

i 17. Double White
alhaflorc-plcnoJ 6
alba globosa 2 6
eximia . ,36

6. Catawbiense hybridum L«f.6

7. Catawbiense fioreplcno 5 O

8. Dauricum atrovirens . 1

9. Luteum . . 43

].

3.

3.

4.

5.

ft

$t

lutearubicun-

6.

r.

8.

9.

10,

u.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

ft

99

it

tf

ft

da
mirabilis
magnifica •

rosea .

spectabilis .

tricolor £V\'ulI)3

tricolor albi-

3
3
3

2
3

cans .

Cnprea splcndeus
Coccinea spcciosa
Cakndulacea .

„ crocea

tf grandifiora

3
3
3
3
2
3

6
6
6
6

6

6
6
6
6

6*

J$. Decus hortorum
I p. Early Pink •

20. Electa
St. Insignis . •

22. Large Orange .

23. Morterii genio ,

34. Mazitima .

25. Nobilisftlma
26. P«dchella .

27. Pr«stautiEs:ma
38. Princeta Augusta
29. Splendens .

30. Specio^a . •

31. Vcnustissima .

32. Violae odora
31, Vittata

1 ft

3 6

1 6
3 8
3 6
3 d
3 fi

9 6
3 6
3 6
2 §
3 tf

3 tf

3 tf

3 tf

S tf

1 tf

Of the above Numbers. 1 to 11 are the earliest of Azaleas ,
Numbers

19, 2,^, 29, 30. and 31 follow in sue- • -loUi Numbers 18, 23, 27,

28, 32, and 33 are late flowering varieties, with beautiful striped

flowers.—AU packages sent carriage fr«! to London.
Sawbridgewofth, Herts., Ncv. 3u, 1S42,

FORRES KURSERIES,—The Subscribers b^ to

intimate that their Stock of TRUE NATIVE HIGHLAND
FIRS, LARCH>:S, and all other kinds of FOREST PLANTS,
Ornamental PJNES. &c., is this season unusually large, conse-

quently prices are low. Lists will be furnished &»c on applica-

tion, and the Trade supplied at the wholesale rate.

Nor. !S42. JoHK Grigoe & Co., Forres, N.B.

Althorpe
Althorpe Crassane
Brougham
Boughton Bergamot
Broom Park
Belmont

Downton
Eyewood
Garnons*
March Beriramot
Monarch ;true)

RouFc Lench

Shobdcn Court
Wormsley Grange
Winter Crassane
Seedling (not named)
Ditto ditto

4k.

SHIRLEYVINEYAKD. NEAR SOUTHAMPTON,—NURSERY
DEPARTMENT.

CLEMENT HOARE respectfully announces that he
has now on sale an extensive collection of Grape Vine Plants I

of superior growth, and of the most approved scrta in genera! '

cultivation, varying in price from 2*. 6d. to 7*, 6rf. each.
Lately PubUs^bed,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE o.n ths CULTIVATION of riiK

GRAPE VINE O.N OPEN WALLS. By CinyitiST Hoars. 3d
edition. 8vo, 7*. 6d. boards. Longman Sr Co., London. 3cldby
all Booksellers, and at the Vincyura at Sliirler.

BRAGG'S ANTAGONIST, the successful WHITE
DAHLIA.—W. Rraog beg^s to inform DahUa-growcrs in

general, that he intends sending out (through the Trade, who
will receive the u?>uai allowance) his SEEDLING DAHLIA
ANTAGONIST, in May next; Plants, lOs,Gd. each. The quality

of this flower is too wtU known to need description, as, In

addition to its having produced the be^t W*hite, by being awarded
Mr. Wildmau's prize of Si. 5*., it was placed first at the Salt-

hill Grand Seedling Show, September 16, where 25 varieties of

1841 were placed for competition ; 6 blooms were also shown at

the rioricultural Society of London, September 2", making the

third time of its being shown, where 6 blooms were required for

each exhibition; likewise exhibited at the Isle of Thanet and
Teddington Shows, which will attest its constancy, it being well

known that only four of the six plants blocmed, which com-
prised the whole stock. As only a limited number of plants cmh

be made, W. B. pledges [himself to execute tlic orders in stmt
priority, and wiU publish a Ust early in Januarj- of tUe Trade who
will be able to supply plants in spring.

A few Ground Roots of BiiA..."s Great Western Dahh^w 3'. M.»

to be disposed of.—North Star Tavern, Slough, Nov, le, W42.

THE TRUE TOBOLSK RHUBARB.
yOUELL & Co, beg to announce they arc now

housing the above for Forcing. Roots pUntcd now wUl be

ready for cutting at Christmas. ^ *. 4W
This Rhubarb, being the earliest In the open border by three

weeks of any vet introduced, renders it highly valuable for

Forcing ; iU colour is of a beautiful traosparent coral ; and for de-

licacy of flavour it is unequalled. It can be forwarded with safety

to any part of the United Kingdom, on the receii>t of a Post-omc^
order, at the rate of I2#. per dozen roots.

Great Yarmouth Nur&ery, Pec, 1, 1813.
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JAMES PAMPLIN, Xurseryman, Tlorist,^ &c. Wal-

ttiJimstow, Essex, bc^s to return thanks to ^^s/nends for

their liberal orders far bis Seedling Pelargoniums sent out last

^ason and which he flatters himself have griven general satisfac-

tion Heisuou- seuUingr out the undermentioned new Seedlings,

raised by Mr. S- Wilson. As regards their qualities nothing need

now be sa?A, as thev have taken so many prizes, and have been

so aniversaHy admired at the exhibitious of the London Ilorticul-

taral Society at Chiswick, and at most other Societies round the

Metropc^s, that they must still be fresh in the memories of all

lovers of that splendid flower.

^. t. begs to refer them to the report of the exhibition at Chis-

•vpick. in the Gardeners^ Chrnnicte of July l6th.

Achilles . . . ^3
Acis 3

Ada
Adelaide Kemble
Aurora -.

Beauty of Essex
British Queen
Count D'Orsay*
Countess of Wilton
Creole . , . . 3

Duke of Devonshire . 2

3

a
3

3
2
3
3

3

3

3

2
3

3
2
3

3
3

Duke of Wellington
Fair Maid of Leyton
Galatea
Hesperus , • .

Laura * • •

Prince Albert . .

Princess Royal
Queen of the East ,

Sir Robert Peel .

Sir Waiter Scott

3
2
2
1

2
a
3
1

3
2

2

3
2
S
10
2

2

3

1

3

22
i
Venus - . • .

^ P. regrets that owing to the very limited stock of his Seed-

lln^ Beauty of Walthamstow, he must defer sending it out at

present-
, „ , . i. ». l

J-. P.has also a fine stock of those Pelargoniums he sent out

la^ season, which have so enriched the collections of the priu-

<;ipal cultivators of that flower at very low prices, Catalogues of

^hich may be had on appUcation.

J.P. be^s further to state thatheis nowsendingout his splendid

new Seedling CEREUS, which he has named Ccreus speciosus

eleeaus. at 2l5. each, which was exhibited at the Horticultural

"ardens at Chiswick in July last; for description of which, see

ttrdeners' Chronicle^ July iSth.

OAKLEY'S "SURPRISE" AND OTHER DAHLIAS.

SAMUEL GIRLING begs to refer the Trade and his

ii-iends generally to his advertisement in the Gardeners"

Chronicle of IhQ I2th Nov., 1842.

Danecroft Nurserj^ Stowmarket, Suffolk,

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD.
WILL1A.M WOOD & SON beg leave to inform

their Friends, Amateurs, and the Trade in general, that in

consequence of the unprecedented demand already on hand for

the splendid new dark China Rose,
- "MIELLEZ'S PRINCE OF WALES,"

%cy are unavoidably compelled to desist taking any further

t)rders for it at present.

The remaining stock of plants, which will be ready for delivery

5n May, are already bespoken.—Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

Dec. 6, 18t2-

Vn

NEWTON AND UPTON NURSERY GROUNDS, CHESTER.

THE PLANTING SEASON having now arrived, we
beg leave to invite the attention of Planters to our very ex-

tensive and well-grown Stock of FOREST-TREES, of all ages

and sizes most suitable for forming Plantations; strong Quicks
fr-r Fences; Fruit-trees, Evergreens, Shrubs, and every other

article connected with the General Nursery Trade—and ail at the

lowest scale of charges. Please apply to Francis &James Dick-
so.v, who have much pleasure in beiiig able to inform their Agricul-

tural customers and Farmers generally, that they have, this

reason, succeeded in saving a remarkably large Stock of their

best selected and most approved Purple-topped Swedish TITRNIP,
wiiich has given so great satisfaction throughout the kingdom,
December, 1842.

C1HARLES FARNES, No, 128, St. John-street
'' LoxnoN, respectfully informs the Public that his Collection

of New KITCHEN-GAUDEN SEEDS are now ready to send out.

Owing to the fine harvest, the quality is excellent, and wijl be
found to give general satiijfaction. C. F. beiug cojinectcd with
the principal Market-Gardeners round London and in the
Provinces, is enabled to select the best and most choice varieties

from their original sources.

Bl-ick Seed Bath Cos Lettuce
Siberian Green do.
Large Msdta Cabbage do.
True White Silesian do,
Walcheren White Broccoli—the

Fames* Superior First EarlyPeas
—this has been the first Pea
brought into Covent Garden
Market for some years past

—

height, 14 to 2 ft.

flack's Dwarf Blue Victory Pea,
2 ft.

ICnlght'3 Blue Dwarf Wrinkled
^o., 3 ft.

American Dwarf White do,, 3 ft.

Improved Green Marrow do.,
j

• 4 ft.
I

Auvergne, new variety, do.,

4 to 3 ft.
j

Young's Large Milford Marrow
{

do., 5 to 6 ft.

Kew Giant Wrinkled do., 6 to
7 ft.

Marshall*s Early Prolific Beans
True Dwarf Green Fan do.
Extra Large Green Windsor do.
Kew-England Long-podded do.
Transparent EarlyFrame Radish
French Early Olive-shaped do.
Scarlet Turnip do.
White Dutch do. do.
AVhite Spanish Onion
Brown Dcptford do.
Dutch Silver PickUng do,
Kew White Globe do.
James Keeping do.
Tmptd. Early Dutch Horn Carrot
Large Altringham do.

,, W hite Belgian do.

Ady*8 fine Large Cos Lettuce
True Paris White do.

« Green do.

best and earliest variety in

cultivation.
Myatt's Fine Early White Cape

do.
ChappeU's Large do. do. do.

,, Splendid Cream do.
Walton's Yellowish-White do.

Knight's Self protecting do.
Earliest London- saved Cauli-
flower

Imported Brussels Sprouts
Seymour's Superb Solid W^hitc

Celery
True Giant Manchester Red do.
Superior Early Dwarf Cabbage
Early Dwarf York do-

„ „ Cromptou do.
Large Early Hope do.
True Drumhead Savoy
Imported Early Dutch Turnip
Early Round Nonsuch do.

,
True Dark Blood- Red Beet

i

Large Silver-stemmed do.
Imported French Sugar do,

I

,, „ Summer Endive
j „ „ Yellow -leaved
: do,

i
Dwarf London Green Curled do.

' Morgan's Early Nonsuch Po-
tatoes

;

True Early Ash-leaved Potatoes.

With every variety of Vegetable and Flower Seeds in cultiva-
tion ; a general Catalogue of which, with prices, will be forwarded
on application.

HOGG'^ CARNATIONS, PlCOTEES, PINKS, & AURICULAS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will submit to

public competition by Auction, on the premises, Padding-
ton-green, on Monday, December 12th, 1842, and following day,

at 11 o'clock, by order of the Proprietors, in consequence of the

lease having expired, the whole of this celebrated Collection";

also Pits and Frames, Hand-lights, capital Carnation Stage,

Show Boxes, Pots and Pans, Carnati-sn Mould, Rotten Dung,
Utensils in Trade, &c. May be viewed prior to the Sale. Cata-

logues may be had on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen,
and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

^^ - -
I I I ^IB ^ ^^

ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.

Established 1823. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3 William IV.

Lower rates of paEMiuM tuantuose ofany other office,
r

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :—

Age- 15
I

20 26 { 30 35 4U 45
I

50

Annual
Premium 1

per cent.
10 8 I 14 7 1 19 0.2 4 3 2 1011 2 19 9 3 11 94 8

I

MESSRS. DICKSON; Nurserymkv and Floiusts,
Acre Lane, Brixton, beg to inform Amateurs and Florists,

that their Catalogue of Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, &c., is

BOW ready, and may be had on application to them, or Messrs,
Wahner and Warveh, Seedsmen, &c., Cornhill, London.

ADAMSON'S FINAL SALE.
Five useful Cart Horses, Waggon, Carts, Capital Chaise, a newly-

erected Seedshop covered with lead, excellent Nests of Seed
Drawers, Bins, Counter, a few lots of useful Timber, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are instructed

to snbmitthe above to public competition, by Auction, on

the premiseSjStolceNewington Common (by order ofthe Trustees},

on MojJDAY, Dec, igth, 1842, at II o'clock. Also the remaming
Nursery Stock, consisting of Fruit and Forest Trees, Deciduous
Shrubs', &c; about 2000 of Myatt's " British Queen" Stiawberry.
May be viewed prior to Sale. Catalogues maybe had on the pre-

xz3ise8» ofthe priucii»ai Seedsmen, and ofthe Auctioneers, Axseiicaa
NurtefTj Leytonstone.

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 3lL per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decided, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell James Downer, Secretary.

^PHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-L by J. Rogers, Esrj., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent,

J. Shkwkx having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may he seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, Gl, Gracechurch- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their Improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's^escription, Gardeners'' Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in U or 15 hours, price 5/. 5^, and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above ; where also may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as appUed with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the Nobility's Seats. Iron l-'encing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire- work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.
N.E.—WayteVs New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS. DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN-

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability m the apparatus with economy in the charge. Tliey

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
e."nployed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailkv also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 2/2, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven mdre com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D, and E. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent,

D. and E.Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

PENN'S SYSTEM OF OBTAINING A FREE CIRCULATION
OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR THROUGHOUT
HORTICULTURAL AND OTHER BUILDINGS.
WHILL having had considerable experience in the

• Erection of Horticultural Buildings, after the most ap-
proved designs, and having received from the inventor of the
above system a complete induction into its practical application,

begs to announce to the Nobility, Gentry, and Others, that he is

prepared to fur!iish Designs an;l Estimates for every description

of Horticultural Erection, upon application personally, or by
letter addressed to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham.
This system, w^hich is allowed by men of science and all the

most eminent practical Horticulturists in the Kingdom to be the
most perfect mode of Heating, combined with economy, has
undergone the most complete test in every variety of application^

by the inventor and others, with a success which can only be suf-

ficiently appreciated upon an inspection of its effects on a Collec-
tion of rare Plants and Fruits at any season of the year.

W, Hill will (through thekind permission of Mr. Penn, Lewis-
ham—Mr. John Willmott, Xsleworth, and others) be happy to
afford the most satisfactory demonstration of the superiority of
this to all other modes of Heating, and every other information
required may be obtained upon application personally, or by letter
addressed as above.

Now published, price \0$,,

A SECOND Edition of MILL'S TREATISE ON
THE CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS. MELONS. SEA-KALE,

and ASPARAGUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit. and also
daily Notes of Practice from December to February inclusive.

Published by "Wm. Smith, 1 13, Fleet-street, and sold by all

Booksellers.

n^HE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CXLL, is
-i- published this day.

Contents :— I. The Honey-bee and Bee Books— 11. Books for
Children—III. Brandy and Salt; Homoeopathy; Cold- Water
Cure-IV. Lord Mahon's Life of the Great Coude-V. Borrow*s
Bible in Spain—VI. Todd on Antichrist—VII. The Anti-Corn-
Law liSft^ue* JOHX MvRKATi Albemarle* Street.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, without children, where the forcing of Graphs,

Melons, &c. is required ; if there are Pines, Hot and Greenhouse
plants to superintend, so much the better. Can have an ex*

cellent character from the gentleman he is about leaving. Ad*
dress W. F.,lMr. Cakter's, Seedsman, &c., 238, High Holbom,
London. ^_^

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, without incumbrance, who well understands his busi-.

ness
i
his Wife is a good Cook. Can have most respectable refer-

ence as to character from their last places, where they hved
upwards of three years. Address to L.M., at Mr* Charlwood's^
Seedsman, 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London.

vyANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
V f Man, aged 38, no familyi He is intelligent and good-
tempered, perlectly sober and steady; understands forcuig of
Grapes, Peaches, Melons, &c. ;

propagation and growth of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants; the Kitchen and Flower Garden: no
objection to look after Meadow Land; a member of the Estab-
lished Church; character moral and professional unexception-

able, from a highly respectable family he will shortly leave. A
moderate salary required. Direct, A, B., Mr. Philip Conway's,
Nurseryman and Florist, Eari^s Court, Brompton, Middlesex.

rpo NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.-\VANtS
J- a SITUATION as GARDENER, or as GARDENER and
FORESTER, a Married Man, about 30 years of age; the most
satisfactory references can be given as to ability, integrity,

industry, &.c. Address, W. H., at Messrs. VfiiTcn and Son*s>
Nurserymen, Exeter.

ji^B,—Salary about 70/. per annum, with cottage. Sec.

Y^y ANTED, in the Country, a Steady, AcUve, and
' Intelligent Young Man, as an Assistant in a Nursery and

Seed business; he must be of an unexceptionable character, and
have a good knowledge of his trade, and will be required to live

entirely in the house and conform to the rules of a dissenting
family.—Apply to Mr. Bui stow, Knightsbridge, London.
— ,

- .
.. -— — - _ „ ^^

TO APPLE AND GOOSEBERRY CULTIVATORS.
WANTED, a few Three or Four-Y^,^r-Oid Plants of

the following sorts of Applks, about 4 feet in height, and
trained in bell-glass fashion,, viz. : Court-pendu Plat, Sturmer
Pippin, Herefordshire Pearmain, Pearson's Plate, Hughes*
Golden Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Kerry Pippin. Also a few Three
or Four-Year-Old Plants of the following sorts of Gooseber-
ries, viz. : Red, Green, and Yellow Champagne; Ironmonger,
Red Turkey, Rob Roy, Early White, White Crystal, W'hite Honey,
Pitmaston Greengage, Green Walnut, Rumbullion. Send name,
address, and particulars immediately to F. D. R., at Hart'3
Newspaper Office, Robert- street, Grosvenor -square.

WANTED, a correct copy of the GARDENERS'
CHRONICLE for last year, 1841. Any person having one

to dispose of may meet with a purchaser by applying to Mr,
Chadwell, Bookseller, Peterborough.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE W^ORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.
pROSSKlLL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which
>-^ received tlie Honorary Reward of the Royal Agricultural
Society.

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-Iron, and holds about

200 irallnns. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the

horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever. A. to let out the liquid upon

the Spread-Board. C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot

possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leather

Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.- Price deUvered

^^CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilliiiff

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c.-will contain 8 bushels of

manure—price 12/. 12s. ^^^__^^^_ -.

BY HER MAJESTY»S ROYAL LETTERS I'l

BROWN*S IMPROVED GARDEN POT.

I>OBERT BROWN having made an important and

^successful improvement in the coustruction of Garden Pels,

submits thtm to the Floricultural Profession, and to all who are

interested in the propagation and cultivr.tion of Plants. It is

well known that many valuable plants are annually lost, or

much injured, by having the delicate fibres of their roots dried

up, from the pots in common use becoming heated by the sup *

rays, or from exposure to drying currents of air, &c., for whlca

evils a remedy has long been sought. The Improved Garden

Pot now tflfered to the Pnblic is intended to counteract this irre-

gularity of temperature, by being made hollow-sided, wiih an

aperture on the rim, that the space between the outer and inner

surface maybe filled with water when required, and the aperture

being made air-tight by means of a peg, a uniform decree oi

coolness or humidity may be preserved, and the plants, althougn

exposed to the mid- day sun, will have their roots secured from

injury. The Improved Garden Pot does not differ in appearance

from those in common use, but the advantages of its construc-

ti.on, for tlie growth of plants, or for the propagation of cut-

tings, are too obvious to need further comment.—R. ^- "^
submitted his invention to several eminent cultivators, from

whom he has received the greatest encouragement.
Specimens may be seen at the Horticultural Society's Rooms,

21. Regent-street, or at Mr. Brown's Pottery, Surbiton-hill, near

Kingston , Surrey, and at his private residence, Ewell.

UANO ON SALE by the IMPORTERS,
ANTHONY GIBBS and SONS, LONDON;

GIBBS, BRIGHT, and Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL

AGRICULTUIIE AND THE CORN LAW.
Juat Published, hi pp. Syo., Price 4*/., fost free lOrf.,

-^rilE THREE PRIZE ESSAYS writttn for the

^ Council of the National Anti- Corn-Law League, demonstrat-

ing the Injurious Effects of the Corn Law on Tenant Parsers and
Farm Labourers, and the Advantages which those classes would
derive from its Total and Immediate Repeal.
The Trade supplied at HALF-PRICE for bon^ fide orders (not

Sale or Return),
Country Booksellers may have their parcels forwarded free to

their Agents in London, on sending their orders (with remittance)
to J. Gadsbv. Manchester,
Published by J. Gadsby, Manchester. Agents for London : R-

Groombridge, 5, Paten.osterRow; Ridgway, 1G9, Piccadilly :
and

Hooper, Pall Mall East. Edinburgh : W. Tait. Glasgow : W, »•

M'Phun, Tron^te.
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To BOOKSELLERS—WANTED, a COPY of the
FIRST VOLUME of the JOURNAL of the ROYAL ARRI

CULTURAL SOCIETV.—Address by letter, to Mr. A. No 5
Maiden-lane, Coveut-garden. '

' '

m)t ^artienerjs;' mjtonitU,

SATURDAY, DECEMBER lo, 1842.

FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, Dec 13- . . . Zoological 8^ p m.

Wednesday, Dec. U . .{?/'*i^«^*'"^ ; •. \ • ' • 8ai..'i,.

Friday, Dec. 16 Botanical 8 v'.u.

Tuesday, Dec. 20 . •

Wednesday, Dec. 21

.

linnean. ...... 8 ». m,
Microscopical 8 p. m,

Orn readers are doubtless aware that the views of
theChemistry of the animal kingdom which Professor
Liebig has published are not less striking than those
for which he has acquired so much celebrity with re-

ference to Vegetation. Dr. Lyon Play fair having
made them the subject of two very admirable lec-

tures, delivered this week before the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, they will be found in another column
authentically reported ; and we may congratulate both
the public and Dr. Liebig upon these curious and im-
portant views having found so able an expositor. Dr.
Playfair's first lecture is given this week ; his second
will appear in our next Number.

Modern charity is a curious sentiment. Our fore-

fathers said, Let charity begin at home; but we in

our wisdom say, Let charity begin at a distance. In
former days, we spent our spare means upon our own
poor immediate dependents, and we spared that we
might spend. In latter times we economise at

'

home that we may be lavish abroad. We starve

the poor man that is white, in order lo feed the
savage that is black or brown. We neglect the
morals of Warwickshire or Kent, in order that we
may care for the souls of the Feejees and Ashantees.
Misery in the Sandwich Islands meets with all imagi-
nable sympathy—a fire at Hamburgh conjures thou-
sands out ofour pockets—and we pour forth our wealth
to repair the havoc of a hurricane in Madeira. But
half-starved peasants and famishing artisans close by,
honest English faces pinched with hunger, and tor-

tured^ by the greediness of hard-hearted taskmasters
in Whitechapel, are objects close upon us, and we
cannot see them. Millions are paid to distant mis-
sions for the improvement of the population, and elo-

quence is exhausted in appeals to the compassionate
for aid in these well-intentioned undertakings. Far
be it from us to undervalue such good works ; no-
thing can be more praiseworthy—only, we should do
something at home upon as large a scale. But, alas !

we of the present generation are afflicted with false

vision : our eyes are fitted with moral telescopes,
which hide the near and magnify the distant.
Who would suppose that a powerful, a generous, a

noble nation like the English, blessed beyond all

others vrith the means of conferring happiness, should
vie with the lowest of its Continental neighbours^in
scenes of moral degradation, misery—nay, famine,
among its poor? We blame no one for this; for the
truth is, either the higher and richer classes do not
know of it, or they believe it to be a calamity beyond
their control—hopeless and irremediable. Not that this
is always the case ; there are many great examples of
the contrary ; but, unfortunately, there is not enough
of them. In a densely-peopled country like England,
a few examples, however admirable, can do little

good, unless they are generally followed by the great
mass of the wealthy classes. We affirm, and we hope
v^ can prove, that the remedy for the great mass
^^.^he distress is at every one's door ; and that the ap-
plication of the remedy, so far from impoverishing
the hand that gives, will repay the cost, not merely
with the gratitude of the poor, and the still better re-

ward of a conscience happy in its own benevolence,
but substantially, and with more augmented wealth.

^^
Let it not be supposed that we recommend indis-

criminate charity ; it is, unfortunately, impossible to
refuse it under existing circumstances, unless a man's
heart is made of stone ; but these circumstances
shoiild be removed, for it is they which are under-
mining, and not slowly, the whole fabric of our
society ; and it is to their removal that we wish to

address ourselves,

Whskt is wanted by the poor of this country is

labour

—

constant employment—something always to

do—not charity. The asking for pecuniary assistance
reduces a poor man to a beggar; it degrades hira in
bis own eyes, and destroys that feeling of indepen-
dence which we should all ofus cherish and encourage.
But when he says to his richer neighbour, **^I have
strength of body—you have money ; I have the power
of enduring tou—you have the means of rendering
»Qy labour useful ; let us exchange the one for the
other"—he is in the position of a merchant trafficking
with his wares, and obtaining what he wants by
Darter. In this ^there is no degradation : on thereon-

trar)% there IS a feeling of importance—the conscious-
ness that he too is something, which reconciles the
poor man to his lot. But when he is told that he is not
wanted—that the only thing he possesses, his bodily
strength, is useless—that all that God has given him is
in vain what can he do but sink in misery, abandon
inmself to despair, and fall back to drown amidst the
waters of bitterness ? How can we wonder, then, at
his lending a ready ear to what designing demagogues
may say-to his becoming their tool, and joining in
their wildest schemes? for what is the fabric of society
to him? what terrors can the law have to one de-
serted by all hope? what lot can be worse than his
ab-eady is ?

i

We are drawing no exaggerated picture ; we are
overstating nothing, when we affirm that there are
thousands and tens of thousands of able-bodied
willmg labourers in this country now, who look for-
ward to the approaching winter without the least pro-
spect of being able to support themselves through it.

It IS idle to talk of poor-laws and workhouses; how-
ever well the poor-law system may be administered, it

cannot meet these cases. It is employment that must
be found, if we mean to sleep securely in our beds.
Employ the poor constantly, and there will be no
Chartists; give them something of their own that is
worth keeping, and they are not tlie men to run the
risk of losing it, though it be but little, for all the argu-
ments of the cunningest incendiary. Let no one think,
that, because we say these things, we are disposed to
palliate the wicked instances of agrarian outrage which
have become so common. On the contrary, we would
punish with the utmost severity all therein concerned.
But such practices are neither carried out nor partici-
pated in by any considerable portion of the poor ; and
God forbid that we should punish the misery of one
because of the villany of another.

But we are not speaking now to the generosity of
the world, nor to their fears, nor to their prejudices ;

we are speaking directly to their self-interest, or, to
use a homely expression, to "their breeches' pockets,*'

when we urge thus earnestly the employment of the
poor to a far greater extent than hitherto. Nobody
can fail to see the pressing necessity for an immediate
improvement of the productive quality of the land.

Let political opinions be what they may, nobody in

his senses can doubt that it would be a great public
blessing, if the 12,000,000 quarters of Wheat now
produced in Great Britain could be converted into

24,000,000, without any disproportionate outlay of
capital. We, in common with others, believe this to

be perfectly practicable, not remotely, but immediately,
by the mere employment of more labour.

An explanation of the grounds upon which this

opinion is founded, we must reserve till next week,

adverting for the present merely to the allotment

system. That this, under good management^ has

already shown itself of great importance to the poor,

and beneficial to the landlord, can hardly be doubted.

We have on former occasions advocated the plan of

allowing cottagers to have as much land as they can

keep in order, without interfering with their ordinary

labour ; and we are persuaded that in all cases it has

been attended with unmixed good. An instructive

instance of the effect of it upon the cottager, and one

to which we would most particularly draw the atten-

tion of our agricultural friends, was given the other

day in the Leeds Mej'cnr^ :

** If be is a benefactor to his country who causes two

blades of grass to grow where but one grew before, the

case of Arthur Broadbent, of Knaresborougb, a poor old

man who has seen eighty-four winters, ought not to be

overlooked, nor suffered to pass away into obscurity. The

old man rents a rood of land under Sir Charles SlingRby,

for which he pays 9s. a year. He has had it in cultivation

for the last seven jears, and, by the use of bis spade only,

he has contrived always to have a full crop, by appropri-

ating one half of it to Potatoes and the other half to

Wheat, changing the crop every year ; so that the part

which is planted with Potatoes one year is planted wilfc

Wheat the next, and fallow is unknown in his system of

husbandry. Except in 1841, he has always reaped six

bushels and a half of Wheat from his lialf-rood of land,

which is equal to fifty-two bushels per acre, thus amply

rewarding his toil, justifying all that has been written m
favour of spade husbandry, and speaking in a language not

to be misunderstood the good that might be effected by

small allotments for the labouring poor."

be noted, is a result attained

And
Now this, it will

without putting the landlord to any expense*

we believe it will be uniformly found that a better

rent may be had for land in small allotments than in

farms. The reason for this has been well explained

by Dr. Daubeny in the last number of the Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society, (p. 380,) to which we

must refer our readers. We do not dwell upon it at

present, because we do not for a moment suppose that

the allotment system, with all its advantages, can.be

anything more than an aid in beUering the condition

of the l£dx)uring poor.

securing them t living. It is idle to tilk of
ing the comforts of the poor man, till be has
omforts to increase.

Among the subjects to whidi the attention of En-
glish cultivators requires to be most forcibly directed
IS tliat of fertilising land by ploughing in g7^ crops^
a practice little employed here, but much practised oa
the Continent. In order to put them in possession^of
what is there known upon the auhject, we have cai
Professor Charles Sprengel'a account of the effec
green manures to be translated ; and we most pn
cularly invite the attention of our readers to
statements.

JK » planter or great experience were asked wh:
tree he would recommend before all otherB for profit,
he would ceruinly name the Larch ; for, if wc consi-
der both its rapidity and its value in the timber-
market, it is unnvallwi.

*^ Of the various uses," says Mr. Sclby, "to iilich tha
Larch is now ipplied iu agricultural and rural affairs,

well as in civil architecture, it is almoit unnecessary to
enter into detailed particulars, as it is found raorcgt-ncrallj
applicable and efficient under varied circumstanceB than
any other tree. For the most important wood-work of
buildings, such as beams, joiits, couples, &c., it is iupprior
to the best foreign Pine timbcK, possessing all its lightness
with the strengllt and durabilit| uf the Oak ; these quahtica
also render it excellent for raill axles, and other works
subjecied lo heavy wcightR and severe cross strains. It is

ahn, when old and matured,—that is, with a large portion
of its substance converted into red or heart wood,—a desir-

able material for the interior finishing of houses, as wc
have seen in several instances, as well as for furniture,

which takes a beautiful polish, and equals the finest festin-

wood in appearance; the only objection to its mora
general use in the finer departments of the joiner and
cabinet-maker being the greater difficulty with which it is

brought to a smooth surface under the hands of the work-
man ; but this, by judicious management and proper
seasoning, if not overcome, may, at all events, be greatly

lessened. Of late years it has also been found lo form the

best sleepers for railways, and the demand for this purpose
annually consumes a large proportion of the thinnings from

the extensive plantations in Scotland and the north of

England.
** The early period at which the Larch begins to make

a profitable return to the planter, and the comparative

value of its wood when young, are features which distin-

guish it from other trees. As a mere stake it has its

value, and is far superior in durability lo one made of any

other tree. At 10 or 12 years old Larch thinnings are

large enough for small railing, requiring httle or no repair

for many years. At 15, and from that to 20 years old, it

becomes strong enough for posts, and a superior description

of railing ; and at this age, and until it becomes of a size

to cut up for gates, (which, for durability, we find excel

those made of the best Memel timber,) materials for

buildings, &c., it may be profitably sawn up, and made
into strong 4-railed hurdles for fencing off cattle and sheep,

and which, if taken proper care of, will last good, as wo
have experienced, for upwards of 20 years- In Kent and

Sussex, though the soil of these counties is by no mean*

calculated to produce Larch timber, it is grown for hop-

poles, which are found to be of first-rate quality, being

planted for this purpose in thick masses, the trees not more

than 2 feet from each other, in order that the stems may
be rapidly drawn up in height, and with the requisite

degree of slenderness. In this way, Loudon remarks, and

we can corrobqjrate the assertion, * We have seen the

Larch at 3 feet apart drawn up to a height of 40 and 50

feet, with clear straight stems, admirably adapted for hop-

poles, and poles for ornaroenUl purposes in gardening/

It has also been occasionally used for the formation of

living fences, which are said to bear the shears as well aa

the Spruce. An instance of such a fence is mentioned by

Sir T. D. Lauder, in his edition of * Gilpin ;* and Loudon

describes one made by Mr. Gorrie, who, in order to pro-

cure an immediate fence, made use of Larch-trees about

10 or 12 feet high ; these he planted upon the earth cast

out of a 4.feet ditch, laying them at an angle of about 30»

with the horizon, and so placed, that their tops inclined

over the ditch towards the interior of the field ; the plan

succeeded to his wish, and he recommends it to those who

may have upland fences to form, and Larches of 9 or 10

years old to spare from the thinnings of other planta-

tions.

areThe Duke of Athol's Larches at Dunkeld

known to every one. In that part of Scotland they are

found to grow upwards of 80 feet, on an average, in

70 years ; a case is mentioned of 20 of these treca

having been felled at the age of 64 years, wbra they

exceeded 100 feet in length each ; and in another m-

stance. 11 of the Duke^s trees produced above im.
In sbor^ according

when sold to the shipbuilders. In

to the calculation of the Duke's ageuw, *^^ ^^^^--j

which an acre of Larch wiU eventually produce u
considerably beyond 1.000/. ,

There seems no reason why the same result as baa

been obtained by the Duke of Athol should not be

realised everywhere Telse, where the land suits the

Larch. But this is a very material pomt to consider;

r ia ;_ 11 v^^^r, fhiit in cfime nlac@» the tree

The7eat obj^t to be attained in Ae first instance gro^s iU j and in othm, although u grown
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best
lime, it eventually rots, ine

Dunkelcl is said to be what is called by geologists

mica schist; some is clayslate. But, m fact, the

Larch will thrive so as to be a prohtable tree in

almost all elevated rocky places, or where water

does not lodge about the roots; but it evidently dis-

likes permanently wet soil. According to Sir W.
Jardinc, as quoted by Mr. Selby, the red sandstone

is regarded as a soil unfit for Larch, producing heart-

rot; while the trees on the grauwacke are sound,

and of good quality. As far as our own observation

goes, worn-out garden ground, or soil dark-coloured,

and therefore rich in humus, is most especially un-

suited to it, j" ^
Of this we are well assured, [that^no marshy, or

swampy, or springy land, where water lodges either

on the surface or below it, will ever bring good Larch.

We find, upon turning over the authorities upon the

subject, that the mass of evidence which they contain

goes entirely to confirm this—and, we also think, to

showthattherot of Larchis, in all cases, ascribable

to the roots not being drained. We have no room

for proof of this, but must content ourselves with re-

ferring to the writers on the subject. We think, how-

ever, that the situations in which therotis well known

to occur, viz., undrained clays, spongy land, a wet

sandy subsoil, moors, and similar places, afford a much

moreprobjble explanation of the cause of the evil, than

referring it to the action of previous crops, as some

have done, ^
It gives us great pleasure to announce that the very

important mission from the Horticultural Society to

China has been undertaken by Mr. Fortune, the able

Superintendent of the Hothouse Department in the

Society's Garden. We congratulate the Fellows of

the Society, who, it is hoped, will benefit so largely

by this expedition, upon its being confided to such

hands.
*

, . ,

During Mr. Fortune's absence in China, his place

will be filled bv Mr. James Donald, from Chatsworth.

WEIGHTS OF FINE HORTICULTURAL
PRODUCTIONS.

PiNE-ArrLE, Providence: weight, 8 iSs. ; height, 8

inches; breadth, 7 inches ; number of pips in depth, 9;

crown, smalls A handsome oval fruit, grown by Mr. C.

Judd, gr. to Geo. Knott, Esq., Barnet, Hertfordshire.

Grapes, Black Ilamhurgk : bunch weighing 1 lb. 3 oz.;

estimated number of berries, 70, giving an average weight

of 4 drs. each. Grown by G. Crawshay, Esq., Coluey

Hatch, near Muswell Hill.

Pear, Uvedale^s St. Germain: weight, 1 lb. 13 oz. ;

length, 7 inches-, breadth, 5 inches. Grown by Mr. Jas.

Eobinsou, gr. to J. Le Blanc, Esq., Northaw.*

Pears, Uvedale's SL Cermain : two specimens, each

weighing 2 Jbs. 8 oz. ; length of each, 7 J inches ; breadth,

5|. Bolh handsome fruit, grown by — Hodges, Esq.,

Henisted Park.*

Apple, Gloria muiidi: weight, 1 lb. 7 oz. 7 drs.;

hei^'ht, 4^ inches ; breadth, 5 inches. Grown by A. C*
Apple, name unknown : weight, 1 lb, 4 oz. ; breadth,

4^ inches ; height, 4 incbe?. A handsome fruit, grown

by ilr. Spong, gr. to R. 'Gordon, Esq., Leweston,

Sherborne.

The specimens marked thus * may be seen at the Gardeners^

Chronicle Office.

ON TRAINING APPLE AND PEAR TREES.
{Continued from p. 804.)

If, then, it be desired to train a Pear-tree on a Quince

stock against a wall

or a flat trellis, a
plant should be ob-

tained Tpitlx two
stems, thus

—

As Bxich a tree may be expected to fill or cover with

bearing ^vood a surface of 200 square feet, each original

limb should be alloived from 8 to 10 feet; then, if the

wall be 10 feet high^ a surface of 200 feet will be pro-

vided. As soon as the branches

have attained the length of 5

or 6 feet, they must be brought

down, and fixed thus

—

The following year the 3 buds at a a may each be ex-

pected to produce shoots of 3 to 5 feet long. It must,
however, be particularly observed, that all buds which
offer to push out between the lower bud at a and the base

or root, must be taken off close, as often as they appear.

necessary. If they throw out wood shoots where they are

not required, these must be taken off close; but if they

do not burst for wood, they may be permitted to remain

to form fruit-buds. This plan followed year after year

will ultimately produce a tree, covering the full space

allowed, thus :

—

« •

is 3500 to 45001b. 10001b. of the green plant consists of

7800 lb. of water, in a fluid state.

4*0 ^, nitrogen,

9 3 «, potash,

soda,

lime.

following

During the growth of the tree, all wood branches

which push out from the outside or underside of the

horizontal branches being rubbed off, and the young wood

branches as they are formed from the upper side of the

horizontals being trained in at full length, these will form

fruit-buds, and remain as fruit-spurs for years. If a tree

grows too luxuriantly to wood, enough of the strongest

young branches nearest the perpendicular stem may be

suffered to remain as waste pipes, and can be cut away at

the winter pruning- As these will always push out, and

may be trained up close to the stems, they will neither

disfigure the tree nor overshadow the fruit.

When trees with two equal stems cannot be obtained,

those with one stem may be brought to produce another

stem without catting back. If a stem be brought down

and fixed in this manner,

a bud will be protruded at

a; and if this be trained up,

and all others that may be

put forth between that and

those at b be rubbed off, this will, in the course of a year

or two, attain a size and strength equal to the first stem.

When this has attained the same size, if it be bent down in

the same manner on the opposite side, each stem will

obtain tte same supply of sap, and a tree as uniform in

figure and produce will be acquired, as if it originally

possessed two equal stems.

When trees are desired to form dwarf standards, the

following plans are both well adapted for the purpose.

Let a plant be obtained of about four feet high in the

stem, and as many branches as may be on the top—thus :

—

To train it, bend each branch gently towards

the earth and fix them to

the stem of the tree with

some string or wire. The
year, conform-

ably with the second law,

the buds offering the most

vertical channels at «, will throw out wood shoots,

shootsmustbesuffered to growintheir natural position until

the autumn pruning, when such as can be found room for

may be brought down and fixed alongside the original

branches for fruit-bearers, and such as are not wanted may

be cut away close-

Another mode, equally conformable to the laws stated,

ig this : Let a plant be obtained with three or more

branches springing from within a few

inches of the root. Then, being provided

with five or six stakes, or—which is better

large rods of wire, affix them in the earth

around the plant—thus

:

Then, bringing the

branches dovvn, so as

to lie on an angle of 45^, bend them

round the circle of wire, so as to arrange

them one above the other like so many

corkscrews. They will then form a

figure like this. It must be obvious

that the branches being thus ranged, the sap

will flow to the ends in sufficient quantity to

continue to extend them, and the intermediate

spacewill be furnished with fruit-buds. Assome
wood-buds will push out near the base, these

may be allowed to grow erect in the centre, and

remain for waste pipes, and can be cut out

also at the autumn pruning.

As the Apple is subject to the same laws as the Pear,

it may of course be managed in the same manner; but

these,'as well as Pears, on their own stocks, being apt to

grow too luxuriantly to be confined in the same space for

any great length of time, the better plan will be, when
they discover symptoms of excess, to take them up and

replant them, or cut off some of their roots.

—

J. Hay*
wardj Lyme,

These

[l0Mn

c 4

arujne branches most be fixed in this

buason the serpentine stems; but those

idS will be required to form leaders,

often as they appear ; those on the

M;5t b€ managed as it may appear

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS—No, II.

[By Professor Sprengel. Translated from the

German.
(Continued from page 804.)

Having now treated thus generally of green manure, I

shall proceed to notice the plants which are ploughed in

green. Their value is very different, depending (as in all

manures) upon their chemical ingredients. I therefore

consider it necessary to state, not only the amount of

manure which each plant yields to an acre of land, but

also its chemical constituents.

1. Spurry (Spergulaarvensis).—The weight of herbage

and roots of green Spurry grown on one Magdeburg acre

4-3

2-6

1-3

10
15
0-5

0-3

1100
850

99

II

magnesia*
sulphuric acid,

phosphoric acid*

chlorine.

alumina, iron, manganese, and silica.

carbon, and

oxygen and hydrogen.

1000-0 lb.

Tlie organic substances which are to be found in

Spurry, as well as in all other plants used as green

manure, do not require to be taken into account, as tbey

become decomposed by putrefaction into binary sub-

stances; it is merely necessary to know what the sub-

stances are which, after decomposition, actually nourish

the subsequent crop. Water, however, although it does

not belong to fertilising substances, must not^ be over-

looked, because on its quantity (as may be easily under-

stood) the value of the plants to be ploughed in is, in

many respects, dependent ; on which account I have men-

tioned it in this, as in all other cases.

If we assume that the green Spurry which is ploughed

in will amount (conjointly with its roots) to 40001b.

weight on one acre of land, the increase which the soil of

this acre obtains will be only 4001b. carbon and IClb.

nitrogen, because a!l the mineral substances which it pos-

sesses have been derived from the soil. We may even

assume that Spurry deprives the soil of a great portion

of carbon, and of some little nitrogen ; and, therefore, that

it is not a plant by which a soil will be much enriched.

To this must be added that its roots do not reach deeper

than 12 or 15 inches, so that it does not attract any con-

siderable quantity of mineral substances from the subsoil.

Nevertheless, it is worth while growing it in soils which

possess but little humus, because the seed is not expen-

sive (10 or 121b. being sufficient per acre), and because it

can be sown and ploughed in three times in one season. It

IS, however, to be observed that the second crop lives

partly at the expense of the first, and the third partly on

that of the first and second; on which account we must

not expect from the two latter crops such a great improve-

ment of the land as from the first.

Spurry succeeds only on dry, sandy, loose soils, on

w^hich alone it can be sown to advantage. I have tried

several times to grow it for green manure on humous soils,

but the result convinced me that it was not worth while.

This is most probably because it does not bring up mineral

substances enough from the sub-soil, that its proportion

of nitrogen is too scanty, and that the humus which results

from its decomposition is useless, because the soil has

enough of that already. Spurry is mostly used for green

manure in autumn ; it is sown in fields which have borne

Rye ; it is ploughed in, and Rye is sown again, which in

sandy soils is continued for several years ; but every two or

three years dung is to be used into the bargain. We know

that Spurry, considered as a fodder, is the blessing of

sandy soils'; yet it will not succeed in all sandy soils,

which is caused by their different chemical composition,

one being deficient in potash, another in manganese, or

other substances required for its growth.

If Spurry is used as green manure, we must guard

against its being left standing till its seed begins to ripen,

because, then, if it is not well ploughed in, it will spring

up and choke the young Rye. It will, indeed, die by the

frost of winter; but it injures the Rye mateiially, even in

autumn. Before ploughing in (which is done to the depth

of three or four inches) it is harrowed over* The field

can be planted immediately after with Rye, hs Spurry does

not contain any substance which, before decomposition,

can injure that crop.
(To be continued,)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No. L.

Those who live in parts of the country where the

winters are mild—such, for example, as the southern

counties of England, or the eastern or western, near the

sea-shore,— on the banks of the Firth of Forth in Scotland,

and iu most parts of Ireland—have the means of growing

in the open air many kinds of ornamental plants which

are too tender to flourish in more inland situations. In

proof of this, I may refer to the answers to correspond-

ents, a week or two since, where a list of Chinese Azaleas

was given to a lady, who informed the Editor that the

common Indian white and purple kinds succeeded per-

fectly in her garden in Devonshire, without any kind

of protection. In a climate of this description, many

other beautiful plants would succeed equally well, and

would amply reward the amateur for any labour or care

bestowed upon them. The finer varieties of hybrid Rho-

dodendrons would do well in such places ; and even

Camellias would succeed, if planted in front of a south

wall, or otherwise sheltered. Fuchsias also stand welN

particularly if the more hardy varieties are chosen, such

as F, discolor, F- Riccartonia, and many of the older hy-

brids. The Mexican and Peruvian kinds in cultivation—

F. microphylla, F. fulgens,F. corymbiflora, F.cylindracea,

F. splendens, and their hybrids—are more tender, and are

therefore not so well adapted for exposure in the open

ground in winter.

I know of nothing more beautiful in a small or large

garden than a clump of hardy or half-hardy Heaths. 1

remember well to have seen a clump of this kind several

yearg ago in the Botanic Garden at Edinburgh. In the

early spring mouths, when few flowers of any other kind
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were to be seen in the open air, there tbese Heaths were
blooming as profusely and as beautifully as if they bad
been nurtured beneath the sunny skies and ia the mild air

of the South of Europe. The best varieties for a small
clump are the following : Erica arborea, E. australis, and
E. mediterranea, for the centre; andE. carnea—which is

a very dwarf variety—for the edges. INIenziesia, a genus
very near Erica in its structure and habits, contains two
or three species particularly well adapted to form part of
the Heath clump. Their names are M. polifulia, M. po-
lifolia alba, and M. cserulea ; they are all dwarf, and should
be planted near the edges of tlie clump.

The general treatment which these plants ought to re-

ceive, With regard to soil and planting, is much the same
as was formerly fully described when a clump or border
for Rhododendrons was brought under the notice of the
Amateur. In planting Heaths, great care should be taken
that the neck of the plants—that is, the point between the
stem and root— is raised a little above the surface of the
ground. Any of the plants here recommended may be
planted in the autumn or winter in mild situations, but the
operation should be deferred until spring in those parts
where the winters are more cold.

—

E, F.
m

PIOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Ejcperimenfs with Guano and Nitrate of Soda.—ln

the spring I manured both Peas and Beans with guano and
nitrate of soda, by strewing them over the seed on separate
rows at the rate of 1 lb. to 10 yards. The rows dressed
with guano produced double the crop of those manured
with nitrate of soda; in fact, there was a better produce
upon other rows which had been left untouched. The
haulms were too strong to bear well; probably I used too
much nitrate. Upon Cabbages, neither of the above
manures appears to have any effect, but horn-shavings suit
the whole tribe extremely well. In March, 1 applied
Gibs, of nitrate of soda to two Asparagus beds, each of
which was 5 yards long and 4^ wide; two others were
in like manner dressed with guano, all the beds being of
equal age and strength. The latter manure has not yet
produced any visible effect ; but the nitrate has rendered
the plants more vigorous, and seems to be very beneficial.
In June last, I planted 6 rows of Celery, manuring 2 with
guar.o, at the rate of 2 lbs. to 10 yards, on each side of
the rows directly after planting; 2 with nitrate of soda;
and 2 wibii stable dung, 6 inches thick beneath the plants.
The first two rows were inferior to both the others, but
better than a row which received no dressing at all ; the
other four were fine and equally good. In May, I manured a
few acres of Grass, which were standing for hay, with nitrate
of soda, at the rate of 1^ cwt. per acre^ another portion
with guano applied at the same rate, and a third with
good farm-yard dung (worth 5s. per ton) at the rate of
7 tons per acre. The former produced the heaviest crop
of hay

; the guano proved more serviceable than the
dung

;
and after the hay was cut, I could at the distance

of half a mile distinguish where the soda had been applied,
by the dark colour of the Grass, which was also eaten
closer than the rest by the horses. I mixed two pounds
of guano with a bushel of light loam for plants. Some
vrell-rooted Pentstemons which were pitted in it, died in
less than a fortnight after; some Pelargoniums also
became sickly, but did not die. An Epiphyllum and some
Cactuses grew vigorously in it, and several Fuchsias have
done extremely well. A bed of Verbena melindres was
watered, at the latter end of May, with water in which
nitrate of soda had been dissolved, at the rate of a large
table-spoonful to every half-gallon- The plants grew much
faster, and were in full bloom almost before any of the
other beds, which were watered with water alone, had
begun to flower. An Abies Deodara was also watered
with nitrate of soda dissolved in water, at the rate of 4 oz,
to the gallon ; it grew much faster and stronger than
another plant of the same kind which was near it. They
were boih in the same kind of soil, but I must allow that
the one operated upon was the larger plant; but it cer-
tainly derived a benefit from the nitrate, as it became of
a much darker colour than the other in less than a week
after, and remaine'd so all summer.
House, Sheffield.

Potatoes.— I find that at p. 806 you have made a mis.
take in the number of Potatoes planted by Mr. W. Hodg-
8<5n, which should have been 20 instead of 24: these,
being each cut in two, would give 48 sets, which would
on.y average 15 lbs, each, and would be 7i lbs. less in
height per root than those mentioned at p. 781 ofla^t
year. ^Vhereas, the 20, being cut in two, would give 40
seta, averaging IBlbs. per root, which is 4^Ibs. less than
the ones above mentioned.—JJ/. Saul, Gar6tang.

Cause of Failure in Mushrooms.—A notice appeared
from J. ^^ at p. 712, respecting the failure of his Mush-
room beds, which you attributed to the wood, of which
the shelves are composed, having been kyanised previously
to being used. As he has not satisfied us on that point,
we may conclude that in his case the wood was so pre-
pared, and consequently, that his crops failed from the
effects of such preparation. But with me the case, is
^uite the reverse, the woodwork of my Mushroom beds
liot having been kyanised; yet precisely. the same kind
of failure as t/. i>. describes has repeatedly takeo place,
After the beds have borne abundantly for a few weeks,
the Mushrooms suddenly turn soft and leathery, and not
one of them is fit for use. The fiist bed which went off
in tins way, some few years since, I concluded to have
received a sudden chill, which I thought from some cause
or other might have taken place ; and I tried to recover
them by raising the temperature in a slight degree. This,
however, produced no good effect. If at any time 1 have
fi>und the beds too dry, I hav^ given them a slight
•^ringing with warm water ; after which, uo matter how

IJenry Ford^ Sheaf

»
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small a quantity of moisture may have been applied, the
result has invariably been the same—the Mushrooms
have turned black, and become rotten ; and I have never
known a single instance in which a bed has done
good afterwards. After repeated trials to discover the
cause of the evil, and to apply a remedy to prevent its
occurrence, I have come to the ctinclusion, that the chief
cause of the mischief complained of is the exhaustion of
the beds ; as this appears to me to be the last effort of
the vegetative powers of the spawn to produce Mush-
rooms, I have always observed that the beds which have
gone off in this way have been such as have borne the
most abundant crops, and have been wovked at the highest
temperature. I always break up such beds now, and
make fresh ones, as I find it the only effectual means of
keeping up a supply. Perhaps some more able corre-
spondent will be enabled to give a more satisfactory
account of the matter ia question, and at the same time
point out a method to prevent its occurrence. My house
is built on the Oldacre principle, with tiers of shelves on
the back part only ; it is heated by hot water, but this 1
seldom have recourse to, as, in a general wav, the tempera-
ture is maintained sufficiently high without its use.— C. J.

Shailots.'^You tell ''J. J/' that he must have taken
up his Shallots before they were ripe, because they
shrivelled* I think the one is by no means a consequence
of the other. When I have grown Shallots in a sandy soil,

I have always found them shrivel; but not so (with the
same management) when grown in strong soil.

—

Ji, JM,
Large Turnips.^T^o turnips, raised from seed of the

White Norfolk, were lately taken up from a field belong-
ing to T. Scott, Esq., of Greystoke. Their united weight
was 5 stone 2lbs. The largest measured 3 feet 7 inches
in circumference, and weighed 2 stone lOlbs.—J/. Saul,
Garstang.

To Preserve Carrots from IVireworms,—Asthesenson
is now arrived when most gardeners are preparing ground,
by '* digging and trenching," for the reception of different

sorts of cuHnary seeds in spring, I would recommend
those who have of late failed in the culture of Carrots to
adopt the following mode, which 1 have seen pracligcd
with success, and which, I have no doubt, will be found
a preventive against the wireworm. Trench the ground
two spades deep (throwing it up in the ridge manner),
allow it to remain so until the lime that it is prepared for

the reception of the seed, then level the ridges and give

them a very slight coat of pigeon's dung all over, which
should be pointed and worked well into the ground ; sow
the Heed and cover it in the usual manner ; afterwards
top-dress the ground with sand well saturated with spirits

of tar. 13y so doing I am sure that those who adopt the

plan will, when the plants are taken up, be gratified to

find that the roots do not present the slightest trace ot

the wireworm. This I have seen practised (more than

once), and the result always proved satisfactory. The
quantity of spirit of tar used was a gallon and a quarter

to every eighty square yards.—A Rosshire Gardeficr,

To Destroy Sbtgs,—During the years 1840 and 1841 my
garden, which is composed of a stiff clayey soil, was so in-

fested with slugs, &c., that my Potatoes were almost de-

stroyed, many of them being completely hollowed out, and

all more or less eaten and disfigured. 1 tried soot and

salt, without any visible effect in eradicating the marauders.

Last February I had lime brought direct from the kiln,

slaked on the ground, spread thinly over it, and forked in

whilst hot; Jhe result has been most satisfactory, -my
Potatoes turning up clean, and an excellent crop, ia spite

of the dry weather.— fF. W.
Beans and Gooseberry Caterpillars.— Garden Beans

are not always a preventive to the attack of the Goose-

berry caterpillar. A neighbour of mine, who had been

for several years much annoyed by having his crops of

Gooseberries destroyed annually by the caterpillar, having

beard of the Bean cure, determined last Spring to check

them if they should make their appearance ; and in order

to meet the enemy in close quarters, he had^ some

long-pod Beans planted below each bush ; these in due

time occupied the field; but. alas! by Midsummer the

unfortunate bushes fell a prey to the above garden pest,

which soon stripped them of almost every leaf, while the

Beans stood idle lookers-on. I could mention many similar

instances

—

J, Alexander^ Carton Gardens-

The Tipula okracea..—Facts relating to Natural "*^-

tory, however apparently trifling, may, when combined

with others, become important ; and a better knowledge o^

the habits of the Tipula okracea would probably enable

us more effectually to check the ravages which are made
in our gardens by its larvx. With us a few of these

Craue-fiies occasionally appear in March, but they are

never at all abundant till towards the middle or end of

September ; several at that period usually continue for

about a month to issue daily from the pupa state. Very
few were, however, seen this autumn till the morning of

IVIonday, October 31st, when at sunrise I found the

south front of this house to be almost covered by them";
although I had happened to observe that not one was
there at the preceding sunset : they were swept off and
destroyed by thousands, so that none were left in the
evening. This front comprises about 4,000 square feet,

and though the flies were much less thickly dispersed
over the upper than in the lower half, I doubt whether
the average number could be so much short of three on
each square foot as to make their total amount less than
10,000., The light stone-colour of the house appears
always to attract them. At daybreak on the following

Tuesday I again found on my south front a comparative
few, although they then amounted to many more than I

had ever seen together in any former autumn ; only some
half-dozen stragglers have been seen on any day since.

Oa both these mornings, about two thirds of the flies were

paired, and nearly all those which remained si Dgle in the
vast swarm on Monday wore females ; but both sexes were,
1 believe, nearly equally numerous on the Tuesday. Till
this swarm arrived, the comparative scarcity of the^e
pests had led me to hope that the unusually long drought
had destroyed the larvw ; and I can now only conjecture
that it may have driven them to a greater dejith in the
earth, and thus have retarded their change to a pupa
state. The temperature also may have bad some effect,
for my thermometer at sunrise on the Monday was 51*
and on Tuesday GO", which is several degrees higher tbaa
it had been at the same hour throughout the preceding
fortnight.— L. ir.D., Sketty Hall,
Rats.

you

I thall feel beyond measure thankful to any
correspondent who can put me upon a plan for destroying
rats. I must enteracavtat against the fishing method
mentioned in your Paper of the 26ih inst., having cern it
repeatedly but unsuccessfully trie4 by many of mr
schoolfellows, some of whom were no mean flbhermen, i'f

1 might judge from the number of trout they took from
the river Ex. I should just as soon think of making
planetary gin for these nocturnal^ay, and diurnal depre-
dators. There Mrms to have been some method of
destroying rati communicated to the Royal Hort. Society 5

do you happen to know what it is t^[Wc know nothing
of this. Rats may be largely destroyed by the method
mentioned at p. GJ'J of last year. Cau you not give them
sulphuretted hydrogen, as named at p. 199? Have
turpentine?]

Rool'pruntng Pear Trrrs.~\\\i\xt Calendar of Opera-
tions a few weeks since, Mr. Whiting tells your readers to
try Pears" en quenouille" on Quince stocks, and directs
them to tic their branches down, so that ** a fruitful
habit may be induced." If he had seen, at I hivr, even
on moderately moist and rich soils, the very luxuriant
growth of Pears on Quince stocks, he would know that,
when trained " en quenouille," unless they arc chcf led at
the root they will form a mass of leaves and shoots, and
produce but very little fruit. In many of the French

I

gardens, those tall columns, barren of fruit, but fruitful
in foliage, are conspicuous enough. A French book calkd,
I think, '* Le Jardinnge," published earlf in the last cen-
tury, came into my hands a short time ago. The author
enters fully into tlie culture of IVars, and in one pnseage
cautions his readers, if they train their Pear trees "eu
quenouille," against letting them remain too long in on©
place ;

" for," says he, " it is only by timely removal ihj*
your tree can be kept in its proper form, and be made
very fruitful." ThoM who wish to hate prolific trees
" en quenouille," must resort to other means than merely
tying their branches down.

—

Radijr.

Preserving Fruit,—Some queries have appeared fn tho
Gardeners^ Chronicle aft to the best mode of preserving
fruits in a fresh state without sugar. Of those put up for

sale it may be fairly said, that the flavour is not equal to
the appearance; but the manner in which they are pre-
served, and the mode mentioned below, are des<.Tibed in
Appert'a woik, pubiihhed at Paris in 1810, which was
soon translated into English. This well known work
includes animal and vegetable subsrances. For fuU detail^

the work itself must be coiisulted. To preserve some
common ripe fruits, such as Currants, KNS]>berrie«, and
Plums, a few plain directions may suffice:—Take wide-
mouthed glass, or, if possible, stone hottUsj fill them by
shaking, or even, ifyou hke, by pressing them, or mashing
them with a round stick like a ruler. Then cork them
tight with the best corks, (for good corking zs more than
half the battle,) using good deep chives, as they are called ;

wire down the cork strongly, and insert a small slip of
wood between the wire and cork. Place the bottles up-
right in a boiler, filled with cold water up to their necks ;

htat the water until it boils ; keep it boiling ten minutes;
and then withdraw the fire, or move the boiler off it-

When the water is cool, take out the bottles, and they
will keep for years. They may be rosined, but with
good corks it is needless, and is afterwards troublesome.
Currants should be gathered before they are too ripe, as

the seeds then become hard ; and if it is required to keep
the shape of these, they should not be prcMcd, but the.

bottle should be filled up with Currant-juice, and not with
water, as is done for sale. Celery, Mushrooms, Morels,
Onions, and almost anything, may be kept thus. Green
Peas are the most di£5cult vegetable to preserve by Appends
method.

—

No Mystery.

The Tendril of Vines—I have watched vith muc^,;

interest, in its gradual progress towards maturity^a bundi
of Grapes, which developed itself in a rather unusual
manner ; the shoot from which it emanated being a trans-

formed tendril. The berries of the buach in question are
large, and not distinguishable in point of flavour and
colour from others at present on the same Vine. \our
correspondent, Mr. J. Murray, who doubts that the Vine
tendril is indeed an abortive peduncle, from the suppo-
sition, that if such were the case, it* would evince a want
of evidence of creative design, takes a different view of

vegetable transmutations from that oC^a recent physio-

logical author, who says, •*Art and means are multiplied,

that we might not take the order of creation for the

effects of chance; and, in some cases, the method itself

is different, that we might see that it is not the eff<*ct of

surd necessity."— TAo*. Cowan^ Chnrchiii Gardens.—
[There is no sort of doubt about the tendril of a Vine

being a transformed bunch of Grapes ; but we are glad to

have this additional evidence io convince unbelievers.]

Germination of the Leaf—It i& knowt» that various

leaves will grow and produce otker leaves, &c., but I know
an instance of a leaf of the Hoya carnosa, wiiich was
planted in a pot \ it produced fibres which composed a
root, indeed ; but it still remains only a leaf, though
planted 9 or 10 years ago !—*7. Murray.

Spotting ^f CQlourin the Hydrafigea^—A sii^lar in
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»Unc€ of sporting in a plant of Hydrangea hortensis has

latelycomeundermynotice. Fiveflowersonthesamebranch

were of the proper colour, and the sixth was quite blue ;

but tbe blue flower was the most vertical one on the

branch. What theory is to account for this? Pink

flowers" or blue flowers we can produce at will, but to have

both colours on the same branch appears to be one of

those freaks of nature which are almost inexplicable. As

the cause of blue flowers is yet unexplained, perhaps my
solution of the problem may not be without interest.

Some years baclc, I had the curiosity to get two kinds of

got! analysed, one of which produced blue flowers, and the

other pink ; the only difi'erence in the component parts of

each was, that the soil which produced blue flowers con-

tained a small portion of oxide of iron. The inference

drawn by the chemist from a slight examination of the

plant was, that it contained prussicacid, and that the iron

combining with the acid in the plant formed Prussian

blue, and hence the colour of the flower. This is the

theory of a country chemist, and whether it be true or

xiot, it is certainly the most plausible that I have seen ad-

Tanced. The only way of accounting for the pink and

blue flowers on the same branch, is to suppose that the

roots in immediate connexion with the blue flower were

in contact with oxide of iron in the soil, and hence the

change chemically, according to the above theory- Stiff

soil, strongly impregnated with iron, produces flowers of

the most intense blue- Has it ever been noticed, that the

tame soil which creates the blue in the Hydrangea, pro-

duces the deep rose-purple flowers so desirable in Primula

•inensis? at least I have found it so-— fF. P. Ayres^

Chicksands^
Amaryllis Belladonna,— I often wonder why that

beautiful autumnal flower, the Amaryllis Belladonna, is

not more frequently grown, as it requires so little trouble.

I have a great number of them planted close to a south

wall ; they are never protected and have not been re-

planted for several years, and have had upwards of 200

spikes of flowers^ continuing iu bloom for two months.

Some bulbs which I have planted close to an early forced

Vinery flower hi July ; while those which are planted

against the soutn wall begin to flower in August and last

till the middle of October ; they make a beautiful appear-

ance.

—

Caleb Dtplock^ [We wonder too ; this is the most
beautiful of all autumn flowers.]

Pale Primroses.—Your Correspondent who inquires

,

at p. 789, respecting the passage in Shakspeare's ** Win-
ter's Tale," does not as yet appear to have met with a

reply : nor is it, perhaps, easy to furnish him with a deci-

sive one. I cannot admit the conjecture, that Shakspeare
wrote "tall," and notr*' pale" Primroses, meaning thereby
the Oxlips ; the epithet would of itself convey an unpoeti-

cal sound. Moreover, Perdita immediately adds, *'bold

Oj'/i/)5,andthe Crown Imperial." YourCorrespondentwill
find in Steevens'g note upon the passage in question, and

more especially in Warton's to IVlilton's Lycidas, 142, all

the passages from our early poets which bear upon the

point, aa well as a sufficiency of explanatory matter. It

certainly appears to me, that taking the whole together,

Shakspeare's words in the *' Winter's Tale" are perfectly

intelligible; for if we were to seek for a flower merely em-
bJematfc of the early death of a fair unmarried damsel,

where can one be found more appropriate than the Prim-

rose ? Its fragrance, beauty, humble and bashful appear-

ance, its delicate languor and paleness, and its early

departure in the very spring-tide of the floral year, all

obviously mark out the resemblance. Poets, the worship-

pers and interpreters of nature, cannot be too accurate

in the objects they describe ; but they must not be too

minute ; minuteness is inconsistent with the genius of

poetry, although it is the essence of physiology. I can-

not, therefore, subscribe to the doctrine, that we are to

seek a foundation for Shakspeare's assertion, that Prim-

roses '' die unmarried," in the very recondite and uncer-

tain circumstance of whether winter Primroses can or

cannot bear seGd,~-FlorizeL

A Problem in Cookery.—Respected Sir, I am not a

•nbscriber to your Paper, but I am told that you have a

most obliging way of answering all reasonable questions

ifhich may be proposed to you, respecting fruits, flowers,

mad vegetables. The difficulty under which I at present

labour has cost me much anxious consideration, as I

dare say it h^ to every good housekeeper in the king-

dom* 1 have made many attempts to solve it, but hitherto

without s^:r Last year I consulted a very eminent

.

apothecary from London, and a distinguished physician

from the North of England, but unfortxmately their

Opinions were directly at Tariance* I then applied to an

exceedingly intelligent young man, who bad just been

elected honorary secretary to our scientific institution,

and he assured me that the question had never been

decided ; that it formed, in short, the opprobrium of

modem philosophy.' On this statement I was fein to

rest satisfied with my ignorance, till a few days since,

mentioning the matter to a gentleman who keeps up the

finest gardens in this part of the country, he told me that

if anybody in existence could remove my doubts, it was

TDu. I would not have presumed to trouble you on my
own account alone, but for the benefit of my contempora-

ries, to say nothing of posterity. Will you inform me whe-

ther the inverted cup, nsually placed in a currant tart, does

really save the juice from boiling over ?

—

An Old Lady.—
[Wecanliot refuse this pathetic appeal, and for the sake of

ail the " old ladies" in Great Britain will do our best to

answer it. Not having, however, like the "four-and-

tv«ity blackbirds,'* the faculty of being « baked in a pie,"

and coming out to sing, we cannot give any opinion

founded tm actual observation. We have frequently

heard the matter discussed after dinner, in such a manner

m to prove that the yomig secretary was not altogether

wrong, and that it is one of those vexatce questlones which

admit of much being said on both sides. Those who con-

tend for the saving qualities of the cup, are generally

practical philosophers, who refer indignantly to the flood

of juice which escapes when the cup is lifted, and stigma-

tise their opponents as^mere theorists, who, like Bishop

Berkely, reject the evidence of their senses, and would

demand proofs of their own existence. So much irritation

has occasionally been excited by these tart controversies,

that tad the question been mooted in the dark ages, it

would doubtless have been long since settled by the all-

convincing fires of the Inquisition, which might obviously

have been so managed as to combine a most appropriate

punishment for such a heresy, with ocular demonstration

of the disputed fact—an advantage never before offered to

a dissenting philosopher. Nor is there any reason why

baking in a pie should be a less efficient or less dignified

sort of martyrdom than broiling on a gridiron, which last

we know to have been practised with the greatest success,

though destitute of that peculiar fitness which may be

claimed for the plan under consideration. Begging pardon

for this digression, which has disturbed the calmness due

to such an inquiry, we find that we cannot now sufficiently

collect our thoughts to do it justice. We will shortly

resume the subject, and if in the mean time any of our

numerous correspondents will favour us with their views,

we will endeavour to make them useful to our fair

questioner,]

Weight of Poultry,—I beg to inform a subscriber who

wishes to know the greatest weight of the common En-

glish duck, with the view of obtaining the best sort, that,

as a fancier of poultry, I have been at some trouble in

trying different sorts of ducks, and I find none equal to

the Aylesbury. I bought some at Baily^s, poulterer,

Davies-street, Berkeley- square. When true, they are

perfectly white, with orange legs, and flesh-coloured or

white beaks; and in September, the earliest young birds

weigh alive and empty 4i lbs, each, which is a great

weight, I believe the Rouen duck, which is brown, is

larger but not near so nice-looking as poultry, and I

doubt whether it is as tender : the Aylesbury continue so

until Christmas. They begin to lay very early ; my plan

is to i)ut the first eggs under bens, say six duck eggs and

five hen's eggs ; thus procuring both early chickens and

ducklings. The ducks continue to lay eggs, so that I

thus get four or fi^^ hatches from each duck. To fatten

them, I merely put them into a small yard and feed with

oat or barley meal paste and corn.

—

Geo. W.
Fir Trees.—The "Rev. R. W. B. wishes for informa-

tion respecting the unusual decay, and weakly appearance,

on his grounds, of Scotch Fir trees, which until the pre-

sent year have been most luxuriant and flourishing. In

many cases, those presenting these unhealthy signs are

standing close to others which are strong and vigorous ;

thus making this appearance of decay the more remarkable.

The plantations in which these symptoms occur have been

made 20 or 30 years. Would the application of nitrate of

soda be likely to have any salutary effect ? Perhaps some

of your correspondents have observed instances similar to

the foregoing.— [Will some of our correspondents be so

obliging as to favour us with their experience upon this

point ?]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

EvENiA-GMEKTiKO,i>ffc.7.-TheDukeofRichmondhavingbriefly
introduced Dr. Lyon Playfair, the lattergentleman commenced his

lecture. He stated that the object of the lecture was to point out

ia vphat manner the principles of physiology, especially those

which had been lately developed by the chemical researches of

Liebig, might be applied to the grazing and fattening of cattle.

In the first place, he should endeavour to give a clear conception

of what the principles of physiology were, that were involved in

the feeding and growth of animals. Vegetables, in their growth,

derive all their food from the mineral kingdom, principally from

the air, which had been called a gaseous mineral ; whilst animals

derived their principal nutriment directly from the vegetable

kingdom. Vegetables effected many chemical changes in the food

they took up, animals few. Gluten and albumen are the nutrient

principles of plants, and in chemical composition they are identical

with the albumen of the white of an egg, of the muscle of an ox,

or the blood of a sheep. By identity was not meant similarity,

but positively the same thing. The albumen of blood, of muscle,

and of an egg differed in physical but not in chemical characters.

The composition of these substances, as analysed by various

chemists from the animal and vegetable kingdom, as seen in the

following table, prove their identity^
'

Gluten.
Boussin-
gault.

Casein.
Scheie r

Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen

542
7*5

1*4

24-4

54-1

7-1

15-6

23'2

Albumen
Jones.

Ox blood. Ox flesh.

Playfair. ' Playfair.

5-5 54-19
7- 7-5

15'7 1572
22-1 22-59

1
54-12

7'8p

1571
21-56

These analysesdo not differ more than theanalysis ofthe same sub-

stance. Plants, in fact, contain withinthem the flesh of animals,

and all the animal organisation does in nutrition, is to put this flesh

in the right place. But animals take up with their food other con-

stituents jof plants, which contain no nitrogen ; such are starch,

sugar, gum, &c. These are not nutritive principles j they do not

assist in making the flesh of animals ; and when animals are fed

on these alone, they die. But animals possess a certain degree

of heat, and their bodies have generally a temperature above that

I
of the atmosphere— about 100** of Fahrenheit's thermometer.
Whence then comes this heat? From the burning of the sugar,

starch, gum, &c. The air that animals expire is carbonic acid,

the very gas that is produced by the burning of wood or charcoal
in a fire. Charcoal is carbon, and animals take in daily a large

quantity of carbon in their food. It is the burning or combus-
tion of this substance in the body, that produces animal heat. In
hot countries, animals on this account take less carbon. The
food of the East Indian contains only about 12 per cent, of car-

bon; whUst that of the Greenlander contains 70 percent. The
depraved taste of the Greenlander, who drinks train-oil and

eats tallow-candles by the dozen, might be pitied or wondered

at 5 but it is necessary to his healthy existence. Another reason

for animals acquiring carbonaceous food in cold climates is, that

the air is more condensed, and the same measure contained a

greater quantity of oxygen ; that gas being the agent which, by

uniting with the carbon and forming carbonic acid, gave out the

heat, Strong exercise also demands a large supply of carbona-

ceous food, on account of the oxygen taken in during the hard

breathing thus produced. Oxygen, when once taken in to the

system, never escapes uncombined,and would destroy the whole

fabric of the body unless a fresh supply of material was given.

Clothes, by keeping in animal heat, rendered less carbonaceous

food necessary, in order to keep the body up to its proper tem^

perature. The following table exhibits the principles of food

necessary for the two great processes of life— nutrition and
respiration

:

Elements of Nutrition.

f»

Vegetable Fihrine
Albumen

„ Casein
Animal Flesh

Blood.n

Elements of Respiration.

Fat
Starch
Gum
Sugar
Wine
Spirits

Beer.

If it were not for some power or force within the animal fabric, it

would soon become a prey to the chemical action of oxygen. The
force that withstands this action is vitality— a principle mde-
pendent of the mind, and which constantly opposes the destruc-

tive chemical laws to which the body is subject. Disease is the

temporary ascendancy of the chemical over the vital force. Death

is the victory of the chemical force. A dead body exposed to the

action of oxygen is soon resolved into its primitive elements—

carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, in the form of carbonic acid,

ammonia, and water; and these are the elements from which

plants again prepare materials for the living body. These re-

marks will explain many facts known to the agriculturist, and

will assist him in insuring more certainly many of the objects of

his labours. It is very well known that cattle do not fatten so

well in cold weather as in hot. The reason is this :—The fat is a

highly-carbonised substance, formed by the animal from its car-

bonaceous food. In cold weather, the carbon in this food is con-

sumed in keeping up the heat of the animal, which is at that

season more rapidly carried off. This is also illustrated in an

experiment made by Lord Ducie at Whitfield. One hundred sheep

were placed in a shed, and ate 20 lbs. of Swedes each per dayj

another hundred were placed in the open air, and ate 25 lbs. of

Swedes per day—yet at the end of ^certain period the sheep which

were protected, although they had a fifth less food, weighed 3 lbs. a

head more than the unprotected sheep. The reason of this is ob-

vious : the exposed sheep had their carbonaceous food consumed

in keeping up their animal heat. Warmth is thus seen to be an

equivalent for food. This is also illustrated by the fact, that two

hives of bees do not consume so much honey when together as

when separation account of the warmth being greater j and

they have less occasion for consuming the honey, which is theu*

fuel. Cattle, for the same reason, thrive much better when kept

warm, than when exposed to the cold. The cause of animals

getting fat is, that they take in more carbonaceous food than they

require for producing animal heat; the consequence is, that it ^
deposited in the cellular tissue in the form of fat. Fat is an

unnatural production, and its accumulation is not necessary for

securing the health of the body. When stored up, however, it

will serve the bodv for keeping up its animal heat, and by this

means its life, till it is aU consumed. An instance is related ofa fat

pig having been kept without food for l6o days, haviftgbeen kept

alive by its own fat. Another element necessary to be taken into

consideration in the fattening of animals is motion or exercise.

Every action of the body—nay, every thought of the mind, is

attended with chemical change ; a portion of the deposited tissues

are thus being constantly consumed. It is on this account that

vihen animals are fattened, they are kept quiet and still. The

cruel practice of fattening geese by nailing their feet to the

floor and of cooping pigeons and chickens before they are

killed, arises from a knowledge of this fact. When prizes were

given by our agricultural societies for fat. and not for symmetry,

animals were strictly prevented from taking any exercise ^t all.

Mr. Childers found that sheep which were kept warm and quiet,

fattened much faster than those that were allowed the open air

and action. It is very difficult to fatten sheep and oxen in July,

on account of the flies, which stinging them, keep them in a state

of constant rriotion. The Cornish miners, on account oi the

laborious nature of their occupations, consume more food than

labourers with lighter work. During the late riots in Lancashire

the poor unemployed operatives found out that exercise and cold

made them hungry; accordingly, they kept quiet in bed, and

heaped upon themselves all the covering they could find. Enghsh-

men iu the East Indies are obliged to take a great deal of exercise,

because they will insist on eating and drinking highly-carbonised

foods: and the heat of the climate not allowing the escape of

much heat from the body, they are obliged to take in by exercise

the ox \ gen of the air, in order to destroy the carbon which would

otherw'ise accumulate in the system, and produce liver disease.

In the Scotch prisons, the quantity ol food given to the prisoners is

regulated by the kind of work on which the prisoners are pp^
gaged, the hardest workers having the most fpod. The reason of

the flesh of the stag becoming putrid shortly after its death- arises

from the quantity of oxygen which it takes into its system during

the hard breathing of the chase. A hunted hare, for the same

reason, is as tender as one that has been kept for a fortnight

after being shot. The reason is the same. In both cases, the

action of the oxygen on the flesh produces approaching decom-

position—in the one, quickly; in the other, slowly. Bacon, on

the same principle, was, at one time, rendered more delicate by

whipping the pig to death. Epileptic fits produce great emacia-

tion, on account of the violent action to which they expose the

body. Lord Ducie has performed som? experiments highly

illustrative of the foregoing general principles, and which also

indicated what might be expected from their application to the

practice of grazing. 1st Experiment. Five sheep were fed in the

open air between the 2lst of Nov. and the 1st of Dec.; they con*

sumed QOibs. of food per day, the temperature of the atmosphere

being about 44^. At the end of this time they weighed 2 lbs. less

than when first exposed. 2d Experiment. Five sheep were placed

under a shed and allowed to run about, at a temperature of 40 ;

they consumed at first 82 lbs. of food per day—then rolbs.-and

at the end of the time had increased in weight 23 lbs. ^d Expc'

rimejit. Five sheep were placed in same shed as iu the last expe-

riment, but not allowed to take any exercise; they ate at first

64 lbs. of food per day—then 58 lbs.—and increased m weignc

30 lbs. 4th Eaperiment, Five sheep were kept quiet and covered,

and in the dark ; they ate 35 lbs. a day, and were increased 8 lbs.

These experiments prove very satisfactorily the influence of

warmth and motion on the fattening of cattle, and are stul

going on.
Dr Playfair then stated that he should proceed to examm

the different kinds of food of cattle. The food of cattle is of two

kinds—azotised and unazotised -with or without nitrogen. The

following table gives the analysis of various kinds of food oi

cattle in their fresh state:

lbs,

lOO Pease
Beans
Lentels
Oata
Oatmeal
Barley Meal
Hay
Wheat Straw
Turnips
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Mangel Wurzel
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Potatoes .
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valueof the articles as diet. Thus every 1 00 tons of TarnipB
contained 90 tons of water. But the value of the iiiorgranic and
or^nic matters which these fooris contained differed. Thus Mr
Kham s^testhat lOOlbs. of Hay were equal to 339 lbs. of Man.'
gel Wurzel. It would be seen by the table that that quantity of
Hay contained 76 lbs. of organic matter, whilst the Mangel \Vur-
rel contained only 34 lbs. One result of feeding animals on foods
containing much water is, that the water abstracts from
the animal a large quantity of heat for the purpose of
bringing it up to the temperature of the body, and in this

way a loss of material took place. The mode proposed by
Sir Humphry Davy of ascertaining the nutritive properties of
plant6» by mechanically separating the gluten, is unsusceptible of
accuracy. The more accurate way is to ascertahi the quantity of
nitrogen, which being niulliplied by 6-2, will give the quantity
of albumen contained in any given specimen of food. The fol-

lowing is a table of the equivalent value of several kinds of food,
with reference to the formation of muscle and fat; the albumen
indicating the muscle-forming principle

j the unazotised matters
indicating the fat-foiming principle :

—

'

][^im^.ii'^^/S-^ ^l
removing a!l the tuber, as they *pp€«. uid

pie of Watoon's granulated compel chiefly used" for'topT

lbs.

100 Flesh .

Blood
Pease
Beans
Lentils •

Potatoes .

Oats .

Barley Meal
Hay .

Turnips
Carrots .

Red Beet .

Albumen. Unazotised matter.
25
20
29 61i
31 62
33 48
a 24i
lOj 68
14 68
8 684
1 g
a 10

U Si

The analyses in this table are partly the result of Dr. Playfair
ant^Boussiugault's analysis, and partly X>r, Piaytair'sown analysis.

The albumen scries indicats the flesh-forming principles, and Uie
unazotised series indicate the fat-forming principles. By com-
parii g this table witH the former, it will at once be seen which
foods contain not only the greatest quaniity of organic matter,
but what proportion of this organic matter is nutritive and which
is fattening ; or that which furnishes living tissue and that
which furnishes combustible material. In cold weather those
fooris should be given which contain the larger proportion of
unazotised matters, in order to sustain the heat of the body.
Thus it will be seen that Potatoes are good for fattening, but bad
for fleshening. Linseed cake contains a great deal of fattening
matter, and but little nutritive matter j hence. Barley-meal, which
contains a good deal of albumen, may be advantageously mixed
wuth it. Dumas, a French chemist, states that the principle of fat
exists in vegetables, as in Hay and Maize, and that, like albumen,
it is deposited in the tissues unchanged. But Liebig regards fat as
transformed Sugar, Starch, Gum, ^c, which has undergone a
change in the process of digestion. This is why Linseed cake is

fattening: all the oil is squeezedout of the seed, but the seed-coat,
which contains a great deal of Gum, and the Starch of the seed
is lelt, and these are fattening principles. The oxygen introduced
by respiration into the lungs is destined for the destruction of
carbonaceous matter, but there is a provision made for taking it

into tlie stomach with the food, and this is done by the saliva. The
saliva is always full of bubbles, which are air-bubbles, which carry
the oxygen of the atmosphere into the stomach with the food.
The object of rumination in animals is the more perfect mixing of
the food with the oxygen of the air. This is why chaff should
not be cut so short for ruminating as for non-ruminating animals,
as the shorter the chaff is the less it is ruminated, and the less
oxygen it gets. Chaff is cut one inch for the ox, half-an-inch for
the sheep, and a quarter for the horse. Some might, in conse-
quence of this, suppose that cutting food is, then, of little use^ but
when it is considered that rumination is a strong exercise, or
that an animal will not be eating more food that is ruminating,
it will easily he seen how cutting facilitates fattening. In order
thrit food may;be properly ruminated, it requires a certain amount
of consistency and bulk : hence all watery foods, as I urnips and
Mangel Wurzel, should be mixed with straw. The opinion is
very correct, that an animal '* cannot chewitsfood without btraw."
An important inorganic constituent of the food is salt; it i** a chlo-
ride of sodium. Whilst the chlorinegoes to form the gastric juice,
which is so important an agent in digestion, the soda goes to
form the bile, which is a compound of soda. The bile iP, in fact,
a secondary combination, by which the carbonaceous matter is
brought in contact with the oxygen, in order to be burnt. It is
thus that common salt becomes so important and necessary an
article of diet. In the series of changes by which the oxygen of
the air is brought in contact with the carbOTiaceous matters in
the body, iron plays an important part, and is hence one of the
necessary ingredients of animal food. There are two oxides of
iron, the peroxide and the protoxide; the lust containing a large
quantity of oxygen, the second a smaller quantity) the first, on
bemg introduced into the blood, gives up a portion of its oxygen
to the carbonaceous material of the bile, carbonic acid and pro-
toxide of iron being formed ; these two unite, forming a carbonate
of the protoxide of iron, which, on being carried to the lungs, gives
off its carbonic acid, and the protoxide of hon absorbing the

. oxygen brought into the lungs by respiration, forms again a
peroxide, which again goes into the circulation, and, meeting
with carbonaceous matters of the bile, unites with them and
produces again and again the same series of changes. The small
quantity, then, of inorganic ingredients in the food performs very
important functions

; and, in the absence of them, animals would
die. In the next lecture (nhich ue .shall fully report nea-t week),
the various conditions of fattening Cattle will be more fully con-
sidered. The Duke of Richmond proposed a vote of thanks to Dr»
Piayiair for his very able lecture, which was seconded by Earl
Spencer, and was warmly responded to by the meeting.

S.UITUFIELD CATTLE SHOW,
vV iTFi the magnificent exhibition of cattle which this Society has

this week produced we have no concern; ample information
respecting it will be gathered from the farming newspapers. We
confine ourselves to the display of cultivated produce, which,
although forming only a secondary feature in the exhibition, is by
no means undc&erving of notice. The largest collection of this
kind was from Messrs. T. Gibbs. Sc Co., of Half-moon -street,
Piccadilly

; who exhibited some remarkably fine specimens of the
Ked Mangel Wurzel,upwardsof two feet in length j of the Yellow
Olobe ditto, some of which were nearly a foot in diameter;
samples of the KohlRabi, or Hungarian Turnip, which is found to
resist the severest frosts of this country; an immense Red
Norfolk Turnip, three feet seven inches in circumference, grown
by Mr, Haynes of Hartland; some handsomely-formed Swedes,
rrown by his Grace the Duke of Bedford and various other
persons

; some specimens of the Red and White-topped Turnips;
sotne White Belgian Carrots, grown by Mr. Kendell, one of which
^eighed 14 lbs.; with a great variety of Corn in ear, Grasses, ^c.
Messrs. G. Gibbs & Co., of Down-street, exhibited some fine Red
Mangel Wurzel, and Yellow Globe ditto, with Drumhead Cabbage,
^own by S. Crawley, Esg. ; some large specimens of the German
VVhite Carrot, grown by Bcnj. Cuney, Esq., of Eltham Park;
Ashcroft Swede and Red Globe Turnips ; various pasture Grasses
and samples of Wheat. From Mr. Chatwin of Hungerford Market,
there was a large collection of Potatoes, including the Regent's
and Early Manly, both handsome and round varieties; the Cam-
brulge, Albany, and Bratton Kidney Potatoes, all well-formed
*^d clean-looking kinds; and a nice clean-skinned sort, called
the Large- leaved Kidney, From the Earl of Lovelace were some
long Red and Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel, not so large as
many other samples exhibited, but particularly clean, and some
&ooa Carrots. Mr. C. Scott exhibited some fine specimens of
Lamg^s ijwedish Turnip, some seed of the Aah-l€*yed Kidney

iJll^ Turnips. Mr. Skirving exhibited some of his Improv^
aweaish Turnip, grown upon land manured with cuaiiot the
specimens were Urge and heavy, ajid are longer and more aniular
than the common Sw^^e. Samples of llullard's early Sprinr
v^ heat and double-podded Beans were also shewn.

HORTICULTTRAL SOCIETY.
Dec, 6.— His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, President, in the

chair. Sir R. Howard, Bart , MP.. Messra. W. Buckmasier and
L. J. Makoy. were elected members. The exhibition, both erf
fruits and flowers, was exceedingly good, but. in consetpiwice li
the dulness of the day, the brilliant colours of the latter were not
seen to advantage. Mr. Paxton, gr. to his grace the President,
exhibited a magnificent plant ijf the beautiful Lienla an c< with
SIX long slender spikes drooping gracefully around, each bearing
at Its extremity a cluster of rich violet purple flowers; a species of
Renanthera, with small dark chocolate-coloured blossoms, lately
introduced by Mr. Cuming from the East Indies; and the singular
little Tnas racemosa, resembling a drooping feather, and exhaling
an odour not unlike that of new hay : a Knightian medal was
awarded for the Lse'lia. From Mr. (ioode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence,
a remarkably fine plant of Epidendnun nutans, above 6 ft. high,
loaded«ith racemes of greenish white flowers; a variety of the
same, having a slight tinge ot yellow ; Oncidium excavatum, and
On. leucochilum. the former with bright yellow blossoms mottled
with reddish brown spots—the latter having a green perianth
spotted with dark brown, strongly contrasted with the pure white
colour of the labcllum ; a handsome specinien of Zygoprtahun
Mackdii; Acacia platyptera, a new and rare variety, bearing some
resemblance to A. dccurrens; and a plant of the double Chinese
Primrose: Mrs Lawrence also rxhihitcd, towards the close of the
meeting, a higbly-inleresting Convolvulaceous plant, with white
flowers (grow ing three or four together from the axil of every leaf),
which had been raised from seed received from Lord Auckland :

a Banksian medal was awarded for Oiufdinm leucochilum. A
large collection of cut Orchidarcom finwcrs were sent bv Mr.
Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq. ; amongst them were the
rare and sweet-scented MaxillAria Sleilii, with white wax-likej
flowers, curiously spotted with brown, and found in Trinidad.J
growing upon the stems of Palm-trees; Peristeria pt'udula»

it as^ared, that the number of members when the last report
was made amounted to n;. while the present cumber wm» iss*
Tlie receipts during •'

_ ^ season amounted to 121/., of uhich
96/. had been awarded in prite* at the five exhibitions d: ig the
past year, exclusive of premiums to the amount of 1 7/. contributed
by varitius penou. Tfee number of flowent, particularly of seed-
lings, exhibited this VHMivAowed aoos. . JerabJeincreaae upon
that of the preceding year. In civlngtht ir opiniojis, the judges
bad been guided sody by the state in which Uie fiowei» bad been
submitted la their intpt. ..on. AlthoQi^ti this might, on some oc-
casions, have given Milm i

luntment. yei, in all probabiiity, it
would be found that th "inj» which bad not maintained
theu- characttt- will prove Inconstaiat, however good they may
sometimes be. The folluwing is a summair of the f -n and
second class floWers which have been Judged by tbeai dnrinr the
past season

Auriculas
Tulip .

neartseasa
Pelargonium
Pink
Cariiation
Picolcc .

Dahlia .
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IS «An advance has also been made In cUsa-showing, which may be

cons..
: ed an advantage, a« ii oflTerfc a better u. ' - of CfimtmrinL-

the relative meriU of varionh fioweih than any «ther mtttood.The report !u(Ud by n uinikin^ that lb« « ;:imnJeeh»d «ti-
dcavuurcd, fcfciiir aspofcfcibh, UikctpthcliablUiKhdi the anitty
within bounds, and asth^ were most anxious that the paymruts
on account of prizes, or other txpuista, should be made with
punctuality, they trusted tn«i Umx would be cxciisrd in ixnuU
ing out that, however voluntary ihc Hubscriptiona in the flrkt
instance might have been, it aftctvi srds hfcsmr Imperative that
they t^luiuld U ^M m soon after tht> became due as might ba
conveniiiii to the parties, on a. int of distaiice or other
circumstsncas.

MISL'ELLANEOi S,

Management of Cider,^ln a lire Number of the Here-

difl'u?ing an agreeable fragrance; a fine dark variety %i ^^^ writer Btates that, by meant of cold water, elder marvariety
Zygop^talum Mack;dii ; several varieties of Gongora macu
lata; a handsome variety of Epidendrum macrochilura, and
various others: a certificate was awarded for them. From
Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, were four well-grown plants of Epi-
phyllum truncatum, each loaded with a mass of scarlet flowers:
for these a Banksian medal was awarded. Mr. Carson, gr. to
W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., exhibited a fine plant of Gesnera zebrina,
for which a certificate was awarded. From J. Allnutt, Esq., was a
pretty collection of cut Camellia flowers. From Mr. Tant, gr.
to E. Johnstone, Esq., a box of cut Chrysanthemums, which
were large and comprised some of the best varieties in culti-
vation. A Cuscuta and a species of Banlsteria were aljo sent by
some person unknown. Mr. Goodbrand, gr. to G. Crawshay,Esq.,
exhibited ten bunches of excellent Black Hamburgh Grapes (each
bunch weighing about 1 lb. 3 oz.;^ cut from the same Vinery as
those shown at the last meeting

J
the house still contains about

250 bunchesjn perfect condition, the whole baring been grown
without the application of fire-heat in the early part of the
season, and not more than two bushels of coke having been
used for keeping the house dry during the late dull weather : six
handsome specimens of the Beurre Did Pear, wvi^hhig 5^ lbs.,
and two large heads of good Foliri Red Celery, weighing 6 lbs.
each, were also shown by Mr. Goodbrand: a certificate was
awarded for the Celery. From Mr. C. Judd, gr. to G. Knott,
Esq., a large Providence Pine Apple, weighing 8 lbs,, and an An-
tigua, wei^jhing 4lbP., both excellent specimens of their recpec
tive kinds: a Banksian medal was awarded for the Providence.
A handsome fruit of the Euville Pine Apple, weighingslbs. 14oz.,
was sent by Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland. From— Hodges, Esq., were two enormous specimens of UvedaJe's St.

Germain Pear, each weighing 2 lbs. 8oz.j a rather unusu^
weight even for this kind. From Mr. Spong, gr. to H. Gordon,
Esq., some seedling Apples, called the Hermitage Pippin, and
two Apples not named ; the larger of which weighed 1 lb. 4o2.,

and was just beginning to decay : it afl!brdcd a good illustration

of the statement made by Mr. Hassal at a late meeting of the
Microscopical Society, that the decay of Apples was produced
by the attack of a microscopical fungus, which, seizing on an
injured part of an Apple or Pear, quickly spreads itself in all

directions, until eventually the whole body of the fruit is reduced
to a state of decomposition. Mr. Jas. Stewart, gr. to W. Baggs,
Esq., sent a brace of Cucumbers, grown in pots in a Pine-pit,

after the manner recommended by Mr. Ayres: although not so
large as are generally exhibited, the spcciniCus were well formed,
and of a useful size for table. From the Garden of the So-
ciety were a handsome plant of Zygop^talum interniedium

;

Stanhupea saccataj the pretty little Oncidiura ornithorhynchum,
its slender panicles of red and yellow flowers hanging down in

all directions j plants of the double white and red Chinese Prim-
roses ; Epiphyllum truncatum, and Ffelleborus oricntalis, or the
true Ol) mpian Hellebore, a very rare plant, with beautiful green
and white flowers \ it is hardy, and has only lately been introduced

from Mount Olympus. A collection of Chrysanthemums from
the Garden, were also exhibited, amongst which were several ex-

cellent varieties,^ viz.—Due de Cancgliano, dark red; Phyllis,

white, with a slight tinge of yellow J
Conductor, yellow, with a

touch of red in the centre j Beauty, blush ; Eclipse, pure white
5

Goliath, white with a tinge of red; Pygmalion and Byou, both

handsome kinds lately introduced from France, having the form
of a Ranunculus. The collection of fruit from the Garden con-

sisted of Apples and Pears ; those of the latter most deserving of

notice were Bergamotte Cadet, which possesses the desirable pro-

perty of its fruit continuing to ripen in succession for a long
time from the same tree; the Chanmoidcl from standard trees,

which, although not;equal in size to those brought from Guernsey,

at least rival them in flavour; and the Virgouleuse, with
yellower flesh than perhaps any other Pear ; this variety is

chiefly used for grafting, as an intermediate stock between the

Quince and other rarietics of Pear which do not take well upon
the former,

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
2)ef. 6.— E. Forster, Esq., in the chair. Mr. L. Reeve exhibited

a specimen of the animal of Panopoea aldrovanda', which had been
taken from the sea, off Messina. The shell has been long known
to naturalists, but only three or four specimens of the animal
have ever been taken. From one extremity of the shell to the

end of the proboscis it measured 2 feet; the proboscis measured
about 8 inches. Mr. Ralph presented a specimen of the fruit of

Jatropha multlfida, exhibiting the peculiar character ot the albu-

men and embryo. Jilr. Quekett exhibited specimens of Ergot on
j

Rye, which had been produced by watering the plants of Rye
with water containing the sporules of Ergotetia difi"used through
it. Mr. A. Hassall read a paper on the development and repro-

duction of fresh-water Confervce The principal points of the
paperwere— l.that in their growth theConfenae increased by the
development of cells at their extremity; 2, that each cell con-
tinued, during the whole existence of the plant, to develop itself

both longitudinally and laterally—and tbis Is why the species of

Confervse cannot be characterised by the size or form of their

cells J 3, that an increase of the cells takes place by the bursting

of the membrane of the cell, and the folding ia and uuioo of the

broken edges, forming a double septum.

may
be brought to great j>erfection. Ai an ciperiment for tett-
ing the ability of thii limple element in fining cider, he
advisea every one interested in the matter to aecurely
place a small cask, or even a ttcaH wooden bottle of cider,
fresh from the mill, in a tub of cold water. In tpitc of
atmospherical changes, which increaiethc acetous fcnncn-
talion in new cider, it will be found that that bcTerage,
thus treated, will in the course i f a few diya free itself
from impurities ; it should then be racked, the grounds
bagged, and the clear liquor placed where it is intended to
remain, until it is old enough " to warm the heart of any
honest Briton."

Ariijicial Veast.—If common Wheat flour be mixed
with water to a thick paste, and eTpojsed, slightly covered,
to gpoutaneons change in a moderately warm place, it will
undergo a series of alterations. Ou the third day it will

exhale an exceedingly disagreeable sour odour, like that of
stale milk ; about the sixth or seventh day this smell will
disappear, and will be succeeded by a distinct and some-
wLat agreeable vinous odour : the substance is then in

fit state to excite alcoholic fermentation. By adding to it
a quantity of brewers' wort, cooled down to 90° or 100**,

and placing the vessel in which it is contained in a warm
situation, an active fei mentation will be excited ; andwhea
the action is complete and the liquor clear, a large quantity
of excellent yeast will be found at the bottom, well adapted
to all purposes for which that substance is applied, lo
one experiment, the following materials wer<i used :-—

a

small handful of ordinary \\'heat ffour was made into
thick jiaste with cold water, covered with paper, and left

seven days on the n)autel*shelf of a room where a fire

was kept all day, being occasionally stirred ; at the end of
that period three quarts of malt were mashed with two
gallons of water, the infusion boilfd with some Hops, and
when sufficiently cooled, the ferment added. The results

of the experiment were a quaniity of beer (not very strong,
it is true, but quite free from any u^ipleasant taste), and
at least a pint of thick barm, which proved perfectly good
for making bread. It 8]>pears to me that this aiosple

plan would enable distant residents in the country, and
settlers in the colonies, to enjoy the luxury- of good bread
where a little malt could be got—a very easy home-manu-
facture from grain of any kind : the Hops m^ht probably
be omitted when yeast alone was the object.

—

Fottnes,
in the Pharmaceutical Journal,

M. KoUchij.—We mention with much r^ret, on the
authority of letters from Vienna, the death of this inde-

fatigable travelling naturalist, somewhere in the East No
particulars are given, but tlie fact is certain.

Horticultural Society oj London.—Advices have been
received from Mr. Hartweg, dated Quito, July 17, where
that indefatigable collector had been staying for some
months. A large number of fine things had rewarded bia re-

searches, and are on their way to England, On the westem
side of Pichincha he had found the long-wished-for Fuchsia
triphylla, with two other new species ; a Cestrum with a dark
blue corolla, measuring three inches in length ; a fragrant

pretty Mounina, and the Crataegus stipukris of Kunth.
In San Antonio, a village under the Line, he had pro-
cured bulbs of what he supposes to be Phycella chlorace«.

Eight days before the departure of bis letter, Mr. Hart-

weg had returned from an excursion to Nanegal, on the.

western declivity of the Andes of Quito ; the journey hail

been a severe one, for during five days he had to proofed

ou foot through mud and rivers; he was, towever, re-

warded by many good discoveries. Among other things

he found an Oak, the first met with in those !aiitude«; tbe

Acorns were not however ripe^ mM- was it at all probable

that the species would be hardy in Europe. A consider-

able quantity of seeds, bulb*, and OrchidBMOua plants, are

on their way. We trust they will arrive in good condition.

FLOR[CULTURAL SOCIETY.
^ Dec. 6.—Mr. Wildman in the chair. A aecond acnuid report

of the atate and proceediugs of the society wai read. From this

GARDEN ME.MORANDA.
Chandler^s Nurf^^'. Vnvshalt,—Mimy of the Chryaantbesuima

are not blooming so wcis as is ni^ualiy the case at this nursery j

probably In conse^cumce of the long~c«i4ittae4 Ory weather dur *
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nr the summer months. Several kinds ^^-
^^^^J-f5' f°j:,^V^f

inoerfection- amongst which we particularly ailm red the fnl-

Wnr^&-M a quilled wlate flower, with a yellow

centre, the exterior petals ^adually changing: to pmk ;
Cham.

Dion lemon with deep yellow centre, well filled up: this is a

larcre flower* and generally a shy bloomer, but this season it

is flowering more freely than many other kinds; Princess

Marie li-ht blush, chanpng to purple j Compactum, white,

small 'buran abundant bloomer; Conductor, dark yellow, also a

smau' flower, but well filled up; Dnc de Canegliano, dark red,

with singularly twisted petals ; Theresa, orange and red, a large

ahowy flower; Victory, pure white; Vesta, also a good white,

the petals when first expanded being slightly cupped ; Madame
Pompadour, a handsome light-purple variety; Mirabile, white

and buff, a free bloomer, and very compact ; Chancellor, a fine

bold flower, yellowish white and pink; Ivanhoe, reddish brown,

slightly tipped with yellow ; and Demosthenes, dark yellow, with

reddish -brown centre, weU filled up. Many of the new French
varieties introduced this spring by Mr. Chandler have not

flowered; but several of those which have bloomed appear to

be a great improvement upon the old sorts. One, named
Phidias, is a beautifully-formed carmine flower, with a slight

tinge of yellow ; rather small, but corresponding in that respect

with its dwarf habit. Byou is also a delicate and very desirable

variety, being white, with each petal, at its first expan-

sion, tipped with bright purple; having more the appearance of

good Ranunculus than of a Chrysanthemum. Campestroni is

_ valuable addition, being purple, and producing large flowers,

with petals a little incurved; it is certainly the bei^t of that

colour. Julius Ca:sar is a large round reddish brown flower, with
fiat petals. The Camellias are of a dark healthy green, and pro-

mise an abundant bloom ; in two or three months* time they will

no doubt make a fine display.

—

R. A., Dec, 5,

The eighth volume of The Transactions of tike AgricuU
iural and Horticnltural Society of India has reached us.

It contains a large quantity of matter very useful to

persons interested in tropical agriculture. The cultiva-*

tion of Hempr Cotton, Tea, Flas, Sugar, and Potatoes

forms the principal subject of the volume before us. We
ihall make extracts from the more interesting papers as

opportunities occur, and we can find room for them*

The Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,—Ko. 59 is

not quite so good as usual. It, however, contains some
Taluable matter furnifihed by the Highland Society ;

among which a paper on the growth of wool, another on
feeding and sheltering sheep, one on pruning and thinning

timber, and the continuation of the Agriculturist's note-

book, deserve to be particularly noticed. We have no
room for extracts just now, but we see that we must soon

avail onrselves of the contents of some of these papers.

The Government Currency Pamphlets No. 1 is the

beginning of a series of attempts to show that the real

cause of the distress of the country is its *^ inadequate, pre-

carious, and unsound monetary system." The author pro-

poses as a remedy, a government, or sound national cur-

rency, based on the property of the country ; and he is

convinced that, if his plan is adopted, taxes to the amount
of 5,000,000/. may be repealed, and the National Debt of

upwards of 800,000,000/. gradually and honestly liquidated.

These are matters relating to politics from which we sta-

dioasly abstain.

Stephens* Book of the Farmn No. 9 (Blackwood).
Here is another of these excellent practical books. It

relates to the driving and slaughtering sheep, the rearing

and feeding cattle on Turnij)S, the treatment of farm-

horses, and similar subjects, treated in the usual detailed

and skilful manner of this author.

CALENDAR OF OFERATIONS/or the ensuing weeh.
A vsav important part of a gardener's business is to supply the

kitchen well, which he cannot do unless be can command good
geeds of good vegetables ; and we are scrryto be under the necessity
of adding that, owing to the carelessness of commercial growers,
this is a difficult matter. There are few gardeners who do not
suffer more or less every season by receiving seeds which are not
true to their names ; and as the error is not discovered till too late
to remedy it, constant bickerings arise in consequence, between
the gardenerand thataU.pctent individual—tbecook.wbichusaally
end in the discharge of the former, whose failures, from whatever
cause they may arise, are too generally ascribed to incompetence.
Retail seeidsmen, by whom gardeners are supplied, do not often
grow the seeds they sell, therefore they are not wholly to blame

;

but it 13 surely not too much to expect that in a matter of so
much importance to their customers, a proper degree of caution
abould be exercised in the selection of their stock from those
growers only who can be confidently depended upon. Admitting
that from the facility with which many cultivated vegetables hy-
bridise, and from other causes, it is not possible to insure correct-
ness in every case; still we maintain, that with common care
the annoying blunders, which are now so frequent, might in a
great measure be prevented j and unless this is attempted, gar-
deners in self-defence will be driven to adopt the plan suggested
in a late Number by «' W. W."

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND OUCHARD.
In-door Departments

PiNEav.—Tree-leaves can now be obtained in great plenty for
filling op any pits that may have been kept empty up to this
time J this, however, ought not to be done when the leaves are
very wet, because they then heat more strongly and decay sooner
than when they are tolerably dry and firmly trod down. A pit,
prepared in this manner now, will be ready in a it^v^ weeks to
receive the plants that are wanted to show fruit early next spring;
these should therefore be kept drier and cooler (50° to 55*] up to
that time, and the temporary check wiU give them an inclination
to throw up flower-stems upon an increase of temperature.
Renew the linings to pits (not, however, on aU aides at one
time) \( the late heavy rains have chilled them,
ViNERV. — If a house was shut up as directed last week, the

temperature ought now to be raised a few degrees, which, if the
weather is mJld, might be done by giving le^s air, without the
aid of fire-heat, provided danger bark has been introduced. A
night temperature of about 55^ is sufl^cient at present. Maintain
a humid atmosphere, especially if fire-heat is applied, and syringe
the Vines two or three times a day with milk-warm water.

Strong last year's shoots must not be tied up to the wires, but
should have their points curved dowiiwards; old stems which
have been forced before might, however, be placed in their

proper position at once, as there is no fear of their breaking well.

If sufficient time is allowed. The outside border should be
smlcbed now, if not still too wet.
pBACH-HorsE.—During this week the temperature need not

exceed 45^ at night, which, if mild weather continues, might be
obtained without fires. Let the trees have gentle dewings (once

with the

glass for

hardy as

or twice a day, according to the state of the weather) with water

that has had the chill taken ofi^, and admit fresh air freely. Suc-

cess depends essentially upon the organs of fructification being

allowed time to unfold themselves gradually.

Cucumbers.—Bearing-plants in pots and boxes sbould be fed

once or twice a week with manure-water ; but take care that it is

not too strong, or cooler than the air of the house. If seedling

plants have already been raised on a dung-bed, they must be care-

fully guarded against damp and rank steam from the hot dung.

A layer of sand over the surface will check the ascent of vapour

through the light material with which seed-beds are usually

covered.
Asparagus.—Raise slight linings round the beds if cold wea-

ther should make additional heat necessary. Give air iu the day,

and when mild draw the sashes quite off the fiaraes.

Radishes.—Make up a bed of dung and leaves, chiefly the-

latter, for these. In case no Carrots were sown in autumn,

some seed may be put in now, in alternate drills.

Radishes.
Kidney Bicans,—Sow another crop.

Caulifi.owers. Lettuces, and all vegetables under
preservation through the winter, ought to be made as

possible by constant exposure, except during rainy or frosty

weather. Keep them clear of dead leaves, and guard against slugs.

Out-door Department, ^
On frosty mornings wheel out manure, and if the ground is

not too wet it had better be dug before severe weather sets in.

Take advantage of dry days to clear oflT weeds, which the late

mild and moist weather has caused to grow rapidly. Also lose

no favourable opportunity for tying up Endive, earihing Celery,

and defending other crops, as far as practicable, against severe

frost, which is likely to be more than commonly injurious to

plants after this mild season. Tall plants of Broccoli which have

not been removed, might be laid down where they grow ; although

late in the season for this operation, the plants will be more se-

cure against frost and snow then when standing upright. When
the Beans and Peas which were sown last month appear above
ground, they should be covered with rotten leaves, barkj or

sand, to protect them from cold and vermin.
Orchard.—Persevere in pruning and nailing wall-trees while

the weather is open, as it would be desirable to get the principal

part of this work completed before spring; at which period so

many operations, which will not admit of delay, demand atten-

tion. Pruning and nailing, however, ought not to he attempted

*^hen it cannot be done with facility; to make men stand at walls

iu bitter cold weather, is not only a waste of time, but a positive

act of cruelty.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department,
Stove.—Take great care of the young shoots of Orchidaceous

plants which are beginning to grow, as they are very apt to

suffer from the water collecting at the base of the young leaves.

Syringe freely such things as A^rides, which are suspended upon
blocks of wood or in baskets ; there is not much danger of them
suff^ering from too much moisture. Keep the house and plants,

generally, rather dry, as was formerly recommended.
Grkeivhouse akd CoNSERVAToay,—Although this and the

succeeding aretw^o of the dullest months in the year in this de-

partment, the greenhouse may still be tolerably gay with late-

blooming Heaths, Chrysanthemums, Chinese Primroses, for-

warded Camellias, &c., which will be succeeded, as they decline,

by forced flowers. The dull, damp weather must not prevent a

liberal admission of air to the houses; iv^Q exposure now of

those plants that are not wanted to grow will harden them to

bear more cold and confinement during the severity of the winter.

Pits and Frame.s.—The forcing pit must be attended to in

introducing plants in due succession. "Where there is not a con-

venience of this kind, some plants might be forwarded in any of

the fruit-forcing houses that are at work. W^all flowers, Alys-

sums, and other herbaceous plants for forcing in spring, should

only be covered when it freezes or rains.

Out-door Department.
Proceed with planting and pruning hardy shrubs and trees.

After pruning, beds of Roses should have some good manure
lightly pointed ia among them. In poor ground, pillar Roses
will likewise require assistance at the root, as the free-flowering

of many sorts depends upon a moderately vigorous growth.

Mulch beds of Fuchsias, &c., which are not intended to be
taken up.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuRSEav.—Young trees intended for planting ont, may be

taken up and laid in by the heels, so that the ground they occu-

pied might be prepared by trenching and manuring, for replant-

ing from the seed-beds in spring.

Forest a>d Coppick Woods.—When the weather is suitable,

proceed with planting so long as that operation remains to be

done.— J. B, Whiting, The Deepdene,

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Dec. 8,

1842, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Dec.
Friday S

Saturday 3
Sundajr 4
Monday 5

Tuesdar 6
Wednesday?
Thursday 8

Averajfe

BARnitfKTBK*

Max. 1 Mtn.

Tfl BKHOHBTER.
1 Wind.

Max. '\r in 'xr.i.i«lU in. ^A^Of*
3a079 30.028 55 33 43.5 S,
30.383 30.300 53 49 47.5 S.W-
30,406 30.341 63 39 45.5 s.
80.397 80,212 52 39

L

45 5 s. \v.
30.223 30.210 40 * 3fl 380 s.
30.333 30 309 39 33 36.0

1
^—-— ™

s.
30.404 30.389 S7 31 B4.0 s w.

30.303 30.241 ' 46.8 36.0
1 41.4

Rain

^

.01

.01

Dec. 2* Overcast; densely clouded and mild ; clear and fine at
night.

8. Overcast ; bright sun in forenoon ; foggy at night.
4. Foggy ; overcast and fine.

5. Slight haze; very fine vrith sunshine} foggy.
6. Foggy throughout.
7. Foggy J dense fog and very dark at night.
8. Foggy throughout.

Mean temperature of the week 0.3° below the average.
'^•<m iw fc .'^ r > »
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State of the Weail^er at Chiswick during t]>e)Bst 2 6 years, for
the ensuiug Week ending Dec. 17, 1842.

Sun. 11

Mon. 12

Tuei. 13
Wed. 14
Thur».15
Fri. 16
Sat. 17

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

45^5
46 6
47.0
45.0
45.1

453
48.8

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

33 6
36.2
33.3
33 3
35.5

847
8S.8

i^fean
Temp

No. of
[

Years in i

which it'

Rained.

39.5 6
41.

4

7
40.3 ff

39.

1

6
35.3 9
35.0 8
40.8 10

r

i

Greatest
quantity
at Rain,

0.62 ia.

0-26
0.18
0.32
0.50
1-.45

0.28

FrevaiUng Wind

[

U H

1

1

2
1'

1

1

3
o

3
2;
1'

1

3
2
8

f

x'

4
2
4
4

5

a

4
6
6
3
4
3
5

;i&

I

4
5
2
3
1

3
2

1

1

3
1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 17th, in 1832—thermometer 57*^; and the lowest on the 14th,
in IbiO—thermometer 18°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Dec, 9, 1842.

[The Half-sieve contains . . . SA imperial gallons.
The Sieve 7
The Bushel Sieve -....* lOJ "

\\
The Bushel Basket i impe'fial bushel.
Punnets for Seabale are . . . 73 in. vpide and 2 in, deep.

„ Radishes .... 8 „ » #•

„ Mnshrooma , , . 7 „ 3 „
» Salad 5 „ 9 „]

Little variation has taken place during the past week ; the
supplies have been equally as good as in the preceding one, and
trade is not qtoite so dull. Fruit : Of Pines there is a good supply,

chiefly of the sorts named in our last report, from 3*. to 5*. per lb.

Hothouse Grapes have advanced a little in price, and fetch from
25. to 3,9. 6d, per lb. The principal Dessert Pears are the Neiis
d'Hiver, of excellent quality, at js. per half-sieve; the Gloat
Morceau. atos.^ and theChaumontel,from25.to4s per half- sieve.

The Dessert Apples are numerous, and consist of tlie Newtowa
Pippin, at 25. per dozen j Golden Harvey, at 3s. per half-sieve;

Golden Pippin, at 45. perhalf-sieve j Ribston Pippin, from 4s. 6rf.

to 6s. 6d. per bushel, and various others. Quinces are no longer
to be obtained. Medlars are less plentiful, and are selling at 6i,

per dozen. We observed some excellent Cucumbers, for this

season of the year, from 15. to 15. 6d. each. Vegetables: Aspara-
gus and Seakale have both improved greatly in quality, and the
quantity offered is considerably increased j the best bundles of
the former fetch from 85. to lOs. each, while the smaller ones may
be obtained from 35. to 5s. Seakale is selling from I5. 6d.to2s,6d,

per punnet. A small quantity of good forced Rhubarb has ap-
peared, which is offered at 15. 6d. per bundle. New Autumn
Potatoes are somewhat cheaper* and fetch from 6d. to gd. per lb.

The quality of Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, and other greens is good;
their price has scarcely varied for several weeks. Pickling Onions
are tolerably abundant, and are selling from 35. to is. per half.

sieve i
large Onions are this season much dearer than usual,

being sold from 45. 6d. to 65. per bushel. Mushrooms are plenti-

ful, from Sd. to Is. per pottle. Flowers: Those in pots consist

chiefly of Chrysanthemums, Ericas, and Tulips : amongst the

forced cut flowers we observed White Indian Azaleas, Narcissuses
Tulips. Cyclamens, Anemones, Verbenas, Fairy Roses, Pelargci-

niums, and Violets.
PRICES, Saturday, Dec. 10, 184?.—FRUITS ;—

Pine Apple, per lb. 3« to 5*

Grapes, Hothouse, per lb. 2a to 3« Gd
— Spanish, 9d to I*

— Portufial, U.to l» 6J
Cucumbers, per brace, 2a to 3j

Apples, dest<ert, per bush.,2« 6Jto Gt GJ
— Kitchen, 3t to &t— American Newtown Pippins,

per hf.-sieve, 5» to 6j

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2« CO o*

PomeKranates, per doz.j 3*
Medlars, per doz- Gd
Oian>;eti, per doz., 9d ta'2t— > per iOO, 4« to

Oranges, bitter, per 100, 8* to 14*
Leinuns, per doz. 1* to 2$
— per I00,6*tn U# "

Alnkondst perpeck, 6i to 7«
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3/
ChesuuiE, per peck, 2m 6d to C4
Walnuts, per b\;sh., dried, iSi to IC*
Filberts,English, per liX) Jbs.fiOj to7()f
Ci b Nuts, per lOOlba., 80# to 9Q#.;
NutB, perhushfl— <["
— Briizi], JC* to 201— Spanish, 18j tD,S04— Bart*«16aa, 24«'

Savoys, per doz. €d to 1«

Cabbage, per doz. 9d to It Bd
— plants, per doz. 1« Gd to it Gd
— Red, for pickling, IgGd to 5j

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. 1« 3J to £i

Broccoll,Whitp,pr bunch, 9d to UGd
_ Purple, 8<i to Ij

CauliflovveA, perdoz., l*to it

P»ta*im, per ton, 40f Co/Oj
«- per cwt.2i to 3s Gd
^^ per bushel, U Gd to 2$ 6d
—. Kidney, per bu.,li6(i to2j6d

Scotch, per bu. , 1* ad to U 6d
^ New, per lb., Gd to 9^1

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,
9i^tol<6d

Turnips, per doz. bun.. If to 2< Gd
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d toll
Scorzonera, per bundle. It 3d to \t Gd
Salsafy, per bundle, U 3d to U Gd
Horse Radish, perbundle, li Gd to4< Gd
Radish, per doz. hands (24 lo 30 each)

9^ to U
— Turnip, p. doz.b<;h., li to 1#6J

CarrotStlper doz* bun., 3a to 5t

VEGETABt.KS,
Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to I*
Spinach, per sieve, U to \$ 61
Leeks, per doz- bun., laGdioit
Onions, per bushel, 4t to €t
— Pickling, per h£-sv., 3s to 4*'

— Green.p. doz. hiin 3«to3iGJ— Spanish, per doz. 2* to 6t
Garlic, per lb. GdtoQd
Shallots, per lb., is

Asparagus, per 100, Rj to 10*— Second or Middling, 3# to 5i
Sea-kale, per punnet, li 6d m 2t6d
Lettuce, Cabbrige, p. ic., Gd to Sd» Cus, yd to Is
Endive, per score, U to li Od
Celery, p. hd.. (t2to 15) 6(/ to UW
Rhubarb Stalks, per bundle. Is Gd
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, per doz. am. bun. id to Gd
Parcley, perdoz. bunches, I* CJto 2#

Tarragon, perdoz. bun., 2s to St
Sage, per doz. bunches, }sGd to 2*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2s
Chilies, ripe, per IOO, Is Gd to 2t '

Alusbrooms, per pottle, aJ to Ic

Notices to Correspondents,

We shall be obliged if our Correspondents, ia their future

communications, will take pare that no general question

relating to different subjects is asked in the same para-

graph, and that each question is headed with the principal

subject. One side only of the paper should be written

on^ so that we may separate each question. If these

directions are observed, it will greatly facilitate our

obtaining answers, and will enable ua to arrange our

Correspondence under general heads, separating those

questions and answers which are of interest merely to

individuals, from such as are of general interest.

Manures.— G. C— Sawdust mixed witli gas-water will not dofor
American plants, unless the fermentation has reduced the saw-
dust to the state of flue mould. Even then they will not grow
in it alone; but perhaps they might if mixed with one-third of
cow- dung. In no case, nor for anything, is it suited until it is

thoroughly rotted. The best way of using it is by mixing it

with cloacme (nightsoil—forgive us for this new word), and let-

ting it lie till it decays, which it will soon do. As Beech saw-
dust contains phosphates in large quantity, it is not improbable
that the sawdust of that timber, reduced with gas-water, may
alone suit American plants ; but of that we have no experience.f
—

—

A Subscriber.—Urine should be in fermentation before being

used; the state of liquid manure is immaterial.t K.S.—
Your plan for improving yeur liquid manure is more trouble*

some than useful. Putrid fermentation, which is what you
want, will take place fast enough without artificial aid. No
manures are better than those naturally formed, if they are not

wasted or spoiled by negligence. If you have any yeast to

spare, and will allow it to become putrid, it will form thf

strongest manure yet known, f
Spirits op Tar.— ^. B. C—Mr. M'Intosh, in his original

paper, recommends this substance to be applied to the land

upon which Carrots are to be sown at the time when it is duff

or trenched. A letter from another correspondent is now
before us, in which it is stated that spirits of tar have been

used with perfect success at the time of sowing the seed. We •

are ourselves inclined to believe that it wiU prove more effec-

tual if applied at the latter season, t

Heating.—H,G,B.—We would certainly recommend you to

heat your pinery and stove by hot water, in preference to

smoke flues. The former is not only more economical in the

end, but it preserves a greater regularity of temperature, and

retains its heat much longer than a common fiue^ itis also less

liable to dry up the moisture w^hich is floating in the atmo-

sphere. The latter point, moreover, can always be remedied, by
fixing evaporating-pans upon the hot-water pipes whenever
a greater amount of moisture is required. That they produce

mould may be true ; but it is only the case when a staicnation

of air takes place in consequence of insufficient ventilation, t

G, &.—The most economical mode of heating a grapery,

36 feet long by 14 feet wide, and at the same time best adapted

for the perfection of the fruit, is by the simplest kind of hot-

water apparatus ; with closed iron pipes.

t

Tax.— J. C. r.—Tan is preferable to dung for placing in the

interior of pits for the growth of Melons, on account of its being

a better and more steady retainer of heat, and also from its

being less liable to settle to such a degree. Where dung linings

can be applied to the exterior of pits, the tan within them may
be kept during the season at any desired temperatuie. t

Rust on Grapes.— To a Sw6scnAer.—We are requested by
Agronome to beg of you, in addition to the statement you have
already made respecting the improbability of rust on Grapes
being occasioned by the causes usually assigned, to favour us

with your opinion as to what really </of5 occasion that disease, i

ViNKS.— H^. C. jD. complains that be cannot ripen the Grape
called Eschcolatasnperba. He says, that in a Vinery, planted
two years ago with Muscats, Black Hambr:rgh, and an Eschco-
lata, all have ripened well except the latter ; and that he has
previously seen good Grape-growers experience the same dif-

ficulty. The beat thing he can do is, we think, to replace his

Eschcolata with something better. We do not know the his-

tory of this Grape, but we remember seeing it in the hands of

the Iflte Mr. Money in what Ac called a xipe state, but what we

?!
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called a verj us state. It was puffed off a good deal at onetime
but seems to have sunk into oblivion, ff any one can give a
good account of it, perhaps he will do so. t

'

Fbkns.-G. TI^ i'.— The network you mention is evidently the
woody system of Aspidium Fllix-mas in its rudimentary condi-
tion. Your observations are curious, and if you wiUiavour us
with your detailed remarks respecting this structure we will
publish them ; or you can find a place for the paper in some
of the Botanical Journals of the day. We do not find the struc-
ture noticed in any book now at hand. It has apparently been
missed by Adoiphe Brongniart, although he has occupied him-
self specially with these subjects, t

Wistaria Backmousia.va.— ^ Ladt/.~The plantsold under this
name is not aWMstaria, nor is it known what it is. It has never
flowered, and does not promise very well. It received its name
from some dealer, in order to sell it by. You should always be
very shy of buying things with names not known in boots.f

RuonoxjENDRO-v Barbatlm.—J Lfidy,—The flowers of this
plant are unknown in Europe : they are reported to be dark

• red, and about as large as those of a small R. ponticum t
Mah6via AauiF6LiuM.— »'. C—This is a hardy shrub, and will
no doubt grow under Fir-trees, althouijh it will not flower so
freely in such a situation as if it were more exposed. Iixthis
country it seldom attains a greater height than five feet, x

CEDAR-woon.

—

Preahyter Parochtalis,—The remarks concerning
the Cedar of Lebanon, to the effect that it is unlikely U was
used in the erection of the Temple of Solomon, occur at p. 765
of last year's Chronicle, The wood which is supposed to have
been used in that building is that of the Callitris quadrivalvis,
which is hard, durable, and fragrant, and commonly nsed in
religious buildings in the East. J

CoNiFKaous Plants.— f. IF. J.—For Rochester we should
advise you to procure the Deodar, the Douglas Fir. and the two
Pines called tanrica and halcpensis ; or, instead of the latter,
Finns Brutia, if you can obtain it. They are all very
handsome.t

Cltanthus fuNicEus.—^«ne, who has a fine specimen of this
plant growing on a terrace close to a flint wall, on a south-east
aspect, in the Isle of Wight, which has never yet bloomed, but
Js now promising a profusion of blossoms, had better place the
glass sashes of a Cucumber-frame before it, or the frost will
destroy her hopes j and in very severe weather it will be even
necessary to throw niats over the sashes. It must, however,
have as much light as possible, t

Chinese Primroses.—J. h. C—These plants should he potted
in well-drained pots, in a mixture of ^ turfy loam, \ sandy
peat, and \ vegetable mould. They should be placed in the
most airy part of the greenhouse, and should be watered
sparingly, otherwise they are very apt to damp off during
winter.!

Violets.—/. X. C—For blooming in winter, Neapolitan and
Other double Violets should be taken up in the early part of
September, and either potted or planted out in a frame in light
rich soil. The situation in which they are placed should be
freely exposed to the sun. and all that they will require will be
to give them plenty of air at favourable periods, to preserve
them from frost, to water them sparingly, to keep off slugs,
and to pick off all decaying leaves as they appear.?

Cacti.—C—You may reduce your plant of Cactus Jenkinsoni.
which has grown too large, by cutting out some of the older
and least ornamental branches. To make it bloom freely, water
should be entirely withheld from the present time until March
or April, when the blossom buds will begin to appear. This
treatment will also check its exuberant growth, j

Chrysanthemums. — J. L. S.—The reason why these plants
usually present such a miserable app2arance from the loss of
leaves on the lower part of their stems is, that they have either
been stinted for potroom, or have been stopped too early in
the season, or have not been attended to in watering when
necessary. During their growing season, they should be fre-
quently shifted into larger pots, and copiously watered with
liquid manure. %

Succulents.— J. h, S.—You cannot procure any succulents more
showy and better adapted for cultivating in a small greenhouse
orpit,thanCOreusspeciostssimus, C.speciosus, C. Ackemianni,
C. Jenkinsoni, and C. tlagelliformis. :

EupndRBiA SPLEVDE.NS.—J^?j(^ra;rtMs.—This plant does not lose
its leaves in winter, t

3WUSA CAVENnisHii.— C. J. 5.—When this plant has been grown
in the beds or borders of the stove, it attains a much greater
size than when it is planted in tubs. The specimen which you
describe as 10 feet high is by no means remarkable. There are
many equal to it at Chatsworth. It is always inclined to grow
larger tlian usual when piit in rich soil, or a high temperature.
There has been one bunch of fruit gathered at Chatsw^orth this

' autumn weighing 73 lbs.
EuLBs.—J. L. S.—The following are handsome bulbous plants,
suitable for growing in pots in a Greenhouse, from which Tu-
lips, Hyacinths, &c., are excluded: Oxalis Bowei and %'erst

.

color, Lachenalia tricolor, Sparaxis tricolor and grandiflora
j

Tritijuia pallida, crispa, and squalida; Txia patens, viridiflora,
aristata, and crocata j Wats6nia lulgida, and llypoxis ^legans.*

FiLBRRTs.—/^«or«mus.—The article on the cultivation of the
Filbert, referred to at p. 793, is briefly this : the plants should
be trained with a single stem one foot high, and should then be
permitted to branch into a symmetrical head, rather open in
the middle, and not higher than a man can conveniently reach
from the ground to perform the necessary operatinns of prun-
ing and gathering. The proper time for pruning is the spring,
when the male blossoms are open, as the shaking of the trees
by the act of pruning assists in the diffusion of the pollen. The
young shoots should he shortened to about half their length,
and it is best to cut to a bnd that shows a female blossom.
All suckers should be carefully removed. By way of manuring,
some persons throw off the surface soil two or three feet wide
round the stem of the tree, and into this basin the small prun-
ing:s, leaves, &c. are put and dug in.

Quince.— J. jf)._The Quince may be propagated by cuttings
with as much success as by layers; but the plants raised by the
latter method become fit for grafting in less time than the
former. The French laise their Quince stocks principally from
cuttings, t

Strawberries.— S. jR. S.—Jt is not beneficial to remove the
leaves of Strawberry plants, except for the sake of neatness.
Where that is not a material object, they had better be allowed
to remain, t

Pears.—jpomoTirt says she has a moor-fowl egg Pear-tree, whose
fruit, which has ahvavs been remarkably good, has suddenly
become woolly and flavourless. Last year the tree bore a large
crop of deliciously-juicy fruit, but as the tree was getting
rather larger ihan she wished, she had it root-pruned. The
trees by the side of the Pear have borne good fruit, as usual,

- Probably, in this case, the fruit has become woolly in conse-
quence of acquiring its size later in the season than w^onld have
been the case had it not been checked in spring by the opera-
tion of root-pruning. You would have better let well alone,
as the produce was previously abundant and rich ; and kepttlie
tree within the desired limits by summer—instead of root-
pruning.

j| We should rather ascribe the evil to the root-pruning
having rendered the tree incapable of absorbing fluid enough
from the soil, the effect of which has been that the sap became
too concentrated, and thus the whole quality of the fiuit was
changed, t

Gum on FRuiT-rnEEa.— T. M. states that he has Nectarine and
Apricot trees, from which gum exudes copiously all round the
stems just above the ground; and wishes to know the cause,
and a remedy for it. [When the growth of trees is for a con-
siderable time checked by drought, and when this is succeeded
by plentiful rains, occasioning a greater flow 0/ sap than the
vessels have been accustomed to receive, gum is then apt to
exode

J more especially if the border coutalns {tbuadaace of

cumsWP. win's
'"^''^ ?™"*"'^- itidepcn.<ent of other cir-

cutTin^ nl?^Ju^^ '^^T'''' P»™ 5 and so will the improper

act wfth H.'^f*^ *"^"''^^'"^' '^'^^^^ ^»>* «f t>»c sun frecjuently

sunTurn? T p^''*^^"^^"".^^"'^^^^ probaWy find your« are

flow of sin Vl > -"^^^ ""^'^y- "^'^'^ ™"^^ Pf^"*'^** »he

iThhn^^tZ }* '' deficient, by mulching and watering, andwithhold manure from the border if the latter is already too

and%rl\!^.h^^^"'''l^^"'''^'''^^" ^' ^« «**f^<^»''^ withVair*.

f.?lJ"^^f? ^^^ ^^^°^ ^'«™ the direct rays of the sun insummer.
!j]

^rioJl^";'^''''*''".^'*"^—" Disdpulus " informs us that ha!f.«-

InnH.^ ^",*^ u*^
re-noved four Walnut trees of the size you

WALL-TRKKs.-.l.i?.-ror your south wall you bad better plant

th'i F rn^p'^';
Bellegarde, Malta, and late Admirable Peach^

InH n ^l^*'^.^'*"^^"^
lUtiveXccUrine; and the Moorparkand Royal Apncots. For the north aspect: the Jargonelle.

Orleans
a:»pect,

the westaspect, the Passe Colmar, Glout Morceau, and Beurrc Rancc
1 ears.! --—.4 Subscriber,-The foliowmt varieties 1of Apples,
Pears, Plums, and Cherries, are cojisidcred proper for the wall
of your garden, in the West Ridinp of Yorkshire :- For thsouth aspect, 55 yards in length: - - -

s

the
Marie Louise, Hacon*8 lucom-

and
reen
the

north aspect: « Kentish. 2 Moreilo. Cherried; 2 Orioans and aW ashmgton Plum ; Jargonelle, UactJuMncomparable, CatlUac
and Bezid*Heri, Pears. For the cast aspect: llacon'a Incom-
parable, Thompson's. Ne plus Mcuris. Suffolk Thorn. Kniirht'B

aspect of your dwarf wall, the Dunmorc, Winter Crawane
Marie Louise, Beurre Bosc, Thompson's, and Winter Nelis'
Pearp. may be planted on either side, and trained downwards
on tbe opposite; the Syke-hou.se Russet, Pcurson'a Plate
Herefordshire Pearmaiu, Boston Rn^^ct, Scarict Nonpareil'
Ribston Pippin, Court-pendu Plat, and Reinctte du Canada!
Apples, will fill up the remaining portion of your space, a

Cuci'MBKits,—^ Sub9crihcr.~\\'c believe Uicrc is no better mode
of keeping Cucumbers fresh, after they are cut, than that of
placing them among&t damp moss in a cool situation, t

Asparagus.—il. B. C—Ihc soil and dung which are usually
applied to Asparagus beds during autumn, are not put on to
preserve the roots from frost, biu for the purpose of enriching
the beds. Your plan of removing the leaves from the surface
of your beds in spring, for the purpose of giving the latter a
good salting, is a good one. t

Bekt.—3/. X— Bassano Beet will no doubt be on sale this year
among the principal London Seedsmen.

t

BoOK 9,—Jnq It irens will findtheinformationhcwantsin **Svrcet'a
Catalogue. **t R.—A most useful book for learning the
genera of British plants is " Baxter's British Flowering Plants,"
with figures of all the gencra.t T.J.—We very much re-
commend you to procure "Martin Doyle's Eiicyclopa:dia of
Practical Agriculture;" as you do not want to know much
about farming, hut to underbtand your little well.t A Well-
whhtr,—One of the best works on landscape gardening and
ornamental scenery Is that entitled " Sir Uvedale Price on the
Picturesque/' of which some account is given at p. 320 of this
year's Chronicle, t A Jowrnpymffw.—Considering what books
you have, you would find it advantageous to provide yourself
with a good double pocket lens, Lindley's Theory of Ilorticul-
tar£ and Natural System of Botany, Hooker's British Flora
flast edition), Paxton*s Botanical Dictionary, and Sir Uvedale
Price on the Picturesque ; all which will be bought for less than
the money at your disposal.t 6. .S'.—The information you
wish for will be found in Johnson's Farmers' Encyclopaedia, or
Stei)hens's Book of the Farm, when completed. We will answer
your inquiry about the culture of Vines under glass when we
have examined Mr. llobcrts*s book.t——i>/, iV.—The title of
Sprcngers book is "Die Lehre von Danger." Svo.t

Worm-cast-;.—-^noH.—Thesearcnot at all injurious to land; on the
contrary, they are beneficial, by keeping the soil more open.
But they are unsightly, and therefore objected to on lawns.
We should not think of removing them where appearance is no
object, t

Moss ov Lawvs.— IF. C—This is produced by the growth of a
small plant, and chiefly occurs where the surface is very damp
and ill drained. Watering with gas-water mixed with five or
six times its volume of water will destroy it. t

Law.— J. TF.—AVe dare not give you a legal opinion upon the
termination of your tenancy; wc have too much personal ex-
perience of the uncertainty of such matters, Vou must con-
sult your solicitor. In general, wc are most anxious to avoid
all replies to legal questions, t

Crops.—H. H.—K you must give up at Midsummrr ne.Tt a small
slip of ground, very light soil, usually appropriated to Potatoes,
why not crop it with an early set of Ash-leaved Kidneys rf

j

Patknt Asfhalt*.—j. iJ.—The smell of tar, which you perceive
in pits that have been protected with patent asphalte shutters,
will do your plants no harm, t

Microscopes.— ii. *Sco^.—Your previous letter has not been re-

ceived. In order to examine the internal parts of plants with the
microscope, you must cut them into slices, not more than the
SOth of an inch thick; if you can matte them thinner, so much
the better.t

EXHIBITION'S.— Cryptogamin,—A collection of Bengals, Bour-
sauLts, and Noisettes can compete in the class for Pot Rosea.

^

The Pelargoniums to be exhibited in Class A. may beseedlim;a;
varieties coming out, or those recentlysetitoot, provided they are

flowers of the first class. The object in establishing this class

is to improve the quality of the Pelargoniums sent for exhibi-

tion. Complaints have coustaiUly been made regarding the
infeiiority of the sorts exhibited, compared to the best raised;

and as inferior varieties will disqualify a stand, it will be the
means of improving the taste ot the public for these beautiful

flowers, by bringing the finest sorts under their observation.*
Fairv Rixcs. — G. .S'. — The rings or circles of dark green
Grass observed in the autumn In lawns and pastures

arc caused by the decay of Fungi, which grow where
the rings appear. Such rings will extend every year
until they touch, and then at the lines of contact dis-

appear— a very curious fact, arising, it is supposed, from
Fung! being unable to exist in ground which other Fungi have
previously occupied. It is thought that the luxuriance of the
grass in these rings is owing to the nitrogen the Fungi contain.

f

Paint.— /i. S.—We prefer, for painting out door wooden build-

ings, the black mineral paint, j

Lkapkn WimE.— K. W. S.—We never heard that the leaden wire
which is used for tying up plants produced an injurious effect

upon them, but such an occurrence is not improbable, t

GAiinEN' Varikties.— IF.—We do not understand you. Do
you mean to say there is to he no improvement in any of
the races of plants ; that a wild Cabbage or a wild Carrot
is as fit for cultivation as the domesticated races; that a
wild boar is as well suited to the farmer as a Chinese hog;
that a wild horse is as well suited to the brewer as a dray horse ?

Surely not. How then can you complain of what are called

improvempnts in fancy flowers? Such deviations arc produced
by the skill which God has given to man, and may be regarded,

without offence, as a homage paid by man to his Creator. We
arc sure, when you reconsider the matter, that you will see

you have looked at the question through a false medium, t

Mi3CfiLi,ANEot*s.—^ Subscriber /^rom 4h€ cammmeemen$,'^¥vom

the appearance of the t,-.^-meii« »«>t, I api^ears to be aOrto-
p<Wium

; 2, a Tillindsiaj and 3 U . bably a Cattlcra.t A>«-
«wfff/©i».—We cannot acne to your propoaal. ASmbscribfr^—We are sorry that we are unaWe to Mmmt yon, but we cann( t
reprint tbe aiUclea you i. .»; -1.: //. £. J5,—Your Fens
are. J, Aspidium acrostichc _. 4, 8, A. aculwitum; 7, 9,
A. Fihx-mas; S, 10, A- spun/ um ; 2, Aspl^ninm Filix-
ftcmina; 3. i pteris dcmata; 6, C. fri^iUj,. u\ q ^—W'e mentioned a doxcn good Chrjsanthemnms fn'oor
hoTices * ^

^ ndents last week, and a few more arenamed in oar Garden Memoranda of to-day.j riora.—Two
i but 2

ffowW;
the colour of No. 3, which is a pale brick rtd, is also ^™„ *

S. H.—We cannotmake out the meaning of ) our question t

i.*t
"* <;«'"'«"' iJ/'aArn-Your plant nppears to 1m Jfe inumlieteroph)num, a r-tcuhouse climber rrwn India, with white

flowers
;

It U a difflcntt pUnl lo bloom. j H^ // j|/ will ecewhat use we have made of kit romniuuioati<m- S li ^ —
The Orchidsowms plant is MaxilUinUcU. The other we arenot acquainted with.t J. ariJ^n,~\oixr pUut is Manf ' !
Wirdn.t—-;•. B.*$ questions we hope to aniiwer »bortly hy
ffivnifc the history of the pest ; in the mean whtle wc can onTyiuiorm lum that iiuic are two .lU.un iem«<U«ifor d*f!r.>yinr
tlu' rnsiiifou Of Mol„.. one is to bubjoet the Infc- d i orn la a
derrfP of heat MifRHcnt to kill them : the other U by ev.nii^t
Inj SjaiiUof turpentmr whr •' ctoroi ' .d Jf Imovi
Mttor's beautiful velvety black larvK found upon 'a lad rnl^le"wiuchantem the liprijigu) a beetle namedTelrphnrnsrr >Jor sn allied ', .es, but btttcr knuwn by the aoDellatlnn nf
- Soldiers and Sailors - n,—J t. S.-v/c shauToL!^i?v" J^fprobably do

pr(;*fnt other
v.ur plan
llOWi

what you «»p(fc»t some daft but we havt at
matters that press upon us roore, and to r^ —nte
properly would rc<4uire a good deal oi preparation tiowevorwe are well disjH 1 trv It, ai.d tigrm with you in thinking that
it would he bothuscful and Intercbtlnf.t rrifM,—Wc do not
spprote of your Utt of SuawUcrrics, U contains names thatwe ktiow natbinp abont. What, for iHlncc, is the fcuiperor.
the I^4y'B Pinrer.the Green-fleshrd Pine (the Plnc-appIc >) and
the Pruicehb Royal (the EJU)n I) t Xirhulat A'irA7rii».—Your
Polar(roniumR are all woilb !»rfsrrvin(r, if yuu jfrow t|i«tn for
the purpoaeof exhiliition. Sidoma and tady BultccJ maybe
dispensed with.*^—AU the v^ncticR of Pears you meniion wiU
succeed as standards. The Dunroore is tbe earlk^st am<^nr
them

; the I!acan*s Incomparable, 1 i.rclle. Winter Cra-K-an
*

Jean de Witte, and Ne iiln ' uia. are winter variii.^i., and
the others ripen in autumn.!: S. S.— Your li-t does not
differ materially from Uiat published. Constancy and variety
c»f colour formed a cousideratjon in Uic flowers selected *
Pufp,-n Is impossible to say with certainly what a Grape Iil
after it has been crushed in a letter; but ynurs appears to bo
the Chaspelas Musqu^. Of the articles w hich yon had sent for
nitrate of soda. No. l in that subfctaiice in an impure itatei
No. 2 is something else with which we arc unacquainted ; -

/. I?«n>.—Wcarcnnl acquainted with the n.altrittl you men-
tion.— ^mrticur bhall be «ltendett to next week, /?
Fielder,"Xoiu Pear, No. I, is not the true KuighCs Monarch j

2, Is Correct ; 3, received from the nurseHcs for the Beurr*
Spence, Is the Winter Orantfc; 4, Glout Morcuau ; i. Winter
Nelis, which in excellent. The Apple is the f^tiMen U.trvcy

H
C. C. B, /'.—Your Applies are, No. l. Royal Hus»et : 2,

Kc.s\vick Codliu; 3, AUfuiton; 4, Margil , 5, Kirt^ of th«
Pippins; 6, is called, thoug:h rather improperly, Early Red r
Ribston Pippin; 8, Wyken Pippin; 10, Dumch w's SecdUng.

ji

J. II, A'orfAffM'.—Your Pears are, I, Glout Morccan 2
Fkmish Beauty; 3, Napoleon. The Apples are, I, Blciiheio!
Pippin; 2, King of the Pippins; 3, Alfrivton: ;; TrUtan,-^
Your Apples are. No. 1, Kirke*s Lord N'fI.*on ; 2, Robiiii»ou*«
Pippin; », Wyken Pippin; 4, U some cider Apple, unknown,

|
5. Co/eiy.— Your Apples are. No. 1, Fiankhn's Golden

Pippin; 2, Waltham Abbey Seedlio!-; 3, Rymei ; 4, Holland-
bury: 6, Winter Pearmain

; 7. Fcarn's Pipi-in; p. Yiilow
Ingtstrie. The Pear is the Glout Morceau.'j /. M* Donald.-^
Your Pear when received was considerably decayed; it appears
to be the Marie ionise, ij H, 5.—Your Apples are. No. %
Coccagree; 8, Barcelona Pcarraaini U, Api Noir; 15, lower of
Glanimis? 20, Manks Cod I in j 21, Green Codling 23 Beach
aravveUi 24, FaraaguiU; 40, Norfolk Paradise; 45, Kln^cfthe
Pippins. Tlic Pears are, 1, Urbaniste; a.Cras&ane; 4, Catillac
The following: are trood early Pears:—Dunmorc, Summer Franc-
real, and Citron des Carraes. The best Apples to succeed the
Ribston Pippin are the Reinettc du Canada, Boston Russet
Golden Har.cy, and Court-pendu Piat. >'ora g-reeiihouse the
most snltable black and White Grapes are the Black Prince aiwl
Royal Muscadine (?. JB.— Your Pear is the Beurr^ Diel-t

J)i.Kvipuius*s insect is the larva of the common Cockchafer
fMelolontha vulj^aris), so injurious at that period of its exist-
ence to the roots of plants, and equally mi.schievous when it
becomes a hectic, by consuming: ilie foliape of trees and
bushes. 72. Critic't Nu. ^ arc Julus puichellus, fi^rured and
described in the Gardettert* CkronicUt vol- I, p. 196; and No. 3
contained some shells of the Turbo (Clausiha; nig-ricans. We
are much oblig-ed to him for No. \.H. B. T. P.—Your Pcarv
are, 1, Grande Bretag:ne Dor^; 2, Duchesse d'Anfoah'^me ; S,
Beurr^ Rnnce j 4, Easter Beurre ; 5, Kasur Berpamot

; 6,
Bishop's Thumb. The Apples are, J, and probably 2. Dutch
Mignonnc; 3, Margil; 4, Syke-house Russet; S, Manks Cod-
lln ; 6, Paradise Pippin ; 7, Christie's Pippin ; 8, Embroidered
Pippin, i X. A. S.—The article upon Guano ha? already ap-
1-cared, i

£aaATi;ii.— In No. 46, p. 758, column a, line from the bottom S«,
for " the plants should he from five to seven inches in circum-
ference," read " from five to seven inches in diameter."

A:i usual, many letters have arrived too late for aatwvrs thU week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Overland mail from India arrived in town oa Sa-

turday with accounts from Cabul to tbe 1st October, and
from Nankin to the 16tli September. The intelligence

thus received is substantially the same as that brought bj-

the Intermediate mail a fortnight since ; bnt, although the

leading facta are thus anticipated, everything which mas
wanting in those advices is now satisfactorily supplied.

Captain Bygrave, the last of the prisoners in the hands

of Akhbar Khan, was surrendered to Gen. Pollock on tbe

27th Sept. ; and the other prisoners reached Cabul ia

safety on the 21st, under the f jrt of Sir Kubeit Sale

and Sir Richmond Shakspeare. The most intere«nr>^

portion of our news ia that connected with their escape
;

no romance was ever written more exciting in its details,

or more abounding in perilous adventure. Gen. Pollock,

in his official despatch, states that a delay of twenty-four

hours would have been fatal : th« tr©op« of the Afghan
chief were in hot pursuit ; and orders had been issued

to put to death 8a<^ pri^^oners as were too weak

to proceed, and to carry off the surviTors in slavery to

Turkistan. The arpxy was capccted to march from Cabal

on tbe lOtU October ; and it wm said, that on eTucuaUnf
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the city, the whole of its magnificent fortifications, and

the grand bazaar which travellers have so long celebrated.

TFOuld share the fate of Ghuznee and be levelled to the

ground.—From China our news is also satisfactory : the

Emperor has given his assent to the treaty concluded by

Sir Henry Pottinger, and has agreed to sign it as soon as

eived the ratification of her Majesty. One half
it has

amounting

has been paid, and is now on its way to England in the

Blonde frigate. The troops and the fleet were still at

Nankin, but were to winter at Chusan, where extensive

works had been undertaken to drain theland^and prepare

it for their occupation.—Fr5m France we have no politi-

cal news, except a confirmation of the rumour received

from the United States last weelc, that the French

with

the same distinction which has now been conferred on the

other Generals. Under these circumstances, it adds, *' iU

has been notified to the Governor-General of India, in

compliance with his recommendation, that Government

will propose to Parliament to grant to Sir Robert and

Lady Sale, with the benefit of survivorship, an annual

pension of 500/., as a special public recognition of signal

merit."

going

Government has seized the Marquesas Island,

in the Pacific,the intention of establishing a colony

—From Spain we learn that the Regent arrived at

Barcelona on the 29th, and demanded an unconditional

surrender, under a threat of immediate bombardment.

The insurgents refused any kind of capitulation, unless

they obtained concessions such as no General could

grant : they demanded the dismissal of General Zurbano,

and of General Van Halen ; an immediate change of the

troops in garrison ; and the maintenance of the Na-

tional Guard, by which the insurrection bad been com-

menced. These terms were of course rejected, and the

accounts received this morning by the French telegraph

state that the bombardment commenced on the morning

of the 3t!, that the people threatened to hoist the French

flag rather than surrender, and that Catalonia is rising in

order to succour Barcelona. Some doubt exists of the

authenticity of this news, and the next arrival will probably

show that it is exaggerated,—By the Levant Mail we have

satisfactory accounts of the negotiations with Persia. The

Shah had accepted the joint mediation of this country and

Russia ; and all the differences with Turkey are likely to be

soon adjusted. SirStratfordCanninghasalso communicated

to the Turkish Minister th« determination of the British

Government to abide by the engagements entered into

with the Maronites on behalf of the Porte, and has in-

sisted on the appointment of a Christian and Native

Chief to the Governorship of the Lebanon.

At home, a Privy Council will meet this afternoon

to fiX a day for the re-assembling of Parliament. The

.disturbed state of Ireland continues to be the cause of

much anxiety ; the system of combination wlilch spread

terror over some of her most fertile provinces last year,

18 again abroad, and the landlord and his agent are not

secure from the hand of the assassin, either in their own

houses, or in the streets of the provincial towns. The

agricultural districts of England are also harassed by a

renewal of incendiary fires, and we regret to find tliat

•wry «veek suppJiei some fresh instance of the destruc-

tion of property. ^___^_^

ome Xctos.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, returned to Windsor

Castle from Walmer on Saturday in excellent health. It

is now announced that her Majesty's accouchement is ex-

pected to take place in the early part of March. The
Archduke Frederick of Austria arrived on Tuesday on a

TJsit to her Majesty. His Imperial Highness returned on

Saturday from Strathfieldsaye, and on Monday visited the

London and St. Katherine's Docks, the brewery ofMessrs.

Barclay and Perkins, and the Custom House. Prince.

Albert and the Archduke came to town yesterday,

and visited the Smithfield Cattle Show. The Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge and the Princesses returned to

town on Tuesday from their visit to the Duke of Beaufort

at Badminton, and proceeded to Strathfieldsaye, on a visit

*to the Duke of Wellington. The Duchess of Kent has

retnrned to Frograore from a visit to the Queen Dowager,
in Dorset. The Hon. Frances Devereux has succeeded

Lady Caroline Cocks as one of the Maids of Honour in

Waiting. Viscount Sydney and the Hon. Capt. Dun-
combe have hucceeded the Earl of Hardwicke and Sir F.

Stovin as the Lord and Groom in Waiting on Her Majesty.

The Hon, Col. Grey has succeeded Lord C. Wellesley as

the Equerry in Waiting on the Queen, and Major-General
Sir E. Bowater has succeeded CoL Wylde as the Equerry
in Waiting on Prince Albert*

-^ Commission,—We noticed in our Metro-
politan News of last week that Government had ap-

pointed unpaid commissioners for inquiring into and con-

sidering the most effectual means of improving the Metro-

polis, and of providing increased facilities of communica-

tion within the same. Some error having occurred in re-

gard to the names of the commissioners^ a notice appeared

in the Gazette of Tuesday, substituting the following

names for those previously published: the Earl of Lin-

coln, Lord Lyttelton, Lord Colbome, Right. Hon. J. C.

Herries, the Lord Mayor, Sir R. H. Ingiis, Sir C\

Lemon. Mr. H. T. Hope, Mr. Gaily Knight, Mr.

Alexander Milne, Hon. Charies Gore. Sir R< Smirke,

and Mr. Charles Barry. Tbe Queen has also been

pka^cJ to appoint Mr. Trenham Walshman Philipps to

be Secretary to the Commission.

Public Pensions.—Uhe Times has this week announced

that the omission of Sir K. Sale's name from the list of

jhonorary distinctions granted to the Generals command-

ing in India, arose from the circumstance that the gallant

nmcBT Mi alreadr receired for his defence of JelUlAbfld.

jforcign..

France There is little intelligence of political in-

terest in the Paris papers; the observations on English

policy are chiefly directed to Lord Ellenborough's pro-

clamation from Simla, which is severely handled by the

National and the Presse. The latter, the organ of His

Majesty and the Court, says, "It is amusing to observe

how the Governor-General conceals the moral signification

of his retreat. He abandons the Affghans to their anarchy !

He quits their country in order to punish them !
^
With

such nonsensical rhodomontade does he seek to disguise

the necessity under which England finds herself of aban-

doning all influence over Central Asia. As to fear from

Russia^ which was the cause of the expedition. Lord Ellen-

borough cavalierly declares there is none. And his lord-

ship manifests his delight that England has failed in her

aims. Lord EUenborough is a governor full of philo-

sophy."—At the beginning of the week Paris was visited

by the densest fog that had occurred since the winter of

1829, which preceded the great frost of December of that

year, and January and February of 1830. It prevented

all communication by telegraph, and was the cause of

numerous accidents in the streets.—The Momteiir pub-

lishes a Royal ordonnance providing that the proceeds of

the subscription entered into by the army and navy for the

purpose of raising a monument to the memory of the Duke

of .Orleans shall be applied to the erection of two eques-

trian bronze statues of the Prince, the one in Paris, and the

other in tbe principal square of Algiers. By virtue of the

same ordonnance, the ^triumphal arch of Djimilah (Cui-

cuUum), the most complete of the Roman monuments dis-

covered by the French in Africa, is to be taken down stone

by stone, and transported to Paris, where it is to be erected

as it now stands, agreeably to a wish manifested by the Duke

of Orleans during his expedition from Constantine to the

Iron-gates.—A model of the tomb of Napoleon has been ex-

hibiting in Paris for some days ; the tomb will shortly be

commenced, and the equestrian statue of the Emperor will

be placed in the middle of the great court of the Invalides.

There is no longer any doubt of the occupation of the

Marquesas Islands, in the Pacific, by the French Govern-

ment, as mentioned under our United States news of last

week. The Presse, Ministerial paper,of Tuesday, admits

the fact, and states that the occupation was the concealed

object of the expedition of Admiral Dupotet Thouat^, who

visited these parts before, and on whose reports Govern-

ment decided on the occupation of the islands. The group

of the Marquesas forms the eastern extremity of the Poly-

nesian Cyclades ; and should the Isthmus of Panama be

rendered available for the passage of travellers and mer-

chandise, they will afl!brd the first land, and the first port,

that vessels will make in the Pacific. The possession is of

great importance, especially to a nation having a large

trade with the coasts of Asia.—The water from the Arte-

sian well at Grenelle continues to ascend to the top of the

Belvidere in uniform abundance, perfectly pure, and of

the same warm temperature. To ascertain the precise

quantity thrown up, M. Mulot placed a tank of 1,H00

litres (475i gallons) in a position to receive it. At first

it took 40 seconds to fill this reservoir ; but M. Mulot

suspecting that a large portion of the water was lost be-

tween the new tube and the old one, which collapsed, had

the space between them filled with sand. When this was

accomplished, the reservoir became full in only 28

seconds, and at this rate the flow continues regularly.

Algeria.—Letters from Toulon mention the arrival of

Major-Gen. d'Arbouville, of the brigade of Mostaganem,

and M. Lelievre, Chef de Bataillon, both of whom have

been suddenly recalled, in reference, it is said, to the

affair of Mazagran, which we noticed last week. It is

stated that M. Lelievre's disgrace is positive, and that the

statement of the Morning Chronicle, that he had imposed

on the Minister of War, by gross exaggerations of the

defence of Mazagran, is perfectly accurate.

Spain.—The Barcelona insurrection is not yet at an end.

The insurgents have refused to capitulate, and, if the

French telegraph may be relied on, the Regent has begun

to bombard the city- TheRegent reached his head-quarters,

outside the walls, on the 29tb, when a salute of 21 guns an-

nounced the news to the town. Gen, Van Halen abstained

from his threatened bombardment, when he found that the

Regent was so near at hand. The new Junta, with the

bishop at their head, assembled in the evening, but decided

nothing. The whole of the following day was spent in ne-

gotiations, and at length the Junta demanded that Generals

Van Halen and Zurbano, as well as the political chief,

should be removed from their commands iu Catalonia ;

that the National Guards should remain armed, and that

there should be no quientos, or conscription. These terms

were refused by the Regent, who insisted on an uncondi-

tional surrender. He even refused to receive a deputation

of the Barcelonese, to the number of four, with the Bishop
at their head. He would not listen to any proposition. He
insisted on the disarmament of the whole National Guard,

and surrender at discretion of the persons implicated in

the movement. He insisted on declaring the town in a

state of siege, and bringing into it a military court-martial

to try the culpable, presided over by Zurbano. The Con-

sultative Junta assembled the National militia and the

on board the foreign vessels in the harbour. This state

of thinn's had not improved on the afternoon of the 2d ;

tiie drums were then beating to arms, and the Junta were

to re-arm the corpos Francos, 'dr\d make a desperate

resistance. The Regent had signified his determination

to bombard irrevocably, if the town did not surrender

by ten o'clock on the morning of the 3rd
;
and the

accounts received this morning by the French telegraph

state that the bombardment actually commenced on that

day, that the firing continued when the accounts were

despatched, and that the whole of Catalonia was rising

to aid Barcelona, crying, down with Espartero and the

Encrlish, and *' Vive la France." It must, however, be

borne in mind that this is the mere rumour of the

telegraph, and not an official despatch ; and that it

therefore rpnuires confirmation. The whole of the

r

the Lisbon mail we have accounts

the 29th ult. Nothing new has

The election for

principal inhabitants, to ask them whether they wouj^j

submit to these conditions. They declared for resiataac

bat neyerthel^M ft great number of inhabitants took refa

.,.^v..w.«.« requires

troops left in Barcelona when that city was evacuated by

the Captain-General, amounting to 2.800 men, had joined

their respective corps, with the exception only of a few

artillery drivers left in charge of the horses. All the

half-pay officers resident in Barcelona, including several

of the Royal Guard, formerly so notorious for their

hostility to the Queen, had retired from that city, and

taken refuge on board the ships in the harbour. Abdan

Terradas, the Republican chief, who had attempted to

raise an insurrection at Lampourdan, finding armed re-

sistance wherever he presented himself, had taken refuge

in France, and had arrived at Maureillas, so that all the

leading revolutionary persons had secured their safety by

flight previous to the Regent's appearance. Gen. Zur-

bano had been fired at in the neighbourhood of the town,

but the assassin missed his aim. We regret to state that

H.M.S. Formidable, of 90 guns, got aground on the

29th, at nine o'clock in the evening, near the mouth of

the Llobregat. Two French steamers were sent to her

assistance by the commandant of the station, and after

great exertions for two days, they succeeded in getting

her off the bank of sand on which she struck. Private

letters give great praise to the conduct of the French

naval officers, and state that without the assistance of

their steamers, the Formidable would most probably have

been lost.

Portugal.—By
from that capital to

transpired respecting the tariff question.

20 deputies to supply the vacant seats had all terminated

in favour of the Government. The Chambers had been

further adjourned till the 28th December, when the extra-

ordinary session would be closed, and the Chambers pro-

rogued till the 2d January, the legal period for openmg

the ordinary session of 1843. There had been rumours

of a partial change in the Ministry, but there appeared to

be no truth iu them. The storm against M. Dietz was

subsiding, but it was thought not unlikely that some mo-

tion will be made for an address to remove him when the

Chambers meet.—The first subscription of the British

residents in Madeira for the sufferers by the late inun-

dation amounted to 1,200 milreis (about 300^.) The
" national subscription" at Lisbon, as might have been

anticipated, is going on very slowly.—The accounts of the

fruit trade this season are very satisfactory. The supply

of oranges this year to London is said to be 58,183 boxes

from St. Michael's, 6,090 boxes from Fayal, .0,703 boxes

from Terceira, and 41,872 Chests and boxes from Lisbon,

independently of the large quantities sent to the out-ports.

Germaxy,—Letters from Berlin state that all" the pro-

vincial assemblies will be convoked in March, and that

the Minister has intimated to the committees the proba-

bility that they may soon be requested to meet again in

Berlin. It is said that one of the Deputies of EastPrus-

sia replied to this observation by drawing the Minister s

attention to the too great restrictions in the regulation of

their proceedings, and expressed a wish that many parts

might be changed—a remark which was received with ge-

neral acclamation by the other deputies. His Majesty

has at length granted the repeated requests of M. Von

Ladenberg, Minister of State, to retire from public ser-

vice, in consideration of his age and infirmities. The

Minister accordingly retired on the 1st inst., and vyas

succeeded by the Count of Stelburg Wernigerode. The

Leipsic Gazette gives the following Court gossip, under

the head Berlin, Nov. 24:—'*The celebrated poet. Geo.

Kerwegh, was presented, a few days ago, to the King, by

one of his physicians, M. Shoenlen. His Majesty, after

having conversed for a long time with the young poet,

who is very liberal in his opinions, said, **I have already

had this year a visit from one of my adversaries, M.

Thiers, but I prefer yours. I have to perform my mis-

sion as King, and you yours as a poet. I shall be faithiul

to mine, and I desire that you may be faithful to yours. 1

do not like want of character. A warm opposition,

founded upon conviction, pleases me. 1 like your poetry,

although it contains sometimes bitter pills for me ;
but, 1

assure you, they are less bitter than those which Shoeulen

administers to me from time to time."—We learn from

yienna that the Post-office Treaty between the Austrian

Government and that of Baden has just been ratified on

both sides. The Frankfort papers state that the expense

of erecting the new fortresses of Ulm and Rastadt is es-

timated at 30,000,000 of florins. This sum will be paid

by the several States of the Confederation to the treasury,

according to their population, and in proportion as it may

be required. The amount of the portion^ of the French

contribution, which was placed at interest in the house of

Rothschild, and which was at that time 22,000,000 of

francs, is to be deducted. The citizens of Hamburg, in

compliance with a proposal made to them by the senate,

have adopted a law, by which the Jews are to be hence-

forth qualified to hold freehold property, and reside in any

part of the State. Hitherto, Jews have been authorised

to reiide and hold property only in one or two street* o*
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the city.—Letters from Hanover state that Dr. Langen-
beck, who was sent from Gottingen to attend the King
when he was taken ill on his last visit to Rothenkirchen
has given his Majesty the most favourable assurance of
his probably attaining; a great age.

Belgium.—The Brussels papers announce the arrival

from Paris of M . Plongoulin, the barrister, who is to
defend M- Caumartin, the gentleman concerned in the
affair noticed in our last. It appears that M. Caumartin
ia much esteemed^ at the Paris bar, and that the most
eminent advocates, including M. Dupin, have offered to
act as his counsel. According to the declaration made by
M. Caumartin to bis counsel, the affair appears in a very
different light from that which it assumed when first

reported. It is said to be attested by the driver of the
carriage who drove M. Caumartin to fetch a physician,
that he was very severely wounded by a sword-cane ; it is

also stated that he does not intend to avail himself of
the exercise of legitimate defence, but to assert that the
fatal consequences of the struggle were occasioned by M.
Sirey himself, who precipitated himself on the weapon
which caused his death—The papers announce that tlie

offices for the verification of passports on the Belgian
frontiers are about to be suppressed, and a new system
adopted, which will be less annoying to travellers.

Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 20th ult. an-
nounce that the long-expected crisis which the King would
never believe to be possible, has at last arrived : the
Director of Finances has been obliged to declare, not only

a deficit of two millions, but the impossibilty of meeting
the demands even of the present month. A council of
state was immediately convened, and a law was passed
annulling the financial system introduced by the French
agents, which has led to these results. A modification of
the ministry will also be necessary. In the meaa lime the
King is making extraordinary preparations for the com-
pletion of the new palace, and intends shortly to inhabit
it.—Professor Asopius, considered the best Hellenic
scholar among the modern Greeks, and who was for many
years one of Lord Guildford's professors at Corfu, has
lately been appointed tea chair in the University of Athens,
and draws crowds to hear his lectures.

Turkey.—We have advices from Constantinople to the
17th ult. Sir Stratford Canning and M. Bouteneiff, the
Russian Ambassador, have both addressed notes to the
Porte, with reference to the negotiations with Persia,
They state that the Court of Teheran hag accepted the
joint mediation of England and Russia, and that the views
and disposition of the Shah continue to be most pacific.

Hopes therefore are expressed that, with similar sentiments
existing on the side of the Turkish Government, their dif-

ferences may be easily accommodated without an appeal
to arms.

^
Sir S. Canning has also had an interview with

the Turkish Minister, to communicate the determination
pf the British Government with respect to the Syrian
question, upon which, after the conference of September,
there had been another and final reference made to it. The
answer is said to be peremptory, and intimates the resolu-
tion of England to abide by the engagements she had
entered into with the Maronites on behalf of the Porte,
which has at length been told that it must consent to the
appointment of a Christian and native chief of the Lebanon,

Letters from Beyrout, dated Nov. 1, announce, with
expressions of satisfaction, the withdrawal of Mustapha
Pacha, whose ten months' rule had so completely revived
the animosity of the Druses and Maronites, as to put a
period to their own quarrels, and reunite them against the
Turkish troops.—From the Danube we have accounts
that the Boyard, George Philipesko, will succeed to the
vacant Regency of Wallachia, unless the Russian ex-
General Kislef should obtain such a majority as would
give an appearance of popularity to his election. Bel-
grade letters of the 2 1st announce the arrival at Semlin
on that day of Rifaat Pacha, the new Ambassador of the
Porte to the Court of Vienna. Prince Michael learnt
from the Envoy that his doom was definitively sealed,
and that Prince Georgewitch would be maintained in his
new position. It is expected that Russia will give her
sanction to this arrangement. The new Prince of Servia
had issued a proclamation, promising his best exertions
for the prosperity of the people.
Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria to the22d ult. state

^at the Pacha is still in the Delta, making arrangements,
m order that the sowing season may not be retarded. The
mortality among the cattle still continues, and is now pre-
valent among the small farms surrounding Alexandria,
^hich have hitherto escaped. Horses, mules, and don-
keys are being bought up by the government, and sent to
the fihifliks to assist in agriculture. In many of the vil-

lages the fellahs have been obliged to commence sowing
without plowing, merely casting the seed on the mud left

^1 the inundation, into which it is pressed by the weight
pf a man drawn over it upon a board by horses. There
IS little doubt that the continuance of the murrain will

seriously affect the crops of next year. There is no po-
litical news, except the arrival by the last French steamer of
General Ventura, of Lahore celebrity, so long in the ser-

vice of the late Runjeet Sing ; be proceeds to India by
the Suez steamer, and is the bearer of valuable presents
from Louis- Philippe to Shere Sing.

India—The Overland mail from India reached town
On Saturday night, with accounts from Cabul to October 1,

Jellalabad to Oct. 6, Chusan to Sept, ]5, and Nankin to
«ept. 16, The intelligence was in' a great measure antici-
pated by the intermediate mail received a fortnight since,
but the details of the subsequent operations and events are
"ighly interesting. All that was wanting in the last

accounts to make the news from Afghanistan perfectly
*atisfactory, is supplied \i^ the advices now received.
Akhbar Khan, on kaming that all the prisoners, save

were crossing the Kaloo mountains when they met th
Kuzzilbashes, under Sir Richmond Shakspeare, who ha

Capt. Bygrave, whom he had in immediate attendance
upon himself, had been surrendered to the British autho-
rities, came to the resolution of giving up that officer also,
^.apt. Bygrave was accordingly sent to Genera! Pollock's
camp, on the 27th Sept., with a letter from Akhbar Khan
to the General, stated to contain an inquiry as to what
the British intended to do with his father and his family.
ihe whole of the prisoners have therefore been liberated
from the hands of the AfTghans. Their number was 31
officers, 9 ladies, and 12 children, with 51 European
soldiers, 2 clerks, and 4 women, making in all 100 persons,
who had suffered captivitv from the 10th January, to the
21st and 2;th September. They had a narrow escape at
the last, Akhbar Khan having openly threatened them
with slayery in the event of the British moving on Cabul.
The details of their proceedings are more like a romance
than a passage of authentic Iiistory. We have given
under our " Miscellaneous" article a letter from one of
the captives, who conducted the tiegotiation for their
ransom

; to that graphic narrative of an eye-witness, to
much more interesting than the mere summary of the
Papers, we will simply add, that after the prisouers had
succeeded in making terms with the commander of their
escort, they set out on iheir march towards Cabul. They

the

advanced in the most gallant manner by forced marches of
90 miles a day. Two days afterwards the party again
descried the advance of British colours, and in a few
hours they were joined by General Sale and the force
which had left Cabul on the 15th. The meeting of the
captives with their friends is described as most affecting,
and is said to have drawn tears from every eye. The scene
between the gallant Sir R. Sale and his heroic wife and
widowed daughter, who had been eight months in cap-
tivity, must be left to the imagination of the reader ; no
pen, as the Indian Papers observe, could be trusted to
depict the emotions excited by that meeting. On the
morning of the 21st, they all arrived in camp, under wel-
come of one of the most joyous royal salutes ever fired,

and the greatest delight everywhere prevailed. The escape
of the prisoners was opportunely planned, for the orders
received from Akhbar Khan, by Salih Mahomed, on the
night when the latter was gained over, were to put to

death such captives as were too weak to proceed to

Kholoon, while the fate intended for the survivors was a
life of slavery in the wilds of Turkistan. Had the force,

too, under General Sale, not been despatched to the
Arghundee pass, they would have fallen into the hands of
Sultan Jan, who was in hot pursuit, and General Pollock
in his despatch states that a delay of 24 hours would
have proved fatal.—The operations in other quarters
have also been important : Quettah has been aban-
doned, and we have now no longer any troops in Affghan-
istan westward of Cabul. The last detachment of

General England's force left on the 1st, and reached
Dadur on the 7th October ; the rear-guard having been
attacked in the Bolan Pass, and some lives lost. Dr.
Brickwell, who was sick, fell into the enemy's hands, and
was cut to pieces- The first detachment, under command
of Major Reid, reached Sukkur on the 12th \ and the

second, under Colonel Marshall, was expected at Shikar-

pore on the 16th. On the 26th Gen. M'Caskill and Briga-

diers Tulloch and Stacey le^t Cabul on an expedition

towards Kohistan withj about 4,000 men. On the 29th

they encountered Ameen Oolah at Istalif, twenty miles

from Cabul, on their way to Charekar, and defeated his

army with immense loss. The AfTghans advanced with

great intrepidity, but were beaten back and scattered in

all directions. Our casualties consisted of 1 officer (Lieut.

Evans, of the 41st) killed and 4 wounded, with 646 men
killed and wounded. The troops were expected in camp
by the 5th October, and were to march into the Passes for

Peshawur on the 10th or 12th. All the ordnance left at

Cabul has been recovered, together with the park of ar-

tillery captured on the flight of Dost Mahomed on our

original advance in 1839, which has since been kept in the

Bala Hissar. The city is described as being full of plun-

der ; our former cantonments are in a state of ruin, and

the walls of the citadel itself were found to have suffered

severely from the guns of Akhbar Khan during the siege

in April. It is said that not only the walls of the fortress

will be blown up, but that the grand bazaar, the wonder of

travellers and pride of Cabul, will be destroyed. An
attempt was made by Futteh Jung, son of Schah Soojah,

to place himself on the throne while the salute was firing

in honour of our colours being hoisted on the Bala Hissar
;

but the scheme was of no avail ; and he will no doubt be

made to retreat with the armies. The army, on its ad-

vance, had, as they expected, met with numerous skeletons

of the men who had perished in January; some hundreds

of them were buried—many of them were so little decom-

posed as to be still recognisable. The number seen does

not appear to have exceeded a thousand in all; yet an

army, with camp followers, computed at 13,000, had dis-

appeared in the Paoses. From tbis circumstance many are

said to entertain hopes that the destruction of our troops

was much less than was supposed, and that some survivors

of that terrible scene are still in existence beyond the

Indus. At Ghuznee, besides the sepoys who were re*

leased, Col. Palmer, who was long supposed to have been

killed, was found ajnong the prisoners. Among the trophies

which General Nott brings back to India, are the cele-

brated sandal-wood gates which a Mahometan conqueror

had taken away from an Indian temple, and which had,

during nearly eight centuries, formed the chief ornament

of his tomb at Ghuznee. The Governor-General pub-

lished on the 1st Oct. his proclamation for the entire

evacuation of Affghanistan, with others conferring honoun,

medalft, &c., on the regiments employed at Candahar,

I Ghuznee, Cabul, &c. On the 7th he issued another pro-
dmmation announcing the release of part of the prisoners,
nd on the 17th he published another announcing that all

the prisoners wcr« restored. In another he announcea
the termination of x\\t war with China, and directs the
distribution of medals and other hoaours to the Indian
Boldiera and sailors employed in that campaign. The
camp of the army of reserve mt Pinjor, near Sirhind,
was to be formed about the middle of November- There
is still some disquietude In Bundelknnd, but India
otherwise ii tranquil. The Governor General and the
Comroander-in-Chiefwere expected to leave Simla towards
the end of October, in order to meet the army of reserve
and the other troops in the vicinity of the Sutledge. A
court-martial will, it it aaid, be held on General Shelton,
Colonel Palmer, and four other officers, ioiasediately on
their return to India. TliC burning of merrhnnt shif*
continued. ITje Jessy has been destroyed by fire hX
Calcutta, and the Belvidera at Smg8|)ore.
Chika.—By the Indian Mail wc have aerounts from

the fleet off Nankin to the IGth Sept. The Emperor h.s
given his aisau to the terms of the treaty, but, fr ^,
scruples of etiquette, 1 rrfu^rd to sign it until the
pirnipotentiiry has a copy under the sign manual of the
Queen ready for exchange. Major M;iicolm hat (mki frnt
to England with a counterpart of the treaty for ratifica-
tion by her Majesty, and \mI1 return with it to China a«
soon ai poaiible, when the formal exchange of treaties will
take place. Half of the first insUlment, amounting to
(J,000.000 dollars, has been paid, and is now on its way
to England in the Blonde. The Englihh flt-et will winKr
at Chusan, where extensive works have been undertakm
to drain and make it healthy. It is said that the Emper< r
still intends to send an ambataador to England, aud that
an application has been made to a Surgeon of one of tt^
principal hospiUla in Loudon, requesting him to receive a
young Chinese into hi* house, ss a student of surgery.
UvTTED States.—The packet ship North America,

arrived at Liverpool on ^Vtduefiday, with dates two days
later than those brought by the Great Western. The in-
terest of the news is entirely Iocs!, the papers being oc-
cupied with the speech of Governor M 'Donald to the
Legislature of Georgia, in which he condemns the iujustire
of the new tariff and the csUblishmcnt of a national b^nV.
Great excitement had been occasioned at New Yoik, by
the marriage and suicide of a criminal, J. C. Colt, on the
morning appointed for his execution. He had been con-
demned some months ago for the murder of Mr. Adams,
and a few hours before the time^ed for the execution he
was married, in the presence of the shcriffh aud officers, to

one of the witnesses on the trial. He afterwards stabbed
himself with a clasp-knife ; and at the moment when this
was discovered, the city prison was found to be on fire.

Several investigations had been held, but nothing had
transpired when the packet left.—The papers mention a
rumour that Sir C. Bagot, Governor. General of Canada,
f5nd5 it necessary to leave Kings'on on account of his
health, and that the seat of Government is likely to be
transferred to Montreal or Quebec.
West Indies.—The mail steamer Solway arrived at

Falmouth ou Saturday, with news from the West Indies
to the 3d Nov, The principal intelligence from Jamaica
consists in the meeting of the Legislative Assembly. The
speech of the Governor, which embraced topics that chiefly
concerned the interior administration of the island, had
given much satisfaction, especially the portion relating to
internal communication. Tiic plan for opening new roads,
as well as that for improving those already in existence,
would, it was supposed, do much towards reducing the
expense of forwarding the produce from the several estatt s

to the ports of shipment, by which the loss of the planter
would be much lessened. The topics of the greater part
of the speech are merely of domestic interest. The ad-

dress in answer to it was passed without the slightest op-
position. The Solway left Southampton on the 15th June
last, since which she has touched at thirty different port?,

at many of them twice. During this period, it i« calcu-

lated that she has run over a distance of 21,000 miles

without meeting with any other accident than the loss of
her jib-boom in a severe hurricane. In this space of time
eighty-six cases of yellow fever occurred on board, eight
of which only proved fatal.

Cape of Good Hope.—Cape of Good Hope papers to

the middle of September are in town. They again treat

of a local Legislature! and of the adoption of other changes
considered to be necessary to the colony. Measures were
taken to give force and effect to the opinions entertained

on the subject. The only additional particulars in refer-

ence to the recent wrecks in Table Bay. are the announce-
ments that Beaumont Smith, of Exchequer Bill notoriety,

was among the convicts saved from the wreck of the

Waterloo, and that all the convict^ have been sent, for

safety, to Robin Island under a military escort.

CITY.
Money Markeij Friday.—Consols for the accoant

India Bonds, 4:k.to -iojr.prem.; and Loiig Annuities, 12|.
*—
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iHftropolis ana its Fifma».
Common CounciL—On Tliursday a Court was held, in

consequence of a requisition, "To take into consideration

the propriety of passing resolutious, expressing the urgent

necessity of an abolition of all restrictions upon commerce
and manufactures, and especially those afft^etingUic import-

ation of Corn." It was very numerously attended, and

the subjects of the requisition were discussed at consider-

able length. After several motions and amendments had

tff
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been disposed of, the following resulations were adopted:

•' That the continued and increasing depression of the

raanufacturing, commercial, and agricultural interests of

this country, and the wide-spreading distress ot the work-

ing chi^ses, are most alarming. Manufacturers without a

market, and shipping without freight, capital without in-

vestment, trade without profit, and farmers struggling

under a system of high rents, with prices falling as the

means of 'consumption by the people fail, a working

population rapidly increasing, and a daily- decreasing

demand for lis labour, union-houses overflowing as work-

shops are deserted, corn laws to restrain importation, and

inducing a starving people to regard the laws of their

country with a deep sense of their injustice—these facts

call for the immediate application of adequate remedies.

That this Court anxiously appeals to the First Minister of

the Crown to give practical effect to his declarations in

favour of free trade by bringing forward, at the earliest

possible period in the ensuing session of Parliament, such

measures for securing the unrestricted supply of food and

the employment of the people, as may effectnally remove

a condition of depression and distress too widely prevail-

ing and too rapidly increasing to consist with the safety of

the community and the preaeivatiOQ of our social and

political institutions,"

Biiliah American Company,
fulling council of this association Wi

Sir Joshua Meredith. Bart., in the chair, for the purpose

of appointing a committee to inquire into the various

charges which have been made against the association.

Our readers are already acquainted with these circum-

stances from the reports which we have given from tiuie

to time of the inquiries at the Mansion House, and from

the correspondence between the late Lord Mayor and the

Duke of Ar^-yll. The object of this meeting was to

\ meeting of th con-

held on Wednesday,

remove the unfavourable impression produced on those

occasions. The report stated that the despatches received

from Sir Allan M'Nab show the manner in which the

objects of the association are appreciated in Canada, and

the support it will receive in that colony ; the valuable

tracts of land that will be opened to colonization by the

association, with the ajiprobntion of the provincial govern-

ment, and the legal recognition which the association will

receive from the Legislative Assembly and Counsel. The
meeting was addressed by Sir R. Brown, Dr. Rolph, the

government a^ent for Emigration to Canada, and other

gentlemen, and a committee v.as appointed to investigate

the conduct of the company and all the charges brought

agninst their management,
Smlihjicld Club,—The annual award of prizes given by

the Smilhfield Club Prize Cattle Show, for the best spe-

cimens of fat stock, took place on Tuesday. The total

amount of money expended in prizes this year ejcceeds

400 guineas. Tlie show is considered to be the best since

1339, when some remarkable animals were exhibited. In

the two classes, which included Scotch and Irish oxen,

there was less competition than usual, and in one of them

both prizes are withheld, from want of merit. With
these exceptions all the prizes were awarded, but the

details have little interest for any but the parties con-

cerned. On WedneBilay the exhibition was visited by
several well knosvn patrons of agriculture. The Earl of

Warwick, Earl Spencer, and Lord Cattenham went
round the yard at an early hour, accompanied by the

stewards, minutely examining the specimens and express-

ing their approbation of the general arrangements. At a

meeting of the members of the society, held during the

morning. Earl Spencer in the chair, the judges* award was

read over and confirmed, and a motion for the es'ablish-

ment of additional prizes was agreed to. The animal

which has gained the gold medal as the best beast in the

exhibition, was bred by Sir Charles Tempest, of Brough-
ton Hall.

Income Tax,—The commissioners Lave commenced
hearing appeals from the western district of the City, and
liave made such progress, that their investigations are

expected to terminate this week. One arrangement was
adopted which has greatly facilitated their labours—the

surveyor being empowered to dispose of the cases of all

clerks with salaries under 150/. a year, but who have ne-

vertheless been required to make returns. These cases,

in sucb a place as the City, must obviously form the great
majority of the appeals ; and by taking them out of the
jurisdiction of the commissioners, their duties have been
considerably lessened.

Public Meetings.—The half-yearly meeting of the pro-
prietors of Waterloo-bridge was hekL last week to receive

the report of the directors. The report stated that the
tolls cndingj£hc23d Aug., 1811, amounted to 7,473/. 15^.,

while those for the corresponding period in this year
were only R,S28/. Vis. \d. The decrease in the tolls for

horses and vehicles was 928/. 16s. li/., and the increase

for foot passengers was 283/. \Qs. od. The receipts for

the past half-year, including 0,828/. I2s. It/, tolls, with
interest upon Exchequer bills and the rent of the arched
vaults, were 7,541/. 17^. lid,; and the expenditure, in-

cluding 1,334/. 165., interest on bonds at j/., 4/., and 3.^

per cent., and 4,6S7L 10.?. dividends upon annuities,

amounted to 6,908/. 8*. 3//., leaving a balance of

633/. 9.V. 8f/. A proposal was matle to raise the toll again

to It/,, but was negatived by a large majority.—The gene-

ral meeting of the Regent's Canal Company was held on

Wednesday; Mr. Drinkwater Dethune in the chair. The
report stated that the affairs of the company were in a

prosperous condition, the amount of tonnage for the last

half-year being 459,945 tons, producing 18,027/., with a

prospect of farther increase. The balance of profit for the

last half.year was stated to be 10,204/., and the amount
of the reserve fund, 6,400/. It was then resolved, after

some discatsi0ii, that the soaia of 4^500/. and 485/.| for

the improvements at Limehouse, be appropriated from the

reserve fund.

Robbery,—In our Number of the 26th ult. we noticed tbe

new apparatus for enabling the firemen to resist the ac-

tion of the smoke; we also mentioned, that it had been

used with great success at a fire in Friday-street, where

the engineer traced the flames to a Leap of waste paper in

the cellar. It appears that the utility of the apparatus

in enabling the brigade to trace the fire to its source, and

thus save the premises, was not the only service which it

rendered on that occasion. In the course of the firemen's

operations a circumstance took place which excited sus-

picion. The engineer, after stopping the flames in the

cellarage, in ascending a staircase to the front warehouse-

room, stumbled against something bulky^ and upon ex-

amining it, discovered it to be a ledger half consumed,

and the remainder covered over with ink. He placed it

in the warehouse with the intention of showing it to the

firm, but while his back was turned it was taken away,

and was afterwards found concealed behind the street

door, evidently for the purpose of being purloined. Sub-

sequently, in the course of the day, in consequence of

further discoveries, a clerk, named John Snowdon, was

examined by the firm as to the condition of the counting-

house. His answers were unsatisfactory, and while tlie

firm were considering the course to be adopted, he left

the premises unobserved, taking with him notes to the

amount of 500/. A large reward has been offered for his

apprehension.

The Wccdher,—During the whole of Tuesday and Wed-
nesday the iMetropolis was enveloped in a dense fog, ren-

dering it necessary to use lights in all the public offices

and shops. The temperature throughout the day was

much colder than on Monday, and the market waggons

from the suburban districts wex-e covered with hoarfrost.

On Thursday the Metropolis and suburbs were again,

daring the greater part of the morning, enveloped in a

thick foff, so as to render it impossible to transact bu'siness

Several minor ac-without the aid of candle or gas light.

cidents occurred in the principal thoroughfares, and the

business of the River was almost entirely suspended.

Harrow.—The examination for the scholarship founded

by Mr. J. Neeld was announced on the 3d inst. by the

examiners to have terminated in favour of the Hon. P.

Smythe, son of Viscount Strangford.

Mortality of Metropolis.—The number of deaths re-

gistered in the week ending Saturday, Nov. 26, was 853

;

being, Male?, 429 ; Females, 424. Weekly average of

1838-9-40.1, Males, 467; Females, 445. The distribu-

tion of this mortality over the different districts was as

follows :—West districts, 101; North, 160; Central,

182; East, 178; South, 232.

Her Majesty's Return from fValmer,—Her Majesty

and suite left Walmer Castle on Saturday morning, on
their return to Windsor. On leaving the Castle, the

Grenadier Guards, which were drawn up near the draw-

bridge, saluted the Queen as her Majesty entered the

riage, and the Thunderer, at anchor in the roads, fired a

royal salute. The royal corteye proceeded through Sand-

wich, Ash, and Wringham, to Canterbury. In all parts of

the route her Majesty's reception was most loyal and
enthusiastic. In Canterbury some of the houses still bore

the decorations before prepared, while a few others were
dressed up with fresh evergreens. The royal standard

was hoisted on Westgate Tower and St. Dunstan*s Church,
and as soon as her Majesty's arrival^was announced, the

Cathedral bells were rung. At 9 the royal party arrived

at a rapid rate, and drove to the Fountain Hotel, where
her Majesty and the Prince alighted, while a fresh relay of

horses was obtained. The Queen left the Fountain Hotel
at a quarter past 9, and proceeded onwards amidst the

loyal acclamations of the assembled multitude. At Black-

heath a large concourse of persons Fad assembled. Horses
for her Majesty had been ordered to be ready at a quarter

to 2, and soon after 1 o'clock many hundred persons had
collected. The windows of the inn were filled by ladies

from the neighbourhood, and there were about^the Heath
numbers of carriages and other vehicles. Her Majesty

did not arrive until nearly half-past 2, and the horses hav-

ing been changed, proceeded at a rapid pace towards town.

The road from Blackheath, through Greenwich and Dept-
ford towards New-cross, was lined with people of ail

classes, and the windows of the houses were crowded with

females. Her Majesty was greeted as she passed with
loud cheers. At New-cross, immediately below the sta-

tion of the Railways, a fresh escort of the 8th Hussars
were in waiting. Here also horses had been ordered, so

that up to the time of her Majesty's arrival it was
not known whether she would come by the road, or

whether she would have taken the other route, by
road to Ashford, and from thence by rail to New-cross.
At a quarter to 3, the mounted police, preceding at some
distance the royal carriages, announced to the escort the

approach of her Majesty. They immediately formed, and
a few moments afterwards the carriages arrived, and pro-
ceeded at a rapid pace towards town. The streets in the
outskirts of the Metropolis through which her Majesty's
route lay were completely lined with people, and the win-
dows of the houses were aUo filled. Crowds of persons
were collected at Peckham, Camberwell, and Kennington-
common. At Kennington-oval, the children of the charity
school were ranged in line on either side of the road, and
along the Vauxhall-road, on Vaaxhall-bridge, through
Pimlico, Ilyde-park, and the Edgeware-road, the usual

demonstrations of loyalty were evinced ; but to have caught

a sight of her Majesty must have been impossible, from
the rapid pace at which the carriages passed along. The
distance from New-cross to the Fuddingtoa station of the

Great Western Railway was traversed in half an hour.

On arriving at the station, her Majesty and Prince Albert

alighted, and proceeded to the waiting-room, followed by

the attendants bearing the Prince of Wales and the

Princess Royal, A special train had been provided, which

started with the Royal party at half-past 3. and arrived in

about half an hour at Sbugh. A detachment of Life-

Guards wus in waiting at the station, and the Royal party

reached Windsor in perfect safety at 20 minutes past

4, Her Majesty appeared in excellent health and spirits,

and very slightly fatigued by her lengthened journey. The

loval inhabitants of the town assembled in considerable

numbers in the High-street, and on Castle-hill, to greet

her Majesty upon her return from Kent. . _
Agricultural Districts.—We regret to record again this

week the continuance of incendiary fires. In Lincoln-

shire two fires of this description have taken place in the

fens on the property of the Duke of Bedford, by which

rickyards to a large amount have been destroyed, la

Nottinghamshire a barley and oat stack, belonging to

Mr. Hill, of Griton, and a threshing machine of consi-

derable value, the property of Mr. Rowe, were destroyed

at Spalford on the 1st inst. In Cambridgeshire, on the

25th, a barn filled with wheat and oats was burnt to

the ground on the farm of Mr. Frohock, at Burwell, near

Newmarket ; the lucifer matches by which the property

was fired were found near the spot. A few days after-

wards some out-buildings were fired at Swaffham, near the

same place, on a farm belonging to Mr. Allix, M.P- In

the Isle of Ely, two field barns and several stacks of corn

on the farms of Messrs. Parnell and Mr. Hemmant were

fired on the 24th. In Leicestershire, several stacks were

burnt last week on the farm of Mr. Manning, of Bar-

don-park ; in Berkshire, the premises of the Rev. A. B.

Townsend, rector of Easthampstead, were fired, but the

flames were discovered in time to prevent their extending

to the rick-yard. In Essex, on Friday evening, a fire

broke out on the farm of Mr. Bradbrook, on West Bergholt

Heath, by which a barn filled with oats and unthreshed

clover-seed was burnt to the ground. This is the third

time these premises have been fired within the last few

months.
AshbicrIon,—The Devonshire papers inform us that the

good news from India and China has had the effect of re-

animating the serge manufactories, which had been droop-

ing for some time past The extensive factories for serge

in this town and neighbourhood were at full work last

week ; and the inhabitants are inspired with new life at the

prospect of a revival of the export trade to the East.

Bristol,—At the meeting of the London Institute of

British Architects on Monday, Professor Hosking read an

account of the church of St. Mary Redcliffe, and of the

recent survey of the fabric by himself and Mr. Britton,

with an analysis of the reports and illustrations of the

present condition and proposed restoration of the church.

St. Mary Reddiffe is one of the finest parish churches in

England, but has been allowed to become much dilapi-

dated in parts, and, moreover, was never completed ; so

that a large sum is required to restore it to its original

state, and perfect the design. Mr. Hosking considered

the tower not merely the finest of its date, but the most

beautiful architectural composition in his remembrance :

in his opinion, much injury has been caused to the south

wall of the church by sinking graves.

Cambridge,—A meeting of the Cambridge 'and Ely

Board of Education took place last week, the Bishop of

Ely in the chair. The report stated that the schools in

the union were on the increase, and that the wish of the

board was to see in every parish a daily and Sunday

school conducted on the principles of the Church. It

also stated that the training college for schoolmasters, at

Chelsea, was capable of accommodating 60 pupils, with a

school for the children of the neighbourhood, and a chapel;

and that there is an establishment independently of this

for 40 schoolmistresses. The report concluded by ob-

serving, that in recommending to general support in-

stitutions having the same aim as the board, they need

only refer to the demoralised condition of some of our

The Rev. Professor Whewell, Mastertowns and villages.

of Trinity, and Yice.Chancellor of the University, ex-

pressed his gratification at the hopes held out of the

establishment of commercial schools for the lower and

middle classes, and the infusion into them of the religion

of the National Church ; he was glad to find that in most

of the large and opulent towns of the country there was a

spirit abroad tending to the establishment of such school?.

He made a complimentary allusion to the new Collegiate

Institution at Liverpool, and moved the adoption of the

report, which was seconded by the Rev. Dr. French,

Master of Jesus College. Dr. Haviland, Regius Professor

of Divinity, praised the training system of the board as

leading to a further extension of national education. No

occupation, he said, required greater judgment and skill

than that of -a schoolmaster : his business was not merely

to teach, but to educate ; and it was his opinion, also, that

more skill was necessary to educate the poor than the rich,

as the latter were prepared at home for the education they

were to receive at school, where a polish only is to be given

as to a diamond ready cut, whereas the former have to be

cut and polished bf>th. The meeting was addressed sub-

sequently by the Rev. Dr. Graham, Master of Christ s

College—Rev. Dr. Webb, Master of Clare Hall-Pro-
fessor Corric, and numerous other gentlemen, who

bore testimony to the value of the board, and to the ioo'

portant results which it promises to produce in the middle

classes of society,

Derby,—We have often adverted to |the efforts made

in various parts of the country for the restoration of

church antiquities. This week, we learn by the local

Papers that the embellishment of a church has been
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adoptrd as a mere desirable testimonial to the clercyiran
than the old practice of presenting a piece of plate. It
appears that the Duke of Devonshire, the Earl of Bur-
lingtonj the Hon. G. H. Cavendish, M.P., and Mr. w!
Evans, M. P., have headed a Eubscription to have asta'ined
glass window placed over the communion table of the Rev.
Thomas Hill's church at Derby, as a testimonial of the
esteem entertained by the inhabitants and local nobiHty
and gentry towards the Rev. Gentleman. This is a change
in the right direction : at Chichester, the example of the
Dean in erecting an obituary window to tlie njemory of his
sister has been followed by other gentlemen; and there
can hardly be a doubt that the instance now recorded at
Derby will prove more gratifying 16 the clergy than any
testimonial estimated by its mere money value to the
party concerned,

Dover,—An experimental floating breakwater, con-
structed by Capt. Groves, late of the Rifles, was moored
on Tuesday in Dover Bay, in seven fathoms water. It is

an iron cylinder, resembling the funnel of a steamer, fifty
feet long, eight feet in diameter, and riding about four'feet
out of the water, nearly a third of a mile froai the pier.
A spar, twenty feet high, with a red flag and a hell, will
will be attached to it. It is moored by four immense
anchors, and is expected to cover the entrance of the
harbour, so as to make it accessible in stormy weathen
The anchors and chains were supplied by the Admiralty,
who have rendered every assistance in carryin;; out the

! able to judge on the probable effects of any change in the
l^orn Laws, &c., enclosing schedules of Tarious scales of
duty many of which clearly showed that even the present
modttied scale might be reduced by Eome shillings per
qnarten In reffard tn mpnf h^ f^^.•.^A •,«*:*!.,-.»-. .A*.
that the tariff had acted ver) prejudicially on far
produce, as the agriculturists had so alarmed thems

experiment*

Gloucester, •At the recent dinner of the Gloucester
Agricultural Society, the principal speeches were those of
Earl Ducie and Mr. Bowley, of Seddington, near Ciren-
cester. Mn Bowley, who had been the winner of one of
the premiums, said—** He was happy to congratulate the
meeting on the increasing prosperity of the society ; but
be regretted that he could not at the same time con-
gratulate them on the increasing prosperity in the
prospects of the farmer. A noble lord in a neighbour-
ing country was reported to have said that farmers mUst
exert themselves ; that they must not stand idle by when
their cart is in a hole, and call upon Jupiter for help. He
quite agreed with the noble lord that it would be useless
to call upon Jupiter; but if times should continue bad,
there was another power which the farmer has some sort
of right to call upon, and that is the landlord. If he will
place his shoulder at one wheel, which it is his duty to
do, get his landlord to put his shoulder to the other, and
put his labourer in the shafts, he will soon get over bis
difficulty ; but without that kind of union (and it was no
use to mince the matter) the farmer could not stand. He
believed from all that he knew of the landlords of this
country, that they will readily respond to the call."—Eari
Ducie said—*' Agricultural produce was rather lower now
than it had been—he believed itr was at its lowest. He
.faw no reason why it should be so dow^ and he believed
there would be a reaction. It was impossible for farmers
to employ labour as they would do» or as they could do,
H they had not a permanent interest in their land. He
was quite sure there was no farmer in that room who
could put his hand on his heart, and say that if he had a
permanent interest in his land he would not employ more
labour on his farm than he felt justified in doing, consider-
ing the present price of things. Nothing better proved
Uie auvantage of good cultivation of land than the condi-
tjon of the poor in those parishes where good cultivation
existed. Wherever good cultivation was general, there
they would invariably find that poor-rates were lowest.
He was quite satisfied that it was not only to the ad-
vantage of the poor and the interest of the farmer that
this should be so, but that it wfes the interest of the laud-
lord also. If landlords knew their best interest, it would
pe that of having a thriving tenantry; while nothing
injured an estate so much as having a tenantry working
up hill. And for the farmer, it must be far better to pay
lus labourers wages for working on his farm than to main-
lain them out of the poor-rates.

*i . .
.J^Sard to meat, he could positively state

that the tariff had nrfpil r-Art, ^^^\»>a\a\^\\^ „.. ^--j^\^^

. . , .,, «, - themselves
When the bill was first introduced that they sent their stock
to market two months before the time they otherwiMs
would have done, and, consequently, the beasts, not beingm proper condition, did not fetch the value that the
farmer ought to have received

; he *could show thetii, from
a statistical return, the quantity of mehl lind number of
beasts imported to this country from the 9th of July to

f
Jth^ of November- viz., cattle, 2,273; cows, JMl

;
calve?, /3; sheep.COS; lambs, 10 ; swine,301. Fresh
beef,41cwt.2qrs. 101b. ; salted beef. 2,5 12cwt.3qrs. 27lb.
salted pork, 7.1 5Jlcwt. 3qrs. ,51b. Exported as ships'
stores :—Salted beef, 5.777cwt. ; salted pork, 42Gcwt.
Irom a calculation of the beasts sold in Smithfield-market
for the seven years ending in 1839, he found that the
average per year was 1G2,260. or 3,120 weeklj j in the
three months Succeeding the |>assing of the tarift the im-
portation did not ext!eed S.OKi. being rather less than one
week s tfonsutaption ; it was evident, therefore, that tlie
farmers and graziers had unnecessarily alarmed themselves.
At the suggestion of the President of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society^ he put two acres of land under an ciperi-
ment

: the first he sowed with nine pecks of corn, from
which a produce of five quarters two bushels was raised

;

Upon the secotid acre he sowed fourteen pecks, and ob-
tained five quarters and six bushels therefrom. He hoped
that the present depression would not lead to a redaction
in wages to the labourer or artisan. It was his opinion
thot the more labour was employed upon a farm, the
greater was the return to the oCcUpantSi

Liverpool,—Coiisidtrable sensation was created in this
towri On Friday last, by a report that a man of colour,
the cook of the bark Clydesdale, of Greenock, had
been strangled to death by the chief mate and four
seamen of that vessel, which arrived in port from

pretiedirtg night. This fiensation who
the police had boarded the vessel and
there was foundation for the rumour,
the deceased, a native of Jamaica, had

for some days and confined to the forecastle,

when the chief mate charged him with skulking from his

duty, and ordered him to be hoisted out, A rope was ac-
cordingly fastened round his neck, by which the crew
dragged him out of his hammoCk by Uiain forCCi He lay
for a moment extended upoh a chest, when the carpenter,
who had been rOused frotn sleep by tlie noise, rushed from
his bertli and called out to the parties on deck to desist,

as they were choking the man. The rope having accord-
ingly been slackened, the carpenter slipped it off the neck
and fastened it round th^ body of deceased, and in this

manner the latter was hoisted upon ileclv, where lie was
placed and kept in a recUmbent posture for about two
hours ; but he' hever spoke during that time, and was
evidently dead when first brought up. These are the
main facts of the case, which have been reported at great

length in the daily papers. After a full inquiry, the ma-
gistrate committed the four prisoners on the charge of

murder on the high seas. The trial will lake place at the

next sessions of the Central Criminal Court.—A collision

Bombay on the

augmented after

ascertained that

It appeared that

been ill

Leech The Anti-Corn-Law-League fund has made
*ome progress in this manufacturing district. In Hudders-
Beld the sum of 1,170/. had been subscribed at the date of
«he last report; and in Halifax, on the evening of the
Dieetrng and the next day, 540/. was subscribed, A
aemonstration in favour of the League took place in
this town on Tuesday, at a tea.raeeting, which was at-
terided by about 500 persons. Mr. Marshall, a Leeds
naill-owner, presided, and was supported by Mr. Cobden,
^I'i-; Mn Aldam, M.P.; Mr. Busfeild, M.P,; Dr.
Bowring,
leading opponents of the corn-laws in Leeds.

M.P.;

are

the

the

last

wiU

'r

Colonel Thompson, and most of the

Several
speeches were delivered, and a series of resolutions was
entered into, in reference to the operations and purposes
ot the League. A subscription was then commenced,
ftna at the close of the meeting the chairman announced
that the sum received amounted to 745/.—We
^/ry to find by the local papers that Dr. Nixon,
bishop of Tasmania, has been confined to his bed at
^Jcarage in this town by an attack of fever ; the
accounts mention that he is going on favourably, and
Boon be able to resume his official duties.

Leicenter,—The annual meeting of the Leicestershire
Agricultural Society took place on Friday last, and was
^ore numerously attended than on any former occasion.
About 200 persons sat down to dinner, the Duke of Rutland
in the chair, supported hy Eari Howe, Lord Curzon, c^c.
lu returning thanks to the meeting for drinking his health,
BIS grace adverted to the changes that had taken place in
the laws affecting the importation of cattle and corn- He
hould not now express any opinion upon those alterations,8 he had not formed any conclusions upon the subject.
He would, however, state that errowers of corn had ad-
J»itted that the duty might be "safely lowered. He had
several letters in his possession Vritten by parties fully

on the Mersey took place last week, between the steamers

Prince of Wales, on her voyage to Cork, and the Royal
Victoria, from Carlisle. One man was killed at the

moment of the collision, and four others are now in the

hospital in a dangerous state. An inquest has been held,

but the evidence was of the most contradictory kind. It

appears to be the general rule laid down by the Trinity

Board, that when two vessels are coming towards each

other from opposite directions, each of them must port the

helm, by which they would be enabled to pass each other

and avoid collision. Upon this point the evidence of

course was principally directed ; and it seems to be the

general opinion that the Victoria did not attend lo these

instructions, and thus caused the collision. At the close

of the preliminary inquiry, the Coroner adjourned the

inquest until Monday, the 12th inst., in order that he

might communicate with Sir J. Graham in the meantime,

and thus ascertain whether the Mersey was to be con-

sidered within the borough of Liverpool, and whether his

jurisdiction extended to that part of the river where the

cause of death had occurred. He said that since the late

decision of Lord Denman on the subject of Coroners'

jurisdiction in the case of railway accidents, it became the

more necessary to have the question clearly set at rest

before they proceeded further.—The subscriptions to the

League Fund on Saturday night amounted, it is said,

to 1,500/.

Liidloir.—The inhabitants of this part of Salop were

painfully surprised on Friday week, by the melancholy

death of Mr. Temple Best, of Stepple Hall, who was

drowned in the river Lea on the preceding night. The
unfortunate gentleman was returning home on horseback

from a party at the Rev. A.Woodward's, of Neen Savage,

and is supposed to have been carried away by the current

in crossing the ford, as the river was much swollen at the

time from the late snow and heavy rains.

Manchester.—The recent news from China has given

fresh lite to our spinners and manufacturers. A large

mill, in the vicinity of this town, which cost the pro*

prietor 120,000/. after standing still for

years, has this week been taken, with the

mence working it without delay. It will

1,000 bands in the various departments, and is sure to

be beneficial to the labouring classes. So great has been

the depression of this kind of property, that the whole of

this establishment, with excellent machinery,*was conveyed

three or^four

view to com-
require about

to the mortgagee for the sma!! sum of 28,000/.—not one-
fourth of its original cost.—The counri! of the Anti-Corn-
Law League is about to erect a building for its public
meetings, as there arc none in Manchester sufficiently

tommodious for that pulTWic. The aite has been gitefl
by Mr. Cobden, M.P-, and i< ^'tuatc in Peterloo. It will
be fifty yards long, and h to be coroplf^ted in order that
the League may hold in it their intended great meeting
before the opening of Parliament.

A\>r//4/^acA.—The Cheltenham Era: .rr states that a
nosn named Sparrow, uho was commiited to Noithleach
firison fbr one month, for entering a shop with a felonitms
nteat, was on the way to the prb^n In custodr of jl

policeman, when he pretended to do someihing lo his
shoe, and slipped his leg under a u„. .. that was pass-
ing, in order that he might be taken lo an hospital instead
of the prison. His leg was of course broken, and the
prisoner was conveyed to the Ch*ItrnhRm Il.^.ital.

Oj/or^.—A convocation was held on Thursday week,
when It was ai^reed, with one diascnti • % to arrrpt the
legacy of 10,0'" /. hequenthrd by the late Dr. ! 'at.d,
Dean of WcfftninPtfr, to the University, tl Mviacnds ttf

be applied for the bcutfit of a professor, wliosr dcpurtment
shall be *' F'^-tcsii of Holy Scripture." The appoint-
menf of the professor to he by the Heads of (oilrpea
and Halls.— Last week, «s the Rev. Mr. B*iihur»l was de-
livering his cuatomary Wcdnctduy cvcni^ ^ kdure at St,
Giles's Church, his bands caught fire at the candle lighted
at the aide of the pulpit. His i^c^. was imiurdiatcly m*
tcloped in flames, which were not cxtingtxishcd unul IhS
neckcloth had also caught fire. His hc<d and face were
*evere!y burnt, i iic congregation were mnrh alarmrd by
the occurrence ; several persona fainted ; and thcseru.^
was of course Rilspendcd;

PorUmouth—We learn by the Ifntttpuhire fclrgraph
that a Court-martial is ordered to be held, to try the Hun,
Capt. Elliot, commanding her Majesty's bhip Srartan, in
the Wefct Indies, for having corporally punit-hed ^Jr. Glt-^'^,

son of the Rev. G. R. Gleig, of Chelsea Col'—r, doing
duty in that ship as a midshipman. The affair lias caused
some sensation in the service, and has bi:tn brought pro.
minently before the public by some of ihc naval papcra ;

but as the real facts of the case will probably not bti

known until this inquiry be concluded, it would be prema-
ture to repeat any of the rumours in circulation.

Salisbury,—A melancholy accident happened on Tliurs-
day week, at East Grafton, near this city. Tlie llev. Geo,
Montgomery, E * Hrucc, and the Rev. Mr. Ward, his

nephew, had left Wilton House for the purjioae of in-

specling the church tiow erecting at tlint )>lace at hla

lordship's expense. They were standing in the building,

when a portion of the stone vault of the eastern nave fell

and killed Mr. Montgomery on the spot. The architect,

the contractor, and other persons who were in th* church
at the time, escaped unhurt. The fault would hate beett

perfectly secure if the mason had not neglected to wedge
up the centreing. The jury at the inquest returned a
verdict of ** Accidental death."

Stafford,—We copied from the daily papers on the 26tb
nit. an announcement under thia head, on the authority

of the Stafford Ejcamlncr^ stating that Lord llatherton

had been accidentally wounded while shooting* Wc are

happy to find that at the time of the alleged injurj his

lordship had left Teddesley for town for a few days, no
such accident having occurred.

St, Amph.—A new Englisu church was consecrated at

Llanrwst, on the 28th uU., by the Bishop of the dioctse.

It has been built by voluntary subscription, on land pre-

sented by Lord Willoughby D'Eresby. The necessary

endowment for the mioisterj repairs, and the gentr 1

purposes of the fcliurrih, have been granted by the HcV. II,

Edwards, the former rector, vlo had previously ccn-

tributed to the parish the sum of 4,000/. The new church

stands on an ascent at the entrance of the town from

Ptntrevoelas, commanding a full view of the valley, and

forming an interesting object from all parts of that beautiful

district of North Wales.

Stockport,—The Cheshire papers mention with satisfac

tion that parties are in treaty for the Mersey mills, and the

Higher Hillgate mills in this town, with a view of com-
mencing work. Both these establishments, although

filled with machinery have been closed many months, the

former havingbecnlastworked by Mr.Carr,aud the latterby

Messrs. Lanes, who jointly employed nearly 2,000 hands.

The re*opening of these mills, would find employment for

a large number of destitute operatives, and relieve the long

continued distress of the town. It is also said that ar-

rangements are in progress for re-opening the extensive

cotton manufactory ar Gorton, in this neighbourhood,

Wakefield,—A numerous meeting of gentlemen who
have interested themselves in promoting the public testi-

monial to Lord Morpeth was held here last week, when
it was determined that the presentation should take place

early in the ensuing year, at Castle Howard, The sub-

scriptions amount to 4,000?.

Feori/,—The annual meeting of the Yeovil Agricultural

Society took place on Friday, and was very numerously

attended. The cattle show was superior to the cihibitioa

of last year, but hardly«qual to that of some former oc-

casions. The dinner in the evening was the great feature

of the meeting, and has excited much interest among

the agriculturists of Somersetshire; Mr. Vs\ Pinncy, of

Lvme, presided. The proceedings and the speeches are

reported at great length in the daily papers, bat the fol-

lowing is a summary of the most interesting porliun,

abridged from the Dorset CeujUp Chroidcle :—The Con-

servative members for the county, Mr. Acland and Mr.

Dickinson, having been proposed, both these gentlemen

addressed the meeting. Mr. Acland said that he bad ad-

visedly supported the Government in their late measure,

from the conviction that in the c lim.«s no class of the
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community ought to wish or expect to have such protec-

tion as was injurious to other classes and to the genera

interests of the country ; and it was his opinion that aU

these questions should be met with great consideration

and with moderation by all parties. In regard to the

Elov-e-trade, in which Yeovil was particularly concerned.

he was glad that Ministers had conceded the alterations

in the scale of duties originally proposed. He was glad

that this had been accomplished, because it affected a

very large body of his poorer constituents, who had been

benefited by the change; but he would observe, that they

must not rely too much upon the Legislature for what was

called protection against foreign competition, for the

tiuie was come when the best security for all interests was

in increased intelligence and perseverance, so that they

might produce the best articles at the lowest rate. This

might be taken to apply alike to agriculture and to manu-

laciures, for these were not times when any class could

safely rest upon their oars; but all must endeavour, if

they would withstand foreign competition, to produce the

best article at the lowest price. He hoped that whatever

changes had taken place, or might take place, thougli he

did not know of any further changes in contemplation,

they would, looking to the balance of interests, work for

the good of all. Mr. Dickinson said that he considered

himself the representative, not of local interests, but of

all England, and he had felt it his duty in supporting the

Government measures to take an independent course. At a

later ji^riod of the evening he recurred to the subject, and

said,** With respect to gloves or other articles,you must not

rely upon legislative measures for prohibiting the importa-

tion ol foreign produce. The course of things at present is

against protection, and in favour of free trade, and 1 do

not think it can be stopped; but if we cannot stem the

tide, we must endeavour to assist each other by adopt-

ing improvements and all means tending to our mutual

benefits. I for one have not such apprehension for the

future, for we are a great people, with vast resources, and

I do not think we shall suffer from any trifling alteration in

the laws. We are a great people, and not an artificial

people, and I do not think we can much longer continue

artiiicial means or laws for keeping up any particular m-

I

i

about half-way between the Tring and
leans or laws lui ivtcjjiii^ ii^- ""j ^ --- -^ -- -- ^

i. c

Mr Sanford, the late Liberal member for the stations, while the train was proceeding at the rate ot

len 'addressed the meeting at great length : he miles an hour, and was caused by the breaking of the i

terest/'

county, th— _ ,
, -

said he had no doubt that his hon. friends, their represen-

lativea, had taken a conscientious course, and had done

what they believed to be best for the country ; nor did he

doubt that, had they before seen cause for entertaining

the opinions they had now expressed, they would have

manfully avowed those opinions, lie was not disappointed

St what had taken place, nor at what had fallen irom his

friends ; he expected this change, but he must say it had

come a little sooner thnn he expected it. He now came

among them as an independent man, having no responsi-

bility upon him as a public character, and, as such, he

would say to them, ** Place no reliance on any protection

whatever; I will say again i>lace no dependence on any

legislative protection, but trust more to yourselves, for if

ou trust to protection for the future, you will, I am^ firmly

persuaded, trust to a reed that will bruise yon." Ihis re-

mark, delivered with considerable energy and warmth,

caused a great sensation m the meeting, and iMr. Sanford

was loudly cheered. '* I hope," he said, •* I have not said

anythirig too strongly savouring of pohtics, but I feel that

I ought to express to you my honest convictions ;
and as

one wholly dependent upon agriculture for all I possess, I

have only said to you what I would say to my own tenants

were I sitting with them at my own table.'' He then pro-

y

p

ceeded to address the meeting upon purely agricultural

subjects, and strongly recommended draining, with long

leases. It had been said that draining was the landlord's

work; he did not altogether agree with that, and would

ask if it would not be much better done by the tenant,

who should have along lease to counterbalance the outlay ?

Mr. Moody, the President-elect, followed at some length,

in a speech which was received with much enthusiasm. If,

he said, they were not to look to that protection to which

they considered they were fairly entitled, were they to sit

down and do nothing to enable them to maintain their po-

sition, and to uphold that independence and integrity

which the yeomanry of this county, and he believed of all

England, had so long been distinguished for? What,
then, were they to look to ? They were to look to that

which could not slip through their hands—to the increased

productiveness of the soil, which was only to be effected

by improved husbandry, by calling in the aid of chemistrj,

and by using the moat portable, best, and cheapest ma-
nure. They had no premiums for improving the land, and

if they would allow him, he would offer a prize for the

person who should, on the largest scale, experimentalise

with the greatest variety of manures. Several other

speeches followed, but their interest was chiefly local.

Railways.—The returns made of the traffic for the

week, by the leading railway companies, are as follows:

Midland Counties, 2,143/. ; Birmingham, 12/.>0 5 /. ; South-

western, 4,939/. ; North Midland, 3,529/. ; Great North

of England, 1,224/.; Grand Junction, 6,378/. ; Blackwall,

4G6/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgo-^v, 1,649/. ;- Birmingham

and Gloucester, 1,575/. ; Croyd^j, 194/. ; Hulland Selby,

9JI/. ; Eastern Counties, 785/.; Birminghana and Derby,

1 134/ • Northern and Eastern, 980/. ; Greenwich,

683/.; Great Western, 10,095/.; Brighton, 2,663/.—The

half-yearly meeting of the South-Eastern Company was

held on Friday, Mr. Baxendale in the chair, and was very

numerously attended. The report stated that since the

last general meeting the opening of the line to Headcorn

and Ashford had given the directors an opportunity of

lowering the fares, and of placing on the line a third-class

tralBc, which had tended to increase the company's profits.

No accident whatever had yet occurred upon the line, and

though delays from want of funds had taken place in the

earlier stages of the undertaking, those impediments were

now entirely retnoved. A further portion of the line

would be opened to Folkstone in July nest, and the whole

distance to Dover by the end of the year. The subject

of the proposed branches to Maidstone, Canterbury, and

other places had not been lost sight of; indeed, the

board had reason to expect the construction, in time,

of many tributary lines. The chairman congratulated the

proprietors on the good prospects of the undertaking,

and referred to the present mode of working the three

lines which traverse the South Eastern Counties. He
described it as the height of imbecility to suppose that

the present system of management of these companies,

including the Brighton and Croydon, could work bene-

ficially for each other with different directors, different

engineers, and different stations. He thought that, sooner

or later, an amalgamation of interests must take place.

Till that was the case, he said the minor consideration of

pounds, shillings, and pence, would have no effect. The

existence of one undertaking for the whole traffic of those

counties would suffice. The total payments had been

2,187,000/., and the further expenditure required by the

statement of Mr. Cubitt was 590,000/. Resolutions were

carried, empowering the directors to issue loan notes for

220,000/., at a rate of interest not exceeding 5 per cent.

;

also to apply to Parliament next session for powers to

extend the hne, to form a station and depot from Arch-

cliff Fort to the South Pier, Dover, and to make a West

End Station in conjunction with the Croydon Railway,

near the Bricklayers* Arms.— On Tuesday week an

attempt was made to throw the London Mail train off the

Birkenhead Railway. It was on its way from Birkenhead

to Chester, when it came in contact with a beam of wood,

nine feet long, placed diagonally in the ground so as to

strike the engine. The concussion was severe, but no

injury occurred beyond some slight damage to the

machinery, which did not prevent the train from proceed-

ing to its destination,—A serious accident occurred on

Thursday on the London and Birmingham Railway,

which has been attended with loss of life. It occurred

Berkhamstead
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axle

of the engine. The near wheel was next broken, and the

engine turned completely round, and was shattered to

pieces, no portion of it remaining entire but the cylinder,

which was driven by the concussion to a distance of thirty

yards. The stoker was taken up speechless, but the engi-

neer escaped with a slight hurt on the foot ; three pass-

engers in the first carriage were seriously wounded, one has

since died ; but all the first-class passengers escaped without

injury. The officiitl account states that on an examination

of the fractured axle, it appears that the iron, with the ex-

ception of a very small portion, is defective, although not

externally apparent, and that the separation is so close to

the wheel that at first view it would seem to have been

made by a knife. The circumstances of the accident will

be reported to the Board of Trade, for investijjation by

General Pasley-

IRELAND.
Dublin,—A meeting of the Bishops of the Established

Church was convened by the Lord Primate last week, for

the purpose of laying before their lordships a communica-

tion received from Sir R. Peel, respecting an application

which had been made to Government on behalf of the

Church Education Society for a portion of the grant now
applied by Parliament to the system of national educa-

tion. The reply of Sir R. Peel stated that her Majesty's

Government, having given to the question of education in

Ireland very mature deliberation, have resolved to recom-

mend to Parliament the continuance of the Parliamentary

grant for the purpose of education on the general princi-

ples on which that grant has heretofore been made ; and

that they have further resolved not to propose a separate

vote for the Church Education Society. It is said that

this decision was not altogether unexpected by their lord-

ships ; and another meeting took place on Friday last,

when an address was drawn up, to the branch secretaries of

the Church Education Society, deploring the policy which

the Government has thought fit to adopt, and entreating

them to use renewed exertions on behalf of the parent

society, as henceforward it must be on their own resources

alone they can depend. This document, which is written

in a temperate and conciliatory spirit, expresses the per-

suasion of the bishops that the maintenance of their schools

is of essential service to the interests of religion in Ireland.

It is signed by the Lord Primate and all the other prelates,

except the Archbishop of Dublin and the Bishop of Derry ;

the Bishops of Tuam and of Limerick are out of the

country, and were therefore not consulted.—The decision

of the Court of Delegates in regard to the Deanery of St.

Patrick's was to have been given on Monday, but it has

been again postponed. On the opening of the courts Mr.
Justice Crampton announced that the delegates were un-
able to come to an agreement on one very material point,

namely^ the right of the Rev. Dr. Todd to vote at the

election as a member of the Chapter of St. Patrick ; and
that they considered it necessary to hear counsel upon the

question: the court would, therefore, adjourn to Wed-
nesday for that purpose. It is rumoured that the delegates

have made up their minds on the question raised as to the

validity of the vote of the Archbishop of Dublin. The
Archbishop and Dr. Todd tendered their votes for the

appellant, but both were rejected, and the Rev. Dr. Daly
being thus in a majority, was declared duly elected. The
question before the court is narrowed to the single point

of the validity of these two votes. The revenues of the

dft%ni»rv amount to UDwards of 2.000/. Per annum : and it

is stated that the vacant see of Cashel will not be filled tip

until this appeal be decided.—The Dublin papers mention

that Father Mathew is about to visit Guernsey and

Jersey, by invitation, immediately after Easter.

Kilkenny.^-yfe had scarcely recorded in our last num-
ber, the melancholy fate of Mr. Scully, when intelli-

gence arrived of another atrocity, scarcely less distressing

in its details. The present murder occurred on the 29th,

at Fresh ford in this county, a neighbourhood which had

not previously been disturbed. It appears that Mr. Mor-

timer, the agent or middleman of Mr. Browne, of Regent's

Park, London, had ejected and removed some tenants,

and was about to remove others. He had gone to Fresh-

ford in the morning, and was walking to his house, when

in passing the gate of the Roman Catholic Chapel, he

was knocked down by two men, who literally beat his

head to pieces. The chapel is in the middle of the town,

which contains two thousand inhabitants and two police

stations, and yet this murder was committed in the open

street at five o'clock in the afternoon. A man living in

the neighbourhood saw the transaction, and did all in his

power to secure the murderers, but without effect. The

police also pursued them, but nothing was found except

a slick with an iron fork, the prongs of which had been

broken off; it was covered with hair and blood, and had

evidently been thrown away by the murderers when they

were flying from the town. The Lord Lieutenant has is-

sued a proclamation, offering a reward of 50/. for such

information as may lead to the apprehension of the crimi-

nals, within six months from the present^ time. The

attack, it is supposed, arose out of contentions between

Mr. Mortimer and the sub-tenants. The rents on the

land are said to be very high, and the life of Mr. Morti-

mer was the last in the lease between the middleman and

the landlord.

Tipperary.—knoXhtv mysterious murder is reported

by the Journals of this week, in the northern district of

this county. On the 30th ult., about seven in the evening,

a man came to the house of Michael Hanly, of Greenhall,

and asked the way to a neighbouring townland. Hanly

and his wife were sitting at the fire at the time, and the

latter said she did not know where it was, but the hus-

band stood up and approached the door, when the stranger

advanced a few paces, presented a gun, and fired at him.

Hanly staggered to the fire and fell to the ground, crying

that he was killed. The man stood for a moment at the

door, watching the motions of his victim, before he de-

The wife rushed out to a house near at hand,

The deceased met his death
parted.

but that also was fired at.

on account of his having taken some land from which a

party of refractory tenants had been ejected. Govern-

ment have offered a reward of 100/. for information which

may lead to the apprehension of the criminal.

SCOTLAND^
Edinburgh,—Tht two series of resolutions entered into

by the Non-Intrusion Convocation, on the 19th ult., have

been published this week. The first series was supported

by 427 ministers, and the second by 354 ministers ; their

substance was clearly stated by Dr. Candlish in the

address quoted in our last, and it is therefore un-

necessary to repeat them, or enter further into their

details. They affirm that the church is not only es-

sentially independent of the civil magistrate in her spi-

ritual province, but is not bound, and is not at hberty to

conform her proceedings in the government of church

matters to the orders of the state, or of any courts of the

state, against her convictions of duty. They conclude by

avowing the intention of the Convocation to quit the

Establishment if the legislature does not agree to some

compromise. " It is," they say, '* the determination of

the brethren now assembled, if no measure, such as they,

have declared to be indispensable, be granted, to tender

the resignation of those civil advantages, which they can

no longer hold in consistency with the free and full exer-

cise of their spiritual functions, and to cast themselves on

such provision as God in his providence may afford,

maintaining still uncompromised the principle of a right

scriptural connexion between the church and the state,

and solemnly entering their protest against the judgments

of which they complain, as, in their decided opinion,

altogether contrary to what has ever hitherto been under-

stood to be the law and constitution of the country.

Glasyoiv As one of many instances of the improve-

ment of business in this town consequent on the peace

with China, one house, which bad done little business for

months, last week closed a contract of 10,000/. in power-

loom goods for the China market : these will still have to

go through the printing process at home, so that they wUl

afford some work to the distressed operatives.—A sub-

scription is in progress among the friends of the late Mr.

Kirkman Finlay, for the purpose of erecting a marble

statue of that gentleman. Upwards of 600/. has been

already subscribed, but it is proposed to increase tne

amount to 1,000/., in order that a suitable work ot arc

may be obtained. The statue will be placedJn the new

Merchants' Hall-

ittiscEUancous.

The Afghan Priso«er5.— The following interesting

letter, giving an account of the escape from Bameean, has

been published in the Delhi Gazette. It is written by

one of the prisoners, the officer who first endeavoured to

negotiate with Salih Mahomed for their escape :—*' Camp,

i

Cabool, Sept. 22, 1842 I am sure you will bedelightca

to hear of not only myself, but the whole of us unfortunate

prisoners (with the exception of Bygrave) being once more

under the protection of the British flag, after a captivity

of eight months and a half. On the morning of the 2o»

ult. (August) we suddenly received an order from i»»r
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homed Akhbar Khan to prepare for our immediate depar-

ture towards Toorkistan. We started at 10 p.m., Troup
and Bygrave'remaining with the Sirdar, and Mrs. Trevor
and family, Anderson, Mrs. Anderson and children, and
Dr. Campbell, in consequence of the illness of the ladies;

our escort consisted of three hundred infantry, under the

command of Salih Mahomed Khan, formerly a subadar

in our friend Hopkins's corps, and who deserted to Dost
Mahomed, at Bameean, in September, 1340. We arrived

at Bameean, on the Toorkistan frontier, on the 3d instant.

During the march, as Salih Mahomed and 1 had become
rather intimate, on the morning of the 29th August, I

privately proposed to him that if he would forsake Ma-
homed Akhbar, and carry us off through the mountains in

the direction of Nott's force, vihich we heard was near
Ghuznee, and make us over to the General, we would give'

him a lac of rupees. At that time he appeared to think

it very doubtful which party would gain the day, and
laughingly said, such a thing was, if not an impossibility,

at least a matter of great difficulty. As I had some doubts

of the man's inclination to serve us, T thought it was ad-

ifisable to leave him to digest what I had mentioned until

a more favourable opportunity offered. The next day
Lawrence, to whom I had mentioned my proposition,

again spoke to our commandant regarding the lac of

rupees. At Bameean our whole party was put into two
forts, in the most miserable, dirty hovels you ever saw

}

the officers, ladies, and children into one, &nd the Euro*
pean soldiers into another. Our situation, as you may
imagine, was not enviable, having nothing but a prospect

of slavery and a dungeon as our fate in Toorkistan^ Ma-
homed Akhbar having declared before we left Cabool that

be would distribute us amongst the various Tartar chiefs

ih the event of our troops marching on the capital. On
the 10th (September) we heard of Ghuznee being destroyed

by Nott's army. On the 11th we heard to our horror

that the order had arrived during the night for our im-

mediate departure to Kooloom. Shortly afterwards I

received a message from Salih Mahomed Khan that he
wished to seeLawTcnce, Pottinger, and myselfj in a private

conference. 1 very soon obeyed the summons, having art

inkling that it had reference to my former offer of a lac

of rupees. When we were assembled, our commandant told

us that an order had come from the Sirdar fur our instant

march to Kooloom, and produced the letter, which stated

that we were to be moved over to the Walee, or chief, and
that all orders regarding us rntist bfe obeyed ; he then

*ent on to state that Synd Moorteza Khan, who was for-

merly emj)Ioyed by noe during? the siege, had brought him
a message from Moonshee Mohunlall, that on condition

of his releasijig us and bringing us into Cabool, he would
receive from General Polluck 20,000 rupees and 1,000
rupees per month for life. Salih Mahomed said—" I

know nothing of General Pollock, but if you three will

sign a paper guaranteeing to me this sum, I will join

your interests heart and souiiV To make assurance
doubly sufe, as regarded the sum to be given to Salih

Mahomed, iti the event of Government not agreeing to

aid us in effecting our release, we three were forhied

into a committee, obtained the sanction of every officer

and lady to give such sum as we might hereafter

demand of them for the proposed object, acting to the
best of our ability to effect our own release. We told

Salih Mahomed to draw out an agreement, which he
did, and we bound ourselves on the part of every lady
and gentleman to give the commandant 20,000 rupees, and
1,000 rupees per month, and subsequently added four

months' pay to each sepoy on condition of their taking us
into Cabool. We had now fairly committed ourselves, as

we knew that in the event of our hereafter falling into the

oirdar*s hands, through treachery or otherwise, the lives of
Us who had signed the paper (I ought also to have men-
tioned Mackenzie's name, as he also attached his signa-

ture) would pay the penalty. On the morning of the 12th
Salih Mahomed's flag of defiance was hoisted on one of
the towers of our fort ; he wanted money to pay his troops ;

Bome kafilas coming in at the time from Toorkistan, he
levied a tax on them. The Governor not bringing himself
forward in assisting us,he deposed him, and put up another.
The man who had civil charge of us, Ahmed Khan, re-

ceived an intimation that neither he nor his 100 soldiers

were required any longer, and that they would he seized

|f they delayed their departure. On the 13th those agents
had all taken their departure; on the night of the 13th I

Went outride of the fort, when everything was quiet, and
brought the water from a cut near at hand into the ditch

at the back of the fort, as, in the event of a siege, which
we hourly expected, as we imagined our troops must be

somewhere near Cabool, the Sirdar would for a certainty

bolt in our direction ; the river beingat some short distance

off, our water might be cut off. On the 14th all the prin-

cipal chiefs came in to make their obeisance to us, and

tendered every kind of aid. We all subscribed such small

sums as we could afford to lay in a little godown of our

own, and I undertook this part of the woik with about

5,000 rupees, which I had collected ; on the loth it was

thought advisable to send three or four officers into the

soldier8'fort,aswe had been promisedmuskets for them, and
my mess, consisting of Burnett, Alston, Crawford, and self,

removed our beddings there, and took military and political

charge. We dug wells, filled the ditch, repaired the holes,

and were all busy as bees. When we heard of Mahomed
Akhbar's defeat at Tezeen, all our preparations for a siege

were stopped, and we determined to force our way to

Cabool with our small guard, and to effect our release

solely through our own exertions. On the morning of the

I6th we tookour departure, and halted about ten miles

off; on the 17th crossed theKaloo mountains, 13.000 feet

l"gh, and halted near Kharzur, where we were met by the

*10 Kuzzilbasb horscmea who had come to our aid,

miaer the:commaiid of Sir Richmond Shakespeare, On
the 19th we were met on the road bv General Sale,
with 1,000 cavalry, 1,000 infantry and' two guns, who

i

had the day before come out to our assistance from
j

Cabool, and thanked God that we once more breathed the
air of freedom. I was anxious to push on to Cabool, and
started again in the evening with two of my Kuzzilbash
friends to Kila Kazee, where General Nott's force was
encatnped, stopped the night with my friend Dr. Mac
kmnonj aud came on here on the morning of the 2 1st,
and took up my quarters with my old shipmate Bum*
Yesterday morning all the prisoners ' came into camp,
when there was a Royal salute fired, and here we all arc,
as happy as men and women can be who but a few days ago
had scarcely a hope of any other fate than the dragging on
a miserable existence in some dungeon in Toorkistan.
Mahomed Akhbar had gent orders to put to death all those
who were too weak to proceed to Kooloom.**
American Antiqnitlcs.'^K Coi respondent of the -Vorn-

ing Chronicle at Philadelphia has addrtssed a letter to
that Journal by the packet just arrived at Liverpool,
from which we extract the following passage:—"A new work
is about to be published here, which «ili throw additional
light on the wonderful antiquities of Central America. It
is from the pen of Mr. Norman, who has jn?t returned
from that region, having gone farther and examined more
closely than any previous traveller. He describes the
ruined city of Chi-Cheu, among the stupendous monu-
ments of which— temples, pyramids, houses, and palaces
—he wandered for five days. The Indians regarded him
with astonishment ; but they had among them no tradi-

tion, no suspicion even, as to who were the peofile that
inhabited that now silent city. There are the ruini of a
temple -150 feet long—a pyramid 120 feet high—columns
innumerable, strewn Hbout or still standing j architerture

vast and superb in its character; and all in hewn stone,

with ornaments and style resembling those of ancien^
Egypt; and now and then modern wild Indiansi Mr.
Normrtn says it must have been one of the largest cities

in the world."

ILato.
Court of Exchequfb.— 5miM v. tiond.—Th\^ was an action

to recover from the defendant, niidcr the statuteof Anne, ccrteim
moneys unlawfully won by him at the pnme of hazard. The trinl

caused considerable interest in fashionable circles, and the court
was densely crowded. Mr. Thcsiy;^r, In stating the case fur the
plaintiff, jaid that the present action had been brought uiider an
act which had been passed iu the rei^ii of Queen AiinCt with the
intention of endeavouring to prevent the vices arising from ex-

cessive gambling. The act provided that, where a pcfsnn slioiild,

at any one sitting, lose more than 10/ , it should he competent tn

him, within three months of such loss, to recover the same from
the party by whom it had been won, with penaitiea amounting
to treble the sum so lost j and further, that lu the event of such
person not adopting that step, the statute went on tO ^ay, that

any person should have the right to sue for the said penallies ;

and that, in the event of his gaining a verdict, he was to be en-

titled to one moiety of the amount recovered, whibt the other

moiety should be paid to the parish wherein the oftVncc had been

ccramitted It wa;-, therefore, under that statute that the present

action had been brought. In bringing snch a case as this be-

fore the jury, he was fully aware of the difhculties he shonid have

to contend with, from the indisposition, on tlie part of many per-

sons, to place credit in the evidence of individuals who were as-

sociated with what was denominated the *' play " world j but he

conceived that, in the present instance, the statemciits of the

witnesses would prove to be so clear, aud be so w^ell corroborated,

as that they would at once, of themselves, remove all apprehen-

sion of difficulty on that head, and lead to the perfect establish-

ment of his charge, that the defendant had been guilty of the

offences set forth in the declaration. It appeared that the de-

fendant had for many years been the owner of a house which,

strictly speaking in the eye of the law, was a common gaming,

house, situate iu the parish of St. James*s; that he was the rated

occupier of the house, and that there bad been many persons

therein who not only lost their money, but others who had

seen that money paid to the defendant himself. The pruici-

pal witness was a man named Bej>jamin Thompson, who
had been in defendant's employ; he deposed to the fact

of various losses sustained by different noblemen and others,

and stated that the money was paid either m cash, or In-

draft, into the hands of defendant, or to his bankers on his

account. Other witnesses were caUed to prove the amount

of their respective losses, and the payment of the drafts. In

the defence, it was argued by Mr. Piatt, that a draft was not

money, and that some of the drafts had been paid in the city

and not in the pariiH in which they had been won. He con-

teuded. therefore, that the action could not be maintamed, for

he would submit that it was manifestly clear that the offence the

Act of Parliament had contemplated was nut the mere Ret of

plaving and winning, but that the offence must be completed

by 'the absolute payment of the money so won; and it was

only iu default of action within a certain penod by the loser,

tliat another psrty was entiUed to step in and &ue. He should

therefore submit, that in order to complete the offence, t^^oof must

be given that the money had not simply been won, but that it had

been actually paid in the parish wherein it was alleged to have been

won. He denounced the action as arising out ol »» »\^«f«P* J^
effect a compromise, and threw doubts on the credibility of the

principal witness. Lord Abinger said, that as to the counts w-luch

charged money to have beeii won of the Marquis Conyngham,

Lord Cantalupe, and Mr, Fitzroy Stanbope-on those counts

theiehadbeenno proof of P^yn^ent, aud, therefore the ^ermct

with respect to them must be for the defendant. Mr. Piatt said

that would be the proceeding as a matter nf <^o^"-«^' »"5 upon

that point the jury would have to find in accordance wUh the

direction of his Lordship. Lord Abinger then hummed up the

case. The object, said his Lordship, of the statute of Anne had

been to put down the pernicious vice of gammg-a vice which

was degrading in its moral effects, and injurious and preju-

dicial to the honest industry of the country. The mam ques-

tion in this case was as to whether the jury gave credence to

the statements which had been made by the witness Thompson.

They had seen the demeanour of that witness, the manner m
which he had given Ms tvXiltnc^^, and the sources from which

he had derived his information, and it was fur them to deter-

mine whether, Uking those matters into consideration, they had

observed any ground which would cause them to look with sns-

Dicion on his statements. Forhisjown part, he bad not discovered

Ly reason to doubt the evidence of that witness, except m the

fact that he had some time ago commenced an acUon against the

defendant. With regard to the objecUoii which had been taken

by the counsel for the defendant, he had already expre«^d In*

opinion. The objection was one which he trusted would not aac-

reed for if it w'ere to prevail, It would eventually repeal the

sStute The ques ion as to the value of the tesUinony was one

?cTthTcon^d^on of a J ury. and it would be for^^ teeter

onnc wliether tlae eridcuce ia the present case waa or was not

] entitled to l)eHef- If it wascntitled to credence, Aen they would
' find for the plaintiffon the first, i^econd, ftmrth, sisrth, and ninth
counUjiiKj for tne ttefentfHit, hi Hie absence of all .

"it!ve proof
nf payment, on the third, fiftfc, i^vrTith . eighth, and tenth counts,

I
The jury, after a cr»r«u3iaUon of about » minutes, returned a
verdict for the plaintiff on the counts named by I he learned J udge#

!
and lor the defendant on all the otheta. The damaffe*, iuciudinff
the penalties, ainonntrd to :i ' ^,.

Howard v. Onttett, BHlamjf^ Si^m, 9md MifrhrlL—ThK was an
actiOTi of tr^Mu&s agaiuhi Mr. Uossett, the ^^*^ of the Sergeant-at-
Arms, for breaking and entering the plaintiff *s house on the 4th
Febmnry, IS40, and breaking open locks and doors, fee., and re-
maining there for several hours. The defendants pleaded not
guilty as to the breaking the locks and doors ; and as to the
residue, that on the 27th July, the plaintiff was ordered to sttend
theHouseuf Colnirionsi thatheil the 01 der, mid Sf ted
himftelf

; that on the <th February, ISM, the Honse r«soirrd that
the Speaker should issue his wBTrunt to have him broeght up in
cu • ^ of the Si rgeant- at -Arms, which warrant was ...^ aed snd
dehvered to i>ir W. ( tt, »ui\ by hihi to defends , as his
deputies ^ and becuiM tl ' laintiiTs IHHV was a likt:y i^'i^ee m
which to find him, the> wrnt »nd aearcbsd tbe b*'-*" and
continued there. The rer'^r-nti^irj^ tis to entering the house,
denied that the Spe*ker (>< .irrnnt* and as to the dther
pnrt of the jinsTUicatifn, a<3ni:' 1 the warrant, but <ii^iri titc

residue oi the plea. The wluile ca«« arose out of the proaecutjtm
instituted by a man named Slockdale. in ih40, ajrsin-ft Mrsws.
JTansRid, Piinters to the Houfec tf Comnionsit, fora Mul pnhhUitU
in a Parliamentary Rrpiri. Mr. TUtt in st.iiing theeuve en' -d
minutely into the history of that trannactlon, recoutiting l,ord
DermiBji's judgment sgaiustthe s*«Mmfd authority of the H^' m-
of (\)mnion«, the imprisonment ol the Sheriff^, and Uic l«i«iti(r of
the writ against Stockds' "

- Attorney, v ' was tbm pisjutifT iu
the present ca»e. Into these details it is unnecessary to mtrr.
Mr. FJatl contended that the House bad exceeded tlieir sutborhyf
had invaded a house contrary to Isw, and that the despotic perse-
cution shoM-n during the previous affair wai sUU kept up. Me
called upon the jnry to f:,i\c a verdict which ^K>nld vindicate
the liberty of KnglishmrTt, teach the snthorHles lA the Houf«e
of Commons tliat an EnifUtobman's home was his castJe, and
proti ct humble intiividuiiU afain^t the vp, urns < f ^o power-
ful a body as the (Ommnris V *e of FArlMniriit. Wit est

Were called in Rnpporl of this case, who piovrd the tnafn
facts, but admitted that tlure was no rudeness or incivility
or bad cundnrt on ihc pnrt of the offlcerf. Tlie Attcirney-Geiicral,
fnr the ilWiire, protchUd sjfsinBt the extrsii natter T.v>iich

Mr. Piatt liad intro*incert intu I^'- ra«r. 1 iie plaintiff w ot
entitled to damages under pretence that lie had fciiflTeied unlaw-
fully in the discus^'-^n of surest conbtitutiniiHl question. liehi d
no right to ask for tiamagt. ^ in that way like a modern TTsmpdi n
—the champion and the vietini (il these procecdinics. It did nt t
matter here whether the warrant was or*was not illeg'al, for fX«
cess in the exccuiion of it made the parties exccutuj^ it tref*
passers from the br^iiuiinfr. This case had been crroueon^-ly rc-
prest ntcdasapreatconttiiiitionalqn n,inwhicht}, , ileges
of the House of Commons were involved. The privileg:ea of the
House had nothing to do with the nihtter. The officers of the
House had been ordered to ptifoim a certain n \ . In perform-
ing- it they had committed what was in law an ex s, and the
House left them to defend themselves b« thry might Rp-mst
an action brought to recover dBmajr»*^ for this excess. Ihere wag
nothing of a public nature in this action, and hi» Learned Prietid

need not have assumed Mich an hir of l.nlrinrss— the boldm ^ f

a read V martyr—when addie-sini^iiicCourt on this very on \y
case. 'The n'ouf^e of Commons lie h»d attacked wa« dead. Hi»
Learned Friend he had no doubt would have been just a:» l>old at
the bar ol that House, but Hie Houm^ e^ibted no lonper-it was
dead. He (the Attoni^n-General) did not regret jIs Ui^soiution.

He had no cause to ngret U—bnt as to the danger, •*
J assure

you, gentlemen," he said amidst much lauj^btcr, "that you need
be in no fear for my learned friend j not withstsmling all Uis attacks
on that Hou&e, he is just ri^ iu his abuse of that dead Pwrlia-,

ment, as any man would he who nnght go up and kick a dead
lion.'* His learned friend had mentioned the sins of past Tarlia,

ments, but if he knew anything of what liad been pavhing \^ ...in

thebe few years, he must know that there wa^ not a single Indivi,

dual who did not blush Um these things. He admitted lhat»

though the officers had a right to go to the house and search for

the plaintiff, their remaining in the house was an CAcess of
authority, and for that they were liable in damages. Lord
Denman, iu his charge, stated at length the counts in the declara-

tion and the pleas, and the replication, and then obserred, that
on these pleadings the first question was, whether the warrant'

was issued? On the evidence which had been given, it seemed
that the issuing of the warrant was admitted ; and on thst issue.

therefore, the verdict would be for defendant j and so would
the issue on the allegation of the breaking of the locks and doors.

But on the residue of the pleas, it was admitted by tJ.c counsel

for defendants that there had been an excess in the execution of

the warrant, and in refpect of that excew the verdict mutt be for

the plaintiff. The question then arose, what were the damages

I

to which be was entitled in respect of this trespass ? for the staying*

in the house was an irregularity that made the defendants tres-

passers ah inifio. Here was an entry into a man's house during

the time that the members of his family were in occupation of it,

an entrj- that no man whatever would like to sec take place in hia

houbc. end the ci^eum^tances of wliich, therefore, wereto be con-

sidered, and the damages were not to be limited to the fact of the

trespass beinjT a bare exccfis of jurisdiction. The jury would
consider the disturbance of the man's family, aod all the other

circumstances cf the cit-c. It was true that the persons commit-

ting the trespass conducted themselves with civility while per*-

forming what they considered to be their duty; but still, the

possession of the plajntiff"^ house and his place of business had
been invaded, and bis family <\\ .uieted, audit was forthe jury to

say, under the circumstances, to what amount of damagea the
plaintiff was entitled. Those damages were not to be limited by
the mere pecuniary injury which the plaintiff had RyfTered. The
circumstances ofh>s family were to be considered. Those who had
to exercise great and extrnrrdinary powers conferred upon them
on great and extraordinary occasiom*, ought to be careful how
thev executed those powers, ai\d ought to inform themselves, in

ihc'first instance, of the lawful liraiU of the power they possessed,

and take care not to exceed those limits. The ewience here had
been properly and fairly pivenj and the jury, in assessing tte

damagep, would look at Ml the circumstances of the case. Mid
award that reasonable compensation which tie plaintiff waa
entitled to, in respect of the injury he had i-uj-taincd from the

trespass committed by those who had executed the powerswhich

the House of Commons had placed in their hands. The jury

retired to consider the case, and then returned a verdict for the

plaintiff— Damap-cs, 10©/.

Cfirpue y. the Ifirectors of the London and Brighton Hnilwrnp

Compttny.'—T\i\s was an action to recover Irom tne defend«jt»

compeuhaUon for an injury su&tained by ihe plaintiff (the '^^^p

known surgeon), through the alleged negligence uf their

servants 1 the damages were laid at l.ooo/. The dtffendanta

had pleaded-ftrst. Not Guilty, by statute-«and, secondly, they

denied the allegation as in the wantof care and si..^ade by the

declaration. The AUorner-General. in ^^^^Jf,''^^^^
that, on the 2d October, I«4U an w^****"^-^]

t*^^^ h!.i w«
the jury had heard, and the coo^aenees of «hich h*d been

most .cVious,-had occurred on ttli^im* »>f

^'/^^/J.^";" *^.^
day the ptslntiff. w»th his foar daugh?^' "'^J*®

»^«'*' **«t

L.=ndonforIinghton by the rBil-ay. and. rakmg a p.ace ,n the

front Mat of an open carriage with hisservanis. hi« daughters

were put into anoTher carriage. Ne«r Uie i^tion calied Hay.

ward's-heath Station, at a dMsnce of about 3f> miles from Lon.

don, there was a cutting called the Copyhold-cutting. Therew
a descent to that coxting, and m the course of that descent the

accident before mentioned h»d occorred. Th« two servant* of

^-
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thp niamtiff «(<re thrown out and kiiled on t^c spof, and one

^ hU ianehre" wh^ "as then in a (felicate state of health,

^ffe?ed so much Tn comcquence of the accident fthou^U^.he

of UpiKrGeorffe-itreet, Portman-square. lo ?»eVcca, aanghterof the late James

CharUnn, Esq , of Hexham. NorrhumberLnd. .„..-, . ^ . -

Dlaintiff was also much injured, and was taken from under the

t«irna're in a state o( the greatest sufforiiig-. He was removed to

Bri'-bfon and tiiere received the most anxious attention j
but it

wafmore than six weeks before he was ab'e to leave : and when

he did leave, he found himself so much injured in health and con-

stitution as to be unable to attend to those professional dalies

from which he hart before derived such large emoluments. It was

to recover compensation for the injury that he had suffered on

that occasion, produced, as he contended, by want of proper

care and skill on the part of the defeudauts* servants, that

this action was brought, \yitnebscs were called to substan^

tiatfi this (jasej but their evidence was given at such length

that our limits do not allow us to give the details, which

merely went to support the statement of Counsel. The
Solicitor.General then addressed the jury for defendants} he

contended that no proof whatever had been given to satisfy the

jury that the accident had been the result of the want of care or

the want of ^kill of the defendants* servants. He should show
that the drivers employed had been on the occasion in question

perfectly sober; that they had not been driving at an unusually

quick rate ; that they had seen and obeyed the signal which was

made to them to slacken the speed, and that the accident, there-

fore, mutt have arisen from one of those circumstances over

^VhlCh the dtfendp.nts could have no coutrnl, and for which they

ought not to be hcid responsible. The drivers had been

for some time in the service of the defendants, and were sti'I in

their service. They would be cal cd, and from thfem the jury

would hear all the circumstances. From their evidence, and

from that of other persons, who had either been travellers by the

train, or who iiad seen it passing along at the time of the acci-

dent, the jury would heat that It had not been improperly driven

^that no blame was attributable to any one—and that, however

idl present must deplore the accident which had happened to the

plaint'fT, it would be clear that it gave him no legal right to re

cover compensation from the defendants. W'itnebses were called

to supporlthis view, but Lord Denumn having summed up the evi^

dence, the jury returned a verdict for the plaintirt"—damages 250/.

• Ckn'thal Croiixal CouaT — J/zme* Molun, alias LeesOftt alias

'thiUtophtr Jiimt'S Hitgff, Uenry lUigg, Getn'ge Kathnnitl Stevem,

FrufiCfs Rugg, and T/tomas Morris, convicted on Saturday of

bbtainihg, by falsfe pretences, a check for 40/., with intent to

defraud William Russell, the Accountant- General of the Court of

Chancery, were brought upon Monday for judgment. Mr. Payne,

•who defended Henry Rugg, toOk a technical objection to the form

of the indictment, contending that it was bad by reason of its not

stating that this defendant knew that the representations made
by the other defendants were false at the time they were made.

The Recorder expressed his opinion that the allegations in the

indictment were quite sufficient, and therefore overruled the

bbjectioui The Recorder, in passing sentence, obser\'ed that the

tHsoneirs hdd been convicted of a very serious offence, and one
DFhich, unless repressed with severe punishment, was likely to

inflict great injury upon society. It Was essentially necessary

that property placed under the control of the Coilrt of Chancery
should be protected against offences of this description. Molan
and Stevens were then sentenced .to be transported for 7 years }

Henry Rugg and Morris were ordered to be imptisoncd and kept

to hard labour for 12 calendar months; and Frances Rugg was
ordered to be imprisoned for the same period, but without hard
labour.

rormcrly lirevet M;.jor in the lIKh t -....ns-Oft theGth m.t. at Abbey-lodge.

Regent's Park, aged 51. Charles Nonis, E^q., laie of th? hntl India Company 'rt

CW*I Siervice, and Chief Secretary to Government at Bombay.

jRTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDOX.
Tnfs Day is published, Price 3*. 6rf. to Fellows of the Society, and

6*. to Others,

A CATALOGUE OF THE FRUITS CuUivated in

the Garden of the HoaTicuLTua^t Society of Lo^'no^'.

Third Edition. Sold at the House of the Society, 2!', Regent-

street • and also by Longman and Co., Paternoster- Row

;

J Hatchard, Piccadilly i
Ridgway. Piccadilly ; Rivingtons, Water-

loo-place ; and by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the

Empire.—N.B. A few Copies of the 2nd Edition may be had at

the reduced Price of is, 6iL each.

i; to 1

4o to 1

60 to 1

1000 to 20
]000 to 15

icoo to 10

24 to 1

TATTERSALL'S, TuvasDAV.—THE DERBY.
1 agst Mr. Bell's WinewttT (taken)

Mr. GrifTiths* Newcourt (taken)
Colohel Peel's St. Valentine (lakcn)

Sir G. HfeathCote's Sirikol (taken)

Duke of Richmond's Clnra coit (taken)

Duke of Grafton's Pastille colt.Ctaktn'

Winesour and Blackdrop (taken)

The attendance was thin and the betting flat.

3IARK LANE, KHfOAr, Dec. p.— Since Monday we have had

no fresh supply of Essex, Kent, or Suffolk Wheat, and prices may
be considered nominally the same. The holders appear deter-

mined not to submit to a reduction on Foreign— at U. decline a

•considerable business would be done in that article ; the demand
for exportation is tridin^ only. Barley is a dull sale, Peas and
Beans remaiii tlie same. The Oat Trade is in a t^ery depressed state.

BRITISH, PERIMPEBIAt QUAilTEfl.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
— , Norfolk, JLincol&shire and VorKi-liire. . .

JBarley Malting anddiatillin^

Oats, Lincolnshire and Vorkchire ... i'olandi
_— Ko'thumherland and Scotch .... Feed
-^ Iri.h t>ed
AyB *

Beaut, Afaiagan, old and new . S2 to S8 Tick
FtKeon, HeHgi)land . . , 31 to 33 Winds.

Pea»,..Whtte

Oct 98
Kov. 4

_^ 11
.M. 18

r

S5
Bee* S

£2 to 35 Maple

44 to hi
-.to-
ys tn 30

13 to 33
_ to —
9 to iS

— to —
£4 to 29
2610 34

33 to 30

5. S,

Red 40 to 43
White — to—
Grind. 20 to atJ

Feed ]4toS9
Putato 15 t^ S4
TuiatuU to S2

Harrow 27 to 31

Lonjfpod re to 30
Grey 27 to^

WJuEklV IMPEhlAh AV£BAG£fe,

Sweeks' Aggregate Aver.

Wheat. T^arley. Oats= Rye.
;

Beans. |

49 b 28 4 13 d 31 7 32 2

48 7 28 S J7 5 SS 10 SI 11

48 a 27 11 17 9 A2 2 31 8
49 8 (8 I 17 10 81 8 31 fi

49 £8 1 17 9 32 2 81 4

48 6 27 9

S8 1

17 9
1

18 1 SO 11

!. 49 I
1

17 10
1

80 U i 81 7

Peas.
33
84
33
84
83
33

7
4

2
7
5

Dtitiea SO I8 1 10 6-10 6

Irish .

ForeiffH

9

ARRIVALS IN THK RIVER LAST WJCBK.
Floair. 1 Wht.i BarU V l:,, Data. , Rye.

6»03 Sk«, — Brls. I 405*> 5036

» 1974

5407
t

703
7 2M35

£ngliih
Iri»h ,

Foreign

„ I S006

ARRIVALS THIS W'KKK,
MTieat I Barley
2181) I 5650

4850

24
Bnt.
UOO

83 9

9 6

Pent
1158

3360

rats
8139
8310

Flour

GAZEriE OF THE WEEK.
BAXKHUPTCY annulled—T. Fisher, Randolph-sl., Camden Town,

tlctnaller— S. Thomas, Heworth, Y»irk«thire, victualler.
BANKKL'PTS—T. Ssjwnce, Stratford, Essex, market pardener-J. Hill-.ar,

tivmii gton, Hampshire, innkeeper—C- \* . "Walihew, Poultry, chemist— I.

Bloomenthal, Thornton -ft , Dockhead, ^nney, wholesale stationer— ?!. B(i«5,

Frith St.. Soho, tailor—S B«stick, Brighton, halter—E- Davies, Great Croaby,
Lancashire, blacksmith— T. Evans, Denbijih, scrivener- J. Meredith, Pershore,
"Worcesterihire, woolstapler—G. B. Worboys, Bristol^ pertumer— J. Archer,
Liverpool, wine-mprchant—J- Wicks, Trowbiidsre and Weatbnry, Wih shire,

clothier—H. T. Blliston, LeaniinKtun> Friora, mitsic seller— J. B. Robinson
and \V. Robinscn, Macclesfield, ironmonflrer?—J. Davics, Wellington, Shrop-
shire, plumber—W. Uoare, Alstonefidd, Staffordshire, apothetary-J- White-
hall, Wellingion, Shropshire, Innkeeper-G. Portway, Birmingham, metal re-

WORKS WRITTEN* CREDITED BY J. C LOUDON, F.L.S.,&C.

AND PUBLISHED OS HIS ACCOIVT BY LOVGMAV AXD CO.

Just published, complete in One Volume, Price 21. lo*,. and m
Pirts fit hs C3cli

A N ENCYCLOPi:DIA OF TREES & SHRUBS ;

-/a being the Arboretum kt Fruticetum BnITAN^'ICUM

ABRincKD : for the use of Nurserymen, Gjirdeners, and Foresters.

Price 10/. cloth lettered,

THE ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM BRITANNICUM ; in

l^ight Yolnmes: Four of Letterpress illustrated by above 2,500

Engravliigs, anri Four of octavo and quarto Plates.

In One Volume. 8vo, Price 7**. 6rf-t

THE HORTUS LIGN03US L0NDINENSI3-
Price Ss. 6d.f

THE HORTUS LIGNOSUS LONDIN^NSIS ABRIDGED.
In One V4)lume, 8vo, with upwards of 250 Engravings^ Price \L

10.?., and 3/. 6*. coloured,

REPTON'S LANDSCAPE-GARDENING.
In One very thick Volume, 8vo, of above 1,300 Pages, with 2,000

Eiierravinj^s on Wood, Price 3/. 3s. bound in cloth,

.OP.-EDIA OF COTTAGE. FARM. AND VILLAAN ENCYCI
ARCHITECTURE AND FURNITURE;

A New Edition, corrected, with a Supplement, containing above

)6o additional Pages of Letterpress, and nearly 300 New Engrav-

ings, bringing down the Work to 1842.

*»* The Ne\v SuppLiiMENT, separately, 7s. 6d. sewed.

Complete in Five Volumes, 8vo, with numerous Engravings on
W^ood, Price 6^ 6s.,

THE ARCHITECTURAL MAGAZINE; being a Collection of

popular Articles on Architecture, Building, and Furnishing.
*• We strongly recommend the 'Architectural Magazine,* as

pregnant with interest and instruction, both to the architect and
the general reader."— X/mes, Feb. 2, 1839.

In One Volume, 8vo, with numerous Engravings, Price 20s.,

THE SUBURBAN GAHDENER AND VILLA COMPANION.
In One Volume, 8vo. with upwards of 380 Enp:raving:s, Price 15s,,

THE SUBURBAN HORTICULTURIST.
In Monthly Numbers, Svo, Price is. 6rf. each,

THE GARDENER'S MAGAZINE.
In One Volume, post Svo, Price 8s.,

WATERTON'S ESSAl'S OK NATURAL HISTORY

5

With an AiJTOBiooRArut of the Althok.

Further details respecting the above Publications will be found

in tVie Gardeners* Chromcle for 1811, p. 714.

PATRONISED by all the principal Arcnitects and
Builders in this Country atid Abroad. SEY&SEl. AS-

PHALTE.-In coT>sequence of the daUy attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of *• Asphalte"

being given to most of the spurious and '* cheap" materials, the

Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, ffor the purpose of securing the use of the

genuine article,) to insert in their specifications '»The Scyssel

Asphalte, Claridge's Patent," and not merely TAsphalte" or
*' Bitumen.'* as, in many cases where these terms have been nsed.

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

ts^ncc from London, and of these wiio, having employed the

spurious composition, mav, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned

as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genunie material.

The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a light corour, closely resembUng

Yorkshire stone, has a smoo'h surface (without bemg slipperj-}.

and joints almost imperceptible ; it is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by change of temperature, and is at all times dry and

warm, and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas^

ticity, nevercracks. The fictitious materia', on the contrary, haa

a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly

in fro^v weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the

genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has beea

used with great advantage for rooting 5 it can be laid down to any

extent, presenting one unift rm surface, and is far superior to

lead as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence

of any change in the temperature. For covering ot arches, (to

prevent the percolation of wet,) it is invaluable, the Grrenwich

Railway Company alone having covered upwards of 400,000 su-

perficial feet ; it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-

mhigham, Midland Counties, South Western, Brighton,BlackwalI,

and other Railways) at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at

the South Metropolitan, Highgate. and Nunhead Cemeteries, A*

proof of the great durability of the genuine Asphalte, it need only-

he mentioned that tlie first work executed in this Country with

this material, (amounting to 3,952 feet,) was at Whitehall, oppo-

site the Horse Guards, in the month of April, 1838, and which,,

although only half an inch in thickness, has remained up to this

time (a period of four years and eight months) in the most per-

feet condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may

be obtained on application to J. Farrei.l, Secretary,

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate. London.

Note—Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, London, nor

the works at the Model Prison, atthe Abney-park Cemetery (which

from its failure has since been removed), or at tlie Hotel a* the

Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed Dy

this Company.

r^ASE OF DISTRESS—We. the undersigned, appeal

w to the Benevolence of the Public, and particulariy to Gar-

M
THE NUMBER FOR JANUARY NEXT WILL COMMENCE

THE VOLUME OF
AUND'S BOTANIC GARDEN, which, be-

sides the former additions, will contain a portion of Pro-

fessor HensIow*s BOTANICAL DICTIONARY i and Uds will

be continued in every succeeding Number till completed. The
Dictionary will contain an explanation of upwards of 5,000 words,

and nearly 200 illustrative woodcuts. The plates of Hardy
Garden Flowers continue to be engraved and coloured in their

usual beautiful stylej and the Florai. RKfjrsTKR, with iG wood-
cuts of plants, and the Auctarium, are given as usual.

Price Is.Gd. Large, Is. SmaU, per Month,
The Januar>' Number will afford a favourable opporturity for

those who are foud of the open Garden to commence taking this

now cheapest of all Botanical works.
London: Simtkix, Marshall, ^ Co,

JSCOTCH SEQUESTRATIOX><»—t*. Molt « »nn, iiawicK, muiwriRn^B—t.

HU!, Annan, wnier-G- Malcolm, GIrjrow. wine menhant-M. Johnston,

Birsay. Orkney—D. Fr«o. Row, Perthjhue—W. tarnwell, jun., and T,

YotiDKer, Glasgow, wri^hta

BIRTHS—At Woolwich Cmmim.on th«ai*th ult-, the ladjr nf Capt.^flfwage,

Royal
% son—

In F _ _- -

»oa-At Aiilford'HalU near Ludlow, th? lady of M«J.-fi«n Lechmere Russell,

C.B., ofa dauRhter-On the 0«h inst., ai ^, Oriental Place. Brightnn, the lady

<rfDr. Jamea Aim tt,.-fa s*>n-On the 6th June, the lady ofJames H inter, Esq.,

of EllersHe, Van Bicmen'a I^nd, formerly of hhenky Rill. Heits, of a son.

MARRIED-At Hicknpy, on Tue«day, 6th insL. by the Rev. H.H. Norr«,

W.A.,r«-tor,H. VV. Phillips, Esq., of Corpus Christi College, Cambudge, to

Catherine, rouoge^t daughter of W. Clark, E-q., of Hackney—On the Ut inflt.,

wx Spaaiah fjac*, and afurwards at MaryUbone Church, Mr. W. J. AiWttbig>v,

To begin prcciselv on the 1st of January.
No. 1,,

THE GARDENERS' EDITION of the Botanic
Ga rdk.v, at Sixpence a Month. (" The money's nothing.")

The work will contain coloured Copper- plate Engravings, It will

contain Sixteen Wood Engravingg. It will contain plain descrip-

tions of the best Flowering Plants, the best method of ma-
nagement, and everything else that's useful. What more can be

desired ?

If you don't order the Gardexers' Editiox at Sispknck,
you disregard cheap moj-al gratificatitJii.

A NEW WORK ON GARDENING.

THE FIRST NUMBER of THE GARDENER and
PRACTICAL FLORIST for the new year will be ready

January 7th, illustrated with Wood Engravings, and containing

24 columns of valuable practical information on Gardening and
Flowers. Published every Saturday, Price 3J.

London: R. GRooMuaincfi, 5, Paternoster-row, and sold by
all Booksellers and Newsmen.
» ... I . I ._ II _ IM ll
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KKENE'S PATENT CEMENT,
THIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and

is especially fitted for the W^alls of Hothouses, Conserva-
tories, &c., as it neither cracks nor vegetates, and is perfectly

impenetrable by insects.

The entire range of Hothouses erecting by the Government at

Frcgmore arc about being stuccoed with it, and the price ranges

nearly equally with the Cements in orUinary use for floors, and
it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. White and Soxs, Mill-

bank, Westminster,̂
~' ' '

~
•

•
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•^rHE PATENT ASPHALTE PROTECTING MA-
-I- T£R! AL, spoken so highly of in the Gardeners' Chronicle for

184!, p. 100, 415, 530, and p. 8, for 1842. maybe obtained in

Sheets—32 inches by '62 inches, 32 inches by 64 inches, 32 inches
by 96 inches, of Tnos. Jxb. Crocgon', 8, Ingram-court, Fen-
church-street. A liberal disccunt to Hothouse Builders, Nur-
serymen, &c. ^^_^_^

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX-
EDWARD BECK mforins Horticulturists generally,

' that the Ci:-terns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory
Tubs, Flower-boxes, Edgingfor Gardcn-puths,^:c., manufactured
by him in Slate, may btf seen hi use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener (Sundays excepted).

Letters of inquiry will receive every attention.

ECHI'S SUPERIOR TABLE CUTLERY, Good
and Cheap.— Fifty pieces fine Ivory, full size, 3^ 10#.

;

Kitchen Knives and Forks, 9s. 6*/. the 24 pieces; atMr.cni^s

Cutlery Manufactory, No. 4, Leadenhall-street, London. Elegant

Cases of Plated and Silver Dessert-knives, Knife-sliarpenew,

Ham-5licesj Sh^flaeia Plated Goods, &c.

doners, on behalf of the Widow of the late Robert Runciman,

who is left with five children under ten years of age, wholly un-

provided for. The late Robert Ronciman was many years Gar-

dener at Coptfold Hall. Essex, which situation he was ob igedto

Quit three years since in consequence of the gentleman leavmgr

the place: he was not able afterwards to obtain a situation m
consequence of his numerous family, and he commenced jobbmj?

Gardener, when he was unrortunately attacked with severe

Rheumatism, which confined him for many months to his bed-

room ; and thus the little savings he had previously made be-

came exhausted before his death. We knew him to be a steadyr

sober, and industrious man, and therefore confident y make this

appeal on behalf of " the widow and the fatherless," m the hope

that it will meet with that attention which the circumstances

of the case deserve, . . , n •

We shall be happy to receive Subscriptions, however small, 111

her behalf, and we beg to state, in justice to Mrs. Runcmiaji,

tliat this appeal is made without her knowledge.

John Green. Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus. Lower Cheam Surrey,

David Ferguson. Gardener to the Duke of Buckingham and

Chandos, Stowe, Bucks.
. ^ «! „ r>i,«i™.

Saml. Young, Gardener to W\ Branston, Esq-, Sfereens, Chelms-

Mn'charT^'ood, of Tavistock Row, Covcnt Gardca, has alsa

kindly undertaken to receive Subscriptions

Lady Antrobus
Baroness Rothschild .

Proprietors of Gar-
deners* Chronicle .

W. Catleugh . - • .

Jno. Green ....
D. Ferguson . . • •

J. Falconer , . . •

J. A. Henderson . •

A lew friends at Lower
Cheam

Mr. Carson, gardener.
Nonsuch Park . .

Mr. Chailwood, Covent
Garden . , . . .

Mr. Edmonds, Sutton

1

1

Q

e
10

1 15

10

10

6

Mr. Wellis, Ewell . .

Mrs. Ferguson, Stowe
Mr. E. Butcher, gar-

dener to- the Earl of

Jersey
Mr. J.Jencar, late ditto

Mr. J.Passeeld, Stowe
Mr. N- Newman, ditto

Mr. J. Plasted, ditta .

Mr. MlUs, Gunnersbury
Messrs. Wood, Nur-
serymen, Maresficld

Mr. Reid. gardener to

the Earl of Aber-
gavenny ...»

• 2 6
f a

10 ft

10 ^
1 5

1 5 9
I 5 e
» 10 6

0)9

10 (?

H ODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.-The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured oidy from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,

Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot be

genuine if procured elsewhere.- City omce, 98, Gracechurch-si.

FLAYING CARDS, NEW AND SECOND-HAND-
-SECOND-HAND PLAYING CARDS, warranted perfect.

and of the very best quality, sold by MuniEandSoNS, StationeiSy

15. Coventry-street (opposite the Haymarket), at l*-^3rf. ana

l,:6rf. a pack, or 14.. and 17.^. per dozen. NEW CARI)S by the

best makers at \s. lOrf., 2.s., and 2s. 6rf ; Gold Enamelled Cards

3s. and 4*. ; De la Rue's New Cards in all their varieties ^
Caras

with cut corners, only 6^/. per packj neat coloured Cases mr

Cards, U, STATIONERY in general, at the lowest prices.

Envelopes, 6c/. and U. per lOO; Name Plate, engraved in the best

style, and 100 Cards, fur 5s. j large assortnient of Stee Pens, oy

the best makers j
great variety of Annual Pocket- Books, Almanacs,

Diaries, &c. Newspapers supplied in Town and Country.

Sons, 15, Coventry. street (opposite the Haymarkci;.MuniEand
N.B.—The Trade supplied.

ROWI^AND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the

Special Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty tne

Qc'EEx. the Royal Familv. and the several Couiixs of Euhopk.

This Oil is universally acknowledged to be the only auticlb

that will effectually paonuCE and rkstore Hair, P^evcnc »

from FALLING OFF or TuaMXG Gkey, free it (rem sccjrf ana

DANORiFF, and wdl render it DELicHTFrLLY soft and fllx-

2BLE. It will also preserve the coiffure in the heated atmo

sphere of crowded assemblies. ^' . e , c«1p aa
C\tTioN*.—Much PERNICIOUS trash IS ocw offcred lor saie m

'* MACASSAR OIL:"— it is therefore of preat importance to Pur-

chasers to gee that the words " ROWLAND^S MACASSAR Olb^

are engraven or* the Wrapper, All others arc " Gross Impositions.

The Proprietor's Signature is alao engraven on the Wrapper,

thus :-A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, Hatton Garoen'. LonuoN.
Countersigned '^ALEX. ROWLAND.

Price 3s. 6<r?. 5 7*- ; family bottles (equal to four small), 10s. tJrf. 5

arid double that size, 21*. per boltie.

Ask for *' ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL."-Soldby them,

and by Chemists aud

Primed by Messri. Bbadburt and Evam LoniLard-atreet, Fieet-«treet, in

;he Precinct of Whiwlriara. in the City of 1 oodon, and Pubhihed JT J5f««.
the Ojrricj!, 3,CiiAai,M-»TRFRT, Covekt GABorw, in the County ol

***S°„ ^
where aJl Adverti*tment» and CororoumCftU&al Wft 10 b* aaOICMWW ***

£ditor.^-Satttrdayi December 10, 1842.
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THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE •

^P

A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.
THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

1842.

•!» I.NDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS INTHE LAST NUMBEIl.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER J 7. PeiCE 6d,

Amarj-llia Belladonna, hs treat-

ment • • • • •

Amateur's Garden
Apple and P^Hr-treef, to train

BcHHi not desiruttive to Cater-
" pillHTfl • ' ;

.
• •

Books, botanical & agriciutural

Bulbs, fur a greenhouse .

Carrots, to preserve irom ivire-

worma , . . • •

Chandler's Nursery noticed

China, collpctor for -^ - .

ChrjMnibemums, losing their

leaves
Cider, its niana^^ement .

CliHnthus puniceus, to protect

.

Contterous plants, select . •

Cookery, a problem in . .

Fairy tingft huw produced
Ferns, network observed in their

woody tissue . >

Filberts, their treatment . ,

Fir-tree«, diseased •

FniU, to preserve ...
Government uuriency pamphlet,
reviewed . . . • > 824 a

Guano, experiments with .

Gum on fruit-trees, its cause
Hartwe^, Mr., account of
Heating, remarks on . . •

Hydranifea, spoiling of
India, Tiansactions of the Agri-
horiicuUnral Society, rev,

Kotschy, M., his death •

Larch, its value as timber .

Leaf, its germination . .

Manuring ivlth green crops.
No. 2 .....

Musa Cavendishii, general siie of 825 a

85-2 a
830 c
820 a

R21 b
82.'i b
8-25 a

sn b
SXi c

820 a

B2oa
823 c
825 a
825 a

83d b

B25a
825 a
822 b
821 c

821 a
n.'5 a
623 c

ii'2i c

822 a

824 a
8?3 c

C19 c
821 c

820 b

Mu-hroom», L-ause of iheir fail-

_ """^
' 821 a

Mo-son lawns, to destroy . 825*
Paint, for outdoor buildings . S25 b
Plants, to prepare for microsco-

pii'al exttuiination . . . g25 b
Playfair, Dr., h'n first lecture . 8^2 b—— bis lectures noticed 819 a
Poor, meansof emrtnying . pia o
Pntato, large crop of . . E21 a
Poultry, weight of . . . 823 b
Primroses. Chinese, treaitnent of 825 a
Quarterly Journal of Agricul-

ture, rev
Quince, to propagate
Rat», todestru^
Root-prunintr, its effect on the
flavour of fruic . ,

Sawdust, as a manure
Shakspeare's Paltj Primroses,
comments on ...

PhalloiSj cause of their shrivel-
,^i"g

Slugs, to destroy
Smithfield Cattle Show * . _ _

Stephens* Book of the Farm, rev. 824
Tan, for pita . . . 534
Tar, spirits of, to apply .

Tipula oleraiea, remarks on ,

Trees, for a wall . ,— to root-prune . . £121 c
Turnips, large . . . . 821 A
Vines, remarks on various kinds 8M c— tendrils of, remarks on 821 c
Weight of Horticultural produc-
tions 890 a

Wire.leaden. its effect on plants 825 A
Veast; artificial, to make . . S0 a

8Ua
825 a
83\ c

835 a
624 c

822 a

S3I b

821 a
823 c

a
a

824 a
821 b
825 b

as a manure 824 c

brf

i^

.^

'r-

KOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
LAND.-MEETING AT DERBY, July, 1813.

miZES FOR IMPLKMENT.S.
For the Plougrh best adapted to heavy land, 20/. ; for the Plough

best adapted to light land, 20/. ; for the Drill which shall possess
the best method of distributing compost, or other manures in a
moist or dry state, quantity being especially considered, 30/.—
N.B. Other qualities being eaual, the preference will be given to
the DiiU which may be best adapted to cover the manure with
soil before the seed is deposited. For the best Scarifier. 15/. j fur
the best Chaff-cutter. lO/.j for the Draining Tile for agricultural
purposes, which shall have been bond Jide sold at the cheapest
rate during the past year, regard being had to the local circum-
stances affecting the cost of production, and which, In the opinion
ofthe Judges, shall be sufficiently durable, 10/. j for the best set
of Harrows, 10/. j for the best Agricultural Carriage, with or with-
out springs, for the general purposes of road and field, 20/. ; fot
the best and cheapest Stack-covering, to supersedeThatcbing.20/.'i
for the best Drill-Presser. 10/.; for the best Churn. 5/. The
Society wishes to call the attention of Machine-makers to Im-
proved Steam Apparatus for Roots.—to small or Portable Corn
Mills,—to Broad Shares for paring Stubbles.-toa Rake for col-
lecting Couch,—to Agricultural Harness and Gearing generally :

for which Prizes or Medals will be awarded by the Judges. The
K-l^!

^'^^^ especially consider the selling-price ofthe Implements
exhibited, which must be stated in the certificate; and they are
instructed to withhold Prizes where there shall not appear to be
sufficient ment. Printed Forms of Certificates of Entry by E.xhi-
bitors may be obtained of the Secretary, at No. 12, Hanover-
square. London, and must be returned to him, filled np. by the
1st of June 1843 J the Council having decided, that in no case
vs hatever shall any Certificate be received after that date. All
Implements must be in the Show-yard before Nine o'clock on the

^f?^5^ ^f f"^.^J^' ^^^ '^^^ of July
J
and all Implements so ad-

mittedyiU be liable to be proved by actual trial on the recom-

i?,^^^!"'" Z^ *^^ Judges. The Judges will make a selection ofsucn Ploughs and other Implements as appear to them to possess

nnHi f^
merit and reserve their final decision, where necessary,

hprllfl
^^^*'^^^ ^^^^ ^^^*^d them in a subsequent trial, to be

nereatter arranged, and to take place at a suitable season of the

T ^'^^ ^ ^y ^^^^"^ o^ the Council,
_JLondon,Dccjo.i842. j^mks Huusox. Secretary,

jPOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON—
Th** r ^^*^^-?^i:

'""^^ Circle, Regent's Park. Exhibitions, 1843.

vp^>^"^^^ **^^^^y e^i^'t^ notice, that in the course ofthe ensuing
year, Jixhibitions will be held in the Gardens, at which Premiums
«Hr, D.^*^^^^ ^^^ *^® ^^st Specimens of ornamental and inter-
escing Plants and Flowers, and of Paintings. Drawings. Works
nnH ^I

*" Manufactures, in which the representation of Plantsana i< lowers is introduced. Full particulars will be announcedin luture Advertisements. By order of the Council,——

-

James dk Carle SowKRav, Secretary,

R^^^^ER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MAJESTY.OYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL
TavP

^-^^"^^^ ''^^^'^^ SHOWS, Season 1843. At the Horns

Mav 1 -fK^^"'^^"^*^""' Wednesuav, April 19th, and Wednksday,
TuTT^Vn i'

*^*^^ ^^y^\ STirrcy Zoological Gardens. Tl^esoavs,

Th ^ ^' -^^^y 2^^^' »"^ September 19th.

folir.
"^^^^^*^ ^^^ to call the attenUon of the Public to thetmowing regulation .^Ko}ie but Members to compete for Pvizes

lin^V vJ^^ Society to any class, with the exception of Seed-

Hm« ^^
!,

^ ^'^'^ ^^ **P^" t*^ »'* England; at the same time, spe-
j^rnens allowed to be exhibited by non-members, if deserving,

T ,i ^ iccommended by the Judges to the Committee, for
rt-Wrtids.

tnTr°"^°^^"^^^'"*i'tion. 1/. per annum, which entitles Members
lu ine privilege of exhibiting without paving any entrance ; also.
a.amissi.,n for two friends to all Shows of the Society, in addition
to their personal ticket. R. P. Ccmkvo, Hon. Sec,

• 3, Dcan's-row, Walworth.

T^OT^r' FUCHSIA ST. CLARE,V OLELL & CO. have much pleasure ia referring the

of 1-h
'^^?:^^^^ ofthe Gard*:np.rs* Chronicle to their Advertisement

"J,
:"® above maguiiicent Fuchsia, inserted in this Paper of the

Ja inst., together with theii two new Verbenas.
Urea

t Yarmouth Kursery, Dec. 15, 1842.

JTVANS' ** NORTrr^MIDLAND DAHLIA." —
A few Ground Roots for disposal of the on!y Seedling

recorded as having beat all the oM and netc varieties at a large
put>acopen Exhibition. See Gardeners* {Chronicie and Gazette,
"ov. 12. 1842. Apply to J. Evans, Florist, Rotherham. Yorkshire.
^Dec. 7, 18(2.

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING FOR^I^ImEdTaTE EFFECT.
I OGDEN begs to recommeod his fine Stock of Large
^* PORTUGAL LAUREL. PHILLYREA, SIBERIAN AR-«UH \IT/E, RHODODliNDRONS, &c., &c., as being par-
t^ularly handsome weil-giown Plants, in (it state to remove with
perfect safety; and the Nursery being advaijtageously situated

.
Canal or Railway Conveyance, so that they may be conve-

rueutly removed to any part of the country, he respectfully solicits
orders for the same, which may be had on moderate terms, as^eu as a general A&sortmcat of Nursery Stock,—Coveatrj',
X>eccmberl5, i842.

I

H.

R.\NUNCULUSES, ANEMON
pronTPi^c * V.

• AURICULAS. CARNATIONS'PICOTEES, AND LILIUM LANCIFOLUIM.
GROOM, Clapham - Rise, near London,

^«TT.
(removed from Walworth.; Bv Afpointwlnt Fiorut

Pnh?;^ fW^'"'*^^''
""^spectfully informs the Nobility. Gentry, and

Public, that he has a fine. Selection of the above Flowers, which

RANLNCLLUSES, 100 roots in 100 superfine sorts

AXTirxfr^v ^"I'*^'"^*'^ mixtures from 5«. to 21*. per 100,ANEMONES, 100 rooU in 100 superfine sorts . . 8

iT'T,ir>T-r ri^P"*^"^"*^*turcsfrom;;5.6(/.to2U.perl00.

r Vn V Ai-TJiv.*^^^
superfine soits, 1 plant of each . S

PirJoV^VP^^* ^^ superfine sorts, 1 pair of each . S

j£4 4

•

13

10

10

2

6

tf

each 2
each,

cmrrr^or.. PUNCTATCM. fiom J Os.GJ. to U«. CacU.
SPECIOSUM, small bulbs, from fi3j. each.

The Trade supplied.

»»

%*
JOHN SALTER, of Versailles, France, intends^ sending out .to the Trade only^ nbout the 1st May. scvenU
rew and fine Seedling Chrysanthemums which have thl? season
been proved by him to possess those qualifications which must
recommend them to all lovers of this last of autumnal llowert.
The varieties he has already ^Cllt to England arc now becoming
generally known; suflSce it to say, that the Chronicte, Cazrftr,
and other Horticultural Journals are unainraous in describing
the French varieties (introduced by hiiU; as far superior in form
and colour to the older Vinds. The novelties he now offer*
will, he feels confident, still further enhance their reputation :

among them will be found some of a very large size, others to-
tally new in colour, and the whole of first-rate qualities. At the
same time he will have ready 6 splendid Seedling Fuchsias of
robust habit, large glossy foliage, and flowers of unusual size;
which will challenge competition with any yet offered to thr pub-
lic: price 1/. lo^.theset. He can also furnish all the new French
varieties of Iris germanica.

All letters must be post- paid to Versailles, and all orders will
be delivered, free of expense, to London by the Ist May, IS43.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

RS. J^MES RICHARDSON and
LADY SALE.

Report of tiik Lonpon FLORirui.TLiiAL Society, Skpt. 20th
1842.— Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of I84I, named •• Mrs!
James Richardson," were sent for;opininn by Mr. James Edwards
of York. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
Floricultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize

jawarded ; but on the present occasion was. bhown hi much bet-
ter character, the blooms being quite np in the centre, and deci-
dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors :

Form, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good
j

depth, full; size, medium; general form, good; colour, white!
ocfcasionally tipped; class of quality, first rate.— F*/-f;Wi the Gar-
deners^ Chronicle and Gnzptte.
Also obtained the following prizes: 1st prize at Hull, August

30th ; 1st prize at Beverley, Sept. 7th ; awarded an extra prize at
the Royal South London Floricultural Society. Sept. 13th; ut
prize at Leeds. Sept. 2i8t; 1st prize at Newcastle, Sept. 21st ; igt

M TODD'S

prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.— Height,
4 to 5 ft. Plants. 105. 6rf.

Lady Sale (Toon's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-
cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre ; of
considerable depth and good size^ very constant, and a decided
first-rate show flower. Height, 4 ft. ; Plants, lOs. 6rf.

All orders addressed J. Edwaros. Florist, Lnyerthorpe, Nursery
or Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be st,rictly at-
tended to ; and the greatest care will be taken in sending out good
plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom during
the season.—York, Dec, 1812.

FUCHSIA LANEII.

II I ESSRS. LANE & SON. of GrE.vT Berkhampsted,
-i-'-i- Hi-.nTS.in announcingthat the above-named new Seedling
will be ready for delivery early in the ensuing April (in rotation
as ordered), feel that they are entitled to lay before the public
some of the grounds upon which they, as well as others, believe

it to possess a claim to a <Iecided superiority over any other
hybrid extant, viz.:—
The Gardener^s Gazette Cpage 465), speaking of its exhibition at

the Horticultural Society *s grounds at Chi^iwick. in July la&t,

says—" Messrs. hxsK and Son exhibited several plants of a
handsome hybrid seedling Fuchsia, possessing many valuable
properties, the flowers being large and well shaped, sepals and
petals distinct in colour, the latter being of a fine purjde ; the
plants appeared to flower remarkably freely."

Paxton-, in his '* Magazine of Botany," of August last, says of
it—"The habit is dwarf and close; the leaves ample, with the
elegance of the older species, and none of the coar.^^encifs of

the more modern kinds ; and the flowers are somewhat of the
shape of the old globosa, but more expansive, and singularly

large. Their sepals are bright crimson, and the petals darker, or

of a light purplish hue. It ia one of the best hybrids we have
seen."
Harrisov. in his " Floricultural Cabinet " of the same month,

says— ** The Seedling Fuchsia sent by Messrs. Laxk ia the best

of its class (the dark) we have ever seen. Its Immerse size, good
form and colour, will always render it attractive and deserving a
place in every coUectiou. No doubt it will be much in demand."
This Fuchsia was the only one of last season to which any

prize was awarded by the Horticultural Society, and this was at

the Show on the l6th of July ; it was only exhibited at the above
Show, at the Stamford Hill (Clapton) Show on the 21»t, and at

the South London Floricultural Society's Show (Surrey Zoologi-

cal Gardens) on the 26th cf the same month, at both of which
prizes were awaidcd to it.

It can be sent by post to any part of the United Kingdom.—
The usual allowance to the Trade, where six plants are taken.

Berkhampsted Nurseries, Dec. I5th, 1842.

EVERGRfcEN OAKS-

KENfi LANGELIER, Nlrservman and Florist,
St. Helier, Jersey, has the honour to iuforin the Public in

general, that he has a few Thousand Evergreen Oaks to dispose

of: fine strong Plants, two andone-yrar old; two years old, from
18 inches and upwards at U, 5s. per lOO; one yearold, 10&-. 6rf. per
100. They are well worth the attention of the public—-R. L, also

has fine dry Roots of White Defiance Dahlia, at 2/. 2*. per root.

This Dahlia. R. L. has no lit. at ion to say, will prove the best of

its class next season, having exhibited it with the greatest suc-

cess in all classes, for which he gained Threr ,'' ';/*, It is

very late in breaking, therefore it is necessary to force it early.

Also, Jersey Maid—Blush, fuil flowcrj when shaded, becomes a

superb white; wcU cupped and lull centre. All Letters post-paid^

references from unknown Coircspondeats.

TURVILL'S BLACK DAHLIA, THE •'tSSFA TRIUMPH/'
'ynOMAS RROWN U^ to announce that be has
J- purchased the entire SfiMic of the above suptrb and nni-
versally-admired Dahlia, * . \ hat \-n justiy pronounced the
trwtcfel inn eltv vet produced, and is essential to the ino*t»u>itp<?
jrower. Tue i \ ug is the dfwrtfBlr^n given by the Florictil-
t"r»l '"^ *--*>' of London, S., :.ti, when ^m Blooms were ex-
hibited :

-•• UI the petal : / good ; titUiamx^ good ; armnse*
mcnt, good i ej/n, complcu and food in e* crv apec-imea : depth,
great and globular i mm, full; r«>«^ /or«,"exceiIeni . ciftu ef
qualttp, flrst-rate." The follov g award will prove UiKt it
maintained its high character succeaafuMythroufe-' ,r

-
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is very constant, and ncvrr shows an eye. t^
up when young. Fine habit ; throwina; iU bWM>ms OTXt in

the most graceful manner.— PlanU in May, io«. 6rf. «ach ; the
nsnal allowance to tra(!c >*hcre a dozen are taken.
t Also planu, at the same imie, of the following Seedlitifa, which
have been shown and obtained priitea at the pi incipal open Show •,

and cau be recommended as good lihow Flowers.
Bboww's PERPETUAL GRAND-bright crim»<ai| line broad

petals; well cupped, full, and r. taat— io«.6^.
Brown's QU£EN OF TKUMPS-whiU, Uj^ped with pun>1e i

petals of good substance, well arranged, and of great depth—
10<. 6d.

Brown's MIRANDA-blush whUc, shaded with rose; of un.
usual depth— 7«. 6«t.

BaowN's BLUE BONNET—bright KNiy purple j ffood pet^,
full, and very con&taut—7«. td.
A few Ground and Pot Roots of ADMIRAL STOPFORD and

BEDFORD SLRPKISE to dlspo^c of.

Slough Nursery, Nov. 17, 1842.

* 18 blooms were also shown not for competition.
t 30 blooms were also shown not for competition.

pHAPMAN'S NEW SPRING POTATOES.-Meaara.
^^ Chapman beg to announce that they are ready to dcUvet
the finest samplet of these new Pota' s that can he sent to
table, at ]5t. per bushel: they will keep unimpaired frnm this
IJmetillJune.if the directions sent with tlicm be followed. Direct
all orders to C. ^ T. Cuafman. Brentford End.

THE TRUE TOBOLSK RHUBARB.
YOUELL & CO. beg to announce that they nrc now

housing the above for Forcing, Hoots planted now wiU b«
ready for cutting at Christmas.

This Rhubarb being the earliest in the open border by three
weeks of any yet introduced, renders it highly valuable for
Forcing ; its colour Is ofa beautiful transpsrent coral ; and for
licacy of flavour it is nneqaaUcd. It can be forwarded with i^afrty

to auy part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of a Fubt-uffice
order, at the rate of Jar. per dozen roota.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Dec. 15, 1843.

CHARLES FARNES, No. 128, St. John-sthekt,
LoxDoitf, respectfully informs the Public that his Collection

of New KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS are now ready to send out.
Owing to the fine liarvest, the quality is excellent, and will be
found to give general satisfaction, C F. being connected with
the principal Market-Gardeners round London and in the
Provinces, is enabled to select the best and most choice varicUkS
from their original sources.

Fames' Superior First EarlyPeas
—this has been the first Pea
brought into Covcnt Garden
Market for some years past-
height. 14 to 2 ft.

Flack's Dwarf Blue Victoo' Pea.

2 ft.

Knight's Blue Dwarf Wrinkled
do., 3 ft. 1

American Dwarf White do., 3 ft.

Improved Green Marrow do.,

4 ft. )

Auvergne, new yariety, do.,

4 to 5 ft.

Young's Large Milford Marrow
do., 5 to 6 ft.

New Giant Wrinkled do., 6 to

7 ft.
I

MarshalPs Early Prolific Beans
True Dwarf Green Fan do, i

Extra Large Green Windsor do.

New-England Long-podded do. I

Transparent EarlyFrame Radish
French Early Olive-shaped do.

Scarlet Turnip do.

Wiite Dutch do. do.

W^hite Spanish Onion
Brown Deptford da.
Dutch Silver PickUng do.
New White Globe do.
Jamc^ Keeping do.

Imptd. Early Dutch Horn Carrot
Large Altringham do.

,, White Belgian do.

Ady's fine Large Cos Lettuce
True Paris White do.

Black Seed Bath Cos Lettuce
Siberian Green do.

Large Malta Cabbage do.
True White Silesian do.
Wftlcheren White Broccoli— the
best and earliest variety in
cultivation.

Myatt's line Eariy White Cape
do.

Chsppell's Large do. do. do.

„ Splendid Cream do.
Walton's Yellowish White do.

Knight's Self protecting do.

Earliest London-saved Cauli-
flower

Imported Bruss^ ' "^ rnuts

Seymour's Superb Solid White
Celery

True Giant Manchester Red do
Superior Early Dwarf Cabbage
Early Dwarf York do.

„ „ Crompton do.

Large Early Hope do.

True Drumhead Savoy
Imported Early Dutch Ttirnjp

Early Round Nonesuch do.

True Daik Blood- Red Beet
Large Silver-stemmed do.

Imported French Sugar do.

SommerEndive
Yellow -leaved

»• »»

do.

II i>

Dwarf London GrcenCurled do.

Morgan** Early Nonesuch Po-
tatoes

True Early Ash-lcaved Potatoes.

Green do.
|

With every varictv of Vegetable and Flower Seeds in <="^^T*:
tion ; a general Catalogue of which, with prices, wUl be forwarded

on application. ^

SHIRLEY VINEYARD. NEAR SOUTHAMFT0N,-NtKSERY
DEPARTMENT.

CLEMENT HOARE respectfully annoances

basv. m sale an cxni rive "^ cutai 6*1 G rare vi

crfsnperior growth, and ot tiie moat approved HorU in genciai

cultivatioii, varying in price frr"- •-^. ^. to 7^' ^ a.

I .ately Pn buftij*-^*

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ry tki.' CCJ-TIVATION OP TiiK

GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By ^**«P^,
"*»*»«* ^^

edition. 8vo. 7s.(W.boartis. Ldwcman A to.,Londcu. Sold by

aU BookbcUerg, and iit the Vine "•'rd at Shirley-
V

that he
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m*
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per 1000
per 1000
per 1000

pONIFER^
V-^ offer the following :

—
Pinus austriaca, i year transplanted, per 1000

„ lift., in pots, each

Banksiana, l ft-, i" POts, each .

Cembra, I year seedUngr, per 100

2 yeais seedling", per 100

1 year transplanted, per 100 »

2 to 3 inches, in pots, each .

4 to 6 inches, in pots, each .

exceba, i year seedling, in pots, per doz,

2 to 3 inches, in pots, each .

4 to 6 inches, in pots, each .

Gefardiana, 1 year seedling, in pots, each

,, 4 to 6 inches, in pots, each
balepensis, 6 to 9 inches, in pots, each

1 year seedling, in pots, per doz,

var., 6 inches, in pots, per doz
jnops, I to \\ ft., in pots, each .

insignis, 1 ft., in pots, each .

Lambcrtiana, 1 year seedling, in pots, each

„ 1 ft., in pots, engrafted, each
Laricio, 2 years seedling, per 1000

„ 1 year transplanted, per 1000

maritima major, 4 to G inches, in pots, each
monticola, X ft., in pots, each * *

Montezumse, 1 ft , in pots, each .

neglecta, 1 to If ft., in pots, each
nepalensis, I to 1^ ft., in pots, each .

Ocote (oocarpa), 1 to ij ft., in pots, each
pahistris, 3 ft., in pot8, each
patula, 1 ft,, in pots, each . * *

Pinaster, 1 year seedling, per lOQO t

2 years seedling, per lOOO

1 year transplanted, per 1000

(maritima ofFrance) , 1 year seedlin

2 years seedling
1 year transpl

Pinea, 12 to 15 inches, in pots, each .

Pithynsa, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each
ponderosa, I ft., in pots, engralted, each
Pseudo-Strobus, 1 It., in pots, each .

Pumilio, 1 year seedling, per 1000

,» 1 year transplanted, per lOOO
puugens, 1 to 1^ ft., in pots, each
pyrenaica, 3 to i ins., in pots, each •

resinosa, 6 to 8 inches, in pots, each .

rigida, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

„ 4 to 6 inches, in pots, each
eerotina, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.
SabinlaTia, 1 to 14 ft., in pots, each .

,> var. Coulteri, 2 ft., in pots, each
sinensis, l^ft., in pots, each #

Strobus, 2 years seedling, per 1000
.T years seedling^per iOOO
2 years transplanted, per 1000
3 years transplanted, per 1000

,, compressa, 2 to 2i ft., in pots, each
sylvestris, l year seedling, per 1000 .

2 years seedling, per IOOO .

1 year transplanted, per 1000
2 years tiansplanted, per lOUO
haguensis, 1 year seedling, per 1000

2 years seedling, per 1000
1 year transplanted, per 1000
2 years transplanted, per 1000

Taeda, 1 to ij ft., in pots, each .

Teocote, I ft., in pots, each ,

taurica, I year seedling, per lOO
1 year transplanted, per 100
1 to li ft., in puts, each

uncinafa, 3 to 4 in., in pots, each
variabilis, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each
sp. from East Indies, 1 year seerilrng, in pots, per doz.
8p. from Guatimala, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.
alba, I year transplanted, per loOO

tf. 2 years transplanted, per 1000 . •

cicrulea, 1 ft., in pots, each
Ciajibrasiiuuia, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each
Douglasi, 1 to li ft., in pots, each
excelsa, 2 years seedling, per lOOO

3 years seedling, per IOOO
1 year transplanted, per 1000
2 years transjUanted, per 1000

Menziesii, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each •

mexieana, 1 foot, in pots, each ,

Morinda, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each
„ 1 to 2i ft., in pots, each . ,

nigra, I year transplanted, per lOCO .

2 years transplanted, per 1000
var. gracilis, I foot, in pots, each .

foliis variegatis, 1 foot, in pots, each
pygmaea, 3 in., in pots, each
sibirica, 1 foot, in pots, each ...
alba, fol. variegatis, 6 in., in pots, each

Picea Balsamea, l year transplanted, per IOOO .

canadensis, 1 year seedling, per 2000 .

„ 1 to lift., each
cephalonica, 2 years transplanted, per 100 .

,, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each ,

Fraseri, 4to 6 in., iupots, each ,

Hudsoni, 9 to I2in., inpots, each . . ,

nisrra, i foot, in pots, each ....
pectinata, l year seedling, per IOOO

,. 1 year transplanted, per 1000
Picbta, 2 years seedling, in pots, each
Pinsapo, 2 years seedling, in pots, per doz.

99 4 to 6 in., in pots, each .

spectabilis, \ year seedling, in pots, each .

.» 2 to 3 in., seedUng, in pots, each
2 to 2i ft., entiraited, in pots, each
1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.
3 to 4 in., in pots, each . .

6 to 9 iu., in pots, each
1 to 14 it., engrafted, in pots, each

Libani, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each
,9 »9 3 foot, in pots, each

Lftiix enroppea, I year seedling, per 1000
2 years seedling, per 1000 .

1 year transplanted, per lOOO
3 years transplanted, per 1000
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6
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„ 2 do transpl,, per lOOO
pendnla, I to Ij ft., in pots, each

microcarpa, 1 to ij ft, in pots, each .

robxista, 3 inches, in pots, each • •

sibirica, 6 Inches, in pots, each
sp. from France, I to i^ ft., in pots, each

Oipresstts aiistralis, I ft.. In pots, each , .

lusitanica, 1
J to 2 ft., in pots, each

pia, I year seedling, in pots, each
rvirens, 2 years seedling, per 100

d to 9 inches, each
} to 14 ft., each . .

horizcntalis, 1 ft., each .

to li ft., in pots, each
a^year seedXiug, in pots, per doz*

^ to i| (%*,m potS; efich $

11 99 4 inches, in pots, each

99

99

„ 1 to 14 ft., in pots, each
spec, from Himalaya, 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each

„ spec, from Swan River, 1 ft., in pots, each
Juniperus bedfordensis, 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each ,

communis, 6 to 9 inches, transplanted, per 1000

nana, 6 inches, each . . . .

„ pendula, 6 inches, each
excelsa, l ft., in pots, each . . .

lycia, 3 to 4 inches, in pots, each
Oxycedrus, I to li ft., each
phoenicea, 4 to 6 inches, in pots, each
prostrata, each
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Sabina. I to l4 ft., each

„ 1 ft., in pots, each
sibirica, 1 ft., in pots, each , . . .

sinensis, 6 in., hi pots, each ....
suecica, 1 to li ft., each , - . . .

upright, 1 to 14 ft., each
tamariscifolia, l to 14 ft., each

virginiana, li to 2 ft., each ....
Thuja articulata, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

4 to 6 in,, in pots, each ....
2 to 2i ft., in pots, each . . .

occidentalis, 2 years seedling, per lOO ...
li to 2 ft., each
3 to 4 ft., each

orient'alis, I year seedling, in seed pans, per 100

1 year seedling, in open border, per 100 .

4 to 6 in., inpots, each ....
9 to 12 in,, in pots, each ....
14 to 2 ft., in pots, each ....

plicata, 9 to 12 in., In pots, each ....
tatarica, 1 year seedling, per doz. ....

Taxodium distichum, 14 ft., each
Taxus baccata, 5 to 4 in., per 100

1^ to 2 ft., per 100

horizontalis, 6 in., each • . . -

foliis aureis varieg., 2 to 3 in., in pots, each

canadensis, I year seedling, in pots, per doz. -

„ 6 to 9 in., in pots, each ....
hibcruica, iJ to 2 ft., each

„ 4 ft., each
Araucaria imbricata, seedling, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each

„ „ 1 to li ft., in pots, cuttings, each

Altingia Cunninghamii. 1 to 14 ft., in pots, cuttings, each

PET£R LAWSON AND SON. EDINBURGH,
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to the Highland and Agricultural

Society of Scotland.
Agents,—Messrs. W. and J. Nobus, Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-street,

London.
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ADAMSON'S FINAL SALE.
Five useful Cart Horses, Waggon, Carts, Capital Chaise, a newly-
erected Seedshop covered with lead, excellent Chests of Seed
Drawers, Bins, Counter, a few lots of useful Timber, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE aud MORRIS are instructed

to submit the above to public competition, by Auction, on

the premises, Stoke Xewington Common (by order of the Trustees),

on Monday. Dec. 19th, 1842, at 11 o'clock. Also the remaining
Nursery Stock, consisting of Fruit and Forest Trees, Deciduous
Shrubs, &Ci about 2,000 of Myatt's " British Queen'' Strawberry.

May be viewed prior to Sale. Catalogues maybe had on the pre-

mises, ofthe principal Seedsmen, and ofthe Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural aud
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co.. Agents for the

OldPark Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description. Gardeners' Chronicle^ March 12, p. 1/5.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very oniauicntal in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, jrice 5/. 5a-. and upwards. Further

particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above; where also may be seen

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's

Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other oi

the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work. Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.
N.B.—Wavte's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFECTED—FOR OBTAINING A FREE
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL & OTHER BUILDINGS.

WHILL having had every opportunity of making
• himself acquainted with the best method of constructing

Horticultural Buildings of every kind—to command the above

truly-desirable result—and having with much satisfaction wit-

nessed the gradual improvement in the adaptation of this prin-

ciple to almost every variety of Building, begs to announce to

the Nobility and Public generally, that he erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, PITS, &c., &c., upon the above system,

which has {at an immense cost to the inventor), been brought to

great perfection, and heats the same by Hotwatkr Apparatus,
with improved Tube or Conical Boilers. W. Hill also adapts

Dr. Aknott's New Balanced Regulator to the Boiler Appa-
ratus, by which an immense saving of fuel is effected, the greatest

regularity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble

saved. Pp;nn's Ststem only requires publicity to be appre-

ciated. The Public are therefore invited to inspect its efficient

working at the Inventor's Residence. Lewfsham. The great end
gained by adopting this system, is a perfect arid rapid CirculU'

tion, producing consequently an equable temperature throughout
the building (of whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-
stitution benig; enabled to remain for hours in a temperature
greatly exceeding summer-heat, with as much comfort as could
possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.

\V. Hill would refer any, who may desire to apply the above
system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John Willmot,
of Isleworth, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this

system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and
any further information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder
and Surveyor, Lewisham.

ECONOMIC HEATING APPARATUS.
WHILL having repeatedly observed ia the Columns

• of the Gardeners* Chronicle, inquiries for a cheap mode-of
heating small Greenhouses £ind Conservatories, begs to inform
any who may hitherto have denied themselves a pleasing Re-
creation on account of the expense and trouble attendant upon
either Water Apparatus, or the common Smoke Flue, that he
engages to warm Buildings of the above description, upon an
entirely new principle, with Dr. Arnott's newly-invknteo
Brick Stovi^, at a cost ut about one-fifth that cf the most com-
mon mode by hot water. The following are some of its advan-
tages, viz :—It occupies very little room, is altogether within the
House, no Smoke or Dust, requires attention once in 24 hours,
may be made very oriiamental, costs in working from 2d. to tld.

per day according to size. May be seen in operation, by apply-

ing to W, Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham. W. Hill
also adapts the above to Churches, Chapels, Public Offices, large

or small Libraries, Picture Galleries, Nursery and other private

. Apartments, for which It is especiallj and admirably suited.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a middle-

aged single Man J
has been considered first-rate Flower

and Pleasure-ground, also Kitchen and Fruit Gardener. Can
have upwards of three years' character. Apply to Samuel
Hopkins, Grocer,'Croydon.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a ste^,
active Single Man, 28 years of age, who perfectly under-

stands his business in all its branches, and can have a four years'

character from his last situation. Direct A. Z., at Mr. Cooper's,
Nurseryman, Brixton Hill, Surrey,

;

rpO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.-WANTS
-L a SITUATION as GARDENER, or as GARDENER and
FORESTER, a Married Man, about 30 years of age; the most
satisfactory references can be given as to ability, integrity,

industry, &c. Address, W, H., at Messrs. Vfiitch and Son's,

Nurserymen, Exeter. _ J ^ a
1^3.—Salary about 70/.per annum, with cottage^&c.

\yANTED, in the COUNTRY, a steady, active, and
intelligent Young Man, as an ASSISTANT in a Nursery

and Seed Business ; he must be of an unexceptionable character,

and have a good knowledge of his trade, and will be required to

live enthely inthe house, and conform to the rules of a Dissenting

family,—Apply to Mr. Bristow, Knightsbridge, London.

OT WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN, •

D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considers*

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. Tbey

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and'have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D and E.Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the pubhc.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metaUic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of then- works, besides many

others in this country and on the Continent.
^

D. and E. Bai r ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, w^hich are now ready for immediate dehvery; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, lor Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at mter-

vals required* and which may be seen at their Manufactory,

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENtT

'S IMPROVED GARDEN POT.

ROBERT BROWN having made an important and

successful improvement in the construction of Garden Pots,

submits them to the Floricultural Profession, and to all who are

interested in the propagation and cultivation of Plants. It is

well known that many valuable plants are annually i^'^^.^J

much injured, by having the delicate fibres of their roots dried

up, from the pots in common use becoming heated by the ^up »

rays, or from exposure to drying currents of air, &c.. lor whjcn

evils a remedy has long been sought. The improved (-.at uen

Pot now offered to the Public is intended to counteract this irre-

gularity of temperature, by bemg made hollow-sided, wiih an

aperture on the rim, that the space between the outer and muer

surface may be filled with water when required, and the aperture

being made air-tight by means of a peg, a uniform degree or

coolness or humidity may be pre^-erved, and the plants, »l\^'^"^

exposed to the mid-day sun, will have their roots secured troin

injury. The Improved Garden Pot does not differ in appearance

from those in common use, but the advantages of its construe-

tion, for the growth of plants, or for the propagation or cu^

tings, are too obvious to need further comment.—R- ^'^
submitted his invention to several eminent cultivators, rrom

whom he has received the greatett encouragement.
Specimens may be seen at the Horticultural Society « I«ooma,

21, Regent-street, or at Air. Brown^s Pottery, Surbiton-hiiJ, ntdr

Kingston, Surrey, and at his private residence, Ewell.

t^UANO ON SALE by the IMPORTERS,
T ANTHONY GIBBS A^^P SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, anp Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL..^

THE NUMBER FOR JANUARY NEXT WILL COMMENCE
THE VOLUME OF

MAUND'S BOTANIC GARDEN, T^hicb, be-

sides the former additions, will contain a portion of Fro-

fcssor Heiisiow»s BOTANICAL DICTIONARY; ^"^^ *^^® ^Cl
be continued in every succeeding Number till completed, i^

Dictionary will contain an explanation of upw^ards of
^*^^/"fP:Jy*

and neariy 200 illustrative woodcuts. The plates ^^
*^f^"/.

Garden Flowers continue to be engraved and coloured in inwi^

usual beautiful style; and the Flobal Rkgistkr, with 10 woou-

cnts of plants, and the Auctarium, are given as usual.

Price \s,6d. Large, Is. Smail, per Month,

The January Number will afford a favourable oPP^^^^^^'^^^lia
those who are fond of the open Garden to commence talcing

now cheapest of all Botanical works.
London: Simfkin, Marshall, ^ Co^ ^—

-

Now published, price lOd-., ™.„^ /^v
A SECOND Edition of MILL'S TREATISE ON
XJl THE CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS, MELONS, SEA-RAJ^^

and ASPARAGUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit, and ars"

daily Notes of Practice from December to February inf^"®^^;,',

Published by Wm. Smith, U3, Fleet-street, ajid sold b> ai*

Booksellers.

lu i2mo„ price 5s. cloth lettered,
rr^ ^ t> v •

GUIDE TO THE CONSERVATOR^*
betog a concise Treatise on the Management of the Ho -

house and Greenhouse; the Forcing of Bulbs, Shrubs. «•»

and the best mode of keeping a S accession of Bloom tnrous

every month of the year; exemplified in a select list
^J

most admirable plants of the present day, under
^°f .^"^TlLe

ments both of Jussieu and Linnaeus-including their nai

country, propagation, and the soil adapted to each-

By RICHARD BAINBRIDGE,
Flower Gardener to the Bight. Hon. Lord Wenlock.

From Notes of the Author^s Daily Practice, and Communicaxiuu^

furnished by liberal eminent Floriculturists. s

*;*:* The peculiar characteristic of this work is *^® "^^
,,jdes

obtaining a constant and large supply of flowers. It aiciu

a very extensive Ust of Orchidace?e> with their cultivaUOB •
pursued b/ the mo»t enaiueat practitioners.

Londoa: Eobert Baldwin, 47i Paternoster-row.
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THE " GARDENERS* CHROXICLE."
WANTED the FIRST VOLUME of tbe ''GAR-

DENERS' CHRONICLE." Any person having a clean

Copy, bound or not, will find a PURCHASER by addressing a
letter, stating the price, to W. B., 154j Strand.

^artrnter^' QLfjvonitlt^

SATURDAY, UECEMDER 17, 1842.

MEETINGS FOB THE TWO FOLLOWING W
{Linnean . . . , . ,

Floricultural . . . .

. . Microscopical . . . .

Tuesday, Dec. 2« *

Wednesday, Dec. 21 .

Tuesday, Dec. 1^7 Zooloifical

:ks-

S p. H.

8i ». H.

V

The arguments by which we last week sought to

arouse the attention of our readers to the pressing im-
portance of employing the labouring poor had scarcely

left our pen, when it was announced in the Times that

the Duke ofBuckingham had practically admitted the
urgency of the necessity on which we had insisted. It

appears that the labourers belonging to the parish of
Brill have been suffering severe privations from the
want of employment. A short time since nearly 40
persons belonging to that parish were inmates of the
union-house at Thame. Those out of the house un-
employed made an attempt to see the Duke of Buck-
ingham for the purpose of stating their grievances.

The Duke relieved their immediate necessities, and
ordered the parish officers of Brill to attend at Wot-
ton House ; requested them to call a parish meeting,
for the purpose of allotting the men among the rate-

payers; and stated^ that if the rest of the ratepayers
would take the men according to their assessment to

the rates, he (the Duke) would choose eight labourers
for his share for the winter^ which is something more
than his proportion. ' The parish meeting was ac-

cordingly called, and an arrangement made to send
one labourer for each 70/. assessment to the poor-
rates; those paying less than a IQL assessment to take
a labourer so many days a week in proportion. Later
information from the country tells us, to our joy,
that others of the noble and the rich are taking a sirai-

lai- course.

It is evident, then, that we were not
soon in our observations upon the state of the labour-
ing poor ; and we now most earnestly repeat our re-

commendation, that every shilling of spare money
which the country can afford, insteadof being applied
to the relief of distant evils, should be used to alleviate
the distress at our own doors—among our own people
—not in charity, but in the purchase of labour to in-
crease the productiveness of the land. It is entirely
our own fault if the land of England is not as fertile

as that of any part of the earth, provided we sharpen
our wits, and use our ample means, and employ our
industrious poor in rendering it so. There is no occa-
sion to purchase foreign produce to bring about this
end

; we need not run all over the world in search of
wealth while millions of broad acres lie waste in our
own country—while myriads of tons of fertilising ma-
terials are wasted as recklessly as if we melted our
sovereigns into waterpipes, and while tens of thou-
sands of powerful and skilful hands are able to rescue
all this wealth from dissolving in thin and viewless
air. In a word, drainage and manure are all that our
land requires, and both are to be purchased by secur-
ing the happiness of the poor ; for labour, and httle
except labour, is concerned in effecting the one and
economising the other,
selves to drainage.
There may be many who think that all arguments

to prove the paramount importance of draining are at
the present day superfluous, because it is a fact uni-
versally known and admitted by enlightened men. We,
however, do not entertain the same opinion ; on the
contrary, there are, we doubt not, thousands of well-
mforrried people who do not know what the advantage
of drainage is, or who do not think that tlie advan-
^ges are such as are applicable to themselves. It
n^ust, indeed, be so, or we should hear nothing of un-
employed poor; for there is hardly a farm or garden
that would not be benefited by thorough drainage,
and the greater part of them are much in need of it.

yi e are not speaking here of cuts, or as our Norfolk
friends say, grups, made over die surface to carry off a
few puddles ; but of that effectual underground drain-
ing which will allow nothing stagnant to gather
within a yard of the surface ; which conveys away
311 superfluous water to main ditches, opening into
nvers which discharge their contents into the ocean.
That is the sort of draining, the want of which
*s notorious all over the kingdom.

It is partly because draining is itself the element of
new wealth, and partly because it is effected by no
other cost than that of employing poor men, that we
"Would just now so much insist upon it: for it may
^P" be done at the present season in many places,
^nd the advantage will be felt in the harvest of next
year.

^

^

,
Drainage of land increases its fertility, and renders

^^ kssexpensive to work, if it is not clayey. Well-

drained gardens resist frost infiuitelylbetter thtm wet
ones

: the soil is warmed, and crops arc obtained earlier

;

the health of trees is gready benefited ; the qnalitv of
fruit is much improved, and its quantity augmented;
gum and canker are comparatively unknown.and many
kindsof noxious insects disappear, AVhat is true of
gardens is equally true of farms ; for the laws which
regulate the healthy condition of plants are the same
in all cases, and apply to Corn and Turnips as much
as to Peach-trees and Asparagus-beds,

In explanation of some, at least, of the reasons o f
thisimportant effect of drainage, we cannot do bet-
ter than quote the words of Professor Johnston.
After enumerating other advantages of the operation,
he has these observations {Lectures, p. 442): *'It

allows the water of the rains, instead of merely run-
ning over and often injuriously washing the surface,
to make its ^vay easily through the soil. And thus,
while filtering through, not only does the rain-water
impart to the soil those substances useful to vegeta-
tion, which, as we have seen, it always contains in
greater or less abundance, but it washes out of the
upper soil—and, when the drains are deep enough,
out of the subsoil also— such noxious substances as
naturally collect and may have been long accumulat-
ing there, rendering it unsound and hurtful to the
roots. The latter is one of those benefits which gra-
dually follow the draining of land. Whew once tho-

roughly effected, it constitutes a most important per-

manent improvement, and one which can be fully

produced by no other available means. The same
openness of the soil which enables the rains to wash
out those soluble noxious substances which have been
long collecting, permits them to carry off also such as

are gradually formed, and thus to keep it in a sound
and healthy state."

But we have not room to dwell in this place upon
the reasons why drainage is so im]Ortant, We would
rather entreat attention to the results that have already

followed it.

In Aberdeenshire, and elsewhere, crops ripen on
the land that has been drained about a fortnight

sooner than they did before the drainage {Prize

Es&aijs, Hiyhland Sockty, 2, p. 171). In Berwick-
hour too

j
shire, we are told, in the same place, land now grows

very good crops of Turnip or IJape where none could

be had before the drainage look place; and, in general,

it bears Wheat well.

We have the evidence of Sir James Graham, that

land worth to him 4j. 6d. an acre, became worth :20s.

an acre, after draining and subsoil ploughing, at a cost

of G/. 18a\ 4d. an acre ; thus returning 11 per cent, on

the outlay

—

all of tihich ivas in labour {Jonrn. Ayr,

Soc. 2, 276), On Lord Hatherton's estate at Ted-

desley Hay in Staffordshire, a fajni worth only

254/. IOj. 9d, a-year, was increased to the annual

value of 689/. 13^. h/., at a cost of no more than

},5001. .alt in labour {Ibid. p. 279).

t Sir Robert Peel states, that from a field of his

which was thoroughly drained, and which before the

operation did not produce more than " a brush of a

lie immediately obtained ybwr tiwes

-as
crop of Turnips,

as many Turnips as at any previous time before

much indeed as 27 tons an acre. On the farm of

For to-day, we confine our-

Swellhead, in Kincardineshire, Mr. Boswell informs

us that undrained land worth 52l. a-year, became, by

skilful management, principally by draining, without

which all the rest would have been useless, worth

300/. a-year. In this case, the total outlay, for im-

provements of all kinds, was 5,400/,—cnrf*/ was nearly

all in labour.

In Berkshire, Mr. Rham tells us, that in Windsor

Forest, land which was so rotten and bad that sheep

could not stand on it, nor carts be drawn over it,

suddenly became by underdraining so sound as to

carry immediately afterwards 9 quarters of Oats an

acre, and afterwards '' a splendid crop of ^Vheat

"

{Ibid. 2, 282). We can ourselves i>oint to a piece of

heavy land, so wet that it would carry nothing, which

immediately after bush-draining, at 20 feet intervals,

produced at the rale of 18 tons of 1 otatoes an acre,

with no extraordinary assistance from manure.

Be it observed that we do not take these as the best

cases that can be found, but merely as illustrative/ac/j

that happen to be conveniently at hand. Such results

arisejout of the nature of things, and therefore no

circumstances whatever can alter them. Indeed, to

expect plants to thrive or crops to flourish in wet

undrained lands, is about as reasonable as to hope to

fatten cattle with their heads only above water.

In an excellent pamphlet *, which we particularly

recommend to our readers, Mr. Bailey Denton, whose

profession as a land-agent has given him great expert^

ence in these matters, says—'* It is admitted by all

who understand the subject, that where drainage has

been carried on upon correct principles, and with

proper skill and energy, 8 bushels or 1 quarter of

Wheat per acre has been added to the annual produce.

10,000,000, out of 12,000,000, are usually allowed as

* " The Question. What <an tmw be done lor Britisli -^^r^^tilU

tore ? ^nswcreri. m a Letter to F. Pui«gr, £sq " By J. BaUey

Denton, L«nd-Bgcnt. Mid^a.^,

the undrained or inefltctually- drained acres under
tillage ; and as the strong lands are iboac which stand

most in need of drainage, and are also the best Wheat
lands, it mav be anum h-'-* - -h-hs of the land

under Wheat may, by being drained, yield a quarter
more per acre on the average, which will be « litife

more than 8,000.000 of quarc^ii *«nual]y ; and thw,
added to the quantity quoted as tlie present estimated
produce, will bring the supply as much above the
demand as it is now below, which will nnore than
compeosate any deficiency winch may be ftlt on the
repeal of the Corn laws, by the witiuirawal of th©
|)Oorer lands from tillage."

Nor is this all : when stock are kept on undrained
land, it is notorious that they take the rot, from which
they escai>e on drier soils; a fa * - hilosoj^hicdiy
accounted for by Licbig, and whidi atiords an adtU-
tional motive to thelandowncr for immediately setting
about employing the j>oor in the tiiotough drainage oF
his land.

"There are," &ays Mr. Kimbciley, *'tho\iu*.,da of
acres, perha])s millions, that are at present worse than
lying waste, rau'ting whole districts to be unhealthy
to man and beast—acrc^ that will not support a goof^,
or at least a shcrp, per acre— Romc let to farmers at
from 2^. Qd, to ha. ])Li .icrc; all of which, with little

exception, if pmperly drained and well cultivated in
a r^ular course oi alternate husbandry, would increast
in value from 150 to iiOO per rent., forward the harvot
from 14 to 20 days, imj^rove the climatt: of ihe country^
and add to the produce in a direct ratio to the higher
value of the land" (J* urn. Royal Agr, Soc., 3, 178).

In all these staiemenla we have left the health of
the country entirely out of consideration. But it is

in evidence tliat undrained district? are tbe most
unhealthy; and vice vi Wc have not room for

the proof of this ; tho^e who are at all doubtful about
it may be referred to Mr. Chadwick's report on the

sanatory condition of the labouring population, where
facts in abundance are produced, stich ai? no man can

possibly gainsay. So that the employment of the

poor in draining land is not only productive of hap-

piness, the reward of benevolent minds, and of wtalih,

so important to us all, but of health, >MLhoui which
satisfaction and augmented wealth would be of little

service to anybody.
The reason usually alleged for not carrying drain-

age universally into effect is its supposed cost. ** To
drain/* says I'rofessor Johnston, " 25 millions of acres

at 6/. an acre would cost 150 millions sterling; a sum
equal, probably, to the whole amount of capital at

])re?eut employed in farming the land.'*

But this is a statement which must be taken with

considerable modifications. In the first place, it would
not cost 6/. an acre, on an average, to drain all

the land of England; and in the next place, it need

not be all done at once. On the contrary, it would be

far better that it should be extended over many years.

Indeed, in another place, Professor Johnston himself

states that a Berwickshire farmer informed him that

he ''drai7is so many acres every year, ntd finds himself

always repaid by the end of the third season. If, there-

fore, he has spare capital enough to go on for three

years, he can f/radually drain any extent of land by the

repeated use of the same sum (f money' {Johmton*s

Lef tares, 'pAi7).

Supposmg, however, there were, which there is not,

any urgent necessity for the immediate drainage of all

the land in England, the cost of C/. an acre is much
too high.

We find that in proportion as mechanical ^kill is

applied to the manufacture of drain- tiles, the cost of

drainkig diminishes. And it now appears from &

statement in Mr. Pusey's very valuable report to the

Roy^ Agricultural Society, on the recent progress of

farming, that the cost of draining an acre of land in

Huntingdonshire varies' between IL 111. 4rf. and

6/. 6s. Sd. ; the latter cost'being necessary only in land

of the heaviest lind, where the drains cannot be more

than IC^ft. apart. And, upon the whole, the average

cost of draining can hardly be estimated higher

than 505. an acre, even now ; and by further im-

provements it will in all probability be reduced

to a much smaller sum. These statements applv

to tUe-draining; but if sod draining is emplojcd,

it will not cost above \Ss. ed, an acre, according to the

high authority of Mr. Handley ; and we have Lord

Spencer's testimony that this kind of draining requires,

on clay land, very little renewing in 28 years {Jvurtu

Agr. Soc, 3, 168).

We cannot too often repeat that the whole of ttm

expense, be it what it may, consists in employing the

poor, xxho must be maintained in degnuianon as

paupers, H: they are not supported in independence as

labourers. And surely it is more ^^
.

yt is more

humane, to act towards them as has been done by die

I)ukeofBuckingham,intheinstancealready mentioned,

even if their employment diould be attended with

seeming loss. We believe, however, there is not a

more mistaken idea than that of supposing a savingm
labour to be a gain in money : just the reverse, within

reasonable limits, is the feet. There is po real economy.
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but a great loss, in a niggardly allowance of labourers

to either gardens or larnis

We could point, if we pleased, in proof of this,^to a

parish in Bedfordshire, consisting of 3,000 acres, wiiere

one farm of 900 acres employs more labourers than

the remaining 2, 1 00, and we will engage to say the profit

per acre is very much higher on the 900 acres than

on the remainder, thus proving that labour well applied

creates wealth.

But our limits are already far exceeded for to-day,

and we must content ourselves in conclusion with

earnestly entreating gentlemen to realise the hope ex-

pressed by Mr. Pusey, that "the coming winter will

not pass by without avigorous commencement of under-

draining throughout the country ; for besides the

benefit to the farm, draining, in its execution, of course

gives great employment to the labourers,—and even

beyond this temporary relief, every landowner who
drains and then breaks up with the plough 25 or 30

acres of indifferent pasture, provides employment

through future years for an additional family."

Mr. Blacker, of Armagh, has shown {Qxtarterli/

Journal of Agricnltitrc, 13, 380), that an outlay of

2,000,000/. a-year on draining would keep every agri-

cultural labourer from the workhouse ; whilst the

land reclaimal would "annually afford the additional

demand for the labour required for its cultivation."

Wc would recommend this gentleman^s argua)ents to

the consideration of landlords. Our own object is to

attract attention in the strongest possible manner to

the importance of doing the work, not to raising the

means of doingit , although, if that were our purpose,

it would not be difficult to show that long leases aiid

corn-rents would instantly effect it here, as they do in

Scotland. These, however, are considerations beyond

our prescribed limits.

]

There is an article now coming into general use*

called '' Vegetable Ivory," concerning which we have
had so many inquiries that we shall probably be
gratifying our readers by a more particular account

of it than we can give in the Notices to Correspondents.

The Ivory nut is the produce of a tree found on the

banks of the river Magdalen a, in that part of South
America formerly called New Grenada, but now con-

stituting the republic of Columbia. Humboldt and
Bonpland found it at places called Barancas Vermejas,
and Ibague, at the foot of Mount Quindiu, and also on
the Rio Opon and Caiio de Chucuri. The Spanish
botanists Ruiz and Pavon also met with it in the

groves of Peru in the hotter parts of the Andes, and
named it Phytelephas macrocarpa ; the Prussian

botanist Willdenow changed the name, without suffi-

cient reason, to Elephantusia macrocarpa—but his bad
example is not followed. The natives of Columbia
call it Tagua, or Cabeza de Negro (Negro's head), in

allusion, Ave presume, to the figure of the nut.

Almost all we know about it is contained in the
following memorandum, published by the Spanish
waiters above mentioned. "The Indians cover their

cottages with the leaves of this most beautiful Palm.
The fruit at first contains a clear insipid fluid,

by which travellers allay their thirst ; afterwards
this same liquor becomes milky and sweet, and it

changes its taste by degrees aa it acquires solidity, till

at last it is almost as hard as ivory. The liquor con-
tained in the young fruits becomes acid if they are cut
from the tree and kept sometime. From the kernels

the Indians fashion the knobs of w^alking-sticks, the
reels of spindles, and little toys, which are whiter than
ivory, and as hard, if they are not put under water

—

and if they are, they become white and hard again
when dried. Bears devour the young fruit, with
avidity,*'

The tree which furnishes these nuts is a Palm,
although Humboldt and Kunth have referred it, for

some reason with which we are unacquainted, to the
order of Screw Pines (FandanaccEe)—an error which is

preserved by all botanists up to the present day.
Two species are kno^'nyihe P/i^tclephas rnacrocarpay

or large-fruited, and wiicrocar/^r/, or small-fruited.
The pBXt of Jhe kernel which is thus similar to ivory

is what is called the albumen ; that is to say, the
nutritious substance which surrounds the embryo, and
which is destined to feed it when it begins to grow.
It is of the same nature, though not of the same con-
sistence, as the flour of Corn, the spicy substance of
the Nutmeg, and the meat of the Cocoa-nut, which,
in other Palm-trees, becomes very hard—that of the
Date Palm is quite as hard,if not harder; but it is not
white enough or large enough to be worth using by
the turner. The Doum Palm, or Forking Palm, of
Thebes, the fruits of which are called gingerbread-nuts

at Alexandria, has a similar albumen, which is turned

into beads for rosaries; and our correspondent Mr.
Murray informs us that he has a model of the Double

Cocoa-nut, or Coco de Mer, beautifully carved from a

portion of its own albumen, as hard as ivory, aiid

susceptible of as fine a polish. He says he has also

seen a figure cut from the same specimen, forming
the end of the shaft of a lady's parasol, not to be dis-

crimii3iat?d from one carved ia ivory.

idea of the plan to which
descriptioQ can convey- I

A NEAT MODE OF TRAININGTHE RASPBERRY.
The Raspberry is in my opinion one of the best of our

native truits.andis valuable, not only during the season when
it forms a part of the dessert, but also in its preserved state

;

when it is in great request for using iii a variety of ways with

which every housekeeper is familiar. On this account, I

am desirous of directing attention to its cultivation, and

of submitting the accompanying sketches, explanatory of

a mode of treatment which I have seen practised with

great success in various parts of England and Scotland,

during the last thirty years ; but which I do not remem-

ber to have seen described in any work on gardenhig,

previous to my noticing it in one of the early Numbers of

last year's Chronicle. '

A glance at the sketches themselveSj will give a better

I allude, than any lengthened

will, therefore, only observe

that the plants are supposed to be placed in rows four

feet apart, and about the same distance from one another

in the row. The number of shoots on each is regulated

during the growing season, no more being allowed to re-

main than the plant is capable of supporting. In most

cases six or eight shoots will probably be sufficient
;

although, for fear of accident to any of them, it is some-

times desirable to leave one or two extra, which may be

laid in if wanted, or cut away at this time, when the plants

are usually pruned and put in order. Where this method

is followed, a row of Raspberries in autumn will have

something of the appearance represented in sketch No. 2 ;

the arched portion tied to the stake in the centre being

the canes which bore fruit this year ; and which must now
be cut down to the bottom, and be replaced by the upright

shoots of last summer, trained in a similar manner to those

represented in Fig. 1.— Jl/- E, //,

Fig. 2.

damp off, or become mildewed. In the open air, however
weakly they are when they first make their appearance,

they gradually acquire hardihood, and but seldom die.

In June, during showery weather, they should be taken

from the pots carefully with the blade of a knife, so as

not to disturb the dormant seeds, and should be trans-

planted into a rich border.

Your remarks on the ridiculous mode of showing Roses

in large bundles of flowers are very just. The end of

exhibiting all flowers ought to be, to give the public a just

estimate of their properties. A crowded bundle of Rosea

never can do this ; five flowers and bucTs ought to be the

maximum of number allowed for each variety. In this

manner, a Rose may be seen fully blown, half-blown, in

bud ready to open, and in buds showing its colour only.

Some of the fohage belonging to each variety should also

accompany the flowers.

The stimulus now given to growing Roses in pots will

doubtless induce many to try their bands at this mode of

cultivating the queen of the floral world. Additional

vigour may be given to all the Chinese and other Roses of

that family, by budding them close to the ground or on

little stems of the Blush Boursault, Rosa Manettii, Brown's

Superb Blush, or any other free-growing hybrid Chinese

Rose. Z.

THE ROSE GARDEN.—No, III.

It behoves every one at this season to look to the pro-

tection of his Standards ; if Noisette, Chinese Tea-
scented, and some of the more tender Bourbon Roses,

they will all be excited by the present mild weather, as in

December 1837, and in January we shall, perhaps, as

then, be visited with a nipping frost which will deal de-

struction among them.
The mode of protection used in the north of Italy may

be adopted ; viz., that of surrounding the head of the

Rose, after shortening its shoots, and binding moss or hay-

bands round the stem, with an oiled paper cap. Such
plants, however, often suffer by the early spring frosts,

when uncovered. 1 have found no method equal to that

of removing the trees, and placing their roots in a trench

near a north wall, their beads leaning against the ^all. A
double mat should be nailed over them, which may remain
on till the end of February, unless the season is very mild,

when it should be occasionally removed. In this situation

they Tvill remain nearly dormant till the end of March,
when they may be removed and planted in their summer
quarters. By this annual removal, their roots become so

fibrous that the plants receive scarcely any check, and
bloom abundantly all the summer ; and we shall thus be

able to produce fine standards of Noisettes, Lamarque,
and Jaune Desprez, which, since the winter of 1838, have

almost disappeared. For the protection of dwarfs of the

above and other tender Roses on their own roots, no-

thing is so efficient as moss placed thickly on the Burface

of the soil round their roots ; this prevents the ground
from being frozen hard ; and although the extremities of

their shoots may be killed, they will throw up abundantly
from the stem near their roots, and bloom as well as if

the whole plant had been protected.

Rose-seed, even of the most choice varieties, is abun-
dant this season. The heps should now be gathered, and
laid on the surface of the pots of mould in which it is

intended that they should be sown. The pots should be
placed on a sunny shelf in the greenhouse, and remain
there untouched till the end of January ; by which time
the seeds will be thoroughly ripened. They may then be
crushed with the fingers, and the seeds may be covered
with about haif-an-inch of light mould. The pots should
remain in the greenhouse till the beginning of March,
when they may be placed out of doors, in a situation fully
exposed to the sun ; when they will require to be watered
in dry weather. They must be protected from birds and
mice ,by a piecft of coarse wire, such as is used for malt-
kilns. A portion, probably a small one, will by these

means vegetate during the first season, and most probably
all will grow during the next. If the pots remain in the

greeohouse .too longi the plants will come up weakly and

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No. LI.

In the greater part of those small gardens which 1 have

had an opportunity of inspecting, there is a want of variety

in the selection of the plants with which they are orna-

mented. This is not the result of indifference on the part

of the possessor, but arises from his not being acquainted

with those things which are Ukely to suit his purpose, or

not knowing by what names to ask for them. I have gene-

rally kept this in view in the arrangement of these weekly

papers, and as this is the planting season, I perhaps can-

not do better than point out a few good cHmbing or

trailing plants to cover walls or arbours. It is not my
wish to exclude from the garden of the amateur the more

common climbing plants—for what is more beautiful than

the Honeysuckle, the China Rose, the Jasmine, and the

Jvy in certain situations ?—but only to add to their num-
ber and to increase his enjoyment. The Clematis, or

Virgin's Bower, includes several species of great beauty,

which are'particularly well suited for covering porticoes or

arbours. C. montana produces large masses of white

sweet-scented flowers in the early part of the summer;

C. Hendersdnii is also a fine free-flowering variety, pro-

ducing blue flowers later than the preceding; C. Viticella

and its varieties, of various shades of colour, are all very

beautiful; and C. flammula and grata, which scent the

surrounding air with iheir numerous small white flowers

in autumn. Newer than the preceding, but quite common
in the nurseries, are two beautiful kinds lately imported

from Japan: the one is called C. aziirea grandiflora,

which, as its name implies, bears large blue or violet

flowers; the other is named C, fldrida-bicolor, or Sie-

boldi, and also produces large flowers—the outer petals

white, the centre deep blue or purple. All these species

are perfectly hardy, and are very beautiful when twined

round a summer-house in a wild or natural part of the

garden. Where a striking plant is wanted to cover a pole

or chain, the Aristoldchia sipho might be chosen. It pro-

duces very large and uncommon-looking leaves, which

generally attract the notice of a stranger ; its flowers,

however, are insignificant, and never seen unless they are

carefully looked after- The Virginian Creeper, formerly

recommended for the beauty of its coloured leaves in

autumn, and the Vitis odoratissima, are also well adapted

fur pillars and chains. The Rose, too, that ** Queen of

flowers," as the Editor justly calls it, will always be a

favourite for such purposes. Such sorts as the Rosa

ruga, De Lisle, Boursault, Bougainville, Noisette, and

Ayrshire, are amongst the best, and look particularly well

when trained upon three strong posts driven into the ground

in the form of a triangle.

Where a flowering, cUmbing, or traihng tree is wanted

to cover a south wall, there is nothing finer than the

Glycine sinensis ; in the wanner parts of England it

grows rapidly, and flowers most profusely in the months

of May and June. It will bear any degree of cold in this

country in winter, but evidently wants warm summers to

ripen the young wood, by which it is enabled to flower

freely.—7?, F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
A Problem in Cookery.—The question asked by "An

Old Lady," p. 822, " Whether an inverted cup, placed in

a tart, really saves the juice from boiling over?" appears

to me susceptible of the following explanation :—The loss

of juice which is almost always observed in a fruit tart,

if it is made without a cup having been introduced, does

not arise, in most cases, from the juice boihng over, but

from its being absorbed by the crust. Some portion of

the crust which lines the edges of the dish reaches down

so as to come in contact with the juice, or so low that

when the juice boils up it touches it ; the consequence iSt

that it is immediately sucked up by the crust, in nearly

the same manner as a little milk or tea at the bottom of a

cup is absorbed by a lump of sugar put in afterwards. The

introduction of the cup, as I hope to prove, prevents a

portion of this absorption taking place, and when the dish

is so full of juice that the application of the least heat

would cause it to boil over, it may also perhaps prevent

the juice from doing so, by forming for it a receptacle into

which it can get even more easily than it could flow over

the edges of the dish. We may generally trust to the

evidence of ** practical philosophers j" and in most cases»

we shall find that all really useful contrivances adopted by

the practical, may be easily explained by the natural philo-
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That a quantity of juice accumulates in the cup,
one knows—at least, the ** practical philosophers "

I

gophers. Indeed, the point in question is one which Natural
Philosophy will easily explain, it being one of the many in-

stances in every-day life where the '' practical philosophers"

have, without knowing it, availed themselves of the prin-

ciples of science— I say, unknown to themselves, for I

think that most probably the first time a cup was intro-

duced into a tart, it was not with any view to prevent the
juice from boiling over, or to form a receptacle for the
juice, but merely as a mechanical support for the heavy
crust which, when sodden with the absorbed juice, was
very likely to sink down in the middle. Then some in-

genious housewife bethought herself of placing a little cup
inverted in the centre of the tart, in order to preserve to

the crust its dome-like appearance ; and, to her surprise,

on cutting the tart and lifting up the cup, out ran the

luscious stream which had been so unexpectedly stored

up.

eve ry

know it; and, on a subject like this, who '* can reject the

evidence of the senses 1" We all know—at least, I hope
£0—that heat causes solid, fluid, and gaseous bodies to

expand ; and that when a body is thus expanded by heat

there is less of it in a given space than there was before.

Air is one of the most expansible of all bodies. Any one
may easily convince himself of this by pushing a cork
into the mouth of a common Florence flask or a phial, and
then heating this over a lamp or a fire ; in a little while

the cork will be pushed out with great violence by the ac-

rumulated force of the pent-up expanding air. Another
very common illustration may be seen in the bursting of
Cbesnuts when roasted, which is caused by the expansion

of the air and moisture contained within them* Your
readers must also know that when air has been heated in a

. vessel, and is afterwards allowed to cool, it will return to its

original bulk, or to the space it originally occupied before it

was expanded by the heat, and if air or something else

cannot get in from without, we shall have an empty space

left, or what philosophers call a vacuum. In the olden

time, it was said that ** Nature abhorred a vacuum ;*' this

was absurd, but it is a fact that a vacuum will never re-

main if air or fluid can by any possibility get in. What I

have just related may be proved, in a rough way, by con-

tinuing our experiment a little further : if, when the cork
is blown out of the bottle by the expanded air in it, we
take the bottle and invert it quickly into a basin of cold

water, in a little while the expanded air will become cold,

and as it cools it will contract to its original bulk ; at the
j

same time the water will rise in the bottle to fill up the 1

vacuum which is being formed. We also see this exeni- !

plified in the common pomp : the piston is drawn up ; an
empty space, or vacuum, is left above the water; the

water cannot rise of itself to follow the piston—no more
could it in our experiment with the bottle; but the pres-

sure of the air on the outside being greater than that within

(which expands itself to fill up the vacuum), in both
-cases forces up the water. But let us now see how all this

applies to the case in point;—The cook makes her tart

and puts into it the little cup ; she puts the whole into

the oven, the heat of which soon causes all the air, both
in the dish and in the cup, to expand. Some of this

latter must, therefore, bubble out and escape with the air

of the dish through the crust or the hole made in it.

M^hen the tart cools, which it begins to do the moment it

is taken out of the oven, air rushes in to supply the place
of that which before escaped out of the dish, and would
fill up the vacuum in the cup also, but none can get into

that, because its rim is surrounded by juice. The pres-

sure of the atmosphere, therefore, forces the juice into the

cup (in the same way as it forces the water up into the
jiurap, and, in our little experiment, into the bottle), where
It remains stored up, instead of boiling over or being ab-
sorbed by the crust ; though, of course, if the dish is very
full of juice, either or both of these effects may take place,

notwithstanding the introduction of the cup.

—

A Young
Lady Allow me to suggest the following explanation
afforded me by a learned friend :—That when the pie

cools after having been taken out of the oven, the heated
air within the cup contracts, and thereby occupying less

room, allows the juice to be forced into it by the pressure
of the external atmosphere. The cup, by sucking up
the juice when the pie is in the oven, would evidently pre-

vent it from boiling over; whereas.ifit dosoonly when the

the pie is out of the oven, I think that a virtue has been attri-

bute^ to it which it does not possess. The positive solution

of the problem would be obtained by baking a fruit-pie

'^fithout the cup ; in which case, if the juice did not boil over,

the cause must be independent of the cup, and the reason

-.Aa

pastry.buildmg, I judge that the cup will be found ser-
viceable to a certain degree. That a gre^t portion of the
syrup IS found confined under the cup is an undoubted
ract, and is daily proved upon disseciiou ; but most of
tins, 1 fancy, gets into duraoce after the baking, or rather
boihng, w over— i. i-.. during the process of cooling.
\\ hen the pie is submitted to the action of the fire, the
air under the cup keeps constantly expanding with the
increase of temperature; indeed, if a portion did not
escape under the edges of the cup, an explosion would
ensue, discomposing to an alarming extent the whole picy
structure—nay, possibly, dissipating to all corners of the
oven not only syrup, but fruit, paste, dish and all. The
air upon expansion becomes more compretsible , and allows
the syrup to rise within the cup, thus lessening the risk of
waste from the increasing ebullition; but, as 1 said before,
the greater part of the rise must take place during the
process of cooling, as the confined air keeps gradually
returning to its original bulk.-.-Ih Old Gentleman,
Tormshan,-.—If the inquisitive "Old Lady" who sug-
gests the inquiry would take the trouble of burning
a piece of paper inside a tumbler or wine-glsss, and
then invert it in a saucerful of water, she will scarcely
help being enlightened on the subject— Cwrruu/./^iV.

1 have often had disputes at the dinner-table,
particularly with my own family, respecting the use
of a cup in a tart to preserve the juice from boiling over.
They say, Only look what a quantity comes from under-
neath the cup, and it must be of use. I say it is of no use,
as there is no juice under the cup till it is taken out of the
oven. The air undernealh, being rarified by the heat,
expels the juice, if any is under; but, on cooling, it be-
comes condensed, and the juice is then forced under by
the pressure of the air on the outside. However, to set the
question at rest in ray own family, 1 had two tarts made
exactly the same, each having the same quantity of fruit,

sugar, and water : a cup was placed in one—the other
was left without one. Both were put into the oven at the
same time, and received the same heat. Whtn nearly
baked, the juice was forced out of both ; the one with the

cup was the worst, and wc were obliged to take out some
of the syrup and reserve it till the tart was done and re-

moved from the oven, when it was returned, and was of
course found under the cup. This is a proof that the juice

does not get under the cup till the tart gets cold, as the

whole of the juice was drained from the tart. The cup
also takes up room, and it appears that the juice boils out
worse with it than without it.

—

J. F, D, [We have to

thank a score or two other correspondents for their com-
plaisance to our •* Old Lady," for which we here return

her very best acknowledgments,]
Weiyht of Poultry — I beg to inform your correspond-

ent who wishes to know the weight of poultry, that a

common weight for Aylesbury ducks, between four and bix

months old, without having been fattened, is from 4 to 4^
lbs. in feathers, and fasted before killing. I last year

kilted a drake which, at nearly six months old, weighed,

in the same way, A% lbs. I always keep my poultry well,

so that they are fit to kill at any time; besides which, it

causes them to produce a large quantity of fine-flavoured

eggs. Two ducks have laid upwards of 150 in one
season J, C.

of spring, I rth ! them fjt't*i their prison pit, and put
them on their former berths again- The }>erforated rinc
plates which were in winter put before their doors were
removed, and they iosUntlj poured forth In clouds, re-

joicini; in their libeity and the sua'* rays, appearing as
vigorous as giants refreshed by sleep. At night, 1 ex-
changed the bottom boards for 'an onr?, and found the
old ones covered with mouldy dead hi , and other offensive
matter. On being weighed, the sleps were found to have
lost but little honey for so long a period, compared with
what they would have done under the old system. Tl^e
swarming took phce in May; one swarm vih« put into a
house, on Nuti's pUn ; oee in a box, after the plan of
Payne, of Bury

; and one in a box, after the plan of
Savage, of Swaffhsm. All three did admirably, and from
Nutt's hot 1 gut someexrtllent h....j. The reasoning
or ratlonmU of l\ih is self-evident to every ap^^rian. People
do not usually eat when they sleep : erpo^ Bees, bciug
kept under the influence of the Poppy God from November
till April, have, on waking, abundant stock of food to iu-
vigoratc them for the frrbh labours of the new year. In
conclusion 1 will now observe, that as there were two ob-
jections to my pit of last 7car—viz., damp, and being
p! d next a walk by which thcr^ was constant traffic,—

I

have this year made them a dormitory, as under, and have
placed them next a lofty north wall, in a remote part of
the garden, I now feel assured that ail things which caa
In this way be achieved fur their sucooh arc done tor ibem.

is still left unexplained.* I proposed to my wife to obtain

the latter solution of the problem, but to no avail. •' If."

said she, '* the cup were of no use, she, and those before

her, had never made use of it; who, having most to do

»ith such things, must know best V* She could not be

guilty of innovation against a practice sanctioned so long

Ijy time and custom. That woman should thus debar man
from the path of truth and knowledge ! Perhaps the

"Old Lady" may have less scruples than
from questioning the reason, proceed to

cause likewise, and make it out for us.

—

A
The better way for the "Old Lady"
whether placing an inverted cup within an unbaked pie

^ ill or will not prevent the boiling over of the syrup, would
be from actual experiment. Since the days of B^con,

whenever philosophers set about accounting for pheno-
niena, they begin by proving the fact. No doubt the

*] Old Lady" is a practical hand—an adept in manipula-
tion, and well furnished with all the necessary apparatus.

I^et her, then, make two pies, and treat them in precisely

the same manner—save that one has a cup inverted

seouudum artem, but the other not. Now, from theory

pnly-^utterly unskilled as I am in the mysterious craft of

my wife, and

question the

Farmer.
to determine

i

ParsjiepSj as Food for Pigs,—Whilst staying in the

Tsle of Guernsey for a couple of months in the summer of

1841, I was much pleased with the peculiarly fine flavour

of the pork, being sweet, juicy, firm, and beautifully white,

at a season of the year when that unclean animal is thought

not to he in the highest perfection. This superiority in

flavour and appearance is attributed to the plentiful supply

of raw unwashed Parsneps with which the aniiiial is fed.

In confirmation of a universally-admitted fact, I beg to

send you the following extract from a lately-publiahed

history of the island and its products:—" Hogs prefer

raw Parsneps to all other roots, and make excellent pork

when (ed upon them ; but the boiling of the root renders

the bacon flabby. By this food the animal can be fatted

in six weeks. Too much can hardly be said of the beef

and pork fatted on Parsneps. At this time (July ITth,

1840) there is in the Guernsey market a porker, 22 months

old, weighing neat 750 lbs. English, which has never eaten

anything but raw Parsneps and sour milk; finer meat

never was seen. In the use of Parsneps, one caution is

absolutely necessary ; they are never to be washed, but to

be given as they are taken up from the ground. Used in

that way, they are found not to surfeit the hogs and cattle,

and to fatten them better and quicker than they otherwise

would. If washed, they are apt to satiate, and, as the

farmers say, will never thoroughly fatten them. An ox

will eat 120 lbs- per day, exclusive of hay." I regret, in

justice to the author, that, when I copied the above extract

for an agricultural friend in England, I did not add his

name ; but as the Gardejiers* Chrotdcle is universally read,

1 am sure he will himself furnish you with it, if it should

be required. I think the above will be considered an im-

provement on " Lusor's" favourite root, the '^ Mangel

Wurzel," as, being hardier, it will require no pitting, and

consequently there will be no danger of frost euttring the

heap, as stated by hira at p. 806, and leaving a certain

thickness of decay otr-its departure.

—

Philo-Chronicle,

RegcnVs Park,
Bces.—'lCh& time is now fully arrived for what may be

called " hybernating" bees, and, from the experience of

last year, I can confidently recommend the system.

Having heard something about burying bees during winter,

I had a brick pit made, and having weighed 2 skeps or

hives, I put them into it in the last week of November.

They were secured against the attacks of rats and mice, or

the inconvenience of bad weather, 1 examined them oc-

casionally, to see that they were safe; and in the month of

The two shutters at either end, A and B, open by hinges
right and left, and are secured by the central shutter C,
which falls down, and which has a ha^p or padio^^k at top
to lock it up. Thus the whole can be inspected and closed
again in the easiest method, without noise or disturbance.

W, Ma^on^ ytclon, Norfolk,
Destruction of IVuips.— I am glad you repeated my

experiment with the vapour of spirits of turpentine on
the wasps. I have since had otlier opportunities of test*

ing its utility, and I find that it is (^uite certain wherever
the entrance-hole can be closed. Where the liquid cannot

be conveniently poured into the hole, perhaps the mere
wetting of the inside of a Hower-pan with the turpentine.

and placing it over the hole, will be found sulBcient. I

once saw a swarm of bees destroyed by hajf-filling a
waghing-basin witli chopped Laurel leaves, and then, ak

night, placing the hive over the bssln. Every bte waa
dead before morning. Bruise a young Laurel leaf, place k
under a wine-glass with a wasp or fly, and in two minutea

the insect dies.—J. 5". Jlenslow.

Bees.—Encouraged by the kindness with which yoa
treat the applications of all who stand in need of informa*

tion, I venture to lay my case before you, ho]»ing that my
difficulties may be solved by some of your correspondents

who are learned in Bee management. On the l2lh May,
1841, I stocked, with a strong ewarm, a nice hive, made
with side boxes, &c,, on Taylor's plan. The bees sooa

filled the central box with comb, yet made but little

honey during the summer. From ignorance I did not

feed them in the autumn, and being told that bees in

boxes always died from cold, I wrapped them up in garden

mats, and in December they were as strong and bri-k us.

if it had been June. According to Nult, I stopped the

mouth of the hive, when the frosts began, with a perforated

piece of zinc, and surrounded the whole hive with straw.

On my return after a short absence in January. I found

my poor bees in a sad condition ; the smell of the hiva

was intolerable, and upon reference to my books, 1 coa-

cludcd they had the dysentery. 1 lifted them and changed

the foot-board, feeding them daily from that time untLi

April with honey, in a feeding-pan placed at the top of

the hive. They soon recovered, and were so lively that

the hum and bustle in the hive was as great as in summer.

I read in Bee-books that bees lie dormant in winter
;

mine never do—they consumed \2 lbs. or more of honey,

but as I take pleasure in my bees, I did not care for that,

particularly as I hoped to reap some little return during

the coming summer; but, alas! ray hopes were vain.

Early in March they began to collect poUen, and on the

24th of May the thermometer in my hive ranged from 85^

to 100^ I placed a large bell-glass on the top, with a

piece of comb to tempt my ungrateful bees into it ; at the

end of a week they entered in numbers, built a piece of

comb, and / was elated. Still the thermometer was very

high; I could with difficulty keep it under lO'*^ by

shading, Sec; but I would not open a side box, because

my books told me that if I did so, they would desert the

glass, which 1 had set my heart on having filled. A large

mass of bees almost filled the glass, but the piece of comb

did not progress and the collecting of honey was at a

stand-fitill, ^o that I began to have my misgivings that all

was not right; nevertheless, I saw no clastenng aboufe

the foot board, nor hanging cut of the hive, wh^ch, tho

books say, always precede swarming; neither did the

thermometer ri^e suddenly, but ran^d steadily from 95«

to iOii". This continued till Ju»e ' tfa, wuen. on going ta

my bees about 10 a.m., what was my dismay on finding

the bell-glass deserted, and the hive nearly empty 1 In

answer to my anxious inquiries, I found that a swarm had

7;^::;i^.^:^':;^^i^ t;ropen tb. «owers
;
l«ea «en in the air ab.ut 8 ..u. ;

but I never heard u,u.

#
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about it, though I caused the most diligent search to be

made all round the neighbourhood. In a short time the

bees again increasing in number, and the thermometer

being very high, 1 opened first one and then the other

Bide box, fearing lest they might throw off a swarm
;

this,

Loirever, they did not. In the course of the summer, a

little more honey was collected, and, as far as I can see

through the window, a good many cells seem full. In

Aug. they killed the drones in thousands ; during Sept.,

Oct., and Nov., I gave them in all about 6 lbs. of the best

honey, and last week I removed them, according to Cotton's

plan/to a dark garret. I found their weight to be 28 lbs.

including the hive, the exact weight of which I know not,

but guess it to be about 12lbs. ; so that, after two years' ex-

pectation and care, and providing them with nearly 201bs.

of good honey, I find about 161bs. of comb, honey, and

bees in my hive ! This is certainly neither profitable nor

encouraging. Now, if anybody will kindly tell me ia

what way I have mismanaged my hive, I shall feel greatly

obliged ; for I wish to be very fond of bees. What
errors have 1 committed, and how can I do better for the

future? Another difficulty is, that things which are

spoken of in books as easy matters of course, I find

almost impracticable. For instance, I am directed to lift

up, examine, and weigh my hives in the beginning of

September ! Now I believe that I have as much courage

as ray neighbours, but I find it rather a fearful under-

staking to do this in December, when my little irritable

friends are comparatively in a state of quietude. I also

find, •• that the thermometer in the hive noust not rise

above 90*^." The last summer was certainly a hot one
;

but with a good thatched roof to my bee-house, and a

canvass awning which kept off all the sun, with both side

boxes open, and all the ventilators out, and even with wet

clothes wrapped round my hive, it would and did rise

often to 110° or 115**; and, of course, had either of the

aide boxes been full, it must have risen higher still.

Again, I am told, that in November, the bees being i fast

asleep, I am on no account to disturb them, though I am
then to take up the hives, weigh them, tie them up in a

cloth, convey them to a dark room, or bury them. Now
I find, that though on a cold day they may be torpid, yet

the slightest movement, even opening the little shutter,

brings them to life again ; and it was not without much
diflSculty that I could effect my movement the other day,

the whole hive being in an uproar the moment I began to

touch it- They have scarcely become torpid since ; and

|f they remain lively, must 1 not feed them, in spite of

the prohibitions of the books? The books which I have

got are Nutt's, Taylor's, Cottion's "My Bee-book,"
Haish. and '* The Naturalist's Library." lu the con-

struction of hives, too, I find a sad discrepancy between

theory and practice : the slides and contrivances so much
Jauded in Bee-books, and by which so much ia to be

effected, I find, when I want to use them, invariably glued

^p with propolis, and immovable without hammer and

chisel. Such, dear sir, are some few of my difficulties ;

and if you can find room for even a short answer to com-

fort and instruct me, in a spare corner of your invaluable

Paper, you will greatly oblige

—

A despairing Bee-Keeper.

[In the name of common humanity, we entreat some
kind person to put our fair, and very clever, correspondent

out of her misery.]

Effect of Sulphur on the Red Spider.—I have tried

the effect of sulphur upon the red spider by placing a leaf

covered with that insect in a tin basin, 3 feet long by 2 feet

tfide, and 2 inches 'deep, which basin was fixed over a

strong fire for 5 days ; at the end of that time the red

spider appeared to be in perfect -healthy although the

plants, at the distance of 3 feet from the sulphur, lost all

their leaves, on account of the heated steam.^

—

A Constant
Meadery Soitthampton^

Information for Cottagers,—I advise cottagers, for the

benefit of their small gardens, to take every opportunity

in their power of collecting the leaves so often seen blow-

ing about the roads and fields, and to deposit them in a

corner of the garden, securing them there with mould, road-

dirt, or any such substance as they can most conveniently

get at. Instead (as is too often the case) of throwing
into the ditch all their soap-suds, and what is termed dish-

water (which, although not very greasy in the cottage, is

still beneficial to the soil), they should pour them over

their compost-heaps; by this simple means, they will

procure for their crops a wholesome manure without much
trouble or expense-

—

R, A., Charlton Kings*
Russia Leather.—A gentleman who had resided some

time in Russia endeavoured a few years since, when the
duty was 15«, per hide, to prepare this article in England ;

and for this purpose he imported some Birch oil. He
ucceeded in giving the odour, but in consequence of the
want of continued sunshine the oil left stains, as though
tar had been employed over the surface of the skin : it

waii also found that the hides of this country, being much
stouter, would not bear to be shaved down hke the smaller
and finer hides of Russia. Another reason why the ma-
nufacture was not attended with profit was this:—the
Russia leather is only used in this country for fancy pur-
poses, which require a fine grain and perfect evenness of
colour; and it turned out, that from 100 hides prepared

with the Birch oil, only a dozen were fit for Pocket-books,

&c. In Hussia the whole of the hides arc dressed with

the oil, and the tanners are consequently enabled to select

from a vast number the hides required for the English

Biarket The whole number imported into this country

does not exceed 5000 or 6000 annually, which are probably

elected from more than 100,000. The present duty is

four- pence per lb., each hide weighing 7 to 10 lbs-—/. G-
Experiments with the Potato.—Having seen some ob-

servations in tiie Chronicle relative to the cultivation of

the Potato, I Tenture to submit the following result of

my success in the growth of a few sorts during the last

two seasons- In the spring of 1841, 1 had one tuber of

each of the following sorts, viz., Quebec Shaw, Painted

Lady, and Mangel Wurzel Potato, cut into sets, and

planted in rich soil, with a little half-decayed litter put

over them before the earth was filled in. This was all

the attention they received, with the exception of suffi-

cient earth to prevent the tubers from being discoloured

by the light. When taken up they yielded as follows r

—

Quebec Shaw Tubers, l62i weight 761bs.— 12 weighed l^lbs.

Painted Lady „ 113 j „ 39 6 „ 63

Mangel Wurzel „ 204; „ »2 12 ., 23

The three Potatoes produced 479 tubers, which weighed 2071bs.

The Painted Lady was hurt by being grown over by the others.

This season I planted a whole Potato of the Shaw kind in

rich soil, and earthed it well as it grew, but without

burying the haulm, with a view to induce it to produce

tubers- I took up from this root more than 150 tubers,

80 of which were serviceable ; the whole weighed 461bs.

In consequence of an advertisement in the Chronicle^ I

bought half-a-gallon of a sort called '* Knight's Earliest

Known.'' Some I cut, and some I did not, according

to the size. The only pains I took with them was, to

give them a good watering once or twice, and to mulch

them well to keep them moist. The crop, when taken

up, weighed 145lbs.—more than 40 times the weight of

the sets. Two bushels of them' were the handsomest

Potatoes I ever saw ; similar in shape and appearance to

the Fox's Seedling. I also planted this season 19 cut

sets of the Hen's-nest Potato, which grew without any

extra pains: one root weighed 151bs., and the total

weight was 881bs.

—

Charles Austin^ Beddington, Surrey.

To keep Ice.—At p. 845 of last year's Chronicle, I

observe that Mr. G. Aitken has briefly stated the manner

in which ice has been preserved by him through three

succeeding hot summers, without the protection of an ice-

house, by raising a conical heap of such dimensions as may
be thought necessary* The situation which he adopts is

dry, with a slight slope, and shaded, but not covered with

trees. To this I agree ; but he does not state the manner

in which the heap is to be raised. Allow me, then, to lay

before your readers a plan, on the same principle as that

of your correspondent, which I have seen practised with

success, and which affords us an ample supply of ice until

the return of frost. A situation should be chosen as stated

above, upon which you may form your heap of any re-

quired size : throw the ice regularly therieon, break it very

small with mallets, and tread and beat it firmly together

To every layer of ice add one of snow, which will render

it more compact, and water the snow well with a watering-

pan ; then beat and tread it again, according to the fore-

going directions. Continue this process until you reach

the apex, remembering that it must be of a conical shape.

After the structure is finished, allow it to remain for eight

or ten days exposed to the inclemency of the weather ; by

so doing, the atmosphere, if damp, will congeal the whole

into one solid mass of ice. Let it afterwards be thatched

manner as a corn-stack :in the same manner as a corn-stack : barley-straw is pre-

ferred for this purpose, being thought a better defence against

the heat of summer ; but it will require a stratum at least

from 16 to 18 inches thick, which should be well secured

with straw ropes. Lastly, adopt Mn Aitken's plan of

making a steep roof with tall drawn-up trees ; to which

rafters should be nailed, to be afterwards closely thatched

with Spruce branches.

—

A Ross-shire Gardener,

The Culture ofFine- Apples.—Atp, 805 of the Chronic

cle^ Mr. Hamilton calls the attention of your readers to a

novel mode of Pine-apple culture; which, although, not

new, I consider excellent ; and Mr. H,, for reviving the

above, justly deserves to be commended. Injustice, how-

ever, to T. A. Knight, Esq., who when living was the

first to grow Pines on the principle mentioned by Mr.

Hamilton, who, in short, always grew them on the old

stools, without tan or other fermenting matter, I must

beg to refer him to the Gardener*s Magazine, Vol. II.

p, 368, where he will find an account of the mode of cul-

tivating the Pine-apple as practised at Downton Castle.

I will now content myself with extracting a few passages

from a letter from Mr, Lauder, Gardener at Downton
Castle, inserted in the same article. " In compliance

with your request, I have great pleasure in stating the

mode of Pine-culture practised here. In the outset I

must remark, that the present practice is exactly the

same that Mr. Knight commenced with, and that it has

years ago been recorded in the Transactions of the Hor-

ticultural Society. As soon as the plants show fruit, the

strongest sucker is preserved ; all the others being taken

off as they appear. When the fruit is cut, the plant is

taken out of the pot, with as many roots as can be removed

with it ; all the leaves, except four or five on the top of

the stool, are scaled off ; the leaves are also scaled off the

base of the sucker, in the usual manner. The sucker,

however, remains growing on the stool, until in its turn

it becomes the parent plant, producing fruit and suckers,

and undergoing the same operation as its progenitor whose

place it is to occupy. The few leaves left on the top of

the stool are, as they become matured in the course of the

season, plucked off; so that the whole stool, being entirely

covered with earth, produces abundance of young roots

which continue to supply the rising plant with additional

nourishment, independently of that obtained by its own
immediate roots, until it has performed its office, &c,, 3cc."

The writer then goes on to state the form of the pots and
the mode of draining, the compost used, and that the
plants, when potted, were placed in a temperature of not

less than 100**
; and that when the house was kept at that

height, a great deal of water was given freely to the root,

so as to reach the bottoms of the pots. The Pines were

never moved out of the pots in which they were first

planted j and at all seasons, excepting in the depth of

winter, the house was kept in a state of humidity, &c.

This part of the letter I have extracted, to show that Mr,

Knight was the first we have heard of who grew the Pine-

plant on the old stools with success, as the letter above

quoted will show.

—

Edward Morse.

Effect of Animalcules upon JJ^a^tr.—Your Correspond,
ent " W. S. B." inquires the cause of his pond becoming

suddenly green before rain. This is not an uncommon
appearance, and it undoubtedly arose in this case from

the presence of infusory animalcules. The species which

most commonly produce this appearance are the Chlamido-

monas pulvisculus, and the Euglenaviridis of Ehrenberg:

there are, however, many others which produce the same

effect. Some of the infusoria produce other colours in

water. A beautiful pink or rose colour is produced by

species of Astasia and Monas, an orange by the Stentor

Eeneus, and a yellow or reddish colour by the Gaillonella

ferruginea and by some species of Navicula. An orange-

coloured water is also produced by the water flea, Daphne

pulex, when in large numbers; and it is now known that

the red-snow—so often thought to be of vegetable origin

—is, in many instances, entirely owing to the presence ol

animalcules, and their ova, of two species of the genera

Astasia and Philodina. The causes of the sudden ap-

pearance and disappearance of animalcules in water are a

curious subject. I have kept all the above-named species,

without being able to discover the causes that sometimes

called them into life and activity, and again suddenly de-

stroyed them ; so that they formed a coating of colouring

matter on the sides of the vessel. All animalcules that

colour water form, when they die, beds of colouring matter

at the bottom of the water in which they have lived.—J?.

Lankester^ i^/. Z).

Bletting.—I entirely agree with you that it is very con-

venient to be in possession of a word which signifies ex-

clusively the kind of ripeness of which fruits of the Service

genus are susceptible, and we thank you for enriching our

vocabulary with so good a term. Still the change in the

maturation of these fruits must differ materially from the

bletttssement of thepomaceous fruits, though M.DecandoUe

could not find any expression in common use to answer

his purpose better. The French blette undoubtedly

means the kind of decay which commences in the heart, and

proceeds outwardly, of which the rapid degeneration of

the Jargonelle is so good an example, and so inconvenient

an instance. This blette, or espece de pourriture, the

common people of Sussex call drocksiness. They apply

it to Pears especially ; and then, but less frequently, to

Apples and Turnips, as they approach the same state of

decomposition : over-ripeness, mealiness, and loss of

flavour being the first indications of this sort of change.

I have no doubt that the word is from the Saxon dros or

droslick ; the position of the consonants being reversed,

as frequently happens in their pronunciation of such

words as Waps, Haps, for Wasp and Hasp, and the like.

Drossiness and feculency are certainly the character of this

kind of degeneration. But the bletting of the Medlar

will never be confounded with the drocksiness of the Pear,

though both are next-akin to rottenness.—P.P.

—

'—In the

Vocabulaire which gives the roots of words, we have the

following derivation of this word :—** Blette, s. f. {fixirov,

espece de legume insipide) plante. Adj. Poire blette

^

molle etpresque pourrie." The signification of the adjec-

tive above, taken conjointly with that of its root, seems

strongly to warrant the application of the term bletting to

the Medlar, &c.—/. K. S. [BAtToi/ is supposed to have

been the plant now called AmaranthusBlitum, still used

ia France as a bad sort of Spinach.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Evening Meeting, ;jec. 8^A.—The Duke of Richmond m the

Chair.—Dr. Lyon Playfair commenced his second lecture. He
stated that in the last lecture he had examined the nature of the

food of animals; in this evening's lecture the process of growth

and fattening in animals would be more particularly considered.

The health of an animal depends on the supply of nutriment

being equal to the waste that is going on in the body.
^
Healthy

adult animals weigh as much at the end as at the beginnmg of

the year, and this depended on their having had enough lood

to supply the waste going on in the system. In young and

growing animals it is somewhat dilierent; they require more

supply than there is waste, because their bodies are constantly

increasing in size. When animals are first born, the functions

of organic life are chiefly performed. Respiration is at this time

more active than in the adult. Nutrition is also n.ore active.

The food that nature supplies animals with at this period of their

life is weU adapted to assist those functions. In the milk ol

animals is found nitrogenised matter for developing the systwn,

and carbonised matter for supplying animal heat. The foUowmg
is an analysis of the milk of a \*oman, a cow, and an ass, made

by J>T, Playfair.

Casein
Butter
Sugar
Ashes
Water

Woman.
1*5

5-7

0-5

88-0

Cow.
4-0

4-6
3-8

0*6

89*0

Ass.
1*9

1*3

6*3

G0*3

The casein is the nitrogenised principle which affords nutriment

to the muscular and other tissues. This is in greatest quantity

in the cow. The butter and sugar are the combustible materials

which by their combustion supply heat to the body. The ashes

consist of phosphate of lime and common salt, both of ^^^^
materials are necessary for the healthy function of the body.

Thus, in mUk we have aU that is necessary for the gr^owtn

of the body, and it is the type and representative of all food ;
tor

unless food conUin the principles of milk, it is not fitted for tnc

purposes of the body. Caseui is the principle of cheese. i» ^^
ordinary state, as made for the food of man, cheese contains botn

casein and butter. The stomachs of young animals are not

adapted for separating the nitrogenous principles from food, ana

the casein of milk is supplied to them ready separated. ^" :p5
young ruminant, as the calf, the three first stomachs into whicn

the food of the adult animals enter before it is digested are not

used at aU. The milk passes at once into the fourth stomacD.

Hence the necessity of weaning these animals gradually, in order

that their stomachs may be fully able to prepare the raw fooa

for digestion. All food for weaning children, also, s^o"!"^
prepared on the model of milk, changing the relations of l^c

nitrogenised to the carbonaceous materials only as circumstances

require. In the milk of the cow the carbonised matenals are

as two to one, but in the food of aduit animals they are as six to

one. The large quantity of casein in milk is r^uired for »•

»̂;
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rapid development of the body; the butter, a highly.carbonised
material, is required for supporting a large amount of animal
teat. It is, consequentiy, a bad thing to feed calves on skim-
jnilk, as the butter and casein have been removed, in the shape
of cream* Earl Spencer, who is very successful in weaning his
calves, feeds them first "with new milk, then with skim-milk and
meal, the meal supplying the necessary azotised and unazotised
materials (azote and azotised aie synonymous terms with nitro-
gen and nitrogenised). In feeding young animals, as well as
young children, they should have good food, and there shonld
be no stinting them as to quantity. That farmer will lose in the
end who thinks to save his milk by stinting his calres. Artificial
food is sometimes made and used as a substitute for milk. The
Duke ofNorth nmberland employ s a mixture of treacle and oilcake.
iM-uised flax, and hay. The fruit of Leguminosge contains casein •

hence we may infer that Peas and Beans would be good food
for calves. The difference between casein and albumen is, that
the former is much more soluble than the latter, and probably on
that account more adapted for young animals. Beans and Peas
are known to be good things for growing pigs, whilst Barley.
meal is good for fattening them, Tn the growth of young
animals, as well as the fattening of adult ones, all exposure to
cold should be as much as possible avoided. Cold diminishes
the vitality of the body, and whatever diminishes vitality gives
a preijonderance to chemical action in the body, and injury of
some kind is the result. Exercise is also necessary for the rear-
ing of young animals, although it should be avoided in fattening.
In order to develop the calf and the lamb, they should be allowed
plenty of exercisej but in fattening another object is to be
gained. All motion consumes something in tlie body; therelore
motion is so much loss of material in the fattening an animal.
In the same manner, exposure to cold, as was proved by the ex-
periments repeated in the last lecture, was a positive loss in the
fattening of animals. Stall-feeding is beneficial, both on account
of warmth and quietude* The primary cause of all this waste is

the supply of oxygen; whatever increases the supply of oxygen
increases the waste of the body and the necessity for supply.
Fatting animals are often kept in the dark. Darkness iTavours
sleep, and sleep quietude. It was thus that darkness was favour-
able to fattening. , A casewasrelated of apigthat was placed in a
box in the dark, and the sides stuck full of plus, to prevent the
animal moving in any manner, and the animal quickly got fat. The
fattening ofortolans in Italy illustrated this point. The ortolan is a
bird that takes its food at dawn of day, and the breeders of these
birds take advantage of this, and shutting them upiiia daik room
they contrive to let in the light four or five times a day, and to
snpply tlie birds with plenty of food. The birds, at every admis-
sion i.f light, thinking the time is come to eat, take their usual
quantity of food, and on the light being withdrawn they fall asleep,
and in ihis manner they rapidly get very fat. Sleepy, good-
natured pigs fatten fastj but active pigs, as the Irish, never get
fat at all. A question may still arise as to whether it is better to
feed animals in stables or small yards. The manure of the latter
is stated to be better, and there is no doubt of this, but then the
gain of the manure is lost in the fattening of the animal. Ma-
nures will also vary in value according to the food animals take.
The manure furnished from cattle eatingTurnips was nothing like
the value of the manure furnished by cattle eating linseed-cake.
Feeding cows for the dairy was a subject worthy great attention.
In the first place, it seemed necessary to supply cows with food
containing potassa. Potassa converted albumen ijito casein, that
is, it made it soluble, and soluble albumen is casein, and casein is
the most important consntuent of milk. It might be a question as
to whether ca*ejnwas introduced directly into the blood from the
food, or whether it might not be the result of the destruction of
the already-fnrmcd tissues. Animals fed in the open air gave
milk with more casein than animals fed in close places. The
lecturer found more casein In the milk given in the evening
after the cows were out all day, than in milk given in the
morning after the cows had been standing ail night. The
tissues are consumed by exercise, and thus yield the casein.
Parturition makes a great demand on the powers of the system,
and Braconnot found that the milk of a cow directly after calv-
ing contained 15 per cent, of casein, a much larger proportion
than ordinary. The alkalis, set free by motion, convert the albu-
men mto casein. The butter in milk is not introduced, as Dumas
asserts, with the food. It is formed from the starch that exists
mthefcod. The only change necessary to convert starch into
'fat IS the abstraction of oxygen. The sugar of milk is a peculiar
compound; it consists of starch, with two proportions of water.
The state of the mind affects the secretion of milk, lu women,
anger, sorrow, and anxiety, affect their milk so much, that
children suffer very much, or even die. from the effects of par-
taking of It. For the same reasons, cows should be kept free from
all kinds of irritation. When at a distance, thev should be
allowed to walk to the miiking-place at their own pace, and
never be driven. Exercise is bad for the butter. Where much
exercise is allowed, the produce of butter is small: this arises
Irom the oxygen consuming the carbonaceous material that
would otherwise be secreted in the milk in the form of butter.m summer, flies torment cows in the day, and they do not yield
*°

"l"^" butter. This may be remedied by sending the cows into
the field at night, and keeping them at home in the day: but
Uiis must only be done in summer, as it would be a bad system
curing cold nights. Stall fed cows produce most butter; and
Where butter is the object, cows should be turned into the richest
pastures. With regard to the pastures for producing casein, or
®|!^^^^' ^^^^e is a very general impression that poor land is best
adapted for producing cheese. In general in cheese districts the
pastures are poor. It is, perhaps, the exercise which the animals

*-^ j" ^^^^ lands, in order to obtain food, that (for reasons before
stated) developes the casein in the milk. Stall-fed cows yield much
less casein than those fed in pastures. Cows that are required to
yield cheese should not be kept poor, but it is desirable that they
should have to travel some way for their food. Some foods that
animals eat flavour their milk, as Swedish Turnips : Buttercups
colour it. Many plants may affect cows when taken with their
iQDd, The lecturer, a short time since, was in company with Dr.
l>aubeny and Dr. Buckland, in Somersetshire, where they met
^'ith a Jarmer, who stated, as a singular fact, that he had two
pastures, the one of which, i*hen he turned his cows in, they
became purged; and the other, when he turned them in, pro-
duced constipation. The farmer could not account for this ; but
vx, Daubeny, on examining the fields, found that the one which
purged the cowscontaineda large quantity of Purging Flax (Linum
catharticumj with the Grass, whilst the other contained an equal
abundance of the common Tormentil, or Septfoit {Potentilla
TormetitiUa), a very astringent plant, which at once accounted
for their peculiar action. Jn Scotland, they procure good milk
irom stall-fed cows, by feeding them upon malt refuse and bean
and pea meal, and giving them beer to drink. The malt refuse
supplies the materials for butter and sugar, the beans and peas
the casein, whilst the beer keeps up the animal heat. Water
Jrould carry off the heat, besides acting injuriously by dissolving
wie blood globules.

tK
PJ^iii<;iples of chemistry will also enable us to assign

the causes, and in some measure to prevent the occurrence,
of diseases among cattle. What is called consumption rot,
root-rot, &c. in cattle, arises from a slow combustion, or
destruction of their ttssnes, by the agency of oxygen. The
wme process goes on in vegetables ; and it is well known that
tnis process can be communicated from one vegetable to another,
•8 from an Apple to an Orange, &c.,and decaying vegetable mat-
ter will communicate this process to an animal. These diseases
always occur amongst animals closely kept where there Js much
Oecaying vegetable matter about. Animals exposed to draughts
ao not take these diseases ; the draught carries off the decaying
ferment. When this process is established in the intestines, it

la-oduces diarrhoea, and this probably arises from animals con-
*unilag bad food. Red water and black water arise from the
•Mae disease extending to the kidnevs. Rot in the feet comes

™*i^p

yeafve'^Jnvl^^re'^SJl'pair^^t.'!^!,^^^^^^^^ "y the pre^iling opinion, th.t tie f.r.iJi.inK

power of some animd manures, and of the wlu nitre
(nitrate of potash), nitrate of soda, aud sulphate of am-
monia, depend upon the proportion of nitrogen they
contain. The satti mentioned ^rt all, from their 3

"-

price within the reach of the farmer; and the quantity of
the last thrown into the market is greatly increasing from
the exteimon of the new mode of pcrifying con! gaa
from its ammonia, by washing the gas wifb dilute
sulphuric acid. The interest also of experiments with

greatest extent where hnfmals are obliged to tread on decaTlnr

7^^^'^t "^""T' ^^t
treatment of these dis«s« shouW £ bf

ods^^-r T^r' f*nr^-'*- T^ ^^<^^^^<>rlne and the empyreumaSc

^ekept.
^'''^'^*^^ dxsmfect the stalls w sheds whefe animals

mfv; «if^^^'' ^w^"
'**^'*^ **"** *^^ ^^ * ^«'^ observations tomake on the character of the internal and external .^Uuctureof the organs of animals, in order to s^rrive at a Vno^leSge tfthem as mdtcations of their capacity for fattuung and reachingan ear y maturity. These observaUons he w.^hed to be put t^the test of experiment, as he was aware that ^xme of thetu were

JZrf.^ It
generally-received view's. First. Mith regard tomternal structure, vhich was the most important. It xvaa

generally considered that animals with large chests fattened

t \ ^^I'^J^J^^
supposed that ail animah, with broad, round

chesis had large lun^a. But this is not the case. Sheenhave round chesU and small Junga, Horses have narrnxv
Chests and large lungs. Southdown sheep have narrower chei^ts
than Leicester sheep, yetthey have the largestlun^s. ihe Le-.^uer
sheep are known to fatten soonest He spoke liere of the abori-
enial breeds of these animals. He had asked bntchers. and they
jTcre unanimously of opinion that the fattf>i cattle hmd "=man
lun^s and small livers. Now, this was « neces^-^Hry cont^eqnenee
of the preceding prmdpJcB. Wnere most oxygen was taken into
the system, there would there be the frrcfitcct destruction of
carbon, and consequenUy less carbonaceous material dry- ^Hed
in the form cf fat. If two pi|ni had the same qu.,.my ot food,
and one bad lungs of double the caj^.ity of ihc other, that pijr
would only appropriate half m much of its food in the form of
fat. Milk with much butter in it was known to be TWorfuced by
cows with small lungs. The same held pood with regard to the
liver: where there was a large hver, there would be a larp^ "^ecrc-
tion of bile, and a larg^ destruction of carbonaceous matter. If
two animals ate 6olbs. of food, and one seen* \ nribs. of bilt,
and the other only aoJbs.. the food that was not formed into bile
would be converted into fat ; heuccthejcain on Uie animal with a
small Uven AVith regard to extcruaUiKUh, smaU bones indicated
a delicacy of constitution. smaUm -- of lung-s and liver, Mid i
tendency to fatten rapidly : whilst larp-e bones indicated just th(
contrary. The "meUow" feel of an animal depended on the
resiiit nuy of the cellular tissue of the animal, the tissue In which
the fat is deposited. W'hen there is much mellowness, it ariits
from the blood beinp easily pressed from tine part of the cellular
tissue to another, and indicates a susceptibility to fattening. The
reason why animals get more rapidly fat at the end of fhclr
feeding- season is. that the fat accumuialing in the abdomen,
presses upon the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, and thus pie-
vents the more complete action of the lungs, and consequently
the destruction of the carbonaceous material by the inhalation of
oxygen.

^
The fat also prevents the oxygen being absorbed

by the skin, and diminishes by it^ i-* ensure the capacity also of the
liver, and thus also adds to the fattening process. Large cars
indicate a general coarseness of bone and muscle, and the same
condition of lungs and liver, and are thus indicative of a small
capacity for fattening. There were other indications which
might be referred to, but the lecturer hoped these hints would be
sufficient to set inquiry afloat on a tcry important subject. He
apologised for what he considered the incomplete cvidcncehehad
brought forward to establish some of his views, but stated he had
experiments in progress which he hoped would throw more
light on many of the more obscure points to which he had
alluded.— Lord Spencer proposed a vote of thanks to Dr. Playfair
for his lectures, and stated how much gratified he had been in
listening to them. He hoped agriculturists would see from
these lectures the great benefit likely to accrue to them
from a knowledge of tlie princijiles of the s^cience of physiology
and chemistry. Mr. Pusey seconded the motion. Dr. Pla>fair,
in returning thanks, stated that he had drawn up a series of
statistical tables for circulation amongst butchers, for the pur-
pose of gaining information on the internal structure of the
animals which they slaughtered.
In our report of Pr. PIayfair*s lecture last week, the table of

the analysis of albumen, gluten, &c.. contains an error in the
figures ; we snhjoin here a correct table.

Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen .

Oxygen .

Gluten.
Boussin-
gault.

54-2

7-5

14'

24*4

Casein.

Scherer.
Albumen.
Jones.

54-

7-1

15-6

23-2

55-

7'

15*9

22-1

Ox-blood.
Playfair.

54*19

1572
22-59

Ox-flesh.
Playfair

54-12

7-89

1572
22-3

Dec. 10 —From a report of the Council it appeared that the
loeiety consists of nearly 6.500 members, and has excited through-
out the kingdom a lively interest in the prosecution of Agricul-
tural improvement

J
that the Council have received a favourable

report of the sites for the show-yard and other buildings at

Derby ; and they have announced, that the principal day of the

fehow is the 13th of July, and that all certificates must be lodged
with the Secretary by the ist June preceding. They beg to call

attention to this rule, having decided that no certificate shall be
received after that date. Since the last report, a resolution has
been passed, affecting the order of their meetings, and defining

the character of the business to be transacted at them ; limiting

to the first Wednesday in every nidnth, at which any governors
can be present, the deliberations on the official details of the So-

ciety's business, and throwing open to the meetings on the other
Wednesdays, the presentation and discussion of commmiications
on subjects of Agriculturaliuterest, all members hehig allowed
toattendthelast-mentioncdmctings. The Council have resolved

not to give the prize to any samples of Seed-wheat selected at the

Liverpool meeting and tried during thepastacason. The following

is the;adjudicalionof prizes for essays and repon s ofexperimen^in
the present year :—To Barugh Almack, 20sovs.,forthc bestre{R)rt

of experiments on drill husbandry of Tamips. To And. Leighton,

20 sovs., for the best account of the natural history.&c. of the wire-

worm, and the best means of protection against its ravages.

To the Rev. W. L. Rham, M.A., 20 sovs., for the best essay on the

mechanical properties of the plough. To J. Barton, 20 sova., for

thebestaccountof the rotations pf crops suited forlight lands. To
Dr. G. Fownes, 20 sovs., for the best es*ay on the food of plants. It

was further reported, that no essays were sent in for the 15 sovs.

offered for the best account of the varieties of Wheat suited to

difl'erent soils, nor any essay of sufficient ment on maVIng cheese.

The Council has received from the judges appointed to consider

the merits of the essays competing for the gold medal offered for

the best record of the prognostics of changes in the weather,

their report on the relative merits of these essays, and they have
placed copies of those selected in the hands of Mr. Morton, jun.,

of the Whitfield Example Farm, for the purpose of a twelvemonth*s

accurate trial of the practical value and general correctness of

the rules laid down by the respective writers. The judges ot" the

essays for the prize of 20 sovs. for the best account of the rota-

tions of crops suited for heavy lands, not having agreed on the

essfty most worthy of the prize, the Council have appointed an
umpire on the occasion. The name^ of the Hon. H. Everett, the

American Minister; of Dr. Playfair, the translator of •• Uebig's
Organic Chemistry applied to Agricultnre ;" and of Mr. E. Solly,

jun-. Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of Lon-
don, have been placed on the Us>t of honorary members,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Manures.—At a meeting of the Chemical Society,

Dec. 6, a communication from W. M. F. Chatterley, Esq.,

was read respecting some experiment* with saline laanureB

contaijExiBg nitrogen, conducted oa the Manor Farm,

Havermg-atte-Bower^ Essex* The experiments were

3.'W'ith

4. With
5, M iih

the outlay

Sftlu is greater than with mixed manures, both to the
lart&er, who, from the nature of the former substarret,
may depend upon their nniformity, and to the chemist, as
their composition is necessarily known to Lin. A fidJ
of "Wheat vai choten, whk* in the latter end of April,
1842, prt. voted a thin plant; the talis were top-die*Ked
over the 1'ind, by hand, on the i2lh of May, and the crop
mowed on the 10th of August. The soil vras mther poor,
cousifiting of a heavy clay upon a #ub*a«ii of the London
clay. 1. No manure : Corn per sere, 1413 lbs. 2. With
2b lbs, of sulphate of ammonia ; Corn, 1612 Iba.

140 Iba. of the same salt: Corti, l^'^^i lbs.

112 Ibi. of nitrate of aoda : Corn. I'MT, lbs,

112 lbs. of nitre: Cora, 1890 lbs. 'i he inoresK 'n the
straw was also oonsiivrabte in all cufcci, except with the
smalt proportion of sulphate of amMouia. The total in-
crease in the four manured rro|>a was, per cent., in the order
in which they irerc enumerated, 14-1, 41-5. ;U, and 33*5 ;

the cost of the manure for the three last did not greatly
dilTcr, being 2k. 9^., 24*. U., 27s. 6d. The profit on

iih thf ^mall dose of sulphate of am-
monia, ^P4 per cent. ; with the large dose, 2 1 2 per rent.

;

with the nitrate of soda, 138 per eattt ; and with the
nitrate of potash, y2 per cent The principal conclusions
drawn by the autljor are, that the incraav f the nitrogen
in the crop is greater than is aecouut* d for by the nitrogen
of the manures, showing that tbe^e manures have a stimu-
lating effect, or enable the plants to draw additional

nitrogeniffd food from the i^oil and atmosphere ; tbe con-
siderable Buperiority of sulphate of ammonia ovtr the other
salts, and ihe greater proportional cfiicieucy of a amall
than of a large dose of that salt. The sulphate of
monia costs 17*. per cwt. It appears best to spjly this

salt in the proportion of about 1 cwU per acre, at thriic

different dreasings^—the first quantity when the crop, if

Wheat, mHkes its spring growth, or if of Oats, when
about two inchea above the ground ; the second quantity

about a month afterwards; and the third quantity at the

time of the formation of the ear. To meet the practical

difficulty of distributing so Kmall a quantity as one-third

of acwt. over an acre, about twice the q»iwnlity of common
salt or of soot mav be mixed with the ammouiaoal salt.

These, and most saline manures, when used as a top*

dressing, should be supplied to the plant, when dry, some
time after a shower of tain, or during hazy weather.

Value of Kyafi's Patent in preserving Bamboo and
other Garden Ffnee*.—Some ppecimcns o* Kyanised Bam-
boo, which had been submitted to the above process upwards
of three years previously, were exhibited by J. Drum-
mond, Esq., at a meetiog of the Agri-Horticultural
Society of India. Since their being first Kyanised, they
had been exposed to the influence of three seasons as a
garden-fence, during which period another portion of the

fence^ which was made of Bamboo not so prepared, had
been several times renewed, beiig found completely de-

cayed and destroyed by the white auts. The proportion

of oxymuriate of mercury used was about 1 lb. to 15 gal-

lons of water, and the wood was steeped in the solution

for ten or twelve days. Another advantage derivable frona

the u^e of this solution is, that, by slightly sponging the

mattings of rooms in situations liktly to be infested by
white ants, they will be effectually preeerved from the ra-

vages of these destructive insects.— TransacdonM 0/ the

Agri-Horticultural Society ofIndia.

To boil Cabbages.^Jn boiling Cabbages or common
Greens, it is nece ^ry that a large quantity of water be

used, into which a little salt and a small piece of soda

should be thrown, in order to preserve their agreeable

green colour.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. VL
(Confimifd from page "fll .)

20. The sedative powers ol the Lactuca satira, or Let-

tuce, were known in the earliest times ; allusions to thia

plant frequently occur in the medical writers of antiquity.

We arc told that Galen, in the decline of life, suffered

much from morbid vigilance, nntil he had recourse to

eating a Lettuce every evening, which cured him.

21. The leavea of the Kalmia latifolxa are feasted upon
by the deer and the round-horned elk ; but are mortally

poisonous to sheep, to horned cattle, to horses, and to

man. The bee extracts honey without injury from the

flower of thif plant ; but the man who partakes of that

honey, after ii is deposited in the hive-cells, falls a "victini

to his repast- In the autumn and winter of 1790, at Phi-

ladelphia, extensive mortality was occasioned among those

who had eaten of the honey collected in the neighbourhood

of that city, or had feasted on the cctnnion American

pheasant, or pinnated grouse, as we call it. The attention

of the American government was excited by the general

distress ; 9 miauie examination into the cause of the mor-

tality ensued ; and it was iwitisfactoriij shown that the

honey had been chiefly extracted from the flowers of the

Kalmia latifolia, and that the pheassnts which had proved

thus poisonous had fed har^Jaw^y on tb« leaves. The

consequence was, that a public proclamation was iasned,

prohibiting the use of the pheasant as a food for that

season.— JTrom Dr.Httm^ck s Essay on ImlincL

22. TiiE Oa-a/ts ae^i^ttUa, or common Wood Sorrel, has>

been supposed to bathe true Shamrock of the Irish, instead

of the Trefoil, to which the name is more commonly ap-

\-
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plied. In the tropical parts of India is an annual Oxalis,

called Oj:aiIs sensitiva, in consequence of its pinnated

leaves being irritable like tbe sensitive plant. It has been

lately ascertained that the European three-leaved species

have the same property, only in a more feeble degree
;
this

pbjenomenon is most conspicuous in a hot sunny day.

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England. Vol, IIL Parts 2 and 3. Murray,

This is one of the best Numbers of the Society's Transac-

tions which has yet appeared. It contains an admirable

view of the progress of agricultural knowledge during the

last four yearg, by Mr. Pusey ; an interesting account of

the meeting of German landowners in 1841, at Doberan,

by Mr. Handley ; the second part of Mr. Rham's valuable

account of the agriculture of the Netherlands ; further

observations by Mr. Curtis upon insects injurious to the

Turnip crop ; a detailed and very important report on

the implements exhibited at the meeting of the Society at

Bristol ; an account by Dr. Daubeny of the public institu-

tions for the advancement of agriculture existing in other

countries ; and several other papers of interest.

The worst communication is one on the planting of

forest-trees, which, we must say, is unworthy of being

associated with the other papers it stands among; not

that it does not contain some good matter and sensible

remarks here and there, especially in the latter part ; but

upon the whole it is a poor affiiir. In all papers of this

kind it is essential that no errors upon matters of known
fact should be introduced. But the author of the paper

in question says that the epidermis of bark is a thin

transparent membrane leneath the rough ejternal coat-

ing, while it is the most external layer of the bark, and

the first to perish. Then he falls into the old error of

supposing that Quercus pedunculata is tlje only species of

Oak in this country of any value—a mistake that has been

exposed over and over again ; adding, too, that the

Durmast is an inferior species, although the fact is that

it forms the finest trees in the New Forest, and is the

same species. On the other hand, he omits all notice of

the sessile-fruited Oak, the most majestic and best of our

two native species. The Larch, he tells us, is the Larix

Pinus (!); and he advocates the necessity of pruning

plantations regularly. ** It is no argument,'' says the

author, " against the careful and judicious thinning and!
pruning the trees in plantations and also of natural forests,

that we get fine timber from the Continental forests that

have had no such advantages. The trees in such forests

are very differently circumstanced from those in planta-

tions, as the latter are all planted at one time, and are

equal rivals of each other ; whereas, in the former
they rise at different times, whereby some obtain an
ascendancy, and are enabled to spreadforth (heir branches
and produce fine timherJ* Surely this, which is an im-
portant fact, while it shows the necessity of thinning, is

one of the best of all arguments against the practice of

pruning. Such trees have room to grow in, which is what
they want, and they are not touched by the forest-pruner,

which they do not want, and thus they produce noble

timber. We should IWq to know how those magnificent

specimens of Oi^k \n Sir John Trevelyan*s park, at Net-
tJecombe, of the sessile-fruited kind too, have been treated.

The timber-pruner has had no hand in managing them, we
suspect : they are the wild children of the forest.

The Farmers' Calendar of the Stationers' Company
contains as much information useful to Agriculturists as

can be crammed into 9G pages.

CALENDAP. OF OPERATIONS>r the ensuing week.
Wjc hare been applied to fur a list of the best kinds of vege-

tables, which, if gi\ en in this place, might be useful to others as

w^ell as to the applicant. There are, no doubt, many other sorts
j

equally good; but those named below we can recommend from
personal knowledge. As the cultivation of an unnecessary num-
ber of sorts of any vegretable is useless and troublesome, a few
names only are given ; and those things of which there are no
permanently distinct varieties, as the Brussels Sprout, or are
universally well known, as the Borecole, Caulidower, &c., have
been purposely omitted.
Bbaxs.—Marshal's Early Prolific— the earliest j Dwarf Fan

—

ery dwarf, suitable for small gardens; Green Long-pod.
Broccoli.—Purple Capej Grange's Early White j Miller**

Bwarf White — very dwarf, comes into use all at one time;
Knight's Protecting; Jackson's Late White— an excellent late
sort ; Late Purple.
Cabbacks.—Atkins's Dwarf—one of the smallest, but large

enough for a gentleman's table ; Young's Matchless; Vanack;
Braganza (Conre Tronchuda) or Portugal—not a true Cabbage
—the midribs of the leaves arc eaten like Seakale.
Carrots.—Early Scarlet Horn; Altringham— chosen for their

dark colour,
CELEaT.— Violet -introdnced by the Horticultural Society,

sohdand good; Seymour's Superb Red; Flat-stalked White—

a

local name, possibly the same as Seymour's Superb Wliite.
CccuMBKRS.—Sion House—this and the succeeding are good

sorts for winter forcing:; Comman^ci ; Windsor Prize—an old
soit, better than many of the vavmted new ones,
KiDXEY BKAXS.—Fulmer's Early—bears long pods in succes-

«!on— other good sorts are well known ; Small White Runner-
differs from all those described at p, 236—the seeds make a good
winter dish.

LfiTTL'CES- Victoria Cabbage; Asiatic Cabbage— an excellent
sort ; Brown-spotted Cabbage—a local name—a French Lettuce
Of first-rate merit; Green Paris Cos—this and the White Paris

Cos are the best summer varieties ; Black-seeded Brown Cos

—

said to be hardier than the comuKm Brown or Bath Cos; Atkins's

Imperial Cos—small but very good; Alphange Cos—a large and
veiy sweet summer kind—requires tying; Verte d'hiver Cor—
the hardiest of all the Cos Lettuces-requires tying to blanch it.

OviONS.—Tripoli—grows to a large siz£ when sown in autumn,
but does not keep well; White Spanish ; Globe; James's.

Pkas.— Early May— a full week earlier than the Frame-grows
from two to three feet high; Early Frame; MiUord Marrow—

a

fine large Pea, but does not bear in succession ; Green Imperial;

Auvergne—a very prolific Pea; Knight's Dw^rf Green Marrow—
continues in bearing a loi>g time—an excellent sort.

Sipx^ach.— Flanders—much superior to the common sorts^but
difficult to procure true.
TiTRNTPs.—Early Dutch—sow for the first and second crops

only ; Stone—the best garden Turnip, but runs if sown early i

Walta— yellow*

Many of the above are well known ; others are not sn. Taken
as a whole, however, it will be found a useful selection; and,

excepting Kidney-beans, which might be increased by referring

to p. 236, it is quite large enough for the supply of any esta-

bUshmcnt.
I.—KITCHEN-GAKDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Departme?it,

PiNERr.—The roots of the plants demand equal care with the

tops ; pay attention, therefore, to the directions previously given

respecting the management of the beds. If the surface of the

bark becomes dry, and the heat deficient inconsequence, moisten

the surlace with warm water; but this must be cautiously done,

lest the soil in the pots should get a greater quantity than would

be desirable. If a syringe is used for this purpose, take care not

to throw water into the hearts of the plants, especially of those

which are intended to fruit in spring.

Vjn'kry.—Increase the artificial temperature gradually to 6o°,

which might be allowed to rise a few degrees by the influence of

sunshine, when air should be given. Continue to moisten the

wood till the buds break, and occasionally turn over the fer-

menting dung in the house.
Peach-house.—Follow the directions given last week as to

general management; the temperature, however, should he

increased during the week to 50°, with a liberal admission of air

Cucumbers.—The foliage of plants growmg m pits can be

kept sufficiently moist without syringing, by the usual means of

placing open vessels of water on the heating apparatus; but in

large houses, as Pine-stoves, where the atmosphere is likely to

become driei", the leaves should be occasionally sprinkled.

Out door Department,
At this season of the year the chief business in this department

is to get the ground in good order against the comijig spring, by

trenching, manuring, and digging. It should now be determined,

so far as it can be done, what crops are to occupy the principal

quarters next season, that the ground might be treated accord-

ingly. Any work of importance which has been omitted had
better be hastened before wintry weather sets in, and especially

all that relates to the preservation, during winter, of the various

crops.
OacHAnn.— It seems to be necessary to explain that the prac-

tice recommended in our preliminary remarks at p. 775 was not

meant to be confined to wall-trees alone, although these were
especially mentioned, hut applies equally to quenouUle or any

other form of training, when (if the expression is admissible) the

principle of growth oveipowers the principle of fructification in

fruit trees; and this state might be brought ibout at anytime by
accidental circumstances, such as a moist growing summer sue-

ceeding a cold frosty spring. The female flowers of Nut-trees being

in an unusually forward state, pruning had better be deferred till

spring, when it can be ascertained which blossoms have escaped

injury.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY,

In-door Deptiriment.

Stovb.—Attend to the directions formerly given, and prevent

the air of the house from becoming too dry from the heat of the

flues. Do not syringe the common plants much, unless for some
particular reason. Prevent the white bug or other| little insects

from infesting the plants; try the effect of Chamomile flowers

upon the scale, as has been recommended by Sir Charles Monck.
Grekxhousk and Conservatory.—Although plants in pots

require but little water at this season of the year, tliey mutt not
be neglected in this particular; sunny days succeeded by frosty

nights, which make fires necessary, dry the soil very quickly.

Give all the air possible on fine days. Use every available means
to prevent the increase of insects in all plant-houses.

Pits and FaAMES.—Lose no opportunity that presents itself

to dry the plants; pots of cuttings require much attention in

this respect. Some of the most forward seedling Cinerarias and
Calceolarias will perhaps require shifting now; afterwards they
wiU need very little watt'r. 1 xias, Sparaxises, Lachen^Uas, &c.
that are growing, must be kept in a light and airy situation.

Out-door Departinent.

The remarkable mildness of the season has caused the buds of

some plants to burst into growth, as though it were spring. We
have observed this to be more particularly the case with climb-

ing shrubs, such as the Honeysuckle and Clematis Viticella;

ccnsequently the pruning of these aiid others that are equally

excitable had better be deferred till all danger from frost is past.

If the shoots were to be shortened now, a continuance of \varm
weather would cause the buds near the base, which at present

are dormant, to vegetate. All ground-work should be expedited

in this favourable weather.
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

NuRSKRY.—Procure, and plant in rows, a number of wild Rose
stocks, for budding with choice varieties. These are generally

difficult to obtain with good roots; but if removed before winter,

they are more likely to grow than when planted in spring.

FoEfcST AND Coppice Woods.—See the last few weeks.

—

J, B, Whiting, The Dtepdene,

Slate of the Weather near l^ondou lor the Week ending Bee. 15,

1842, us observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

liAROW

T>ec.

Friday 9
Satnniay 10

Sunday 11

Monday 12
Tuexday 13
Wednesday 14

Thursday 15

Max. Alin.
ao.397 30.282
ao.2C5 30.165

30.017 2y.851

i.9.i>42 29 802

ao.017 29.999

30.(«0i 30,073

30,ioa 30.091

ao.il!) 30.037

1
THBHUOSl£TBJt. Wind.

Afaz. A.f ^n ' Hr r.nnai in. 1*1 C^fXIl*

S. K.
S.

43 3d 39-5

39 88 38.5

43 33 40.5 SE.
57 SO 635 , .S.

61 42
1

61.5 s.
56 36 4G.0 s.

« 38
1

1

39.7

47.0

45.2

w

f 50.7

Rain

.32

.Ot

.33

Dec. 9- Foggy throughout.
10. Densely and uniformly overcast ^ temperature of day and

night nearly the same.
Jfc Foggy ; slightly overcast; clear and fine; rain at night.

12. Rain ; overcast and mild.
13. Exceedingly fine, with bright sun; higher temperature

than has occurred in December for the last 16 years at least ; a
splendid halo round the moon in the evening, exhibiting strongly-

coloured rings, the colours corresponding with those of the
rainbow.

14. Overcast; exceedingly fine', with bright sun ; clear at night.

15. Very fine throughout.
Mean temperature of the week 5j^ ahove the average.

State of the W t aucr ai chll^^\H k fatiinj: il t: iksI ]6 years, for

the ensuing Wtek ending Dec. 24, 1!^4S. ^__

net-.

A ver.

Trmp

Aver.
Loue&t
Temp.

Af^an
I

K

TT

Sun. 18 4,V2
Mun. 20 45 5
Tnei. 20 44.5
Wed. 21 44.0
Thiirs .£2 4G3
Fii. 23 44
Sat.

_ J

24 43.6

35.6
36.8
34.5
35.1

35.«

i3.5
32. Q

10.4

41.2
39.5
89.5

*0U
39.

1

«.2'J

No. of
Years in

whiih it

Kained.

3
5
fi

4
10

7
6

(ireatpft
quantity
o! llain.

Q.SO in.

0.3S
0.76

O.£0
o.?o
1-13

o.s:6

Prevailing IVinda.

2;

_'(

2
2

3

'1
3
4
3

I

1

8
1

'hi •

^P=

1 ij 2j

^i-

1

1

I

1

2,

1

1

J

3
6
6*

4

5

5

6

3
2
1

3
:i

1

1

2
2
3
3

The highest temiicrature during the above pericd occurred on
the 24th, in 1827—thermometer s;^; and the lowest on the 24th,
in 1830—thermometer lo"^-

REPOKT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Dee, 16, 1842.

[The Ilalf-sieve contains • . . 34 imperial gallons.
The Sieve . 7
The Hushel Sieve lOj ,.

The Bnshel Basket 1 imperial bushel
Punnets for Seakale are . . . 73 in. wide and 3 in. deep.

Radishes . • • • 8 „ a „
Mushroom s . • . 7 » ^ »
Salad ... * * 6 ,. 3 ,,]

9f *l

rr

If

$r

The supply of Fruit has been smaller than for many preceding
weeks; the demand has not increased, and prices remain nearly
the same; an advance may, however, shortly be expected.
Fruit: Fines are not very numerous ;

Hothouse Grapes are be-
coming less plentiful, and have advanced to 4s. per lb. ; excellent
samples of Lisbon Grapes are offered from Qd. to 1*. per lb. Des-
sert Pears remain the same as riuoted in omr last Report, with
the addition of the Passe Colmar, at bs, per half-sieve: baking
Pears are well supplied from 2«. to 2s. M. per 4- sieve. Amongst
the Dessert Apples are the Newtown Pippin, at 2*. per dozen;
Nonpareil, at 4«. per half-sieve ; the Golden Harvey and Golden
Pippin, from 3*. to 4*. per half-sieve, with some handsome sam-
pies of the Reinette grise, or French Reinette, grown in tlna

country. Good Medlars are becoming scarce, and fetch as much
as Drf. per dozen. A few Cucumbers may be obtained from M. to
ls.6rf. each. Vegetables ; Asparagus, although deficient in size,

is tolerably well supplied ; the demand for it at present is not
great. The quality of the Seakale offered is much superior ; tlie

prices of both do not differ from those of last week. A few bun-
dles ofRhubarb are still offered, from is, Gd. to 2*. each. Some
very fine Cardoons have also appeared, from Is. M, to 2*. each.

Mushrooms are plentiful, and maybe obtained from M. to Is,

per pottle. Truffles are also abundant, from 2s, to 2s. 6rf. per lb.

AVith regard to other Vegetables, there has scarcely been any al-

teration for several weeks. Flowers: The cut flowers consist of

Euphorbia jacquinidora, Poinsettia pulcherrima, Cyclamen persi-

cum, the Christmas Rose, Lilacs, Chinese Primroses, Azaleas,

Narcissuses, Tulips, &c.

PRICKJS, SATVftDAY, Dec. 17. 1S42—FRUITS!—
pine Applp, per ITj.Sj to 5*

Griipea, Hothtmse, per lb- -U

— Spanish, 9rf tm*
— Purtupal, Ij to is 6d

Cuciimbers, per brace, 2s to 3*

Apples, dessert, per bu&h., 3i tiJ io 7*

— Kitchen, 2* to-5*;

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2» to C/

Pomegranates, per doz., 3«

Median, per doz. M
OranK^s, p^r dox., 9dto 2*

— per 100, 5j to IGi

— bitter, per 100, \2$

LetnonB, per doz. Ij to 2«
— per 10D,6ito[14*

Almonds, perpeck, Gi to 7'
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3«
Chesnuta, per peck, '6s to 7'
Walnuts, per bush., 12* lo IC*
Filberiit,English, per 100 Iba. COt to? $
Cfcb Nuts, per lOOIbs., 75i to SOt
Nuts, per hushel—
— HrHzlI, iQs to 20»
— Spanish, Su<
— Btircelona^ 24*

Savoys, per doz. Gd to If

Cabb.ii^e, per doz. 9'i to \m

— plants, per doz. \* Gd to 8j 6d
— Red,forpiikling, \s6(J to r,t

Brussels Sprn«t8, per hf.-sv. U 3d to B#

liroccoli,\Vhite, p.-r bunch, lOd to ].i di
— Purple, 8d to 1*

Cauliilowers, perdftz., l#to 4*

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to;.'**

— per cut. 2* to 4i

— per bnshel, 1* 6*/ to 9< ed
— Kidney, per bu.,lj6J to2tGd
_ Scotch, per bu., 1* 6rf to 2#

— Kew Aui umn, per lb., 6d lo 9^/

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half Meve,
Srfto li 6d

Tnrnlps, per doz. bun., Ijt to 2* 6d

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Scorzoneia, per bundle, 1« Bd to U 6d
Salsal'y, per bundle, \s 3ii to Ij fid

CardooDf.each, I*6dto2»
Horse Radish, per bundle, li Cd to4j Gd
Radish, per doz. hands (24lo30each)

9d tola
— Turnip, p. doz. bch.. U to 2iGd

Carrots, per duz- bun., 3j to 6*

VEGETABI,KS.
Parsneps, per dczen, Srf to U
SpinacJi, per sieve, 1* to li Gd
Leeks, per doz- bun., U 6d io2t
Oniojis, per bii<liel, 4s to 61
— Pickling-, per ht-sv., 3a to 4i— Green, p. doz. bun. 3i to •!«

— Spanish, per doz. Si to 4t
Gjirlic, per lb- €d to 84
Shallot!!, per lb., if

Asparagus, per 100, 8* to IOj

— Second or Middling, 2« to 6t
Sea-knle, per punnet, 1* Gd 10 3$ Gd
Lettuctj, Cabbage, p. ac., Gd to Vd
— Cos, yd to I*

Endive, per score, 9d to It Gd
Celery, p. bd., (12to 15)6rfio liM
Khubarb Stalks, per bundle, U Gd to 2t
Small Salads, per punnet, 2ti to 3d

I

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to GJ
'Tarraj^cn, pe 1 doz. bun., 24 to B$

[Sage, per doz- bunchvs, U6d lo 2#

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2$

Chiliejt, ripe, per JOO, U Gd to 2s
^^u^h^o4lm9, per pottle, 6d to 1«

Truffles, per lb., 2* to 2s Gd

N'otices to Correspondents*
Manures.— J. T.—If you have the opportirnity of procuring a

quantity of ground Logwood, after having: its colouring- matter
hoiled out of it, you may use it advantageously as a nianure by
mixing it with cloacine (see p. 824), or any putrefying animal
substances. As they rot, it will rot; and it will at t^e same
time soak up the fluid matter, which should not be lost. Or if

you wet it well with gas-water, and throw it in a heap, it will

probably be thrown into violent fermen'^ation, and so will rot.

It cannot be employed as a manure in its undecayed state.

t

GuAiVo.—^ Svhscriher wiW fiXiA where this manure can be pro-

cured by refcrrhig to our advertising columns. Camellias,

Fuchsias, and plants of that description should only be watered
with liquid guano when they are growing freely, t

Liquid Guano.— Q««^r/.s/.—This is prepared by mixing about ilbs.

of guano with 12 gallons of water ^ this should stand about 24

hours before being used, and when drawn off, 24 gallons more
of water may be put to the same guano.

j

Vkntilatiom.—i« Amateur,^ A9, far as we can understand your
situation, there is no means of obtaining the necessary ventila-

tion except by opening the ends of your house. If that, how-
ever, can be well done, there will be air enough in so

small a house, and no inconvenience need result from it. But
is it really impossible to move the sashes of the roof ? If they

will not slide, can they not be hinged, so as to open when pushed
from the inside ? If that were possible, your difficulty would be

at an end t
Hi£ATi-\G.

—

G. 5.—The reason why we recommend iron pipes, in

preference to brick flues, for the circulation of hot water in your
Vinery, is on account of the greater command which, by the

former method, you will have in maintaining any required

degree of moisture in the atmosphere. You cannot do better

than procure one of Rogers's Conical Boilers. X

CovKEiNGS FOR PiTs.— .4. Z.—Commou calico, steeped in hot

bee's-wax and linseed oil, becomes impervious to wet. You
might protect your frames by covering them first with hay or

dry fern, and then the above material over the whole, takmg
care that it is properly secured against high wiuds.t

Vines.—.4 Gardener writes thus respecting his Vine-border :

•' The border was made and the Vines were planted about 12

years ago, the Vinery being divided into two compartments
for early and later forcing. When I entered upon the situation

(which was only in June last). I found the Vines on the two
houses showing a considerable quantity of bunches with small

berries, of which T immediately took away about one-half, lalso

found on the border, and extending close up to the wall of the

Vinery, a very strong crop of Broccoli, Borecole, and simi-

lar Vegetables- whilst, on the left-hand side of the border,

and within about six yards from the Vinery, was a strong Haw-
thorn, Quick, and Holly hedge 5 at the right-hand side, a strong

Laurel and Privet hedge; and at the extremity of the border, a

large Weeping Ash. 1 immediately removed the Broccoli, &c.,

and took up the Ash-tree, as well as the Quick and Holly

fence. The fruit in the earlier-forced house did not ripen fit

for use; the fruit in the others, which I thought it best not to

force at all, ripened tolerably well. I have within the last few

days dug a trench of about 3 ft. in depth, at the extremity of

the border, and about 18 feet from the wall of the A'inery. At

that depth I find a sandy rock ; and there, as well as at other

points where I have made a partial examination, that the roots

of the Ash, Quick, Hclly, Privet, and Laurel have extended

over the whole ofthe bed, and have totally destroyed the roots

of the Vines." [In this case we should certainly recommend
him to take up the Vines in the manner recommended at

p. 117 of last year, andto form an entirely new border. Should

he be unable to do this, he may give them the chance of another

season, and endeavour to keep their roots near the surface by

the application of bcne-dust, or some other rich manure. If

the roots of A.sh. Privet, &c. decay, his Vines may possibly

succeed ; but the surest method will be to make a new border

at once.] : A *5«/>j(cnA€i-.—The composition which you have
been in the habit of applying to yotir Vines after pruning, viz.

i lb. of soft soap, 1 lb. of suli)hnr, and i of an ounce of black

pepper, to 4 gallons of water, boiled together for 20 minutes, is

as good as any other, provided you make it thick enough to ad-

here to the wood like paint. Jf it does not, you might thicken
it with lime, adding suflScient soot to take off the i;laring white

colour of the lioie. The proportions arc of lUtle consequence,
the object of this and similar washes being, by adhering to the

wood, to prerent the eggs or larva of insects froto coming to
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life. T]'. S'impletoji.—Th^ rod and spur systems of pruning
Vines have lioth their advocates, and good Grapes may be pro.
duced in either way with proper treatment. We prefer, how-
ever, the spur system.

i

Forcing Pkachhs.— X». T.—In our opinion, the best paper upon
. this subject is tliat published by Mr. Errington, in the Trans-

actions of the Horticultural Society, of which an extract ap-
peared at p. 7 of tbe Chronicle of last year. You cannot do
better than follow his directions.

J

HoLLiKS.—J/f^.—You need be under no apprehension that the
suckers which have sprung from tlie base of your Holly-tree
will be injured by the removal of the decayed stem ; they will
on the contrary, be greatly benefited by it. :j: ^

'

AxNUAi-s,'-^ -S^AscriiiT.—Caliiopsis Drummondi is of a bright
yellow colour, with a dark centre, and attains to the height^ of
2 feet. Hibiscus ofricanus is of a delicate primrose colour,
with a deep purple centre, and grows from cue foot to a foot

andahalf hi gh. t

Violets.—A.—Your Violets are evidently unhealthy and not
able to perfect theirflowcrs ; but without knowing something of
your treatment, it would be difficult to say what is the cause.
It is probable that you may keep them too damp and cold, or
perhaps they are old plants. \Vc advise you to lonk in our
back Numbers for articles on their management, and then you
will probably see wheie you have erred. §

Pkn'tstkmoxs.—M. A'".—The most showy species of Fentstemon
are

—

P. speciosus, bright blue
crassif6Uus, deep lilac

ovatus, blight blue
Murrayanus, bright scarlet

diffusus, deep blue
Scoalori, lilac

venustus, light purple
gcntianoides, brown ishpurp.
gent, coccineus, scarlet
Mackayanus, purp. & white

Doc - Roses. —5imp/d'/(^?i.—This

slightlyP. latif6Uus, white.
stained with purple

argutus, pnrple
procerus, bright blue
glandulosus, deep blue
pulchellus, light blue
campanulatus, rosy red
atropm-pi'ircus, brownish
purple

Cobsea, purplish white, f
is the proper time to procure

standard Dog- Roses for budding upon in summer, t
Ci^eea'hias.— J. L, ^.— Cinerarias always present the appearance
you describe, when tbey are unhealthy or when they are
attacked by insects. The green fiy for example, which is

very fond of them, will attack tlie under side cf the leaves,
and make Ihern curl. The only remedy we can suggest is, to
pot the plants regularly, supply them moderately with water,
and smoke them whenever tlie green fiy makes its appearance. §

CwRYSKHiiiY.iiW-^i.^.—Brig}do7iitnsis and M. i?.—Good dark Chry-
santhemums are at present rare. The best which we have yet
.seen are Cfrnpe^trcni, purple; Euc do Cancgliano, dark red;
Phidias, a pretty compact flower, red at first, and afterwards
changing to purple; Julius Cfesar, reddish brown; Theresa,
orange and red ; and Maria, red. A scarlet variety has not
yet been raised. The above sorts may, no doubt, be procured
cf any respectable nurseryman, t

LEscnFNAULTiA.

—

BiightovzeTifiis \vi\l find it more advantageous
to procure young plants of this from a Nursery than to under-
take to strike cuttings of it herself, as they are very dif-
ficult to manage. They rcQuire to be cut clean across at a
joint, and to have the lower leaves clipped ofl'close to the stem.
They should then be planted in pure silver-sand, in a well-
drained pot, covered M-ith a bell-glass, and treated in every
respect like Heath. cuttings, t

Rlssk'lia ju'kcka.— j1 you7ig Gardenei\— This plant requires
to be potted in rich soil, with plenty of pot-room, and when
growing to he freely supplied with water. No doubt the cause
of your plant's ill health is occasioned by inattention to these
material points. J

The Rock Lilv.— TT'iV/*.—This is a well-known plant, the Lycc-
p6diuni involvens cr squamatum, alluded to at p. 353 of this
yeai's Chronicle.^

Plants FOR A CoNSKnvATonY,—iV*a?6e.—The following plants
are well adapted for the border of a Conservatory:—Acacia
vcstita, A. hjbrida, A. armata, A. pubescens, Cliorczenia varium,
l-uculja gratissima, H(5vea Celsi, S611ya heterophyila, GC6dia
lotif61ia, G. pnbescens, Eutaxia myrtifolia, Pimcica hfspida,
P. decussata. Fuchsia splendens, Coleonema tcnuif^lia, Eur-
ch^Uia capensis. Genista canariensis, Indian Azaleas, and
Camellias. The climbers may consist of Hardenb^rgia
macrophylla, Mandcvilla suaveolens, Tacs6nia pinnatistipula,
Kennedya Marryattre, Zichyn glabrata, and Ipomcea Learii.i

OacniDACEoirs Epiphvtks.—Two gentlemen have a dispute
upon these poijits,— '* Are Epiphytal Orchidacca;, strictly
speaking, parasitical plants, or not?" Certainly not; they
derive no fotid from the plants to which they are attached,
growing on them, not 772 them. *' Do they, or do they not,
derive nourishment from the branches of trees or other sub-
stances on which they grow*" They feed on the dead matter
that may lodge on the branches that bear them, but not on the
living matter of the branch. ** A. asserts they are not parasiti-
cal, as they do not derive nourishment from that on which they
grow, in their natural habitats— growing equally well on a live
tree or a dead tree; and instances the genus Brasuvoia, of
which Dr. Lindley says, it always grows on rocks and stones,
never on trees." A. is right. **E. asserts the reverse, and
instances the Tree Ferns and Palms in the West Indies, both
soft and rough, and which are the favourite supports of such
plants; and adds, it is well known that they thrive better in
some moulds than in others in Britain, though both are equally
well drained, and that they derive considerable nourishment
from the substances in which they grow." No doubt the
decaying matter on Tree Ferns will enable Epiphytes to grow,
but so does the dead matter on a brick wall. "A. admits they
thrive better in some moulds than others, but asserts it is

smmaterial in what substance they grow, so long as they do
not dishke that substance ; that it is merely a matter for the
roots to attach themselves to, and not as a matttr of nourish-
ment." A. is right.

Ft'CHsiAs.—^ Yvung Beginner.—The following Fuchsias maybe
recommended :—F. splendens, fulgens, L^nei, r6seo-aIba, St.

Clare, Moneyp^nnii, Riccartt'nia, Chandleri, formosa elegans,
fitylo;:a c(-nspieua, ^cndula terminalis, and exlmia.j

PoLVANTuushS.—jyiicAum.— For lists of first-rate Pansics we refer
you to p. 793 of the Chronicle, of the present year. The
following are first-rate varieties of tbe Polyanthu?—

Hufton's Squire R&y,
„ Earl Grey,

Stead's Telegraph,
Crownshaw*s Invincible,

Nicholson's Gold JLace,

.• King,

„ Bang Europe,
|

Turner's Emperor,
Wilson's Bucephalus,
Barnard's Formosa,
Maude's Beauty of Kngland.*

ll^i?l!^^>: ^^"^**^'i^.^^* y^^ can procure at the nurseries

Snnn^^J n x.^'' ^"""^^h
however, those with the habits cfSpong's, De Meaux, and the Uke, will answer well.:

fhsc'^lo^
^^*'^--'S"'^/'^'on—Vou must give your offsets ofthis plant every encouragement during their growth, by allow,them plenty of air. light, and water, in order that they maymake strong, healthy foliage, which should be carefully pre-served from mjury. When the Jeares begin to turn yellow

^mtln'-'^H^
^'

T-^""'^^^^
discontinued, and the bulbs mT^remam m the eartii until they begin to show signs of growing :

\^l^^]^^' i^^?
^e

If
potted in rich sandy soil. Under this treat'ment the bulbs will soon acquire Miflficicnt strength to flower.iMelons.-/. C.iJ.-The Beechwood Melon, which we nr^.m-mended as the best known variety, was originally grown by SirJohn Sebright, and sent out by the Horticultural Society. The

Fellows of the Society can obtain its seeds; but v^c do notknow whether it is on sale to be depended on.t
Late Pkaes.—G/oiosu.-The Easter Beurrc, Ne plus Mcnris,
and Beurrc Ranee, are good Pears for spring use. HPotatoes.— .V. A^.— To plant an acre of Potatoes in rows 3 feet
apart, you will require 12 cwt. 8 lbs , or about 2-1 bushels,
allowing the sets to be G inches from centre to centre in the
rows, and e^ch set to weigh an ounce. This is a good size for
sets; and if you take tubers that will admit of being cut into
not fewer than 8 of such H/cd pieces, you will have a bttler
return than you would by using small Potatoes, eiV r whole
or httlc divided; for although in small tnbcrs vou mar allow
the same weight to each set, yet the eyes, bcing*furnish<-d with
weaker buds, produce less vigorous shoots than result from
Potatoes of a larger size. The Bread-fruit Potato is both good
and pioljfic.

II

Vecktabi.es.—/.S.H.—ThefoUowing is alist of good varieties:—
Peas: Early Charlton, D'Auvergne, Blue Prussian, Knight's
Dwarf Marrow, Knight's Tall Marrow, Groom's Superb Dwarf,
Milford Marrow. Beans: MarsbalPs Early Dwarf Prolific, Long
Pod, Broad Windsor. Onions: Strasburg, Brown Portugal,
James'sKeeping, Madeira, and the Nocer a (for pickling). Leek

:

London Flag. Cabbages: Eariy York, Battersra, Pomeranian,
and Vanack. Brorcoli: Grange's Early Cauliflower, Knight's
Protecting, Portsmouth, ChappePs Cream-coloured. Sar(,>/M:

Large Green, Yellow. Turnipx: Eariy White Dutch, Maltese.
Carrots: Early Horn. Long Orange, Altringham. Pamnepi

t'legg's Lord Crewe,
Cox's Prince Regent,
Buck's George the Fouith,
Fletcher's Dcnance,
Pearson's Alexander,
Collier's Princess Royal,
Lord John Russell,
Ciegg»s Prince of Orange,
Ecker^Iey's Jolly Dragoon,

.t Black and Gold,
Hufton's Lord Rancliffc,

Colossus,
VandyVe,
Fosteri Multiflora,
Lord Auckland,
Sniilax,

I
Simile,
Decorum,
Kate Nickleby,
Lady BuUeel,
Lady Kridport.*

PKLARGONiuais.— IT. J. i.—We have examined your list, and
recommend j ou to grow the following sorts

:

Vivid,
Niobe,
Mar/ of Burgundy,
Dennis* Pefection,
Bridegroom,

BosEs.— .! Sulscrilier, who has lately planted a standaid Hote,
Wid, in order to give it a good dressing, has filled the hole with
rotten dung, to v\ iiich lour decent-sized lats and a shovelful
of bone-dust 1 ave been added, will find that such an abundance

of rnaiiure will n.ake his plant grow too luxurianriy and will

prtibaUy cause thtm to canker. Roses do not require such a
highly.manured soil ; it wilt cause them to produce shoots of
Jttch rank growth, that they will not ripen properly, ahd an
inferior bloom wiU be the con»equence4'^-^-*^ I'oung Beginner,

I

Hollow-crowned. Potatoes: Ashlcaved Kidney. Early Manly,
Chapman's. Kentish Seedling Goldfindcr, Lcathercoat, Cham-
pion, Red-nosed Kidney, Bread- fruit. Celery: AMolct, or
Manchester Red, Flat-stemmed White, Seymour's Superb
W'hite. Lettuces: Malta, Hardy Hammersmith, White Paiia
Cos, Green Paris Cos, Brown Cos. Spinacfi : Flanders, Lctture-
leaved. Round, Beet: Castelnandary, Whyto's Dark Red.
Badishes: Scarlet, Short-topped Scarlet, Early White Turnip-
rooted, CrimscnTurnip-rooted. Cucumbers: Southgatc, Allen's
Victory of Suffolk, Mills's. Wcedon's Black Spine, Man of Kent.,,

WoonMCE.— i4. TT'.—The method adopted by Idr. Kellers for pre-
serving his Mushrooms from wccriliceis, to procure a few half-
inch boards, about three inches broad, one edge having a
groove to contain liguid, tbe other being wedge-shaped to
insert into the soil. When the Mushrooms apjicar, the beds
are surrounded with these boards, and the earth is pressed so
tightly round them as to prevent the insects from getting
beneath them. The grooved upper edge is then filled wiih tar,

which effectually preserves the Muslircoms from the attacks
of woodlice, which cannot pass over the pitchy barrier. The
same means >vill also protect them from earwigs %

Scale on FRuiT-TRKES.— C^oAostt*— Scrub your trees repeatedly
with a brush and water in springy when the young insects are
migrating from below tluir scaly habitations. Tobacco-water
also may then be applied occasionally. H

Books.— i. 5,—There is no periodical which treats expressly of

Fruits : the best work of that kind, containing coloured repre-

sentations, is tlie " Pcmological Magazine," of which there

are 3 Volumes. i G. ^\—*' Rogers's Vegetable Cultivator"

is a good book for a working gardener to procure, in order to

become acquainted with the treatment of Sea-kale and Aspa-
ragus.:}:

HoRTict'i.TL'RAT. SociETV.— Pz/J't/.s.—To bccome a Follow of the

Hoiticultural Society, you must be proposed by some one who
is already a Fellow : yoor certificate will besnspcndtd for three

meetings, on the last'of which you are ballotied for. If elected,

you have six guineas to pay for your admission fee, and four

guineas on the 1st of May in each year for the year preceding.

In return for this, you obtain the Proctcctings andTronsactions

of the Society free; you are entitled to a portion of the seeds

and plants distributed at Chiswick (which, however, are not

allowed to consist of common things to be bought in the seed-

shops or nurseries); you have free admissions to all the meet-
ings, can send your friends to the meetings in Regent street

without charge, have access to the librar>', and aUso the pri-

vilege of buying annually 24 5*. tickets to the exhibitions for

3*. 6rf. each. The object of the Fellows of the Society is not,

however, to save money, but to subscribe a fund that shall be

applied to the promotion of Horticulture; and certainly no
such stimulus has ever been produced by any other asssocia-

tion as by this, which has given away, in medals alone, within

the last few years, above 5.600/. Vcu can obtain further par-

ticulais upon application to the secretary, at the office of the

Society, 21, Regent-street, London.t
ExniDiTioxs.— ,4 Stibscriber.—y^e always prefer answcnng m-

quiries as to facts rather than opinions. We have, howt vcr, no

objection to saying that we tbink the Horticultural Society per-

fectly right. If nur^ervm.en cannot grow plants, we see no

reason why they should win prizes. As to medals, the quantity

given away by the Horticultural Society is enormous.* A
West Britain— It is very possible that pei sons at a distance may
find it difficult to bring Pelarg^niumsto Chiswick in good order;

but that is one of the disadvantages attending a lesidence in the i

country, and the Horticultural Society cannot take it into con-

sideration when rules for general good arc settUng. Besides,

it is still mcie difficult to bring cut flowers. You should send

your plants to svme friend's house a few days before they are

wanted. We are glad to find that otherwise you approve of tbe

rules, which have been framed, after mwcA w^JcriV^ncr, with a view

to nothing except the advantage of Horticulturct F-- B, in-

quires whether, if under letter a, 12 Pelargoniums beexhihited

all o(fiist-rnte varieties, yet not all absolutely new, they will be

disqualified ? " Such a collection would not be disqualified : the

object in establishing this class is to bring first-rate varieties to

the exhibitions, and it will probably be found nee ary to

introduce a few cf the old and finer ^orts to complete a set of

12 firfct-class fiowers. But if two collections alike in cultiva-

tion and equal in point of merit as to the quality of the

flowers he exhibited, the one containing the greater number of

new varieties will receive the highest prize.*

TiiF.RMOMk.rKt.s.'-Greinhor/t, who has three of Fahrenheit's

thermometers, each var) ing In its indication of tempcfature,

will be able to judge of their relative value with tolerable cor-

rectness, by inimersing the bulbs of ail of them in ice. The
one which approaches nearest to 32^ is the best.

J

Stkwivo Pears.—a. inquires why Pears turn red in stewing.

We do not remember to have seen anywhere a satisfactory

explanatiun of the cause of this. Dr. Kitchiner recommends

Pears to be stewed in a bright block-tin saucepan, closely

covered up J
and observes, that cochineal is generally tiscd to

colour them, but that it is not necessary, as, if properly atcwed

in fc tia saucepan, they viU ftcquir* a good colcfur. Many

peop.v ^^cui to suppose that there is some Tirtne in the tia
saucepan, snd that it^ u^c la caairtftl to the colour of the
Pears. TJ a mistake; for Pr.^rs maybe madeju*-t as redia
silver or porcelain a> in tin. i ui *s have dttcf a* the
roots of Apple, Pear, and some other trees, a peculiar substance
to whith they have given the name of Phloridzln; it is white,
but acquires A fine rtd c .jur v wi moistened witb ammonia
and exposed to the air. We b

'

.at Pears contain a some-
what similar substance, which becomes red when exposed to
heat and air. It Pears are atewed in water which is kept from
the action of the air by bciiig covered with oil, they remain
very pale ; wl.i.it n freely ex; , d to the air they become dark
rapidly. £.
^o^ifto W*oou.--£. H, w\—W e do not know that there is any

olV tion to soaking Oak iu lime-water. U is not piobaUe
that lime will have m) d \ I an t Oak as on I^reh, and
it will m<»t likely take h '-no ]Rnet: uitoih^ - of the
former than ol the Utter u ixid. i iicrc is no reason to expect
that the colour of the v. .>od wal bc...,.-rcd. K,

WoHM-CASTs.— ir. // , /, tor, and uthera. -^rommt^y destroy
worms by watering lUe g md wiUi uim water, pii«HHiA by
throwing a quamiiy of quicklime into « larre vraad of
water, stirriuif it \vi li. aiui leaving it for a day nntU it*>t«r-^fK
clear. The quantum ^j lu..^ i* in.mattj . ^,i> \ . : tlivic
enough ofit. because the water can only take upactitainntMa-
tity or lime.t

MiscaLi-ANKOLS.— i>iM»rf^.—Your plant* are, i. Erica echiiftoraj
2, K, hycmalls; 3, C la pi^ifcha j 6, A^ ...a luvhsnt*.a. 4, l«
apparently fiome rjM • Pi>Niir3.: J, Jf.—You can pro-
cure a nut of the Tagua Palm or Ve^Uble Ivory at unv ivoiy-
luiner's* if o/i/^irrit-t,^ Your plants are, 1, Chloranthua
InconspScuuSi 2, £pi_-..iliuni craHfiiioiiu.n + An Old -iuA-
*cW6«r.—We have been felling * Vtr m: * <n u|Hin th^;
point in qncslion, but we think it t>itierto defr: va>aig any-
thing upon the Kuhjtct until the end of another aea^ii. t-—

-

B. S. has sent us a badspeciuicuot BolbopL^.iUm iccurvum.t
\icholtis A'icJirlliB,— Y"ur Pelargonium^ ure all worth 1 1«.

scrviuf, if you grow them for the putpoae ol cxmuition. Hi.
donia and Lady Buiteel may be di.«>^used with.* S. S.—

-

Your Hit does not Oiflfer mHtchally from that published; con-
stancy and vail *. of colour ftir;ned a consideration in the
fiowcrs selected.*-^ i?. B. /? —We aia »orr>- to hear you say
so, but arc gUd to inlorm you bcftirehand that the best gar-
deners are Bgainst )ou. A . . #^ —The Dahlia is a
floiisl*5 flower, The Ihni cuUural Sooirty is iiuwilUng to gi?a
prizesior florifit's flowvi^ tM • at ti ' at ChUwi.-k.
A. iff.—When Reeds germinate, their flour '^r farinaj ia dimi-
nished, not increased. Peas are split by being diicd and crufchcd
between I olkrs; thecau.v_ 1 someboUiiighaidauduthui ioltis
unkiiowni. Salepls pn-parcdfroni tic Orchis-rt. '

. by taking
them upwhenfulhgiowii, parboiUngthcm, string m^, them, and
drying them in the sun ; it princiijaily eonsistb u ihe sub-
tance called bassorin.t T. /f.—The two »„..wUm of Onci-
dium oni.lhorjhiichum arc well known. There are ^omc mhef*,
but these you have sent are the bcst.f I'ltrvs.- Such a book
would not pay its expenses. If you think it would, only try
the expcnment.t J, Zi.can have the Number for Augufci6ih.

2>. r.(?.— Send to the cfficeNos. 37anU Jfi oj lait)ear,and
we will return >ou Nos. 6 and 12 ol this. Ko. 30 Is out of
print. If you will also send the rcm.aining 6 Nos. we will give
)ou half price for Ihcm. A Young SuUcriter.~\owx Vera is

AsplLiiium Rutainuiaiia.J D.B. >".—The becdh are tho^e of
the Rfcinns conimunls, connnonly called the Palma Cbristi or
Castor Oil Plant.: fof«fo#.—The name by which the sort
you mention is generaiiy known is American x^ative.j •

W» ./. J/.~Your Pear is the Dujcnnc (ins.j A Young
Botanist.—The larger ofyour plani '- Slphocimpyhis bicolyr,
and belongs to the natural order 1 ^rljicca?- the ctitcr is

LeschcnaGitia formosa, natural order Gocdeniiceae. J A Sutt*
scriitr.—The subscription to the Oardeners* Utronicle is 2C».
per annum, if ]taid in ndruftce.——Mi, P.— It is init^ssiblc lor
us to judge whether ( r not it is desirable to plant \t.ur border
next a small fence ,- that is a matter of tahtc to be determined
on the spot. There is no reason why you should not plant it if

you think it sitivibable. 1—— ii. A.—Muny i. .-iiks for your
papers, which a\c shall soon M^e. \V. W.—We aie quite
ready, but cannot at present find room. A Cm slant /,'eader,

Yurkahire.— 1 he cause of your Apples having the appearance of
being fxc:ited is net kiiown. Instances 01 similar deiangeincnt
of tisMic have been o' ived lu hard, white, ciear-skinned
Apples, such as your variety is j but only accidentally, anu nut
extending. to the whole produce cf the uee, as is the ca&e with
yours. It Will l>e advisable to graJt the tree with a bett«-
variety,! We intend shoitiy to notice Roberts' Trtatise on the
Vine. if i?. C, Kingston,- yo\xr AppUs are, 2, Downton;
3, White Nonpareil ; 5, Cockle Pippin

; 7, Grey X^cad-
ingtou; 8, Kirke's Lord Nebson, y.Beantyof Kent ^ ll,Manks
Codliuj 12, Winter Colmun; 13, N'orfolk Ueaufin ; 15, Keswick
Codlin; 16, Golden Koblei 20. 3Dutch Mignonne- Your Pears
are, !, and probably 4, Aston Town ; 2, 3. Passe Colmai'; 5,

Achan; 6, Lvedsle's St. Germain; r, ChaumontcL.,~i^cnrf.
A C—Your Apples are, J, Crimfeun Queening j 2, Lemon
Pippin ; 3, Nonesuch j 4, Bess Pool; 7, Easter Pippin or French
Crab; 8, Hughes's Golden Pippin; 9, Padley's Pippin; 10,

W>ken Pii»pin; U, Nonpareil; 13, Downtou; 23, Beauty 01

Kent; 15, Golden Noble; 16, Court of Wick; i;, Ktuiis*
Fill-basket; 18, Blenheim Fipi-in; 20, Cockle Pippin. „ Roe-
hamptvn.—\o\\T plant \^ Kaphiolepis rubra. 'Ihe larger of
your Pears is Heurrc Diel; the other is PasSe Colmar t I

H. K, BJ's gruUi> feeding upon the &tcmi» of the Cabbages wifl

change to a Noctuu called the Hcurt and Dsrt Moth, cr Agrotib
cxclamationis? whose economy wiU be shortly detailed iu th«
Uotial AgricuUuralJoumal. R. J.S. C—We cannot Under-
take to name one seedsman in preference to another. Your
bcfct plan will be to apply to the nu st rchptctable one with.

whom you are acquainted.: A CviAtunt Heuder*s plant Sft

Cj-mbidium gincnse.t -~ W. CodnaU.— It is not true that
Messrs. Longman cannot procure the Horticultural Society^s

Catalogue of Fruits. If you Lave any trouble about the
matter, send a post-cfticc cider to Dr. Liudlcy, 21, Regcnt-
gtrett.; Qiieri*f will fnd the dimensions ot the different

sizes of Flower-pots stated at p. 577 of this year's Chronide.X

J, if., £a/in^.—Many thanks lor your ingenious plan and
the communication v^h.ch accompanied it, but we arc alraid it

is too cApensive to be gvucrally ubeiul. The woodcuts 'I,

moreover, take up me>re space than, in the pre&ent crowded
state of our columns, we can well allow them. t G, $, will

find a select lii>t of Peas in cur Calendar ol to-day.:;.

IJfro3»V?j«j».— The i^eed you «ent ib that 01 Araucdria imbricata.

The teim Frueticure is most absurd.-^ i/ani«.— You will be
able to strip the inner bark from your dried branches of the

Lace-tree without injury, if you previously steep them in water

lor a tew weeks.

t

As usual, many letters Lave arrived too kite for ansv this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The bombai Juient of Barcelona, which was considered

last week to require confirmation, no longer depenut

on the doubtful authority of tbe French telegraph

The tiring comaienced on the moraiag of the Sd, and

continued without iuterniij^:.iaii "''^'^ midnight, during

which time upwards of 800 projectiles were thrown iiUa

the city, with the most fatal cf^' Au unconditional sur-

render was the result; and the inhabitants are now pajiog

the penalty of their rebeiliou before a Military Coaimia-

ftion. The cakmitles insepamble from a bombardment bar«
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Batnrally led to much discussion, and great difference of

opinioa exists on the Regent's policy in resorting to so

Bevere a measure. Without entering into a question

^shich would involve so many minute details, Tve may

simulj recapitulate the facts. The insurrection com-

memed on the 14th November, and lasted for three

weeks. Ten days after it occurred, the Captain-General

threatened a bombardment ; another week elapsed before

the arrival of the Regent—during all which time the

inhabitants refused to surrender, although they were in

hourly expectation that the threat would be literally exe-

cnted. The Regent, however, waited four days longer;

and after aH attempts to obtain a surrender had failed, he

resorted to this measure as a last alternative. In the

mean time the spirit of insurrection bad begun to spread

among the eii^citable population of Catalonia, and the

existence of the Government depended on immediate

action. It is also worthy of remark that, In the hour of

peril, the leaders of the revolt deserted the inhabitants,

and secured their personal safety by taking refuge on

board the French ships of war. Those, therefore,

who were the responsible actors in the affair are beyond

the reach of the law, and this circumstance, it is

wait for accurate information as to the motives which

to such an extre-

to act with mercy

The French papers
believed, will induce the Regent

towards the bulk of the inhabitants,

are almost exclusivtly occupied with the details of the

bombardment, which they unanimously condemn. Altho ugh

there appears no doubt that the insurgents were encouraged

by the French Consul, they charge this country with

ctive co-operation in the destruction of Barcelona, and

even carry their accusations so far as to assert that the

Formidable was run ashore purposely to afford tlie English

officers a pretext for landing ammunition for the bom-

bardment.—From Portugal, we learn that the municipal

elections are proceeding in favour of the Government, and

that the negotiations for the tariff convention are said to be

entirely broken off.—In Prussia, an ordinance has been

issued by the King, announcing a reduction in the taxes to

the amount of two millions of dollars, and the establish-

ment of several branch railways, to be executed by the

Government, or by companies under their control.

By the Levant Mail we learn that the Porte has at length

manifested its intention to accede to the demands of the

Ambassadors, by appointing a Christian governor to the

commend of the Lebanon. The provinces on the Danube

are still in an unsettled state ; and the concentration of

large bodies of Austrian troopa on the Hungarian frontier

is regarded as a proof that the Austrian Government is

prepared to resist the contemplated aggressions of Russia

on the rights of Servia and "Wallachia.

prompted the Regent to have

mity. The papers eagerly avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity to express their feelings against this country, and

assert that the British Marine Artillery vcas landed from

Her Majesty's ships of war off Barcelona, and employed

with frightful effect in the devastation of that city. To

this assertion, it is scarcely necessary to say, the advices

from Barcelona give unqualified contradiction.—It would

appear that the Government are not neglecting the pre-

cautions necessary to insure the personal safety of the

King, The ComTJierce states, that when the King and

Royal Family set out on Friday last from the Tuileiies

for Fontainebleau, the entire quays along which His Ma-

jesty passed were crowded with police agents and Muni-

cipal Guards. The carriage of the King was escorted by

a strong detachment of Lancers and National Guards.

—

The trial of the administrators of the Versailles Left

Bank Railroad, for the responsibility attached to the

frij^htful catastrophe of the 8th May, has ended, after se-

veral days, in the acquittal of the accused. The Court

condemned the civil parties demanding damages in the

costs, amounting, it is said, to upwards of 10,000f, (400/.)

This last part of the decision has been regarded as a great

hardship for the survivors and the relatives of the unfor-

tunate victims of the accident ; but the Gazette des Tri-

bun(w.r explains that the Judges could not decide other-

wise according to the law.—The fog which had enve-

loped Paris for some days last week, extended, it appears,

to a considerable distance in the country, and rendered

travelling exceedingly dangerous. The Diligence which

reached Paris on Sunday morning from Champagne was

obliged to proceed at a walk for a length of time, the

postilion leading his horses by the light of several lan-

terns, and the passengers following on foot. The people

insisted that the fogs were an importation from England,

and that the climate had become British.—In February

last, it will be remembered, a number of persons were sen-

tenced to different amounts of punishment by fine and

imprisonment for taking part in the disturbances at Cler-

mont. In addition to their sentences of imprisonment,

they were ordered to be publicly exposed for the space of

an hour upon the Place de Jaude, at Clermont. Last

week they underwent this part of their sentence. The

scaffold was erected opposite the mansion of M. Con-

chon, the former mayor of Clermont, to the devastation

of which the prisoners had directed their most active

exertions. The populace assembled in large numbers, but

manifested very little sympathy.—Letters from Havre

inform us that the operations for raising the Telemaque,

so long supposed to hold enormous treasures, have been

abandoned, and that the vessel has been again consigned

to the bed of the Seine. The engineer alleges that the

advanced state of the season rendered it necessary to

postpone the works, and that *' they have too many evi-

dences of the existence of trcHsure on board to think of

At home we have little to notice beyond the arrival of

the treaty of peace between this country and China, ac-

companied by a letter from the Emperor, expressing his

readiness to ratify it as soon as it hss received the signa-

ture of Her Majesty. Parliament has been prorogued to

Thursday, the 2d February, when both Houses will be

summoned for the despatch of business.

CotJBT.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal remain at Windsor Castle,

and are in excellent health. During the fine weatlier of

the past week her Majesty has taken exercise in a pony
phaeton, and the Prince has hunted with bis pack of

beagles in the Great Park. The Archduke Frederick of

Austria left Windsor on Friday, and returned to Ports-

mouth on Tuesday to join his frigate, still lying in that

harbour.

ParliameiUary Movements,—The Queen held a Privy

Council on Saturday, at which Parliament was again

prorogued to Thursday, the 2d February ; and a proclama-
tion was ordered to be issued, summoning the meeting of

Parliament on that day for the despatch of business The
death of Lord Hill, and the consequent accession of Sir

R. Hill, Bart., to t^e peerage, causes a vacancy in the
northern division of Salop. Lord Clive is mentioned'as
the new Member.

Poi*/wau' Covimhsion The Commissioners have
appointed Mr. Austin and Mr- Yaughan, the barristers,

A^^istant-Commissioners for 30 days for the purpose of
inquiring specially into the employment of women and
children in agricultnre.

The National Siatnes.^Sn R. Peel has confided the
execution of the statues which Parliament voted lasc
session to three sculptors from the great capitals of the
United Kingdom. Mr. M'Dowall, A.R.A., of Margaret-
ttreet, has been selected bj him to execute that of^Lord
Eimouth ; Mr. Steele, of Edinburgh, that of Lord De
Saumarez ; and we observe that at a recent meeting of the
Koyal Dublin Sdciety, Lord De Grey announced that,

on his recdmmeiidation, the monument to Sir Sydney
Smith bad been confided to Mr. Kirk, of that city.

foreign.
Fbakce.— Our intelligence from Paris contains little

domestic news, but there is abundance of speculation on

the probability of a change of Ministry, the Opposition
journals contending that M. Guizot will be obliged to

r^ign even before the meeting of the Chambers,—The
papers are unanimous in condemning in strong terms the

bombardment of Barcelona. They prophesy Espartero's

downfall m the result of this proceedingi but do not

abandoning the enterprise until the last morsel of the

ship and cargo shall have been delivered." On the other

hand, private letters mention that the speculators must
companied by a letter from the Emperor, e;fpressing his

j be content with 20 planks and one cask of tallow, and say

that *' the only redeeming point in the affair has been the

ingenuity and perteverance shown by the engineer, in

having succeeded in accomplishing the raising of the

essel. which had vainly been attempted by Government

and by private enterprise several times during the last 40

years."

Spain,—The announcement of the bombardment of

Barcelona proves to be correct ; but the statement of the

telegraph that the populace were crying Vive la France,

and ''Down with Espartero and the English," is, as we

anticipated, a mere exaggeration. The bombardment
commenced at 11 o'clock in the morning of the 3d from

the fort of Monjuich, and continued without interruption

until 12 at night. 817 projectiles were thrown into the

city with dreadful effect. After the firing had ceased,

General Van Halen summoned the city to surrender, and

allowed the authorities six hours to disarm the free corps,

who still ^held out, and threatened, in case of non-com-

pliance, to resume the bombardment. The authorities

called a meeting of the notable inhabitants, and, aided by

a considerable portion of the population, succeeded in

disarming the insurgents. They then opened the gates.

General Van Halen and the troops made their entry into

the city about 5 o'clock in the afternoon of the 4ih ; and

General Zurbano followed with another force on the next

day. The city suffered materially, but the amount of

damage and the number of victims were not accurately

ascertained. The houses of a square on which the Munici-

pality stands wereparticularlydamaged,andfireshad broken

out in different quarters, which were not extinguished

on the 5th. The crews of the French ships of war had,

by the direction of their Consul, landed their engines, and

were rendering every assistance. The house of the French

Consul had also sustained some injury. Before the com-
mencement of the bombardment, the soldiers of the militia

proceeded in a body towards the French ship, on board of

which their officers who had deserted them had sought

refuge, and claimed their surrender; but the commander
ordered them immediately to depart, threatening to repel

them by force if they did not obey his injunction.

General Van Hulen has imposed a war contribution
of 400,000/. on the city, and has issued a pro-
clamation, which shows that the hour for reaction

has arrived, and leaves no hope of mercy to the guilty.

By this decree every individual who does not give up his

arms within 48 hours will be punished with death. The
state of siege is maintained, and a permanent Court-Mar-
tial is established, at which condemnation is followed by
immediate execution. The Barcelonese insist that the

engineers and artillerymen of U^e English^ as well as their

ammunition, did all the mischief, although the crews of

the shipS'Of-war remained on board spectators of the work

of devastation. Private letters state that the town can

hardly be recognised, and that some of its finest quarters

are totally destroyed. Several houses have been burnt,

many large magazines entirely ruined, and many of the

walls and doors of other houses have been severely shat-

tered by the bursting of the bombs. The pavement was

torn up in the streets, for the purpose of forming barri-

cades ; the woollen and cotton goods taken from the ware-

houses of the merchants, and heaped up in piles to deaden

the effect of the shells and round shot ; beds, mattresses,

and every description of household furniture which

could be put to a similar use, were employed for

the purpose of forming some shelter against those terrible

missiles. Fortunately, not many lives were lost. In

the midst of the firing, a party of meri and women were

observed in the streets singing, and the Barcelona papers

remark the singular fact that at such a time so much cool-

ness and indifference to danger should have been shown.

The sounding of the tocsin or somateii is said to have had

an extraordinary effect on the people of the neighbouring

towns, and the danger of having another outbreak in his

rear is said to have determined the Regent to adopt the

bombardment which had been threatened by Gen. Van
Halen some days before his arrivah The mode in which

the town surrendered was the meeting of the inhabitants,

on the night of the bombardment, when a junction was

formed, principally of the curates of the parishes. These,

by entreaties, prevailed on the desperadoes to lay

down their arms, for which three hours were given.

Communications were of course opened with Gene-

ral Van Halen, and the surrender took place. It

is a circurostance which ought to be borne in mind, that

all the chiefs of the revolt deserted their victims in the

moment of danger, and took refuge under the French

flag. The British Consul ordered the British vessels in

the roads to hoist the national flag, and to admit on

board all foreigners, no matter to what nation they might

belong, who applied for admission^ with the exception

only of Spanish subjects. Both the Paris and the Madrid

journals reprobate the decisio;^ of the Consul, as an un-

precedented orcurrence in the records of civilised nations.

The Formidable having been got off the point of

Llobregat, upon which she had struck, has left the har-

bour for Malta, in tow of one of the Government steamers.

It appears that she lost her rudder, and suffered some

other damage from the accident, being found to leak con-

siderably on getting afloat. The new Bishop of Gibraltar

and some of his friends were on board. On the signals

of distress having been heard at the head- quarters of the

Regent, his Highnesses secretary was immediately sent to

the spot to offer all the assistance possible under the

circumstances.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 5th inst.

The municipal election was going on in the metropolis,

and the Government had been so far successful that it was

probable that the great bulk of the Mtinicipal Chamber

would be composed of its adherents. Some alarm had

begun to prevail at Lisbon in consequence of the antici-

pated conclusion of the English commercial arrangement

with Spain, which would naturally put a stop to the

lucrative transit-trade now enjoyed by Portugal in English

cotton-goode, which yielded no inconsiderable portion of

the customs' revenue of Lisbon and Oporto. It was not

known whether the Portuguese Government were prepared

to make such a further advance upon their former propo-

sitions on the tariff question, as to allow the convention

to be concluded. Lord Howard de Walden had exchanged

ratifications of an additional article to the slave-trade

treaty, securing to the slaves taken from captured vessels

the benefits of any alterations in our colonial regulations

tending to improve their condition. The negotiations for

the tariff convention are said to be entirely broken off.

The patriarch elect has made his submission to Rome, but

refuses to commit the privileges of the Portuguese church.

The coast of Portugal had been visited by fresh storms,

and two English vessels had been wrecked ; one, the Chat-

ham, bound for New South W'ales with emigrants ;
the

other, the Wexford, with a cargo of coals, bound to Malta.

Germany.—A royal ordinance has been issued by his

Majesty, relating to a diminution of taxes, and the

establishment of a number of branch railroads. The

reduction in the taxes is estimated at two millions of

Prussian dollars, of which one million nine hundred thou-

sand dollars are to be allocated to diminish the price of

salt, and so relieve the indigent classes. The proposed

railroads are to be executed by the Government, or by com-

panies, to whom the State will guarantee a certain rate of

interest.—^It is reported that the Prussian Government

seriously contemplates to free all publications, without

regard to their extent, &c., from the censorship, with the

exception, however, of the journnls, and that negotiations

for this purpose have already been commenced with the

German Diet.—We learn from the recent papers, that the

negotiations between theFrenchand PrussianGovernments

for a modification of the increased duties imposed by the

Zolverein, at the last Stuttgardt Congress, on French goods,

were actively pursued ; but it was doubted whether they

would be concluded in sufficient time to prevent the nevf

tariff from coming into force.

Belgium.—The Sections of the Second Chamber are

still (iccupied with the details of the treaty with Holland,

but their proceedings at present offer no topics of general

interest. The steamer Antwerpen, from London, ran

aground to the west of Blankenburg last week, on her

voyage to Antwerp. She had thirty passengers on board,

and a large quantity of merchandize. After remaining on

j
the sands for some hours, she got off, and proceeded

' much damage.—Letters frona Rio state that M«
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Tan Lede, the Belgian delegate, had concluded with the
Brazilian Government a contract relative to a colonial

establishment, and had examined several localities in the
province of Santa Caiherina for the purpose of choosing a
position suited to the object of his Government,
Russia.—The arrival of Baron Lieven, the Russian

ambassador, at Semlin, and his interview with the ex-

Prince of Servia, are announced; but it is not stated

whether he would recognise or repudiate the newly-elected
Sovereign. Some Hungarian journals contain' a vague
threat of a coalition of Austria, France, and England
against Russia, should the Czar persevere in attacking the

Tights of the Hungarian people as to the principalities of

the Danube,—Two new steamers, of about 800 tons each,

with engines of 260 horse power, are now in the East
India Docks, on the point of departure for Constantinople.

They have been constructed in London for the Russian
Government, and are, it is said, destined to ply in the

Black Sea and the Bosphorus.

Turret.—By the Levant mail we learn that the
Pacha of Egypt has paid

^
into the Turkish treasury

the whole of the tribute which he was bound to pay to

the Sultan by the treaty of 1841. The affairs of the

Danube are still the leading subjects of attention. Let-
ters from Bucharest of the 26th ult. announce that the
Assembly of the States would not be convened to elect a new
Hospodar, but that the Prince would be appointed by the

Cabinet of St. Petersburgh in conjunction with the Otto-
man Porte. The Russian General Suwarrow had arrived

at Bucharest, where his presence had created considerable

sensation. Advices from Pesth of the 3d inst. state, in

confirmation of what has been stated above in our Russian
news, that an Austrian army of 30,000 men was to be
concentrated on the frontiers of Servia, and that Austria
would in all probability espouse the cause of Prince
Michael, should Russia support the pretensions of Prince
Alexander. Subsequent accounts, in;;*^reference to the

affairs of Syria, mention a report that Sarim Effendi had
given reasons to Sir S, Canning to believe that the Porte
would consent to the nomination of a Christian governor
for the Maronite districts, and that the choice would pro-
bably fall upon a younger son of the Emir Beschir.

China.—Major Malcolm, Secretary to the Embassy in

China, arrived in town on Saturday, with the Treaty of
Peace between that country and Great Britain, and a

letter of assent from the Emperor, expressing his

readiness to sign it immediately it shall have received the

signature of her Britannic Majesty. It bears the signa-

tures of the three High Commissioners sent by the
Emperor to Nankin for that purpose. Capt. '^A'hitting-

ham, with despatches from Sir Hugh Gough, has also

arrived in town, and has brought a number of Chinese
standards, captured by the British army during the recent
operations. They bring no news of any interest beyond
that already communicated to our readers on the arrival

of the Overland mail. In connexion with our present pro-
spects in China, it is announced that the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts intend to

establish a mission at Hong-kong, and will raise a special
fund for that purpose.

.
United States.—The packet-ship Roscius, from New

York, arrived at Liverpool en Wednesday, and the mail
steamer Acadia arrived yesterday from Boston and Hali-
fax. The papers received by this conveyance come down
to the 4th inst,, but their contents are unimportant. The
rumoured changes in the cabinet are still discussed, but
the official papers state that no modifications are likely to

take place either before or after the approaching Session
of Congress. The tonnbge-duty charged on the British
Queen, of which the Belgian Government had complained,
had been refunded to the Consul of that Government. No
doubt WRS therefore entertained that relations between the
United States and Belgium would be restored to their
former footing, immediately on the fact being known to
the Government of Belgium.—A destructive gale had taken
place on Lake Erie. The Buffalo papers describe it as
»aost terrific. The wind blew a hurricane, and the air
was so filled with snow that an object could scarcely
be seen 20 yards distant. The cold was intense, and
the suffering severe in consequence of the entire want of
preparation for so sudden a visitation. Eleven vessels
were wrecked, and a number of Hves lost.

Mexico and West Indies.—Advices have been re-
ceived from Havannah, via New Orleans, to the 8th ult.

The mail steamer Thames had arrived at Havannah from
Tampico, with advices from the capital of Mexico to the
23d October. General Brovo arrived on the 20th, and
immediately entered on the duties of his office, as Presi-
dent ad interim. His Excellency had declared the State
of Yucatan in a state of blockade, and the expedition
against that country had sailed from Vera Cruz, consist-
ing of 15 sail, and carrying 3,900 troops. Mr. Turnbull,
who had been arrested on landing on the island, was
brought to Havannah on the 3d ult. as a prisoner- His
arrival caused great excitement in the city. There was
even a talk of putting him to death; but through the exer-

tions of the British Consul his eentence was changed to

an order for immediate departure from the island, and a
prohibition ever to return. On the 6th he was on board
the Thames, for Nassau and England. A private letter

sajs, that «' Mr. Turnbull pleaded insanity, which plea
was admitted, to save trouble, and he was pronounced
lunatic.'^—The advices from Texas are to the 4th ult.

General WoU had retreated from Saa Antunio, taking
With him about 70 prisoners.—A vessel arrived at New
York from San Juan, reported that the blockade by the
British fleet was raised on the 20th September, and the
fieet sailed the next day for Cusope.
Newt South Wales.—Advices have been received

from Sydney to the 25tt June, They give an account of

tfte reception of Dr. Selwyn, the Bishop of New Ze«h.nd,
and he Rev. \\

^ Cotton, of Christ Church.his Lordship',
chaplain, by the bishop and clergy of the Church of Eng-
land withm the diocese of Australia, previouslv to their
departure for the scene of Bishop Selwyn's future
labours. The ceremony is said to have been one of peculiar

j

interest, for at the conclusion of an address made by the
Bishop of Australia in the name of the old body of clergy,
Bishop Selwyn knelt down and received his parting bene-
diction, the solemnity of which moved the auditory to
tears. The Bishop sailed for New Zealand on the llUh
May.—The rates of wages are stated to be as follows
during the summer of 1842 :—Agricultural labourer^, 22/.
per annum, with rations of meat, flour, tea, and sugar;
shepherds, 24/. ; carters, 2S/. ; domestic servants, 25/.

;

mechanics, from 40/. to 5(i/. a-year. The above refers to
country districts only. The wages of women are as fol-
lows :—Cooks, 14/. to 30/. a year dresG-maVers, 9/. to
16/.

; dairy-maids, 12/, to 30/. ; farm-servants, 10/. to 15/. :

general house-servants, 10/. to 18/, ; housemaids. 12/. to
\oL

; housekeepers, 8/. to 20/. ; ladies'-maids, 8/. tu 33/.;
laundresses, 12/. to 26/.; needlewomen. 10/. to 14/.;
nursery governesses, b'h to 15/. ; nursemaids, 5/. to i;>/.

These rates' are taken from a return appended to the im^
migration report, said to have been prepared by the Bupcr-
intendent of police.

New Zealand.—We have advices from Kororareka,
New Zealand, of the 26th May, which give the parti-
culars of a public meeting, held at Auckland, about the
beginning of that month, Mr. Coates, high sheriff, in

the chair, for the purpose of adopting a petition
to both Houses of Parliament, praying for represen-
tative institutions, to which, as they assert, '* this

rapidly-rising colony is justly entitled." The peti-

tions to the Queen and to Parliament were read and
unanimously adopted, setting forth— **That many of
the British colonies are in the enjoyment of Legislative

Assemblies, without possessing the population, wealth,
revenue, or commercial importance of New Zealand, which
although it has virtually been a British colony for three

years only, has still been inhabited and partly occupied by
a large body of British subjects for upwards of thirty years.

That the expenditure of the government of this colony

has during the last two years amounted to upwards of

130,000/., and is likely to increase considerably. That the

petitioners cannot, however, exercise the slightest cojitrol

over the appropriation of the revenue of the colony, which
is entirely under the control of his Excellency the Go-
vernor, three executive members of Council, and two
non-official members, chosen by the Governor, and ir-

responsible to the people. The petitioners, therefore,

humbly pray that Parliament will be pleased to adopt such

measures as may seem proper for extending to the colony

of New Zealand that form of representative legisla-

tion to which it is constitutionally entitled, and which

it is now fully qualified to exercise." The papers also

contain the Speech of the Governor to the Council at the

close of the session- The most important objects to which

it refers are the establishment of a system of local govern-

ment, and the adoption of new laws. *' I believe," says

the Governor, " that the statute-book of New Zealand for

the present year contains a more important code of laws

than was ever passed by any colonial legislative body

during a single session, and I cannot but esteem it

a privilege to have had an opportunity of taking

part in laying the foundation of the youngest and

most distant, but by no means the least important of

the numerous colonial dependencies of Great Britain.

During the present session, provision has been made for

the efficient administration of justice, in all its various

branches, with a due regard to the existence of scattered

settlements, rapidly increasing in number and extent.

For this purpose, the ordinances for establishing a su-

preme court and county courts, and indeed ail the ordi-

nances of the session, have been based upon the principle

of localising the machinery of the government of each se-

parate settlement, and of rendering them as independent

as possible of the capital. Circuit courts have been esta-

blished to sit twice a year, and local courU to sit

monthly, for the despatch of both civil and criminal busi-

ness. By leaving to the various settlements the manage-

ment of their own local affairs, the general government

will be relieved of a duty it could but ill perform. The

inhabitants of each them will be interested in developing

its resources, and in making it as attractive as possible to

the emigrant ; and by this means an honourable rivalry

will be created, and the prosperity of the colony at length

ultimately promoted. That the opposition which this

measure met with in its most popular principles, during

its progress through the Council, should have been led by

one who was selected as representing the colonists of the

New Zealand Company's principal settlements, a hody of

people bringing with them in ail its freshness, unimpaired,

the English love of liberty, may well form a subject of

astonishment and regret." The Governor concludes by

referring to the bill for the settlement of the land-claims

question, and regrets that he was obliged to withdraw

it. He believes that " the motives of the Government

were then generally misrepresented, vilified, and im-

pugned. I believe the time is not far distant when it

will be as generally considered, that the original land-

claims bill would not only have promoted the successful

colonisation of the country, but would, at the same time,

have materially advanced the interest of the claimant."

'{Sarliauunt.
HOl'SE OF LORPS.

TuMdaw.—This being the day to which Parliamrat stood pro-

rorued, both Houses met pro f^rmd. The I^''^ ChanceUor, t^

£il of Haddington, and Lord Fitzgerald «^^ V^ "j^
coaunissloncrs, tiaving taken their seats in mmt oi the Throne,

the Csher of the Black Rod was directed to saromon the House
of Commons, to hear the Roy&l Commission read for the further
proropmtion of Parliament. In a few minutes afterwards, the
Commons, who were represented by Mr. Hindiey, M.P., and the
clerks and cAsefs of the House, a, , ared at the bar. vrheii. the
Royal Conimiisfefon having bcetj rcad» the Lctap Cham ello*, in
the usual foru* aJid words, ('f^lared the pu "*it Parliament to be
fiutlcr prorogued until Thursday, the Jd of February next ; and
addtd, '*then and here to meet for the despatch of cU^ ers urgent
and impoKtant business.'*

Y.
Money Market^ Fru/fl^.—Consols for the acconnt

closed 93| to 4, ex div. ; Bank Stock, 1/3 ; Three per
Cents, rednced, ^i\ tx> f ; Three-and-haif per Cents.
Reduced, 101 to ^ ; India Bonds, 43*. to 45jr.prcin.; India
Stock, 2G0 to 262 ; Eicheqoer Bills, 5Qf, to 52t. prcni.

ifllciropolis ^\\t m Ficiniuj.
Court of Aldermen,—On Saturday an nnusnallr full

attendance of the committir appointed hv the Co'irt to
investigate the chat^ei against Alderman 'Homas \\ ood,
with re^^ t to the Talacre Mining Company, took place
at Guildhall, for the purpose of prorfediag with their in-

quiry. Alderman Brown acted as chairman. The first

subject of discuwuon was a lettt-r from Aldermaa T. Wood,
in which he condemned the course pursued by the com-
mittee, as calling upon him to make charges against him-
self instead of having charges made agaiiut him. He
expressed his right to assume that certain procecdlnga
which had taken pUoe in the Court of Quecu's Bench coa-
cerning the Talacre Mining Company had been construed
into charges against him by his brother Aldermen, and had
induced thetn to reject him from the Mayoralty. lie

called upon them to stale the nature of those charges, and
as soon as any definite charge was made he would not only
be prepared To meet it, but he would at once place all the

books and documents as well as affidavits in the case of
the Talacre Mining Company before the Court. Tlie

Chairman said this communication was a perfect insult to

the Court of Aldermen, as it charged them with that

which was not true. They had made uo charge whatever
against Alderman T. Wood, and there was no charge against

him but what he had himself furnished, ia placing in their

bands the judgment of Lord Denman. If there had been
any cause for the Aldermen n-jecting Alderman T. Wood
on Michaelmas-day last from filling the civic ch&ir, it might
probably have been founded on the judgment of the Lord
Chief J ustice of England, placed in their hands by Alderman
T. Wood himself, and in which certain frauds were imputed
to him- An angry discussion now ensued^in which Alderman
Wood declared that the chairman had forgotten his position

in the chair, and demanded that the judgoient should be read.

Much confusion prevailed amongst the Aldermen for some
minutes, and, after consiilemble opposition from the chair-

man, the judgment of Lord Denman was read. A long

and desultory cunversatiou ensued, of little interest except

to the parties concerned, and at length the Common-
Serjeant suggested a resolution, that all documents with

respect to any charge to which reference had been made
in the Court of Aldermen should be put in and accepted

by the committee, Alderman T. Wood having power
reserved to him to refer io any other matters as occasion

might require^ After some opposition in the committee,

Alderman T. Wood assented to this proposition ; and, on
the motion of Sir Peter Laurie, it was ultimately adopted.

The meeting was then adjourned till the last wetk in

January*

Testimonial to Sir John and Lady Pitie.^K private

meetiDg of merchants, bankers, and others, took place at

the Loudon Tavern last week in consequence of a desire

expressed at the conclusion of the late mayoralty, to con-

sider the propriety of testifying their approval of the

public and private character of the late Lord Mayor and

Lady Mayoress : Mr. Cotton, the Governor of the Bank
of England, presided. It was suggested, that for the

purpose of accomplishing the object in the most effectual

manner, it would be advisable to call a public meeting,

and submit resolutions for their adoption. To this pro-

position the chairman and others entertained some objec-

tion, on the ground that the immediate appointment of a

committee, treasurer, and secretaries, would answer every

purpose, without any parade of a public meeting, at which,

after all, notliing could be uttered except language in

f
raise of those who were the theme of their approbation,

t was ultimately agreed that operations should commence
without having recourse to a public meeting. A com-

mittee was then appointed, with power to add to their

numbers. The subscriptions at once commenced, the

maximum being fixed at 5^. for a single subscription, with

no minimum limit. On Friday, the comipittee ^ain
assembled, and after some other arrangements, resolved

that the testimonial should be approved by the majority

of the general committee, and afterwards by a majority of

the subscribers at a general meeting.

Boyal Acadeniy.^On Saturday, being the seventy-

fourth anniversary of the foundation of the Royal Aca-

demy, a general meeting of the academicians was held in

Trafalgar-square, when the annual prizes were awarded to

the following students:—To Mr. J. C. Hook, for the best

copy made in the painting school ; to Mr. A. Rankley,

for the next best copy made in the painting school ;
to

Mr, J. C. Hook, for the best drawing from the life; to

Mr. J- Clayton, for the best drawings of the ground plan

and section of the church of St. Stephen, V^ albrook ; to

Mr. J. Harwood, for the best drawings from the an ique ;

and to Mr. A. Gatley, for the best model from the antique.

The general meeting afterwards proceeded to appoint

officers for the ensuing year, when Sir Martm Archer Shee

was unanimously re-elected president, and the usual rou-

tine changes took pla<» in the council and other of^cers of

the inatitudon*

Death of Lord jKTi/^—The Shrewsbury papers for soioe
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w'-eks hfive mentioned the iDcreismg infirmities of this

distinguished general. His death, therefore, which took

place on Saturday at Us seat, fHardwicke Grange, near

Shre^vsburv, was not unexpected. Lord IliU's military

career is intimately connected with some of the most

brilliant pissages in the history of the British army. In

1001, he was engaged in the campaign in Egypt, and was

present at the surrender of Grand Cairo by the French,

As bri<*adier-gen. he commanded the reserve of Sir John

Moore°s army at Corunna. At the battle of Talavera, the

brigade under his command repulsed the French at the

point of the bayonet, for which he was rewarded with the

thanks of Parliament. He was present at the battles of

Eusaco, Vi.niera, Vittoria, Nivelle, Toulouse and AVater-

loo, and in 1314 was raised to the peerage as a reward for

hi'* public services. In 1825 he was made general, and in

1828 was appointed commander of the forces, which

otiice he continued to hold until August last, when lie re-

signed in consequence of ^declining health, and was suc-

ceeded by tlie Duke of Wellington. His lordship was

the son of Sir John Hill, Bart,, of Hawkestone, in the

county of Salop, and nephew of the late Rev. Rowland

Hill. He was in his 71st year, and took little part in

politics, ITe was unmarried, and is succeeded in his title

by his nephew and heir, Sir Rowland Hill, Bart., M.P.
^

SiniihJieJd CIhIj.—The forty-second anniversary of this

society was held on Monday evening, at the Freemasons'

Tavern, Earl Spencer in the chair. The attendance,

although not so numerous as on some former occasions,

included a large number of noblemen and gentlemen well

known as experimental agriculturists. Among those present

were the Duke of Richmond, Lord Ducie, Lord Monteagle,

Mr. Pusey. &c. In reference to the late Cattle Show,

Lord Spencer said that the number of animals was greater

than usual, although some were certainly of an inferior

description. He had no hesitation in saying, that he

remembered shows in Smithfteld in which the chief prizes

would have been carried off by third-rate animals in the

present exhibition. The size of the animal was not the

only thing to be looked to—the supply of the markets

with the cheapest and best meat was the main object. It

was a mistake for persons to inquire " what is the use

of bringing such extremely fat animals to market ? " They

were a test of what could be done with that particular class

of oxen with ordinary feeding. The meeting was after-

wards addressed by other noblemen, but the topics alluded

to were not of general interest.

'Parish of Si, firide.—Oii Monday a Vestry was held

in this parish, the Rev. Mr. Dale in the chair, when the

churchwarden rer\d her Majesty's Order in Council,

assigning an ecclesiastical district to Trinity Church.

The chairman stated that the pew rents of the church

produced 822/. G.9. 9;/. ; that the endowment fund realised

1,500/. ; and thut the probable income of the clergyman

would be about 2.->0/. to 300/.a-year. Before the close of

the meeting, the chairman stated that i"..c money paid by

the communicants at Trinity Church in IftH equalled that

paid by them for the same charitable purposes in 1821 in

St. Bride's.

Westminster SchooL—Christmas has been ushered

in as usual, by one of the comedies of Terence, acted

by the Queen's scholars of St. Peter's College. A me-

lancholy occasion having last year prevented the recur-

rence of the "Westminster play/' the dormitory was on

Monday evening thronged with a very numerous audience-

The play produced this year is the Adelphi, which has

been brought out with strict attention to classical costume,

and sustained with great spirit by the scholars. The pro-

logue and epilogue were not spoken till Thursday, and the

copies will not be distributed till Monday^ when the last

performance will take place.

London Diocesan Board of Education,—Hht report of

the committee of this Board, which has just been pub-

lished, states, that daring the last year a systematic in-

spection of the schools, in connexion with the Board, and

with the National Society, has taken place. These schools

amount in the whole to 230, the greater part of them being

situated in London. The report also states that of the

churches recently erected there are few to whicli schools

are not attached, and in which reading, writing, and the

rules of arithmetic are not generally taught. In somein-
atances the musical systems of Mr. Huliah and Mr. Turner
are now adopted, and the knowledge of arithmetic con-

Teyed on the Pestalozzian system. The writing of boys
and girls in most of the schools is described as inefficient ;

but their moral and religious improvement, though me-
chanical in its manner of being taught, is stated to be
satisfactory.

Charter-house,—The anniversary, instituted in honour
of Thomas Sutton, the founder of the Charter-house in

1611, was celebrated on Monday. A large number of Car-
thusians were present. The Bishop of London preached
the annual sermon in the chapel of the establishment ;

after which an oration in Latin was delivered by Mr. W.
P* Hale, son of Archdeacon Hale, the master. It dwelt
on the recent decease of the Rev. Dr. Fisher, who had
been 38 years master of the school, and on that of the

Earl of Westnioreland, one of the late governors. The
speaker concluded, amid much applause, with some well-

expressed compliments to the Bishop of London, After

inspecting the chapel and the hospital, which contains

upwards of 80 intirm and tgt<\ men, the governors and

members dined together in the large halL During the day

a dinner was given to the boys, and to all the pensioners

connected with the charity. ^

Metropollfan Churches,— There are now 12 new
churches building, or about to be commenced, in various

parts of the Metropolis : one in the Kent-road, in the

paHth of St, George, Southwark ; one in Paddington ;

Aoolhet on the site of Old Broadway Cbapel, Westmin-

ster; another in Wilton-square, Knizhtsbridge ; three in I

Bethnal-green ; and a church in St. Pancras. Sites have

been chosen for a new church in the Waterloo-road ;

another in St, Botolph Without, Aldgate ; and a third in

St. George's iu the East. The new parish church of Sf.

Giles's, Camberwell, building on the site of the old edi-

fice, which was destroyed by fire, is proceeding rapidly.

Metropolitan Improvements,—The following extract

from the Report of the Commissioners of Woods and

Forests will show how much has been accomplished in

the negotiations for the new lines of streets, to which we

have frequently adverted :— ** Up to the 5th of January

last we have completed purchases in three of the lines of

the projected improvements, to the amount, in the aggre-

gate, of 120,804/., and have contracted for purchase in

all those lines of improvement to the further aggregate

amount of 122,742/.— viz., 1. In the line from Oiiford-

street to Holborn, we have completed purchases to the

amount of 115,743/., and have contracted for purchases

to the further amount of 5,310/. 2. In the line from

Bow-street to Charlotte-street, Bloomsbury, we have not

completed any purchase, but have contracted for pur-

chases to the amount of 11,3857, 3, In the line from

the London Docks to Spitalfields Church, wfi have com-

pleted purchases to the amount of 3,261/., and have con-

tracted for 'purchases to the further amount of 20,360/.

4. In the line from Coventry-street to Long-acre, we have

completed purchases to tlie amount of 1,800/., and hare

contracted for purchases to the further amount of 76,687/.

In the foregoing statement of purchases made and con-

tracted for, we have included those cases only in which

the purchase-moneys have been fixed. We have entered

into contracts for many other purchases in each of the

lines of projected improvements, at prices which remain

to be ascertained by arbitration. 5. We have not yet

purchased or contracted for the purchase of any part of

the ground and houses required for the formation of the

new street from East Smithfield to Rosemary-lane ; but

we have caused notices to be given to the freeholders on

this line, pursuant to the Act of Parliament, that their

premises will be required, and that we are ready to treat

with them for the purchase thereof."

Victoria Park.—Vfe find by the Report of the Com-
missioners above quoted, that the Act passed in the last

sesiion of Parliament, for enabling the Board to com-

plete the contract for the sale of the lease of York

House, and to purchase certain lands for forming the

Victoria Park between the Hackney and Whitechapel

roads, did not contain all the requisite powers for effect-

ing the latter object, and was, therefore, in a great degree

inoperative. They state, however, that notices having

been given of an intended application to Parliament, in

the present session, and a Bill for giving extended and

necessary powers having been introduced early in the

session, and passed into a law, they are now proceeding

to deal with the parties whose properties will be required,

and to take the other necessary measures for executing

the improvements.
New Houses of Parliament,—We lately noticed the

progress of (he works already contracted for. It is

now announced tliat the fifth contract has been entered

into, and that Messrs. Grissell and Peto are again the

successful competitors- This contract is by far the most

extensive that has yet taken place, embracing the Victoria

Tower, the Royal Gallery, the Houses of Lords and

Commons, with other important portions of the work.

The Colosseum.—We see by the advertising columns

of the daily papers, that this well-known building, the

*' great lion" of the Regent's Park, is to be brought to

the hammer by Mr. Geo. Robins. It has already been

appropriated to so many different purposes, that it will

be curious to see what will be its next rank among the

sights of the Metropolis.

Anti-Corn-law Meeting,—On W^ednesday night, a

district meeting of the Metropohtan Association was held

at Hoxton; Mr. Warburton presided, in the absence of

Col, Thompson. Mr. Villiers, M.P., spoke on the Corn-

law question, and proposed a resolution in support of the

League Fund. This was seconded by Mr. Coates, the

distiller, of Whitechapel; after which a disturbance arose,

io consequence of some Chartists having attempted to

address the meeting. The tumult at length became so

great that the police were called in, and, after considerable

delay, two or three Chartists obtained a hearing, and pro-

posed an amendment, to the effect that nothing but the

destruction of class legislation, and the adoption of the

principles of the Charter, could do any good for the

country. This amendment was supported by about fifty

hands, and the original motion was declared to be carried.

Model Prison.—On Saturday evening the interior of

this new prison for the reception of criminal offenders was

lighted up for the first time, the whole of the arrangements

for the reception of convicts being at length completed.

It was anticipated that a certain number of convicts would

have been removed to the prison on Thursday, and every

arrangement was ordered by the Commissioners to be

made for their reception ; but as it was found necessary to

reconsider the dietary on Monday, and to make some
alterations in the rules, which were on Tuesday trans-

mitted to the Home Secretary for his approval, no
prisoners will be received this week. The prison, how-
ever, will certainly be open before Christmas. The
Bishop of London has appointed to-morrow for the con-
secration of the Chapel.

Public Meetings—OnThursday, the 8th inst. a meeting
of the gas consumers and householders of Marylebone was

held, for the purpose of taking steps to destroy the gas mo-
nopoly in the borough, by the formation of a company, to

comprise the consumers of gas themselves, upon the same

The
first

by the tradesmen and consumers of the eastern portion of

the Metropolis. It was stated that this company had

proved that they can obtain a reduction of 30 per cent, in

the cost of this necessary article of trade, and at the same

time give a profit to the shareholder. At the eastern end

of London the price was 7s, per 1,000 feet, while the old

companies charge 9^. A provisional committee was

formed to carry out the object—On Saturday night a

meeting of the journeymen bakers was held, to adopt

measures to secure to them fair wages, and protect them

from the excessive labour to w^hich they are subjected.

A deputation from Dublin was in attendance. Several

statements were laid before the meeting in regard to the

condition of the journeymen bakers. It was stated that

they worked for twenty hours a day in places worse than

the condemned cells of Newgate, whjje their wages, did

not exceed \2s, or 'l^s, a^week. The condition of the

masters was also said to be veiy serious, and it^was ulti-

mately resolved to appoint a committee to effect a union

between the masters and men, for the purpose of redressing

their grievances.—On Monday, a meeting of the master-

tailors who had combined in 1834 for the purpose of

resisting the strike of their workmen was held, to consider

the best means of disposing of the balance of the fund

raised to defray expenses. The leading firms in the

Metropolis were present. It was resolved that they could

not appropriate the surplus of the fund they had many
years ago raised for the purpose of opposing the men,

better than by expending it in their support; and the

balance in hand of 77/. was accordingly given to the buil4-

iug fund of the institution for the relief of aged and infirna

members of the trade. \l '

Tea Trade.—The Chinese news by the recent Over-

land mails has produced, as was expected, a decline in

the price of teas, many qualities having receded from 2d,

to id, per lb. The best black teas, however, appear to

have maintained their price ; and it is considered that the

continuance of the present rates depends entirely on the

quantity that may be brought into the market for the

next few months. The imports of tea into London

this year up to the 1st instant were 29^421,368ib.

;

last year they were 16,358,8181b. to the same time,

deliveries this year are 32,479.911 lb. ; during the

eleven months of last year they were 30,635,9()3lb.,

showing an increase of about 13,000,000lb. in the

arrivals, and of 2,000,000 lb. in the consumption.

The Glasgow East India Association have transmitted

a memorial to the Treasury, praying for a material re-

duction in the duty on tea, and the establishment of fair

reciprocity with China. They say that the direct trade of

this country to China hi^d seldoXi-gxceeded 1,200,000/.

per annum, and the annual trade from China has seldom

exceeded 4,000,000/., both sums exclusive of what passes

through the medium of America and Australia; the dif-

ference between the two being made good chiefly by the

opium and cotton exported from iJfltfsh lu^ia, the former

to the annual value of 3,0&0';000/., and the latter of up-

wards of 1.000,000/, whilst the balance of trade against

China has been paid in bullion. TheTslate that the mis-

cellaneous articles admit of [i^tle mc^reasef ^hat tea, the

great staple of China, is alreaay Imporfed to as great an

extent as the consumption,, limited by high price, will

allow, and that a reductiori of duty on blank teas, by one

half, would not only facilitate the formation of a fair tariff

with China, and increase the amount of our exports, but

would greatly add to the comfort of the poorer classes,

and materially increase the consumption of sugar.

The JVeuther,—A. change took place ia the weather on

Monday night. The atmosphere, after being cold and

damp, suddenly changed to the genial mildness of spring,

and for some days more resembled the fine weather of

May or June than the middle of December, the sky being

unobscured by clouds, and the sun having shone out with

warmth and brilliancy.

Fires,—A fire occurred on Wednesday night in Little

Prescott-street, Goodman's Fields, which was unhappily

attended with loss of life. It was discovered about 10

o'clock, but it had already made such progress that the

police were unable to force a passage up the staircase, m
consequence of the smoke and heat. As all chances of

escape were thus cut off, two sisters threw themselves from

the window of the second floor, a height of more than 3j

feet; one was killed on the spot, and the other was so

seriously injured that it was necessary to carry her

to the London Hospital. As soon as the flames were

somewhat subdued, the fire brigade searched the premises

by means of scaling ladders, in order to ascertain if any

persons had perished. The bodies of three children were

found on the second floor, and those of an elderly female

and three children in other parts of the premises. It was

impossible to identify the bodies, as they were burnt to a

cinder. An inquest was held yesterday, when a verdict

of accidental death was returned. The circumstances

that transpired add little to the main facts stated

above; but the evidence appears to show that the police

did not render effectual assistance, and that the children

were saved by the exertions of a neighbour, who states

that he could not induce the officers to follow him.

Police.—\n attempt at murder and suicide was com-

mitted on Monday at the Auction-Mart Tavern, the wt-

boy having shot the barmaid, and afteiwards cut hw

throat. The man was taken to St. Thomas's Hospital

;

and both parties are hkely to recover. The details have

appeared at some length in the daily papers, but they

have little interest for the public.

Hackney.—kn adjourned meeting of owners of property

in this parish was held on Wednesday, the 7th inst., to

determine on the instructions to be given to the valuer

in apportioning the tithe commutation rent-charge oi
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rocurefrom the tithe commissioners all the evidence on

fhe subject laid before them, and report the same to

tnotber meeting of owners. After considerahle discussion,

^(nne principles of a general character were agreed upon

for the guidance of the valuer. To the resolution embody-

tartbem, an addition was proposed to the effect that, in

it, the meeting expressed no approval of the

Thef^^
jMOimt at which the rent-charge had been fixed,

iLow of hands was in favour of the addition, when proxies

were produced. The result of the division then gave equal

^timbers, and the motion was at length negatived by the

(^lairmsn's casting vote. It is understood that an applica-

tion win be made to the commissioners to reconsider

their award.

Woohokh.—A casting of about four cwt. of brass took

plKe on Thursday, under the superintendence of Islv-

Clarke, being the quantity of metal required for each leaf

of the Corinthian order to be appended to Lord Nelson*s

SBOuument in Trafalgar-square. The leaf now cast com-
njetes the requisite number, and the artist is about to com-
mence casting the volutes, which will still occupy him a con-

ijderable time.—The Sultana, Arab ship-of-war, belonging

to the Imaum of Muscat, sailed from the River on Satur-

day week. During her stay, the captain appeared several

liiaes before the Lord Mayor for the purpose of getting

married to an English woman ; and several representa-

tions were made which induced the City authorities to

idfise the female not to risk the consequences. The Am-
bassador of the Iniaum also interfered, and gave orders

that neither the captain nor any of the crew should marry
In England. During her stay iu this dockyard, the ves-

sel underwent a thorough refit, by order of the Admiralty.
MoTtaliUj of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Dec. 3, was 882

—

Miiles446, Females 43G. Weekly avernge 1838-9-40-1:
Males 487, Females 445. The distribution of this mor-
tafity over the different districts was as follows : West
Diitricta, 129; North, 193 ; Central, IGO; East, 193

;

Sooth, 207.

>4N>
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with the cows which were tied up in tl

fordshire, an attempt was made, on Sun
fire to the farm nf Xfr- Tor..;.. *l.

Agricultural Districts—The following incendiary fires

have been reported since our last : In Nottinghamshire a
large stack has been burnt down on the farm of Jlr.
Savage, the property of Lord Rancliffe, at Bunny; the
||ack, which was 40 yards long, was fired in the centre,
«nd was consequently destroyed with great rapidity.
Another stack was fired on the following night, on the
farm of Mr.^jieatley, at Whattou in the Vale, but the
flames were prevented from spreading to the other con-
tents of the yard. In Wiltshire, a cattle-skilling and
rick of hay on the farm of Mr. Chillingworth, of Queen
Lanes, near Highworth, have been destroyed, together

the stalls. Ju Ox-
day evening, to set

fire to the farm of Mr. Jarvis, on the property of Sir
ilarry Verney, at Steeple Claydon, but the flames were
discoTcred jp time to prevent their spreadiiig. The next
night, the barn, stable, and hovel, on the farm of "Sir,
Kobins, at the same place, were burnt down, and the dwell-
ing-house fired in two places ; large rewards have been
oDered for the apprehension of the offenders.
Buckingham.^T\iQ annual dinner of the Buckingham.

smre Conservative Association took plate at Bnll on
itmrsday. The meeting, though a large number of the
^auing farmers were present, was not attended by any
J^ember connected with the county. The principal fea-weot the meetnsg was the speech of the Duke of Buck-
_ngnara ni reference to the recent changes in tlie Corn

"»K-w '^^"^- ""^^^e opinions," said his Grace,fdich for many years

laws

as member for your county, and

eiTir^^^T"^
which, as an individual Peer, I have since

that?^^
^^^ ^° ^^^^ ^"""^^ *^ y^"* ^^^ ^o ^^^ country.

Ton o /f^f^*^
them on the present occasion would tire

it tL ^. ""I' "^""^^ ^^^^^ tl^an they are worth. But,

alterpd'^'^-^-^*"'''*
^ "^"^^ ^^ permitted to express my un-

recentl
"'j,"""" "^'^^^ regard to those measures which have

^. ^'y tjeen passed affecting the agricultural interest.

nvmg any
4.;^^ 1 . . ' while ihev, at the •ani'p

h^V eTrned t'r".'' '/ I'''
satisfaction of' knowingXt

iir,Un '
^'^'^ ^^'>' ^^^- H« entreated them to

Slfficu tv anV^^^^^
^'^'^ '' preserve thmTro^dfficulty and distress

; and, above all, as they valued theold English character, he besought them to protect heabourer from the refuge of the workhouse Pr^ev'ously to

desirtTV "n'
l'"^

Y^'^''
""''' - ^^^« parisirat the

of .111- J?^^'
'^ Buckingham, for the purposeof allotting the unemployed labourers among \he

ratepayers. H,s Grace stated, that if the rest of the rate-

oU^rT k'^''V,T"^^'"^^^^^"S ,3 their awcment
to the rates he would choose eight labourers for his share
for the wmter, which is more than his proportion. The
parishioners entered into an arrangement to take one la-
bourer for each 70A assessment to the poor-rates; those
paying less than a 70/. assessment to take a labourer somany days a week in proportion.

Carnarvon.-^The union of the two sees of St. Asaph
and Bangor, which w.U take place unless that portion of
the Act 6 and 7 Wm. IV., relating to the subject, is
repealed, meets with great opposition in all parts of North
Wales. A numerous meeting was held last week in this
town, when petitions to Parliament were aj'rced to, in
which, after pointing out the increased necessity Vor
episcopal superintendence, the petitioners say—*' The
bishoprics of St. Asaph and Bangor have been, from very
ancient times, endowed with funds solemnly dedicated to
the maintenance of the Church in North Wales ; and they
cannot feel it consistent with the interests of religion or
with the demands of justice, or even with the report of
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, to unite these sees, in
order to divert a portion of these funds to the endowment
of a bishopric in a district unconnected with Wales, and
one of the wealthiest in the empire."
DeaL—In the accounts of her Majesty's visit to Wal-

mer, it was stated that Prince Albert had made an excur-
sion in the Fearless to the Safety Beacon on the Goodwin
Sands, stated to he the invention of Capt. Bullock, R.N.,
commander of that vessel. Mr. Bush, the Engineer of
the Caisson recently constructed at this place for the
purposes of a lighthouse for the Goodwin Sands, subse-
quently addressed a letter to the Times newspaper, accus-
ing Capt. Bullock of pirating his invention. This state-
ment has now been met by a letter from Sir John Barrow,
Secretary to the Admiralty, informing Capt. Bullock that

he has laid the circumstance, at his request, before the
Lords Commissioners, and is commanded by their Lord-
ships to inform him that they are quite salisiied of the
justice of Capt. Bullock's claim to the invention of the

Safety Beacon, and of the merits of the structure.—Tiie

papers have this week given an account of a singular ac-

cident which happened to the Duke of Wellington shortly

before her Majesty's visit. His Grace was eating a par-

tridge at dinner, when one of the small bones of the wing
stuck in his throat. The Duke, with his usual coolness,

signified to his attendants that his medical advisers at

Deal should be instantly sent for, and in a short time Dr.

M'Arthur and Mr. W. Hulke, surgeon, arrived at the

Castle. Every attempt to extract the bone by means of

the forceps was unsuccessful, and as immediate relief was

essential to prevent fatal consequences, the probaog was

used to force the bone into the stomach. The Duke U
said to have suffered no inconvenience from the accident,

although his throat was much lacerated by the operation.

Falmouth,—We before alluded to the unusual re-ap-

pearance of pilchards off the Cornish coast at this late

season of the year. We find, by the Falmouth Packet,

that 35 hogsheads of pilchards were taken ^ at Fowey last

week by a single sean, and that large quantities have been

seen near the shore. All the scans belonging to Fowey

are in pay, and should the weather continue fine there is

reason to hope thaf a good season will yet be reahsed,

Salmon are also plentiful. On Tuesday 100 fish were taken

by the scans in this harbour, and sold at Zd, per lb.—A fatal

accident occurred last week at the Carnbrea mines, in con-
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tools. The explosion set fire to the shed, which con-

tained upwards of 10 cwt of gunpowder distributed in the

different lockers of the workmen. One man was killed

on the spot, and several others were severely injured.

The flames spread rapidly, occasioning a constant succes-

sion of explosions, which were seen for many miles round.

Several of the men, in endeavouring to escape, were seri-

ously mutilated*

Glaslonhury.—TliQ Agricultural Society of this town

held their meeting last week, the High Sheriff of Somer-

set in the chair. The principal topics of interest were the

discussion of the recent changes in the Corn-law, and the

alleged conversion of many gentlemen well known as sup-

porters of agriculture. Mr. Miles, M.P., in reference to the

statements of the daily papers that he had withdrawn his

opposition to the Ministerial measures, complained of the

misrepresentation of the Times. In the speech which

had given rise to these comments, he merely gave

his opinion as an agriculturist, and said that they

must not look to high prices. From what he had

seen and learnt, had he advised the farmers to look

up for, or to expect high prices, he should have done what

was contrary to his own convictions, and held out to them

false anticipations. He was speaking upon a purely agri-

cuUund subject; and there were present ^.itlemen who

were large corn-growers, and they knew that it was the

practice, if higher prices were expected, to keep oacc

sent friends of bii who wfr« breeders and jriziert. He
idvited tb^m not to keep back their com or stock with
the view of obtaining high pri. >, but to take advantage
of present prior*, and be satisfied with wheat from 50j. to
GO*, a quarter, and not refii»e 6rf. « poc ! for fat leef.
Uis opinion on the tariff and corn-Uw»s h-A^ been given in
the House of C.>n...,..i8, and tu i ^t he adhered- his
views were unalteird ; aod so long as the mannfacturinf
and comrrerHsl interests are prutt '-d, so long thould
agriculture be protected : at least, if he itood alone, pro-
tection to agriculture sMuldhavc his determined support,
Mr. Dickinson, M.P., also expUined some paaai^s of his

ed in the
he did not

rtifiiid f * o4 Govern-
ment were right ; but, at the ssmeiime. u BrtiGcialM^-
tems existed, he ihouiji>t it ul^la not t)e \\tii ...«it relsta-
lions fthould he made all at once rashly c

• bssuly. ilis
imprcAMon was, that the obsMBiions of hin m If and his
colleague at Yeovil ref^rri'd to the present felaie of things,
and to their piobitblc operation, wiihoot intimaung that
they were now prepared f*'-m^rUc« to support fortlu r

tensive rhangcs \ but he did say at Y vil thut the |eticist
course of things was ngaiust rcsl**v.Uon, and he djd not
think those repre^-itiug the agricultural inter * wid
stop it. And he sUted llicrc that the H;:ricu1uirists shoulJ
rather endeavour to lend themfcrlves to lUc tUlc of ihiur"
than to oppose them fruillc»&ly. 11- ^--o advised tbfmlo
unite together, and to adopt improvcmrnts for tlie increaw
of produce, in order in n.dt the allcrrd ci*w-uuUnccs
of the times, as the best and eafest course to be pursued.

Guernsey,—The (iuemsey papers announce that Go-
vernment has decided on the removal of the p;ickct statioa

of the Channel l&Iaudi tiom Weymouth to Soulh-iiapton.

The inconvenient distance of Weymouth from Loudon
had been long felt, and for some time past all the corre-

spondence from these islandi to England had been sent
by the Southampton steamers, by wV'"h mrr^ns letters

have rcnched London and the North of Va ^\ind a day
earlier than when sent by M'cjmonth, The Post-office

expenses will be leduccd, it is said, more than 20,000f.

per annum by the change, and the Southampton steamers
will be materially benefittd by being i»i;idc luail-packcts.

LiterpooL-^Oiir readers will remember that the inquefct

on the seaman killed by the collision between the two
steamers ou the Mersey, noticed in our last, uus adjourned

to Monday, in order to allow the coroner to commuDicatfl

with Sir James Graham on the Ruhjert of his jurisdiction,

as there was some doubt whether the collision t k place

nearer to the Cheshire than the Lancashire ^hore. In

answer to this inrjulry, Sir J. Graham has communicattd

the opinion of the law ofticers of the Crown, that the

coroner of Liverpool has no jurisdiciion (ohold the inquest

in question, and that the coroner of Cueshire is the proper

officer to hold an inquest, assunung the place where the

accident happened to be within that county. The body of

the seaman, which is still unburied. Las accordingly been

sent into Cheshire to have the inquest completed. The in-

quest took place on Tuesday, before the coroner of that

county, when the jury returned a verdict of Accidentally

killed.—We learn by the Liverpool Albion ^ that although at

is usual during the latter part of the year for numbers of

persons to return in the steerages of ships from hc^ York,

this year the number has been much greaUr than usual.

The majority arc people who emigrated early in the year,

and who, disappointed on their arrivnl in the United

States at not getting employment, have returned, many of

them in a slate of utter destitution. The Liberty, which

arrived in the eariy part of last week, brought 120 in the

steerage; and the Hottinguer, which arrived on Friday,

brought 200, From the t-carcily of em| loymcnt in the

cities on the seaboard, it is expecU.d that hundreds of

disappointed emigrants will yet return.—The contract

steamer with the eariy Dublin mail lost her way in the

fog of Saturday, and got on fchorc on the Welsh coast,

near Rhyl. The pafsengersandmails were brought to Liver-

pool in another steamer, which arrived in the afternoon.—

Miss Jane Farrer, the lady who had been indicted for

jturioining articles from a shop in this town, as men-

tioned in our Paper of the 26th ult., was tried on Wed-

nesday, and acquitted.

Manchester.—K meeting of the Anti-coin-law League

took place in this town on Friday, to receive a report of

the progress of the fund. The report contained a long

list of places in various parts of the manufacturing districU

in Scotland, in the yvestern and southern counties of Eng-

land, and in Guernsey, from which apphcations for oub-

scription cards had been received- In Birmingham A

committee had been formed to assist in raising the fund,

including nine aldermen (five of whom were magistrates),

and twenty-nine members of the town council. From

altogether 32/, 9^., the greater part of which sum had bcea

contributed in pennies- With regard to their corre-

spondence, the report stated that, fcince that day last

week» the council bad paid for postage stamps and en-

velopes -I-IL 10*'. The chairman said it was now about six

weeks since the council of the League f^rst iatroducrd to

the public the plan which now occupied »o large a share

of public attention. During that permd a greater number

of meetiogs had been held ia conriesion with this niofc-

ment, probably, than had ever been held m t : nae space

of time on any former occasion in connexioa

any public question, M^un^. were bemg h'4d from day

to day, at which members of the council were generally

present announcing and explainirc '^'-r pl^ns^and direct-

ing Ws attention of the pu'
. „ .

with
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On Tuesday, a meeting was held in this

to;T o7 tlTTur^^^^ b^ldiog a conference with a

depuut'n'"^^^ ?he'Anti-cora.law League. Re^oluUons

were passed, attribatir.g the prevailing distress in the

niidiand counties to the com and provision laws, and

pledging tbe meeting to support the League In the

evenio/ there w.s a tea-party, at which Mr. Paget pre-

sided -it was attended by about 600 persons, and was

addressed by Mr. Cobden and other gentlemen. The sum

sabscribed at both meetings amounted to 1,330/.
^

Plymouth.—Y\er Majesty's steamer Locust, Lieut.

Lunn, arrived on Friday morning from the Mediterranean,

bringing as passengers Major Malcolm, in charge of the

Chinese treaty for her Majesty's signature, and Capt.

Richards, with despatches for the Admiralty. Orders had

been previously received from Government to expedite

her pratique, and the officers immediately released her

from quarantine. A carriage was in waiting to convey

them to town, where they arrived on Saturday.
^

i>or^mon//i.—The Cambridge. 78,Capt.Barnard, arrived

at Spitiiead on Saturday evening, from the Mediterranean,

having on board upwards of 80 cases of ancient marbles

from the ruins of Xanthus, stated in the papers to weigh

180 tons, which are to be forwarded to the British

Museum.—The Archduke Frederick of Austria arrived

here on Tuesday, from Windsor ; his imperial highness

will shortly return to the Continent, in his frigate the

Bellona, now lying in the harbour ready for sea.
^ _

Rochdale —On Wednesday the 7th inst. a meeting in

favour of the Anti-corn-biw League took place in tbe

theatre of this town, which was crowded in every part.

Mr. Fcnton, late IM. P. for the borough, presided. Mr.

Buckingham opened the proceedings by dehvering a lec-

ture on the principles of free trade; after which the

meeting was addressed by Mr. Cobden, Dn Bownng, and

Mr Bright. A subscription in favour of the League was

commenced, and before the meeting broke up the sums

announced amounted to 1320Z, 6.. &rL If to this be

added the 375/. contributed by five manufacturers Of this

town at the meeting at Manchester on the 22d "It., the

amount aheadv subscribed bv Rochdale will be nearly 1 i 00/,

Stemiinrj,—XnQlher important agricultural meeting

took place in this town on Monday. After the show of

stock, about 120 noblemen and gentlemen dmed together.

Tbe Duke of Norfolk presided, supported by the Earl of

Arundel and Surrey; Lord Edward Howard ;
Mr U

Goring. M. P. for Sboreham ; Mr. J. A. Smith, M.P. for

Chichester; Mr. H. D. Goring; Major Sandham ;
&:c.

what they had found to be dependent on party politics and

party feeling—utterly unsound, utterly unworthy to be

trusted to as a basis of a country's prosperity and happi-

ness. He believed that in the agriculture of this country lay

one of the great elements of its wealth and power. Long

might they claim as great a pre-eminence of the skill and

energy of their farmers as they had in the enterprise and

success of their merchants."

Wakefield,—Th^ Yorkshire papers announce with

recret the failure of the extensive firm of Messrs. l^er-

nandes & Sons, of this town. The firm was extensively

known as millers, coal-owners, manufacturers, and corn-

merchants. It is said that a law-suit, instituted against

Mr. Fernandes and others, by Mr. Hemingway, of

d which was last week decided against them,
Oulton, «..v. — - -

. r- • \

and the recent depreciation in the price of gram, have

been the causes of the failure. At the corn-market at

Wakefield on Saturday, the stoppage was the subject ot

general conversation, and great alarm preyaikd among

the agriculturists. It is said that the liabilities of the firm

are not le.«s than 90,000/,
. r .i

• •
i

WorJisop.—Oii Friday a large meeting of the principal

inhabitants and farmers of this neighbourhood was held,

for the purpose of considering the best means for employ-

inc the able-bodied men who are out of work, during the

ensuing winter. It was announced to the meeting that

the Duke of Portland had offered to subscribe the sum of

100/. for that purpose, on condition that a preference be

given to labourers of a sober and industrious character.

The Duke of Newcastle and Mr. Savile Foljambe have

also signified their intention of subscribing liberal sums

for the purpose. A committee was appointed to carry the

objects of the meeting into.effect, to receive applications

from labourers for work, and to ascertain the number of

able-bodied men in want of employment.—The local papers

also mention that iu the course of last week an applica-

tion was made by a tenant to the Duke of Portland, to

ascertain if he would sanction a reduction in the w-ages of

farm labourers, from 12.. to IO5. per week. His Grace s

reply was, *' that if his tenants could not afford to pay

their labourers at the rate of 25. per day, they were quite

at liberty to give up their farms, and he would occupy the

land himself.'^ . \ r ^i

limhvays.—Tht following are the receipts of the prin-

cipal Railways for the past week :-Great ^^ estern,

10 278/ ; Liverpool and Manchester, 3,850/. ;
Sheftietd

and Manchester, 198/. ; Great North of England, 1 ,153/.
j

Greenwich. 711/.; Glasgow, Paisley, Kilm_arnock,_ and

The Duke of Norfolk alluded to the excellence of the

show, and said that while such stock covild be exhibited

after all the disadvanUges of a burning summer, farmers

need not be alarmed at any cattle that could be brought

into the country, particularly at ihe present moment, when

the number of foreign beasts in the London market, com-

pared with the whole supply, was bnt as a drop of water in

the sea. Foreign cattle had to be bred and fed before they

could be sent to England, and therefore the farmer might

well laugh at tbe efforts of the foreigner at competition, at

least for many years to come. Mr. C Goring, in returning

thanks, as one of the Members for the Ra[>e of Bramber,

said, that professing himself as he did a friend to agri-

culture, he feared that he might at first sight be accused

of inconsistency in supporting those measures which had

lately passed. They had certainly, in some measure, and

in some people's opinion altogether, led to the present

price of stock ; but he wished to remind them that for

the benefit of the producer it was necessary that the

health of the consumer should be strong. Considering the

present state of trade, the high price of stock, a gradual

increase of that price with an increasing population, it was

highly necessary that some meiisures should pass to relieve

the country ; and although in this, as in all other great

changes, individual interests must suffer a temporary loss,

he hoped that In this case the measures of the Government

had passed without material injury to the farmer, who

would find, in the gradual improvement which was even

now taking place, and in the steadiness and regularity of the

market, a compensation for the loss which he sustained.

The next speaker, the vice-chairman, Mr. H. Goring,

said ;— ** As a landlord he felt it right to address them,

and from the position which he held, he could tell them

all, as farmers, that they must no longer depend upon

legislative protection. Let them all, as landlords and

farmers, stand shoulder to shoulder, and manfully meet

Ac crisis before them. He would tell them that, no

matter when, come it would, and come it must, corn

would be admitted free, and on legislative protection they

could not depend. If their landlords met them, if they

themselves stood firm in their own position, if they would

cultivate their land and exert themselves, he could assure

them, from what he knew himself, there was no land upon

ttic Continent, no farmer upon the Continent, no capital

Bpon the Continent, that ever could compete with them."

Mr. J. Abel Smith, referring to the lone of the speakers

at this and other recent meetings, observed, that •* ]Mr.

Goring, and others that expressed the same opinion, were

ting the kinder and truest part towards the farmers of

England, when they encouraged them rather to rely on

themselves than on any legislative protection. He waa

sure that Mr. Goring spoke the words of truth and wis-

dom when he told them that, as in every other profet^ion

in life, whether it be the manufactaring or whether it be

*« agricultural, capital, intelligence, and industry carried

the day. It was to these three great elements of success^that

this country owed its j.re-eminence, and it was to these

ftree elements that the English farmer would owe his suc-

cess, if success was hereafter to attend his exertions.

Monopoly was an unsound principle. When they rehed

upon their own intelligence, skill, and indufetry, they re-

lied upon something unchanging and {certain ;
but^wben

tiiey relied upon legislative protection; they reUed upoA

Ayrshire, 822/.; Blackwall, 506/. ; Hulland Selby, 954/. ;

South-W^estern, 4,546/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,5/3/.;

Birmingham, 12,503/.; Midland Counties. 2,102/. ;
Eastern

Counties, 810/. ; Croydon, 198/. ; Birmingham and Derby,

1 170/.: Birmingham and Gloucester. I,50r3/.; Northern

and Eastern, 1,001/,; North Midland, 5,391/. ;
Brighton.

2 644 —On Saturday the fleven-o' clock train from Nme-

Elms, on the South-Western Railway, was obliged to return

to the station from Wandsworth, in consequence of an ac-

cident unattended by any untoward consequences. As the

train was proceeding at a rapid rate, one of the axles of

the engine suddenly broke. The engine being, as those on

this line are, a six-wheel engine, did not turn over, but was

able to propel the train to Nine-Elms, where another was

substituted.-An inquest has been held at Northchurch

on the body of Mrs. Bye, who was killed by the late ac-

cident on the London and Birmingham Railway.
^
After

a long inquiry thejurv returned a verdict of Accidental

Death, with a deodaiid of 5*. on tbe engine. They ac-

companied their verdict by a strong recommendation to

tlie directors, that they would for the future place a

luggage van, or an empty carriage, to work between the

en-me and the passenger carriage, being convinced, in

the present instance, that if such a plan had been adopted,

no death would have ensued. Mr. Creed, the secretary,

a«=sured the jury that it was the intention of the company

to adopt their suggestion, if it were only for the purpose

of satisfying the public mind. In the course of the in-

quest, several incidental circumstances connected with the

management of railways were discussed : their first inquiry

was directed to the question, whether the arrangements|of

the company for examining and testing the security of their

engines were such as to give a sufficient guarantee to the

public that care and caution are exercised to preserve the

safety ofpassengers. Their opinion on this pointjs pro-

bably expressed by the merely nominal deodand imposed;

and some stress was laid on the fact that this is the first

occasion on which any passenger has lost his hfe on the

railway since the period of its opening. The next question

was that connected with four-wheeled and six-wheeled

engines. The engine to which the accident occurred was

a four-wheeled one, and some of the witnesses stated that

a six-wheeled engine would not have been safer, as the

fore-wheels are the guiding wheels, and the breaking of

the fore-axle necessarily deprives the engineer of all

government over the engine- This did not, however, ap-

pear to be clear from the evidence of others. In a previous

instance, detailed by the witnesses, it appeared that though

an axle-tree was completely severed within the "journal,

the engine was carried in safety to Wolverton, a distance of

many miles. In the present instance the axle was severed

so close to the wheel that the wheel flew off. It would

seem, therefore, that it was rather the loss of the wheel,

caused by the axle breaking, than the mere rupture of the

axle-tree, which was the immediate cause of the accident.

The last and moat material point of inquiry was in regard

to the means of detecting an internal defect in the axle or

in other parts of the machinery. Evidence was given by

Mr. Parker and Mr. Bury on this head. They differed

somewhat in opinion on one puint, the former considering

the tlefect iu the axle to have lately happened, and the .

latter believing it to have been an original defect in the I

workmanshipi increased by wear and tear, Mr. Parker '

describes the mode of testing the axles pursued by the

company at their periodical examinations, as sure to de-

tect any external flaw, or any defect which had extended

from the interior to the surface of the axle-tree; but con*

tended that it was impossible to detect any internal defect.

In reference to the parties injured by the accident, we learn

by the daily papers that the deceased was, before marriage,

Mary Gray,who succeeded her sister and became the second

nurse of Lord Byron, *' gaining," says Mr. Moore, •* an

influence over his mind against which he very rarely re-

belled." The engine-driver, Charies Callom. received a

\wr\x character from the different witnesses. He was re-

warded by the company some time since by a medal for

his good conduct, and he drove the engine that conveyed

Marshal SouU to Liverpool in so short a space of time.

The Marshal was much pleased with his skill and intelli-

gence, and made him a present of 10/.—The Yorkshire

papers mention as a proof of the effect of wind upon rail-

ways, that one of the cattle waggons at the Northallerton

station of the Great North of England Railway was

shifted a few days ago, by some mischievous person, from

the side rails to the main way, and the wind blowing vio-

lenlly from the north, it was forced forward in a southerly

direction at the rate of 12 or 14 miles an hour, and was

not stopped until it reached the Alne station, a distance

of 20 miles from its starting point.—We understand a

new railway is in contemplation from Pimlico to Datchet,

so as to enable her Majesty to reach Windsor without the

inconvenience of going in the first instance to Paddin gton.

The line is to be through the Fulham-fields andjthe back of

Hammersmith as nearly straight as may be practicable.

IRELAND.
DuUbu—Tht Court of Delegates have delivered judg.

ment in the long-litigated case of the appeal of the Rev.

Dr. Wilson against the election of the Rev. Robert Daly,

as Dean of St. Patrick's. As we have already mentioned,

the point at issue was the vahdity of the jot es of the

Archbishop of Dublin and the Rev. Dr. Todd, which had

been tendered for Dr. Wilson, and rejected. The Judge

of the Prerogative Court, Dr. Radcliffe, decided against

both votes, and hence the appeal to the delegates, who

were unanimous in favour of the vote of the Archbishop,

but differed, four to one, in regard to the vote of Dr.

Todd. Mr. Justice Crampton on Saturday, before pro-

nouncing judgment, mentioned that he had received an

anonymous letter on the subject of the case-designed to

influence his judgment-and said that the writer was

guiltv of a contempt of the court as well as a gross breach

of decorum. He then proceeded to say that, after hearing

the case for eleven days, they had now arrived at the last

stage of this protracted proceeding. The advocates of the

Rev Mr Wilson had not contended that their client

should be elected, or substituted for Mr. Daly, but that

it was a void election, and that a new election should be

ordered by the court. It was admitted on all hands that

r„j;«a/acie the election of Mr. Daly was vahd, and the

opposer of the election was bound to show cause why it

should be annulled, and the burden of proof rested on the

opposer. His Lordship then referred at length to the

points in controversy in the case, and having again in-

timated that he agreed in opinion with Baron Richards

and Masters Henn and Townsend, he concluded by an-

nouncing the formal decision of the court, confirming the

judgment of the court below and the election of Mr.

Daly. The only judge in favour of Dr. Todd's vote, the

admission of which would have sent the parties to a new

election, was Mr. Justice Perrin. Mr. Daly has since

been installed in the deanery, but it is rumoured that he

will soon vacate it, by promotion to the vacant see ot

Cashel. — The Lord Lieutenant took the chair last

week, for the first time, as President of the Roy a!

Dublin Society, on the occasion of awarding premiums

to the successful pupils in the drawing and modelling

schools at the annual competition. Among the visiton

on this occasion were, the Archbishop, the I^ortt

Chancellor, the Lord Mayor, Lord Elliot, the Com-

mandant of the Garrison, several judges, and members oi

both Houses of Parliament. His Excellency distributea

the prizes, and said that he did not pretend to lay

claim to any distinction in the fine arts, or to Ify
clai'Q

to an extensive cultivation of them ; but he had alwa)6

admired and cultivated them to some extent. it so

happened that the principal branch which came ucaer

their notice that evening was one to which he ^'«s o^osu

particularly attached. It was one in which he ^^a go*

premiums himself in London from the Society of Arts,

He had received two medals, one silver.

When he now looked at
many years ago

the other gold, for drawings.

them, he thought they were very little worthy of the credit

he then got for them. Little at that time did he thmK

that he should have the pleasure of distributing premiums

himself afterwards on a similar occasion. He snou

repeat that duty and inclination most cordially went

together when he presided there that evening. Althougn

he did not pretend to be perfectly skilled m the arts, he

was an amateur, he acknowledged. He endeavoured to

study them, because he felt that a knowledge of drawing

was mixed up with every pursuit one could follow in we.

He had been engaged for some years in England in """^

ing; he might say, therefore, that he had taken an interest

in the science, and indeed he would recommend any youus

man going forward in life to learn the arts, and a»

parents to cultivate in their children the arts of drafting

and designing, because, independent of their own aflva^^r

tages, there was not one position in life in which a

could be placed that a knowledge of those arts m'S^t n

be of service. His Excellency referred to the re«oi""

of Parliament to erect three monuments *« Lords *;J°^°T^*
De Saumarez, and Sir Sidney Smith ; he stated that inj

were to be executed by artists residing iu the three p»*"
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1842.] THE GARDENERS^ CHRONI CLE.
J. ^jtj„^ London, Dublin, and Edinburgh ; and he was

fc*%T to announce that one of the gentlemen selected for

VI rpose wv Mr. Kirk, of Dublin, who had been a

-^if of these schools.
•
^/a«0.—TfaeEarlof Lucanand Mr, St. Clare O^Malley

iire^th been removed by Government from the com-

iscion of tie peace for this county, in consequence of a

iirient personal altercation which took place between them

At the I ff^ *e5?ions of Castlebar five or six weeks since.

Xipperary. ~~Tht magistrates of the South Riding of

Ail county have addressed a memorial to the Lord

lieutenant in reference to the late murder of ]Mr. Scully.

fixe principal topic adverted to is the defective state of

liviaw for the registration of fire-arms. The magistrates

telare their belief, that the law at present in force is

toUlIy inefficient for the protection of life and property,

Mi ihcy express their hope that Government will adopt

liPh measures as will have the effect of withdrawing fire-

inns from persons not duly qualified, and render the

WDalties for their illegal possession more stringent.

SCOTLAiND.
EUnhftrgh.—The late Convocation of Non-intrusion

Ministers have forwarded a memorial for the considera-

lioB of Sir Robert Peel and the other members of Go-

femin^nt. The document is of considerable length, and

M iitned by Dr. Chalmers as Chairman. The memo-
n*liito state, that their determination to quit the church

if iLey do not obtain the concessions they demand, is not

the result of disappointment or irritation, or any want of

ilae regard to the important benefits which the present

v._Ui8hmeot of the Church confers upon the people of

SMtUod. On the contrary, they declare that they enter-

tun w strong a sense of the value of the establishment,

lad of the many evils likely to result from its overthrow,

tkat there is no compromise to which they would not

cOBient—no sacrifice of feeling, or even of consistency,

wMrh they would not submit, if by any means they

^ight avert a calamity, the idea of which they have all

llig been reluctant to entertain. It is plain, they say,

Ihit if no legislative relief be conceded, and if the Church
proceed, according to her own views of duty, against

tkose who transgress her rules, she has no alternative but
to deal forth the censures of ecclesiastical power in a
manner that must provoke retaliation, and must neces-
ttrily lead to inextricable confusion and disorder. The
nemoriahsta confess that they shrink from such an ex-
bibition as would thus be presented before the people of
Scotland; ai.d that this is one practical consideration,
tmong others, which has weighed much in determining
them to bring this whole question to a final issue, and to
tttire from their position, as connected with the esta-
(rtiihment, rather than prolong an unseemly contest with
the civil courts, which deny, and with their own brethren,
»ho set at nought, their jurisdiction—a contest which
could not fail to be attended with disastrous consequences,
affecting both the majesty of law and the higher interests
of religion. The memorialists submit the whole subject
to the Government, and conclude by declaring that they
deeply feel the solemnity of the question now sub-

nntted to the decision of Parliament and of the nation ;

K being, m the opinion of the memorialists, nothing less

. . -- V—. »„,^ great Kingd
UJcoainnt, as the memorialists would regard it, the I

^emous national offence of not only breaking the nntional
t«tb, but of disowning the authority of Christ in his own I

^ovise, and refusing to recognise his Church as a free I

»pu-Kual society, instituted by him, and governed by his '

tbi^T ^n*"'^*'"
^^^^^^ ^*^el bas addressed a letter to

^U)rcilrovost, announcing that the Government are

»M ?^^^^^i^'-^
'^^'^ ^'^^ ^° adopting measures without delay,

Ed h u
^^'^ contribute to the embellishment of

^mtiurgh and its environs, may also provide some addi-
loaaj means of occupation for the unemployed in tfiis
«tydunng the winter.

r^lTV^^'''^^ memorial has been forwarded to Sir'R.

Btltl /r !?' ^"^'"^'^''y^'^ *^ 'b's ^o^n ^n reference to the

interpj T
*" Poor-Law, and other matters of local

writl ;* HT
^^*°owledging this memorial, Sir R. Peel

mitS ''Ji';T'*''"^' ^*'^- ^y '^^o^' 5t was trans.

to the 'r r f ^ ,

^^^^^ *^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^" Scotland, in respect

tentionTf k i!'.
^^^"^"*e, has attracted the serious at-

m^L- ^^ ^^^^^^'^ Government, and that measures

sive inn
^^ Pl*°S'"esa for instituting a full and comprehen-

tfceaml^'^'''^'*.^^'*^
important subject, with a view to

p^^!^^^entof the existing law."

n ho'^y^l^hZJ^^ .^^^}^.^^ ^^ ^^^ unemployed in this town

Faucitt),andhis sister Lnrfylyrff^CMrs Warnrr^ .r^ »l,

Ke Hn^,^ Vr'^'^'""*^
thepolitica! f<^o(Lord Lvnicrur

An a'tta^^^^^^^An attachment is jrowiDg between him and Lady MaM

817

te. The auDt {Lydro), by a system of falsehood,
her lo us of

Tf!T ,

«f nilschief iu the heart, both of her niece and

S./ , h'
^-^ '' '^I^^'^^'^ ""' °"^y ''y 'be Earl, but byMaid also He ,s overwhelmed , i.h ^orn ,nd disaVpoinU

and MoTdaunt becomes an acceptable match for Male!by raising h.mself to a high degree' of political imjKutanc .Ihe Earl now consents to the for;> nl pmposiuon for an
E»erj preparation js made for the wedd

^"'rU' "' kfu! uul afterward*, to *«»d lh« CUM ta i«-

h^r^'T- "• < " "• «ilV««or«^,roH«»w to batten
bcu-d and AriM

n

g xa mm law
rourt. ltiacoi'»'-.ded!.'.^i, i..

rcq«t»t wn« itnt knit ii, lis*. tu»l

ihe'ri* I I I I
, Titt-

>L^-

k*tlrr» <^

^- '' <^ much 4oi»bt

^\

(litem

and lif'^'atimi *

thit thf notice mtflfct

fcHj.^.) pf*'v.**«f . aad h J ,

eratiiwtfc...., • w^i,*
t)u a »HMi At^>

***p recoil
4 »» V-

,

t)i

alliance.
mg ; th«guests arrive; and Mordaunt revenges him..lf by re.

jecting the hand of MaUi in the presence of all the com-
pany. The

Ibrrc Wise

COti> raUoti. hUr
tlM^ CMC at nf»ce tD Ui«

ctmstiU'

'

An
tious prtwn

consequence II, that Jir^Z,c/ falls into a «lechne;l c^uit.j but >.. .a^n..i
her lather to save her life, so far foregoes his pnuc .s to

'

rail on Mordauut and srek a reconciliation
; and Lady

/.i/^/i« consrience-.trickeu by her niece', sufferings .nd
being herself on the verge of the gmve. ronfp.?ei the
double deception she had practiced. Mahd, conceiving
her father's appeal to Mordaunt a d. ^radation, hurri^
after him, becomes reconciled to her lover, and faljt a
corpse at his feet. Mordaunt and the Ear! bt-come friend*
over the dead body of Mabel. The action throughout
was effective, and, wiih the excej»tion of a litdr heafinosi
at the commencement, the inter '^^t of the audience was wcU
kept up. At the close of the play, the principal per-
formers and the author were called for and rereived
with louder acclamations of applause than have been
heard in the theatre for some time past. The play was an-
nounced for repetition four times a week.
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JrOKlAL C0M>I!TTK» OF TilR PrIW Coi/N't I L.— ^Crtrf V.
Sanders.^Lord Can.pl cU |javc judgment in this rase, ul which
we gave the pleadings in our Pai>cr of the 3d. He -.M ihia U an
appeal from an order, cr decree, made by tl»e Dean of Aiches, in
a cause promoted under the act of the 3d and 4th r( Jiti

present Majesty, in virtue of letters of request, under the hand
and seal of the Bisliop of Eictcr, by Riilph Sander*, ttHiubt the
Rev. Henry Erskine Head, rector of Tcniton* in the county of
Devon and Diocese of Exeter, to hnhwcr ccrtaht articles eiiiit)itcd

against him, having-, within the said diocese, vrrittcn and j)ublis-litd

in a newspaper, called the Wt^ttm Timrs, a Iciter, dated Ang. 21,
1841, entitkd " A View of the Duplicity of the prtheut ;:>}htt'm of
Episcopal Ministration, occahiuned by the Bi^b'p of txtt*r'«
Circular on Confirmation,'' affirning atid maintaiuinif that •'

J he
Catechism,*' *' The Order of Baptism," and *' Tla- Older of Con-
firmation," in the Book of Common Prayer, cotitain erroncnua
and strange docirine, and wherein »rc al»o openly afflrmcU and
maintained other positions in derogation and dt'pravin^ of the
said Booli of Common Prayer, c^mtrary to the statnU^, and to
the constitutions and canons ccclesiai^tical of the rcRlm, and
against the peace and unity of the chuicli. The dcferdaui being
cited in the Arches Court, appeared under protest, and mbiitled

that the letters of request were not in pursuance of the Church
Discipline Act, and, therefore, the Dean of Arches had no juris-

diction to entertain the suit. Tlie judge, however, oviMrnied

the protest, and assigned the defendaut to appear absouittly.

The first objection is, that the letters of reciuest are, ejrfncfe, de*

feciive and void, on the ground that they do not bhuw under
whose apjilication the suit commenced. Their Lordships arc of

opinion that they are sufficient : tlie statute does not require that

there should be any given form, and they clearly discloHC that the

cause was instiluUd at the voluntary motiun of Ralph Sanders.

The bishop having authority to issue letters of request, if he thinks

fit, there can be no necessity for stating, according to the aid

form, at whose request they are granted. For leasous here
after to be given, we think they need not make any referenre

to the notice which had been before served by the Bishop.
^
H^i^

second objection, and one of a graver character, is that the Bishop

had no authority to issue them, as he had made an election U»

proceed bv a commission of hiqniry in bis own diocese. The

third section of the Act provides, "That in every case of any

clerk in holy orders of the United Church of England and Ireland

who may be ciiarged with any oflfence agamst the laws ecclesi-

astical, or concerning whom there may exi-t scandal or evil

report, as having offended against the said laws, it shall bela>^^*ij

for the Bishop of the diocese within which the offence is aJlefed

or reported to have been committed, on Uie application of any

party complaining tliereof. or. if he shall U»ink, of his own iru-rc

niotion, to issue a commission under his hand and a«l to five

persons, of whom one shall be his vicar- generll, or an archdeacon.

or rural dean within the diocese, for the purpose of makn»g

inquiry as to thegrounds ofsnch charge or reporlipiovitied always

that notice of the intention to i^^suesucb acom.ui^slon under the

hand of the Bishop, contah.ing an intimation of the nature of the

offence, together with the names, addiUon, and residence of the

parry on whose application or moUon such commission shall be

IZlt to issue, sh.U be sent by the BWi«P to the party accused

Udavs^t leai=t before such commission shall issue. On the

luh^l October. 1841. the <Jefendant was in due mann^^^^^^^^^^

with a notice unt^cr the hand and seal of the B shop of Exe^ter^

dated on the same day, which, after reatmg the letter

\hf m.'dc ol prwef)d4i^ei-ert»kr>
j 1.

OlJuMUf, and Mir fr^,* *»U-.„«, J^

rcnr h. w • 1 j„. p-gUAiiONl bv th.
tloeoianii- 1,1 .. . VMna^Bsi ...

tod ImiiM. «n<1 tbc |mi t y WW ; t,0

not ta^ Thf '"o«, ih€»Mrfore. will hf

tanned lw4«rr IdhMrt^.
Oi,,...v.n, thSt it < 1

J.
V* * ^ r I, iiir

ittironrt id sppcml nf bnau %' V f^na t^ I

lliMi Uicpwties ooH>f to fcavi* ihc bMMit r»f the
irt ta^^, ftcfr .._, j.».^^udf«i*Mi of ihts qxiTt Uwn I, U noaiipf-si

three, was Inwi ^ nnmm t, in
undrrf«liirprpVnt4«. ThccUdius';,; >wnx;:!iM
'le'sll. The v«.«>w«jer bad duj*<^d a 1 tmnj *r- •-**)[*,•

mi*lnc tltul 1 L CO^M rn 1 ,^y* '* »t i «# - * 'iUe
pru cr lold him Xhn- Icnl : : . \fn him »»".<. (|rt»
ment of enuirmtir-ii 1 «i t r t*'mi»td
he thoiild ha^c the i*j ' Iaho ft j* <

' d 1 ' m
^LCiL^ary of biatc- (i>i Um (.««w' i'w*>f^«*t)U '

\<i aat*
thf p!> CT any a|H»o4atlMVl *** so «il!«r^' > t st fwt
FJUOp. «l rlfcCWhi An Bp».hri.tli>n w »s i . n ^hf
ptiisijiKr** i

'

I, »jiii Uc ifH\( . N r
' . tki«

0'^vrrrr>roC FoTt I'hillp. in »li»ri. Hr ihiHlrfl Itet ti 1 p-

r

• h»«
bten jcrnfnirf'fird to him by Jiii tj. CTetV. *'"Tttt lrtida.i>ijifcsd

fonu tl intr^niictioii, wL.vli *^' d b" '^^''- d by «f!i i^rwm
al^jul I J cmi(pi..'e, oil „ ^.io|*«-U iMMiiucdh' *,'

t >. nml
Oflli A I tiititx r ot hifr'tih SHHi ^>t.{ then
called, and Ihey %m^r ibr pij»"<nei a ^ox* ' >iftri« (< r

trrrtty nnd hoDuiifisWc cOMStiet -/or a Kitu^ ttumher •! y«an.
Ihc Ut.« ; r fcumtn«d u|», au<\ ibr *wy, » , k sIi' rt dt^Ub' rs>
tiuM, r< tinned a vprdift o( Cn !M *mt pt 1'

- »<i*m# tlmt rfTOVI-
mt Ail tue ! !rotijrly U '

Prffr Ihi^L' ^ WKsiiiiJic' '
' f'

person*, on Uic prtt*nc« it'"* iu' v^w

the name by t Hfv. E. C«^.*n&ih.
CX|^^n^,e•> ol u CUI4 ..iC cbapf^K lb- i

R'-v. Mr. Civrtnafh MitolM t:

any anthnrity frrm Imn *

' lit ni varV'^

..1 Wrxt. '. toward" ft»«

1' III ni ttiBl < . . 1 In*

ilir 1 i n< i H 1

at^d r* » cuvc lor the \ urjM'».e

! "upt'ciftcd. Tiic puwjnu had r ^Tr-*cd loG/ * ** Jury ha^
hini Ciiiilty, ho Whs fcrntcnOed tQ •^-v'-n }car»* lraiibirf>rl4.v.«;u

»'1

Cfipffi;,, U'vnf Ji/!i'frif4t '"' . -1

ferred to

increase.

^Bcedonp^K"if*°*^^.^^^°'^'^*^ '^^*'" ^^^ latterly been re-

Undon K
\"^^"^ ***^ '^'^ weekly remittances from

-^ " naving become less : and the committee are un-

in the letters of request, ai.d that there «"
«^^^t"

'

t'^i-'t^'J
report against the said Rev. Henry Ersk'"^ Head ti at he w« tie

author aLd publisher ot the .aid letter, proceeded " t''*"^ «
"jf^^J

"And whereas we, Henry, by divii>epernus*.on Bishop o^»-k^h^KS.9^^rSB
«ate fh!! ^TT^^^ ^ f^^'^^f allowance.

'«« are likewise suffering severely.

The local papers

this district of

and intend to issue a cua,n,.s.u3.>. under our hand and .eal, to

archdeacon, or 'ru^ar^ith^'our diocese. for_the purposefive persons, of whom one fthall be our \icar-general, or an

^'•««on'

of making inquiry as to the prounds of such report, in order

THEATRICALS.
Oa Saturday night Mr. Westland

f»oduced ,UK^?*^^**^
" The Patrician's Danghter " was

P'»» wa.
:,"'*,''^,'-\'«^<'d success. The great interest of this

P««»icai tr A
«^P"'went of laying the scene of a

'""era, int-?^ »r
''\'^"'" °'^" *''"'^^- The passions, cba-

tto« of th
costnmes of the play were completely«e every-day life in which we move, and the letters of request were issn

«t the attempt completely settled the question I ^i'^ <="'"rf!'f.".l^i:: h'!:

'<* tbe audien k ^ "^^""^^ ^^ received that did not appeal
'^ • period f

' associations and costnmes belonging
•* " The 9»t^

^'liovca Irom the present time. The plot
fo ^how n"!^?f? ^ Daughter " is simple, and is intended

£ - S"?V^^£^S.'S'"tKl'S
We do, therefore, by these pre-

ss iiic ^a.^^ '""•'
x.'^i— „it'D nntire of such oui inteutioo

aents nnder
««/ J^^^^A^lVrS H^^uld we do h

tn vnu. the sa.d Rev. H^/^^^^^^^;^^^ ^ aforeaaid,
intimate to you. ^ha^ -- ^ -

accordingly at or
for the P"rpo^f„^^f.?*!;7^
after tjie expiation

^^^^^^^^^^^^
with these presents.

^»J\"
".^ o„ the 0th of Kovembtr loilow-

A.D. l841.-HKNa K^^^^^^^ tbisnr.uce

^issued, by which tbe defendant w;.thouting, without any

w'as to be proaecoted in the Arches

^^-.-jf^ to the inh scr^'^n

bail be U^tiil U

such clerk :
iii

any prefermeutro7irhe hold no prt^crrn*"*

It is contended that this vras contrary to the iJth

which enacts, **
,

.

Br.hopoi any diocese within which any such d^erk

Court.
of the statute, w

ended that this was coun-j "> "- •--•• -
hich enacts. "That rt oi^aii be U^.fui r^r the

'" »now DriH« f'C°
^ ^*«gbter „ B.m^

•'^Lm^rn r^^^^""^ P"'^^ of talent in contra-poaition.jnurne (Mr. Phelps), Ua daughterMaM (Miss H.

n for

ho!d

u«i* c been
ol the cUoceae withiu^^^m\^^% the"hr7i u^tance or after

U thmK fit. euj«^^
there i-sufeacntcommitted, ifhe

?^J^^r^^oSd rrix^mti^P--'^ •-' -^^^ "^

Ul I' e r»W»!Hiir

M}biKr« Ma^ ctiHrycd vith fr)<>n«Hl|' f(»r^-ifi|r Oflr the 4th of
October, at V 'luhjikI, a cef i HcqinUatj- * ard reccuH ' r

tbe Mim of 2<f/., with Inttut to c '--id ^,i t. >% Prirf,

and otiierh. tiUKters (»r tie Kirbn.oiit. ^.^u.^'*^ Uauk. Tli^^
wtrc frercral uther crunts, cb«r|t»>f him with forfiof and
eii.hczrMti^ variuuB iiUIdb h«l<iocnK 1'> other t>i>rtica. The
p/is(»n*r j'leniicJ Not Gi '

y. (ut uI t:w;ir<lR rctiactcd, aA4
|)J<>aded CniJiy. :mm ^lrclIlr.^Ui < s of thift caae were not>c«4
undtr our mrrrojjobtan news on the 30th uU. (>ur readrrs witt

recollect that Cupiain BfcJfticad wa* #ecr<^iirv €>f the Kubttinnd
S^vinifa Bark, and ifi bi» rffi ta; .mitJed ihe

ofleuces \\'itii whuh he wax cb&rK*Hi- iut* i>i u»( c u i^irft ttcrm-
mended him lo mercy, aud ^cvt^al r**'-^ - ntujidtd to fr^'-ak to
Ihe previous excellence of his chfcii.*^ui - i i.c Kecrrdcr, ad-
dre8H»6tliepri*o»vr,*.aid, " Jt. .noHi'air.iuitor the ( < uir tob«
called upon to i>M« any sent c up»»» iiri'-on inyourfcHua-
tion—nnich more ^o, that Ff Id. licevfrjtich i» *fii>«.«icd by fcl«tut«

Jor tiic oflencc to v In en ji'U have |)lceded gw*;>^ but I mait
inform you, that al**"nffh the olTeuce »ubj«ciR >ou lo trautport-

atlon, or a certain period of iffij.rif'»f".f ni. and Umt for not leM

thau two years, the only (iivcrotmn teii »iih >

'*-
, wilJi

refipcct to bard \ -r, it viU be m> du* Uicrtfore, to pats

tipon J' II aacntf ncc ' t twt» 5 triTV urttrf^onsient ; but, aiUK>o|^N

tbe bund* of the U^urt are, t aceriai^' * vttijt* lied, tt. an ap-

plication may be {oiwardedon your bcbaif to the ^ni'Hty of

State, and I iiopt ti*at the cirtumhtaftce ai :
t la' ^ fourhl

many ycarR in vtujr country *« caufte. iM tiovru to tbe pti.vfa 1*/

the^elra^j 'ns mauttained an r* Hltnt chai*' r, wUi have

their luit vxight. It i» li» attribulc ol tb*" S- m k.^-q aloij c to

grant mercy undrr Kuchcircomstaflcca, and 1 bare no hlHiiti

in saying, thai in apya,^-.,cation ^«h: • c metie on yoor

behalf, the t ..^rt wi)f willieiriy ei^u it reMM * »*'>' f«r

mt to pass upon u the ^tm^ '' of the Coart, which x?, ti««<

you be imprisoneil in the Honscof Corrt^.^OB U^r two ycara, tait

without hard labour." v -«*--
J//A» liotvman JUyi^'-^'h, and fonr olbera^neru we cbarR^

^vith killing Philip Keci, on Ti:e V a^. v '
^
tl«ltii^ -- a

of the Admiralty of Kn^land. '^'^'*^\^'''^.:- 'Y?^ ^ \^ ^)l'
curastancen which ociurred on board the (J; de-^ale, East lod»a-

man, noticed uruier our UvcrfK>ol news ^ ^ffeV. »Jr. ^ai<m

Alder^on couMdered tiiat there wa* no evidenre tr to the Jury

in this case. The conduct r>( the prv^ cr& was Mich a* should

cause tbtm deep regret for tbe rerr^aiutier oi thtii "^c*^^^^"

rcKarded the char^t n %v , ^cr.td BKainst them, tlie evidenceS altogether. The jury, nn^ «U iorUahip's i^rectu>n.^

acquitted the p.iaonera. Ttoe .-u^re then .^>d U.at it vvaa »oM;

imporiMit Uiat the indictmeBVii bhou.., .e pflli»iy pH^rea, aaa

ony auch aUegaUon^ made, aivd ch*r£re«.bro*M^^ . ^^ couidj*

fuUv sustained and borne out by the evideace. It was % cry

wis m/e^de^c whatsoever, as the luate Ui thjs case^^t^
whon. thuc was ivo proof of his bavins ^-r<icred he^^
boused out. a. wa- aUeffed m the in4actment

.
.

^t U^meU«e
it wci^ a great evil that persons should a*t csca*^

^'^'z*.

ment on a mere point of form, in conse^iuei^ of wrong c.^^*

bemg made against Ihe^^ ^,^^^^ ^^

calendai as SI ' ^^^'' ?fk
* «t!iii te

- -^ %..ou.e!
value a5/., the property of John M eiigiet, to ^ ^ ^^^
The circumstancee oT this case ^^*'^™^*^"r„. , JiH I IL

for which ^e prisoner had ^««.«^^^.«??t%lS^^u

iuforni^tion to t,over,»mcut durn^g ,^^^^
Jiidre said be should now Infect t^e fter*"^ ^

fawfLTseiitenc^ci fai» to tra0SPO***»^' •^«-

id;
TATT&&iiAJLL'S,Tui;«suA\
7fin w as •#r»t. VVjnes^r.
iv^^ „.-..a* Blfckdjoi'

^ 40 rtkI "^^ to 1*>»»«B*

«Bdi Sofia t^Wi-M^^ ^ '

-Vuw »> ^''fe
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m^tionedJelTc^tAiwrino wid SiriXot

ardKCfl^cd »paiu* 1^ the iUKOCft
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IterS is very little doin^ in the Oat Trade, and the

same prices are demanded.
BBTTISH, ren IMPICRrAL QUARTi5R.

WfiMt Ewex, Kffnt, and Suffolk . - . White

R,.j^ Malting anddiBtilhnff

Oat*,XinLoIi.»hir< and Yorkshire ._. . Polaiidi

Northumberland aud Scotch .... * ^'^o

lihh ^^'*

Rve
Jieanij Mazagan, oM »nd new

. Pipean, Htfligoland .

Pea*. AV'biw . - .

. S3 to 28 Tick
. SI to S3 Wir.dg.

. sa to 35 Maple

wkeklv imperial avkrages

S. A.

U to 52
— to —
S.=i tn 29

13 to 33
— lo —
9 ro 18
— to —
34 to 29
26 to 84
28 to 30

S, 8.

Red 40t0'18
White — to—
Grind. 19 lo 25

Fevd 14 to £S
Poiaro 15 t3 24

Potato 14 to 21

Harrow 27 to 31

Lon/pod26 to 30

Grev 27 to9©

Nor-

Dec.

4
11

is
25

9

1

Wheat. 1
Barler* Oats Rye.

48 7 £B S 17 fi S9 10

48 8 S7 11
!

17 9 32 2

49 S 28 1 17 10 31 8

49 ti 28 1 17 fl 32 2

43 fl 37 17 9 28 1

47 3 27 I 17 3 29 5

Beans-
Si II

31 8
31 6
31 4
30 11

30 3

• weeks' Aggregate ^\ver. 48 8 |
S7 10

Putlea 80

17 7 30 7 »1 3

8 1 10 6 11

Enf^lish
In«h
Fore iffn

6372 Sks.

19
ARniVALS IN THE Rl\ iiR LAST WEKK.
Flour.

I

Wht.i Barl. MhIm Oats. ' Rye.

Peat.
34
33
84
33
ai
33

4

2

7
5
8

PUNCH ; or, the LONDON CHARIVARI, is pub-

lished every Saturday. Price 3d.

*^.* The THIRD VoL uill be published on the 26fh inst.

PUNCH'S ALMANACK will be published on the

3Ist instant. And

UNCH'S POCKET-BOOK is now on sale, price

3s. 6d., roon tuck. „ „ , ,1

Office, 13, Wellington-street; and sold by all Booksellers.

In small Svo, price ?«. cloth, gilt edgres,

VERY^ LADY HER OWN FLOWER GAR-
DENER. Cy Louisa Johnso?;. Third Edition, containing

a Chapter ^" ~ ''>w Gardening by Mr. M^Intosii, and In.

structin^ - of domestic Greenhouses.
ith the above, price ?.s. cloih boards,

^ jND^r^^^ nAw^ENING and LAVING OUT
OuUL-.t.^. hy J..'' :s Ma; . A.L.S., Author of "Popular

Botany," &c.
^

Also, in small 8vo., price 2.5 clnth, gilt edges,

ON THii CULTURE OF THE VINE IN POTS, and ON THE
COILING SYSTEM. By J. Mearns, F. H. S., Curator of the

Botanic Garden, Leeds.

London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster row.

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.
HIS CEMENT is harder than any other known, and
is especially fitted for the AViills of Hothouses. Conser\'a-

tories, &c., as it neither cracks nor vcgetat*, and is perfectly

impenetrable by insects.

The entire range of Hothouses erecting hy the Government at

Froginore are about being stuccoed with it, and the price ranges

nearly equally with the Cements in ordinary use for floors, aud
it forms a paving harder and cheaper thr.n Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. Wnixa and Soxs, Mill-

banlv, Westminster.

Architects and—SEYSSEL AS-

Brlf.

n
6243 13104

4830

5759 3f33
33t::*

30
Bns.
S69

33 G

9 6

Feai
1202

Kn^lish
IrUh .

Foreign

ARItlVALS THIS WKKK.
Wheat 1 .

Barley

3210 * U620

S840

Oat«
3530

Flour
4620

acl Shiltoit, Leiceitershirp, hosin— »j. i^oiiam

me and spirit-merchant— J. Vincent, Redditch,

-G. P. LelhUridfie, Portsea, linendrHper—

C

tiiriri^t— I. Sinallcumhe, Britdford, WJHshire,

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
, .

BAXKRl'PTS.— AV. H. Brewer, Kam*gate, Kent, bookseller—J. C. Cri^pjn,

Ea.tcheap, jhipping-aeent-J. T. B.ir^on. Bmkltrsbury , whole.-a e-hardware-

inan-W. Oliver, Mdidslnne, Kent. upliuIsterer-H. Rogers. Ih-ttord, huffoik,

monevscriventr-J. C- Muintord, Jubilee place. Mile-end road, grocer— vv.

rve. OI'l Bromptnn, huilder-S. B, Lii.es, Oldbiiry, Shn.pahire. grocer— 1.

Cajtie, Newbiirv, Berl^ihire. horse-dealer-T. W»t»oi», Great Driffield, York-

shire, tailor -1'. Viileman, Eacl ShiUon, Leii^eitershire, ho«iri_(j. Cotttim

luid \V. Ostium, jun. , Leeds, w
WortesteTsliire. pnwnbrnker—
Uvntsmnn. High JJulborn, druj^jr _ -

, - ,, .. j
coal.dealer—T. Hyatt, Sheptnn Malleit. S..mer«eiMiire. st-nvener-Il- Lnd-

laud, Totnes, I)evon^hirc, saddler- W.C KimkIh. Gr^at Suffolk-slreet. South-

wark, builder-J- .Hmilb, Wednesbnry, grocer-J- Jennison, Alanchester,

vidua ler—.T. L- Fernandea, N. L. Fernsndcs, and J. L. Fernande», jun.,

Wakefield, corn-miners—.T. C, Mayer, Burslem, Staffurdshire, joiner—i^.B.

Line*. Oldbury. Shropshire, grmer—T. Williamfon, Salford, grocer—W.
Atherton, Manchester, flint frlai!.inanufa.-iurer—C. M- NichoUon, ^ew Lorn

EAtban 'e, Mark-lane. I-nndcn, corn-meichant—C. Maidlow, Fini-hley, builder

—J.Ald?rsey.jun., Liverpool, broker- J. Heap, Burnley, Lancashire, Publican

T. Baker, Biimiiigham, brass cock mannfHclurer—G. A imstn-ng. Castle fcden,

Bnrham, trrot*er. ^ ^_ ,

^ SCOTCH SEQUESTHATXON'— R. RentouT, Newport, potato-merchant.

. BIUTHS-On the 10th InstTVfiTChesham-praceri'atiy Ji>hn Russell, of a son

—On the 9th inst., in Hen ford sinet. May-fair, Lady Clay, of a son—On the

6th
- - .

«

atV
the

MAKRIED-At All Souls' Church, Sir Charlen des Vans. Bart-, 10 Lady
Cetella Pavilet.dautrbler to ihe Marquem of Winchester—On the lS(h inst-,

ftt Trinity Church, tapper Chelsea, the Hon. Srencec Dudley Montagu, to Anna
ho'iUn, widow of the late Joseph Jekyll, of \\ irgrave Hill, Beiks.
DEATHS—On the Uth, in the Queen's Prison, suddenly, Mrs Maria Cooke,

a^edfil. formerly a fruiterer in Central Row, Coveiil-gHrdtn Market—On the

10th inst-, at hia seat, Hardwic^ GranRe. Slirop^hire, General the Hij^ht Hon.
Viscount Hill, G-CB., G CH.. in his n»t year—On the loth inst, at Three-Mile
Cruas, near Readini:, George Mitfi-rd Esq, aged B2, father of Miw Mitfurd,

the well known author of " Our Village."

A NE^ WORK^ 0N^GART)EnTnG~^
—

THE FIRST NUMBER of THE GARDENER and
PRACTICAL FLORIST for the new year will be ready

January rth. illustrated with Wood Engrravin^^s, and contahdng

34 columns of valuable practical information on Gardening and

Flowers. Published every Saturday, Price 3d.

London: R. Ghoombridck, A, .PateTiostcr-row, and sold by

all BooTcscHcrs and Newsmen.

Loudon's '* Arborstvh kt FulticKTum Bsitaxmci'Mj^**
Abridged for Gardeners, Planters, and Nurserymen.

N ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF TREES AND
SHRUBS; being the "Arboretum et Fruticetum Eritan-

nicum" abridged; containing the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of

Great Britain, Native and Foreign, scientifically and popularly

described: with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the

Arts; and with engraved Figures of nearly all the Species.

Adapted for the use of Nurserym'^n, Gardeners, and Foresters.

By J. C. Loudon-. F.L.S.. &c. 1 Thick vol. 8vo (1842), pp. 1234,

with upw^^rds rf 2,000 Engravings on Wood, 2^ IQs. cloth.
" We very frankly and warmly advise all Gardeners, Nursery-

men, and the Proprietors of Gardens or Land, to procure this

valuable Abridgment of Mr. Loudon's. Wearcsure they will find

themselves abundantly repaid for its cc^U^'—Pcu ton's ^lagaxine

ofBotany .

*»* The orifjinal Work, THE ARBORETUM ET FRUTICE-
TUM BRITANNICUM. in Eight Volumes, Four of Letterpress

(Svo, 1838), illustrated by above 2^500 Eogravings, and Four of

octavo and quarto Plates, may still be had, 10/. cloth.

London : Longman, Browx, Grkkn, and Loxgmans.

Published this day, fcap. Svo. 5*. Qd. cloth,

COMPREHENSIVE VIEW of the CULTURE of

the Vine, under Glass, from the Embr>"o Bud to the penr^a-

nent Bearing of the Plant. By J.a.mes Robeets.
Dr, Liudley's opinion on specimens of five varieties of Grapes

from young Vines two years planted, exhibited at the Royal
Hort. Society's Room?, Recent- street, London, Sept. 7th, 1841

:

**For size and weight of bunches we should think they have
never been surpassed.*' [The large silver medal was awarded
them.]
"As a plain and practical treatise on the subject, it is the best

we have ever met with.*'

—

Waftpfield Journal,
London; Lon'gman*, Brown, Grke.v, ani> Longman'.

Of! Saturday, the 7th of January, 1843, will be published, the

Eirst Number of a new Weekly Periodical, price 4(f., or stamped
5rf., to be entitled th«

1 LLUSTRATED POLYTECHNIC REVI E\V.—
A This journal will be devoted to Science, the Fine Arts, and
Literature, Each number will contain an Essay or Essays on
some branch of Science or the Fine Arts, together with other

Inghly- interesting matter. The Review will be printed on a fine

paper, with a new type, and will comprise 49 closely-printed

columns 4to. The whole to be illustrated with numerous fine

EngravingT;, by the first artists.

Letters, Essavs, Works for Review, &c., to be addressed to the

EdUor, 143, Strand, London, where Advertisements will be

received^
.. ._ „ , ,

A NARRATIVE of a VISIT to the AUSTRALIAN
COLONIES, by Jamks BACKnousE.— This work contains a

title-puo

us.

To begin precisely ou the 1st of January.
No. I., ^

THE GARDENERS' EDITION of the Botanic
G \RPEV, at Sixpence a Month. (" The money's nothing.")

The work will contain coloured Copper plate Engravujgs. It will

contain Sixteen W^ood Engravings. It will contain plain descrip-

tions of the best Flowering Plants, the best method of ma-

nagement, and everything else that's useful. What more can be

clcsircd

'

If you don't order the Gardkners' Edition at Sixpence,

you disregard cheap moral gratificatinn.

1~ ^HE FIELD, the GARDEN, and the WOODLAND.
- By Miss Pratt. With numerous Woodcuts. Second edition.

Price 4jt*

•• * The Field, the Garden, and the AVoodland,' bears in Its

e its own recommendation for those who hold that
* He is happiest wlio has power
To gather wisdom from a flower,'

, . . The book appears to be executed in the right spirit, and

to contain a store of genuine anecdote and information."

—

Athencsnyn.
, ,r ^, 1 •

'• With regard to 'The Field, the Garden, and the Woodland,'

the circumstance of a second edition being called for provts that

Its merits have been appreciated j and as it received the favour-

able award of most cf the public prints on its first appearance,

there is hut little occasion for any additional coutirmation from

Britfiiiniti, Aug. ISIO.

FLOWERS and THEIR ASSOCIATIONS. By Miss

Pratt. Wish coloured jdatcs. Price (is.

•* There arc few works which to the uninitiated appear so

geneially dry and repulsive as those of a botanical character.

They contain long li>ts of hard words and crabbed definitions,

whieh, but for the evidence of our senses, would lead to the con-

clusion that a plant or flower is the least attractive object in

nature. A bt»lanist is sometimes nothing more than a clever

anatomist, absorbed in the mysteries of dissection, lost to ail

feeling of the beautiful, insensible to sweet sounds and exquisite

forms, and alive only to the qutstion of orders and classes. To
such a person the work -would have few recommendations, but

lo us, who care but little Avhelher a flower have five stamens or

ten. and be classed as Pentaudria or Dccanrttia, and yet would
yield to none in a love of flowers, this is exactly the book that

we would take with us in a walk through green lanes and

meadows, to read when sitting under the shade of a hedge or

overspreading tree, with the very objects treated of in the work
lying at our feet. The book is about wild flowers; about their

traditions— their symbolical characters—the customs connected

with them—ihtir times and manner of blowing—of openicg and
shutting—their fragrance, forms, and colours. In short, without

omitting to notice their botanical names and medicinal pro-

perties, it contains all the poetry of ttie subject, instead of the

mere skeleton it would have been rendered in the hands of some
writers. The work is illustrated with coloured plates, is got up

in the style cf books intentieci for presents; and we have seen

few that we would more readily put into the hands of young per-

sons, to make them fovers of nature, than thisof flowers and their

associations."— TI't'A/mi«s/e/ licvkir.

London : Chari.ks Knight and Co., 22, Lu'fgate-street.

'\0 NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.—To
-L be LET on very advantageous terms, in a very superior situa-

tion, a few;miles on the south of London, eight Acres of Land, held

on leasee for 22 years, with a good DwelUng-house, Seed-shop,

Forcing and Green-houses, Pits, and Frames, Nursery Stock

(not large), Plants, &c., &c. For particulars apply to Mr. John
King, Auctioneer, Hackney-road.

PATRONISED by all the principal

Builders in this Country and Abroad.

PHALTE.— In consequence of the daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of *• Asphalte"

being given to most of Che spurious and '* cheap" materials, the

Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, (tor the purpose of securing the use of the

genuine article,} to insert in their specifications "The Seyssel

Asphalte. Claridge's Patent,'* iuid not merely "Asphalte" or

**Bitumei»," as, in many cases w^here these terms have been used,

gas-tar aud ott.er worthless aud offensive compositions have

been introduced. For' the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed the

spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned

as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalte of Se>ssel is of a light colour, closely resembling

Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without being slii^pery),

and joints almost imperceptible ; it is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by cTiange of temperature, and is at all times dry and

warm, and rehiarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-

ticity, nevercracks. The fictitious material, on the contrary, has

a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly

in frostv weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the

genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wetj has been
used with great advantage for roofing ; it can be laid down to any

extent, presenting one uniform surJace, and is fur superior to

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence

of any change in the temperature. For covering of arches, (to

prevent the percolation of wet,) it is invaluable, the Greenwich

Railway Company alone having covered upwards of 400,000 su-

perficial feet; it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-

mingham, Midland Counties, bouth Western, Brighton, BlackwaU,

and other Railways j at the joint Stations, London- bridge, and at

the South Metropolitan, Highgate, aud Nunhead Cemeteries. As
proof of the great durability of the genuine Asphalte, it need only

be mentioned that the first work executed in this Country with

this material, (amounting to 3,952 feet,) was at Whitehall, oppo-

site the Horse Guards, in the month of April, 1838, and which,

although only half an inch in thickness, has remained up to this

time i-d period of four years and eight months) in the most per-

fect condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may
be obtained on application to J. Farrkll, Secretary.

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Staogate, London.

Note—Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, London, nor

the works at the Model Prison, at the Abney -park Cemetery (which

from its failure has since been removed), or at the Hotel at the

Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed by

this Company.

^TARPAULINS for GREENHOUSES, CAPES, ike.

On SALE, New Tarpaulin of Thick or Thin Canvass, as

required, and Waterproof. 2a-. per square yard, made up to any

size and particularly recommended for Frames and Greenhouses

in the Gardeners' Chronicle.—A large quantity of Policemen's

Second-hand Tarpaulin Capes, lined with Cloth, for Labourers

and Farm Servants, at 2s. aud 2s. %d, each.—All kinds of Garden,

Fishing, and Sheep-foldirig Nets.—Robert RtcnARDSON, Net

and Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridge-place, New-road, near Eustoa-

square, London.
.

HODGSON and ABBOTTS PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow%
Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot be

genuine if procured elsewhere.— City Office, 98, Gracechurch-st.

CO.'S PIANOFORTES.— Purchasers are

eminded that L. & Co. are the only Makers where exchange

is allowed regardless of time, and where a Professor is in con-

stant attendance to sekct for Purchasers. Boudoir, Piccolo,

Cottage, Cabinet, and Semi-Grand Pianofortes in elegant variety,

at prices that defy competition. Pianofortes for hire, very cheap.

No charge for package. Instruments taken in exchange.

& Co., 103, Great Russcll-street, Bloomsbury.

n^o

A

W.

r UFF &

Luff

Qu the Penal Discipline, and on Emigration, &c. It is printed m
one volume, of 700 pages, demy Svo, and illustrated by three

newly-engraved Map?, fifteen Etchings on Steel, and several

%Voodcuts. and is expected to be ready for PubUcation in the

first month, 1843. The price to SubscribervS 14*-., to be i^id on

delivery; to Non-Bubscnbers, l6«, A few copies with i)Utes on

jj
:''

. . nner, 20s. Subscribers' names received by Ja.mks Bac&-

noto" ^i •^- ^- T.iN'NBTV, York.

MARKET-GARDENERS and Others.—To be

LET aboutlfour Acres of good Land, as Market- Garden, on

very advaiitageous terms, the Stock (w^hich is small), to be taken

by valuation. Good Dwelling-house, Stables, Sheds, and every

convenience that is needful for carrying on the business. Apply

for particulars to Mr. J. King, AucUoneer, Hackney-road.

EDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-

turists to the difl'erent aiticles manufactured by him in

SLATE. Theymaybe seeninuse at Worton Cottage, Isle-

woi.TU, upon application to the gardener— ^Si^wrf^ys e^rrepted,

WHITE HART HOTEL AND HORTICULTURAL GROUNDS,
BROMLEY, KENT.

PAWLEY begs most respectfully to call the

attention of the Nobility and Gentry wishing to purchase

specin^-cns of Stove and Greenhouse Plants for exhibition to his

Collection, which is equal and not to be surpassed by any Nur-

seryn.an's in the neighbourhood of London. Catalogues of the

Stock will be sent Gratis ou application. W. P. ali^o begs to

state that the above Hotel has an advantage over many, as the

apartments open into the grounds, with additional conservatories

attached, rendering it in every respect desirable for Families and

parties wishing for a retreat at a convenient distar.ce from the

Metropolis, where they may insure every accommodation and
1 comfort upon moderate terms. Bromley is particularly healthy,

and beautifully situated in an excellent neighbourhood ten miles

from town. ^^^_____„^

CAUTION TO FAMILIES.—The high reputation

and consequent great demand of the undermentioned
Articles have excited the avarice of some Shopkeepers, who, to

get a trifle more profit, attempt to impose on the Public highfif-

pernmtjffs Compounds as the real MACASSAR OIL for the hair,

and KALYDOR for the complexion: they copy the labels and
bills of the original Articles, substituting either an asmmed
name, or the word GENUINE in the place of ROWLAND'S.
*»* To frustrate such imposition, it is necessary, on purchasing
either Article, to see thr»t t he word " Row^land's" is on ttie wrapper
as follows :- ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, price 35. 6rf. ; 7*-

;

or Family BoltU'S '.containing tour smvill), 10.v. Or/. ; and double

that size. 21s. per bottle. ROWLAND'S KALYDOR for the Skin

and Complexion— Price is. ^d. and Ss. <5ff. per bottle. " A. Row-
land and Son, 20, Hatton Garden, London," is written in red on

the wrappers of the MACASSAR OIL and KALYDOR, aud

engraved on the Government Stamp aftixed ou the Kalydor. Be
sure to ask for Rowland's Articles. Sold by them ftad by respect-

able Chemists and Perfumers.

M

D

ECHl'S DESKS, DRESSING-CASES, WORK-
BOXES, No. 4, Leadenhall Street, London, are Elegant,

Useful, and reasonable inprice, (wiih a large stock to choose Irom,)

at Mkchi's Manufactory and Emporium of Elegancies. Tea Cad-

dies, Bagatelle.Tables, Papier-Mache Articles, and everythnig lor

the toilet and work-table. Elegant Tca-'ITays Twenty Guineas

the set; Bagatelle Tables, "Work-Boxes, Envelope and Writrng

Cases ; and a splendid variety of Papier-Mache Articles

OMESTIC COMFORTS. — The IMPROVED
ENEMA FOUNTAINS, originally invented by JOHN

READ, aje well worthy the attentum of every person subject to

indigestion, costiveness, and other complaints of the stomach and

bowels. They are patronised by the Nobility, and acknowledged

by the highest Medical authoriiies as being superior to all others,

and are so improved that Females and Invalids may now use

them without the assistance or presence of a second person. Ihe

above may be fitted to bidets, and arc mo.st powerful " douche

ascendants," will discharge water in a constant stream a distance

of thirty. feet. These little instruments are likewise fitted witn

resvcrvoirs, to contain the liquid, and may be conveyed in the

pocket to any place ready for use. Fitted with tubes, (for expor-

tation) that are durable as the instrument itself, and are not

liable to be out of repair, even in the hottest climate.

Manufactured and sold by the Patentee, 35, Regent-circus, Fic

cadiUy ; !-old also by his appointed agents in town and country.

Observe the words *' Read's Patent," without which none are

genuine. The above will be sent to any part of the kuigdom on

receipt of a post-office order. Price of the Fountaui, 2/. 2s. ;
ditto,

with Reservoir, 2L b$,

OHRTSTMAS PRESENTS AND NEW YEARS
yj GIFTS.—The season having arrived wherein hy exchange

of presents we confirm the stability of friendship, all ^--i^^^ses oi

the communitv who would successfully c^^l^ivate regard Dy

acceptable offerings will avail themselves of ROWLAr^ya
MACASSAR OIL, and ROWLAND'S KALYDOR-each of mUl-

lible attributes. In creating and gustaining luxutiant S"*^^"

Tresses, the Macassirir Oil is highly appreciated by Rank ana

Fiishiou, and patronised by all the Sovereigns of Eurojie ;
urn

Rowland's Kalydor is a preparation of unparalleled efticacy m
purifying the skin, protecthig it from the banelul ttfects o\

inclement weather, and characterising the complexion wncn

trunscendant brilliancy ! No Presents can be more rtcommenGa-

tory, or more now in general use.

Printed by Mensrs. Braujkrv and Evans, l-omVard-strret. >;itet -»"*";*•
'f

the fTPcinct of WliUeiriard, in (he City ot Icndcn, and Published
J/.j^LT-x,

tb« Orrica, 3, CHABijea-iTiuyBT, Covkwt (JAnntM, in the County ot ^^^3
tn tht

where all Advertisem^nti and CommunicwioiM aie to W ea<Ueweo*v.»

£ditor.«»Saturday, Beceiuber 17| IMS*
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THE GARDENERS ^

CHRONICLE
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

1842.
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ParsnepR, to fatten pigs .

Pears, stevving^, remarks on ,

I'entstemons, select . .

Pine-apple, its cultivation
Pits, covering for * . .

Playfair, Dr-, his second lecture
Polyanthuses, select. . .

Poor, to employ ....
Potatoes, experiments with

quantity to plaut an
acre . • •

Poultry, weight of . •

Raspberry, neat mode of training
Hed Spider, effect of sulphur on
Rose Garden, No. 3 . , ,

Koses, for exhibition . •

— to manure , •

Scale on fiuit-trees, to destroy.
Thermometers, test for
Veffetable Ivory, remarks on .
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ROY\L AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
LAND.—meeting AT DERBY, July, 1843.

FRIZES FOR IMPLE-MKXTS.

For the Plough best adapted to heavy land. 20^ ; for the Ploug-h

best adapted to light land, 20/. j for the Drill which shall possess

the best method of distributing compost, or other manures in a

moist or dry state, quantity being especially considered, ^Z.—
X.B. Other qualities being: equal, the preference will be given to

the Drill which may be best adapted to cover the manure with

loil before the seed Is deposited. For the best Scarifier, 1 5/. ; for

the best Chaff-cutter, loi.; for the Draining Tile for agricunural

purposes, which shall have been bond fide sold at the cheapest

nte durinET the past year, regard being- had to the local circum-

itances affecting the cost of production, and which, in the opinion

of the Judges, shall be sufficiently durable, 10/. j for the best set

of Harrows, 10/. ; for the best Agricultural Carriage, with or with-

out springs, for the general purposes of road and field, 20/, ; for

the bett and cheapest Stack-covering, to supersedeThatching, 20/.

;

fT the best Drill-Presser, 10/.; for the best Churn, 5/. The
Society wishes to call the attention of Machine-makers to Im-
proTed Steam Apparatus for Roots,—to small or Portable Corn
Mills,—to Broad Shares for paring Stubbles,— to a Rake for col-

lecting Couch,—to Agricultural Harness and Gearing generally

:

f r which Prizes or Medals will be awarded by the Judges. The
Judgea will especially consider the selling-price of the Implements
exhibited, which must be stated in the certificate ; and they are
tortructed to withhold Prizes where there shall not appear to be
Riflicieiit merit. Printed Forms of Certificates of Entry by Exhi-
bitors may be obtained of the Secretary, at No. 12, Hanover-
sqaarc, London, and must be returned to him, filled up, by the
1st of June, 1843; tlVe Council having decided, that in no case
whatever shall any Certificate be received after that date. All
Implements must be in the Show-yard before Nine o'clock on the'
wening of Friday, the^th of July; and all Implements so ad-
mitted will be liable to be proved by actual trial on the recom-
mendation of the Judges. The Judges will make a selection of
such Ploughs and other Implements as appear to them to possess
peculiar merit, and reserve their final decision, where necessary,
jntil they shall have tested them in a subsequent trial, to be
hereafter arranged, and to take place at a suitable season of the
>^ff' By Order of the Council,
London, Dec. 10,1842. Jamks Hfnsoy. Secretary-.

"DOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.
^ GARnExs, Inner Circle, Regent's Park.—The Exhibi-

tions for the year 1843 will take place in these Gardens on the
loUowmgdays, viz.:—

Wednesday, May 24

;

Wednesday, June 28 > and
Wednesday, July 26.—From 2 till 7 o'clock.

By order of the Council,
James DE Carle Sowerbv, Secretaey.

^[ANCHKSTER CUCUMBER SiiOW, OPEN TO
Pa 1 t"^^^

ENGLAND, will beheld at Mr. James Hewitt's,

\iS^^ io°'
^^^^^^o*"*^ ^'ew Road, Manchester, on Friday, March

2Kn, 1843. Subscriptions of 5s. each must be paid to Mr,
iiEwiTT, the Landlord, before the 1st of February; after that

.T^^"^^^"^.
"^'^^ ^^ allowed to enter. The Ipswich Society's

HPn r?^^'^^^
^^ ^^^ Society's guidance of the judges (the rib

hnfl i/ '

-^^^ ^*^^ ^^"'*^ ™"st be staged by 3 o'clock, or they will
!!2L?!Jll5^^edtobe exhibited. Dinner on the table at 5 o'clock

" —— .
- _ ... •

i^'^SRS. DICKSON, Nurserymen and Ploristsj

thaffh -^l?
^^"^' Brixton, beg to inform Amateurs and Florists^

nn^Vp^H
^^^^^^'^^ ^^ Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, ^c, is

_^reaay, and may be had on application to them, or Messrs.
_*^NEB^E^nd WAR>fKR, Sccdsmen, &c., Cornhill, London.

T^ nn'n^^^^^^ PLANTING FOR IMMEDIATE EFFECT.
J ^

uuui!,N begs to recommend his fine Stock of extra

ARROP^^f^t^^'^^^^^^^ LAUREL. PIIILLYREA, SIBERIAN
hcuTariv>.yT^'^"^^O^E^'I>RONS. ^^c, &c., as being par-

perferf « f
^^*^^^ well-grown Plants, in fit state to remove with

for Cane,! ^^'o^?^^
^^® Nursery being advantageously situated

niemiv ri
"^^ Railway Conveyance, so that they may be conve-

€*rders fnr f»!^
^"^ ^"^ P^*"*^ °^ *^*^^ country, he respectfully solicits

*eU as n
same, which may be had on moderate terms, as

^^ernber ipfs^*"
Assortment of Nursery Stock.—Coventry,

^^^^[^ ANTAGONIST, the successful WHITE

will

rai twV""^' ^f'AGo begs to inform Dahlia- growers in

wm rini *u
^^^^"^^ sending out (through the Trade, who

AXTArn\r?c'r ® ^^"^^ allowance) his SEEOLING DAHLIA
of thi^ fi

^^''P^'^^y'^ext; Plants, 105. 6ii. each. The quality

Bddition f!?-r^l
'''. *°^ ^'^^1 known to need description, as, in

Mr WiM.^ ,

having produced the best White, by being awarded
bin GraT.??«i^?ri^^"^ ^^' ^*-' it was placed first at the Salt-

>Sn werpni ^^ r"^
^**°^'' September 16, where 25 varieties of

theFioTinnif ,,2^ ^^^'^P^^^^i^i^^nj ^ blooms were also shown at

third timpif^I^V^^^^^^y ^^ London, September 27, making the

<^cbexhiKu- ,^*"^^^'^^^''^^'here 6 blooms were required for

Teddinrtn^ cw^ '
likewise exhibited at the Isle of Thanct and

known thS
^*^?^S' ^^ich will attest Its constancy, it being well

Prisedtwiv?,^ 5^*^^ °^ ^^^ s^^c plants bloomed, which corn-

ice made w^ ^}^^^' As only a limited number of plants can

P^->*ftV.^ -,1
^^^^^ himself to execute the orders in strict

ihbe ibiPtr!^
publish a list early iu January of the Trade who

A few pr. """"^t^ l*^^"**^ '^^ spring-
W.3# toho^^° ^QoXs. of Braco'8 Great Western Dahlia, at

N'OT, KaSr* ^'^'"North star Taw^, Slough.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24. Prick M.
^^HARLES FARNES, No. 128, St. John-strket,

/.. 1-0^;""^% respectfully informs the Public that his CollecUon
of New KITCHEN-GARDEN SEEDS are now ready to send out.
Owing to the fine harvest, the quality is excellent, and will b«
found to give general satisfaction. C. F. being connected with
the prmcipal Market-Gardeners round London and in the
Provinces, is enabled to select the best and most choice varieties
from their original sources.
Fames' Superior First EarlvPoas
—this has been the first Pea
brought into Covent Garden
Market for some years past

—

height, li to2ft.
Flack's Dwarf Blue Victory Pea,

2 ft.

Knight's Blue Dwarf Wrinkled
do., 3 ft.

American Dwarf "VNTiite do., 3 ft.

Improved Green Marrow do..
4 ft.

Auvergne, new variety, do.,
4 to 5 ft.

Young's Large Milford Marrow
dff., 5 to 6 ft.

New Giant Wrinkled do., 6 to
7 ft,

Marshall's Early Prolific Tlcans
True Dwarf Green Kan do.
Extra Large Green Windsor do.
New-England Long-podded do.
Transparent EarlyFrame Radish
French Early Olive-shaped do.
Scarlet Turnip do.

White Dutch do. do.
\

White Spanish Onion
Brown Deptford do.
Dutch Silver Pickling do.
New White Globe do.
James Keeping do.
Imptd. Early Dutch Horn Carrot
Large Altringham do,

,, White Belgian do,
Ady's fine Large Cos Lettuce
True Paris White do.

Black Seed Bath Cos Lettuce
Siberian Green do.
Large Malta Cabbage do.
True White Silesian do.
Walcheren White HroccoU—the
best and earliest variety in
cultivation.

Myatt's Fine Early White Capt
do.

Chappell's Large do. do. do.

„ Splendid Cream do.
Walton's YeUowish -White do.
Knight's Self-protecting do.
Earliest London-saved CaulL
flower

Imported Brussels Sprouts
Seymour's Superb Solid White
Celery

True Giant Manchester Red do
Superior Early Dwarf Cabbage
Early Dwarf York do.

», f» Crompton do.
Large Early Hope do.
True Drumhead Savoy
Imported Early Dutch Turnip
Early Round Nonesuch do.
True Daik Blood- Red Beet
Large Silver-htcmmcd do.

Imported French Sugar do.
SummcrEndlve

«» t. Yellow -leaved
do.

Dwarf London GrcenCurled do.

Morgan's Early Nonesuch Po-
tatoes

True Early Ash-lcavcd Potatoes.

I

„ ,, Green do,
,

With every variety of Vegetable and Flower Seeds in cultiva-

tion ; a general Catalogue of which, with prices, will be forwarded
on application.

DAHLIA FLEUR DE GAND (Van IIoutte^s).

Delicate-veined, clear lilac, noble form; has got the first

prize for the best Belgian or Foreign Bloom exhibited.

Ground-roots, hL Pot-roots, 3/. Plants In May, 10«. 6i.

DAHLIA SOUVENIR DE GAND (Van IIopttr's). Maroon
and crimson,fine form, colours new and exceedingly pretty ; one

of the best and most constant Dahlias in existence.

Ground-roots, 5/. Pot-roots, 3L Plants in May, 10«. 6d,

Both guaranteed by the Grower, Loui.4 Van Houttb, of Ghent,
Florist to the King of Belgium.

PHLOX (Van Houtte's), Stem 3^ ft. high ; panicles % ft.t

erect ; corymbs of flowers compact, large; corollas quite plain,

pure white, with a large amaranth stripe in the middle of each

Petal. (Was sent for inspection by the grower to Dr. Linrtley.)

Plants.inMay . . - • ^ - •, 10*. 6rf.

iVo ViRCOTint allowed unless 6 PitAUs are taken.

Orders at the Nursery. Ghent ; or at the London agent's, Mr.

JoH?J Norman, Shipbroker, Water-lane, Tower-street, London.

All letters for Belgium (through the Post-oflSce) must be prepaid.

The General Catalogue for the autumn 1842 is to be had. New
Camellias, Rhododendrons (large stock of R. barbatum, from U,

to bl.) • the new Achimcnes grandiflora, Paulovnias, new Hcpa-

ticas (striped and others). Japan Lilies, large stock of L. lancifo-

lium, Herbaceous Paeonies,;iarge stock of all the new Roses, &c.

Dutch Seeds, Haarlem Bulbs, &c., &c.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

UCIISIA ST. CLARE.—The above niagnificent

^ FUCHSIA was raised by Mr. Meehan, gardener to Colonel

Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom Messrs. Youeix

obtained the entire Stock. In May last it was submitted to Dr

£iTidley for his opinion, which wUl be found in the Qardcner^^

Chronicle of the Uth of that month, as follows:--

-Your Seedling Fuchsia Is by far the finest hybrid we have

seen the floweri being three inches in length, with the tube and

sepals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple

f^a you say,^it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will

Drove a valuable addition to this beautiful gems.'

'

^ LssrlYoL-ELL, in bringing this beautiful production into

public notice! do s5 without the slightest diffidence, bcmg fully

Lsured of Hs givlngthe most entire satisfaction. It is of vigorous

Eine folilge, Ld as a proof of its
Se^l;nt^r^ber'^

ti7^,. i^^n n ninnt in flower at the present time (Septemoer istn;,

a splendid object for the
^--^"-l^^r^T^u?^/!^

^""'T; A^n^unext at m W Kant, ?ree of po-t.ge to any

receive every care in packing, so as to
f^^"^^ '°^*'Lff^ff^ts Me

,,sual discount to the Trade, when not less than sue plants are

ordered.
var? also much pleasure in announcing that

Messrs. \ oi-ell na^e Wso mucn pi
beautiful new

they are in P.°«f^*'°^ °y^"J°dfSn« to John Lacon.Esq..

^7?r1^:sb; Halts ^SKr-eotcd them hy that gen-

*^^
Theone named LACONII is a fine blue, delightfuUy fragrant,

of vigorous h"„Uompact habit, and the head, of flowers measurmg

^'ilt.t'''Z:i%ll^^^^OyT^S\^^^ pure, snowy

S';'' and it posseies that acqaisitLou not to he found in any

nffK? 'c1ass-of reUining its clear white during fading. It

wouM bJ as ;;^i to remarl that the petals of the fiowcrB of th«

above meet so closely. .a. to form_a perfect ball. They wUl be

K.\MLN

II

CLVSKS, ANEMONES. AURICr LAS, CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
GROOM, Clapham - Risk, xka» London,
(removed from Walworth,' Bt ArpoivTMSwr Pi/oaitT

TO lifca Majestt, respectfully ii..„.^-vthc Nobtbtj, Gentry, and
Public, that he has a flue SelnHittor the riMrc Plov^ us, which
he can offer at the ffnllowlng very moderate priOM ;—
RANL'NCULtiaES, l©0 rooi.^ *n'iOfl «iij>erfine aorta jfl 4 •

SuperHnr mixturta Drom h*. to tu i>er IM.
ANEMONES, IM roots in laObupcrAtMSortB . t % %

Superfine mtxturcb ^am 7c. 64»to lie. per lot.
AURICULAS, as Bttparftnc soit», \ plant of each , a tS 9

S 10 •
B 1« •

YELLOW PICOTEES, 1 J aupcrtlnt ri», i pair of each S t •
LILIUM LANCirOLIUli Al HTM. ir<im »«, to 4J«. «»<*.

U. to 4S«. 0K1i.

artft« I pair of each
Lt, I pair of rach

%vn losiM, unall bulba, turn As>.

*•* Tht Trade itipitUod.

pYCLAMEN EUROl'^UM.—Four or Fir* Hun-
^-^ drcd fitrong Pla»ti of th« abovf In larje 60 pot» t30 be partrrt

with, to the Trade or Public, in cxcUaoff* or otherwriHe, in
etny wttmAtr,—Apply to fi. Ihm*, UowaLcr Nurtery« Woalwtrb.

^rilE FASTOLFF RASrBERRY.—For many vean
-a. past there has bacn ciUUvatcd In tUK. neighbourhood of Yar-
mouth, adjacent to the ancient Ca.vUa U Wit Jt)hn Fairtolff; a rat
Raspberry of amr • -rraordlnary sUce and rich flavour. Thm
Nobility who visit the Bea-coa»t her« iiave invariably expmsed
their aatooiabmcnt at the exceeding tiam -v of iUt fruit of thia

variety, and until lately Yovjcll and Co. have tiot bMt; enabled
to obtain a sufficient stock o/it to bring it into public notto; but
having now obtained a supply (although llmitrd' of fine CaneSt
beg to offer them on the following terms, and Ihey can be sent

with safety to any part of the Uuttcd Kmgdom, on the receipt <rf

a Post-office order.

Packages containing &0 Canes, S&t.^Packares containtnc SS

Canes, M«.—Package included, ,

The few to whom YorKi-i- and Cflfl^ have sent it, have exprw^ed
their high admiration of iU supertority over other varieties \

and a letter just received from a Gentleman in Derbyshire,

to whom this variety was sent, bUtes that it invariably take*

prizes at the Hort. Shows in his neighbourhood. Tn conclustoa,

YoiKLL and Co. beg to state that they have not, or do they

Intend to recommend any article but that which Uiey cun do
with confidence; and in this instaucc they feci fully aMored of

its giving the mostentircbatisfacUou.—Great YarmouthKurbcry,
Norfolk, Dec. 22d, 1648. ^_^
SHIRLEY VINEYARD, XEAR SOITTUAMPTON.-KCRSERV

DEPARTMENT.
CLEMENT IIOARE respectfully announces tbat hd

has now ua sale au extensive coUccUon of GrapeVine Plants

of superior growth, and of the roost approved sorts in general

cultivation, varying in price from 2«. 6d. to 7*. ^- each.

Lately Published,
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ow THB CULTIVATION ok the

GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By Ci-kmkwt Hoakb. M
edition, Bvo, 7a. Gd.boards. Lokoxan & Co.,Loadon. Sold by

all Booksellers, and at the Vine>-ard at Shirley*

TIOTATO SEED FOR AMATEURS and GAR-
X DENEUS—GRATIS. -A Gentleman ulio has ?^ A

Tarieties, and who feels great interest

the preservation and improvement of the bteeds, win be happy

forward a pinch of >aed to any one wlto wiU forward a stauii»c- ^m

lope (properly addressed to himself, to Mr. Eo;t-arj>.s, care of 5
Tia*» Krt_ r i»r(«4iil(iiit.strpfit West. Goswell-n^d.

Ti^CONOMiC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETV,
lli No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKJ-'RlARii, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowered by Act of ParJiaaserit, ;j^\iiiiam I\ .

Lower rates or premicm thakthose or awjt other office.

that entitle the assured to participate in th^ profiU, as follows
\

40

Annual
Premium
oer cent.

46 £0

sieu'3 19 9 3 n 9.^ 6

amounted upon an average to lOf.

per cent" on" t"he premiums then paid; and in 1R39 a aeowMl

Boxus was awarded, amounting on the average to %\L per cent,

on the premiums paid during the prr—l.ng five years.

No exti* charge for residence in any j*rt of Europe, nor fcnr

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vess^) from any one

Port therei)f to another during peace, to Asstircrs, not being sea-

faring menby profession. Licei 9 are granted to go to any part

of the VForld upon crms proporlioriate to the ™ta.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suiCide, dueHing, or t>r

the hands of justice, are not void as rtspecte the interests of

parties to whom they may have been lefaily asMgncd.

AsBurances may be cfi^octed on any and evray day.
ASBur^u / ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ g^^^ ^j Directors,

r^MPTiRi.i. Jam£s Downbr, Secretary.

«nH m.v he seen at this NOTserT,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon iMPfO^f-tiPf^i
ciules and at verr moderate charpe*. erected by DiVMEL auA

EDW'VRD BATLEY, 2/2, HOLBOKN.
D and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the c^ff*:

tion of this subject, and had much eipenence m the ereebon ol

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have.^ "'Foje-

nfpntrsuiTirestcd in their practice, rendered the.r mode of heat^

."rnot on!y v«r"fficient': but ve^ «n,ple, -d have combmed

durability in the apparatus with economy m the charge. They

Mve erected apparatus in England. Scotland, and Ireland, for

mX nomemeu 'and gentlem^. a^d have had the honour to be

"-nployed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in execuUnK^e

Ss of their splendid Conservatory, lately f«,^ted at Ch«^
D anJE. Bai«t also construct in metal "^l '^^»'!'P«3^

Horticultural BuUdin^ and Sashes, '^if^'^'^^^t'll^^t^
men, and the pubUc to an inspection °^

"'^^i',!*^^";, "mity of
and models, at a;2, Hojborn where they l«vet^eap^rtJ^^

exhibiting, amongstother metal "^^lll^ll^^^X^JthTZltlanv.^
convenient kitchen apparatus or r^^adaptedlor^ ^^^^ ^^^
suDDlv of hot water, and an arranJMueui "' ^""1

^.j

^lil^e ?h°an has hitherto been brouifht before^ puh|^^
^^^_

*^

D. and E. Bailm were the first tolnO^ c<»«wtory
near houses to borUculturists.^id «"«!«» ^^^^
attached to the Pantheon as ,«*« °^ *°%t.
others in this country and on t^ C«"^^

"^^ ^^^ Galvanic Plant
O and E.nAitBT have V^'V^*\-^^f^l,lXi<, delivery; they

Protect nr., which '^'^'^ }}?'*^ !,t^^'SltzlYm. for Orchil

daceous or other H. .. « ''"cre vaj.^
^^ ^^^ Manufactory.
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HOT WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildin|n..-STEPnENSON and Co., Agents for the

Ohi P«k iron-works. and xManufact arers, 6 1 , G racechurch- street,

fllon, so^rciran iAspection of their unproved Conical Boiler.unprov

/'«:«. vtiitar'ii^des^iption, Ofirrieners' Chronicle, March 12» p. 1/5.)

To Ama e^^^^^^^
'^^^>'

""
lO AIQALCUia vw U^:„V„,^^V mr»^-a 1

are

comDlete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

nlUsure very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

onlv once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 55. and upwards. Further

uarticniars. with plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above; where also may he seen

the improved Wrou^ht-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's

Smoke-consuraing Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-

mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-

plied with not- water Socket-pipes.

?j.B.—Waytk's New Patent Land-presses and Dnlls.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING by HOT WATER

^rUE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Seveuoaks, Kent.

J. Shkwkn having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddiges',

Hackney J
Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter j and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

C^UANO ON SALE BY the IMPORTERS,
T ANTHONY GIBBS and SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, an'D Co., LIVERPOOL ani> BRISTOL.

\\7 ANTS a SITUATION as SHOPMAN and CLERK
Vf in a Nursery and Seed Establishment, a Young Man, who
has been engaged several years as above in one of the first Lon.
don Nursery and Seed Houses, and is competent to take the

journeys if required. Every satisfaction can be given as to cha-
racterand ability. Address A. B., Messrs. J. A. Hknderson and
Co.'s, Nurserymen, Pineapple-place, Edgware-road, London.

WANTED BY HAYTHOW and CO., a person
as PROPAGATOR . Application to be made by letter only.

Clapton Nur9er\% London^^De^^jl, J.g42, ___^

J.
WEEKS and Co., Arcimtects. &c., Gloucester
TI.AVK, Kixc's-nnAii, Cmklsba, Hothouse Builders aud

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, bog leave to inform the

KobiUtyand Gentry that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many yeais, is entirely cuneued to

tJie BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once

in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forchig Houses 300 ft. in

Their improved plan of BO'l'TOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of au open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of tlie

Kobility and Gentlemen's Scats in the country, nearly the whole

of the London Nurseries, aud a great vaiiety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot- water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square. .

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFKCTED—FOR OBTAINING A FREE
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL & OTHER BUILDINGS.

W/ HILL having haxl every opportunity of making
' ' • himself acquainted with the best method of constructing

HorticuHural Buildings of every kind— to command the above

truIy-deslrablc renult—and having with much satisfaction wit-

nessed the gradual improvement in the adaptation of this prin-

ciple to almost every variety of Building, begs to announce to

the Nobility and Public generally, that he erects CONSERVA-
TORIES. HOTHOUSES, PITS, &c., &c., upon the above system,

which has {at an hnmen^e cost to the inventor), been brought to

greal perfiction^ aud heats the same by Hotwater Appahatcs,
with imprijved Tube or Conical Boilers. W. Hii.l aUo adapts

Dr. Aaworr's NkwBalanceo Rkuui-ator to the Boiler Appa-

ratus, by whirh an immense saving" of fuel is effected, the greatest

regularity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble

Saved. Pe.vw's bvsxKM only requires publicity to be appre-

ciated. The Public are therefore invited to inspect its efficitut

working at the Inventor's Residence. Lewisham. The great end

gained by adopting this system, is a perft'ct and rapid Circula-

tion, producing consequently an equable temperature throughout

the building [of whatever construction^, and renders access to it

at all times sJifo and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-

ctitiUion behi^ enabled to remain for hours in a temperature

grtatlv exceeding summer-heat, with as much comfort as could

possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.

W. Hill would refer any, who may desire to apply the above

system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John Willmot,
of Ipleworth, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this

system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and

any further information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder

and Surveyor, Lewisham.

ECONOMIC HEATING APPARATUS,

WHILL having repeatedly observed in the Columns
• of the Gardeners^ Chronicle, inquiries for a chea]i mode of

heating small Greenhouses and Conservatories, begs to inform

any who may hitherto have denied themselves a pleasing Re-

creation on pccount of the expense and trouble attendant upon
either Water Apparatus, or the common Sracke Flue, that he

engages to warm Buildings of the above description, upon an
entirely new principle, with Dr. Arxott's MfivvLY-ixvisNTKi)

Brick Sxovit, at a cost of about one-fifth that cf the most com-
mon mode by hot water. The foHowing are some of its advan-

tages, viz :—It occupies very little room, is altogether within the

House, no Smoke or Dust, requires attention once in 24 hours,

may be made very ornamental, costs in working from 2d, to 6d.

per day according to size. May be seen in operation, by apply-
ing to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham. W. Hill
also adapts the above to Churches, Chapels. Public Offices, large

or small Libraries, Picture Galleries, Nursery and other private
Apartments, for which it is es^pecially and admirably suited.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYaL LETTERS PATENT.

3UNCH

THE GENUINE GUANO ON SALE AT LIVER-
POOL.—Any quantity of this celebrated and valuable

natural INlanure can be obtained from the Queen's Bonded Stores,

either in Liverpool or in London. Apply to Messrs. Wm. Jos.

Mykns & Co., Importers, Liverpool; Messrs. CnTKswoRXH,

POWKLL, & PuvoR, Great St. Helen's, London; or Messrs.

EnwAROS, Dawson, & Co.. Brokers, Liverpool.

This day is published, price 3ti.,

PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 1843. Brimful of Fun
and Jokes, and containing upwards of One Hundred humor-

ous Cuts. Also,

PUNCH'S LETTERS TO HIS SON. Revised and

corrected from thcoriginal MSS.inthe Bloomsbury Library,

by DOUGLAS JERROLD. With 24 lUustrations by Kennkv
MfcAOOWS. I'rice 5*.

PUNCH'S PANTOMIME ; or, HARLEQUIN
KING JOHN, AND MAGNA CHARTA; as now perform-

ing at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden. Price Is..^

; or, the LONDON CHARIVARI. Volume
the Third. Price 8s. Pablished every Saturday, price 'id.,

and in Monthly Parts.

UNCirS POCKET-BOOK is now on sale, price

3jf. firf., roon tuck. „ „ , „
Offick, 13, Wellington-street; aud sold by all Booksellers.

A NEW WORK ON GARDENING.

I^IIE FIRST NUMBER of THE GARDENER and

JL PRVCTICAL FLORIST for the new year will be ready

January 7th, illustrated with Wood Engravuigs, and containing

24 columns of valuable practical information on Gardening and

Flowers. Published every Saturday, Price 3rf.

London: R. Groombrioge. 5. Paternoster-row, and sold by

all Booksellers and Newsmen.

TRACTS ON BEES. BY THE REV. W. C. COTTON,
Now ready, price U. each, or 5.s. per dozen,

rrWO SHORT and SIMPLE LETTERS to COT-
J- TAGERS ON BEES. Letter L On Bke-Managkmk^t.

Letter II On the Natural Theologt ot BEhS. By the Rev W.

C Cotton, M.A.. Student of Christ Church, Oxford j
and Chap-

lain to the Lord Bishop of New Zealand.

RiviNGTONS, St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo-place.

BROWN'S IMPROVED GARDEN POT.
KOBERT brown having made an important and

successful improvement in the construction of Garden Pots,

submits tbtm to the Floricultural Profession, ami to all who are

interested in the propagation and cuUiviition of Plants. It is

well known that many valuable ^IW'ts are annuaUy lust, or

much injured, by having the deUcate fibrea of tlieir roots dried

up, from the pots in common use becoming heated by the sun's

rays, or from exposure to drying currents of air, &c., for which

evils a remedy has long been souglit. The Impr«ved Garden

Pot now offered to the Pnblic is intended to counteract this irre-

gularity of temperature, by being made hoUow-sidcd, with an

aperture on the rim, that the space between the outer and inner

surface mav be filicd with water when required, and the aperture

being made air-tight by means of a peg, a uniform degree of

coolness or humidity may be pre..erved, and the planrs, although

exposed to the mid-day sun, will have their roots secured from

iDJury, The Improved Garden Pot does not differ in appearance

from those in common use, hut the advantages of its construc-

tion, for the growth of plants, or for the propagation of cut-

tings, are too obvious to need further commei^t.— R. B. has

BBbmitted his indention to several eminent cuUivators, from

whom he has received the greatest encourageraenl.

Specimens may be" seen at the Horticultural Society s Rooms,

21, Regent-street, or at Mr. Brown's Pottery, Surbiton-hill,near

Kingston, Surrey, and at his private residence, Ewell.

WANTED a Middle-aged Man as FOREMAN in a

Nursery, who, although required to understand his busi-

ness in all its branches, would be principally occupied in the

propagation and cultivation of a small but select collection of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. None need apply whose charac-

ter will not hear the strictest scrutiny for honesty and sobriety*

For parti culars. address.B, P., Post-office, Tunbrjdgc Wells, Kent.

Now published, price IOa.,

A SECOND Edition of MILL'S TREATISE ON
XX THE CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS. MELONS, SEA-KALE,

and ASPARAGUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit. and also

daily Notes of Practice from- December to February inclusive.

Published by Wm. Smith, 113, Fleet-street, and sold by all

Booksellers.
^

f^ REAT LEAGUE-FUND.—The ADDRESS of the

VJ' NATIONAL ANTLLORN-LAW LEAGUE to the Inhabitants

of the Metropolis, of the date of the 13th instant, calls upon the

Citizens of London and the Metropolis generally to organize and

assemble in Public Meetings, to subscribe and otherwise aid the

League in their public-spirited exertions to promote FREE
TRADE, and to accomplish the Abolition of the Com and Pro-

vision Laws. _,..-.* * .' ,

To give effect to these objects, a distinct Association and sepa-

rate Provisional Committees have been formed for the Metro-

polis—one Committee for the City, aud another for the other

districts of London. . ^ ^^
These Committees will sit daily at 08, Cheapside

:

John Travers, Esq., Provisional Chairman and Treasurer.

G. H. Heppel, Esq., Secretary and Sub-Treasurer.

At the British Hotel. Cockspur-street,Charing-cross :

Th« Hon. Charles P. Villiers, M.P.. Provisional Chairman

Treasurer.
*

, « ,. rr.

J. C. Symons, Esq., Secretary and Sub-Treasurer.

In the course of the week the Committees for the Metropolis,

in aid of the above object, will be formed and advertised. A liBt

of banking-houses will also be advertised, where subscriptions

may be paid. The Provisional Chairmen, Treasurers, and Secre-

taries in the meanwhile will receive contributions.

MY BEE
Also, by the same Author, just published,

-BOOK. (With 70 Enf^ramngs on Wood.) Small 6vo. \1s.

A NARRATIVE of a VISIT to the AUSTRALIAN
- COLONIES, by Jamks Backhousk.-TIus work contains a

narrative of a visit, of six years, to the Australian Colunies, with

SescSiveNotYcesWtheCountriesvi.ite
Aborigines, Emigrant and Prisoner Population j also Obscrvatioiis

on thf Penal mscipline. and on Emigration. &c. It is printed m
one volume, of TOO pages, demy 8yo, and illustrated by three

newly-engraved Maps, fifteen Etchi.igs on Steel, and several

Woodcuts, and is expected to be ready for Publication in the

first month 1843. The price to Subscribers, 145.. to be paid on

delivery : to Non-siibscribers. l6«. A few copies with plates on

India-paper, 20*. Subscribers' names received by Jamks Back-

HOUSK or J. L. LixNKV, York. ^

THE NUMBER FOR JANUARY NEXT WILL COMMENCE
THE VOLUME OF

BOTANIC GARDEN, which, be-

sides the former additions, will contain a portion of Pro-
ly/TAUND'S

fessor ^HerisToV'V BOTANICAL' DICTIONARY ^^^^^5^'
th^!

be conthmed in every succeeding Number till completed, ihe

usual beautiful style; and the Floral Registkr, with iG wood-

cuts of plants, and the Auctarium. are given as usual.

Price \s. ^d. Large, U, Small, per Month,

The January Number wUl afford a favourable opportunity for

those who are fond of the open Garden to commence taking this

now cheapest of all Botanical works.

London: Simpktn, Marshall. * Co.

Fourth edition improved, cloth neat, 2s. 6d.

CMITH on the GROWTH of CUCUMBERS and

O MELONS, with Asparagus, Mushrooms. Rhubarb, &c.

" His mode is excellent ; we recommend the W ork to all Cucum-

ber and Melon growers."-Lo«^on** Card. J/afi^.

London: Simpktv, Marshall, and Co.. and all Booksellers.

In One Volume, 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings, m.
ri^HE SUBURBAN GARDENER AND VILLA
X COMPANION; Comprising tbe Choice of a Suburban or

Villa Residence, or of a Situation on which to form one; the

Arrangement and Furnishing of the House; and the Laymg-out,

Planlinff and general Management of the Gardens and Grounds

;

the whole adapted for Grounds from One Perch to Fifty Acres

and upwards in extent ; and intended for the Instruction of those

who know little of Gardening and Rural Affairs.

•'The most complete work on villa gardenmg that has ever

appeared in oar language."- Quarterly Journal of ^fij^'f«^';^-

" Not only those who are looking out for a house, but such as

are settled in one already, be it small or large, wUl find much

and available information. All who delight in a garden should

possess this book."— Spectator. ^ ^ , ^rv,Ki„«^
* ' The whole work contains so much sound good sense, combmed

with the results of long experience, that it will be invaluable to

every one who wishes to enjoy all the comforts of which a

suburban residence is susceptible, with a due regard to economy

;

aud it should be carefully perused by every pers.)n who resides

in a house having a garden. We regard it, on the whole, as the

most original, and 8s calculated to be the most expensively use-

ful of ail Mr. Loudon's works, and we have no doubt it wUl

effect as great a change in the appearance of the gardens and

grounds of our suburban and other small villas, as Mr. Loudon s

• Encyclopajaia of Cottage Architecture ' has, in various parts of

the country, effected in the appearance of the labourers' cot-

tages."

—

Times.
London: Longma.v, Brown, Grkkn, and Longmans.

r

To begin precisely on the 1st of January,
No. L,

rPHE GARDENERS' EDITION of the Botanic
' Garden, at Sixpence a Month. (" The money's nothing.")

The work will contain coloured Copper plate Engravings. It will

contain Sixteen Wood Engravings. It will contain plain descrip-

tions of the best F'lowerinc Plants, the best method of ma-

nageraent, and everything else that's usefuL What more can be

desired? ^ „
If you don't order the Gardeners' Edition at Sixpence,

^ you disregard cheap moral gratification.

and

ATRONISED by ail the principal Architects and

Builders in this Country and Abroad. SEYSSEL AS-

PHALTE.-In consequence ofthe daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of " Asphalte

being given to most of the spurious and " cheap" mafenals. the

Directors of this Company particulariy recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, (for the purpose of securing the use of the

genuine article,} to insert in their specifications "Ihe Seyssel

Isphalte, Claridge's Patent," and not merely "Asphalte or

'•Bitumen," as. in many cases where these terms have been used,

eras tar and other vporthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed the

spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned

as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a light colour, closely resembling

Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without being slippery),

and joints almost imperceptible ; It is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by change <;f temperature, and is at all times dry and

warm and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-

ticity nevercracks. The fictitious materia!, on the contrary, has

a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittlcness, is liable to crack, particularly

in frostv weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the

genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has been

used with great advantage for rooling ; it can be laid down to any

extent, presenting one uniform suriace, and is far supenorto

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence

of any change in the temperature. For covering of arches to

prevent the percolation of wet,) it is mvaluable, the Greenwich

Railway Company alone having covered upwards of 400,000 su-

nerficial feet; it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-

mingham, J\l idland Counties. South Western, Brighton Blackwall,

and other Railways; at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at

the South Metropolitan. Highgate, and Nunhead J^emeteries. As

proof of the great durability of the genuine Asphalte, it need only

bementioncti that the first work executed in this Country m^^^

this material, (amounting to 3,952 feet,; was at WhitehaU, oppo-

site the Horse Guards, in the mouth of April, 1838, and wh ch

although only half an inch in thickness, has rernamed uP
J^

tms

time (a period of four years and eight months^ m tlie nriost per-

feet condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may

be obtahied on application to J. Farrell, Secretary.

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate, London.

Note-Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, Lo^^o^f^^^

the works at the Model Prison, at the Abney -park Cemetery (vvhica

from its failure has since been removed), or at the Hotel at uie

Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed by

th is Company. . ~ —
n^ARPAULlISGS, rOLlCE-CAPES.- 8,000 Yardt

sizes, same pnce. jli. i» puii^-^-v •"-

—

i-----, - »

Roofa, stack and Waggon Covers, Greenhouses Ii^ine3&c*c.

Above l.OUO second-hand London Polieemen-s Tarr-auhng CapM,

lined with cloth, redressed and waterrroof, \s.J)d., f' '''"^

f-^^
each, suiiable for Gardeners, Shepherds, Carters, I'fo"^"^!'^X
Funi-servants. Garden-Nets, Rabbit-Nets. ^h^ep-Nets, and Fisn

ing-Nets of aU kinds.-RosEiiT Kichardson, ^ «' "i^ Tent MnKer,

2], Tonbridge-place, New-r»ad, near Euston-square, London. Hi"

plea sent- -— •

TIODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.--Tbe

Xl above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by xu

Faculty, is to be procured only from E,
^\11^^>^'IZ^^^^^

Middlesex. The Trade not being supphed, the Pale Ale canno

genuine if procured elsewhere.-City Office, 93, Grac^church-st.

CAUTION.— Several Perfumers of apparent Respect-

ability, for the sake of gaining a trifle more
P^o^^.'^ffi^fiJe

tempt to impose their pernicious compounds ^Vonthev^}>l^^^^^^^

rfflf- MACASSAR OIL" for the Hair, and " KAL\DOKiw
the Complexion. They copy the bills and labels of the onginul art^,.

cles, substituting either j.Jictitious7iume,OTihe yvord uc-r.
^-J

[n the place of ^'ROWLAND'S." To frustrate such «"*/^"^* ^^
it it necessary, on purchasing either article, to see that the ^u;^^

ROWLAND'S is on the wrapper, as follows, "^'J^-^^out whicn "

are genuine. Rowland's Macassar On., for the growth, anu

Beautifying the Human Hair. Price Hs. 6d., 7«., or fa»»iy J^oii

(containing four small) 10s. G^, ; and double that si=fie,-^i».F

bottle. Rowland's Kalydor, for the Skin and «^ompieAiu

l>rice is, 6d. and Ss. 6d. per bottle. A. ROWLAND AND &v/i .

'20, HAXTON GARDEN. LONDON, is written jp ^^^ /'^ '^d
wrappers of the Macassar Oil and Kalvdob, and engra>«_^^^

of Tarpaulings on Sale, at 2s, per square yard ;
nia*|[e up to any

It is perfectly waterproof, and is suitable lor

the Government Stami^iaffixed on the Kalydor. Be sure to ask _fo^

*' RowLANn's" Articles,

and Perfumera.
Sold by them and by respectable Cheuu5«

V-
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HORTirULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
-^ IY.V is Dublished. Price 3s. 6d. to FeUows of the Society, and
f^ urn) *3 i'

^^ J.Q others,

riT\LOGUE OF THE FRUITS Cultivated in

»>," rarden of the Horticultural Society of Londgx.

^^vAltion Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Regent-
'^

itnd also by Longrman and Co., Paternoster- Row;
*"^frh^ PiccadiUri Ridgway, Piccadilly ; Rivingtons, Water-

iSTre- and by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the

22re!—N B A few Copies of the 2nd Edition may be had at

JJ^uced Price of l*. 6d. each.

Z\)t @^att»nierg' djrontcU.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOAVING WEEKS.

Tueidart I>«c- ^ .... Zoological 8|^P. K.

'UVdneiiday . Jan- *

Fiiday. Jan. d .

Entomological
Geological

Bottinical

8 p. M.

8^ P.M.

8 p- M.

ALTBorcH, as we stated last week, the thorough

drainage of land is one of the most certain and imme-

diate methods of improving its productiveness, yet it is

not the only means to he employed. Manuring is

just as necessary ; and fortunately this too is to be

effected mainly by manual labour, applied to the

collection and application of materials now utterly

and enormously wasted.

In the matter of manures we are as barbarous as

the savages of Asiatic Russia; and, one would think,

as ignorant. Bountiful Providence takes care that in

proportion as population is dense, the means of feeding

that population should be multiplied. But man,
unable to comprehend these admirable arrangements,

wastes the materials intended to sustain him. We
read in Mr. Murchison's Account of the Black Earth
of Russia (Journ. R. Agr. Soc, 3, 128), that the

peasants of Central Russia are so prejudiced against

die use of manure, that *' enorniOus piles of this sub-

stance, the accumulation of ages, are seen behind most
villages and towns, forming hillocks of considerable

magnitude, the export of which might really form a
very beneficial trade to those countries more advanced
in agriculture, and whose poorer soils are worthless
without repeated dressings of manure." People hold
up their hands with astoijishment at the ignorance of
these serfs. What a pity it is that they do not look at
home! They then would find it quite unnecessary
to import improvidence from Central Russia—plenty
of that may be had in England.
Upon this subject we would refer the reader to the

Report of the Foor-lmv Commissioners on the Sanitarij
Comhtion of the Lahvuring Pojmlaiion ;* a most im-
portant document, founded upon actual evidence pro-
duced to the Commissioners in 1842. They prove
to a demonstration that there exists in this country an
enormous miiss of the richest fertilising materials, not
onl> wasted, but assisting in the pi oduction ofan amount
olpestilence of which few persons have an idea. In one
year ihis has caused 56,461 deaths, for England and
^^ales alone, which is "as if the whole county of

^
Uestmoreland or Huntingclonshire, or any other

^^ equivalent district, were entirely depopulated annu-
^^

ally, and Mere only occupied again by thegrowth of

^^

a new and feeble population, hving under the fears
ot a similar visitation!" The annual aniount of

jersons who perish from prev en tible causes, mainly
Drought on by the deleterious effects of those very
'
H.'^y^'u'"'^''^^''

^^ ^^'^"^'^^ our fields, is stated to be
ouDle the amount of what was suffered by the

^lecl Armies in the battle of Waterloo." It "is the
a.i accumulation of putrid matter in ditches, courts,

wkTk n
'^^^^es,t and in their immediate vicinity,

wnicn pollutes the air and produces contagious fever.
listmsvery same matter which, when restored to

prXc^'
^^^ '^ ^^P^^^^ ^^ bearing new crops of

^Herever wp l^<.n :•, * .•„„ .i. _ />

this

niPPfcTP**'
*" ^tipenuon ot the same sickening details

acconnt 11^' ^" ^^'^ ^""^Ses we have in all directions

tionR nf n
^^'^""^ mortality brought on by accumula-

fyinl i.
'^^''''^' of filth-ditclies filled with putre-

tloaciii^ ['
stagnant pools, and choked-up drains,

ntinuatfv r!!^"\"Si
animal and vegetable matters are

unemployed, or

^P drain
— "^ "aaic. xu oiiifton we have choked-

i» the 1

^^^" ^^""'^^ intolerable stench. At Stafford,

madp J^^ ^P^^^® ^^ ^^^^ *o^'»' ^liere is no provision

of thVr
""^^ '^*'^' ^^^^ch is thrown down in front

Vhcll ^u^? ^""'^ ^"^^^^^^ to Putrefy ;

comrn n
""^

^''"^"S animal and veg

««iered to run to waste. In Bilston

and these nice

^ntranp " "'i*'
"*^ >aac:oi uirai, form "'the back

(Renon ^"i^ x^^
^^""^^^ ^^ ^^^ principal streets"

P-j6). In one part of Macclesfield, all
Report,

Kind*^^usofnff1 I 1
^ iuacciesneiu, 2U1

*^eaned in i
animal and vegetable matter, are

^ the si^ff %~^ ^^^^ ^^d P"^^^^ "^ass, disgusting

rts of r

offensive to the smelL In the poorer

city, girdled

tThia An 8vo -volume of 457 pages.* ^aiawaji frx C-
voiume oi 457 pages.

K^'^'^ic Ihorouihf^
'^ ^o"^on, in the parish of St. Giles, in a large

*or«e
feet, in 1 ^ *^*

^*J
^^^ P^^ce jn tbc cellars, to the depth of

ft- ifi.) ^ "* I'Ousea lettiiig at from 30/, to 40/. a year each

filth—Gateshead, the manufacturing towns cenerHllv
and of course hi London, the horrid condition pro^
duced by the accumulation of decaying matter is per-

We can

fecdy indescribable, and we must refe? our readers to
the Report itself for details (especially page 30).

hardly credit the evidence of our senses
when we see that all this vileness is to be met withm hngland, which claims so much credit for cleanli
ness and propriety. One instance, however, is so
remarkable as to hold a bad preeminence overall othera.
At p. 13 the Commissioners report, that of all the
towns visited. A. is the worst beyond all comparison,
^rom the gas-works extends a double line of
deep, black, stagnant ditches.

1

open,

. - -. From these ditches an
intolerable stench is perpetually rising, and produces
fever of a severe character. Cases of ivphus fever are
frequent ; and at the time of the Reporters* visit. 7 or
8 persons were attacked in two streets. Other ilrnins
still more intolerable than the last are specified.
The openings to the sewers of this to»n are exceed-
ingly offensive in hot weather; the ditches arc some-
times emptied ; and their contents, when placed upon
the land, injure the meadows, Ay the cxlraordinary
strength of the manure, ^ow the town where these
abominations are permitted to endure—where typlius
fever rages, and the purest atmosphere is thus pol-
luted by the ignorance and laziness of man, is—
Windsor, the seat of Royalty

!

Here, then, is an incalculable source ofmischief, on
the one hand, and of wealth on the other, which only
requires labour to convert it from a misery to a blr^s-

ing. There is no conceivable reason why labour
should not be thus apjilied. For the collection, re-

moval, and application of these substances there arc

people enough to be found ; it is only necessary that

some one should direct them what to do. Parish

officers should cause the poor to be employed in

gathering together such matters for sale to farmers
and gardeners; and, in order to destroy the nuisance

of collecting them, they should uscsoiiic of the disin-

fecting agents, which might easily be had at a cheaj

rate. If the collection and purification cost more than

the material could be sold for, the loss should fall on

the parish, and be paid for out of the poor-rates ; it

would be a cheap price to give for the removal of

what contaminates the air we breathe. If tlie law in its

present state will not sanction such a proceeding, the

law should immediately be altered; and, in the mean
while, individuals should everyw^here subscribe their

funds to the working out so good an end. Suppose

the wealthier inhabitants of every parish were to fur-

nish the money tlius to employ the poor, and were to

divide the loss, if loss there were, among them ; would

not that be a very good sort of charity ? ^\'e have

Societies for all sorts of purposes—why not for the

Suppression of Pestilence as well as the yuppression of

Mendicity? It would be a good work, and surely

God's blessing would be upon it.

Put we shall be told that there would be no market

for the materials thus gathered together; and that,

if there were a market, no one would subscribe

the money required for their collection. Wliy,

how is this—that in a country like England, where

skill and capital so much abound, there is this unwill-

ingness to apply either to the most productive of all

sources of wealth and happiness, the employment of

the poor and the improvement of the soil' What

unseen power can it be tliat guides the capital of the

country into foreign mines, foreign loans, mad

usury, wild schemes of locomotion by land and sea,

and all the jack-o'-lanterns of speculation ? Certainly

not apathy, nor want of skill, nor hardness of heart,

nor ignorant supineness. What is it then ?

W e cannot answer that question ; but we see that at

a county meeting in Hertfordshire some time since,

some observations were made on the sul ject which

are worth recording. Cne of the speakers sUted, that

if long and liberal leases were subsiituted for the

tenant at-will system, or if the landlord were required

give compensation for improvements on disnus^^mg

a tenant, we should hear of no want of employment in

our rural districts. These sentiments are said to have

been loudly cheered at the time, and the subject has

since been the subject of much conversation at the

market tables of the county. We hope it will

contirme to be so; but, in the mean while, the

labourer must be employed: and we urge upoii those

concerned the importance of employing him this very

winter in the manner we have suggested- A man

cannot wait for tardy lawgivers when his food is m
question. Give bread, blankets, or coals to the poor

who are aged and infirm ; but give work to the poor

who are able-bodied, and pay them^pruperly for it—

not a shilling a-day, as some are now doing, and

claiming credit for their self-seeking charity, but a

reasonable remuneration for a fair day's work, 10

lake advantage of a poor man s necessity by giving him

sixpence for what is worth a shilling i^ cheating, dis-

guised like charity. \ .x.

We cannot conclude these observaUons better than

by another extract from the Commissioners' Report:

'**The condiuon of Urge rural difiUicU m the immc-

ditte Tjcinity of the town*, and of the poorer di«tricu of
the towns tlienaseWec, prosenU « ftinguliir contrRSl in the
nattireof the age^ncie* by wbich iLe heaM of tbc inbubit-
anU is impaired, Withiu iLc towns wc find the hott*ci
tnd streets filthj, Um air foeud ; diffuse, t>phat,Aad
other epidtmica rife amo^tttl:

j ; ilation, briuKinf, in
the train, dt >titutioi3 and the need of } < c ^.aarj as <Rlll U
medical relief; all mainly arisiiif from tbeprcMnce oi the
hcheht iiiBt^riala of prodr^'ion. the r '-nplerc ab&enoft wf
which would in a gn-at measure tf^oie. ^M.i, avt r! the
recurrence of difiea«e, and, if propeily appiird, wo"'d pro-
mote abundance, r^^npen food, aad increaac ibe dtmand
for beneficial labour, OutiUe the afflicted district*, and
at ft abort distance from them, at in the adjacent rural
districts, we find the aspect of the rountry poor and
thinly clad with Tegetstion, exctpi ruishca mmi pUuts fa-
voured by ft fupcrabundatjcc of tuoiature; liie crops
meagre, the labouruig agrictiftnral poj.uintiisn few, and
nfflicted with rhrumatitm and oUh r maladiea, ai' ' g fn'm
daftp and an exi f water, which, if reacwsd, would
relieve them from a CAuae of diteftte, t^t^ land tfron an im-
pediment to production, and, if convejrd for the ttM of
the town populHiion, would give tliax population the cle-
Dient uf which the)- sund in peculiar n^rd, ma a vif^ani to

relieve them from thai whicli is their own eaoie of dc-

presMon, and rtturn it for uhc on the land aa a mranf of
the Ligheat feniliiy. The fact of the caifttence of iheat

evilSf arfd that they arc r'*nioTable, if not m^"^ Mitain
than that Iheir removal would be auciidcd by reduitions

of existing burdena, aud might be reiidtred pioducUvr uf
gen<'ral advanliij^, , if due meanS| gtiid^'' by »cien«e, aud
applied by properly quatifif d ofEcrrit, be rtk^orted to."

"We last year brought prominently into n<tlice the

statements made by Mr. \\'cbb Hall rcsprcting ccnftin

extraoidinary effects ascribed by that gentleman to

what is called Daniill's Manure; and we addeti that

our private information confirmed those statement*?.

Some experiments made this year on Grftsa, and
with kitchen-garden crops, in the garden of the

Horticultural Society, have proved by no means
favourable to this manure; and we j^erceivc by the

l*roceedings of the Bath and ^\'c^t of Fngland Agri-

cultural Society that Capt. Scobell, ami other gentle-

men, have reported that the instances of its action,

which have been examined by them, do not justify

the high character that has been irivcn of iu Un
clay land in grass it had produced uo visible

eft'ect; and on mtadow land in another place there

w;is no perceptible difference between the parts un-

manurcd and those which had been drcsfced with

Daniell's manure. These gentlemen also state that at

Kingsweslon, on sou e land of Mr. Miles, this sub-

stance had been used with Wheat with no sort of

advantage; and, as the general usultof their inquiries,

they report " their unanimous opinion that Danielfs

"manure had failed io produce those beneficial results

" they expected to have witnessed; but whether any

"peculiarity of the season, the nature of the soil, or

"other causes of which they had no knowledge, had
'•' counteracted its fertilising quality, they could not
*'

tell. They recommended that a trial should be made

"in the ensuing year upon soils and in situations

•^ different. It remained, too, to be proved, now tliat

*' the land'on which the comnnttee reported was more
ii

I

to

fully impregnated with the manure, whether it would

not produce more favourable results next year/'

Un the other hand, Mr. Blake, of ^Varniiiister, a

practical and well-known agriculturist, Btatetl that '*a

^•friend of his had tried lou bu.4ith of ihe patent

'' manure on a field of Turnips, upon a part of which
'' also he had tried bone-dust, and the result was, that

"he gave the greatest prefeience to the patent ma-
" nure. He had himself tried it on \T heat, a part of

^' which was manured with other manure; Ending

•'some part of the Wheat looking very unhealthy, he

" had used some of the patent manure, and the result

"had been most beneficial; as, although that part of

'* the Wheat had been sown five weeks after the other,

"it was ripe within three or four days of the other.

" Mr. Bennett, also, than whom no man was more

"accurate and careful in his mode of agriculture,

**had tried loO bushels of it on Swedes, a portion of

"which same field was manured with bone-dust,

'' guano, and other manures ; and be expre^eii him-

**self highly satisfied with the effects of the boue-

'* dust and the patent manure, and that he firmly be-

'*lieved them to be far superior to all other manures.

*^ He, however, added, that although he had known it

« to be most successful in many instance?!, there were

•'also instances of failure. Captain Scobeli also

'* stated many instances of the re.-^ulis of the manure,

" some of which were successful, and others not. Mr.

*'Wt'bb Hall also continued to bear testimony to its

'' effects, having tried Mi) busliels of it in variou^s wa> s,

** and sometimes under the most unfavourable circum^

-stances. He had ever found it successful, and

"thought the instances of failure were to be attn-

"butedto its not having been sufficiently diffused

" over the land, as it was of too caustic a nature to be

*' applied in a concentrated sute. L^t year hadbeea

- a season of drought, wfaidi accounted for Us failure

" on grass lantk, as it was of that volatile character,

*' tliat unless washed iu by rain, its volatUe parts were

•'swept away- It was a manure which was iut^ded
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•Mo be diffused, and not applied^ to the land by

'* means of the drill/'
, . . t,

This last statement probably explains in part the

cause of the conflicting evidence above produced.

It i3, however, a question with us whether it will

ever succeed so well on heavy laud as on light, for

which, from its viscid quality, it seems best suited.

If applied to heavy land, it should probably be ap-

plied before winter, so as to become thoroughly

blended with the soil before the dry weather of spring

can set in.

It is to be recollected that the years of its great

success were all very wet» and that of IFil remark-

ably so; while, on the odier hand, just that year in

which it failed was as remarkable for its dryness

during all the growing season.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN, No. LIL
Those who live in the couatry, at a distance from the

6 .woke and dust of large towns, have no iiJea of the

p easure derived from cultivating plants in a Ward's case

wiiich is placed upon a table beside the window of a sitting-

Toora. In such situations, unless plants are protected by

some conirivanceof the kind, their leaves get covered with

dust, or they are completely burned and destroyed by tlie

excessive heat which is reflected by the pavement and

walls of the houses. Thtre huve been several sketches of

these little greenhouses published in the columns of this

Paper, but none, in my opinion, so handsome as that

.vhich is now pre-

sented to the reader.

The case from which

It has been taken is

in the poh&L^^ion of

C. B. Warner, Esq.,

who has it in his town

bouse, ^n the heart of

the city of London.
It is placed on a

"very ornamental box,

which is filled with

soil, in which Ferns

and several other

plants grow in great luxuriance. Some little plants of

dlflferent kinds are also suspended from the top, and have

a very pretty appearance. Another important matter

connected with its formation is, that a person can always,

by means of a door in the side, get his hand readily in to

do what is neeeaaary to the plants ; or the case itself can

ht easily lifted off, should that at any time be thought

nrcessary. This is a most important arrangement in the

Construction of ali articles of this kind ; if it is not attended

to, the plants are sure to be sooner or later neglected.

The expense of such a cise as this» the frame-work being

made of brass, would be about 8/- ; but then it forms a

piece of very ornamental furniture ; it could, of course, be

made cheaper of some other substance, such as zinc, but

it would not look so well in a room which is nicely

furnished- In order to give an idea of its real size, 1 may
mention that it is three feet loog, and that all the parts

are drawn according to actual measurement.

I mentioned before, that although articles of this kind

should fit well, it is not necessary for them to be air-tight,

as is generally supposed. The action which goes on, and

with which they are connected, is principally mechanical

that is, the water of the soil and leaves, which is turned

into vapour by the influence of heat by day, becomes

condensed upon the iDside of the frame, and is returned

again as soon as the air becomes cool ia the evening.

Thus the plants can be kept in high health with but

h'ttle care, and their leaves retain that bright green colour

which refreshes the'eye so much in the midst of a crowded

city, where window-plants generally look so stunted and
nnhappy.

Besides Ferns, several other plants may be introduced

—

iuch, for example, as Lycopddium stolonxferum, a pretty

branching ^loss, which would soon cover the under part

of the frame ; and I have even known the Pitcher-plant,

in a young sttate, and Venus' Fly-trap, which are plants

of great interest, succeed well in such places. Therj

there might be suspended from the top, in the highest
situations, small plants of the pretty Mamraillirias. The
amateur would thus possess a frame containing objects
which would afford the highest gratification to himself and
his family.

—

R, F,

with the galls were gathered in the Valley of Sevenno, in

the Principato Citra, between Salerno and Avellino, about

four miles from the former city and the sea, but at some

elevation above it. Having never seen anything which

presented the slightest resemblance to these grotesque

forms, 1 thought they must be the productions of a non-

descript species ; but it is said there is nothing new under

the sun, and so it proved in this instance, for I find the

fly described in the " Encyclopedic Methodique," under

the name of Diplolepis umbraculus, and it is the ** Diplo-

Icpe de la Galle en parasol" of the French, who have dis-

covered it in the South of France.

The galls are formed towards the extremity of the twigs

of the Oak, and one I observed was attached *to the stalk,

about a quarter of an inch below the perfectly-formed cup,

from which an Acorn had fallen ; I presume, therefore,

that these galls are monstrous forms of the fruit-buds, into

which the eggs, or rather a single egg, of the Cynips is

inserted as soon as the fruit is set"; the galls are attached

by a very short stem, which is expanded into a large sort

ofruff, having a few ridges and points upon the surface, and

the margin is deeply indented or toothed, forming loogitih

pointed irregular rays; this ruff'is reflexed or bent back, so as

to envelop the Oak-stalk, and tightly embrace it at the

lower extremity; it is3 or 4in. in circumference, and from the

centre arises a stem or pedestal surmounted by a table or

parasol ; this is smaller than the ruff", but similarly toothed ;

the stem is nearly half an inch thick, and on the top,

exactly in the centre of the table, is a little elevation or

tubercle. The whole of the gall is of a reddish-brown

colour, and coated wkh a gummy substance, so thin and

adhesive, that several insects were as completely fastened

down by it, as if they had been varnished over ; amongst

them I observed some small Diptera (Molobri, I believe),

a Miris,also an Altica, and a female Cynips umbraculus.

In dividing one of the galls, I found a cavity beneath the

aperture (a), which contained an oval case or shell as

large as a pea : one end had a round hole in it, the interior

was filled with the dust of the gall, and a female Cynips

was lying dead just by the opening, as is frequently the

case in the galls of other species. I may remark, that the

internal substance of the galls is spongy and light, and

the thickest part of the ruff and table is not more than

the twelfth of an inch.

On examining the specimens of the Cynips umbraculus,

both of which were females, only one appeared to in-

habit each gall : they seemed to me to be very like the

C. Quercus-radicis of Fabricius, but larger; they were of

a chesnut colour, clothed with short ash-coloured hairs ;

on the thorax are three broadish black stripes, with a

narrower one on each side; the scutellum is black at the

base ; the abdomen is variegated with the same colour,

and the oviduct was exserted ; the thighs are striped with

black; the four wings are transparent; the anterior are

ample, with the usual nervures of the Cynips, including

the triangular areolet; the antennae and legs were broken,

but the former are black at the base ; length, 2J lines.

!

-k" ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXXVIIL
The Parasol Gall-fly (Cynips umbraculus.)—The

remarkableeconomyof this family of the Hyraenoptera, and
the little that is known, even by Entomologists, of the
species, in connexion with the singular excrescences which
they have the power of creatin^j, will be a strong induce-
ment to take up the subject from time to time, with a hope
of making the gardener better acquainted with these little

animals. I wish to refer the reader to some general re-

marks that were made when I entered npon the history of

the Cynips aptera,* a species which forms its galls upon
the roots of trees under the surface of the earth, and I

have now an opportunity of detailing the economy of one
which forms its nidus upon the sprigs of an Oak, present-

ing such an extraordinary conversion of the fruit into

galls, that it is well deserving the attention of every one
who takes an interest in the wonderful works of the

fasect nice. ^
1 am informed by Dr. Lindley that the Oak affected is

the Quercift Castagnara of the Italians, and the specimens
were sent from Naples by fhe Hon. R. Keppel Craven ; it

«cems to be a variety of Quercus sessiliflora. The

Fig. 1 represents a twig of the Oak ; fig, 2 is the gall,

with the aperture (a) at the union of the ruff and table,

from which the Gall-fly had emerged ; fig. 3 is the outside

of an Acorn-Clip ; ^g^ 4, a portion of the Oak-Ieaf ; fig. 5,

the female Gail-fly, represented walking, and a little

magnified; and fig. 6 is an anterior wing to show the

neuralion .

—

Ruricoia.

twigs

* Gardener** Chronicle, vol. i., p 732.

PEARS.
The following observations maybe useful to some of

your correspondents. My trees are standards, growing
unpruned on a sandy soil—on a dark tenacious clay, sub-

soil white clay, with chalk stones ; and on a fine hazel

loam, with a subsoil of reddish brick-earth. They are

planted in occasional rows, extending over a surface of

nearly 40 acres ; and from what I have observed during
several years, variation of soil does not appear to afifect

Pears so much as that of seasons.

Marie Louise : quality invariably good in all soils and
icasons ; for three reasons prior to that of 1841 the blos-

loms were destroyed by spring frosts. That year the
crop was abundant ; it has this year been the same,
Beurr^ Ranee, 1P39 : flavour peculiarly fine ; the fruit

kept till June 1840; those of 1840 were also fine, and
kept till the commencement of May, 1841.^The greater

part of those of the latter seemed cracked on the trees

—

others ripened prematurely ; so that by Christmas none
were left. This season has not been favourable for thera^

the greater portion cracking on the trees in Sept. lean

compare this P^ar, from standards here, to nothing but a

fine-flavoured Melon ; it is delicious. I have bought

them in Covent-garden, from wall-trees, very large, but

quite flavourless.

Althorpe Crassaue, 1839 : good and full-flavoured,

keeping until the end of December; 1840, remarkably-

good, and kept till January 1841. Those of 1841 cracked

on the trees, and ripened towards the end of October;

the flavour was inferior. This season they cracked on

the trees during the heavy rains in September, and

have ripened prematurely with an indifferent flavour. In

a garden five miles off, they are fine and delicious. This

is a very hardy Pear.

JVi7iler Crassane always bears abundantly. The
fruit of 1839 kept until February, 1840; flavour, passable.

Those of 1840 kept till January, 1841 ; their flavour was

pretty good. Those of 1841 kept till March, 1842;

flavour better than in the two preceding years. In severe

seasons, this will be a valuable Pear,

Passe Coimar bears most abundantly, but seldom or

never ripens its fruit; they remain hard and worthless

till they rot.

Duchesse d^Ai^goulane grows well, blooms abundantly^

but seldom bears.

DoyentLc rouge is a good bearer, and a very excellent

Pear in October.

Glout Morceait grows well, and bears moderately ; the

fruit but very seldom ripens well, unless placed in a warm
chamber ; it is inclined to spot on the tree, and is oft^n

small and irregularly shaped.

Beurri d' Aremberg bears well; those of 1841 kept

till Jan. 1842 : this season they are ripe now (Nov. 10).

A variety of this Pear, sent from Mons. Van Mons, some

years since, as the '' true Beurre d'Aremberg," differs a

little from the above ; it appears to keep longer, the fruit

of 1841 having kept till Feb. 1842, while my fruit of

this variety are now hard and unripe. Its shoots are not

so slender ; its leaves are a little broader than those of the

variety in usual cultivation, which come from the Horti-

cultural Society of London. It appears to be a seedling

from the same origin. The Beurre d'Aremberg of the

French, which I have repeatedly seen in their nurseries,

is evidently a strong-growing and large variety of the

Glout Morceau. I have at a glance distinguished them

when growing in the quarters of the French nurseries ;

the former will make a shoot of from fi\ti to six feet in

one year from the bud, the latter barely reaching three

feet : but it evidently belongs to the same race, and has

the peculiar prominent buds and leaves of Glout Mor-

ceau, only longer.

Easier Bexirrc grows well, and blooms most abun-

dantly ; it _ produces but few fruit, and these never

ripen kindly, being always hard and gritty at the core,

and poor in flavour.

Buchanan's Spring Beurre is a Pear grown abun-

dantly in the east of Essex and west of Suff'olk. About

Haverhill it bears immensely, and one season in five eatg

tolerably after Christmas : it certainly is no Beurre, but

a baking or stewing Pear.

Bezi de Caissog, or Nutmeg,—A very hardy and free-

bearing small Pear, with a peculiar musky flavour; it

keeps well till February.

Beurre Diel bears well, and grows freely : it requires a

warm room to bring it to its full flavour. The fruit of

1841 kept till December, and those of the present season

appear as if they would keep till the middle of December.

HacoJi's Incomparable bears well, and is invariably

first-rate. In 1840 it kept till the end of December ; in

1841 it was fully ripe by the middle of November. They

appear this season as if they would ripen in December.^

Doyenne gris is a good melting Pear. In 1841 it

ripened in December.
Bon Clirttien F07idante, from the Horticultural Society*

bears well, and ripens in October ; but it is invariably

mealy and poor.

Comtede Lamp ht^rs most abundantly, and ripens in

October ; in 1840 it was fine and high flavoured ; the same

in 1841. This season it is poor and deficient in flavour.

Winter Nelis bears well; the fruit in 1840 kept till

February; in 1841 they were fully ripe and over in No-

vember. Thoie of this season are now getting ripe, and

will perhaps keep till the middle of December,
£ff/mo/i/ bears abundantly, and ripens in October; the

flavour is indifferent.

Downlon bears well, keeps till the middle of Uecember,

and is very juicy; the flavour is peculiar, and, I think, good.

Beurre de Caj5ta«mo72/ bears immensely, ripens towards

the end of October, and is generally juicy and good. This

season it is very inferior.

Rouse Lench bears most abundantly ; the fruit is hang-

ing on the trees now. It keeps till June, and, to use a

friend's words, is ^* a Crab of a Pear ;" it has never yet

been " loothable " here.

Beurre Base bears well ; in 1840 it kept till the middle

of December ; in 1841 until the middle of November. This

season it ripened towards the end of October; its flavour

is invariably first-rate.

Incojmue Van Mons, from M. Van Mons ; a middle-

sized green Pear, keeping until the end of February ;
juicy

and high flavoured, apparently a valuable variety. It grows

freely, and bears well.

Ca/fias5e ripens in November, is crisp and juicy, and

its flavour is moderately good.
Duchesse de Mars bears well, keeps till February, and

its flavour is peculiarly musky, and very good : a melting

Pear of first-rate quality for its season.

Thompson's grows and bears well, ripens towards the

end of November, and is a delicious Pear.

Autumn Coimar bears most abundantly, ripens iQ

October, and its flavour is very indifferent-

Bcurri d'Amanlis is a free grower, and bears well ;
It

^

*"

i

*
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npCDS from the middle to the end of October. In 1840 '

its flavour was very high and delicious ; in 1841 it was poor

gud mediocre. This season there has been no fruit.

fortunee.—This Pear, which, according to the French

catalogue?, ^as to keep till July, is now ripe, and proves

to be a very good melting Pear.— T. RiverSy Jun.,
Saivhridi^eivorth.^^ ^- —'-' ^^hd^^^^^^H^^^H d 1 -a _^^

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Ice-houses,—lam encouraged to send you the following

observations upon preserving ice, trusting they may have

some tendency to throw light upon that subject. I have

long suspected that the prevailing practice of throwing

gait among the ice, when filling an icehouse, was nn error
;

I have therefore abandoned it for the last four years, and

have since found that our ice keeps better than it did

before, when salt was mixed with it. Our house is

nearly of the shape of an egg, v^ith the small end down-
wards : it is built of bricks, arched over j the door is a

little above the middle, or be^tween the middle and the

top; with an arched passage, 10 feet long, and an outer

door at the entrance of the passage. A drain is formed

from the bottom of the pit, communicating with a pond
below; this drain conveys the water from the house

beneath the surface of that in the pond ; so that no draught

of air can pass up. Reed or straw is placed over the

drain, and all round between the ice and the brickwork
;

and, when filled, a small space above the ice is stuffed

full of straw. The inner door is then shut, the passage is

filled with straw, and the outer door is closed. I believe

this is the common method of proceeding; I only mention

it to show that the same practice prevailed when this

house was filled with ice with v/hich salt was added, as is

now adopted when salt is dispensed with. Tne ice in this

bouse has always kept well, as the salt was formerly used

in very small quantities ; but it keeps much better now
that no salt is allowed. Although the house was opened
nearly every day througliout the last summer, there is

now C9 Dec.) about one-third still remaining. I have no
doubt the practice of using salt has arisen from the known
fact that a mixture of ice and salt produces an intense

degree of cold. In a temperature of 40° (Fahr.) a certain

weight of ice takes, say 10 hours, to become fluid ; in the

same time, and with the same source of heat, 140 times
the weight of water would be raised one degree in tem-
perature ; therefore 140 times the quantity of heat is re-

quired to convert ice into water as to raise tlie same weight
of water one degree. Allowing the air and ice, when filling

an ice-house, to be 32**, if salt is thrown upon the ice, a

part of it immediately melts ; and all that which melts,

having no time to draw ujion the atmosphere for its

source of heat, viz. 140^, which is immediately destroyed
in the act of melting, becomes in the water latent. This
melted water and ice, being suddenly reduced in tempera-
ture, will lower the thermometer from 32° to zero. If

only a small quantity of salt is used, the surrounding ice,

which has not been reduced in temperature by,apelticg
with salt, will gradually give out some of its sensible
heat, and will soon become equalised with that in im-
mediate contact with the melting water ; but the latter

having partly disseminated itself through the whole mass,
becomes partially saline, and its freezing point will be
lowered in proportion to the quantity of salt used. After
these sudden changes have taken place therefore, the dif-

ference between the salted and unsalted ice-house will be,

that the latter is filled with ice at the temperature of 32^,
and whose freezing point will remain 32^, while every
grain of ice melted by transmitted heat will give the pro-
tection of one degree of cold to 140 grains of ice sur-

rounding it ; wliereas, the former will also be filled with
ice exactly at its freezing point, which may perhaps be 30'\

and every grain of such ice, when melted by transmitted
heat, will also give one degree of protection to 140 grains
of the unmelted ice, or will counteract the transmitted
and continually transmitting heat to that extent. But
with what velocity will that heat be transmitted ? Exactly
in proportion to the difference in temperature between the
stored ice and' the medium which surrounds it. If we
allow the surrounding medium to be 34, then the velocity
of the transmitted heat from that medium to the ice will

be twice ai much in the salted house, viz., from.34 to 30,
the difference being 4, as in the other, which would only
be from 34 to 32, tlie difference being only 2 ; conse-
quently, the ice would keep twice as long in the one as in
the other. I do not pretend to say that these presumed
temperatures are such as really occur ; but they must of

necessity approach it, and if so, the argument remains the
same. I have also seen some observations, which appear
to be made by intelligent gardeners, against having an
ice-house under the shade of trees. I do not suppose ray
ideas are more likely to be right than theirs ; but having a
Strong feeling in favour of such a situation; I think it

I'lght to state my reasons, which may induce them to

publish theirs, by which means truth will be elicited. As
the earth is warmest in summer, being heated in a great

measure by radiant heat proceeding from the sun, it is at

that period that this heat is transmitted from the surround-
ing earth to the ice-house with the greatest velocity ; and,
as I stated before, the melting of the ice takes place in

proportion to the difference in temperature between the

stored ice and the surroundinjr medium. This difference

18 increased eith«r by the earth whicli surrounds the ice-

house becoming heated by the rays of the sun, or by the
freezing point of the ice becoming lowered by a mixture
of salt. It is, therefore, a desirable object to keep the
surrounding earth as cool as possible. If the ice-house is

surrounded and overtopped with large trees, their effects

will be, first, to shield off the rays of the feun from the
*arth below ; and secondly, the great surface of foliage ex-
posed ta the air and light will be continually giving off

1

I

water in the form of vapour, which, in its transformation
from water to vapour, will have taken up 950*^ of heat in
a latent state more than the water contained, and ex-
panded into about 1,690 times its former volume, having
in effect destroyed 950° of sensible heat for all the watery
juices given off (which is known to be very great in hot
and dry weather). A coolness is therefore produced
under the shade of large trees, which is not to be found
in exposed situations ; the proverbial ** cool refreshing
shade," ficc, being produced, it may be presumed, not
only from the shade of their foliage, but from the evapora-
tion of water from their surfaces ; but the still air beneath
being an excellent non-conductor, the earth below will be
found several degrees colder than that which is exposed.
Again, the drip of trees from accumulated dew, &c., in-

stead of being injurious, must be beneficial ; because the
surface of the soil will be partially wet, when that of ex-
posed ground will be quite dry. The evaporation from
the surface will produce a coldness below. But it may
be said, that though the mere surface of the earth under
large trees is often damp when exposed surfaces are dry,

yet the earth below is much drier under and about the
roots of large trees than anywhere else. This I consider
is a great advantage ; dry earth is a much belter non-
conductor of heat than wet; and I contend that the rain

which falls where large trees are, is evajiorated in a larger

proportion from that surface than if it fell in an exposed
situation. It appears to me, therefore, that the best of all

places for an ice-house is the side of a hill, covered by
large trees ; three-fourths of the house being sunk beneath
the surface of the ground, and the top being covered over
with earth, and planted with Ivy.— Thomas Corheit^

Pencarrow,
Fertilising Ilaullots Sirawherrics.—Mr. Mackintosh,

in his excellent work on Gardening, p, 368 (quoted from
Keen), has stated that one male plant will fertilise ten

females. It often occurs, however, that the male plants

fail in flowering, and sometimes bloom after the females

have set their fruit : a failure in the crop is a certain con-

sequence. The Hautbois Strawberry is capable of being

fertilised by other kinds ; and it has been here proved,

that the Russian Alpine is best adapted for this purpose.

This kind flowers from May until the end of October.

The Hautbois and Russian Alpine should be planted in

w^ell-prepared ground, in alternate rows, two feet apart.

By these means a good crop of large well-flavoured Haut-
bois is obtained ; and the Russian Alpine will continue to

bear until destroyed by frost.

—

George Annandj Straehur

Park, Argyllshii e.

Rust on Grapes.—Much has been said concerning the

cause of rust on Grapes, but the disease has not yet been

satisfactorily accounted for. I allow that in thinning

Grapes perspiration will cause the fr'iit to be rusty, par-

ticularly if a person's head should brush against the fruit,

in which case the berries will not grow any larger, or, if

they do, they will crack and become of a russet colour.

But that is a different aff;ur where a whole house is in-

fested with this disease. When, in the monih of March,

I entered this situation ten years ago, I found, to my
surprise, a large vinery 56 feet long, with four large Vines

covering the whole roof, the stem of the largest being

about 5 inches in diameter. They were trained on the

spur system, and the rough bark had been allowed to

remain on the old wood for feveral yca?s. When the

fruit made its appearance, the crop was very light, and, as

it ripened, became of a grey russet colour, alihough the

sort was the Black Hamburgh ; the bunches had also an

offensive smell. I could see nothing with the naked eye
;

but upon examining the bunches through a small micro-

scope, I discovered millions of insects, which appeared

to be a species of thrips of a yellowish colour.^ In the

following spring I was determined to get rid of this pest :

I therefore spurred the Vines as usual, that I might not

lose the whole crop for one season ; and I also trained up

a young shoot as near as 1 could from the bottom of the

house: I thus obtained good bearing-rods under every

rafter the same season. At pruning-time I cut out every

old branch, and left nothing but the rods : I also peeled

the old bark from the stems as closely as possible with-

out injury to them, when I found millions of embryo

thrips inclose contact with the inrftermost covering of the

stem. I cleaned them all off, and dressed the Vines with

a portion of clay, limci soft soap, sulphur, and urine,

made of the consistence of paint. The Vines are not

forced, but treated as late Grapes ; so that the eyes upon

the rods have abetter chance of breaking. I never suffer

the rods to bear fruit more than one season ; and la order

to malce them break regularly, I coil them up in a circle

(but not so close as to prevent the eyes from having free

liberty), and let them remain in that state until the shoots

are at least a foot long, before I tie them up to the

rafters. In this manner I obtain a bunch at nearly every

eye. After pursuing the above treatment, I got rid of

the rust, and have never had it since ; my Grapes, also,

colour well every season. Perhaps your Dublin corre-

spondent's Vines are affected in a similar way.— JF-

Bromlef/t Hamvursmith.
Yelloio Savoy and Royal Victoria Raspberry.—

I

rarely can resist a new sort, either of seed or fruit ; and,

as you may suppose, get a good stock of rubbish, I,

however, saw the Yellow Savoy mentioned in your Paper,

and have grown it ; and find it an excellent and most de-

licate vegetable. 1 believe it does not stand the winter. I

may also mention a new late-bearing Raspberry (Royal

Victoria), which I bought of Mr. Rogers, near Eaton-

square ; and this has turned out to be no cheat.— Totty,

Mushrooms,—! find at p. 821 that *^' C. I.'' has written

a paragraph on the cause of failure in Mushrooms, in

which he states that, in consequence of my not making a

reply to your suggestion at p. 712 as to the cause of failure
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in my beds, he arrives at the conclusion that the wood of
which the framework of my beds was formed was kyanised.

Such was not the case, and therefore that could not be the
cause of failure. Neither did it arise from the beds being
exhausted, as the dilemma occurred immediately after the
Mushrooms made their appearance. I have oiade four
beds three successive times ; from one of the first four I

gathered two quarts of Mushrooms, but from the others
I have never gathered one—consequently exhauation could
not be the cause of my failure. 1 have made up two beds
again, and the spawn is working well ; but what maybe
the result hereafter I am unable to say— hniierto it has
been all in vain. I, like " C. I.," have been very
strenuous in seeking for the origin of the evil, but I

have not yet discovered it; and, like hiAi, I should be
greatly obliged if some of your able correspondents could
inform me of the true cause of our failure.— 7. 7>. My
first crop having failed in the same manner as mentioned at

p. 712, I attributed it to the dry heat arising from the
smoke-flues, the temperature of the house having been
kept regularly at 55 deg. Latterly I have placed vr--pl»
filled with water throughout the whole length of the flue»

and raised the temperature to G5 dfg., covering the beds
also with hay ; since which period the Mushrooms have
done very well.— Jo/m Varc^ gauinier, L o(L

Tests of A^itrairs and Ammonia.—Common salt (chlo-
ride of sodium) will decrepitate—that is. crackle, and fly

off in fragments, on a hot iron ; any nitrate will, on the
contrary, sparkle und glow with intense ignition : hence
tiieir distinctive characteristics. Triturate the 'substance
suspected or kno-^n to contain ammonia with a little

caustic potajjh, and bring over it a feather dipped in strong
and pure nitric or acetic acid, when a white vapour will

appenr, and moistened turmeric pajier will be reddened.
J, Mnrmy.

Experiment tcitJh Manures.—The following cxperimrnt
was tried with guano, lime, soot, and salt, on a piece
of garden ground that had burne four crops of Potaitjes

without any manure for the four previous years, and which
was of course exhausted. The Potatoes put for the fifth

crop were the Early Blues :—
17 rows, each 40 yards in length, drpc^ed with guano,

. 12 bushels of iH)i*ji'. to the bushel.

, 11

. 14
Thus proving the salt and soot to be superior to guano,
and the lime to be almost useless—except that tlie crop
was cleanci-tkiinied tlian in the oilier instances. The ma-
nures were all applied previously to planting the Potatoes,

and the soil was afterwards drawn up to them. The crop
was tolerable, but in my opinion frame manure would
have produced a greater increosc. These drcssiiigs were
of course put on with much less labour or expense than
dung would have been, and in this respect they posscbs an
advantage over \t.— F. B,

To dfstroy the Onion Maggot — I observed in a late

Number of the Gardeners^ Chronicle some accoutUof the
depredations committed by the Maggots of the Onion
Fly (Anthomyia ceparum) during the last snmmir.^aud
the means taken to p-revent theui. My gardener sowed
Onions three times during the season, and the second
crop was much infested by the larva of the above-mentioned
insect. He succeeded however in checking its ravages by
removing the diseased plants, and by applying the following

mixture :—To 20 gallons of soft water he added, one peck
of lime in lumps, half a peck of soot, two gcillons of urine,

one pound of soft soap, and one pound of flowers of sulphur-

He UFed it in a fresh state, as soon as the lime was suffi-

ciently Etrttled to pass through the rose of a watering pan ;

and the Onion-bed was exempt from any further aitacks.

He applied the same mixture to his third crop of Onions,
which, in constquence of it, continued perfectly free from
any insect ; and the Onions produced were not only nu*
merous, but quite as large and good as those usually im-
ported from Portugal. 1 have no doubt, therefore, of the

efficacy of this aj>plication, not only in preventing the

ravages of the fiy, but in being an excellent manure for

the production of fine and healthy Onions.— Oswald
Mosley, Rolleiton IlalL

To destroy Rats.—If your correspondent is not afraid

of trouble or expense, he will find the following ph
:e£sful in destroying these vermin. He must procure

an empty hogshead with a lid to it, upon which he must
lay provisions every night for 8 or 10 days, that the rats

may come there to feed, and give thtm every encourage-
mtnt to go upon the lid. The night upon which he
intends to take them, he must make a hole in the lid and
fill the cask about oue-lldrd with water, placing a large

stone in the centre to stand as an island about 4 inches

above the water, as well as a live rat to seat hin^.self upon
the stone when the other rats arrive. The first one that

enters will quarrel for the island, which will induce all

the others to follow : so that by the following morning he
may expect a!l those who have partaken of his bounty to

be either killed (by fighting) or to be drowned. If a fevir

small pieces of roast meat are placed on tiie lid with a

small piece suspended from the hole, it will bean induce-

ment for the rats to enter the tub. Mice ma_j be takta

in the same way on a smaller scale.

—

J. Park, North
Shields, 1 beg to inform you that Strychnia— or

Barytes—or« powder patronised by the Eaih -fuid West
of England AgricuUnral Society, and called ** the Wiltshire

Rat Powder," is, when mixed with fre^h lard and spread

upon bread or thin slices of undressed bacon, doubled and
cut into small pieces, decidedly destructive to these

vermin. There is aho ** the inlalhble Composition for

destroying Rats and Mice," prepared by a person named
Blades, of Nottingham, to which I and a neighbouring

friend have recently eonsideted ourselves much indebted.
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Rnslxcus. The following is the method by which

I got rid of those troublesome vermin :—Having pro-

cured a number of old corks, I burnt them to powder

in a pan, so that I might not run the risk of losing them

in the fire, and mixed with the powder thus. formed some

frease, such as is used by tanners. I then placed the mix-

ture in an open dish in any places frequented at night by

rat«. On examination in the morning, after my first trial

of this plan, I found that they had eaten the whole mess,

and the effects were soon visible ; during several days fol-

lowing, I found numbers of them lying dead in different

places, and I have not been troubled with them since.

—J.W,J.
Mildness of the Season,—A few days since, Mr. Hold-

ing gathered some Mushrooms in one of his fields at

Stodday, near Lancaster ; and there Lave been several

other fine specimens found in the neighbourhood as much
as four inches in diameter. There are also, in the garden

of Mr, Foxcroft, of Ingleton, Polyanthuses and Primroses

flowering in the open ground as freely as if it were July ;

a rare occurrence in so cold a situation.

—

Facile,-—

-

—

A

thrushes nest,with four eggs in it, was found in the shrub-

bery of the Rev. J. Bouverie, of Woolbeding, near Med-
hurst, on the 15th ult.—^ Novice. 1 send you the fol-

lowing list of plants now flowering in my garden :

I
Pansies Ke!ta(5philas

Sisyrlncblum Anemones
Tradescdntias
Jonqnils
PotentlUas
Stocks
(Enotheras
Christmas Rose
Diaiithus latif611us

D. montanus

Vincas
Saxifragas
Forg:et me-not
Phloxes
Violets
Ampelopsis
&c.

nttida.

G. TmmSf Wool-

Auriculas
Polyanthuses
Chrysanthemuma
GentianeUas
Daphne Cneorum
Hep^ticas
Rosea
'W'allflowcrs

Idediterran. Heaths
JErj'simunis

Yesterday I gathered ripe Raspberries.

wichy Dec, 20.

Bees,—The "Despairing Bee-keeper" (p. 837) has

been most unfortunate in her selection of books on Bee
management. She cannot be said to have mismanaged
her Pees, having strictly carried out the instructions given

by Nutt and others, the "high-sounding theory " of whose

fljstem has ** dwindled into a vague hypothesis.'' I can

sympathise with your fair correspondent, as a parallel case

came under my notice last season. ^ The remedy is to be

sought in getting rid of all the books mentioned (except

the '* Naturalist's Library"), and to purchase '* Bevan's
Honey-bee," in which will be found the experience of

our ablest practical apiarians, and their advice may be
acted upon without fear of failure. In operating upon
bees, a little tobacco-smoke is necessary to subdue their

fury ; and, as I presume your fair correspondent is not an
adept VFith the pipe or cigar, she must solicit the assistance

of some kind friend to puff a little smoke under the hive

before lifting it up. I have seen Mr. Golding remove
whole combs when the bees have been under the influence

of tobacco-smoke ; and, until 1 saw him operate, I could

scarcely believe that they could be disturbed with such
perfect ease, without the operator being severely stung :

indeed every comb in the hive is under Mr. Golding*s

control, and he can remove them at pleasure. The experi-

ments of this gentleman are given in Dr. Bevan*s inter-

esting book. Imniuriog bees is imperfectly understood at

present, and it ought not to be practised by an inexperi-

enced hand ; I should therefore recommend your corre-

spondent to remove her bees, which she has tied up, to

their original situation in the open air.— W, II, ^ Reigate,

A Problem in Cookery,—You need not have been in

such a hurry, Mr. Editor, to thank your correspondents

for their answers, although I am to be sure obliged to

them for their good intentions ; for my son tells me that

somehow they don't understand pie-making after all.

"How, says be, "can it be the air that is swelled and forced

out of the cup ? That won*t anyhow do ; for if the air is

forced out a little at a time, the juice would run into the

cup a little at a time also, and by the time the air was all

gone the cup would be full of juice." Now, I know the
cup is empty all the time that the juice is boiling, and only
fills when the pie begins to cool. Perhaps the natural

philosophers will try again.

—

An Old Lady, [We fear our
ancient friend is rather difficult to please. Since, how-
ever, she does not like air, she may approve of steam, and we
submit the following for her and her son's consideration :]

The cup inverted in the pie cannot prevent the syrup from
boiling over. The boiling over of a liquid is occasioned
by the elasticity and pressure of the air, and the expansion
of steam. Globules of water, being converted into steam
at the bottom of the vessel, rise upwards and create a
Tacuum, into which the air rushes, and this being expanded
by heat, swells and expands the liquor: thus, by the
creation of a vacuum, and the rush of the air by the atmo-
spheric pressure to fill it, ebullition is continued. When
the tea-cup is placed in the syrup, this rises but a little

way up into it, the upper part being filled with air ; but
as soon as steam is generated below the cup, this rises up
into the cup, and, pressing down the air, forces it out
from under the rim; as soon as the heat declines, and
steam is no longer generated, the steam within the cup is

condensed, and a vacuum formed, and then the pressure
of the atmosphere on the surface of the liquor around
the cup forces it up and fills the vacuum—and there it

remains until air is admitted to drive it out, which is

done by lifting the cup. Let a stew-pan be supplied

with milk and water of about an inch in depth, and a

tumbler glass inverted in it; place this over a fire, and
observe the process; it will be found, that as soon as

•team is geherated it will rise in the glass, and force out
the air, and also a great part of the water that was before

in the glass : as long as it is kept in this state, the glass will

appear empty; but on the pan being removed from the
fire, the steam will be condensed, and as it is so the
interior will become a vacuum ; and to fill this, the pressure

of the air will force up the liquid.

—

J.HaywardyLyme.
Perhaps the following experiment may assist in answering

without having the faculty of the four-and-twenty black-

birds. The way in which I make the experiment is

this :—T get a small tin, here called a patty-pan, and used

for baking miuce-pies in, which I support with a strong

wire, bent so as to bring it immediately over the flame of

a candle with a large wick. I then fill it about half-full of

water, and place a small inverted glass in it ; here I have

the pie- dish, the juice, and the inverted cup (currants are

scarce). For the paste or crust I take another larger

glass and invert it over the small one, so as to rest on

the patty-pan a little below the surface of the water. As

the water warms, the air escapes from underthe glasses in

bubbles ; when the water boils, both the glasses are full of

steam, and, without boiling very fast, the pressure of steam

in the large glass (the crust) is sufficiently strong to force

the water over the sides of the patty-pan (the pie-dish).

I now take off the large glass, and open a small hole in

the top of it (cut a hole in the crust), and replace it* The
steam now escapes from the hole in the top, and the

water boils fast, but not over. As yet there is not a drop

of water in the small glass. I now withdraw the candle

(take the pie out of the oven), and in an instant the

small glass (the inverted cup) is full of water, and will

remain so until I lift it up or replace the candle under it

as before ; when the heat will soon force it out again. I

think the inverted cup does harm when the air is escaping

from beneath it, and at no time can it do any good except

when the cup is sufficiently deep to support the crust.—

R, II, R,—As it appears that the inverted cup has an

important office to perform in supporting the crust, al-

though it probably does not prevent the juice boiling over,

I would suggest to the old lady the advantage of using a

sort of egg-cup, made with both ends open, which, by

allowing the air to escape at the top, would enable the

juice to rise in it to the same level as it does in the rest

of the dish ; and as its rising in the one would lower it

in the other, the danger of boiling over would be rather

lessened.

—

JT, Y.

BlefiiTiff.—In P.P.'s quotation from the " Thresor de

la Langue Franyovse," there appears to be a misprint.

The true reading is^ doubtless, *' blette, espece de poiree,"

not pourree. This is not unimportant ; for the word is

derived from the Latin blitum, (Greek pXirov^) beet; in

French poir^e, i- c, white Beet. It is found, in our own
language, as the name of what is, I believe, called Straw-

berry Spinach, This, however, wiU be better known to

yourself than to me. If your correspondent have an

opportunity of consulting Roquefort's " Glossaire de la

Langue Romane,'* he will find, s. v. Bleque, that in old

French the word was spelt variously— ** bleque, blesse,

bkt, hlelte, blosse, hlossofit blot," and signified soft, e.g.,

poire bleque, a soft Pear. It is probable that our English

word bloat, which has been rather puzzling to Lexico-

graphers, is descended from this stock, and indicated,

originally, not iujgidityy but softness, I am sorry that

this derivation will disappoint the wish of P. P., that the

word may have a Saxon descent. On the other hand,

however,.! can make him amends, and, I hope, give him
pleasure by the information, that blight, although not

related to it, is Anglo-Saxon, being, with a very slight

change, the blaectha of our ancestors, and signifying scurf,

leprosy. Its first application to vegetation would obviously

be to designate diseases of the exterior, or bark ; and by
it came to denote all diseases ofan easy transition,

which the cause was latent or unknown. The significa-

tion (which is gradually gaining ground among us) by
which it is made equivalent to blast ought to be summarily

ejected from every orthodox gardener's vocabulary, and

the word blast (in the meaning of unbenign influence)

substituted for it. Such things give copiousness and pre-

cision of speech to a people. The German word Blatt is

nowise related to either of the above stocks. Its primary

meaning is level extension, spreading. In this meaning
it is found, with very little variation of shape, in all the

European tongues, ancient and modern, and is^ no doubt,

a prim£eval form of language. It is the irXarvs and latus

of the Greeks and Romans, and of English blade^flat^

plat, &c. After this explanation, I hope that many of

your readers who write fiower-;;/o/, will adopt the more
perfect form flower-p/a/. Shakspeare writes plot; but

the learned Milton writes invariably plat, as you may see

in many parts of his works. Permit me, while on the sub-

ject of etymology, to give a little support to the theory

of a former correspondent of yours on the subject of the

Seckel Pear. He appears not to have known that the

simple word Seckel is found in German, for he states that

he knows the compound Seckel- meister. Now the simplex

signifies pouch, bag, &c., and is, in fact, an old form of

the diminutive of sack—a sack. I think with him, that

it is highly probable the name was given by some German
colonist, who preserved the resemblance which the fruit of

that tree has to a half-filled purse close drawn at the

top. It is provoking to find that the Americans can

really thrash the English who can thrash all the world.

They introduce a Teutonic word into their language, and,

lo ! we, who boast of our Germanic descent, do not know
it! They are making, indeed, according to the ingenious
Flugel, (see his English Grammar for Germans,) more
important additions to their *' English Improved ;" for

instance, that acute writer rather objects to such a phrase
as the following: '* Der stallion has iiber mein fence
gesprungen und gedemmischt mein weiien." An Ameri-
can would class such a phrase, I suppose, under the
syntactical chapter of "Going ahead," Does/*. P. do
well in employing the word swerve in a passive sense ? I

have always considered it an intfansitive verb, and, as

such, unsusceptible of a truly passive signification.

—

F.
The Lily of the Field,—When noticing Lady Call-

cott's " Scripture Herbal/' we pointed put the improba-

bility of the Lily mentioned by our Saviour being the

common white Lily of our gardens, as that lady in com*
mon with others has supposed. A friend has obliged us

with the following communication from Dr. Bowring,
which fortifies our opinion, and at the same time throws a
new light upon the subject:—"I cannot describe to you
with botanical accuracy the Lily of Palestine. I heard it

called by the title of Lilia syriaca, and^I imagine under
this title its botanical characteristics may be hunted out.

Its colour is a brilliant red, its size »bout half that of the

common Tiger Lily. The white Lily I do not remember
to have seen in any part of Syria. It was in April and
May that I observed my flower, and it was most abundant
in the district of Galilee, where it and the Rhododendra
(which grow in rich abundance round the paths) most
strongly excited my attention." Here then is quite a new
reading suggested. It is clear that neither the White
Lily, northeOporanthusluteus,nor Ixolirion,will answer

to Dr. Bowring's description, which seems to point to the

Chalcedonian or Scarlet Martagon Lily, formerly called the

Lily of Byzantium, found from the Adriatic to the

Levant, and which, with its scarlet turban-like flowers,

is indeed a most stately and striking object.

Shakspeare,—My opinion on Shakspeare's fine passage
" Pale Primroses, *

That die unmarried, ere they can behold
Bright Phoebus in his strength,"

is the following :—Shakspeare's intimate knowledge of

nature was not one of detail ; it was the general percep-

tion of genius—Homer-like, to whom also authors writing

on Homeric natural history have ascribed knowledge,

whilst he merely possessed perception—intuition. Shak-

speare from a youth rambled much in the fields and

forests, at the very beginning of spring, when Old-English

frosts had ceased to harden the covers of the earth. Cer-

tainly, the Primrose greatly attracted his notice, as one

of the first harbingers of spring. It is certain that the

first blooms are always pale, or mostly so. Shakspeare,

I am sure, did not examine whether such bear seed or

not ; the endeavour would have been too detailed, the very

idea unpoetical. The poet found them pale in the outset

of spring ; he saw the same faded, decayed, afterwards :

whilst others which blossomed at a more advanced period

were not pale, the latter on account of having beheld
*' Phoebus in his strength." Of him, Shakspeare makes

a heavenly bridegroom, reddening the cheeks of such as

beheld him ; the others die •* pale, unmarried." These, I

am sure, were Shakspeare's grounds for speaking thus-

provided genius be guided by grounds, and not by mere

impulse—inspiration. Shakspeare think of the seeding

of plants I No such thing. The genius of the poet and

that of a Linnseus are different indeed !

—

A Foreigner.

RIDDLE.
Bv simple maids I'm call'd a queen.

Yet dwell in every rural scene.

To charm the village swain !

Each female courts me to her breast;

But often when too fondly prest,

I leave a lingering pain.^

Torn sometimes from my native shade,

I quit the peaceful moonlight glade,

In courts awhile to bloom
;

But blasted by the fatal air,

I pensive droop, and quickly share

Of worth the common doom.

Erewhile of faction made the slave.

My name for thousands of the brave

The funeral knell has rung ;

The stormy tales of ancient lore

Tell how I drench'd with British gore

The soil from whence I sprung.— C.JT.

The Mistletoe.—Christmas and its symbols are always

interesting, but more especially at the present season

;

therefore the following suggestions and information from
** Dennis's Landscape Gardener" appear to be appro-

priate :
—" In situations unfavourable to plantations, any

indigenous tree is too valuable to be improvidently de-

stroyed, however defective in form, or uninteresting in

appearance. Even a stiff Pollard, Oak, Elm, or Ash,

should be carefully preserved ; and previously to the re-

covery of a tolerable head may anticipate mantling, by the

contributory aid of parasitic shrubs, as Ivy or Mistletoe.

The former', readily adhering to dead wood, may supply

perennial ornament even to a scathed tree, struck by

lightning, on an elevated spot. The latter attaches itself

to trees of a smoother bark ; having acquired in Druidical

times a sacred character by its adherence to the Oak. At

present it is more frequently appendent to the Apple-tree,

and merits cultivation in pleasure-grounds, not merely

from perennial supply of decoration, but for the ulterior

purpose of furnishing attractive food to the melodious

nightingale ; ants* eggs alone being unsatisfactory. Through

absence of Mistletoe, this bird of passage never migrates

from Somersetshire to the adjacent county of Devonshire.

I need not remind those readers who are still enabled to

maintain the Christmas customs and gambols of their

ancestors, of the part the Mistletoe plays in those festivi-

ties. But, alas ! seldom now does
** The Mistletoe hang in the castle hall,

Or the HoUy branch shine on the old Oak wall.'*

These ancient rites are rapidly falling into decay; the

Yule log and candle are iabt sinking into oblivion ; and

the old custom of regaling friends and neighbours on

Christmas Eve with the jovial wassail bowl is now but of

rare occurrence. Domestic difficulties too frequently re-

strain the generous impulses of the heart. Nevertheless,

there are many trifling resources at the command of the

least wealthy, by which they can alleviate the distress of

the destitute and houseless, ^ybo would miss an old g«^'

^f
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ment or a morsel of food bestowed upon such objects? f turbid part through bags. Wash the hogsheads destined to
Poubtless most of your readers can spare something ; and

the smallest kindness in proportion to the means of him

vho gives, will have its ample reward in the double bless-

xDg of the donor and the receiver.—C JT.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Bee. 10.— General meeting; tbe Dulie of Kichnaond in the
chair. After the report of the council had been read, the balance-
sheet of general accounts for the first h;^lf of the year 1842 was
read, when the Duke of Richmond informed the meeting that he
vas instructed to announce to the members the reference they
were invited to make to the ledgers and account-books. It

appeared that a further investment in the funds of l,000/. had
been made of capital, which amounted to 6,700/. stock, and that

the current cash- balance in favour of the society was l,600/.—

Earl Spencer took occasion to revert to the only drawback on
the otherwise good prospects of the society, namely, the amount
of the arrears of subscriptions. Heattributed their non-payment
to several causes. Many w^ere doubtful as to the mode of doing
it, others put it off from day to day, while some were negligent

in the intention of performing this duty. Such an accumulation
would be fatal if allowed to go on to any extent, and accordingly

it required, in different parts of the country, the exertions of all

well-wishers of the society, by whose intervention more conld

be done than by severe measures. Mr. Pym considered there
were two ways of getting in the subscriptions : first, by having
collectors in different counties j and secondly, by the exertions of

individual members in their own localities. Col. Challoner ob-
served that according to the intention of the society 8, 86o?. ought
to have been invested as permanent capital, instead of only
6,700/., the actual stock ; and he assigned as the cause of their

inability to effect this, the employment of that surplus due to
investment in the discharge of those current cash transactions

which ought to be paid by the money now withheld in the shape
of arrears. With unpaid arrears amounting to 5,000/. the
Finance Committee felt it impossible to effect the desired in-

vestment. With regard to a collector to obtain these arrears,

there were many points of great difficulty ; but he z^reed with
Lord Spencer and Mr. Pym that, with individual exertion in each
county, much might be done. Mr. Pusey, M.P., moved the
thanks of the society to Dr. Playfair for having delivered two
such able lectures before the members on two successive evenings
of that week. The views which he had advanced were new^ and
startling, and the subject was one which had but recently en-
gaged his attention ; but he had accomplished his task in a most
able manner. Men of science were not, however, in a situation

to dictate to practical men such changes in their plans as deviated
far from their ordinary practice. The discussions of science
might throw great light on the branches of agriculture imme-
diately in connexion with their principles; and it was satisfactory

to find that what w^e have been doing for centuries is the best
thing, according to modern science, which we could have done.
Mr. Divett, M.P., seconded the motion. He was of opinion that
men of science singly could not in a great degree instruct the
practical cultivator of the soil; but the two together might effect

great improvements. He dwelt on the advantages to be derived
from the theories and practices of foreign countries, especially of
Germany, from which there was yet much to be learnt, both
sound and practical. The Duke of Richmond then returned the
thanks of the meeting to Dr. Playfair for his lectures.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
Dec. 20.—E. Forster, Esq., in the chair. Mr. Hassall exhibited

a specimen of a decayed Apple, on which were two species of
Fungi which had been produced by inoculating a sound Apple
•with the spores of the Fungi. A paper was read from Mr. E.
Quekett on the production of Ergot in Rye and other plants. He
had sown two years successively seeds of Rye, and during germi-
nation had supplied them with water in which the sporidia from
Ergot of Rye and Wheat liad been diffused. In b(;th years
several of the plants of Rye produced Ergot. Barley and Wheat
treated in yie same manner did not produce ergotised grain.
The author considered that these experiments, though not con-
clusive, rendered it most probable that the development of the
Fungus which had been named i^/g-o/eViw was the cause of Ergot
in plants, and that the sporules of this fungus were introduced
with the sap. Mr. A. H. Hassall read a continuation of his
paper on the development and reproduction of the Conferva.
The principal points examined were the reproductive process in
the genera Vaucheria andZygnemaj although the latter genus
belonged to the Conjugata, the author had observed species in
which reproductive globules weie developed withoutcoi^jugation.
The remarks were illustrated b^' a scries of beautiful drawings,
made by the author. After the meeting, Mr. Hassall exhibited
several species of Conferva;, by the aid of Mr. R. H. Solly's mi-
croscope. Mr. Powell also exhibited several preparations of
organised structures, with one of his powerful microscopes,
Mr. Solly exhibited specimens of Lycop(5dium lepidophyllum;
and there were several dried cars of Rye on the table, illustrative
of Mr. Quekett's remarks on Ergot.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Hints on Cider-making.— It is desirable that the Ap-

ples, after gathering, should be placed in open sheds, in

layers not more than 10 or 12 inches deep; each sort

should be kept separate ; and the quality as well as ripe-

ness of the fruit should be as similar as possible. Apples
improve by keeping, so loug as they continue to acquire
a deeper shade of yellow ; and when they cease to do so,

grinding should immediately commence, and all green or
decayed fruit should be carefully picked out. It is of the
utmost importance that all the fruit should he of equal
ripeness

; it should also be ground at least three times to

obtain the full flavour of the kernel and rind. In the
Water, which is necessary to make the fruit work well in

the mill, three or four pounds of coarse sugar should be
dissolved. Opinions differ as to whether or not the must
should be taken immediately after grinding to the press ;

U certainly should never remain above 12 or 16 hours be-
fore being pressed ; and we conceive, that if it is suffered
to stand 10 or 12 hours, according to the warmth of the

atmosphere, itwill be better, stirring it often so as to ex-

pose the whole mass to the action of the air. After all the
juice has been obtained by pressing, when the hairs are

opened, throw the must into a tub, and let it be taken to

pieces and rubbed with the bands into another tub ; let

this be again squeezed with all the power of the press,
and the result will be a quantity of- the strouge.'-t and
finest liquid^ which must be added to the previous run-
nings. When fermentation takes place after the liquor
^as been placed in the casls, cIl the attention ot the cidur-

Kiaker will be required. The period of its duration must
acpend upon local circumstances; sometimes it ought to
last nine, sometimes ten, or even 16 days ; but the best
method ii to taste it often, and when the cider has
attained the requisite strength, then draw it off, and let
the distance it has to run be as small as possible.
Keep the perfectly clear liquor by itself, and pass the

receive the clear cider with boiling water, so as to free
them entirely from lees, When the casks are placed upon
the trams, light a m.atch (prepared by dipping strips of
canvas 12 inches long and 2 inches broad into melted
stone brimstone), and su?pend it by an iron wire through
the bung-hole in the centre of the casks, into which a few
gallons of cider have first been put, and let it burn out.
After an hour, the casks may be nearly filled with clear
cider, and a tile may be placed upon the bung-hole. To
fine the liquor, if not sufBcieutly clear, I ^02. of the best
isinglass, perfectly dissolved in a pailful of cider, should
be allowed for each hogshead. It may be mixed by draw-
ing 10 or 15 gallons from the cask to be fined, and, after
adding the glazed liquor to it and beating it often to blend
them, by returning the whole to the cask : the cider
should then be stirred with a stick, so as to incorporate
the whole together. It is stated that if 2 lbs. of lump
sugar to each hogshead are dissolved in a few gal-

lons of cider, and put into the cask, the sugar will answer
as well as the isinglass ; if so, it is certainly preferable.
It is customary to rack off cider in the spring and to mix
together the different sorts; when casks are attainable
this is a good custom, but the hogsheads should always
be well scalded previously, and the cider should never be
racked except in very fine weather. The casks may then
be stopped down. The above directions are intended only
for the best ciders ; and the same process will a])ply

equally to perry. The following method of managing
cider or perry when in a state of fermentation is also re-

commended '.—Procure a piece of gas-piping, and bend it

to the shape of the letter S. Place one end through the
bung, but not so bs to touch the liquor, and make it air-

tight by pouring round it a little melted fat. Fill the
curve at the other end of the tube with water, through
which the gas will escape, while the exterior air will be
prevented from getting into the cask.

—

Abridged from
the Hereford Journal,
Food of Plants,—A remarkable discovery has been

made by Messrs, Wiegmann and Folsdorff. It appears,

from their researches, as reported in the last Number of

.the ''Annals of Chemistry," that the roots of living

plants disengage carbonic acid, and that this acid is

capable of decomposing the silicates of the soil, which even
resist the action of nitro-muriatic acid. This most curious

discovery throws a new light upon the importance of car-

bonic acid to vegetation, and explains clearly what has

been by no means evident, namely, the manner in which
flinty substances prove beneficial to vegetation, and
how minerals so hard as feldspar are made to contribute

to the maintenance of plants. Plants of Tobacco, Oats,

Barley, Clover Sec, weregrownin quartz-sand, which had
been heated red-hot, 'and then digested for 16 hours in

dilute nitro-muriatic acid. One would have thought that

after such treatment the quartz could have contained

nothing capable of sustaining vegetable life ; nevertheless,

the plants grew in it, and their a^hes were found to con-

tain potassa, lime, magnesia, and silicious earth, which

had^been obtained from the decomposition of the quartz-

sjind by|the carbonic acid of the roots.

Model Mapping.—We have lately inspected, at the

rooms of the Agricultural Society in Hanover Square, a

specimen of this art applied to the surface of a farm,

executed by Mr. Bailey Denton, the ingenious author of a

treatise on the subject, formerly noticed by us, and of

which we perceive a second edition has appeared, "We

would strongly recommend our readers who have the

opportunity to visit it. They will find it one of the

greatest aids to the drainage of land,

garMiTmemohanda.
J. AUcard'St Enq., Stratford-green.—The Orchidaceous house has

lately undergone several alteratious, which have greatly improved
its appearaiice. Its size has been increased by the addition of an
adjoining house, which was forraerly devoted to Cacti. This has

been effected by taking- down the partition wall, or rather by

converting the wall into a series of arches, encased w ith moss

;

in this Lycop(5diums, Ferns, and Orchidaceous plants are

growing, which impart to it an elegant and lively appearance.

In the centre of the house is a small aquarium, in which,

supported upon bricks, are placed two large specimens of Phaius

grandif^Iius, in pots, both plants flowering m great perfection.

This basin is surrounded by rockwork, intended for the growth of

Ferns. The greater part of the Orchidaceous plants, which are

suspended from the roof, are seated upon square blocks of the

interwovenrootsofO&niundaregalis, a native Fern found growing

in great luxuriance in a w^ood a few miles distant : most of the

plants appear to thrive well uuder this treatment. Amongst
those in bloom arc, Epidendrura Skiuncri, of a bright purple

colour, bUghtly marked with orange upon the labellum, and
valuable for the length of time which it continues in bloom

;

Fernandezia acuta, covered w ith its delicate light yeUow blossoms;

Llparis cylindrost^ichya, its slender green and yellow spikes

hanging gracefully around, and diffusing an agreeable odour j with

Maxilliria plcta, M. pallida, the sweet scented Epidendrum noc-

turnum, and various others. HouLetia Brocklchurstiana, Ph&ius

Wnlllchii, and MaxillAria Steelii also promise an abundant bloom.

The collection of Ferns is very extensive : one house is entirely

devoted to their cultivation. At this dull season of the year,

their luxuriant habit and great diversity olform present a pleasing

contrast to the sombre and desolate appearance of the leafless

trees without. The greenhouse is gay with Chrj-santhemums,

Camellias, Chinese Primroses, &c. ; and in a mass of rockwork in

the centre is a large plant of Cibotium Billardieri, which grows
viporously in this temperate atmosphere, while in the neigh-

bouring stove it can scarcely be kept alive. Adjoining the

fiower-garilcn, and built on the ridge and furrow system, are two
vineries, which are found to answer perfectly. One is at present

filled with Pelargoniums and Ericas : beneath the stage is a

Mushroom bed, which is bearing abimdantly—the great eat enemy
to thieir growth being the drip from the pots above ; this is,

however, in part remedied by sparing wutering. On the light of

these houses. and built upon the «ame principle, is a rang* of pits,

which appear to possess several advantages over those usua ly

erected. As we have never seen anything of the kind elsewhere,

we shall give a short description of them. Each ridge is formed

of two hghts resting on the top sides, where they open, aj-ainst

each other, and secured on the lower sides by hinges; so that

when it is necessary to give air, or to work in the interior of the

pit. they can he tilted to any required height, or be thrown back,

ance of air c»n be admitted, both at the back and front of the pit,
by means of triangular ventilators situated immediately under
each ridge. AU the water which falls upon the pit is carried' crfT

into gutters formed in the rafters, upon which the lower sides of
the ridges rc^t : these gutters communicate with a wooden spout
in front, which conveys the water to a neighbouring cistern.
This pit (40 feet long) is heated by hot-water pipes from the same
boiler which warms the vineries, their length being 60 feet.
In summer the pit is used for Cucumbers and Melons, for the
early growth of w^hich it appears admirably adapted, as the plants
receive the rays of the sun almost at right angles with the glass^
both earlier in the forenoon and later in the afternoon than in
pit* of the ordinary construction. In winter it is converted, by-

means of a movable stage, into an hybematory for Verbenas,
Calceolarias, and other border plants. To take off the heavy
appearance of the back wall of the pit, which runs parallel with
the walk, a small border has been raised to within a foot and a
half of its top; this is filled with a collection of Alpine plants,
which are protected from severe frost and rains by painted caiivas
shutters. In order to give a bettor idea of this novel construc-
tion than can be conveyed by any written description, Mr.
Croucher, the gardener, has promised to favour us with a plan of
it, which wiU appear in a future Number of the Chronicle.—R, A^
Dee,

the leaves of a book, against the ridges on either side.

wet weather these top-lights can be kept quite closed, as abuud.

Christmas Prese?its,^~T'WO books well suited for tbis

purpose are before us, namely, Bertha's Journal^ and
Howitt*s Rural Life in Germany.
The first is the 5th edition of a work, said to be Uie

journal in Englnnd of a young person who had pasFed her
childhood in Y zil, and who visited this country on a
visit to her relatives. It consists of nearly 500 pages of
closely-printed matter, relating very much to Natural
History ; and it abounds in gossip, both entertaining and
useful to young ]>eople. •

Howitt s Rvral and Domestic Life in Germany is a

very different book, ornametited with woodcuts of srenery

and coftume, and devoted to the description of such
points in their cbaracttr and habitt, as give Germans, in

the author's eyes, their most striking peculiarities. We
like the work much; abounding in useful and instructive

information to those who know Germany only by descrip-

tion, extremely enteitaining, and full of good reading, it

is just the book for a Christmas fireside. We all know-
how mucb richer than England is Germany in beautiful

wild flowers ; and here is a passage that would almost
tempt us to go in search of the reality.

** About four miles from Stuttgard we passed the royal park,
called the SoUtude, with a fence of boards ol a very un-Engiish
look. \Ve could not sufficiently enjoy, iu the finent. of tlic

weather, the wide clear prospects, the conntrj' full of busy happy-
looking peo|iIe gathering their corn ; and not less, the profusion
of beautiful wild lowers which grew in the openings of the uu-
fenced woods and by the road-side. They were kuch as are
common to our gardens, but not to our fclds. Amongst them
were some splendid specimens of Salvias, and others that we did

not know. The wild Pinks were profusely abundant and beau-
tiful; many of them with their intense crimBon, marking the

turf between the Btech woods with their vivid bloom, and others,

a foot or more in height, of fringed lilac, and of the most de-

licious odour. The charm cf n.11 woods lying oicn bs you iravt-l

is inexpressible. We descended at every slight ascent iu th«
roads from the carriage, strolled aomctimes thiough the woods,
sometimes along the grassy margins ot the road, ai.d at one
gra^p could take up a whole sheaf of flowers, that wculd have
been the pride of our gardens, and that to the great amusement
of our blutf kutcher. who had been accustrmed to see them
on the road-bide all his life."

The account of German domestic life reminds us

greatly of what even we faintly remember that of England
to have been, before the heads of country folk were turned

by bigli prices and bad fashions. Tlie ladies are de-

scribed as occupying themselves with household affairs in

the early part of the day, and with sewing or knitting

afterwards. Cookery seems to be their grand employ-

ment. Mr. Howitt tells us that ** ladies of rank and for-

tune are still plentiful who spend their mornings in the

kitchen and are up to the elbows in flour, as busy com-
pounding salads and puddings as ever an old alchemist

was in preparing his elixir of life;" and we are even as-

sured that there are those " who have been for more than

a year regular attendant* of the kitchen of some great

hotel, in order practically to learn all the sublime mys-
teries of cooking! *'

The manner iu ^Lich young people pass their winter

evenings is thus described i

" The ycimg people on these occasions amuse themselves also

with a vast variety of games which in England would be thought
to be adapted rather to children than to grown-up people, but
which, however, occasion plenty of mirth, and indicate a state of

society much more homely and ready to be pleased thaii ours.

Among these stand eminent in favour, '* Die blinde Kub/' the
blind cow , another name for blinds-man's buff. They have
various other games of forfeits. They write romances } each
person furnishing a sentence without knowing what is written

before him, so as to produce the mo&t ludicrous medley. They
put down the names of their acquaintances, each adding, without
knowing to what name it is attached, a character, a circumstance,
and what the world thinks of it j which» when read aloud ard in

connexion, produces, through the oddest combinations, great

merriment. They write questions and answers on separate

strips of paper, which being hustkd togtther, and then read,

the answers falling to the qui stions as it may happen, are gene-

rally very amusing. They have various card-plays of the same
nature, chief amongst which stands Black Peter, which consists

in a pack of cards being equally divided amongst the company,
and those which are of equal nunibers being thrown out. He
who is first out becomes the holder of a burnt cork, with which
he makes a streak on the face of him or her who is found at last

with Black Peter or the Knave of Clubs. The dislike of receiving

this mark, es^ eciaUy by the ladies, and the difierent whims tf

making mustachios,' whiskers, strokes down the noseband so en,

by the inflictor, produces all tt.e fuu. They have a gsme also

with flour, equally popular. The \Pimg people sit round a small

table, on which a ha&inful of flour, tolerably hard pressed, 19

turned out ru a vV\te, and on its top is laid a ring. Kach pers< n
cuts a slice fr^m the flour wiih a knife, and he or she at whose

cut the cenUe Uour falls, has to take the ring out of it with his

or her mouth. This generally give* a very mealy visage and
much laughter."

. . • s ^5 • »

Happy indeed are the people where whdlecem^Tfigs
,

can amuse themselves with such simple usageSj_, ' '"\'"

The manner of drying Clover crops in BuvBria is tbui

described :

—

•• A singular fe&turc in the scene was presented by their mod©
of drying their heavy crops of Clover, of Linseed, and even of

1
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oats. The crops were rank, the ground moist, and the process

of dr^-inV not a very rapid one for anything: lying on the earth.

Instead ^thereLe% with us, of these crops being left on the

r^S^an^rS turned till dry, they were hung on tallK with pegsTn them, so that the air could constantly blow

^^u^h Oiem By this plan they are much sooner dry without

>^. father Uhour: and there is also this attendant advantage,

^t the seed is not knocked out. This plan might be advan-

faffcously introduced into many parts of our own country, espe-

riaHvinto such counties as Lincoln. Cambridge, and Huntingdon,

trhefe you may see the heavy crops of Grass and Clover lie on

the cround ten days or more, to wither before they are in any

iudimer moved. In the north of Scotland, the Scotch islands, and

in Ireland, I imagine this mode would be of great service in the

midst of a moist atmosphere, except that in these places wood is

often scarcely to be found. These poles, thus clothed, have a

very odd effect, particularly in the dusk of evening. As they

stand clad in shaggy grass or com, they present to the eye of

fancy trains of giants, old hermits, or pilgrims of a rude and

voodland age, marching on their way. Some of the poles have

pegs artificially driven into them, others are young Spruce Fir-

trees, or the tops of larger ones, with their boughs, which natu-

rally grow very horizontally and circularly, cut off at the lower

ena, at about 18 inches in total width, and gradually tapering

upwards."

We wish we had room for further extracts ; what we

have given will, however, serve to convey a just idea of

the character of this very entertaining volume-

'

' Anoth ek book of the same healthy class is a new edition

of White's Natural History of Selhorne^ by the Rev. L.

Jenyns. (Van Voorst.) So long as the press continues

to bring forth worlcs of this sort, we shall not be alarmed

at the influence of the sentimental novels and^ fetid

romances which find ready readers among the vitiated

part of the community; for they touch the sound parts of

the mind of society, just as the Jack Sheppard class en-

courages its purulenry. White's Selbome has for many
years been a classical book. Written in a sequestered but

charming country village, shut up by impassable rocky

lanes in a remote nook of Hampshire, it tells of nothing

hut birds and insects, and plants, and other living things;

hut it does this in so natural and unaffected a spirit, that

it is impossible for any one wise enough to love a quiet

country life and to think of something beyond fox-hunting,

not to sympathise with good old Gilbert in his inquiries,

his doubts, and his little discoveries. People may say,

indeed, that the subjects of his investigation are unim-

portant ; that it matters little whether there are three

species of Willow Wren, or a dozen ; and that man has

something better to do than to busy himself about such

trifles. We would, however, suggest to all such persons

that this sort of inquiry is directed to the works of God;
and, in all humility, we submit that it is of more real value

than the clearest details of the crimes and follies of man.
Everybody knows that the History of Selborne has gone

through many editions ; no one, however, has, to our

mind, so fully entered into the feelings of the author as

Mr. Jenyns, the editor of the impression now before us.

His notes are judicious and apposite, neither too many
nor too few ; the woodcuts introduced in illustration are

generally beautiful, while the execution of the typography

renders the volume in that respect all that could be

desired. How much it is to be regretted that the example

Mr. White hoped to set to parochial clergy should have

been so little followed, that we cannot lay our hands

upon even one book that can be placed as a companion

to this History of Selborne I

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.
We cannot do better than direct the attention of Gardeners to

the excellent observations contained in the leading article of the

last Number, which apply with equal force to gardens and plant-

ations, and all Agricultural land that usually comes under a
Gardener's charge. We mention this here, because there
are places where it is customary to discharge part of the labourers

in the flepth of ^vinter—a season when there is no chance of their

jetting work elsewhere; although such men could be enaployed,

"With advantage to the employer as well as to themselves, in such
improvements as are pointed out in the article alluded to. In
addition to such out-door woik, many utensils used in gardens
might also be manufactured by the men in wet weather; for ex-

ample, rough basketsfor holding weeds, vegetables, 8cc, ; wicker-
work protectors for tender plants ; open wicker-work, to defend
young trees from hares -, wire trellises, for twining plants ; straw
mats, and many other necessary articles, which would cost a
considerable sum if purchased,

I.—KITCHEK-GARBEN AND ORCHARD,
In-door Department

.

PiN*»RY.—Fruit that came up in autumn and is now swelling,
wiU need every assistance to induce it to attain a creditable size.

Too low a temperature through the winter, by checking the pro-
gress of the fruit, generally causes it to ripen prematurely in
ftpring. and consequently to be dry and tasteless. If practicable,
these should be kept from 5 to 10 deg-. warmer than plants which
are not in fruit, with a more humid atmosphere j the fruit and the
leaves ahould also be sprinkled with tepid water occasionally.
Twist the hearts oat of aU suckers.
VivERV.—When the bads begin to swell, the plants will bear

stronger excitement ; therefore give less air in the day, the night
temperature remaining the same. A moist atmosphere must be
Maintained, and the daily syringingnot omitted till all the buds
have broken. As the stems of the Vines wiU shortly draw upon
the roots for food, these should be placed in favourable circum-
stances for acting with effect; if possible, therefore, let the out-
side border be covered with a mass of duug and leaves of suffi-

cient thickness to maintain a steady, gentle heat. Or. in case
the Vines root inside of the house, care most be taken that the
border is in a proper state with regard to moisture.
Pkach-housb,—From the extraordinary mildness of the sea-

son, artificial heat has seldom been required in order to produce
a temperature of 50\ which is several degrees higher than we
should have advised so soon after the commencement of forcing,

had the weather been cold. Continue to admit air liberally on
fine days, and to dew the trees with milk- warm water till the

blossoms have begun to expand. A covering of warm dung
would be very beneficial to the roots, if they are outside of the

house.
Fxo-HorsE.—In severe weather sufficient fire must be applied

xclude frost; this house, therefore, is a snitable place to

1, Fig, or Cherry trees in pots, which are intended to

heat in the beginning of the year. In bad weather
an be top-dressed or repotted, as may be necessary,

3i-norsE.—Maintain a humid atmosphere in pre-

atering the beds. See that out-door beds are well
dry litter and mats at the approach of frosty weather.
s.—Young plants on dung-beds sufifier sometimes
to guard against this, keep up ^ su&ciet^t heat in tke

I
bed to allow of air being given daily to dry the plants. The tem-
perature in the frame ought never to be below 70*^ for any length

of time. To prevent the escape of heat from the bed, thatch its

sides with long straw. A bottle, or some other closed vessel,

filled with water should always be kept in the frame, ready for

watering the plants when they require it; the soil must also be

previously warmed before they are potted off from the seed-pans,

or shifted into larger pots.

Asparagus might be kept a week or longer after cutting, by
covering it with dry sand. The tirst-made bed, when cleared of

the roots, might have the frame nearly filled with warm dung,

and it will do for a crop of Radishes or Carrots,

Kidney BEANS.—Thin the young plants as soon as the first

rough leaves are unfolded, and add a little light soil round their

stems.
Out'door Department.

Young crops of Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, ^c, should be lightly

hoed amongst on a fine day, to destroy weeds. Remove dead
leaves from Brussels Sprouts and Broccoli: this last might even
yet be laid down if the plants are large and succulent. See to

Shallots and Garlic, which are apt to be drawn out of hght soils

by worms. When dry, tie up Endive; or, which is better, cover

each plant with an inverted flower-pan. A sufficient stock of

Succory should be housed before severe frost sets in.

j Orchard.—Proceed with the pruning and nailing of wall-trees

when the weather is favourable for these operations. At other

times, dig the alleys; manure and dig between rows of Straw-

berries, observing to let the soillie close about the plants; and
finish digging among the smaller fruit-trees.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department,

Stovb.—Turn over and mix the different soils in the shed, and
get everything ready for potting. Prepare different kinds of

broken pots for drainage. Make and paint labels to replace those

which are old and decayed. Train carefully climbing plants which
are beginning to grow, and get such work generally forward

as can be done at this season, for the spring will bring sufficient

work of its own.
Grbenhocsk and Conservatory.—Remove declining Chry-

aAnthemums, and supply theu: places with flowering plants from
the forcing-pit. After flowering, the Chrysanthemums might be

plujiged in some sheltered spot out of doors; if wintered under

glass, the shoots are apt to get too forward before the time arrives

for propagating them. The leaves of large plants in the Con-
servatory should be freed from dust and stains by occasional

syringings. Prune and tie Passifloras to the rafters, when they

have discontinued blooming. Let the more hardy Greenhouse
plants have all the air possible, lest the mild weather should

cause them to grow too fast. Continue to train the various kinds

of Tropse'olums to their trellises as they advance in growth.

Pits and Frames.—Observe that Camellias in the forcing-

pit are properly supplied with water, or their advancing buds will

probably fall off. Syringing may sometimes be necessary to these

and other forced shrubs, in case the atmosphere of the house
they are in is not rather humid. Mignonette in pots must be

very sparingly watered. If annuals for flowering in pots are

wanted to make large specimens, they must be repotted when
necessary, and not suffered to become pot-bound j they should

also be set in an airy place near the glass. See that choice Car-

nations do not suffer from damp, which is more injurious to them
than cold.

Out-door Department.
If the continued mild weather should bring up choice Tulips,

Hyacinths, &c., before their time, it will be necessary to defend

them from snow and frost. For this and similar purposes, a light

frame-work of wood, thatched with Strawy w^ould be useful, as

it could be lifted on and off as required without much trouble.

Two or three inches of sand spread over the beds during severe

frost will be an efficient protection in case the foliage does not

appear above the surface of the ground. Valuable vases or

statues should either be covered or removed to some building

during winter. As worm- casts still make the lawns unsightly,

they should be swept sometimes. Finish the planting of shrubs

on dry land.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT. .

KuRSKRV.—The season is still favourable for transplanting

young trees. Young evergreens will be benefited by removal,

which will stop their growth, and thereby make them better able

to resist cold.

Forest and Coppice Woons.—Thin young plantations, if no
planting, draining, or other ground-work remains to be done.

This is a better time than the spring for the removal of large

quicksets, to form an immediate fence round new plantations.

Dry -fencing, such as walls and palings, can better be done in

spring.—J. B, Whiting, The Deepdene,

1

Slate of the Weather near I-ondon for the W^eek ending Dec. 22,

lfi42, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Dec.
Friday 16

Saturday 17

Sunday 18

Monday 19
Tiiefiday 20
Wednesda)-21
Thuisday S3

Average

BarohlETEB. '1'keahomkt

flean.
Wind.

Max. MIn. Max. Alin.

30.038 29.953 55 48 61.5 S.W.
30.170 29 882 51 31 41.0 S-W-
30.402 ' 30.281 47 35 41.0 w.
.SO. 485 30.448 45 35 400 w.
30.397 sasis 63 4ff 49.0 s.w.
30.263 30.234 55 48 51.5 s.w.
30.1G4 29.853 54 45

1

49.6

30.275 30.137 51.3 41.1 46.2

.00

.01

.01

.01

.05

.14

Dec. 16. Ver>' finej densely overcast ; clear and fine at night.
17, Slightly overcast J veryftne; clear. *

Foggy; clear with bright sun ; fine at night.
Foggy ; verj- fine ; overcast at night.
Hazy, with slight drizzle j very fine; overcast.
Fine; hazy; overcast and exceedingly mild.
Cloudy and mild; clear and very fine; overcast; rain.

Mean temperature of the week 6^^ above the average,
.. I I^ ^ it ^ I

State of the Vv tatlier at (Jhiswick during the last l6 ye&rSj for
the ensning Week ending Dec. 3J, 1S42.

18.

19.

20.

31.

22.

Dec-

Aver*
[
Aver.

HiKheBCj JLowest

Sun. «5
Mon. 26
Tue». 27
Wed. 28
ThurB.29
FH, 30
Sat. 31

Temp T<jmp

Mean
Temp

No, of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
otKain.

FrevailinK \\'inds.

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 30th, in 1S33—thermometer 56*^; and the lowest on the 25th,
in 1830—thermometer 12^ The night of the 25th of December
averages the lowest temperature of any night in the whole year.

9f
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REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Dec. 23, 1843.

[The Half-sieve contains , . . 3* imperial gallons.
The Sieve 7
The Bushel Sieve ..... lo^
The Bushel Basket ..... 1 imperial bushel.
Punnets for Seakalc are . . , 73 in. wide and 2 in. deep.

Radishes .... 8 „ 3 ,»

Mushrooms ... 7 ,, 2 «
Salad ..... 6 „ 3 „]

The fineness ofthe weather during the past week has rendered
the supplies larger than in the preceding one ; otherwise little
difference has occurred, either in the prices or in the demand,
i>«iY.—Some handsome Pines arc offered, principally Montserrats
^and Queens, with a few EaviUes, from 3», to 6J, per lb, Hot-

ft

f9

house Grapes are of better quality than they have been for

several previous weeks, and fetch from 4*. to 75. per lb. Apples
and Pears remain the same as in our last report. Vegetables.—
Asparagus still continues small, and far from plentiful: the best

is selling from 8*. to 10*. per ICO, Seakale is excellent, and
fetches from is. gd. to 25. 6d. per punnet. New Autumn Potatoes
continue to be well supplied, from 6i/. to 9<^. per lb. A few bundles
of Rhubarb are offered, from I5. 3^^. to Is. Qf/. each, but they do not
appear to be in much request. In consequence of the mildness

Itf the weather, Broccoli and Cauliflowers.may be obtained of

much finer quality than is nsnaily to be expected at this season
of the year. Lettuces, Endive, Celery, and all kinds ofsalading
are abundant. Unusually good Mushrooms are plentiful, from
6(f. to Is. per pottle. Flowers.—The collections of cut flowers

exhibit a great variety, and comprise Luctilia gratissima, Poin-

settia pulcherrima, Bign6nia venusta, Pyrus japonica, Azaleas,^

Rhododendrons, Camellias, Gardenias, a great variety of Heaths,
Narcissuses, Tulips, Mignonette, &c. We also observed speci-

mens of the Arbutus Unedo, or Strawberry-tree, in fruit.

Mistletoe, Holly, and all kinds of Christmas decorations, are

abundantly supplied.

PRICES, Saturday, Dec. 24, 1842—FRUITS:— Z

Fine Apple, per lb. 3* to Si"
Grapes, Hothouse, per lb. 4* to 7«
— Spanish, 9d to u Z
— Fortu|{aI, 1* to U 6d

Apples, dessert, per bush., 2j6J to 7*!

.— Kitchen, 2s to 6V.

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2t to 8#

Pomegranates, per doz., 3t
Medlars, per doz- 9(iJ

Oranges, per doz,, 9i to 2*
*

— pep 100,5* to 16*
;— bitter, per 100, 12«

Savoys, per doz. 6ff to 1#

Cabbage, per doz. 9d to If
— plants, per doz. 1* Gd to Bi 6d
— Red, for pickling, laGd to 5*

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. U 3d to 2*

Broccoli, White, p^r bunch, lOJ to 1< 6d
— Purple, Bd to It

Cauliflowers, per doz., U to 4«
Potatoes, per ion, 40i to75i

•— per cwt. 2t to At

« perbushel, It 6d to 2$

— Kidney, per bu., it 6d to 2* 6d

— Scotch, per bu., 1» erf

New Autumn, per lb., Gd to9d

Jerusalem Artichokes, per haU'-sleve,

9J to It 6d
Turnips, per doz. bun., 3* to 2* Gd

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to It

Scorzonera, per bundle, I# Bd to 1* Cd
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to U 6d
Cardoonsjcach, ]t6dto2t
Horse Radish, per bundle. It 6d loit Gd

Radish, per dnz. hands (24 to 30 each)
9d to U

— Turnip, p. doz.bch., 1« to 2t6d
Cftrxoti, per dox. bun., St to 6t

Lemons, per doz. ]j to 2f— per 100,6«co lU i

Almonds, perpeck, 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3<
Chesnuts, per peck, 3j to 7*
Walnuts, per bush., 12* to \6t
FilbertSjEnglish, per lOO lbs. eoj'.to 65t
C*h Nuts, per lOOlbs., 70* to 80»
ft'uts, perbushel— ^
— Brazil, iGa to 20#— Spanish, 18* to 20<
^ Barcelona, 2-it

VEGETABLES.
Parsneps, per dozen, 9d to \t
Spinach, per sieve, It to W 6d
Leeks, per doz* bun., U 6^ to2t
Onions, per bushel, 4s to 6j
— Pickling-, per hf.»Bv., as to 4*— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* to 4«
—. Spanish, per doz. 2t to Gt

Garlic, per lb. 6ii to ad
Shallots, per lb.. It

Asparagus, per 100, 8a to lOi
— Second or Middling, 2a to 5*

Sea-kale, per punnet, U Ud to 2t6d
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. sc, Gd to 9d— Cos, 9d to 1«
Endive, per score, 9d to 1« Cd
Celery, p. bd., (12to I5)ti(ito ItGd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdU, ^aSd to 1 « 9d
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm.bun. 4d to Ct
Tarrai^un, per doz. bun., 2s to 3«
Sage, per doz- bunches, ItGdto 2t]l
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2t
Chilles, ripe, per 100, 1* 6d to 9§

*

Mushrooms, per pottle, Gd to U
TrufSet, per lb., 2t to 2t Gd

Notices to Correspondents*
To Correspondents.—We trust that those •whose communica-
tions do not appear to-day "Will not suppose themselves
neglected. Many papers are in type waiting for room, and
very many more are marked for printing.f

Manures-—if. W. K. & /. K, S.—The reason why those who em-
ploy guano-water for manure use it strong at first and weaker
afterwards, is prohably because, after the first application, a mi-
nute amount of the fertilising principle is better than more.
The mixing guano with water is to separate all the soluble

matter from the solid materials of which it consists, t

E, H. T,—We cannot advise you to water your plants
with guano in a liquid state, unless you can fully expose them
to light. In that case use it in very small quantities, asdirected

at p. 840.t J^ R' TT.—We prefer sulphuric acid to any other
agent for the purpose of fixing ammonia. Mix it with 5 or 6

times its bulk of water, and apply it slowly and gradually, till

no fames are given off, by a rag dipped in muriatic acfd when
held near it.t J, H,—The black treacly liquid that is run-
ning from your dunghill contains all the best part of your
manure. Can you not keep pouring it over the heap, until it

is all soaked up ? If it will continue to run from it, by all

means catch it in a tank of some kind. It is of the best pos-

sible quality for Grass land, the kitchen garden, and arable

land. Do not use it, however, unless in small quantities, for

orchard trees, or you will make them run to wood instead pf

bearing fruit. The effect of the black liquid on your Grass will

surprise you, if it is applied now, or soon.t Calx.—The
usual way of preparing salt and lime is to mix 1 bushel of the

latter with i a bushel of the former in a dry state, and to

allow them to remain for three months before use. The mix-
ture would be benefited by the addition of an equal quantity of

either light loam or coal ashes } the latter, however, are prefer-

able if you can procure them. Some persons recommend the

lime to be slacked with sea-water, which will produce nearly

the same effect^ 32 bushels of lime being sufficient to apply

per acre, t
CmEE REPUSE.— f/rAan states that pressed Apples, the refuse of

tlie cider-makers, are thrown awayin cider counties as useless,

and that the farmers do not mix them with manure, believing

that their addition would spoil it. It certainly is not •vident

why this substance should spoil manure; although its

addition might not increase its value, we should not expect

that it could injure it. It would be worth while to try the effect

of mixing cider refuse with putrid urine, or similar ammoniacal
liquids i it is probable that the acid in pressed Apples would be

useful in fixing ammonia, whilst the remainder might form

more serviceable manure when the acids it contained were

neutralised. E.
Carnation Mould.— P. if.—Your soil for Carnations, which
consists of old turf, well-decayed hotbed dung, and leaf-mould,

is very good ; it may be improved by mixing with it some sharp

sand or grit, and a little quicklime to destroy the wireworm. t

DiGOiNO.—iJ. W. S.— It is not too late to double-dig land, whilst

the weather remains favourable; avoiding working it in a

wet state. Strong three-pronged forks about seven inches

wide, by 13 or 14 in. deep, will be found more effective than

spades, particularly if the land is at all clayey or stiff. The

bottom or under spit should not be brought to the top, unless

the latter is exhausted, and the soil underneath be of better

quality; bringing the bottom spit to the top would very much
increase the amount of labour, and be useless unless under those

circumstances ; the upper spit had much better be ridged, as

it will enable the seed to be got in under better auspices, and

will facilitate the eradication of the Tussilago, for the destruc-

tion of which constant hoeings during the summer must be

resorted to. after having forked out as much as possible in the

digging. We should say land could not be double-dug for two

pounds per acre— it will take a good labourer about 24 days to

dig an acre of light ground well, and in strong land one-fourth

longer time; for double- digging, one-half more time may be

added ; by this the cost may be easily estimated according to

the rate of wages given. If you find the land wet. drain it by

all means j although double-digging would probably remedy this

evil in part, by allowing the wet to pass deeper, i*.

Building Hothouses.—^ Constant Reader.—Vi'e certainly do

not advise you to build a Greenhouse and Vinery after the plan

which you have sent us. Independently of the unnecessary
expense which the covered glass to match with the rafters

would occasion, we do not see where you would be able to

obtain a sufficient ventilation, one of the chief points which
should be attended to in erecting a Greenhouse. As Vines

under proper treatment will flourish in a house of almost any
shape, and as you will require the two buildings to correspond
with each other, it will be better to have them of that form

ivliich is hest adap^d for the grgwtb of Grcenliouse piaatsi *

)*.
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bouse of this kind should be about 5 feet high in front, havhip
upright movable windows sliding horizontally, -with a flat roof
sloping at an angle of about 35 degrees, and having sliding
lights at top. This will give yon a perfect command of veuli-
lation. Both houses may be heated by oneof Rogers's Improved
Conical Boilers (the second size will be large enough), and by a
single 4-inch iron pipe passing and returning along the front.
This will be sufficient, if you do not intend the Vinery for
forcing: if the latter is your object, the power of heaUng must
be doubled. In that case it will also be advisable to plant the
Vines inside the house; if not, it will be better to let the roots
range in a border outside. For building houses of this descrip-
tion we prefer wood to iron.t

CoviiRiNG FOR Pits.— i4 Subscriber ah initio.— U, instead of
allowing the space of 2 inches bet^^'een the painted canvas co-
rering arid the surface of the glass to remain empty, yon were
to fill it with hay or straw, packed loosely, you would effect a
great saving of heat. Tliis might be easily done by securing
the straw, or whatever material you may use, between the frame-
work of the covering by means of lathes or tar rope-t

Hbati wc.—F. H. S.—For heating such a small house as you de-
scribe, 12 ft. long and 10 ft. wide, a Vesta stove will be quite
sufficient; but it must be provided with a pan at top for eva-
porating water. %

ViNiiS-— -inon.—We do not recommend gas-water as a manure
for the roots of Vines. It will probably make them run too
much to wood.t ^* B.—No benefit can be derived by water-
ing Vines or any other tree close to the base of the stem,
unless from the slope of the border the water is carried away
to the extremity of the roots. The best plan is to observe how
far the branches spread, and to water most freely at that dis-

tance from the stem.t
VixK-BORDER.—JX. W. A'.— If there is a good fall /rom the house
at the bottomof your Vine-border, you have done right in sub-
stituting slates for brick- rubbish ; but if not, you have aggra-
vated the evil, instead of remedying it, because the slates will
prevent the water from draining away. Our principal object
in recommending you to place broken bricks at the bottom of
the border was, that a thorough drainage might be effected. %

CvixjMA jap6nica.—A.A.—Vi^ much question whether this

shrub would bloom with any certainty if planted against a wall
with a north aspect. Tofloweritin perfection, the plant should
either be trained against a south wall, or planted in an open
situation fully exposed to the sun's influence.

t

Himalayan Comfkr.^.—A i\''ouice.— Seeds of the Deodar and
other Himalayan Coniferae may be procured by any party who
will pay the cost of their carriage by the Overland mail, upon
application to Dr. Falconer, superintendant of the Hon. East
India Company's Botanic Garden at Saharunpoor.t

Early Flowers.—L. H., whose employer returns into thecountry
next year in May, instead of September, as has usually been
the case, and who wishes to have his flower-garden gay against
her return, must depend almost entirely upon such plants as
Tulips, Anemones, Ranunculuses, bulbous-rooted Irises, and
Pansies. These, if planted at all, should be put iti while this

open weather continues, and should be kept sheltered from
snow or rain during winter. If bulbs of Tigrldiapav6nia were
forwarded in a frame, they would also bloom early when
planted out. Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and plants of Erica
carnea, would likewise assist in making a gay appearance.t

Plants for shady Banks.— F. H. iS.—Periwinkle will thrive
well under the shade and drip of trees ; so also will Hypericum
calycinum, the Tree Box, and common Ivy, not Ground Ivy. t

Camb'llias.—i4. A.—These plants should be repotted, soon after

they have bloomed, into a mixture of turfy loam and peat j they
should then be placed in a moderately warm and moist atmo- I

sphere, which will cause them to make vigorous shoots. As soon
as the blossom-buds for the succeeding year can be discerned
about the size of a pea upon the ends of the young woods, the
plants should be withdrawn to a cooler temperature. If the
pots are well drained. Camellias may be freely watered during
the period of blooming; they will also require a liberal supply
while they are making their annual growth; at ether times
water should be administered with moderation.

J

GoLi>FcssrA.

—

M. D. T.— Since you have this plant in such good
health, it can hardly fail to flower, if it is kept enough exposed
to light. It is quite a stove species, and requires a good deal
of bottom- heat. It will never thrive ih a cool conservatory
with a winter temperature of 40°.

t

Br.rE HvDRANGBAs.— P. H.—Oxide of iron was recommended by
Mr. Ayres, and not by us, for deepening the tints of the Hydran-
gea and Chinese Primrose.

J

Aloes.—-jlrt Old Subscriber.—Your Aloes, which you have plunged
in tan in a Cucumber pit, will be perfectly safe, provided the

*tan is dry and the frame is well covered with mats during
frosty weather, t

ROSES,—*4 BoUonian.—The kinds best suited for a greenhouse
we the Red and White Provence, Spong's, Moss, Crimson Per-
petual, and Fairy Roses.t——5. S.—We recommend you to
leave your newly-planted Hybrid China Roses unpruned, until
ftll danger of severe frosts is over. All dead or unsightly shoots
ahould then be removed, and the remaining ones should be
cut back to as many buds as you think they will each be able
to support, t

Pbach Trkes.— TT. ;i/.—It is very doubtful whether the practice
of washing Peach trees with water almost at a boiling tempe-
rature is a good one. We think it a much better plan to pro-
cure some tenacious clay, and dilute it with water until it

becomes of the consistency of paint: with every gallon of this
clay paint, half a pound of sulphur should be mixed. This
dressing applied with a paint-brush all over the trees at the time
the buds begin to break, will check the prevalence of mildew
and insects J

Grafting.— C. C. B, P.—Several varieties of Apples or Pears
may be grafted on the same stock with equal success; but
some knowledge of the varieties is necessary, in order that
ttrong and weak-growing kinds may nut be placed together.
The consequence of so doing would be. that the strong would
overgrow the weak, unless the latter were placed in a position
the most favourable for growth, as on central or upright
branches; whilst the strong- growing kinds were limited to
horizuiital shoots, i

Fruit-trkks.- L. (?. — For the north, south, east and west
aspects 90 feet each of the fence round your kitchen garden on
which you wish to plant Pears, Cherries, and Plums, the fol-

lowing are smt^^ne:—North aspect : 2 Morello and 2 Kentish
Cherries; l Orleans Plum; 1 Bezi d'Heri Pear for stewing.
South aspect: Mavduke and Elton Cherries ; Greengage and
Coe's Golden Drop' Plums i

Glout Morceau and Beurr^ Ranee
Pears, East aspect: Knight*s Early Clack and Florence Cher-
Jiesj Royale native and Purple Gage Plums; Jargonelle and
Bacon's Incomparable Pears. Went aspect : Marie Louise,
Beurr^ Bosc, Winter Nclis, Hacon*s Incomparable, Thomp-
son's and Passe Colmar Pears. Having room on a south wall
for only one Peach and Nectarine, you may plant the Belle-
garde Peach and Violette H4tive Nectarine. [ P. W. J.—
Three standard Pear-trees of good quality, and ripening at

different periods, are the Marie Louise, Hacoo's Incomparable,
and Beurr^ Ranee.

y

BTaAWBERRiEs.—C C. B, P.—The following is a selection of the
»iost esteemed \3^neties :— Scarlets : Old Scarlet, early, and
affords the finest colour for conltctionery ; Grove-end Scarlet,
ft great bearer ; Rosebcrry, abundant bearer in succession

;

American Scarlet, late and very sugary, grows tall, and there-
fore requires pleixty of room; Coui Late iscarlet, good beaier
jndiate. Black Strawberries : Dowiiton, dark-coloured when
"ttlly ripe, and its richness is then scarcely exceeded by any
^ariety in cultivation ; Myatt'a Fine, esteemed the richest, but
difficult to cultivate; Elton, a seedling raised by Mr. Knight
Of Downton, ft great bearer, ripening late, and is found to be
w«u aa^ptea for preservixig 'wLole. Fim&tr^wHmu : Keem'

Sccdhng is the best for reneral cultivaUon ; Old Pine has ft
rnore solid flesh and leaves of darker green than an> other of
this class; Myatt's Bntish Queen, vciy large aud well
flavoured, grows and bears well ; Swainstone Pt idling, large,
good, and prolific, bearing sometimes a second crop in autumn.
Hautbois: Prolific or Conical, flowers large, stamens lorg,
with anthers fertile; Large Flat, scarcely so rich as the pre-
ceding, but a most abundant bearer. |

Currants.- C. C. B. /».—The best Bed sorts are the Red Dutch,
Knight^s Sweet ReS, and Knighfs Large Red. The best White
is the White Dutch. /Ihe finest and largest variety of Black is
the Black Naples. ;, An Old SttUcribtr.—The Currant of the
shops IS prepared from the black Corinth Grape, which U
merely a stoncless variety of the Common Grape. The Sultana
Plums of the shops are furnished by the White Corinth or
Kishmish Grape. Tht y are both prepared by being dried in
the snn like raisins. The thorns which you have observed
amongst them are only accidental impurities. ;

Asparagus.— T. 6u??imerj.—Asparagus-beds should be formed
aboutai ft. in width, with alleys 2 ft. viide between them

;

they require no particular preparation beyond a previous good
trenching. Instead ofprocurhig young plants, let Asparagus
seed be sown in March, in drills IS in. apart, and 2 in. deep.
When the plants are 6 in. high, Ihey should be thjnned to about
1 ft. apart; and in the following spring a layer ot rich or stimu-
lating manure, a few inches thick, should be spread over the
bed, and dug in lightly when the plants have done growing ia
the autumn. During the growing season the beOh should be
copiously watered with salt and water, or salt shnuld be
strewed over the beds, the particles of which will be carried
down to the roots by heavy rains and frequent waterings. In
the third spring from the time of sowing, the Asparagus will
be fit to cut : but previously to cutting, the bed ^huuld be co-
Tered very lightly with dead leaves to the depth of 8 in. In
the autumn, these leaves should be removed, and anothci
dressing of rich manure should be applied ; and these opera-
tions should be repeated every season. Sea-sand, where it can
be procured, will be of grcnt value in mixing with the soil

;

and where irrigation is practicable, it should on no account be
neglected. J

Aeticuokjss.— Di5ci;>u/u5. — The Artichoke contains a small
quantity of gallic acid— the substance which, together with a
salt of iron, constitutes black ink. All vegetables which be-
come black when cut with an iron or steel knife, contain
gallic acid.i^.

Earlv Carrot.— i?. Ferguson.— The Carrot which you have
sent, and which you slate to be the bc&t known fur early
forcing, on account of its fine colour when young, and which
is also excellent for sowing in the autumn and covering with
leaves for winter use, is the Early Short Kcd Dutch, the same
as that distributed by the Horticultural Society last season,

fi

Potatoes.—//. T. S.—Some of the best varieties aie mentioned
at p. 481. The best kind for the poor is one that is very pro-
ductive, and of good floury quality—such is the Bread-fruit
Potatoe.

II

Htlurgl's riNiPERDA.— IF- Proctor,—The beetles which yoti

have found in the shoots of young Fir-trees, lately Iransmiltcd
to you from the Nurseries, are called Hylurgus piniperda,
which feeds upon the pith of the young branches. The mag-
got from which the beetle is produced lives on thestagnated fer-

mented juice under the bark. The only successful method of
preventing its increase is to cut off and burn all the shoots
which appear to be infested by it. Such plants will not, of
course, be paid for by the person to whnm Ihty were sent, t
• F. B. is informed that the beetle so destructive to the Scotch
and other fir-tees, and nanud Hylurgus piniperdo, is figured
and described in Cur;is'slirit. lintomology, pi. aiidlol. 104.— /?.

Wasps.—-4 A'oi'ictf.—Of what usearc they ! l)o not they dei^troy

decaying animal and vegetable matter, and terve as food for

birds? Depend upon it, they have their part allotted to them
in the economyof the world just as much as you and I. Nothing
has been created in vain ; of that you may be well assured, t

Books.—U. if. T. will probably find Mis. LouUdu's Gardening
for Ladies the very book for her.t—

—

A Subscriber.—The new
edition of the Catalogue of the Fruits in the Garden of the
Horticultural Society is descriptive. We shall give you some
account of it presently.t-^

—

A Journeymaii Gardiner,— The
Supplement to Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Plaiits contains a
large proportion of the plants which have been introduced of

late years Into this country. The alterations which have taken
place in their nomenclature have also, to a certain ex-
tent, been rectified. The natural arrangement of plants is

substantially In accordance with that at present existing. J-

—

H.W. G.—Hind's Arithmetic is a book well adapted for persf ns
who are desirous of acquiring a knowledge of that science
without the aid of a teacher, t

HoRTicuLTURAi. SociETy.— Ki>.—Young men are admitted into

the Society's Garden upon the recoqpmendation of a Fellow of

the Society. No one else has the privilege ; it is usually, how-
ever, a couple of years after the application is made before the
applicant can be received.t

ExniBiTioxs.—i?f/s.—If vegetables are really very fine, they are

admissible at the meetings of the Horticultural Society, both
in Regent Street and at the Garden. Ample notice is always
given by us of the days on which these exhibitions take place.

A certificate ft r Celeiy was given at thelast meeting in Regent
Street to the Gardener of Mr. George Crawshay, Any one may
exhibit. It is only required that the objects sent shall be in the

room three hours belore the hour of meeting.f
Food of Plants.—iiu5.—Liebig is very obscure in his statement

about the actiun of the atmosphere on jilants. If}ou infer from
what he says, thatjilants. aftcrthefuU development oftheirleaves

derive their sole subsistence from the atmospheie by the absorp.

tion of those difierent gases necessary to supply their organic

substances, and that humus merely supplies lliUm until the lull

development of ihcir leaves, yciu will assume that which is

far from being proved, and is by no means probable. At the

same time, it is true that the application of manure in a liquid

form subsequent to the full development uf the leaves is of

much less use than at an earlier period, but we do not see how
that fact is at variance with the bcit cultivation. Ko one ma-
nures plants after they have ceased to grow; and it is not
till they cease to grow that the leaves are fully lormed.t

Growth of Flavts.— j1 Subscriber.—yie are not aware that

plants grow faster in a fine moonlight night than they do in a
dull one, supposing the thermomeicr precisely the same. "We

have no reason to suppose that a higher temperature may be
kept in a vinery in a clear moonlight night than in a dull one,

unless it is to counteract the coldness, which is so much greater

in clear nights in winter than in cloudy ones.t

Cork.—J Proprietor.— It is stated that in England and AVales

3,800,000 acres are annually in Wheat, cut of 12,000,000 under
tillage. It is further reported that these produce 32,380,000

quarters of Wheat annually, or 26 bushels an acre. The dis-

tance at which Wheat should be dibbled will depend upon the

condition of land and the mode of cultivation. It may be set

wider in spade husbandry than on ploughed land, t

Trek Gcaeds.—J&u/5.—Acheap, light, but strong knee, to pro-

tect trees from cattle, inay be made in the following manner :

Provide ?rtakes of Larch, o'r other sound wood, rather straight,

6 feet long and about 3 in. in diameter, making use of the waste
ends by cutting them into 3 in. pieces; iheu take rod iron in

6-feet lengths, turned up 1 in. at one end and painted at the

other. Thus prepared, bum holes with a piece of iron rod

through the stakes, 12 in. from top and bottom, in the same
direction, and through the centre of the 3.in. pieces from end to

end, having 10 of each ; run the iron through them alternately,

commencing with the stake, and cndirig with a 3-in. pieces

then bend the whole circularly round the tree, tying it to the

other side by twisting the spare iron rod (about 1 to.) round the

next fit&ke. It is aiso adriaatle to drire tUree larch staites, a ft.

long, half-way into the grnnnd, at equal distances, within the
circle of the guard, to keep it in an upright position, else cattle
will force it agminst the tree, and the bark will be injured by the
upper part o( the guard.

Fen ^.—Ditcijmimt.--Tic Sirncc Fir will bear the shears just
as well as Yew, and makes excellent Knees. It was one of
the topiarian plants formerly UMd; sijecimens of which will be
found m Mr. Loudon** "Arboretum Britannicum," vol. 4,

p. _-:J06. You have iiot..,;*g to do but to plant it, and when it

begins to prow, to prune or clip it according to your fancy.
We do not suppose f^

-
' attle will touch it. f

GARnENKfis.— Jl C«m/iAwro£ma had giver "^ hisaddress, we would
have endeavoured to do something for him. He had better call
on Dr. Luidley, 21, Regent SUect.t

Garuen' Walks.— A*. X..— In summer, exLv-lent walks maybe
prepared in the maimer C -cd at p. 379 of this year's
Chronicte. In the mean while, > uu had better strew cinder-
siltings over the ground, t

Dawp \\ alls.—^ l'«U7i|'i:,a(/^.—Thcicason why damp is found on
your walls is this: \Miva the air Is loaded with mutsture and
comes in contact with anything colder than j: :t, it& \apour is
condensed, and runs down in the form of water. Bring a cold
wine-glass into a warm room, and it is immediately covered
withiiLu. Impel jour wajm breath on a cold glass, and the
same thiug fia^ipiB^ Your walls were noricmbl tw-^u" Uvan the
damp air that lonched tlu-m on tht , : ul.ai you found the
water tiickhng down them.t

GoLn ANU isii VKK lisu.—J Cor^e^jHmdent af^ksifwc can inform
hmi how he may keip gold and sihcr l.o.. ahve tlifough lUe
winter. Duringsuninier 11. iv i! very utll inapond 3tt.aeepby
\1 in diameter, but ho has been rroumniended to t«k( tl.eui out
during winter. Accu*4*ajgiy, about a month since he put them
all (about ::u, into a tub containing 30 gallons or water ; one
half ol which he takes out every day, and rL^^AOeaiteiUier with
rain water or from a large jioud. He keeps ihcm protected
from Irost, but in mild weather he plac -'

. outof dtwrs.
A few wonna and bomc crumbs ol bread arr occasionally
thrown into the water. Uc has lately lost one ol tiic largest ai
thi.' pnhl ones, four or five ol which generally perish every
winter. He Is never able to keep any of them alter tlicy arc
from 10 inches to a foot long, the j;Uver ones ajjpcariiig to be mora
tender than the others.—We regret that we cannot give him
any information that will be saiibfactory. The fish spoken of
as dying are istatod to be the largebl,—Jrum 10 to 1 2 inches lon^.
These would l)c nu>^i readily affected by the traiisition from
comparative liberty to the confine* of a prison, particularly
as the size is beyoitd the ordniary standard. Yarrell, in his
Uibtoiy of liritiiili Fishes, page 320. vol. 1., says, •'

I have not
seen any specimen that exceeded 10 inches in length." The
higher the temperature of the water is j erved, with Ught
and air, the better chance the fish will have of living through
the winter. W e should think the daily change of (^ne half of
the water, which the writer speaks of, quite unnecessary, and
it is piobably injuriuus, by low t ring the temperature too much.
There may be other circumf xets which cau&e tl.e loss com-
plained of; but to attempt to offer a remedy without more
precise information would be imi>Oftsible. We hnve no doubt
it is correct that the silver is mure tender than the gold lish:
the latter is the species from which the former is a variety;
probably caused from some diminished constitutional strength,
which renders it more lender and uiUicult to jic-ervc under
unfavourable circumstances. U.

MiscKLLANiiOUS.

—

Arbutv t.-^ KjMt plftuts aTC Jnn1i)eru& sincnsls,

a Pinaster, a species ol Ljjhcdra, and the euUre-ieaved vnriety of
Arbutus Unedo. 'Ihe ether \vc do not kuow.t F. JU.— The
Cirrhopetalum sincn^e will be figrircd in the Botanical Regibter,
a work published in monthly parts. t A Suftscribcr,—Your
seedling PKony would be veiy hkcly to gain a prize ai the txhi-
bition oi tlie lioiticuitural society, if it answers to ihc descrip-
tion which you have given ; but llowcrs only will be required.

J

-— G. U'.—We do not recognise uny known Dendrobium In
the stems you have sent; but Ihry are nut studiable.t-

—

ILK.M.—V^e fear alt^r all that your Medicago is only a starved
state of M. lupulina ; we did nut recuguise it in its puny cou-
diUon-t A Constant Header will bce iu another column a
notice of raiiieii*s uianure, which was in type before we re-
ceived his obliging communication.t—*— .-1 Constant Ucuder.--^
Your plants are 1, Thuja ori«ntalis; 2, 3, T. occidenialis j 4, Ju-
niperus oblonga; 5, J. virginiana; 0, J.succica; 7i Cercua
fiagelliformisi 8, Optntia biafeilitnsit : 9, O. Tuna ,>; ; 10,0.
Parote; 11, O. vulgaris; 12, Aloe mitraeiormiy, var.; 13, A.
verrucosa; 14, Gasteria oblitiua; 15, Helleborus Joe tidus.f

J, C.—Your plant is the Magianthus sido.ucs of ttie Botanical
Magazine, now called AsteroUichion sidoiJts——.4 Subscriber
/rom /Ae cowmfHtrcmt-nf.—Your plant ih Lycop<kliuraiuvolvens.t

Bictonensi.'f.—Your specimen appears to be McriLiiia odo-
rata, a plant of the Asclcpiadaceous order, and not at all relafed

to the Paasion-fitjwer.t Jif. IK. K,—The Gardtners^ Chronicle
for 1841 is not to be had. About twenty Numbers are out of
print J, R. IK.—Ol theNumttrs ofiUi^Gardt/ters^ Chronicle

prior to lOth Sept., nineteen are out of print. E. H.—We
hardly know what to say about your plan. It would give us
great pleasure to be of use; but we do not see clearly in what
way to proceed. We will, however, put out a leeler as soon
as we can get a Uttle loom.t T. GnrreIt.—Yonr Hernc-hiU
Seedling Apple is a handsome Pcarmaiii-sha^ed fnnt, which
keeps well and can be recommended as worthy of cultivation.!
• D. W, S.—Ycur Apple, raised from seed of the Nonpareil,
has sutecicnt merit to be worthy of further tiial; but it does
uol possess the rich, brisk, aud unrivalled flavour of ita

parent. I- ifuifr^^-Your Plant is CacaUa articulata. t A
Constant Reader's plant appears to bu fhunb^rgia cocclnea.— W. B. //.—We are sorry we cannot adopt your sugges-
tion, t W. Gardner,'-Your specimen is ZygopOtalum in-

termedium.!— <l>/iro;-i/ii;c.—You will lind a libt such as you
request, with the varieties arranged in the order of ripemng,
at p. 6-41 of this year's Chronicle.l— R. E., Oulton.—The
Apples are—No. 1, Braddick's Nonpareil; 2, Cuurt-pendu
Plat; 3, Ord ; 4, King of the Pippins j 5, Golden Harvey j 6,

probably Blenheim Pippin; 7. Ponune VioieltCi 9, Embroidered
Pippin. The Pear, No. 8, is the Eaaltr Bcurr^. „—-l/ary.

—

If ju your case, we should ask 255. Quince.—Your Applets
the Blenheim Pippin,

[i

Erhatom.— In the answer to TK, /. B, at p. 841, col.n,linefrom
the bottom 15, the i'elargoniums mentioned were those to be
discarded, the word ** not*' having been omitted.

As usual, many Ittii^bhavcarrivtdioolatefuranswerathiswetk,

N E W;S OF THE VV EEK

.

The aflfairs of Barcelona iu the beginnicg'of this week

assumed a character of very grave importance. Circum-

itances were stated which appeared to show that the French

Consul was a conspicuous actor in the recent insurrection ;

and if the charges brought against him be substantiated,

there can he little doubt that the relations between France

and Spain will be seriously compromised. The Spanish au-

thorities accuse the Consul of ha\ ing originated the insurrec-

tion, of having identified himself with the acts of the revo-

lutionary Junta, of having induced the Queen's ttoops lo

surrender to the insurgenU by representing th^ there-

beliiou had spread to the adjoining provinces, and of

having refused to give up the wife and daugliters of thd

Capt.. General Van Hdca^ who bad pkceJ tbeois&hei
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under the protection of the French flag, stating that

he was responsible for them to the Junta. In addition

to these charges, the political chief of Barcelona, who was

of course an eye-witness of the progress of the insurgents,

has publi:iLed a statement, declaring that the revolution-

ary Junta had dissolved itself on the 2d, and taken refuge

on board the French ships of war ; that the town was on

the point of capitulation when the Consul made the

Junta disembark and renew the insurrection,

moment when the iahal^itants considered that it was

effectually suppressed without bombardment, or vio-

of anv kind. He states that the flas of Queen

at the

lence oi any

Christina was

became masters of

then hoisted, the revolutionists

and thethe city,

extreme measures to reduce

Regent

again

was

itobliged to resort to

to obedience. Some doubt, however, has been thrown on

the testimony of the political Chief, although the Go-

vernmeut Papers have openly denounced the Consul as

the originator and promoter of the revolt* In the mean

time the French Government have given an apparent

lanction to the proceedings of their Consul by conferring

on him the rank of an officer of the Legion of Honour,

an act which is regarded by the Spanish authorities as a

proof that the Court of France was not altogether uncon-

cerned in the issue of the insurrection. The Consul,

has also sent a strong protest to the Captain-General,

denying the charges altogether, and demanding satisfac-

tion. The Regent, at the date of our last accounts,

had resolved on raising the siege of Barcelona, and

ling-offices, Haslar Hospital, the flag-ships St. Vincent

and Victory, the Excellent gimnery-ship, and tlie Warspite.

The Archduke also visited Hyde, and attended the iu.^pec-

tion of the Royal Marine Artillery.

Ministerial Changes,—\ rumour has been current for

some days that the Duke of Wellington has objected to

hold the leadership of the House of Lords in conjunction

with the Horse-Guards; and that the Cabinet is divided

between the claims of Lord Aberdeen and Lord Stanley to

that office. The Ministerial Papers seem to suggest the

probability that Lord Stanley will receive \he appoint-

ment ; in which case he will of course be raised to the

peerage, and thus create a vacancy in the representation

of North Lancashire.

Parliamentary Movements.—Lord Clivehas announced

himself a candidate for North Shropshire, in the room of

Sir Rowland Hill, as anticipated in our last. The 'election

of a Member for Carmarthenshire took place on Tuesday,

when Jlr. S. Davis was returned without opposition.

cutions had taken place, and tranquillity was completely

restored in all parts of Catalonia^ The Paris Papers are

of course occupied with the discussion of these events ;

they state that the Spanish Government have disavowed

the conduct of the political chief, and that the cliarges

against the Consul will be proved to have no founda-

tion. In the beginning of the week the affair was

considered so serious in Paris, that a fall took place in

the funds, although a rupture between the two countries

The news from

dpoittgn.

FHANCE.—The aifairs of Spain are the leading topic of

discussion in the Paris papers, which comment on the in-

surrection and subsequent bombardment in total forget-

fulness of the part played by France in her two revolutions,

and of her subsequent line of conduct for the eifectual

maintenance of order in the interior. The most important

fact in relation to this question is the official announce-

ment that M. de Lesseps, French Consul at Barcelona

and Capt. Gattier of the French corvette Meleagre, sta-

tioned in that port, have beftn promoted to the rank of

officers of the Legion of Honour. The accounts pub-

lished in the Spanish papers respecting the inter-

the late insurrection pro-

the Bourse last

granting a general amnesty prior to his return to Madrid;
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Consul in

the Military Commission was still sittmg, but few exe- ^^^^^ ^^ unfavourable impression on
week, and caused a fall in the price of stock, as the

speculators deemed it possible that the representa-

tions of the Spanish Government on the subject might be

is no longer Portugal

The Wurtemberg Government

anticipated.

is not important ; the Government has been occupied

with 'the consideration of the views of the British Cabi-

net on the Tariff question, but no immediate result is

anticipated, and the prospect of a settlement is still far

distant,—From Belgium, we learn that the arrangements

of the Chamber for the discussion of the treaty with Hol-

land are now complete, and that the question will be the

first business brought forward after the Christmas holi-

days.—The German Papers announce that the Prussian

Government is engaged in negotiating a treaty of com-

merce with Belgium, and that in consequence of the re-

cent attempts to effect a commercial union between that

country and France, the King of Prussia has deter-

mined to make numerous concessions for the accom-

plishment of this treaty.

has issued a notice, announcing an immediate reduction

in the interest of the National Debt, and a similar

measure is said to be contemplated by the Government

of Bavaria,—From the Levant we have the important

news, that the recent events in Servia have led to a com-

plete rnpture between Russia and Turkey. The Emperor,

as the protector of Servia, has demanded the immediate

deposition of the newly-appointed Prince, and the resto-

ration of Prince ^licliael, in whose family, he contends,

the sovereignty is permanently vested. The Sultan has

refused to comply with this demand ; and it is rumoured
that the Russian Ambassador has threatened to leave

Constantinople. The policy of Russia in thus interfer-

ing with the acts of an independent [sovereign is said to

be justified by the Treaty of Adrianople ; but it remains

to be seen whether Austria and the other European
Powers will allow any armed intervention in the provinces
on the Danube,

so strong as to bring about a quarrel between the two

countries. It was generally expected that the Consul

cannot remain at Barcelona, and that the Spanish Govern-

ment will not suffer a foreign agent, whom it believes, and

on strong grounds, to have originated and fomented the

revolution, to remain longer in the town. The papers

offer numerous explanations of the proceeding ; the Minis-

terial Dcbats denies the statement that the Consul refused

to deliver up the wife and daughters of the Captain-

General, and states that the ladies were not arrested by

the mob or junta on shore, but in a boat belonging to the

French ship-of-war ; it would therefore appear from this

admission that the arrest took place while they were

actually under the protection of the French flag. In a few

days some official accounts will no doubt be published,

and in the mean time it would be useless to enter further

into the party statements of the journals.—The Monileur

of Saturday officially announces the occupation of the

Marquesas Islands by Admiral Dupetit Thouars, and his

having hoisted on the two groups the standard of France.

The Admiral states that he occupied the Island of Tahuata

in the name of France, at the request of the native King

or Chief, in order to protect him from the consequences

of an act of aggression against the Americans. He states

in his report that he conciliated the King by a present of

a red uniform and a pair of Coloners epaulettes, and that

the favour of the Queen was secured by a present of a

petticoat, which she had seen one of the sailors wear at

an exhibition of private theatricals- It was reported

in Paris that Government intends to make the islands

Court.
^ome ^etos.

-Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
"Wales, and the Princess Royal, continue at Windsor
Castle, and are quite well. The Queen has taken daily
exercise on foot during the fine weather which has pre-
vailed the greater p?^rt of the week. ^ The Prince hunted
Tvith his harriers on Thursday, and shot over the preserves
in the Great Park on Monday, and again on Wednesday,
accompanied by the Duke of Wellington. It is stated in
the Ministerial Papers that Her Majesty's accouchement
is expected to take place in the spring, and that the
Duchess of Kent will be deputed to hold the drawin"--
rooms during the season, supported by Prince Albert.
The Queen Dowager paid an unexpected visit to the town 1

of Poole on Saturday. Her Majesty drove round the quays,

and soon afterwards returned to Caufurd, where she con-

tinues to «rijoy excellent health. The Hereditary Grand
Duke of Mecklenburg Strelitz left the reiidence of their

Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,
at Kcw, on Tuesday, and embarked for Hamburg, on his

return to Strelitz. His Imperial Highness the Archduke
Frederick of Austria took his departure from Portsmouth
on Wednesday, in his frigate the Bellona. After his return
to Portsmouth, his Imperial Highness (visited all the
public establishaients—the dock-yard, gun-wharf, victual-

a penal colony,—The only subject of domestic interest

in the capital, is an action which has just been de-

cided in connexion with the conspiracy of Grenoble. It

was brought by General Donnadieu against M. Creteneau

Joly, formerly editor of a Royalist print, for breach of

contract, by not publishing a work called the ** History of

the Didier Conspiracy in Grenoble," with eighty-three

letters of the Duke Decazes, the present Grand Re-
ferendary of the Chamber of Peers, throwing a light on
that mysterious event. The Court, in its judgment, gave

default against M, Joly; but at the same time nonsuited

the General, as the promise of the editor to publish the

book was not regarded as sufficient for the basis of a civil

action. The anti-dynastic prints, commenting on this de-

cision, call upon the Duke Decazes to explain his conduct

in 1816, as he was Minister of Police at the time of the

Grenoble affair, and to reply to the accusations of General
Donnadieu, who charges the Duke with having been the

abettor and employer of Didier in that revolt, the object

of which has been, in turn, explained as a Buonapartist,

Republican, or Orleans plot to overthrow the Government
of Louis XVIII. On the other hand, it is announced
that the Duke Decades will bring an action against M. Joly,

for announcing the publication of the letters alleged to

have been addressed by the Duke to an agent in Grenoble
to provoke the conspiracy of 1816.

Spain.—The intelligence from Barcelona comes down
to the 13th inst. The bombardment has completely
restored tranquillity to Catalonia; and the news now re-

ceived relates exclusively to the details of the late events
and to the proceedings of the French Consul. The Regent
was still at his head-quarters at Sarria, and Gen. Zurbano
had left forGerona. The city had not recovered from its

stupor, and most of the shops and warehouses had re-
mained closed. The Military Commission vras still sitting

;

13 individuals, soldiers of the Free Corps, were drawn by
lot from those who were found guilty, and were shot on
the I2th, at which time no Spaniard was allowed to leave
the city. The damages occasioned by the bombardment
were to be repaired at the expense of the municipality,
which was obliged to supply for the purpose daily 1,000
workmen, and pay a war-contributioa of 120,000/. within

three days. The proclamation relative to the delivery

of fire-arms had been rigorously enforced. Fifteen

thousand muskets had been already taken from the in-

surgents ; and as it was supposed that there were still five

or six thousand not surrendered, twenty-four hours more

were given for their delivery. The houses shut up and

suspected of containing arms had also been opened

and searched in the presence of the magistrates in

their respective districts. For some time to come, a

national guard will be dispensed with in Barcelona, and

the garrison be kept by troops of the line alone.

A deputation, composed of six of the notable inhabitants

of Saragossa, arrived at the Regent's head-quarters on the

10th, to congratulate hinij in the name of all classes of

the population of that city, on the suppression of the

revolt at Barcelona. The National Guard of Saragossa

have also sent to the Regent a similar address of congratu-

lation. The Regent was expected to return to Madrid on

the 15th. He was to return by Valencia, being desirous

not to encounter the Infant Don Francisco de Paula, who

will, in all probability, be ordered to quit Spain, with his

Secretary, Count de Parsent. The Heraldo asserts that

the order had been already given to the Prince, Imme-
diately after the return of the Regent, the Cortes were to

be convoked. The first question which will occupy atten-

tion is the change produced in the relations between

France and Spain by the conduct of M. Lesseps, the

French Consul, during the late outbreak. He is accused of

having originated and fomented the insurrection, of having

rendered himself a mere commissary of the revolutionary

Junta, accompanying its members to the camp*ofVan

Halen and elsewhere, and especially of spreading false

reports, and telling the Queen's troops that Catalonia,

Arragon, and Valencia were in insurrection, which report

induced those troops to surrender. He is accused of

having refused to give up the wife and daughters of the

Captain-General, Van Halen, declaring himself responsible

for them to the Junta; and of having disembarked from

the French ships the leading men of the revolution, on

the night of the 2d, and thus renewed the insurrection at

the moment when the town was on the point of capitu-

lating. These facts, stated in the official journals of the

Spanish Government, are supported by the testimony of

the political chief of Barcelona, Sefior Gutierrez, who

writes on the 3d from Sarria, where he had taken refuge,

describing the progress, the cessation, and resumption of

the insurrection. He states that on the arrival of the

Regent, the revolutionai-y Junta had dissolved itself, and

that its members went on board the French ships,

whilst the newly- raised corps had laid down their arms.

The French telegraph announced at the same time with

the news of the China pacification, that of the capitula-

tion of the Barcelonese. This vvas, in fact, considered

complete, without bombardment and without violence.

•• This change for the better," says the political chief,

•* was done away with by the Consul of France, who'

made the Junta disembark, and the revolutionists again

became masters of the city, the National Guards quitting

it. The bandits hoisted the standard of Christina, and

sacked the houses of the street da Ancha, and that of

thePlatercas. This necessitated the opening of fire upon

the town." These proceedings, in themselves sufficient

to compromise the relations between France and Spain,

have been still further aggravated by the act of the

French Government, in conferring on the Consul the

rank of an officer in the Legion of Honour. This fact

is regarded as a proof that the Court of France was 'not

unconnected with the late insurrection ; and the explana-

tions to which it must give rise are looked for with some

The latest accounts state that the Consul has

We have news from Lisbon to the 12th

anxiety.

sent a strong protest to the Captain-General, denying

the charge altogether, and demanding satisfaction, by the

dismissal of the political chief. The Regent had re-

solved on raising the siege of Barcelona previous to the

18th, when he intended to issue a general amnesty, prior

to his return to Madrid. At the meeting of the Cortes,

the whole history of the late proceedings will no doubt be

developed.

Portugal.
inst. The Portuguese Government had the views of the

English Cabinet on the tariff question under their con-

sideration, and Lord Howard has had an interview with

the Duke of Palmella, but it was not anticipated that

any immediate result would be arrived at, and the settle-

ment of the questions at issue was considered as distant

as ever. The trial of the Nacional newspaper for hbel

on Scuhor Silva Cabral, in charging him with the author-

ship of the late proclamation against M. Dietz, and

stating that they knew where the manuscript copy ex-

isted, was decided on the 10th. No manuscript copy

was produced, nor was any evidence beyond hearsay

brought to connect the matter with Senhor CabraU

Notwithstanding this, the jury returned a verdict i"

favour of the defendant on all the questions : that there

was no abuse of liberty of the press—no criminality, aQ"

consequently no punishment required.—Accounts iroto

Madeira state, that more serious damage has been done \>J

the late inundations than even would have been inferre

from the first accounts. It is seated, that the beautiful

district of Fayal, from which the Duke of Palmella's heir

takes his title, and which was one of the richest portions

^i tiie island, preseiiting everywhere the aspect of a g^.'

den, and growing some of the best wine in Madeira, >»

now a desert, with huge boulders carried down from the

mountain by the floods, strewing the ground which v:-^^

lately occupied by vineyards ; and that years must elapse

before so many as 10 pipes of wine can be made from the

growth of this district. The great bulk of this years

vintage has also been destroyed in the stores of Funcha

.

The entire loss sustained, including damage ,of every de-

^

p
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gcription, has been little short of half a million sterling.

Many wine-merchants lost from 300 to 400 pipes of wine
Talued, one with another, at 80 milreis (18/.) a pipe; and
several farms, produce, cattle, utensils, and even soil,

were swept into the ocean, A committee has been ap-
pointed to raise subscriptions in Lisbon, but ns yet not
one farthing is publicly known to have been collected in
that city, among the Portuguese themselves.
Belgium.—Letters from Brussels state that the ar-

rangements of the Chamber for reporting on the treaty of
the 5th Nov. are now complete, and that the discussion
will be the first subject brought forward after the Christ-
mas holidays. It appears that the continuation of the
iron railway from Ghent to Antwerp, through Lockerin
and St. Nicholas, will be announced sooner than was ex-
pected ; 1,258 shares of l,000f. each are already subscribed
for. A fatal accident has occurred on the portion of the
international railway in the interior, between Quicorain
and St. Saulve. The train which left Quicorain in the
afternoon of the 14th, ran off the rails at Quarouble in

France ; the man on the look-out on the tender was killed,

and a custom-house officer had his thigh broken ; none of
the passengers were injured. It seems that a rail which
was raised up at one end caused this accident, and eye-wit-
nesses think it was the eifect of malice. The service is

stopped until the official inquiry into the causes of the
accident be completed.

Germany.—The Berlin papers announce that the
Prussian Government is seriously occupied with the ar-
rangement of a treaty of commerce with Belgium, and
that as such a measure is now considered a political
question, numerous concessions will be made to the Bel-
gians. It is also stated that an army of 10,000 men
might be formed of the Russian deserters who have fled

into Prussia, since the refusal of the King of Prussia
to renew the convention for the exchange of deserters.
We learn from Galigjiani's Messenger, that when the
King of Prussia was returning from St. Petersburg in
July last, he stopped a night at the little town of Hohen-
stein. Captain Kern, owner of the domain of Dohlau,
took advantage of the King's passing through to request
his autograph, in order to place it in a new church built
on the captain's pro])erty. His Majesty promised to

'

grant it the next day, when he wrote the following lines :—" Being requested to give my autograph, to be pre-
served in the new church of Dohlau, I here express
my earnest prayer that the Holy Scriptures may always
be preached in this church, in this commune, and in this
country, to the end of time! May God be with you.
Written at Hohenstein, the ninth Sunday after Trinity,
July 24, 1842, on my return from Russia, after celebrat-
ing the anniversary of the marriage of my beloved sister
Chariotte with the Emperor Nicholas, on my way from
Koenigsburg to Erdsmandorf, in Silesia, after having yes-
terday made the acquaintance of the founder of the new
church, the worthy Captain Kern, owner of the domain
of Dohlau, Frederick William." — Letters from
Vienna state, that the effects of the peace with China
begin to be felt in that city in several ways, and that the
cotton manufactures in particular have received a new
stimulus, and prices have risen considerably.—The Duke
de Bordeaux has arrived at Dresden on a visit to the King
of Saxony, where he has been received with every mark of
attention on the part of the roval family. He had paid
a visit to the field of Culm, celebrated for the battle of
1813, and was expected to visit Leipsic before his return
to Prague.—The Awjsburg Gazette announces that the
negotiations relative to the marriage of Princess Clemen-
ti^oe of Orleans with Prince Augustus of Saxe Coburg
Gotha Cohary were terminated, and that the contract
would be shortly signed and ratified by both parties.—
The Wurtemberg Government has issued a notice, ap-
prising all the holders of the public debt that the interest,
now 4 per cent., will be immediately reduced to 3^ per
cent.

; and that the state is ready to pay in full all those
not^ disposed to submit to the reduction. The annual
saving effected by this ncieasure will be about 110,000
florins. The Bavarian Government also contemplates a
reduction of the interest on the public debt from 5 per
cent, to 4 per cent.—It is stated that the King of Ha-
nover intends to visit England after the marriage of the
Prince Royal, for the purpose of consulting his former
physician, Sir Henry Halford, his confidence in German
physiciai.s having diminished considerablv since the death
of Dr, Stieglitz. His Majesty, on being' informed that a
subscription had been set on foot for the relief of the
widow and family of the late Dr. Maginn, immediately
forwarded a donation of 200/.
Italy.—A letter from Rome of the 6th inst. states

that the King of Naples had offered himself a mediator
between Don Miguel and the Queen of Portugal, and with
inore success than the Pope. Tlie news of the late vic-
tories in China had created much satisfaction at Rome,
being considered as essentially favourable to Christianity.

Letters from Palermo and Catania have been received,
stating that on the evening of the 27th ult. an eruption
of Mount Etna took place, after a repose of 20 years,
1 he lava issxied in considerable torrents, following two
parallel lines, in the direction of Bronte. Tiie damage
already done is said to be immense. The fine weather
allowed the spectators to roam about the whole night, ad-
niinng the extraordinary spectacle. Numerous strangers
nad arrived to be near the scene. The passengers on
ooard the Oriental steamer were gratified by a sight of this
eruption, about two hours after leaving Malta, on the 28th,
the mountain bearing at the time N. E. 105 miles. About
«U8k the passengers and crew were surprised by the
J^nexpected appearance of the eruption, and were so for-
tunate as to keep it in view for five hours. We have
gjven, under our |'* Miscellaneous*' article, an account of
we scene from the pen of an eye-witness.

r

•ill

Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 30th ult. state,
that on the previous day M. Silivergo, the newly-appointed
Minister of Finance, became insane w!:i!e attending
a Council of Ministers. They add. that there is no doubt
that the Government money matters are quite as deranged
as the Minister. Rear-Admiral Sir F. Mason, in her
Majesty s ship Howe, is at anchor in the Pir^us, which
she entered under sail, to the great astonishment of the
Greeks, The Princess of Oldenburg arrived on the 23d.
on board the Otho steamer. So violent a storm arose
between Corfu and Patras, that the steamer was forced to
take refuge in the harbour of Pitala, where it remained
24 hours, till the storm abated.
Turkey.—An express from Constantinople, by way of

Vienna, announces the important fact, that « complete
rupture has taken place between Russia and Turkey, in
regard to the affairs of Servia. The Emperor of Russia,m an autograph letter to the Sultan, had formally de-
manded the deposition of the newly-appointed Prince of
Servia, and the re- establishment of the banished Prince
Michael, in whose family, Russia contends, the sovereignty
of Servia is invested for ever, by virtue of a firman of ti.e
late Sultan Mahmoud. The Porte, in its reply, has de-
clared that no treaties had been infringed, and that the
privileges of the Servians had been properiy regarded in
the course pursued by the Porte, which positively declined
to revoke the hatti-sherif. The Russian Ambassador, on
the receipt of this note, replied, that he regretted to Imve
to announce to the Emperor the Porte's unfavourable
answer, and that he still hoped it would be modified.
The Divan is said to have offered to submit the matter to
the consideration of the Five Powers ; but it was not
known whether M. de Boutenieff would consent to this
proposition, or what determination the Court of St.
Petersburgh would come to. Whatever opinion the Em-
peror may entertain on the Servian revolution, it is said
that the treaty of Adrianople allows the intervention of
Russia.

Canada.—The Toronto Herald of Nov, 24, received
by the last arrival from New York, slated that Sir Charies
Bagot's illness had assumed the most serious character.
His complaint was said to be an affection of the lungs,
produced by excited action of the heart, and causing
great difl5culty of breathing, with an almost total want of
natural sleep. It was supposed at Toronto that he had
tendered his resignation by the last mail, and believed that
he would not live to receive Lord Stanley's answer. The
Standard of Thursday announces with regret that private
letters have been received in town, which fully confirm the
above intelligence relating to the dangerous illness of
the Governor-General. At the date of these letters no

was offered, and a poll was demanded by the candidates*
so that the results of the vihole are not yet known, but in
the great majority of the wards the elections pasi^ed off
quietly. In several wards resolutions were pagsed in
favour of free trade and of a repeal of the Corn-laws ; and
in those of Broad-street, the Tower, and Langbourne,
resolutions were carried condemning the Income Tax at
'•inquisitorial and vexatious/' censuring the conduct of
the surveyors and asse&iiorSj and calling for its immediate
repeal.

East Trtdia House.—The Quarterlv General Court-of
Pro])rietor8 was held on Wednesday, Sir J. J. Lushing,
ton in the chair. A motion by Mr. Salomons for the
production of papers and accounts connected with the
war in Affghanisiau was negatived by a large majority,
the chairman having ^Mtt-d that the accnnnts would be
called for by Prtriiameut in due course, and then be laid
before the proprietors. Mr. I^wis brought forward his
motion for the production of papers respecting the Ft-
Rajah of Saitara; but on the understanding that addi-
tional pnprrs had been rcce* _d, which had altogether
altered the case, and which the Court were anxious to
submit to thf

hope whatever was entertained of his ultimate recovery.
Sir Charles for some time had not been able to sleep until
opiates had been administered.

CITY.
Money Market, Fridai/.—ThQ Consols market has been

much depressed during the latter part of the"week in con-
sequence of the apprehended rupture between France and
Spain. Consols for the account closed *J3J ; Three per
Cents. Reduced, 94^ to ^ ; Bank Stock, I70|toir2|;
Exchequer Bills, 49^-. to 5l5. pm. ; Three-and-a-half per
Cents, Reduced, 101 to i; Long Annuities, 12 -^^ to 4

m
Chrisimas-day in the Metropolis,—Daring the past

week the Lord Mayor has received several requisitions,

signed by many hundreds of the citizens of London, re-
specting the observance of Christmas-day on Monday.
They state that the concurrence of Christmas-day and
Sunday threatens the deprivation of a highly important
holiday ; that, under any circumstances, the loss of an op-
portunity of relaxation and enjoyment must be matter of
regret ; but when, as in the present instance, the evil is

likely to be aggravated by a more than ordinary profana-
tion of the Sabbath, it is doubly to be deplored. They
therefore submit the propriety of his Lordship originating

some measure to obviate this evil ; and state that, pro-
ceeding from the first magistrate of the Metropolis, a re-

commendation to the citizens to observe the Christmas
feast by a suspension of business on Monday, the *26th

inst., cannot be disregarded by them, and must iufiuence

the cities and towns throughout the kingdom. The Lor-d

Mayor, on receiving the requisitions, said it would give

him the greatest pleasure to carry out the views of so nu-
merous and respectable a body of requisitionists, by o(E-

cially recommending that Mbnday, the 2(>th, be kept as

Christmas-day ; but he could not make any recommend-
ation of the kind without consulting the principal mer-
chants and bankers. It isfnow announced that there will be

no holiday at the Bank, Stock Exchange, or the public

offices.

The Royal Bounties,—Her Majesty's annual bounties
were distributed on Mon^lay and Tuesday io upwards of 800
poor, old, and distressed persons, who had been previously

recommended by the clergy, nobility, and gentry, residing

in the various parishes. The bounty is limited to persons
who are above the age of sixty years, and the exception
to the rule is made in favour of the blind, and of those
who are afflicted with severe bodily infirmity, Tlie Royal
gate alius to 1G8 persons, "each receiving thirteen shillings,

were also distri!)utet!.

Election of Covimon CotincUmen,—AVednesday being
St. Thomas's Day, wardmotes were held, according to

ancient custom, in the different wards of the City, for

electing members to serve in the Court of Common
Council for the year ensuing. Great activity having been
exercised by the Anti-Corn-Iaw League and the advocates

for free trade to return members who would support their

particular opinions, more than usual interest was excited

by the elections- In a few instances a strocg opposition

proprietors, the motion was withdrawn till
the next general court. A long discussion then ensued.
on the non-employmeat of natives of India in civil offices
of their own country. It appeared that the Directors had
for some time adopted the principle of employing the na-
tives in civil lervicci, and were gradually extending it so
far as is compatible with the security of the Government.
The proceedings, which ran to great length, closed with 4
conversation respecting the Hill Coolies, and the statue of
the Marquis Welleeley, which, the cliairman said, was pro-
gressing satisfactorily, and would be finished very shortly.
Income Ta^r.—On Friday a numerous meeting was

held of the merchants, tradesmen, and inhabiUnts gene-
rally, of the Ward of Tower, for the purpose of iuvesti-
gating the cause of a general complaint in regard to the
numerous returns made under the Income Tax hnving
been sent back surcharged. The value of the wharf pro-
perty made the question peculiarly important. In the
absence of the Alderman, owing to indispobition, Mr.
Deputy Finnis presided. He said that he had called this
meeting in consequence of a requisition signed by a large
number of respectable inditiduals, who considered that
they had been improperly and unjustly surcharged. The
requisition having been read, the Chairman stated that he
would first of all submit to the meeting a letter from the
Government Surveyor, Mr. Welch. From this it ap-
peared that there were Gil assessments in the ward under
schedule A, and that of these 150 were surcharged, or
almost one return out of four ; under schedule D the
assessments were 1,542, the surcharges 556, or almost
one in three. Tn the whole ward, out of 2,153 returns,
no less than 70G, or, in other words, the declaration of
every third man in the ward, had beeu called in question.
Several gentlemen addressed the meeting, and suted that
tlie surcharges had been made at the rale of 30 and 50
per cent. The following resolution was then proposed and
unanimously adopted : " That this meeting, composed of
merchants,tradrsMjen,and inhabitants of the ward ofTower,
does not intend to consider, upon the present occasion, the
necessity or policy of the Property and Income Tax, the
meeting having been convened solrly for the purpose of
denouncing publicly, and in the strongest language, the
manner in which a large number of the returns in this
district have been sent back, and the amount of the tax
increased by an improper and vexatious system of sur-
charges ; which unwarrantable mode of increasing the
tax can only be done by doubting, without investigation
or reason, the accuracy of a solemn declaration ; and
it is, therefore, not only an act of grievous injustice,
but also a gross insult to the character of all those whose
principles of truth and honesty have been so impugned."
It was also resolved that a copy of this resolution be
forwarded to the Lords of the Treasury, and a deputation

I

was appointfd to confer with the local Commissioners.

—

The Inhabitants of Marylebone have also manifested dis-
content at the manner in which tiie assessment of trades-
men, and the poorer class of persons, is carried on. The
course pursued, is to assess them indiscriminattly at 1 50/.
per annum, leaving the onus upon the parties who are
assessed, to prove that they have not so much. At
the meeting of the guardians of the poor last week, the
secretary laid before the board a notice from the income-
tex commissioners, assessing the Marylebone workhouse,
to the iucome-tax, at the annual value of 2,639/. giving a
duty of TG/. 19*\ 5c/. The board considered that there
could be no claim on a parish workhouse, which cornea,
in their opinion, under the denomination of charitable
institutions^; and after some discussion it was resolved to
resist the assessment on these grounds.
London Ordination.—On Sunday morning the Bishop

of London held a general ordination at St. James's, West-
minster. The sermon was preached by the Rev. J. Sin-
chir, examining chaplain to the Bishop, and vicar of
Kensington, The ordination service was then proceeded
with, and a large number of gentlemen were admitted
into holy orders.

Metropolitan Improvements,—The improvements in

Leadenhall Market, which have been in progr for some
weeks, are now completed ; many of the old buildings and
sheds have been removed niid h -jlsoaie biiops substituted,

with the addition of a large covered market, composed
entirely of iron, the pillars which sU]>port the roof being
of cast-iron, and the roof itself of wrought-iron, presenting
an elliptical surface, lighted by plate glass. It is expected
that an entrance to the market for vehicles will shortly be
made in Fenchurch etre^^t.—On Thursday the Commis-
sioners appointed to carry into effect the act of rarliamtut
for making a new street from Blackman-street in the
Borough; to the Blackfriars-road, and for improving tho
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district calkd the Mint, in the parish of St. George s f

Southwark. met for the purpose of receiving the report

estimates aud the best means to be adopted .n

"rriinrourforthwUh, the objects specified in the Act.

The whole of the Commissioners already appointed were

in attendance. The Lord Mayor, and Mr. Quincey Har-

ris the member for Newcastle, were present, and qualified

ag'commissionera. The Lord Mayor said, he should

cordially co-operate with his brother Commissioners, and

renJer every assistance in his power in currying out to its

full extent the beneficial effects which would result from

the passing of the Bill. The report, which was very

lengthy, having been read and considered, the commis-

iioners adjourned till a future day.

I
Metropolitan Churches.—The Church of All Saints, in

the parish of St. Pancras, the first stone of which was

laid by Sir Robert Inglis in November last, was conse-

crated on Monday by the Bishop of London, who preached

to a large congregation on the occasion. The church is

built in the cinque cento style, and is said to be the only

specimen of it ""in England. It contains accommodation

for 1 ,200 persons. The parish has a populationt)f 130,000,

irith church accommodation for only 16.000. The cost in-

curred in the erection is between 6,(!00/. and 7,000/.,

towards which the Committee of the Metropolis Churches

Fund have subscribed 1,500/., and the Duke of Bed-

ford 300/.

MeiropoVxlan Burial Grounds—On Wednesday, a nu-

merous meeting of the committee of Dissenters, appointed

to effect measures for a successful opposition to the Health

of Towns Bill, was held at the Congregational Library, in

Moorfields, to receive :he report of a deputation ap-

pointed to wait on Sir J. Graham, and point out to him

the alleged injustice of the measures to those who had

embarlied large capital in the formation of burying-

grounds, and who were by the conditions of the bill al-

lowed no compensation for the investment of their money.

It was stated that the deputation pointed out to Sir J.

Graham, the hardship the bill would inflict upon the Dis-

senters, and called his attention to the manner in which

the evidence had been got up and laid before the house.

Sir J. Graham replied, that Mr. Mackinnou's hill had

been under the serious consideration of the Government,

but they were not prepared to adopt it. In all probability

the Government would feel it to be their duty to introduce

ft measure on the subject in the ensuing session of Tarlia-

ment, but he could not at the present moment state the

eiact nature of the bill. After receiving this report, the

committee ordered a copy of the report to be sent to the

various owners of burying-grounds and other parties in-

terested in the measure.

Messrs, Wright's Bankrupicy,—An application was

made a few days since to the Commissioner of the Court

of Bankruptcy, to grant a certificate to Mr, John Wright,

the senior partner in this firm. The official assignee, upon

being questioned ]>y the Commissioner, said, that^ as re-

garded the separate estate of Mr. Wright, taking it gene-

rally, his report would be unfavourable, inasmucli as too

high a value had been put upon the different shares held by

him, and that the debtors originally stated to be *' good"

ought to have been})Iaced under the column of " bad,'* or

doubtful. Mr. Maynard, the solicitor of Mr. Wright,

admitted that there had been great irregularity in his con-

duct, and pleaded in extenuation, that although he had

sacrificed the property of others, he had also gacrificed a

large fortune of his own. For many of his acts he could

offer no justification, but under the old law, the creditors

had the power of granting the certificate, and by their

offering no opposition, it would be but reasonable to think

that they would be now willing to do so, but an ex pod

facto law having now come into operation, he is deprived

of that benefit. Full disclosures had been made by the

bankrupt before the passing of this act, which would have

entitled him to his certificate with the consent of his

creditors, and it would, he thought, be harsh now to bind

him down by a law of which he could have no possible

knowledge at the time that the fiat was opened. Mr.

Commissioner Holroyd said, that it must, indeed, be

a very bad case to bring it within the provisions of the

statute, and this seemed to be a strong case on which to

act, although it be under the provisions of an ex post facto

law. ^ There are such things'' he said, *' in his balance

sheet, that I should neglect my duty if I passed them^ over.

1 shall adjourn the case far« month, but before doing so

I shall state my principal o':)jections to it. In 1837 there

was a deficiency of 50,000/., of which 45,000/. was drawn

out by Mr, John Wright, while it also appears that, al-

though his share iu'thebank only amounted to about 20, 000/.

he has drawn out 100,000/. Of this the other partners

were not aware; besides 60,000/. worth of stock held in

trust had been sold out which had belonged to different

individuals, and the proceeds applied to Mr. Wright's

speculations, without his following the legitimate business

. of a banker. The value of his shares was continually

fluctuating, and his purchase of them was improperly

made by the money of bis creditors. For all this no jus-

tification could be offered, and, according to the obligations

imposed upon me by the act of Parliament, 1 cannot pass

auch matters over, although in doing so I am acting in

some degree against my feelings. In my situation, how-

erer, I mast lay all consideration of my feelings aside, and

perform my duty to the public." The case was therefore

adjourned for a month.

The Art' Unions of the Metropolis,— On Saturday

evening, a meeting of artists, resident in the Metropolis,

took place at the Freemasons' Tavern, the object of which

was to contradict an assertion put forth by a new society,

called the National Art-Union, stating that it had received

jpromises of support and co-operation from artists gene-

riOl/. liif Chair i?a» taken by Mn Ti "VV^se^ M,P., and

the room was crowded, A resolution, contradicting the

above assertion, moved by Mr. Fahey and seconded by

Mr. Clint, was carried unanimously. Another resolution,

complimenting the Art-Union of London, proposed by

Mr. Warren aud seconded by Mr. Park, was also carried,

but not without a show of opposition ; some persons ob-

jecting to certain parts of the management of the com-

mittee of the Art-Union, in regard to the remissness in

the delivery of the prints to the subscribers, the selection

of the subjects, and the execution of the engravings ;
while

others objected altogether to the constitution of Art-

Unions, on the principle of their being a lottery. The

sense of the meeting was, however, almost unanimously

in favour of the resolution, which was accordingly carried.

Subsequently to this meeting, the National Art-Union has

issued a circular, attributing the proceedings of the meet-

ing to the announcement in their prospectus, that no prizes

will be selected by the new society of less value than 25/,;

a regulation, they state, which excl»d-s a large class of

persons who paint pictures of a low price expressly to

meet the demand of the Art-Union piizeholders.

The Scottish Monument On Saturday, the Maryle-

bone Vestry assembled for the purpose of adopting one

out of three designs, selected by the committee, for erec-

tion in the Regenfs-circus to the memory of the Scotch

Reformers of 1793-94. A memorial was presented pray-

ing that the designs should be open to competition, but

the motion for the admission of the memorial was lost by

a large majority. It was then resolved, with seven or

eight dissentients, that the design for a plain square pillar,

about 40 feet in height, with a cap of a Roman pilaster,

surmounted by an lun, be adopted by the vestry ; and a

committee was appointed to asbist Mr. Hume in superin-

tending its erection.

Puhlic Meetings.—On Wednesday evening, a meeting

of the Fourtli Section of the Anti-Corn-Law Association

was held at the Marylebone Institution. The hall was

completely filled, there not being less than 700 persons

present. The chair was taken by Mr. Henry Waymouth,

who stated at some length the object of the meeting, and

alluded, in the course of his speech, to a statistical return

which he held in his hand, and which, he said, placed in

a strong light the sufferings of the once happy operatives

of ^* Merry England." It showed that in Wigan, in Lan-

cashire, there were, on an average, 931 in full employ-

ment at If. l%d. per head per week, or 2|r/. per day

;

which, if wholly laid out in bread, would be 1 lb. 6 oz. for

each. There were 1,720 persons whose income^ did not

txceedL ]jf. per head per week; 2,330, \s. Gt/. ; 1,768, 2*. ;

1.786,35.; 538,45.; 1,133 whose income was 5s. and

upwards. There were 2,745 who slept three in abed;

1,852 who slept four in a bed ; 830, five in a bed; 503,

six. seven, aud eight in abed ; and there are many having

no beds. Of these beds, a great majority are very infe-

rior, made up of straw, shavings, &c. ; many having no

bed-clothes. Great numbers have no change of linen, and

have no linen at all. He therefore consi-many __ .

dered it absolutely necessary that the Metropolis should

second the efforts of the people throughout the manu-

facturing districts in putting an end to these laws.

Mr. M. Gibson, M.P.,in a speech of some length, moved

the following resolution:—"That all restrictions on the

interchange of commodities are injurious to the community

by limiting trade, enhancing prices, and diminishing the

demand for labour: evils which press most heavily upon

all, but most severely on the poorer and labouring classes.'*

Col. Thompson moved a resolution—" That with the viev?

of securing this repeal ere it be too late, this meeting

pledges itself to co-operate with the Anti-Corn-law League

in its just and righteous object, and to use all its energies

to obtain for the suffering people of this realm the right,

of which an iniquitous legislation has depiived them, to

exchange their labour for their bread." The meeting was

then addressed by Sir De Lacy Evans and other gentle-

men, and the above resolutions were unanimously

adopted.—A special general meeting of the New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia Land Company was held on

Thursday, to take into consideration the present posi-

tion and future prospects of the Company. The

report stated that the result of the meeting lately

held for the purpose of considering the arrears of call

regulating the Company's capital, had been the forfeit of

26, (iOO/. stock; the amount in arrear which could not be

recovered being 6, 566/., and the payments made by the

various holders 13,072/. The total capital of the Com-

pany now amounted to 17 J,950/. A call, at the rate of

three per cent., would, however, be required to repay the

loan to the bankers, and to complete the final instalments

on the purchase money. Should the proprietors authorise

the directors to continue both the home and colonial

establishments, the liabilities of the Company for the

year ensuing would be between 6,000/, and 7,000/. In

compliance with the wishes of the proprietors the board

had reduced the salaries and general expenditure of

the establishments at home and abroad, so as to bring

the whole within the sum of 1,254/. From the recent

advices received from the Company's superintendent at

Stanley, it appeared that the settlement of farmers and

ariizans in the New Brunswick district was daily on the

increase, in consequence of ijhich new roads were being

formed, and fresh accommodation furnished. The sales

of land, which had betn effected up to the 1st September,

amounted to 2,770 acres, at the rate of 55. per acre, upon
which \s. deposit was paid by the settlers. Recenily a con-

venient site had been set apart in the company's territory

for a church, in connexion with which a clergyman of the

Church of England had been ordained by the Bishop of

Nova Scotia. It was to be expected that when the terms

of the Ashburton treaty came more fully into operation a

great increane ia the flate of laud would take fkce^ and

greater facilities for emigration be established. The entire

stock of crops and of cattle on the company's farms were in

a healthy and favourable condition. A tax of It/, per acre

had recently been imposed by the Legislature of Upper

Canada upon all uncultivated lands. It was then proposed

by Mr. Bruce, and seconded, that the report of the

directors be received and adopted. To this an amend-

ment was proposed by Mr. Pounccy, but which fell to the

ground from want of a seconder, to the efi'ect that no

expenses be in future incurred which could not be met by

the company's income. The original motion was then

put and carried unanimously.

Police.—Yor some time past the attention of the ma-

gistrates has been directed to a shop in Holywell-street,

kept by a man called Patterson, in which books and

prints calculated to bring religion into contempt have

been openly exposed for sale. Last week the question

came before the magistrate at Bow-street, in consequence

of Mr. Knight Bruce, son of the Vice-Chancellor, having

broken the glass of the shop-window, in order that the -

police might have the particulars before them in an

official form, and be thus enabled to bring home the

offence to the parties concerned. The magistrate ap-

plauded Mr. Knight Bruce's conduct, and^ merely sen-

tenced him to pay the cost of the glass. On Tuesday,

Mr. Green, the merchant,"of Dorset-place, appeared at

Bow-street, to answer the charge of tearing down and

removing a written paper from the same window, Mr,

Green stated that he iiad three times requested the boy

in the shop to remove them, and, as he refused to do so,

he had himself torn thera down. He was then given

into custody on the charge of theft. The magistrate said

there was no difficulty whatever about the nature of the

charge, for it was not at all like a theft, the object of the

accused being only to take down the papers, in order to

bring the subject into a state of prosecution. If Patter-

son had to complain of anything, he might, if bethought

proper, bring an action for trespass ; but as it was evident

that Mr. Green had no intention of committing a theft,

he should not have been taken into custody on such a

charge, and the case must therefore be dismissed. On

Wednesday, Mr. Pearce, a corn-merchant, appeared at

Bow-street to answer a similar charge ; but the magis-

trate refused to receive the evidence of Mr. Patter-

son's witness, and the gentleman was discharged. In

consequence of these transactions, the Government have

at length determined to put down the sTiop as a public

nuisance. It is said that Mr. Maule, the Solicitor to the

Treasury, has received instructions to proceed against

the parties, aud is now engaged in making the necessary

arrangements. .

IIanwell Asylum.^ki the meeting of Middlesex Magis-

trates last week, the management of the Lunatic Asylum

at Hanwell was taken into consideration, in order that

the Court might pronounce a final resolution as to the

system of treatment which has now for three years been

in practical operation. The resolution passed last year on

the subject was in guarded language, so as not to commit

the court absolutely to its support. Mr. Laurie now

stated that since the introduction of the present system

they had had 1,000 patients on an average annually in the

asylum, and yet the periodical reports were one unvaried

record of success. After a practical experiment for such

a length of time without the occurrence of one untoward

evenr, it was due to the public to record a definitive opinion

as to its merits. He, therefore, proposed a resuluiion,

**That having taken into consideration the reports of the

visiting justices and resident physician of the County

Lunatic Asylum, laid before the court on the 27th Oct.

last, this court desire to record their opinion, that after a

trial of three years, the advantages of the total abolition of

personal restraint in the treatment of lunatics, as main-

tained in that asylum, are fully established on the firm

basis of practical experience, aud to express their gratifi-

cation at the success which has attended so great and

beneficent a scheme for the amelioration of the condition

After

^

I

of the most afflicted class of the community."

going through some details as to the humane and concilia-

tory mode of treatment now pursued in the asylum, he

said that during the past year 1C,D84 articles of various

kinds had been manufactured by the patients, in addition

to performing the washing, cooking, &c,, of the establish-

ment. The rate of mortality amongst them was compara-

tively at a low average. The per-cehtage of deaths since

the asylum opened was 12 per cent.; but recently it had

diminished to 9 per cent., which was to be attributed

to an increase of diet and comfort. The expenditure

caused by this treatment might appear to be greater, but

in reality it was the reverse, as it tended to cure more

quickly, which proportionably diminished the expense.

Mr. Tulk said, that during the four years since the

adoption of the non-restraint system, not a single in-

stance of a calamitous kind, fairiy attributable to that

mode of treatment, had occurred. He hoped that means

would be taken to erect a smaller asylum in the neigh-

bourhood for convalescent patients, which would facilitate

the cure of those approximating to convalescence.
^

He

was also persuaded that there ought to be no private

establishments for the insane. The chairman (Mr, Serjeant

Adams) expressed his opinion, that it would be beneficial

were one uniform system of making out the statistics or

lunacy adopted generally in all the asylums throughout

the kingdom* A Government measure was required fof

that purpose, and he expected some beneficial enactments

on this subject. Sir Peter Laurie said that they had taken

the poor lunatic under their i)rotection, and now they

would see if they could not do something for the rich. n«

could assure them, that many in the higher ranks ^^^j!^

were becoming sensible of the superior advantages of p«buc

asylums; aud he had been frequently privately applied to

w

i»
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togetinsane persons of condition into Bethlehem, with an

offer of 300/. or 400/. a year. There was wanted a kind

of self-supporting institution for the insane, which should

be got xip by public subscription. At the present day,

Hanweli was the only place where the poor were better off

than the rich. lie had examined the system practised

there, and all his former prejudices against it were en-

tiiely removed. Several other magistrates bare testimony

to the complete success of the Haiiwell system, and the
resohition utis unanimously adopted.

Soxilhivark.—k. long Statement has been published by
the managers of the parochial schools in this borough in

reference to a performance of sacred music which had been
advertised to^ take place in St. Saviour'd Church. It

appears that it was the intention of certain inhabitants of

the parish to give a performance of sacred music in that

church for the benefit of the parochial and national schools.

That intention having been communicated to the Bishop of
"Winchester, his Lordahip has commanded that no such
performance shall take place. The Bishop's letters state

that the annual rehearsal and performances at St. Paul's

for the benefit of the sons of the clergy are very different

from the proposed concert, and that *' with the minister
alone, subject of course to his responsibility to the oidi-

nary^ is the right of exercising his discretion as to the
allowing the use of the church for any meetings, except
the customary meetings for vestry for parochial business.
The minister has a perfect right to refuse the use of the

church for such a performance as advertised ; and has not
only a right so to do, but it is his bounden duty. The
churchwardens have no power to grant the use of the
church." In consequence of this prohibition the managers
have refused to give the performance in any of the taverns
in the borough, and have consequently abandoned it

altogether.

Hackney.—On Thursday a meeting was held in this

parish to make a rate for the ensuing year. After the
vestry-clerk had read the estimate of the rate, from which
it appeared that the proposed repairs amounted to 65/.,
and the amount to be collected 288/., the churchwarden,
Mr. Gillespy, moved, '* That a rate of 2ld, in the pound be
granted. Mr, G. OHbr addressed the meeting at some
length. lie complained of the impropriety of fixing upon
this period of the year for the agitation of a church-rate
question, and moved that the estimate be not received.
The churchwarden said that in asking for a rate he was
only paying due allegiance to the law. He had no doubt
of the legality of asking for it— the legality of withholding
it was another question. He hoped to see none of those
unhappy differences which all parties regretted when free
from the excitement produced by them. The proceedings
of the meeting proved that a kindly feeling had supplanted
much of the bitterness of former years ; and he should
not prevent an increase of that feeling when he stated
that he was not desirous
one whose conscientious
it. This announcement

of exacting the rate from any
scruples forbad the payment of

T^as received with satisfaction,
and upon the motion for a rate being declared carried,
Mr. Offor declined to demand a poll, expressing his
opinion that after the explanation of the churchwarden,
the rate was virtually a voluntary one.

Woolwich.—The Shearwater steam-vessel, which has
been for some time employed in the survey of the German
Ocean, has arrived at this dock-yard to refit, and it is ex-
pected that Capt. Washington will commission either the
Blazer or the Flamer, to carry on the duties of the survey
next season. The Wilberforce steam-vessel has been
taken into dock, to have the injury which she sustained
m her bottom, by striking on a rock, in going up the
JNJger, repaired. It is stated that when atcain ready for
sea, she will be recommissioned by Capt. \Vm. Allen, who
IS anxious to proceed again to Africa, and that her chief
occupation on that coast in future will be as a surveying
vesseL

Richmond,~-lt is stated that the amo.unt of Captain
^elstead's defalcation, occasioned by his fraud on the
i^ichmond Savings-bank:, amounts to no less than 1,500/.;
the whole of which the trustees have determined to make
^P» so that the depositors will sustain no loss. It is also
.ftated, in reference to the system of management, that
instead of « the Manager's book'' being an effective check
|ipon that of the Secretary, the former was copied from
the latter, thus preventinsr thi

Jhe most direct
^ ...e possibility of detection by

means, and also preventing further
^'estigation, if any apparent discrepancy arose upon

^jamming any other documents or books of account. The
J^iijg of Hanover and the Duke of Cambridge, who have

Inn)
^^^" P-'itrons of the bank, liave subscribed, the former

luO/. ;uid the latter 50/., towards making up the bss.
MovUility of the MciropoIU\—The number of deaths

Registered in the week ending 1

409
; females, 406.

467
; females, 445.

g Dec. 10, was 815—Males,
Weekly average 183S-9-40-1—Males,
The distribution of this mortality

^as as follows : West districts, 103 ; North, 156; Central,
^^i; East, 202; South, 203.

-n- I M iM I ^^^^m^ I

^griciiKiiral Dislricls.^On the 8ih inst. the barns,
stabhng, and outhouses on the estate of Mr. Denison,

".i at Dorking, in Surrey, were fired and destroyed,
"^gether with a number of wheat and hayricks, several
Talnable horses, and a quantity of poultry- Mr. Denison
^as offered a reward of 100/., the inhabitants of the town
and neighbourhood of Dorking 270/., and the Govern-
?J*int 100/., for the apprehension of the incendiary.—On
*^uesday evening two wheat-stacks in the rick-yard of Mr,
*ork, at Peacock Farm, at Lower Morden, in the same
county, were fired and burnt to the ground. The stacks
contained from 12 to 20 loads each, and were standing in

the centre of a yard containing a great number of other
ricks, which would have been destroyed but for the arrival
of several engines from the metropolis and the surround-
ing villages. The total loss is expected to exceed 2000/.
About a week since two ricks were fired in a neighbouring
farm belonging to Mr. Aspin.—On Sunday night, the
farm of Mr. Hine at Newnham, near Baldock, in Hert-
fordshire, was fired, and the rick-yard destroyed, containing
corn valued at 2,000/., about 400 quarters of wheat, and a
large quantity of clover-seed, which, with other corn,
would have found employment for thirty men through the
whole winter.

Barnstnph\—The annual cattle-show took place in this
town on Friday last At the dinner which followed, Lord
Ebrington presided, supported by his father, Earl Fortescue,
who addressed the meeting as Lord Lieutenant of the
county. He hardly need, he soid, upon this occasion, re-
peat the opinions which he hud always advocated, that, in
the great and mixed community of which this kingdom
was composed, the prosperity of every interest depended
upon a union of the whole. It was no part of his duty,
and foreign to the object of these mreting?, cither to
praise or condemn the principles by which such measures
were carried out—it was sufficient for us to know that
they had now become tiie law of the land, and by them
our relations with other countries must be directed. Eut
he would boldly state, with respect to their mingling poli-
tical with agricultural discussion, that we ought, as wise
and prudent men. to hold ourselves ready for further regu-
lations for the admission of foreign corn. He did not take
his opinion on this subject simply from the distress that
prevailed among the manufacturing population of the
kingdom ; but he thought they must look in the next ses-

sion of Parliament for further relaxation in the laws for

the admission of foreign corn ; and he would ask those
who were in the hubit of watching the political horizon,
whether they were not themselves prepared for further
changes ? His Lordi^hip alluded to the late agricultural

meetings which we have noticed in preceding Numbers,
and particularly dwelt upon the speech of Mr. AcUnd at

Yeovil. He expressed the satisfaction he experienced at
finding that those sound and just principles which he had
always advocated were supported by a gentltman for

whose opinions he not only entertained sincere respect,

but who, not twelve months ago, was of a different

opinion—a gentleman, from the part he had taken in agri-

cultural questions, to whose opinions he wouUl attach

more weiglit than to his own. \Vhen he saw such intelli-

gent persons as this throwing aside their former opinions,

might he not safely argue the probability that greater

alterations would take place in the introduction of loreign

produce ? It was their duty, at least, to be prepared for

further changes in this resfiect. In regard to rents, his

Lordship said he was the last person to deny that it was
the duty as well as the interest of the landlord to appor-
tion the rents to the circumstances of the times. He felt

satisfied that the exaction of exorbitant rents was both an
injustice to the landholder, iind ruinous to the occupier.

At the same time, however, when he said this, he could

not say that a general reduction of rents, to any great ex-

tent, would successfully resist the competition of the

foreigner. It had been proved, by experience, that the

lowest rented lands were not always the best cultivated ; un-

duly low rents, he feared, too often took from the tenant that

stimulus to exertion which was absolutely necessary; the

landlord, in consulting the interest of the tenant, would
best consult his own interest by going hand in hand with

him in draining, fencing, and in every other mods of im-

proving the lands they held. He believed, if that course

were generally pursued, the productive powers of the land

would be best developed—he believed, that by means of

giving additional employment to the labourer, and his

labour being most beneficially adapted to the land, the in-

terest of all classes would be consulted, and they would

have nothing to fear from any competition that may be

produced by changes of the law.—Lord Ebrington then

addressed the meeting, and said, that the English farmer

had no reason to fear the introduction of foreign produce.

The question, he thought, was whether they were to give

up farming altogether, or whether they would follow the

new lights that were rising up for the improvement of the

soil. If they followed the rules pointed out for their

guidance by the Royal Agricultural Society, he did not

see that they need despair of successfully competing with

the foreigner—he did not say that we should be enabled

to expel foreign produce from our markets, but we should

try to make our own produce the best.

Hath,—The trustees of the Bath roads having had the

tolls in their own hands for more than a year since the

completion of the Great Western Railway, have deter-

mined on again letting them. The funds of the trust, it is

said, have not suffered so much by the loss of travelling

as was expected, and there will be a considerable sum left

for the gradual reduction of the debt after paying all the

expenses of the roads.

Brighton.—An experiment is now iii progress at the

head of the Chain- pier, for the purpose of raising fresh

water from below the sea by means of an Artesian well.

It is intended to bore to the extent of 70 feet, at which

depth it is expected that the chalk formation will be pe-

netrated, and fresh water obtained, which will be applied

to the formation of a fountain.

Carnarvon.-

Cheltenham—The local papers state that a poor man
named Coldwell died in that town on Saturday last from
actual destitution. From the evidence on the inquest, it

appeared that deceased had been long out of work,
and subsisted by the kindness of neighbours almost
as poor as himself. On Saturday he attended prayers at
the Catholic chapel, and was found in a kneeling posture,
immediately after the service, a corpse. At the inquest
on Monday, the jury returned a verdict that he ** Died
from want of the common necessaries of life."

Chester—On Wednesday week, a meeting was held in
this city for the purpose of presenting Lady Ani»e Wil-
braham with a portrait of her husband Mr. George Wil-
braham, late Member fur South Clieshire. The portrait
wa? painted by Sir M. A. Shee, Tresidfint of the Royal
Academy ; and the inscription stated that it was presented
by the supporters and friends of Mr. Wilbraham, " aa a
memorial of Ihtir gratitude for the 2eal and ability with
which he advocated their interests, and in admiration of
the integrity and manly independence which characterised
his political conduct during the ten yean he represented
them in the House of i'arliamcnt." The meeting was
very numerously attended, the jucture being presented
by Lord Robert Grosvenor, In the evening a dinner took
place, at which Mr. Wilbraham reviewed the different
topics which had engaged the public attention while he
was their representative. It appears that the idea of pre-
senting the portrait originated uith the yeomanry in the
neighbourhood of Sandbach, and that a large proportion
of the donations received were from persons in a humble
station who were anxious to contribute to the testimonial.

Dcvonporl.—A Conservative dinner took place in this

town on Tuesday, the .Mayor, Mr. J. Smith, presiding.
The meeting was atteiidcd by Sir J. Y. Culler and Lord
Courtcnay, two of the county members, and other gentle-
men. Sir J. Duller in his speech dwelt on the revival of
trade, and considered that commerce would not fail to
derive benefit from the recent measures of the Govern-
ment, Lord Courtenay said that the financial schemes
of the present Ministry|must be useful to all the interests
of the country, and do as little injury as could possibly be
done to interests affected by them. Mr. C. B. Baldwin,
M. r. also stated his belief that the measures of the
Government in regard to tlie corn- laws and the tariff were
wholesome and beneficial to the country, and that they
would bring about a proper state of things. The wars, he
said, in which the country was engaged having ce^ed, the
national fiaauces have been relieved from some degree of
opjiression, and he hoped that the income-tax would not be
continued longer than the specified time. . lie con^idc^ed
it probable, that it might be removed before, for he was
assured that Sir Robert Peel would take the earliest oppor-
tunity of repealing it. Several other gentlemen addressed
the Meeting at some length, but the interest of their

speeches was chiefly local.

Isle of Wight,—The annual cattle-show took place at

Newport on Thursday the I5th, and was followed by the
customary dinner, at which the Earl of Yarborough jire-

sided, supported by about a hundred gentlemen. His
Lordship's speech conbisted chiefly of a comparison be-
tween the agriculture of Lincola&hire and the North of
England, and that of the southern counties. He noticed
the length of time stock was kept, and observed with
reference to fattening that the motto should be, '* Short
time and quick returns." In regard to the necessity of
further exertion on the part of the farmers. Lord Yar-
borough concurred in the speeches of the agriculturists

whose opinions we have lately hud occasion to record.
** The farmer/' he said, "as well as the grazier, must
look for quick returns ; and if the present times last, they
must use greater industry—imitate the Scotchman—go
and think, and turn everything into money they could ;

for \i they stand still they go back.'' This improvement
he considered necessary in all classes connected with agri-

culture in the Isle of Wiglit ; for although he admitted
that they were improving, they did not advance »o much
as he desired, nor so rapidly as their neighbours. " lis

was anxious," he said, ** about their labourers, they must
get them into a quicker pace ; if the horses want to go
taster, they won't let them ; they want horses that will

step out, and tbe men should keep up with thens. In the
north there was scarcely such a thing as a day labourer,

most of the work there is done by the piece. Here the
labourer sauntered with his handa behind bim ; but in

the north their very elbows went before them, and they
say • We shall begin an hour earlier and work two hours
later, for we shall be paid for it.' But here a young fel-

low says, who is on the day-labour system, *1 don't see

why 1 should exrrt myself more than an old man, for I

get no more.' It was not by discharging the labourers

that farmers would save monev. Let John be «m-

~In reference to the proposed union of the

two bishoprics of North Wales, which we noticed under

this head last week, we learn by the Oxford Herald^ that

in a recent communication with his Archdeacon, the

Bishop of Oxford has strongly urged the expediency of

representing the serious eril which will be inflicted on the

Church in Wales, if the contemplated union of the sees of

Bangor and St. Adaph ahould ever be carried into eflect.

money,
ployed, and you will get something from his labour. He
did not say this because many were out of employ. If it

is necessary to reduce wages, do it ; but do not do it in

a hurry, lest you tall into the same evil as the manufac-
turers did. They did it suddenly, and the men rose up
against them. Landlords and tenants must put tl?eir

shoulders to the wheel, and then they had nothing to fear/'

Leicester.—On Tuesday, the 13th, a hundred deer were

caught in Garendon-park, the seat of Mr. C. M. Phillips,

for the pnrpcse of stocking one of her Majesty's parks with

I the breed, which is considered a fine one. The park vraa

crowded with visitors, who had collected from the tws?na

and villages in the neighhourbood to witness the sport-

A large space, between 400 and 500 yards in circumfe-

rence, had been enclosed by high netting attached to the

trees ; the deer being driven into the enclosure, were
frightened by the shouts of the men employed to catch

them, and plunged into the nets with a view to break

1 through, when they were entangled by the legs or neck,
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and caught without difficulty. They were then conveyed

in vans to the HaJlstabJes, and have since been removed

to Windsor. . ,

Liverpooi.^k case of sonie interest to commercial

men both in this country and the United States came be-

fore the Court of Bankruptcy in this term on Saturday.

The bankrupt is a person of the name of Hall, formerly

a grocer at Warrington, and reputed to have been well

educated, and to have strong religious tendencies. It

appears that in the month of September, 1841, he abs-

conded from Warrington, and was subsequently disco-

vered to have sailed for America, leaving his afTairs

perfectly unprotected, but without any effects available

to his creditors, either from a secret disposition of them

prior to leaving, or#by some fraudulent negotiations with

other parties, for the purpose of keeping the proceeds

from his creditors. The father-in-law took possession

of the books, and on the bankrupt's arrival in America,

he obtained an appointment as clerk in a grocery store,

where he evinced activity and vigilance for a twelve-

month, as described by his master in his advertitienienfc of

the robbery in the American journals. On the 19tii June

last he absconded from his master at Brooklyn, in the

State of New York, taking with him 4,050 dollars, the

moneys of his employer, in Texian Treasury notes and

specie of different denominations. Every attempt to dis-

cover his retreat was unavailing, and shortly afterwards

the bankrupt appears to have had some connexion with a

Mr. Thomas Montfort, in South Boston, from whom be

also absconded, taking with hira 1,200 dollars current

money of the state. Mr. Montfort immediately adver-

tised the prisoner, offering a reward of 300 dollars for his

apprehension, but without effect- The bankrupt con-

trived to elude the vigilance of the police in the United

States, and nothing more was heard of him until informa-

tion was receivtd that he had been seen at his old haunts

He was there apprehended, and brought

before the magistrates to answer the charge of felony pre-

ferred against him from his American prosecutors by at-

torney ; but the case was so beset with difficulties, in

consequence of th© indeterminate relations between the

two countries on the point of arrest, that Colonel Aspin-

wall, the United States' Consul, and Mr. Nicholson,

clerk to the magistrates at Warrington, applied to Sir J-

Graham for advice in prosecuting the examination, which

proved ultimntely an aff'air of so much difficulty as to

cause Sir J. Graham to recommend an abandonment of

at Warrington.

the case—a recommendation which was instantly followed

by the release of the prisoner, but not of a restitution of

the properly, either to the prisoner himself or to the par-

ties deputed by the assignees under his estate for their

joint benefit. At the examination on Saturday, it ap-

peared that the books left behind when he first absconded

had been much mutilated, and the bankrupt stated that

he could not produce a balance-sheet. The Commis-
sioner Slid, that without such a document, giving a clear

Statement of his affairs, he should refuse to pass him, and

the inquiry was accordingly adjourned.—Another destruc-

tive fire broke out in this city on Thursday morning, on

the tar and rosin works of Messrs. Piatt and Son, at the

south end of Liverpool. These works are very exten-

sive, having fronts to four streets, and occupying a space

of nearly 700 square yards. The tar and rosin works are

in the centre, and at each end are ranges of lofty ware-

houses, filled with general merchandise. The fire, from

the combustible nature of the materials on the works,

soon got head, defying all the exertions of the fire-police

to arrtst its destructive progress. The state of the wind

greatly contributed to spread the flames. There was a

strong breeze from the south-east, which, blowing right

acroi^s the river, carried the flames in a body from the

tar and rosin works to the range of warehouses at the

east end, while the intense heat fired those at the west

end. The result was, tliat by 8 o'clock the whole was

one mass of ruin. Meanwhile, the dwelling-houses on
all sides of the burning pile were exposed to imminent
danger. The neighbourhood is densely inhabited, and
the alarm of the inhabitants was very great. While they

were removing their furniture, the fire-police, despairing

of arresting the career of the fire in the tar and rosin

works, played on the houses. The whole of those in

New -hall- street were, however, destroyed, and others in

Greenland-street were seriously damaged. A school be-

longing to the congregation of Great George-street Chapel
was held in the lower *room of one of the warehouses in

Greenland-street, and was, of course, consumed, with all

its books and furniture. The fire appears to have been
caused by the boiling of turpentine early in the morning.
Two men in one of the warehouses escaped from burning
by descending by the jigger-rope, the stairs being on fire.

No estimate has yet been formed of the property de-
stroyed. The warehouses contained wheat, fiour, and
cotton. The flames in the contiguous premises were not
subdued for several hours, as the breeze from the south-
west Continued to spread the flames.

Norwich,—The local papers inform us that Mr.
Dickinson is on a visit to this district, cominissioncd by
Government to inquire into the state of the wocaeu and
children emjdoyed in agriculture, with a view to ascertain

their actual state, and its relation to that of the same por-

tion of the manufacturing nnd mining classes, ills in-

quiries tend to all the points connected with their food,

wages, education, habits, and situation—embracing, in-

deed, all the circumstances that can affect their moral and
social condition.

Nottingham,—It appears by the Nottingham papers
that fears arc entertained for the safety of the massive
tower of St, Mary's Church in that town, and that one of

the piers by which it is supported has shown indications

of giving way. The churchwardens have consulted Mr.

Cottingham, the architect, on the subject, and an exami-

nation will be instituted into the real condition of the

building. The weight of the tower is estimated at 2400

tons, and divine service has been suspended until the

survey has been made.

Shretcslurij.—T\\Q funeral of the late Lord Hill took

pince on Friday, in the chapel at Hadnal, within five

miles of this city. The shops were nearly all closed, as a

token of respect to his Lordship's memory.^ Although

the morning was gloomy, with continued drizzling rain,

hundreds of persons started at an early hour, on foot, to

Hadnal, followed by horsemen and vehicles of every

description ; and throughout the morning the entire route

was crowded with people anxious to witness the last obse-

quies of the deceased, who was universally beloved in this

neighbourhood. To add to the affliction of the family,

Mrs. Hill, the mother of his Lordship, expired on Satur-

day morning, after a severe illness.

^Stafford.—^\iQ free-trade meeting in the Potteries for

the purpose of receiving a deputation from the Anti-Corn-

League, took place at Shelton on Thursday the loth, Mr.

Ridgway in the chair. About 1,500 persons were present.

On the seats in front of the platform were 200 ladies,

comprising members of many of the principal families in

the neighbourhood. The deputation from the Anti-Corn-

law League consisted of Colonel Thompson, Mr, Cob-

den, M.P., Mh Bright of Rochdale, and Mr. Moore of

Manchebter. The meeting was addressed by several gen-

tlemen at great length, and several resolutionN in favour

of tlie League Fund, pledging the meeting to use every

exertion to obtain a repeal of the Corn-laws, were adopted.

Sunderland,—In our Paper of the 3d, we stated that it

is the intention of the commissioners of the river Wear to

convert the harbour of Sunderland into a floating-dock,

and that notice had been given of an application to Parlia-

ment for powers to carry this scheme into effect. On
Monday, a public meeting of the shipowners of the port

was held for the purpose of taking the subject into con-

sideration. It was stated, that when the proposed dock

is constructed, loaded vessels will lie at all times afloat,

the channel of the harbour will be deepened, and the dis-

astrous consequences which have heretofore resulted to

shipping by the breaking up of the ice, which caused

20,000/. datiiage in the beginning of 1841, will be averted.

The expense is estimated at GO,000/. ; the tax on shipping

«ill be \\d. per ton per voyage ; and a tax is also to be

levied on the shipment of coals and the import of some

descriptions of merchandise; and from these sources of

income the commissioners intend to reduce the debt

4,0(30/. every year. The proposal was unanimously

adopted, and a committee appointed to superintend the

progress of the Bill.

Thetjhrd.—li appears from the Norfolk papers that the

solicitor who has absconded from this town, as mentioned

in our Paper of the 3d inst., is Mr. Henry Rogers. It is

said that since his flight he has addressed a letter to a

gentleman, stating that his liabilities amount to 15,000/.

He had mortgaged his house seven times without recog-

nition of the previous charges ; had obtained from a butcher

in the town 1,000/. on a parcel of old leases and other

parchments of no value ; had similarly duped a gentleman

of 2,000/., tije guardian of some children of 600/. trust-

money, and others of sums varying from 400/. to 1,000/.

each. He had also deposited at the National Provincial

Bank a bond for 200/., to' which the signatures of his father

and brother had been forged; and it is mentioned as a

singular fact, that one of the pretended securities is dated

in 1838, the stamp on which it is written being dated

1831). As an instance of the confidence placed in him, a

letter, opened since his flight, announces the writer's in-

tention to bring him 1,200/. on a day named, to be dis-

posed of as he should tiiink proper. Shortly before his

departure, he obtained 23/. from the waiter at the Bell Inn,

Bury, under pretence of having left his pocket-book at

home; and even, in his flight, obtained cash upon his check

for 15/. at Newcastle. A meeting of creditors has been

held, which was attended by numerous parties from this

district of Norfolk ; but there appears to be little chance

of recovering any portion of their property.

Worcester.—The ratepayers of this county are arrang-

ing a strong opposition to the rural police. Petitions are

preparing in various parts of the county for presentation

at the next sessions, and six magistrates in the Kidder-

minster district have given notice to the clerk of the

peace that they will move an address to the Secretary of

State from the justices of the county, that the continu-

ance of the police force is no longer necessary, and

that it is desirable to return to the old system of superin-

tendents and constables, appointed by the different pa-

rishes for theirown benefit.—The Worcestershire Chronide

week :—Newcastle and Carlisle 1,153/. ; Liverpool and
Manchester 3,737/.; Great Western 11,074/.; South-

western 4,350/.; Birmingham and Derby 1,134/.; Bir-

mingham and Gloucester 1,384/.; Hull and Selby 857/.;

Grand Junction 6,048/.; Great North of England 1,182/.;

Midland Counties 2,213/. ; Manchester and Birmingham

2,034/. ; Mnnchester and Leeds 1,501/. ; North Midland

3,r,16/. ; York and North Midland 1,304/, ; Blackball

499/. ; Brighton 2,921/. ; Croydon 203/.; Eastern Counties

833/. ; Greenwich 736/. ; Northern and Eastern 1,335/.

;

London and Birmingham 13,379/.—On Thursday the 15th

an accident occurred in the station-yard of the Midland

Counties railway. The Derby train was coming into the

station-yard, when the engineer discovered he could not

turn the steam off without delaying him so long as to

cause a concussion. He immediately jumped otf, after

turning the steam handle completely back, and the engine

ran with great violence against a coal-waggon near the

wooden barrier. The imm^se beams were split asunder;

the coal-waggon was lifted off the line and forced through

the wall of the ticket-office. There were several passen-

gers in the train, but they escaped without injury.—The

Cheltenham stag-hounds, on Tuesday, had a narrow

escape of adding another item to the catalogue of

railway accidents. The stag had given its pursuers

a smart run round the town, 'and crossed the rail-

road near Badgeworth, just as one of the Gloucester trains

came up. The fir^t dog of the pack was killed, and the

rest were descending the cutting in full cry; but the

train was going at a rapid rate, and passed before they

had time to cross the rails. The dogs were closely fol-

lowed by a numerous field.—At the Middlesex sessions,

on Friday, Mr, George Elmore, an architect, was indicted

for having broken two locks on the gates of the London

and Birmingham Railway, near the Harrow station, on the

17th Oct. It appeared that on the day in question, the

Messrs. Elmore, father and son, and another gentleman,

were following a pack of harriers, and coming upon the

Hue of the Birmingham Railway, the elder Mr. Elmore

pulled up, and did not attempt to cross ; but the younger

Elmore, a lad of IG years of age, and their companion,

also a youth, dismounted and forced open a gate opening

upon the line, and crossed over. The directors had felt

it their duty to the public to institute a prosecution ; but

as the party complained of had acknowledged his error,

and was willing to plead guilty, they did not press for

more than a nominal sentence. The chairman said, that

as this was the first case of the kind, and the party a very

young man, the court would acquiesce and act upon the

recommendation of the directors ; but it should be pub-

licly known that such acts could not be repeated with im-

punity. Mr. Elmore then paid a fine of 1*.. and was dis-

charged.—The works of the South-Eastern Railway, along

the cliffs between Dover and Folkestone, continue to pro-

gress as rapidly as the ruggtd course of the line will

admit. Preparations are now making to throw down, by

blasting, a large portion of Rounddown Ciiif, immediately

beyond the Shakspeare Tunnel, to make way for the sea-

wall. On Thursday and Friday night experiments with

the galvanic battery, for iginting the blast, were tried by

the miners below the cliffs, between Arch Cliff and Shak-

speare's Cliff, under the superintendence of Lieut.

Hutchinson ; and it is said that Colonel Pasley, who con-

ducted the operations on the wreck of the Rojal George

at Spithead, will also be present at the blasting of the

Rounddown Cliff, which is expected to take place in a

week or two. This blast will be effected by the force of

lS,0001bs of gunpowder, to which the electric spark will

be communicated by wires 1,000 yards in length. The

experiments on both evenings were satisfactory in their

results ; and it is said that they will be repeated several

I states as a fact, that in a first-rate inn, not 14 miles from

that city, the sum of Orf. was all that was recently taken in

one day, and that the receipts of two days were not more

than 75. 6J. The farmers, it states, seem panic-struck,

fearing in many instatices to spend even a sixpence in lux-

ury ; and multitudes of labourers are out of employ, while

tlio&e in work have to submit to reduced wage?. It adds,

that upwards of 00 able-bodied men lately applied for re-

lief or work to the Board of Guardians of an agricultural

union in that county ; and that a man stated before the

county police court that he was turned out of his employ
because he would notthrabh wheat for 13^. a-day.

^Tork,—The restoration of the Minster is proceeding

satisfactorily. A new roof has-been put on the nor ih

transept, and the walls which had been bulged by the pres-

sure of the decayed roof have been brought in about three

inches. The new roof is to be ventilated and lighted for

the better preservation of the timbers, and covered, first

with kyanised deal boarding, and then with copper sheeting.

' Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

times previous to the grand blast.

Dublin.
IRELAND.

It is announced that Dr. Daly, who was so

lately admitted Dean of St. Patrick's, is to be the new

Bishop of Cashel and Waterford ; and that Archdeacon

Pakenham, Archdeacon of Emly, and brother-in-law to

the Duke of Wellington, will be appointed to the

Deanery of St. Patrick's.—The usual half-yearly exami-

nation of the teachers in training at the National Board

of Education was held on Thursday last. Including the

schoolmistresses, there were above 90 teachers assembled.

The Lord- Lieutenant w^xS present, accompanied by the

Countess De Grey. Tlieir Excellencies first insi>ected the

model schools, which were attended by several hundreds

of children. After hearing a number of the children ex-

amined in different branches of instruction, the Lord-

Lieutenant proceeded to the lecture-room, where the

teachers were examined, and then addres^^ed by the

Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Henry (Presbyterian ministerj,

and the Right Hon. A. R. Blake, Roman Catholic layman.

The Archbishop of Dublin, in his speech, alluded to the

attacks upon the National system of education. " Ihere

are men," he said, *• who talk of the Bible, who have it

perpetually on their lips—who glory in it, and yet ditii>Iay

a character quite opposite to the spirit of charity ^i^

forbearance which il luculcatttf. i.uuienuug that thia

most unchristian spirit should be so prevalent in the pre-

sent day, when scriptural education is so eagerly defended,

he would exhort the instructors of youth before him to

have the Bible, not merely in their hands or mouths, but

in their hearts. The commissioners of education, saia

his Grace emphatically, **do not teach more than they

practise; for many years they have been defamed an

reviled ; they have been falsely accusedof denying to those

willing to receive them those very Scriptures which a

present have now in their hands ; but tbey have endurea

all with firmness, patience, and gentleness. 1 have bee ,

in particular, as you are no doubt aware," said his Grace,
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assailed in the most furious manner—I have been

singled out as an object for every calumny and obloquy,
yet 1 have never been intimidated, and never jirovoked
and, by the blessing of God, I never will,"— .An inciuest
has been held in tbis city on a young man called Lynch,
who was found on a limekiln with his throat cut, on
Sunday last, at the village of Milltown, near tbe spot
where the Italian boy was murdered some months
since. Much excitement prevailed, from the imi>res-
gion that another murder had been committed. The
body was identified on Wednesday by the father and
brother of the deceased, who reside at ParnelLplace, in
tbe suburbs of the city, and are highly resjiectable persons.
The deceased held a situation in tbe Ordnance Civil De-
partment. His relatives seem to favour the opinion that he
committed suicide; but nothing has yet transpired to throw
any certain lii^ht on the affair. The inquest has been
adjourned for further evidence.—The Repeal meeting took
place on Monday, when Mr, John O'Connell delivered a
lecture on the Poor-laws, in which he adverted to the in-

asing opposition to the rate, and said that the expense
of the support of the paupers was enormous, no less than
30,000/, having been assessed in Dublin alone to support
only 4,500 paupers. The week's rent was announced to
be 119/. 15.?. 8^.

Tipperary.—The agrarian disturbances in this part of
Ireland have made their appearance on the estate of Lord
Stanley. His Lordship's agent, Mr. Bolton, an English
gentleman much respected in the neighbourhood, has
been served with a Rockite notice of the most violent
nature; in consequence of which, he is obliged to have
recourse to the assistance of a party of police, who are
now stationed at Ballykisteen,his Lordship's residence.

Belfast,—At a meeting of the Coleraine Presbytery,
held on the 13th inst., a resolution was passed favourable
to the proposition for calling a meeting of the Assembly,
in order to express the sympathy of that reverend body
with the church of Scotland, and of devising means, pre-
vious to the meeting of Parliament, for securing the
rights and long- enjoyed privileges of the Irish Presby-
terian church.

Skibbereen.—Mt. Kelly, who was lately appointed by the
Lord Lieutenant as a stipendiary magistrate in the Skib-
bereen district, is still co-operating with the resident magis-
trate, Mr, Gore Jones, in thepromotion of measures for the
collection of the poor-rate, and the adoption of precautions
for the preservation of order, whilst the present excitement
continues. His Excellency has also written to Mr. Jones,
approving of his conduct during the recent aflFray, and
ordering that gentleman to make inquiry as to the nature
and extent of the encouragement given by persons of su-
perior station to the peasantry in the district to resist
the collection of the rate. It is stated, that landlords in
other districts, as well as in Skibbereen, hf^ve, urged the
peasantry to such resistance ; and at a recent meeting on
the subject, the Earl of Bandon expressed his belief, that
the late outbreak was excited by the unguarded manner in
which some of the landlords are said to have expressed
their disapprobation of the tax.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,—On Thursday the Lord President intimated

to the counsel in the Strathbogie and Auchterarder cases
in which Lord Cuninghame has recently given out inter-
locutors and notes, that there would be a hearing in
presence of both divisions of the court in the course of the
second week after the Christmas recess—Strathbogie to be
first heard. The pleadings will be limited to one counsel
on each side of the bar in both cases.—At a meeting of
tbe Town Council of Edinburgh last week, the Lord Pro-
vost intimated that certain improvements were about to
^^c^f^^^enced in the King's-park—that Arthur's Seat
and Sahsbury Crags were to be enclosed, and that ulti-
tnately a deer-park would probably be formed. Some of
tbe papers observe, in reference to this statement, that
the announcement is premature, and that although certain
plans have been transmitted to the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests, no decision has yet been given by
that body.—On Tuesday a fteeting of the Edinburgh
lown Council took place, to discuss a motion brought
lorward by Mr. Macfarlan, in reference to the Income-
tax. A long series of resolutions was brought forward,
aeclaring the Uix to be so inquisitorial, oppressive, and
unequal—that no circumstances short of actual warfare,
endangering the peace of the country, the stability of the
constitution and government, the security of property and
tbe permanence of the established institutions of the
feaim can ever justify its imposition—and calling for its
immethate repeal on the grounds that the war in India
*nU China is no longer an argument for its continuance,
u a division, these resolutions were carried by a majority

^f ^0 to 4, and the Lord Provost's committee were diregted
to prepare a petition to Parliament on tbe subject.

rhe Orknej/s,~The Scotch Papers state that a shoal of
^bales appeared at Scapa Bay on Tuesday fortnight.
About 80 of them were captured, measuring from fJ feet to
A« feet, and were sold next day for 214/. 20 to 30 bouts
Were employed in the chase, with an average of four men

."oat; and the scene altogether is described as most
ananating, especially at the death. The day was calm

^ char. Two or three boats were more or less da-
aged during the conflict, but no serious accident occurred

which she has seldom before equalled. At the fall of the
curtain she was loudly called for. and came forward for
the last time to receive the applauses of ihe house. As
she retired, she covered her face with her hands and wept
bitterly; the audience seemed to appreciate the im.
pressive character of her farewell, and felt that they had
taken leave of the last of the Kembles.
Adelphi.—A burletta called - The Merchant and his

Clerks was produced at this theatre last week. It is
an adaptation from the French, and gives the usual
history of two clerks, one honest, the other dishonest.
Iha honest clerk is suspected of robbing his master, be-
comes mad at the unmerited accusation, and !s thrown into
ft lunatic asylum. The real culprit is at last discovered,
and, after the received fashion, vice is punished, and virtue
rewarded by the restoration of the innocent man to reason
and to prosperity, and by the apprehension of the offender.
The prmcipal characters were sustained by 'Mr, Wrigiit,
Mr. O. Smith, Mr. Bedford, and Mrs. Grattan. A scenem a lunatic asylum was introduced apparently for the
purpose of bringing forward Mr. Witland, so as to in-
clude all the strength of the company. This incident
produced marked disapprobation, but 'the piece was an-
nounced for repetition every night, amidst great applause.
Haymarket.—Congreve'a comedy of the *' Wav of

the World" was produced at this theatre on Saturday
with considerable success. The play was well cast and
well acted. Mrs. Glover as Lady Wishfort, and Mr.
Farren as Sir Willful JVUwoud, were perhaps the best
performances of the evening. Madame Vestris sustained
the character of Millameni with great effect. Mr. Holi
appeared as Mirabell ; and Mr. Buckstonc and Mr. C.
Mathews were both applauded in their respective parts of
Petulant and JVUwoud.—k piece, in one act, translated
from the French, and called the ^^ Bastille," was produced
on Tuesday, for the purpose of exhibiting Madame Ce-
leste m the character of a Gascon peasant girl, who is be-
loved by Louis Quatorze, and incarcerated in the Bastille
in order,that the King may prosecute his suit. Meanwhile
the conspiracy of Cardinal Retz is going forward, and the
chief actors in that movement become aware of the King's
visits to the Bastille. After being again rejected by Ninon,
Louis is struck with her constancy, and is in the act of
writing an order for her release, when he is surrounded
by the conspirators. He is saved by Ninon, wlio, avail-
ing herself of the royal signet, which had been before given
to her with another view, flies from the prison, and sum-
mons the King's guards in time to save him from his ene-
mies. Louis evinces his gratitude by giving her a
handsome dowry, upon her marriage with her lover, Fri-
candeau (Mr. Webster). The acting of Madame Celeste
was much applauded

; and the piece was announced for
repetition.

, THEATRICALS.
LovENT Garden.—Miss Adelaide^ Kemble formally

ecired from the stage last evening. The opera chosen for
'er tareweii was Norma, the first in which she made her
appearance before an English audience. On her first

trance, the applause co^npletely overpowered her feel-
gB, audfihewas scarcely able to proceed. She recovered,
owever, and went through the opera with an energy

* iHflfscEllanfous.
Nvjer Expedition.—K long statement relative to the

model farm on the Niger, authenticated by the signature
of Lieutenant Webb, commander of H.M.S- Wilberforce,
has been published this week, for the purpose of removing
some recent doubts whether the farm was a strictly anti-
slavery settlement. The following extracts from this
document contain the m.ost important facts :

— '* On the
2l8t Sept., 1841, the Albert being on the point of pro-
ceeding up the river from the confluence, a number of
African labourers, principally from Sierra Leone, were
left behind at the farm, under a superintendent, whose
health, shortly afterwards, obliged him to return to the
coast

; and several others, in charge of the Amelia schooner
moored off the farm, under an Afiican from Sierra Leone,
whose conduct appears to have been most unexceptionable
throughout. This man, not being directly occupied with
the business of cultivation (which, after the departure of
the superintendent, was carried on with spirit by a very
intelligent American negro from Liberia), spent a con-
siderable portion of his time in visiting the neighbouring
villages, for the purpose of conversing with the people,
and improving their habits. In the course of these visits,

he came (Sept. 29th) to a village called Ajjarah, where he
was offered a young lad and a child for sale ; the lad was
in irons. To the great surprise of the natives, instead of
buying them, he remonstrated freely, and. as it would
seem, with some effect, against this inhuman traffic.

The chief was afterwards warned of his sovereign's (the
Attah's) treaty wiih the English for the suppression of
the slave trade; and on the objects of the expedition
being recounted to him, is laid to have expressed his ap-
probation, lie afterwards attended divine service, and
seemed much pleased with the iiltle school which was
established. A woman was once brought to the farm for
sale with a rope round her neck, by the natives, whom
the superintendents not only positively refused, but de-
sired the chieftain who brought her, at his peril, to keep
her safely till the return of the expedition, urging
the threat of the AttaVs severe displeasure. Th«
light in which the natives regarded the settiement may
perhaps best be shown by a touching appeal which was
made to its leaders, several months after tliey had been
left entirely to themselves, by a man whose sole remaining
brother was about to be sold as a slave, 11 of his relations
having been so disposed of before. To his earnest and
repeated supplications for assistance, they were obliged,
however, to reply, that they could do nothing for his
brother, unless he were brought to the model farm, which

^

ties inflicted on them by the Felatahs. The whole co
,

around the model farm, which, from its mountainous
character, affords greater security to tbe persecuted fugi-
tive, is, consequently, filled with exiles, ."principally Ba.^sa
and Kakunda people, who hailed the establishment of the
white man in their neighbourhood with delight; not
without reason, indeed, for they not only, received abun*
dant employment at the farm, but were protected by itf
very vicinity from their ruthless assailants, and, for the
first time in several years, were permitted to cultivate
their little plantations in peace. A distinct denial is
moreover given to the charge of making slaves of the
natives, or driving them with the whip. Some men
who were guilty of theft wrre certainly punished by their
own head man, at the request of li^ Carr, whilst he
remained on the farm; and others were subsequently
chastised by the hands of thHr own people for some clear
and flagrant offence ; but there was decidedly nothin^^ like
slave-driving. The labourers invari.iMy received their
wages themselves, and their chiefs only got occasional
presents for special services, or to secure their good wilL
The conduct of the people left at the farm appears, indeed,
throughout their sojourn there, to have been praiseworthy
in all points relating to the slave-trade; but they were ia
other respects guilty of several improprieties. It mukt be
remembered, however, that on the departure of the super-
intendent, they were necessarily Ictt under an imperfect
authority—a itate of things which was cerUinly not coa-
tempUted when they were first sent up—were without a
religious instructor, far removed from the eyes of their
superiors, and from all the restraints incident to civilised
society. As regards the conJition of the farm itself, it
appears that a quantity of land was cleared for cultivation,
especially of cotton, for which the soil was well adapted.
The crop was left on the ground at their departure in good
condition, and a neighbouring chieftain had instructions to
save it, with an understanding that it was to be made a
preKfnt to himself. No scarcity of native labour
experienced, at the rate of 50 or 100 cowries a day (about
3(/.), and their whole demeanour is characterised as most
peaceable and friendly. The security which the presence
of the white man's agents afforded was the means of
creating a number of new plantations in the neighbour-
hood, many refugees having flocked thitherfor protection-
The health of the people at the ecttlement was good ; nor
do lie leaders appear to have entertained any serious
apprehensions for their safety, if left behind. It wai
Lieutenant Webb's full intention to have left the volun-
teers (more than half the original number of labourers)
at the farm, under the care of Acting Assistant-Surgcoa
Hensman, who had generously offered to accompany the
Wilberforce from Fernando Po; but some sickness having
appeared in that vessel, this gentleman co\i\d not well be
spared, and the consequent arrangements were given up.
The surrounding tribes expressed great regret at their
departure, and anxiety for their return. Many natives of
different parts of the river, located at Sierra Leone, have
intimated their desire of going up to settle, should another
visit be paid to the site of the model farm."
Eruption ofMount Etna—The following account of

this great eruption, which is now spreading devastation in
the neighbourhood of Dronte, is condensed from a letter
dated from Palermo, Dec. 1 :-*•* Tbe day before yester-
day, pa.^sing along the Marina, or public walk that skirts
the exquisitely beautiful bay of Palermo, and casting my
eye over the range of the Madonian mountains, and
beyond the picturesque hills of Termini, I =aw resting
above the snowy ridge of Etna (which lies literally east
of sunrise from here) a long line of feathery whitish
cloud, which, from its peculiar tree-Hke shape, 1 knew at
once to be smoke from the volcano. Accordingly
towards night, when the sua had dropped down into the
bay of Mondelio. a deep-red lurid gJare became distinctly
visible at the foot of the column of smoke, and all the
world was then aware that the volcano was in active ope-
ration. This has continued ever since, dimly discernible
by day in a pillar of cloud of that peculiar form which aa
eye experienced in eruptions instantly perceives to be the
vapour from a crater—and more conspicuous by night ia
a body of deep-red fire,of the apparent size of an ordinary
haycock, but brightening and lessing htfuliy with the
swells and lulls of the blast of the fiery furnace. Tele-
scopes h'ave been much in requisition of nights, since
Tuesday, and many persons say they see the showers of
red-hot rocks rising and falling in the air above the crater,
but I mystdf have as vet seen nothing more than what I
ba^e described above, and this is as clearly visible to the
naked eye as the outline of the Surrey hills from High-
gate. The disUnce of Etna from Palermo, as the crow
Hies, is above ninety English miles, and to any one un-
familiar with the marvellous translucency of the Siciliaa
atmosphere it might seem almost incredible that a mere
smoke in the air ci uld be discerned a hundred miles off;
yet true it is, that never when on board a steamer have
1 seen the smoke out of its own chimney more plainly
than 1 sec fiom hence the column rising out of Etna*
The height of Etna is the best ascertained of any lofty
mountain in the world. Cacciaiore, the prestnt astro-
nomer royal at Palermo, and our countrymen. Sir Joha
Herschell and Captain Smyth, the celebrated trigonome-
trical surveyor, by j*rocesses entirely in(ie| endtat of, and
unknown to, eaeh other, all fixed it at 10,8:4 feet Enghsb,
not differing a fathom in the three computations. bo
exact a coincidence, in a ca^e in which &everal compensa-

's

was a British settlement, xuc puto ui isiaves m me sur- i tiuus xiau lo oe aiiowed tor, mutt nccessardy have beea
rounding districts they ascerUined to vary from 40,000

|
partly accidental ; but. as Dr. Woilaston said of it, the

to 12-000 and fl.OOft f'rtwrijm »_ri;*.*-« {\ i\fi(\ ^.M»»-iAe \b «#<ni^»nf «^= ««,. ... „u;„k «« tV-^^ J.-l- II 1to 12,000 and 6,000 cowries a-piece (1,000 cowries is

there about 4s. sterling), and in timeaj of great distress

some were sold as low as 300 cowries (about 9(/.), and
children for 10 yams. Several sad accounts are also
given of the mode of capturing slaves^ and of the cruel-

accident was one upon which no three fools could by any
possibility have stumbled. It is worth observing that
Etna, which is more than twice as high as Vesuvius, has
not half so lacfe a cone of clinkers and ashes at the top,
nor is its crater anything like #o large or deep as that of
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"" — ; JIT I Court of Qukkv's Bexch.— Veitch v. Russeli-

VcsUTius, which latter ii in fact quite a model '0'ca"0, as
^ ^^^ plaintiff, a physician, who sought to recover from

'
-'- ^*'*- ''*-

defendant the amount of a bill for attendance on defendant's

brother. He had to hire cabs to perforin his journeys, and hehadif made
U at this

s, which latter II m lact qu^c a ...'.«^. ',"\.:
for sho^. The present great eruption of Etna (it

is moment flaming away with undiminished bril-

liancy and granclenr) i^ the first that has been visible at

Srmo since 1S23. Intelligence travels slowly in Sicily,

and we have not yet had any authentic advices from the

gcene of action. The weather is mUescnbably delicious,

lUce a May of the best quality in England. Sitting on the

rocks, the cold hour before sunrise this morning was per-

fectly pleasant. The flowers and many fruit-trees are in

full bloom, and the newly-dropped lambkins are frisking

in the fields. I have just seen a letter from Riposto,

within fifteen miles of the crater. The hurly-burly began

oa Sunday night. The smoke that afternoon, and the

drytn^ up of the springs, betokened that Enceladus was

gettin'g fidgetty ; and in the dead of the night the nioun-

taia heaved and quivered like the midships of a three-

decker, when she pours her first broadside into the ribs

of the enemy. A roar succeeded louder than a thousand

train of artillery, and myriads of red-hot rocky fragments

shot up to the'heavens. No lava had yet begun to flow.

Many persons here saw, or thought they saw, it floating

down the flanks of the mountain to-day ; but as I do not

tax ray imagination for my facts, on this head I can at

present tell you nothing."
"

. , „ .

0^The late Sir Sydney Sniitfu—The United Service

Gazette recently gave an account of a^sister of Sir Sydney

Smith having been found with her son in a state of great

destitution in London. The latter had been bred to the

sea but had been for some time out of employment. Miss

Jane Porter, the authoress, having addressed a letter to

Mr. Emerson Tennent communicating the circumstances,

that gentleman brought them under the notice of Sir

Robert Peel, by whom the following letter was addressed

to Miss Porter :—"Whitehall, Dec. o, 1812, Madam,—

I have just read a letter written by you, detailing facts

connected with the past and present circumstances of Mrs.

Dwyer, a very near connexion of the lite Sir Sydney

Smith. The means at my disposal, being confined to

limited donations from n fund called the Uojal Bounty,

are very restricted ; but such as they are, they shall be

pplied by ine witli the greatest satisfaction to her relief.

not been paid by fees as the attendance went on. It was con-

tended for him that, in fact, his attendance in this instance had

not been in the character of a physician, hut had been performed

under an express contract between him and the defendant. To

prove this, certain letters were put in, the first of which was m
theseterras:—•• As your account must be a formidabie one, 1

must beg you Avill let me have it, up to the time of my brother's

removal:" and another was in these terms:—" My wish is to pre-

sent you with such a sum as you will be entitled to call on me to

pay. I don't know what expense you may have incurred, or

\vhat you would consider remuneration for your great professional

skill." At the trial of the cause, Mr. Justice \A ightman left it to

the jury to say whether there had been any contract between
fi,r..«r.artinc. nnd if thpv coHsidcrcd that there hadbeen such con-

1 think it probable that they cannot be so in a manner

more acceptable to her feelings than through your inter-

vention ; and if you will permit me, I will place the sum

of 15(1/. \n your hands, to be applied for the benefit of Mrs.

Dwver. 1 will write to Lord Haddington with respect to

her'^Bon, and mention the general purport of your letter to

Mr. Emerson Tennent. I have the honour to be, madam,

your obedient servant,

—

Robert Peel." This prompt

relief has been followed up by the appointment of the

lady's son to a biith onboard H.M.S. Thunderbolt, thus

rescuing both individuals fiom their recent destitution.

Saturday next will nave prui

numbers, the present year having commenced and finished

on that day ; a circumstance that will not occur again

until 1853. !

Vewspapers.— Every weekly newspaper published on

urdav next will have printed this year 52 Saturday

CovTir or ExcirKQtrRFt. — Bakkivo Compaxies.— 5/tf«'rtr/

(Piihlic Officer) v. Walker. Samey. Griffiths and Others,~-Bi^Qi\

Parke pronounced the judgment of the Couit in these cases,

which were actions brought by the puhUc officer of tlie East of

England Banking Company, against the partners of another

Banking Company, for debts due by the banking copartership.

The defendants were sued in their private capacity as partners of

the company, and they pleaded in effect, that the debt for which

the action was brought was not incurred by them in their indivi-

dual character, but as members of a banking copartnership hav-

ing a public officer liable to be sued, under the provisions of the

statute 7 Geo. IV., chap. 46. To this plea there was a demurrer,

on several grounds; but the substanti;il objection to the plea was,

that it did not answer the action, inasmuch as, although the de-

fendants were members of a banking copartnership having a

public officer, they were still liable to be sued in their private

capacity as partners in a trading copartnership. Tlie question

which the court was called upon to decide was, whether the

liability of the defendants as partneis in trade was affected, and

to what extent, by the statute on which the plea in question was

founded > By the act 7. Geo. IV., c. -46, •' for regulating o! Co-

partnerships of Banks in England," it is declared that "all actions,

or suits, and proceedings in law and equity, to be commenced by

any person or persons, bodies politic or corporate, or others,

\vhcther members of such copartnership or otherwise, against

such copartnership, shall and lawfully may be commenced, in-

stituted, and prosecuted, against any one or more of the public

officers nominated under this act, for the time being, of the said

copartnership." It was perfectly clear that, under ttiis provi-

sion of the statute,thcplaiiit)fl' might have sued the public officer

of the company, of which the defendants were member^, and the

question was, whether he w^as bound to sue such public officer,

or had also the option of suing the individual partners? At
common law, and i)efore the statute, itwasimdoubtediy truethat

the plaintiff might sne the defendants as he now did, and it was
strongly pressed upon the court in the argument that, if the

Legislature intended to deprive persons to whom banking part-

nerships were indebted, of the right of suing the individual

partners, the remedy would have been taken away by express

enactment. It was to be considered, however, that by the com-
mon law the members of banking copartnerships were only
liable to be sued upon debts and contracts arising- whilst they
were members, but by the Act of Parliament a new liability is

created. Persons becoming members are liable to debts incurred

before they become members, though they are only liable to

be sued in the name of the public officer. Looking to the pro-

visions of the statute, the object of the Legislature seemed to be,

to provide a more convenient remedy for particj^ to whom bank-

ing copartnerships should be indebted, and, by the appointment

of a public officer, to protect the individual members from actions

for the debts of the company. It may be conceded that where

no public officer existed, the common law right of action against

the individual members remained, and perhaps there might be

other special circumstances which would entitle a party to sue

the private members. The construction the court put upon the

Act of ParUament was, that in ordinary cases the Legislature

meant that the public cfEccr, and the public officer only, should

be sued. The opinion ol the court was, therefore, that the com-

mon law remedy against the individual partners was taken away

by the statute, where a public officer existed, and that in such

cases the public officer only could be sued. The learned baron

then went through the other objections to the plea, which were

purely of a technical nature, and were all overruled, and con-

cluded by directing that the judgment of the court sliould be

watered for the defendants.

theseparties; and if they considered ,
, ^ ^^ .^ .^

tract they w^ere to settle the amount of what they considered to

be due. The jury negatived the existence of a contract, and re-

turned a verdict for the defendarit, A rule had since been ob-

tained to set a^ide tins verdict and have a new trial. The Court

now expressed a clear opinion, that, as a rule, barristers and phy-

sicians could not maintain an action for fees. What they

received was only an honorary payment for professional services.

But there might, under particular circumstances, be a contract

which should give them a legal right to payment. That contract,

however, must be distinct and express. The letters here did not

amount to such a contract. The case had been properly left to

the jury, and the verdict was one which ought not to be dis-

turbed. Rule discharged.

Applefiarth v. Collei/.—ln this case, which came before the

Court upon a demurrer to a special plea, setting up that the

defendant was sued as the stakeholder of a sweepstakes deposited

in his hands on a horse-race, Mr. Baron Rolfe delivered judgment

in favour of the plaintiff, on the ground that the race in question

did fall within the spirit of the Statute of Charles or Anne, to which

reference had been made on the argument. The gaming and

betting, he said, aimed at by the former statute, certainly was of

a fraudulent or excessive cUaracter, and this proceeding did not

fall within either description. The question then remained, was

this transaction affected by the Statute of Anne ? The first section

of that statute referred to betting: and playing, &c., on credit

more than lOO^, and avoided all securities given upon such

transaction. It was urged at the bar by the plaintiff, that though

the securities were void, yet that the statute meant to protect

the transaction itself, or, in other words, to allow of a man's

recovering on the implied contract, but not on the express one,

and that on the ground that the Court might always have the

means of seeing the contract itself, which it might not do when

it was secured by biQ, note, or other instrument. The cases upon

this clause are contradictory, and by no means satisfactory ;
but

upon the whole, we incline to the opinion advanced by the

defendant, and think that the Legislature meant to apply that

clause to all sorts of bets and gaming on credit, w^hether secured

in any way or not. It comes, then, to this point-is this contract

here on which the plaintiff sues one for money lost at play, within

these statutes ? And this w^c answer in the negative ; because it

is clear that they meant to check playing at such games on ticket

or credit. Now this is strictly a ready-money playing. The sub-

scribers deposit 2/, each, and a party advances 15/. as a premntm

to be given to the winning horse, and the owner of that horse

wins, and ought to receive, all the stakes as soon as the race is

over For tliis reason we think that this case does not fall within

the fust section. Neither does it come within the second, which

prohibits the recovery of any money lost at one sittmg beyond

10^ for no one person loses that sum here. That section must

apply to the case of two parties playing or betting to the extent

of 11)/. at one time, which is a very different case frorn that of a

sweepstakes. At all events, whatever the plaintiff's right might

be to recover the stakes, it is clear that there is nothing to prevent

him from suing for the prize of 15/.; to that cxteftt he is decidedly

entitled to our judgment. Under these circumstances, the Court

pronounces its judgment generally for the plaintiff.

ViCK-CHAXCEi.Loas' Courts. ^(Before Sir L. Shadwell.)—

Iltcksonw il/./^^i^can^g-.—This suit was instituted on behalf of

the creditors of Sir Henry Mainwaring, to impeach an arrange-

•ncnt entered into by him with his son, Mr. Harry Mainwaring,

in 1838 by wiiich he conveyed to the latter his life interest in

This was an ] request, the estates werfe encumbered by Sir Henry to the extent

of 40,000/,, an annuity suffered to fall in arrear, and the estate

impoverished by the cutting down of timber. The deeds were
defended on the ground that they had first been submitted to the

most honourable and eminent practitioners, who were acquainted

with all the affairs of the family, and that they were honourably

intended to save something even for the creditors, where every-

thing would have otherwise been spent in wild and useless

litigation. The present motion, however, was resisted mainly on

the ground that the answer had not admitted such a title in the

plaintiffs as entitled them to have a receiver appointed over the

property. The Vice-Chancellor very briefly delivered judgment,

confining his observations to the defect of interest shown on

behalf of the plaintiffs to entitle them to what was asked by the

notice of motion. His Honour was wilUng to admit that very

grave questions arose on the face of the correspondence between

Sir H. Mainwaring and his son, whetherthe deed of March, 1833,

could be supported in a court of equity. But even supposing it

should turn out that there had been, to a certain extent, an im-

proper dealing with the estates, on the part of the son, in obtain-

ing the conveyance of his father's life interest, yet before rehef

in equity could be given to the father, sufficient equity ought to

be done to the son. At present, however, the court gave no

opinion upon any of these points; the only question now to

decide was, whether the plaintiffs had shown any right to have a

receiver of the property. Upon a careful examination of the deed

of 1841, his Honour could find no specific conveyance of any

interest to the plaintiffs in the estates. All the deed intended to

do was to admit that the plaintiffs were judgment creditors, but

it abstained from making any conveyance to them of an interest

in the property. Supposing, however, the plaintiffs had such an

interest, it was not made to appear to the court by the manner

the case was brought before it. If a case of suspicions title were

shown upon the admissions in the answer, the court would ap-

point a receiver; but the plaintiff had failed to do so, and it was

not in their power to supply the defect by affidavit. The case of

the plaintiffs, therefore, entirely failed, and if they came to the

court with a speculative motion of this nature, they ought to

take care to be prepared with the necessary materials to establish

that they had such an interest as they claimed in the estates; but

failing to do so, the motion must be dismissed with costs.

TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—The following bets will suffici-

ently explain the nature and extent of the business transacted,

without the necessity of any comment

:

DERBY.
25 to 30 atrst. Mr. Blakelock's A.

British Yeoman (taken).

S500 100 agst. Colonel Peel's Murat
(taken.)

20 agst. Duke of Grafton's
- Oxygen colt (taken.)

lOOagst. Colonel Peel's St. Va-
lentine (taken.)

10 Lord Chesterfield's Par-
Ihian (taken and after-

wards offered.

)

1000

5000

500-

1000 to 16 a^Rt. Mr. Coleman's Jamal
( taken and ufterw. offered)

1000 15 a^st. Duke of Richmond's
Clara cult (taken and after-

wards offered.)

30 agst. Lord Exeter's Luc«tta

colt (taken)
15 asst. Mr. St. Paul's Che-

viot (taken ) [

OAKS.
30 apst. Lord 'Westminster'i

Decoy filly (taken.)

SOOO

2000.

1000

MARK LANE, Friday, Dkc. 23.-\Ve have buthtfcle Enghsh

^Yheatat Market, and Monday's quotations are fully maintained;

on Wednesday there was a good demand for Foreign at about

the same rates, and this morning there has been a trifimg advance

realised on some fine qualities ; we did not hear of any sales for

exportation. Fine Malting Barley is scarce and our currency is

maintained, but secondary and grindmg qualities arc plentifu

and is. cheaper. Peas are sent freely to market and are a dull

sale; Beans have realised the same prices. There is a large sup-

ply of Scotch Oats at Market, which are of good quality and } et

a dull sale. Irish are unaltered,

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL (QUARTER.

^Vheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk - « • \Vhite

Norfolk, Lincolnahiie and \ oiksMre . .

..... Malting anddistiUiBarley
Oats, Mncolnshire and Yorkshire

Nnrthumberland and Scotch . • .

—— Irlbii ..•« ... .»••
Rve , . ... . • ... *,'•
Beans, Mazagan, old and new =2 to ^

pi|,'eon, Heligoland . . , 31 to 33

Peas, Whiia 30 to 34

Folands
Feed
Feed

• * .

Tick
Winds.
Maple

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

«. S.

44 to 62
— to-
ss tn29
13 to 33
— to —
9 to 18

— to —
24 to 29
23 to 34

28 to 30

8, 8.

Red 40 to 43
White — to—
Grind. 19 to 25

Feed 14to£S
Potato 15 tD 24

FotatoU to 22

Nor.

Henry by which they were made subject to powers of sale

the payment of some very heavy encumbrances which had

lor me oenencoi jus i-n=iA4*.wi.^. *"- --^—-"
I V. . j i...

action to be a fraud upon them, and prayed that tiie deeds might

be delivered un. Upon a motion for the appointment oJ a re.

ceiver over the property, the -following circumstances were

stated to the Court : -Sir Henry Mainwaring, who was tenant

for life of the family estates, prevailed upon his son, the next

tenant in tail, upon attaining his majority.to jom him in a new

settlement of tlie estates, by which a power of appointment v.as

Hven to Sir Henry, and in default in strict settlement upon Sir

Henrv, hisson, and isbue, not excluding the female branches.

On th'e son's marriage, several years afterwards, another settle-

ment was executed of these and some other estates belonging to

Sir

b?en"Jre^a7ed"by sTr Henry subsequently to the previous settle-

ment, but which could only be exercised by the consent of his

son The creditors of Sir Henry, having discovered the position

in which they were placed by this deed, became cUmorous, and

Sir Henry was forced to fly to Boulogne, In the course of 1S38.

nn application was made by Mr. Harry Mainwaring to his father

to assign certain leasehold tithes, in order that some bond debts

on which they were jointly liable might be paid off, stating that

his object wasnotto enrich hlmself,'and intimating that induing

Boit could never be said Sir Henry intended to defraud his credi-

tors. Sir Henry Mainwaring, who was alleged to have com-

mitted several acts bv which his son's interest in the estates was

ercatly ircjudiccd, was induced to accede to the proposal, and

replied that he would do an> thing to relieve his son, if he were

not required to commit an injustice to his general creditors. Sir

Dee.
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Wheat. 1 narley. Oats. Rye.

48 a 27 n 17 9 3J 2

. 49 8 28 1 17 10 :
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47 3 27 1 17 8 29 6
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3 weeks' Aggregate Ayer.^ ^8 5

. 1 20Dutie*

27 7

9

17 7

8

30 5

Harrow 27 to 31

ron(rpod26 to 30

Grey 26 to 28

Beans.
31 8
31 G
31 4
30 U
30 3
29 10

30 a

10 10 6

Peai.
33 9
34 2
33 7
33 5
32 a
32 2

33 2
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ARRIVALS m THE RIVER LAST WEEK.

English
IrUh .

Foreign

Flour.

58^ Sks. —
— tt

— #»

Brls.

Wht.
3765

»
8Ul „

Barl.
I
Malt.

11106 6449
35

Oats. \ Rye
1960
4173

2310

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK,

Bns.
1173

Peas
1055

423

English
Irish .

Foreij;:

Wheat
4dlO

600

Barley
16080
430

Oats
lin20
1070

Flour
7530

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
ANNULLEI).-S.Ray,r>uke-st.. St Ja^iej'^^oolcbinder.

olborn-hill, Cuy, ?"*^^^?,^1«'^.—,"i,Jv
Mlnielf; Alfred-street. Bedford-.qiiaie, biU-broker-Robert_Perc>vab Hock-
BANKRUPTCY
BANKRUFT6 W. Butler, Holborn

erill, Hertfordshire, innkeeper John Duncan, fortnerly of Lothbury, and

Win. Asbcrott, jun., 39,

Portland -pi ace, wine-merchant

*^ir Henry was at length obtained to the plan, on being informed

that it had Mr. Brodie's approbation, and he finally executed the

asfeiffnment of the tithes, and a conveyance of his life-interest,

Mr. Henry Mainwaring statini? by letter that he should consider

himself as acting between his father and the creditors, and that

all that could be done would be devoted to them. The arrange-

ment bein^ thus concluded, Sir Henry thought he was iree-to

return to this country ; but on expressing -such an intention to

Mr. White, he was advised not then to attempt it, as the creditors

were not yet reconciled to the loss they must sustain, but rather

to adopt the au^-sestion of Mi. Brodie to change his residence to

Germany. Sir Henry upon this declared his disappointment at

the effect of the arrangement, and asked if the income promised

him could not be secured by a tleed ; but being told it was impos-

sible under the increasing importunities of lii? creditors, he, in

1841, executed a deed which secured him his personal liberty,

and assigned to them his life interest, which had been preiiousiy

vested in his sun in the raanner before mentioned. Under this

last deed of ISil the title of the creditors to sue in equity was set

up, and they submitted by their bill that the transaction of lfi33,

by which the life interest of Sir Henry was assigned, was a fraud

both as against himself and the creditor'?. Tlie conduct of Mr.

Harry Mainwaring was defended hy impugning the previous

deception, misrepresentation, and injury, practised upon him by

Sir Henry himself, ivhereby, upon attaining bin majority, he was
persuaded, under false representaUon* that he was only con-

senting to admit the introduction of females into the entail,

to give up all his interest in the estates to his father, aud place

himself at his mercy; tliat »ooa after he had yielded to thig

chant— li- Brown, Edinburgh, painter

of adauffhier-un lue ^wi i..^... «-
AjrVvT^ nth in^r' at SiNted Rectorv,

LfoT-e/Manchester ,he\ady of T-
\^};r^^l^^l^-^^^^^^^ Forbes,of

MARRIED-On the S.st irst-, at Great Hanin|,^b«r^,
^^^/J^j^^^^ t., Mary

Esq , i.l Tillinpham-hall, E^sex. 11.

liB-vfHS-Onthe l8.'hjn.T.,atEj.nnK, General Sir Frederkk
^[f^^yZ^

O.ford, brother to <i*.n.Grosvenor, and firn rouam
V".-^*"^ J^KRhoa^*' '*'"'*

minster-On the I'^th in^t , at the Citadel, Hawkstone,
^'-^fj^^Vrpfpn Viicount

nf the late John Hiil, Esq.. of Hawkstonc, and mother of th*- r-resent V

Hill, aged 65

he fresen

the
riated by Meiira. BnAnavRY and ErAM. I'«""^,^^^;**"f {jILd^bv^'b''" ^^

Precinct of Whitefriaw, in the City ot i ondon,! and i'ubluhed
JJ/ ^^^,^„

the OrriCB. 3, Chahito-strkbt. Covknt Gamkk, in the bounty ol^i
j^,

wherft. all Advertisement» and CommuuicaUOM w« tO bB ftaarw»»

£diior»—Satordftyi December !M, I8i8«
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A STAM EWS OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.
THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

53—1842. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31.
I>'Di:X OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS INTHE LAST NUMBER.

Allcard, Mr., his'parden nolii-ed fl55 b

AlMs, to preserve in winter
j^maieur's Garilen . . ,

Ammonia, test for • >

to fix . • •

Afparag^us beds, to form •

Bees, treatment of, .

Bertha's Journa], rev.' :

Blettln^r, iis derivation .

Camellias, their treatment
Carbonic scid, disengaged by
the roots of plant.s . .

C»Tnati«ns, mould for

Christma? presents
Cider-making, hints on
— retud*. its vnlne as a ma-
nure . - • . . .

Ci'DJterWj Himalayan, to pro-
cure * > • ...

Cookery, solution of the problem
in • • ...

Corn, annual amotint of produce
in England and Whales . .

rurrants, select . .
•

.

FifhigoJdand silveij to preserve 857 c
Flowers, early . . ,

Fruit-trees for a wall ,

Goldfusiia, treatment of .

(iiatiinj^, remfirks on , ,

(J ropes, cause of rust on .

Greenhouse, small, to heat
(T'jano, liquid, to apply .

Hoi houses, to erect .

Howitt's Hural and Domestic
Lite in Gerinanv, rev.

Icehouses, their furmation

8t)7 a
G52a
853 e

8M c

857 b
B54 a
835 c

a'54 b
867 a

855 b
85« c
855 c

8J5 a

856 c

857 a

854 a

857 fc

857 ft

857 a
837 a
857 a
857 a
853 b
S.'i7a

S5€c
85fl c

855 c

Land, to double dij? . . •

I-.ly of the Scriptures, remarks
•n ....

Manure, Daniell's, remarks on .

experiments vsith various
kinds

Manure, liquid, to apply .

^ pestiiential effects of
waste of • . .

Mistletoe, remarks oa
Model mapping • . . ,

Mushrooms, cause of failure
Oninn Maggot, to destroy
Parasol Gall fly, described
Peach trees, wash for , . , ^
Pears, remarks on various kinds 852 6
Pits, covering fur . , . 837 o
Plants, food of . . , . 857 6

for shrubberies . . 857 a
their growth . , . E57 6

Raspberry, Victoria, a good kind 853 b
833 c

854 c

857 a
853 b

BHa

856 ^

854 6
851 c

853 c

ii56c
85! a
851 a
8M c

853 b
B5.-t 6
&53 c
852 a
857 a

Pkicb 6d,

nowready to send out. Catalogues with prices will be forwarded on
appiicatioi).

Rats, to destroy
Kiddle ....
Hoses, to prune .

Savoy, yellow, a good port
Season, effect of its mildnew .

Shaktspeiire's Pale Piiraruse,
remarks on , , ,

Strawberries, Haulbni*, ferti-
lised by the Russian Alpine

select .

Trees, guards for . .

Vines, to water
Walls, cause of damp on
White's Nat. Hist, of Se.
rev.

1borne.

854 c

853 b

857 a
857 b

857 a
857 e

Q56a

M TODD'S
SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

RS. JAMES RICHARDSON and
LADY SALE.

REronr OP the London Floricui.tural Society, Sept. 20,
1842.— Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of I84I, named "Mrs.
James Richardson," were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards
ofYorlc. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
Floricultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize
awarded ; but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-
ter character, the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci-
dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors :

Form, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good;

'

depth, full; size, medium; general form, good; colour, white,
occasionally tipped; class of quality, first-rate.—/'rowi the Gar-
deners^ Chronicle and Gazette.
Also abtainetl tlie following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited
1st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th 3 2
1st prize at Beverly, Sept. 7th , . . . , ,2
Awarded at extra prize at the Royal South London Hor-
ticultural Society, Sept. 13th 4

1st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st .12
1st prize at Newcastle, Sept. 2lst ^
Ist prize at Sunderland, as a superior fitst-class Seedline-,
Sept. 27th ^;

1st prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society.
Sept- 28th

'I
1st pnze at the York horticultural Society, Oct. Ist
1st prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, \Os.Qd,
Lady Sale (Tonn's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-

cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre • of
considerable depth and good size; very constant, and a decided
first-rate show flower. Height, 4 ft.; Plants, lOs, m.
All ordei-s addressed J. EnwARus, Florist, Layerthorpe, Nursery

or Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be etiictly at-
tended to

J and the greatest care wiU be taken in sending out good
plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom durinr
the season.—York, Dec.j 1S42.

Fames' Superior First Early
Peas, height, 14 to 2 ft.

Flack's Dwarf Blue Victory Pea,
2 ft.

'

Knight's Dwarf Blue Marrow
do., 3 ft.

American Dwarf do., do., 3 to
4 ft.

Improved Green ditto, do.,
4 ft.

New Auvergne,do.. 4 to 5 ft.
Yoimg's Milfurd Marrow, do.,

5 to 6 ft. '

Improved Giant do., do., 6 to
7 ft.

Marshairs Early Prolific Bean
Green Dwarf Fan do.
Green Windsor do,
New-England Long-podded do.
Early French Olive-shaped
Radish

Wood's Early Frame do.
White Spanish Onion
White Globe do.
James Keeping do.
Early Dutch Horn Carrot
Long Red Surrey do.
Large Altrinchara do, (

Ady's Large Cos Lettuce
Paris White do., do.

„ Green do,, do.
Black Seed Bath do., do,
Siberian do,, do.
Golding'sdo.. do.
Versailles Cabbage do.

.

Malta do., do.
Spotted do.
Flanders Spinach
Seymour's White Celery

*. Red do., and other kinds
Earliest Dwarf Cabbage

ft Nonpareil do.
L^Tge Asparagus do.
Early Hope do.

M Crompton do.
Earliest White Walchcrcn Broc

call

ChappcU's Splendid Cream do.
„ Early White do.

Myatt*s do., do., do.
Imported Brussels Sprouts
Small Daik-Rcd Beet

French Sugar do.
do. Sweet do.
do. Summer Endive
do. Cliicoiy, for coffee

TT OTAVATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural andA J. other Buildings.^-STEPHEN". ON and Co., Aernts forth*

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found iii\ „,.„..le, Thev are
complete without furnaces or setting in bricVv.t rk. movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appear.- ^c, and reqirre attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours,

i rice 5/. 5j. and upwards. Fnnhcr
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating anv description
of building, may be obtained as above ; w.,wC also'may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Brilcr, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatswnrth, and man v other of
the Nobdity's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bcdstc^'d^, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden lmpU-mcnts,&c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hfit-water P Icet-pip^ s.

N.B.—Waytk's New Patent I^nd-prc s and PrilTs.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HLATIN^.^^IOT WAT

With every variety of Vegetable andFlowerSeedsmcultivation.

6

IS

12

"Y AND C. LOCKHART, Florists. 156, Cheapside,
-^ • London, have published their List of Seeds for 1843, which
will be forwarded ii^c, by post, on epplication. In consequence
of the late favourable season, they are able to offer most kinds
at considerably reduced prices.

T^HE FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE AND
-i- LIFE INSURANCE INSTITUTION. Empowered by Act
of Parliament, Oftices, Strand, London. Capital, 500,000/. With
1,960 Shareholders Enrolled.

i-
« .

i ^^i

T WEEKS and Co., Arciiitkci^ • PI-ACB, KlVG'snnAP, CniiLSBA,

HOXORARV
His Grace the Duke of Rlt-
LAND

The Earl of Stradbrokk
The Earl of Covkntry
Earl Dlxie
The Earl of Stair

DIRECTORS,
The Earl of Stamford and
Warrington

Lord Stan'lkv, M.P.
Lord Rayleicii
Lord Favhrsham
Lord Viscount Campdem

, &r.5 Gloucestsr-
„ . ^ ^

- , Hothouse Builders and
Hot-water Apparatus Manufactnrtis, beg leave to iiilorm tli«
Nobihty and Gentry that their business, which has been cMt n^ive
throughout the country for many years, is entirrlv confined to
the BUILDINC: OF HORTICULTURAL LRECTiONS of every
description, and the HEATING of thcni by HOT WATER
CONICAL and other BOILERS of nil sizes: tlicir largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, onlv rcquu mg attention once
in 10 hours, and wUl heat a range of Forcing Houses 30cft. in
length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

ofan open trough under the bed, Is now being nniv... dly adopted.

Y
FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

OUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardfiners' Chronicle to their Advertisement

Of the above magnificent Fuchsia, inserted in this Paper of the
24th iDst., together with their two new Verbenas.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Dec. 29, 1842.

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, NEAR SOUTHAMPTON^—NURSERY

C^
_ DEPARTMENT.
LEMENT HOARE respectfully announces that he
has now on sale an extensive collection of Grape Vine Plants

01 superior growth, and of the most approved sorts in general
cultivation, varying in price from 2s. fid. to 7s. fitf. each.

. _„ . ^ Lately Published,

f p AD^^^T'^^^ TREATISE ON thb CULTIVATION of thbtrRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By Clkment Hoark. 3d

l\\l \

8vo, 75. 6c/. hoards. Longman & Co., London. Sold by
ail Booksellers, and at the Vineyard at Shirley,

PATRONIZED BY HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND
mrr,. T..

^^^ MANY OF THE^OBILITY,
I
HE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY,—For many years

mnnn^^^i^^''^ ^^^ ^^^^ cultivated m the neighbourhood of Yar-

RncnK
^^-"^^^"t ^o the ancient Castle of Sir John Fastolff, a red

naspoeiry of a most extraordinary size and rich fiavoiM-. The
«oDijiiy who visit the sea-coast here have invariably expressed

var Pf
^^^^ ^^"*^ ^^ ^^^ exceeding fineness of the fruit of this

tn nKt
"**^'^ l^t^ly YouBLL and Co. have not been enabled

havw " ^ ^"fl^cicut stock of it to bring it into public notice ; but

be^t
'^^""^ obtained a supply (although limited) of fine Canes,

with r^^^
^"^ °" ^^^ followhig terms, and they can be sent

a Pn.f «^' ^^ ^"J" P^^t of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of
» rost-ofl5ce order.

Cin/.^^f^^
containing 50 Canes, 25*.—Packages containing 25

Th
,^^^-""^ackage included,

their vk*^° whom Youell and Co. have sentit, have expressed
and n i^r*

^^™*ration of its superiority over other varieties ;

tott-h ^^^^ received from a Gentleman in Derbyshire,

prizes ?fi!
^'^^iety was sent, states that it invariably takes

Yn?'
^^thc Hort. Shows in his neighbourhocd. In conclusion,

mtP^J'*
^"^ ^^' ^^^ to state that they have not, or do they

:?/>"^°^^c"^ any article but that which they can do^Uh confidence; and in this instance they feel fuUy assured of

^fQH!^l?^r."^^
most entire satisfaction.—Great Yarmouth Nursery,

^''onolk, Dec. 22d, 1S42.

M„(,-.^EYMOUR'S SUPERB WHITE CELERY.
i^feSRS. LANE and SON beg again to offer to

Packei-! ff
P"^5ic the above superior Celery Seed (at U. 6d. per

noeii]^ •
^*^^^^^^^^® *^^ which are so well known as to require

of canr
""^ ^^^* although it may be advisable to state, by way

Ce'fTv r ff"'-
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^® ^" ^^^ variety of Seymour's White

Also fbl f/^"^ ^'^^ ^^^^' which is very inferior to the above.—
to^ nL^^^^'^-SE^'^^^ BATH COS LETTUCE, ut from U.
feceint f

P^^'^*^t.— Either or both can be sent by post, on the

corrp ,

,P*^stage stamps or postofiicc order from unknown
*t?»pondeut5,—Nurseries, Great Berkhampsted, Dec. 26, 1S42.

And Seventy-two ether Members of Parliament and Gentlemen.
COUNTY DIRECTORS.-Upwards of i;d Gentlemen. Landed

Proprietors, or otherwise connected with Agriculture, hohlers of
50 Shares, have been appointed County Directors.—FARMING
STOCK insured M'ithout the Average Clause at is. qrf. per cent.,
no duty.-COMMON INSURANCE at the usual moderate rates.
—INSURANCE OF LIVES on an equitable scale of charge. En-
dowments of all kinds for future or existing children. The
usual commission to Solicitors, Agents are appointed in all the
principal Towns in tlie kingdom. W. SHAW, Managing Director.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS; DWELLING-HOUSES.

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andEDWARD BAILEY, 2;3, HOLBORN. ~

_
D. andE. Bail£V havhjg devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus ^\ith economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal ail desciiptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely complete ^nd
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public,

D. and E. Bailkv were the first to introduce metalhc cur%-ili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D. and E, BA i i.ky have prepared a quantity of the G alvauic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough I ipc, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory,

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFECTED—FOR OBTAINING A FREE
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL &OTHERBUILDINGS.

\\J HILL having had every opportutsity of making
* ' • himself acquainted with the best method of constructing

Horticultural Buildings of every kind—to command the above
truly-desirable result—and having with much satisfaction wit-
nessed the gradual improvement in the adaptation of this prin-
ciple to almost every variety of Building, begs to announce to
the Nobility and Public generally, that he erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, PITS, &c.. &c.,upon the above system,
which has (at an \mme7ise cost to the inventor), been brought to
great perfection, and heats the same by Hotwater Apparatcs,
with improved Tube or Conical Boilers. W. Hill also adapts
Dr. Arnott's Nkw Balanced Recllator to the BoiJer Appa-
ratus, by which an immense saving i)f fuel is effected, the greatest
regularity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble
saved. Fenn's System only requires publicity to be appre-
ciated. The Public arc tberefoie invited to inspect its efficient
working at the Inventor's Rebidence, Lewisham. T!:e great end
gained by adopting this system, is a ferfcct and rapid Circula-
tiont producing consequently an equable temperature throughout
the building (of whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-
stitution being enabled to remain for hours in a temperature
greatly exceeding summer heat, v ith as much comfort as could
possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.
W. Hill would refer any, who may desire to apply the above
syi^teni to Forcing- Houses in particular, to Mr, John Willmot,
of J^lt vvortli, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this
system throughout his extensive Establiishment. Ocbigns, and
any furtlicr information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder
aud Surveyor, Lcwishair.

Erections and Hot-water Ai-paratus, Mor.eit, Plans, EsUmates,
&c., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square,

GUANO ON SALE nv the JMPORTER^S,
ANTHONY GIBBS anii SONS, LONDON;

GIBBS, BRIGHT, and Co., LIVEKPOOI. avd BRISTOL.

•^FHE GENUINE GUANO ON SALE AT LIVER-
J- POOL.—Any quantity of this celebrated and v:ibialile NA*
TUBAL MANURE r>aii he obtained f n the Quran's V :

Stores, cither in Liverpool or in I/'udtn. AppU- to X
Witi.iAM Josiirn MviiKs and C*>., iD^^vjters, Liverpool : Mtsfiia.
CoTiiswoarn, PuivKt.1., a. d Pttvoii, t.. at St. Hrlt-u's, Londtai 1

or Ej>WAaus, Dansox, and Ca, Br "
. IJvt .1.

d
rs.

This day Is pubj..shcd, price 3d ,pUNCH'S AL:MANACK FOR 1843. Brimful of Fua
-- and Jokes, and cont.iiiu.. - ui-wards of One Hundred humor-
ous Cuts. AUo,

PUNCH'S LETTERS TO HIS SON, Revised and
-L corrected from the original MSS.intbe Gloomsbury Libiarv,
by DOUGLAS JEKROLD. With 24 Iliustiat; - by K^nnbt
Mkadows. Price ^s.

PUNCH'S PANTOMLME ; or, HARLEQUIN
KING JOHN, AND MAGNA CHARTA; as now perfoim-

Ing at the Theatre Royal, Covcnt Ganicn. Price is.

PUNCH; or, the LONDON CHARIVARI, Volume
the Third. Price Ss. Published every Saturday, price 3(f.,

and in Monthly Parts.

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK is no^r on sale, price
3*. 6d., roan tuck.

Opfick, 13, WellingTon-strcet ; and polri hy all Br*; ' cllers.

To begin precibely on the 1st cf January.
No. L,

^UE GARDENERS' EDITION cf the Botanic
-i- Gahde V, at Sixpence a Month. (" The mont y's nothing.")
The work will contain coloured Copper plate Engravings. It will
contain Sixteen Wood Engravings. ItHJ;l contain plain descrip-
tions of the bcit FLowfciiuNG Plants, the best method of ma-
nagement, and everything else that's useful. \\ hat more can be
desired ?

If you don't order the GAanKNKRs' Edition at Sisfenck,
you disregard cheap moral gratification.

ENCYCLOP-'EDIA OF FLOWERS.
On Saturday, January 7, will appear the first portion cf this

valuable guide to the Florist and Amateur— I'^'ig

n^HE COMPLETE HISTORY and CULTURE of
J- the HEARTSEASE, for the Border and for Exhibition;
forming a leading feature in the First Nnmber for 1813 of the
GARDENER and PRACTICAL FLORIST, p^.^c Tiirkkplxce.
PuMished every Saturday by R. Giioomiiridgr, .^, P£t*mostcr-
row, where all advertisements tl t-t can iijcrest the nobiUty and
gentry who have gardens, must be forwarded. The charge is 6*.

for six lines, and firf. evcrv additional line.

M
THE KUMBER FOR JANUARY NEXT WILL CU*..M£N

THE VOLUME OF
AUND'S EOTANIC GARDEN, whicb, be-

sides the former additions, will contain a poition of Pro-

fessor Henskiw's BOTANICAL DICTIONARY j and this will

be continued in every succeeding Number t;II completed. The
Dictionary \\ ill contain an e.\plnn8ti.m of u ^t of ^noowords,

and nearly 200 iMu-^trative wruiicuts. The plates of I ardy

Garden IIoxk^^^ continue to hp engraved fc. ^^ ^ rnrcdui their

usual beautiful style; and the Flop x ^ Rkci^ts r, v }th 10 wood-
cuts of plantt, imd the At ( taku'm^ are it' - u h

rn'ce Is. fd. Large, 1.*. " /. ;
'^•

The January Nun.bcr will afford a f;;'- urab.e •
.

,
oituni^y for

those who are fond of the open Garden to com. ^w ...jxing thi

now cheapest of all Botanical works.
London : Si.vrKiN, Marshall, & Co.
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I
On the 1st of January, IW3, price i*., r^o. i. ui

THE ZOOLOGIST; an entirely new Monthly Illus-

trated Magazine of Natural Ili^too'. treating of Quadrupeds

Bird. Reptilesf^^^^^^^ Insects, and Animalcules, together with

^1 factrand anecdotes relating to their appearance, migrations,

habits, food, habitations, nests, and young.

JOHV Vav Voobst, 1, Paternoster-row.

TKACTS ON BEES. BY THE REV. W. C. COTTON.
Xo^v ready, price 6rf. each, or 5s. per dozen,

rr^WO SHORT and SIMPLE LETTERS to COT-
J- TAGERS OS BEES, Letter I. On Bee-Mawaokmknt,
Letter II. On the Katlral TnEOLOcr of Bees. By the Rev. W.

C Cotton, M.A., Student of Christ Church, Oxford} and Chap-

lain to the Lord Bishop of New Zealand.

BiviNGTONS, St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo-place.

Also, by the same Author, just published,

MY BEE-BOOK. {With 7^ Engravings onWuod,) Small 8vo, 12f .

In One Volume, 8vo, with numerous Wood Engravings. 20ff.

THE SUBURBAN GARDENER AND VILLA
COMPANION; Comprising: the Choice of a Suburban or

Villa Residence, or of a Situation on which to form one ; the

Arrangement nnd Furnishing of the House; and the Laying-out,

Planting, and general Management of the Gardens and Grounds;

the whole adapted for Grounds from One Perch to Fifty Acres

and upwards in extent; and intended for the Instruction of those

who know liUle of Gardening and Rural Affairs,

•'The mo^ complete wtuk on villa-gardening that has ever

appeared in our language."— Q^^f^Vf-r/y Jouryml of Agriculture,
** Not only those who are looking out for a house, but such as

are settled in one already, be it small or large, will find much
and available information. All who delight in a garden should

possess this hoo\i,"-~Spectator,
** The whole work contains so much sound good sense, combined

with the results of long experience, that it will be invaluable to

every one who wishes to enjoy all the comforts of which a

suburban residence is ftusceptibie, with a due regard to economy;
and it should be carefully perused by every person who resides

in a house having a garden. We regard it, on the whole, as the

most original, and as calculated to be the most extensively use-

ful, of all Mr. Loudon's works, and we have no doubt it will

effect as great a change in the appearance of the gardens and

grounds of our suburban and other small villas, as Mr. Loudon's

•Eucyclopaedia of Cottage Architecture' has. in various parfe of

tlie country, effected in the appearance of the labourers' cot-

tages."— rime?.
London: Loncman', Browx, GaEE^/, AXD I^owomaxs.

Now published, price lOj.,

A SECOND Edition of MILLS' TREATISE ON
THE CULTURE OF CUCUMBERS. MELONS, SEA-KALE,

nnd ASPARAGUS, with a descriptive Plate of his Pit. and also

daily Notes of Practice from December to February inclusive.

Published by \Vai. Smith, 113, Fleet-street, and sold by all

Booksellers.

REV. LEONARD JENYNS, M.A. F.L.S., &c.

In a few days will be published,

HE NATURAL HISTORY OF SELEORNE.
By the Rev, Gilbkht White.

A new edition, in foolscap 8vo, price 7s, 6d., with 26 Illustra-

tions, and Notes by the Rev. Leonard Jenyns, M.A. F.L.S., &c..

Author of " A Manual of British Vertebrate Animals."
John Van Voorst, I, Paternoster-ro\v«

ENCYCLOr.EDL\ OF FLOWERS.—Any Person
wishnigto obtain THE FIRST NUMBER FOR 1843, of THE

GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIisT, which contains the

commencement of the Encyclopsedia of Flowers, may have it

forwarded free, hy inclosing 4 Postage- stamps to the Publisher,

RiCHAKn Gboomb riiiob, 5. paternoster-row.

In Monthly Nos., Svo, with Four beautifully-colouredXnatcs,

Price -IH. 6d,

AXTON\S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
The Number for December, I8i2, contains highly-finished

drawings of Catft^/n Kvperbn (Superb-flowered CattJej a), Correa

hicolor (Two-dowered Correa), Loasa Hcrbertii (Mr. Herbert's

Loasa), Salvia biathr (Two-colourcd Sage). Floricultural

Notices- Gloxinia discolor. — Gongora—?—Maurandya-?-Ni-
phsea oblonga.— Oncidium Lemonianum. — Oncidium michro-

chilura.—Oncidiumvolubile.—Scutellariasplendens.—Tropjcolnm
azureum. Operations for Januar>'— Index— Dedication—Adver-
tisement-Latin Index to Coloured Figures of Plants—English
Index to Coloured Figures of Plants—Woodcut and Coloured
Illustrations.

This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and t^venty-four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

J, That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself

to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. Tl\at they are Utliographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species ; the majoiity
being such as can be cultivated by every one possessing a
fiower-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asscited that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

-work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening
j

and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed
commenced with the present year, and as it ia intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable
opportimity for those who wish to become subscribers.

London: W . S. Oaa and Co., Paternoster-row.

Price 7$. J illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.,
A NEW EDITION OF THE

^ATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS; their
-L^ Management, Habits, Feod^ Diseases, Treatment, Breeding,
and the Methcds of Catching them. By J. M. Bechstkin, M.D.

'* A very delightful book of its kind It seems to ua
an indispensable book for the bird-fancier."

—

Spectator.
'* it will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-room

table. It is superbly got up, with an immense number of vignettes,
and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals."

—

yVo^kiy Dispatch,
London: W. S. Orr and Co.; and W. R. Cuambkrs, Edinburgh.

FUNCTOR THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price !&s.6d.,

JOE MILLER'SJEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the fir&t and genuine edition, such omissions

and alt eratiuns only having been made as were required by the

greater delicacy observed in modem conversation ; but, that the

<^ume might have some substance, and be a good table or tr»-

TcUing book, copious additions ^ave been made from other old

volumes of Facetiae.
Extract from the Preface,

'.* Another strange circumstance eonnccled with thi« work is, that

rperyb«dy presumCAthat he himself and everybody elie are perfectly

familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his

acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred ever set eyes

on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition is

published/' Lojsuioa: WaxxTA££a«adCo.

L?AMILIAR ASTRONOMY. Bj George Darley, '

-T A.B,, Author of a System of Popular Geometry,—Companion

to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,—and a

Sistem of Popular Trigonometry'. 12mo, with Engravings, 55. cloth,

lettered.

"There is a vast deil of astronomical information conveyed m a

most winning and unassuming manner in thia deUghtful Uttle volume,

which, not less for the noveltv of its plan than the extent of its m-
tcUigence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents of its pro-

jector and editor, Mr. Darley."

—

Sun.
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College , 28, Upper Gower-street. __^ ^

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. Itis

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary

Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or

whose attention has not been directed in early lif^ to' such

studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our

commonest ideas as possible; the demonstrations of proposi-

tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their

simplest, but to their shortest form.

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY, Containing m
a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary

and suflicient for a right understanding of every Art and Science

in its leading Truths and general Principles. By George Dar-
LEY, A.B. Fourth Edition, 4s. 6*/. cloth.

^

a. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in which

the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,

and rendered practicaUy useful to the various purposes of Life,

with numerous Cuts, CA Second Edition is now ready.) 4s. 6rf.

cloth. . . . « i..

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on

Proportions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4«. M. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the

application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 35. Orf. cL
•* For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with

more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebia."

—Library of Useful Knowledge, Article " Mechanics,''

Tavlor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower - street.

In one small volume, price 15j".

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTtONARY.

In wbat may be called an age of Cyclopiedias, when the compres-

sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally

sous^ht, itis evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-

nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as other

classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior

to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once

apparent ; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical

Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by currying

it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any tune submitted

to his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-

ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could

reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only be

sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want ot such an

assistant ; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or

friend of horticulture, the Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly

indispensable.

London : J. AxnaKWS, Bond-street; Orr & Co., Faternostcr-row .

HAND BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
f^pHE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly

JL intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a

Garden of moderate size. Price 2*. cloth, a New and Enlarged

Edition. „ „
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;

Or Linnjean Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden

Practice, Price 2s.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.

Price U. 3rf.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of

Person. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who " wash at home." Price I5. 9^.

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Farming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional

Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 25. cloth,

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price ij. 9i.

London :'W.S.Okr & Co. ; and W. and R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

T
One Volume, price 7s- 6(i.,

HE LIFE AND TIMES OF RIENZL
-*- **Not less interesting than Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's eloquent

Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is thia historical record of the

Conspiracy of G^LhTiuu''—Monthly Repository.
•' To all whohave read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer*s 'Rienzi,' its perusal

is, in a measure, a ^xxiy,''—Spectator,

"A curious and pleasing Tolume, and full of matter of historical

character and WXn^tr^ixon.^'—Literary Gazette.
v .f r

*'The publication of this work is well timed .... The Life of

Rienzi is to us full of uiieit^t,^'—Athencsum.
" Those that wish to become acquainted with the true history of a

man who was, in some sort, the Napoleon of his owti age and country,

would do well to consult the extraordinary narrative of the * Life and

Time* of Rienzi.» ^'—TaitU Magazine.
London: Whittaker and Co.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

I that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower-boxes, Edging for Garden.paths,&c., manufactured

by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to theOardener (Sundays excepted).

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Aubott, Brewerj-, Bow,
Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot be

> genuine if procured elsewhere.- City Office, 98, Gracecfaurch-st .

KEENE'S PATENT CEMENT.
^FHiS CEMENT is harder tban any other known, and
JL is especially fitted for the Walls of Hothouses, Conserva-
tories, &c., as it neither cnwka nor vegetates, and is perfectly

inftpenetrable by insects.

The entire range of Hothouses erecting by the Government at

Frogmore are about being stuccoed with it, and the price ranges

nearly equally with tiie Cements in oj:dinar7 use for floors, and

it forms a paving harder and cheaper than Portland Stone.

Patentees and Manufactuiexs, J, B, W^^T* w^^ So>'s, Mill-

bank, We;stizuA5ter.

W^ANTS a SITUATION, as STEWARD and
V V AGENT, a person quite competent to the general manage-
ment of landed property, having liad many years' experience in

the above capacity.—Direct, prepaid, to A. B., 10, Tottenham
Court>road, London.

W7ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
V T Man, 37 years of age, who thoroughly understands Forcing,

the cultivation of Exotics. Kitchen and Flower- garden, and every-

thing connected with the business ; he has lived five years in %
Situation where the strictest attention was paid to good cultiva-

tion and management. Address M. M., at Mr. Staxlet's,
Butcher, Edmonton. -——"— " *-

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man, without incumbrance; age 40, of industrious habits,

perfectly understands his business, and is a good Florist; his

wife is a good Cook, can hake, and understands the Dairy; both

can be well recommended from their last place. To save trouble,

Horse, Chaise and Cows will be objected to. Address to M. E.,

at Mr. CHAULWOon's, Seedsman, 14, Tavistock-row, Coveat-

Garden. •

WANTED BY HUGH LOW and CO., a perfion

as PROPAGATOR . Application to be made by letter only.

nnr^frtTi Xiircprv_ Lmidnn. Dec. 21. 1842.

^'

ii'

^

*'

yO GARDENERS. A Premium of TEN POUNDS
.,111 be given to obtain the Advertiser a Situation as under-

Gardener, where tliere is a good collection of Plants, and all

kinds of Forcing. It will be expected, that the Engager will keep

the Advertiser a limited time: such as may be agreed on. He
has been in the business b years, age 22. For further particulars

address to J . A., Mr. Lawrisxcb, Bookseller. Wclwyn, Heits.

QEED-TRADE.—WANTED IMMEDIATELY (for a

O London House), anACTlVE SHOPMAN, accustomed to the

Trade- Address A. B. C, Mr.LANGDON*s, Stationer, Newgate-st.
^^^^^^^^^_ ^

—

M ^^m —ij_^

—

^ ^ ^—^^^M.^^^^^^^^^^

XT OTICE.—WILLIAM PAMPLIN respectfully in-

JLN forms his Customers and Friends that, he has removed from

9, QuKKN-STREET, to 45, FUITH-STREET, SOHO-SQUARE.
London, January, 1843.

.

SCOTTISH AGRICULTURE—The Subscribers to

the Fund for obtahung the services of one or more Chemists

to aid Agriculturists in Scotland, by means of analysis, in sc.

lecting the specific Manures best fitted for their estates or farms,

and in checking the adulteration of the substances now exten-

sively used for fertilising Land and for feeding Stock, are re-

quested to meet in the Highland Society's New Museum, on

George IV. Bridge, on Monday, 9th January, 1843, at 3 o'clock,

p M for the purpose of having laid before them a Report by the

Interim Committee appointed at a meeting of noblemen and

gentlemen, held in Douglas's Hotel on the 14th instant; and of

passing such resolutions as may be necessary to carry into efiect

the proposed object.—Edinburgh, 23d Dec. 1843.

3ATRONISED bv all the principal Architects and

-«- Builders in this Country and Abroad. SEYSSEL AS-

PHALTS.- In consequence of the daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of •' Asphalte

being given to most of the spurious and ** cheap" materials, the

Directors of thik Company particularly recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, (for the purp.^se of securing the use of the

Genuine article.) to insert in their specifications -The Seyssel

Asphalte, Claridge^s Patent," and not merely "Asphalte" or

" Bitumen." as. in many cases where these terms have been used,

E-as tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. For the ioformatiun of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed the

spurious composition, muy, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned

as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a light colour, closely resembhng

Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without beuig slippery),

and joints almost impeiccptible ; it is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by change of temperature, ai^d is at all times dry and

warm and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas.

ticity nevcrcracks. The fictitious material, on the contrary, has

a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly

in frosty weather. In consequence ot the above qualities, the

genuine material [being perfectly impervious to wet) 1^as been

used with great advantage for roofing ; it can be laid down to any

extent, presenting one uniform surJace, and is far supenor to

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence

cf any change in the temperature. For covering of arches, (to

prevent the percolation of wet,} itis invaluable ^^^^
^J^^l';;^^^

Railway Company alone liaving covered upwards of 400.000 su-

nerficial feet- it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-

STam!Tm counties, .outh Western, Brighton Blackwan

and other Railways ; at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at

fhe South Metropolitan. Highgate, and Nunhead ^;*^'«eteries As

proof of the great durability of the
^^""f^^^^P^^^^'^^,X^^^^^

be mentioned that the first work executed in ti"S Country ^i^^^

this material, (amounting to 3.952 feet,; ^^,a^f\^:^,^^^^f
site the Horse Guards, in the month of April, 1838, and whcfa,

althongh only half an inch in thickness, has reinaincd up to thw

time (a period of four years and eight months) m the most per-

feet condition.. Books of Testimonials with scale ^f pnces may

be obtained on application to J- FARRELt, Secretaiy-

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate. London.

No\e-Neifher the pavement in Parliament Street Loudo».n^^^

the worksat the Model Prison, atthe Abney-park Cemetery (w^^^^^^^^

from its failure has since been removed), or at the Hote at tuc

Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed Dy

this Company.

^AKPAULINGS, POLICE-CAPES.- 8.000
--'' made "

Yards

of larpauangs on aaio, ui ^i. ro» .,.i.....v. j ,— . •, , »„,

sizes, game pri'^e. It is perfectly waterproof, ^^^^fj^^f^^l
R^oU, Stack and AVaggon Covers, «re«"»'°»?*lv^3iiiK Cape*.
Above 1,000 second -hand London Pol'f^^ « /'''^^'^^^^| 2*V
lined with cloth, redressed and waterproof, Is i)d.,

f •' ^^^ ^^
each, suitable for Gardeners, ^ 'epl'.f^'. ^"ij^f ' 4t "nd F^-
Fani-ser^antB. Garden-Kets, Kabbit-Nets. S\eep->ets antt^^

ing-Neta of all kinds.-BOBKKX RicHAai.so.v, >e'af„^|^' ^'^l
21T Tonbridge-place, ^evs-roud. near Euston-square, Lonaou. »•"

^^>-.b!'- Largest .ize Garden Mats, U. 2d. each, and U. id. ead. tf

50 taken at once. Mats 6 ft. by 3^ ft. , 7d. each.
^

-ROWLAND'S MACASSAR 01i^---V"''^'",f'
j£'

-tv cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious M^.e^ty f^ ^^^"gt
the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe This

^^
is uinversally acknowledged to be the ^^'-^ .CfJ'^'Ll^lnffot
effectually produce and ratore Hair, prevent i* fr??*^"'Xf ifrf<,.

tvrnin, grey, free it from »6-«*/and dandriff, and ^'^
""^f^^Ve Ui

UghtfuUy i^,ft and ficxihie. It will also preserve the coiffure
__

the healed atmosphere of crowded assemblies.
..SfJ^^' ggAB

Much per«.-tiou4- trash is now offered for sale «s
.f^^il^'lo se«

OIL ;" it is therefore of great imP'''-ta"ce *<> P":;f„^%!,„aven
that the words " ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL a^e raf

^be
on the wrapper. All others are " ''""'*®

J^'/^J/J„,^er ,

Proprietor's Signature is also
*

A. ROWLAND §• SON, 20,

Countersigned "ALEX. RO\Vi>rt.i>-i'. ^ '-- "- "-
, ^ .:,« 2

Bottles (equal to four small). 10*. 6d., »"^ ^^'"^^%'^fi wy UieiB
per botUe. Ask for " RowUnd's Macassar Oil." Sold oy ui

L by Cbemists aud Ferfamers.
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Hwjdsomelj bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-Eugravines,
Price 6s. 6d.

TLLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AKD CON-
J FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egypt- By \V. C. Taylor, LL.D.
From the British Magazine.— *^ Thii is an elegant and well-

ciecuted little book, on a most interesting subject,''
Tilt and Boglk, Fleet-street.

the Association^ for the salce of the hest interests of f "more than 65 bushels per acrei It should be under-
" stood that the ground was not in first-rate condition."

©^aiJDenerjS' (Srfjronule*

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3l', 1842.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Monday, Jan- 2
TiMtday* Jan, 3 .

Wedneridny. Jan. 4

Fiiday, Jhu. 6. ,

Tuesday, Jan. 10 .

Wedne»d;iy, Jan. 11

Saturday, Jan. 11

Entomological
FJoricuhural , ,

Geological . ,

Botiiiiical . . ,

Zoological , , .'

Medico-rJotanical.
Royal Botanic . .

8^ r- it.

8 P.M.

3jJ
P.M.

\

OvR friends across the Tweed may well be more
successful than their neighbours in undertakings

where honour or profit are to be 'won. It is* no
irarvel that they distinguish themselves at the

bar, in the colonies, in the army, or in the more
humble, but far more important, pursuits of Agricul-
ture. We are not surprised that a Scotch farmer
should grow rich at a rent of bl. an acre, where an
Englishman would be ruined at 40^. : we perfectly

understand the reason of a Scotch gardener managing
a charge successfully from which a Southron would
turn away in despair. The Scotch are better educaied ;

there is the whole secret. They have not more
enterprise than other people; they are not soberer;
ihey are probably not more persevering: but the na-
ture of their education gi\es them skill, imparts a
force and iriie direction to their acts, and enables them
to concef.trate such energy as they possess in the
manner most likely to tell upon the object before
them.

Of this national characteristic we have, at this mo-
ment, a striking example. It is certain that, among
the aids which cultivators must now look to with most
anxiety, is that of Chemistry. It, is evident to all who
understand the principles of tillage, whether in gar-
dens or fields, that the dear old empirical rules of ac-
tion are inadequate to the wants of the world ; that,
if we are not to 8larve, or be otherwise ruined, we
must have more out of the land than our fathers had

;
and that the common modes of cultivation will not

This is as plain as the sun at noonday,
circumstances, what is it that

give us more.
Under sucli »-in-wuioiaiitcb, vmiui is ii mar we
English do I Why, our Agricultural Associations talk
of chemistry as a fine thing-glisten to lectures on che-
mistry, often, we fear, without understanding them—
and are contented to rest there ; or, at the most, they
expend a few pounds in procuring bad analyses of soil
frum country chemists,'or careless l.oudon analysts. The
HorticulturalSociety of London indeed formed a com-
mittee for defraying the expense of inquiries into the
chemistry ofgardening; butin twoyearsitisnotjoined
by a score of members ! and we are persuaded that the
great mass of that great Society regards the proceedings
of the committee with no interest. The truth is^

that English education — including that of Cam-
bridge and Oxford—dees not enable men to appreciate
the value of such inquiries.

^Vhat, on the other hand, happens in Scotland, will

of our

interested.

cesetn from an advertisement in another part
laper. A Mr. Jehn Finnie, described as a farmer,
and, we presume, one of those well-educated yeomen
of \Uiom England has so few, convenes a meeting to
consider the propriety of subscribing a fund for the
purpose of securing to Scotch farmers the services of
aLhemist of eminence, who shall at all times be ac-
cessible to the subscribers, and who shall advise them
chemically upon the matters in which they may be

;sted. Mr. Finnie's meeting is attended im"me-
diateiy by 18 noblemen and gentlemen of rank* certain
resolutions are adopted, a subscription is entered into,
and in ten days there are 242 subscribers, furnishing
annually nearly 2201, a-year, in sums varying from

iL**- to 10/. We hear of no idle apprehensions
tnat science may prove a delusive guide ; the Scotch
warmer feels that he has skill enough to make use of
science without allowing her to mislead him.
|e find no lukewarm expressions of a wish that the

pian may prosper, coupled with a fear that it will not;
^0 ^Pprehensiveness that the gain to the subscribers
?iay be less than the subscription of 10a- a year ; no
^norant timidity. On the contrary, the eager sup-
P«ft, not only of 16 noblemen, but of 70 farmers,

\ instantly volunteered, although their subscription
&|^«;s thern few privileges beyond that of being

j-^ to gain access to a thoroughly good adviser, for

i\

^^^ ^"alyses and opinions they have to pay in addi-
tion This is the kind of well-directed zeal which

^

as Jed to success in other things, and which we may
nture to predict will, in this instance, prove most

Jttvantageous to Scotland. We cannot doubt that

. ^^y short time will suffice to produce a sum suffi-
^ent lor the accomplishmeiit of Mr. Finnie's object

;

^ we most earnestly exhort our Scotch readers tojoin

their country.

" That fearful scarlet fever," says a clever lady
of our acquaintance, " keeps one in hot water about
every one's children. TFe have done our quarantine
at T., and are now welcomed back into the bosom of
our family and allowed to mingle in good society,
without reproach or molestation. Aunt L., who is so
afraid of infection, that I believe she wouldn't look
at it through Doctor South's telescope, if one had it in
the same street, has just got her eldest little giri
through it, and no one hiows hoir she managed to

catch it. Is it subsiding in Eton and ^Vlndsor? The
Queen could not go to Brighton, solely on account of
its being so prevalent there. I talk and think so
much about it. that I ought to write in red ink."

This, which is a genuine extract from the letter of
a sensible, high-born woman, to her intimate friend,
is too precious a morsel for us to part with, except to
our readeis of the Chronicle, The fair writer is

one of those well-read, well-educated, persons, who are
brilliant wherever they shine, but who know nothing
of the nature of the elements that surround them.
She cannot conceive how the cliild, nursed in the lap
of luxury, and guarded by the most tender solicitude,
could have caught the fever, which she regards, as
well she may, with so much terror. She knows not that
the angel of death is nourished by the misery of the
poor and the culpable neglect of their overseers.
She talks of the Queen hastening to Windsor to avoid
some imaginary danger at Brighton, but she does not

It may be very true that this is an unusual case,

and that spade husbandry will not do the same else-

where. That may be; but it at any rate shows that
abundant labour will produce abundant return.

dreaiii of Windsor itself being the centre of conta-
gion

hcus
She sends her only son, the heir of a noble
and large possessions, to Eton, never suspect-

ing that in the neglected ditches of that very place
are a thousand demons of pestilence, ready to rise into
the air the moment the Genius of the fever shall call

them up.

If this lady, and such as she, did but know the true
source of the dangers that surround them, how long
would the starving labourers be unemployed ? And
yet it is certain that there is not a stagnant pool,

nor an offensive sewer, norone mass of decaying animal
matter, that may not bear the death of some one on
its exhalations—^/^a/ one may be a royal infant at

W^indsor, or a noble boy at Eton, as well as a ragged
urchin in St. Giles's.

Signs of good are gathering fast, and promise a

happier winter than we anticipated. At An agricul-

tural meeting the other day at Steyning, the Duke of
Norfolk being in the chair, we find thatMr. H.D.
Goring, much to his honour, proposed as a toast " The
labourers of Sussex." This event, although we do not
find it noticed in any of the daily papers, except the

Times, is cne of no little signification, and deserves to

be permanently recorded. We are not informed of

what further took place on this occasion; but we
trust that all who were present will act upon the sen-

timents conveyed in Mr. Goring's toast.

It is of the utmost importance to society to put
the agricultural labourer in a better position, to in-

crease his comforts, and to give him a stake in the

country ; a consideration which, we fear, has been too

much lost sight of. After all that capital can procure,

and skill direct, and science advise, the owner of land

is utterly undone without the active and willing aid of

a stout and well-disposed peasantry. It is a frightful

mistake to suppose that one sort of labourer is as good
as another, or to regard a man as a mere machincj out

of which a certain amount of brute force may be ex-

tracted, if an equivalent amount of cooked food is

put into it.

Labour must be the foundation of agricultural

prosperity : we cannot pIough,and reap, and sow, or feed

cattle, or do any of the main operations of cultivation,

by driving a steam-engine. W^^ must trust to hands

for their due performance; and it makes a very serious

diiFerence whether those hands are willing or reluctant.

If we strip the Pacific of guano, or Peru of nitrate of

soda, or India of saltpetre, or exchange the hills of

Surrey for the jihosphate mounds of Spain, we shall

have donejust nothing at all without labour; while, if

we have but enough of that, we may even leave these

products in the countries where God has placed them.

The following case, mentioned in a country paper, is

a pretty good illustration of this :
—" In the village of

" Tatenhill, neair Burfon-on-Trent, tlie following
" excellent—we might say, unparalleled—crop of
'* Wheat has been grown during the present summer,
" in his garden, by an industrious cottager of the name
"of Stanley. The quantity ofground sown was barely

**^94 digging roods, or about 600 square yards, some*
" thing less than one-eighth of an acre. On this ground
"was dibbled last autumn one gallon only of Wheat.
'* During the succeeding winter, tlie plants appeared
*^ weakly; but after a spring hoeing, which, the
" Wheat being set in conveniently-disunced rows,
** was an effectual one, they improved with astonishing

"rapidity. On reaping the crop, it was found to pro-

" duce upwards of t5 iiopeiial strikes, or at the rate of

IVl are desirous ofcollectingevidenceconcerning the
working of the allotment system ; and shall be greatly
obliged to those of our readers who may favour us
with a full detail of the facts within their krtowledge
as to its operation—whether beneficial or disadvan-
tageous. I'he size of the allotments should in all

cases be stated. Such information as we possess ib

very favourable to the system ; but we presume there
must be instances of its working ill; and we are anx-
ious to know what those instances are. in order that we
may not hereafter, when we take up the subject form-
ally, give a false colouring to the statements we may
have to make.

ON MANURING WITH GREKxV CROPS.—No. III.
(By Professor £n\n\v^ SruEXGEL. Translated from

the GermaD.)
{Continuedfrom page 8M.

)

2. irA//£ Zw^in^(Lu|)inus albus).—Although Lupinet
are much ufced in Italy and the South of France as green
manure, their use is very circumscribed in this respect in
the North of Eur(i|>e. Mr. Wuiffen, of Pitzpuhl, near
Magdeburg, has acquired some celebrity by proving, ou
an extensive scale, that Lupines belong to the plnnts which
are copajjie of iuijiroving barren sandy toils. The effects

of this practice are indeed so striking at I'itzpuhl, that
even the small farmers have followed his eiample for

some time past. ^Ir. Wullfen has published an interest-

ing account of his proceedings. The following are bome of
niy own e:(perimeatt;, ^hich I also have made v\ith great
success :

—

If Lupines are cut when the first pods arc already
formed, the Magdeburg acre will )ield on an average
15-16,OOOlb. green herbage, lOOOIb. of which consist of

80001b. of T^ater in fluid form.
4-3 „ uitrogCD (coutained in the organic matter),
10 „ pota&h.
1-6 „ Eoda.

2-5 „ lime.

1-0 „ magnesia."
1-8 „ phosphoric acid.

0-5 „ sulphuric acid.

O-I „ chlorine.

lOO-l) „ carbon.
J
contained in the

hydrogen and oxygen \ organic matters.74-2 „
3-0 „ silica, alumina, manganese, and iron.

lOOO-Olb.

I6,C001b. of green Lupioes will congequcntly convey into
the furrow slices of one acre 70ib. nitrogen, IGIb. potash,
27ib. soda, 40ib. lime, IGlb. magnesia,; 281b. phos-
phoric acid, 8Jb. sulphuricacid, 21b. chlorine, and 17601b4
carbon ; all which substances must have an effect on
the crops subsequently grown. It is especially the nitro-

gen, potash, soda, phosphoric acid, and carbon, which ad-
vance vegetation, "Whilst 4,0C01b. of gre^n Spurry will

afford the soil 16Ib. of, nitrogen, 16,000ib. of Lupine
will convey 701b. to the soil—which is the best induce-
ment to grow Lupine, because all substances coutainit^g

nitrogen are essential to the nourishment of plants.

One of the most valuable properties of Lupines consist*

in the roots penetrating to the depth of 24 or 26 inches,

and thus bringing substances to li^ht which are as good
as lost to corn crops, whose roots under ordinary circum-
stances do not reach deeper than 12 orM5 inches. Lupines
suffer also little from heat, partly because of their deep
roots, and partly because they attract much moisture from
the atmosphere. This success, moreover, is the more
certain because they are never laid, and do not suffer from
insects. They, however, do not grow very fast, and if we

I

want to obtain a considerable mass of herbage (say 16,000lb,

per acre and more), they must be sown in the beginning
of May. It is only after three and a half or four months*
growth that they are fit to be ploughed in—this being the
period Hhen they form their second blossoms. If they are
intended to seed, they must be sown (on dry land) in the
middle of ApriL 1 have grown Lupines on a Lumoug
burning soil to the height of 7|feet, but generally they
are not more than 3 or 3^ feet high. But however well

the Lupines will succeed in loamy, sandy, humous, and
clayey soils, marley or calcareous soils are not at all suited

to them, probably owing to their being compelled to ab-
sorb more lime and magnesia than they want—their roots

emitting an acid which lenders these earths very soluble

in water. They succeed best on land with a subsoil con-
taining much iron, which is exphuned by the fact that

10001b. of the herbage required nearly 1 lb. of iron for

its chemical constitution. Lupines are more especially

useful on clayey lands, which their copious herbage and
also their roots loosen considerably. The quantity of

herbage is so large, that it acts (as I know from experi-

ence) in the second year; whilst the action of Spurry is

gone after the first year. The Eye which I grew alter

Lupines stood always as well as after a strong manuring

of dnng. Before being ploughed in, it is best to mow^
them down, and draw them with a raK-e^Qr'soroe'sfic6 in-

strument into the furrows, which wil^kisuie their being.

thoroughly buried. The field caa be sown immediately,

or it may wait a few days, till the soil is some^vhat

settled. As the seed of Lcpiues is coarse, 100 or llOlb.

are required per Magdeburg acre. It is well known that

no cattle will eatHkjod^ bo tb&t tibej can only be used for

f
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greeu manure. In Italy, the seeds of Lupines are <Ie-

ttrived by hot water, or roasting, of their germinating

powers, and tLen are used for manuring sick Olive trees,

cS:c. ; and it is probable that Lhey will be eriually beneficial

to old OHve trees. (0
(To fn> cnntinued.)

FIXING AMMONIA.
fc I HAVE £0 frequently been applied to by practical

persons desirous of knowing how mucli of this or that

substance is required to fix a-givcn quantity of ammonia,

that I have thought the following simple rule may be of

service to many of jour readers. I need hardly observe

that the use of chemical re-agents or tests is inconvenient,

Inhere the operator is a working man, not versed in the

use of these subbtaaces. What is required is a plain,

simple, and cheap method of ascertaining whether or not a

liquid contains free ammonia. The following method

answers well, and is easily applied :

Take a teaspoonfulof common turmeric powder, iindmix

it into a thin jiaste with alittle water ; keep aside one half of

the greenish ycllowpaste thus formed, andmix the remainder

with three or four times its bulk of the liquid to be

examined. If it contain any free ammonia, the liquid

becomes immediately of a reddish brown colour ; the depth

of the colour depending on the quantity of free ammonia

it contains : upon the addition of a few drops of any acid

the ammonia will be neutralised, and the tumieric will

return to its original yellow colour. I have never recom-

mended turmeric paper as a test of free ammonia, as it

is hardly suitable for common use. I find, however, that

the powdered root is so convenient an indicator of

free ammonia in liquid manure &c., that I do not hesitate

to recommend it*

The value of any acid or other substance as a fixer of

ammonia may be well tested in this manner ; the liquid

must be mixed with a little of the pow^dered root, which it

will immediately redden. The value of the fixer, or the

quantity of it required for any quantity of the manure, is

known by observing how much of it must be added to bring

back the original yellow colour of the turmeric. Turmeric-

root maybe procured at almost any Chemist's ; if only the

whole roots can be obtained, they are readily rubbed to

powder on a common grater, like ginger.

—

E, Solly*

equally among them. I have ascertained, from persons

who practise this modCi even about London, that genuine

wheaten bread may thereby be obtained at considerably

less cost than it can be procured at the bakers' shops

t/. C. Loudon, Bai/sivater,

EiMPLOYMENT FOR COUNTRY LABOURERS.
I AM glad to find you advocating so earnestly the

cause of the country labourer ; and I agree with you in

thinking that in no way could he be so usefully employed
as in furrow-draining, by means of tiles or faggot-wood, or,

in the case of pasture-land, of turf, I would farther sug-

gest, that where neither stones, bricks, tiles, w^ood, straw

(as in Essex) , stubble, leaves, nor turf. can begot, the

surface soil, which has been long under the plough, and
can be taken from the crowns of the ridges and thrown
into the drains made in the bottoms of the furrows, will

admit of the water running through it for a number of

years, and may be worth adoption by a farmer whose lease

has only five or six years to run. I have known such

drains in the neigVibourhood of Edinburgh, on loamy soil,

to last for seven

BEURRE' BOSC.
CaJehasse Bosc, Beurre iVYclle (of some), Marxanne

Noxivelle, Base's Flaschcnhlnie.

The accompanying outline represents the average size

from a standard, and the usual form of this excellent

stalk is from U to IJ inch in length, andPear. The
curved. The surface of the fruit is somewhat uneven ;

yet, over the inequalities, the skin is tolerably smooth.

The flesh is vellowish white, melting, buttery, and su-

gary, with a rich cinnamon flavour; in perfection in Oc-

tober and November. The tree is of vigorous growth;

shoots light olive, with a sprinkling of large pale brown

spots. The flowers are remarkable for the long ellip-

tical form of the petals, so narrow that they do not

touch each other when expanded. The trees bear well

as standards'; in general, the fruit is produced singly;

that is, not in a cluster from the same bud. Owing

to this circumstance, the crop has the. appearance of

having been regularly thinned. It obtained the name

of Calebasse Bosc from Dr. Van Mons ; but it was also

sent to the Horticultural Society by the Chevalier Par-

mentier, under the name of Beurre Bosc ; which name

it was considered best to adopt, because Calebasse (Bosc

being often omitted) occasioned a confusion between this

excellent variety and another called Calebasse, which is

very inferior, a great bearer, and sweet but crisp.— 7?.

Thompson.

by moist rich mould, at a time when its natural habita re-

quire quite the reverse.

The ordinary treatment we subject them to is, indeed,

as unsuited to their nature as possible. They are some-
times placed in water-glasses, and excited by the beat of

a dwelling-room or greenhouse; while at the same time

little or no nourishment is afforded them by pure water.

It is, therefore, obvious that the flowers and young leaves

must be cliiefiy supported by the substance of their own
bulb (stored up the previous year); how then can we
wonder that the plant becomes debilitated, the bulb shrivels,

and it is found incapable of blooming the next season?

Nor is the fate of thpie. placed in pots for forcing much
more lenient; the pots being generally very shallow, and,

in many cases, scarcely twice th§ ^size of the bulb. The
tender radicles, on shooting downwaids, are cramped and

forced to become twisted back upon themselves; they

encounter the drainage of broken potsherds, and frc-

at the bottom

Besides draining, there may be mentioned as sources of
employment during the winter, stocking up old hedges,
hedge-banks, and hedge-wastes, which will supply a mass
of soil, that when mixed with lime, will form a valuable
compost, while the roots may be given to the labourers as

fuel, and the tops may be used in fencing or in draining.

Old coppice-woods may also be stocked up, to be changed
into grass or arable land; and new plantations, as substi-
tutes, may be made in other parts of the estate, the ground
being previously drained and trenched.

Another source of employment may be found in cutting
off, close to the trunk, the dead stumps and dying branches
of the Pine and Fir tribe in plantations. There are hun-
dreds of acres of Scotch pines and larches in every part
of the country, with the trunks studded with the remains
of dead branches from the ground to the height of thirty
or forty feet. Nothing can be more unsightly than the
trees in plantations of this kind; and though cutting off"

the sturnps close to the stem might not; greatly improve
the quality of the timber already formed, seeing that a
portion of every dead stump is already surrounded and in
part buried by live wood, yet it cannot be denied that
their removal would greatly improve the appearance of
the trees, while the stumps cut off would be valuable fuel
for the labourer/

The last suggestion which I would make with a view to
benefiting the country labourer is, that of paying him
partly in money and parUy in bread corn, apractice which
has been followed in Scotland and Northumberland from
time immemorial, and which was also, 1 am informed, the
practice in Norfolk, Suffolk, and other parts of England,
till about the commencement of the present century,
when the great rise in prices tempted the farmers to give
it up and pay solely in money. It is almost unnecessary
to say, that the advantage of paying partly in bread com
is, that whether the money price is high or low, the la-
bourer has always the same quantity of tlie staff of life,
jind is consequently always well fed and fit for his work!
J grant that a recurrence to corn-payments, whether of
wages or rents, is a retrograde step in political economy

;

but so long as the fluctuations in prices of the necessaries
of life continue, this mode of payment is justifiable by
its eiipodtency.

other suggestion for the benefit of la-
which is, that, instead oi' pur-

't;!d purchase whear, and have it

own bread. Half-a-dozen or a

meet with an
the plant con-

quently force their way through the hole

of the pot. In all these instances they

irregular or deficient supply of food, and

sequently suffers.

The bloom being faded, the bulbs are either thrown

away as useless, or, having been forced early by artifi-

cial heat, they are put into some cold, damp, dark place,

(perhaps exposed to cutting cold winds in March), to be

out of sight ; or, if intended to be preserved, they are

planted in the open ground to recover themselves—a re-

medy worse than the disease, - ^

To obviate these evils, and to save many valuable ard

beautiful roots from perishing, it is only necessary to

attend to two or three points. Firstly, to give a light free

soil, mixed with a little leaf-mould and sand, of which

they are very fond ; and next, which is not less im-

portant, to give them enough space to grow in without

starving their roots. The easiest way to do this, is to

have pots made of a deeper shape than those in com-

mon use, which may be understood by the accompanying
drawing. By this simple

arrangement the roots have

sufficient nourishment, while

the pots take up no more
the stand than at

An inch or two of

AJ «^ h^ k-

space on
present.

very rotten cow-dung may
be put at the bottom of the

pots, to promote the rich-

ness of colour and perfume of

the flowers. Three or four

bulbs may be planted in the

same pot ; but it is essential

that the latter should be sufficiently large and of the

requisite depth ; twice the diameter of tlie top is a good

proportion, . ,

Lastly, after the bloom is over, put those which are

fine varieties and worth preserving in some warm and light

place ; the top shelf of a hothouse, greenhouse, or vinery,

close to the glass is the most preferable. There they will

require no more care nor watering; and, after the leaves

wither, they may be sorted and put by until the pbuiting

season returns- If these points are attended to, I can

gay from experience that Hyacinths will suffer but little

from forcing, and will flower again the next year ;
not

quite so finely, perhaps, as at first, but still far better

and with greater vigour than under the common hard and

cruel treatment ; being first starved for want of food, and

then chilled with w^et and want of sunshine.—C D.

n together, purchase a quarter'of

HYACINTHS IN POTS.
As far as relates to planting Hyacinths in the open bor-

der, nothing can be better than the directions given upon
that subject, at p. 741, by Mr. Storm, to an English
nobleman ; but as no notice is taken of the way in which
we most frequently see them grown in this country, namely,
in pots, and as the number of those who attempt to make
a bed of these beautiful flowers is comparatively small, I

trust I pay be allowed to suggest a few observations re-

garding their cultivation in pots. In order to do this suc-

cessfully, it is requisite to consider the native country and
habits of the plant, without Jwhich we cannot hope for

success in cultivating them.
The Hyacinth is believed to be a native of Persia, where

it inhabits sandy plains, parched up with drought in sum-
mer, and exposed to heavy rains and occasional frosts in
winter- Its season of growth begins with the first au-
tumnal rains, at which period it emits long white succulent
radicles from its circular bulb, 12 or 18 inches in length.
These maintain it through the season of flowering, after
which the increasing heat of the sun dries up the earth ;

and whilst the accumulated sap in the centre of the root
is preparing the future flower for the next spring, the bulb
remains apparently dormant, surrounded by warm dry
sand. From hence we may see the necessity of taking up
the bulbs, and of preserving them

AMATEUR'S GARDEN. No. LIII.

The temperature of the air in the evening must now be

carefully attended to by those who have a greenhouse or

pit to manage. A thermometer hung out in an exposed

part of the garden should be looked at frequently when-

ever there is any appearance of frost. Mats used for

covering the frames are very delicate ^
indicators of a

change of temperature, and frequently become stiff and

glossy, even before the thermometer falls to the freezmg

point. Those, therefore, who have not a spare thermo-

meler to bang out in the open air, may easily be guided

by a piece of wet mat placed in an exposed situation.

Chry&anthemums which are fading may be cut over and

removed from the greenhouse to a cold frame or any

place, where they nrc slightly protected from severe frost;

in this situation they will send out numerous shoots, from

which cuttings may be made at the proper time. Remove

all dead or decaying leaves from plants in cold frames, as

the disease is infectious, and communicates itself to other

leaves in the same manner as rotten fruit on the shelves

of a fruit-room. Such places should be freely exposed to

the air when the weather is fine and mild.

After the holidays are over, out-door alterations may be

proceeded with when the weather is favourable. A piece

of rock-work is very interesting in a garden, when it is

placed in a proper situation and constructed with taste.

In some retired part, near a lake or stream,—or in other

situations, where from the nature of the surrounding

scenery we are led to expect something of the kind, tnc

effect it produces is very pleasing. It would be out ot

character if placed near flue architectural buildings

where the ground has a very artificial appearance,

instead of adding beauty and interest to the scenervj

would mar and destroy the effect of the whole.

1 have now had the pleasure of accompanying the

amateur, and directing him how to proceed wiih the

varied operations of his garden, from the commencement

of the year until its close. The orchard and kitchen-gardeu,

the flower-beds and borders, the grccrJiousc, pit? «^"

frame, have all' come under observation; and I ba^c

dircc-

-
or

and

in a warm dry place

. J 1
- during our English summers, which are nine times in ten -1 always studied, as much as possible, to give

,

^ atter it was ground, divide iH so wet as to. cau^ejjig de.cay of the bulb, when surrounded
J
tious on those subjects with which I have supposed Uifli

plain
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to be least acquainted. Window-gardening, also, has been
frequent!}' adverted to for the benefit of those who have
not the convenience of a greenhouse or framey-^even at

the risk of displeasing the medical man, T\hom the
Quarierit/ Review describes as "the man of science, who
speaks some weighty words on oxygen and hydrogen,''

and gets the poor pet plants banished for ever from the

room of his patient where they are most enjoyed, [See a

Leading Article at p. 571.] The principles or theory of
gardening have been also frequently brought under ob-
serTation with the view of making them go Land-iii-hand

with practice. Doubtless a man who only knows the
practice, without the principle, may succeed with certain

operations ; but, like the quack doctor who cures by
chance^,"6e also injures and destroys in the same blundering
vay, and Is deprived of all the pleasure which is felt in

knowing the reason why he kills or why he cures. Plants,

like animals, are living and active beings; they have a

period of youth and of age—are born and die ; their

organisation alike resists decay as long as the vita! prin-

ciple exists ; but when that ceases to act, both return to the
elements out of which they were originally composed
earth, air, and water. The principles which regulate the
growth of plants are few and generally simple ; and, if

they have been rightly understood, the amateur will be
enabled to test his own practice, as well as that which may
be recommended to him by others.

In conclusion, although our walk has been in many
respects a pleasant one, we must now, for a while at

least, part company* It is sincerely trusted, that the

efforts which have been made to increase the comfort
and happiness of the lover of gardening have not been
made in vain ; and that while he has enjoyed the fresh

breeze and healthful exercise of the'gardener's life, he has
also seen more of the wisdom and goodness of the great
Creator, and has been thus taught to ''look from Nature
up to Nature's God."—/^ F.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE;
Salt as a Manure.—At p. 80G of the Chroniciet there

are some observations by •* Quercus,*' on salt as a manure,
which do not correspond with what I have experienced of
its effects. I will confine myself to the experience of

^
the last five years, during which time I have been head
gardener at this place. The garden lies low, is very damp,
and if care is not taken, abounds with black slugs. When
I first came, which was in the month of June, its produce
was trifling, for instead of onions, carrots, and peas being
in a forward state, I found that the greater part of the
crops had been devoured by slugs, and that the remainder
was of an inferior description. I immediately commenced
manuring the ground with Sail, and cropping it as fast as
the salt disappeared from the surface. My crops, under this

treatment, improved rapidly ;and from that time, I have had
abundance of exqellent vegetables, which have received the
first prizes at the Horticultural Shows of Blandford, Wey-
mouth, and Sherbourne< Manuring with salt has com-
pletely destroyed the slugs, and all my crops have been
good, both in size and fiiivour ; which I attribute in a great
measure to the use of Sail, Many gardeners in this neigh-
bourhood have adopted the same course, and it is with
difficulty that I can now^ prooum tVQsie or refuse salt for
money, when but a few months back I could aln:iost have
obtained it for the carriage. I do not mean to assert that
I use no other manure, but that I consider Sail as the
principal cause of my good and clean crops, and that it is

a great saving of dung. ** Que reus " entertains a bad
opinion of salt as a manure, and appears to expect that
your readers will consider his arguments as unanswerable,
because he has been enabled to find in the Bible, some
allusion to its nature. I am not prepared to argue witli him
as to its effects on vegetation ; he appears never to have
given it a trial ; but as he plumes himself on his scriptural
research, I should be thankful to him if he would explain
the nature of salt that "has lost its savour." On the sea
coast, especially in Northumberland, the farmers use sea-
weed as a manure, which is esteemed principally on ac-
count of its saline' properties. Tome, it appears to be
entirely a question of quantity : ** a salt land not inha-
bited,'' as described in Jeremiah, chap. xvii. v. 6, is per-
fectly intelligible ; neither would a land of lime, a land of
bone-dust, nor a land of guano, nor, in fact, would any
land prove productive if overcharged with a powerful
manure. Jg not an Ajiple-pie improved by having a
Quince put into it? Is not the food we eat made more
palatable and nourishing by the addition of a limited
quantity of Salt ; and so is land rendered more fertile by
the judicious aid of this and every other manure.— IVm,
^re wis, Gardener to R. B, Slendojx, Esq., Frampton.
[v\e quite agree with this correspondent. No doubt can
possibly exist as to the value of Salt as a manure, if applied
m small quantities, and where it is wanted.]

Danicirs Marntre.—Whi^re this has been properly
applied, it has in some instances been of considerable
"se

;
and although the season has been much against it,

jet when buried to tlie d^ pth of an inch or two beneath
*-he Eoil, it has been of great advantage to wheat and tur-
lups. Most of the experiments made by farmers in this

l^ei^hbourhood v.cre conducted in a careless manner ; not I

balf of the manure was buried, and consequently all the
Butriment of the exposed portion was quickly absorbed by
jhe atmosphere. Mr. Dnniell's crop of wheat was excellent,
but great pains were taken by him both in burying the
jnanuie and in sowing the seed. He is now giving it

"»e sixth trial on the same land. I have seen a good crop
^f potatoes produced by the aid of this manure upon a
poor shallow soil, which previously would scarcely pay for
cultivation. Half an acre of loamy arable l;.nd was also
Jl»vuled into two equal portions, and planted with po-
^Mtoea

; one of these wag treated with stable manure, the

other with Danieirs ; there was no perceptible difference
either in the crop or flavour of the tubers, but the arti-
ficial manure produced most haulm. To shallow upland
I think it will be of great benefit, when properly applied

;

but although carefully tried upon pasture lands in three
different ways, it produced no beneficial results. Mr. Da-
niell is making, and has sent out, great quantities of it.

It will be of no benefit in gardens where the soil is loamy.
—C^ Bath.

Forlcivg Land,—I am glad to find that you are an
advocate for spade and fork husbandry. Two years since,
I introduced the latter implement here, and it is fast
superseding the spade. ISIr. Mitchell, of Wymondham
(who, I believe, farms largely with the fork, and who has
written a pamphlet on the subject), was kind enough to
send me half-a-dozen of these instruments, which are
readily manufactured by any smith. They weigh 71bs.,
and have three tines, 14 ins. deep. Fair-working soil may
be turned up to that depth with this fork, and the labourer
will earn'good wages, at 2\d. per rod, which is 1/. 135, Ad.
per acre. I recommend, however, for agricultural pur-
poses, that the plough should precede the fork by turning
over a wide furrow 5 or G inches deep; the next to be
turned over with the fork. The plough,'.in preparing the
succeeding furrow, covers the work done by the fork. In
this way the supersoil is not buried, which is a desirable
object where the subsoil is not of a ftrtilizing quality.
This is an admirable plan for Potatoes, Carrots, *and
all plants which require u greater depth than can be given
by the plough, and has the advantage of not being above
half as expensive as double trenching by the spade, whicli
often costs 1*. per rod, especially in preparing ground for
plantations. For obvious reasons this deep cultivation
will be injurious, unless the soil be naturally dry or well
under-drained. I shall be happy to give any of your
readers any practical information which I possess, or I

would send' them, through my smith, the forks, which are
As, Dd. each, upon the receipt of a post-office order for the
amount. I strongly recommend this plan for garden cul-
tivation ; and in taking up the White Belgian Carrot, the
fork, from its strength, is the best instrument.—//e;ir?/

Dijcon, IVitliam,

Allotments,—I am pleased with the success of my last

my
.
the

Sunday-school master ; who had been, owing to ill health,
a pauper in, the ^ast Bourn Uniou-house, with his wife
and five of their children—seven persons, who at 2>s. a
head cost at the rate per annum of 54/. \2s, ; which is the
rent of 273 acres of land let as aheep-walk at East Bourn
at As, per acre. Now Harris is maintaining his family on
only 5 ^cres ; and instead of being, a burthen on others,

he has contributed towards their support in rent, rates,

tithes, and taxes, to the amount of the 60*. per acre which
he has paid me, and has conferred upon his children the
benefit of religious instruction on the National system,
and taught them, under the superintendance of his Vicar,
reading, writing, and accounts at 1 penny a week for 3
hours before noon, and 3 hours in the afternoon, as well
as how to earn their livings, in that state of life into which
it has pleased God to call them, by obtaining as much as
be does from the soil. It is, indeed, their little handi,
with light tools, 'which dig the land for him, and the
liquid manure of the cow-house, which insures the conti-
nued fertility of hii land.— Bnling*

Trellisfor Climbing Plants.—We have had some wire
trellises made for climbing plants to screw on and off at

pleasure ; so that during the season of rest of Tropaeolums,
&c., the trellises can be removed to a place of safety with-
out the incumbrance of the pot attached. A reference to

the accompanying sketch will, I think, show what I mean.

Agricultural School, which was begun last spring, at
son^s particular desire, at East Dean, by John Harris,

I have no knowledge whether or not this Is an original

idea, but I have never before heard of its having been
adopted by any one.

—

a is a screw to fit b; b, the screw-

socket; c, a section intended to represent the convexity

of the front, which thus shows the flowers to great advan-
tage.

—

Charles Noble, Gardener to R, Mangles^ Esq.,

Sunninghill,

Creepers for Verandahs, ^c.—During the winter

months I think it would be desirable if your correspond-

ents would amuse themselves, and impart a little instruc-

tion to your readers, by giving the result of their success

during the late summer, ia blooming different plants ; at

all events, I will give you mine, in the selfish hope of

obtaining information, as I fear I can impart none. To
the door of my cottage, fronting the south, I have a ve-

randah, or porch, made of oak branches ; and not know-
ing what kind of a summer we should have, I took care

to have such a variety of creepers that some would be sure
to succeed. I planted a Bombay (?) Rose, which thrived

amazingly, but did not flower, as it was its first year;
also the Trojioeolum tuberosum, which grew well, but as a
matter of course did not bloom. I planted it, by way of

experiment, in poor soil, bat I suppose not poor enough.

I had also Cl^*matis flummula, which, b^ng young, made
little progress; and, to crown all, I had a plant of the

Coba'a scandcns, wliich answered my expectations in
every way, covering the porch and climbing up a rough-
cast wull to a very considerable height, I have been so
delighted with it, that unless I hear of something as luxu-
riant, T shall be induced to have several next summer. To
the north, west, east, and remainder of the south, I had
wire-work (not wishing to spoil the wall with nails) about
6 feet high and 2^ wide, made in the form of an arch,
the two legs being driven into pieces of wood which
caused the wire-work to be firm in the ground. I planted
against it the Sweet Pea, Tropxolura peregrinum, and the
'common Nasturtium; but as the Tropaeolum grew so
rapidly and flowered so beautifully, I threw the others
away to give it more room. The Sweet Pea will not, I
think, succeed well against wirework, as it seemed too
cold for its tendrils. The Tropasohim peregrinum is so
elegant in its foliage as well as flowers, that I intend to
sow it up and down the garden, and put a pea-stick with
it in the way one should plant Sweet Peas. I have now
given the result of my experience, and shall be glad to
learn how I ran vary my C'l pers for the verandah and
wire-work ; thf> former being suitable, but not the latter,
for Creepers wuh delicate tendrils.— J. R. IV,

llacoi's Incomparable Pear.—X fri< nd of mine, fn
alluding to Hacon'i Incomparable Pear, informs me that
three years since, he dined with the Lite Mr. Wales, of
Downham, who asserted that a Mrs. Rayner, 50 years ago,
after eating a pear, went and sowed the seods ia the baker's
yard, where the present tree stands, from which'my friend
took some grafts. He estimates the diameter of the tree
to be 1 5 inches ; it has also a large round top. CoL Mason
formerly stated that it was raised from the Downham
seedling by Mr, Hacon. I received scions from him, and
also from the original tree, the liistory of which ia just
given. The fruit from both proves to be the same—

a

pretty conclusive evidence, as we all know how much
seedlings are liable to vary, A curious feature of this
Pear is, that the trees cannot by any n;c .ns be made to
bear until they are eight or ten years old ; after which
they bear freely and constantly. The blossoms will bear
the sharpest frosts without "injury T, Rivers, Sau--
bridgcirorth^

Legg's new Early White BroccoIL—l beg to add the
above Broccoli to Mr. Whiting's list at p. 840. I sowed
a small bed the 17th of March last, and when the plants
were strong enough, I planted out two rows each 30 yards
long. About the middle of July I examined them, and
found most of them showing flower; by the middle of
August,' several of them were fit to cut, being pure white,
and as compact as any Cauliflower or Broccoli, They
continued good till the last, there being only two bad ones
amongst them. In such a season as this, it has been dif-
ficult to get good CaulifiowCTs during the months of
July, August, and September, particularly the two latter.

1 think one sowing the middle of IMarch, and another the
first week in 3Iay, would ensure a succession till Cauli-
flowers came good again.— William J]ttghe$y Sherborne
Castle, Dorset*

Mushrooms,—Jt is not improbable that the cause of
failure of J. D.'s Mushroom-bed, p. 71 2, was owing to the
high temperature at which the house was kept. This
would not only bring the Mushrooms prematurely forward,
but also rob the bed of that moisture, which, under favoura-
ble circumstances, would have contributed to their
nourishment. My case is somewhat different. The
Mushroom-houseJi buUt upon the Oldacre principle, and
is heated by a flue, the temperature averaging about 50«.
The beds are seldom watered, but are covered with a
slight coating of hay ; the lower ones being filled with
Rhubarb, Seakale, &c. lu the forcing season the water-
ing of the latter and an occasional sprinkling of tlie

paths are sufficient to keep the atmosphere moist. In
February, 1841, I had a succession-bed which had been
spawned G weeks, and promised well. At the end of that
period, a few Mushrooms with long stems and small
leathery caps sprang up ; the spawn of which soon spread
over the rest of the bed. These I had clean d away, and
had fresh soil spread over those parts of the bed which
had been disturbed ; but all proved unavailing. In ma-
terials, formation, and treatment, this bed was similar to
two preceding ones, both of which produced abundant
crops of excellent Mushrooms. Neither the exhaustion
of the beds nor the temperature of the house could be
the cause of failure in this instance, as the others kept on
bearing abundantly at the same time. It sjiems also

opposed to the assertion that the species of a Fungus
does not depend so much upon the seed from which it

springs, as from the matrix upon which it is nourished
;

in the present case, the nidus may be supposed to have
been favourable for the production of the true Mushroom.
I therefore concluded that the fault laid in the spawn,
although it was from the same sample as that from which
the other beds had been inoculated.— T, Elliot, Knares'
borough, Yorkshire,

,^ Rhubarb.—In a late Number of the Chronicle, *' the
true Tobolsk Rhubarb" is advertised by Mcssri. Youell,

who sav. **thi3 Rhubarb beins the earliest in thesay.

open border by three weeks of any yet introduced, is ren-

dered highly valuable for forcing." I beg to a,-k Jlr.

Youell, or shall feel favoured if any correspondent will in-

form me, whether there is not an earlier kind, as I have

the Tobolsk and another sort, called the English Baron,

in the open border. The latter has begun to t^irow up
leaves already, and the Toboiak has not^ yet made its ap-

pearance. It is probable that if the ** Baron'' be not

protected, he will suffer. 1 iiiliaid to ?iat over the plants

large Scakale or Rhubarb pots, wr\\ v^^-^n spverc weather
sets in, to give them a slight cuyenr^wilh dun^^ aad if I

succeed in thismauner,' I iTe-um^i it: v^i.l ba supeiior to

any forced ia the regular wajr. i h*ve a row of llie Victoria

—

1
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which I began to force rather more than three weeki

since ; and after the dung had been about the pots a week,

I found the heat too violent. I therefore took away the

dung from the tops of the pots, that a portion of the heat

might escape, and lifted off the Hds, leaving them in that

Hate for a few days. When I covered them up again, I

despaired of having a crop, as the heat was excessive. The

soil inside the pots was almost too hot for the hand, and

the crowns of the plants appeared to be gone. Now,

however, I have beautiful Rhubarb in every pot, quite

ready for use. This account may seem " strange and un-

natural ;" but Rhubarb will bear almost any heat.

—

A

small hot-

As tan is

periment,

Young Gardener,

Spontaneous Combustion of Moss.—^A rather singular

misfortune, the knowledge of which may not be useless

to others, happened a short time ago in my
house, which is heated by hot-water pipes.

never employed, the gardener, by way of an e

packed a quantity of common moss round some of the

larger pots, containing a Strelitzia reginse, an Ipomoea

Horsfillise, and a Diosc(5rea from Brazil, in order to

supply them with bottom-heat. During the summer all

"went on well ; but in the autumn, soon after the use of the

hot-water apparatus was resumed, a very disagreeable

smell was perceived, and one evening the house was found

to be full of dense and sufifocating smoke, such as issues

from a brick-kiln. This smoke proceeded from the moss,

which was partially in contact with the pipes, and which

on being moved broke out into spontaneous combustion ;

having been apparently smouldering for several days.

Strangely enough, the Strelitzia was uninjured ; although

its pot was blackened by the fire, which was strong

enough to char an adjacent block of wood. Of the other

plants in the house, many of them lost their leaves

;

Ipomcea rubro-coerulea and another present a curious spec-

tacle, being in full bloom without a single leaf, for the

flower-buds were all unhurt by the smoke which turned

the leaves black and spoiled them in the same manner as a

frost would have done. Two or three Gesneras died, but

the Amaryllidacese and Orchidacese were^ not hurt ; the

greatest sufferers were the exotic Ferns, some of which

will, I fear, not recover; every one! of them lost their

fronds, but some are pnshing up new ones. This will, I

hope, be a warning to others against letting moss be in

contact with pipes for heating.—C D,, Susse:^^

Stewed Pears.—The best way to stew Pears is to pare

them quite clean, without leaving even a pip behind, and

then to place them with white sugar-candy in a block-tin

dish, with a cover of the same metal. A small quantity

of distilled water is to be added ; and when thus prepared,

the dish should be covered with enough paste, and put

into an oven after the bread is drawn, where it is to re-

main until coH. The dish, when opened, will exhibit the

Pears of a beautiful pink colour; whichis easily accounted

for, as the vegetable acid of the Pear holds in solution a
j
in full bloom- The distance from hence is only 10 miles :

Her mode of boiling, which is the same as that of a glue-

pot, may be very good ; but the boiling-point of salt and

water is not 100^ above that of water. The boiling-

point of water holding 30 per cent, of salt in solution

is 2240, not 312o.]

Weight of Poultnj.—Should J*. C- or Geo. JV, have

any further communication to make upon this subject,

perhaps they will give some clue to the part of England of

which they speak. I have got a duck and drake which

weigh 13 lbs,, or the duck 6 lb.—drake 7^ lbs. These are

the common blue drake and grey duck of this country, and

1 am told that there are several to beat mine. Perhaps
*' Geo. W." would let me know what is the weight of the
*' Rouen Duck ;

*' as my wish is to procure the largest

duck possible free from the Muscovy breed.— T. O. G.,

Liverpooh 1 have recently measured a drake and du^k

of the common English breed, raised by myself^ and

now one year and a half old. The former measures

2 feet Scinches, the latter 2 feet 1^ inch in length, from

the tip of the bill to the end of the tail. In spring, when
they were in good condition, the drake weighed 5| lbs.,

the duck 5^ lbs. -During the winter season, I gave

them inferior food. In February, I began to feed

highly, as the ducks will lay towards the end of that

month, if the season be mild. I have been careful

to select always the largest and handsomest birds of both

sexes for breeding from. The result has been an increase,

in 'three years, of 1 lb, on the average weight of my stock,

which is now considered unequalled in this part of the

country, both for appearance and weight.

—

Digamma^
Durham. -The information of late respecting the breed

and management of ducks has been acceptable to myself

and other readers, who have an opportunity of uniting an

attention to such matters with a love of gardening. Per-

haps some of your correspondents will be kind enough to

inform us also which is the best breed of fowls, and where
they may be obtained. The Dorking is recommended by
some for size and appearance upon the table ; but I con-

sider them lazy layers and bad mothers. Others re-

commend the Blue Game; but the pugnacious nature of

these, even when very young, is much against them.

To destroy Worms.—I have found lime-water, although

made as strong as possible, of little or no value in destroy-

ing worm-casts on lawns. My gardener, however, took

some water, in which wood-ashes had been thrown and

some bells washed by a bellhanger, with which he watered

a small piece of the lawn ; this destroyed the worms in

vast numbers.

—

R.S. V.P,
Mildness of Climate.—The frost in October having

cut off the Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, and
similar plants which were growing iu my flower-garden, I

must confess I was on the 22d ult. surprised on visiting

the Sahdrock Hotel, Niton, to find the undernamed plants

I

tmall portion of tin, and produces this effect. Dyers well

know that a good scarlet can only be procured by using an
oxide of tin. I will leave you to judge whether the basin

does not afford this metallic preparation in the course of

stewing the Pears. Recollect that the success of the ope-

ration depends upon the absence of all extraneous matter

beyond the Pears, sugar-candy, and water. Any flavour

may be given to the Pears, but it must be prepared inde-

pendently of the stewingj and added after the operation.

A Problem in Cookery Respected Sir,—My friend at

the Hall has this morning sent me your Chronicle of

Saturday last, in which there is a letter with my signature.

I need scarcely assure you, Sir, that it is altogether a

"wicked fabrication, as it is obviously impossible that 1

could have written it. Without troubling you further on
this unworthy subject, I may inform you that since I first

took the liberty of addressing you, I have met at the
house of my neighbour a gentleman who is» I believe, a
real philosopher, and who kindly condescended to explain
the matter to me. He told me, that all the time the pie

is in the oven, there is a constant pressure outwards from
the cup ; arising in the first instance from the expansion
of the included air, and afterwards from the production of
ateam. That, therefore, during the whole process of
baking, the juice must be lower within the cup than on
the outside, and that consequently it produces an effect

the reverse of preserving the juice, except in so far as it

keeps the crust elevated above the bubbling liquid. He
told me that I might obtain this latter advantage without
the disadTantage, by having a cup with a small hole, like
that made in the lid of a teapot* He explained this at
greater length than I have given it, to suit my inferior
capacity in these matters, and I feel sure that he is right.
I see now also that your joking about the inquisition was
to enable you to arold, as politely as'possible^ giving any
direct answer to what you deemed the fooli'^h question of
An Old Lady.

^

Boiling Sweetmeats.—The following is a safe way to
make marmalades, and similar sweetmeats that require to
be boiled, without the trouble of stirring, or the risk of
'btmg burnt. The copper pan, which holds the marmalade,
should be placed in a block-tin pan, about two inches wider
in circumference, at the bottom of which, and soldered on
the insidcj there should be four little pegs, an inch and a
half high, to prevent the copper vessel from touching the
bottom. This outer pan should be half-filled with strong
gait and water (two parts of water and one salt,) so as to

make very strong brine. The advantage of this is, that

the salt and water can be heated t<r a hundred degrees
tbove the common boiling point ; by which means the
sweetmeats are boiled without the possibility of being
lurat or the trouble of stirring. This plan has been
adopted for two years with perfect success,—S. E. D,—
[Our correspon^nt is nader jBOflae imaapprehe&si on

Tropee'olum Shillfngii, Pelargoniums, Salvia rubescens,

Mignonette, Godetia bifrons. Fuchsia microphylla, F.

cocciaea, Single Anemone, Antirrhinums, Daphne collina,

Chrysanthemums, Senecio Jacobtea, Polyanthuses, Com-
mon Primrose, Heliotropes, Gilias, Heputicas, Coreopsis

tinctoria, Double Violets, Oxyura chrysauthemoides, and
Nemophila insignis.

—

A Subscriberfrom the First, New-
port, Isle of Wight,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris, Nov. 1842.—Many of your readers have no

doubt heard of '' Peches de Montreuil, Figues d'Argen-
teuil, Abricot3 de Triel, and Raisins de Fontainebleau/'

but perhaps few have ever visited these places, and as I

have frequently been asked why they are so celebrated,

the following information may be interesting. It is, ' 1

believe, generally known that French gardeners delight in
'* specialities," when they find any kind of culture particu-

larly lucrative, or when the soil and air of one place is

more congenial than another, that they almost invariably

abandon a general trade or unfavourable situation, and
direct all their energies to that one favourite object. Not
only is this the case with fruit, but equally so with flowers

and plants; but for the present I will revert only to fruit.

Montreuil-aux-P6ches is about four miles east of Paris,

and, together with the adjoining village of Eagnolet, has

long been renowned for its Peaches and Nectarines; so

much so, that Paris and the country for 50 miles round
is almost entirely supplied from these two places. It is,

in fact, their staple article of trade, and one by no means
inconsiderable, if report speaks truly of the amount, which
is stated toT>e on the average 80,000 francs a year, inde-

pendent of other fruits. An exact estimate of a produce
so entirely regulated by the state of the weather is, I

think, very difficult to ascertain. The year 1841 was un-
productive, and the long continuance of wet and cold also

materially checked the consumption : this season, on the

contrary, has been exceedingly prolific, and the excessively

hot weather in August augmented the demand in an equal

ratio, and it is said that the sale this season realised more
than 120,000 francs. Large as this sum may at first

sight appear, it will not upon reflection be found exagge-
rated, when the number and extent of gardens is taken
into consideration : the markets and streets of Paris were
literally glutted at the end of July; and in August fine

fruit was s6ld at one penny, and very good at a halfpenny
each. The gardens vary in size from one-half to a whole
acre, and are surrounded with walls about 8 ft. high, rising
amphitheatrically one above another to the top of the
hills; they give the neighbourhood a picturesque appear-
ance. The soil is generally a deep sandy loam, with here
and there a mixture of blue clay, similar to that of Mont-
martre and Pere la Chaise. Most of the trees are old,

yet their general appearance is healthy, which the culti-

T&tors attiibiite as much to their b^ing worked upoa
I

Almond stocks aa to the suitability of the soil. Fan,
shaped training is usually adopted ; but another form
called ** Espalier carre," is now coming into vogue. M.
Lepere, of Montreuil, claims to be the originator of this

system, which, however, is warmly disputed by some
others. It appears to me to be little, if at all, different

from the horizontal training which has for many years

been practised in England. As the design of these gar-

dens is profit, it may readi!y be Supposed that the
varieties are chiefly confined to those which are most pro-

lific, or produce the finest fruit in their different seasons

of maturity. At almost every cultivator's I found the

Petite and Grosse Mignonne, Chevreuse hative, Galande
Magdeleine, Bourdine, Admirable, Belle de Paris, Royale,

Pavie, and Teton de'^Venus, with a few Nectarines, such
as Yiolette hative, Musque, and Grosse Violette. The
other parts of the walls are clothed witli Cherries, Plums,

and Pears. Strange as it may seem, I could not find any
one who grew the Morello Cherry ; and although I have

often asked for it in Paris and other cities of France, I

have never yet been able to meet with this delicious

variety. The Cherry used here for preserves and brandy

is somewhat of the same form, but far inferior in size, and
totally deficient in the racy, vinous flavour so peculiar to

the Morello. Among the Plums, I found Royale de

Tours, Monsieur, Reine Claude, Mirabelle, and lieine

Claude Violette most- prized amongst the older sorts;

Coe's Golden Drop is also becoming known, and is in

much request, Triel is a small town, north-west of Paris,

between St. Germain and Poissy ; it enjoys an equal re-

putation for Apricots. The soil is here light and sandy,

and the gardens are walled and terraced, in the same

manner as those at Bagnolet and Montreuil ; but the

culture is not upon the same extensive scale. The train-

ing and pruning do not, as far as I could learn, differ in

any way from those in general practice. The fruit is en-

tirely sold to the Parisians, and is valued, on the average,

at about 40,000 francs a year. The only varieties in cul-

tivation are Precoce, Musch, Abricot Peche, and Breda,

on the walls, and Precoce and Abricot Peche on standards.

This last is of first-rate excellence, and succeeds admirably

in the open ground ; it is of large size and fine .flavour,

very like the .Moor Park, if it is not, indeed, the same.

The Mirabelle Pium is also very extensively grown in

both these places, and for preserves it is preferred before

any other variety. I have not often seen it thus used in

England, and may, therefore, be excused for calling atten-

tion to its merits. When perfectly ripe, it is of a beautiful

transparent, wax-like,'golden colour, wifli a flavour some-

thing between the Apricot and Date. It is excellent pre-

served in brandy, to which it imparts a peculiar softness

and delicacy, far superior (as I think) to that of Cherries ;

it also keeps its colour for a considerable length of time.

But this is not all : its greatest attraction is when it has

become one among the favoured coterie denominated

Glace': there it challenges equality, if not superiority, to

the Apricot, Reine Claude, Pasteque Chinuis, or even

the pine-apple itself.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

Bec^l.—Vvof. Liudley, President, in Ihe chair. A letter was

read from the Rev. J- H. Reade on the existence of Ammonia iu

gum, su^-ar, and other *' nonnzotiscd bodies." The object of the

author was to show that ammonia does exist in many substances

in which chemists have failed to detect it, and that the micro-

scope affords the means of demonstrating its presence. **By

burning the substance in the spirit-lamp until flame and aqueous

vapour have ceased, and receiving the gas during subsequent com-

bustion upon a sUp of glass, moistened with hydrochloric acid*

Mr.Reade conceived, that by these means, so minute a i)ortion as

iTT-nTiTnr P^rt of a grain of nitrogrcn, if existing as a constituent of

ammonia, may be detected with certainty, in this way he stated

that he had ascertained its presence in sugar, gum, beer, and suet,

all bodies asserted by Liebig to be destitute of nitrogen. In a

letter read at the previous meeting, Mr. Reade had also asserted

that ammonia exists abundantly in human breath. Various spe-

cimens of what the author regarded as ammonia, preserved on

slips of glass, were produced. Several of the members present

proceeded to discuss the observations made by Mr. Reade, ^^^^"^

ail cases opinion was unfavourable to their accuracy. Mr. Ed-

ward Solly observed that, supposing that Mr. Reade had reauy

obtained ammonia from sugar, there still was no proof that tne

Bugar employed was pure, A very minute quantity of im.

purity would account for the appearances seen by the author. iJut

the paper did not in fact contain a single proof that ammonia haa

been found at aU. As to its having been obtained from the hu-

man breath, that was no proof that ammonia was found ni tne

lungs i it probably existed in the air. Dr. Lankester remarked,

that no proof was offered thattlie matter found by Mr, Reade,

and by him called ammonia, was ammonia at all. How does

the author distinguish it in its miscroscopical state frornotner

substances? It may have been common salt thut was found. Hy-

drochloric acid, employed for fixing the supposed ammonia, IS sel-

dom pure, and holds many salts dissolved in it, (Mr. BoweibanK

afterwards stated^ on the part of Mr. R., that the acid was purej.

There was no evidence that the researches had been made wim

due precaution. Mr. Warrington observed that Mr. Reade's expe-

riments were at variance with those of Mr. Den,asdetailedmiae

Annals of Chemistry, when it was chemically proved that the am-

monia, which appears to proceed from sugar, is derived from tut

nitrogen of the atmosphere. Even if it were in sugar it woum oe

driven off by heat, and consequently could not be obtamed py

Mr. Readers process. Nodonbttheammoniafoundbythe author--

if, indeed, he really had obtained that substance, of which there was

no evidence, was derived from the combustion of the "^^^^^^^fJ
mined in contact with the nitrogen of the atmosphere. ^^J^a

regard to ammonia in the breath, he (Mr. Warrington) had inves-

tigated that supposed fact. By breathing into a tube several times

bent, a very considerable quantity of vapour may be readily con-

densed ; but all tests fail to show even the slightest trace of am-

monia under such circnmstances. Mr. White then read an »*^^^*^g

of a new species of Xauthidium, and Mr. HassaU produced sonie

further observations on the action of Funjci in producing the "*^^^^

of fruit. These observations were met by experiments mafic oy

Dr. Lanlccster, who conbidered them unfavourable to Mr.
^^'^'^^f |^g

views. As both gentlemen undertook to jwroduce further ^^^"
j ^

at the nextmeethigof the Society, we reserve an account of tii«"

statements till that time.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Kovember 18.—A. Gerard. Esq. in the chair. Various donations

to the library and herbarium were announced. A paper wa*

r^d from G. Clark, Esq., of the Island of Mahe, " On the Lodoic^

Stcliellarum." The Lodoicea of SecheUes is m iatertropiciu
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plwit, pecviUar to the Seehelles Archipelag-o, where it ^ows
naturally in two islands only—Piaslin and Curiense. Praslin
lies to the north-east of Mahe, distant 21 miles; Curiense is to
the north of PrasUni and is much smaller; a deep arm of the
§ea, from one to two miles in breadth, separates the two islands.
Theyliebetn'een4°l5'and4°21'S.lat.and55*'39'ahd55°47'E. long.
In the other islands of this archipelago there are only a few Lodoi-
ccas, which have all been planted, and only two or three appear
to thrive. The trunk or stem of the Lodoicea is straight, and
ions to the height of 80 or 90 feet, terminated by a splendid
crown of winged palmated leaves : it is only from 10 to 15 inches
in diameter, and so flexible that it waves to the slig-btest breeze.
When the wind is moderately strong:, the huge leaves of this
giant Palra are clashed together with an astonishing noise. The
outside of the stem is very hard and compact; but the interior is

soft and fibrous. The leaves, which are winged and palmated,
open like a fan, and in the early grnwth are more' than 15 feet
long, without the footstalk, which is at least as much more. In
the mature trees the leafstalk is not more than 8 or lo feet long,
and the whole leaf does not exceed 20 feet in length, by 10 or 12
in breadth, being entirely destitute of thorns. The nascent leaves
tre enveloped^iJl the period of their expansion, in a thick covering
of cottony down, of a nankeen colour; but this is occasionally
wanting. The unanimous testimony of the inhabitants of PrasUn
proves that each tree produces only one leaf a year; and as three
leaves occupy about eight inches of the trunk, and 20 years
expire before that appears above the surface, a tree of RO feet in
height must be about 400 years old. The flowers, about 20 in
number, succeed each other ; one, or occasionally two, at a time.
The nuts are two-lobed, and sometimes two nuts are enclosed in
one husk. Thrce-lobed nuts are very rare, but some are met
with; audit is said that specimens with five Inbes have been
found. The form of the nut is very singular, and cannot be com-
pared to that of any other productica of the vegetable kingdom.
Two highly-remarkable circumstances in the history of tlie Lo-
doicea are, the duration of its blossoms, and the period necessar>'
for maturing its fruits ; for the latter seven or eight years are
required. The Lodoicea grows in every variety of soil, but
delights most in the vegetable mould of the deep gorges of the
mountains. It is, nevertheless, found ou bare mountain-tops,
and forms a conspicuous and remarkable object in such situa-
tions. It is curious that the vegetation of the nut is prevented
by burying it; but if sutiered simply to rest on the earth, in a
situation not too much exposed to the sun, germination readily
tal^es place. The fruit, in its unripe state, is an agreeable and
refreshing aliment: when ripe, it yields oil. Its germ furnishes
a very sweet food. The entire nut is an article of commerce
with India, where one of its uses is as an astringent medicine.
The trunk is employed in building. The leaf forms a covering
for roofs, nearly as good as shingles, besides furnishing materials
of a very superior description for hats, bonnets, work-baskets,
and artificial flowers, in the manufacture of which many of the
Sechelloises display great taste and skill.

November 29.— Sixth anniversary meeting; J. E. Gray, Esq.,
F.R.S., President, in the chair. From the report of the council it

appeared that 13 members had been elected since the last anni-
tersary meeting, and that the socfbty consisted of 152 members.
The donations to the library, herbarium, and museum had hern
considerable, and the plants sent to the members (in return for
their contributions) bad given the greatest satisfaction ; in many
instances the parcel had been sent wJthiu 10 days after the
receipt of the specimens, and it w;is anticipate d that, in future,
members would always receive their parcels within 10 davs after
the receipt of their contributions. Among the rarer plants re-
ceived were numerous Scotch species, from Mr. U, C.Watson;
a large collection of Shropshire Kubi from Mr. Bidwell ; nume-
rous species of Jersey plants, from Mr.Thwaites; 3U0 specimens
of Bupleuruni falcatum, collected in Essex, from Mr. Doubleday

;

and numerous specimens of Lastiaea cristata, collected in Nor.
folk by Mr. AVardale. It was anticipated that the foreign collec-
tion (which includes plants from North and South America, New
South Wales, Cape of Good Hope, China, British Guiana, and
various other parts of the world) would soon be in reference
order. A ballot for the council for the ensuing year afterwards
took place, when the chairman was re-elected president, and H.
C. Watson, Esq., F.L.S., and J. G. ChildJen, Esq., F.R,S., were
nominated vice-presiLlents. Additioijwl local secretaries were
also appointed, '

1

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Dec. I.—The general winter meeting was held in the new Hall,

in the .Experimental Garden, Inverleiih, the Hon. Lord Murray,
V. P., in the chair. A large collection of Jersey Pears, sent by
Mr. Rene Langclier, of St. Helier, occupied one table. On others
were displayed, intermixed with Chrysanthemums, specimens of
fine Pears and Apples, from different parts of Scotland, with Pine-
apples, Grapes, Medlars, and retarded Currants, besides various
cuhnary articles, such as Celery, Hamburgh Parsley roots,
forced Seakale, Melongena, &c.. Several communications which
were read excited much interest. The first was a description, by
Mr. Alex. Temple, of a *• safety flower-pot," intended to preserve
the roots of Pine-apples from being scorched when the pots are
plunged in a hotbed in a state of strong fermentation. A model
was exhibited ; it has a hollow chamber below, and three lateral
tubes to permit the escape of heat and vapour. The next paper
Was by Mr. W. Sharpe ; it gate an account of the advantageous
employment of fresh tree-leaves, succulent stems of herbaceous
plants, Sec. as mauure, for various crops, upon a stiflT eiay soil.
J hen followed a report, by Mr. J. Dawson, of the successful
raising of carrots for 14 successive years on the same piece of
ground, where no crop of Carrots could previously be procured.
The plot was described as extending to 45 feet by 13; the soil a
neavy loam; in autumn 1828 it was trenched, and four cart-loads
or sandy and surface heath-soil mixed with it; afterwards two

!7f
^'*^^*^^ of soot, two or three barrow-loads of wood-ashes,

^'^^
f?"'^

l>arrow-loads of pigeon-house cleanings, were dug in,
^nd the ground was left rough till March, when the Carrot-seed
was sown. The soot, wood-ashes, and pigeon-dung were re-
peated yearly, but the peat- soil was only once applied. Altring-
bam Carrots from this plot of ground were exhibited, of large
» ze and quite clean. The silver medal was voted for rius com-
mumcation. The premiums offered for the best two bunches of
retarded Grapes, exclusive of Muscats, were awarded, 1, to Mr.
^. Crockett, gr. to CoK Ferguson, for Black Frontigimn and
Raisin Grapes

; 2, to Mr. Jas. Dodds, gr. to the Eari of Mansfield,
jor Black Damascus and Black Hamburgh. For the best two
ounches of Muscat of Alexandria, to Mr. J. Young, gr. to Mrs.
erguson. For the best Pine-apple, the silver medal was

awarded to Mr. J. Robertson, gr. to Lord Gray, for a Black

J w**^^**
* ^^^ ^^^ bronze medal to Mr. J. Macnaughton, gr. to

;"j7*"^^0pe, Esq., for a variety of the Queeu. For the best six
sorts of dessert Pears, exclusive of Marie Louise and Crassane,
raree awards were made : 1. to Mr. J. Addison, gr. to the Eari of
wemyss

: 2, Mr. Young j and 3, Mr. W. Thorn, gr. to Capt. M.
jnnes. Best six Marie Louise Pears. Mr. P. Lockhart, gr. to G.
«t>pe. Esq. Best six Crassanes, 1. Mr. Addison; 2, Mr, J,
^urray, gr. to A. Fletcher, Esq. Ribstone Pippins, 1. Mr. C.
Jjackmtosh, gr. to J. Tod, Esq.; 2, Mr. D. Brewster, gr. to^b Lmdsay; 3, Mr. W. Sharpe. gr. to Sir J. S. Richard-
son, Bart. Best six kinds of Apples, exclusive of Ribstones, 1,

rprf ^*^^&J 2, Mr. Thora. Best six stalks of solid Celery, three
rea and three white : I, Mr. Jas. Goodall, sea., gr. to the Mar-
^niss of Lothian ; 2, Mr. J. Goodall. jun., gr. to L. Buchan, Esq.

;

mJi '^^^^mson, gr. to J. J. H. Vere, Esq. For the best To-
"^aioes, the kinds being chietly the large and small red, I, Mr.

Fini
'^^"'*' 2, Mr, Mackintosh. Spring-sown Onions. Mr. W»

iniay. gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Cochran. Numerous c.\tra articles

SA f\^'^^
exhibited; amongst which were—a collection of Pears,

Ifl^y ^^- ^' S*»ie"s, gr. to Lord Blantyrejj specimens of some
I rne finest French and Flemish Pears from dwarf standard

Dn V^ ^"ffaess garden ; a collection of dessert Pears, from Mr.
uixbar; a tray of the Ganges Apple, of large size, from Miss

Hc^erson; another filled with fine specimens of the Yorkshire
Greening, from Lord Mackenzie's garden; and a third, with a
great variety of dessert Apples, from W, Dennistoun, Esq.
Baskets of Scotch Medlars, from Pitfour, and of retarded Cur-
rants, from Salloun, attracted much notice. The tables \Vere
decorated with Chrysanthemums, from the gardens of Mr.
Oliver ar d Mrs. Ferguson; and with a beautiful specimen of
Epiphyllum truncatum elegans, from the hivcrleith Nurseries
of Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons. The only extra culinary articles
consisted of large specimens of the roots of Hamburgh Parsley,
much used on the Continent, sent by Mr. G. Annanti.gr. to Lord
Murray

J and of a dish of forced Seakale, from Lord Mackenzie's
garden. The secretary stated that Messrs, Lawson having
offered a premium of two guineas for the best herbarium of in-
digenous pba^noganious plants and Ferns, formed during the
season 1842, by a journeyman gardener, two collections had been
been sent in competition, one marked Linneea and the other
Aspirans; that, after a careful inspection, the itfemium was
found due for the one marked Linnaea, farmed by Mr, C. Gallo-
way, at Balcarres, and the other by Mr. H, Wilson, at Melville,
to whom the silver medal was awarded. These awards were
confirmed and sanctioned by the general meeting. The following
new members were enrolled :— Hon. Mrs. A. Cochrane; Sir T. B
Hepburn, Bart.. M.P.; Right Hon. D. McNeill; Maj.-Gen. Sir
N. Douglas, K.C.B.; A. Anderson, Esq.; P. Robertson. Esq.;
S. Campbell, Esq.; J. M. Hog, Esq.; W. Wallace, Esq.; J.
Bennet, Esq., W.S.; J. Hamilton, Esq.; W. Penney, Esq.; A.
Park, Esq.; J. Ireland, Esq.; W. Moodic, Esq.; W. Hutchison,
Esq.; W^ Meikleham. Esq.; and J. M. Wood, Esq. The election
of office-bearers for 1843 afterwards took place. His Grace the
Duke of Buccleugh was re-elected Piesident ; D. Anderson, Esq.,
Vice-President; Sir H. Jardine and Sir T. B. Hepburn. Bart..
M.P., were chosen of the CounciL D. Mackellar, Esq., and H.
D. Hill, Esq., were elected members of the garden committee;
and E. Henderson, Esq., Mr. Goodall, and Mr. Thomson, of the
committee of prizes. The other office-bearers were re-elected;
Dr. Neill, secretary (for the 32d time) ; Mr. Ivory, Treasurer ; Mr.
Jas. Macnab, curator of the garden; and Mr. W. Evans, clerk.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
Dec. 7.— Prof. Christison in the cliair. The election of office-

bearers for the seasot) took place: Dr. Ncill, President; Piofra.
Christison, Graham, Balfour, and D.Stewart, Esq., Vice-presi-
dents, Various parcels of plants were announced, also donations
to the library from Dr. MuUar, Dr. Maly, &c. Prof. Christison
submitted a highly interesting conmunication on the Assam Tea
Plant, illustrated by specimens. The author stated that the dif-
ferent kinds of tea were produced by ttifl'erent modes of prepara-
tion,—and showed, by a series of examples of the preserved Tea
leaf, that the various forms were merely varieties of the same
plant. A specimen of tea, of a yellow colour, aiid of a remarkably
strong flavour, was exhibited ; also tea, in the form of small rolls,
sent to this country about twenty years ago, aS a preseut from
the emperor of China to George IV. Mr. Goodsir then read a
paper by C. C. Babington, Esq., F.L S., entiUed "Observations
upon a few plants, concerning the claim of which to be considered
as natives of Great Britain, Sir "W\ J, Hooker expresses doubt in
the 5th Ed. of his British Flora, with a few notes upon other spe-
cies contaijied in that work, with reference to the Edinburgh
Catalogue of British plants." The object of this paper was to
show upon what evidence the authors (Prof. Balfour, Mr. Babing-
ton himself, and Dr. Campbell}, of the Botanical Society's Cata-
logue of British Plants, had included in it the species concerning
which Sir W. J. Hooker expresses doubt. " I cannot allow this
opportunity to pass,** says the author of this paper, "without
expressing the great satisfaction which it gives me to see that so
distinguished a botanist as Hooker has considered the catalogue
deserving of quotation ihrottghaut his work, as I must consider it

as a proof that the compilers of the Catalogue of British Plants
have not produced a work discreditable either to themselves or to
the Society that entrusted its preparation to them. Mr. Brand
afterwards read a " notice ofthe presence of lodjne income plants
growing near the sea," by G. Dickie. The auth(>r found, by
chemical examination of specimens of Statice armcria, from the
Bca- shore, and of others from the inland and higher districts of
Aberdeenshire— that the former contained Iodine, ajid that soda
was more abundant in them, while potass prevailed In the latter.
Iodine was also found in Grimrhiamailtima ; &nd Mr. P.Grant,
t>f Aberdeen, has found it in Pyrethrura maritimum. An analysis
was made of samples of Statice armeria, Gxiramiamarltima, LU
china confinis, and Ranialiua scopulorum, all growing near the
same spot, and occasionally during storms exposed to the sea
spray; all these plants, with the exception of the lichen, con-
tained Iodine. The specimens having been washed previous to
analysis, the Iodine could not have been derived from saline in-
crustation. AU these vegetables were healthy, and the author of
the paper has been led to conclude that marine algrc are not the
only plants which possess the power of separating from sea-water
the compounds of Iodine, and of condensing them in their tissues,

and this without any detriment to their healthy functions,
BIRMINGHAM HORT ICULTURAL SOCIETY,

De/r. 7- "* The annual general meeting^ of subscribers was
held at the Waterloo Rooms, the Earl of Dartmouth In the chair.
The following report for the past year was read, "The Com-
mittee, in presenting a statement of theirproceedmgs during tht
past yesr. cannot but congratulate the members of the Society
on the flourishing state of the Garden ; on the high rank which
it (Continues to hold among sirriilar establishments; and on the
interest which its extensive and increasing collection of plants
excites among the distinguished botanists of the day, many of
whom have visited the Garden during the present year. Mr.
Cameron repoits that *the trees and shrubs continue to grow
satisfactorily, and have so far increased in si7e as to admit ofthe
removal of a great number of Laurels, Spruces, Poplars, Willows,
&c., which have been planted to fill up the spaces between the
specimen-plants during their early growth.* The fruit-trees

during the past season have further proved thesuperiority of the
kinds recommended in last year's report as appearing to be the
best varieties for this neighbourhood. Some few Apple trees
nearly perished last spring ; their roots, it is supposed, having
been injured by the long- continued wet weather of the previous
winter. The collection of plants has been kept up and increased
by the receipt of plants and seeds from nearly the same public
establishments, nurserymen, and private individuals, as in for-

mer years : and the usual returns in plants, &c. have been sent
from the gardens. During last spring, allotments of seeds and
Dahlia roots were distributed from the gardens to all sharehold-
ers who applied for them. A larger assortment of seeds than
usual will be again ready for distribution by the Ist of January
next, and the shareholders are invited to apply forthem at the gar-
dens after that time. The only improvements made have been iif

planting a collection of Roses near the entrance; in increasing
the number upon the lawn ; and in keeping the grounds in bet-
ter order, by a small increase in thcnumber of hands. The ex-
hibitions have been well supported by gentlemen with specimens
of plants, fruits, and vegetables ; while the cottagers* stand has
usually presented* good display, and excited considerable inter-
est. It is to be regretted, however, that the exhibitions have been
attended with a Joss to the funds of 55/. io«. The promenades
have also been unusually well attended, which may be attributed
partly to the fineness ofthe season, and partly to the additional
privileges granted to the shareholders arid subscribers when the
increased subscription came into operation. With regard to the
finances ofthe Society, the committee beg to refer to the balance
sheet prepared by the treasurer, by which it will appear that the
funds present a more favourable appearance than at the last

annual meeting,"—^irwan^^rtm Adtertiser,

f Prizes: Flowbms— BasT 25 CHarsANTHKMiMS—Cluster Blush,
Kingof Whites, Queen, Starry Purple. Unique, Goliath, Perspi-
cuum, Conqueror, Tasselled Lilac, Due de Ganegliano, Vesta,
SuperbYellow, Eclipse, Marie, Tasselled Yeilow, Elegans. Minerva,
Cleopatra, Wheelerianuro, Expanded Pink, Defiance, Colonel
Combes, Insigne, Conspicuum, Incurved White, Rev. J. Bur-
roughes ; 2, Mrs. Burroughes ; 3, \V. Rippingale. gr. to G.
Morse, Esq. B«<iT SO Do.— Invincible, Starry Purple, Vesta,
Unique. King of Whites, Quilled Pink. King. Queen. TasseUed
Lilac, Clustered Yellow, Eclipse, Lucidum, Minei-va, Coronet,
Colonel Combes. Victorj-, Marie, Licurved Blu^h, Elegans. Defi-
ance—Rev. J. Burroughesj 2, Rev. J. Burroughes; 3, W. Rip-
pingale. Best 1$ Do.— Perspicuum, Unique. Starry Purple,
King* Ve^ta, Campestroni, Superb Yellow, Gem, Sultana, In-
signe, Defiance, Princess Marie, Marie, Conspicuum—Rev. J.
Burroughes; 2, W. Rippingale; 3, Mrs. Burroughes. SisQhJt
Spbcimrn (Vesta), Mrs. Burronghes. Plants. Cactus truncatus
and Gesnera riongata. Mrs. Burroughes; Primula sinensis, R.
Spence, gr. to Sir W. B. Proctor, Bait. Ctr Flowers, J. N.
Waite. jun., E-q, Sai^vja splssbkn's, W. Rippingale. Fruits;
PiWK-APPLE, D. Waters, gr. to Lord Wodehouse. Best Guapks.
(Black Haraburghj, W. Rippingale, gr. to G. Morse, Esq.; 2,
(Muscat of Al«xandria), C. Aldborough, gr. toG. S. Kett, E?;q.

;

3, Mis. Burroughes; 4,W, Scarlett, gr. to Mrs. Kett. OtJT.noo»
Gkatkr (Muscadine). R. Spence ; a ^Sweetwater;, H. S. Fattesou,
Efiq.

; 3 (Muscadine), Rev. J. Burroughes. DKs^Rl^T ArFLirs, J.
Cockburn, gr. to J. 'i\ «ott, Epq. ; 2. P. Jacobs, gr. to J. Scott,
Esq.; 3, J. Gordon, Esq. Collkctiov or AppLr«a. E. Kemp, gr. to
J. S.llu»kctt,E,sq.; 2,J. Gordon, Esq., Sai ik Ai'Pi.KS,K. Kemp,
2.S. Short,Jgr. to J. Stracey, Etq. ; 3, Mrs. Burroughes. Ditto,
W. Gale, gi. to H. N. Burroughes. Esq., M.P. ; arnt W. Scarlett.
Dss«rt Pkars, W, Gale; 2, D. Waters; S, W. Kemp, gr. to Sir
E. Stracey, Bart. Ditto. J. Cockburn. Baking Pkar. s. Short;
2, W. Rippingale. Pi.i;ms 4mpcraUice:, S. Shoit; 2, Mrs. Bur-
roughes. Mkolahs (Nottingham;. Kcv. J. Burroughes. Ditto,
Mrs. Burroughes. Whitk Clkrants, S. Short. CaANBi.aiUR^,
S. Short. Ualmjts, W. Gale; -i.W. Rippingale. Coi.Lkt rrov
ar Pkahb, Mr. J. Wighton, gr. to Lord siiifford. Scarlkt Nox-
PARtiLArpLK, R. Bellman, Esq. VtoKTAULKs . Cxtxav, S.
Short; 2, E. Kemp. Carrots (Orange}, S. Short; t, S. Harper,
gr. to J. CuUey, Esq. Passkrps. Rev. J. Burroughes ; «, H. S.
Patteson.Esq, Ljcttucrr. W. Galej 2, Mrs. Burroughes. En*
niVK, P. Jacobs. Pkai, W, Gale. Collkction op PoTATOEg,
R. N. Bacon, Esq.; 2. S. Short. Brussbls Spnoi/TS, S. Short.
Bkkt, R.N.Bacon, Esq.; 9. W. Gale. Rki> CABBAnR. W. Kemp.
Sea-kalk, S. Short. HoftSR-RAnisir, T. Potter. Cai lipi.owkr8,
W, Kemp. Capb Broccoj-t, Mrs. Burroughes. Savoy*. S,
Short; 2. P. Jacobs. Salad, W. Gale, 2, S. Short. Asparagus,
W. Gale. Tomatoks, S. Short. Cuci.mbkrs, D. Watera. Skbo.
Mxo Potatoes, Uev. J. Burroughes. Mi:^ji booms, R. Spence.
Prizes to the amount of 10/. were also awarded to Cottagers.—
Aor/olk Chronicle,

DtJTTifries and Gallvway Horticultural Societ^f, Dec, 3.—The con-
cluding meeting was held In the Court house, Buccleuch-sueet.
The large table was crowded with articles for competition, for
which the followijig prizes were given :~}Uiking Apples: 1, Mf-
O'Luughlin; 2, Mr. Colquhoun. In the dessert department of
the same fruit, the 1st and 2d prizes were gained by Mr. Col-
quhonn. Two seedling Apples attracted much attenliou, an^t
when tried, were found of superior quality. These were sent by
Mr. O'Loughlin. The Fears shown were remarkably large; the
first prize was swarded to Mr. Craig. Chrysunthrmvms, Mr.
Dickson. Broccoli, Mr. 0*Loughlin. Bm*$§i9 SprouU, Mr. Fcr-
gusson. Parsnrps, Mr. Fergusson. Letkt: ). Mr. J. Learmont;
2, Mr. Fcrgu&M>u. OnionM, Mr. J. Learmont. Spinach, Mt.
O'Loughlin

J and for some specimens of fi"mgAf*« Krrrfp Cab*
huge, A prize was also given for cut Uerhaceous and Green-
house flowers, reared by Mr Colquhoun, and for two plant* in pots
cultivated by Mr. O'Loughlin.

lioxhurgh&hire Horticultural Sonfty, Dec 7-—This meeting
was held in the Spread Eagle Inn Assembly-room, where prizes
were awarded for the following articles .—\TTh^^frvm Standardt^
for table : 1. Mr. W, Koss; 2, Mr. D. Crichton, gr. to the Earl of
Minto. AppLKs/rom o Wall, for table: 1, Mr. W. Ross; 2, Mr,
Weir. gr. to W. O, Rutherfurd, Esq. KTAvnARo Pkars, Mr,
J. Crlchton, gr. to R. Dennlstun, Esq. Pkars from WuU-trtet:
1. Mr. J, Crichton; 2, Mt. T. Weir. KiTCHfc\ Apples : I, Mr. G,
Taylor, gr. tu G. Broad, Esq. ; 2, Mr,D. Crichton. Celkey : l,
Mr. J. Crichton, for Seymour's new Solid White; 2, Mr. T. Weir,
for Solid Silver White. Brussels Sprocts: 1, Mr. D. Crichton

;

2, Mr. G. Taylor. Omons : 1, Mr. J. Crichton, forJames* Keeping
and White Spanish; 2, Mr, G, Taylor, for Dei-tford and Whitd
Spanish. Carrots : 1, Mr. A. Oliver, gr, to W. Fair, Esq. ; 2, Mr
T. Weir, for Long Orflnge.— ^e/*o Mail,

I

NOTICES OFNEW PLAMi^WinCH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Aca'cia BiFLORA. Two-flowercd AcRcis. {Greenfinnse ShruB),
LeguminosR?. Polygamia Monce'cia. This plaut Is neat, and
tolerably compact in habit, growing to the height of from 18
inches to three feet. The leaves are small and sessile, having-
the flowers in their axils. The blossoms appear in pairs, and
besides existing iu the ^xUs of the leaves, form a kind of spike at
the extremity of the shoots. They are capitate, of a moderate
size, and have a deep yellow or orange tint, with a pleasing
fragrance. It should be potted in sandy loam and heath- mould,
with the main roots a little elevated in the centre of the pot, an<i
should be placed in an airy part of the greenhouse; by timely
pruning, its stems should also be prevented from becoming long
and bare. Cuttings taken from the tips of the shoots will form
roots, though slowly, if treated iu the ordinary manner.—Po*-
ton^s Mag. of Botany.
EcHiTKS sPLENnENs. Splcndid-fiowered Ech.ites. (Sfo«»s

Climber), Apocyn^cea;. Pentandria Monogynia.— Of the many
handisome species of this genus which the late researches of bota-
nists and travellers in Brazil have made known to us, this is us-
questionably the most beautiful, and may vie with the choicest pro-
ductions of Flora which have been of late years introduced into
our gardens. It was received last year from the Organ Monh-
tains by Messrs. Veitch, and has already produced copious and
richly-coloured blossoms. The stems are climbing; the leaves
in opposite and remote pairs, from six to eight inches in length.
The flowers are produced in racemes of four or six together, and
have a white tube, spreading upwards, with a flat limb four inches
across, aiid of a beautiful rose colour, deep*aiing towards the
margin.— CwrfiV^ Bot, Mag,
Maclea'n'ia ancl' lata.—Angle-flowered Macleania. {Stove

Bhrmh), Eric&ceae. Dec&ndrta Monog>nia.—This plant flowered
in June last in the stove at Woburn Abbey, It is an evergreen
shrub of great beauty, and well deserves a place in every col-
lection. The leaves on the young shoots are very delicate, and
have a deep tinge of red. The flowers are nearly an inch long.
red with a yellow limb, and are produced In threes from the axils
of the leaves.— CwtiM^a Bot. Ma^.

COUNTRY SHOW^S.
Norufieh Horticultural Society ^ Noe, 23.—This, the sixth exhi-

bition for the season, was better attained than haa beentbe case

for several years past. The following is a List of the Members

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Weather,—The newspapers are full of surprising

circumstances connected with tl^is mihi season. More
Violets can be gathered tbaa in Maf. Birds are pairing

and building, and all aature seems of opinion that spring

has come. In some of the gardens near Loudon, the
flower-btids of the common Laurel are 3 inches long, the

Mez^reums are covered with their white and porpleflowers,

the Rhododendrons are trying to unfold^ and Hyacinths
are piercing the ground. At Edinburgh, in the garden
of the Horticultural Society, the evergieen Rhododen-
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Indron davurlcum is reported to be in full blossom.

Yorkshire, Strawberries, Filberts, and even an Apple-

tree (near Doncaster) are in btoom ; and a correspon-

dent at Colommendy, near Mold, in North Wales, mentions

his having gathered some Mushrooms, one of ^\hich

measured nearly 6 inches in diameter. We have similar

communications from all parts of the country. If we should

have such a January as that of 1838, v^hich was preceded

by jci5t such weather as this, there will be a terrible

return of killed and wounded in our gardens.

The French Mciliod of Cooking Endive.—Endive is a

delicious vegetable when it has undergone the culinary

art, though in England it is scarcely ever used but in the

form of a salad. The Endive, after being well picked and

wrashed, must be parboiled in four diiferent waters, to

destroy the bitterness peculiar to it. It must then be

boiled in salt and water till sufficiently done, when it

should be thrown into cold water, squeezed, and chopped

fine. It may afterwards be put into a stewpan upon a

lump of butter, with a few young Onions, chopped very

. small, added to it. Let it dry ; then dredge it with half a

table-spoonful of fl.ur, and add some good gravy, some
seasoning, and two lumps of sugar ; let it stew very

gently a quarter of an hour ; then serve it up alone or on

»ippets, or under sweetbreads, fricandeau, or mutton-

chops.— i'/'aci^T//^.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Hexton Hottse, iiettr Uitchin, Herffordshire.—The mansion is a

. modern bnildinp:, deliglitfully situated at the foot of a range of hiUs
which extend through this county. The pleasure- grounds are in

good keeping", and are ornamented with a beautiful serpentine
piece of water. Here we noticed a plant of Thuya occidentaJis,

blown down some years since, the branches of which, having
come in contact witli the earth, have struck root, and at this time
form a clump of young plants, nearly 40 yards in circumference,
and from 15 to 20 feet high. We also saw a fine plant of Arau-
c&ria brasilionsis turned oat on the lawn during* the summer
ruontha. At one end of the mansion is a smaU conservatory,

, containing some large specimens of the old kinds of greenhouse
plants, A walk leading from the pleasure-grounds along the
banks of the serpentine piece of wntcr, brings the visitor to a
small flower-garden, whence a view of a pretty waterfall is ob-
tained through a vista of trees. In the kitchen-gardeu we saw
some fine old Fig-trees, and the wall trees are also very good.

, In the houses the Peach-trees atul Vines are in excellent health;
,
but the latter are, in our opinion, too heavily cropped. Mr.
Chapman's Potato is here cultivated, and spoken very highly of^

Bamfurd Hallj the seat of J, Fe7iton, Esq., near Rochdale.—The
Pine- apple is cultivated here without bark in rather a novel man-
ner. The pots containing the plants arc placed in holes formed
in a stage, and arc heated by hot-water pipes passing beneath
them. Tlie plains are perfectly healthy, and seem to he quite in
their clement. The hothouses at this place are all nearly new,
having been finished about two years since ; they are glazed with
sheet-glass, from two to four feet long, and have a very light
appearance, \Ve understand that Mr. Cherry, the head gardener,
superintended their erection, which reflects great credit upon him.
Vic hope that he will furnish us with a plan of his fruiting pine-
stove, and with an account of his treatment of that plant, in your
forlhcoming pages,— yl. B,, 2!atiche&ttr.

A Catalogue of the Fruits cnllivated in the Garden of (he

Ilorticnllural Society of London, 3d Edition. 8vo.

This is in every way the most important work on hardy
. fruits which has yet been produced. It is a catalogue of
all the sorts of Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Vines, and
other fruits existing in the Garden of the Horticultural
Society, where everything of the kind has, for these 20
years past, been collecting from all parts of the world*

Every statement made in it is the result of the personal
observation of Air. Thompson: not a single circumstance
having been taken on trust from others ; and thus it has
an authority which it could not have secured if the com-
pilation of it had been less surrounded by precautions.
By throwing the matter into the form of tables, a book
that would otherwise have formed a volume as thick as a
dictionary is compressed into 180 pages, without any loss

of information. But it is not merely for the sake of its

accurate descriptions that this work has so much value;
the identification of synonymes is most extensive and im-
portant. If in Natural History the multiplication of
names is a great evil, the inconvenience is carried much
further among the fruits in common cultivation, many of
vhich have a considerable number of different appella-
tions ; for instance, the Borsdorffer Apple has 13 names,
the Old Golden Pippin 16, the Golden Reinette 14, the
Moorpark Apricot 10, the Bigarreau Cherry 14, the May
Duke 22, the Grosse Mignpnne Peach 40, the Black
Hamburgli Grape 36, and the Black Cluster Grape as
many as 46 different names. All this confusion is most
carefully rectified in the work before us. In short, con-
taining as it does all the certain knowledge that exists
concerning the fruits of Great Britain, it is as indis-
pensable to a gardener as a spade or a pruning-knife.
We are glad to add that it is published at so low a price
at to be within reach of a very poor man's pocket.

Mills' Treatise on the CucumLer. 2d Edition.
The demand for a second edition of this work shows the

opinion of the public as to its value." It has already been
noticed in the earlier pages of the Chronicle. The present
edition contain?; in addition, a plan and section of the
author's improved pit. Mr. Mills has likewise furnished
a series of observations upon forcing Cucumbers during the

* earliest months of the year, aa well as the treatment which
they should each day receive. The regularity of the tem-
perature during this period within the pit, at the time of
its being uncovered, is an important fact; the thermo-
meter generally standing above 70^ Even on the ith of
January, 1842, when the thermometer outside fell 10° below
aero (qy. 10** beFow freezing ?), that within the pit indicated
€4^. In addition to the descriptions given for cultivating
the Cucuniber and Melon, thi» work also comprises accu-
*ate deti^iU for forcing Asparagua and Seakale, two vege*

tables now coiasldered, in every good garden, almost in-

dispensable at this season of the year.

The Zoologist, (8vo. Van Voorst.)

—

Under this name
has appeared the first Number of a monthly publication,

intended as a journal of facts and anecdotes relating to all

departments of the animal kingdom. As far as we can

judge from a single number, it seems well supported by

contributors, and likely to become a useful and enter-

taining miscellany.

Punch,—Punches Almanac^—Punches Pocket-booJc,—
Punch'^s Letters to his Son, although not horticultural,

are popular productions of too remarkable a character to

be entirely passed by in a newspaper. There may be some
grave people who think that we poor gardeners should

mind our spades, and not relax our faces even into a grin

at this merry season ; we dare not hope that theg will

agree with us in our recommendation of the works of Mr.
Punch. We, however, who think a good laugh a good

thing, and who like the under-current of right feeling

which pervades the pages of our worthy contemporary,

cannot refrain from joining the publicpress in recommend-
ing him to the favour of such of our readers as do not yet

know him. Mr. Punch, in the form he has now assumed,

is the good fool of our forefathers, who hid many a whole-

some truth beneath his gibes, and more wisdom under his

cap and bells than could often be met with in those days

beneath a cowl or a helmet. Punch's Almanack in

particular is admirable ; and its illustrations, as indeed

they usually are in these publications, a most extraordi-

nary advance in the artist-like execution of wood engrav-

ing. To those, however, who think a quarto an incon-

venient dose of almanac, Jlowleii's Victoria Golden Al-

mauaCy about three inches long and two inches wide,

printed with gold letter upon an azure ground, may be

administered without any fear of the consequences.

'

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing tvcek.

In accordance with the plan of the Proprietors—who, with a
view of diffusing the greatest possible amount of practical in-

formation, have determined that the Weekly Calendar of Opera-
tions shall be contributed by a different person every year—our
labours terminate this day. In our past contributions a critical

observer could, no doubt, discover n^any omissions and some
oversights (for all of which we are answerable, with the excep-
tion of the article " Stove," that part having been furnished by
another hand) ; yet we trust that upon the whole the Calendar
has been found useful, not only by young gardeners, but in some
degree also by those who have had the advantage of longer
experience. It will be admitted by all who possess any practical
knowledge of horticulture, that there is scarcely any business,
even among those that are designated the higher professions,
which demands so much forethought— such unremitting mental
exertion—as gardening on an extensive scale; it is, therefore, in
no degree unconscionable that even the most experienced among
us should sometimes need a remembrancer. The most perfect of
these, however, could not be universally applicable, because the
accidental circumstances of soil, situation, climate, the particular
requirements of different families, fi:c., must necessarily modify
any given rules; still some useful hint might be gathered from
a Calendar, even by those to whom many of the directions in it

may be nnsuitcd. We can from experience bear testimony to
the advantages derivable from the system recommended by Mr,
Paxton—namely, that young gardeners should make a Calendar
for themselves, by a daily record of observations and occurrences
relating to their business. In addition, wx would suggest that,
to afford a ready reference, the date when any crop is sown
should be written on the tally, with tlie name of the variety.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—The genered management of the plants, as previously
detailed, should be continued, avoiding, as much as possible, all

unnecessary excitement through the dull montlis of winter.
Give water only when actually necessary, and then very spa-
ringly. When the heat of the bark-bed is low, let the water be a
few degrees warmer ; when high, a few degrees cooler. The
linings of dung-heated pits ought to be often examined; heavy
rains will check their fermentation as much as cold weather.
Uncover the pits early on mild mornings, to give the plants the
benefit of light, and for the same reason the glass should be kept
as free from dirt as possible.
ViNKRV.—If the Vines subjected to artificial heat have been

habituated to early excitement, the buds will most likely now be
breaking; in which case, the night temperature should be in-
creased two or three degrees, giving air as before on fine days,
but not so freely as to incur a loss of much heat. A frequent
admission of fresh air, except for the purpose of keephig the
temperature within prescribed limits, is not essential to the
health of the plants until the leaves are suflficiently developed to
perform their functions. The Vines in the late houses should be
kept cool by frequent exposure. To ripen Grapes about the end
of May, a house should be shut up now. Late fruit must be
carefully attended to in damp weather.
Peach-hocsk.—When the blossoms begin to open, discontinue

the sprinkling of the trees, and in other ways keep the atmo-
sphere drier. Daring the period of flowering some of the sashes
should be opened eTer>' day, if possible. The temperature by fire-

heat may range between 45° and 50°, according to the state of the
weather.
CHKnnY-norsK.—Prepare a house for forcing, if it is intended

to commence early next month.
CrccwBBRs.— See that bearing plants are not over-cropped.

If growing in pots or boxes, take care that they are judiciously
watered ; but if in pits, in a larger body of soil, they will seldom,
if ever, require water at the roots now. Attend particularly to
young plants in common frames ; a little inattention will destroy
them

.

AspARAcrs.— If a constant succession be required, a new bed
should be planted every three or four weeks; but the intervening
time must of course be regulated by the size of the frames, and
the consumption.
Seaeale and Rhubahb should also be brought forward for

succession,
STRAWBERRiKfi.—-Some pots may be put into the early Peach-

house, or any other convenient place where the temperature does
not exceed 30°.

Out' door Department.
ARTicnoKES.—Dress off some of the long outside leaves, and

then mulch round the plants with rotten leaves, or anytliing else
that will be seniceable in keeping off frost.
Cacliplowers.—Any of these, and likewise of Broccoli, which

are now fit for use. must be taken up and housed before frost.
Cklery.— In case of frost covei a few rows with fern or litter.
Em>ive.—That which is covered for blanching by flower-pans

must be protected from severe frost by dry litter or leaves.
Horse-radish.—Dig up a quantity for wiiiter use, and lay it

in sand.

i j£AvsAx.£M AKTicHO££S.-'lf uon^ of these bave been taken

up, it should now be done ; mulch those that are left in the
ground.
Parsn'eps, Carrots, and other winter roots must riot be per-

mitted to grow. The sprouting of these and the sorting of Onions
can be done on wet days.
Orchard.— Unprotected Fig-trees must be covered before

severe frost sets in, as the continued mild weatherwill have made
the young wood more than usually susceptible of injury by cold.
Prune Orchard trees ; at the same time heading down any. that it

is Intended to graft. Prune and nail when the weather permits

:

on bad days look over the fruit in the fruit-room, from which frost

must be strictly excluded.
II.—FLOWKK-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Dcpurtment, *

Stovk.—W^ater-plants, such as Nymphsea, may be rested for a
few weeks, which will make them flower more freely in the fol-

lowing year. When the plants arc infested with red-spider, the
pipes should be painted over with a mixture of sulphur. Conti-

nue to make preparation for shifting the plants. Gloxinias and
Sinningias which are beginning to grow should be repotted and
watered ; others of the same kind which arc not growing may still

be kept dry. to flower later.

Greenhouse anh Conservatorv.—Whatever the weather
may be, a little air, if at all practicable, ought daily to be given
to hard-wooded plants, as these always suffer from close con-
finement with fire-heat, which should therefore not be unneces-
sarily employed. Let the plaiits be kept free from dead leaves

and other eye-sores, be neatly tied and trained, andthe surface of

the soil now and then stirred, to prevent the growth of Moss.
At a season when there are few flowers to interest, especial

attention should be paid to order and neatness, for a well-

managed plant is always a pleasing object, whether in blossom
or not.
Pits anu Frames.—When plants that are in bloom are

removed from the forciug-pit, the bark-bed should be stirred

before taking in a fresh set. Introduce a few Pinks to the early

Peach-house, or any other convenient place where the tempera-
ture does not exceed 50°, Maintain a regular succession of

Hyacinths and Narcissuses, which, besides being easily managed,
are, on account of their odour, the most desirable bulbs for

forcing. Use every precaution to prevent the plants in the

cold pits from damping; they should be very sparingly watered,
and exposed to the air at every suitable opportunity.

Out-door DepartmeJit.

Unless alterations are in progress, there will be little to do in

the flower-garden at this season of the year, except occasional

cleanings and the manuring and digging of empty beds or rough
flower-borders. On frosty mornings wheel out the soil from
beds which it may be necessary to renew for Carnations or

other florists' flowers; that taken out may be spread over the

herbaceous borders with advantage to the plants. If not yet

done, let coverings be prepared for tender shrubs, as a dangerous
degree of cold sometimes occurs without much previous waniijig.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
NuRSKRy.—Young plants which are intended to remain in the

seed.beds another summer should be thoroughly cleaned, and

the weeds dug into the alleys. All work of this kind should be

forwarded while the weather continues open, that it may not

be a hindrance in the busy season of spring.

Forest and Coppice-Woods.—Coppice-wood may be cut.

Proceed also with the thinning of young plantations, which
ought to be done in moderation, and according to some premedi-

tated system, not at hap-hazard. Planting should be continued,

if not yet finished.—J. B. Whiting, The DeepdeuC'

State of the Weather near i-ondon lor the Week ending Dec. 29,

1642, as observed at the Hort'rruliurpl Cardtn.'Cliiswick.
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Friday 23
Saturday 34
Sunday 25
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29.794 29-651 50 26 37-5
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29.815 S9.659 5U 4S 49.0 s.w.
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Monday S6

Tuesday 27
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£9.548 23.H1 51 41 46.0 s.w.
29.661 29.321 47 25 B6,0 w.
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Thursday 29 30,174

29S21

30. U2 52 46 49.0 w.

Average En.G33 484 34.7 41.5

.09

I- \

.20

.tl
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Dec 23. Rain during the day; clear and fine at night.

24. Shght frost i clear and very fine with bright sun.

25. Frosty, slightly overcast and fine ; boisterous at night.

1>G. Densely clouded and windy j rain at night.

27. Rain ; cloudy and damp j clear and frosty at night.

28. Frosty j clear and fine j slight frost.

29. Overcast throughout.
Mean temperature of the week 4J° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 1/ years, for

the ensuing Week ending Jan. 7, 1 S43.

Prevailij^g IVindi.
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Aver.
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Tem j>.

Aver.
Lowest
Temii.

31.3

Mean
Temp

37.3
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Rained.

Sun. 1 43.4 5
Mun. 2 42.2 3K7 ?6.9 7
Tiies. 3 42.2 30.1 36.1 8
Wed. 41 40.6 ai-7 36.1 4-

ThuiB. 5 39.5 30.7 35.1 4
Fri. 6 39 5 28.6 ' 34.0 6
Sat. 7 3a 6 28.1 ' 34.3 3
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0.70 !n.
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The highest temperature during the above pericd occurred ou
the 6th, in 1839—thermometer 53°j and the lowest on the /tiij

in 1841—thermometer 6°.
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REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
y » For the Week ending Dee, 30, 1842.

[The Half-sieve contains . . . 3^ imperial gallons.

The Sieve 7
The Bushel Sieve , . . . iOJ
The Bushel Basket 1 imperial bushel.

Punnets for Seakale are • . . 7S in. wide and 2 in. deep.

Radishes • . . • 8 y, 3 19

Mushrooms ... 7 n ^ ,»

„ Salad 5 «» 2 »»J

Iw consequence of the Christmas holidavs, the supplies have been

much smaller than usual during the past week; prices m ruosi

instances remain the same, and trade continues dull. Fruit :
rin^^

have made a slight advance in price; amongst them are some hana-

some Montserrats. Hothouse Grapes have also risen to Sis. and »*.

per lb. A few Pomegranates still remain, Avhich are selling at 4*.

per dozen. Dessert Pears of different kinds are well supplied ;
tae

principal sorts are the Old Colmar and Clout Morceau, at 8*- per

half-sieve ; Nells d'Hlver at 10*. ; with the Beurre IJance ana

Passe Colmar at 6s, per half-sieve. The best dessert Apples

are the Golden Pippin and Nonpareil, at 10*. per bushel ;

to*

Ribstone Pippin, at Gs. per bushel ; and the ^'e\^town IW"'
from 2*. to Zs. per dozen. A few Cucumbers have also been olieteu

during the week, from yti. to Is. ^d. each. VeyetaWes : The suppiy

of Asparagus continues to increase : the best buuches fetch from *i-

to ds. each ; the smaHcst not more than 2^.* and 2*. 6d. ^^eakale is
"J

good quality and tolerably plentiful, which hns rendered it soniewcat

cheaper. A small quantity of French Beans have appeared, v "if

fetch from 2*. to .?*. per 100. Caulitiowers are no longer to be pro-

cured, but excellent Wliite Broccoli may be obtained in tbejr place -

this, on account of the limited supply in the early part of tiie ^JJ?^'

rose from 1 j. (>rf. to 3.?. per bunch, but it is doubtful whether this ni^

price wiU continue. Tlie demand for lihubaih is very Hntnll, ^^
J'^

price has consequently fallen. Mushrooms are unusually dieapn^

abundant, good ones being procurable from Stf. to ^M. per P^^^y
Floxverst Amongst the cut flowers we ohscr^-ed Ilelichrysiun pro

fenim, Cyprip^dhim venustum. GreT-illeas, Gesneraa, >^^%^,T:'
Hyacinths, Az^eas, ShgaoaecOroDs, Epavrises, Tulips, >fti^ci*9^^^'*

Violets, &c.

nIf:
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:: PRICES, Satubbat, Der
Fiof Apple, per Ib.-l* to Cn '

GrRpei, Hothouse, pvr lb- &i tft B*
Spanish, lOd tn 1«

.^" TtM-tugal, li to IsGd
Apples, dpsseri, per bush., 84 6t/to7'

Kiichezi, 2t tu St

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2* to 6*
Cucumbers, per bra<e, U 6<i to 2* 0J
Bfelon, t*panj«h, Si 6^ to 5«
Pomesranates, per dox.. 4«

Uii^K^*) P*'^ dbz.ffiti tu 2f
,_- per 100, 4t tn 14j

— bitter, per 100, 10< to 12*

..... VEGET
SavopB, per doz. Gd to 1«

Cabbiige, per do7. 6J to 1«
.. plants, per dox. Im 6d to 8«

— Red, fur ijicklii:^', l$Gd to 5*
BruE&ela Spmuts, per ht.-sv. U 3(i to 2*

Broceoli, While, pf-r bunch, ItGd to 3*
— Purplr,9t/ to 1*

Keans, Kidney, fureed, per 100, 2« to 3i
Potriiucs, per ton, 40a io',!ia

— per cwt. 2* to 4s

— perbtifhel, 1# 3J lo Ct
— Kidney, per bn., U6J to2«Gd
— New, per lb., GtlxoOi

Jerusalem Ariichokes, per half-sieve,
9d to Is 6d

Turnips, per doz. bun., Is 6Jto 2s Cd
Red Beet, per dozen» prf to l»

tirzonera, pt- r bnntlJe, 1 j 3d tn is 6d
i*afy, per bundle, 1j iUi to I* Gd

Cardooni', each, is ed to 2s

horse Hadif h.per bundle. It GJ to4t Gd
Radish, per doz. bands (34 to SO each)

ad to Is

— Turnip, p. doz. bt:h.. It to 2t Cd
CariotB, per doz- bun., 3j to .^1

.31. »8«3.-*-RUnS:—
;

Leinuuii, per doz. \t to 2i

^
— per \00, esta i4t

Ahtumdis, perpt-ok, (>* to 7s
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 24 6tf to 3«
Chesnuts, per peik, 3# to 7i
Walnuts, per bush , l2ito ?0*
Filteru,Engliah, per 100 lbs. eoajto C5u
C< b Nuts, per lOOIbs., 70* to S5t
Nuts, per bufibel—
— Brazil, ie/to.»o*
.— Spanish, 18* toiC*— BrtTft-'tonH, 2it

'

— Cubbs, lli

AHI.KS.
Paryneps, perdi zen, Cd to It
Spinach, per lieve, i# to Ij Gd
Leeks, per doz. bun., \s edto2s
Onions, per bushel, u to Cj

—
— Pickling, pel h£.«v., 3» to"4,— (»reen,|>. doz. ban. 3* to 4i ' "

— Spanish, per doz- 2* to 4*
(jarlic, perlb. t)(i to 8d
Sliwllnty, per ib.. Is

Asparagus, per 100, 7r to Ot— Sevond, 2j Gd to Us Gd— Sprue or Small, 2i to 2t €d \

Sea-bale, per punnet^ I4 lo £*
I.eCtuce, p. ir., PJ to If
Endive, per score, Od to 1* G.V
Oelery.p.bd.. (12to 15) G</ to ItCdZ
Rhubarb Stalk*, per bdle.li to jTs^f
riniall Sa.adg, per punnet, 2d to Sd
Watercress, per doz. arn. bun. 4d to Od
Par.*lty, per dc^zen limthc*. Is Cd to2i
Tarragon, per dnz. bun., 2*
Safjp, per doz. bunche.«, It Gd to 2*2
Mint, per duz. bunL^:hfs, 2s
Alu&hrooms, per pottle, Hd lo &d

Polices to Correspondents,
To CoRUESPoxDENTS.—J". G,—J. B. 2>.—Mauy thanks. "We hope to

find room for yo\i next week.
JiANCREs.—.4. r.—The weight of a pint of guano, strike measure,

is aljout I Ib.f 'M

.

—It is the opinion of physiolop-ists that Sili-

cate of potash is not formed during the progress of vegetation,
but that the silex and alkaU arc united in the soil, and absorbed m
a state of combination.!

' Soils.—^. ?r.—You hardly give ns information enough to enable us
. to send you a good answer. In the first place, ycu say you have

formed a heap of Peat-moss and farm-yard manure ; but what is

peat-moss? Is it peat? If s.o, it is a good material, and you
cannot do better than employ it to absorb tlie contents of your
ceespool; there is no reason to fonr any iron it mny contain. Is

• it moss? If so, it is usele?;?i until it is thoroughly rotted. Sup-
posing your compost Ituiii to be mellowed by remaining for 2 or 3
months after the contents of the drains have been added, there is

no doubt that 25 tons an acre of it will bring you heavy crops of
vegetables, and consequently of turnips. \\'e will give you a list

of sortsfor espaliers, if you will say how many Apples, Tears, &c.,
you wrint.f •

Garrya ELLiPTicA.—^. .V.—If you havG any specimens of this which
do not produce catkins, pray examine them carefully to see if they
are not females. This plant has males on one plant and females
on another ; tlio former only have yet been seen alive ; and yet
there ought to be females in the country. The discovery of th'em
would be most interesting. The males always produce catkins, so
far as we have ever seen.f

RHODoDKXDr.oNS.—-(7 M. A'.—The following Rhododendrons may
be recommended as hardy and show^-:- catawbiense, and its va-
rieties, azaleoides, p(5nticum, and its' varieties, fermgfneum, hix-
sutum, maximum, and its varieties, campanulatum, davCiricum
atrovirens, cauc^sicum, L<5wii.— IT

Cur.MApHjiiAS.

—

J, A,—Seme of the Ameiican writers on Materia
Medica say that C. maculata is inert; others, however, regard it

as probably similar \ti Its'action to C. corynibosa. The latter, how-
ever, is the one that is officinal in the United States.f

J\A\\T)\ rLA.\r^—^ Beghtsia- will find at p. 807, a list of good hardy
berbaceous plants, with which he may decorate his new flower-
garden. To these he may add Some of tlie more common bulbous
plants, such as .Snowdrops, Crocuses, Lilies, Narcissuses, Jomiuils,
&c., if he can procure the bnlhs so late in the season.

t

Evergreens.— T. **?. P.—The Eooner you plant your Hollies and
other evergreens the better ; this operation must, however, be done
wlien the weather is open.t

Mistletoe.—£. J. //.—I'or an account of the manner in which the
iWistlutoe is propagated, we must refer you to p. 225 of the
Chronicle for this year.t

Coucii^riR^\ss.—^ Sin-rfi/ St/liscrihrr {t)id O^^fr.?.— The only means
of destroying Couch-Grass is to fork over the ground infested with
it ; all the underground stems or runners met with in this operation
should be caiefully collected and bunied.:r

Fairy Rings.—Earht SubsaihtT.—A\'e know of no means of de-
stroying fairy rings. It is not they which produce fungi, but fungi
which iiroduce them.f

vVeeds.—T. 11. S*—You must favour us with the real name of the
plant you call duckweed, before we can adWse you what to do in
order to extiri^)ate it. Chickweed is neither perennial nor paia-
sitical, but a little annual (Stellaria media) and of no importance.
"\Ve cannot guess who your enemy is.t

* iNNi'NGiA.

—

A T^ro.—riants of this genus require to be giown in a
i humid stove, and should be potted in sandy loam, enriclied with

leaf mould. They should be freely syringed during their period of
growth

; but in winter they will only need occasional waterings to
prevent the soil from becoming dry.t

Epacris.—^ 7'//?v?.— This tribe, as well as Heaths, can always be
r kept bushy by nipping cut the tips of the shoots ; which plan is
much preferable to pruning them with a linife.t

Franci'scea.— .^ Tjrt'o.— Both Franciscea Ilopeana and F. latifolia
are stove-plants, and will succeed well if i>otted in a mixture of
fibrous heath-mould, sandy loam, and silver sand. They should
be allowed plenty of pot-room, and a moist atmo^^phere, and should
be grown near the g!ass : they will be benefited by a slight shading
during bright sunshine in summer.t

The Myrtle.—*^. S.—The Common Myrtle is Myrtus communis. It
will grow in any free soil where it is fully espoiitd to the light ; but as
It cannot bear much frost, it must be put into a greenhouse or be
well matted and drained in winter. The berries were made into a
Sort of wine by the Romans. It is a totally diff"erent plant from
the Candleberry M\rtle, which is not a Myrtle at all, but a sort
of Gale, t

Ri'ssE'LiA.— 7?. ,?., who lias several plants of Russclia juncca
trained upon wire trellises eight feet high, had better cut out only
that portion of the old wood which does not appear likely to pro-
duce vigorous shoots. If the young wood is allowed to droop in
front of the trdtlis, instead of being trained to it, the plant will
have a much nicer appearance, t

BftUGijA NsiA.

—

R. S.—Hnigmansia sanguinea succeeds best when
planted out in the border of a conser\ator\'. it may, however, be
made to flower freely in pots, if allowed plenty of room, and
planted in light rich soil. Ko doubt the reason why your plants
have not bloomed is owing to your having kept them in the stove,

where the high temperature would induce them to make abundance
of wood instead of producing flowers, t

Cj.TMBEns.-^ Subscriber.—The following are good stove climbers
for growing in pots : Stephanotis foUicularis ; 'iliunbergia Ilawtay-
iieana, two varieties, one white and the other blue ; Mantittiacor-
difolia, and il.blcolor ; Ipomoearubro-carulea, I. scabra, and I.

JJorsfaiiiae : Convt'.hTilus pentanthus, and Fergularia cdoratissima.

Thebest^reenhouse climbers are TYop.Tobmi tricolor, T. nzureum,
and T. brach^cerns : 5^ichj-a villosa, Z, paimosa, and Z. tricolor ;

Gomphoiobium versicolor; Keuned>Ti Marryattaj ; liarUenbcrgia
niacropliylla, H. Yacemosa, and bollyu hcterophylla. ;

FviTRLAsTixG RosE.— j4 Yoiunj Z^/(/y.— Thjs is also known as the
Bose of Jericho, described at p. 303, It may be grown in England,
and the mo^ likely method of succeeding with it will be to treat it

in the same manner as the Ice-plant.J
vCTTiXGs.—j4 Comt<ir\t Raider.—V,\ advise you to let your cuttings
^t Fuchsias, (2tc., remain iu tlie pots iu ViliicU they wer^gtrucli,

until FtUuaiy or March, when llicy may Rnfch- be polled ofTsiiB
nitcly. Tnless the young plants ..ic weU n)oteU, it wouhl be
dangerous to C. !urb them at present.t

RosKs.— v4. B. r.— If your plant is the true Rose de Lisle, we can
only account for its not flowering bvvoor stating that it is grown
against a north asi>ect. It usmiUy is an abundant bloomer.t

PELARGONir.M.s.—J. /;. c.— AVt recommend you lo discard from

variety of colour.* J. //.

er>- good one ; deficient only in
Your collection of Pelargtiniums wiU

be much improved by adding—Consenative, Gem of the West,

Bi'LBs—J'^piKij.—Gladiolus tristis and Iltspcrantlia longiflora
should be potted in sandy peat to whicli a small quantit\ of loam
has been added. They should be kept in an airj- part of the
greenhouse, and allowed plenty of water after thev have begun to
grow, linms^^gia falcata should be planted in rich light loam,
with the neck just above ground. Jt requires abundance of water
when growmg m winter, but slioidd be kept during summer in a
dn- part of the stove in a state of perfect rest. Nerine fle.xuosa and
undulata should be encouraged to make a vigorous growth of
leavesduring the autumn, and these must be kei»t from injury by
frost or drouglit during winter: jn Mav, the plnnts mavbe allowed
to rest

;
and, after remaining in that state for three months, tlieir

growth must be again promoted by watering. The truUment
which Vallota purpurea and ll.uuantlms toxicArius require is
given at p. 809. Cyrtanthus obliquus should l>e kept near the
glass m a cool part of the stove; a light soil, not retentive of mois-
ture, 13 best adapted to it; and during winter, water should be
spanngly administen^rt. A niaryllis luuiiifulia w ill i^uccced very wcU
planted by the sideof a pond,just above the level of the water; so
that the roots will at all times have plentv of water within their
reach. J Bulhosr\s \\vii^$ihn&i "A bulb of Brunsvigia Jose-
phine broke into leaf in August last, and has since matured iibout
eight large leaves on each side, in a temperature avenigingbetwetiu
.jO^ and G0°. It has been occasionallv well watered, but rather
under than over done in this respect. Within the last nine davs
the leaves have appeared to flag ; the bulb itself, which is above
the surface of the soil and naked, is softer than wlmt it ought to
be

; and some slight ap])earance of decay exists In the outer coats,
but not much." [It seems very probable that the bulb has l>een
affected by the moisture of the atmosphere. This scims to be con-
firmed by the statement of Mr. Herbert, one of the most buctcssful
cultivators of this tribe of plants, who says. '' that if the bulb is
exposed, it imbibes moisture from the atmosi)here in the season of
rest, wliich becomes fatal to it ; and that those plants, the necks
of whidi hnd never been raised above gromul, were always found
in the safest state. They should be potted in rich light lo;nn. and
should be watered abundantly iu. winter ; in summer, drj- heat and
perfect rest are necc....^y." In all cases, the rule is to give water
while growing, and iy proportion to the rate of growth , and to
withhold it when not growing. A temperature of ^\i^ is too low to
grow this plant successfully, j]

Fruit TREES,—J. B. Z.—As you have already planted Cherries for
training in the umbrella form, and a« jou do not wish for either
Apples or IVars, your chdlce becomes limited to Plums; but
without great care neither Plums nor Chen ley will succeed when
trained downwards. Their tendency to send up strong shoots in
a contrary- direction will be ince3.sant during the growing season ;

and if these are allowed to take the lead, the pendiUous branches
will become so weak, that they will not be capable of receiving tlie
full supply of sap, and gumming win bo the consequence. You
can only hope to succeed by pincliing strong shoots on tlieir first

appearance. The eleven PJum trees which you require may con-
sist of the following: 2 Roya!e Ilative, 2 Green (iagc, 2 I'urplc
Gage, 2 Coe's Golden Drop, Washington, St. Martin's Quctsche,
and Itkworth Imperatrice. y //fterw/cw*.— The varieties enume-
rated for a Subscriber y at p. SZ"!, rac suitable for your north aspect

;

the remaining space may be profitably filled with Red Currants,
planted two feet apart, and trained with a single stem, in order that
they may reach to the top of the wall. For vour east aspect—
Plums: 1 RoyaleIiativc,2Grcen Giige, 2 Pui-ple Gage, i Coe'a
Golden Drop, l Ickworth Imperatrice. Che^^-os: 3 Mayduke, 2
Elton, 2 Rigarreau, 1 Florence. For the west ^^yQ<^—Pears

:

Ranee. Riders may be planted with ndvantfiire, provided you
remove them before either their roots or tops interfere with the per-
manent trees.ii M. H'. A.— Three good Pears for a south-west
aspect, are the Passe Colmar, Glout Mor^eau, and lieurre linnce. I

Three l*Iums for a soutli-ea^t aspect may be the Royale Ilative,

Purple Gage, and Green Gage; or Cod's Golden Prop, ifyou airendy
possess enough of the Green Gage.H J. i>.—The Jargonelle
Pear will take on the Quince-stock, and succeed for many years,
although not so well as some others. The l*car-stock is preferable
for this variety. We have seen so many varietie* of Pears growing

j

on the Quince, that we can scarcely believe there are any that will

not take upon it, if properly worked ; that is, as the French do
them, close to the ground ; care being likewise taken that the
Quince- stocks intended for being grafted are cut down before vege-
tation com.mences. If a variety of Pear should greatly overgrow
the Quince, it will not live long : if the disparity of growth is but
little, a slight, check of the fiow of sap is occitsioned, and tliu tree in

consequence is soon brought to a bearing condition : in the first.

case double working is necessarj' ; in the second, it is needless.|

CrBRAXTS.

—

J» Jl. P., Chilicell.—T'hQ origin of the Dutch Cunant
is not known. Doubtless the variety was imported from Holland.
Switzer, in his ** Practical Fruit Gardener," published 1/2-1, says,
•* The great AVhite Dutch Currant and the Great Red Dutch Cur-
rant are the fairest, largest, and best ; and the great Yellow Dutch
Currant difiersonly in colour. All others are to be ejected out of

the gardens of the curious ; the English and Illack Currants not

being worth planting in comparison with the great dark Red and
White Dutch before-mentioned, they being much improved in

taste since they have been endenizened." Your account of having

seen, inthegJirden ofE. Rawson, Esq., of Pegworth, a common
Red Currant -tree, bearing bright Red Currants and pure White
ones on the same and different branches, some being all ^ one

sort and some mixed, would render it not improbable that tBly are

mere sports of one another.!

Onio.ns.— -<4 ^V/f;irr/6cr.— Underground Onions should be planted in

February, in well-prepared soil, such as Is suitable for other Onions. S

Ti'RNiPH.— if/6cmtcM*.—Too eaiiy sowing, for so hot a summer, lias

most probably been the cause of your Swedish Turnips running so

much to seed. All you can do is to cut down the flower-stalks as

they (Spring, and use those Turnips that are the most forward as

soon as possible.!

PotatoBS.- J.i>.—TheLady*s FingerPotatomay certainlybe obtained
byapplying to any nurseryman. It was e.xhibited at the Smitiifield

Cattle Show, by Mr. Chatwin. seedsman of Hungerford Market. Ij

j]ees.—A desimii' / Bee keeper may console herself with the know-
ledge that her Itarii case has met with commlser.ition, and that we
have some information for lier, which she will get next week.f

BooKi),

—

M, Y.—Both Mills' and Ayres' Treatise upon the Cultiva-

tion of the Cucumber are good works of their kind. The former
wa-s advertised in our last Number ; the latter at p. 16 of the

Chronicle oi\'x<i\^v,t i. C—The " NaturaliaU' Library" is

overlooked the qucjrtlonA which, toeing placed at the end of some
other uialter, vi^re net oIw^trvHl. AA'lit-n 4irchidaccous or other
pV-^ntS art,' received b.\ * Horticultural --cit-ty from Uieir col-
lectors, they are di^uibuttd to such Fellows of the Society as
apply for them , with the exception of specimens ^ese^^ed for the
£<Kie-^ :i»-<tJon. Such (ilstnbutit»iiB<^l been alvca^ advcr-
t d in our coiumns^ Mr. Fortune is not allowed to collect live
plants or seeds for any one ; he has, hov.ever, the priAilcge of ma-
king collections In ot^ branr^"^ *

*" nntnrai history ; and if it is
dried specimens of I'eraa that yon wa&t, lie ma^-Undertake to sup-
ply them. He iii jusi now in Nsotland. -J^v Books. + Tirproot.—Xurser}-men arc adr^' ted under the same cond: : = as other
people. PnwiUcal gRrdeners uiay, bowever, be elected, upon the
recommendation of the ComK-il. upon paym.nt of au admission
fi'e of iL J*., asdan annual pi.bi./ivtion of tlie same sum, pro-
\.uedtbey have contribi.' \ to the ir !^ ome paper, of import-
ance enougfi to be printed in the Transactions, f

ExHiEiTio.NS—^ f^fhgcnher, -^ Ztch\-% inophyi^a. Z. tricolor, Z.
pHMifati.and Kenuedya AIarry;Uiap-, a,^ sulficiectly distinct to be
shown at the Horticultural Soi :

" :: V: : jus as diflerent vari-
eties in a collection of cMmbers. t'

Loss OK Cowra in PLANTs.—Ji/^tUMjr.—Your Horseshoe Pcbr-
gonium, the dark colour in tlic leaves of vhidi wa* intense during
tht inunicr, but which is now ao changed A« to h;tv, .^cume
ahijo.t plain, has prr' ' \- ^ i, I;ept • ' ^ v other phuts. Tlie
nearer your ]dant is to the gtaas, and the more evposed It is to the
light, the darker will be the markings of the learee. The ]oei of
colour cannot bew^etlicd by the u^ f any pnrticular conii>08t4

A pRoaLEM IN Planti —stvltus si\x Hat a g !enian in hia
neighbourhood bein^ desirous of fon'-'- a jJaatation, bus qiven
orders to liave the trees pl:inted irr</;///a, .y, but all to niftiui \ft,
(', t ; and he waiit;; to know how that is to be done. A\ c ure not
clever enough to be able toaiivl-eblm.t

Nkw Pi,ants.— Tr./.."-it i.«; quite lu^iossiblo for us to remember anjr-
thing about the Statice you sent us. If wild in Plnghiud, it was
not likely to be S. tatarfca. Did you say it was wild ?

n Ann s QmW.— IV. J. A.—It would not be fair in us to reconmieml
one tradesman in preference to another. Any braes or zinc wtiriier
can make them if he has a jiattem. i ou will find nn advertise*
mciit on the subject by some respectable people at j». 44y of this
year's CAnmu/c. We quite aicree with you tliat any nurseryman
who would have these c.m-us constructed and tastefully fumiitad
with phmts would find a ready sale for them in sudi a citv as
Loudon, t

STAriES FOR Plants.— /7c>r4J.— As \ou ba^e room in yourconeerv-
atory for a stage 12 feet long ami 7 broad, we would advise yon to
procure one of a pyramidal form, so tliat it will preeeut the s:imo
appearance on eveiy .side.- The upjicr fhpH mii^bt, in this case, be
6 fee't long and l-t inches wide : and this vtMild be surrounded by
four tiers gnidunlly diminishing in width ilu !\ u^, 7^, and f!

inches. The latter or lowermost shelf .siiuuid not be raised more
than a foot above the level of ih^ floor ; the first rise might be 6
inches, the ne\t f>. the sue ...Jing one 12, and the uppeni.^^t J5
inches. By this means t ': j-lanl will have jilenty (

' icf to grow
in

, and the general complaint of plants not beingallo^seU suiV at
room will be obviated, t

Barometers.—7/^. 7'.—Good barometers, with a proi>erlygradu;ited
scale, may be pure! il from 3/. JO*, to 5Z. 5#. A laLher open
shed will be a proper situation for one. $

Ice.—-4 Constant *SJ(6*cr.i/u*.—It is probable that ice mav be pre-
served without straw, or some similar material ; but if so, the house
must be constructed on i^ae peculiar plan. We doubt whether
any means will prove at once so convenient and cheiip ai packing
with straw.

t

Labolrers.— ij.^^ ..-(fff.— It is impossible for us to say what the
cost of dniining will be i>er acre; everything dei>endiug on local
drcumi'tancoF, eoU, and other matters, that can alw '')e aa-
certained on the spot, and nowhere *^-'^. Vou will f!nd some
obsenations on the subject by Mr. Loudon in another part of lo-
*

y*.s I'aper. In dniining, your object is to get rid of iiil w.-iter

likely to stagnate round the roots of plants ; we need not a(Ul
that, to do it effWttni^ly. all the draias must run towards the
lowest part of your grounds, t »

Pies.—£'/«//^.—Much oblit^ed for yourii;f< rmatiMi; and as a friend
X)f ours who ser\ed his appreiAice^blp to Me<^srs. Flour, Butter,
and Co. appears to know a little about pastrj -uiakiiig, we, in re-
turn, on his authority, will gae you a useful piece ot advice, viz, :

never to put y :;y ij^io the clisb at all : but to Vie contented with
an extni layer of SI rciird the m.-u-gin, and never to make a hole iu
the crust : if you <Jo. it y^\\\ never rise well. '^

MiscELi^NEors.—^j(/(a.— We are scrry to say we are imable to
adopt your su^^.^-- .a.t A.B,V.^\on do not state which
siieeies of Daplmeit is that you cB^ot l1ower.t~y*nj^(/ rer.'-'

Your pl.nnt is I,eiwoc<3r>'ne ixioides, ahiUf-hapdy bulb.f Alpha
Rosa —We cannot imdertJtke to give a list of such Roses as wall

be suitable for growing iupots; you muat apply to the Rose-
growers for information ui>on this poiut. ? A. P.— Of your
plants, Xo. 2 is RiAina hfimilis ; 3 is a Grex-HIca, probably aeaii*
thif61ia ; 1 is in too young a state to be determined, t J. C—
Our opinion of Mr. Brown*s Improved I"low/:*r-potb has been
already stated at p. 8U3. t ff. (?«rffrur.— ihere will not be a
meeting at the Horticulturai Society's Rooms, in Kcgeni ^treet,

before January 17th. A fiuef^ant of Houlletia Brocklehurstiana,
in full bloom, would no doubt form an interesting feature in the
exhibition of plants. t^—Charhs.—Voui* Apples are, 1, 3, Blen-
heim Pippin ; 2, Beauty of Kent. ; ir. 7i.—The work may be
obtained through any bookseller. IF. A^ had better apply to
tiie parties advertising. Their advert?*iements are in Soz, 50
and ol. T. C—We are neither schoi>linaster» nor translators.f

A Subscriber,— All that we know respecting the Khehit Lucerne is

stated at p. .*i79 of the Chronicle of this year.t— -^ . B. is informed
that all advertisements, not objectionable on score of morality, are
admissible. //. i>.—Kos, 1, 5. 22, 41, and 50 for this year mny
be Iiad. Pa^Tuent may be made by Post-office orders.

As usual, nianv lcttcr.si;avearrtvtd too late for answers this week.

NE W.Slj 1
' ITlleTvEEK .

TuE publication of a Rojal ordinance for the forma-

tion of a Privy Council is the principal fact in our intelli-

gence from France, TLe object of this measure is to

provide retiring pensions for ex-Ministers, and to institute

a body of public men who, without taking a responsible

part in the affairs of GoTernment, may be ready to advise

the Crown on all matters of state policy whenever it may-

be considered expedient to consult them. The principle

of the measure is discussed at great length by the Paris

paj)ers : it is approved by those of the Conservative and

Liberal parties, wl^le the Royalist and Republican or-

regard it as a proof that

to the

sold in separate volumes, and can be had through any rtspev^..ble

bookiicUer. (Kher answers next week.f-

—

CD.-—No supplement

has ever appeared to Martyn's Min*?rs* I>ictioaa»y.t Ft'^^'--^,

who w' ^ OK to know the best work on Plan-drawing, sliould first

make himself acquainted with practical geometry, and then hi: wid

find "Clark*a Drawing," and ''Chambers's Educati^ 1 Courst'

of great use iu tumbling him to draw plan^ of gruenhouses, Ac ,

corrtotly X

nonTiciaTviutSocrET\-.-r. i>.-"We must apotoglf? for having

gans regara it as a

is gradually retuiiiing

of the e-xiled Roy ul Family.

pers announce that the King

scnted to become ike arbitrator

and France, on tlic

Porttndic claims, and

the Orleans dynasty

monarchicJ system

The Minbterial pa-

of Prussia b«s con-

between this country

thelong-pendiaf question of

that negotiations are now in

I
. :-3 between France and the German Union for the

purpose of obtaining mutual reductions in the tariff.

From Spain we learn that the Regent set out on the 22d,

on his return to M;idrid, without entering Barcelona. The

state of siege still cautinuea^ although the kw is adminU-

tered with great forbearance. Kone but military rebel*
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have been executed ; an additional time has been allowed

for the payment of the forced contribution, and nearly

every civilian has been set at liberty. The proceedings of

the French Consul are still the subject of angry discussion

both in the Spanish and French papers ; nothing can be

more contradictory than the accounts published on both

aides and we shall probably not be in possession of

the truth until the Chambers reassemble.— Frona Por-

tuo-alwehave further accounts of discussions on the

tariff; two councils of Ministers have been held, and

tome additional reductions are said to be agreed upon,

but it is still doubtful whether their extent will satisfy the

British Cabinet. The Portuguese Government have suc-

ceeded in efifecting an extensive list of retrenchments in

Tarious departments of the State, amounting to an annua!

saving of 40,000/. ; and their Majesties, it is said, have

promoted the measure by voluntarily foregoing a consi-

derable portion of their income. In Germany the new

tariff of the Prussian Customs League has just been

published ; its details, as we have before stated, are by no

means favourable to this country, but it will remain in

force, and without any modification, for the next three

years. A new scheme for an annual meeting of ofBcers

from all the armies belonging to the German Confederation

has sprung out of the prevailing spirit of union and

tiationality which the King of Prussia's speech at

Cologne may be said to have embodied. The object

of this measure is to afford opportunities of personal

acquaintance to officers who may be expected to fight

side by side in the event of a war ; and the first

meeting is proposed to be held at Leipzig, on whose bat-

tle-fields the great contest was decided which relieved

Germany from the power of Napoleon.—Accounts from

Greece confirm the statements published in a recent Num-

ber; the office of Minister of Finance is still vacant, and

every statesman to whom the King has applied has hi-

therto refused to undertake its almost impossible duties ;

the treasury is in a state of bankruptcy, and a crisis is

said to be fast approaching.—From the Levant, we have

the important intelligence that the Sultan has complied

irith the demands of the Ambassadors by consenting

to appoint a Christian Governor for the Maronite

population of Syria, and a Druse Governor for the

Druses. If this decision be executed in good faith,*there

can be no doubt that^ it will virtually prove a pacific

solution of all the difhcuUies of Syria.—From the United

States we have received the AnnualMessage of the Presi-

dent, delivered at Washington on the Uth inst. It enters

Tery fidly into the circumstances of Lord Ashburton s

treaty; expresses a hope that it may be the]] means

of preserving, for an indefinite period, the amicable rela-

tions happily existing between the two Governments, and

declares that there is nothing in the treaty which in the

flightest degree compromises the honouror dignity ofeither

nation. The President also alludes to the inability of his

Government to obtain a loan from the European capitalists,

and complains in strong terms of the distrust manifested by

their refusal, at a time when the Governments of Europe,

though involved in debt,and with their subjects heavily bur-

thened with taxation, readily obtainloaos for any amount, at

a rate of interest much lower than that offered by the United

States.—By the same arrival we have news from Canada

to a recent date: the Governor-General has received de-

spatches from the^home Government, approving of his

proceedings in regard to the late Ministerial changes, and

supporting him in all his views of colonial policy- His

Eicellency's hcalih continues very precarious, and aw

immediate removal to a milder climate is considered indis-

pensable. Reports are already current in regard to his

successor, and Lord Eliot, the present Secretary for Ire-

kud. is ffenerallv mentioned %s the future Governor.

of the Royal Victualling Yard and Hospital at Plymouth,

in the room of Capt, Coode, and that Rear Admiral Sir

Lucius Curtis, will succeed Rear Admiral Sir John Louis,

as Admiral Superintendant at Malta.

Military Promotions.—The following promotions for

services during the war in Affghanistan and China were

announced in Friday's Ga^re//^ ;^To be Lieut.^ Colonels

in the Army by brevet, Majors Gore Browne. Joseph

Simmons, George Hibbert, Thomas Skinner, G. H. Lock-

wood, C. Warren, G. A.Malcolm, D. L. Fawcett, J. B.

Gougb, and Norman Maclean- To be Majors in the

Army, Captains A. Ogle, G.Baldwin, M. Smith, Franklin

Lushington, F.White, J. Paterson, W. Greetiwood, W.
R. Faber. Arthur O'Leary, C- B. Daubeney, D.M'Andrew,

F. Wigston, and F. Whittingham, To be Atdes-de-Camp

to the Queen, with the rank of Colonels in the Army,

Lieut.-Cols. S. Bolton, Colin Campbell. P. E. Craigie,

and Edmund Morris. The following officers of the East

India Company's Forces have been promoted to take rank

in her Majesty's Army in the East Indies, as follows :

—

To be Lieut.'Colonels, Majors Geo. Huish, F. Blundell,

C- W. Young, and John Campbell. To be Majors^

Captains R. Cobrington, T, Polwhele, F.Abbott, T. E. A.

Napleton. G, Burney, F. T. Leslie, J. H. Craigie, J.

Ferris, G. C. Ponsonby, J. Alexander, W. Anderson,

J. Theophilus Lane, C. Blood, W. Riddle, H. M. Law-

rence, T. H. Scott. D. Fitzherbert Evans, Jas. Macadam,

W. H. Simpson, F. A. Reid. R. Shirreff, T. Townsend

Pears, and R. Cornwallis Moore. To have the local rank

of Major in the Army in Affghanistan, Brevet-Captain

F. Mackeson. To be Atde-de-Camp to the Queen, with

rank of Colonel in the East-Indies, Lieut.-Col. G. Petre

Wymer. The following officers of the Royal Marines to

take rank by brevet as Majors in the Army, Captains

James Whitcombe and F.S.Hamilton.

Naval Promotions,—TliQ following promotions have

taken place in consequence of the recent war in China,

To be Captains :—CommHnders H. Boyce, C. Frederick,

C. Richards, H. Kellett, R. B. Watson, W. H. Audei:son

Morshead, R. Collinson, and E. N. Troubridge. To be

Commanders .-—Lieutenants J. Tudor, and J. J. M'Cle-

verty, of the East India Company, R. B. Crawford, C.

Wyse, Grey Skipwith, J. G. Harrison, C. Starmer, J.

Fitzjames, H. C. Hawkins, J, Stoddart, and P. A, Help-

man. To be Lieutenants .—Mates A. Tylden Freese,

and E. L. Strangways, of the East India Company, II.

Gierke, E. W. Vansittart, A. R. Henry, H. F. Neville

Rolfe, A. P. Greene, H. S. Hillyar, H. Phelps. A. An-

derson, G. H. Hodgson, N. Vansittart, and C. Keats

Jackson. In addition to the above promotions, orders

have^ been transmitted to Sir William, Parker, the Com-

mander-in-Chief, to report, for promotion, the names of

the Senior Lieutenants and Senior Mates of ships en-

gaged ; the services of which ships shall, in his opinion,

entitle them to such reward, and who shall not be included

in the foregoing list.

Order of the Bath.—In consideration of the late vic-

tories in China and AfFghanistan, the Queen has been

pleased to appoint Major-General Lord Saltoun a Com-

panion of the Order of the Bath ; Colonel Robert Bartley,

of the 49th Foot; Colonel J. Schoedde, of the 55th Foot;

and Colonel John M'Caskill, of the 9th Foot, to be

Knights Commander of the Order. Her Majesty has also

appointed Knights Companions of'the Order, the following

Officers in her Majesty's service :—Colonels C, Campbell,

P. E. Craigie, J. Bolton; Lieutenant-Colonels J. Knowles,

J. Cowper, W. Johnstone, C. Warren. G. A. Malcolm, D,

L. Fawcett, J. B. Gough, Norman Maclean, M. White,

A. B. Taylor, G. Hibbert. T. Skinner, and G. H. Lock-

wood Majors J.Grattan,J. H. Grant, T. S. Reignolds,

W. Greenwood, H. C. B. Daubeney, F. Whittingham, F.

Also the following officers

Colonel G. P.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, continue at Windsor
Castle, and are in excellent health. TTie Queen has been
prevented by the unfavourable weather from taking her

usual walking exercise ia the Home Park. On Wednes-
day Prince Albert enjoyed several hours' shooting at

Cranbourne Tower, and on Thursday hunted with his

beagles in the neighbourhood of East Bumham- Ifc is

expected that Her Majesty and his Royal Highness will

visit Claremont in the course of a few days ; but it is un-
certain whether it will be before or after Twelfth-day,
which will be spent by Her Majesty at Windsor. The
Hon. Miss Lister and the Hon. Miss Liddell have suc-

ceeded the Hon. Amelia Murray and the Hon. Francis

Devereux, as the Maids of Honour in waiting on Her
Majesty.

Parliamentary Movements,—The election of a mem-
ber for Carmarthenshire, in the room bf the late Mr.
Jones, took place on Monday, when Mr. D. A. Sanders

Davies was elected without opposition.

Official Appointments.—It was announced in Friday's

Gazette, that the Marquis of Anglesey has succeeded the

kte Lord Hill in the Colonelcy of the Royal Regiment of

Horse Guards, and Iaeut.-Gen. Sir James Kearney, has

ncceeded Lord Anglesey, as Colonel of the 7th Light

Dragoons* It is rumoured in the NaTal circles that Capt.

Richard Arthur wiU be appointed Capt. Superintendant

Lushington, and F. White,

in the East India Company** Service:

Wymer; Lieutenant Colonels—C. F. Wild, John Tullocb,

L. R. Stacey, G. W. Moseley, J. MaoLaren, A. F- Rich-

mond, C. R. W. Lane, 6. W, A. Lloyd, R. W. Wilson, F.

S. Hawkins, J. K. Luard, F. Blundell, C. W. Young,

and John Campbell ; Majors P. Anstruther, H. Moore,

W. H. Simpson, F. A. Read, T. T. Pears, R. C.Moore,

W. J. Thompson, F. S. Sotheby, H. Delafosse, G, R.

Brommelin, C. D. Blair, E. Sanders, T. Seaton, J, H.

Craigie, J. Ferris, W. Anderson, J. B. Backhouse, T. H.

Scott; Brevet-Majors R. Leech, and Frederick Mackeson.

The Queen has also been pleased to appoint Captain

Thomas Bouchier, R.N., a Knight Commander, and the

following officers in Her Majesty's Naval Service, to be

Companions of the Order :—Captains—the lion. F. W.
Gray, Peter Richards, Sir J. Everard Home, Bart., C.

Riaards, H. Kellett, R. B. Watson, W. H. Anderson

Morshead, Richard Collinson, and Brevet Lieut.-Col. S.

B. Ellis, of the Royal Marines.

foreign.
France.—The French Government has published a

Royal ordinance of the 23d inst., instituting a Privy

Council, ** composed of men who, without taking any

part in the administration of public affairs, in the action

or responsibility of the King's Government, should never-

theless be available by the Crown whenever it should

appear expedient to consult them." The ordinance

then specifies the posts which it is necessary to fill in

order to be qualified for the new Council ; the members
are to be called Ministers of State, and are to receive a

salary of twenty thousand franca a y^ar (800/,), if the

Chambers think tit to sanction the financial part of the

measure, of which there is little doubt, as all Ministers,

past, present, and expectant, are interested in its success.

The policy of the measure is of course the leading topic

of discussion in the Paris journals. The Ministerial and

Consenrative Papers approve of it without reserve dthe

organs of M. Thiers and of M. Odillon Barrot accept the

principle, but disapprove of some of the details ; the

Royalist papers regard it as a proof that the Orleans'

dynasty is gradually approaching the monarchical policy

of the exiled Royal family ; while the Republican and Im-

perial organs protest against it as a reaction against the

revolution which placed the present King upon the throne,

and denounce it as another step towards the re-establish,

ment of the ancien regime^ with all its encumbrances and

expenditure. It is rumoured in political circles that this

project, which is nothing more nor less than to provide

retiring pensions for ex-Ministers. has long been a favourite

scheme of Count Mole, who intended to have made it one

of the first measures of the Cabinet he has been expecting

to form, and that M. Guizot has stolen a march upon that

statesman by now announcing it.—The affairs of Spain

have for the moment given way to the personal interests

excited by this ordinance, but the accounts of the Barce*

lona affair are still treated with so much contradiction,

that it is impossible to come to any conclusion on the

subject The Ministerial papers assert that M. Gutierrez,

the political chief of Barcelona, was guilty of a misstatement

in a very important particular, and that the Regent has

resolved on dismissing him from office ; but whatever may

be the result of his charges against the Consul, the impres-

sion still continues that the insurrection was got up in

Paris, and that the authors of it were suffered to proceed

with it uninterrupted^ by the police.—Negotiations are

said to be in progress between France and the German

Customs* Union for the purpose of obtaining mutual

reductions in the tariff.—The Bordeaux, Havre, and

1>Jantes Chambers of Commerce have sent delegates to

Paris, with strong addresses to the Minister of Commerce,

calling for the suppression of the native sugar-refining,

with an indemnity to the beet-root growers ; and the

Chamber of Commerce of Marseilles has addressed a

memorial to the Government in which it declares itself in

favour of the projected Customs' Union between France

and Belgium—The Ministerial papers state that the

King of Prussia has consented to become the arbitrator

between France and England upon the long-contested

subject of the POrtendic claims.— The seizure of the

Marquesas Islands has directed attention to the subject

of colonization. A mercantile house in Havre has

determined to despatch a ship with colonists for these

islands in the course of next month ; and it is rumoured

that Government intend to seize the island of Madagascar

withth^ view of forming an extensive establishment in

the Indian Ocean,—In tbeProvinces some important trials

before the civil tribunals are the chief topics of interest.

The Tribunal of Fontenay (Vendue) has just been called

on to decide whether a person, who had been ordained^

a

priest, but removed from his functions, can enter into the

marriage state, which the Tribunal has decided in the

negative.—At Nantes a chapel for Lutheran service was

lately opened, but was closed by the prefect, in obedience

to the law against associations, passed in the reign of his

present Majesty. The Lutherans applied to the Tribunal,

which has sanctioned the law of the prefect. The Tribunal

ruled, that as the Catholic religion needed the approbation

of the Stats to open a place of worship, the Protestants

also needed it. The pastors plead, on the contrary, that

if the Catholic religion needs, and submits to this, it is on

account of a concordat with the Pope, whilst the Pro-

testants should enjoy the benefit of the article of the

charter unshackled, which grants freedom of worship.

The trial has created some sensation among the Protestants

of France.—At Lyons, public attention is exclusively

occupied with the trial of a man named Besson, before

the Court of Assizes, on the charge of murder. * The

details, which have already run to great length, and have

occupied the Court for seven successive days, are scarcely

less remarkable than those of the well-known trial of

Madame Laffarge. It appears that oh the aftemoon of

the 1st Sept., 1810, M. de Marceliange, a country gentle-

man of property, was sitting iu his chair, when a shot was

fired from without, and he instantly fell dead. A man

named Besson, who had formerly lived with him as ser-

vant, was arrested in March last on suspicion of having

committed the murder. On being examined, Besson

attempted to set up an alibi; and the principal witnesses

for him were the wife of the deceased, the daughter of the

Count and Countess de la Rochenegly de Chamblas, and

her mother. Besson was sent back to prison, where he re-

mained until August last, when he again appeared before

the Court of the Puy de Dome. The same attempts were

made to set up an alibi^ and were supported, as before, by

Madame de Marceliange and her mother- Besson was

found guilty, and condemned to death. He appealed to

the Court of Cassation on grounds of informality. In con-

sequence of this, a new trial was ordered to take place

before the Court of Assizes of the Rhone. This new trial

commenced on the 19th inst,, and is still in progress.

Among the remarkable features of the case, not t&e

least striking are the evident desire of the prosecution to

elicit such facts from the prisoner himself as may im-

plicate other parties in the charge, and the circumstance

that the wife of the deceased gentleman and her mother

the Countess de Chamblas have both absconded, or rather

have failed to appear in Court and answer to their names

as witnesses on the trial.

Spain.—Accounts from Barcelona to the 23d insc.

announce that the Regent took his departure from Sarria

for ^Madrid by the Valencia road on the 22d, without

having entered Barcelona. Gen, Tan Halen still remainea

in the city, although his successor Gen. Seaone, the new

Capt.-Gen. of Catalonia, had arrived. It appears that tne

Regent was unable to carry into effect his project oi

raising «na state of siege and granting an amnesty as soon

aa he anticipated, -Although the RepubUcans and msur-
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rectionists were quiet, still those who had set them on
were active and determiued to thwart the Governraent by
every means in their power. Of the 25,000 stand of
arms, known to be in the possession of the Barcelonese,
not more than U,000 had been surrendered

; the domi-
ciliary visits which were threatened^ in order to discover
thera, have not yet been jiut in practice; the forced
contribution had been .reduced from 600,000 to 400,000
dollars, and a delay of a week allowed for its payment. The
Regent has shown great forbearance towards the insur-
gents, and no use whatever has been made of the state of
siege- None but Military rebels have been executed,
irhich might have been done without martial law. fevery
civilian almost has been set at liberty, notwithstanding
the reign of terror which the French journals depict as
hanging over the city. The press of Barcelona attacks
the Government as freely as in Paris or Madrid ; and the
Moderados in the interest of Queen Christina intrigue
to turn the municipal elections against the Government.
One of their agents, Seiior Gibert, Las been arrested
for his activity in ensuring the success of the Christino
candidates. Private letters condemn in strong terms the
conduct of the French papers in misrepresenting the late
events, and add that the English press must have had
sufficient experience of French telegraphs to render any
remarks on the recent announcements unnecessary. It ap-
pears that the removal of the Captain-General was con-
sidered expedient, in consequence of the excitement pro-
duced by the bombardment, but the alleged removal of
the political chief has not yet been officially announced.
In regard to the French Consul, nothing can be more
contradictory than the accounts of his proceedings;
although the late revolt is generally considered to be of
French origin, it is now asserted that the charges
against him were exaggerated. The affair, however, has
assumed too milch importance to be settled by the con-
tradictions of the newspapers, and we shall have all the
circumstances before us in an official form, on the
reassembling of the Chambers. As a proof of the
humanity of the Regent towards the insurgents, it is

stated by the Barcelona papers that two of his aides-
de-c;imp and his domestic physician were sent by him
on the 19th to visit the wounded lying in the Military
hospital. They presented, in the name of the Regent,
two dollars to each soldier, three to the sergeants, and a
montl/s pay to each officer, including a captain, who being
dangerously ill in the hospital on the day of the bombard-
ment, had his leg broken by the bursting of a shell. An
official account of the loss sustained by the troops in the
insurrection has been published, by which it appears to
have been much smaller than it was stated to have been,
even in the lowest account^ given by the Madrid and Bar-
celona journals. It is as follows: Killed— 2 com-
mandants, 9 other officers of various grades, and 31 pri-
vates. Wounded— 6 commandants. 29 officers, and 147
privates

; 2 horses were killed and H wounded.—On the

favourable to the commerce of England. The Allgemeuie
l>€itu7igQHh€;2Ut inst mentions a plan as having been in
agiiBEion for some time, for an annual meeting of officers
from aU the armies belonging to the German Confederation.
Ihe object of this meeting is. to afford opportunities for
personal acquaintance to officers who, in case of a war,
would, It is hoped, be called on to fight side by side
The 2eal which at present prevails id Germany for every-
thing that may tend to promote union and nationality,
makes it probable that the proposed plan will meet with
much favour among civilians as well as among military
men. It is proposed that the first meeting should take
place at Leipzig, near which city the great battle was
fought, the**Yulkerschlacht," asitis still called there, the
issue of which relieved Germany from the domination of
Napoleon—The Berlin papers^ in giving an account of a
concert which lately took place in that city, state that a
battle overture, from the opera called ''The Hero of
Lancaster." and a romance, from the opera *' The
Tournament," both by the Earl of Westmoreland, were
among the pieces performed, and were acknowledged by
the German musicians to be treated with masterly &kill.—
The Rhenish papers give an account of an inquiry into
the causes of a recent accident on the Cologne Rrujway,
which ;is curious as showing the course adopted by the
Prussian Government in cases where the accident
IS caused by carelessness or bad management. It
appears that on the lith October the engine ran off
the rails between Cologne and Aix-Ia-Chapelle, in con-
sequence of the negligence of one of the attendants.
The stoker was severely wounded on the occasion, but no
one was killed. The attendant, to whose inattention the
accident

lUh, the annual ceremony in memory of the shooting of
General Torrijos. our countryaian Ml*. Boyd, and others,
by General Moreno, who was himself shot by his own
soldiers on passing the frontier into France after the Eer-
gara convention, was celebrated with great pomp at Malaga.
The remains ot the victims were placed on three funeral
cars,—Tiie Madrid papers state that the decree for the
dissolution of the Cortes has been signed by the Regent,
and that a modification of the Ministry is considered in-
evitable. They also state that two battalions of the Na-
tional Guard of Seville have been disarmed, as a punish-
ttient for the attempted disturbances in that city in the
beginning of the present month.
PORTUGAL—We have Lisbon news to the 19th inst.

llie tanff question was the great object of discussion in

*V ?'
^"^^ Councils of Ministers had been held on

the subject, and it was expected that further reductions
would be proposed on salt fish, and other branches of our
trade, though whether to such an extent as would satisfy
tne British Government was of course not known. The
great objection of the Portuguese was to the uniform duty
demanded by our Board of Trade on all articles, so as to
make the duties equivalent to 20 per cent., ad valorem,
on each article. The Portuguese, on the other hand, have
some manufactures which thev wish to protect, while, on
Buch objects as are not already reduced, they would not
*>Dject to make a considerable reduction. Ministers had
succeeded in completing a remarkable list ofretrenchments,
amounting to an annual saving of at least 40.000/,, and it
was understood that their Majesties would enter into the
prevailing views of economy by voluntarily foregoing 100
contos per annum. Another captured slaver had entered
irom Mozambique and Pernambuco. Her ;>panish name
'^as the Relampago. and it was said her former ownercame passenger on board. She entered the Tagus as the
Portuguese corvette, Principe Don Pedro,
-Hklgittm.—The Brussels papers state that a white

raarbie statue of Madame Malibran has just been placed
in tUe mausoleum which M. de Beriot had erected in the
cemetery of Lacken, to the memory of that celebrated
nger. The mausoleum itself is about ten feet long, and

yearly as many wide. The interior is circular, and

^W^u X

^^^^ ^ cupola, from which a lamp is suspended,
n^cn slieds a subdued light over the whole statue.
UERMANv.—The Prussian papers publish the different

uerations niade in the tariff of the Prussian Customs
^^^,"®^^^ Zollverein, as the result of a meeting which

Staf e
^ ^^^^^* ^^^^ ®^"^^ ^^ ^^^^ commissioners of the

ates of the German Union at Stuttgart, The new ar-
wigement of the tariff is to take effect from the 1st

thpp^^^V^^^'^'
^^^^ '° remain in force, and without fur-

cr modification, until the end of the year 1845, at which^

detailfl

,

s owing, has, after a prolonged investigation,
been found guilty, and sentenced to three months' impri-
sonment, a fine cf five dollars, payment of all tlie costs of
the procedure, a dismissal from his oflSce, and a prohibi-
tion against his ever being employed again on any Prus-
sian railroad—The hundredth "anniversary of the birthday
of Field-Marshal Prince Blucher was celebrated at Dussel-
rforf on the 15th inst. by a public entertainment, at which
not only many comrades of the deceased Marshal, but
nearly all the officers of the garrison, were present. In
almost every large city in Prussia the day appears to have
been celebrated in a similar manner.—It appears, from a
recent statistical return, that there are in Austria and its
dependencies, including its Italian territory, 25,500.000
Catholics, 3,500,000 meoabers of the United Greek
Church, 2,900.000 of the Non-United, 1,260,000 Lu-
therans, 2,240,000 of the Reformed Church. 45,000 Soci-
nians, and 600,000 Jews, The number of religious houses
for men amounts to 760, comprising 10,3.'54 persons^ and
including 27 religious orders. The Brothers of Mercy
possess 34 houses, and 542 inmates; the Benedictines,
37 houses, and 1,093 inmates; the Capuchins, 08 houses,
and 1,298 inmates. There are 157 convents, containing
3,661 women.—Letters from Trieste announce the arrival
of the first cargo which has been conveyed from India to
that port by the Isthmus of Suez. The cargo, consislirtg
of tea, rice, and indigo, was brought direct from India to
Suez by the Indian ship Bengalee, and thence to Cairo on
camels. This fact is considered to hold out the prospect
of making this mode of transit available for the import-
ation of a large rpiantity of Indian merchandise intended
for Continental consumption, which now passes through
the warehouses of London and Liverpool.—Letters from
Hamburgh mention, as a proof of the mildness of the
winter, that on Tuesday fortnight the men at work among
the shipping threw off not only jackets, but waistcoats and
neckerchiefs, as they would have done in May. There
was not a particle of ice on the Elbe ; but, on the con-
trary, the day was quite warm.

Italy.—A letter from Florence of the 18th inst. gives
an interesting account of the Agricultural society, which
was formed at Turin last summer, for the improvement
of husbandry in the Sardinian States, under the title of
Assoclone Agraria. The object of the society is not,

however, merely the alteration of the present mode of
cultivation- It proposes to improve and give activity to

all trades and occupations which have connexion with
agriculture. What was some years ago done to great
advantage with the same view in Tuscany, by the influence

of the Georgoflli Academy, and more recently by the
Marquis Rodoiphi. who has just exchanged the director-

ship of the model farm at Meleto for the chair of Profes-

sor of Theoretical and Practical Agriculture in the Uni-
versity of Pisa, appears to the Piedmontese, a considerable

number of whom have made agricultural science a principal

object of study, an incitement, if such were yet needed,
to further efforts. Foreigners, as well as natives, may
become members of the institute. Turin is to be tbe seat

of the directory, and the President is to continue in office

three years. * There are to he weekly meetings for general

business, besides one each month, v.hich will have for its

chief object the consideration of the state of the accounts
and the expenditure. In the principal towns of the pro-

vinces, as 5000 as 12 members can be found, an agrarian

committee is to be formed- Once every year, between the
1st of July and the 1st of Kovember, an agricultural con-
gress will be assembled, which will sit alternately in one
of the seven divisions of the Continental states. It will

also be the duty of the society to devote attention to

gardening, and all occupations connected therewith. It

will also watch over the rearing of silkworms, the intro-

duction of new Implements of agriculture, and new
manures. The society will publish at a low price a weekly
Paper ; and an agricultural library, with a museum, will be

established at Turin. By a Royal decree, dated August
25, the formation of the society is authorized under the

direction of the Minister of the Home Department and
Raance,

RtTssiA.—The Russian Journals give some details
relative to Moscow, which are not without interest.
Towards the end of the 17th century, manufactories of
cloth, silk, cotton, glass, porcelain, and crockeryware,
were established in this city, but without any decided
effect until 1822, when, in consequence of the protective
system adopted by the GoTemment, Moscow became the
centre of a vast number of manufactories, ail in the most
flourishing state. At present there are, in and about the
city, not less than 1,000 of these esUblisbments sending
forth goods to the amount of 40,000,000 silver rubles a
year. Upwards of 40,000 workmen are employed in those
manufactories, besides 30,000 in various trades. The
prosperity of the city has, in fact, increased to such a
poiat, that all traces of the terrible fire of IP12 are
entirely effaced—The Russian Commercial Gazette states,
that a lump of native gold, of the enormous weight of 2
poods and 71b. (about 951b. Enghsh), was found on tbe
7th inst. in tbe sands of Miass, near the mines cf Zl^^
tooust, and placed in the museum of the Institute of
Mines at St. PetersLurgh—The papers al?o mention a
singular bequest of the Princess Jadimerowski, who died
recently in Russia, leaving considerable legacies to two
actors, one for having made her laugh, and the other weep.
The following words arc found in her uill, in allusion to
this matter :—'« Having frequented the theatre for three
years, and having felt tiiere the only real emotions of my
life, I think myself bound to recompense those persons
who caused me so much gratification. I therefore, be-
queath to Karatiguin, who has so often made me shed
such delicious tears, the sum of 50,000 rub!es'[(about
8.000/.) I also bequeath to a young actor, whose name
has slipped my memory, but whom it will be easy, I
imagine, to discover in France, as being the person who
used to play the Gamin de Paris at the Theatre-Michel,
the sum of 30,000 rubles, for having so wt^U amused me."
The actor Karatiguin, mentioned above, is tlie Talma of
Russia, and the other is SL Laferriere, of the Vaudeville.
The testamentary executor, in announcing to him this in-
telligence, has stated that the heirs-at-law intend to con-
test the legacy ; but, as the wishes of a testator are more
scrupulously observed in Russia, than periiHpa any oiher
country in the world, it is presumed they will fail in their
opposition.

SwEBEN.—Accounts from Sweden in 'the Frankfort
papers state, that Professor Geyer, who was charged with
the examination of the papers contained in the mysterious
cases deposited in the University of Upsal by King Gus-
tavus, has made his report of their contents. The chief
papers are—I. The memoirs ofGustavus, written by him-
self, and commenced in 1765, when he was only nineteen
years of age. They contain important observations on
the revolution of K72, and on the two j^rcceding reigns.
2. The history of the house of Vasa, which, according to
Prof. Geyer, displays distinguished talent. 3. The plan
of the form of Government of 1772, and a plan for the
regulation of tbe Diet of 1778. We learn also from the
same quarter, that the celebrated chemist, Berzelius. was
nearly killed a few weeks ago by the explosion of a retort
in his laboratory at Stockholm. Fortunately be escaped
with some contusions, from the effects of which he had
sufficiently recovered ou the 16th inst. to be able to leave
his house and resume his customary avocations.

Malta.—The Cyclops steam-frigate and the Vanguard
frigate are ordered to proceed to Port Mahon, where the
Formidable has been lying since she was gdt off tbe shoal
at Barcelona, in order to assist in navigating her to this
port, when the captain and officers will be tried by court-
martial for the recent accident. The Bishop of Gibraltar
arrived on the 11th in the Eelvidere frigate from Barce-
lona ; the papers state that the Bishop seems doomed to
be unfortunate at sea, having experienced a terrific squall
in entering the harbour, which the frigate did under a
single jib.

Greece.— Letters from Athens of the Tth instant an-
nounce, that in consequence of the insanity of the new
Minister of Finance, M. Lillevergo, the office was still

vacant, and the King had not yet been able to supply his
place. All those to whom his Majesty had offered that
department refused to accept it ; and it was thought that
it would ultimately devolve on a Frenchman named
Guerin, who was formerly a commissariat clerk at Nava-
rint). "The treasury," say these letters, ** is in a state
of bankruptcy; the public functionaries have not been
paid for the last three months. A crisis is fast ap-
proaching."

siiTuRKEV.—Despatches, by extraordinary express, from
Vienna, reached the French Government on Monday
afternoon, dated the 21st, announcing that a special
courier had arrived in that capital with the important
advices from Constantinople that the Porte had consented
to the appointment of a' Christian Governor for the
Maronite or Christian population of Syria, and a Druse
Governor for the Druses. This decision is of great
importance, and is (pirtually a pacific solution of the
Syrian question. Nothing new has transpired in regard
to the affairs of Servia, but it is generally believed that

the Sultan has appealed to the Great Powers against the
demands of Russia, and that a conference is likely to be
the result*

EGVPT.-^Addilional accounts from Alexandria of the
7th inst. state that the mortality among the cattle still

continued, and it was calculated that upwards of 200,0{M>

oxen had already died. The Pasha and his sou expe-
rienced the greatest difficulty in ploughing and sowing
the Jands, and were obliged to employ for that purpose
their own horses, those of the cavalry ftnd artillery, and a
number of camels. Mehemct Ali was still in Lower
Egypt, and intends, It is said, to purchase the Greftt
Tir-.*— -_ J

,^ {jgy i^^Q ^ steam-friirate.
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The Iiulepcndence New

paJkct Vnlved aVlTvrrpool on Sunday, after a quick voy-

«:'e of IG dav.» having left New York on the 9th inst A
quorum of the Senate having assembled at A\a5hmgtou on

the 8lh, the President delivered his annual message- It

is as usual a lengthy document, but is interesting to the

English reader as the first official expression of American

opinion in regard to Lord Ashbiirton's treaty. After

alluding to the circumstances which had long threatened

the pence of the two countries, and the ratification of the

treaty by which these difierences were adjusted, the Pre-

sident says, " I trust that whilst you mny see in it nothing

objectionable, it may be the means of preserving for an

indefinite period the amicable relations happily existing

between the two governments. The question of peace or

war between the United States and Great Britain is a

question of the deepest interest, not only to themselves,

but to the civilised world, since it is scarcely possible that

a war could exist between them without endangering

the peace of Christendom. The immediate effect of the

treaty upon ourselves will be felt in the security afforded

to mercantile enterprise, which, no longer appre-

hensive of interruption, adventures its speculations in

the most distant seas ; and freighted with the diversified

productions of every land, returns to bless our own.

There U nothing in the treaty which, in the slightest de-

gree compromises the honour or dignity of either nation."

With reference to the question of the Right of Search, he

maintains the ground hitherto taken by the American Go-

vernment, and applauds the extraordinary measure taken

by the American Minister in Paris, of remonstrating

against a treaty already si^Mied by the five great Powers of

Europe. In close conformity with the views of the Ame-

rican Government, the eighth article of the treaty, he

says, vvas framed, which provides that '* each nation shall

keep afloat in the African seas a force of not less than

eighty guns, to act separately and apart, under instruc-

tions from their respective government?, and for the en-

forcement of their respective laws and obligations." *' From

this," he observes, *'it will be seen that the ground assumed

in the message has been fully maintained, at the same

time that the stipulations of the treaty of Ghent are to be

carried out in good ftiith by the tv/o countries, and that

ail pretence is removed for interference with our com-

merce for any purpose whatever by a foreign government.

While, therefore, the United States have been standing

tip for the freedom of the seas, they have not thought

proper to make that a pretext for avoiding a fulfilment of

their treaty stipulations, or a ground for giving counte-

nance to a trade reprobated by our laws, A similar ar-

rangement by the other great Powers could not fail to

sweep from the ocean the slave-trade, without the inter-

polation of any new principle into the maritime code. We
may be permitted to hope that the example thus set will

be followed by some, if not all of them. We thereby also

afford suitable protection to the fair trader in those seas,

thus fulfilling at the same time the dictates of a sound

policy, and corajdying with the claims of justice and hu-

mt^nity," Tie hopes thr\t as the United Stares do not

desire to interfere in the affairs of Euro])e, they may

claim an equal exemption from the interference of

European Governments in what relates to the States

of the American Continent. lie recommends a modi-

fication of the tariff, and fn^ists upon the benefits to

be derived from moderate duties. He recommends also

the Exchequer plan submitted by the Treasury last year,

and expresses his intention to effect an early settlement of

the only point now at issue with England, namely, the

question connected with the Oregon territory on the

Pacific, to a portion of which this country lays claim.

The President complains of '* the mortifying spectacle"

of the inability of his Government to obtain a loan so

small as not, in the whole, to amount to more than one-
' fourth of its ordinary annual income ; at a time when the

Governments of Europe, although involved in debt, and

with their subjects heavily burthened with taxation, rea-

dily obtain loans at any amount at a greatly reduced rate

of interest. '* It would be unprofitable," he says, " to look

further into this anomalous state of things ; but I cannot

conclude without adding that, for a Government which

has paid off its debts of two wars with the largest mari-

time power of Europe, and now owing a debt which is

almost next to nothing when compared with its boundless

resources^ a Government the strongest in the world, be-

cause emanating from the popular will, and firmly rooted

in the affections of a great and fieQ people, and whose
^fidelity to its engagements has never been questioned—for

such a Government to have tendered to the capitalists of

other countries an opportunity for a small investment of

its stock, and yet to have failed, implies either the most
unfounded distrust in its good faith, or a purpose, to ob-

tain which, the course pursued is the most fatal which
could have been adopted."—The Columbia steamship ar-

rived at Liverpool on Thursday, with nevrs seven days

later than that brought by the Indeuendence. It consists

chiefly of the usual lengthy reportsxrom the Secretaries of

the Navy, War, and Post-office Departments, but has no
interest for the English reader.

Canada.—The Canada papers come down to the 2d
instant. The Kingston Gazette states, that ** his Ex-

cellency the Governor-General has received, by the Acadia,

despatches highly approving of his policy as regards his

recent ministerial changes, and sustaining him to the

fullest extent." His Excellency's health continues very

precarious, and his medical attendants have advised an

immediate remov;»l to a more genial climate.—The ac-

counts by the Columbia confirm the preceding advices,

and state that Sir Charles Bagot continues in a declining

and dangercua state J hi* medical adviser had recom-

taended a removal to a warmer climate^ but he was too

il!, and great fears were entertained respecting his recovery,

which seems extremely doubtful. It was rumoured in

Toronto that Lord Eliot, the Secretary for Ireland, is

likely to be Sir Charles's successor.

Kew South Wales.—A statistical return has just

been published by Mr. E. Deas Thomson, Colonial Secre-

tary, relative to our Australian colonies, exhibiting the

progress they have made within the last ten years, -which

is in many respects remarkable. The total value of im-

ports into New South Wales, including the district of

Port Philip, was 604,620/. in 1832, and 2,527,9S8Z. in

1841 ; the value of the exports was, respectively, at the

same periods, 384,344/. and 1,023,397/. These returns

show the remarkable fact of a gradual increase of trade up

to the year 1840, at which point it abruptly ceases; the

next year showing a considerable decrease. In the re-

turns which regard the district of Port Philip separately,

however, the same decrease is not observable in the ex-

ports. The amount for which this place figures in the

total above stated for 18^1, is, for imports, 335,252/., and

139,155/. for exports. The total value of the imports of

grain into the colony, including Port Philip, was, in 1832,

13,365/., and in 1841, 201,632/.; the returns in this par-

ticular show the same decrease which affected the whole

and churchwardens of this parish for the tirae being, upon

trust, that the proceeds thereof be for ever at Christmas

equally divided among 20 poor persons who had been

housekeepers in the parish, and such as the rector, church-

wardens, and vestry, should deem proper objects to par-

take of the same. According to this annual custom, the

distribution of the bequest, amounting to 263/. Ms, 2d,,

was made by the rector and vestry on the 21st inst., when

20 persons coming within the terms of the testator's will,

some of whom were once ia affluent circumstances and

possessed large houses in the parish, received their shares

of the bounty, baing 13/. 3^. Gd. each.

British American Association,—The Committee ap-

pointed on the 7th inst. by the Council of this Company,

to investigate the charges brought against the management,

delivered their report on Friday. Sir|W. Ogilvie, Bart.,

presided. This report which must necessarily be considered

an e.rpartc document, stated, that the Committee have

met from day to day, and have had before them the whole

of the books", documents, papers, and accounts, connected

with the formation and objects of tlie association, and

have submitted the whole of the executive officers of the

; and,establishment to a strict examination from full

trade in 1841, the article flour and bread forming the sole

exception, and, on the contrary, showing a considerable

increase. The return of land in cultivation throughout

the whole colony, at the close of 1841, shows the prin-

cipal produce to be wheat and maize, of which the num-

ber of acres is, respectively, 58,605 and 25,004, pro-

ducing 832,776 bushels of the one, and 503,803 of the

other. The number of ships built and registered in the

colony was 21 in 1832, the total tonnage being 2,143 ;

and in 1841 the number was 110, the tonnage being

11,250. The revenue from the sale of Crown lands in the

colony wu*, in 1832, 12,509/. 135. lOd ; in 1810 it was

31C.02G/. 7.s\ 5^., having gradually increased every year

till then, and in 1841 it fell to 90,387/.

CITY^
Money Market, -FrJrfay.—Consols left off 94 to 94^ r6r

the account ; Bank Stock, 171 to 172^ ; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 94|; Three-and-a-half per Cents. Reduced,

101
J-

to \\ and India bonds, 50*. to 52^. premium,

Canadian Debentures at 1| premium, Exchequer Bills,

60*. to G2^. premiums.

i^lttropolis anij its Ficmttii.

The Christmas Holiday.—On Monday, in consideration

that Christmas-day occurred on a Sunday, the principal

merchants, warehousemen, and firms in the City sus-

pended business for the day, in order to afford the indi-

viduals connected with their establishments an opportunity

of participating in the festivities of the sea:;on. Throngh-

out the day, the warehouses in Aldermanbury, Eastcheap,

Watling-street, Wood-street, Bread-street, Friday-street,

Old *Change, St. Paul's Churchyard, &c., were entirely

closed ; and in the course of the day the example was fol-

lowed by the shopkeepers in different parts of the Cify.

During the day, the streets and all the leading thorough-

fares were almost entirely free from carts, waggons, and

other vehicles containing packages and merchandise. Tbe

workmen employed at the New Royal Exchange, the

Houses of Parliament, the Nelson Column, 5;c., were

not required by the contractors to attend at work. An
opportunity was thus afforded to thousands in the ^letro-

polis of enjoying themselves by visiting the various insli-

itutions, and they were greatly favoured by the mildness

I and fineness of the day. The British Museum, the Na-

tional Gallery, the Thames Tuniiel, &c., had an immense

concourse of visitors. Up to four o'clock, the hour at

which the Museum closed, the number of visitors was

nearly 30,000, being more than twice the number of last

year. Notwithstanding this extraordinary concourse, their

conduct was most orderly; no damage was done; they be-

haved with perfect decorum, and not a single case of drunk-

enness occurred. At the Polytechnic Institution, not less

than 5000 persons had visited it up to 9 o'clock in the

evening.

Custorn-House.—The Government Police Gaxetie this

week contains the offer of a reward]of 1 0/. for the discovery

and apprehension of a person named William Eurnby,

against whom true bills of indictment were returned by the

Grand Jury at the last sessions of the Central Criminal

Court for perjuries committed by him on his examination

before the Surveyor-General of the Customs respecting

the conduct of certain officers of the Custom-house and

others, against whom warrants have been issued.

Income Tax.—The inhabitants of the wards qf Bridge

and Queenluthe have followed the example set them by

the wards of Tower, Broad-street, and Langbourne, and

have passed resolutions denouncing, in strong language,

the oppressive character of the Income and Property Tax,

and reprobating the vexatious conduct pursued by the

surveyors and assessors entrusted with carrying its pro-

visions into effect. The wardmote of Bridge Ward in

their resolution state their opinion, *Uhat the conduct of

the surveyor of taxes has been arbitrary and unjust, in

unnec^sarily and vexatiously surcharging nearly one-half

of the inhabitants of this ward on their honest return of

'-

-,i
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rental, by which they have sustained considerable injury

and inc^)nvenience." The Queenhithe Ward call for its

imn-.ediate abolition, and state that they have great reason

to ccmplaia of the assessments in geimral exceeding the

retmns made, and deplore the great loss of time incurred

by the citizens in being compelled to appeal against them,

SL James*Sy We&tmiiisier.—Mr, Peter le Quainter, for-

merly of Piccadilly, who died in 1783, left the residue of

his personal estate, since invested in the purchase of

8,785/# 55. Srf., Old South Sea Annuities, to the rector

revision of the circumstances, they have arrived at con-

clusions totally at variance with the facts stated in evidence

at the Mansion House. Among these conclusions they

state that the whole of the charges brought against the

association, on some recent procLcdin^'s at the INIansioii

House, were unfounded in truth, and wholly unsustained by

evidence ; and they of course condemn the conduct of Sir

John Pirie, then Lord Mayor, in writing the letter to the

Duke of Argyll, which has led to the withdrawal of his

Grace and other influential noblemen, from the Usts of

the supporters of the association. In regard to the pas-

sages of emigrants, they state that they have instituted

the most searching inquiry into every circujustance con-

nected with the deportation of the emigrants in the brig

Barbadoes to Prince Edward's Island; and fully exonerate

the association from every charge preferred against it, ia

connection with that vessel, at the aiausion House, and

more particularly by the press. They state their belief

that, the various properties acquired for the association,

considered in reference to its joint objects of emigration

and colonization, have been selected with judicious care,

and are such as to afford a prospect of certain annual re-

turns upon the capital to be invested. They conclude a

long report, by recommending, among other things, " That

the^stejis adopted towards procuring a charter be perse-

vered in, and immediately advanced to completion ; that

the full number of commissioners provided by the cansti-

tution of the Company be immediately made up and

established in office ; and that an enlarged prospectus be

issued, detailing the properties acquired, and setting forth

more fully the sums required to be inimediately provided,

with estimates of the probable returns en the capital

invested." On the motion of Sir R, Broun, Bart., the

report was received. The meeting was afterwards ad-

dressed by Sir J. Hay, Bart., Dr. Rolph, and other

gentlemen, and the recommendations of the report were

unanimously adopted.

Anti Corn-Law Meetings.—K General Committee has

been formed in London for the Metropolitan boroughs,

for the purpose of collecting subscriptions in order *' to

promote free trade by the abolition of the earn and pro-

vision laws, and all other monopolies." The list already

published includes the names of Earl Radnor, Lord

Kinnaird, Lord W. Russell, Admiral the Hon, D. P.

Bouverie, Sir De Lacy Evans, Col. Thompson, and the

following Members of Parliament, Mr. liumphery, Mr.

Gore Langton, Mr. Hume, Mr. Wynn Ellis, the^Hon.

C. P. Villiers, Mr. Milner Gibson, Mr. Marshall, Mr.

Robt. Scott,Mr.Ewart,Dr. Bowring, and Dr. Elphinston.

Police,—On Christmas-day, a young man named Leary,

a journey man shoemaker, was murdered by his master, a

man called lAIeaghan, a dealer in second-hand boots and

shoes in Whitecross-street. The man, his wife, and the

workmen lived together in the same house, and had gone

out to spend the evening with some friends.- The master,

who appears, to have been jealous of the deceased, re-

turned tolhls house unexpectedly, when a quarrel arose,

in which he stabbed the journeyman with a knife. Ihe

inquest was brought to a close on Thursday after a long

examination, when the jury returned a verdict of '' WiUui

Murder against Michael iMeaghan," and exj)ressed their

opinion that there was no evidence to implicate the female

prisoners^as accessaries before the fact. The details would

have little interest for our readers.

The Model Prison.— Ulie commissioners of this new

prison have received a communication from the Secretary

of State, approving of the dietary, rules, and regulations

for the government of the efatablishment, and have deter-

miued that the prison shallbeoccupiedby a certainnumber

of such convicts as may receive the sentence of seven years

transportation at the ensuing Epiphany quarter sessions.

By one of the rules of the establishment, the term of im-

prisonment will extend from two to three years ;
but this

will, in a great measure, depend upon the good conduct o

the prisoner; for, ia case of refractory behaviour, he wiu

at once be removed from Pentouville to the hulk?, to un-

The convicts will be

for which

\

dergo the full term of his sentence,

constantly emploved in various useful trades,

purpose each cell" is fitted up with gas. The hours oMa-

bour will be from six o'clock until ti^ht at night m tuc

summer, and from seven to seven in the winter. ^Z^^"" -

gaol upon the same plan as the model prison is about to

be erected at ReaBing, and a similar one will be com-

menced at Gloucester in the ensuing spring. A thira i

ready for occupation near Bath.
.

t^

Kensall Green.—On Thursday, a large meeting tooK

plac€ at Maida Hill, for tLe purpose of promoting by wd
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gcriptioQ the erection of a church in the Kensall Green
district, the Bishop of London in the chair. His Lord-
gbip said that the district of Kensall Green, which in-

cluded portions of Paddington, Kensington, Chelsea,
Hammersmith, and Willesden, contained upon an average

3^000 inhabitants, a greater proportion of whom were
destitute of church accommodntion. This, together with
efforts which had been made in those districts, sufficiently

indicated thenecesf-ity which existed for taking the present

steps ; and he believed, that so soon as the proposed
church should be built and consecrated, the committee
would be able to obtain an endovv-ment from the owners of

the ecclesiastical property in the j)arish of WiDesden, and
likewise assistance from the ecclesia^:tical commissioners in

the shape oi'a stipend fur the nnni:5ter. The Dean and
Chapter of St. Paul's, to whom the property principally

belonged, had not only expressed their concurrence in the

measure, but had presented contributions to the fund. Al-
though the wants of the Metropolis were the first to be
considered, stiil, as members of the Church, they must
not forget to extend their sympathies to the more desti-

tute districts on the outskirts of the diocese. Resolu-

tions in sui>port of the proposed object were then pro-

posed and carried, and the meeting was addressed by se-

veral clergymen connected with the district. The Bishop,

in conclusion, said, that out of the 50 churches, for the

erection of which he had made an appeal to the public
gome years since, 42, from the liberal manner in which
that appeal had been met^ were now either completed or

in progress. The amount of subscriptions received dur-

ing the day's proceediGgs amounted to 120/.

. Kenniuf^ion, — An order has been issued from the
Ilome-office for the erection of a new police-court at the
Newington end of Kenniogton-lane, a short distance from
the Elephant and Castle, This coqrt is intended to re-

heve the Union-ball magistrates of part of their business,

and the building is to be compltited by March, 1844,
Hackney,—The churchwardens of this parish have ad-

dressed a letter to the daily papers, representing that the
proceedings at the late meeting respecting the church-rates
were inaccurately reported- They state'^that an amendment
against the adoption of their estimate was moved by
Mr. Offer, and negatived by 82 against 29, and that the
rate was carried by 83 against 29 dissentients. They also

desire to state distinctly, that no expression was used by
the proposer of the rate implying that the churchwardens
would feel themselves at liberty to excuse from the pay-
ment of his due proportion of the rate any conscientious
objector to the principle, Mr. OflTor has since replied to
this letter, stating that the preceding report was substan-
tially correct.

Woolwich.—TliC daily papers have been requested to
contradict a paragraph which appeared some days since
with their intelligence from Woolwich, and was copied
into our Paper last week, to the effect that Captain W.
Allen was about to recommission the Wilberforce, and
was anxious to return with her to the coast of Africa. The
gallant officer to whbm this task wag thus ascribed has
heard nothing of his being appointed to any such service,
and has no desire to be again engaged in the Niger expe-
dition. -

Gravesend—On Wednesday a meeting of the inhabi-
tants of this town was held for the purpose of adopting
measures for obtaining the repeal of the Income Tax.
The meeting was addressed by several gentlemen, who
though in many instances diffeiing in general politics, con-
curred in denouncing the impost as the most oppressive
of modern times. A petition to the House of Commons
was then adopted, denouncing the tax as *' inquisitorial,
oppressive, unequal, and therefore unjust," and stating
their opinion that ** the regulations and ceremonies to be
observed in appealing, and in cases of persons of small
incomes in obtaining repayment of their duties, are so nu-
merous and uaintelligible, that large sums are by these
means alone extracted from the pockets of her Majesty's
subjects, contrary, as the petitioners believe, to the inten-
tion of the Legislature.'* Ugon these grounds they pray
foran immediate repeal of tHe Act. It was then resolved
that the petition be entrusted to Lord John Russell for
presentation.

^ortalitfj of the Meiropolh^—The number of deaths
registered during the week ending, Dec. 17, was 066 :—
ttiales 472, females 494; weekly average^ 1838-9-40-41—
oiales 467, females 445. The distribution of this mor-
tality over the different districts was as follows :—West,
^^7

; North 190 ; Central 182 ; East 224 ; South 223.

-^gricuUitral I>islrich\~Three stacks of wheat and one
of barley were fired on Sunday week, at Tickhill, in York-
snsre, on the property of I\Ir. Amery. As there were no
engmes at hand, the stacks were completely destroyed,
With the exception of about a waggon-load of wheat.' A
large reward has been offered for the apprehension of the
inceudiary.—In Lincolnshire; on Tuesday week, the stack-
yard on the farm of Mr. Dawson, of Strubby, near Alford,
*as fired, and nine stacks of wheat and two of straw were
consumed before it was possible for the engines to reach
lie^spot—In Essex, a farm at Little Ilorkesley, occupied

^y Mr, G. Sadler, was fired on Thursday, the 22d. The
"am and wheat-stack, distant 300 yards "from each other,
*ere found in flames at the same time; two wheat-stacks,
tiie produce of 2G acres, were destroyed, and the out-
buildings much injured.—On Thursday week, a fire oc-
curred riear the village of Westonzoyland, a few miles
rom Bridgewater, in consequence of a firc-balloon, sent

y by^a nnan calling himself the Wizard of the South, hav-

ing taken fire and falleu upon the stack-yard of Mr. Tas-

th^f
^^ ^^^^'^ pl^^ce. In consequence of the strong wind

^at prevailed, it was impossibie to arrest tl^e progress of

I
the fire, and in a short time the whole premises were en-

| of England, when I eay
„ F barns, outh ' '

'

the whole of the stock in the stack-yard. For an hour

I ; { .

—" " " ""^^
" ""*^ ^"^ "uuic premises were en-

[

veloped m flames, consisting of barns, outhouses, besides

and more the fire was distinctly seen at Bridgewater,
whence an engine was despatched to the spot, but was
unable to reach it until the entire property was consumed.
In the course of the following day, the •' Wizard " was
taken into custody, and underwent an examination before
the magistrates

; but as there was no doubt that the oc-
currence was an accident, he was afterwards discharged,

Barnstaple.—'We noticed in our last the speech deli-
vered by Earl Fortescue at Barnstaple, in which his Lord-
ship adverted to the change of opinion on agricultural
prospects ascribed to Mr. Acland, M.P. for West Somer-
set, in conseqnence of his recent speech at the Yeovil
dinner, INIr. Acland has now addressed a letter to Lord
Fortescue, disclaiming in decisive terms the change of
opinion supposed to have been expressed by him on that
occasion. The following passage contains the explanation
of those remarlis, which appear to have been misreported
by the local papers from which the report was derived :—
** It is the more necessary that I should allude to your
Lordship's remarks, because the report of your Lordship's
speech contains what appears to be one continuous extract
from my own ; whereas, in fact, the words are taken from
two distinct passages—the one relating to agriculture/and
the other to the glove trade ; I believe that my only
direct allusion to legislative questions affecting the agri-
cultural interest was confined almost to a single sentence^
in which I stated that I had nothing to regret in having
supported measures which I believed to have been dictated
by fairness and moderation, and by a due consideration of
the various interests of the country, 1 then expressed my
satisfaction that just protection had been secured to the
glove trade, in which Yeovil ig so deeply interested, and
ventured to advise the glove-manufacturers not to place so
much reliance on protection as to relax their exertions for
the improvement of their manufacture ; and I added that
the best security, alike for agriculture and manufactures,
is to be found in the direction of increased intelligence to
the object of producing the best article * at as low a cost as
possible ;' not, as I am reported to have said—* at the
lowest price/ in reference to the price in other countries,
but at as low a cost as possible, in reference to the cir-
cumstances of England. This I believe to be the sub-
stance of what I stated at Yeovil, and it does not appear
to me to justify the charge of a charge of opinion. To
cheapen the cost^ as well as .to increase the quantity, of
production by encouraging improvements in agriculture,
appears to me one ofJhe main objects of agricultural asso-
ciations ; and the more completely Ihey succeed in pro-
motingjthis object, the more unanswerable, in my opinion,
is the claim of the British farmer to fair protection : of
such protection I am now, as Fever have been, the decided
advocate. In the present circumstances of this country,
protection to agriculture is not, as far as I can judge, too
high ; I earnestly hope_that it may^'not prove^too low. I
never sought to obtain favour by professing lo advocate
exclusively, or to an extreme length, the claims of any one
interest ; and, therefore, I am not open to the charge of
inconsistency, for speaking now in a tone of moderation
which I have maintained under other circumstances."
Birmingham.—Th^ sittings of the National Complete

Suffrage Conference* commenced in this town on Tuesday,
The delegates assembled in considerable numbers ; many
of them came from the extreme parts of the kingdom, a'

large proportion being from Scotland. The business com-
menced with the election of Mr. Sturge as chairman- A
long dispute arose on the manner in which the council
had classified the delegates, with the view of separating

those whose credentials were correct from those who had
been irregularly elected. Several motions and amend-
ments were moved, and a committee was at length ap-
pointed, to whom the examination of all disputed elections,

and all applications for admission for which no credentials

had been received, might be referred. At^the close of the

c!ay's proceedings, an angry discussion arose between the

members of the Complete Suffrage Association and the

Extreme Chartists; and the meeting was adjourned with-

out any probability of a settlement. On Wednesday it

was evident that a complete separation bad taken place ;

and when a Mr. Beggs, the Nottingham delegate, moved
** that a new Bill of Rights, compiled at great expense,

and based upon the most extensive suffrage, by the asso-

ciation, should be made the basis of discussion in the

conference,'' Mr. Lovett moved an amendment, '* That
the People's Charter form the basis of discussion." A
debate ensued, in which nearly 50 persons spoke for and
against the amendment ; and at 8 o'clock in the evening

a vote was taken, when the numbers were declared to be,

for the motion, 94 ; for the amendment, 193 ; absent, 73

;

neutrals, 14. At the close of the voting, Mr. Sturge said

he could no longer consistently sit as chairman of the

meeting. He felt he could best 'serve the cause of the

people by continuing to work in connexion with the asso-

ciation which had called the conference. Mr. Sturge and
his friends then left the room, which was immediately oc-

cupied by Mr. O'Connor and his followers for the discus-

sion of the Charter. The Complete Suffrage party have

since met in one of the hotels, where they are still engaged
in discussing their bill.

Blandford,—The Blandford Agricultural Meeting took ...^ .

place on Saturday last, Mr. H. C. Sturt, one of the some length, and volunttered to gjve up, for generaj pur-

county members, in the chair. The other members. Lord
Ashley and Mr. Geo. Bankes, were also present. The
proceedings are reported at great length in the Dorset

County ChromHr^ but the most important part is that

which gives the opinions of the county members on the

prospects of agriculture. Mr. Sturt, the chairman, speak-

ing on this subject, said, *' I believe I may state that 1

am uttering the opiniou of aU the landowners and fanners

that we do not require such pro-
tection as may injure the general interests of the nation

—

that we do not require any further prote<;tipa than such
as will prevent us from being crushed by foreign competi-
tion. In the situation of this country, and the burthens
we have to bear, we are not able to contend with unlimited
competition ; and while such is the case, it is our deter-
mination, with rU our might—and our might is great
that there shall be protection, that we will hive fair pro-
tection. We wish this to go forth to the public, for we
require nothing but justice. We are ready to meet our
fellow-countrymen upon the merits of the case ; we will
submit the questipn to fair reasoning, but we are not to
be cajoled, or flattered, or fri';htened out of protection,"—Mr. Bankes then spoke at great length on the recent
measures of Government in regard to the Corn-laws and
Tariff. After alluding to the specl. of Earl Fortescue at
Barnstaple, noticed in our last, and to his Lordship's
prognostications of further changes, he said, « 1 perfectly
agree with Lord Fortescue that the agricultural interest
must be taken only as a portion of the interests of this
great empire, that changes must sometiitus be made to
accommodate these varioas interests, and that In all

changes ^ juie parties must suffer. I have no wish to over-
rate the agricultural interest, or to pretend that it is ex-
clusively entitled to attention over all the other interchts
of the State; but I will not conacnt to see agriculture
undervalued, I will not consent to see its interests put
out of the place which they are entitled to hoUl, and ever
have held since this country became a great and hnppy
nation. I too have looked at the political horizon,
and I have seen there the agricultural interest
the sun of our social system, gilding with its radian
the spire of our church, the towers of the palace, and
the thatch of.our cottager's roof. I have seen public
credit and national security grow and prosper in this
sunshine—with it they flourish; without it they die."
Notwithstanding Lord Fortescue's opinion, he (Mr.
Bankes,) did not think there will be any attempt on the
part of minlitcrs to introduce further changes during
the next session of Parliament, lie did not apprehend
any further changes, and he knew that many of those who
voted in favour of the late alterations, did so fote be-
cause they considered them as the settlement of a great
question. The effect of those alterations may, nay must,
for a time, unsettle and perplex the interest which they
affect ; it was true that agriculture is depressed, but
persons of the highest authority in such matters, persona
who have the deepest stake in this interest, say that it

will soon be relieved. " But be that as it may, let ua
tike care of this—let us take care that the evil day, be it

short or be it long, shall not fall upon those who are less

able to bear it than ourselves

—

let it not fall upon the
labourers. We have all against a rainy day tight roofs

and blazing fires : let not these comforts be wanting to

the poor. To-morrow, on the great anniversary of
Chri:3tian thankfulneu, we shall each in our happy homes,
enjoy the social circles of relations and of friends, and
trust me, our own cheerful hearths will seem to burn the
brighter when we remember that our cottagers have bright
hearthij and cheerful circles too."

Brifjhion,—In pursuance of au order iggued by the
high-constable, Monday was kept in this iovin as a
hohday, in commeaaoration of the victories achieved by
the British arms ia India and China. The observance
was very general, almost every shop in the town being
closed ; but the weather was so boisterous, tHai, t\., Holiday-

folks'were unable to leave Brighton. A similar demon-
stration took place at Lewes, where business was com^

pletely suspended.

Carmarthen,—During the stormy weather which pre

vailed on the Welch coast last week, a Prussian galliot was

driven on shore on the Cefu Sidaa sand-bank, in the bay

of Carmarthen. She was on her voyage from Leghorn to

Hamburgh, and had on board a statue of Diana and other

sculptures, executed for the King of Prussia by Germaa
artists resident at Rome. The crew consisted of the

captain, mate, and three sailors ; the captain's wife and

two children were also on board. Of these, ail were saved

except one little boy, the captain's son, who died from

exhaustion and exposure to the weather. The vessel has

become a total wreck, and is embedded in the sands ; but

it is expected that some of the marbles may be recovered.

Falmouth.—The line of telegraphs which Mr. Duckham
proposes to erect from the Lizard to Portsmouth fur the

purpose of communicating with vessels at the mouth of the

Channel, and reportingtheir arrival^has received the patron-

age of the Admuralty, Ordnance-office, and Lloyd's ; and the

Postmaster-General has transmitted a set of nags, to be

used when in communication with merchant- vessels

having mails on board from foreign countries, or with

her Majesty's packets.

Ipswich,—A vestry meeting was held last week in the

church^of St, Margaret's, in this town, for the purpose of

considering the propriety of removing the pews of the

church, and subslitaiing open benches in their stead, with

the view of throwing down ^l distinction between rich

and poor among the parishioners, and destroying assumed

property in pews held by faculty, prescriptive right, or

other tenure- The meeting was fully attended ; the in-

cumbent of the parish in the chair. Mr. Fonnereau, the

originator of the meeting, addressed the parishioners at

poses, the pew in the church which fasd been in his family

for five generations, and for upwards of a century. The
proposal for the adoption of open benches was adopted by

a very large mii]ority, and the doors of the pewa are to be

forthwith removed, and the church thrown open to all.

This example has since been followed in Harwich and
other places.

Ule of Manr^X memorial from seieral mercantilo
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houses in Leeds has recently been transmitted to the Board

of Trade, expressing their opinion of the injustice of levy-

iiMT a tax of 2A per cent., and. in some cases, 15 per cent.,

on British goods imported into the Isle of Man ;
and they

farther state their conviction that such a form of taxation

is dtitrimenfal to the manufacturing and other trading in-

terests of the United Kingdom, whose goods, they sub-

mit, should go free into that part of her iMajesty s domi-

nions. In reply to the memorial, a communication has

been received by the merchants, stating that the Board

does not at present see any sufficient reason for an altera-

tion in the coasting system.

Leeds.—Hhe local papers mention, as a proof of the

expenses of Acts of Parliament, that the cost of procuring

the Leeds Improvement Act and the Leeds Burial Ground

Acts amounted to the sum of 7.026/, ; and that the cost

of the Leeds Water Works Act amounted to 9,000/,

Leicester.—Tht Duke of Rutland has addressed a letter

to the Leicester papers explaining a misconception in the

reports of his speech at the late anniversary cf the Lei-

cestershire Agricultural Society. His Grace says—** In

alluding to the new Corn duties, I am reported to have

said, that * I had several letters in my possession written

by intelligent farmers, and showing that even the preseat

modified scale mi^t;ht be reduced by some shillings a quar-

ter.' Now what I did say, or at least what I intended to

gay, and what I firmly believe I was understood to say by

the very numerous company on that day assembled, was,

* that vshile the measures now in operation were in pro-

gress through Piirliament; I had received several letters

from intelligent farmers, containing scales of duties of

their own, each of which was several shillings a quarter

under the former duties ; which gave me the impression

that the growers themselves were prepared for some alter-

ation.' This i5 widely different from 'several shillings

per quarter lower than the present modified scale.' With

regard to any intention on the part of the Executive to

reduce still further the duties which protect agricultural

produce, of which intention my misrepresented expres-

sions are suid to have been * ominous,' I can only as:>ert.

f

that I am as entirely ignorant as 1 am utterly incredulous

of it. My object at the Leicester Agricultural Meeting

was to give all the iaformatiou which I had been able to

collect, for the purpose of preventing and of allaying any

unfounded alarms. I stated my inability to give an opi-

nion as to the results of the new tariff in these early

days of its operations; and I expressed an earnest hope

that the occupiers of land would continue to give employ-

ment, and to afford protection and kindness to their

labourers, rather than make any change in the condition

of the latter claas, under circumstances of depression

which I had CTcry reason to hope would prove temporary

and fleeting. To these seniimcnts I most conscientiously

adhere, and I am convinced that those, ^t least who know

me, will give me credit for an anxious disposition to share

in all the diflficulcies which may be brought unexpectedly

upjn my tenantry, if I should be deceived as to the fleet-

ing nature of that depression."

Liverpool.— ^ome: further particulars of the great fire

noticed in our last have been received. It is said to have

been caused by one of the men employed on the premises

having incautiously carried into the stiil-room a lighted

stick, in order to ascertain if the stills were fulL Of course

the fire, once communicated to a material so combustible

as turpentine, spread with great rapidity, and it was not

teng before thg_whole r^^^^^ises were enveIot>ed in flames,

q^l^^ jj^^iitses were insured in 15 offices for 45.880/. This

Is the third great fire which has occurred in Liverpool

this year. The loss of property arising from the late one,

near the Clarence Dock was, it will be rem.embered, up-

wards of half a million; and the insurance-offices have

Buffered so heavily, that some of them have declined, in

particular localities, to increase their policies.

Manchester.—A meeting of the Anti-Corn Law League

took place on the 22d, Mr. J. Wilson in the chair, sup-

ported by Mr. Cobden and Mr. Brotherton. The report

alluded to the ])rogress made by the pecuniary contribu-

tions in different parts of the kingdom, and to the numer-

ous Totes of approbation expressed towards the League

by some of the largest meetings in the country districts.

The names of Lord Kinnaird, Earl Ducie, and Earl Rad-

lior were announced as having joined the League since the

last meeting. Mr. Cook, of Liverpool, in nominating re-

gistrars, said that the sum of 1,850/. had been subscribed

towards the fund in that town, 1,500/, of which bad been
contributed by 80 per^sons, Mr. Brotherton and other

gentlemen then addressed the meeting on the usual topics

connected with the objects of the League.
jMerthyr,—The Welsh papers state that great satisfac-

tion has been created in the Principality during the last

few weeks, by the announcement, that the Mesi^rs. Bailey

of Nantyglo had discovered in that district the seam of

iron-ore well known in^ Scotland under the name of

Mushet's Black Band. It appears that it has also been

discovered in the Anthracite district.

ForUmouth,—We learn from the Hants Independent

that it is contemplated by the present Admiralty, in the

ensuing spring, to make a considerable alteration in the

establishment of the different ordinary guard ships, by en-

deavouring, if possible, to do away with the expense of

one of the ships at each port, allowing the flag of the

l^ar-Admiral Superintendent to be hoisted on the sheers

in the dockyard, as is the casein other countries.

Preston,—The local papers mention, as an instance of

tiiie progress of machinery, that the principal manu-

facturing concern in this town will, after the whole of the

contemplated improvements are completed, have, besides

other machinery, 1,440 power-looms, each of which \yill

be able to produce weekly six pieces, of 25 yards, making

a weekly aggregate of 122 miles and 280 yard* of cloth-

The Prestort.Chromch. a short time azo, g&y^ eitra

from a petition signed by 194 members of the Roman
Catholic congregation of Brindle, addressed to their

Bishop, requesting him to prevent confessors from making

the wills of their penitents in their own favour, and to

oblige the Rev. Thomas Sherburne to restore the Brindle

property to the natural and legal heirs. This petition

having met with no attention from the Bishop, a copy of

it has been sent to the Pope ; and it is now stated by the

same authority, that a person high in office is expected in

Lancashire from the Court of Rome to investigate the ac-

cusations brought against certain members of the Roman
Catholic clergy in this part of the country.

Sheffield.—ThQ draft of the Charter of Incorporation of

this town has been completed, and is found to agree, in

its'main features, with those granted to other boroughs.

It provides that the borough shall consist of nine wards ;

four for the township of Sheffield, and one for each of the

out-townships. There are to be 42 town-councillors ; six

each for the four wards of Sheffield and the ward of Ec-

clesall, and three each for the wards of Upper and Nether

Hallam, Attercliffe, and Brightside. The number of

aldermen will be 12.

Stafford.—k meeting was held at Brigg a few days ago,

composed of persons of various political views, when it

was resolved that some testimonial of approbation should

be presented to Lord Worsley, in acknowledgment of his

support of the agricultural interest. A numerous com-

mittee has been formed to give effect to the resolution.

St. David*s,—T\\G charge of Dr. Thirlwall, bishop of

this diocese, has just been published. It was originally

delivered in the Welsh language, and is in other respects

considered a remarkable document in reference to the

present state and prospects of the Church.^ The bishop

strongly insists on the necessity of maintaining the unity

of the Church against theprogress of dissent ; he expresses

his desire to organise the clergy under their regular

authorities, the archdeacons and rural deans, to make

them adapt their personal teaching to the course of the

Christian year, as laid down by the formularies ; condemns

all inconsistent compromises with schismatical bodies, and

warns his clergy against disobedience to the spirit or letter

of the rules of the church, which he desires to strengthen

by a deliberate development of her own powers on her own

principles, and within her own sphere. la regard to the

Oxford controversy, he states his decided belief that the

alarm generally felt at theprogress of the new opinions is

perfectly groundless. Most of the differences of the Ox-

ford school are, in his opinion, differences of words and

not of principle ; and while some of their application's

are pronounced to be quire untenable, he states that he
** can only treat it as a matter of mutual congratulation

for himself and his clergy, that, for whatever cause, a

spirit should have been roused which has engaged so many
powerful and active minds in the cultivation of theological

learning." '* It cannot, he says, be denied, that expres-

sions have been deliberately used which clearly imply a

certain degree of dissatisfaction with the present state of

the Church—a certain desire of change—a certain regret,

mingled with disapprobation, at tlie course pursued by

some of our reformers, and especially at the extent to

which they were swayed by foreign influence. But I have

yet to learn that such views and feelings are inconsistent

with the obligations of a minister of our Church, or with

a sincere attachment to her. 1 know of no authority that

is entitled to prescribe to any of us the opinions which he

must hold on the history of the Church, or the lessons

which he must gather from it ; and I have no wish to see

such an authority established, whether it is to be admi-

nistered by a few or by the many. Rather, I would say,

we cannot be too cautious of every approach toward such

an odious and pernicious species of spiritual tyranny. If

anyone is convinced that the Reformation has left nothing

to desire, and that it has taken nothing away that we

ought to regret, he may w^ell be content with the pleasure

of such a belief, without seeking to force it upon others

as a duty. I would only observe, that a contrary persua-

sion is, at all events, nothing peculiar to any party in the

present controversy. It has been alleged as an objection

against the movement which gave rise to this controversy,

that its tendency is directly counter to the spirit of the age,

and betrays that its authors have been misled by a blind

antipathy which prevents them from discerning between

the good and the evil in the character of their own times.

I do not know whether the fact warrants the inference ;
r ^^

but doubtless so to set ourselves above the spirit of our

age would be no less foolish and blameable than the idola-

trous admiration which bows to it as infallibly wise and
perfectly good. I would only observe, that if such be the

real nature of the movement, there can be little reason for

alarm about its progress. It is as if one should dread a

eeries of encroachments on the bed of the sea because an

attempt has been somewhere made to shut it out by a dike."

Wakt^field.—We lately noticed the failure of an exten-

sive agricultural firm in this town, which had severely

affected the farming interests of Yorkshire. "We cow
learn that another still more serious failure occurred last

week, Mr. Dunn, an extensive corn-dealer in Wakefield,

having suspended payments. The liabilities are said to be
about 300,000/., and to extend over the whole country.

Warwick,—The western district of this county was
thrown into great excitement on Christmas-day, by the

occurrence of a domestic tragedy, committed in open
day, and in the presence of several witnesses, at the farm-
bouse of Mr. Crowley, at Spernall, a small village near
Alcester, and not ten miles from Rouse Lench, where a

man was murdered^a few days since, under circumstances

of much mystery. In the present case the assassin was

James Crowley, the youngest son of the gentleman above

named. It appears that he has at many previous times

committed violent assaults, and held out threats against

various mfsons on the oremises, his ansrer beinir directed

I

"^

more bitterly towards his father than any one else. On
Christmas-day he threatened to take the life of his own
parent, for which purpose he posted himself before the

house, armed with a double-barrelled gun. A young man
named Tinsley, one of Mr. Crowley's labourers, had been

sworn in as a constable some time before, as a measure of

precaution. ^As soon as the alarm was given, this con-

stable proceeded with two assistants for the purpose of

taking the assassin into custody. As they approached

he made some passionate exclamation as to their taking

him, levelled the gun, and shot the constable through the

head, the charge of one barrel passing into his forehead,

and killing him instantly. He then coolly dared the assist-

ants to a])proach and receive the contents of the other

barrel. His evident determination paralyzed them and

they retreated. The murderer then went off to his lodg-

ings, mounted his horse and rode away, and up to the

present time has not been captured, although a reward

has been offered for his appehension. The father, who is

well known to the agriculturists of the midland counties,

is a tenant of Sir R. Throckmorton, of Coughton Court.

York,—It has been announced this week that the York-

shire Agricultural Bank, which had branches in all the

principal towns of this county, has suspended payment.

The London agents paid all demands in the beginning of

the week; but there appears to be no prospect of the

bank being able to resume business. . The cause of the

failure has not transpired.

7?a!7trrty.^.—The following are the returns for the past

week : — Eastern Counties, 848/. ; Greenwich, 725/.

;

Croydon, 20;i/. ; Brighton, 3,188/.; BLackwall, 52f)/.
;

York and North' Midland, 1,421/.; Sheffield and 'Mau-

chester, 215/,; Great North of England. 1,236/. ; North

Midland, 3,654/. ; IVIanchester and Leeds, 3,600/. ; Man-

chester and Birmingham, 2,134/. ; Edinburgh and Glas-

gow, 1.465/.; Midland Counties, 2,445/.; Hull, and

Selby, 800/, ; Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,4*18/. ; Bir-

mingham and Derby, 1,191/.; South Western, 4,453/.;

Great Western, 11,903/.; London and Birmingham,

13,857/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,249/. ; South Eastern

and Dover, 1,515/.—A deputation of the principal autho-

rities of Dublin had an interview with the Lord Lieute-

nant last week to present to him a series of resolutions

agreed to at a late meeting of the residents of that city in

support of a railroad communication between London and

Dublin, through North Wales. The Lord Lieutenant

entered warmly into the merits of the plan ; and the re-

spectability of the parties who have now come forward in

its support is considered to hold out a "

spect in regard to its execution. —
importance of railways has led to

of proposals for the formation of a

denominated, the Railway Officers' Fund, to be sup-

ported by the voluntary contribution of members, who

at the time of entrance shall be in the service or em-

ployment of some railway company. The management

to be confided to a central committee in London, with

branches or agencies in all the chief towns having a rail-

way passing near them. The objects of the society are to

grant an allowance of a fixed sum to members during sick-

ness, in old age, or infirmity, and to their families or

nominees at their decease, u]>on a fixed scale.—The Derby

papers state, that on the 21st inst. Sir Henry Ilunloke,

Bart., of Wingerworth Hall, proceeded with witnesses to

take possession of the branch line of railroad leading from

Hopton-bridge to Timber-line, known as the Duke's Line,

which the North-Midland Company has forfeited to him

under certain arrangements.—A special general meeting

of the proprietors of the Croydon Company was held on

Tuesday, to consider the most desirable course to be

adopted, under the present embarrassed state of the com-

pany's affairs. Mr. Wilkinson, chairman of the directors,

in the chair. The report, after detailing the circumstances

connected with the payment of a toll of Al^d. per passenger

by the Croydon to the Greenwich Railway, stated that the

directors, having exhausted all means to endeavour to pre-

vail on the Greenwich Comply to modify their toll, had

come to the resolution that it would tend to tHe advantage

of the company to discontinue the carrying trade. The

directors concluded their report by expressing their belief

that the Croydon Railway could not be profitably conti-

nued with a toll of i\d, per passenger. The chairman, m
moving the adoption of the report, remarked that the

company had for some time past been losing upwards of

12/. per week, and there could he no doubt that it would

he advantageous to the company to discontinue the traffic.

It was then resolved that the meeting approved of the pro-

position- for relinquishing the traffic until some arrange-

ment with respect to the toll be made with the Greenwich

company ; but the directors were requested to delay carry-

ing the resolution into effect until the 24th March, and a

committee was appointed to negotiate with the Greenwich

Company in the meantime.

favourable pro-
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IRELAND.
DitbUn.—ks anticipated in our last, Dean Daly has

been appointed to the bishopric of Cashel and Waterford,

and has been succeeded by Archdeacon Pakenham in the

Deanery of St. Patrick's. The Rev.'Henry Irwin, of Sand-

ford is mentioned as the new Archdeacon of Emly.—The

journeymen bakers of Dublin are now on the turn-out,

having struck against night-work- Two of the body were

ordered into confmement, or to pay a fine on Saturday,

for assaulting one of the craft not in the strike. Several

Scotchmen have been brought over to supply the place of

the turn-outs, of whom, it is said, there are about 160.—

The inquest on the body of Mr. Lynch, of the Ordnance

Office, which was found under such mysterious circum-

stances, as noticed in our last, was brought to a close on

Fnday, when the jury returned a verdict that he was found

dead, but there was no eyidence to show where, or by

f
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vhom his deatln;ras caused. Thus it remains as doubtful

as ever whether the death in question was a case of murder,

or one merely of suicide. Much suspicion was thrown

upon a brother of the deceased—the person who went to

identify the body—partly by his own extraordinary con-

duct and words upon that occasion, and in part by the

evidence of a constable, who swore positively to having

seen him on the night of Saturday, in the Miltown, in

company with two other men, while, if "his own and other

testimony is to be believed^ he was at home in bed. The
verdict, although admitted to be the only one that could

be returned under the circumstances, and from the nature

of the evidence adduced, has by no means allayed the

painful sensation created in the public mind as to the

actual means by which the young man came to his

untimely end Mr. O'Connell has published in the

Cork Reporter, a long letter, on the subject of the Irish

Poor Law, accompanied by comments on its history from

its first conception, its working, and its effects upon all

classes of the community, untiU by the almost unanimous
concurrence of all parties, it is pronounced to be, in its^'pre-

sent shape, unsuited to the circumstances of the country.

The great length of this communication prevents the pos-

sibility of even a reasonable abridgement. He considers,

of course, that the only effectual remedy is the restoration to

Jreland of her domesticlegislature consequent on the repeal

of the Union, and that one of the necessary consequences

of the continuance of the Poor Law in Ireland must be the

giving of out-door relief; especially if mendicancy be sup-

pressed. In that case, he says, " out-door relief must, of

course, be given in all pressing cases. But, after all, it is

monstrous to talk of a poor law without out-door relief. If

there be a principle at all in the Poor Law, it must extend

itself to giving relief to all who want it, whether in the poor-

house or out of the poorhouse." He proposes two remedies

with an alternative ; the first Is the total repeal of the

present Poor Law, on the ground that Ireland was not

worse before the Poor Law was enacted than she is at

present. The second is, to follow up that repeal by aug-

menting the present medical charities, and extending the

game principle to the multiplication and management of

other charities. Or, in lieu of both—and if they are to

have a Poor Law—to make the poor-rate an income-tax

—

all persons to be exempt who have not an income of 500/.

per annum. The poor-rate to be I per cent, upon 500/.

a year ; and to augment in proportion as the income aug-

ments, until, if necessary, it should be 50 per cent, upon
the incomes of absentee proprietors. *' It is quite clear,"

he says, '* that no violent resistance, no insurrectionary

movement, would be created by the plan which I jnopose.

It is the wealthy alone who would, on my plan, be com-
pelled to support the pauj>ers. And the self-interest of

that class with the power which naturally belongs to them
from their sttition in the State, would effectually protect
them from the faults and the follies of the Poor Law Com-
missioners."

Belfast.'-Oti Wednesday, the 21st, Mr. Smith, of
Deanston, the projector of the sub-soil plough, addressed
a public meeting in this town, in explanation of the
plough, and of his system of thorough draining. The
Marquis of Downshire presided, supported by Lord
Newry, Sir R. Bateson, and aumerous gentlemen con-
nected with the agriculture of Ireland.
Gahcay—A melancholy accident occurred in this town

on Christmas-day, At early mass, in the parish chapel,

there was an immense concourse of people J
the gallery,

as usual on Christmas mornings, was crowded to excess.

One of the rails of the staircase was broken by the pressure
of the crowd, and some persons near the spot, having heard
the crackling noise, gave the alarm, and cried out that the
gallery was giving way. A tremendous rush was made
towards the stairs, numbers were thrown down and
trampled to death, and at the date of the last accounts
33 jiersons were known to have been killed : a still larger
number Were seriously wounded. They are all of the
poorer classes. It appears ihat there was no danger of
the gallery giving way ; it i^ very strongly built, and will
hear four times the weight that was on it at -the time, al-

though there must have been between 4000 and 5000
people in it when the alarm was given.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh^—Various contradictory rumonrs are afloat

in regard to the intentions of Government respecting the
Scotch kirk. It is rumoured that a bill has been sub-
mitted to Dr. Chalmers for his approval, in which Lord
Aberdeen's bill of 1840 is combined with Sir George Sin-
clair's additions, and that it will be introduced into Par-
liament by Sir R. Peel. In other quarters it is rumoured,
that Dr. Chalmers or Dr. Gordon has received a letter

from Sir Robert Peel, stating that a government measure
*ill be introduced when Parliament meets, whicb will

prove satisfactory to the Convocationists, and prevent the
secession of so large a number of clergymen from the pale

of the church. A third report mentions, that Lord Mel-
TJlIe and Sir George Clerk are busying themselves in some
conciliatory measure ; and a fourth states, that Lord
Campbell is now devoting all his leisure lime to framing
some bill which is to meet the views of all parties, and
P^ace the church in a position of amity and harmony.

—

As a proof of the mildness of the season in Scotland, the
Edinburgh Observer states that within the last few days,
sparrows, in several instances, have heen seen busily en-
gaged in building their nests. "T They have been thus ob-
served at different farmsteads in East Lothian, and also
ja the neighbourhood of Musselburgh. The crows, too,
have shown indications of pairing. As a further proof of
jne mildness of the season, certain kinds of trees are in
full blossom iu this neighbourhood.
Ayr—The colliers' strike has now been at an end for

about a fortnight^ Perfect tranquillity has been restored

to the district ; and the yeomanry have been reviewed by
Lord Eglinton, preparatory to their being dismissed. The
trial of the four men in custody for their participation in

the late riotous proceedings was to commence in ihe High
Court of Justiciary at Edinburgh yesterday, the 30th inst.

Glas^oiv,—A party*of the unemployed workmen,amount-
tng to about 200, paraded the streets of this city on
Thursday and Friday of last week, soliciting charity from
door to door. Their appearance is said to have denoted
the most complete destitution. On the complaint of the
inhabitants, the whole party was taken to the police-office,

and remanded for further inquiry. It is said that the un-
employed are determined upon renewing their calls for

private charity until their wants are relieved by the Go-
vernment or the community.
Dundee.—The local papers announce that Alexander

M'Kenzie, cattle-dealer and farmer at Drumhead, was to

be brought to trial yesterday, the 30th inst., before the
High Court of Justiciary at Edinburgh, for shooting, with
intent to kill, Mr. James Duff, grazier at Whitefield, in

October last, as noticed in this Paper at the time.

Galashiels,—A monument was last week erected to the
memory of Mungo Park, the African traveller, in the old

burial-ground at Galashiels, the burjing-place of the
family. The design consists of a cubical block, contain-

ing an inscription on three of its sides, surmounted by a
cinerary urn. The following is the inscription on the prin*

cipal face :
•* In Memory of Mungo Park, the celebrated

African Traveller, who perished in the Interior of Africa in

1805. Aged 35. Also, Mungo Park, of the H.E.I.C.S/'
Greenock,—The monument to Burns's Highland Mary,

which has ,been some lime in progress, was completed
Inst week, in the West Churchyard of this town. The
local papers describe it as pyramidal in form, about 1 7 feet

high, divided into three compartments, filled with bas-

reliefs representing the parting of Burns and Mary
Campbell and an allegorical device. The following is the

inscription :
—" Sacred to Genius and Love—to Burns and

Highland Mary."

THEATRICALS.
Covent-Gardkn.—On Monday, the annual Christmas

audience thronged to the great theatres to laugh at the

Pantomimes. The subject of that at Covent-Garden was

Harlequin King John and Magna Charta ; but it was

better known as Punches Pantomimef being the production

of the writers in " Punch," the popular comic periodical

whose merits have obtained for it a success never before

acfjuired by works of its class. The first part is a bur-

lesque representation of King John's contests with the

barons, in which we have a succession of extravagant scenes,

including the ** vault of the Black Diamond, commonly
called the Coal Hole," a banquet in Windsor Castle,

the King's journey in an omnibus, to meet the barons at

Runrymede, and his being reduced to such extremities as

to put his name to a bill. Mr, W. H. Payne was the

burlesque monarch, and was eitremely ludicrous. The
transformations follow,

—

Harlequin and Cohanbinehe'xwg

represented, by Mr. and Mrs. J. Riugway, Cloicn by Mr.

T. Ridgway, and Pantaloon by Mr. Garden. A great

portion of the harlequinade was dull and diffuse, but it

contained, nevertheless, some good hits at the passing

events of the day. One of the best of these was at the

West Middlesex Assurance Company, the office of which

was represented as a showy building, with a huge polished

brass knocker, and surmounted by a full-length statue of the

celebrated Ikey Solomons. Clown and Pantaloon are the

projectors ; and, after engaging at a short noticeseveral gen-

tlemen of doubtful appearance as directors, and electing an

individual manufactured out of straw, a. barber's block and

an eighteen-shilling Taglioni as their president, they are

about to make their exit in a handsome chariot, the pro-

duct of their industry, when the whgic touch of Harlequi?L*s

wand transforms their gay vehicle into the prison van,

which drives off to the House of Correction. Sonne of the

other squibs'at the passing events of the day included

quackeries and politics—from HydropathyandM^smerlsm^

to the Income-tax and the Chinese war—a caricature of

M- JuUien conducting his promenade concert, and of

Mr. Hullah "singing for the million." The last scene

was a very beautiful representation of the Lake of Como,

in the midst of which PuncI! is floating in a punchbowl,

surrounded by a nuixiber of water-nymphs— the water

rolling forward over the stage iu a transparent sheet, in

which they float about, halt-immefged, in a most brilliant

sunshine. The Pantomime wanted that comicality which

the holiday-folks look for in this species of entertainment,

and was scarcely exaggerated enough to appeal throughout

to the laughter of the audience. It was, however, suc-

cessful on the whole, and continues to attract crowded

houses.—On Tuesday evening Dr. Arne's opera of

Arta.rerj:es was produced, Mrs. Alfred Shaw appearing

as the King, and Miss Kainforth as Mandane, The re-

vival of Artaxerxes^ whose claim to the title of a purely

English opera is no longer recognised, was merely intended

as the means of bringing out Mjs. Alfred Shaw in a new

character. In this it was completely successful, and at

the close of the piece Mrs. Shaw and Miss Rainforth were

called for, to receive the applauses of a very crowded house

Drury Lane.—The Pantomime at old Drury was en-

titled Ilarkqnin and William TelL The first and best

act, which served as a kind of prologue to the remainder,

is a kind of fabulous display of Negro slavery and its

abolition. A slave-ship makes its appearance followed by

a British cruiser, and a smart engagement takes place,

during which the ship pours out a host of miniature

sailors and marines, who defeat the slavers. The genius of

liberty now rises, and the scene changes to Switzerland aiid

William Tell. The translormations succeed; Mr. C
J. Smith appearing as Harlequin, Miss Farebrother as

rniumhins. Mr. T. Mathcwa as Clmn, and Mf. Howell

J
as Pantaloon, One of the best hils of the CTents of the

day was the singing-class of Mr. Hullah, conducted on
teetotal principles. The class is put to shame by the ap-
pearance of the greatest English singer, a gigantic tea-

kettle, and the whole stage is covered over with smaller

kettles, each of which has a grotesque face, and BiRga

lustily. The office of -B*//'< Life in London becomes La
Belle Assdniblte, which yields an infinite number of bells

ringing in every direction, from ihe little Bellboys to

Bow Bells and Old Tom. Another good hit was the change
of the Old Baiiey into a new baillie, who, sound asleep

with his bottle of mountain-dew, runs off, too late to meet
the Queen, The whole ended with a scene in the tea-

gardens of the llL^pcridei, Like the Covent Garden
Pantomime, this appeared to want life and frivolity ; the

serious gravity of many of its parts was frequently so heavy
that the audience began to grow iuipatieal ; and a hearty
laugh was wanting to nalize the true character of the

Pantomime such as it existed some jeara since, when it

charmed the Hudience by burlesque absurdities rather

than by the scenery and statelincKs of a spectacle.

'-. -

Jilisccllanrous.
The Lruption ofMount Etna,—The following letter

from Catania, dated the 1 1th inst., giving further parti-

culars of the recent eruption, noticed in our last Number,
is taken from the Timet:—"As long ago as the 17lh ult.,

the summit of Mount Ltnaexinbitcd extruordinary t^mp-
toms. The smoke which usually covers it and the crater

became blacker and more dense, and seemed to be thrown
out with much greater force than usual : but as there had
been some raiuy days and indifferent weather, and as

similar phenomena occur at changes of temperature, little

attention was paid to the existing appearances. Besides,

the fog with ^^hich the atmosphere was loaded, and the

almost constant rain, prevented any distinct observation

of the mountain. It was not until the 2(>th of Nov. that

a subterraueous noise was heard, which left no longer any
doubt that serious commotions were going on in the inte-

rior. Towards night we observed at intervals, when the
atmosphere was a little clear, that immense cotumns^of
smoke aud showers of ashes and stones were thrown up
with great force. The obscurity, too, rendered apparent
the flames, which rose at intervals, always accompanied by
thick smoke, mingled with asLts aud stones in a fiery

state. As the wind was K.E. on the 27th, and the vapours
very thick, we could not j>erceive what was passing on the

mountain ; but towards night wc had hetter wtatUer, and
saw immense volumes of Barnes, always accomj^anied by
ashes and stones, which fell red hot. The eruptions ist:ued

alternately from three different craters. It was impossible

not to he struck with the grauduurof the spectacle, «hea
masses of flame surrouuded all the craters, aud seemed to

flow through the gorges of the mountain. About one
o'clock iu the u.oming the great babin cf the crater was
full of burning la\a, wtiich overtluwed aud rau down^the
south side in a tbrrent of liquid fire to the place called the

English House, and there mixed with the lava of 1787.

On the 28th, the commotions of the mountain, and the

frequent showers of ashes and stones mingled with flame,

diminished ; but m the evening these threatening appear-

ances returned with increased force. The lava, which had
ceased to flow toward the south, was now divided into two
torrents towards the >i.E., and it rushed down in the dir

rection of the valley of Bronte, spreading destruction

through the beautiful forest which oUume th» H^oHvity of
the mountain on that side. On the night of the 3(Htjj ^

new and wonderful spectacle was presented to our eyes

by the centre of the crater, which was at the moment
throwing out flames with less violence. We observed

therein a new cone of burning matter, which crumbled

into pieces by the action of the fire in the crater; at the

same time clouds of burning matter were thrown out, fol-

lowed by rushing flames, which seemed to set the heavens

on fire. Mr. \\ alkeushaw, who has been for seven years

engHged in making inquiries respecting the natural history

of litna, has gone up since the eruptions ceased. Jt is

said that M. Von \Vurstemberger, a Swiss in the Aus-

trian service, was the fir=t who observed the eruption, he

being at the time on his way to ascend the mountain. I

shall continue to send you reports respecting this erup-

tion, which well-informed persons are ot opinion will soon

be renewed. You are, of course, aware that the territory

of Bronte, to which I have alluded, was given to Lord

NeUou, with the title of Duke, by our King Ferdinand,"

French Antiquities.—A letttx from ^'audeuil of the

22d inst., published iu LaPresse, states that some work-

men, in removing a Druidical stone, two metres and a half

in length, by two metres one-fifth iu breadth, and one

metre one-third in thickness, discovered 25 or 30 bodies

lying in a circular manner, with their feet in the centre.

The bodies were separated by stones, and placed one above

the other, with a thin layer of earth between them. There

were besides several funeral urns, enclosiug ashes, and a

piece of ivory representing the axe which tiie Hctors car-

ried before the consuls. Wc learn from Galignani^s

Messenger that there have lately been discovered near the

town of lly^res, in the Yar, the remains of an ancient

Roman city. Excavations having been made, under the

directions of M. Denis, the deputy, to the extent of be-

tween 80 and lOO yards iu a line from the seashore,

there have been opened out a bypocaust of large dimen-f

sions, reservoirs, &c., and several walls faced with curious

paintings, one of which is semicircular. These pain'.ingi

were at first very fresh, but faded on exposure to the

light aud air. They are composed of arabesques, figures

ot men and animals, flowers, and other ornaments, fantas-

tically arranged, similar to the uio^t beautiful of those

found at Herculaneum and Pompeii. A triple condait

was traced underground for the coaveyancc of water, whick
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must in those daj ' ^e heen greatly abumlant on the

spot, where at pn ^a there are only very few wells to be

found.. At about 150 yards from the ^ ,
parallel to one

of those PhfPfli<'?an walls sometimes to be seen on the

ioutbern co9§^ pf France, and which b<ul been made the

foundhtion of a Rormnwall, were discovered a soccession

of archec^rauUs, brol .
.'. up and scatfcreJ ah'>ut in frag-

ments, inclicatin^X that these buildings have, in times long

»ince gone by, suffered 5cverely from soir.r ^^eat convul-

aions of the earth. M. Denis has a collection of pieces of

pottery and glass vases, tiles, bricks of ail forms, and about

fifty medals or coins, .jme in very good preservation.

Among tliese are two of eilver, one of Trajan, and the

other of Septimius Severus ; the last having been struck

in coraniemoration of the secular games celebrated dur-

ing his reign- There are some larger bronze medals of

Nero, Marcus Agrippa, and other personages of ancient

Rome. A few coins of the lower Toraan empire have

also been found.

Population of Great Britain.—At a recent meeting of

the Statisticid Society, a paper was read by Mr- Porter,

of the Board of Trade, relative to the recent census of the

inhabitants of Great Eritain. It appeared from the facts

stated in this Paper, that the proportion offpersons liting

with reference to their various ages in 1841, considerably

exceeded those of the year 1821. The number of persons

living under 15 years of age was now much smaller com-

pared with tho&e above that ago, as far as 50 : but the

fluctuations of human life were less, and its duration on

the increase. The productive portion of the population

was also greatly on the increase, as compared with the less

profitable part of the community. During the last 40

years from 1801, the number of the population hud in*

creased from 8,000,000 to 15,000,000 being an increase of

2 per cent- over the census of 1801. Should the popula-

tion go on increasing at its present ratio, it was calculated

that the [papulation of Great Britain in 1921, would be

upwards of 52,000,000, or 3,000,000 beyond the present

population of France. The paper concluded with some

curious statistical comparisons between the population of

the United States and that of Great Britain, from which

it appeared that the mortality among the slaves and the

coloured population was far greater than among the whites.

In connection with the same suhject the following extract

from the official ** Report on the sanatory condition of the

labouring population, gives additional details :—The ex-

tent of new territory required annually by the annual

increase of the population, viz., 230,000, would form a

county larger than Surrey, or Leicester, or Nottingham, or

Heretord, or Cambridge, and nearly as large as 'VYarwick.

To feed the annually increased population, supposing it to

consume the same proportion ot meat that is consumedjhy

the population of Manchester and its vicinity (a consump-
tion which appears to be helow the average of the con-

sumption in the metropolis), the influx of -:i0,000 of new
population will require for their consumption an annual

increase of 27,32/ head of cattle, 70,319 sheep, 6-1,715

&4

lambs, and 7,891 calves, to raise which an anniial increase

of upwards of 81,000 acres of good pasture land would be

required. Taking the consumption of wheat or bread to

be on the scale of a common dietary, t. e.^ 56 oz, daily for

a family of a man, woman, and three children, then the

annual addition of supply of wheat required will be

about 105,000 quarters, requiring 21,058 acres of land,

yielding 30 bushels of wheat to an ar^'* ; the total amount

of good land rt4aisite for raiaing the chief ai'ticles of food

wUlth^»'«f«"c Uc m all about 1 01),000 acres of good pasture

land annually.

JWttJ Yearns Eve in Germany.—The following ac-

count of the manner in which the New Year is ushered

in by the Germans is extracted from Mr* Howitt's new
work on the **Rural and Domestic Life of Germany."
There is plenty of dancing going on. Glee-wine, a sort cf

negus, and punch, are brought in after supper ; and just

before twelve o'clock, every one [is on the watch to win
the New Year from the others ; that is, to announce the

New Year first. Accordingly, the instant the city bell is

heard to commence tolling,
*J

Prosst Neu Jahr I
* starts

' from every one's lips; and happy is he who is acknow-
ledged to have made the exclamation first, and to have
won from all the others the New Year. In every house,
at that moment, all over the country, is shouted * Prosst
Neu Jahr !' prosst being no German word, but a con-
traction of the Latin prosit. On one occasion, having
retired to rest, our servants assembled at our room door
and woke us, in order to cry * Prosst Neu Jahr !

' On,
the following morning, every one that meets you salutes

you with the same exclamation. With the glee-wine are

brought in, on a waiter, the New Year wishes of the
family and its friends. These are written in-verse, gene-
rally on highly ornamented gilt note-paper, and s«aled up.

When the ' Prosst Neu Jahr I
' has passed, and all have

. drunk to one another a Happy New ifear, with a general
touching of glasses, these are opened and read. For the
most part they are without signatures, and occasion much
guessing and joking- Under cover of these anonymous
epistles, good hints and advice are often administered by
parents and friends. Numbers of people, who never on
any other occasion write a verse, now try their hands at

one ; and those who do not find themselves sufficiently

inspired, present those ornamental cards of which I have
spoken under Christmas, and which have all kinds of

vrishes, to suit all kinds of tastes and circumstances. These
are to be purchased of all qualities and prices, and those

sent by friends and lovers generally appear on New
Y'ear^s day, and are signed or not, as suit the purpose of

the sender.*'

VicE'CnA>'CKLLOR's Court.— [Before V.-CU Knight Brncc.]—
:^funis V. <?rtfw/?//.—This was a motion on the part of the plaintiflf

(Mr.Mufltz,M,F.) to restrain the defendants from using the plain*

tiff's Jhiveiitlon for makirff metal plates Tor sheathing the

bottoms of ships. The facts were thrse :—In October, I832,letters

patent for 14 years were granted to ihe plaintiff for the invention

in qnestion, and in geptcraber/ 1833, defendanls who carried on
the business of copper-merchant*, entered into articles of agree-

ment with the plaintiff, by which it was agreed that the letters-

patent should be vested in the plaintiff and Messrs, Grenfell

jointly 'for the remainder of ^'r.e term. The patent was to be

the joint property of the \ tnership, and the profits, after

the expenses, and after o: . -rtioning' to the plaintiff 2/. for

every ton of metal madr, were to r-o, one moiety to the
plaintiff and the other n^.oiet; to the defendants. Kithcr party

was to have liberty to put an end to the partnership by
g-iving" one montV.'s notice. The partnership having thus com-
menced, Mr. Muntz explained the mode of working: his patent,

and the defendants [managr-l the sale of the articles manu-
facturcd. By this mccms the lill alleged the defendants had pos-

sessed ihemtclves of the goodwill of the trade. In May, 184J,

the defer dants gave tlie plaintiff a month's notice, pursuant to

the articles of agreement, to put an end to the partnership:

and accordingly on the lyth June, the partnership ceased, and
the plaintiff received further notice from the Grenfelis to give up
the mills in which they had hitherto carried on the co-partner-

ship business. The patent was therefore vested in Mr. Muntz j

but, notwitlistanding this, defendants continued to work, make,
and expose for.sale the metal as heretofore. Under thc^e cir-

cumstances the present application was made. The plaintiff

rested his case; first, on the common right of a patentee; and,

secondly, if the patent should he invalid, as the defendants
alleged, ujion the distinct contract into which they had entered

with th« plaintiff. Whether the patent was good or bad, the

cnjitr.'ict precluded the defendants from questioning it. Mr.
Muntz was the party who had sll the knowledge about working
the patent; but defendants liavirig gained from him that know-
ledge, and Jieing entrusted with the management of the eale, and
got the wh'ole trade in their hands, ifthey weie not restrained

by the summary interference of the court, irreparable injury

,woiild;be done to the ydainliff's property. The plaintiff was
willing that his right should be tried at law, but in the meantime
claimed the protection of the court. For the defence, the

validity of the patent was denied, which was stated to be pre-

cisely the same as one specified in the Repertory of Arts and
Sciences, in 1804, as the invention of a Mr. Cullins. They also

stated that there had been no uninterrupted enjoyment under the

patent, that it was never worked until Sept. IS3/, and tliat they
had in that year told the plaintiff that the patent was wt rthless.

His Honor said that the first question was whether for the
limited purpose of the present interlocutory application, and as
between these parties only, the patent was or was not to be taken
to be valid ? Tlie utility of the process was not ques^tioned. The
specification had not been stronj^ly attacked, and it appeared that

there had been a conviction on the part of the defendants that

the invention was the plaintiff's, and that the specification was
not sufficient, 'i he main question was as to the originality of
the alleged invention. Now, how did that stand in the evidence ?

The patent was dated the 22d of October, 1S34. Negotiations took
place during the course of the following year between the
plaintiffs and the defendants, for the purpose of working the
patent, in partner.-hip together. That negotiation ripened into
a contract on the 14th September, 1835, by which the plaintiff

and the defendants agreed to carry on business together for a
term commensurate with tlie duration of the patent, subject to

the notice for dissolution which had been mentioned. The
articles of agreement, though not in precise terms, recited^ the
validity of the patent, and proceeded upon the notion that they
were dealing with a valid patent. Afterwards, in 18^5, the specifi-

cation of a former expired patent was observetl in a scientific

publication, which was brought to the attention of the plaintiff

•and defcnd^mts as being likely to affect the validity of the patent;

in which they were jointly interested. On that occasion the
plaintiff, in substance, offered the defendants to close his con-
nexion with Ihtm if they were dissatisfied. This offer was re-

fused, and they went on in pa^tncr^hipas usual, until the month
of May, 1840, when the parties not being able to agree, notice of
dissolution was given by thedelenriants to the plaintiff according
to llic articles of agreement. The partnership expired on the 17th
of June, 1842, and the result accordingly was to revert the patent
wholly in tlie plaintiff. Some time before this, Vivian was sup-
posed to have infringed the patent, and a suit was instituted
against him in this court by tbe present plaintiff and by the de-
fcjuiaiits jointly as co-plaintiffs, aud an injunction was moved
for. That suit was conducttd by the private solicitor of the
present defendants, as he collected, and they used, as a main
part of the materials on which they applied for the injunction,
an affidavit made by Mr. Muntz, in which he swore precisely as
to tlie originality of the invention and the validity of the patent.
In these circumstances, could he for the present limited purpose
as between Ihe present parties refuse to let this injunction go ? If

he were of opinion that he ought to let it go, then the question
of infringement or disturbance became of much less importance
than it would otherwise be. It appeared that the plaintiff from
the first had manufactured sheathing on this patented plan. He
had endeavoured to make his invention public for the purpose of
selling it. It appeaixd that there existed a strange impression in
the trade ngain^t it, as it would appear, from prejudice and
ignorance ol its real merit?, for that it was meritorious no one
seemed to dispute. Accordingly, at first, it liad no considerable
sale. In 1837, however, the patent appeared to be set actively in
work. It soon became more known and accepted by the trade,
and between 1831 and 1841 there was an attempt made to invade
it by a person named Culter; but that was almost questionable,
for it appeared that he soon desisted. There were only three in-
stances of infringement : one by Vivian, another by Lyon and
Newton, and another by Freeman. Now, against this there was
a third species of infringcment*hy the plaintiff, which had taken
place to the extent which he had mentioned previously to the
partnershij?, and a substantial, full, and complete enjoyment
during the years 1838, 1839, and 1840. Considering, therefore,
if the view which he took Vr.s a correct one as to the manner in
which he had treated for the present purpose the question of the
validity of the patcDt, he thought he mu-it consiider the infringe-
ment as a slight disturbance. He should, therefore, order the
injiuiction as between the present parties, the.plaiutiff under-
takiug to abi.iC by such order a:^ the Court migiit think fit as to
any question of comi-ensation, and undertaking immediately to
bring his action to try the qneotion of the validity. The venue
to be laid in Middlesex ; the plaintiff to commence his action in
one week, unless prevented by the defendants, and to deliver the
declaration in three weeks.
Court of Excuequkr.—Howard f. Eyre.—This w^as an ac-

tion upon a bill of exchange involving some important points
connected with public companies. It appeared that tlie defend-
ant, Sir James Eyre, M.D., was induced in the year ,1840 to be-
come a shareholder in the Patent Rolling and Compressing Iron
Company, and had paid up a large sum by way of calls. In the
month of December last the secretary, requiring payment of the
salary then due to him, drew a bill, addressing it *' to the Direc-
tcirs of the Patent Rolling and Compressing Iron Company,"
two of whom, V^ alter Alexander Urquhart and Thomas Hawkes,
M..P, accepted it. The whole concern having failed, and the
defendant conceiving that the directors would only involve the
company in further U}^^., ref :d to pay any further calls; and it
w-as now sought to charge ium, jn the character cf a share-
bolder, with the acceptance ot the bill in question. Tl^e deed n
settlement having been put in and read on the part of the plain-
tiff, the learned Baron observed, that it did not appear that the
directors of the company had the power to bind their share-
holders by the acceptance of bills; and secondly, that in this
action, the bill being a,„.rcsscd to and accepted by the directors,
tiicy were the proper piirtics to look to lor payment. The piain-
tifl' must therefore be nonsuited.
Court ok Queen's 'Bkken.-^Bailey v. Tncfi/icr.—The plaintiff

in thi3 case is a statioiicrj aud defendant was a director lust com-

pany called the General Life and Invalid Assurance Association •

which had an office in Chatham-place, Blackfriars. The action
was brought to recover the sum of 508/. IO5. Od., for goods sup-
plied to the as>ociatiori by tlie plaintilT. Evidence wa3 then put
in showing that the goods were furnished to the company • that
the dcfentlant was a very active director, and recommended the
plaintiff to supply the goods. The company was formed in the
year 1839, and was dissolved in the year 1S40. Prospectuses
were issued stating that the capital ;was to be 50«,roo/., in 25,0r>0

shares, but it turi:ed cut that only 50O/. had actually been sub-
scribed. The defence was that the plaintiff was himself a share-
holder in the association, and that, being tliercfore a partner, it

was urged that it was impossible for one partner to maintain an
action against another partner for goods supplied by hiiu to the
partnership. On behalf of tlse defendant it was proved that the
plaintiff became a shareholder in the assf^ciation on the 1st of
Novcmbir, 1839, taking 20 shares; he attended the board very
trcquentiy, and gave a great ileal of advice, recommending very
strongly tliat the com>pany should go to a greater expense, par-
ticularly in the stationery department. Tlic association was dis-

solved in May, 1840, as it was discovered there was some.hing
wrong. Mr. Baring, who liad been always understood to be the
chairman of the compariy, having disavowed being so. The
plaintiff, on the 7th November, made application to the directors

to insure his life, and his policy was executed on the 3d De-
cember, and delivered to him. The plaintiff hnd brought actions
already against several of the directors, and had compromised
the actions on the defendants' paying certain sums of money in

pait liquidation of the whole debt. The plaiiitiff then, in answer
to the defence, contended that the action was not brought
against the defendant as a shareholder, but on the ground of his

being a director of a board which managed the nffairs of the com-
pany. The prospectus had held out to the world that the capital

was to be 500,OOu/. That must, therefore, be considered as a con-
dition precedent chat they should not incur debts until the whole
of the capital had been subscribed. It had been held that no
shafeholder would become liable unless all the shares had been
disiiosed of, and all the capital subscribed. The directors had no
right to trade and run up debts against the shareholders. The
plaintiff and defendant were never partners, because the com-
pany was inchrate. Lord Dcnman said it appeared to him to be
anew point; he should direct the jury to find fur the plaintiff,

witli leave to the defendant to move for a nonsuit if the Court
should be of opinion that the action was not maintainable.
Verdict for the plaintiff.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.- This meeting was, beyond aU

doubt, the dullest day of the season j the number of subscribers

present was under 20, and the betting in keeping with the
attendance, 1000 to 30 and 875 to 23 were laid against Mr,
Bell's Winesour; 1000 to 20 (twice) agst Col. Peel's St. Valentine;
500 to 10 agst the Duke of Grafton's Oxygen colt; 1000 to 15 agst

Mr. Eddison's Chesterfield ; and 2000 to 30 agst Lord Orford's

Mercy colt.

Irish Sporting,—We are informed by a correspondent that the

usual sporting party which assembles every Christmas at War-
ren's Court and Warren*s Grove, the seats of Sir A. Warren and
his brother, had excellent sport on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday of last week, having killed 67 brace of woodcocks
alone, exclusive of quantities of hares, rabbits, snipe, wild duck,

&c. The party consisted of Lords Doneraile and Riversdale,

Hon. Wm. Bernard, Messrs. Heard, Stone, Bagnell, Seymour,
Payne, R. T, Kye, and Warren,

MARK LANE, Fridat, Dec. 30.—There is scarcely a sample
of New English Wheat at market, and prices may be considered
nominally as on Monday ; on Wednesday there was a good de-
mand for Foreign at quite as high rates ; this morning tlierc vyas

less doing, yet our currency was fully maintained. Fine Malting
Barley continues in demand, but other sorts are a slow sale;

Peas and Beans remain as last quoted. The Oat Trade is heavy,
and prices continue about the same.

BRITISH, PKH IMPEnrAL (QUARTER.
Wheat, Kssex, Kent, and Suffolk , . . AVhite

-• Nurlulk, liinuolnsliire and Voikshire. i •

Barley JMalting anddistillinp
Oats, Lincolnshire and Voiksbire . . . Tolaiids
—— Northumberland and Scotch . . , « Feed

Irish •.....•.,,.• Feed
ivy 6 . . • ** . ,• ... ..• • .

Beans, Alazagan. old ^.nd new . -Sft-to 2S
Pigeon, Heligoland . . ", £,0 to 33

Peas« White £0 to 33

Tick
Winds.
Maple

44 to 62
— to —
25 to 23
V6X.0 23
— to —
D to i8
— to —
24 to 29
26 to 34

27 to 20

Red 40 to4B
White — to—
Grind. 19 to S5
Fctd H tosa
Potato \h to S4
Potato 14 to S2

Hairow 26 to 30
1.4)11Kpud Sti to 30
Grey £6 to 27

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AViiaAGES,
M'heat.

Nov.

Dec.

]8
£5
a
9

IS
23

Barley.

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Puties

49 8 S8 1

49 6 28 1

48 6 27
47 3 27 I

5G 10 £6 5
; 47 2 20 6

1 48 2
!

27 4

20

OatH.
17 10

17 9
17 9
17 3
17 2
17 4

17 6

8

Rye.
31 8
32
sa
29
£8
23

3
1

5
11

5

£9 9

11 6

BeanR.
31 6
ai 4

20 U
30 3
29 10

38 II

30 5

10 6

Peas.
34 2
33
33
33
t2
31

7
5
8
2
2

32 10

10 9

AnaiVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
]Flour. Wht. Bar I,

{
Malr.i Oats. Rye. Ens. Peai

1 m ^M *

English , pen Sks, — Bria. 6497 '13208 [13027 6483
;
316 1469 !

1364
1

Irish . . — „ _ „ ^^^ 437 — 1939 ^
1

—
Foreign . — „ 2428 „ 3080 _ — 1473 — 1 ^

AHRIA^ALS THIS WEEK.
Wheat Barley- Oats Flour

English . • 1930 Be40 6150 1310

Irish . . •-W .^ 13060 —
Foreign • . 1C20 330 —

'

I
1pm

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENT—J. Casson, Liverpool, merchant.

,BANKRUPTCY SUPERSEDED—i. BUiomenihal, Thornton-Ftrcet, Dock-

bead, wholesaie-stationer—S. Waters, Edinbiidge, Kent, grocer,
BANKRUPTS—\V. J. B. Staunton, Bishopsgate-streei, City, wine-raeJ-

chant—S. Partridge, Peerless-row, City -road, licensed victualler — T- F.

Hfirris, Great Portland-street, draper—G. Coates, ITart-strect, BlooniBbury,

ftpothecary—T, Kirapton, High-street, Newington-butts, iSurrey,' draper-J.
Fawcett, St. John-street, St. SopulL-hre, troach-builder— G. Barker, Sunder-

landwick, Yorkshire, farmer—T. Holt, Clitlieroe, Lancashire, dealer in coiils—

.7, N. Sargent, Nottingham, grocer— J. Gosden, VVilatead-slreet, New-road,
licensed-victualler—G. J- Newton, Leice^ler-wiuare, draper—W, M. h<-nior,

S
----.-

th
\Y _, .. ,_ , ^, , ^ _
Sussex, corn dealer—W, Fox, (iwersylt, Denbigh, iron-masler— R- Smith,

Leeds, flour-dealer—W. Smith, Leeds, iron-founder-J. James, Cheltenham,
wine-merch;int.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS-J.Htndersnn and Co., Dundee, merchants

~J. Hill, Broughty Feiry, Dundee, merchant- A. Hutcheaon, Dundee, roer-

chant~J. Riddel, Aberde^-n, Treasurer to the Harbour Trustees of Aberdeen
—W. and J. Steel, Elie, ship-builders.

BIRTPIS On the 24th inst., at Co..mbe Abbey, th"e Countess of Craven, o£

a daughter—On the 2mh inst., the lady of R. J. Eaton, Esq., W.P., ot a siin—

On the 26th inst-, at Becca-hill, Yorkshire, the lady of Col. niarkham, ot a

daughter-On the 26th inst-, at No. 5, Clarence-terrace, Regent's Park, -Mrs.

Macready, of a daughter—On the 0th ult., at Bishop's Lvtli^*it Jamaica, the

lady of the Right Kev. thti Lord Bishop ot Jamaica, of a da-ighter—Ou the

2ad inst., at Wniington Hall, Cheshire, the lady of Col. Tomkinson, of a son—
On Chri3tmas-day, at Brisley Rectory, the iady of the Rev. E. J, Asb^of a son-

MARRIED—On the CKth inst., at St. Margaret's, W. Bowman, Esq., F-R-h.

of Norfolk-street, Strand, surgeon, lo Hariiel, youngest daugiiter of the lat«

T. Pa«et, Esq-, of Leicester—On the 27th inst-, at Sr. Mary's, Paddington, S-

Rawlins, Esq-, of Moselev, W'oneslershire, to Catheiine Anne, daughter ot h.

Donaldson, Esq-, of Uii^ier Hyde Paik-atreet-At St- James's, Piccadilly ,
on

the 2(!th inst., J- Coulsun.Epq, of Hans-place, Sloane street, eldest son o* •'•

Cr)uI?on, E«q , of Clifton, to Cathi n'ne Dunloji, youngest daughter of R- Ste-

venson, Esq , of Sandon, county of Staflurd. -

DIEI>—On till- (jih ult., at liusel, near Kelso, aiargaret, eldest daughterTit

Mr. O. Smiih, gardener, »ged six ytars; on the iimh, Margarei; l}r« wn, hJ«

tvife, aged 3i; on the 1st inat., JtiiiifF.- his only son, aged two iind half; i^tnd on
theUth, Elijiabcth, his Becorid ^daughter, aged four, all <»f typhus fever—On
the 24th inst., at Leamington, Lord Oiiiiee— On the 27th uir., at his residence,

in Cheater, vXnhdeacnn Wranghiiin, in the 74th year ol Iiis agr—On the -'7th

inst., at his seat, iStudley Priory, Oxfordshire, Sir AicsandLr.Croke,.aged Bi.U

Printpd by Mesiira. iiaAiiBt-RV and Evaks, Lombard-ttreet, Flcet-atreet, in

the rrecinctof Whiteiiiars, in the City oi London,' and Publithcd by them at

the Oj>jFica, 3, CHART,Rs-sTK£iST, CovBWT Garokk, in the County of flHddle«e»>
where all Advertisementu and CommtiaigWJoOi sue to b« Rddrceaed tff iht
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